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V:'?PREFACE TO VOLUME VII. '<&,%

THIS
volume contains the words beginning with the letters O and P. Including the Main words,

to which separate articles are allotted, the special Combinations or compounds, explained and
illustrated under the Main words, and the Subordinate entries of obsolete and variant forms entered in

their alphabetical places, with a reference to the Main words under which they are treated and illustrated,

the number of words amounts to 41,667. The Combinations of simple and obvious meaning, of which
lists are given under the Main words, without separate explanation, but in most cases with illustrative

quotations, number 7,203, raising the actual total of words and compounds recorded in the volume to 48,870.
These words are thus distributed among the letters:

Main words
Subordinate Special Obvious Total Xo. N'o. of

\vord>. Combinations. Combinations. of Words. Quotations.
O (356 pages) 7,118 1,198 692 2,173 11,181 38,675
-Pf (404 ,, ) 7,208 1,811 1,281 1,470 n,77o 41,880

Ph-Py (896 ) 15,974 3,3S4 3,001 3,560 25,919 94.575

Total 30,300 6,393 4,974 7,203 48,870 i75>'3

Considered as to their status in the language, the Main words arc distinguished approximately into

those which are native or fully naturalized, and still current, those now obsolete (marked t), and those

considered to be alien or imperfectly naturalized (marked ||), although in the case of both the latter it

is often difficult to draw the line The distribution of the 30,300 Main words is approximately as follows :

Current. Obsolete. Alien. Total.

O 5,347 1,506 265 7,118

5,47' 1,201 536 7,208
Ph-Py 12,302 2,628 1,044 15,974

Total 1

23,120 5,335 1,845 30,300

Etymologically considered, the O section and the P section of the English vocabulary differ greatly
in the proportions of their elements. O is in this respect an ordinary letter, containing a good proportion
of words of Anglo-Saxon derivation, beside those of later adoption, from Scandinavian, Old French, Latin,

and Greek, and more distant languages. Among the words that go back to Old English use are the

prepositions of (to the lexicographer the longest and most difficult of English prepositions, the treatment

of which in this Dictionary occupies 18 columns), off, on, over, the adverbs off, oft, often, out, the conjunction

or, the numeral and pronoun one with its derivatives once, only, etc., the pronominal words other, our, ozvn,

the verbs ought, owe, own : all of great interest to the student of the historical grammar of the language.
There are also numerous well-known substantives, as oak, oakum, oar, oat, oath, ooze, ordeal, oven, owl,

and important adjectives as old and open. To these must be added the words compounded with out

(1,250, including 775 Main words), and over (2,173, including 1,413 Main words). The out- and <n'*T-compounds

occupy more than a fourth of O. The words from Latin include the compounds in ob- and its phonetic

variants, oc-, of-, op-, and important words such as order and its family. Among the words from Greek

are the numerous compounds in ortho-, and the chemical terms related to oxygen.

In P, on the other hand, the words that go back to Old English are a very small company. Of
the 23,000 Main words here dealt with, about 80 appear in the Anglo-Saxon Dictionary, of which, however,

1

Adding these to the words in Volumes I-VI, we have for the portion of the alphabet from A to P the following figures :

Main words. Current. Obso.et, Alien.
Subordinate ^g^ CoSons. *oul.

160,519 146,134 It, 197 3,188 40,440 30,139 33,819 264,917

For the letters O and P, the comparative scale of this work and of certain other Dictionaries is shown by the following figures :

Johnson. EncySowedi '

'

Century
'

Diet.
' Funk's Standard.' Here

Words recordeu 4,485 19,873 25,585 27,097 48,870

\Vordsillustratedbyquotntions 3,661 6,337 8,368 2,379 38,365

Number of illustrative quotations 12,111 9,642 2,34O 3, 243 ^Si'S

The quotations in Richardson's Dictionary in O and P are 9,640.
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50 were borrowings from Latin, leaving only about 30 rea.Iy
'

native
', most of them found in other

Germanic languages. Among the chief of these are pan, fat,:, penny, pith, play, plight, plough, pock, pool,

pretty, prick, puff, pull, put. Of these the two last scarcely appear in Old English, but have since become
verbs of great importance ; the article PUT is, after Go, the longest as yet in the Dictionary, and has

proved one of the most difficult. From causes stated in the article on the letter P, this was the rarest initial

consonant in Old English, occupying in Bosworth-Toller's Anglo-Saxon Dictionary only one-fifth of the

space of O. But its constant accessions from other languages, and apparently its aptitude to form

onomatopoeic words, have made it in the modern dictionary icxt in compass to S and C, with which

it forms a triad of gigantic letters, containing together considerably more than a fourth of all the words
in the language. The accessions began with the 50 words fron Latin already mentioned, some, like

pile, pit, and ponnd, of West Germanic age, but most of them only ire-Conquest English, either ecclesiastical,

as pall, pope, priest, prime, or names of foreign plants and animals, as parsley, pear, pease, pepper, pea(cock).
The accessions continued with the words from Old French, in origin mostly Latin, and subsequently with

words formed directly from Latin (sometimes ultimately from Greek) :
and also, from the i6th century, in the

terminology of philosophy and science, from Greek directly. From he i6th century, words began to crowd
in from other European and more distant tongues, until now there are to be found in the P division of

this volume representatives of more than 50 languages. To thee have been added a considerable

number of words of unknown origin, many no doubt onomatopoeias of English or its dialects. The

compass of the letter has been greatly enlarged by the words formed with the Latin prefixes per-, post-,

pre-, pro- (with its OF. form pur-), and with the Greek prefixes para- peri-, pro-, and the formatives pan-,

panto-, philo-, poly-, pseitdo-, pyro-, etc. The words in Pli are an dien group, representing (with few

exceptions) Greek words in <I>, for which Roman spelling substituted PH, md which thus come in between PE-

and Pi-, at once to swell the P vocabulary and to increase its Greek elerrcnts. Of the 23,000 Main words in

P, nearly 7,900 more than one-third of the whole, are of Greek derivation, or are formed with a Greek

prefix or first element. This is a proportion much larger than obtains in he language as a whole.

The material collected up to 1885 for O to OM- was arranged chronologically and in part sub-edited

by Miss Margaret Haig, of Blairhill, Stirlingshire (now Mrs. Alexander Sturt). The section Oo- to OPPRO-
BRIUM was skilfully sub-edited by the late Rev. W. J. Lowenberg, of Staikies, Bury, 1887-96, who died in

1899, before seeing any part of O in type. The section OPPUGN to Ow- was sub-edited 1895-6 by Mr. James
Bartlett, of Cloverlea, Bramley, Guildford, who after more than 20 years' voluntary work at the Dictionary,

during which he sub-edited also G, parts of M, R, and S, died on 15 August, 1908. The very technical

section from Ox to Oz- was arranged and sub-edited by Mr. H. A. Nesbitt, B.A. in 1895. For PA-, the

material collected by the Philological Society had, in consequence of the death of the person who undertook

its sub-editing, been nearly all lost or destroyed. It had in consequence to be collected anew, which was

largely done by the late Mr. E. S. Jackson, M.A., Plymouth ;
as it accumulated, it was arranged, and finally

sub-edited, 1882-7, by the late Miss J. E. A. Brown, of Cirencester. The slips for PE- to PELV- were

sub-edited in 1884 by Mr. James Britton, F.L.S.
;

those for PEM- to PERP- by Mr. R. M'Lintock, of

Liverpool, in 1885 and 1893-6 ;
and those for PERS- to PlL- by Mr. W. J. Anderson, then of Markinch,

who died in February, 1900. The large section PlM- to PROF- was laboriously sub-edited by Miss J. E. A.

Brown, one of the most devoted and enthusiastic of our volunteer helpers, between 1900 and her sudden

death on 19 February, 1907. Her work was ably continued, PROFIT to PRY, by the late Mr. C. B.

Winchester, in 1907-8. The earlier material for PR- to Pu- had been put in order by the late Mr. P. W.

Jacob in 1885. The whole section PE- to PHY- was revised, with much new material, 1901-4, by our

valued coadjutor the Rev. C. B. Mount, M.A., who also sub-edited, with much original research, the last

section Ps- to PYXIS in 1904-7. The generous and, in many cases, long-continued services of these

voluntary collaborators, so few of whom, alas ! survive, call for the fullest and most grateful recognition.

In the revision and improvement of the work in the proof stage, continuous and indefatigable help

has been rendered by Misses E. P. and Edith Thompson, of Lansdown, Bath, whose investigations of the

sense-history of difficult words, have been most fruitful and valuable; also by the Rev. Canon Fowler, D.C.L.,

Durham, the Rev. J. B. Johnston, B.D., Falkirk, Mr. A. Caland, of Wageningen, Holland, Monsieur F. J.

Amours, Glasgow, and in later parts by Professor F. E. Bumby, Nottingham. Assistance with the proofs

has been only a small part of the gratuitous services rendered to the Dictionary by Mr. R. J. Whitwell,

B.Litt. Oxon., who has contributed to the history of legal, historical, and other words by special investi-

gations in the Bodleian and Codrington Libraries, the British Museum, and the Public Record Office.

Many of our earlier illustrations for such words are the fruit of his researches. Five of our zealous

helpers in this department have been removed by death during the preparation of this volume : the

Right Hon. Lord Aldenham, who had sub-edited parts of C and K for the Philological Society, and had

read our proofs from the beginning, died in September, 1907, Dr. W. Sykes, F.S.A., who supplied
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most of our quotations for recent medical teitis, died in September, 1906; Mr. E. L. Brandreth, who had

sub-edited portions of H, K, and N, besida reading our proofs, and verifying references in the British

Museum Library, died in December, 1907; Mr. C. B. Winchester, who, as reader, sub-editor, and,

after the death of Mr. Brandreth, collater a quotations in the British Museum, was the most valued of

our later volunteer coadjutors, died in Decnber, 1908 ;
Mr. Chichester Hart, of Curraghblagh, Portsalon,

Donegal, who added to the proofs many quotations
from i6th and I7th century dramatists, died in 1908.

The scholars and men of science wh| have given their assistance in the present volume include

nearly all those who have been named in the Prefaces to volumes V and VI, to whom again grateful

thanks are recorded. More especially musmnention be made of etymological and philological help rendered

by Monsieur Paul Meyer, Membre de ITnstitut, Paris, and Professor Eduard Sievers, of Leipzig, both

Honorary Fellows of the British Acadeny. Assistance on points of Etymology and Philology has also

been received from Professors Napier, AVright, R. Ellis, Bywater, Margoliouth, Driver, Sanday, Rhys,
Macdonell, Morfill, Bullock, and from tfe Readers in Turkish, Persian, Hindustani, Tamil, and Burmese,
in the University of Oxford

; from P/ofessors Skeat, and E. G. Browne, and the late Sir R. Jebb,

Cambridge ; Professors Rhys Davids, Winchester ; Weekley, Nottingham ; Mackinnon, Edinburgh ; Murphy,

Dublin; Morris Jones, Bangor ;
Proflssors Brandl, Berlin; Kluge, Freiburg; J. Schipper, Luick, and

Jagic, Vienna
; Murko and Strekelj, yGraz ; Derocquigny, Lille

;
Dr. A. Kluyver, Leiden

;
Sir Ernest

Satow, K.C.B., Dr. G. A. Grierson, L.I.E., Camberley, Dr. A. Souter, Oxford, Mr. James Platt, junior.

On points of History, Archaeology, And Law, from Professors C. H. Firth, Goudy, Holland, Vinogradoff,

Oxford, the late Professor F. W. Haitland, Cambridge, Professor F. Liebermann, Berlin, the Deputy-

Keeper of the Public Records, Si/ F. Pollock, Bart., Miss Edith Thompson, and Dr. R. R. Sharpe,
of the Guildhall, Mr. Thomas Hurter, Town Clerk of Edinburgh, G. J. Turner, Esq. (Puralee, Purlieu),

G. Holden, All Souls Library ;
on Numismatics, from Dr. Barclay V. Head and H. A. Grueber, F.S.A.

;

on Military terms, from Major HJA. Adair, Captain C. S. Harris, Major J. H. Leslie, Colonel F. E. B.

Loraine
;

on Naval terms, from Sir J. K. Laughton, M. Oppenheim, Mr. Oswyn A. R. Murray of the

Admiralty; on the history of Philosophical terms, from Messrs. C. C. J. Webb, Magdalen College, and R. R.

Marett, Exeter College ;
on the iistory and definition of Mathematical terms, from the late Dr. C. Taylor,

Master of St. John's, Cambridge, Dr. Gow of Westminster School, Professor Elliott and Mr. C. Leudesdorf,

Oxford
;

on terms of Physics, ^fom Professors Silvanus P. Thompson, R. B. Clifton, A. E. H. Love
;

on

Astronomical terms from Mr. AV. H. Wesley, of the Royal Astronomical Society, and Dr. Dreyer, of

Armagh; on Medical terms, Bacteriology, etc., from Sir T. Clifford Allbutt, M.D., Professors Osier,

Ritchie, F. Gotch, Georges Dieyer, and Dr. P. H. Pye-Smith ; on the history of Chemical terms, from

Sir H. Roscoe, Dr. W. R. Duitan, and Mr. H. Robinson, of the Imperial Institute
;

Messrs. H. Hartley,
N. Sidgwick, and A. F. Wa/den, Oxford ; on Geology and Mineralogy, from Sir A. Geikie, J. J. H.

Teall, F.R.S., Professor J. McKenny Hughes, Dr. H. A. Miers, L. Fletcher, F.R.S., Dr. John W. Evans

(Plumbago), and the late Professor Albert H. Chester, of Rutgers College, U.S.A.
; on Zoology and

Biology, from the late Professor Alfred Newton, Professor A. Sedgwick, and Dr. S. F. Harmer, Cambridge,
Dr. W. Hatchett Jackson, Professors Bourne and Poulton, and Mr. J. W. Jenkinson, Oxford, the Director of

the Natural History Museum, South Kensington, Dr. A. Gtinther, and others
;

on Botany, etc., from

Professor Vines, Oxford, thb late and present Directors of the Royal Gardens, Kew, and members of their

staff, and Dr. B. Daydon /ackson ;
on terms of Finance, etc., from successive secretaries of the Bank of

England, the late Lord Aldenham, the Hon. Vicary Gibbs
;
on certain Parliamentary terms, from the

Right Hon. Lord Peel and Sir Courtney P. Ilbert
;
on the words Ode and Poetry, from Professors A. C.

Bradley and J. Mackail
;
on Jewish terms, from Dr. H. Gollancz

;
on terms of Architecture, Engineering,

and Lighthouses, from Mr. Alexr. Beazeley, C.E., a constant helper for many years, and contributor of

more than 30,000 quotations, who died on i December, 1905; on Printing terms, from Mr. Horace

Hart, M.A.
;
on Boating terms, from Rev. W. E. Sherwood ; on Chess terms, from H. J. R. Murray, M.A.

;
on

terms of various Arts and Industries, from Professor Beaumont, Leeds, Messrs. Herbert Congreve, M.Inst.C.E.,

H. O. Greener, R. Oliver Heslop, K._A. Macaulay, Julian A. Osier, the Royal Worcester China Works, the

Manager of Tangyes Ltd., etc. ; on other special points, from Mr. W. Pailey Baildon, Rev. Andrew Clark, M.A.,

Dr. E. J. Scott, Messfc. John Dormer, John Hodgkin, A. Taylor Innes, A. F. Leach, M.A., H. Littlehales,

F. Madan, M.A., A. T. Robbins, W. L. Rushton, and many others. For words connected with American

colonial, state, and federal history, invaluable contributions have been made by Mr. Albert Matthews,

of Boston
;
as also, on American subjects, by the late Mr. W. P. Garrison, and Mr. C. W. Ernst, of Boston

(who has besides supplied many early instances of medieval Latin words). Assistance has been rendered

also by Dr. Warner, Dr. Fortescue, Mr. John A. Herbert, and other officers of the British Museum
; by

Bodley's Librarian, Dr. Jenkinson, University Librarian, Cambridge, the late and present Keepers of the

Advocates' Library, Edinburgh, the Librarian of the Patent Office, London, the Librarians of the Congress
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Library, Washington, and of the Boston Athenaeum, U.S.A.; the Librarians of the Royal Society,

Linnaean Society College of Surgeons, and the Admiralty, London
; by Sir Walter S. Pndeaux, Clerl

of the Goldsmiths' Company; and the officers of other public bodies. Constant contributions to t

illustration of words and senses, as well as other valued help, have been furnished by

The members of the editorial staff who have assisted in the preparation of this volume are Me ;rs. L. IT.

Balk A. T. Haling, M.A, F. J. Sweatman, M.A.
; and, in P only, Mr. F. A. Yockney, 1

Gough (who chiefly assisted in the etymological articles), and the Misses Elsie M. R. and N. K.

Murray Also, to a more limited extent in the earlier part, Messrs. Hereward Price, B.A., A. H. Mann, B.A.,

H E G. Rope, B.A., and W. Landells; and Messrs. P. J. PHlip and G. Friedrichsen, B.A. towan

close. Important help in the revision of the later sheets has, in the illness of one of the staff, been rendered by

Mr. C. T. Onions, M.A., a member of the staff of Dr. Bradley.

THE SCRIPTORIUM, OXFORD,

31 August, 1909.

JAMES A. H. MURRAY.

ADDITIONS AND EMENDATIONS.

Obliterature. = OBLITERATION : 1711 G. HICKES Two Treat.

Christ. Priesth. (1847) II. 50 A perfect obliterature of all injuries.

Obscure, a. 7 and v. I. Earlier examples: 1432-50 tr. J/igtteii

(Rolls) II. 55 There be other names of cites founde in cronicles obscure

to the intellecte. Ibid., That kynge dreamed that . . the bloode of hym
obscurede and hidde the sonne.

Obstinative, sb. An obstinate tendency : 1561 T. HOBY tr. Casti-

glionts Courtyer (1577) I. Dijb, And of these errors there are diuers

other causes and among other the obstinatiues of princes.

tObsu'rd, v. Obs. trans. To make dull of hearing, deafen : 1639

J. WELLES Scales Progr. 109 Old age . . dimmed with blindness, ob-

surded with deafenes.

O-ocupable, a. rare. Capable of being occupied : 1851 WHF.WELL
Grotins I. 256 In things which are properly no-one's, two things are

occupable ;
the lordship, and the ownership.

Octagonian, a. Earlier example : 1598 [see HEXAGONIAN].

Ogive. Early example: 1357-8 Ely Sacr. Rolls 1907 II. 180 In

Lvj pedibns de oggifs empt. per pede iijd. ob. 16'. 4
d

.

Okapi (oka'pi). African. A quadruped allied to the giraffe, dis-

covered by Sir Harry Johnston in 1900: 1901 RAY LANKESTER in

Times 18 June 2/3 After an examination of the skulls I am of opinion
that the '

Okapi (the native name by which the new animal is known)
. . must be placed in a new genus.

Omnium I, Omnium gatherum. Quot. 1775 should be dated 1 761.

Otherkin. Delete quot. a 1275, which reads 'A J>re cunne '.

Oudemian. Earlier example : 31586 SIDNEY Arcadia in. (1598;

345 To meete as that night at Mantinea, in the Oudemian streete, at

Charitas vncles house.

Out-be. To be beyond, excel : 1613 B. JONSON To EarlofSomerset

(ed. Cunninghams III. 465/2) May she . . Outbee that Wife in worth

thy friend did make.

Out-dweller. Earlier example : I594NASHE Unfort. Trav. Wks.

(Grosart) V. 40 Anie stranger or out-dweller.

Outputter 1
. Insert after sense I : Publisher. 1583 Reg. Privy

Council Scot. Ser. I. III. 587 Sellaris and ontputtaris of thair saidis buikis.

Owmawt. Etym. For timegna read umxlta.

Pachyntic, a. Earlier example: 1704 J. HARRIS Lex. Techn. I,

Pachuntick Medicines.

Package I. Earlier example : 1540 in Proc. Privy Council (1837)
VII. 48 Certain leade . . was stayed at London by the packer for lack of

payment of package money.

Pagan. Etymol. The explanation of L. paganus in the sense 'non-

Christian, heathen ', as arising out of that of '

villager, rustic ', given by
Orosius (a Spaniard) ^417, has been shown to be chronologically and

historically untenable, for this use of the word goes back to Tertullian

c 202, when paganism was still the public and dominant religion, and

even appears, according to Lanciani, in an epitaph of the 2nd cent. The

explanation is now found in the L. use of paganus as = '

civilian, non-

militant ', opposed to miles '

soldier, one of the army '. The Christians

called themselves militet 'enrolled soldiers' of Christ, members of his

militant church, and applied to non-Christians the term applied by
soldiers to all who were ' not enrolled in the army '. Cf. Tertullian

De Corona Militis xi,
'

Apud hunc [Christum] tarn miles est paganus
fidelis quam paganus est miles infidelis '. See also GIBBON xxi. note.

Famp. For further evidence of this word : sec Pour v?

Faper. Earlier (in Latin context) in Ely Sacr. Kolls 1341-2 papyr;
1 3 59-6o paper.

Parabolic, a. I. Early example : c 1449 POCOCK Repr. (1860) II.

533 Signified bi likenesin parabolik speche.

Parapet 3. Earlier example: 1795 Gen. Hist. Liverpool 273 The

foot paths here called parapets.

Parclunenter. Delete '
cf. PASSEMENTER '.

Parliament, sb. 5b. Earlier example : 1583 Cal. Inner Temple
Reeds. (1896) I. 102 Parliament-house.

Particulate, a. In reference to organic matter, introduced 1871 by
SIR J. BURDON SANDERSON (paper) On Origin of Bacteria.

Pelfry. Quots. 1480, 1496, 1565 are removed to PILFER sb. In

their place insert 1485 Promp. Pai-v. 391/1 (MS. S.) Pelfrey, spolium.

Petty, a. I. Obs. add: exc. in special collocations : see 5.

-phil. Delete ' Hence also -PHILOUS, q. v.'

Philosophic, a. \ b. Add Philosophic cotton: see COTTON 7.

Pintle 2 a. Delete ' fixed erect . . small boats)
'

the ordinary practice
in all cases being to have the pintles on the rudder.

Pleromorph, Plerophory. In etym., correct TrA^pijs to jrAijpr;?.

Plucky 2. Literary example: 1891 G. P. MERRILL Stones for
Build. 39 Fine grained compact rocks . . break into concave and convex

shell-like surfaces . . such stones are called plucky by the workmen.

Plump, sb2 Earlier example : 1477 NORTON in Ashm. Tkeat.

Cheni. 83 In Plomps . . Where heavie Water ariseth after Ayre.

Podike : see POWDIKE.

Polymicrian (s.v. POLY- 1). Delete 'nonce-ivd.' Earlier example:

1838 Barter's
Catal. 22 Polymicrian series of New Testaments [etc.]

33 mo. size.

Pommel, 6 b. Should be a distinct word, a. F. paumelle in same

sense. Earlier example: 1839 Us... Diet. Arts 377 The pommel
{paumelle] is so called because it clothes the palm of the hand.

Port, s6.G Earlier example : 1543-4 (Jan. n) Adm. Ct. Exam. 92

(Rypper's Depos.) The sayd [ship] mighte have layed his helme a porte.

Portitor. Later example: 1737 CHAMBERLAYNE St. Gt. Brit.

Lists 213/2 Portitor and Taylor to the great Wardrobe, Mr. John Mills.

Postnares. Read: So Postnarial a. (a) situated behind the

nostril: 1866 [see PRENARIAL 2
] ; (K} belonging to the postnares.

Pourallee. For definition 5f, substitute: to. Subsequently used ill

the sense PURLIEU, as more fully shown under the form PURALE, q. v.

Prehalteres. Earlier : 1 840 see pseiulhalteres : s. v. PSEUDO- 2.

Providence. In etym. read ' Late Latin '. Early example : 1:1374
CHAUCER Boeth. v. pr. vi. 83 (Sk.) For which it nis nat y-cleped

previdence, but it sholde rather ben cleped purviaunce.

Principal, sb. Earlier examples: [l c] 1438 Early Chan. Proc.

(P. R. O.) 75/n One Roger Grey, Clerk, principalle of Brasenoce in

Oxynforde. [2 d] 1709 STEELE Toiler No. 39 II 24 The Principals

put on their Pumps.
Procatalectic. Substitute for definition

' CataWtir jn its former

colon'. 1843 T. F. BARHAM tr. HephK. 195.
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g as in t> (gou).

h ... ho\ (hou).

r ... run (ran), terrier (te'riaj).

i ... her (hai), further (CauSai).

s ... jee (sf), few (ses).

w ... K/en (wen).

hw ... w^en (hwen).

y ... .yes (yes).

I. CONSONANTS.

b, d, f, k, 1, m, n, p, t, v, z have their usual values.

J>
as in Min (]nn), baM (ba)>).

3 ... Men (Sen), baMe (be'S).

| ... shop (Jop), du/4 (dij).

tj ... c^op (tjop), di/<r/S (ditj).

3 ... virton (vi-gan), de/euner (depone).

rj ... singing (si-gin), think ()>ink).

rjg ... finger (firjgaj).

(FOREIGN.)
n as in French nasal, environ (ahvi'ron).

l r ... It. sera^/;b (sera'l'o).

n>' ... It. sifore (sniV're).

X ... Ger. &ch (ax), Sc. lor/S (lox, 1X*)-
X y

... Ger. ic/i (ix
y
)> Sc. ni<7it (n<?x

7
t).

7 ... Ger. sa^en (2x701).

7' ... Ger. lefen, re^nen (]?-y'en, r/'^'nen

a as

ai ..

re ..

a ..

au ..

v ..

e .

e ..

|| i ..

a ..

ai ..

ll
3 ..

i ..

>' ..

..

01 ..

o .

g ..

f,}*-

||o ..

II
o ..

u ..

iu ..

n ..

iu ..

||
ii ..

|| ..

ORDINARY.

in Fr. A \a mode (a la mod').

.. aye =yes (ai), Isaz'ah (sizai-a).

.. man (msen).

.. pass (pas), ch<mt (tjant).

.. lo#d (laud), now (nau).

.. cat (kt), sun (szn).

.. yet (yet), tm (ten).

.. survey sb. (suv), Fr. attach^ (ataj).

.. Fr. chf (Jjf).

.. ewr (evaj), natz'on (n^'-Jan).

.. /, eye, (si), bz'nd (baind).

.. Fr. eau d vie (J ds vr).

.. sz't (sit), nyst/c (mistik).

. Psyche (sai'kz), r^act (r!|32'kt).

.. achor (/I'koj), morality (morse'liti).

.. oil (oil), boy (boi).

.. hero (hi-ro), zoology (zoiplodgi).

. what (hwgt), watch (wgtj).

- gt (g?t), soft (s^ft).

. Ger. Ko'ln (koln).

.. Fr. peu (po).

. fall (ful), book (buk).

.. duration (diur^'Jan).

. unto (zvnt), fragality (hit-).

.. Matthw (mse'Jiia), virtue (va'Jtia).

.. Ger. Mller (mii-ler).

.. Fr. dne (dwn).

II. VOWELS.

LONG.

a as in alms :amz), bar (baj).

v ... crl (kwl), fr (tei).

e (e>>)... thfre (Sej), p^ar, pare

f (?')... feia, lain (rt
Tl
n), thy

{ ... Fr. fazre (ffr').

5 ... fir (faj), fern (f3Jn), earth

I (!>)... bz'er (bij), clear (klioj).

* ... thief (\>i(), see (si).

o(6)... boar, bore (boi), glory (gloTi).

J(ou)... SO, SOOT (sou), S0l (soul).

... wa/k (wgk), wart (wgjt).

i> ... snort (JfMt), thorn (t>(&n).

||o ... Fr. coear (kor).

II
o ... Ger. Go'the (gote), Fr. jerfne (.?oh).

u (u) .. poor (pu<u), moorish (mu<>
-

rij).

iu,'u... pre (piuj), lre (l'uj).

u ... tM/o moons (t m?7nz).

||K ... Ger. grzV'n (gr;7n), Fr. jus (3).

'

as in able (e'b'l), eaten (ft'n)= voice-glide.

*
/> the o in soft, of medial or doubtful length.

OBSCURE.

a as in amoeba (amfba).

x ... accept (sekse'pt), maniac

.. datm (d/'-tom).

.. moment (mou-ment), several (se'veral).

.. separate (adj.) (se-par/t).

... added (se-ded), estate (tste'-t).

i ... vanz'ty

! ... remain (r/m<?
1-n N

, believe (Wh~'v).

6 ... theory (}"'ori).

H ... violet (vai-olet), parody (pse'rJdi).

9 ... athority (J>o'riti).

$ ... connect (k^ne-kt), amazon (ae'maz^n).

iu, 'ii verdare (vS-adiiu), measre (me-j'iu).

u ... altogether (jlt;?ge'S3j).

iit ... circ?<lar

I Only in foreign (or earlier English) words.

In the ETYMOLOGY,

OE. e, o, representing an earlier a, are distinguished as
f, o (having the phonetic value of ( and f, or g, above) ; as in foV from awoV (OHG. anti,

Goth, andei-s), wpnn from man, pn from an.



LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS, SIGNS, &c.

a. [in Etymol.] .

a (as a 1 300) ....

a., adj., adj

absol., absol. ....

abst.

ace

ad. [in Etymol.].
adv., adv
advb

AF., AFr
Aitat.

Anliq
aphet

Arab
Arch
arch

Arckxol.
assoc

Astr.

Astral.

atlrib. .

bef.

Biol.

Boh
Bot.

Build.

c (as c 1300) ....

c. (as I3th c.)....

Cat
catachr

Cf., cf.

Chem
cl. L
cogn. w
collect

colloq
comb
Comb
Comm
comp
compl
Conch
concr

conj.
cons

Const., Const. .

Cryst. .

(D.)

Da
dat

def.

deriv

dial., dial.

Diet
dim
Du
Eccl.

ellipt.

e. midl. ...

Eng
Ent. .

erron................

"P-, esp.............

etym................

tuphtm.............

cxc...................
f. [in Etymol.] ...

f. (in subordinate

entries) .........

fern, (rarely f.)

freq
Fris

G., Ger
Gael

adoption of, adopted from.



o.

O(o),
the fifteenth letter of the alphabet in

English and other modern languages, and

the fourth vowel letter. O was the fourteenth

letter in the ancient Roman alphabet, corresponding
in form and value to the ancient Greek O, derived

from the sixteenth letter of the Phoenician and

ancient Semitic alphabet, Q> O> V> (Heb. r),

called eain, i. e.
'

eye'.^
The latter represented

a peculiar articulation or consonant, the '

glottal

catch' (modern Arabic e, c), a sound unknown

to Greek, in which the symbol was appropriated
to the vowel o (which the sound of Semitic e-aiu

in conjunction with a may have somewhat re-

sembled). In early Greek, O was used for both

short and long o; subsequently a new symbol n, 01

(0 mega,
'

great O '), was added to the alphabet
to distinguish long open o; the original O o

(now known as micivn,
'
little O ') being then

restricted to short o. From Greek times down-

ward, this letter has regularly represented some

variety or varieties of the 'mid-back-round' (or

labial) vowel of Bell's Visible Speech scale. On
account of its intermediate position, this vowel is

(like e) liable to considerable variations of quality;
and many languages distinguish, as practically
different vowels, 'close' (or

' narrow ') o, and 'open'

(or 'wide') o; the former tending to approach,
and at length to pass into, the still closer sounds

u, u
;

the latter tending to fall into the still

opener p, o.

In OE., short o and long 6 were etymological!;-
and phonetically distinct. Short o was originally

both close and open. Short close o was normally
derived from an original n, as in OE. oxa ox, Skr.

itkshdn, OE. dohtor, Gr. 0vyaTt]p, Indo-European

*dhugh}tfr. Short open o normally represented
an earlier a before a nasal, as in OE. on, Goth, ana,
Gr. ava. This OE. o from a() is often dis-

tinguished for etymological purposes as p. OE.

long if corresponded generally to Com. Teut.

long o, in which were combined Indo-European
S and a, as in OE. boc beech, OTeut. *boka,

Dor.Gr. #070!, L.fafiis; OE._/?oV, (ioth./Aftw,
Gr. \oDros swimming. Long 6 also arose out

of a lengthening of short open p from <Z(K),

with absorbed, as in itfa tooth, OTeut. *lanj>-,

Indo-Eur. *dont-; hdn to hang. OHG. and Goth.

Mhan from OTeut. */iayh-, \ay\-. Long 6 was

prob. originally both close and open, but in

late OE. it must, from its subsequent history,

have been close. In unstressed syllables, o was

the ordinary OE. representative of the obscure

vowel (3) ; and in this capacity it often varied

with a, e, u.

In the Middle English period the distinction

between open and close short a is no longer
discernible

;
and the vowel was apparently always

open o before a consonant in the accented syllable.

Of long o ME. had two distinct sounds, open and

close. Open o was the normal representative (in

midland aiid southern speech"! of OE. long A (or

lengthened a], which passed through the sound of

(9) to that of (o), being sometimes written in the

1 3th c. oa, but, eventually, simply o, or oo: thus

OE. mart, nan, aid (cold), ME. moart, noan

(1257), more, nan, old. It often represented long
VOL. VII.

o derived from Fr. or L., or arose out of an eailier

short o in an open syllable, as OE. hopa, ME.

hope. ME. close 6 represented OK. 6. This

o must have been a very close sound, for about the

end of the ME. or beginning of the moil.ling,

period it passed into the sound of (ft), usually with

the spelling oo, though sometimes with the simple o

spelling, as in the words do, to, lose. M E. open
o either continued into mod.Eng. as o (bone, OK,

hope), or was, from l6th c., written oa (oak, oar,

coal); but in sound it became at length close and

quasi-diphthongal (<?")> except before ;, where it

remains open (6<u). In the 13th c., o began to be
written in certain cases for u, esp. before m, n,

n(*- v), as in same, son, \oite ( We), OE. sum,
niim, IH/U. This, which has largely survived into

mod. E., was merely a jva/^tV, not ^phonetic, change.
The normal sound of short o is now (f), low-back-

ronnd, varying with mid-back-round-wide (o),and
low-back-round-wide (9) ;

but it frequently stands

for (), as in son, doth, or (e\ as in word; and in

unaccented syllables sinks to (a' ,
as in nation. When

original short o comes before r final, or r + con-

sonant, as in or, for, corn, sort, it is now lengthened
into the corresponding long sound p (pi, fpi, k(5jn,

spit). A still more recent lengthening of p often

takes place in southern English before certain con-

sonants, as in cross, off, moth, soft, and, being as yet

only partially recognized, is here represented by }>.

The normal si,m.u of long o, as in no, toe, bone, is

the quasi- or imperfect diphthong (o"); but before

r, as in bore, choral, story, the sound is that of the

open quasi-diphthong (o). In Lqndon and the

south of England, this o, esp. when r follows

in the same syllable, as in ore, worn, porter, is

usually identified witK the (f) mentioned above as

arising from ME. short o before r. This is not the

case, however, in the educated speech of the country
as a whole, nor in America, and the sounds are

still separated by most orthoepists (see Ellis, E. E.

Pronunciation, I. 94-95), and in dictionaries

generally; they are distinguished in this dictionary,
as in boarder, border (b<>udaJ, bfridai), mtmrn,
morn (mojn, mpm).
Hence, in moden* English, the normal sounds of

o are

I. 0" in no, bone no", bo"n.

a. o ore, glory oJ, glo'ri.

3. p ,, or, north pi, npjh.

3 a. p soft, moth s^ft, mp]>.

4. p rob, got rpb, gpt.

Exceptional sounds, due to special causes, and

normally spelt otherwise, are

5. u (u) in to do tu dw.

6. D son, other sn, irftai.

7. 2) word, worthy wfud, wuu'oi.

No. l is also represented by oa, oe (final), OH, ow,

oh, rarely oo; as in load, ho^, sol, \ow, oh, brooch.

No. 2, by oa, ou, ow, rarely oo; as in boirr, pom,
Goo>er, door, floor. In broad, oa has the sound (g).

The combination oo now normally represents long

(it), long (u), short (n), as in moon, moor, good;

exceptionally, it has the sound of ' short u' (), as

in blood, flood, or of '

long o' = Nos. I and 2 above.

01, oy, normally represent a true diphthong (oi),

as boil, bo_y ;
or an imperfect triphthong, as in

M0ir (moi'j).

On, ow, also normally represent a diphthong (au),
as in out, hose, now, or an imperfect triphthong,
as in howr (au<u). But on has also various other

sounds, as in so;/p, tottr, throgh, you ; SOK!, por ;

brought, coKgh, enowgh ;
in unstressed final sylla-

bles it is commonly ^3;, as in fovor, pios.
In unaccented syllables, all the sounds of o are

liable to shortening and obscuration, and tend to

sink through " or o, o or o, to f, 6, p, and 3, as

in tobacco (o", o, H}, anatomy .<">), dilatory (3),

sailor (-ai), comfort (^, cannot p. 3), parrot (3),

notion (3), random ;'D
N

.

The change of < >E. <i to d in ME. wa> a characteristic of the

southern and midland dialects, and thus of Standard English.
Hut the northern dialects retained a, the presence of which
instead of o, as in stane, /tatilf, mare stone, home, more,
is one of the most distinctive features of northern English
and Scotch. In later times this a is often written at, or ae,

and narrowed to ea, r, ee (e, I, Is, i). The change of OE. i

to (it, u), is also proper to Standard English and its related

dialects, the sound having become in Scotch one akin to

German*?and it, or Fr. rwand H. This, like the English (ft, u)

sound, is often written o/\ but more distinctively u orui, as

in Eng. gtwd, Sc. g00d, gwde, gw/d. The northern dialects

also retain the earlier (u) for English sou); this is often

written in Scotch, as in ME., ou, cr.v; but in modern
times sometimes oo, as in coo, aboot cirw, about.

The fancy, frequent in authors of the i6th and i?th c., that

the shape of the letter O represented the rounded form of

the tnouth in forming the sound, is seen from the history

i of the letter to be without foundation in fact.

I. 1. The letter. (In quot. 1:1460 ** the Greek

Omtga.) The pi. appears as Os, O's, os, o's iocs).

O per st, the letter O forming by itself a word, as in the

interjection O ! (Cf. A per st, Iper se.)

c 1000 ^ELFRIC Cram. iii. (Z.) 5 Of Sam [stafum] syndon fif

vacates, \>xl synd clypiendlice : a, t, i, o, u. c 1460 Townelcy
Jlfyst. i. i Ego sum alpha et o, I am the first, the last also.

1402 RVMAN Poems Ivii. 3 in Archiv Stud. nctt. Spr.
LXXXIX. 222 Heven and erthe rounde like an O. 1530
PALSGR. 6 O in the frenche long hath two diners maners of

soundynges. i6ia DEKKER (title} O per se O, or a newe

Cryer of I.anthorne and Candle Light. 1711 STEELE Sped.
No. 168 T s Whipped . . for writing an O for an A, or an Afor
an O. 1814CARY Daiiti's /x/.xxn: 98 Far more quickly than

e'er pen Wrote O or 1, he kindled, burn'd and chang'd.
Comb. 1900 Daily News 20 Oct. 6/4 The whole super-

structure is supported. .by A and O shaped trestles.

b. The sound of the letter, the vowel-sound o.

1842 TENNYSON Epic 50 Mouthing out his hollow oes and

nes. 1867 A. I. ELLIS E. E. Pronnnc. l. iii. 94 What sounds

of o exist. They are all round vowels, that is, the action

of the lips with a tolerably round opening is necessary.

2. Used, like the other letters, to indicate serial

order and distinguish things in a series, as the
'

quires
'

or sheets of a book, the parts of a figure,

the companies of a military force, the batteries

of the Royal Artillery, the different MSS. of a

work, etc.

3. In Logic, the symbol of a particular negative.

1551 T. Wn.sos/-i>f7'feGvijb, I dothe signifie a particular

.iflii matiue. O doth signifie a particular negatiue I$J, 1620

[see I (the letter) 4). 1870 IEVONS Elem. Logic viu. (1875)

67 A proposition ol this kind \, generally to be classed

rnther as O than I.

4. In Chem. O is the symbol for Oxygen.
5. O. is an abbreviation, a. for some Christian

names, as Octavia, Oliver, Olivia, Oswald, Os-cyit.

b. for 'old', as in OE., Old English, OF., Old

French, OHG., Old High German, ON., Old Norse,

etc. ; O.P., old prices (see d); O.S., old style ; O.T.,

Old Testament ;
and frequently in public school ab-

breviations, as O.W., Old \Vellingtonians,
and the

like. C. for 'Order', as in D.S.O., Distinguished

Service Order; O.S li., Order of Saint Benedict, etc.

1710 Loud. Gas. No. 4?85/' T1"
'',

h f
i"" "f" OS

O.S. IJH IHa. No. 6301/1 Stockholm, August 19, O. S.



o.

1891 WESTCOTT Gospel of Life 198 The record of the Fall

is not unquestionably noticed once in the later books of the

O. T. 1901 Scotsman 15 Mar. 8/2 Grateful if friends of

O.W.'s . .would communicate with him at Wellington College.

d. In other combinations : as O.K. (orig. U. S.

slang] a humorously phonetic abbreviation lor
'
all

correct', all right; O.P. (a) 'old price', 'old

prices ', referring to the demonstrations at Covent

Garden Theatre, London, in 1809, against the pro-

posed new tariff of prices ; \K) (also o.p.)
'

opposite

the prompter side
'

in a theatre ; (c)
'

over-proof
'

;

(d} (also o.p., o.p.) in Bookseller's Catalogues,
' out

of print '.

1847 ROEB Squatter LifcT2 (Farmer His express reported

himself,.. assured Allen that all was O.K., and received his

________________________ required to stamp ;

vessel's paper O. K. 1898 Daily .Yea's 21 Jan. 7 i In one of

his letters from America defendant said, .he was 'All O. K.'.

..Mr. Justice Ridley It means 'all correct ',
I understand.

1900 Law Times 10 Nov. 35/2 The State Court [U.S.)
seems to have decided that when a lawyer marks such a

decree O. K., he is, by so doing, estopped from questioning
that decree by appeal.

1815 BVRON Let. to Moort 12 June, Which will end in an

O. P. combustion. 1825 HONE E-i'ery-day Bk. I. 603 Perry's
ho nightly assisted John Kemble's 'What d'ye

'

. .

firemen, who
want

'

during the O. P. row '

at Covent-garden theatre.

599 Men. I- , I. L.norus 13 ur may we cramme
his Wooden O, the very Caskes That did affright the Ayre
f Agincourt. 1838 CARLVLI: Misc. Ess., Scott (1872! VI. 68

rhere is .. the free dash of a master's hand 'round as

tasting O. P. rum in pints and gills. Ibid. 42
' Pshaw ', cried

Sandy (Clan MacTavish ) In his beautiful O. P. Scotch. 1876
W. H. POLLOCK Drama in Contemf. Ka>. June 72 The dis-

turbance was hardly less than that of the O. P. riots in

England. 1892 roll flail C,. 5 Dec. 3/1 [They] occupied
the box next the stage on the o.p. side.

(0), J*- 1 [from resemblance in shape to the

letter O : see prec.]
1. The Arabic zero or cipher ; hence, a cipher,

a mere nothing.
1605 SHAKS. Lean. iv. 212 Xow thou art an O without

a figure, I am better then thou art now ; I am a Foole, thou

art nothing. 1649 MILTON Eikon. xxvii. Wks. (1851) 513
To be.. cast away like so many Naughts in Arithmetick,
unless it be to turne the O of thir insignificance into a

lamentation with the people. 1863 J. THOMSON Sunday at

Hampstead ix. 24 The ring is round, Life naught, the

world an O.

2. (PI. 7 oaes, oos, 7- oes.) Anything round, as

a circle, round spot, orb.

Giotto's O, the perfect circle which the Italian painter

Giotto is said to have thrown off free hand.

1388 SHAKS. L. L. L. v. ii. 45 O that yuur face were full of

Oes. 1590 Mids. N. in. ii. 188 Faire Helena ; who more

engilds the night, Then all yon fierie oes, and eies of light.

1599 Hen. I', i. Chorus 13 Or may we cramme Within

of Agii
There _
the O of Giotto' (cf. note]. Ibid. 72 It was .. necessary
that these woiks should be produced rapidly; and, round
or not, be thrown off like Giotto's O. 1864 BROWNING

Confessions vii, Their eyes might strain And stretch them,
selves to Oes. 1865 LB FANU Guy Dtr. I. xiii. 169 His

lips severed themselves unconsciously into a small o.

1869 RUSKIN Queen of the Air iii. 168, I saw .. that the

practical teaching of the masters of Art was summed by
the O of Giotto. 1883 G. HAY Round about the Round O,
The round O. A name given by seamen to a St. Catherine

wheel window, 12 ft. in diameter, in the gable of the south

transept of the ruined Abbey of Arbruath.

atlrib. iXAlllliistr. Lond. A'u.f Chrislm. No. 19/1 Beady
eyes and an O mouth.

ft), spec, (pi.) Small circular spangles used to

ornament dress in the i"th c. Obs.
1611 COTGR., Par/iillottes, Spangles, or Oes. 1613 CHAPMAN
Man/itc of Inns of Court Plays 1873 III. 94 A vaile of net

lawne, enbrodered with Oos and Spangl'd. 1615 BACON
Ets., Masques (Arb.) 540 Oes, or Spangs, as they are of no

great Cost, so they are of most Glory. 1683 CHALKHILL
Thtalma f, Cl. 75 Here and there gold Oaes mong Pearls

she strew.

O', O, sb:~ The Irish word 6, tia, Olr. au,
' descendant ', used as a prefix of Irish patronymic
surnames, as 0' Council, ff Connor, C?Neil, Hence,
a person whose surname begins with 0"

,
a member

of an ancient Irish family.
1730 FIELDING Tom Thumb i. iii, Ireland her O's, her

Mac's let Scotland boast. 1887 P. GILLMORE Hunter's

Arcadia, An Irishman who claims his direct descent from

Finn M eCoul, or some king whose name begins with an

'O' or 'Me'.

See also O, obs. f. OY St., grandchild, nephew.
O, rf. 3 : see O interj.

tO, OO, numeral adj. Obs. The reduced

form of on, oon [: OE. a'w], ONE, used in ME.,
southern and mid!., before a consonant. The
earlier form was a (which also continued in the

north): see A adjj- and ONE.
\c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 39 Ure drihten drof fele deules

togedere ut of a man.] c 1205 LAV. 3660 ?ef o man hit

wille breke. a 1225 Ancr. R. 308 pet o man beo uor one

binge twien idemed. 1362 LANGL. P. PI. A. u. 96 At po
jeris ende whan ;e reken schul. 1386 CHAUCER Merck. T.

01 O [r. r. Oo] flessh they been, and o flessh as I gesse Hath
but oon (v.r. on) hcrte, .n wele and in distrcsse. 1425

oo side.

tO, 06, v. Obs. rare. Pa. pple. oed. [f.

2 b.] trans. To spangle, to decorate with small

circular disks of tinsel.

1627-77 FELTHAM Rcsokxs i. xx. 36 Divinity., will cast

a far more radiant lustre, . .than the Slage presents us with,

though oe'd and spangled in their gawdiest tyre.

tO, OO, adv. Obs. Forms: (1-3 a', 3-5 o, oo,

(4-5 ho). [The form taken regularly in ME. by 1

OE. a, which remained in the north, till both
j

forms were replaced by the cognate AY from i

Norse. See A adv. and AT.] Ay, ever, always.
C1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 7 Witeo ;e. .into hat eche fir on

helle and wunie3 bar o and u abuten elide, t. 1250 Gen. \
Ex. in Fill o life Se lested oo. i 1325 Deo Gracias 4 in

E. K. P. u862) 128 Leeue me wel hit laste)) o. c 1420 Chron.

I 'Hod. St. 503 Dwelle b" shall here for evere and ho. a 1425

Cursor M. 19091 (Trin.) Of ouro eldrcs bat hail belli: o

[earlier MSS. a, aa]. la 1500 Chester I'l. xiii. 463 A ! lord,

honored be thou oo, That us hath saved from muche woe.

0, O* (o, ff, a';, prep^ [Worn down or apo-

copate form of Ox prep., used in ME. before a

consonant ;
sometimes also, in mod. dial., before

a vowel : cf. A //.'] = O.\ prep., in its various

senses and uses; in early use including 'in'.

ta. in ME.
The ME. literary use appears to have ceased c 1400.

a 1200 Moral Ode =7 Al to loma ich habbe igult a werke

and o worde. c 1200 Triii. Coll. Ilom. 67 Lte mi leinte

mete, and enes o dai. a 1225 AKCT. K. 212 niliolde3 o luft

& asquint, c 1230 11all Jfcii/. 1 7 Leccherie o meidenhad . .

weorreo o bis wise, n 1240 i 'reisun in Cott. Horn. 189 Ase

[he] stod o rode, /t 1240 Sa'.i'les ll'art/e ibid. 249 Lest sum
for-truste him, ant feole o slepe. (11300 Cursor M. 6749

(Cott.) If. .be dede be don o night {Fair/, on 11131]. lUa.

28861 Criand o crist wit-vten steuen. a 1340 HAMFOLK
Psalter \. i Pestik-ns is an euyl rechand o Icnght and bred.

c 1400 MAUNUEV. (16)9) .xxvi. 269 Of suche Lyouns as ben o

this half. ClifXtDcstr. Tny 3145 O nowise may we wyn bat

woman to gete. a 140050 .]/e.rniuier .4055 Neuire to dee

..hot euire dure o lyue,

tb. In ME., frequently joined in writing to the

following word, or hyphened to it by editors. Obs.

In early times this was'esp. the case when it was followed

by pc, pis, fiat, or by words with which it combined to form

an adv. or quasi-adv., now usually formed with a-, as o-l'ak,

c.bout, o-bcn>eii, o^irey, o-ftrre, o-length, o-lire, o-loft, o-lnfte,

o-slcpe, etc. The more important of these will be found as

main words, in A- or O-.

c 1220 Bestiary 673 Ofte wise Sat ic haue ;ie seid. r 1300
ffavelok 2311 That dide [he] hem o-boke swere. It'id.

2505 The mere..Skabbed a;id ful iucle o-bone. <i 1340
HAMPOLE Psalter xxv. i Depart me fro ille men in body,
for we are fere otwyn in soul. IHd. xxxvii. 12 pai bat w are

biside me stode olenght.

C. In modern Eng., o' is frequent in Shaks. and

Inter dramatists, esp. in o' th' for 'on the' (cf.

'

t th' in the). It also occurs in some archaic or

traditional phrases or collocations, and dialcctallr.

In a nights, and the like, though representing MK. mi

(on ny^tes), it is often associated with o' = of (cf. ofa n/f/il).

1598 SHAKS. Merry II'. i. i. 40 Ha; o' my life, if I were

yong againe, the sword should end it. 1600 A. 1 '. L. i\ .

i. 48 Cupid hath clapt him oth' shoulder. 1610 Tcinf. i.

i. 43 \ noxe o' your throat, you bawling .. Dog. 1613
Hen. Till, v. iv. 71 Mercy o' me. [Cf. Merry ll~

in. i. 22, John iv. i. i-'.l 1647 R. STAPVLTON Ju-'cnal 283
Whose parts oth stage he lately play'd. 1675 HOBBF.S

Odyss. (1677) 154 O'th' tenth at night the gods brought me
to land. 1775 SHEKIUAN Rivals in. iii, Tender! ay, and

prophanetoo, o' my conscience. Ibid. iv. iii, Being knocked

o' the head by-and-by. 1887 A. BIURELL Obiter Dicta Ser.

II. 119 He did not always go home o' nights. 1890 W. A.

WALLACE OnlyaSistcrV& He went tochnrchtwiceo' Sundays.

d. = A/;v/.l 10.

1830 JAMLS llcadmian III. vi. 357 O' Heaven's sake, thy

glass of kirschwasser !

O, O* (f, 6, 3\ prep.- [Worn down or apoco- ;

pate form of of, used before a cons., and sometimes

in dial, before a vowel also : cf. A prep'-]
= OF

in its various uses. Now Obs. exc. as in b.

In ME. sometimes joined to the following word.
a 1300 Cursor M. 71 16 His wijf fader and moder he gane
O bis hony at ete be laue. Ibid. 10701 It cumso will. (-1400

I Apol. Loll. 13 Wan it is don pnli up on comyn form o lawe.

a 1400-50 Alexander 2898 5" has be floum, as I fynde,
a forelange obrede. c 1460 To-.vnclcy Myst. xn. 292 lesns

onazorus [ =of Nazareth]. 1567 Gudc % Godly Bai. (S. T. S.)

158 Of [cd. 1578 O] pure lufe 8; meir mercy Myneawin Sone
,

do\vne I send.

b. In form o', still used dial.,colloq., and in some
traditional phrases and locutions; esp., IVhafso*

clock J six o' clock ; also in John o' Groats, Jack
o' lantern, Will d the wisp, Tom o' Bedlam, etc.

Formerly in many others, as Inns o' Court, man o war,
Isle o' ll'ight, but in these of is now usually written, even
when o is familiarly pronounced. The contracted form is

common in the dramatists in familiar phraseology, and_
is

occasional in modern poets ; it is usual in the representation
of dialectal or vulgar speech.

1591 SHAKS. Two Gent. i. ii. 83 Best sing it to the time of

Light O Lone. 1593 2 Hen. VI, I. i. 186 More like a

Souldier then a man o' th' church. 1600 A. Y. L. m. ii.

318 You should aske me what time o' day. 1610 Temp.
1. ii. 123 In lieu o' th' premises. 1676 HOBBES Iltatt \. 163
The greatest part o' th' gain. 1713 S. PYCROFT Brief
Eng. Free-thinking 26 The two Universities have been

'

constantly traduc'd o' late. 1803 TANNAHILL Soldier's

: Rciitrn 43 Ye hinna the ambition o a moose. 1864 TENNYSON
'

North. Farmer i. ii, Naw soort o' koind o' use to saay the

things that a do. i88 BROWNING Ring ff Bk. i. 24 Just
a spirt O' the proper fiery acid. IHd. l. 46 The basement-

I ledge O' the pedestal.

t O, prep." Obs. [Worn down form of oS, OE.
oSSe, before p or th : cf. A prep."] In the early
ME. phr. o that, until that.

c 1300 I/arro:c. Ifell i^3 Thou shalt buen in bondes ay O
that come domes day. c 1320 Cast. I.trj'e 152 O bat ef hem
to weien at-sprong pe noum"bre of be soule b1 fro heuene felle.

O (&>}, int. (se., v.) [A natural (or what now
seems a natural) exclamation, expressive of feeling.

OE. had neither 6!, nor '/ (which would have

phonetically given ME. ^.'). Not in OHG., or

early ON. ; in Goth.,ptob. from Greek; in MHG.
and later (Christian) Norse, prob. from Latin. In

early ME. 1 2th c., app. from L. (or ? Fr.) ;
but

oltcn varying with A !, esp. in northern writers.

\Vyclifhas (or A") only when is in the Vulgate.
In OE., Lat. was rendered by la or fa/d.]
1. Standing before a sb. in tlie vocative relation.

c 1205 LAY. 17126 O Aurilie be king, bu frseinest me a sellic

bing. a 1225 Leg. Kath. 1453 O mihti meiden ! O witti

wummon !. .O schene nebschaft & schape se swiSe semlich.

a 1225 Aner. R. 54 O mine leoue sustren, hwu Eue haued
monie douhtren be uoluweS hore moder. a 1300 Sarinun
xxxii. in E. E. P. (18621 4 O sinful man wo wor} bi rede

whan al bis wrech sal be for be. 1340 Aycnb. 93 O god,
hou is nou grat be mochelhede of pine zuetnesse. 1382
WVCI.IF Ps. cxvii[i). 25 O ! Lord [Vulg. O domine\ mac me
saf, O ! Lord, weel be ihoti \velsum [most MS. in both

places A!], c 1386 CHAI-CER h'nt.'s T. 1439 O chaste

goddesse of the wodes grene. 1535 COVERDALE Ps. lix. [Ix.] i

God thou y' hast cast vs out [Wvci.iF God, thou hast

put vs abac]. 1563-87 FOXK A. ff M. (1596) 73(1
We are,

emperor, your souldiors. 1611 BIBLE Ps. cxlyii.
12 Praise

the Lord, O lerusalem : praise thy God, O Zion. 1742 H.
I'\KI:Y Loyal Song ii, O Lord, our God, arise ! Scatter our

enemies. 1796 H. HI'NTF.R tr. St. Pierre's Stud. A'at.

(1799) I. 430 O Eternal 1 Have mercy upon me, because

1 am passing away: O Infinite ! l)ecause I am but a speck.

1850 TEXXYSON In Mem. iv. 5 O heart, how fares it with

thee now?
2. In other connexions, or without construction,

expressing, according to intonation, various emo-

tions, as appeal, entreaty, surprise, pain, lament, etc.

In this use, in 171!] and iSth c., often written OH (q.v.);

but this form is now usual only when the exclamation is

quite detached from what follows (see On) ; O being used
""

the pity of it ! O dear me ! O dear ! O me ! ; often also

in yes, no, O ituleed, O really, and the like.

c i75 Lamb. Horn. 21 O, sei3 jms be boc, wei bet he cure

hit wule ibenche in his bonke. a 1225 Ancr. R. 246 O
muchel is, he seiS, be mihte of schir S: of clene bone. Ibid.

280 O, bouhte ure Louerd bet al bis biheold, I schal don

[etc.]. 13 ..E. E. A Hit. P. B. 861 O. O ! my frendez so fre.

your fare is to strange. 1388 WYCI.IF Rom. xi. 33 O ! the

hei^nesse of the ritche-sis of the wisdom and of the kunnyng
of God [1382 A ! 1526 TINDAI.K, etc. O]. 1450-1530 Myn-.
oitr Litdyc 91 Thys hympne begynneth wyth O. ..here yt

meanyth praysynge and meruelynge, as when a man seyth
or heryth a thynge that ys ryghte mernaylous, he sayeth ..

O. what ys thys, or such other, 1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W.

1531) yb, O, who wolde not be there? 1535 COVERDALE
J's . liv. [Iv.] 6 O that I had wynges like a doue. a 1610

HI-:ALEY Epictctns (1636) 46 Woe is mee! O mee most

wretched man ! 1611 HEYWOOD Gold. Age II. i. Wks. 1874

III. 23 Whence (u whence ye Gods) Are all yon grones'r

1667 MILTON P. I., iv. 715 Pandora, whom the Gods
Endowd with all their gifts, and O too like In sad event.

a 1748 WATTS Imfrov. Mind (iSui) 325 But O ! how ex-

ceedingly difficult it is. 1766 GOLDSM. Vic. II-'. xxn, O
misery! 'Where', cried I, 'where are my little ones?

1792 BURNS 'Whatcan a Yng. Lassie
'

iii, O, dool on the day
1 met wi' an auld man ! 1816 SCOTT Autij. xxxi, O dear,

my poor Steenie, the pride o' my very heart. 1833 HT.

MAKTIXEAU Berkeley the JS,inter i. i. 22 O no, Enoch pro-
tested ; it was.. quite out of the question. 1837 Soc.

Amcr. III. 48 O, but we all live beyond our incomes. 1842

TENNYSON '

Break, break' iii, O for the touch of a vanish'd

hand. 1850 In Mem. xxxv, O me, what profits it to put
An idle case? 1865 WHITMAN Manhattan Arming li, It's

O for a manly life in the camp !

3. In ballads (chiefly Sc.) added after the rime-

word at the end of a line. App. identical in origin

with A int. 4, as in the Shaksperian
' the stile-a ', a

mile-a ', the a being at length treated as int.

In quot. 1859, from the usage of street cries.

1724-7 RAMSAY The Mill-O iv, O ! the mill, mill-O, and

Behind yon hills where Stincnar flows, 'Mang moors an'

1 mosses many, O; The wintry sun the day has clos'd, And
I'll awa to Nanie, O. a 1810 TANNAHILL '

Gloomy winter's

nmu au'a
'

3 The mavis sings fu' cheery O [rimes dearie O,

weary O]. 1830-83 R. E. WARBURTON Hunt. Songs xxvn.

(ed. f 81 Stags in the forest lie, hares in the valley-o ! 1859

SALA Gas-light ^ D. xvi. 177 The shows at Saville Home
remained alive O !

B. as sl>. 1. The interjection considered ns

a word. So O me, O dear, etc.

1609 B JONSON Case Altered v. i, O me no O's, but hear.

1646 CiiisiiAW Sosf. d'Her. xxv, A desperate O me ! drew
* ^ . . ... ' V ._ ,/...-'..,.,_ c -,. I .

O's of admiration.

2. pi. O's of Advent, the seven Advent Anthems

sung on the days next preceding Christmas Eve,

each containing a separate invocation to Christ

beginning with 0, as Sapientia (O Wisdom\
Adonai. etc.



-o.

O's ofSI. Bridget or Fifteen O's, fifteen meditations on
tlie Passion of Christ, composed by St. Bridget, each be-
ginning with O Jesii, or a similar invocation.

1531 Here He. Marie 1'irg. 65 b, Thys be the xv. oos the
whyeh the holy virgyn saint brigitta was [wonte] to say dayly
befor the holy roode.

1547.
Homilies \. Good H'ks. in. (1859)

62 Other kinds of papistical superstitions and abuses, as
of Beads, of Lady Psalters and kosaries, of Fifteen Os.
1729 JACOB La-.v Diet. s. v. 1885 Catholic Diet. led. 3) 13/2
The seven greater antiphons or anthems .. called the O's
of Advent. 1896 Fortn. Rc'\ LIX. 131 These feasts were
called O's, because at vespers on these days the anthems all

began with O.

-O, snjfix of combining forms of words. On the

analogy of Greek combinations (in which the

combining stem usually ended in -o, as thematic
vowel or its representative, or as an addition to
a consonant stem), and their adaptations and
imitations in Latin, late and mediaeval, like Syro-
phctnix, Gallogn'd, Gallohispani, Anglosaxonicus,
etc.. -o- has come to be, in modern Latin and in

English, the usual connecting vowel in combina-
tions, not merely in ethnic names as Anglo-Saxon,
Anglo-Indian, [ndo-European, etc., but in scientific

terms generally ;
it is affixed, not only to terms

of Greek origin, but also to those derived from Latin
Latin compounds of which would have been
formed with the L. connecting or reduced thematic

vowel, -i~), especially when compounds are wanted
with a sense that Latin composition, cvenif possible,
would not warrant, but which would be authorized

by the principles of Greek composition. Such are

concavo-, convexo-, cymbo-, doliclio-, oblongo-,
ovato- ; cliloro-, ioc/o-; cirr/to-, cunnilo-; occipilo-,

piiemno- ; dramatico-, cconomico-, historico-, poli-
tico- ; /oco-, sen'o-

; etc.

1. The primary and etymological function of
a combining form in -o is to qualify adverbially
the adj. to which it is prefixed ; as, in Gr., \tvKO-

\\tupos
'

whitely green', pale green ; mod.L. oi'alo-

cordatus '

ovately heart-shaped ', cordate with ovate

modification; Anglo-Norman, Norman as modified
in England. Such a comb. is. as it were, the adj.
with adverbial qualification, belonging to a sb.

with adj. qualification; thus, as to the qualified
sb. steady industry (adj. + sb.) the corresponding
qualified adj. is steadily industrious (adv. + adj.%
so to political economy the corresponding adj. is

politico-economic. Lord Campbell has used lego-

literary in the sense 'pertaining to legal literature'.

2. But the use of these forms has been extended,
so as to express, as by a kind of abbreviation,
almost any manner of relation between the two
components. Anglo-French, originally

' French
of an English sort ',

' French as established or

spoken in England', is sometimes taken with the
converse meaning of '

English settled in France ',

and commonly with that of '

English in alliance,

conjunction, or partnership with French
'

; so
franco-German may even mean ' French in conflict

with German '. Gneco-Latin ' common to Greek
and Latin

'

; pneunio-gastric, 'communicating with
both lungs and stomach

'

; occipito-frontal,
'

reach-

ing from occiput to forehead ', or connecting these

parts ; occipito-temporo-parietal,
'

including the

occipital, temporal, and parietal (lobes of the

brain)
'

; gramino-carnivoroiis;
'

feeding on grass
as well as flesh '.

3. This -o is used also, on Greek analogies, in

word-formation. From its regular appearance
before certain suffixal elements, as -cracy, -graphy,
-logy, -meter, it tends to be treated practically as
a part of these elements ; hence, such expressions
as ' the bureau-ocracy , shop-ocracy, trade-ocraey.
and other -ocracies',

' a professor of all the -ologies,'
' the last new -ology]

'

galvanometers, lacto-

meters, and other -ometers without number '.

Oacombe, obs. form of OAKIM.
Oad, oade, obs. forms of \Vo.\D, OIIE.

Oaes, pi. of O sb. 1 2.

Oaf (<?"f). Also 7-8 oph, 8 oaph. I'l. oafs

(also 9 oaves). [A phonetic variant of ALT, earlier

autf: see also Ofi'H.] An elf's child, a goblin child,
a supposed changeling left by the elves or fairies ;

hence, a misbegotten, deformed, or idiot child ;

a half-wit, fool, dolt, booby, as being by inference

a changeling.
16*5 FLETCHER & SHIRLEY A'/. H'alker \. iv, Free us both

from the fear of breeding fools And ophs, gut by this

shadow. 1638 FOKD Fancies iv. i, I am . . an oaf, a simple
alcatote, an innocent. 1693 SHADWELL I'olitntctrs n. i, Be
gone you saucy Oafe. 1702 |)E YoKGood Adr'ice to Ladies
no Kvery word he spoke was like an Oph. 1708 Uri.'.

Apollo No. 68. 3 i Pray under what Name must the
Bubbl'd Oaph pass? 1710 STEF.LF. Tatter No. 248 P8
Marriages .. between the most accomplished Women, and
the veriest Oafs. 1826 SCOTT Il'tmfst. xii, Those terrified

oafs, who take fright at every puff of wind. 1858 BAILEY
:

A^-: -';: \\ hat oaves we must appear 1

3

b. Comb., as oaf-rocked a.

1855 ROBINSON Wliitby Gloss., Oaf-reck'J, fool-born, of
mentally weak from the cradle; spoiled by early indulgence.
Hence Oa-fdom, state of being an oaf, stupidity.
1883 AL-STIN DOBSON O. 11'. Idylls, Une Marquise

'

34
i
Grown contented in our oafdom.

Oafish Vn'fiJ), a. Also 8 auf-, awf-.
[f. prec.

+ -iSHl.J Of the nature of an oaf, dull-witted,
stupid, loutish.

1610 Selden's Knf. y,,nus Pref, An idle oalish affront.
a 1700 B. E. Diet, Cant. Crew. Oajisli, Silly, a 1734 NORTH
Exam, t. ii. 153 Can he think thai his Readers are so
awtish as to imagine [etc.]? 1896 MRS. H. WABU Sir (,'.

Trcssadyiyj She's got that oafish lad . . hung round her neck.
Hence Oa-fishuess, stupidity and awkwardness.
1727 BAILEY, Vol. II, Oafishness', foolishness. 1890 .\ni.

A'.T'. 19 Apr. 475/1 The whole is ruined by the Oafishness
of Stockmann.

Oagar, -er, Oagle, obs. ff. AUGKH, OGLK.
Oak ^<"'k). Forms: a. I ac (//>-. sec), 3 ooc,

3-5 ok, (4 oek\ 4-6 ook, (5-6 ooke
, 4-; oke,

,,5 hoke, a rioke, 5 <5 hooke
,
6- oak, dial. f>

oyke, woke, ft- woak, 7 yoakeV 0. north, and
Vr. 5 ake, 6 aik, ;;; a nak'e, ayk. C> eike.

<j dial.

yek, yak. [Com. Tent.: OK. etc fern. pi. ,r<-, gen.
sing. *KC, lice, dat. sing. Ac, ac' = OFris. ft.

ODu. eik (MDu. eike, eke, MLG. fk. eke, Flem.
<:cke, l)u. eik mase.\ OIIG. cih ;.MIIG. eicii. Gcr.

fif/ie), ON. eik (in Icel. = tree ', Norw. eik. </.-

Sw. ek 'oak', Da. eeg, eg :-OTeut. *aiks, a fun.
consonantal stem

; ulterior relations obscure.]
1. The name of a well-known British and Euro-

pean forest tree, Quercus Robur (under which
botanists now distinguish two sub-species, Q. pe-
ilunculata and (X sessilijlora, DURMAST}, noted
for its timber, and bearing a fruit or species of

mast called the ACOKX
; thence extended to all

species of Quercus, trees or shrubs; the common
species in N. America being Q. alba, the white oak,
and Q. macrocarpa. the bur oak : see b.

n. 749 Charter in Kemble Coii. Difil. V. 48 Of overall
treowe on oa bradan ac; of tfera: [jl/.S'. Sara] bradan ;ec on
stuteres hylle niSewearde. r 1000 .-Ei.i RIC Hour. II. i so
Hire hyrdeman .. suine ac astah. nooo Sa.r. Lct'clid. II.

98 Wibig rinde, & seongre ace. e 1250 Gen. fv Ex. 187^
Diep he is dalf under an ooc. 1297 R. GLOUC! (Rolls! 510
A gret ok he wolde braide adonn, as it a sinal ,erd were.
c 1394CHAUCER Hoeth. n. met. v. 35 iCamb. MS.), To slakyn
hyr hungyr at enen with accornes of Okes. 1387 TKF.\ ISA

lligden (Rolls) II. 85 Barkschire, bat hab bat name of a
baar ook bat is in be forest of Wyndesore. 1398 liartli.

De P. R. xvii. cxxxiv. (1495) 690 The hoke . . is a tree-

that bredyth maste. c 1420 Avov>. Artlt. xv. As he
neghet bi a noke. '"1440 Prowp. Pan'. 363/1 Oke, tre,

Qtiereits, yle.v. 1506 //'/// of Cham!><:rlen (Somerset Ho.),
Vnder the grete hooke. 1539 TAVERNER Erastn. Proi'.

(1545)66 If thou wylte begge an ooke of thy frcnile, asku

twenty or an hundreth ookes. 1577 B. GOOGE Heresbaclts
H itsb. (1586) 101 The first place of right belongeth to the
oak. 1598 SHAKS, Merry II'. iv. iv. 42 Marry this is our
deuise, That Falstaffe at that Oake shall meete with vs.
f/'id. v. v. 79 Our Dance of Custome, round about the Oke
Of Herne the Hunter, let vs not forget, 1611 COTGR.,
Charmoy,-, a groue of Voakes. 1784 COWTER Task l. 313
Lord of the woods, the long-surviving oak. 1842 SELBY
Brit, Forest Trees (L.), Of the various North-American
oaks, many are distinguished for the beauty of their foliage
[etc.]. 1846 J. BAXTER Libr. Pract. Agric. II. 168 There
are above forty different species of oak introduced into Great
Britain. 1855 LONGE. Hiau: xii. 93 On their pathway ..

Lay an oak, by storms uprooted. 1859 W. S. COLEMAN
ll'oodlands (1866) 5 The majestic Oak, the Monarch of the
forest. 1887 T. HARDY ll'oodlauders III. i. 6 Hardly
knowing a l>eech from a woak.
0. 1:1400 MAI-NDEV. (Roxb.) ix. 35 A tree of ake. 14..

.Wed. Reecipts in Rcl. Ant. I. 54 Tak everferne that waxes
on the ake. 14. . Nont. in Wr.-Wiilcker 716/7 llec tfliereits,
.. a nak. e 1470 HENRY Wallace v. 821 Wallace retorned

besyd a burly ayk. 1513 DOUGLAS .-Ends xn. Prol. 167
Endlang the hedgeis thyk, and on rank akis. c 1560 A.
SCOTT Poems (S. T. S.) ii. 7 Nor Hercules, that aikkis

vprent, And dang the devill of hell. 1562 TURNER Herbal
n. 109 Quercus .. is called .. in y North countre an Kike
tre. .. An acorn or an Eykorn, that is y corne or fruit of
an Kike. 1801 MACNEILL Poems, Woes o' ll'ar 63 Auld
chesnut, ake, and yew-tree. 1804 R. ANDERSON Cuinberld.
Kail. 83 O, Matthew! they've cutten the yeks and the
eshes. That grewowre anent the kurk waw ! 1855 ROBINSON
H'hitby Glass., Yak.
b. With defining adjective, applied to other

species of Quercus, which are very numerous.
Black or Dyer's Oak, Q. tinctoria = QUERCITRON ;

Blue Oak, Mountain White Oak, Q. Douglassii of
California! Bur, Mossy-cup, or Overcup Oak, (>.

macrocarpa of N. America; Chestnut Oak, Q. sessili-

flora, and in N. America, Q. Prinus and other species
having leaves like the chestnut ; Cork Oak, Q. Subcr,
a native of southern Europe and northern Africa, the bark
of which furnishes cork ; Evergreen or Holm Oak (also
1 0ak-Holm) = ILEX ; Italian Oak, Q. sKscnlns of southern

Europe, having edible acorns ; Kermes-oak. Q. coccifera,
in which the kermes insect lives ; Live Oak. u name given
to several N. American species, but especially Q. rirens;
Scarlet Oak, Q. cocciitea of N. America, so called from
the colour of its foliage in autumn ; Turkey Oak, Q. Cerris
of southern Kurope; the name is also given in America to
(). Catestxi; Weeping Oak, Q. Mala of Western U. S. ;

White Oak, Q. atl>a, a large American tree, sometimes
called in England (Quebec oak ; also applied locally to other

species, as, on the Pacific slope, to Q. Garriana and three
others. Oak of Bashan : see quot. 1892.
17*7-4' CHAMBERS Cyil. s. v. Kermes . . Found adhering to

OAK.
the balk on the slcm and branches of a sort of scarlet oak
growing in Spain [etc.]. 1765 J.BAKTRAM Jnil. 25 Dec. in Stork
Ace. J:. Florida (1766) 5 Many live oak-trees grew upon it

1766 STORK Ace. E. Florida 44 The live oak (so called from
being an evergreen) is tougher, and of a better grain than
the English oak. Ibid. 45 The chestnut oak, very little
known in other parts of America, is very common in Florida.
1785 MARTYN Rousseau's Bot. xxviii. (1794) 437 Ilex or
Lvergreen Oak has oblong-ovate leaves .. continuing -ill

the year. 1832 Planting 115 (U. K. S.) The Turkey oak,
Oturciueerns, was introduced into England in 1739. 1841
f\'nny Cycl. XIX. 213/2 The timber of the Turkey oak is

beautifully mottled, in consequence of [lie abundance of it-
silver grain. 1858 HOGG I'eg. Kingd. 696 The acorns of
(J. escnlus, or 1 talian Oak, have somewhat prickly cups, and
are long, slender, and esculent. 1861 HCLME tr. Idoqaiu-
'I itiuion n. in. v. 150 The Aleppo Gall .. is found on the
Uj-er's Oak, Cjiicmis Infectoria. 1887 BOUKDILLON tr.
Ancassin tr Xifolette 122 She took many a lily head, With
the bushy kermes-oak shoot. 1892 AGNES CI.ERKE Fatn.
Stud, limnern 152 The species of oak at present dominant
both m Greece and the Troad is the

'

oak of Bashan
',

Quercus ,<//<>/.*.

2. In English versions of the Bible, used also to
render Ileb. rh&e/cj/i, and one or two related words,
now generally considered, since Gesenius, to mean
the terebinth tree.
live Ileb. words ha\ e been rendered 'oak'; of which

only two, ]i?N
alKn and rUN allah. are held to have cer-

tainly this meaning. Ti;e uurd rrSi elali is in the LXX and

Vulg. sometimes rendered TtpfBird<*<; -uu-flos, terel'intlms,
but in neither case regularly ; Wyclif follows the Vulgate ';

the 16-17111 c. versions have regularly 'oak'; the Revised
Version has 'terebinth' in Isa. vi. i; (1611 teil tree), Hos.
i\. Mi' 1 1 1 elm), but elsewhere retains

' oak
'

with 'or tere.
I'in'h

'

in the margin.
1382 WviMI 2 .^<ijit. xviii. t

, Whanne the muyle wentt' yn
vndiir a link ook [Vulg. ijuercum, I.XX Spwo?, R. }'. margin,
.>r terebinth] and a greet, the heed of hym [n88 Absolon]
cleuyd to the ook. Isa. i. 30 Whan ;ee shul ben as an
u.k [1388 ook, Vulg. yuereas, LXX Ttpe'3u0os], the leues
lallende doun. 1535 CUVERDALE Geu. xxxv. 4 He buried
them vnder an Oke [LXX TcpE'0t!<6op, Vulg. terckinthun:.

\VycUF_theribynte,
K. /'. marg. or terebinth).

3. With qualification, applied to trees or plants
in some way resembling the oak : esp. Dwarf
Oak, Ground Oak, various species of Tewrium ;

Oak of Cappadocia, Ambrosia inaritinia
; Oak

of Jerusalem or Paradise, Chenopodium Botrys,
having leaves jagged like those of an oak; Poison
Oak, name for species of Sumach, esp. K/ius To.\i-

codcnclron.

'55' TUKNI.K JlerMi. G j, Oke of Hierusalem is an herbe
all ye-low and all full of branches and spred abrode. 1578
I.VIE Dodoensu. Ixxiii. 243 It is called in English Oke of
Hierusalem and of some Oke of Paradise. .. The Oke of
Paradise is hoate and dry in the second degree. 1597
GERARDB Herbal 950 Leaues deepely cut or iagged, very
much resembling the leafe of an Oke, which hath caused ou'r

l-'.nglish women to call it Okes of lerusalem. Ibid. 951 Oke
of Cappadocia is called, .in Latine A nirrosia. i6uCoTGK.,
Allltrasie, Ambrosia; also, the hearbe called Oke of Cap-
padocia; and another, called Oke of lerusalem. 1760 J. LEE
Introd. Hat. App. 320 Oak, Dwarf, Tenm'iim. Oak of
Cappadocia, Ambrosia. Oak of Jerusalem, Chenopodium.
1766^. BARTRAM Jrnl. 20 Jan. 43 Rising ground producing
..bay and water-oak, then ground-oak, chamaerops. 1805
A. WILSON in Poems f, Lit. Prose (1876) II. 144 Waving
reeds ami scrubby ground-oak grew Where stores and taverns
now arrest the view. 1858 MAVNE Expos. Lex., Poison-oak,
.. the sumach. 1883 STEVENSON Sikvratta Sf. (1886) 20
An abominable shrub or weed, called poison-oak, whose very
neighbourhood is venomous to some, a 1887 M. S. G.
NICHOLS in Health Manual xv. 188 Domestic Remedies-
tea made of lanzy, oak of Jerusalem [etc.].

b. In Australia, applied to trees of the genus
Casuariua (' Native Oak "\ species of which arc

locally distinguished as Bull-, Desert-, River-,
Swamp-Oak, etc. (cf. SHE-OAK) ; in New Zealand
to species of Alectryon and Knightia.
1802 [. FLEMMING in Hist. Ktc. Port Phillip (1879)

iMorris' The land is.. thin of timber, consisting of gum,
oak, Banksia, and thorn. 1838 T. L. MITCHELL EjcfeJ. E.
Austral. (1839) 1. 38 (ibid ) The dense, umbrageous foliage
of the Casuariua, or '

river-oak
'

of the colonists. iSlSz

KENDALL Poems 56 The wail in the native oak. 1885 HOOD
Land ofPeru 53 The sighing of the native oak Which the

light wind whispered through. 1892 A. SUTHERLAND Geog.
Brit. Cot. 27 (Morris) A peculiar class of trees, called..

Casuariua, is popularly known as oaks,
'

swamp-oaks '.

'forest-oaks', 'she-oaks', and so forth, although the trees
are not the least like oaks. 1896 B. SPENCER in Rep. Horn
Exped. i. 49 We had now come into the region of the
'Desert Oak

'

(Casuaritia Decaisnt-attia 1

.

4. The \vood or timber of the oak. Hence,
allusively, in phrases referring to its hardness and

enduring qualities. Heart ofoak : see HEART sb. 19.
(-1400 MAUNDEV. (1839) xviii. 190 Makynge Houses and

Schippes of Oke. 1480 CAXTON Chron. Eng. ccxxiii. 220
Grete staues of fyne oke. 1575 Richmond Wills (1853)

255, Ij long burds of oyke. 1604 SHAKS. Otlt. ill. iii. 210
To seele her Father's eyes vp, close as Oake. 1664 EVELYN
Sylva iii. 17 (1670) 26 Men had indeed hearts of Oak. 1693
Apol. Clergy Scot. 26 Taught better manners than to venture

upon this man of Oak and Horehead. 1801 CAMPBELL
) V Mariners of F.ng. iii, With thunders from her native

eiak She quells the floods below. 1849 JAMES H'oodman ii,

The tables, the rhftirs, the cupboard.. were all of old oak.

1860 TKNNENT Story GUHS (1864} 2^4 A far ruder shock . . to

the confidence traditionally reposed in British oak. 1876
// 'hitl>y Gloss, s. v., A bit o' brave aud yak. 1888 Glasgow 1

Htraid 12 Oct. 4/6 A piece of finely selected English oak.

b. Timber of oak as the material of a ship.
1-3



OAK. OAK-FERN.
a 1000 Runes xxv. 4 (Gr.) Garsecg fandad, HwaeSer ac

haebbe ae'dele treowe. 1763-5 CHURCHILL Gotham i. 260 The
English Oak, which, dead, commands the flood. 1782 Cow PER

Charity 23 When Cook,. Steered Britain's oak into a world
unknown.

C. Univ. colloq. An oaken door
; esp. in phr. to

sport ones oak, to shut the outer door of one's

rooms as a sign that one is engaged.
1785 GROSE Diet. Vnlg. Tongue s. v., To sport oak ; to

shut the outward door of a student's room at college, c 1803
C. K. SHARPE New Oxford Guide ii. in Mem. (i888j I. 18

And sporting of oaks they call shutting of doors. 1810

SHELI.EY in Hogg Life (1858) I. 93 Then the oak is such a

blessing. 1827 Sporting Mag. XXI. 75 Having in the

middle of the night nailed up his oak. 1861 HUGHES Tom
Bro~>vnatOxf.\. (18891 7 A great., outer door, my oak, which
I sport when I go out or want to be quiet. 1890 BESANT
Demoniac i. 18 Your oak was sported and you were not at

home to anybody.

5. The leaves of the oak, esp, as worn in a chap-
let or garland.
c 1386 CHAUCER Knt?s T. 1432 A coroune of a grene ook

cerial Vp on hir heed. 1387 GOLDING De Mornay xii. 166

The Garlond of Oke, he giueth..to such as. .first .. enter

the breach. 1607 SHAKS. Cor. \. Hi. 16 To a cruell Warre
I sent him, from whence he return'd,his browes bound with
Oake. 1772 PRIESTLEY Inst. Rt-lig. (1782) I. 384 Our custom
of wearing oak on the twenty-ninth of May.

b. A shade of brown like that of the oak-leaf

when opening.
1888 Lady 25 Oct. 378/1 [Gloves] in the new and beautiful

shades of brown, chocolate, oak, tans, and black.

6. dial. The suit of clubs in cards. (
= Ger.

Eiehcln, the suit bearing the figures of acoms.)
1847-78 HALLIWRLL, Oak,, .the club at cards. West. 1886

ELWORTHY W. Sow. IVord-bk., Oaks, the suit of clubs in

cards. .' Oaks be trumps, Mr. Hosegood '.

7. The Oaks \ a race for three-year-old fillies,

founded in 1779, and run at Epsom on the Friday
after the Derby.
So called from an estate near Epsom.
1844 W. H. MAXWELL Sports <f Adv. Scoil. xxxix. ^1855^

305 What care I about Oaks or Derbys? 1864 Racing Cal.

131 Renewals of the Oaks stakes for 50 sovereigns each.

1870 BLAINE Encycl. Rur. Sports 1317 The stakes run for

in the Oaks have recently rivalled in amount those of the

Derby, and sometimes surpassed them.

8. attrib. and Comb. a. simple attrib. (often
= OAKEN a,}, as oak bough > floor, forest, grove,

leaf (whence oak-leaved adj.), roofing, sapling, set,

table, timber, wreath \ oak land. b. objective, as

oak-cleaving adj. c. instrumental, as oak-bcamcd,

-boarded, -clad, -crested, -crowned, -timbered, -wains-
coted adjs. d. similative, etc., as oak-brown^ oak-

like adjs.

1706 C. MARSHALL Garden, vi, '1813) 82 Let *Oak-acorns
be thrown into water and those only used which sink quickly.
1759 BROWN Compl. Farmer 21 Rub it over with oil or
*oak-ashes. 1886 W. J. TUCKER E. Europe 33 A low, *oak-
beamed room. 1897 BAKING-GOULD in Mag. Art Sept. 270
The broad oak staircase gave access to a great gallery,
*oak-boarded. 1895 Daily News 5 Feb. 6/6 Another
corduroy dress is *oa\-brown, a 1748 THOMSON Hymn
Solitude 43 From Norwood's *oak-clad hill. 1605 SHAKS.
Lear in. h. 5 Vaunt -curriors of *Oake-cleaumg Thunder-
bolts. 1897 Outing(\J. S.) XXIX. 438/1 This *oak-covered
tract is a mile in width. 1747 COLLINS Passions 74
The *_oak-crown'd Sisters and their chaste-eyed Queen.

own'd airy1750 T. WARTON Ode. 4 Yonder oak-crow
steep. 1789 J. PILKINGTON View Derbysh. \. 369 For
polishing. ,*oak floors and furniture 1859 W. S. COI.EMAN
OTMt&tM&(i866) 8 Covered with *oak-forests. 1535 COVER-
DALE Gen. xiii. 18 So Abram remoued his tent and wente
and dwelt in y6 *Okegroue of Mamre. 1766 J. BARTRAM
*)rnl. 31 Jan. in Stork Ace. E. Florida 56 Cypress-swamps
and *oak-hammocks alternately mixed with pine-land. 1751

Otserv. Trav. Pennsylv. etc. 21 A steep hill.. the soil

middling *oak land. 1850 MRS. BROWNING Lament Adonis
iv, The mountains above, and the oaklands below. 1389
In Eng. Gilds (1870) 117 Agarlond of *hoke Lewes. 1768-74
TUCKER Lt. Nat. (1834) II. 77 The little fly sits boring the
oak-leaf. iSssLoNGF. Hiaw. xn, 118 As brown and withered
as an oak-leaf is in Winter. 1856 Miss PRATT Flower. PI.

IV. 275
(

*Oak-Ieaved Goosefoot. 1883 S. B. PARSONS in

Harper's Mag. Apr. 726/2 The oak-leaved hydrangea. 1883
STEVENSON Treas. 1st. in. xiv, A long thicket of these *oak-
like trees. 1840 DICKENS Barn. Rudge i, A certain *oak-

pannelled room with a deep bav window. 1888 Miss
BRADDON Fatal Three i. v, The chief characteristic of the
interior was the *oak-pane 11ing. 1815 SCOTT Guy M. xlii,

What was called the great oak-parlour, a long room,
panelled with well-varnished wainscot. 1499 Promp. Parv.
363/2 (Pynson) *0ke plante, Ornus. 1787 HAWKINS Life
Johnson 491 It was an oak-plant of a tremendous size. 1663
GERBIER Counsel 66 *Oake Roofing raysing pieces eight
Inches one way. 1853 A. SMITH Life Drama n. 21 At the
*oak-roots I've seen full many a flower. i88z Garden
14 Oct. 335/1 The *Oak root gall.. is formed by Andricus
noduli. 1826 SCOTT in Croker Papers (1884) I. xi. 318A set-to with *oak saplings. 15*3 FITZHERB. Husb. 124
Set thy *oke settes and thy asshe ,x. or .xii fote asonder.
i8 in Cobbett Rur. Rides \. 83 Genuine *oak-soil : a
bottom of yellow clay. 1890 J. G. FRAZER Gold. Bough II.

iv. 364 The King of the Wood, must have been a personifica-
tion of the *oak-spirit. 1653 N. Riding Rcc. V. 151 [Indict-
ment for unjustly taking away anj *oak-stoop, 1798 COLE-
RIDGE Anc. Mar, vn. ii, The rotted old "Oak-stump. 1767
A. YOUNG Farmer's Lett, to People 157 Complaints of the

decay of *oak timber. 1885 G. ALLEN Babylon v, In the
*oak-wainscoted study. 1801 MACNEILL Poems, May-day 21
This *oak-waving mountain would ward winter's blast. 1879
FROUDE Cxsar 93 He . . won the *oak wreath, the Victoria
Cross of the Roman army.

9. Special comb*;. : Oak-bark, the bark of the

oak, used in tanning, and as an astringent ;
oak-

barren: see quot. 1889; oak-beauty, a beautiful

geometrid moth (Biston or Amphidasis prodro-
maria} t the larva of which feeds on the oak; oak-
beetle : see quot. ; t oak-berry, a berry-like gall
found on the oak

; oak-boy, a member of a body
of insurgents in Ireland in 1763, who rose against
forced labour on the roads and the exaction of

tithes; their badge was a sprig of oak worn in the

hat ; oak-button oak-gall \ oak-egger (moth) :

see EGGER ; oak-fig, a gall, somewhat resembling
a fig, produced on twigs of white oak in the United
States by Cynips forticoniis ; oak-fly, a fly used

by anglers ; oak-frog, a small light-coloured
toad of North America, frequenting oak-open-
ings ; oak-gall, a gall or excrescence produced
on various species of oak by the punctures of

various gall-flies; spec, a nut-gall or gall-nut
used in making ink; t oak-holm = HOLM-OAK;
oak hook-tip, a moth {Platypteryx hamula^ in-

habiting oak-woods
; oak-lappet, a moth (jGastro-

pacha qnercifolia'} the wings of which resemble
a dried oak-leaf; oak-leather, a fungus found on
old oaks and somewhat resembling white kid-

leather ; f oak-lungs, a kind of lichen (Sticta

pitlmonacea), lungwort (olts,}\ oak-mast: secquot. ;

oak-moth, a moth (Tortrix viridiana} living on
oaks ; f oak-nut, an excrescence found on the

oak
; oak-opening, U. S. t an opening or thinly

wooded space in an oak-forest (Webster, 1864);
oak-pest, an insect {Phylloxera rileyi] which
infests oaks in the United States; oak-plum,
a plum-shaped gall produced on the acorns of

the black and red oaks in U. S. by the gall-fly

Cynips quercits-prunns ; oak-potato, a potato-

shaped gall produced on the twigs of white oaks
in U. S. by the gall-fly Cynips quenus-batatas ;

oak-spangle, a kind of flattened fungus-like gall,

occurring on the lower side of oak-leaves ; oak-

truffle, a truffle growing among the roots of oaks ;

oak-wart, an oak-gall; oak-water, a medicine
made of oak-bark ; oak-web (fia/.

t
a cockchafer ;

oak-worm, a worm that lives on the oak.
1666 J. DAVIES Hist. Caribby Id, 62 As hard as *Oak-

bark. 1811 A. T. THOMSON Lond. Disp. 11818* 332 Oak
bark is inodorous, has a rough astringent tas>te. 1859 W. S.

COLEMAN IVoodlands 16 A decoction of Oak bark has ..

been used .. in modern medicine. 1835 W. IRVING Tour
Prairies 144 The soil of these ' *oak barrens' is loose and
unsound, being little better, at times, than a mere quick-
sand. 1889 FARMER A ntericanisins, Oak barrens, scrubby
oak brush, the stunted growth of which indicates an extreme

poverty of soil. 1832 J. RENNIE Consp. Butterfl. .y J\L 104
The *Oak Beauty, .appears in March or April. .. Rather
scarce. 1854 A. ADAMS, etc, Man. Nat. Hist. 191 *Oak-
Beetles {Kucnemidse}. . . Living in decayed oak-trees. x6a6
*Oak-berries [see oak-nut}. 1776 R. Twiss Tour Irel. 143
Insurgents, who wore oak-leaves in their hats, and called

themselves *Oak-boys. 1780 A. YOUNG Tour Irel. 1. 168 The
oak boys and steel boys had their rise in the increase of rents.
1882 LKCKY Eng. in i&t/i C. IV. xvi, 345 The Oakboys appear
to have first risen against the Road Act. 1651 T. HARKER
Art of Angling- (165-$} 6 The *Oake-Flie is to bee had on
the butt of an Oake or an Ash. .it is a brownish Flie. 1653
WALTON Angler v. 115 You may make the Oak-flie with
an Orange tawny and black ground, and the brown of a
Mallards feather for the wings. 1787 BEST Angling (ed. 2'

114 The Oakfly comes on about the sixteenth of May, and
continues on till about a week in June. . .It is bred in oak-

apples. 1867 F. FRANCIS Angling vi. (1880) 221 The Oak
Fly, called also the cannon fly, the down-hill or down-
looker. 1768-74 TUCKER Lt. Nat. 0834) II. 91 Gums, 'oak-

galls, and variegated leaves [are] the distempers of plants.

1838 LouDON Arboretum III. 1726 Oak-galls., much in

demand for the manufacture of ink and for dyeing black.
1601 HOLLAND Pliny II. 177 The Scarlet graine growing
upon the *Oke-holm. 1754 WATSON' Agaric in Pliil. Trans.
XLYIII. 812 Mr. Ray. says, that this Fungus. .is found

upon putrid oaks in Ireland, where it is called
*
oak-leather.

1750 E. SMITH Compl. Housewife (ed. 14) 295 Take of *oak-

lungs, French moss, and maiden-hair, of each a handful.

1758 Phil. Trans. L. 682 The muscus fuimonarius ojffici-

naruni, tree-lung-wort, or oak-lungs. 1859 W. S. COLEMAN
Woodlands 11866) 7 These acorns or "oak-mast as they are

collectively called. 1868 WOOD ironies without H. xiv. 295
One of the most common among the Leaf-rollers is the

pretty *Oak Moth. 1626 BACON Sylva 635 Besides its

acorns, it beareth galls, Oak-apples, *oak-nuts which are

inflammable, and oak -berries. 1835 W. IRVING Tour Prairies

77 (Bartlett) We ascended the hills, taking a course through
the *oak-openings. 1851 Zoologist IX. 3309 Oak-leaves,
with galls, commonly known as ' *oak-spangles ', attached.

1859 W. S. COLEMAN Woodlands (1862) 14 The pretty
' Oak-

spangles '..were formerly considered to be parasitic fungi,
but are now ascertained to be the work of gall-flies. 1884
COOKE Struct. Bot. xxxvl 105. 1874 Fungi 114 In
Vaucluse . .seedling oaks have been reared, and with them,
what have been termed *oak-trufHes. 1864 BROWNING
Caliban upon Setebos 51 The pie .. That pricks deep
into *oakwarts for a worm. 1523 FUZHERB. Husb. 87 It

appereth at his nosethryll lyke *oke-water. 1771 GALLET in

Phil. Trans. LXII. 351 This county was so infested with
cock chaffers or *oakwebs, that in many pari-.hes they eat

every green thing, but elder. 1880 \V. Corniv. Gloss., Oak-
web, a May-bee; the cock-chafer. 1653 WALTON Angler
iv. 95 The dock-worm, the *oake-worm, the gilt-tail, and too

many to name.

Oak, Oakam, obs. forms of YOKE. OAKUM.

Oak-apple v^'k,3ep'l). 1. A globular form
of oak-gall ; spec, the bright-coloured spongy gall
formed on the leaf-bud of the common British oak.
14.. Nom. In Wr.-Wulcker 716/9 /TVc //, a nakeappylle.

1486 Bk. St. Albans B vj b, Take . . oke appilles and make
luce of theym. 1578 LVTE Dodocns vi. Ixviii. 745 The Oke

i i_ :_ _' ij_i -._r_n:*c- . i .

healthy year. 1818 KEATS Enaym. i. 276 Silvery oak
apples, and fir-cones brown. 1874 LUBBOCK Orig. $ Met.
Ins. i. 10 The oak supports several kinds of gallflies, one
produces the well known oak-apple.
2. In Australia, the young cone of the She-oak.

1889 J. H. MAIDEN Useful Native PL 15 (Morris^ Children
chew the young cones [of Casuarina], which they call

'

oak-

apples '.

3. attrib., as Oak-apple day, the 2gth of May,
the day oi the Restoration of Charles II, when

oak-apples or oak-leaves have been worn in memory
of his hiding from his pursuers in an oak, on the

6th of September, 1651.
1807-8 SYD. SMITH Plymlcy's Let. Wks. 1859 IT. So/i He

does not say whether this is a loyal procession, like Oak-
apple Day. 1859 W. S. COLEMAN IVoodlands 11862) 14 Oak-
apples, so much in vogue on the *

Twenty-ninth of May,
Oak-Apple Day ', are also excrescences of this nature.

t Oa-ked, a. Obs. rare. Hard like oak
;
oaken.

1591 SYLVESTER Dn Bartas \. iv. 47 Under the oaked bark.

Oaken (u-ken), [f. OAK + -EX*.]
1. Made of the wood of the oak. (Now often

replaced by 'oak
'

used attrib., OAK 8 a.)

13.. A". A Us. 6415 The face of heom is playn, and hard,
Al so hit weore an oken bord. 1390-1 Earl Derby's E.vp.
(Camden) 157 Pro xiij oken sparrez, \\\}s. y.d. 1495 Xaval
Ace. Hen. VII (1896) 154 Oken plankes. 1616 SURFL. &
MARKH. Country Fartne 335 Stake well with strong Oaken
stakes. 1703 MOXON Meclt. Exerc. 173 An Oaken plank.
c 1820 S. ROGKRS Italy (1839) 112 An oaken chest, half eaten

by the worm. 1864 Mus. GAITY Parablesfr. Nat. Ser. iv.

148 The chancel, where there were carved oaken screens.

Jig- *S77 HARRISON England n. -\.\ii. [xvi.] (1877) I. 337
When our houses were builded of willow, then had we oken
men. 1887 G. MEREDITH Ballads $ P. 23 And lo, the man
of oaken head, He fled his land.

f2. Of, pertaining to, or forming part of the oak.

Obs. or arch, (replaced by
' oak' used attrib.}.

1x1450 Fysshynge iv. Angle (1883) 29 The bayte on Jie

slothorn & on the oken leyf. 1544 PHAER l\ cghn. Lyfe (1553)
H vj b, The water of oken buddes. .dronken in redde wine.

1561 HOLLYBUSH How. Afoth. 2 Take leaves of oken tre.

1579 LANCHAM Card. Health (1633) 528 A good handfull of

oken barke. 1669 WORI.IDGE Syst. Agric. (.1681) 90 The
Acorns, or Oaken-Mast. 1691 T. H[ALE] Ace. Aew Invent.

p. xviii, Oaken Trees. .and. .Oaken Timber. 1697 DRYDEN
Virg. Georg. i. 200 Jove.. shook from Oaken Leaves the

liquid Gold. 1804 J.
GRAHAME Sabbath 245 Massy oaken

trunks Half-buried lie.

3. Formed of oak leaves or twigs, arch.

1605 SHAKS. Cor. n, i. 188 Menenius, hee comes the third

time home with the Oaken Garland. 1697 DRYDEN Virg.

Georg. i. 480 Let the lab'ring Hind With Oaken Wreaths
his hollow Temples bind. 1762 KALCONKR Shipwr, \. 879
Around her head an oaken wreath was seen. 1880 C. R.
MARKHAM Peruv. Bark 76 A Knight of the Netherlands

Lion, and Commander of the Order of the Oaken Crown.

4. Consisting of oak trees, arch. w\& poetic.
a 1638 MKDE Wks. (1672) 65 How this .. Oaken-holt of

Sichem is said here in my Text to have been in,, .or by, the

Sanctuary of the Lord. i?oa C. MATHER Magn. Chr. iv. i.

(1852) 16 The Druids . . chose oaken retirements for their

studies. 183* TENNYSON Eleanors 10 With breezes from
our oaken glades. 1881 ROSSKTTI Ballads $ Sonn. 30 Like
the struck fawn in the oakenshaw.

5. Cotub., as oaken-beamed, -panelled adjs. ;

oaken-pin, a name for a hard kind oi apple;
oaken-tenant: see quot. 1619.
1619 SIR J. SEMPILL Sacrilege Handl. 82 Leui was vnder

the Law, as a tenent at will, remoueable : Melchiscdec, and
Christs Minister)*, as Freeholders: Oaken-tenants. 1707-12
MORTIMER Husb. (J.), Oakenpin,so called from its hardness,
is a lasting fruit. 1741 Compl. Fatn.-Picce \\.\\\. 377 Apples
[June] Oaken Pin, .. Golden Russet. 1863 HAWTHORNE
Our OldHome (1^7^ 215 Vast college-halts, high-windowed,
oaken-panelled. 1900 Wcstm. Gaz. 24 Feb. 2/1 The low-

ceiled, oaken-beamed parlour.

Oaker, obs. form of OCHRE.

Oak-fern. [A transl. of L. dryopteris, Gr.

SpvoTiTfpis (Diosc.), said to be applied to a fern

growing on the trunks of oaks or other trees ; but

employed by Linnftus as the name of a species of

Polypodiuni (P. Dryoptcris}, the Smooth Three-

branched Polypody (not the ancient Spfonr f/w'j).]

fl- Variously applied by the early herbalists to

the Common Polypody (which grows on the trunks

of trees), and to several other ferns.

1548 TURNER Xatncs of Herbcs 35, I haue founde it
jn

bu.she rootes ofte tymes in Germany, it may be called in

englishe petie Feme, or okeferne. ^1550 LLOYD Treas.

Health (15851 Lv, An old cocke filled with oke feme or

pteris\. Dryopteris nigra, Blacke Oke Feme \
= Aspleniutn

Adiantitui-nigntin}. 1707 Curios, in ffusb. <y Card. 58
The Moderns have discover'd that Oak-fern has seed.

2. Now applied by collectors to Polypodiuni

Dryopteris of Linnrrns.



OAKLET.

1844 NEWMAN Hist. Brit. Ferns (ed. 2) 128 The nanie of
Oak Kern, derived from Dryoteris, appears as inapplicable
as that of Beech Fern .. and is adopted in deference to the

opinions of others. 1853 T. MOORE Nature printed J-'erns

Plate v, The smooth three-branched Polypody, or Oak fern.

1882 THOMSON in Proc. Bcrtv. Nat. Club IX. No. 4. 449
The oak-fern . . showed exquisitely fine fronds.

Oakham, obs. variant of OAKUM.
Oaklet (iw-klet). [f.

OAK + -LET.] A small or

young o.ik-tree.

1871 TVNDALL Fragnl. Sc. (1879) U- -XL 242 O" f
ne ground

near the tree little oaklets were successfully fighting for life.

1872 W. CORY Lett, ff Jrnls. (1897) 288 Straggling acacias
and oaklets.

Oakling (<7"'klirj). [f. OAK + -LIXC.] A young
or small oak ; an oak sapling.
1664 EVELYN Syha (1776) n Oaklings, young beeches, Ash

and some others, spring from the self-sown Mast and Keys.
1754 RICHABDSON Crandison (1781) II. xxiv. 232 He would
plant an oakling for every oak he cut down. 1833 Q. AV:-.

521 The oakling withers beneath the shadow of tne oak.

Oak-tree i
u4
kti7~). =O.\KI.

-dooo Wife's Complaint 28 (in Coif. Kxon. If. 115 a) Heht
nice mon wuniaii on wuda bearwe Under actreo in t\>aiu

ear5scra:fe. Ibid. 36. 1530 PALSGR. 249 i Oke tree, t/icsttc.

1535 COVERUALE fsa. i. 29 Ashamed of the oketrees wherein
ye haue so delited. 1609 SKI.SE AV^-. Maj., forest Laws
c. 12. 12 Gif the forestar finds anie man . . heueand dune
ane aik trie. 1821 CLARE I 'fit. Minstr. I. 1 12 The oak tree

gnarl'd and notch'd. 1841 CARLVLF. Prcf.to Emerson's Ess.,
The smallest living acorn is fit to be the parent of oaktrics
without end. attrih. 1888 STEVENSON Black Arrmu 172
The heart misgave her [the ship] in her oak-tree ribs.

fb. Oak-tree Clay, \.V. Smith's name for the
Wealden Clay : from the oak forests of the Weald .

1816 W. SMITH Strata, Ident. Pt. n. n The Oak-tree-

Clay also may be mistaken or confounded with the Brick
Earth, which in several parts produces good oak.

Oakum (,<?
u 'kom). Forms: I acumba, cecurabe,

5 okom(e, okcome,okem,6okym, ocora, ocoam,
6-7 ocam, 6-8 okam, ockam, 7 ooura, oo(c)orae,
ocham, oaeombe, okeham, okame, 7-8 oakam.
-ham, ockham, okum, 7- oakum. [OE. acnmbe
fern, or neut., acumba, acuma masc., var. oltvcumbe,
dutUHa, pi. -an, lit. off-combings = OH G. Schambi,
MHG. dkanibe, dkamp neut., f. -, a- privative,

'away', 'off', + camb- stem of cp/ifait, KKMB, to

comb.]
1 1. The coarse part of the flax separated in hack-

ling; hards, tow; also, clippings, trimmings,
shreds. Obs.
c looo Sax. Lfcchd. II. 22 Afyl oa wunde, & mid acmul.an

besweSe. Ibid. 80 Sealf eft, medowyn acumban. c 1000
.tLFRic foe. in Wr.-Willcker 152/15 .SV//a,a.-cumbc. a 1100
A/Melin Gloss, i. 3293 (Napier 88/1) Putaiiiina, acumba.
lout 2. 187 Acuman.
2. Loose fibre, obtained by untwisting and pick-

ing old rope ; used in caulking ships' seams, in

stopping up leaks, and sometimes in dressing
wounds. The picking of it as an employment of
convicts and inmates of workhouses, which was
formerly common, is now falling into disuse.

1481-90 Howard Housck. Bks. (Roxb.) 24 Item, for pich
and okom viij.d. 1485 in Cely Papers (1900) 182 Item a
stone okeni, \d. 1486 j\'a:'ai Ace. Hen. I'll (1896) 18
Pitche tarre okum and other stuffe. 1495 Ibid. 164 Okome
bought& spent abought Calkyng. 1577 N'ORTHBKOOKE Dicing
(1843)81 Many of them. .may. .lose okam. 1599 HAKLUYT
Voy. II. n. 104 Calked with the huskes of Cocos shels beaten,
whereof they make Occam. 1617 J. LANE Cant. Si/r.'s T. 242
With tallowe, boild pitch, okeham, tarr, bedipps. 1622 R.
HAWKINS Voy. S. Sfa 155 Peecesof a junke or rope, chopped
very small, and ..tozej all as oaeombe. 1630 J. TAYLOR
(Water P.) Praise lleinpseed Wks. in. 66/2 Ships, Barks,
Hoyes, Drumlers, Craires, Boats, all would sink But for the
Ocum caulked in every chink. 1666 DRYDEN Ann. Mirab.
cxlvi, Some drive old Okum through each seam and rift.

1666 PEPYS Diary 4 June, Who should it be but Mr. Daniel,
all muffled up,. .and his right eye stopped with oakum?
1706 PHILLIPS, Oak:iin, Ockain, or Okimi, la Sea-Term).
1733 P. LINDSAY Interest Scot. 23 Easy Labour at first,
such as picking of Wool or Cotton, teasing of Ockam. 1769
FALCONER /V<rr. Marine (17891 Aaaiijb, Black oakum.. is

made of tarred ropes. 1840 R. H. DANA Bff. Mast xxvi. 87
Picking oakum, until we got enough to caulk the ship all
over. 1876 Cliu. Sac. Trans. IX. 59 An oakum poultice is

kept applied.
3. attrib. and Comb., as oakuin-lall, -boy, -chisel;

oakum-headed, -whiskered adjs.
1701 Eny. Inconvcn. Pub. Elections 17 A sufficient Number

of Setts of Oakham Balls. 1805 Naval Chron. XIII. 243
From the first Officer to the lowest Oakum-boy [at Dock-
yard], 1865 DICKENS .!//. Fr. II. xiii, The oakum-headed,
oakum.whiskered man.

Oak-wood (y^kiwtrd).
1. The wood or timber of the oak. b. Growing

oak-timber
; oak-trees.

1304 Plumpton Corr. (Camdenl 188 They have sold oke
wood at Nesfeld. 1801 MACNKILL Mayday 15 The cliffs
crown d with oakwood. 1890 FRAZER Go!,/. Bimgh II. iv.

293 The needfire was..Lindled by the friction of oak-wood.
2. A wood or forest of oaks.

1823 in Cobbett Rur. Rides (1885) I. 287 Land, great part
of which consists of oak-woods. 1856 STANLEY Sinai ff Pal.
n. (1858) 144 On the table-lands of Gilead are the thick
oak-woods of Bashan. 1881 VERN. LEE Belcaro vii. 194
Among the undulating fields and oakwoods.

Oaky (<7-ki), a. [f. OAK + -Y.]
1. Resembling oak ; strong, firm, hard.
1631 Crlestina xxi. 198 Better . in that my more strong and

oaky age, then in this my weake and feeble declining, a 1656
UP. HALL Estate Chr. Wks. 1837 V. 261 The oaky, rocky,
flinty hearts of men turned into flesh.

2. Abounding in oaks.
a 1849 BEDDOES Lines Written in Switzerland Poems

213 What silence drear in England's oaky forest.

Oaph, obs. form of OAK.

O&T (oj), sb. Forms: a. i ar, ace. are, 3-7
ore, (5 hore, oyre), 4-6 oore, 6-X oare, 6-

oar, (6 oer. owre, 6-7 owerj. 0. north. 3-6 ar,

are, 5-6 ayr'e, air(e, 7 aer. [OK. dr str. fern,

cognate with ON. Ar, fr (Sw. <<;, ara, Da., \orw.

aa/r) : OTeut. *aira: peril, radically akin to (Jr.

(p- in ipfrrjt rower, fptrnus oar.]
1. A long wooden lever used to propel .1 boat,

consisting of a stout pole, widened and flatteneci

at one end into a blade, to press against the water
as a fulcrum.
A small oar, a pair of which is used by one rower, is called

a scttlt. Large ship oars are called sweps. Oars are sonic-
times used for steering, as in wliale-'nuats.

a. tigooO. E. Chron. an. 8o7Sume luefdon .1\. nrn. < 1000
Gnomic ]'ei-sfs 188 (Gr.) Drn^ad his ur on borde. < 1290
.V. Eng. ].< I. 472/347 Huy drowell op sell and ore.

1330 R. BHUNNE Citron. U'acc (Rolls) 12059 Ancres, ore-,

redy to hande. 1:1385 CIIAUCKK /.. G. //". 2308 Philoinene,
The oris pullyn forth the vessel fastc. 1387 TRKVISA///^
(Rolls) IV. 183 An hondred schippes and gritty, wib scilles

and wib oores. 1486 A'nr-n/ Ace. //,;;. / '// (1896) 14 A
Cokke of xiiij ores. 1493 Nc-.t'iiiinslcr Cfirtnl. (18781 195A cobyll wt

ij oyres. 1496 .ViiT'/i/ Ace. Hen. I'll (1896) 167
Orys for the mayne Uote. '1500 MelHsinc xxiv. 177 [HeJ
rowed in hys galyote with eyght hores. 1539 TAM.HNI K
Erasm. Prov. U55/) n He ought to holde the oore y l

hathe lerned it. 1540 in Marsden Set. Pt. Crt. Adin. (1894)
I. 99 John Pope toke hold of on of the owers and stcpl in

my bote. 1555 EDEN Decades 157 Without oers . .they were
caried awaye by the vyolence of the water. 1582 STA\Y.
HL'RST sKucis I. (Arli.) 21 The oars are cleene splintrcd.

1623 BINGIIAM Xcnoplton 83 They had also a ship of fiftic

owers. 1624 C.\rr. SMHK Virginia I. 3 To bring onr Ore-
into the house. 1632 J. HAYU AKD tr. liiondi's Eromeita 1 1

A bastard Galley of three and thirty banks with sixe men to
an oare, he armed her. 1659 D. Pi:u. Iin/>r. Sea 14 They
must first take a turn at the Oar, before they come either to
the Helm or Stern. 1799 CHAKNOCK in Xa-'al Chron. I.

132 In the modern galleys, ..the oars.. are forty-four feet

long. 1863 FR. A. KEMBLE Rtsid. in Georgia 36 Pulling
an oar across the stream.

. 13 .. Sir Tristr. 354 His maister ban ]>ai faml A hot and
an are. 1375 BARBOUR nrnce in. 576 Sum went till ster,
and sum till ar. c 1425 WYNTOUN Cron. n. viii. 73 Sum
of bame bai slt-we rycht bare Wjtht arys. 6*1470 HKNKY
li'allace vn. 1067 A hundreth schippys, that ruthyr bur
and ayr. 1549 Coinpl. Scoi. \\. 42 The galliasse pat furtht . .

ane hundredth! aris on euerye syde. 1572 Satir. Poems
I\e/onn. xxxi. 102 Intil a bait vpon Lochlowmond, Hut
boddtun, air, or Ruther. 1609 SKENE Keg. Maj. 144 (Sttit.

Giliic. 22) Before the ship ly on dry land, and put forth
ane aer.

b. In reference to slaves or condemned criminals

compelled to row in galleys: see GALLEY sb. I.

1711 Lond. Gas. No. 4942/1 To condemn Criminals. .to
the Oar. 1715 NELSON Addr. Pers. Qual. 24 The Anguish
and Smart that flows from Your Sins chain you to the Oar.

2. f.g. Anything that serves, like an oar, as a
means of propulsion in the water (or transf. the air).
c 1586 C'IESS PKMKKOKI-: Ps. LXVIII. iv, [The dove] That

glides with feathered oare through wavy sky. 1599 SHAKS.
Muck Ade- in. i. 27 To see the fish Cut with her golden ores
the siluerstreame. 1615 CHAPMAN Odyss. xn. 628 And there
row'd off with owers ofmy hands. 1658 SIR T. BKOWNE Card.
Cyrus iii. 55 The Oars or finny feet of Water-Fowl. 1834M EDWIN Angler in Wales II. 16 With my gun therefore
raised in my left hand, and making an oar of my right,
I endeavoured to cro>s over. 1871 G. MACUONALD A hook
of Dreams n. I. ii, She [a swan] comes.. With stroke of

swarthy oar.

3. transf. a. A rowing boat. Pair of oars, a. boat
rowed by two men. (In quot. 1611 including the

rowers.)
1611 [TARLTON] JVi/j- (1628) A iij b, Tarlton . . caused a pairc

of Oarestotend him, who, at night, called on him to be gone.
1631 SHERWOOD, A paire of oares, fetitt nacelle, ou bateau
long rattle par dctt.v hointnes, ayans (.hascnn deux avirons.

'634-5 BRERETON Trav. (Chatham Soc.) So To take .. a
pair of oars to Greenwitch. 1665 PEPYS Diary 13 July,
There being no oars to carry me, I was fain to call a skulle'r.
a 1674 CLARENDON Hist. Reb. XL 20 He . . went into a pair
of Oars that was ready. 1758 Descr. Thames 269 Tilt,

boats, Wherries, Oars, or Scullars.

b. An oarsman, first oars, the man who rows
stroke ; fig. one who takes the first place.
1749 H. WAI.POLE Lett. If. ^fann(lZ^6} II. 26s Legge, who

. . was next oars. 1774 C. DIBDIN Song, Jolly Youn^
Waterman, He was always first oars when the fine city
ladies In a party to Ranelagh went, or Vauxhall. j86
HLOHES Tom Bro-.vn at OJT/. i, One of the best oars in the
University boat, ll'id. iv, I heard he was a capital oar at Eton.

4. A stick, pole, or paddle, with which anything
is stirred ; esp. in Brewing, one with which the
mash is stirred in the tun.

"743 Lontl, ff Country Brew. in. (ed. 2) 187 A second
Person stirs it with an Oar or Paddle, as it runs out of the
Sack. 1841 MRS. DODS Cook's Man. 447 The interstices
between the spars or rounds of the oar allow the mash to be
shaken through. 1850 An/. Encycl. XI. 595/1 The perfect
solution of the sugar is aided by stirring with long poles
or oars.

5. Phrases, a. To have an oar in ei<ery man's
boat (barge), etc., to have a hand in every one's

business or affairs ; so, to ftit one's car in another

OARAGE.
titan's loal, to put in one's oar, etc. b. To
on one's oars, to lean on the handles of one's oars
and thereby raise them horizontally out of the
water ; fig. to suspend one's efforts, take tilings

easy. C. To have, (take, etc. the labouring cur :

see LABOUUIKI; ///. a. 4.
a. 1543 UDAI.L />///. Apoph. n. 180 In eche marines bole,

would he haue an ore. 1653 M- Cor.AN tr. Pinto's Trav.
xxv. 95 One of ours, .who would needs have an oar in our
talk, told him [etc.]. 1706 [E. WARD] ll'ooHcn II orl.l llis.

Rcctcd (1708) 64 He's sure to have an Oar in other Mens
Concerns. 1779 K. CL'.MIIF.KLAMJ in Lett. Lit. Men
(Camden) 412 Whilst I have sucfi a friend to act for me,

1 why shoulo^I put in my oar? 1809 MAI.KIN Gil Mas I. vii.

i P i, I. .put in my oar whenever I thought I could saya good
'

thing. 1886 Ui.sAxr Childr. (,"//',,>// n. xx\, Now. don't you
put your oar in, young wuinan. You'd best stand out of the

way, you had !

b. 1726 SiiEl.voi:i, i: ,'Vr.
ivinnl^

II \n-ld (1757) 271 They
j lay upon their oar> for some time, in spite of all I could do

to make them keep their way. 1784 R. I'LINAM in .M. Cutler

j
Life, etc. (1888) I. 175 Many of them are unable to lie lon.2,

on their oars, waiting the decision of Confess on uur
petition. 1836 MAKUYAT J//<rV//. l-'.asy xiii, Mr. Saubrid^c
immediately ordered the boats to lie upon their oars. 1836
J.AUvGuANVit.LK L,'tt. Oct. u 804 ) II. 515 We shall be able.,
to rest on our oars fur a li.n:: tfmr. 1887 .\!J:en.finu 16 Apr.
520/3 The managers of the Usual autumn gathcrin^ of

paintings., will rest on their oars.

6. attrih. and Comb. : simple attrib., as oar-banj,

-i'Ciitli, -blade, -leather, -roll, -son^, -'Irak,; -tlton^;,

-tic. -timber, -work
; objective, instrumental, etc., as

car-breaker, -maker;oa>--Jinncil. -footeJ,-like, -laving

adjs. ; oar-fish, a name for fishes of the family
A'l'jifeitiin; esp. A'f^ii/d-i/s Ba>ik.<ii. from their

compressed oar-like lxlies: oar-helm, an oar

used as a helm
; oar-lop (see LUP

; oar-peg
oar-thole

; oar-port OAK-JIOI.E
; oar-propeller

Ksee quot. ; oar-rudder, an oar used as a rudder;
oar-thole, a thole-pin.
1841 FAHAH ; in 11. J.mts Life (it-jo) II. iji We broke the
oar-band ; we were blo\\ n back and sidc\\ a) s. 1888 T.
WAITS Burden Armada in Atlicntfuin 18 Au.2.. ->:.>4/j Oar-
benches gleam with smoking glaives. 1849 GKOII: Gred e

'

I!, xli. V. 179 The "oar-blades were broken by collision.
\ 1897 Archxologia V. 392 An ancient Irish oar-blade of

black oak found at Toome liar. 1643 DI-XHAM Confer * //.

307 So toward a Ship the *oare-fin'd Gallies ply. 1846
WOKOSI I:R, *Oar-fcotcd, having feet nsedas oars. Burnet.

1883 A. R. Coi.ouilOL'N Across L/iiyse I. xvi. 90 By means of

ahu^e "oar-hehn \\orked over the K \v. i836~4"8 II. II. W..t sii

Aristoph. 54 note, The "oar-leather was a strap by which
the oar was fastened to the rowlock. 1835-6 TODD ( 'yd.
Artat. I. 269/2 Their *oar-like feet. 1887 J. F. KEANE
Three I 'ears II 'and. I. ii. 34 A true sea-snake, with flattened
oar-like tail. 1866 HI.ACKIE limner ,y Iliad I. 93 All the

^oar-loving Paphians honour the sceptre of Mentes. 1863
P. BARRY Dockyard Econ. in Eighteenth in order stand
the *oar-makers' shops. 1874 Atlienxuin 10 Oct. 477/3 All

galleys. .had their *oar-ports placed obliquely above each
other in horizontal rows. 1875 KMGIII Diet. Mceh., *Oar-
prof'eller, a device to imitate by machinery the action of

sculling. 1845 S'io< orEl.FK llamibk. Brit. India (1854) 189
Native boats .. their strange *oar-rudders far-projecting.
1775 JOHNSON ll'est. Isl.

, Kaasay, There is now an *oar-

song used by the Hebrideans. 1875 KSIGIIT Diet. Mecli.,
^Oar-swivei, a pivotal device for an oar on the gunwale.
1889 1'. V,. I)u CllAtLLf Vi&ittgAft\. xii. 223 The ^oar.thoks
were loosened from the gunwale. 1886 CORBET r Fall of
Asgard II. 148 There was no such *oar-work done in the
whole fleet.

Oar, V.
[f. prec. sb.]

1. trans. To propel with or as with oars
; to

row. Also transf. and fig.
1610 SHAKS. Tcmf. n. i. i'i8 He.. oared Himselfe with his

good armes in lusty stroke To th'shore. 1725 POPE Otfyss.
xvi. 247 And what blessed hands have oared thee on the

way '.' 1818 SIIKLI.KY Kcv. /slant VII. xxvii, The eagle..
Oaring with rosy feet its silver boat. 1842 TKNNYSON To
E. L. iv. 1883 J. HAWTHORNE Dust II. 340 Many boats.,
oared by the jolly young watermen.

2. iiitr. To row; to advance, as if propelled
by oars.

1647 TRAIT Coittni. i Thcss. iv. 11 Xot oaring in other
mens boats nor medling in other mens bishopncks. [Cf.
OAK s/'. 6 a.] 1725 Pov-E Odyss. xir. 526 Sudden I dropt
amidst the flashing main.. And oar'd with laboring arms
along the flood. 1816 Sovi HEY Poets' Pilgrim, i. 27 A sw.ui

kept oaring near with upraised eye. 1885 94 R. BRIDGES
Eros ty Psyche Sept. vii, Till, oaring here and there, the

queen he found.

3. trans. To make Bone's way) as with oars.
1801 SofTHty Tlialaba XL vi, Now oaring with slow win:;

her upward way. a 1851 I). M. MOIR Poems, Rentembcrctl

Beauty, Graceful as the swan Oaring its way athwart a
summer lake. 1863 W. W. STORY Kol'a di R. I. vii. 182

Stately white swans oaring their way with rosy feet.

4. To strike (the water) as with oars, to traverse

as by rowing.
1773-83 HOOI.E Orl. Fur. xi. 260 The Paladin, .oar'd w-ith

nervous limbs The billowy brine.

b. To strike with an oar.

1894 R. GRAHAM Pagan Papers 136 A golden carp of
fattest build, I oared it in translucent waters.

5. To move (one's hands, etc.) like oars.

1882 JEKFERIES Hcvis I. ix. 148 He put his flat hands

together, pushed them out, and oared them round as he had
oTten done on land.

Oar, oare, obs. forms of ORE sb.

Oarage (po-redg). [f. OAB sl>. + -AIJE.]

1. The action of oars, rowing ;
movement of

limhs like that of oars.



OARED.

1762 Gentl. Mag. 544 Hands that with even oarage part
and meet. 1871 BLACKIE Lays Higlil. 7 They oared with

^e_ntle oarage From the dear-loved oaks of Derry. 1888 E.
WARRE in Woodgate Boating 3 The first man . . who essayed
lite oarage of his arms and legs.

2. Apparatus or fittings of the nature of oars ;

outfit of oars
; rowing apparatus.

1828 J. BAILEY Facciolatts Lex., Rcmightm, all that

part of a ship's furniture which is connected with the

rowing of it, or (as might be said) the oarage. 1855
SINGLETON Virgil 1. 240 He plies along the Empyrean
vast On th' oarage of his wings. 1865 SWINBURNE Poems ff

Ball., At Eleusis 172 Like scaled oarage of a keen thin fish

In seawater. 1887 BOWEN I'irg. sEneidv. 280 So with her

oarage crippled, the ship makes slowly her way.
Oared (oXid), a. [f. OAR sl>. + -ED

-.] Pro-
vided with oars ; also in parasynthetic combina-
tions, asfour-oared, six-oared.

1748 Anson's I 'ay. II. vl 191 The eighteen oared barge.
1771-84 COOK I'oy. (1790) I. 18 A ten-oared boat filled with
soldiers approached. 1847 IJlustr. Lond. Neil's 10 July
23/2 Trial races for the classification of oared boats. 1866
NEAI.E Stmumas f; Hymns 41 Where shall go no oared
galley. 1884 [HAMILTON] Jaunt hi a Junk ii. 18 At a pace
which speedily put oared pursuit out of the question.

Oar-hole (o->-rhol). Also 5 arehole. The
hole in the side of a galley, etc. through which an
oar passes.
14.. Norn, in \Vr.-\Viilcker 737/32 Hoc columber,^. are-

Imle. 1436 /V/. Poems (Rolls) II. 107 Eche of them an ore
toke in hande, At "ore-holes viij., as I nnderstonde. 1648 -

78 HKXHAM Dutch Diet., Ricm-gatcn, Roey-gaten, the

par-holes to put out the Oars. 1880 WALLACE Hcn-llur in.

ii, Each oar-hole was a vent through which the labourer, .had
plenty of sweet air.

Oarie, obs. form of ORY.
Oario- (cie'rio, o,e*ri l (!-'), combining form of

(><: uapiov little egg, taken in sense of L. ovariuni

ovary, found in a fewrarelyused terms of Pathology,
etc.. instead of the more usual OVAIUO-. Examples
are : Oa-riocele [Gr. KI\\T] tumour], hernia or

tumour of the ovary. Oario'pathy [see -PATHY],
disease of the ovary; hence Oariopa'thic a., per-

taining to oariopathy. Oario'tomy [Gr. TO/H;

cutting], excision of the ovary, ovariotomy. So
also Oaritis (^arai'tisl [see -ITIS], inflammation
of the ovary, ovaritis; hence Oaritic (oiiri'tik) a.,

pertaining to oaritis.

1837 MAVNE Expos. Lex. \has Oariocele, Oariopathic,
Oariopathy, Oaritic, Oaritis]. 1892 Syd. Soc. Le.\-., Oftrio-

tomy, same as Ovariotomy.
Oarless (o^-jles), a. [i. OAR sl>. + -LESS.]
Having no oar or oars

; undisturbed by oars.

1591 SYLVESTER Du Bartas i. ii. 27 Mast-less, oar-less, and
from Harbour far. 1813 BYRON Br. Abydos n. xxvi. A
broken torch, an oarless boat. 1882 TENNYSON To I 'irgil v,
Summers of the snakeless meadow, unlaborious earth ant!
oarless sea.

Oarlock 5>Mlf>k). Forms : i arloc, 5 orlok,
7 orelook, 9 oar-look. [OE. di-loc, f. dr oar +
hi lock, closure, enclosure. Cf. also ROWLOCK.]
A notch or fork in which the oar of a boat plays ;

a rowlock.
<inoo Ags. I'M. in Wr.-Wulcker 288/6 Columbari.i,

arlocu. a 1419 Liber Albus iRolls) I. 235 Le bate qe nage
deinz orlok, v paiera i denier. Ibid. 237 Une petite nief ove
orlokes. Ibid. 239 De qualibet navi in qua navigatur infra
orlokes. ItiiL 375 Si navigat in horlok, unum denarium.
1657 HOWELL Londinop. 85 Euery little Ship with orelocks
[paid] a peny. 1880 N. H. BISHOP Sneak-Box 218, 1 heard
in the distance the sound of oars moving in the oar-locks.

Oarman. rare.
[f.

as prec. + MAX.] ^next.
1608 B. T[uviLL] Ess. Pol. ff Mor. 56 Like vnto our

Ower-men, looke one way, and row another. a 1619
FOTMnw Atlteom. II. xi. j} 4 (1622) 317 The Oare-men, and
Rowers of her Barge. 1725 DIDLEY in Phil. Tram.
XXXIII. 263 [They) carry six Men, viz. the Harponeer
in the Fore-part of the Boat, four Oar-men, and the Steers-
man. 1818 MILMAN Satnor 173 The homage fawn'd By
her fair handmaids, and her oannen gay.
Oarsman ^<>-Jzma;n). [f. ear's, possessive of
OAR + MAS ; formerly oar/nan : see prec.] A
' man of the oar

'

; one who uses oars
;
a rower.

1824 W. IRYINU T. Treat. I. 328, I was one of the most
expert oarsmen that rowed on the Isis. 1871 R. ELLIS
Catullus Ixiv. 13 Scarcely the wave foamed white to the
reckless harrow of oarsmen. 1891 A. J. FOSTER Ouse 208
Sandy's Cut is well known to Cambridge oarsmen.
Hence Oa rsmanship, the art of rowing.
1873 Daily tfews 18 Feb. 5/6 The apparent decline of

good oarsmanship on the Isis. 1882 Standard 16 Sept. 3/6
Ihe amateur oarsmanship of the London Clubs.

Oa-rswoman. [f. as prec. + WOMAN.] A
woman who rows.
1882 J. PAYN Kit iii, You are a first-rate oarswoman. 1893

l.ady 12 Sept., To distinguish herself as an oarswoman.
Oarweed, variant of OREWKED.
Oary (6-ri), a.

[f. OAR si>. + -Y.]
1. a. Of the nature, or having the function of, an

oaroroars; oar-like, b. Furnished with oars; oared.
1667 MILTON P. L. vii. 440 The Swan with Arched neck

.. proudly Rowes Her state with Oarie feet. 1791
COWPER Iliad il. ioS All launch their oary barks into the
flood. 1832 J. AI'STIN Sel. Crk. Clioric J'ofl., .'Escliylns'
Again, 53 So, when bereaved the vultures ply Their oary
wings athwart the sky. 1871 R. ELLIS Catullus Ixvi. 53
Came and shook thro' heaven his pennons oary before me.
2. Com/i. ipnrasynthetic), as oary-footeit', oary-

winged, having oary feet, wings.

1872 ( ',]:<>. Kuoi Midiilcm. Prel. (1878) 3 Here and there a
i cygnet . . never finds the living stream in fellowship with its

I

own oary-footed kind. 1871 R. ELLIS Catullus iv. 4 Oary-
'

wing'd alike To fleet beyond them, or to scud beneath a sail.

OaSi,e, obs. forms of OOZE sl>.

Oasis (0|.~-sis, iw-asis). PI. oases (-). [a. L.
' oasis, n. Gr. oaais (Herod.), app. of Egyptian origin :

cf. Coptic oiiahe (whence Egyptian Arab, U'd/i)

dwelling-place, oasis, f. miiii to dwell.
As to the quantity of the a in Gr. and L. there appears to

be no direct evidence; but the tradition of the schools, and

by many, esp. in Scotland and U.S.]
A name of the fertile spots in the Libyan desert

;

hence, gen. A fertile spot in the midst of a desert.

1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage vii. i. 549 But were no lesse

injurious to Oasis, and other Roman subjects. 1684 tr.

y.osimns's Hist. v. 321 Now this Oasis was a sad barren
place, from whence no Man could ever return who was once
carry 'd into it. 1731 CHANDI.LR tr. Limborch's Hist, fnoiiis.
I. 17 They banished them into great Hoasis, a country in

Egypt. 1816 J. SCOTT / 'is. Paris (ed. 5) 239 Near it is a
model of the pyramids.. accompanied by an oasis with ils

grove of palms, and a caravan of camels. 1838 Econ.
I'egetation 158 The garniture of the oases, or 'isles of the
desert '. 1841 KLI'IIINSTONE Hist. Ind. I. 3 A waste of sand,
in which are oases of different size and fertility. 1877
A. B. EDWARDS U/> .\ilc vii. 171 A little oasis of date palms
indicating the presence of a spring.

Jig. 1800-24 CAMTIIELL Poems, to .SV;- /". l>;:t-dett iii,

England could nut stand A lone oasis in the desert ground
Of Europe's slavery. 1842 TENNYSON L. Morris 3 My one
Oasis in the dust and drouth Of city life ! 1868 E. EDWARDS
Ralegh I. xxv. 600 The one pleasant oasis amidst the dreary
memories of a voyage.
Hence (irreg.) Oa'sal, Oasi'tic ailjs., pertain-

ing to. of the nature of, or resembling an oasis.
1888 W. BOVD in Cambridge (Mast.) Press 15 Sept., Castle

Hill looks like an oasal mountain in the midst of adesert of
low sand-hills. 1896 Pop. Sci. Monthly Feb. 465 Over-
crowding of animal life in these oasitic areas.

Oast (<'"st). Forms : a. I ast. 4 a nost), 4-9031.
4-7 host(e, 6 oste, 7 cost, 8 oust, 6- oast. /3. 5
est, 7 east, eest. [OE. ast, corresp. to MLG. eist,

Du. test, formerly also eist : OTeut. *aisto-z from

*aidto-z, {. root aidh, weak grade idh, t'(f,
airf (Skr.

idh} to burn, whence also OE. Ad, OHG. eit blazing
pile, funeral pyre, and, outside Teut., L. secies, OLnt.
aidis hearth, house, itstiis heat, n'stiis summer, Gr.
aiOoi heat, Irish aedh heat. Oast is the native

form
; est, cest, fast, introduced from Flanders.]

1. f a. orig.
=

KILN;, b. Later, A kiln for drying
malt or hops, now spa., for drying hops.
cioy> Suppl. /El/ric's I'oc. in Wr.-Wulcker 185/30 Sicca-

toriiim, cyln,
ttft ast. 1380 A tic. Deeds C. 364 iPub. Rec.

Office), [Grant by John Haddele of a cottage, &c. to Peter
atte Hacche, near]

'

les lymhostes'. ? 1:1390 Form of Cury
in Warner Anti/f. Culin. 4 Take benes and dry hem in a
nost or in an ovene. 6-1420 Pallad, on Husb. i. 457 Wei
derk & fer from ostis, bath & stable. 1577 B. GOOGE
Hn\sl>ac.lis llnsl'. (1556)9 b, A Brewhouse with an Oast for

; drying of Malt. 1669 WORLIDGE Syst. Agric. (1681) 150

I

To contain, .the hair of your Oost or Kiln, or a Blanket
tacked round the same about the edges. 1710 Act 9 Anne
c. 13. 8No Person. .shall. .make useofanyOust Storehouse
or other Place or of any Kiln for curing or keeping of Hops.
1805 R. W. UICKSON Pract. Agric. (1807) II. 242 It is

necessary to keep the oast or kiln constantly at work. 1881
WHITKHEAD Hops 24 Oasts and other buildings must be built.

2. Comb, oast-cloth, oast-haire (see quot. 1861);
oast-house, a building containing a kiln for drying

1

hops ; also the whole structure composing a kiln.

1410 in Rogers Agric. <V Prices III. 546/2 *Hoste cloth.

1462 Iliid. 556/2 Ostcloth. 1669 WORLIIXJE Syst. Agric.
(1681) 153 On this Bed, without any Oost-cloth, lay your
Hops by Basket-fulls. 1861 llluslr. Times 5 Oct. 221
Covered with the oastcloth, a sort of haircloth blanket, on
which the hops are laid to dry. 1668 Cnntcrl'. Man in-,-

Licences i MS. 1

,
Robert Joy of S. Peter in Thanet, *hosthair

weaver. 1677 PLOT Ox/ordslu 252 The square above,
immediatly supporting the Oast-hair and the Mault. 1764
Museum Ritsticum I. 3 These pokes [of hops] are., carried.,
to the *oust-house, where the hops are to be dried. 1882
K. LEE West, ll'ild/l. I. 140 He passed to a rick-yard and
oast-house beyond.

Oast, Oastess(e, obs. forms of HOST, HOSTKS.S.

Oastler, Oastman.obs. ff. OSTLER, HOASTMAS.
Oasy, obs. form of OOZY a.

Oat (<J"t\ sl>.
; usually in pi. oats (iMs).

Forms : sing, i ate, sete. 4-7 ote.
v
; hote), 6-7

oate. ft- Sf. ait, 7 dial, eat, 8- oat. //. a. I ataii,

3 aten. 3-4 oten, 4 ooteu, 5 otyn. p. 4- 7 otes,
; otys, otis, (hotys). 5-6 ootes, -is. 6 ottes,

i wot t es , 6-7 oates, 6- outs ; Si: 5 atis, etes,

aitis, aittes, 8- aits. [OE. ate, pi. dtait. wk.

fern., not found in the cognate langs., and of ob-
scure origin. The general Teutonic name is OTeut.
*liatiron- and its representatives : see HAVKR.
O<it differs from other names of cereals, ancient or modern,

ns wheat, barley (bigg, beer}, rye, rice, tnai^e, nriltet, and
finiii its own synonym ha-'cr,\\\ that, while these are (like
</.W. sand, sno-.y),

names of mtfttOKU or things in the

mass, the collective form of which is singular, they having
in ordinary language no plural, oat is an individual singular,
the collective or mass sense of which has to be expressed by
the plural, e. g. 'Is the crop rye or oats? ',

'

wheat, barle) ,

and oats are cereals '. Comparing this with faitis, peasen,
potatoes, and other names of similar grammatical form, it

OAT.

may l>e inferred thai primarily cat was not the plant or its
i produce in the mass, but denoted an individual grain; cf.

, groat with ils collective \\.groats. This may point to oats
! being eaten originally in the grains, not, like wheat and

l>arley, in the form of meal or flour. But the scanty early
evidence is not sufficient to show this]

1. //. The grains of a hardy cereal (see sense 2)

forming an important article of food in many
countries for men and also a chief food of horses

;

usually collectively, as a species of grain.
riooo Sa.r. Leechtl. II. 84 emm bean mela oj>be stena,

oSSe beres. 'lanoo Ibid. III. 292 Nim atena gratan. c 1126
O. E. Chron, anno 1124 (Laud MS.) Man stelde . . Jjset acer
sa;d aten, Jwet is feower sed loepas to feower scillingas.
c 1105 LAY. 29256 |>er biforen he gon 5eoten draf and chaf
and aten. a 1215 Axcr, K. 312 Me nimeS et vuel dettur
oten uor Invite. 1362 LAXGL. P. I'l. A. iv. 45 A tayle of
Ten quarter oten. 1393 Ibid. C. ix. 306 A fewe croddes and
creyme, and a cake of otes. c 1500 Mclitsiiie xxl 127 That
out is shuld be gyuen to the horses. 1508 DCNBAR Flyting

'. Kennedic 133 Thowskaffisand beggis mair beirand aitis.

c 1530 Hoitseh. Ace. Hawpton Crt. in Law Hampton. C.

11885) L 367, 4 boshells of wotes at 4
d

. the bosbell. 1601 F.
TATK Hoiisch. On/. F.div. II (1876) 14 Hay and otes, litter

and shoing and other necessaries for iiij horses, 1732

employed for bread, but only for feeding horses. 1900 ll'estw.
Gaz. 15 Nov. 2/1 With, .two camp kettle* and packets of tea
and Quaker Oats . . we made a great feast of tea and porridge.

b. sing. A single grain of oats. rare.

1677 GREW Anat. Fruits in. i. n A Cluster of other
little Hags, about the bigness of an Oate. 1780 A. YOUNG
Tour Ircl. \. 288 Nor would the horses touch an oat, while

they could get carrots.

2. Thecereal plant slv&tasatwa,which yields this

grain, cultivated in numerous varieties in all cool

climates, a. Usually in//., collectively, as a crop.
1303 R. RRI-XSK Hand!. Synne 10110 Whete corne wyl

nat prykke, As otes dowun, or barlykke. ^1425 Voc. in

Wr.-Wiilcker 664/13 lice attttna, oiys. 1523 FITZHERB.
Jlusb. 14 There be .iiL maner of otes, that is to saye, redde
otes, blacke otes, and roughe otes. 1578 LYTE Dodoens iv.

-\iii. 467 The pilde Otes are sowen in the gardens of Her-
]jor isles. 1610 SIIAKS. Temp. iv. 61 Ceres .. thy riche Leas
of Wheate, Rye, IJarley, Fetches, Oates and Pease. 1671
H. M. tr. F.rasni. Culloq. 181 Nor do they sell it (hay]
much cheaper than oats itself. 1786 UfRXS Sc. Drink
iii, Let.. Aits set up their awnie horn. 1843 J. A. SMITH
Product. Farming (ed. 2) 105 Upon the same field which
will yield only one harvest of wheat, two successive crops
of barley may be raised, and three of oat<.

b. The singular, oatt is used either to indivi-

dualize the plant or a particular variety or sort, or
to denote a single plant (but this would ordinarily
be called an oat-plant}.
f 1398 TRKVISA Ravtk. DC I\ K. xvn. xvii. (Tollem. MS.) Ote
is an herbe, and ^ seed ^erof aconle^ to use of men and of
hors. c 1440 Proinp. Far?.'. 372/2 Ote, or havur corne,
Avena. 1620 \"I:NNI:R / ~ia Ret. ta ii. 40 It receiueth a singular
cooling qualitie from the Oate. 1741 Conipl. Fam.-Piece
in. 423 There are two sorts, the white or Polish Oat.. and
the black Oat. 1879 Cassclfs Tcchn. Ediic. \. 17 The oat is

the hardiest of all cereal plants.

3. sing, and collect, pi. Applied to wild species
of Avena (called also Oat-grass}^ several of which
arc indigenous to the liritish Isles; esp. the

Wild Oat, Avena fatiia, a tall grass resembling
the cultivated oat (of which it is perhaps the wilt!

original), a frequent weed in cornfields, and noted
for its Jong twisted awn, which makes an excellent

hygrometer. False Oat, the Oat-like Grass, Arrhc-
nathenun.

<i 700 F.fiinal C,loss. 599 LolittHt, atae. a noo Gfoss. in

Wr.-WQkker 480/28 /.ir

~ania, atan, o"55e lasor. c 1475 Pict.

I'IK\ iltid. 785/13 7/t'c avicnla, wild note. 1551 TUKNEK
llcrlnil \. E vj, Ther are ij.kyndes of otes ; the one is called
in Knglish comonly, otes: and the other. .wild otes. 1578
LYTE tfodoens \\. xiii. 467 Also there is a barren Ote, of
some called the purre Otes, of others wilde Otes.. The
Purwottes or wilde Otes, commeth vp in many places
amongst wheate and without sowing. 1697 DRYDKN / 'irg.

Gt-org; i. 229 And oats unble*t, and darnel domineers. 1785
MARTYN Rousseau's ftvt. \\\\, (1794) 141 liearded Oat grass,

vulgarly called Wild Oats. 1806 GALPINE Brit. Bot. 40 Wild
oat or haver. 1835 HOOKICK Brit. Flora 53 A. fatim, wild
Oat...-7. strigosa, bristle-i>ointed Oat.
nttrib. 1676 /'////. Trans. XL 651 The commodiousness

of this kind of Hygroscope in comparison of those made
of wild Oat-l>eards. a 1774 GOLDS M. Snrv. Exfi. Philos.

(1776) II. 30 An easier and still a cheaper [hygrometer].,

may !; matte by a wild oat -beard, which lengthens with dry
weather and contracts with moisture.

4. Phr. To soiv one's wild oats : to commit youth-
ful excesses or follies ; to spend early life in dissi-

pation or dissolute courses (usually implying sub-

sequent reform). (In reference to the folly and
mischief of sowing wild oats instead of good grain. 1

1576 X I:\VION I.cnniics Complex. 11.99 That_wilfull and

vnruly age, which lackuth rypenes and discretion, and (as

wee saye) hath not sowed all theyr wyeld Oates. 1583 T.

WATSON Centuric ofLwc l.xxxvii, I findu that all my wildest

Oates are sowne. 1604 UKKKKK Hau'st ll'/i. Wks. 1873
II. 9 You ha travelled enough now.. to sowe your wilde

oatc>. 1720 IH; For. Cafit. Singlctvit ix. (1840) 169 Thus
ended my first harve.-a of wild oats. 1849 ROBKRTROS Serin.

Scr. f. vii, (1866) 125 A leniency which often talks thus : . .A

younsj man must sow his wild oats and reform. 1892 Pali
MallG. 12 Nov. 2/.t Tbc wildcats, fully sown, area veritable

road to ruin.

t b. Hence Wild Oats, a name for a dissipated or

dissolute young fellow
;
a ( wild

'

young man. Obs.



OAT.

a 1564 KECON Xoscgay Wks. (1843) 204 The foolish desire

of certain light brains and wild oats, which are altogether

given to newfangleness. 1602 How Chitse Gwd Wife (X.),

Well, go to, wild oats ! spendthrift ! prodigal ! 1605 Loud.

Prodigal 11. i, For this wild oats here, young FlowerdaU1

,

I will not judge.
c. attrib. Pertaining to the '

sowing of wild oats'.

1881 Pop. Sci. Monthly XIX. 153 (Jirls, it .seems, have to

pass through a millinery climacteric, as their brothers

through a wild-oats period.

5. transf. (poetic}. A pipe made of an oaten straw,

as a pastoral instrument of music. [After I,, azvtta."]

1637 MILTON Lycidas 88 That strain I heard was of a

higher mood : But now my Oate proceeds. 1648 HKKRICK

Hesper.) Keucolick, That tliou shall swear, my pipe doV

raigne Over thine oat, as sovernignc. (11876 M. COLLINS
Greek /</)/ iv. Poems (1886) 82 While an old shepherd with

his oat Pipes to the autumn breezes.

6. Comb. a. General combinations: simpleattrib.,
as oat-beard (see BEARD ,r. 6), -;'#//, -dust^ -grain,
-hull (see HULL sb i), -husk

t -stalk, -straw,

-stubble ;
made from oat-grains, as oat-ale, -beer,

-bwad, -Jfonr, -groats, -malt\ containing or carry-

ing oats, as oat-bag, -cart, -field \ objective and

obj. gen., as oat-bruiser, -consumer, -eater, -im-

porter, -shelter, 'tying; oat-bearing, -grffurittgt -pro-

during adjs. ; instrumental, as oat(s] *fed adj.; sinii-

lative, as oat-shaped adj.

1693 Humours Town =;, I had rather a' been drinking
*Oat-Ale at a Cake-house. 1886 C. K. DOBLE Heat-tie's

Collect. (O. H. S.) II. 449 A draught of oat-ale. 1882
ROGERS Agric. fy Prices III. 565/4, 2 canvas ^oat bags at

, 3 \.

1676, (11774 *Oat-beard [see sense 3], 1893 DK. AKGVLI.
Unseen Found. Soc. xi. 337 Piece of *oat-bearing land. 1705
HEARNE Collect. 13 Oct. (O. H. S.) I. 55 He mentions Malt
& *Oat Beer. 1900 Daily Xews 26 Apr. 5/6 Porridge
made from *oat-bran husks. 1579 LANGIIA.M Card. Health
(*633) 456 *Otebread nourisheth but little, and Is not very
agreable to mankind. 1780 A. YOUNG Tour IrcL I. 213 Their
diet is milk, potatoes, and oat bread. 1822-34 Good's Study
Med. (ed. 4) I. 216 Attached to toast and water, which he
made with oat-bread boiled in the water. 1898 Daily Keu>$
8 Feb. 3/5, I saw a bean crusher, a chaff cutter and an 'oat

bruiser. 1812 COL. HAWKKR Diary (1893) I. 45 We observed
his people at *oat cart. 1805 FOKSYTH Beauties Scotl. III.

348 *Oat-dust from the mill.. makes part of the mixture.
a 1668 DAVENANT Vacation Land. Poems (1673^ 291 And
white *Oate-eater that does dwell ; In Stable small at Sign
of Bell. 1870 Miss BROL-GHTON- Red as Rose I. 190 A young
*oats-fed mare. 1900 Daily News 4 May 5/4 A glance at
these rations shows the important part which *oat flour plays
in all of them. 1881 DARWIN I 'eg. Mould ii. 115 In one of
the chambers there was a decayed *oat-grain, with its husk.
c 1420 Liber Cocoritm (1862) 20 Bray JHMI with wyne, With
*ote grotis, and whyte brede eke. 1892 E. KKEVES Home-
ward Bound 82 Invercargill..!^ our chief "oat-growing
country. 1607 MAKKHAM Cdvat. v. (1617) n A fewe Pease or
Ueanes mixt with oate-hulls, which are taken from oates
when you make Oate-meale. 1830 M. DONOVAN Doin.
F.con. I. 253 The worts were allowed to filter through the
stratum of "oat-husks and heath. 1707 MORTIMLR Jfusl:

(J.), In Kent they brew with one half "oatmalt and the other
half barleymalt. 1893 DK. ARGYLL Unseen round. Soc. xi.

337 *Oat-producing acres. 1845 Athenaeum i Mar. 222 The
*oat-shaped or nucleated body. 1879 St. George's Ho&p.
Rep, IX. 372 Stone.. very small and flat, about A inch long,
oat-shaped. 1897 Onting\\5. S.) XXIX. 554/TBlack oat-

shaped worms. 1723 Lond. Gaz. No. 6222/10 Robert
Wadford, late of Preston.. *Oat-Shiller. 1887 UOWEN rirg.
Eel. v. 34 The unfruitful darnel, the *oatstalks barren. 1884
T. SPEKDV Sport Highl. iii. 29 Their bed.. should consist of
clean *oat-stravv. 1807 VANCOUVER Agric. Devon (1813) i6S
The *

oat-stubbles are cleaned immediately after harvest.

b. Special combinations : oat-fowl, a local

name of the Snow Bunting; oat-grass, a grass
of the genus Avena\ sometimes also applied to

those of some allied genera, as Arrhenathwitin,
Bromus ; oat-hair, the hairs or villi of the grain
of the oat; oat-hay oaten hay: see OATEN 3;
oatland, land on which oats are grown ; oat-

like a., like or resembling an oat ; oat-like

grass, Arrhenatherum avciiaceum, considered by
Linnaeus an Avena

; oat-mill, a mill for grinding
oats (in quot. 1837 humorously applied to a horse's

mouth); foatmonger, a dealer in oats; oat-pipe,
oat-reed, a musical instrument made of an oat-

straw; oat-ridder, a sieve or riddle for sifting
oats ; oat-seed, f (a) the season for sowing oat>

(obs.} ; (b} the seed or grain of the oat ; hence oat-

seed bird
^
a local name of the Grey Wagtail ;

oat-
stone (see quot.) ; oat-thistle, Turners name for

the cotton-thistle, Onopordnm Acanthittni.
1793 Statist. Ace. Scot. VII. 461 A small bird, rather

less than a sparrow, resorts here in winter.. and is called

by the people here *oat-fowls, because they prey on
the oats. 1885 SWAINSON Prov. Names Birds 72 Snow
bunting .. Oatfowl. 1741 COLE En^.-Lat. Diet., *Oat-
gavel, avenae vectigales. 1578 LYTE Dodocns iv. xlvi. 505
Bycause of the likenesse it hath with Otes..we may call it

in Englishe, Hauer, or 'Ote grasse. 1760 J. LEE Introd.
Bot. App. 320 Oat-grass, Bromus. 1832 TENNYSON M>iy
Queen n. vii, The summer airs blow cool On the oat-grass
and the sword-grass, and the bulrush in the pool. '1866
Trtas. Bot. 93 The tall Oat-grass, ,4 [rr/r<:aMt'>-w]rt?ra-
ceum. .in many instances forms a very considerable portion
of good meadows and pastures. 1847 WILSON Rural
Cycl. I. 623 Other kinds of intestinal calculi., consist princi-
pally of the filamentous portion of the grain of oats.. and
are sometimes known by the popular designation of 'oat-hair
calculi. 1894 Cradock (S. Afr.t Register 4 Mar. 2 *Oathay,V joolbs., 3J-. 6rf. to 5 r. tV. 1899 Daily Wtws 30 June 5/3 fsee

j

OATEN 3]. \^Vv\\.\Xt*,Q*t-thlstltot*QatiaHd-thistle. 1821
'

CLARE I'ill. Minstr. II. 104 Multitudes of crowding beans;
And flighty oatlands of a lighter hue. 1835 HOOKHR Brit.
Flora \. 42 A rrhcnathcruni) *Oat-like

grass. 1686 PLOT
Stajfordsh. 337,! was shewed an "Oat-Mill, that husk't the

I

Oats and winnow'd them, and then ground them to meal.

1837-40 HALIBURTOS Clockm. (1862; 497 Hold up your old
1

oatmill, and see if you can snuff the stable at minister's.

! 1317 tn Riley Man. (1868) 167 Denis le *Otemonger. 1586
W. WEBBE Eng, Poetrie (Arb.) 73 All in a line *oate pipe

i these sweete song* lu&tilie chaunting. 1513 Dot C;I,AS sKnets
\

i. Prol. 511, I the ylk wmquhile that in the .small 'ait reid

i
Tonit my sang. 1743 L<>nd. A- Country Brctv. iv. fed, 2}

' 254 Some Maltsters, to improve the small Sort of Welch
i Coal, sift it thro' an *Oat-Ridder. 1637-50 J. Row Hist.
Kirk (1842! p. xxv, The joLirnay \\a> fair, and it wes the

'

haitt of thair *eat-seid, 1900 Daily AVrrj.- 4 July 5/6 Di.s-

!
tribution of oatseeds for stable forage. 1864 ATKINSON

I Prov. Nantes Dirds, *Oat-sced-bird, Ray's wagtail. 1885
S\VAINSOS Proz\ ,\'tiftit's /Urds 44 Grey wagtail (Motaci/la
mclanopc] . . Oat seed bird (Yorkshire). 1897 Allbnit's Syst.

\
J /<.'</. III. 855 These concretions conipri.se the

:

oat-stones
'

\
or avenoliths, which are composed of tlie indigestible frag-

i ments of oat-meal. 1548 TURNER Names of Ilerbcs 8

Acanthium..maye be called in englisht; *otethistle, because
!

the seedes are lykc vnto rough otes.

Oat (<
y

t), v. f-

'

">'.
[f. prec. sb. : cf. Cop.x v. 6.]

. trans. To feed (a horse) with oats. Also ahsol.

1751 MacSparran Diary (1899)51 Got up early, set out, i

oated at Peirce's. 1770 J. ADAMS Diary Wks. 1850 II. 240
|

Oated my horse at Newbury. 1787 M. OMLKK in Life, etc.
|

(1888) I. 290 Stopped at a miserable hut of a tavern and
[

oated my horse. 1788 find. 402 Made a stage at Jennison's !

..only to oat. f&ia., After oating, we went on to Martin's. !

Oat-cake, [f.
OAT sl>. + CAKE si', i a.] A cake'

made of oatmeal ;
= CAKE sb. i b.

[1599 SHAKS. Much Ado in, i. ir Hugh ^Ote-cake sir. or '

George Sea-coale.] a 1640 PEACHAM (f..>, A blue stone they
make haver or oatcakes upon. 1813 SIK H. DAVY ,-\grL\
Chew. (1814) 151 Tlie Derbyshire Miners in winter, prefer
oat cakes to wheaten bread; finding that this kind of

nourishment enables them to Mipport their strength, and

perform their labour better. 1865 Mus, CARI.YJ.E Left. III.

291 Mr. C. eats it to his oat -cakes. 1886 RUSKIN Prxterita.

I. xi. 358 With an oat-cake and butter -for I was always a

gourmand.

Oaten (^'t'n), #. (sb.\ [f.
OAT sb. + -EN 4

. In

first quot. perh. the gen. pi. of OAT = OK. atcna.~\

1. Composed of the grain of oats, or of oatmeal.
c 1420 Liber Cocortettt (1862) 4^ Take porke, wele bou hit .

sethe With otene grotes. 1523 Li>. BERNERS rroiss. I. xviii.

24 They lacked oten meale to make cakes uithall. 1610
' HOLLAND Camdcn's Brit. \. 537 They did eate..oten bread.

183* Vfg. Subst. /><?*/ 7 2 Oaten cakes.. are much used in

Lancashire.

2. Made of the straw or stem of an oat.

'579 SPENSER Shcph. Cal. Jan. 72 [He] broke his oaten

pype. 1589 GREENE Menaphon (Arb.) 52 Tune on my pipe
the praises of my Loue, And midst thy oaten harmonic
recount How faire she is. 1637 MILTON Lycidas 32 The

i

Rural ditties.. Temper'd to th' Oaten Flute. 1746 COLLINS
Ode Evening \ Aught of oaten stop, or pastoral song. 1809
W. IRVING Knickerb. n. iv. < 1849; 101 Oh ! sweet Theocritus !

I

had I thine oaten reed.

3. Of or belonging to the oat as a plant. Oaten

hay. see quot. 1899.
1588 SHAKS. L. L. L. v. ii. 913 When Shepheards pipe on

;

Oaten strawes. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny I. 146 Drawing it in
'

with an oaten straw. 1891 E. KINGLAKK Australian at H.
141 The farmers grow their maize and their oaten hay and
sell it, and are comfortably off. 1899 Daily News 30 June 5/3 i

There has recently been some demand in Australia for
' oaten

!

hay ',
for English race horses. Oaten hay, or as it is called

in Cape Colony *oat hay '..consists of oat sheaves with the

oats not thrashed out of them.

t 4. Abounding in oats ; oat-producing, rare.

1640 PAKKINSON Theat. B0t.g$$ The Oaten land or Muske
Thistle, c 1648-50 BRATHWAIT Barnabccs Jrnl. iv. K j,

Thence to oaten Ouston fruit full.

B. sb. An oaten pipe : see 2 above.

1825 New Monthly Mag. XIV. n. 469 Which, when as the
|

oaten spoke, From their green dreams aye awoke.

Oater, obs. form of OTTKK.

Oath (tfuJO, sft. PI. oaths i>"<Sz}. Forms: i

1-4 &5, aj>, (i h4t5), 2-4 ot$, op, 3 grfS, oat$, othjj,

(hop), 4-5 ooj), 4-6 ooth. (5 -e), 4-7 oth, -e, (6
|

oith, oethe), 7- oath, (dial, 5 wothe, woothe);
also #. north, and Sc. 4 ath, aithe, aythe, 4-5 j

athe, ayth, (5 haith, 6 eith, 7 eath), 5-9 aith.

[Com. Teut. : OE. dp str. masc., = OFris. elk, At,

OS. # (MDn. eet, eed-, Du. eed, MLG. LG. M)i \

OHG.M(MHG.tff, eid-, Ger. ei<i},ON.ei8r(Sw.
ed, Da. MM), Goth, aifs: OTeut. *aifo-z:~ pre-
Teut. *6itos t cf. Olr. oetk.]
1. A solemn or formal appeal to God (or to a

. deity or something held in reverence or regard), in

witness of the truth of a statement, or the binding
character of a promise or undertaking ; an act of

j

swearing; a statement or promise corroborated by ;

such an appeal, or the form of words in which such i

! a statement or promise is made.
To fake (an) oath : to utter, or bind oneself by, an oath ; i

to swear : also to make (an) oath, and in earlier use to swear
an oath, f To take an oath of (a person) : to cause (him)

J

to swear; to administer, or be witness to, an oath (<?&.). On
\

or upon oath : under the obligation of an oath ; as having
made an oath.

Beowulf 1107 fZ.) AS waes &ea:fned. c 1000 Ags. Gosp.
MatL xiv. 7Da behet he mid a&e, hyre to syllenne swa hwaet

, swa heo hyne bade, a 1113 O. E. Chron. an. 1101 pis mid
a5e aefestnodan. 1*97 R. GLOVC. (Rolls) 6108 Nou adde

OATH.

heyemen of (>e lond..deop oj> ysuore, WiJ> him to holde

treweliche, & breke \>Q hor oh a 1300 Cursor J/. 1618 Le
his right hand he suar his ath. ciywSfyn Julian 25 Ihotc
icham alle cristenemen, to deSe do vp myn o^t. c 1420
Chron. Vilod. st. 292 W ( owte ony wotlie. c 1449 PECOCK
R t pr. in. xi. 344 Hi ooth and so bi avisement. c 1450 Merlin
140 Whan the two kynges hadde take tlie oth of these two.
1482 Monk ofEvesham (Arb.) 96 He. .bade hem with grete
instaunce and wothys that tlie ncxte nyghte..the lampys
afore seyd schuld be lyghtynde. 1511 in W. H. Turner
Select. Kcc, Oxford (1880) 3 John Husscherwyll takea othe
a pon a boke. 1526 Pilgr. I'erf. (W. de W. 1531 92 Prelates
to whome they liaue bounde thcmselfe by othe, promesse or
vowe. a 1533 Lu. lIu'.Ni.k.s lltton xcv. 310 Themperour hath
so made Iiis oth and promyse & hath sworne by Ins crmvne
imperyall. 1593 SHAKS. Rich. //, i. iii. 14 bpeake truly
on thy knighthood, and thine oath. Liter. Argt., She",
first taking an oalh of them for her revenge, revealed tin-

act or. 1599 lien. /', v. ii. 399 My Lord of Burgundy
wee'le take your nath..f.ir Miretie of i-ur Leagues. z6ox
Airs \\'ell v. iii. 185 Aske him vpon his oath, if bee do's
thinke[etc.]. 1651 HOBUI-S L-riath. (1839,1179 Which swear-
ing, or oath, is a form of speech, added to a promise ; by
which he that promiseth, sign i fie th, that unless he perfomi,
he renounceth the mercy of his God, or calleth to him for

vengeance on himself. 1764 UIRN roer Lavs 253 The ad-

mintstring of an oath to witnesses by justices of the peace.
1818 JAS. MILL Brit. India II. v. ii. 374 He declined ex-
animation upon oath. 1848 DICKLNS Dombey iv, I conhi
take my oath he said son. 1849 MACAVLAY Hist. Eng. \.

II. 653 The new oaths were sent down to the Commons.
1861 G. MEREDITH Evan Harrington xliii. (iS36) 481 Ro>o
. .made oath to her soul .she would rescue him.

ft. a 1300 Cursor M. 27666 And gain .sum bai suave J>air
ath [~'.r, mak ane at he] l-'or to do him nielle and lath, c 1340
HAMI'OLF: /'rose Tr. 10 Here es forbodene athe with-owttene
cheson. 1375 BAKBOUR fintceix. 540 Sum of the men of the
Cuntre Com till his pess and maid him ath. 155* Am-.
HAMILTON Catech. (1884) 61 'J he first cunditioun requirit to
ane lauchful cilh is \eritt; or truth. 1609 SKKM; Reg. Maj.
13 To make ane aith before ane Judge. 1785 1't HNS Death
y Dr. Hornbook 147 I'm fite to tak my aith.

b. Loosely applied to an asseveration in the

form of an oath, but not involving a reference to

God or anything sacred.

1600 SHAKS. A. 1". L. \\. i. 102-3. 1808 SCOTT Man;:, v.

xi, She. .laughed, and blushed, and oft did say Her pretty
oath, by Yea and Nay, She could not, would not, durst not

play !

2. Such an appeal made lightly in ordinary
speech in corroboration of a statement, etc. ;

a

careless use of the name of God or Christ, or of

something sacred, in asseveration or imprecation, or

a formula of words involving this <

v often with sup-
pression or perversion of the sacred name, and

becoming at length practically meaningless, or

a mere expression of anger, surprise, or other

strong feeling' : an act of profane swearing ;
a curse.

c 1175 Lamb. Honi. n Xe haue bu bines drihtenes nome
in nane

a<^a
ne in nane idcl speclie. a 1725 A tier. R. 198

Blasphemie . .bet swereS greatc oSes. ofler bitterliche kursed,
o(5er mis-seid bi God, ooer bi his haluwen. 1362 LANGL.
P. PL A. v. 177 per weoren o^es an hep. hose |?at hit herde.
a 1420 HOCCI.EVK De Reg. Princ. 629 )>e former of euery
creature Dismembred y with obes grete, and rente Lymefor
lyme. 1550 CKOWLEY Epigr. 697 The wycked othes,and the
times myspent. 1606 DEKKER Set: Sinnes n. (Arb.) 21
Oathcs are Crutches, vpon whych Lyes . . go, and neede no
other pasport. ..Oathes are wounds that a man stabs into
himselfe. 1796 H. HUNTKR tr. S^.'f'/env's Stud. Nat. (1799)
II. 511 Every street of the city rings with the horrible oaths
of their drivers. 1837 LYTTON E. filaltrav. (1851) 8 He
closed the window with an oath. 1898 D. C. MURRAY Tales

209 Oaths are the flash-notes of speech.
o. \Vith qualifying words, as BIBLE oath, BODILY

oath) BOOK oath^ CORPORAL oath, oath of akjura-
tion, of allegiance^ of office, of supremacy ,

etc.

Great oath : an oath of special solemnity, or (in
sense 2) of special emphasis or profanity; the form
of oath held by the swearer, or considered at the

time, most sacred.
a 1225 [see 2]. c 1330 R. BRUNSE Chron. (1810) 75 perfor

William
(>e kyng..suore a grete othe, Jat he suld neuer

?pare Noi}>er lefe no lothe northeren, what so J>ei ware. 13. .

A". All's. 4575 (Bod I. MS.) Now he. .hajjyswore his grete oob

pat he ne shal twies seen \>e sonne Er he hytn haue |>e forte

ywonne. 1389 in Sir \V. Fraser H'eutyss of IV. (1888) II. 24
Til there thyngys . . lelily and fermly to be fulfyllj-t . . bath
the

partys fornemmyt, the haly wangelis twechyt, the gret
ath bodylyke has sworn, c 1415 WYSTOUN Cron. IX. xx. 1961
He swore the great aith bodely. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 210/2
Grete QQl\ie

t jusjziranii/ti. 1530 PALSGR. 495 He hath con-

straytied me . . by a boke othe (par inon sentient sttr wig
littre^. c 1565 LISDLSAV (Pitscottie) Chron. Scot. (1899) 1. 41
The chanceleir suore be his great aith and hailie sacrament
thair was. . no wther . . that he faworit sa weilL 1580 COOPER
Admonit. 32 Thomas Onvin . . himselfe hath vpon his booke
oath denied, that he euer printed [the books]. 1606 Pr<ic.

agst. late Traitors 6 Should receive several corporall othes

upon the holy Evangelists. 1609 SKENE Reg. Maj. 12

T welue loyall men . . sail be chosen ; quha sail sweare the

great eath in presence of the parties, that they sail declare

quhilk of them hes best richt. 1771 E. LONG Trial ofDog
4 Porter' in Hone Everyday Bk. II. 204 I'm ready to take

my bible oath on't. 1777 G. CLINTON in Sparks Corr. Atner.

Rev. (1853) I. 415 To attend at Kingston, and take the oath

of office in consequence of my late appointment. 1842 S.

LOVER Handy Andy xii, I dhruv him to Squire Elan's,
I'll

take my book oath. 1849 MACAULAV Hist. Eng. iv. I. 504
A law . . imposed severe penalties on everyperson who refused

to take the oath of supremacy when required to do so.

4. tratisf. A person by whom, or thing by which,
( ne swears, rare.

ri8S BEDDOES Poems, Torrismondi. iii, Ifthou art. The

admiration, oath, and patron saint, Of frivolous revellers.



OATH. OBCLAVATE.

6. attrib. and Comb., as oath-parole, -pledge, -Hie;

oath- breaker, -breaking, -making, -sanclionei;

-taker, -taking; oath-bound, -despising, -detesting

adjs. ; oath-sick a., fastidious about oaths, having
an objection to take an oath ; oath-worthy a.

arch., worthy of credit on oath, worthy to be

sworn by.
1890 Pall Mall G. 23 Oct. 6/3 An open organization and

not "oath-bound, except in the case of the council. 1894

Cilth. News 27 Oct. 3/2 Freemasonry is an oath-bound body.

1601 DENT Path. Heaven 148 blasphemers and 'oath-

breakers. 1506 SHAKS. I Hen. IV, V. ii. 38, 1 told him gently
..Of his "Oath-breaking. 1816 Hon. SMITH Tor Hill 41838)

III. 8 The depositions of his "oath-despising retainers. 1786
BURNS Earnest Cry fy Prayer xiii, Dempster, a true blue

Scot I'sewarran'; Thee, "aith-detesting, chaste Kilkerran.

1553 GRIMAI.DE Cicero's Offices in. (1553) 160 In an "othe-

makinge, not what the feare but what the vertue of it is,

ought to be considered. 111661 FULLER \Vortliiesu.(i6(>2\ 189
What "Oath-office is kept in London; I know not. 1900

Daily Tel. n Aug. 7/2 These spies and breakers of "oath-

paroles. 1884 Congregationalist June 465 The sacramental

solemnity, the "oath-pledge against evil, a 1634 CHAPMAN
(J.), All the "oath-rites said, 1 have ascended her adorned

bed. 1846 GROTF. Greece (1869) I. 8 Zeus . . conferred upon
Styx the majestic distinction of being the Horkos, or "oath-

sanctioner of the Gods, a 1716 SOUTH Twelve Serni. (1717)

1897:

Africa 465 Oath-takers being sadly prone to kiss their

thumb, as it were. 1458 IVaterf. Arch, in loth Re/>. Hist.

AISS. Cowtn. App. v. 299 That no man . . be recevid unto
the franches. .of the said citie save only for the same crafte

that he usith at his *othe takyng. 1882 BoBWORTH-ToLLEB
An%lo-Sax. Diet. s.v. dp.wyrfie, Gif he ahwyrbe bib, 'if he

be "oath-worthy ', La-.vs of Inc 46. 1886 CORUETT Fall of
Asgard II. 170 By all that we of old have deemed holy and

oathworthy.

Hence Oathed (in comb.) a., furnished with oaths ;

Oa thful a., full of oaths ; Oa-thlet, a small or

petty oath.
i8a8 J. \VILSON in Blackw. Mag. XXIV. 296 Cursing and

swearing in triumph in a "many-oathed language. 1887
SIMPSON Gol/x. 171 An earnest "oathful desire for victory.

1835 Black. Mag. XXXVIII. 270 A tiny tart "oathlet.

Oath (0"J>, <7"<5), v. rare. Forms: 4 athe. 6

othe, 7- oath, oathe. [f.
OATH sb.}

t 1. trans. To impose an oath upon, put to one's

oath, conjure. Obs.

13.. Evang. Nicod. 1141 in Herrig Archie LIII. 412 Bi

gret god we yhow athe [L. conjurantes eos\ ll'id. 1699 We
war athed full nere [L. conhtrali stiunts].

2. intr. (or with obj. c/.] To utter an oath or

oaths, to swear. Also to oath it.

a 1617 P. BAVNK Lect. (1634) 167 They carry their sinne

in their fore-head, braving men, oathing it. x67-47 FELTHAM
Resolves I. xix. 67 Tis easy to know a beginning swearer
.. He oathes it, as a cowardly fencer plays. 1851 R. F.

BfRTOX Goa 309 Complainant swears that he was not paid ;

witness oathes by the sun that he was. 1900 I.ongnt. Mag.
Nov. 72 Some of the soldiers . . laughed and oathed in

evident glee.

3. trans. To take to oath, swear by.
1740 T. CONNOR in Gentl. Mag. 461/2, I do oath the holy

seven [i.e. sacraments], His soul's with Patrick now in

heaven.

4. To address or call with oaths.

1834 Tait's Mag. I. 41 Some lusty carter is heard oathing
a bit of the blood patrician. 1853 S. G. OSBORNE in Vise.

Ingestre Meliora II. n The dogs .. kept up growl- of

defiance, till their owners oathed them into order.

Hence Oa'thing vbl. sb. Also attrib.

1680 I. C. Vind. Oaths (ed. 2) 19 If there be no oathing or

swearing, there can be no for-swearing. 1681 HICKERINGILL
Sin Man-catching Wks. 1716 I. 186 These Men-catchers

lay their Snares and their Oathing-Gius to catch them.

Oathable (o']>ab1), a. rare 1
. In 7 othable.

[f. OATH sb. or v. + -ABLE.] Capable of taking an
oath ;

fit or able to be sworn
; oath-worthy.

1607 SHAKS. Titnon lv. iii. 135 You are not Othable,
Although 1 know you'l sweare, terribly sweare.

Oatmeal (<J"'tmfl). Forms: see OAT and MEAL.
1. Meal made from oats.

c 1420 Liber Cocorum (1862) 14 Take almondes unblanchid
. .Put ote-mele to. 1411 tr. Secrcta Secret., Priv. Priv. 244
A man Sholde ette mettis of colde and moisti complexcion,
..as..Potage of oot-mell. 15*3 Lt>. BERNERS^>O/.U. I.xvii.

19 Behynde
the saddyl, they [the ScottisJ wyll haue a lytle

sacke full of ootemele. 1535 COVKRDALE Prov. xxvii. 22

Though thou shuldest bray a foole with a pestell in a morter
like otemeell. 1683 TRVON Way to Health 29 Oatmeal is to
be accounted the best of all Flour. 1776 ADAM SMITH IV. If.
i. xi. I. (1869) I. 171 The common people in Scotland ..are
fed with oat-meal. 1813 J. THOMSON Lect. Infiam. 333
Poultices., formed of oat-meal. 1873 KINGSLEY -*/r. (1878)
II. 417 For growing children, oatmeal is invaluable.

fb. Proverb. Obs.

1541 UDALL Erasm. Atoph. (1877) 329 Leosthenes had
perswaded the citee of Athenes to make warre, beeyng set

agog to thinke all the worlde olemele, 1615 SWKTNAM
Arraignm. li'otn. iii, The worlde is not all made of ote-

meale, nor all is not golde that glisters. 1673 Vinegar #
Must. Wedn. Lect., You think . . that all the world is oat-
meal.

c. Short for oatmeal porridge.
1801 in Cent. Diet.

t 2. //. A name for a set of riotous or profligate

young men early in the ryth century. Obs. slang.
' No trace of this odd appellation has yet been found ex-

cept that the author of a ludicrous pamphlet has taken the
name of Oliver Oat-meale

'

(Nares Glass. 1822).

1624 FORD Surfs Darling I. i, Do mad prank with Roar-
ing boys and oatmeals.

3. attrib. and Comb., as oatmealflummery, groats,

gruel, -man, mill,porridge; oatmeal-chcu'er, -eater,

-maker; also applied at/rib, to cloth of a minutely

speckled pattern suggestive of oatmeal, as oatmeal
f
rieze, serge, etc.

1711 STEELE Spcct. No. 431 T 3, 1 desire you would find

out some Name for these craving Damsels, . . Trash-eaters,
"Oatmeal-chewers, Pipe-champers, Chalk-lickers [etc.]. 1886

Ripon Chron. 4 Sept. 2/6 New "Oatmeal Cloths, in plain
and fancy cream. 1883 Pall Mall G. 28 Jan. 9/1 Dresses

1 of "oatmeal cream, with bonnets to match. 1767 A. CAMP-
;

BELL Lexiph. 38 Professions, .of everlasting amity, past now
, between the Cow-killer and "Oat-meal-eater. 1778 MRS.
!
RAFFALD Eng. Housekpr. 204 To make "Oatmeal Flummery.
1594 LVLY Moth. I>oinl>. in O. PI. (1814) I. 278 You "oatmeal-

groat you were acquainted with this plot. 16x1 Closetfen-
Ladies 4- Gcnth-.i: 134 Oatemeale grotes soked in vineger.
1579 LASGHAM Card. Health (1633) 457 Throat squincy . . vse
*Otemeale grewell well sifted. 1509 Canterbury Marriage
Licences (MS.), Thomas Jones. ."Otmellmaker. 1720 Lond.
Gaz. No. 5882/3 Thomas Cozens, . . Oatmeal maker. 1649
BLITHE Eng. fjnprov. Inipr. (1653^1 102 For these Crops,
being but of Oates, I could have had five pound an Acre,
being offered it by an "Oat-meal man. 1813 Examiner
24 Aug. 533 2 Oatmeal boiled in water ("oatmeal porridge).

Oaty (0'ti\ a. rare.
[f.

OAT + -T.] Of the

nature of, or full of oats, fesp. of wild oats.

1603 OWEN Pembrokeshire vii. (1891) 55 Verye fruitfullfor

corneespeccialliebarlie, but it is accounted oatieand not soe
fine as that of the other partes. Ibid., The negligence of
husbandmen in sowinge of bad and oatieseade. 1611 COTGR.,
Avenier, oatie, belonging to oats.

Oaze, Oazy, obs. forms of OOZE, OOZY.

t Ob, J/'.1 06s. [From o/i., abbreviation of ob-

jection, used in conjunction with sol. solution, in

old books of divinity.] In phr. Ol\i) and sol(s)
= objection (s) and solution(s) ;

scholastic or subtle

disputation. Hence t Ob-and-soller Obs. notice-

U'd., a scholastic or subtle disputant.
1588 Marprel. Zf^/rf. (Arb.) n Veryskilfull in the learning

of ob and Sol. 1621 BURTON Anat. Altl. in. i\'. I. iii. (1651)

675 A thousand idle questions, nice distinctions, subtleties,
Obs and Sols. ,1660 Loyal Songs (1731) II. 217 Whilst he
should give us Sol's and Ob's, He brings us in some simple
bobs. 1678 BUTLER Hud. in. ii. 1242 To pass for Deep and
Learned Scholars; Although but Paltry, Ob and Sellers.

t Ob, sb." Obs. [a. Heb. aw ffbji necromancer.]
|

A wizard, magician, sorcerer, ventriloquist.

i659GAruEN TearsCh. ill. xxii. 336 They peep and mutter,
! like Obs and Pythons, whispering as out of the earth and
i their bellies.

t Ob., abbreviation of OBOLUS, formerly used to

denote a halfpenny.
144: in Willis & Clark Cambridge (1886) I. 387, xvj Skaynys

'

of grete packethrede. .at ob a pec'; in al viij^. 1463 Bitry
il'ills (Camden) 30 To reseyve an ob..fore here offryng.
c 1550 Disc. Common IVc-al Eng. (1893) 42 His henatapeny,
his chiken at ob. 1596 SHAKS. i Hen. IV, 11. iv. 590 Item,
Sacke, two Gallons. \.s. \\\\.d, . . Item, Bread, ob. Prince.
O monstrous, but one halfe penny-worth of Bread to thU in-

. tollerable deale of Sacke? 1631 WEF.VER Anc, /''ttrt. Man.
238 The Hospitall of Saint lames was . . valued at the sup-
pression to 32. /. 2..r. id. ob.

Ob., abbrev. of L. obiit, died
;
used before the

: date of a person's death.

Ob-, prff. The Lat. prep, ob 'in the direction

j

of, towards, against, in the way of, in front of,

in view of, on account of. In combination with vbs.

and their derivatives, the/' is assimilated to certain

consonants, becoming oc- before c-, of- before f-,

op- before/-, and app. o- before ;- (in omittHre).
In combination it has the following senses : a. In

the direction of, towards; facing, in front of; as
1 olrvertZre to turn towards, obccdtre to listen to.

b. Against, in opposition, as occurrfn to run
'

against, oppon"-re to place against ; often merely
, implying the injurious or objectionable character

\

of an action, c. Upon or over; down upon, down ;

i
as obdficcre to draw upon or over, obligare to bind

down, orcidcre to fall down. d. Completely ;

sometimes pleonastic, as obdulcare to sweeten (com-

pletely) , obdurare to harden greatly ; often with

a colouring of sense a.

In English use, ob- (oc-, of-, op-, o-} occurs

1. In combinations already formed in Latin in

the senses above-mentioned; rarely in words formed
in Eng. itself on Latin elements; e.g. a. obedience,

obversion ;
b. object, occur, opponent, opposite ;

c. obduce, Occident ; d. obduhorate, obdurate.

2. In mod. scientific Latin, and hence in Eng., in

Botany, etc., ob- is prefixed to adjs. in the sense
'

inversely', or ' in the opposite direction
'

;
e. g.

obcordatns (Linnjcus), obcordate, i.e. cordate with

the base or broad end presented ; obovate, ovate

or egg-shaped with the wider end presented ;
ob-

triangular, triangular with the apex downward.
See below OBCLAVATE to OBTL-RBINATE.
This is not an ancient L. use, where ob- was rarely com-

bined with an adj., the chief example being oblongus
OBLONG, which could hardly be in sense the model for these
words. Apparently the prefix represents the ab~ of the
adv. obversi OBVERSELV, and is an abridged representation
of that word.

t Oba-cerate, v. Obs. rare. [f. ppl. stem of L.

j

obacerare to contradict. (Derived according to

i
some Lat. grammarians from acus, acer- chaff.)]
Hence t Obacera'tion, a stopping one's mouth.
1656 BLOUNT Glossrgr., Obacerate, to stop ones mouth, that

he cannot tell out his tale. 1658 PHILLIPS, Obaceration.

Obaie, obs. form of OBEY.

t Obak, obs. form of ABACK : cf. Ofrep.1

1435 MISYN Fire of Love 3 All binges putt o-bak. c 1450
St. Cuthbert i Surtees) 5084 His pryde was put obak.

Obambulate (^barmbirik't), V-. rare. [f. ppl.
stem of L. obambulare

,
(. ob- (Os-) + ambulare to

walk.] intr. To walk about; to wander hither

and thither.

1614-15 BOYS \Vks. (1622) 597 Soules departed . . doe not
obambulate and wander vp and downe. but remaine in

places of happinesse or vnhappinesse. 1633 KARL MANCH,
Al Mondo (1636) 100 In the interim the Soule doth not
wander and obambulate. 1694 MOTTEL'X Rabelais \. (1737)

23 1 We . . must still obambulate, Sequacious of the Court.

So Obambnla'tion, walking to and fro
; Oba m-

bulatory a., habitually walking about, itinerant.

1600 O. E. (M. SUTCLIFFE) Refl. Libel v. loo Their

i

stationarie obambulations about the limits of parishes.
1610 BOYS Wks. (1622) 375 Their obambulations of spirits

j

and apparitions of dead men. 1818 J. BROWN Psyche 107
Obambulation much befriends The point for which a man
contends. 1855 CHAMIER My Travels III. i. 16 Many
obambulatory merchants of such wares.

llObang (iJi'-brcn). Also 7 oeban. [Jap. o-ban,

j

f. 6 great + ban (a. Chinese fan} sheet, division : cf.

] KOBANG.] A gold coin formerly current in Japan,
of an oblong form rounded at the corners, and

equal in value to ten kobangs.
1662 J. DAVIES tr. Mandelslo's Trar. II. (1669) 147
A thousand Oebans of Gold, which amount to forty seven
thousand Thayls, or crowns. 1863 Reader 21 Nov. 595
The half-obang is almost literally an obang, which is elliptic

in form, cut in half. 1890 Daily AVrcs 1 1 Oct. 5/4 The
'

nex_t
in size to this unwieldy coin is the Japanese

'

obang ',

which weighs rather more than two ounces and a half, about

equal to ten F.nglish sovereigns.

t ObaTmate, v. Obs. rare-", [f. ppl. stem of

L. obarmare to arm against.] trans. To arm

(Cockeram, 1623). Hence f Obarma'tion, an

arming (Ibid.).

1658 PHILLIPS, Obannation, an arming against.

II Oba-rni, oba-rne. Obs. [Russ. of)Ba]ini>ifl

obvarnyi, scalded, prepared by scalding.] In full,

mead obarni, i.e.
' scalded mead', a drink used in

Russia, and known in England c 1600.

1598 HAKLVYT Voy. I. 461 One veather of sodden mead
called Obarni. 1609 1'imlyco C iv b, With spiced Meades
. .As Meade Obarne,and Meade Cherunck. 1616 B. JONSON
Devil an Ass \. i, Chimney-sweepers [Are got] To their

tobacco, and strong-waters, Hum, Meath, and Obarni.

Obay(e, Obbet, -it, -yt, obs. forms of ( IBET,
OBIT. Obbley, variant of OBLEY Obs.

II ObbligatO (obbl/ga-t<7, (?bliga-to), a. (sb.)

Mus. Often obligate, [a. It. obbligato, formerly

obligato, obliged, obligatory.] Indispensable; that

cannot be omitted : applied to a part essential to

the completeness of a composition (or to the

instrument on which such a part is played) ; esp.
to an accompaniment having an independent value.

(Opposed to ad Ifbilum.) Also transf. indispens-
able ; forced, compulsory.
[17*4 Explic. For. II 'its. in Mus. Bks. 50 Obligata Neces-

sary, Expressly, or on Purpose. 1730-6 BAILEY (folio),

Obligati, signifies for. or on purpose, or necessary ; as

dot violin obligati, on purpose for two violins.] 1794
MATHIAS Purs. Lit. (1798) 342 And with Raimondi's fire,

and warlike art, Ptay'd some French General's obligato

part. 1821 COL. HAWKER Diary (1893) I. 234 He added an

obbligato accompaniment of a large hand-bell. 1878 E. J.
HOPKINS in Grove Diet. Mus. I. 20 An accompaniment
may be either

' Ad libitum
'

or '

Obligato
'

. . It is said to be

Obligato when., it forms an integral part of the composition.
B. sb. An obbligato part or accompaniment.

1845 E. HOLMES Mozart 276 The scena and rondo, Non
fewer, with pianoforte obligato. 1861 Times 26 Aug., He
has furnished a sort of

'

obbligato ',
or independent part.

Obbraid, corrupt form of UPBRAID.

t Obcaecate, a. Obs. Also 6 obse-, 6-7 oboe-,

[ad. L. aiceecat-us, pa. pple. oiobcsfcare or ofaecare

to blind, f. ob- (Os- I b) + csfcare to blind, emus
blind. See also OCC.ECATE v.~\ Blinded; blind;

destitute of mental or spiritual vision. So f Ob-

ccecated (-06C-) a., in same sense; fObceecation

(-ceo-), blinded condition ;
mental or spiritual

blindness.
,; 1568 A. Km in Bannatyne MS. (1875)263/40 And prince

of iustice the verry image suld be, The quhilk but vei lew is

blind and obsecat. 1579 f';LKF- Heskins' Part. 121 His
obsecate and blind enemies. 1617-77^ ttLTtUM^Kafivfi
11. Ixiii. 293 Neither was their obduration nor their obceca.

lion less, a 1631 DONNE Serin. V. 125 A heavy blindness

and obczcation. 1641 Family of Love in Harl. Misc.

(Malham) IV. 447 Let not us persuade ourselves.. that our

great god Cupid is obcecated. 1696 EVKLVN in Bentley's
Corr. (1842) 1. 115 The fillets, with which the lunto's eyes
are banded . . to represent their Obcsecation.

Obcess, obs. (erron.) form of OBSESS.

Obclavate (pbkte'-vA), a. Nat. Hist. [See OB-

2.] Inversely clavate ; club-shaped with the thick-

ened part at the base. 1857 in MAYNE Expos. Lex.



DECOMPRESSED.

Obcompressed (pbk(>mpre*st), a. Nat. Hist.

[See OB- 2.] Compressed or flattened in the

opposite of the usual direction : 'see quots.

1857 MAYNK Expos. Lex.* Obcompressits, Bot. Applied by
H. Cassini to the ovary and seeds of the Synanthcrcx
[
-

Comf>ositx\, when their greater diameter is from right to

left, as in the Coreopsis-, obcom pressed. 1892 Syd. Soc.

Lex.) Obcompressedy
flattened anteriorly.

Obconic ^bkf nik), a. Nat. Hist. = next.

1819 SAMOUELLE Entowol. Cowfcnd, 153 Rroscus.. labial

palpi with their fourth joint obconic. 1847 HARDY in Proc.

Iffru^ Nat. Chit' II. No. 5. 235 Antenna?., clavate, second

and third joints obconic.

Obconical tebkp'nik&l), a. Chiefly Nat. Hist.

[See OB- 2.] Inversely conical; of the form of

a cone with the base upward or outward.
1806 GAI.PIXE Brit. Bot. i Salicornia. ..Joints compressed,

emarginate; internodes obconical. 1828 STARK Elait. Xat.
Hist. II. 298 Antenna; with obconical joints. 1872 OLIVER
Eli-iii. Hot. n. 133 Carpels, .immersed in a large, obconical

receptacle.

ObCOrdate (^bkjrid^t), a. Nat. Hist. [Sec
OH- 2.] Inversely cordate; heart-shaped, with

the apex serving as base or point of attachment.

*775 J- JENKINSON Gen. $ Specif. Dcscr. Br. /'/. (llosv,

Oocordatti heart-shaped with the apex dowmvards. 1819
SAMOUELLE Entontol. Compcnd. 153 Thorax obcordate, its

base very narrow or pedunculated. 1896 EDMONDS Hot.

for Beginners vi. 42 In the Wood Sorrel we have an

obcordale, or inversely heart-shaped leaf.

So Obco'rdiform a. =
prec.

1857 in MAYNE Expos. Lex. 1892 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

Obcuiieate Qpbki'n#t), a. Nat, Hist. [See
OB- 2.] Inversely ctmeate

; wedge-shaped, with

the thin end at the base of the organ or part.

1870 HOOKER Stud. Flora 166 Segments of submerged
leaves obcuneate. Ibid. 346 Bracts of fruiting catkins

broadly obcuneate.

Obcurrent, obs. variant of OCCUBBEKT.

Obdeltoid ;f'bde
p

ltoid), a. Nat. Hist, [See
OB- 2.] Inversely deltoid ; of a triangular form,
with the apex downward, or at the base of the

organ or part. 1891 m Cent. Diet.

ObdiplostemonouS
Bot. [See OB- 2.] Diplostemonous with the dis-

position of the two stamen-whorls reversed; having
the stamens of the outer whorl opposite to, and
those of the inner whorl alternate with, the petals.

Hence Obdiploste'mony, the condition of being

obdiplostemonous.
1880 GRAY Struct. Bot. vi. 3. 198 It . .occurs that the ami-

petalous stamens are more or less exterior in insertion, and
then the carpels, when isomerous, are alternate with the inner

and antisepalous stamens, and therefore opposite the petals. . .

This arrangement takes the name of Obdiplostemony. 1882

Nature 7 Dec. 126 The ..curious
'

obdiplosttnionotii'

arrangement in the .. genus Platythcca. 1888 HKXSLOW
Origin Floral Struct, xx. 189 In.. most, .genera, .obdi-

plostemony . .is. .due to the pelaline whorl of filaments being,
so to say, thrust outside the level of the calycine whorl by
the protruding . . bases of the carpels.

Obdormitioii (^bd^jmi'Jbn). [ad. L. obdorml*

fion-em, n. of action from obdornrireto fall asleep,

f. ob~ (Ofi- i d) + dormlre to sleep.]

1 1. A falling asleep, or the condition of being

asleep. Obs. rare~~ l
.

1634 BP. HALL Contempt^ N. T. iv. xxxii, A. peaceable
obdormition in thy bed of ease and honour.

2. Numbness of a limb, etc. due to pressure on

a nerve ; the condition of being
(

asleep'. rare~ Q
.

1857 in MAYNE Expos. Lex. 1886 in THOMAS Med. Diet.

t Obdu'Ce, ?'. Obs. [ad. L. obdftc-$re to draw

over, cover over, f. ob- (Ofi- i c) + ducere to lead,

draw.]
1. trans. To cover, envelop.
1637 TOMLINSON Rt'nffu's Disp. 223 This plant is. .obduced

on every side with long strait.. leaves. 1709 BLAIR in Phil.

Trans. XXVII. 71 A certain Crust, .obducing the Cutis.

Ibid. 118 Cellules. . obduc'd with a thin Membrane.

2. To draw or put over as a covering.
a 1677 HALI-: Prim. Grig. Ulan. \. ii. 65 A Cortex that ts

obduced over the Cutis, as in Elephants.

t Obdu*Ct, v. Obs. [f.
L. abduct-^ ppl. stem of

obdru't~re\ see prec. ; cf. INDUCT.] trans* prec. I.

1623 COCKERAM, Ol'ductj to couer. 1646 SIR T. BROWN K

Pseud. Ef>. iv. v. 1 88 When the Liver is.. so obducted and
covered with thick skins, that it cannot diffuse its virtue.

t Obdu'Ction. Obs. [ad. L. obditction-em, n.

of action f. obducSrc\ see OBDUCE.] The action of

covering or enveloping.
In quot. 1609 repr. L. obductw of the Vulgate, tr. Gr.

tiraytayr) of the LXX., variously explained in the versions.

1578 BANISTKR Hist. Man \. 34 A strong Ligament within

the toynt .. beside the outward obductions, and clothynges
with Ligamentes. 1609 BIBLE (Douay) F.cclus. ii. 2 Make
no hast in the time of obduction. 16*3 COCKERAM, Obduc~
tion, a couering. 1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Obduction, a

covering or laying over.

t Obdu'lcorate, v. Obs. ran. [f. OB- i d + late

L. dtilcorare to sweeten, f. dnkor-em sweetness, f.

dulc-is sweet : cf. L. obdulcare.] trans. To sweeten.

1657 TOMLINSON Renou's Dhp. 36 Such medicaments are

obdulcorated with cordial electuaries

Obduracy (p'bdiurasi, ^bdiuo'rasi). [f.
OBDU-

RATE: see -ACY 3, and cf. late "L.obdiiratio] The
state or quality of being obdurate.

VOL. VII.

1. Stubbornness, obstinacy ; obstinate hardness
of heart, relentlessness

; persistence in evil.

1597 SHAKS. 2 Hen. //', n. ii. 50 Thou think'st me as
farre in the Diuels Booke, as thon, and FalstafTe, for

obduracie and persistencie. 1670 G. H. Hist. Cardinals n.

ii. 161 He is so constant in his resolutions, that it passes
almost to obduracy. 1720 WKLTON Suffer. Son of God II.

xvi. 436 To break the Obduracy of my Harden 'd and
ungrateful Heart. 1855 MILMAN I.ai. Chr. 'i364 I. n. i\-.

238 If Rome at times was courted with promising sub-
mi-.Mon f at others it was opposed with inflexible obduracy.
2. The state of being physically hardened, rare.
1822 -34 Hood's Study .Mcd. (ed. 4) IV. 514 They [caruncles]

arc found to acquire the obduracy of a rigid scirrhus.

Obdurate ybdumr
t, <7Ulia.'-ivt ,

a. [ad. L.

obrfftnlt-iis hardened, hardened in heart, pa. pple.
of obdurare : see next.]
1. a. Hardened in wickedness or sin; persistently

impenitent; stubbornly resisting, or insensible to,

moral influence.
c 1440 Jacob's Welt 126 J>ei be so obdurate in here

onu:ytisL\ 1558 Bi', WATSON .SVv. Sacrum. \\\. 1^8 What
obdurate vnkindness is this, not to recognise thu^c >< ^ruat
benelites. 1667 M II.TO \ P. /,. \ i. 790 What . . Wonders
move th' obdurate to relent ? 1720 WKI.TON* Suffer. Son ff
Cod I. iv. 76 Mollifie- and Soften the Hardness of my
Obdurate Heart. 1830 Sun i: D^manol. \. 366 The obdurate
conscience of the old sinner.

absol. us sb. 1830 W. PHILLIPS Mt. Sinai \\\ 177 Upholding
. .With righteous wrath such obdurates.

b. Hardened, or hardening oneself, against per-

suasion, entreaty, the sentiment of pity, etc.
;

stubborn, obstinate, unyielding, inflexible, relent-

less, hard-hearted, inexorable.

1586 MARLOWE ist Pt. Tauibnrl. v. i, If humble suits ov

imprecations. . Might have entreated your olxluraie breasts.

1^93 HiiAKSj 3 Hoi. / V, i, iv. 142 Women are soft, nu'lde,

pitiifull, and flexible ; Thou, sterne, ol durate, flintie, rough,
remorselesse. 1692 DKYDKM St. Eurctnonfs /iss. 187 The
miserable condition of old King Priam touches the most
obdurate Soul. 1751 JOHNSON Rambler No. i;r ? 8 To
supplicate obdurate brutality, was hopeless. 1818 SHKLLEY
AY?'. Islam iv. ix, Hut custom maketh blind and obdurate
The loftiest hearts. 1840 UAKHAM I>igol. Lcg.^ Look at
Clo\.k xix, Why tlie fiiir was obdurate None knows, to be
sure it Was said she was setting her cap at the Curate. 1866
MKS. H. Woou St. Klartins Eve xxv. (1874) 311 She was
compelled to be more obdurate than even her father had been.

C. fig. of things.
1727' SWIFT Let. Eng. Tongue Wks. 1755 II.

i._
iSS They

have joined the most obdurate consonants without one

intervening vowel. 1804 A&ERNETHY Surg. Obs. 69 This
obdurate and destructive disease. 1814 CAHY Dantc^ Inf.

xxxin, We all were silent. Ah, obdurate earth ! 1840
DICKKNS Old C. Shop xl, Said Kitj hamna-ring stoutly at

an obdurate nail.

f2. Physically hardened or hard. Obs.

1597 -^- ^- tr - Gnillemeaus Fr. Chirnrg. 10/2 The fissures

are filled vp with some obdurate substapce and callositye.
c 1600 NORDEN Spec. Brit., Cornw. (1728) it Tynn. .the owre
thereof beyng an obdurate stone spred in the veynes of the

mountaynes. 1743 tr. Hcistcrs Snrg. 394 Attended with
an obdurate Callus. 1784 CowriiR Task I. 52 Well-tann'd

hides, Obdurate and unyielding.
b. transf. Harsh or disagreeable to the senses.

Obs. rare.

1647 H. MORI; Song of Soul i. 11. cxxiii, I mean not
Natures harsh obdurate light.

Obdurate (flxHur^t, ?bdiiio*r'0, t'. [f. OB-
DURATE a., or L. obdnrat-y ppl. stem of obdnrare to

harden, harden in heart, f. ob' (OB- I b) + dftrare

to harden.]
1. trans. To make obdurate, to harden in wicked-

ness, or against moral influence, entreaty, etc.
;
to

make stubborn or obstinate
;
to harden the heart

of, make relentless or pitiless.
a 1540 BARNES Wks. (1573) 279/2 The holy Ghost sayth, I

will obdurate the hart of Pharao. 1605 J. DOVE Confnt.
Atheism i [They] haue so hardned and obdurated them
selues, that they haue no sence or feeling. 1651 HOWHLL
Venice 44 She [Venice] is obdurated with the same kind of

vigor and vertu as old Rome. 1662 PKTTY Taxes 58 Most
of the punishments. .are but shame, .which shame for ever
after obdurates the offender. 1710 [see OBHURATED below].
1860 PUSEY Min. Proph. 84 Not . . from God, dooming to

perdition, reprobating, obdurating, damning, but from man
. .obduring or hardening himself in sin.

2. To harden physically. Obs. rare.
XS97 [see OBDURATED below]. 1599 A. M. tr. Gabelhoner's

Rk. Physicke 4/2 Sprede It on two papers.. and In the night
it will obdurate itselfe. 1657 TOMLINSON Renou's Disp. 10
So as either too much to obdurate or mollify.

f3. intr. To become hard. Obs. rare.

1659 D. PELL Impr. Sea 263 This tree brings forth

blossomes, first white, then green, afterwards red, and then

obdurates, from whence come the cloves.

Hence Obdurated///. a.

1597 A. M. tr. Guillemcan's Fr. Chirurg. 20/2 The debilest

syde of the obdurated liver or milte. 1599 tr. Cabel*
hout'rs Bk. Physicke 248/2 When as a woman getteth an
obduratede Breste. 1710 Ace. Last Distemp. Tom Whigg
" 55 O lir Young, and not yet Obdurated Kitt Catt. 1874
PL'SEY Lent. Serin. 422 The obstinacy of an obdurated will.

Obdurately (see the adj.)> adv. [f. OBDURATE
a. + -LY ^.] In an obdurate manner; stubbornly;

relentlessly.
^1711 KFN Hymnotheo Poet. Wks. III. 33 Israel, grown

obdurately profane. 1838 DICKENS Nick. Nick, xv, Still

Mr. Lillyvick, regardless of the siren, cried obdurately
[etc.]. 1865 TROLLOPE Belton Est. x. 115 Shut your doors

obdurately against [them].

OBDURED.

Obdurateness (see the adj.;. [f. as prec. +
-NE.SS.] The state or quality of being obdurate.
1. = OBDUHACY i.

1618 GAINSFORD Perk. Warbeck in Select.fr. Harl. Misc.
<i793) 74 ^ the duchess continued in her olxlurnteness, and

' would not desist from her feminine rages, and terrible
i prosecutions. 1708 Brit. Apollo Xo. 23. 3/1 With fervent

beat m 1

obdurateness he blames. 1720 WELTUN Suffer. Sen
ofGod II. ,\i.\. 532 Huw often have I felt this Obdurateness

i of Heart within !

2. = OwH'iiAey 2. rare.

1597 A- ^f- tr - Gitillcnieans Fr. Chintrg, 44/1 [Bandage--,)
must he softe.. because through the obduratnes therof, they
miyht Iiurte that puite. 1657 TOMLINSOX Rcnoiis Disf. 1.40
It iiiv^L-iLtly acquired a stony obdurateness.

Obduration fbdiuiv'-J.-m . [ad. L. obdftra-

tion-eni hardening, n. of action from ol'dnrare to

harden.] The action or fact of hardening, or con-

,

dition of being hardened.

1. A hardening, or condition of being hardened,
in sin or wickedness

;
a making or becoming

stubborn, obstinate, or insensible to moral influ-

ence; rarely, a becoming, or condition of having
become, relentless or insensible to entreaty (quots.

1494, 1526).
1494 FABYAX Chron. \\\. 553 Than the Gaunteners sup-

pry-.y<l with in^re oixUirueiun of hurtc a._;ayn thc-yr prynce,
made theyni a capytayne namyd Phylyp Artyuele. 1526

: Pifgr. Pcrf. <\V. dc W. 1531) 90 b, Obduracion or vnpiie-
1

fuliies. 1585 PARSONS Chr. I'.xcrc. n. vi. 367 This .. was
the obduration of 1'harao. 1647 M. HUDSON /';>'. Right
Gtf'f. i. ii. 7 (l.nl doth work.. upon the will, cither by way
of Obduration, or by way of Mollification and conversion.

1728 RAMSAY General Mistake 20 Obduration follows

public shame. 1778 Br. LOWIH Isaia/i Notes 'ed. 12) 182
'I lit- obduration of the Jews of that age. 1882-3 SCHAH--

F.ncyd. Relig. l\)iou>l. III. 1740/1 Falling under that

judgment of obduration of which Isaiah speaks.
2. Physical hardening, rare.

1654 GAYTOX Picas. Xotcs nr. vii. 113 The obduration of

Ins PosteriorSj . . almost petrified by continual! hardninss
upon his A:-M:> hare backe. 1822-34 Coed's Study Med.
fed. 4) I\'. 231 As the distension and obduration increase.

t Obdura'tious, a. Ol<$.rare~ l
. [f. Oisnuiu.-

|

Tiox : see -luus.] Characterized by or showing
obduration; obdurate.

1672 BAXTKR Kagshaivs Scand. \. 4, I had been guilty of
an obduratious self-saving, and perfidious silence.

t Obdure 'j'bdiuo-j), a. Obs. (exc. arch.) [f.

! OB- ib + ifftr~ tts hard: after 1,. obdnrare'. see next.]
1. = OBDl'HATK a. I.

1608 HKYWOOD Lucrccc iv. ii. Wks. 1874 V. 219 My doors
tlie day time to my friends are free, But in the night the

obdure gates are le.sse kinde. 1639 G. DANIEL Ecclus. .\vi.

4S Hee made obdure the heart of y* proud King Pharoh.

1655 1 h^ WOOD it RowLKY/'Vj/*^t' by L.andfy Sea i. ii. Wk.s,

1874 VI. 375 The boy's inflexible, and I obdure. 1844 MRS.
P.KOWNING Sonn., Meaning of thc^ Look^ When thy deathly
need is obdurcst {later cdd. dreariest].

2. ' OUDL'RATK tl. 2.

1624 QuARLts Swn's Soiift. xxiv. 1632 Dir. Fancies
n. xiv. (1660) 54 Gods sacred Word is like the Lamp of Day,
Which toft ens, wax, but makes obdure the clay.

Hence f Obdu-rely adv. ; fObdu'reness.
1624 Hiivwoou G:tnaik. i. 55 The fates For her obdure-

nesse turn'd her into stone. 1634 Ur. HALL Contempt.^ N. T.

iv. Christ Betrayed, Oh thesottishnesse and obdurenesse of

this sonne of perdition ! 1848 LYTTON K. Arthur ix. civ,

The morsels least obdurely tough.

Obdure (^bdiuu), v. Now rare or Obs. [ad.
L. obdurate to harden, to render or become hard;

I f. ob- (Os- ib) +durare to harden, f. dur-us hard.]

1. trans. OBDURATE v. \. (In quots. 1640 in

good sense : To strengthen, fortify,
'
steel '.)

1598 Yos'G Diana 24 Now mollifie thy dire Hardnes and
brest of thine so much obdured. 1633 HEVWOOD Eng. 'irai>.

v. Wks. 1874 IV. 90 Hath, .sinne so obdur'd thy heart? 1640
BP. HALL Chr. Moder. (Ward) 20/1 We may not so obdure
ourselves as to be like the Spartan boys, who would not so

I
much as change a countenance at their beating. Ibid. 23/2

]

It concerns a wise man to obdure himself against these weak
'

fears. 1678 R. BARCLAY Apol. Quakers v. 18. 153 God
|

seems .. to have obdur'd their Hearts, to force them unto

great Sins. 1860 [see OBDURATE v. i\.

f 2. To harden physically ;
= OBDURATE v. 2.

1624 HEYWOOD Gnnaik. r. 55 A dragon they espie Obdur'd
to stone. 1665 SIR T. HEKBEKT Trav. (1677) 112 Brick ..

hardned by the Sun, which makes them.. no less solid and
usefull than those the Fire obdures.

t 3. intr. a. To become hard. b. To become
or remain obdurate

;
to persist stubbornly. Obs.

1609 HEYWOOD Brit. Troy vi. ii, Sencelesse of good as

stones they soone obdure. 1641
' SMECTYMNUUS* Answ.

Post. ( 1653) 88 Becket obdures, denies that the . . Courts have

authorise to judge him. c 1750 SHENSTONE Ruin d Abbey

213 Resolute in wrongs the priest obdur'd.

Hence r Obdu ring vbl. sb.

1643 MILTON Divorce n. xx, He. .would little perplex his

thought for the obduring of nine hundred and ninety such

'as will dayly take worse liberties.

Obdured (^bdiuaud, poet. #bdifl*rtd)1 ///. a.

Now rare or Obs. [pa. pple. of prec. vb., alter L.

obdurdtus obdurate.]

1. = OBDURATE a. r.

1585 JAS. I Ess. Poesic (Arb.) 53 To ignorants obdurde,

quhair wilful errour lyis. a 1619 FOTHERBY A theom. i. xv. 2

(1622) 154 A notable mirrour of obdured vngodlinesse; 1649

lip. HALL Cases Consc. in. ix. (1654) 252 Denouncing judge-

ment to the unbeleeving and obdured sinner. 1667 MILTON



OBDUBEDNESS.
P. L. n. 568 Arm th' obdured brest With stubborn patience

as with triple steel. 1830 CARLYLE Richter in Misc. Ess.

(1872) III. 40 A man with such obdured Stoicism like triple

steel round his* breast.

f 2. = OBDURATE a. 3. rare.

!6i9 H. HUTTON Follie's Anal. (Percy Soc.) 9, I could ..

Reade them a lecture should their vice imprint With sable

lines in the obdured flint.

Hence f Obdu-redness, obdurateness.

1633 BP. HALL Hard Texts, If. T. 183 With further

ohdurednesse of heart, a 1656 Specialities Life Rein.

Wks. (1660) 13 The obduredness and hopeless condition of

that man. 1652 UKQIMIAUT Jwel Wks. (18341 ' 8o The 'r

\mplacable obduredness, and unreclaimability of nature.

t Obdu'rity. Obs. rare.
[f.

OBDL-RE a. + -ITY:

cf. DUIUTY.] Hardness : obduracy.
c 1600 XORDEX Spec. Brit.,Cornw. (17281 18 A stone called

a Moar-stone. ..Notwithstanding their natural! obdiiritie,

the Counlrie people haue a deuice to cleeue them. 1653
F. G. tr. Scifderi's Artamcnts (1655) IV. yni. n. 113 When
you discover any ol>durily or inhumanity in her._ 1657
TOMLINSON ROIOII'S Disp. 116 Because of their obdurityand

density they preserve the strength of those medicaments.

Obe ('""b). G>'- Hist. [ad. Gr. u>d.] A village

or district in ancient Laconia ;
a subdivision of an

original </>uA>; or clan.

1835 THIKLWALL Gneceim. 1.315 An obe, which originally

signified a village or district, a 1873 LYTTON Pansanias IV.

v, The divisions or obes acknowledged by the State.

II Obeah ^-\>i& , obi (<'"'bi). Also 8 obia, 9

obea, obeeyah. [A West African word: cf.

Efik itbio,
' a thing, or mixture of things, put in

the ground, as a charm to cause sickness or death;

the Obeah of the West Indies
'

(Goldie Diet, of

Efik 1874). With the senses cf. those of Juju.]
1. An amulet, charm, or fetish used by negroes

for magical purposes.
1796 STEDMAN- Surinam II. xx. 89 A superstitious olua or

amulet tied about his neck. Ibid. (1813! II. xxix. 360 To
whom he sells his obias or amulets, in order to make them
invulnerable.

2. A kind of pretended sorcery or witchcraft

practised by the negroes in Africa, and formerly
in the West Indies and neighbouring countries.

1764 GRAINGER Sugar Cane iv. 381 In Obia, all the sons of

sable Afric irust. 1802 MAR. EUGEWORTH Gratt-fiil Negro
(1832)246 note, Strict investigation, .has. .been made after

the professors of Obi. <zi8i8 M. G. LEWIS Jrnl. W. Ind.

(1834) 94 The belief in Obeah is now greatly weakened. 1823
T. ROUGHLEY Jamaica. Planter's Guide ii. 83 Perhaps the

horrid and abominable practice of Obea is carried on, dis-

membeiing and disabling one another. 1889 H. J. BELL
Ol'eah', witchcraft in H-'. ftidies \. 9 Before the emancipa-
tion . . the practice of Obeah was rampant in all the Wt-st

Indian Colonies. 1889 Pall Mall G., The awful mysteries
of Obeeyah (vnlgo Obi) and the powers possessed by the

Obeeyah women of those days, were sufficiently known to

all the slave-traders of the West Coast.

3. attrib. and L'omb., as obeah (or obi) -man,
-woman, one who practises obeah, a negro sorcerer

or sorceress.

1764 GRAINGER Sugar Cane IV. 370 note, The negro-con-
jurers or obia-men as they are called, a 1818 M. G. LEWIS
Jrnl. \y

r

. Ind. (1834) 237 Adam, the reputed Ol>eah-man.

1840 MARRVAT Poor Jack xli, She . . had always been con-
sidered as an Obi woman. 1886 GRANT ALLEN In all Shades

xxyiii. (1887) 200 His mouldy obeah mummery of loose

alligators' teeth and.. little human knuckle-bones.

Hence O'beali, o'bi,K. trans., to bewitch by obeah,
put under a spell ;

O'beahism (obeoism, obeism,
obiism), the practice of or belief in obeah.
a 1818 M. G. LEWIS Jrnl. H'. Ind. (1834) 134 Edward had

Obeahed him. 1836 E. HOWARD R. Reefer xlviii, Such
superstitious nonsense as Oheoism. 1866 BECKFORH DAVIS
in Rcp^. R. Coiittn, Jamaica 521 Obeabism . . is the ait of

poisoning, combined with the art of imposing upon the

credulity of ignorant people by a pretence of witchcraft.

1874 SIR S. D. SCOTT To Jamaica xiii. 231 Belief in witch-

craft, under the name of Obeism and Myalism. 1895 H. J.
BELL in Stoddart Cruising Caribbees XL 89 'Missis, I'm
Obeahed, I know I'll go dead*.

Obeche, var. OBEISH Obs., to obey.

tObe'dible, a. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. L. obedi-re

to obey : see -BLE, -IBLE. Cf. OF. obtissable

obedient, docile.] Capable of obedience ; docile.
1622 BP. \^M.\.Contempl., N, T. in. Christ amg. Gcrgesens,

Spirits . . may be made most sensible of paine, and by the

pbedible submission of their created nature, wrought upon
immediately by their appointed tortures.

Obedience (obrdiens). Also 4-5 -iens(e, 4-6
-yenee, 5 -yans ; 4 obyd-, 6 obcedienoe. [a. F.

obedience (i2th c. in Littre), ad. L. obedientia, n.

of quality f. obedient-em OBEDIENT: see -ENCE.
With senses 2-4 cf. med.L. obedientia in Du
Cange.]
L The action or practice of obeying; the fact or

character of being obedient; submission to the
rule or authority of another; compliance with or

performance of a command, law, or the like; the
action of doing what one is bidden.
a 1225 Ancr. R. 6 Vor neod one, als . . obedience of hire

bischope, o3er of hire herre. 1340 Ayenu. 140 Of b03sam-
nesse . . be milde bou}b gledliche, . . uor be loue bet he
hefc> to be obedience. 1380 WYCLIF Wks. (1880) 9 For
feyned obydience to syniul mannus tradiciouns. 1484
CAXTON Fables of ^Esop n. ix, Vndone and lost for faulte

ofobedyence. 1563 WINJET FonrScoir Thrt Quest. Wks.
1888 I. 59 For our humil and dew ohoedience vnto our

10

lauchful Souerane. i6o FULBECKE ist Pt, ParalL Introd.

2 To bee brought vppe in the obedience of Lawes. 1638
SIR T. HERBERT Trav. (ed. 2) 19 They traine their cattell to

such obedience, as with a Call or Whistle . . a great Heard
will follow them like dogges. 1754 EDWARDS Freed. Will
in. iv. (1762) 160 Obedience .is the submitting and yielding
of the Will of one, to the Will of another. 1825 JEFFKRSON
Autotiog. Wks. 1859 I. 3 The King's Council .. held their

places at will, and were in most humble obedience to that

will. 1838 DICKENS ,\ V,//. Xick. xxi, In obedience to this

request tne qualifications were all gone through again. 1874
MORI.KY Compromise (iB86) 65 Superstition, blind obedience

to custom, and the other substitutes for a right and inde-

pendent use of the mind.

b. fig. The action or fact of yielding to some

actuating force or agency : see OBEY v. J d. Usually
in phr. in obedience to.

1671 L. ADDISDN H'. Barbary 102 They remove from one

place to another, in obedience to their fickle Humors and

cogent Necessities. Mod. A heavy body falls to the ground
in obedience to the law of gravitation. The j becomes r
in obedience to Verner's law.

C. Passive obedience, (a) (Opposed to active

obedience) an obedience in which the subject allows

himself to be treated according to the will of

another; or in which he suffers without remon-

strance or resistance. () Unqualified obedience

or submission to authority, whether the commands
be reasonable or unreasonable, lawful or unlawful.

1656 BRAMHAI.L Rcplic. \'\. 231 Whether a power to reform

abuses and inconveniences be necessary to a King, to which
all his Subjects owe at least passive obedience, a 1708
BEVERIDGE Thes. Theol. (1711) III. 328 As by Christ's pas-
sive obedience we are freed from the guilt of sin, so by His
active obedience we are invested with righteousness. 1712
BERKELEY {title) Passive Obedience ; or, the Christian Doc-
trine of not resisting the Supreme Power, proved and

vindicated, upon the Principles of the Law of Nature. 1808

MOORE Poet. H'&s. II. 16 The churchman's opiate draught,
Of passive prone obedience. 1827 HALI.AM Const. Hist*

(1857) II. xi. 330 The doctrine of passive obedience had now
crept from the homilies into the statute-book.

2. The fact or position of being obeyed, or of

having others subject to one; command, authority,

rule, dominion. (Now chiefly of ecclesiastical

authority, esp. that of the Church of Rome.)
c 1200 r'ices 4 1'irtnes 7 Sume laiteo

1 wel of hem seluen..

yf he bie of hei^e menstre, o5er ^if he haf3 sum hei obedi-

ence. 1393 LANGL. /'. Fl. C. x. 220 Holy churche hote^ alle

man ere puple Vnder obedience to bee and buxum to |>e

lawe. a 1400-50 Alexander 1965 All he gradeux goddez

^t
ji>e ground vlseten, All er vndir my obedience, dredles

telle. 1555 KI>EN Decades 27 We are determyned noo

longer to bee vnder yowre obedience. 1642 tr. Perkins*

Prof. Bk. xi. 754. 330 CD is a Mnnke professed under
the obedience of the same Abbot. 1655 FULLER Ch. Hist.

ix. ii. | 24 To abjure the authority and obedience of the

Bishop of Rome. 1827 HALLAM Const. Hist. (1876) III. xvi.

214 The prospect of reducing Spain to the archduke's obedi-

ence. 1874 GKEEN Short Hist. vii. 2. 356 The two Houses
decided . . to return to the obedience of the Papal See.

b. transf. A sphere of authority ;
a realm, dis-

trict, or body of persons subject to some rule, esp.

ecclesiastical ; a dominion.

1635 PACITT Christianogr. i. iii. (1656) 125 Christians ..

of the Patriarch of Constantinople^ obedience. 1832 tr.

Sismoiidi's Ital. Rep. ix. 209 On the 7th of July, the

assembled cardinals of the two ' obediences ' named in their

place a third, Alexander V. 1876 FREEMAN Norm. Com/.
V, x.xii. 20 All the English land-owners within William's

obedience. 1878 STUBBS Medieval fy Mod. Hist. viii. (1900)

184 The Armenian Church .. was so far schismatic as not

to be intejjrally a portion of either Roman or Byzantine
obedience.

3. A salutation expressive of submission or re-

verence ; a bow or curtsy ;
= OBEISANCE 3. Now

arch, and dial. To make (one's} obedience, med.L.
obedientiamfacere.
1503 DUNBAR Thistle fy Rose 76 To hir [Dame Nature]

thair makar to mak obediens, Full law inclynnand with all

dew reuerens. 1604 DRAYTON Oivle \\$i The poore Owle
(his Obedience done) Thus to his Liege Lord reverently

begun. 1661 EVELYN Diary 22 Apr., After obedience on
their several approches to ye throne. 1800 HELENA WELLS
Constantia Neville III. xxix. 193

' Be sure to bring your
music books ', he cried, as I made my obedience. 1885

'

J. S.

WINTER' In Quarters \\. 105 A .. nurse .. who rose and
made her obedience when he entered.

4. In a monastic or conventual establishment :

Any office, official position, or duty, under the

abbot or superior ;
the particular office or duty of

any inmate of a convent; also, the cell, room, or

place appertaining or appropriate to a particular

office; = med.L. obedientia (see Du Cange).
1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl. s. v., Obedience, Obedientia, is

sometimes used in the canon law, for an office, or the

administration of it. . .Obedientia was used in the general,
for every thing that was enjoined the monks, by the abbot.

..In a more restrained sense [it] was applied to the

farm belonging to the abbey, to which the monks were

sent, .. either to look after the farm, or collect the rents.

1815 MARY SCHIMMELPENNINCK Detnol. Monast. Pt. Royal
III. 51 All the obediences .. were put into .. disorder.

Obedience is the name given to those rooms containing the

materials for the different kinds of works in which nuns are

employed. .. There were a great many of these obediences

at Port Royal, as for example, obediences for the linen, the

robery, the mattresses, the bedding, the furniture, the drugs,
the apothecary's shop. 1882 OGiLviEfAnnandale/, O^otona:
.. 3 . . (b) A written precept or other formal instrument by
which a superior in a religious order communicates to one
of his subjects any special precept or instruction. j8ox Cent.

Diet., Obedience .. 4. Eccles, . . (t>) In Roman Catholic

OBEDIENTIAL.

monasteries, any ecclesiastical and official position, with the

estate and profits belonging to it, which is subordinate to

the abbot'sjurisdiction.

t Obe diencer. Obs. [f. OBEDIENCE + -ER : cf.

F. obediencier^
- OBEDIENTIARY sb.

c 1380 WYCLIF Set. H'ks. III. 27 As oure prelatis wib her
obedienseers and her lyvyng dispisen be mekenes and be

povert of Crist. 1393 LANGL- /'. PI. C. VI. 91 Hole he be
obediencer to pryour ober to mynstre. 1520 MORE Dyaloge
I. Wks. 157/1 God willed the woman to be subiecte and
obediencer of man. 1535 Act 27 Ih'n. /*"///, c. 28 15 The
abbottes or pryours to whome thei be obedyencers. 1721
St. Gentian's Doctor f, Stud. 284 All that the Obediencer
hath is the Superior's. [1892 KIKK Abingdon Ace. p. xi, \Ve

might .. use 'obediencer '.J

Obedienoiarie, obs. form of OBEDIENTIARY.

Obe'dieiicy. rare. [ad. L. obedientia : see

OBEDIENCE and -ENCY.] = OBEDIENCE i.

1614 R. TAILOR Hog hatli lost Pearl v. in Hazl. Dotisley
XI. 486 Great Crcesus' shadow may dispose of me To what
he pleaseth. Light. So speaks obediency. 1800 COLERIDGE
Piccolom. v. ii, The holy habit of obediency.

Obedient (obrdient). a. (sb.) Also 4-6 -yent,

5-6 -iente, 5 obeydyand, 6 obcedient. [a. OF.
obedient (i ith c. in Godef.), ad. L. obedient-em, pr.

pple. of obldire to OBEY.]
1. That obeys or is willing to obey ; submissive

to the will of a superior; complying with or carry-

ing out a command or commands ; doing what
one is bidden ; subservient ;

dutiful.

a 1225 Ancr. R. 424 BoSe beon obedient to hore dame in

alle binges, bute ine sunne one. 1382 WYCLIF 2 Cor. ii. 9
That I knowe . . wher in alle thingis ?e ben obedyent. 14 . .

Tundalc's I'is. 1944 Lovyd ay God .. And to hym ever

obeydyand were. 1535 COVERDALE Ps. civ. [cv.] 28 They
were not obedient vino his worde. 1632 J. HAYWARIJ
tr. Biondi's Eromena 158 The obedient executor of your
commands. 1667 MILTON P. L. xn. 246 Such delight hath

God in Men Obedient to his Will. 1715 DE FOE fam.
Instruct. (1841) I. Introd. r To be made obedient to what

they have already learnt. 1828 SCOTT /'. Af. Ferili x, He
lacks the homage and obedient affection which the poorest

yeoman receives from his family. 1833 ALISON Hist. Europe
(1840-53) I. iv. 123. 561 The armed force .. is essentially
obedient it acts, but should never deliberate. 1875 JOWF.TT
Plato (ed. 2) III. 702 They were obedient to the laus.

t b. Owning, or subject to, the rule of another

as sovereign or superior ; subject. Obs.

1340 HAMFOLE 1'r. Consc. 4072 Ne fia ban sal na man be

bugrisome, Ne obedient to be kirk of Rome, c 1400 M AUNDEV.

(1839) iii. 16 Contreys that ben obedyent to the Emperour.
c 1440 Ccsta Ri'in. i. 5 (Harl. MS.) A spirit obediente to a
new gouernaunce. c 1511 "/ bag. St. Amer. (Arb.) Introd.

30/2 [it] is not obedient to the chyrch of Rome.

c. Conventionally used as an expression of re-

spect or courtesy, esp. at leave-taking, or in the

conclusion of a letter; in phr.your obedient servant.

^1548 HALL Chron., Hen. VIII 137 This sub-cribtd by

your humble and obedient sonne Frances. 1681 in Ellis

Orig. Lett. Ser. n. IV. 66, I am so entirely myself as being,

Sir, Your most obedient and most devoted servant, 2. Isham,

1777 SHERIDAN Sch. Scand. i. i, Snake. . Mr. Surface, your
most obedient. (Exit.\ Jus. Mr. Snake, your most obedient.

1781 COWPRR Truth 212 Reduce his wages, or get rid of

her, Tom quits you, with 'Your most obedient, Sir '. 1885
Times 24 Nov. 10/4 You will greatly oblige, Sir, Your
obedient servant.

1 2. Astral. Said of certain signs of the zodiac,

etc. : Subject ; see OBEY v. 5. Obs.

1390 GOWER Con/. III. 132 Which [the star Botercadent]

of nis kinde obedient Is to Mercuric and to Venus, c 1391

CHAUCER Astral, n. 28 Tliise crokede signes ben obedient

to the signes bat ben of riht Assencioun.

f3. Yielding to desires or wishes; compliant. Obs.

1362 LANGL. /'. PI. A. XL 188 Obedient as breberen nml

sustren to obere. 1497 BP. ALCOCK Mons Perfect. C ij b/i
Yf we be obedyent unto our hedes, god is obedient unto our

prayers.
4. Jig. (chiefly of tilings or involuntary agents) :

Moving or yielding as actuated or affected by some-

thing else.

1398 TREVISA Earth. De P. K. xvi. Ixxiv. (Bodl. MS.) He
findeb mater more able and obedient to his worchinge be

more noble impression he prenteb berein. 1551 T. WILSON

Logike (1580) 43 b, Other efficient causes that are obedient,

are but instrumentes of doyng, as Hatchettes, Hammers.

1590 SHAKS. Com. Err. I. i. 87 My wife and I ..floating.,

obedient to the streame, Was carried towards Corinth, as

we thought. 1726 LEONI tr. Albertis Arcliit. I. 27/1 The
Ash is accounted very obedient in all manner of Works.

1857 BUCKLE Civiliz. I. vii. 344 Soldiers live upon an element

much more obedient to man.

fB. sb. One who is obedient or subject to

authority ;
a subordinate : see quots. Obs.

1626 C. POTTER tr. Father Paul's Hist. 11. 81 Apt to con-

demne and reprehend any action whatsoeuer, if it were not

done witli their knowledge and counsell, as also to mstifie

all the actions of their Obedients. 1662 RAY Three Itin.

n. 159 Here [Glasgow] are most commonly about forty

students of the first year, which they call obedients.

Obediential Obz~di|e-nfal), a. (sli.) [ad. med.L.

obldiential-is, f. obedientia OBEDIENCE : see -AL 2
;

cf. F. obedientiel ( 1 636 in Hatz.-Darm.).]

1. Of, pertaining to, of the nature of, or charac-

terized by obedience. (Common in 171(1 c., chiefly

Theol. ; now rare or Obs. in gen. sense.)

1619 SANDERSON Strut. (1657) 15 Which . .distinction of Doc-

trinall and Obedientiall Necessity, .is. .sufficient toclear all

doubts in this point. 1645 RUTHERFORD Tryiil t, Tri. Faith

xxv. (1845) 371 Every being. . hath a power obediential to hear

what God saith, and do it. a 1677 HALE Prim. Orig. Man.



OBEDIENTIALLY.
1. L ^3 There is no Power in the Work! 1ml owes .. an
obediential subjection to the Lord of Nature. 1755 S.

WALKER Semi, i, An obedential Spirit, .is the only Qualifi-
cation for happiness in us. 1825 CL'LBKRTSON Lect. Revel.
vj, 77 The obediential sufferings and death of Christ.

2. Sf. Law. (See quots.i.
1693 STAIR Institutes i. iii. 3 (ed. 2) 20 Obediential

(Hmgations are these, which are put upon men by the will

of God, not by their own will, and so are most Natural, as

introduced by the Law of Nature. 1773 EmOMB/Kf/. Laio
Scot. in. i. g g. 414 These are called by Lord Stair obedi-

cnti.il or natural obligations, in opposition to conventional.

1833 AUSTIN Jurispr. (1879) II. 945.

tB. sb. See quot.) Obs. rare *.

1674 BLOUNT Gfossagr. (ed. 4), Obedientials, tho?e that
execute an Office under Supenours, and with obedience to

their commands.
Hence Obedie-ntially (uiv., in the way of obedi-

ence; Obedie ntialness. a relation of obedience.

1640 GAUDEX The I'Ot'c, etc. (1641! 12 No men or minds
are more obedientially disposed to an heroick patience.
1651 )- FIREAKE] Agrippas Occ. Philos. 28 Which obe-
dientialness..is such as our bodies' to our souls, a 1708
HiiVKHiuGK Thes. Thcol. (1710) 1J. 275 To do.. works of

charity to the poor, obedientially to God's command.
Obedie-ntiar. rare. [See-.vR^.] = next, A. 2.

1892 KIRK (title) Accounts of the Obedientiars ofAbingdon
Abbey.

Obedientiary [0b/~di|e'njari), sb. and a. Also
6 -enci-, -ency-. [ad. med.L. obedientiari-us, adj.
and sb., f. obcdientia OBEDIENCE : see -AKY,]
A. sit. fl, A person practising obedience, or in

a position of subjection; one owning allegiance ;
a

subject ; a liegeman. Obs.

ci54o Bp. OF DAHGOfi in Ellis Or
iff.

Lett. Ser. in. II. 151,

I, your verye humble obediencyarye, most mekel ye besechiihe
your Grace. 1563-87 FOXE A. % M. (1596) 694/1 The great
prelates and fat doctors, and other obedienciaries of the
Ronii-.li sea. 1603 STOW Surv. (1842) 204/1 In respect of
the whole realm, London is but. .a subject and no free

estate, an obedienciary and no place endowed with . .absolute

power.
2. A member of a conventual establishment

charged with any duty or ' obedience
'

; the holder
of any office in a monastery, under the abbot or

|

superior. (See OBEDIENCE 4.)
1794 W. TINDAL Hist. Evcsham 94 The prior, sub prior, the

third prior, and other obedientiaries of the order. 1886
Athen&uin 3 July 14/1 In the casein point the convent in its

corporate capacity stood to the obedientiary in the relation
,

of owner of the fee. 1897 E- J" TAUXTON Eng. Black
;

Monkt I. 57 These payments were often assigned to divers
officers of the abbey, obedientiaries as they were called.
attrib. 1892 KITCHIN (title) Obedientiary Rolls of St.

Swithun's, Winchester.

tB. adj. Practising or professing obedience;
'

owning allegiance ; subject. Obs.

1700 J. HROME Trav. Eng., Scot., etc. iii. (1707) 300 John . .

yielded his Realm Tributary, and himself an obedientiary
Vassal to the Bishop of Rome.

Obediently (obrdientli), adv. [f. OBEDIENT
-f -LY -.] In an obedient manner; in or -with
obedience ; submissively, dutifully.
1398 TREVISA Earth. De P. R. it. x. (1495) b vj b/i Sedes

make hemselfe subget to god obedyently. & not compel!yd
but by very fredom. 11557 MRS. M. BASSKT tr. Mores
Treat. Passion Wks. 1365/2 V f we .. be readye obedientely
to folowe hys most blessed will. 1642 MILTON ApoLSmect.
ii. Wks. (1851; 284 Reason, .conducting without error those
that give themselves obediently to be led accordingly. 1748
RICHARDSON Clarissa (i8n) II. xxiii. 152 You are so obedi-

ently principled. 1818 SHELLEY AY:-, fslain x. v, Obediently
they came, Like sheep. 1885 Manch. Exam. 18 Feb. 6- 1

To submit obediently to the powers that be.

t Obe'dientness. Obs. rare.
[f.

as prec. +

-NESS.] The quality of being obedient; obedience.

1571 GOLDING Calvin on Ps. xxx. 5 With how redy
obedientness he submitted his backe to Gods rod. 1583
Cal~'in on Dcitt. iii. 13 A true tryal of their obedientner^e.

Obeiance, -auns, obs. forms of OBEYANCE.
Obeie, obs. form of OBEY, v.

Obeisance Ob^'sans). Forms : 4- obeis- ;

4-8 obeys-; also 4 obeish-, 5 obeyssh-, obeiss-,

obayss-, (obeyes-, obecy-, obbeis-, obeisi-), 5 -6

obeyss-, 7 obays-; 4- -ance, 4-6 -aunce, 5-6
-ans. See also the aphetic BETSANCE. [a. Y.obtis-

sance (i^th c. in Littre), f. obtissant> pr. pple. of

obtir to OBEY : see -ANCE. Qbtissance had the same
relation to obgissant that L. obcdientia had to

obedient-etn. \Yith senses 2-4, cf. med.L. obcdi-

entia in Du Cange.]

obeishaunce [1388 obedience] than slayn sacrifkis. a 1450
Knt. dc la Tour (1868) 26 Alle women.. be not of the
obeisaunce that a merchauntez wlff was. 1553 LADY JANE
GREY in Ellis Orig; Lett. Ser. i. II. 186 To remayne fast in

your obeysaunce and duetie to the imperiall Crowne of this

Realme. 1660 SHAKROCK Vegetables Ep. ded., A testimony
of niy obeysance and humble submission to your judgment.
t 2. The obeisance (of any one), the obedience

which he claims; hence, Authority, rule, command,
sway: = OBEDIENCE 2. Obs.
c '385 CHAUCER L. G. IV. 587 Cleopatra^ To conqueryn

regnys and honour Vn to the toun of rome..To ban the
worlds vn-to hyre obeysaunce, c 1440 Generydcs 6630 Sette
the lande in rewle . . hole to be . . vnder his obeysaunce.

1533 La- BERNKRS Gold. Rk. M. Aurel. (1546) Eij, The
realme of Acaye submytted his..proude heade,to the sweete

11

oVysaunce of the empjTc. 1664 l-'lni,ian I-', i. 5 To bring
that Land to his obeysance.

fb. The sphere within which any one rules;
n district under the rule or jurisdiction 'of sonic-

one), a dominion
;
= OBEDIENCE 2 b. Obs.

1419 J. us ASSHETON in Ellis Orig. l.itt. Ser. n. I. 73
The Abbot .. has sent for safe condute for to come to }our
obeysshaiu. 1467 H'aterf. Arch, in io/A Rcf. His!. .l/.S.S'.

Caitiitf. App. v. 305 No manere aliennt, borne out of
thobeysaunce of the Kyng of Inglande. 1493 HI-;N. VII in
FaurC. Eng. Lett. (Camden) 9 The Klemmings and other

|

of the archduke's obeissaunce. 1569 T. NORTON in Strype
. liiu. Re/. (1709) I. Iv. 561 The country round about within
her obeisance. 1616 R. C. Times ll'hislle u. 701 The
lewes, together with their Palestine, Which he by force
will conquer, and confine To his obeisance.

3. A bodily act or gesture expressive of submission
or respect (almost always, A bending or prostration
of the body in token of this) ; a respectful saluta-

tion; a bow or curtsy:
= OBEDIENCE 3. Often in

plir. to do, make, pay obeisance, in med.L. obedi-
cntiam faccre. v

The chief current sense, but almost
restricted to literary use, and often with an archaic

tinge.)
(In JF., Godefroy has O7ie i6th c. example of obcissancc

reverence, salut, but no OF. examples. The vnsi: is not
in Cotgr., Littre, or Hatz.-Dann.)
c life CHAUCER L. G. M*. 1268 Dido, And can so \vt-l don

alle hise obeysanncis And wayiyn hire at fcstis and at
dauncis. 1484 CAXTOS FablesofJ sop n.\t They apprudn-d
to theyr kynge for to make obeyssaunce vnto bym. a 1555
LATIMKK Serin. $ Kern. (1845' 150 A gentleman that brought
the cup, in making obeisance, the cover fell to [he ground.
1610 G. FLETCHER Christ's I'irt. n. \vii. He lowted low
With j>rone obeysance. 1640 in Kushw. Hist. Loll. 111. fiou.?'

I. 124 He made a low Obeysance. c 1710 Ci.i.i \ KIKNX'I s

Diary (1888,1 69 They shewed us the wearing of ye pn.\'e-
ment with ye obeisance of his votatys. 1765 H. WALPOLK
Otranfo iii. (1798) 49 The herald made three obeisances.
c 1850 Aral'. .\ts. (K'tldj-;.,) 448 The young mer- bant made
his obeisance, by throwing himself with his face to the
ground. 1855 PRESCOTT Philip //, I. i. iv. 46 'I he Spanish
prince was welcomed.. by a goodly company of English
lords, assembled to pay him their obeisance.

4. In more general sense : Respectfulness of
manner or bearing, deference; respect such as is

or may be shown by bending the body ; homage,
submission. Often in phr. to do, make',pay obeisance

',

fig.j to * do homage', submit, show reverence or

respect. (In mod. use regarded asy%
r
. from 3.)

<ri385 CuAt'CER L. G. J/'. 1375 Hypsij>., Thyne feynede
trouthe..\Vith thyn obeysaunce and humble clieere. (."1450
HOLLAND Iloivlat 870 Quhoin thai re-^aif with nriierens,
And Iwusome obeysance. c 1530 Crt.of Loi'e ifi Love arted
me to do myn observaunce 'J'o his astate, and doon him
obeysaunce. 1711 STI-:I-:LK Sficct. No. 167 P 3 A Throne to
which conquered Nations yielded Obeysance. a 1716 SOUTH
Serin. VIII. vi. (1744) 164 The eye must do obeisance to the

window, and discourse submit to sensation. 1865 SLKLLY
Ecce Homo \. (1868) 6 He [John the Baptist] did obeisance to
the royalty of inward happiness.

t 5. Alleged term for a company of servants. Obs.
1486 Ilk. St. Albans K vj b, An obeisians of seruauntis.

Obersancy. rare. [See -AXCY.] =
prec.

1846 WORCESTER cites POLLOK.

t Obei-sand, obeysand, a. Obs. [A northern
form in which F. obeissant, OBEISANT receives the
northern participial ending -.VXD, and thus becomes
in form the pr. pple. of obeis OBEISH v.}

= OBEI-
SANT, OBEDIENT.
J37S BARBOUR Bruce vin, 10 That land He maid till him

all obeysand. ^1500 Lancelot 642 He..makith al obeisand
to his honde, That nocht is left wnconquest in that lond.
a 1568 in liannatyHe Poems (1873) 104 '28 He .. ordanit all

at thy command to be, And thow to be obeysand to his lawis,

Obeisant ^b^'sanr, a. (s&.) Forms : 3-8
obeysaut, 4-6 -aunt, obeissant, -aunt, 5 obeys-
sant, -aunt, (obeyssiant, obeiceant), 4- obei-
sant

;
also 4-5 obeisch-, obesch-, 5 obeyshaunt.

[a. F. obeissant, pr. pple. of obeir\\*. ohedire to

OBEY : see -ANT.]
fl. OBEDIENT i. Obs. exc. as in 2.

1297 R. GI.OL-C. (Rolls) 10355 Pat Ju to god & to holi-
;

chirchre obeysnnt were. (1380 WTCUf Wks. (1880) 277 pat
clerkis be meke & obeschaunt to worldly lordis. 1382
Exod. xxlv. 7 We shulen be obeysaunt. 1450-80 tr. Sccrcta
Secret. 4 He.. found hem more lowly and obeyshaunt to

\

him than any othir were. 1475 Bk, Nobksst (Roxb.) 3 Your
j

verray true obeisaunt subjectis. 1546 Snpplic. Commons
\

(E. E. T. S.) 76 We, your, .most obeisant leage people. 1570
Satir. Poems Reform, xiii. 164 Be obeysant to God and
mans Lawis.

t b. Subject ;
= OBEDIENT i b. Obs.

c 1400 MAUNDEV. (1839) xxv - 2^3 Many ben obeyssant to
;

the greate Chane. 1485 CAXTON Trevisa's Higden n. viii. !

(1527) 66 [He] made them all longe and be obeyssaunt to y
kyngdome of Rome. 1536 IIELLKXDES Cron. Scot. {1821} I. *

78 Al regionis circulit r iih the occeane sees, ar obeysant to
Romane lawis. 1609 HOLLAND Amm. Marcell. xxxi. vii. 410
They, .joyned themselves unto him, as duetiful and obeiiant

j

allyes.

fc. Compliant: = OBEDIENT 3. Obs.

citfja MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) xi 41 pat J>ai schuld..be obei-
schaunt to myne askynges.

d. fig.
= OBEDIENT 4. 06s. or arch.

1430-40 Lvpc. Bochas vii. iv. (1554) 167 b, Of heauenly cours
the disposicion Is obeysaunt and subiect to reason. 1818
MILMAN Samor 178 The bark obeisant to its dashing oars.

2. Showing respect or deference, deferential ;

humbly or servilely obedient, obsequious.

OBELISK.

1642 R(W;I:KS X<iam,in <i^ If K^lull an h-jallu'ii Kii ^-,

bearing of a charge from Gud was su obejhant, a^ to come
off his throne, and worship God. 1725 RAMSAY Gentle
Sltcpli. iv. ii, Obeysnnt servants, honour, wealth, and ease.

1855 MlLMAN Lat. Chi: (1864) V. ix. viii. 414 They wt re

commanded to be the obeisant executioners of punishim-nt^
..of -!ii(Ji they did nut admit the justice. 1878 Ma^j/t,:
Poets 27 The obeisant slaves would l>riir,' rare cups.

b. Doing ubcisance
; offering homage; bowing.

1900 Expositor Jan. 77 Joseph dreams of obeisant sheaf
and obeisant star.

t B. sb. Onewho ia obedient, an obedient servant.
one under authority, a subordinate. Obs.

1475 ]!k. .\M,-ssc (Roxb.) 30 In definite of hrms^ t.j

youre obeissauntes. 1600 W. WATSON- Ih-tacontiut (t6o2 r

no A distinction bctwi.vt a lesuit commandant, and a
lesuit obeisant.

t Obei'santly, ailv. Obs. [f. prec. + -LY -.]
In an obeisant manner

; obediently ; deferentially ;

with an obeisance.

1:1400 Lay Folks Mass HI: App. iii. 126 perfore schulde

he..obeschaunttly scye to h\m ^u-. 1507 Jitstts June io^
in Hazl. K. /'. /'. II. 124 Ily the kynge they past And
obeysauntly dnnne tbe\T heedes they c.i--t. 1555 AlU'.

PAKKEK /V. Ixiii. 175 Obeysantly To lyft my handes.

t Obei'Sh, obei'S, f. Obs. Forms: 4 obeshc,
rbeehe, obeishe, obeiohe, 4-5 obeische. o-

besohe, 5 obeisshe, obeysehe. obeyssho ; 4 5

obes, obeis. obeyse, ; obeisse. obeise. [a. F.

obJiss-, lengthened stem of obcii- to OBEY (formally

corresponding to a L. inchoative type *oKtiisc-}. As
to constructions cf. OISKY.]
1. a. irans. or iittr. vith ila/.~ OBEY v. i.

ft 1400-50 Alexander 3694 y)iir satrapers. your soueraynte
\^ith seruicc obeysshyn.^. ('1400 tr. .S->v/<z Sfctcf., 6>r-.

L"nlsh. =7 To lone, honoure, obeisse, and iloute J)e kynye.
1483 CAMUN G. th la Tour F iv b, Ye ought to.. obeysshe
and bere hym honour.

b. intr. \\ith to: = OHEY v. 2.

1375 HAKiiori: r.rucc ix. 503 'J'he north cuntre. tliat hum vii y
Obeysit till his senjory. c 1380 Wvci.n ScrK. Sel. Wks. I.

2 Men moten more obeishe to God Jan to man. t 1449
'ECOCK Kc/tr. IV. i. 420 1'oul witnessith the same, . . Suyn^

thus, Servauntis, obeiscfic 5e to fleischli lordis. i 1500
Lancelot 2134 To }hour command, god will, y sal obes.

c. rejl.
= OBEY v. 4.

c 1400 tr. .S"<v;rA[ .SVc'V/., G<K'. Lonish. 50 Whenne .. bat
his subgitz of 0011 accord obeisse hem to his lordschipe.
2. ti'ans. (or iittr. with simple cfat.) To do

obeisance to, bow to : = OBKY v. 6.

13.. I-.. /-". Allit. 1\ A. 885 liyfore odez chayere, t\: )>e

f^>wre bestez bat hym obes. Ibid, \\. 745 pen Abraham
obeched hym c^ lo:ly him boTikkex. a 1400-50 Alt.i-a>/<j,:r

1620 pan Permeon . .askis at him su-ytlie . . (Jui he obeschid
so lawe and beude be bischop of ieuisV

t Obershing, obei'sing, -M. sb. oi>s. [f.

prec. + -ING '.]
= OBEDIENCE, UBEISAXCE

; homage.
t 1400 Rom. A'cjv 3380 For seruice and oheis-ing. 1450-70

Ciilagn'S $ Gall'. 1322 Heir inak I yovv obei^ing, As lie.;e

lord of landis.

tObei-shing, obei'sing, ///-a. Obs. [fas
prec. + -ixc -: cf. OBKIS.VXD, the northern equiva-

lent.]
= OHKDIENT, OHEISAXT.

c 1380 Wvcr.n- Scrm. Sel. Wks. I. 53 Wlian al his wittis

and alle his strengbis ben obeshinye to resoun. c 1385
CHAUCEK /.. 6-'. It7. 1266 Ditto, That feynyth hym so trewe
& obeysynge. 1483 CAX I ON G. tie la Tour D vj b, Al tho
that . . hadde be obeisshyng to his commaundements.

Obeisni : see OBEAH.
Obele, -ey, obs. forms of OBLEY.

I] Obelioil cbrli(?n). Anat. [mod.L. a. Cir.

*olii\iov dim. of oSt^us spit.] (See quots.)
1878 BARTI.EY tr. 'I'opinard's Anthrof>. It. ii. 234 Obelion'. .

the region situated between the two parietal foramina, where
the sagittal suture becomes simple, which is generally at its

fourth posterior fifth. 1892 Syd. Soc. Lex., Ol><-'H0}i, the

point of a line stretching between the two parietal foramina
where the sagittal suture becomes simple and where its

closure generally commences, about four fifths of its length
from the front of the suture.

Hence Obe'liac a., pertaining to the obelion.

Obeliscal (cbni-skal), a. Also obeliskal.

[f.
L. obdisc-tis OBELISK + -AL.] Of or pertaining

to an obelisk ; of the nature of an obelisk.

1763 STUKELEV Fal&ogr, Sacra 16 In the open temples
of the Druids, they had an obeliscal stone, set upright. 1837
O'BRIEN f'/uenic. Irtl. xx.viv. <ed. 2) 321 note, A pyramidial
or obeliscal stone, six or seven feet in height, is said to have

stood in the centre. 1880 Times 6 Nov. 4/5 The obeliscal

character, .between the legs and the lower half of the spear
must denote '

king '.

Obeli'scar, a. rare. [f.
as prec. )- -AR, after

an analogical L. *obelisc<ii-is."\
=

prec.

1837 Frasers Mag. XVI. 629 Confirmed by the obeliscar

inscriptions. IHd., Thebeliscar sculptures.

t Obeliscolychny. Obs. rare. [a. F. obelis-

colyclniie (Rabelais), ad. Gr. o/3Ai<TKoXux""'>', a

spit used (by soldiers") as a lamp-holder, f. 6^Aioos
small spit + \v\viov lamp-stand.] A lighthouse;

a light-bearer.
1694 MOTTEUX Rabelais iv. xxii, I see a Light on an OMis-

colychny. Ibid. v. xxxiii, We were conducted . . by those

Obeliscolychnys, Military-Guards of the Port, with high,

crown'd Hats.

Obelisk ffWlisk), sb. (a.) Also 6-7 -iske, 7

-isck, 7-8 -isque,-isc. [ad. L. obelisc-tis small spit,

obelisk, a. Gr. o^fAiVxoj dim. of o/3eAus spit, pointed

pillar. In F. oMlisyite (1
= 37 in Hatz.-Darm.).]



OBELISKINE.

1. A tapering shaft or column of stone, square or

rectangular in section, and usually monolithic and
finished with a pyramidal apex; a type of monu-
ment specially characteristic of ancient Egypt.
[1549 THOMAS Hist. Italic (1561) 33 Obeliscus is a stone

that beyng broade and squere at the foote ascendeth proper-

cionallye to a sharpe poincte.) 1569 J. SAXFORD tr. Agrippa's
I 'an. A rtes 127 The Spaniardes raised up so many Obeliskes

about the sepulcre of the deade, as he had slaine enimies.

1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage vi. ii. 471 Obelisks ;. .their Pillars

of one stone, fashioned like a needle. 1648 J. RAYMOND
// Merc. Ital. 78 The Obelisque which . . is held to be the

biggest of one stone .. that ever came into Rome. 1695
K. BERNARD 7 'iy. Atc/>/ to Tadnwr in Alisc. Cttr. (1708)
HI. 95 A very tall and stately Obelisk or Pillar, consisting
of seven large Stones, besides its Capital. 1735 J. PKICE
Stone-Br. Thames 5 Stone Obelisques for Lamps. 1869
RAWLINSON Anc. Hist. 3 Historical events .. recorded ..

sometimes on obelisks or pillars.

fb. Loosely applied to a column or pillar of

any form; in quot. 1698 app. a minaret. Obs.

1587 FLEMING Contn. Holinshed III. 1340/1 Twoobeliskes
or round spires, and betweene them a triumphall arch. 1698
FKYKR Ace. E. India ft P. 368 At constant Hours the supe-
rior Clergy, .from their Obelisks, .call to the People to Pray,

c. A natural formation resembling an obelisk.

as a lofty sharp-pointed mountain peak.
1845 DARWIN / '<y. Nat. \. (1852) n At St. Helena . . some

pinnacles of a nearly similar figure .. had been formed by
the injection of melted rock into yielding strata, which had
thus formed the moulds for these gigantic obelisks. 1860
TYNDALL Glac. I. xv. 102 The dark and the stern obelisk of
the Matterhorn. 1886 SHELDON tr. Flaubert's Salammbo 2
An avenue of cypress trees formed a double colonnade of

green obelisks,

2. A straight horizontal stroke, either simple ( ),

or with a dot above and one below (-;-), used in

ancient manuscripts to point out a spurious,

corrupt, doubtful, or superfluous word or passage
( OBELUS, Gr. u0t\o>) ;

in modern use applied
to the mark t used in printing for marginal refer-

ences, foot-notes, etc. (= DAGGER sl>. 8J. Double
obelisk, the double dagger (J).

1583 FULKE Defence (1843) 25 Whatsoever is not found in
the canon of the Jews.. St. Jerome did thrust through with
a spit or obelisk, as not worthy to be received. 1641 J. JACK-
SON True Evang. T.\. 71 It is sufficient to note these things
with an obeliske; They are dead tenets, a 1711 GREW (J.),

Having compared it [the Septuagint] with the Hebrew, and
noted by asterisks what was defective, and by obelisks what
redundant. 1727 \V. MATIIEK Vug. Man's Comp. 38 Obelisk,
is a mark of Reference to the Margin, thus, t. 1864 Sat.
Rev. 9 July 60 Learned commentators . . may transfix it

with their 'obelisk' of condemnation as spurious.

f 3. As rendering of Gr. d/3fAiWns a spit. Obs.
1622 PEACHAM Comfl. Gent. xii. (1634) 1 16 Obolus (because

it carryed the forme of a spit or obehsque so called) was the
sixth part of a dram.
4. Comb.
1813 Gcittl. Mag. I.XXXIII. 336/1 Obelisk-turned pin-

nacles. l8CVrx//63 Obelisk-like rocks. \gaiScotsman
12 Mar. 4/8 A magnificent obelisk-shaped pillar-stone.

t B. as adj. Obelisk-shaped, obeliscal. Obs.

1638 SIR!'. HERBKRT Trap. (ed. 2) 146 Consisting of Figures,
obelisk, triangular, and pyramidal].

Obelrskine, a. nonce-wd. [irreg. f. prec. +
1NE 1

.] Pertaining to or resembling an obelisk;
obeliscal.

1818 SHELLEY Pr. Wks. (1888) III. 51 Cypress groves whose
obeliskine forms of intense green pierce the grey shadow of
the wintry hill.

Obelize
(^b/laiz),

v. Also 9 erron. obolize.

[ad. Gr. o@e\l^-f:v to mark with a critical obelus :

see OBELI'S and -I/.E.] trans. To mark (a word
or passage) with an obelus or obelisk

;
to condemn

as spurious or corrupt.
[1611 CORYAT Crudities Ep. to Rdr. bijb, Such seuere

Aristarches as are wont i^UwJ 1656 BLOUST Glossogr.,
Obelise,, .to make a long stroke in writing, to signifie some-
what to be put out. 1830 DE QUINCEY in Black. Mag.
XXVIII. 672 A suitable dictionary .. distinguishes the
gold and silver words, and obolizes the base Brummagem
copper^coinage. 1837 \\'m.t:L\\R\Gi{ftr. Aristophanes I. 200
HQte, These and the three following verses were, according
to the Scholiast, obelized by the illustrious grammarians.
1876 GLADSTONE Homeric Synchr. 216 The line Oil. n. 631,
obelised as spurious.
So O'belism[Gr.o/3fAia/<ds,f. ufjfXi^dviQ obelize],

the action of marking as spurious.

..or by careful obelism,

II Obelus (p-bnSi,). PI. obeli (-lai). [L. obelus

spit, critical obelus, a. Gr. u&t\vs spit, obelisk,
critical mark.] = OBELISK 2.

1382 WYCLIF 2 Chron. Prol. ad fin., Than wher euer 5e seen
. .obelus

puerturned,
that is, a 3erde, is sette before, there is

betokened what the seuenty remenours addeden . . and in

. .

Obely, -ley, obs. forms of OBLET.
t Obe-quitate, v. Obs. rare-", [f. ppl. stem of

L. obcquitare to ride towards, or up to, f. ob- (OB-
i) + equitdre to ride.] Hence t Obequita'tion.

12

1623 t'ocKiiRAM, Oh-quitati:, to ritlc about. 1658 1'iuu lib,

fJl'C<]nitation t
a riding about. 1694 MOTTEUX l\al>cl(iis v.

(1737)231 Cruciated . . With an indesinent Obequitation.

t Oberra'tion. 06s. rare-", [n. of action of

L. oberrare to wander about.]
1658 PHILLIPS, Obcrratiini.a straying, or wandring about

(not in edd. 1696-1706]. 1721-1800 LJAII.KY, Ol'O'ration, a

wandering up and down.

Obese (obrs), a. [ad. L. oles-us that lias
l

eaten itself fat, stout, plump, pa. pple. of obedcre
\

to eat away, f. ob- (OB- \) + edfre to eat.

Rare before iQth c. ; in Johnson without quot.]

Very fat or fleshy ; exceedingly corpulent.
i6$i UIGGS AVic Dis/>, F25i More obese and plethorick

bodies. 1654 GAVTON Pleas. A 'fs I. iii. 8 One said ofan Over-
Obese Priest that lie was a great Anninian ; grant, quoth a

second, that he be an Arminian, I'll swear he is the greatest
that ever 1 saw. 1823 T. TAYLOR Apnleius316 A back obese,
and animated breast. 1848 C. RKUNTE J. Eyre'lv. (1857) 30
A woman of robust frame, square shouldered, ..and though
stout, not obe*e. 1864 F. OAKEI.EY Hist. Notes 85 An obese

octavo, extending to six hundred closely printed pages.
b. Entom. (.See quot.)
i86 KIKUY & Si'. Knlomol. IV. 260 Obese . . Unnaturally

enlarged and distended, as if from disease or too much food.

Hence Obe-sely ath<.
;
Obe'seness (= next).

1653 (l.u-DEX }lic>-ast>. 560 The fatnesse of Monkes, and
the obeseness of Abbots 1654 R. CODKINGTOS tr. Instine
xxxviii. 456 He. .was. .short in stature, and by the obeseness
of his strutting belly, more like unto a lieast then to a man.
1820 MOORE Fables v. 79 Her fat locusts, like a cloud Of

,

pluralists, obesely lowering. 1891 G. MEREDITH One vfoitr !

Conq. 1. ix. 151 Obeseness is the most sensitive of our
'

ailments.

Obesity (obe-sTti . [ad. L. obesitas, f. obes-iis

OiiESE : cf. K. obhit{.~\ The condition of being
obese ; excessive fatness or corpulence.
1611 COTGH., Obesitt, obesitie. 1620 VENSER Via Recta

Introd. 12 Those that feare obesity, that is, would not waxe
grosse. 1728 POPE Dune. I. Notes (1736) no He may justly
be called a martyr to obesity. 1847 J. WILSON Ckr. North
(1857) I. 156 The cattle, .eat themselves up. .into obesity.
fig. iSia \V. TAYLOR in Monthly Rc-j. LXVIII. 254 Many :

writers have perished of literary obesity. 1876 KAIRBAIRN
Stratiss it. in Conteiiip. RL~C. June 138 A religion as well as
a man may perish through obesity.

[Obesse, obess, app. mispr. for chesse, CHESS.
1626 SIR CH. CORNWALLIS Dis. Pr. Henry (1641) 17 Yet

would [he] sometimes play at Obesse at Biliors and at Cards.

[ Reprinted in Jfarl. Misc. ; thence in Hailiwell, etc.]

Obet(e, obs. forms of OBIT.

II Obex (a "'beks). [L. obex, obic-em barrier, bolt,
;

f. obicHre to cast in front of, f. ob- (OB- 1 a) +jac?re
j

to cast.]
1. An impediment, an obstacle. Now rare or Obs. I

1611 COHVAT Crudities 442 That he might object the same
' as an obex or barre for repulsing the violent inuasiou of the I

Batavians, 1681 FLAVEL Aleth. Grace xix. 337 The great 1

obex or bar to our enjoyment of God, is . . removed by the
death of Christ. 1874 Chrcn. Convocation 29 Apr. 126 If
this Lower House should interpose any obex or bar.

2. Anat. A small plate of white nervous sub- :

stance sometimes occurring in the membrane form-

ing the roof of the fourth ventricle of the brain,
over the point of the cnlaimis scriptoritts, and filling

'

the angle between the diverging fniiiciili graciles.

Syd. Sec. Lex. (1892).

Obey (ob?i'), v. Forms: 3-6obeie, 4-7 obeye,
(-, obbey(e, abeyje, abey), 5-6 obay(e, obaie,
'6 abeye, abaye), 5- obey. [ME. obci-en, a. F.

oMr:L. obedire, orig. obadire to give ear, hearken,

obey, f. ob- (Os- I a) + audu-e to hear. Certain

parts of the F. verb (e. g. pr. pple. oluliss-ant, 3 pi.

pres. Us obhss-cnf) have the lengthened stem obt'iss-

(L. type *oK-disc-fre), whence the Kng. secondary
verb OBKISH, OBEIS, as well as OBEISANCE, etc.

F. obtir, like L. obedire, is an intransitive verb,
construed with a dative pronoun, or the prep. <J :

jc Iiii oMs ; nous oecissons au rot, aux his.

When the vb. was taken into Eng., the dative and I

accusative were already levelled under the common i

object case, or objective; hence, the Eng. construe-
[

tion was either with a simple object, representing j

the dative, or with the preposition to, the vb. being
thus syntactically, either trans, or intr. in the same
sense. The const, witli to has now become ob-

solete, and that with the simple object survived ;

an intrans. use, e. g.
' to obey is better than sacri- I

fice ', is now felt as an absolute use of the transitive.

The trans, construction is here taken first, but it is to
(

be remembered that the object was orig. a dative.] j

1. trans, (orig. intr. with dat. object}.

a. To comply with, or perform, the bidding of;
to do what one is commanded by (a person) ;

to

submit to the rule or authority of, to be obedient to.

(In quot. 1631, To comply with or accede to the
j

request of: cf. OBEDIENT 3.)
c 1290 S. Eng. Leg. I. 76/179 For-to obeien is souereins:

he wende forth. 1391 CIU/CER Astrol. Prol., God save
the kyng & alle that him feyth bereth & obeieth. c 1470
HENRY Wallaceyi.jgz Fra Gamlis peth the land obeyt him
hail!, Til Ur wattir. 1523 LD. BERNERS fi'roiss. I. viii. 6 They
wolde all. .abeye her and her sonne Edward, as they were
bounde to do. 1529 S. FISH Supplic. lycggars n The hi^ixj

powers shuld be alweys obeid. a 1631 DONNE Lett., To Sir

OBEY.
//. Goodt-rc (1651) 203, 1 cannot obey you, if you go to morrow
to Parsons-green. 1638 SIR T. HERBERT Tra-u. (ed. 2) 25
It lately obeyed a Queen rectrix .. but now submits to a
King. 1697 DRVDEN I'irg. Georg. in. 184 The Lapith;e ..

taught the Steed ..1" obey the Rider. 1794 MRS. RAU-
CLIKKI-: Myst. Udolpho xliv, You shall be obeyed, my lord.

1842 TKNNYSON Dora 57, 1 have obey'd my uncle until now.
b. To comply with, perform (a command, etc.).

c 1400 Destr. Troy 506 Chethes . . Bade his doughter come
doune. .And sho obeit his bone, & of boure come, a 1533
Lu. BERNERS tiuon l.xi. 212 We are redy to obey your corn-
maundementes. 1578 TIMME Caluine on Gen. 255 How
reverently His Word was to be obeied. 1667 MILTON P.L.
vi. 185 Let mee serve. .God. .and his Divine Behests obey.
1762 GOLLJSM. Cit. Jl-'. xlvj, The ladies obeying the summons,
came up in a group. 1891 E. PEACOCK N. Brendon I. 60
Brendon obeyed orders.

c. To submit to, subject oneself to ; to act

in accordance with (a principle, authority, etc.).
Now rare or arch.
a 1400-50 A Icxander 3983 Latt ban Jjine erlis and J>ine erd
myne empire obeyi. 1539 BIBLE (Great) Rom. ii. 8 Vntothem
that are rebelles, and that do not obey the trueth, but folowe
vnrighteousnes [1611 doe not obey ilie trueth, but obey
vnrighteousnes], 1667 MILTON P. L, ix. 351 What obeyes
Reason, is free. 1733 Poi'E Ess. Man in. 213 Virtue . . The
same which in a Sire the Sons obey'd.

d- fig- (chiefly of things or involuntary agents') :

To act according to, or as compelled by (a thing,

agency, force, impulse, etc."*
; to be actuated by.

1598 SHAKS. Mer>y If. nt. iii. 204 His dissolute disease
will scarse obey this medicine. 1646 J. HALL Horse I'ac.

146 He . . that can make his hand obey the judgement of his

eye. 17*5 BuTLKR^Vrw. Wks. 1874 II. Pref. 14 Brutes obey
their instincts. 1813 BYRON Corsair i. xvii, He marks how
well the ship her helm obeys. 1871 B. STEWART Heat (ed. 2)

67 A perfect gas obeys Gay Lussac's law.

fe. To obey obedience, to render obedience due.

1426 AUDELAY Poems ii Thai most obey obedyans that
thai be bounden to. Ibid. 17 And obey obedyans and kepe
observans.

f2. ////;-. To be obedient to or unto: a. a person:
- i a. Obs.

1382 WYCLIF i Mace. ii. 19 If alle folkis obeien to the

kyng Antiochus,.. Y and my sonys, and my bretheren shuln
obeie to the lawe of oure fadris. a 1450 Knt. tie la Tour
(1868)86 To obeye beter toherhusbonde. 1523 LD. BERNEKS
Froiss. I. xxxiv. 48 The Emperour. .commaunded. .that. .

all.. his subgiettes shulde obey to the kyng of England.
Ibid. Ixvii. 89 The most part of the contrey hath obeyed
vnto hym. 1611 BIBLE Rom. vi. 16 To whom yee yecld your
selues seruant.s to obey, his seruants ye are to whom ye obey.
1651 tr. De-las-Co'-eras' Don Fenise 86 His conductresse

prayed him to stay a little, to whom he obeyed.

f b. a command, etc. :
= i b. Obs.

1382 [see a]. 1424 Paston Lett. 1. 14 [They] schuld stonde
and obeye to the ordinaunce. c 1530 Spirituall Counsaylc
E v, Make me alwaye to obey to thy commaundementes. 1584
R. SCOT Discov. \Vitchcr. xv. viii. (1886) 335, I conjure tnee
..that thou doo obey to my words. 1667 MILTON P. L. \.

337 To their Generals Voyce they soon obeyd.

fc. a principle, authority, etc. :
= i c. Obs.

ci374 CHAUCEK Boeth. i. pr. v. 15 (Camb. MS.) It ys
a souerayne fredom to ben gouernyd by the brydul of hym
and obeye to hys lustyce. c 1449 PI.COCK Repr. 70 As the

Romeyns obeieden to the open resoun and reproof which
Selnt Poul made. 1526 TINDALK Rom. \. 5 ThaU all gentiles
shulde obeye to the fayth which is in his name. 1604
HIEKOX Whs. I. 476 To obey from the heart vnto the forme
of doctrine, wherevnto thou. .art..deliuered.

t d- fig-
= i d. Obs.

c 1385 CHAUCER L. G. W. Prol. 90 As an harpe obeieth to

the nond. c 1430 PUgr- Lyf AlanJiode \. cxxii. (1869) 65
Whan hesygh bat his body., wolde not obeye to him. c 1566

J. ALDAY tr. Boaystuaus Tkeat. Worldly b, So that his

spirites. .was constrained to obey to the harmony that pro-
ceeded from the instrument. 1604 E. G. tr. D^Acosta^s Hist.

Ittdies in. xix. 181 Korthat all obeys to golde and silver.

3. absol. To do what one is commanded; to submit;
to be obedient. (An original intrans. use, but now
regarded as absol. use of sense I.)

1390 GOWER Conf. I. 28 Ther myhte nothing contrevallle,
Bot every contre most obeie. 1508 KKNNEDIE Flyting iy.
Dnnbar 42 Obey and ceis the play that thow pretendis.
1610 SHAKS. Temp. i. ii. 38 Obey, and be attentiue. 1667
MILTON /'. L. xii. 126 Him God. .voutsafes To call by
Vision.. hee straight obeys. 1733 POPK Ess. Man in. 196
Thus let the wiser make the rest obey. 1842 TENNYSON Two
Voices 244 Will he obey when one commands? 1847
Princess v. 440 Man to command and woman to obey.

b. fig. Of a thing.
1567 MAPLET Gr. Forest 12 Adamant .. draweth it [iron]

to it, and this last followeth and obeyeth. 1667 MILTON
P. L. vit. 453 The Earth obey'd, and..teem'd at a Birth

Innumerous living Creatures. Ibid, vni. 272 To speak I

tri'd. .My Tongue obey'd.

f4. refl. [ F. s
j

ob4ir\* To submit oneself to or

1111(0 ;
~ 2. In quot. c 1440^ to comply with or

accede to (a request). Also trans. To submit,

subject (one's will) to. Obs.
a 1400-50 Alexander 2837 Obey \te to ^e baratour. c 1420

Chron. I'ilod. 3458 pey u-bey?edone hem no-thyng to )>e

kyngus hest. c 1440 Jacob's Weil 268 Obeye be to \>\ god & to

his comnundmeiuys. Ibid. 269 Obeye b; wyll to bi goddys
wyll. Ibid. 270 Sejrnt gregorie seyth, ?if we be obedyent
to oure prelatys & curatys, god schal obeye hym to oure

prayerys. c 1450 Merlin 104 Wele ye Than obbey yow to

this eleccion? 1477 EARL RIVERS (Caxton) Dictes 6 b,

Humble and obeye yourself to your kyng.

5. intr. Astrol. Said of certain signs of the zodiac

in relation to others (called commanding or sovereign

signs), or of planets when in such signs : see quots.

;See also OBEDIENT 2.)



OBEY.

1391 CHAUCER AstroL ii. 23 Gemini obeieth to Cancer,
and taurus to leo, [etc.]. ..And thus euermo 2 signes that

ben illike fer fro the heued of capricorne, obeien euerich of
hem til other. 1696 PHILLIPS (ed. s>, Obeying Signs, the

Southern, or six last Signs of the Zodiack are so called.

1819 \Vn.sori Diet. Astral.) Northern signs, .are also called

commanding signs, because planets in them are said to

command, and those in the opposite signs to obey.

f6. {with various const ntctions}. To do obei-

sance to, salute respectfully, bow to. Obs,

1390 GOWER Conf. III. 210 With that hire oghne lord cam
nyh And is to themperour obeied. ^1430 Syr Gcno: 6268
Whan he come to his presence, He obeid him with grete
reuerence. a 1450 Knt, dc la Tour (18681 150 Fulle goodly
ihei reuerenced and obeyed eche to other as louyng cosynes
and parent ys. c 1475 Safaes Bk. 85 At euery tyme obeye
vnto you re lorde Whemie yee answere. a 1650 Sir Lamb,-.
ivcll 577 In Furniv. Percy Folia I. 162 She..ohayd her to
the King soe hend, & tooke leaue away to wend.
Hence Obeyed///, a., Obeying vbl. sl>. and///.

a.
; also Obeyingly adv.

,1489 CAXTON Sonncs ofAynton. xxvi. 550, I sawe that . .

ye were obeyeng to me. 1607 HJKRON irks. I. ^08 The
willing obeying of the Lord. 1654-66 KARL ORRERY Parthen.
(1676) 536 Arsaces had given an obeyed command. 1656
A rtif. Handsoni. 52 They are servings and obeyings of it.

1843 CARI.YI.E Fast ff Pr. ii. ix, To learn obeying is the
fundamental art of governing. 1864 WKBSTEH, 'Obeyingly.

tObey, sb. Obs. ran', [f. prec. vb.]
= OBE-

DIENCE 2. In phr. at his obey at his command.
1584^ R. SCOT Discov. \ViteJtcr. xv. ii. (1886) 316 Six and

twentie legions are at his obeie and commandement.

Obevable (^b^-abl), a. rare* [f. OBEY v. +
-ABLE.] That can, or should, be obeyed.
1676 M. CLIFFORD limn. Reason in Phenix (1708) IT. 550
No Authority is obeyable or believable in it self, without
farther examination. 1894 Season X. No. 9. 36/2 The tenth
commandment appears to me fairly obeyable.

tObeyance. Obs. [f. OBEY v. + -ANCE: cf.

next.] Obedience; obeisance, homnge.
a 1400-50 Alexander 5106 To }our lionourewith obeyaunce

me ane I comaunde. 1422 tr. Sccrcfa Secret., Pri~'. J'rir'.

131 Than shalte thowfynde Frendis wythout Fayle, obeiance
in al thynge. 1460 CAI-GKAVK Chron. (Rolls) 171 In vhech
letter he mad a new oheiauns to the Kyng.
t Obeyand, . north. Obs, [The pr. pple. of
OBEY v.

t treated as identical with OBEYANT.]
Obeying, obedient.

^1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) iii. 9 pal er
no^t obeyand to pe

kirke of Rome. Ibid. xvii. 78 Til hir bai er all obeyand.
1450-70 Golagros <y Gaw. 1217 Now wil I be obeyand.

tObeyant, a. Obs.
[f. OBEYZ/. + -AXTI: not

in Fr.J Obedient.

CI400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) xxvi. 124 Will ;e be obeyaunt
vntp my comaundemenies? 1422 tr. Sccreta Secret.^ Priv.
Priv. 123 Al thay shal be to yow obeyaunt. Ibid. 135 That
he be..subiecte and obeyaunte to the laue of god.

Obeyer (ate'-ai). [f. OBEY v. + -ERI.] One
who obeys.
1551 T. WILSON Logikc 44 The captaine is the efficient

commaunder, the soldiour the eflicient ohei[e]r. 1680 BAXTER
Cath.'Coinmun. 11684) 28 You should have distinguished.,
the evil of the Law and Law-maker from the evil of the

Obeyer. 1777 BURKE Corr. (1844) II. 201 A true obeyer
of the laws. 1867 EMERSON Lett, fy Soc, Aims vii. 177
Newton the philosopher, the perceiver, and obeyer of truth.

Obeysa vu)nce, -a(u^nt, obs. ff. OBEISANCE,
-ANT. Obeysche, -eyse, -eysshe, var. OBEISH.

tObfiTIU, v. Obs. [ad. L. obfirma-re (also

offirmare}, to render firm or steadfast; refl., to

persevere in, persist, be obstinate; f. ob- (OB- i b) +

firmdre to strengthen, firm-its strong, FIRM.]
trans. To make firm ^iti bad sense); to confirm

(in an evil course, erroneous opinion, etc.) ; to

make stubborn or obstinate ; to harden.

1563-87 FOXE A. % M, (1684^ II. no An obstinate and
stubborn person, obfirmed in his own opinion. 1612 T.
TAVLOR Comni. Titus iii. 3 In some subiects the will is

confirmed and free to nothing but good. . .In some, .the will

is obfirmed and hardened in euill. 1629 BURTON Babel n*
Bethel Epist. to Cholmley 8 You haue . . obdurated and
obfirmed the hearts of Recusants. 1686 H. MOKE Disc.
Rctil Prcs. 20 To obfirm or harden us m our unbelief of ..

Transubstantiation .

Hence t Obfi-rmed ///. a., confirmed in evil,

hardened, stubborn, obdurate.

'597 J- KING On Jonas (i6i8t 182 An obstinate, obfirmed
miude against the commandement of God. 1634 Hi1

.

HALL Contempt., JV. T. iv. Christ Betrayed, The obfirmed
traitor knows his way to the high-priests hall, and to the

garden. 1637 Rent. Prof>hanencsie \\. xL 153 The obfirmed
soule will hold out.

t Obfrrmate, v. Obs. rare. [f. ppl. stem of L.

obfirmare: see prec.]
= OBFIRM v.

1616 R. SHELDON Mirac. Antichr. 327 They .. doe oh-

,
firmate and make obstinate their mindes for the constant
suffering of death.

t Obfirma'tion. Obs. [ad. med.L. obfirmti-
tidn-cm ^Du Cange), n. of action from L. obfirtudre:
see OBFIKM.] The action of confirming or state

of being confirmed in evil ; stubbornness, ob-

duracy.
1592 tr. Jlimits on Rev. ix. 20 An impenitent obfirmation

of the ungodly in their impiety. 1612 W. SCLATER Ministers
Portion 43 Begetting, .either a loathnesse to bee informed,
or obfirmation against all perswasions. i6j6 H. MORE
Entkus. Tri. (1712) 41 A Spartan obfirmation of Mind,
back'd with the sense of shame. 1665 JER. TAYLOR Unum
Ncccss, ii. 2 The obfirmation and obstinacy of mind by
which they shut their eyes against that light.
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ObftTSCate,///. a. Now rare or Obs. [ad. L.

cbfnscat-iis (also offiisc&tus), pa. pple. of obfitscare :

see next. Cf. the later variant OFFCSCATE.]
Darkened, obscured, obfuscated (///. and/^-) 1

1531 ELYOT Gov. n. vii, The vertues beynge in a cruell

persone be. .obfuscate or hyd. 1535 STEWART Ow*. -Sotf.

III. 173 Obfuscat wes thair honour and tliair name. 1600
K. I J LOU NT Hosp. Inc. Foolcs 25 Their divturbed hraine ..

j

obfuscate understanding. 1621 UUKION Anat. Mel, m. ii.

. in, iv. (16511 482 A very obfuscate and obscure si-ht. 1888

I

Pall Mall G, 14 Feb. 11/2 Kven the Tories, in their stupid
i and obfuscate way, are conscious of the fact.

Obfuscate (/bf#-sk^t, ^b^sk^o, ?.
ff. L.

obfuscal-f ppl. stem of obfuscdre to darken, obscure,
f. ob- (OB- I b) + fusedre to darken, fuscus dark.

See also the later form OFFUSCATE.]
1. trans. To darken, obscure t physically ; to

deprive of light or brightness ; to overshadow or

eclipse ;
to make dark or dusky. Xow rare.

1650 KARL MOXM. tr. Scnaulfs Man bcc. Guilty ;j6 [That]
a constellation which wns in all things inferiour to the Sun,
should obfuscate his beauties. 1725 Hiuni.KY J-'mn. l^ict. s. v.

Garden, A Garden should not he obfuscated or darkened.

1734 EAMI-S in rhil. Trans. XXXVIII. 255 Atmospheres, so
dense . . as may suffice to obfuscate, .the Light of the Star.
a 1834 I.AMB In re Squirrels Misc. \Vks. 11871) 421 Rather
more obfuscated than your fruit of Seville.

f 2. fig. To darken or obscure to the mind or

intellectual perception ;
to deprive of clearness,

render obscure
;
to deprive of lustre or glory, throw

into the shade. Obs.

1536 Ait 28 Ifen. I'Iff, c. 10 The. .usurped auctorite of. .

the pope, .which did obfuscate and wrest goddes holy word.

1623 HBXHAM To'iguc-Combat 94 To obfuscate truth, and
rau^e men to..be!eeue lyes. 1628 PUYSNK I.m'C-lockcs 53

EccHpsing, obfuscating, and deprauin^ tliat naturall and
liuely I'eauty. 1702 ECHARD Keel. Hist. (1710) 474 To
obfuscate the brightness of the Gospel.
3. To deprive of clearness of perception : a. to

dim (the sight ) ;
b. to darken, obscure (the under-

standing, judgement, etc.) ;
to darken the under-

standing of (a person), stupefy, bewilder.

1577 PATKKICKK tr. Gentillct 11602) 33 Love of ones sulfc

obfuscateth and blindeth judgement. 1656 \V. Con s Art
ofSiniplingy.\\\\. 115 If his sight be obfuscated and dull.

1729 I!KKKKLI-;Y Serin. \Vks. 1871 IV. 632 Curb .. c\ uiy
passion, each whereof inebriates and obfuscates no less than
drink or meat, a i86zTnoKKAu Yankee in Canada iii. (1866)

43 The process, not of enlightening, but of obfuscating the
mind. 1893 VIZKTELLY Glances back I. xii. 239 He was
obfuscated with brandy and water.

Hence Obfuscated///. a.

1620 VKNNKR I't'a Recta Introd. 6 The Inhabitants, .haue
turbid and obfuscated spirits. 1792 A. YOVNC; Tra->. I-'r,mcc

195 The houses are of an ugly obfuscated brick. 1876 J.

WEISS ll'it, Ihim. ff Skaks. iii. 79 An obfuscated person
who was feeling around in vain to recover his carpet-bag.

Obfuscation (pbfiwltfi'fMi). [ad. L. ohfuscd-

tidn-eni) n. of action from obfitscare : see prec. Cf.

also OFFuseATION.]
1. The action of obfuscating, or condition of

being obfuscated
; darkening, obscuration : a.

physical, or of the sight (see prec. i, 3 a).
1608 TOPSELL Serpents 214 It [the bite of the serpent

Pelias] bringeth obfuscationor dimnesse to the eyes. 1794-6
E. DARWIN Zoon. (1801) I. 28 In cataracts and obfuscations
of the cornea. 1881 K. W. GOSSE in Ii'ortn. Rev. June 692
Mr. W. . .has in this instance [in a portrait] given the poet
a sort of obfuscation which is not entirely satisfactory.

b. of an object of perception or thought.
1656 JEANES Mixt. Schol. Div. 61 This inorall corruption

and obfuscation of the soules immortality by worldly minded-
nesse. 1660 WATERHOUSE Arms <y Ann. 77 Which varia-
tion causing much obfuscation in History. 1886 BVNNLR
A. Sttrriage xxix. 341 The obfuscation is studied.

C. of the understanding, etc. : Stupefaction, be-

wilderment (see prec. 3 b),
1621 BURTON Anat. Mel. i. iii. n. iv. (ifei) 202 Care, sorrow,

and anxiety, obfuscation of spirits. 1837 Old Commodore
I. 31 That obfuscation . .with which he was always afflicted

on shore. 1878 DOIJS Mohammed
^
Buddha $ Christ i. 26

His conscience was in a state of obfuscation.

2. tran'sf. Something that darkens, or obscures.
1660 H. MOKE: Myat. G**ttt. x. xii. 526 Quite rid of all pre-

tended Traditions and whatever obfuscations and entangle-
ments of humane Invention. 1881 J. OWEN Kven. 10.

Skeptics viii. II. 142 Too often theologians, like, .cuttle-fish,

escape pursuit by enveloping themselves in their self-raised

obfuscations.

Obfu-seity frbftrsfti). rare 1
, [f. obftisc-ons :

see -ITY.] Obfuscated condition, obfuscation.

1832 J. WILSON in Blackw. Mag. XXXII. 711 A brutal
state of mental obfuscity.

ObfuscoilS '^bfy-skas), a. rare- 1
, [f. L. type

*obfu$e-us (f. ob-) OB- i + fuse-its dark) + -ous.

Cf. OK. obfusque, offusque, It. offusco : see OFFUSC.]
Dark in colour or aspect, dusky.
1832-34 Good's Study Mcd. (ed. 4) IV. 450 The term is

nnD (cecha) . . ,and it immediately imports obfuscous, or over-

cast with shade or smoke.

t Obftt Sk, v. Obs. Also 6 -ke, 6-8 -que. [a.
OF. obfnsquefj also offusquer, ad. L. ob-^ offuscare
to darken. See also OFFUSQUE.] = OBFUSCATE v.

1490 CAXTON Encydos xi. 41 All jny entendemeut is

obfusked, endullyd and rauysshed. c 1540 BOORDF. The bokc

for to Ler^e C iij b, It doth obfuske and doth obnebulat the
memorie. 1549 Contpl. Scvt. vi. 56 The interpositione of the

mune..empeschis and obfusquis the beymis of the soune fra

our sycht. a 1751 BOLINGBROKI; Fragm, Ess. v. Wks. 1 754 V.

OBIT.

! 68 A superfluous glare not only tires, but obfusque*, the
1 intellectual sight.

t Obga-niate, v. Obs. rare- , [irrei;. f. I,.rare~ a
. [irre;;

ibgannire (nlso o^g-} to yelp or growl at + -ATI: ".]
1613 COCKKHAM, O/'ganiatc, to trouble one with often

repeating of one tiling.

Ii Obi ', obia, obi-man, -woman : see OHEAH.
Ii Obi -

(Ju-bi). [Japanese obi belt.] A brightly
coloured sash worn round the waist by Japanese
women and children.

1878 LADY UKASSEY Voy. Sunbeam xx. 335 They [Japanese
children] wore gay embroidered nHs, or large sashes. 1893
Sin K. ARNOLD in Grafhic 15 Apr. 412/3 'I he oH [limy Le)
a speiidid jjietc of ligured salin.

Obimbricate (cbi-iubrik
v
t), a. Hot. [Sec

OB- 2.] Imbricate, with the scales decrtasinj; in

length from without inwards, as the involucre in

some C
1857 MAYNK A'.r/^.v. Lc.r,, OHinbricatus* that which is

imbricated contrariwise; applied by H. Cassini to the *cales
uf tlie peril Iiniuni . .\\ht-n. .those of the interior rous arc

progressively shorter than those of the external : obimbricate.

1892 in .s>< Soc. LC.Y.

Obit (f" bit, o>rbit), J^. Obs. exc. Hist. Forms:
4-6 obyt, 4-7 obite, (5-6 abit , 5 7 obitt, 5-7
(9 arch.} obyte, 6 obytt, obete, obbit, -yt, -et,

-ett(e, (obijt, 6-y obiit), 7 obet, 5- obit. [a.
OK. obit (\\ace i ith c.)

= Sp. obito, Pg. and It.

obitOj ad. L. obit-us a going down, s-clting, death,
f. oblrc to go down, j>erish, die, f. ob- (On- i c) -f

i re to go. The frequent obiit was perh. clue to

identification with L. obiit 'he died
1

.]
*

1 1. Departure from life, death, decease (of a par-
ticular person . Obs.

(In quot. 1694 a humorously pedantic imitation of Latin. >

t
"

I 375-''V. Leg. Saints xxxiv. t/Wag-ta) 357 J'e ohyt lt-tyd
of hyre |>e aucht day of <H;I( ibre. c 1425 Orv/ag; Salient. \.

in Angtia X. 365/19 To bat ende |at (>ou haue a blessid

obyte. 1502 AKNOI.DK Chron. (1811)215 Abyde she in the
chief hous and mansion of ht-r husband by xl. daic-s aftir

the obyte of her husbond, 1625 USSHER Atm-w. Jesuit 189
The anniversarie commemoration of the obite of Oswald.

1694 Mo'M"Ki:x I\ftl't.'lais \'. 1 1737) 2^2 Th^se Times denote
Morbs to the Sane, and Obits to th'>Egrote.

b. A record or notice of a person's death, or

of the date of it; an obituary notice, arch.

1459 Test. J-'.l'or. (Surtees) II. 227 Another olde Me-sc
bokc ..in the which ar titltd of olde tyme the Obitis of ihc
auncetors . . of the said Sir Thomas. 1535 HOOKDH /.it.

in hitrod. Kntyiul, (1870: Forew. 57 pe sayd reuerend f.i)>er

hath sentt to yow \>v bytt ufl liys predycessor. 1673 \\"oon

Life June (O. H. S.) II. 265 Hutton told me his ubit was in

theGazet. 1691 At/i. Oxun. 1.415 A Latine Manuscript con-
taining the obitsand characters ofmany eminent IJc-nedi-.tiru-s.

2. t a. A cciemony or office performed at the

burial of a deceased person ;
funeral riles, obse-

quies. (Also in//.) Obs.
t~ 1400 Dcst>', Troy 5^57 Honour me with obit as ogh myn

astate. 1525 Lu. BURNERS Froiss. II. xliii, 141 \Vlien the

kynges obyte was done, the comons of Lysbone. . wente to

the cathedral chyrclu
1

. 1556 Chrou. (.ir. Friars (Camden)
96 The xxvij. of June [1555] wns kept the ubijt of the

kynges grandhame, with a goodly heist as ever uas sene.
1660 OGILBY Iliad xxiv. (-//(/, Thus Hectors Olnts ctle-

bratfcd were. 1708 Tcrn:es dc la Ley 449 b, Obit is a
Funeral solemnity or office for tlie dead, most commonly
performed at the Funeral when the Corps lies in the Church
uninterred.

b. A ceremony or office (usually a niass^ per-
formed in commemoration of, or on behalf of the

soul of, a deceased person (csp. a founder or bene-

factor of some institution) on the anniversary or

other mind-day of his death; a yearly (or other)
memorial service. Obs. exc. Hist*
c 1400 Afiol. I'd!. 103 If f>ei vow hem to hold an abit, or

ober ritis. 1*408 E. K. Wills (1882) 15 My obytis, that ys
for to sayn, my gerys mynde. 1494 FAUYAN H'ill in Chron.
Pref. 7, I will, that by the terme of .ix. years after my
decesse be kept an obite w'in tlie parisshe churclie of seynt
Uenet Fynk. 1562 A. SCOTT AVu Years Gift 91 With
owklie abitis to augment ^air rentalis. a 1670 HACKET
Ahp. Williams I. (1693! 215 Obits, Dirges, Masses are not
said for nothing. 1732 NEAL Hist. Pnrit, I. 42 Some
preached against the lawfulness of Soul Masses and Obits.

1851 W.WHITK Hist. Staffordsk, 498 Ralph Lord Basset.,

died in 1389, and for the yearly keeping of his obit, gave
200 marks to the altar of St. Nicholas.

t c. A gift or offering made at or for such an

office, or in commemoration of a deceased person.
1522 Wills ff fit-'. N. C. (Surtees 1835) 106, I will that

myne Executor make an obbet of xx* at my twelfmonth

day. 1566 Eng. Ck. Furniture (Peacock 1866) 103 An
obbett geven to ye sayd chirch by John Cod. .off the valew
of three schillynges and fowre pence by yere to have bene

bestowed off tlie pore., in bred.

f 3. The setting of a heavenly body.
Obs. rare.

1686 GOAD Celest. Bodies \. xii. 53 the Rises and Obits of

the Planets.

4. attrib. and Comb, (in senses 2 a and 2 b), as

obit book, day, feast, gift^ rite, silver, song, Sunday.
1530 Lane. Wills II. 7 To kepe myne obete days and to

pray for me. 1558 PHAER sEneid vii. S ij b, When her obyt

ryghtes were ended all, And tombe vpreysyd. 1565 GOLUING
Ovid^s Met. xii. (1593! 286 Hold here an obit-gift he saul.

1587 De Mornay xx\\. 339 (As Tertullian saiethj the Obit-

feast differeth not from lupiters
fea-t. 1609 J. DAVIES//^

Koode( 1878) 27/1 Of sad sighes, they make their W/^-Song.

1725 Obit book [see OBITUARY A. i]. 1897 Daily News

27 Sept. 5/2 Yesterday being 'Obiit Suncfay' Bp. Barry

preached a special sermon at St. George's Chapel, Windsor.



. OBIT.

t Obit, a. Obs. rare. In 5 obitte. [ad. L.

obit-us, pa. pple. of oblre : see prec.] Departed,
deceased, dead.

1440 r<irk Myst. xxxvii. --69 )>ai [prophets] saide bat I

[Jesus] schulde be obitte, To hell bat 1 schulde tntre in,
And saue my seruauntis fro bat pilte.

t O'bital, a. and sl>. Ol>s.
[f. OBIT s/>. + -AL :

the etymological form from i,. obitu-s is OBIITAL.]
A. adj. Recording or commemorating a death

or deaths, or the celebration of obits (see prec. 2 b).
1690 WOOD Life (O. H. S.) III. 330 May 10.. alderman

Thomas Fitield Hied. [Entered] in ubital book. 1691
.I/A. O.tcm. I. 415 This obital book.. I have in my little

Library. 1694 Life 10 July (O. H. S.) III. 460 Edward
Wells, .spoke a speech in praise of Dr. John Fell (bein<* his
obitall day). 1715 M. DAVIES Atlien. Krit. I. 121 "The
White-Book, or Obital-Book of that Church.
B. sb. A record or register of deaths, or of obit-

days ; an obituary.
1691 Woou Ath. Oxon. I. 415 This English obital was

pen d by another Benedictine.

tObita-neously.oxfo. nonce-u'd. [{.*ol>itancoits

adj. (irreg. f. L. obiter (see next) + -aneous, as in

instantaneous, motncntancous, etc.) + -LY.-.] By
the way, in passing: =next, A.
111834 COLERIDGE Confess. Kni}. Sfir. ii. (1840) 18 That

such a Doctrine, .should be left thus faintly, thus obscurely,
and. if I may so say, obitaneously, declared.

Obiter (^bitai), adv., adj., and s!>. [L. obiter

adv., orig. two words, ob iter, by the way.]
A. aih\ By the way, in passing, incidentally.

'573 G. HAKVKV Letter-bk. (Camden) g Al this was sp'okin
obiter at the table. 1626 BACON Sylva % 1 66 The Communica-
tion of Sounds, .hath been touched olnter\\\ the Majoration
of Sounds. 1716 M. l>\vn:s.-f ///<. Brit. II. 209 [Hejnever
thought worth his while to mention his Life nor Writings,
not so much as obiter or occasionally. 1841 J. H. NEUM AN
Tamworth Reading Room in Discuss, t, Argts. (1872) 262
Sir Robert does obiter talk of improved modes of draining.
1886 SIR C. BOH-EN in Law Rep. 34 Chanc. Div. 57 The
pr-^ent Master of the Rolls, .expressed olntfr an opinion,,
with which.. I cannot agree.

b. esp. in the phr. Obiter dictum [L., (a thing)
said by the way] : in Law, An- expression of

opinion on a matter of law, given by a judge in

court in the course of either argument or judge-
ment, but not forming an essential part of the
reasons determining the decision, and therefore not
of binding authority; hence gen. Anything said by
the way, an incidental statement or remark.
1812 Edin. Rev. XIX. 302 It was more of an oti/er

dictum than of a point ruled. 1831 ftitt. I. IV. 289 The
obiter dictum of a judge or two. 1865 FAR'KAK Chapt.
I*OHg. I. (iS7S' 8 The supposed revelation of language from
the obiter dictum of an auttoris aliuit agtntis. a 1884 in
A. Hirrell Obiter Dicta title-p., An obiter dictum, in the
language of the law, is a gratuitous opinion, an individual
impertinence which, whether it be wise or foolish, right or
wrong, bindeth none not even the lips that utter it.

B. quasi-ai{>'. (after obiter dictum'}. Made or
uttered by the way ; incidental.

1767 LD. MANSFIELD in Bnrro-.i_<'s Kef. IV. 2068 That is
an obiter saying only; and not a resolution or determination
ofthe Court. 1769 BURROW /tiii. 2294 Mr. Justice Willes..
declaied, that he should give no Mltr opinion about
personal property, .being liable to be rated. 1891 SIR R.
WEBSTER jn Dailr Nnus 21 Apr. 3/2 The obiter observa-
tions said to have been made by magistrates' clerks.

t C. sb. Something said, done, or occurring by
the way ; an incidental matter. Obs.
1607 WALKING-TON Oft. Class 160 In so little a toy vnlesse

there were obiters, what would be worthy vewing? 1650
FULLER Pis*aA n. iv. 109 Each parenthesis of our Saviours
motion is full of heavenly matter, and his obiter more to the
purpose, than our iter.

tO'biterly, adv. Obs. rare- 1
, [irreg. f. L.

obiter (see prec.) + -LY
'-.]

=
prec., A.

-1605 VERSTEGAN Dec. Intell. iii. (1628) 82, I haue hitherto
spoken as I yet intend to speake (except obiterly).
Obltnal (bi-tiial), a. and sb. rare. [f. L.

obitu-s OBIT + -AL : cf. habitual.}
A. adj.

= OBITAL A. (In quot. 1886 in refer-
ence to an obituary noticed
1706 PHILLIPS, OHtuaiy. a Calendar, or Register-Book,

in which the Kriers in a Monastery enter 'd the Obits or
Obitual Days of their Founders and Benefactors. 1887
lla'fcrs Mag. Dec. 146/1 The Bassoon [a newspaper] was
so tearfully obitual.

B. sb. - OlIITAL B, OUITTABT A. I.
1812 J. BRADY Clav. Catena. (1815) 202 The avaricious

priests registered in their Obituals those peisons who
purchased such remembrance.

Obituarist ,0bi'tiiarist). [f. OBITUAKY + -IST:
;

cf. botanist.'] The writer of an obituary notice.
1792 Childr. Thesfis 183 When the tomb claims his limbs

shall the Obituarists say, Where's now his successor, so
brilliant so gay. 1871 M. COLLINS Mr,; t, Merck. II. -62
The obituarists of Charles Dickens have some of them felt
bound to defend him against the charge of being vulgar.
So Obi-tuarlze v. inlr., to write an obituary

notice.

14

1706 [see OBITUAL A). 1725 HEARNE R. Bruune Pref. 25
margin, The Obituaries, or Obit Books of Bridlington.

,'

Ibid. 26 As may appear even from the Obituaries, or^Obit
Books.

I

2. A record or announcement of a death or

j

deaths, esp. in a newspaper'; usually comprising
a brief biographical sketcli of the deceased.
1738 BIRCH Life Hilton M.'s Wks. 1738 I. 59 He died at

his House in liunhill-Row November 151)1, according to
Mr. Richard Smith, his Neighbour, in his Obituary 1793

,

BURNS Let. to Mrs. Ditulop 6 Dec., I scarcely look over
' the obituary of a newspaper, that I do not see some names

that I have known. 1875 J. H. BEXXKT II 'inter Medit. I.

vi. 161 The cold east winds of the spring, which yearly fill

the obituaries. 1883 Glasgcnv .\Viw 31 I )ec. 6/1 The obituary
ofthe year is somewhat heavy.

B. a,ij. Relating to or recording a death (usually
with.-i biographical sketch ofthe deceased).
1828 WEBSTER, Obituary, a. relating to the decease of a

person or persons; as, an obituary notice. 1885 19/4 Cent.
269 His Loidship has given obituary notices of them in his
blue book of 1883. '9> G. C. BRODRICK Mem. ff Imfr.
157 If he could have written his own obituary memoir.
Hence Obituarily adv . (/are~'), 'in the manner

of an obituary' (Webster, 1864).

Object (jrbdz,ekt), si. [Partly sb. use of OBJECT

|

ppl.a.: cf. Lat. objecta pi. things objected, charges,
accusations ; but in philosophical and derived

senses, ad. med. Schol. I,, objecturn Duns Scotus
a 1308, Trnntl III. 2oS), lit. thing thrown before
or presented to (the mind or thought) ; cf. OF.
object Oresme, i-jth c.), now objet. In branch II

rendering L. objectu-s, and so in origin a distinct

word.]
I. From L. objcttitni, pi. objecta.

1 1. A statement thrown in or introduced in

opposition ; an objection. Obs.
c 1380 WVCLIF iV/. Whs. I. 343 It is ]\~,t to assoile object!*

a}ens bis. Ibid. II. 74 How Crist answeride to objectis of
f.dse Jewis. 1617 MISSHEU Due/or,An obiect or obiection.

t 2. Something 'thrown' or put in the way, so
as to interrupt or obstruct the course of a person
or thing; an obstacle ; a hindrance. Obs.
c 1450 tr. DC Iniitatione In. Ixii. 144 (>y frailte wherof hou

hast experience in many sniale obiectes & contrariousnes.
a 1564 BECON Cam/i. Lord's .Stiff, ff Mass in Prayers, etc.

(1844) 380 The massmonger pialelh and babbleth that the
sacraments of the new law. .to him that putteth not an object
or let (I use the school-men's words', that is to say, to him
that hath no actual purpose of deadly sin . . give grace,
righteousness, forgiveness of sins, the Holy Ghost.

3. Something placed before the eyes, or presented
to the sight or other sense; an individual thing
seen or perceived, or that may be seen or per-
ceived ; a material tiling ; spec, the thing or body
of which an observation is made, or an image pro-
duced, by means of an optical instrument, or in

drawing or perspective.
1398 TKKVISA Barth. DeP. R. HI. xvi. (1495! d iv/i fee obiect

of the eye is all b 1 may \x seen, & al b' maye be herde
is obiect to the herynge. 1567 MAPI.ET C,r. Forest 79 That
the earth .. should give to the nose obiecte so swete Or
minister scent so strong. 1588 SHAKS. /.. /,. /,. n. i. 70 His
eye begets occasion for his wit, For euery obiect that the
one doth catch, The other turnes to a mirlh-mouing iest.

1613 PUKCIIAS Pilgrimage (1614) 829 Both Land and Water
feasting varietie of senses with varietie of objects. 1736
BuTLEI Anal. i. v. \V'ks. 1874 I. 93 Children, from their very
birth, are daily growing acquainted with the objects about
them. 1821 CRAIG Lect. Drawing iii, 183 To represent your
object in the state of appearance which it has by its light
and shadow. 1834 MEIHVIN Angler in H'aies I. 160 The
torch's glare gave horrible indistinctness to objects. 1845M. PATTHOM Ess. (1889) I. 19 Several persons .. producing
,t:ir. . _v_:__.__<" i i. I 1.1 . Tt .. r . "

1891 .?/. Rev. : 7 Oct. 437/2 The enormously difficult
task of '

obltuarizing
'

with appropriateness on a departed
enemy of their country.

Obituary (bi'ti,ari\ sb. and a. [ad. med.L.
obiluari-us adj. and sb., f. obitu-s : see OBIT and
-ARY. Cf. F. obititaire (1690 in Hatz.-Darm.).]
A. sb. 1. A register of deaths, or of obit-days.

ill the focus of his eyes.
b. Something which on being seen excites a

particular emotion, as admiration, horror, disdain,
commiseration, amusement ; a sight, spectacle,
gazing-stock; formerly sometimes, an object (sense
4

N
i of pity or relief, an afflicted person, sufferer; in

colloq. use, a person or thing of pitiable or ridicu-
lous aspect, a gazing-stock, 'guy , 'fright', 'sight'.
1588 GREENE Perimcdes 43 Women are more glorious

obiects. 1605 SHAKS. Lear v. iii. 238 Produce the bodies. . .

Seest thou
_this obiect, Kent? 1607 Timon iv. iii. 122

Sweare against Obiects, Put Armour on thine eares, and on
thine eyes. 1671 MILTON Samson 568 I'o sit idle on the
houshold hearth,, .to visitants a gaze, Or pitied object. 1740
BUTLER Sertn. Pub. Occas. ii. note, Some poor objects will
be sent thither in hopes of relief. 1826 in Hone Every-day
Bk. II. 620 That their

a_pprentices. .were, .rendered objects
for the remainder of their lives. 1878 UUSANT & RICE Cclia's
Arb. xxxvi, (1887) 260 The children are. .breaking out again,
in a way dreadful to look af. Kbrty-six is nothing but an
Object an Object from insufficiency of diet.

4. That to which action, thought, or feeling is

directed
;
the thing (or person) to which something

is done, or upon or about which something acts
or operates (

= materia circa quail in Scholastic

philosophy). Const. 0/"(the action, etc. or agent").
e 1586 C'TESS PEMBROKE Ps. cix. x, Want and woe my life

their object make. 1611 TOURNEI'R Ath. Traf,\: i. Wks.
1878 I. 137 My wisedomethat has beene The object of men's
admiration. 1676 M. CLIPEORD Hum. Reason in Phenix
(1708) II. 547 Matters that concern Religion .. being .. a

OBJECT.

part of the Understanding's Object as much [as] .. any other
1697 LOCKE Lett, to Stillingfleet Wks. (Bohni II. 340 Ideas
are.. the immediate objects of our minds in thinking. 1773
Ot'scrv. State Poor 47 He . . will be deemed a proper object
of public charity. 1845 .M. PATTISOS Ess. (1889) I. 27 The
volume .. which had formed the object of his study 1853
J. H. NEWMAM Hist. St. ii87i) II. i. iv. I70 To substitute

objects^
of sense for objects of imagination.

5. The end to which effort is directed
; the thing

; aimed at; that which one endeavours to attain

|

or carry out
; purpose, end, aim.

[Cf. Thomas Aquinas Snvtma contra Gcntes I. Ixxii,
Objectum voluntatis est finis.]

. IJ97 SHAKS. 2 Hen. 11
", iv. v. 67 How quickly Nature falls

into reuolt, When Gold becomes her Obiect 1 1665 SIR
I. HERBERT Trav. ^677) 169 A Traveller is not to imagine
pleasure his object. 1736 BUTLER Anal. l. iii. 85 Rendering
public good an object and end to every member of the
society. 1780 BKNTHAM Princ. Legist, xvi. 8 The first

object., is to prevent.. all sorts of offences. 1821 D. STI-\V*RT
J'rogr. Philos. n. iv. (1858' 317 The profession of liayle..made it an object to him to turn to account even the sweep-
ings of his study. 1832 HT. UARTINEAU Hillt, l'alley\v.
52 I, last furnaces and forges serve no object but that for
fetch they were erected. 1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) I. 129

\\ hen you have heard the object of our visit.

6. Metaph. A thing or being of which one thinks

{

or has cognition, as correlative to the thinking or

j

knowing subject ; something external, or regarded
1 as external, to the mind

; the non-ego as related
! to, or distinguished from, the ego; also extended

to include states of the ego, or of consciousness,
as thought of or mentally perceived. (Cf. OB-
JECTIVE A. 2 b.)

["513 DOUGLAS /Encis i. Prol. 379 Obieftvm and snbieclum
|

..termes tua, Quhilkis ar..rife amange clerkis in scule.]
1631 HOUSES Ltmatk. i. i, [The thoughts of men] are everyone of them a representation or appearance of some quality

j

or other accident of a body without us; which is called
an Object, a 1670 RUST Disc. Truth (1682) 193 Con-
cerning the truth of things, or Truth in the object. 1762
KAMK.S Elem. Crit. (18331 471 Every thing we perceive or
are conscious of, whether a being or a quality,., is with
respect to the percipient termed an object. 1829 Sin W.
HAMILTON Disc., Philos. Uncomlilioncci Notes 5 The exact
distinction of subject and object was first made by the
schoolmen. . . These correlative terms correspond to the first
and most important distinction in philosophy; they embody
the original antithesis in consciousness of self and not-self.

1856 FERRIER Inst. Metaph. xxn. ix. (ed. 2) 393 The consti-
tution of the synthesis of all cognition is., subject and

be cognisant. 1860 MANSEL
Prolcf;. Log. i"(e<J.'*)'7'Kv'ery

state of consciousness necessarily implies two elements at
least ; a conscious subject, and an object of which he is

conscious.

7. Cram. A substantive word, phrase, or clause,

immediately dependent on, or '

governed by', a verb,
as expressing, in the case of a verb of action, the

person or thing to which the action is directed,
or on which it is exerted. Also, the word de-

pendent on or '

governed by
'

a preposition, indi'

eating that to which the preposition expresses a
relation.

Direct object of a verb : the word, etc., denoting that which
is directly affected by the action (commonly expressed by
the accusative, or case of direction tp, in Latin and other
languages) ; the word 'governed

'

by a transitive verb. So
indirect object of a (transitive or intransitive) verb (commonly
expressed by the dative case in Latin, etc.): see I NDIRECT 3 c.

Object clause, a clause or subordinate sentence forming the
object of a verb, as in

' we know (that) he is alive '.

[1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v. )W/,Verb Neuter, is that
which signifies an action that has no particular object
whereon to fall ; but which, of itself, takes up the whole
idea of the action.) a ^aoCi-AKKKfJ.), The accusative after
a verb transitive, or a sentence in room thereof, is called, by
grammarians, the object of the verb. [1824 L. MURRAY- Eng.
Gram. (ed. 5) I. 267 Verbs neuter do not act upon, or govern,
nouns and pronouns. . . They are, therefore, not followed by
an objective case, specifying the object of an action.) 1853
C. MARCEL Lang, as Means Mcnt. Cult. II. 26 The word
denoting this complement ofthe action [of a transitive verb]
is called object. 1877 WHITNEY Essettt. Eng. Gram. iii. 32We speak of both verbs and prepositions as governing in the
objective the word that is their object. 1879 ROBV Lat.
Gram. iv. viii. 1122 Some verbs have . . two direct objects,
one being a person, the other a thing. Ibid. ix. 1132 Not
unfrequently .. the indirect obiect in Latin corresponds to
the direct object in English. 1881 MASON Eng. Gram. (ed.

24) 369 The Direct Object denotes (a) the Passive Object,
or tliat which suffers or receives the action denoted by the
verb. . . (b\ The Factitive Object, or that which is the product
ofthe action.

II. [
= L. objcctu-s (//-stem), = OBJECTION 3, 4.]

t 8. The fact of throwing itself or being thrown
in the way; interposition, obstruction; = OBJKC-
Tiojf 3. Obs. rare.

'555 EDEN Decades II'. Intl. lit. vL 118 Those waters
shnlde bee turned aboute by the objecte or resystaunce of
that lande [tr. Petrus Martyr d'Anghiera Unde ereditnt fas
aquas obiectu inagn& telliiris ciic:tmagi\
1 9. The presentation (of something) to the eye

or perception ;
= OBJECTION 4. Obs.

1606 SHAKS. Tr. ff Cr. n. ii. 41 Reason flyes the obiect of
all harme. 1607 Cor. i. i. 21 The obiect of our misery, is

as an inuentory to particularize their abundance. cl6s6
CHAI-MAN Batrachom. 15 He aduancing. .past all the rest
arose In glorious obiect.

III. 10. attrib. and Comb., as object-carrier, -end,
etc.

; object-ball (Billiards, Croquet, etc.), the ball



OBJECT.

which the player endeavours to strike with his

own ball
; object-finder, a contrivance for regis-

tering the position of an object on a mounted micro-

scopic slide, so as to find it again ; object-lens
SUBJECT-GLASS; object-lesson, a lesson in which
instruction is conveyed by actual examination of

a material object ; fig. something that furnishes

instruction by exemplifying some principle in a
concrete form; object-object (Metaph.] : see quot.; i

object-plate (JMicroscofy) t
the plate upon which

i

the object to be examined is placed (but used by
Power as = OBJECT-GLASS) ; object-soul, a soul

believed to animate a material object ; object-
speculum (after object-glass], the mirror in a re-

flecting telescope which receives and reflects the

rays proceeding from the object ; object-staff

(Surveying), a levelling -staff; object -subject

(Mctaph.) : see quot. ; object-teaching, teaching
by means of object-lessons. See also OBJECT-

\

GLASS, OBJECT-MATTER.
1856

' CRAWLEY '

miliirds (1859) 17 The "object ball is the
ball struck at with your own. 1891 Graphic 2 May 486/2
Tom Taylor got the object-balls jammed in one of the corner

pockets, and .. made a break of 1467. 1879 RUTLKY Stud.
Rocks vii. 50 A -veil-fitted sliding

*
object-carrier. 1793

WOLLASTON in / </'/. Trans. LXXXIII. 145 From the eye-
end to the *obj ct-end of the telescope. 1831 HRF.WSI KK
Nat. Magic iv. (1833) 79 So that the figure on the glass is at
the proper distance from the "object lens. 1831 C. MAYO
Lessons on Objt-cts Pref. 9 The miscellaneous "object lessons
were abandoned. 1896 A. H. UEAVAN Marlbor. Ho. xii. 210

Unhappy Charles ! for all time, object-lesson of lost oppor-
tunities. 1836-7 SIR \V. HAMILTON Melaph. xlji. (1859) II.

432 An object known . . may either be the quality of some-
thing different from the ego; or it may be a modification of
the ego or subject itself. In the former case the object,
which may be called .. the 'object-object, is given as some-
thing different from the percipient subject. 1664 POUKR
Exf. Philos, 38 If you let her keep upon the lower side of

your glass-'object-plate. 1667 K. KING in Phil. Trans. II.

426 Lay it on the object-plate of a good Microscope. 1875

speculum or object-glass of a telescope. 1867 LEW KS Hist.
Philos. (ed. 3) II. 484 Pure thought and pure matter are
unknown quantities, to be reached by no equation. The

and in the objective stimulus, the object and subject are
merged, as acid and base urt: m. rged in the salt,

t Obje'ct, ///. a. Obs. [ad. L. ebject-tis, pa.

pple. of objidre (obicSre) to throw towards, or

against, to place in front of, expose, f. ob- (Os-
i a) + jacfre to throw, place. In use app. before
the formation of OBJECT v., of which it afterwards
functioned as the pa. pple. until displaced in that
use by objected.]
1. Thrown or put in the way, interposed, exposed;

placed before one's eyes, presented to the view or

perception; exposed (to injury or any influence, or
to sight).
c 1374 CHAUCER Daeth. v. pr. v. 130 (Camb. MS.) pe qualites

of bodies bat ben obiecte fro with-owte-for)>e moeuen..the
Instrumentz of the wittes. (-1420 rallcui. on Husf>. Iv. 763
Colde Blastis sumthing object, ek from hem holde. 1538
LELAND Itin. V. 99 An Abbay . . standing very blekely and
object to al Wynddes. rt 1592 H. SMITH ll'ks. (1867) 11-333
The text is plain, and object to every man's capacity. 1608
WILLRT Hexapla Exod. 801 Sensible things which are
obiect to the eye. 1650 SIR W. MURE Cry Blood 411 To
refine His Gold, and purge away the object Ore.

b. Situated in front of, or over against, some-
|

thing else; opposite; also Jig. opposed, contrary.
a 1541 WYATT Seng of Topas Poet. Wks. (1861) 151 The

one [pole] we see alway, the other stands object Against the
same. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny \. 71 [An island) vpun the
Calabrian coast before lirundtmum ; by the obiectsite whereof
the hauen is made. 1603 H. CHF.TTLE Eng. Mourn. Garm.
E, [The Puritans) though they be vtterly object to the
Romanistes ; yet haue they more . . Saints among them than
are in the Romish Kalender. 1613 R. CAVVDREV Table A tpk.
(ed. 3), Obiect, laide, or set against.
2. Objected, brought as an objection, charged

(against a person). With at ^ charged with some-

thing, accused : cf. OBJECT v. 5.

1485 Surtees Misc. (1888) 43 No thing probable object
ayenst the same by the said craft. 1504 ATKYNSON tr. De

\

Imitations m. Ixii. 254 Lytell thynges obiecte agaynst the. I

a 1529 SKELTON Col. Cloute 796 Uachelers in that facultie.. i

Shall not be objecte at by me.

Object (fttxlse-kt), v. [f. L. object-, ppl. stem
of objiclre (obicfre) to throw against, etc. : see

prec. It may also partly represent the L. frequen-
tative objectare. OF. has a solitary instance of

objeter in 1 298 ; but the current objecter began as

objetter in I4th c. For earlier use of object as :

pa. pple., see prec.]
1 1. trans. To put over against or in the way of

something else
;
to place so as to meet or intercept .

something ; to expose to. Obs. or arch.
1378 HANISTER Hist. Man vm. 102 A certeine soft sinew. .

[isj obiected to the holes transuersely. 1646 SIR T. BROWNE
j

Pseud. Ep. 334 Every one of these doe blacke the bodies
objected unto them. 1654 R. CODRINGTON tr. /inline xv.

240 He commanded him to be objected to a hungry and an

15

enraged Lyon. 1673-4 GREW Anat. Trunks \, ii. 33 A
very white.. piece of Ashwood. .objected to a proper Light.
1813 21 BENTHAM Wks. (1843) VIII. 205 This body. .stands

objected, i.e. cast before, that other body which moves.
1850 NHALK Mid. Hymns (1867) 195 From what point the
wind his course On the tower directeth, To that point the
cock his head Manfully objecteth.

T" b. To place so as to interrupt or hinder the
course of a person or thing ;

to put in the way or

interpose, as an obstacle of hindrance to progress,
or a defence from attack. Obs. or arch.

1548 Bormi'OAX [ADAMS] Epit. King's Title Aij.Todeliiu-r
vs from the peritl obiected. 1563 Homilies \\. Idolatry m.
(1859) 253 To object to the weaku . . such stumbling-blocks.

|

c 1611 CHAPMAN Iliad IV. 208 My girdle, curets doubled !

here, and my most trusted plate, Objected all 'twixt me and
death, 1725 POPE Odyss, vn. 54 Pallas to their eyes The
mist objected. 1814 SOUTH KY Roderick xxv, '1 be Goih
objects His shield, and on its rim received the edge.

fc. To expose to dnnger or evil ofany kind. Obs.
( 1520 BARCLAY tr. Sallust 7 He concluded with hymselfe

to obiect hym to daunger and peryll of warre. 1533 UKI.-

i.F.NDi-N Livy iv. (1822) 331 Quhy wald thay object him
aganis sa hie dangers and perrellts. 1566 PAINTER Pat.
Pleas. I. 105 Objecting himselfe to the daunger wherein ).<J

was likely to be overwhelmed, a 1677 UARHOW Serin. Whs.
1716 II. 307 All these afflictions.. they knowingly did object
themselves to.

f 2. To place (something) before the e\es or
other organs of sense, or the mind

;
to present or

offer to the sight, perception, understanding, etc.

Obs. or arch.

1534 MORI; Com/, a^st. Trih. in. Wks. 1249/1 The bodily I

senses, moued by such thinges . . as are outwardly thorowe
sensible worldly thinges ofired & objected vnto them. 1586
T, B. La, Pnniaitd. Pr. Acaii. \. 22 Concupiscence, .appre-
hendeth whatsoever phantasie and sence obiect unto it.

a 1661 FULLKK // 'orthies 11840) III. 400 Whos-e temperance
was of prouf against any meat objected to his appetite.
a 1677 HALF, Prim. Orig. Man. \. i. 2 As the Objects of

Light or Colour are objected to the Eye when it is open.
1720 WE LION Suffer. Son ofGod \. Pref. 89 The Mysterious -

Work, objected to his contemplation. 1826 K. DIGBV
Kroadst. Hon. (1829) I. Godefridns\%-2 Religion, .convinces
man that there are other things in heaven and earth besides I

those which are objected to his senses.

1 3. To present or offer in discourse or argu-
ment

;
to bring forward as a reason, ground, or

instance
;
to adduce. Obs. or arch.

1536 Act 28 Hen. 77//,c. 7 12 Such questions, .as shalbe
obiected to them. 1584 R. SCOT Discor. Witchcr. v. vii.

(1886) 82 For the maintenance of witches transportations, they
object the words of the Gospel!, where the divell is said to
take up Christ. 1634 CANNE Neccss. Separ. (1849) 232
Augustine was of mind, that councils, bishops, &c., ought
not to be objected for trial of controversies, but the holy
scriptures only. 1704 SWIFT T. Tub Apol., He has never

yet found it in that discourse, nor has heard it objected
j

by any body else. 1845) W. FITZGERALD tr. Whitakcrs
Disput. 67 What church is it whose example they object to

,

us as an argument '?

4. To bring forward or state in opposition ;
to

adduce as a reason against something; to urge as
i

an objection ,to, unto, against}, a. with simple obj.
c 1400 Apol. Loll. 33 For obieccouns & sophims pat men

|

may mak & obiect. 1513-14 Act 5 Hen. '///, c. i If the
j

same persons, .obiecte or allege any cause why be shall not
soodoo. 1630 PKYNNI-: Anti-Arniin. 165 The self-same Scrip-
tures that are here obiected against us, 1754 RICHARDSON
Grandison 1 1781) 1 1 1. xx. 184 They objected the more obvious
difficulties in relation to religion, and my country. 1830
H. N. COLERIDGE Grk. Poets (1834* 352 Bryant objects this :

very circumstance to the authenticity of the Iliad. 1855
MILMAN Lat. Chr. (1864) II. iv. vii. 372 Its adversaries

objected the absence of all the great Patriarchs.

b. with object clause.

1559 UP. SCOT in Strype Ann. Re/. (1824) I. n. App. vii. 411
It wilbe objectid against me, that as this place dothe make
against the supremacye of princes, so dothe it not make for ;

the primacye of saint Peter. 1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage
(1614) 23 But some object, This is to slacken him running,
rather then to incite. 1685 LUTTRELL BrieJ ReL (1857) I. 365 I

Objecting how unlikely it was. 1736 BUTLER Anal. \. iii. 70
'

If it is objected that good actions, .are often punished. 1818
CRUISE Digest (ed. 2) II. 404 It hath been objected, that

j

this relates only to the preservation of the legal estate of the
j

use, and not to the timber or mines.

5. To bring as a charge against any one ; to

attribute to any one as a fault or crime; to lay to

one's charge, cast in one's teeth, accuse one of,
j

reproach one with. Const, to, against (f upon, \

indirect obj.) a. with simple obj. arch.

1469 Paston Lett. II. 338 Charging yow..to appear afore
the said Lords of our Councell .. there to answere to such
thinges as. .by them shall be laid and objected against yow.
1526 PUgr. Perf. (W. de W. 1531) 10 Yf euer thou dyd ony
notable synne. .he wyll obiecte it to the, and cast it in thy
nose. 1541 R. COPLAND Galyetfs Terapeut. 2 Eij, The
which tnyag we do obiect them. -11648 LD. HERBERT
Hen. FV//(t683) 66 They were committed to diuers Prisons,
for Crimes objected against them. 1656 HOBBES J.ib. t

Afattfc, etc. (i84i)n6When God afflicted Job, he did object
no sin to him. 1761-2 HUME Hist. Eng. (1806) IV. Ivii. 363
This subtlety, which has been frequently objected to Charles.
1844 ^\w3MOAiirlo-S<LX. Ch. (1858) II. x, 83 This hypocrisy
was invisible to the contemporaries of those to whom it is

objected.

b. with object clause.

1587 HOLINSHED Citron., Scot. II. 359 Those taunts
which the Frenchmen laid upon them, objecting that the
greedinesse of wine and vittles had brought them ouer into
that countrie. 1658 SIR T, BROWNE Hydriot. i. 11736) 13 It
was obviously objected upon Christians, that they con-
demned the Practice of Burning. 1711 STEELE Sped. No.

OBJECTEE.

95 ? 6, I have heard it objected against that Piece, that its

Instructions are not of general use. 1833-6 J. EAGLES The
Skctcher (1856) 18, I once heard a person object to Caspar
Poussin, that there was too much in his pictures.

1 6. trans. To impute, attribute (to}. (A weaken-

ing of prec. sense.) Obs.

1613 Pi'RCHAs Pilgrimage (\6i^ 120 They were so scrupu-
lous concerning the Moone, that Clemens Alexand... objects
the worship therof unto them. 1734 FIELDING Uniz:
Gallant n. i, Do you object my care of your reputation
to want of fondness? 1776 lU'KSKv Hist. Miis. (1789) I.

342 Homer who celebrates the Greeks for their long hair
and Achilles for his skill on*he harp, makes Hector in this

place object them both to Paris.

7. intr. To state an objection or adverse reason
;

now often in weakened sense: To express or feel

disapproval, to disapprove.
1430-50 tr. Higdrn .Rullsi VII. 157 IJut peraventure ye

obiecte, and .say hit Iot;^,.-Llif nt to a pre*te to schedde
bloods; I giatiute t>ert.>; but |ei.-.]. 1526 Pilg>; Per/. , W.
de W. 1531) 173 b, The vntieatablc ireful! persone wyll obiect
& saye [etc.]. 1560 J. DAIS tr. Slchfancs Ctwun. 58 b,
Vnto .such as will question and otxect what shall we then
do? 1865 DICKI-.XS .Mut. /;-. iv. .\iv, '1 h<;n it is the lady as

formerly objected 'I Mcd. I think I'll have a smoke, if you
don't object.

b. with to (sometimes against, rarely af) or inf.:
To bring forward a reason against ; to state, and
maintain by argument, one's disagreement with or

disapproval of; now usually in weakened sense :

To express, or merely to feel, disapproval of; to

have an objection to, disapprove of, dislike. (Thtj
prevailing current sense.

1513 MORI-: Rica. Ill, Wks. 60 'i V- kinges mother obiected

openly against his marine. 1678 RV.MI- K Tta*. /i.7 . f'^v .-;

Thosu who object against reasuil, are the Fanaticks in

Put-try. 1735 Poi'E Donne Sat. iv. 117 His Patience I pro-
voke, Mistake, confound, object at all he spoke. 1758 Ann.
Reg, 98/2 The doctor objected against fifteen, and the count il

for the crown against three. 1775 SHEHIDAS Rivals n. i.

Tis more unreasonable in you to object to a lady you know
nothing of. 1839 KI.K;HTU:Y Hi*i. Kng. 1 1. 68 He objected
to this as a harsh measure, 1865 UILKKXS Mut. /> . i\ . xii,
Would the lady object to my lighting the pair of candles?

1869 J. MAEHINEAI; Ess. II. 176 We object to the argument
on scientific grounds. 1885 Manck. Exam, 6 Nov. 5/3 They
objected to be actors in a farce.

t c. intr. To- brini; a charge or accusation. Obs.
1611 FiiBi-E Acts xxiv. 19 Who ought to have beene here

before thee, and obiect, if they had ought against me.
Hence Objecting vbl. sb. and///, a.

1552 Hi'LOF.r, Obiectinge, obicctus, ohicctio. 1886 MRS.
LYNN LINTON PastonCarcw III. ii. 32 Petrarcahad , .praised
YettaCarew with dangerous fervency to his object ing Laura.

Objectable U'bd^e-ktab^, a. Also 8 erron.

-ible. [f. OBJECT z/. + -ABLE.]
I. That may be objected, or urged as an objec-

tion, chargeable (against or to . ? Obs.

1656 Artif, Handsaw, 145 As for that depravednesse of
mind. . it is as objectable against all those things. Ibid. 173
Nothing of consequence was objectable to ChrUt. 1667
Decay Chr. Piety vi. P7 There are but two objections, and
these are usually objectable to one sin as well as to another.

22. That may be objected to, objectionable.
1775^3 S. J- PRATT Liberal Opin. I. 120, I have ventured

to as>ert that [etc.]. . . Objectible as this may seem, I must
take upon me., to push the point farther. 1776 Pupil of
Pleasure IK 109, I will not, Delia, distress you. I see

nothing at present objVctible. 1885 Eng. Htustr. Mag. III.

230 As for marriage. . (the lady not objectable, and an addition
of fortuneattending) I have no unconquerable aversion to it.

t Obje'Ctant. Obs. rare. [f. OBJECT v. + -ANT '
.

Cf. K objectant pr. pple.] One who or that which

objects or objectifies.
1625 GILL Sacr. Phifas. n. 145 If the Father [had been

incarnate], then the fountaine of the Deitie should become
not the objectant, or being which understandeth, but onely
the object understood.

Objectation [?bdgtkt*rm). rare. [Noun of

action from L. objectare to OBJECT : cf. L. olyecta-
tio reproach.] The action of objecting or making
objections. So Objectative (pbd^e'ktativ), a.,

given to objecting, fond of making objections ;

t Objectator (Obs. rare~}, an objector.
1656 ULOUNT Glossogr. t Objectator (Lat.), he that re-

proacheth or lays to ones charge. 1873 HELPS Aniin. fy

Mast. vi. (1875) 146 If he isonlyobjectativeand EHesmerian.
1886 STUBBS Lect. Med. $ Mod. Hist. vii. 143 Knotty
questions.. are discussed., without strife or objectation.

Objected (^bd^e'kted),///. a.
[f.

OBJECT z/.]

I 1. Placed over against or opposite ; presented
to the view or perception. Obs. or arch.
1606 NT . BAXTER Man Created \n Farr S. P. Jas. /(i848)

238 The forehead kept obiected phantasie, The hinder part

reteyneth memorie. 1668 HOWE Bless. Righteous (1825)

30 This objected or exhibited glory is two-fold. 1713 C'TESS
WINCHEI.SEA Misc. Poems 86 A Dream, a vision . . Hangs on

my pensive Heart, and bears it down More than the weight
of an objected Crown. 1848 R. I. WII.BERFORCE Doctr.

Incarnation xiv. (1852) 414 The inspiration of Scripture.,
as the imparted record of objected truth.

f2. Adduced in argument, esp. against some-

thing ; urged as an objection. Obs. or arch.

1641 MILTON Prcl. Episc. Wks. (1851) 89 To alledge for

Images the ancient Fathers, Dionysius,and this our objected
Irenarus. 1669 W. HOLDER Elcm. Speech 119 The former

part of this objected difficulty.

Objectee (fbd^ekti"- . [f.
OBJECT v. + -EK.]

A person objected to ;
one against whom an objec-

tion is made.



OBJECT-GLASS.

1861 Even. Star 4 Oct., The Revising Barrister remarked
that . .the production of the stamped duplicate was merely
evidence that the notice had been sent to the objectee. The
signature of the objector must be proved. 1884 Pall Mall G.

io Sept. 8/2 The word .. could refer only to the place of

abode of the objectee at the time the objection was made.

Object-glass (f bd,^ekt,glus). [OBJKIT sb. 3.]

The lens or combination of lenses in a telescope,

microscope, or other optical instrument, which is

situated nearest to the object, and thus receives the

rays of light directly from it. (Cf. KYH-GLASS 4.)

1665 R. HOOKS Micngr, ii.
_4, I..plac'tHt between the

flint glass lens placed between two convex lenses of crown

glass. 1839 G. I'iRn Xat. Phil. 300 The magnifying power
of these telescopes is fuund by dividing the focal length of

the object-glass by that of Tie eye-glass.

Objectification (^bdaenaifik^'Jan). [n. of

action from OBJECTIFY : see -FICATION.] The
action of objectifying, or condition of being objecti-

fied
;
an instance of this, an external thing in which

an idea, principle, etc. is expressed concretely.
1836-7 SIR W. HAMIL-IOM Metaph. xlii. (1870) II. 432 This

discrimination of self from self, this objectification, is the

quality which constitutes the essential peculiarity of Cogni-
tion. 1900 SIOC/HARD Eyol. Eng. Norcl 78 These mystic

symbols are like the weird sisters in 'Macbeth'; they are

the objectification of mystery.

Objectify (^bd^e'ktifai), v. [f.
med.L. object-

urn OBJECT sb. + -FY
;
after L. type

*
objecti/tcare.]

trans. To make into, or present as, an object, esp.

as an object of sense; to render objective; to

express in an external or concrete form.

1836-7 Snt W. HAMILTON- Mctaph. xlii. (1870) II. 432 Con-
sciousness projects, as it were, this subjective phenomenon
from Itself, views it at a distance, in a word, objectifies it.

1856 DOVE Logic C/tr. Faith \. \\. 70 In the latter [case] we
objectify knowledge. 1880 W. WALLACE in Encycl. i>rit.

XI. 620/2 The theory of the mind as objectified in the

institutions of law, the family, and the state, is discussed in

the '

Philosophy of Right '.

Hence Objectified ///. a., Objectifying -vbl.

sb. anJ ///. a.

1868 Contentp. Rev. VIII. 612 Morality, .is a certain state

of mind viewed in relation to certain objectified objects of

a wider consciousness. 1883 A, UAKRATT Phys. Metempiric
73 Considered as impressed.. it is a phenomenon, and.,

becomes through the inner objectifying process worked up
into an external object or event. 1892 TKAII.L in \<$th Cent.

Dec. 964 The objectifying faculty became, .weakened.

Objection (^bd/.e-kjan). [a. F. objection (12-

13th c. in Hatz.-Parm.), ad. L. objection-em a

throwing before, upbraiding, reproach, objection,
n. of action f. objiccre to OBJECT.]
1, a. The action of objecting, or stating something

in opposition to a person or thing; b. That which
is objected, a statement made in opposition; -j-a

charge or accusation against a person (obs.} ; an
adverse reason, argument, or contention. Now
often in weakened sense : An expression, or merely
a feeling, of disapproval, disagreement, or dislike

(esp. in phr. to have an (or no) objection}. To take

objection : to bring forward a reason against some-

thing, or merely to state one's disapproval of or

disagreement with it; to object. C. A document
in which an objection is stated.

c 1380 WYCLIF -SV/. Wks. II. 198 Here ben many objecciouns
V^t pes wordis uf Crist ben false. 1387 TRHVISA Iligdcn
(Rolls) VII. 157 Peraventure bere is an objectioun, it

fallejs nou^t a preost J?at he schede blood. 1432-50 tr.

Higden (Rolls) I. 379 An obieccion was made . . to the

bischoppe. how so mony seyntes myjhte be in that londe,
andalleconfessoresand noo martir. 1513-14.^^ 5 Hen. /'///,

c. i A convenyent peremptorie day to prove hys objeccion
and allegacion. 1613 SHAKS. //*'- /'///, in. ii. 307 Speake
on, Sir ; I dare your worst objections, 1691 T. HALE Ace.

New fnrent, 40 To which nothing is so much as pretended
to, in Objection by the Officers. 1736 UUTLER Anal. n. viii.

383 The objections which may be made against arguing
from the Analogy of Nature. 1813 Sk. Character (e<l. 2) I.

190 If Lucy had no objection to him, I admire her for

letting him see it. 1866 DK. ARGYLL Reign Law (1871)

426 note, Mr. Mahaffy..has taken objection to the breadth

of meaning I have given.. to the word 'motive'. 1875

JOWETT /Ya/o {ed. 2) I. 281, I have no objection to join with

you in the enquiry. Ibid. IV. 239 A serious objection which

may be urged against this doctrine.

f2. transf. QTjig. An adverse action, an assault.

a 1450 Mankind \Brandl) 824 pe ineuetabyll obiecckme
of my gostly enmy. 15*6 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 79
They have . . suffred actually or in dede many obieccions &
iniuryes innocently, a 1586 SIDNKY Arcctdiai. 23 The parts
either not armed, or weakly armed, .should have binsharptly
visited, but that the answer was as quicke as the objection.

f 3. The action of throwing, or condition of being
thrown, in the way, or so as to intercept something
else ; interposition. Obs.

1549 Compl. Scot. vi. 56 The mune is in eclips be the

obiectione of the eird. ci6ix CHAPMAN Iliad xx. 323 His
worst shall be withstood With sole objection of myself.

f- b. The condition ot there being something in

the way; hindrance, obstruction. Obs.

a 1667 JKR. TAYLOR in Spurgeon Treas. Day. Ps. Ixxxv. 13

Ourwayis troublesome, ouscure.fullof objection and danger.

-f-4. Presentation to the view or to the mind, or

that which is so presented ; representation ;
offer.

If)

1554 \V. PKAT Africa E ij b, By that representacion they
be warned of the mortall condicion by one of the sayd
obiections, and by the other of the passion of lesus Christ.

1596 Edward ///, n. ii. I2j Art thou come To speak the

more than heavenly word of yea, To my objection in thy
beauteous love? 1649 JER. TAYLOR Gt. Exemp. xv. 18

Which Prediction he made, that they might not be scandalized

at the sadness of objection of the Passion, but be confirmed
in their belief.

Objectionable (fbigfkfiaSOiT),
a. (*/<.) [f.

prec. -r -ABLK.] Open to objection ;
that may be

objected to
; against which an adverse reason may

be urged ; now often in weakened sense : Exciting

disapproval or dislike, unacceptable, disagreeable,

unpleasant.
1781 COVVFER Lett. Wks. 1837 XV. no It does not appear

to me that the expression is objectionable: it is plain,

imUjL-d, but not bald. 1851 CAKPENTER Man. Phys. (ed. 2)

571 It is . . not unfrequently termed the gangliomc system.
..Hut this term is objectionable, ns leading to a supposed
analogy between this system and the general nervous system
of Inverlebrula. 1856 Miss MUI.OCK J. Halifax ii, But all

this was highly objectionable to Jael. 1881 LADY HERBERT
Kiiitlt 31 People about them . .of a tfery objectionable kind.

1881 FKNN Ojjf to lite ll'iliis xxii. 156 The crocodiles are

mo.st objectionable Leasts.

B. as sb. An objectionable person or thing.
1884 Dlackm. Mag, Mar. 295/2 We consign our own

'

objectionables
'

to Jericho. 1886 R. KIPLING Dcpartm.
Ditties, etc. (1899) 117 'J he whiskified Objectionable, Un-
clean, abominable, out-at-heels.

Hence Obje ctionability = next ; also, some-

thing objectionable ; Obje'ctionableness, the

quality of being objectionable; Obje'ctionably

adv., in an objectionable manner.

1865 Pall MallC. 2] Mar. 3/1 What possible objection-
abilities may the ptactii e of riding to hounds lead to? 1856
KisKiN Moii. faint. III. iv. xiii. 25 Expressive of general

objectionablentss and unpleasantness. 1892 E. KLKVES
llwicward llvnnd 322 One of the objectionably placed
churches in the Alhambra precincts.

Obje'Ctional, a. [f.
OBJECTION + -AL.]

1. Of the nature of, or involving, objection.
1651 C. C'ARTWRiGHTOr/'. Relig. \. 42 No more prejudicial! or

objectionall . . then the disputations in the Schools. 1827 AIK-

MAN Hist. Scot. IV. x. 348 Theobjectionalactsofhis Majesty.
2. Open to objection, objectionable.

1799 MRS. JANE WEST Talc pf Times III. 138 Interpreters
. . have substituted a sort of gay licentiousness in the place
of the objectiona! grossness. 1845 Hlackv.'. Mag. LVll. 725
A weak solution . .may notbeveryobjectional. 1897 HUGHES
Mediterranean Malta Fever \. 8 The name micrococcus

Mclitcnsis. .has not the same objectional characters.

Obje'Ctioner. rare~ l
. [See -IK.]

= next.

1799 WASHINGTON Lett. Writ. 1893 XIV. 177' The testi.

mony of Generals Lincoln, Knox, Brooks, Jackson, and
others, .would be a counterpoise to the objectioners.

Obje'ctionist. rare. [f. OBJECTION + -IST.]

One who offers an objection ;
an objector.

1607 WALK INI;TON Oft. Class 91 To shend it from all the. .

stabadoes of any..objectionist. 1836-7 SIR W. HAMILTON

Metapji.
xli. (1870) II. 423 So far our objectionist.

Obje'Otist. rare.
' One versed in the objective

philosophy or doctrine
'

(Worcester 1846, citing

Eclectic Acv.}.

Obje'Ctivate, v. [f. OBJECTIVE a. + -ATE. Cf.

F. objectivcr (neulogism in Littre).] trans. To
render objective ;

= OBJKCTIFY.

1873 Con/emf. Rev. XXI. 447 Knowledge or perception is

an effect of the objectivating will.

Obje:ctiva"tion. [n. of action from prcc. :

so in mod.F., neologism in Littre.] The action

of making objective, or an instance of this
;
=

OBJECTIKICATIO.V.

1873 Contemp. Rev. XXI. 447 The degree of 'objectivation
of Will

'

in phenomena is what divides them into kinds.

1886 W. S. LILLY Chapt. Eurap. Hist. II. 199 The objectiva-
tion of the principles of '89. 1894 A. LANG Cock Lane 217

Objectivations of ideas or images, consciously or uncon-

sciously present to the mind.

Objective f^bdje-ktiv), a. and sb. [ad. Schol.

L. objectIV-HS (01300, in adv. objective in Duns
Scotus Qu. de Anima 17, 14), f. objectus ppl. a.,

olijectiitn sb. ; K. objeclif, -ive (represented by the

adv. objectivement, \ 5th c. in Hatz.-Darm.).]
A. adj. fl. Jhilos. Pertaining or considered in

relation to its object ; constituting, or belonging

to, an object of action, thought, or feeling (as dis-

tinguished from the exercise of these) ;

' material ',

as opposed to subjective or ' formal
'

(in the old

sense of these words). Obs.
1620 liKKxr tr. SarpFs Hist. Counc. Trent VMI. 709 [He]

added, that, where they were dedicated, . . a worship did

belong^
vnto them, besides the adoration due vnto the Saint

worshipped in them, calling this adoration Relaliue, and
the other Obiectiue. 1645 RL-THEKFOKD Tryal and

t
Tri.

Faith vii. (1845) 85 Christ himself, the objective "happiness,

is far above a created and formal beatitude, which issueth

from him. 1675'1'RAHERNE Chr. Ethics 16 Objective happi-
ness is all the goodness that is fit to be enjoyed either in

God or in His creatures: while formal happiness is an
active enjoyment of all objects by contemplation and love,

attended with full complacency in all their perfections.

f b. Of or pertaining to the object or end as the

cause of action ; objective cause = final cause : see

CAISK sb. 4b, 5. Obs.

1616 J. YA-I is ll'is ad Cxsarem ii. 25 God, . . who doth . .

by a most sweet influence, and not by any coactiue violence,

nor yet only by obiectiue allurements, .. turne the wiU of

OBJECTIVE.

men at his pleasure. 1678 CUDWORTH Intell. Sy&t. \. Hi. 170
Aristotle's first mover is not properly the efficient, but only
the final and objective cause, of the heavenly motions.

2. } y
hitos. Used of the existence or nature of

a thing as an object ofconsciousness (as distinguished
from an existence or nature termed subjective}.
The Scholastic Philosophy made the distinction between

what belongs to things subjectively (subjective ,
or as they

are 'in themselves ',
and what belongs to them objectively

(objective), as they are presented to consciousness. In later

times the custom of considering the perceiving or thinking
consciousness as pre-eminently 'the fcubject

'

brought about
a different use of these words, which now prevails in philo-

sophical language. According to this, what is considered
as belonging to th*1 perceiving or thinking self is called

sitbjcttivC) and what is considered as independent of the

perceiving or thinking self is called in contrast objective.
As to this transition of use (which primarily concerns the
wurd subjective, and affects otyectvtf^A its antithesis' result-

ing in what is almost an exchange of sense between the two
adjectives, see HAMILTON Reid's ll'ks. 806 note, R. L.
NLTTLESHIP Philos. Lt'ct. v Ren, dins 1. 193.

t a. Opposed to subjective in the older sense
* in itself : Existing as an object of consciousness

as distinct from having any real existence ; con-

sidered only as presented to the mind (not as it is,

or may be, in itself or its own nature). Obs.

[^1325 OCCAM Sent. I, Diet. 2. qu. 8E, Universale non est

aliqutd reale habens e.sse subiectivum nee in anima nee
extra animam, sed tantum habet esse obiectivum in anima
et est quoddam fictum habens esse tale in esse obiectivo,

quale habet res extra in esse subiectivo.)

1647 JER. TAYLOR Lib. Prcph. 133 This confession was the

objective foundation of faith ; and Christ and his Apostles,
the subjective. 1659 PEARSON. Creed ii. 11839) 168 'In the

beginning was the Word '

; there was must signify an actual

existence; and if so, why in the next sentence {* the Word
was u ith ('< d '; shall the same veibi-ignify an objective beins

only? 1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl., Objective .. is used in the

schools in speaking of a thingwhich exists no otherwise than
as an object known. The esse, or existence of such thing
Is said, to be objective. 1744 BERKELEY Sift's 292 Natural

phenomena are only natural appearances. They are, there-

fore, such as we see and perceive them : Their real and

objective natures are, therefore, the same.

b. Opposed to subjective in the modem sense :

That is or belongs to what is presented to con-

sciousness, as opposed to the consciousness itself;

that is the object of perception or thought, as

distinct from the perceiving or thinking subject ;

hence, that is, or has the character of being,
a *

thing
*

external to the mind ;
real.

This sense is occasional in writers of the later i;th and

early i8th c. (the early examples being more or less transi-

tional) ; but iss current use appears to be derived from Kant,
and to appear in Eng. subsequently to 1790, and chiefly
after 1817 (see quot. from Coleridge).

1647 J. CARDELL Serin. (1648* 15 We do not say, That God
doth infuse any positive, objective malice or wickedness
into the hearts of men. 1662 STILMXGFI. Orig, Sacr. \\\. \.

\ 3 The Idea may be considered in regard of Us Objective
Reality, or as it represents some outward object, /bid,,

Wee are apt to imagine such a Power in the understand-

ing, whereby it may form Idea's of such things which
have no objective reality at all 1724 WAITS Lcgic n. ii. 8

Objective certainty, is when the proposition is certainly
true in itself; and subjective, when we are cettain of the

truth of it. The one is in things, the other is in our minds.

1793 Monthly Rt~>. XI. 498 Have the objects, .in fact a real

objective existence, independent of our mode of perceiving
them? 1817 COI.EKIDGE Biog. Lit. I. x. 160 The very
words objtctive and subjective of such constant recurrence

in the schools of yore, 1 have ventured to re-introduce, 1853
HAMILTON Discuss., Philos. Unconditioned^ note, In the

philosophy of mind, subjective denotes what is referred to

the thinking subject, the Ego ; objective what belongs tu the

object of thought, the Non-Ego. 1856 DE QUINCEY Confess.
Wks. V. 265 note, Objective: This word, so nearly un-

intelligible in 1821, so intensely scholastic, and, consequently,
when surrounded by familiar and vernacular words, so

apparently pedantic, yet, on the other hand, so indis-

pensable to accurate thinking, and to wide thinking, has

-since 1821 become too common to need any apology. 1861

MILL L'tilit. 43 A person who sees in moral obligation, .an

objective reality belonging to the province of 'Things in

themselves'. 1879 FAKKAK St. Paul I. 372 This [Christ's

resurrection] was an historic objective fact.

3. transf. (from 2b a. Of aperson,awriting,\vork
of art, etc.: Dealing with, or laying stress upon, that

which is external to the mind; treating of outward

things or events, rather than inward thoughts or

feelings ; regarding or representing things from

an objective standpoint. (Occas., after mod. Ger.

objektiv : Treating a subject so as to exhibit the

actual facts, not coloured by the feelings or opinions
of the writer.)

1855 KITZJ. STEPHEN \f\Camb.Ess. 190 The book [Robinson

Crusoe] . is, to use a much-abused word, eminently objective ;

that is, the circumstances are drawn from a real study of

things as they are, and not in order to exemplify the work-

ings of a particular habit of mind. 1878 GLADSTOKH Prim.

Homer xiii. 153 Of all poets he [Homer] is the most objective,

and the least speculative. 1888 BRVCE Amer. Commit: II.

Ixxv. 610 To complete the survey of the actualities of party

politics by stating in a purely positive, or as the Germans

say
'

objective ', way, what the Americans think about . . their

system. 1899 LECKV Maf'o/ Life ii. 8 English character

on both sides of the Atlantic is an eminently objective one

a character in which thoughts, interests, arid emotions are

most habitually thrown on that which is without.

b. Med. Applied to symptoms
' observed by

the practitioner, in distinction from those which

are only felt by the patient
'

(Syd. Soc. Lex. 1892).



OBJECTIVE. OBJECTOR.

1877 ROBERTS Ilandbk, Mcd. (ed. 3) I. 19 The actual

clinical phenomena observed, especially those of an objective
character. 1898 Allbutt's Syst. Mcd. V. 871 He manifests

the subjective and objective signs of valvular disease.

4. With to\ That is the object of sensation or

thought ; that is presented or exposed as an object,

perceived, apprehended, etc. In Metaph. Related

as object to subject (see OBJKCT sb. 6).

1762 GIBBON Misc. tt'ks. (1814) IV. 148 Operations, which
are made objective to sense by the means of speech, gesture
and action. 1837 New Monthly Mag. K 535 The inhabi-

tants of this hostel were seldom 'objective' to the garish

eye of day. 1841 MYKRS Cath. Th. iv. 13- 25* The

Supreme Creator has .. so separated Himself from His

creation as to make it objective to Himself.

5. Perspective. That is, or belongs to, the object

of which the delineation is required.

1706 PHILLIPS, Line Objective (in Perspect.l, is the Line of

au Object ; from whence the Appearance is sought for in

the Draught or Picture. 1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl. s. v. f.hic,

Objective Line, in perspective, is any line drawn on the

geometrical plane, whose representation is sought for in the

draught, or picture. Ibid. s. v. /'/eitic. Objective Wane, in

perspective, is any plane situate in the horizontal plane,
whose representation in perspective is required, /bid. s. v.

Perspective^ To exhibit the perspective appearance,//, of an

objective point, H.

6. Applied to the lens or combination of lenses

in an optical instrument which is nearest to the

object (objective glass ; now commonly called

object-glass, or simply objective^.

1753 SHORT in Phil. Trans, XLVIII. 165 An heliometer ;

which is an instrument, consisting of two objective glasses,
for measuring the diameters of the planets. 1762 MATY
ibid. LI I. 375 The objective-glass of my 9 feet telescope.

1837 GORING & PRITCHARD Microgr, 154 So far as the

objective part of the instrument is concerned.

7. Gram. Expressing or denoting the object of

an action; spec, applied to that case of mod. Km*,
in which a substantive or pronoun stands when it

is the object of a verb, or is governed by a preposi-

tion, with which it forms an attributive or advb.

phrase (see OBJECT sb. 7^; also to the relation of

such noun or pronoun to such verb or preposition.
The accusative and dative of earlier Eng. (as well as the

instrumental, locative, and ablative of prehistoric times) are

merged in mod. Eng. in the objective, which in personal
and relative pronouns is distinct in form from the nominative,
but in sbs. and other pronominal words is identical with the

nominative.

1763 LOWTH Eng. Grant, (ed. 2) 32 A Ca*e, which follows

the Verb Active, or the Preposition, .answers to the Oblique
Cases in Latin; and may be properly enough called the

Objective Case. 1824 L. MURRAY l:.ng. Gram. (ed. 5) I. 86

There seems to be gieat propriety in admitting a case in

English substantives, which shall serve to denote the objects
of active verbs and of prepositions ; and which is, therefore,

properly termed the objective case. Ibid. 268 Part of a
sentence, .may be said to be in the objective case, or to be

put objectively, governed by the active verb. . .Sentences or

phrases under this circumstance, may be termed objective
sentences or phrases. 1879 ROBY Lat. Gram. iv. xi. 1312

[Genitive denoting] Object of action implied in substantives

and adjectives. (Objective genitive.) 1881 MASON Eng.
Gram. (ed. 24) 368 When a varb, participle, or gerund
denotes an action which is directed towards some object,

the word denoting that object stands in the objective rela-

tion to the verb, parti< iple. or gerund.

8. Objective point \ orig. Mil, the point towards

which the advance of troops is directed ;
hence

gen. the point aimed at.

1864 Daily Tel. iSOct., In acquiring possession of Atlanta

the Federals have gained a great, .advantage. It is the

objective point to which their western campaign was
directed. 1865 Spectator 4 Feb. 117 No light as to his

next 'objective point', as the slang phrase goes, has yet
been gained. lltt>*7YM/J 27 Dec. 9/1 When the railway is

extended to Mafeking, the objective point in Mashona-land
is still 800 miles from the base. 1893 KARL DUNMORE
Pamirs II. 338 The city of Meshed being my objective

point
9. Characterized by objecting; that states ob-

jections : cf. OBJECTIVELY 4.

1814 W. TAYLOR in Monthly Mag. XXXVIII. 34 Let

us examine Mr. Pilgrim's objective argument. 1833 HT.
MARTINEAU Brooke Farm i. 14 'And what says Sergeant

Rayne?' 'He too is of the objective school, sir'. 'And
were his objections listened to ?

'

B. sb. (elliptical uses of the adj.)

1. Short for objective glass (see A. 6) : the object-

glass of an optical instrument.
"

1835 LINDLEY Introd. Bot. (1848) I. 17, I commonly make
use, in important investigations, of the three strongest of

IMussl's objectives. 1879 NEWCOMB & HOI.DEN Astrtw. 61

The construction of the achromatic objective. 1889 Nature
31 Oct. 648 An objective which can be adjusted to work as

either a photographic or visual objective.

2. Gram. Short for objective case : see A. 7.
1861 ANGUS Handbk. Eng. Tongue 275 Objective with

Passive Verb. 1881 MASON Eng. Gram. (ed. 24) So note,

The fact that pronouns still distinguish the Objective from
the Nominative .. compels us to recognize three cases in

English.
3. Short for objective point (see A. 8); also_/-.

something aimed at, an object or end.
1881 BuRNiEjVcw. Thomas 152 At Johnstown, one objective
was the Cambrian Works. 1882 Times 10 Feb., Servian

Railways. .have been for years past the objective of in-

numerable financial attempts. i88z Standard 14 July, The
objective mu>t be Cairo, . .the most useful strategical point.

1894 Dublin Rev. Apr. 391 The king had for his objective
the divorce, and contingently the religious policy . . sub-

sequently engrafted upon it.
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4. Something objective or external to the mind.

1884 Chr. Commvj. 20 Mar. 536/2 The value and attraction
of the externals and objective*.

Objectively t/bdse'ktivli), adv.
[f. prec. adj.

+ -LY-.] In an objective manner or relation: in

senses 1-3 opposed to subjectively in various senses.

fl. In relation to its object ; as to the object of

the action. 06s.

1624 Kp. MOUSTAGU New Gagg 133 Cyril restrayneth . .

' thou
shall not covet or desire ',

unto one particular Act, objectively,
the not-lusting after or desiring of a Woman. 1631 J.

IliRGKS Attsii'. Rejoined Pref. 36 The people., worshipped
< lod and the King: the ceremonie was materially the

same; but objectively different; one Civil!, the other

Sacred. 1673 H. MORI; Afifi. Antid. Idol. 17 He must.,
bow towards the Cherubins objectively, and not meerly
circumstantially. 1698 XORRIS Fract. Disc. (1707) IV.

167 That love whereby a man loves God, taking i he Term
objectively.

f b. liy means of, or in the way of. an '

objective
cause

'

; by the attraction of some object or end.

;See OBJECTIVE I b.) 0/ts.

1675 BROOKS Gold. Key Wks. 1867 V. 164 Some think that

Christ by his hunger did objectively allure Satan to tempt
him, that so he might overcome him. 1678 CUDWOKIH
Intel!. Syst. I. iii. 170 That which it self being moved.

(objectively, or by Appetite and Desire of the First Good;
muveth other things.

t 2. As nn object of consciousness, as presented
to or perceived by the mind (not as it is in itself).

a 1617 P. BAYNE/.i'f/. (1634) 315 Not from any inward habit

. . but from some external suavities objectively apprehended.
1642 W. PRICE Serin. 19 Our Creed is objectively called

our faith. 1646 SIR T. HKOWNE /V;/</. Kp. 120 The Basilisk

js by their Ideas,
as they are objectively represented to the understanding.
1682 H. MORE Annot: Glanvill's Lux O. 177 As existent

objectively, not really. 1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v. Ob-

jective, A thing is said to exist objectively, objeclivi, when
it exists no otherwise than in being known ; or by being
an object of the mind.

3. As an object of consciousness, in distinction

from the mind or conscious subject ; in relation

to what is external to the. mind; externally, really,

in actual outward fact.

1817 W. TAYLOR in Monthly Rev. LXXXIII. 461 The
manner in which the thing becomes a phenomenon.. is

explicable only subjectively, not objectively. 1832 AUSTIN-

Jiirispr. 11879) II. xlii. 737 In the language of Kant, that

exists objectively which lies without the understanding or

which the understanding knows by looking beyond itself.

1855 H. SI-ESCKR 1'rinc. Psychol. (1872'' I. I. vi. 122 What is

objectively a nervous action and subjectively a feeling.

1879 Gd. Words 30 Any miracle, .ascribed to our Lord was

objectively real.

t 4. By way of objection or adverse reason. Olis.

'593 R. HARVEY 1'iiilad. 40 Hee allowed his fathers lawes

for his time, lesse any man should objectiuely quarrell with

him. 1642 SIR E. DURING Sp. on Rclig. 149 Let me here by
way of anticipation prevent that which will else come in

objectively upon me.

5. Gram. In the objective case or relation.

[Cf. quot. 1698 in sense i.] 1824 [see OBJECTIVE A. 7].

1881 MASON Eng. Gram. (ed. 24) Index, Possessive case.,

used objectively, 72.

Obje'ctiveness. [f.
as prec. + -NESS.] The

quality or character of being objective; the quality
of presenting itself as an object of sense (quot.

1677); existence as an object external to the mind;

(of a person, work of art, etc.) the character of

dealing with or representing outward things rather

than inward feelings.
a. 1677 HALF. Prim. Orig. Man. i. i. i Is there such a

motion or objectiveness of external Bodies which produceth

light or colour..? the Faculty of Sight is fitted to receive

that impression or objectiveness, and that objectiveness
fitted and accommodate to that Faculty, a 1834 COLEUIDGE

Confess. Eiif. Spir. vii. (1840) 93. No man .. can recognize
his own inward experiences in such writings, and not find

an objectiveness, a confirming and assuring outwardness,
and all the main characters of reality, reflected therefrom

on the spirit. 1856 FROUDE Hist. Eng. (1858) I.
y. 391 The

healthy objectiveness of an old English Chronicler is no

longer possible for us. 1881 I.E CONTE Sight 13 In smell,

there is an equal commingling of subjectiveness and ob-

jectiveness.

Objectivism, [f. OBJECTIVE a. + -ISM.] The

tendency to lay stress upon what is objective or

external to the mind; the philosophical doctrine

that knowledge of the non-ego is prior in sequence
and importance to that of the ego ;

the character

(in a work of art, etc.) of being objective. So

Obje'ctivist, one who holds or advocates the

doctrine of objectivism (also attrib^) ; Objectiv-
i'stic a., characterized by objectivism.
1872 W. G. WARD in Dublin Rev. Jan. 71 It is a favourite

argument of Mr. Mill's, that objectivism keeps moral science

in a stationary state. Ibid., Objectivists hold as strongly
as phenomenists, that the morality of actions is importantly
affected by their consequences. 1876 MIVART Less.fr. A at.

24 The dogmas which the objectivist philosophy enunciates.

1883 EDERSHEIM Life Messiah (1886) I. 208 True religion is

ever objectivistic, sensuous subjectivistic.

Objectivity (^bdjekti-viti). [mod. f. med.L.

objtctiv-us: see -ITY. Cf. F. objectivity (1878 in

Diet. Acatt.}.] The quality or character of being

objective; external reality ; objectiveness.

1803 l-Atin. /vVr. I. 258 In both these views it [philosophy)
has relation only to their objectivity. [1812 SOUIHLY Oini-
ana I. 220 A confusion of (what the Schoolmen would have
tailed) Objectively and Subjectively.) 1848 J. H. NKW.MAN
Loss ff Gain in. vi. (1858) 311, I am not denying, .the ob-

jectivity of revelalion. 1851 CARLYI.I; Sterling n. ii. 11872)

96 The principle of this difference, .seems to be that well-

known one of the predominant objectivity of the Pagan
mind. 1884 K. TtMi-LE Relat. Relit;, f, Sc. i. (1885) 16

Kant appears to have no escape from assigning tills objec-

tivity of space to delusion.

Objectivize (/bd^e-ktivaiz), v.
[f.

OBJECTIVE
a. + -JZE.] trans. To render objective ;

to objectify.
1856 MASSON F.ss., The. Poetry 432 Goethe's theory- of

poetical or creative literalure was, lh.it it is nothing else

than Ihe moods of its practitioners objectivized as they rise.

1874 IU SIINKLI. J-'tn-^n'Lness fy Lir.n Introd. 12, 1 . accounted
for the word as one by which the disciple objectives his

own feelings. 1899 ll'cstui. Gaz. 8 June 3/1 The tendency
to externalise anil objectivise spiritual things.

Objective- tpbdgektai'w), used as combining
form of OBJECTIVE a., in Objective-objective a.,

of the nature of an object-object ; Objectivo-sub-
jective a., of the nature of an object-subject.

1836^7 SIR: W.HAMILTON Melafh. xxxix. 11859' LI. 385 The
cognition . .isObjective, or rather Objective-Objective, when
held to consist in an immediate perception

of the power or

efficacy of causes in the external and internal worlds; and

Subjective, or rather Objectivo-Subjeclive, when viewed as

given in a self-consciousness alone of the power or efficacy
of our own volitions.

Objectize c'bclji-ktoiz'", i-. [f.
OBJECT sb. +

-1ZE.J trans. To make into an object, render

objective, objectify. So Objectiza'tion, the action

of making (something) an object of thought.
1668 \YII.KINS Real Char. n. ix. 227 Actions of the Under-

standing and Judgment .. in the lirst Objectization of a

thing : or ihe reflexive Thought about it. 1817 Coi ERIDGE

ISiog. Li!, xii. (1882) 134 The intelligence in the one lends

to objecti/e itself, and in the other to know itself in the

object 1838 filackiu. Mag. XLIII. 193 Man objeclises

himself as
' ihe human mind '.

Objectless (p'lidjektlfc), a.
[f.

OBJKCT si'. +

-LKSS.J Devoid of an object or objects.

1. Having no object to which it is directed ;
not

relative to something else ns an object.

1805 SOUTHEY Madoc i. in, His eyes .. Fix'd lifelessly, or

objectless theyroll'd. i868G. MACDONAI.D Seaboard I'aris/i

I. xv. 224 Her eyes, .had an infinite objectless outlook.

b. esp. Having no object or end in view ;
aim-

less, purposeless.
1818 Klackw. Mag. III. 294 The dull and objectless mode

of life adopted by too many of our nobility. 1846 TRENCH
Mirac. Introd. (1862) 51 They must nol be aimless and

objectless, fantastic freaks of power. 1879 JULIAS HAW.
TIIOKNK Laughing Mill, etc. 36, I set off on an objectless

tramp.
2. Devoid of (visible) objects ; presenting no

object to the view.
1820 Black. Mag. VII. 263 As we were obliged to keep

the glasses up, our drive for several miles was objectless

and dreary. 1860 GOSSK K,-m. Nat. Hist. 199 \\ e trace the

same bird far up in the solitudes of the sky, breaking into

view out of ihe objectless expanse.

Hence O'bjectlessly adv. ; O'bjectlessness.

1859 R. F. BURTON Centr A/r. in Jrnl. Geog. Soc. XXIX.
55 They lie . objectlessly, needlessly, when fact would be

more profitable than falsehood. 1862 F. HALL Hindu
rhilos. Syst. 284 The doctrine of Ihe objectlessness of

lirahma's so-calltd cognition. 1869 W. M. ROSSKTTI Mem.

Shelley p. Ixxxii, The objectlessness of inventing such a tale.

Object-lesson : see under OBJECT sb. 10.

Object-matter, [f.
OBJECT ppl.a. + MATTER.]

ti. (1'roperly two words : see OBJECT///, a. I.)

Matter presented to view, or to be employed as an

instrument or means to some end. Obs.

1652 GAVLE Magaslrom. 60 The object matter or signal!

means of divining (by things in heaven, or on earth).

2. The matter that is the object of some action

or study ; the matter dealt with or treated. (Usually

coincident in sense with the more common subject-

inafter.)

1836-7 SIR W. HAMILTON Metaph. (1877) I. iii. s;
The first

and second [definitions] define philosophy from its object-

mailer; lhat which il is about. 1860 MASSEL Pnttf. Log.

iii. 93 To think actually we must ihink aboul somelhmg ;

this something, the object-matter of thought,, .must m the

first instance be supplied through., the senses. 1884 tr.

Lotze's Logic 28 A synthesis in which the . . requirement

would be completely satisfied in regard to any given object-

matter.

Objector f/bdjrktai). Also 7 -er, -our. [f.

OBJECT v. + -OB, the form being coincident with

that of the L. agent-n. from objicfre to OBJECT.

But the Eng. form in -er has also been used : cf.

rejecter^ One who objects or makes an objection ;

one who brings forward a reason or argument

against something, or expresses disapproval of or

disagreement with it.

1640 UP. HALL Episc. n. vi. 119 Let me put the O
in rninde that [etc.). 1645 MILTON Telrack.Vl'ks. 1738 I.

235 (Dcut. xxiv. i) If these objeclers might be the judges

of human frailty. 1654 WHITLOCK Zootom.a 496,
|

feare not the half-witted Objectours lhat I may meet with.

722 WOLLASTON Kelig. Nat.\v. 62 Another question, sup.

nosed to be proposed by an objector.
1861 [see QBJECTEE].

F'TOUDE i'W Stud. IV. n. iv. 2,5 Expressions
'itakers <

. . . .

qe to satisfy objectors. 1899 H'hi

A conscientious objector to vaccination can . . escape

penalties.



OBJECTUAL.

t Obje'ctual, a. Obs. [f.
L. objcctu-s a throw-

ing against, an object + -AL.] Of the nature of an

object ;
that is the object of some action, or that

which is aimed at ; that is a material or external

object ; objective.
1606 Prac. afst. late Traitors 339 Without any other point

or scope objectual to move unto. 1634 T. ADAMS Temple
Wks. 1861 II. 296 Concerning the material temple, external

or objectual idols.

Objicient (^bd/.i-J'ent). [ad. L. objicient-cm ,

pr. pple. of objiccre to ORIECT.] One who objects,

an objector; an opponentof a motionor proposition.
1864 in WEBSTER. 18.. OGILVIE cites CnL. WISEMAN.

1894 Montk June 223 With the commentary of the objicient's

character, antecedents,and circumstances. 1896 R. F. CLARKE
in loM Cent. Aug. 221 (Train, of Jesuit), The

'

objicients
'

do their best to hunt out difficulties which may puzzle the

exponent of the truth, who is called the
' defendant '.

ObjUration(/'L>a'3ur,?
i

-J'3n).
rare. [n. of action

from L. objurdre to OiiJURE.] The action of

binding by oath, or of solemnly charging or en-

treating as if under oath.

"*SS7 niurtt. Occnrr. (Banatyne Club) 15 Objuratioun of

the fauouraris of Mertene Lutar, in the abbay of Haly rud-

hotis. 1623 COCKERAM n, A Binding by oath, Exorcisine,
Obiunuion. 1812 SCOTT Let. to Southey 4 June in Lockliar:,

I wrote, .begging him. .for the remembrance of his father. .

and by every objuration I could think of.

Objure (^bd^ipM), v. rare. [ad.L. objurare
to bind by an oath, f. ob- (OB- l") +jt~irare to swear.

Cf. obs. F. objurer (1460 in Godef.).]
1. trans. To bind by, or charge under oath.

1613 R. CAWDREV Table Alpli., OUurc, binde by oath.

2. intr. To utter an oath, to swear.

1830 Eraser's Mag. II. 178 As the people only laughed
at him, he cried the. .more vehemently; nay, at last, began
ohjuring, foaming, imprecating

Objurgate (('bd^s-jg^it, p-bd^wg^'t), v. [f.

L. objurgat-, ppl. stem of objurgare to chide,

rebuke, f. ob- (Os- i) +jurgare to quarrel, scold.]

trans. To rebuke severely; to chide, scold.

1616 BuLLOKAR Eng. Expos., Obiurgatc, to chide, to re.

prooue sharpely. 1856 K. A. VAUGHAN Afystics (1860) I. I'-i-:

Violently had he objurgated that wretch of a groom. 1873
TKISTRAM Moa& v. 90 The old man. .objurgated his son.

b. absol. or intr.

1642 JKU. TAYLOR Episc. xiv. 76 Command, but not objur-

gate. 1837 CARLVLE J-'r. Rev. II. v. vii, This poor Legis-
lative. .cannot act ; can only objurgate and perorate. 1870
SWINBURNE Ess. fy Stud. (1875)269 Coleridge wails, appeals,

deprecates, objurgates.

Hence Objurgated///, a., Objurgating vbl. sb.

and ppl. a.

1864 Sat. Rev. XVIII. 445/2 Objurgating impotence has
always been alegitimate subject for ridicule. 1887 A. HIKRI.I.I.

Obiter Dicta Ser. n. 54 A history of thought during this

objurgated period. 1893 Times 16 Mar. 9 '4 All the hypo-
critical whining and objurgating in the world will not alter

their determination.

Objurgation (fMgPlgf-fm). [ad.L. objurga-

tion-em, n. of action from objurgare : see prec.
Cf. K. objurgation (i5~i6thc. in Godefroy).] The

action, or an act, of objurgating; a sharp or severe

rebuke ; chiding, scolding.
1550 HOOI-ER Serin. Jonas \. Wks. (Parker Soc.) 445 The

fourth part [of the book of Jonah] containeth an objurgation
and rebuke of God. 1653 A. WILSON Jas. /, 108 He handled
him roughly, with objurgations. 1828 Miss MITFOKD Village
Ser. in. (1863) 54 A smart young sailor.. by no means in-

sensible to female objurgation or indifferent to female charms.

1875 KINGLAKE Crimea (1877) V. i. 366 The angry objurga-
tions of officers.

Objurgative(?bd^j>'Jgativ),a. [f. l^.objurgat-,

ppl. stem of objurgare to OBJURGATE + -IVE.J
-

next. Hence Objivrgratively aiiv.

1854
' MARION HARLAND '

(Mary Hawesl Alone xvii, The
driver's objurgative eloquence. 1897 BARING-GOULD Bladys
xxii. 260 They expressed their disapproval . . loudly and

objurgatively.

Objurgatory (^bd^-jgatari), a. [ad. L.

objurgatori-us reproachful, f. objnrgator-em, agent-
n. from objurgare to OBJURGATE: see -OBY. Cf.

F. objurgatoire (Cotgr.).] Having the character of

scolding or chiding ; conveying or uttering an

objurgation or sharp rebuke.

1576 FLEMING Panopl. Epist. Epit. Bivb, Dehortatorie,
Obiurgatorie, Petitone. 1603 HOLLAND Plutarch's Mot'.

1 1 6 Touched toth

gr. t. . . ioo .
-

jurgatory question of the Pharist-es. 1859 GKO. KLIOT A.
Bede vi, Remarkable for the facility with which she could

relapse from her official objurgatory tone to one of fondness.

Hence Obju-rgatorily adv., in the way of ob-

jurgation, chidingly.
1659 D. PKLL hnj>r. Sea 490 May I not objurgatorily

speak it? i88> W. G. WARD Ess. Pliilos. Theism (1884) II.

150 We are not wishing to speak objurgatorily but only to

express our meaning, when we say [etc.].

Oblanceolate (^bkraww'*), a. Bot. [See
OB- 2.] Inversely lanceolate; shaped like a lance-

head with the more tapering end at the base.

1850 DANA. Ceol. App. i. 715 The younger [leaves] are quite
narrow pblanceolate. 1872 OLIVER Elent. Bot. n. 203 Com-
mon Primrose. .A perennial herb, with oblanceolate, .radical

leaves.

18

II Oblat. Ot>$. [K, ad. L. okldt-tts.]
=

OBLATE sb. 1 ; also, a disabled soldier placed by
the king in a monastery to be there maintained.

[*6$61$LQ\}XTG/0ss0gr., Oblat (Fr.\a Souldier, who, grown
impotent or maimed in Service, hath maintenance or the

benefit of a Monks place assigned him in an Abbey; Also
the means or place of a Monk, or such Souldier.] 1693 tr.

Emilianne's Hist, Monast. Ord. xvii. 179 These Oblats have

no Votes in the Chapter. 1706 PHILLIPS, Oblats cf St.

Jerom t a Congregation of Secular Priests in Italy, founded

by St. Charles Borromeo. So 1721- in BAILEY.

II Oblata (pblf'-ta), sb.pl. Law. [L., neut. pi.

of oblatus^ used absol. : see OBLATE s/'.
1
] See quot.

1670. (In quot. 1761, erron. pi. oblatas.}

1658 FANSHAWE Pract. Exchequer Crt. 78 (Heading} Ob-
lata or old Debts. He maketh oblata the next title of the

Charge of the Sheriff. 1670 BLOUNT Law Diet., Oblata^..
in the Exchequer it signifies old Debts, brought, as it were

together from precedent years, and put to the present
Sheriff's charge... Also Gifts or Oblations made to the King
by any of his Subjects; which were . . entered in the Fine

Rolls under the Title Oblata*, and, if not paid, estreated,
and put in charge to the Sheriffs. 1761 HUMIC Hist. Eng.
I. App. ii. 257 Fines, untrciamenA, and oblatas. 1848 in

WHARTON Lazv Lex.

Oblate (p'bb't, pbl^'t), s/>.l [ad. med. L.

oblat~us, sb. use of pa. pple. of L, offerre to OFFEH.]
A person devoted to a monastery or to religious
work.
spec. a. A child dedicated by his or her parents to a

monastic life and placed in a monastery to be trained, b.

One who has devoted himself and his property to the service

of a monastery in which he lives as a lay brother. C. A
member of a congregation of secular priests or a community
of women devoted to some special work, as Oblate ofSt.

Charles, a priest of the order of St. Charles Borromeo, etc.

Also attrio. t as Oblate Futln-r.

1864 (title) The Complete Works of St. John of the Cross.

.. Edited by the Oblate Fathers of Saint Charles. 1865
Mcrn. Sfar 9 May, Dr. Manning .. was also chief of an

order called the Oblates of St. Charles Borromeo, 1880

C. E. NORTON Church-build. Mid. Ages 151 One Master
Guccio and his wife, Mina, who had given themselves as

'oblates', with all their property to the church [at Siena].

1889 in Harper's Mag. Oct. 768/2 Born of humble

parents, who offered him in his early youth, as an oblate

at the altar of St.-Denis, he had been bred in the schools of

the abbey.
Oblate (p'bl^t).j^.

2
[ad. L. oblata : see above.]

attrib. in oblate roll, an exchequer roll containing
a record of the OBLATA,
1873 STUBBS Const. Hist. I. xiii. 598 The Pipe Rolls of

Henry 11 are supplemented under John by Oblate, Liberate,
and Mise Rolls.

Oblate (^bl''t, (?'blt?'t), a. Gcom. [ad. med. or

mod.L. oblattiS) f. ob- (.OB- 1 bor ? 2
)
+ latus in ~L.pro-

latits lengthened out.] Flattened at the poles :

said of a spheroid produced by the revolution of an

ellipse about its shorter axis. Opposed to prolate.

I705CHEYXE/V//7. Princ. Relig. I. (1715) 56 By this Gravita-

tion, Bodies on this Globe will press towards its Center, tho'

not exactly thither neither, by reason of the oblate spheroid-
ical Figure of the Karth. 1774 GOLDSM. Nat. Hist. (1776)
I. 33 The earth .. in its figure, which, from being round,
was now become oblate. 1778 Phil. Surv. S. Irel. 10 An
oblate dome. i8 BRE.WSTEK Newton (1855) I. xii. 324 The
figure of the earth is an oblate spheroid. 1852 DANA Crust.

ii. 1026 A large oblate lens-shaped cornea.

Hence Oblately adv., in an oblate manner;

Oblateness, the quality or fact of being oblate.

1753 N. TORRIANO Midwifry 16 The Womb .. becomes
above the Neck oblately {printed ablatelyj spheroidical.

1787 ROY in Phil. Trans. LXXVII. 202 Seven ellipsoids of

different degrees of oblateness. 1871 ROLLWYN Astron.

Simpl. xx. 235 Centrifugal force would satisfactorily explain
this spheroidal oblateness. 1880 GKAY Struct. Bot. (ed. 6)

417/2 Kidney-shaped, ciescentic with the ends rounded ;

very oblately cordate.

tObla'te,^- Obs.rare. Pa. t. and pple. oblated;
also 6 Sc. oblait. [f. L. oblat- t ppl. stem of offerre

to OFFEB; cf. refer, relate.] trans. To offer.

<? 1548 HALL Chron.^ Hen. l
rl 166 b, To render the citie

upon reasonable condictons, to them by the French kyng
sent and oblated. 1560 ROLLAND Crt. I'enus \. 150 Ane

goldin Ball, the quhilk himself oblait To Venus.

b. To offer as an oblation.

1872 O. SHIPLEY Gloss. Eccl, Terms s. v. Oblation, Accord-

ing to the Roman use, the elements were separately oblated,
which in England was followed by York, whilst the other

two uses, of Sarum and Hereford, oblated both together.

Oblation (^bl^-jsn). [a, OF. oblation^ -don

offering, a sacrifice, a kind of impost, ad. late L.

oblation-em offering, presenting, gift, in eccl. I-

sacrifice, n. of action f. offerre to OFFER.] The
action of offering ;

an offering.

I. In religious or ecclesiasticnl senses.

1. The action of solemnly offering or presenting

something to God or to a deity ; the offering of a

sacrifice, of thanksgiving, or of religious devotion.

1412-20 LYDG. Chron, Troy \\. xiii, He. .quit him manly in

his oblacions And ful deuoutlyin his orysons. 14.. in Tun-
dale's yis. (1843) 95 He was called Cryst for this entent For
he for mon scfuild make oblacyon. 1535 COVEKDALE I's.

xxvi[i]. 6 Therfore will I offre in his dwellinge, the oblacion
of thankes geuynge. 1548 LATIMER Serin. Plough Wks. I.

74 What other oblation have we to make but of obedience,
of good living, of good works, and of helping our neighbours ?

1548-9 Bk. Com. Prnyer^Cotniniin. Serv., PrayerofConsecra-
tion, 1628 WITHKK Brit. Rentcwb. 1. 1645 Oblations of true

thankes, and love. 1641 J. JACKSON True Evang. T. ".98
The Oxe .. is an holy creature, being one of the beasts for

OBLATION.

oblation, and sacrifice. 1695 LOCKE Reas. C/ir. (R.), This
oblation of an heart, fixed with dependence on. .him, is the
moat acceptable tribute we can pay him. 1734 tr. Rollins
Anc. Hist. I. Pref. (1827) 35 By the oblation of the most
precious of the spoils. 1755 YOUNG Centaur i. Wks. 1757
IV. 112 [Faith] is a submission of our understandings, an
oblation of our idolized reason, to God. 1772 FLETCHER
Logica Gcnev. 228 Free will to good is founded upon free-

grace, and general free grace upon the perfect oblation which
Christ made upon the cross. 1865 J. H. I NGRAHAM Pillar

of Fire (1872) 179 This beautiful temple was erected .. by
Amenophis I, for the purpose of sacrifices and oblations.

2. The action of offering or presenting the ele-

ments of bread and wine lo God in the Eucharist
;

also, the whole office of the Eucharist.
The Eucharistic service of the Roman Catholic Church,

contains two oblations : the offertory or anticipatory obla-

tion, in which the unconsecraud bread and wine are offered,
and \.\& great oblation, in which the consecrated elements are

presented as sacramentally the hotly and blood of Christ
I (forming the second part of the prayer of consecration).

1450 LANCFORDK Met/It, ghoostly Exerc. tBodL MS.
! A. Wood 17 If. ioi, At y

1-'

offertory when y" prest doith taik

y
" Chalice and holde yt vp and formys y Oblatyon. 1529
MORE Suppl. Sottlys Wks. 327/2 By the sacred oblacion of

that holy sacrament offred for the in the masse. 1651
C. CARTWRIGHT Cert. Relig. i. 135 They doe not admit

Eucharists, and oblations, because they doe not confesse the

Eucharist. 1660 JER. TAYLOR H'ertky Comnmn. i. i. 21

'1 hese men . . enumerate many glories of the Holy Sacra-

ment . . calling it .. the paschal oblation. 1706 HEARNE
Collect. 27 Jan. (O. H. S.) L 171 The Oblation or Sacrifice

of Bread and Wine before Consecration. 1866 NEALK

Sequences^ <y Hymns 213 Morning by morning the Great
Oblation is made in our temple. 1885 Cath. Diet. (ed. 3)

616/1 The great oblation of Christ's body and blood must
bo carefully distinguished from the Offertory or anticipatory
oblation of bread and wine.

3. That which is offered or presented to God or

to a deity; an offering, sacrifice ;
a victim.

\c 1430 LYUG. / 'ertueoj the Masse (MS. Harl. 2251. If. 182 b)

Whan a man offrithe to god his hert Richest oblacion.] 1561
T. NORTON Calvin s Inst. in. 210 Forasmuch as he alone is

the Lambe of God, he also alone is ye oblation for sinnes.

1611 BIBLE />. vii. 29 Hee.. shall bring his oblation vnto
the Lord, 1678 DRYDEN &4L.EE CEdipus n. i, Hear me,

gods!.. I stand up an oblation, To meet your swiftest and
severest angur. 1788 GIBBON Decl. $ F. \. (ed. Milman) V.

19 The life of a man is the most precious oblation to depre-
cate a public calamity. 1811 HEBER Hymn,* Brightest ft

best
'

iv, Vainly we offer each ample oblation ; Vainly with

gifts would his favour secure. 1828 MACAITAY Ess., Hallant

(1887) 56 To lay all their oblations on the shrine of St.

Thomas.

f b. transf. A person sacrificed on any account
;

a victim. Obs.

1594 DANIKL Cleopatra iv. 996 Here to be made th' obla-

tion for his feares. 1613 HAYWAKD Norm. Kings 91 Many
Innocents were made the oblations of his ambitious feares.

4. The presentation of something to God for the

services of the Church, the maintenance of its

ministers, the relief of the poor, or other pious
uses ;

that which is so presented, b. A donation

or bequest of property, c. A customary offering

made on certain occasions, especially in connexion

with the Kucharist.

*4S&Rollso/Parlt. V. 304/2 Pensions, Portions, Tithes, Obla-

tions, . . ne noon othir thynge to the seid Priories . .

belonging.
1547 Injunctions in Cranmers Misc. Writ. (Parker Soc.)

503 Which chest you shall set and fasten near unto the high

altar, to the intent the parishioners should put into it their

oblation and alms for their poor neighbours, a 1548 HALL
Chron., Edw. IV 200 b, The whole Province of Yorke, gave

yerely to this Hospitall certain measures of corne : in maner
as an oblacion of the first fruites of their newe grayne. 1597
HOOKER Eccl. Pol. v. Ixxiv. 4 The name of Oblations

applyed not onely here to those small and petite payments
which yet are a part of the Ministers right, but also

generally giuen vnto all such allowances as serue for their

needfull maintenance, is both ancient and conuenient.. .

Nothing.. more proper then to giue the name of Oblations

to such payments, in token that wee offer vnto him whatso-

euer his Ministers recetue. 1635 PACITT Christ'tanogr. 211

Churches.. and their Livings were dedicated unto God.. by
the solemne vow and oblation of the Founders. 1645
HAMMOND View New Direct, i. 38 Many portions of

Scripture are by the Liturgie designed to be read to stir up
& quicken this bounty, and those of three sorts, some

belonging to good works in general, others to almes-deeds,

others to oblations. 1662 Bk. Com. Prayer, Comtnun.

Serv., Prayer Ch. Militant, We humbly bOMech thee most

mercifully (to accept our alms and oblations). Margin, If

there be no alms or oblations, then shall the words (of

accepting our alms and oblations) be left out unsaid. 1706

PHILLIP^ Funeral Oblations,. .\.Q atone for the Neglects or

Defaults of the deceased Party in paying Tithes, or other

Ecclesiastical Dues. 1845 STEPHEN Connn. Laws Eng.

(1874) II. 740 Those fees and dues which go by the name of

surplice fees . . and Easter offerings, and mortuaries : all

about the year 11.00. [See Bp. Dowden 'Our Alms and

Oblations' in jrnl. Thcol. Studies April 1900.]

II. In general senses.

f 5. The action of offering or presenting : a. pi

a gift, esp. in token of respect or honour; also,

a eift so offered. Obs.

1595 MARKHAM Sir R. Grinvile (Arb.) 43 IH Hmn'd

memorials of divinest rage, I offer as oblations. 1605 UACON

Adv. Learn, i. To the Kingf i, I thought it morerespectiue

to make choyce of some ol>lation, which might, .referre to

the..exct-llencie of your individuall person. 1689 Tryal

Bps. Pref. 2 To your illustrious Highness therefore the

Oblation of these Sheets . . is mo>t justly due.



OBLATIONAL. 19 OBLIGATION.

f* b. of an opportunity, inducement, or the like.

Obs. rare" 1
.

1678 GALE Crt. Gentilcs\\\. 76 The permission and taxation

of the reins to Satan, the oblation ofoccasionsand irrtlaments.

C. (In Roman law) of an amount due.

[1880-1900 HOLLAND Jnrispr. (ed. g xii. 300 'Tender
1

,

'
oblatio ', of the precise amount due, followed by

'

payment
into court '..either extinguishes or suspends the debt.]

f 6. A present or gratuity. Obs.

1433 Water/, Arch, in iot/1 Rep. Hist. MSS. Cotnm.

App. v. 296 Herafter no man sholde have none oblationes

except the slerjaunt and bakere.

f 7. A subsidy or tax ; a gift to the king. (Cf.

OBLATA.) Obs.

1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 132 This Poll-money. .

other Authors mention these Oblations of the lewes to their

Treasurie yearely. 1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Oblation, .. an
aid or Subsidy money. 1668 PRVNNE Aurutte Regime 103

Queen-gold was payd for every Fine and Oblation amounting
to 10 Marks and upwards.

Obla tioual, a.
[f. prec. + -AL.] Of or per-

taining loan oblation; of the nature of an oblation.

1867*1. PATTERSON in Ess. Relig. $ Lit. Ser. n. (1867)

499 The words .. bear one and the same sacrificial or

oblational meaning. 1876 S. MANNING Land of Pharaohs
i 13 Those long oblational processions to the sacred shrines.

Obla'tioiiary, sb. and a. Ecct. [ad. mecl.L.

oblationari-its, f. late L. oblation-em OBLATION.]
a. sb. One who receives the oblations at the

celebration of the Eucharist, b. adj. Having the

function of receiving the oblations.

18720. SHIPLEY Gloss. Reel. 7Vr//s.v. Acolyte, 4 [Acolytes!

Oblationary who received the oblations. 1893 ^fonth July
362 Two other subdeacons and an acolyte in an alb, with an

oblationary to make way for them.

Obla tioiier. [f.
OBLATIOX + -EH 1

.]

f 1. One who makes an oblation or offering. Obs.

1593 NASHEC/^vV/'j T, (1613)44 The.. profuse sacrificatory

expences of ful-hand oblationers. 1600 II. MORE Myst.
Godl, viu. xiv. 423 He.. presents himself an Oblationer
before the Almighty.
2. = OBLATIONARY a. (Cent. Diet. 1891.)

Oblatory (p'blatari),
a. [f. L. oblat-, ppl. stem

of offerre to OFFER: see -ouv.] Pertaining to

oblations or offerings.
1611 SPEKO Hist. Gt. Brit. x. i. (162^) 1254 Masses nnd

oblatory Sacrifices. 1x1638 MEDE Wks. (1672) 2Q3 Our
Prayer for the whole state of Christ's Church is yet Oblatory
..and in the very beginning thereof we desire Almighty
God to accept our Alms and to receive our Prayers. 1659
H. I/ESTRANGEX ll/Vuuv Div. Oft. (Lib. Anglo-Cath. Tlieol.)

274 Plain it is that our Church intended a double offering
one eleemosynary, alms for the poor another oblatory, for

the maintenance of the clergy. 1717 COI.LIKK in Lathbury
Nonjitrors 280 The Oblatory Prayer goes upon this ground,
that the Holy Eucharist is a proper sacrifice. 1835 T.

STAPLETONin.^re/iaw/i'f/a XXV 1.343 The Queen's oblatory
coin of the same value of seven-pence. 1882 T. F. SIMMONS
Alms and Oblations 6 This prayer is in substitution of the

oblatory portion of the prayer for the Church Militant.

t Obla-trant, a. Obs. rare~\ [ad. JL. obla-

Iranf-em, pr. pple. of obldtrd-re to rail or carp at, f.

ob- (On- ib) + latrare to bark.] Railing, reviling.
1601 B. JONSON Poetaster \. iii, Hor. Barmyfroth* Pffie,

inflate^ turgidous and vcntysity are come up. Tib. O
terrible windy words. ..Hor. Here's a deal; ollatrant^

furibtind,fatnatet strenuous. Cces. Now all's come up, I

trow. What a tumult he had in his belly.

+ Obla-trate, v. Obs. rare-*, [f. L. oblatrat->

ppl. stem of oblatrare : see prec.]
1623 COCKEFAM, Oblatrate^ to barke or rayle against one.

t Oblatra'tion. Obs. [ad. late L. obtatratitw-

em
t

n. of action f. obldtrdre-. see OULATKANT.]
Barking at a person, railing, scolding.
c 1560 CHURCHYARD (title) A Playn and Fynall Confutation

of Cammell's corlyke Oblatracion. 16. . BP. HAI.L Set'trr. to

Lds. (R.), The apostle feares none of these currish oblat ra-

tions, 1661 J. SlTKi'Hi-NsJ Procurations To Rdr., He that

feareth oblatration must not travel.

Oble, obs. form of OBLEY.

t Oble'Ct, v. Obs. rare. [ad. L. obkctare to

delight : cf. obs. F. oblecter (Cotgr.).] trans. next.

1555 ABP. PARKER Ps. cxix. 356 Obtaynd I haue : thy
witnesses in iust fee simple state Oblected so.

tOble'Ctate, v. Obs. rare. [f. L. oMectat-,

ppl. stem of obfectare to delight, f. ob- (Ofi- i d) +
laetare, freq. of laccrc to entice.] trans. To delight,

please, rejoice.
1611 COTGR., OblecUr^ to oblectate, reioyce, delight. 1620

VKNNER I'ia Recta vL 102 Mixt sauces.. to oblectate the

pallate. Ibid. (1650) 17 Nothing doth more oblectate the

heart. 1621 Ibid
t
Tobacco 405 That which adorns the back

or oblectate[s] the palat and throat.

t Oblecta tion. Obs. [ad. I,. oblectdtion-em t

n.pfactionf.0/e<Y<7;-:
see prec.] Delight, pleasure,

enjoyment.
1508 FISHER 7 Ptuit. Ps. vi. Wks. (1876) 18 Vf euery

oblectacyon of synne shall be done away by wepyngo. 1596
BEU. -S"rr'. Popery \. \, xvi. 64 Whatever brmgeth corporall
oblectation. 1669 WORI.IDGE j>j/. Agric. (1681) 214 Pleasant

Hills, or shadowie Vallies, delightful Meadows, or other the
like Oblectations. 1831 LVTTON Eugene A. v. viii, Furnish-

ing great oblectation unto his neighbors.

Oble(e)ge, -leis'h, -lease, obs. ff. OHUCK.
t Oble*sion. Obs, rare- , [a. obs. F. obltsion

(inCotgr. 06/01.170/i'sore hurt,, .great harme'), ad.

late ! obln-.nn-em, n. of action f. *0/>/,rdfre, f. ob-

(Oc i b) + Isedfre to hurt, injure.] Hurt, injury.

1656 BLOUNT Glossogr. , Obte&ion, an hurting or annoying.
1721-1800 BAILEV, Oblesion^ an Injury done to any Part.

1857 in MAYNE Expos. Lex.

T Oblest, corrupt f. ARBAI.KST : cf. next.

1780 T. SINGLETON Inv. Properties of Theatre in N. fy Q.
5th Ser. (1876) VI. 64/2 Shilock's Knife and Sheath 0.0.9
Twelve Oblests for Coronation o. 12. o.

f Q'blester, obs.var. at'-
t at-, awblastcr, AUBA-

LKSTER Sb^

1487 Barbmtrs Bruce xvn. 236 (Camb. MS.) He had vith

him..oblesteris [MS. Edinb. awblasteris],

Obley (p'bli). Also 4 ub b)le, ubli, obele,

4-5 oble, 5 ubly, obly(e, obeley, -ly, (oblys;,
6 obleye, (obbley), 7 oublie

;
also 5 oblete, 7

oblett. [ME. a. OF. oitblee, ^tbtee
y o(ti}bleie, oblic,

etc., mod.F. oublie : eccl.L. oblata^ sb. from fcm.

pa. pple. of offerre to offer. Med.L. had also

obliga, obleta, and other forms fashioned on or

influenced by OF. The forms oblete, oblett
^
show

med.L. influence. Cf, Ger. oblate wafer.]

f 1. An offering, oblation, sacrifice. Obs.

a 1340 HAMPOLE Psalter 1. 20 pan |x>u sail accept be

sacrifice of rightwisnes, obles, & oflrandis \oblaciones fy

holocaitsta}*

2. A little cake of bread, usually thin, flat, and

circular, and stamped with a cross, an Agnus Dei,
or the letters HIS, prepared for consecration in the

celebration of the Eucharist
;
a wafer. Now Hist.

1303 R. BRUNXF. HandL Synne 10041 W'han be vble was
on be autere leyde, And be prest \>z wrdeshade seyde. 13
Mctr. Hont. (Vernon MS.) in Herrig Archiv LVII. 281 In
his hond bret full he becre Of bernynge Obelcis a panicre.

1387 TREVIS.-V tr. Higticn (Rolls) VIH. 9 Anon bey brou^te
an obley J>at was i -sacred \encharistiaut consccratam\
c 1450 St. C*MAcr/(Surtees) 7060 pe parte of be oble lie saw
blak as any pyk. r 1509 Dcvyse Coron. Hen. I*III in

MastelM/c. Kit. III. p. lv. note, The kyng shall ofTre an

obbley of brede..with the wliiche obleye after consecrate,
the king shall be howseld. 1881 'V, K. URIDGKTT Hist. Holy
Eucharist I. 169 Very detailed instructions were given, .on

the preparation of the ofletes or obleys. 1898 j. T. FOWI.EK

Dnrh. Cat/i. 58 An oven that was used for baking the obleys,
or altar-bread.

t 3. A thin cake of pastry ;
a wafer. (Cf. F.

oublie.} Obs.
f. 1420 Liber Cocoritin (1862) 22 Take obles and wafrons. .

Close hom in dysshes fare and wele. 14. . Noble Hk. Cookry
(Napier, ifcSa) 114 Tak obleys or \vaifFurs and couche them
in a platter. 1616 SURTL. & MARKII. Country Fanue 585
The Isinde of Wafers called Oublies are made with Honey
in stead of Sugar.

1 4. (See quot.) Obs.
1688 R. HOLME Arnimtry n. 21/1 OUetts are certain pieces

of Mony baving the stamp of J. H. S. coined therein., in

Value it was worth our Penny Farthing.

5. Comb., as obley-maker\ obley-irons, irons

between the plates of which wafers were baked,
wafer- irons.

1346-7 Durham Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 118 Et in j par tie

vblihirnes..3i-. yd. c 1430 Pilgr. Lyf Manhodc i. Ixix.

(1869) 41 Ki the doore of an obley malcere. a 1440 Liber de
diversis incdicinis in MS. Lincoln A \. 17 If. 291 (Halliw.)
Mak paste, and bake it in oble-yryns..and after ete the

obletes.

Oblick, Oblicque, obs. ff. OBLIQUE, OBLOQUY.

Oblidge, -lie(d)ge, -liesh, obs. ff. OBLIGE.

Obligable ^-bligab'i), a. rare~ l
. [ad. L.

type *obligtll>il-j'$, f. obligdre to OBLIGE : see -ABLE.]

Capable of being brought under an obligation.
1860 EMERSON Com/. Life vii. (1861) 162 One man can

come under obligations on which you can rely, is obligable ;

and another is not.

O'bligancy. rare. [f.
next : see -AXCY. Cf.

med.L. obligantia (Du Cange).] Obligatory

quality or character.
1826 CARLVLE Notebook 7 Dec. in Froude Life I. .\x. 372

Whence . .comes . . the obligancy of this utility.

Obligant (^bligant) ,a. and sb, [ad. L. obligant-

eni^ pr. pple. oiobligare to OBLIGE.]
fA. adj. That obliges or binds, obligatory. Obs.

1624 F. WHITE Repl. Fisher 525 Fit to be done, but not

obligant. Ibid.* All the Precepts thereof are perpetually

obltgant.

B. sb. Sc. Law, One who binds himself, or is

legally bound, to pay or perform something.
1754 ERSKINK Prlnc. Sc. Law (1809) 328 One of several

obligants of this sort, who pays the whole debt, or fulfils the

obligation, is entitled to a proportional relief against the

rest. 1821-30 Ln. COCKBUKN Mem. vi. (1874) 330 The other

obligants withdrew their names from the bond. 1861 W.
llia.L Diet. Law Scot. 596/2 The debtor, whom the English
term the obligor, is in Scotland termed the obligant or

granter. 1882 Times zS Jan. 11/2,^25,658 has been paid to

creditors by other obtigftntC.

Obligate (fblig/t),///. a. [ad. L obligat-us^

pa. pple. oltobligare to OBLIGE.]
fl. Bound by oath, law, or duty ; obliged. Obs.

1432-50 tr. HigJen (Rolls) V. 185 A man obligate [1387
THEVISA pat hadde obleged hym self] to the deville for be

UifFe of a mayde. 1538-9 Instr. Hen. I'flf, Visit. Monast.

(1886) 22 That they be in no case.. obligate to the same.

2. Biol. That is of necessity such. Obligate

Obligate (p'blig^t), v.
[f.

L. obligat-, ppl.
i stem ot obligdre to OBLIGE.]

-fl. trans. To bind round, fasten up. Obs.
c 1600 Tinion in. v, Let it be lawfull for me.. to ligate and

obligate your eares with my words.

t %. Jig. To bind, connect, attach. Obs.

1547 HOOTKR Declar. Christ xi. Wks. (Parker Soc.) 84
Therefore is not the interpretation of the scripture obligated
unto an ordinary power, nor to the most part.

y. To bind (a person) by a moral or legal tie.

a. To put under moral obligation, to oblige. Chiefly
t in pass. : To be bound or compelled.

1668 in A t/tenxmud 894) 2 June 710/1 My station obligates
me to render service with obedience to her commands. 1764
FooTli Mayor of G. \. Wks. 1799 I. 171 Sir, I am obligated
to leave you. 1768-74 TUCKKK Lt. Nat. (1834) II. 30$ The
more ties wherewith we are obligated to any. t^he

nearer
lie stands in proximity to us. 1859 W. ANDERSON Disc.

1

(1860) 308 You are not only warranted but obligated to

! vindicate yourself.

b. To bind by law.

1755 MAGKNS Insurances II. 109 If a Master sells his
'

Ship, the new Master and Sailors shall not be obligated
to each other. 1879 Standard 15 Dec. (I).), The Royal

i Princes .. having been properly obligated, were invested as

Knights of the Temple and Malta. 1888 in ISryce Atucr.
(onnnw. II. App. 673 Kvery contract.. by winch a debtor
is obligated to pay any tax.

1 4. To make (a thing) a security; to pledge,

j pawn, mortgage; cf. OHI.IGE v. 3 a. Obs.

1541 in R. 6. Mar.-den AV/. /'/. Crt. Afiin. (1894) I. 1.7

j
The..capitayn. .hath full power, .to bynd and obligate.. the

1 shipp with her frayghte. 1774 !>'' HALI.ITAX Anal. Rout,
I. aiv (1795) #7 Actio Serviana . . for the recovery of good--,

i obligated by the Hirer, as a security fur his Rent. 1890

;

K. JOHNSON Kisc Christendom 57 Which things. .we forbid

\

lo be alienated and obligated, except for the sake of tin:

redemption of captives.

5. - Oiti.KiK v. 6, 7. (Not now in good use.;

1692 SOUTH 12 Serin. (1697) I. 503 While the Courteous

; person thinks that he is obligating and cluing such an one a

i kindness, the I'roud person, .accounts him to be only paying
i

a debt. 1726 G. ROI;I-KIS Four \\ars I'f-y, 159 Vet, said

they, we are more obligated to St. Antonio, because it was
he that directed the Portuguese, .to this Island. 1810

SIIKLLEY Left. Pr. Wks. 1880 III. 333, I am much obligated

by the trouble you have taken to fit it for the press. 1882

i
,/Wi/JvXXV. 453 2 For which all scientific men will feel

i deeply obligated.
d. To render (conduct, etc.) obligatory.

1879 G. MACDONALD /'. 7-Vi/vr I. xvii. yio '1 lie purpose
i justified an interest in him beyond what gratitude obligated.

I U-nce O-bligated///. a.

1741 RICHARDSON Pamela II. 72 Your so much obligated
Pamela. 1813'!". Brsr.v tr. Lmrctius I. m.Comm.p. xxx, If..

the only obligated difference, .be its subjection to mortality.

Obligation (fblig^'Jan). [a. OF. obligation,

-adon '^1235 in (Jodef. Cotnpl?), ad. L. obligation-

cm an engaging or pledging, a binding agreement
or bond; rarely lit., a binding; fig., an entangling,

ensnaring ; n. of action f. obligdre to OBLIGE.]
1. The action of binding oneself by oath, promise,

or contract to do or forbear something ;
an agree-

ment whereby one person is bound to another,

or two or more persons are mutually bound
; also,

that to which one binds oneself, a formal promise.
1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 804-^ fee king, .bed him.. to him to

gloucestre wende And made him obligacion it ostage him

gnn sende J*at he ssolde to him come al sauf. f 1330 K.

UKUNNE Chrott. (1810) 134 .He with scrite & oth mad
obligacion, pat for leue no loth..Suld werreonhimbegyrme.
1426 LVDG. DC Guil. Pilgr. 23758 lastly, this condicioun

is worth an obligacioun. 1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531)

8b. Of the obligacyon made bytwcne god and us. 1634
SIR T. HERBERT Trav. 30 As well to discharge themselves,

from their obligation as to give satisfaction unto the people.

1879 G. BARNKTT SMITH W. E. Gladstone (ed. a) I. vi. 169
A valid obligation could not be made with the Court of

Rome without communication with the Pope himself.

2. Law. An agreement, enforceable by law,

whereby a person or persons become bound to the

payment of a sum of money or other performance ;

the document containing such an agreement ; esp.

in Eng. Law, a written contract or bond under seal

containing a penalty with a condition annexed.

Also, the right crea'ted or liability incurred by
such an agreement, document, or bond.

1382 WYCI.IF Luke xvi. 6 And he seide to him, Taak thin

obligacioun, and sine doon, nnd wryt fyfii. 143* 'n ^'"-V-

Gilds (1870) 276, ij. sufficient ptegges, bowndyn w 1 hem in

a symple (v.r. syngyll] obligacion, for to make a trewe

delyueraunce of swiche goodys as thei receyue. 1538
FM ZHERB. Just. Peas 91 b, Till he be bounde by obligacion

to the kynges use, in such some as . . shal be thought
resonable. 1615 BKDWEI.L Arab. Trudg, Talby, A peece of

parchment, not any whit bigger then an ordinary ..obliga-

tion. 1786 BURKK Sp. azst. W. Hastings Wks. XII. 260

He had made a temporary seizure of the profits v for the

is inaKpetuabltt for the attainment of their full development.
1890 |i.

A. WHITELEGCK Hygiene 4- Pxl>. Health ^x. 227
Parasites.. found to grow under any known conditions as

saprophytes are distinguished as
*

obligate
'

parasites.

and an obligation when it contains a penalty, which is

generally double the amount of the principal sum secured.
'

3. Moral or legal constraint, or constraining force

or influence; the condition of being morally or

legally obliged or bound ;
a moral or legal tic

binding to some performance ;
the binding power

of a law, moral precept, duty, contract, etc.
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OBLIOATIONAL.

Of obligation^ obligatory. Day or holiday of obligation,
a day on which every one is obliged to abstain from work
and to attend divine service.

1602 SHAKS. Hani. \. ii. 91 Bound In filiall Obligation, for

some terme To do obsequious Sorrow. 1638 BAKER tr.

Balzac's Lett. (vol. II. > 47 There is no obligation to follow

them in their opinions. 1689 POPPLE tr. Locke's ist Let.

Toleration^ L.'s Wks. 1727 1 1. 247' HeurO Israel ', sufficiently

restrains the Obligation of the Law of Moses only to that

People. 1701 GREW Cosm. Sacra iv. ii. 54 And Numa
appointed an Oath unto the Romans, say Plutarch and

Livy, as the chiefest Obligation unto Faith and Truth.

1732 BERKELEY Atciphr. i.* 13 They took great pains
to .strengthen the obligations to virtue. 1780 BURKE S/>.

Bristol bef. Elect. Wks. III. 371 What obligation lay on
me to be popular? 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. ii. I. 172
He had a strong sense of moral and religious obligation.

1885 LITTLKUALE in Encycl. Brit. XIX. 93/1 The Moham-
medan pilgrimages, .consist, .oftwo main classes, which may
be distinguished conveniently by Latin theological terms,
as those of 'obligation' and those of 'devotion'. There
is properly only one Moslem pilgrimage of obligation,
that to Mecca. 1885 Cath. Diet. (ed. 3) 564/2 All bishops
and priests with cure of souls are bound to say Mass for

their people on Sundays and holidays of obligation.

b. Without moral or legal reference : The fact

of being logically or customarily obligatory.
1664 J. WKBR Stotic-Heng (1725) 67 So many other Obli-

gations induce us to grant the being of Porticoes there.

1896 A. J. HIPKINS Pianoforte 44 Setting the military bands
aside as forming a province ruled by its own law, the French

pitch yet remains as appertaining to preference 'and not

obligation.

4. Action, or an act, to which one is morally or

legally obliged; that which one is bound to do
;

one's bounden duty, or a particular duty. Some-
times with the further notion of coercion : An
enforced or burdensome task or charge.
1605 SHAKS. Learn, iv. 144, I cannot thinke my Sister in

the least Would faile her Obligation, a 1704 T. BROWN
Praise Drunkenness Wks. 1730 I. 36 The first linger away
their lives in perpetual drudgery, in slavery and obligations.

1728 MORGAN Algiers II. iv. 270 Thus died this valorous

cavalier, for his Faith and for his Prince, as is the obligation
of every gentleman of Honour and Character. 1857; Toui.-

MIN SMITH Parish 64 If he have not fulfilled his obligations
in one respect, he cannot rightly claim hts prerogatives in

the other. 1875 BRYCE Holy Rom. Kmp. ix. (ed. 5* 148 He
released the Polish dukes from the obligation of tribute.

5. a. The fact or condition of being indebted to

a person for a benefit or service received ; a debt

of gratitude.
1632 J. HAYWAKH tr. Btond't's Eromena 47 She.. might not

see him, to acknowledge the obligation she o\ved him. 1751

JOHNSON .tf ;/>/(> No. 87 F 9 They return benefits, ..because

obligation is a pain. 1847 MARRYAT C/tildr. N. Forest x,

You have no right to put her under an obligation. 1881

SHOBTHOUSE J. Inglesant (1882) I. xvii. 305 Inglesant re-

turned a courteous message expressive of his obligation for

her extraordinary generosity.

b. A benefit or service for which gratitude is

due, a kindness done or received,
1618 EARL OF SUFFOLK in Fortesc. Papers (Camden) 51

Which I wyll ever acknowledgtoyou for a great oblygation.

1775 SHERIDAN Rivals, v. iii, Captain, give me your hand ;

an affront handsomely acknowledged becomes an obligation.
1821 LAMB Hlia Ser. t. I 'alentincs Dfty^ When a kindly face

greets us, though but passing by, .. we should feel it as an

obligation.

t C. Obligingness, civility. Obs. rare.

1664 PKPYS Diary 4 June, To make him civil!, and to

command in words of great obligation to his officers and men.

t6. L-g,il liability. Cf. OBLIGE v. 5. Obs.

1676 HAI.K Contempt, i. 03 As an imputed sin drew with it

the obligation unto punishment. 1758 S. HAYWARD Strut.

i. 5 Guilt is an obligation to punishment on account of Sin.

f7. A binding, fastening, or connecting; a con-

nexion, link. Obs. rare,

1646 SIR T. BROWSE Pseud. Ep. 240 Yet is there one link

and common connexion, one generall ligament, and neces-

sary obligation of all whatever unto (_iod.

1 8. A bond by which one is held captive, rare.

1582 X. T. (Khctn.) Acts viii. 23, I see thou art in the gall
of bitternesand the obligation [Vulg. obligationc\Qi iniquitie.

9. Comity as obligation-maker.
1678 CUDWORTH Intdl. Syst. Contents (i. v. 895) These

artificial Justice-makers and Obligation-makers.

Obliga'tional, a. we- 1
,

[f. prec. + -AL.] Of
the nature of, or pertaining to an obligation.
1887 E. GfRNEY Tertium Quid I. 294 Whether the axiom,

when this latter obligational form is given to it, ceases to be
scientific, is perhaps no more than a verbal question.

Obliga'tionary, a. [f. as prec. + -AR\*I.]

Pertaining to a legal obligation or bond.
1880 MUIRHKAU Gains Digest 565 She was entitled to

alienate her res nee mancipi, amongst which obligationary
claims were included.

Obligative (p-bligetiv), a. [f. L. obli&lt-,

ppl. stem of obligare to Om.ir.E + -IVE.] Imposing
obligation; obligatory.
1596 BKLI. Sut-\ Popery in. ii. 240 Or give power obligative

unto them. 1622 MABBE tr. Aleinan's Guzman iCAlf. \\.

242 Bills and answers . . processiue, justificatiue, obligatiue
. .renunciatiue, and infinite other the like. 1875 POSTF,
(rains i. (ed. 2) 73 Contract in the narrower sense may.. be
distinguished as an obligative contract.

Jlence O'bligativeness, obligatoriness.
1678 NORRIS G'//. Misc. (1699) 165 The Ohligativeness and

Reasonableness of the Institution. 1831 R. SHARP Lett. $
/..v... 11834} 1 5 Ibe obligativeness of moral conduct.

Obligate, variant of OBBMCATO.

20

Obligator (c'blig^tsa). rare. [a. med. L.

obligator, agent-n. f. obligare to OBLIGE.]
1. Law. One who binds himself; = OBLIGOR.
a 1625 SIR H. FINCH Law (1636) 294 So if two be bound in

an obligation to a fern sole, and after she taketh one of the

obligators to husband, the whole dutie is extinct.

2. One who confers an obligation;
= OBLIGEK 2.

1798 Sporting Mag. XI. 42 He was thus interrupted by
the sagacious obligator.

t ObligatO'rious, a. Ol>s. rare. [f. as next

+ -ous.] Obligatory.
1602 FULBECKK 2/itl Ft, rarall. 28 It is on both sides

obligatorious.

Obligatory (c'bligatari), a. [ad. late L.

o'uligatdri-us ,
f. ppl. stem of obligare to OBLIGE :

see -OBY.]
1. Imposing obligation, binding in law or on

the conscience
;

of the nature of an obligation ;

that must be clone or practised. Const, on, upon

1502 Ord. Crystcn Men (W. de \V, 1506) in. i. 140 Also it

is a thynge obligatorye. a 1626 BACON (J.), Whether it be
not obligatory to Christian princes, 1655 FULLER (.'Ji. Hist.

in. i. 14 This his confirmation of King Edward's Laws
was .. but a personal act .. and no whit obligatory of his

posterity. 1661 BOVLK Style of Script. (1675) 132 Many-
things enacted in the Old Testament, .which are not now..

obligatory on us Christians. 1702 KCIIARH Feel. Hist, (1710)
10 They were not obligatory to other nations. 1795 UUKKK

Regie. Peace i. Wks. VIII. 185 There are situations .. in

which, therefore, these duties are obligatory. 1875 JoWETT
Plato (ed. 2) I. 478 The obligatory and containing power of
the good is as nothing. 1888 Times (weekly ed.) 6 Apr. 16/4
A Royal decree .. making it obligatory on managers of
theatres in Madrid to light those buildings by electricity.

2. Creating or constituting an obligation ; csp. in

writing (bill, etc.) obligatory
= OBLIGATION 2.

1456 SIR G. HAVE Law Anns (S. T. S.) 182 Suppos the

Capitane, wald obliss him be his lettres obligatoris. 1480
CAXTON CJiron. Fug. clxii, As the strengthe of the letter

oblygatorye wytnessyd. a 1548 HAM, Citron.^ Edit). 7/^246
A sufficient instrument obligator ie. .for the..contentacion of
the same money. 1644 l>i LWER Ckirol. 108 In all obligatory

bargaines and pledge-^. i665J. lDA\lEsf/ist.Cetrz'66y/sUaoo
They commonly deliver obligatory acts to their Masters,, .by
which writings they oblige themselves to serve them, .three

year*. 1691 BOVLK // ill Wks. 1772 I. Life 160 Whereas my
servant John Warr is indebted unto me in the sum of 50^. by
bond or bill obligatory. 1776 Trial of Numlocowar 23/2,
I never heard of his putting his seal to obligatory papers,
on which money was to be received. 1892 Daily A'czvs

30 July 5/3 The Judge decided that the fact that the

document was not ' under seal
1

,
removed it from the legal

definition of a 'writing obligatory'.

3. Bio!. OBLIGATE///, a, 2.

1896 Allbutfs Syst. Mcd. I. 513 Obligatory aerobes, which
must be supplied with oxygen. 1898 ibid. V. 166 If this

observation should be confirmed, the tubercle bacillus could
no longer be considered an obligatory parasite.

Hence Obligatorily adv., in an obligatory

manner, so as to be obligatory ; O'fcligato'riness,
the quality or fact of being obligatory.
1563-87 Voxr.A. ff M. (1596)230 Being bound obligatorilie,

both for himselfe and his successors. 1650 R. HoLUHGWOKTH
F.\~erc. Usurped Powers 28 The obligatorines.se of the Oaths
and Covenant. 1755 JOHNSON, tndissolubly . . 2 For ever !

obligatorily. 1879 FARRAB&* Paul I. 4 19 The obHgatorine.ss
of circumcision had at that time been less seriously impugned.

Oblige (('blarc^, v. Forms : a. 3 obligi, 4 ;

-lege, 4-5 -liche, 5 -lyge, 6 -leege, 7 -lidge, -liege, !

(-ligue), 8 -Hedge, -leadg ; 3- oblige. 0. 3-5
J

( -7 St.) oblisch, 4-5 -lissh, -lyssh, 4 (6-7 St.) \

-lish, 5 -lesche, (obblish). 7 .Sir. obliesh, -leish. i

7. Sc. 4-5 oblise, 4-6 -lis, -lys, 5-6 -lyss, 5-7 !

-liss, 6 -leiss, -leas, -lessej -las, 6-7 -leis. [a. ;

OF. obliger^ -ier (1267 in Hat/.-Darm.) to bind

by oath or promise, pledge, render liable (also

red.), ad. L. obligare to bind or tic around, bind
;

up, bind by an oath, promise, or moral or legal

tie, render liable, pledge, mortgage, impede, re-
i

strain, f.0- towards + li^arc to tie, bind. Formerly

pronounced f'blrd3 after Fr.]

I. 1. trans. To bind (a person) by an oath, j

promise, contract, or any moral or legal tie (to !

a person or a course, or to do n. thing) ; to put ,

under an obligation or engagement, to engage.
Now only in Law.
1*97 K . GLOUC (Rolls.i 7995 po ;ulde william vr kin^.-to

him vaste iobliged \v.r. oblisched] pe king of scotlond.

c 1400 Apol. Loll. 41 See bei bat bci oblesche no man to ber

manerofpotiert. a 1548 HALL C/m>., Hen. /Y/aAllmenne
were perdoned. . whiche would.. by

othe be obliged truly to ,

serve and obeye hym. ^1657 R. LOVSDAY Lett* (1663' 275,
!

I inclos'd the Note. .in a Letter to my Brother, ami oblig'd I

him to be very careful in sending it. 1690 LoCKE&W/. n. \ i.

73 It has been commonly suppos'd, That a Father could

oblige his Posterity to that Government, of which he himself

was a Subject. 1759 Jonvsox Rassclas viii, My father had

obliged me to the improvement ofmy stock, not by a promise
..but by a penalty which I was at liberty to in> ur. 1880

MuilREAD(7d/*riII.| 104 Slaves.. cannot t>e obliged to any i

. .person. Ibid. 137 In nomfna. while cue, by making an

entry to the other's debit, lays him under an obligation, it

is only the hitter thai is obliged.

2. refl. To bind oneself by an oath, promise, or

contract (to a person, to a course or to do some-

thing, ^tkat something shall be done); to come
under an obligation, to pledge, engage oneself,

OBLIGE.

1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 2161 Hii horn wolde obligi & siker

nesse vinde gode To bere horn clene hor truage. c 1375
Sc. Leg. Saints xxxiii. {George} 503 pane sais J^e wich : 'gyf
I ne ma Ourcum his craft.. I oblise me.. But ransoninge to
thole dede'. 1405 Rolls o/Parlt. 1 1 1. 605/2 We. .oblyssyng
us, by thys pre.sentes,. .to fulfill all maner accordez. a 1575
Dinrn. Occitrr. (Hannatyne Club) 308 We obleiss ws, and
promeiss that .. the said abstinence of weir .. sail con-
tinew. 1609 W. M. J/<i/J/<w/t (18491 37 Having plighted
your faith and solemnly obliged yourselfe unto an husband.

1664 MARVKLL Con: Wks. 1872-5 1 1. 154 The time for which
lie had obliged himself being expired. 1721 in T. W. Marsh
Farly Friends iii. (1886) 29 We Desire John Croker to take
his place and., we doe obleadg our selves to give him 4oshili.

1890 / 'all Alatl G. 9 Sept. 7/3 In gratitude for the bequest
of Preston, the town council obliged themselves to his son
to build that aisle to his memory,
f b. intr. (for reft.) St. Obs.

1501 Dour; LAS Pal. Hon. n. xxvi, I obleis be my hand, He
sail obserue in all pointis rour behest. 1567 in Row Hist.
Kirk (1842)34 That these prajsent oblishes to reforme them-
selves. 1634 Ibid. 374 We .. undersubscryve, and oblishes
and promises to obey the wholl contents of the said letter.

t 3. trans, a. To make (lands, property, a posses-
sion

1

) a guarantee or security for the discharge of

a promise or debt ; to pledge, pawn, or mortgage.

Alsoy?^. to pledge (one's life, honour, etc.). Obs.

1297 R. GLOL'C. (Rolls) 6771 pe emperour of rome to him. .

Obhgede [z>. r. obleged] bi his nitssagers alle bing Jat was
his. 1388 WYCLIK Prov. xxii. 26 Nyle thou be with hem
that oblischen [1382 ficche doun] her hondis, and that pro-
feren hem silf borewis for dettis. 1395 PURVKY Remonstr.
(1851) 81 King Jon oblisshide his rewme of Ingelond and his

lordshipe of Irelond in a thousand mark, to be paied yeer bi

yeer. 1474 CAXTON Chcssc 131 Yf thou wylt oblyge thy sowle
to me ayenst my hors I wyl playe wyth the. 1675 MARVELL
Corr. Wks. 1872-5 II. 449 The gentlemen.. were ordered to

oblige each their honour, not to take any resentment. 1700
TVRKKI.I. Hist. Kng. 11.928 [He] forbid all the Prelates..

to oblige their Lay-Fees to the See of Rome. 1750 BEAWKS
Lc.v Merest. (1752) 113 The ship is tacitly obliged for their

wages.

t b. To agree to as obligatory. Obs. rare.

1513 DOUGLAS .Fftt-t's xm. iii. 83 The haly proinys and the

bandis gent Of pece and concord oblisit and sworn.

4. a. Of an, oath, promise, law, command, etc.:

To bind (a person) ;
to make (one) morally or

legally bound to some action or conduct, or to do

something ; also, to a person (obs. exc. in Law).
c 1380 WYCI.IF Sfl. ll'ks. III. 70 Sibin gode deedis, in

Goddis myraclis, oblischen men moore to serve God. a 1548
HALL C/iron., //en. VII 28 b. The statutes and ordinaunces
..dothe not oblige and bynde them to that case, but in cer-

tayne poyntes. 1589 R. BRUCE Serm. (1843) 28 The com-
mand oblishes you to obey. 1640 W. BALL Power cfKings
8 As the Kings Oath tieth and obligeth Him to the People,
certainly the Peoples Oath tieth and obligeth them to the

King. 1741 WATTS hnfrov. Mindi. i. (1801) 15 Christianity
so much the more obliges us.. to invoke the assistance of

the true God. 1865 W. G. PALCRAVK Arabia I. 449 The
names of those whom vicinity obliges to attendance are read

over morning and evening.
b. Wkh simple obj.: To bind, to be binding on

(a person, conscience\ Also absoL
c 1400 Apol. Loll. ioi Four pingis are requirid to ilk vowe

bat oblischip. 1643 PKYNNK StK>. Ptnvcr P,irlt. i. (ed. 2)

47 Yet these Lawes would no wayes obliege them, unles.se

they voluntarily consented and .submitted to them in Parlia-

ment. 1673 MAHVELL Ke/t. Transp. II. 241 You say they
are no Laws unless they oblige the Conscience. 1722
WOI.LASTON Rtlig. Nat. vii. 153 Two inconsistent laws can-

not both oblige.

c. pass. To be obliged : to be bound by a legal
or moral tie.

c 1375 Sc.Lt'g. iSWft&xxXviti. (Adrian) 165 He wesobllste

til Ins wyfe To speke with her in-to his lyfe. 1484 CAXTON
Fables ofAlfonce ix, I promysed to the nought at al, in the

presence of whom I am oblyged or bound. 1553 Aim
HAMILTON Cntcch. (1884) 43 We ar oblissit to lufe God.

1609 SKF.NE Rfg. Maj. sb (Stat. ll'ill. c. 19), The wyfe is

nocht oblisched to accuse hir husband. 1672 CAVE Prim.
C/tr. in. i. (16731 2 8 That Duty and Respect, wherein we
stand obliged to others. 1709 STRYPI-; Ann. Rcf. I. xxi. 244

Martyr excused his coining, partly because he was obliged
to the city and church of Zurick. 1810 HOHSLF.Y Serm. (1811)

439 Thus it should seem that Christians are clearly obliged
to the observance of a Sabbath.

II. 5. fa. trans. To make (any one) subject

or liable to a bond, penalty, or the like. Obs.

1340 . -1 )*///'. ii", pe /ciiuolle be one zenne dyadlich. .is

y-ubli^fd to xiin ruie greate jjauelinge. -1386 CHAI.CKR

Pars. T.
"

773 This cursed synne anoyeih greuousliche hem
that it haunten And first to hire soule, for he obligetti it to

synne and to peyne of deeth. 1533 G.\u Richt I'ay 105

Quhen Adam sinnit he oblist hime self and al his
offspring

to tin: eternal deid. 1649 JER. TAYLOR Gt, K.wup. J'ref.

14 It is to be inquired how these became laws; obliging

us to sin, if we transgress.

b. re/I.
To render oneself liable to punishment,

to involve oneself in guilt. (Lat. sc ol'Ugdre) Now
only in Civil Law.
1382 WYCLIF Pros', xiii. 13 Who bacb'nc-th to any tiling, he

ohlisheth hymsclf in to the time to come. 1880 .Mi IRHEAD

(,'tiitfs in. 208 Most agree that, as theft depends upon
JTitent. such a child can only oblige himself in respect of it

wh'-n he is close upon puberty.

III. 6. train. To bind or make indebted (f to

oneself) by conferring a benefit or kindness; to

gratify with or by doing something ;
to do a service

to, confer a favour on; fto bo of service to, to

benefit iol>s.}.

1567 TUUKKV. (VAA Kp. 71 And oblige mee unto tliee hy
this boone. a 1610 UICALEV Thwphr&stns (1636' 83 If any



OBLIGE.
man be oblig'd, be will command liini lo remember the
favour. 1615 G. SANDYS Trav. 2 Here take oh Zani this

ling of gold, and by giuing it to the sea, oblige it vnto thee.

1626 T. H[AWKiNs] Caussin's Holy Crt. 38 Pliny .. pro-
nouncelh. .That the greatest diuinity is to see a mortal!
man oblige his like. 1670 COTTON Esfernon i. n. 60 That
her Family had oblig'd Hungary with a Queen, and France
with a Gaston de Foix. 1775 SHERIDAN Rivals v. iii, O
pray, Faulkland, fight to oblige Sir Lucius. 1840 DICKENS
Ram. Rudge xv, Oblige me with the milk. 1885 Sin
W. V. FIELD in Law Rep. 15 Queen's Bench Div. 413
The customer requested the appellant, to oblige her, to send
the loaves home with other goods she had purchased.

b. Said of the service, kindness, etc.

1638 BAKKR tr. Balzac's Lett. (vol. II.) 8, If this tender-
nesse proceeded from a soft effeminate spirit, yei it would . .

oblige me infinitely unto you. 1685 HAXTKK Paraf'kr, jV. 7'.,

Ram. xvi. 3-4 The .. helping an eminent Minister, may
oblige many Churches. 1796 SIR J. SINCLAIR Corr. (1831)
II. 439 Your early attention to this application, will much
oblige, Sir, your very faithful and obedient servant.

c. absoL To confer a favour; esp. to favour
a. company (with some performance), colloq.
1735 POPK Prol. Sat. 208 So obliging, that he ne'er oblig'd

\rime besieg'd]. 1865 DICKENS flfut. />. in. vi, Sir, would
you obleege with the snuffers. 1888 rail Mall G. 16 Nov.
7/1 To-night, Mr. Grossmith..and all the talents will oblige.
1897 tr - Balzac's Cousin Pans 12 He 'obliged

1

at the

pianoforte. 1899 ll'cstm. Gaz. 15 Apr. 2/1 A chairman
was elected, obliged with a song, and then called upon a
member of the company. When gents were shy, or dry,
or both, professional talent obliged.

7. pass. To be bound to a person by tics of

gratitude; to owe or feel gratitude; to be indebted
to a person (or thing) for something. Now said

only in reference to small services, esp. in making
an acknowledgement or request; also, formally,
where there is no real indebtedness, as in ordering
goods from a tradesman, etc.

a, 1548 HALL Cftron., Hen. VII 39 Yf yt chaunce me by
your ayde..to recover. . I ..shalbe so muche obliged and
bounde unto you. 1619 WOTTOM Let. in Ens*.

,5- Germ.
(Camden) 49 For the foresaid resolution in youre Mat10

ymplying.,the good of so manie of your freindes, they held
themselves eternally obliged. 1692 UKXTLBY Boyle Lect.
viii. 295 To those Hills we are obliged for all our Metals.

1726 G. ROBKRTS Four Years I'oy. 53, I told them, I was
very much obliged to them for their Good-will. 1701 Gent/.
nr __/_TI I,., t.1' i. _r i _...___ *..! fi > .

on Bacon, which I shall be much obliged to you to
correct. .

1 8. (ran.!. In looser sense : To gratify, please,
attract, charm. Obs.

1635-56 [see OBLIGING prl.a. zb]. 16738. C. Artof Com-
plaisance 8 Without which it is impossible to oblige in

conversation. 1679 G. R. tr. Bayatllau's Theat. H'orld
Ded. 2 Perceiving many things in it which did oblige my
fancy. 1709 SWIFT Tritical Ess., It was reasonable to

suppose, you would be very much obliged with any thing,
that was new.

IV. 9. trans. To constrain, esp. by moral or

legal force or influence
; to force, compel, a. to

do something.
163* J. HAVWAKD tr. Biondfs Eromena 91, I will obey you

(my Lord) for all things oblige me so to doe. 1715 DE FOE
nut Instruct, i. iii. (1841) I. 64 From this time I resolve to

oblige all my family to serve God. 1776 Trial of Nuitdo-
comar 23/2 He is so weak that he has liecii obliged to be
held up by people when he came out of the house. 1808
PIKE .Sources Mississ. in. 215, I will give you a certificate
from under my hand of my having obliged you to march.
1896 T. F. TOUT /Siim. f, iv. 83 The royal officials committed
so many misdeeds that the king on his return was obliged
to make a stern example.

b. to a course of action, etc.

1654 tr. Scudery's Curia Put. 66 See here the reasons
which

obliged^ this illustrious Prince to his resolution, and
the true Motives of so glorious an action. 1711 DE FOE
Plague 153 Self-preservation obliged the people to these
severities. 1873 HOWELI.S foregone Coucl. 129 It is flattering
to a man to be indispensable to a woman so long as he is

not obliged to it

tc. To restrain/row action, etc. Obs.
ci66l Marej. Argylfs Last tl'i/t in Harl. Jl/i.n: (1746)

VIII. 29/1 [Argyle] being. .to oblige from the Rebellion
then on Foot, created a Marquis. 1709 [. JOHNSON Clcrgym.
I ode M. n. p. Ixxi, To oblige the delinquent from the
exercise of his function.

1O. To render imperative ; to necessitate.

1638 SIR T. HERBERT Tr,K: (ed. 2) 8-> In some sort to

oblige their dependance upon his acts and fortunes. 1742
RICHARDSON ramrla III. 60 Policy. .obliged from the dear
Gentleman this Frankness and Acknowlegement. 1866
Coruli. Mag. Dec. 734 The custom of the Elizabethan
theatre obliged this double authorship.
V. f Ii. trans. To fasten or attach closely ;

to bind, tie ID. Obs.

1656
_
STANLEY His!. Pliilos. viii. (1701) 333/1 Touching is

a Spirit extended from the Hegemonick part to the Super-
ficies, so that it perceivcth that which is obliged t" it. 1718
MoTTKUX Quix. ii. xvi. (1865) 293 As soon as Maritorncs
had fastened him, she.. left him so strongly obliged, that it

was impossible he should disengage himself.

fl2. To fetter, ensnare. Obs.
(11340 HAM|.oLK/Va//-.vix.9))aiereol)ligid and |>ni fell.

1382 \Vv,-i.ir /'i. MX. 9 Thei ben oblisht, and fellen.

tObli'ge, .(/'. Obs. rare-'. In 7 obliege.
[f. prcc. vb.] Obligation.
1611 Sl'El p Hist. Gt,Brit l\. xui. S ;I. 3;3 \Vhi-llier he

did it iu policy., or else of duety of obliege. .is vncerlnine.

Oblige, obs. form of OBLIGEE.

21

tObligea'nt,<z. Obs. [a.

l>r. pple. of obliger to OBLIGE.] Obliging.
1654 tr. Xcudery's Curia Pol. 81 Reputed the most civill

and_obligeant Prince of all the world, a 1734 NOKTH Exam.
I. iii. 103 (1740) 193 It is prodigious that a Parcel of..
Lyes, .shall be thus tenderly treated in the soft and obligeant
style of Superstructures and subsequent Additions.

Obliged i/blai-dgd), ppl. a. [-ED i.j
1. Bound by law, duty, or any moral tie, esp. one

of gratitude; under obligation ;
now chiefly in phr.

obliged sen'ant, used in signing a letter, etc.

1604 R.CAWKREY Table Alph.,OUiged, bound or beholden.
1611 JAS. I, Declar. Conrndus Verstiiis Ded., To the
Honour of our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ, by His most
obliged servant, James, by the Grace of God, King [etc.j.

1650 JI;R. TAYLOR Holy Living iii. 4 (1727) 184 A Prayer
to be said by Masters of Families, Curates, Tutors, or other
obliged Persons. 1764 REIU Inquity Ded., Your Lordship's
most obliged and most devoted Servant. 1862 THACKKRAY
Let. i May in Atkenxum (1891) 20 June 800/2 Believe me
Your obliged faithful Serv'. W. M. Thackeray.
2. fa. Rendered binding or obligatory, boundcn

(obs.}. b. Compelled, necessitated.

1659 HAMMOND OH 1's. Ixvi. i It is the obliged duty nf
all. 1891 STEVENSON &OSBOURM: ll'nckerxn. Every spoke
of the wheel a rash but an obliged experiment.
t 3. Pledged. Obs.

1596 SIIAKS. Mcrcli, I', n. vi. 7 C) ten times faster Venus
Pldgions flye To steale loues bonds new made, then they
are wont To keepe obliged faith vnforfaitcd.

Hence Obli g-edly (-edli) adv., in an obliged
manner; Obli-gedness (-wines), the condition or
fact of being obliged.
1659 " PELU fmfr. Sea bv, A little monument of that

great respect 1 oblidgedly, and deservedly bear you. 1662
J. BARGRAVE Pope Ale*. 1 77(1867) 10 He was.. the chief
author of the election of Innocent Xth

, who carrieth himself
to this prince most affectionately, obligedly, and in way of
gratitude. 1687 KOYLE Martyrd. Theodora xi. (1703) 150
Looks, wherein both gratitude and obligedness displayed
themselves. 1853 TENNYSON in Mem. J. Xichol (1896) 121

Renewing my thanks to all, I remain, my dear Sir, yours
obligedly, A. Tennyson.

Obligee (<>blid,:$r). Also 6 oblyge, -lige. [f.
OBLIGK v. : see -EK.]
1. Law. One to whom another is bound by

contract
;
the person to whom a bond is given.

(Correlative to obligor?*
1574 tr. Littleton's Tenures 104 b, If y oblyge. .release

to the obligor al actions, a 1625 Sin H. FINCH La'.o (1636)
61 So vpon condition that the Obligee shall bring to the
Obligors shop ibeing a tailor) three yards of cloth which
shall be shapen, and the Obligor to make the Obligee a
gowneof it: the Obligor must shape it. 1767 ULACKSTONE
Ct'ii/w. II. xx. 341 If the condition . .becomes impossible by
..the act of the obligee himself, there the penalty of the
obligation is saved. 1841 S. WARRI;N Ten Thousand a. Year
xvn, The obligee of the bond.. was Mr. Tittlebat Titmouse.

fb. One who undertakes an obligation. Obs.

K39o9wiNBURNE Testanrents^i-z Nomoretobeaccounted
a testament.. then.. the draught of an obligation is to be
accounted for an obligation before it be sealed and deliuered
by the oblige as

his^acte
and deede. 1689 I),-/. Liberty

agst^. Tyrants 144 Can the bankrumpting of one of the

Obligees quit the rest of their ingagementV
2. One who is under obligation on account of

benefits or kindnesses received.
1610 W. FOLKINCHAM Art ofSat vcy Ep. Ded. i Presidents

of worthy witts and particular Obligees to eminent Patrons.
1682 VILLIERS (Dk. BockhmJCVtawtti Wks. (1714) 172, I am
so highly your Obligee for the manner of your Enquiries.
i827

>

LvnoN Pelliaut xxiii, If you wish to please, you will
find it wiser to receive solicit even favours, than to accord
them ; for the vanity of the obliger is always flattered that
of the obligee rarely.

Obligemeut (('Mai-dement). Also 6-7 Sc.

oblis-, obleis-.
[f. OBLIGE v. + -MEST.]

1. The fact of obliging or binding oneself by
formal promise or contract ; a contract, covenant

;= OBLIGATION- 2. Obs. exc. in Civil Law.
1584 Sc. Acts j?as. l'[ (1814) III. 325/2 Conforms to

thair oblismentis and contractis respectiue maid wt the
said Colonell thairvpoun. 1612 W. I'ARKES Cnrtaiuc-Di:
(1876) 38 Whatman dare trust his friend . . yea almost vpon
the surest obligement that may be deuiesed or drawne?
1671 True Nonconf. 207 If he confirme the samine by an
Oath, the force and venue thereof doth also reach all the

when desired. 1880 .MriUHKAD Gains I. 192 As regards
alienation or obligement.
2. Obligation (moral or legal) ; obligation for

benefits or kindnesses received ; a kindness, favour.
1611 SH.I.U Ilist. Gt. Brit. ix. viii. 12.518 Finding hee

bad not the sway hec. . thought bee deserued (by obligement
of his first Agency about the Crowne). 1664 DKYDEN Rival
Ladies It. i, This I would endure, And more, to cancel my
obligements to him. 1721 CIBBKR Com. Lovers III, Yet 1 ha\ "e

some Obligements to him : He teaches me new Airs on the
Guitarre. 1828 LAMB in Blackla. flag. XXIV. 773 All my
leisure ..Would not express a tythe of the obligements I

every boor incur. Moti. (Sc.)
'
It would be a great oblige,

ment if you would, etc.'

tb. Attachment
'

by affection or regard). Obs.
1647 N. HACON Disc. Gpr'l. J-'ng. i.

ii, The deep obligement
of the people unto these their Rabbies, in a devotion beyond
the reach of other Nations.

t c. A bond of un ion
;
a tie. Obs.

1617 raking of Saint I'.sfrit in Harl. Misc. f.Malh. III.

548 Those obligements which bind them to that nation.

t3. Compulsion, constraint. Obs. rare.

OBLIGINGNESS.

1641 MILTON Reform. \. (1851) 2 Urgently pretending a
! necessity, and obligement of joyning the body in a forma) 1

j

reverence.

t Obli'gence. Obs. rare'*, [ad. F. obligeance>
f. obliger to OBLIGE : see -ENCE, -ANCE; cf. med.L.

obligdntia.] Obligation.
1610 W. FOLKINGHAM Art ofSurvey To Rdr. 2 They now

blight their Lerds and amoundre their Obligence.

Obliger (^blardgai), [f. OHLIGE v. + -EB'.]
: One who obliges.

1. One who binds another to the performance of

]

a contract, law, or duty ; one who imposes obliga-
; tion. (f In early quots., One to whom another is

bound: = OBLIGEE i.)

1650 HOBHKS DC Corp. Pol 16 Universally. .all obligations
are determinate at the Will of the Obliger. 1651 Govt.
ff Sac. ii. 13. 27, I call him the Obliger to whom any one is

tyed, and the Obliged him who is tyed. 1651 (i. W. tr.

Ctncct's /usf. 175 If the Covenanter thinketh and supposeth
one thing ami the Obliger another, the Covenant is no more
valid then [etc.]. 1738 WARBL-RTON Div. Ltgat. I. 45 Obliga-
tion, in general, necessarily implies an Obliger. a i8za
SHKLI.EY Pr. U'A-s. (1888) II. 197 There can be no obligation
without an obliger. 1895 Kdin. Rev. July 219 Obligation

implies
at least two terms the obliged and the obliger,

2. One who confers an obligation or favour.

1634 W. TIRWHVT tr. Balzac's Lett. (vol. 1.) in You are
so gracious an obliger, that it doth even augment the value
of your bounty. 1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa (1811) II. it. 15

; .Shall it be said, that fear makes us more gentle obiigers
than love? 1893 K. GRAH.AMK Pagan Ess. 69 Some unfortu-
nate allusion shall pain the delicate feelings of the obliger.

Oblight, variant of OBLITE v.
9
to forget. Obs.

Obliging Vbbrd^irj), vbl. sb.
[i. OBLIGE v.

+ -ING
'.] The action of the vb. OBLIGE, in its

various senses; obligation. (Now vn\ygerundtal.}
^1380 \Vvcnr .SV/. ll'A-s. III. 431 It is greet oblishyng to

be honde to perpetual kepyng ofsiche maner signes. 1:1470
HENRYSON Mor. l-'al\ x. {Foxq Wolf) vii, 'Gaif I my hand
or oblissing?' said lie, 'Or haif ye writ or witnes for to
schaw?' 1563 \VIN}KT Four Scoir Thre Quest. Wks. 1888
1. 60 He labouristo fulfill hisoblising. i&fiPhil. 7'n*j. XI.

j Ded., Nations.. contending., who shall excel the other in the
i

most beneficial obligings of Mankind.

Obliging (^bUrdgirj), ppl. a.
ff.

as prcc. +
-ING a.T That obliges.
1. That imposes obligation ; binding in law or

morality; obligatory. Now rare.

1638 CHII.UNGW. Relig. Prot. \. iii. 54. 161 Whether the
Decree of a Councell, without the Popes confirmation, be

; such an obliging proposal I. 1678 J. BROWN Life of Faith
ii. ix. 11824) 23^ The ceremonial law was not obliging. 1748
G. WHITE Serw. (MS.), Vet the Second [Commandment]
1 Thou shall love thy neighbour as thyself is. .as necessary

> and obliging. [1875 E. WHUK Life in Christ n. x. (1878) 99
,
The all-obligiug commandment of the Supreme.]
2. Of persons, their disposition, etc.: That con-

fers or is willing to confer kindnesses
; ready to

do services or favours or show polite attention ;

complaisant, courteous, civil, accommodating.
1632 J. HAYWARD tr. Biondi's Eromena 86 You being the

obliging, I must consequently needs be the obliged unto you.
1665 SIR T. HERBKKT Trav. (1677) 305 Of a very gentle and
obliging Nature. 1772 Miss WILKESIH Wilkcsstorr. (1805)
IV. 102 My uncle Heaton was so obliging as to call here

yesterday. 1834 Mi.mvix Angler in ll'aks I. 65 The inn..
was clean and comfortable . , and the landlady civil and
obliging, a 1859 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. xxiii. V. Si Keppel
had a .sweet and obliging temper.

b. Of actions, words, etc. : Courteous, civil,

polite ; f gratifying, pleasing (ofa.).

1635-36 COWLEY Davideis in. 931 All that was done, or
said; the Grief, Hope, Fears, His troubled Joys, and her

obliging Tears. 1652 SIR E. NICHOLAS in N. Papers (Cain-
den) 293 His Majesty's gracious letter.. was not only most
welcome but very obliging, a 1713 ^\-\.^;QQO Autobtog.(ij6$)
193 The Endowments of her Mind were every way extra-

ordinary and highly obliging. 1781 COWPKR Lett. Wks. 1837
XV. 67 My principal design is to thank you .. for your
obliging present. 1854 J. S. C. ABBOTT Napoleon (1855) II.

vii. 112 He spoke some obliging words to Gen. Cohorn on the
feat of gallantry he had displayed.

Obli'gingly, adv. [f. prec. + -LY -.] In an

obliging manner, so as to oblige, a. In a binding
manner, so as to impose obligation ; so as to

force or constrain, b. So as to confer a favour or

gratification; courteously, with kindly manner.
1654-66 EARL OKKKRY Parthen. (1676) 603 Torments, which

my resolution is so obligingly ready to confer on me. 1663
I JOYL i-: Vsff: Kxp. Nat. Phitos. \. ii. 23 The Resident's arrival

1>eing obligingly suspended till the palace was made ready
to entertain him. 1678 CI TDWOKTH Inttll. Syst, i. v. 897
Something unjust or unlawful, which therefore cannot be

obligingly commanded by any authority whatsoever. 1741
MIDDLKTON Cicero II. vii. 5 Nothing. .could be said more
obligingly either in his words or manner. 1848 C. BRONTE
y. F.yre x, She obligingly consented to act as mediatrix.

Obligingness, [f.
as prec. + -NESS.] The

quality of being obliging, a. Binding quality or

character, obligatoriness. b. Readiness to oblige

by doing a service or favour; complaisance,

courtesy ; kindness.

1638 Li>. DIGHY Lett. (1651) 5 It is an inconvenience drawn

upon you by your excess of favour and obligingness. 1648
LD. FAIRFAX, etc. Rcwomtr. 34 These Declarations.. will

remaine . . perpetuall witnesses against the validity there-

of, or any obligingness^ to ihcm. 1790 MAD. DAULAY
Diary Aug., She is always happy when permitted to show
her native obligingness. 1814 JANE AUSTEN Mans/. Park
I. vii. ss She played with the greatest obligingness. 1891
G. J. HOLYOAKI, in /"i'/f*r ,N. V.) 12 Nov., This obtigingneps



OBLIGOR.
and accessibility is more rare in monarchical England than
it is in republican America.

Obligor (p'blig^j). Law. Also 6 -7 -our, 8 -eor

-d/jr-i). [f. OBLIGED. + -OR.] One who binds him-
self to another by contract; the person who gives
a bond or obligation. (Correlative with obligee.}

1541 Act 33 Hen. Vlff, c. 39 80 If any manours..be..
in the season and possession of. .persones, other then the

ubligour or obligours. 1574, 1625 [see OBLIGEE i], 1628

COKE On Litt. 212 If the Obligor or Lessor pay a lesser

sunime..and the Obligee or Feoffee receiueth it, this is a

good sajisfaction. '755 MAGENS Insurances II. 56 We,
Don J. B. Garravin . . as principal Debtor, and Obligeor ;

and Don J. B. Molinari, as Security. .acknowledge that we
owe . . to Dona M. del Duque, three Thousand Dollars. 1818
CRUISE Digest (ed. 2) IV. 465 It was more convenient that

the counsellor should give his advice to the obligee, than to

the obligor. 1879 TOURGEE Foot's Err. xx. (i8tio) 113 The
obligor, in his indefinite promise to pay, had vanished.

fb. OBLIGER i. Obs. rare.
1660 K. COKE Justice I'intf. 7 Nowhere let any man see.,

whether our Author does not make obedience to consist, on
the obligors part, in conformity to a delegate and subordinate

I>o\ver of their own making.

Obligulate (pbli-gi/nA), a. Bot. [See OB- 2.]

Applied to a ligulate floret of a composite flower,

having the ligula on the inner instead of the outer

side.

1857 in MAYNE Expos. Le.r. 1891 SyJ. Sac. Lex., Ot-

ligHlatt'j Cassini's term for a floret of a composite plant
when there is a small ligula on the inner side, as in Zcrgta.

tObli-gurate.w. Obs. rare-", [irreg.: see next.]
16*3 COCKERAM, Ol'liiriiratc, to spend in belly-cheere.
t Obligure, v. Obs. rare-". [sA.'L.oUigurt-re,

f. ob (OB- 1) + ligunre to be dainty, lick, lick up.]
1623 COCKKRAM II, To Banquet, Obligure.

Oblike, obs. form of OBLIQUE a.

t Oblima'tion. Obs. ran\ [n. of action from

next.] Covering or stopping up with mud or

slime; silting up.
1656 BI.OUNT Glossogr., Oblimation, a dawbing or covering

over with mud or soft clay. 1691 T. Hf.M.E] Ace. New
Invent, p. Ixiv, Harbours . . destroy 'd by Oblimation or

Sullage.

t Oblrme, v. Obs. rare~. [ad. L. obttmare to

cover with mud or slime, f. ob- (Os- I b) + llmare,
{. limns mud, slime.]
1613 COCKERAM, QHimt, to cotter with clay.

t Obliquangled, obs. form of oblique-angled.
1688 J. H. fortification 5 Obliquangled [Parallelograms]

are such as have oblique angles.

Obliquangular (f blikwarrjcjirflaj), a.
[f. mod.

I., obliqiiangul-tis ;f. oblJqu-us OBLIQUE + angiilits

A>"I;LK) + -AH 1.] Oblique-angled.
1686 PLOT Stajfordsh. 176 Hexaedra of equal obliquangular

sides. 1812 SIR H. DAVY Chem. Plulos. 196 The rays of

light in passing through obliquangular crystalline bodies,
follow different laws. 1857 MAYNK Expos. Lex. s.v. Ob-

liqitangultts, A quadrangular, obliquangular prism.

t Obliqua-ngulous, a. Obs. rare- 1
,

[f. as

prec. + -ous.] =*
prec.

1680 T. LAWSON Mite into Trens. 3} Ths Feats and Terms
of this Art, their Points,, .their Lines, Parralels, .. Triangle,
Rectangulous, Obliquangulous [etc.].

tObliquate, ///. a. Obs. rai-e-\ [ad. L.

oifii/uat-us, pa. pple. oiobliquare : see OBLKJUE '.]

Bent to one side ; twisted obliquely.
1578 BANISTER Hist. Man v. 69 So that the stomach might

he le-se ubliquate or crooked.

t Obliquate, v. Obs. rare.
[f.

L. obliqitat-.

ppl. stem of obltiitiare : see OBLIQUE v. and -ATE :

*.]

trans. To bend aside, twist obliquely.
a 1670 HACKET Abp. Williams n. (1692) 145 Shall these

crooked rules obliquate those loyal maxims which are so
strait in St. Paul? 01703 WALLIS Serm. (1791) 128 They
represent God's simplicity obliquated and refracted by
reason of many inadequate conceptions.

t Obliqua'tion. Obs. [ad.L. otliqualion-em,
n. of action f. oMiqttdre: see prec.] A bending
aside or in an oblique direction ; a twisting awry.
a 1648 LD. HKRBERT Hen. '7/7(1683) 394 That some such

obliquation of Religion hath hap'ned. 1658 SIR T. BROWNE
Card. Cyrus iii. 56 The right and transverse

j
fibres are

decussated by the oblick fibres, and so must frame a Reticu-
late and Qumcuncial Figure by their Obliquations. 1677
GALK Crt. Gentiles iv. 109 Obliquations or crooked ways.
1821 T. TAYLOR Apnleius xi. 271, I .. passed through the
crowd., with a gradual obliquation of my body.

Oblique 0*blf-k, -bi-k\ a. (j/O Also 5 oblyke,
5 ; -like, 7 -lick. [ad. L. obllqu-us, f. ob- pref.
-f an element lit/u-, lie- (cf. licinur bent upward):
cf. F. oblique (13-141(1 c. in Godef.).]
1. Having a slanting or sloping direction or

position; declining from the upright or vertical,
or from the horizontal ; lying aslant

; diverging
from a given straight line or course.

Oblique pianoforte : see quot. 1880.

1431-50 U.Higden( Rolls) II. 207 The stappes Berlin sowthe
parte of Ethioppe] be oblike and contrarious [<V obliqua. ft

t>zne contraHti fiunt vestigia\ to theyme whiche dwelle..
vnder that pole artike. 1603 B. JONSON Jas. A'y Kntcrlainiii.,
She [Anna] fills the year, And knits the oblique scarf that

girts the sphere. 1626 BACON" Sylva. 139 Hunter's Horns..
:ue sometimes made straight, and not Oblique. 1697 ORYDEN
/ 'irg. Georjf. iv. 420 Four Windows are contriv'd, that
strike To the four Winds oppos'd their Beams oblique.

1713 STF-ELE Guard. No. 20 P 2 The oblique glance uitli

which hatred doth always see tilings. 1781 GIBBON TVr/. ^

22

|
F. xviii. II. 120 Advancing their whole wing of cavalry in

an oblique line. 1842 TKNNYSON TIVO I'oices 193 If straight

thy track, or if oblique \rinies strike, like], Thou knowst
nut. 1860 TYXDALL Glac. i. Si. 17 My shadow was oblique
to the river. 1875 KNIGHT Diet. Aleck., Oblique Arch..

|

also called a skew-arch. 1880 A. J. HIPKINS in Grove Diet.

|

AFits. II. 486/1 Oblique Piano, a cottage pianoforte the

j strings of which are disposed diagonally, instead ofvertically
as is usual in upright instruments.

b. quasi-<zofe>.
= OBLIQUELY i.

1667 MILTON /'. L. x. 671 They with labour push'd Oblique
the Centric Globe. 1796 Instr. <V Reg. Cavalry (1813 88

If the column halts oblique.. to the new line, the divisions

will proportionally wheel so as [etc.].

2. Specific uses.

a. Cconi. Of a line, a plane figure, or surface :

Inclined at some angle other than a right angle.
( >f an angle (less than two right angles) : Either

greater or less than a right angle. Of a solid, as

a cone, cylinder, or prism : Having its axis not

i perpendicular to the plane of its base.

Oblique hyperbola^ a hyperbola the asymptotes of which
are not at right angles to one another.

1571 DIGGES Pantoin. in. i. Qj, Of Solides called Pris-

I

mata, there are two kindes, the one directe or vpright ..

;
the other oblique or declining, whose Paralelogrammes

, are obliquely situate on their bases. 1693 ALINGHAM Ge*w.

I

Epit. 7 An Oblique Angle, is either Acute or Obtuse.

1709 J. WARD Introd, math. iv. i. (1734) 362 A Scalene,
or Oblique Cone. 1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl., Oblique Plam-s,
in dialing, are such as recline from the zenith, or incline

toward the hori/on. 1826 DISRAELI l
r
iv. Grey vi. i, His

Highness held the bottle at an oblique angle with the
chandelier. 1837 I !m-.\VSIKR Alagnet. 177 A position more
or less oblique to the plane of the paper.

b. Astron. Oblique sphere, the celestial or ter-

restrial sphere when its axis is oblique to the

horizon of the place ; which it is at any part of

j

the earth's surface except the poles and the equator.

Oblique ascension, distension : see ASCENSION 3,

I DESC ENSIGN 5. Oblique horizon, ^climate, one
which is ohlique to the celestial equator.
1503 Kalt'Hiler ofShephcrdcs I ij, They the qwych dwellys

otherplacysbot wnder theeqwynoxyal they hauethayrory/im
oMyk, 1594 BLI-NDEVIL Exerc. \\. (1636) 116 If the declina-
tion be Southward, then addc the ascentionall difference unto

! the right ascention, and ihe sum shall be the oblique ascen-
tion. Ibid. in. i. xvii. 313 When is it said to be an oblique
Horizon, and therby to make an oblique Spheare? 1669
WORLIIXJK Syst. Agric. (1681) 293 In such Countries where
the seasons and variations of weather more exactly followed
the Corlestial Configurations, than in these more oblique
Climates. 1726 tr. Gregory's Astron. I. 223 In an Oblique

i Sphere, where the Horizon, .cuts the Equator.. at oblique
! Angles; neither of them passes through the Poles of the

other. 1854 TOMLINSON tr. Aragos Astron. 37 The circles

described by the stars are inclined to the horizon; whence
this position of the sphere derives its name of oblique.

C. Anat. Having a direction parallel neither to

the long axis of the body or limb, nor to its trans-

verse section
;

said esp. of certain muscles
;

also

of various lines, ridges, ligaments, etc.

Oblique processes ofthe Tcricbrgg-, = ZYGAPOPHYSES.

1615 CROOKE Body ofMan 801 If each Musde worke by
it selfe, then the oblique descendant drawes the haunch
obliquely to his owne side.. the oblique ascendent leadeth
the chest obliquely to the haunches. 1658 SIR!'. BROWNE
Gard. Cyrus iii. 55 Wherein according to common Anatomy
the right and transverse fibres are decussated, by the oblick

fibres. 1741 MOSRO Anat. Bones (ed. 3) 168 The two inferior

oblique Processes of each Vertebra. 1838 Penny Cycl. X.

141/1 When the oblique muscles act together with force,

they hold the eye-ball firmly against the lids and to the
nasal side of the orbit.

d. Bot. Of a leaf; Having unequal sides, inequi-
lateral; see also quot. 1/76.
1776 J. LEE Introd. Bot. (1788^ 206 Oblique, when the

Base of the Leaf looks towards Heaven, and the Apex or

Tip towards the Horizon; as in Protea and f'ritillaria.

1835 HOOKKR Brit. Flora 145 Ulmus major, .leaves ovato-

acuminate, very oblique at the base. 1857 HENFKF.Y Elew.
Bot. 53 Oblique, is applied to leaves where the portions on
either side of the midrib are unequal, as in the Begonias.

e. Cryst. = MOXOCLINIC.
1878 GURNEY Ctystallogr. 37 Crystals of. .the Oblique or

Monoclinic System.
f. Naut. Oblique failing. (See quots.)

1706 PHILLIPS, Oblique Sailing' ('among Sea-men), is when
a Ship runs upon some Rhumb, between any of the four
Cardinal Points, and makes an Oblique Angle with the
Meridian. 1867 SMYTH Sailor's \\~ord~bk., Oblique Sailing,
is the reduction of the position of the ship from the various
courses made good, oblique to the meridian or parallel of
latitude.

g. Oblique perspective : tec PERSPECTIVE.

3. fig. Not taking the straight or direct course to

the end in view; not going straight to the point;

indirectly stated or expressed ; indirect.

1432 ~5 * r - Higden (Roll>) IV. 407 The office of a poete is

to transmute those thynges whiche be doen truly in to other
similitudes in oblike figuraciones with pulcritutle. 1606

SHAKS. Tr, fy Cr. v. i. 60 The prlmatiue Statue, and oblique
memorial! of Cuckolds. 1618 in Gutch Coll. Cnr. II. 423
His pleading Innocency was an oblique taxing of the Justice
of the Realms upon him. 1735 BOLINGBROKE On Parties
Ded. (1738) 27 Innuendo's, and Parallels, and oblique
Meaning--;. 1778 JOHNSON in fios"t>ell 25 Apr., All censure
of a man's self is oblique praise. 1818 JAS. MILL Brit.
India II. iv. vii. 255 Good reasons existed for precluding
the Governor from such oblique channels of gain. 1876
M"/[.KY Univ. Serin, vi. 134 The language of oblique and
indirect expression. 1883 FROUDE Short Stud. IV. i. iv. 45
Oblique accusations were raised against him.

OBLIQUELY.
b. Of an end, result, etc. : Indirectly aimed at;

resulting or arising indirectly.
i$z8 Fox Let. to Gardiner in Strype Eccl. Mem. (1721) I.

App. xxvi. 80 Wherby may arise ..oblique dammage or

prejudice to the see apostolique. 1630 DRAVTON A/uses'
Elys. iii. Poems (1810) 453/2 For that the love we bear our
friends .. Hath in it certain oblique ends. 1711 ADDISON
Sfiect. No. 59 P 4 Not. .for any oblique Reason, .but purely
for the sake of being Witty. 1825-80 JAMIESON n.v.//grtt,
This is only an oblique sense.

4. Deviating Irom right conduct or thought ;

morally or mentally one-sided or perveise.
1576 FLEMING PanopL Epist. 82 Albeit he follow an oblique

and crooked opinion. 1677 GALE Crt. Gentiles iv. 182

Oblique regard to private interests doth subvert and over-
throw them [Republics], a 1770 JORTIS Serttt. (1771) 1. vii.

128 There are persons to be found .. who grow rich and
great.. by various oblique and .scandalous ways. 1837-9
HAI.LAM Hist. Lit. in. n. 80 (1855) II. 464 It is . . seldom
discussed with all the temper and freedom from oblique views
which the subject demands.
5. (.j'ram. a. Oblique case, any case except the

nominative and vocative (or sometimes, except the

nominative, vocative, and accusative) : see CASE
sb.l 9. b. Of speech or narration : Put in a

reported form, with consequent change of person
and tense : * INDIRECT 3 b (L. oratio obliqua}.
1530 PAI.SGK. Introd. 30 Pronownes have but thre cases,

nominatyve, accusatyve and oblique, as,/tf, me, moy, a 1568
ASUIAM Scholem. M. (Arb.) 158 Salust [hath] Afitltis sifa

yuisque imperiitm peUntihus. I beleue, the best Gram-
niai ien in England can scarse glue a good reule, why gmsgitc
the nom'inatiue case . . i-; so ihrust vp ainongest so many
oblique cases. 1678 PHILLIPS (ed. 4), Qottym Cases in Gram-
mar, are most properly the Genitive, the Dative, and Abla-
tive; however,some will have all Oblique but the Nominative.
1860 I. C. JE.UTRESON Bk. Doctors II. 17 We have adopted
the oblique narration instead of his form, which uses the first

person. 1868 GLADSTONE JUT. Mnndt\. 11870)16^ He is men-
tioned six times in oblique cases .. and five times in the
nominative. 1882 FARRAK Early Chr. II. 385 There is

.scarcely a single oblique sentence throughout St. John's
Gospel.
6. Mus. Oblique motion : see quots. (Opp. to

similar and contrary.)
1811 BUSBY Diet. Jlfus. fed. 3), Oblique Motion^ that motion

of the parts of a composition in which one voice or instru-

ment repeats the same note, while another, by ascending or

descending, recedes from or approaches it. 1875 OUSELEV
Harmony i. n Oblique motion is when one part remains
without moving while another ascends or descends.

7. Comb., &$ oblique-angled, -angular, -leaved^adjs
1594 BLUNDKVII, Exerc. n. (1636) 119 If they have right

sides, such Triangles are eytlier right angled Triangles, or

oblique angled Triangles. 1744 PARSONS in Phil. Trans.
X 1,1 1 1. 26 An oblique-angular Parallelogram. 1851 RICHARD-
SON Geol, v. 88 An oblique-angled parallelogram. 1854
HDOKER///;/, Jrnls. I. li. 28 An oblique-leaved fig climbs
the other trees.

B. absol. as sb. (usually elliptical).
1. An oblique muscle: see A. 2 c. Also in L.

form obliquus (sc. mtisculus'
, pi. -/, as obliquns

\alniominis) asceiulcns
; obliyuus fapitis inferior',

obliquns oatli inferior, etc.

1800 /'////. Trans. XC 9 The obliquus,. .the antagonist of
the tensor muscle. 1838 Penny Cycl. X. 141/1 If the pupil
be inclined either way, to the nose or to the temple, the

inferior oblique increases that indin.uion. 1869 H. USSHT.R
in Eng. Aleck. 10 Dec. 294/3 A rolling or oblique motion

[of the eye] is provided for by two., muscles called obliques.

2. Geoni. An oblique figure: see 2 a above.
a 1608 SIR F. VKRE Comm. 124 A piece ofground, .stretched

out in the form of a geometrical oblique or oblong.

Oblique (f'bl/'k, -lai'k), v. [a. F. obliqner to

march in an oblique direction, rarely, to make

oblique, f. oblique adj. ;
cf. L. obliqu-are, trans., to

make crooked, turn or bend aside, in med.L. intr.,

to go aside or astray, It. obliquare 'to.crooke,
to make crooked' (Florio).]

f 1. trans. To turn askew or in a sidelong
direction. Obs.

1775 SIIF.HIIJAN Khals iv. iii, When her love-eye was fixed

on me, t'other, her eye of duty, was finely obliqued.

2. intr. '1 o advance obliquely or in a slanting

direction, esp. (Mil.) by making a half-face to the

right or left and then marching forward.

1796 Instr, <$ Reg. Cavalry (1813) 104 The leader of the

head division orders his second sub-division, Ltft incline.

Man h ! on which it briskly obliques to the left. 1827 AIK-
M \x tr. Buchanan's f/ist. Scot. 1 1. xv. 1. 368 They gradually

obliqued from the direct ascent. 1857 MAVXK RFID War-
Trail xlii, Savage and Saxon were now obliquing towards
each oiher. 1865 Star 3 Feb., General Curtis went into the

;i>--ault under instructions from General Ames.. to oblique
to the right.

b. Of a line, etc. : To slant or slope at an angle.

1814 SCOTT H'av. xi, He. achieved a communication with

his plate by projecting his person towards it in a Hue which

obliqued from the bottom of his spine.

Obliquely (^bU-kli), adv. [f. OBLIQUE a. +

-LY'<] In an oblique manner.

1. In a slanting or sidelong direction or position ;

with deviation from the straight line or direct

course ; diagonally, or so as to make an oblique

angle ; aslant, slantwise.

1571 [see OIJLIOUE a. 2 a]. 1594 H Li'NO EVIL Exert, nr, i.

xxxi. (1636) 340 According as any portion of the Kcliptique
riseth or setteth rightly or obliquely. 1615 [see OBLIQUE a.

2c], 1634 PKACHAM Gentl. Exerc. i. x. 33 The hcames of

the Suniic comming oblikely or suit-way. 1660 K. CoKii



OBLIQUENESS.
Justice Vind. 10 The nearer the radii are reflected to right
angles, the hotter it is : and the more ohliquely they are

reflected, the colder it is. 1725 POPE CV^f*. ix. 441 His neck
obliquely o'er his shoulders hung. 1860 TYNDALL Glac. i.

xvii. 120 Ramsay and myselfcrossed the mountainsobliquely.
2. fig. In a way that is not direct or straight-

forward
; by suggestion or implication ; indirectly ;

with deviation from the point ; f evasively ; nut

straightforwardly, dishonestly, unfairly (ais.).
1601 Bp. W. BARLOW Defence 181 The scripture. . worketh in

vs faith, not obliquely, hoouerly, and ambiguously. 1646
TRAPP Coiiitn. John ix. 20 They answer obliquely and over-

warily. 1771 BURKE Let. to Kp. Chester Corr. 1844 I. 291,
I shall think myself happy, if the subject of my defence. .

may be obliquely and accidentally the means of undeceiving
you. tht'Oya'Grawijfatierv.Arft., In fact, the reader,
very likely, Will find some truths, tiro' told obliquely. 1881
H. JAMES Portr. Lady xxi, They approached each other

obliquely, as it were, and they addressed each other by
implication.

b. In or by oblique oration. (See OBLTQUE a. 5b.)
1824^ L. MURRAY Eng. Gram. (ed. 5) I. 415 When a quota-

tion is brought in obliquely after a comma, a capital is

unnecessary.

Obliqueness, [f. Oatujui a. + -NKSS,] The
quality of being oblique or slanting, obliquity.
1611 COTGR., Biaiscure, slopenesse, byasnesse, oblique-

nesse, or obliquitie. 1727 in BAILEY vol. II. 1755 in JOHNSON-.
1869 Daily News I July, Windows of aggravating oblique-
ness, which prevent your seeing any object in them properly.
1877 MORLEY Crit. Misc. Ser. H. 288 Controversies, .marked
by obliqueness, evasiveness, a shiftiness of issue.

t Obliquiangular, obs. var. OBUQi'.\\fiin An.
1635 GELLIBRAND Variation Jlagn. Needle 12 The obli-

quiangular sptuericall Triangle.

tObli-quid,///. a. 0/>s. [app. for obliqued, from
OBLIQUE z). : cf. OULHJI:ATK a.] Directed obliquely.

a. 1599 SPENSKR f. Q. vn. vii. 54 That verlue. . Is checkt aiid

changed from his nature trew, Hy others opposition or
obliquid view.

t Obliquie, ?. Prob. a misprint for oblige.
1607 SHAKS. Timon iv. iii. 18 All's oMiquie {later ctM. All

is oblique] : There's nothing leuell in our cursed Natures
But direct villanie.

Obliquitous (<<bli-kwit3s), a. [f. OBLIQI:IT-Y
+ -ors: cf. felicitous, iniquitous.] Characterized

by obliquity ; morally or mentally perverse.
1864 S. P. DAY in AtkmnuM No. 1937. 779/2 Morally

ohliquitous to the distinction of ineuin and tuuin. 1884
RUSKIN Art ofEng. iv. 136 They.will not . . be disposed . .to
ascribe to the obliquitous nation that of simplicity of mind.

Obliquity ^bli'kwitiV [a. F.eMiyuM'Oresme
1 4th c.), ad. L. obliyuitat-em, n. of quality f.

obliqu-us: see OBLIQUE and -ITV.]
1. The quality of being oblique ; inclination at

other than a right angle to any straight line or

plane ; degree or extent of such inclination.

Olliyuity ofthe ecliptic, the inclination of the plane of the
ecliptic to that of the equator.

5S' RECORDS Cast. Kno-ail. (1556) 248 A thyrde diuersitye
is.. the obliquitie of the Horizonte. 1625 N. CARPENTER
Geof. Del, I. v. (1635) 114 By reason of the obliquity of the
Echpticke line. 1667 MILTON P. L. viu. 132 Several
Sphears . . Mov'd contrarie with thwart obliquities. 1739
LABELYE Slwrl Ace. Piers Westm. Bridge 3 The Stream
of the Tide .. will pass thro' the Arches without any sen-
sible Obliquity. 1794 G. ADAMS Nat. q Exp. Philos. II.
xv. 161 The rays undergo no alteration, because they have
no obliquity of incidence. 1871 DARWIN Desc. Man 1 1. xix.

344 The obliquity of the eye, which is proper to the Chinese
and Japanese, is exaggerated in their pictures.

b. Hot. Of a leaf: Inequilateral quality.
1872 OLIVER Elem. Sot. n. 152 Observe the obliquity of

the base of the leaf-blade, characteristic of the Lime.
2. fig. Divergence from moral rectitude, sound

thinking, or right practice ; moral or mental per-
versity or aberration

; an instance of this, a delin-

quency, a fault, an error.

CI422 HOCCLEVE Jonathas Moral, By the ryng bat is

rownd_We shul vndirstande feith which is rownd, withouten
obliquitee orcrookidnesse. 1551 CRANMER Answ. Gardiner
I. Wks. (Parker Soc.) I. 19 Your book is so full of crafts,
sleights, shifts, obliquities, and manifest untruths. 1627
DONNE Serin, xxviii. 283 The perversnes>,e and obliquity of
my will.

1759 STERNE Tr. Shandy I. iii, A most unac-
countable obliquity, (as he call'd it) in my manner of setting
up my top, and justifying the principles upon which I had
done it. 1844 GLADSTONE Gli-an. V. xxxvi. 109 Mr. Ward
evinces the same thorough one-sidedness and obliquity of
judgment.

1 3- Deviation from any rule or order, rare.
1646 H. LAWRENCE Cmam. Angels 87 Let us, therefore, . .

learne the rule from the obliquity, as well as the obliquity
from the rule. 1751 JOHNSON Rambler No. 127 P 3 Far the
greater part.. deviate at first into slight obliquities.

f4. Deviation from directness in action, conduct,
or speech ; a way or method" that is not direct or

straightforward. Obs.
a 1619 FOTHERBY Atheom. i. xii. 6 (1622) 135 We may

behold, euen in the Atheists, by a kinde of obliquity, diuers
manifest foote-stepps, and acknowledgments of a Diuinity.
1751 JOHNSON Rambler No. 149 t 9 The insolence of bene-
faction terminates not in negative rudeness or obliquities of
insult. I am often told in express terms of the miseries from
which charity has snatched me. 1818 JAS. MILL Brit. India
II. iv. iv. 134 The obliquities of Eastern negotiation wore
out the temper of Lally.

f5. Gram. Case-inflexion, declension. Obs.
1668 WILKINS Real Char. iv. vL 446 Tis capable of that

kind of Obliquity by prefixing Prepositions, which is com-
monly stiled variation by Cases.

Obli'quo-, comb, form of \..obliqu-ns OBugi E

a. =
obliquely-, oblique and . (See -o

suffix.',
1852 DANA Crust, n. 866 Palm obliquo-transverse, - :uid

bavins a tooth near base of finger.

t ObliquOUS, a. Obs. rare. [f. I,, obliqn-itf
OBLIQUE + -ous.]

= OBLIQUE.
1614 SIR A. GORGES tr. Litfan i. 33 Through the aiie did

flying passe Obllquous streames, like torches bright. 1757
Herald No. 7 (1758) I. 106 A contempt, wiiich speedily
matures into obliquous hatred.

Oblis(e, -lis;c)h, -liss, obs. forms of OBIJCK.

Oblisk, obs. variant of OBELISK.

t Oblite,///- a. Obs. rare- 1
, [ad. L. oblit-its,

pa. pple. of oblincre\ see OBLITE r.^J I>ini
;

as

if partly blotted out
; indistinct, obscure.

1650 FULLER Pisgah \\. v. 132 But obscure and oblite men-
tion is made of those water-works.

t Obli'te, v Obs. Also oblight. [f. L. oblit-
t

ppl. stem of obliv-isc-i to forget.] To forget.
1547 Richmond IVHis (Surteesl 64 Item, I give to the hye

alter for oblited thiethesa neweal tare clot he. 1560 PUKSTUX
Cambyses in Hazl. Dodsley IV. 238 Then nought obHght my
message given.

t Oblite, v.- Obs. rare- 1
, [f. L. oblit-, ppl.

stem of oblinfre to smear over, f. ob- (OB- i c; -t-

linfre to smear.] trans. To smear over, daub.
1657 TO.MLINSON Kenan's Disf. 282 A little bottle oblited

\vith wax.

Obliterate (pblHerA),///. a. [ad. L. oblit / e-

rat-us^ pa. pple. of oblit(t]crarc : see next.]
1. Blotted out

; effaced; cancelled; obliterated.

Now only /<?/. a. Construed as /#.///*.
1598 in Row Hist. Kirk 11842) zuo It is concluded that all

tho^e greevances be obliterat and buried. 1613 JACKSON
Crct'd \\. xvii. j The Prints of Moses footsteps, almost ol>-

literate and ouergrown by the sloth and negligence of formur
times. 1647 H. MORE Song ofSaid n. ii. in. xi, A name..
through time almost obliterate. 1834 Ln, HOUGHTON jf/f ?.

Many Scenes, Mod. Greece (1844) 67 History records a timt;

(Though in the splendour of the after-light Nearly obliterate .

b. Construed as adj.
n 1631 DONNE in Select. (1840) 16 Impouerished and for-

gotten, and obliterate families. 1647 WAKI* Simp. CohUr 34
It may maintain ..a legible possession against an obliterate
Claime. 1737 BRACKEN Farriery /;;//?-. (1757) II. 106 Parts
of their Bodies become obliterate and defaced. i86oHEAvv-
siiGE Cf. Filipjo 35 Dwindled doubtful to obliterate shade.
2. Ent. (See quot.)
1826 KIRBY & SP. Eiitomol. IV. 292 Obliterate, when the

borders of ^pots fade into the general ground-colour; ami
when elevations and depressions, &c. are so little raised or
sunk from the general surface, as to be almost erased.

Obliterate tfblrtWt), v. [f. L. oblit-j}erat- y

ppl. stem of oblit(f]trare to strike or blot out,

erase, blot out of remembrance (rare in lit. sense),
f. ob- (Os- i b) + lit(f]e)-a anything written, a letter.

Cf. F. obliterer (15-1 6th c.).]

1. tratis. To blot out (anything written, figured,
or imprinted) so as to leave no distinct traces

;
to

erase, delete, efface.

1611 SPEKD Hist. Gt. Brit. vi. xxvi. 6. 120 The Senate . .

decreed that his name should bee obliterated out of all

monuments in Rome. 1701 GRKW Cosm. Sac/a, n. iii, 43
When we forget Things.. the Impressions are obliterated.

1843 LVTTON Last B<tr. i. iv.The colours were half obliter-
ated by time and damp. l8nBURTON&. Hunter 44 As he
did not obliterate the original matter, the printer was rather

puzzled.

b. To cause to disappear, to efface (anything
visible or perceived by the senses).
1607 TOPSEI.L Fonr-f. Beasts (1658) 120 The fragrancy of

every green herb yeeldeth such a savour as doth not a little

obliterate and oversway the savour of the bea*>t. 1833-6
J. EAGLES Sketcher (1856) 355 The snow, obliterating the

very ground on which you stood sketching. 1848 W. H.
BARTLKTT Egypt to Pal, v. (1879) 99 Everything upon the
lower levels of the Nile must gradually or rapidly be obliter-

ated by its inundations. 1878 HUXLEY Physiogr. 195 New
cones being thrown up at one time and old ones being
obliterated at another.

2. To efface, wipe out (a mental impression,

memory, or feeling); to do away the remembrance
or sense of; to do away with, destroy (qualities,
characteristics, etc.).
1600 W.WATSON Deca-ordon(\fa2) 224 To obliterate, eradi-

cate, and vtterly extinguish the name of Bishops. 1603
BACON Adv. Learn, i. vi. 14 He designed to obliterate ami
extinguish the memory of heathen antiquity and authors.

1734 tr. Rollins Anc. Hist. 11827) VI. xv. xiv. 229 It entirely
obliterates the glory of all his other actions. 1881 WESTCOTT
*i HOBT Grk. N. T. Introd. 8 The professional training of
scribes can rarely obliterate individual differences.

3. Phys. and Path. To efface, close up, or other-
wise destroy for its special purpose (esp. a duct
or passage, the cavity of which disappears by con-
traction and adhesion of the walls). Also /;//;-.

for reft.

'813 J. THOMSON Lect. Injlam. 417 Consequently a less
extent of surface in the new parts is wanted to obliterate, or
fill up this cavity, than what formerly filled it. 1828 D. LE *

MARCHANT Rep. Claims Parony of Gardner 164 The neck
of the womb gradually obliterates. 1835-6 TODD Cycl.Anat.
I. 641/2 The umbilical vessels [are] obliterated at the navel
after, .pulmonic respiration is established. 1841-71 T. R.
JONKS Anitn. Kingd. (ed. 4) 528 Ultimately the communica-
tion between the parent [ascidian] and the young individual
becomes obliterat d.

Hence Obliterated ///..; Obliterating vbl.

sb. and///, a.

OBLIVION.
i6is COTCR., OHiterf, obliterated. 1677 GILPIN Deuuwol.

(1867) 144 His power seems to extend to the obliterating ol
principles. 1694 SALMON Bate's Dlspens. (1713) 453/2 Stir-
ring up the latent or almost obliterated ferment of Life.

place and obliterated countenances. 1892 I.u. LYTTON King
J'oppy iy. 254 Down fell an obliterating blot. Mod An
obliterating stamp for cancelling postage stamps.
Obliteration (pbliter^-Jsn). [ad. late I,.

oblit't^ration-cm, n. of action f. oblit(f)erare to
OULITKRATE: cf. K obliteration (1787 in llatz.-

Darm.).]
. The action of obliterating or fact of being

obliterated
; erasure ; cffncement

; extinction.
1658 PHILLIPS, Obliteration, a blotting out, a cancellin" or

abolishing. 1670 in Somers Tracts I. 30 This., is of so
odious a Condition, as pity it is, there cannot be a total
Obliteration of it. 1793 BKDDOES Demonstr. Evi.l. 96 Cause,from being ihe name of a particular object, has become, in
consequence of the obliteration of that original signification
a remarkable abbreviation in language. 1830 LYELL J'riiic,
(,,;>/. I. 223 Ihe examination of almost all valleys in moun-
tainous districts affords abundant proofs of the obliteration
of a stries of lakes. 1858 I.i>. ST. LEONARDS Handy /U:
I'rop. Lawxvm. 143 If the obliteration is effectual, of course
the disposition in the will as it originally stood cannot be
made out.

2. J'hys. and Path. The disappearance or ex-

tinction, in regard to its original purpose, of
a structure, vessel, crmty, etc., e.g. of a duct
through adhesion of the walls.

1857 MAYNE Expos. Lex. 784/2 Obliteration. 1875 H. C
\Voou 7

heraf. (1879) 402 Iodine has been very largely em.
ployed by injection into serou> cysts . . for the purpose of

exciting inflam mat ion and causing obliteration of their cavity.
1876 Trans. Clinical Soc. IX. 117 The curative effect in
aortic aneurism of obliteration of the carotid artery. 1884BOWED ct SCOTT lie llary's Phaner. 542 The obliteration of
the sieve tubes begins in the oldest external zones of the
cortex, and advances, -in the centripetal direction.

Obliterative (f"bli-tcr,-tiv), a. [f. as OBLITKH-
ATE v. + -i VE.] Having the quality of obliterating ;

tending to obliterate.
1802-12 BENTHAM Ration. Judic. Evid, (1827) III. 50

Forgery is susceptible of one main distinction into fabrica-
tive and obliterative. 1858 National Rev. Oct. 342 If the
education and lives of women have been so utterly oblitera-
tive of such important qualities [etc.].

b. Phys. and Path. (See OBLITERATION 2.)

1899 Allbntfs Syst. Met/. VI. 301 Specimen of obliterative
endarteritis.

t Obli'VC, v. Obs. rare- 1

, [f. stem of L. ohliv-
isc-i to forget.] trans. To forget.
cisoo rrovcrbs in Anti,]. Rep. (1809) IV. 407 He that

hath an ere oblyving, and febill stomake of affexion.

t Obli-vial, a. Obs. rarc~".
[f. L. oMivi-nm

OBLIVION + -.u,.]
1721 BAILEY, Oklinal, causing Oblivion.

t Obli-viance. Obs. rare- 1
. In 6 oblyuy-

aunce. [f. L. type *ob/ivia-re : see OBI.IVIATE
and -ANCE. (Cf. OF. oubliance.)~\ Oblivion.
'503 HAWES Examp. l/'ir:. xn. vii, Ye neuer cast me in

oblyuyaunce.
t Obli'viancy. Obs. rare 1

. =
prec.

1820 Examiner No. 663. 820/1 Extravagancies which, as
he observed of '

the immortal names of Wellington and
Nelson ', can never ' be cast into the shade of obliviancy '.

tObli'viate, v. Obs. rare. [f. L. type
*oblti'ia-re, i. oblivi-itm =

oblivio, OBLIVION : see
-ATE 3

7.] trans. To forget, commit to oblivion.
1661 in '1yfographcr (1790) 19, I will not obliviate the

Right Hon. and late Lord Governour of Berwicke. 1791
MRS. RADCLIFKE Rom. Forest III. xxii. 288 She withdrew. .

and tried to obliviate her anxieties in sleep. 1835-40 HAH-
BURTON Clockm. xxii. (1862) 103 They obliviated their arrand
and left her.

Oblivion (ffblrvian), sb. [a. OF. oblivion

(c 1245 in Godef.), ad. L. oblivion-em forgetful-

ness, state of being forgotten, f. vb.-stem obliv-,
found in inceptive deponent obKz'-isci to forget ;

f. ob- (OB- 1 b) + *llv- : cf. livere to be black and
blue, livid-ns black and blue, dark.]
1. The state or fact of forgetting or having for-

gotten ; forgetfulness.
1390 GOWER Con/. II. 23 Which Ring bar of Oblivion The

name. 1432-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) 1. 197 There be o)>er ij.

welles also, of whom oon inducethe memory, that other
obliuion. 1602 MARSTON Antonio's Rev. IV. iii, Make us
drinke Lethe by your queint conceipts ; That for two dales
oblivion smother griefe. 1770 GOLDSMITH Des. l''ill. 242
Thither no more the peasant shall repair To sweet oblivion
of his daily care. 1873 HAMERTON Intell Life I. iv. (1875)

24 Vour soul had become deaf in sleep's oblivion.

b. Forgetfulness as resulting from inattention

or carelessness ; heedlessness, disregard.
ft: 1470 G. ASHBY Policy Prince 637 Take this lesson to

noon obliuion. 1526 1'ilgr. Ptrf. (W. de W. 1531) Sob,

By obliuion or forgetynge of my selfe. a 1700 DRYDEN (J.),

Among our crimes oblivion may be set ; But 'tis our king's

perfection to forget. 1850 CARLYLE Latter^. Pijmph. ii.

(1872) 43 The deep oblivion of the Law of Right and Wrong
..is by no means beautiful. 1895 Forum (N. Y.) Feb. 674
Oblivion of this fact is the root of the wasteful opposition
to prison labor and imported labor.

c. Intentional overlooking, esp. of political

offences. Act or Bill of Oblivion, an act or bill

granting a general pardon for political offences.



OBLIVION.

In Eng. Hist, the term is specifically applied to the Acts
of 1660 and 1690, exempting those who had taken arms or

acted against Charles II and William III respectively from
the penal consequences of their former deeds.
i6ia NORTH Plutarch^ Thrasyb. 1233 A law that no man

should be called in question nor troubled for things that

were past., called Amnestia, or law of obliuion. 1647
CLARENDON Hist. Rcb. \\. 49 The Armies were to be dis-

banded : an Act of Oblivion passed. 1654 tr. Scudcry's
Curia PoL 98 The oblivion of injuries is an Act every way
as noble as revenge. 1793 B^RKE Rent. Policy Allies Wks.

1842 I. 6:>3 A valuable friend ..asked me what I thought of

acts ofgeneral indemnity and oblivion, as a means of settling
France. 1804 WELLINGTON in Gurw. Desp. (1837) III. 400
There shall be a mutual oblivion and pardon of all injuries
on both sides. 1855 MACAU LAY Hist. Eng. xiv. III. 398
William, .expressed his hope that a bill of general pardon
and oblivion would be. .presented for his sanction.

2. The state or condition of being forgotten.

(Hence many phrases and fig. expressions.)
c 14x5 LVDG. Assembly of Gods 1^37 Vour names shalbe

put to oblyuyone. 1447 BoKEHHAM Seyntys (Roxb.) 2 To. .

Throwyn it [a book] in the angle of oblyvyoun. <t 1548
HALL Citron. Pref. (1809) 6 Buried in the poke of oblivion.

1555 EDEN Decades Ded. (Arb.) 63 Drowned in the whiilc-

poole of obliuion. 1594 SHAKS. Rich. ///, in. vii. 129 The
swallowing Gulfe Of darke Forgetfulnesse, and deepe
Obliuion. 1697 EVELYS Numism. Introd. 2 Men have

sought Immortality and Freedom from Oblivion, by Marbles,
Statues, Trophies. 1769 Junius Lett. i. 6 A question . . which

ought to have been buried in oblivion. 1810 D. STEWART
Philos. Ess. iii. 117 In England .. this doctrine has sunk
into complete oblivion. 1858 HAWTHORNE Fr. fy It. Jrnls.
II. 38 Let him pass into the garret of oblivion, where many
things as good, or better, are piled away.

T" b. transf. A thing forgotten. Obs.

1598 YONG Diana 75 Minds change from that they wont
to bee, Obliuions doe reuiue againe.
3. attrib. t as oblivion point , power.
1865 DICKENS Mitt. Fr. in. vii, To lower himself to oblivion-

point. 1871 MACIH'KF Man. Patmos vii. 90 If first con-
victions are suffered to die away, the world's oblivion-power
does its work.

Hence fObli'vion v. Obs.
t
to put into oblivion

;

Obli/vionist, one who holds a theory of, or

favours, oblivion.

1658-9 Burtons Diary (1828) III. 210, 1 wish there were an
act to jblivion all these things. 1878 T. SINCLAIR Mount 22

The oblivionists do not clearly see the whole truth here.

Obli'vionize, v. [f. OBLIVION sb. -r -IZE.]
trans. To consign to oblivion.

1593 NASHE Christ's T. (1613) 46 Let thy deepe entrintr

Dart obliuionize their memories. 1603 DEKKKK Grissil

(Shaks. Soc) zi, I will oblivionize my love to the Welsh
widow. 1790 MAD. D'ARBLAY Diary 30 May, I am per-

petually preparing myself for perceiving his thoughts about
me obhvionised. 1892 Echo 2 Apr. 2 '3 A conquest, .mis-

represented or oblivionised by leaders of the Opposition.

Oblivious (^bli'vias\ a. [ad. L. obllvios-us

forgetful, producing forgetfulness, f. oblivion-em or

oblivium OBLIVION : see -ous.J

1. That forgets or is given to forgetting ; forget-

ful; unmindful. Const, of.

01450 Mankind (Brandl) 866 }e were obliuyous of my
doctrine. 1581 J. KELL Haddon's Ans~M. Osor. 430 Gods
memory is not so oblivious, that it can so soone forgeit this

covenaunt. 1697 LOCKE 2</ l
7
-ind. Reas. Chr. 213 (Sc

What shall we say to such an oblivious author? 1780 l!n>KK
Econ. ^?^Wks. III. 261 The slow formality of an oblivious

and drowsy exchequer. 1860 TYNDALL Glac. \. x\i. 107

Happily for him, he was soon oblivious of this.

perron. Unconscious. Const, of or to.

[See Daily JVws, 18 Apr. 1890. 6/6.]
<zi86s HECKLE Civiliz. (1869) III. v. 341 He was so little

given to observation as to be frequently oblivious of what
was passing around him. [1880 MRS. FORRESTER Roy <y

Viola I.
74^

The obliviousness of lovers to anything but
themselves is truly amusing.]

2. Of or perUining to forgetfulness ;
attended by

or associated with oblivion.

1563^. GoocE^-^jfArb.) 74 In deepe obUuiousgrounde.
1605 SHAKS. Macb. v. iii. 43 Some sweet Obliuious Antidote.

1(567 MILTON- P. L. \. 266 Wherfore let we then our faithful

friends, ..Lye thus astonisht on th* oblivious Pool? 1794
MRS. Piozzi Synon. II. 306 A full but gentle river glides
slowly.. into a dark oblivious lake. 1821 LAMB Elia Ser. i.

My relations^ Consigned to the oblivious lumber-room.

f 3. Forgotten. Obs. rare.

1535-6 in. Southwell I'zsit. (1891) 140 Item I geve to sir

James lee, vicar of caunton, for oblivious tithes and other,
liu. \\\}d. 1817 H. & J. SMITH Re/. Ad-lr., Cui Bono i\,
His life a flash, his memory a dream, Oblivious down he
drops in Lethe's stream.

Obliviously, adv.
[f. prec. + -LY 2

.]
In an

oblivious manner, forgetfully ; with oblivion.
a 1548 HALL Chron. t Rich. Ill 29 Obliviouslie forgettynge,

and liitell consyderynp, that (etc.]. 16*3 J. TAYLOR (Water
P.) Wks. (1630) n. 243/2 What great pitty was it, that the
.. memories of them [Pharaoh's chariots] had not beene
obliuiously swallowed in that Egyptian downfall. 1812
Examiner n May 303/1 Before the public act.. so obli-

viously by past sacrifices of blood and treasure. 1870 E--cn.

Standard 29 Oct., Those who are so obliviously generous
to France in the hour of her misfortunes.

Obli'vlousness. [f. as prec. + -NESS.] The
state or quality of being oblivious

; forgetfulness.
1533 FRITH Answ. Bj>. Rochester Wks. (1829) 185, 1 wonder

what obliviousness is come upon him. 1542 BOORDE Dye.'ary
viii. (1870) 244 Immoderate slepe. -induceih and causeth

oblyuyousnes. 1727 in BAILEY vol. II. 1850 MERIVALE ///.
Rom. Emp. (1865) VI. 1.147 This imputation of extraordinary-
weakness and obliviousness. 1887 T. HARDY Woodlandtrs
vii. 49 Memories revived after an interval of obliviousness.

24

Oblivisceuce Vldm'StthO- [f. \*.oblivisccnt-

f/ti, pr. pple. of oblivisci to forget: see -EXCK, and

|

cf. obs. F. obUvisceiice (c 1420).] The fact of for-

getting or state of having forgotten ; forgetfulness.

1774 Xat. Hist. in Ann. Reg. 120/2 He had returned to
' life, .with a total obliviscence of every past transaction. 1832

y>'(V/*> Herald 22 May 3/6 It would take a volume to

i record his obliviscences. 1877 JKVOSS in Mind VI. 108 His
mind has probably sifted out the facts and rejected the

}
unimportant ones by the law of obliviscence.

I! Obli'viuni. Obs. [I.. oblivhtm obllvio

oblivion.] OBMVIOX ; forgetfulntss.

1699 EVELYN Acctnna 54 [Parsley] was of old, we read,
never brought to the Table at all, as sacred to OHii'imn and

;

the Defunct.

tO'blivy. Obs. [ad. L. ollfvi-ittn : see prec.
I (Perh. refash. from OK. oubtie, oiibliee.>~\ Oblivion.

,1475 Partenay 3;yS Vour sone Fromount in obliuy put
'

ay. 1513 DOUGLAS .Ends M. Prol. 4 Lethe, Cochile, the

wateris of oblivie. 1550 J. COKE Eng. <y Fr. }ft;raids

g 125 '1877) 96 Who. .ousht not to be put in oblyvie.

fO'blocate, ?', Obs. rare-", [f. L. oblocat^

ppl. stem of (post-cl.) oblocare, f. ob- (OB- I a) +

locare to let out on hire: see LOCATE.] trans. To
let out on hire. So f Obloca'tion.

1623 COCKERAM, Oblocatc^ to set out to hire. OHocaiion^ a

setting out to hire.

t Obloctrtion. Obs. [a. OF. oblocntion (1352
in Godef.\ ad late L. oblocution-cm contradiction,
n. of action f. L. obloqm: see OBLOQUY.]
1. Evil-speaking, obloquy, slander.

I43*~5 tr- Higdfit (Rolls) VI. 73 The kynge .. askede
1

forjifenesse, promisenge that he wolde nut use oblocucion
. after that in that pane, r 1450 tr. De Imitations in. xli. in
. For be loue of god bou owist to suffre all binges. . wronges,
i oblocucions, reprehensions. 1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W.
j

J 53 J ) 93 Preuy backbytynge .. is whan one .. secretely

, speketh oblocucyon or euyll of theyr neyghbour. 1731

J!AII.EV, Oblocution^ obloquy, ill Report.
2. liacl locution or utterance, bad delivery.
(-1450 Cov. Kfyst. viii. (Shaks. Soc.) 70 Cryst conserve..

;
the personys here pleand, that the pronunciation Of here

[

sentens to be seyd mote be sad and sure, And that non
! oblocucyon make this matere obscure.

t ObloCU'tor. Obs. Also 7 -quutor. [a. L.

obhcutort -quutor, agent-n. i.obloqul'. seeOBLOQUY.]
A gainsayer, contradictor; a detractof, slanderer.

1603 HARSNET Pop. Impost, xxii. 147 To stop the mouthe

j

of all carping obloquutors. 1656 in BLOUNT Glossogr.

Oblong (fbVrjX a. and sb. [ad. L. oblong-us

j

somewhat long, longish, (later) oblong; f. ob- +
: longits LONG. Cf. F. oblong (Co\gT.}.

The exact force of the prefix in oblongus is obscure : there

is no analogous word in Latin.]

A. adj. L Elongated in one direction (usually
as a deviation from an exact square or circular

form); having the chief axis considerably longer
than the transverse diameter; spec, in Geom. %

Rectangular with the adjacent sides unequal.
^Oblong warrow, the medulla oblongata (obs.). Oolong'

spheroid^ a prolate spheroid.
(1420 Pailad. on Hnsb. i. 1098 Make pipis..The cellis

square oblonge, as x in breede As for xv in lengthe, is out to

sprede, 1611 COTGR., Oblong^ ob'ong, somewhat long. 1657
S. PURCHAS Pol. Flying-Ins. 4 [The Bee's] shape is little,

brown, bowing, oblong. 1658 SIR T. BROWSE Card. Cyrus
ii. 1 19 The beds of the Ancients were different from ours . .

being framed ob-long. 1706 PHILLIPS, Oblong, . . of a Figure,
inclining to long, longish, or somewhat long. 1774 GOLDSM.
Nat. /list. (1776) VI. 384 The egg. .though round when in

the body, yet becomes much more oblong than those of fowls,

upon being excluded. 1777 W. DALHYMPLE Trav. S/>.
ti. j i_ * .; .. n

"
.:.v - f : i.:_^

Port, Ivi, An, antient wall with towers, forming a kind of

oblong square. 1801 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) Suppl. II. 305/1
Oblong spheroid, .is formed by an ellipse revolved about its, .

longer or transverse axis; in contradistinction from the

oblate spheroid. 1834 MRS. SOMERVII.LE Connex. Phys, Sc.

xiii. (1849) 104 The waters thus attracted by the moon would
assume the form of an oblong spheroid. 1853 KANE Grittnell

J-ixp. ill (1856) 27 It was in shape an oblong cube.

b. Bot. and Ent. (See quots.)
1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp. s. v. Lsaft Oblong Leaf, one

the length of which is many times equal to its breadth, and
the extremities of which are both too narrow to form seg-
ments of circles. 1776 J. LEE Introd. Bot. Explan. Terms
383 Oblongnm, oblong, twice the Length of its Breadth.

1816 KIRBV & Si-. Entomol. IV. 261 Oblong* having the

longitudinal diameter more than twice the length of the

transverse, and the ends varying, or rounded. 1861 Miss
PRATT Flower. PI. VI. 171 Oblong ll'oodsia. ..Frond lanceo-

late or oblong, pinnate, hairy beneath.

C. Of a sheet of paper, page, book, picture,

panel, postage stamp, etc. : Rectangular, with the

breadth greater than the height : as an. oblong octavo^

opposed to an ordinary or upright octavo.

1888 in JACOBI Printers' l''ocab. 89. 1898 Kegetn Paul's
List of Publications, Sizes of Books.. the breadth being

greater than the height the size is described as 'oblong'
8vo.,

*

oblong
'

410. &c.

1 2. fig. Disproportionately long, drawn out.
1
Obs. nonce-use.

1643 P. BALES Oratio Dom. 12 Their prayers are oblong
and tedious, for they are.. sometimes. . three houres long.

3. Comb. (Bot.} in definitions of form, implying
an oblong modification of another shape; as

oblong-acitminate t -cordate^ -elliptic, 'hastate, -ovate ,

-ivedgeshaped etc., adjs. ; also oblong-leaved adj.

1769 ELLIS in Phil. Trans. LIX. 139 note, Little oblong-
oval seed vessels. 1776-96 WITHERING Brit, Plants led. 3)

OBLOQUY.
III. 138 Leafits. .obtusely oval, or oblong-wedgeshaped.
1822-34 Good's Study Mi-d. (ed. 4) I. 630 The three ?> ccie>

< it cinchona used otTicinally . . the lance-leavciij . . heart-leaved,
..and oblong-leaved. 1847 W. E. STEELE Field Bot. y
Lower leaves oblong-lanceolate. Ibid. 196 Fruit oblong-
obovate. /bid. 199 Fruit patent, oblong-acuminate. Ibid.

:><>3 Barren spikes.. oblong-cylindrical. 1870 HOOKER Stud.
l-'lora 34 Radical leaves oblong-rhomlxjid or ovate not
cordate. Ibid. 198 Leaves oblong-cordate. Ibid. 316 Leaves
more oblong-hastate. Ibid. 353 Spikes oblong-pyramidal.
B. sb. An oblong figure, or something having

an oblong form
; spec, in Gcom.t A rectangle of

greater length than breadth.
a 1608 SIR F. VERE Cointn. 124 Stretched out in the form of

a geometrical oblique or oblong. 1664 H. MORE Myst.
!nitj. xvii. 60 Stoop to divide clay or dirt into squares or

oblongs. 1787 M. CVTLER in Life, Jruls. <y Corr. 118881 I.

330 Were the ends increased . . I should prefer an oblong to

a square. 1849 GROI i: Greece \\. l,\x. (1862) VI. 256 Xenophon
then moved, .that the march should be in a hollow oblong,
with the baggage in the centre. 1890 PKOCTOR Other
Worlds ii. 38 Each image would also be a horizontally-

placed oblong.
Hence O'bloug-iiess. rare- .

1717 BAILEY vol. II, ObtongtwsS) oblong Form, or the being
of the Form of a long Square.

Obloiigatal (/>bVrjg^-tal), a.
[f. mod.L.

oblongat-n$ (as in medulla oblongata}, pa. pple. of

obfangare to prolong, f. L. <?M?7OBLONG -r -AL.]
Of or pertaining to the medulla oblongata, the

hindmost segment of the brain.

1885 A. H. BUCK Handbk. Met. Sc. VIII. 124 Funicnhts

ffraci7is,thQ oblongatal continuation of the myelic dorsomesal
. .column.

Obloilgated (^'btyngc'ted;,///. .
[f.

as prec.
+ -ED i.J Prolonged ;

in oblongated marrow, the

medulla oblongata.
1822-34 Goods Study Mcd. (ed. 4) III. a The cerebrum,

or brain, properly so called, the cerebrel, or little brain, and
the oblongated marrow.

Oblongish p'bVrjiJ"), a. rare. [f. OBLOXG a.

+ -ISH.] Somewhat oblong.
1693 EVELYN De la Quint. Orange-Trees vi. 12 Though

they sometimes make little Round ones, and other [cases for

trees] Oblongish. 1750 tr. Leonardos Mirr. Stones 73
A round oblongish figure of the bigness of a midling nut.

1786 Families ofPlants I. 78 Anthers oblongish.

Oblongitude ^'blfnd^itiwd). rare. [f. OBLOXG
after longitude.} Oblong form. Hence Oblongi-
tu diiial a., having an oblong form.

1739 ELLZ. CARTER tr. Algarotti on Keiutoris Theory
(1742) II. 26 This Oblongitude of the solar Image. 1892
Fall Malt' G. i Oct. 4/3 Mr. Gladstone, .sat in the curve of

an oblongitudinal segment, as our correspondent's informant
described the Premier's situation.

O'blongly, adv. rare. [f. OBLONG a. + -LY 2
.]

In an oblong manner or form.

1650 BULWER Anthropomet. Pref, Like a Ball of wax,
oblongly spread, a 1742 CHEVSE (I.), Had the globe.. been
either spherical, or oblongly spheroidical.

Oblo'ngo-, used in Bot. as combining form of

oblong adj. in sense 'with oblong extension '= OB-
LONG a. 3, as oblongo- cylindrical, -elliptic', -fusiform,

-lanceolate, -ovoid adjs.

1775 W. JENKINSON Descr. Br. PI. Gloss., Oblongo-wate,
partly oblong, but rather more of an oval. 1846 BERKELEY
in Proc. Bern.'. Nat. Club II. No. 14. 191 The sporidia ..

are regularly oblongo-elliplic. 1847 ^. E. STEELE Field
Bot. 149 Leaves oblongo-lanceolate. 1871 LEIGHTON/./CA^W-

Jlora 37 Oblong or oblongo-ovoid.

Oblo'quial, & rare. [i.
as next + -AL : cf.

colloquial^ Of or pertaining to obloquy.
1790 J. WILLIAMS Shrove Tuesday 24 Obloquial arrows

seldom whiz around, But from that quiver Error hangs
behind.

Oblo^uious (^bltTu'kwias), a. rare. [f.
L. oblo-

^/"-ww OBLOQUY + -OTJS.] Characterized by obloquy
or evil-speaking ; bringing reproach or disgrace.
1611 COTGK., Mesdt'sant, reproachful!, detractiue, oblo-

quious. a 1635 NAUNTON Fragm. Reg. (Arb.) 16 Emulations,
which are apt to rise and vent in obloquious acrimony. 1698
FRYER Ace. E. India 4- P. 193 After many obloquious
Salutes she put this Affront on him.

t Oblo*quity. Obs. rare, [irreg. f. L. obloqiri

or obloquium (see next) + -ITY.] Opposition or

contradiction in speech or writing.
1620 BRENT tr. Sarpis Hist. Counc. Trent vm. 792 To doe

it by way of narration, or by obliquity [later edd. oblo-] of

wordes. 1624 F. WHITK Kef I. Fisher 363 A line or sentence

cannot escape these Critickes, if there appeare obloquitie, or

antipathic to their inueterate forgeries.

Obloquy (fbMkwi). Also 5-6 obliqui,

-lyquy, 6 -licque, -loqui, -ye, 6-7 -ie. [ad.
late L. obloqtti-um contradiction, f. obloqiiito speak

against, gainsay, contradict, f. ob- (Os- i b) +loqm
to speak. (The early spelling obliq^ may have

arisen through confusion with oblique.}']

1. Evil-speaking directed against a person or

thing; abuse, detraction, calumny, slander, f For-

merly also with an and pi.. An abusive or

calumnious speech or utterance (obs.).

1460 CAPGHAVECA^W*. 281 In this tyme cam otite a bulle..

whech revokid alle the graces that had be giaunted . .ofwhech
ros mech slaundir and obliqui ageyn the Cherch. 1502
ATKYNSON tr. De Imitation* in. xl. 229 Infyrmytes, & in-

iurye, oblyquies & repreues . . these thynges helpe to purches
vertues. 1591 SHAKS. i Hen. VI, ii. v. 49 He. .did vpbrayd
me with my Fathers death; Which obloquie set barres

before my tongue. 1673 True Worsh. God p/ ii, I shall not



OBLUCTATION.
much concern my self with the obloquies of such men. 1777
WATSON P/iilif II (1839) 375 It would be prudent perhaps

b. Abuse or detraction as it affects the person
spoken agninst ; the condition of being spoken
against; evil fame, bat! repute j reproach, disgrace.
1469 Paston Lett. II. 380 They that be abut yow be in

obloquy of all men. 1494 FAHVAJJ C/iron. vil. 618 All was
ruled by the quene & her counsayll . . to the great maugre &
oblyquy of the quene. 1513 MOKE in Grafton Chron. (1568)
II, 767 From the great ubluquy that he was in so late before,
he was .. in so great trust that . . he was made [etc.] 1602
MAKSTON Antonio's Rer. iv. iii, The just revenge Upon the
author of thy obloquies. 1647 CLAHKNDOX Hist. AY/', vn.

3j7 And undergo the perpetual obloquy of having lost
a Kingdom.
f2. transf. A cause, occasion, or object of de-

traction or reproach; a reproach, a disgrace. Ol>s.

1589 NASHE Annt. Absurd. 39 To shew what an obloquie
these impudent incipients in Arts are vnto Art. 1601 SHAHS.
AlFs n'elliv. ii. 44 An honour longing to our house, . . Which
were the greatest obloquie i' the world, In me to loose. 1621
BURTON Anat. flel. n. iii. vii. (1651) 356, I have been ..

arraigned and condemned, I am a common obloquy.

t Oblucta/tion. Obs. [ad. late L. obluctation-

-em, n. of action f. L. oblnc/ari, f. ob- (OB- i b) +
luctan to wrestle, struggle.] Striving or strug-
gling against something; resistance, opposition.
1615 CROOKE Body of Man 400 These muscles partly by

yeelding and gluing ground, partly by obluctation or oppo-
sition do secure the Membrane from being torne. n 1619
FOTHEBBV A l/tcom. i. xii. 2 (1622) 125 To vse thai artificial!

obluctation, and facing out of the matter.

Oblyge, -lys,Oblyke, obs.ff. OBLIGE, OBLIQUE.
t Obmiss, v. Obs. rare. In 5 obmysse, 6

obmyse. [i. L. obi/iiss-, ppl. stem of obmitt-tre,
late spelling of oiniltfre to OMIT.] = next.

'49 CAXTON Entydos xxviii. no To bane obmyssed for to

dyscute som of the condycyons and euyll operacyous of the
cursed proserpyne. 1541 R. COPLAND Gafycns Terapcut.
2 Eiv, Where theyhaue estemed that it shulde be superflue
to recyte, they haue obmysed and left some.

t Obmit, v. Obs. rare. [ad. L. obmittcrc : see

prec.] trans. To leave out. omit.
1541 R. COPLAND Calyen's Terapcut. 2 E iv, Obmyttyng

and leauyng the seconde. 1547 BOORIJK Introd. Knmvl. xx.
173 The whyche I do thinke better to obmyt, and to leue
vnwryten. 1684 Col. Rec. Petmsylv. \. 107 To continue
These words, writing [etc.].. Speaking to be Obmitted.

f Obmurniura'tion, Obs. [ad. L. olmmr-
muration-em, n. of action from obmurmurare to
murmur agninst, f. ob- (OB- I b) + murmurare to

MURMUR.] A murmuring against something. So
t Obmn-rmuring- vbl. sli.

[f. *obmurmur vb.].
l6o4 >

TooKER Fabriquc C/i. 120 Their envie and obmur-
muration. 1647 H. MORE Song o/Soul n. ii. n. x, Maugre
all th' obmurmurings of sense. 1648 J. GOODWIN Right <$

Might 26 Religious men breake out of the way of . . truth,
with the renitency and obmui muration of their judgements
and consciences.

Obmutesceiice (pbmite-scns\ [f. L. ob-

nnUfsc-lre to become dumb or mute (f. ob- (Ofl-
i b) + miilcsclre to grow mute) + -ENCK.] A
becoming (wilfully) mute, speechless, or dumb ;

the action of obstinately remaining mute.
1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. in. viii. 122 A vehement

fear
which_naturally produceth obmutescence. 1794 PALEV

Evid. n. ii. (1817) 59 The obmutescence, the gloom and
mortification of religious orders. 1827 IHatkiv. Mag. XXII.
488 Subject to habitual and invincible obmutescence.
So Obmute-scent a., remaining mute.
1876 G. MEREDITH Beanch. Career I. iv. 61 [He] pum-

melled the obmutescent mass, to the confusion of a con-
ceivable epic.

Obnebuiate (pbne-bif<UU), v. rate. [f. OB-
i c + L. nebula mist, fog + -ATE 3

: c f. OBNUBILATE z;.]

trans. To obscure as with a mist; to befog, cloud.
< 1540 ROORDE The I'okcfurto Lerne.\l\\>, ltdothobfuske

and doth obnebuhit the mcmorie. 1547 Brev. Health
ccx. 72 b, Colde reume . doth obnebuiate a mans memorye.
1834 H. O'BRIEN A*. Towers Irel. 120 So punctilious was
their regard to euphony, they scrupled not to cancel, or other-
wise obnebuiate the essential . . letters of the primitive words.

t Obne-ction. Obs. rare~". [n. of action f. L.

obnectfre, f. ob- (OB- I a) + nectcre to tie.]

1656 BLOI'NT Glossogr., Obncctien, a fast knitting, as in

marriage.

t Obni-xely, adv. Obs. rare-', [f. after L.
obnixe adv., strenuously (f. obnix-tts, pa. pple. of
obmtl to struggle or strive against) : see -LV -.]

Karnestly, strenuously.
1641 E. CODRINGTON Let. to Sir E. Deriiigz^ May in Proc.

in Kent (Camden) 50 Most humbly and most obnixely
I must l>eseach both them and you.

t Obni-xiously, adv. Obs. rare- 1

. [irreg.f.'L.
obnixe (see prec.) * -ous + -I.Y 2.]

= prec.
1632 LITHGOW Trav. x. 450 At the sight of each new

Moone [they] bequeath their Cattell to her protection,
obnixiously imploring the pale Lady of the night, that shee
will leaue their Bestiall in as good plight, as shee found
them.

Obnounce (pbnairns), v. Rom. Antiq. [ad. L.

obnnntiare, f. ob- (OB- I b) + nuntiare to tell.]
intr. Of a Roman magistrate '. To announce an
unfavourable omen (and thus prevent, stop, or
render void, some public transaction).

VOL. VII.
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1741 MwotETOMC&wv I. vi. 424 Milo.. was always at hand
to inhibit his proceedings, by obnouncing^ as it was called,
or declaring that he was taking the auspices on that day.
1853 M*VALE.fftf*..ff^. ix. (1867) 266 The people, .offered

him, his colleague in vain obnouncing, the provinces of the

Cisalpine and lllyricum.

Obnoxiety Q>bn?ks3i-eti). rare.
[f. L. obnoxi-

its OBNOXIOUS + -ety. see -ITY.] The state of being
obnoxious or liable to something; liability.
1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Obnojciety^ obnoxiousness ; liable-

ness to danger, punishment, or to the lash. 1839 J. RUGKRS
Antipopopr. HI. iii. 155 Obnoxiety to the ridicule, .of man.

Obnoxious (^bnfkfas), a. [f. L. obnoxios-us,
f. olmoxi-us exposed to harm, subject, liable, f. ob-

(OB- i a, b) + noxa hurt, injury ; cf. noxhis hurtful,

injurious, Noxious.]
1. Exposed to (actual or possible) harm

; subject
or liable to injury or evil of any kind.

a. \Vith to\ Liable, subject, exposed, open (/o

anything harmful, or undesirable; also, by exten-

sion, to any kind of influence or agency). For-

merly the prevailing use
;
now less frequent than 6.

1597 HOOKER Ecd. Pol. v. Ixxxi. 13 Whom, .they would
..make obnoxious to what punishment themselves list.. 1621
BURTON Anat. Mel. \. i. in. ii, The finest wits . . are before
other obnoxious to it [melancholy]. 1658 EVEI.VN Ft: Card.
(1675)93 Cover them with fern or straw, to secure them from
the frosts, to which they are obnoxious. 1665 GLANVII.I,

Scepsis Set. xiii. 75 Being, .thus obnoxious to fallacy in our

apprehensions. i68a UUNYAX Holy II 'at- iCassell) 208 The
town of Mansoul . . now lies obnoxious to its foes. 1712
ADDISON Spe.t. No. 441 F 2 We are obnoxious to so many
Accidents. 1754 SHERLOCK Disc. (1759' I. i. 45 They render
themselves obnoxious to the Justice of God. 1810 SOUTH r:y

Kehania xiv. xiv, That corporeal sh;tpe alike to pain Ob-
noxious as to pleasure. 1847 GROTK Greece n. liv. (1862) J V.

565 Obnoxious to general dislike. 1891 Law Times XCI.
406/2 A similar case, and is obnoxious to similar criticism.

t b. \Yiih inf. Liable. Obs.
1610 DONNE Psendo~wartyr 118 Our corruption now is

more obnoxious and apter to admitte and inuite such poy-
sonous ingredients. 1643 ABP. WILLIAMS Let. in Carte Col-
lect. Lett. (1735) 254 His Majestic .. soe obnoxious to be
shaken and removed by variety of councills out of any
settled resolution, a 1677 HALE Contempl. \\. 49 The time
of Youth is most Obnoxious to forget God. a 1734 NORTH
/./n*j(i826) II. 72 They, .were obnoxious to be taken up by
every peevish sheriff or magistrate.

t C. simply* Liable or exposed to harm. rare.
a 1631 DONNE Progr. Sout \n Poems (1633) 265 Thinke but

how poore thou wast, how obnoxious, Whom a small lumpe
of flesh could poyson thus. 1682

ttff. Elect. Sheriffs r

Were it not for the discharge of my duty .. I should not so
far expose and lay myself obnoxious, as I foresee I shall da
f2. Liable to punishment or censure; guilty,

blameworthy, reprehensible. Obs,

1604 R. CAWDREV Talkie Alph.^ Obnoxious^ subiect to

danger, faultie. 1610 DONNE Pseudo-martyr 353 The Doc-
trines of the Keyes. .and all the ceremonies, which were the
most obnoxious matters. 1642 Vinti. ofKing p. ii, It could
make that obnoxious, which till this Parliament no man
could ever call a fault. 1719 DE FOE Crusoe n. xui, Our..
persons were not obnoxious. 11774 GOLDSM. A/isc. It'n'f.

(ed. Prior) I. 535 A late work has appeared to us highly
obnoxious in this respect.

f 3. Subject to the rule, power, or authority
of another

; answerable, amenable (to some autho-

rity) ; dependent, subject ; hence, submissive, ob-

sequious, deferential. Const, to. Obs.

1581 SAVILE Tacitus, Ifist.ii. xix. (1604) 80 The Generals i

being obnoxious, and not daring to prohibit it. Ibid, xxxvii.

(1591) 75 One. .of their owne creation, and therefore wholly
obnoxious to them. 1658 CLEVELAND Rnstick A'^w/.Wks.
(1687) 437 That Kings are only the Tenants of Heaven,
obnoxious to God alone, 1659 B. HAKIMS ParivaCs Iron
Age 119 Hans-Towns,, .partly, .free; and partly Provincial,
and obnoxious, a 1695 WOOD Life (O. H. S.) I. 397 Most of
them .. being sneaking and obnoxious, they did run rather
with the temper of the Warden than stand against him. 1722
WOLLASTON Relig. Nat. v. 77 An existence that is not
dependent upon or obnoxious to any other. 1754 A. MURI-HY
Gray

'

s Inn yml. No. 72 Whether they are not obnoxious
to the Association for preserving the Game.

f4. \Yith/0: Exposed to the (physical) action
or influence of; liable to be affected by; open to.

i6z8 LE GRVS tr. Barclay s Argents 56 That thinne sub-
stance, which by its own lenitie is obnoxious to whateuer
presseth it. 1665 Surv. AJf. Nether t. 122 West-Friezland. .

lyeth Eastward obnoxious to Westphalen in High-Germany,
N. and W. to the main Ocean. 1666 DRYOEN Ann, Afirtit*.

cclviii, The most in fields like herded beasts He down, To
dews obnoxious. 1671 EVELYN Mem. (1857) III. 235 They
are obnoxious to sense, and fall under our cognisance.

^[5. erron. (by confusion with noxious)'. Hurtful,
injurious. Obs.
1612 WOODALL Surf. Mate Wks. (1653) 368 Cold aire in

time of sweating is obnoxious and dangerous. 1638 SIR T.
HERBERT Trav. (ed. 2) 323 Crocodile.. the most oonoxious
of sea monsters. 1646 J. HALL Horse I'ac. 81 Unseasonable
times of study are very obnoxious, as after meales. 1683
SALMON; Doron Med. \\. 587 Powerful in extirpating alt
obnoctious tumors.

6. That is an object of aversion or dislike
;

offensive, objectionable, odious, highly disagree-
able; sometimes with more active force: Giving
offence, acting objectionably. (Cf. a and 5.) The
chief current use, app. affected by association with
noxioits. Const, to.

1675 WOOD Life 3 July (O. H. S.) IT. 318 A very obnoxious
person ; an ill neighbour ; and given much to law sales with
any. 1680 in Somers Tracts I. no To make them loth-

quali

DENUNCIATION.
some and obnoxious to the People. 1789 BELSHAM Ess. I.

iii. 53 Strickland .. had the presumption to move the
obnoxious hill. 1841 E. FITZGERALD Lett. (1889) I. 69
Carlyle . . is becoming very obnoxious now that he has
become popular. 1857 BUCKLE Ci'dliz. I. vii. 449 They did
not dare to publish a work if its author were obnoxious to
the Court. 1866 G. MACDONALD Ann. Q. Ncighl'. xi. (1878;
216 Thumb-marks I find very obnoxious.

Olmo'xiously, adv. [f. prec. + -LY
-.] In

an obnoxious manner (in any sense of the adj.
1

).

1625 K. LONG tr. Barclays Argenis in. iv. 161 They
seldome come to a pitcht Field : their dangers are little or
soddame, for they arc obnoxiously pacified \olwoxie pla-
cantur\ see pree. 3]. 1755 JOHNSON, Ol>noxioitsly,\\\ a state
of subjection; in the state of one liable to punishment.
i8z8\Vi KSTF.R, Obnoxiously, [i.] In a state of subjection
or liability. 2. Reprehensiblyj odiously; offensively. iMoti.
He behaved most obnoxiously.
Obno xiousiiess. [f. as prec. + -NESS.] The
uality or state of being obnoxious.
1. Liability to injury, evil, etc. : see OBNOXIOUS i.

Const, to, unto.

1652 Hi-. H\u. fnris. IVorld \, v, Their deadly machina-
tions and our miserable obnoxiousness. 1654 WARREN Un-
believers 48 An obnoxiousnesse unto punishment, a 1677
BARROW ,SY>v//. Wks. 1716 I. 166 Sensible of our own
obnoxiousness to the like slips and falls. 1729 STACKHOUSK
Body Dirin. iv. i. 2(1776) II. 419 Our obnoxiousness to
the

severity of his laws. 1871 MARKHV Klein. Law 148
Duty or obligation is., sometimes described as obnoxiousness
to a sanction.

f2. Liability to punishment or censure; guilt,
blameworthiness. Obs.
16x0 DoN'Ni-: Pseiido-jnartyr 269 Bellarmine . . delt herein

with more obnoxiousnesse and le>se excuse then Biniu^
tt 1661 t'ui.LER ll'orthit's, Dorsetshire \. (1662) 289 Con-
sidering his own ObnoxioiiMiess for so rash a fact, he.. pro-
cured his pardon at Court. 1704 M. HLNRV Communicant's
Comp. x, Considering, .our unworthiness and obnoxiousness.
3. Orfensiveness, objectionableness, odiousness.
1828 WEBSTER s.v., The obnoxiousness of the law rendered

the legislature unpopular. 1851 GAU.KNGA Italy i. 26 They
could not drive the Au.strians from Lombardy, but gave
them palpable hints of their obnoxiousness there.

t ObllU-bilate, ///. a. Obs. [ad. L. olnuMlat-
us

y pa. pple. of obnubilare\ see next.] Covered or
darkened as with a cloud; overclouded; obscured.
1560 HOLLAND Crt. I'cnus \. 246 In hir net thow art

obnubilate. 1610 HKAI.FV St. Aug. Citic ofGod xix. iv. 758
The reason and sence are both besotted and obnubilate.

1630 J. TAYLOR (Water P.) Epjgr. xxxvi. Wks. IL 266/1
Mans vnderstanding's so obnubilait:.

Obnubilate (pbniw-biltf't),^. [f. L. obnubi/af-,

ppl. stem of obniibil&re to cover with clouds or

fog. Cf. F. obmtbilei\ OF. obmtbler (i2th c. in

Godef.).] trans. To darken, dim, cover, or hide
with or as with a cloud; to overcloud; to obscure

. an^..
1583 STUBBES Anat. Ahts. i. (1879) 78 As mystes and

exhalations . .obnubilate and darken the beanies of the Sun.
1616 R. C. Times' ll'histle Cert. Poems (1871) 135 Your
false intent faire wordes obnubilate. i6zi Ui KTOS Anat.
Mel. i. iii. n. ii, So doth this melancholy vapour obnubilate
the mind. 1686 GOAD Ce/est. Bodies ii. iv. 196 Clouds
obnubilating the Face of Heaven j-hall skreen the .Sun from
us. 1768-74 TUCKER Lt. Nat. (1834) I. 461 Until they raise
a dust which obnubilates that belter light. 1838 J. P.

KENNEDY Rob of Bowl x. (1860) 93 Your smokers [are]
obnubilated in their own clouds.

Hence Obnu'bilated ///. a.

1830 R. CHAMBERS Life Jas.f, I. ix. 246 He found his mind
in that obnubilated state. 1839 RAYMOND in A't~zu Monthly
Mag. LV. 514 Some narration of 'himself and times',
whereby his obnubilated patronymic might transpire to the
fullest content.

Obnubilation
(pbniaSbil^i-jro). [n. of action

from prec. Cf. OF. obnubilation (i 5th c. in

Godef.).] The action of darkening or fact of

being darkened as with a cloud ; obscuration.
1610 J. HEALEY St. Aug. Citie ofGvd in. xv. 128 Neither

can the Moone be eclipsed but . . in her farthest posture
from the sunne : then is she prostitute to obnubilation. 1653
WATERHOUSE Apol. Learn. 175 Their obnubilation of bodies
coruscant. 1819 Hermit in London II. 133 Fog and sun-

shine, obnubilation and light.

b. spec. Obscuration or clouding of the mind or

faculties. See also quot. 1892.
1753 RUTTY Diary 17 Dec. in Boswell Johnson*^. 1777,

An hypochondriack obnubilation from wind and indigestion.

11803 BEDDOHS Hygeia ix. 198 Dimness or obnnbilation of

sight, 1888 Amer. Jrnl. Psychol. I. 519 The patient lost

consciousness for several hours, and afterwards lay for

several days in a state of torpor or obnubilation. 1892 Syd.
Soc. Lf^:. t Obnubilation, a dazzling of the eyes without

giddiness, so that objects seem to be seen through a cloud,
as in threatened fainting.

tpbmrbilous, a. Obs. rare 1
, [f. L. ob~

nfibil-us overclouded (f. ob- (Ou- i c) + nubihtm

cloudy sky, cloud) + -ous. Cf. OF. obnuble in

same sense.] Overclouded ; cloudy, indistinct.

"43-fio tr. lligden (Rolls) 1. 9 The obnubilous and clowdy
processe of this mater.

Obnu'nciate, v. rare- , [f. ppl. stem of L.

obnunciare : see OBNOUNCE.] = OBNOUNCE. So
Obnnucia tion.

1623 COCKERA.M n, To Tell ill newes, Obnnnciate \ a Telling

thereof, Qbnunciation 1656 BLOUNT Glossogr. s. v., Obnitn-

ciation, . . as the ancient Romans were wont to dissolve their

Assemblies (which dissolution they called obnunciation)

when soever any evil token was seen or heard, either by
the Magistrate or Augur.



OBOE.

Oboe (o'boi, \\o-bo {e). [a. M.oboe (fboe), adapted

spelling of F. liauttois : see HAUTBOY.]
1. A wooden double-reed wind-instrument, form-

HautMs: and not from the Italian Oboe. ..Oboe has no

meaning, as the French name has.] 1794 MRS. RADCLIFFE

tfyst f 'dolfha i, With the lender accents of his oboe. 1840

ixvi. 298 Gregory, violinist; Hughes, oboe player.

2. Name of a reed-stop in an organ, with metal

pipes, giving a penetrating tone.

[^1700 1829: see HAUTBOY i c.] 1834 Specif. Organ \ ork

Minster in Grove Diet. Mas. I. 600 Swell Organ. . . 42.

Horn. 43. Trumpet. 44. Oboe.

t O-bofe, obs. form of ABOVE.
a. 1400-50 Alexander 4912 A blewe bleaut o-bofe brad him

"Oboist (<T'b<?,ist). [f.
OBO-E + -IST.] A per-

former on the oboe.

guards at Hanover.

Obol (?'tyl). Also 8 obole. [ad. I,, obol-ns,

a. Gr. u/3oA.<A.]
= OBOLUS i.

RAPFR in Phil. Trans. LXI. 469 The current com of

Athens, was the silver Drachm, which they divided into

6Oholes. 1810 T. MITCHELL Ariitofh. I. 75 A man That

hath not one small obol in his purse. 1875 BROW-XING

Aristffli. Apol. 1374 To stuff the mouth Of dikast with the

due three-obol fee.

Obolary, a. ;-></. [f. I-. etol-us + -ARV.]

That contributes an obolus; or, Possessing only

oboli or small coins, impecunious.
l8zo LAMB Klin Ser. I. T'MI Races Sten, Distance . . as

vast as subsisted between the Augustan Majesty, and

the poorest obolary Jew that paid it tribute-pittance at

Jerusalem.

tObolate. Obs. [ad. med.L. obolata (lerrse),

f. obol-tis : see -ATK l 2 (
= It. -a/a, Pr. -at/a, F. -&\]

A- portion of land assumed to be worth a half-

penny a year.
1610 W. FOLKINCIIAM Art of Survey 11. vii. 58 Quantities

of Land taking their denominations from our vsual Come ;

as Fardingdeales, Obolates, Denariates, Solidates, Llbrates.

Ibid. 59 Then must the Obolat be i Acre, the Denanat an

Acre, the Solidat 12. acres.

Obole (p'boul). [a. F. obole (isthc. in Littre),

ad. L. obolus : see OBOLUS.]
1. A small French coin orig. of silver, later of

billon, in use from loth to 151)1 c. ;
also called

mailk \ a denier.

1656 BLOIXT Glossogr., Obole (obolus), a Coyn, variable

according to the Country, with us it is an halfpenny. 1830

(E. HAWKINS] Anglo-Fr. Coinage 47 The "^ r ll:i1 '

denier of Henry the Second,

( 2. OBOLUS 3. Obs.

1601 HOLLAND Pliny II. 36 An obole or half a scruple.

1656 BLOUXT Glossogr., Obole. . .Also a halfpenny weight,

twelve grains among Apothecaries, and fourteen among
Mintmen and Goldsmiths.

fO'bolet. Ots. rare- 1
,

[f.
OBOL + -ET dim.]

= OBOLUS 3.

1717 W. MATHER Yng. Klan's Coinf. 399 These are re-

duced into Drachms, Scruples, Obolets, Carats and Grains.

Obolite (p'biTUit). J'alxotit. [f. L. obol-us +

-ITE.] A fossil shell of the genus Obolus. Obolilc-

grit, a name for the Silurian formation containing

1850'OWEN in Encycl. Brit. (ed. 8) XVII. 105/1 Obolile

grit. 1865 PAGE Itandbk. Geol. Terms, Obolus, a genus of

bivalves belonging to the Lingula family, and characterised

and Ru>sia.

Obelize, erron. form of OBELIZE.

II Obolus (p-WlSs). PI. oboli (-M). [L.

obolus, a. Gr. o/3oXos.]
1. A silver (in later times bronze) coin of ancient

Greece, of the value of J of a drachma, or about

: \d. of English money.
1579-80 NORTH Plutarch (1612) 455 Small peeces of mony

. . called Oboli, whereof sixe made a Drachma. 1701 AUDI-

SON Dial. Medals Wks. 1854 I. 258 An as or an obolus may
carry an higher price than a denarius or a drachma.

^ 1838

THIRLWALL Greece IV. 243 The pay for attendance in the

Assembly was raised from one obolus to three. 1851 Wiu.-

MOTT Pleas. Lit. xvii. (1857) 86 Belesarius asking_an obolus

is more touching than a blind sailor who lost his sight before

the mast.

2. Applied to the French OBOLE, and to other

coins, mostly of small value, formerly current in

Europe ; also used allusively for any small coin.

In the Middle Ages there were oboli of gold, silver, and

copper : see Du Cange s. v.

In English monetary reckoning formerly used for a half,

penny, and abbreviated ob. : see OB., and cf. DENARIUS P.

1761 II. WALTOLE Lett, to Mann 2S Dec., Iheir East

26

India bonds did not fall an obolus under par. 1849 W. I RVIST,

Mahomet xxxiv. (1853) 152 The boor, who knew nothing of

jewels, demanded four silver oboli, or drachms, 1850 MRS.

BROWNING /4W. Lciah iv. 209 We women should., not throw

back an obolus inscribed With Cesar's image lightly. 1861

Mom. Post 22 Nov., The obolus of St. Peter continues to

supply the Government of his Holiness with ample means

of providing for the pecuniary exigencies of the State. 1868

GF.O. ELIOT Sp. Gipsy i. 78 Cheapen it meanly to an obolus.

1803 BITHEI.L Cmmting-Ila. Diet. s. v., In the Ionian

Islands, before the introduction of the system of the * rench

Monetary Convention, the Obolus was i-iooth part of the

Ionian Dollar, worth ^d. English.

i3. Apothecaries' Weight. A weight of 10 grains,

or half a scruple. Obs.

[1398 TREVISA Bartk. De P. R. xlx. cxxx. (1495) nniij/2

The leest parte of weyghle hyghte Calculus and the fourth

pane of weyghte Obulns.) 1634 T. JOHNSON Party's

Chirnrg. xxvi. xxi. (1678) 642 Ten grains of these [barley

corns] make an Obolus. 1661 LOVEI.L Hist. Anim. f, Mm.
22 The fabrile glue . . 3 Oboli being drunk with hot \\ aler

help the spitting of bloud. .

4. Palxont. A genus\>f fossil brachiopods, with

smooth orbicular bivalve shells, found in the

Silurian rocks in Russia and elsewhere.

1859 Kncycl. Brit. (ed. 8) XVI 1. 105/1. 1865 [see OBOLITK).

Oboue n, Obout, obs. ff. ABOVE, ABOUT.

Oboval (fb|<)"-val). a. Nat. Hist. = next.

1857 in MAYXK Expos. Lex. 1892 in Syd. Sac. Lex.

Obovate ^b,(7"-v/t\ a. Nat. Hist. [()B- 2.]

Inversely ovate ; egg-shaped with the broader end

upmost or forward.

1785 MARTYN Koussean's Baf.xxxii. (1794)494 Apple-form

Bryum has large spherical heads; and in the Pear.form

species they are obovate. i8a* KIKBV & Sr. Entomol. III.

x.\x. 157 The figure, .in those [larvae] of the water-beetles

. .approaches to an obovate shape. 1877-84 I'\ E. HUL.ME

U'ild J-'l. p. vi, Stem- leaves obovate, having petioles.

b. In comb, with another adj., denoting a form
|

intermediate between the obovate and some other,

as obovate-citni'alc, -lanceolate, -oblong, -spathulatc,
|

1843 LIXDLKV ScA. Eot. v. (1858) 56 Leaflets oblong, or

ob'jvate-cuncate. 1870 HOOKKK Stud. I-'lora 196 Beihs

perennis .. leaves obovate-spathulate. ll'id. 324 Viscum

album, . . leaves obovate-lanceolate obuse. ll'id, 460 As-
j

l>lemum Ruta-muraria.. pinna 3-7 obovate-cuneate.

Obovatifolious (jHw<tuiy'lias)i a. Bot._ [f.

niod.L. obovatifoli-us (f. obovat-ns OBOVATE +
,

folium leaf) + -oo.] Having obovate leaves.

1857 i" M.WXE Expos. Lex.

Obova'to-, used as combining form of mod.L.

obavatus OBOVATE, as in obovato-lanoeolate (
-

obovatt-lanceolalc^, obovato-retuse adjs.

1806 (', \IPIXK tirit. Hat. No. 163 L[eaves] obovato-

lanceolate. 1839 HARDY in Proc. San: .Vat. CM I. 209
Leaflets obovato-retuse.

Obovoid (<>V''-void), a. Nat. Hist. [Os- a.]

Somewhat egg-shaped, with the broader end up-
ward or outward ; somewhat obovate.

1819 G. SAMOUELI.F: Entomol. Compeml. 276 _Antenna2
inserted near the mouth, the first joint obovoid. 1870

HOOKER Stud. Flora 361 Cypripedium Calceolus . . lip . .

Obprobrious, etc., obs. ff. OPPROBRIOUS, etc.

Obpyramidal (cbpirna-midal), a. Nat. Hist.

[OB- 2.] Inversely pyramidal ;
of the form of

an inverted pyramid.
1870 HOOKER Stud. Flora 210 Fruit obpyramidal.

Obpyrifbrm cbprriffSm), <z. Nat. Hist. [OB-

2.] Inversely pyriform; pear-shaped, with the

thicker end at the base.

1870 HOOKER Stud. Flora 408 Carex teretiuscula. ..Fruit

obpyriform.
Obraid, obrayde, obreide, corrupt ff. UP-

BRAID v. : cf. ABRAID v.-

Obregge, obs. erron. form of ABRIDGE.

1444 Holts Parlt. V. 124.

Obreption (cbre-pjan). [ad. L. obrcption-em

a creeping or stealing upon, n. of action from

obrep-cre to creep up to, steal upon, f. ob- (OB- 1 a)

+ report to creep. Cf. F. obreption (1457 arrep-

cion in Godef.).]
1. The obtaining or trying to obtain something

by craft or deceit, spec, in Eccl. and Sc. Law, of

a dispensation, gift, etc. by false statement. (Opp.
to subreption, obtaining by suppression of truth.)

i6n COTCR., Obreption, an obreption; the creeping, or

stealing to a thing by craftie mcanes. 1613 COCKERAM,

Obreption, a getting of things by craft. 1706 tr. Duptns
Eccl. Hist, ikth C. II. iv. xviii. 269 Dispensations.. shall be

invalid ; if the Ordinaries, .shall not first take..Cognizance
of them, to see whether there is no Subreption or Obreption

in their Petitions or Requests. 175* M'DouALL hist. Law
Scot. II. ill. in. i. 259Checks against subreption or obreption,

i e. their being obtained by concealing the truth, or express-

ing a falshood. 1894 Month Mar. 391 If in a petition for

a dispensation, there is a narrative or statement which is

false, there is said to be obreption.

f 2. A creeping or stealing upon one unawares.

OBSCENE.

containing a false statement made for the sake of

obtaining something. Hence Obrepti-tiously adv.

1611 COTGR., Obrepticc, obreptitious, stollen^,
foisted in.

1658 PHILLIPS, Obreption, a creeping, or stealing upon by
craft; whence obreptitious, /. stollen upon by crafty means.

1731 /list. Littcraria IV. 295 An obreptitious and sur-

Perhaps the rescript '. . was obtained obreptitiously or

subreptitiously.

t Obrize. Obs. Also obryze : obrison, -zon.

[ad. L. obryza, obryzum (auniiii)
= Gr. oflpvfoc

(\pvoiov], tried or standard gold, in i6th c. F.

obrisi! (or}. Cf. L. obrttssa the testing of gold by

fire, test, proof, touchstone.] In Obnze gold, also

(gold-}obrizon : Pure or refined gold ;
fine gold.

1430-40 LYDG. Hochas vn. viii. 11554) I 72 b, Iup_iter

reygned, put out his father clene Chaunged obrison into

siluer shene. 1619 MAXWELL tr. Herodian (1635! 312 His

Vessells, even of basest Vse, were of Obryze Gold. 1658
W. BURTON Itin. Anton. 158 A most fortunate jewel to

Biitain, better worth being but Copper, then obrize Gold.

Thoughts, which offer or force themselves upon the Mind.

Obreptitious G>brepti-Jas\ a. [f. L. obrept'ici-

us (f. ofrept-us, pa.pple. of obrep-ere} + ous : see

-ITIOI-S l.] Characterizd by obreption (see prec.) ;

Metals; viz. How the intire Substance of I,ead, was in one

Moment Transmuted into Gold-Obrizon.

fObrode, obs. form of ABROAD.

1377 LAXGL. f. PI. B. v. 140 And sithen \K\ blosmed

Obrogate .p'bryg^t), v. rare. [f. ppl. stem of

L. obro^are partly to repeal a law by passing a

new one, f. ob- (OB- i b) + rogare to ask, supplicate,

propose a law, introduce a bill.] a. To repeal

(a law) by passing a new one. t b. (See quot.

1656.) So Obroga tion.

1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., ObrogaU; to check or interrupt

one in his tale, to gainsay. To abrogate [sic, cd. 1674 pb-

rogate] a Law, is to proclaim a contrary Law, for taking

away the former. 1658 PHILLIPS, abrogation, an interrupt-

ing, or hindring, also a gain-saying. 1893 A. H. GREEXIDGE

in Class. Ken. Oct. 348/2 An act of parliament had been

passed which was in direct conflict with a charter :. .and

ipso facto the clause in this charter was obrogated. But

we need not be surprised if the conservative party refused

to admit this obrogation.

Obrotund (pbroto-nd) ,
a. [f.

L. ob- + rotand-us

round, after L. oblong-its oblong.] Of a rounded

form, but longer in one direction than in the other ;

somewhat round.

1650 BULWKR Anlhropomct. vi. (1653) no In Sumatra,

they have Eyes, obrotnud, of green colour. 1891 Syd. SK.

Lex., Obrotund, somewhat round.

t Obround, a. Oh. [f.
ob- + ROUND.] =

prec.
1668 WILKIXS Kcat C/tar. n. iv. 68 Of one single bulb or

several, whether Obround, Compressed, Oblong, Coated or

Scaly. i88 R. HOLME Armoury n. 374/1 Obround [is]

a round that is longer one way than another.

t Obru-mpent, a. Obs. rare-*, [f. Deputed)
I.. obrumpfre, f. ob- (OB- I d) + mmplre to break.]

1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Otrumpent, breaking or bursting.

t Obrrrte, v. Obs. rare. [f. L. obn'it-, ppl. stem

of obru-frc to overwhelm, bury ; f. oil- (OB- I c) +

rii-lre to fall, rush down.] trans. To overwhelm,

burv ;
to cover over.

1541 BECOX JVcws ont ofHeaven in Early H^cs. (1843! 57

If ye seriously consider the misery wherewith ye were

obruled and overwhelmed before. 1657 TOMLIXSON Kenou's

Disp. 72 Obruted with dung after they were put into a

"

t
V

<Jbsa-lutate, v. Obs. rare- . [f. ppl. stem of

L. obsaliltare to offer to salute, f. ob- (OB- I a) +

saliltare to salute.]

1623 COCKERAM, Obsalutatc, to offer to salute. [1644

Ridiculed in I'iiuiex Auglicus 5, 6.)

t Obsa-turate, v. Obs. rare-", [f. ppl. stem

of L. obsatttrarc to sate, cloy, f. ob- (OB- I b) +

sattirare to fill.]

1613 COCKERAM, Obsatm-ate, to fill too much, to giue a man

his fill.

Obscene (ffosrn),a. [ad. L. obs<enus,obsc<vnit:>

adverse, inauspicious, ill-omened ;
transf. abomin-

able, disgusting, filthy, indecent : of doubtful ety-

mology. Perh. imm'ed. after F. obselne (1560 m
Godef. Compl.).]
1. Offensive to the senses, or to taste or refine-

ment ; disgusting, repulsive, filthy, foul, abomin-

able, loathsome. Now somewhat arch.

XX 263 In rags obscene decreed to roam. 1845 MRS. JAMESON
Mem. Early It. Paint. II. 13 Hideous reptiles,

as adders,

liArds, toads, . .and other crawling and flying
obscene and

obnoxious things. 1869 RusKiN(?./V):Vn.L 178 Ihebngu
Wandel, divine of waters as Castaly, is filled . . with old

shoes, obscene crockery, and ashes.

2. Offensive to modesty or decency ; expressing

or suggesting unchaste or lustful ideas; impure,

indecent, lewd. ** Obscene parts, privy parts (obs.~).

1598 MARSTON Pygmal. xxxviii. 133 Be not obsceane

though wanton in thy rimes, a 1656 Bf. HALL Rtm. Wto.

(1660) 102 [He] lets his tongue loose to obscene and filthy

Communication. 1667 MILTON P. L. i. 405 Chemos, th

obscene dread of Moabs Sons. 1698 FRVEK Ace. E. India

f, P 39 On the Walls, .were obscene Image*. 1724 WAT is



OBSCENELY. 27 OBSCURE.

Logic i. iv. 3 Words that were once chaste, by frequent
use grow obscene and uncleanly. 1725 POPK Odyss. xn.

115 Her [Scylla'sl parts obscene the raging billows hide.

1825 MAC.U'LAY Ess. t Milton (1851) I. 13 The rabble of

Comus. .reeling in obscene dances. 1899 Athenxum 14 Apr.
475A Our later writers are saucy rather than obscene.

f3. Ill-omened, inauspicious. (ALatinisin.) Obs.

1635-56 COWLEV Davideis 11. 818 The trembling Serpents
close and silent lye The IJirds obscene far from his Passage
fly. 1833-6 J. KAGLES Sketcher (1856.1 170 Evil-boding fowl,
and bats obscene.

Obscenely tfbtfnli), adv. [f. prec. + -LY *.]

In an obscene manner : a. Repulsively, loath-

somely (arch*} \ b. Indecently, lewdly.
1588 SHAKS. L. L. L. iv. i. 145 Most inconle vulgar wit,

When it comes so smoothly off, so obscenely, as it were, so

fit. 1642 MILTON Apol. Smect. ii, The masoreths . . gave us
this insulse rule out of their Talmud, that all words which
in the law are writ obscenely, must be changd to more civil

words. 1710 Tailer No. 259 ? 3 For speaking obscenely
to the Lady Penelope Touchwood. 1740 C. PITT sEneid
xii. 855 Then on a !ofty beam, the matron ty'd The noose

dishonest, and obscenely dy'd.

Obsceneness [{Jba^nneA [f. as prec. + -SE.SS.]

The quality of being obscene ; obscenity.
a 1637 B. JONSON /?/TCV>E'. Wks.(Rt!dg.) 757/2 Herein is seen

[the] elegance and propriety [of words], when we use them
fitly, ..as when we. .escape obscenetiess, and gain in the

grace and property which helps significance, a 1700 DRYDKN
lj.), Fables, .free from any note of infamy or obsceneness.

Obscenity (<?bse'niti). [ad. L. obsfctritas, .

ob$cen-us OBSCENE: perh. immed. ad. F. olsctniti

, (1511 in Hatz.-Darm.).] Obscene quality or cha-

racter: a. Impurity, indecency, lewdness (esp. of

language) ; in //. obscene words or matters.
1608 WILLET Hcxapla Exod. 8^1

In many of their . . idoll

seruices..they vsed much obscemtie. 1643 s&.\\.tGVt Divorce
n.

iy,
Worse.. then the worst obscenities of heathen super-

stition. 1709 Pot-E Ess. Crit. 530 No pardon vile Obscenity
should find Tho' wit and art conspire to move your mind.

1829 SCOTT Dentonol. vii. 208 The. .grossest obscenities ever

impressed on paper. 1893 Ch. Times 6 Oct. 995/3 Pic-
tures of foul obscenity not to be surpassed in Pompeii.

b- Foulness, loathsomeness; in //. ford acts,

dirty work. Obs. or arch.
ai6iB SYLVESTER Tobacco Battered i\-2 Consuming more,

in their Obscure Obscasrrity, On Smoak and Smock, with i

their appendent Vanity, Then their brave Elders did, when !

they maintain'd Honour at home, and forrain Glory gain'd.
1621 BURTON Anat, Mel. n. iii. in. (1651) 323 Dishes.,
nastily dressed by slovenly cooks, that after their obscenities,
never wash their bawdy hands. 1807 C. BUCHANAN in

Academy (1876) 21 Oct. 410/1 One of the victims . . was a
well-made young man. . . He danced for a while before ihe
idol [Juggernaut],, .then rushing suddenly to the wheels lie

shed his blood under the tower of obscenity.

t Obsce'llOUS, a. Obs. [f.L.<?Ay<v-;^ + -Oi;s.]
= OBSCENE. Hence t Obsce-uously adv., fOb-
sce'nousness.

f 1591 HARIXGTOS Orl. Fur. Pref. f 7 In all Ariosto. .there
is not a word of ribaldry or obscenousnesse. 1604 T. WRIGHT
Passions vi. 333 Obscenous and naughty F.ookes. 1606
WARNER Alb. Eng. xiv. To Rdr.(i6i2) 332 Their Literature

obscenously So suteth to Scurrilitie.

Obscura camera = camera obsatra, CAMERA^
1706 in PHILLIPS.

Obscu-rancy. rare*, [f. next : see -ANCY.]
The quality of being obscurant.

18*5 Editt. Rev. XLII. 479 The time will certainly come
when that p_ower [Prussia] will repent that she ever sided
with Barbarism, Obscurancy, and Despotism.
Obscurant (?bddulSnt), sb. and a. [= Ger.

obscurant (i8th c.), f. L. obscurant-, pr. pple. of
obsc&r&re to darken, obscure: cf. mod.F. obscurant

(Littre).]
A. sb. One who obscures ; one who strives to

prevent inquiry, enlightenment or reform.
I799 W TAYLOR in Monthly Mag. VIII. 597 On their

adversaries they endeavour to impose the names of Ein-
sterlings, Obscurants, or Bedarkeners. 1809-10 COLKRIIHJI-:
Friend (1818) II. 153, I will venture to appeal to these self-

obscurants whose faith dwells in the I^and of (he Shadow
of Darkness. 1831 SIR W. HAMILTON Discuss. (1852) 211
The obscurants ofthat venerable seminary resisted only the
more strenuously every effort at a reform within Cologne
itself. 1900 E. CLODD in Literary Guide i Nov. 164/2 Here
. .the battle between the psychological evolutionist and the

theological obscurant still rages.
B. adj. That obscures or darkens; of or belong-

ing to an obscurant : see A.
1878 GROSART Introti. to II. Mores Poems 46/1 Recondite

and obscurant speculation. 1879 G. MEREDITH Egoist I. v.

67 All around, she was yielding her hand to partners-
obscurant males whose touch leaves a stain.

Obscurantism (^bskiu^rantiz'm). ff. prec.
+ -ISM: =(jer.obscit}-atitisnis(i$\.\\c.}\ in mod. K.

obscurantisme (Littre).] The practice or principles
of an obscurant

; opposition to inquiry or en-

lightenment.
1834 GEN. P. THOMPSON A".iv>v. III. 4 When the clergy

complain . . of the little influence they possess . . the hereditary
1 obscurantism

'

of their caste is . . at once the reason and the
defence. 1838-48 [see next]. 1860 MAKSH Lect. Eng. Lang.
8 Continental liberty is threatened .. now by Muscovite
barbarism, and now by pontifical obscurantism. 1883
American VII. 3 A victory of obscurantism and ignorance
over enlightenment and progress.

Obscurantist ^bskiu>rantist), sb. and a. [f.

as prec. + -IST-3
A. sb. One who opposes the progress of intel-

lectual enlightenment.

1838-48 HARK Guesses (1674) 501 IVuple have been sound-

ing the alarm for many years past all over Kurope against
what they call obscurantism and obscurantists. Ibid.^ The
true obscurantists are the passions, the prejudices, the blind-

ing delusions of our nature, warpt by evil habits and self-

indulgence ; the real obscurantism is bigotry, in all its forms,
which are many, and even opposite. 1858 GKX. P. THOMPSON
Audi Alt. II. Ixvii. 5 The obstacles thrown in the way of
Kducation by the English Obscurantists.

B. adj. Of, pertaining to, or of the nature of an

obscurantist ; opposed to enlightenment.
1850 KIXGSI.KV Alt. Locke xvii, You working men complain

of the clergy for being bigoted and obscurantist, and hating
the cause of the people. 1882 Gounv. SMITH in ro/A Cent.

July 6 .\ priesthood as absolute and as obscurantist as the
Druids.

tO'bscurate,///.^. Obs. [ad.L.0*-/7rl-itf> pa.

pple. vtobsciirdre to obscure.] Obscured ;
darkened.

1471 Rii'i.EYCVw//. Ale /i. v. xii, in Ashm. (1652) 151 The Son
in liys uprysyng obscurate Shalbe. 1560 KOLLAND Crt,
I 'enus IT. 395 Kxcept four houris the sone is obscurate.

Obscuration (pbskrari'Jan). [ad. I,, obscun'i-

tidii-em, n. of action f. obsciirarc to obscure. So
mod.F. obscuration (Littre).]
1. The action of obscuring, darkening, or cloud-

ing over
;
the hiding or putting out of sight ;

ob-

scured or dimmed state or condition; in Astron.
y

Decollation, eclipse.
1471 Rii'M-iv Comp. AUt. Rec. in A.shm. (1652) 187 Then

forth into the North procede by obscuratyon ; Of the Red
Man and hys Whyte Wyfe callyd Kclypsation. 1559 W.
CUNNINGHAMC0j*er,GM*? 103 If the time in the beginning
of her obscuration be more, then that which I have heare

pjaced. 1603 Hou.AN'i) PlutarclCs Nor. 1307 The obscura-
tion or ecclipse of the Sunne. a 1715 HIRSKT (J.), As to
tlie sun and moon, their obscuration or change of colour

happms commonly before the eruption of a fiery mountain.
1816 I'I.AVFAIR Nat. /'////. (1819) II. 139 The moments.,
determine the beginning, the greatest obscuration, and the
end of the eclipse, a 1852 MACCM.UVRAY Xttt. Hist* ])ee
Side (1855) 178 Here, in the wood, . .there is no continuous
obscuration of the sky by the foliage.

trans/. 1864 LOWKLL JHglow P. n. Poet. \Vks. (i879)2;,8
Our old dramatists are full of such obscurations, .of the ///,

making it-he r ot whether, 1884 Ne<w Eiig. Diet. Introd. 24
liy writing these [the original vowels] with the mark of

obscuration, we are enabled to indicate at once the theoretical
and the actual pronunciation.
2. Jig. The darkening or dimming of intellectual

light, of the mental vision or understanding, of the
sense of words, of truth, etc.

1611 CORYAT Crudities 551 Not to the obscuration but the
Illustration of Gods glory. 1791 HOSWKLL Johnson iii, To
Johnson, whose supreme enjoyment was the exercise of his

reason, the disturbance or obscuration of that faculty
was the evil most to be dreaded. 1879 M. D. CONWAV
DeuionoL II. iv. xxix. 438 The obscuration of religion is

superstition.

tObscU'rative,^. Obs.rare-*. [{.L.o&sumlt-,

ppl. stem of obsciirare to obscure: see-lvE.] Tend-

ing or serving to obscure or render dark.

1664 H. MOKK .Wyst. Ini<]. 234 Antichronismus is an
obscurative Scheme in Prophecy which sets down one
measure of time for another; as a Week for Seven years.

Obscure (^bskiu^j ,
a. (sb.} [a. OF. obscur

(i4th c.), earlier oscur (lathe.) = It. oscuro> Sp.,

Pg. obscuro'.L. obscur-us, f. ob- (OB- I c) + Sfttr-,

f. root sett-, Skr. sktt- to cover; cf. L. sen-turn

shield, Gr. oxfvrj attire, covering, ff*Cros hide.]
1. Devoid of or deficient in light ; dark, dim

;

hence, gloomy, dismal.
c 1400 Rom, Rose 5348 Love is right of sich nature ; Now

is fair, and now obscure, . .And whylom dim, and whylorn
clere. CI477 CAXTON Jason 19 b, Ha-a- obscure and derke
night wherfore endurest thou so long. 1483 G. de la
Tour K vij b, Put in a pryson which was right derke and
obscure. 1596 SHAKS. Merch. I', n. vii. 51 I.s't like that
Lead containes her? ..it were too grose To rib her scare-
cloth in the obscure graue. 1611 BIULI: Prov. xx. 20 Who so
curseth his father or his mother, his lampe shall be put out in
obscure clarkenesse. 1703 MAUNDRELL Journ. Jerus.^i-j^)
27 Their Chappel is large but obscure. 1799 COWPER Cast'
away i Obscurest night Involved the sky. 1853 KANK
Grinnell E.vp. xliit. 11856) 396 The day misty and obscure.

b. Obscure rays, the dark or invisible heat-rays
of the solar spectrum.
[1794 J. HUTTON Pkilos. Light, etc. 44 Here is therefore

a species of light which we may term obscure. 1860 TYNDALL
Glac. n. i. 229 Kays which are obscure to some are luminous
to others.] 1863 Heat 262 These incandescent coal-points
emit an abundance of obscure rays of raj's of pure heat,
which have no illuminating power. 1873 W. \ J v^.y> Acoustics
in. vii. 125 Most sources of neat emit heat rays, which are
partly luminous and partly obscure.

tc. fig. Intellectually dark; unenlightened. Obs.
1588 FBAUMCl Lawifrs Log. i. i. s The obscure head-

pieces of one or two loytering Friers. 1596 BACON Ma.i:
.y L'ses Coin. La:i> I)ed.,The more ignorant and obscure
time undertookc to correct the more learned and flourishing.
2. Of, pertaining to, or frequenting the darkness;

enveloped in darkness, and so eluding sight.
1605 SHAKS. JAnA n. iii. 65 The obscure Bird clamor VI

the hue-long Night. 1667 MILTON P. L. n. i3Thir Legions
. .with obscure wing Scout farr and wide into the Realm of

night Ibid. ix. 159 Wrapt in mist Of midnight vapor,
-llile obscure, and prie In every I'.u^b. a 1670 SPALUING
Troub.Chas. 7(1851) II. 468 In effect, we had no certainty
uuhair he went, he wes so obscure. 1882 G. F. ARMSTRONG
Garl.fr. Greece, Last Sortie 268 There we mocked the keen
pursuer's eye, And moved obscure in noiseless solitude.

3. Of colour or hue : Approaching black, dark,
sombre; in later use, dingy, dull, not bright.

1490 CA\ i UN Eneydos .\.\ii. 79 The holy waters dedicate lo
the sacrylice became blacke and obscure. 1604 E. G[HIM-
STOSK] D'Acostas Hist. Indies vii. vii. 513 The which
divided it selfe into two streames, whereof the one was of a
very obscure azure. 1632 J. HAYWARD tr. Kiondfs Erowena
54 Hang'd all over with blacke Arras. .. So as amongst all

these obscure colours, there was not any whit discernable.

1650 BUIAVFR Anthropomet. 167 It is an ill omen . . if their
nails decline to a livid or obscure colour. 1662 MERKETT tr.

Ncris Art ofGlass \\i\\. An obscure Yellow. 1725 BRADLEY
Fam. Diet. s.v. Presage, If the new Moon has obscure
Horns, and that the upper Horn is obscurer than the lower,
ii will rain in the Wane of the Moon. 1819 G. SAMOIKI.F.K
Kntomol. Contend. 136 Wings partly obscure, partly dia-

phanous. 1826 KIRHY & SP. Kntomol. IV. 284 Obscure^., a
surface which reflects the light but little. 1890 A. K. WAL-
LACE Darwinism n An obscure colour may render conceal-
ment more easy for some.
4. \Vithout clearness of form or outline ;

in-

i distinct, undefined; hardly perceptible to the eye;

;

faint, 'light'.
1593 FALE Dialling^ Draw an obscure or light line from

i A. to Ii. 1669 STL- KM Y Mariner's Mag. v. (1684) 16 You
j

must rule your Paper or Parchment with an obscure Meridian
Line, and Parallel Lines. 1676 Loud. Gaz. No. 1115/4 The
Nag hath two obscure flesh Brands on his Buttocks. 1751
JOHNSON Rambler No. 160-2 What is distant is in hstlf

obscure, and, when we have no wish to see it, easily escapes
our notice. 1828 STARK Eleni. Nat. Hist. II. 341 Wings
slightly tinted with brown, and the nerves obscure. 1834
MRS. SO.MERVII.LK Conncx. P/iys. Sc. \v. (1849) 34 The satel-
Hies eclipse Jupiter, sometimes passing like obscure spots
across his surface.

b. \Vith reference to other senses : Indistinctly

perceived, felt, or heard; indistinct.

1597 A. M.,tr. Guitttincau's />. Chintrg. 4/1 He bath a

smalfe, feeble, and obscure pulse, a 1637 H. JONSON Eng.
Grain, iii, K . . where it endeth, and soundeth obscure and
faintly. 1656 RIDGI.KY Pract. Physic 220 An obscure voice.

1791 WALKER Eng. Diet.. Pronunciation 23 Nothing tendr
more to tarnish and vulgarize the pronunciation than this
short and obscure sound of the unaccented it. 1874 SWF.F.T

Eng. Sounds 63 The change of the old u into 3 was fully
established in the Transition period .. WalHs calls it an
obscure sound. 1884 AY:.- Eng. Diet. Introd. 24 In the

Vowels, ordinary (or short) quantity is unmarked .. obscure

quality by (v\

5. Of a place: Not readily seen or discovered;

hidden, retired, secret; remote from observation.

1484 CAXTON Fables of A Ifonce i, He anone toke hym
secrete! y in to his hows, and ledcle hym in to a sure and
obscure place, c 1500 Mclusine 328 He departed & went by
a_waye obscure tyl he fond a feld. 1588 SHAKS. Tit. A. n.
iii. 77 Why are you sequestred from all your traine? .. And
wand red hither to an obscure plot. 1660 HLOUNT Boscobcl

23 Penderel had conveyed Him into the obscurest part
of It [a coppice], 1796 BURKI-; Let. Noble Ld. Wks. VIII. 6

They pursue, even such as me, into the obscurest retreats,
and haul them before their revolutionary tribunals. 1832
LYTTON Eugene A. i. iii, I also keep arms even in this obscure
and safe retreat.

6. Inconspicuous, undistinguished, unnoticed.

'555 EDEX Decades 31* Great thynges proceade & increase
of snianl & obscure begynnynges. 1664 POWER Exp. Philos.
i. 60 If you take Nature at the rise.. in her rudimental and
obscure beginnings. 1715 DK FOK Fam. Instruct. (1841) I.

Introd. 5 The scene of this little action is not laid very re-

mote, or the circumstance obscure, a 1854 H. REED Lect.

Eng. Hist. v. (1876) 14 The small and obscure beginnings of

great political institutions.

b. Of persons, their station, descent, etc. : Not
illustrious or noted

; unknown to fame; humble,
lowly, mean.
a 1548 HALL Chron., Hen, / '//, 33 The yonge man., was

discended of a basse and obscure parentage. 1555 KIJKN
Dt'cadesfo Rdr. (Arb.)49 It had byn better for hym to haue
byn obscure & vnknowen. i66a WOOD Life Nov. (O. H. S.)

1. 462 Died a little better than in an obscure condition. 1713
STEELK Englishm. No. 10. 69 Be obscure and innocent,
rather than conspicuous and guilty. 1750 GRAY Elegy 30
Let not Ambition mock their useful toil, Their homelyjoys,
and destiny obscure. 1878 J. P. HOI-I-S Jesus vi. 25 Jesus
called poor fishermen, sorrowful sinners, obscure working-
men, neglected children.

7. fig. Not manifest to the mind or understand-

ing ; imperfectly known or understood
; not clear

or plain; hidden, doubtful, vague, uncertain.

1484 CAXTON Fables of A Ifonce iii, Of a sentence gyuen
upon a derke and obscure cause. 1596 DRAYTON Legends i.

96 And brought the most obscurest Things to light. 1632
J. HAYWARD tr. Biondi's Eromena 16 The King of Corsica,
who gave no obscure signes of enmity. 1667 MILTON /'. L.
viii. 192 Not to know at large of things remote From use,
obscure and suttle. 173* ARRUTHNOT Rules of Diet 315 To
know the Cause and seat of this Disease, which is often

obscure. 1830 LYELL Princ. Geol. I. 261 Vet geologists have

presumed to resort to a nascent order of things . . to explain

every obscure phenomenon. 1878 HLXLF.Y Physiogr, 65 The
origin of hail is still obscure.

b. Of words, statements, explanations, meanings :

Not perspicuous ; not clearly expressed ;
hard to

understand. Also, of a speaker or writer.

1495 Act \\Hen. I'ff, c. 8 Which acte..is so obscure derke
ami diffuse that the true entent of the makers therof cannot

peril tely be undrestond. 1553 T. WILSON- Rhet. 61 b, In

seekyng to be^ihort be not obscure. 1573-80 BARET Air.

On A darke, obscure and crabbed style. 1651 HOBHKS
Lez'iath. iv. xliv. 339 Some of the obscurer places of the

New Testament. 1794 HALEY Evid. (1825) II. 265 Thisdi.--

course was obscure. 1865 GROTE Plato I. !. 27 Herakleitus

of Ephesus, known throughout antiquity by the denomina-

tion of the Obscure. 1878 R. W. DALE Lect. Preach, viii.

230 If there are sentences which are at all obscure.

B. sb. 1. Obscurity, darkness; the ' outer dark-

ness '.

1667 MILTON P. L. n. 4^6 Who shall.. through the palpable



OBSCUBE.
obscure rind out His uncouth way. 1725 POPE Odyss. xix.

458 Cautious in th' obscure he hop'd to fly The curious search
of Euryclea's eye. 1812 S. ROGERS Voy. Columbus xn. 12

In his progress thro' the dread obscure. 1820 LAMB Elia,

Ser, i. Oxf. in Vac., As though a palpable obscure had
dimmed the face of things.

2. Indistinctness of outline or colour.

1792 A. YOUNG Trav. France (1889) 30 An animated, .mass
of infinitely varied parts melting gradually into the distant

obscure, a 1839 PKAKD Poems (1864) II. 353 And, in the
calm obscure of even, All things and colours fade.

3. Painting, pi. The ( shades
'

of a picture.
1814 W. TAYLOR in Monthly Mag. XXXVIII. 213 Distance

progressively the light, and you will weaken both the clears

and the obscures.

Obscure (^bskiuou), -v. [f. OBSCURE a., or the

corresp. L. obscura-re to obscure, darken, OF.
obscurer, earlier oscurer\ cf. It. oscurare to darken.]
f 1. trans. To make obscure or dark, to involve

in darkness
;

to darken ; to deprive of light or

brightness ;
to dim.

a 1547 SURREY Mneid\\. (1557) C iij b, Thecloude.AVhoes
moisture doth obscure allthinges about. 1592 SHAKS. Ven.
V Ad. 728 Now of this dark night I perceive the reason:

Cynthia for shame obscures her silver shine. 1651 HOBBES
Leviath. i. ii. 5 The light of the Sun obscureth the light of
the Starres. 1703 POPE Winter 30 See gloomy clouds
obscure the cheerful day ! 1781 COWPER Hope 534 Amazed
that shadows should obscure the sight Of one whose birth

was in a land of light. 1853 LYTTOJ* My Novel in. xxii, The
cuttle-fish, that by obscuring the water sails from its enemy.

b. intr. (for refl.} To become dark.

1500-20 DUXBAR Pocis\x\'\\. 84 The erde did trimmill, the
stan is claif, The sone ob.scurit of his licht.

C. transf. trans. To make obscure in quality of

sound, etc.

1873 J. A. H. MURRAY Dial. S. Counties Scot. 132 In other

positions the vowel sounds are dulled or obscured to such an
extent that they lose their original quality and fall into the
obscure e described. 1884 New Eng. Diet. Introd. 24 In
modern English speech, vowels are regularly obscured in

syllables that have neither primary nor subordinate stress,

especially in those that follow the main stress.

2. To dim or lessen the lustre or glory of;
( to

put in the shade '; to overshadow or outshine.

1548 LATIMER Serm. Plaughers (Arb.) 30 To deface and ob-
scure Codes glory. 1591 SHAKS. i Hen. VI, v. iv. 22 You
haue suborn'd this man Of purpose, to obscure my Noble
birth. 1781 J. MOORE View Soc. It. (1790) II. Ixviii. 327
His liberality.. obscured the glory of all who had preceded
him in the office. 1819 SHELLEY Cenci in. i. 102 That faith

no agony shall obscure in me. 1874 GREEN Short Hist. iii.

4. 129 As yet . . the fortunes of the University [of Oxford]
were obscured by the glories of Paris.

3. To cover or hide from view
;
to conceal.

1606 G. W[OODCOCKE] Hist. Ivstine xxxiv. 112 He lay
hoping to obscure himselfe in an vnfrequented and desolate

place. 1632 LITHGOW Trav. v. 210 Blood-thirsty Arabians,
who in holes, caues, and bushes, lie obs[c]ured, waiting for

..Trauellers. 1678 MRS. BEHN Sir P. Fancy 11. i, What
shall I do? 'tis too late to obscure myself. 1697 DAMPIER
Voy, I. 70, I have lain obscured in the evening near. .where
they resort, and .. have kill'd 14 of them. 1767 Cries of
Blood 22 They plac'd me below . . and obscur'd me with
boards. 1810 SCOTT Lady of L. in. iv, His grisled beard
and matted hair Obscured a visage of despair. 1866 G.
MACDONALD Ann. O. Weight, .\xxii. (1878) 548 The moon was
now quite obscured.

f b. intr. (for rejl.} To hide oneself. Obs.

1603 PETOWE in Farr S. P. Jos. / (1848) 105 When you
might see all pleasures shun the light, And love obscuer, at
Eliza's fall. 1623 FLETCHER & ROWLEY Maid in Mill iv. ii,

How ! there's bad tidings : I must obscure and hear it. 1632
SHIRLEY Changes iv. i, Here lie obscure. [Withdrawes.]
4. To conceal from knowledge or observation

;

to keep secret the identity of
;

to keep dark ; to

disguise. Also reft. fa. Of persons. Obs.
c 1530 L. Cox Rhet. (1899) 88, I wolde that they wolde set

the penne to the paper, and by their industry obscure my
rude ignoraunce. 1599 SHAKS. Hen. V, i. i. 63 The Prince
obscur'd his Contemplation Vnder the Veyle of Wildnesse.
1614 RALEIGH Hist. IVorldii. (1634) 405 David, .fled thence
. . to Achis, . . Prince of Geth : where to obscure himselfe, he
was forc't to counterfeit both simplicitie and distraction.

b. Of things.
1757 FOOTE Author \. Wks. 1799 I. 143 Ay, Robin, there's

no obscuring extraordinary talents. 1821 SHELLEY Ej>ipsyi //.

33 Thou Mirror In whom . . All shapes look glorious which
thou gazest on ! Ay, even the dim words which obscure thee
now Flash, lightning-like, with unaccustomed glow.
5. To render dim or vague to the understanding;

to render unintelligible, f To obscure oneselffrom,
to render one's meaning obscure to (obs.}.
1584 in Spottiswood Hist. Ch. Scot. vi. (1677) 331 He at

first obscured himself from me, and would not be plain. 1613
PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) i 2

g To obscure, rather than
illustrate, that which is so . . plainly there expressed. 1751

JOHNSON
Rambler No. 156*2 The evidence [is] obscured

y inaccurate argumentation. 1840 MILL Diss* $ Disc.
(1875) I. 409 This language ..serves not to elucidate, but to

disguise and obscure. 1873 OUSELEY Mas. Form xii. 57 It

[the fugue form for choruses] should be freely adopted when-
ever it does not too much obscure the sense oi the words.
Hence ObscuTing vbl. sb. and///. a.
1602 MARSTON Antonio's Rev. n. iv, Under the hatches of

obscuring earth. 1611 QQTGR.tObscitrcissettient, an obscuring,
darkening, dimming, ouercasting, ouershadowing. 1697
DAMPIER Voy. I. 494 This obscuring of the Sun [by clouds]
at noon, is commonly sudden. 1750 tr. Leonardus* Mirr.
Stones 128 The star .. is hid with obscuring clouds. 1873
J. A. H. MURRAY Dial. S. Counties Scot. 133 To indicate
this obscuring of unaccented vowels. 1883 Athen&um
26 Sept. 398/2 The relations between Eve and her brother,

28

little Tom, until the premature obscuring of that bright young
piece of manhood.

Obscured (pbskiue-jd, poet, -red), ///. a.

[-ED 1.] Made obscure; darkened, dimmed ;
hidden

from the sight or perception ; fallen into obscurity.
1590 SHAKS. Com. Err. i. \. 67 What obscured light the

heauens did grant. 1598 Merry IV. v. iii. 15 They are
all couch'd in a pit hard by H ernes Oake, with obscur'd

Lights. 1763 EDWARDS in Phil. Trans. LIU. 229 Reflections
of obscured things in air, when reflected from the water.

1891 T. HARDY Tess (1900) 19/1 Pages of works devoted
to extinct, half-extinct, obscured, and ruined families.

Hence Obsctrredly (-redli), adv.
1628 GAULE Pract. The. (1629) 402 This numbred while

[the forty days between resurrection and ascension] Christ

passed not .. obscuredly ; but appeared oft. a 1641 BP.
MOUNTAGU Acts iff A/on. (1642) 346 This continued among
Pagans.. though obscuredly.

Obscurely (^bskiuVili), adv. [f. OBSCURE <r.

+ -LY 2.] In an obscure way, manner, or degree.
1. a. Darkly; dimly, dully; not brightly or

luminously, b. So as to be indistinct to the sight
or other sense

; dimly, indistinctly, c. With a

dark, sombre, or dingy colour
; dully.

1596 JOHNSON Swcn Champions n. vii. (1852) 194 They
stood obscurely behind the trees, 1620 ROWLANDS Night
Raven 28 A night.. obscurely darke, or Moone light cleere.

1632 J. HAVWARD tr. Biondi's Erometia 54 Torches, which
(though of pure white wax) were yet all artificially made
obscurely browne. a 1839 PRAEp/VrtffJ(1864) II. 420 There
my Whole, obscurely bright, Still shows his little lamp by
night. 1845 DARWIN Voy. Nat. xxi. (1873) 498 It is com-
posed of obscurely.stratified hard sandstone. 1871 Desc.
Man II. xii. 25 The young are obscurely tinted. 1871 KOBV
Lat. Cram. I. Pref. 73 In English we are in the habit of

changing, or pronouncing obscurely, short vowels in un-
accented syllables.

2. fig. With obscurity of meaning, expression, or

exposition ; not plainly or clearly.
1527 R. THORNE in Hakluyt Voy. (1589) 253 It [a map] can-

not be but obscurely set out. 1563 WINJET Four Scoir Thrc
Quest. Wks. 1888 I. 107 Quhy hef ze setfurth the said

pennance sa obscuirlie? 1633 J. HAYWARD tr. Biondi's
EroiHena 48 By your absence have I obscurely ghessed,
and by your letters clearely understood of the strange reso-
lution. 1797-1803 FOSTER in Life <f- Cory. (1846) I. 195 To
reveal, though obscurely. 1838 DICKENS Nick. Nick. Iv,
She even went so far as to hint obscurely at an attachment.

3. In obscurity ; inconspicuously.
1592 GREENE Groat's IV. Wit (1617) 8 You will bee

accounted., a peasant, if ye Hue thus obscurelie. 1691 WOOD
Ath. Qxon. I. 260 Most Poets dye poor, and consequently
obscurely. 1762-71 TL WALPOLE Vertue's Anecd. Paint.

(1786) III. 223 He lived obscurely in Knave's-acre, in

partnership with a house-painter. 1876 BROWNING St.
Martin's S. v, Though corpses rot obscurely, Ghosts escape.

Obscu rement. rare. [f. OBSCURE v. +
-JIENT.] =OBSCUKATION; production of obscurity.
1658 R, FRANCK North, ftfem. (1821) 282 The standard royal

was advanced by Charles the First.. not far from the
obscurements of Mortimer's Hole. (11703 POMFRET Dies
Noviss. Poems (1790) 139 Now bolder fires appear, And o'er
the palpable obscurement sport, Glaring and gay as falling
Lucifer. 1834 Eraser's Mag. X. 659 There is a noble vein
of poetry .. which shines through all the obscurement of
translation.

Obscu'reness. Now rare. [f. OBSCTJKE a. -f

-NESS.] The quality or condition of being OBSCURE

(in various senses) ;
= OBSCURITY.

1509 BARCLAY Shyp^ofFoly$(i^6) 53 To knowe of Logike
..For by argument it maketh euident Muche obscurenes.

1555 EDKN Decades 129 The obscurenesse of the cane into
the which he was farre entered. 1570 BILUNGSLEY Euclid
x. xviii. 247 The difficulty and obscurenes of this booke.
1605 BACON Adv. Learn, i. iii. 2 The privateness or
obscureness .. of life of contemplative men. 1727 BRADLEY
Fain. Diet. s.v. Draught /torse, If you discover some Spot,
Obscureness, or Whiteness therein. 1754 EDWARDS Freed.
Will iv. viii. 247 The Imperfection of our manner of con-

ceiving of Things, and the Obscureness of Language. 1873
M. ARNOLD Lit. fy Dogma (1876) 82 The characters of

humility, obscureness, and depression, were commonly at-

tributed to the Jewish Messiah.

Obscu'rer. rare.
[f. OBSCURE z>. + -ER!.] One

who or that which obscures.

1630 LOKD Banians fy Pcrsecs 24 A waster and obscurer
of such Jouelynesse. 1869 Daily News 23 Nov., It was
fortunate that we were not dependent for illumination on
these patent obscurers,

t ObscU'rify, v. Obs. rare.
[f.

L. ofacur-us

OBSCURED. + -FY: cf. obs. K. obscurijier (Scarron
1650).] trans. To render obscure; to hide.
1622 WITHER Mistr. Philar, in Arb. Garner IV. 367 Not

that I.. wish obscurified Her matchless Beauty. 1826
BBHTVAIIta Westin. Rev. VI. 494 Misapplication of anyone
of the three obscurified terms trust

',
nse

t
and confidence.

Obscu-rism. rare.
[f.

OBSCURE a. + -ISM.]
--- OBSCURANTISM.
1841 Eraser's Mag, XXIII. 142 We have objected to the

theological obscurism of blind submission which some are

preaching as a cure for the evils of the clay. Ibid., To
maintain that obscurism in religious doctrine.

Obscurity ybskiiH-riti). Also 5 obscurete(e,
-itee, 5-6 obscurte, 6-7 -itie. [a. F. obscuritt

(1305 in Hatz.-Darm.),also in OF. ^SUrt^oscurUt
ad. L. obscuritat-em, f. obscur-us OBSCURE a. : see

-ITY.] The quality or condition of being obscure,

1. Absence of light (total or partial) ; darkness ;

dimness, dullness
; concr, a dark place.

1481 CAXTON Rlyrr. n. xxv. 118 This thynge Is the clowde,
But it hath not so moche obscurete that it takcth fro vs the

OBSECRATION.
denies of the day. c 1500 A/elusine 22 None obscurte or
darknes was seen about it. 1611 BIBLK Isa. lix. 9 We wake
for light, but behold obscuritie. 1791 MRS. RADCLIFFE Rom.
Forest i, The obscurity of the dawn confined his views.

1853 KANE Grinnell Exp. xlvii. (1856) 444 A strange,
palpable obscurity . . gradually wrapped itself over every
thing. 1854 J. S. C. ABBOTT Napoleon (1855) II. xx. 377
Caulaincourt .. galloped in the deep obscurity by another
route to Paris,

2. The quality or condition of being unknown,
inconspicuous, or insignificant.
1619 DRAYTON Idea x, Thy gifts thou in obscurity dost

waste. 1659 B. HARRIS Parivafs Iron Age 237 A certain
Fellow of the very dregs of the People, who had dyed
in the obscurity of his birth, had not this furious revolt
. . elevated him. 1730-46 THOMSON Autumn 1023 The sigh
for suffering \Vorth Lost in obscurity. 1873 HAMERTON
Intell. Life x. iii. (1875) 349 The greater number have to
remain in positions of obscurity.

b. An obscure or unknown person.
1822 Athenaeum 14 Jan. 51/2 Herr Zart goes through the

whole number of obscurities from Leibnitz to Kant. 1890
B. L. GILDERSLEEVE Ess. fy Stud. 306, I left them all and
married this poor, young obscurity.

3. The quality or condition of not being clearly
known or comprehended.
1474 CAXTON Chesse 109 The thought is enuoluped in

obscurete and vnder the clowdes. 1603 HOLLAND Plutarch*s
Mor. 62 In Philosophic, where at the first there seemeth..
to be some strangenesse, obscuritie, and I wot not what
barrennesse. 1674 in Essex Papers (Camden) L 232, 1 must
confess I have ever bin uneasy to finde things in so much
obscurity. 1813 J. THOMSON Lect. Inflam. 503 To remove
any part of the obscurity which prevails with regard to the
nature and progress of mortification. 1876 HUMPHREYS
CoiU'Coil, J\fau. ii. 7 The precise date of the origin of

coined money is lost in obscurity.

4. Lack of perspicuity in language; uncertainty
of meaning ; unintelligibleness.
1538 STARKEY England u. \. 145 Al obscuryte and darkenes

both in wrytyng and in al communycatyon spryngyth
therof. 1602 CAMPION Eng, Poesy Wks. (Bullen) 231 There
is no writing too brief that, without obscurity, comprehends
the intent of the writer. 1751 JOHNSON Rambler No. 169
F 13 One of the most pernicious effects of haste is obscurity.
1870 SWINBURNE Ess. fy Stud. (1875) 273 Real and offensive

obscurity comes merely of inadequate thought embodied in

inadequate language.
b. An obscure point; an unintelligible, or not

clearly intelligible, speech or passage.
1398 TREVISA Earth. De P. R. i. (1495) 3 Desyrous to

vnderstonde the obscuretees or derknesse of holy scriptures.
1729 BUTLER Serin. Pref., But even obscurities arising from
other causes than the abstruseness of the argument may not
be always inexcusable. x875jowErr /Y/0(ed. 2) III. 43 The
obscurities of early Greek poets arose necessarily out of the
state of language.

t ObscUTOUS, a. Obs.rare^ 1
. [f.

L. obsair-us

OBSCURE + -ous.] Dark, gloomy, obscure,

1491 CAXTON Vitas Patriun (W. de W. 1495} i. xlviii.

91 b/2 A countree where the sonne ne the mone dyde not

shyne, but there were derke tenebrees and obscurous.

Obsecate, erron. form of OBC^KCATE.

Obsecrate (^bs/kr^t), v. rare, pedantic, [f.

L. obsecrat-) ppl. stem of obsecrare to beseech,
entreat (prop, in the name or for the sake of some-

thing sacred), f. ob on account of + sacfare to make
sacred, f. sacer, sacr- sacred.] trans. To entreat

earnestly, as in the name of something sacred ;

to beseech, supplicate (a person) ; to beg (a thing).
1597 A. M. tr. Guillemeaus Fr. Chirurg. *v, I most

humblely obsecrate all men to receave gratefully this my
laboure. 1601 MUNDAY & CHETTI.E Doiunf, Robt. Earl
Huntington- n. ii. in Ha/1. Dodslcy VIII. 135 [Ralph, bom-
hasticatly} I obsecrate ye with all courtesy .. you would
vouch or deign to proceed. 1767 CAMPBKLL Lexiph, 113 (in

ridicule} I obsecrate you, Mr. Doctor, to concede me leave
of absence. 1818 SCOTT Rob Roy xxxi, Andrew Fairservice

employed his lungs in obsecrating a share of Dougal's
protection.

Obsecration (pbtfkr'Jn)* [ad. L. obseera-

tidn-em^ n. of action f. obsecrare to OBSKCRATK :

perh. immed. a. F. obsecration (I3th c, in Godef.).]
1, Earnest entreaty, supplication ; sometimes in

orig. L. sense, Entreaty made in the name of the

deity or some sacred thing.
1382 WYCLIF Ps. c,\lii[i]. i Lord, .parceyue myn obsecia-

cioun [Vulg. obsecrationci)i\. Prov. xviii. 23 With obse-

craciouns speketh the pore man. 1482 Monk of Evesltam

(Arb.) 25 For hys enmyes. .he made meruailous prayers and

obsecracyons. 1577 tr. Bullingcrs Decades (1592) 014 In

inuocation or petition we comprehend obsecration, which is

a more vehement praier. ,71699 STILLINGFLEET (J.), That
these were comprehended under the sacra, is manifest from
the old form of obsecration. 1854 FABKR Growth in Holi-
ness xv. (1872)275 Obsecration is the adding of some motive
or adjuration to our demands [in prayer]. 1883 STEVKNSON

SikferadoSq. iii. (i 886) 17 Behold the analyst., raising hands
in obsecration, attesting god Lyceus.

b. Rhet. (See quots.)
1609 R. BARNERD Faitlif. Sheph. 67 Obsecration ; this is

making of request to the Hearers, .intreating the auditory
to yeeld some thing for their good. 1837 Encycl. Brit.

(ed. 7) XVI. 319/1 Obsecration, in Rhetoric, a figure by
which the orator implores the assistance of God or man.

2. spec. One of the suffrages or prayers of the

Litany introduced by the word 'by' (L, per).
1877 K. DANIEL Praycrbook 172 The Obsecrations which

commence at ver. n are prayers for deliverance from sin

and its consequences. 1890 MRS. PENNY Caste <y Creed II.

v. 133 He began the Litany. .he selected certain of the

obsecrations.



OBSECRATIONARY.
Hence Obsecra'tionary a. - next.

1829 T. HOOK Bank to Barnes 76 The obsecrationary
objurgation is beautiful.

t Obsecratory, a. Obs. rare. [f. I,, ppl.
stem obsecrat- (see above) ,

or obsecrator beseecher :

see -ORV.] Characterized by obsecration.

1624 lip. HALL Peace Maker 26 (R.) That gracious and

obsecratory charge of the blessed Apostle of the Gentiles.

Obse'de, v. rare. [a. K. fa/<fe/-(i6-i7thc.),ad.
L. obsiJere: cf. POSSEDE

z>.]
trans. = OBSESS v.

Hence Obse'ding//*/. a.

1885 R. L. & F. STEVKNSON Dynamiter 132 Haifa minute
..and he would be free.. from his obseding lodger. 1892
Pall ]\[aU G. 21 Nov. 2/2 The Devil sugared over in a
basket of fruit .. obsedes the body of a Bavarian boy.

fObsee-k, v. Obs. rare- 1
, [app. f. L. ob- (OB-

i a) + SEEK v., through association with L. cbseqtu :

see next.] trans. To seek to obtain.

1646 J. BENBRIGGE Vsura Ace, 28 None but famous.,
persons were wont to obseeke that Office of Censorship.

t Obse-que, v. Obs. rare. [ad. L. obsequi : see

OBSEQUY l.] trans. To comply with, yield to, obey.
17*0 J. JOHNSON Can. F.ng. Ch. Ixx, If he formerly obse-

qued the Devil thro' Effeminacy, now let him fast by Way
of Retaliation.

Obaeque, variant of OBSF.QUY! Obs.

O'bsequeiice. Now rare. [ad. L. obse-

quentia, f. obsequent-em OBSEQUEXT.] Compliance,
complaisance, obsequiousness.
1603 HOLLAND Plutarch's Afor. 1153 More force of law,

than voluntary obsequence. i6a* CALDKRWOOD Course

Conformity 47 Insinuating them by flatterie and obsequence
into the princes favour. 1884 D. G. MITCHELL Bound To-
gctlur ii. 43 The monarch was charmed . . not less by the
splendor of his work than by his grave courtly obsequience
[sic].

t O'bseqnent, a. Obs. [ad. I,, obsequent-em
compliant, yielding, etc., pr. pple. of obsequi:
cf. obs. F. obsequent, and see OBSEQUY!.] Com-
pliant, yielding, obedient.

1510 WHITINTOX V,,lg. (1527) 38 b, Benyuolent, lyberall,
obsequent. 1543 A'ecess. Doctr. N

ij b, The greate parte of
the lerned men that were there, were, .obsequente to the
pL-asure and wyll of the bysshoppes of Rome. 1601 HOLLAND
Pliny Pref., The tongue in an Englishman's head is framed
so flexible and obsequent, that it can pronounce naturally
any other language. (11619 FOTTIERBY Athcoin. n. i. 6
(1622) 181 Plyant, and obsequent to his pleasure.

Obsequial '/bsrkwiah, a. [f. OBSEQUY - +
AL,.] Of or pertaining to funeral obsequies.
a 1693 URQUHART Rabelais III. xxiii. 185 Funerary and

Obsequial Festivals. 1844 H. H. WILSON Brit. India I.

467^
To perform the obsequial rites. 1851 S. JCDD Margaret

It. i. (1871)172 Parson Welles, as the last obsequial act ..

thanked the people for their kindness.. to the dead and the

living.

Obse-quian, a. rare. [f. L. obsequi-iim + -AN.]
Ancient Hist. Of or pertaining to the Obseqitiuin ;

see quot.

described by Constantine Porphyrogenitus . . the Obseqitiuni,
a Latin appellation of the army and palace, was the fourth
in the public order.)

Obsequies : see OBSEQUY 2
.

Obsequio-sity. [ad. med.L. obsequioiitas (DuC.)
f. obsequiosiis : see next and -ITY.] Obsequiousness.
1883 H. JAMKS Little Tour xxix. 186 His application will

be accompanied with the forms of a considerable obsequi-
osity, and in this case his request will be granted as civilly
as it has been made.

Obsequious f/bs/'-kwias^ , a. [ad. L. obsequios-
us compliant, obedient, f. obstqiiiuni OBSEO.UY!:
cf. V.obsequieiix, -<?a.r<>(i5-i6thc.inHat/.-Darm.).]
1. Compliant with the will or wishes of another,

esp. of a superior; prompt to serve, please, or
follow directions

; obedient; dutiful. Now rare.
a 1450 .l/a,feW(Brandl 1 898) 4 Owur obsequyouse seruyce

to hym xulde be aplyede. 1530 TINDALE Pract. Prelates
Wks. (1573) 368/1 Was no man so obsequyous and seruiceable.

1598 SHAKS. Merry ly. iv. ii. 2, I see you are obsequious
in your loue. 1667 MILTON /'. L. VI. 10 Light issues forth,
and at the other core Obsequious darkness enters, a 1703
BURKITT On N. T., Mark xi. 6 The most unruly and
untrained creatures become obsequious to Christ, n 1859
MACAfLAY Hist. Ertg. xxiii. V. 2 An army may be so con-
stituted as to be .. efficient against an enemy, and yet
obsequious to the civil magistrate.

fb. Through association with OBSEQi'Y-: Duti-
ful in performing funeral obsequies or manifesting
regard for the dead

; proper to obsequies. Obs.
1588 SHAKS. Tit. A. v. iii. 132 Stand all aloofe, but Vnkle

draw you neere, To shed obsequious teares vpon this
Trunke. i6oa Haul. i. ii. 92 The Suruiuer bound In
filiall Obligation . .To do obsequious Sorrow, c 1674 Iuser.

Knapmua Ch. in Ceutl. Mag. LXX. i. 39/1 In memory
of his deere Father . . His obsequious son Richard Webb
set up this monument
2. Unduly or servilely compliant; ignobly sub-

missive ; manifesting or characterized by servile

complaisance ; fawning, cringing, sycophantic.
i6oj MARSTON Ant. ft Mel. i. Wks. 1856 I. ii With most

obsequious sleek.brow 'd intertain. 1670 MARVF.LI. Corr.
Wks. 1872-5 II. 351 The House was thin and obsequious.
1720 SWIFT Fates Clergymen. He had now acquired a
low, obsequious, aukvvard bow. 1848 DICKENS Doml-ey i,

Following him out, with most obsequious politeness.

29

f
Comb. 1889 K. HKYDAU. Art Scot. vii. 131 The timid,

insignificant, and obsequious-looking pock-pitted youth.
t b. transf. of a plant: 'Creeping'. Obs.

1657 TOMLINSON Rcnou's Disp. 268 Its root emits many
crass, obsequious branches.

Obse'quiously, adv. [f. prec. + -LV 2.] In
an obsequious manner

; f with ready compliance
or eagerness to serve or please, dutifully (obs.) ;

with undue submission, deference, or complaisance;
in a servile, fawning, or abject way.
1599 MARSTON Sco. Viltanic i. iv. 191 To day, to day,

implore obsequiously: Trust not to morrowes will, 1623
BINGHAM Xenophon 21 What friends soeuer he chose. .he
vsed most obsequiously. 1701 UK FOE True-born Eng. 53
No Subjects more obsequiously obey. 1736 SJIKNSIONK
To a Lady 7 Oct., When theatres for you the scenes forgo,
And the box hows, obsequiously low. 1866 Ur.o. ELIOT
/'. Holt xi. (1868) 122 'Won't you please to walk into the

parlour, sir?
1

said Chubb, obsequiously.

fb. With dutiful performance of funeral obse-

quies or due tokens of regard for the dead
;

in the
manner of a 'mourner. (Cf. OusEguious i b.) Obs.

1594 SHAKS. Rich. Iff, i. ii. 3 WhiPst I a-\vhile obsequi-
ously lament Th' vntimely fall of Vertuous Lancaster. 1608
K. JOHNSON Sewn L'hampions 60 There obsequiously to
offer up unto the angry destinies many a bitter sighe
and teare.

Obsequiousness, [f. as prec. -i- -NE.S.S.] The
quality of being obsequious ; obsequious conduct.
a. Keady compliance or obedience ; eagerness to

serve or please ;
dutiful service. Now rare or Obs.

1447 HOKF.NHAM Seyntys (Roxb.) 157 In al this tyme wych
so besyly She shcwyd this meke obsequyousne.sse. 1548
UDALL, etc. Krasin. Par. John .\ii. 82 This woinans ob-

sequiousnesse and benefite lowardes me. 1638 R \UI.KY tr.

Bacon's Life fy Death (1650) 14 A singular good Mot her, and
Wife; And yet, no lesse Famous, for her I-ibertie, than
Obsequiousntsse towards htr Husband. 1767 \x.\\\sStatins
x. 923 notC) In order to win her Affections by his Obsequi-
ousness.

b. Servile submission or complaisance; servility.
1613 SHKRLKY TreK\ Persia 107 According to the corrupt

condition of all Courts, in which the loue of obsequiousnes.se
to the Prince, .is more power-able then the feare to do ill.

1727-38 ( JAY Fables n. iii. 23 With what obsequiousness they
bend, To what vile actions condescend. 1877 l!i..v K iirccn
Past. xx.v. (1878) 240 The obsequiousness, .that marks the
relations between the waiter.. and the guest at an hotel.

Obse'quity. rare- '. [irreg. f. OBSEQUI-OUS +

-ITY.] Obsequiousness.
1892 Cornh. Maff. June 586 He saluted the Provincial with

a nervous obsequity which was unpleasant tu look upon.

tO'bsequy 1
. Obs. Also 6 obseque, 6-7

obsequie. [ad. L. obsequi-um compliance, com-
plaisance, obedience, in pi. acts of compliance, f.

obsequi to follow or comply with, f. ob- (On- i a"1

+ seqttl to follow. Partly a. obs. F. obseque
'obeissance' (a 1420 in Godef.\] Keady com-

pliance with the will or pleasure of another, esp.
of a superior; deferential service ; obsequiousness.
1432-50 tr. Htgdcn (Rolls) II. 219 Bestes and other crea-

tures, whiche were create, .to the obsequy of subieccion [ad
obseqiiium subjectionis]. Ibid. III. 35 Ligurgus 5afe lawes

.^.movenge peple to the ohsequy of princes. 1483 CAXTON
Cold. Leg. 333 b/i He gaf fyrst to his neyghbour his power
in aydynge and ob>equyes. c 1550 Disc. Common ll'cal

Eng. (1893) in, I owe him not only obeysaunce but also the

^obseque I can. 1652 EAKL MONM. tr. Bcntivoglui's Hist.
Rclat. 39 Very great is the obsequie which the whole People
shew unto him. [a 1677 HALE Prim. Orig. Man. iv. ii. 308We find every Command of the Divine Will .. answered by
an immediate obscquium in the created Matter.]

b. Ritual services, rites, rare.

1550 KALE Apol. 30 Appoynted to the ceremoniall obsequyes
in the howse of God. 1605 CHAPMAN A il Faales Plays 1873
I. 127 You enioye a husband and may freely Performe all

obsequies you desire to loue.

-; now always in pi. obsequies
Forms: sing. 5 obseque, 5-6 -qui,

-quye, (6 oseque;, 6-8 obsequie, 5-8 -quy ; //.
4- obsequies, (6 -cuyceX [a. AF. obsequie (also

OF., 1316 in Godef.), ^ usual OF. obseque (osfyne,
etc., 1 2th c.), pi. obsfyues, ad. med.I.. obscqitix,
ace. pi. obsequies.
A solitary and douljtful instance of late L. obsft/tiids (other-

wise read e.v$eqiti<is) occurs in an inscription. Late or
Med.L. obsequix appears to have arisen through mixture of
exsequi;e funeral rites, and obseqnimn dutiful service; see
these words in Du Cange, and cf. EXEQUY.]
Funeral rites or ceremonies ; a funeral, f For-

merly sometimes including commemorative rites

or services (performed at the grave of the deceased or

elsewhere), or
denoting these alone, f a. sing. Obs.

c 1475 Partenay 2332 His funerall obseque to-morn we do.

i535-'Ay. (Sotheby'sConsttibUCat. Oct. 1899), Here folowythe
the Oseque and intlerment of the Right highe and excelent
Prences I,ade Kateryn. 1558 Richmond Wills (SurteesJ
in, I will that my executors, .shall maik one obsequi ycrely
for my soull in the place whear I am buried. 1590 HAKLL YT
Voy. II. n. 86 Nor the seuenth day onely, but the seuentli
moneth and yeere, within their owne houses they renue this

obsequie. 1671 MILTON Samson 1732 To fetch him hence,
and solemnly attend With silent obsequie and funeral train
Home to his Fathers house. 1705 Lucius Brit. 2 Without
some Mournful Pomp and Obsequie.

b. //.
1:1386 CHAUCER Kttt.'s T. 135 To the ladyes he restored

agayn The bones of hir housbondes that weren slayn To
doon obsequies as was tho the gyse. 1483 CAXTON Gold.
Leg. 192/1 The mayde. .kepte hym in vygylles wyth lyghtes

OBSERVANCE.
and in deuyne obsequyes as long as she lyued. c 1530 Ll>.
BERNERS Artli. Lyt.Bryt. (1814) 36 The kynge.. caused her
obsecuycc to be done ryght solempnely in the chirche. 1588
SHAKS. Tit. A. 1. i. 160 Loe at this Tombe my tributarie
teares, I render for my Bretherens Obsequies. 1670 DRYDKN
Couij. Granada \. i, See perform 'd their Fun'ral Obsequies.
1746 SMOLI ETT Reproof'143 At Peter's obsequies I sung no
dirge. 1877 GLADSTONE Glean. IV. xxxv. 364 We thus pro-
vide the Sultan with abundant funds for splendid obsequie-.

tO-bserate, v. Obs. rare-", [f. L. ofacrat-,

ppl. stem oiobserare, f. ob- i^OB- I d, + sera bolt.]
trans. To bolt, to lock- up. Hence t Obsera-tion.
1623 COCKERAM, Ol'scrate. 1658 PHILLIPS, Obscrratimi

[1678 O/'seratian].

Observable ^bzauvab'l), a. and sb. [ad. L.

observdHl-is, f. obscri'are to OBSERVE: see -ABLE,
and cf. K. observable ;< 1500 in Godef.).]
A. adj. 1. That must or may be observed,

attended to, or kept.
1608 T. MORTON I'rcamfr. Euconnt. 51 Obseruable for per-

petuall remembrance. 1609 Him K (Doiiay) Emt, xii. 42
This is the observable night of our Lord. 1879 H. SI-ENCEK
J

"A'"': :'"'"'"'
* -

; t 3 '''"rms observable in social inlei course.
2. That may be observed or taken notice of;

|

noticeable ; perceptible.
1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. P.p. 101 As the head may be

disturbed by the skin, it may the same way be relieved ; as
is observable in balneations. 1711 ADUISON Xfccl. No. 256
P_3 Any little

Slip is more conspicuous and observable in
his Conduct than in another's. 1823 H. J. DIIOOKI: Introii.

Crystallogr. 33 The regularity and symmetry observable

in_tbe forms of crystalli/ed b<xUe-. 1874 (ii<Ki.N Short Hist.
viii. i. 455 -^ marked change in public seniiment became
at once observable.

3. \Vorthy of observation, notice, or mention ;

noteworthy, f Formerly in stronger sense : Re-
markable, notable.

1609 SIR E. Honv Let. to .lf>: T. II. 3 The Xaturaliste-,
amongst manie other obseruable relations record this of the
Slrutliia. 1611 Si'M-u Hist. Gt. Hi it. vi. .\x.\i. 5. 130 A
man of so Obseruable composednesse, as that he had bin
neuer seene to laugh. 1667 PLTYS Diary 25 July, Hogg i^

. the nu^t observable embezzler that ever was known. "1775
JOHNSON Western Isl., luck Kenneth, We met with nothing
very observable. 1789 BRAND Hist. Newcastle L 405 There
is an observable old chair in the vestry of this church. 1828
D'JsRAEM Clias. I, II. x. 344 A very observable incident in
the history of Charles. 1884 SIK R. IJAC.GALLAY in /.arc AY/.
27 Chanc. Div. 108 It is observable that the application must
be made on sufficient ground on affidavit or otherwise.

B. sb. f 1. A noteworthy thing, fact, or cir-

cumstance. Chiefly in//. Obs.

1639 FULLER Holy U'arxix. (1647) 30 Asher entertaineth
1 us with these observables. 1663 I'LPYS Diary -7 1 eb

,

Among other observables we drank the King's health out of
a gilt cup given by King Henry VII I to this Company.
1713 DERHAM I'hys.-Thcol. x. i. 447 Another Obsorvable in
the Fibers of the Leaf, is their orderly Position. 1746
('.. AIIAMS .Micrograph, xxix. (1747)102 (The Snail.) ThN

I slow paced slimy Animal hath many curious Observables.
1822 SouiHEV/.f/A (1856) III. 364 Among other observables,
it ought to be noticed that she has peculiar names for her

|

domestic implements.

f2. A thing that may be observed or noticed.
Obs. rare.
1660 H. MORE Myst. Goitl. MI. vi. 70 Apparent as well from

what they write of his birth and amours, as from other ob-
servables in his Image.
1 3. A point to be observed or attended to. rare.

1703 T. N. City f; C. riirc/tascr 50 Of Observables in

Buying and Laying Bricks.

Hence Obse'rvably ailv., noticeably, perceptibly,
t notably ; Obse'rvableness, the quality or fact of

being observable.

1646 SIR T. BKOVVNE Fseuif. Kp. 313 It grew observably
shallower in hisdayes. 1727 BAILEY vol. \\.Qbiemabltness,
fitness, easiness, or worthiness to be observed. 1840 CAKLYLE
Heroes i. (1858) 188 A primary law of human nature, still

everywhere observably at work.

t Obse'rval. Obs. [f. OBSERVE v . + -AL, 5.]
The action of observing; observation; observance.
<zi734 XOKTH K.r,uii. in. x. (1740)659 The full Force of the

Libel will not appear without a previous Observal of what has
been said of them. 76sJ. BROWN Clir. Jrnl. u8i4) 291 The
outward observal was partly remembered.

Observance (^bzouvans'. Also 3-6 -aunoe,
(5 obcerv-), 5 -ana, -auns, (6 -anss). [a. F.
observance (c 1 250 in Godefroy), ad. L. observaiitia.

regard, attention, notice; respect, reverence ; keep-
ing or following of a law, custom, etc.

;
in late L.,

religious worship, f. observant-cm, pr. pplc. of
observare to OBSERVE.]

I. 1. The action or practice ofobserving, keeping,
or paying attention to (a law, command, duty,

ceremony, set time, or anything prescribed or fixed ) ;

due regard to (a custom, practice, rule, method, or

any principle of action). Const, of, t to.

i39oGoWERCW/TIII. 142 Fyfpoint/, whiche he hath under-
take To kepe and holde in observance. 1500-20 DUNBAH
/Vt7j- xlv. 15 1'hus I gife our the obseruanss Of luvis cure.

1596 SPENSKK 1'
(_'.

vi. v. 35 In streight obseruaunce of re-

ligious vow. 1602 SHAKS. Ham. i. iv. 16 It is a Custome
More honour'd in the breach, then the obseruance. 1649
M ILTON Eikon. ix. 85 Under the colour of a blind and litteral

observance to an oath. 1754 RICHAKUSON Graiidisoil IV. x.

78 Your own reason . . shall . . direct your observances of my
advice. 1785 PALEY Mor.Pltilos.\:v\\\. (i827>94/2 To comply
vv ith the religious observance of Sunday. 1841 LANE Aral*.

\ls. I. 70 The observance of this festival . . continues thrre

or four dajs. 1856 KANE A ret. E.\-fl. II. viii. 89 The safely



OBSERVANCY.

of the whole company exacts the sternest observance of

discipline. . . ,

b. The keeping of a prescribed ritual ;
the

performance of customary worship or ceremony.

< 1180 WYCLIF Set. Wks. III. 432 ?if observaunce in lyves

of fadris profytede to many men .. neverbelees it wer a pur

open folye to make herof a rewle for al and for ever. (-1386

Cn AUCER Knt.'s T. 642 For to doon his obseruaunce to May.

1500-20 DUNBAR Poems x. 27 Do sour obseruance devyne

fohim that is of kingis King. 1605 BACON Adv. Learn.

i. To the King I i Dayly sacrifices, and free will offerings :

the one proceeding vpon ordinarie obseruance L. cxntuall

cultu\ ; the other vppon a devout cheerefulnesse. 1700

DRYDEN Pal. t Arc. i. 175 To do the observance due to

sprightly May. 1813 H. & J. SMITH Kej. A Mr. in. 34 c

scenes of Shakspeare and our bards of old, With due oh-

servance splendidly unfold. 1874 GREEN Short Hist. yni.

S 5. 509 The King's first acts were directed rather to points

of outer observance.

2. An act performed in accordance with prescribed
.

usage, esp. one of religious or ceremonial cha-

racter; a practice which is customarily observed,

customary rite or ceremony, custom ; t something

which has to be observed ;
an ordinance, rule, or

|

obligatory practice (obs.\
a IMS Ancr. R. 24 Heo voleweS her, ase in obre obseru.

aunces, muchel of ure ordre. c 1391 CHAUCER Astral, ii. S 4

Theise ben obseruancez of iudicial matiere & rytes of paiens.

c 1400 Boytt 3982 Thurh oute all our marchis it is the

observaunce. c 1430 Pilgr. I.yf Manhode IV. xxix. (1869)

191 She is bounden and Ijounden ayen ;
fretted with

obseruaunces. 1540-1 ELYOT Imagt Gov. 101 They all

confessed., that suche landes as they had, were seruile, as

for the whiche they were bounden to certayn obseruances.

1588 SHAKS. L. L. L. \. i. 36 There are other strict obseru.

ances As not to see a woman ill that terme, . . And one

day in a weeke to touch no foode. 1729 BUTLER Serin.

Balaam Wks. 1874 II. 90 Superstitious observances ..will

not.. mend matters with us. 1861 WRIGHT Ess. Archxol.

II. xxi. 170 Almost all the fine arts derived their origin ..

from religious ceremonies and observances.

b. An ordinance to be observed ; esp. the rule,

or one of the regulations, of a religious order ; spec.

of the Observants or stricter Franciscans.

1382 WYCLII- i Chron. xxiii. 32 And kepe thei the ob-

seruauncis \oltscrvat!ones\ of the tabernacle. - Ezck. xhv.

8 ,e ban putte keepers of myn obseruaunces in my sayn-

tuarie to 3our self. 1387 TRKVISA Higden (RolW.l H..4i

pese ben be observaunces bat semeb hard in [>at [I

ordour : bei schal were no manere furres [etc.], c 1450 .S .'.

Cuthbert (Surtees) 1401 pe same obseruance bar bai auysed

Before at mailrose ban had (>ai vsed. 1502 ARNOl.l>EC/m>.

(1811) 156 There he ded make friers of y obseruancis. 1706

tr. Dnpin's Eccl. Hist. MhC.ll. iv. xi. 449 The Franciscans

were divided into Conventual Friars and Friars of the strict

Observance. 1834 Encycl. Brit. ied. 7) X. 221/1 Two large

bodies, comprehending the whole Franciscan order, which

subsist to this day i namely, the conventual brethren, and

the brethren of the observance.

C. Iransf. A company of religious persons

observing some rule, or belonging to some order;

also, their convent or place of habitation, rare.

1486 Bk St. A/bans Fvij, An obseruans of herimytes.

1876 BROWNING Pacchiarotlo xvii. 14 Lately was coffered

A corpse in its sepulchre, situate By St. John's Observance.

II. 3. The observing of due respect or deference

to a person; respectful or courteous attention,

dutiful service. (Rarely const, of.} arch.

c 1374 CHAUCER Anel. t, Arc. 218 Who-so truest is. .That

. dothe her obseruaunce Alwey to oon and chaungetn for

no newe. 1423 JAS. I Kingis Q. cxxiii, Quhare Is becum-

myn, .. The besy awaytc, the hertly obseruance, That

mihilum was amongis thame so ryf 1 a 1548 HALL Chron.,

Hen. VII, 27 Of his bounden duetie and observaunce, which

he ought to the kyng hys master. 1647 PRINCE CHARLES

LEWIS in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. n. III. 334, I will never

forget the personal respect and observance 1 doe owe you.

1741 MIUDLFTON Cicero II. viii. 230 He attached himself

very early to the observance of Cicero. 1859 TENNYSON

Gcrainl ff Enid 48 He compass'd her with sweet observances

And worship.

III. 1 4. Observant care, heed. Obs.

c 1386 CH \UCKR Pars. T. 673 The Auaricious man . .dooth

moore obseruance in kepynge of his tresor than.. to seruice

of Ihesu crist. c 1449 PECOCK Rcpr. 226 The consideracioun

and the observaunce Awaite and diligence which is to be

had in such Mater. 1602 SHAKS. Ham. in. 11. 21 Sute the

Action to the Word, the Word to the Action, with this

speciall obseruance : That you ore-stop not the modestie of

Nature. 1660 SHARROCK Vegetables 119 This observance is

absolutely necessary to Damask roses.

6. The action of paying attention (to what is

said), of observing or noticing (what is done) ;

notice ; watching : = OBSERVATION 5.

1600 SHAKS. A. Y. L.m. ii. 247 Take a taste of my finding

him, and rellish it with good obseruance. 1602 MARSTON
Ant. tf Mel. i. Wks. 1856 I. 15 Vouchsafe me, then, your
hush't observances. 1634 MASSINGKR I'ery l\'ont.\.\, I

iiassed, And pried, in every place, without observance. 1732

NEAL Hist. Purit. I. 22 The Popish party.. put him upon
a nice observance of her carriage. 1859 RUSKIN Two Paths

iv. 156 Consider how much intellect was needed in the

architect, and how much observance of nature.

30

1601 J. WHEELER Treat. Comm. Ded. A ij b, The dewtifull

Observancie, and Promptitude, which the said Compame
alwayes shewed towardes ydur. . Fathers seruice. 1616 R. C.

Times' Whistle vi. 2829 A supple knee, And oyly mouth

and much observancie. 1671 L. AUDISON West Barbary\ 14

To please their husbands, to whom they are taught by their

Alcoran to bear a dutiful observancy. 1868 BROWNING

Kiiif ff Bk. iv. 939 How bend him To such observancy of

beck and call.

f 3. Observance of forms, rules, or ceremonies ;

a rule to be observed. Obs. rare.

1609 DANIEL Civ. Wars vm. xcvii, Which they enjoy

more natural! and free. Than can great Pow'rs, chain d with

Observancy. 1638 VENNER Batlu of Bathe (1650) 261 by
his clinical and unnecessary observancies.

4. A house of the Observant order.

1876 BROWNING Pacchiarotto xix. 9 A convent of monks,

the Observancy.

II Observa-ndum. rare. PI. -a (erron. -as).

[L.,
= (thing) to be observed.] Something to be

observed or noted.

1704 SWIFT T. Tub vii, Those judicious Collectors of

bright parts, flowers, and Observanjlas. Ibid. Concl., The

issues of my Observanda begin to grow too large for the

receipts.

Observant ybzS'lvSnO, n. and sb. [a. F.

observant (formerly as sb.), pr. pple. of observer

to OBSERVE.] A. adj.

1. Attentive in observing a law, custom, principle,

or anything prescribed or fixed ; careful to perform

or practise duly. Const, of ff to).

1608 TOPSELI. Serpents (1658) 720 Thinking, by this

devotion (..in this observant manner) to pacific the wrath

of God. 1632 J. HAYWARII tr. Biandis Eromena 24 When
cuslome hath brought a thing to beco

,

Observan.cy<Vbz5
-

jvansi). [a&.'

or directly f. OBSERVANT : see -AKCY.]
1. The quality of being observant or observing ;

flhe action of observing, observation (obs.).

1567 MAFLET Gr. Forest 80 Aristotle by observauncy had,

much commendeth their (light. 1605 DANIEL Queen's

Arcadia Wks. (1717) 152 Living here under the awful

Hand Of Discipline and strict Observancy. 1871 CARLVLF.

in Mrs. C.'f Lett. I. 121 Shrewdness, accurate observancy.

2. Respectful or obsequious attention, arch.

custome nam urouym it ming v^ uv-ome , . honour, wnoso-

ever is not observant and ol>edient thereto, is dishonored.

1701 W WOTTON Hist. Koine, Marcus i. 19 Exactly

observant of Sincerity and Truth. 1820 LYTTON Dismaned

xi (She was] very observant of the little niceties of phrase

and manner. 1834 MF.DWIN Angler in Wales II. 332 Con-

scientiously observant of contracts.

f2. Showing respect, honour, or deference;

dutifully regardful; considerately attentive; assidu-

ous in service ; obsequious. Const, of, to. Obs.

1604 R. CAWDREY Tatlc Alph.. Obsernant, dutiful!, full

of diligent seruice. 1605 BACON Adv. Learn, i. To the

King 2 Beholding you not with the inquisitive eye of

presumption .. but with the observant eye of duty and

admiration, a 1713 ELI.WOOD Autotiog. (1714) 17 Vet this

.. made them a little the more observant to me. 1725

POPE Odyss i. 342 Observant of the Gods, and sternly just.

1743 POCOCKE Descr. East I. iv. ii. 167 They are in the

hands of very kind masters, and are as observant of them.

3. Carefully particular about a matter ;
heedful.

1627 HAKF.WII.I. Afol. iv. vii. 6. 358 Of their weight they

were so curious and observant, that they had them weighed

many times at their very tables. 1691 T. H[ALE] Ace, Nc*M

Invent. 22 The Dutch . . are equally observant with us, in
I

the sheathing their Rudder Irons, a 1774 GOLDSM. Hist.

Greece 1 1. 1 18 To be scrupulously observant to avoid offend-

ing the prince. 1891 LOUNSBURY Stud. Chaucer I. in. 232 i

The very difficulty of getting a correct copy at the hands ol

the scribe must have had a tendency to make the author.. (

more observant about the character of his own original.

4. That takes notice; attentive in marking or
,

noting; quick to notice or perceive. Const. of(\on\
1602 SHAKS. Ham. i. i. 71 This same strict and most ob.

seruant Watch. 1649 JUR. TAYLOR Gt. Kxcmf. l. Ad Sect.

vi. 9 The active Piety of a credulous, a pious and less i

observant age. a 1661 FULLER H'arthies (1840) III. 434 A
most accomplished gentleman, and an observant traveller,

j

1725 POPE Odyss. i. 5 Wand'ring from clime to dime, ob- I

servant stray 'd. 1801 Ei.iz. HELME St. Margaret's ( n:v

(1819) I. xvii. 205 Cautiously observant on all that passed.

1824 HYKON Jn,,n xv. xv, Observant of the foibles of the

crowd I866GEO. ELIOT /'. /Ai//v.(i868) 53 Felix Holt, when

he entered, was not in an observant mood.
"

5. catachr. Observable. Obs.

1615 BRATHWAIT Strappado (1878) 201 Onely such things

as most obsernant were, . . I thought to shadow briefely.

1623 AILESBURY Serin. 14 Foure things in Christ to usare

very observant. 1653 BINNING Scrm. (1845) 245, I wish we

could have this image of ingratitude always observant to

our eyes.
B. sb. fl. One who observes a law or any-

thing prescribed or fixed. Const, of. Obs.

With the pi. observance (-- OF. observaus) hi first quo!.,

cf. inHaliitancc, early pi. at inhabitant sb., ACCIDENCE, etc.

1470 G. ASHBY Policy I'rincc 560 Muche more rather to

be obseruance Of crislen lawe we shulde yeve attendance.

'593 NtfHfCMlfi T. 79!), Our Lawes.. allow no rewarde

to theyr temperate obserunnts. 1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage

(1614) 150 Suidas calleth them observants of the Lawe.

2. spec. A member of that branch of the order of

Franciscan friars which observes the strict rule, as

restored at the beginning of the 1 5th cent. ; the

other branch being the Conventuals. Also attrib.

and appos., as Observant Friars, Friars Observants.

1474 CAXTON Chesse in. ii. Evijb, Religyous men as

monkes freres chanons obseruantes. 1502 Prky Purse

E.tp. Eliz. of York (1830! 56 The Fryers Observauntes at

Grenewiche. 1693 tr. Einilianne's Hist. Mimast. Ord.

xvi. 172 They were called Minors of the Observants, a 1746

LBWII in Gutch Call. Cur. II. 196 Frier Forest, one of the

Observant Friers. 1856 FROUOK Hist. Eng. II. 220 The

houses of the Observants at Canterbury and Greenwich.,

were repressed. 1889 Athenxum 2y June 820/3 The Ob-

servant Order was. .suppressed before all the others.

f3. A dutiful or attentive servant or follower;

an obsequious attendant. Obs.

1605 SHAKS. Lear u. ii. 109 Twenty silly-ducking ob-

seruants, That stretch their duties nicely. 1613 PURCHAS

, Pilgrimage (1614) 810 For the Fesliuall of this Game-god,

OBSERVATION.
ihe Merchants, his deuoted and faithfull obseruants, . .

Ixmght a slaue. .to represent that Idol 1617 Janiia Ling.

Ded., Presented by .. your highnesses most humblest

obseruant I. B. P.

Hence Otose'rvantly adv., m an observant man-

ner, attentively, heedfully ; t with dutiful service ;

f Otse'rvantness, the quality of being observant.

,11653 w- GOUGE in Spurgeon Treas. Dav. Ps. cxvi. 6

Read observantly the histories of the Gospel. 1660 r.

BROOKE tr. Le Blanc's Trav. 363 The whole multitude .

observantly return to the Temple. 1727 BAILEY vol. Il r

Obscrvanti'.ess, regardfulness, respectfulness. 1817 I OSTER

in Life * Corr. (1846) I. cvi. 467 He had observantly

traversed the scenes.

f Observa-ntially, adv. Obs. rare. [f.
"ol'ser-

vantial adj. (f. L. observantia observance + -AL)

+ -i.^-.l With careful observance.

1652 GAULE Magastrom. 170 In that regard [he] seems

very observantially to submit not only to stars and planetary

constellations, but to plants, &c.

Observantine (pbzauvantin). . Also 7 -in.

[a. F. Observantin (<ri575 in Godef.\f. OBSERVANT:

see -IXE!.]
= OBSERVANT B. 2.

1646 EARL MONM. tr. Biondts Civil Warns ix. 235 He
built three Monasteries for the Conventual] Friers of Saint

Francis order, and three for the Observances. 1838

PRESCOTT Ferd. tr Is. (1846) II. v. 348 He selected for

this purpose the Observantines of the Franciscan order.

Observantist = OBSERVANT, OBSERVANTINE.
In some recent Diets.

t O-bservate, ///. a. Obs. rare~\ [ad. L.

observat-us, pa. pple. of observare.]
= OBSERVED.

1652 GAULE Magastrom. 103 No appropriate, causate.and

observate experiment.

f O-bservate, v. Obs. rare~ l
. [f. L. observat-,

ppl. stem of oiservare.] trans. = OBSERVE v.

1652 GAULE Magastrom. 187 Whether chiromancy or

palmestry. .may not be accounted for a mistresse in obser-

vating and ominating magick and astrologie ?

f Observa-tical, a. Obs. rare- 1
, [irreg. f. L.

0teraf/-/observation + -ICAI,.] Of or pertaining

to (scientific) observation ;
observational.

1703 T. S. Art's Improv. p. iv, A Compleat Experimental,

and Ohservatical History, will he of great use to Anticipate

the loss of many rare and useful Experiments, Inventions

'Observation (pbzai\v"-Jan).
Also 4 -cioun,

6 -oion. [ad. L.'observation-em, n. of action f.

observare to OBSERVE : cf. F. observation (1200 in

Godef. Comply.] The action of observing ; the

fact observed.

1. The action or practice of observing a law,

covenant, set day, or anything prescribed or fixed ;

practical adherence to a custom, usage, or rule: =

OBSERVANCE:. Const. of,^to. Now rare or Obs.

IS3S Act 27 Hen. I'll/, c. u 10 This present act. . shall

.. binde euery officer .. to thobservacion thereof. 1551

ROBINSON tr. Mores Utof. n. ix. (1895) 279 Diuinations of

vayne superstition, which in other countreys be in greate

obserualion. 1581 MARBECK Bk. ofNotes 254 Affirming that

Circumcision was necessarie & the observation of the Lawe.

1656-7 Burton's Diary (18281 I. 310 An Act for the better

observation of the Lord's day, read the first time. 1782

Hist. Enr. in Ann. Rcr. 11/2 An inviolable observation of

public faith. 1809-10 COLERIOGE Friend (iZ-A) I. 298 1 he

faithful observation of a contract. 1815 MACAULAY Ess.,

Milton P 5 The observation of the Sabbath.

1 2. That which is observed or practised : = OB-

SERVANCE 2. Obs.

i2 WYCLH--AVA. xii. 44(45! Thei kepten the obseruacioun

of their God, and the besinesse of clensmg [obstn'atwiicm

Dei sui & obseniatioiicm expiatimis\. 1540 Act 32 Hen.

VIII c. 26 The laufull rites ceremonies and obseruaclons ot

goddes seruice. 1633 BP. HALL Hard Texts, N. T. 272

Circumcision and the rest of those legal observations. 1656

BRAMHALL Ktflic. vi. 241 To persist in an old observation

when., the end for which the observation was made, calleth

upon us for an alteration, is not obedience but obstinacie.

a 1718 PENN Let. to Young Convicted Wks. 1782 I. 76 Will-

performances and external observations.

t3. Regard, respect, honour; respectful or cour-

teous attention :
= OBSERVANCE 3. Obs.

1644 QUARI.I-S Barnabas ty />'. (1851) 55 A countenance

tliatis revered breeds fear and observation. 1721 SnYPK
Eal. Mem. I. xly. 339 They continued in their loving and

friendly observation of his Majesty.

t*. Observant care, heed : = OBSERVANCE 4. Obs.

1610 SHAKS. Temp. in. iii. 87 So with good life, And ob-

sc-ruation strange, my meaner ministers Their seuerall kindes

haue done. 1672-3 SIR C. LYTTELTON in Hattfn Co:
(Camden) 104, I have at this time more than an ordinary

observation how I behave myself.

5. The action or an act of paying attention,

marking, or noticing ; the fact of being noticed ;

notice, remark ; perception :
= OBSERVANCE 5.

ISS7 N T (Genev.) Luke xvii. 20 The kingdome of God

commeth not with obseruation. 1588 SHAKS. L. L. L. in. i.

28 Jirag. How hast thou purchased ihls experience? boy

Bv my penne of obseruation. 1646 J. HALL Horx Vac. 46

Some lurking vice, which fled ones owne observation, and

had not been hinted by. .friends. 1702 Eng. fheoplirast. 41,

1 made a thousand observations during this short journey,

that fully confirmed me in this Opinion. 179' M|JS-

|>
A"

c .: Rom. Forest i, They were .. in less danger-of ob-

servation. 1863 KINGSI.EY Lett. (.878) II. 16, The first

thing for a boy to learn, after obedience and morality, is

a habit of observation. . .

b. The faculty or habit of observing or taking

notice.

1605 BACON Adv. Learn, n. v. 3 Men of narrow observa-

tion. 1627-77 FELIHAM Resolves i. xxvui. 48 He is thought



OBSERVATION.
one of too prying an observation. 1860 HAWTHORNE Marb.
/'"auti (ed. Tauchn.) II. viii. 92 The statue had life and
observation in it.

c. Inspection of, or attention to, presages or

omens; an act of augury or divination. (^Now
only as in general sense.)
1605 BACON Adv. Learn, n. xi. 2 [Experimental divina-

tion] for the most part is superstitious ; such as were the
heathen observations upon the inspection of sacrifices, the

flight of birds, the swarming of bees. 1620 MKLTOX Astrolog.
i>i The viperpus*generation of Negromancy, which are

Idolatry, Diuinatlon, and "vaine obseruation. 1718 Free-
thinker No. 62? 14 The bare Observation of Omens was not
sufficient : It was likewise necessary to Accept them.

d. Mil. The watching of a fortress, of an enemy's
movements, etc. Army (corps, etc.) of observation ^

a force employed in watching an army of the

enemy, so as to be ready to check their movements.
1836 AMSON Europe (1849-50) V. xxxi. 87. 374 No less

than thirty thousand being in observation or garrison.

fe. Of observation, worthy to be observed;
noteworthy, notable. Obs.
a 1635 NAUNIOX Fragin. Reg. (Arb.) 40 It is of further

observation that my Lord of Essex (after Leicester's decease)
..loved him not in sincerity. 1665 .Sir T. Roe's Voy. /;.

hid. in G. Havers P. delta. I 'alle's Trav. 364 There is one
great and fair Tree growing in that Soil, of special observa-
tion. 1679 LD. FINCH in Bucclench hlSS. (Hist. MSS.
Comm.) I. 330 The case being of great consequence to the

public, and of great observation.

6. The action or an act of observing scientifically;

esp. the careful watching and noting of a phe-
nomenon in regard to its cause or effect, or of

phenomena in regard to their mutual relations,
these being observed as they occur in nature (and so

opposed to experiment] ; also, the record of this.

1559 W. CUNNINGHAM Cosmogr. Glassc 161 What be th',

observations of this neadle, by whiche you aftirme that it

doth not exactlye poynte Northe and Southe? 1605 BACON
Adv. Learn. I. v, 7 Gilbertus our countryman hath made
a philosophy out of the observations of a loadstone. 1665
HOOKE Microgr. Pref. b, The Science of Nature has been

already too long made only a work of the. . Fancy : It is

now high time that it should return to.. Observations. 1695
WOODWARD Nat. Hist. Earth i. i Observations are the

only sure Grounds whereon to build a lasting and sub-
stantial Philosophy. 1704 HEARNE Duct. Hist. (1714) I. 398
Aristotle having requested his Nephew Calisthenes to ..

send him an account of their earliest Observations, it

appear'd . . that they amounted no higher than 1903 Years
before that time. 1816 PLAYFAIR Nat. Phil. II. 261 The
result of these investigations, .agrees nearly with observa-
tion. 1843 MILL Logic in. vii. 41,1856) 1.417 Observation.,
without experiment . . can ascertain sequences and co-

existences, but cannot prove causation. 1860 TVNDALL
Glac. i. xvi. 94, I halted, to check the observations already
made. 1879 THOMSON & TAIT Nat. Phil. I. i. 371
Isothermal Lines, Lines of Equal Dip. .and a host of other
data and phenomena.. are thus deducible from Observation
merely.

b. spec. The taking of the altitude of the sun (or
other heavenly body) by means of an astronomical i

instrument, in order to find the latitude or longi- i

tude ; the result obtained.
To work an observation, to ascertain the latitude pr

'

longitude by means of calculations based on a measurement
of the sun's altitude.

1559 W* CUNNINGHAM Cosmogr. Glasse 136 Longitudes and
Latitudes.. require longe and diligent observation. 1669
STURMV Mariner's Mag. n. 82, I have shewed you how to
take an Observation by the Fore-Staff. The next thing . .

will be to shew you how to wort: your Observation. 1719
DE FOE Crusoe i. ii, I.. learned how to.. take an observa-
tion. 1881 FLOYF.R Unexf-l. Baluchistan 396, I got capital
observations, both of sun for longitude, and Polaris for

latitude.

7. Observed truth or fact ; something learned by
observing; a rule or maxim gathered from ex-

perience. Now rare.
1600 SHAKS. A. Y. L. ii. vii. 41 In his braine. .He hath

strange places cram'd With obseruation, the which he vents
In mangled formes. i6o4E.G[fiiMSTONE]tr. D'Acosta's Hist.
Indies in. iv. 131 The Mariners hold it for a certaine rule

and observation, that within the Tropickes continually raine

Easterly windes. 1719 SWIFT 7V? a. Young Clergyman^
There is one observation, which I never knew to fail.

1793 C. MARSHALL Garden, xviii. (1813) 112 It may prove
an observation of some use, that trees and shrubs raised
from seed grow the largest.

8. An utterance astosoinethingobserved; aremark
in speech or writing in reference to something.
1593 SHAKS. 3 //en. Vlt n. vi. 108 Tut, that's a foolish

obseruation. 1605 BACON Adr. Learn, n. ii. 2 A scattered

history of those actions., with politic discourse and observa-
i

tion thereupon. 1790 PAI.EV Hory Panl. Ropi. i. 8 The
first passage .. upon which a good deal of observation will

j

be founded. 1803 Med. Jrnl. X. 120 The annexed letter
j

contains some Observations on the late Influenza. 1848
DICKENS Dombey ii, Mrs. Chick made this impress! \e <

observation in the drawing-room.

1 9. An object of attention or notice, rare.

1736 BUTLER Anal. n. vii, Insomuch that this one nation
should continue to be the observation and the wonder of all

the world.

10. attrib.j as observation cell, duty, hole, etc. ;

observation-car, an open railway carriage, or

one with glass sides; observation-mine, a mine

(originally) fired from an observing station.
1886 Pall Mall G. 19 Aug. 10/1 'Observation mines* are

31

July 6/5 A revolving observation tower was opened at Great
Yarmouth on Monday. 1898 Westm. Gaz. i Oct. 7/1 The
deceased, .was placed in an observation cell, being visit, d
every quarter of an hour. The door would not be opened
every time, but he would look through the observation place
in the door. //v>/., Through the observation" hole in ihc
door it was impossible to bee the left-hand comer of the cell,

Observational, a. [f. prec. + -AL.]
1. Of or pertaining to observation or taking notice.

1854 Frascrs Mag. L. 344 Means of furthering the educa-
tion of the young, and displaying the observational powers
of the mature. 1885 Brit. Altnanac Coatp. 7 The observa-
tional tact and largeness ofa disciplined imagination and eye.
2. Of or pertaining to scientific observation.

1834 CHALMKRS Bridgfivater Treat, it. ii. II. 191 At the
commencement of this observational process. 1856 J)OVK
Logic C/ir. Faith v. i. 248 We have in astronomic Science
.. the observational element. 1880 Nature XXI. 207
Materials for observational and experimental research.

Hence Observa'tionally adv., by means of ob-
servation.

1893 HUXLKV in U'cstin. Gaz. 29 Dec. 4/3 A profound
distrust of all long chains of deductive reasoning, ..unless
the links could be experimentally or observationally tested.

Observa'tionalism. rare. [f. prec. + -ISM.]
The theory that all knowledge is based on ob-
servation.
1888 CALDERWOOD Lecture Edin. Univ. 24 Oct., Observa.

tionalism .. sought an explanation of existence in the facts

of existence themselves.

Observative l/bzauvativ), a. ff. I,, obscrvat-,

ppl. stem otobservare to OBSERVE + -IVE.]
1. Of or pertaining to observation

; given to ob-

servation, observant, attentive, heedful. Now rare.
1611 STEED Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. xx. 70. 977 Let vs heare

in this point the obseruative Knight. 1649 J. H. Motirn to

Part. Adv. Learn. 37 Observative mindes might have ..

variety of formes whereupon to work. 189* Aincr. Ann.
Dcaf\\\\ 1 1. 167 [She] took an Observative and practical
course at the Illinois Institution.

1 2. Worthyofobservation ; observable. Obs. rare.
1608 TOFSKLL SVr/t'M/.f (1658) 627 IJy the Serpent in holy

Writ, are many Observative significations.

t O'bservator. Obs. Also 6-7 -our. [ad. F.

observateur (1495 in Godef. CompL}, ad. L. ob-

servdtor, agent-n. i.observare toOusKUVK. Earlier

stress obscrpaiou'r, ok$?rvatort observa'tor.]
1. One who observes a law, command, or rule :

= OBSERVER i.

1502 Ord. Crystcn Men (W. de W. 1506) n. Hi. 89 Good it

faythfull crysten people and true obseruatours of the com-
maundementes. ll>id. viii. 107 The observytour of this

commaundement. 1663 GKKBIEK Counsel 61 A constant
observator of the three chief Principles of Building.
2. One who marks, notes, or makes observations.

Formerly a frequent name for a newspaper or

pamphlet, and often applied to the editor or writer.
= OBSERVER 3.

1642 View Print, fik. int. Qbscrvat. 3 Prentices and
Porters are below our Observator. 1682 SIK T. BKOWNK
Chr.Mor.M\.\ loTo thoughtful Observators thewhole World
is a Phylactery. 1708 SWIFT Sacram. Test \Vks. 1755 II. i.

123 The archbishop of Dublin . . whom you tamely suffer to
be abused.. by that paultry rascal of an observator. 1786
A. GIB Sacr. Contentpl. 448 It is quite another sort of world
that the Essayer and his friend the Observator are for.

b. One who * observes' by way of divination :

cf. OBSERVE v. 6 b.

1652 GAULE Magastront. 287 Two genethliacall astrologers,
and so precise observatours as that they calculated the births
of the very brute beasts in their families.

C. One who keeps watch over or looks after

something ; a monitor.
1611 COTGR., Observatcnr, . .an ohseruator, monitor, bill-

keeper, in_Schoo!es. 1658 SIR T. BROWN B Ilydriot. v. 26
The Provincial Guardians, or tutelary observators. 1706
PHILLIPS, Observator^ . .a Monitor in a School.

3. One who makes scientific observations, esp. in

astronomy : = OBSERVER 4.
1664 POWER F..\-p. Philos. in. 166 The Observators

nominated [to make observations in magnetical variation].

1765 WESLEY \Vks. (1872) XIII. 398 Our best observators
could never find the parallax of the sun to be above eleven
seconds. 1776 Court <y City Keg. 164/2 Astronomical
Observator, Rev. N. Maskelyne. 1798 J. HORNSBV Introd.

Bradley s Astron. Observ. i, The office of Astronomical
Observator at the Observatory of Greenwich.
4. One who makes a verbal observation : ~
OBSERVER 5,
1660 JER. TAYLOR Duct. Ditbit. \\. ii. rule 3 26 Which is

well noted by the observator upon the mythologies of
Natalis Comes. 1693 DKYUEN J&PtHai x. (1697) 270 She
may be handsom, yet be Chaste, you say ; Good Observator,
not so fast away.
5. A case or receptacle for the host, serving the

purpose of a monstrance.
1560 Burgh Rec. Peebles (1872) 262 Ane obseruatour of

irne to the ewcharist.

Observato'rial, a. rare~ }

. .[f.
as OBSERVA-

TORY a. + -AL.] Of or belonging to a (scientific)

observer; of the nature of an observatory.
1816 FABER Orig. Pagan Idol. I. H. ii. 355 With respect to

Cader-Idris, ..the gigantic astronomer Idris, whose observ-
atorial chair it is feigned to have been.

Observatory (^bzSuvatari), sb. [Corresponds
to a L. type *observatori-itni, neut. sb. from *ob-

servatorius adj., and to mod.F. observatoirc : cf.

next, and see -ORY.]
1. A building or place set apart for, and furnished

OBSERVE.

with instruments for making, observations ofnatural

phenomena; esp., for astronomical, meteorological,
or magnetic observations.

1676 K\ I.I.YN Diary 10 Sept., Mr. Flamstead the learned

astrologer .. whom his majesty had csiabli^h'd in the new
Observalorie in Greenewich Park. 1795 [see OHSKRVLK 4].

1872 YKATS Hist. Counn. 409 Magnetic observatories
; have been established in England, other parts of Europe,
i and the United States. 1899 // hitakers Aim. 618 Ihe

Hen Nevis Observatory was to have ceased work . . in

Ouober^of this year [1898]. /////. The Magnetic Observa-
tory at Toronto has been abandoned, and the magnets :u
the L'. S. Naval Observatory have been rendered iiMrlci-s by
the electric railways passing near.

2. A position affording an extensive view; a

building erected to command a wide view.
1695 I,i). PRESTON lloeth. iv. 196 He looks about him from

the high Observatory of his Providence. 1809 KKXPAI.I.
Trav. III. Ixxiv. 153 A building called the observatory,
a name by which, .we are. .to understand . .a marine .signal
house.

_
1855 SIXGI.KTOX I'irgil I. 321 Mist-mis i;ives A sign

from his observatory high. 1860 KMI.KSON Cond. L(/i;
Ilchavionr \Vks. il'ohn) II. 383 The birds have. .the ad-
vantage by their wings of a higher observatory.
3. (notice-use.) A place of observation.
i88a STBVENSON Nt";.< A rttl>. _\Vi. (1884) 39 The observatory

,
\\

pas blinded, a wardrobe having been drawn in front of it

i upon the other side. 1886 Kidnapped -296, I could hear
the noise of a window gently thrust up, and knew that my
uncle had come to his observatory.

Obse'rvatory, a. [f. L. otwvator-eni, or

observat-) ppl. stem of observarc to OBSEKVK : see

-onv.] Of or pertaining to scientific observation.
1864 Athenaeum 15 Oct. 493 The system of bar hives, the

very best for observatory purposes. .is ignored. 1884 C. R.
MARKHAM hi Pall Mall G. 20 Aug. 1/2 The observatory
work will be valuable, by supplementing the series taken on
hoard her Majesty's ship Discovery.

t Observa'trix. Obs. rare- 1
. [L. fern, of

| OusERYAToK.] A female observer.

1653 R. SANDERS I'/yswgn. a
ij b. Of which, Physick her

self * like a diligent hand-maid) is a continual ob.-ervatrix.

Observe '^b/.vjv). v. [a. Y. observer (loth c.

, in Ciodcf. Compfc) %
ad. L. observare to watch, look

'

towards, look to, attend to, pay attention to, guard,

keep ;
f. ob- (On- i a) -f serrare- to watch, look at,

; guard, keep.]
I. To attend to in practice ; to keep ;

to follow.

1. trans. To pay practical attention or regard to

(a law, command, custom, psacticc, covenant, set

i time, or anything prescribed or fixed) ;
to adhere

to or abide by in practice :
= KEEP v. \\ .

1390 GOWKR Con/. III. 233 That hot he kinde schal be
served And ek the laue of god observed. 1484 CAXTON

!

Fables ofj$ sop u. i.v, flood Children ought to obserue and
kepe euer the comaundements of theyr good parents. 1526
TINDALE Matt, xxiii. 3 Whatsoever they byd you observe,
that observe and do. 1613 PUKCIIAS Pilgrimage 11614) 709
They .. obser\e Circumcision. 1781 J. MOORE 7Y<?7< Sec.

i

It. (1790) II. Ixii. 222, I shall observe your prohibition not
to refer you to any medical book. 1884 A. R. PKNXIXGTOX
ll'icli/lx. 298 They declared that neither faith nor promise
was to be observed to the detriment of the Catholic Church.

b. To adhere to, follow (a method, rule, or

! principle of action).
a 1548 HAI.L Chron., Ifan. VII 4 So that . . he observyng

the regyment that amongest the people was devysed could
. .avoyde the . . malyce of the sweate. i669.SiURMV Mariner's

Mag. iv. 189 If you will seriously observe these short Direc-
tions ... you shall never have your Expectation deceived.

1733 liEBKEUiv Th. I 'isitw 38 Wks. 1871 1. 387 In consider-

ing the Theory of Vision, I observed a certain known
method. 1739 C. IABKLYR Sfort Ace. Piers Westm. Br. 60
A Precaution, which good Engineers often observe in the

Foundation of Ramparts. 1870 JFVONS Klein. Logic xv. 129
I n ordinary writing and speaking this rule is seldom observed.

2. To hold or keep to, to follow (a manner of

life or conduct, a habit) ;
to continue to hold, main-

tain, retain (a quality, state, or condition) : =
KEEP v. 23.
c 1386 CHAUCER Pars. T. 7 873 Th'ise maner of wommen

bat obseruen chaastitee most be dene in herte. 1497 l"Ji'.

AI.COCK Mons Perfect. C iij.True religyous men obseruynge

thej-r obedyence. 1513 MOKE Rich. Ill (188.;) i Urigette,

whiche.. professed and obserued a religious life in Dertforde.

1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 540 A care to observe

humanitie and pietie. 1716 ADDISON 1-reeholder No. 18

P 4 The present government, .will so far observe this kind
of Conduct, as to reduce [etc.]. 1843 LEFEVKE Life Trav.

J'/iys. II. n. vii. 260 The people observe a dead silence.

1853 J. H. NKWMAN Hist. S&. (1873) II. i. iii. 134 Othman
observed the life of a Turcoman, till he became a conqueror.

f b. To follow the practice, be in the habit,
* use

*

(to do something). Obs.

1641 HINUE y. Bnten xxix. 90 Against S. Andrews day ..

I observed (saith he) many yearcs together, to invite two or

three, .preachers. 1743 Land. $ Country Brtw. iv. (ed. 2)

271 Another who used to brew his strong Drink by only
one Mashing,, .observed to thrust down a good Handful
of fresh Hops just over the Tapwhips.
3. To celebrate duly, to solemnize in the pre-

scribed way (a religious rite, ceremony, fast, festival,

etc.) : KEEP v. 12.

1526 TINOALE Gal. iv. 10 Ye observe the dayes and

monethes and tymes and yeares. 1590 SHAKS. Mids. N. iv.

i. 189 No doubt they rose vp early, to obserue 1'he right of

May. 1611 BIBLE Exod. xii. 17 Ye shall obserue the feast

of unleavened bread, 1613 PUKCHAS Pftgrimagt (1614) 348

The day wherein he overthrew Seleucus, was solemnely
observed every yeare amongst them. 1770

LANGHORNE

Pl*tarck(i*i$ I. i2r/i A chariot race at Vcii. .vaionerved



OBSERVE
as usual. 1833 R. CHOATE Addresses (1878) 16 A score of
Indian tribes .observed the rites of that bloody and horrible

Paganism which formed their only religion. Mod. Christinas
is now observed in Scotland much more than formerly.

II. f4. To treat with attention or regard. Obs.

t a. gen. To show regard for, respect, defer to.

Obs. rare.
c 1386 CHAUCER Prioress' T. 179 This Prouost dooth the

lewes for to sterue That of this mordre wiste. . He nolde no
swich cursednesse obserue, Vuele shal he haue but yuele
wol deserue.

fb. To show respectful or courteous attention to

(a person) ;
to treat with ceremonious respect or

reverence ;
to worship, honour ; to court ; to

humour, gratify. Obs.

1599 DAY IKS Astrea xvi, No spirit
but takes thee for her

queen. And thinks she must observe thee. 1601 SHAKS.
Jni. C. iv. iii. 45 Must I obserue you ? Must I stand
and crouch Vnder your Testie Humour? 1613 PURCHAS
Pilgrimage 11614) 821 They which dwell on this River
observe an Idoll of great note. 1754 RICHARDSON Grandison
VIJ. xix. 107 Clementina loves to be punctiliously observed.

III. To attend to with the mind
;
to mark ; to

perceive.

1 5. To give heed to (a point) ; to take care that

something be done, or to do something. Obs.

i$a6 Pilgr. Perf. (\V. de W. 1531) 8 Foure thynges be
necessary to be vnderstande & obserued of all them that
entendeth to trauayle the same, a 1548 HALL Chron., Hen.
VII 4 One poynte diligently, .is to be observed and attended,
that he never put. .fopte

out of y* bed. 1611 BIBLE Deut.\\.

25 It shall be our righteousnes, if we obserue to doe all

these Commandements. 1703 Rules Civility 41 You must
.. observe to take a worse Seat than his Lordship. 1707
FCNNELL l

f
oy. 164 Observe that you come not too near the

Cape. 1793 SMI-:.\TON Edystone L. 97, I took off. .the most
remarkable points,, .observing to have one at each end .. of
each step.

6. To regard with attention; to watch; fto
watch over, look after (ofa.\

1567 i ;n<1e -v Gillie /;. (S. T. S. i 98 The wickit dois obserue
|

the Innocent, To selk to slay him with cruell intent. 1601
SHAKS. All's \Vell\\. 1.46 Say to him I Hue, and obserue his

reports for me. 1685 BAXTER Paraphr. N. 7'., Acts xv. 36 I

Converted Souls and planted Churches, must be further
!

visile* 1

, observed and watered. 1717 tr. Frczier's Voy. 65,
'

I observ'd them attentively . . and did not . . see one smiling
Countenance among them. 1861 M. PATTISOS Ess. (1889) I.

36 Edward .. requires his ambassador to observe the young
prince, and to inform himself of his character and disposition.
1884 Punch 5 Apr. 160/2, 1 fancy I was being

'

observed
', as !

they say on the Stage.
b. spec. To regard with attention by way of

augury or divination; to inspect for purposes of
divination ; to watch or take note of (presages or

omens), \j.ob$e)~vare or servare avluui, sidera, inotus

stellarum, etc. : cf. OBSERVATION 5 c.

c 1391 CHAUCER Astral, n. 4 The assendent . . is a thing
which J>at thise Astrologiens gretly obseruen. 1513 MORE

'

Rich. Ill (1883) 49 Yet hath it [the stumbling of one's
,

horse] ben, of an olde rite and custome, obserued as a token
..notably foregoing some great misfortune. 1611 BIBLE i

Lez 1
. xix. 26 Neither shall ye vse inchantment, nor obserue

!

times. 1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 675 Which are great
Witches, and observe entrals of sacrificed Beastes.

I7_i8
Free-thinker No. 62 F 13 As for the Occasions, upon which I

the Ancients had Recourse to Presages .. it was judged i

requisite to observe Them, more especially, in Entring upon
any Undertaking.

C. Mil. To watch (a fortress, the enemy's move-
ments, etc.) ; also absol. or intr.

[1611 BIBLE 2 Sam. xi. 16 When Joab observed the city.l

1799 FLOYD in Owen Mr,], ll'eilesley's Desp. (1877) 122, I
'

was observing, with three regiments of cavalry, between the
!

right flank of Colonel Wellesley and the left of General
j

Harris. 1813 Examiner 3 May 274/2 The fortress.. is. .

observed by some parties of Cossacks. 1836 ALISON Europe
(1849-50) V. xxvii. 78. 67 Froelich, with six thousand men,

j

observed Coni. 1853 STOCQUELER Mil. Encycl. s. v., To ob-
\

serve the motions ofan enemy is to keep a good look out by
means of intenigent and steady spies or scouts.

d. absol. or intr. To make observations.

1604 SHAKS. Oth. in. iii. 240 Set on thy wife to obserue.

1760-7* H. P>ROOKE FoolofQital. ;i8o9> III. 138 You have
seen and observed upon many courts of late. 1791 BUKKI-:
To Member Nat. A ssemhly Wks. V 1 . 32 He has not observed
on the nature of vanity who does not know that it is om-
nivorous.

1 7. trans. To watch for in order to take advan-

tage of (a proper time, an opportunity). Obs.
1540 i ELYOT Image GOT. 17 Obseruing the tyme, he by

little and little withdrewe hym into suche places. Ibid. 92
Good diligence in obseruing the oportunity of tyme in

sowyng & planting. 1560 DAUS tr. Sletdane's Comm. 109
The byshop. .for this cause made the league, observing the
occasion of tyme. a 1641 SIR W. MONSON Naval Tracts v.

(1704) 467/2 They must observe the Spring-Tides to come
over the Barr.

8. To take notice of, to be conscious of seeing
(a thing or fact) ; to notice, remark, perceive, see.

1560 DAUS tr. Sleidane's Comm. 285 The Sunne loked pale
and dimme, . . And this was not observed in Germany only,
but also in Fraunce and England. 1634 SIR T. HERBEKT
Trav. 223 King Henry., observing simplicitie in the

Messengers delivery. 1736 BUTLER Anal. i. ii. Wks. 1874
I. 35 This every one observes to be the general course of
things. 1775 SHERIDAN Rivals n. i, I observe you have got
an odd kind of a new method of swearing. 1793 COWPER
Let. 6 Sept., Hearing the hall-clock, I observed a great dif-

ference between that and ours. 1833-6 J. EAGLES Sketcher

(1856) 200, I am not, observe, here saying one is preferable
to another.
*bso1, 1605 BACON Adv. Learn, n. x. 4 If men will intend

32

to observe, they shall find much worthy to observe. 1783
BLAIR Rhet. x. I. 200 We remark, in the way of atten-

tion, in order to remember; we observe, in the way of

examination, in order to judge.
f b. To pay attention to (a person, i. e. to what

lie says) ; 10 mark. Obs.

1775 SHERIDAN Rivals i. ii, Mrs. Mai. Observe me, Sir

Anthony. I would by no means wish a daughter of mine to
be a progeny of learning. .

9. To take notice of scientifically; esp. to examine

(phenomena) as they are presented to the senses,
without the aid of experiment ; to perceive or
learn by scientific inspection. (Cf. OBSERVATION 6.)
1559 W. CUNNINGHAM Cosmogr. Glasse 162, I can with my

..Qufldrant, obserue the height of the sonne, and sterre,
vntill that he come to the meridian. 1605 BACON Adv. Learn.
n. x. 5 As for. .impostumations,..they ought to have lieen

exactly observed by multitude of anatomies. 1669 STURM v
Mariner's Mag. in. 126 You must observe with your Instru-
ment the Angle CBA, and measure the Distance. 1704
HEARNE /?<:/. //;>/. (1714)!. 398 The Chaldaeans . . said they
had begun to observe the Stars 470000 years before Alex-
ander's Expedition thither. 1849^!.\CAULAY Hist. Eng. iii.

1. 372 The Marquess of Worcester had recently observed
the expansive power of moisture rarefied by heat. 1871
B. STEWART Heat 63 Adding this to the height of the
barometer which was observed at the same moment.
absol. 1879 THOMSON & TAIT Nat. Phil. I. i. 369 When,

as in astronomy, we endeavour to ascertain these causes by
simply watching their effects, we observe; when, as in our
laboratories, we interfere arbitrarily with the causes or cir-

cumstances of a phenomenon, we are said to experiment.
b. spec. To make an observation (see OBSERVA-

TION
1

6 b) in order to determine the altitude of

(the sun or other heavenly body), to ascertain (the
latitude or longitude), etc.

;
also absol. or intr.

[1559: see 9.] 1627 CAPT. SMITH Seaman's Gram. ix. 42
Obserue the height, that is, at twelue a clocke to take the

height of the Sunne. 1669 STURMY Mariner's Mag. 11. 78
The Mariner's Cross-Staff. . by which we observe the Celestial

Lights. 1761 DUNN in Phil. Trans. LI I. 185 In taking
altitudes, I always observe, when the sun, or other celestial

body, is as near the prime vertical, or east and west azimuth,
as possible. 1854 BARTLETT Mex. Boundary I. xvi. 373
Lieutenant Whipple observed here, and found the latitude

to be 32^oS
/

43
//

, longitude 109^ 24/33".

IV. 10. To say by way of remark
j

to remark
or mention in speech or writing.
1605 BACON Adv. Learn, n. xxv. 24 Your Majesty doth

excellently well observe, that witchcraft is the height of

idolatry. 1646 J. HALL Horx Vac. 172 Tis handsomely
observed, that the maine of other Religions never gained by
Christianity. 1709 ATTKKBURY Serm. Luke x. 32 in Serin.

(1726) II. 243 His Compassion and Benignity towards little

Children is observ'd by all the Kvangelists. 1716 ADDISON
Free-holder No. 22 F 2 My Fellow-Traveller, upon this,
observed to me, there had been no good Weather since the
Revolution. 1833 HT. MARTINEAU Charmed Sea i. 3

' You
will not cross the testy sea to-night ', observed one of the

peasants. 1839 'Y\\\Ri.\\'\i.L Greece \\. Hi. 319 The king, .ob-
served that on a fine theme it was no hard task to speak well.

b. absol.) or intr. with on or upon : To make a
remark or observation, to comment (on).

1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 120 Scaliger thus oh.
serveth concerning the lewish yeare. The lewes (saith he)
use [etc.]. 1665 SIR T. HERBERT Treat'. (1677)23 Not only the
surface buttheinward bowels of the Earth (as Sir Fran. Bacon
observes). 1717 Col. Rec. Pennsylv.\\\.y) It was moved tliat

they should be read, for the members of Council to observe

upon them. 1827 R. H. FROUDE Kent. (1838) I. 453, I w ill

make my meals as simple as I can, without being observed on.

1883 SIR N. LINDLKV in Law Rep. n Queen's Bench Div.

527 These matters I thought it necessary to observe upon.

^[11. catachr. To keep, preserve ; to retain. Obs.
c 1420 Pallad. on Husb. iv. 332 Summen .. With water

mynge vryne observed longe. 1577 HASMEK Anc. Eccl.

Hist, 71 The fatherly affection of Rome, which .. your
bishop not onely obserued but augmented. 1596 DALRYMIM.K
tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. n. 131 Thir armes we knawe evir his

eftircumeris to haue obseruet.

Hence Observed (-OMvd), ///..; Obse'rvedly

(-t'dli) adv.) notably.
1602 SHAKS. Ham. in. i. 162 The glasse of Fashion, and the

mould of Forme, Th* obseru'd of all Obseruers. ifiig CHAP-
MAN Odyss, vi. 112 Up to coach then goes Th

1

observed maid.

1669 STURMY Mariner's Mag. iv. 157 When the Dead Lati-
tude differs from the Observed Latitude. 1860 TVSDALL
Glac. Pref., To refer the observed phenomena to their

physical causes. 1891 C. C. CUE in Relig. fy Life ii. 52
Science, and observedly the science of geology, has freed us.

Obse'rve, sb. [f. OBSERVE v.}

f 1. OBSERVATION 5, 6, 7. Obs.

1686 GOAD Celest. Bodies \. iv. 14 Some that shoot without

aim, may abandon these Observes for superstitions. 1830
GALT Laivrie T. in. i. (1840) 145 The Squire, and I, could
scale the river, and make observes.

2. A verbal observation, a remark. Sc.

1711 Countrey-Man's Lett, to Cwrat 77 The observe of
a certain Politician, that mundtts regitnr a stultis holding
generally true. 1738 W. WILSON Def. Ref. Princ. Ch. Scot.

(1769) I. 34, I shall first offer a few observes concerning the

Church. 1886 STEVENSON Kidnapped xii. no 'And that's

a good observe, David
1

, said Alan. 1893 CROCKETT Stickit

Minister 73 A most uncalled for observe.

Observer (^bzaMvai). Also 6 -ar, 7 -or. [f.

OBSERVE v. + -ER*. Cf. OF. observeur ^Godef. in

sense i).]
1. One who observes or keeps a law, rule, custom,

practice, method, or anything prescribed or fixed.

1555 EDEN Decades 258 A diligente obseruer of his accus-

tomed religion. 1660 R. COKE Power fy Subj. 256 A devout
observer of the government, rites, and ceremonies of the

Church of England. 17*1 G. ROUSSILLON tr. I'ertot's Rev.

OBSESS.

Portug, 84 Suppos'dto be aconceal'd observer of the Jewish
law. 1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa (1811) II. xxxiii. 241,! am
such an observer of method, that I can go [etc.]. 1880
WALLACE Ben-Hnr iv. xv, They were .. rigorous observers
of the Law as found in the books of Moses.

t 2. One who shows respect, deference, or dutiful

attention ; an obsequious follower. Obs.
1601 SIR W. CORNWALLIS Disc. Seneca (1631) 38 The soul

cherished and observed, recompenseth her observer. 1613
CHAPMAN Rev. Bussy jyAmbois iv. Hij, His iust contempt
of testers, Parasites, Seruile obseruers. 1633 MASSINGEK
Guardian i. ii, You are my gracious patroness and sup-
portress, And I your poor observer.

3. One who watches, marks, or takes notice.

(A frequent title of newspapers.)
1581 MULCASTER Positions xxxix. (1887) 214 His observer,

whom he [Plato] alloweth to go abroad to see fashions, 1601
SHAKS. J-ul. C. i. ii. 202 He is a great Obseruer, and he
lookes Quite through the Deeds of men. 1772 PRIESTLEY
Inst. Relig. (1782)!. 24 This is the conclusion of a superficial
observer. 1860 TVNDALL Glac. i. xx. 140 This completes the

glorious circuit within the observer's view. 1866 WHIPPLE
Character 258 Hawthorne is one of those true observers who
concentrate in observation every power of their minds.

b. One who observes presages or omens : see

OBSERVE V. 6 b.

1588 PAKKK tr. Mcndoza's Hist. China 348 They were
great Agorismers or obseruers of times . . if they . . meete with
a Cayman or lyzarde. they know it to be a signe of euill

fortune. 1611 BIBLE Dent, xviii. 10 An obseruer of times,
oran inchanter, or a witch. 1698 FKVFR Ace. E. India <y P.

193 Strict Observers of Omens.
4. One who observes phenomena scientifically ;

one who makes observations in a particular science
;

sometimes the official title of the person in charge
of an observatory.
1795 Proc. Beard of Longitude 6 June n note. The ..

Astronomical Observer at the new Observatory, founded by
the Trustees of the Radcliffe money. 1805 Mfd. Jrnl.
XIV. 563 It has been, and is still my intention. .to confine
the present survey to original observers of the disease. 1859
DARWIN Orig. Spec. ii. (1873) 46, I have .. consulted some
sagacious and experienced observers. 1871 B. STEWART
Heat (ed. 2) 40 Dilatations obtained after this method
by different observers. 1891 Diet. Nat. Bicg. XXVII. 373
Immediately on his [Hornsby's] appointment in 1772 as the
first Radcliffe Observer [at Oxford], he laid the foundation-
stone of the present observatory.
5. One who makes a verbal observation or remark.

1724 SWIFT Drapiers Lett. Wks. 1755 Y. n, 03 The maxim
of common observers, that those who meddle in matters out

of their calling, will have reason to repent.

Hence ObseTvership, the office or position of

Observer.

1839 T. B. MOZLEY Lett. 3 Apr. (1885) oo Johnson of

Magdalen Hall is standing for the place of Radcliffe Ob-
server, vacant by Rigaud's death.. any one can stand for

the Observership, whereas it must be an M.A. for the other

\sc. the Professorship],

t Obse-rvicer. Obs. rare 1
. [A hybrid form

mixing up observer and service ^\
= OBSERVER 2.

1625 SHIRLKY Love-tricks \\\. v, I am your humble obser-

vict:r, and wish you all cumulations of prosperity.

Observing (j*bz5uvirj), vbl. sb. [f. OBSERVED.
+ -IXG!.] The action of the vb. OBSERVE; ob-

servance ;
observation.

1526 Pllgr. Perf. (W. de W. 1531) 55!), The vse and

obseruynge of the x commaundementes. 1613 PURCHAS

Pilgrimage (1614) 12 The swiftnesse of the heavens wheele,
which even in the moment of observing is past observing.

1719 DK FOE Crusoe \\. iv, I leave <)lcrvin^, and return to

the story. 1887 Athengewn 12 Mar. 356/1 An amateur

beginner in astronomical observing.
attrib. 1884 Pail Mall G. 27 May n/t The person in

charge of the observing station.

Observing (<5bz3Mvii)),///. a. [-ING^.]
1. That observes or takes notice; quick to notice,

observant ; engaged in scientific observation.

i6a8 tr. Camden's Hist. Eliz. IV. (i688> 654 If any Credit

may be given to. .the more observing men. 1704 J. TKAI-I-

Abra-Muli II. i. 447 Her Beauty could not
'scape

tb'

observing Kyes Of some. 1898 Daily Ntius 15 Feb. 8/4,

I do not believe that a single member of the whole obsen in.:;

party ever doubted the possibility . . of a cloudy day.

f b. Note-taking. Obs.
c 17*) HEABNE in U'ootts Life (1848) App. Hi. 337 Mr.
Wood was afterwards expell'd the common room, and hU

company avoyded as an observing person. 1775 SHERIDAN
Rivals i. ii, She has a most observing thumb ; and . .cherishes

her nails for the convenience of making marginal notes.

f2. Compliant, obsequious. Obs.

1606 SHAKS. Tr. <fr Cr. n. iii. 137 [They] vnder write in an

obseruing kinde His humorous predominance.
Hence Obse'rvingly adv., in an observing man-

ner, observantly.
1599 SHAKS. Hen. V, iv. i. 5 There is some soule of good-

nesse in things euill, Would men obseruingly distill it out.

1818 KK. A. "KEMIILE in Kcc. Girlhood (1878) I. viii. 222, I

have seen and heard observingly. 1889 A. E. I!AKR Feet o/

Clay xii. 233 His father listened patiently and observingly.

Obse-rvist. nonce-ivd.
[f.

OBSKRYE v. + -IST.]

One who makes observation his business.

1817 CARLYLE Germ. Kmn. II. 13 He is no mere observist

and compiler.

Obsess O'bse's), v. Also 6 erron. obcess.

[f.
L. o/>stss-, ppl. stem of obsidire to sit at or

opposite to, sit down before, besiege, occupy,

possess, f. oh- (OB- I a, b) + sedcre to sit. Cf. obs.

. obsessei- (i6th c. in Godef.).
The word appears to have become obsolete early in iSthc.,

and to have been revived in 191)1 : cf. OBSESSION.)



OBSESS

1 1. trans. To sit down before (a fortress, the

enemy) ; to besiege, invest. Obs.

1503 in Ellis Orig. Lett. er. i. I. 53 Parties so to be

besegied, troubled, or obsessed by the said Turke. 1534
WHITINTON Tullyes Offic*:s\\. (1540) 97 These that be besyeged
or obcessed of their encniyes. 1647 WHARTOX fit-Hum 1lybern.
VVks. (1683) 254 The People of that Country shall be obsessed,
or besieged, they shall not dare to go out of their Towns.
2. Of an evil spirit: To beset, assail, or harass

(a person); to haunt; to move or actuate from
without.

1540-1 ELYOT fmage Gov, 54 b, I omyt to speake of the
confession of clyuels, which. .were cast out of people, which
were obsessed. 1616 BULLOKAR Eng, Expos, s. v. ( A man is

said to beobsestj whenaneuill spirit followeth him, troubling
him at diuers times and seeking opportunity to enter into
him. 1718 Br. HUTCIHNSON Witchcraft 70 The Spirits
obsess, haunt and dog them. 1827-45 SIR H. TAYLOR Isaac
Cownenus n. iv, Which saint is most powerful for freeing
the demoniacs? Exonisf. That is. .according as they are
obsessed or possessed.
3. transf. To beset, assail, or harass like a be-

sieging force or an evil spirit ; in modern use esp. \

to haunt and trouble as a ' fixed idea '.

1531 ELVOT Gffu. IT. iv, Where maiestie approcheth to

excesse, and the mynde is obsessed with inordinat glorie,

1648 Petit. East. Assoc. 28 You are . . Army-piniond and
obsessed with Sectaries. 1885 F. W. H. MYERS in Fortn.
Rev. XXXVIII. 643 The subject ..felt the

hypnotiser's
will obsessing him. 1894 Speaker 28 Apr. 480/2 The extent
to which political problems are obsessing men's minds.

1899 HOWF.LLS in Literature 3 June 578 The spirit of war
seems to have obsessed our periodical literature.

Hence Obsessed (-se'st) ppl.a.\ Obse-ssing vbL
sb. and ppL a.

1623 COCKERAM, Obtest, one possess! with a spirit. 1665
NEEDHAM Med. Medicinx 409 To the obsessing and dis-

tressing of those two most noble Vital Instruments of the

Body. 1845 G. OLIVER Coll. Biog. Soc. Jesus 75 His fame
for dispossessing obsessed persons becoming notorious.

tObse'SS, sb. Obs. rare- 1

, [f. prec. vb., or
L. type *obsessu$.'\ An investment, siege, blockade.
1694 MOTTKUX Rabelais v. 250 Obsesses [f. obsidian},

Storms and Fights Sanguinolent.

Obsession
(^biejao). [ad. L. obsession-em^

n. of action f. obsidere to OBSESS : cf. F. obsession

(1690 in Hatz.-Darm.\]
fl. The action of besieging ; investment, siege.
1513 MORE Richard III in Hall Chron. (1809) 408 They

which were in the castelL.sent also to the Earle of Riche-
monde to advertise hym of their sodeine obsession. 1638
PENKETHMAN Artach. K iv b, Famine, occasioned through
the Enemies obsession, or strict siege.

2. The hostile action of the devil or an evil spirit

besetting any one; actuation by the devil or an
evil spirit from without

;
the fact of being thus

beset or actuated. r
1605 B. JONSON I

7
olpone v. xii, Graue fathers, he is pos-

sest ...nay if there be possession, And obsession, he has
both. 0:1641 Bp. MOUNTAGU Acts ff Man. (1642) 190 To
give them up to the power of Satan, to possesse, and really
inhabite them, or by obsession to move, actuate and enspire
them. 1696 AUBREY Misc. 156 Her fits and obsessions seem '

to be greater, for she Scrieches in a most Hellish tone. 1871
TYLOR Prim. Cult, II. 113 These cases belong rather to
obsession than possession, the spirits not actually inhabiting
the bodies, but hanging or hovering about them.
3. transf. The action of any influence, notion, or

'fixed idea', which persistently assails or vexes,

esp, so as to discompose the mind.
1680 R. L/ESTRANGE Mem. Lib. Press # Pulpit 27 Never

was any Nation .. under such an Obsession [printed
Ab-J of Credulity and Blindness. 1852 Erasers ftlag.
XLV. 248 Beset. .by foreign, by back-stairs, and domestic
influences, by obsessions at home and abroad. 1893 H.
CRACKAXTHORPE Wreckage gg The thought of death began
to haunt him till it became a constant obsession.

Hence Obsessional #., of or pertaining to obses-
sion or to a siege ; obsidional.

1857 National Mag. II. 304 Pieces of obsessional, or

siege money issued by private individuals.

tObse'SSOr. Obs. rare- 1
, [a. L. obsessor,

agent-n. from obsidere to OBSESS.] A haunting
or familiar spirit.

165* GAL'LE Magastroni. 179 How many magicianSj ..

have had their.. obsessors, their consiliaries, and auxiliaries.

t Obsi'bilate, v. Obs. rare~. [f. ppl. stem
of L, obsibilare, f. ob- (On-) + sibilare to hiss,

whistle.] (See quoO Hence t Obsibila*tion.
1656 BLOUNTGV0.M0^.j0&Yrtte,tomake a whistling noise,

as Trees .stirred with winds. 1658 PHILLIPS, Obniilation, a
hissing against.

t Obsi'de, v. Obs. rare. [ad. L. obside-re : see

OBSESS.] trans. To beset, invest, surround, en-

compass. So f (Vbsident a. [ad. L. obsident-em

pr. pple.], investing, encompassing.
1695 BAYNARD in Phil. Trans. XIX. 19 Though the

proper Coats of the Veins and Arteries seem to be indolent in

themselves, yet those thin Membranes which obside them are
most exquisite of Sense. 1706 in Sir J. Floyer Hot $ Cold
Bath. n. 313 The degrees of heat pressing on, or obsiding
the Body. 1644 DIGBY Nat. Bodies xv\. (1658) 178 Fire, .is

so
easily overcome by any obsident body when it is dilated.

Obsidian Qfttti'd&n). A/in. [In current form
ad. erron. L. obsidian-its

^
in edd. of Pliny for ob-

sidnus
;
so called from its resemblance to a stone

found in Ethiopia by one Obsius (erron. Obsidius].
In F. obsidiane, -enne (1752 in Diet. Trevoux).
The erroneous Obsidiits, obsidiattus

t
occur in the earliest
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printed edd. of Pliny ; but Ofisius, obsianus, came down
through the mediaeval writers on Natural History.]
A dark-coloured vitreous lava or volcanic rock,

of varying composition, resembling common bottle-

glass ; volcanic glass.
U398TREVISA Barth. De P. R. xvi. xcix. (MS. Bodl. If. 184/2},

pe :-.tone oslanus is irekned amonge glas, and bis is somtyme
grene somtyme blacke S: clere & Drijt, 1601 HOLLAND Pliny
II. 598 There maybe ranged among the kinds of glasses,
those which they call Obsidiana, for that they carry some
resemblance of that stone, which one Obsidius found in

/Kthyppin, 1661 LOVELL Hist. Aniin. <y Min. 79 The
Obsidian us [represents] a Shaddow. i75otr. Lconardus'Mirr.
Stones 216 Obsius, or Obsianus, is of a black transparent
Colour in the Likeness of Glass.] 1796 KIKWAX Elan. Min.
(ed. 2) I. 264 Obsidian .. Is found in Hungary, inhering in

gneiss, and disintegrated granite. 1811 PIXKERTON Pctral.
II. 310 Black or blue obsidian. 1837 W. IRVING Capt.
Bonncvillc II. 197 Their weapons were bows and arrows;
the latter tipped with obsidian. 1868 DANA Min. (ed. 5) 359
Any lava will become glassy, and thus make obsidian, by
rapid cooling. 1885-94 K._ BRIDGES Eros $ Psyche Jan. ix,
A pyx. .of dark obsidian's rarest green.

b. Also obsidian stone (lapis Obsi(di awns').
[1601 HOLLAND Pliny II. 629 As touching the stone Obsi-

dianus, I liaue written sufficiently.] 1656 BI.OUXT (Mossogr.,
Obsidian Stone, a precious stone, mentioned in Pliny. 1686
PLOT Staffbrdsh. 126 The Obsidian stone. 1715 tr. Paiui-
rollits

1 Rerum Mem. I. i. iii. 10 Obsidian Stones are black,
but very .shining, a 1822 SHELLEY Pr. Wks. (iSSo) III 72
A remarkable figure of Sleep as a winged child, .sleeping
on its great half unfolded wing of black obsidian stone.

C. altrib. and Comb.
1796 KIRWAX Elem. Min. (ed. 2) I. 352 Obsidian Porphyry.

Black, or greyish black. 1861 TYLOR AnaJntac iv. 97
Obsidian -headed arrows. 1863 BARING-GOULD Iceland 213
It is an obsidian mpuntain, it looks like a mountain uf
broken glass bottles. 1872 Athcnceum 21 Dec. 813/1 Obsi-
dian knives, and flakes, .reminding one of the Mexican
examples in the British Museum. Ibid., The so-called flint

flakes of Marathon are, in reality, obsidian flakes.

tObsi'dion. Obs. rare. [a. OF. obsidion

(i4th c. in Godef.), ad. L. obsidian-em siege, f.

obsidere : see OBSESS v.] Siege ; state of being
besieged.
ci45o ftlironr Saluacioun 2578 At the last fadere of

mercycs. . Pitly beheld the disese of oure obsidionne.

Obsidional (bsi'dional), a. [ad, L. obsi-

dional-is, f. obsidian-em siege : see prec. Cf. F.
obsidional (\^ti\ c. in Godef.).]
1. Of or pertaining to a siege; esp. in obsidional

frown (coronet^ garland, ivreatJi}^ tr. L. corona

obsidionaliS) a wreath of grass or weeds conferred

as a mark of honour upon a Roman general who
raised a siege. Obsidional coins, coins struck in

a besieged city to supply the want of current coins.

1542 UDALL F.rasm. Apoph. 255 Corona obsidionalis, a
garlande obsidionall. 1546 LANGLEY Pol. I't'rg. dc Invent.
n. xi. 55 b, Obsidionall croune y l was worne of him that
deliuered a citee besieged & was made of Grasse. 1601
HOLLAND Pliny I. 117 Scipio syrnamed /Emilianus, was
honoured with an Obsidionall Coronet in Africk. .for sauing
three cohorts besieged. 1741 MIDDLETON Cicero II. xii. 577
An Obsidional Crown; which though made onely of the
common grass, . .was esteemed the noblest reward of military
glory. 1809 Q. Rev. I. 127 The obsidional coinage of
Charles the first. 1884 H. FRITH tr. DaryCs Pub. Life Eng,
43 The idea of sending obsidional letters by balloons.

2. fig. a. Besetting, obsidious. b. nonce-use. Apt
to bore people by staying too long.
1826 SCOTT Jrnl, 3 Apr., My dear Chief, whom I love

very much, though a little obsidional or so, remains till

three. 1879 H'or/tZ 26 Nov. 12/1 The obsidional disease of

suspicion which great public sufferings are apt to develop.

Obsidioiiary '

'

-ARY.] =
prec. i.

as prec. +
suspicion which great public sunermgs are apt

Obsidionary (/bsi-dionari), a. [f.

1885 W. CHAFFERS in JV. <$ Q. 6th Ser. XI, 94 These
obsidionary Ormond coins may be called scarce.

ObsidlOUS C(?bsi-di3s), a. rare. [f. L. obsidi-

wn siege (f. obsidere : see OBSESS v.) + -ous.]

Besieging ; besetting.
1615 T. ADAMS Myst. Bedlam Wks. 1861 I. 261 It is safe

from all obsidious or insidious oppugnations, from the reach
of fraud or violence. 1900 Daily Chron. 3 Oct. 3/2 The
struggle of the heroine ..against her own sex-imposed,
obsidious desire to comply, to yield.

t Obsi-gillate, v. Obs. rare-*, [f. L. Ob- (Ou-)
-f late L. sigillare to seal ; after L. obsignare : see

next.] trans. To seal up. So f Obsigilla'tion.
1623 COCKERAM, Obsigillate, to hide, or scale. 1658

PHILLIPS, Obsi^illation^ a sealing up.

t Obsi'gn, v. [ad. L. obsigndre to seal up, f. ob-

(OB- i c) +sigtiare to mark, seal, SIGN.] = next.

1554 BRADFORD Wks. (Parker SocJ I. 395 The sacrament
of his body and blood, whereby he doth . - give and obsign
unto us himself wholly. 1658 J. ROBINSON Eitdoxa. v. 36
No spiritual! transaction, though obsigned with a Religious
Oath. 1670 BAXTER Cure Ch.-Diz>. 51 The Sacramental

obsigning and investing sign.

t Obsi'gnate, v. Obs. [f. ppl. stem of L.

obsigndre : see prec.] trans. To seal ; to mark
as with a seal ; to ratify or confirm formally, as

by sealing.
1653 R. SANDERS Physiogn. 275 Moles, with which nature

hath obsignated the parts of the body. (11677 BARROW
Exf. Decal. Wks. 1831 VII. 44 Keeping the Sabbath did

obsignata the covenant made with the children of Israel.

Obsignation (^bsign^'-Jan). Now rare. [ad.
L. obsignation-em^ n. of action from obsignare*. see

DESIGN
v.~\

The action of sealing.

OBSOLESCENT.
1, Formal ratification or confirmation of :

thing, as by sealing.
a 1568 COVI.RDALK Carrying of Christ's Cross x. Wks. II.

267 This is a sacrament, ..in this ., we receive of God
obsignation and full certificate of Christ's body broken for
our sins, and his blood shed for our iniquities. 1633 Br.
HALL Hard Texts, .V. T. 102 His subscription to, and
obsignation of his divine Truth. 1691 NORRIS Pract. Disc.
162 That Obsignation. .\vh reby the Spirit it self is said to
bear Witness with our Spirit. 1859 Sat. AY?'. 305/2 This
obsignation can . .only be understood by adepts and experts
in M. Comte's cerebral theory.

t 2. The action of sealing up ; a fastening or

restraining as with a seal. Obs. rare.

1653 (STAKES rind. Annot. Jcr. 161 The word of

obsignation or sealing n/>, hath .. a manifest notion of
restraint. 1679 HARBY Key Script, ii. 35 The Book was
sealed in a Figure ; not that there was any evident obsigna-
tion upon, or great obscurity in, the sacred Oracles.

Obsignatory Q7bsi*gnat3ri)f a. Now rare.

[f.
L. obsigndtor a sealer, or obsignat-^ ppl. stem of

obsignare to OBSKJN-: see -ORY.] Having the
i function of, or pertaining to, obsignation; ratifying
or confirming as with a seal.

1630 S. WARD in Usshers Lett. (1686^ 438 Most of our
I Jivmes do make . . all Sacraments to be meerly Obsignatory
Signs. 1693 R. FLFMING Disc. Earthquakes 121 No Con-
templation can -peak the Power of that Evidence . . when
in an obsignatory way this is given unto the Soul. 1890

! Guardian 26 Mar. 512 What may be called the '

obsigna-
, tory

'

view of sacramental operation.
Hence Obsi g-natorily adv.

1630 W. BEDELL in Usshers Led. fi6S6) 445 If you will
aver that Baptism washes away otherwise than sacrament-
ally, that is. oDsignatorily original Sin.

t'Obsi'St, v- Obs. [ad. L, obsist-trt to stand

against, f. ob- (On- i b) -t- sistcre to stand : cf. OF.
obsister (i-jth c. in Godef.).] trans. To stand

against, oppose, resist.

1432-50 ir. Hidden (Rolls') VII. 177 The kynge. .callede. .

Siwardus erle of Northumbrelonde, to obsiste Godewinus
the erle. .71548 HALL Chron., Hen. I "//, i To ohsist the
first likely rmschkfe he sent [ctc.J. 1632 I. L. ll'oniens

Rights 327 Sutors come euerte day, who can obsist them?
So t Obsi'stent [ad. L. obsistent-em pr. pple.],

something that resists; in quot., an antidote.

1657 TOMLINSON" Renotis Disp. 641 Precious-stones, and
many more obsistents to poyson.

f O'bsited,/#.///*. Obs, rare* 1
, [f. L. obsit-us^

pa. pple. of obsercre to set with, cover with 'f. ob-

(Ofi- i c) + serfre to set) + -ED 1
.] Covered thickly

as if sprinkled with something ; studded, beset.

1657 TOMLINSON Rerious Disp. 457 Two horns . . obsited

with many tubercles.

Obsolesce (^bs*?le*s), v. rare~ ]

. [ad. L. ob-

I solescere to grow old, decay, fall into disuse, in-

choative form of *obsolcre, f. ob~ (OB- 1 b) -f solcre to

be accustomed, to use.] intr. To be obsolescent;
to grow obsolete ; to fall into disuse.

1873 F. HALL Mod. Eng. vii. 266 Intermediate between
the English which I have been treating of, and English of
recent emergence, stands that which is obsolescing.

Obsolescence (pbs^Ie'sSna). [f. as OBSOLES-
CENT : see -ENCE.]
1. The process of gradually falling into disuse or

growing out of date; the becoming obsolete.
a 1828 CROMBIE is cited m Webster. 1869 M. PATTISON

Tntrod. Popes Ess. Man 16 The same process ofobsolescence
is gradually affecting, .parts of Pope's poems. 1891 LOUNS-
DURY Stud. Chaucer III. vii. no He recognized the obso-

lescence of his language, if not its obsoleteness.

2. Biol. The gradual disappearance or atrophy
of an organ or part, esp. in the history of a species,
and as a consequence of disuse.

1852 DANA Crust. IL 1024 By the obsolescence of the

articulation b and the last segment becoming obsolete.

1876 BRISTOWE Th. % Pract. Med. (1878! 460 An occasional

sequela of the obsolescence of scattered miliary tubercles.

1883 G. ALLEN in Kno7.uledge 20 July 33/2 All parts which
are seldom or never exercised tend to atrophy or obsolescence.

b. Nearly complete effacement of a mark, spot,

etc., e. g. on the wing of an insect.

1877 COUES ALLEN N. Amtr. Rod. 291 The black spot
at the tip of the ear varies greatly in extent in different

specimens, in some being reduced almost to obsolescence.

Obsolescent (^bs^le-sent), a. [ad. L. obsoK-

scent-em
t pr.pple. of obsolesccre : see OBSOLESCE z>.}

1. Becoming obsolete ; going out of use or date.

1755 JOHNSON s. v. Hereout, All the words compounded of

h-:re and a preposition, except hereafter, are obsolete, or

obsolescent. 1863 KIRK C/ias. Bold II. 8c The stronghold
of obsolescent opinions and decaying sects. 1880 PLUWPTRE
Cffmnt. Luke 381 'They were instant'. The adjective is

almost passing into the list of obsolescent words. 1894 Jos.
WRIGHT Appeal Eng. Dial. Diet. 3 In another generation
the obsolescent will have become obsolete.

2. Biol. Gradually disappearing; imperfectly or

slightly developed ; said of an organ, structure, or

mark, which was formerly, in the life of the in-

dividual or the species, or is still in cognate species,

fully developed or well-marked.

1846 DANA Zooph. iv. (18481 80 The Echinopores arc other

examples of prominent polyps, and obsolescent striae to the

coralla. 1879 G. ALLEN Colour Sense iii. 26 The Law of

Parsimony, whereby all unnecessary organs becomegradually
obsolescent. 189* Syd. Soc. Lex. t Obsolescent, .. applied
to such a thing as a tubercle in the lung which is shrinking

and becoming the seat of calcareous infiltration. 1897
5
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AllbutfsSyst. Med. II. u The fibroid patches, .are a form
of what is called retrograde or obsolescent tubercles.

Hence Obsole scently adv. (cf. 2 above).

1846 DANA Zooph. (1848) 320 Polyps obsolescently tenta-

culate.

Obsolete (ftattA), a. (sb.} Also 6-7 -let.

[ad. L. obsolet-us grown old, worn out, pa.pple. of

obsolescere^ or rather its primitive *obsolere '. see

OBSOLKSCE. So mod.F. obsolete (Littre).]

1. That is no longer practised or used ; fallen

into disuse
;
of a discarded type or fashion ; dis-

used, out of date.

1579 E. K. in Spenser s Sheph. Cal. Ep. Ded., Such olde

and obsolete wordes are most vsed of country folke. 1598
KARCKLEY Felic. Man (1631) 635 A faithfull friend is hard
to be found ; the bare name onely remaineth ; the thing
is obsolet and growne out of use. 1663 Flagellnm^ or
0. Cromwell 1672) 158 Though many pretty stories shall

happily be told of this obsolete Princess, 1780 HARRIS
Philol. Enq. (1841) 391 Of things obsolete, the names be-

came obsolete also, a 1847 MRS. SHERWOOD Lady ofMatter
1. ix. 366 Two female servants, whose prim and obsolete

appearance were perfectly consistent with the venerable

aspect of tlie place of their habitation. 1875 Si u BBS Const.
Hist. II. xvii. 521 Another ancient impost was now becom-

ing obsolete. 1884 H. ARNOLD FORSTER in Pall Mall G.

14 Aug. 2/1 On the Pacific station .. we have one obsolete

ironclad, the Swiflsurf.
2. \Vorn out

;
effaced through wearing down,

atrophy, or degeneration.
1832 G. DOWNES Lett. Cant. Countries I. 351 The so-called

Tomb of Nero. It is embellished with carving, and bears
a nearly obsolete inscription. 1843 SIR T. WATSON Lect.

Phys, Ivi. (L.), A puckering of the surface indicates that

beneath it there is probably a shrunken or obsolete vomica.

1851 GOSSE Nat. in Jamaica 51 After a while, the cliff

becomes gradually obsolete, and the beach of coral sand

reappears. 1897 AllbutfsSyst. Med, II. 34 Cases of obsolete
tubercle found in cancer, .examined post-mortem.
3. Biol. Indistinct; not clearly or sharply marked;

very imperfectly developed, hardly perceptible.

Usually implying the absence or rudimentary de-

velopment of a characterjvhich is distinct in other

individuals, or in allied species.
1760 J. LEE Introd, Bot. n. xxxiii. (1765) i6oCarthainus,

v ithan obsoletecrown to the seeds. 1785 MAKTYN Rousseau's
Bot. xxvii. (1794) 418 The middle lube obsolete or so small
as to be obscure. 1807 J. E. SMITH Phys. Bot. 377 Dorstenia,
with its obsolete flowers, devoid of all beauty. 1826 KIRBY
& SP. Entomol. IV. 293 O&s0fefe)

..wheo a spot, tubercle,

punctum, &c. is scarcely discoverable. . . This term is often

employed where one sex, kindred species, or genera, want,
or nearly so, a character which is conspicuous in the other

sex, or in the species or genus to which they are most closely
allied. 1864 F. O. MORRIS .Vests $ Eggs Brit. Birds I. 69

They [eggs of Long-tailed Tit] are sometimes entirely white,
or with the spots almost obsolete.

B. absol. or sb. One who or that which is out

"of date or has fallen into disuse.

1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa (1811) II. 17 We bandied it

about among twenty of us as an obsolete. 1885 PallMall G.

13 Oct. 4/2 Seniority is the rule of all the services . . which
fills the army with martinets, the navy with tubs, . . the State

generally with the amiable obsoletes. 1900 Daily Express
28 June 4/4 Bringing out Obsoletes [the war-ships Sultan,

Dreadnought, and Superb].

Obsolete (fbs^lJl), v. Now rare. [f.
OBSOLETE

a. t or f. L. obsolet-, ppl. stern of *obsolere, obsolescere :

see OBSOLESCE.] trans. To render or account

obsolete; to discard, or practise no longer, as

being out of date; to disuse.

1640 in Rushw. Hist. Coll. in. 11692) I, 133 But when Re-
ligion is innovated, . . our modern Laws already obsoleted

[etc.]. 1718 J. CHAMBERLAYNE Relig. Pkilos. Ded., We
are not to be justified in obsoleting so many of our Words
and Phrases. 1873 F. HALL Mod, Kng, vii. 261 note, And here
I may mention sennight, for

' week
', only recently obsoleted.

Hence O'bsoleted ///. a.
; O'bsoleting vbl. sb.

1657 W. HonCS Cocna quasi Koti'Tj Def. ii. 41 Fettering
themselves with an oath . . to the disparagement and obso-

leting of the Scriptures. 1680 BOLRON Papist's Oath Secrecy
in Select.fr. Harl. Misc. (1793) 452 The care of gaining souls
became . . obsoleted.

Obsoletely (^bs^lftli), adv. [f.
OBSOLETE a.

+ -LY-.] In an obsolete manner or degree.
1810 Encycl. Lond. I. 683/1 Calycled andromeda .. leaves

oval, scaly-dotted, obsoletely serrulate. 1845 LINDLEY Sch.
Bot. vi. (1858)27 Stem obsoletely angular. 1867 C. J. BOVI.R
Far Aivay xv. 180 The obsoletely famous representation of
'Rocket time at Vauxhall*. 1889 B. NICHOLSON in Athe~
n&um 27 July 139/3 Words obsolete or obsoletely spelled.

Obsoleteness (p-bs^l/'tnes). [f. as prec. +

-NESS.] The state or condition of being obsolete.

1613 JACKSON Oreed n. xv. 6 The decay of Dialects, ob-
soletenesse of phrase, .might breed some difiicuhie vnto
posteritie. 1756 JOHNSON Propos. Print. Shaks. Wks. 1787
IX. 233 The reader is therefore embarrassed at once with
dead and with foreign languages, with obsoleteness and in-

novation. 1884 SKELEYin Contemp. Rev. Oct. 505 We are
startled at the obsoleteness of the opinions he expresses.

Obsoletion (^bstflrfan). rare. [f. L. obsolet-us

OBSOLETE : see -rox.] The action of becoming or

condition of being obsolete.

1804 MITFORD Inquiry 140 Words and phrases . . verging
..toward obsoletion. Ibid. 170 Provincial dialects, still

spoken, tho now fast going into obsoletion. 1817 KEATS

Lett^.
Wks. 1889 III. 98 Lamentation on the obsoletion of

Christmas gambols and pastimes.

Obsoletism (fb&yiftiz'm). [f. OBSOLETE a.

(or its L. source) + -ISM.]
1. An obsolete term, phrase, custom, or the like.

1799 G. E. GRIFFITHS in Robberds Mem. W. Taylor I. 198
Neither defying by bold neologisms, nor offending by taste-

less obsoletisms. 1873 F. HALL Mod, ng, vii. 276 In these
..obsoletisms. .is comprised everything, , .at all savouring,
as to language, of any days but our own.
2. The condition of being obsolete; obsoleteness.

1824 New Monthly Mag. XII. 222 The former editions

presented a great drawback upon the reader's pleasure in

the old orthography, and the obsoletism of many of the

expressions. 1852 E. V. RIPPINGILLE (title) Obsoletism in

Art, a Reply to Ru.skin in his defence of Pre-Raphaelitism.
1873 C. W. BARDSLEV Eng. Surnames 408 note, Our Author-
ized Version still preserves the '

meteyard
'

from obsoletism.

Obsolute, Obsolution, Obsolve, obs. erron.

ff. ABSOLUTE, ABSOLUTION, ABSOLVE.

f Obsona-tion. Obs. rare~. [ad. L. obsona-

tidn-em catering, n. of action f. obsonare: see next.]
A feasting (Cockeram, 1623).

t O'bsonator. Obs. rare. Also ops-, [a.
L. obsonator, agent-n. f. obsonare to cater, purvey,
treat, feast, f. L. obsoniitm (ops-) t

a. Or. tywviov

provisions, viands.] A caterer or manciple.
[1582 in Fowler Hist, C. C. C. (O. U. S.) 452 note, This John

Middleton occurs ., as Obsonator or Manciple, 1582.] 1656
B LOUNT Glossogr., Opsonator, a buyer or purveyor of meats.

tObSO'rb, v. Obs. rare 1
, [nd. L. obsorbcre

(poetical) to sup or drink up, gulp down, f. ob~

(OB- i c) + sorbere to suck in.] trans. To absorb.

1684 T. BURNET The. Earth n. 224 The earth and all its

dependances are obsorpt into a mass of fire.

Obso'rbeut, a. and sb. rare. [ad. L. obsorbeni-

etti, pr. pple. of obsorbcre : see prec.] a. adj. Im-

bibing, absorbent, b. sb. An absorbing substance.

1747 tr. Astrucs Fevers 303 To these cordials may be
added obsorbents.

t Obsorption. Obs. rare. [n. of action f.

L. obsorbere, obsorpt- : see OB.SORB.] Swallowing
up ; absorption.
c 1600 XORDEN Spec. Brit., Cornwall (1728! 3 The Rockes

. . bad they bene of a more earthy or tender substance coulde
not have so long prevented Cornwalls utter obsorptipn.
Ibid. 42 Manie deuises they vse to preuent the obsorption
of the churche [by drifting sand]. [Printed obsorpation in
both cases.] 1693 Phil. Trans. XVII. 801 There would
succeed other Emanations and Regenerations, and other

succeeding Destructions and Obsorptions.

Obstacle -ybstakT), sb. Forms: 4-5 ost-,

obstakil, -kyl, -kele, 5-6 -kell, 6 -cul, 4- ob-
stacle. [a. OF. obstacle^ earlier esfac/e, ostancle

(i3th c. in Godef.), ad. L. Qbstdcul-wn^ f. obstare

to withstand, resist.]
1. Something that stands in the way and obstructs

progress; a hindrance, impediment, obstruction.
a 1340 HAMPOLE Psalter xvii. 32, I sail ouerpasse be wall

bat is obstakil of synn. c 1386 CHAUCER FrankL T. 572 And
whan he knew J>at ther was noon obstacle. 1434 MISYX
Mend. Life 107 Violence he doys to all his lettars, & all

ostakyls he byrstis to-yidyr. 1489 CAXTON Faytes of A. i.

xxiii. 72 Maken an obstakell that on the baksyde they be
not enuahysshed. Ibid. n. xiv. 118 They made hourdeys
or obstacles full thykke of thornes. 1538 STAHKEY England
n. i. 148 Seyng that matrymony ys the only or chefe mean
polytyke..we must, .study to take away al obstaculys and
lettys wych we fynd therto. 1691 T. H[ALE] Ace. New
Invent, p. c, The Obstacle the course of the Tide meets
with by London-bridge. 1709 STEKLE Tatler No. 55 P i

He should remove the Obstacle which prevented the Use
of his Sight. 1845 DARWIN Voy. Nat. vii. 11870) 131 The
great table-land presents an obstacle to the migration of

species. i86oTvNDALL(7/*zc. i. vii. 52 A glacier . . when released
from one opposing obstacle will be checked by another.

f 2. Resistance, opposition, objection : in phr. to

make obstacle^ to offer opposition. Obs.

c 1400 MAUSDEV. (1839) xxi. 226 Whan the Chane saghe
that thei made non obstacle to performen his conimandement
thanne he thoughte wel that he myghte trusten in hem.

1489 Barbours Bruce xvi. 260 (Edin. MS.) Throw ail the

land planly thai raid, Thai fand nane that thaim obstakill

maid. 1632 LITHGOW Trai>. in. 126 The French men making
obstacle to pay that which I had giuen.
3. Comb, t

as obstacle-race, a race in which
natural or artificial impediments have to be sur-

mounted ; also transf.
1869 Sporting Life 17 Mar. 4/2 Among the races on the

[Thames Club] programme was one of a character en tirelynew
to the athletic world, viz. an ' Obstacle Race '. [Mr. Walter

Rye (late Hon. Sec. Lond. Athl. C.) informs us that this was
the occasion of the introduction of the term, he having then
invented it.] 1875 ClifIonian. (Cl. Coll. Mag.) IV. 74 Ob-
stacle Race, . .This race was two lengths, over two and under
one obstacle placed across the bath. 1888 H. POTTINGF.R in

Fortn. Rev. Jan. 03 For some time he [the elkj becomes

engaged in aterrible obstacle-race and makes little progress.

Hence O'bstacle a. {Obs. except dial*) t obstinate,

stubborn; f O'bstacleness, obstinacy.
1536 // 'ill of S. Hujubell (Somerset Ho.), Yf they or any

of them be obstakell & roune away. 1548 UDALL, etc.

Erasni. Par. Mark ix. 63 b, O faythlesse nacion . .Howe
long shall I..striue with youre vnfaythfull obstaclenesse?

1591 SHAKS. i Hen. /'/, v. iv. 17 Fye lone, that thou wilt

be so obstacle.

O'bstacle, >. rare. [a.obs.F.0Af/<w/*-r(i6th c.

and in Cotgr.), f. obstacle sb.] a. trans. To place
obstacles or difficulties in the way of. b. intr.

(Alilit.} To erect obstacles to impede the progress
of the enemy. Hence O'bstacling vbl. sb.

1656 S. H. Goht. Law 18 Let not the passions of. .love or

hate obstacle ingenious judgement. Ibid. 64 Solomon also

opprest the People so,, .as it obstacled his son Rehoboams

Daily News 30 Aug. 3/5 The day for

obstacling has also been changed, .to give the men [engineers]

Kinging.
obstaclingnas also been changed, .to give the men [engine
a change from pick and shovel work. 1889 ELLEN V. TALBOT
Diary cf Ann Page in l-'oier (N. Y.) 24 Oct., Alack ! that
our pleasant friendship., should have been so soon obstacled.

tObsta'CulouSjrt. Obs.rare. [i.L.obslacul-um
OBSTACLE + -uus.J Of the nature ot an obstacle.
a 1643 ). SHUTE Judgnt. $ Mercy v. (1645^ 105 Though

many things obstaculous to them ly,e in the way, and
confront them, and be impediments to them. 1657" W.
Homo Cofiia quasi (coirij Def. xxi. 213 They stand ob-
staculous in their way, who stand not for Presbytery.

Obstain^e, obs. erroneous forms of ABSTAIN.

tO'bstance. Obs. rare-'1, [a. F. obstance

(i5th c. in Godef.) resistance, opposition, ad. L.

obstantia : see next and -AKCE.] prop. Opposition,
resistance ; but in quot. used erron. for 'substance*.
c 1340 HAMPOLE Prose Tr. 18 pe obstance of bis felynge

lyes in j?e lufe of Ihesu whilke es fedde and lyghtenede by
swilke maner of sanges.

t O'bstancy. Obs. rare 1
, [ad. L. obstantia y

in med. L. 'juridical opposition
'

(Du Cange), f.

obstant-em: see next and -ANCY.] Opposing quality
or effect.

1609 B. JONSON Sil. Worn. v. Hi, After marriage it is of
no obstancie.

t O'bstant, <z. Obs. [ad.L.o&AJ/-w,pr.pple.
of obstare to stand against, f. ob- (Ob- i b) + stare

to stand.] Standing against; resisting, opposing.
1513 DOUGLAS sEneis xn. ix. 99 That nother scheild nor

obstant plait of steyll This cativis breist hes helpit neulr
a deill. /; 1592 GREENE Selinnis Prol., Like a sea or high
resurging floud, All obstant lets, downe with his fury fling.

1623 COCKERAM, Obstant, resisting.

Hence fO'bstantly adv., resistingly.
1562 in Strype Ann. Ref. (1709) I. xxx. 302 If any person . .

be thereof lawfully convicted . . and will obstantly ^tand in

the same.

Obstetric (p bste-trik)i, a. [ad. mod. L. ob-

stetric-uS) for L. obstetrtci-ns, f. obstetrix^ -trie-em

midwife. Association with words having the suffix

-ic has led to the formation of such derivatives

as obstetrical, obstetrist, etc.] Of or pertaining
to a midwife or accoucheur, or to midwifery as a

branch of medical practice.
1742 POPE Duncioti iv. 394 There all the Learn'd shall at

the labour stand, And Douglas lend his soft, obstetric hand.
c 1750 SHESSTONE To the Virtuosi vii, Tis you protect their

pregnant hour ;.. Exerting your obstetric pow'r. 1793 K-
RAWLINS (title) A Dissertation on the Structure of the

Obstetric Forcep?. 1799 Med. Jrnl, II. 453 The obstetric

art .. began to emerge from its barbarity during the sixteenth

century. i86a BURTON /?Xr. Hunter (1863 1260 Paul of./gina,
the father of obstetric surgery. 1878 T. BRYANT Pract.

Surg: I. 607 In obstetric works cases are. recorded.

Obstetrical bsle*trikI), a.
[f.

as prec. +

-AL.] prec. Obstetrical toad, the nurse-frog,

Alytes obstetricans (Century Diet. 1891).
1775 in ASH. 1776 PENNANT Zool. III. 17 They spawn

like frogs; but what is singular, the male affords the female
obstetrical aid [etc.]. 1855 RAMSUOTHAM Obstetr. Med. 2

Peculiarities, which, in an obstetrical point of view, as well

as anatomically, are worthy of consideration. Ibid. 13 Of
much interest 10 the obstetrical student. 1876 BKISIOWE
Th. <y Pract. Med. (1878) 373 In surgical and obstetrical

practice, f
Jig. 1822 BYRON Let. to Scott 4 May, Mr. Murray has
several things of mine in his obstetrical hands.

Hence Obste'trically adv.

1759 STERNE Tr. Shandy II. xi, Art thou aware, that. .a

daughter of Lucina is put obstetrically over thy head ?

tObste'tricate, v. Obs.
[f. ppl. stem of L.

obstetricare^ f. obstctrlc-em midwife ]

1. intr. To act as midwife ;
to aid in child-

birth. Also _/?.
1623 COCKERAM, Obstetricate, to play the Midwife. 1652

SANCROFT Mod. Policies^ Colasterion. Tis pitty that such a

Sacred thing should be , made to obstetricate to rebellious

irregular designes. 1664 EVELYN Syi'va 53 Some advise us
to break the shells of Pines to facilitate their delivery, and
I have essay'd it; but to my loss; Nature does obstetricate,
and do that office of her self when it is the best season. 1809
Edin. Rev. XIII. 458 Russia. .will probably, .obstetricate

at the birth of those affiliated kingdoms that are to be

extracted from the bowels of the Austrian monarchy.
2. trans. To bring to the birth; to help the

delivery of. Chiefly^.
1651 in Hartlifts Legacy (1655) 237 Though you were not

the parent of this husbandry, yet you were the hand that

did obstetricate and give it birth which else bad been

strangled in a private hand. 1655 GURNALL Chr. in Ann.
(1669) 405/2 Prayer hath had the name of old for its

excellent usefulness to obstetricate mercies. 1671 True

Nonconf. 261 He.. neither needetha Set-form, to obstetrical

his expression, nor therein confineth himself to it.

t Obstetrica'tioil. Obs. rare. [n. of action

from prec.] The action or office of a midwife or

accoucheur ; delivery.

de!

law. 1644 L ..

an uncouth posture, .till, .hee shall be by an helpfullobstetri-

cation drawn forth into the larger prison of the world.

TObste'tricatory, a. Obs. rare. [f.
as OB-

STETRICATE v. : see -ORY.] Of or pertaining to

the office of a midwife.

1640 I. DYKE Worthy Comnmn. To Rdr., Which . . made
me.. afford my obstetricatory assistance to this Posthumous
Infant.



.
OBSTETRICIAN.

Obstetrician (^bstetrrjarO. [f.
L. ohstetrlcia

midwifery + -AN.] One skilled in obstetrics or

midwifery; an accoucheur.
1828 in WEBSTER citing filed. Repos. i8z8 M. RYAN Man.

Midivif. p. v, It may be necessary to say a few words

apologetic, for my adoption of the word obstetrician. 1879
CassclFs Tcchn. Kihtc. IV. 119/1 Obstetricians may oppose
it, but I believe pur patients themselves will force the use of
it on the profession.

t Obstetri cions, a. Obs. [f. L. obstetrici-tis

pertaining to a midwife + -ousj Of or pertaining
to a midwife

;
= OBSTETRIC.

c 1645 HOWKLL Lett. III. ix, He doth the obstetritious

Office of a Midwife. 1678 CUDWORTH Intell. Syst. i. v. 6>3
Yet is all humane teachiug but maieutical or obstetrictous.

a 1688 hitmut. Afvr. iv. i. (1731) 137 An Aporetical and
Obstetricious Method.

Obstetrico graphy. rare.
[f.

OBSTKTBIC f

-(O)GRAPHY.] The scientific description of mid-

wifery.
1828 M. RYAN Man. Midu-tf. 104 The next part of

obstetricography, I have named gene,seo!ogy.

Obste'trics. [In form* p'- of OBSTETRIC:
see -1C

2.] The branch of medical practice which
deals with parturition, and its antecedents and

sequels ; the practice of midwifery ; obstetric art.

1819 Pantologifij Obstetrics, the doctrines or practice of

midwifery. ..Employed in a larger signification than mid-

wifery in its usual sense. 1872 F. G. THOMAS Dis, Women
34 In the Talmud are found evidences of a great deal of

knowledge concerning the Cssarean .section and other

subjects in obstetrics.

Obste'tricy. rare. [ad. L. obsleti'icia mid-

wifery.] Midwifery; the practice of obstetrics.

1841 M. RYAN (title) Illustrations to Obstetricy and Mid-
wifery. 1857 Tait's Mag. XXIV. 161 Has chloroform at

operations at even those common ones of dentistry and
obstetricy . . not completely silenced the

'

hypnotists' ?

Obste'trist. rare 1

, [irreg. f. OBSTETRIC +

-IBT,for*^tf/*/i*lJ/.] An obstetrician oraccoucheur.
18. . R. BARNES Dis. II 'omen xxxvi. (Cent.), The same con-

summate obstetnst .. insisted upon the rule, now generally
adopted, of not removing the placenta if it in any degree
adhere. 1892 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

I] Obstetrix (^bsteHriks). rare 1
. [L. ob-

stetrix, -stitrix, -trJcem, midwife, f. obstare, or

obsisttre, ppl. stem obstit-^ to stand or place oneself

in front of or opposite to, f. ob- (On- i a,b) + stare,

sistcre to stand.] A midwife.

1839 I. TAYLOR Anc. Chr. I. 73 The report of the obstetrix.
a 1885 I>p. HANSINCTON in Life xix. (1887) 322 A dash of the
obstetrix would be exceedingly useful. . . could not a little

[experience] be gained before coming out?

Obstina-cious, a. rare~ l
. [irreg. f. next +

-ous.] Of an obstinate nature.

1830 GALT Lawric T. n. v. (1849) 55, 1 have myself obstina-
cious objections.

Obstinacy (p'bstinasiV [ad. med.L. 0x/rffcF/24

(Du Cange), f. obstinat-us OBSTINATE: see -ACY.]
1. The quality or condition of being obstinate;

inflexibility of temper or purpose ; pertinacity,

obduracy, stubbornness
; persistency. Rarely in

neutral or good sense.

1390 OOWEK Con/. II. 117 He hath with him Obstinacie.
c 1491 Chast. Goddcs Chyld. 46 Some haue fallen in to

obstynacy whiche men haue ben so harde of hert that of
malice they will not be repentaunte. 1555 EDKN Decades

19 The cause wherof was . . theyr owne obstinacie and
frowardnes. 1603 KNOLLES Hist. Turks (1638) 23 In this

desperat conflict, fought with wonderful obstinacie of mind,
many fel on both sides- 1643 SIR T. BROWNE Relig. Med. I.

25 Obstinacy in a bad cause, is but constancy in a good.
1769 ROBERTSON Chas. V

t
xr. Wks.-i826 IV. 367 IHe]

adhered to his own opinion with his usual obstinacy. 1872
DARWIN Emotions ix. 238 The habitual and firm closure of
the mouth would thus come to show decision of character;
and decision readily passes into obstinacy.

b. with an and pi. An act or instance of this.

1628 WITHER Brit. Rememh. v. 1788 Their obstinacies,
and in all their sin. 1651 HOBBES Levtath. iv. xlvii. 383
They induce simple men into an obstinacy against the

Laws. 1840 CARLYLK Heroes vi. (1872)60/1 Cromwell's..

Speech, .to his third Parliament, in similar rebuke for their

pedantries and obstinacies.

2. Of a disease : Stubborn or unyielding nature
;

continued resistance to treatment.
1808 Med. Jrnl. XIX. 183 This has been partly owing to

the obstinacy of the disease,

Obstinance (fbstinansX rare. [ad. med.L.
obstinantia (Du Cange) f. obstindnt-em : see OB-
STINANT and -ANCE.] Stubborn or self-willed per-
sistence

; obstinacy.
1431-50 tr. Ift'gden (Rolls') VII. 371 [He] was correcte and

reprovede moche of an holy man, Wilsius by name, for his

obstinaunce or obstinacion. c 1489 Plumfiton, Corr. (Camden)
60 And he will not, I ifltend to shew Ins obstynance to the

King. 1893 C. T. LUSTED Stud., Poets 33 [He] called me
a fool for my obstinance.

O'bstinaucy. rare. [ad. L. obstinantia : see

prec. and -AKCY.] =
prec.

16x4 SIR R. DUDLEY in Fortesc. Papers (Camden) 12 note,
These natures, I double, in time may growe to a bad ob-
stinancie. 1649 A Icoran \ So Such as dispute with obstinancy
against the Faith. 1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa II. xxxiii,
Such a sweetness here, and such an obstinancy there.

t O bstinant. Obs. rare 1
. [ad.L. obstinant-

em, pr. pple. of obstinare (F. obstiner] to persist :

see -ANT.]
= OBSTINATE sb

35

1581 STYWARD Mart. Discifil. n. 137 His speaking..
incraueth the obstinams to fight.

Obstinate Cf bstinA , a. (st>.) [ad. L. obsthidi-

ns determined, stubborn, pa. pple, of obstinare

(derivative form of obstdre} to persist.]
1. Pertinacious or stubborn in adhering to one's

own course; not yielding to argument, persuasion,
or entreaty ; inflexible, headstrong, self-willed.

Rarely in neutral or good sense.
(f 1340 HAMPOI.K Psalter cxlii. 14 pou sail lose be detiyl &

all obstynate men. 1388 WYCLIF Gen. xlix. 7 Cur-ide be the
woodnesse of hem, for it is obstynat. 1463 Bury Wills

(Camden) 24 And he be obslinat or froward I wil he hane
noon of all. c 1510 I!AIU:LAY Mirr. G<i. Manners '

1570) G v,
On obstinate dullardes waste not thy wit and brayne. 1512
Act 4 Hen. K//7, c. 19 Preamble^ Erronyously defendyng
& maynteynyng his seid obstynate opynyons agayne the

unitye of the holye Cliurche. a 1680 I'UTI.KK Ran. (1759)
II, 422 The obstinare Man dues not hold Opinions, but they
hold him. 1717 LADY M. W. MONTAGU Let. to Otess Mar
30 Jan., It yielded, .after an obstinate defence. 1855
MIL.MAN Lat. Chr. (1864) IV. vn. Jv. i^ His obstinate

humility resisted their flattering importunities.
2. Unyielding, stiff, rigid; spec, of a disease, etc.,

not yielding readily to treatment; refractory,
stubborn.

1638 RAWLEV tr. Bacons Life fy Death (16511 7 Hoots,

grown hard and obstinate with age. a i(58z Slit T. HKOWNK
Tracts 115 This may probably destroy that obstinate
disease. 1784 JOHNSON Let. to I\Irs. Thralc 9 Feb., I have
been forced to sit up many nights by an obstinate sleep-
lessness. 1871 NAPHEVS Prc"'. <V Cure Dis. in. xii. 1048 An
obstinate diarrhoea sometimes sets in. 1891 S. C. SCRIVENER
Our Fields fy Cities 1 3 The Nottinghamshire clays obstinate
red clay, good for bricks and oak trees.

f3. Reluctant. Obs. rare.

rti7S4 W. HAMILTON To the Conutcss etc., Sincere and
equal to thy neighbour's fame, How swift to praise, how
obstinate to blame.

B. sb. A stubborn or inflexible person.
1502 Ord. Cryst,-n Men (W. de W. 1506) in. iii. 152

Promptynge correccyon . .unto obstinates and perseuerynge
theyr malyce 1561 T. XOKION Ctilrin's fust. Pref., Out uf
the bosome of these heretikes, rebelles, and obstinates. 1623
T. SCOTT Cod <y the A'/Wf (1633) 6 These obstinates be of
two sorts. .The Dogmaticall obstinates are such as erre in

judgement. 1781 JCSTAMOND Prh\ Life Lewis XI', I. 67
There were, as the Regent called them, some obstinates,
that is to say, persons who could not persuade themselves,
that paper was of greater value than money.
Obstinate (fbstin^t), v. Now rare. [f. L. ob-

stinat-, ppl. stem tfobstindrt*. see prec. and -ATI:-"'.]

trans. To render obstinate
; to cause to persist

stubbornly. Also reft. (
= F. s'obstiner}.

_
c 1420 Chron. I 'Hod. st. 1245 pey ben obstynatyde so meche

in covetyse. 1588 E. AGCAS tr. Disc, fires, l-.st. France 31

Being no great likelihood that the Suitzers woulde obstinate
themselues against such great forces, a, 1603 T. CARTWKIGHT
Confut. Rhent, N. T. (1618) 536 One that hath obstinated
himselfe against the Church. ^1648 Lu. HERBERT //>. VIII
(1683) 133 These Abuses and Grievances. . being published,
Luther became more obstinated. 1864 LOWHLL fireside
Tra?>. 308 If he still obstinates himself, he is finished by
being made to measure one of the marble ////, which look
like rather stoutish babies, and are found to be six feet,

Obstinately ^bstin/tli), adv.
[f. OBSTINATE

a. + -LY ^.] In an obstinate manner
; stubbornly ;

pertinaciously.
1380 WYCLIF IVks. (1880) 376 If bu wilt not bileue

effectualy cristis wordis . . ban j?u wilfully and obstynatly
forsakist crist vttirly. 1555 EDKN Decades 91 Cruell and
seuere to such as obstinatly withstande them. 1684 BOVI.E
Porousn. Anint. fy Solid Bod. vii. 113 The obstinately
adhering Odour. 1697 DRYDEN J 'irg. Georg. iv. 127 Un-
knowing how to fly, And obstinately bent to win or dye.
1744 MITCHELL in Phil. Trans. XLIII. 143 Obstinately
chronical Maladies. 1855 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. xii. III.

207 In a few hours it was known that Londonderry held out
as obstinately as ever. 1875 B. MEADOWS Clitt. Observ. 35
Bowels .. often obstinately confined.

O'bstinateness. [f. as prec, -f -NESS.] The
quality of being obstinate ; obstinacy.
1391 in Foxe A. fy JM. (1596) 434 Whom against y* ob-

stinatenesse of the said William Swmderby, we thought
good to receiue, and did receiue. 1673 KIRKMAN Unlucky
Citizen 228 Being much concerned that so brave a Gentle-
man should be lost by his own obstinateness.

t Obstina'tion. Obs. Also 4-5 -cioun. [a.
F, obstination (i3thc. in Littre),ad. L. obstination-

em determination, resolution, n. of action f. ob-

stinare : see OBSTINATE a.]
= OBSTINACY.

a. 1340 HAMPOLE Psalter xiii. 5, And sithen Jjaim graues in

obstynacioun. c 1440 Jacob's Well 294 Obstynacyoun in

euyl doyng.
_ 1549 Cotnfil. Scot. xvi. 139 Al the insurrectionis

. . hes proceditof the ignorance & obstinatione of the comount
pepil. 1680 HICKKS Spir. Popery 42 The incurable obstina-
lion of the Presbyterian Party in Schism against the Epis-
copal Church, rt i7ii KEN Anodynes Poet. Wks. 1721 III.

401 Yet still with Obstination I, To win the Battle restless

try. 1829 I. TAYLOR Enthus. x. 273 The obstination of the
human mind in adhering to the worse, even when the better
is presented to its choice.

fO'bstined, a. Obs rare 1
, ff. after L.

obstinates or F. obstind, f. L. obstinare : see OB-
STINATE v. and -ED!.] Made obstinate or persistent.
1606 SYLVESTER Du Bartas n. iv. n. Magnificence 1274 You

. Whose spirits, self-obstin'd in old musty Error, Repulse
the Truth.

t O'bstipate, z. Obs. rare. [f. L. obsttpat-^

ppl. stem of L. type *obstipdre, f. ob- (OB- i b) +

sttpare to press together, pack ; see next.] trans.

OBSTRICTION.

To block or slop up ;
to stuff up ; absol* to pro-

duce constipation.
1656 BLOLXT G/ossogr., Obstinate, to stop c1iink>. 1657

K. CARPENTER Astral. 9 An impediment in tlic medium, ;r,

being obstipated. 1702 FUI.LKR PhanmicoptKiti Kxiewps-
ranca (17301 241 A Chartaceous Hydrogala. .edulcorate-,
incrassate^, obstipates.

Obstipation t>bstip^-Jan\ [ad. L. obstipation-
em

^ n. of action f. *obsttpare : sec prt-c.] The
action of blocking or stopping up. In Mcd. : see

quot. 1880.

1597 LOWE Chimrg. (1634) 88 The cure consisteth .. in

purgations, dyet, and bleeding, which may be observed also
in the time of the obstipation. 1658 PHILLIPS, Obstipation^
a stopping up. 1783 Phil. Trans. LXXII I. 237 [They] pro-
duce an ODstlpation, which ends either in an abscess of the
abdomen . . or becomes fatal to the animal. 1880 A. FLINT
Princ. Mcd. (- d. 5) 532 The term obstipation has been
already defined to denote a greater amount of difficulty than
constipation, that is, obstruction of the bowels, either as a
functional disorder or dependent on various lesion--'.

t Obstrepency. Obs. rare ~
.

[f. I,, obstrepent-
em t pr. pple. of obstrepcrc to make a noise against,
shout at : see -KXCV.]
1623 COCKEHAM n, Noyse, Obstrepency,

t Obstre'perate, v. Obs. ran- 1
, [f. L. ob-

streper-us i^see OfiSTKEPEaous) i -ATE^ 7.] intr*

To make a noise or clamour.

1765 STKRXI-; Tr. Shandy VII. x.\ii, Thump thump ob-

streperated the abbe-s .. with the end of her ^oldheaded
cane against the bottom of t!,e calash.

Obstreperous j'bstrc-peros), a. Also 7 os-;

Jiumorows or illiterate, chiefly in sense 2} 8 ab-,

obstrepolous, -ulous, 8-9 obstropalous, -olous,
-ulous, 9 obstreperlous. [f. I,, okstreper-ns
clamorous (f. obstrep-cre to make a noise against,
shout at, oppose noisily or troublesomely] +-ous.]
1. Characterized by great noise or outcry, esp. in

opposition; clamorous, noisy ;
vociferous.

r 1600 Timon i. ii. 11842^ 6 IVoceed'-t tbou still with thy
ostreperous noyse. 1603 B. JONSON Stjanns v. iii, They
(ravens] sate all night, Beating the ayrc with their obstre-

perous beakes. a 1661 FUI.LEK // 'orthics (1840^ II. 211 He
.. was very obstreperous in arguing the case for transub-
stantiation. 1748 SMOM.ETT Rod. Rand. viii. (1804 41,
I heard him very obstropulous in his sleep. 1751 JOHNSON
Rambler No. 89 f n The most careless and obstreperous
merriment. 1856 R. A. VAUGIIAX Mystics 'i86oj II. 51 The
obstreperous rhetoricians will plague me with their bit;

words. 1875 EMICKS.IN Lett, fy Soc. Aiinsv. 131 Obstreperous
roarings of the throat.

2. Resisting control, management, advice, etc.,

in a noisy manner; turbulent or unruly in be-

haviour, esp. in resistance.

1657 [see UBSTREPEROUSNESS]. 1727 Philip Qnarll 105

Fearing she would grow obstrepulous, they each of 'em took
hold of one of her Arms. 1773 GOI..DSM. Stoops to Cong, in,

I'm sure you did not treat Miss Hardcastle .. in this ob-

stropalous manner. 1806 SURR Winter in Land. {ed. 3) III.

5 You have been quite ohstropulous; no getting any food
into your mouth but by force. 1827 SCOTT Diary 2 Oct. in

Lockliart) We dined at Wooler, where an obstreperous horse
retarded us for an hour at least. 1874 HURNAND Aly time i.

4 Generally having my own way . .and becoming remarkably
obstreperous when thwarted. 1881 NOCHI, AFag. Nov. 40
The most obstreperous and unmanageable of all young
merlins.

Obstreperously (<7bstre-peraili), adv. [f.

prec. -f -LY
-.]

In an obstreperous or clamorous
manner ; noisily ;

with loud unruliness.

1615 CROOKE Body ofMan 243 The Penpatetians ob-

streperously deny the Testicles this power of procreation of

seede. 1655 FULLER Ch. Hist. x. ii. 42 The catholics. .at

the two first behaved themselves so obstreperously, that

some of them were forced to be gagged, before they would
be quiet. 1750 JOHNSON Rambler No. 12 P 6 Upon this,

they all laughed so obstreperously, that I took the oppor-
tunity of sneaking off in the tumult. 1809 W. IRVING
Knickerb. ^1861) I. 544 Its vigilant defenders, .were one and
all snoring most obstreperously at their posts.

ObstreperOUSnesS (?bstre-perasnes\ [f. as

prec. + -NESS.] The quality of being obstreperous ;

vociferousness, clamour, noisy behaviour ; now

esp. noisy and unruly resistance to control.

1655 FULLER Ch. Hist. vm. i. 18 Things not being
methodized with Scholasticall Formality, but managed with
tumultuous Obstreperousnesse. 1657 REEVE God's Plea 37
This finding fault with God's actions, is called an obstre-

perousnesse against the Almighty. 1691 WOOD Atk. Oxon.
1 1 . 450 A numerous crowd . . seemed to be hugely taken and
enamour 'd with his obstreporousness and undecent cants.

1865 MRS. WHITNEY Gayivorthys xxxiv. (1879) 33 Comport-
ing herself with the utmost self assertion and obstreperous-
ness.

t Obstri'Ct,///. a. Obs. rare~ l

. [ad.L. obstrict-

us bound, obliged, pa. pple. of obstringere : see OB-

STRTNGE.] Morally bound
;
bounden

; obliged.

1527 St. Papers Hen. 1*111, I. 252 His good brother ; to

whom he recogniseth hym self to be sonioche indebted and
obstricte.

Obstrlction (Vbstri-kjsn). [ad. med.L. obstric-

tion-em obligation (Du Cange), n. of action f.

obstringere : see OBSTRINGK.] The state of being

morally or legally bound ; obligation.

tion. a 1734 NORTH hxain. \\. iv. ii (1740* 237 i ne rnesis

. . by their Conversation, and more by their religious Ob
strictions. influence their Party.
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OBSTBICTIVE.

t Obstructive, <*. Oos.rart- 1
. \l.\s.olstrict-.

ppl. stem of obstringcre : see OBSTRICT and -IVE.]
1642 Anintadv. Ol'servators Notes 4 The same obligation

of lustice and Honour is as strong upon Kings, (and hath
ever beene held more powerful! and obstrictive in them, then

in any state mannaged by a Community).

f Obstri-gillate, v. Ol>s. rare- , [ad. L.

obstrigil/at-, ppl. stem of obstrigillare to hinder,

oppose, derivative of obstringere: see OBSTBIXGE.]
trans. To oppose or resist. Hence t Obstri'gil-

lation, opposition.
1623 COCKERAM \t Qbstrigil&tet tQ resist. Ibid.\\^A resist-

ing-, Obstrigillation, Oppugnation. 1656 in BLOUST.

t Obstri'nge, v. Obs. rare. [ad. L. obstringere^
f. ob- (OB- i c) + slringfre to tie, bind.] trans.

To put under obligation ;
to bind.

1528 Awl'ass. Let. to M'olscy in Strype Eccl. Mem. (1822)
I. ii. App. xxiii. 66 He and the see was and is obstringed and
bound to your Grace. 1660 tr. Amyratdns' Treat, cone.

Kelig. in. vi.453 It was never lookt upon as unjust or strange,
for those who are obstring'd one to another bythose bonds
to partake in the punishment of their Relatives.

Obstropalous, -olous, -ulous, etc., illiterate

variants of OBSTREPEROUS.
Obstruct (f?bstnrkt), v. [f. L. obstruct-, ppl.
stem of obstruere to build against, to block up,
f. ob- (Os- i b) + stniere to pile, build.]
1. trans. To block, close up, or fill (a way or

passage) with obstacles or impediments; to render

impassable or difficult of passage.
1611 COTGR., Oppilcr, to stop, obstruct, shut up. 1651

HOBBES Levidth, n. xxix. 172 Wind in the head that ob-
structcth the roots of the Nerves. 1667 MILTON P. L. x. 637
Koth Sin, and Death, and yawning Grave at last, Through
Chaos huild, obstruct the mouth of Hell, For ever, and seal

up his ravenous Jawes. 1703 MAUNDRELL Joum. Jems.
( T 73 2 ) 76 The door is now so obstructed with Stones. 1796.
H. HUSTKR tr. St..Pierre s Stud. Nat. (1799) III. 103 Rolling
.stones, which now obstruct these roads as well as mar the

greatest part of the surface of this island. 1834 LYTTON
Pompeii iv. vij,

'

Rise . . thou obstructest the way'. 1845
BUDD Dis. Liver f&> The common duct was much compressed
and obstructed by enlargement and hardening of the pan-
creas, absol. 1689 L'ol, Rec, Pennsyh. I. 264 But what
then obstructed I am not certaine.

2. To interrupt, render difficult, or retard the

passage or progress of; to impede, hinder, or

retard (a person or thing in its motion).
1655 H. VAUGHAN Silex Scint. L'Envoy, Sin., quickly will

Turn in, if not obstructed still. 1688 in Ellis Orig. Lett.

Ser. n. IV. 134 The Wind, .we believe obstructs the coming
of any letters from Holland, and keeps back the Uutch fleet.

1768 BtArnE Minstr. i. xlix, If but a cloud obstruct the
solar ray. 1789 W. BUCHAS Dom. M.cd. (1790) 79 These, by
obstructing the free current of air. .render such places damp
and unwholesome. 1821 CRAIG Lect. Drawing, etc. v. 259
If . . the particles of air can obstruct and reflect light. 1845
S. AUSTIN Ranke's Hist. Ref. 111. 507 They did not even
take the trouble to obstruct his passage over the river.

3. fig. To stand in the way of, or persistently

oppose the progress or course of (proceedings, or

a person or thing in a purpose or action) ;
to

hinder, impede, retard, delay, withstand, stop.
To obstruct process (in Law} : to commit the

punishable offence of intentionally hindering the

officers of the law in the execution of their duties.

1647 CLARENDON Hist. Reb. i. 63 A Servant, .the prejudice
to whose Person exceedingly obstructed all overtures made
in Parliament for his service. 1649 MILTON Eikon. ix, To
expect that their voting or not voting should obstruct the
Commons. 1665 WALTON Life Hooker in ff.'s li'ks. (1888)
I. 36 She was like an untamed heifer, ttiat would not be
ruled by God's people, but obstructed his discipline. 1738
Col. Rec. Pennsyh'. IV. 284 The said Officers were obstructed
in the lawful Discharge of their Duty. i^AAGoLDiM. Vic. //".

xxviiij I don't know if it be just thus to obstruct the union
of man and wife. 1772 Jacob's Law Diet. (ed. 9) & v. Process,
Obstructing the execution of lawful process, is an offence

against publick justice. 1853 A. PRENTICE Hist. Anti-Corn-
Law League I. viii. 112 Many .. had come to obstruct
the proceedings. 1858 FROUDE Hist. Eng. III. xiv. 212 He
had obstructed good subjects, who would have done their

duty, had he allowed them,

4. To come in the way of, interrupt, shut out

(the sight or view of).
1717 tr. Frezicrs Voy. 49 The next Morning . . a thick Fog

obstructing our Sight, we weigh'd, to go up thither. 1807
J. BARLOW Cplwnb. in. 144 And hills above them still ob-
struct the skies. 1859 GEO. ELIOT A. Bede'ii, On the. .north
western side, there was nothing to obstruct the view.

Hence Obstructing, vbl. sb. and ppl. a.\ Ob-
stru'ctingly adv., so as to obstruct.

1649 MILTON Eikon. xxvii, This is mischief without remedy,
a stifling and obstructing evil that hath no vent. 1817 COB-
BETT Pol. Reg. XXXII. 37 One of the crimes .. was the

obstructing of petitions. 1889' ANNIE THOMAS' That Other
Woman III. vi, 96 Two or three obstructingly stout bodies
sat in their way. 1897 Allbuifs Syst. Med. III. 794 The
obstructing agent may be .. a peritoneal adhesion by which
a loop of bowel is snared.

[O'bstruct, sb., conjectural emendation, by War-
burton, of abstract in the following passage (but
not otherwise known) :

1606 SHAKS. Ant. <$ Cl. in. vi, 61 His pardon for returne.
Which soone he granted, being an abstract 'tweene his Lust
and him.]

Obstructed (^bstrc'kted),///.^. [f. OBSTRUCT
v. + -ED 1J Blocked up, stopped up, hindered,

impeded : see the vb.
1611 COTGR., Qj>pile% obstructed, stopped, shut vp. a 1658

36

CLEVELAND General Eclipse, As an obstructed fountain's

head Cuts the entail off from the streams And brooks are

disinherited. 1747 \VESLEY Prim. Physic (1762) p. xxii,

Obstructed Perspiration, vulgarly called Catching Cold.

*749 JOHNSON Irefie in. iii, If e'r thy youth has., felt th' im-

patience of obstructed love. 1878 T. BRYANT Pract. Surg,
I. 650 The symptoms ofan obstructed hernia, as of obstructed

intestine, are not very definite.

b. Med. Having a functional obstruction.

i66*R.MATHE\v //./4 /,. 94 One Maid., being obstructed
about five or six years, insomuch as she grew very diseased.

Hence Obstrirctedly adv., with obstruction.

1656 DUCHESS NEWCASTLE Nature's Picture xi. Epistle,
Others in one discourse speak, . weakly or obstructedly.

Obstructer, variant of OBSTEUCTOB.

Obstruction (^bstwkjan). [ad. L. obstntction-

etn, n, of action f. obstrugre to OBSTRUCT. Cf. F.

obstrttction (1540 in Godef. Cowpl.},~] The action

of obstructing ; that in which this is embodied.

1. The action of blocking up a way or passage
with an obstacle or impediment ; the rendering

impassable; the condition of being so blocked;

frequently in reference to passages, organs, or func-

tions of the body: esp. the ill-condition produced
by constipation of the bowels. Cold obstruction

(also_/^.), stoppage or cessation of the vital func-

tions; the condition of the body in death.

1333 MOKH Apol. xxii. Wks. 882/2 A diete as thinne as

Galiene deuiseth for hym that hath an obstruccion in his

liuer. z6oz SHAKS. Tu-cl. N. in. iv. 22 This does make some
obstruction in the blood : This crosse-gartering. 1603

Meas.JorM, in. i. 119 To die,. .To lie in cold obstruction,
and to rot, This sensible warme motion, to become A kneaded
clod. 1791 Genii. Mag- 22/2 Where deafness proceeds from
an obstruction of the auditory duct, by wax. 1813 DYKON
Giaour iii, \Vhere cold Obstruction's apathy Appals the

gazing mourner's heart. 1844 DUFTON Deafness 75 The
most efficient local means of treating .. obstruction of the

Eustachian tube. 1876 LOWELL Among my Bks. Ser. n.

157 The cold obstruction of two centuries thaws,^nd the

stream ofspeech . .seeks out its old windings. 1877 ROBERTS
Ilandbk. filed. I. 30 Accumulations of miid in the interior

of hollow organs, as the result of obstruction at an orifice.

2. The action of hindering or rendering difficult

the passage or progress of a person or thing ; the

fact of standing in the way ;
the shutting out of

light by interposition.
1601 SHAKS. Twcl. N. iv. il 43 do. Why it hath bay Win-

dowes transparant as baricadoes,..and yet complainest thou
of obstruction? Z755 YOUNG Centaur vi. Wks. 1757 IV. 269
Souls suffer no separation from obstruction of matter, or

distance of place. 1841 ELPHINSTONE Hist. I"d. II, 413 He
advanced without further obstruction to the capital.

3. Jig. The hindering or stopping of the course,

performance, or doing of anything; spec, the per-
sistent attempt to stop the progress of business in

any meeting or legislative assembly, e. g. in the

House of Commons.
1656 STANLEY Hist. Pkilos, iv. (1701) 144/1 To one who

asked him what folly is, he said, the obstruction of Know-
ledge. 1674 TEMPLI-; Let. to Coventry Wks. 1731 II. 300,
I am confident .. that an Obstruction of the Peace will not

arise from hence. 1698 FRYER Ace. E. India $ P. 78 The
general obstruction of Trade, occasioned by the War. 1741

i
MIDDLETON C/ow I. v, 381 This obstruction given to Cicero's

"return, 1772 Jacob's Law Diet. (zd.(})s.v. ^'mr.r.j,Anobstruc-
tion of an arrest upon criminal process. 1845 McCuLtocH
Taxation, i. i. (1852) 59 A project of this sort is liable to

much obstruction from the difficulties in the way of fixing
the primary or original valuation. 1879 M. ARNOLD Ess. t

Irish CaihoL 99 The obstruction offered by the Irish mem-
bers in Parliament is really an expression of this uncon-
trollable antipathy. 1880 MCCARTHY Own Times IV. lix. 313
Its progress [the Ballot Bill of 1871] was delayed by that

practice of talking against time which has more recently
become famous under the name of obstruction. 1893 Daily

News_ 26 Jan. 5/2 Mr. Gladstone .. defined obstruction as

resisting the will of the House otherwise than by argument.
4. Anything that stops or blocks a way or passage ;

tliat which hinders or prevents passage or pro-

gress ;
an obstructing obstacle, a. physical.

1597 SHAKS. a Hen. IV, iv. i. 65 To., purge th' obstructions,
which begin to stop Our very Veines of Life. 1732 ARBUTH-
NOT Rules cf Diet 301 And remove the Obstruction. 1836
\V, \RVWG Astoria I. 162 The turbulence and rapidity of the

current.. gave the voyagers intimation that they were ap-

proaching the great obstructions of the river. 1850 CHUBB
Locks <V Keys 10 The forms of these moveable obstructions

to the bolt, in locks of modern date, are of course various,

1873 KNIGHT Diet. Mech. 1705/1 The cow-catcher, or frame
in front of an engine, to push obstructions from the rails.

b. immaterial.
1601 SHAKS. Tivel. N. n. v. 129 Why this [sentence] is

euident to any formall capacitie. There is no obstruction in

this. 1697 DAMIMER
Voy_. 507 Their designs meeting with

such delays and obstructions, they many of them grew weary
of it. 1810 R. HALL Wks. (1841) V. 182 Guilt is a legal ob-

struction to an approach to God. 1876 MOZLEY Univ. Serin.

ix. (1877) 194 The great obstruction to generosity in our
nature is jealousy.
5. attrib. and Comb., obstruction-guard, a bar,

etc. fixed in front of a railway-engine to remove an

obstruction from the rails.

1897 Allbutfs Syst. Med. III. 874 When once the ob-

struction symptoms have become definite. 1898 Daily News
25 Mar. 3/5 A rail chair had been placed on the rails. The
impact was so severe as to smash the obstruction guard in

front of the engine.

Obstructionism, rare'1
, [f. prec. + -ISM.]

The practice of systematic obstruction, as in a

legislative body.

OBSTRUENT.

1879 Pall Mall Budget 12 Sept., If obstructionism were to
become extinct immediately, it would not have passed away
without leaving a lasting . . impression upon the character
of the English House of Commons.

Obstructionist ytostwicjantet). [f. as prec.
+ -IST.] One who advocates or systematically

practises obstruction, e'sp. in reference to the pro-

ceedings of a legislative body.
1846 R. BELL Canning 341 Luckily there is always an

obstructionist in the House of Commons .. to start up with
an objection by way of rider to the very climax of unanimity.
1862 H7estm. Rev. Jan. 60 Obstructionists make heretics, and
heretics make obstructionists. 1882 Tribune (N. Y.) 5 Apr.,
It is hard to see what motive could have influenced the

Democrats to act as obstructionists in this matter. 1882
GODKIN in igth Cent. Aug. 187 The scenes of disorder pre-
pared by the Irish obstructionists last winter.
attrifr. 1879 Fall Mall Budget 12 Sept., The mischief

which obstructionist impunity has already worked.

Obstructive (^bstryktiv), a. (sb.} [f. L.

obstruct-^ ppl. stern (see OBSTRUCT v.) + -IVE : cf.

F. obstruettfi -ive (1690 in Hatz.-Darm.).]
1. Having the quality of obstructing ; tending to

obstruct ; causing impediment. Const, of, to.

1611 COTGR., Oppilatift oppilatiue, obstructiue, stopping.
1637-50 Row Hist. Kirk (1842) 204 The King . .knowing how
obstructiue it would proue to his purpose, sent for Bishop
Blackburne. c 1695 J. MILLER Descr. New York (1843) 12

Things .. either wanting or obstructive to the happiness of

New York. 1712 PRIDEAUX Direct. Ch.-'wardens led. 4)

68 Nothing is to be permitted there which shall be ..

obstructive of it [divine service]. 1717 Poem Birthday
K. George /, Far from thy Brows, obstructive Slumbers
shake. 1859 MILL Diss. <y Disc. II. French Rev, in 1848. 402
Suppose it [a second Chamber] constituted in a manner, of
all others, least calculated to render it an obstructive body.
1865 M. ARNOLD Ess. Crit. ii. (1875) 59 Academies may be
said to be obstructive to energy and inventive jfenius. 1866

GEO. KLIOT f. Holt II. xxx. 227 This angry haste . . might
someday, .be obstructive of his own work. 1881 MissYoNGE
Lads $ Lasses Langley iii. 128 That obstructive old aunt
insisted on dusting Mr, O'Toole's parlour herself.

2. Of, pertaining to, or of the nature of obstruc-

tion of the bowels or of any bodily duct or passage.
1620 VKNNER Via Recta v. 89 It .. abster^eth obstructiue

humours in the stomacke. 1876 BKISTOWE Th, $ Pract. Med.
(1878) 531 Obstructive and regurgitant disease of the aortic

and mitral orifices. 1897 Allbutfs Svst. Med. IV. 67 The
coloration of skin in these cases is usually not so deep as that

found in ordinary obstructive jaundice. Ibid. 305 Obstruc-
tive suppression may forbid the exit of the urine .. after it

has been completely formed by the kidneys.

B. $h. 1. An obstructive agent, instrument, or

force
;
a hindrance.

1642 JER. TAYLOR Eglsc, (1647) 4 Episcopacy . . was insti-

tuted as an obstructive to the diffusion of Schisme and

Heresy. 1654 HAMMOND Fundant. xiii. 120 The second
obstructive. . is that of the Fiduciarie. 1860 TVNDALL Glac.

I. xxvii. 218 The leading mule.. proved a mere obstructive.

2. One who obstructs or retards -progress in

legislation, education, parliamentary business, etc.

1856 R. A. VAUGHAN Mystics (1860) II. vm. ii. 41 He must
stand condemned. -as one of the obstructives of his day.

1856 EMERSON Eng. Traits, 1 he\ Times' Wks. (Bonn) II.

116 The people are familiarized with the reason of reform,

and, one by one, take away every argument of the obstruc-

tives. 1879 SALA in Daily Tel. 28 June, A meddlesome and
intolerant body of political obstructives who called them-
selves the Constitutional Association, a 1884 M. PATTISON
Man. (1885) 239 Every Oxford man was a Liberal, even

those whom nature had palpably destined for obstructives.

Hence Obstructively adv., so as to obstruct;

Obstrirctivism, the system or practice of being
obstructive.

1863 MELVILLE BELL Princ. Speech 190 Gradually raising

the point of ihe tongue . till it comes upon the palate

obstructively, and so forms the letter I"). 1870 DICKENS
E. Drood iii, Fragments of old wall [etc.] . . have got in-

congruously or obstructively built into many of its houses

and gardens. 1885 Academy 10, Dec. 47/2 A fusion of

fanatical obstructivism with official corruption.

Obstruxtiveness. [f- prec. + -NESS.] Ob-
1 structive quality or practice.

1727 in BAILEY vol. II. 1856 FROUDE Hist. Eng. (1858) II.

vi. 4 In. .nominations to the religious houses, the superiors
.. residing abroad had equal facilities for obstructivene^s.

1884 Spectator 12 July 904/2 The mischievous obstructive-

ness of the House of Lords.

Obstructor tftetrrktw). Also 7 -our, 7-9
-er. [agent-n. on L. type, f. obstruere to OBSTRUCT :

cf. constructor, instructor.} One who or that which

obstructs, stands in the way of, or impedes; a

hinderer ; an opponent of progress.
1649 J. GOODWIN (title) The Obstructours of Justice. 1665

WALTON Life Hooker \n H.'s Wks. (1888) I. 34 The common

people became so fanatic, as to believe the biahomto be

Antichrist, and the only obstructors of God's Discipline.

1672 \V. DE BRITAINE Dutch Usurp. 33 The Hollanders are

the great Supplanters of Trade, and Obstructers of Com-
merce. 1755 JOHNSON, Obstructer, one that hinders or

opposes. 1884 Munch* Exam. 22 May 5/1 [He] had chosen

to turn himself into a deliberate obstructor of Irish measures.

Obstruent (p'bstn^ent), a, and sb. [ad. L.

obstruent-em, pr. pple. of obstru-ere to OBSTRUCT.]
A. adj. Obstructing; Med. closing up the ducts

or passages of the body : cf. DEOBSTRUENT.

1755 JOHNSON, Obstruent, hindering, blocking up. 1827

W. G. S. Exc. Vill. Curate 132 If you subject me to such

obstruent interruptions as these. 1857 MAYNE Expos. Lex. t

Obstruent, shutting or dosing up; applied to medicines:

obstruent. 1892 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

B, sb. a. Something that obstructs, an obstruc-



OBSTRUSE. 37 OBTEMPERATE.
tion. b. Med. A medicine which closes the

orifices of ducts or vessels, or the natural passages
of the body.
1669 W. SIM ['SON Ilydrol. Chym. 32 Vitiated by such an

obstructive coagulauve- salt .according to the strength and

degree of the obstruent. 1888 A. S. WILSON Lyric Hopeless
Love\\i\, Some obstruent to clear a way. t8gM\nSjni,S0c.,j:.

)* ObstrU'SG, a., crron. form of ABSTKUSE (for-

merly frequent, after obstrnsns, false reading in L.).
1604 T. WRIGHT Passions v. 2. 168 In such an obstruse

difficultie, he that speaketh most apparently and probably,
saith the' best. 1663 MOXON Altr/t. Exercn Printing 367
Obstruce Words and Phrases. '11734 NORTH E. \\irn. i. ii.

18 (1740) 39 If we sink, .to bis more obstruse Readies.

facient-cni, pr. pple. of obstitpefaccre : see below
and -ENT.] Stupefying; in Alcd. narcotic.

1857 in MAYNE Expos. Lex. 1892 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

f Obstu'pefact, a. (sb.\ Obs. ran*" 1
, [ad. L.

obstupefact-usi pa. pple. <*iobstupefac~)!re\ see next.]

Stupefied, stupid ; as sb. a stupid pen-on.
1601 B. JotnOHjP0flaf/ffrv.uil /fttf*. How now, Crispinus?

Crisp. (). obstupefact. Tib. Nay, that we all are.

+ Obstupefa'Ction. Obs. rare. [n. of action

f. obstupefacfre to render senseless, f. ob- (OK- 1 b, d)
+ stitpefaccre to make stupid.] The fact or con-

dition of being stupefied; -stupefaction.
1625 JACKSON Creed v. xi. i That obstupefaction wherein

our souls, .are miserably drenched by their delapse into the^e

bodily sinks of corruption. 1664 H. MORE Afyst. Iniq. 436
Whether those, .doe it . . rather in a kind of confusion and
obstupefaction of mind out of fear and suspicion.

t Obstupefa'Ctive, a. Obs. rare- 1

, [f. L.

obstupefact- (see prec.) + -IVE.] Tending to stupefy.
a. 1633 AHP. ABBOT (J.), The force of it is ODStupefactive,

and no other.

Obstupefy (bsti'p#bi), v.
[f.

I,. obstitpe-

faccre (see above), after STUPEFY.] trans. To
stupefy, esp. mentally.
1613 JACKSON Creed i. xii. i So bad the diuels . . sought

to work wonders about the Egyptian idols, which did ob-

stupifie the people. 1660 II. MORE ftlyst. Godliness iv. i. 138
Some Lethargical or obstupifying disease. 1708 l>rit. Apollo
No. 36. 2/1 To Paradigmatize and. .explain all obstupifying
Quiddities. 1889 C. PRITCHARD Occas. Th. Astron. 167 You
cannot obstupefy such a man.

t ObstupC'SCence. Obs. rare. [f. L. obstn-

pescent-em, pr. pple. of obstupesccre (obstipcsccre] to

become stupefied: see -ENCE.] The condition of

being in a stupor.
1597 A. M. tr. Guitleweaii's Fr. Chirurg. 521.1/2 The ob-

stupescence and feare whenvith the . . faynte-narted are often-
times taken. 1857 MAYNK Expos. Lex., Obstupescentia^ old
term for. . that state when the patient remains still, ithopen
eyes, as if astonished, and neither moves or speaks: obstu-

pescence. 1892 in Syd. Soc. Lex,

t O'bstuprate, v. Obs. rare- 1
,

[f. ppl. stem
of L. obstuprare, f. ob- (On- 1

1)) + stitprare to

ravish.] trans. To ravish; = COXSTTPKATE.
1658 BROMHALL Treat. Specters iv. 265 Snatching a ring

from her father that did obstuprate her, delivered it to her
Nurse.

Obtain Cf'U^'n) v. Forms; 5-6 ob-, op-,

-teyne, -tayne, -teigne, -teygne, (5 optyiie), 6

obtaigne, opteine, (Sc. obtene, obtine, optene),

6-7 obteine, -taine, (optain(e, 7 Sc. obtean),
6- obtain. [MK. obteine

, -teyne, -tene, a. F.

obten-ir (i4th c. in Littre), ad. L. obtinere, f. ob-

(Os- i b) + tenere to hold, keep. Cf. CONTAIN.]
1. trans. To come into the possession or enjoy-
ment of (something) by one's own effort, or by
request ;

to procure or gain, as the result of pur-

pose and effort ; hence, generally, to acquire, get.
c 1425 LYDG. Assembly of Gods 2085 And so the vyctory

shall ye obteyne. 1431-50 tr. Higdcn (Rolis) I. 291 Men of

Norway, .saylenge from Denmarke, opteynede and inhabits
that gro\vnde,callt;nge hit Normandy. 1490 CAXTON Rneydos
x. 40 [Eneas] opteyned her grace for to soiourne. 1526
TINDALE 3fa.tt. v. 7 Blessed are the mercifull : for they shall

obteyne mercy. 1548-9 (Mar.) Bk. Com. Prayer Coll. 23rd
Sund. aft. Trin., Oraunt that tho.se thynges which we aske

faithfully we mays obteine effectually. 1651 HOHHMS
Leviath. \\, xxvii. 154 Obtaining Pardon by Mony, or other
rewards. 1756 C. LUCAS Ess. Waters III. 278 Gilded

shillings . . had obtained the name of Hath guineas. 1800 tr.

Lagrange
1$Chem. I. 223 The precipitate obtained is sulphite

of barytes. 1860 TYNDALL Glac. i. xx. 138, 1 climbed.. to

obtain a general view of the surrounding scene. 1890
MERCIER Sanity fy Insanity x. 261 The process of obtaining
a livelihood.

b. With obj. cl. expressing what is granted in

answer to a request. Now rare or Obs.
I432'5<> tr - IHgden (Rolls) V. 397 Opteynynge unnethe of

God that be sawles of the monastery scholde be salvede.

1460 CAPGRAVE Chron. 235 The abbot opteyned that there
schuld no prioure longing to Seynt Albonne. .be compelled
for to gadere the dymesto the King, a 1648 LD. HERBERT
Hen. 111 (1683) 318 They obtained that Francisco Sforza
should be admit ted to the Emperors prescence. i737\VHisTON
Josephus Hist. i. xvi. 7 Macheras. .earnestly begged and
obtained that be would be reconciled. 1844 KINGLAKE
Eothen 101, I obtained that all of them, .should sit at the
table.

t C. With inf. obj. expressing what is got_/5w/i,

of a. person ;
= to prevail upon. Obs.

1681 DRYDEN Abs. fy A chit. To Rdr , I could not obtain
from myself to show Absalom unfortunate. 1742 RICHARD-
SON Pamela. III. 227 The Gentlemen.. obtained of Miss to

play several Tunes on theSpinnet. 1751 Female Foundling
I. 172 It WEBwith Difficulty.. 1 had obtained from myself to
have this Conversation.

d. absol. (Cf. 4.)
1526 TINDALE i Cor. i.v. 24 So runne that ye maye obtayne.

1599 I). JONSON Cynthia's Rtv. \. Wk.-s. (Rtldg.)73/i AY/;,;. .

Vouchsafe me, I may do him these last rites. .. Mcr. Thou
, dost obtain. 1854 WHITTIKK Hermit tf the T/i-.i'.ud iii,

The simple heart, that freely asks In love, obtains.

+ 2. a. With pa. pple. as compl. To procure
something to be done :

^ GET v. 28 a. b. With inf.
as compl. To induce, prevail upon (a person; to do

something : = GKT v. 30. Obs. rare.

1425 Paston Lett. I. 21 Sir John Paston. .hath optyned
me condempnyd to hym in ccctvij] marc/. 1592 Noway <V

'

Sotneb, ^95 in Simpson Sc'/i. S/taks. (1878' I. 30(5 He. .will

not be obtaind To lake upon him this Realmes guvcrmnciit.

|- 3. 'I'o gain, win (a battle or other contest").
a 1470 Tip'OFr C;vsar i. (1530) 2 All the battels which lie

obteyuyd in France. 1615 G. SANDYS 'i'rav. \. 4 That
in<jm< .rable Sca-battell there obtained against the Turk.
d 1649 WINTHROP Hist. Xcw I'.iig. (1853) II. 142, I might
have obtained the tau.ie I had in hand.

4. intr. To win the victory, gain the day, pre-
vail

;
to succeed, prosper. Obs. or arch.

c 1425 LYDG. Assembly of Gods 1311 \V)K-II olde Atlropos
had seen and hurde..Ho\v Vertew had o]>teynyd. (-1440
Gcsta Kont. i. xx.xiv. 134 PCS, herynge . . that mercy, hir

sistre, myght not opteyne ne prevayle in hir purpose. 1526
R. WHYTFOKD Altirtiloge (1893) 74 For whose eleccyon was
a sysme, but he obteyned, and well ruled. 1642 MILTON
Ap-jl. Xmcct. \Vks. (1847)79/2 Too credulotis is the confuter,
if he think to obtain with me. 1701 S\\'n- r Contests Nobles
$ Ccmm. Athens ff Rome iii, 'i'lii?, thou-h it failed at

present, yet afttrwards obtained. 1847 TKNNYSON' Princ.
vn. 56 Less prosperously the second suit obuun'd.

5. To attain to, get as far as, reach, gain, f a.

intr. with to, unto : To get to. Obs.

1477 KARL RIVERS (Caxton) Dicfes^y Aske forgeuenesse..
of god, and in thy self so doyng, thou mayest opteyne vnto

hys grace. 1555 IUIKM Decades To Rdr. (Arb.) 51 Salomon
. . obteyned by h^nauigations to Ophir. 1581 SIDNEY .//.'/.
Poetrit i Aib.i 34*l'he Poets haue obtained to the. .lop of
their prufcs^ion. 1625 BACON Ess.^ Simulation. (Arb.) 507
If a Man cannot obtaine to that ludgmcnt.

b. trans. To attain, reach, gain. Obs. or arch.

1589 HAKLUYT I'oy, 817 His consorts, whereof one. .hath
not long since obtayned his port. 1733 P. SHAW tr. Unions
De Sap. I'et. iii. Expl., Philos. Wks. I. 561 The End is

seldom obtained. 1774 GOLDSM. hat. //ts/.(i^jb) IV. 316
If once the lama obtains the rocky precipice. 1830 S<.ni i

Demowl. i"i33i) 384 The vivacity of fancy, .dies within us
when we obtain the ruje of manhood.

fc. with inf. To attain or come to be, to do, etc.;

to get opportunity, permission, ability, etc. to do

something; to succeed in doing something. Obs.

1526 SKI.LTOX Klagnyf. 1815, I tru-t \ve shall optaine To
do you servyce. a 1586 SIDNKV Arcadia (1622) 35 Clituph.m
by vehement importuni tie obtained to goe with him. ai688
CuDWORTH Immut. Mor. (1731) 117 The weaker Murmurs
..cannot obtain to be heard. 1703 MACNDHI^LI. Jcurn.
Jems. 11732) 7 It was not without much importunity that
we obtain'd to have the use of a dry part of the House.

f6. To hold; to possess; to occupy. [A Latin

sense.] Obs.

1482 Monk of Evesham (Arb.) 92 To haue and opteyne
hem yn my lappe or holde hem in my harmys. (71530 LD.
HI-RNKRS Art/i. Lyt. Btyt. (1814)458 Who shal kepe and
obtaine this countre after vs, syth that Arthur . . is deed. 1671
MILTON /'. A*, i. 87 He who obtains the Monarchy of
Heav'n. 1710 PJKRKKI.KY Princ. Human Kno^vL \. 121

Varying the signification of each figure [in Arabic notation]

according to the place it obtains.

7. intr. To prevail ;
to be prevalent, customary,

or established ;
to be in force or in vogue; to hold

good, have place, subsist, exist. [? Allied to 4 or 6.]
1618 HALES Gold. Item. n. (1673)66 Their opinions have

now obtained for a hundred years. 1640 b?. HALL IJuntl'.

Remonstr. 17 That forme of Episcopall Government, which
hath hitherto obtained in the Church. 1732 BKKKKLEY
Alcipkr. v. 13 A practice., which obtains only among the
idle part of the nation. 1764 RKID Inquiiy i. 3 Laws of
nature which universally obtain. 1842 GROVE Cor?: Phys.
Forces 75 Static equilibrium, such.. as that which obtains
in the two arms of a balance. 1890 LD. ESHER in Law
Times Rep. LXIII. 731/2 The new mode, which now
obtains, of drafting Acts of Parliament so as to legislate by
incorporating other Acts of Parliament.

f b. pass. =
prec. sense. Obs. rare.

1529 MORE Dyafage iv. Wks. 283/1 Which thing had
vndoubtedly neuer been obtained among y ((

people, .if god
had not broughte it vp hymselfe. 1565 JEWEL AV/A
Harding (i6n)_4io Him, that is the Priest, or Elder, he
calleth the Sacrificer. .And the same word, Sacrificer, is now
obteined by Custome.

Hence Obtarned///. a., Obtaining vbl.sb.

I49S Act ii Hen. VII, c. 53 Preamble^ Your moost
victorius opteynyng agayns Richard. 1539 J. FOSTER in
Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. i. II. 112 For the optaynyng of hys
Riacyous pardon, a 1548 HAI.L Chron,, lien. I'll, 4 In the

very begynnyng of his neue obteyned reigne. a 1691 BOYLE
Hist. Air (1692) 19 Whether these obtained substances

ought to be looked upon as true air. 1875 WHITNEY Life
Lang. Si. 23 The advantage won by the mind in the obtain-

ing of a language.

Obtainable (pbtJi-nabT), a. [f. prec. + -ABLE.]
That may be obtained or got ; procurable.
1617 HIERON Wks. II. 198 We see which is the onely ioy ;

we see it is obtaineable. 1794 G. ADAMS Nat. ff Exp.
Phitos. III. xxxi, 285 Effects.. by no means obtainable by
the moving force immediately applied. '879 PKOCTOR
Pleas. Ways Sc. i. 4 At all obtainable temperatures, and
under all obtainable conditions of pressure.

Obtainal ^bt^'nal). rare. [f. as prec. + -AL.]
--= OBTAIN.MENT.

1803 W. TAYLOR in Ann. Rev. I. 355 That commerce..
which is carried on with the richest nation, .is most favour-
able to the olnainal of capital. 1869 Daily News 20 Mar.,
'1 he obtainal of a supplementary charter, to enable the

University [of London] to grant certificates of proficiency
to women. 1883 Pall Mall G. 22 June 2/2 The concen-
tration of all efforts on the obtainal of high prices for land-
lords selling their estates.

Obtarnance. rare. [f. as prec. + -AKCE.]
= OliTAJ.XMKNT.

1846 H. \V. TOKKENS Kent. Mil. J/ist. no The great and
only resource for the obtainance of victory,

Obtainer (^bU^no-i). [f. as prec. + -EK 1
.] One

Woo obtains ; a gainer, winner; a getter.
1540 in R. G. Marsden Scl. PI. Crt, A<im. (i 94 ) I. 96 The

obiaynur therof ou-yth by tbe said custom . . to be prefcrryd
omnibus aliiscreditoribus. a 1548 H ALL Chron,, lien. I "//,
26 b, The more renowmed is the .i^lory, and t!i'_ fame more
immortal! of the vanquisher and obteyner. 1651 N. J>ACON'

Disi. Gffi't. }'. [I - vi. '

17- . 32 All nbtaintrs of provisions
in the Court at Rome. 1755 JOHNSON, Obtainer, he who
obtains. 1861 COSMO INNI-S >k. J-.arly Scotch Hist. 259
The obtainer.of the Papal and Royal priviltges for the

University.

Obtaining, ///. a. [i". OHT.US -. + -i.\(; 2
.]

'1 hat obtains; \vininny ; prevailing, prevalent (obs,}.
1682 T. Fi.A'iMAX Haailiuis Kittens Xo. 77 (1713) II.

224 The Word Confirmation, .in the Grammatical and mobt
obtaining sirn.se, signifies a strengthening or corroborating.
1803 MAKY CHAKI.I.'N H'ife fy JMistrcs& I. i^r A charming
creature, who .sings Hkc an angel, and will be very obtaining
.. when ;-.he gets amongst them ! Ibui. \\ . 121 The result

of the experiment will very shortly, .pt uve it. . . I bclitve it

is on the eve of becoming very obtaining.

Obtaimuent (^btt'^nmcnt i. [f. as prec. +

-MKNT.] The aetioii of obtaining or getting.
1571 GOLDING Calvin on Ps. Ii. 12 For obteynment of

forgivenesseof hissinnes. 1^77 GAI.K Crt. Gentilcs\\, iv. 33

Every one is delighted in the obtainement of what he loves.

1802 12 DI-.NIIIAM Ruticn. Judic. l-'.rid. 11827) I- 224 A
.S]
eues of fraudulent obtainiuent, tlie punishment of which

consisted of transportation for three years. 1884 II. SHCNCLR
in Contonp. Rev. July 39 Nutrition presupposes obtainiuent
of food.

b. Something obtained.

1829 K. JKSSK Jrnl, Naturalist 55 Grants from manorial
lords for permission thus to feed them [swine] were recorded
with care as valuable obtainments,

Obtalmia, obs. fonn ot L)ru'i'HAi.Mi.\.

Obtect (fJbto kt\ a. Lntom. rare" , [ad. I,.

obtect-ns covered over : see next.] = next.
'

In mod. I )ict^.

Obtected C^bte-ktOd), ///. a. Entom. [f. L.

obtect-ns, pa. pple. of obtegcre to cover over + -ED.]
a. Covered by a neighbouring part, as the hemie-

lytra of some Ilemiptcra by the enlarged scutellum.

b. Applied to the form of pupa characteristic of

the Lepidoptera.) in \\hich the limbs, etc. of the

future insect are indistinctly discernible through
the outer covering (opp. to coarctate

;
in later use

sometimes extended to all puprc in which the

whole body and limbs are enclosed in a horny case

(including coarctate}. Also said of the metamor-

phosis in which such pnpse occur.
1816 KIRBY & SP. Entomol. (1843) I. 52 Tho.se of all

lepidupterous insects .. by Linne are denominated obtected

Ijupii;. 1826 Ibid. IV. 335 Obtected (Obtccta}. When the

Hemelytra are covered by a scutelliform mesothorax. Ibid.

431 Metamorphosis incomplete. Metamorphosis obtected.
1888 ROLLESTON K: JACKSON Anitn. Life 152 Tbe obtected

pupa is either angular, as in the majority of Lcpidoptera.
with club-shaped antenna;.. or it is conical, as in tyAtiix,

Obtectoveiicse (^bte;

kt^vfn^u's), a. Bot. [f.

L. obtect-us covered over, veiled + venosits VENOUS,
f. vena, vein.] Applied to a leaf having the prin-

cipal and longitudinal veins connected by simple
cross-veins. 1866 LINULEV in Trcas. Boi.

Obteniper (^bte-mpo.i), v. [n. Y.ol>(emp4r~er

(i4th c. in Hatz.-Darm.) ad. L. obtemperare to

obey, f. ob- (OB- 1 a) + temperare to qualify, temper,
to restrain oneself.]
1. To comply with, yield to. submit to, obey ;

now only in Sc. Law, to obey (a judgement or

order of a court"), a. trans.

1489 CAXTON Bla)ichardyn xxv. 93 But for to obtempre
youre request, for this tyme I grannie hym his lyf. 1535
STEWART Cron.Scot. II. 12 Thelordis. wald nocht obtemper
bis command. 1637-50 Row Hist. Kirk (1842) 59 Being
asked, if he would obtemper and obey the Act

o_f
the

Assernblie. 1728 ll'odrtnv Corr. (1843) III. 402 Refusing to

obtemper the Acts of Assembly. 1884 Edinburgh Conrant
12 Mar. 3/2 Lord Adam, .granted decree of Absolvitor,

pursuer having failed to obtemper Lord Fiaser's order,

f b. intr* with to : To be obedient. Obs.

1491 CAXTON' Vitas Pair. (W. de W. 1495) n. 185 b/i To
theyr wycked wylles..to obtempre or be agreable. 1536
BELLF.SDEN Cron. Scof. (1821) II. 91 Kinnatil, devotely

obtemperand to Sanct Colme, randerit his saule to God.

1584 HUDSON Du Bartas* Judith Ded., The fervent desire

I had to obtemper vnto your Majesties commandement.

f2. trans. To temper, restrain. Obs. rare.

1535 STEWART Cron. Scot. II. 94 Thir tuo kingis wald
nocht heir thair desyre, Nor jit no way obtemper wald
thair ire.

fObtemperate, ///.. Obs. Also 6-7 Sc. -at.

[ad. L, obUmperat-us, pa. pple. of obtewperare*



OBTEMPEEATE.

see prec.] a. as adj. Obedient, submissive, b.
[

as St.: pa, pple. of next : Obeyed, complied with.

1432-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) II. 213 The body scholde be.,
j

obtemperate [Trev. buxom] to the sawle. 1533 BELLEXDEN

Livy \. (1822) 51 Ye wald sone have obtemperat, and obeyit

my chargis. 1676 Row Contn. Blair's Autobiog. xii. (1848)

446 Others who had not obtemperat the act.

Obtemperate {/bte-mpcr^t),^. ,[f. L. obtem-

perat-i ppl. stem of obtemperdre : see OBTEMPER.]
1. = OBTEMPER i. a. trans.

1432-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) VII. 219 Duke Harolde, thenk-
,

ynge better to obtemperate and favoure the cuntre ra)?er >

then the private profile of his broher. 1611 COTGR., Ob-

temperer^ to obtemperate, obey. 1653 A. WILSON Jas. /,

104 The Kin^ had fit Instruments, .that
c^uld

fit and

obtemperate the Kings humour. 1766 W. GORDON Gen.

Counting-he, 343 When the order given is obtemperated by
acceptance. 1865 Black. Mag. Sept. 343 After a violent

quarrel the guides obtemperated his commands.
b. intr. with to : To be obedient.

c 1532 Du WES Introd. Fr. in Palsgr. 1036 DesirynS- -t

obtemperate to his plea--ur & affection. 1884 A. A. WATTS
LifeAlaric Watts\.^ To this suggestion he flatly declined

lo obtemperate. 1889 Sat, Rev. 20 July 64/1 The Marxists

refused to obtemperate to any such demand.

t 2. ~ OBTKMPEU 2. Sc. Obs, ran'.'

1560 HOLLAND Crt. I'enus in. 283 Quhairfoir we wald
that }e obtemperat 3cmrwill with wit, and 5our mind mitigat.

So fObte'mperance, t Obtempera'tion. Obs.

1623 COCKERAM, Obtemporance, obeying. 1611 COTGR., '

Oktcntpcratton, obtemperation, obedience. 1658 PHILLITS,

Ot'teiiiperation, an obeying, a yielding obedience.

t Obte'nd, f. Obs. [ad. L. obtend-cre to spread
in front of, f. ob- (Ofi- i a) +tendere to stretch.]

1. trans. To put forward as a statement, reason,

etc.
;
to pretend, allege, maintain.

1573 Satir, roems Reform, xl. 33 The force of men gif ony !

will obtend, Kinred, or friends to be ane j^aird maist strang, ;

All is hot vane. 1609 HTMK Admonit. in Wodrcw Soc. Misc.

574 Ye obtende also the relelf of the Kirk. 1700 DRVDEN
j

Iliad I. 161 Obte:iding heav'n for whate'er ills befal.

2. To hold out; lo present in opposition; to

oppo.-e.
1697 DRYDEN .-'Encul x. 126 And for a Man obtend an \

empty Cloud. 1725 Port Odyss. xxn. S3 Draw forth your
swords, And to hi> sha/ts obtend these ample boards.

Obtenebrate (^bu-n/br^t), v.
[f.

L. obtene
;

brat-, ppl. stem of obtenebrare to darken, f. ob-

(Os- i a, b) + lenebrare to make dark, tencbrx

darkness.] trans. To cast a shadow over ;
to

overshadow, shade, darken.
1611 COTGR., Oktenebter, to obtenebr^te, obscure, darken.

,

1626 AM.ESBURY rassion-scrm. 29 In Mount Calvary all is

obtenebrated. 1649 BULWEK Pathoniyot. i. vi. 35 Rationa-
;

lion, which should direct a*:d moderate the pliansie, i> more '

obtenebrated. 1819 H. BUSK I'estriadi. 518 Clouds obtene-
j

brate the solar light.

Obtenebra'tion. [ad. late L. obtenebrdtion-

em, n. of action from obtcnebr&re \ see prec.] The
action of overshadowing, or condition of being

overshadowed; darkening.
1626 BACON Sylva 725 In every Megrim, or Vertigo, there

is an Obtenebration joyned with a bemblance of Turning
Round. 1669 GALE Crt. Gentiles \. in. x. 99 The Obtene-
bration of the Sun, Moon, Stars, and Light. 1881 E. M.
BODDY Hist, Salt \\. 25 The dense obtenebration with which
the object is surrounded.

t Obte'nebrize, -v. [See -IZE.]
= OBTKNKBBATK.

1653 W. SCLATEK 2nd Fun, Serin. (1654) 13 The Beauty of

the Saints is much obienebrized and obscured.

t Obte'nsion. Obs. rare~~*. [n. of action from

L. obtendere to OBTEXD : cf. extension
;
the L. form

was obtentio^\ The action of obtending.
'755 in JOHNSON. (No quotation.)

tObte'nt, sb. Obs. [a. OF. oblent (in phr.

four olitent dc out of regard to), ad. L. obleiiln-s

a spreading before, pretext, pretence, f. ppl. stem

of obtendere to OBTEND.] Purpose, intent.

1430-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) V. 53 Origcnes..did gelde hym
selfe. .for the obtente and wille of chastite.

t Obte'nt, ///. a. Obs. [ad. L. obtent-tts, pa.

pple. oiobtinere to OBTAIN.] Obtained, procure d.

1431-50 tr. IligJcn Harl. Contin. (Rolls
1 VIII. 463 Absente

..wlthowte licence obtente ofTtheire prelates,

Obtention (f'bte-njan'). [a. F. obtention (1525
in Godef.), n. of action from oblenir, L. oblinfre,

obtent- to OBTAIN : cf. detention, retention] The
action of obtaining; obtainmcnt.

1614 F. WHITE Kef I. Fisher 521 The Fathers .. speake of
obtention and impetration. 1711 Light to^Ulindin \otliRep.
Hist. MSS. Caiiim. App. v. i 8 Not satisfied with the ob-

tention of those litle advanced posts. 1790 WOLCOTT (P. Pin-

dar) Ep. to Sylv. Urban Wks. 1813 II. 272 note. Interest

made for the obtention of this Honour. 18x5 MAD. D'ARBLAV
Diary (1876) IV. 311 He aspired at its obtention, a word I

make for my passing convenience. iBK Athcnzum 19 June
811/2 Their obtention of capitulations with the empire.

Obtest (f>bt(.-st\ V. [ad. L. obtesta-ri to call to

witness, to protest by, f. ah on account of + testari

to bear witness, call upon as witness. Cf. OF.
ebteder (c 1350 in Godef.).]
1. trans. To call upon in the name or for the

sake of something sacred, to charge solemnly,

adjure ; to beg earnestly, beseech, entreat, implore,

supplicate (a person that . . ., or to do something).
121548 HAIL Chron. (1809! 447 He earnestly obtested de-

gyred and prayed him that he would., send some one. 1637

38

RI-THEHFORD Lett. (1862) I. 345, I beseech and obtest you in

the Lord to make conscience of rash and passionate oaths.

1723 POPE Odyss. xn. 436 Thus obtesting htav'n I mourn'd

aloud. 1819 SCOTT Leg. Montrose xviii, Several other Chiefs

. .conjured and obtested their Chieftain to leave them . to

the leading of Ardenvohr and Auchenbreck. 21847 MACVEY
NAPIER Set. Corr. (1879) 63 To obtest you to secrecy by
every form of conjuration.

t b. To beg earnestly for, beseech, entreat, im-

plore (a thingl. 06s. rare.

"577 NORTHBKOOKB Dicitif (1843) 6, I humblie obtest your
friendlie countenance. 1697 DKVDES Atneid M. 151 Now
suppliants. .Obtest his clemency.

2. To call (the Deity, etc.) to witness; to appeal
to in confirmation of a statement, rare.

1651 BIGGS New Disf. F 7, I may safely obtest the highest.

1761-3 Hi ME Hist. Eng. (1806) IV. lix. 420 He obtested

heaven rind earth that his devoted attachment to the parlia-

ment had rendered him so odious in the army, that [etc.].

3. intr. or absol., or with dependent clause : a. To
make earnast supplication or entreaty ;

b. To call

heaven to witness, to protest.
1650 BAXTER Saints' R. IV. iii. (1662) 656 He in vain ob-

tested with them, that they should' take in good part, what
\\.cs 'lelivered with a good intention. 1665 MAXLEY Cretins'

J.crwC. ll''arres(x)7 She obtested, that being a Woman, and
so both by Sex and Fortune, exempt from troubles, and as

s'ie her self believed, maintaining no false Opinion [etc.]. 1667
WATKKHOUSK Fii-e Lend. 173 Whose primitive Reformers.,
if they could be raised up now to hear them, would obtest

a^iinst them. 1725 Poi'E Odyss. XVII. 281 Eunlaus heav'd

His hands obtesting. 1826}. R. HEST Four Yrs. France^,
I detest, or obtest, against all revolutions. 1837 CARLYI.E

J-'i: Rev. III. vu. v, Deputies, putting forth head, obtest,

conjure.

Hence Obte'sting///. a.

1597 J. KING On Jonas ti6i8) 19 Whom he had.. chidden,
with >o fatherly a spirit, ami such obtesting protestations,

1837 CARLYLE f'r. AVr'. III. VII. v, Obtesting Deputies
obtest vainly.

t Obtestate, v. Obs. rare. [f. ppl. stem of L.

obtestarl : see prec.]
= prec.

1613 R. CAWDREY Table A/fli. (ed. 3\ ff'ialale,\mmV(y
to beseech, or to call to \vitnesse. 1632 A'ICARS tr. Virgil
IV. 108 Readie to die, the Gods she obtestates.

Obtestation (^btestfl'Jan). [ad. L. obtestation-

em, n. of action from oblesteiri to OBTEST : cf. OK.
obtestation (151)1 c. in Godef.).] The action or an

act of obtesting.
1. A charging or beseeching by some sacred name ;

solemn adjuration, entreaty, or supplication.
1531 ELVOT Gel 1

, n. xii, With whiche wordes, obtestations,

and teart-'s, .. Titus constrayned . . brought furthe with great
iliRicultie his wordes in this wyse. 1575-85 Anr. SANDYS
.St'rju. (1341) 92 The apostle, . . with a most vehement spirit,

and most earnest obtestation, duth here exhort the Philip-

plans. 01677 MANTON Serin. 2 Thess. i. Wks. 1871 III. 5

]iy way of adjuration or obtestation. 1705 STANHOI'K

J'araphr. II. 107 Observe . . their doleful Accents and Ob-
testations and . . learn . . at once to beg, and how to beg a

Pardon. 1850 MERIVALE Rom. Enif. (18651 VI. xlvii. 12

The gaolers .. consigned [them], in spite of their cries and

obtestations, to the hands of the executioner.

2. The action of calling (the Deity, etc.) to wit-

ness ; a solemn appeal or asseveration in confirma-

tion of a statement ; protestation.
a 1555 RIDLEY If 'ks. (Parker Soc.^ 84 Note what a solemn

obtestation God useth. 1589 PUTTENHAM fcnp. Poesie in.

xix. (Arb.) 221 By way of .. obtestation or taking God and
the world to witnes. 1678 CUDWORTH Intcll. Syst. \. iv.

14.261 That Form of Obtestation ..by Jupiter and the

Gods. 1814 SCOTT Kss., D>ania (1874) 144 Frequent prayers
and obtestations of the Deity. 1837 CARLYLE f'r. Kev. II.

i. viii, They made oath and obtestation to stand faithfully

by one another.

t Obte-xed, ///. n. Obs. rare-". [(.'L.cbtex-
ere to weave over.]
1623 COCKEKAM, Obtexeti, weaued.

Obtick, obs. form of Orric.

t ObtO'rtion. Obs. rare. [a.A.'Li.oblortion-em,

n. of action from obtorqtie-re to twist awry, f. ob-

(Os- I b) +- torquere to twist.] A twisting, dis-

tortion, wresting, perversion.
(11656 Up. HALL Pref. Revel. Unrevealed, Those strange

obtortions of some particular prophecies to private interests.

f Obtra-ctuous, a. Obs. rare 1

. [Erroneously
f. L. ottreciatu-s, f. obtrectare: see next and -ous.]

Slanderous, calumnious.

1537 in W. H. Turner Select. Rec. Oxford it,-i [He] seid,

How sey you, syrs? with obtractuouse words.

tObtre'Ct, v. Obs. Also obtraot. [ad. L.

obtrectare to disparage, detract from, f. ob- (On-
I b) + tract,lre to drag, haul.] trans. To detract

from ; to disparage, decry.
1596 J. TRUSSELL 1'ref. Poem in Soul/nutlCs Tri. Death,

Sith then the worke is worthie of your view, Obtract not him
which for your good it pend. 1612 T. TAYLOR Coinin. Titus

iii. 2 When men will speake their pleasure of men absent,

obtrectinff and detracting from them. 1617 MIDDLETON &
ROWLEY Fair Q. iv. i, Thou dost obtrect my flesh and blood.

t Obtrecta'tion. Obs. Also -tract-, fad. L.

obtrcctation-em, n. of action from obtrectare : see

prec. Cf. F. obtrectation (i4th c. in Godef.}.]

Detraction, disparagement, slander, calumny.
1563-83 FOXE A. ft M. 693/1 Charging also the Prelates

and Priests for their slandrous obtrectations, and vndeserued

contumelies. 1608 WILLET Hexapla Exod. 418 Priuie

slaundering, and obtrectation of them that are absent. 1677
PLOT Ox/ordsh. 223 [Lydiate] defended it against the

obtractations of Joseph Scaliger. 1700 ASTBY tr. Saavedra-

OBTRUNCATE.
Faxardo I. 103 Obtrectation is a sign of Liberty in a Com-
monwealth.

1 O'btrectator. Obs. [a. L. obtrectator, ngent-
n. f. obtrectare: see OBTRECT. Cf. F. obtrcc.'ateur

(i5th c. in Godef.}.] A traducer, detractor.

1432-50 tr. Iligdtn (Rolls) III. 255 The grete Pompeius ..

was not perseuerante for drede of obtrectatores \inetu ob-

trcctatorm>i\. a 1670 HACKET Abf>. H'illiams I. (1692) 95
Some were . . a great deal more laborious in their cure than

their obtrectators. 1679 L. ADDISON 1st St. Ma/iumctfism

87 That they be no obtrectators, or given to Calumny and

Back-biting.

tObtre'Ctor. Obs. rare- 1
. [For obtrecter, f.

OBTRECT v., the suffix being assimilated to the L.

-or of agent-nouns, as in corrector.'] prec.
1563-83 FOXE A. f; M. 302/2 They as wicked con-

federatours were, .oblrectours of hys worthy laud and fame.

Obtriangular (/>b|trai|a;'ngirflaa';, a. Nat.

Hist. [OB- 2.] Triangular in form, with the apex
downwards, or at the base of the organ or part.
1826 KIKHY& SP. Entomol. III. xxxii. 324 The fourth joint

is very lar^e and obtriangular.

Obtrigonal (fbtri-gonal), a. A'at. Hist. [Ou-

2.]
=

prec. Also Obtri'ffonate a.

1819 G. SAMOUELLE Entotnol, Commend. 193 Opatrum ..

maxillary palpi with their last joint obtrigonate. 1856-8
W.Ci ARK \~ander Hod'ens 7.ool. 1.323 Antennse moderate,
third joint . . obtrigonaL Ibid. 672 Shell oblong, oval or

obtrigonal.

t Obtri-te, a. Obs. rare~. [ad. L. obtrittts,

pa. pple. of obterlre to bruise, crush.] Worn,
bruised; trodden under foot (Blount Glossogr, 1656}.
Hence f Obtri'tion,

' a bruising, or wearing away
against anything' (Phillips, 1658).

Obtrude (<>btn?d), v. [ad.L. obtrficl-fre, f. ob-

(OB- i b) + trndcre to thrust.]

1. trans. To thrust forth; to eject, push out.

Also rcfi.

1613 R. CAWDREY Table Alph (ed. }\ Obtrude, ihrust

with violence. 1648 E \RL RfiLAND in \ztlt l\cp. Hist.

MSS. Coinin. App. v. 3 Reasons why I ought not to be ob-

truded from my house at Ilelvoir. 1764 DUNN in /'////. Trans.

LIV. 115 I thought I saw a little dull tremulous vibration

obtrude itself on the limb of the Sun. 1813 Examiner
15 Mar. 165/2 He .. ripped him open, and the bowels ob-

truded themselves,

2. To thrust forward forcibly or unduly ;
to thrust

(a matter, a person, his presence, etc.) upon any
one. Const, on, upon, into (\ to, unto}.
c 1555 HARPSFIEI-D Divorce Hen. I 'III (Camden) 86 To

reject such definitions as by most wise .. men have been

delivered unto us, and to obtrude to us other, partly their

own. i! 1592 H. SMITH Wks. (1867) II. 431 As for their tra-

ditions, which they cannot prove, but obtrude unto us with-

out testimony of Scriptures, let us contemn them. 1654
URAMHALL Just Vind. i. (1661) 2 To attempt . . to obtrude

any forrein Jurisdiction upon us. a 1661 FI/I.LER ]Vorth!es

(1840) I. 362 A man of low birth and high pride, obtruded on

them., by the king for their general. 1791 PAINE Rights of
Matt (ed. 4) 79 Who, then, art thou, . . that obtruded thine

insignificance between the soul of man and its Maker? 1840
THIHLWALL Greece VII. Ivi. 185 Advice was obtruded on him.

1876 HOLLAND .Ser. Oats xvii. 257 She asked Mr. Ilalfour if

she could have the liberty to obtrude a matter of business

upon him. 1878 GLADSTONE Prim. Homer xiii. 142 With

Homer the maker's mark never obtrudes the maker, or places
him between the reader and the theme.

b. refl.

1754 KmvARns Freed. Will iv. vii. 242 A Diversity and

Order of distinct Parts., does as naturally obtrude itself on

our Imagination, in one Case as the other. 1817 Part. Deb.

756 Mr. Blake said, it was with much diffidence he obtruded

himself again upon the attention of the House. 1847 MAS-
KELL Mon. Kit. III. 86 note, Subordinate officials, who.,

obtruded themselves into matters beyond their office.

C. intr. (for refl.). To be or become obtrusive;

to intrude, force oneself.

1579 FENTON Citicciard. l. (1509) 2
T remember .. with

what wrongs and iniuries the tamilie of Aragon had ob-

truded upon his father. 1670 G. H. Hist. Cardinals III. I.

232 With his instances and importunity, he seem'd in some
measure to obtrude upon theColledge. a 1745 SWIFT H'ill. 11,

Lett. 1768 IV. 269 Either by not thinking of religion at

all ; or, if it will obtrude, by putting it put of countenance.

1844 R. H. DANA Changes of Home xlix, A little farther !

Let us not obtrude Upon her sorrows' holy solitude.

Hence Obtru'ded///. a., Obtru'ding vbl. sb.

1649 MILTON Eikon. xv. Wks. (1851) 451 The greatest part

of Piotestants were against him and his obtruded settlement.

1659 UP. WALTON Consid. Considered 151 Here is no ob-

truding of any Various Reading out of a MS. which is not.

1879 FARRAR St. Paul (1883) 134 He could crush by passion
and energy such obtruding fancies.

Obtrtrder. [f. prec. + -ER!.] One who ob-

trudes or thrusts forward in an importunate or

unwelcome manner.

1638 I'enit. Conf. vii. (1657) 144 Hath caused the busie

obtruders thereof to be suspected. 1664 H. MORF. Myst.

Iniq. i. 3 They are Teachei s, Abettors, or Obtruders of such

practices or principles upon pretence of Religion. 1879

T. P. O'CoNNOH Ld. Beaconsfield 197 The rude and calcu-

lating obtruder of self forces you to his wishes.

Obtl'U'ncate, ppl. a- [ad. L. obtrnncat-us,

pa. pple. of obtruncare : see next.] Cut short.

1805 London Cries 34 Those props,
on which the knees

obtruncate stand, That crutch ill-wielded in the widow'd

hand.

Obtruncate (i7btro-i)lrH
x
,, v. [f. ppl. stem of

L. obtruncare to cut off, lup away, f. ob- (,OB- i b, c)

+ trtmcare to cut off, maim.] trans. To cut or



OBTRUNCATED.

lop off the head or top of; to top, decapitate.
Hence Obtru'ncated ///. a., Obtrunca'tion.
1623 COCKERAM, Obtruncate, to cut off ones head. Ob~

truncation, a cutting off. 1657 TOMLINSON Renorfs Disp.
465 The Female [Viper] satiated with pleasure obtruncates
the male. 1762 STERNE Tr. Shandy V. iii, The proudest

pyramid of them all . . has lost its apex,and stands obtruncated
in the traveller's horixcn. 1863 HAWTHORNE Our Old
Home I. 66 Rustic chairs, .ponderously fashioned out of the

stumps of obtruncated trees.

O'btrunca:tor. rare. [Agent-n. in L. form
from L. obtruncare\ see prec.] One who cuts off.

a 1864 LAN DOR in Athen&nui (1889) 23 Nov. 707/3 The
English King ..obtruncator of conjugal heads.

Obtrusion \$b\\u'$xi\ [f. L. obtnlswn-em,
n. of action f. obtrudere to OBTRUDE.] The action
of obtruding.
1. The forcible pushing or thrusting (of anything)

into any space or place, or against anything else.

1847 LEWES /list. Philos. (1867) II. 362 Stimulated into i

motion by the obtrusions of surrounding bodies. 1875
KINCI.AKE Crimea V. i. (1877) 225 Liprandi's obtrusion of !

troops in the direction of the. . Heights.
2. The importunate obtruding or thrusting of some

one or something (upon one, or upon one's atten-

tion) ; also concr. something thus thrust upon one.

1641 'SMECTYMNUUS' Answ. vii. (1653) 34 The Obtrusion
of a Bishop upon the Church of Alexandria without the.,
vote of the Clergie or People is Condemned by Athanasius.

1649 MILTON Rikon. xi. Wks. (1851) 417 Those violent and
merciless obtrusions which for almost twenty yeares he had
bin forcing upon tender consciences by all sorts of Persecu-
tion. 1751 JOHNSON Rambler No. 103 f 7 Disturbed by the
obtrusion of new ideas. 1865 Cornh. Mag. XI. 491 The*
obtrusion of these topics upon persons not conversant with

j

professional technicalities.

b. The forcing of oneself or one's company !

upon any one.

1579 FBNTON Gnicciard. xvi. (1599) 763 He was at last !

made Pope . . notwithstanding the many obtrusions and !

emulations of the most auncient Cardinals. 1834 G. BENNETT
jWand. N. S. IV. II. viii, On the approach of danger, or on

the obtrusion of strangers. 1858 HOGG Life Shelley II, 343
There was no end of obtrusion: the word intrusion is not

strong enough.

Obtrusive (pbtr/7-siv), a. [f.
L. obtrus-, ppl.

stem of obtrudSre to OBTRUDE + -IVE.]
1. Projecting so as to be in the way.
1842 T. MAHTIN My Xamcsake in Erasers Mag. Dec.,

Bang went my haunch against an obtrusive angle of my bed.

2, Characterized by forcibly thiusting (oneself, ;

one's opinions, etc.) into notice or prominence;
forward; unduly prominent.
1667 MILTON P. L. vni. 504 Not obvious, not obtru>ive,

'

but retir'd, The more desirable. 1798 MALTHUS Popitl,

(1817) II. 246 Human institutions appear to be, and. .often
j

are, the obvious and obtrusive causes of much mischief to
\

society. 1840 MALCOM Trav.^/i The beggars.. are seldom
obtrusive, but a donation to one will bring several upon
you. 1872 MINTO Eng. Prose Lit. n. i. 227 An obtrusive

profession of his faith.

Obtrusively (btn?sivli), adv.
[f. prec. +

-LY 2
.J

In an obtrusive manner; so as to obtrude.
i8z8 in WEBSTER. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. x. II. 6.;6

His advice was never asked, and, when obtrusively and i

importunately offered, was coldly received. 1853 C. IjRON IE
Villette vii, One or two gentlemen glanced at me occa-

'

sionally, but none stared obtrusively. 1875 Cornk. Mag.
Jan. 78 The

' Vision of Sir Launfal '. .is perhaps rather too

obtrusively didactic.

Obtrusiveness ^btr/rsivnes). [f. as prec. +

-NE38.] The quality of being obtrusive.

1825 J. NEAL Bro. Jonathan II. 142 Religion, or truth i

could never appear, without a look of absurdity, .or obtrti-
j

siveness. 1863 WOOLNER My Beautiful Lady 19 We thread !

a copse where frequent brambles' spray With loose obtrusive-
ness from side roots stray. 1881 Athenaeum 21 May 681/3 i

He complains of.. the obtrusiveness of the natives, and
more especially of the women.

t Ob bum e'scene e. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. L. ob- f

tumesc-ere to swell up; see -ENCE.] A swelling up;
swollen condition.

1657 TOMLINSON Renou's Disp. 236 It abates its durity and
!

obtumeecence.

Obtund (^bttf-nd), v. [ad. L. obtund-cre to
\

beat against, blunt, dull, f. ob~ (Os- i \>} + tund2re
\

to beat, Cf. obs. F. obtondre, -tundre (^1500 in
j

Godef.).] trans. To blunt, deaden, dull, deprive |

of sharpness or vigour, render obtuse (the senses ,

or faculties, physical qualities of things, etc.).

Chiefly in medical use.
c 1400 LanfrancsCirnrg. 83 Colde bingis whiche . . obtunden

or casten bach be scharpnes of J>e same vlcus. 1471 RIPI.EY

Coinp. Alch. Pref. in Ashm. (1652) 121 Whose Lummos Berries

obtundyth our speculation. 1620 VENNKR l>'ia Recta viii. 164
Nothing. .doth so greatly obtunde and weaken the natiue

j

heate. .as a fastidious fulnesse of the stomacke. 1664 H.MORE
j

Myst. Iniq. 347 This passage, if there had been any force in
j

the former, does quite obtund it. 1710 T. FULLRR Pharnt.
j

Extcinp. 36 Crayfish, Crabs and Lobsters . . obtund the i

acidity of Vinegar it self. 1750 JOHNSON Rambler No. 78
P 4 No man can at pleasure obtund or invigorate his senses.
a 1836 D.

t

M'NicoLL Inquiry Stage Wks. (1837) 120 The
moral sensibility of the character is . .obtunded. 1872 COHEN
Dis, Throat 271 The sense of smell is obtunded.

fb. To deafen, din (the ears). Obs. rare.

1645 [see OBTUNDING below]. 1694 MOTTEUX Rabelais v.

(1737) 231 I'll not too many Verbs effund, Nor with our Ills

your Auricles obtund.

Hence Obtu -

nding///.a. ; deadening, deafening.

39

1645 MILTON Colast. Wks. (1851) 363 John-a.Noaks and
John-a-Stiles . . have fill'd our Law-books with the obtunding
story of their suits and trials. 1684 tr. Bonet's Merc.
Coinpit. in. 85 The Heart-burn, .is rather to be corrected
with obtunding and alterative Medicines. 1895 Scotsman
1 1/6 Obtunding or anaesthetic properties.

Obtundent (^btyndent),<z. and sb. Med. [ad.
L. obtitndcnt-em, pr. pple. of obtundere to OBTUXD.]
a. adj. Having the property of dulling sensibility.
b. sb. A substance used to dull sensibility or allay
irritation

;
a demulcent.

t I7S3 CHAMBERS Cycl. Snpp., Obtundentia,z. word used by
some authors to express such medicines as are given to

obtund, or edulcorate the acrimony of the humors.] 1842
BRANDE Diet, Sci., A,c., Obtundeitts, mucilaginous, oily and
other bland medicines, supposed to sheathe parts from
acrimony, and to blunt that of certain morbid secretions.

1864 WKBSTKR cites FORSYTH. 1891 Cent. Dict.^Obtnndent,
I. a. Dulling; blunting.

t ObtU'rant, ///. a. Her. Obs. rare. fa. F.

obtitrant, pr. pple. of obturer, ad. L. obturdre to

stop up.] ^Stopping, closing. (Const, as pple.)
1572 HOSSKWKLL Arntori,' ii. 62 b, The field is Gules, an

A^pe obturant her eares d'Or.

tObtu'rate, a. Obs. rare. [ad. L. obtunlt-us,

pa. pple. of obturdre : see next.] Stopped up;
jig. impervious.

c 1560 Phylogannis in Skeltons M'ks. (1843) I. p. cxvi,
O poet rare and recent. .Obtu.sedand obturate, Obumbylate,
obdurate.

Obturate (^btiiVr^t, p-btiu-), v.
[f. ppl. stem

of L. obtilrdre to stop up, in K. obturcr^\ trans. To
stop up, close, obstruct. Hence Obturated///, a.

;

Obturating ///. a. (spec, in Gunnery, see OB-
TURATOR 2 b).

1657 TOMLINSON Renon's Disp. 683 In a..Boccia well

obturated, that nothing may expire. 1736 AMYAND in /'///.

Trans. XXXIX. 334 As oft as this. . Pin , .did not exactly
obturate the Aperture. 1859 FARRAR Julian Home 260
His ears were so obturated with vanity. 1876 tr. ]\

T

<ignrr's
Gen. Pathol. 192 'the canals traversing the thrombus, .re -

establi>h the circulation through the obturated vein. 1884
S. V. UKNET in Rep. Chief of Ordnance 18 (Cent. ,

Three
forms of an obturating primer have been manufactured
recently at the Frankfort arsenal.

Obturation (pbtiuar^-Jon). [ad.L. obturation^
em

t
n. of action from obturdre to stop up : cf. F.

obturation (I5~i6th c. in Hatz.-Darm.).] The
action of stopping up; obstruction of an opening
or channel

; spec, in Gunnery (cf. next, 2 b).
1610 BAKROUGII Meth. Pltysick HI. xxxviii. (1639) 162

About the beginning of obturation and stopping, the urine is

.. little in quantity. 1611 COTGR., Ama/rose^ blindnesse
caused by the obturation of the Opticke sinew. 1634
IJi1

. HALL Contempt., .V. T. iv. ii, Some are deaf by an out-
ward obturation. 1880 Daily 'I el. 31 Dec. 2/6 The sealing
of the breech, or obturation, as it is called, is effected by an
expanding steel cap on the face of the breech-screw.

Obturator >*btiur^tai). [a. med. ^.obturator,

agent-n. from obturdre\ see prec. ;
in F. obturateur

(c 1550 in Pare^;.] Something that stops up.
1. Anat. (almost always attrib.}. Name of a

membrane (obturator membrane, or obturator

ligament) which closes the thyroid foramen
;

applied also to structures connected with this, as
Obturator artery, a branch of the internal ili:ic artery,

supplying the obturator and other muscles of the thigh;
obturator canal, a funnel-shaped opening in the obturator

membrane, through which the obturator vessels and nerves

pass; obturator foramen, another name for the thyroid
foramen, a large opening in the os innominatum, represent-
ing the division between the ischiumand pubis; obturator
muscles, two muscles (o . ejctemns and o. intcrnns) serving
for rotation and other movements of the thigh ; obturator
nerve, a branch of the lumbar plexus, having twigs dis-

tributed to the hip and knee joints and various muscles of
the thigh ; obturator vein, a branch of the internal iliac

vein, accompanying the obturator artery.

1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl., Obturator, in anatomy, a name
given to two muscles of the thigh ..covering up the foramen
or aperture between the os pubis and the hip-bone. 1741
MONRQ Anat. Serves (ed. 3) 211 The obturator Muscles.

1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Snpp., Obturator ligament, is one of
the proper ligaments of the ossa innominata,and tills up the

great foramen ovale. 18*7 ABERNETHY^'W^. irks. II. 218 The
anterior crural and obturator nerves. 1842 E. Wi LSONA nat.
I'ade M. (ed. 2) no The Obturator ligament or Membrane is

a ten dino-fibrous Membrane stretched across the obturator
foramen. 1873 HUMPHRY Myoiogy 20 The internal obturator.

2. An artificial device for stopping an opening;
spec. a. Surg. A plate or other contrivance for

closing an opening of the body, esp, an abnormal

opening, as in cleft palate, b. Gunnery. A cap,

pad, or the like, used for preventing the escape of

gas through a joint or hole, esp. through the

breech of a cannon in firing; a gas-check. C. A
shutter of a photographic camera. Also attrib.

1876 Trans. Clinical Soc. IX. 125 Mr. Sewill..made for
me an obturator according to the following plan : A small

plate was made to accurately fit the roof of the mouth [etc.].
.. Immediately after the obturator was applied, the patient
could articulate the letters s and 2 to perfection sounds
which she was quite unable to make before. 1887 Brit.

Jrnl. Photog. 24 June 399/1 A new obturator or instanta-
neous shutter. 1891 Cent. Diet. s. v., A Broadwell ring, a
Freire obturator, a De Bange obturator, or an Armstrong
gas-check. 1894 Times 10 Oct. 5/1 The Chinese received
the severest punishment while .. struggling .. to replace
obturator rings.

OBTUSELY.

Obtu'ratory, a. rare. [f. as prec. : see -DRY.]
Serving to close or stop up. t Obturatory muscles
= obturator muscles : see prec. i.

1719 Glossogr, A nglicana Novtt (ed. 2\ Obturatory Muscles,
some of tho^e that bend the Thigh.

tObtu-rb, v. Ubs. rare- , [ad. L. obtitrbare

to make tin bid.] (See quot.) So f Obturba'tion

[L. obtitrbatio\.
1623 COCKERAM, Obhtrh't to trouble. Ohturbation, a

troubling.

Obturbinate(pbtz)ubinA),rt. Nat. Hist. [OR-
2.] Inversely turbinate; having the form of a top
with the peg upwards. Also Obtu rbinated a.

1857 MAYXB Expos. Lex. 787/1 Obtiirhhmted. 1892 Syd.
Soc. /t'.r., Qbturbinatc.

Obtusangnlar fobti/7s&e*i)giiH&i\ a. Now
rare or Obs. [f. L. obtus-us OBTUSE + ANGULAR.]=

Obtuse-angled \ see OBTUSE a. 5. Also t Obtus-
a'ngTilous a. Obs.
1680 T. L. \\VSON- Mite into Treas. 13 Terms of this Art,

. . Rectangulous, ( )bliquangulous, < Mjtiisangulous. 1706
PHJLLIPS, Qbtusetiigular. 1732 BKKKJ LKY Alciphr. \\\. 5
J riangles . . are denominated . . obtusangular, ncutangular,
or rectangular. 1826 K.IKIIY & SP. Knioniol. III. xxxv. 5-0A transverse obtusnhgular band.

Obtuse ;$>bii/7-s ,
a. [ad. I., obtfis-tts dulled,

blunt, pa. pple. of obtundere to ObTi NIX Cf. F.

obtitS) -use 1542 in Hatx.-I'ann.).] Ulunt in

various senses) : opp. tu acute.

1. lit. Of a blunt form
;

not sharp or pointed :

esp, in A'tit, Hist, of parts or organs of animals or

plants. The opposite of acute.

1589 PmrNHAM f-'.ng. yVi-wV n. \i[i]. (Arb.) 114 Such
shape as might nut be sharpe . . to pa>se as an angle, nur so

large or obtuse as muht not e>s:iy s-jinu issue out with one
part niue then other as the ruunde. 1657 S. PURCHAS Pol.

Flying.his. 6 Their t:tiU aie >oniew:;:a sharp (the IJ:..:M.---

more obtuse'. 1660 Ilovi.K .Y<':i' K \~p. Phys. Mech. .\\.\ix.

322 An O\al Glass . with a sliort N.i.k at the obtuser end.
I753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Svpp. =. v. Leaf, Obtuse Leaf, one
terminated by the segment of a circl--. 1767 ( low n Treat,
It onnds I. 237 A blow \\ ith an obtuse weapon. 1845 IJNDI.KY
Sch. Bot. i. (1058) 10 Leaves are obtuse^ or (nu:t!, in the

ordinary sen^e of those words. 1877-84 HULME ll'ild l-'L

p. viii, Spur htout, and oblige.

2. Ceoin. Of a plane angle: Greater than a right

angle ; exceeding 90'.
Obtuse bisectrix-, tl.e line bisecting an obtuse angle, e.g.

between the optic axes of a crystal. Obtuse cone-, a cone
of which the section by a plane thiough the axis has an
obtuse angle at the \ertrx. Obtuse hyf>,-rb<>Li : a hyperbola
lying within the obtuse angles between its asymptotes.
1570 Jin, i. INI. si. KY Euclid i. def, x. 3 An obtuse angle is

that which is greater then a right angle. 1633 P. Fi.i u HI.R

Purple hi. in. xxi, Into two vbtuser angles bended. 1701
(jKtw Cosm, Sac t-a n. v. 18 All Salts are Angular; with
Obtuse, Right, or Acute Angles. 1879 WRIGHT Anint. Life
6 This bone forms an obtuse angle with the pelvis.

3. _$", Not acutely affecting the senses; indis-

tinctly felt or perceived ;
dull.

1620 VKNNKK / 'in I\ecta\\. 31 The wine, .carrietli th.esame,
which otherwise is of an obtuse operation, vnto all the p.uts
[of the body]. 1726 SWIFT i'o a l.a</y, Hastings heavy,
dry, obtuse. 1790 CMAWFORD in Phil. Trans. LXXX. 426,
I .. felt an obtuse pain .. in my stomach. 1897 Allbutt's

Sysf. Mcd. IV. 126 Pain, sharp or obtuse.

4. Not acutely sensitive or perceptive; dull in

feeling or intellect, or exhibiting such dullness;

stupid, insensible. (In quot. 1606, Rough, un-

polished :
= BLUNT a. 4.)

1509 HAWKS Past. Pit-as, xm. (Percy Soc.) 113, I am but

yonge, it is to me obtuse Of these maters to presume to en-

dyte. 1602 MAKSTON Antonio's Rev. \. iii. Wks. 1856 I. 79,
I scorne to retort the obtuse jeast of af^ule. i6c6 WARNER
All>, Eng. xvi. civ. (1612)408 Obtuse in phrase. 1667 MILTON
P. L. xi. 541 Thy Sense-- then Obtuse, all taste of pleasure
must foregoe. 1829 *swrt AnneofG. ii, Obtuse m his under-

standing, but kind and faithful in his disposition. 1885
MATHILDK BLIND Tarantella I. xi. 121 We were too obtuse
to understand their peculiar way of manifesting it.

5. Co/tiff., as obtuse-angled, having an obtuse

angle or angles (also obtuse-angular rare
');

also in Nat. ///., with another adj., expressing
a combination of forms, as obtuse-ellipsoid.
1660 BARROW Euclid i. Def. xxvii, An Amblygonium, or

obtuse-angled Triangle, is that which has one angle obtuse.

1706 PHILLIPS, Obtuse-angled Cone. 1878 A. H. GREEN,
etc. Coaliv. 146 The two types of fin-structure are some-
times distinguished as obtuse-lobate and acute-iobate. i88a

C)G\i.\\)Obtuse~angulat; having obtuse angles.

t Obtuse, "V> Obs. rare* 1
. In 7 erron. obtuee.

[f. OBTUSE a.] trans. To blunt, to dull.

1618 HORNBY Sc*, Drunk. (1859) lr Bacchus, thou god of
all ebriety Which dost obtuee and blunt the edge of wit.

fObtu'Sed, ppl- a. Obs. rare. [f. prec., or f.

i.] Blu
dull ;

= OBTUSE a. i and 4.

L. obtitsus OBTUSE a, + -ED 3
.] lunted, blunt,

c 1560 [see OBTURATE n. ]. 1578 BANISTER Hist, Man i. 26

This obtused corner, is .. called the seate or foundation of

the shoulder blade. 1664 POWER Exp. Philos. i. 16 Mites
in Cheese, .seem'd oval and obtus'd towards the tail.

Obtusely (^bti-sli), adv. [f. OBTUSE a. +
-LY ^.] In an obtuse manner or degree (/*/. ory%".) ;

bluntly; dully; stupidly.
1611 COTGR., bbtusewtiit, obtusely, dully, bluntly. 1765

GRAY Let. in Poems (1775) 295 The arches are pointed,

though very obtusely. 1822-34 Coed's Study Med. (ed. 4)

II. 46 The bubonous tumour is. .obtusely painful. 1851-6

WOODWARD Mollusca 266 Valves obtusely keeled. 1863



OBTTTSENESS.

COWDEN CLARKE Shaks. Char. xiv. 360 They are as obtusely
blind as earth-worms.

ObtusenesS (<7bti;?snes). [f. as prec. + NESS.]
The quality of being obtuse, bluntness, want of

sharpness ; usually in Jig. sense : Dullness of feel-

ing, apprehension, etc. ;
defective sensibility,

stupidity.
1648 JENKYN Blind Guide iv. 104 The obtusenesse of the

distinction. 1761 STEKSK Tr. Shandy III. xl. (Jod.), Nor
did this arise from any insensibility, or obtuseness of his

intellectual parts. 1890 H. ELLIS Criminals. 119 Gustatory
obtuseness.

Obtnsi- (?btisi), combining form of 'L.ob/ilsits

OBTUSE, as in t Ofottrsianffle a. Obs., obtuse-

angled ;
and in some rarely used terms of Katural

Hist., as Obtu'sifid a. [mod.L. obtfisifiJits, alter

bifidus BIFID, etc.], divided into obtuse seg-

ments ; Obtnsifo-lious a. [mod.L. obtusifolius,

1. folium leaf: see -ors], having obtuse leaves;

Obtusili-nffual a. [L. lingua tongue], having an

obtuse labium, as tlie bees of the division Obtusi-

lingues; Obtusi lobus a. [mod.L. oblilsilobus],

having obtuse lobes ; Obtusipe -nnate a. [mod.l..

obtiliipennis : see -ATE -] , having obtuse wings ;

Obtusiro-strate a. [mod.L. obtusirastrii}, having
an obtuse beak. (Mayne Expos. Lex. 1857, and

Cent. Diet.)
1571 DIGGES Pati/am. i. Eln. B iij, An Obtusiangle Tri-

ansle hath one obtuse angle. Ibid. n. iii. M j, The Area of

this Obtusiangle Isoscheles.

tObtusion (^bti??^3n).
Obs. \sA.~L.obtusioii-

etn, n. of action from obtundcre to OBTCXD.] The
action of blunting or dulling, or the condition of

being blunted or dulled.

1605 Z. JONES Lcytrs Specters 56 The deception of the

sis;ht, and the obtusion of the other senses. (11657 HARVEY (J.),

Obtusion of the senses, internal and external.

Obtusity (<5bti;7-siti). [ad. med.L. ottutitas,

f. oblus-us OBTUSE : see -ITV. Cf. OF. obtusiti

(I5th c. in Godef.).] The quality of being obtuse,

obtuseness; dullness, insensibility, stupidity.

1823 SCOTT Fam. Lett, n Jan. (1894) it. xix. 165 What a

terrible thing .. obtusity of sight would be to me. a 1849
POP. Dickens Wks. 1864 III- 4^0 His combined conceit and

obtusity. 189* Monist II. 314 A lack of moral sense is

often accompanied with an obtusity of the sense-organs.

tObu'inber, v. obs. Also 5-6 -bre. [a.

OK. obumbre-r, obombre-r (i4.th c. in Hatz.-

Darm.), ad. Lat. obnmbra-re : see OBUMBRATE.]
1. trans. To overshadow ;

to shade, obscure.
r 1420 Pallad. on Hitsb. xn. 13 For cloddis wol ther

germinacioun Obumbre from the coold, & wel defende.

[c 1420 LVDG. Batade Commend. Our Lady 102 Or half the

blisse who coude write or tell, Whan the Holy Ghost to thee

was obumbred.] c 1470 HAHDING Chron. ccxxm. i, His
shudowe so obumbred all England. (1510 BARCLAY JMirr.

Cd. Manners (1570) Bj, Many thinges be hid and .. with

obscure knowledge obumbred. c 1550 R. BIESTON Bnytc
Fortune Bj, And death.. at last him doth obumbre.

2. intr. To cast or make a shadow.
a 1568 in Bannatync .1/.S\ 109/26 The vertew of the Holie

Gaist devyne Within thy wame sail obvmbir and schyne.

t Obu-mbilate, a. Obs. rare~ l
. In 6 -ylate.

[?a scribal error for obnubilate ; the OF. instance

of obitmbler in Godef. is a misreading of obnnbler :

see -ATE 2
.]

Obscure.
c 1560 [see OBTURATE a.].

t Obu-mbilate, v. Obs. rare 1
, [f. as prec. :

see -ATE 3.] trans. To obscure, obnubilate.
<i 1711 KEN Edmund PoeL Wks. 1721 II. 86 To chill, un-

hinge, obumbilate his Heart.

Obumbrant (^bo-mbrant), a. Entom. [ad.
L. obumbrant-eni, pr. pple. of obumbra-re : see

OBUMBRATE ] Overshadowing ; spec. : see quot.
1826 KIRBY & SP. F.ntomol. IV. 332 Scutellum .. Otiiin-

branti when it overhangs the metathorax.

Obuinbrate (fbr-mbrA), a. rare. [ad. L.

obumbrat-us, pa. pple. of obumbrare to over-

shadow: see next.] fa. Overshadowed, darkened.

Obs. b. Entom. Concealed under some over-

hanging part, as the abdomen in some spiders.

1513 DOUGLAS sEntis xn. Prol. 66 Wod and forest obum-
brat with thar bewis. 1599 R. I.INCHE Fount. Anc. Fict.

A a ij, In some obumbrate thicket let us dwell. 1632 LITH-
GOW Trav. I. 42 To haue Mecenas praise This light obum.
brat, Arthur courts the North. 1826 KIRBV& Sr. Entomol.
IV. 351 Abdomen. .Obninbratc. when it is overshadowed by
the trunk and concealed und.r it.

Obumbrate (c'j'mbr^it), z). Now rare. [f. L.

obuuibrat-, ppl. stem of obumbra-re to overshadow,
to shade, f. ob- (Os- I c) + umbra-re to shade.]
1. trans. To overshadow

;
to shade, darken ; to

obscure, lit. a.m\fig.
1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 181 Whome the holy

goost did obumbrate or shadowe . . with his presence and

grace. 1632 LITHGOW Trav. x. 432 To obumbrate the true

light of the Gospell. l(t<fy\t.Scitdery'sCuria.rol.-2$ Aspiring

Kamparts which obumbrate the Adriatique Sea. 1755
SMOLLETT Qnix. n. \\\ xvi, Madam Diana having taken a

trip to the Antipodes, and left our mountains obumbrated,
and our vallies obscured, a 1778 T. GENT Life 192 An action

that for a while seemed to obumbrate the glories of Caesar.

1834 SOUTHEY Doctor v. (1862) 17 That awful wig which

accompanies Dr. Parr .. that portentous head which is thus

formidably obumbrated.

40

<[2. Misused for ADUMBRATE, to shadow forth.

1638 LITHGOW Trav. v. i-j\ More cleare then the force of

policie can obumbrate their wicked deuices. 1741 WAR-
ui'RTON Dii'. J^egtit. II. 556 The promises and denunciations
.. obumbrated a future state of rewards and punishments.
1824 STEWARD in LUackw. Mag. XV. 42, I rather take her
to be obscurely obumbrated as the Hid niuiimn gitertns.

Hence Obu'mbrated ppl. a., overclouded.

1592 R. D. llyptti-rotomachia, 3 My eyes before used to

such obumbrated darkents. 1751 SMOLLETT fer. Pic. IV.

xcii, Their countenances had begun to be a little obumbrated.

Obumbration (fbtfmbr^jan). ^o\vrare. [ad.
L. obiitnbration-enii n. of action f. obnuibra-re\ see !

prec. Cf. obs. Y.obumbration (i6ih c. in Godef.,.]
j

1. The action of overshadowing or condition of
j

being overshadowed.
c 1420 Pallad. on Hitsb. ix. 18 The feruent ire of Phebus

todeclyne Withobumbracioun. 1533 MORE Answ. Poyscned
Bk. WKS. 1068 His body was in the blessed virgin his mother

by the Iieauenly obuni brae ion of y" holy ghost. 1647
M. HUDSON Dm. Right (.io^>t.

Introd. 10 His production
. . supernaturall and Mystical!, by an incomprehensible
Obumbration of the Holy Ghost. 1819 H. BISK Dessert

894 Partial eclipse . . Brighter the dish from casual obum-
bration. 1846 G. S. FABKR Lett. Tractar. Recess. 101.

^f 2. Misused for ADUMBRATION, a shadowing forth,
j

a. 1631 DONNE Serm. xxxix. 385 That delineation, that
j

obumbration of God, which the Creatures of God exhibit

to us. 111670 HACKET Cent. Semi. (1675) 975 In the dark

glass of typical Obumbrations.

Obtrmbratory, # rare* [f. L. ohuuihrCit-, \

ppl. stem of obumbrare to OBUMBRATE : see -OB7.J ;

Having the quality of obumbratiug or darkening.
1799 in Spirit Pnh. Jrnls. II. 322 The nebulose or obum- I

bratory style. By the assistance of this, .a plain subject is

obscured.

t Obu-ncous, a. Obs. rare* ,
[f.

L. obunc-us

bent in, crooked (f. ob- (OB- i d) + nncus hooked,

crooked, curved' + -ors.]
(

Very crooked
1

(Blount

Glossogr, 1656).
Hence in PHILLIPS, COLES, ASH, and mod. Diets.

t Obunda*tion. Obs. rare ,
[f. L. olitnda-

tion-etn, noun of action f. obitnddrc to overflow.]
'A flowing against' (^Blount Glossogr. 1656).

II Obus (ob/V'z). [K. obits (1697 in Hatz.-Parm.),
ad. Ger. haitbitze : see HOWITZ.] A howitzer shell.

1871 Daily *\'i'u>s 26 May, The clean white streets [of

Pans] were bestrewn with the deh'is of shrapnel and obus.

1895 tr. Let. Napoleon III 2 Sept. 1870 in H'esttn. Gaz.
\

ii Feb., All the while the obuses rained down heavily upon
this agglomeration of human heads.

Obvallate (pbvaria), a. Nat. Hist. [ad. I..

obvallat-uS) pa. pple. of olrvalldre : see next.] j

Walled up ;
surrounded as by a rampart.

1846 DANA Zooph. (1848) 497 This species .. differs in its

obvallate cells. 1857 MAYSE Expos. Lex., Otoallatus, . .

applied to opposed leaves when they are disposed by spiral

pairs, so that these cut or cross themselves at an acute angle,
as the Globitlea obvallata : obvallate.

t Obva'llate, v. Obs.rare^. [f. 'L'.obvallat-,

ppl. stem of obvalla-re to surround with a wall, f.

ob- (OB- i a) + vallare to intrench.] trans. To sur-

round with, or as with, a wall or entrenchment.

1623 COCKERAM, Obuallate^ to compasse about with a
trench. 1657 1* MLINSON Kenou's Disp. 284 Which it obval-
lates with pricks supernally devolved.

Hence t Obvalla'tion. Obs. rare~.
1658 PHILLIPS, Obvallation, an invironing or encompassing

with a trench.

t Obva'ricate, v. Obs. rare" ,
[f.

L. type
*obvartcare, repr. by obvarlcator one who obstructs

another in his way (Paul, ex Fest.).] (See quot.)
Hence f Obvarica'tion. Obs. rare~~.
1623 COCKERAM, Obitaricate, to stop one of his passage.

1658 PHILLIPS, Obvarication, a hindring any in their passage.

Obvelation (^bvn^'Jan). rare. [n. of action

from L. obvelarc : see next.] A veiling over, a

hiding or concealing.
1664 H. MORE Synopsis Proph. 350 The title might have

been more properly the obvelation or obscuration then the

revelation. 1874 STURGEON Treas. Dat>. Ps. xcvu. 2 Every
revelation of God must also be an obvelation.

tObve'le, ^. Obs. rare. [ad. L. obvclare to

cover over, hide, conceal, f. ob- (OB- i c) + velare

to cover, veil.] trans. To wrap up, veil, cover.

1654 VII.VAIN ThcoL Treat, i. 23 This mixt mungrel action
obveled In a mist of words.

t Obve'ne, & Obs. rare. [ad. L. obvenire

to come in the way of, to happen to, also, to pre-

vent, f. ob- (OB- i b) -f venire to come : cf. F. obvenir

(1369111 Godcf.).] intr. To occur, befall, happen.
1654 VILVAIN Theol. Trent, vL 179 What is reveled to John

by word of mouth, how thing-; shal obvene.

t Obve'nt, v. Obs. rate. [f.
L. obvent-^ ppl.

stem of obveni-re ; see prec.] trans. To prevent,
frustrate.

1599 HAKLUYT I'oy. II. i. 181 We do require to obuent
these harmes. 1643 PUYNNE S0v. Power J'arlt. n. 70 To
obvent the malice of such felons.

Obvention (/bve-njan). [a. F. obvention
(

r 3th c.

in Godef.), or ad. L. obvention-em revenue, n. of

action f. obvenire : see above.] That which comes
to one incidentally ;

in Eccl. Law, an incoming
fee or revenue, esp. one of an occasional or inci-

dental character.

OBVERSIOK.

1459 Rolls of Parlt. V. 365/2 All .. Portions, Pensions,
Dymes, Oblations, Obventions, and other Emolumentes and
Profiles. 1495 Act u Hen. I '//, c. 44 6 Tythes oblacions
obvcncionsadvousons, 1635 PAGITT Christianogr. \\\. (1636)

44 You shall finde these Oblations and Obventions to be of

great value. 1655 FULLER Ch. Hist. v. iii. 50 Here we
speak not of the accidentals, as Legacies . . and other Casu-

alties, and Obventions. 1794 W. TIXDAL Hist. Evesham 97
To the priorship belong all Obventions or fees under com*
mon seal. 1859 R. F. BUKTON Centr. Afr. in Jrnl. Gcog.
Soc. XXIX. 344 These men .. receive as obventions and
spiritual fees sheep and goats, cattle and provisions.

t ObvCTSant, a. Obs. [ad. L. obversant-cm,

pr. pple. of obversarl to take position over against,
to appear, f. ohversus OBVERSE.] Standing over

against, opposite, contrary; also, placed in front

of; hence, familiar, well-known.

1579 TWYSE Phisicke agst. Fort. \. x. 10 Errour is obuer-
sant vnto vertue, & contrary vnto it. a 1622 BACON Let. to
Sir H. Savill in Resuscitatto (1661) 228 Example.. trans-

formeth the Will of Man into the Similitude of that which is

most obversant and familiar towards it. a, 1754 J. MC.LAURIN
Serin. <y Ess. (1755) 306 Our obligations to love and honour
God are. .always obversant to our view and continually be-

fore our eyes.

Obverse (see below), a. and sb. [ad. L. obvcrs-

ns, pa. pple. of obvertere to OBVERT.
Single instances of the adj. and sb. are known in i7th c. ;

otherwise the word is not exemplified till end of i8th c. ;

neither Johnson nor Todd has it, though giving okversant ;

under reverse^ of coins, Chambers Cycl, (1727-41) and John-
son, in speaking of the other side, do not use ofcersc; both

adj. and sb. are in Webster 1828.]

A. adj. (p'bvsis, pbvaus).
1. Turned towards or against ; opposite.
a. 1656 USSHER Ann. (1658) 876 They fought . . until Car-

rhenes having overcome his obverse wing, wheeled about
with a circumference and came upon the back of his enemies.

1840 S. R. TICKELL In Jml. Asiat. Soc. IX. 706 The ob-

verse manners of the Oorias.

2. Of a figure : Narrower at the base or point of

attachment than at the apex or top ; spec, in Nat.

Hist., a general term comprising the various forms

severally called obconic, obcordate, oblanceolate,

obovatCj etc. Also in comb. = obversely, OB- 2, as

olrverse-lunate.

1826 KIRBY & SP. Entomcl. III. xxxiv. 508 When there are

three of these organs [stemmata] they are arranged in an
obverse triangle in a space behind the antennEe. Ibid. IV.

299 Qfa'erse . . When an object is viewed with its head towards

you. 1866 Treas. Bot. 799/2 Obverse^ the same as Ob.

Ofcersc-hinate, inversely crescent-shaped. 1875 KNIGHT
Diet. Meek. 1543/2 An obverse tool has the smaller end to-

wards the haft or stock.

3. Answering to something else as its counterpart.
1875 POSTE Gains iv. (td. z) 443 To every' mode of obliga-

tion there is an obverse mode of liberation. 1881 A. AUSTIN
in Macin.RIag. XL 1 1 1. 401, I felt sure I should come to the

other side of the shield, the obverse hollows of all this em-
bossed and..somewhat turgid appreciation.

B. sb.
(p-bvsas).

1. That side of a coin, medal, seal, etc., on which
the head or principal design is struck

; the opposite
of reverse. Also attrib.

1658 SIR T. BROWNE Hydriot. 16 Silver peeces .. with a
rude head upon the obverse, . . and an ill formed horse on the

reverse. 1797 Eticycl. tirit. fed. 3) XI. 41/1 On the obverse

of this piece there are portraits of Francis and Mary, face

to face. 1823 CRABB Technol. Diet.
, Reverse, the back side

ofa medal, as opposed to the obverse. 1837 Penny Cycl. VII.

330/2 The noble . .The obverse represents the king standing
in a vessel. 1864 BOUTELL Her. Hist. ,5- Pop. xxiv. 401 The
equestrian figures of the obverse of the Great Seals. 1895
Proclam. Bronze Coinage 1 1 May, Every Penny should have
for the obverse impression Our Effigy with the Inscription
' Victoria' [etc.].

2. The face or side of anything intended to be

presented to view ; front as opposed to back.

1831 CAKLVLE Sart. Res. \. x, In looking at the fair tapestry
of human life, .he dwells not on the obverse alone, but here

chiefly on the reverse. 1847 EMERSON Repr. Men, Montaigne
Wks. (Bohn) I. 335 Nothing so thin, but has these two faces ;

and, when the observer has seen the obverse, he turns it over

to see the reverse.

b. fig- The counterpart of any fact or truth.

i86z \V. M. ROSSETTI in Frasers Mag. Aug. 199 To say

No, and stick to it, is a necessary obverse of the power of

saying Yes to some purpose. 1862 W. \V. STOHY Roba di

R. xv. (1864) 325 Here you have the two sides the science

of medicine, and its obverse, the practice of witchcraft. 1874
H. R. REYNOLDS John Bapt. viii. 512 Sin cannot be ex-

plained away as a mistake, as an illusion, as the obverse of

good.
3. Logic. A proposition obtained as the result of

obversion. 1896 [see OBVERSION 2].

Obversely (<'bv5usli), adv. [f. prec. + -LY 2.

In Nat. Hist, after mod.L, obverse?] In an obverse

form or manner ;
with an adj. of shape = OB- 2.

1752 SIR J. HII.L Hist. Atiim. 565 The tailed Vesper-

tilio, with a foliated and obversely cordated nose. 1753
CHAMBERS Cycl. Sutf. s. v. Leaf, Obversely ovated Lea . .

a leaf of the same figure with the ovated leaf, only fixed to

the petiole by its smaller end. Ibid. Botany Tab. 2, Leaves

Obversely-cordattd. 1849 JOHNSTON in Proc. Berw. Nat.

Club II. No. 7. 368 An obversely conoid elongated vesicle.

1869 Jos. Mill's Hum. Mind II. xxiiL 324 note* And ob-

versely, if a person acts [etc.].

Obversion Ebv5*l|8o). [ad. L. obversion-em
t

n. of action from obvertere to OBVERT.]
1. The action of turning towards some person or

thing. '864 in WEBSTER.



OBVERT.

2. Logic. A form of immediate inference in which,
by changing the quality, from one proposition
another is inferred, having a contradictory predicate.
Also called PERMUTATION.
18. . BAIN Etfac. as Sc. in Cycl. Sci. (U.S.) I. 539 The most

searching equivalence of verbal forms is Obversion, or the

stating of a fact from its other side. 1896 J. WKLTON Man.
Logic (ed. 2) I. in. iii. 251 Obversion is a change in the

qualkyof a predication made ofany given subject, whilst the

import of the judgment remains unchanged. The original

proposition is called the Obvertend, and that which is

inferred from it is termed the Obverse.

3. The formation of an obverse or counterpart.
1892 Daily News 3 Sept. 3/3 There is no need .. to insist

that in the matter of mind, this distinct obversion should

exist, which nature demands not.

Obvert (Vbva-Jt), v. [ad.L. obvert-crt to turn

towards or against, f. ob- (Ofi- i a, b) + vertOre to

turn.]

fl. trans. To turn (something) towards; to

place fronting. Obs.

16*3 COCKERAM, Obitert^ to turne against one. 1646 SIR
T. BROWNE Pseud. Kp. \\. vii. 309 The rooms of caenation
in the Summer, he obverts unto the Winter ascent, that is,

South-East. 1686 GOAD Celest. Bodies i. xv. 95 The Lunar
Light being obverted towards us. .in the Quadrates. 1781
WESLEY li'ks. (1872) IV. 211 If the northern hemisphere be
obverted to the sun longer than the southern.

f 2. To turn (a thing) in a contrary direction.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Psend. Kp. 60 If wee place a Needle
touched at the foote of tongues or andirons, it will obvertor
turne aside itslyllie or North point, and con forme its cuspis
or South extreme unto the andiron. 1657 TOM LINSON Renous
Disp. 131 That the manner of preparation and mixtion be
not obverted thereby.

3. Logic. To change the quality of (a proposi-
tion) in the way of OBVERSION.
1896 J. WELTON Man. Logic (ed. 2' I. in. iii. 251 The one

simple rule for obverting any proposition : Negative the

predicate and change the quality, but leave the quantity un-
altered.

Hence Obve*rted ppl. a.

1664 EVELYN Sylva (1670) 20 Place to warm south, or the
obverted pole. 1896 J. WELTON Man. Logic (ed. 2) I. in.

iii. 249 The corresponding forms with negative predicates
are termed the Obverted Converse, the Obverted Contra-
positive, and the Obverted Inverse.

Obvertend (?'bv3Jte:nd). Logic, [ad. L. ob-

vertend-us, gerundive utobvertere : see prec.] The
proposition to be obverted.

1896 [see OBVERSION 2],

t O'bviate,///. . Obs. rare 1
, [ad. L. oiruiat-

its, pa. pple. of olwiare \ see next.] = OBVIATED.
1671 True Nonconf. 12 This is already obviat by the Lord's

own determination.

Obviate (p*bvi|^t), v. [f. L. 0dvt&-, ppl. stem
violruiare to meet, withstand, oppose, prevent, f. ob

against + via way. Cf. F. obvier
(l^tbc., Godef.'.]

fl. trans. To meet, encounter; hence, to with-

stand, oppose (a person or thing). Obs.

1600-9 ROWLANDS Knauf of Clubbes 37 As on the way
I Itinerated, ARurall person I Obuiated, Interogating times
Transitation. 1654 EARL MONM. tr. Bentivoglio's ll^arrs offlanders 326 [He] advanced suddenly with . . 300 Foot to

obviat him. 1695 J. EDWARDS Perfect. Script. Ded., You
obviated their folly . . with a profound wisdom. 1702 J.
LOGAN in Pa. Hist. Soc. Mem. IX. 84 To obviate those
three unworthy charges.. I have taken all proper courses.

2. To meet and dispose of or do away with (a

thing) ; to clear out of the way ;
to prevent by

anticipatory measures.

1598 YONG Diana 338 So did she obuiate this doubt with
a sudden remedie. 1656 CROMWELL Sp. 17 Sept. in Carlyle,
That I might .. advise with you about the remedies and
means to obviate these dangers. 1692 HE NTLEY /toy/tf Lect.

243 [This] will obviate and preclude the most considerable

objections of our adversaries. 1751 JOHNSON Rambler No.
148 P n But how has he obviated the inconveniences of old

age? 1804 LD. ELLENBOROUGH in Easfs Rep. V. 254 The
defect, .cannot, .be obviated in the manner suggested. 1868
ROGERS Pol. Econ. iv. (1876) 38 The risk of transporting
money from one country to another has been obviated by
the use of. . Bills of Exchange.

f b. To anticipate, forestall. Obs.

1712 ADDISON Sped. No. 367 F 4 If I do not take care to
obviate some of my witty Readers, they will be apt to tell

me, that my Paper, .is still beneficial [etc.].

T 3. To lie in the way between. Obs. rare.

1705 SCARBURGH Euclid 8 A Strait line is That, All whose
intermedial Parts do obviate the Extreams.

Obviation (fbvi^i-J.m). [ad. L. obviation-em,
n. of action f. obviare to OBVIATE. Cf. OF. ob-

viacion, -tion (i4th c. in Godef.).] The action of

obviating or preventing, prevention.
c 1400 Lanfrancs Cirnrg. 100 A surgian muste banne be

bisy..wit> obuiacioun defendinge }>e lyme, hat noon of t>e iij

causis tofore seid tie come nou^t into J>e wounde. 1683 E.
HOOKER fref. Pontage's Mystic^ Div. 64 Hy waie . . of ob-
viation, prevention, praeoccupation, and anticipation. 1890
Times 20 June 5/1 The obviatjon of all cause of quarrel be-
tween Germany and England is. .an object of great price.

Obvious (p-bvias), a. [f. L. obvi-tts in the

way, meeting, obvious (f. ob against -f- via way) +

-ous.]
1. Lying or standing in the way ; placed in front

of, or over against ; fronting. Obs. or arch.
1603 DRAYTON Bar. Warres vi. ci, No more rejoycing in

the obvious Light. 1609 C. BUTLER Fern. Man. L 11623)
B iv, They fthe horns of the bee] seme to giue warning in
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the darke. .of any obuious thing quicke or dead that might
offend her. 1635 SWAN Sj>ec. M. (16701 96 As in a broken

looking-glass, every part will show the shadow of that face
which is obvious to it. 1654 H. I/ESTRANGE Chas. 7(1655)
3 Paris being obvious to him, and in his way to Spain, he
delaid there one day. 1705 J. PHILIPS SfttttdidSAtMtttg- So
So her disembowell'd web Arachne .. spreads, Obvious to

vagrant flies. 1744 AKKNSIDI: Pleas. Imag. n. 116 They
strike In different lines the gazer's obvious eye. 1814 CAKY
Dante (ChandosCl.) 238 From her. .The appellation of that

star, which views Now obvious, and now averse, the sun.

f2. Kx posed or open to (action or influence);
liable. Obs.
1601 DANIEL Civ. Wars (1600) vi. cii, Such as obvious unto

hatred are. 1647 LILLV Chr. A&trol. clx. 672 It renders the
Native obvious to many discommodities. 1669 WOKLIDGK
Syst. Agric. (1681) i6g If your Garden be obvious to the cold
winds. 1710 STKEI.E Tatter No 244 p 7 The Pedant is so
obvious to Ridicule. 1760-72 H. BROOKE Fool of Qiial.

(1809) III. 13 She was artless, and obvious to seduction.

1 3. Coming in one's way, met with
; frequently

|

met with or found
; commonly occurring. Obs.

1586 W. WEBBK Kng. Poctrie tArb.) 26 The Latinists,
I which are of greatest fame and most obuious among vs.

1638 SIR T. HEHHEKT Trav. (ed. a) 25 Suffer me.. to tell

you of a fish or 2, which in these seas were obvious. 1695
i WOODWARD .\W. Jlist. Earth i. (1723) 9 The next Quarry,

or Chalk-pit . .these are so ready and obvious in almost all

Places. i76o~7z H. JJKOOKE l-'ool of Qital. (1809) III. 100

Though your women were as obvious to my walks as yonder
pavement.
4. Plain and open to the eye or mind, clearly

perceptible, perfectly evident or manifest ; palpable.
1635 QUARLES Embl. n. xi. (1718) 105 My floor is not so

flat, so fine, And has more obvious rubs than thine. 1651
HORBES Govt. ff Soc. iii. 31. 56 Things present are obvious
to the sense, things to come to our Reason only. 1692
BBNTLEY Boyle Lect. ix. 328 Racked and wrested from its

obvious meaning. 1726 LKONI tr. Alberti's Arc/iif. I. 31/2
If you make it in Winter, it is obvious that the Frost will

j

crack it. 1793 BUKKE Obs. Conduct Minority Wks. 1842 I.

! 627 It appears obvious to me, that one or the other of those

j

two great men, that is, Mr. Pitt or Mr. Fox, must be
' minister. 1805 EUGENIA DI ACTON Nuns ofDesert I. 68 A
:

small palisade, not obvious to the sight. 1858 BUCKLE
1 Civiliz. (1873) II. viii. 491 His predecessors in this matter
had neglected their obvious duty.

b. Zoo/. Plainly distinguishable, clearly visible,

evident, as an obvious marking or stripe : opposed
to obscure.

Obviously (^bviasli), adv. [f. prec. + -LY -.]

f 1. By the way, in passing, incidentally. Obs.

1627-77 FKLTHAM Resolves 11. xlviii. 254 He that hath

inspection therein but by the by and obviously.
2. In a clearly perceptible manner, evidently,

plainly, manifestly.
1638 SIR T. HERBKKT Trav. (ed. 2) 304 Texts of holy Writ

obviously writ or painted. 1668 HALE Pref. Rdie's A bridgui.
bij, Other matters more obviously deducible by Argumenta-
tion. 1748 Ansons I'oy. m. i. 302 The other two Islands
were obviously enough incapable of furnishing us with any
assistance. 1872 BLACK Adv. Phaeton iii, Arthur .. was
obviously in a bad temper.
Obviousness (^'bviosnes). [f.asprec. +-NESS.]
f 1. The state or condition of being exposed or

open to
; openness, exposure, liability. Obs.

1669 WORLIDCE Syst. Agric. (1681) 169 According to the

height of the Pole, nature of the ground, and obviousness
to Winds, a 1677 HALE Prim. Orig. Man. iv. viii. 362 In

respect of its vicinity and obviousness to Observation. 1841
TRENCH Parables xxviii. (1864) 467 The obviousness of the
widow [in the East] . . to all manner ofoppressions and wrongs.
2. The quality of being clearly perceptible ; the

state or condition of being easily seen or under-
stood ; plainness or openness to the eye or mind.
1671 J. WEBSTER Metallogr. i. 17 Where obviousness and

easiness are awanting to know the subject. 1704 NORRIS
Ideal IVorld n. iii. 158 Some are thought to write clearly
merely through the easiness and obviousness of their matter.

1864 BOWEN Logic x. 338 Omitting nothing on account of its

seeming triviality and obviousness. 1885 Law Times
LXXVIII. 209/2 It has been remarked, with equal truth
and obviousness, that [etc.].

t Obvi'Scate, v. Obs. rare. [f. L. ob. (On- j b)
+ visfdrf to smear.] trans. To smear over; to

smooth as with a slimy coating ; to mollify.
1684 tr. Bonet's Merc. Compit. xix. 833 Sweet things.,

obviscate and blunt Us saline Acrimony. 1710 T. FULLER
fharm. Extemp. 35 It . . obviscates, and mollifies and
restrains their [fermenting particles of the blood] impetuous
Torrent in the small Canals.

t O-bvolate,z<. Obs.rare- . [f.'L.ob- (On- i b)
+ volare to fly.] (See quot.) So + Obvola'tion.
1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Obvolate, to flie against. 1658

PHILLIPS, Ofcolation, a flying against.

Obvolute (fbvfliHt), a. Bot. [ad. L. obvolftt-

ns, pa. pple. of obvolvire : see next.] (See quots.)
1760 J. LEE Introd. Hot. in. xvi. (1765) 207 Obvolute,

rowled against each other; when their respective Margins
alternately embrace the strait Margin of the opposite Leaf.

1835 LINDLEV Introd. Bot. (1848) II. 374. 1870 BENTLEV
Man. Bot. (ed. 2) 143 If the half of one conduplicate leaf
receives in its fold the half of another folded in the same
manner, the vernation is half equitant or obvolute. 1880
GRAY Struct. Bot. 139.

Obvolution Obv<fli-jon). rare. [ad. L. ob-

volulion-em a wrapping round, enveloping, n. of
action f. obvolvfre : see OBVOLVE.] The wrapping
or folding of a bandage round a limb

; also, f a
fold, twist, or turn (of something coiled).
1578 BANISTEH Hist. Man vi. 87 In. .their foldes, wrethes

obuolutions, and Glandules, so much seede is conteined.

OCCAMISM.

1649 BULWEH Pathoinynt. n. x. 234 Although the Tongue
may seeme a Must.lt beuuue of it-; wrested ebullitions anil

implications .. yet it is not. 1857 MAYNL fcxfios. Lc*.,
Olwolntio,. .appiit-d to the employment of bandages that are

wrapped round any limb; obvolution.
Obvolutive (p-bvJli/7tiv\ a. [f. L. ohvolnt-,

ppl. stem of obvolvfre (see OBVOIXTK) + -IVE.]
=

OBVOLUTE a. 1886 in THOMAS JM. Diet.

Obvolve (f'bv^'Iv), v. rare. [f.
I,, obvolvcre

, to \vrap round, f. ob- (OB- I c) +volv?re to roll.]
1. trans. To wrap round, muffle up ;

to disguise.
1623 COCKKRAM, Olnwlue, to fold round about. 1635 HKV-

1 WOOD flierarch. viii. 497 The doubtfull Oracles, .nil things
obvolved leaue. 1651 BIGGS A'cw Disp. f 288 Obvolved

!

with an alien and feavorish odour. 1657 TOMLINSOS /\en0ie's

Disp. 116 Pill masse.. must be obvolved in fine leather.

t 2. To cause to roll round or revolve. Obs.

1649 BL-LWER Pathomyot. \\. v. 176 His [the Muscle's]
Chords, .with a kind of circular motion obvolve or roll the

Eye to the greater Angle.
Hence Obvo'lving ppl. a., wrapping round

;

spec, in lintom. (see quots.).
i826KiHiiv Sr. Entomol, IV. 328 Prothorax. . Obvolving,

when there are neither ora nor suture to separate it from the

antepectus. Ibid. 334 Klytra .. Obvulving, when their

epipieurae cover a considerable portion of the sides of the
alitrunk.

Obvolvent (^bv^-lvent), a. [ad. L. obvofocnt-

em, pr. pple. of obrolvere : see prec.] \\" rapping
or folding round ; obvolving : see quot.
1857 MAYXE Expos. Le.v., Otoolvens. .. Folding about;

wrapping round ; applied to remedies, .which act by afford-

ing mechanical support, as bandages, etc. : obvolvent.

Obyte, -ytt, obs. forms oi OBIT.

Oc, var. Ac 06s., but; MK. pa. t. of ACHE v.

II Oca (<*
ll

'ka). Also 9 occa. [Sp. oca, n. Peru-
vian occa: cf. Goi^alcz Vocab. 1608, 262 ' Occa,

;

cierta rayz llamada assi \] A name of two South

i
American species of Oxalis, 0. crenata and 0.

'

tnberosa, cultivated for their tubers, which resemble

| potatoes ; the former also for its acid leaf-stalks.

1604 E. G[R1MSTOKE] D'Acost<i'
>

s Hist. Indies \\. xviii. 261

The Papas and Ocas be the chiefe for nourishment and
substance. 1688 SIR P. RYCAUT tr. Garcilassos Peru \in.

xii, There is another sort which they [Peruvians] call Oca,
of a very pleasant taste ; it is long, and thick as a man's
little finger. 1760-72 tr. jfjtan <y Ulloas I'oy. (cd. 3) I.

283. 1842 PKICHAKM Xat. Hist, Man 431 In the hot plains-,

they planted maize, and the occa, or oxalis. 1880 C. K.
MARKHAM Perm: Bark 113 Rows of Indian girls . were

sitting in the plaza before their little heaps of chnnus^ ocas,

potatoes, and other provisions.

Ocam, obs. form of OAKUM.
Ocarina .^karrna'. [f. It. oca goose (in ref. to

its shape) + -INA 1.] A simple kind of musical

instrument consisting of a somewhat egg- shaped
tcrra-cotta body with a whistle-like mouthpiece and

finger-holes ; its notes are soft and sonorous, but

it has little compass ;
it is made in several sizes to

produce variety of tone.

[1876 STAINER & BARRETT Diet. Mas. T., Ocarine (It.), a
series of seven musical instruments made of terra colta,

pierced with small holes, invented by a company of per-
formers calling themselves the Mountaineers of the Apen-
nines.] 1877 Patent Specif. T. Zach No. 1020 A musical
wind instrument. . preferably formed of clay, and then baked
or burnt ; it is to be called the

' Ocarina '. 1883 Gd. Words

a
2 Ducks and geese, which are to the loudest . . Cochin
lina, what an ocarina is to a flageolet. 1893 Nation

(N. Y.) 16 Feb. 129/3 A single player with fife or ocarina.

Occacion, obs. f. OCCASION; var. OCCATION Obs.

Occasan, obs. form of OCEAN.
t Occae'Cate, v. Obs. Also-cec-. [i.'L.occsecat-,

ppl. stem of occxf&re or obctfcare to blind, f. ob-

(Oli- i b) -f csecare, i. cteats blind : cf. OBC.*;CATE a.

The form in occ- is more in accordance with L. analogies ;

but that in obc- appears to have been more frequent in med.
L. as well as in Eng. derivatives.]

trans. To blind. Hence t Occse'cated ///. a.

1661 K. W. Con/, Charac., Gd. Old Canst (1860) 60 Like
an occaecated Tobit. 1664 H. MORE Synopsis Proph. 532
Whereas God is said . . to occxcate the jews, or deceive the

prophets, it is to be understood of the permission of these

things.

t Occseca'tion. Obs. Also -cec- : see also

OBC^CATION. [ad. late L. occsecation-em^ n. of

action f. L. occxcare : see prec.] The action of

blinding ; a blinded condition.
1608-11 BP. HALI. Occas. Medit. 57 It is an addition to

the misery of this inward occaecation, that it is ever joyned
with a secure confidence. 1691 tr. Einilianne's Frauds
Rom. Monks (ed. 31 137 O stupendous occiecation.

t O-CCallated, ///. a. Obs. rare- , [f. L. occal-

lat'US having a hard skin, callous, pa. pple. of

*occallare (f. ob- (Ofi- i b) + cattum hard skin)

+ -ED 1
.] (See quot.) Hence f Occalla-tion.

1633 COCKERAM, Occallated, brawnie, hard. 1658 PHILLIPS,

Occallation^ a making hard like brawn.

Occam, obs. form of OAKUM.
Occamism (fkamiz'm). [f.

name Occam or

Ockham + -vsto.] The doctrine or system of the

English scholastic philosopher, William of Occam,
who lived in the first half of the I4th c., called in

later times the ' Invincible Doctor'.
Occam was a pupil of Duns Scotus, but rejected and op-

posed the Realism of his master, forming a new speculative

sect who revived the tenets of Nominalism. He maintained

6



OCCAMIST.

that general ideas have no objective reality out of the mind,

but are merely a product of abstraction. His teachings pre-

pared the way for the overthrow of scholasticism.

Hence O'ccamist, O'ccamite, a disciple or fol-

lower of Occam ; Occanii'stic a.

1579 FULKE Kef. Rastcl 752 lirawlings between the Tho-

mists, and Scotists, Albertists, Occamists. 1657 BAXTER

Winding-sheet Pop. 14 They differ in many hundred

points, as the writings of the Schoolmen, the Thomists, and

Scotists, and Ockamists.. do declare. 1837-9 HALLAM Hist.

first half of the fourteenth century, and whose^ opposition to

Realism brought about the decline of scholastic philosophy.

Occamy (c'kami). Forms: 6 ochamie, ock-

amie, oeoam, 8 ochimy, 8-9 ockamy, occamy,

(ockumy). [A corrupt form of alcomye, alcamy,

ALCHEMY.] A metallic composition imitating

silver: cf. ALCHEMY 3. Also attrib. andy?f.
1596 NASHE Saffron M'aUen N ij b, A tongue of copper

or ochamie (meerely counterfeiting silver) such as organe

pipes and Serjeants maces are made of. 1713 STEELE Guard.

No. 26 F i This thimble and an occamy spoon. 1755 JOHNSON,

Ochimy, a mixed base metal. 1857 SIR F. PALGRAVE Norm,

tr Eng. II. 839 The dawning spirit of conventional honour

gilding the ockamy shield of Chivalry. 1864 A", f, Q. 3rd Ser.

V. 410 This occamy of ridicule elaborated by three of the

verbal alchemists of the day.

Occar, obs. form of OCHRE, OCKER.

tOcca'SC. Obs. rare. [ad. L. occas-ns a falling,

going down, setting, f. ppl. stem of occidere to fall

down, f. ob- (OB- i a) + cadlre to fall.] Falling, fall.

1609 HKYWOOD Brit. Troy v. xciv, He lights in Lemnos,
nor can Vulcan die By thisoccase. 1657 TOMLIXSON Reno-it's

Disp. 323 A small . . seed .. follows upon the occase of its

flowers.

Occasion (j!ke''-&n\ rf.l Also 4-5 -ioun,

-youn, f -ione, 5-6 -yon(e, (5 -oion, 6 -cyon,

-tyon, 6-7 -tion). [ad. L. occasion-em falling (of

things) towards (each other), juncture, opportunity,

motive, reason, pretext, in late L. also cause ; n.

of action f. occidfre (see prec.) ; in F. occasion

(!2-i3thc. in Hatz.-Darm.) a learned form, which

at length displaced the popularly descended OF.

ocheison, ochison, ochoison, north. Fr. okeson, okison,

ocaison, etc., also OK. achais-, ac/ieis-, aches-, achis-

un, -on, etc., an-, cncheison, etc., 'occasion, cause,

reason, motive, accusation, accident, circumstance ',

whence the ME. forms ACHESOUN, ANCHESOUN,

ExCHEASON, C'HESOt'N.]
I. 1. A falling together or juncture of circum-

stances favourable or suitable to an end or pur-

pose, or admitting of something being done or

effected; an opportunity, fin early use esp. in

pregnant sense, Opportunity of attacking, of fault-

finding, or of giving or taking offence ; a ' handle
'

against a person. To take occasion, to take ad-

vantage of an opportunity (to do something).

1389 WVCLIF 2 Kings v. 7 Takith heed and seeth, that

occasiouns [Vulg. occasiones] he sechith a^eyns me. 2 Cor.

xi. 12 That that I do, and I schal do, that I kitte awey the

occasioun of hem, that wolen occasioun. 1484 CAXTON Fables

ofAZsop i. iv, Men . . sekynge occasion to doo some harme
and dommage to the good. 1526 Pilgr. Perf. (W. de W.

1531) i7b,AH this he dyd to gyuevs an occasyon of reuerent

familiarite. 1538 STARKEY Dialogue England i. i. 24 Let

not occasyon slyppe. 1561 T. NORTON Calvin's Inst. il.
14_3

Of which wordes the Apostle toke occasion to make this

comparison. 1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 345 Till fitter

occasion of revenge offered it selfe. 1660 PEPYS Diary
6 Dec., I took occasion to go up and to bed in a pet. 1703

. ,> r TV . llr_ ._ _ -II

municating the whole to you. 1799 HARRIS in Owen Mrq.
Welleslty's Desp. (1877) 117 Colonel Wellesley's division

turning the right flank of the enemy, gave occasion to

General Floyd . . to disperse a cutchery of infantry. 1815

BENTHAM Ration. Rew. 244 A prime minister has not so

many occasions for acquiring information respecting farm-

ing as a farmer. 1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) III. 597 Here. .

we may take occasion to correct an error which occurred at

p. 582. 1879 FROUDE Czsar ix. 103 Occasions of war had

been caught at with rich communities.

b. Personified as a female bald behind ; esp. in

to lake occasion by theforelock : see FORELOCK sb* 2.

<riJ9a MARLOWE Jew ofMalta v. ii, Begin betimes ;
occa-

sion's bald behind. 1606 BRYSKETT Civ. Life 9 If he may
once lay hold vpon that locke, which, men say, Occasion

hath growing on her forehead, being bald behind. 1671

MILTON P. R. ill. 173 Zeal and duty are not slow, But on

Occasions forelock watchful wait. 1819 SHELLEY Cenci v. i,

We can escape even now, So we take fleet occasion by the

hair. 1851 TKNNYSON To theQveen 31 To take Occasion by
the hand.

2. A juncture or condition of things, an occur-

rence, fact, or consideration, affording ground for

an action or a state of mind or feeling ; a reason,

ground ; also, in pregnant sense, good or adequate
reason :

= CAUSE sb. 3, 3 b.

t Occasion why = ' reason why
'

; cf. cause why. CAUSE so.

30 i Evil occasion, inducement to sin, 'offence', 'stumbling-
block

'

(= Gr. oxii-SoAo,. in N. T.).

c 1385 CHAUCER /,. G. IK 994 Dido, And shortly tolde al

the occasion Why Dido come in-to that Region. 1489 CAX-

TON Faytcs ofA . i. vii. 17 Be not moeued for lytyl occasion.

1513 l.n. BERNERS f'roiss. I. cxxxvii. 164 Tyll nowe there

42

was none occasion why. 1516 TIXDALE Matt, xviii. 7 Wo
be unto the world because of evill occasions. Ibid. 8 Yff thy
honde or thy fote geve the occasion of evyll. 1594 La
Primaud. Fr. A cad. n. 3 We shall at the least giue them
occasion to thinke more seriously of their error. 1613 K.

HILL t'athw. Piety Pref., If ever people . . had occasion to

praise God, we are they. 1634 SIR T. HERBERT Trao. 35 By
degrees, upon small occasion he beheaded and strangled
most of them. 1714 SWIFT Pres. St. Ajf. Wks. 1755 II. i.

210 What occasions the ministry may have given for this

coldness. 1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa (1811! I. xxxvii. 278,

I beg your pardon . . for having given you occasion to remind

me of the date of your last. 1763 }. BROWN Poetry ff Mas.
vii. 141 One of the first Efforts of a growing Politeness is to

avoid all Occasions of Offence. 1843 DICKENS Christmas
Carol ii, The occasion of its using .. a great extinguisher for

a cap.

\ b. A pretext ;
an excuse. 06s.

1388 WYCLIF Phil. \. 18 The while on al maner, ethir bi
pc-

casioun \\^.per occasionem], ethir bi treuthe, Crist is schewid.

1444 Rolls o/Parlt. V. 110/1 That none of the saide officers

. .be occasion or under colour of her Offices take none other

thing. 15915 Si'ESSER /'. Q. iv. x. 13 Delay, . . Whose manner
was all passengers to stay And enter.taine with her occasions

sly. 1649 MILTON Eikon. iv. Wks. (1847) 286 All this. .was

but a mere colour and occasion taken of his resolved absence

from the parliament.
3. An occurrence leading to some result ; hence,

generally, That which produces an effect :
= CAUSE

sb. i . Const, of, t that. To give occasion to, to

give rise to, to occasion.

1381 WVCLIF Josh. xxii. 25 Bi this occasioun ?oure sones

shulen turne awey oure sones fro the dreed of the Lord.

or the whicli may be an occasion of sedition. 1669 MARVELL
Let. Mayor ofHull Wks. 1776 I. 112 The crowd ofbusiness

. . obliging us to sit both forenoon and afternoon, .. wjiich
indeed is the occasion that I have the less vigor left at night.

1718 NEWTON L'hronol. Amended ii. 205 The expulsion of

the Shepherds by the Kings of Thebais was the occasion

that the Philistines were so numerous in the days of Saul.

I75 I JOHNSON Rambler No, 141 F 10 A mistake which had

given occasion to a burst of merriment. 1859 TENNYSON
Gcraint 235 A little vext at losing of the hunt, A little at

the vile occasion.

b. Something that contributes to produce an

effect, by providing the opportunity for the efficient

cause to operate ;
a subsidiary or incidental cause.

Distinguished from cause = 'efficient cause' (CAUSE
sb. 5).

[1551 T. WILSON Logike i. I iij, Those causes, that are

fetched farre of, and beeyng but halfe causes, partly and by
the waye, geue onely the occasion.] 1605 BACON Adv.
Lenrn. n. x. 3

it [medicine] considereth causes of diseases,

with the occasions or impulsions, c 1705 BERKELEY Com-

mon-pi. Bk. in Fraser Life (1871) 430 What means Cause
as distinguish 'd from Occasion? Nothing but a being which

wills, when the effect follows the volition. 1854 DsQuiNCEY
Aniobiog. Sk., Coleridge II. 224 Such were the causes

;
but

the immediate occasion of his departure . . was the favourable

opportunity . .of migrating in a pleasant way. 1860 MANSKI.

Proleg. Log. ix. 301 Experience furnishes if not the cause

at least the occasion of every object of our cognition. 1871
MARKBY Klem. Law 433 The injury to the individual ..

though it is never the cause of the action of a Court of Law
is the occasion of it.

e. A person who causes or brings about some-

thing ; esp. one who does so incidentally.
a 1548 HALL Chron., Hen. VII 37 He suspected y l (leralde

erle of Kyldare . . was the cause and occasion y 1 he had no

succoures nor ayde sent to him. 1603 VERSTEGAN Dec.

Intell. vi. (1628) 185 The Queene of English blood royal, was

occasion that the depressed English nation was raised againe
vnto honor and credit. 1680 Establ. Test 39 He will not

forget those who have been the occasions, .of cruelty. 1711
STEELE Spect. No. 136 ? 3 He was the Occasion that the

Muscovites kept their Fire in so soldier-like a manner. 1814
SOUTHEY Roderick xxiv. 255 Vain hope if all the evil was

ordained. .And we the poor occasion.

fd. The action of causing or occasioning. Also

trans/. That which is caused or occasioned.

a 1533 LD. BERNERS Huon 531 He made his complayntis,
how by the occasyon of duke Huon of Burdeaux, he had

loste .iiii. of his nephues. 1560 DAUS tr. Sleidane's Comm.

276 They saye it is to be imputed, partly to their owne

errour, partly to the occasion of others. 1598 B. JONSON
l:v. Man in Ham. iv. viii, Without adjection of your
Assistance or Occasion. 1600 SHAKS. A. Y. L. iv. i. 178 O
that woman that cannot make her fault her husbands occa-

sion, let her neuer nurse her childe her selfe.

f 4 That which gives rise to discussion or con-

sideration ;
the subject treated or debated. Obs.

1615 LATHAM Falconry (1633) 91 In the forepart of this book

I haue written more at large vpon the same occasion. 1618

BP. LLANDAFF Let. to Abp. Canterb. in Hales Cold. Ren:.,

Since this time the Synod hath been somewhat warmed ;

for before we were held with small occasions. 1651 Fuller's

Abel Rediv., Melaiicthon (18671 I. 279 Telling them that in

a general council all occasions, defendings, opinions and

judgments ought to be free.

II. 5. A juncture of circumstances requiring

or calling for action ; necessity or need arising

from circumstances. Const, for (t of) or inf.

1576 FLKMING Panopl. Efiist. 278 Tell me (good friende)

what occasion constrained y_ou,
to seeke accesse hether?

1596 SHAKS. i Hen. IV, ill. ii. 74 When he had occasion to

be scene, He was but as the Cuckow is, in lune, Heard, not

regarded. 1607 Timon in. i. 19 Hauing great and instant

occasion to vse fiftie Talents. 1697
DAMPIER I'oy. I. no,

5000 packs of flower, for a reserve, if we should have occa-

sion of any. 171* ADUISON Spect. No. 439 F 3 There will be

no Occasion for him. 1763-71 H. WALPOLE i'erlue's Anecd.

I'nint. (1786) II. 235 Having frequent occasion to make use

OCCASION.

of enamel. 1802 MAR. EDGEWORTH Moral T. (1816) 1. xv.

129 The corrector .. scarcely had occasion to alter a word.

1884 lllnstr. Lond. tfraa 27 Sept. 291/2 There is no occasion

tu call in the magicians, and the astrologers. 1885 Lav
Times LXXIX. 130/1 Every lawyer who has had occasion

to thread the labyrinth of the statutes under which London
is governed.

t b. A particular, esp. a personal, need, want,

or requirement. Chiefly in //.
= needs, require-

ments. Obs.

1596 SHAKS. Merch. I', i. i. 139 My purse, my person, my
extreamest meanes Lye all vnlock'd to your occasions. 1665
SIR T. HERBERT Trav. (1677) 174 Seeing the People cut them
into many sluces, and divert the stream to serve their occa-

sions. 1740 J. CLARKE Editc. Youth (ed. 3) 171 The Latin

Tongue wants Words to answer a great many of our modern
Occasions. 1753 FIELDING Amelia m._ vii, He had^ not a

of the loss of part of the crystal of my right eye. 1806-7

J. BERESFOKD Miseries Hum. Life (1826) v. Concl., I hope

you can contrive to suit them to my occasions.

f 6. That which one has need to do ; necessary

business ;
a matter, piece of business, business

engagement. Chiefly in//., Affairs, business. Obs.

1594 NASIIE Unfort. Trav. 28 No interpleading was there

of opposite occasions. 1607 Statutes in Hist. Wakefield
Gram. Sch. (1892! 57 Sucche as .. have occasion with the

governours. 1609 N. Riding Rec. (1884) I. 173 They going
about their occasions. 1636 EARL OF MANCHESTER in Bc-
cteiich MSS. (Hist. MSS. ComnU I. 276 My occasions are

so many as I know not whether they will give me any leave

to see the country this summer. 1679 G. R. tr. Boyatunu's
Theat. H'orld I. 41 They employed themselves about their

lawful occasions, a 1713 ELLWOOD Autobiog. (1714) 70 You
are discharged, and may take your Liberty, to go about

your Occasions. 1783 NELSON 28 Oct. in Nicolas Disp. (18451

I. 83 Six months leave of absence, to go to Lisle, in France,
on my private occasions. 1840 BARHAM Ingol. Leg., Leeih of
Folkest., Betake thy self to thy lawful occasions,

t b. //. Necessities of nature. Obs.

1698 FRYER Ace. E. India, tf P. 156 Where they do all

occasions, leaving their Excrements there. 1755 SMOLLETT
Ouix. iv. xx, My master Don Quixote .. eats, drinks, and

does his occasions like other men. 1789 M. MADAN tr. Per-

sius (1795) 38 note, It was unlawful to do their occasions or

to make water in any sacred place.

III. t 7. A juncture of circumstances (in itself) ;

the falling out or happening of anything; a casual

occurrence ; an event, incident, circumstance. Obs.

Ser. n. (1887) I. 41 Since my last hear is growne no occasion

worthy the advertising, a 1649 WINTHROP New Eng. (1853)

II 368 There fell out at this time a very sad occasion.

fb. gen. The falling out or happening of

things or events ;
the course of events or circum-

stances. Obs.

1595 SHAKS. John iv. ii. 125 With-hold thy speed, dreadfull

Occasion : O make a league with me, 'till I haue pleas'd

My discontented Peeres. 1597 2 H'"- ly- lv- ' T2 Wee
see which way the Streame of Time doth runne, And are

cnforc'd from our most quiet there, By the rough Torrent

of Occasion.

8. A particular casual occurrence or juncture;

a case of something happening; the time, or

one of the times, at which something happens;
a particular time marked by some occurrence or

by its special character, t Formerly sometimes

in more general sense, A case, an instance.

1568GRAFTON Chron. II. 116 Hearyng the king upon an

occasion to talke of breade. 1573 J. SANDFORD Hours

Recreat. (1576) 121 When there were deade at Milan .. cer-

tayne noble . . yong men, Alciato made upon that occasion . .

these wittie verses. 1588 SHAKS. L. L. L. v. ii. 143 Vpon the

next occasion that we meete. i6nf.\'t.L\^DelaQu!nt.Compl.
Card. I. 37 It ought to have a Ballustre with some Steps to

come down into that Garden, which is an Ornament to be

wish'd for in such Occasions. 1707 Curios, in H-usb. f, Card.

,.,.. =ight. 1834 MED
occasion, I never had known what terror really was. 1883

Athemrnm 8 Sept. 305/1 An article of his appearing on the

occasion of the dealh of Gogol. Mod. On the occasion of

her marriage with Mr. .

9. An event or function of some special kind.

a. A religious function or ceremonial ; in Scot-

land, aCommunion service; the annual, half-yearly,

or quarterly sacramental season, arch, or Obs.

1789 \ WILSON /'items f, Lit. Prose i. (1876) 29 It has been

our custom, on the Tuesday's night after our Occasion, to be

hearty over a pint. 1803 A. PRINGLE Serin. ,y Lett. 11840)

190 Our autumn occasions had been good times to many.

1844 Sage's ly'ls. I. 368 note. They [servants] were to be

allowed to attend a certain number of fans and occasions or

sacraments during the year. 1892 C. G. M'CRIE Wanhif
I'n-sM. Scot. 311 The administration of the Lord s Supper

upon what are styled 'occasions'. 1900 CHARLOTTE HAN-

BURY in Autobiog. (1901) xv. 224 When the Home-going is,

I want to say.. 'by desire'no flowers;.. Also I would much

wish a Church of England occasion.

b. A special ceremony or celebration ;
a func-

tion
'

;
an ' event '. Chiefly colloq.

1860 EMERSON Cond. Life, Culture Wks. (Bonnl II. 374

Keep the town for occasions, but the habits should be formed

to retirement. 1870 DICKENS E. Drood in, These occasions

seem to go off tolerably well without me, Pussy. Mod. It

w.ts ;i creat occasion.



OCCASION. 43 OCCASIONALLY.

IV. Phrases and Comb. 10. t a. By occasion

c/, through the (incidental) operation or agency
of; by reason of; on account of; because of. By
occasion that, for the reason that, because. Obs.

1429 Rolls of Parlt. IV. 346/2 Be occasion of the selde

diversite. 1450 tr. De Imitation* i. xvi. 18 What euery
man verily is, best is shewid by occasion of aduersitt:.

17x460 FoRTESCt'E Abs. ff Lint, A/on. ix. (1885) 129 We haue
also sene. .somme off the kynges subgettes gyffhym bataill,

by occasion Jat thair livelod and offices were ^e grettest off

be lande. 1560 DAUS tr. Sleidane's Cotnm. 466 The Arche-

byshops of Mentz, Trevers and Collon by occasion of the

bathes met that tyme together. 1613 PUKCHAS Pilgrimage
(1614} 124 They which by occasion of iournying or unclean*
nesse could not now celebrate the Passeover. 1667 PKPVS

Diary 15 May, The wrong the credit of this office has
received by this rogue's occasion.

b. f By occasion, by chance, casually, incident-

ally (obs.}. On or upon occasion (^by occasions},
as occasion or opportunity arises; now and then,

occasionally. On or upon (\by) occasion of, in

casual or incidental connexion with.

1560 DAUS tr. Sleidane's Conitn. 378 A few daies after,
lohn Sleidane, by occasion of talke spake of the same to the

Emperours Ambassadour. 1562 COOPER A s?.i'. Pri-v. Masse
(1850) 46 One of the copies of this answer by occasion ..

lighted into my hands, 1585 R. BROWNK Answ. Cart-

wright 3 The prayers may be .. left off by occasions: as

when the Minister is to preach. 1590 SHAKS. Klids, N. in.

i. 150 Nay, I can gleeke vpon occasion. 11649 WINTHKOI-
Hist. New Kng. (1853) II. 26 Mr. Peter by occasion preached
one Lord's day. 1665 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. (1677) 24 I 1(-'tty

Islands .. which .. environ, and in a sort defend her upon
occasion. 1711 STEKLE Sped. No. 136 F3 Upon occasion of

the mention of the Battle of Pultowa, I could not forbear

giving an Account [etc.]. 1844 LINGARD Anglo-Sax. ( /;.

(1858) I. App. K. 369 On occasion of these grants it may not
be amiss to add a few remarks. 1884 W. E. NOKRIS Thirlby
Hall ix, She could be extremely generous upon occasion.

11. For (on, upon} one's occasion, on one's ac-

count, for one's sake.

1656 URAMHALL Replic. v. 221 Had they not reason to well-

come them, .who were come only upon their occasion? 1856
EMERSON Eng. Traits iii. 41 The traveller ..reads quietly the

Times newspaper, which .. seems to have machinizfd the
rest of the world for his occasion. 1860 PUSF.Y Min. /V<<///.

388 Whoso amendeth not on occasion of others, others shall

be amended on occasion of him.

12. Comb., as occasion -giver.

1568 GRAFTON Chron. II. 113 Stephen .. which had bene
the occasion gever of all the tumults.

t Occa'Sion,^.2 Obs. rare. [^.L. occasion-cm

(see prec.). taken as n. of action of occidcre in

sense 'to go down, set', for which the actual L. word
was offeis its.] Setting (of the sun).
1533 BELLENDES Livy i. (1822) 87 Ane litil afore the occa-

sioun of the son. Ibid. 171 Now was the sonne fast tending
to his occasion.

Occasion (^k<7i'g3n), v. [f. OCCASION sa.* ;

= F. occasionner to cause, occasion (i5th c. in

Godef. t'ompt.} ; cf. OF. occasioned to pick a quarrel

with, to accuse; med.L. occasiondre to burden
with occasional taxes.]

\ 1. trans. To give occasion to (a person) ;
to

induce by affording an opportunity or a ground ;

to urge or impel by circumstances; also, to do
this habitually ; hence, to habituate, accustom.

a. to a course of action. Obs.

1530 Proper Dyaloge in Rede ;//<, etc. (Arb.) 134 By the

meanes wherof I & suche other., are occasioned to theft or

murder. 1545 UDALL Erasm. Par. Luke xix. 156 This is

thy daie, in whiche thou art occasioned to emendemente.
a 1555 LATI.MKR Sernt.

<$
Rein. (1845) 243 That ye. .do. .the

best that you can to occasion your parishioners to peace.

1684 I. MATHER Remark. Provid. i. (1890) 4 My children.,

poor souls, whom I had occasioned to such an end in their

tender years, when as they could scarce be sensible of death.

t b. to do something (passing into 2 b). Obs.

1538 COVERDALE N. Test. Ded., Such ignorant bodies.,

shall through this small labour be occasioned to attain unto
more knowledge. 1563 Homilies n. Fasting (1850) 294
Fasting was one of the meanes whereby Almighty God was
occasioned to alter the thing which hee had purposed con-

cerning Ahab. 1590 RECORHE, etc. Cr. Artes (1640) 405 To
occasion you to study the better, I will leave this doubt

wholly to your owne search. 1678 Ci'mvoRrtt Intel!. Syst.
i. iv. 13. 225 Aristotle .. was not occasioned to do that ..

because it was a Doctrine then Generally Received, but

only because he had a mind, odiously to impute such a thing
to the Pythagoreans.
2. To be the occasion or cause of (something) ;

to give ground for, give rise to, cause, bring

about, esp. in an incidental or subsidiary manner

(cf. OCCASION sb.\ 3 by
a. \Yith simple obj. (Sometimes also with in-

direct personal obj.)
1596 SPENSER /*'. Q. vi. i. 12 My haplesse case Is not occa-

sioned through my misdesert. 1632 J. HAVWARD tr. JiwnJfs
pVM0M 147 Either too light, or too free feeding hath

occasioned you this dreame. 1665 PKI>YS Diary 2 Jan.,
I occasioned much mirth with a ballet I brought with me.

1736 BUTLER Anal. i. iv. Wks. 1874 I. 76 Any course of
action which will probably occasion them greater temporal
inconvenience. 1796 MORSE Amer. Geog. I. 170 Its spray
rises a great height in the air, occasioning a thick cloud of

vapours. 1863 FK. A. KF.MIH.F. Rcsid. in Georgia 70, I saw
an advertisement which occasioned me much thought. 1875
JOWKTT Plato (ed. 2) V. 166 He whose folly is occasioned

by his own jealousy. .is to suffer more heavily.

b. \Vith ohj. and inf. : To cause (a person or

thing' to be or to do something ; in pass. To be

caused or constrained by circumstances.
1610 BOYS Wks. (1630)413,

I am occasioned here to meet
a peeuish and vncharitable people. 1717 tr. Frezicr's 1 'oy.

77 When any Man happens to have a violent Fall, which
occasions him to bleed at the Nose. 1802 MAR. EUCKWOKTII
Moral T. (1816) I. xiv. 109 This occasioned him to be much
in the shop. 1849 GROTE Greece \\. Iv. (1862) V. 53 It occa-

sioned them to make indignant remonstrance.

fc. To give (one) reason to go, to take (one\
1653 WALTON Angler i. 2, I have stretch VI my legs up

Tottenham Hil to overtake you, hoping your businesse may
occasion you towards Ware.

f 3. To employ for one's occasions or needs, to

make use of. Obs. rare~ l

.

1632 SPELMAN Hist. Sacrilege (1698) 202, 1 know a Merchant-
man . . that bought the Contents of two noble Libraries for

4o.c. a piece, .this stuff hath he occasioned instead of Grey
Paper by the space of more than these ten Years [A ijttot.

fiom Bale, it'/io has occupyed).

t4. The pa. pple. was formerly used to intro-

duce the cause or occasion of a preceding fact
;

occasioned by, in consequence of. Obs.

1634 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. 47 [The ship) sunke and was
swallowed by the Sands, occasioned by a hole, neglected by
the Carpenter. Ibid. 185 Some of which . .were drowned,
unable to swim to shore occasioned by age, and violent

course of the Sea. 1657 R. LIGOX Barbadoes (1673) 27 Our
locks too. .will rust in the wards, .and all this occasion 'd by
the moistness of the Air. 1725 I)K FOE / 'oy. round It 'orld

(1840) 1 17 The Indians' dwellings, .were all at a distance from
the river, occasioned ..by the rivers overflowing the flat

grounds near its banks.

I Icnce Occasioning vbl. sfi. and //>/. a.

1632 Star Chawb. Cases (Camden) 144 M r Broughton and
M r Young were both to be sentenced, the one for makinge
the disturbance, and the other for occasioning of it. 1683
Brit. Spec. 188 An easy Excise . .upon such Commodities, as

naturally tend to the occasioning of Pride, Idleness, Luxury.
1817 COLERIDGE Inog, Lit. 50 He admits five agents, or

occasioning causes.

Occa'Sionable, a. rare. [f. OCCASION "'. +

-ABLE.] Capable of being occasioned or caused;

likely to be occasioned.
d 1677 BARROW Serm. Wks. 1686 III. xiii, 143 This Practice

will fence us against immoderate displeasure ocxasionable by
mens hard opinions.

Occasional (k <

gan&l), a. (so.) [f.
OCCASION

sb.l + -AL
;

cf. late L, occasionaliter as occasion

arises, F. occasionncl (1718 in Diet. ,4cad.}.~\

f 1. That happens or arises casually or inci-

dentally ; casual. Obs.

1568 GRAKTOM Chron. II. 109 The stealyng of their Apples,
and their other occasionall dammages. 1654 KARL MONM.
tr. Bentivoglio's ll'at-rs of /-'landers 362 He said, .that the

tumults.. might be caused by some occasional confusion.

2. Happening or operating on some particular
occasion ;

limited to specific occasions
; arising

out of, required by, or made for, the occasion.
Occasional Conformity^ Conformist: see CONFORMITY 3,

CONFORMIST 2; ^Occasional bill = Occasional Conformity
Bill. Occasional cause combines the meanings

'

operating
on a particular occasion' and 'serving as an occasion or

secondary cause
'

: see quots. under sense 4, and cf. OCCA-
SIONALISM.

171631 DONM: in Select. (1840) 27 For otiuT occasional

points, the Church had need of a continual assistance of the

Spirit of God. 1661 HEYI.IN Hist. Ref. II. 35 The sacrifice

of Noah as it was remarkable, so it was occasional. 1677
\V. HUBBARD Narrative i. (1865) 247 By his occasional

going from the Sermon, being forced thereunto by the

Extremity of the Toothach. 1711 SWIFT Lett. III. 265
They say the Occasional bill is brought to-day into the
house of lords. 1776 ADAM SMITH IV. N. \\. \\. (1869) I. 306
Gold and silver which he would otherwise have been obliged
to keep by him for answering occasional demands. 1790
BURKE Fr. A* it-. 301 The vice of the ancient democracies..

was, that they ruled.. by occasional decrees, psephismata.
1825 BEST HAM Ration. Kttff. 5 With regard to rewards, the
most important division U into occasional and permanent

b. Of a speech, literary composition, religious

service, etc. : Produced on, or intended for, a

special occasion. Hence Occasional speaker,

writer^ etc., one who delivers occasional speeches
or writes occasional verses, pamphlets, etc.

1687 PRYDEN Hindtf P. n. 339 Yet all those letters were
not writ to all, Nor first intended, but occasional Their
absent sermons. 1701 Stanley's Hist. Philos. Biog. 4 Their

Doctrines, Letters, Occasional Speeches. 1779-81 JOHNSON
L. P.. Drytien Wks. II. 389 In an occasional performance
no height of excellence can be expected. 1849 MACAULAY
Hist. Eng. x. II. 642 It. .sustains, better perhaps than any
occasional service which has been framed during two
centuries, a comparison with, .the Book of Common Prayer.
1883 Mane/t. Guard. 22 Oct. 5/4 Some of his verses are

purely occasional and have no claim to stability. 1894
ll't'sfttr. Gaz. 5 Mar. ^/i He is . . one of the very best
occasional speakers in England. No one is quicker at

seizing the spirit of an occasion.

c. Of an article of use, building, piece of furni-

ture, etc. : Made or constructed for the occasion ;

adapted for use on special occasions.

1760-7* H. BROOKE Fool o/Qual. ( \ 809) III. 84 [We bored]
a large hole in the side of our ship.. for which we had an
occasional plug prepared. 1813 Chron. in Ann, Reg. 51 The
occasional saloon was singularly novel and beautiful. 1875
Carpentry $ Join. 115 A loo, or occasional table. 1897
ll-'cstin. Gaz. 21 June 7/1 The chair that the Queen sat in

during the service was a Chippendale occasional Spanish
nuthogviy chair.

d. Of i>ersons : Acting or employed for the
occasion or on particular occasions.

i?59 Ann. Reg. 140 That the occasional proctors take all

possible care that order, .be observed. 1771 in Priv. Lett.
Ld. Maltnesbnry \\fyo] L 233 An occasional maid of Louisa's,
who supplies the place of her own when she is absent with
Gertrude. 1785 PAIKY Mor.Philos. (1818) I L 430 Loose ranks
of occasional and newly-levied troops, a 1859 MACAULAY
Hist. Eng. xxiii. V. 14 The occasional soldier is no match
for the professional soldier.

3. Happening as an occasion presents itself, but
without certainty or regularity ; taking place,

occurring, or met with now and then.

1630 (implied in OCCASIONALLY 3]. a 1715 1U KNKT fj.\
According to many occasional reflections dispersed in other

places of Scripture concerning it [the flood). 1828 WMISTKK
s. v., We make occasional remarks on the events of the age.
1849 MACAULW Hist. Kng. iii. I. 293 In spite of the occa-
sional murmurs of the Commons. 1865 Lu IM.STONK Zambesi
v. 108 With the exception of an occasional leopard, there are
no beasts of prey to disturb domestic animals. 1878 L. P.
MEREDITH Teeth 65 The human teeth have doubt k-ss he-en

Mibject through all time to occasional disease. 1881 J.
RUSSELL Haigs v. 105 An occasional raid upon his neigh-
bour's moveables.

4. Constituting or serving as the occasion or

incidental cause; rarely const, of. Occasional
cause {Metaph?}, (a] a secondary cause whereby
or whereupon the piimary or efficient cause comes
into operation; (/>) in the Cartesian philosophy:
M.-C OCCASIONALISM.
1646 SIK T. UROWM: /VtW. /./. (J.), The ground or occa-

sional origin hereof. 1662 J. CHANIJLKK i-'an Helwont's
Oriat. 119 Second, partaking causes, al>o free mediating
con-causes, and occasional! ones accompanying them: over
all which . .God is. .the totall, immediate, and independent
cause. 1727-41 CHAMIJERS Cycl. s. v. Cause, The motions ..

of the soul and body, are only Occasional Causes of what
passes in the one or the other. <i 1850 ROSSETTI Dante <V

Cn\~. i, (1874) 124 Deem thou nothing else occasional Of my
long silence. 1854 KKKKIEK fust. Metaph. 476 The Cartesian
doctrine of o< casional,as distinguished from effluent causes.

1892 Daily Xcivs 24 Mar. 5/7 The '

occasional
'

question
u^ing the adjective in the metaphysical sense is a question
about wages.

B. sl>.
*f-

1. An occasional speech or writing.

1655 FUI.LKR Ch. Hist. XT. x. 87 Hereat Mr. Dod . . fell into

a pertinent and seasonable discourse (as more better at occa-

sional:,). 1682 Li>. NORTH title} Light in the Way to Paradise,
with other occasionals.

2. colloq. An occasional workman, etc, (cf.

CASUAL B. 3).

1892 Pall Mall C. 6 Apr. 2/2 There is no way of meeting
both cases at once except by discriminating between the

regulars and the occasionals.

Hence Oooa'sionalneas 1'ailey vol. II, 1727).
Occasionalism :^kv'g3naliz'm). [f. prec. +

-ISM, after G. occasionalismusl\ The doctrine of

the Cartesian philosopher Geulincx which ac-

counted for the interaction of mind and matter by
supposing that on occasion of every volition God
produces a corresponding movement of the body
and on occasion of every affection of the body
a corresponding idea

;
mind and body thus stand-

ing to one another in the relation of occasional

causes.

1842 in I'RANDE Diet. Sci. etc. 1867 J. H. STIRLING tr.

Sch-wegler's Hist. Philos. (ed. 9) 167 The philosophy of
Malebranche ..in its single leading thought that we see and
know all things in God, demonstrates itself to be, like tbe

occasionalism of Geulinx, a special attempt to overcome the
dualism of the Cartesian philosophy on its own principles
and under its own presuppositions. 1884 tr. Lotze's Metaph.
114 The first assumption would only have led back to the

embarrassments of Occasionalism.

Occasionalist (^k^'ganilist), [See -i.vr.]

tl. An occasional conformist. Obs.

1705 Char, ofa Smoker in Harl. Misc. (1808) XI. 30 He
..makes an interest against the Occasional bill, because he
is a sort of an occasionalist himself.

2. One who holds the doctrine of Occasionalism.

1776 BURKE Corr.^ Let. to John Bourke (1844) II. 112 Our
love to the occasionalist, but not server of occasions. 1838
JJlacfau. Mag. XLIV. 234 From Aristotle, down through his

scholastic followers, past the occasionalists and pre-estab-
lished harmonists. 1879 HUXLEY Hume ix. 166 The suc-

cessors of Descartes either found themselves obliged, with
the Occasionalists, to call in the aid of the Deity, or [etc.].

attrib. 1891 Athenaeum 10 Jan. 55/2 It contains .. much
information about the great Occasionalist thinker [Geulincx].

Hence Occa-sionalrstic a., of or peitaining to

Occasionalists or Occasionalism.

1884 MI-:KZ Leibniz i. v. 100 He admits its advance on the

..occasionalistic theory of Descartes.

Occasionality (^^v i;
,pnps

-

liti). [(".OCCASIONAL
+ -ITY.] The quality or fact of being occasional

(in various senses) ; esp. of being prepared, com-

posed, or
*

got up* for the occasion.

1767 A. CAMPBELL Lexiph.^A. 2) 48 He was disgusted at

..the occasionality and ambit iousness of her dress, a 1822

SUKM.HY in Bagehot Lit. Stud. (1879) I. 76 From the occa-

sionality of its impulses, it will often seem s'\\\y. 1837-9
HALLAM Hist. Lit. \. viii. 44 From their occasionality or

want of merit, far the greater part have perished.

Occasionally tffc^'jaalfi^ adv. [f. OCCA-

slcxAL + LY -. Cf. I>. occasionalitcr^ F. occasion-

nel/ement.']

1 1. Hy chance, casually, accidentally. Obs.

1622 Re/at. KNI?. Plant. 'Plymouth in Arber Pilgrim
leathers (1897) 446 The house was fired occasionally by :t

Miark that flew into the thatch 1654 GATAKKH Disc. Apol.
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OCCASIONARILY.

64 Casting mine eye occasionallie on this Varlet's Postscript,
I chanced to li;;ht..on the Allegations of two Autors. 1718
ATTERBURV Senn. (1737) III. 191 He appeared to them ..

sometimes at places where he had before appointed to meet

them, sometimes occasionally, as they were travelling on the

way.
2. On, for, or with a view to, some particular

occasion; on certain particular occasions; when
occasion arises. Obs. exc. dial.

a 1632 G. HERBERT Priest to Temple xxvii, He .. inter-

mingles some mirth in his discourses occasionally, according
to the pulse of the hearer. 1678 CUDWORTH Intell. Sys?. i.

iv. 22. 393 Philo hereupon, occasionally cites this Remark-
able Testimony of Philolaus the Pythagorean. 1756 JOHN-
SON Life Browne Wks. IV. 592 A treatise which seems to

have been occasionally written. 1776 G. SEMPLE Building
in Water 18 The Rods were in three Pieces, .which screwed

together occasionally, a 1791 WESLEY Dress v, L Wks. 1822
IX. 48 Our Saviour once occasionally said,

' Behold they
who wear gorgeous apparel are in kings' courts *. 1881

Leic. Gloss.
, Occasionally, upon occasion arising; if neces-

sary.

t b. On the occasion of something else happen-
ing or being done, incidentally. Obs.

1657 HEYLIN Hist. Ref. I. 20 Whose Fortunes and Estates
have been occasionally and collaterally confirmed in Parlia-

ment. ]bid. 24 Reformations which were made occasionally
in that faulty Church. 1667 MILTON P. L. vm. 556 As one
intended first, not after made Occasionally. 1684 Scanderbeg
Rtdiz'. iii. 25 heading^ Wherein occasionally is given a Brief

Account of the Reign of King Casimir.

3. Now and then, at times, sometimes.

1630 HRATHWAIT Eng. Gentlem. 449 Such as these .. shall

wee occasionally encounter withall, in our readings. 1751
PALTOCK Peter M'ilkins (1884) II. xvii. 188 To sweep round
the whole country, and take all the towns in our way, and
occasionally enter the middle parts, as the towns lay com-
modious. 1814 D. STEWART Hum, Mind II. i. 3. 89 All
of these writers have . . been occasionally misled in their

speculations. 1884 PAE Eustace 7 Occasionally.. his eye.,
had rested on the motionless form of a salmon-fisher.

t Occa'Sionarily, adv. Obs. rare.
[f.

as next

+ -LY 2.] (From something) as the ' occasional

cause \
c 1449 PFCOCK Repr. \\. iv. 158 The yuelis whiche occa-

sionanli comen out fro the having .. of
profitable craftis.

Ibid. 111. xi.
34^0

Which comen occasionarili oonli bi it.

t Occa sionary.tf. Obs.rare
1
.

[f.OCCASION
sb.l + -AKY.] Occasional, made for particular
occasions.

1702 FARQUHAR (title} Love and Business: In a Collection
of Occasionary Verse and Epistolary Prose.

t Occa*sionate, ppl. a. Obs. Also 5 -at. [ad.
med.L. occasidnat-its, pa. pple. of oecasionart, f.

occasion-cm OCCASION.] a. Occasioned, brought
about, b. = OCCASIONAL 4.

1471 RIPLEV Comp. Alch. ni.xvi. in Ashm. (1652) 143 Fyre
occasional we call Innaturall. Ibid, xvii, By help of fyre
Occasionate. 1657 G. STARKEY Helmonfs V'ind. 73 Its

efficient and continent causes, the material and occasionate.

t Occa'sionate, v> Obs. [f. med.L. occasional-,

ppl . stem of occasionarc : see prec.] trans.

OCCASION v. i, 2.

1545 RAYNOJ.D n\rth Mankyndc Prol. B j, It doth occa-
tionat any man to be the moore prompt, redy, and wyllyng
to take payne, when he is assuryd . . of the proffet, pour-
poose, and fruict therof commynge. 1570 LKVINS Ma.nif>.

42/6 To Occasionate, occasionare. 1596 H. CLAPHAM Rriefc
Bible n. 234 Who desires not onely to do good my selfe, but
also to occasionate your good by others. 1640 QUARI.ES
Enchiridion (i64i)n.xl. If therefore thou doe evill, thereby
to occasionate a Good, thou laist a bad foundation for a good
building. 1647 H. MORK Song ofSoul n. iii. i. xxxiv, The
lowest may occasionate much ill.

t Occa'sionately, adv. Obs. rare- 1
, [f.

OCCASIONATE///. a. +-LY -.] In a manner brought
about by some occasion or secondary cause.

1609 BP. W. BARLOW Attsw. Nameless Cath. 135 Not in-

tentionately from the Subiect, but occasionately by the vice
of the Obiect.

t Occa sioiiative, a. Obs. [f. as OCCASION-
ATE v. + -IVE.] Serving as occasion or cause, esp.
as incidental cause. Hence fOcca'Sionatively
adv.,, in an occasionative manner.

1526 Pilgr. Ptrf. (W. de W. 1531) 165 Eyther immediatly
or medially,. .directly or indirectly, principally or occasion-

atyuely. 1655 tr. Sandersons Promissory Oaths iiL n. 85
As they may be impeditive of good, or causative, or at the
least (for we may use such words* occasionative, of evill.

a 1693 URpUHART Rabelais in. xxiii. 193 In these, .things.,
there may be somewhat occasionative of the. .Yell.

Occasioned [/k^-jjjod), ///. a, [f. OCCASION
sb.l and v. + -ED.] a. Caused, brought about, esp.

indirectly; f having a ground or reason (obs.}.

t b. Accustomed (obs.}.

"1576 NEWTON Leinnies Complex. (1633) 221 The merry
convocation being dissolved . . [they] have eftsoones returned
to their old nature, wonted manners, and occasioned gravity.
1631 R. H. Arraignm. U'hole Creature x. i. 78 Though
he abstained from all pleasant bread .. in his occasioned
humiliation, for one and twenty dayes.
Hence f Occa sionedly adv., with occasion or

cause, with ground or reason.

1631 R. H. Arraignm. Whole Creature vii. 53 Whom at
last you will occasionedly curse. Ibid, xil 4. 135 Wee
occasionedly exclaime on these Impostors.
Occa'siouer. Now rare. [f. OCCASION r. +

-ER !.] One who or that which occasions.

1494 FABYAN Citron. \\\. 368 He . .commaunded . . toendyte
all suche persones a-; were occacyoners and executours of
that dede. 1539 T.\^^I;^^R Erasm. Pro?, h -

(5) isli.Certayne

44

philosophers,. plucked oute theyr owne eyer., bycause ihey
were the occasioners and prouokers of all euyll affections
and lustes. a 1656 HALES Gold. Rem, i. (1673) 109 Those
things that were occasioners of his sin. 1682 SCARLETT
Exchanges 286 The Acceptant, as the wilfull occasioner

thereof, is obliged to make good all the loss. ?<zi8oo

Jamie Douglas viL in Child Ballads vn. cclv. F. (1890)

98/1 Thou wast the first occasioner Of parting my gay lord
and me.

tOcca-sionet. Obs. nonce-wd.
[f.

OCCASION
sb. + -ET.] A small occasion.

1592 G. HARVEY rierccs Snper: (1593! 68 It Is a Courtly
feate, to snatch the least occasionet of aduantage, with
a nimble dexteritie.

Occa-sionless, a. rare. Without occasion.

1631 R. BYFIELD Doitr. Sabb. 194 Who disperseth his.,

conceites upon an occasion occasionlesse.

t Occa'Sive, . Obs. rare. [ad. late L. occasiv-

its, f. occas-y ppl. stem of occidfre to go down, set :

see -IVE.] Pertaining to the setting sun, western.
1802 O. GREGORY Astron. 81 Amplitude is .. either north

and south, or ortive and occasive.

t Occa*ti.OH. Obs. rare. Also 5 -cioun. [ad.
L. occdtton-ern, n. of action f. occare to harrow.]
Harrowing.
c 1420 Pallad. on Husb. xu. n Suinmen seyn the benes

satioun In placis coold is be>t to fructifie, On hem yf me
do noon occasioun \BodL .l/.S'. occacioun]. 1706 PHILLIPS,
Occatlon^ a harrowing or breaking of clods.

t O'CCatory, a. Obs. rare- 1
, [ad. L. occatori-

its, f. ppl. stem of ofcare to harrow: see-ORY.j Of
or pertaining to harrowing.
1651 I'KJGS Wew Disp, p 297 Occatory operations.

Occean, occian, obs. variants of OCEAN.
OooeoatfOB, var. OCC^CATION, blinding. Obs.

t Occrde, v. Obs. humorous nonce-wd. [ad. I,.

Ofadcre to cut down, kill.] trans. To kill.

1654 MOTTEI'X Rabelais v. (1737) 232 One Hebdomad
wmi'd . .occide us.

Occident ^yksident), sb. and a. Chiefly /<?<?/.

and rhct. Also 5 occydent, occidente, occe-

dente, -entt. See also OCCIENT. [a. F. Occident

(i2th c. in Godef. Cotnpl.^, ad. L. occident-ein

setting, sunset, the west, orig. pr. pple. of eccidere

to fall towards, go down, set, f. ob- (OB- i a) +
cadcrc to fall. Opposed in all uses to ORIENT.]
A. sb. 1. That quarter or region of the sky in

which the sun and other heavenly bodies set, or

the corresponding quarter or region of the earth
;

the west. Now rare.

c 1386 CHAUCER Man ofLaws T. 1990 firste moeuyngcrueel
firmament . . that, .hurlest al from Kst til Occident, a 1420
HocCLEVB De Keg. Princ. 4056 With \r\ ri^t honde, thow
be orient Shuldest ban touchid ..And with bi lift honde,
eke be Occident. 1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 387 b/i The
sonne mone sterres and pianettes . . moeue fro thpryent
to thoccidente. 1593 SHAKS. Rich. 7/

T m. iii. 67 His [the

sun's] bright passage to the Occident. 1607 ROWLANDS
Guy Earl Want'. 38 Ere Phoebus in the Occident decline.

1632 LITHGOW Trav. vii. 320 Towards the Occident, it ioyneth
with the great Lake. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Snpp, s. v. ( Equi-
noctial Occident, that point of horizon where the sun sets,
when entering aries, or libra, Estival Occident^ that point
of the horizon where the sun sets at his entrance into the sign
cancer, when the days are longest. Hybcrnal Occident> that

point of the horizon where the sun sets, when entering the sign
of Capricorn ; at which time, the days, with us, are shortest.

2. That part of the earth's surface situated to the

west of some recognized part ;
western countries,

the West
;

i. e. originally, the countries of Western

Kurope or of the Western Empire, or of Kurope
as opposed to Asia and the Orient ; also, in mod.

use, a poetic appellation of America or the Western

Hemisphere.
1390 CJowBR Con/. III. 104 Tlier ben of londi.s fele In

Occident. 1477 KAHL KIVI-:HS (C'axton) Dictes 97 In two
yeres he [Alexander] sought alle thorient and Occident. 1552
LVNDKSAV Monarchc 4265 All Princis of the Occident Ar
tyll his grace obedient. 1588 A. KING tr. Canisius' Catech,
81 Greik and latin, Orient and Occident dois bear irre-

fracabl testimonie yat thair can na exception be maid. 1689
Def. Liberty a^sf. Tyrants 155 Constantine and Licinius

governed the Kmpire together, the one in the Orient, the

other in the Occident. 1871 JOAQUIN MILLER Songs of
Sitrras, Tall Alcalde (I&T*} igjThou Italy of the Occident !

fB. adj. Situated in the west, western, occidental.

1513 DOUGLAS sEneis vn. Prol. 2.5 Mars Occident, retro-

graide in his speir, 1535 STEWART Cron. Scot. I. 3 In lona

yle within the Occident se. IHd. II. 695 The Vlis in the
Occident se.

Occident, v. nonce-ivd* [f. prec.. after ( UUKNT

v.~\
trans. To turn or direct towards the west ; to

place ;'a church^ with the chancel at the western end.

1896 IKENR PETRIE in Life xii.(i9oo) 269 The Bishop., came
to the west or rather the east door, as the Church is

occidented.

Occidental '?kside
-

ntal), a, and sb. [a. F.

occidental (i4th c. in Littre), ad. L. occidental-is

western, f. Occident-em : see OCCIDENT and -AL.

Opposed in all uses to ORIENTAL, but less used.]
A. adj. 1. Belonging to, situated in, or directed

towards, that part or region of the heavens in

which the sun sets; of or in the west, western,

westerly ; spec, in Astro!, said of a planet when seen

after sunset, or when in the western part of the sky.
ri39i CIIAI-CHR Astro/, i. 5 The remenant of this lyne..

i^ cleped the west lyne, or the lyne occidentale. 1594

OCCIDENTALLY.
BLUSDEVIL Exerc. in. u. xx. (1636) 416 Their shadow Is.,
sometime orientall, and sometime occidentall. 1601 SHAKS.
Alt's Well n. i. 166 Ere twice in murke and occidentall

dampe Moist Hesperus hath quench *d her sleepy Lampe.
1647 L|I-LY Chr. Astral, xix. 114 To be Occidentall is to be
seen above the Horizon, or to set after the is downe.
1794 SULLIVAN View +\at. II. 411 On the oriental and
occidental halves of the enlightened hemisphere of that

planet. 1807 J. BARLOW Colantb. \. 154 Which, .hail'd thee
first in occidental day.
fig. 1611 BIBLE Trtinsl. Ded,, Vpon the setting of that

bright Occidentall Starre, Queene Elizabeth of most happy
memory. [With allusion to 2.]

2. Belonging to, found in, or characteristic of,
western countries or regions of the earth (i. c.

usually, those west of Asia
;
also formerly, Western

Europe or Christendom; occas., America or the
Western Hemisphere) ; belonging to or situated in

the West ; Western.
1553 BECON Reliques ofRome (1563) 140* The Occidentall

or weast churches thorow out all Europe. 1581 MARBECK
Bk. ofKotes 243 This constitution, .was neuer..receiued in
the vniuersall Church, but onelie in this our Occidentall
Church. 1589 PUTTENHAM Eng. Poesie i. vii. (Arb.) 28
Learned men, who wrote about the time of Charlemaines
raigne in the Empire Occidentall. 1659 BP. WALTON Consid.
Considered 127 The Oriental and Occidental Jews. 1717
BRADLEY Fam. Diet. s. v. Corn, The Smell is not so dis-

agreeable as that of the occidental Civet. 1862 DANA Man.
Gt-ol. 584 Both the oriental and occidental Continents.

3. Applied to precious stones of inferior value
and brilliancy, as opposed to ORIENTAL adj. 4 : see

quot. 1747.
1747 PINGLEV in Phil. Trans. XLI V. 505 There are some of

an inferior Class and Beauty.. .These are commonly called by-

Jewellers Occidental Stones : They are mostly the Produce
of Europe.. and are so named, in Opposition to those of a
higher Class, which are always accounted Oriental, and
supposed to be only produced in the more Eastern Parts of
our

^
Continent. 17916 KIKWAN Elem. Min. (ed. 2) I. 254

Occidental Topaz.. Exposed to a moderate heat.. is said to
become red, and then becomes ruby of Brazil. Ibid. 256
Occidental or Brazilian Sapphire. 1860 C. W. KING Antique
Gems \. (1866! 43 These occidental stones are of a deep, rich

hue, but have very little brilliancy.

B. sb. fa. A western country or region. Obs.

b. A native or inhabitant of the West.

1587 HOLINSHED Descr. Brit. i. x. in Chron, \. 39/1 The
lies that lie about the north coast of .. Scotland.. are either

occidentals, the west lies [etc.). 1857 W. M. THOMSON Land
ft Bock ix. 115 That comparative inactivity which dis-

tinguishes Orientals from Occidentals. 1875 LoraUL*fiAnMV
Pr. Wks. 1890 IV. 282 For us Occidentals he has a kindly
prophetic word.

Occidentalism, [f. prec. + -ISM.] Occidental

quality, style, character, or spiiit; the customs,

institutions, characteristics, ways of thinking, etc.

of Western nations.

1839 ftlackiv. Mag. XLVI. 105 The Sultan Mahmoud and
his Turkish.subjects, .have no taste for., the occidentalism,
the journalism, the budgetism, the parliamentaryism of the

igth Century. 1855 MILMAN Lat. Chr. (1864) IX. xiv. v. 204
There rsa.. confusion of uncongenial elements, ofOriental ism
and Occidentalism, in the language [ecclesiastical Latin].

1890 Athfn&iun 15 Feb. 206/2 The curiou^ transition from
Orientalism to ( Vcidentalism, of which contemporary Japan
is the theatre.

Occide'ntalist. [f.
as prec. + -IST.] a. One

who favours or advocates ^'estern customs, modes
of thought, etc. b. One who studies the languages
and institutions of Western nations.

1877 D. M. WALLACE J? ussia. x\i. 258 The literary society of
Moscow was divided into two hostile camps the Slavophils
and the Occidentalists. 1890 J. RHYS in Academy 10 May
321/2 How was I, a benighted occidentalist, to know [etc.].

Occidenta'lity. [f.
as prec. + -ITY.] Occi-

dental quality or state.

1. The state of being in the western part of the

sky, or of being visible after sunset, as a planet.
1647 IJI.LV Chr. Astrol. MX. 114 Their [Mercury's &

Venus') occidentality [is] when they are in more degrees of
the Signe the O is in, or i?i the next subsequent. 1731 Gentl.

Mag, 1. J45 Their [the Planets' J Oriental! ty or Occidentality
in respect of the Sun.

2. \Vesternstylcorcharacter; with//, a Western
i. e., in quot., American") trait or peculiarity.
1873 W. S. MAYO Never Again 6 His occidentall ties had

for her the charm of novelty.

Occide ntalize, v.
[f.

as prec. + -IZE.] trans.

To render occidental ;
to conform to or imbue

with Western ideas or characteristics. Hence
Occide ntalized, Occide'ntalizing-///. adjs. ; also

Occide ntaliza'tion.

1870 O. W. HOLMES .Mechanism ht Tit. % Mor. (1888) 113
To occidentalise and modernise the Asiatic modes ofThought
which have come down to us. 1878 Frascrs Mag. XVII. 62
The Occidentalised natives dre-sed in coats and trousers.

1888 AthenxMin 14 July 59 '2 In Judo-China, in China, and in

Japan the same process of occidentali/ation may be seen in

operation. 1893 F. ADAMS .\V:<> Egypt 13 The result of his

Occidentalising taste, at once so crude and so rudimentary.
1895 Daily A't^"* i Oct. 6/3 Mr. Hearn .. loves the old

Japanese people more than.. their modem 'occidentalizing
'

descendants.

Occide'ntally, atfa. [f. as prec. + -LY 2.] in

an occidental manner or situation ;
in the west ;

in

a Western (e.g. American) fashion.

1833 (' S- FAC^K Reeafiit. Apostasy no The accidentally
extinct apostasy of Paganism. 1861 R. I-'. MIKION City of

Saints, The 'nil-fired red-lidliril \ aimints
'

I speak, oh
reader ! occidental!}'.



OCCIDUAL.

t Occi'dual, a. Ob*, rare. [ad. L. occidital-it

western, f. occidu-tts going down (f. occidSrc) : see

-AL.] Going down, setting ; pertaining to the setting
of a heavenly body. Also f Occi'duous a. rare.

1635 GELLIBKAND Variation Magn. Needle 5 The Ampli-
tude Ortive or Occitluall of the Sunne. 1656 B LOUXT

Glossogr., Occiduous, that goeth down, that will decay.
a 1711 KEN Edmund Poet. Wks. 1721 II. 340 To brighten
his occiduous Rays. 1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl. s. v. Ampli-
tude, Amplitude is of two kinds; eastern, or ortive; and
western, or occiduous.

t O'CCient. Obs. Also5occyent. [a.
1

I4thc. in Godef. : L. occident-em.~\ =CkciDENT.r/>.
(1460 Lannfal 281 Her fadyr was kyng of fayrye, Of

occient fer and nyghe. 1481 CAXTON Godfrey xxiii. 55
Themperoui demanded of hym of thestate of his peple, and
of other barons of thoccyent.

Occipital (^ksi'pitalt, a. (st>.} [ad.late ormccl.

l^.occipztdl-is, f. occiput^occipit- : see OCCIPUT and
-AL. So F. occipital (1546 in Hatz.-Darm.).]
1. Belonging to, or situated in or on, the occiput

or back part of the head. Chiefly Anat., in names
of parts having this position, as occipital artery,
bone, condyle,foramen or hole, muscle, ncrve^ pro-
tuberance, sinus, vein, etc.

1541 R. COPLAND Guydons Quest. Chlrurg. Divb, The
seconde bone of the heade in the hyndre parte is called

Occipital!. 1397 A. M. tr. Gnitteiiicau's Fr. Chirnrg. 9/3 A
blowe in the occipitalle parte of the heade. 1679 in Hickes
Spir. Popery 58 Insomuch that the whole Occipital bone was
shattered all in pieces. 1759 STERNE Tr. Shandy II. xix,
In the cellula; of the occipital parts of the cerebellum. 1826
KIRBY & SP. Entoinol. III. xxix. 115 The head is armed
with three occipital spines. 1831 R. Kxox

Cloqiict's Anat.
99 The occipital hole may be considered as being the com-
mencement of the spinal canal. 1840 G. V. ELLIS Anat. 3
The occipital artery is the large trunk which occupies the

occipital region of the head, with the branches of the great
occipital nerve. 1873 NICHOLSON Pal&ont. 302 In the

Amphibians, .and in the Mammals, there are two '

occipital
condyles ', by which the skull is jointed to the neck. 1892
Syd. Soc. Lex., O[cci/>itat] bone, a somewhat rhomboidal..
bone forming the lower and back part of the head, by
means of which the cranium is attached to the spine, and
affording a communication between the two cavities by a

large aperture, the Foramen magnum. .. O\ccipitat\ fora-
men, the Foramen magnum. Ibid., O[ccifiital\ muscle, the
hinder part of the occipito-frontalis muscle; it is flat and
thin., [and] expands over the outer -side of the occiput.
2. Having a large occiput ; having the back of

the head more developed than the front.

1873 M. ARNOLD Lit. fy Dogma (18^6) 290 A poor Hi-

endowed Semite, belonging to the occipital races.

B. sb. a. The occipital bone. b. The occi-

pital mnscle. c. //. A pair of occipital plates on
the head of some serpents.
1758 J . S. Le Drans Observ. Surg. (1771) 64 The Foramen

of the Occipital. 1861 HUSK In Nat. Hist. Rev. Apr., The
superior semicircular ridges of the occipital.
Hence Occi'pitally adv., as regards the occiput ;

in the region or direction of the hindhead.
Mod. Skull occipitally well developed.
t Occipi'tial, a. 06s. rare. Also 6 -issial.

ff. L. occipiti-uni (see next) + -AL.]
= OCCIPITAL.

1 S4&~?7 VicAKY.-Jttrt/. iii. (1888) 27 The Coronal bone, in.,
the middest of the head .. meteth with the seconde bone
called Occipissial. 1650 HULWER Anthropomet. 15 That
which we call the Occipitial Line . . is drawn from the top of
the Head to the first Vertebre of the Neck.

Occipi'tium. Obs. rare. [L.,= occiput, and
more used.]

= Occiri'T.

1650 UULWER Anthropoinet. 16 If that of the Occipitium
transgresse its bounds, the Head isacuminate. 1706 PHILI.II-S,

Occiput or Occipitium.

Occipito- G5ksi:pit0), before a vowel sometimes

occipit-, used in Anat. as combining form of

OCCIPUT, in adjs. expressing a relation or connexion
between the occiput and another part, and denomin-

ating a ligament, muscle, measurement, etc.
;
as

Occi'pito-atla'ntal, -a'tloid, pertaining to the occiput
and the atlas vertebra. Occipito-a'xial, -a'xoid, per-
taining to the occiput and the axis vertebra. Occipito-
fro'ntal, pertaining to, or extending between, the back of
the head and the forehead ; also cllipt. as sb., the occipito-
frontal mnscle or occipitofrontalis, the large flat muscle of
the scalp, composed of the occipital and frontal muscles with
the epicranial aponeurosis connecting them. Occipito-
hyoid, pertaining to the occiput and the hyoid bone.

Occipito-ma'Stoid, pertaining to the occiput and the mas-

toid_ process. Occipito-me'ntal [L. mcntum chin], per-
taining to the occiput and the chin, extending between these

points. Occipito-O'tic |Gr. ofo, wr- ear], pertaining to the

occiput and the ear. Occipito-pari'etal, pertaining to the

occipital and parietal bones. Occipitorbi'CUlar, con-

necting the occiput with an orbicular mnscle. Occipito-
sca'pular, pertaining to the occiput and the scapula or
shoulder-blade. Occipito-sphe noid, -sphenoi'dal, per-

taining to the occipital and sphenoidal Ijones. Occipito-
temporal, pertaining to the occipital and temporal bones.

1831 R. KNOX Clog-iiefs Anat. 178 Anterior *Occipito-At-

45

BuLLDCK Gateaux' Mid-wif, 221 The greatest circumference
of ihe head corresponds with the *occipito-mental diameter.
1875 HUXLEY in l-.ncycl. Brit. I. 761/1 The squamosal. .is.,
somewhat loosely united with the frontal and parietal and
with the complex *occipito-otic bone. 1892 Syd. Soc. Lc.r.,
*Occipito-parietal index, the relation between the transverse
diameter of the skull and the distance from one asterion to
the other, the former being taken at TOO. 1854 OWEN in
Circ. Sc,, Organ. Nat. I. 232 An *occipho-sphenoidal bone
. . formed . . by the coalescence of the basioccipital with the
bnMsphenoid.

Occiput (p'ksipot). Chiefly Anat. [L. occiput
back oi head, f. ob- against + capitt head : in F.

occiput (1372 in Hatz.-Darm.).] The back or
hinder part of the head.

[l308TRBVlSA/ferf& DtP.R. \. iv. (1495) 108 The occiput,
the nolle, is the hynder parte of the heed.] i6oz -2nd Pt.
Returnfr. Parnass. n. i. 516 Your occiput. I meane your
head peece. c 1645 HOWELL Lett. II. xvii, Expedition is the
life of action, otherwise Time may shew his bald occiput,
and shake his posteriors at them in derision. 1699 Phil.
Trans. XXI. 400 Ruffians, who first by a lilowon the Occi-

put knockt him to the Ground. iSzdKiRBY & SP. Entoinol.
III. 365 Occiput (the Occiput'. The back part of the head
when it is vertical, or nearly so, to its point of junction with
the trunk. 1881 MIVART Cat Si The straight but inclined
line of the occiput.

b. The occipital bone of the skull.

1578 BANISTER Hist. Man Proem B iv, The first Vertebre

inseparably growne to Occiput. 1836 SIR G. HEAD Home
Tour 263 It was but half a skull, . . the occiput had entip-ly

disappeared. 1865 LrimocK Prea. Times x\v. (1869)506 The
American skulls are characterised by a flattened occiput.

t Occi'Se, ^. Oos,rare~~ l
t [f. L. occis-, ppl. stem

of ocad-ere to cut down, kill. Cf. excise, incise.]
trans. To kill, slay.
1560 ROLLANO Crt. } 'cnus in. 268 Acieun quhome that 30

gart occise With his awiu doggis.

tOccrsion. Obs. [a. F. occision Blithe, in

Littrei, vA^.occtsidn-em, n. of action from occJd-cre

to kill, slay.] Killing, slaying (esp. of a number
of people, as in battle) ; slaughter.
1375 BAKBOUR ZTrfrtTf xiv. 220 The richt nobi! Erll .. Maid

sic a slauchtir in the toune, And swa felloune occisioune.

of the Head backward, drawing up the Eye-brows.] 1811
HOOPER.]/^/. fiicf.

t Occ/fo'/e>-ftwntaJis..Qcc\p\to-front&\ nf
Dumas. 1857 BI-I.I.OCK Cazt-au.v' Afidivif.-zzo The occipi to-
frontal extends from the occipital protuberance to ihc
frontal boss. 1892 Syd. .S"<>r. Le.r., *Occipito-hyoid in itself,
an occasional muscle arising from the occipital bone and
inserted into the hyoid bone. 1855 HOLM N Hunt. Ostcol.

11878) 114 The
'

'occipito-mastoid suture '. .connects the occi-

pital with the mast^id portion of the temporal bone. 1857

haste commysed. 1536 BELLENDENO0. Scot. (1821) II. 354
The place quhare niaist occision and slauchter wesof Dams.
1594 VGREENK.SV//WKJ Wks. 1881-3 XIV. 287 Why stand I

still, and rather do not file The great occision which the
victois make, a 1677 HALE Hist. Placit.Cor. xlii. (1736; I.

496 This kind of occision of a man according to the laws of
the kingdom and in execution thereof ought not to be num-
bred in the rank of crimes,

Occlude O'kl/rd). v. Chiefly in scientific use.

fad. L. oc-, obclud'cre to shut up, f. ob- (On- i b,

c) + cfaudere to close. Cf. mod. F. occlureJ]
1. trans. To shut or stop up so as to prevent

anything from passing in, out, or through ; to

obstruct (a passage); to close (a vessel or opening"
1

.

_I597 A. M. tr. Guitlcweau's Fr. C/itntrff, 26/2 An vlcera-
tione wherbye her throate was allmost occluded and stopped.
1646 SIR T. BROWNE i'send. P.p. \\. vi. 97 Ginger is the root
of . . an herbaceous plant . . which . . they take up, and . . role
it up in earth, whereby occluding the pores, they conserve
the natural 1 humidity. 1670 MAYNWARIXG I't'ta Sana vii. 85
Exercise opens the Pores ,. which otherwise by too much
rest are occluded and shut up. a 1850 CALHOUN M'ks. (1874)
II. 105 There was scarcely a port in Europe, which .. was
not occluded to British commerce. 1854 J. SCOFFERS in Orr's
Circ. Sc. t Cheni. 303 Occlude either end of the . . tube with
a .. bung. 1880 M. MACKENZIE Dis. Throat $ Nose I. 86
To produce suffocation by occluding the larynx.
2. To prevent the passage of (a thing) by placing

something in the way; to shut in, out, or off; to

inclose or exclude.

1623 COCKERAM, Occlude, to shut out. 16^7 TOMLIXSON
Renous Disp. 60 Medicaments are occluded in some conve-
nient vessel. 1879 STF.VKNSON Trav. Cevcnncs 102 The lights
alternately occluded and revealed.

b. Chem. Of certain metals and other solids:
To absorb and retain (gases) within their substance.
1866 T. GRAHAM in Phil. Trans. CLVI. 423 (21 June) It may

be allowed to speak of this [power to absorb hydrogen at a
red heat, and to retain that gas] as a power to occlude (to
shut up) hydrogen, and the result as the occlusion of hydro-
gen by platinum. Ibid. 424 One volume of spongy platinum
appears capable of occluding 1-48 vol. hydrogen. 1880
Atkfiumm No. 2748. 828 This Metal [Aluminium] occludes

Hydrogen. 1881 C. W. SIEMENS in Mature XXIII. 327
These gases are partly occluded or absorbed within the coal.

1884 CasselCs l<*am, blag. Apr. 319/1 Hydrogen gas should
be occluded in one of the platinum plates.

Hence Occlivded, Occlirding///. adjs.
1802 PALEY Nat. Thcol. xvi. 4 (1819) 249 The opening of

this occluded mouth. 1866 T. GRAHAM in Phil. Tnius.
CIA' I. 424 (21 June) The volume of occluded hydrogen is

much larger than in the fused platinum. 1882 PROCTOK
/'am. Sc. Stud. 52 Some meteors carry many times their own
volume of occluded gas. 1899 AlllnttCs Syst, Alrd, VI. 179
These veins may contain ..occluding thrombi.

Ocellident (pkl/7-dent), a. and si), fad. L.

occlftdcnt-eni) pr. pplc. of occlud-Zre to OCCIA'DK.]
a. adj. Having the property or function of occlud-

ing, b. sit. Something having this property.
1^62 STKHNH Tr. Shandy V. xl/The radical heat ami

moisture .. may lie preserved .. by consubstnntial-;, iinpri-
inrutN ami o. riudents. [H.xcoN Hist. I 'it.r $ Mortis Canuii
xx vi, Per Consubsiantialia, Imprimentia, & Occludentia.]
1864 WEBSTER, Occludent, serving to close, shutting up.
1877 HuXLBY Anat, far: Anini. vi. 299 On (he inner side
of the occludent margin of its scutum.

OCCULT.

Occluse (fk]ffs), a. [ad. L. ofclfn-tts, pa. pplc.
ot o(diid-Sre to OCCLUDE.] Occluded; stopped up,
closed

; shut up, enclosed.

1669 HOLDER Elein. Speech 78 The Italians .. make the
( iccluse Appulse, especially the Gingival, softer than we do.

1857 MAYNI: Expos. Le.r., OLC/USHS,.. applied to the florets
of the fig shut up in the fleshy receptacle or fruit : occluse.

Occlusion .('kl7/v;an'. [ad. L. *occli~tsidn-eni,
n. of action from occliid-ere, occlus- : see OCCLUDK.
So mod.F. ocditsion (1808 in Hatz.-Darm.}.]
1. The action of occluding or fact of being oc-

cluded; stopping tip, closing. (Chiefly scientific.)
c 1645 HOWKLL Lett. J. in. xxix. By the constriction ami

occlusion of the orifice of the Matrix. 1746 PARSONS in 1'hil.
Tf-aiis. XL1V. 14 To explain the Manner of the Occlusion
of the F.ye. 1786 H. LF.E in Sparks Corr. Amer. A'cv. (1853)
IV. 137 In agreeing to the occlusion of the navigation of the

Mississippi. 1876 tr. U'aguer's Gen. Fathol. (ed. 6) 165
An;cmia occurs from contraction or occlusion of arteries.

2. Client. The retention of gases in the pores of
metals or other substances.
1866 T. GRAHAM in 1'hil. Trans. CJ.YI. 423 [see OCCLCUK

20]. loid. 426 The occlusion of hydrogun by palladiuin. 1871
KOSCOE Eleni. Chem. 186 The fact that red-hot platinum and
inui are porous for hydrogen may he explained hy the a'p.

sorptipn {or occlusion) of this gas on the one side of the
metallic tube or plate and its evaporation at the other side.

Occlusive (^kltt-siv), .

[f.
L. oalfts-, ppl.

stem of otclnd-ere to OfCLfUE + -IVK.] Havintj
the function of occluding or closing.
1888 R. PAKK in Jlcdical AVrcj (I'hilad.) LIII. 117 The

wounds, .closed with an antiseptic, occlusive dressing.
Occlusor (fJkltt-Sffr). [agcnt-n. in L. 'form,

from oicifidcrc to OCCI.UDK.] Something that oc-

cludes or closes; chiefly in Anal, a structure

which closes an opening. Also attrib., as occlnsoi-

apparatus, o. muscle.

1877 Huxucv Anat, hr.'. Anlni. vii. 430 'Ihe vuad organ
of the Fly would thus appear to be a modification of "the
occlusor apparatus of the stigmata. 1878 JIi:u. G<-^enba?trs
Con:/>. Anat. 355 They foun a deUjr.M\<j organ for the eye
hy the possession of occlusor muscles.

Oecoast, Occoy, ol.s. or erron. ff. ACCOST,
Acn.y. Oocome, Occorne, Occour, obs. ft".

OAKTM, ACOKX, OCKKK. Ocora, -ro, var. OKHO.
t Occru-state, T. Obs.

[f. med. or mod.L.

Upe *occruslare, -tat-, f. ol>- (On- I c; + crustare
to CRUST.] iraiis. To enclose in a crust, to en-

crust
', fig. to harden, render obdurate.

1653 H. MORE Conjcct. CaWal. (1713) 240 To arm and
occrtistate themselves in this devilish Apostasy. 1681

/i.i-/. Dan. Pref. 101 These deceivers, who are sealed and
occrustated in the trade of their impieties.

Oocular, -ate, obs. forms of OCULAR, -ATI-:.

t Oceulca-tion. Obs. rare~. [n. of action

from L. ob-, occiilciii-i: to trample clown, f. ob- Ou-
i c) + calcare to tread.]
1656 IjLouxT Glossogr., Ot'iiilcation, a treading on or

spurning.

Occult ((>k'H\ a. (sb.') [ad. L. oault-us, pa.

pple. of occul-ei-e to cover over, hide, conceal, f. ob-,

oc- (OB- 1 c) + "cel-frc (
= Oil . cd-im, OTeut. hcl-an.

UKI.K r'.l) ; cf. L. ccldre to hide. OF. occult (\ 2th c.)

app. did not enter Kng.] Hidden (///. andy?^.).
1. Hidden (from sight ; concealed (by something

interposed^ ;
not exposed to view. Now rare or Obs.

1567 MAi'U. i- (,>. Forest Pref. Avijh, Mettalles . . are

nothing else hut the earths hid and occult Plants. 1635
SWAN Spec. .)/. vi. 2(1643)188 It joyneth it self unto other
seas . . through some occult passages under ground. 1671
GHICW Anat. Wants I. i. 13 The lesser of the two said Ap-
pemients lies occult between the two Lobes of the Bean.

1795 T. MAI'RICI-: Uintfc-stan (1820) I. I. vii. 214 The stars of
the hydra.. became occult when the sun rose. iSsoRossETii
Hlesscd Dajnozcl xiv, We two will stand beside that shrine,

Occult, withheld, untrod.

1). Applied to a line drawn in the construction

of a figure, but not forming part of the finished

figure ; also to a dotted line. ? Obs.

1669 STORMY Mariner's Mag. iv. 205 In the Latitude of

13 dug. 10 win. I draw . . an occult Parallel, and reckon . .

towards the West : 1 draw by that Longitude an occult

Meridian. 1688 R. HOLME Armoury m. 139/2 Occult or

IVhite Line ; is a Line drawn out by points or pricks. 1703
MOXON Mi-ch. E.verc, 324 Describe an occult Arch. 1731
\V. ISMfttxnnPerqptctwe 2 Draw the Occult Lines EA,=
EH. 1823 P. NICHOLSON Pi-act. Build. 559 Occult arcs, or

such as are to be rubbed out again.

2. Not disclosed or divulged, privy, secret ; kept
secret; communicated only to the initiated.

1533 HKLLENDF.N Livy i. (1822) 62 Began to rise ilk day
occult slauchteris and cruelteis in his ciete. 1654 H.
L'EsTRASGE Chas. I (1655) 60 Hy occult interests of State.

1673 KAY Journ. Lir.v C.
,
Milan 255 These_ suffrages are

all occult, that is, given by putting of balls into balloting-
bo.\es. 1741 Minm.iiTON Cicero I. vi. 457 Ancient and occult

sacrifices were polluted. 1841 DTsRAELt .hiren. Lit. (1867;

203 Printing remained.. a secret and occult art. 1885-94
R. BRIDGES Kros t 1'syche July iii, Of their plots occult

[they] Sat whispering on their beds.

3. Not apprehended, or not apprehensible, by the

mind ; beyond the range of understanding or of

ordinary knowledge; recondite, mysterious.
1545 UooRitE Froitost. To Rdr. iti Introd. A'titni'/. 11870)

Forewords 25 To pronostycate any rnater of the occulte

iugements of god. 1665 <.!I.ANVILL Sctfsis Scf. iv. 20 Some
secret Art of the Soul, which to us is utterly occult, and

without the ken of our Intellects. 1751 JOHNSON RtunUtr



OCCULT.

No. 160 f 8 Some have .. an occult power of stealing upon
the affections. 1830 HKRSCHKL Stud. Nat. Phil. i. iii. 39
If., the essential qualities. .be really occult, or incapable
of being expressed in any form intelligible to our under-

standings.

b. Not affecting, or traceable by, the senses;

imperceptible. Now rare or merged in prec.

1650 BULWER Anthropomet. 170 The dissipation of those

things which constitute our body, being occult and a thing
which escapes the reach of our senses. 1743 Land. <$

Country Breiv. iv. (ed. 2^ 297 There ..ensues an occult

Commotion upon first mixing it (tho' apparent enough soon

after). 1876 BIRCH Rede Led. Egypt 20 Amen at Thebes,
the occult or unseen God hidden in the powers and opera-
tions of nature.

c. Applied in early science or natural philosophy
to physical qualities not manifest to direct observa-

tion but discoverable only by experiment, or to

those whose nature was unknown or unexplained ;

latent; also transf. treating of such qualities, ex-

perimental. Obs. exc. Hist, or as merged in 3.
a 1652 J. SMITH Sel. Disc. x. iii. (1856) 473 1'hose natural

antipathies . . being nothing else but occult qualities, or

natural instincts. 1662 STILLINGFL. Orig. Sacr. in. ii. 14
It will be the least of all pardonable in the exploders of

substantial! forms and occult cjualities, when the Origine
of the whole world is resolved into ati occult quality which

gives motion to Atoms. 1^71 J. WKBSTER Metallogr. ii. 26

Others experimentally knew something in this occult Science.

1704 NEWTON Optics (J.), The Aristotelians give the name
of occult qualities . .to such qualities, .as they supposed to

He hid in bodies, and to be the unknown causes of manifest

effects. 1717 J. KKILL Anim. Occon, (1738) 52 How the

Blood came first by its Motion.. 1 leave to be determined

by the occult Philosophers. 1727 I>i: FOR Syst. Magic i. ii.

(1840) 58 Occult powers, known in Nature, but unknown
and unseen by vulgar heads and eyes. 1831 BKF.WSTER
Xewton (1855) II. xv. 60 He accuses him of reviving the

occult qualities of the schools.

4. Of the nature of or pertaining to those ancient

and mediaeval reputed sciences (or their modern

representatives) held to involve the knowledge or

use of agencies of a secret and mysterious nature

(as magic, alchemy, astrology, theosophy, and the

like); also transf. treating of or versed in these;

magical, mystical.
(11633 AUSTIN Medit. (1635) 249 Much vertue and power

is attributed to these . . by the Occult Philosophers. 1651

J. F[REAKE] (*///) Three books of Occult Philosophy, written

by Henry Cornelius Agrippa . . Translated out of the Latin

into the English Tongue. 1711 SHAFTKSB. Charac. (1737)
III. ii. L 53 From this Parent-Country of occult Sciences . .

he was presum'd ..to have learnt.. judicial Astrology. 1832
W. IRVING Atkambra I. 216 A beetle of baked clay, covered
with Arabic inscriptions, which was pronounced a prodigious
amulet of occult virtues. 1851 D. WILSON Preh. Ann. (1863)

II. iv. iii. 257 A charm, or occult sin. 1884 H. JENNINGS
Phallicism xiii. 133 An assertion of the occult philosophers,

t B. sb. Something hidden or secret. Obs. rare.

1656 S. H. Gold. Law 70 Its Natures, and not Names ; its

occults, and not occulars, entitle to the title King.

Occult (fTktf'lt', v. [ad. L. occulta-re to hide,

conceal, freq. of occitlfre : see OCCULT a. Cf.

mod.F. occidter (Littre).] trans. To hide, conceal ;

to cut off from view by interposing some other

body ; also^/Sg". Now chiefly in scientific or techni-

cal use (see b and OCCULTING below ; cf. eclipse].

1527 ANDREW Brunswyk^s Distyll. Waters B ij b, The
same water occulteth and hydeth the pymples . . in the face.

1597 A. M. tr. GuiHemfait's Fr. Chirurg. xviib/i The vise

which is occultede in the end of the handle. 1830 Fraser^s

Mag. I. 745 Knowing where the cat was occulted. 1870
PRUCTOR Other Worlds vi. 152 The sun is occulted in the

forenoon and afternoon but free from eclipse in the middle
of the day. 1887 ROSSETTI Keats viii. 153 Nor was his per-

sonality by any means occulted.

b. spec, in Astron. said of one heavenly body
fas the moon, or a planet) hiding another (as

a star, or a satellite) from view, by passing in

front of it.

1764 MASKKI.YNR in Phil. Trans. LIV. 391 The Virgin's

spike was occulted by the ) this night. 1872 PROCTOR Ess.

Astron.
ii;. 43 The epochs when the moon occults stars or

when Jupiter's satellites are eclipsed or occulted.

Hence Occirlted ///. a. t hidden, concealed
;

Occu'lting ///. a., that occults; spec, in light-

houses, applied to a light cut off from view for a few

seconds at regular intervals.

1597 A. M. tr. Giiilleweaus Fr. Chirurg. 34/2 The occulted

are soe called, because we noe wher externally espye them.

i6o2SiiAKs. Ham. \\\. ii. 85 If his occulted guilt, Do not itselfe

vnkennell in one speech. 1880 Trinity House Advt. 30 Apr.,

During.. June, 1880, the light at the North Foreland will be
made occulting. That is to say, it will, once in every Half-

minute, suddenly disappear for Five Seconds, and then as

suddenly reappear at full power. 1892 Strand Mag. IV.

351/2 The occulting light., may be seen long after the tower
itself is lost to view.

Occultation (pklt<7i*J3n). [ad. L. occultation-

ettij n. of action from occultare : see prec. Cf. F.

occupation in Astron. (#1500 in Godef. Compl.}.]
The action of occulting or tact of being occulted.

1, Hiding, concealment (obs. in gen. sense); the

fact of being cut off from view by something inter-

posed. Now only scientific or technical : see also 2.

1432-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) III. i77Suche ocniltacion other

iiulenge of kynges my^hte be welle in the londe off Persides.

1582 N. TEST. (Rhem.) p. xxvi, St. Augustine sahh..In the

Old Testament there is the occnltadon of the Newe
;
and

in the New Testament there is the manifestation of the Old.

1678 CUDWORTH IntelL Syst. i. iv. 32. 508 Ignorantly at-

tributing the Passions of Fruits, (their Appearances and
Occultations) to the Gods. .that preside over them. 1760-72
tr. Juan <y Ullods Voy. (ed. 3) I. 444 At its occultation be-

hind the Panecello its light was very faint. 1882 .Standard

31 Mar. 1/3 The Light will be under occultation three times

in quick succession every Minute.

2. Astron. f a. The disappearance of a star in

the sun's rays when in an apparent position near

that of the sun. Obs. b. The concealment of one

heavenly body by another passing between it and
the observer, as of a star or planet by the moon, or

of a satellite by its primary planet. (Also, the

concealment of a heavenly body behind the body
of the earth ; so in circle of perpetual occultation^
for which see CIRCLE sb. 2 a.)

Commonly applied only in those cases in which the oc-

culting body is of much greater apparent magnitude than

that occulted; the (partial or total) concealment of the sun

by the moon i* called an eclipse. In the case of Jupiter's

satellites, an eclipse takes place when a satellite passes into

the planet's shadow, an occultation when it passes behind
the planet's disk.

1551 RECORDE Cast. Knmvl. (1556) 196 When anye starre

is so nyghe vnto the Son that the Sonne doothe take awayc
or hydethe lyghte of it, it oughte to bee called the Hydynge
or occultation of that starre, and not the settynge of that

starre. 1613 JACKSON Creed i. xxx. 6 The eleuation of the

pole ..doth giue vs the degrees of the others occultation.

1669 Fr.AMSTEAi) in Phil. Trans. IV. 1102 In this Occulta-

tion, . . the Center of the Moon passes very near the Star.

1827 WMATELV Logic \ 1837) 294 Those who . . registered the

times of occultation of Jupiter's satellites. 1856 K.\xE.Arcf.

Expl. I. xiii. 148 We had an occultation of Saturn at 2 A.M.

c. Jig. Disappearance from view or notice.

1825 JKFKRKV Ess. (1846) II. 199 The re-appearance of such
an author after those long periods of occultation. 1840
HOOD Kilmansegg, Marriage xxvii, To cloud the fare of the

honeymoon With a dismal occultation ! 1892 A. BIRRHI.L Res
yudic. vi. 206 The prospect of the coming occultation of

personally disagreeable authors.

Occultism (f?ko-ltiz'm). [f. OCCULT a. + -ISM.]
The doctrine, principles, or practice of

'
occult

'

science (magic, theosophy, etc.: see OCCULT a. 4) ;

mysticism.
1881 A. P. SIXSETT Occult World (tf&$ 3 It is chiefly in

the East that occultism is still kept up in India and in

adjacent countries. 1886 St. James s Gaz. 25 Sept. 6/1
Occultism was, indeed, a necessary concomitant of poly-
theism. 1895 Thinker VII. 541 Occultism deals with forces

of nature not generally known.

Occultist (fftzrljist). [f.
as prec. -r -IST.] One

versed in, or believing in, occultism; a mystic.
1881 A. P. SINNETT Occult World (1883) 12 The occultists

have been a race apart from an earlier period than we can
fathom. 1886 Forum (N. Y.) Mar. 43 Our occultists and

mystics had various, .explanations of the higher significance
of the sacred cross.

Hence Occulti-stic a.

1898 A. McMiu.AN Portentous Prophets I. (Heading).

Occultly (/kzrltli'j, adv. [f. OCCULT a. + -i.v
.]

In an occult or hidden manner
; secretly, privily ;

imperceptibly, latently ; mysteriously, mystically.
1641 FHKNCH Distill, v. (1651) 108 The humidity of the

water hath the humidity of the salt laid up occultly in it.

1659 Ii. HAKKIS ParivaCs Iron Age 272 The affairs of the

last Assembly were conducted there so occultly. 1793 T.

TAYLOR Hymns in Sallitst etc. 162 Thy dreadful shield, in

mystic fables fam'd, Occultly signifies the power uniam'tl.

1842 MRS, BROWNING Lett. Sept. (1897) I. 109 To believe

that philosophic thinking, like music, is involved, however

occultly, in high ideality of any kind. 1895 Westm. Gaz.

14 Feb. 2/1 She [Madame Blavatsky] ..assured her com-

patriot that before ever he appeared she knew occultly that

he was being
' drawn towards her '.

Occu'ltness. [f. as prec. + -NESS.] The

quality or state of being occult.

1727 BAILKY vol. II, Occn/tttess, hiddenness, concealedness.

1755 in JOHNSON. 1875 MASSON Words^v.^ etc. 280 Con-

sisting in a certain unusual degree of richness, .exquisite-
ness, .occultness, grandeur, or passionateness.

Occupance (fkirfpans). rare. [f. OCCUPANT:
see -ANCF,] = next, i.

1814 SCOTT Diary 4 Aug. in Lockhart, The chief stress is

laid upon occupance. 1880 MRS. FETHKKSTGNHAUGH Alan
Dering II. x. 138 Lady Ruthven herself was in occupance
of the pretty mansion.

Occupancy (p'kirfpansi). fas prec.: see-ANCY.]
1. The condition of being an occupant ; the fact

of occupying; the act of taking, or fact of hold-

ing, actual possession, esp. of land (spec, in Law,
the taking possession of something not belonging
to any one, as constituting a title to it) ; actual

holding of or residence in a place; OCCUPA-
TION 1,2.

1596 BACON Use of Lawt Property in Land\, An estate

for another man's fife by occupancy, may at this time be

gotten by entry. 1645 PKYXNK Sen-. P(river Parlt. i. (ed. 2}

100 A thing which in its owne nature is not capable of an

Occupancy, nor seisible by any. 1767 BLACKSTONE Cfinni. 1 1.

xvi. 258 Occupancy is the taking possession of those things,

which before belonged to nobody. This, .is the true ground
and foundation of all property. 1774 JEFFERSON Autobiog.

App., Wks. 1859 I. 140 Each individual of the Society may
appropriate to himself such lands as he finds vacant, and

occupancy will give him title. 1861 M. PATTISON F.ss. (1889)

I. 39 The occupancy of the English throne.. by the line of

Hanover. 1884 Lav A'*'/. 27 Chanc. L>iv. 633 That.. he

should take a larger house for their joint occupancy.
attrib. 1883 iyM Cent. Sept. 435 The rent payable by an

occupancy tenant. Ibid. 436 Ryots, .entitled to occupancy

OCCUPATION.

rights. 1883 Manch. Exam. 7 Nov. 5/3 The innovation of
an occupancy franchise for the counties.

b. concr. A place occupied.
1864 CARLYLE Fredk. Gt. xvn. v. IV. 562 note, The Saxon

'Camp' or Occupancy.
2. The fact of occupying or taking tip (space).
1833 N. ARNOTT Physics (ed. 5) II. 3 Such expansion or

occupancy of space by a small quantity of matter. 1875
LYKLL Prittc. Geol. II. in. xiii. 439 The first, .tend, by the
mere occupancy of space, to exclude other species.

3. The state of being occupied or busy ;
=

OCCUPATION 4.
1826 New Monthly Mag. XVI. 127 A train of reflections.,

which his former state of professional occupancy had tended
to exclude. 1843 J. CLASON Senn. xvii. 295 We see heaven

represented as a place of busy occupancy.

t O-ccupand, pr. pple. Sc. Obs. [corresp. to

F. occupant, L. occupant-em, with Sc. ppl. ending

-AND.] Occupying.
1567 Satir. Poems Reform, ii. 2 It is not aneuch ye pure

King is deid, Bot ye mischant murtheraris occupand his

steid.

Occupant (f'ki^pant). [ad. L. occupant-em^

]T. pple. of occitpare to OCCUPY, perh. immed. a. F.

occupant (i5th c. in Hatz.-Darm.) ]

1. A peison occupying or holding in actual

possession (property, esp. land, or an office or

position'; one who occupies, resides in, or is at

the time in (a place) ; an occupier.
1622 UP. HALL Contempl.^ N. T. in. iv, One room is left

void for a future occupant. 1652-62 HKYI.IN Cosmogr. in.

(1673) 211/1 Retaining a third part of the profits to him-

self, and leaving two thirds to the Occupants. 1767 BLACK-
STONE Cotnm. II. i. 10 The most universal and effectual way
of abandoning property, is by the death of the occupant.
1823 J. MARSHALL Const. Opin. (1839) 264 [The Indians]
were admitted to be the rightful occupants of the soil. 1867
SMILKS //Hgitettots t^. v, (1880) 84 I'he sacrilegious occu-

pant of the English throne. 1883 R. S. WRIGHT in La-w
Times Rep. L. 273/2 The voter was the occupant of two
rooms only in the house.

b. Law. One who takes possession of something

having no owner, and so establishes a title to it.

1596 BACON Use of Law, Property in Lands iv. 2 This
land [goeth]..to the party that first entereth ; and he is

called an occupant. 1650 Bii
. HALL Balm Gil. 195 Whose

shall those things be? . . perhaps a strangers, perhaps (as in

case of undisposed Lands) the occupants. 1767 BLACKSTONE
Ct'inin. II. xvi. 259 Belonging therefore to nobody.. the law
left it open to be seised and appropriated by the first person
that could enter upon it . . under the name of an occupant.

1844-75 WILLIAMS Real Prop. (ed. ii) L 20 The person who
had so entered was called a general occupant.

f2. A prostitute. (Cf. Occi'pv 8.) Obs.

1599 MARSTON Sco. Villanie Prol. 166 Whose sences some
ikimu'd Occupant bereaues. Ibid. ii. vil. 206 He with his

Occupant, Are cling'd so close, like deaw-worms in the

morne That he'le not stir.

"I" O'CCUpate, ppl- a. Obs. [ad. I,, occitpat-us^

pa. pple. of occnpare to OCCUPY.] Occupied, taken

into and held in possession.
1605 BACON Adv. Learn, n. Concl., Those parts .. not

constantly occupate, or not well conuerted by the labour of

man. 1618 DecI. Demeanour Raleigh 25 The Territories,

occupate and possest by the Spaniards. 1860 KINGSLEY
Misc. I. 82.

t Oxcupate, v. Obs.
[f.

L. occupdt~t ppl.
stem of occupare to OCCUPY; cf. F. occuper.]

=
OCCUPY. Hence t O'ccupated///. a.

1547 BOORDE Brev. Health ccxxxv. So An universal sicklies

doth occupate all the paries of a mans body. 1659 B. HAKRIS
Parivafs Iron Age 104 I'he Imperialists departed out of

Holstein, and all the other occupated places, ibid. 160 The
I .amis which had been occupated, or seized on by the

Swedes. 1697 J. SKKI;KANT Solid Philos. 176 If they be

not Penetrated, one of them must necessarily drive the

other out of the Space it occupates.

Occupation (^ki/yp^'Jan). [a. F. occupation

(i^thc. in Ilatz.-Darm.), Anglo-F. ocnpacioun

1,1292 in sense i}: ad. L. occupation-em seizing,

taking possession, employment, n. of action from

occupa-re to seize, OCCUPY.] The action of occupy-

ing or condition of being occupied, or that in which

this action is embodied (in senses of the verb).

1. The action of taking possession, esp. of a place
or of land

; seizure, as by military conquest, etc. ;

entrance upon possession.
1 1292 BHITTON n. ii. 3 Terre ou autre heritage dount nul

nV-st en seysine, et..tote autre chose guerpie, demoraunt
hors de chescuni seysine, des queles choses homme se pora

purchncer par OCUpacioun.] 1552 HCLOET, Occupation as

deprehensiOD, Catalcfsis. 16*4 BACON Consid. War with

A/<r/X 1 speak not of matches or unions ; but of arms,

occupations, invasions. i6a8 COKE On Litt. i. 249 b. Occu-

pation, .signifieth a putting out of a mans Freehold in time

of warre, and it is all one with a disseisin in time of peace.

1659 l:. HARRIS ParivaCs Iron Age 372 Wars begun, and

carried on. .for the ..occupation, or seazure of Countries.

1767 BLACKSTONE Coittm. II. xxv. ,'1830) 393 Occupation, that

is, hiving or including them, gives the property in bees.

1893 TKAII.I. Sffc. Eng. Introd. 48 Its inhabitants must have

possessed the art of working in metals before the Roman
occupation.
2. Actual holuing or possession, esp. of a place

or of land
; rarely, also, of an office or position ;

tenure
; occupancy.

. 1 nity of occupation^ an army left to occupy a newly con-

H',u:i<-il country or region until the conclusion of hostilities

ir establishment of a settled government.

1387 TKKYISA lligdfn (RolN) VII. 305 Forlo bcgile be



OCCUPATION.

occupacioun of J>e pope, c 1475 Crabhousc Rt'g. (1889) 59
The viij ye re of the ocupacion of the same Jane, Pnoresse.

1574 tr. Littletons Tenures 4 Suche thinges as a man may
have a manuell occupacion, pos>es>ion, or resceyte. 1652
NEEDHAM tr. Sclden's Marc Cf. 196 If to such a corporal

occupation, as tins, wee add also, that they excluded others

from the Sea. 1791 W. JKSSOP AY/. Kmcr Witham u
A Swivel-bridge over the Witham for the occupation of the

common. 1841 ALISON Hist. Europe xcv. 24 Maintaining
the army of occupation. 1870 KKKKMAN JVwv//. Cony. I. App.
AA. 621 Owners of lands then in monastic occupation. 1872
E. W. ROBERTSON Hist. Ess. 160 The Irish peasant.. has. .

confounded the occupation with the ownership of the land.

JjW. During his occupation of the house and land.

b. A piece of land occupied by a tenant; a

holding, (local. Cf. OCCUPYING vbl. sb. 2.)

179* A. YOUNG Trav. France 411 These small occupa-
tions are a real loss uf labour;, .people are fed upon them,
whose time is worth little or nothing. 1807 VANCOUVER
Agric. Dei'on (1813) 108 The occupations fluctuate betwei- n

r/.
and i2o/. per annum. 1879 1. H. S. KSCOTT England

59 Held by tenantry whose occupations range from 100 to

500 acres each.

3. The taking up of space or time. rare.

1460-70 />'/. Quintessence 6 Whc-rby ^e may make cure

quinte essence wijraute cost or traueile, and withoute occu-

pacioun and lesynge of tyme. 1815 JAVE AUSTEN Emma i.

x, Stooping down in complete occupation of the foot-path.

4. The being occupied or employed with, or

engaged in something; that in which one isenga :ed;

employment, business, f To have in occupation^
to be occupied or busied with. Obs.

.11340 HAMPOLE Psalter cxviii[i]. 47 My thoght & myn
occupacioun sail be in H wordis. a 1420 HOCCLEVK De Keg..
Princ. 281 Som man, for lak of occupacioun, Muse}> for!?er

^anne his wyt may strecche. c 1510 MOKE Picns Wks.
14/2 Vse them lx>th, aswel studie as worldly occupacion.

*5*3 FITZHKRB. Husb. 23 It is not conuenient, to haue hey
ana corne bothe in occupation at one tyme. 1776 GIBBON
Decl, ty /'. xiii. I. 394 Minds, long exercised in business ..

in the loss of power, .principally regret the want of occupa-
tion. 1833-6 J. EAGLES Sfcetcfter (1856) 347 liy the intense

occupation of his mind. 1868 FRKKMAN Norm. Cong. II. vii.

78 Harold and Swend .. by their invasion .. gave him full

occupation throughout the year.
b. with //. A particular action or course of

action in which one is engaged, esp. habitually
or statedly ; an employment, business, calling.
^1340 HAMPOLE Prose Tr. 3 Dos a-waye coryous and

yayne ocupacyons. ('1386 CHAUCER Melib.f^^ He that

is ydel, and casteth hym to no bisynesse ne occupacion.
a 1450 K)it. de la Tour (1868) 7 Thenke not on none other

worldly ocupaciones. 1467 in En%. Gilds (1870) 388 Doynge
hur office & occupacion. 1513 in W. H. Turner Select. Rec.

Oxford 10 The craft or occupation of brewers. 1589 Pappe
w. Hatchet D ij b, Though he bee but a cobler by occupa-
tion. 1604 SHAKS. Oth. in. iii. 357 Farewell: Othello's

Occupation's gone. 1791 BUKKE T/i. French Aff. Wks.
1842 I. 579 Condorcet. .is a man of another sort of birth,

fashion, and occupation from Brissot. 1868 RUSKIN Arrows
ofChace (i88o> II. 193 The character of men depends more
on their occupations than on any teaching we can give them.

f* C. spec. Mechanical or mercantile employ-
ment ; handicraft ; trade. Obs.

1530 Proper Dialogue 167 in Rede me, etc. (Arb.) 138
Artificers & men of occupacion. 1576 FLEMING Panopl.
Epist. 364 Take awaye learning from among men, and how
shall trades mechanical, occupations (I meane) be main-
tained ? 1607 SHAKS. Cor. iv. vi. 97 You that stood so much
Vpon the voyce of occupation and The breath of Garlicke-
eaters.

f5. Use, employment (of a thing). Obs.

1388 WVCLIF 2 Mace. iv. 14 In ocupaciouns of a disch

\gwss ether pleying with a ledun disch]. 1494 KABYAN Chron.
vi. clxx. 165 Churches and temples they tourned to vse of

stables, and other vyle occupacyons, 1551 HULOET, Occu-

pation or vse, vsus. 1582 Keg. Gild Corp. Chr. York (1872)

233 note, My wyfe .. shall have the occupacion of the said

silver spoones duringe hir lyfe. 1703 MOXON Alec/t. Exerc,

136 Renders the whole Floor firm enough for all common
Occupation.

1 6. The exercising (of any business or office) ;

exercise, discharge. Obs.

143* Paston Lett. I. 32 Excercise and occupacion of the

Kinges service. 1459 Rolls ofParlt. V. 367/2 To recovere
the seid penaltees for eny occupation of their seid office for

the premisses. 1483 Gild of the Bakers, Exeter in Eng.
Gilds 336 Yn occupacyon of the said crafte.

7. attrib.j as occupation franchise, the right
to vote at parliamentary elections as a tenant or

occupier ; occupation bridge, a bridge for the

use of the occupiers of the land
, e.g. one connecting

parts of a farm, etc., separated by a canal or rail-

way ; occupation road, a private road for the use

of the occupiers of the land.

1837 WHITTOCK, etc. Bk. Trades (1842) 207 The occupation
bridge, at Rotterdam, , . consists of two separate segments.
185* WIGGINS Embanking 132 Making the requisite occu-

pation roads. 1878 F. S. WILLIAMS Midi. Kailti'. 509 Soon
after, .we come to an occupation bridge. 1884 GLADSTONE
Sp. 28 Feb., There were four occupation franchises in

boroughs. One of them was io/. clear yearly value, and the
other three were the lodger, the household, and the service
franchise. 1895 Westm. Gaz. 15 Jan. 4/3 No sufficient

allowance was made for tenant's improvements, nor for his

occupation interest in his holding.
Hence Occupa'tional a., of or belonging to an

occupation or occupations (sense 4 b) ; t Occn-
pa tioner, one engaged in an occupation (obs.} ;

Occupa'tionist, one who advocates or favours

occupation (sense i) ; Occupa'tionless a., having
no occupation, unoccupied, idle.

47

1850 HUVTHORNK Awfr. Note-t'ks. (1383)387 She sews, not
like a lady, but with an ^occupational air. i86z K. II. PAT-
'[ KKSON Ess. Ilist. <V Art 146 An amount of physical, mental,
and occupational variety such as he will meet with nowhere
else in the world. 1592 G. \\\R\*.\ Picrcis Super. (1593) 190
1-et the braue enginer, .. maruelous Vulcanist, and euery
Mercuriall *occupationer . . be respected. 1892 Glasgow
Herald 12 Feb. 6/3 No more a permanent oucupaiUmiht [of

Kgypt] now than he was an immediate evacuaiionist sinc
years ago. 1890 Temple Kar Mag, Nov. 314 To sit \x>
CUpationleSft, vaguely waiting.

Occupative (|?'ki#p$iv), a. rare.
[f. I,.

at-) ppl. stem of ocfitptire + -\\Y. : cf. K. occn-

(1516 c. in Gmlel.).] Chaiaclerized by
occupying or being occupied ;

in / a~i.', held by
a tenure based upon occupation (seeOccuPATlON i .

1656 UI.OUNT Glossoff. s. v., An Occupattve Field, is that

which, being deserted by its proper owner, or tiller, U po.s-

sexsed by another. 1894 Spectator 24 Feb. 269 The saying
of the Neapolitan Carracioli

' The throne of Russia is not

hereditary or elective, but OCCUpatlVC '.

Occupiable v/>'kip3i|ab'l),. rare. [f. OIXTPY
f -ABLE.] Capable ot being occupied.
1865 Pali MallG. 20 Sept. 3/2 Tliere are points . . where

a man on an elevation, and with a glass, can nearly see across
Canada across, that is, the occupied, probably the occu-

piable portion of it.

Occupied ffkif/poid), ///. a.
[f.

OCCUPY +

-El)l.] Taken possession of; held in possession,
dwelt in; taken up, filled up; busied, engaged,
employed : see the verb.

1483 ( 'at/i. Angl. 258/1 Occupyed, occHptitus, 1535COVER-
DA I.F, Isa. .\xxii. 14 The palaces .. shal be broken, and the

greatly occtipide cities desolate. 1884 SIR R. R.UVI.INSOX

in Pall Mall G. 9 July 1/2 Eastern peoples, .are to this day
bad sanitarians ; there occupied sites are f ul. 1897 Daity
News 10 Dec. 5/2 A mortality, .greater ihan ihat of occupied
males generally.

Occupier (fkirfpaijai'. Also 5 -our.
[f.

as

prec. + -EH 1
,
or weakening of AF. occupwitr.'] One

who occupies, in various senses.

1. One who takes, or (more usually) holds, pos-
session ; the person who holds or is in actual

possession of (a piece of property, esp. a house
or land, or a place, position, or office) ;

a holder,

occupant.
[1381 Act 5 Ric/t. II, Stat. i. c. 9 Occupiours des biens ..

de diverses persones. Ibid, c. 10 Occupiours des biens on
terre tenantz.J 1387-8 T. USK Test. Loi<e n. v. (Skeat) 1. 63
Fairnesse of fieldes, neof habitacions, . .rnaie not bee rekened
as riches, that are thine owne, for if thei be bad, it is great
sclander and villanie to the occupier. 1450 Rolls of Parlt.
V. 186/1 By the handes of the Ferniours, Collectours or

Occupiours, of the said subsidie and ulnage. 1494 FABYAN
Chron. vi. cxlix. 137 He had ben occupyerof a kynges rome
by y* name only x. yeres. ai6i8 RALEIGH (J.\ If the title

of occupiers be good in a land unpeopled, why should it be
bad accounted in a country peopled thinly? 1698 FRYER Ace.
E. India ff P. 52 [The] Prince .. in all India is sole Pro-

prietor of Lands ; allowing the Occupiers no more than a
bare Subsistence. 1753 Scots Mag. Feb. 92/2 Some occupier
of the premisses. 1863 FAWCETT Pol. Econ. xi. vii. (1876)
616 The local rates fall with the greatest severity upon the

occupiers of houses.

fb. A dweller, resident (in a place). Obs.

1545 BRINKLOW Comflaynt 43 b, To euery citie acording to

the nomber of the occupyers in the same.

t 2. One who uses, employs, or deals in (some-

thing); one who practises or follows (a specified

calling or occupation). Obs.

1537 CROMWELL Let. to J\f, Throginorton in Froude /list.

Eiiff. xiv. II I. 45 A merchant & occupier of all deceits. 1548
GEST Pr. Masse in H. G. Dugdale /,/ App. i. (18401 71 He
wold . . delyver it [the one talent] to the well occupyers of
the fyve. 1577 B. GOOGE Heresbactis Hitsf>. i. (1586) 4b,
All my Auncestours were occupiers of husbandry. 1611

BIBLE Ezek. xxvii. 27 The occupiers jjf thy merchandise.

fb. tsp. One who employs money or goods in

trading; a trader, dealer, merchant. Obs.

1509 BARCLAY Shyp ofFoly5(1570) 211 All occupiers almost
suche gile deuise In euery chaffer. 1535 COVERDALE Ezek.
xxvii. 25 Thy maryners, thy shipmasters,, .thy occupiers (that

brought the thinges necessary). 1581 MARBF.CK Bk. ofNotes

1134 When they have given out their money unto occupiers
and merchaunt men. 1611 BARRY Ram Alley \\. in Hazl.

Dodsley X. 308 He will .. Lie faster than ten city occupiers
Or cunning tradesmen.

f Occupise. Obs. rare 1
. [Some kind of erro-

neous deriv. of OCCUPY
v.~\

? Occupation; or

? things
'

occupied
'

or held.
c 1478 Pliimpton Corr. 38 They all not having any kow or

kalves, or any other guds whearby they might live, nor any
other occupise.

Occupy (p kitfpai), v. Also 4-6 ocupie, -ye,

(5 ~y)> 4~7 occupie, 5-6 -ye, (4 occipie, 6

occypye ; 4 okupie, 5 okepye, -paey ; okew-,
oky-, ocopy ; hokewepye ;

6 hocupy, /#.///*-.

okepyde) ; pa. t. and pple. 4 occupid, 4-6 -yd,
6 ocuped, Sc. occupeit. [irreg. f. OF. occupert

ad. L. occapare to seize (by force), take possession
of, get hold of, take up, occupy, employ, invest

(money) ; f. oc-
}
ob- (Ou- i b) + stem cap- in cap-

fre to take, seize. The final -u, -ye, -y of the

English word ,
found in the vb. and its inflexions and

derivatives (occupier, etc.) at their earliest appear-
ance ^1340, are not explicable from the F. occitp-er,

occup-ant, occupe, etc., and their origin has not
been ascertained. It is possible that the change

occupy.

\

took place in AKr., in which Act 5. Rich. II has

: occitpioitrs , occupiers
= occupiers : but this may be

from Eng.]
1 1. frans. To take possession of, take lot one's

own use, sei/e. Obs. in ^wi. sense : see b.

a 1340 HAMPOIX Psalter \v'\\. 6 Preoccupauerunt me laqitci
mortis . . bifore occupid has me |?e snares of ded. c 1350 in

Leg. Rood (1871) 64 All bi liins on ilka side Witht sorow* sal

be ocupide. 1463 in ttitry II V//.s-(Camdenj 36, I beqwcthc to

j

Thomas Heighaum the yonger my tablys of ivory. . . And it

he wil not ocupye hem I bequethe the seid tablces to .. his

u-yf. a 1548 HALL C/trwi., Hen. I'll, 60 ALso dyed .. the

Lynxes chiefe chamberleyn, whose office Charles .. occupied
and cnioyed. 1553 BREXDK Q. Curtiits ix. 4 Some occupied
dartes, some speares, and other axes, and .. leaped to and
fro to theyr cartes. 1614 RALKIGH Hist. World \, i. ; 2.

'. (1634) 268 Which done, they occupied the Citie, Lands,
Good", and Wines of those, whom they had murdered.

b. spec. To take possession of (a place) by sei-

I tling in it, or by military conquest, etc.
;

to enter

upon the possession and holding of.

1375 HARBOUR Bruce i. 98 Throw his invent till occupy
Landis, bat war till him marcheand. 1494 I' AKYAX Chron.
\. xciv. 69 A Saxon named Ella. . slewe many Brylons, , .and
after occupyed that Cuuntre. a 1548 \\.\\.\. Clirou^ Hen. I 'II,

25 b, That he would invade or occupie the territory of hys
1 enemies. 1810 in Piclon L'pool Mimic. l\cc. 11886) II. 372
The finishing, compleating and occupying . . the building.

1849 MACAUI.AY Hist. Eng. x. II. 582 The Hutch had occu-

pied Chelsea and Kensington. 1855 Ibid. xviii. IV. 205
: Glencoe was to be occupied by troops.

c. intr. or absol. To take possession, rare.
c 1400 Destr. Troy 5;,?q My fos were so fell . . pat ^ai occu-

piet ouer all, euyn as horn list. 1862 MRS. NORTON Lady
of La Garayc Prol.. Creatuies that dwell alone Occupy
boldly.

2. trans. To hold possession of; to have in one's

possession or power ; to hold (a position or office".

4:1380 WVCLIF \\~ks. (1880) 384 As be baron or be knyijte

occupieb & gouerne}? his baronrye or his knyjtte. '.'''1400

j

Morte Arth, 278 Belyne and Bremyne, and Bawdewyne the

thyrde, They ocupyede be enipyre aughte score wynnttyrs.
1560 DAI.S tr. SleidandsComm. 380 You who occupie the

: chiefest places amongest the Stales of the Kmpire. 1568
i GRAFTON' Chron. II. 194 The Turkes and infidels which to
I that day had kept and occupied the ^anie Isle [Rhodes],

1784 Cow ft; H Tiroc. 414 Least qualified . .To occupy a sacred,
awful post. 1845 M. PATTISON Ess. (1889) I. 14 Gregory..

|

occupied the see of Tours twenty-three years. Ibid, 18 The
.. inferior Franks .. posted themselves, fully armed, ..under
the portico, occupying all the entrances. 1883 La~v Times

\

20 Oct. 410 '2 A married woman is now to occupy the same
'

position as her Saxon ancestress.

b. To reside in a.nd use (a place) as its tenant, or

regular inhabitant; to tenant.

,1400 MAUNDEV, (Roxb.) xxiv. 109 He.. occupies }?e same
land J>at he was lorde off. 1489 Act 4 Hen. l7Lf. c. 19 If

any such owner or owners .. take kepe & occupy any such
house or houses lands in his or then* own hands. 1767
BLACKSTOXE Comm. II. i". 7 By constantly occupying the

same individual ^pot, the fruits of the earth were consumed.

1853 J. H. NEWMAN Hist. Sk. (1873) II. i. i. 2 This tract ..

is at present occupied by civilized communities. 1881 J.

RUSSELL Haigs 5 Bemersyde House. .has been occupied by
the Haigs for more than seven centuries.

t c. intr. or absoL To hold possession or office ;

to dwell, reside
;
to stay, abide. Obs.

<'i45 LYDG. Assembly ofGods 1372 Where Vertew occu-

pyeth must nedys well grow. 1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 337/1
He . . ordeyned an holy man to occupye in his place. 15*3
FiTziiERB.iS'Krz'. Prol., The names of the lordes and tenauntes
that occupy. 1535 COVERDALE Matt. xvii. 21 Whyle they
occupied in Galile lesus sayde vnto them [etc].

3. trans. To take up, use up. fill (space or time) ;

also in weakened sense, To be situated or stationed

in, to be in or at (a place or position).
1340 HAMPOLE Pr. Consc. 3025 It may occupy na stede.

1382 WVCLIF Luke xiii. 7 Kitt it doun, wherto occupieth
\

it the erthe? c 1386 CHAUCER Sqr.'s T. 56 Thanne wolde

i

it occupie a someres day. (.1400 Three Kings Cologne 27
1

pei come so late and all placys were ocupied with pilgrymes
! and obir men. <* 1548 HALL Chron., Hen. I'll, n b, Lyke
,

a cypher in algorisme that is ioyned to no figure but onely
1

occupieth a place, c 1566 J. AI.DAV tr. Boaystuan's Theat.
\ World S vij b, If we should rehearse and declare all the

singularities.. I should occupy a large volume. 1651 HOBBES
Leviatk. in. xxxiv. 207 The Word Body . . signifieth that

which .. occupyeth some certain room. 1839 G. BIRD Xat.
! Philos. 369 The black cross disappearing, and leaving white
1

spaces in the place it previously occupied. 1865 R. W.
! DALE Jew. Temp. xvi. 173, I shall not occupy your lime

i with any description of the form of the sanctuary. 1875
1 JOWETT Plato I. 399 The voyage. .has occupied thirty days.

4. To employ, busy, engage (a person, or the

j

mind, attention, etc.). Often in pass. ; also refl.

c 1340 HAMPOLE Prose Tr. 17 If Jx>u se any mane gastely
\ ocupiede ffalle in any of bise synnes, 1377 LANGL. /*. PI.

B. v. 409, I am occupied eche day, haliday and other, With

ydel tales atte ale. 1413 Filgr. SmuU (Caxton) r. xxi. (1859)
. 22 He occupyed my wyttes with other thynges. c 1489
CAXTON SonnesofAynton xxviii. 578 Many stones, .ynoughe
for to ocupye at ones all the masons that were there. 1555

\
EDEN Decades 136 They occupyed them selues in the

1

searchinge of particular trades and coastes. 1604 E. G[RIM-

STONE] D'Acosta's Hist. Indies in. i. 117 Then shall he truly

occupie himselfe in the studie of Philosophic. 1781 COWI-KR

Conversation 57 Whatever subject occupy discourse. 1795

.BURKE Co>r. IV. 330 It .. would have occupied the atten-

tion of all companies. 1860 TVNDALL Glac. i. xvi. 105,

I occupied myself with my instruments. 1875 JOWETT Plato

(ed. 2) I. So Every one who is occupied with public affairs.

1 5. To make use of, use (a thing). Obs.

1:1415 LYDG. Assembly of Gods 1935 As though that he

wolde Hys darte haue occupyed. 1483 CAXTON Goto B nj b f

In makyng and ocupyeng false dyse. 1523 FITXHERB. Hnsl;



OCCUPYING. 48 OCCURRENT.
i Than is the ploughe the nioste necessaryestinstrumente

than an husbande can occupy. 1581 MARIIFCK/>^. ofNotes

34 When the night is past .. \vhyshould we occupie anic

longer a candle. 1584 COGAN ffawn Health (1636) 113 When
you will occupie more or lesse, you may put in sugar and
sit it over the fire, untill it boyle. 1774 C. KFITU Fanners
//', Lasses, occupy your wheel.

f b. intr. with of, Obs.

1558 WARDE tr. Alexis" Sccr, 11580; 52 b, Occupie alwaies

of this Sope, when you will washe your heade. Ibid. (1568)

94 b, At every time that you wyll occupye of it,styrre it well.

f6. trans. To employ oneself in, engage in,

practise, perform, carry on
;

to follow or ply as

one's business or occupation. Obs.

1c 1400 in Hist. <y Antig. RIasonry 28 Hit is called EfTraym,
and there was sciensofGemelryand masonri fyrst occupied.

1465 Paston Lett. II. 182 Leve wylfullnesse whyche men
sey ye occupye to excessifly. igz4 in Vicary's Auat. (1888)

App. in. 157 Iniunccion ys geuen to the seyd Roys, that he-

shall no more occupie Pliisik. 1535 COVEKDALE Ps, cvi[i.] 23

They that go downe to the see in shippes, occupie their

busynesse in greate waters. 1581 W. STAFFORD Exam.
Cowpl. ii. (1876) 48 Therefore men \vil the gladder occupy
husbandry.

fb. intr. To be busy or employed (in some

capacity) ; to exercise one's craft or function ; to

practise ; to do business, to work. Obs.

ci4*S LYDG. Assembly ofGods 450 Ye seelyd my patent,

yeuyng me full power soo to occupy. 1512 Act ^ Hen. VIII,
c. ii To exercise and occupie as a Phisicion. \*flb Lickfield
Gilds iE. E. T. S.) 27 Admytted .. to occupie as a master,

lourney-man, or servaunte within the said Cittie. 1618 N.
FIELD Amends Ladies A j, I do entertain you. How do you
occupy? What can you use ? 16^3 URQUHART Rabelais \,

vii, The Seamsters (when the point of their rieedles was
broken) began to work and occupie with the tail.

t 7. trans. To employ (money or capital) in

trading; to lay out, invest, put out to interest; trade

with; to deal in. [L. occupare pecuniam^\
1526 Pilgr. Perf. (W. de W. 1531} 28 b, This rychesse he

hath gyuen to vs as a stocke to occupy. 1560 DAUS tr.

Sleidane's Comm. 118 He commaunded that the talentes re-

ceived should be occupied that they might be made gainfull.

1581 MARBKCK Bk. of Notes 1075 Wee be commaunded to

occupie our Lords money, and not to hide it. i6oz FULBECKE
ist Pt. Parall, 29 If two Merchantes occupie their goods
and merchandise in common to their common profile, the

one of them may haue a writ of accompt against his com-

panion. 1611 BIBLE Ezek. xxvii. 9. 1773 JOHNSON Let. to

Mrs. Thrale 17 May, Upon ten thousand pounds diligently

occupied, they may live in great plenty,

f b. intr. To trade, deal. Obs.

i5ag LD. BERNERS Froiss. II. cxi, [cvii.] 318 Berthaulte of

Malygnes. . occupyeth to Damas, to. Cayre, and to Alex-
andre. 1534 TINDALK Luke xix. 13 Occupye tyll I come
\R.V. Trade ye herewith]. 1581 MAKBECK Bk. ofNotes b^
[He] gained much by occupieng with the lewes and Chri^-

tians. 1650 FULLER Pisgah ii. v. 129 Such as occupied in

her fairs with all precious stones.

f 8. trans, and intr. To deal with or have to

do with sexually ;
to cohabit. Obs.

[Cf. L. occupare awptextt, Ovid F. iii. 509 j but perh. of

Eng. origin ]

[1432-50 tr. Higdcn (Rolls) III. 47 Men of Lacedemonia . .

fatigate and wery thro thecompleyntesof theire wifesbeenge
at home, made a decre and ordinaunce that thei scholde

occupye [TKEVISA, take; Higd. pluribus uti i)iris\ mony
men, thenkenge the nowmbre of men to be encreasede by
that.] 6*1520 in Lanehams Let. (1871) Introd. 130 To make
hyme [your husband] lystear to occupye with youe. 1546
BALE Eng. Votaries i.fisso) 56 b, As king Ed wine . .occupyed

Alfgiua his concubine. 1632 ROWLEY IVom. Never Vexed
in. i. in Hazl. Dodsley XII. 137 Being partners, they did

occupy long together before they were married. 1660 HEX-
HAM, Gewoten een. I'roitw, To Lie with, or to Occupie a
woman.
\Noie, The disuse of this verb in the i7th and most of the

i8lh c. is notable. Against 194 quots. for i6th c. ,
we have

for i7th only 8, outside the Bible of 1611 (where it occurs
10 times), and for i8th c. only 10, all of its last 33 years. The
verb occurs only twice (equivocally) in Shaks. , is entirely
absent from the Concordances to Milton and Pope, is not
used by Gray ; all Johnson 's quots., exc. 2, are from the Bible

of 1611. It was again freely used by Cowper (13 instances in

Concordance!. This avoidance appears to have been due to

its vulgar employment in sense 8; cf. 1597 SHAKS. 2 Hen. IV.
ii. iv. 161 ^Qo. 1600) A captain e ? Gods light these villaines

wll make the word as odious as the word occupy, which was
an excellent good worde before it was il sorted, a 1637 B.

JONSON Discov., De Stylo (1640) 112 Many, out of their owne
obscene Apprehensions, refuse proper and fit words; as

occupie, nature, and the like.]

O'CCllpying, vbl. sb. Now rare exc. as gerund.

[f. prec. + -INGT] The action of the verb OCCUPY,
or that in which this action is embodied.
1. The taking or holding possession.
1472-3 Rolls ofParlt. VI. 28/1 That no persone be charged

. . for any entre or occupyenge of the said Lordshippes,
Londes, Tenementez or othur premisses.

f 2. A piece of land occupied or held ; a holding.
c 1449 PECOCK Repr. v. xiii. 554 The same bildingis and

her occupiyngis. 1577 HARRISON England \\. xiii. (1877) i.

259 In the woodland countries, .they [houses] stand scattered

abroad, each one d welling in the midst of his owne occupieng.
b. Residence in a place as its tenant. Chiefly

attrib.

1884 GLADSTONE Sp. 28 Feb., The proportion of occupying
franchises . . to the property franchises. 1884 Daily News*
24 Sept. 6/2 His views on peasant proprietary and occupy-
ing ownership.
3. The action of engaging or busying, or fact of

being engaged in or busy about something; fthat
which occupies one, or in which one is engaged;

occupation, business
; trade, traffic.

c 1380 WYCLIF // 'ks. (i 8So) 104 pel suffren cristene soulis be

strangiid wijj woluys of hclle (?orou^ here doumbnesse and
uccupiynge aboute J>e world. 1548 Act 2 # 3 Edw. VI, c. 13
jii Anye parishe . . uppon . . t?e Sea costes, the commodities
and

occupy! nge whereof consiststh chieflye in fysshinge.
1582 N. T. (Khem.) Luke xix. 15 How much every man had
gained by occupying. 1588 J. M ELLIS Briefc Instr. Bviij,
A butcher might sell you . . all the felles, hides and tallowe

growing and comming by his occupying.
i b. Carrying on, practice ((/something'). Obs.

1547 Nottingham Rcc. IV. 92 For okypying of comyn
skowddyng [scolding]. 1550 BALK Apol. 42 A full exercysed
craftesman in that occupyeng of mischefe.

f4. Using, use, employment (see also prec.fi).
1535 COVEROALE Num. iv. 26 The altare- and their cordes

and all that belongeth to their occupicngc. 1540 HVKDE
tr. / 'ives* Instr, Chr. il 'om. U vj, By hir diligence & occupy-
ing of wooll, hir house shal lack nothing. 1544 ST.M.BRIDGE

Epistle 22 b, From the fylthy occupying of an harlot he
cometh strayght to the Aultre. 1579 GOSSON Apol. Sch.
Abuse (Arb.) 72 Iron with much occupiying, is wonie too

naught.

O'CCUpying,/X- rt - [f.asprec. + -IXG-.] That

occupies (see the verb) ; usually, That actually
holds or resides in (a place or piece of land).
1552 HULOET, Occupymge, occupans. 1780 A. YOUNG Tour

Irel, II. 141 The occupying tenants have from 15 to 100

acres. 1887 J. BALL Nat. in S. Anter, ii. 57 To protect the

occupying army from this danger. 1887 Spectator 16 Apr.
532/1 The extinction of great landlords and the creation of

occupying owners.

Occur G?ki?u), v. Also 6-7 occurre, 7 occurr.

Inflexions occurred, occurring, [ad. L. caurr-
ere to run to meet, run against, befall, present

itself, occur, f. <-, oh- (OB- i a, b) + curr-$re to

run. Cf. obs. F. occurrer, occurrir to present itself,

happen (i6th c. in Godef.).]
1 1. intr. To run to meet a person, to run up (to

the spot) ;
to run against something or against each

other, to meet, encounter. Obs.

1596 PALKYMPLE- tr. Leslies Hist. Scot. n. 173 The Scottis
. . brekis in ower the nerrest prouince,. .Trebellie occuris in

al haist. 1620 SHELTON Quix. in. ii. I. 117 She was of a
charitable nature . .and did therefore presently occur to cure
Don Quixote. 1692 BKXTLF.Y Boyle Lect. vii. 235 The
whole multitude might freely move .. with very little occur.

ring or interfering. 1695 WOODWARD..Nat. Hist. Earth(\-]-z$
200 Such of those Corpuscles, as happen'd to occur or meet

together.

fb. With prepositions: To meet witft y encounter;
to happen or light upon ;

to make resistance against,

resist, oppose ;
to reply to, meet in argument (an

adverse statement or contention); to prove adverse

/<?, to stop the way of. Obs.

1527 .St. Papers Hen. VIII, I. 233 The Frenche King was

determyned that I should occurre, encountre, and mete wiih

hymat Amyas. 1566 PAINTER Pal. Pleas. I. Ded. 2 Viewing
in him great plenty of straung Histories, . . I occurred upon
some which I deemed most worthy the prouulgation. 1588
D. ROGERS in Ellis Orig: Lett. Ser. n. III. 153 How by a
league they might . . occurre against the daungerous practises
of the papistes. 1660 PEARSON No Necess. Kef. Ch, Eng. 7
To leave nothing unanswered . . I shall endeavour to occurre
to all Particulars which may seem to inferre the Doubtful-
nesse of the Doctrine. 1692 BENTLEY Boyle Lect. 117 To
this last subterfuge of the mechanical atheists we can occurr
several ways. Ibid. 138 Bodies, .have, .a certain and deter-

inmate motion according to .. the resistance of the bodies

they occurr with. 1738 Hist. Crt. ExcJie.q. vi. 113 No time
occurs to the King.

fc. trans, (by ellipsis of prep.: see b.) To
meet, encounter; to oppose, resist. Obs. (In quot.

1767 humorously pedantic.)
a 1548 HALL Chron., Hen, VI, 160 b, That the citezens . .

might occurre their enemies, and releve their frendes.

1577-87 HoLiNSHiiD Chron, III. 1058/1 To occurre all in-

conueniences whatsoeuer. 1652 GAULE Metgnstrom. 146
Fate may . . easily be" occurred and prevented. 1767 A*
CAMPBELL Lexiph. (ed. 2) i Most happily occurred, my very
benevolent convivial associate.

2. intr. To present itself; to be met with or

found, to * turn up', or appear (in some place,
class of things, course of action, etc.).

1538 CROMWELL Let. to Sir T. IVyatt 22 Feb. (R.), As soon
as any opportunity shall occur for the same. 1563-7
BUCHANAN Reform. St. Anc/ras'Wks. (1892) 8 Other thyngis
. .to be doin as commodite and tyme occurris. i6osCAMDEN
Rent. 60 That name doth often occurre in olde evidences.

1763 DODSLKV Leasoives P2 The first object that occurs is

a . . ruinated wall. 18x8 CRUISE Digest (ed. 2) IV. 470 The
variety of cases that may occur in practice. 1823 H. J.

BROOKE Introd. Crystallvgr, 250 The different classes of

primary forms in which irregular secondary forms occur.

1851 GOSSE Nat. in Jamaica 103 About fourteen species
have occurred to me. a. 1864 HAWTHORNE Amer, Notn~bks.

(18791 I. 131 Marble also occurs here. Mod. The wild tulip
is said to occur in chalk-pits.

b. To present itself to thought, come into one's

mind. Const, to
;

in mod. use often with it as

subject, referring to a following clause or phrase.
1626 BACON Sylva 401 There doth not occurre to me, at

this present, any use thereof, for profit. 1711 ADDISON Spect.
No. 105^3 Such Reflexions as occurred to me upon that

Subject. 1809 MALKIN Gil Bias v. i. f 22 It could not but
occur to me that you would be agreeably surprised. 1833-6
J. EAGLES Sketcfar {1856' 86 A picture occurs to my recol-

lection. 1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. >) III. 5 New ideas occur
to him in the act of writing. Mod. It did not occur to me
to mention it.

3. To present itself in the course of events
;

to

happen, befall, take place as an event or incident.

1549 CompL Scot, \ The vniuersal pestilens and mortalite,

that lies occurit mercy les amang the pepil. 1582 Am*.
HAMILTON Cateck. (1884)4 All variance and discentioun that
occurris or may apperandly occurc. ai68o BUTLER Retn.

(1759) I. 13 It is uncertain, when Such Wonders will occur

agen. 1835 UKE Pfiilos.Manuf.^wz It is almost impossible
for an accident to occur. 1862 THOLLOPE Orley F. xiv. nu
To Mrs. Ormc she told all that had occurred. 1891 W. J.
DAWSON Redciitft. E. Strahan vi. 106 Repentance was not
a thing which occurred and was done with.

4. Eccl. (See quot., and cf. CONCUR 2 e.)

1863 NEALE Ess. Liturgiol. 109 One Festival occurs with
another when the two feasts fall on the same day.
Hence Occurring ((Jkzrrirj), ppl. a. (now rare].
1637 GILLESPIE Eng. Pop. Cerem. i. vii. 23 Fasts which are

appointed for ocurring causes. 1682 T. FLAT.MAN Heraclitus
Rideus No 82 (1713) II. 249 To suggest the most occurring
and probable Conjectures.

Occur, Occure : see OCKEB, OCHRE.
Occurrence (ffctrrens). [prob. f. OCCUBRENT:

(see -ENCE) ; but cf. med.L. occurrentia (Du Cange),
F. occurrence (^1475 in Godef. ConipL}.']

{1. An incidental meeting or encounter, rare.

1607 Toi'SEi.i. Fotir-f. Beasts (1658) 366 When Androcles
was . . cast in among these savage beasts, the lion . . came to-

ward him softly .. so the man began to know him, and both
of them to congratulate each other in that their imprisoned
occurrence.

2. The fact of occurring, i. e. of presenting itself,

being found or met with, turning up, or of happen-
ing, taking place.
1725 WATTS Logic n. v, Things of the most frequent Occur-

rence. a 1748 WAITS {J.), Voyages detain the mind by the

perpetual occurrence and expectation of something new.
1860 TVSDALL Glac. n. vii. 261 A number of facts of common
occurrence. 1866 ROGERS Agric. fy Prices 1. xxiv. 607 Evi-
dence of the occurrence of that fish on the Kentish coast.

1880 GEIKIE Phys. Geoff, iv. 24. 249 Landslips are of fre-

quent occurrence. 1897 }Vesti. Gaz. 2 Nov. 3/2 A bird

whose occurrences in England can be counted on one hand.

3. That which occurs or is met with, or presents

itself, formerly sometimes with the sense of oppo-
sition; now with an and pi. : Something that

occurs, happens, or takes place ;
an event, incident.

( OccuRHKNT B. i, the earlier word for this.)

1539 CROMWELL Let. to IVyatt 13 Feb. lR.), Here we
have no notable news and occurrences. 1601 SHAKS. T-weL
N. v. i. 264 All the occurrence of my fortune since Hath
heene betweene this Lady, and this Lord. 16*3 BINCHAM
Xenophon 109 While we march, let Timasion with the horse

scout before, .giuing aduertisement of all occurrence. 1652
NEEDHAM tr. Seldens Mare Cl. 3 What Occurrences seem to

oppose the Dominion of Sea and what Arguments are wont
to bee made against it. 1711 STEELE Spect. No. 96 F 8 The
chief Occurrences ofmy Life. 1719 YOUNG Revenge v. ii, The
fix'd and noble mind Turns all occurrence to its own advan-

tage. 1773 GOLDSM. Stools to Cong. \. i, Trust to occurrences

for success. 1884 tr. Lotze^s Metafih. 239 The relation in which

empty Time stands to the occurrences which fall within it.

4. Eccl. (See Occtiu 4 ; cf. CONCURRENCE 2 b.)

1863 NEALE Ess. Lihtrgiol. 100 These are all the occur-

rences, etc. which take place during this year. 1879, 1889
[see CONCURRENCE 2 b].

t Occurrencer. Obs. rare- 1
. [See -EBl.]

One who narrates occurrences ; a newsmonger.
c 1680 Fears fy Jealousies Ceas'd 2 The Shams of an

Occurrencer, or . . the base and detestable Artifices of the

French Politicians.

t Occtrrrency. Obs. rare.
[f. next : see

-ENCY.J = OCCURRENCE 3.

1656 SANDERSON Serin. (1689) 512 Discoursing .. on the

occurrency of the times. 1683 D. A. Art Converse 21 A
suddain anger upon all occurrencies. /bid. 36 To laugh on

every slight occurrency.

Occurreiit (^k^'rent), a. and sb. Now rare.

Also 6 occorent, 6-7 occurrant, -ente, (7 ob-

current). [prob. a. F. occurrent, -ant (1475 in

Godef. Compt^i ad. L. occurrent-em, pr. pple. of

occurrere to OCCUR.] A. adj.

1. That occurs, presents itself, or happens ; occur-

ring; current (at a time or place). Sometimes spec.

That presents itself casually or by the way, incidental.

1535 E. HARVEL in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. n. II. 71, I have
writen . advising yow of soche newis as hath ben occorent.

f '555 HARPSFIELD Divorce Hen. VIII (Camden) 171 The
manifold examples whereof be in stories occurrent. 1601

HOLLAND Pliny I. 161 Many other accidents and occurrent

obiects. i63zLnHGOw Trav. t. 7, 1 .. being young.and within

minority, in that occurrent time. 1653 Nissfna 65 Four
thousand Talents should be by them disburst towards the

occurrent affairs. 1654 EARL MONM. tr. Bentivoglio's IVarrs

Flanders 266 To treat with the Duke .. upon the obcur-

rent necessities of the League. 1655 DJGGES Compl. A mbass.

21, I .. make you partaker of such brutes as are here occur-

rent. i8aa T. TAYLOR Apuleiits,Philos, Plato i. 337 Some-

thing unstable and occurrent is accustomed to intervene in

things which were undertaken with counsel and medita-

tion. 1860 I. TAYLOR Spir. Hebr. Poetry (1873) 91 [Words]
which are technical or geographical, .. and which are rarely

occurrent in literature.

f 2. Liable to encounter (something) ; exposed
or obnoxious to. Obs. rare.

1566 PAINTER Pal. Pleas. I. 26 It is not meete for them to

be your gouernours, that be subiect and occurrant to enuie

and reproch.
B. sh.

1. Something that occurs, presents itself, or meets

one (formerly sometimes in an adverse way) ;
an

event: = OCCURRENCE 3. (Common in i6th and

1 7th c. ; now Of>s. or a rare archaism.)

1538 Fox in Pocock Rec. Re/. I. 141, I wrote two letters

unto yon . . ascertaining you of my arrival and other occur-



OCCURSATION.
rents there. 1563-87 FOXE A. $ M. (1596) 260/1 The King I

.. thought to haue a stale by the cardinall against all occur- i

rents. 1602 SHAKS. Ham. v. ii. 368 So tell him with the
j

occurrents more and lesse, Which haue solicited. 1611 Uim.r.
,

i Kings v. 4 There is neither aduersary, nor euill occurrent. I

1648 GAGE ll'est Ind. title-p., Divers Occurrents and Dangers
that did be fa I in the said Journey. 1704 in B. Church Hist.

Philip's Ir'ar (1867) II. 145 Acquaint me of your proceedings
and all occurrents. 1873 H. ROGERS Orig. Bible vi. (1875)
216 Receiving impressions from every new occurrent.

t b. transf. A narration of what has happened ;

//. news. Obs.
a 1577 SIR T. SMITH Commit. Eng: (1633) 97 Such letters or

occurrents as be sent to himselfe. 1596 DANETT tr. Comhit-.-i

(1614) 158 The occurrents he had already receiued of the
Almains nrriuall. 1655 DIGGFS Compl. Awbass. 222 For
Italian news, I refer your Honor to these inclosed Occurrents.

f 2. A person or thing that meets, encounters, or i

runs against one. O&s.

1592 R. D. HypnerotoinacJiia 2, I resolved .. to get out,
that I might the better eschew such suspected occurrents.

1607 WAI.KISGTON Opt. Glass xiii. 135 Another .. foole ..

thought his. . buttockes were made of britle glasse ; wherefore
lie shunned all occunvnts. 1615 CROOK K Kody ofMfan 582
If it had beene made of a thicke and solide bone, it. .would
not haue yeelded to outward occurrents.

t Occursa'tion. Obs. rare 1
, fad. L. occursa-

tidn-em^ n. of action from occursdre to run to meet,

freq. of occurr-Hre to OCCUR.] = OCCURSION.
1615 CROOKS Body ofMan 84 Theskmne. .is nearer to the

occursation or confluence of outward obiects.

t Occu'rse. Obs. [ad. L. occursu-s meeting, n.

of action from occttrr-ere to OCCUR.] Meeting.
1621 BURTON Anat. Mel. \. iii. in. i, A suddaine accident,

occurse, or meeting. 1647 LILLY Chr. Astrol. clvi. 653 Con-
sideration had to the house in which the occurse doth

happen. 1692 BENTLEY Boyle Led. ii. (16931 25 This mutual
Occurse, this Pulsion and Repercussion of Atoms.

t OccU'rsioil. Obs. [ad. L. occursion-em> n. of

action from occnrr-fre to OCCUR.] The action, or

an act, of running against something; attack;
encounter

; collision.

1533 BELLENDEN Livyiv. (1822)351 Crete occurslounls war
maid be Veanis in the Romane land is. a x656UssHER^Iw.
vi. (1658) 459 [He] would not so much have dreaded the sudden
occursion of any wild beast. 1678 CUDWORTH Intcll. Syst.
I. ii. 22. 97 The mutual Occursions and Rencounters of

'

Atoms. 1741 SHORT in Phil. Trans. XI, I. 626 Running or
|

dancing with sudden Occursions and Mixtures, like the I

Aurorse Boreales.

t Occtrrsive, a. Obs. [f. L. occurs-, ppl. stem
of occurrfye to OCCUR + -IVE.] Such as may pre-

;

sent itself, or be met with by the way. Hence
\

T" Occtrrsively adv., by the way.
1592 R. D. Hypnerotomachia 65 b, Wipe out of thy re-

membrance all forepassed griefes, occursive troubles. 1592
G. HARVEY Four Lett, iii, Some of them occursively pre- ,

sented themselves in stationers shops. Pierces Super,
j

202 The emperour Charles the fiftes army passing through
j

Rome, occursively sacked the city.

Occyan, Occyent, Occysion: see OCEAN, |

OCCIENT, OCCISION.

OC6a*U (J"'Jan), sb. (a.} Forms: 3-6 occean,
-ian, {4 oxiau. 4-5 occion(e, occyon, 5 -an), 4-6
occeane, 5-6 -iaue, 6 -aean, ocian, -eane, -yane,
6- ocean, [a. K. octan (occean I2lh c. in Littre"),

|

ad. L. ocean-its
j

f. Gr. &K(av6$
t orig. the great stream '

or river (cf. poos 'n^avofo, 'ClKfavvs iroTa/ioy, in

Homer) supposed to encompass the disk of the
|

earth, and personified as 'the god of the great

primeval water', the son of Uranus and Gaia, and
husband of Tethys ; hence, the great outer sea, as

opposed to the Mediterranean.]
1. The vast body of water on the surface of the

globe, which surrounds the land ; the main or great
sea. (Down to c 1650, commonly ocean sea ; before

1400 also sea ocean, sea ofocean L. mare oceamtm

(Cresar Bell. Gall. n. vii, Tacitus Hist. iv. xii);

OF. meroceatte, ocianne, occeanne mer) where octane

was adj. fern, qualifying mcr
;
and ocean may some-

times have been viewed as an adj. in Eng.)
In early times, when only the one great mass of land, the

Eastern hemisphere, with us islands, was known, the ocean
was the Great Outer Sea of boundless extent, everywhere
surrounding the land, as opposed to the Mediterranean and
other inland seas.

(a) c 1290 St. Brandan 16 in S. Eng. Leg. I. 220 In J>e

mochele se of Occean [.IAS". Harl. 2277 occian] as ore louerd
be hath i-send. 4:1374 CHAUCKR Boeth. iv. met. vi. in
(Canib. MS.) The same sterre vrsa..ne coueytith nat to

deeyn his flaumbes in the see of the occian. 1398 TREVISA
linrtk. De P. R. vm. xxviiL (Tollem. MS.), pe sonne was
faste by be see of occian [L. juxta mare oceanum}. c 1400
MAUNDEV. (1839) xiii. 143 Toward the see Occyan in Inde.

1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 412 b/2 The hete of thoccean see
threwe them to the refudge. 1545 BRINKLOW Cowpl. 45,
I thynck it is as well possyble for tne ocyane se to be with-
out water. 1652 EARL MONM. tr. Hentivoglie's Hist. Relat.
i These Provinces are inviron'd..by the Ocean Sea. 1744

QZEL tr. Rrantome's Sp. Rhodoutontades 38 The King had
given Orders to the Great Ocean-Sea. 1847 MARY HOWITT
Ballads 71 The ocean-sea doth moan and moan Like an

uneasy sprite.
(b) a 1300 Cursor M. 11395 A folk ferr and first vncuth,
Wonnand be be cst occean [v.rr. occyon, -eane,-ione]. 1340^-70
Alex. <y Di'id. 533 pat ou miht ouur oxian, wij> bin ost saile.

1490 CAXTON Encydos xxiii. 84 About the lymytes of the

grete see that men calle occeane in the inarches or the sonne

goynge-vnder. 1591 SPENSER Ruins ofrime 541 For from
the one he could to th' other coast. Stretch his strong thighes.
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and th'Occacan ouerstride. 1635 SWAN Spec. M. vi. 2 (1643)
187 The ocean, is that general! collection of all waters, which
environeth the world on every side. 1713 YOUNG Last Day
i. 34 See how earth smiles, and hear old ocean roar. 1801
CAMI-BELL J 'e Mariners ofEng. ii, The deck it was their field

of fame, And Ocean was their grave. 1834 Nat. Philos. III.

Phys. Geog. 2/1 lU. K. S.) The Ocean is spread over nearly
seven-tenths of the globe.
2. One of the main areas or regions into which

this body of water is divided geographically/
These divisions are partly natural, through the inter, ention

of
Coitions of land, partly arbitrary for geographical con-

venience. It is usual to reckon five of them, the Atlantic,
Pacific, Indian, Arctic, and Antarctic Oceans, of which
the first two are sometimes subdivided into Northern and
Southern. But the Pacific, Indian, and Antarctic really
form one great ocean, the 'South Sea'; of which the At-
lantic and Arctic again form a smaller prolongation, divided
from the larger basin only by an imaginary line drawn
between the southern points of Africa and America. The
name ocean was formerly given to smaller portions of some
of these; the North Sea has still the synonym (?/// Ocean.
1387 TKEVIRA Higden (Rolls) I. 53 |>ere be see of occean of

Atnlant brekeb out [1432-50 (Harl. MS.) the occean At-

lantyke], 1601 HOLLAND Plinyl.^ The Spanish Atlantick
Ocean. 1684 tr. Eutropii4$v\.<fi He marched a Conquerour
even to the British Ocean. 1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl. s. v.,

According to Maty, the ocean may be commodiously divided
into superior or upper, and inferior or /OT.'.V. Vpp?r
Ocean which the Ancients called the exterior^ as environing
all the known parts of the world. . . Inferior or American
Ocean .. which washes the coast of America; unknown in

great measure, at least, to the Ancients. 1730-6 HAILI.V

(folio) s. v. Ocean, Hyperborean Ocean . . Pacifick Ocean . .

South Ocean.
_
1814 SCOTT Jrnl. I'oy.Lighth. Yacht 9 Aug.,

As the Atlantic and German Oceans unite at this point, a
frightful tide runs here. 1827 Ln. KING in Hansard ?& Mar.
11828) XVII. 112 It was as feasible to bring about such an
event, .as it was to at tempt to '

bottle off the At lantic ocean'.
1828 J. H. MOORE Pract. Na?>ig. (ed. 20) 54 That part of
the North Atlantic Ocean lying between Europe and America
is frequently called the Western Ocean. iSSoGi-.iKiE Phys.
GfOg, i. 5. 35 Though the sea is one continuous liquid mass,
it lias been for the sake of convenience in description divided
into different areas, termed oceans.

3. transf. and Jig. An immense or boundless

expanse of anything; hyperbolicalfy^ a very great
or indefinite quantity.
1590 SPENSER /'". Q. \\. ii. 22 A Reare and Tygre being met

..on Lybicke Ocean wide. 1591 SHAKS. 7'-n>o Gent. n. vii.

69 A thousand oathes, an Ocean of his teares,. .Warrant me
welcome to my Protheus. 1642 SIR T. STAFI OHD in Lismore
Papers Ser. n. (1888) V. 82, I am now plung'd into an ocean
of troubles. 1649 J. H. Motion to Pari. Adv. Learn. 26
Then are they .. with their paper-barks committed to the

great Ocean of Learning. rtiyn KI-;N Edmund Pott. Wks.
1721 II. 167 Oceans of Sweetness overflow 'd the Shore, And
yet his thirsty Spirit long'd for more. 1812 UKACKENRIDGK
Views of Louisiana (1814) no To the left, we behold the
ocean of prairie, with islets at intervals. 1827 KEBLE Chr.
V.

t Evening xiv, Till in the ocean of Thy love We lose

ourselves in Heaven above. 1834 MRS. SoMERVILLE Conncx.
Phys. Sc. xxvi. (1849) 273 The ocean of light and heat per-

petually flowing from the sun. 1849 MACAVLAY Hist. Eng.
iii. I. 338 Ale flowed in oceans for the populace.
4. attrib. and Comb. a. simple attrib. (often

hyphened) : of or pertaining to the ocean in its

natural and physical relations, as ocean arm, bed>

bottom^ brim^ cave, cliff, current',
depth,flood,foam >

fowl) ice, isle, level, main, monster^ nymph, rock,

roll, storm, tide, water, wave, etc.; connected with
the ocean in its commercial, political, or social

aspects, as ocean line, liner, port, postage , power ,

sco:tt, steamer, war, warrior, etc.

1871 R. ELLIS Catullus iv. 9 Propontis, or the gusty Pontic
*Ocean-arm. 1637 MILTON. Lycidas 168 So sinks the day-
star in the *Ocean bed. 1886 A. WINCHELL Walks Gcol.
Field 197 There must have been an *ocean-boltom for the

very first sediments to rest on. 1667 MILTON P. L. v. 140
The Sun . . yet hov'ring o're the *Ocean brim. 1808 SCOTT
Mann. \. xxix, To fair St. Andrews bound, Within the
*ocean-cave to pray. 1847 M ARY HOWITT Ballads 346 Every
bird that builds a nest on *ocean-clirTs is mine. 1856 KANE
Arct. Kxpl. I. xxiii. 339 The influence which *ocean-cur-
rents may exert on the temperature. 1878 HUXLEY Physiogr.
1 73 The direction of the great ocean currents. 1884-92 J. TAIT
Mind in Matter 39 He knew that the work of death goes
on in *ocean-depths as elsewhere. 1884 R. BRIDGES Prome-
the-us s This variegated *pcean-floor of the air. 1818 SH ELLEY
Rosalind <$ H. 1092 Frankincense, Whose smoke, wool*
white as *ocean foam, Hung in dense flocks. 1864 TENNYSON
En. Ardt'tt 584 The myriad shriek of wheeling "ocean-fowl.

1667 MILTON P. L. iv. 354 The Sun., hasting now with prone
carreer To th'*Ocean lies. 1900 U'kitukers Almanack 713
heading, A Review of the Earliest Steamboats and *Ocean
Lines. 1600 W. WATSON Decacordon (1602) 237 Tossed to
and fro vpon the 'Ocean maine. 1819 SHELLEY Cyclops
243 Calypso and the glaucous *ocean Nymphs. 1831 A.
LAWRENCE Offic. Desp. to Daniel Webster, A large reduction
on the *ocean-postage between the two countries. 1885
TENNYSON The Fleet ii, His Isle, the mightiest "Ocean-
power on earth. 1824 J. BOWHING Bata-v.Anthol.fa Sterner
than the *ocean-rock That stands unmoved by tempest
shock. 1872 SVMONDS Introd. Stnd. Dante 230 Dante's
Rime . . has no Homeric "ocean-roll. 1813 WALKER Poems
146 (Jod.rttdings of war and death 1 bring, The "Ocean-
scout replied. 1861 W. FAIRBAIRN Addr. Brit. Assoc., 1'he

large
*ocean steamers, .abundantly show what can be done

with iron. 1768 BEATTIF. Minstr. i. xxxviii, The hollow
murmur of the "ocean-tide. 1827 KEULE Chr. Y., u/ S.

Advent, Some majestic cloud, That o'er wild scenes of
*ocean-war Holds its still course in Heaven afar. 1801
CAMPBELL Ye Mariners ofEng. iv, Then, then, ye "Ocean-
warriors ! Our song and feast shall flow To the fame of your
name. 1775 ROMANS Florida App. 65 If in the morning
you find yourself in "ocean water, run SW by S for the
Matancas. 1590 SPENSER F.Q. n. x. 5 The "ocean waues.

OCEANIAN.
1667 MILTON P. L t in. 539 Where bounds were set To
darkness, such as bound the Ocean wave.

b. instrumental and locative, ^& ocean-born
t -com-

passed, -flooded, -girdled, -going, -guarded, -rocked^
-severed, -skirted, -smelling, -sundered adjs. ; ocean-

farer, -flyer, -goer ; similative, as ocean-wide adj.
1886 A. WINCHELL M'alksGeol. Field 197 We must look on

i all these rocks as "ocean-born. 1885 H. O. FORBES Nat.
\

}l and. E. Arc/iip. 112 The most *ocean-com passed speck.
a 1806 K. WHITE Christiad\, xxvi, The spirit that commands
The *ocean-farer's life. 1878 Ii. TAVI.OK Drukalion in. i. 95
The "ocean-flooded throats Of headland caverns, 1884 Palt
Mall G. 15 Aug. 4/1 The procession of steamers of all soils
and conditions, .. spick-and-span ^ocean-goers, graceful
yachts, and ugly barges, is never eliding. 1885 // 'hitaker s

Almanack 450/2 Lines of steamships . . omitted . . because
they do not fall within the category of *

"ocean-going
'

ships.
1838 Miss PAKDOK Al

/V't'>-'y />/.;/ II. 45 As "the day-god
sank to his 'ocean-rest. 1895811^0 in li-'cstm. Gaz. 4 Sept.
3/3 'fhe "ocean-severed members of the Anglo-Saxon race.

1804TENNYSON Kn. Ardcn 94 Enoch's ocean-spoil In "'ocean-

smelling osier. 1863 W. PinLi.irs .S>w//L4 No matter
whether the line . . be an imaginary one or "ocean-wide.

C. Special combs., as ocean-basin, the depres-
sion of the earth's surface in which an ocean lies ;

ocean-crown (r/ief.) the imaginary symbol of the

sovereignty of the seas; ocean-fountain
(;//,?/.).

the source of the waters of the ocean; ocean god,
a marine deity, csp. the Roman Neptune ; ocean
greyhound, a rhetorical appellation of a swift

ocean steamer; ocean-king = ocean-god-, also, the
monarch of an island or maritime region ; ocean-
lane, a lane or track across the ocean

; esp. a

track prescribed for ocean steamers; ocean-palace
(rhet.}, a sumptuously fitted and furnished ocean

passenger-steamer ; ocean-river, ocean-stream,
the great stream anciently supposed to encompass
the earth (see sense i) ; ocean-sea (see sense i) ;

ocean tramp (sec qtiots.); ocean-trout \\J. S.),
the menhaden (Cent. Diet. 1891).
1886 Act 49 ff 50 / 'ict. c. 26. Sdied. B. n. Class 4. (9 1 The ex-

pedition of Her Majesty's ship
'

Challenger '..to investigate
the physical and biological conditions of the great ""ocean
buMns. 1861 W. F. COLLIKR Hist. Eng. Lit. 150 When Britain

began to take her first steps towards winning that *ocean-
crown which she now so proudly wears. 1671 True Non~
con/. 3 All our glory ings .. ought to be carried back to,
concentred in, and .swallowed up of the 'Ocean-fountain,
whence they proceed. 1819 SMKLLKV Cyclops 24 The one-

eyed children of the *Ocean God, The man-destroying
Cyclopses. 1891 Daily Chron. 24 Mar. (Farmer), An un-
armoured cruiser, a 'commerce destroyer '.. capable of

catching any of the great *ocean greyhounds. 1725 POCK
Odyss. xi. 161 A threefold offering to his altar bring . . and
hail the *Ocean-King. 1819 SHF.LLEV Cyclops 266 Great

offspring of the ocean-king. 1842 TENNYSON Voyage 19 How
oft we saw the Sun ret ire,.. Fall from his* Ocean -lane of fire,

And sleep bene;ith his pillar'd light ! 1900 E. C. BRODRICK
Afcm. -y /;///>-. 60 The so-called *ocean-palaces which now
crowd the Atlantic, the Mediterranean [etc.], 1667 MILTON
P. L. i. 202 That Sea-beast Leviathan, which God of all his
works Created hugest that swim th' "Ocean stream 1891
Lal'our Commission Gloss., *Occan Trainfs or Tramp
Steamers, a nautical term applied to all seagoing steamships
(outside the regular liners, i.e. not confined to one particular
trade) which earn their freight solely by cargo-carrying to
all or any parts of the world. 1899 Daily Nevus g Jan. 6/1
Ocean tramps or cargo boats, jerry-built, run up by contract.

Hence (nonce-wds.) O'ceaned a., provided with
an ocean or oceans

; t O'ceaner, one of an oceanic

race; O'ceauet, a small ocean; O'ceanfol, as

much as an ocean contains, an immense quantity ;

O'ceanly adv., in a manner like that of the ocean.

1853 ALHX. SMITH Poems Sonn. i, A porter is a porter
though his load Be the *oceaned world. 1658 HAHRINGTON
Oceana 43 This an Army of *Oceaners in their own Country
..will never bear. 1681 COTTON Wond.P,ak(?.&. 4)26 Three
minutes space To highest mark this *oceanet does raise.

1883 STEVF.NSON Silverado Sq. (1886) 34 It (the airj came
pouring over these green slopes by the *oceanful. 1835 CLARE
Rural Mnse 167 The chill air comes around me *oceanly

Oceania (fajl*i?*DU) [mod.L., ad. F. Oceanic

(Malte Brun, c 1812), f. L. ocean-its, after Asta^

Polynesia, and other names of parts of the world.]
A general name for the islands of the Pacific and
its adjacent seas.

1849 Syst. Univ. Geog.ffii Oceanica or Oceania, .this name
has been employed by the French geographers and adopted
by those of other nations. 1857 Chambers' Inform. II. 296/1
Oceania, .naturally divides itself into three great sections

Malaysia, Australasia, and Polynesia. 1858 Penny CycL
2nd Supp. 470/2 Oceania, a name given by lialbi and other

French geographers to a fifth division of the earth. 1860

FAKKAR Orig. Lang. 167 In Oceania it has been asserted

that nearly every island or group of islands possesses a

speech which barely offers any affinity with that of the

neighbouring groups.

Oceanian (<3J/i^'nian) , a. and sb. [ad. F.

octanien (cf. quot 1831), f. ocfan OCEAN.]
A. adj. Of or pertaining to the Pacific Ocean

and its islands, or to Oceania generally.
1831 W-'estm. Rev. Jan. 19 Of the various races into which

the population of the innumerable islands scattered through
the vast extent of the Pacific Ocean have been divided, the

first. .is that termed by M. Lesson The Oceanian [in Hist.

Nat. de I'Homme}. Ibid., Attributing a high degree of

beauty to the Oceanian women. 1899 ll'estm. Gaz. 9 Jan.

5/1 [From the Gaulois] The loss which she [Great Britain]

would suffer by the eventful dislocation of her American

and Oceanian possessions.



OCEANIC.

B. sl>. A native of Oceania ; a Polynesian.
1831 ll'estm. Rev. Jan. 19 The Oceanians are. .superior in

beauty of form and features, to the other races inhabiting
the South Sea islands. 1861 HULME tr. Moqnin.Tandon i.

iv. 26 The Malays or Oceanians.
* Oceanic (

u
JYia:-nik), a, [ad. med. or mod.L.

oceanic-its, f. oceamis OCEAN : cf. F. ocganiijue

(1548 in Hatz.-Darm., alsoinCotgr. 1611) and
-if.]

1. Of or pertaining to, situated or living in or by,
the ocean ; flowing into the ocean.

1656 [see OCEASIXH]. 1755 in JOHNSON. 1772-84 COOK
I'oy. (1790) VI. 2116 Gulls, petrels, and other oceanic birds.

1830 LVI-:LL Princ. Geol, I. 244 The population of all oceanic
deltas are particularly exposed to sutler by such catastrophes.
1834 MRS. SOMER\ ILI.E Conncx. Phys. Sc. xv. (1849) 135 The
Gulf-stream and other oceanic rivers. 1851-6 WOODWARD
Mollusca 12 The oceanic-snail, and multitudes of other
floating molluscs, pass their lives on the open sea. 1859
DARWIN Orig. Spec. iv. 11873) 82 An oceanic island at first

sight seems to have been highly favourable for the produc-
tion of new species. 1869 RAWI.INSON Anc. Hist. 12 The
rivers of the circumjacent plains are. .oceanic, i. e. they
mingle themselves with the waters of the great deep. 1880
W. B. CART-ENTER in igt/i Cent. No. 38. 596 The proper
oceanic area is a portion of the crust of the earth, .depressed
with tolerable uniformity some thousands of feet below the
land area.

2. Of the nature of an ocean, ocean -like; of
immense extent or magnitude; vast.
a 1834 COLERIDGE Notes Eng. Divines (1853) I. 209 His

reading had been oceanic. 1834 Table-t. 15 Mar., The
body and substance of his [Shakspere's] works came out of
the unfathomable depths of his own oceanic mind.
3. Of or pertaining to Oceania; = OCEANIAN A.
1841 PRICHARD A'at. Hist. .Man, 332 The Oceanic race, is,

on the other hand, the most beautiful, .of all the nations
who inhabit the isles of the Great Southern Ocean. 1857
Cliamoers Inform. II. 296/1 The native inhabitants of all
these islands,

.forming; the Oceanic sectionof the Mongolida:
in Ur. Latham's classification.

Oceanica (<J>ijy,;vnika). [mod.L., acl.F. Octan-

i</ite, earlier form of Ocdaiiie.]
= OCEANIA.

1831 LYELL Princ. Geol. II. 296 An area in eastern
Oceanica, studded with minute islands. 1842 PRICHARD
\at. Hist. Man 326 The human inhabitants of Oceanica
divide themselves into three groups. 1849 [see OCEANIA].

Oceanid (osranid). Plur. -ids, and in Gr.-L.
form

|| Oceanides (<rasz'iarnid/z;. [ad. Gr. wKfavis,
pi. -iS, F. Occanide (1732 in Diet. Trfyotix}.}
1. In Greek mythology, A nymph of the ocean,

one of the daughters of Oceamis and Tethys.
1869 LIDDELL & SCOTT Gr. Lex., 'fliccai'o?, Oceanus-.sire

of Thetis . . and of all the Oceanids. 1890 A thenxtim 28 Apr.
578 The white Oceanids flash to and fro with noiseless

gilding. 1897 Wcstm, Gaz. 12 Jan. 2/1 Hearing in the
gentle play of the waves round the promontory the song of
the Sirens or the Oceanides.

2. in //. A term applied to marine mollusca, as

distinguished from Naiades or ' Fresh-water shells'.

tOoe-anine,a. Obs.rarc. [f.L.ocea>i-us + -IXE'.]
1656 HLOUNT Glossogr., Occanick, Oceaninc, belonging to

the Ocean or Main Sea. 1658 in PHILLIPS.

. Oceanographer (*|fcn<7-grifai). [f. OCEANO-
GKAPHY + -ERl, after geographer, etc.] One who
studies or is versed in oceanography.
1886 W. DITTMAR in Encycl. Brit. XXI. 613/2 One of the

foremost duties of observing oceanographers. 1896 DailyNews 5 Sept. 5/3 The Scottish oceanographer, Dr. John
Murray, and the French Admiral Duperre', were elected
honorary presidents.

Oceanographic (Vufenoigrarfik), a. [f. as. .

prec. + -ic, after geographic, etc.] Of or pertain-
ing to oceanography; thalassographic.
1893 Atjieitxum

20 May 641/1 An abstract of Admiral
Makarof's little work on Oceanographic researches. 1899
Pop. Sci. Monthly LV. 575 The foundation stone of an
Oceanographic museum, .was laid.

Oceanographical M&MMignffikgl), a. [f.
as prec. + -AL.] Relating to, or dealing with,
oceanography.
1895 Daily KC-MS 14 Sept. j/2 The Section was left free to

follow Mr. H. N. Dickson in his Oceanographical research
in the North Sea. 1900 Pop. Sci. Monthly Mar. 620 One of
the most important scientific enterprises, .was the German
Oceanographical expedition.
Hence Oceanogra phically adv.,- as regards

oceanography.

Oceanography ^'"jYan^grafi). [A mod. for-

mation (Ger. oceanographie, c 1880), f. Gr. aixfavui

ocean, on the pattern of geography, hydrography,
etc. (Oceanographie was used in Fr. in 1584
(Godefroy Comply, but did not then survive.)]
That branch of physical geography which treats

of the ocean, its form, physical features, and pheno-
mena

;
= THALASSOGRAPHY.

1883 DITTMAR in Proc. Philos. Soc. Glasgow XVI. 56 An
interesting German book on Oceanography, which has latelycome out. 1884 At/ienxum 23 Aug. 242/3 Prof. Dittmar
contrives to discuss incidentally a number of questions of
the deepest interest in connexion with oceanography. 1900
Dublin Rev. Jan. 158 Oceanography dates only from the
commencement of the Challenger investigations.

Oceano'logy. rare-",
[f.

Gr. uxfavus OCEAN
+ -Ao-yia discourse : after reolosy, etc.] = prec
(Webster 1864.)

50

t Oce-anous, a. Obs. rare-",
[f. L. ocean-its +

-ous.] Of or pertaining to the ocean (Bailey
1730-1800; in early edd. stressed ocea'noiis).

Oceanward, -wards f/?-Jamvg.id, -v.-g.idz),
adv. (a.) [See -WARD and -WARDS.] Towards or
in the direction of the ocean.
1855 BAILEY Mystic 7 Swift as eagle pouncing, drops

Oceanwards. 1870 MOKRIS Earthly Par. I. i. 1 1 Therefore
my gold shall buy us Bordeaux swords And Bordeaux wine
as we go oceanwards. 1891 Cliamb. Jrnl. 14 Feb. 112/2
For centuries oceanward it has flowed on.

b. as adj. (only in form -ward).
Mod. The oceanward view is better than the landward.

Oceanways, a,iv. rare. [See -WAYS.] =next.
11649 DRUM.M. OF HAWTH. Poems Wks. (1711) 4 Vast

solitary mountains, pleasant plains. Embroidered meads,
that

ocean-wa^-s you reach.

Oceanwise (*'J&nwsiz), adv. [See -WISE.]
By way of the ocean.

1878 PERRY Pol. Econ. 556 All this was designed . .to keep
the carrying trade, both coastwise and oceanwise to American
bottoms.

Ocellar (ose-la-i), a. [f. L. ocell-us + -AR 1.]
1. Of or pertaining to the ocelli or small simple

eyes of insects or other Arthropoda.
1891 Cent. Diet., Ocellar triangle, a three-sided space,

sharply defined in many insects, on which the ocelli are
placed.
2. In Petrography, Applied (after Rosenbusch
1887) to that structure of rocks in which minute
individual components of one mineral are arranged
in radiating aggregations round another mineral.
(Many authors regard the 'ocellar' structure as simply a

variety of the '

centric
'

structure of Becke, 1878).
1889 JUDD in Q. Jrnl. Geol. Soc. May 176 The structures

which specially distinguish these granophyric rocks are.,
the centric or ocellar structure. .and the drusy or miarolitic
structures.

Ocellary, a. [f. as prec. + -ART.] OCELLAR i.

Ocellary plates, same as intergenital plates (Syd. Sac.
Lex. 1892). Occllary segments or rings (Entom.}, supposed
primary segments of the preoral region, of which the ocelli
are viewed as representing the jointed appendages.
1864 WEBSTER, Ocellary, pertaining to ocelli.

Ocellate (p-sel<rt. e-l/t), a. [ad. L. occllat-ns

having little eyes, f. ocellus eyelet : see -ATE
-'.]

=
next.

1857 MAYNE Expos. Lex. 788/2 Marked by spots imitating
the pupil of the eye..ocellate. 1870 A. R. WALLACE Nat.
Select, iv. 181 A group of pale-coloured butterflies, more or
less adorned with ocellate spots. 1892 in Syd Soc. Lex
Ocellated (fsiWted), a. [f. as prec. + -ED i.]
1. Marked or ornamented with an ocellus or

ocelli ; having eye-like spots.
1713 DURHAM 1'hys. Tlieol. vm. vi. 416 A very beautiful

reddish ocellated [butterfly] lays its . . black Offspring
on the Leaves of Nettles. 1864 P. L. SCI.ATKR Guide /.,<ol.
Card. 1 8 This gorgeous scheme ofdecoration may be observed
as occurring also in the Ocellated Turkey of Honduras.
1870 GILLMOH Reptiles {f Birds iii. in In the Ocellated
Lizard, the upper part of the body is green, variegated,
spotted, and reticulated or ocellated with black.
2. Formed like a small eye ; said of a small round

spot surrounded by a ring of a different colour.
1818 STARK Elan. Nat. Hist. I. 428 Body. .brown above,

white below .. marked by whitish ocellated spots. 1870HOOKER Stud. Flora 266 Digitalis purpurea .. corolla ..

purple, speckled with ocellated spots.

Ocella-tion. rare.
[f. L. occllat-tts OCELLATE:

see -ATION.] An eye-shaped marking.
1846 DANA Zooptt. (1848) 151 The tentacles .. marked with

ashy ocellations near their base.

Ocelli-, combining form of L. ocellus eyelet,
used in forming terms of Zoology and Botany, as

Ocellicyst (ose'lisist) , the rudimentary eye or
visual spot of Hydrozoa; hence Ocellicystic a.

;

Ocelliferous (^eli-feras) a., bearing an ocellus or

ocelli, ocellated; Oce -inform a., having the
form of an ocellus or little eye ; Ocellig-erovts

(^seli'dgeras) a. oeeUiferoits (Cent. J)ict.'].

1844 GOODSIR in Proc. Serin. A'at. Club II. No. 12. 114 It
is. .dilated, and gives attachment ..dorsally to the ocelli-
ferous tubercle. 1856-8 \V. CLARK / 'an der Hoe-sen's /.ool.
I. 202 With two ocelliform points.

II Ocellus ;0se-l&;). PI. ocelli (-si;. [L. ocel-
lus little eye, dim. of oculits eye.]
1. A little eye or eyelet ; 'spec. a. ( )ne of the

simple, as distinct from the compound, eyes of
insects and some other Arthropoda, etc. ; a stemma.
b. The simple or rudimentary eye or visual spot of

Mollusca, Hydrozoa, and other animals, c. One of
the facets or segments of a compound eye. (Nearly
always used in//.)
1819 G. SAMOL-EI.LE Entoniol. Compcnd. 273 Ocelli or

stemmata not distinct. 1818 STARK Elein. Nat. Hist. II.

319 Longilabra..Two ocelli; antenna; always filiform. 1863
BATES .\'at. Amazon I. 31 They [the workers among the
Saiiba antsj have in the middle of the forehead a twin
ocellus, or simple eye, of quite different structure from the
ordinary compound eyes, on the sides of the head. 1869 H.
USSHER in hug. Mec/i. 3 Dec. 271/3 Catch your fly.. and
with a lens you will see his ocular organ divided into
numerous facets or ocelli. 1879 LL-BBOCK Set. Led. iii. 88
In most ants. .There are generally three ocelli arranged in
a triangle on the top of their heads, and on each side a large
compound eye. 1879 G. ALLEN Colour Sense iii. 27 The
simplest form in which they [visual organs] occur is that of
the ocelli among naked-eyed Medtisfe.

OCHLOCRACY.
2. A coloured spot surrounded by a ring or rings

of different colour, as found on some feathers,

of different colours, inclosing a central spot or pupil 1871DARWIN Desc. Man I. xi. 397 The lower surface is magnifi-
cently ornamented by an ocellus of cobalt-blue Ibid II
xiv. 132. 1879 Cassell's Ttchn. E,ii,c. IV. 39/2 A clear
ocellus in each of the four wings.

Oceloid (tfi's/loid), a. Zoo!, rare.
[f. oceXof}

see next + -OID.] Resembling or akin to the
ocelot : applied to a group of American spotted
Felitlse. 1891 in Cent. Diet.

Ocelot (tnflff). [a. F. ocelot, abridged by
Buffon from the Mexican name tlalocclotl (Her-
nandez), f. tlalli field + ocelotl tiger, jaguar. By
thus dropping the qualifying element, Buffon took
the Mexican name of the jaguar as the appella-
tion of another feline beast. (Cf. Simeon Diet.

Langiu Nahuall 1885.)] A leopard-like feline

quadruped (Fetts pardalis) of Central and South
America, about three feet in length ; the prevailing
colour is grey, beautifully marked with numerous
elongated fawn spots edged with black ; the under

parts are white or whitish with black markings ;

also called tiger-cat, leopard-cat.
. '774 GOLDSM. jX'a/. Hist. II. 148 The catamountain which
is the Ocelot of Mr. Buffon. 1851 MAYNE REID Scalp
Hunters Iviii. 434 Have you seen the captive ocelot ?

Och (QX , inlerj. Irish and St, Also oohe.

[Ir. and Gael, ofA.] An exclamation of surprise,
regret, or sorrow ; ah ! oh ! also och how ! alas !

1518 Rede me (Arb.) 59 Och, there is nether duke ne
barone .. But they are constrayned to croulche, Before thi:

butcherly sloutche. 1367 K'ing Henry's Murder \n St.
''ers Scot. (P. R. O.) XIII. No. 47 His sorry song wasPaper

Oche, and Wallaway. 1571 Lament. Lady Scot/. 401 in
Satir. Poems Reform. I. 239 Och, Lord (quod he) now gifme patience. 1821 GALT Ann. Parish xiv. 140 But och
how! this was the last happy summer that we had for
many a year in the parish. 1838 J. GRANT Sk. Land. 62
Och ! by the mother that bore me, but that's just the thing
for him. 1890 W. A. WALLACE Only a Sister 338 Och !

lansy me ! What's in the taking now, dearie ?

Ocha, variant of ORE, Turkish weight.
Ocham, Ochamie, obs. if. OAKUM, OCCAMY.
Ochane, obs. form of ochone, OHONE.
t Oche, v. Obs. rare. [a. OF. oschier, ocher, to

notch, nick, cut a deep notch in (i 2th c. in Godef.),
: app. = Pr. auscar, Cat. oscar : L. *absecare to cut

off or away : see Kbrting.] trans. To cut as with
a blow

; to lop.
? a 1400 Morte Arlh. 2565 An alet enamelde he oches in

j

sondire. Ibid. 4246 Swappes of \K suerde hande . . Ane
inche fro J>e elbowe, he ochede it in sondyre.

Ocher, Ocherous, Ochery : see OCHRE, OCH-
KOL'S, OCHRY.
Ochidore. (See quot., which appears to be the

j only authority for the word.)
1861 C. KINGSLEY It'estward Ho ii, 'O! the ochidore !

look to the blue ochidore ! Who've put ochidore to maister's

pole?] It was too true: neatly inserted between his neck,
and his collar as he stooped forward, was a large live shore-

crab, holding on tight with both hands. (It does not appear
whence Kingsley got this name. One old fisherman, still

alive at Clovelly, remembers that Kingsley so called the

Spider-crab Maya Squinado (not the Shore-crab* : but he
never heard any one else do so. Letter from Rev. T. L.

Simkin, Rector of Clovelly, 10 Dec. 1901.)

t Ochiern. Sc.llist. Also7ochern,9ogtiern,
oget-theyrn. [Phonetic reduction of Gael, oig-

thighearna young lord (bg young, lighearna lord).]

]

' A young lord, the son of a chief (Macleod and

Dewar).
i6o9SKE\E Reg. Maj.yi Item, thema[rjchet of the dochter

of ane Thane, or Ochiern, twa kye t
or twelue schillings.

Ibid. 17 b (Stat. Alex. n,c. 15), The king allanerlie sail haue
the vnlaw : that is, of ane Thane, six kye, and ane zoung kow ;

of ane Ochiern, fivetene zowes, or sex schillings. 16x4 SEL-
DEN Titles Hon. 286 The Cro and the Kelchyn of them were
both alike, as the Merchet of a Thanes daughter and an
Ochern's. . . Where Earles, Earles sonnes, Thanes, Ochierns
and the like are distinguish! by their Croes, the name of
IJaron occurrs not. 1860 C. ISNES Scot, in Mid. Ages vi.

181 The nephew of a thane, or an oget-theyrn, was estimated
at forty-four cows. 187* E. W. ROBERTSON Hist. Ess. 140
The thane, his son, and the ogtiern of the laws of the Scots
and Brets .. corresponding with the knight, his son, and the
holder in knight's fee.

Ochimy, obs. form of OCCAMY.

llOchlesis (;'klrsis\ [a.Gr. oxAqirisdisUtrbance,
f. u\\tiv to move, disturb, f. v\\os crowd, throng.]
The condition of unhealthiness produced by the

crowding of a number of persons under one roof.

So Ochie-tic a. [cf. Gr. uy\Trnnm, F. ockUtiijue\,

pertaining to, or affected by ochlesis : cf. OCHI.OTIC.

1857 in MAYNE Expos. Lex. 189* in Syd. Soc. Lex.

Ochlocracy ;pkl<rkrasi). Also 6-7 -tie, -ty,

-cie,-sie. [a. F. ochlocratie (1568 in Hatz.-Darm.),
a. Gr. lixAoK/xmo mob-rule, f. S^o-s a crowd +
-Kpar'ta rule, authority : see -CRACY. Also in 1 6th c.

in the Latin form ochlocratia.] Government by
the mob or lowest of the people; mob-rule.

1584 J. STOCKWOOD Serin. Cij b, Ochlocratia, such a state,



OCHLOCRAT.
as in which the rude and rustical! people moderate all thingcs
after their owne luste. 1594 R. ASHLEY tr. Lays le Roy 16 b,
There followeth a Democratic; by the outrages, and iniqui-
ties whereof, is againe erected the Ochlocratie. 1632 C.

pu
by

p
h

the Populace, and basest of the Rabble obtain 'd as great a
share in the Government, as Persons of the Highest Birth
anil Quality. 1791 .MACKINTOSH I'ind. Gallicae Wks. 1846
III. 103 The authority of a corrupt and tumultuous popu-
lace has indeed., been regarded rather as an ochlocracy than
a democracy, as the despotism of the rabble, not the
dominion of the people. 1888 BKYC^E Ainer. Connnw. III.
v. xcv. 337 The commonest of the old charges against demo-
cracy was that it passed into ochlocracy.
Ochlocrat (p-kWkrset). [f. prec. after aristo-

crat, etc.: see -CRAT.] An advocate or partisan
of ochlocracy.
1880 E. MYERS sEschylus in E. Abbott Hcllenica 7 One
hich no democrat, who is not a mere ochlocrat, need re-
udiate. 1886 SIR F. DOYLE Reinin. 73 A charge brought
y the ochlocrats at present in power.
Ochlocratie fpklokra'-tik), a. [f. as prec. :

cf. F. ochlocralique (Littre).] Of, pertaining to,
of the nature of, or upholding ochlocracy.
1835 T. WALKER Original i. (1887) 9 By the ochlocratic

principle, I mean the principle of mob government, or
government by^toojarge masses. 1873 GREG Enigmas Life
46 Ochlocratic institutions (those giving political power to
the mere masses, the numerical majority).

Ochlocratical (?kbkra-tikal), a. [f. as prec.
+ -AL.]

=
prec.

1659 Qnacrics Propos. Officers Armic to Parlt. 7 What . .

priviledge have you . . to prevent that most Tyrannical incon-
veniency; having once not onely admitted, but made and
Authorized the tentation toward ochlocratical trouble and
oppression ? 1833 T. WALKER Original \. (1887) 9 It becomes
in practice either oligarchical or ochlocratical.

Hence Ochlocra-tically adv. (Webster 1864.)
\ Ochlocra-toric, a. Obs. rare- 1

. [f. Gr.
oxAo-j crowd, multitude, populace + -updrap ruler
+ -1C.] Of or pertaining to a ruler of the multitude.
1647 R- BAILLIE Anal'aptisin Ep., A body of new Laws, a

modell of a new Ochlocratorick government.

Ochlophobist (pkV'firbist). rare. [f. Gr.

OXAOS crowd, mob + -(fotfos -fearing + -IST.] One
who has an aversion to a crowd.

1867 Klacku. Mag. July 42 The Easter trip of two ochlo-
hobists. 1882 Daily News 5 Dec. 5/1 The ochlophobist . .

as but a hard life in London just now.
Ochlotic (pkljrtik), a. [irreg. f. Gr. oXAos a

throng : the etymological form is OCHLETIC.] Of,
belonging to, or caused by ochlesis.

1884 Syd. Sac. Lex., Fever, ochhtic, Laycock's term for
;

Typhus fever. 1896 Allbutts Syst. Mcd. I. 868 These
speculations , . have concerned themselves with every pos- :

sible influence cosmic, sidereal, telluric, climatic, septic,
ochlotic [etc.] to account for cholera visitations.

Ochone : see OHONE.
Ochopetalous (^kope'tabs), a. Bot. rare. [f.

Gr. <5x<!s holding, capacious + PETAL + -ous.]
'

Having broad and ample petals.'
1837 in MAYNE Expos. Le-t. 1892 in Syd. Soc. Lex.
Ochra, variant of OKKO.
Ochraceous (okr^-Jas', a. [f. L. ochra OCHBE
+ -ACEOUS. Cf. mod.L. ochrdceits. mod.F. ochrace

(Littre).]
1. Of the nature of ochre; = OCHBEOUS I.

1776 Phil. Trans. LXVI. 524 Whole banks of ocraceous
minerals. 1789 HlLuJM LXXX. 96 A vein of blue shistus

_.
.not far from which is an ochraceous earth, and much bog

iron ore. 1869 PHILLIPS l-'estcv. iv. 135 The deposit is covered
;

by gray cellular lava, with a rough ochraceous, slaggy base.
:

2. Of the colour of ochre
;

*= OCHBEOCS 2.

1776 PENNANT Zool. 1 1. 570 The head and neck cinereous,
mixed with ochraceous yellow. 1874 COOKE Fungi (1875) I

117 Fungi exhibit an almost endless variety of colour, ,

from white through ochraceous to all tints of brown, until

nearly black. 1876 PACE Adv. Text-bk. Geol. xviii. 339
These sands, however, are not uniformly green, but partake
of ochraceous and yellow tints.

Ochre, OCher(i?ii-k3j),rf. Forms : 5-9 oker, <

6-S oaker, 7- ochre, 9 u. S. ocher, (also 5 ocur,
okyr, ockere, 6 occur, okur, 6-7 occar, 7

ocre, 8 okre, 9 oeker). [a. F. acre (1307 in Hatz.-

Darm.), ad. L. ochra (Pliny), a. Gr. &xpa yellow
ochre, f. d/xpos pale yellow.]
1. A native earth, or class of earths, consisting of

a mixture of hydrated oxide of iron with varying
proportions of clay in a state of impalpable sub- I

division
; varying in colour from light yellow to

j

deep orange or brown. The ochres are extensively
used as pigments ; particular kinds are known as

trawn, red, white, yellow', Oxford ochre, etc.

[1398 TREVISA Barth. DC P. R. xix. xxxi. (1495) 878 Ocra
bredyth in the ylonde Topasion there Handaracha is founde
and is somtyme made of Ocra.] 1481-90 Harvard llouseh.
Rks. (Roxb.) 202 Item, in yelu okyr x. Ib. c 1485 E. E. Misc.
(Warton Club) 76 To temper ockere, grynd hit with gume
and water. 1487-8 in Willis & Clark Cambridge (1886) I.

412, v li de colore fuluo sc. oker. 1591 SPENSER Ruins of
Time 204 All is but fained, and with oaker dide. ifci
HOLLAND Pliny xxxin. xiii. II. 485 As touching Ochie or Sil,
it is exceeding hard to bee reduced into powder. 1605 TIMMI:
Quersit. I. xiii. 53 The sulphur in vitriol is easily discerned
by a certaine red ocre. 1688 R. HOLME Armoury n. 39/1
Of earth are several sorts, as . . Marie, Clay, Occar. 1787
W. WILLIAMS Mechanic of Oil Colours 46 Brown oaker

51

. .may be made from yellow oaker. 1808 A. PARSONS Tra~'.
XHI. 277 A cow . .was led through the streets followed by all
the Banyans, with their cloaths, fate, and hands daubed
over with yellow oker. 1809 KKNDAI.I. Tram. II. li. 190 Thewhite ochre is a mere deposit of testaceous exuviae. 1839UKE Diet. Arts S.V., Natie red ochre is called red chalk
and

reddje in England. It is an intimate mixture of clayand red iron ochre. 1854 T. H. FIELDING Painting in Oil
V It at. Col. (ed. 5) 179 Yellow ( >cbre is . . sometimes called
Oxford Ochre, being abundant in that neighbourhood.

b. As a pigment ; also the colour of this; esp.
a pale brownish yellow : cf. 4.
c 1440 Promp. Part: 362/1 Ocur, colure. 1530 PAI.SCR. 249/t

Occur, reed colour, ocre. 1871 C. GIBBON Lack ofHold \,
To match the yellow ochre of the cottage interior walls.

2. Applied to the earthy pulverulent oxides of

[

other metals, as antimony, bismuth, chrome, mo-
\

lybdii, tantalic, tuugstic ochre.

DANA Mm. (ed. 5) 185 Bismite, Oxyd of Bismuth, Bismuth
Ochre. . . Molylxlite. Molybdena or "Molybdic Ochre, Molyb-
dic Acid. Hid. 186 Tungstite. Tungsiic Ochre, fh'it. 188
A tantalic ochre occurs on crystals of tantalite at Pennikoja
. .color brownish, lustre vitreous. Ibid. 510 Chrome Ochre,
a clayey material, containing some oxycl of chrome.
3. slang. Applied to money, in allusion to the

colour of gold coin.

1854 DICKENS Jfanl T. I. vi. Pay your ochre at the doors
and take it out. 1890 Punch 22 Feb. (Farmer). If I was
flush of the ochre, I tell yer I'd make the thing hum.
4. attrib. and Comb., as ochre bed, pit ; of the

colour of ochre, as ochre bank, bloom, colour, dye,
face , pigment, wash

; ochre-coloured, ochre-brown,
red, -yellow adjs. ; ochreman (f okerman), a
man who works or deals in ochre, a colourman.
c 1586 C'TESS PEMBROKE Ps. cvi. ix, The "oker bancks their

passage did inclose. 1808 WOU:OTT (P. Pindar) One more
Peep at R. Acad. Wks. 1812 V. 379 Welcome, sweet Miss
in *ochre bloom. 1894 R. B. SHARPI-: Handbk. Birds Gt.
firit. 34 Forehead and sides efface dull *ochre-brown. 1578
LYTE Dodoens ll. xlvi. 204 Flowers . . of a fainte or *Ochre
colour yellowe. 1828 STARK Klein. Nat. Hist. 1. 194 Great-
horned Owl. Body variegated and waved with black and
ochre colour. 1877 RAYMOND Statist. Mines ff Mining- 261
Ihe ore, an ^ocher-colored earth, is found evenly deposited
upon a hill-side. 1868 J. A. B. Mela n. iii. 27 Then see,
dear reader, 'fore your eyes The savage in his ochre dyes
1634 S. R. Noble Soldier 11. i. in Bullen O. PI. (1882) I. 277
You Don with th'*oaker face. 1592 NASIIE P. Pmilcssc
(ed. 2) 13 Their lips are as lauishly red, as if they vsed to
ktsse an *okerman euery morning. 1547 Life Abp. Canterb.
To Rdr. E vb, That by this *oker marking he may knowe
his owne sheepe.

_ 1898 P. MAN-SON Trap. Diseases iv. 93
'

In such sections it is seen that the "ochre pigment is no
longer in minute grains. 1839 URE Diet. ArlsZg^ A section
of the *ochre pits at Shotover Hill, near Oxford. 1882
Garden 15 July 52/2 A prettycut-leaved annual species . . with
"ochre-red flowers. 1847 J. WILSON Clir. Northd^j) I. 159 ;

The walls are sordid in the streaked "ochre-wash.

Ochre, OCher (tfu-kai), v. [f. prec. sb.] trans.
\

To colour, mark, or rub with ochre. Chiefly
in pa. pple.
1608 Uf.v Law Tricles iv.i. (1881) 51 Where you see a face

newly okered tis a signe ther's traflique. 1650 BULWER
j

Anthropomet. 165 Their arms and thighs Oakred, and dyed !

with red .. and yellow. 1844 N. Krit. Re-.: I. 177 With
horse-hair wig and ochred cheeks. 1878 J. GUTHRIE }fcrocs
ofFaith 51 The ochred skin of the savage.
Hence Oehreing (Ju-karirj), vbl. sb.

1896 Daily News 9 Dec. 5/1 The yellow ochreing of the
Southdowns has been practised for some time.

Ochre, variant of OKRO.

Ochreish (ou-ksrij), a. [f. OCHRE sb. + -ISH i.]= OCHREOUS i and 2.

1859 R. F. BURTON Centr. Afr. in Jrnl. Geog. Soc. XXIX.
438 Blood-coloured fragments of ochreish earth. 1875 M. G.
PEARSE Daniel Qitorm 2 You met men dressed in suits of 1

flannel stained a dull ochreish red.

Ochreo-, combining form of OCHREOUS, as in

ochi-eo-ferreous, -stalactitical, -testaceous adjs.
.11728 WOODWARD fossils I. (1729) I. 235 The Ochreo.

[

ferreous /ttita:. 1802 PLAYFAIR Illustr. Hntton. Th. 459
These remains are found in. .what the Abbe Fortis calls an
ocreo-stalactitical earth. 1847 HARDY in Proc. Berva. Nat.
Cltfb II. No. 5. 251 The shoulders and reflexed margins
ochreo-testaceous.

OchreOUS 'wu-kr^ss), a.
[f. mod.L. cchre-us

ochry + -ous : cf. aqueous, cupreous, ligneous, etc.]
1. Of the nature of, containing, or abounding in

ochre.
a 1728 WOODWARD I'ossilsfaig) II. 99 A dusky, yellowish,

ochreous Earth. ..Ochreous Earth, of a red Colour, some-
what approaching a Pink. 1812 IMISON Sc. $ Art II. 417Raw umbre is a native ochreous earth, of a light brown.
1858 GKIKIE Hist, lioiddcr xi. 222 The red ochreous matter
with which the water was charged.
2. Of the colour of ochre; spec, of a light

brownish yellow.
1750 RUTTY in Phil. Trans. LI. 471 It exhibited ochreous

and^ green grumes. 1846 RUSKIN jMod. Paint. (1848) I. n.
in. iv. 2. 242 A brown, bricky, ochreous tone, never bright.
1854 HOOKER Himal. Jrtils. I. ii. 28 Two species, one
ochreous brown. 1900 Trans. Highld. ft Agric. Soc. 304The front wings are ochreous-white with a number of black
spots (totted over them.

Ochrey, variant of OCHBY a.

Ochro, variant of OKRO, an esculent plant.
Ochro- (J"kro), comb, form of Gr. wxpa, axpw

(OCHBE), employed in various technical terms, to

OCKEB.

indicate a pale-yellow or ochreous ^condition, as

Ochroca-rpous a. (Btl.), yellow-fruited; Ochro-
leu-cons a. [Gr. wxp6\ivnos], yellowish-white
(Mnyne Expos. Lex. 1857); Ochro-nosis [irreg.
f. Gr. rdo-0? disease : see quot.] ; Ochropyra,
-typhus, yellow fever (Mayne, and Syd. Soc. Lev
1892).
1876 tr. Wagner's Gtu. Patlwl. fed. 6) 315 Virchow cle-

scribes as oclironosis a ]>eculiar black coloration of almost
all the cartilages and li

form occurs commonly in Sweden.
Ochroid (<'kroid), a. [ad. Gr. u\po(tSris pale-

yellow-looking.] Pale-yellowish.
1897 AUhutfs Syst. Metf. II. 91 There are two varieties

01 the disease, the one characterised by the presence of
brownish or yellowish white particles, like fish roe (the paleor ochroid form).
,,.,

'898 P. MAN-SON Trtp. Dis. xxxvii. 572
1 bus we have the white or ochroid, the black or melanoid,and the red forms of mycetoma.
fOchroite (<7u-kro,oit). Klin. Obs. [Named
1804 (Ochroit} by Klaproth, f. Gr. ux/>a OCHRE :

see -ITEM A synonym of CERTTE.
[1804 Xicnoboiis Jrnl. VIII. 207 .heading) Chemical Ex.

animation of the Ochroites, a Mineral . . containing a new
Earth.) 1866-72 WATTS Diet. Chcm. IV. 170 delimitc an
impure cerite mixed with quartz, analysed by Klaproth.
Ochrolite (#>'kilit). [Named 1889, f. Gr.

j
aix/wtpale yellow + Xi'0os stone (see -LITE).] Chloro-
antimonite of lead found in small crystals of a

sulphur-yellow colour.

1889 Amcr. Jrnl. Sc. XXXVII. 500 Ochrolite .. occurs
in tabular orthorhombic crystals.

OchroUS (<J-kr3s- ,
a. Also 9 ( U. S.) ocherous.

[f. OCHRE, or I., fchra + -ous : cf. herba, herbosus.
The spelling ocherous is not on L. analogies.]
1. = OCHBEOCS i.

'757 WALKER in /'/;//. Trans. L. 125 All chalybeat water-,
separate their ochrous parts, when exposed some time to
the air. 8oz Trans. A'oc. Arts XX. 224 The ochrous
earth of iron, commonly called red ochre. 1822 IMISON .Vc.

<y Art II. 416 Raw Terra Sienna is a native ochrous earth
brought from Italy. 1883 Century Mag. XXX. 819 The
red ocherous soil of their steep sides.

2. = OcHREors 2.

1877 PATMORE Untiimcn AY< (1890) 21 Many a haggard
stair Ochrous with ancient stains.

'kri.tfu-ksn),!?. AlsoCocrie.
8-9 ochrey. [f. OCHRE, ocher + -Y : zi.fibry, miry,
gory, fury.]
1. Of the colour of ochre; = OCHREOUS 2.

1567 MAPLET Gr. Forest 27 b, Some Ocrie or yellow as the
Manegold. 1755 Phil. Trans. XL1X. 297 Stone of a pale
ochrey colour. 1766 Ibid. LVI. i, Of a rusty ochry color.
1837 Blackw. Mag. XLII. 333 Foreign arid and ochery
hills. 1862 THORNBUUY Turner I. 393 Wafts of mist, ochry
sails. 1885 Harpers Mag. Dec. 70/2 This bright ochery
remnant re-appears on the hickory beyond. 1891 XISBI.T
Colonial Tramp I. 13 Rocks rose-purple, ruddy and ochrey.
2. Of the nature of ochre

;
= OCHREOUS I.

a 1728 WOODWARD Fossils (R.), This is conveyed about by
the water; as we find in earthy, ochrey, and other loose
matter. 1763 W. LEWIS Comm. Phil.-Tcchn. 349 Pre-
cipitating the iron nearly in the same ochery state. 1825
J. NICHOLSON Opcrat. Mechanic 753 Urhber, Cologne earth,
and different ochry argillaceous earths.

Ocht, Ochymy, Ocian, obs. forms of AUGHT,
OU(;HT, OCCAMY, OCEAN.
Ociositie, Ocious, obs. ff. OTIOSITY, OTIOUS.
t Oci-vity. Obs. rare. [ad. F. oisivett, after

assumed L. type *wh'itas, i. *ocivus, f. ocium for
otium ease. (The Fr. word really goes back

through OF. oisdif, wisdif, to a pop. L. ocio/iv-tis

(
= *etiotnius) substituted for otiosiis: see OTIOSE,

OTIOUS.)] Sloth, laziness.

1550 HOOPER Godly Confess. E vij b, We owe vnto our
selues the exchuyng and auoydyng of Idlenes and ociuitic.

-ock, suffix, forming diminutives. Afewexamples
of dimin. -oc, -uc, appear in OE., as bealloc ballock,
lni//itc bullock. In mod. Eng., the chief instance
of the dim. suffix is hillock (found already in

Wyclif) ; but other examples occur in the dialects,

esp. in Sc., e.g. bittock, lassock, </ueock or queyock,
ivhilock, wyfoct, also proper names as Bessock,

Jamock, Kittock : see Jamieson s. v. -oc, -ock.

Several names of animals, esp. birds and fishes,
have the same ending, and are prob. orig. diminu-
tive ; among these are OE. cranoc, cornoc (dim. of

craii), crane ; ruddoc (read red) redbreast, ruddock ;

cf. the modern (some ME.) duntwck, haddock,

girrock, paddock, piddock, pinnock, pollock, pnttock;
also, as names of things, buttock, liattock, tussock.

In other words (some of which, as bannock, hassock,

mattock, go back to OE.) -ock appears to be of

different origin.

Ockam, obs. form of OAKUM.
Ockamie, -y, variants of OCCAMY Obs.

Ocke, variant of Ac Obs., but.

t O'Cker, O'ker, st>. Obs. Forms: 3-6 oker, -ir,

4okyre, -ur, ocre, 4-5 ocur , okere, jokoure.-yr,

occar, -ure, 5-6 -our, 6 -ur, okker, -ir,ookar, 6-7
7-a



OCKER. 52 OCTAHEDRIC.

ocker. [ME. oker, a. ON. okr increase of money,

usury (Sw. ocker, Da. okker\ corresp. to OE. ivScor

increase, fruit, offspring, OLG. *wd&er(OF ii$,tv8kei't

MLG. iodker^ MDu. and Du. woeker]^ OHG. witch-

har i^MHG. tmtocher, Ger. isntcher\ Goth, wdkr-s

increase, usury (= Gr. TOKOS) ; f. a root tuak-, pre-
Teut, wog-j perh. ultimately related to enig- in L.

attgfre, Goth, aukan to add, and to Teut. wahs-,

wax, grow.] The lending of money at interest,

usury. (Usually referred to as a crime or sin.)
a 1225 Ancr. R. 202 J>e Vox of ^iscunge haueS beos

hweolpt-s: Tricherie, ..Simonie, Gauel, Oker. a 1300 E. E.
Psalter xiv. 5 Ne his silver til okir [\VYCLIF vsure] noght is

givande. a 1340 HAMPOLE Psalter liv. n In thaim failis

not okire, for thai aske mare in all thyngis than thai gif.

c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints, Adrian 114 For be tyme cumis

quhene nane Sal gyfte na jet ocre be tane. 14.. Tundaic's
yis. 53 Throw ocur wold he sylver leyn For nyne schyllyng
he wold have ten. a 1450 MYRC Par. Pr. 372 Vsure and
okere bat beth al on. 1533 BELLENDEN Livy n. (1822) 140
This dett that he wes awand be non payment was ay duplyit
on him be usure and okkir. 1609 BIBLE (Douay) Pro?>.

xxviii. 8 He that heapeth together riches by usuries and
ocker. 1609 SKENE Reg. Alaj. 47 b, Gif he receaves back

againe mair nor he gaue; he commits vsurie and ocker.
a 1651 CALDERWOOD Hist. Kirk (Wodrow Soc.) III. 14 Did
wickedly receive some gaines and filthy Ocker.

tO'Cker, O'ker, v. Obs. Forms: see prec.

[f. prec. sb. : cf. Sw. ockra to practise usury.]

1. intr. Of money : To grow with, or as with, the

addition of interest.

rtia*5 Ancr. R. 326 pe pine, bet okercS euere: vor sunne
is bes deofles feih }>et he jueS to gaue!, S: to okere of pine.

2. intr. To take usury ; to lend at interest.

c 1380 WYCLTF Set-fit. Sel. Wks. I. 260 God okurib not wib
man but ;if God make be encrees. 1382 Dent, xxviii. 12

Thow shalt okyr to many folkis, and thi self shal not borwe
to oker of eny man.

3. trans. To increase (money) by usury ;
to put

out to interest.

1303 R. BRUNNE Handl, Synne 2621 A ney;t, when men
hadde here reste He okerede pens yn hys cheste. c 1380
WYCLIF Serin, Sel. Wks. I. 259 Whi 5avest bou not my
moneie to be table, to be occurid?

Hence fO'ckering, o'kering, vbl. f&^the taking
of interest, usury.
a 1300 Cursor M. 6796 If bat bou lenis ani thing, pow ask

it noght wit occiring [r'. r. okering], 1303 R. BRUNNE
Handl, Synne 2465 Okeryng ys on many manere, Mo ban
y kan telle now here, a 1340 HAMPOLE Psalter Ixxi. 14 Of
okerynge & wickednes he sal by be saules of bairn,

Ockere, obs. form of OCHRE.

t O -

ckerer, o'kerer. Obs. [f. OCKER sb. or

v. + -ER l : chiefly of northern, and finally Sc. use.]
One who takes interest for the loan of money;
a usurer. (Commonly referred to as a criminal

or heinous sinner.)
a 1300 Cursor M. 14034 (CotL) A man quilum was wont Penis

for to lene vm.stunt, "is man he was an okerer [Fair/, okrure J.

a 1340 HAMPOLE Ps. cviii. 10 [cix. n] The okyrere ransake
all his substaunce. 1-1440 Gesta Rom. \. xxi. 71 (HarLj
He [the rook] betokenyth okerers and false merchauntz.
c 1460 Townelcy Myst. xxx. 297 Of barganars and okerars
and lufars of symonee. 1552 LYNDESAY Monarche 5728
Fornicatoris, and Ockararis. 1591 JAS. I . Furies^ Poet. Exerc.
1440 The treasures gathered by the paines.-sore, Of their

forebeers occurrars.'* 1609 SKENE Reg. MaJ. 40 All the

gudes and geir pertaining to ane ockerer, quhither he deceis
testat or vntestat, perteins to the King. 1699 in E. W.
Dunbur Soc, Life Moray (1865) 31 Under the certificating
of being pursued as Occurrers or Userers.

Ockham, Ockro, Ockster : see OAKUM,
OKRO, OXTER.

O'clock : see CLOCK sbl 3 d. Ocom, Ocopy,
Ocorn, obs, ff. OAKUM, OCCUPY, ACORN.

Ocra, Ocraceous, obs. ff. OKRO, OCHRACEOUS.

-OCracy, the suffix -cracy, with the combining -O

(orig. taken from the stem of the prec. element) :

in quot. 1894, used as a nonce-word,
' the rule of

any class*. So -ocrat. See -CRACY, -CRAT.

1834 Taifs Mag. I. 180/1 The trade-ocracy and bureau-

ocracy must now .. prepare themselves to defer to the

opinion of the men of hardened hands. 1894 Speaker
14 July 40/2 [To] erect the great pillar of human brother-
hooa on the ruins of all the 'ocracies'.

Oere, obs. form of OCHRE
;
van OCKER Obs.

II Ocrea (p'kra). Erron. ochrea. PL -CB. [L.
ocrea a greave or legging, worn by foot-soldiers,

hunters, and country people.] a. Bot. (a) A
sheath or tube round a stem or stalk formed by the
lateral cohesion of two or more stipules ; {b} The
thin sheath surrounding the seta in mosses, b.
ZooL An investing part or growth similar to this;
the 'boot' of a bird (see OCREATE a. 2).

1830 LINDLEY Nat. Syst. Bot. 160 The cohesion of the
scanous stipulae into a sheath, technically called an ochrea,
or boot, is sufficient to distinguish Polygonea; from all other
plants. 1835 Introd. Bot. (1848) I. 308 When stipules
surround the stem of a plant they become an ochrea. 1863
BERKELEY Brit, Mosses Gloss. 312 Ocrea, a little sheath
sometimes investing the base of the fruitstalk, distinct from
the vaginula.

Hence Ocreaceous a., Bot., of the nature or
form of an ocrea.

1878 M ASTERS ffen/rty's Sot, 329 _The.. plants of this order

may be distinguished by the peculiar ocieaceous stipules.

Ocreate '{rkrzVt), a. Erron. ochreate. [f. as

prec. + -ATE-.]
1. Wearing or furnished with an ocrea, greave, or

legging ; booted.

2. Ornilh. Booted : havmg the tarsal envelope
fused into a continuous ocrea or boot, as in Sunde-
vall's group of Birds, Ocreatie, containing the

thrushes, nightingales, redbreasts, etc.

3. Bot. Having the stipules united by cohesion
into a sheath surrounding the stem.

1830 LINDLEY Nat. Syst. Bot. 169 Apetalous dicotyledons,
with . . ochreate stipulse. 1880 GRAY Struct. Bot. iii. 4
(ed. 6} 106 Sheathing stipules, like those of Polygonum, are
said to be ochreate, or (better) ocreate.

fO'Created, a. Obs. [-E1>1.] =prcc.i; booted.
a 1661 FULLER Worthies, Nonvich II. (1662) 275 A Scholar

undertook .. to address himself ocreated unto the Vice-
Chancellour.

Ocreo-, Oerie : see OCHKEO-, OCHRY.

Ocro, variant of OKRO, an esculent plant.

Oct-, form of OCTA- and OCTO-, used before

a vowel, as in OCTACTIXAL, OCTARTICTJLATE, act-

ammonia-, see OCTA- b.

Oct., abbrev. of OCTAVO, OCTOBER.
Octa- (f'kta\ a. Gr. ultra-, comb, form of otfroi

eight, with which it varies in some words. Most
of the English derivatives of octet- appear in their

places as main words ; the following are of minor

importance : Octachronous (-re'kronas) a. Pros.

[Gr. x/jopostime]
= octasemic. Octacolic (-kp'lik)

a. Pros. [COLON -], consisting of eight cola. Octa-

phonic (-f^'nik) a. Mus. [Gr. <paivrj voice, sound],

composed in eight parts. Octapodic (-pjvdik) a.

Pros. [Gr. o/crairoS-Tjs, o/tTairovs, -TroS- eight-footed],

containing eight metrical feet; Octapody (-x'pJdi),
a verse of eight feet. Octasemic (-srmik) a. Pros.

[L. octasemns, Gr. oKTaa^/joi], containing eight
mora; or units of time. Catastrophic (-strfrfik, a.

Pros., consisting of eight strophes or stanzas.

1900 H. W. SMYTH Greek Metric Poets 195 We might
arrange (the passage) in Octapodies.

b. In Client, octa-, oct- '

vsometimes octo-) indicates

the presence of eight atoms or units of an element or

radical, as in octacarbon, octachloride, octaminonio-.

1873 WATTS /-'invites' Cheni. (ed. n) 425 The octammonio-
diplatinic compounds consist of double molecules of tetram-

monio-platinic compounds having two or more molecules.

1877 Octachloride [see OCTAD 3],

Octachord ip-ktak/jd), a. and sb. Mus. Also
octo-. [ad. late L. octachord-os, a. Gr. oKTa^op5-os

eight-stringed, f,i,KTa- ( )CTA- + xP&l string, CHORD.
In mod.F. octacorde

(Littre'J.]
A. adj. a. Having eight strings, b. Relating

to a scale of eight notes.

1760 STILES in Phil. Trans. LI. 737 In the time of the
octachord lyre. Ibid. 771 Denying that the octachord

system could have anything to do with his invention.

B. sb. a. A series of eight notes, as the ordinary
diatonic scale. (Cf. tetrachorJ, hexachord.) b. A
musical instrument having eight strings.
1776 BL-RNEY Hist. Mus. I. 35 Forming then the whole

system of the octachord, or heptachord, as I understand it.

i8n BUSBY Diet. Mns. (ed. 3), OctacJwrd, an instrument,
or system, comprising eight sounds, or seven degrees. The
Octachord, or lyre, of Pythagoras, comprehendedthe two dis-

junct tetrachords expressed by the letters E, F, G, A, B, C,
D, E. 1882 Academy is Apr. 276 His mode of reasoning is

. .like the octochord itself, somewhat artificial.

Hence Octaclio rdal (ooto-) a., of the octachord.
1882 Academy 15 Apr. 276/3 The octochordal scale is of

great antiquity.

Octactinal Okta-'toi-nal, -ae-ktinal), a. Zool.

[f. Gr. UKTUI or o/rra- eight + d/m't, aKTiv- ray + -AL :

cf. ACTINAI.] Having eight rays ; spec, belonging
to the Octactinise or Octocoralla, sub-class of An-
tkozoa (see OCTO-). So Octacti-niau a. and sl>.

1888 ROLLESTON & JACKSON Anini. Life 769 Jickeli sug-
gests. .that the Graptolites are possibly Octactinians. 1891
Cent. Diet., Octactinal.

Octad (fktaed). [ad. L. octas, octad-, a. Gr.

oxTits, -dSa a group of eight : see -AD i a.]
1. A group or series of eight; spec, in ancient

systems of arithmetical notation : A group or

series of eight characters corresponding to succes-

sive powers of ten (analogous to the groups of six

figures marking millions, billions, etc. now used).
1883 SIR E. C. BAYbEY Geneal. Mod. Numerals n. in Jrnl.

R. Asiat. Soc. XV. 48 [The Greeks] had, however, a system
of '

octads
' and ' tetrads

'

for expressing numbers of very
high value. Ibid. 49 By collecting the alphabetical signs
in groups of eight or ' octads

', decimally arranged.
2. Math. a. Mod. Geoin. The set of eight inter-

sections of three quadric surfaces.

1889 CAYLEY in Messenger XVIII. 149 The eight points of
intersection of any three quadric surfaces are an octad.

fb. //. A system of eight imaginaries analogous
to quaternions, also called octaves. Obs.

1845 J. T. GRAVKS in Phil. .Mag. XXVI. 315-20? 18..
CAYLEY Collected Papers I. 586.

3. Client. An element or radical that has the

combining power of eight units, i.e. of eight atoms
of hydrogen.

1877 WATTS Fownes' Chem. I. 268 Ru[bidium] and
Os[mium] form tetroxides (analogous to octochlorides), and
may therefore be regarded as octads.

Hence Octadic ipktse-dik) a., of or pertaining to

an octad. Ocladic surface (Mod. Geom.'), a quartic

surface, eight of whose nodes form an octad.

1870 CAYLEY in Proc. Land. Math. Soc. III. 20.

Octadrachm (p-ktadra:m), octo-. [ad. Gr.

oKraSpaxn-s adj., weighing or worth eight

drachmce, f. ux-ra- + 5pax/*ij DRACHMA.] An
ancient Greek coin of the value of eight drachma;.
1876 HUMPHREYS Coin-Coll. Man. v. 41 The Fxlonians

coined octodrachms, pieces ofeight drachms. l$&sAtkcna>ntii
28 Feb. 284/r A silver octadrachm of the town of Ichnae, in

Macedon, and a very fine tetradrachm of Camarina.

Octaedral, etc. : see OCTAHEDRAL, etc.

Octaeterid (^ktai/li
-

rid). Also in Gr. form
OCtaeteTlS. [ad. Gr. 6nra(Tripis, -18-, f. OKTO-

OCTA- + ITOS year. In F. oclattiridt (i 732 in Diet.

Trvoux}.~\ In the ancient Greek calendar, a period
of eight years, in the course of which three months
of 30 days each were intercalated so as to bring
the year of 12 lunar months into accord with the

solar year. So Octaeteric (-/"te'rik) a., of or

belonging to this period.
31727 NEWTON Chronol. Amended (1728) i. 75. 1727-41

CHAMBERS Cycl., Octatterides, in chronology, etc. the space,
or duration of eight years. 1753 Cycl. Snpp., Octaeteris,
.. in antiquity, a cycle, or term, of eight years, at the end
of which three entire lunar months were added. 1846 GROT i.

Greece II. u. ii. 353 note, The properties of the ottaeteric or
enneaeteric period. 1862 SIR G. C. LEWIS Astron. Ancients
38 The octaeteric

cycle, attributed to Cleostratus. Ibid, q
Three months of thirty days apiece were intercalated in each
of the two first octaeterids. 1899 WARDE FOWLER Roman
Festivals 2 In the octacteris or 8-year cycle there were 99
lunar months.

Octagon ((J-ktagfTn), sb. and a. Also 7 oeta-

gone, octogone, 7-8 octogon. [ad. L. octa-,

octogon-os adj., a. Gr. oKrdywv-os eight-cornered,
f. ultra- OCTA- + stem of yaivla comer, angle. In

F. octogone (1520 in Hatz.-Darm.).]
A. sb. 1. Geom. A plane figure having eight

angles and eight sides. Hence applied to material

objects of octagonal form or section.

1656 BLOUNT Glossogi-., Octogon. 1660 BARROW Eitclid\\-.

xi. SchoL, Then will AH be the side of Octagone. 1674 tr.

Scltejfer's Laflaml xvi. 84 They [the tents] were octogons
somewhat broader towards the bottom. I7S7POCOCKE Trav.
(1889) II. 284 A tower at each corner, which .. are octagons.
1868 Morn. Star 26 Mar., The ceiling of the room is coffered
in octagons geometrically arranged.
2. frortif. A fort having eight bastions.

1706 in PHILLIPS. 1727-41 in CHAMBERS Cycl.
B. adj. = OCTAGONAL.

1679 M. RUSDEN Further Discov. Bees 81 The form is

octagon or eight square. 1762-71 H. WALPOLE I'erlue's
Anecd. Paint. (1786) IV. 134 The octagon buildings at each
end. 1774 U'estm. Mag. H. 316 A .. magnificent octogon
hall. 1808 SCOTT Mann. v. xxv, Dun-Edin s cross, a pillared
stone, Rose on a turret octagon. 1862 Miss BRADDON Lady
A itdtey vii. 50 An octagon ante-chamber.

C. Comb., as octagon-faced a. (after double-

faced) ; octagon-stitch, a stitch in crochet-work.
1885 MRS, BURNETT Theo iv. (1888) 8t, I will show you how

to do the octagon-stitch. 1892 B. HINTON Lord's Return
203 This personage must be octagon-faced, at the least.

Octagonal (cktaj-gonaly, a. Also 6-8 octo-.

[In iGthc. octagonal, ad. mod.L. octogonal-is, in F.

octagonal (1520 in Hatz.-Darm.) : see prec. and

-AL.] Of the form of an octagon ; eight-sided.
1571 DIGGES Pantotn. IV. xxv. Gg ij, A figure . . enuironed

with 6 equiangle Octogonall and 8 equilater triangular
playnes or bases. 1782 WAKTON Hist. Kiddington 4 The
Gothic mouldings on the faces of its [a font's] octogonal
panes. iSiz 16 J. SMITH Panorama Sc. <y Art I. 17 A ..

triangular, square, or octagonal bar. 1860 TYNDALL Glac. I.

v. 40 A little octagonal building.

Hence Octa gonally adv., in an octagonal form.

1753 JOHNSON in Bibl. Tofogr. Brit. III. 433 Our cockpit
built octagonally.

t Octago-nian, a. Obs. Of or belonging to an

octagon.
Applied to a Dissenting congregation in Liverpool, wor-

shipping in a building known from its shape as the Octagon.
1813 JEFIKUSON Writ. (1830) IV. 225 The best collection of

ttic.se psalms is that of the Octagonian dissenters of Liver-

pool.

Octagynia, etc. : see OCTOTJYNIA, etc.

Octahedral O'ktahrdral, -he-dral), octo-, a.

Also ootaedral, octoedral.
[f. late L. octa-Ji.edr-

os, a. Gr. oKratSp-os eight-sided : see OCTAHEDRON
and -AL.] Having the form of an octahedron ;

contained by eight plane (esp. triangular) faces.

1758 REID tr. Macquer's Chym. I. 222 The crystals of
Alum are octaedral. . . These octaedral solids are triangular
pyramids, having their angles cut away, so that four of their

surfaces are hexagons, and the other four triangles. 1796
HATCHETT mPhil. Trans. LXXXVI. 292 Various modifica-
tions between the octoedral figure and the cube. 1811
PINKERTON Petral- 1. 312 Some detached crystals of octa.
hedral iron. 1869 PHILLIPS Vesuv. iii. 94 Crystallized in

cubes and octahedral forms.

b. Of or belonging to an octahedron.
1878 GURNEY Crystallogr. 88 At each angle of the octa-

hedral face.

OctahedriC (-he'drik), a. rare. Also octo-.

[f. Gr. &XT&(Spos (see OCTAHEDRON) + -ic : in



OCTAHEDRICAL.

mod.F. octatdrique (Littre).]

he'drical, octo- a.

=
prec. Also t Octa-

1657 W. RAND tr. Gasscndi's Life Peiresc I. 44 The form-

ing of Alum into an octahedricall figure. a 1691 BOYLE
Hist. Air (1692) 249 The alum appeared to be . . coagulated
in many Octaedrica! grains. 1730^-6 BAILEY (folio), Octoedri.
eat. 1847 National Cycl. II. 868 Nitrate of barytes appears
as octahedric crystals.

Octahedrid (r'ktahfdrid, -he-drid), a. Ciyst.

[f. as prec. + -ID 1

*.] Applied to any plane, in

a crystallographic system, which intersects all the

three axes ofcoordinates ;
so called because a group

of eight such planes would form an octahedron.

Opposed to prismatoid and pinakoid.
1895 STORY-MASKELYNE Crystallogr. il 18.

Octahedlite ;?ktahrdr3it, -he-drait). Alin.

Also octo-. [f. as prec. + -ITE '
2b.] Native dioxide

of titanium, occurring in crystals of octahedral and
other related forms

; also called ANATASE.
1805 R. JAMESON Syst. Min. II. 493. 1831 BREWSTER

Optics xvii. 149. 1868 DANA Min. (ed. 5) 24r.

Octahedron (cktahrdr/n, -he-dr
( >n), octo-.

I'l. -ons or -a. Also 6-8 octa;h)edrum, 6-9
octaedron, 7-9 oetoedron. [a. Gr. oKraiSpov
an octahedron, neuter of oKraiSpos adj., eight-
sided, f. ultra- OCTA- + liSpa seat. In L. octai'dron,
med.L. octa(li]edntm (Dn Cange), F. octaedrc, also

octohedre (1587 in Hntz.-Darm.).]
Geom. A solid figure contained by eight plane

faces ; usually, one contained by eight triangles

(such as is formed by two pyramids on opposite
sides of a quadrilateral base) ; spec, the regular
octahedron, one of the five regular solids, contained

by eight equal equilateral triangles (formed by
two equal pyramids with equilateral faces on a

square base). Hence gen. Any material body, esp.
a crystal, of this form.
Truncated octahedron, a fourteen-sided solid formed from

the regular octahedron by truncating its six corners, and
thus forming six_

new square faces, while cutting down the

eight original triangular faces into regular hexagons.
1570 BILLINGSLEY Euclid xiii. xiv. 406 An octohedron is

deuided into two equall and like Pyramids. 1655 H. MORE
Antid. At/i. App. (1712) 183 There are Fiue regular Bodies
..the Cube, the Tetraedrum, the Octaedrum, the Dodeca-
edrum, and the Eicosaedrum. 1656 STANLEY Hist. Philos.
v. (1701) 186/2 The Octaedrons consist of eight like sides.
i8a

'

disappear, we shall make it an octohedron. 1880 CLEMIN-
SHAW tr. tVurtz' Atom. Th. 142 The nitrates of barium,
strontium, and lead, ..crystallise in octohedra.

t Octahe'drous, a. Obs. In 8 octoedrous.

[f. stem of prec. + -ous.] = OCTAHEDRAL.
1702 R. THORESBV in Pkil. Trans. XXIII. 1072 Copper

Ore.. shot into an Octoedrous form.

Octakis-, Gr. a/crams eight times, as in O cta-
kishexahe-dron Cryst., a solid figure contained

by forty-eight scalene triangles.
1878 [see HEXAKIS-].

Octamerous ^'ktoe-merss), a. Nat. Hist. Also
oetomerous (->

-

m-). [f. Gr. OKTa/ifp-ris in eight

parts (nepos part) + -ous.] a. Bot. Having the

parts of the flower in series of eight. (Often written

S-uieraus.) b. Zool. Having the radiating parts
or organs eight in number, as an actinoid zoophyte.
1864 WEBSTER, Octaineroits \Bot.^, having the parts in

eights. Gray. 1875 BENNKTT & DYER tr. Sachs' Bot. 565
Pentamerous flowers and . . those which are truly tetramerous
(or octamerous). 1877 HUXLEY Antit. Inv. Aniiu. iii. 159 The
finally hexamerous Anthozoon passes through a tetramerous
and an oetomerous stage.

So Oota'merism, the state of being octamerous

(humorously, the state of being in eight parts).
1873 WHITNEY Orient. Stud. 133 Announced .. to form

eight volumes . . perhaps the estimated octamerism of the
work was meant to be understood in some peculiar sense.

Octameter (cktse-nutaj), a. and sb. Pros.
Also octometer (-p-m-). [ad. L. octaineter, -trutii

adj., a. Gr. bKrap-trp-os (fierpov measure).]
a. adj. Consisting of eight measures or feet. b.

sb. A verse containing eight measures or feet.

11849 POE Philos. Composition, The rhythm .. of the
1 Raven '

. . is trochaic, is octameter acatalectic, alternating
with heptameter catalectic . . and terminating with tetra-

meter catalectic. 1889 AtHaunu* 25 May 657/1 'March :

an Ode' [by Swinburne], is the only instance in the language
of a poem written in octometers. 1900 H. W. SMYTH Greek
Metric Poets 259 The long, swelling octameter.

Octan ipktan), a. [a. F. octane, in Pare, i6th c.,

octaine, ad. L. octanus, found only in sense
' of the

8th legion', but cf. quartan, qmntan^\ Octan

fever: a fever in which the paroxysms occur every
eighth day (both paroxysmal days being counted).
1897 Alltutt's Syst. Mcd. II. 318 Further modifications

have been recognised by nosologists as quintan, sextan, octal).

II Octandria (pktce-ndria). Bot. [mod.L. f.

Gr. OTOI eight + avSp- (dnjpjman, male: see -IA 1
.]

A class in the Linnrcan Sexual System, comprising
plants with eight stamens. Hence Oota'nder, a

plant of this class ; Octn. ndrian a., Octa/ndrlous

a., belonging to this class ; Octandrons a., having
eight stamens.

53

1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Snpf., Oetandria, . .a class of plants
with hermaphrodite flowers, and eight stamina, or male parts
in each. 1828 WEBSTER, Qctiuuur . . Oetandriati. 1830
LINDLEY Nat, Syst. Bot. 69 Octandrous genera belonging
to this family. 1880 SIR E. REED Japan II. 43 The flowers
are octandrous.

Octane (fktJin). Chem. [f. OCT(A-,OCT(O- +
-ANE 2 b.] The paraffin of the octacarbon series

(C 8H 1S). So O ctene (-fn) [-ENE], the olefine of

the same scries (CH 1(i), also called octylene;
O'ctine (-oin) [-INE

5
], the hydrocarbon of the same

series (C aH1() homologous with acetylene or ethine;
Octo'ic a., applied to fatty acids, etc. of the same
series, as octoic add (C SH 16O.,}, one isomeric form
of which is caprylic add.
187* WATTS Diet. Client. VI. 877 Octane. CsHis. This

hydrocarbon is one of the constituents of American petro-
leum. Ibid. 710 Hydrocarbons .. Second Series. .. defines
..Octene or (ktylene, Cs HIG. 1877 Forties' Client. II.

59 Third Series. .. Ethine or Acetylene Series. .. Oclinc,
CsHu. 1881 _ Diet. Ckeni. VIII. 1424 Octoic acids,
CS H, 6 2 .

O'ctangle, a. and sb. ? Obs. [ad. post-cl. L.

OClajigul-us adj. eight-angled, f. octo eight + aiigu-
lus ANGLE.] a. adj. Having eight angles, octa-

gonal, b. sl>. A figure with eight angles, an octagon.
1613-14 CHAPMAN Masyiie Mid. Temple's, j, A siluer

Temple of an octangle figure. 1651 J. F[RKAKE] Agrippa's
Occ. Philos. 253 The other figures, viz. triangle, quadrangle,
sexangle, septangle, octangle. 1686 AGLIONBY Painting
llliistr. 322 The Octangles which invirou the Ceiling. 1726
LEOM tr. All'erti's Arc/lit. III. 4/1 The middle Rays of this

Octangle may be called a Pyramid of eight faces.

Octangular (pktarrjgwJlii) ,
a. [f. I,, octangul-

us (see prec.) + -AB: cf. angularis ANGULAR.]
Having eight angles; octagonal.
1644 EVI-XYN Diary 22 Oct., A Cabinet of an octangular

forme. 1712 J. JAMES tr. Lc Pitoibi's Gardening 27 An
octangular Bowling-green. 1807 G. CHALMERS Caledonia
I. i. iv. 159 An octangular vase of brass. 1877 W. JONES
l'hier.ring 147 An octangular ring of iron.

Hence Octa'ngrnlarness (Uailey vol. II, i 727^.

Octant (fktant). [ad. late L. octans, -tant-cm

a half quadrant (Vitruv.), f. octo eight: cf. qitadrans

QUADRANT. So F. octant, in sense 3 (1683 in

Hatz.-Darm.).]
1. The eighth part of a circle ; /'. f. either (a) an

arc of a circle, forming one eighth of the circum-

ference, or (6} one eighth of the area of a circle,

contained within two radii at an angle of 45.
17^50

I'hil. Trans. XLVII. 69 Thro' the whole octant OA,
it is continually decreasing. 1875 T. R, ROBINSON ilnd.

CLXV. 411 The irregularity of the wind .. varies in each
octant.

b. Each of the eight parts into which a solid

figure or body (e.g. a sphere), or the space around
a central point, is divided by three planes (usually

mutually at right angles} intersecting at the central

point.
1790 WILDBORK in Phil. Trans. LXXX. 497 Disposed in

the eight octants of a regular parallelopipedon. 1875 BEN-
NETT & DVER tr. Sac/is' Bot. 28Theglobule[=antheridiuin
of Nitella] now consists of four lower and four upper octants
of a sphere. . . Each octant now breaks up . . into an outer
and an inner cell. 1895 STORY-MASKELYNE Crystalltjgr.u.

15. These planes, YZ, ZX, A'K, divide the space round the

origin into eight hollow quoins or octants.

2. Astron. That point in the apparent course of

a planet at which it is 45 distant from another

planet, from the sun, or from some particular point ;

spec, each of the four points at which the moon is

45 from conjunction with or opposition to the sun,
or midway between the syzygies and quadratures.
1690 LEVHOURN Curs. Math. 773 About the Octants from

the Aphelion and Perihelion. 1706 PHILLIPS, Octant or
Octile (in Astrol.), when a Planet is in such an Aspect or
Position with respect to another, that their Places are only
distant an eighth part of a Circle, or 45 Degrees, c 1716
MACHIN in Rigaud Corr. Set. J/(i84i) I. 275 It will be of

great use, if I coidd have a few places of the moon when in
the octants or near. 1787 BONNYCASTLE Astron. xxi. 363 In
her third octant .. she again appears gibbous. 1834 Hist.
Astron. ix. 45/1 (U. K. S.) A third [inequality of the moon],
called the variation, . . is greatest in the octants.

3. An instrument in the form of a graduated
eighth of a circle

,
used for making angular measure-

ments, esp. in astronomy and navigation. (In
Kr., mentioned 1683 in Le Cordier, Instruments
ties PHoles.}
1731 HAIJLEY in Phil. Trans. XXXVII. 150 The Instru-

ment consists of an Octant AfiC, having on its Limb BC an
Arch of 45 Degrees, divided into 90 Parts or half Degrees.
1774 M. MACKENZIE Maritime Sum. 2 The principal In-
struments used in surveying; such as the Theodolite, the
astronomical Quadrant, and Hadley's Octant, or Sextant.

i8s_J. NICHOLSON Operat. Mechanic 316 Binding himself
to divide all sextants and octants by the same engine.
Hence Octa'ntal a., ol or pertaining to an octant.

1776 HORSLEY in Phil. Trans. LXV1. 363 If from these . .

we reject the octantal days.

II Octapla (p-ktaplal. Also anglicized oetaples.
[ad. Or. oKTaTTAo, neuter pi. of oKTairXoCs eight-fold,
after HEXAPLA. Cf. mod.F. octaples (Littre).] A
text consisting of eight versions, esp. of the Scrip-
tures, in parallel arrangement.
1684 N. S. Crit. Enq. Edit. Bitle -\viii. 178 Origen never

wrote any Octaples. 1705 HICKERINGILL Pricst-cr. iv. (1721)

OCTAVE.
216 St. Hierome had not only the Aid of the Learned Origen
(his Hexaples and Octaples) but he himself also was a great
Hebraition. 1727-41 CHAMBERS C'yd., Octapla, a term in

the sacred learning, used for a kind of ancient polyglot
bible, consisting of eight columns, 1831-3 K. BURTON Eccl.
Hist. xxiv. (1845) 516 Having succeeded in finding 2 other
Greek translations, he [Origen] added them to the rest

(the Hexapla) ; and thus the whole was arranged in eight
columns, and was published with the name of Octapla.

Octapodic, -pody : see OCTA-.
Octarch. (fkta-tk), a. Bot. [f. Gr. UKT-UI eight
f apxh beginning, origin : cf. DIAKCH.] Arising
from eight distinct points of origin, as the woody
tissue of a root.

1884 BOWER & SCOTT De Baty's Plianer. 350 In the hep-
tarch or octarch examples of I., clavatum investigated, I

almost always found one of the concave plates larger, and
of narrow horseshoe-like cross-hection,the other smaller and
much flutter. Ibid. 363 In the species of Trichomanes in-

vestigated, triarch to octarch bundles usually occur.

Octarchy (fktajki .
[f.

Gr. UKTW eight +

-apxia rule, t. -apxs ruling, ruler.] A government
by eight rulers

;
an aggregate of eight tribal or

petty kingdoms each under its own ruler : applied
by some historians (instead of HEPTAHCHY) to the

eight kingdoms reckoned by them to have been
established by the Angles and Saxons in Britain.

1799-1803 S. TURNER Anglo-Sax. (1836) I. in. v. 190 Eight
Anglo-Saxon governments were established. . . This state of
Britain has been improperly denominated the Saxon hept-
archy. When all the kingdoms were settled, they formed
an octarchy. 1854 MILMAN Lat. Chr. II. 91 One of the
northern kingdoms of the Octarchy. 1889 Sat. Rci'. 16 Nov.
566/2 His plan for the division of England .. into an
octarchy of provinces.
Ootaroon : see OCTOKOON.

Octarti/culate, a. Xat. Hist. [f.
I,. o,io

eight + articitl-us joint : cf. articulate.] Having
eight joints ; eight-jointed.
1856-8 W. CLARK I'an der lloevcn's Zool. I. 340 Antennai

octarticulate.

Octastich. (ji'ktastik). Also 6-9 in Gr. form

octastichon, 7 octo-, ootastiek. [ad. Gr. uiird-

<mx-os of eight verses (OTI'XOS row, line).] A group
of eight lines of verse.

1577-87 HOLINSHED Chron. III. 922/2 When I.Leland the
famous antiquarie wrote this wclwishing octastichon vnto
the said Wolseie. 1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Octsstick. a 1693
URQUHART Kal'dais in. xvii. 143 It is metrified in this

Octastick. 1891 DRIVER [ntrod. Lit. O. T. (ed. 3) 375 Several

pentastichs and hexastichs, a heptastich and an octastich
also occur.

Octastichous Q'ktrc-stikas), a. Bot. Also
octo'stichous. [f. as prec. + -ous.] Having
eight leaves in the spiral row, and thus eight
vertical rows in the phyllotaxis.
1870 BENTLEY Man. Bot. (ed. 2) 138 A fourth variety of

Phyllotaxis . . is the octastichons or 8-ranked. 1880 GRAY
Struct. Bot. 124 Octostichous, or Eight-ranked .. occurs in

the Holly, Aconite.

Octastyle (p'ktastail), a. and sb. Arch. Also
octo-. [ad. late L. ociastyl-us (Vitruv.), a. Gr.

oKTaaTv\-os (orCAos pillar;. Cf. mod.F. octostyle

(1580), earlier octastyle (1547 in Hatz.-Darm.).]
a. adj. Having eight columns in front or at the

end, as a building, b. sb. A building or portico

having eight columns.
1706 PHILLIPS, Octastylos or Octastyle, a Building that has

eight Pillars in Front. 1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v., The
eight columns of the octostyle may either be disposed in

a right line. .or in a circle. 1846 ELLIS Jtlgin Marb. I. 235
The Parthenon, which was octastyle. 1866 FELTON A tic. ff

Mitii. Gr. II. t. viii. 142 The temple is Doric, octostyle, or
with eight columns at each end.

Octateuch (fktatiwk). Also ooto-. [ad.
late L. octateuch-us (Cassiod.), a. Gr. 6TaTvx- !

containing eight books (rtvxos book) ; (sc. /3//3Aos)

the volume containing the first eight books of the

O.T. (Euseb.). In mod.F. octatcitquc (Littre).]
The first eight books of the Old Testament col-

lectively ; the Pentateuch together with the books
of Joshua, Judges, and Ruth.

1677 HANMER l-'ic-.u Antiy. 37 Not unlike unto that

[style] of Theodoret in his questions upon the Octoteuch.

1706 HEARNE Collect. 14 Mar. (O. H. S.) I. 204 The first

Volume is to be confin'd to ye Octateuch. 1849 CURZON
Visits Alonast. 204 One MS. of the Octoteuch, or first eight
books of the Old Testament.

Octaval ((ikt^'-val), a. [f. as next + -AL.] Per-

taining to an octave
; proceeding by octaves, or by

eights; octonal. (In quot. opposed to decimal.}
1884 Science IV. 415/2 An octaval system of numeration,

with its possible subdivision 8, 4, 2, i, would have been

originally better.

Octave (j>'kt<?v), sb. (a.} Also in sense I (//.)

4 utaves, 4-6 utas, 5 oeptaves, optas, oeptas, 7

outas. [a. F. octave ( 1 2th c. in Hatz.-Darm.), ad. L.

octava fern, oioctciv-us eighth (sc. dies day), which

superseded the pop. OF. oitie-<.'c(witiez'c,/tuitieve},

sing, f., also hititeus, uyteaus, pi. masc. (perh. :

L. octales} ; semi-popular forms in OF. in sense I

(pi.) were otaves, ontaves, oectaves, octawes, AF.

oeptaves, whence the early ME. forms in a.]

1. Eccl. (Formerly always in pi. : so merl.L.

, OF. httitieves.) a. The eighth day after



OCTAVE.
a festival (both days being counted, and so always
falling on the same day of the week as the festival

itself), b. (In later use.) The period of eight days
beginning with the day of a festival.

Jtt the octaves answered to med.L. in octavis ' on the
eighth day

'

of a festival.

(135* Act 25 Kdvj. III (Stat. of Provisors), A les oeptavcs
(ifith c. tr. utas) de la purificacion Nostre Dame.] 13..
Trental ofGregory (Vernon MS.) 126 Let sei beos Masses
bi Joure hestes YVib-inne be vtaues of be ffestes. 1387
TREVISA lligden (Rolls) VII. 259 In be utas [v.rr. eotas,
eoytaues] of Esterne. 1420 Chron. Vilod. St. 766 W'innc
be utaus of hurt' doujter Seynt Ede. 1419 Rolls of Parlt.
IV. 342/2 Atte the oeptaves of Seynt Martyn in Wynter.
1463 Bury Wills iCamden) 28 To contynwe sevene nyght
aftir tyl the Vtas of my yeerday be passyd. 1471-3 Rolls
ofParlt. VI. 28/2 He appiered not.. in the optas of saint
John the Baptiste. 1493 Festival! (W. de W. 1515) 49 b,
For eche houre of the day . . and euery daye of the utas.

1599 Life Sir T. More in Wordsw. Keel. Biog. (1853! II. 174
It is Saint Thomas's Eve, and the Utas of Saint Peter.
1610 HOLLAND Car/tdcn's Brit, it. Ireland 166 A Parliament
was held at Kilkenny in the Outas of the Purification of
the Blessed Virgin Mary. IbU. 181 On the Monday after
the Outas of Easter.

p. 1387 TKEVISA Higdcii (Rolls) VIII. 323 pat ;ere in be
occabis (v.rr. octavas, eotaves, octaves, HIGUEN in octavis
Kpiphania:] of be twelfbe day was made a parlement at
Londoun. 1432-50 Ibid., In whiche yere a parliamente was
kepede at London in the octaves of the Epiphany. 1483
CAXTON Cold. Leg. 436 '2 Betwyxe the octaues of ester and
penthecoste. 1563-87 FOXE A. f, /I/.

(1596) 201/2 Driving
off the time from the daie of Saint Marline to the octaues
following. 1580 KI.-I.KE Against Allen 356 (T.) Celestine
granted from the feast, and in the octaves, every clay,
thirty thousand years of pardon ! 1688 DRYDEN Brit. Rediv.
21 When his wondrous octaue roll'd again, He brought a
royal infant in his train. 1739 WHITEFIELD in Life r Jrnls.
(1756) 169 The Vicar takes care to observe the Octaves of
Easter. 1818 CRUISE Digest (ed. 2) V. 394 A writ of entry
was returnable on the octave of St. Michael, which was the
gth of October. 1883 W. H. RICH-JONES Keg. .V. Osninnd
(Rolls) 1. 80 note. The festival of S. Silvester is on December
31, so that it is always within the octave of Christmas.

c. transf. A period of festivity.
1597 SIIAKS. * Hen. If, 11. iv. 22 Here will be old Vtis : it

will be an excellent stratagem. 1603 Cont. Liberal, q Prod.
in. iii. in Hazl. Dodsley VIII. 355 Let us begin the utas of
our jollity.

2. A group of eight line's of verse ; a stanza of

eight lines (spec.
= OTTAVA KIMA) ;

= OCTET 2.

111586 SIDNEY Arcadia (1622! 357 With monefull meloclie
it continued this octaue. 1604 E. G[RIMSTONE] D'Acosta's
Hist. Indies vi. xxviii. 492 They have likewise put our
compositions of musicke into their language, as Octaves,
Songs, and Rondells. 1818 BYRON Let. to Murray 19 Sept.,
I have finished the First Canto (a long one, of about 180
octaves). 1881 At/tenxam No. 2811. 328/2 A group of
sonnets, .written in the regular form of octave and sestet.

3. Mas. (Formerly EIGHTH, q. v. Sometimes
abbrev. 8ve.) a. The note eight diatonic degrees
above (or below) a given note (both notes being
counted), which is produced by vibrations of twice

(or half) the rate
;

it forms the starting-point of
a new scale of identical intervals but different

pitch, and thus has the same name as the given
note, and is treated in harmony as a replicate of it.

Hence, by extension, any of the notes at successive
intervals of eight degrees above or below a given
note (second octave, third octave, etc.). b. The
interval between any note and its octare ; an in-

terval of eight (or strictly seven) degrees of the
diatonic scale, comprising five tones and two dia-
tonic semitones, c. A series of notes, or keys of
an instrument, extending through this interval.
d. The concord of a note and its octave ; two
notes an octave apart played or sung together.
CONSECUTIVE octaves, HIDDEN octaves: see these words.

A' ule of the octave, a scheme, formerly in vogue, of har-
monies for the successive notes of the scale. Short octave,
the lowest octave in some early organs, in which certain
notes were omitted.

1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Octave, an eighth in Musick. 1677
PLOT O.rfordsh. 299 One Hooper . .could so close his lips, as
to sing an octave at the same time. 1694 HOLDER Harmony
iv. (1731) 40 A Tenth ascending is an Octave above the
Third. . .The Octave being but a Replication of the Unison,
or given Note below it.. it closeth and terminates the first

perfect System, and the next Octave above it ascends by
the same Intervals. .and so on. 1749 PowerPros. Numbers
2t The Octave, .is the most perfect Concord. 1776 BUKNEY
Hist. Mus. (1789) I. i. 3 The Greek scale in the time of
Anstoxenus. .extended to two octaves. 1840 Penny Cycl.
XVI. 396/2 Octave, the Ktilc of. Ibid. 491/2 A complete.,
organ should have three sets of keys, and at least two
octaves of pedals. 1853 HKKSCHEL I'of. Lect. Sei, vii. 97
(1873) 312 The ear.. can discriminate tones only between
certain limits, comprising about nine octaves. 1876 HILKS
Catech. Organ \. (1878) 5 Short Octaves only occur in very
old Organs. 1887 BROWNING Parleying!, Chas. Avison if,
Kre my hand could stretch an octave. 1889 E. PROUT
Harmony ii. 33 The division of any string into halves,
quarters, eighths, or sixteenths, gives the various upper
octavesofthe 'generator'. Mod. Playing octaves with both
hands.

e. An organ-stop sounding an octave higher than
the ordinary pitch ; more usually called Principal
(but sometimes distinguished as of a different

quality of tone).
1716 Specif. Organ St. Chad's, Sliraashny in Grove

Diet. Mas. II. 596 Great Organ .. i. Open Diapason, t.

Stopped Diapason. 3. Principal. 4. Octave to middle C.
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1880 K. J. Hoi KINS ibid. II. 492 Oetave, or Principal, an
open metal cylindrical organ-stup, of four feet on the manual

over-tone to the old diapason.
f. transf. An interval analogous to the musical

octave; e.g. the difference of vibration-period of

rays of light or heat whose rates of vibration are
as i : 2.

1870 TYNDALI. Notes on Light 254 While.. the musical
scale, or the range of the ear, is known to embrace nearly
eleven octaves, the optical scale, or range of the eye, is com-

, prised within a single octave.

4. A group or series of eight.
a 1806 K. WHITE Ran, (1837) 406 Plato's syrens sing not

, only from the planetary octave, c 1817 How; Tales <j Sk.
\

II. 15 James and Elizabeth led the ring and the double
octave that evening. 1868 Miss YONGE Pufils St. Jo/in xv.

240 That Creation was due to an Ogdoad, or Octave of

j Principles. 1898 Tit-Kits 9 Apr. 30/3 The .. tallest brother
of this remarkable octave stands 6 ft. n in.

b. Law of octaves (Chem.), the 'periodic law'
as originally stated by its discoverer Newlands,

, according to which, the elements (excluding hy-
drogen) being arranged in order of their atomic

weights, a recurrence of similar properties occurs

(generally) at every eighth (or strictly seventh)
term of the series.

1887 Atlicnxuin 3 Sept. 299/3 Mr. Newlands. .provision-
, ally called his generalization the ' Law of Octaves '. ..At

length the Law of Octaves, modified and much amplified,
emerged as the 'Periodic Law'.

f C. = OfTAD 2 b. Obs.

f5. A Portuguese gold coin: the Dobre of

12,800 reis = 3/. $s. u-trf. sterling. Obs.

?747 Gcntl. Mag. 499/1 The Pernambuco fleet.. arrived at
Lisbon, Sept. 22, and brought . .13,740 octaves of gold, and
439,980 crusades of silver. 1775 Ann. Keg. 144 Arrived, at

Lisbon, from the Brazils, a fleet with 1500 octaves of gold,
200,000 crusades of silver.

6. Fencing. (In full Octaveparade?) The position
of parrying or attacking in the low outside line

with the sword-hand in supination (if in pronation,
it is sccotule, q. v.).

1771 OLIVIER Fencing familiarised 25 The octave parade
. . is the opposition contrary to the half-circle [now called

Sfpiilne], and one of the most useful parades in fencing.
1784 MC-ARTHL-R Fencing 12 Octave parade . . is a lower
outward parade. 1809 ROUND Fencing 45 By this method

i your foil must, for certain, arrive at his Ixxly, if he does
J

not change to an octave, or any other parade. 1889 VV. H.
j POLLOCK, etc. Fencing 44 Octave, the same as scconde, but !

the hand in supination. Ibid. p. xi, Time Thrust in Octave. !

7. A small wine-cask containing the eighth part
I
of a pipe ,

or 13! gallons.
1880 in WEBSTER Stifft. 1881 Price List, Importing and

delivering Sherries in Octaves.

8. attrili. (or as adj.) and Comb., as octave ;

coupler, a device on an organ for connecting keys
an octave apart (see COUPLER 2 a) ; octave flute,
(a) a small flute sounding an octave higher than
the ordinary (lute, a piccolo ; (/<) a flute-stop on

j

an organ sounding an octave higher than the or-
i

dinary pitch ; f octave rime = OTTAVA RIMA ; |

octave stanza, a stanza of eight lines, spec. ,

prec. ; octave stop - 3 e ; octave-stretch, the
stretch of the hand over an octave on a keyboard
(in quot. ./%.).
1880 E. J. HOPKINS in Grove Diet. Mia. II. 596 In 1726

John Harris and John Byfield, sen. erected a fine . . organ
for the church of St. Mary Reddiff, Uristol. . .The Redcliff
organ .. contained the first

'

octave coupler
'

that was ever
made in England. 1708 ARNOT Let. in Kegan Paul Life
Godwin I. 314 Pulled out my little *octave flute. 1851

stanza of eight lines. 1821 BYRON Lett, to Moore i Oct.,A poem, in "octave stanzas. 1887 COI.VIN Keats vii. 149
The octave stanza introduced in English by Wyatt and
Sidney. 1880 1C. J. HOI-KINS in Grove Diet. Alns. II. 492
In foreign organs the *Octave stop sounds the first octave
above the largest metal Register of Principal (Diapason)
measure on the clavier. a 1861 MRS. BROWNING Little
Mattie vi, The "octave-stretch . . Of your larger wisdom !

Hence O'ctave v. (a) to add strings, as in a harpsi-
chord, giving notes severally an octave higher than
the ordinary ones, so as to reinforce the tone ; (i)
to play in octaves (Cent. Diet. 1891).
1885 A. J. HII-KINS in Encycl. Brit. XIX. 74/1 Imitation

of the harpsichord by_ 'octaving
1

was at this time [about
1772] an object with piano makers.

Octavian (/>kt<~i-vian\ .SV. IJist.
[f. L. Ofiiiv-iis

eighth + -TAX.] One of the eight members of a
finance committee appointed by James VI in 1595
to have control of the royal exchequer.
1596 J. CAREY Let. to Burghley 9 June (Uain's Calend.

II. 135) Some of the Octaveyans of the Secret Council. Id.
26 Aug. (ibid.), I will henceforth send only such as I get
from verie good men, as from some of the Kinges Octa-
veyans. 1596 in Spotiswood Hist, Ch. Scotl. (1655) 422.
c 1602 I. MELVILL Diary (Wodrow Soc.) 330 The Kings
haill eneares . . was put in the hands of aught . . and thairfor
named Octavians. 1634 Row Hist. Kirk I Wodrow) 16;.

1649 ''r. GUTIIHIE Mew. (1702) 5 The Multitude .. would
in all probability have, .done Mischief, at last to those call'd

Octavians, whom they blam'd for all. 1759 ROBERTSON

OCTILLIONTH.

|

Ilia. Scot. II. 224. 1870 BURTON Hist. Scot. (1876) V. Ix.

299 The baltle of the octavians, with the zealots of the
|

Church on one side and the 'cubiculars' of the Court on the
other, lasted for eighteen months.

Octavo (f*tfi-w). Abbrev. Svo. or oct. [L.,
abl. of octavits eighth, in the phrase in octavo in

an eighth (sc. of a sheet) ; F. in-octavo sb. ; Sp. en

octavo.]
1. The size of a book, or of the page of a book,

in which the sheets are so folded that each leaf
is one-eighth of a whole sheet. Orig. in L. phr.
in octavo, aftenvards apprehended and treated as

Eng. prep, and sb.

1582 PARSONS Def. Ccns. 148, I haue two editions in
areeke ; the one of learned Pagnine in folio, the other of
Plantyne:in octavo. 1607 MIDDI.ETON Five Gallants I. i,
Neither in folio nor in decimo sexto, but in octavo, between
both. 1619 H. HUTTON /W/;V'j/4<i/. Postscr. sgMyhead,
my muse, 1 bring to thee to presse..In quarto's forme 't

shall not be formed ; tut ! Pray, trim my head in spruce
octavo's cut. 1700 MAIDWELL in Collect. (O. H. S.) I. 313
In octavo .. makes 16 pages to one sheet. 1798 CREECH
Let. to Davis 15 Jan. (Sotheby's Catal.), Pray enquire of
Mr. Cadell his determination respecting the mode of print-
ing Burns. I am rather inclined to the Octavo. 1837-9
HALLAM Hist. Lit. I. i. iii. 148. 250 Mattaire .. mentions
a book printed in octavo at Milan in 1470.
2. A book or volume in octavo.

1712 ADDISON Sfect. No. 529 ? i The Author of a Folio ..
sets himself above the Author of a Quarto; the Author of
a Quarto above the Author of an Octavo; and so on. 1728
POPE Duiu. i. 141 Quarto's, Octavo's, shape the less'ning
pyre. 1834 MEDWIN Angler in Wales I. Pref. 9 Imparting
his lucubrations to the world in the shape of one or two
octavos. 1850 LD. HOUGHTON in Life (1891) I. x. 445 Words-
worth's new poem, .a goodly octavo of blank verse.

3. attrili. passing into adj., as in
' octavo edition

'

= '
edition in octavo '.

1704 SWIFT Bat. Bks. Misc. (1711) 248 She. .gather'd up her
Person into an Octavo Compass. 1712 ADDISON Sfect. No.
529 F 3 Every Octavo Writer in Great Britain, that had
written but one Book. 1799 Mcd. Jrnl. II. 193 The mosses
are . .pasted to coloured octavo pages, a 1852 MOORE Lit.
Advert, v, Enough to fill handsomely Two Volumes, oct.

1862 LD. BROUGHAM Brit. Const. App. ii. 420 In three large
octavo volumes. 1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) I. p. vii, The
latest Svo. edition of Stallbaum..

Octennial (ckte-nial), a. (s6.) [f.
L. octenni-

nm a period of eight years (f. octo eight + ana-us

year) + -AL : cf. biennial, etc.] Of or pertaining
to a period of eight years ; occurring, or lasting,

during eight years ; recurring every eighth year.
Octennial Act, an act passed in 1768 limiting the duration

of the Irish Parliament to eight years.
1656 in BLOUST G/tnsogr. 1762 tr. Bitschings Syst. Cfflf.

III. 679 [HisJ office is octennial. 1769 LD. TOWNSIIEND in

Lecky En?, in iSIA C. (1882) IV. 386 The Octennial Bill ..

fave
the first blow to the dominion of aristocracy in this

ingdom. 1847 GROTE Greece (1862) III. xxviii. 52 The
octennial solemnity in honour of the God. 1865 Plato
I. iii. 123 An octennial period or octaeteris.

t B. as sfi. A period of eight years. Obs. rare.

1679 J. LEANKKD in E. Ecclestone Noah's Flood A, I'de
an Octenial spend to reach the height.
Hence Octe'nnially adv., once in eight years.
1864 in WEBSTER.

Octet, octette (fkte-t). Also ottett, octett.

[mod. f. L. octo, after tliiet, quartet in It. otletlo,

Ger. oktett.]
1. Mus. A musical composition for eight instru-

ments or voices, b. A company of eight singers
or players who perform together.
1864 H. F. CHOHLEY in Lady Wallace tr. Mendelssohn's

Lett. (ed. 3) p. xvii. Among Mendelssohn's published
chamber-music may be specified an Otlett, two Quintetts,
eight Ouartetts for stringed instruments. 1880 GROVE Diet.
Mus. II. 492 Octet, or Ottett (Ottetto), a composition for

eight solo instruments. . . Mendelssohn's Octet for strings is

a splendid example. 1886 Pall Mall G. 7 Dec. 5/1 Schu.
bert's Octet in Fwas to be repeated.
2. A group of eight lines of verse ; spec, the first

eight lines of a sonnet.

1879 N. ff Q. sth Ser. XI. 459/1 Where is the octet called
'

Prospective Kaith ">. 1896 E. GOSSE Crit. Kit-Kats ^ No
fault can be found with the structure of her [Mrs. Brown-
ing's] octetts and sexletts.

3. gen. A group of eight persons or things.
1894 Scot. Leader 16 Mar. 3 The octette which rowed

against Oxford yesterday.

Octile (c'ktail), it. and sb. Aslroii. [ad. mod.L.

ocli/is, f. octo eight, after ijuintllis, sextilis, etc. :

cf. F. octil^(1732 in Diet. Trevottx).]
A. adj. Said of the '

aspect
'

of two planets
distant 45 (

=
J-
of a circle) from each other.

1690 LEYBOUKNCV*r.s, Math. 759 In an Octile Aspect, before
the Syzygies.
B. }/. - Octile aspect, OCTANT 2.

1690 LEYBOURN Citrs. Math. 750 When the Octile is before
the Quadrature. 1706 PuiLLli'S, Octile, one of the" new
Aspects.

Octillion (j'kti'lyan). [a. F. octillion (La Roche
1 6th c.), f. I,, octo eight, after million: see

BILLION.] The eighth power of a million, denoted

by i followed by 48 ciphers. (In U. S., following
later French usage, The ninth power of a thousand,
denoted by I with 27 ciphers.) Hence Octi'llionth.

1690 [see BILLION). 1848 1'raser's Mag. XXXVII. 647
The millionth of a grain is a very common dose ; and a

trillionth, octillionth, even a decilliontb, very usual ones.



OCTINGENTENARY.
1870 Ens- Afech. 28 Jan. 49i/r A quadrillion is the next

highest number to a trillion ; then quintillions, sextillions,

septillions, octillions. 1882 l\non-ti:d^c No. 12. 241 Professor

Young uses what we take to be the erroneous American

system of notation, saying that the earth's mass amounts to

about two octillions of tons.

Octine (C/iein.} : see under OCTANE.

Octingentenary (j'ktind,?e'nt/nari, -dgentf-

nari). rare. [f. L. oclingentl eight hundred, after

centenary.] The eight-hundredth anniversary of

an event
1893 Calk. Nett'S 17 June 5/2 The late Octingentenary at

Winchester.

Octipartition, -reme: see OCTOPARTITION,
-REMK.

Octo- (before a vowel OCt-), combining form
of L. octo, and sometimes of Gr. UKTUI eight. (The
Greek form is more frequently 6/cra-, OCTA-.)
The more important combinations of octo- will be

found in their alphabetical places; the following
are technical terms of less frequent use :

O ctoblast (-blajst) Biol. [Gr. 0\aaTus bud], an

ovum at that stage of segmentation when it con-

sists of eight cells. Octobrachiate (-brarkW ci.

Zool. [L. brachium arm], having eight 'arms', as

a cephalopod ; octopodous. Octocarboii, -chlo-

ride : see OCTA-. Octocerous (-p-scras\ Octo-
ceratons (-se'ratas) ai/js. Zoo/. [Gr. xipai horn],

eight-horned ; belonging to the Octocera, a name

proposed by some naturalists for the Octofoda (cf.

decaceroiis s. v. DECA-). Octocorallan (-korar-

lan), -coralline (-kfralain) adjs. Zoo/, [CORAL],
belonging to the OctocoraHa, one of the main
divisions of Anthozoa or corals, characterized by
eight chambers of the body-cavity and eight tenta-

cles (cf. Ilexacorallan s. v. HEXA-) ;
as sl>. one of

these corals. Octoco tyloid a. Zool., having eight

cotyloid fossettes, as a worm. Octoda'ctyl,
-da-ctylous cuf/s. Zool. [Gr. SCMTV\OS digit], having
eight digits. Octode'cimal a. Cryst. [L. decent

ten], having eight faces on the prism or middle

part, and five on each of the two summits ; so

Octoduodccinial (eight and twelve), OctosexJecimal

(eight and sixteen). Octode-utate a. [L. dens

tooth], having eight teeth (Webster, 1828). O'cto-

desexce'ntenary a. [\,.octode sexcentisei^tAiiom
six hundred

; cf. centenary], applied to a period
of 592 years. Octoduode'cimal a. : see Octo-

decimal. O'ctofid a. [L. -fidns cleft], divided into

eight segments, as a calyx or corolla. O'ctofoil a.

[after trefoil, etc. : see FOIL J(M], sb. an ornamental

ligure consisting of eight leaves or lobes ; adj.,

eight -lobed (also O'ctofoiled) . Octo g-amy nonce-

wd. [after bigamy], the marrying of eight spouses.
O'CtOfflot a. [Gr. fKunra, fKuiaaa tongue : cf.

polyglot}, written in eight languages. Octola teral

a. [L. lalus side : LATERAL] , eight-sided, formed
of eight straight lines, as in octolateral dodecagon,
a figure formed of eight straight lines connecting
twelve points on a cubic curve. Octolo'cular
a. Bot. [L. locttlus, dim. of locus place], having
eight cells, as a seed-vessel (Webster, 1828).
Octonematons (-m'matas), -ne mous aJjs. [Gr.
vijua thread], having eight filaments or filamen-

tous organs. Ottope talons a. Bot. [PETAL],
having eight petals (Bailey (folio) 1730-6). Oct-

ophthalmous a. Zool. [Gr. 6<0aApos eye], having
eight eyes. Octophyllous (-fi'lss) a. Bot. [Gr.
<$iv\\ov leaf], consisting of eight leaflets. Octo-

ra'dial, -ra-diate, -ra'diated adjs. [L. radius

ray], having eight rays. Octose'palous a. Bot.,

having eight sepals (Gray .Struct. Bot. 1880).
Octosexde'cimal a. : see Octodecimal above.

Octospe'rmous a. Bot. [(jr. mripfia seed],-pro-

ducing or containing eight seeds (Webster, 1828).
O ctospore Bot. [SroiiE], name given to each of

the eight carpospores produced by certain alg:e ;

so Octo sporous a., producing eight spores. Octo'-

valent a. Chem. [L. valent-cm having power or

value], having the combining power of eight atoms
of hydrogen ; octadic. f Octo'virate [L. oclot'ir

member of a council of eight ; cf. DECEMVIR],
a body of eight men, a council of eight.
1857 MAVNF. Expos. Le.i: 791/1 *Octoceratous. 1888 Proc.

y.ool. Soc. London 152 Pleading the cause of an *octodac-

tyle 'Urform'. 1857 MAYNK Kxpos. Lex.,Octod<ictytus,
/.out. Having eight fingers . . *octodactylous. 1805-17 R.

JAMESON Char. Min. (ed. 3) 206 *Octo-decimaI artificial

blue vitriol. 1677 PLOT Oxfordsh. 222 [Thomas Lydiat]
first contrived the 'Oclodesexcemenary Period. [Cf. 223
So that the whole period, or 592 Lydiatean years, do
anticipate so many Julian ones by five days.] 1805-17
R. JAMESON Char. Miit. (ed. 3} 206 *Octo-<luodecimal
artificial blue vitriol. 1760 J. LEE Introd. Bot. ll. xxxii.

(1765) 157 Laurus, with an *octofid Corolla. 1785 MARTVN
Rousseau's Bot. xxiv. (1794) 341 The exterior ca!_yx..in
Hibiscus is oclofid. 1875 DARWIN Insectiv. PI. xiii. 300
The minute octofid processes with which the leaves are
studded. 1886 Alhi n:mm 6 Mar. 331/1 An engraved figure
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of the Agnus Dei., within an *octofoil depression. 1890
MACKLIN Monitm. Brasses iv. 88 Floriated octofoil cross.

1846 Ecclesiologist N. S. III. 70 A piscina with two orifices
one circular, one *oclofoiled. 1848 B. WKBB Contin.
I'.cclesiol. 45 The aisle windows are large octofoiled circles.

(1386 CHAUCKR Wife's Prol, 33 Of no nomhre inencion
made he, Of higamye or of *OctOgamye. 1888 AVry fcng.
Diet. s. v. Calepin* There was an *octoglot edition by
Passerat in 1609. 1857 MAYXE Expos. Lex. 791/2 Having
eight arms or tentacula, as the umbrella; of the Fai'onia
octoncma; *octonemous. Ibid., Composed of eight folioles

. . *octophyllous. 1890 Athenaeum 12 July 66/3 A simple
*octoradial medusa. 1857 MAYXE Expos. Lex. 7927

'

\ *()cto-

radiate. 1828 WEBSTKK,
*Octoradiatcd. 1803-17 R. JAMI:-

SON Char. Min. (ed. 31 312 Observed in the *octosexdecimal
topaz. 1870 BENTI.KY Man, Bot. (ed. 2) 384 The *octospores
ultimately decay unless fecundated by antherozoids. 1857
BERKELEY Ctyptog. Jlot. 247 In Neetria inaurata the
same hymenium produces ordinary *octosporous asci, and
others filled with a multitude of far more minute bodies.

1874 COOKK Fungi 182. 1880 CLEMINSHAW U'nrtz
1 Atom.

Th. 233 In perruthenic acid and IM osinic acid, .ruthenium
and osmium act as *octovalent eltments. 1610 J. FOKIIKS
Rec. Kirk (1846) 353 The cheiffest of that "Octovirat were
ever Papists in their hearts.

Octoad (frkt0|&d). [Arbitrarily f. Gr. UKTW

eight.] = OGDOAD.
18*7 G. HIGGINS Celtic Druids 180 The ever-happy Octoad

of the Christian heretics.

O'CtobasS. [a. F. oftobasse (Littre Suppl.,
octabasse}) f. L. octo eight 4- basse BASS.] A very
large instrument of the viol family, invented by
J. li. Vnillaume about 1849; it had three strings,
which were stopped by keys worked by the fingers
and feet.

1875 KNIGHT Diet. Meek., Octo-bass, an instrument of the
viol family, the low octave of the violoncello. 1889 GROVI;
Diet. Mus. IV. 341 He

[J.
B. Vuillaume] sent his 'Octo-

basse '..to the Paris Exhibition of 1849... At lne Condon
Exhibition of 1851 he had. .his perfected

' Octobasse ', for
which he was awarded the Grand Council medal.

October (^kt^u-b.-u). Also 3-7 -bre ; in 7
sometimes abbrev. S 1"'1

', 8 ber
. [In OE. and mod.

Eng. a. L. October, -obrem, f. octo eight (orig. the

eighth month of the year) ;
in ME. a. F. Octobre

(1303 in Hatz.-Darm.), ad. L. Octobrem, which

supplanted the popular OF. oitovre. Med.L. had
also the analogical form Oclctnber

t -imber, I3th c.

F. Qctcmbre, Pr. Octcmbre^\
1. The tenth month of the year (according to the

modern reckoning).
c 1050 ByrktfertJts Handboc in Anglia VIII. 316 ForSon

September & October babbaS lunam. 1207 R. GLOUC. (Rolls)

10382 pe verstedayofoctobre Jjisconseil bigan. 1398 TKI:\ ISA
Barth. De P. K. ix. xviii. (MS. Bod!.) If. 95/1 Octobre..
is kindelich coldeanddruye. a 1548 HAI.I, CJiron., Hen. l'f

t

i66b, In the monetli of October this present yere. 1679
Hatton Corr, (Camden) IQO The Privy Counsel! woh wase
adjourn'd till y 2* of S''riJ . 1684 WILDING in Collect.

((). H. S.) I. 254, 8Ur ye 6th
. 1713 S\VIFT Ifor. Sat. n. vi,

"Tis (let me see) three years and more (October next it will

be four). 1848 CLOUGH Bothic\'\, Bright October was come,
the misty-bright October.

2. Ale brewed in October. (Common in iSthc.)
1709 STEELE Tatter No. 118 P6 Hours he spent. .in

swelling himself with October. 1741 RICHAKDSON Paitiela
'

(1824) I. 215 He ordered Jonathan to let the evening be
'

passed merrily.. with what everyone liked, whether wine or
;

October. 1796 MRS. GLASSE Coakery xxii. 348 For strong
October, five quarters of malt to three hogsheads, and twenty-
four pounds of hops. 1855 MACAU LAV Hist. E>'g. xv. HI.

,

533 A great crowd of squires after a revel, at which doubt- '

less neither October nor claret had been spared.
3. atfrib.

,
as October beer

; October-bird, name
in the West Indies for the rice-bird or bobolink

;

from the time of Jts appearance there.

174* Lond. <$ Country Brew. I. (ed. 4) 28 When Stout or '

October Beer is to be made. 1793 B. HOWARDS Brit. II'.

Ind. (1801) I. iv. 124 twte, The most delicious bird in the I

West Indies is the Ortalan, or October-bird.

Hence Octo'berist, -brist nonce-ivd. [after

SEPTEMBRIST] : see quot.
1796 BURKE Regie. Peace iv. Wks. IX. 19 But in comes a

gentleman in the fag end of October, dripping with the foes
of that humid and uncertain season. . . This is what the

Octoberist says of the political interests of England.

Octocentenary (fktflwatlbiri). [Arbitrary
i. L. octo eight + CENTENARY. The etymological
form from L. is Octingentenary^ The eight-
hundredth anniversary of an event. Also attrib.

;

or as adj. So Octocente'nnial a.

1889 Times 20 June, The programme of festivities in
j

celebration of the octocentenary of the House of Wettin.

1893 Athenaeum 30 Dec. 911/1 In prospect of the *octo-

centenary
'

of the consecration of Harrow Church, Mr.
Bushell has reprinted .. three documents. 1889 Times 19
hint- 7/2 The celebration of its octocentennial day of honour.

Octochord : see OCTACHORD.
Octodecimo (pkUxle-simoX [For in octodecimo,

from L. octodtcimits eighteenth, as in octavo, duo-
,

deciniO) etc.] The size of a book, or of the page
of a book, in which each leaf is one-eighteenth of

a whole sheet
; a book of this size. Abbrev. 1 8mo.

18580. \V. HOLMES Xw/. Breakf.-T. (1883) 19 Alittledark

platoon of octo-decimos.

II Octodon Orkt&Vn). Zool. [mod. L., f. Gr.
UKTW eight + -ct5<uv -utiovs -tooth.] a. A genus of

South American rodents, resembling rats. b. A
genus of coleopterous insects.

OCTONARY.

1841 Penny Cycl. XX. 62. 1849 Sk. Xat. Hist., Mammalia
IV. zoo Cuming's Octodon in size and shape resemble.^ a
water-rat.

So Octodont (-d^nt) a.
t having eight teeth

;
sl>.

= prec. a.

Octodrachm : see OCTADRACHM.

Octodrant, erron. for OCTANT 'after quadrant}*
1688 R. HOLME Armoury HI. 372/1 Another sort of semi-

Quadrant, or Octodrant.

Octoedral, etc. : see OCTAHEDRAL, etc.

Octogenarian ^kt^id^/nee'rian), a. and sb.

[f. L. octogi-nari-us (see next; + -AX.]
A. adj. Of the age of eighty years ;

also transf.
of or belonging to a person eighty years old.
1818 IJVRON C/t. Har. iv. xii, Blind old Dandolo ! Th

octogenarian chief, l!y/antium's conquering foe. 1843
PRKSCOTT Mexico (18501 I. 73 His papers were recovered,,
and the octogenarian author began the work of translation

from the Mexican. 1868 STANLEY M'estm. AM', iv. 2 So

The closing scene of Lord Palmerston's octogenarian career.

B. sb. A person eighty years old.

1815 Paris Chit-chat xvii. (1816) II. 35 Pity at least is due
to a feeble octogenarian. 1841 Miss SKDGWICK Lett. Air. I.

38 Three or four women, octogenarians. 1869 }, MARTINKAU
K$s, II. 229 [They] astonish us .. as the production of an

octogenarian.
Hence Octogena'rianism, the state of being

eighty years old.

1883 Congregationalist Nov. 902 My brother John and I

have lived in the greatest amity for a period approaching
octogenarianism. 1895 /''<#/// (N. V.) May 272 The ripening
quiet of octogenarianism.

Octogenary Okt^-d.v'hari), a. (sb.} Now
rare. [ad. L. octogendri-tts containing eighty, aged
eighty, f. octogcnl eighty each : see -AKY. Cf. F.

octogtnaire (1603 in IIatz.-Darm.\] prec. A.

171696 AruRKY Lives, de Lmtne (1898) I. 216 Being then

octogenary, and very decrepit with the gowt. 1823
JKFKERSON Writ. (1830) IV. 380 A hobby. .whose easy
amble is still sufficient to give exercise and amusement to

an octogenary rider. 1873 IJKOWNIXG Red Colt. Nt.-eap
1259 After how long a slumber. .Was it, he stretched octo-

genary joints?

b. sb. = OCTOGENARIAN B.
1828 in WEBSTLIK, citing J. ADAMS.

Octogon, etc., obs. forms of OCTAGON, etc.

II Octogynia (ckt^id^rnia). Bot, Also octa-.

[mod.L., f. Gr. UKTW eight + yw-fj woman, female

-t- -IA.] An order in several classes of plants in

the Linnscan System, comprising those with eight

pistils. Hence Octog-ynious, bcto-^ynous adjs.,

belonging to this order
; having eight pistils.

1760 j.
LEE Introd. Bot. n. xiv. (1765) 100 Octogyma.

1846 WORCKS i KK, Qctpgynoits^ having eight styles. Lflitdoii.

1857 MAYNK Expos. Lex., Octasynious. 1880 GRAY Struct.

Bot. 422/1 With Octagynous (eight-styled) flowers.

Octohedral, etc. : see OCTAHEDRAL, etc.

Octoic a. (Chew.}: see under OCTANE.

Octonieral (^kt^mcral), a. Nat. Hist. [f. Gr.

UKTW eight -f /ie'p-os part -f -AL : cf. the more etymo-
logical OCTAMEROUS.] Having parts in sets of

eight, octamerous ; spec, in Zool. belonging to the

division Oetomeralia of Scyphowed-uste*

Octomerous, Octometer : see OCTA-.

Octonal (Atonal), a. [f. L. octen-i eight at

a time, by eights, f. octo eight + -AL.] Proceeding

by eights : = OCTONAKY A.

1883 I,. F. WARD Dynamic Sociot. II. 65 The advantages
of the octonal system. 1887 Longm. Mag. Sept. 517 The
advantages possessed by a decimal over a duodecimal or

octonal system [of coinage].

Octonare (p'kfcme-u). Pros. \VL&.\+octondriiis

versus, an Iambic verse of eight feet.] A verse

of eight feet, an octapody.
1886 A mer. yrul, Philol. VII. 399 All stich'ic divisions of

the iambic octoriares.

Octonarian (fkt^ne-^rian), . andj/j. Pros. [f.

L. octonari-tts (see prec.) -f- -AN.] a. adj. Consist-

ing of eight feet. b. sb. A verse of eight feet.

1891 Athenxum 28 Feb. 275/1 Octonarian and septenarian
iambic lines. 189* A. S. WILKINS in Classical Rev. May
221/2 In Varro 6>-o? Aiipa? vii. it is a pity not to recognize the

unmistakable octonarians.

sisting of eight ; proceeding by eights.

1615 JACKSON Creed iv. iv. 4 Eight . . compared with

seven is a greater number, .. and yet the octonary number

applied to nine, is less than the septenary applied to seven

material numerables. 1633 T. AOAMS>/S. 2 Peteriu. 17 In

Noah's octonary family, one was a son of Belial. 1845

B. THORPE Lappenberg's Eng. under Anglo-Sax. Kings
I. 82 Of greater importance . . would be the knowledge of

the numeral system in use among the Saxons. I am inclined

to the belief that the octonary .. was the one followed.

B. sb. A group of eight, an ogdoad ;
a group

or stanza of eight lines of verse (esp. used of the

divisions of the ngth Psalm).
1535 Goodly primer. Commendations Ps. cxix, The first

Octonary. Aleph... The second Octonary. Beth. [etc.].

1657 TRAPP Comm. Ps. cxix. i Pindarus and other Poets

had their Ogdoades or Octonaries. a 1677 MANTON Serui.

Ps no Ixiit. verse 56. 188* SPCRGEON Treat. Da:: I <.

rxi.v. title, The whole Psalm proceeds by octonanes.



OCTONOCULAR.

Octonocnlar, a. ? Obs. [f.
L. oetou-T eight at

a time, eight + ocul-its eye + -AR: cf. ocular.]

Having eight eyes.

1703 S. MORLASD in Phil. Trans. XXIII. 1522 The
Tarantula is an Apulian Spider of the Octonocular kind.

1713 DEKHAM l'/iys.-Tlieat. vm. iii. 401 Most Animals are

Binocular, spiders for the most part Octonocular, and some

Senocular.

Octoon ^kt-n). [f.
L. octo eight + -oon m

quadr-aon.] Variant of OCTOROON.

1840 R. H. DANA Be/. Mast xiii. 29 The least drop of

Spanish blood, if it beonlyof quatroon or octoon, is sufficient

to raise them from the rank of slaves.

Octopartite (fktopS'Jtait), a. [ad. ined. or

moi\.l..oetoparl7tus, f. oc/o eight +fartitus divided.]

Divided into or consisting of eight parts ; spec, in

Law, of a contract, indenture, etc. : Drawn up in

eight corresponding parts, one for every party:
now disused. (In quot. 1854, Of an eighth part.)

1752 CARTE Hist. Kng. III. 561 Sir James P.alfour ..

brought with him the octopartite indenture signed by
Morton among others. 1854 Tail's Mag. XXI. 451 The

Lichtenstein, sovereign and subject at once ; octopartite

possessor of a vote dietical. 1879 SIR G. SCOTT Lcct.

Archil. II. 196 This may be carried out on all four sides,

and thus become an octopartite vault.

t Octoparti'tion. Obs. tart. In 7 octi-. [f.

L. octo eight + PARTITION.] Division into eight

(equal) parts.
1674 JEAKE Arith. (1696) 34 Octifarlition, or to divide by

8, is but to take half the quarter part.

Octopean (ckl(-p?an), a. [irreg. f. OCTOPUS;
cf. Briarean.] Pertaining to, or like that of, an

octopus.
1896 La-M Times CI. 558/1 Attempts ..to escape the

octopean grasp of a stringent Arbitration Clause.

Octoped ;>'kt<?ped). Also -pede. [f.
L. octo

eight + pes, ped-em foot.] An eight-footed animal

or thing.
l8z2 Ulack-L: Man. XI. 591 The table is standing a most

steady octoped on a most trustworthy floor. 1841 LVTTON

Night tr Morn. I. vi. 1. 145 One class of spiders, industrious,

hardworking octopedes.

Octopod (fktiJpjKl), sb. and a. [ad. Gr. VKTUI-

TIOO (also 6ra7ro8-), stem of UKTUTTOIS OCTOPUS, in

neuter pi. oKrunroOa Ot'topodct.]

A. sb. An animal having eight feet ; spec, an

octopus, or other member of the suborder Octopoda
of cephalopods.
1835-6 Tom> Cycl. A nat. I. 522 The Dibranchiate pcto-

pods. 1839 JOHNSTON in 1'roc. Hem*. Kat. Club I. No. 7.

108 When at rest this octopod lies prone on the belly. 1851-6
WOODWARD Molljtsca 64 In the argonaut, and some octo-

pods, there are blue cells besides.

B. adj. Eight-footed.
1826 KIKBY & Si'. Entomol. III. 26 In the Octopod branch

(of the Aptera.} a further dichotomy takes place. 1835-6
TODD Cycl. Anat. I. 246 T The Arachnidans are octopod.

So Octo-podan a. and sb. ;
Octo podous a.

1835-6 TODD Cycl. Anat. I. 557/1 In the . . Octopodous
tribes. 1891 Cent. Diet., Octopodan.

II Octopus (fkti'u-pos, fktflpvi . PI. ootopodes

(pkttfu'jx'a/z), anglicized octopuses, [mod.l,. Octo-

pus, a. Gr. uKTumovs, ace. u/CTosiroci-a eight-footed,

f. vKTui eight + nous, vuo- foot.] A genus of cephalo-

pod molluscs, characterized by eight
' arms '

sur-

rounding the mouth and provided with suckers ;

an individual of this genus (esp. one of the larger

and more formidable species).

1758 BAKER in Phil. Trans. L. 778 The Polypus, parti-

cularly so called, the Octopus, Preke, or Pour-contrel. 1835

KIRBV Hob. cV Inst. Anim. I. x. 308 The body of the

octopus is small, it has legs sometimes a foot and a half in

length, with about two hundred and forty suckers on each

le"! 1880 BROWNING Pittro of Abaiw 401 Help! The old
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i86i D. BOUCICAULT (title) The Octoroon. 1862 J. E.

CAIRXES Revot. Amer. 17 The mulattoes, quadroons and
octoroons . . who now form so large a proportion of the whole

enslaved population of the South. iM^WmmB, Oetaroon,
see Octoroon. 1891 Times 8 Jan. 9/3 The mulatto, the

quadroon, and the octoroon are chiefly products of the

slavery period.

Octostichous, Octostyle : see OCTA-.

Octosyllabic ^ktosike'bik), a. and s/>. [f.

late L. octosyHab-iis (Mar. Viet.), in late Gr. o/rra-

ffuAAa^-os ^Draco De Mctris], f. Gr. UKTW, Im-ra-

eight + avXKa&l], L. syllaba syllable: cf. SYLLABIC.]

A. adj. Consisting of eight syllables (chiefly

in Pivs..ola 'verse' or line of poetry": ; composed
of lines of eight syllables each.

(11771 GRAY Corr. (184;,) 256 Octosyllabic, Mixed. 1814

b. fig. ; usually applied to an organized power

having extended ramifications and far-reaching

influence, esp. harmful or destructive.

1882 OREO Misc. Ess. ii. 37 We are the very octopus of

nations. 1893 Boston (Mass.) Jrnl. 25 Mar. 2/1 The electric

octopus. Formal organization of the New England Street

Railway Company. 1894 Westiu. Caz. 12 Mar. 2/1 He was

an administrative octopus, a cormorant of toil.

C. attrib. and Comb.
1880 G. MEREDITH Tragic Com. (1881) 206 Then they laid

octopus-limbs on her. 1894 Outing (U.S.) XXIV. 460/1 An
octopus power sought to tear the human limpet from its

clinging place. 1898 P. MANSON Tivf. Diseases i. 9 A
strange-looking octopus-like creature.

Octoreme (pktfrtm). Also octireme. [f.
L.

octo eight + rcm-tis oar.] An (ancient) ship with

eight ranks of oars. (In quot. 1 890 humorously for.

'

eight-oared boat '.)

1799 CHARNOCK in Naval Citron. I. 132 Ancient galleys,

called Triremes, Quadriremes,Quinquiremes and Octoremes.

1890 Daily News 25 Jan. 5/2 There is a bad race between

the Trial Eights, and this is how Thucydidcs would in-

fallibly have descriljed it :

' And when the antagonistic

octoremes appeared
'

[etc.]. 1891 Cent. Diet., Octireme.

Octoroon (pklorw-n). [A non-etymological
formation from L. octo eight, after quadroon (in

which the suffix is -Mil).] A person having one-

eighth negro blood ; the offspring of a quadroon
and a white; sometimes used of other mixed races.

May, an. 1810 The octosyllabic measure of the Lady of the

Lake. 1884 Pall Mull <;. 15 Aug. 4/2 [He] succeeded in

managing the octosyllabic stanza.

B. sb. A ' verse
'

or line of eight syllables.

1842 MRS. BROWNING Grk. Chr. Poets 116 As flowing
a rhythm as may bear comparison with many octosyllabics
of our day. 1882 Athcnxitmii May 660/3 Scott .. produced
'The Lay of the Last Minstrel', which soon set .. every
versifier from Byron downwards writing romantic stories in

octosyllabics with anapaestic variations.

So Ootosylla'Wcal a. rare-".

1846 in WORCESTER.

Octosyllable (pktosrlib'l), sb. and a. [f.
L.

octosyllab-ns, after syllable : cf. F. octosyllalie (161 r

in Cotgr.).] a. sb. = prec. B. ; also, a word of

eight syllables, b. adj.
= prec. A.

1775-8 TYRWHITT Lang. Chaucer Note 60, I call this the

octosyllable metre, from what I apprehended to have been

its original form. 1827 HARE Guesses Ser. n. (1873) 364 The
octosyllable metre, of which modern writers are so fond.

1846 WORCESTER, Octosyllable, n. A word of eight syllables.

Clarke. 1882 SAINTSBKRY in Spenser s \\'ks. (Grosart) III.

p. l\vi, A poem in octosyllables.

Oetoteuch : see OCTATEUCH.

Octrain (fktre'n). rare, [irreg. f. L. octo eight,

after quatrain (in which the suffix is -airf)I\ A
group of eight lines of verse.
"

a 1827 J. M. GOOD in Spurgeon Treas. Dai: Ps. cxix. i

Twenty-two octrains or discourses of eight lines each.

II Octroi (oktrwa, p-ktroi). Also 7-8 octroy, 8

octroit. [F. octroi, from oclroyer : see next.]

t L A concession, a grant ; a privilege granted

by a government, esp. a commercial privilege, as

an exclusive right of trade. Obs.

1614 W. COLWAI.I. in Buccleiich J/SS. (Hist. MSS. Comm.)
I. I5r Those merchants . . much importune the Lords for

octroy to make a company. He answered me, that they

purposed . . not as yet to grant any octroy. 1721 Land. Gas.

No. .5920/1 They may obtain an Octroy or Grant for 15

Years.

2. A duty or tax levied on certain articles on

their admission into a town (esp. in France and

other European countries).

1714 Fnnfh Bk. of Kates 25 Duties called the Octroits,

in the City of Roan, upon Sugar, Wax, and Tobacco. 1848
MILL Pol. Keen. v. v. 4 ^876) 520 An octroi cannot pro-

duce a large revenue, without pressing severely upon the

labouring classes of the towns. 1877 C GEIKIU Christ 11879)

196 The octroi at the gates of towns.

b. The barrier or limit at which the tax is paid ;

also, the service by which, or body of officers by

whom, it is collected.

1861 NEALE Kotes Dalmatia iii. 41 At the octroi our

driver gave out his. destination. 1873 BROWNING RedCott.

Kt.<ap I. 364 This is the criminal Saint-Rambertese Who
smuggled in tobacco, half-a-pound 1 The Octroi found it

out and fined the wretch.

C. attrib.

1862 THACKERAY Philip (1869) II. viii. 119 The octroi

officers never stop gentlemen going out . . upon duelling

business. 1865 Day o/Kfst Oct. 582 Articles liable to the

town or octroi tax. 1884 V. STUART Kgi'pt 142 The octroi

duties are very mischievous and vexing.

Octroy (fktroi., v. [ad. F. octroy-er (isth c.

in Littre;, for earlier ot(t]royer, otreicr = Pr. and

OCat. autrciar:L. *amli>rifarc or auctSrisSrt

(through a pronunciation *octoridiare : see Hatz.-

Darm. s. v.) to authorize.] See also OTTROYE i:

1. trans. To concede, grant, accord: said of n

government or appointed authority.

[1292 BRITTON n. xiv. 3 Si, pur sa poverte, luy eoms

ottreye par sa surte de sa fei a sure sa pleynte. 1477-1546
see OTTROYE.] 1480 CAXTON (h'itfs Met. XL ii, Bacchus

2. To impose by authority, to dictate. [- Ger.

octroyiren.] rare.

1865 Fortn. Ker'.l. 505 The doctrine of State rights, though

severely stricken, has sufficient vitality to prevent the Presi-

dent from octroying State constitutions.

Octuor ;c'ktiiCJ ). Mus. [F., irreg. f. L. octo

eight, after quataor four (in Mus. used as <=

quartet'}.']
= OCTET I.

1864 in WEBSTER. 1880 GROVE Diet. Mus. s. v. Octet,

Beethoven's
' Grand Octuor

'

(op. 103) . . is an arrangement
of his early String Quintet (op. 4), for 2 oboes, 2 clarinets,

2 horns, and 2 bassoons.

OCULAR.

Octuple (>-ktij<p'l), a.
(sl>.~) [ad. L. octnpl-ui

eightfold, f. octo eight + -plus, as in diiplus DOUBLE.

Cf. F. octuple (1552 in Hatz.'-Darm.).] Eightfold;

eight limes as much as . . .
; composed of eight.

1603 HOLLAND Plvtarclis Mi'i: 1046 The Diameters of

Venus and the earth, are in double proportion, but their

globes or spheres beare octuple proportion, to wit, eight for

one. 1656 STANLEY Hist. Flrilos. v. (1701) 162/2 The Over-

seers of the Altar, made all the four sides double to what

they were before, so instead of doubling the Altar theymade
it Octuple to what it was. 1677 PLOT Oxfordsh. 293 To

quadruple the distance .. in octuple the time. 1816 KIRBY

& Sp. Entomol. (1843) I. 56 Its. .triple or sometimes octuple

teguments. 1879 H. W. WARRFN AVer. Astron. x. 214 The

octuple star a in Orion.

B. sli. That which is eight times something

else, or consists of eight parts.

1691 Capt. Smith's Seaman's Cram, II. xv. 123 The

Octuple thereof is 2.0. 1856 lllustr. l.ond. News 2 Feb.

no/3 A monster negotiation, .called the
'

Octuple ',
because

eight separate Companies were parties to it.

O'Ctuple, v.
[f- prec. sb. : cf. F. octupler (i 798

in Diet. Atad.}.] trans. To make eight times as

much, increase eightfold.

1837 T. DOI-BLEMY in Black. Mag. XLI. 367 This

prolific community had at least octupled itself in forty

years. 1893 G. B. LONGSTAFF Rural Depot-til. 31 In New
Hampshire . . the new town populations have trebled the

additions to the rural community, and in the case of

Massachusetts have octupled them.

O'Ctuplet. [f.
as prec., after triplet, etc.] A

set or combination of eight ;
in Kins. ' A group of

eight notes which are to be played in the time of

six
'

(Stainer & Barrett Diet. Mas. Terms 1898).

1852 DE MORGAN in R. P. Graves Life Sir H'. K.

Hamilton (1889) III. 338 Then if AB to EC, CD to DE,
EF to FA, compounded, also give a ratio of equality, why
not say ABCDEF are harmonics? We have then an

harmonic quadruplet and sextuplet, and we might have

octuplets, &C.

O'Ctuplex, a. [a. L. type *octnplex, -plic-em

(whence octnplicatus}, i. octo eight + -plex, -fold,

as in duplex, triplex, etc.] Applied to a system
of electric telegraphy by which eight simultaneous

messages can be sent along the same wire. Hence
Oduplex v. trans., to render octuplex.

1889 Times (weekly ed.) 29 Mar. 5/2 If the line . . is quad-

ruplexed, the phonophoric instruments will 'sextuplex' or

'octuplex' it. 1893 A',7>. of Ker. Dec. 606 Mr. Edison is

confident of attaining sextuplex and ocuiplex systems.

t Octuplica'tion. Arith. Obs. [ad. late L.

octnplicatiin-ciii (Mart. Cap.), n. of action from

*octuplicare, i. oelitplex."] Multiplication by eight.

1674 S.)f.\KEAril/i. (1696)25 Octuplication, or to multiply

by 8.

Octyl (p'ktil). Chcm. [f. Ocr(A-,Ocr(o- + -VL.]

The hydrocarbon radical of the octacarbon series

(C SH 17); sometimes called eapiyl. Also attrib. as

octyl alcohol, etc. Hence Octylamine, the aminc

of the same series (C gH,,,N) ; O'ctylene - Octcne

(see under OCTANE) ; Octylic a., of or pertaining

to octyl, as oclylic acid, alcohol, etc.

1866-77 WATTS Diet. C/iem. IV. 170 Octyl. Capryl.

CHi 7. Ibid., Hydrate of Octyl. Octylic Alcohol. Caprylic
Alcohol. CaHn.H.O. Itid. 172 Octylamine is a colourless,

bitter, very caustic, inflammable liquid, having an am.

moniacal fishy odour. Ibid., Octylene is a very mobile oil,

lighter than water and insoluble therein, very soluble in

alcohol and ether.. 1871 ROSCOE Elcm. Chcm. 3_;j Octyl
alcohol is obtained by distilling castor oil with potash.

Ibid. 345 Dibutyl or octyl hydride.

Ocular (f)-ki/<laj), a. and sb. Also 6 ocul-,

oocul-, ooullare, 6-7 oocular. [ad. L. ocular-is,

f. oml-iis eye. Cf. F. oculairc R. Estienne 1549'.]

1. Of, belonging to, or connected with the eye as

a bodily organ ; seated in, or in the region of, the

eye. spec, in Eatom. Pertaining to the compound

eye of an insect (distinguished from off/far).

- tr- Guillcmeaiis Fr. Chintrg. 12 h/2 The Eye,
eye
'597 -- - - . . ,

or ocullare vayne. 1677 PLOT Oxfordsh. 95 Ocular di-,-

tempers in Horses. 1786 R. W. DAKWIN in Phil. Trans.

spectrum of that object. i88 STARK Eltm. Nat. Hist. II.

150 Exterior antenna;.. inserted near the ocular peduncles.

1831 BREWSTKR OfUaxxxA. 304 The bluish green image of

the wafer is called an ocular spectrum, because it is impressed

on the eye. 1851-6 WOODWARD Mollusca 40 Snails, whose

ocular tentacles have been destroyed, reproduce them com-

pletely in a few weeks. 1885 THOMAS Med. Diet., Ocular

Cone, . .a cone formed in the eye by the rays of light, the base

being on the cornea, the apex on the retina. 1898 E. E.

MADDOX Ocular Muscles iii. 65 Our studies of the ocular

motions up to this point have been quite independent of the

ocular muscles.

b. Used for, applied to, or relating to the eye.

1599 A. M. tr. Gal'cllimcr's M: Plysuke 53/1 A tryede

Oculare vnguent. 1661 LOVELL Hist. Anint. f, Min. 83 It's

used in ocular remedies. 1665-6 Phil. Trans. I. 120 He

eye pi< .

surface at the ocular end.

C. Of the nature, form, or function of an eye.

1640 SOMNER Antiq. Canterb. 171 The ocular and peeked

or pointed form of the arch. 1659 D. PELL Imfr Sea 195

The excellency of that ocular Organ that God hath bestowed
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upon man. 1841-71 T. R. JONES Anim. Kingd. (ed. 4)^491
An ocular apparatus., composed of two eyes united together.

d. Expressed by the eye ; conveyed by the look

of the eye.
1627 DONNE Serin. V, 48 They did countenance that which

was said with, .ocular applause with fixing their eyes upon
the Preacher. 1860 EMERSON Cond. Life, Behaviour Wks.
(Hohn) II. 384 The eyes of men converse as much as their

tongues, .the ocular dialect needs no dictionary.

2. Belonging to the action of the eye, and hence
to the sense of sight ; visual.

a. Made or performed by the eye or sight ;
done

by means of the eye ; chiefly in ocular inspection.
c 1575 Baifours fracticks ' 1754^382 The Lordis of counsal,

be ocular inspectioun, may decern..ony letter, contract. .or

uther writ, to be false anxl feinzeit. 1642 HOWELL For.
Traz>, (Arb.) 13 One's owne Ocular view, .will still find out

something new. 1830 HERSCHEL Stud. Nat. Phil. 194 To
make the induction of their law a matter of ocular inspection.

1853 KANE Grinnell Exp. xli. (1856) 372 In these regions we
have learned to distrust ocular measurements of distance.

b. Obtained by the use of the eye; derived from
what one has actually seen: as ocular testimony.
Ocular witness, an eye-witness. Now rare or Obs.
1608 DEKKER Dead Tcarme D iv, To bee an Occuler

witnesse-bearer of what I speake. 1630 BUI.WER AnthrO'
Pontet. 93 Which will appeare more credible by the modern
relations of some ocular witnesses. 1670 WALTON Z/'&w 1.44
He gave an ocular testimony of the strictness and regularity
of [his life]. 1767 BLACKSTONE Comm. II. xx. 313 Depending
on the ocular testimony and remembrance of the witnesses.

C. Addressed to the eye ; perceived by or mani-
fest to sight; visible; conveyed to the mind through
the actual sight of a thing. (Chiefly, now almost

exclusively, in ocular demonstration and the like
;

formerly said also of material things.)
1589 PUTTENHAM F.ng. Poesis it. x[i]. (Arb.) 98 Your

occular proportion doeth declare the nature of the audible:
for if it please the eare well, the same represented by
delineation to the view pleaseth the eye well. 1604 SHAKS.
OfA. in. iii. 360 Glue me the Occular proofe. 1615 CHAPMAN
Odyss. xxin. 349 The scar That still remaines a marke too
ocular To leaue your heart yet blinded. 1638 ROUSE Hcav.
Univ. Advt. (1702) 3 Giving his Testimony, by Ocular
Demonstration. 1726 BUTLER Serin. Rolls\\. 27 The Science
of Opticks, deduced from ocular Experiments. iSjsJowRTT
Plato (ed. 2} III. 383 Of my zeal you shall hve ocular
demonstration.

d. Of or pertaining to the sense of sight.

1831 FARADAY Exp. Res. xliv. 291 A peculiar ocular de-

ception. 1849 RASKIN Seven Lamps vi. 4. 166 It is not
a question of mere ocular delight.

B. sb. fl. Ocular quality or property; that

which is manifest to sight : cf. A. 2 c. Obs.

1656 S. H. Gold. Law 70 Its Natures, and not Names;
its occults, and not occulars, entitle to the title King.
2. The eye

:
piece of a telescope, microscope, or

other optical instrument.

1835 LINDLEY Introd. Bot. (1848) I. 17 An Amici's achro-
matic ocular. 1876 WEBB in G. F. Chambers Astron. 745
The Ramsden ocular is never achromatic. 1890 Anthony's \

Photogr. Bull. III. 84 The objectives and compensating |

oculars now available for microscopical research.

3. Humorously for ' ocular organ', 'eye'.
1825 C. M. WESTMACOTT Eng^ Spy I. 164 The queerest

'

looking oculars I had ever seen. 1881 W. S. GILBERT
Patience, To cut his curly hair, and stick an eye-glass in

his ocular.

t O'Cnlarily, attv. Obs. [f.
OCULAKY + -LY^]

= OCULARLY 2.

1629 CHAPMAN Juvenal Pref., Ocularily to present you
with example of what I esteem fit [etc.].

Ocularist (frki/Jlarist). [a. mod.F. oculariste

(Littre),f. oculatre OCULAR: see-isr.] A maker of

artificial eyes.
1866 Morn. Star 18 Feb., French artists.. these, not ocu-

lists, but ocularists. 1893 VIZBTKLLY Glances back II. xxxiii.

249 In several ocularists' waiting rooms collections of
artificial eyes were displayed.

Ocularly ^kirflaiU),**/^. [f.
OCULAR + LY 2

.]

1. With or by means of one's eyes or sight; by
ocular testimony (quot. 1646).
1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. VH. xv. 369 Andrew Thevet

in his Cosmography doth ocularly overthrow it ; for hee

affinneth, he saw an Asse with his saddle cast therein, and
drowned. 1660 tr. Paracelsus,' Archidoxis \, i. 5 Wee are
made certain, and do occularly behold that the thins is

truly so. 1891 Blackw. Mag. CL. 22/1 Tender invitation,

expressed verbally or ocularly.
2. To the eyes or sight ; by ocular demonstration;

visibly.
i6a8 JACKSON Creed ix. iii. i The other passages in the

same psalm were ocularly exemplified and fulfilled in Him.
1664 POWKR Exp. Philos. i. 58 It is ocularly manifest. 1831
BREWSTER Optics xxix. 247 That the multiplication and
colour of the images is owing to the causes now explained
may be proved ocularly.

t O'Culary, a. Obs. rare. [ad. L. oculari-us, f.

ocul-us eye : see -ABV.] = OCULAR a., i b, 2 c.

1600 W. VAUGHAN Golden Groue (1608) I v, Heynous,
literal!, oculary vntrueths. 1601 Hoi LAND Pliny II. 272
Eie-salues, and other ocularie medicines.

Oculate (p-ki/ZlA), a. Also 7 occ-. [ad. L.

oculCit'Us possessed of eyes, f. ocul-us : see -ATE -.]

1 1. Furnished with or possessed of eyes or sight ;

sharp-sighted ; observant. Obs.

1549 E. BECKE Malthas Bible Bed., He that walketh
without this Ianterne..be he neuer so oculate. .yet he is but

blynd. 1615 CROOKE Body of Man 221 It cannot be per-
celued vnlesse the Anatomist be very diligent and occulate. j

VOL. VII.

57

1657 TOMLINSON Renou's Disf. 277 An oculate faithful!

Narrator. 1660 BURNEY Krp5. 6dipof (1661) 115 Kings are as
Intuitive Angells to . . set a living pattern . . before the
Oculate Judges, that they may judge righteous judgement,
by sight more than by qnidditie.

2. Nat. Hist. Having eye-like spots or holes

resembling eyes.
1656 BLOUNTL?/<w0-r., Oculate, full of eyes or holes. 1661

LOVELL Hist. Anim. $ Min. Isagoge, Raie undulate and
oculate .. stellarie oculate and clavate. 1706 PHILLIPS,
Oculate, full of holes like eyes. 1857 in MAYNE Expos. Lex.

t O-culate, v . Obs. rare- '. In 7 occ-. [f. L.

ocul-its eye : cf. It. occhiare '
to eye, or looke neerely

vnto
'

(Florio). (L. oculdre had not this sense.)]
trans. To set eyes upon ;

to eye, see, behold.

1609 Eii. Worn, in Hum. v. i. in Bullen O. PI. IV, Diana
bathing herself, being discovered or occulated by Acteon.

O'culated, a. Also 8 occ-. [f. L. ociilat-us

(OCULATE) + -ED.]
= OCULATE a. 2.

1711 Phil. Trans. XXVII. 344 Occulated Butterflies.

1752 SIR J. HILL Hist. Anim. 152 The oblong, oculated
PorcelIana..The Argus-shell.

t Ocula'tion. Obs. rare-", [n. of action f.

L. oculars to furnish with eyes, after oculus in

sense 'eye or bud' of a plant.]
= INOCULATION I.

l6n FLORIO, Innestarc ad occhio, to inoculate, to graffe by
way of oculation. 1623 in COCKERAM. 1857 MAYNE Expos,
Lex., Oculatio, Bot. a term for grafting : oculation.

Oculi'ferous, a.
[f.

L. oculus, oculi- eye +

-fer: see -FKROUS.] Bearing an eye or eyes, as the

tentacles or horns of snails, and the pedicels of

certain Crustacea.

1856-8 W. CLARK Van der Hoeven's Zool. I. 319 A trans-
verse petiole, oculiferous at its apex.
So Oculi'g'erons [-GEROUS] a., in same sense.

O'Culiform, a. [f. as prec. + L. -formis-vov.^.}

Having the form of an eye; eye-like.
1828 WEBSTER s. v., An oculiform pebble. 1841-71 T. R.

JONES Anim. Kingd. led. 4) 107 The central ganglion situated
beneath the oculiform spot. 1892 Syd. Soc. Lex., Oculi-

form points, the marginal corpuscles of the Medusa; . .

supposed to be visual organs.
Oc\aJ.imo >

tor,Oculimo'toryYz. = OCULOMOTOR.
Oculist (j>-kiz51ist\ [a. F. oculiste (in Pare

i6th c.), f. L. ocul-us eye : see -IST.]
1. One versed in the knowledge or treatment of

the eyes ;
a physician or surgeon who treats

diseases and affections of the eye.
1615 CROOKE Body of Man 538 Those whom we call

Oculists, that is, such as professe and intend the cure of the
eies. 1630 BRATHWAIT Eng. Gentlem. (1641) 197 It is

observed by profest Oculists, that whereas all creatures have
but foure muscles to turne their eyes round about, man hath
a fift to pull his eyes up to heaven. 1711 ADDISON Spect.
No 124/6 Having consulted many Oculists for the bettering
of his Sight. 1866 Miss BKADDON Lady's Mile xxviii. 313,
I must go at once to an oculist.

1 2. One who has good eyes, or uses them well
;

a sharp-sighted or observant person. Obs. rare.
1660 BURNEY KfpS. otapov Ep. Ded. (1661) 6 As a sacred

Oculist that could see to the end of a storm. 1833 Men $
Mann. Amer. I. viii. 258 The fair oculist continued our
fellow traveller.

Hence Oouli'stic a., of or belonging to an
oculist

; practising as an oculist.

1866 Land. Rev. 24 Nov. 569 Manly eyes, -beamed upon
her without arousing in her mind any but an oculistic

curiosity. 1883 I'all Mall G. 22 Sept. 16 Advt. Mr.
Oculistic Optician. 1893 Iirit. Med. Jnil. 9 Sept. 607 Men
whose oculistic work seemed to have extended., over a great
part of the country.

Oculo- (pk\ii\o}, before a vowel oeul-, used as

combining form of L. oculus eye (see -o) in several

terms of Anatomy, etc., as Ocxilau ditory, a.

[AUDITORY], having the functions of an eye and an
ear together, as certain sense-organs in some Hydro-
zoa

;
Oculofrontal (-frontal) a., belonging or

relating to the eye and the forehead
;
Oculomotor

(-mo't(fi) a., serving to move the eye ; epithet of

the third pair of cranial nerves, which supply most
of the muscles of the eyeballs ;

sb. the oculomotor
nerve ; Oculonasal (n^'zal) a., belonging or relat-

ing to the eye and the nose; Oculopalpebral
(-pse-lp/bral) a. [PALPEBRAL], to the eye and the

eyelid; Oculozygomatic (-zigamartik) a., to the

eye and the zygoma.
1892 Syd. Siic. Lex., *Oculo-frontal. . O. ntgz, the vertical

furrows in the skin which extend upwards from the root of
the nose. 1881 A. M. MARSHALL in Jrnl. Microsc. Sc.

Jan. 78 The third or "oculomotor nerve. 1892 Syd, Soc.

Lex., *Oculo-nasal, 1874 LAWSON Dis. Eye 69 The "oculo-

palpebral fold of mucous membrane which extends from the

posterior edge of the cartilage on to the eye. 1875 WALTON
Dis. Eye 847 The oculopalpebral and ocular portions. 1892
Syd. Soc. Lex.,

*
Oculozygomatic.

II OCU1US (p'klulSi). PI. OCUli (-3i). [L.
oculus eye, nsed in technical and transf. senses.]
1. Nat. Nisi. a. An eye ; spec, a compound

eye, as in insects (distinguished from ocellus}, b.

A spot resembling an eye ; an ocellus.

1857 MAYNE Expos. Lex., Oculus, Anat., Med., Plysiol.,
the eye or organ of vision.

2. Bot. A leaf-bud: = EYE sb. loa.
1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl., Oculi, Eyes, in botany, the

gemmjE, or buds of a plant just putting forth. 1866 Trias.
Bot. 802/1 Oculus, an eye, i. e. a leaf-hud.

OD.

3. Arch. a. '

Applied to the large circular
window at the west end of a church, common in

foreign churches, but not usual in England
'

j

(1'arker Goth. Arch.}, b. A round hollowed stone.
1848 RICKMAN Architecture p. xvii, The circular window . .

in the centre of the west front .. was a common feature in
the Norman style, and was called the ' Ocnlus ', or eye of
the building. 1892 T. F. T. DYER Church Lore iiU-an. 133 At
Waverley Abbey, Surrey, in I73r, there were found in a
stone oculus, two leaden dishes soldered together, containing
a human heart, well preserved in pickle.
4. Oculus Christ!

( Christ's eye], medieval
Latin name of two plants : (a* Wild Clary or

Sage, Sal-'ia Verbenaca
; (b) a Composite plant,

Inula. Oculus- C/insti.

1440 Proiiif. Pan'. 361/2 Oculus Christ!, herbe, Aisfia.
1538 TURNER Libclltis, Verbena, .. uerbena supina que
uulgo uocatur Oculus christi. 1597 GERARDK Herbal n.
cclv. 628 Wilde Clarie is called after the Latine name
Oculus Christi, of his effect in helping the diseases of the
eies. 1658 PHILLIPS. Oculus Christi. a certain herb very
good for the eyes, otherwise called wild clary.
5. Oculus mvcn.&\{ = eye of the world'), mediaeval
name of the variety of opal called HYDROPHANE.
1672 BOYLE I'irtues of Gents Postscr. ii. Wks. 1772 III. 543

Though the Oculus vutndi be reckon'd by Classic Authors
among the rare Gems. 1794 SULLIVAN Vie-M Nat. I. 446
The oculus mundi, which has the property of becoming
transparent in water, is nothing but an opaque, decomposed
opnle. 1796 KIRWAN Elcm. Min. (ed. 2) I. 299 (Calcedony).
This is the stone called Oculns Mundi.
6. Oculi Sunday, a name for the third Sunday

in Lent, from the beginning of the introit (Ps.
xxiv. [xxv.] 15), Oculi mei semper ad Dominum.
Ocum.Ocupie.ocupyfe, obs. forms ofOAKUM,
OCCUPY. Ocur, vnr. OCKER Obs.; obs. f. OCHRE.

Ocydrome _G>-sidroum).
OmitA. [ad. mod.L.

Ocyaromus (\Vagler, 1830), ad. Gr. iu8po^6f
swift-running.] A bird of the genus Ocydromus
(family Raflidx), natives of New Zealand, incap-
able of flight, but swift runners. So Ocydromine
(psi'dnfrnain) a., belonging to the subfamily Ocy-
droininfe, typified by the genus Ocydromus.
1893 Pop. Set. Monthly Apr. 765 The

'

ocydromes ', curious
birds with perfect wings ytt incapable of flight. 1896
NEWTON Diet. Birds s.v. Wcka, The chief interest attaching
to the Ocydromes is their inability to use in flight the wings
with which they are furnished, and hence an extreme proba-
bility of the form becoming wholly extinct in a short time.

t O'cyilie. Obs. [ad. L. ocimum, a. Gr. UIKI^OV

basil.] The plant Basil, Ocyiimm basilicum.
1621 BURTON Anat. Mel. II. iv. i. iii, To these [remedies

for melancholy] I may add..Ocyme, sweet Apples, Wine.

Ocypode (?'sipod\ a. and i*. Zool. [ad. mod.
L. Ocypoda, f. Gr. u/tvnovs, utcuiroS- swift-footed. ]

a. adj. Belonging to the genus Ocypoda or

family Ocypodidx of crabs, characterized by long
legs with which they run swiftly, b. sb. A crab
of this genus or family ;

a sand-crab or racing
crab. Also Ocypodan (psi'pJdan) a. and sb.

1897 ^th Cent. Aug. 301 The red Ocypode Crab.

Od 1
, 'od (fd). Also odd. A minced form of

Cod (GoD sb. 13, 14, GAD sb?}, which came into

vogue about 1600, when, to avoid the overt pro-
fanation of sacred names, many minced and dis-

guised equivalents became prevalent. Very frequent
in i yth and early iSth c.

;
now arcli. and dial.

1. Used interjectionally, by way of asseveration :

cf. GAD sb.~> 2, GOD sb. 13. Still dial, (with little

or no consciousness of its origin).
1695 CONGREVE Love for L. in. iv, Odso, my son Ben

come? Odd, I'm glad on't: Where is he? Ibid. v. ii,

Odil ! I have warm blood about me yet. 1775 SHERIDAN
Rivals i. i, Odd ! Sir Anthony will stare ! c 1817 HOGG
Tales ff Sk. VI. 65 But od, you see, I couldna hae injured
a hair of the lovely creature's head. 1824 SCOTT Rrd-

gattntlet Let. x, Od, ye are a clever birkie ! Mod, Sc.

(Roxb.), Od, man, but it's a queer story.

b. In imprecations and exclamatory phrases, as

od rabbit it, od rat it i^drat it, cf. DKAT) ,
od save's,

etc. Still common dialectally from Cumberland
to I. of Wight, Kent, and Devon.
1749 FIELDING Tom Jones xvl. ii, Odrabbit it. Ibid. xvn.

iii, When we imagined we had a fox to deal with, od-rat it,

it turns out to be a badger. 1775 SHERIDAN Rivals i. i, Odd
rabbit it ! when the fashion nad got foot on the Bar, I

guess'd 'twould mount tothe Box ! iSeyTANNAHILL Soldier's

Ret. 27 OddsafTs ! my heart neer did wallop cadgier. 1812

H. & J. SMITH Rej. Addr. ix. The Burning, What are they
fear'd on ? fools ! 'od rot 'em ! 18*9 Lonsdale Gloss., Od
swinge, a rustic oath. 'Od drat it, 'Od rabbet it, 'Od rot

it, 'Od wife it, a species of mild imprecation. 1881 /. of Mr.

Gtoss., Odd rot it, an exclamation. 1887 Kent Gloss., 'Od
rabbit it. 1888 lierksh. Gloss., Odd drat-ut, an angry ex-

pression.

2. The possessive 'oifs (od"s, odds, also ADS, UDS)
occurs like God's, Gad's, in many asseverative or

exclamatory formulae. See GOD 14 a, b, c, GAD 5
3.

The origin of 'oifs being forgotten, it was written ods, odds,

or run together with the following word, as ods., odz-.

Among the phrases (now mostly obs., arch., or dial.) are

'"its blood, body, bones, death, feet, flesh, foot, life, mercy,
'

also wiih

odsnouns, odseons ( -tuaumis), od's-pittikins,pittkins,pilli-

kins (pity),od s wncks, odzooks (
= hooks), -zookers (-sivooscrs\
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odsounds (
= wo-unds\ etc. ; also ludicrously, 'od's haricots^

kilderkins^ etc. (Cf. Bob Acres' fancy oaths in Sheridan
Rivals n. i.)

1856 BOKXB/WHW(x8S7)II. 66*'Ods blood! I hate them!

1748 SMOLLETT Rod. Rand. (Tauchn. 1845) 14 *Odds bob !

I'd desire no better news. 1621 FLETCHER Wild-goose Ch.
i. iii, Hark ye, hark ye ! *Ods-bobs, you are angry, lady.
1800 MRS. HERVEY Aloitrtrav fain. I. 288 Odds bobs ! how
you talk! 1709 STEELE Tatlcr No. 137 F 2 *Odsbodikins,
you do not say right. 1733 FIELDING Don Qitix. in Eng. n.

viii, As sure as a gun this is he Odsbodlikins ! 18.. H.
AINSWORTH Rookwood i. ix,

' Odsbodikins !' exclaimed

Titus,
' a noble reward !

' a 1895 LD. C. E. PAGET A utobiog.
iv. (1896) 99

' *Odds bones!' said I, 'don't they mean to

give any quarter, then?' 1695 CONGREVE Lovefor L. n. v,

*Odsbud, I would my Son were an Egyptian Mummy for

thy sake. 1889 DOYLE Micah Clarke 205 Od's bud, man,
you have lived two centuries too late. 1724 SWIFT Quiet
Life, Thy wife has dev'lish whims; *Ods-buds, why don't

you break her limbs? 1681 OTWAY Soldiers Fort. \. i,*Odds
fish I have a peep- Hole for thee. 1823 SCOTT Peveril xlix,
'

Oddsfish ', said the King,
' the light begins to break in on

me '. 1715 VANBNL-GH Country Ho. n. Wks. (Rtldg.) 465/2
*Odsflesh ! we shall break all the inns in the country. 1667
DK. NEWCASTLE & DKYDEN' Sir Martin Mar-all v. i,

*Od-i foot, sir, there arc some bastards . . that are as well

worthy to marry her, as any man. 1809 MAI.KIN Gil Btas
x. x. p 33 *Ods haricots and cutlets f thought I. 1694
MOTTEUX Rabelais iv. xxiSL (1737) 99 *Odskilderkins, it

seems.. we are within two Fingers breadth of Damnation.

1742 YAKKOW Lore nt I'irst Sight 81 *'Odslid that was ill

Luck indeed, c 1718 PKIOR Better Answer 12 *Odds life !

must one swear to the truth of a song? 1601 SHAKS. Tiuel.

N. v. L 187 *Odd's lifelings, heere he is. a 1643 CARTWRIGHT
Ordinary n. iv. in Hazi. Dodsley XII. 249 *'Odsnigs, I

guess'd so. 1794 WOLCOTT (P. Pindar) Duck ofRichmond's
Dog Wks. 1812 III. 238 And lifted hands. .and cried

Odsnigs ! 1598 SHAKS. Merry \V. iv. i. 25 E. How many
Numbers is in Nownes? IV. Two. Q. . . I thought there

had bin one Number more, because they say *od's-Nownes.

1694 MOTTEUX Rabelais v. viii. 11737) 3 *Odsoons, said

^Edituus. 1889 DOYLE Micah Cla>~ke 114 Od's 'oons, I drank

deep last Night. 1611 SHAKS. Cymb iv. ii. 293 *'Ods pittl-
kins : can it be sixe mile yet? i8z6 HOR. SMITH Tor
Hill (1838) I. 173

' Ods pittikins ! my master ', cried
Sib. 1831 PEACOCK Crotchet Castle vii. (1887) 93 *Od's

vengeance, sir, some Aspasia and any other Athenian
name of the same sort of person you like. 1598 SHAKS.

Alerry IV. \. i, 273 *Od's plessed-wil : I will not be absence
at the grace. 1728 VANBR. & CIB. Prov. Husb. \. i, Were
Measter but hawf the Mon that I am *Ods wookers ! 1889
DOYLE Micah Clarke 394 *Od's wounds! How many are

yours? 1785 Span. Rivals 9 *Odd's wucks and tar ! no, no,
bar snaps there. 1695 CONGREVE Lovefor L. v. ii, *Odzooks
I'm a young Man. 1749 FIKI.DISG Tom Jones xvni. xii,

*Odzookers ! .. I will go with thee. 1835 HOOD Dead
Robbery iv, *Odd zounds ! Ten pounds, How sweet it

sounds.

b. In od's me, od*s my life^ od*s my will, and
the simple WV, odds, originating from the fore-

going through some confusion ; or perhaps (as
has been suggested) V is for save, but no fuller

form appears. Cf. GOD 140.
1598 SHAKS. Merry IV. \. iv. 64 Od's-me : que ay ie onblie.

1600 A. Y. L. in. v. 43 'Ods my little life, I thinke she
meanes to tangle my eies too. Ibid. iv. iii. 17 'Od's my
will, Her loue is not the Hare that I doe hunt. 1632 BROME
North. Lasse n. vi. Wks. 1873 III. 42 Ods me I must go
see her. 1700 CONGREVE Way of IVurld in. v, Odds my
life, I'll have him murdered ! tyioMtschiefofPrej. 3 Odds
He's a brave Man indeed. 1763 FOOTE Mayor of G. n.

Wks. 1799 I. 179 Odds me, brother Bruin, can you tell what
is become of my wife ? 1823 SCOTT Pevcril iii, Odds-my-
life, madam, .mine errand can speak for itself.

Od 2
(fd> <?ud). [Arbitrary term: see quot. 1850.]

A hypothetical force held by Baron von Reichen-

bach (1788-1869) to pervade all nature, manifest-

ing itself in certain persons of sensitive temperament
(streaming from their finger-tips), and exhibited

especially by magnets, crystals, heat, light, and
chemical action ;

it has been held to explain the

phenomena of mesmerism and animal magnetism.
Also attrib. as odforce^ etc. (Cf. ODYLE.)
1850 ASHBURNER tr. Reichenbaclis Dynamics 224, I will

take the liberty to propose the short word Od for the force

which we are engaged in examining. Every one will admit
it to be desirable that a unisyllabic word beginning with a
vowel should be selected.. for the sake of convenient con-

junction in the manifold compound words. 1851 H. MAYO
Pop. Superst. (ed. 2) 13 To his new force. .Von Reichenbach
..gave the arbitrary but convenient name of Od, or the Od
force. 1856 MRS. BROWNING Aur. Leigh vn. 295 That
od-force of German Reichenbach Which still from female

finger-tips burns blue. 1885 H. S. OLCOTT Theosophy 212
So much of light is let into the old domain of Church
* miracles

'

by mesmerism and the Od discovery.
b. Forming the second element in various deri-

vatives, as biod the 'od* of animal life, chymod
chemical 'od', crystallod the 'od' of crystalliza-

tion, elod electric
' od ', heliod the * od '

of the sun,

magnetod magnetic
' od ', pantod

' od
'

in general,
selenod or artemod lunar * od ', thermod heat * od '.

1850 ASHBUSNER tr. Reichenbach's Dynamics 224 Instead
of saying,

'

the Od derived from crystallization ',
we may

name this product crystallod.

Od, ME. form of AD Obs., funeral pyre.

Od, obs. form of ODD, WOOD.

II Oda (#'da). [a. Turk.
Ly, s^jl dtah, odah

chamber, hall.] A chamber or room in a harem ;

transf. the inmates of such a room.

1625 PURCHAS Pilgrims II. IX. 1592 They haue Roomes,
which the Turkescall Oda's, but we may more properly (in

regard of the vse they arc put vnto) call them Schooles.

58

1684 J- PHILLIPS tr, Tavernier's Grdt Scignor's Scrag. 2

Four several Chambers, called Oda's, which are as it were
four Forms, where they learn.. whatever is convenient for

young persons. 1823 BYRON Juan vi. Ixxi, Upstarted all

The Oda, in a general commotion. 1886 BUKTON Arab,
Nts. (abr. ed.) I. 252 The women made ready sweetmeats
. .and distributed them among all the Odahs of the Harem.

Odaciue (fdasain). Zoo/, [f. mod.L. Odacinw

pi., f. Odax a genus of fishes, ad. Gr. o6u adv.
(

by biting with the teeth'.] Of or related to the

genus Odax of labroid fishes.

Odaeum, obs. variant of ODEUM.
Odal (tfu'dal), sb. \a^ See also UDAL. [a.

ON. o"8al property held by inheritance (Norw.
0t/a/sb.

t
Sw. 0AZ/, Da. odd now adj. and in comb.)

= OHO. nodal, also nodil, OS. octit, OK. &6e/
t

Jdet, f. root aS t 06, whence also OHG. adal, Ger.

adel noble descent, OHG. fdili, Ger. edel, OE.
w8ele y ede/e noble.] Land held in absolute owner-

ship without service or acknowledgement of any
superior, as among the early Teutonic peoples ;

esp. such an estate among the Scandinavian peoples,
or in Orkney and Shetland (where the usual form
of the wurd is UDAL, q.v.). Chiefly attrib. and
in Comb.) as odal-born adj., odal-land, odal right.
In reference to Norway, the Da. form odel is often retained.

[1755 tr. Pontoppidan's Nat. Hist. Norway 289 Every
freeholder in Norway has vanity enough to think himself
as good as noble by Odel, or right of inheritance.] 1839
KEIGHTLEY Hist, Eng. I. 77 The most probable opinion

respecting the Fokland, seems to be that which regards
it as the same with the Odal-land of Scandinavia. 1847
I. A. BLACKWKLL Mallet's North. Antiq. 289 Not retainers,
but Odal-born freemen. 1860 D. BALFOUR (title) Odal

Rights and Feudal Wrongs, a Memorial for Orkney. 1874
STUBBS Const. Hist. I. iii. 24. 52 The homestead of the

original settler, .with the share of arable and appurtenant
common rights, bore amon^ the northern nations the name
of Odal, or Edhel. [1886 J. COKBETT Fallof Asgard I. 93
'A fair odel you have here, Heidrek ',

said Gudrun. Ibid.

136 Olaf Haroldsson. .deems himself, in pure odel-right,
heir to Tryggvasoa's kingdom.]

II Odalisque (<?'dalisk). Also 7 -ische, 8-9
-isc, 9-isk. [a. V. odalisque (i664inHatz.-Darm.),

corrupt. Turk. ^jj 3 j*l odaliq, i.odah ODA + -//,-//

expressing function.] A female slave or concubine
in an Eastern harem, esp. in the seraglio of the

Sultan of Turkey.
1681 BLOUNT Glossogr., Odalisque, a Slave. 1696 tr. Du

Monfs Voy. Levant xxi. 270 He had seen and spoken with
one of Mahomet the Fourth's Odalisches, 1798 SOTHEBY tr.

IVieland's Oheron (1826; II. 170 A feast. .In honour of fair

Zoradone prepar'd, Where every odalisc the labour shar'd.

1823 BYRON Don Juan vi. xxix, He went forth with the

lovely Odalisques. 1874 O'SHAUGHNESSY Music # Moon-
light 28 An Odalisc, unseen, Splendidly couched on piled-up
cushions green.

Odaller (<?
u
'dal9.i). [f. ODAL + -ER i.J A free

possessor by odal tenure :
= UDALLEB.

1860 D. BALFOUR Odal Rights 13 The coming shadow of

the first feudal grant which menaced the freedom of their

Odal soil, roused the long-suffering Odaller* into rebellion.

1872 E. W. ROBERTSON Hist. Ess. Introd. 31 Every member
of the free community was an ^Etheling, Adaling cr Odaller.

1874 STUBBS Const. Hist. I. v. 100 note, In the trithing he
sees the threefold division of the land allotted to the Norse
odallers.

t O dam. Obs, Forms : 1-3 dtJum, 3 oUem,
otSorn, 4 odame. [OE. dfatin OFris. dthom,
OHG. eiduniy eidam (MHG. eidem, obs. G. eidam,
now dial. $dm, $tn, $dn) : OTeut. *aij>mo-z :

possibly related to *atfo-z, OHG. eid, OK. 48,

OATH.] A son-in-law.
c 1000 ^LFRIC Gen. xtx. 12 Haefst Jm suna obbe dohtra on

bisre byrjg obbe abum? c xaoo Trin. Coll. Horn. 165 Nis

pe gist siker of be husebonde .. Ne be aldefader of hi[s]

o&em. cizos LAY. 3619 Leir. .gret Aganippum: bat was his

leue a5um [^1175 obom]. Ibid. 23106 Ich wulle mid me
leden: Lot mine ooem. 1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 3768 Lot

)>at was is obom bulke kinges neueuwas. 13.. K.Alis. 2081

Octiatus, JJaries' odame, After theose ostes he cam.

Odd (fd), a. (sb.} and adv. Forms: 4-6 ode,

4-7 odde, od, (4 hod, 5 Sc. oyd), 5- odd. [ME.
odd$, a. ON. odda- in comb, in odda-mafir (ace.

odda-manri} third man, odd man, who gives the

casting vote, odda-tala odd number, in which odda-

is genitive or comb, form of oddi 'point, angle,

triangle', whence 'third or odd number*. The
root of oddi : *ozdon- is also that of oddr point,

spot, place, OHG. ort angle, point, place, OS.,
OFris. ord, OE. ord point, tip, beginning, origin :

OTeut. *ozdoz ;
but none of the other languages

have developed from '

point
'

the notion of * third

or odd number '.

The sense seems to have been extended from the third or

unpaired member of a group of three, to any single or

unpaired member of a group, and from 3 as the primary
'odd number ', to all numbers containing an unpaired unit.

But this development was anterior to English use as recorded

in documents.]
A. adj. I. With reference to number.

1. Of an individual : That is one in addition to

a pair, or remaining over after distribution or divi-

sion into pairs ; constituting a unit in excess of an
even number.

ODD.

Odd man [ON. oddamojfr\ the third (fifth, etc.) man in

a body of arbitrators, a committee, etc., who, in ca>e of

a division of opinion, may give the casting vote; a thirds-

man, an umpire. Odd trick, in whist, the thirteenth trick,

won by one side after each side has won six.

13.. E. E. Allit. P. B. 505 Noe of vche honest kynde
nem out an odde & heuened vp an auter &. hal5ed hit fayre.

1398 TREVISA Barth. De P. R. v. Ix. (Add. NIS. 27944),
And synowes bej? acounted in alle too & brhty peyre
& one odde synowe. 1487-8 Burgh Rec. Prcstivick 21

Jan. (1834) 32 1'hai batht tuk Michel Masoun of Aire the

oyd man for ttiaim batht 1330 TINUALE Pract. Prelates
Wks. (Parker Soc.) II. 270 That six lords of Almany. .with

the King of Bohemia the seventh, to be the odd man and

umpire, should choose him for ever. 1567 MAFLET </>.

Forest 68 b, They flie two a breast, and the fift or odde
Crane.. flieth all alone before. 1581 Sc. Acts Jas. VI (1814)
III. 231/1 Quharethrow his nines as odman and owrisman
commonlie chosin be bath the saidis party's . . may gif tinall

decisioun. (11654 SELDEN Table-t. (Arb.) 41 They talk (but

blasphemously enough) that the Holy Ghost is President
of their General-Councils, when the truth is, the odd man
is still the Holy-Ghost. 1710 Brit. Apollo II. No. TOT. 2/1
The Party, .got. .the Odd Trick. 1837 LYTTON^". Alalinw.

239 Three to one now on the odd trick. 1888 BHYCE Amer.
Coininw, I. v. 62 This fifth was the odd man whose casting
vote would turn the scale. 1900 FOSTER Bridge 55 A player
should always go over when he has any chance for the

odd trick.

2. Of a number: Having one left over as re-

mainder when divided by two ; opposed to even.
c '375 Sc- Leg. Saints xii. (MatJtias) 308 Sa to be in

nowmyre ode, It wes nocht til bai dwelte with god ; for- thy
he wald |>ai ware twelfe ewyn. c 1430 Art of Xombrynge
(E.E.T.S.) 15 Cornet the nombre of the figures, and wete yf
it be ode or even. 1542 RECOU>B(7r./l^/<f (1575) i7oTlicie
is no iuste halfe of any odde number. 1598 SHAKS. Merry
W. v. i. 3 Tliis is the third time : I hope good lucke lies in

odde numbers. 1698 FRYER Ace. E. India <y /'. 303 Three,
Seven, or Nine Times ; as if God delighted in an Odd
Number. 1743 EMERSON 1-luxions So, m is the half of any
positive odd Number. 1825 J. N ICHOLSON Operat. Mechanic

516 It [a wheel] in general contains an odd number of teeth.

b. Numbered with or known by such a number.

(The form of expression in quot. 1575 is obs. ;
we

should now say
' an odd number of do^'s hairs'.)

iSgST'REVisA-Sa;-//*. DeP. .ff.ix. iv.(MS. Bodl.Jlf.gib/i An
euen monbe ansuercb to an odde moncb and an odde nioneb

to an euen monbe. 1575 TL RBERV. Venerie 230 Some haue
vsed in times past, to put a dogges haires odde into an Ash
or Ceruisetree. 1674 N. FAIRFAX Bulk fy Selv. 145 If you
make two t-uch bodies.. to run a tilt upon such a line of

odd leastings. 1882 MINCHIN Unipl. Khietnat. 25 If the

direction-angle of one equals that of the other increased by
any odd multiple of ".

c. t Even and odd, all included, without ex-

ception, one and all ; f even nor odd, none at all.

f- For odd or even^ on any account ; for odd norfor
even, on no account, fFor even or odd': seeEvEXa.
j 5 c. Evenly odd, oddly odd : see quots.
c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints x. \Mathou) 382 How dar bu bane

for nod or ewyn fra bi lorde tak hyre to be? CI^Q Syr
Gowfher 285 Speke no word, even ne odde. c 1440, 1460,

1485 [see EVEN a. 15 c]. 1570 BILLINCSLEY Euclid VH, def.

9. 185 A number euenly odde .. is that which an euen
number measureth by an odde number. Ibid. def. 10

185 b, A number odly odde is that, which an odde number
doth measure by an odde number. 1796 HUTTON Math.
Diet. I. 450/2 Evenly Odd Number.

d. Odd and (or) even '.dial, odds or evens] : a

game of chance = even or odd (see EVEN a. 15 d).

[1552 Hi'LOET, Euen or odde, par, impar, a game much
vsed now a dayes amonge chyldren.] 1836 E. HOWARD
R. Reefer xii, Playing at pdd-and-even for nuts. 1840
DICKENS Barn. Rudge xxxvii, They presently fell to pitch
and toss, chuckfarthmg, odd or even. 1882 Lane. Gloss ,

Odd-or-even, a child's game, played by holding in the

closed hand one or two small articles, the opposing player

having to guess the number.

e. absol. as so. The odd, uneven number.

1589 PUTTENHAM Etig. Pocsie ii. iii[i.] (Arb.) 85 Your
ordinarie rimers vse very much their measures in the odde
as nine and eleuen. Ibid. 86 This sort of composition in

the odde I like not 1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) I. 328 Just
as the odd is a part of number, and number is a more
extended notion than the odd.

3. Used in numeration to denote a remainder or

numerical surplus over and above a * round number
*

(as of units over tens, dozens, or scores) ;
and thus

becoming virtually an indefinite cardinal number
of lower denomination than the round number
named.

a. in phr. and odd preceding the sb. qualified.

13. . E. E. Allit. P. B. 426 Of be lenbe of Noe lyf to lay
a lei date, pe sex hundreth of his age & none odde ^erex.

a 1548 HALL Ckron., Hen. F7, i66b, Had contynued in

the English possession, from the yere of our Lord .M.lv.

which is .iii. C. and od yeres. 1584 R. SCOT Discw. Witchcr.

in. v. (1886) 36 Bodin confirmeth them with an hundred and
odd lies. 1688 Loud. Gaz. No. 2356/4 With 200 and odd
Pounds. 1748 Ansoris Voy. n. i. 109 Two hundred and

odd men. 1865 M. ARNOLD Ess. Crit. \. 29 Go into ecstasies

over the eighty and odd pigeons.

b. and odd, following the sb. arch, or Obs.

1399 LANGL. Rich. Redcles Prol. 68 They shall [fynde]

ffele ffawtis, ffoure score and odde. c 1460 Towneley Afyst.

iii. 57 Sex hundreth ycris & od haue I, . .In erth, .. liffyd.

a 1548 HALL Ckron.^ Hen. WSJ, 120 The nomber whiche

departed . . were . . five hundreth horsemen and odde wel and

warlike. 1634 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. 134 Distant sixtie

miles and odde. 1642 ROGERS Naauian 10 Full one thou-

sand six hundred years and odde.

c. without and (chiefly after tens).

1593 SHAKS. Rich. Ill, iv. i. 96 Eightie odde yeeres of



ODD.

sorrow haue I scene. 1660 HOVI.H -AVtc E.vp. Phys. Mcch.
xxv. 202 Forty odde, if not fifty great bubbles of Air. 1703
MARLROROUCH Lcit, $ Disfi, (1845) I. 170 We bave fifty odd
of our troops taken. 1793 JKFI-ERSON Writ, (1850) IV. 75
Fleeced of seventy odd dollars. 1885 Law Times LXXIX.
159/1 The 1300 odd pages, .contain much of extreme value.

d. ellipt. denoting age, the word *

years
*

being
understood, colloq.
1845 HOOD Faithless Sally Brown xvii, His death, which

happen'd in his berth, At forty-odd befell. iSfizTiiACKEKAY
/( 'ks. (1872) X. 223 At sixty odd, love, most of the ladies of

thy orient race have lost the*bloom of youth.
4. Used to denote a surplus over a definite sum,

or a remainder of lower denomination of money,
weight, or measure.
I38z Pot. Poems (Rolls) I. 268 Of twelve monethes me

wanted one, And odde days nyen or ten. 1613 PURCHAS
Pilgrimage (1614) 806 The Mexicans divided the ycare into

eighteene moneths, ascribing to each twentle dayes, so that
the five odde dayes were excluded. 1722 DE FOE Col. Jack
(1840) 90 It was 22S. 6$d. ; sis. I had been to fetch, and
the odd money was my own before. 1873 HAI.E In His
Name i. i He would relax his hold on the odd sols and
deniers.

fb. and odd or odd (denoting an indefinite num-
ber) qualifying a sb. of lower denomination. Cbs,
or arch.

^1548 HALL Chron^ Hen. If, 32 b, When he had reigned
.xiii. yeres, v. monthes and odde daies. 1603 PI:TOWE Stanzas
in Farr S. P. Jos. / (1848), Three thousand and od hundred

clowds_appere. 1634 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. 43 It is in
the latitude of twenty two degrees, odde minutes north.

1714 Lond. Gaz. No. 5213/4, n Foot odd Inches in the
Hold. 1813 SIR R. WILSON Prir. Diary I. 434 Thirty-eight
thousand odd hundred infantry, two thousand odd hundred
cavalry.

f C. (and] odd money, denoting a surplus sum
of lower denomination. Obs.

1472 JOHN PASTON in P. Lett. III. 48 Your byll a lone

drawyth iiij mark and ode monye. 1530 EDW, VI Jrnl. Rem.
(Roxb.) 267 The det of thirty thousand pound and ode
money was put over an yere. 1689 WOOD Life % June
(O. H.S.) III. 304 [They] broke as many windows as came
to 7//. and pd money. 1743 RICHARDSON Pamela III. 93
Pay the Thirty-five Pounds odd Money.. ;and the remain-
ing Four Pounds odd will be a little Fund . . towards the
Childrens Schooling.

d. A surplus of lower denomination of money,
weight, or measure (as in b and c) is now ex-

pressed simply by adding odd.

1742 [see c]. 1835 MARRYAT Jac. Faith/, ii. The pro-
reeds of the exhibition and sale amounted to 47/. odd. 1892
Law Times Rep. LXVII. 52/2 It was ondly agreed .. that
the amount of such costs should be taken at 637. odd.

II. Transferred senses.

6. That exists or stands alone; single, sole,

solitary, singular. Now only dial, f By odd,

separately, by itself, alone (obs.}. ^ All and odd,
all and each, one and all (tfa.\ An odd one

(north, dial.} a single one, one only.
( 1330 R. BKUNNE Ckron. Wace (Rolls) 4614 Long pyles..

dide >ey make; ffaste yn Temese dide f>ey hem "stake, ..

Ageyn )?e schipes stod ilkon od. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xx.
(Blasins) 140 Say nocht of godis, bot of god, Fore b<U word
afferis ay be ode. ^1510 MORE Picus Wks. 28 As he [God]
in soueraine dignitie is odde, So will he in loue no parting
felowes haue. 1556 LAUDER Tractate 165 Cause ^our
prechours, all and od, Trewlie sett furth the wourd of God.
1869 Lonsdale Gloss., Odd, adj. single. 1876 Mid. Yorks.
Gloss., Odd-house, a single dwelling, amid-Iand, always gets
this name. 1877 A7. W. Line. G/oss,, Odd, .. single, lonely.
..'Odd kitlin, puppy, pig, chicken, stocking' c. 1888

Sheffield GL, Odd, lonely.
' An odd house ',

' an odd place '.
-

t 6. Singular in valour, worth, merit, or eminence;
uiyque, remarkable; distinguished, famous, re-

nowned; rare, choice. Obs. (Compared odder,

oddest.}
c 1400 Destr. Troy 4097 With Eletion od shippes abill to

werre. Ibid. 4165 So od men in armys, egur to fight.
a 1400-50 Alexander 189 Ane of be oddist Emperours of be
werde. Ibid. 2121 J>e honouris of bat odd clerke Homore
J>egrete. Ibid. 3783 Kyngporrus. .eft had assemblid Anobire
ost of odmen him eft on to ride. 1568 ASCHAM ,Scholem.
ii. (Arb.) rot For our tyme, the odde man to performe all

tius.

skill

Od
man of this land). 1577-87 HOLINSHKD Chron. II. 38/2 He
would . .haue beene . . knowne for as od a gentleman . . as
anie in the English pale of Ireland. 1592 MONTGOMERIE
Misc. Poems Iv. 3 Good Robert Scot..Vho. vhill thou livd,
for honestie wes od. 1611 CoT<;R.,Ket>ras, Vn entendement
a double refa-as, an odde head, a notable wit, a terrible

pate, a 1661 FUI.I.KH li'orthief, Wales (1662) 34 He was an
Odde man indeed, for all the Popish party could not match
him with his equal in Learning and Religion. 1698 FKVER
Ace. ii. India <y /'. 249 Where were many Neat Tombs ;

but the Oddest, because New, was one beset with Young
Cypress Trees.

t 7. Not even, accordant, or conformable; un-

even, unequal, discrepant, diverse, different. Obs.

1390 GOWER Con/. III. 138 The word under the coupe of
hevene Set every thing or odde or evene. 1544 UDALL
Erasw. Apofih. 162 b, How ferre odde those persones are
from the nature of this prince. 1551 HADDON Exh. Refient.
in Kurnivall Ballads I. 330 Lorde ! that their lyves were
notliingod Vnto their sayenge that they tell ! 1556 ROBINSON
tr. M^re"s Utopia (ed. 2) Transl. to Rdr., The successe and
our intente proue thinges farre odde. 1596 ROVDON Elegy
on Sidney's Astrophel v, Upon the branches of those trees,
The airie-winged people sat, Distinguished in od degrees,
One sort is this, another that.

\ b. Not even or *

square ', having a balance on

,

three perfitlie..is, in my poore opinion, lohannes Sturntius.
1570 DEK Math. rrcf. 20 'A Gentleman (which.. for skill

in the Mathematicall Sciences and Languages is the Od

the

'even

59

wrong side. To be odd with, to fail of being
:n' or 'quits' with. Cf. EVKNO. 10, ice. 06s.

1450-70 Goingros ff Caiv. 734 Than said bernys bald,..We sal evin that is od, or end in the pane. 1x529 SKKI.TON
Agst. Garnt'sche Wks. 1843 I. 120, I caste me nat to be od
With neythyr of yow tewyne.

t C. At variance or strife; at odds {toilft}, rare.

1562 HEVWOOD Prov. ff Epigr. 191 Thrift and thou art od.
1606 SHAKS. Tr. ff Cr. iv. v. 265 The generall state I feare,
Can scarce intreat you to be odde with him.

8. Extraneous or additional to what is reckoned
or taken into account ; hence, That is not, or cannot

be, reckoned, included, or co-ordinated with other

things ; not belonging to any particular total, set,

or group ;
not forming part of a regular series; un-

connected ; irregular ; casual. Also, in weakened

sense, merely conveying a notion of indefiniteness

or fortuity, esp. with indef. adjs., as some odd

(
= ' some or other '), any odd (

= '

any chance ',

'any stray'). Odd ends, odd things, odds and
ends (see ODDS sb. 7).

1450 MVRC 198 Loke also they make non odde weddynce.
a 1500 MS. Aslunolc 344 iliodl.) If. 22 Thus shalt thou bryng
in hi odde drawghtes in cas bu be a drawght behyndc.
1567 HAKMAN Carcat 62 There sekinge aboute for odde
endes, [he] at length foundealytle whystell of syluer. 1577
HARRISON England It. vi. (1877) I. 150 Uridales, purifications
of women, and such od meetings. 1577 tr. y>'w///*,vr'.i
Decades (1592) 286 Vnhoneste spaiing of euerie odd halfe-

penie. 1594 SHAKS. Rich. Ill, \. iii. 337 Odde old [Qi>.

(1597) old odde] ends, stolne forth of holy writ. 1656 COWI.I.Y
Pindar. Odes, Bruins v, When \ve see perish thus by odd
Events, 111 men, and wretched Accidents, The best Cause.
a 1700 PLUME Life Kp. Hticket (1865) 137 He often said.,

many years before his death, that some odd October would
part us. 1707 W. FUNNELL I'oy. round World 33 This
second Prize, after we had taken out a few odd Things, was
..dismist. 1749 FIELDING Tom Jonts xn. ix. heading,
Containing little more than a few odd obseivations. 1821
CLARE Vitl. Minstr. I. 731 Odd rain-drops damp'd his face.

1871 C. GIBBON Lack nfGold i, They had come to see what
odd pence they could pick up. 1883 Ahnondlmry Gtvss.

s. v., An odd child is an illegitimate child.

b. Of a place: Situated apart from the general
body of places ; out of the way ;

in phr. odd corner

(angle') (see CORNER rf.l 6), and dial.

1576 FLEMING Panopl. I'.fiisf. 402 Being but a private man,
and shutt up close in an odde corner. 1582 .STANYHUKST
&neis I. (Arb.) 28 Vs to this od corner thee wynd tempestuus
hurled. 1610 SHAKS. Temp. \. ii. 223 In an odde Angle of
the Isle. 1631 WKKYER Anc. Fun. Mon. 645 He was con-
strained to. .seeke odde corners for his safety. 1832 TENNV-
SON Milter's D. 68 From some odd corner of the brain.

C. Of an interval of time : Occurring casually
between times of fixed occupation.
1644 MILTON Educ. Wks. (1847) 100/2 They may have

easily learned at any odd hour the Italian tongue. 1819
ARNOLD Let. in Stanley Life (1844) I.ii. 61, I fear'l. .do not
make the most of all the odd five and ten minutes' spaces
which 1 get in the course of the day. 1853 LVTTON J/j'
Navel v. vii, He . . bought a '

Peerage ', and it became his
favourite study at odd quarters of an hour. 1893 JESSOPP
Stud, by Recluse Pref. 9 The great teachers are not they
who pick up their knowledge at odd moments.

d. Not forming part of a regular course of work,
as odd job, a casual disconnected piece of work.
Hence oild-jobber, odd-job man, one who does odd

jobs, and similarly odd man, lad, hand, etc.

1859 DICKENS T. T'M> Cities n. i, Outside Tellson's . .was an
odd-job man. 18.. MRS. STOFFORD Pilot's Wife, Pottering
..about the house, and finding little odd jobs to attend to.

1877 N. W. Line. Gloss., Odd jobs, various small things on
a farm, or in a large household, which require doing, but
belong to no person's regular work. 1886 H. F. LESTER
Under two Fig Trees 99 All that the odd-jobber did was to
stack the soil. 1892 W. S. GILBERT Foggerty's Fairy 161
A chambermaid and a nondescript odd-man constituted her
staff of assistants. 1894 Korthnnibld. Gloss., Odd-laddy,
a boy kept on farms to do odd . .jobs, such as carting turnips,
manure, etc. The horse he drives is called the odd-horse ;

his cart the odd-cart, etc.

e. Forming part of an incomplete pair or set.

1746 H. WALPOLE Lett. (18461 II. 105 Calling odd man !

as the hackney chairmen do when they want a partner.
1757 MILLS in Phil. Trans. L. 108 It melted .. a pair of

sheepshears, and some odd brass buckles and candlesticks
that lay on the wall. 1764 FOOTE Patron I. (1781) 25 With
what stock did you trade? I can give you the catalogue.. .

Two odd volumes of Swift ; the Life of Moll Flanders [etc.].

1851 MAYHEW Lond. Labour I. 229 Sellers of odd numbers
of periodicals and broadsheets. 1870 DICKENS E. Drood iii,

Odd volumes of dismal books.

t f. Extra : given over and above. Obs.
1602 SHAKS. Ham.v. ii. 185, I will win for him if I can : if

not, He gaine nothing but my shame, and the odde hits.

1602 md Pt. Return fr. Parnass. I. iii. 349 You shall haue
40 shillings and an odde pottle of wine.

9. Differing in character from what is ordinary,
nsual, or normal ; out of the ordinary course

;
extra-

ordinary, strange. (Compared odder, oddest.)
<zi59 H. SMITH Serin. Wks. 1866 II. 84 Amongst the

heathen they had many odd conceits. 1603 SHAKS. Metis,
for M. v. i. 61 If she be mad . . Her madnesse hath the oddest
frame of sense. 1679 L. ADDISON ist St. Mahutnedism A ij b,
Though many odde things are here set down of this

Imposter, yet they are all own'd by his Sectaries. 1711
ADDISON Sfect. No. 72 F 2 He was a Member of the Ever-
lasting Club. So very odd a Title raised my curiosity. 1772
T. SIMPSON Vermin-Killer i, Some may think it odd for
a man to sit down and write on so trifling a subject as
vermin. 1853 Miss MITFORD in L'Estrange Life III. xiii.

243 An odd circumstance is that the oak-leaves this year are
falling as soon as those of the elm. 1868 FREEMAN Xoriit.

ODD.

Coiuf. II. i.v. 333 note, It is odd that they are not spoken of.
Mod. I know something still odder than that.

b. Of persons, their actions, etc. : Strange in
behaviour or appearance ; peculiar ; eccentric.
1588 SHAKS. L. L. L. v. i. 15 He is too picked, too sprin -:.

too affected, too odde, as it weic. 1599 Muck Ado in. i.

72 So odde, and from all fashions, As Beatrice k 1679 L.
ADDISON is/ St. Mahtuntdism 33 Going up and down after
an odd distracted manner. 1711 STEKI !: Spcct. No. 14 p i

An odd Fellow, whose Face 1 have often seen al the Play-
house, gave me the following Letter. 1741 FIELDINI; Con-
venation Wks. 1784 IX. 369 One of these [philosophers], when
he appears., among us, is distinguished . .by the name of an
odd fellow. 1796 Nil. SUN 18 An-, in Nicolas nisfi. (1845)
II. 243 Maurice Suckling, .may be odd, but 1 believe none
will do more real good with the estate. i882OuiDA Marcmina
1. 38 The village people thought her odd, and were n little
afraid t f her.

C. Of material things: Strange in appearance,
fantastic, grotesque.
1613-39 L JONES in Lconi Palladia's Archil. (1742) II. 50

This Basement .. doea well enough; not but that it is some-
thing odd. 1697 DAMMED Voy.l. 517 He busied himself in

making a Chest with 4 boards... It was but an ill shaped
odd thing. 1838 Murray's tland-l>k. N. Germ. 484 In the

garden of the chateau is an odd, many-sided building.
resembling a Chinese temple. 1858 DICKENS Lett. uSSo) II.
66 It is the oddest carriage in the world.
B. sb. (elliptical use of the adj.

'^

a. An odd thing ; that which is odd. b. Golf.
(See quot. 1881., c. dial. A small point of land

(^ ON. oddi, oiidr^i

1830 GAI.T Laviric T. n. vii. (1849) 63, I have now and
then meddled with an odd or an cud. 1833 M-u-u-nv A'u.,
Jf. U'alpole .1887) 288 With the Sublime and the Beautiful

Walpple had nothing to do. .the Odd was his peculiar
domain. 1869 Lonsdalc Gloss., Odd, n. a small point of
land or promontory ; as

'

Green ( Icld '. 1881 Golfer's Hand-
l-ook 35 (Jam. Suppl.) (i) 'An odd', 'two odds', etc. per
hole, means the handicap given to a weak opponent by
dedin ting one, two, etc. strokes from his total every hole.

(2) To have played
'

the odd
'

is to have played one stroke
more than your adversary. 1900 U'cstni. Gaz. 8 Nov. 10/2M . H 'uhu K:iglivh cuntnlr.les an interesting preface on
' The Photography of the Odd

',
with some excellent pictures

tree frog, caterpillar, dormouse, and so on.

C. adv. and quasi-ntfo.

fl. In a singular or unusual degree, extraor-

dinarily, eminently ; absolutely, completely. Obs.
(1400 Dcstr. Troy 7466 His armour was od good. Il>id.

10839 Pantasilia..That honerable Kctor od myche louyt.
Ikid. 9597 Deffibus. .Pletid vnto Paris.. Whether the Duke
were od dede. 1450 Merlin 159 These kynges were odde
noble knyghtes.
2. (juasi-atft'. in various senses : see the adj.

1567 P. BEVKHLEY Verses \nFentons Trag. Disc., Wherin
he lives so odde from right and lawe. 1579 E. HAKE .Yt-rtvs

out of Tories Cliurchyarde vi, I meane professors of the

trueth, How far yet live they od ! 1602 SHAKS. Ham. I. v. 170
How strange or odde so ere I beare my selfe. 1876

'

P.
PYPF.R' Mr. Gray and Xeighboiti-s,

' \Ve lives odd, yer
honour, in a tent '.

'

Living odd '

. . means in Marshland
phraseology living in a house standing by itself.

D. Comb.
1. General comb, of the adj.: a. parasynthetic,

as (sense 2) odd-numbered, -toed adjs. ; (sense 9)
odd-conceited (+ odd- ceited ; ,

- // ui/ioured,
-
mannered,

-peaked, -shaped, -sighted n<\)*.

1591 SHAKS, T-wo Gent. ii. vii. 46 lie knit it vp in silken

strings, With twemie *od-conceited true-loue knots. 1641
BROHE Joviall Crew IV. i. Wks. 1873 III. 423, I have heard
much of this old od-ceited Justice Clack. 1665 NEEDHAM
Mcd. Mcdicin.r^i If an "odd-humor'd disease happen. 1882

Conteiiip. Rev. Aug. 235 Placing two settlers on homesteads
on each even-numbered section and also two settlers on each
"odd-numbered section. 1774 GOLDSM. Nat. Hist. VI.
293 A number of *odd shaped animals. 1690 BENTI.EY
/'//<(/. 505 What an *odd Bigoted Examiner I have to deal
with ; that. .can see in Hooks what never was there. 1872
NICHOLSON Palxont. 424 The hind feet are *odd-toed.

b. the adj. or adv. with a pple., as odd-contrived,

-looking, -sounding; -thinking, -turned adjs.
a 1682 SIR T. BROWNE Tracts 127 If he delighteth in *odd

contrived phancies. 1774 GOLDSM. Nut. Hist. VI. 99 This
"odd-looking animal. 1670 EACHARD Cont. Clergy 45 Such
far-fetch 'd and *odd-sounding expressions. 1717 PRIOR
Alma in. 47 Some *odd-thinking youth, Less friend to
doctrine than to truth, 1772 Ann. Reg. 47 He had an *odd-
turned mind, and a bad heart.

2. Special comb. : odd-and-end a., promiscuous,
miscellaneous, consisting of odds and ends : see

ODDS 7 ; odd-come-short, a short length of cloth

forming the end of a piece ; an odd remainder or

fragment ; //. odds and ends
; odd-come-shortly,

some day or other in the near future ; odd-horse,
odd-man-out, modes of singling out, by tossing
or the like, one person from among three or more, to

perform some part, pay the reckoning (hence to go
the odd mail), etc.; odd-man-wins, a gambling
game in which three toss coins, and the one who
tosses with a different result from the two others,

wins; odd-mark,
'
that portion of the arable land

of a farm set apart for a particular crop, as it

comes in order of rotation under the customary
cultivation of the farm' (Miss Jackson Shropsh.

Word-bk?) odd-pinnate a., pinnate (as a leaf)

with an odd terminal leaflet, imparipinnate. See

also ODDFELLOW, ODDWOMAN.
1863 N. MACLEOD Remix. Highland Parish ii, A little

world of its own. lo which wandeiiag pipers, parish fools. *

ti-2



ODD.
with all sorts of fodd-and-end characters came. 1836 T.
HOOK G. Gurttey III. 316 Some supplementary parcels, and
what elderly ladies in country towns call

' *odd-come-shorts '.

come-snoris as can K got iogeiner..at oneiesi notice. 1070
Joan (1877) 46 An old laurel tree, into which every odd-

come-short that the family has not known where else to

deposit, .has been put. 1738 SWIFT Polite Convers. i, Col.

Miss, when will you be married? Miss. One of these *odd-

come-shortly's, colonel. 1821 SCOTT Lett. II. no, I will

write her a long letter one of these odd-come-shortlys. 1801

Spot-ting Mag. XIX. 115 No cards, dice, *odd-horse, or

tossing-up to be permitted. 1840 DICKENS Old C, Shop
xxxvi, Going the *odd man or plain Newmarket for fruit,

ginger beer. 1889 Sat. Rev, 2 Feb. 128/2 The good luck
which attends us in the political

' *odd-man-out
'

game.
1884 St. James's Gaz.

$
Dec. 6/1 At coin-spinning the

game generally played is '*odd man wins'. 1805 DUN-
COMBE in Jml. R. Agric. Sac. (1853) XIV. n. 455 Nearly
one third of the arable land is constantly under the culture
of wheat, and that third, during its preparation for the seed,
is termed the *odd mark. 1853 ibid, XVI. n. 557 Sup-
posing his oddmark of wheat about 20 acres. .he sacrificed
the full amount of the half year's rent.

tOdd, v. fa. rare 1
, [f. ODD<Z.] trans. To

make odd or irregular (in quot. in reference to

syncopation).
1597 MORLEV Introd. Mus. 89 The third Is a dviuing wale

in two crotchets and a minime, but odded by a rest, so that
it neuer commeth euen till the close.

Odder, compar. of ODD a. ; obs. form of OTHER.

O'ddfe:llow, Odd -fellow. [A fanciful

appellation : cf. ODD a. 9 b.] A member of a

society, fraternity, or 'order', organized under this

name, with initiatory rites, mystic signs of recogni-
tion, and various '

degrees
'

of dignity and honour,
for social and benevolent purposes, especially that

of rendering assistance to members in sickness,

distress, or other need.
The name ' Odd Fellows' appears to have been originally

assumed by local clubs formed in various parts of England
during the i8th c. for convivial and social purposes, usually
with rites of initiation, passwords, and secret ceremonies,
supposed to imitate those of Freemasonry. Associations of
these clubs were formed from time to time for purposes of
mutual recognition; of which that styled the '

Independent
Order of Oddfellows, Manchester Unity', formed about

1813, has grown into a vast organization, having local
brandies or 'lodges' throughout Great Britain and the

Colonies, as well as in the United States and some foreign
countries. Besides this, there are numerous smaller societies
of the same 'order' in Great Britain and the Colonies;
a distinct federation also exists in the United States, which,
beginning in 1819 in connexion with the Manchester Union,
separated from it in 1842, and is now a great and important
organization.
1811 Lex-Bal., Odd Fellows, a convivial society; the

introduction to the most noble grand, arrayed in royal robes,
is well worth seeing at the price of becoming a member.
1854 THOREAU Walden viiu (1886,1 170 Men will.. if they
can, constrain him to belong to their desperate odd-fellow

society. 1887 Pall Mall G. 2 Sept. 8/2 A great gathering
of Oddfellows was held last evening at the Masons' Hall
tavern.. to welcome the grand master of the Manchester
Unity. 1887 Scotsman 16 May 6/5 A General Council Meet-
ing of the Scottish Order of Oddfellows' Friendly Society
was held on Saturday at the Oddfellows' Hall, Edinburgh,
Hence O ddfe llowship, the status of an Odd-

fellow ; the principles and organization of the

'Oddfellows'.

1871 Daily News 30 June, I am forgetting that some of

my readers are, perhaps, unacquainted with the rudiments

ewsp was ecare y s aws o e, o rener asss-
ance to every brother who may apply through sickness,
distress, or otherwise, if he be well attached to the King and
government, and faithful to the Order '.

Oddish 6?-diJ), a. [f. ODD a. + -ISHI.] Some-
what odd or peculiar.
1705 ROWE Biter \\. i, Such a scurvy, abominable, .oddish

..kind of a Husband. 1819 Metropolis I. 212 Some oddish
coincidences occurred in the theatre. 1854 Erasers Mag.
XLIX. 292 He's odd-ish, and quite unlike other people.

Oddity (jrditi). [f. ODD a. + -ITV.]
1. The quality or character of being odd or

peculiar ; peculiarity, strangeness, singularity.
1750 tr. Leonardus" Mirr. Stones Pref., All Manner of

precious Stones that have been ever valued for their Beauty,
Colour, Oddity, Curiosity. 1824 SCOTT St. Ronan's xxiii,

Pray do not set up for wit and oddity; there is nothing in

life so intolerable as pretending to think differently from
other people. 1888 FKITH Autobiog. III. vi. 144 The
oddity of the situation seemed to strike both at the
same time.

2. An odd characteristic or trait, a peculiarity.
1713 STEEI.E Guardian No. 144 F i Our very street-

beggars are not without their peculiar oddities. 1826
DISRAELI Vro. Grey n. xv, All people have their oddities.

1877 DOWDEN Shaks. Prim. v. 48 Love's Labour Lost is..

a comedy of oddities of dialogue.
3. a. An odd or peculiar person.
1748 SMOLLETT Rod. Rand. xlv. (1804) 309 This ridiculous

oddity danced up to the table at which we sat. 1873 BLACK
Pr. Thule xii. 180 He did not wish to gain the reputation
of having married an oddity.

b. Something odd or peculiar ;
a fantastic, gro-

tesque, or strange-looking object; a strange event,

1834 L. RITCHIE Wand, by Seine 49 When any oddity
took place in the town, such as an ill-assorted marriage, or
a ridiculous love-suit. 1840 Miss MULOCK Ogilvies iv, Hugh
..had often glanced half-contemptuously at the various
oddities which decorated the chamber of the old politician.

60

Oddlegs. [ODD A. 7.]
= JENNY 6.

Yorkshire Correspondent, The tools called Jennies are
sometimes called oddlegs or moffs. They are compasses
with one bent leg.

O'ddlike, <*. Sc. and north, dial. [f. ODD a.

+ -LIKE.] Odd-looking.
1718 RAMSAY Christ's Kirk Or. in. v, An odd-like wife,

they said, that saw A moupin rankled granny. 1815 SCOTT
Guy M. xxxix, Is not it an odd-like thing that ilka wauf
carle in the country has a son and heir, and that the house
ofEllangowan is without male succession? ity^Northumbld.
Gloss., Oddlike t oddishlike^ odd-looking.

Oddly f>dli), adv. [f.
ODD a. + -LY?.] In

an odd manner.
1. In reference to number : Not evenly ;

in oddly
even, oddly odd: see EVEN a. 150, ODD A. 2 c.

1674 JEAKE Arith. (1696* 5 Even Numbers Oddly, these

may be parted into equal halves, but the halves will be odd.

f 2. Singly, solely, alone. Obs.

13. . E. E. Allit. P. B. 923 pou art oddely byn one out of

pis fylbe.

1 3. Singularly ; remarkably ; nobly, rarely,

choicely. Obs.

13. . E. E. Allit. P. B. 698, I compast hem a kynde crafte
. . tx amed hit m myn ordenaunce oddely dere. c: 1400
Destr. Troy 6859 So odly J?ai foght, That the grekes gaf
bake. 1425 St. Christina iii. in Anglia VIII. 120/40 pen
was I odly mery. 1526 SKELTON Magnyf. 1624 Thy wordes
& my mynde odly well agree. 1541 ELYOT Gov. in. vi,

Cutting an odly great pomegranate.
4. In an uneven, irregular, or incongruous manner;
TSO as not to be even or equally balanced (obs.) ;

irregularly ;
in a haphazard way.

1592 SHAKS. Row- fy jnl. n. v. 61 How odly thourepli'st :

Your Loue sales like an honest Gentleman : Where is your
Mother? 1596 A/erch. V. i. U.-79 How odly he is suited.

1638 SIR T. HKKBERT Trail, (ed. 2) 166 In Persia. .Justice
is so odly ballanced. 1649 G. DANIEL Trinarch., Rich. //,
ccxcv, Nothing comes odly in ; but from a fixt Determina-
tion, all things Rise or Fall. 1723 DF. FOE Plague (1884)
192 People .. who having no Subsistence or Habitation.,
liv'd oddly. 1821 CLARE Vill. Alinstr. I. 89 Pattering
acorns oddly drop.
5. In an extraordinary, unusual, or peculiar
manner

; strangely ; fantastically, grotesquely.
1610 SHAKS. Temp. v. i. 197 How odly will it sound, that I

Must aske my childe forgiuenesse? 1673 RAY Journ. Low
C, 28 A Japan Letter, odly painted. 1713 BERKELEY Hylas
# Phil. i. Wks. 1871 I. 271, I profess it sounds oddly, to say
that sugar is not sweet, a 1839 PRAED Poems (1864^ II. 44
How oddly beauties will behave ! 1877 BLACK Green Past.
xxiv. (1878) 190 Oddly enough he seemed to take a greater
interest than ever in the Von Rosens.

b. Often hyphened to pples. used attrib.

a 1704 LOCKE (J.), Some oddly-shaped fetus. 1863 KING-
LAKE Crimea 11876) I. xiv. 302 The most strenuous adver-
saries of this oddly-fated Prince. 1879 DOWDEN Southeyv.
136 The oddly-assorted pair met in Taylor's house. 1886
E. S. MORSE Jap. Homes vi. 275 Oddly-shaped stones.

Odd-man : see ODD A. i, 6, 8 d, I). 2.

Odd-me-dod, dial. corr. of HODMANDOD.
1880 JEFFERIES Greene Feme F. 257 There, you great

odd-me-dods you don't know what it is !

Oddments (p'dments), sb. pi. [f.
ODD a, +

-MENT.] Odd articles, items, fragments, or remnants;
odds and ends ; esp. articles belonging to broken or

incomplete sets, as offered for sale.

In Printing applied to the parts of a book other than the

text, i. e. the title-page, preface, contents, etc. ; sometimes to
the pages, whether of text or other matter, remaining over
after making up complete sections or '

sheets'.

1796 MAD. D'ARBLAY Lett. 10 July, I have still so many
book oddments of accounts, .to arrange. 1821 CLARE VilL
Alinstr. II. 85 I'm your age treble, with some oddments to 't.

1836 Lett.fr. Madras (1843) 22 Everybody made upaparcel
of clothes or some little oddments. 1873 Miss BRADDON Str.

<$ Pilgr, I. vi. 64 Massed into one lot of oddments at an
auction. 1883 Sat. Rev. 13 Oct. 467/1 Made up of plasters
and match-boxes and medicine-bottles and heaven knows
what other oddments. Mod. Advt., To clear off: special
offer of Remnants, Oddments, &c.

Oddness t>'dnes). [f. ODD a. + -NESS.]
1. Unevenness of number.
1398 TREVISA Earth. De P. R. xix. cxxvi. (Add. MS.

27944), And so in euene diuision is
noujt

euenenesse medled
wip oddenesse, nouper oddenesse wip euenenesse. 1589
PuTTENHAM Eng. Poesie n. iii[i.]. (Arb.) 85 The first seemes
shorter then the later, whoshewes amoreodnesse. .by reason
of his sharpe accent which is vpon the last sillable. a 1619
FOTHERBY Atheom. n, x. 4 (1622) 307 Take but One, from
Three ; and you. .destroy the odnesse. 1875 JOVVETT Plato
(ed. 2) I. 407 The number three, which participates in odd-

ness, excludes the even.

f2. Unique or rare character, singularity. Obs.

1581 MULCASIER Positions xxxix. (18871 188 Oftimes the

report of that odnesse which we see not in effect, but heare
of in speeche, falles out very lame. 1625 BP. J. WILLIAMS
Gt. Brit, Salomon 36 So will I compare these two Kings. .

that you may see, by the odnesse of their proportion, how
they differ from all Kings beside. 1666 J. DAVIES Hist.

Caribby Isls. 127 So neatly made, that the eye cannot be

cloy'd with considering the odness of their shapes.
3. Divergence from what is ordinary or usual ;

strangeness, peculiarity ; eccentricity.
1611 COTGR., Bigearrure t . .odnesse of humor, fantastical-

nesse. 1711 ADDISON Sptct. No. 7 f r, I was reflecting with

my self on the Oddness of her Fancy. 1785 SARAH FIELDING

Ophelia I. xiii, The oddness of the event would make people
curious. 1836 MACGILLIVRAY tr. Humboldt's Trav. xxu. 315
The oddness of the dresses of the principal personages.

f4. Want of congruity or harmony, irregularity.
Obs. rare.

ODDS.

1680 OTWAY Orphan iv. ii, In my house I only meet with
oddness and disorder.

5. With an and//. Something odd
; fan irregu-

larity, a discrepancy (obs.) ;
a peculiarity,

I7 I3 STEELE Guardian No. 10 r 7, I shall be enabled.. to
introduce several pretty oddnesses in the taking and tucking
up of gowns. 1714 Hue $ Cry after Dr. Sft in Somers
Tracts I. 390 Take Pen in Hand : Write some Odnesses.
1738 WHELER in Phil. Trans. XLI. 123 Neither of these
Solutions would account for the Variety of Oddnesses I have
met with. 1866 GEO. ELIOT /". Holt xxxvi, It seemed an
oddness requiring explanation.

Odds (pdz), j. Also 6-7 oddes, ods, (6 Sc.

oddis, odis, 7 odd*s, pi. oddses). [app. pi. of

ODDS, taken subst.: cf.news. In i6thc. regularly,
and in I7th and i8th c. usually, construed as a

singular,
' the odds is or was '

; an isolated

instance of ' the odds were* appears in 1614, but
this construction is unusual before the ipth c.

It is somewhat difficult to comprehend how the plural of
odd came to be taken to express the sense

'

difference ', and
also how a word originally plural should, while still retain-

ing the plural form, have been so constantly viewed and
construed as singular. The most likely explanation is that

oddes, oddis first meant 'odd' or 'unequal things' (cf.

news = ' new things or matters
'),

a relic of which appears
to exist in the phrase 'to make odds even' found in the
earliest quotation. But the notion of two odd or unequal
things so essentially involves that of the relation between
them as easily to pass into that of 'inequality 'or 'diffeience

',

as it perhaps already did in the phrase in question, and as
is fully developed in sense 2. After the sense 'difference'
was once established, the plural character of the word
might be lost sight of, the more easily that in this sense no
singular was m use, nor, frum the suggested origin, possible.
We may compare the history of news, vieans, truce.]

1. (?)Odd or unequal things, matters, or condi-

tions
; inequalities ;

hence to make odds even, to

equalize or level inequalities, to adjust or do away
with differences; "fto do away with, atone for,

remit, or forgive shortcomings and transgressions ;

not to reckon his sins or crimes against a person.
[Cf. ODD a. 7 b, quot, 1450-70,

' We sal evin that is od '.]

1500-20 DUNBAR Poems Ixxxv. 56 Implore, adore, thow
indeflore, To mak our oddis evyne. 1570 Satir. Poems
Reform, xvi. 70 Quhen ^e forgaif him all his cryme, And
maid his oddis euin. 1603 SHAKS. Meas, for M. m. i. 41
Yet death we feare That makes these oddes all euen. a 1839
PRAED Poems (1864) II. 171 Death looks down with nods
and smiles, And makes the odds all even.

2. The condition or fact of being unequal ;
in-

equality; disparity in number, amount, or quality ;

dissimilarity: DIFFERENCE j. J. Now rare. ^At
odds, unequal, different (0Ar.).

1542 UDALL Erasm. Afioph. n. (1877) 282 Augustus.,
admonished hisdoughter lulia, to marke what great difference
and oddes there was, betwene twoo women of high estate.

1548 \V. PATTEN Exp. Scot, in Arb. Garner HI. 60, I am so
certain the excellency of his acts, and the baseness of my
brain to be so far at odds. 1565 HARDING in Jewel Def.
Apol. (1611) 98 Euen among the most blessed Apostles..
in likenesse of honour there was ods of power. 1565 JEWEL
ibid. 612 Priesthood and Princehood haue one Originall and

i little oddes and small difference. 1587 HARRISON England
n. i. (1877) i. 36 There is an irreconciliable ods betweene
them and those of the papists. 1613 M. RIDLEY Magn,
Bodies Pref. 2 Their proportion, .being at too great oddes.

1614 RALKIGH Hist. H'orldll. v. iii. 15. 522 But whatsoeuer

disproportion was betweene the two Armies ; farre greater
were the oddes betweene the Captaines. 1631 MAV Lucnn
Contin. vn. 329 Twixt whom and Caesar was as great an
ods Almost, as twixt the Furies and the Gods. 1690
LOCKE Hnnit Und. iv. xvi. 12 Tho' there be a manifest
odds betwixt the Bigness of the Diameter. 1756 MRS.
CALDERWOOD in Scotsman (1884^ 13 Dec. 9/6 To see the
odds of clergymen in one country from another, .entirely

puts out bigotry. 1823 GALT Entail I. viii. 58, I ken nae
odds o

1

her this many a year. 1838-9 HALLAM Hist. Lit.

III. m. iv. 58. 167 Nature has made little odds among men
of mature age as to strength or knowledge. 1854 LOWELL
Cambridge Thirty Vrs. Ago Pr. Wks. 1890 I. So The New
England proverb says,

'
All deacons are good, but there's

odds in deacons'.

b. The amount by which one number or quantity
differs from another, or by which one thing exceeds

or excels, or falls short of or below another
;

amount in excess or defect ; difference.

1548 UDALL Erasm. Par. Luke\\. 75 Whiche is by a great
oddes higher. 1605 VERSTEGAN Dec. Intell. ii. (16^8) 27
More words by oddes then these may be found. 1640 W.
BRIDGE True Souldiers Convoy 86 What shall weigh downe
this odds but prayer? 1667 MILTON P. L. iv. 447, I chiefly
who enjoy So farr the happier Lot, enjoying thee Preeminent

by so much odds. 1671 MARVELL Corr, Wks. 1872-5 II.

384 It [a bill] was retained by the odds of two voices. 1799
WASHINGTON Writ. (1893) XIV. 234 The cheapest and by
odds the most convenient mode, a

184^5
HOOD Agric.

Distr. vi, At long and last the odds we split. 1866 HOWELLS
Venet. Life 50 By all odds, the loungers at Florian's were the

most interesting.

c. Difference in the way of benefit or detriment.

Now colloq. in What's the odds ? If is or makes no

odds.

1642 ROGERS Naaman To Rdr., So great the oddes is, in

what way a truth be uttered. 1657 W. MORICE Coena quasi
Koivi) Def. xv. 212 Ari.stippus would have found no odds in

dying by the bite of a Lion. 1691 LOCKE bltmey Wks. 1727
II. 95 Whether it be any Odds to England. 1776 G.
CAMPBELL Philos. Rhet. (1801) I. i. v. 118 Their being com-

pounded would make no odds. 1844 DICKENS Mart. C/iuz.

xiii, It makes no odds whether a man hasathousand pounds
or nothing there. 1885 T. A. GUTHRIE Tinted Venus viii.

94 But there, it's no odds. 1886 BESANT Chiidr. Gibeon\,vx.t
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ODDS.

What's the odds to a working-man whether he spells right
or wrong?
3. Disagreement, dissension, variance, strife;

DIFFERENCE 3. Chiefly in at odds, -\bring to odds

(cf. DIFFERENCE 3b).
1587 HARRISON England n. ix. (1877) i. 208 Those .. who

otherwise would Hue at strife, and quickelie be at ods. 1588
GREENE Pandosto{ 18431 12 A compacted knavery, .to bring
the king and Uim to oddes. 1604 SHAKS. Oth, n. iii. 185,
I cannot speake Any beginning to this peeuish odds. 1611

BIBLE Trans!. 1'ref. g The father .. findeth so great fault

with them for their oddes and iarring. 1659 B. HARRIS
Parivats Iron Age 27 In Germany, they.. fell to odclvs

principally about the Sacrament of the last Supper. 1694
MOTTBtnt Rabelais iv. xxix. (1737' 121 Enemies; against
whom he is eternally at odds. 1765 STERNE Tr, Shandy
VIII. x, About which your reverences have so often been
at odds with one another. 1873 BROWNING RcdCott, Nt,-
taP I SS Old folk and young folk, still at odds, of course !

4. Difference in favour of one of two contending

parties ; balance of advantage ; superiority in

numbers or resources. At (fw////
1

odds^ with the

balance of advantage for or against one.

1574 HELLOWKS GueuareCs Fain. Ep. Ep. Ded. (1577) i,

I was constreined with too much oddes, to endure combate
with both these furious spirites. 1587 Mirr. RIag., Albanact.

xxxviii, At home, with oddes, they durst not byde the

stroke. 1600 SHAKS. A. Y. L. \. ii. 169 You wil take iittle

delight in it,., there is such oddes in the man. 1628
WITHER Brit. Remeinb. Pref. 235 The ods is more then ten
to three. 1676 HOBBES Iliad xx. 136 Nor does it need ; so
much we have the ods. 1708 SWIFT Sacrain, Test Wk^.
1755 II- i. 129 There appeared at least four to one odds
against them. 1834 MEDWIN Angler in Wales I. 259 The
odds were now greatly in their favour. 1856 FUOUDE Hist,

Eng. (1858) I. ii. 112 England had many times fought
successfully against the same odds.

"f* b. Superior position, advantage. To take odds

of, to take advantage of. Obs.

1396 SPENSER F. Q. vi. ii. 18 Unarm 'd all was the knight. .

Whereof he taking oddes, streight bids him dight Himselfe
to yeeld his Love. 1628 HOUSES J^hucyd. (1822) 94 When. .

we come to undertake any danger we have this odds by it.

17*7 A. HAMILTON New Ace. E. Ind. I. p. xvi, 1 am not

ignorant of the great Odds that the Bishop had of me, both
in Education and Capacity. 1750 J- NKLSON JrnL (1836)
23, I have the odds of you, for I have a much worse opinion
of myself than you can have.

C. Equalizing allowance given to a weaker

player or side in a game of skill or an inferior

competitor in a handicap. Alsoy?^.
1591 FLORIO znd Fruites 73 A. What aduantageor oddes

will you giue me? S. None at all : why should I giue you
oddes? A. Because you play better than I. 1593 SHAKS.
Rich. //, i. i. 62 Which to maintaine, I would allow him
oddes, And meete him, were I tide to runne afoote, Euen
to the frozen ridges of the Alpes. 164* FULLER Holy <y Prof.
St. iv. xx. 346 Warre is a game wherein very often that
side loseth which layeth the oddes. 1725 BAILEY Erasm.
Cotloq. I. 82 There's no great Honour in getting a Victory
when Odds is taken. 1888 BRYCE Atner. Comnnu. II. Ii.

284 Each side feels that it cannot allow any odds to the other.

5. In Betting, Advantage conceded by one of the

parties in proportion to the assumed chances in his

favour; the inequality of a wager, consisting in the

ratio in which the sum to be given stands to that

to be received. To lay (give, etc.) odds, to offer

a wager on terms favourable to the other party ;

to take odds, to accept a wager thus proposed.
1597 SHAKS. 2 Hen. ff, v. v. in, I will lay oddes, that ere

this yeere expire, We beare our Ciuill Swords . . As farre as

France. 1602 Ham. v. ii. 272 Your Grace hath laide the

oddes a' th' weaker side. 1670 COTTON Esfcrnon i. iv. 156
He was so confident of his skill, as to offer odds, that .. he
would either kill the Duke of E-^pernon, or very much
endanger his life. 1748 Whitehall Evening-Post No. 405
The Odds, at starting, were on Babram. 1845 DISRAELI

Sybil i. i,

'
I'll take the odds against Caravan '.

' In

ponies?' 'Done'. 1855 "MACAULAY Hist. Eng. xxi. IV.

;93

The Jacobites .. would not give the odds, and could

ardly be induced to take any moderate odds. 1875 W. S.

HAYWARD Love agst. World 100 What odds will you lay

against him?
6.

* Chances '

or balance of probability in favour of

something happening or being the case ; esp. in

it is odds (that, bitt\ now usually the odds are.

1589 Pappe -w. Hatchet (1844) 44 Tis ods but I shall

thrust thee through the buckler into the brain. 1625 BACON
ss. t Delays (Arh.) 525 If a Man watch too long, it is odds

he will fall asleepe. 1650 JER. TAYLOR Holy Living (1727)

245 It is infinite odds but he will quench the Spirit, a 1680

BUTLER Rein, (1759) I. 84 Those that.. Can tell the Oddses
of all Games. 1697 DRYDEN Virg. Georg. Ded., The Odds
are against him that he loses. 1720 DE FOE Capt. Single-
ton viii. (1840) 148 It was a million to one odds that ever

he could have been relieved. 1748 CHESTERF. Lett. (1792)
II. clxvii. 116 It is odds but you touch some body or other's

sore place. 1847 DE QUINXKY Sp. Mil. Nnn viii. 17 It was
odds but she had first embarked upon this billowy life

from the literal Bay of Biscay. 1871 R. H. HUTTON Ess.

(1877) I. 48 A game of chance where the odds are a hundred
to one against you.
7. Odds and ends, odd fragments or remnants,

miscellaneous articles or things. Cf. END sb. 5.

Perhaps, in origin, an alteration of odd ends, found in

same sense much earlier (see ODD a. 8) ; the later form

having a better jingle, and more comprehensive appearance.
c 1746 J. COLLIER (Tim Bobbin) View Lane. Dial. Gloss.,

Odds-on-ccndS) odd trifling things. 17. . Lett, in Rhyme t

To R. Towncly, "fwas Thursday last, when I, John Goose-

quill, Went for some odds-and-ends to Rochdale. 1779 G.
KEATE Sketchesjr. Nat. (ed. 2) I. 51 'Tis but unstrapping my
chaise trunk, layingout my odds and ends, and the affair is

over. iSzi BYRON Juan HI. Ixxxiii, Having pick'd up several
|

61

odds ind ends Of free thoughts. 1844 DICKENS Mart. Chuz.
xi, Fragments of old patterns, and odds and ends of

spoiled goods. 1852 MRS. CARLYLE Lett. II. 193 There are
still some odds and ends for the carpenter to do. 1860
SMILES Self-Help iv. 82 The very odds and ends of time >

may be worked up into results of the greatest value.

8. Comb.
,

as (sense 5) odds-giver, -receiver '<

odds-on a. t on which odds are laid.

1890 Daily A'ews 10 Dec. 3/8 The proceedings were brought \

to a conclusion by the defeat of an odds-on fancy, Peerage. 1

1892 Ibid. 12 Sept. 3/4 Singularly enough the odds-giver
was never in the race. 1898 Ibid. 30 May 11/3 Every CMMI-

money or odds-on favourite was bowled over. 1900 ll'cstnt.

Gaz. 21 Apr. 3/3 We have played games by the hundred
j

giving the odds of the QR, and have invariably made use
|

of the right of castling QR without the least objection from
|

the odds receiver.

Odds (f?dz), v. dial.
[f. prec. sb.] trans. To

make different, alter; to balance.

1863 KINGSLEY Water Bab. vi. 263 So they odds it till It

comes even, as folks say down in Berkshire. 1876 S.

War^vick. Gloss.. Odds, to alter, make different.
'

It '11 all

be odds'd in a bit.' 1883 Hampsh. Gloss., Odds, to alter.
'
I can't odds 'un.' 1884 Upton-on-Severti Gloss., Odds, to

balance, as an account, or to aker.

Oddsbob, Oddsbud, etc. : see On*.

t O'ddsmau. Sc. Obs. In 6 odisman, ods-
man. [Alteration of odd man (ODD a. I): cf.

thirdsman, daysman, etc.] An umpire, nn arbiter.

1581 -SV. Acts Jos. /'/ (1814) III. 230/1 Refcrrit be the
saidis parteis . . to our souerane lord as ouris man and '

odisman. 1583 Dccrcet Arbitral of yas. VI Gov. Ji.dinh.
\

(1742) 8 Ods-man and Overs-man, commonly chosen be
Advice and Consent of baith the saids Parties.

t O'ddwoman. Sc. Ol>s. [f.
ODD a. + "\VOMAN,

after odd. man^\ A female umpire, an arbitress.

1587 .Vc. Acts Jas. VI (Jam.), And vmquhile thequene our '

souerane lordis derrest moder as odwoman and ourwoman.

Oddzooks, Oddzounds : see On 1
.

Ode (i?
ud). Also 7 oade, [a. F. ode (c 1500

:

in Hatz.-Darm.), =It., Sp., Pg. oda, ad. late and
med.L. oda, earlier also odet a. Gr. cvdrj (contracted :

from aoiSrj) song, f. afiStiv to sing.]

1. a. In reference to ancient literature (and in

some early uses of the word in English) : A poem
intended or adapted to be sung; e. g. the Odes of

Pindar, of Anacieon, of Horace. Choral Odes, the

songs of the Chorus in a Greek play, etc. b. In

modern use : A rimed (rarely unrimed) lyric, often

in the form of an address; generally dignified or

exalted in subject, feeling, and style, but sometimes

(in earlier use) simple and familiar (though less so

than a song}.
It rarely extends to 150 lines, and some poems so named

are quite short, though prob. the name would not now be

given to such. The metre in longer odes is usually irregular
{e. g. Dryden Alexander's Feast, Wordsworth Intimations

of Immortality), or consists of stanzas regularly varied

(Gray's Pindaric Odes); but, in shorter 'odes
',
sometimes

of uniform stanzas (Gray's shorter odes).

1588 SHAKS. L. L. L. iv. iii. 99 Once more lie read the

Ode that I haue writ. 1589 PUTTEXHAM Eng. P^esie \. xxx.

(Arb.) 72 Out of the primitiue Greeke and Latine, as

Comedie, Tragedie, Ode, Kpitaphe, Klegie, Kpigramme,
and other moe. 1609 HKYWOOD Brit. Troy xti. xviii, They
Oades and Cantons sing. 1629 MILTON Ode Nativity 24
O run, prevent them with thy humble ode, And lay it lowly
at his blessed feet. 1755 GRAY (title) The Progress of

Poesy, a Pindaric Ode. 1783 CoWFBR Lett, 4 Aug., We
have few good English odes. 1803-6 WORDSWORTH (title)

Ode. Intimations of Immortality. 1805 Ode to Duty,
This ode is on the model of Gray's Ode to Adversity, which
is copied from Horace's Ode to Fortune. 1825 MACAULAY
Ess,, Milton (1887) 7 The Greek drama, .sprung from the
ode. 1852 TENNYSON (title) Ode on the Death of the Duke
of Wellington. 1885 THEOD. WATTS in Encycl. Brit. XIX.
270/2 Enthusiasm is, in the nature of things, the very basis

of the ode ; for the ode is a monodrama, the actor in which
is the poet himself. Ibid. 272/1 Coleridge's Ode to France,
the finest ode in the English language, according to Shelley.

1890 R. G. MOULTON Anc. Class. Drama ix. 296 From the

entry of the Chorus a comedy consists in the alternation of

Episodes and Choral Odes to any number of each.

Jig: 1841-4 EMERSON ss., Poet Wks. (Bohn) I. 164 A
tempest is a rough ode, without falsehood or rant.

2. Gr. Church. Each of the nine Scripture can-

ticles ; also, each song or hymn of a series called

the canon of the odes.

1881 LD. SELBORNE in Encycl. Brit. XII. 580/1 The system
[of Greek hymnody] has a peculiar technical terminology,
in which the words '

troparion ', 'ode', 'canon '..chiefly

require explanation. The troparion is the unit of the

system, being a strophe or stanza .. divisible into verses or

clauses, with regulated caesuras. . .An ode is a song or hymn
compounded of several similar troparia usually three,

four, or five. . . A system of three or four odes is
*

triodion
'

or
'

tetraodion '. A canon is a system of eight (theoretically
j

nine) connected odes, the second being always suppressed.

3. Comb. t as ode-factor, -maker t -writing; ode-

composing adj. ; odeman, a writer of odes.
a 1737 POPE Lett.) to Ladies iv. Wks. 1737 V. 122 My

supper was . . with a great Poet and Ode-maker. 1748
ARMSTRONG Univ. Almanac Nov., They'll He somewhat
heavyupon the hands of the ode-factors, c 1785-90 WOLCOTT
(P. Pindar) Progr. Curiosity Argt. ii, Laurelled Odeman.
J 795 Coronation Bill Wks. 1812 III. 377 Ode-composing
Peter. 1791 LANGTON in Boswell Johnson an. 1780, A
gentleman present, .had been running down ode-writing in

general, as a bad species of poetry.

Ode, obs. form of ODD, WOAD.

ODINITIC.

) Jonuative suffix, repr, Gr. -wdij?, -u>5i, adj.-

ending
'

like, of the nature of, contracted from

-oi8r]s = -o- final of root or comb, vowel + -(5^5
like

; e. g, \tOwSijs stony, uapKw^s fleshy, v\w8ij$

woody, <pv\\wdr]s lea/like. Thence have been formed
mod. I,, sbs. in -odium, ling, -ode, in the sense of
'

something of the nature of
*

that expressed by the

first element. Examples : cladode, geode, phylhde,
$arcode t staminode. /Not the same as -ode = Gr.
u5oy way, path, in anode, cathode, electrode

, etc.)
Odel : see under OJ>AL.

Odelet ((Tu-dk't). [f.
ODE + -LET: cf. \\odelette

(i6th c. in Hatz.-Darm.).] A short or little ode.

XSXQ '

trifled, and written many an odelet to entertain his friend.

1883 . J M<;;,r//; 22 Dec. iii 1/1 The gay and charming <K:tat
' To Minerva '.

O'deling. noncc-u>J. [f. as prec. + -LIXG.] A
diminutive or '

bantling
'

ode.
a 1845 HOOD To HaJtnaitann ,\ii, An Ode-ling more will set

you all to rights.

Oder, obs. form of OTHER.

II Odeum (odi-vm). PI. odea (0dra\ [Late
L. cdcuni (odtfuui}. a. Gr. oJSefof a building for

musical performances. Cf. F. odtitm '1547 in

Ilntz.-Darm.), also odeon.~\ Among the ancient

Greeks, and afterwards the Romans, a roofed

building, akin to a theatre, for vocal and instru-

mental music
; also, sometimes applied to a modern

theatre, hall, etc., or gallery in such a building,
used for musical performances.
[1603 HOLLAND Plutarch's Nor. 277 Go to the sjallerie

Stoa, the learned schoole Palladium , or the Musicke-
schoole Odxwn.\ 1682 Land. C,az. No. 1726/4 To this

.succeeded a Suit of Vocal and Instrumental Mustek from
the Odeum or Musick Gallery. 1775 R. CHANDLER 7 far.
Asia Minor 53 We saw here no stadium, theatre, or
odeum. 1841 W. SPALDING Italy <V It. 1st. I. iv. 156 In the
free days of the nation, she and her colonies erected fortifica-

tions, theatres, odea, stadia, and temples. 1866 KKLTON
Anc. fy Mod. Gr. I. n. iv. 336 The market, the court, the

gymnasium, the odeum, the theatre, .filled up the days of
the citizen.

Odeur, obs, form of ODOUR.

tO'dlble, a. Obs. [ad. L. odibil-is hateful, f.

verbal stem od- hate : see OL>IUM and -IELE.]

\Yorthy to be hated, hateful, odious.

1412-20 LYDG. Chron. Troy in. xxiv, His face was so
hatefnll and .so odyble. '11450 Mankind (Brandl* 724 All

natural! nutriment to me as carene ys odybull. 1521 JJr.

CLERK in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. n. 1. 307 The Spanyarcls ..

being.. as odybyll peopyll unto this nation as any cane be.

1614 RICH Honest. Age 11844) 5^ There is not a vice so

odible, but they haue skill to maske it with the visard of
vertue. 1675 DAXTF.R Cath. Tkcol. \\. v. 74 And is it possible
.. to live continually with intelligible, amiable or odible

Objects?

Odic (y'dik), <z.l rare.
[f. ODE + -ic.] Of

the nature of or pertaining to an ode.

1863 W. BARNKS in Macm. Mag. May 36 That the dramatic
and odic poetry of the Greeks, .was a natural growth from
the song-dances of savage life.

Odic (?'dik), rt.2 [f. On 2 + -ic.] Of or per-

taining to the hypothetical force called OD.
1850 ASHBUKNER tr. Rcichenback's Dynamics Pref. n The

establishment of the existence of the odic force is that which
was wanting to reply to* most ot the questions respecting
life. 1869 Punch 21 Aug. 6S/i The magnetic or odic lights
which Reichenbach photographed. 1895 Euz. S. PHEU>S
Chapt.fr. Life vii. 131 That odic force whose mysterious
existence science- cannot deny, and speculation would not.

f Odiferant, Odiferous, obs. shortened forms
Of OUOKIFERANT, -FERGUS.

14.. in Ashm. Thcat. Cltem. (1652) 220 Hys smel ; That
ben so swete and so odefenis. a 1529 SKELTON Bk. 3 Poles

Envye, I thought for to have taken abyaunce with an
odyfferaunt flowre. 1542 UOORDE Dyetary iv. (1870) 237
That there be no fylth in them, but good & odyferous
sauours, 1551 HULOET, Odtfirous, loke in odoriferous, for

the laste is the better phrase. 1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud.

Ef>. 69 Working upon humane ordure and by long preparation
rendring it odiferous.

Odinism (Ju-diniz'm). [f. Odin + -ISM.] The
worship of Odin, called the All-father, the chief

deity of Norse mythology, corresponding to the

OE. Woden, from whom most of the kingly
lines of the Angles and Saxons reckoned their

descent ; the mythology and religious doctrine of

the ancient Scandinavian people before the intro-

duction of Christianity.
1848 O. BROWNSON Wks. V. 257 A revival of Odinism, or

the old Scandinavian heathenism. 1867 PEARSON Hist.

Eng:. I- "5 Odinism, in the 5th and 6th centuries, was

probably very different from what it became at a later date.

So Odi-nian, Odi'nic, Odinrtic adjs^ of or

pertaining to Odin or Odinism
; O'dinist, a votary

of Odin; a student of Odinism; also altrib. or adj.

1864 WEBSTER, Odiiric. 1864 Miss COBBE in Frasers Mag.
Mar. 310 The worst penalty of wickedness threatened by
the Odinist religion. 1869 STUART GLENNIE Arthurian
Local, iv, in So in what I may call Odinian Scotland, have

we memorials of the Norsemen. 1879 KARL BLIND in \qth

Cent. June 1105 The apparently Arthurian, in reality Odinic,

character ofvarious North-British legends. 1883 in HomiUt.



ODIOSE.

Monthly (N.Y.) Jan. (1884) 198 The Od in i tic raven, the bird

of memory of the old Norse Mythology. 1891 Edin. Km
Apr. 351 The Odlnic code countenanced the exposure of

sickly or superfluous infants.

tOdiO'Se,^. Obs.rare. [^.'L.odios-ns.}
=- next.

1560 DAUS tr. Sla'danc's Ovw. 36 That their name was
in times pa=t odio.se, and hated cf him.

Odious (Ju'dias), a. [a. AF. odious - OF.
odieus (1376 in Godef.), F. odieux^ ad. L. odios-us,

f. odium hatred, ODIUM : see -ous.]
1. Deserving of hatred, hateful; causing or excit-

ing hatred or repugnance, disagreeable, offensive,

repulsive; exciting odium.
-1380 WVCI.IF Sel. li'ks. III. 139 po passioun of Crist is

mycne for to preyse, bot sleeyng of his tonnentoures is

odiouse to God. c 1386 CHAUCKK Sompn. T, 484 Sire quod
he an odious meschief This day bityd is to myn ordre and
me. a 1400 Octainan 1071 He bote hys lyppy* and schoke

hys berde, That hodyus hyt was to see. 1502 ATKYXSON
tr. De Imitatione in. v. 199 So that nothyng be to the so

odyous as synne & wyckydnes. 1577 HARRISON England
II. v. (1877) i. in A number of their odious comparisons and
ambitious titles are now decaied. 1604 SHAKS. Oth. \. ii.

180 You told a Lye, an odious damned Lye. 1759 TOHSSON
Idler No. 86 F n, I am asked twenty times a day when I am
to leave those odious lodgings. 1861 GFO. ELIOT Silas A/.

iii, The unhappy woman, .whose linage became more odious
to him every day. 1866 DK. ARGYLL Reign Law vii. (1871)

327 The most odious conceptions of human society which
the world has ever seen.

f2. Regarded with hatred
;
hated. Qbs.

1382 WYCLIF Dent. xxi. 15 If a man haue two wyues, oon
loued and another odyows. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 362/1
Odyows, or be-hatyd, odiosus.

Odiously ^'diasli), adv. [f. prec. + -LT 2
.]

In

an odious manner ;
so as to cause or incur hatred

or odium ; hatefully, abominably.
c 1460 G. ASHBY Dicta Pkilos, 1117 The malice of evil

men Rebellith And makithe theime to lyve odiously. 1561
T. NORTON Calvin's fnst. i. xiii. (1634) 44 So charity is

broken by odiously brawling together. 1642 R. CARPENTER
Experience u.\i\. 160 The Spaniards are odiously proud. 1675
MARVELL Corr. \Vks. 1872-5 II. 467 No men were ever

grown so odiously ridiculous [as the bishops were]. <i 1715
BI/KNET Own Time (1823) I. 390 This was represented very
odiously at Oxford. 1885 J. H. MCCARTHY Caniiola xxxii,
He was becoming dangerously, odiously complimentary.

OdiousnesS (/'"'diasnes). [f.
as prec. + -NESS.]

The quality of being odious or hateful
; repulsive-

ness
;
the quality of causing odium

;
hatefulness.

1494 FABYAN Chron. vii. 644 Olyuer Deuyll, whom, for

the odiousnesse of the name, y
1
'

Kynge causyd it to be

chaungyd, & to be named Daman. 1561 T. NORTON Calvin 's

Inst. i. xvi. (1634) 86 Some men doe goe about with the

odiousnesse thereof to bring God's truth in hatred. 1613
SHERLEY Trav. Persia 71 A thing . . of infinite odiousnesse.

01715 BURNET^WM TYwtf (1766) I. 226 Theodiousness of tire

crime. 1884 Manch. Exam. 14 May 5/2 We say nothing
of the impossibility of the task. It is enough to speak of its

odiousness.

Odir(e, obs. forms of ODOUR, OTHER.

Odist (ou-dist). rare.
[f. ODE + -IST.] A

writer or composer of an ode ; an ode-maker.

1797 CANNING & GIFFORD in Anti-Jacobin 18 Dec., The
original Odist thus parodied by his friend. 1890 Harpers
Mag. July 272/1 This sudden transformation of the hymn
writer into the odist of Phoebus Apollo.

Odium (0u'di#m). [a. L. odium, f. vb. stem

od-, odi- to hate.] Hatred, dislike, aversion, de-

testation, a. as a feeling or quality of the subject.

1654 tr. Scvdery's Curia Pol. 139 Before his death he
discern'd himself the object of the Peoples scorne, and
odium. 1654 H. L'ESTRANGE Chas. 7(1655)65 Ambitious

by some meritorious service to earn a better gust, or correct

the universal odium against him. 1776 O. SCHUYLER in

Sparks Corr. Ainer. Rev. (1853) I. 287, I will no longer
suffer the public odium, since I have it most amply in my
power to justify myself. 1826 E. IRVING Babylon II. 389
Though it expose me to odium in every form, I have no
hesitation in asserting it.

b. as a condition affecting the object : The fact

or state of being hated or exposed to hatred.

1602 WARNKR Alb. Eng. Epit. 11612) 387 Obseruing the

King.. to be in Odium with his Subiects. 1691 lip. KEN
Let. to Mrs. Griggs 7 Jtufe (Add. MS ), To avoid y l odium
vnder W1 I lye. 1726 G. ROBERTS Four Years I'oy. 64,

I should have fallen under an Odium with them. 1875

TpWETT Plato ed. 2) IV. 36 The odium which attached to

him when alive has not been removed by his death.

c. The reproach attaching to some hated act or

fact; odiousness; opprobrium.
1678 CL-DWORTH Intelt. Syst. r. iv. 20. 360 That he might

decline the Odium of being accompted an Atheist, a 1680

BUTLER Rent. (1759) I. 348 Nero, .having set Rome on fire

himself, .laid the Odium of it on the Christians. 1734 WATTS
Reliq. Jftv. Ivii. (1789) 187 Men. .who shall seek truth with

an unbiassed soul; and shall speak it freely to mankind,
without the fear of parties or the odium of singularity.
1826 SCOTT Nigel iv, When the odium of the transaction

shall be forgotten. 1879 FROUDE Cssar viii. 85 On him had
fallen the odium of me proscription and the stain of the

massacres.

fd. The object of hatred or dislike. Obs.

1681 HICKERINGILL Sin Man-Catching Wks. 1716 I. 189
Is not this better than to. .become the common odium and

object of the Peoples Hatred and just Indignation?

||
e. Odium theologicttnt (mod.L.), the hatred

which proverbially characterizes theological dissen-

sions. Hence, by imitation, odium sestheticum

(aesthetic), medicitm (medical), musicum (musical),

etc.

1758 HOME Ess. <$
Treat, xxiv. 121 note, The Odium

Tkeologicum^ or Theological Hatred, is noted even to a
proverb, and means that degree of rancour, which is the
most furious and implacable. 1856 FROUDE //w/. Eng, II.

vii. 137 The odium thcologicnm is ever hotter between
sections of the same party which are divided by trifling

differences, than between the open representatives of an-

tagonist principles. 1875 LOWELL. Wordsworth Pr. Wks.
1890 IV. 354 Something of the intensity of the odium
theologicum (if indeed the aestheticnm be not in these days
the more bitter of the two 1

. 1879 i^th Cent, 1069 On such

ground it is little wonder if the odium musicnm sometimes

approximates in character to the odium theologicititt. 1893
ll't-stm. Gas. 23 Feb. 4/1 But the odium medicnm of the
main body of the profession has generally proved too strong
for the heads of it.

Odize t^'dsiz, <J<i'd9iz),#. rare. [f. OD 2 + -IZE.]
trans. To charge or impregnate with odic force.

1850 ASHBURNER tr. Reic/totoac/tf Dynamics 488. 513
There is some probability that odic smoke is odized air, in

the same way that the so-called magnetized water is odized

water, that is, air and water charged with Od. Jbid,,
Water. .when odized. .becomes visible in the dark. .exactly
as odized metals acquire or increase in odic incandescence.

t Odling, vbl. sb. (?) Obs. rare-' 1
. Meaning

uncertain :

( must have some"relation to tricking and

cheating* (Nares). Perh. an error of some kind.

1599 15. JOSSON* Ev. Man out ofHum. Characters, Shift,
A thread-bare shark ; one that never was a soldier, yet lives

upon lendings. His profession is skeldring and odling.

Odly, -ment, -ness, obs. if. ODDLY, etc.

Odmyl ;^'dmin. Chem.
[f.

Gr. 08^77 (Ionian
form of offfir}} smell + -YL.] A mobile sulphur-

containing liquid found in the volatile substance

given off in the preparation of balsam of sulphur ;

it has a garlicky smell, and boils at 71" C.

1866-72 WATTS Diet. Chem. IV.i 73 . &y*Syd.Soc.Lex.*.v.
Odograph: see HODOGKAPH 2.

Odo'logry. [f.
OD - + -LOGY.] The science or

doctrine or the hypothetical force called od.

1851 ROBERTSON in Life $ Lett. ix. II. 26 Mesmerism,
electro-biology, odology.

Odometer, -metrical, -metry: see Ilono-

MKTER, etC.

I! Odontalgia (Vdfntarld^ia). Also 7-8 in

anglicized form odontalgy. [a. Gr. oSovra^yia
toothache, f. vSovr- tooth + -ahyta, from a\yos

pain, suffering. Cf. F. odontalgie (1694 in Hatz.-

Darm.).] Toothache.
1651 BIGGS New Disfi, r 248 The odontalgie or pain of the

tooth. 1706 PHILLIPS, Odontetlgia. 1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl.
s. v. Alveoli, From whence, and the nerve, proceeds that

pain called odontalgy, or tooth-ach. i&QQMed.Jrnl. 111.403
Odontalgia, or the Tooth-Ach, the most frequent and painful
disease incident to the human body. 1876 H \RLEY Ulat.

Med. (ed. 6) 342 It is employed externally as an anodyne,
as in neuralgia and especially odontalgia,

Odontalgie (pd^ntwldgik), a. and sb. [f. as

prec. + -1C
;
in F. odontalgiqtte,\

A. adj. Of or pertaining to toothache.

1727 BAILEY vol. II, Odwttalgick) pertaining to the Tooth-
Ache. 1737 FIRACKKN Farriery Impr. (1757' II. 102 Some
Odontalgie Drop, or other Nostrum. 1888 H. F. WOOD
Passenger fr. Scotl. Yd. xv. 181 That odomalgic expert
thought the detective

' looked extractions at him '.

B. s/>. A medicine for toothache.

1737 BRACKEN Farriery Impr. (1757) II. 263 Opiates are

Ophthalmias, as well as Odontalgics. 1861 HLLME tr.

Moquin-Tandem 11. in. 159 The Larinus Odontalgicus of

Dejean..has obtained a reputation as an odontalgie.

11 Odoiitiasis (pdfratai'iUis). [mod.L., f. Gr.

vdovTtd-ftv to cut teeth : see -ASIS. In F. odontiasc^\
The cutting of the teeth

; dentition, teething.
1706 in PHILLIPS. 1811 in HOOPER. In mod. Diets.

Odontic (fldp'ntilO, a. and sb. [ad. Gr, oSovn-

KOS fit for the teeth, f. otiovs, odovr- tooth: see -ic.J

a. adj. Of or belonging to the teeth, b. sb. in //.

(a) Medicaments or remedies for the teeth (Syd.
$0e. Lex. 1892) ; (U} Matters relating to the teeth.

1657 Physical Diet., Odentick, belonging to the teeth.

1854 HADI iAM Jfallen t. 303 Aristotle, .says of his belone.that
it is 'smooth

' and '

toothless ', which statement, as regards
the odontics of the gar-fish, is the reverse of fact.

Odontist (odp'ntist). [f.
Gr. oSous, o$ovr- tooth

+ -1ST.] A dentist.

1819 Blackw. Mag. V. 607 It was Dr. Scott, the celebrated

Odontist of Glasgow. 1821 Ibid. X. 214 His Majesty's
Odontist had disappeared.

[|
Odonti'tis. [f.

(Jr. oSorr- tooth: see -ITIS.

Cf. mod.F. odontite (Littre Supplt.~\] Inflamma-
tion or pain of a tooth (Mayne Exp. Lex. 1857)-

Odonto-, before a vowel odont-, combining
form of Gr. oSovy, oSocr- a tooth, in terms of

Zoology, Dentistry, etc., as in Odo'ntocete (-sft)

[Gr. KT)TOS whale] a. t of a cetacean: having teeth

instead of whalebone, opposed to mysticete\ sb,

a toothed cetacean ; hence Odontoce'tous a.

Odoutoge'nic a., pertaining to the origin and

development of teeth. Odonto'gfeny [see -GENY],
the generation or origin and development of the

teeth ; embryology of dentition (Dunglison Med.
Lex. 1853). Odonto'g-nathous a. Zool. [Gr.

yva6os jaw], having teeth or transverse ridges in the

jaw, as helicoid Gasteropods. Odo'ntolite [Gr.
Afrfo; stone], a fossil tooth; with lapidaries, a fossil

tooth or other bone coloured blue by mineral

ODONTOID.

impregnation, occurring in tertiary strata. Odo'nto-
lith [as prec.], tartar of the teeth. H Odo'ntone-

cro'sis, necrosis or death of a tooth or part of
a tooth (C. A. Harris Diet. Afcd. Terminal. 1867).
Odo'ntonoso-log-y [NOSOLOGY] (see quot. 1867).
Odo'ntorni'thic a. [ORNITHIC], belonging to an
extinct section of birds with teeth (Odontormthes).
Odontorhy-lichens a. Ornith. [Gr. /&7Xoy snout],

having toothlike serrations in the bill, serrirostrate

(as geese and ducks' . Odontosto-matous, Odouto' -

stomous a. [Gr. <TTO^CI(T-) mouth], having jaws
which bite like teeth ; mandibulate (^as an insect) ;

see also quot. 1892. Odonto'trypy, Dentistry
[Gr. Tpvrra hole, rpvtra-fiv to bore], the operation
of perforating a tooth to draw off pus from an
internal abscess (C. A. Harris 1867).
1883 Encycl. Brit. XV. 30,3 The Mystacocetes have passed

beyond the *Odontocetes in specialization. 1819 THOMSON
in Ann. Philos. XIV. 416 *Odontolite Turquoise deserves
to be treated as an object of zoognosy. 1868 DANA Min.
(ed. 5) 581 Mo^t of the turquois (not artificial) used in jewelry
. . was bone-turquois (called also odontolite). 1847-9 TODD
Cycl. Anat. IV. 83 'i The calculous matter which gathers
round the teeth, .called tartar or *odontoliths. 1857 MAYNE
Expos. Lex., Otf0ri/0n0sot(>g7a,,.

f
QdontQnQSQ]Qgy. 18670.

A. HARRIS Diet. Med. Terminal., Odoutonosology, a treatise
on the diseases of the teeth; also that branch of medicine
which

treatSjOf
the diseases of the teeth. 1874 W. C.

WILI.IAMSONMM Oweifs Coll. Ess. vii. 202 Professor Marsh's
new *odontornithic bird. 1892 Syd. Soc. Lex., *0dontor-

rhynchous, having the mandibles dentated. Ibid.,*Odo>iio-
stovtatous, having a dentated mouth or opening, as the
Bulhmis odontostonia.

Odontoblast ^d^-nt^blsest). [f.
ODONTO- +

-BLAST, germ, embryo.] A tooth-cell that pro-
duces dentine; any tooth-secreting cell. Hence
Odontobla'stic a., of or pertaining to such a cell.

1878 T. BRYANT Pract. Snrg. I. 558 The dentine is de-

veloped from the 'dentlnal pulp* of vascular connective
tissue by the immediate agency of a superficial layer of
cells called odontoblasts. 1881 CARPENTER Hum. Physiol.
(ed. 9) 56.

IlOdontogloSSUm(^nt^gV-spm).j5(?/. [mod.
L., f. Gr. 65otJs (see ODONTO-) + yXwaaa, yKwrra
tongue.] A genus of orchids having Mowers re-

markable for their size and the beauty of their

colours
; also, a plant or flower of this genus.

1880 OI:IDA Maths I. 178 Vere looked up from the golden
blossoms of an Odontoglossum. 1891 Athenxum 4 July
40/2 Mr. R. A. Rolfe showed two hybrid odontoglossums.
So Odo'iitoglot, rare anglicized form of prec.
1879 BODDAM-\VHETHAM Roracina xxi. 240 The heavier

odour of a chocolate-tinted odonto^lot.

Odontograph. (tipatHgraf). [f.
ODONTO- +

-GRAPH.] An instrument, invented by Professor

R. Willis, for marking or setting out the teeth of

gear-wheels.'

1857 RANKING in Encycl. Brit. (ed. 81 XIV. 396/1 To
facilitate the drawing of epicycloida! teeth in practice. . Mr.
Willis has published tables of p cand p' c,and invented an
instrument called the 'Odontograph'. 1866 I'SANDE & Cox
Diet. Sci., etc. s. v., Tables are given on the odontograph
for finding the graduation on the scale corresponding to

any given pitch and number of teeth.

Odontography (ccVnt/> grafi). [f. ODONTO-
+ -GBAPHY.] A description, or history, of the

teeth.

1840-3 OWEN (title) Odontography; or, a Treatise on the

Comparative Anatomy ofthe Teeth. 1842 Av/Hj'O'''''- XXIV.
142/1. 1893 Pall Mall G. 19 Dec. 3/2 Minute anatomy,
odontography, and many cognate branches, all fell under
his [Owen's] observation in turn.

Hence Odontogra'phic a., of or pertaining to

odontography. 1880 WEBSTER Suppl.

Odontoid (0dfvntoid), a. and sb. [ad. Gr.

oSovTofio'jjs tooth-like : see ODONTO- and -OID. Cf.

F. odonto'ide (1690 in Hatz.-Darm.%]
A. adj. 1. Resembling or having the form of

a tooth; tooth-like; spec, in odontoid process (odon-

toidpeg), a tooth-like projection from the body of

the axis or second cervical vertebra of certain

mammals and birds
; when this process docs not

coalesce with the body of the axis, as in Orni-

thorhynchits and many reptiles, it is sometimes

called the odontoid bone.

1819 Pantotogia, Odontoid Process, a process of the

second vertebra of the neck. 1831 R. KNOX Ctoqacft
Anat. 179 The posterior surface of this ligament rests upon
the odontoid process. 1872 MIVART Elcni. Anat. 21? In

many animals we have a distinct 'odontoid
1

hone, instead

of an odontoid process. 1872 HUXLEY Phys. vii. 171 The
skull does not move upon the atlas, but the atlas .sl'dcs

round the odontoid peg of the axis vertebra.

2. (aitrili. use of B.) Of or belonging to the

odontoid process, as odontoid ligament, tubercle.

1840 G. V. ELMS Anat. 277 The odontoid or check liga-

ments are two strong, round, fibrous processes, about half

an inch long, attached, below, to the apex and sides of the

odontoid process. 1892 Syif. Sec. Lei., Odontoid tubercle,

a rough elevation on the inner border of each condyle of the

occipital bone for the attachment of the alar odontoid

ligament.
B. sb. The odontoid process.

[1706 PHILLIPS, Odotitoittcs (in Anat.), a Part shap'd like a

tooth ; as The Tooth of the second Vertebra, .and of some
other Bones.) 1854 OWEN Skel. *t '1'ieth in Circ. Sc., Organ.
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Nat. I. 217 The rest of the body of the atlas, or 'odontoid',
has coalesced with its proper neural arch. 1896 NEWTON
Diet. Birds 852 The iniervertebral pad connecting the

Odontoid with the body of the Axis.

Odontology ^mtjrHWgi). [f.
ODONTO- + Gr.

-\o-)ia discourse : see -(O)LOGY. Cf. K. odontologie

(1771 in Diet. Trtvoux}.'] That branch of the

science of anatomy which treats of the structure or

development of the teeth.

1819 Pant0logia(C\\\e of Article), Odontology. 1842 RRANDE
Diet. Sci., etc., Odontology, the branch of anatomical
science which treats of the teeth.

adjs.) of, pertaining to, or treating of the teeth, or

of odontology; Odontolo*gically adv.
;
Odonto'-

logist, one versed in the subject of the teeth or in

odontology.
1788 V. KNOX Winter Even. I. ii. 24 It would not be

surprising to see a barber style himself. . Odontologi^t. 1856
S. CARTWRIGHT in Trans. Odontological Soc. Gt. Brit. I,

The necessity of .a union [amongst Dentists] has given rise

to the formation of the Odontological Society.

Odoiltonie (<?cV'nUim). Path. Also in mod.L.
odonto'ma.

[f.
Gr. type *odovTw^a tooth-forma-

tion, f. oSc^r- tooth; in mod.K odontome (Littre).]
A small tumour or growth composed of dentine

;

more generally, any hard outgrowth from a tooth.

1870 tr. Strieker's Hum. Histol. xv. 470 We find in the
dentine of the teeth, especially in pathoiog'icaihcondiuons,
masses with bone lacunas, termed Odontomes by Virchow.

1878 T. BKYANT /'/vie/. Surg. I. 559 Tumours which result

from the abnormal and excessive development of the denial

structures at any time during the tooth's formation have
been grouped together by M. Broca under the name of
Odontomes. 1892 Syd. Soc. Lex., Coronary odontoma^
Broca's term for an odontoma which arises during the

formation of the crown of a tooth.

Odontophoral (^d^nt^ioral), a. ZooL [f. as

ODONTOPHORE + -AL.] a. Of or pertaining to an

odontophore. b. = ODONTOPHOUAN a.

1877 HUXLEY Anat. Inv. Aniin. viii. 490 Certain of the
muscular bundles are also attached to the fore part of the

odontophoral cartilages themselves.

Odontophoran (pdpnt^f&rfcn), a. and sb.

Zool.
[f. mod.L. Odontophora (neut. pi. of Gr. 68ovTO-

<f>upo$ : see next), a proposed primary division of

the Mollusca, including all those which have an

odontophore, i. e. the Cephalopoda, Gasteropoda,
and Pteropoda, with the tooth-shells, and chitons :

see -AN.] a. adj. Of or belonging to the OdontO'

phora. b. sb. A mollusc of this group.
1877 HUXLEY Anai. Inv. Aniin. viii. 506 In such a slightly

modified Odontophoran as Chiton, the heart presents its

normal position in the posterior region of the haemal face
of the body.

Odontophore (0d^ntf<wi). Zool. [ad. Gr.

t>5ovTQ(f>up-o$ bearing teeth, f. u5ous, uSoir- tooth +

-ipopos bearing.] A ribbon-like or strap-like struc-

ture covered with teeth, forming the masticatory

organ of certain molluscs; the lingual ribbon or

'tongue '. Also attrib.

1870 NICHOLSON Man. Zool. 251 The intestine has a neural

flexure, and there is no odontophore. 1877 HUXLEY Anat.
Inv. Anim. viii. 514 The month is. .provided ..with a well-

developed odontophore. 1888 ROLLESTON & JACKSON Anim,
Life 452 The stomodaeum in the Glossoj>h0ra .. contains an

organ known as radula, composed of a chitinous membrane
bearing chitinoid teeth, developed within a sac (radular or

odontophore sac), and growing throughout life.

OdontophorOTlS (pdpnt^-foros), a. Zool. [f.

as prec. + -ous.] Possessing an odontophore.
1870 ROLLESTON Anim. Life Introd. 87 The three classes

Cephalopoda, Gasteropoda, Pteropoda, are placed together
in one division as odontophorous Mollusca. 1877 HUXLEY
Anat. Inv. Anim. viii. 513 These are odontophorous
Mollusks which breathe air directly.

I! Odooni (odfrm). [Ashanti odi'tm^ A West
African timber tree (Chlorophora excelsa].
1887 MOLOXEY Forestry IV. Afr. 213 The 'Odoom' tree of

the Gold Coast. .To those Colonies this wood is invaluable,
as it can withstand for years not only the weather, but also

the attacks of the ' white ant '. Ibid. 247 Where such wood
as ' odoom' ('oroko') is available. 1900 Daily .\\~2us6 Mar.
2/1 Two trees, the mahogany and a tree known locally as

Odoom, which are found of large size and in considerable

abundance, are admirably adapted for mine timbers.

Odophone (u'd<Jf0nn). [irreg. f. Gr. root o5-

smell -f- (f>wf) sound, tone.] A scale of scents or

odours.

1885 C. H. PIESSE in Encycl. Brit. XVIII. 525 Tinctures
..made upon a quasi-scientific basis, namely, that of the

odophone or gamut of odours of the late Dr. Septimus Piesse.

Odor, another spelling of ODOUR.
t O'dorable, a. Obs. [ad. late L. odordbilis

perceptible by smell, f. odora-rl to smell, scent;
cf. OF. odorabU (i4thc. in Godef.).] That can
be smelt ; perceptible to the sense of smell.

1589 PUTTENHAM Eng. Pocsie n. i. (Arb.) 78 The audible

[is measured] by stirres, times and accents: the odorable by
smelles ofsundry temperaments. 1684 BOYLE Porousn.A nim.
<$ Solid^ Bod, viii. 125 The directly visible or odorable

Expirations of Bodies.

t O'dorament. Obs. [ad. L, odorament-um

perfume, f. odorare to scent, perfume. Cf. OF. odore-

ment] Anything used for its scent or perfume;
an odoriferous or odorous substance; a perfume.
1388 WYCLIF Rev. xviii. 13 Alle vessels of precious stoon. .

^657
TOMLINSON Renou's Disp. 212 Pleasant odoraments must
needs be grateful to the brain.

t Odora-minous, a. Obs. rare* .
[f. L.

odoramen, -miii- perfume + -ous.] (See quot.)
1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Odorawinons, smelling sweet,

fragrant, odoriferous, pertaining to odour.

Odorant (Odorant;, a. Now rare. [a. F.

odorant (i5~i6th c. in Godef.), ad. L. odorant-em,
pr. pple. of odorare to perfume.] That emits a

scent :
- ODOROUS, ODORIFEROUS.

a 1465 J/S. Bodl. 423 If. 204 Disposed plentuousIy,.\Vith
odoraunt odoure ful copiously. 1494 KABVAN Cliron. vn. 239
The welle of bountie, that Flowre most odorande, By whose
humylytie, man lirste comforte fande. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny
II. 33 The tast..of Parsly, Dill, and Fennel!, sharpe, and
yet odorant withall. 1791 tr. ChaptaCs Elan. Chein. (1800)
HI. 42 The aroma, .may be again restored by re-distilling
it with the odorant plant which originally afforded it. 1872
J. H. INGRAIIAM Pillar of I ire 169 At night, the odorant
forests echo with the dread roar of fierce monsters.

Odorate (Jo'dor/t), a. (j/>.) Now rare. [ad.
L. odorat-nS) pa. pple. of odorare to perfume, scent.

Cf. Y.odoratl\ Scented, fragrant.
1626 BACON $>/: 389 Where there is Heat and Strength

enough in the Plant, to make the Leaves Odorate, there the
smell of the Flower is rather Evanide and Weaker, than
that of the Leaves. 1629 MAXWELL tr. Herodian (1635)
228 All kinde of fragrant and odorate Fruits, Herbes, and
Gums, a 1715 R. LUCAS Divine Breathings 117721 84
A rose set by garlick is sweeter, because the more foetid

Juice of the earth goes into the garlick, and the more odorate
into the rose. 1800 Med. Jrnt. IV. 366 He found them to

contain, .of albuminous aiid farinaceous matter, but a small

quantity, besides some odorate.

B. sb. A scented or fragrant substance.
rti68z SIR T. BKOVVXE Tracts 11684) 2I 3 A transcendent

Perfume made of the richest Odorates of both the Indies.

So O'dorating
1

a., diffusing odour or scent.

1828 in WEBSTER. Hence in mod. Diets.

Odora'tion. rare , [ad. L. odordtion-em

(rare), n. of action f. odorare to perfume. Cf. 1'".

adoration (i6thc. in Godef.).]
1623 COCKERAM, OdoratioX) a sauoring or smelling.

Odorator ^n'dor^toa). [agcnt-n. in L. form
from odorare to scent.] An atomizer for diffusing

perfumes, etc.

Odoriferaiit (Judori'ferant), a. Now rare.

[a. F. odoriferant (c 1420 in Hatz.-Darm.), pr.

pple. of odorifircr to smell, shed perfume ; cf.

med.L. odorifercns for cl. L. odorifer.\
= ODORI-

FEROUS, ODOBOUS.
1549 Compl. Scot. vi. 37 The sueit fragrant smel . . of

hoilsum balmy flouris maist odoreferant. 1578 LVTE Dodoens
vi. Ixxxiii. 764 White Rosen . . which is moyst and odoriferant.

1604 E. G[RIMSTONE] D'Acosta's Hist. Indies iv. xxx. 292
Cedars ..some wliite, and some redde, very odoriferant.

1727 BRADLEY Fain. Diet. s. v. Florist^ Odoriferant or medi-
cinal Drugs. 1892 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

f Odojjifere, a. Obs. rare 1
, [a. F. odorifere

(i=ithc.), or ad,L. odorifer.~\
= ODORIFEROUS.

1527 fafovswBrttnswyfct't DistyH. Waters Qiv,Thesame
[rose] water bryngeth them [weak limbs] agayne in theyr
myght, with his smellyng and odoryfere vertue and
styptysyte.

Odori ferize, v. rare~ l
. [f. L. odorifer (see

next) + -IZE.] trans. To render odoriferous ;
tc

scent or peifume.
1824 Blackw. Mag. XVI. 659 Perfumers, able to odoriferise

and adorn the universe.

Odoriferous C^ud6ri-feras\(Z. Also 5-6 odory-,
6-8 oderi-. [f.

L. odorifer (f. odor, odori- ODOUR
+ -fer bearing) + -ous.]
L That bears or diffuses scent or smell

; odorous;

fragrant; rarely, of an unpleasant odour.

^1425 LVDG. Assembly of'Gods 336 Of sauerysodoryferous
was her sustynaunce. 1497 BP. ALCOCK AJons Perfect. A ij b/2
The odoriferous & swete vyolettes of all obedyence. a 1548
HALL Chron., Hen. VI'/, 54 What should I speke of the

oderiferous skarlettes, the fyne veluet [etc.]. 1602 WARNER
Alb. Eng. xi. Ixi. (1612) 268 If odorifrous sents he smelt, he
fathers them on her. 1749 LAVINGTON Knthns. Meth. fy

Papists n. (1754) 67 Her dead Body was surpriztngly beauti-
ful and odoriferous . . and it remains odorous and uncorrupt to

this Day. 1822 SCOTT Nigel iii, Free air, impregnated, how-
ever, with the odoriferous fumes of the articles in which the

ship-chandlerdealt. 1843 PRESCOTT AIexico(i%$o) 1. 129 The
courts [were] strewed with odoriferous herbs and flowers.

1887 Pall Mall G. a Nov. 3/1 When . . busy wharves take
the place of the present muddy and odoriferous foreshore.

2- fig- Pleasing, sweet ; 'fragrant'.
1577 HKLLOWES Gueuaras Fam. Ep. 375 That which was

in your lawe, cleare, neate, precious, and odoriferous. 1597
J. PAYNE Royal Exch. ii Whose prayers and prayses is . .

oderiferouse . .before the lorde.

Hence Odorrferously adv., in an odoriferous

manner ; with scent or fragrance ; fragrantly.

Odori-ferousness, fragrance.
1599 A. M. tr. Gabrlhoner's Bk. Pkysicke 42/1 Yet ther may

heervntobeaddede,alittle Muscke, (orodoriferousnes. 1601

CHESTER Love's Mart, lix, It makes them smell so odori-

ferously. 471674 MILTON Hist. Mosc. iii. Wks. (1851) 487
Thir Markets smell odoriferously with Spices. 1855 H.
SPENCER Princ. Psyckol. (1872) II. vi. xi.

144^
The atomic*

expulsion from which odoriferousness results, is one of the
reactions consequent on the reception of heat. 1886 RUSKIN
Prstteritn I. ix. 283 The coffee generally roasting odori-

ferously in the street.

tOdori'fic, Q" Obs. rare~ l
. [f. L. odor, odori-

ODOUR H- -FIC.J
= ODORIPPROos.

1796 MORSE Amer. Geoff. II. 568 They extract waters of
a salubrious and odorific kind.

tO'dorine. Chem. Obs.
[i. L. odor ODOUR +

-IKES.] (See quots.)
1842 BKANDE Diet. Sci, t etc., Odorin, one of the product*

of the redistillation of the volatile oil obtained by distilling
bone; it has a very concentrated and diffusible enipyreu-
matic odour, and is regarded by LJnverdorbeii as a pt-culiar
salifiabie base. 1846 WORCESTER, Odorine. 1866-72 WATTS
Diet. Chew. IV. 174 Odorine, a volatile base obtained by
Unverdorben from bone-oil. It appears to have been
impure picoline.

Odorize (<7'dor3iz), v. rare.
[f. as prec. +

-I/K.] trans. To fill \\ith an odour; to scent.

1884 American VIII. 301 The gas pours out in a cloud,
odorizing the country for a long distance. 1897 C/ir. Herald
(N. Y.) 30 June 518/3 Put tiie mixture [rose leaves and
spices] in a fancy jar with a lid. Keep closed, but open
once a day to odorize the room.

OdorO'Sity. rare*,
[f.

ns next + -ITY.] The
quality of being odorous; odnrousness.

1847 Lic'.VKS Hist. Philos. (1367) II. 3^3 In like manner it

posse^es Saporusity, Odorosity.

Odorous ^fdorss), a.
[f. L. odor, odor-cm

Oiji.ru ,or oddr-us fragrant) + -or.s
; p< rh. after

obs. F. odoreitx (16-1 7th c. in Godef.) or It. odoroso

(Florio). Formerly somet. pronounced (odo^'ros).]

Emitting a smell or scent; scented, odoriferous ;

more usually, sweet-smelling ; fragrant.
1550 HALE Iinag-t: Both Ch. i. viii. 107 The sweete smoke of

the odorous incxnsu. 1590 SIIAKS Mids. .Y. n. i. no An
odorous Chaplut of ^vuut .Summer buds. 1675 T. R. tr.

Marines Slaughter Innoitnt* Co The hill>, and dal< 5, that

plants odorous hare. 1697 DRYDEN /
VVj,''. (it'org. I. 1:73 If

od'rous Blooms the bearing Branches load. 1749 LAV ING ION
Knthns. Metk. $ Papists u. ^754 S M>t of the IVpMi
Sai:.t> drad bodi-.-s alu'ays remain oili.rou^and uncoi rupted.

1791 Cowi'ER Iliad \\\. 454 VCIUIM .. in his chanitfcr placed
him, With set nts odui'uus, !^)irit-soothing s\\'et.ts. 1807
T. THOMSON Chan. (&i\. 3) II. ^;/ At the same lime tlie

prussic acid becomes mure odor ai> and more volatile. 1860
PUSEY I\lin. Pro/>Ii. 205 A rich ointment, .to which odorous

substances myrrh, cinnamon, .. and cassia gave scent.

Comb. 1834 Tail's Mug. I. '21-1/1 Sw<jutL-t r,f younger
sisters, odurous-iressed, Who^e lip.s are worshipped by the

breezes, Spring !

Hence O'dorously adv., in an odorous manner,
with smell or scent

; O'dorousness, the quality o!

being odorous.

1727 BAILEY vol. II, Odorousncss^ sweet-scentedness. 1843
R. H. HORNE Orion 11. i. 199 Odorously Glistened the

tear-drops of a new-fall'n .shower.

O'dorscope, o-doroscope. U- L. odor-em

ODOUR + -(o SCOPE.] An instrument devised by
Fdison for determining or testing an odour.

1893 Rev. ofRev. Dec. 606 Odoroscope.

Odour, odor (Jxl;3j). Forms: 3-4 odur, 4-
odour, 4, 6- odor, (4 odere, -yre, 4-5 odir, -e, 5

odure, hodure, 5 -6 odoure,-owr(e, -eur). [a. AF.

odour, OF. odor, odnr, ad. L. odor-em smell, scent.

The spelling odor, occasional in ME., became obs.

in I4th c., but arose again in i6tb c. after L.,

was frequent in i7th c., and is now usual in U. S.]
1. That property of a substance that is perceptible

by the sense of smell; scent, smell; sometimes

spec, sweet or pleasing scent ; fragrance.
(11300 Land of Cokaygne 76 in E. E.P. (1862) 158 Trie

maces bej> J>e flure, J>e rind, canel of swet odur. a 1300
Cursor M. 3701 }>e odor [v. r. odour] o \n uestement It

smelles als o
piement.

c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xvi. (Magda-
lena} 114 AI pe place Fullillyt of Jal odyre was. 1422 tr.

Secreta Secret., Priv. Prir. 208 By the noos-thurles we
haue knowlech of odeursand stynches. Ibid. 247 Iii wyntyr
the hodure of hote thynges;. .In somer odure of colde

thynges. 1514 BARCLAY Lyt. fy Uplondysknt. (Percy Soc.)

p. xlii, To see suche dishes tS: smell the swete odour And

j

nothing to taste is utter displeasour. 1646 biR T. BROWNK
I Pseud. Ep. n. ii. (1686) 50 The effluvium or odor of Steel.

1664 Ben KK Hud, \\. \. 574 All Spices, Perfumes, and Sweet

j

Powders Shall borrow from your breath their Odours. 1697
: DRYDEN Virg. Gcorg. in. 628 Fume with stinking ('.albanum
' thy Stalls: With that rank Odour from thy Dwelling-place
To drive the Viper's Brood. 1784 COWPER Task \. 317 The

,
lime at dewy eve Diffusing odours. 1835 WII.LIS Pencillings
I. ii. 18 A more nauseating odour I never inhaled. 1873
BLACK Pr. Thnle (1874) 45 There is an odour of sweet
brier about, hovering in the warm, still air.

2. transf. A substance that emits a sweet smell

or scent ; a perfume ; esp. incense, spice, ointment,
etc. ; also, an odoriferous flower, arch, or Obs.

1388 WVCI.IF Rev. v, 8 The foure and twenti eldre men . .

Hadden ech of hem harpis, and goldun violis ful of odours.

1503 DUNBAR Thistle fy Kose 6 Ouhen . . lusty May . . Had
maid the birdis to begyn thair houris Amang the tendir

odouris reid and quhyt. 15*6 TINDALE Luke L o His lott

was to bren odoures [R. V. incense]. 1534 Job* xix. 40
Then toke they the body of lesu and wounde it in lynnen
clothes with the odoures [1611 spices]. 1629 MAXWELL tr.

the liquid Odours ran. 1709 PRIOR Song,
l

ffwineandwusic ,

Thy Myrtles strow, thy Odours burn. 1871 R. ELLIS Catul-

lus Ixiv. 87 A royal virgin, in odours silkily nestled.

f3. The sense of smell. Obs. rare.

1398 TREVISA Earth. De P. R. xv. Ixxiii. (MS. Bodl.) If.

I 56b/i Men wlK-ute moube, and I>ei .. lyuejt on liehe b

odoure and smell of nose|>re!les. 1432-50 tr. Htgdeti (Rolls)



ODOTJBED.

I. 291 Turfes..whiche be more vile than woode .. and more
tedious to the odoure.

4. fig. a. 'Fragrance'; 'savour'.

a 1340 HAMPOLE Psalter cxxxiv. 18 pei can not see the

ri?t way, and (>ei fele not \K gpde odor of crist. 1382 \VVCLIF

1526 I'ilgr, Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 59 b, Let the swete odour

of deuocyon and prayer spyre out and ascende vp to thy
lorde. 1605 B. JONSON ( "olpone IV. i, I had thought the odour,

sir, of your good name Had been more precious to you.

1791 BOSWELL Johnson i, The political principles in which
he was educated, and of which he ever retained some odour.

1873 BURTON Hist. Scot. VI. Ixv. 12 No odour of religious

intolerance attaches to it.

b. {Good or bad) Repute, favour, estimation.

1847 Illustr. Land. News 24 July 62/1 To day he was in

better odour. 1864 D. G. MITCHELL Wet Days at Edgaoood
166 Hartlib was in good odor during the days of the com-

monwealth. 1886 SPURGEON Tn-as. Dav. Ps. cxlii. 4 When
a person is in ill odour it is quite wonderful how weak the

memories of his former friends become.

5. Odour of sanctity (F. odeur de saintetf, I yth
c. in Littre) : a sweet or balsamic odour stated to

have been exhaled by the bodies of eminent saints

at their death, or on subsequent disinterment, and

held to attest their saintship ; hence, fig., gracious
manifestation of saintliness ; good repute as a saint,

reputation for holiness : sometimes used ironically

or sarcastically.
(For statements of the reputed fact, or references to it, see

ENGF.I.CRAVF. Cxleste Pantheon (1727) I. no; Selecla Mar-
tyrwn Acta (Gaume, Paris) IV. irr, 198-9; Fioretti di S.

/Vrtcc.rtr00546)xlviii.66b; PELLISSOX ./>/7. Hist. I. 131; J.

DE LA BARRE Contin. Bossuet's Hist. Univers. (1771) II. 270;
VOLTAIRE La t'ncelle (1780) i. 22; B.T.DA Hist. Ecclcs. m.
viii; St. Giit/ilac (Cod. Exon.) 1272, 1318; WILLIAM OF
MAI.MISB. Gesta Reg. I. II. 216 (tr. Bonn II. xiii. 244';
MALORY Arthur XXL xii; FREEMAN ,\'onn. Com]. Ill.xi. 32;
also quots. 1749 in ODORIFEROUS, ODOROUS.)

1756 ALBAN BUTLER Lives Saints 24 Apl. II. 169 She

[St. Bona] died in 673, leaving behind her a sweet odour of

her sanctity and virtues to all France. 1778-84 COOK-
WORTHY tr. Swedenoorg's Heaven ff Hell 449 There was
also a sensation of aromatic odour, as of a dead body em-

balmed, for when the celestial angels are present, what is

cadaverous then excites a sensation as of what is aromatic.

(Note by T. HARTLEY 1778. This may serve to explain what

..[is] related by authors of good credit, concerning certain

persons of eminent piety, who are said to have died in the

odour ofsanctity from the fragrancy that issued from their

bodies after death.) 1819 SCOTT Ivanhoe iv, My respected

grandmother, Hilda of Middleham, who died m odour of

sanctity, little short ..of her glorious namesake, the blessed

Saint Hilda of Whitby. 1829 SOUTHEY Pilgr. Compostella
Poet. Wks. VII. 264 These blessed Fowls, at seven years

end, In the odour of sanctity died. 1833 RAINE BriefAcct.
Durham Cath. 64 Saints sleeping in all the odour of incor-

ruptibility. 1856 R. A. VAUGHAN Mystics (1860) I. 90 There
is an odour of iniquity, you must know, as well as an odour

of sanctity.

6. Comb., as odour-current, -wind; odour-breath-

ing, -faded, odour-like adjs.
1626 liACON Sylra 904 Under this head, you may place

all Imbibitions of Aire, where the substance is material!,

Odour like. 1821 SHELLEY Prometh. Una. it. i, The odour-

breathing sleep Of faint night flowers. Ibid. m. iii, It feeds

the quick growth of.. odour-faded blooms. 1876 LANIER

Poems, Psalm of t/ie West 182 What wavering way the

odor-current sets.

Hence (nonce-words') O'douret, a faint smell ;

O'dourful a. = ODOROUS.
1825 L. HUNT Kedi Bacchus in Tuscany 573 He makes

odourets. 1889 Chicago Advance 30 May, More lasting,

precious, odorful, than all The flowers of polar or of tropic seas.

Odoured (oi'dajd), a.
[f.

ODOUU + -ED 12

.]

Having an odour; scented; chiefly in comb.

1421 tr. Sicreta Secret., Priv. Priv. 242 Hit is good to

reste..in a softe bedde, in clothis fresshe wel oduret. 1595
SPENSER Epithal. 304 And odourd sheets, and Arras couerlets.

1817 GODWIN Mandtville I. 250 A gilded, nauseous, ill-

odoured idol. 1878 LANIER Poems, To our Mocking-bird 4

Drift down through sandal-odored flames.

Odourless (<?"'d3.iles), a.
[f.

ODOUB + -LESS.]

Without odour or scent ; inodorous.

18.. FOE Hans Pfaal Wks. 1896 II. 12 It is tasteless,

but not odorless. 1859 WILSON & GEIKIE Mem. E. Fortes

iv. 127 Colourless, odourless.crystals. 1879 HARVXIG Aerial
W. ii. 19 The oxygen of the air . . odourless and tasteless.

O-dreghe, variant of A-DMGU Obs., away.
Ods, obs. form of ODDS.

Odsbob, -bodikins, -body, -bud, -fish,

-heart, -life, -nigs, etc. : see OD 1.

tO'dso, int. Obs. [Minced form of GODSO, as

OD i for Cod ; cf. GADSO.] An exclamation of

surprise or asseveration.

1695 CONGREVE Lovefor L. n. v, Odso,let me see ; Let me
see the Paper. 1713 SWIFT Jnil. to Stella. 6 June, Wks.

1883 III. 158, I will speak to lord-treasurer ..to-morrow.

Odso ! I forgot; I thought I had been in London. 1799
Piece Family Kiog. I. 133 'Odso 1 ..you've begun, I see'.

Odsoons, Odspittikins, etc. : see OD 1.

Odur(e, obs. ff. ODOUR, ORDURE, OTHER.

Odyfferaunt, -ferous: see ODIFERANT, -ODS.

Odyl (on-dil, ?'dil). Also -yle. [f. Oo2 + Gr.

\>\r] material : see -YL.] = OD 2.

1850 W. Gv.KaosnLett.Anim. Magn. p. xv, Of all the known
influences, that of odyle appears to offer the best prospect

of success to the investigator. 1885 H. S. OI.COTT Theosophy

156 The whole starry heavens is pervaded with a subtle

64

aura, or . . imponderable fluid. . . He called it Od or Odyle.
Ibid. 158 Heat he found to enormously increase quantita-

tively the flow of Odyle through a metal conductor.

Hence Odylic a., of or pertaining to odyl or od
;

Odylically adv., by means of odyl ; O'dylism,
the doctrine of odyl or od ; Odyliza'tion, the

action or process of odylizing, the communication
of animal magnetism from one person to another ;

O'dylizez'. trans., to subject to or affect with odyl.

1853 CARPENTER Hum. Phys. (ed. 4) 924 No hypothetical
1

*odylic
'

or other concealed agency. 1871 M. COLLINS Mrg. $
Klerch, II. iv. 113 When a man and woman meet there is

always a certain magnetic or odylic communication between

them. 1880 MRS. WHITNEY Odd
or_

Even iv. 41 An odylic
thrill in the fingers that held her side of the cover. 1883
H. S. OI.COTT Theosophy 158 The Brahmin ..submitting his

"odylically-tainted metallic vessel to the fire. 1862 Fraser's

Mag. Oct. 517 Mesmerism .. with its kindred subjects,

variously known as animal magnetism, electro-biology, clair-

voyance, *odylism, hypnotism. 1876 CARPENTER mContemp.
Rev. Jan. 282 The curious phenomena which, under the

names of mesmerism, odylism, electro-biology, psychic force,

and spiritual agency, have been supposed to indicate the

existence of some new and mys(erious force in nature. 1883
SINNETT Esoteric Buddhism v. (1884) 86 The spirit of the

sensitive getting *odylized..by the aura of the spirit in the

Devachan.

Odyiiometer (cdinfrmftaj). [f. Gr. oSwrj

pain + -(O)METER.] A register or measurer of pain.
Hence Odynome'trical a., of or pertaining to the

measurement of pain.
1889 J. M. DUNCAN Led. Dis. Worn, iii. fed. 4^ 9 As yet,

we have no odynometer, or even good odynometrical re-

sources, to test and measure pain. 1893 Daily News 23
Dec. 4/8 But we have no odynometer, and cannot tell

whether, when one person bears pain better than another,
he is bearing . . the same amount and quality of pain.

Odynphagia (pdinfci-djia). JTathol. [mod.L.,

badly f. Gr. oSwrj pain + -(payta eating.] Painful

swallowing (as a symptom of disease).
1880 M. MACKENZIE Dis. Throats, Nose I. 26 There is ..

sometimes odynphagia of the most severe character. 1897
Allbutt's Syst. Meti. IV. 835 In consequence of the odyn-

phagia, the saliva collects.

Odyous(e, Odyr(e, obs. ff. ODIOUS, ODOUR,
OTHER.

Odyssey (fi'disi). Also 7 Odysseea, -ysee,

-isse, 8 -ysse. [ad. L. Odyssea, a. Gr. 'OSixrafia, f.

1

'O5t;<r<Tfi;sUlysses,akingof.Uhaca. Cf. F. Odysste.]

1. One of the two great epic poems of ancient
1

Greece, attributed to Homer, which describes the

ten years' wanderings of Odysseus (Ulysses) on his

way home to Ithaca after the fall of Troy.
1601 HOLLAND Pliny 1 1. 372 In his Odyssaea, where he dis-

courseth of the aduentures, trauels, & fortunes of prince

Vlysses. 1603 PbftarcKt Mar. 203 The Odysee or

Ilias of Homer. 1701 SWIFT Contests Nobles t; Comm.
Wks. 1755 II. I. 25 Several passages in the Odysses. 1818

BYRON Juan I. xli, Their .fEneids, Iliads, and Odysseys.

1876 GLADSTONE Homeric Synchr. 169
_

In the fourth

Odyssey he is described as the slayer of Antilochos. . . In the

eleventh Odyssey, he is named for his personal beauty.
2. fig. A long series of wanderings to and fro ;

a long adventurous journey.
1889 Daily News 10 Oct. 4/7 He is on this odyssey of

rebellion now, though we do not know precisely among
what people, or at what Court. 1894 Westin. Gaz. 10 Aug.
8/1 The odysseys of historical [music] scores might fuim the

subject of an interesting volume. 1899 Edin. Rev. Oct. 326

Scraps of adventitious mineral that, after whole Odysseys
of adventure, have come to rest within the shelter of a

glass case.

Hence Odyssean (fdisran) a., of, pertaining to,

or having the characteristics of the Odyssey.
a 1711 KEN Hynmotheo Poet. Wks. 1721 III. 289 Odyssean

risks upon the Main. 1870 LOWELL Among my 13ks. Ser. i.

(1873) J 55 Even common sailors could not tell the story

of their wanderings without rising to an almost Odyssean
strain. 1891 AGNES M. CLF.RKE Fam. Stud. Homer ii. 49
The poet does not appear to feel any need of bringing it

into harmony with the Odyssean vision.

Odzookers, Odzooks, Odzounds: see Ooi,
and ZOOKS, ZOUNDS.

|| Oe (0"). rare- 1
. [For Da. oe, o = Norw. 6y,

Icel. ey, OE. ie&, isle, islet.] A small island.

1817 SCOTT Harold m. x, The bold Baltic's echoing strand

Looks o'er each grassy oe [rime grow].

Oe, another form of OY Sc., grandson.

Oe, obs. variant of O si.'1

,
O adj. one, Qvb.

(E (in the earliest times, and now often, written

separately oe) was in Early Old English the symbol
of the z'-umlaut of 6, o, as mfct't,foet, soecan, cehtan,

oehtan, doubtless originally sounded like Ger. o,

ce, but afterwards written (and sounded) simply e,

e, in which form it came down into Middle English.

In modern Eng. <e, oe reproduces the usual L.

spelling of Gr. oi, which often in med.L., and in

Romanic, was treated like simple e. In words

that have come into Eng. through med.L. or Fr.,

or other Romanic langs., Eng. has usually a simple

e, as in economy, F. iconomie, L. ccconomia, Gr.

oiKovofita penal, F. final, L. pcenalis, f. pccna,

Gr. iroiMJ ; cemetery, L. ccemeterium , Gr. /COI^TJTIJ-

ptov; but in recent words derived immediately

from L. or Gr., ce, oe is usually retained, esp. (i)

in proper names, as CEdipus, Eubcea, P/icebe ; (2)

(ECUMENIC.

in words referring to classical antiquities, as cecist,

Pcecile (in which, however, some represent Gr. 01 by

oi, as oikisf) ; (3) in scientific and technical terms,

as atnceba, cenothera, cestrus, dicecious, diarrhoea,

homceopalhy,pharmacopoeia, onomatopceic; but there

is a tendency, stronger in America than in Great

Britain, to substitute e for ce in these words when

they pass into popular use or become familiar, e. g.

diarrhea, esophagus, homeoid. This ce, being orig.

a diphthong and subsequently a long vowel, is

usually pronounced as 'long
'

(f), rarely as 'short

<:' (e) ;
when changed to e, it submits to the same

usages as ordinary e from Gr. and L.

In French, ce is an occasional etymological or

orthographical substitute for e in the diphthongs

at, out, as in ceil, mif, cceur; when these words are

borrowed in Eng. they retain the Fr. spelling, ce,

oe also occasionally represents Ger. o, 02, oe (Goethe),

and the o,f of Scandinavian tongues (Faroe).

(Ecist (rsist), cekist (fkist). Also oikist.

[ad. Gr. oiKiarfa, agent-n. from olxi^-uv to settle

(a colony), f. oTos house, dwelling.] The founder

of an ancient Greek (iare\y transf. a modern) colony.
1846 GKOTE Greece I. xviii. II. 41 The legend of the

Rhodian archaeologists respecting their cekist Altbaemencs.

1878 Blackvi. Jlfaf. Sept. 340 The cekist of Cape Colony,
Van Riebeck. 1880 Daily Ketus 17 Dec. 5/3 The Oecist of

Gilead, to give Mr. Oliphant his proper designation. 1885

JANE E. HARRISON Stud. Grk. Art iv. 152 Megara Hyblaea
in Sicily, .sent for an oikist, or colony leader, from her old

home, Megara in Hellas proper.

t (Ecodcrmical, a. Obs. rare. [f. Gr. oi'/coSo-

IUK-OS (f. oi/to5u/xos builder, architect) + -AL.]

Relating to the building of houses ;
architectural.

1678 CUDWORTII fntell. Syst. 1. iii. 37. 155 If the Oeco-

domical Art, which is in the Mind of the Architect, were

supposed to be transfused into the Stones, Bricks and

Mortar.

(Ecoid (z-koid). Biol. Also oikoid. [f.
Gr.

OIKOS house, dwelling : see -OID.] (See quot.)

1892 Syd. Soc. Lex.,"(Ecoiil, Briicke's term for the sub-

stance, or stroma, of a red blood-corpuscle which is charged
with or contains the coloured matter and the nucleus, where

there is one, together called the zooid. Also, the same as

the spongioplasm of an amceboid cell.

(Ecology (/kp'lodgi). [mod. f. Gr. oT/c-os house,

dwelling + -(O)LOGY; after tetanamy.'] The science

of the economy of animals and plants; that branch

of biology which deals with the relations of living

organisms to their surroundings, their habits and

modes of life, etc. Hence (Ecolo'gioal a., per-

taining to cecology.
1873 tr. Haetkefs Hist. Creat. Pref. ,

The great series of

phenomena of comparative anatomy and ontogeny, ..choro-

fogy and cecology. 1879 tr. HaeckcFs Erol. Man I. 114

All the various relations of animals and plants to one

another and to the outer world, with which the Oekology of

organisms has to do.. admit of simple and natural explana-
tion only on the Doctrine of Adaptation and Heredity. 1893

Brit. Med. Jrnl. 16 Sept. 613/1 OZcology, which uses all

the knowledge it can obtain from the other two [physiology

and morphology], but chiefly rests on the exploration oi the

endless varied phenomena of animal and plant life as they
manifest themselves under natural conditions.

OSconomic, -nomy, etc. : see ECONOMIC, etc.

II CEcoilonms (/kjj'nomos). Hist, Also 6 Sc,

economus, ioonymus, yconomus, -nimus. [L.,

a. Gr. o'ucovupos house-steward.] The steward or

manager of the temporalities of a religious founda-

tion or society ;
the steward of a college.

1584 in Life A. Melville (1819) I. 481 Discharging . . all

vders economus, intrometters, factors or vder penonfa \\h-it-

soever. 1591 Sc. Acts Jos. VI (1814) III. 589/1 Ludoukk,
duke of lennox commendater of be priorie of sanctan-

drois and his yconomus. 1599 Ibid. IV. 189/1 That thair

salbe..ane counsall of that vniuersitie [St. Andrews].,

quhilkis salhaif poware to half the yconimus in euerie

colledge. 1659 BAXTER Key Cath. n. iii. 404 Christ Jesus,

dispensing them all by himself and administering them

severally, not by any one oeconomus, but by the several

Bishops as inferiour Heads. 1725 tr. Dufin s Keel. Hist,

i-jth C. I. ll. iii. 41 All the Alms, and all the Revenues.,

were kept in common, under the Care of the Deacons, and

Oeconomi. 1854 MILMAN Lat. C/tr. I. 373 A steward or

osconomus must be appointed in each church.

t OGcvrmenacy. 06s. rare- 1

, [irreg. f. Gr.

olxovnivq (Romanized ceci'imene) the inhabited

earth, the whole world + -AOY as in episcopacy,

papacy, primacy] The ecclesiastical primacy or

supremacy of tlie world.

1646 CIIAS. I in Cert. Relig. (1649) 45 Wnen the Romane
Monarck stretch'd forth his arms from East to West, he

might make the Bishops of Roms cecumenacy as large as

was his Empire.

(Ecumeiiiaii (ikim?nian), a. rare. p. as

prec. + -IAN.]
= CECUMKNICAL I.

1865 LICHTFOOT Galatians (1874) 192 Two anonymous
Commentators in the Oecumenian Catena.

(Ecumenic <:;~kiz<me-nik), a. Also 7 erron.

oeco-, 9 ecu-, [ad. L. cecumenic-us, a. Gr. OIKOU-

tifvix-ui of or belonging to 17 elitovfWwj
' the in-

habited (earth) ', the whole world. Cf. F. cecti-

mtnique (i6th c. in Hatz.-Darm.).] = next.

1588 A. KING tr. Canishis' Catech. 215 The decree and

doctrin of the Haly, CEcumenik and General Councel of



(ECUMENICAL. 65 CENOTHERA.
Trent. 1652 Row Let. in Hist.Kirk (.\fyti 537 That eldershipe
and brcitlnen can know the cace better nor aneCEcumenick
Synod. 1715 M. DAVIES A then. Hrif. I. Pref. 76 The only
Author that is universally Read to a far more CEoHBHtltck
Intent than ever any of the Jesuit Pamphlets. 1835 I. TAYI.OK

Sflir. Despot, vi. -^63 That great economy of provincial
government and of (ecumenic relationship. 1840 Penny
Cycl. XVI. 400/2 Councils called (Ecumenic or (Kcumenkal.

(Ecumenical (/kimc'nikal), a. Also 7 erron.

oeco-, 9 ecu-,
[f.

as prec. + -AL.]
1. Eccl. Belonging to or representing the whole

(Christian) world, or the universal church; general,

universal, catholic ; spec, applied to the general
councils of the early church, and (in mod. use) of

the Roman Catholic Church (and hence occas. to

a general assembly of some other ecclesiastical

body) ; also assumed as a title by the Patriarch of

Constantinople ; formerly sometimes applied to

the Pope of Rome.
1563-87 FOXK A. fy Af. (1596) 8 That anie one bishop aboue

the rest had the name of oecumenical!, or uniuersall,or head
..that is not to be found. 1624 HAYWAKD Sitprent, Rclig.
53 John Bishop of Constantinople .. assumed the title of

Oecumenicall, or universal Bishop. 1633 PRVNNE ist Pt.
Histria-M. vn. iii. 643 By the exprcsse resolution of alt

these severall Councels, whereof one is oecumenicall. 1673
MARVEI.L Reh. Transp. II. 409 You imagined the whole
world had been of that mind, and 'twould pass for oecu-

menical Doctrine. 1861 STANLEY East. Ch. i. (1869) 19 These
Oriental Councils were *

general' were ' Oecumenical
'

in

a sense which fairly belonged to none besides. 1864 J. H.
NEWMAN Afiol. 396 It is to the Pope in Ecumenical Council
that we look, as to the normal seat of Infallibility. 1881

(title} Proceedings of the (Ecumenical Methodist Con-
ference. 1887 HEARD Russian Ch. iv. 63 That the first

(ecumenical prelate of the Church was the patriarch of

Constantinople, the second the patriarch of Alexandria.

2. gen. belonging to the whole world; universal,

general, world-wide.

1607 J. KING Serni. Novenib. 13 This epidemical and
cecumenical contagion, a 1638 MEDK ll'ks. (1672) 627 This
was the Oecumenical Philosophy of the Apostles times and
of the times long before them. 1681 H. MORE l-~..vp. Dan,
iv. Notes 123 That Oecumenical Tax appointed by Augustus.
1869 LECKV Rnrop. Mor. I. i. 160 No other literature

exhibits so expansive and cecumenical a genius [as the

French]. 1882 W. H. MALLOCK Soc. Equal, viii. 213 Our
oecumenical commerce.
Hence (Ecume-nicalism, the theological system

or doctrine of the oecumenical councils ; (Ecu-

menicality = (ECUMENICITY ; (Ectuue-nically
adv., in an oecumenical way, in relation to the

whole world, universally.
1888 Chicago Advance 10 May 290 Three strata, CEcu-

menicalism, Augustinianism, Evangelicalism. 1869 in Echo
29 July, It will not be an (Ecumenical Council. ..The
primary essence of (Ecumenicality is wanting to it viz., a

WKS. 1754 iv. 349 me cnurcn oecumemcany assembled.

1876 DKAPEK Conjl. Relig. <V Sc. xii. 341 The papacy is ad-
ministered not oecumenicall}', not as a universal Church, for

all nations.

(Ecumenicity (flcitoAoi-sIti), Also ec-. [ad.
eccles. med.L. acumcnicitaS) f. cccilmenic-us : see

above and -ITY. Cf. F. fKUJnAtifif^(l^2 in Diet.

Trtvoux},] (Ecumenical character ; universality,

catholicity.
1840 GLADSTONE Ch. Princ. 510 It is .. the supposed

ecumenicity of the council, which renders it binding on
their conscience. 1867 Conteinp. Rev. V. 454 He destroyed
the oecumenicity and authority of Trent. 1882-3 SCHAFF
Encycl. Rel. Kn. III. 2448/2 The disputed oecumenicity
of the reformatory councils of Pisa, Constance, and Basel.

t (E'deiU, cede Hie, obs. anglicized forms of

next. [Cf. ti.aideme ^1545 in Hatz.-Darm.).]
1591 JAS. I Poet. Exerc., Furies 889 Together with the

Hyves, and. .The boudned Oedems cleare. 1598 SYLVESTER

pit Bartas \\. i. in. Furies 486 Tumours, Begot of vicious

indigested humours: As Phlegmons, Oudems, Schyrrhes,
Erjsipiles. 1616 BULLOKAR Eng. Expos, , Oedeme, a waterish

swelling in the body without paine.

!l (Edema (/drma). Path. Also 5 vdirnia, 9
'edema. [mod.L., a. Gr. otSrjpa. (-/WIT-) swelling,
swollen condition, f. oiSt-ttv to swell.]

' A swell-

ing produced by the presence of serous fluid in the

areolar tissue or in the substance of a part ; being
a local dropsy* (Syd. Soc. Lex. 1892).
c 1400 Lanfrancs Cirurg, 206 An enpostym Jat come^ of

fleume, is clepid vdimia or zima. 1541 R. COPLAND Galyens
Terapent. 2 Fij, Tumour, y l is called oedema. 1683 SALMON
Doron Meti, n. 428 It resolves Oedema and discusses all

sorts of cold and Hard Tumors. 1758 J. S. tr. Le Draft's
Observ, (1771)^92 An (.Edema . . is almost a certain Symptom
of a Suppuration. 1874 BUCKNILL & TUKF. Psych. Med. 587
(Edema of the brain, a state in which the tissue of the organ
is permeated by water or serosity.
attrib. 1896 Allhutfs Syst. Med. I. 651 An area which.,

contains a considerable quantity of oedema fluid.

Hence (Edema'tic, (Ede'matose adjs.
= next.

ti 1658 HARVKY(J.), A phlegmonousor *oedematick tumour.

1819 H. HUSK I'estriad iv. 743 Rudely they press his

oedematic toes. 1884 Bracket's Aix-les-bains I. 105 The
oedematic state. 1710 T. FULLER Pharm. Extetnp. 213
*Oedematose Tumours.

(Edeiuatous (*drm-, tde'matas), a. Also 9
old-, ed-. [f. Gr. ottq/iar- (see prec.) -f -ous.]

Pertaining to or of the nature of oedema ;
affected

with cedema, swollen with serous fluid ; dropsical.
1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud, Ep. iv. iii. 183 An Inflamma-

Voi.. VII.

tion . . Oedematous, Schirrous, F.risipelatous according to
the predominancy of melancholy, flegme, or choler. 1718
QUINCY Coinpl, Disp. 122 To dissolve hard Tumours, dis>i-

]>ale Oedematous swellings. 1828 WlEBBTER, Edonatonx.
1854 JoNKS & HIKV. PaihoL Anat. (1874) 234 A general
OCoeinatOtu condition of the brain.

Hence CEde'matously adv.

1782 HEUKKUEN Coinm. .\.\ii. (1806) 108 Healtliy young
women will often have their legs swell rcdematously. 1898
Allbutfs Syst. Med. V. 577 The joints.. are ccdematousiy
swollen and tender on pressure.

(Edipean (/U-, edipran), a. [irrcg. f. CEniPus:
see -EAN.] Pertaining to, or like that of, CEdipus ;

clever at guessing a riddle.

(In quot. 1822 with allusion to the story of CKdipus putting
on i his own eyes on discovering that he had unwittingly
married his mother.)
1621 QUARLKS Argalttsfy P. Introd., Many have ventured

(trusting to the Ocdipean conceit of their ingenious Reader)
to write non-sense. 1822 LAMB Lett. n. (1841) 22 Did the

eyes come away kindly with no CEdipean avulsion.

(EdipO'dic, <v. Obs. nonce-wd.
[f.

Or. oi&Troi/?,

-7To5- (see next) + -ic.] Swollen-footed, gouty.
1694 MoTTBUX Rabelais iv. xliii, Oh ! what good wou'd

it not do my oedipodic Leg.

CEdipus /"<!-, e-clipi>s). Also6Edipus. [a. Gr.

Oldinuvs, OtSijroS-, lit. 'swollen-footed', n. proper

name.] Name of the Theban hero who, according
to the ancient Greek legend, solved the riddle pro-

pounded by the Sphinx; allusively applied to one
who is clever at guessing riddles.

i5S7 N. GRIMALD Cleobulus' Riddle in TotteVs Misc.

(Arb.) 102 Incase you can so hard a knot vnknit : You *hall

I count an Kdipus in wit. 1603 H. JONSON Sejanns \\. Jit.

[in. i.], 1 am not Oedipus inough, To vnderstand this

Sphynx. 1628 KARLE Microcosm., Too idly resent d Man
(Arb.) 35 Hee h'as beene long a riddle himselfe, but at last

finds Oedipusses. 1777 H. WALPOLE Lett. (1857) VI. 449
No mortal man could be found to expound those letters:

not an OZdipus in the whole society.

(Egopsid 0~g?'psid), a. and sb. Zool. Also

oigopsid.. [f.
Gr. oiy-ttv to open + u\//t$ vision, pi.

eyes + -ID.] a. adj. Belonging to the (Egopsida
(-#), a division of decapod dibranchiate Cephalo-
poda, having the cornea of the eye

'

open ', i. e.

perforated by an aperture, b. sl>. A cephalopod
of this division. (Opp. to myopsid^}
[1888 ROLLESTON & JACKSON A nit//. Life 460 In certain

Decupi'da^ the Oegopsidae.\ 1891 Cent. Dict,^ Oigopsid.

II (Eil-de-ljoeuf (."'d^bof). [F., lit.
'

ox-eye ',

term for a round window, etc.]
1. A small round window : = BULL'S-EYE 6.

1849 THACKERAY Pendennis xxv/1'ake a peep at the ladies

in the hall through an a'it-iie-bocitf.

2. The name of a small octagonal vestibule

lighted by a small round window in the palace at

Versailles ; hence transf. and^/fj'.
1826 SCOTT Woodst. xii, This movement conveyed him to

a sort of
&il-d^-b(euf,

an octagon vestibule, or small hall,
from which various rooms opened. 1837 CAKLYLE fr'r. A'fz'.

I. III. i, To govern France were such a problem ; and now
,it has grown well-nigh too hard to govern even the O^il'tie-

Bteuf. 1863 WRAXALL tr. Jlfeiti. Q. Hortense II. iv. 57 The
royalist gentry had preserved the manners and levity which
had once distinguished them in the ceils de btit/z.nApctitt:s
iiinisons of old France.

II (Eillade. Forms : 6 oeyliade, ; aliad,

eliad, i Iliad, iliad, 9 ceillade. [a. F. (eillade

(1460 in Hatz.-Darm.), f. ceil eye + -ADE i a, as

in cannonade, fusillade. Formerly more or less

naturalized (rt'liad, i'liad) ;
now consciously French

(oz'ya'd,
1

.] A glance of the eye, esf. an amorous

glance ; an ogle.
1592 GREENE Dis/>nt. Addr. 2 What amorous glaunces,

what smirking Oeyliades. 1598 SHAKS. Alerry IV. l. iii. 68

Pages wife, .gaue mee good eyes too; examind my parts
with most judicious illiads. 1605 Lear iv. v. 25 She gaue
strange Kliads.and most speaking lookes To Noble Edmund.
[Qos. aliads, later Folios Iliads.] a 18030. L. LEWES Mt-nt.

(1805) I. 98 With a most impressive cciTiade from the white
of his eyes only. 1855 SMEDLEY //. Ctrserdale iv. 22 Horace
. .favouring Alice with a languishing oeillnde.

CEillet, oelet : see OILLET.

CEkology, var. spelling of (ECOLOGY.

Oen, obs. form of OWE.
(EnailtllicC'nK'iiJiik),^. Ckem. [f.'L.fcnant/ie,

a. Gr. olvdvOi] (f. oan] vine +df6rj blossom, bloom),
a vine-shoot or bud, vine-blossom, vine. (Also a

plant like the vine, applied by Pliny to an umbel-
liferous plant, and taken by Linnaeus as the name
of a genus of Umbelliferx including the poisonous
Water Dropwoit.l] Having the characteristic

odour of wine. (Enan/hic acid, an acid (or mix-
ture of acids), C14H 26O., + HjO, obtained from
cenanthic ether, forming a colourless oil solidifying
at 13 C. into a buttery mass. (Enanlhic ether, a

mobile oily liquid, the source of the peculiar odour
of wines, obtained by distillation of wine-lees.

1838 T. THOMSON Client. Org. Bodies 138 Of cenanthic
acitt This acid was discovered by Liebig and Pelouze,
constituting one of the component parts of cenanthic ether
to which wines owe their peculiar smell. 1880 HLOXAM
Client, (ed. 4) 522 Caproic, cenanthic, and caprylic alcohols,
are all liquid at the ordinary temperature. 1897 Alloutt's

Syst. Med. II. 843 The bouquet and aroma [of wine] are
due to the compound ethers, especially to cenanthic ether.

So (Ena'nthol, Ohia/nthyl, (Ena'nthyleiie,
CEnantliylic a. Chem. (see quots.) ;

OEna n-

thylate, a salt of cenantbylic acid.

1857 \V. A. MIU.KR Klem. Clum. III. 139 lEnantlylic
Aliicliyd; (Enantlwl. .is furnished by the destructive dis-

tillation of castor oil. Ibid. 397 CEnanthylate of pot;tsh.
Ibid. 191 Heptylene or CEnanthylene. 1866-77 ^ATI s Diet.
Chem. IV. 1 76 (Enanthyl, C7Hi:,O, the hypothetical radicle
of cenanthylic acid and its derivatives. The same name is

sometimes, but inappropriately, given tohepty^CyHr,. Ibid.

177 (-Enanthylic acid, C-HiiO^..is a transparent colourless

oil, having an unpleasant odour like that of cod-fish.

CEuanthin (znrc'njrin). Chem. [f. Bot. L.

Qinanthc, name of a genus (see prec.) + -IN.] A
poisonous resinous substance obtained from \Yatcr

Dropwort ( Oinanthefistttlosa).
1892 in Syd. Soc. Lc.i:

CEno- (Tno), occasionally oino- (oino), combin-

ing form of (jr. olvoi wine, used in a few scientific

and quasi-scientific compounds of rare occurrence.

(Enog-en (rnJdji-n) nonce-U'd. [after oxygen] (see

quot.). <Enolin (rn<yiin! Client, [see -OL and -IN],
a colouring-matter (C 10 II M ,O.-,; obtained from red
wine. OJnology inflod^i [-I.OUY], the know-
ledge or study of wines; so (Enolo'glcala., pertain-

ing to oenolojry; (Eno log-ist. one versed in oenology,
a connoisseur in wines. CEnomancy (riu?ma.'nsi)

[-MANCY], divination by means of wine. (Enomania
(/"nffm^i-nia), olno- [MANIA], a) a mania or in-

sane craving for wine or other intoxicating drink,

dipsomania; (t>) mania resulting from intoxication,
delirium tremens; hence CEnoma iliac, a per-
son affected with ocnomania. CEnometer (inp-
m/"toj, [-METEH], a hydrometer for measuring the

alcoholic strength of wines
;

nn alcoholometer

(Webster, 1864). (Enophilist (/nffilist) [Gr.
-<pi\os loving], a lover of wine. (Enophorjist

(inffobist), oino- [Gr. -tpo@os fearing], one who
has a dread of, or aversion to, wine. (Enopoetic
(/nopo,e'tik) a. [Gr. JTOII/TIKOS making], pertaining
to wine-making. CEiiothioiiic (-f.ii^'nik, a. ( liem.

[Gr. $twv sulphur], in (F.nothionic acid, an acid

(C 2H 6SO,^ obtained by treating alcohol with sul-

phuric acid
; elhyhulphuric or sitlphovinic acid.

1817 T. L. PEACOCK Melincourt (18751 275 Inflated \\ ith

^cenogen gas, or, in other words, with the fumes of wint-.

1866-77 WATTS Diet. Clicm. IV. 178 "cEiiotin. 1824 Klachi:
J/tig'. XVI. 12 The different branches of *oinological science.

1887 Pall Mull G. 13 July 5/1 The Oinological and Pomo-
logical Academy for the scientific culture of the future

cultivators. 1894 THUUICHUM It'incs Pruf. 7 French ceno-

logical literature . . includes many works of interest and
importance. 1865 Sat. Rev. 12 Aug. 215/1 Our medical

*cenologist. 1894 National Observer 6 Jan. 194/2 The
genuine cenologist, as Dr. Thudichum calls him. 1814 -SV/f.

gd. Living 196 His *oeno!ogy of British wines. 1865 Sat.
Rev. 12 Aug. 215/1 To give, not milk, but strong drink to

the babes in cenology. 1652 GAULE Meigastrom* 165 *Oino-

mancy.diviningby wine. 1842 BKANDE Dict.Sc., CEnomancy.
1880 WEBSTER Suj>f>l., *(Enomania. 1897 Allbutt's Syst.
Med. 11.871 Dipsomania or oinomania is a form of recurrent
mania attended with impulsive drunkenness. 1857 J. MILLEK
Alcohol^(1858) 20 A lady who had become a frightful *oino-

maniac. 1874 BUCKNILL & TfKE Psych. Med. (ed. 3) 293
The thirst for drink . . blindly leads the oinomaniac to a
course against which his reason and his conscience alike

rebel. 1859 THACKEKAY Virgin, xxxi, Are the Vegetarians
to bellow

'

Cabbage for ever'? and may we modest *Uino-

pbilists not sing the praises of our favourite plant ? 1893
SVMONDS In

tfte Key of Klite^ 37 Those surprises which
reward the diligent cenophilist in Italy. 1867 Blaikii 1

. Mug.
C1I. 209 The English and American "oinophobists. 1894
THUDICHUM Wines. Pref. 8 The work of B. A. Lenoir consists

of a first viticultural and a second "cenopoetic part. 1857
MAYNE Expos. Lex., *CEnothwnic.

\\ CEllOchoe (z'np'k0|f). Gr. Antic]. Also oino-.

[a. Gr. oiVox^r/. f. oiVo- wine + -xoosi -X1 pouring.]
A vessel used for dipping wine from the crater or

bowl and filling the drinking-cups.
1871 Guide to ist I'ase Room, Brit. Mits. (ed. 4) 29 On

the oinochoe, No. 162 (Case 60), the figures are drawn in

outline, on a white ground. 1895 Atlantic Monthly Mar.

315 An cenochoe (a dipper-like utensil for filling the wine-

cup> 1895 Catal., Oenochoe of rare form, with strainer at

top of neck.

CEnomel (rnomel). Also 7-9 oino-. [ad. L.

(enomeli (late L. -niclitnt), a. Gr. oiVo/itXi, f. 0^05

wine + /Ai honey. So mod.F. ccitomel (Littre).]

1. A mixture of wine and honey, used as a bever-

age by the ancient Greeks.

1574 HYLL Ord. Bees 35 The best Oenomell is that which
is made of olde and tart wine and the best purifyed hony.

1657 TOMLINSON Renou's Disp. 101 Amongst sweet potions
is reckoned oinomel. 1860 LD. LYTTON Lucile it. v. 6. 24
Wherever new flowrets, by lawn or by dell, Held on tiptoe

for him their divine cenomel.

2. fig. ; esf. applied to language or thought in

which strength and sweetness are combined.

1844 MRS. BROWNING ly'inenfCyprus K\\\, Those memories

..Make a better cenomel. i88a MYERS Renew. Youth 54

While night serenely fell, Imparadised in sunset's ojnomel.

1891 Guardian 28 Oct. 1755 Book-depths from which thou

knew'st so well To mix for mind or heart an cenomel.

II (Enothera (/"nubio-ra, commonly ttyjwra).

Hot. [L. anothera, a. Gr. olvoff^pas, name of

some plant, f. ciVcs wine + -ftjpai -catcher : com-
9



OEPS.

monly taken as = '

wine-trap' >ee quots.); but

some Gr. authors have the name as ovo&ripas ass-

catcher (in Pliny onothera) ;
another name was

uvaypa = ass-trap.] The typical genus of Ona-

grcue-x, comprising plants (chiefly natives of

America) with large handsome flowers, yellow,

white, or purple, in some species opening in the

evening; commonly called Evening Primrose.

l6o HOLLAND Pliny II. 259 Likewise Oenothera, other-

wise named Onuris, ..an herb good also in wine to make
the heart merry. 1788 REES Cycl., Primrose, night or

tret, renothera. 1817 J. BRADBL-RY Trav. Amer. 82 A
number of large white flowers . . belonging to a species of

oenothera. 18.. BAIKD in Worcester Diet. s.v., The roots

of the species -Vcnothera biennis are eatable, and were

formerly taken after dinner to flavor wine, as olives now are;

hence the name (Enot/iera, or wine-trap. 1863 J. Sl'RAT

Life in South 1 1. 304 Splendid phloxes, osnotheras, mimosas.

t Oeps. Obs. [a. AF. oeps (earlier oes, Brittoni

= OF. oes, ons, lies, wes, ens, ops, oups, oeps, oefs,

etc., work, need, use, benefit, profit: L. opus work,

use (for), need (of).] Use, benefit, profit.

1 1292 BRITTON i. xxii. 2 Et ausi soit enquis de toutes lour

prises a noster oes, et a lour. 1383 Act ^ Rich. II, c. 12

Soit il a son propre oeps on al oepz dautre.]

I4Z8 Surlms Misc. (1888) 3 To be raysed .. to be oeps of

our soverayne lorde be kyng. Ibid. 5 To be oeps and profet

of be cite. 1429 Rolls of Pailt. IV. 349/2 Which peynes
shall be areisid to the Kyngis oeps. 1436 Ibid. 501/2 Thoo
enhabitauntz.. that.. have estat to her owen oeps, or thoo

to whos oeps othre persones have estat.

Oeptas, oeptauea, obs. ff. octaves, OCTAVE i.

O'er (oj) poetic and dialectal contraction of

OVER ;
also in combination: see words in OVER-.

Oes, pi. of O ; obs. form of OOZE.

CEsO'phagal, a. -- CESOPHAOEAL.

1778 [W. MARSHALL] Minutes Agric. 16 Jan. 1776, Perhaps
he surcharged his stomach ; and . . the repletion closed the

tcsophagal orifice.

t CE'SOphage. Obs. [prob. a. F. (esophagi, in

I4th c. ysopkague <.Hatz.-Darm.) .]
= OESOPHAGI'S.

1541 K. COPLAND Calyen's Terapent. 2 H j, Thycke
medycamentes do crud & make concrecyon in y partyes of

the bulke or oesophage. 1594 T. IS. La Primaud. l-'r.

Acad. II. 343 The whole passage and pype,called oesophage
or the throate. 1657 TOMLINSON Renon's Disp. 499 That it

may stick longer in the cesophage.

CEsopliageal (fsafe'djjal), a. Also 9 eso-.

[f. mod.L. Ksophage-us (f. cesophag-us) H--AL.] Of,

belonging to, or connected with the cesophagus.
1807 HOME in Phil. Trans. XCVII. 157 The orifices of the

cesophageal glands. 1851-6 WOODWARD Mollnsca 22 The
lower side of the cesophageal ring. 1879 St. George's Hasp.

Rep. IX. 215 A case of cesophageal obstruction.

Also, in same sense, (Esopha'gean a. [cf. F.

asophagieii\ ; (Esopha-giac a. [irreg. after cardiac].

1856 WEBSTER, Esophagean. 1892 Syd. Soc. Lex., (Eso-

phagean. 1858 J. H. BENNET Nittrition i. n The

oesophagiac orifice [of the stomach].

CBsopha.gi.tis (z's^fadgoi-tis). Path. [f. USSO-

PHAG-us + -ITIS. In mod.F. asophagite (Littre).]

Inflammation of the cesophagus.
1857 in MAYNE Expos. Lex. 1859 SEMPLE Diphtheria

277 Sometimes cesophagitisandpseudo-membranous gastritis

are found. 1897 Alltutt's Syst. Med. II. 859 Chronic

cesophagitis has been attributed to alcoholic excess.

(EsophagO- (z'sc'iag")> before a vowel oeso-

phag-, combining form of Gr. oiaotpayos, CEso-

PHAGUS, in various terms of Pathology and Surgery,
as CEsophagalgia (-je'ldjia), -algy [Gr. 0X705

pain], pain in the oesophagus (Mayne Expos. Lex.

1857). <Esophagectomy (-e'TUomi) [Gr. IKTOM

cutting out, excision], excision of a portion of the

cesophagus. CEso'phagocele (-s/1) [Gr. 707X17

tumour, hernia], 'hernia of the mucous membrane
of the cesophagus through an opening in the

muscular wall' (Syd. Soc. Lex. 1892). CEsopha-

godynia (-odi-nia) [Gr. oovvr; pain], pain in the

cesophagus (Mayne). (Esophagopatliy (-fpabi)

[Gr. 7rd0os suffering], disease of the cesophagus

(Mayne). (Esopliagoplegia (-plfdgia), -plegy

[Gr. TrKriff] stroke], sudden paralysis of the ceso-

phagus (Mayne). CEsophagorrhagla (-r^'dsia),

-o rrhagy [Gr. -pafia bursting], hemorrhage
from the oesophagus (Mayne). ffiso'phagoscope

(-skoiip) [-SCOPE], an instrument for inspection of

the cesophagus; so (Esophagoscoplc (-skjrpik)

a.; (Esophago scopy, inspection of the oesopha-

gus, ffiso-pliagospasm, spasm of the cesophagus

(Mayne). CEsophago'stomy [Gr. aru^a mouth],
' an operation for opening the cesophagus and

keeping the opening permanent, so that food may
be supplied to the stomach by its means' (Syd.
Soc. Lex.). (Eso'phagotome (-to"m) [Gr. -TO/IOS

cutting], an instrument for cutting into the ceso-

phagus; so CEsophago'tomy, incision into the

cesophagus.
1892 Syd. Soc. Lex., *CEsophagectomy. 1897 Allbutfs

Syst. Med. III. 371 In the rare condition of simple or

membranous stricture Mr. Kendal Franks has performed

ossophagectomy with success. 1857 MAYNE Expos. Lex.,

*CEsophagocele. 1884 M. MACKENZIE Dis. Throat q Nose
II. 14 l5r. Waldenburg invented an *oesophagoscope. 1897

Allbntt's Syst. Med. III. 361 GEsophagoscopes . .are hardly
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ever used in practice. 1893 Brit. Mcd. Jrnl. 30 Sept. 738
On "cesophagoscopic examination. 1872 COHEN Dis. Throat

46 There are great anatomical obstacles to the performance
of *oesophagoscopy.. 1884 M. MACKENZIE Dis. Throat fr

Nose II. 135 The remaining operations, internal oesophago-
tomy, *oesophagostomy, and gastrostomy. Ibid. 21 'I he

"oesophagotome. .consists of a gum-elastic bougie about
fifteen inches long [etc.]. 1839-47 'i'anuC^ci.Anat. 111.576/1
The operation of *cesophagotomy. 1868 I). W. CHEEVER
(title) Two Cases of (Ksophagotomy for the Removal of

Foreign Bodies. 1878 T. BRYANT 1'ract. Surg. I. 596 CEso-

phagotomy has an established position in practical surgery.

(Esophagus ('sp'fags). Also 5-6 ysophagus,
6 isofagus, hysophagus, oisophagus, 8-9 eso-.

phagus. [mod.L., a. Gr. oiVo^d-vos the gullet;
of uncertain origin (see below). The med. and

early mod.L. representatives of Gr. oi-, were i-,

-y : cf. F. ysophague (i-fth c. in Littre).] The
tube or canal (in man and the higher animals

musculo-membranous) extending from the mouth
to the stomach, and serving for the passage of

food and drink ;
the gullet.

In Zool. extended to include a canal in any class of

animals by which food enters the organism.

hysophagi _. _
CMrurg. F ij b, The Meri otherwyse called Ysophagus is

y way of the mete & this Meri commeth out of the throte

and thyrleth the mydryfe vnto v* bely or stomacke. 1543
TRAHERON tr. I'igo's Cliirurg. I. iv. 6 Called Meri or Oiso-

phagus. 1633 P. FLETCHER Purple Isl. w. 45 note, The

(Ksophagus, or meat-pipe conveying meats and drinks to the

stomach. 1772 NUGENT tr. Hist. Friar Gerund I. 159
The enterance to the Esophagus being discovered. 1888

ROLLESTON & JACKSON Aniin. Life 840 Protozoa. ..Class

fttastigopliora. . .Amouth and oesophagus sometimes present.

[Note. Aristotle Hist. An. i. 16. 495* 18 says
' the so-called

oic7o$ayo9, which gets its name from its length and its

narrowness ',
but does not explain how. According to its

elements, Gk. oitro^ayos ought to mean 'eater of osiers ';

which seems inept. A late Greek or Byzantine Scholiast on

Oppian, explains it as from oiiu (an imaginary pres. to ottrw)

KOHI'^O I carry + ifrayeii'
to eat, which, though plausible in

sense, is really impossible, -ia-yos in all compounds meaning
'

eating (something) ',

'

eater '.]

Oest, obs. form of HOST jA.l, a company.
Oestre, Oestridge, obs. ff. OYSTEK, OSTRICH.

CEstro, variant of F.STBO Obs. = CEsTRua 2.

1848 LYTTON K. A rthur IT.. Ixxxvii, The knight sublimely

siting Caught the full ttstro of the poet's fire.

CEstrous (rstras, e's-), a. [f.
L. astr-its (see

below) + -ous.] Pertaining to, or causing, an

oestrus (sense 2 b).

1901 Brit. Mcd. Jrnl. No. 2097. 594 The recurrent presence
in the blood of an cestrous toxin.

CE-strual, a. rare", [irreg. f. CESTRUS + -AL;

app. by association with menstrual, menstruate,

etc.] Pertaining to or affected by an cestrus;

cestrous. So CE'struate v., to be affected by an

cestrus, to be in heat, to rut; CE'struation, rutting.

1857 MAYNE Expos. Lex., (Estntal, of or belonging to the

testritm or orgasm. (Estruation, . . the state of being under

influence of the oestrum. 1891 Cent. Viet., (Estruatc.

llCBstrum '"'strwm, e's-). Also 8 oestron. [med.

L., var. of OZsTKtJS (Isidore Orig. xn. viii. 15).]

1. CEsTBUS I ; in quot. 1656 applied to a flea
;

in 1854 a parasite infesting fish (a sense of Gr.

ola-rpos).

1656 S. HOLLAND Zara (1719) 17 Defying the eagerness of

those sanguine-coated /Estrums. 1706 PHILLIPS, CEstruni,
or (Estnis, the Gad-Bee. 1778 Sketches for Tabernacle

Frames 26 Madd'ning Mares, by Lust or Oestron stung.

1854 BADHAM Halimt. 186 The conduct of the poor thimny
under the scourge of the sea cestrum.

2. fig.
= CESTRUS 2.

1663 BUTLEH Hud. i. ii. 495 What Oestrum, what Phrene-

tick Mood Makes you thus lavish of your Blood? 1782

JEFFERSON Notes Virginia. 234 Love is the peculiar cestrum

of the poet. 1848 CLOUGH Botliie iii, Other times stung

by the cestrum of some swift-working conception. 1886

SYMONDS Renaiss. It., Cath. React. (1898) VII. ix. 83 When
..the real divine oestrum descends upon him.

b. Physiol.
= CESTRUS 2 b.

1772 Ann. Reg. 173/1 The times, in which animals of

different species feel the cestrum, by which they are stimu-

lated to the propagation of their respective kinds. 1857 in

MAYNE Expos. Lex., (Estmin, (Estrus.

II (Estrus (rslrtfs, e-s-). [L. cestrus, a. Gr.

o7ffT/>os gad-fly, breeze, also sting, hence frenzy,

mad impulse.]
1. Entoin. A genus of dipterous insects, of which

the larvce are parasitic in the bodies of various

animals ;
an insect of this genus or of the family

(Estridse ; a gad-fly or bot-fly.

1697 DRYDEN Virg. Georg. in. 238 This flying- Plague ..

Oestros the Grecians call : Asylus, we : A fierce loud buzzing

Breez. 1752 SIR J. HILL Hist. Aniiu. 30 The black and

yellow-bodied CKstrus, with black variegations in the wings.

1846 PROWETT Prometheus Bound 59 Virgil powerfully
describes the terrors of the maddened cattle from the torment

of the cestrus. 1876 DUHRING Dis. Skin 585 CEstrus, or

Bot Fly deposits the ova unknown to the individual.

2.
jig. Something that stings or goads one on,

a stimulus; vehement impulse; passion, frenzy.

1850 E. FITZGERALD Lett. (1889) I. 208 The Impetus, the

Lyrical oestrus, is gone. 1874 MORLEY Compromise ill.

(1888) 114 They too were pricked by the cestrus of in-

tellectual responsibility. 1880 M. PATTISON Milton xn.

or.

161 [Milton] would not write more verses when the cestrus

was not on him.

b. I'hysiol. A vehement bodily appetite or

passion ; spec, sexual orgasm ; the rut of animals.

1890 KILLINGS Nat. Med. Diet. 11.233 <Estrus. .. i. Rut,

orgasm, clitoris.

Oeyliade, obs. form of CF.ILLADE.

Of -.pv, 6v, sv), prep. Also (3 Orm.} 5-7 off

(6 offe) ; 3-6 o, 6- o' : see O prep.* [OE. of,

weak or unaccented form of the word whose rare

strong form was ,/, originally of, corresp. to OFris.

"ft f> fe> OS. af, MLG. o/prep. and adv. (MDu.
ave, a/,ef, Du. a/ adv. 'off'), OHO. aba, at, MHG.
ale, all- prep, and adv., Ger. ah adv. '

off',
'

away ',

ON. af, Goth, af prep, and adv. : OTetit. ata, un-

accented by-form ab
;
con esp. to Sk r. apa away from,

down from, (jr. airo, L. ab.

The form whence the OE. was immediately derived was

af (as in OS., ON., and Goth.). Like other prepositional

advbs., this developed two forms, according as it was
stressed or stressless ; in primitive OE., sef and of. In

historic times the stressed form appeared only in a few

nominal compounds (e. g. z'//>unca displeasure, x'fiveard

absent', while the originally unstressed <y survived, as in-

separable verbal particle and preposition. In OE. this of
began to be used also as a separable particle or adv. (as in

inf. ofdon, dat. m(.o/to donne, pa. pple. i>fi^c)don, impera-
tive dt! of, pa. t. he tiyde of, in subord. cl. f>e he of dyde)',

and, as the adv. in this position always received the stress,

this gave rise to a new stressed form. But to the end of

the ME. period, and often to 1600 or later, both unstressed

and stressed forms were written of. About 1400, the spelling

(^appears casually, and usually (but not always) for the

stressed form, to which it gradually came in course of the

i6thc. to be appropriated (though of was sometimes used

even in the i7th c.). This emphatic form was restricted to

the adv. and those emphatic senses of the prep, which are

akin to or derived from the adv. (be offI get offthe table I

hands offI hands offthe money /) ; while the original spell-

ing of (pronounced ov, ov, 3v), further reduced dialect-

ally, colloquialjy, and in certain connexions, to o' (see

O/rty*.
2
), remains for the weak senses of the preposition.

Thus ?/"and off"now rank as different words.]

General ^igirification. The primary sense was

away, aiaayfrom, a sense now obsolete, except in

so far as it is retained under the spelling OFF. All

the existing uses of of are derivative
; many so

remote as to retain no trace of the original sense,

and so weakened down as to be in themselves the

expression of the vaguest and most intangible of

relations. The sense-history is exceedingly com-

plicated by reason of the introduction of senses or

uses derived from other sources, the mingling of

these with the main stream, and the subsequent

weakening down, which often renders it difficult

to assign a particular modern use to its actual

source or sources. From its original sense, tf/'was

naturally used in the expression of the notions of

removal, separation, privation, derivation, origin

or source, starting-point, spring of action, cause,

agent, instrument, material, and other senses, which

involve the notion of taking, coming, arising, or

resulting from. But, even in OE., this native

development was affected by the translational

character of the literature, and the employment
of of to render L. ab, dc, or ex, in constructions

where the native idiom would not have used it.

Of far greater moment was its employment from

the nth c. as the equivalent of F. de, itself of

composite origin, since it not merely represented

L. de in its various prepositional uses, but had

come to be the Common Romanic, and so the

French, substitute for the Latin genitive case.

Whether of might have come independently in

Kng. to be a substitute for the genitive is doubtful.

In the expression of racial or national origin, we
find of and the genitive app. interchangeable

already in the gth c. (tr. Bffida's Ecd. Hist. in.

xix, Was }ies wer . . of Jirem aejielestan cynne
Scotta-ak nol'ilissimo genere Scotlont/ii ; Ibid. Hi.

xxi, Se nyhsta vva'S Scyttisces cynnes = natione

Scottus ; se was eac Scotta cynnes
= de natione

Scottortuti) ;
and this might have extended in time

to other uses ;
but the great intrusion of of upon

the old domain of the genitive, which speedily

extended to the supersession of the OE. genitive

after adjectives, verbs, and even substantives, was

mainly due to the influence of F. de. Beside this

the most far-reaching fact in the sense-history of

of the same influence is also manifest in numerous

phraseological uses, and esp. in the use of of = F.

tie, in the construction of many verbs and adjs.

Many of these can be clearly distinguished ; but, in

other cases, the uses derived from F. de have so

blended with those derived from OE. of, giving

rise again to later uses related to both, that it

would be difficult, if not impossible, to separate

the two streams, with their many ramifications.

All that can be (lone here is to exhibit the main

uses of the preposition, and to show generally how
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far back cacli of these is exemplified. It has not

been attempted to classify or even mention all the

vbs. and adjs. which arc or have been construed

with of', examples occur under the chief senses

and uses, but the construction of any individual

vb. or adj. must be looked for under that word

itself, where also will be seen what other prepositions
share or have shared the same function with of.

I. Of motion, direction, distance.

t 1. Indicating the thing, place, or direction

whence anything goes, comes, or is driven or moved :

From, away from, out of. Obs. exc. in the restricted

sense in which it is now written OFF, q. v.

a 855 O. E. Chron. an. 658 pis waes &efohten sibban he of

East Englum com. Ibid. an. 794 And Ceolwulf bisceop and
Eadbald bisceop of \m\\\ londe aforon. Ibid. an. 823 pa
sende he ./E^lwulf his sunu of bsere fierde..to Cent. ^893
K. ALFRED Ores. in. xi. 9 Hie ba Demetrias of baim rice

adrifon. 971 BlickL How. 5 Crist of heofona heanessum
on oinne innoj? astigej?. Ibid. 19 Faran of stoweto oSerre.

a 1173 Cott. How. 219 [He] hi alle adrefde of heofan rices

mirhoe. 1*97 R. Gi.ouc. (Rolls) 11508 A certein day horn

was iset, of londe vor to fle. a 1300 Seven Sins 36 in E. E. P.

(1862) 19 pat he sal of bis world wend, a 1300 Cursor M.
11596 (Giitt.) Wit naghtertale he went of [Cott. o] toune.

6-1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. U r
ace (Rolls) 8544 pe sparkles

fleye as fir of flyntes. 1439 Rolls ofParlt. V. 30/1 The said

Places of the whiche the! wer reineved. 1489 CAXTON
Sonnes of Ayitwn xiv. 337 Whan Longys dyde shove the

spere in to your dygne side, the water ranne of it. i$4z~3
Act 34 <fr 35 Hen. I'll!, c. 4 If anie suche person, .do with-
drawe him selfe of this realnie. 1-11572 KNOX Hist. Ref.
Wks. (1846) I. 346 [They] did secreidlie convey thame scliis

and thair cuinpanyeis of the town. 1613 PUKCHAS /
y

ilgrimage
(1614) 541 With the least drawing bloud of another.

f b. Indicating the place or quarter whence
action (e.g. shooting, calling, writing, looking) is

directed: From. Obs. (In quot. 1569-70, prob.
after L. ex.}
c 893 K. ALFRED Oros. IK. vii. 7 On 3aem dajge plegedon

hie of horsuni. c 1000 Ags. Ps. (Th.) xiii. 3 [xiv. 2] Drihten
locao of heofenum. c 1230 Halt J/ivV/. 5 Of bat syon ha
bihalt al J*e world under hire, a 1340 HAMPOLE Psalter xiii.

3 Lord lokyd of heuen on be sonnes of men. 1569-70 KNOX
Let. to Cecil 2 Jan. (S. P. O.), In haste, of Edinburgh, the

second of Janur. Yours. .John Knox.

f C. Following an adv., with which it is some-
times closely connected : e. g. down of, up of, off

of. dial, or Obs. exc. in FORTH of, OUT of, q. v.

cioooMLFRicGraw. xlvii. (Z.)272 Se wyll astah upof 3a;re

cardan. 1x13-31 O. E. Chron. an. 1123 Se kyng alihte dune
of his hors. < 1290 Beket 1799 in S. Eng. Leg. I. 158 Ase
he come op of be se. a 1300 Cursor M. 2842 (Cott.) Our
lauerd raind. .Dun o lift [Fair/, doun of be lift], fire and
brinstan. c 1380 Sir Feruntb. ii2ipaycomen dpun of Detour,
rt 1548 HAUL Citron.^ Hen. yjff 26 b, He a lighted do\yne
of his horse. 174$ RICHARDSON' Clarissa (1^,11) V. 211 Biting
my Hp, got off of that, as fast as possible.

2. Indicating a point of time (or stage of life,

etc.) from which something begins or proceeds.
Obs. (supplied by from] exc. in archaic expressions,
and in such phrases as of late, of recent years, of
old, ofyore, which have, gradually come to have
the sense of 'during', 'in the course of the time

indicated : see 54.
(,-900 tr. Baedas Hist. \. xii. [xv.] (1890) 52 Of bxre tide be

hi danon gewiton oft to darge. c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Mark x.

20 Eall Sis ic jeheold of minre geojuoe. am*) Leg. Kath.

79 Dis meiden was . . faderles & moderles of hire chddhade.
c 1415 LYDG. Assembly ofGods 457 Thus haue I dewly, with
all my dilygence, Executyd the offyce of olde antiquyte.
c 1470- [see LATE a. 1 B. 2]. 1483 CAXTON G. de la Tour H v,

One his chainberlayne whiche he had nourysshed and
brought up of his yougthe, 1520 WIHTINTON l-'u/g: (1527)
8 b, Brought vp togyder of lytell babes. 1526 TINDALE
Mark ix. 21 How longe is it a goo..? And he sayde, of a

chylde. 1551 ROBINSON tr. Mores Utop. \\. ix. (1895) 291
The newe yeare . . whyche they doo begynne of that same
hollye daye. 1591 SHAKS. Two Gent* iv. iv. 3 One that

I brought vp of a puppy. 1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614)

534 Of auncient time they were subject to the Chinois, untill

[etc.], a 1623 in Gutch Coll. Cur. I. 186, I bred him of
a Child.

t 3. Indicating a situation, condition, or state,

the departure from or emergence out of which is

figured as (and often accompanied by) actual move-
ment. Obs. (supplied byfrom or out of}.
(1000 ,/Ei.i'Kic Horn. I. 66 paet (m of deade arise. - izoo

Triii, Coll. Horn. 23 On J?e |>ridde dai he aros of dea&e.

'1205 LAY. 11737 Fiftene Jmsende fr:r weoren i.slajen And
idon of lif-da:3en. c 1300 St. Brandan 451 As hi awoke of

slepe. c 1380 Sir Feruuib. 2143 Many was J>e cri^tene mon
bat he had bro?t of dawe. a 1450 Le Morte Art/t. 2006 Off

swounynge whan he myght A-wake. 1513 DOUGLAS sEtieis
viii. Prol. 38 The thrall to be of thirllage Langis ful sayr.
T 579 So NORTH Plittarcli (1676) 14 Keing delivered of his

captivity, a 1586 SIDNEY Arcadia (1622) 34 To be thus
banished of thy counsels.

4. Expressing position which is (or is treated as)

the result of departure, and is therefore defined
with reference to the fixed point, fa. Away from,
out of. Of live j out of life, dead. Obs.

t TOGO Sax. Leecltd. III. 272 Flxas cwelaS gyf hi of
waitere beoS. c nog LAY. 9057 Heo cudden Kinbeline pat
his fader wes of Hue. a 1300 A", Hornet Heo sa? Rymenild
sitle Also he were of witte. c 1350 Ww, Palcrne 420 Sone
of his seijt J>e bestes sebben ware, a 1425 Cursor M. 1^478
(Trin.) Joseph, .wende be maistir were of lyue.

b. Now used only in certain phrases, as north

of, south of, etc., within (a mile, an hour, an ace,

etc.) of, wide of, back of (U. S.), backwards of
(arch.), upwards of (a number or amount) : see

these words.

1494 Act ii Hen. I'll, c. 23 Every such Fish should be

splatted down to an Handful of the Tail. 1537 Lett. Sup-
press. Alonast. (Camden) 157 Within x. or xij. mylies uf hit.

1588 SHAKS. L. L, L. i. i. 119 That no woman shall come
within a mile of my Court. 1597 2 Hen. IV, iv. i. 19
West of this Forrest, scarcely off a mile, .. comes on the
Enemie. 1762 Chron. in Ann. Reg. 104/2 Upwards of

15,000 Ib. weight. 1778 ROBFRTSON Hist, Atncr. I. 431
Countries. .situate*to the east of those [etc.], 1843 tilackw.

Mag. LIV. 160 liill was generally pretty wide of his mark.

1885 Act 48 cy 40 Viet, c. 54 14 Churches. .within four

miles of one another. i88<; FISCHICK in Law Rep. 29 Chanc.
Div. 453 Commenced within a few days of each other.

II. Of liberation and privation. Expressing

separation from or of a property, possession, or

appurtenance. (In OK. expressed }yy ofj from )
or

genitive case.)
5. In the construction of transitive verbs, of

various classes; as

a. 7o cure, heal
t recover; cleanse, clear, pur^c,

wash
; bring to bed

y deliver, disburden^ case, empty ,

free, lighten^ rid of, etc. b. To bereave, deprive^

divest, drain, exhazist, oust, rob, spoil, strip #/, etc.

In these, by a kind of transposition, <j/" introduces that

which is removed, the person or thing whence it is removed

being made the grammatical object : thus, a prisoner is said

to be stripped ofhis clothes, when in reality the clothes are

stripped o$"orfront the prisoner.
a 900 K. /ELFRKD Solil. 167 Us ^edensast of aeallum urum

synnum. ciooo Ags. Gosp. Matt. vi. 13 Alys us of yfele.
Luke vii. 21 He ge-haelde manexa of adlum geofwituni

and of yfelum gabtum. 1124-31 O. E. Chron. an. 1124 Six
men [he] spilde of here 3:5011 and of here stanes. c izoo Trin.
Coll. Hottt. 169 Ared.me louerd of eche dea"6e. c 1380
WVCLIF Set. Wks. III. 453 Allagatis a man most first be

purged of dedly [synne]. a 1400 Rclig. Piecesfr. Thornton
MS. (.1867) 37 We pray hat we be ddyuered of all ill thynge.
f 1440 Tumtale 10 }yf he., dense hym here of his mys-
dede. 1526 Pilgr. Perf. (W. de W. 1531) 5 As y* ieu-e.s

spoyled F^gypte of theyr rychesse. 1616 W. HAIG in

J. Russell Haigs vii. (1881) 163, I humbly beseech your
sacred Majesty. .to free me of this close prison. 1632 J.
HAVWARD tr. Biondi's Kroincna 22 Without stripping him-
selfe of his cloathes. 1670 R. MONTAGU in RuccleuckMSS.
(Hist. MSS. Comni.} I. 473 The King. .would release his

Christian Majesty of his word. 1697 DBYDEN Virg, Georg.
in. 486 The Pastor, .eases of their Hair, the loaden Herds.

1711 AHDISON Spcct. No. i f 2 She dreamt that she was
brought to Bed of a Judge. 1820 KKATS Grecian Urn iv,

What little town.. Is emptied of its folk this pious morn?
1847 C. G. ADDISON Law of Contracts it. iii. 3 (1883) 635 A
recovery by one party ousts the other of his right to recover.

6. In the construction of some classes of intrans.

verbs
;
as

a. To recover* fb. To blin, cease, stint.

13.. Guy Wanv. (A.) 849 Of ridcing vii bai neuer stem.
c 1450 St. CWA&rlfSurteu) 5130 pe se of flowyng in abade.
c 1450 Afcrlin 39 Neuer to entermete of that arte. c 1460

Tovjneley Myst. xxvi. 92 Centurio, sese of sich saw. 1602

SHAKS. Hani. i. iv. 3, I thinke it lacks of twelue. 1844 J. T.
HEWLETT Parsons .y JF. xiii, He recovered of his wounds.

7. In the construction of verbal sbs. and nouns of

action, akin to the preceding verbs. (Now mostly
Obs. and replaced byfrom.}
a looo dgs. Ps. (Th.) xxii. {heading}, He bancaS Code his

alysnesse of his earfodum. 1426 in Surtees Misc. (1888) 7

To pray. .for ease of be said John Lyllyng. 1463 G. ASH BY
Prisoner's Rejl. 349 Of fre Hberte a sharp abstinence, c 1500
Afclushu' 151 The rescue ofthe daunger. .is worth &ynough
for a conqueste. 1534 WHITINTON Tullyes Offices I. (1540)

75 The rest of cares, c 1645 HABINGTOM Snrv. Wares. (Worcs.
Hist. Soc. Proc.) i, 121 For hys salvation and redemption of

hys synnes. 1761 MRS. F. SHERIDAN Sidney Bidulph I. 14
He.. had been ordered by the physicians to Spa for the

recovery of a lingering disorder.

8. In the construction of aHjs. : a. whole (of a

wound] ; clean, clear, free, pure, quit, rid, etc. ;
b.

bare^ barren, destitute^ devoid, empty, naked, void, etc.

Some of these, e. g. clean, empty, free, naked, etc.

were in OE. followed by the genitive (cf. IX.); in

some from has now taken the place of of: see

under the adjs.

cioooAfs. Gosp. Mark v. 34 Beo of5isum[<x//Ag'a tua} hal.

c 1175 Lamb. Honi. 63 Of ure sunne make us dene, c 1375
Cursor M. 24648 (Fairf.) Lauedi of sorou bou mai be h^t.

1470^85 MALORY Arthur vin. xiii, Sir Tristram was. .hole

of his woundes. 1574 tr, Mnrlorat's Apocalips 6 Their

disputing of vertue, is voyde of the holye Ghost. 1611

SHAKS. Cymb. n. iii. 94, I am poor of thanks. 1697 UKYUKN
I'erg. Georg. \. 427 The Farmer, now secure of Fear. 1785
BURNS Earnest Cry <y Prayer viii, Picking her pouch as

bare as winter Of a' kind coin. 1876 GLADSTONE Glean.

(1879) II. 273 Macaulay was singularly free of vices.

III. Of origin or source. Indicating the thing
or person whence anything originates, comes, is

acquired or sought.
9. Expressing racial or local origin, descent, etc. :

after the vbs. arise, fo, come, descend^ spring^ be

born, bred, propagated, and the like.

("897 K. /ELFRED Gregory's Past. xxxv. 240 Of hwaem hit

are.stcom, cqooir.fi&da'sHist. i. xii. [xv.] (1890) 52 OfGeata
fruman syndon Cant ware. .Of Seaxum. .coman Eastseaxan
and SuSseaxan and Westseaxan. Ibid. iv. xxv[i]. 350 Sum
wer of Scotta Jode. c 1000 Ags. Gosp. John iii. 6 pact J>e

of gaste is acenned |?Et is gast. 1129-31 O. I'-. Chron. an.

1129 Boren of ba ricccste men of Rome. c\ii$Lainb, iloin.

17 He wes Jboren of ure lefdi Zeinte Marie, c 1200 ORMIN
495 Alle. .J>att offba twesjcn prestess comeun. c 1205 LAY.

320 His kun be he of icumen wes. Ibid. 11117 He wes of
heore cunne. a 1300 Cursor M. 14340 (Cott.) Fader i wat i

am o [v. r. of] be. c 1425 Prynicrd Sikirli, maide marie, .of
bee is risun be sunne of rijtwisnesse, oure lord ihesu crist.

c 1435 Torr. Portugal 1068
'

Sir
', quod the kyng,

' of when.s
are yeV

' Of Portingale, Sir ', said he. 1513 MURK in Hall
Chron.) Edw. I

',
i Ye muste first considrc of whom he and

his brother dessended. 1590 Si'i:NsiiR F. Q. u. vii. 12 Iiiliniic

mischiefes ofthem do arize. 1610 SHAKS. Temp. u. 1.82 She was
of Carthage, not of Tunis. 1626 BACON Sylva 696 Fkas
breed principally Of Straw or Mats. 1669 WOKLIDCK Syit.
Agric. u68ij 97 It is propagated of the Keys, as the Ash.

1709 STKELE Tatlcr No. 112 PS Young Gentlemen, descended
of honest Parents. 1826 DISRAELI Viv. Grey v. vi, Are you
of Dorsct.shire ? 1851 THACKKRAY Eng. Hunt. i. (1853) 2 Of
English parents, and of a good English family of clergymen,
Swift was born in Dublin. 1888 Athenxiim 3 Nov. 588/3
The force born of strong womanly instinct.

f b. Expressing the origin or derivation of a

name: with various vbs. Obs. (Now_/)w.)
ciooo /ELFHIC Gram. xv. (Z.' 93 Da o$re seofan i-yndon

dirivattva, bat is, bii;l hi cunun'i of bam oflrum. 1387
TKKVISA J/igdt-n (Rolls) I. 93 Assyria hab be name of Asur
Sem his sone. c 1450 St. Cuthbert (Surtees) 6675 It takes
name of a watir strynde. 1559 \V. CUSNIXCHAM Cosmagr.
Glasse 18 Horizont..is said of o^i^'io, whiche signifieth to

decerne, or ende. 1568 GUM ION Chron. II. 83 Named
Portgreves .. the which is derived of two Saxon wordts.

1570-6 LAMBARDB Peranib. Kent \i~-6 155 He. .called it

(of the sandie place wlicrc it is pitched >and^ate Castle.

1605 CAMDKN Ron. 11637) 127 Names also haue been taken
of civill honours, dignities, and estate, as King, Duke,
Prince, Lord, liaron, Knight, ..Squire, Castellan.

10. After trans, vbs, their pples., gerund.-;, etc.

a. After borrow, buy, gain, hold, pitrcJiase, re-

ceive, w/, and the like, in which it varies with

from ; formerly also with get, have, steal* take, etc.

wherefrom is now used. See al>u OFF/;V/>. 2.

Still used after take advantage, take leave, take an oath,
take vengeance.
c 1000 .'tLi-Kic yob ii. 10 ^if \vt god underfengon uf godt.->

hande. 1127-31 O. R. Chron. an, 1127 Kur to haucne sibbc
of se corl of Angeow. 1140 Il>id., Hi nan helpe ne haefden
of be kin^e. c 1175 Lamb. Honi. 7 Drihten bu dest j>e lof of
mile drinkende childre mu3e. ^1205 LAV. 2093 Of Ignogen
his quene he hefde breo sunen scene. Ibid. 29746 We..
habbeoS ure irihte of ure arche-biscpe, c 1290 .S'/. Michael
450 in S. idtg. Lfg. I, 312 Alle habbez lij^t of hire, a 1300
Cursor Jlf. 460 [Cott.) O me [Gi'tt. of mej semis s:il he non

gette. 1377 LANGI.. /'. /'/. 11. MIL 234, I liaue none gode
gyftes of ^>ise grete lordes. c 1440 Jacob's II 'ell 208 Takyth
exaumple of hym ! 1640 VORKE Union Hon. 154 Joan, wife

to Gilbert . .of whom hee begot one daughter. x ^42 lr -

Perkins' Prof. Bk. viii. 533. 233 He shull hold off him
of whom his feoffor held. 1697-8 EVELYN Aleut. 8 Feb.,
The use which may be derived of such a collection. 1724
DE FUK Mein. Cavalier (1840) 187 The kin;s enemies
made all the advantages of it that was possible. 1741
RICHARDSON Pamela I. 92, I would not take them of her.

1755 AMOKV Mem. (1769) I. 240, 1 hope you will not take it

ill of me, that I offer my advice. 1833 HT. MAKFINEAU
Loom fy Lugger n. iii. 45 She would have had much more
comfort of her son if he had lived. 1885 Law Rep. 14

Queen's Bench Div. 735 They agreed to hire another room
of the defendants.

b. After ask, begt crave, demand, desire, entreat,

expect, inquire, request, require, seek, and the like ;

also after learn, hear. (Some of these, as ask> in-

quire, were formerly constr. with at; in some oj
varies withjfawO
(-893 K. ALFRED Oros. u. v. 3 He hsefde of o^erum

beodum abeden nu c si. 1297 R. ULOUC, (Rolls
1

1:477 iiidde

of me what J>ou wok. 1362 LANGL. P. /'/. A. i. 47 He
asked of hem of whom spac be lettre. 1382 W\ci.ir matt.
ii. 4 He ..enquiride of hem, wher Crist shulde he borun.
c 1386 CHAUCEK Doctor s T. 197 This cursed luge wolde n >

thyng tarie, Ne heere a word moore of Virginius. a 1425
Cursor M. 68*fi{Trin.) Lerne not of him bat is lyere. 1444
Rolls ofParIt. V. 75/1 Without any suyt of any licence of

oure Lord Kyng. 1596 SHAKS. i Hen. Ik', v. iv. 23 Lustier
maintenance then I did looke for Of such an vngrowne
Warriour. 1610 HEALEV St. Aug. Citie of God 93 Sylla
..demanded helpe of his armie. 1791 Cow PER Retired
Cat 10, 1 know not where she caught the trick .. Or else she
learned it of her master. 1821 J. F. COOPER Spy viii, It is

all that is required of me. 1854 DICKHNS Hard T. u. vii,

You expect too much of your sister. 1859 G. MEREDITH
R. Fevercl xxxiv, I do not beg of you to forgive him now.

c. After various other vbs. Mostly Obs.

a 1300 Cursor Al. 10670 To godd ban was \ giuen ar mi
moder me of bodi bare. 1660 F. BROOKE tr. Le Blanc 's Trav.

5 The houses are built of the Moresco model I, with galleries.

11. After a sb. Arising from the elision of

a pple. of some vb. of the foregoing classes.

<:888 K. /ELFRED Boeth. i- i On 3aere tide de Gotan of

SciSSiu mai^Se wi5 Romana rice gewin up ahofon. c 900
lr. Bxdas Hist. in. xx. [xxvin.] 41890} 246 Twesen biscopas
of Bretta Seode. c 1000 ,/KLt-Ric Cien. vii. 8 J?a nitenu of

callum cinne and of eallum fugelcynne. 1520 in l'*icary$

1818 CRUISE Digest (ed. 2) IV. 380 Such person as should

be heir male of the body of the wife at her death. 1885 SIR

R. BACGALLAY in Law Rep. 10 P. D. 192 There was one

child of the marriage.
b. esp. in reference to local origin.
Here the notion of _fro>n passes into that of belonging to

a place, and so becomes identified with sense 47, q. v.

IV. Of the source or starting-point of action,

emotion, etc. ; motive, cause, ground, reason.

12. Indicating the mental or non-material source

or spring of action, emotion, etc. : Out of, from,

as an outcome, expression, or consequence oi.

Esp. in many phrases, treated, when necessary, under the



OF.

sbs., as of one's own accord, of'choice, consequence, course^

force, goodwill, one's own head, one's mvn knowledge, neces-

sity, one's own good pleasure, purpose, right, one's mvn
ivill; also ofcourtesy, custom, duty, favour, grace, instinct,

kind, nature, office, reason, etc.

This connects the notions of origin and cause.

c888 K. /ELFRED Botth. xiii. i Hit is of his ajenre je-

cynde, naes of binre. c 897 Gregory's Past. xxi. 157 Donne
hie of yflum willan ne gesyngao ac of unwisdome. ^900
tr. Bxda's Hist. I. xvi, [xxvii.] 1.1890) 68 ponne is hit of

lufan to donne. aiz*$ Leg. Kath. 1361 pe Keiscr kaste his

heaucd as wod mon, of wra&Se. 1340 HAMPOLE Pr. Consc.

5773 Other werkes noght done of mercy, c 1400 MAUNDEV.
(Roxb.) xxix. 131 Godd of his speciall grace herd his

praier. c 1425 LYDG. Assembly of Gods 81 Desyryng
of fauour to haue audyence. c 1520 Trevelyan Papers
(Camden) 135 Contryvyd and ymagyned of malyce and

dyspleasure. 1541 R. COTLAND Guydon's Quest. Chirurg.,
Galyen sayeth of the auctoryte of Ypocras, that [etc.]. 1577
St. Aug, Manual (Lxingman) 6 It is of thy goodnes that

we be made, of thy justice that we be punished, and of thy
mercy that we be delivered. 1578 LVTE Dodocns in. Ixxxv.

439 Apples of loue grow not of their owne kinde in this

Countrie. 1581 MULCASTER Positions xxxix. (1887) 218 If

some of choice became both diuines, and physicianes. 1624
CAJ-T. SMITH Virginia n. (Arb.) 370 They, serue him more
of feare then loue. 1721 St, Germans Doctor <y Stud. 120

It seemeth of Reason. Ibid. 313 The Justices of favour will

most commonly help forth the party. 1776 Trial ofNun.
docomar 32/1 Did you know of any bond . . of your own
knowledge? 1841) MACAULAV Hist. Eug. ix. II. 433 I-ewis

. . laboured, as if of set purpose, to estrange his Dutch
friends. 1894 CROCKETT Raider* 15, I seized my oars of

instinct and rowed shorewards.

b. Of oneself, by one's own impetus or motion,

spontaneously, without the instigation or aid of

another.
ciooo Ags. Gosp. John viii. 28 Ic ne do nan bing of

me sylfum. Ihui. xviii. 34 Cwyst bu bis of 5e sylfum?
1382 WYCLIF John v. 19 The sone may not of him silf do

ony thing, no but that thing that he schal se the fadir

doynge. c 1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.J vii. 24 pe cuntree es

strang ynogh of be self. 1542 UDALL Erasm. Apoph.
152, Whatsoever thyng wer not of it self eivill. 1598
CHAPMAN Blinde Begger of Alexandria \Vks. 1873 I.

n A man that of himselfe Sits downe and bids you wel-

come to your feast. 1607 TOPSELL Four-f. Beasts (1658)

67 When an Oxe or Cow in ancient time did dye of them-
selves. 1621 Be. MOUNTAGU Diatribx 503, I speake not of

my selfe or without booke. 1707 W. FUNNELL l/'oy. round
World 20 The Goats ., would many of them come of them-
selves to be milked, a 1774 GOLDSM. Snrv. Exp. Philos.

(1776) I. 106 Matter Is of itself entirely passive, incapable of

moving itself. 1836 CARLYLE Let. to sister fenny 16 May,
I judged that Robert and you were happy enough of your-
selves for the present. 1886 Athenxuni 30 Oct. 561/1 [They]
therefore can do nothing good of themselves

13. Indicating the cause, reason, or ground of an

action, occurrence, fact, feeling, etc.

a. After an intrans. vb. (e.g. die, perish ; savour,

smack, smell, taste, ring\ etc.) In some of these

obs. and supplied by with, front, at.

The sense of cause is sometimes weakened into that of the

subject-matter of the action (VIII).

^893 K. /ELFRED Oros. i. iv. i pat he of 3sem crasfte

Pharaoneb-Emcyninge swa leofwurde. iugr-3i O.-E. Chron.
an. 1119 For3-ferde se eor! Haldewine of Flandran of bam
wundan b he..efeng. 1124-31 Ibid. an. 1124 Se man ..be

nan [god] ne heafde stterf of nungor. c 1205 LAY. 31482
Heo..menden heom to Pendan Of Oswy ban kinge. 1305
St. Edmund Conf. 394 in E. E. P. (1862) 81 Of him won-
dredeeuerech man. ^1315 SHOREHAM 48 Word that of God
smaketh. 1470-85 MALOKY Arthur vm. xii, My moder

dyed of me. Ibid. x. xii, All the forrest rang of the noise.

1548-9! Mar.) Bk. Com. Prayer, Litany, All women labouryng
of chylde. 1697 DRYDEN I'irg. Georg. iv. 602 He breath'd of

Heav'n, and look'd above a Man. 1843 Eraser's Mag.
XXVIII. 277, I am dying of fatigue. 1886 Manch, Exam.
18 Jan. 5 '5 Ii savours moreof statecraft than ofstatesmanship,

fb. After a trans, vb. or its object (e.g. to

esteem, praise, thank, blame, etc.). Obs. (Supplied

by for, on account of, etc.)
c 1350 Will. Palerne 500 pat perles . . is preised ouer alle,

Of fairnesse of facion and frely pewes. 1377 LANGL. P. PI.

B. vi. 129 We preye . . bat god . . ;elde sow of jowre almesse
bat ;e ?iue vs here. 1483 CAXTON G. de la four G ij, Be-

hynd her bak he mocked her of it. a 1533 LD. BERNERS
Huon Ixi. 212, I thanke you of your courtesye. 1611 BIBLE
Transl. Pr&f. 3 How can wee excuse ourselues of negligence?

1613 [see ARREST v.}. 1657 TRAPP Comm. Ps. Ixviii. 17

Angels, who are here called, Shinan, of their changeableness.
14. After an adj. or sb., indicating that which

causes or gives rise to the quality, feeling, or action.

a. After an adj. (z^.deady sick, weary; ashamed,

ofraid,fearful \ glad, joyfid, sorry \ proud',
vain ;

etc.) : Because of, on account of.

[In OE. with genitive: cf. 30. In Fr. with de.] In some
of these now obs. : see the words themselves.
CX2OO ORMIN 794 Obre menn unnfcewe Well glade & bfibe

sholldenn ben EC off fcatt childess come. 1297 R. GLOUC.
(Rolls) 11178 po were be porters agrise sore of bulke M^te.

1426 LYDG. De Guil. Pilgr. 3645 As tho} ye were In party
dronken of your wynes. a 1450 Knt. de la Tour (1868) 99
She held her.. ashamed of that she had be warned of her
demaundeand requeste. 1526 TINDALE Matt. viii. 14 Lyinge
sicke of a fevre. 1535 COVEKDALE Jonah iv. 6 And lonas
was exceadlnge glad of the wylde vyr.e. 1568 TILNEY Disc.

Marriage B ij b, They had nothing to be prowde off. 1610
SHAKS. Temp. v. i. 230 We were dead of sleepe. a 1653
BINNING Serm. (1743) 607 Would not dyvours and prisoners
be content of a deliverance? 1715-20 POPE Iliad vi. 105
Pre.s-.'d as we are, and sore of former fight. 1842 MACAITLAY
Ess. (1848) I. 321 Sick of inaction.

b. After a sb. (e.g. anger, grief, joy , thanks}.

Mostly Obs. (supplied by on account of, for, at}.

13 . . Guy H'aKv. (A.) 275 Sorwe he makcb wip be mest Of

68

Felice bat fcir may. c 1450 Merlin 227 Feire lady, with

goode will, and gramercy of youre seruyse. 1497 BP. ALCOCK
Mons Perfect. B iij b, Some in pryde of worde, of garment,
8: of blood. 1595 SHAKS. John iv. i. 114 You wilUbut make
it blush, And glow with shame of your proceedings. 1598
GRENEWEY Tacitus^ Ann. xin. xii. (1622) 198 For want of

remedy, and anger of such a destruction. 1599 SHAKS. Much
Ado n. i. 200, I wish him ioy of her. 1611 \Vint, T. v.

ii. 54 Ready to leape out of himselfe, for ioy of his found

Daughter. 1749 FIELDING Tom Jones xvm. x, She ..

wished him heartily Joy of his new-found Uncle. 1760-72
H. BROOKE Fool of Qual. (1809) II. 112 Pouring forth her
tears . . for grief of having found him in that condition.

V. Indicating the agent or doer.

15. Introducing the agent after a passive verb.

(The regular word for this is now BY (sense 33),
which began to come in ^1400; but of prevailed
till c 1600, and is still in literary use, as a biblical,

poetic, or stylistic archaism, or by association with
other constructions, e.g. *on the part of. InOE.
le*s used than

_/)<?/// : cf. Ger. von from, of.)
The use of of is most frequent after pa. pples. expressing

a continued non-physical action (as in admired, loved> hated,
ordained of), or a condition reuniting from a definite action

(as in abandoned, deserted, forgotten, forsaken of, which

approach branch II). It is also occasional with ppl.adjs, in

UH-, as unseen of, unowned of. C^often shows an approach
to the subjective genitive: cf. 'he was chosen of God to

this work' with * he was the chosen of the electors'. In
other senses the agent has passed into the cause, as in

afetird, afraid, frightened, terrified of; or the source or

origin, as in bom of. Eng. qfmnd by correspond somewhat
to F. dc and par.
6-893 K. ALFRED Oros. Contents i. x, Hu n a^elingas

wurdon afliemed of Sci^mm. c 1050 O. E. Chron, an. 924
(MS. C) --Ebelstan waes of Myrcum jecoren to cinge. Ibid.
an. 1030 Her waes Olaf cing ofsla^en. .of his a^enum folce.

1154 Ibid. (Laud MS.), \Vjel lutied of be kinge and of
alle gode men. a 1225 Ancr. A*. (.8 Ich wolde bet heo
weren of alle iholden. 13.. K. A Us. 7709 Adam was by-
swike of Eve. 1:1380 WYCLIF ll'&s. (1880) 427 be puple
trowij? betere berto whanne it is seyd of a maistir. c 1400
MAUNDEV. (1839) xxi. 222 He was cursed of God. f 1440

Jacob's Well 230 My preyerys arn no^t herd of god for pe.

1459 Paston Lett. I. 441 Sir Thomas shuld a ben there, but
he is hurteof an hors. 1548*9 ttk. Com. Prayer 2nd Exhort.

Communion, 1 am commaunded of God, especially to nioue
and exhorte you. c 1550 BECON (title) The Principles of

Christen Religion, necessary to be knowen of the faythful.

1558 GOODMAN (title) How superior powers oght to be

obeyd of their subiects. *577 Ii. GOOGE Heresbach's Huso.

(1586) 13 That the juice that the ground requires be not

sucked out of the sunne. 1590 STOCKWOOD Rules Construct.

32 The relatiue is not alwaies gouerned of the verbe that he
commeth before. 1600 SHAKS. A. Y. L. in. ii. 361, I have
been told so of many. 1611 BIBLE Afatt. ii. 12 Being warned
of God in a dreame. Acts xii. 23 Herod.. was eaten of

wormes. 1711 STEELE Sficct, No. 152 P3 He is beloved of
all that behold him. 1725 POPE Odyss. vii. 34 A wretched

stranger, and of all unknown ! 1847 D. G. MITCHELL Fresh
Glean. (1851) 232 Otho was not loved of his kinsfolk in his

home. 1869 FHKKMAN Norm. Com/. III. xii. 222 A wretch
forsaken of God and man. 1898 Daily Neivs 10 Oct. 6/3
Everything .. seems to be done of those who govern Spain
to keep travellers out of that country.

10. Indicating the doer of something character-

ized by an adj., as it ivas kind of you (= a kind

act or thing done by you, on your part) to help
him. Used with an adj. and sb., as a cruel act,

a cunning trick, afoolish fancy, a good thought, a

kind deed, an odd thing-, a qualified pa. pple., as

cleverly managed^ ill done, well done, we// thought \

or an adjective alone, as good, bad, right, wrong,
wist', foolish ; clever, stupid, rude, silly ^ unkind,
or any adj. by which conduct can be characterized.

Followed by to^do (something), less frequently that (he) did

(something), which is the logical subject or object of the

statement ; e. g. I took it kind of him to tell me - I took his

telling me as a thing kindly done by him.

153* TINDALE Expos. 73 Is it not a blind thing of the world
that either they will do no good works, . . or will . . have the

glory themselves? c 159* MARLOWK Jew of Malta iv. v,

'Tis a strange thing of that lew, he lives upon pickled grass-

hoppers. x6oa SHAKS. Ham. in. ii. no It was a bruite part
of him, to kill so Capitall a Calfe there. 1668 H. MORE
Div. Dial. n. 383 That's a very odd thing of the men of

Arcladam. 1733 TULL Horse-hoeing Husb. 266 Is it not

very unfair ol Equivocus to represent [etc.]? 1760-72
H. BROOKE Fool of QuaL (1809) I. 52 Indeed, it was very
naughty of him. 1849 F. W. NEWMAN The Soul 104 It was
not a proud thing of Paul to say, but a simple truth. 1887
L. CARROLL Game ofLogic iv. 92 It was most absurd of you
to offer it !

17. After a sb., expressing the relation of doer,

or that of maker or author (= subjective genitive}.
a 1175 Cott. How. 217 penche ;ie aelc word of him swete.

a 1300 Cursor M. 24985, I tru in .. vprising o \v.r. of]

flexs, and Hjf wifiuten end. c 1380 WYCLIF Senu. Sel. Wks.
II. 197 In be ajenrysyng of just men. 1497 BP. ALCOCK
MOMS Perfect. Bij, Grete temptacions of ye

worlde, the

flesshe, & the deuyl. a 1548 HALL Chron., Hen. VIII 253
As trew as the allegation of him that i* burnt in the hande,
to sayehe was cut with a sikle. 1601 BP. W. BARLOW Eagle
<y Body (1609) Cj, By the traditions of antiquitle and the

Definitions of Councels. 1656 EARL MONM. tr. Boccalini,
Pol, Touchstone (1674) 262 The general ransacking of the

Vice Roys. 1659 B. HARRIS Parivafs Iron Age 13 The

conquest of the Romans over them was more sure. 1754
SHERLOCK Disc. (1755) I. viii. 247 The Evidence of the

Spirit U not any secret Inspiration. 1856 FROI'DE Hist.

ting. (1858) I. Ui. 269 He had the secret approbation of his

prince.

b. Indicating the maker or author of a work :

Made, written, painted by. Often expressed by the

OP.

possessive case, as 'The tragedies of Shakspere',

'Shakspere's tragedies', or by a combination of

this with the partitive of (44), as 'a sonata of

Beethoven's '.

1382 WYCLIF Bible (heading), Heere bigynnith the epystle
of saynt Jerom preest of alle the bokes of Goddis storye.

Prov. i. i The parablis of Salamon. Ibid. xxxi. i The
wrdis of Lamuel, the king. 1576 FLEMING Panopl. Epist.
398 The Epistles of Seneca are full of Philosophic. 1812

JEFFERSON Writ. (1830) IV. 175 The letter of the applicant.
1830 D'ISRAELI Chas. /, III. vi. 92 There exist no auto-

graphs of Charles, except some letters. 1871 HAWEIS Music
ff Mor. (1874) 57 A movement of Beethoven. 1885 Sat.
Rev. 29 Aug. 300 The Cornish Ballads of the Rev. R. S.

Hawker. Mod. The Iliad of Homer, the >Eneid of Virgil.
The 'Holy Family' of Rubens, the landscapes of Claude
Lorraine. The phonograph of Edison, the kaleidoscope of
Brewster.

VI. Indicating means or instrument.

f!8. Indicating that by means of or with which

something is done. Obs. QT dial. (Nowusnallyw/V//.)
c 897 K. ^ELFRED Gregory's Past, xxxvi. 248 Dykes fremde
men weorSen gefylled of dinum geswince. 4:900 tr. Bxda's
Hist, i. xvi. [xxvii.] (1890) 76 pgette bxre menniscan ^ecynde
ofa^lmehteges Codes jefe gehealden wats. cioooSt. Andrew,
etc. (1851) 28 He of v. hlafon and of twam fixum fif

busend manna gefylde. c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 139 Sunnendei
weren engles makede of godes muoe. 13.. E. E. Allit. P.
B. 1277 pe gredirne & be goblotes garnyst of syluer. c 1386
CHAUCER Knt.'s T. 1033 The circuit a myle was aboute
Walled of stoon. -1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.J viii. 32 Whare
Moyses strake on be stone with his jerde, and it ran of

water. Ibid. (1839) xii. 132 Rennynge of myIk and bony.
c 1477 CAXTOS Jason 17 In makyng reed hys swerd of the

bloode of the Esclauon king, c 1489 Sonnes of Aymon
xvi. 374 So I defended me ot all my power. 1551 ROBINSON
tr. Mores Utop. n. v. (1895) 165 They begin euerye dynner
and supper of reading sumthing that perteineth to good
tnaners and vertue. 1652 EVELYN Mem. 6 Mar., A chariot

canopied of black velvet. 1824 Miss FERRIER Inherit.

xxvii, It was pouring of rain.

b. Indicating that on which any one lives, feeds,

etc. Obs. or arch. (Now usually on.)
a 1420 HOCCLEVE De Reg. Princ. 1193, I lyue of almesse.

1533 GAL* Richt b'ay 93 Lat w=-z noth liffof okir or be ony
falsait. 1581 SAVILE Tacitus, Hist. iv. Ix. (1591) 214 Feeding
of branches and sprigges. 1588 J. UDALL Diotrephes (Arb.)

8 Euerie man mu.ste Hue of his trade. 1613 PURCHAS Pil-

grimage (1614) 540 They live of bread made of pith of trees.

a 1718 PENN Maxims Wks. 1726 I. 825 [The covetous man]
lives of the Offal. 1896 MRS. CAFFYN Quaker Grandmother
43 He hobnobbed with soldiers, and was nourished ofcarnage.

1 19. After an adj., indicating that with which

anything \$Jilled, imbued, coloured, etc. Obs. (exc.

after full, which perh. does not belong here.)

1137-54 0. E. Chron. an. 1137 And fylden be land ful of

castles, c 1430 Syr Gener. i Roxb.) 4098 The ground of

bloode was al wete. c 1450 Merlin 155 The water was all

reade of blode. 1450-1530 Myrr. our Laiiye 248 Hys face

made redde of the blode,

VII. Indicating the material or substance of

which anything is made or consists.

20. After verbs signifying to make, to be made,
to consist, to be. Hence such fig. phrases as to

make afool of, to make much of, make the best of,

etc. : see MAKE, etc.

4:893 K. ./ELFRED Oros. iv. xin, i Hie worhton surne of

seolfre, sume of treowum. a 1000 Cxdatoris Gen. 365 Adam
.. be waes of eorban geworht. 1 1200 ORMIN 11081 He
wrohhte win Off waterr burrh hiss mahhte. c 1205 LAY.

17180 pat weorc is of stane. a iyCursor J/. 21315 pe first

his greff of irin was, pe toiber o bairn was wroght o [v.r.

ofj bras. ^1386 CIIAUCKR Krtt.'s T. 2184 To rneken vertu

of necessitee. c 1400 Sowdone Bab. 129 The sailes were of

rede Sendelle. 1565 [see CONSIST v. j\ 1590 SPENSER F. Q.
n. vii. 17 Of which the matter of his huge desire., he did

compound. 1601 SHAKS. Twel.N. ill. ii. 14 Will you make an
Asse o' me? 1611 BIBLE Job vi. 12 Is my flesh of brasse?

1667 MILTON P. L. n. 258 When great things of small..We
can create. 1769 De Foe's Tour Gt. Brit. II. vii. 412 The

Pulpit is old, and of Stone. 1846 MCut,LOCH Brit. Empire
(1854)!. 623 The houses.. are built of brick. i859SALA6Vu-
light fy D. xxviii. 325 They., make much of one another.

b. Expressing transformation from a former

condition, arch. (This has also affinities with 3.)

cgoo tr. fixa'a.'s Hist. i. vii. (1890) 38 Da waes bes man
3urh Codes gyfe of ehtore xeworden sofifzstnesse freond,

1526 TINDALE Heo. xi. 34 Off [Gr. awb, L. de\ weake were
in.ide stronge, wexed valiant in fyght. 1548 E. CoCRTEHAV
ir. raleario's Benefit Christ's Death iv. (1855) 121 God
. . hath made us of enemies most uear children. 1590
Sn-.NSER F.Q. ii. xii. 86 Streight of beasts they comely men

;
became. 1666 SOUTH Strm. t Titus ii. 15 (1715) I- 207 When
Sampson's Eyes were out, of a Publick Magistrate, he was
made a Publick Sport, a. 1680 CHARNOCK Attrib. God (1834)

I. 430 Of angry he becomes appeased. 1814 CARV Dante,
Paradise xxxi. 75 Of slave Thou hast to freedom brought
me. 1846 MANNING Sertu. (1848) II. i. 8 Our humanity
needed to be strengthened and hallowed ; of fleshly, to be

again made spiritual.

21. After a sb., (/connects the material immedi-

ately with the tiling. (Also commonly expressed by
a preceding adj. or the sb. used attrib. e.g.

* a floor

of wood or tiles ',

( a wooden or tile floor'.)

ciooo Czdmons Daniel 175 paere burge weard Anne
manlican. .Gyld of golde gumum ara:rde. cioooAgs.Gosp.
Matt. iii. 4 Se Johannes .. haefde reaf of olfenda haerum.

c 1205 LAV. 30805 /Knne ring of rede golde. 1377 LANCL*

P. PI. Ii. Prol. 168 To bugge a l^elle of brasse, or of brijte

syluer. c 1430 Two Cookery-bks. 7 Fride Creme of

Almaundys. 1555 in Uurgon Life Gresham (1839) I. 189 A
case of black leather. 1632 MILTON L'Allegro 21 There on

Ui-ds of Violets blew. 1634 SIR T. HERBERT Trai\ 92 A



f

OF.

Carravans-raw of white free stone, and the first building of
that material! I saw in those parts. 1760 GOLDS.M. Cit. W.
xxxlx. P8 He sent me a very fine present of duck-eggs. 1895
Pall Mall G. 10 Oct. 2/1 A kind of whip of three flaps of
leather. Mod, A bridge of boats. A floor of wood or tiles.

A house of cards.

22. After a collective term, a quantitative or

numeral word, or the name of anything having
component parts, of introduces the substance or

elements of which this consists. [= OK. genitive.]
ri2oo ORMIN 170 He shall turrnenn mikell flocc Off hiss

ludissken beode. t, 1205 LAY. 306 Heo funden ane heorde
Of heorten. Ibid. 23434 Ten hundred punde Of seoluer and

ofgolde. c 1489 CAXTON Blanchardyn xl. 151 Sadoyne ..

lefte wythin his cyte..foure thousand of goode knyghtes.
1497 BI-. ALCOCK Mons Perfect. Ciij, By a longe tracte of

tyrne. 1535 STEWART Cron. Scot. 11.709 Within les space
nor tua or thre of 5eir. a 1548 HALL Chron., Edw, IV
227 b, A pece of Crymosen Velvet. Ibid., Hen. VI 135
With bagges of money, or chestes of plate. 1623 GOUGE
Serm. Ext. God's Provid. 15 A masse of ancient heresies.

1657 R. LIGON Bnrbudoes (1673) 54 A family of a dozen

persons. 1786 W. THOMSON Watsons Philip III (1839) 353
With a Spanish army .. of thirty thousand men. 1849
MACAULAY Hist. Eng. v. I. 533 A reward of five hundred
pistoles. 1896 Law Times Rep. LXXIII. 615/1 A distance
of over 700 yards.

b. After class, order, genus, species, kind, sortt

manner, etc. See these word?.

138*- [see KIND sb. 14]. 1602 CARKW Cornwall (1811) 63
Of wheat there are two sorts. 1698 FKVEK Ace. E. India fy

P. 344 All manner of Hairs. 1774 GOLDSM. Nat. Hist. (1776)
V. 312 Of the ..eagle, there are but few species. 1870
ANDERSON Missions Amer. Bd. II. xi. 80 It was a sort of

travelling school.

23. Of connects two sbs. of which the former
denotes the class of which the latter is a particular

example ; or, of which the former is a connotative
and the latter a denotative term (= genitive of
definition}.
OftttD passing into grammatical apposition, e. g. the River

Thames, formerly
* the River of Thames '; the city of Rome,

OE. Rome-burh : cf. L. itrbs Ronta, urbs Buthrvti.

1123-31 O. E. Chron. an. 1123 Forbearn call ineast se burh
of Lincolne. (71175 I-amh. Hont. 89 \Vi8inne bere buruh
of ierusalem. 1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 2827 pe lond of
armore. 1340 Ayenb. 45 pe gemenes of des and of tables.

M3*-5o tr. Higden (Rolls) I. 93 The floode of Tigris. 1530
PALSGR. 319/2 Of the colowre of scarlet, a 1548 HAI.I.

Chron., Hen. VII 3 b, Within the cytie of London. 1556
ROBINSON tr. Morels Utop. \\. (Arb.) 77 Htarg., In the riuer
of Thamys. 1593 SHAKS. Rich. If, i. iii. 196 This fraile

sepulchre of our flesh.
^
a 1661 FULLER Worthies 11840) II.

118 He was brought into the barn of the grave. 1749
MELDING Tom Jones \. viii, The month of November. 1854
DE QUINCEY Autobiog. Sk. II. Coleridge 176 In the novel
of 'Edmund Oliver ', written by Charles Lloyd. 1861 M.
PATTISON Ess. (1889) I. 44 The free towns of Liibeck,
Uremen, and Hamburg. Mod. The name of John. The
Isle of Wight. The peninsula of Spain and Portugal. The
hour of eleven. The action of running. The vice of
drunkenness. The fact of your meeting him. The circum-
stance of there being no one near. A state of rest.

24. Between two sbs. in sense-apposition.
a. in the sense '

in the person of; in respect of

being, to be, for '. arch.
The leading sb. is the former, of the qualification of which

the phrase introduced by ^/"constitutes a limitation; thus
'he was the greatest traveller of a prince ', i. e. the greatest
traveller in the person of a prince, or so far as princes are

concerned. The sense often merges on that of the partitive

genitive, 43.

1470-85 MALORY Arthur HI. xv, He was a ryght good
knyght of a yonge man. Ibid. XXL xiii, The trewest louer
of a synful man that euer loued woman. 1599 HAKLUYT
Voy. II, The king [is] a very good man of a Moore king.
1697 DRYDEN Virgil (1721) I. Life 46 Caesar. .the greatest
Traveller, of a Prince, that had ever been. 1748 CHESTERF.
Lett. (1792) II. clxxli. 137 Allowed to be the best scholar of
a gentleman in England. 1871 R. ELLIS Catullus xlix. i

Greatest speaker of any born a Roman, Marcus Tullius.

b. in the sense
*

in the form of
1

.

The leading sb. is the latter, to which the prec. sli. with of
stands as a qualification, equivalent to an adj. ; thus 'that
fool of a man '

that foolish man, that man who deserves to

be called
'

fool
'

;
' that beast of a place

'

that beastly place.
a 1450 A'nf. de la Tour (1868) 38 Here is a faire body of a

woman. 1599 NASHB Lenten Stnffe 57 Some euill spirit of
an heretique it is. 1663 BUTLER Hud. i. iii. 337 'Twas
a strange riddle of a lady. 1683 EVELYN Mem. 5 Dec.,
That monster of a man, Lord Howard of Escrick. 1769
BICKEKSTAFFE Dr. Last in his Chariot in. ix, O ! devil of
a help-mate, have I found you out ? 1849 THACKERAY
Pendennis Ixi, That scamp of a husband of hers. Mod. An
angel of a woman. A gem of a poem. A duck of a hat

(colloq.).

f 25. Indicating a person in whom one has, finds,

or loses something: = in the person of. Obs, (sup-

plied by r).
1470-85 MALORY Arthur xv. vi, Thow hast not thy pyere

[peer] of ony erthely synful man. 1496-7 Plitnipttni Corr.
122 Ye have a great treasour of Mr. Gascoyne. 1523 LD.
BBBKESS ^v/M. I. 631 The towne of Gaunte hath lost of

hym a right valyant man. 1601 SHAKS. All's Well \. i. 7
You shall find of the King a husband Madame, you sir

a father. Ibid. iv. ii. 65 You haue wonne A wife of me.
Ibid, v. iiL i We lost a lewell of her, 1651 C. CARTWRIGHT
Cert. Relig* i. 2 It may be your Lordship hopes to meet
with a weaker Disputant of me. 1760-7* H. BROOKE Fool
of Qua/. (1809) II. 153 We shall have a heavy loss of our
friend Ned. 1820 llvRON ll'ks. IV. 347 A precious repre-
-entative I must have had of him.

b. Of things, as in
*
to have a bad time of it '.

Of if appears orig. to mean 'consisting of or 'comprised
in

'

the fact or circumstance referred to.

69

pCV;;/M.6V.xxxii.3i Our Captain had a bloody
victory of it. 1670 R. MONTAGU in Buccleuch A/SS. (Hist.
MSS. Comm.) I. 485 Conte de Grammont has had a trouble-
some journey of it. 1741 RICHARDSON Pamela II. 32 What
a fine Time a Person .. would have of it. 1872 RUSKIN
Fors Clav. xv. 3 Living quite as hard a life of it. Mod.
You will have a bad quarter of an hour of it, I assure you.

VIII. Indicating the subjectfinatter of thottght^

feeling, or action, i. e. that about which it is

exercised.

26. In sense : Concerning, about, with regard to,

in reference to. After verbs, substantives, and

adjectives.
a. After intransitive verbs; esp. those of learning,

knowing, thinking, and expressing thought. as//ozr,

read, know, think, dream,judge, fell, relate, write,
and the like. In subject-headings, titles of chapters,
etc., often without a vb. as ' Of Snakes in Iceland

'

;

here, of is now often omitted. To these may be

added such as joy, complain, doubt, despair, etc.,

which are closely akin to IX.
Rare in OE. (which commonly used be, or with .some vlis.

the genitive) ; but <j/~ occurs after sccgan to tell, and in kite

OK. after sprecan to speak.
cooo tr. Biedas Hist. Pref. ii. (1890) 2 SwySost he me soxk

of Jteodores Semynde. 1129-31 O. /:. Chron. an. 1179 And
bier scolden sprecon of ealle Codes rihtes. (11175 Cott.

HOIH. 217 J?at we hine lufie and of him sma}e and spece.
c 1200 OKMIN Ded. 162-71 All wrohht and writenn uppo hoc
Off Cristess firste come, Off hu sob Godd wass wurrbeim
manii.. And off batt he shall cumenn efft To demenn alle

bede. 1300 Cursor J/. 24738 (Cott.) pat i mai of hir louuing
rede. 13.. Itnd. 5495 heading (G"*tt.), Of moyses nou wil i

tell, c 1325 [.see DOUBT r f

.]. c 1435 Ton: Portugal 587 Leve
we now of Torrent there, And speke we of thys squyer
more. Ibid, 1104 Listonyth, lordis, of a chaunce. 1444 Rolls

ofrat-It. V. 1 10/2 To enquere, here, and determyne of Office.

c 1540 tr. Pol. Verg. Eng. Hist. {Camden No. 29) 56 The Bur-

goignions & Frenchemen begonne to treate of trewce. 1542
UIJALL Erasm. Apoph. 85 b, Of these games is afore men-
cioned. 1590 SPENSER F. Q. i. Introd. i [To] sing of Knights
and Ladies gentle deeds. 121592 GREENE Jos. IV, iv. ii,

Understanding of your walking forth. i6o7TorSELL/'V>r;/C
Beasts (1658) 2 Of the Ape. Ibid. 242 Of the disposition of
Horses in general. 1658 ROWLAND tr. Moufefs Theat. Ins.

i. ii, Of the Politick, Ethick, and Oeconomick virtues of
Bees. 1667 MILTON P. L. i. i Of Mans First Disobedience

..Sing Heav'nly Muse. 1697 DRYDEN Virgits Georg. in.

819 The learned Leaches, .shake their Heads, desponding
of their Art. 1709 STRYPE Ann. Ref. I. xlix. 498 All these

bills were then referred to committees to consider of them.
1816 J. WILSON City of Plague i. i. 200 Father, judge
kindly of us. 1818 MOORE Fudge Fain, Paris'\\\. i You may
talk of your writing and reading. 1855 BROWNING Women
<y Roses i, I dream of a red-rose tree. 1863 DE MORGAN in

Fr. Matter to Spirit Pref. 8 Far more useful than he
knows of, though not exactly in the way he thinks of. 1874
MICKLETHWAITK Par, Churches xi, Of Lecterns. 1895 Book-
man Oct. 12/2 He was disposed to think very well of it.

b. After trans, vbs. and their objects ;
e. g. after

the trans, construction of hear, tell, read, etc. (see

a), and after such as inform, admonish, advise^ etc.

(These blend with 29 b.)

c 893 K. ^ELFKED Oros. i. i. 15 Fela spella him sa;don ba
Beormas..of basin landum be ymb hie utan waeron. 1127-31
O. E. Chron. an. 1127 Of his utgang ne cunne we iett nont

seggon. a 1225 A tier. R. 54 Uor to warnie wummen of hore
fol eien. 11x250 Owl fy Night. 9 Either seide of otheres
custe That alre-worste that hi wuste. c 1320 Cast. Love
373 Thow owest not to here Mercy Of noo bone that she
besecheth the. 1340-70 Alex. <(- Dind. 66, 1 haue founde }ou
folk faifjful of speche Me to lere of Jour lif. 1444 Rolls of
Parlt. V. 112/2 Warn the maister. .of the saide covenaunt.

1525 LD. BERNERS Froiss. II. cxxix. [cxxv.] 366 Men.. well

enstructed of your busynesse. 1526 TINDALE John xviii. 34
Did other tell ytt the of me? 1653 WALTON Angler vhi.

164 The like I have known of one that has almost watched
his Pond. 1654-66 EARL ORRERY Part/ten. (1676) 650, I

first acquainted her of the danger. 1861 M. PATTISON Ess.

(1889) 1.36 To observe the young prince, and to inform him-
self of his character. Mod. Have you heard any news of
the travellers? To inform his friends of the result.

c. \Vith other vbs. or phrases.
1129-31 O. E. Chron. an. 1129 pa weorS hit call of earce-

da?cnes wifes and of preostes wifes. c 1330 R. BRUNNK
Chron. M'ace (Rolls) 4584 He dred hym of his tresour. c 1380
WYCLIF IVks. (1880) 75 pusitstondijiof mannuscurs. c 1450
tr. De Imitatione \\. v, Yf bou kepe silence of obir men, A
specialy beholde biself. c 1470 HENRY Wallace \. 166 King
Herodis part thai playit. .Off song childer that thai befor
thaim fand. 1579 FULKK Heskins 1 Parl. 495 Maister

Heskins..tryfleth off the nearnesse of the bloud of Christe,
which hee layeth wee denye. 6 1590 MARLOWE Faust, vi,

Examine them of their several names. 1655 STANLEY Hist.
Pkilos. (1701) 2/1 Of this Colony see Herodotus, Strabo, and
/Elian. 1680-90 TKMPLK Ess. Health VVks. 1731 I. 272 Of
the first I find no Dispute, a 1770 JOKTIN Scrm. (1771) IV. i.

6 We need not suppose of him that he prayed against riches.

1849 RUSKIM Sf7>. Lamps i. 2. 9 To enter into dispute of
all the various objections.

td. After do. Obs. (Now with : cf. VI.)
1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 7106 Of be croune of engelond he

nuste wat best do. a 1300 Cursor M. 19040 pai said bam
and be pris laght, Be-for be apostels fete it broght, par-of to

do quat bairn god thoght. ^1386 CHAUCER Melib. F 67
(Harl. MS.) To knowen what schulde be doon of [so Cambr.
V Petiv. MSS.; otJter 4 MSS. with] hir persone. ^1489
CAXTON Sonnts ofAymon \. 26 We. .shalle doo of hym that
he troweth to doo of me. c 1500 Meltisine 353 Here ben

,

ynnr tMiemyes as prysonners, doo of them your playsyr.
1566 in Peacock Eng. Ch. Furniture (1866) 32 What was
done of them we knowe not.

e. After become \ formerly also befall,fortune, etc.

61440 Tundale 18, I \\ill 5011 telle how it befell banne..of
.L rydie inonne. 1523 LD. BERNFRS Froiss. \. 774 Thus it

OF.

fortuned of this adventure. 1535- [see BECOME 4!. 1568
GRAFTON Chron. II. 213 Thus it befell of this. .enterprise.

27. After sbs. Obs. or arch.
c X37S Cursor M. 755 (Fairf.) How adam brake goddis

comandement of the appil. (.1400 Rom, Rose 5661 That
may these clerkis seyn and seye In Boice of Consolacioun.
1551 ROBINSON tr. A/ore's Utop. title-p., A fruteful and
pleasaunt worke of the bt-ste state of a publyque weale.
1611 RICH Honest. Age (1844' 77, I remember a pretty iest

of Tobacco. 1684 HACKE Coll. I'oy. \. 7 We concluded the

discoursing of Women at Sea was very unlucky. 1688
PKXTON Guard. Instr. (1897) 15 Reade Barrow of Charity.
1711 ADDISON Sj>ect. No. 47 P i Mr. Hobbs, in his Discourse
of Human Nature, a 1715 BURNF.T Own Time (1823) I. 41
The court judged the paper to be seditious, and to be a lie

of the king and his government.
28. Alter adjs.
c 1489 CAXTON Sonnes ofAymon i. ;o, I am moche wroihe

and sory of my son Lohyer. 1548 UDAI.L, etc. Erasm. Par.
Acts -23, They. . were afraied of tnemselues, lest they, .should
be stoned. 1615 BI-.UWKLL Mohaw. Imp. in. 113 When I

do see man . . without any crosse at all, . .1 am afraid of him
[= concerning him], 1886 SIR N. LINDLEY in Law Rcj>. 32
Chanc. Div. 28 The same observations are true of all other
contracts similarly circumstanced.

IX. Representing an original genitive dependent
on a verb or adjective.
Many vbs. and adjs. in OE. were followed by a genitive

case as an object or complement. In Latin, also, many
adjs. and some vbs. were construed with a genitive, repre-
sented in French by de. These are represented in Middle
and Mod. English by conduction with of. Such of these
as now attach themselves closely in sense to one or other of
the preceding branches, have been there mentioned ; but
there remain many verbs and adjs. after which (T/has hardly-
more than a constructional force, or in which it does not

clearly fall under any of those branches. Many of these
come close in sense to branch VIII, while others, esp. the

adjs., often approach or coincide with the objective genitive
in branch X. It is convenient therefore to consider them
here.

29. In the construction of verbs.

a. After intrans. vbs. Many of these in OE.
took the genitive, and are found with of in Middle
and Early Modern English, but this is now rare,

except where *of falls in sense under one of the

branches already treated ; instances are to reck,

repent, nte, beware (orig. be ware] of. Verbs of

sense, e.g. feet, smell, taste, touch (still with of in

dial, or vulgar use), verbs of asking, as ask,

beseech* demand, desire, entreat, and others, e. g.

distinguish, esteem, forget^ like, seize, formerly
construed with of, now take a simple object ; some,
as accept, admit, allow, approve, conceive, recollect,

remember , still have both constructions; with

others, as hope, look, thirst, U'ait> etc., of has been

displaced byfor or some other preposition.
134-?o Alex. $ Dind. 868 No [- ne] like no Hid of his

lubur fare, c 1380 WYCLIF Scl. M'ks. III. 361 pe assoilyng
serveb of nou^t. c 1450 St. Cuthbert tSurtees) 5287 To pray
to god and saynt cuthbert Of help. 15*3 LD. BEKNKRS
Froiss. I. 447 They feared of a siege to be layed to them.
a 1555 RIDLEY Pituous Lament. (1568) D viij b, To fele the

smarte, and to fele of the why p. 1568 E. TILNEY Disc.

Marriage A v, Some liked well of carding and dicing, some
of dauncing, and other some of chestes. 1575 ABP. PAKKKK
Corr. (Parker Soc.) 477 As for the earthquake, 1 heard not of

it, nor it was not felt of here. 1576 WHETSTONK Life
Gascoigne xli, Death waites of no man's will. 1624 CAI-T.

SMITH Virginia in. 62 We had ranged vp and downe . .

looking of stones, herbs, and springs, a 1628 PRESTON Mt.

7iVWu638' 42 It is not any.. niggardly kinde. .that hee will

like of. 1660 F. BROOKE tr. Le Blanc's Trav. 83 Two
Portuguais ships, .seized of the Haven. 1719 DE FOE
Crusoe i. iv, She went to it, smelled of it, and ate it. 185*
R. S. SL'RTEES Sponge's Sp. 7~ourxv\. 81 Don't wait of me,
my dear Mr. Sponge, .don't wait of me, pray. 1867 DICKENS
& W. COLLINS No Thoroughfare v, When I felt of his heart,
there was no beat. 1888 BRVCB Ainer. Coinmiu. I.

_xiv. 194
Resolutions which perhaps no single member in his heart

approves of.

b. After transitive vbs., the secondary or thing-

object is often introduced by of representing an

original genitive. Such are balk, cheat, defraud^

disappoint,frustrate ; accuse, arrest, blame , convict,

suspect ; possess, seize (a person of} avail, bethink

(oneselfof} ;
also with impersonal vbs. as it repents

me of\ and formerly with ask, beg, beseech, thank

(a person of}, etc.

c 1200- [see BETHINK]. 1361 LANGL. P. PI. A. v. 227 Bidde

god of grace, a 1375 Jowpli Arim. 561 He bi-soujte him
of grace. 1483 CAXTON G. de la Tour M iv, She made hym
to be serued of grete plenty of good and delicate metes.

a 1555 LATIMEK Scrm. fy Kein. (1845) J 74 He came, .desiring
him of help. 1581 SAVILE Tacitus, Hist. ill. ii. (1591) "4
To furnish them of men, horses and money. 1590 SPENSER
F. Q. ii. ix. 42 Of pardon I you pray. 1635 LAUD IVks.

(1860) VII. 182 That Ireland should serve itself first of its

own land. 1737 WHISTON Josephus, Hist. in. v. i Providing
themselves of such houshold servants. i8ao HAZLITT Lect.

Dram. Lit. 28 Shakespear .. availed himself of the old

Chronicles. 1844 ALB. SMITH Adv. Mr. Ledbnrym. (1886)

ii Our two friends bethought themselves of trying to catch

a little slumber.

c. In many verbal phrases, as to have the

advantage of; also formerly in to have compassion,

Mwy, pity of. to keep watch, demand'or do justice of

(= on), have the "victory of (
= over).

a 1240 Lofsong in Cott. Horn. 209 Haue mere! of me.

c 1400 MAUNDEV. (RoxtO ii. 5 When any man had |>e victory

of his eniny. c 1420 C/iron / 'Hod. st . 489 Haue pyte of me.
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c 1489 CAXTON Sonnes ofAymon xiv. 341 We shall doo ius-

tyce of kyng you. 1523 Ln. BEKNEKS Froiss. I. xvii. 18
That the archers shulde haue noo vauntage of hym. 1737
WHISTON Joscpkus, Antiq. \\. vi. 8 Take pity of his old

age. a 1774 GOLDSM. Hist. Greece I. 312 Those were in-

timidated who demanded justice of the murderers. 1891
Scribner^s Mag. Sept. 279/2 The traveller must keep watch
of his clothes.

3O. In the construction of adjectives. Besides

those mentioned under the preceding divisions,

many adjs. are construed with of and an object; the

following are representatives of some of the chief

groups \ fruitful* prolific^ominous, redolent
\ liberal,

lavish, prodigal, scant, short, sparing \ capable,

incapable, susceptible ; worthy, unworthy, guilty,

guiltless, innocent certain, uncertain, confident,

diffident, dotibtful, sure
; aware, conscious, uncon-

scious, ignorant, sensible, insensible ; careful, care-

less, forgetful, heedful, heedless, hopeful, hopeless^

mindful, unmindful, reckless, regardless, thought-
less, neglectful, negligent, observant, watcfiftil :

ambitious, desirous, eager, emulous, enamoured,
envious, fond, greedy, jealous, studious, suspicions;

disdainful, indulgent, patient, impatient ; those in

~ivet as apprehensive, communicative, descriptive,

destructive, expressive, indicative, productive ;
and

some in -ic, as characteristic, symbolic.
Many of these involve a substantive, which may be con-

sidered as the subject of the genitive relation ; e.g. Jwpcful
of, having hope of, envious of, having envy of, etc. ; others
are verbal derivatives, and are closely akin to the objective-
genitive group X, e.g. expressive of= that expresses.
a 1225 [.see GUILTY). 1382 WYCLIF P$. xxxix. 18 [xl. 17] The

Lord is bisi ofme. c 1450 Merlin 32 He that wende to be siker
of me hath failed. ^1489 CAXTON Blanchardyn xlvii. 180

They sholde neuer be consentyng of that infydelyte and
grete trayson. 1535 COVERDALE 'Matt, x. 10 The workman is

worthy of his meate. a 1548 HALL C/tron., Ediv. II* 211 For
suche thynge* as wee se before our iyes. we be well ware of.

1567 MAPLET Gr. Forest^ He is of good memorie and long
mindfull of a good tourne. 1687 A. LOVELL tr. Bergerac's
Com. Hist. Sun 2, I was impatient of seeing him. 1697
DRYDEN Virg. Ge&rg. in. 83 The Generous Youth, .studious
of the Prize. Ibid. iv. 796 Four Heifars..all unknowing of
the Voke. ^1715 BURNET Own Tlttte(i&2$ I. 572 They were

very, .oppressive.. of those of the other side. 1755 DODD-
RIDGE Hymn,

' Ye servants of the Lord' i, Observant of
his heavenly word. 1820 LAMB Elia Ser. i. Christ's Hos-
Pital, I am constitutionally susceptible of noises. 1820

Broderip <y Binghanis Rep. \. 433 It is conclusive of the
facts stated in it. 1873 BROWNING Red Cott. Nt.-cap 143
Symbolic of the place and people too.

X. Expressing the relation of the objective

genitive.
31. After a vbl. sb. in -ing.
When the

ybl.
sb. is preceded by theox other determinative

word, of\^ still used (a.) ; otherwise the form in -/^is treated
as a gerund taking a direct object without of-, but the form
with t^is still in archaic and dial, use (b.). See -ING '.

a. a 1240 (title} l>e Wohunge of ure Lauerd. 1388 WVCLIF
Gen. xiv. 17 The Kyng of Sodom ^ede out into the a^engoyng
of him. 1551 ROBINSON tr. Mores Vtop. \\. (Arb.) 150 For
the auoydinge of strife, a 1631 DONXE Serin. IV. xcii. 171
Not the Clothing nor Feeding of Christ but the housing of
him. 1642 ROGERS Nactman 128 The robbing of the church
for the saving of some mony. 1712 ADDISON Sped. No. 291
F 2 Any.. Notions and Observations which he has made in

his reading of the Poets. 1824 DIBDIN Libr. Camp. p. i,

The imparting of a moral feeling. 1849 RUSKIN* Set'. Lamps
3 To enter into any curious or special questioning of the
hindrances.

b- ^1340 HAMPOLE Prose Tr. n Here is forboden vn-

ryghtwyse hurtynge of any persone. 1523 LD. BERNERS
Proiss. I.cxxvi. 152 The Englysshmen departed without wyn-
ning of any thynge. c 1555 HARPSFIELD Divorce Hen. I- III
(Camden) 84 For avoiding of prolixity. 1642 ROGERS
Naaman 451 Rebuked for greeving of God. a 1687 PETTY
Pol. Arith. v. (1691) 88 The Burthen of protecting of them
all, must lye upon the chief Kingdom England, a 1715
BURSET Own Time (1823) I. 340 His fear of the danger the

kin^ was in by the duke's having of guards. 1750 PALTOCK
P. Wilkins (1884! I. 159, I can't help loving of you heartily
for it. a 1800 T. BELLAMY Beggar Boy (1801) II. 187 By
stealing of children. 1874 RUSKIN Fors Clav. xlviii. 278
We must cease throwing of stones either at saints or

squirrels. 1875 DASENT Vikings I. 272 He that owned to

burning of churches in the West.

32. After what was formerly a verbal sb. governed
by in or a, but is now identified with a present

participle. The use of of is now dial, or vulgar.
[1523 LD. BERNERS Froiss. I. 116 He was thre dayes a

landyng of all his prouisyon. 1534 TIXI>ALE Matt. ix. o He
sawe a man syt a receauynge of custome. 1580 LYLY
Eupkites (Arb.) 367 Camilla, whome he founde in gathering
of flowers. 1684 BUNYAN Pilgr. n. 15 She is .. a taking of
her last farewel of her Country.]
1563-87 FOXE A. fy M. (1631) III. xii. 897/1 Hee found the

Bishop basting of himselfe against a great fire. 1593 Tell-

Troth's N. Y. Gift 4 Who was making faste of the brand
gates. 1607 SHAKS. Timon v. i. 188 Why, I was writing of

myepitaph. 1666 PEPYS Diary 19 Mar., They being altering
of the stage. 1694 ECHARD tr. Plautus 178 I'll go see what
the merchant .. is doing of. 1749 LADY M. W. MONTAGU
Ltt. to C'ttss Bute 20 Aug., If ever you catch her stealing
of sweetmeats.

33. After a noun of action.

1135 O. E. Ckrofi., God man he wes, and micel icie wes of
him. c 1200 ORMIN Ded. 19 3"iff Ennglissh folk, forr lufe off

Crist, I tt wollde^erne lernenn. n 1300CursorM. 24984 (G"tt.\
I tru in..hali kirke,..forgiuenes of sinnes. c 1380 WYCLIF
H'&s. (1880) 147 Gret desirof heuenely pynges. c 1400 (////f)

The Sege off Melayne. a 1548 HALL Citron., Ediv. /If 236

Testifiyng the receipte of the pencion. 1563 Homilies n.

' Coin. Prayer fy Sacram. (1859) 356 Confirmation of children,
by examining them of their knowledge. 1676-7 MARVELL

|

Corr. Wks. 1872-5 II. 512 Obstruction of the pubfick justice.
!

a 1715 BuRNET0w Time (1823^! I. 348 He had the manage-
j

ment of a secret press. 1791 MRS. INCHBALU Simp. Story
]

I. v. 44 An inordinate desire of admiration. 1861 M. PATTI-
SON Ess. (18891 I- 48 A domiciliary visit in search of heretical
books. 1873 MORLEY Rousseau I. 344 The betrayal of
a secret. 1888 Athensrum 3 Nov. 595/3 His explanation
of various facts is not ours.

34. After an agent-noun.
Sometimes closely approaching the relation of the object

possessed, in 48 b.

a 1240 Lofsong in Colt. Hoin. 217 Ich bileue on god feder
al-mihti schuppare of heouene and of eorSe. 1382 WYCLIF
Matt. iv. 19, I shal make }ou to be maad fisheris of men.
1444 Rolls of ParIt. V. 124/1 Sellers of ale, that breken
th'assise. 1559 W. CUNNINGHAM Cosmogr. Glasse 173 They

j

are great drinkers of Aqua ritse. 1601 SHAKS. Twel. N. i.

ill. 90, I am a great eater of beefe. 1684 I. P. tr. Fambrc-
saritts' Art Physick i. 48 Nature, the Architectress of the

Body, a 1849 J. C. MANCAX Poems (1859) 397 Ihe Arbi-
tress of thrones. 1856

' CRAWLEV
'

Billiards (i 859) 6 Many
foreigners are very excellent handlers of the cue.

XI. Indicating that in respect of which a quality
'

is attributed, or a fact is predicated.
35. After an adj. (e. g. sivift offoot) : In respect

of, in the matter of, in point of, in. Now literary
and somewhat archaic, exc. in particular phrases,
as blind of one eye. (In OK. on

; F. de
;
L. abl..

gen. (ace. of respect).)
The ^clause U grammatically an adverbial qualification

of the adj., for which an adv. may often be substituted, e. g.
weak of mind)

'

mentally weak '. Taken together, the

adj. + the (>/H:lause = a compound (parasynthetic) adj., e. g.

, light offoot)
'

light-footed ', strongoflimb, 'strong-limbed '.

;

It is further equivalent to the (j/Cclause of quality in XII,
e. g. 'a man weak of mind

1 ~ *a man of weak mind'; the
latter being the ordinary prose form.
a 1225 Ancr. TV. 158 }ung of jeres ase he was. 171300

Cursor M. 3730 (Gutt.) Mith i noght be sua liht of [Cott, o]
fote. 1362 LANGL. P. PI. A. x. 32 Mon is him Most lyk of
Marke and ofschap. 1393 Ibid. C. xv. 187 pe larke. .is loue-
loker of lydene, And swettur of sauour and swyfter of

wynge. c 1400 MAUNDEV, (Roxb.) \\\. 24 pai er blakk of
colour. -1420 Sir Amadace (Camden) Iviii, That ladi..

brygte of ble. a 1533 LD. BKRNKRS Huon 314 The emperour
was hole of his thygh that Huon had broken. 1605 SHAKS.
J /<z<Y>. ir. ii. 52 Infirme of purpose. 1611 BIBLE 2 Sam. iv. 4
A sonne that was lame of [COVERD. on] his feete. 1697
DRVDEN I'irg. Georg. in. 120 Of able Body, sound of Limb
and Wind. 1783 MoKELLi4/j2iwM'j Lat. Diet, 11, J^itscus,
blind of one eye. 1891 Cornh. Mag. Oct. 416 Hard he was
of hand and harder of heart.

b. After long, late, quick) s/otu, hard, etc.. and
followed by a vbl, sb. Still in use, esp. in dial.

(Sc. lang o* or z"), but more frequently expressed
by in, at : see the adjs.

1477 Paston Lett. III. 204, I beleve yt not, by cause they
have ben so long of comyng. 1741 MONRO Atuit. Bonfs
(ed. 3) 36 The Bones. .are so long of hardning. 1824 >Iiss
FERRIER Inker, xxii, That day may be a while of corning.

1842 ALISON Hist. Europe^ (1850) XI. IxxiiL 122 The winter
was unusually late of setting in. 1887 BKS.ANT The World
TCiVii

1

,
etc. xxviiL 209 [He] was slow of catching news. Mod.

He is rather hard of hearing. I am so quick of catching cold.

C. Of length, breadth, height , depth, or the like,

define the reference of a statement of measure.

Obs. exc. in of age \ in other cases supplied by in.

,1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) ii. 6 pe cros.se.. was of lenth viii.

cubits, c 1450 Merlin 31 The werke of this tour is iii or iiij

fadom of height. 1523 LD. BERNERS Froiss. \. cccxxv. 507
The blade was two els of length. 1526 TINDALK Luke iii. 23
lesus him silfe was about thirty yere of age. 1843 Frasers
Mag. XXVIIL 652 He is. .fifty-three years of age.

f36. Following a verb: In respect of. Obs.

^supplied by /').

13.. Cursor M. 10613 (Gcitt.) As scho of body wex [Cott.
wex on her licame]. < 1400 Three Kings Cologne 6 pat
hille of Vaws passeb of heithe all of>er hilles in Jrat contrey of
Ynde. c 1450 Merlin 92 The tother party, .encresed moche
of peple. 1563 HYLL Art Garden. (1593) 40 To make it

spread of breadth in the growing. 1690 W. WALKER
Idioinat. Aitglo-Lat. 346 Land rose of price very much.
37. Following a sb. : In respect of, in, by. arch.

-1350 Will. Palcrnc 442 J>at barne..J>at flour is of alle

frekes of fairnes and mi^t. 1483 CAXTON G, fie la Tour F j,

A man . . whiche of his craft was a rope maker. 1535 COVKK-
DALE Prov. xvL 28 He yl is a blabbe of his tonge, maketh
deuyslon amonge prynces.
XII. Indicating a quality or otherdistinguishing

mark by which a person or thing is characterized.

(For OE. genitive ;
F. de\ = genitive of'quality or

description.}

38. Indicating a quality possessed by the subject.

of Time 563 Two Beat es . . Of milde aspect, and haire as soft

as silke. 1634 SIR T. HERBERT Trazt, 93 Stealing a trifle, of
two shillings value. 1662 STILLINGFL. Qrig. Sacr. in. iii. 4
A God of Infinite Justice, Purity, and Holiness. 1711
STEELK Spect. No. 6 P 2 He was of opinion none but men of
fine parts deserve to be hanged. 1741 RICHARDSON Pamela
II. 360 Four Misses all pretty much of a Size. 1794 Hist.
in Ann. Reg. 38 Several. .officers of note fell. 1817 BYRON
Manfred ii. i. 36 That word was made For brutes of

burthen, not for birds of prey. 1886 Matich. Exam. 16 Jan.
5/4 An Kvangelical of moderate views. 1891 Law Rep.
Weekly Notes 72/2 All the parties .. were not of age.

b. qualified by all, indicating (temporary) con-
dition.

1653 H. COCAN tr. Pinto s Trav. v. 12 The masts and sail

yards were all of a flame. 1766 GOLDSM. I'ic. II'. ix, She
observed, that . . she was all of a muck of sweat. 1826
DISRAELI / */>'. Grey vi. i, The poor man, sir, was all of an
ague. 1849 THACKERAY Pcndennis xvi, 'Do you say so?'
Smirke said, all of a tremble.

39. Indicating quantity, age, extent, price, etc.

c 1205 LAY. 377 A sung inon Of briti 5eren. c 1230 Halt
Meid. ii For an eoelich delit of an hond-hwile. c 1450 St.

Cuthbert (Surtees) 6623 Before he was of geres fourteue. 1523
Lu. BKRNERS Froiss. I. ccxv. 270 Theyr speares of syxe foote

of lengthe. 1603 SHAKS. Meas.ft.tr M. ii. L 204 Are you of
fourescore pounds a yeere? 1621 BURTON Attat. Mel. in.

ii. iv. i. 1 1651} 520 Calf-skin gloves of four pence a pair. 1634
SIR T. HERBERT Trav. ii A Portugall Carrack of above
fifteene hundred tunne. 1788 Misc. in Ann. l\cg. 134 A
woman turned of forty. 1865 DICKENS Afnt. Fr. i. ii, A boy
of fourteen. -1878 MARC. STOKES Early Chr. Arckit. Irel. 4

Simple churches of one chamber. 1891 N. fy Q. 26 Dec.

511 '2 Small farms of from twenty to one hundred acres.

b. To this construction with ^an adj. is some-
times added : this is frequent in the case of old]
less so with long, broad, high, deep, etc. See
OLD a. 3 b.

1528 PAYNEL Salerne*s Regitn. (1575) 26 Lamines of a y-eare
olde. 1611 SHAKS. Cymb. ii. v. 31 One Vice, but of a minute
old. 1670 NARBOROUGH Jml. in Ace. .Vt-r-. Late Voy. \.

(1711) 68 Large Smelts of 20 Inches long. 1750 G. HUGHKS
Barbadoes 234 The stalk . . of near one fifth part of an inch
thick. 1863 HAWTHORNE Our Old J/ome, Consular Ex-
periences, A shabby, .edifice of four stories high.

40. Indicating an action, fact, or thing that distin-

guishes, characterizes, or specifies a time, place, etc.

This passes into XIV.
1340- Day of doom [see DOOM sb. 7, DAY sb. 8 b]. 1382

WYCLIF 2 Sam, xxiii. 20 In the dais of snow} [1611 in time
of snow]. /Sec/, iii. 4 Time of w-eping, and time of

lajhing ; time of weiling, and time of leping. c 1470 Gtflagros
<V Gaw. i In the tyme of Arthur. 1638- Angle of incidence,
etc. [see ANGLE sb? i p]. 1660 F. BROOKE tr. Le Blanc's
Trat 1

. 5 Caves, .formerly inhabited by the Christians in time
of persecution. 1795 Gentl. Mag. 545/1 The places of our
birth and education. 1816 J. WILSON City ofPlague i. L 22
Is it the hour of prayer? 1845 M. P.\rnsoxss.(iBSg) 1. 10
You will find yourself in the country of the mulberries.

41. Followed by a noun of action with possessive,

equivalent to a passive participial phrase, e g.
'

trees of our planting
* = trees planted by us.

This has affinities with III and XIII.

1526 Pilgr. Perf. (W. de W. 1531) 2 Not ofmyne inuencion.

1553 T. WILSON Rhct. (1580) 5 To dispose and order matters
of our owne invention. 1607 SHAKS. Cor. \. i. 220 Flue
Tribunes.. Of their owne choice. 1611 BIBLE J-'.zck, xxvii.

16 Syria was thy merchant by reason of the multitude of the

wares of thy making. 1825 MONTGOMI;KY Hymn, Stand up
and bless the Lord, Ye people of His choice. 1844 LINGAKIJ

Anglo-Sax. Ch. (1858.1 1. v. 195 Their immediate superior
was of her appointment 1885 BIBLE (R. V.) Ps. cvii. 30

margin, The haven of their desire. Isa, v. 7 margin, The
plant of his delight. Mod. Vegetables of his own grow ing.
A canoe of my son's construction. The new nobility of

Henry VIl's creation.

XIII. \\\partitive expressions; indicating things
or a thing of which a part is expressed by the

preceding words.

42. Preceded by a word of number or quantity.
fymay here render L. ex or de. OE. had more commonly

the genitive case, e. g. c 900 tr. Bxtia's Hist. HI. vi[iij. 11800)

174 Moni;;e J>ara broora. c 1000 Laws ofsEthJred\\\\. i

>is is an para jera;dnes.sa. See const, of ONE, SOME, etc.

i 900 tr. Bxdas Hist. in. xix. 240 Wteron )>a:r in ) tiid

moiii^e of Ongelbeode \mnlti de eente Anglorum\ c 1000

St. Andrew (1851) 16 pu ne gesihst aenigne of Codes |aiii

hal^um. c 1000 Ags, Gosp. ^Iatt. x. 29 An of dam [utttts i.i-

iflis] ne befylS on eoroan. c 1000 Ibid. Luke vi. 2 Da
cwaedon sume of bam sundor-hal^an \quit^aw Pharisx~

ornm\. Ibid. vL 13 He..5eceas twelf of him {duodccim ex

ipsis\ 1137-54 O. E. Chron. an. 1137 In mani of J>e

castles wairon lof and grin. Ibid. an. 1138 [Hi] sloghen
suiilie micel of his genge. 6-1175 Lamb. Horn. 35 Kni
of pine cunne. c 1205 LAY. 613 Six hundred of his

cnihten. Ibid. 30803 An of hire ringe. 1340 Ayenb. 219
Yef tuo of ou onep ham to-gidere, me uor to bidde. 1382

i. 24 And stryf was maad among hem, whichThe quality is usually expressed by a sb. qualified by an
,

w tSTi?^ 24 f u'
adj., but may consist of a sb. alone, as in 'a man of tact ',

' of hem schulde >. seyn to be more. 1523 LD LERNEKS

'a text-book of authority '. It is often equivalent to an adj.
**"&* L CCCXXIL 501 More than any of his predecessours,

. . *
.

>
. ,mti r\ vfTT ir /^,i(i//,*f I yfii i\ ^->X \V hither *>ii**rv I*

as in
' a man of tact

' = a tactful man,
* a work of authority

'

an authoritative work ;

' a flag of three colours
'

a tri-

color flag ;

' a people of many languages
'

a polyglot
people.

t 1200 ORMIN 49 Alls Iff pe^? karrte wairenn Off wheless
fowwre. i 1290 S. Kng. Leg. I. 457/25 A tour of gret bolde.

13.. Cursor M. 27685 (Fairf.) Sum sais he is.. of [Cott. p]
grete almus of grete praier. c 1380 WYCLIF Paternoster in

Eng. IVks. (1880) 201 It is of most auctorite. 6-1430 Syr
Tryam. 868 Syr Barnard was of myght. c 1430- [see ACE
sb. 3]. c 1440 Promp. Parz>. 363/1 Of o colowre. 1512 Act
4 //c. VUl, c. 4 i To 1 utterly voyde and of noo force

ne effect. 1526 TISDALK Matt. ix. 2 Sonne be off good
chere. 1559 W. CUNNINGHAM Cosmogr. Glasse 80 By the

promontory of good hope. 1560 UAUS tr. Sleidanes Comm.
19 He is' still of the same minde. 1591 SPENSER Ruins

1596 DANKTT tr. Comincs (1614) 538 Whither euery of

their confederates should send their ambassadors. 1625
lie. MOUNTAGU App. Cxsar 149 Either of the two States

disjoynedly. 1660 F. BROOKE tr. Le Blanc's Trav. 3 Of
sixty five persons that we were in all, but five escaped. 1679
OLDHAM Poems (1686) 34 Not Knights o'th Port Show more
of impudence. 1812 JKFFERSON Writ. (1830) IV. 176 The
rest of the world. 1849 MACALLAY Hist. Eng. viii. II. 328
Of sixty magistrates and deputy lieutenants, .only seven

had given favourable answers. 1865 GROTE Plato (1875)
Pref. 8 There. .[was] little of negation or refutation in then-

procedure. 1895 r>twkman Oct. 17/1 For which some of us

v\"uld .ylailly give all the novels ever written.

b. Preceded by a sb. (or adj. used a/>sol.\

cooo tr. Bxda's Hist. v. iii. 392 Sumu fannne of Sara

nunnemi rime [</<* nutttero mrginum}. c 1000 /ELFRIC
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Gen. ii. ii An ea of bam hatte Fison. 13
iii. i Ther was a man of Pharisees

WYCLIF John
ex Phariszeis\,

DELL Voy. Madeira 61 The only
<r 1800 COWPER Wks. IV. 195 The sagacious of mankind.

1803 Oracle in Spit: Pub. Jrnls. (1806) IX. 190 The drudger
of the party. 1888 At/ienxum 3 Nov. 597/1 Had thiee sons,

of whom Thomas married twice.

c. Under the partitive form the whole may be

included. (In sense these have affinity with 22.)

1479 W. PASTON in /'. Lett. IIL 241 Ther be ii systers of

them. 1481 CAXTON Reynard \,fo\>.} 71 Thaugh ther of vs
;

were fyue we coude not defende vs. a 1548 HALL Chron.,
Hen. VIII 261 b, You of the Clergie preache one against
another. Ibid., You of the temporaltie, bee not cleane and

unspotted of malice and envie. 1596 SHAKS. r Hen. II', n.

iv. 205 If I fought not with fiftie of them, I am a bunch
of Radish. 1711 AIJDISON Spect. No. 93 F i We all of us

complain of the Shortness of Time. Mod. There were only
five of us; and. more than twice as many of them. Take

part of it, not the whole of it.

d. Followed by an adj. used absol. (after F.or L.).

1650 EARL MONM. tr.Senaitlt's Mast. bee. Guilty 307 Love
undertaketh nothing of generous, without the assistance of

,

desire. 1673 RAY Journ. LOIV C. 67 This Source hath that i

of peculiar to itself, that [etc.]. 1788 Land. Jfag. 4^9 If
,

their souls carried nothing with them of terrestrial. 1800

Fox in Corr. w. Wakefield (1813) 134 In the hist.. there
js

something of comic. i8zi BYKON Wks. VI. 402 All that it

had of holy he has hallowed. 1866 RL-SKIN Crown Wild
Olive (1873) 143 Whatever of best he can conceive.

43. Preceded by a superlative or comparative ;

'

or by a word equivalent to a superlative, e.g. chief,

flower, cream, dregs.
(Tiaos LAY. 27601 He of alle monnen ma^st hine lufedc.

'

c 1350 Will. Palerne 442 pat barne-.bat flour is of alle

fretes. a 1400-50 Alexander 307 Ane of be grettist of oure

godis. 1476 SIR J. PASTON in P. Lett. IIL 166 Ye sholde :

have that maner in joynture with yovvr wyffe to the lenger

lyver off yow bothe. 1559 W. CUNNINGHAM Cosinogr. Glasse

43 Th' Earth.. is lowest of all Elementes. 1576 FLEMING
|

Panopl. Epist. 398, I count him the rather of the twaine to
'

bee chosen. 1590 SPENSER F. Q. i. i. Introd. 2 O holy virgin,

chiefe of nyne. 1697 DRYDEN Virg. Georg. iv. 200 He gather'd
first of all In Spring the Roses, Apples in the Fall. 1830

L. HUNT Indicator No. 49 (1822) I. 389 The absurdest as
;

well as the most impious of all the dreams of fear. 1834
MEDWIN Angler in Wales II. 163 We made the best of our

\

way back to Tregaron. 1892 Bookman Oct. 27/2 The most 1

dogged of fighters, the most dangerous of enemies. Mod.
j

Which is the elder of you two ?

b. ellipt. Of all (of any} = most of all; especi- ,

ally.
? 1370 Robt. Cicyle 58 He trowyd of alle thynge, Hys !

bredur schulde have made hym kyn^e. ^1460 Townelcy \

Myst. XL 31 Blyssed be thou of alle women. 1594 SHAKS. !

Rich. IIL, in. i. 68, I doe not like the Tower of any place.

1731 BERKELEY Alciplir. i. 5 It is what I desire of all things.

1870 TROI.LOPE Phineas Finn 400 The Earl desired it of all

things. 1885 Mancli. Exam. 20 Oct. 5/1 He, of all men,
should have some sympathy with doubters like himself.

C. Of (all} other, and the like, in which other

after a superlative is illogical (unless <>/"orig. had

the notion of (

singled out from ',

' taken from 'j.

4:1380 WYCLIF Sel. Wks. III. 342 Cristis viker shulde be !

porerste man of ojir, and mekerst of obir men. 1470-85
MALORY Arthur x. xiv, Thou art fayrest of alle other. 1559
W. CUNNINGHAM Cosnwgr. Glasse 82 The place most excellent

of other in the Earth for pleasure. 1605 SHAKS. Macb. v.
i

viii. 4 Of all men else I haue auoyded thee. 1635 A. STAFFORD
Fern. Glory 43 It comes to them the last of all other. 1667
MILTON P. L. iv. 324 The fairest of her Daughters Eve.

1884 Thnes (weekly ed.) 17 Oct. 4/4 It is the thing of all
,

others that we want you to do.

d. (One) distinguished out of a number, or out

of all, on account of excellence; also with repeti- |

tion of sb., sometimes intensive, as in the Hebraistic
j

Sottg of songs , holy of holies; so hook of books, man \

of wen, heart of hearts.

1382 WYCLIK Song Sol. t
Heer gynneth the booc that is

clepid Songus of Songis. 1594 MARLOWE & NASHE Dido
m. iii, That man of men. 1684 BUNYAN Pilgr. n. 169 Now
the Glass was one of a thousand. 1831 MACACLAY in Life
V Lett, (1880) I. 243 He gave me a dinner of dinners. 1866

W. COLLINS Annadnle iv. ii. II. 270 The new sailing-master ;

is a man of ten thousand.

44. Followed by a possessive case or an absolute

possessive pronoun.
Originally partitive, but subseq. used instead of the simple

possessive (of the possessor or author) where this would be '

awkward or ambiguous, or as equivalent to an appositive ,

phrase; e.g. this son of mine this my son; a dog of ,

Johns a dog which is John's, a dog belonging to John.
(All the early examples, and many of the later, are capable
of explanation as partitive.)
a 1300 Cursor M. 6480 J?i neghbur wijf 3erne noght at

haue, Ne aght \Gott. nor best, Trin. beest] of his, ne mai, ne
(

hnaue. c 1374 CHAUCER Troylus i. 492 (548) A frend of his ',

bat called was Pandare. 1386 Monk's Prol. 13 Any
'

neighebore of myne. c 1400 Gamelyn 241-2
' Now I haue

i-proued many tomes of thyne, Thow most ', he seyde,
'

prouen on or tuo of myne '. 1463 Bury Wills (Camden) 23,

I ?eve here. . the clothes of myn that longe to the bedde that

she hath loyeii in. 1502 Privy Purse E*p. Eliz. of York
(1830) 79 A yong hors of the Ouenes. I5Z7 R- THOKNE in

thing,
Hakluyt Voy. (1589) 252 Two Englishmen, friends of mine. ! ^
1535 COVERDALE Mica/t vii. 8 O thou enemie of myne, I

reioyce not at my fall. 1600 SHAKS. A. Y. L. v. ii. 82 Looke, |

here comes a Louer of mine, and a louer of hers. 1637 ,

MILTON Lycidas 102 That sacred head of thine. 1638
LD. DIGBY, etc. Lett. cone. Relig. \. (1651) i Many personal!
defects of mine own. 1687 CONGREVE Old Bach. in. vi, Ads-

bud, who's in fault, mistress of mine? 1718 WATTS Ps. cxix.

in. vi, Thou hast inclin'd this heart of mine Thy statutes to

fulfil. 17*4 DK FOE Mem. Cavalier (1840) 255 This was. .

a false step of the. .general's. 1870 LOWELL Study Wind. 2

It is positive rest to look into that garden of his.

45. Without prec. partitive word, as obj. of a verb,
or pred. after be : =a portion of, one of, some of,

some. Mostly arch.

(900 tr. Bxdas Hist. in. x.v. 246 Wa;s he of discipulum
Aidanes \erat de discipulis\. < 1000 /ELFRIC Saints Lires
II. xxvl. 260 Ic ha:bbe of Sam stocce Se his heafod on
stod. c 1000 Gen. iii. 6 Heo-.^enam fa of baes treowes
wa:stme. c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Matt. ,\.\v. 8 Syllajj us ofeowrum
ele. '1205 LAY. 14473, I ban nord ende ?if heom of bine

londe. Ibid. 31771 He at of ane uisce. 1340-70 Alex. <y

Dind. 126 pan comaundede be king cofli to feche Of bat fre-

liche frut. ^1386 CHAIXKKC. T. Prol, 146 Of smale houndcs
hadde she bat she fedde With rosted flessh. c 1450 .Merlin

i. 23 Like as thei hadden ben of the slayn. 1597 SHAKS.
2 Hen. II ', n. iv. 354 Is shee of the Wicked ? 1654-66 KAKI.

ORRI-;RV Parthen. (1676) 535 To lose of his own Men, or to

kill of the Kings, were equal advantages. 1710 Si 1:1:1.1;

Tatler No. i66-f 2 You see of them in every Way uf Life,

and in every Profession. 1820 KI-:ATS Ode Nightingale i,

As- though of hemlock I had drunk. 1890 HEALY Insitla

Sanctorum 92 When the horses tasted of the grass, they
both fell dead.

b. After partake (also formerly part,participate^ .

c\$a Antecrist in Todd Three Treat. U 'yclif (1851) 138
Crist parted wi|? folke of goodis pat he had. 1611 BIBI.K

Rom. xi. 17 And thou .. with them partakest of the roole

and fatnesse of the Oliue tree. 1654-66 EAKI. OKHKRY Par-
then. (1676) 687 My looks participated of my hopes. 1848
FITZGERALD Letters^ etc. 1,1889) I- 1 9 I Whose turkey I ac-

cordingly partook of.

46. = One of, a member of; hence, belonging
to, included in, taking part in.

1425- [see COUNSEL sl>. 6]. c 1440 Tindalc 1671 He was sum
tyme with hym of meyne. 1615 G. SANDYS Trav. 103
Their Priests were . . of his councell in all businesses of im-

portance. 1657 CROMWELL Sp. 21 Apr. in Carlyle, Who..
were all of a piece upon that account. 1673 RAY Journ.
LffTo C. 36 If any desire to be admitted of the University.

aijog ATKINS Parl. ty Pol. Tracts (1734' 15 Keble, of

Counsel for the Lord B. 1748 RICHAKDSON Clarissa (iSii)

IV. 348, I anr ever of party against myself. 1806 JEFFERSON
ll'rit. (1830) IV. 47 Iracy has been of almost every com-
mittee during the sesAion. 1845 BROWNING Lost Leader i,

Shakespeare was of us, Milton was for us, Burns, Shelley,
were with us. a 1859 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. xxtii. V. 83 He
had not been sworn of the Council.

b. Followed by an adj. -in the superlative:
=

one of, some of, something of; formerly also euM.
= as a thing of.

1542 UDALL Krasnt. Apoph. 212 b, The matter gooeth not

all of the wurst. 1548 Erasm. Par. John 7 If any man
do not vse all of the best that thing whiche of his nature is

..the very best, a 1648 LD. HERBERT Hen. ^'77/^1683)293
Those who thought the late Proceedings to have been of

the severest. 1709 MRS. MAHLEYS<etr.JSf.(x736) 1. 109 That
Satisfaction .. he was now afraid came of the latest to him.

1877 J. D. CHAMBERS Div. Worshipvy* The bread should

be of the whitest and finest. 1878 FR. A. KEMBLE Rec, ofa
Girlhood II. i. 35 My person was indeed of the shortest.

XIV. In the sense Belonging or pertaining to
;

expressing possession and its converse : 'the owner

of the house ',
' the house of the owner *.

Formerly expressed by the genitive
1

,
and still to some

extent by the possessive case (with transposition of order).

The use of of began in OE. with senses 47, 48, expressing

origin. After the Norman Conquest the example of the

French de, which had taken the place of the L. genitive,
caused the gradual extension of of to all uses in which OE.
had the genitive ; the purely possessive sense was the last

to be so affected, and it is that in which the genitive or
(

possessive
'

case is htill chiefly used. Thus, we say the

King's English, in preference to the English ofthe King\
but the King ofEnglaml in preference to England's King,
which is not natural or ordinary prose English.

47. Belonging to a place, as a native or resident.

This occurs in OE, with the sense of origin
'

springing
or coming from, belonging by origin to

'

(properly u b) ; in

the nth c. this passed into the sense 'belonging to as

inhabitants or occupants', 'living in', and so of things
Situated in or at '.

.'893 K. /ELFRKD Oros. Contents ir. viii, Hu Gallic of

Senno abraecan Romeburj. Ibid. n. iii. 3 Mutius.. an monn
of3a:re byrij. a goo O. E. Chron. an. 896 Da men of Lunden

byrig. 971 Blkkl. Horn. 71 Hit is se Nadzaremsca wttga
ofGalileum.

1137-54 O. E. Chron. an. 1137 P a Hi suencten suy3e
be uurecce men of be land mid castel weorces. Ibid. F/
pe ludeus of Noruuic bohton an xristen cild. c 1175
Lamb. Horn. 129 Det weter .. wes H5e and swete ban folce

of israel. J>e wes sur and bitere alle bon monnen of ban
londe. c 1205 LAY. 632 pa cnihtes of Jan castle. 1382
WYCLIF Matt. xii. 41 Men of Nynyue shall ryse m dome
with this generacioun. 1388 Jrtifets ix. 15 Fier go out. .

and deuoure the cedris of the Liban. 1523 LD. BERNERS
Froiss. I. 102 They of the towne wyst nat wher the

countesse was become. 1568 GRAFTON Chron. II. 331 They
of London, namely the honest Citizens were greatly afrayed.

1708 Lotui. Gaz. No. 4464/8 Nathaniel Ogborne ofChipping-
sodbury.., Cheese- Factor. 1830 LINDLEY Nnt.Syst. Bot.

98 The Black Birch of North America. 1847 TENNYSON
Princess 11. 34 We of the court.

b. Belonging to a place, as situated, existing,

or taking place there ; belonging to a place or

thing, as forming part of it or of its equipment, or

as attached to or derived from it (in which sense

it approaches the partitive).
c 1122 O. E. Chron. an. 1102 peofas .. breokan t*a mynstre

of Burh. Ibid. an. 1116 On bisum ylcan jeare baernde call

fc>eet mynstre of Burh.. and.. call ba maeste da?l of ba tuna.

c 1250 Gen. fy Ex. 469 Tubal . . Wopen of wrjte and tol of

grift Wei cuoe e^te [mzrffeste], 1375 HARBOUR Bruce xx.

324 He salit, and left the grund of Spanje On north half

hym. 1411 Rolls ofParlt. III. 650/1 Robert Tirwhit Jus-
tice of the Kinoes Bench. 1424 Paston Lett. I. 13 On tin:

yutes of the Priorie of the Trinite chirche of Norwichc.
1608 WiLi-Er Hexapla E.\od. 165 The fables of his religion
as he impiouslie calleth them. 1613 I'CKCHAS nigrima^c
(1614) 559 The Deserts of Lybia have in them many Hy-
dra's. 1639 DF.GKEY Conipl. Horseni. 306 Take of the oyle
of Aspick one ounce. 1756 MRS. LENNOX tr. Sidly's ftlem.
n. (1778) 124 One side of the barricadocs. 1809 MAI.KIN
Gil Bias vii. xvi. p 13 Innumerable articles of housekeeping.
1843 Frasers Mag. XXVIII. 698 Napoleon reached the

plains of Gera. 1844 LINGARD Anglo-Sax. Ch. (1858) L iii.

125 Companions of his exile. 1891 Law 7Ywt'jrXCII. 107/1
The 8th section of the Act.

c. Belonging to a time, as existing or taking
place in it.

1526 TIN-DALE Matt. v. 21 It was sayd vnto them off the
olde tyme [\V\i:ur to eld men ; 1611 by them of old time].
1540 Prymer title-p., With the Pystels and Gospels of

Sondayea and holydayes in Knglys^he. 1560 DAI s tr.

Slcidane"s Comm. 378 b, Your letters .. of the xxi. of

December. 1656 \\.\\\\. MONM. tr. Btxcalinis Aih'ts. fr.
Parnass. \\. xc. (1674) 243 They, .finished that which ap-
peared so dreadful to men of former times. 1851 TIIACKKKAY
Eng.lhttn.\.{\%$-$\$ A man of" that time. 1861 M. PATTISON
hss. (1889) 1.44 'J he massive and imposing style of the four-
teenth century. 1870 BKV\NT Iliad I. iv. 120 By rules like
these The men of yore laid level towns and tower*. 1885
Manch. Kxum. 15 May 5/7 A thing of the near future.

1893 \V. P. COUKTNKY in Academy 13 May 413/1 The best

landscape gardener.-, of the clay.

48. Belonging to a place as deriving ^ title from

it, or as its lord or ruler, as Xv';/^, earl, bishop,
abbot of.
Piob. also from the notion of origin. Rare in OE. till nth

c., when it became the regular equivalent of Fr. de^ ^/"and
its object being found in apposition with a genitive case.

''893 K. j-rCi.KKi-:!) Oros. i. \i. i Alexander, Priamises sunn
ba;s cyninges of '1'roiana b;cre byri^, ^enom ba:s cyninges
wif Monelans of La;cedenionia. Creca byri^. 10.. yEi.FRic
Gen. xiv. 10 Da feollon "Aa ciningas..ofMa$ene of Sodoman
and Gomorran J^era manfulra beoda. a 1070 O, E. Chron.
an. 1066 (M.S. C) Harold cyningc of Norwe^an [Laitd J/.S".

Harold se Norrena cyng] and Tosti?; eorl. cnxz Ibid. an.
1102 (MS. K) Se cyng and se eorl Rotbert of Baeliesme.
Ibid. an. 1104 Se eorl Rotbert of Xorniandi^ and Rotbert de
Bjelesme. llnd. an. 1120 JSeo cyng of Engle lande and se of
France. .Se eorl of Flandrand and se of Punt iw. c 1205 LAY.

24459 Pe serchebiscop of Lundene eode an his riht honden
and bi his I uft side be [ilke] of Kouerwike. ^1425 LYIX;.

Assembly of Gcds 469 Godfrey of Boleyn. 1612 SHRI.ION

(title} The History of. .Don Quixote of the Manuha. 1771
Hartford Merc. Suppl. 18 Sept. 2/2 [He] created Lord
Herbert, Baron Herbert of Cherbury and of Lndlow. 1791
BOSWKLL Johnson 28 Apr. an. 1778, Mr. John Spotliswoode
the younger, of Spottiswoode. Mod. The King of Ortat

Britain, Prince of Wales, Archbishop of Canterbury, Duke
of Wellington, Earl of Derby, etc.

b. Related to a thing or person as its ruler,

superior, possessor, or the like. (Akin to the

objective genitive, sense 34 ;
and sometimes inter-

changeable with a possessive case, esp. when the

object is a person.)
1127-31 O. E. Chron. an. 1127 He wass legat of 5one

Romebcott. e 1200 OR.MIN ?qS Moysjts wass hasfedd mann
Off Issraxle beode. Ibid. 344 (

Jatt streon |>att wass
Allmahhti^ Godd, & King off alle kingess, & Preost off alle

preostess ec. c 1250 Gen. <y Ex. 29 Fader god of alle Singe.
Ibid. 122 Of euerilc ou^t, of euerilc sed, Was er3e mad moder
of sped. 1382 WYCLIF Luke viii. 41 He was prince [1526
TINDALE, etc., a ruler] of a synagogue. 2 Cor. \. 3
Blessid be God and the fadir of oure Lord Jesu Crist, fadir

of mercies and God of al comfort, c 1386 CHAUCKR Knight's
T. 8 1 Creon. .That lord is now of Thebes the Citee. 1424
Paston Lett. 1. 16 The Stywardof the seyd Due of Norffolk,
of al hese lordshippes in Xorffolk and Suffolk. 1596 SHAKS.
Merch. V. in. ii. 170 But now I was the Lord Of this faire

mansion, master of my servants. 1618 J. TAYLOR (Water P.)

Penniless nigr. Wks. (1883) 62_The Master of the house.
166* SriLLiMiFL. Orig. Sac>: \. iv. 3 Gideon the Judge of

Israel. 171* STEF.LK Spcct. No. 496 F 2 The father of him
was a coxcomb. 1846 McCuLLOcn Ace. Brit. Empire (1854)
II, 219 The dean of guild, or head of the Merchant Company.
49. Belonging to a person (etc.), as something

that he (etc.) has or possesses. (=* the possessive

genitive^ and akin to the subjective, sense 17.)
In OE. always, in ME. most frequently, and in Mod.Eng.

preferably expressed by the genitive or possessive case,

except when for some reason this is difficult or awkward, e. g.

in quots. 1386 (second), 1596, 1895.
c 1200 OR.MIN 666 }iff batt itt. .seb pe wlite off ennglekinde.

a 1300 Cursor M. 20063 (Gott.) Ur aun Langage of be

norjjren lede. 1381 WYCLIF i Cor. \. 12 Forsoth I am of

Poul [Vulg. Pauli}, forsoth I of Appollo, treuly I of Cephas,
forsoth I of Crist. [OE. Gregory's Past. C. 210 Paules. . Apol-
Ian . . Petres . . Cristes.] c 1386 CHAUCRR Knight's T. 70 In the

temple of the goddesseclemence. Ibid. 134 The bones of his

frendes that weren slayn. 1535 COVERDALE Ruth Contents

i, Ruth the wife of the one sonne. 1559 W. CUNNINGHAM
Cosutogr. Glasse 177 The soules of men and women. 1590
SPENSER F. Q. n. ii. 13 The children of one syre by mothers
three. 1596 SHAKS. Tain. Shr. v. 1.89 He is..heire to the

Lands of me signior Vincentio. 1700 TYRRELL Hist. Eng. II.

820 The Ayries of Hawks. 1711 POPE Spect. No. 408 P 5 The
Milk of a Goat. 1808 FORSTER /Vrc. Calend. 21 May, The
leaves of plants. 1886 Pall Mall G. 17 July 5/7 The torn!)

of England's first martyr. 1895 Law Times C. 133/2 The
widow of a man who had been killed at a level crossing.

b. Belonging to a person or thing as a quality
or attribute. (Also interchanging with the posses-

sive case, esp. when the object is a person, animal,

or space of time, as ' a month's salary'.
claao Bestiary 119 DurJ grace off tire dri^tin. 01300

Cnrsor M. 27033 For grettnes of his gilt ^1386 CHAUCER

C. T. ProL 39 To telle yow al the condicion Of ech of hem.
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ci45o /W. Ret, ff L. Poems 104 It is of J>e for to forgyfe
\

Alkyn trespas both more and mynii. 1502 ARNOLDS Citron.

(18111 280 In the teiidir age off you. a 1548 HALL Chron.,
Hen. I 'III 248 b, The value of the grounde so lytle. 1559
AVI.MKR Ha-rbortnuc D iv b, The welfare or ilfare of the

whole realm. 1604 SHAKS. Otk. iv. i. 206 Hut yet the pitty of

it, lago; oh lago, the pitty of it, lago. 1648 RoyalisCs
Defence 109 Words cannot express the barbarousnesse of it.

1714 ADDISOS Sped. No. 556 p 14 The chief Tendency of my
Papers. 1793 SMEATON Edystone L. 239 The little irregu-
larities of boring. 180* MAR. EDGEWORTH Moral T. (1816)

'

I. Pref. 8 The scene of
* The Knapsack

'

is laid in Sweden.
;

1843 !* Parity s Ann. IV. 346 The breezeless stillness of the

summer air. 1886 Athenaeum 30 Oct. 560/3 His failure seems
. .to l>e due to a want of singleness of aim.

50. Belonging to a thing, as something related

in a way defined or implied by its nature
; e.g. the

cause, effect, origin, reason, result of', the correla-

tive^ counterpart^ match, opposite, original of; a

copy, derivative, image, likeness of; the square,
cube, logarithm, tangent, differential, or other

mathematical function of. See under these words.
c 1200 OKMIX 706 Hiss suite shollde ben Biginnmg off fcitt :

blisse. 1315- [see CAUSE sb.\ 4:1386- [see EFFECT $b.\ \

1389- [see COPY sb.\ 1483 CAXTOX G. tic In Tour E iv, The -

peyntynge of her face.. was cau^e and occasion of suche i

horryble countrefaiture. 1559 W. CUNNINGHAM Cosmogr.
Glass? 71, I am glad you understand the reason of it. 1601-

[see CORRELATIVE f/'.]. 1617- [see COUNTERPART]. 1639 LATD
M'ks. 11849) II. 277 No good cause can be assigned of it.

1646- [see CUBE sb.\ 1709 STEELE Taller No. 130 ? 10 The
!

Anniversary of the Birth-day of this Glorious Queen. 1776
Jlaiiten Aunt II. 16, I informed them the cause and event I

of my ramble. 1804 MITI-OKO htq. Princ. Harmony Lang. \

(ed. 2*405 The analogy of the language. 1807 HUTTON Course
Math. II. 281 We may also derive the fluxion ofany fraction,
or the quotient of one variable quantity divided by another.

1847 LVTTON Lucretiaq\ Wait. .the effect of the cataplasms ;

I have applied.
51. Belonging to an action or the like, as that

to which it relates.

1534 Ende of felycitie [see END $b. 15}. 1593 SHAKS.
Litcrece 113 Far from the purpose of his coming hither, He

,

makes excuses for his being there. 1677 MAKVELL Corr.
\

Wks. 1872-5 II. 540 Those two days afforded litle matter of
|

writing. iSu JEFFERSON Writ, (1830) IV. 175 It would only !

change the topic of abuse. 1886 World 18 Aug. 18 The
weather is the solitary topic of conversation.

XV. Indicating a point or space of time.

52. At some time during, in the course of, on.

App. taking the place of the Com. Teut. and OE. genitive i

of time. Now only in the colloquial of an evening, of a \

morning, ofa Sunday afternoon, and the like.

[921 0. . Chron. (MS. A.), f>a aefter bam hies ilcan sumeres i

Xegadorode micel folc hit. cnoo Ibid. an. 47 pis was bes
|

feor5es ^eares his rices, ciaos LAY. 2861 Fure pe neuer ne
[

ajjeostrede, winteres ne sumeres. Ibid. 3255 Heo wolden..
feden..bane king. .daeies and nihtes.] 1382 WvcLiF6V. xx.

'

8 Anoon of the ny^t[i388 bi ny^t] rysynge, Abimalech [etc.], i

1471 Fmsentm. juries in Sitrtees Misc, (1888) 23 Maid
asalt. . afrayd his neyghburs of Palmsondai. 1590 SHAKS.
Mltis. A7

, ii. 1. 25j There sleepes Tytania, sometime of the '

night. 1612 Acct.-bk. IV. Wray in Antiquary XXXII. 214 '.

Great thunder . . and also the like ofnew yeares day following.
t

1657 Manchester Court Leet Rec. (1887) IV. 212 For buying \

and selling pullen both of one day. 1741 RICHARDSON
Pamela II. 149 Of a Thursday my dear Father and Mother
were marry'd. 1741 C'TF,SS POMFRET Corr. (1805) III. 178
Here the company meet of a summer's evening. 1830 J. H.
NEWMAN f//.(taoz) I. 222 My practice to walk of a day to

Nuneham. 1831 CARLYLE Sart. Res, i. iii, All the Intellect

of the place assembled of an evening. 1899 W. J. KNAPP
Life Borrow I. 79 The father made his last Will and Testa-

ment of a Monday.
b. Sometimes the genitival -$ is retained ; perh.

often understood as plural. Cf. A-NIGHTS.

17^0 CHESTERF. Lett. (1792) I. Ixviii. 190 [To] sleep sound
of nights. 1753 A. MURPHY Gray's Inn Jrnl. No. 50 [They]
1 .. _ J.. _ _ T*_ 1 _* C> .' _0__ T . IT- J- C-__

mornings as well as after dinner.

c. Of this date, dating from this day. (Sc. and

1866 Glasgow Trade Circular, The Subscriber . . has
retired of this date from the Company. 1882 SCHOULER Hist.

U. S. II. 284 All interdictions against Great Britain would
cease of the same date [loth of the next June].
53. During, for (a space of time). (In later use

only with a negative.) Obs. or arch.
c 1369 CHAUCER Dethe Blaunche 1105, I was warished of

al my sorwe Of al day after, c 1374 I'roylns v. 282 This
Pandare bat of al be day by-forn Ne myght haue comen
Troylus to se. c 1400 Destr. Troy 1 3456 The biggyng . . was of

long tyme beleft. c 1430 Syr Gener. (Roxb.) 1723 Nathanael
ofal that long night For verrey sorow noght slepe might. 1523
LD. BERNEKS Froiss. I. x. 10 They wist nat of two dayes
wher they were. 1587 MASCALL Gor't. Cattle, Hogges (1627)

265 Giue him no meat of an houre or two after. 1631 WEEVER
Anc. Fun. Man, 220 That he should not weare a shirt of

three yeares. 1674 P. HENRY Diaries $ Lett. (1882) 267 It

had not rayn'd of many weekes before. 1760-7* H. BROOKE
Fool of Qual. (1809) III. 73 Not seeing or hearing from
him of along time. 1833 S. AUSTIN Charac. Goethe II. 334
Persons whom we have not seen of a long time.

54. Of old, of yore, of late, of late years, and the

like, prob. orig. were in sense 2 ; but have come
to mean In or during the time specified.
-1400 Destr. Troy 13454 Thedur kynges wold come by

custom of olde, For to hunt at the hert by the holt sydes. I

1423 Rolls ofParlt. IV. 406/1 Ye verray and trewe makyng I

of old used and continued. ^1470 [see LATE B. 2], 1576
FLEMING Panopl, F.pist. 401 Wee sawe (of late

yeares)
the

epistles, .both bredd. .and also buried. 1634 SiRT. HERBERT
Trav. 118 Cazbeen is that City which of past ages was cald

Arsatia. 1766 GOI.DSM. I'ic. II'. xxii. Your poor father and
I have suffered very much of late. iSia BYRON Ck. Jfar.

\. xxix, Where dwelt of yore the Lusians' luckless (juccn.

1885 Law Times LXXIX. 181/1 The duties. .have been

very much lightened of late years.

XVI. In Locative and other obsolete uses.

Many former uses of ^are difficult to class. Some of
these arose from employing it as a literal rendering of
French de 'or of L. ab, ex, dc}, in phrases where English
idiom would have required some other preposition ; others

arose from a confusion with on, or erroneous expansion of

,
o on (.\prep.

1

, 04n&*X or of Sc.
'

for z"= in. Others
were app. due to confusion of constructions. Without en-

deavounng to distinguish these, examples are here given in

various senses.

"I" 55. In sense on. Obs., colloq., or vulgar.
(1380 WYCLIF Sel. H'ks. III. 357 "Pis is not grounded of

Crist. 1389 in ng~. Cilifs (1870) 4 Of peyne of a pond wax
to be bretherhede. 1440 J. SHIRLEY Dethe K. James 23
Thare heddes set upe of the gates of Sent Johannes Towne.
1516 Test. Ebor. (Surtees) V. 80, I will that myn ex r "

lay a
stone of my grave and that an yinage of our Lady be sett

of the same. 1535 COVERDALK Mark vi. 33 Many .. ramie
thither together of fote. 1589 Marprel. Kpit. (1843) 60 He
bestow a whole booke of him. . 1596 SHAKS. MfrcX. / *. n.

ii. 104, I am sure he had more haire of his taile then I haue
of my face. 1597 LYI.Y M'oni. in Mcone in. ii, Of that con-
dition I am yours. 1604 Meeting ofGallants at Ordinaric

(Percy Soc.) 23 Pulling downe a house of Fyre. 1607
DEKKER Knt's Conjiir. (1842) 63 Mercuric (that runs of all

the errands betweene the gods). 1621 Bury Wills (Cam-
den) 167 Desiringe .. he would bestowe some of my hows-
holde of my brother Nicke. 1662 GURNALL Chr. in Arm.
xxiv. 5 (1669) 318/2 They turn their back of that light.

1668 DRVDBN Even. Love iv. iii, A mischief of all foolish

disguisements ! 1736 EARL WALDEGRAVE in Buccleuch MSS.
(Hist. MSS. CommJ I. 389, I could not light of the Due ..

till yesterday. 1746 WESLEY ll'ks. (1872) II. 15 She might
send him of an errand. 1777 SHERIDAN Sch* Scand. v. i, Oh,
plague of his nerves !

f b. esp. with side* hand, part, or similar word.

Cf. F. du edit de, L. ab, ex parte, etc. Obs.

1432-50 tr. Higden < Rolls i I. 93 Assyria hathe on the este

parte pf hit \abortu\ Ynde, of the $owthe[a/> ausfro] -Media,
of the weste parte the floode of Tigris. -1489 CAXTON
Sonues ofAymon iii. 73 Of the one side of it [a high rock]
was betyng agreteriver. i526TiNDALE Rev. xxiL 2 Off ether

syde \ex utraque Parte} off the ryuer was there wode off

lyfe. 1535 COVERDALE i Mace, v. 46 They coude not go by
it, nether of the right honde ner of the left. 1548-9 (Mar.)
Bk. Com. Prayer Offices 23 Of theyr parte a great token of

charitie. 1579-80 NORTH Plutarch (1676) 66 Of his Fathers

side, he was descended of King Codrus. 1583 STOCKER Civ.

Warres Lowe C. i. 64 b, They .. of all handes bestirred

them. 1662 J. DAVIES tr. Olearius I'oy. Amhass. 300 En-
clos'd of all sides with a high Wall. 1708 BUR-NET Lett.

(ed. 3) 136 They thought the Advantage was wholly of that

Side. 1779 FORREST I
7
oy. N. Guinea^ Six banks of paddles,

three banks of a side.

1 56. In sense in. Mostly Obs.
c 1430 LYDGATK Lyke tkyn A udience, etc. 90 in Pol. Rel. $

L. Poems 28 Antonye and poule . . Lyuyd in desert of wil-

fulle pouert. 15*5 LD. BERNERS Froiss. II. cxlvi. [cxlii.]

403 They . . made, the greattest reuell of the worlde. 1546

Nottingham Rec. IV. 131 He dothe sooffer the horses of

the market. 1568 Of conscience [see CONSCIENCE so. 10].

1609 BIBLE (Douay) Num. xxxn. 17 Because of the lying of

wayte of the inhabitantes. 16x3 Hibbaldstow, Lincolnshire
MS, Court Roll, Those that are resident of their house
which they keep cotnons for. 1773 GOLDSM. Stoop* to Cong,
n. i, I have just been mortified enough of all conscience.

t 57. In sense at (or on. Of all, at all = F.

du tout (see also Avx\ Obs.

1419 Searchers I'erdicts in Surtees Misc. (1888) 15 Twa
posies, .be set in of hys coste. ?<zi5OO Wycket (t&. Pan tin

1828) p. xvii, That her two sonnes .. myght syt one of hys
ryght syde & one at hys left syde. a 1548 HALL Chron.,
Hen. Vf 137 All other graynes, wer sold of an excessive

?rice,

above the olde custome. c 1550 CHEKE Matt. xx. 21
'

l

yees mi ij sones mai sit th'oon of y1
right hand and

th'other of
y'

left hand. 1588 A. KING tr. Canisins' Catech.
220 Thay hauing in tham selues na merits of al. 1690
W. WALKER Idiomat. Anglo-Lat, 94 It is cheap of twenty-

pounds. 1696 J. F. Merchant's \Vart-ho. 32 They look

very fine of the Price.

t 58. In sense to. Obs.

1523 LD. BERNERS Froiss. I. cccciv. 702 They ..set fyer of

dyuers vyllages in Flaunders. 1604 E. GRIMSTONE Hist.

Siege Ostend 68 He . . would set fire of one of the Magazine.

f 59. In sense by. Of himself, by himself, alone.

Obs. (Cf. iab.)

1340-70 Alex. <V Dind. 33 We ben sengle of us silf, & se

men ful bare. 1605 BACON Adv. Learn. \. vii. 9 She was

solitary, and of herselfe. 1626 Sylva 323 Another apple,
of the same kind, that lay of it Self.

1 6O. In sense of A prep.\ (=on, in, into):

of thre A-THREE, in three : fall of
'

=-- fall a-.

13.. Seuyn Sag. (W.) 782 The grehound wolde nowt sessed

be, Til that adder ware toren of thre. 1451 Rolls ofParlt.
V. 216/1 For asmoche as the persones., named, hath been

ofmysbehavyngabouteyoure Roiall persone. 1672 MARVELL
Reh* Transp. L 269 Others fell of oyhng and furbishing their

Armour.
+ 61. In sense with. Mostly Obs. (See also 26 d.)

1523 LD. BERNERS Froiss* I. ccxiii. 262 Then they fell in

communycacion of the lord Charles of Bloys, and of the

lord lohn of Mountfort. 1826 COBBETT Poor Man's Friend
ii, These severe critics found fault of this working. 1843
LONGF. Span. Student i. v, Padre Francisco ! Padre
Francisco ! What do yon want of Padre Francisco !

XVII. Phrases.

62. a. <?/" foilowed by a sb. forms attrib. oradvb.

phrases : as, of agct of a certainty, of choice, of

consequence, of course, offorce, of kin, f of life, of

necessity ^ ofpurpose^ of'right', of a truth, of use, of

wrong, etc.: see the sbs. ;
also of old, etc. in 54.

f b. Of followed by an adj. v
or adv.) formerly

formed advb. phrases [cf. F. cfavant, de loin, dc

noict'cau, etc.] : as of fafore t of certain, of enough,

of ere
t offar, offore, offresh of afresh , of hard,

of high, of light, of more, of new (of anew), of
nighty of ordinary, of the same. Obs. exc. in of
a sudden, or as iepr. by worn-down forms in a-

(afar, afresh, alight, anew).
1297 K. GLOUC. (Rolls) 592 Ac no;t vor ban bat ober maide

he louede more of inou. //'/</. 8018 A worse peire of inou
be ober subbe him bro5te. a 1425 Cursor M. 10748 (Trin.)
If he spoused were of ere. f 1470 HENRY n'allace xi. 293
In my mater, as I off for began, I sail conteyn. 1483 CAXTON
C. de la Tour D vj b, The deth that of nyghe foloweth them.
c 1489 Sonnes ff Aynton iL 62 He . . called of heyghe,
'Barons! kepe well that Reynawde scape not'. Ibid. iii.

no Began the batayll of a freshe. 1600 W. WATSON Deca-
cordon (1602) 62 They being of fresh tormented. 1668 H.
MORE Div. Dial. I. 59 That the same thing, .may.. be pro-
duced of a-fresh.

63. Of forms the last element of many preposi-
tional phrases : e. g. because of; by means of, by
reason of; forfear of. for the sake of, for want of;
in behalfof,

in case of,
in comparison of,

in conse-

quence of, in face of, in lieu of, in regard 01 respect

of, in spite of, instead of \
on account of, on bchalj

of, on condition of, on thepoint of; etc. See the sbs.

Of-, prefix^-, the prepositional adv. OF, OFF, in

comb., corresp. to OS. af-, ON. of-, Goth, af-,

OHG. ad-; I* ab-t Gr. dno~, Skt. apa-, forming

compounds of different ages.
L In vbs. and their derivatives of Germanic or

OE. age, retained in ME., but now obs. In these

the original literal sense 'away, off' seldom sur-

vived even in OE. ; the compound verb, formed

by the close union of particle and verb, having

usually undergone a modification, extension, or

transference of meaning, in which the original
sense of the elements, csp. of the particle, was

obscured or lost. Examples: ofholdlo hold from,

withhold, ofsake to put away a charge, deny,

ofthink to displease, grieve, ofask to ask for, get

by asking, ofclepe to call for, ofsend to send for.

Of- frequently added to the verbal notion that of
4 to do away with, finish off, destroy, kill

',
as in

ofslay ) ofsting, oftread \
of * to injure, hurt ', as in

ojlie, ofset, ofstt; of 'to outdo or overcome', as

in ofride, ofrun. Closely allied to this is the

sense, in participial adjectives, of * overcome or

exhausted with the action expressed by the vb.', as

in ofcalen, offottght, ofhungered, of/hirst. Words
of this class which came down into ME. will be

found in their alphabetical places.
In ME. of-

before a cons, was frequently reduced to o~, a-,

and thus identified in form with several other prefixes of

different origin: see A- prefix, and Qv- prefix -\ and cf.

ADO\VN,OF-HUNI;ERED, A-HUNGERED, OFTHIKST, ATHmsT,etc.

2. In later combinations of OE. and ME. age,
the sense of the two elements remains manifest, the

particle being usually = 'off'; the union is much
looser, the particle being in vbs. mostly separable,
with its position depending on the syntax. It was

only in pples., verbal adjs ,
and sbs., that the com-

bination became more or less permanent. In the

i6th c., of- in this connexion passed imperceptibly
into

off-,
which is always the form in later com-

binations. Hence these naturally attach themselves

to OFF- pref., under which see the ME. examples,

Of-, prefix
2

,
in ME. appears sometimes to repre-

sent an earlier a-. OE. of- being often phonetically
reduced to -, there arose a confusion between the

prefixes, so that original a- was sometimes ex-

panded to of-.
See OFFKAB, OFFBIGHT, OFGKAME,

OFGRISEN, OFKEN, OFSCAPE, OFWAKE (.in
some of

which, however, of- may be original).

Of-, prefix
a

,
in ME, sometimes varies with ofer,

OVER, from which it maybe shortened. Cf. OFGO,

OFHEAR,OFTAKE. But this cannot always be dis-

tinguished from OF- //#.! in the sense 'outdo or

overcome
'

as in ofride, ofrun.

Of, erroneous form of off, o)>,
OTH conj. until.

Of, apocopate form of/*?/] THOUGH conj.

Ofald, variant of OFOLD a. Obs., single.

Ofall, obs. form of OFFAL.

t Of-a'sk, v. Obs. [OE. ofdcsian, -dxian, f. OF-!

+ dcsian to ASK.] trans. To inquire, to ask for ;

to get or learn by inquiry,
t-iooo /ELFRIC Gen. ix. 21 Da he ofaxode hwiet his suna

him dydon. <znoo in Leg, Rood 7 p;et hio Jwtr ofaxian

scolde ba halgan rode. ci5 St. Kenclm 343 in E. E. P.

(1862) 56 Heo of eschte what men hit were. 1340 Ayenb.

153 He ne dej> noting bote hit by wel of acsed and y-trid.

c 1400 St, Alexius (Laud 622) 362 Whan bai miten nou^th

spede, Ne hym of axen in no pede.

tOfca*le(n, ///. a- Obs. [OE., f. OF- l + calw t

pa. pple. of calan to be cold. See also ACALF.]
Affected with cold, chilled, frozen.



OFCLEPE.
c 1000 ,r,FRic Horn. II. 248 Petrus stoil ofr.ilen on &im

cauertune. 1297 R. GLOUC. (.Rolls) 6580 pat water, .vpward
it stey So (>at is hupes smorte and of cale [v.rr. of cold, of

cal, acolde, colde] were ney.

tOfcle'pe, v, Obs. [OE. ofcKpian. -clypian,
{. OF- -r clipian to CLU*E, call.] trans. To call for,

summon, get by calling.
c 1000 yEi.FHic Saints' Lives ii. (Ritgeniti) 219 Butan heo

mid hreame hyre hncddinge ofclypodc. 13.. A". Alts. 1810
He. .ofclenith his chaunsclere. c 1330 A r!h, <$ J/V//. 1742
Vn him stirt sir Fortiger And ofcleped his chaunceler.

Ofdaw, variant of Amw j/.
1 Obs., to wake up,

recover from a swoon.

Of-down, ofdune : see ADOVVN.

t Ofdra'w, v. Obs. [f. OF- 2, OFF- i + DRAW
v.~\ trans. To draw away, draw to oneself, attract.

a 1225 Aticr. R. 258 peo |>et of-drauh'6 ear Jjus luue of
ofter. /</</. 386 Muchel ^eone of-draweft luue. Ibid, 392
Uorte of-drawen of us ure luu tonward him.

t Ofdre'de, v. Obs. Chiefly in pa. pple. I of-

drd(d), 2-3 ofdred, 2-4 ofdrad, afterwards

reduced to adred, ADRAD, q. v. [f. OF- + OE.
dr&d-an to DUEAD

;
in OE. only in pa. pple.]

trans. To terrify, frighten ; pa. pplt. frightened,
afraid ; refl. to fear, be afraid.

c 1000 Ag$. Gosp. Matt. xxv. 25 Ic ferde ofdraed, and be-

hydde |nn pund on eorjjan. 1135-54 O, R. Chron. an. 11^5
Wurmen men suifte of uundred & ofdred. a. 1200 Mcral
Ode 43 (Lamb. MS.) Ne )?erf he bon of-dred [TV//*., Egcrt.
of-drad, Jesus adred] of Cure. Ibid. (Jesus MS.) 163 per
we muwen beon aferd and sore vs of-drede [Tnn. ofdrade,
Egert. adrede, Lamb, adreden], cizos LAY. 7575 His
men weoren of-dredde [(71275 adradde], (21300 Assump,
yirff. (Camb. MS.) 91 Ne beo no^t ofdrad be^ ihc beo her.

a 1300 K. Horn (MS. O) 302 Wei sore y me of drede
\MS. L. adrede] pat hye wile horn mis rede. Ibid. 1205
Wei sore hyre of dradde pat horn child tied were, c 1380
Sir Fentntb. 3723 Alle bay waxen sore of-drad.

tOfdrirnken, v. Obs. In 2-3 Orm. off-

drunncnen. [f. OF- 4- DHUNKEX z'.
:

]
trans. To

drown, swallow up in water.
riaoo ORMIN 14611 pzer halij waterr att te funnt Off-

drunncnebb alle sinness. Ibid, 14852 Faraoness genge,
patt wass offdrunncnedd i be SEC.

Ofeald, variant of OFOLD a., Obs., single.

t Of-ea*rn, v. Obs. Also 2 of-ern. [f. OF- i +
EARN v.} trans. To earn, deserve.

<: 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 189 He haueS ber burh forloren
heuene wele and of-erned helle pine, a 1225 Ancr. R. 188

Jif ?e bolieS wo 36 habbeS wurse of-earned. Ibid, 194 Sum
Hkunge is & sum mislikunge, bet of-earneci muche mede.

Ofen, Ofer, obs. forms of OVEN, < >VEB.

Ofer, oferre, obs. forms of AFAR.
Off (^f) *& prep-* adj., and $bl Forms : 1-7

of, (5 ofe, 6 offe), 5- off (6V. dial. aff). [Origin-

ally the same word as OF, as explained under
that word

; off being at first a variant spelling,
which was gradually appropriated to the em-

phatic form, i. e. to the adverb and the preposi-
tional senses closely related to it, while of was
retained in the transferred and weakened senses,
in which the prep, is usually stressless and sinks

to (av). Off appears casually from c 1400, but of
and <?^"were not completely differentiated till after

1600: cf. A. 3, B. i.]
In this article are included all examples of the adv.,

whether under (a) the earlier spelling of, or (8) the later off\

but, of the prep., only those uses for which off'v* now the

recognized form ; for others see OF.

A. adv. I. Simple senses.

1. Expressing motion or direction from a place:
To a distance, away, quite away ; as in go, run,
drive off. Also expressing resistance to motion

towards : as in beat, hang, keep, ward off.
a. 971 Blickl. HODI. 5 Man sceolde mid sare on 3as world

cuman, . .and mid sare of jewitan. c 1386 CHAUCER Reeves
T. Prol. 58 Lcueful is with force force of showue. c 1485

Dighy Myst. HI. 379 Com of ban, let vs be-gynne. 1526
fwr, Perf. (15311 80 Come of., thou that art disposed
to leue all for the loue of lesu. a 1548 HALL C/iroa.,
Hen. I '///, 262 b, Peces of ordinaunce whiche shot of.

/3. 1567 MAPLET Gr. Forest 12 Neyther could we keepe
off, . . our outward enimies. 1659 D. PELL Impr. Sea 557
To drive off his melancholy thoughts. 1726 G. ROBERTS
Four Years V'oy. 28 To send my Mate off with the Boat.

1766 GOLDSM. Vic. W, xvii, She is gone off with two gentle-
men in a post chaise. 1840 DICKF.XS Old C. Shop vi, Mr.

Quilp put his hat on and took himself off. 1896 Law 'J'fines

C. 508/1 [He] succeeded in getting the animal under con-
trol, and rode off.

b.jfr.
a. c 1000 Laws ofIne c. 74 2 Buton he him wille fa;hbe of

aceapian. 1523 LD. BF.RNERS Froiss. I. cxxiv. 150 The
kynge bought of sir Thomas Hallande, .. and therle of

Tankernyll, and payed fur them twentie thousande nobles.

. 1568 GRAVTON Chron. II. 170 With fayre wordes [he] put
them off for that tyme. 1666 J. DAVIKS Hist. Carihby Isls.

268 They will fall off from what they have promised. 1707
W. FUNSELI, I 'try. round World 2,59 A small matter of

Money will buy off a great Fault.

C. In nautical lang. : Away from land, or from
the ship ; also, away from the wind.
1610 SHAKS. Temp. \. i. 53 Lay her a hold, a hold, set her

two courses off to Sea againe, lay her off. 1611 BIBLE Acts
xxvii. 32 Then the souldiers cut off the ropes of the boat and
let her fall off [all free. w. away]. ax6ai BFAU.M. & FL.

Thierry <$ Theod. iv. ii. I would I had A convoy to>, to

bring me safe off. 1607 E>.\MMER I'm'. I. 132 He stood off

VOL. VII.

d. ellipt. Gone off, just going off. Also fig.
fallen or falling asleep.
1791 'G. GAMBADO* Ann, Horscm. ix. (1809! 106 My

horse.. was off. with me in a jifley. 1815 Chron. in Ann,
Reg, 16 He raised himself up., and said almost inarticulately,
'I am off', and expired. 1822 56 DK QUINCF.Y Confess.
(1862) 76 I'm off for the Red SL-.I. 1852 MRS. SMYTHIFS
BrifU Elect xliv, Come, Gerald ine, it is time to be off!
1861 H. KINGSLEY Ravemhoe xxxviii, He was as fast off as
a top. 1865 DICKENS Dr. Marigold's Prescript, y. 32

l

Why,
you're talking in your sleep!'. .' What was I talking about?'
..' Greek, 1 think.. but I was just off too '.

2. At a distance; distant. Often after a state-

ment of the distance ; also in AFAH
off, FAH off.

a. a 1500 GREGORY Chron. in Hisf. Coil. Citizen Land.
i (Camden) 213 One come and sayd that she was ix myle of.

1526 TINDAI.K Matt. xxvL 58 Peter folowed hym a farre of
1 \so \6th c. t-7'., i6n off].

P' J 573 J- SANHFORD Hours Recreat. (1576) 213 Greete
a rcdde man and a bearded woman three myles off. 1613
PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 610 A little off runneth a River.

1638 SIR T. HEKBFRT Trav, led. 2) 14 We see the Cape or
extreame point of Africk 12 leagues off. 1671 R. Mo STAGUK
in Kitccleuch MSS. tHist. MSS. Comm.) I. 501 These are

projects a great way off. 1749 I IKI.DING Tout Jones xv.

xii, A street or two off. 1874 DASKNT Half a Life II. 173
We shall meet at Oxford in October, not much more than
a month off. 1897 HALL CAINE Christian xi, Glory stood
off from the looking-glass and looked.

b. Naitt.

1697 DAMI-IKR I'oy. I. 44 In the morning we dcscryed a
Sail off at Sea. 1726 G. ROBERTS Four Years I'oy. 26, I lay
off at an Anchor.

Q.fig. Distant or remote in fact, nature, character,

feeling, thought, etc. Obs. or arch, (in Gr. ISritnin).
a 15SS RIDLEY H'ks. 173 So far off is it that they do

Confirm this opinion of transubstanttation, that [etc.]. 1571
BUCHANAN Detect. Mary 1! iv, So far was it of that hys
lodging and thynges..was prouidit for him.. that he found
nat any ane token toward him of a freindly minde. 1607
SHAKS. Cor. n. ii. 64 That's off, that's off. a 1641 lie.

MOUNTAGU Acts
<5- Mon. (1642) 280 Caesar. .was altogether

off from thinking it probable. 1887 Presbyt. Banner (U. S.)

Oct., The leader. .is not merely off on the subject of future

probation, but also with regard to the Lord's day.

3. Expressing separation from attachment, con-

tact, or position on
;

as in to break, cast^ citt, put y

shake, take off, etc.

a, c 1000 Ags. Gos/>. Matt.
y. 30 jif bin swtSre hand be

aswice, aceorf hi of 8; awurp hi fram be. r 1200 Trin. Coll.

Iloin. 139 He hit bad of acken. r 1290 S. ling. Leg. I. 32/98

po is heued was of i-smite. 1362 LANGU /'. PI. A. v. 170

penne Clement }>e Cobelere caste of his cloke. c 1449
PECOCK Repr. \. x. 52 Y wole leie myn arme to be smyte of.

1535 STEWART Cron. Scot. III. 449 He .. of his claithis

suddantlie hes done. 1568 TUKNER Herbal in. 54 Yelowe
scales : whiche with a light occasion fall of. 1571 DIGGES
Pantoin. \\. xix. O iij b, To cut of from any Trapezium.,
what part therof ye list. 1646 J. HALL Horx l>'ac. 67 The
taking of the Plumets of a clocke to make it goe in the
better Order. 1703 MOXON Mcch. Exerc. 59 Good Steel
breaks short of all Gray.

ft. 1383 WVCLIF Matt. xix. 7 To ;eue a litil boke of

forsakynge, and to leeue off[1388 leeue of]. ^1400 MAUNDEV.
(Roxb.) viii. 31 Do off bi schone (jf \\ fete. 1535 COVER-
DALE Song Sol. v. 3, 1 haue put off [1611 off] my cote.

1568 TILNEV Disc. Marriage Civb, [He] bit off his owne
tongue. 1637 Star Chamh. Decree 30 In the putting off

the knots. 1756 MRS. HEYWOOD NfW Present (1771)43
Let it stew., then strain it off. 1834 MEDWIN Angler in
Wales II. 154 The ball. .struck one of the metal buttons on
the breast of my coat, and glanced off. 1886 Manch. Exam.
22 Feb. 6/1 The entire surface of a country, .divided off

into farmsteads.

b. fig. In quot. 1 710 for '
off their hands '.

1576 FLEMING Panopl. Epist. 356 Let us shake off this

slouthfulnesse. a 1600 MONTGOMERIE Misc. Poems xxiv. 75
Cast of thy comfort. 1710 STEELE Tatler No. 248 P 8 The
common Design of Parents is to get their Girls off as well
as they can. 1711 ADDISON Spect. No. 105 P 3 Will, laugh t

this off at first as \\ell as he could. 1777 WATSON Philip II

(1839) 121 The people threw off the reserve which they had
hitherto maintained.

c. with ellipsis of pa. pple.
= comc^ cnt, fallen

off\ esp. //// or taken off as clothes ; no longer on.
a 1425 Cursor M. 7211 (Trin.) [My strengbe] is he seide In

my here ; If hit were of, I were not bon No strenger ben
anober mon. 1530 TINDALE Pract. Popish Prelates Wks.
(1573) 350/1 When the ring was of, he commaunded to bnrye
her. 1602 MAHSTON Antonio's Rev. u. i. Wks. 1856 I. 90
Enter Balurclo with a beard, halfe of, halfe on. 1724 DK
FOE Mem. Cavalier (1840) air With some of his clothes

on, and some off. 1797 Anecd. Ld, Chatham (ed. 6) I. xiii.

253 The blossom was off, and the fruit was set. 1868 Law
Rep. 3 C. P. 423 The horse had his bridle off and a nose-bag on.

4. So as to interrupt continuity or cause discon-

tinuance ; as in break
off,

leave off. declare off, etc.

a. 1:1340- [see BREAK v. 53], 1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls)
VII. 377 Leve of [L. Desiste\ Alwyn, wib by good wille.

c 1475 Rau/Coil^ear 172 Is nane sa gude as leif of, and mak
na mair stryfe. 1596 SPENSER F. Q. vi. v. 36 His deuotion..

breaking of.

/5. 1567 MAPLET Gr. Forest 31 b, It will soone wax
barraine, and leave off fruit bearing. 1657 R. LIGON
Barbadoes (1673) 43 Upon Saturday .. they break off work
sooner by an hour. 1818 Sporting ifar. III. 91 The match
went off, and all bets were declared void. 1819 Metropolis
II. 69 The Duke has declared off, and the wounded lover
does not seem to be anxious to make his proposals of

marriage. 1892 Bookman Oct. 27/2 Zola began by being

OFF.
1 an idealist. He has not left off being one. Mod, To cut

off supplies ; to turn the water or gas off.

I
b. Discontinued, stopped, given up; no longer

in operation or going on.

1752 MRS. LENNOX Fein. Qm'.r. I. v, His illness having
been only a violent head-ache, ..being now quite off. 1760
R. HEBER Horse Matches ix. p. x.\v, Match off, by consent.
1785 MRS. FI.ETCIIEK in ll'i'sliy's S,rm. Ivii. in. 12, Wks.
1811 IX. 36 His fever seemed quite off. 1882 Daily Nn's

\

J 5 Aug. 2/1 He understood that the whole negotiation wa-;
now off. 1901 Scotsman 12 Mar. 5/4 When football i^ 'nil

'

and crick, t not yet
'

on '. l\Jo,t. The gas is off at the muter.
J lie water has been off for some hours.

c. ti-ansf. Of a person: Disengaged, done ivith.
1710 Si i i:u: Tatler No. 22^5 ? 5 A Youth married under

bourteen Years old may 1 off if he pleases when he comes
to that Age. 1818 SCOTT ' Old Sang' in AV. /.;;. xxix,
It is best to be off wi' the old love, Before you be on wi'
the new.

5. So as to exhaust or finish; so as to leave none;
to the end; entirely, completely, to a finish; as
to clear

off, drink
off. fay off, polish off, uvrk

off.
CI440.S7. Jo/in 228 in Horstmann Altciifl. Lei:. (1881)471

pou.-sayiR-de )>e coppe swetely and suppede It off sync.
1567 MAPLKI O. l-'arest 47 Socrates., compelled of malicious
Indies to take y> Cup, .. and so to drink it off. 1660
MARVELL Cor,-. Wks. 1872-5 II. 18 Some srauuiteen shipps
to be payd of. 1818 CRUSH Digest (ed. 2) 1 1. 167 Contented
to pay off the mortgage. 1883 GII.MOUR .Mongols xvii. 201
No set form of liturgy to be got off by heart and repeated.
1890 G. A. SMITH Isaiah II. xii. 202 We do not. .kill them
oil by gladiatorial combats. 1897 ll'cstiu. Caz. 20 July 7/2
These two.. will have to shoot off the tie for the Bron/e
Meual. 1900 IbiJ. 13 Dec. 2/3 What is known amongst
breeders as

'

feeding off" for table poultry isa thriving industry.
b. Finished. \vo:kcd off; done with work.

1683 MOXON .]/<</;. Excrc., Printing 385 A Press-man
usually says, I am off, meaning he has Wrought off his

Token, bis Heap, bis Form. 1707 HEARNK Collect. 26 Aug.
(O. H. S.) II. 36 When ye Text of I.ivy is off I will consider.

6. In the way of abatement, diminution, ordecay;
as in to fall off, cool

off, go off; also, to be
off.

1632 Star Chail<. Cases (Camden) 121 Judgment was
stayed and the Cosies taken off. 1797 Jtonthly Mag-. III.

501 Out of every thousand men, 28 die off annually. 1826
Examiner 695/1 The novelty had gone off a little. 1862
LOWELL Kiglmv 1\ Poems 1890 II. 260 They'll cool off when
they come to understand. 1893 Rational cbserver 7 Oct.
536/1 The place seemed to have gone off a good deal.

7. In all senses, off may be followed by from ;

formerly, and still Mai, by of.
a. 1526 TIXDAI.E Matt. viii. 30 A good waye off from

them. 1542 liootdiE Dyeiary viii. (1870* 246 Stand or syt
a good waye of from the fyre. 1697 DAMPIER I'oy. I. log
The wind is commonly off from the Land. 1871 CAKI.VLK
in Mrs. C.'s Lett. III. 200 She wished to be off from the

July bargain.
b. 1593 SHAKS. 2 /fci:. I'f, u. i. 96 A fall off of a Tree.

1667 MARVELL Carr. Wks. 1872-5 II. 224 The Lords and we
cannot yet get off of the difficultyes risen betwixt us. 1678
BUNVAN Pllgr. I. 49 About a furlong off of the Porters

Lodge. 1712 STEKI.E Sped. No. 306 F 6, I could not keep
my Eyes off of her. 1775 P. OLIVER in T. Hiitchinson's

Diary 7 Dec. I. 581 A Rebell Pirate, .taken.. off of Cape
Ann. 1875 P. BROOKS AVw Starts in Life viii. 129 If you
could have fdled his pockets with gold, and feasted his

hunger off of silver dishes.

II. In phrases and locutions.

8. Off is used idiomatically with many verbs, as

Buy, COME, DASH, GET. Go, LOOK, MARK, PALM,
PASS, RATTLE, SHOW, TAKE, etc. q.v.
9. Used with ellipsis of come, ffd, take, etc., so as

itself to function as a YD. Offwith = take or put off.

c 1205 LAY. 5084 Awei he warp his gode breond : & of
mid Jjere burns. 14.. W. PARIS Cristitie 295 in Horstmann
Altengl. Leg. (18781 187 Hire hede shalle ofe fulle sekyrly
To morne. 1611 SHAKS. U'ittt. T. u. iii. 63 lie off, But first,

He do my errand. 1617 RICH Irish llitl>tntl> (1623) 24 He
that pledgeth must likewise off with his cap. 1634 SIR T.
HERIJERT Trav. in If hee returned without victory, hee
knew his head should off. 1646 N. I.orKvrn Serin. 10,
I cannot hand off nor heart off. 1753 FopTK Eng. in Paris
II. Wks. 1799 I. 52 We'll off in a post-chaise directly. Mod.
vulgar cotloq . He off and bought another.

b. esp. in imperative phrases. Off!
= stand off!

be off ! Off U'ith you ! = be off!

1594 SHAKS. Rich. Ill, v. iii. 344 Off with his sonne

George's head. 1601 Airs Well \. i. 168 Off with 't while
'tis vendible. 1717 E. SMITH 1'hzdra v. 54 Off, or I fly
for ever from thy sight. 1809 MALKIN Git hlas ii. vii. p i

Off with you ! and do nut return. 1822 BYRON I 'is. Judgnt.
xciit, Some cried '

Off, off !

'

As at a farce. 1877 SPURGEON
Semi. XXIII. 402 Off with your caps and throw them up
and cry

' Hurrah !'

10. Right off, straight off: straightway, forth-

with, immediately. See RIGHT, STRAIGHT.

11. Subjoined to well, ill, better, worse, badly, com-

fortably, and similar advbs., and after how
('
How

are they off?'), <^"has the force of '-circumstanced',
' -conditioned ', esp. as regards command of the

means of life; well off.
in good circumstances, etc.

Rarely attrib. or as adj.
This prob. arose from the phrase come off\COMF. v. 61 0-

One who has ' come well out
'

of a doubtful affair is said to

be ' well out
'

of it ; so one who has ' come well off
'

from (or

in) a struggle may be said to be ' well off' ; cf. esp. qtiots.

1733-62. The most common use may be explained as
'

that

has come off, or fared (well or ill) ', in the battle of life.

1733 SWIFT Apology, Since I 'scap'd being made a scoff,

I think I'm very fairly off. 1741 RICHARDSON Pamela II.

251 Let me sit down. Miss, anywhere ..for I have been

sadly off. 1762 GOI.DSM. Cit. W. Ixxxviii, Marriage is at

10
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present so much out of fashion, that a lady is very well off,

who can get any husband at all. 1776 C. LEE in Sparks
Corr. Amcr. Rev. (1853) II. 485 How ?re you off in the

article of intrenching tools? 1845 MozLEvT-aw^Ess. (1892)

I. 179 The clergy .. had lost the advantages of obits [etc.],

and were miserably off. 1851 H. MAVO Pop. Snperst. (ed. a)

186 The earth is the best off. 1863 DICKENS Mut. Fr. iv.

xii, I am in another way of business. And I am rather

belter off. 1873 MRS. OLIPHANT Innocent III. xxi. 351 He
was not well enough off to marry. 1884 H. SPENCER in

Contemp. Rev. June 772 While to the well-off the exaction

means loss of luxuries, to the ill-off it means loss of neces-

saries. 1884 G. ALLEN Philistia III. 161 They are very
badly off, poor people. 1888 J. PAYN in Illustr. Loud.
News 10 Mar. 236/1 A well-known and well-off man of letters.

12. Either off or on, either one way or another,
in any way. Neither off nor on, without reference,

irrelevant (to)\ cf. 'neither here nor there'; irreso-

lute, fickle. See also OFF AND ON.

1549 LATIMER 6t/i Serin, bef. Ed^v. VI (Arb.) 159 It was

neyther of nor on, to that that Paule sayed.
B. prep.
I. Of motion or direction.

1. Of removal from a position on, attached to, or

in contact with (anything) : Away from, down from,

up from, so as no longer to lie, rest, or lean on.
a. 1855 O.E. Chron. an. 797 Her Romane .. hine of his

setle afiiemdon. <rizoo Trin. Coll. Horn. 201 We habbeS
don of us be ealde man. c 1205 LAV. 30802 pat maiden . .

droh of hire uingre An of hire ringe. a 1300 Cursor J/.

15024 (Colt.
1 Branches ba'i brak o [Gott., etc. of] bogh. 1398

TKEVISA Barth, DeP. R. xvn. i. (1495) 592 Leues fall of trees

in wynter tyme. f 1440 Generydcs 2798 Of his hors he felle

vppon the playn. 1642 tr. Perkins' Prof. Bk, iii. 209. 93 To
deliver seisin of land by force off a feoffment is to remove
all persons of the land. 1665 MARVELL Corr. Wks. 1872-5
II. 184 Our navy is speeding to chase the Dutch again of
our seas.

ft. c 1400 MAUSDF.V. (Roxb.) ii. 6 Foure graynes of \>Q
same tree bat his fader ete J?e appel off. Ibid. vi. 20 He . .

takes be ryng off his fynger 1568 GRAFTON Chron, II. 89
His kerchefe was pulled off his head. 1596 SIIAKS. Tarn.
Shr. iv. i. 80 How she waded through the durt to plucke
him off me. 1600 A. Y. L. i. iii. 16, I could shake them
off my coate. 1670 NARBOROUGH in Ace. Sev. Late Voy. i.

(1711) 84 And gathered several green Apples off the Trees.

1711 ADDISON Sped. No. 159 ^7 Take thine Eyes off the

Bridge, said he. 1743 H. WALPOLE Lett. (1857) I. 226 A man
falling off a ladder. 1873 KINGSLEY Prose Idylls 129 The
sheep have been driven off the land below. 1881 KEENE
Six Months in Mecca/iv'i. 158, I came across an object that

nearly brought me off my beast.

b. Jig. From resting, depending, determining,
etc. upon. t^^Vw^'j HANDS, one's HEAD: see the sbs.

a. ^1380 WVCLIF Wks, (1880) 291 Vnderstond, je kingis;
and schaak of 3ou rudenes-^e, ^e bat jugen londis.

ft. i6oiSHAKS. AlFsWcllu. iii. 250 Thou hast a sonne shall

take this disgrace off me. 1724 DE FOE Mem. Cavalier
(1840) 264, I had persuaded him off that. 1737 BRACKEN
Farriery Im/>r. (1757) II. 52 If we took such toals off their
Dams the first Week they were dropt. 1742 FIELDING
J. Andrtwsiv, iii, He hath taken several poor off our hands.

1809 MALKIN Gil Bias i. ii. P 3 An honest jockey who would
take it [my mule] off my hands. 1889 J. S. WINTER Mrs.
Bob 11891) 152 That woman must be goin^ off her head.

2. Of source : From the hands, charge, or

possession of; esp. with take, buy, borrow* hire
t

and the like. Also expressed by FROM. Cf. OF.
1535 COVERDALE 2 Chron. xxxv. ii And they kylled the

Passeouer, and the prestes toke it off their handes, and

sprenkled it. 1669 OTURMY Mariner's^ Mag. i. 33 These
Lines are taken off a Scale, that is divided into 20 parts to
an Inch. Ibid. 60 Take off your Scale of Equal Parts with

your Compasses 169. 1753 HOGARTH Anal. Beauty x. 108
It was drawn from a plaster-of-Paris figure cast off nature.

1885 Act 48 #49 Viet. c. 41 9(3) A grand jury may., present
any sum, to be raised off the county at large . . for the

purpose. 1891 C. JAMES Rom. Rigmarole 36 A villager
had come. .to know whether Blincoe ' would take a goose
off him '. 1897 Daily News i June 3/5 She admitted

borrowing the i/. off the plaintiff.

3. Of material or substance : with dine, eat, etc.

1815 W. H. IRELAND Scribbleomania 305 He always.. eats
a supper off pork steaks, nearly raw. 1828 P. CUNNINGHAM
N. S. Wales (ed. 3) II. 213 Each day the convict sits down
to dinner off either beef, pork, or plum-pudding. 1861 G.
MEREDITH Evan Harrington viii, An old gentleman who
had dined there, .four days in the week, off dishes dedicated
to the particular days.
4. Of deduction, or abatement : From.
1833 ALISON uro^e (iS^g) I. iii. 15. 259 The sums., which

she saved off her allowance. Mod. To get something taken
off the price.

II. Of position.
5. Away from being on ;

not on; esp. no longer on.

^ Offthe stones, off the city pavement, out of the town.

[^1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. (1810) 141 If I were of lond, be
werre suld sone bigynne.] 1688 R. HOLME Armoury in.

235/1 It is reported of the Spanish Dominions that the Sun
is never off some part of St. 1759 BROWN Compl. Fanner
112 As soon as the dew is off the ground. 1797 MRS. RAD-
CLIFFE Italian xir, They are all off the bridge now. a 1845
HOOD Ode imitatedfr. Horace^ Not thus the city streamlets
flow ; They make no music as they go, Tho' never 'off the
stones'. 1870 Gd. M'ords 133/2 You can scarcely find

footing when once off the beaten road.

b. fig. Of state, or condition : (a) Away from

(something normal or usual). () Not occupied
with, engaged in, or bent upon ; disengaged from.
1681 LUTTRELL BriefRel. (1857) I. 67 The grand jury for

Middlesex were about finding a bill against the Kings
guards as rioters, but they are now off it. 1682- [see
GUARD sb, 5 b]. 1699 DAM PIER Voy. II. 1. 166 Finding it to be

nought, he would have been off his Bargain. 1793 WOLCOTT
(P. Pindar) Pindariana Wks. 1812 IV. in, 1 am off my

feeding. 1816- [see FEED s&. i b]. 1827 Examiner 187/2
She was scolding him, because he was off work. 1851 H.
MAYO Pop. Superst. (ed. 2) 79 The attention is off duty.
1894 DOYLE Mem. S. Holmes 215, I have been off my head
ever since the blow fell.

6. Distant from (lit. andyf^.).
a 1627 MIDDLETON Widow nr. ii, Two mile off this place.

1705 ADDISON Italy -$75 About Two Miles off this Town. 1863
GEO. ELIOT Romola xiv, He caught sight of Tessa, only
two yards off him. 1885 HOWELLS Silas Lapham (iBgij I.

73 White, or a little off white.

b. Naitt* To seaward of; opposite or abreast

of to seaward ; also, away from (the wind) : see

WIND. See also OFF-SHORE.
1669 STUR.MV Mariners blag. iv. 138 Ready to give his

best Judgement of his Distance off the Shore. 1707 W.
FUNNELL Voy. round IVorid 126 Off it lie two Rocks or
small Islands. 1726 G. ROBERTS Four Years Voy. 3 The
Stagg Rocks off the Lizard. 1776 GIBBON Dec!. 3- F. xiii.

(1827) I. 426 The fleet .. had been stationed off the Isle of

Wight. 1813 Examiner 4 Jan. 6/1 The enemy keeping
two points off the wind. 1879 FROUUE desarxvi. 256 A sea

battle.. was fought off the eastern promontory of the Bay
of Quiberon.
7. ellipt. Opening or tuning out of.

1845 MRS. CAKLVLE Lett. I. 312 In Mary's little room (off

my uncle's). 1851 H. MAVHF.W Lond. Labour II. 225
(Hoppe) Watling-street, Bow-lane, Old-change, and othtr

thoroughfares off Cheapside and Cornhill. 1860 AJl 1'ear
Round No. 66. 372 In a small street off one of the west-
central squares.
8. Prom off: = sense i, offfrom (A. 7).

^1425 Cursor AT. 25596 (Fairf.) pen ihesus bou was tane
fra of be crosse in flesshe & bane. 1590 SPENSER F. Q. m.
iii. 43 Shall ..quite from off the eartli their memory be rastc '{

1595 SHAKS. John \. i. 145 Would I might neuer stirre from
ofT this place. 1768 STERNE Sent. Journ. (1778) I. 135
(Amiens) Wiping them [tears] away from off the cheeks of
the first and fairest of women. 1819 BYRON Juann. Ixxxviii,
As if to win a part from off the weight He saw increasing
on his father's heart. 1845 AYTOUN Bon Gaultier Ball. 90
He lighted down from off his steed.

C. adj. [The adv. used attrib]

(Arising apparently from the dropping of the

hyphen in an adverbial combination : thus off-side,

off side. See OFF- 4.)
1. Situated farther off, more distant, farther, far.

1856 MRS. CARLYLE/^/. II. 286 To leap from the top of the

wall, which was only high on the off-side. Mod. Neivspr.
.It is on the '

off' side of the spectator.
b. Naut. Farther from the shore

;
seaward.

1666 Lond. Gaz. No. 66/4 The Lilly Fregat, . .then in the

off-gage of her station, near this Coast. 1719 DE FOE
Crusoe ir. xii, Our men., were at work ..on the offside.

1726 SHELVOCKE Voy, round IVorld 207 It was happy for

us that pur masts fell all over the off side. 174$ Lond. Mag.
397 Whilst I had to do with this Ship, the largest of all got
on my Off-.Bow, put me between two Fires.

2. spec. a. Of horses and vehicles : Right, as

opposed to the near or left side, on which the

driver walks, the rider mounts, and the passenger
enters a vehicle. Hence off horse (of a pair), off

foot, leg. wheel, etc. (Often hyphened.)
1675 Lond. Gaz. No. 1002/4 A black stone Horse, four

years old, roweld for a lameness behind on the off-side.

i-jc&Ibid. No. 4477/4 His off-Knee is broke. 1721 Ibid. No.

5929/3 HisOff Foot behind white. 1764 Museum Rusticum
II. xiv. 52 To drive the cart so as the off-wheel should

go in the same tract that the near wheel went in before.

1789 Trans. Soc. Arts VII. 70 Enables the off-horse .. to
walk in the furrow. 1800 Gentl. Mng. \. 167 The [Mame-
luke] rider always mounts on the off side of the horse. 1842
SYD. SMITH Let. Locking in on Railways Wks. 1859 II.

234/1, I know very well the danger of getting out on the
off-side. 1849 DE QUINCEV Eng. Mailcoach Wks. 1862 IV.

339 With the haunch of our near leader we had struck the
off-wheel. 1884 E. L. ANDERSON Mod, Horsemanship \. ii.

8 The rider should practise mounting and dismounting upon
the right or off side of the horse, as well as upon the usual
side. 1894 DOYLE Mem. S. Holmes 25 Silver blaze with his

white forehead and his mottled off fore leg.

b. Cricket. AppLjed to that side of the wicket,
or of the field, opposite to that on which the bats-

man stands (i.e. in the case of right-hand batting,
the side on the right of the wicket-keeper).
1850

' BAT '

Crick. Alan. 43 The long-stop is frequently
obliged to cover many slips from the bat, both to the leg and
offside. 1884 I. BLIGH \\i Lillyivhite's Cricket Ann. 3 Some
of his far-pitched balls on the offside,

3. Lying off from, situated aside from, leading
out of the main part. Cf. Off prep. f. See OPP-

4, in precisely the same sense.

1851 MAYHEW Lond. Labour II. 201/1 The '
off' parts of

St. Paul's Church-yard. Ibid. 423/2 Friar-street is one of
the smaller off thoroughfares. 1897 W. H. THORNTON
Remin. i. 10, I rode with him one day to his off farm..and
bought my first horse.

b. Off chance, Off-chance, a contingency out of
the probable course; a remote chance, a by-chance.
1861 WHYTE MELVILLE Good for Nothing I. 109 To be

sure, there is the off-chance of a settlement by a violent
death. 1875 Times 2 July, It is always a very off-chance
whether an officer, may in quiet times have the slightest
opportunity of finding his abilities roughly tested. 1893
SIEVENSON Beach of Falesd 144, I thought there was an
off-chance he might go back on the whole idea.

4. Said of a day, evening, season, etc., when one
is

*
off work ', or when the ordinary work, business,

or course of affairs is suspended, or does not take

place or occur. The precise meaning depends on
the context. (Sometimes hyphened.)
1848 THACKERAY Van. Fair ix, It was with a team of

these very horses, on an off-day, that Miss Sharp was brought
to the Hall. Ibid, xxxvi, She has to board two or three of
her sisters in the offseason. 1868 YATES Rock Ahead in.

iii, In the off-season [they] went round to the different

watering-places . . giving a little musical entertainment. 1880
Miss HKADDON Jnst as I am xxxv. Driving .. to Blatch-
mardean on the off days. 1882 Garden 18 Mar. 182/1 Last
year.. being what we here call the 'off year' for Apples.
1897 .Ifanch. Guard. 16 Oct., 'i hat in future all such
meetings be held on 'off days' in preference to 'market
days'. 1899 J. PENNELL in Fortn. Rev. LXV. 123 This has
been an off, a profitless, year in practical cycle construction.
5. In reference to the sale of excisable liquors:

Short for (

off the premises', as in off licence, sale,

consumption ; hence off-licensed, off-licensee, etc.

1891 Leeds Merc. 22 Sept. 7 Five beer houses 'on
'

and six
'off

1

licenses. 1892 W. B. KINGSTON Intemperance 61 A
circumstance entirely due to the competition of the 'off'
licensee. 1892 Daily News 31 Oct. 3/2 Three big gin
palaces and a swarm of off-licensed houses. 1897 Ibid. 28

Aug. 6/4 Four new off-licences were granted by the magi-
strates. 1899 /H/. 19 May /5 That licensed houses should
be closed in Kngland throughout Sunday, except for one
hour of off-sale at mid-day, and two hours of off-sale in the

evening.

D. sb. [absolute or ellipt. uses of the adj.]
1. Naut. OFFING.
1599 HAKLUYT Voy. I. 291 The shippe lay thwart towende

a flood, in the off, at the Southsoutheast nioone.

2. The condition or fact of being off.

a 1669 TfiAppin Spurgeon Treas. Dav. Ps. cxvi. 10, I have
had my offs and my ons, ..I have passed through several
frames of heart and tempers of soul. 1895 Miss Dow IE

Gallia 1 19, I love to feel the on and off of the break and to
\\aich the way the pole seems to feel its way through the
traffic.

3. Cricket. = Off side : see C. 2 b. Comb, off-

drive, a drive to the off.

1857 HUGHES Tom Braivn ii. viii, Johnson the young
bowler is getting wild, and bowls a ball almost wide to the

off. 1881 Standard 28 June 3/1 Whiting drove Studd to
the off for four. 1881 Daily Nmos 9 July 2 Making an
off drive for four. 1882 Daily Tel. 19 May, An off-drive

for 3. 1894 Daily News 23 Nov. 6/3 Steady cultivation

of a break from the off is a better amusement than the

premature affectation of being an Amphitryon.
4. (See quot.)
1829 [J. R. BEST] Pers. $ Lit. Mem. 257 To buy Lincoln-

shire hogs or offs, lambs taken off from their mothers.

Off, v. [Elliptical (chiefly colloq. or illiterate)

uses of OFF adv., at length inflected as a vb. :

cf. to IN, to BACK.]
f 1. trans. To put off ; to defer. Obs.

1642 SIR E. DERING Sp. on Reiig. 96 The further debate
of this was offed [^n'nttd ofted] to the next day.
2. intr. To go off, make off. (illiterate.'}

1895 M 7
estm. Gaz. 21 Sept. 2/1 He took down his hat, an'

off'd.

3. Naut. Of a ship : To move off from shore.

In pr. pple. offing.
1882 OGILVIE (Annandale), We were offing at the time

the accident happened.
4. trans. To take off, eat off, swallow, rare.

1887 BROWNING fittst fy Friends 76 Awaiting thy sign To
out knife, off mouthful.

5. To
off^

with, to take off instantly. (Cf. OFF
cuiv. 9.) illiterate, or humorous colloq.

1892 Daily News 23 Feb. 5/1 They offed with his head.

1895 K. GRAHAME Golden Age 56 When the Queen said

'Off with his head!' she'd have offed with your head.

1895 rail Mall Mag. Sept. in 'So then he offs with his

diamond ring '.

Off- f prefix. The adv. ^"occurs in combination

with verbs, ppl. adjs., vbl. sbs., and other sbs. In

earlier times, it was written of-, as explained under

OF- pref. 2; but such of the ME. compounds as

survived into moderr Eng. were then written
off-,

which is the only form found in recent compounds.
In verbs, generally, the combination is very loose

(see i below) ;
in participles used as adjs. the

union is closer, and in vbl. and other sbs. it

becomes permanent, though combinations of this

kind can be formed at pleasure whenever the sense

requires. In a few cases, the combination is so

specialized in sense, or otherwise important, as to

require treatment as a main word. In verbs, the

stress is now usually upon the root ;
in the other

classes (2-4) on O'ff-.

1. \Vith verbs, off- (ME. of-} enters into quasi-

combination, chieHy as a separable particle, like

Ger. ab~ in ab-reisen, ab-schreiben, etc., in which

the particle stands before the vb. only in certain

syntactical conditions. In ME. ^/"was frequently

put before the vb. in the infinitive, as in of glide,

of hew, and in this position (though usually written

as a separate word in the MSS.) is often hyphened
by modern editors (of-glide^ of-hew) ; modern

prose usage prefers the order glide off,
hew off\

but in the pples. the adv. is still sometimes put

first, and is then sometimes hyphened to the vb.

(as is regularly done in 2). ME. examples are

the obsolete of-cwell, of-quell (to kill off), of-, off-

drive, of-glide, of-hew, of-hurl, of-race (to pluck or

tear off), of-rive, of-shear, of-shred, of-smite, of-

swipe (to cut off with a sweep of the sword),
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of-tiar, of-tnrn, of-twitch, of-wevc (to twist off),

of-ii'ip (to whip off), Later examples are off-chop,

of- off-shake, off-stand, off-trench^ etc., but these

are exemplified chiefly in the pa. pple.. where the

hyphen may be regarded as simply syntactical as

in 2. See also OFF-DRIVE, OFF-LOAD, etc.

a 1618 SVLVKSTER M'-jn. Mortalit ie xli, Her head shee
felt with whhiing steJ *olT-cliopt. c izoo OKMIN ^104 turr
batt te;r$ sholldenn att hiss dseb pariche menn "offcwellenn.

c 127$ Lfttte Kim 23 in O. E. Misc. 93 Pyne and deb him
wile *of-dryue. 1555-8 PHAKR sEncid. i. C ij b, With .the

light of torches great the darke ofdriue atones. c 1400
Rffiv'and <V O, 475 The Nasell of his helme *of-gla<le.

4-1400 Hestr. 7'ny6474 Hondes [he] *pfhew heturly fast.

Ibid. 6722 His helme *of hurlit, & his hed hare. 1340
HAM POLE Pr. Consc. 6704 be strenthe of hungre sal bam
swa chace pat bair awen fle-;she bai sal *of-racf. Ibid.

7379 And thair awen flessch *of-ryve and race. 1570-6
LAMBARDF, rerauib. Kent (1826) 219 They not their sinm:s

.. *of shake, a 1618 SYLVESTER Job Trimitph. ii. 76 His

fruit, yer ripe, shall be off-shaken a)!. 1892 ZAX<:\VIU. ( 'hildr.

Ghct o II. 20 We rest not, hut stand, OlT-.sh;tke:i pur sloth.

c 1320 Sir Beiies 816 (MS. A) A spanne of be groin be-forn

Wi^> is swerd he hab *of schoren. 1535 GAU Richt I 'ay 58

Thay ar heretikis ofichorne fra ye kirk of Christ. 1390
GOWER Conf. I. 138 The leves let defoule in haste. .And let

*ofschreden euery braunche. ^1205 LAY. 26071 Ar5ur ..

of-toe heneeotend ..And J?at bih him *of-smat [1275 of-smot].
Ibid. 28721 pe king mid his sweorde bat hefd him *of swipte.

1390 GOWER Conf. I. 346 That he hire Pappes sholde

*of tere Out of hire brest. 1515 UARCLAY Eglogcs (1570)
B v b, His nose and eares *off trenched were also, c 1350
Will. Palcrnc 2590 William hent ha-,tili be hert, and meliors

be hinde, And ns smart li as bei coube be skinnes *of turned.

t- 1320 Sir Beues 3882 (MS. A^ His sclauin ech palmer "of

twijte, ('1330 Arth, <y Aferl. 6883 Ther was matli heued
*of weued. (11400 Sir Beues (MS. S) 868 Her heued *of

wypt at a drau^te,

2. with pres. and pa. participles, forming adjs.

(stress on off^ t
as o'ff-hitten (

= bitten off), off-shed,

off-sloping, off-standing, off-thrown, etc. (Such
combinations are possible with any pple. of suit-

able sense.) See also OFF-LYING.
1568 TURNER Hcrb.il in. 43 It maye be called also Of-

biten, because a pece of the roote is biten of. 1674 N.
FAIRFAX Bulk <y Selv. 47 The worlds whole throng of hard,

wide, and off-handing bodies. 1813 COLKRIIXJE Remorse
II. i. 171 A small green dell Built all around with high off-

sloping hills. 1853 KANK (jrinnell K.vp. xlix, 11^56) 466 It

has surrounded us with the off-shed fragments of the floes.

1888 LELAND Pratt. Ednc. \. 27 An offshooting twig.

3. with vbl. sbs. and nouns of action, forming
sbs., sometimes concrete (stress on off} : off-cutting,

off-setting, off-shaving, off-standing, off-taking, off-

turning', off-break, (a break off
, off-fall, off/low,

off-look, etc. See also OFF-FALLING, OFFSCOUKING.

OFF-CUT, OFF-GO, OFF-PRINT, OFFSET, etc.

1565 JKWKI, Ri-pl. Harding' (i6ni 182 The ofshauing of
the World, and the vilest of all people. 1591 R. BRUCE
.Se'-in. (1843) 22 3t I have .. woven my web of life to the

off-cutting. i6ia WOODALL Surg. Mate Wks. (1653) 185 As
it were off-scouring, or off-shavings of the intestines. 1674
N. FAIRFAX Bulk <V Seiv. 87 Two such worlds would touch
without any more ado

;
there being no off-standing betwixt

them. 1796 PKGGK Anonym. (1809) 352 Not imagining he
could want any assistance on the off-setting.

1724 R. SMITH in Coll- Dying Testini. (1806) 214 Not-

withstanding of Mr. Kid's, .off-fall from us. 1881 Atlantic

Monthly XLVI1I. 520 The superb out looks and offlooks from
its windows and porch. 1893 G. M. RAE Syrian Ch. India

195 Her ranks had been greatly thinned by the off-break of

Protestantism.

4. with other sbs., usually with the sense.
*

lying
or leading off from the main trunk, etc.*: as in

O'ff- branch, off-drain, off-spur, off-stream. By
omission of the hyphen, off comes to function as

an adj. : see OFF a. Other compounds of off- with

sbs. appear in their alphabetical places.
1793 W, CHAI-MAN (title) Report., on the means of working

Wooaford River, ., as an off-branch from the Lough-Erne
and Ballyshannon Navigation. 1851 ^\.\\\\\L\V Lond. Labour
II. 27 (Hoppe) The many off-streets and alleys which may
be called the tributaries to those great second-hand marts.

1854 7t- R- Agric. Soc. XV. i. 67 Crooked off-spurs of

flat land. 1876 GLADSTONE Homeric Sync/ir. 224 An off-

stream from the river Styx. 1884 Kaidal M<:>\. 8 Feb.

4/7 These smaller off-drains should be flushed into the main
street drain. 1890 Antiquary XXII. 9 In an off-room is

exhibited the Hermaphrodite statue. 1896 Westin. 6"</-.

4 Mar. 7/2 A very significant announcement is hid away in

an off-corner of the Daily Telegraph.

Ofifage (f fcd?,). [f. OFF otto. + -AGE, as in

luggQgf, garbage.] Refuse.

1727 tr. S-witzcrs Pract. Card. vi. I. 267 Into beds made
of the mowings of grass, offage herbs, greens, or long
light dung.
Offal Grfal'i. Also 4 ofall, 5 offale. -aile,

6 offalle, -awle, 6-7 offall, 7-8 off-fall, (7 oflfell,

ufTal(l), 9 dial, offald, offll.
[f. OFF adv. + FALL

J/'. 1 : cf. Du. afval shavings, refuse, garbage, Ger.

ahfall waste, rubbish, //. parings, shavings.]
I, That which falls off or is thrown off, as chips

in dressing wood, dross in melting metals, etc. ;

the part which, in any process, is allowed to fall off

or neglected as valueless or of no immediate use ;

refuse, waste; also //., Scraps of waste stuff or

refuse. Now only techn. or dial. =
offal corn or

wheat, offal leather\ offal wood (cf. 6 a).
1398 TRI:\ ISA Rarth. DC P. K. xv. iv. (Tollem. MS.), J>e

pouder of be offal of golde. /bid. xvn. cxxxv. (1495) 691

Hulkes and ofall and out caste of corne. c 1440 Proinp.
J'arv. 362/1 Offal, that ys bleuil of a thynge, as chyppys, or
ober lyke. 1552 Hi'i.oiii, Offall of beanes, fabalin, 1581
MULCASTKR Positions xv. (1887) 68 To digest the good
nurrlture, and to auoide tlie offall. 1641 Btsr I-'ai'in. />k$,

(Surtees) 67 Every hives offell will serve to sweeten three

gallons of water, and to make sufficient and good meade of
the same. 1663 GKRBIKR Counsel^1664) 49 To manage the
tiffalof the Timber. 1736 KM LEV Honsch. Diet. 514 Iney..
tli-itil iheir rum from the offal of sugar. 1776 ADAM SMITH
IV. N. i. xi. (1869) I. 235 The offals of the barn and stablt.s

will maintain a certain number of poultry. 1876 SCHULTZ
Leather Manuf. 284 The term offal applies to all the parts
outside the bends. 1877 N. IV. Line. Gloss., Offals, refuse
of any kind, but more particularly refuse corn. 1882 //-'.

IVore. Gloss., Offal, waste wood.

fb. In collective sing, and pi. : Fragments that

fall off in breaking or using anything ;
crumbs

;

leavings; relics, remnants. Ohs.

1563-87 FOXE A. % .'\f, (1684^ II. 328 There were left

twelve baskets, twelve maunds full of hrokelets and offal Ls at

that meal. 1582 STAXYHI-RST sKucisii. (Arb.) 64 If Gods
eternal thee hist tii^euered offal Of Troy determyn too
burne. 1621 BUKION Anat. Aid. in. i. in. iii. (1651) 430
Poor Lazarus.. only seeks chipping*, offals. 1659 1). PELL
7////r. Sea 205 Upon these Plancks, Yards, Masts, ami
offals of the Vesselj have all the Mariners got safe to tl'.e

Shore. 1786 A. MACLKAN Christ's Cotntniss, iii. 11^461 156
To partake of the crumbs and offals in common with the doys.

2. a. The parts which are cut off in dressing
the carcass of an animal killed for food

;
in

earlier use applied mainly to the entrails; now, as

a trade term, including the head and tail, as well

as the kidneys, heart, tongue, liver, and other

pnrts. f Formerly also in//.
i 1420 Liber Cocorum {1862* 29 Take tho offal and tho

lyvcr of tho swan In gode brothe thou sethe horn than.

1464 Mann, fy Hoitseh. Exp. (Roxb.) 543 Keceyved , .for

the fete and the offailc of a boloke, \\i\.d. 1555 W. WATRF.-
MAN Bardie Fadons \\. vii. 156 Some . . when thei haue
slaine the beaste (in sacrifice

i,
vse to layeparte of the offalle

in the fire. 1595 En<j. Tri/>c-u<ife (1881) 149 The ISutclit-is

oflals were thy sweetest ware, a 1735 ARBOHNOT (J.)t He
let out the offals of his meat to interest, and kept a rc-istei-

of Mich debtors in his pocket-book. 1868 Daily .V< :<.- i ,

June, What is technically termed ihe 'offal
'

of slaughtered
animals .. forms a most important feature of the metro-

pjlitan dead-meat trade. 1877 Holdcrucss Gloss. ^ Ojffal,
the cuttings of pork when a pig is killed.

b. Contemptuously : The parts of a slaughtered
or dead animal unfit for food

; putrid flesh
;
carrion

;

also, opprobriously, the bodies or limbs of the slain.

1381 DERRICKE Image Ire!, ti. Fj, Though durtle tripes
and offalls like please vnderknaues enoufe. 1598 SMAKS.
J/Vrrr II', in. v. 5 Haue I liu'd to be carried in a Basket
like a barrow of butchers Offall ? and to be throwne in the
Thames? 1602 Ham. \\. ii. 608, I should hatie fatted all

the Region Kites With this Slaues Offall. 1667 MILTON
/'. L.x. 633 Till cramm'd and gorg'd, nigh burst With suckt
and glutted offal. 1735 SoMERVlLLE Chase in. 223 Dripping
Offals, and the mangled I.imbsOf Men and Heasts. 1828
SCOTT F. M. Perth xv, Where is the hand. .Is it nailed on
the public pillory, or flung as offal to the houseless dogs?
1838 PRBSCOTT Feni. <y Is. (1846) I. iv. 212 Supporting life

by feeding on the most loathsome offal, on cats, dogs, etc.

1867 liAKER Nile Tribut. iv. (1872) 61 A flock of ravenous
beaks were tearing at the offal.

3. In the fish trade : Low-priced and inferior fish

as opposed to those called prime ; esp. small fish

of various kinds caught in the nets along with the

larger or more valuable kinds.

1859 SALA Tw. round Clock (1861) 17 'Offal
'

means odd
lots of different kinds of fish, mostly small and broken, but

always fresh and wholesome. 1887 K. J. MATHER Norard
ofDogger ii. (1^89) 19 Prime and offal were rigorously kept
apart. The prime fish are soles, turbot, halibut and brill.

Plaice, haddock, cod, ling, etc. come under the technical
name of offal.

4. Refuse in general ; rubbish, garbage. Now
chiefly sing.
1598 HARRKT Them: ll'arres v. iv. 137 Great pits to bury

and to cast therein, the garbedge, filihinese, and offalls of
the campe. 1798 Anti-Jacobin No. 9 (1799^ 280 Express
orders were given to afford them no other subsistence than
the offals that might be collected in the streets. 1877 S.
Cox Sah>. Mutidi iv. (1878) 69 It became the common
cesspool of the city into which all the offal was cast.

5. Jig. Refuse, offscourings, dregs, scum. Chiefly
in collect, sing.

the

J.

h

in base humrlitee. 1601 SHAKS. Jul. C. \. iii. 109 What trash
is Rome? What Rubbish, and what Offal! ? 1728 MORGAN
Algiers I. Pref. 2 Tho*e Varlets, generally, .the very Offal
of the Ottomans. 1828 MACAULAY&T. Haliam (1851) I. 86
Wretches., whom every body now believes to have been ..

the offal of gaols and brothels.

6. attrih.wmadj, a. lit. (See preceding senses.)
1596 Stanford Churchu: Ace. in Antiquary (1888) May

2ii Qiippes and offall woodd of the tree felled. 1599
MAKSTON AYo. I'illanic in. xi. 227 Fed with offall scraps,
that sometimes fall Krom liberal! wits. 1645 QUARI.KS Sol.
Recant, xi. 76 Fair Crops from offall Corn are rarely found.

1717 tr. Frczier's l^'oy. 238 Offal Meat, which consi-ts in

Heads, Tongues, Entrails, Feet, ..which they eat on Fi-h-

Days. 1764 Museum Rusticvm III. xii. 40, I supposed ..

that they would go to the tailing, or off-fall corn. 1778
[W. MARSHALL] Minutes Agric. 17 Nov. 1776, Any offal-

slick . . eighteen inches long answers the purpose. 1825
ESTHER HEWLETT Cottage Comf. vi. 49 Any offal milk. 1880
Times 2 Dec. 8/2 For sale by auction, at Her Majesty's
Dockyard,, .offal wood. .about 30 tons. i885 C/tesh. Gloss.

,

Offal corn, offal wJteat^ the lighter grains winnowed from

he marketable samples, and used for feeding fowls. 1891
. }. LALOR in Cycl. Temp, fy fro/til1

. 253/2 Patent, .sole,

arness, hand and offal leather.

b. _/?. Outcast; worthless; vile. Now esp. dial.

ri6os ROWLKV fiirfk Mcrl. in. vi, The offal fugith* -

of barren Germany. 1839 Times 5 Feb., The last four

years being the period of the M or offal ministry in this

island. 1860 Gi-:o. EI.IOT Mill on Fl. \. iv, IK's an offal

creatur as iv er come about the primises. 1877 Iloldcrncss
Gloss.* Offal, worthless ; vile.

7. Comb., as offal cater.

1889 J. JACOBS sEsop's Fables I. 66 The refuse-eater and
the offal-eater Belauding each other.

Hence O'ffalist (>zonce-u>d.\ a gatherer of offal.

1822 Sporting Mag. IX. 230 Atheiutus, that offalist and
great gatherer ofall town and country talk.

tOf-fa*ll,f. Ofa. [<)E.cffea//att,i.OF-+fta!/f!>t

to KALL.] trays. To fall upon ; to kill, destroy.
a 1000 O. E. Chron. an. 962 (Parker MS.) Sigfer5 cyning

hine offeoll. r 1000 /Ki.i'Ku: i/oiti. II. 510 [p;ct treow]..
fornt.'an offuoll fta "^e hit ,tr forcurfon. c 1275 LAY. 28043
Waweyn was offalle. 1387 TKVI>.\ Higden (Rolls) VII.
535 (MS. Harl. 19001 That hir .-one was ded and al hir meyne
alayrle and afallc [.I/.V. Cotf. Tib. D. 7>ti offalle].

Off and on, adv. phi: (adj., sb.} (See also ON
AND OFF.

[(
)FF adv. 4, I C, I 2.]

1. \\'ith interruption and resumption of action ;

intermittently, at intervals, now and again.
' Of an on ', Torr. J'olngal 54 .;. i^ apji. a corrupt reading.
1535 COVEKDALK i Chron. ,\\\iii. i Officers waytinije vpon

tlit: kyiiije, to go of & en after their course. 1681 XKVILI-;

/'/(!/' Rcdh'. 107 A Moody War ensued, for almost forty
years, off and on. 1779 GRIU:M; in Sparks Corr, Aincr.
A*(T F

. (1853! II. 272 They had been hammering upon the
business for almost two months, off and on. 1860 MKS.
CARLYLE Lett. III. 41, I. .slept off and on. .all the way tu

Crewe.

2. Xaut. On alternate tacks, away from and
towards the shore.
a 1608 SIR I'. YI.KI; Canm. 29, I plied onely to windward,

lying off and on from the mouth of the Day to tin: st-a. 1666
I.ond. C,az. No. 1 13/3 Their Convoyer in his return, standing
off and on for high water. 1722 DK Foi-: Col. 'jack (iS.(0'

19^ Some.. privateers lay off and on in the soundings. 1852
TH. Ross jluniboldt's Trav. I. iii. 146 The Captain pre-
ferred standing off and on till daybreak. 1894 CROCKETT
Raiders (ed. 3) 66 She's been beating off and on a

1

day witli

her tops' Is reefed.

b. Used prepositionally.
1708 /.nnd. Gaz. No. 4420/6 We lay off and on I5uccanesb

all Day Yesterday. 1769 FALCONER /h'cf. Marine 11780'
s. v. Ojf, When a ship is beating to windward, so that by
one board she approaches towards the shore, and by the
other sails out to sea-ward, she is s.iid to stand off and
on shore, alternately.

3. In vacillation between connexion and the

reverse ; with a see-saw policy.
a 1641 UP. MOLNTAGU Acts <y Mon. (1642) 467 In this sort

stood the Samaritans wavering off and on with the Jcwch
a long time.

4. lit. To play off and on with, to take off and

put on alternately.
1845 Taifs Ma$; XII. 4 Sarah, .in deep confusion, played

off and on with one of the richly jewelled rings she wore.

B. predicatively or as adj. Sometimes off and
sometimes on

; intermittent, taking place at inter-

vals
; vacillating, inconstant ; dial, 'of a sick

person
1

sometimes better and sometimes worse.

1583 GOLDING Calvin on Dent. xv. 88 Their hoping is but
off and on at al-aduenture. 1640 SANDERSON Serin. (1681)

II. 144 We are wavering and loose, off and on, and no hold
to be taken of us. 1688 R. HOLME Armoury \\. 305/2 The
Proverb, Off and on, like a Cck Sparrow. 1805 WOKUSW.
Prelude iv. 187 The faithful dog, The off and on companion
of my walk. 1866 MRS. CARLYLIC Lett. III. 316 After about
two hours of off-and>on sleep, I awoke.

C. as sb. (by ellipsis of a vbl. sb.) Intermittent

or inconstant action, see-sawing, vacillation.

1873 W. CORY Lett. <V Jrnls. (1897) 386 After many years
of off and on, he has taken to calling me his

'

dear old friend '.

Off-bear (^*fbe*a), v. [f. OFF adv. + HEAR v.]
trans. To bear or carry off; spec, in Brick-making^
etc. (see quots.)* H^nce O'ff-bea rer.

1884 C. T. DAVIS Bricks $ Tiles 18 Others still are off-

bearing \ed. 1889 bearing off ] the bricks. Ibid. (1889) 130
The off-bearer rakes the dried sand into a pile, and sieves

it into a half-barrel, called
' the tub '. Ibtd. 132 A moulding

gang consists of one laborer called the ' moulder ', and one
able-bodied man called the ' wheeler \ and one boy called

the *
off-bearer '. 1894 Columbus (O.) Disp. 8 Mar., An off-

hearer at 's saw mill . .was horribly mangled to-day.

Off-branch, Off-break : see OFF- 4, 3.

t O'ff-ca-p, v. Obs. iwnee-ivd. [f.
the expression

Off caps !]
intr. To take off or doff the cap, in

reverence or respect to (a person). So t Off-cap
sb.. doffing of the cap.
1604 SHAKS. (>.'//. i. i. 10 Three Great-ones of the Cittie,

(In personal! suite to make me his Lieutenant) OfT-capt
to him. 1606 tr. R&llock"s Comtn. 2 Thess. 170 (Jam.) They
are enemies, ..all their doings, becking, and off-cap, and

good dayes..are fained.

Off-Cast, offcast (^-fkust),///. a. and sb. Also

6 ofcast. [f.
OFF adv. + cast, pa. pple. of CAST ?'.]

A. ///. a. Cast off, rejected, (lit. and/^.)
1571 GOLUING Cah-in on Ps. xlvii. 10 The ofcast Jews

whom their own misbeleif hath banished from the Church.

1637 Songs Costume (Percy Soc.) 143 Some borrow 'd off.

cast vaine attire. 1674 N. FAIRFAX Bulk $ Sclv.'To Rdr.,

The slighted and off-cast words in the mouths of Handy-
crafts-men. i8ax T. ERSKIXE Internal Evid. Rclig. iv. 102

Mercy towards this off-cast race.



OFFCASTING.

B. sb. A thing or person that is cast off or

rejected (///. or fig.*}. Cf. outcast.

1587 GOLDING be Momay xxxii. 515 How would those

greate men haueyeelded to such an offcast? 1594 J. DAVIS
Seamans Secrets Ded. Wks. (Hakl. Soc.) 236 The worde of

God published to the blessed recouery of the forraine of-

castes, 1852 SAVAGE R. Medlicott in. vi. (1864) 310 The off-

casts of all the professions doctors without patients, lawyers
without briefs. 1853 KANE Gn'nnell E-^P- iv. (1856; 30 This
wood.. is the offcast of the great Siberian and American
rivers. Ibid, xlviii. 450 Their offcasts, the bergs.

So O'ffc&sting vhl. sb., a. the action of casting

off, rejection ;
b. concr. that which is cast off.

1589 R. BRUCE Serm. (1843) 129 Sic a loath, disdain and

offcasting of this heayenlie food. 1893 Graphic 15 Apr.
415/1 Shabby tweed suits, the offcastings of generations of. .

tourists.

Off-chance, Off-chop : see OFF a. 3 b, OFF- i .

O'ff colour, O'ff-Colour, phr. and a. [OFF
prep. 5 b.]
1. Phrase. Not of natural or proper colour, paler

or darker than usual ; hence, not up to the mark,
defective, deficient, out of order.

1879 Scribners Mag. XIX. 680 '2 He looked rather 'off

color 't 1885 T. A. GUTHRIE Tinted Venus v. 60, I know I'm
a wee bit off colour. 1893 STEVENSON Beach ofFalesd 120
He had mighty little English, and my native was still off

colour. 1899 Strand Mag. Mar. 313/1 Even the flute was
off-colour.

2. adj. (o'ff-co-lottr\. Not of the right colour or

shade, and so of inferior value: of diamonds, etc.

1878 Scril'ntr's Mag. XVI. 663/2 Diamonds .. are re-

ferred to as white, Cape white, bye water, off color and

yellow. Ibid. 667/1 Definite varieties, such as '

Cape
white ',

'

bye water ',

'

off-color ', and
'

yellow '. 1894 Daily
News 7 July 6/3 Purchasing 'off-colour diamonds' and

substituting them for others of the first quality.

So O'ff-coaoured a.

1896 Cape Times in Daily News 2 June 8/5 Coloured and
off-coloured professional gaol-birds in their convict suits,

1897 Outing (U. S.) XXIX. 487/1 The off-colored puppy
may or may not be the best one of the litter.

Offcome (p-fktfm). Also 6 ofcome. [f. OFF
adv. + COME v.]

1 1. Aritk. The product of multiplication. Obs.

1542 RECORDS Gr. Aries (1575^ 127 The ofcome or prodilct.

1570 FiiLLixcsLKY Euclid xi. xxxiv. 349 The roote Cubik of
that ofcome or product, shall be the second number sought.

1674 JFAKE Arith. (1696' 21 Which is called the Mnlti/'tcc. .

and. .sometime the Ojfconte.

1 2. A conclusion, finish of an argument: cf.

COME-OFF 2. Obs.

1653 R. BAH.LIE Dissnas. I'ind. '1655 28 To have set

down.. some solution of these knots, and not to ha\e left

them with a nicer general offcome. Ibid. 67 But your true

offcome is, that the^e elect infants are not knowne to men.

3. The way in which one 'comes off' or succeeds

in an affair
; (good or ill) success. Sc.

1691 Z. HAIG in J. Russell Ifaigs xi. (1881)327 Lest I have
a foolish off ome, and receive disgrace. 1901 Blacfav, Mng.
Aug. 197/2 There were others .. who chuckled at Rab's
successful offcome.

4. A way of 'getting off' (cf. COME v. 61 g) ;

an excuse. Sc.

0:1700 SHIELDS Faithful Contend. (1780) 179 (Jam.) For

giving us the fairer off-come in the eyes of the world.

1717 \Vodrow Corr. (1843) H- 2 7 The offcome of the

Presbytery was, that he wavered so in his answers, that

they behoved to set them down in write. 1841 TRENCH
Parables xxi. (1877) 364 The excuses or

'

offcomes ', as they
would be called in one of our northern dialects.

Off-Corn p'fk^in). [OFF adv. i.] The com
which is thrown out or separated in winnowing,
either as being light, or not separated from the

chaff; waste or 'offal* corn.

1573 TUSSER Husb. (1878) 176 Such ofcorne as commeth
giue wife to hir fee. 111641 BP. MOUNTAGU Acts fy Man.
(1642) 6 Mixed here with chaffe, off-corne, tares. 1856
Farmer s Mag. Nov. 384 The expense of carting, which
would be paid by the off-corn.

Offcut
^-fkzrt). [f. OFF adv. 3 + CUT z>.]

1. Something that is cut
off,^.^-.

one of the pieces
cut off in shaping a block of stone, etc. In Print-

ing^ a piece cut off from a sheet to reduce it to the

proper size
; also, a part cut off the main sheet

and folded separately, as in a sheet of duodecimo.

1663-4 in Swayne CkureA-w. Ace. St. Tkomas\ Sarum
{Wilts Rec. Soc.) 337 C. Horton work ab* the leads

i6s. with i81b. of old offcuts. 1865-7 BRANDE & Cox Diet.

Sci. etc., Offcut,.. \?, that part of a printed sheet which is

cut off, and which, when folded, is inserted in the middle of

the other part. 1883 Stonemason Jan. 3 The off-cuts and
rubble are closely packed in the disused workings.
2. The act of cutting off. rare~\
1674 N. FAIRFAX Bulk % Sefo. 25 If my soul does not thus

featlv stick out of my body, then it withdrew at the off-cut.

Off-cutting: see OFF- 3.

Off-drive (^'fdrai-v), v. Cricket, [f.

+ DRIVE v.} trans. To drive to the off (OFF D. 3).

1884 I. BLIGH in Lillywhite^s Cricket Ann. 5 His cutting
and off-driving being alike masterly. 1888 Pall Mall G.

22 Sept. 9/1 Then he off-drove his next ball to the ropes.

1897 Ir'estnt. Gaz. 18 May 9/1 At 235 Ranjitsinjhi off-drove

the new bowler for 4.

tOffe, sb. Obs. rare 1
. [ad.L. offa bite, bit,

morsel.] A small piece, morsel, crumb. Hence

fOffe v. trans, to break into bits, to crumble.

c 14*0 Pallad. on Hitsb. \, 688 Half a stryke Of barly

mele, enoyled offed lyte, In dayes thries x, let make hem

76

slyke And faat ynough, so that theyr appetite lie seruyd
wel, and that non offis \zi.r. offes] white Englame vppon
the rootes of theyr tonge.

t Offe, <"ft'.and /;-(/. Obs. Also 3 cue. [An early
ME.deriv.form fromOF,on thennalogyof lNNE,/f,
OUTE, UPPK : used ad\b. and at end of a clause.]
A. adv. = OFF.

c 1175 Lamb. Hoin. 29 5'f }>in hefet were offe. c 1200

ORMIN 14032 To wasshenn offe J>e3}re lie. a 1*25 Ancr. R.
150 Hwonne Jeos rinde is offe. -hwite3 hit wi5uten.

B. prep. = OF (following relative pron. : cf.

Ismfrtf. i .).

c izoo Trm. Coll. How. 03 pat holie gestninge Je he offe

spec3. c 1200 OIOIIN 462 piss gocie prest, patt we nu rnselenn

offe. Ibid. 4097 Aiming f?att Judewutthe fullc patt Crist wass
liorenn offe. ^1375 LAV. 451 pat we beo)> cue [^1205 of]

icomen.

Offe, obs. form of WOOF.

tOf-fear, offea-r, v. Obs. Forms: 2-^of-
feareu, 2-4offeren. 3 of-fseren, oferen. Chiefly

m/a.///<?.of-feared,of-fered, (of-ferdX [Late
OE. f. OF- + OE. fseran to terrify : see FEAR v.

OE. had in the same sense vfxran : see AFEAR v.']

trans. To frighten, terrify ;
in pa.pple. frightened,

afraid.

1131 O. E. C/iron., Ealle Se hit sas^on waeron swa
offeared swa hi naefre Eer ne waeron. a 1200 Moral Ode 157

per \ve mu5en bon el>e offerd and herde us adreden. c 1205
LAY. 15491 S\va wes al (?a uerde Ladliche of-faired. Ibid.

23424 pa wes (>e king Frolle Laoliche of-fered [r 1275 afertd].
a 1225 Leg. Katli. 660 Ha wes sumdel offruht and offearet.

a 1250 (>:(/ ff Night. 976 Hi mi^te oferen here brost.

c 1315 SHOHLHAM 129 Most here no fend offere.

Often, obs. form of OFFING.

Offence, offense (f>fe-ns), sb. Forms: 5-6
offens, Sc. 6 offenns), 4- offence, offense, (5

afence\ [Two forms : ME. offens, a. OF. offens

injury, wrong, annoyance, misdeed, ad.L. offensu-s

offence, annoyance, f. offens-, ppl. stem of offcndlre

(see OFFEND) ; and ME. offense, offe>tee,&. K offense

(1295 in Ilatz.-Darm.), ad.L. offensa a striking

against, hurt, injury, wrong, disfavour, displeasure,
f. offcns-us, pa. pple. of offenders, analogous to

sbs. in -ata. -ade, -<!e ;
cf. the two forms of defence.

The spelling offence would regularly represent the

former of these : cf. hence, pence ;
it has been

extended to both. In U.S. the spelling offense

is now usual.]
tl. In Biblical use: Striking the foot against;

stumbling. ///. andyTt,' Obs. rare.

1382 WVCLIF Lm. xix. 14 Ne before the blynde thow
shall putte thing of offence. 1360 DAI'S tr. Sltidant's

Coiuju. 31 The Scripture calieth Christ himselfe the stune

of offence. 1611 BIBI.K Isa. viiL 14.

2. A stumbling-block ;
a cause of spiritual or

moral stumbling ;
an occasion of unbelief, doubt,

or apostacy.
c 1400 Apol. Loll. 35 pei are mad in }>e house of Israel in

to offens of wickednesse. 1526 TINDALE Gal. v. n Then
had the offence which the cross geveth ceased. 1610

CARI.ETON Jurisd. 288 That monstrous and horrible offence,
which is giuen by many, concluding from texts grossely
vnderstood. 1736 BUTLER Anal. ir. iii, To me there seems
no difficulty at all in these precepts but what arises from
their being offences, i. e. from their being liable to be per-
verted . . to mislead the weak and enthusiastic. 1865 LIGHT-
FOOT Galatians (1874) 220/1 The offence of the Cross shall

be my proudest boast.

3. The action of attacking or assailing ; attack,

assault. Arms of offence, offensive weapons.
f 1400 Destr. Troy 13911 In offens of the freike. .He drof

at hym with be dart. 1-1440 I'raiiip. Paw. 7/1 Afence, or

offence, offensa. c 1450 HOLLAND Htrwlat 602 Riclit so did

the ferd . . jaipe . . to faynd his offens. 1598 BARRET Theor.

li'arres 131 Against batteries, assaults, and other offences

of the enemy, a 1677 BARROW Serin. Ortf. in IM-s. Creator

in Beau:ies Barrotu (1846) 257 The woods.. yield.. shelter

from offences of weather and sun. 1692 BENTLEV Boyle
Lcct. v. (1735) 176 Without Arms of Offense, without Houses
or Fortifications. 1833 HT. MARTINEAU Fr. Wines f, Pol.

iv. 56 Here are no weapons of offence. 1879 LUBBOCK
Addr. Pol. f; Educ. vii. 145 If it would weaken our power
of offence, it would . . increase our strength for defence.

fb. Obstruction, opposition. Obs.

1600 HAKLUVT I'oy. (1810) III. 83 The Sunne. .without

any offence or hinderance of the night, giveth his influence.

t 4. Hurt, harm, injury, damage. Obs.

(-1374 CHAUCER Tnylus iv. 171 (199) Litel witen folk

what is to 5erne pat they ne fynde in hire desire offence.

(1386 Si'm/M. T. 350 The reuers shaltou se..That wyn
ne dooth to folk no swich offence. 1411 Rolls ofParlt. 1 1 1.

650/2, I . . dyd assemble thise
persones

. . nought for to doo

harme ne offence to yowe, My Lord the Koos. 1500-20
DUSBAR Poems Ixxxiv. 27 Thir fo!kis..Hes teichit ws quhat
skaithis and offence That women dois with cullourit elo-

quence. 1582 H KSTER .SVtn Phioraa. n.xxxii. noWoundes
in the head where there is offence of the braine, are mortall.

1601 SHAKS. Jul. C. iv. iii. 201 Tis better that the Enemie

seeke vs, So shall he waste his meanes .. Doing himselfe

offence. 1655 SIR T. BROWNE in Hartlib Ref. Commw.
AVCJ5 Which bare place. .should be covered with a very
thin hoop of iron.. for there . .it may receive offence, a 1705

RAY Creation (1714) 139 Without offence to his eyes.

t b. Feeling of being hurt, painful or unpleasant

sensation, pain. Obs.

c 1400 Rom. Rose 5677 Many a burthen . . The whiche doth

him lasse offense, For he suffrith in pacience. c 1566 J.

ALDAV tr. Boaystuau's Tlicat. World D viij b, Not without

great violent dolors and offence of his tender and delicate

OFFENCE.
bodie. 1626 BACON Sytva 694 As the pains of the touch
are greater than the offences of other senses ; so likewise are

thepleasures. 1674 PLAVFORD Skill Mus. in. 38 Infew parts
they leave an offence in the ear.

5. The act or fact of offending, wounding the

feelings of, or displeasing another; usually viewed
as it affects the person offended

; hence, b. Of-
fended or wounded feeling ; displeasure, annoy-

; ance, or resentment caused (voluntarily or involun-

', tarily) to a person, c. Phrases : To give offence

\

to^ to offend, displease ;
to take offence, to be

offended, to feel resentment, to take umbrage ;

without offence^ without giving, or taking offence.

c 1386 CHAUCER Alan of Law's T, 1040 Hym ne moeued
outher conscience Or Ire or talent or som kynnes affray

Enuye or pride or passion or offence, c 1425 LVDG. Assembly
of Gods 653 Scvsme, Rancour, Debate, and Offense. 1604
SHAKS. Oth. \\. iii. 52 As full of Quarrell, and offence As my
yong Mistris dogge. 1606 Ant. <V Cl. iv. xv. 45 Let me
rayle so hye, That the false Huswife Fortune, breake her

\Vheele, Prouok'd by my offence. 1833 HT. MARTINEAU
Manchester Strike iii. 25 There was no offence in such a

comparison.
b. ^1374 CHAUCER Boeth. in. pr. iv. 57 (Camb. MS.) For

no peril pat myhte befallen the by offense of the kyng
Theodoryke. 1560 DAUS tr. Sleidanes Conini, 99 b, Whiche

, through their impudent marchandise, gave occasion of

offence. 1580 J. STUBBS in Lett. Lit. Men (Camden) 42 To
have incurred hir Majesties greate offence and judiciall

j

sentence of transgressing the Lawe. 1666 PKPV_S Diary
I 7 Oct

,
". .did only answer, that I was sorry for his High-

ness' offence. 1692 BENTLKY Boyle Lect. 7 It was the

opinion of many of the ancients, that F^picurus introduced

a deity into his philosophy. . purely that he might not incurr

the offence of the magistrate. 1771 WESLEY Wks. (1872) VI.
82 This is particularly observable in the case of offence ;

'

I mean, anger at any of our brethren.

C. 1390 GOWER Conf. 1. 1 1 1 The kinges brother in presence
Was thilke time, and gret offence He tok therof. 1553
EDEN Treat. Nfu'C hid. (Arb.) 9 Other poore byrdes may
not without offence seke theyr praye. 1606 SHAKS. Ant. ty

(.7. ii. v. 99 Take no offence, that I would not offend you.

1663 GEFBJER Counsel 108 I^t them have somewhat that

is called meiim without offence. 1712 ADDISON Sfiect, No.

267 F 8 Plea-in^ the most delicate Reader, without giving
Offence to the most scrupulous. 1859 TENNYSON Elaine 112

Many a bard, without offence, Has hnk'd our names together
'

in his lay. 1866 G. MACDONALD Ann, Q, Ncighb. xii. (1878)

234 As I never took offence, the offence I gave was easily
i got rid of. 1882 A. W. WAKD Dickens iii. 53 Unfortunately,

offence is usually taken where offence is meant.

tci. The condition of being regarded with dis-

pleasure ; disfavour, disgrace. Obs.

1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls) II. 221 Man . . fel . . out of

homlynesse into offence [L. offeiuaw] and wre^be. 1601

SHAKS. 'I wel. N. iv. ii 75, 1 am now so farre in offence with

my Niece, that I cannot pursue with any safety this sport.

t 6. a. The fact of being annoying, unpleasant,
or repulsive ;

ofTen^iveness. b. Something that

causes annoyance or disgust ; an offensive object,

quality, feature, or state of things ;
a nuisance. Obs.

c 1430 LYDG. Min. PMWS (Percy Soc.) 48 This litel schort

dyte. lat it be noon offence To your womanly mercifulle

pyte. 1596 HARINGTON Metain. Ajax (1814' 51 They quickly
found not only offence but infection to grow out of great
concours of people. 1601 SHAKS. AlCs !f ell ii. iii. 270 Mee.
think'st thou art a generall offence, and euery man shold

beate thee. 1660 F. BROOKE tr. Le Blanc's Trav. 263 There

was not the least offence of bruitishnesse to be observed in

the.. Ape.
7. A breach of law, duty, propriety, or etiquette;

a transgression, sin, wrong, misdemeanour, or

misdeed ; a fault. 1'hr. To commit (t <&}> make}
an offence. Const, against.
1382 WVCLIF Phil i. 10 1 hat 36 be clene and withoute

offence in the day of Crist. 1423 JAS. I KingisQ. xxxviii,

Quhat haue I >;ilt to him or doon offense, That I am thrall ?

1433 Rolls ofParlt. IV. 479/1 Any affray in offence of the

Kynges pees, c 1470 HENRY Wallace vni. 1225 Wallace to

sic did neuir gret owtrage, Bot gyff till him thai maid a gret

offens. 1548-9 i Mar.) Bk. Com. Pr., Litany, Remember not

lorde, our offences, nor the offences of our forefathers. 1603
SHAKS. Meas. /or AL HI. ii. 15 What offence hath this man
made you, Sir? 1604 TiveL N. m. iv. 345 If this yong
Gentleman Haue done offence, I take the fault on me. 1651

HOBBES Leviatk. \\. xxvii. 156 Only Children, and Mad-
men are Excused from offences against the Law Natural I.

1771 Junitts Lett. Ixiv. 327 The penalties imposed, .bear no

proportion to the nature of the offence. 1841 LANE Arab.

Nts. I. 05 We have not seen 1-im commit any offence

against thee. 1845 JF.BB Gen. Law in Encycl. Metrop. II.

711/1 Hitherto our attention has been exclusively devoted

to offences against the rights of others. 1875 WIMTNF.V Life

Lang. ix. 155 A host of inaccuracies, offenses against the

correctness ot speech.

b. spec, in Law \ see qnot. 1848.

1780 BENT HAM Princ. Legist, xix. i An offence is an act

prohibited, or, (what comes to the same thing) an act of

which the contrary is commanded by the law. 1797 TOMLINS
Law Diet.) Offences are capital or not : capital, those for

which the offender shall lose his life: not capital, when an

offender may forfeit his lands and goods, he fined, or suffer

corporal punishment, or both. 1847 Act 10 $ " Viet. c. 82

(Juvenile Offenders' Act) i Every Person ..charged with

having committed . . any Offence which now is or hereafter

shall or may be by Law deemed or declared to be Simple

Larceny, or punishable as Simple Larceny, and whose Age
..shall not .. exceed the Age of Fourteen Years. Ibid. 4

For the more effectual Prosecution of Offences punishable

upon summary Conviction by virtue of this Act. 1848

WHARTON Law Lex., Offence, crime; act of wickedness.

It is used as a genus, comprehending every crime and mis-
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under the Age of Sixteen Years shall lie convicted of any
Offence punishable by Law, either upon an Indictment or
on Summary Conviction before a Police Magistrate.

t 8. A fault, a blemish. Obs. rare,

1567 MAPLET Gr. Forest n b, Rust therefore is nothing
else but a defaulte and an offence in the. . impurenesse of

any substaunce.

t Offe nee, offense, v. Ot>s. [a. OF. offenser,

offencer (i5th c. in Hatz.-Darm.), ad. L. ofltnsdre,

frequentative of offendfre.]
= OFFEND v.

1512 Helyas in Thorns Prose Rom. (1828) III. 48 By thee
have we over grevously offenced God. 1549 Compl. Scot.
xiv. 118 Aneseruand that offensit his maister. 1570! ITCHANAX
-4</wtf/V. Wks. (1892) 35 Punissing sicar gilty in offenceing.
1614 SVLVESTKR Bethnlias Rescue vi. 345 livery Nation,
whom Thine Arms offenc't.

Offe'iiceful, ft. rare 1

, [f. OFFENCE sb. +
-FITL.] Full of offence, sinful.

1603 SHAKS. Meets,for M. n. iii. 26 Your most offence full

act Was mutually committed.

Offe;uceless, a.
[f. as prec. + -LESS.] "With-

out offence ; unoffending, inoffensive; not causing
offence or disgust; incapable of offence or attack.

1604 SHAKS. Oth. n. iii. 275 Euen so as one would beate
his offencelesse dogge, to affright an Imperious Lyon. 1611
CHAI-.MAN May Day 1*1ays 1873 II. 325 O most offenceless
fault. 1642 MILTON Apol.Smect. Introd., Wks. (1851) 274,
I shall endeavour it may be offencelesse to other mens cares.

a 1763 SHENSTONE Love <y Hon. 126 A soft-ey'd maid, a
mild offenceless prey. 1889 SWISIU'RNK roans and Hall.,
Armada, Tame and offenceless, and ranged as to die.

Hence Offe'ncelessly adv., without offence.

^1631 DONNE Ess. Div. (1651) 135 We may (offencelesly
since there is nothing but [God] himself so large as the
world) thus compare him to the World. 1866 RL-SKIN
Cr. If. Olive Pref. 29 If I might offencelessly have spoken.

Offencible, Offencion, etc. : see OFFENS-.

t OftVncious, a. Obs. rare 1

, [f. offend-on,
OFFENSION + -ous.] OFFKNSIVE 5.
c 1592 MARLOWE Massacre Paris i. Biij, Wherein hath

Ranuis been so offencious?

Offend(t'fe-nd),t'. Also 4-6 offende, fafend(e^ ;

^-*l pa.pple, offend, pa.t. &&&pa.pple. offende.

[a. OF. offend-re to strike against, attack, injure,

wrong, sin against, excite to anger, do amiss, etc.

=
Sp. ofender, Pg. offender, It. offenders, ad. I,.

offendere to strike against, stumble, commit a fault,

displease, vex, hurt, injure, etc., f. ob- (OB- I b) +

-fenders (found only in compounds).]
I. 1 1- tntr. To strike with the feet against

something, to stumble. Obs. rare.

1382 WVCLIF Zcch. xii. 8 He that shal offende [Vulg. qui
Ojffendit, R. V. is feeble or that stumbleth] of hem in that

day. Rom. xi. n Wher thei offendiden so that thei

schulden falle duun? r 1450 C0v. Myst. (Shaks. Soc.) 230
If men walke whan it is nyght, Sone they offende in that

dyrknes.
2. To make a false step or stumble morally; to
commit a sin, crime, or fault; to fail in duty; to
do amiss, transgress. Const, against, f/0, ^unto.
1382 WYCLIF 'James iii. 2 Alle we offender! in many

thingis. If ony man offendith not in word, this is a parf.jt
man. 1440 York Myst. xviii. 66 What ayles be kyng at
me? Forvn-tohym I neuere offende. 1490 CAXTON Encydos
xx'i. 76, I neuer dyde amys, nor neuer offended ayenst hym.
1552 Bk. Com. Prayer Gen. C'onf., We haue offended

agaynst thy holy lawes. 1560 I)AUS tr. Sfoit/atie's Comm.
45 They that offende herein to be presented to the Magis-
trates and punished. 1709 POPE Ess. Crit. 159 Great wits
sometimes may gloriously offend, And rise to faults true
Critics dare not mend. 1854 DoBBU. Balder iii, Such for-

giveness as we bring to those Who can offend no more.

t3. trans. To sin against; to wrong (a person);
to violate or transgress (a law, etc.). Obs.
c 1320 Cast. Lave 1015 But ?ef thei hem amende Of that

that they dude God afende. 1340 HAMPOLR Prose 'J'r. 21

Breke doune Couatise . . bat bou offende not thi conscience.

1390 GOWKR Conf. III. 201 Justice natheles Was kept and
in nothing offended. 1484 CAXTON Fables of JEsop I. xix,
Thow hast so gretely ofiendyd and hlasphemyd the godd-js.

1540 Act 32 Hen. K///
;

c. 14 Sundry persons.. haue not
feared.. to offende the said lawes. 1603 SHAKS. Meas.for
M. in. ii. 16 Marry Sir, he hath offended the Law. 1651
HOBBES Leviath. in. xxxviii. 248 The person offended, is

Almighty God.

f4. In Biblical use: To be a stumbling-block,
or cause spiritual or moral difficulty, to (a person) ;

to shock ;
to cause to stumble or sin. Obs.

1526 TINDAI.E Matt, xviii. 6 Whosoever offend one of
these lytell wons which beleve in me. Mark ix. 43 Yf
thy hande offende the cut hym of. 1577 HANMKR Anc. Eccl.
Hist. (1619) 114 That, if it were possible, the very Elect
themselves should be offended. 1658 M'hotc Ditty Man ix.

7 If our very eyes or hands offend us (that is, prove snares
to us) we must rather part with them.

t b. intr. To be caused to stumble, to be

spiritually or morally shocked. Obs.

1382 WYCLIF Rom. xiv. 21 It is good for to not etc fleisth,
and for to not drynke wyn, nether in what thing thi brother
offendith [.Vulg. ojffi'niiitnr^ i6M c. in', stumbleth, Rheims
is offended], or is sclaundrid, or is maad syk. 1611 BIBLE
i Cor. vlii. 13 If meate make my brother to offend.

II. f 5. trans. To attack, assault, assail
;

also

absol. to act on the offensive. Obs.

ci374 CHAUCER Troylus \. 549 (605) Loue. .With desespeir
so sorwfully me offendeth That streyght vn to be deth myn
herte ffayleth. c 1400 Destr. Troy 12350 Make hym kyng
of HS kith. .your fos to offend. 1540 Act 32 Hen. /'///,
c. 14 The nauy..is..a great defence and surete of this

realms in tyme of warrens well to offende as defende. 1653

Nisscnti 25 The fiercest Tygers., shall not offend you, whilst

[I am] by your side. 1726 I.KONI tr. Albertis Archtt. I. Si 'i

A Kort .. well disposed for offending its enemies. 1744
OZELL tr. Brantante's Sp. Rhodom. 210 Some Swissers..
who cou'd neither Stop, nor Follow, nor Offend M. deGuisc.
[1881 DLFFIKLD Don Qui-v. II. 305 Don Quixote, .. very
proud to see how well his squire defended and offended.]

t 6. To strike so as lo hurt
;
to wound, to hurt

;

to give (physical) pain to; to harm, injure. Obs.
c 1385 CHAUCEH L. G.

\y. Prol. 392 Whan a flye offendith
him or biteth He with his tayle awey the fle smylelh. 1483
CAXTON Gold. Leg. 79/1 The blynde fader aroos and began

I offendyng hys ft-et to renne to mete hys sone. c 1566 J.
' ALDAY tr. Boaystnaus Thcat. II \trld S vij b, Some . . coulde

not by no meanes be offended or grieved with any kinde of

i
poyson or -venom. 1590 SI'KXSKK /'. Q. in. x. i His late

| fight With IJritomart so sore did him offend, That ryde
i he could not till his hurts he did amend. 1685 UOYLK

Effects of Mot. v. 48 The heat., will offend one's hand at

several times the distance. 1687 IJ. RANDOLPH Aicltip. Si
A small fort.. very strongly arch t over, so as no bomb can
offend it. 1758 J. S. Lc J) rail's Ofacrr. Surg: (1771) 284
The Passage of the Sword, .penetrated into the Thorax,
without offending the Lungs.
7. To hurt or wound the feelings or susceptibilities

of; to be displeasing or disagreeable to; to vex,

annoy, displease, anger ;
now esp. To excite

a feeling of personal annoyance, resentment, or

disgust in (any one). (Now the chief sense.)
13. . CHAUCER Compl. to Lady 129 Wei lever is me lykt-n

: yow and deye Than for to any thing or thinke or seye That
nughte yow offende in any tyme. 1387 TKKVISA Iligd< n
(Rolls; III. 269 Furius Camillus offended be peple in

delynge of prayes. 1560 DAI'S tr. SleidanSs Comm. 353 b,

Many thynges whiche my-ht offende mens myndes. 1598
SHAKS. Merry 1C. in. v. 94 The rankest compound of
villnnotis smell, that euer offended nostril!. 1603 Mcas.
for M. iv. iii. 188 If bandy talke offend you, we'el haue very
litle of It. 1667 MILTON 1\ L. vni. 379 Let not my words
offend thee, Heav'nly Power. 1732 BERKELEY Alciphr. vn.

25 If I were not afraid to offend the delicacy of polite ears.

1842 TKNNYSON Day-Dream 214 You shake your head. A
I random string Your finer female sense offends. 1859 -60 J. 1 1.

|

NEWMAN Hist, Sk. 118731 III. n. ii. 2^2 A /ealous Chri>tian

j

preacher offends not individuals merely, but classes of men.
b. To be offended: to be displeased, vexed, or

'

annoyed. Now, usually, To feel personal annoy-
| ance; to feel hurt, to take offence. Const, with,
\ at, or with clause.

a 1548 HALL Chron., Hen, I'll 17 [He] was sore offended
and greatly grevi. cl with the Flemynges . .for kepyng from
him perforce hys sonne and lieyre. 1576 FLKMIN<- I'awpl.
Epist. 112 Although I was offended at the enterprise, I was

|

loath to forsake my frencle. 1634 Documents a.^st. Prynne
1

iCamdeti) 16 The truthe is, Mr. Pryn ..would make the

people altogether offended with all thinges att the present.

1700 iJnviJi-iN I-'al>lcs Pref, I find some people are offended
that I have turned these tales into modern English, because

i they think them unworthy of my pains. 1^33-6 J. EACI.KS
Sketchtr (&*fy 340 You cannot think of them togetlier \vith-

; out being offended at the labour and timidity of Claude.

1559 W. CUNNINGHAM Cosmogr. Glassc 137, 1 prayeyou be
not offended althoughe at thys presente I interrupte you.
1646 ]. HALL Horse I ac. 28 Wander they in their pleasing
darknesse, offended if you shew them light. 1774 KLI.LY
Sck. for IVives iv. ii, Don't be offended because I decline
to do you an additional wrong. Mod. He was highly
offended at being passed over. You are offended with me.

i
1 assure you 1 am not in the least offended.

t c. intr. ~
prec. Sc. Obs. rare.

1561 Q. MARY in Spottiswood Ifist.C/t. Scat. iv. ("1677) 178
;
The Queen offendeth that I use the Title and Arms of

Kngland. #1578 LINDF.SAV (Pitscottie) Chron. Scot. I. 6.

/ZI&39 S POTT isWOOD ffist. C/i. Scot. in. (1677) 174 A Noble
man. .answered, that it was a devout imagination, where-
with John Knox did greatly offend. Ibid. vi. 370 The King
did highly offend at his escape.
Hence Offe-nded///. a. ; Offe'ndedly ativ.,in an

offended manner.
( 1440 rromp. rarv.j'i Afein'yJ, or ofiVndyd, ojftnsus.

1607 TOI-SKLL Four-f. Beasts (1656) 200 These being all

mingled together, let the offended place be rubbed there-
with. 1611 SHAKS. Cytnb. i. i. 75 So soone as I can win th'

offended King, I will be knowne your Aduocate. 1667
MILTON /'. L. x. 566 They..Chewd bitter Ashes, which th'

offended taste With spattering noise rejected. 1746-7
HnvCY Medit. (t8i8) 87 To obtain peace and reconciliation
\\ ith their offended Jehovah. 1804 KUC.KNIA DK ACTON Talc
without Title I. 194 Our modem misses ; who . . look

offendedly grave at those freedoms in conversation. 1847-9
HEM'S Friends in C. (1851) I. 116 Offended vanity is the

great separator. 1876 G. MEREDITH Beauch. Career I. vii.

,
102 She disdained to notice them, and blinked offendedly
to have her clear sight of the weakness.

pife'ndable, a. rare-'1 , [f. prec. + -ABLE.]
Capable of being or liable to be offended.
1868 HKI.PS Realmah xvii. (1876) 482, I am the least

offendable of mortal men.

Offendant ((?fe'ndant), a. and sb. Also 7 -ent.

[a. F. offendant, pr. pple. of offtndre to OFFENIJ.

(The spelling -ent is after Latin : see -ENT.)]
fA. adj. Causing injury or mischief. Obs.

1547 UOORDE Brcv, Health cccxxxii. 107 b, Reforme the
matter the which is offendant.

B. sb. 1. One who offends or does wrong; a

transgressor, an offender. Now rare.

1597 HEARD Theatre Gods Judgcm. (1612^ 450 Neither
' was his anger appeased, vntill that the offendant. .was
1 stoned to death and burnt. 1648 GAI-.K // 'cst hut. xviii.

(1655) 127 It was expected the offendants, some should be
hanged, some banished, some impri>oned. 1831 Fraser's

'

Mag. IV. 549 Ah ! speak, offendant of the goddess !

t 2. An assailant. Obs.

1644 N YE Gunnery (1670) 73 Granadoes . . the effects whereof

| are of no k>s esteem ; whether it be f,r the offendants
or.. defendants. 1646 I'icw Ld. Falkland's Infallibility
155 If he make a thrust . . he then turne> offeiident or arguer.

Offender (^ie-iutei). Also 5-6 -our, 6-7 -or.

[f. OFFEND w. + -ER! } or a. AF. *offendoitr.'\ One
who offends, who transgresses a law, or infringes
a rule or regulation ;

one who gives offence, dis-

pleases, or excites resentment; fan assailant (obs.}.
, In Laiv. One who commits an OFFENCE 'sense 7 b\

fuvcnilc Offender^ a person under a certain age (14 or i' )

who commits an offence, and for whose case special statute*
h.L\e been passed. First Offender, one who has committed
a fir-,t offence, and ol tains theconditional remission of punish-
ment provided by the '

First Offenders' Au '

of i8S8, etc.

1464 Rolls ofParlt. V. 568/2 An Action therof ayenst the
i

seid offendour. 1526 rilgr. Perf. (W. cle-W. 1531) 51 b, A
, synner and offender uf god. 1532-3 Act 24 Hen. /'///, c. 4

They shall haue full power . . to make proces aga\ ne the
1 offendours of this acte. 1552 fck. Com, Prayer den. Cor if.,

Haue mercy vpon vs miseralile offendors. 1665 MANI.MY
C,)-otius Low C'. ll'arrcs 845 Spinola.. proceeded against
them as Offenders again.st the Law. 1794 Heft's n t ->>

Mcth. Fencing 219 A* I have put Kfstncti<. Jns upon tlie

Defender) so the Offender or Thruster must he likewise
limited. 1847 Act 10 <y n I'ut. c. 82 An Act for the more
sjiL-edy Trial and I'unishment of Ju\enUe Offend trs. .. In
certain Cases, to ensure the mure spetcly Tiial of Juvenile
Offenders, .it i.s expedient to allow of such Offender-, Lcin^
procetdcd against in a more summary manner than is now
by Law provided. 1854 Act 17 <y 18 / '/,/. c. 6 An Act for

the better Care and Reformation of Youthful Offenders in

(Ireat Hritain. .. Wh<:i':as Kt-furmatury .Schools for the
}->. tier training of Ju\enile Offenders havi- been, .established.
1861

M_.
PATTLSON Ess. (1889) I. 47 A Mow or an abusive

expression subjected the offender to a tine.

1 Offe-ndide. Obs. [ad. L.
offcmUatl-nm^

f.

offendfre to offend (see -CULE), or a. O1-. offendicle
(\(A\\ c. in Goclef.).] A stumbling-block ; some-

thing that causes spiritual stumbling; a cause of

offence ; an occasion of sin or spiritual difficulty.

*S45. JOYK J--.v/>. Dan. viii. Qvj, In the iniddes of these
afflictions and offend icles. 111564 Utcos Demands Holy
Script., (\fPrayers, etc. (Parker Soc.,) 610 What is a slander,
to onend, or to be offendicle tu any man? 1573 Am-. PAKKKK
Con: i Parker Soc.) 454, I am a principal party, and an
offendicle to him.

Offending ^fc-ndin\ vbl. sb. [f. OFFKXD +
-ING

1.] The action of the verb OFFEND
; offence,

transgression; t hurting ;
a stumbling-block (obs^).

1388 Wvcur jcr. \\. i If tliou takist awei thin offendyngis
[1382 hurtende thingus] fro my face, ihou schalt not be

mouyd. 1500-20 DUNBAR Pc-cms ix. 39 To for L; if my
nychtbouris offending. 1604 KUAKS. Oth. i. iii. 80 '1 he veric

head, and front of my offending, Hath this extent ; no more.

1864 Realm i June 7 Signer Scaiese's oflcnding.s in this

respect, .wire %'t-ry sli-ht and few.

OnVnding
1

,///. a.
[f. as prec. + -ING -.] '1'hat

offends (in various senses of the verb).
1552 HLLOKT, Oflendynge, pjfcnsans. c 1586 C'TLS--

PicMnKOKF: Ps. LXXUII. iv, Offending bo'es. and armor for

defence. 1599 SHAKS. Hen. I
', iv. iii. 29 If it be a sinne to

couet Honor, I am the most offending Soule aline. 1694
SALMON Bate's Dispens. (171 v 201 2 It gives Ease and
Help in most Diseases of the lircast and Luni;s, ..calling
forth the oflending Matter which causes O.aigh-, Hoarse-
ness [etc.]. 1713 SUIKT Catfi'titfs fy I'afiessa 240 Offending
daughters oft wou'd hear Vanes>a's praise rung in their ear.

1856 KROUDE Hist. En. (1858) I. iii. 249 They determined
to compel the oflending bishop to withdraw his words.

OfFe ndress. rtiw 1

.
[f.

OFFENDER + -ESS.]
A female offender.
1601 SHAKS. All's ll'cll \. i. 153 Virginitte murthers it

selfe, and should be buried in highwayes out of all sanctified

limit, as a desperate Oftendresse against Nature.

t Offe'nsable, a. Obs. [a. OF. o/tmable, f.

offenser*, see OFFENCK v.] Offensive, aggressive.
1489 CAXTON Faytes of A . in. v. 176 Deffensable \verre is

preuyleged moche more than is werre oflensabie.

; OfFe'lisaiit, a. Obs. rare. [a. F. offensant,

pr. pple. of offenser: see OFFENCE v.] Hurling,
hurtful ; injiuious.
1578 BANISTER ///*/. Man \. 24 That the. .roughnes of

the ribbes, might not be at any time, to the sensibilitie

of the same [membrane] offensaunt.

Offense, variant spelling of OFFENCE.

Offeiisible ((Jfe'nsib'l), a. Also 7 -cible. [a.

obs. K offiwsibU, -cible (i6th c. in Godef.), ad. L.

offensibilis liable to stumble, f. offens-, ppl. stem of

offendcre to OFFEND.]
1 1. Of the nature of an offence, fault, or crime

;

hurtful, harmful, injurious; offensive. Obs.

1574 HlLLOWM Guttktnft Fetm, Kp. 239 Those y* wil

take in hand any enterprise that naluraly is seditious or

offensible. 1575 OPi*ffDuc.{i!bh& Hurt ef till andofTensible
ceremonies. 1601 HRETON Raznsht SouL-^ That Glorle might
not be offensible That in a Shadowe onely, should be showne.
1611 COTGR., OJfcnsihle^ offencible, hurttull.

2. Liable to take offence, easily offended, rare" 1

.

18.. MRS. HKOWSING Lett. A'. //. Home (1877) J- x\\x. 192
From my own proper consciousness of offensible self-love.

t Offe'nsion. Obs. Also 4-6 -oioun, etc. [a.

OF. offension (\Q\\z., offendoun in GowerJU&Mttr),
ad. L. offension-cm injury offence, stumbling-block,

etc., n. of action from offender? to OFFEND.]
1. Hurt, injury, damage ; displeasure, annoyance;
what is offensive or causes disgust; wrong-doing,
misdeed, fault :

= OFFENCE sb. 4-7.
t-i374 CHAUCER Boeth. i. pr. iv. 13 (Camb. MS.^But yif

bat ihow of thy fre wille rather be blemished with myn



OITENSIVE.

pffencion.
c 1386 Knt.'s T. 1558 My beerd myn lieer..

That ncuere yet ne felte offensioun Of rasour nor of shere.

1413-20 LVDG. Chron. Troy IV. xxx, He was aferde agayne
them of the towne In his person to do offenciowne. 1470
HENRY tt'allacc vn. 456 Kyltli off carioune. .rycht foull off
offensioune. 1582 BKNTLEY Klon. Mafroncs n. 190 Thy
mercie exceedeth all offension.

2. Stumbling ; striking against some obstacle.
T543 TEAHERON I'igo's Ckirnrg. i?i. Wounds n. i. 114

Offension or stomblynir, is when one hnrttth hymself by
occasion of some thynge lyenge in hys way. 1559 MOHWYNG
Evonyiii. 344 For wuundes, prickinges and all kyndes of
offensions and the swellinges that cum therupon. 1656
STANLEY Hist. Philos. I. vin. 75 The offensions of bodies

may happen without any fault, those of the soule cannot.
b. Spiritual stumbling, or the occasion of it.

1382 WYCLIF Ecelas. x.vxi. 7 The tree of offencioun is

gold of men sacrefiende. Rom. ix. 32 Lo ! I putte a
stoori of offencioun [1388 -siounj in Syon, and a stoon of
sclaundre. 2 Cor. vi. 3 To no man 3yuynge ony offencioun,
that oure mynisterie be not reprouyd.

Offensive (<>lVnsiv), .

(j//.). Also 6 -syv3,
7 -oive, -siff. [ad. rned.L. offemiv-us, f. ppl.
stem of offenders to OFFEND (see -IVE) ;

in F.

offensif, -ive (1538 in Godef. Compl.).]
1. Pertaining or tending to offence or attack;

attacking; aggressive; adapted or used forpurposes
of attack; characterized by attacking. Opposed to

defensive.
1547-64 BAULDWIN Star. Fhilas. iPalfr.) 119 They beare

armour defensiue to defend tbeir owne eaiils, and armour
offensiue to assayle the good manners of others. 1581 SAVIIJ;

Tacitus, Hist. III. xi. (1591) 147 A power, .sufficient .. to
make warre offensiue, not onely to stande vppon their
defence. 1611 BIBLE Tnuisl. 1'rtf. 3 A whole armorie of
weapons, both offensiue and defensiue.- 1638 8mT. HKRBERT
Trav. (ed. 2)322 A long muzzle, her teeth sharp, and offensive.

1654 H. L'ESTRANGE Chas. 1 (1655) 16 Conjunction with
them in a league Offensive and Defensive against their
common enemies. 1781 GIBBON Decl. $ F. xxx. III. 143
The four magazines and manufactures of offensive and
defensive arms. 1838 TIIIBI.WALL Greece III. 229 Ducetius
now felt himself strong enough to attempt some offensive
movements against the Greeks. 1847 T. N. SAVA<;E in
Hoslon Jrnl. Xat. Hist., They [Gorillas] are exceedingly
ferocious, and always offensive in their habits,

t 2. Hurtful, harmful, injurious. Obs.
a 1548 in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. III. III. 237 All customys,

usages, and maners . . that hath byn offensyve to Godds
pepyll. a 1592 GREENE Jas. //', v.

i,
Beware in taking air

Your walk > grow not offensive to your wounds. l68lCHETHAM
Anglci's I'ade.jn. viii. 10 Thunder and Lightening are
very offensive and spoil the Angler's sport. 1732 AKBUTIINOT
Rules of Diet 289 Water Fowl are offensive to the Stomach
sometimes by reason of their Oiliness. 1813 SIR H. DAVY
Agr:c. Client. (1814) 219 A number of chemical substances
which are very offensive and even deadly to insects.

3. Giving, or of a nature to give, offence ; dis-

pleasing; annoying; insulting.
1576 FLEMING Panopl. Efist. 114 Neither will I commit

any thing, which might seeme scrupulous and offensive

[orig. <]ni>d<iispliceat\ 1597 SIIAKS. 2 Hen. It', iv. i. 210
Like an offensiue wife, That hath enrag'd him on, to offer
strokes. 1612 BRINSI.EY Lud. Lit. xxx. 29? When by long
custome the order is once made knowne, it will be no
more offensive. 1703 DE FOE in 1544 Re/-. Hist. MSS.
Comm. App. iv. 76, I would do nothing, .that should be
offensive lo my benefactors. 1815 J. W. CROKER in C.
Papers (1884) I. iii. 62 The Prussians are very insolent, and
hardly less offensive to the English than to the French.
1875 WHITNEY Life Lang. ix. 156 The nursery. .has its

dialect, offensive to the ears of old bachelors.
4. Causing painful or unpleasant sensations; now

in reference to taste or smell, or to the moral feel-

ings: disgusting, nauseous, repulsive.
'594 PLAT New sorts S-ylc 6 Such springes as be offensive

in smel. 1634 SIR T. HERBERT Tra-u. 213 They [bats]
sqweake ancl call one the other, in most offensive cryes.
1784 COWI'ER Task n. 96 The rivers die into offensive pools.
1798 FERRIAR fllustr. Sterne i. 9 The offensive details.,
could persuade us of the extreme corruption of manners.
1819 J. W. CKOKER in C. Papers (1884) I. v. 145, I am
agreeably disappointed at finding 'Don Juan' very little

offensive. 1886 Law Times LXXXI. 59/2 Permitting
offensive smells to emanate from certain drains.

1 5. Having the quality of transgressing or com-
mitting offence ; of the nature of a transgression.
1607 NORDEN Surv. Dial. I. 31 The most offensiue will

speake most of theyr wrong. 1609 TOURNEUR Fun. Poane
Sir F. l

r
ere 242 Offensive minds were more discouraged

By mercie than by justice. 1621 BRATHWAIT Nat. Em-
bassie (1877) 133 When thy offensiue life mispent shall

grieue thee. 1649 lir. HAI.L Cases Cause. (1650) 219 Some
things are forbidden because they are justly offensive

; and
some other things are onely therefore offensive because they
are forbidden.

t6. Causing offence (sense i,,/yr.); that is an
occasion of stumbling. Ots.
01640 J. BALL Answ. Canne (1642) i. no In a false

church . to continue a member . . may be scandalous and
offencive, an appearance of evill.

B. s/t. [Absolute use of A. i.] The offensive :

the position or attitude of attack; aggressive action.

Phrase, to act on the offensive.
1720 WATERI.AND Eight Serin. Pref. 2 In my Vindication..

I was chiefly upon
_

the Offensive, against the Adversaries
of our common Faith. 1838 THIKLWAI.L Greece IV. 163We do not know whether .. the council now .. felt itself

strong enough to act on the offensive against him. 1851
GALLENGA Italy 319 He showed no disposition to shut
himself up in Mantua, or even to give up, the offensive.

1879 A. FORBES in Daily News
is'june 5/6 Haphazard

offensive is one thing ; judicious offensive quite another
thing.
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Offensively G>fe-nsivli), aav.
[f. prec. + -LY 2

.]
In an offensive manner.
1. By way of attack or aggression ; aggressively,
*55<* J- HEYWOOD Spider $ F. Ixxxvii. 142 Flies (without

your leaue) passing offensiuelie. 1560 DA us tr. Sltidane's
Connn. 97 They devise a league, not offensively but de-
fensively. 1683 Lond. Gas. No. 1824/2 That Crown will
not be in a posture to act offensively against the Turks this
Summer. 1793 BUBKK Prfs. St. Aff. Wks. VII. 93 They
must make war.. either offensively or defensively. 1807 G.
CHALMERS Caledonia I. i. iii. 109 By thus daring to act

offensively, they are said to have inspired terror.

2. So as to excite displeasure, resentment, or

disgust; disagreeably, unpleasantly, insultingly;
f injuriously, hnrtfully (obs.).

1576 FLEMING Panopl. Epist. no Any thing.. offensively
spoken in the dispraise of your person. 1660 BOYLE Neiu
ExJ>. Phys. Slt-ch. xi. 82 The surrounding sides of the
Receiver were sensibly, and almost offensively heated by it.

1726 SWIFT G'tllircr n. iii, Smelling very offensively. 1803
Med. Jrnl. X. 100 You will readily believe that what I
have thought freely, I could not mean to express offensively.
1885 Manch. Exam. 16 June 4/7 Last night the same
insubordination was displayed still more offensively.

f3. With displeasure, with resentment. Obs. rare.

not to take it offencively.

f4. In violation of law or order. Oh. rare.

1607 Nottingham Rcc. IV. 284 Tymber lyinge vpon the
same Hill offensively.

Offensiveness (?fe-nsivnes). [f. as prec. +

-XHSS.] The quality, character, or fact of being
offensive; injuriousness,hurtfulnessj w/. unpleasant-
ness, disgustingness.
1618 LATHAM -2nd Bk. Falconry (1633) 23 Otherwise ..

there is no content to bee had . . but altogether offensiuenesse
and vexation. 1628 VKNNKR Baths of Bathe (1650) ^57 In
regard of their offensivenesse to the stomack. a 1688 W.
CLACETT 17 Scrm. (1699) 83 The offensiveness of these
offences is. .abated. 1755 HALKS in Phil. Trans. XLIX.
344 The smell of the ascending vapour was very offensive,
which offensiveness abated much in five minutes. 1856
FKOUDI: Hist. En^. (1858) II. viii. 244 The offensiveness of
the evil was disguised by the charm of the good.

Offer (ffaj), sb. Also 5-6 offre, 6 St. offir(r.

[a. F. offre (OF. ofre, I2thc. in Littre), vbl. sb. f.

offr-ir to OFFER. (The cognate Tent. langs. have
a parallel formation from the vb. in the sense
'

offering, sacrifice
'

(ON. offr, Sw., Da., Du. offer)
but no analogous sb. existed in OE.).]
1. An act of offering (see OFFER v. 3, 4) ;

a holding
forth or presenting for acceptance ;

an expression
of intention

or^ willingness to give or do something
conditionally on the assent of the person addressed

;

a proposal.
1433 Rolls ofParlt. IV. 425/1 My said Lord of Bedford.,

made hem perinne diverse faire overtures and offris. Il>id.
t

Of the whiche his lil>erall offre be said Lords bankid hym.
!

c 1489 CAXTON Swines ofAyman xii. 298 Sire, leve that offre
'

that reynawde gyvtth to you. 1590 MARI.OWE znd Pt.
\

Tamburl. v. iii, There should not one. .Live to give offer of
\

another fight. 1613 PUKCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 546 If any \

of his subjects hath any precious stone of value, and make
|

not him the offer of it, it is death to him. 1647 HAMMOND
Power of Keys iv. 60 This magisterial! affirmation having ]

no tender or offer of proof annext to it. 1711 ADDLSON ;

Xpcct. No- 89 F 7 A virtuous Woman should reject the
'

first Offer of Marriage. i858 E. KUWAUDS Ralegh I. xvi.

319 [He] had long been profuse in his offers of service.

b. ellipt. A proposal of marriage.
a 1548 HALL Chron., Hen. I'lf j\>, [She] there receaved

a corporall othe of him to mary her eldest daughter, which
offre she abode not by. 1619 T. LORKIN 4 May in Crt. fy

'

Times Jits. I (1848) II. 156, I would not wish any good
offer for your niece should be refused, in hope of this.

1712-14 POPE Rape Lock i. 82 When offers are disdained, \

and love denyed. 1807*8 \V. IRVING Salmag. (1824) 144 It !

was owing to her never having had an offer.

c. The act of offering a price or equivalent for '

something ; a bid.

1550 Pluuipton Corr. 257 For your hofer, it likes not;
I shud a sold it, I truste, for 4$. or better. 1721 SWIFT
.South-.Sfa Project xx, When stock is high they come
between, Making by secondhand their offers. 1890 Times
IQ July 16/1 The proprietor does not bind himself to accept
the highest or any offer.

d. The condition of being offered
;

in Comm.
the fact of being offered for sale. On offer, on sale.

1794 Gouv. MORRIS in Sparks Life $ Writ. (1832) III. 48
A chateau was in my offer on most eligible terms. 1881

Daily News 23 Aug. 3/6 (Market Report) Old wheat scarce
and dear. Very little barley on offer.

2. concr. That which is offered, a. Something
presented in worship or devotion ; an offering. \

Now rare or Obs.

1548 GKST Pr. Masse in H. G. Dugdale Life (1840) App. i.

72 No man must attempt to appear before him withoute

hys offre, more or less, a 1586 SIUNKY (J.*, Fair streams, . .

let the tribute offer of my tears procure your stay awhile.

1840 Miss MITFORU in L'Estrange Life III. vii. 105 A tuft

of flax to a Grecian bride Was ancient Hymen's offer,

t b. Something presented for acceptance, rare.

1634 MII.TON Cotnifs 702 Were it a draft for Juno when
|

she banquets, I would not taste thy treasonous offer.

3. An attempt, an essay at doing something, or
|

a show of this ; the act of aiming at something, an '

aim. Now rare or Obs.

1581 LAMBARDE Eiren. i. iv. (1602) 19 To represse all .

OFFER.
intention of vproare & force . . before that it should growe
vp to any offer of danger. 1597 BACON Cottiers Good <V
Evill x. in Ess. (Arb.) 154 Many inceptions are . . imperfect
offers and essayes. 1683 MOXON Afcc/t. Exerc., Printing
xvii. F 2 The right side .. [is] too thick, and must by
several offers he Filed away, . . not all at once. 1705
AoDISON Italy 526 One sees in it a kind of Offer at Modern
Architecture. 1711 STEELK Spcct. No. 118 F 2 He had no
sooner spoke these Words, but he made an Offer of throwing
himself into the Water. 1842 S. LOVER Handy Andy xv.

140 You'd make a fair offer at anything but an answer to

i your school-master.

b. A knob or bud showing on a stag's antler.

1884 JEFFERIES Red Deer iv. 69 Little knobs appear on the
beam like points about to grow, which are said to be

; 'offers', as if a point had offered to grow there. 1893Athenxum \ Apr. 400/2 A splendid red deer from Morena
i with fourteen good points and an '

offer
'

or two.

Offer G^fs-O, v. Forms: 1-2 offrian, 2-3
offrien, 3 offren, (ofri, 4 offir, -yr, 4-5 -ire, 4-6
ofre, 5 oflfere), 4-7 offre, 4- offer. [OE. offn-an
- OFris. offn'a, offaria, OS. offrtin (MLG., MDn.
offeren, LG. offem, Du. offeren), Iccl., Sw. offra,
Da. offre to offer a sacrifice

;
ad. L. offer-re to

bring before, present, offer, bestow, inflict, in

I

Vulg. and Christian L. to offer to God, offer

sacrifice. In these last senses the L. verb was
adopted with Christianity in OK. and the cognate
langs. Meanwhile the more primary senses con-
tinued in F. offr-ir (ONFr. offr-er, Pr. offrir, Cat.

ojcrir, It. offering and, after the Norman Con-
quest, gradually passed into JEng., sense 2 being

I

a natural transition. With the exception of Dutch

(? from Fr.) the other Tent, langs. retain only the
sense

(

to offer in sacrifice'.]

1. trans. To present (something) to God (or to

I

a deity, a saint, or the like) as an act of worship
!

or devotion
;
to sacrifice; to give in worship. Also

, with up. Const, to or formerly with simple dative.
The object may be a material thing, as a slain animal,

vegetable produce, incense, money, etc. (cf. OFFERING vhl.
sb. 2) ; or, by extension, prayer, thanksgiving, etc.

^825 I't-sp. Psalter Ixv. 15 Onse^dnisse mer^lice ic ofriu
3e \\,. "holocausta meduUata ojferam tibi}. c 1000 ^ELKKIC

1 Exod. xii. 6 And offrian eall Israhela folc Jxet [lamb] on
! fefen. triooo Hont,\\. 456 Hit WEES gtwuntlic. -biEt man
Gode ftyUice lac offrode on cucan orfe. c 1175 Lamb. Horn.
87 Heo sculden offrien of elchan hiwscipe gode an lomb.
c 1200 ORMIN 1003 And a33 wass sallt wi)>Jj iwhillc lac
Biforenn Drihhtin offredd. 1382 WYCLIF i Cor. x. 20 Tho
thingis that hethene men offren, thei offren to deueli.s and
nut to God. (1400 Destr. Troy 2881 He offert onestly in
honour of Venus, A gobet of gold. 1463 Bury II ills

(Camden) 27 The seid preests to haue jd. oh. to offre at the
messe. 1550 CROWLEY Last Trump. 473 Christe was once
offered for all, To satisfie for all our synne. 1602 MARSTON
Antonio's Rev. in. ii, I have a prayer or two to offer, up.
1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 792 Then did he offer
Incense to Vitzliputzli. 1711 ADDISON Spect. No. 159 F 2
After having washed myself, and offered up my Morning
Devotions 1868 TKNNYSON Lucretius 69, I would not one
of thine own doves, Not ev'n a rose, were offer 'd to thee.

1875 JOWETT Plato i,ed. 2} III. 311 Offer up a prayer with
me and follow.

b. absol. To present a sacrifice or offering ; to

sacrifice
;

to make a donation as an act of worship.
(-893 K. ALFRED Oros. i. xiv. g i Mesiane noldon Sa;t

lA'cedemonia mcegdenmenn mid heora ofreden. c 1000
^ELFRIC Exod. v. i Forhut min folc, J>ast hit ma,'^e offrian

me on bam westene. 1297 R. Gi.ouc. (Rolls) 325 Knit -

.. offrede to bis maumet & honoured it inow. 1377
LANGL. /*. PI. li. xin. 197 And ^e pore widwe ror a peire of

mytes, ban alle bo that offreden in-to gazafilaciuni. c 1400
Three Kings Cologne 133 All be pepil. .come & visitid hem
and offrid to hem wib gret deuocioun. a 1533 Lu. BERNEKS
Jhiott Ivii. IQI We. .are goyng to offre at y 1

'

holy sepulcre.
1548-9 />'. Com. Prayer, //. Communion, Rubric, So many
as are disposed, shall offer unto the poore mennes boxe.

1638 SIR T. HKRBERT Trav. (ed. 2) 92 P.annyans have
repayred to offer here and to wash away their sin lies in

Ganges. 1725 tr. Dnfin's Eccl. Hist, i-jth C. I. v. 139 When
it is forbidden in the Canons to the Deacons to offer. 1893
G. L. KLTTREDCE in Atlantic Monthfy LXXII. 8307^
Tho^e who offer to his relics and receive his absolution.

f 2. gen. To give, present, make presentation of

(spec, lo a superior as an act of homage, etc.).
Const, as in i. Obs.
The first two quots. may be regarded as intermediate

between i and 2, the purpose being religious.
1122 O. E. Citron, an. 963 He nam up Sea Kyneburh

and S. Kynesui5..and S. Tibba. .and broliteheom to Burch,
and offrede heom eall S. Peter on an dteL Ibid. an. 1013
./Elfsige ., bohte .. see Florentines lichaman, eall buton be
heafod, to .v. hundred punda, &.. offrede hit Crist & see
Peter. .1250 Gen. <$ Ex. 3619 Dis folc.. Offreden him
siluer and golde..He it bi*ta3te besseleel. c 1330 R. BRUNNE
Chron. II'ace (Rolls) 4554 When bis grele lordynges Seven
Cesar ofre (?em swylke bynges 1411 Rolls of Par!t. III.

650/2 Offre yow vc. mark (o ben paie.I at you re will.

rti548 HALL Ckron., Ediv. /K 239 That all his heyres . .

should offer a hart of lyke weiglit and value, as a releve
and homage done. 1568 GKAFT-ON Chron, 1 1. 193 To sweare
unto him homage and fcaltiu, the which every one .. did

willyngly offer.

fb. absol. To give something as a present.
1671 L. ADDISON West Barbary 186 The Negro's likewise

call every one by name who Offer, saying Fulano (or such
an one) lays on so much.

3. To present or tender for acceptance or refusal j

to hold out (a thing) to a person to take if he will.

(The prevailing sense.) Const, indirect (dat.) and



OFFER.

direct obj., or direct obj. nnd to, ^nnto : either obj.

may be the subject of the passive voice: ' the place
was offered to him', or 'he was offered the place'.
* "375 Se. Leg. Saints xxxiii. (George) 322 pe king bane

ane infinite Of gret ti esore gert offerit be To george. c 1400
MAUNDKV. (18391 viii. 83 Thei offren hem to do alle, that
the berere askethe. a 1548 HALL Citron., lien. V 49 b,
To inquyre what raunsome he wold offre. 1506 SMAKS.
Tain. Shr. n. i. 383 Nay, I h.iue offred all, I haue no
more, And she can haue no more then all I haue. 1611
BIBLI-: 2 Sam. xxiv. 12, I offer thee three things ; chuse
thee one of them. 1665 MANLEY Grotius' Loiv C. Ibarra
43 He offered himself as a Peacemaker between them.
1791 MRS. RADCLII-FE Rom. Forest ix, I cannot accept the
honour you offer me. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. vi. II.
116 One of the ringleaders .. was offered a pardon if he
would own that Queensberry had set him on. 1875 J. W.
DAWSON Dawn of Lift! Pref. 7, I offer no apology,
t b. with dat., and inf. as direct obj. Obi.

(The object being what the person is permitted to do or have.)
1634 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. 34 He offered her faithfully

to haue remission, and that the Infant Mogull out of his

clemency should forget all former Quarrels. 1654 Don.
OSUORN-E Lett. (1888) 263 If he offers me to stay here, tins
hole

_will
be more agreeable to my humour than any place

that is more in the world.

f C. with obj. cl. To make the proposal, suggest
(that something be done). Obs.
1660 MARVELL Corr. Wks. 1872-5 II. 21 Some offeril. .that

onely the lands 'in c;tpite ', which receive the benefit,
should be taxed with the revenue. 1727 POPE, etc. Art of
Sinking 114 It is therefore humbly offered, that all aud
every individual of the bathos do enter into a firm association.

d. absol. To make an offer or proposal ;
to

make an offer of marriage, to '

propose '.

1596 SMAKS. i Hen. II', v. i. 114 We offer faire, take it

aduisedly. Prin. It will not be accepted. 1847 TI:NN-I s IN

Princ. in. 143, I offer boldly : we will seat you higbest.
1852 R. S. SURTEKS Sponge's Sp. Tour i. 2 He never
hesitated about offering to a lady, after a three days'
acquaintance.

e. Contin. To present for sale.

1632 J. HAYWARD tr. Biondi's Eromena 25, I understand
that your Steward hath offered to sale your goods. 1741
Mmm.ETON Cicero I. v. 370 A particular estate, .which she
was now offering to sale. 1899 Daily News 29 Ma;- ! 5
Short attendance and very little wheat offering.

f. In to offer battle, etc. there is peril, some con-
nexion with sense 5.
1560 DAUS tr. Sleidane's Comni. 64 So great a number of

ennemies are assembled to offer bactel!. 1576 FLEMING
Panopl. Epist. 218 To keepe off Fortune furiously offering
the combate. 1596 SHAKS. Tarn. Shr. v. ii. 162, I am
asham'd that women are so simple, To offer warre, where
they should kneele for peace. 1839 THIRLWALL Greece li.

VI. 239 Darius., was about to meet him and to offer battle.

4. with inf. To propose, or express one's readi-
ness (to do something), conditionally on the assent
of the person addressed.

1433 Rolls ofParlt. IV. 423/1 My said Lord of Bedford . .

offerd and agreed hym to serve be Kyng. a 1533 Ln.
BBRMCU lluon lix. 201 He offeryth to make am< ndes. 1588
HUNSDON ill Border Papers (1894) I. 306, I ..did offer to
send Sir John Selby and towe others to confer with them.
1634 SIR T. HERISEKT Trav. 185 They have too great plenty,
and offred to sell us some. 1724 DE FOE Mem. Cavalier
(1840) 270, I offered to go to the king. 1865 TROLL<;!-K
Belton Est. i. 15 He had offered to accompany her to Belton.

5. To make an attempt to inflict, deal, or bring
to bear (violence, or injury of any kind) ; to put
forth one's effort to make (attack, resistance).
1530 PALSGR. 646/1 Every man offerith hym wronge.

^1590 MARLOWE Faust, x. For the injury he offered me
here in your presence. 1597 SHAKS. 2 Hen. //', iv. i. 211
That bath enrag'd him on, to offer strokes. 1613 PUKCHAS
Pilgrimage 1614' 708 [They] avenged themselves for such
wrongs as' by the Turkes..had beetle formerly offered them.

1781 GIBBON Dtcl. fy f. xxviii. III. 84 The insults which he
offered to an ancient chapel of Bacchus. 1863 P. BAR- Y

Dockyard Econ. 202 Offering.. serious resistance from the
forts and batteries.

b. with inf. To make an attempt or show of
intention (to do something) ;

to essay, try, en-

deavour. (In early use sometimes nearly = to

venture, dare, presume, have the hardihood.)
1540-1 ELYOT linage Gov. 29 After that the emperour

had concluded in this wise his reson, there was no man
offred to reply thereto, a 1553 UDALL Royster D. III. v.

(Arb.) 58, I knocke your costarde if ye offer to strike me.
1613 JACKSON Creed ll. xxx. 17 Heauing and offering with
might and maine to get out. 1656 Bp. HALL Breath.
Devout Soul (1851) 201, I may not offer to look into the
bosoms of men, which thou hast reserved for thyself. 1703
Moxon Mech. Exerc. 37 You should not offer to cut the
Grooves to their full width at the first. 1865 TROLLOPE
Belton Est. xxiv. 284 He did not offer to kiss her.

c. iutr. with at: To make an attempt at or

upon ; to aim at. Now rare or Obs.
1611 B. JONSON Catiline n. i. iRildg.) 278/1 Offering at

wit too? why, Galla, Where hast thon been? 1649 MILTON
Eikon. Pref., This Man, who hath offer'd at more cunning
fetches to undermine our Liberties.. then any British King
before him. 1683 BIIRNET tr. Man's Utopia (i68.|) 36 The
Jests at which he offered were so cold and dull. 1687
Trav. iii. (1750) 169, I will not offer at a Description
of the glorious Chapel. 1701 W. WOTTON Hist. Rome,
Alexander iii. 521 Several offer'd at the Empire during
his time, who came to nothing. 1847 MRS. CAKLYLE Lett.
II. 3 He did not offer at coming in.

t 6. intr. To incline, tend in some direction ; to
have an inclination or disposition to. Obs.
1639 FULLER Holy tt'ar iv. xiv. (1840) 203 They suspected

him to be unsound in his religion, and offering to Christi-

79

anity. Ibid. v. xxv. (1840) 28 We find some straggling rays
and beams of valour offering that way.
7. trans. To bring forward or put forth for con-

sideration, to propound. (In quots. 1634, 1638,
To 'give', let one have; to mention or cite by
way of example.)
1583 BUKLEIGH Lei. to H'hitgift in Fuller Ch. Hist. ix. v.

9 But now they coming to me, I offer how your Grace
proceeded with them. 1634 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. 43, I

will offer you a little of the Arabian Tongne as is more
spoken in that Countrey. 1638 IMil. (ed. 2) 232 The rest
I offer not, this in my conceit sufficing. 1710 PKIUEALX
Orig. Tithes v. 316 When all that I have offered hath been
duly considered. 1796 H. HUNTER tr. St. .Pierre's Stud.
Nat. (1799) I. 524 We shall offer a few thoughts hereafter
on this part of Harmony. Mod. On this I wish to offer a
few remarks.

8. Of a thing : To present (to sight, notice, etc.
;

to furnish, affoid, give.
1576 FLKMIN<; Panopl. F.pist. 44 Sundiie circumstances

which offered them selves to my judgement. 1698 FRYER
Ace. E. India q- J'. 56 A gravelly Forest with tall benty
Grass, offers, besides its taking Look, diversity of Game.
1729 BUTLER Pref. Serin. Wks. 1874 II. 5 It is scarce
possible to avoid judging, .of almost every thing which offers
itself to one's thoughts. 1834 MRS. SoMERVlLLE Contie-i:

2'hys. Sc. iv. (1835) 42 Their motions offer the singular phe-
nomenon of being retrograde. 1892 WKSUJH i Gospel of
Life 41 Each age offers its characteristic riddles.

b. intr. fur rejl. To present itself; to occur.
1601 HOLLAND J'iiny I. 57 There offereth to our eie, first

the towne Nica-a. 1696 I. and. Gaz. No. 3222/3 If the Wind
and Weather offer for bis Kmbarking. 1697 DKYDKN I'iig.
Georg. iv. 631 Th' Occasion offers, and the Youth complies.
1709 STEEI.E Taller No. 4 r i, I.. shall take any Thing
that offers for the Subject of my Discourse. 1809 MALKIN
Gil Bias i. x. F 8 Taking the first path that offered, we
soon galloped out of the forest. 1891 A. H. CKAUKURO Gen.
Craufiird q Light Division 7 He .. distinguished himself
wherever an occasion offered.

Offerable .ffarab'l), a. rare. [f. prec. + -ABLE.]
Th.it can or may be offered.

'577 FI-I.KK Con/tit. Purg. 290 The onely once offered
and no more offerable sacrifice of Christ his death. 1648
W. MOUNTAUUE Itevonte Ess. I. x. 7. 124 Allowing all that
hath Cesars Image onely on it, offerable to Cesar.

Oflferand, variant of OFFUAND Ol>s., offering.
t Offerd, offered, obs. ff. AFKARD, afraid.
c 1200 Trin. Colt. limn. 195 He beS of harme offered.

a 1300 Floriz $ Bl. 632 Sore hi beob offerd.

Offered (fhid*, fpl.a. [f. OFFEB +-ED.]
1. Brought as an offering ; presented for accept-

ance, etc. : see the verb.
c 1175 Lamb. Iloin. 87 )>et ioffrede lomb bet be engel het

offrian bitacneS cristes deSbe. 1566 SECURIS Detection
Cvijb, The common prouerbe saith, that offered seruice

stynketh. 1667 MILTON P. L. ix. 300 Thou thy self with
scorne And anger wouldst resent the offer'd wrong. 1681
Fl.AVKI. Met/I. Grace xxxiii. 550 The refusal of offered
salvation. 1697 DKYMKN l'irg. Georg. n. 547 A.. Goat..
Whose offer'd Entrails shall.. drip their Fatness from the
Hazle Broach. 1885 Athenxum 25 July 104/2 Faust.. dis.
carded the offered aid.

2. [f. OFFER sb. I b.] That has received an offer

(of marriage) v rare.
I79STEELE Tatter No. 52^3 It., assigns to a long Despair

the Woman who is well offer'd, and neglects that Propo.sal.
Offerer (ffarsj). [f. OFFER v. + -ER '.]
1. One who offers a sacrifice, or prayer, etc. ; one
who brings an offering.
1382 WYCLIF Exod. xxix. 33 That it be a pesible sacrifice,

and that the hondes of the offrers ben halowid. 1526
TINDALI: //t 1

/'. x. 2 The offerers once pourged shulde have
hadde no moare consciences of sinnes. 1624 F. WHITE Rcpl.
Fisher 375 Prayers and Praises which the offerers vnder-
stand not. a 1716 SOUTH Strut. (1718) II. 99 A fire, that will

|

he sure to destroy the offering, though mercy should spare ;

the offerer. 1818 LA.MII Poems, In a leaf of 'Lives of
Saints ', The lone mite, the cup of water cold That in their

way approved the offerer's zeal.

2. In other senses of OFFER v., q.v. : One who
presents something for acceptance ; one who makes
an offer or proposal ; one who makes an attempt
at something ; a bidder, etc.

1581 MULCASTER Positions xxxvii. (1887) 161 One may
more then halfe gesse, what they will receiue, when none
seeth but the offerer. 1612 Two Noble K. v. vi, Nay, let's I

he offerers all. 1660 FULLER Mixt Contempt. (1841) 169
The sufferers of violence would have been offerers of it, if

empowered with mightequal to their malice. 1675 WYCHERLEY
Country Wife I. i. (1735) 14 He's one of those nauseous
offerers at wit. 1826 LAMB Ella Ser. II. Pop. Fallacies xi,
There are favours .. which confer as much grace upon the
acceptor as the offerer. 1868 Perthsh. Jrnl. 18 June, The
present Tenant (who is not to be an Offerer) will give
directions for showing the boundaries.

Offering (p'farirj), vbl. sb. Forms: I offrung,
3-3 ofrung, 2-5 offringe, (3 -inke, -ingue), 3-6
offring, -yng(e, 4-6 offerings, -yngle, 6- offer-

ing. [OE. offrung vbl. sb. from offrian to offer.

(Senses I a and 2 a were also expressed in ME. by
OFFHAND from Fr.)] The action of the verb

OFFER; that which is offered.

1. a. The presenting of something to God (or to
a deity or object of worship) as an act of worship
or devotion

; sacrifice ; oblation.
cioooJELfR]c Horn. II. 456 Seo offrung is nu unalyfedlic

zfter Cristes Srowunae. c 1000 Ags. Gasp. Matt, xxiii. 19
Hwaiber ys mare be offrung be bzt weofud be fcc-hal^aS ba
offrunge ? c 1 160 Hatton G. ibid., J>e offreng . . ba offrenge.
c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 47 pat on is childbed, and bat o3er

OFFERTORY.
\ chirchgang, and be bridde be offring. c 1250 Old Kent.
\

Serin, in O. E. Misc. 27 Me sal to dai mor makie offrinke
ban an obren dai. c 1330 R. BRUNNE Ckrou. (1810) 154 To
pe fertre of Saynt Agate Richard made offeryng. c 1386

noon, That to the offrynge bifore lure sholde goon. (1400
[
MAUNDBV. (1839) v. 35 The kynges that made offryng to
oure lord whan he was born. 1546 J. HKYWOOD Prov.
(1867) o Men sale long standyng and small offring Maketh
poore persons. 1847 TENNYSON Princ. IV. 112 And dress
the victim to the offering up.

Iruns
f. 6-1430 LVDG. Minor Poems (Percy Society) 53

And with his wynnyngis he makitll his offryng At ale stakis,
sittyng ageyn the moone.

b. The action of the verb OFFER, in other senses:
tender or presentation for acceptance, for sale, etc.
1668 WII.KIXS Real Char. ll. i. 5.40 Offering,. . profer,

tender, bid,, .overture. 1706 Pnn.i.irs, Offering, the Act of
him that offers. 1884 tr. Loire's Logic .104 Offering stems,
speaking generally, in favour of the seller, .bidding is in
favour of the buyer. 1900 Daily News 18 Sept. 2/5 Only
moderate offerings of breadstuffs were made.. holders still

adopting an attitude of reserve.

2. concr. a. Something presented to God (or to
a deity, etc.) in worship or devotion

; e.g. a slain

animal, fruits, money, or other things, given as an

expression of religious homage or as a feature of

religious worship; a sacrifice ; an oblation.
Often qualified by a prec. woid expressive of its nature or

purpose, esp. in Biblical terms relating to the Levitical
Law; as Inirni-, drink-, free-will-, guilt-, heave-, meal-,
meat-, peace-, sin-, tlianx-, trespass-, leave-offering, etc. ;

see these under their lirst elements.
c 1000 /KI.I.RIC Gen. xxii. 7 Ic axi^e hwajr seo offrung sig.

her ys wudti and fyr. <rn6o Hatton (,',.>/. Matt, xxiii. 18
Swa hwilc swa swere5 on bare ofruni;e be ofer

-f> weofed ys,
se is gelti;;. 1297 K. GI.OI-C. (Rolls) 11326 He wende to
seinte frebeswibe .. & wel vaire isoffringe to be heye weued
ber. 1:1386 CMAUCKR C. T. Prol. 489 Rather wolde he
yeuen out of doute Vn to his poure parisshens aboute Of his

offryng. 1451 Rolls of 1'arlt. V. 219/1 Tithes or offringes
beyng in Spirituelx mens hondes. 1552 AHP. HAMILTON
Catech. (1884) 24, I preferre tlie trew knawlege of God
abone all bruunt offeringis. 1601 SIIAKS. Jitl. C. n. ii. 39
Plucking the intrailes of an Offering faith. 1667 MILTON
/'. L. XL 441 His Offring so^n propitious Fire from Heav'n
Consum'd. 1756-7 tr. Ktyslo's Tniv. (1760) II. 341 That
jewels. .to the amount of many millions, shine as useless

offeiings in the church of Luretto. 1887 BOWEN I'irg.
sEntid III. 406 At the hallowed fires, when the offerings
blaze to the skies.

b. Something offered to a person for his ac-

ceptance, esp. as a tribute of honour or esteem ;

a present, a gift.

.1440 Promp. Parv. 362/2 Offerynge, or presaunt to a
lorde at Crystemasse, or ober tymys. 1634 SIR T. HERBERT
Trav. 156 All which rabble receive libeially from such as
meet them, Offeiings of good will and Charilie. 1776
GIBUON Dccl. f< f. xi. I. 315 Crowns of gold, the offerings
of grateful cities. 1882 Miss HRADDON Alt. Royal II. v. 105,
I was not obliged to fling bis offerings back in his face.

3. a/trib. and Comb, as f offringlac (LAKE i<M).
095 in Kemble Cod.Dipl. VI. 130 Hio becwift vnto Cyrian

._.hyre beteran ofring-sceat. rizoo OKMIN 639 Offringlac
rihiit god inoh Affterr hiss Faderr wille. 1512 in South-
well Visit. (1891) I. 15 That .. the urettist bell . . be rongen
.. all the offeryng tyme. 1548-9 (Mar.) Bk. Coin. Prayer,
Communion, Rubric, At the offeryng dales appoynted,
euery manne and woman shad paie to the Curate, the due
and accustomed offerynges. 1591 PF.RCIVALI. Sp. Diet.,
Ol'lea, an offering, a ronnde offering cake. 1613 PURCHAS
Pilgrimage (1614) 490 They set it dow ne on their offering-

stone, and worship it. 1784 SIR J. CTLH-M Hist. Haunted
(1813) 13 In 1358, the customary tenants paid their l<.rd at
Christmas a small rent, called offering-siher. 1853 ROCK
Ch. ofFathers III. ii. 33 Their offerings of bread and wine,
which they brought.. having th- ir hands muffled up in a

very clean fine linen cloth or offering-sheet.

O'ffering, ///. a.
[f. OFFER v. + -ING

-'.] That
offers, in various senses : see the verb.

1506 SIIAKS. i //< . Ik', iv. i. 69 Wee of the offring side,
Must keepe aloofe from strict arbitrement. 1656 HEYLIN
Sun 1

. France To Rdr., Men., must not expect tobeaiwaies
on the offering hand, but be content to take such money as

they use to give, a 1715 BURNET Oivn Time n. (1724) I.
I5j>No person.. had the courage to move the offering proposi-

tions for any limitation of prerogative.

Offertorial 'cfaJtoo-rial), a. rare- 1
, [f. L.

offertori-ttm OFFERTORA+ -AL.] Pertaining to an

offertory ; used in sacrificial offerings.
1887 J. R. H UTCHINSON tr. Viresalingam's Fortune's Wlltel

vi. 65 [He] lighted some offertorial camphor.

Offertory (p'fsatari'. Also 4 offretory, 5
offry-. offra-, 6 offi-, offytorie. [ad. eccl. L.

offertari-iir/i(lsidore,a6^o), offering-place, offering,

oblation, etc. (cf. late L. offerlor offerer (Commo-
dianus, 245), med.L. ojfferta offering", f. late L.
and Romanic offerl- ppl. stem, substituted for oblat-,

of offerre to OFFER : see -ORY. Cf. F. offertoire

offering ( 141)1 c. in Hatz.-Darm.), It. offertorio 'an

offering, an offring place* (Florio).]
1. R. C. Ch. An anthem sung or said in the Mass

immediately after the Creed, while the offeiings oi

the people are being received, and the unconsecrated

elements are being placed on the altar. In the Ch.

ofEng., applied to the Scriptural sentences read or

sung in the corresponding part of the Communion
Service (now usually called offertory sentences').

1386 CHAUCER C. T. Prol. 710 Wel koude he rede a lesson

or a storie But alderbest he song an Offertorie \Camr. MS.
offratoryj. 1387 TREVISA Higdat (Rolls) V. 231 pat be



OFFERTURE.

grayel and )e offertorie [v.r. offretory] schulde be i-seide to

fore )?e sacrement [CAXTON, sacrynge]. 1483 CAXTON Gold.

Leg. 437/2 After the preest sayth Oremus. .thenne he sayth
the offrytorye. 4:1532 Du WES Introd. Fr. in Palsgr. 1063
Wherfore than sayth the preest after the offytorie . . pray
for me, etc.? 1548-9 (Mar.) Bk. Com. Prayer, Communion
Rubric, Then shall folowe for the Offertory, one or mo, of

these Sentences of holy scripture, to be son? whiles the

people doo offer. 1729 C. WBKATLKY &. Com. Prayer ($&. 6)

vi. 10. 284 The Sentences, are in the place of the Antiphona
or Anthem which we find in the old Liturgies after the

Gospel, and which from their being sung whilst the People
made their Oblations at the Altar were call'd the Offertory.

1885 Cat/i. Did. (ed. 3), Offertory, (i) An amiphon uhirh

used to be sung by the choir while tlie faithful made iheir

offerings of bread and wine for the Mass, of gifts for tlie

support of the clergy, etc. . . The Offertory is said immedi-

ately after the Creed.

2. That part of the Mass or Communion Service

at which offerings are made; the offering of these,

or the gifts offered. Also in R. C. Ch. applied

spec, to the anticipatory oblation (see OBLATION 2).

1539 Bk. Ceremonies in Strype Eccl. Meiir. (1721) I, n.

App. cix. 287 Then fulloweth the offertory, wherby we be

learned to prepare our selves by Gods grace to be an ac-

ceptable oblation to him. 1555 EOEN Dectufas 224 When
the preeste was at mid masse at the offitorie, the kings

profered them selues to go to kysse the crosse with the

capytayne, but offered nothynsre. 1662 /.'. Com. Prayer,
Communion^ Then shall the Priest return to the Lords

Table, and begin the Offertory, saying one or more of these

sentences following, as he thmketh most convenient in his

discretion. 1852 HOOK Ch. Diet. (1871) 542 The offertory
is so called because it is that part of the Communion Service

at which the offerings are made. 1885 Cath. DLt. (ed. 3)

s. v., The great oblation of Christ's body and blood must
be carefully distinguished from the Offertory or anticipa-

tory oblation of bread and wine.

3. transf, t a. The offering of anything, esp.
to God. Obs.

1607 MAKKHAM Carat, vn. Ded., To offer to your vertues

this poure offertory of my labours. 1622 BACON Hen. /'//,
8 Hee made Offertorie of his Standards, and had Orizons,
and Te Deum againe sung. 1649 JER. TAYLOR Gt. Excmp,
Ad Sect, v, We shall . . exhibit to God an offertory in which
he cannot but delight. 1660 EVKLYN Newsfr. Brussels nn-

maskt'tt. Many .. would willingly sacrifice .. their present
fortunes, and some of them their lives too, as a graceful

offertory for such a seasonable and all-healing mercy. 1684
T. HOCKIN Cod's Decrees 162 The Jews did make these

offertories by the especial dictates of God.

b. In recent use, An offering or collection of

money made at a religious service.

1862 HP. MEDLEY in Coventry Standard Aug., Our offer-

tory ever since the cathedral has been opened for divine

worship has been about ,300 instead of /g6. i874SYMONDS
.!>, Italy <y Greece (1898 I. xiv. 297 After the ceremony we
.. contributed to three distinct offertories. 1879 FARRAR
St. Panlll. 6 He ordered collections to be made for the

poor at Jerusalem by a weekly offertory every Sunday.
1891 C/i. Times 22 May 496 It is within a few years only
that the word '

offertory
'

has been freely used for any col-

lection of money for religious purposes.
4. a. A cloth used in the celebration of the

Eucharist, b. A piece of plate used in the same.

(Cf. Du Cange, offertffrium, for both senses.)

1672 in Archseol. Cantiana(s8&6* XVI. 354 note^ Given ..

towards buying some Plate, viz. a flagon, offertory, patten,
and chalice with a cover, for y holy Communion. [1706

PHILLIPS, OJftrtorium (in old Latin Records*, a piece of

Silk or fine Linnen, antiently us'd to wrap up the Occasional
Oblat ions or Offerings, made in the Church. ] 1725 tr. Dttpins
Eccl. Hist, ijth C. I. v. 64 The Chalices were cover 'd with

a Piece of Linen which was call'd the Offertory.

5. attrib.

1641 J.JACKSON True Evang. 7\ 11.90 So was the Paschall
Lambe [the type of Christ], and the other offertory Lambes
too. 1724 LtOmi. Gaz. No. 6290/2 The Offertory Sentence

being read. 1849 KOCK Ch. ofP*athers I. v. 402 Beside the

tunicle, there is worn by the subdeacon, .. the offertory-veil.

1877 J. D. CHAMBERS Div. Worship 274 A principal Orna-
ment to be used in Celebration is the

'

Offertorium ', or

Offertory Veil. 1879 HESBA STRETTON Through a Needle's

Eye I. 90 The offertory money passed through Mrs. Cun-
lifiVs hands. 1886 Chr. Herald'(N. Y) IX 285 An offer-

tory-box placed at the door of a famous place of worship.

tO'fferture. Obs. [a. F. <?^v-////r offer (i 6th c.

in Godef.), or ad. med.L. offertiira offering, oblation,

f. late L. and Romanic offert- : see prec. and -UKE.]
1. Offering in worship.
1595 UARNES Sonn. xxvi. As those three kings, .. By

E
resents rich made royal offerture, Our new-borne Saviour's

lessing to procure. 1624 F. WHITE Repl. Fisher y%& Their
excessiue worship by Vowes, Oathes, Offertures.

2. The offering of something for acceptance ;
an

offer, proposal, overture.

1631 Celestina, x. 117 How much more advantageous ..

would an mtreated promise have Ijeen, then a forced offer-

ture? 1648 Eikon Bas. 29 Thow ha*t prevented us with
offertures of Thy love. 1657 W. MORICE Coena quasi Kou-if
Pref. 8, I .. received with much complacency this amicable
offerture. 1684 T. HOCKIN God's Decrees 355 More trans*

ported with the love of poor empty enjoyments, than with
the offerture of an eternal possession.

Off-fal(l, obs. form of OFFAL.

O'ff-fa:liing. Sc. [f.OFFflafo. + FALLING vM.sb.]
a. That which falls off; //. crumbs or scraps that

fall from the table; also fig. b. A falling off in

health, excellence, or goodness.
1636 RUTHERFORD, Lett., to Lady Kenmure 1 1671) !. 24 O

how many rich off-fallings are in my Kings house ! 1637
Ibid. (1881) 349 O that I had but Christ's odd off-fallings !

<j 1649 DRUMM. OF HAWTH. Hist. Scot., Jas. f (1655) 20

Many who were accustomed to be Copartners of such off-

80

fallings, began to storm and repine at his actions. 1823

JAMIESON, Off-falling, a declension. It is often used of one
who declines in health or external appearance; also in a
moral sense.

So O'ff-fa-ller ($c.) t one who falls off; a deserter.

rti688 HAMILTON Let. J. Renwick in Shields Faithful
Contend, (1780) 40 (Jam.) Shot at by all ranks of off-fallers

from the cause of God.

OfF-gO. Sc. coiloq. [f. OFF- 3 + Go J/'.] A start,

beginning :
= GO-OFF.

1886 STEVENSON Kidnaj>ped\, 5 The first. - will likely please

ye best at the first off-go. 1896 IAN MACLAKKN Kate i'ar-

ni-ffic 96 He wes a wee fractious an' self-willed at the oft'-KO.

So O'ff-go'ing' vl'l. sb., departure, going away,
removal (in quot. 1770 attrib.} ; Off-going

1

///. a. t

that goes off or away, or is being removed.

1727 P. WALKER Life U'clwood in Biog. Prcsbyt. (1827) I.

iS6 He'll get a sudden and sharp Off-going. 1770 E. Hcsler-
ton Inclos. Act 14 Leading and taking away the offgoing

crop. 1861 W. BARNES in Jlacnt. Alag. June 130 The paths
of the oncoming and offgoing bird. 1892 Salisbury Jrnl.
6 Aug. 4/4 Annual Sale by Auction of about 3500 off-going
Dorset Down Ewes, Lambs and Wethers.

Off-hand, offhand (see below), adv. and

adj.phr. [f. OFF/;-<^. + 1 1AND
sb.~\

A. adv. (^fhce'nd).
1. At once, straightway, forthwith

;
without pre-

liminary deliberation or preparation, extempore.
1694 WOOD Life 3 Mar. (O. H. S.) III. 446 The speech

before mention 'd ..being off-hand upon the debates of the

House of Commons, was burnt by command of the House.

1711 HEARSE Collect. (O. H. S.f III. 207 He was a learned
Man . . and would . . speak very neatly offhand in Latin.

1764 Mem. G. Psalmanazar 189 He read the office all in a

good Latin off-hand, as the saying is, and without any hesi-

tation or solecism. 1849 FITZGERALD Lett. (1889) I. 195
Wonderful bits of Poems, written off hand at a sitting, most
of them. 1872 LOWELL IV'ks. (1890) IV. 243 Habit is a

growth and cannot be made off-hand.

2. lit. From the hand with no o'lher support, rare.

1840 A. B. LONGSTREKT Georgia Scenes 11848) 203 That

they [rifles] should be fired off-hand, while the shot-guns
were allowed a rest, the distance being equal.

B. adj. (fHhe:nd; as predicate somct. ^fhre'nd).
1. Of action, spetch, etc. : Done or made off-

hand (see A. l) ; unpremeditated, extemporaneous,
impromptu ; having the air or style of something
so done, free and easy, unstudied, unceremonious.

1719 Free-thinker No. 107 p 2 A very Familiar, Off-hand

Epistle, .from a young Gentleman. 1785-90 R. CUMBKRLAND
Oaservtr No. 109 (R.) This . . supplies him with many an

apt couplet for off-hand quotations. 1822 HAZLITT Table-t.

Ser. ii. xvii. (1869) 344 The dashing off-hand manner of the

mere man of business. 1844 DICKENS Mart, Chuz. vi,

Speaking in his rapid, off-hand way. 1879 G. MEREDITH
Egoist xvi. (1889) 147, 'I do not ride ', Laetitia replied to

the off-hand inquiry.
2. transf. Of persons : Doing or saying things

off-hand, free and ready in action or speech; acting
in an off-hand manner, unceremonious, curt,

brusque.
1708 Brit. Apollo No. 89. 3/2 Who come like Master of a

Riddle Or Off-hand Man upon a Fiddle. 1744 OZELL tr.

Ilrantonre's Spun. Rhodoinontadcs i An off-hand ready
Wit, and lofty Words. 1853 LYTTON My Noz>el n. vt,

Egerton is off-hand enough where he runs glibly thro* para-

graphs that relate to others. 1876 T. HARDY Ethcfberta

(1890) 117 They are painfully off-hand with me, absolutely
refusing to be intimate.

Off-handed (-fharnded), a. = OFF-HAND B.:

esp. in reference to style or manner. (In quot. 1840
irreg. as adv. =a OFF-HAND A. i.)

1835 MOORE Diary 15 Aug. in Mew. (1856) VII. 103 Found
Babbage very off-handed and agreeable. 1840 BARHAM
Ingol. Leg. t Hand of Glory ii, Nor, I'll venture to say,
without scrutiny could he Pronounce her, off-handed, a
Punch or a Judy. 1890

* ROLF BOLDREWOOD '

Col. Reformer
(1891) 182 He's an offhanded chap.
Hence O :ff-ha'ndedly adv., in an off-handed

manner, in a free and easy style, without ceremony;
O-fT-ha'iideclness, the quality of being off-handed.

1823 Xevj Monthly Mag. VIII. 364 There is in them. .an

open off-handedness (to use a significant Irishism). 1883
F. M. PEARD Contrad, xix, He was quite conscious of ihe

off-handedness of Dorothy's manner. 1893 G. ALLEN Scally-
wag I. 40 Isabel Boyton answered a little offhandedly.

Office >'ns), sb. Also 3 offiz, 3-4 -is, 4 -iss,

-ise, -ys, oflce, 4-6 offyce, (5 offyz, -ez, -ease,

offlc, ofic, 6 offes,//. 6-7 officies). [a. AF. and
OP. office (lath c. in Hatz.-Darm.) Sp. oficio,

It. office, uffizio, ad. L. officiitni service, duty,
function, ceremonial observance, business, place,

appointment, in med.L. also service prescribed

by the Church, introit, ecclesiastical court, building
or place for work ; f. ob- (OB- 1 a) + -fiduni doing.]
1. Something done toward any one ; a servic-j,

kindness, attention. Chiefly with qualification, as

good, kind office \ office of kindness, etc. Hence
with adj. of the opposite kind, as i//, etc. : A dis-

service.

1382 WYCLIF 2 Cor. ix. 12 For the mynysterie of this office

..aboundith by manye in doynge of thankingisto the Lord.

1575 Q. ELIZ. m Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. i. II. 278 Which we
have hitherto furborne to graunt . . for the evell offices whiche
her other Secretary did there. 1593 SHAKS. Kick, //, n. ii.

137 Little office Will the hateful 1 Commons performe for vs.

1598 - Merry Ii'. i. L 102, I would I could doe a good office

betweene you. 1655 SIR M. LANGDALE in Nicholas Papers
(Camdeir HI. 123 He suspectes father Talbot hath donnr

OFFICE.

him some 111 office. 1674 Essex Papers (Camden) I. 222,
I know. .that. .y

c
design of getting themselves into y place

will encourage divers to doe me spightfull Offices. 1761
HI;ME Hist. Eng. II. xliv. 505 Those ill offices which his

enemies.. could employ against him. 1877 SI-ARKOW Serin,

x. 128 Making men capable of mutual offices of kindness.

1887 JESSOPP A ready ii. 33 In return she gets some little

kindly office done for her.

2. That which one ought, or has, to do in the

way of service; that which is required or expected:
"I* a. gen. Duty towards others

;
a moral obligation

i (obs.}. b. Duty attaching to one's station, position,
i or employment ; a duty, service, or charge falling

or assigned to one
;
a service or task to be per-

formed ; business ; function, one's part.
a 1300 Cursor M. 28366, I.. did min office na-|>e-lese pat

vn-despensed sang i messe. c 1330 R. KRUNNE Chron. (1810)

, 55 Forto reise f>e treuage. . Paoer & Thurston to J^at office

were fette. c 1400 MAUNDEV. iRoxb.) xxv. 114 Ilkane wate
what he schall do and bisily tentez till fraire officer. 1483
CAXTON Cato I vb, Thou oughtest to be swete gracious and
humble in thyn offyce or seruyse. 1534 WHITINTON Tullyes
Offices i. (1540) 27 Honesty, that is the offyce and dutic of

man. a 1548 HALL Chron. t Hetu VII 61 To thentent yt he
i worthely might be called a king, whose office is to rule and

i

not to be ruled of other. 1603 SHAKS. Meas./or M. n. iL 13

i
Doe you your office, or giue vp your Place. 1656 STANLEY
Jlist. Philos. v. (1701) 183/1 To make a Helm is the Office

of a Ship-wright, but to use it rightly of a Pilot. 1699 J.
1

JACKSON in Pefys Diary VI. 212 The Cardinal de Bouillon,

appointed by the Pope to perform this office in his stead.

a 1756 MRS. HAVWOOD New Present (1771) 252 Her next
office., is to rub the sieve and fire-irons. 1832 HT. MARTINEAU
Hill <y Valley v. 73 He . . had . taken upon him the preacher's
office. 1878 GLADSTONE Prim. Homer viii. in They exer-

cise the offices of the judge, the priest, the counsellor.

t C. Performance of a duty or function, service,

attendance. Obs.

1320 Sir Beues 3555 (MS. A.) panne eueriche marchal
His serde an honde bere schal. While Beues was in bat
office J>e kinges sone..A }ede to Beues stable. 1535 COVKR-
DALE i Kings x. s Whan ihe Quene of riche Arabia sawe
all the wyszdome of Salomon .. & the offyces of his

ministers, and their garmentes..she wondred exceadingly.
1621 QUARLES Div. Poems, Esther (1638) 104 We gave
command.. That by the office of our Eunuchs band, Queen
Vashti should in state attended be.

3. That which is done or is intended to be done

j
by a particular thing ; that which anything is fitted

to perform, or performs customarily; Fr NOTION 3.

1340 Ayenb. 50 pe moub hej> tuo offices, huer-of he on

befongej> to \>e zuelj . . fe o)>er zuo is m speche. 1390 GOWER
Conf"\\l. 85 The laste science.. is Practique, whos office

The vertu tryeth fro the vice. 1546 BP. GARDINER Dfdar,

Joye 80 'I'hen do you..pffende in deuising the wordes

(office and correlatiue) to signifie what fayth doth. 1688 R.
HOLME Armoury in. 320/2 It hath its name Cooler, from
iis Office, which is to cool the Hot Wort. 1774 GOLDSM.
Nat. Hist. (1776) VII. 247 It sometimes happens, that when
the animal is interrupted in performing the offices of exclu-

sion, the young ones burst the shell within the parent's
I body. 1830 R. KNOX Reciartfs Anat. 198 The office of the

arteries is to lead the blood from the heart into all the parts
of the body.

t b. A bodily or mental function as operating;
the proper action of an organ or faculty. Obs.

c 1374 CHAI.-CKR B.'cth. \. pr. ii. 4 iCamb. MS.) Whan she

say me . . wilh-owten office of tunge and al dowmb. c 1425
/'c nd. St. Bartholomew's 52 The same day was restorid

to hym the office of his tonge. 1604 SHAKS. Oik. in. iv. 113
Whom I, with all the Office of my heart Inttrely honour.
a 1656 USSHER Ann. VI. (1658) 778 A certain young man,
who wanted his armes.. performed all things by the office

of his feet.

fc. spec. The function or action of discharging

excrement, etc.; excretion. Qb$. (Cf. house ofoffice,

HOUSE sb. i4b.)
< 1386 CiiAi'CFR Wifis Prol. 127 They beth maked for

bothe That is to seye for office and for ese Of engendrure.
1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 623 Washing themselves,
as they doe also after the offices of Nature.

4. A position or place to which certain duties

are attached, esp. one of a more or less public
character ;

a position of trust, authority, or service

under constituted authority ;
a place in the adminis-

tration of government, the public service, the

direction of a corporation, company, society, etc.

c 1250 Gen. $ E.-c. 2071 Du salt ben ut ofprisunnumen, And
on oin offiz set a^en. a 1300 Cursor M. 25031 Pilate was o

gret officis [v.r. office] for ouer luus h was iustis. ^1400
MAUNDKV. (Roxb.) xxx. 136 Ilkane of t>am base sum office in

J?e emperour courte. 1433 Roils ofParlt. IV. 476/2 Chosen
to the Office of Corouner. 11548 HALL Ckroti., Hen. VI
135 b, The duke of Yorke was discharged of the office of

Regent. 1622 BACON Hen. V//, 38 He was taken into

service in his court to a base office in his kitchen. 1771

Junius Lett. xlix. 255, I. .do not esteem you the more for

the high office you possess. 1855 PRF.SCOTT Philip II, n. ix.

(1857) 305 He avowed his purpose of throwing up. .all the

offices he held under government. 1874 GREKX Short Hist.

Epil. 819 The claims of the Nonconformists were met in

1868.. by the abolition of all religious tests for admission to

offices or degrees in the Universities.

b. In absolute sense : Official position or employ-
ment ; spec, that of a minister of state. Hence to

take office,
leave

office,
etc. Alan of office t

an officer

or official. Jack in (out of\ office: see JACK sl>. 1 36.

^Ofoffice i L. ex officio^ by virtue of office, officially. Obs.

1297 R. Gi.ouc. ^Rolls) 9600 To abbe men in offis Mid him

bat of conseil were god and wis. a 1300 Cursor M. 27170
Man of office or dignite. .werlds man, or clerc. 1389 in

F.ng. Gilds -1870) 21 It is ordeynede. .what brother of yis

gilde be chosen in to office, c 1450 St. (.'ut/ifart (Suttees)
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6959 He kepyd be kirk of office. 1526 Pilfr. Per/. (W. de
W. 1531)302 A straunger and alyant, put in offyce by the

Romayns. 1607 SHAKS. Timon \, ii. 208 Would I were
Gently put out of Office, before I were forc'd out. 1784
Cowi-tiR Task iv. 412 The rugged frowns and insolent rebuffs
Of knaves in office. 1845 DfiUtAKLI Sybil iv. xiv. II. 306
1 Peel ought to have taken office

', said Lord Marncy. 1880
MCCARTHY Own Times IV. Iviii. 259 He had come into office

at the head of a powerful party.
C. Personified, or denoting an office-holder or

office-holders as a body.
1602 SHAKS. Hani. in. i. 73 The insolence of Office. 1634

MASSINGER / 'cry H'oman in. ii, Now, master Office, What
is the reason that your vigilant Greatness, .locked up from
me The way to see my mistress ? 1765 BEATJIE Judgm.
Paris cii, Coward Office .. sneaks secure in insolence of
state. 1781 COMTEK Charity 484 Except that Office clips it

as it goes.

5. A ceremonial duty or service
;

a religions or

social observance ; esp. the rite or rites due to the

dead, obsequies; now chiefly in last office (-).

maner of vessels of euery offyce. 1618 ROWLANDS Sacred
Mem. 37 To show their loue in this last office done To a
dead friend. 1662 SnLUMCFL. Orig. Sacr. ii. vii. 10 The
other great offices wherein their Religion did so much
consist, viz. Sacrifices, distinction of meats, observation of

Festivals, circumcision, and such like. 1711 ADDISON Sped.
No. 135 ? i An eminent Person.. used in his private Offices
of Devotion to give Thanks to Heaven that he was born a
Frenchman. 1822 SCOTT Nigel xxxvi, I.. will be first to
render thee the decent offices due to the dead.

6. Eccl. An authorized form of divine service
or worship : a. The daily service of the Roman
breviary, comprising psalms, collects, and lections
for the several canonical hours, which vary with
the day (more fully Divine Office) ; in the Church
of England, Morning and Evening Prayer. To say
office, to recite the Divine Office, b. The introit,

sung at the beginning of the Mass or Holy Com-
munion; also, the whole service of the Mass
or Holy Communion, c. Any occasional service,
as the Office for the Dead, for Baptism, for the
Visitation of t/ie Sick, etc. ; also, a special form
of service appointed for some particular occasion.
1:1290 Beckit 942 in .?. Eng. Leg. I. 133 pis holi man.,

song ane Masse of seinte steuene.-.pe furste offiz is propre
inov : to be stat bat he was Inne. a 1340 HAMPOLE Psalter
xxii. 7 pis psalme is songen in be office of ded men. c 1375
Lay Folks Mass lik. (MS. Ii) 86 Hi bis tyme..bo prest
kigynnes office of messe. Itid. 581 po preste turnes til his

seruyce And saies forthe more of his office. 1548-9 (Alar.)
Bk. Com. Prayer 121 The office, or Intruite (as they call it).

1556 Citron. Gr. Friars (Camden) 60 The hyshoppe of
Cauntorbery came sodenly to Powlles..and dyd the offes

hym selfe in a cope and no vestment, nor mytter, nor crosse,
but a crose staffe. 1663 CHAS. II in Julia CartwrightHenrietta of Orleans (1894) 150 She is not only content to
say the greate office in the breviere, every day. 1683
EVELYN Mem. 9 Sept., It being the day of publiq thanks-
giving for his Majesty's late preservation.. there was an
office us'd, compos'd for the occasion, a 1746 in Wesley
Princ. Methodist 29 Whoever, .does not worship God in
the Manner she prescribes .. must be supposed to slight and
contemn her Offices and Rules. 1845 STEPHEN Comm.
Laws Eng. (1874) II. 246 The celebration of marriage in

142 Proceeded to sing the office of the dead. 1896" Cii.

Times i3_Nov. 520/4 There is an office for the reopening of
a church in the Priest's Prayer-book,
7. An official inquest or inquiry concerning any

matter that entitles the king to the possession of
lands or chattels : = Inquest of Office, INQUEST i b.

To find ($take, ^return) an
office, to return a

verdict showing that the king is thus entitled.

Officefound, a verdict having this effect.

1432 Rolls of Parlt. IV. 396/2 Of the which Maner the
saide Oratnce. .be an office was put out. 1472-3 ll<id. VI.
25/2 That all Offices founden of the premisses or of any of
theym..be. .voide. 1509-10 Act i Hen, VI'//, c. 8 Diverse
..have been..disherited by escheatours and commyssyoners
causyng untrue offices to be founden. 1607 COWEI.I. Interpr.,
Office doth signifie. .also an Inquisition made to the Kings
vse of any thing by vertue of his office who inquireth. And
therefore wee oftentimes reade of an office found, which is

nothing but such a thing found by Inquisition made ex
officio. 01645 HABINGTON Sun.:, ll'arcs. (Worcs. Hist. Soc.)
ill. 531 Bewdley .. became .. the joynter of hys widowe..as
was found by an office after her descesse. 1768 BLACKSTONE
Comm. III. xvii. 259 If they find the treason or felony. .of
the party accused, .the king is thereupon, by virtue of this
office found, intitled to have his forfeitures. 1877 BI'RROL'GHS
Taxation 277 There may be a forfeiture without such office
found.

8. A place for the transaction of private or public
business of some kind; often including the 'staff'

by which the business is conducted, or denominat-
ing the department of which they are officers.

Applied to the room or department in which the

clerkly work of an industrial or other establish-
ment is done, a counting-house ; also to that in

which the business of any particular department
of the operations of a large concern is conducted,
as the

booking-office, goods office, inquiry office, lost

property office, superintendent's office, etc. at a rail-

way station. Formerly used of the court of an
VOL. VII.
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ecclesiastical official, as still of a police court

(police office) ; now, often preceded by a possessive
case, or combined witli a sb. indicating the busi-
ness or purpose, as collector's, inspectors, surveyor's,
town-clerk's office ; assay-, box-, coach-, Crown-,
fire-, post-, telegraph-office, etc. The more impor-
tant of these are noticed as combinations under
the first element or as main words.
c 1386 CHAUCER Friar's T. 279, I wol ban .xij. pens . . Or

1 wol sompne hire vn-to oure office. 1:1440 i'lonip. I'ai-,'.

363/1 Offyce, or place of offyce, pfficina. 1521 in Fo.\e ./.

ff M. (1583) 822/1 Whether she was euer detected to the
office of Willi. Smith late Bishop of Lincolne. 1611 BIBLE
2 Citron, xxiv. ii At what time the chest was brought vnto
the kings office. 1625 MASSINGER AVw U'ay iv. iii, A debt
to which My vows, in that high office registered, Are
faithful witnesses. 1631 (see CRO\\ N OFFICE]. 1642 Assurance-
office [see ASSURANCE 5]. 1735 POPE Donne Sat. 11. 71 His
Office keeps your Parchment fates entire. 1819 KKAIS Let.
to Reynolds 22 Sept. in Ld. Houghton Life 11848) II. 26
There will be some of the family waiting for you at the
coach-office. 1849 THACKKRAY rendennis xxxv, The Tall
Mall Ga/ette' had its offices. .in Catherine street. 1855
MACAU-LAV Hist. Eng. xviii. IV. 131 The offices [of the Mast
India Company] which stood on a very small part of the
ground which the present offices cover. 1885 La-.u Times
A','/. LI 1 1. 45Q/I Griffith, having taken offices a few doors
off, also carried on the business of a solicitor.

fie- '6*5 NF.IDIIAM Mcd. Medi\ it:.r 382 The Liver is not
the office of Sanguification.

b. Sometimes transferred from the place of
business to the company or corporation there

established, as in Assurance or Insurance Office

(cf. the Post Office}.
1646 Insuring-Office [see INSURING ;'//. sl>.]. 1651-1841 In.

surance Office [see INSURANCE 5!. 1693 Assurance Office
[see INSURE z: 4 c). 1782 (title] The Pha-nix Fire Office.

1858 I.n. ST. LEONARDS Handy-Kk. Prop. Lam\-. 21 The
tenant's, .insuring in an office, .not authorized by his lease.

1870 T. B. SPRAGUE in Jrnl. Inst. Actuaries XVI. 77 The
Office assures to him. .a sum of money payable in ceituin

contingencies. 1883 Chamteri F.ncytl. V. 601 rroprHary
Companies being those offices possessing a capital the

property of the partners. Mutual Offices, where the mem-
bers themselves constitute the company. Mod. In what
office are you insured '? That is an old-established office.

C. (With capital O.) With defining adj. or
attrib. sb. : The building or set of rooms in which
the business of a department of government ad-
ministration is carried on, as the Colonial, Foreign,
Home, ll'ar Office, etc. ; the persons engaged in

carrying on the business of the department ; esp.
the responsible head of the department and his

immediate coadjutors. See FOKEIGX, HOME, WAR,
etc. ; also POST OFFICE.
1707 J. CHAMBERLAYNE SI, Gt. Brit. 599 A List of the

Officers of the Admiralty-Office. Ibid. 690 The Places
where the several Offices are kept .. The Treasury Office
is in the Cockpit .. Stamp-Office, is in Lincolns-Inn

administration of the army was divided.. among the offices
of the Secretary of State, the Secretary-at-War, tiie Ordnance
Office, and the Commissariat, lliid.. In 1855 the office of
Secretary-at-War was consolidated with that of the Secretary
of State for War. .The department thus constituted is the
existing War Office. Ibid. 713 Officers of the Commissariat
..render directly to the Audit Office.. accounts of the whole
of their cash and store transactions.

d. Holy Office (A'. C. C/i.~), an ecclesiastical
tribunal for the suppression of heresy and punish-
ment of heretics : = INQUISITION 3.

1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl., Inquisition or the Holy Office,
1797 MRS. RADCLIFFE Italian xvi, A true instrument of
arrestation from the Holy Office. 1855 PRESCOTT Pliilip II,
n. iii. (1857) 223 A platform was raised . . on which were
ranged the seats of the inquisitors, emblazoned with the
arms of the Holy Office. 1862 LOXGF. H'ayside Inn, Tar-
yiumaiia 112

' The Holy Office, then, must intervene !

'

9. //. The parts of a house, or buildings attached
to a house, specially devoted to household work
or service ; the kitchen and rooms connected with
it, as pantry, scullery, cellars, laundry, and the
like ; also, often including stables and other out-

houses, the barns and cowhouses of a farm, etc.
lc 1386 CIIAL-CER Clerk's T. 208 Houses of office stuffed

with plentee Ther maystow seen of deynteuous vitaille ]

.11548 HAI.L Cliron., Hen. I'lII 74 Pitcher house, Larder
and Poultrie, and all other offices large and faire. 1662
GERBIER Princ. 36 The Kitchin or other Offices and
Selleridge. 1798 Times 28 June 4/3 To be sold. .a. .free-
hold house, with, .numerous attached and detached offices
of every description. 1799 J. ROBERTSON Agrie. Perth 52
The offices are also improved.. forming generally a square
behind the dwelling-house, with the dunghill or straw-yard
in the center. 1846 MRS. GORE Eng. Char. (1852) 57 As he
passed by the areas of the fashionable squares, and imbibed
the aroma of stews and ragouts issuing from the offices.
1881 RUSSELL Haigs Introd. 7 The usual outbuildings and
Offices which such fortified places contained.

b. sing. A privy. Cf. EASE 8 b.

1727 (title) The Grand Mystery, .proposals for erecting
500 Pubhck Offices of Ease in London and Westminster.
1871 E. JENKINS Ginx's Baby \. (1879) 9 The forty-five bigand little lodgers in the house were provided with a single
office in the corner of the yard.

1 1O. a. A keeper's beat. Obs.
1617 ASSHETON Jrnl. (Chetham Soc.) 60 All hunt in James

Whitendales office.

OFFICE-BEARER.

t b. transf. (See quot.) slang. Obs.
a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. C'n;u s. v., Ills Office, any Man's

ordinary Haunt, or Plying-place, be it Tavern, Ale-house,
( iaming-house,
11. slang. A hint, signal, or private intimation;

esp. in phr. to give for take) the
office.

1803 Sporting Mag. XXI. 327 Giving the office is when
you suffer any person, who may stand behind your chair, to
look over your hand. 1811 Lex Bat. s. v., To give the
office; to give information, or make signs to the officers
to take a thief. 1812 J. H. VAUX Was.li Diet., O/fue. a hint,
signal or private intimation.. to lake the office, is to under-
stand and profit by the hint given. 1841 J. T. HEWLETT
Parish Cleric II. 258 Playing us foul, and giving the office
to the Philistines. 1890

' ROLF BOLOREWOOIJ
'

Robbery wider
Arms xiv, Ride about the country till I give you the nflice.

1897 OulmfQJ. S.) XXX. 112/2 The dropping of the hands
is Called 'giving the office

'

to start [a four-horse coach].
12. attrib. and Comb. a. attrib., as (senses 2,4)

office tiaifjff, chair, duly, f -fellow ; (sense 6) office-
Iwok

; (sense S
; office bell, boy, clerk, copy (see quot.),

drawing, girl, hours, stool, work, etc.
; b. objective

and obj. genitive, as (sense 4) office-giver, -holder,
-holding, -hunter, -jobbing, -seeker; office-seeking
adj. ; (sense S) office-cleaner, -keeper. Also OFFICE-
BEAKER, -HOUSE, etc.

'594 Contention n. ii. 25 This my staffe, mine "Office
badge 111 Court. 1841 J. T. HEWLMT Parish Clerk II. 71A brass plate with *ofi"ice-bell

'

upon it. 1869 FREEMAN
Norm. Conq. III. xi. 30 The two chief ministers of the
funeral ceremony .. bearing their "office-books in their
hands. 1899 ll'fstm. Gaz. 17 Apr. 4/1 The officials

(in New York] intend to dismiss the large force of 'office

!">ys in the various departments and replace them by
office girls. "1715 WVCHERLF.Y J'osl/i. U'ks. (1728) 168
How many Sets have had the Luck to wear A Chain of
Gold, and fill the "Office-Chair ! 1899 Daily .Vra'j 21

Apr. 5 2 Charwomen, *ofTice-deaners, pensioners. 1880 G.
MEREDITH Tragic Coin. (1881) 126 'Am I not precise as an
"office clerk?' she said. 1848 WHAKTON I.a:u Lex.,' Office
copy, a transcript of a proceeding tiled in the proper office
of a court under the seal of such offiie. 1855 l-'.ccle^i^logiU
XVI. 294 Mr. Slater sends an "office-drawing. .of a pro.
jected cathedral for South Australia. 1672 OWF.N Disc.

Evang. Love 221 If it be not part of their Office-Duty, to
walk over them. 1553 GRIMALUE CLero's Offices in. (1558)
138 b As yet Aquilius, my 'office fel<nve. and familiar, had not
sette forth the cases, that shoulde be counted couine. 1817
W. IRVING in Life f, Lett. (1864) I. 392, I should not like to
have my name hackneyed about among the office-seekers
and ^office-givers at Washington. 1854 J.

L. STEPHENS
Ccntr. Ainer. (1854) 4 'Office-holders, civil and military.
i860 MOTLEY .\et/ierl. (18681 I. i. 12 The officeholder-.,
were not greedy for the spoils of office. 1890 GROSS C,ild
iMerch. I. no Their anxiety to be rid of the burden of

"office-holding. 1852 Beck's Florist 260 Early rising l.as

compensated for long "office-hours. 1810 W. IKMNC; in

Life ff Lett. (1864) I. 243 The crowd of 'office-hunters.

?ci670 (title) An Humble Proposal to Parliament against
"

Office-Jobbing. 1707 J. CHAMBERLAVNE .SV. Gt. Brit. 509
The Lord Privy Seal and his Officers. -Richard Fountain,
"Office-keeper. 1766 GOLDSM. yic. //". xx, He assured me
that I was on the very point of ruin, in listening to the
office-keeper's promises. 1817 "Office-seeker [see office-

givcr\. 1877 TALMAGE 50 Serin. 2 The office-seekers had
all folded-up their recommendations and gone home. 1884

of an "office stool. 1889 JESSOFP Cowing of Friars iii. 130
The greater portion of work done in the Scriptorium was
mt-ri 1 "office work.

t O'ffice, v. Obs.
ff. prec. sb. Cf. OFFICY v.]

1. intr. To perform divine service: = OFFICIATE
v. i.

1:1449 PECOCK Repr. n. vi. 173 The same preest schulde
office to God. 1502 Ord. Crysten Alcn (W. de W. 1506) iv.

xxi. 237 The clerke so ordeyned sholde not offyce.
2. trans. To perform in the way of duty or

service. rare~ l
.

1601 SHAKS. All's /JV//m. ii. 129 Although The ayre of '

Paradise did'fan the house, And Angles offic'd all.

3. To appoint to, or place in, office, rare.
1611 SHAKS. Wint. T. i. ii. 172 So stands this Squire

Offic'd with me. 1763 CHURCHILL Duellist II. 223 Before her

Magna Charta lay, Which some great Lawyer . . was offic'd

to explain.
4. To drive by virtue of one's office, nonce-use.

1607 SHAKS. Cor, v. ii. 68 You shall perceiue, that a
lacke gardant cannot office me from my Son Coriolanus.

5. slang. To '

give the office
'

to (a person) ; to

give private notice of (something
1

) : see prec. sb. ii.

1812 Sporting Mag. XXXIX. 283 This letter was to office

Trist about laying bets on thick. 1819 MOORE Tom Cribfrs
Mem. 19 To office, with all due dispatch, through the air,
To the Hulls of the Alley the fate of the liear.

Hence ) O-ffleed ///. a. a. Having a particular

function; b. Of a church: see quots. 1598, i6ir.

1598 KLORIO, Officiata chiesa, a church well officed, id est,

well serned, or duly serued. 1604 SHAKS. Oth. \. iii. 271
When light wing'd Toyes Of feather'd Cupid, seele .. My
speculatiue, and offic'd [Qos. active] Instrument 1611 FLORIO,

Officiata Chiesa, a Church officed or serued. Officiate,

officed, serued with due office.

Office-bearer (('lisibeeraj). One who bears

or holds office ;
an officer.

1645 DURYE Israel's Call 12 Civill and Ecclesiasticall

office-bearers. 1855 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. xvi. III. 694
One (Act].. required every officebearer in every University
of Scotland to sign the Confession of Faith. Itid. xix. IV.

376 The right., of the office bearers of the Church to meet

and deliberate touching her interests. 1865 M. ARNOLD
Ess. Crit. (1875) 10 As a plain citizen of the republic of

letters, and not as an office-bearer in a hierarchy.
11



OFFICE-HOUSE.

O'ffice-house. A * house of office' (HOUSE
j^. 1 14); now only//, apartments or outhouses for

the work of domestics, offices (OFFICE sl>. 9).

walles nor gates.. sane onely some office houses without.

1637 RUTHERFORD Lett. (1862) I. 211 A field and an office-

house for the zeal of His servants to exercise themselves in.

1720 Lond. Gaz. No. 5866/3 A large fine House and con-
venient Office houses of all Kinds. 1827 CARLVLE Germ.
Rom. II. 120 A hut, and various ruined office-houses.

Officeless (^fisles), a. ran. [See -LESS.]

Having no office, out of office.

1483 Cath. Angl. 258/2 Officeles, imiinmis .. officiperdns.

1834 Frasers Mag. X. 739, I now must wander through a
world All officeless and cold.

t Office-man. Se. Obs. An officer; an official.

11578 LINDESAY (Pitscottie) C/iron. Scot. (i8og^ I. 305 [The
king]thair tuikewpe house with all maner of office men that
was necessar to be had ffor him. 1583 in Maitland Hist.
Edhi. (1753) 230 The Magistrate and Office Men, sic as
the Provest, Baillies, Dean of Gild and The=aurer. a 1639
SPOTTISWOOD Hist. Ck. Scot. vi. (1677) 407 The Ambassador
. . had office-men standing by him to wait.

Officer (p'Hsai),^. Also 4officere, -iser, -yser,

oficere, 4-6 offycer, 4-7 -icier* 5 -ycere, -ysere,

(-ycyr, -iceer, 6 offecer, -eser, -esar), Sc. 5-7
officiar, (6 -iciare, -iecear). [a. AF. officer

=

QR.officier (1334 in Godef. Compl^ ad.'med.L.

officiariuSy f. offidum OFFICE: see -EB^.]
fl. One to whom a charge is committed, or who

performs a duty, service, or function
;
a minister ;

an agent. Obs. exc. when qualified as in 2.

c 1380 Wvci.iF.SV/. l\'ks. III. 346 So if apostlis . . sawen bus
prestis serve in be Chirche, bei wolden not clepe hemCristis
officeris, but officeris of Anticrist. c 1425 LYDG. Assembly of
Gods 446 Remembre howe ye made me your offycere, All
tho with my dart fynally to chastyse That yow dysobeyed.
1601 SHAKS. All's Well in. v. i8,I know that knaue,. .a filthy
Officer he is in those suggestions for the young Karle. 1619
SIR J. SRMPILL Sacrilege Handled 28 So long as God hath
Officiars of his worship on Earth ; so long must Tithes be
their I nheritance. 1634 M ILTON Counts 2 1 3 He, the Supreme
Good, to whom all things ill Are but as slavish officers of
vengeance. 1669 PENS A"t> Cross xiv. 2 The Luxurious
Eater and Drinker, .has an Officer to invent, and a Cook to
dress.. the Species.

2. One who holds an office, post, or place.
a. One who holds a public, civil, or ecclesiastical

office
;
a servant or minister of the king, as one of

the great functionaries of the royal household, etc.;
a person authoritatively appointed or elected to

exercise some function pertaining to public life, or

to take part in the administration of municipal
government, the management or direction of a

public corporation, institution, etc. In early use,

applied esp. to persons engaged in the administra-

tion of law or justice.
Often with qualification defining the nature of the office, as

officer oj"healtk (see HEALTH i\,ofthe Household, c/Jitslice,
ofthe La^vt of State, etc. ; government, municipal, public^
CUSTOM-HOUSE, MEDICAL, RKTURNING, REVENUE officer, etc.

c 1315 Song D <> Gratias 73 in E. E. P. (1862) 126 }if Jou
be made an officer. .What cause J?ou demest lokehit becler.

1330 R. BRUNNE C/iron. (i 810.1 312 pe Kynge's ansuerewas
smert, & said,

'
I se [}e] wille .. so lowe me to chace, myn

officers to change, & mak bam at 5our grace '. 1375 HARBOUR
Bruce \. ioi Schyrreffys and bail^heys .. And alkyn othir

officeris, That for to gowern land afferis. c 1400 MAUNDEV.

wel theyr deuoyre. c 1430 LYDG. Min. Poems ( Percy Soc.) 54
Off all thi warde thou art made officeer. c 1460 FORTESCUEA bs.

ff Lim. Mon, xv. (1885) 148 |?e grete officers off be lande, as

Chaunceler, tresourer, and prive seell. 1479 in Eng. Gilds +2'$
Paiementes . . to the Maire, Shiref, Recorder, and othir officers.

1578 [n Spottiswood Hist. Ch. Scot. vi. (1677) 291 According
to this division arises a sort of threefold Ofnciars in the
Church. 1607 SHAKS. Cor. v. ii. 3, I am an Officer of State,
and come to speak with Coriolanus. (71677 HALE Prim.
Orig. Man. i. i. 4 What fashion Cloaths the Roman Officers,

Military, Civil or Sacred used. 1802 HAMILTON \Vk$. (1886)
VII. 233 The first officer of the government.. speaking in his

official capacity. 1834 Act 4 <V 5 Wilt. II7, c. 76 109 The
Word '

Officer
'

shall oe construed to extend to any . . Person
who shall be employed in any Parish or Union in carrying
this Act or the Laws for the Relief of the Poor into
execution. 1845 McCuLLOCH Taxation n. ix. (1852) 328
Governments have usually consulted the officers employed
in the collection of the revenue respecting the best modes of

renderingtaxeseffectual. 1849 MACAI LAY Hist. Eng.\\.\. 175
Another act., required every officer of a corporation to swear
that he held resistance to the king's authority to be in all

cases unlawful, a 1860 Qrder\v\ Archbold Poor Law (tA. 10)

71 The guardians shall .. appoint fit persons to hold the
under-mentioned offices, .. i. Clerk to the Guardians. .. 4.
Medical Officer for the Workhouse. 5. District Medical
Officer. 6. Master of the Workhouse... 10. Porter, u.
Nurse. 12. Relieving Officer. 1874 STUBUS Const. Hist. xi.

I. 343 The great officers of the household . . furnish the king
with the first elements of a ministry of state.

b. A person engaged in the management of the
domestic affairs of a great household or collegiate

body, of a private estate, etc. ; f formerly, also, a
subordinate of such an officer; a menial, domestic.
c 1386 CHAUCER Clerk's T. 134 Heervpon hetohiseoffkeres

Comaundeth for the feste to purveye. Shitman's T. 65
[This Monk hath] eek an Officer out for to ryde To seen Mr
gtaunges and hire bernes wyde. IcmsSqr.lmveDegrt
460 The officers sone can he call, Both usshtr, panter, and

82

butler. 1516 PUgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 151 For the
officers in monasteryes of religyon vseth the workes of the
actyue lyfe. 1601 SHAKS. Tn-el. N. n. v. 53 Calling my
Officers about me, in my branch 'd Veluet gowne. 1611

Cymb. in. i. 65 Caesar, that hath moe Kings his Seruants,
then Thy selfe Domesticke Officers.

c. A person holding office and taking part in the

management or direction of a society or institution,

esp. one holding the office of president, treasurer,
or secretary ; an office-bearer.

1711 STEELE Sfeit. No. 78 P 5 At last the Society was
formed, and proper Officers were appointed. 1862 Rules 10
in Trans, PhiloL Soc. p. iv, A General Meeting shall be
Keldai

" . . ~~

of cases grave enough, in the judgment 6f its officers, to need
treatment in the wards.

d. Officer of (at} arms, a herald, pursuivant.
C'f. ARM sb:- 15, HERALD sb. i d, KIXG-OF-ARMS.
c 1500 Three Kings Sons 32 Som officers of armes & pur-

ceuantes that had be at this iourney wente In all haste to
the kyngc, & tolde hym all ^he maner.. therof. a 1548 HAM,
Chron

,
Ediv. I, 229 This counterfeight Herault .. there

put on his cote of Armes. The Englishe out-skourers per-

home Alarmes.

3. spec. A petty officer of justice or of the peace;
a sheriffs serjeant, bailiff, catchpole; a constable

(now rare in England) ; fa jailer ;
an executioner

(obs.). .See also PEACE officer, POLICE officer,

SHERIFF'S officer.

[c 1440 Prowp. Part'. 363/1 Offycere of cruelte, as bayly,
or iayltrre, or other lyke.J 15. . Adam Belfy Clym ofClongh
321 Wyllyam sterte to an officer of the towne, Hys axe out
of hys hande he wronge. 1584 J. NEWBERY Let. in Arb.
Garner III. 182 With officers, I went divers times out of
the Castle in the morning, and sold tilings; and, at night,
returned again to prison. 1593 SHAKS. 3 Hen. /'"/, v.

vi. 12 The Theefe doth feare each bush an Officer. 1596
Rich. Iff) v. i. 28 Come leade me Officers to the blocke

of shame. 1597 SKENF, De Verb. Sign. s. v. Schirejfft\ The
j

Schireffis serjand, or officiar, suld haue ane home. 1609
i Reg. Maj. 7 The summons sail be made be ane lawfull sum-
!
moner (or officiar). 1819 SHKI.LEY Cenci v. i. 35, 1 doubt not
officers are, whilst we speak, Sent to arrest us. \^\ Boston

\ (Mass.) Jrnt. 23 Aug., Sergeant McBryan .. was set upon
i by a crowd of roughs, who threw him down and kicked him
i

in a most brutal manner. In trying to use his revolver the
i officer shot himself through the left thumb. 1888 E. H.
,
MARSHALL in N. $ Q. 7th Ser. VI. 237/2 It is no solecism to

call a police constable an '

officer
'

. . A police-constable is a

peace officer, with the rights and duties of such, and is there-
fore entitled to be styled an 'officer'.

4. A person holding a military or naval com-

mand, or occupying a position of authority in the

army, navy, or mercantile marine
; spec, one hold-

ing a commission in the army or navy.
Officers in the army and navy are sometimes divided into

combat'ant and non-combatant (\\\t latter comprising medical
and commissariat officers, paymasters, etc.). In the army
they are distinguished &s general, staff, commissioned {fieId
and company), brevet, and non-commissionedofficers ; in the

navy as commissioned, warrant, and petty officers. (See
these words.) ^Commission -officer: see COMMISSION^'. 13.

Officer of the day^ 'an officer whose immediate duty is to

attend to the interior economy of the corps to which he be-

longs, or of those with which he may be doing duty
'

(Stocqueler). Officer of tJte deck, the officer temporarily in

charge of the deck of a vessel, and responsible for the ship's

management. I-'LAG-OFFICKH : see the word. (The appella-
tion was app. used on shipboard earlier than in the army.)

1 1^65 Sir J. Hawkins -2nd I 'ay. in Arb. Garner V. 88 In

cutting of the foresail, a marvellous misfortune happened to
one of the Officers in the ship. 1598 W. PHILLIPS Linschoten
In Arb. Garner III, 422 All the Officers of the ship assembled.
Ibid. 423 There grew a great noise and murmuring in the

ship, that cursed the Captain and Officers, because the ship
was badly provided. 1706 Wooden H'ortd Dissected (ij<&)
8 He allows no Distinction betwixt an Officer and a Swabber.

1788 NELSON 26 Dec. in Nicolas Disf. (1845) I. 277 The want
of good Petty Officers, and consequently good Lieutenants,
. .[was] most severely felt during the late War. 1867 SMYTH
Sailor's ly'ord-l>k.

t Officer of the Watch, the lieutenant or
other officer who has charge of, and commands, the watch,

1884 PAE Eustace 5, I would rather be a naval officer.

1599 SHAKS. Hen. /
', iv. i. 37 Pist. . . Art thou Officer, or art

thou base, common, and popular ? AV^. I am a Gentleman
of a Company. 1607 Cor. iv. vi. 30 Cains Martins was A
worthy Officer i' th' Warre. 1665 MASLKV Grotius' Ltnn C.
ll'arres 297 Hereupon, the other Officers and Souldiers also

earnestly perswaded Frederick to surrender. 1698 LuTTKti.L

Kri>fRel. (1857) IV. 302 All the disbanded officers, that are
to have half pay, to doe duty in the standing regiments.

1766 Char. \-s\Ann. Reg. 10 They become colonels, before they
are officers, and then generals, without any other difference

than time. 1844 Regitl. <y Ord. Army 138 The Captain, or

Officer of the Day, is. . to inspect the meals, in order to sec

that they are wholesome, sufficient, and properly cooked.
1881 Morn- Post 29 Sept. 5 '4 The staff is entirely composed
of cavalry officers.

5. A member of a grade in some honorary orders.

(In the Legion of Honour, a member of the grade next
above that of chevalier.)

1846 Penny Cycl. Suppl. II. 193/2 Legion of Honor.. .This
order consists of five divisions: cheiwlier$

t
.. officers, com-

manders, grand officers, and grand crosses. ..To obtain the

rank of officer it is necessary to have served four years as a
chevalier ; an officer must serve two years to become com-
mander.

6. attrib. and Comb, (chiefly in sense 4', as

officer-instructor \ offiw-liktw.\ officer-tree, an
officer's saddletree.

OFFICIAL.

1859 Musketry fnstr. 63 The diagrams of the performances
of each squad or section are . . to be handed over to the
*officer-instructor, or battalion sergeant-instructor. 1898
Westm. Gaz. 21 Apr. 6/3 The Russians have .. insisted on
the dismissal of the Ilriush officer-instructors in rhe Chinese
naval torpedo schools, who are to be replaced by Russian
naval officers. 1778 HAMILTON ll'ks. (1886) VII. 537 Such
carelessness and indifference to the service as is subversive
to every *officer-Hke quality. 1862 MAKG. GOODMAN Exper,
Eng. Sister ofMercy 231 The medical officer of the 42nd,
an exceedingly officer-like and handsome man. 1894 Har-
per's Mag: Feb. 350, I carefully adjusted my Whitman's
7
officer-tree over a wealth of saddle blanketing.
Hence (nonce-words] O'fficerage, the action of

an officer; O'fficeress, a female officer; Office rial

a., of or pertaining to an officer or officers;

O-fficerhood, O fficerism, the position or function

of an officer ; a body of officers.

1837 CARLYLE Fr. Rcr. III. v. vi, Spanish Field-officerism
struck mute at such cat-o'-mountain spirit. 1838 Frasers
Mag. XVII. 687 They were .. of the class officerial. 1839
Ibid. XIX. 742 They . . say, not only that such an officeress

exists, but that she keeps a Clerk. 1841 Bfackw. Mag. L.

333 How much have they not to pay for carriage, porterage,
overweightage, custom-house officerage. 1884 A. FORBES
Chinese Gordon xi. 55 The belief., that he had sufficient in-

fluence with the officerhood of Gordon's force to bring them

Officer fc'fisaj), v. [f. prec. sb.]
1. trans, a. To furnish with officers, esp. military

or naval (cf. to man}, b. To lead, command, or

direct as an officer. Esp. in pass.
1670 COTTON Espernon i. v, 229 Perhaps no Militia in

Europe were better Disciplin'd, nor better Officer'd than

they. 1709 STEELE Tatler No. 39 ^29 They seem to be the

proper Men to officer, animate, and keep up an Army. 1804
WELLINGTON in Owen Mrq. Wellesley's Desp. (1877) 27^
Both these corps were commanded, and in general officered

by Frenchmen and other foreigners. 185* Miss YOXGE
Cameos II. xxxiii. 342 The French must have been very
badly officered. 1858 Merc. Marine Afag. V. 65 The ap-
prentice system . . has officered our ships. 1870 BALDW.
BROWN Eccl. Truth 276 Our system of officering the army.
2. transf. To command, direct ; to lead, conduct,

manage; to escort.

1838 DICKENS Nick. Nick, xvii, Kate .. accompanied by
Miss Knag, and officered by Madame Mantalini. 1841-4
EMERSON F-ss., Prudence Wks. (Bohn) I. 97 Society is

officered by men of parts, .and not by divine men. 1864
Daily Tel. 26 Nov., The fire had only been partially got
under, .. the steam fire-engines, .. although well officered,

being apparently powerless.
Hence O'fficered ///. a. ; Officering vbl, sb.

1687 T. BROUN .Saints /" //>varWks. 1730 I. 78 Whether
you were single or double officer'd. 1785 PALKY M*r. Philos.

ted. 21) II. 435 The direction and officering of the army.
1855 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. xx. IV. 460 An ill drilled and ill

officered militia. 1889 Pall Afall G. 29 July 2/1 His troops
are all either black or Engl^h -officered fellaheen.

O'fficerless, a. [f. OFFICER $& t + -LESS.]
\Yithout an officer or officers.

1893 R. KIPLIN<; Many htvcnt. 172 This officerless, rebel

regiment. 1898 U'estm. Gaz. 18 July 5/3 The officerless

privates then went in and did nobly.

fficership. [f. as prec. + "SHIP The

position or ranR of an officer ; a staff of officers.

1856 Miss YONGE Daisy Chain i. x,\iv. (1879)249 He ..

shook hands with him, as if able, in the plenitude of his

officership, to afford plenty of good-humoured superiority.

1883 Neiv Eng. Jrnl. Educ. XVIII. 72 To the whole

officership, under the very popular and able presidency of
Mr. \v_. 1890 PalllfallG. 13 Aug. 1/2 To the vacant

officership, Mr. B . . has been appointed.

f Officeship. Obs. rare. (.See quot.)
1611 FLORIO, Vjfficiatnra^ an officeship, officiousnesse.

Official V&*JU),J& [In branch I, a. F. official

(i2-i3th c. in Godef.), ad. L. official-is sb., absol.

use of offidalis adj. : see next. In branch II, sb.

use of next.]
I. One who is invested with an office.

1 1. One who holds office in a household. Obs.

1340 Ayenb. 37 Zuyche byeb be greate officials pet byej> ine

be house of riche men.

2. Eccl. In the Ch. of Eng., the presiding officer or

judge of an archbishop's, bishop's, or archdeacon's

court ; now usually styled Official Principal.
The Official Principal of the two Archbishops' courts is now

the Dean of Arches or Judge of thi Court of Arches; in

the Bishops' courts, the office is united with that of Chan-
cellor of the Diocese; the title is more ordinarily known as

that of the presiding officer of an Archdeacon's court.

(1314-15 Rolls ofParlt. I. 293/1 Le libel enseale du seal

autentik le Official ou Evesqe.] a 1327 Poem times Edw. II

(Percy) xxxvi, Official & denys That chapitres schuld holde.

1 1400 Rom. Rose 6420 There shalle no jugge imperial, Ne
bisshop.ne official, Done jugement on me. m& Pol. Poems
(Rolls) II. 236 W[ith] offycyal nor den no favour ther ys,

Hut if sir symony shewe them sylver rounde. 1535 STEWART
Cron. Scot. III. 285 Of Glasgow officiall than weshe. a 1639
SPOTTISWOOD Hist. Ck,Scot, n. (1677) ios[He] was preferred
first to be Official of Glasgow, afterwards made Official of

St, Andrews. 1707 HEARNK Collect. 12 Nov. (O. H. S.) II.

71 Mr. Proast . . was made official of Berks. 1899 Reg. J. de

Grandisson III. Pref. 30 John B., Official of the Court of

Canterbury, and lately his [the Bp. of Exeter's] Official-

Principal. 1900 IWtitnkers Aim. 238 Province of York.

Official Principal and Auditor of the Chancery Court, The
Hon. Sir Arthur Charles.

3. One who is invested with an office of a public

nature, or has duties in connexion with some

public institution; as a government', municipal, or

raj/way official.
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1555 EDEN Decades 194, I being then., inofficial of Justice

in that citie at yowre maiesties appoyntemente. 1598
HAKLUVT I'oy. I. 68 The sayde Kmperour, hath. .an Agent,
mid Secretary of estate, with Scribes and all other Officials,

except aduocates. 1797 MRS. RADCLIFFE Italian, xvi, The
official repeated the summons without deigning to reply.

1856 FROL'DE Hist. Eng. (1858) I. v. 375 He regarded him-
self as an official of the state religion. 1874 W. P. MACKAY
iirace fy Truth 73, I could travel thus, and the railway
officials could find no fault. 1886 Pall Mall G. 26 Nov. 11/2
The Irish Under-Secretaries..are supposed to be impartial
administrative officials.

II. 4. a. Short for offidallettir. fb.//. Official

performances, rites : cf. OFFICE sb. 5.

1768 STERNE.Sent. Journ. (1775) IV. 224 One must be almost
a stone, not to raise a risible muscle at many of their officials.

1884 C. G. GORDON Jrnls. 5 Nov., I then wrote him an
official ; he wanted me to write him an order. I said

' No.
1

Official G>fi'Jal),
a. [ad.L. offidalis, i. offidum

OFFICE: see-AL. Cf.OF. officialese. inGodef.);
also mod.F. offidel (1791 in Ilatz.-Darm.).]
fl. Relating to duty. Obs,

1588 A. KING tr. Canisiiis
1

Catech. 177 Quhilk [cardinal]
vertues ar also called official or dewetifull, for that of thame
proceids. .al kynd of offices, and dewties.

t 2. Performing some office or service
; subser-

vient to something else or to some purpose. Official

member, a bodily organ which serves the needs
or purposes of a higher organ. Obs.

'533 ELYOTCW. //c///;t'(i54i)i2Offycialle members [are]

Synewes, whiche doo serve to the braine : Arteries, or pulses,
whiche do serve to the harte. 1547 BOORDE Brer. Health
ccxxvi. 77 Princypal members be foure, the herte, the brayne,
the lyver, and the stones. .. All other members be officiall

members, and dothe offyce to the pryncypal members. 1614
W. B. Philosophers Banquet (ed. 2) 3 The braine, and
Strings thervnto offitiall. 1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep.
198 The Oesophagus or gullet, .. a part officiall unto nutri*

tion.
t
1667 />/. Posth.Wks. (1712)6 The Namesof Servants

Official to such Provisions. 1875 SCHMIDT Shaks. Lexicon,
Pizzlc, the part in beasts official to the discharge of urine.

3. Of or pertaining to an office, post, or place ;

belonging to the discharge of duties ; connected

with the tenure of office.

Official arms (//-.), arms representing those of an office or

dignity, as those of a city, as used by the Mayor and officers

of the corporation.
1607 SHAKS. Cor. n. In. 148 The Tribunes endue you with

the Peoples Voyce, Remaines, that in th'Officiall Markes
inuested, You anon doe meet the Senate. 1796 H. HUNTER
tr. St.-Pierres Stud. Nat. (1791) II. 583 The enormous
accumulation of landed and official property. 1828 CARLYI.E
Misc. (1857) I. 154 Perorating in official garments from the
rostrum. 1842 BISCHOFF Woollen Mamtf. II. 26 The sub-

joining official documents will render this obvious. 1865
LIVINGSTONE Zambesi Pref. 7 A series of papers in the

Portuguese Official Journal. 1897 GLADSTONE E. Crisis i

A trustworthy appeal from the official to the personal con-
science.

4. Of persons: Holding office; employed in some

public capacity ;
authorized to exercise some

specific function.

1833 HT. MARTINEAU Loom fy Lugger n. v. 96 It must be
to some official person. 1838 DICKENS Nich. Nick, xxii, The
heavy footfall of the official watcher of the night. 1855
MACAULAY Hist. Eng. xix. IV. 308 The Bill, .was strongly
opposed by the official men, both Whigs and Tories.

5. Derived from, or having the sanction of, per-
sons in office ; authorized or supported by the

government, etc. ; hence, Authorized, authoritative.

Ser. i. Co>tdorcet(i?,-j^)66 The official religion of the century
. .was lifeless and mechanical. 1895 United Service Mag.
July 414 The Official History of the War of 1882. 1898 T.
MACKAY State $ Charity vi. 92 The above cited preamble.,
still remains the official definition of a charity.

b. Med. Authorized by the pharmacopoeia;
officinal.

1884 rhantiaceut. Soc. Prosp. 9 The official preparations
and active principles of each drug are enumerated. 1893
Pharmacopoeia of U. S. Pref. 36 (Kunk) The word 'official

'

has been used in this edition of the Pharmacopoeia in place
of the word '

officinal '. The change was made by a special
vote of the Committee at one of its first meetings in 1890.

1898 Kev. Brit. Pharm. 12 An official quinine-pill had be-

come almost a necessity.

6. Having the manner or air proper to one in

office, or denoting relations which arise from one's

office, as distinct from those which are personal ;

formal, ceremonious.
1882 Miss BRADDON Mt. Royal III. i. 5 Handing it with

o.Ticiat solemnity to Mrs. Tregont;!!. 1896
' M. FIELD'

Attila i. 27 Be distant and official.

Officialdom (('fi-Jaldam). [See-DOM.] Theposi-
tion of an official; official routine

;
the domain or

sphere of officials
;

officials collectively. (Often in

hostile sense: cf. OFFICIALISM.)
1863 Temple Bar Mag. J uly 487 The little man . . made an

elaborate speech to officialdom, and at me, and led me away.
1880 Miss BIRD Japan I. 57 The stage, one half of which
was reserved for foreigners, the other half for Japanese
officialdom. 1884 Liverpool Mercury 22 Oct. 5/6 [He] has
burst the bonds of officialdom. 1888 Comh. Mag. Oct. 369
The language of officialdom is entirely French.

Oftlciaie-se. nonce-^'on/. [f.
as prec. + -ESE.]

The language characteristic of officials or official

documents.
1864 YATES Recoll.iii. 1. 126 What was called, in delightful

officialese,
'

the double Secretariat
'

was abolished.

83

Officialism (('frjaliz'm). [f. OFFICIAL + -ISM,]
The mode of action characteristic of officials; per-
functory and literal discharge of the duties of
office

;
official system or routine

; officials collec-

tively or in the abstract. (Often in derogatory
sense = red tape, red tafeisni.}
1857 SMILES S/ef/iensmi (1859) 233 Their greatest national

enterprises have not been planned by officialism. 1873 H.
SPENCER Stud. Suciol. (1882) 170 The unwisdom of officialism
is daily illustrated. 1886 J. MARTINEAU Cfi. K>ig. in Contemp.
Rev. L. 15 There is necessarily an indefinite amount of un-

reality and officialism in worship, i. e. of worship simulated
by mechanical imitation. 1895 Times 7 Jan. 4/1 What was
lacking .. was a little common-sense to help officialism at

headquarters to grasp the practical situation.

Officiality (c'fiJi,K-liti\ [a. F. officialiit (i 285
in sense i, in Hatz.-Darm.), or ad. late L.offidiilitiis,
f. official-is OFFICIAL: see -ITY.]

1. The office or dignity of an ecclesiastical official

(OFFICIAL sli. 2); the court of such, or the building
in which it assembles. 0!>s. exc. Ifist.

1742 Hu.MK Kss., Miracles (1817) II. 463 note, Many of the
miracles of Abbe Paris were proved immediately before the

officiality, or bishop's court, at Paris. 1858 NKAI.K Hist.
Jansctrist Ch. Introd. 49 The officiality was, for borne time,
kept open both by night and by day.

2. = OFFICIALISM, rare.

1841 CARLVI.K Heroes vi. 347 To us it is no dilettante

work, no sleek officiality. 1858 Fredk. (if. I. in. x. 277
'Philip is not permitted to go', said Imperial Officiality.
1881 Daily Tel. 4 Feb., It may be surmised that ofiiciality
will not offer any objections.

b. Something official
;
an official post, notice,

duty, etc.

1843 CARLVI.F./>

J<^/V. n. i, [He] held some 'otedicntia ',

subaltern ofiiciality there. 1862 Fredk. Gt. (1872) III. ix.

iii. 92 An actual Prussian Commissary hangs out his an-
nouncements and officialises atDonauwurth. 1867 Reinin.
(1881) II. 155 A cheerful, lively element, in spite of Reform
Hills and officialities. .which, before long, supervened.
Officialize (<<lrjabiz), v. [f. OFFICIAL + -IZE.]
1. intr. To do official work. rare.

1850 SIR S. NORTHCOTE in Life (1890) I. iii. 90, 1 should he

just as contented if I were set to grind coffee, .as when I am
farming or officialising.

2. trans. To render official, give an official char-

acter to ; to bring under official control.

1887 Sat. Rev. 16 Apr. 554 The most officialized of officials,

smooth, monotonous, colourless. 1895(7. A'tT'. July 273 This
officialising of voluntary effort would . . give the working
classes a larger influence. 1897 Spectator 4 Sept. 297/2 An
Empire officialised and regulated to death 1

Officially (^rjali), adv. [f. as prec. + -LY 2.]
In an official manner or capacity ; by virtue, or in

consequence, of one's office ; with official authority,

sanction, or formality ; by or in presence of an
official.

1790 liuRKE/V. Rev. 241 No excess is good; and therefore
too great a proportion of landed property may he held

officially for life. 1816 J. SCOTT Vis. Paris (ed. 5) Pref. 58
Buonaparte is officially announced to have quitted Mai-
maison for Rochefort. 1861 GEO. ELIOT Silas M. vi, He
winked . .at two of the company, who were known officially
as the ' bassoon

'

and the 'key-bugle'. 1868 DICKKNS Un-
comin. Trav. xviii, Some gentle-hearted functionary . . who
I suppose was officially present at the Inquest. 1871 MORLEY
Voltaire (1886) 8 The

fiery
darts of the officially orthodox.

Official Principal : see OFFICIAL ib. i.

t Offi-cialry. Obs. [See -RY.] An official post.
1716 M. DAVIES A then. Brit. III. 10 A Country-Justiciary,

or Custom-House-Attendancy, or Excise-Officialry.

t Offi'cialship. Obs. [f. OFFICIAL sb. -t- -SHIP.]
The post of an ecclesiastical official

;
a body of

such officials; = OFFICIALITY i.

? 1461 Liber NigerDomusEdvj. IVm Housch. Ofd. (1790)

27^'Fhese lordes rewarde theire..chapeleyns..with officyal-

shippes, deaneries, prebendes. 1533 CRANMKK Let. in Misc.
Writ. (Parker Soc.) II. 266 Which said Thomas Eton.,
exercised the room of the officialship in Exeter. 1691 WOOD
At/i. OXOH. I. 345 A Canonry, and an Officialship of the
said Church, he kept to his dying day. 176* tr. Kitscliing's
Syst. Ccog. IV. 331 The officialship has the direction of all

persons and things relating to the service of religion.

Offieialty((7fvfalti). rare. [f. OFFICIAL*^. + -TY.]
fl. = OFFICIALITY i. Obs.

1726 AYLIFFE Parergon 163 An Officially to an Archdeacon.
2. = OFFICIALITY 2, OFFICIALISM.
1876 T. HARDY Etheltcrta ii. (1877) 22 When pleasant malt

liquor . . had . . neutralised some of the effects of officially.

Officiant (j'fi'J'ant). [ad. med.L. officiant-em,

pr. pple. of officiare to OFFICIATE: cf. K. officiant

(1690 in Hatz.-Darm.).] One who officiates at

a religious ceremony or conducts a (formal) re-

ligious service ; an officiating priest or minister.

1844 LINGARD Anglo-Sax. Ch. (1858) I. vii. 273 A prayer,
pronounced by the bishop or officiant. 1881 FAIRBAIRN Stutt.

Life Christ xvL 286 The priests were essentially officiants.

1893 SIR W. Hi NTKR Old .Missionary 136 The officiants at
the mosque, .lined the wayside and salaamed.

Official", obs. Sc. form of OFFICKH.
Officia-rian. rare-*, [f. as next + -AN.] One
who makes duty the principle of ethics.

1865 J. GROTE Moral Ideals (1876) 126 There hence arises

..a continual contest between the moralists of duty and the
moralists of feeling, the officiarians and emotionalists.

OFFICIATE.

Officiary (^fi-Jiaii), sl>. [In I, f. as next; in II,
ad. med.L. type *officiaria^ f. offidaritis OFFICER.]

I. 1. An officer or official, rare.
1611 SPKED Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. xxi. 98. 1025 Without any

trouble, vexation or impeachment .. by his heires, or by any
his Officiates, Ministers, or Subjects. 1814 COLKRIDGK Lett.,
to D. Stuart 30 Oct. (1895) 635 Human jurisprudence.,
knows nothing of persons, other than as properties, officiaries,
subjects. 1845 J. MARTINEAU Misc. (1852) 144 The staff of
government officiaries.

2. A body of officers; an official body. U.S.
1888 i'oice (N. Y.) 5 Apr., It would be next to impossible

..to get a city officiary in ?>ynipathy with the law. 1889 Chr.
//<? (N. Y.) 10 Jan., The virtual contract between officiary
and pew-holder.

II. 3. A division of a Highland estate, in charge
of a ground officer. Still (1902) in use on the
Breadalbane (and possibly on some other large,
estates, where, however, several officiaries are now
in charge of one ground officer.

1799 J._
ROBERTSON Agric. Perth 39 The great estates arc

divided into officiaries, each consisting of an ancient barony,
or a tract of land sufficient to entitle the possessor to the
privileges of a baron of the realm, provided he held his land
of the crown. In each of these districts resides a ground-
officer, from which circumstance they have derived their
modern appellation. Il>id. 418. 1902 A. SKATH (Breadalbane
Estate Office) in Let. Apr. 17 There are 13 officiaries on the
Perthshire Kstatc under the care of only 2 Ground Officers

Officiary O'frjiari), a. [ad. med.L. offidari-ns^
f. ojfldnm OFFICE; see -ARY 1

.]

1. Of a title, etc. : Attached to or derived from
an office held. Of a dignitary : Having a title or
rank derived from office.

1612 SELDKN lllustr. Drayttris Poly-olb. xi. 193 The title

being officiary, not hereditary. 1670 HKYLIS Hist. Prcsbyt.
3 The City and Signiory of Geneva .. was governed by
Officiary and Titular Karls. 1707 J. CHAMBKIU.AYNE St. Gt.
Brit. in. iii. 274 The Karl Marshal of England, is not only
Honorary, as all the rest, but also officiary. 1801 K. PATTON
Asiat. Mon. 145 The zemindar's appointment was officiary.

2. Belonging to, or holding, office; official, rare.

1755 AMORY Mem. (1769) I. 296 The Romish mass and rites

. '. successors of the pagan ^ods in officiary dignity. 1857
HFAVYSKGE Sanl (i&bq) 62, I hold thee light, officiary angel.

Officiate .f>lrji't), v.
[f. ppl. stem of med.L.

officiare to perform divine service, f. officium

OFFICE.] To discharge an office.

1. intr. To discharge the office of a priest or

minister; to perform divine service, or any rite

or ceremony, in an official capacity.
1641 HF.YLIN Hist. Rpisc. n. (1657) 446 There were many

Parish Churches.. as doth appeare by Epiphanius, who..
tells us also who officiated in the .same, as Presbyter>.

1683 Brit. Spec. 34 The Druids officiated only in Groves of
Oak. I7i4-z6 GIDEON GUTHKIK Mem. (1900) 43 An earnest
invitation. . to uversee his only son and officiate in his family.

1834 M EDWIN Angler in Wales I. 211 note, Bonaparte had
some difficulty in persuading Pope Pius VI to officiate at his

coronation. 1876 J. SAUNDKHS Lion, in Path i, The Larl

kept a good old Protestant Chaplain to officiate.

fb. trans. To perform, celebrate (a religious
service or rite) ; to execute, exercise (a spiritual

charge or function). Obs.

1631 WEEVER A tic. I'"un.Mon. 127 Deacons had the charge
to..nelpe the Priest indiuine Seruice (a place officiated now
by our Parish Qerkes). 1648 E. BOUGHKM Gcree's Case
Consc. 108 Which house.. did duely officiate the Cure, by
one of their own fraternity. 1717 Entertainer No. 8. 52
A Priest officiating the Common-Prayer. 1718 CIBBKK Non-
juror v. 106 He.. has.. been seen, .to officiate Publick Mass
in the Church of Nostre Dame at Antwerp.

C. To serve (a church \ rare.

1894 Critic (U. S.) 7 July 8/1
* The Church of the Holy

Sepulchre ',
he continues,

'

is officiated by the Latins '.

2. intr. To perform the duties attaching to an

office or place, or any particular duty or service.

1683 Col. Rcc. Pcnnsylv. I. 91 To put him in Master of y
Rolls, who doth Solemnly promise to officiate therein with
care and Diligence. 1686 J. S. Hist. Monast. Convent.

156 Under him are ten Officers, that officiate in Buying up
Corn. 1746-7 Act 20 Gto. //, c. 43 40 The clerks or other
officers officiating in the circuit courts. 1841 Miss MITFORIJ
in L'Estrange /,// (1870) Ill.viii. 115 Lord Sidmouth retains

hisunmarried daughter, who officiated as his private secretary
when he was Prime Minister.

tb. Of a bodily organ, etc.: To perform its

function, to act, operate. Obs.

1655 Cn.i'EppER, etc. Rfoeritts x. iii. 288 Nature will grow
dull by too much use of Clysters, and al length will never
officiate that way. 1737 BRACKEN Farriery Impr. (1756) I.

53 To the End that when one Ix>bc of the Lungs is hurt by
a Wound, the other, .may officiate.

f 3. trans. To perform the duties of (an office or

place) ;
to execute, fulfil, do (a duty or charge,

business). Obs.

1652 EARL MON.M. tr. Bentwogllos Hist. Kelat. 58 Her

place is in many things officiated by her Niece the Lady,
{Catherine Livia. 1683 MOXON Mcc/t. Ejcerc.^ Printing
xviii. F 2 A Man (nay, a Boy) might officiate all this Work.
a 1704 T. BROWN Praise Poverty Wks. 1730 1. 93 Officiating

only the place of my brother Lucius. 1717 Philip Quarll
249 This lovely Animal was officiating the Charge it had of

its own accord taken.

f4. a. trans. To minister, supply, b. intr. To

minister, be subservient. Obs. rare.

1659 H. L'EsTRANGK Alliance Div. Off. 217, I see not how
the either precept or use thereof, . .can at all official to the

errour of Transubstantiation. 1667 MILTON P. L. vm. 22

The Firmament. .And all her numberd Starrs, that seem to

rowle. .meerly to officiate light Round this opacous Earth.



OFFICIATE.

Hence Officiating -M. sb. and ppl. a.

1651 BAXTER Inf. Ba.pt. 245 The Baptizers of Infants you
scornfully call' Officiating Priests '. 1657-61 HEYLIN Hist.

Ref. II. i. ii. 55 Of a set and appointed place, for the

officiating of God's publick Service. 1868 DICKENS Lett.

29 Jan. (1880) II. 348 The officiating minister. . was brought in

between two big stewards.

Officiate, sb. rare~ l
. [f.

L. type *officia/us, f.

ppl. stem of offician: see prec. and -ATE!.] A
body of officials or officers.

1865 Even. Standard 10 Mar., There were present, .about

fifty
members of the Senate, including most important

acting members of the University officiate.

Officia tioii. [f. OFFICIATE v. : see -ATION.]
The action of the verb OFFICIATE; performance of

a religious, ceremonial, or public duty.
1798 X. DRAKE Lit. Hours (1820) III. Ivii. 252 He intro-

duced the erection of temples, the officiation of Priests and
Priestesses. 1873 B. GREGORY Holy Catholic Cli. xv.

^163
The unity of the Church lies deeper than any organization,

ordinance, or officiation whatsoever. 1890 E. T. EVANS
Hist. Hcndon 195 The magistrate, during whose officiation

the entries are very carefully made.

tOffi'ciative,"- Obs. rare- '. [f. as OFFICIATE
v. + -IVE.] Of or pertaining to officiation.

1653 GAUDEN Hierasp. 311 It is only meant of those pecu-
liar gifts, or powers of the Holy Spirit, which are properly
ministeriall and officiative ; as from Christ and in his name.

Officiate!" (jHi'JieUai). (a. med.L. officiiitor,

agent-n. f. officiare to OFFICIATE.] One who
officiates ; esf. an officiating priest or minister.

1830 MOORE Diary 24 Oct. in Mem. (1854) VI. 155 After

breakfast proceeded to the little church . . Fisher, the

omciator. 1857 Old Commodore II. 297 The officiator..

made a bow equally low. 1877 J. D. CHAMBERS Di-.:

Worship 4 The office of the Choir representing the people,
was to respond to the officiator or ornciators.

Officier, obs. form of OFKICEK.

Officina (ffisai-na\ [L.,
-
workshop, labora-

tory ; contr. of opificina, f. opifex workman
;

cf.

F. officine pharmaceutical laboratory or shop ; fig.

manufactory (of calumnies, plots, etc.).] Work-

shop; place of production.
1835 J. W. CROKER Ess. Fr. Rev. vi. (1857) 332 The

Legislative.. showed.. it was.. the real officina. of business,
the chief mart of popularity, and the widest arena for

political struggle.

Officinal i<7lrsinal), a. and sb. [ad. med.L.

officincil-is, f. officina : see prec.
OJficina, in ancient L.

' a workshop, manufactory, or

laboratory ', was applied in med. L. also to a store-room of

a monastery in which provisions, medicines, or necessaries

of any kind were kept for use ; in later use it seems to have
been extended, like

'

shop ', from a work-shop to a sale-shop.
In monastic L. ojficlnalis domus, officindL-, occurs also in

the same sense as ojfficlHfi, As used of herbs and drugs, it

is not quite clear whether ojficittaiis meant '

of the sort

used in the pharmaceutical laboratory ', or
'

of the sort kept
in the shops of herbalists and druggists ',

the resultant

sense, 'used or recognized in pharmacy or medicine', being
the same in either case.]

A. adj. 1. Of a herb, plant, drug, etc.: Used
in medicine or the arts. Of a medical preparation:

Kept in readiness in apothecaries' shops; made

according to the recipe prescribed in the pharma-
copceia. Of a scientific name : Adopted by the

pharmacopceia.
As applied to plants, it answers to the Linnsan specific

name
officlnalis^

-<f&, given to that species of a genus which
iias been used in medicine, and known '

in the shops
'

by
the generic name ; e. g. Anchusa, Borage, Pulmouaria

84

ci4*r Found. St. Bartholomews (E. E. T, S.) 14 Who
shulde nat be astonyid ther to see. .thonorable byldynge of

pile.. where sumtyme was a comyn officyne of dampnyd
1546 BALE Kng. Votaries i. (1550) 12 As testifiethpeple.

ojficitia.1 has been recently superseded by OFFICIAL (5!)).

c 1720 W. GIBSON Farmer's Disfictis. xv. (1734* 278 Those
officinal Oils and Ointments that are most used in the

Farriers practise. 1754 HUXHAM in PkU. Trans. XLVIII.
844 I'his I have long ordered to be kept here as an officinal

medicine. 1769 Gentl. Mag. Dec. 607/1 Was presented to

the Society of Arts, a large root of the true officinal rhubarb.

1785 MARTYS Rousseau's Bot. xii. (1794) 124 It [Veronica

cfficinalis] has the trivial name of officinal, because an
infusion of it is sometimes used medicinally. 1834 W.
MACGILLIVRAY Lives Zoologists 308 He gives the Swedish
officinal name. 1853 G. JOHNSTON Nat. Hist. E. Bord. I.

128 The order is comparatively rich m officinal herbs. 1866
AITKEN Pract. Mcd. II. 66 It is not altogether immaterial
which of the numerous officinal preparations of iron are to

be prescribed. 1876 HARLEY Mat. Mcd. (ed. 6) 67 Boracic -

acid is not officinal.

2. Of or pertaining to a shop ;

'

shoppy*, rare.

1731 JOHNSON Rambler No. 123 r 5, I had always in my
officinal state been kept in awe by lace and embroidery.
1856 EMERSON Eng. Traits, Times Wks. (Bohn) 1 1. 121

' The
Times '..its tone is prone to be official, and even officinal.

B. sb. An officinal drug or medicine.

1693 Phil. Trans. XVII. 926 Since his time many
Officinals have been fully illustrated in Print. 1790 BLASE
ibid. LXXX. 292 The officinals which have kept their

ground . . under the names of Mithridate and Venice Treacle.

Offi;cinally, adv.
[f. OFFICINAL a. + -LY *.]

]n officinal use; according to the pharmacopoeia.
1822-34 Gofffs Study Med. (ed. 4) I. 630 The three species

of cinchona used officinally. 1875 H. C. WOOD Therap.

(1879) T *7 1'he digitalin of tne U. S. Pharmacopoeia is

officmally de-scribeaas 'a white or yellowish-white powder,
without odor, and having a very bitter table'.

t O'fficine. Obs. [a. K. officine (i2th c. in

Hatz.-Darm.), ad. L. officina ; see above.] A work-

shop, a laboratory ;
an office in a monastery.

pepie, 1540 BALB Aw. *- otaries i. ^1550; iz rti icMiueui

Johan Textor in hi* officines. 1655 FULLER Ch. Hist. vi. ii.

(1845) III. 301 Of the prime officers and officines of Abbeys.
1

1657 TOMLINSON Kenans Disp. 166 Which should be
1

inspissated by a longer cociion in our Officine.

t Officio*sity. Obs. rare. [a.d.\ateL.0jfia'i?siti7s,

f. officiosns : see -TY.] The quality of being
officious

; attentiveness, dutifulness.

1565 STAPLKTOS tr. Bxda's Hist. Ch. Eng. v. iv. 157 She. .

ceasyd not tovse such courteous officiosytye, all the dynner
time.

Officious 0>rVJ.w), a. [ad. L. officios-tts obliging,

dutiful, f. ojficium OFFICE: cf. F. officienx]

fL Doing or ready to do kind offices ; eager to

serve or please ; attentive, obliging, kind. Obs.

1565 STAPLETON tr. Bsda's Hist. Ch. Eng. v. iv. 157 She
..came to the table, shewed her selfe very officious in

i caruinge..to the bysshope and all the hole table. 1570
,
Marr. li'it fy Sc. n. i. in Hazl. Dadshy II. 339 Shew

j thyself officious and servicable still. 1679 Season. Adv.
\

Protest. 6 The Peoples aversion they took away by degrees
: by their officious kind behaviour. 1783 JOHNSOX Death
1

of Levet ii, Officious, innocent, sincere, Of every friendless

name the friend. 1790 BURKE />. Rev. Wks. V. 251 They
were tolerably well-bred ; very officious, humane, and

hospitable. 1827 KMBLE C/tr. 1*., Burial Dead v, Feeling
more bitterly alone For friends that press officious round.

tb. Officious lie (L. mendacinm ojficiosnm, .

mensonge officieitx} : a lie told as an act of kind-
'

ness to further another's interests. So officious

falsity. Obs.

1577 tr. I>ullinger
>

s Decodes (1592} 321 An officious lye,

that is, when I fitten or tell an vntruth for duties sake to the

end that by my lye, I may keepe my neighbour harmlesse.

1608 WILLKT Hcxapta Exod. 416 An officious lie, when one
telleth a lie to do another good. 1633 HP. HAJ.L Hard
Texts, /V. T. 39 Make this merry and officious lie for my

j

sake. 1676 G. TOWERSON Decal. 520 Concerning officious

: falsities. 1678 CUDWORTH fntell. Syst. i. iv. 16. 283
! Ignorantly zealous Christians, who were for Officious Lyes
and Pious Frauds. 1788 WESLEY Wks. (1872) VII. 42

1 Concerning officious lies, those that are spoken with a design
! to do good, there have been numerous controversies.

f2. Dutiful; active or zealous in doing one's

duty. Obs.

1588 SHAKS. Tit. A. v. ii. 202 Come, come, be euery one
, officious, To make tin's Banket. 1598 BACON Saer. Medit.,
; Hypocrites Ess. (Arb.) 117 As to these others who are so

officious towards God. 1642 R. CARPENTER Experience i.

. iv. 13 To stand like officious and dutifull servants. 17*6-46
THOMSON H 'inter 311 In vain for him the officious wife

prepares The fire fair-blazing and the vestment warm, a 1770
AKENSIDE Odes i. vi. To Cheerfulness^ The officious daughters
pleas 'd attend.

b. Of a thing: Performing its office or function,

serving its purpose, efficacious, rare.

1618 BP. HALL Contempt N. T. \. i, If twisc in the day
we doe not present God with our solemn invocations, we
make the Gospell lesse officious, than the Law. 1884 LD.

SELBORNE in Laiv Times Re/>. L. 314/1 That interpretation
which makes [the words] more officious with respect to the

. .purpose of the instrument is to be preferred.

3. Unduly forward in proffering services or taking
business upon oneself; doing, or prone to do, more
than is asked or required ; interfering with what

is not one's concern ; pragmatical, meddlesome.
1602 WARNER Ala. Eng. ix. xlv. (1612) 213 Wolsey, that

siye, officious, and too Lordly Cardnall. 1676 ETHERKDGE
Man ofMode \. i. (1684) 13 He . . knows not whom, without

Some officious Sot has betray 'd me. 1770 LANGHORNE
riutarch 1,1879) * I^3/2 He would not be so officious as to

interpose, 1826 DISRAELI Vw. Grey v. vi, One of those

officious, noisy little men who are always ready to give you
unasked information. 1863 GEO. ELIOT Romola xxv, He
glanced suspiciously at the officious stranger.

t 4. Pertaining to an office or business, official ;

hence, formal. Obs.

1610 J. DOVE An Advert. 16 He sheweth, that, as there Is

one adoration which is religious, belonging to God, so there

is an other, onely officious, belonging to all ecclesiasticall

rites and ceremonies, a 1734 NORTH Lives (1826) II. 44 He
put off officious talk of government or politicks with jests.

1796 BURXEY Mem. Mctastasio II. 264 To waste his precious
moments in answering letters purely officious. 1852 J. H.
NEWMAN Scofe Univ. Educ. -2-21 The Sermons .. of Protes-

tant Divines in the seventeenth century, how often are they
mere repertories of miscellaneous and officious learning.

5. Diplomacy. As opposed to official: Having
an extraneous relation to official matters or duties

;

having the character of a friendly communication,
or informal action, on the part of a government or

its official representatives. (
= F. officieux (Littre),

It. iiffizioso.'}

1852 LD. PALMERSTON in Mem. Ld. Matmesbury (1885) 238
When the diplomates call, do not be too reserved, but pre-

face your observations by stating that what you say is

officious. Ibid. 226 note, Old diplomatists must know the

difference between an officious and an official conversation.

The first is the free interchange of opinions between the two
, Ministers, and compromises neither; the latter would do
! so, and bind their Governments. 1866 /'a// Mall G. No.

447. 165/1 Feelers put out in the officious press. 1887 Ibid,

j

9 Nov. 2/1 Every individual who receives [official] pro-
I tec tion from a foreign Government becomes in his turn a
! centre of protection to his friends and dependants, and
'

spreads this diluted form which is known as 'officious' pro-
. tection at a rate of arithmetical progression. 1900 Westm.

|

Gaz. *6 Aug. 2/1 We want the great European Powers to

I consent to be our guarantees with the Sultan. They would
I act in an officious, if not in an official capacity.

OFFING.

Officiously ((Tfrjasli), adv. [f. prec. + -LY 2.]
In an officious manner.

1. \Vitheagernesstoserve; attentively; obligingly,

courteously.
1603 Ii. JONSON Enttrtamm, at Althorpc 220 A morrise of

the clowns there-about, who most officiously presented
themselves. 1708 J. HUDSON Let. in HearneCW/cc/.(O. H.S.)
II. 124 He made me dine wth him, and officiously con-
ducted me toy- Kerry. i766GpLDSM. Vic. If-', vi, Little Dick
officiously reached him a chair. 1814 SCOTT .SV. Rowan's
xxviii, Her two fugitive handmaidens . . endeavoured to

suppress a smuggled laugh.. by acting very officiously in

Mr. Touchwood's service.

f 2. Dutifully, duteously. Ofo.

1603 H. CROSSE I'ertucs Coiiw. (1878) 155 They ought,,
holding sacred places, to labour earnestly and officiously, to

suppresse those horrible euils. a 1677 BARROW Senn. (1686)
III. xlv. 535 Let us demean our selves modestly, consistently,
and officiously toward him. 1700 DRVDEN Ccyx <$ Ale. 106

As danger taught Each in his wayofficiou.sly they wrought.
3. Iii an unduly forward or obtrusive manner ;

with importunate forwardness; f without being
asked or required ; gratuitously.
1600 W. WATSON Decacordon (1602) 31 Officiously intrud-

ing them selues for bribes. 1732 BERKELEY Alciphr. HI. 16

Would you officiously set an enemy right that was making
a wrong attack? 11734 NORTH LiT'cs (1826) II. 160 He
would not be exposed to them, although he had not officiously
hurt any of them. 1818 JAS. MILL Brit. India II. iv. ix. 288

The French East India Company, the affairs of which the

ministers of the French King had so officiously controled.

1848 \V. H. BARTLETT Egypt to Pal. x. (1879) 221 The Arabs

officiously picked up specimens of poor turquoise and small

pieces of iron-ore.

4. As opposed to officially : Informally on the

part of authority or its agents.
1863 F. W. GIBBS Recognition 10 When Mr. Deane..

applied to the French Government for two hundred guns,
he was refused officially, but officiously referred to Beau-
marchais. 1888 Times 12 Apr. 9/4 They [the Municipalities]
fix the price 'officiously' that Is, at a quotation which may
serve to guide the public without acting as a legal restraint

on the baker.

Officiousness (j>h Josnes). [f. as prec. -t- -NESS.]
The quality of being officious

;
officious conduct.

f 1. Readiness in doing good offices, performing
one's duty, or discharging any function ; eagerness
to serve or please ; dutifulness; diligence. Obs.

1598 FLORIO, Officiosita.) officiousnes, seruiceablenes. 1602

WARNER Alb. Eng. xi. Ixi. (1612) 268 His Vertues and
officiousnes to her-wards so had wrought, That vnto little

lesse than Loue she, by Degrees, was brought. 1676 G.

TOWERSON Decalogue 520 The bare officiousness of a lye.

1783 JOHNSON Lett, to Mrs. Thraie 20 Nov., The inter-

change of that social officiousness by which we are habitually
endeared tooneanother. 1824 MissMiTFORD Village Ser.i.

(1863) 232 We had missed the pleasant bustling officiousness

. . which our good neighbour loved so well.

2. Overforwardness in proffering services or tak-

ing anything upon one as a duty ; well-intentioned

meddlesomeness.
1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 734 Of other their rootes

and fruites I am loath to write, least I wearie the Reader
with tedious officiousnesse. 1698 FRYER Ace. E. India

$ /*. 139 The sneaking Officiousness of the Banyans, who
pressed on my Heels, and .. waited like Lacquies. 1781
GIBBON Decl. $ /'. xix. II. 152 Constantius had a right to

disclaim the officiousness of his ministers, who had acted

without any specific
orders from the throne. 1849 MACAULAY

Hist. Eng. vii. II. 179 Of all faults officiousness and indis-

cretion were the most offensive to him; and Burnet was
allowed, .to be the most officious and indiscreet of mankind.

t Offi-piperd, -pard. Obs. ran'- 1
. [ci.'L.offici-

perda, officiperdtis one who makes an ill use of

favours; in late L., one who throws away his

labour.] The throwing away of one's labour.

1600 W. WATSON Decacordon (1602) 157, I thought it

meete. .to will and commaund my said seruant..vnder paine
of officipard to do nothing without my Prouinciall Garnets

counsel!.

tO'fficyf
' Obs. [a. F. offider (isthc. in

Godef.), ad. med.L. officiare to OFFICIATE.] intr.

To perform divine service : = OFFICIATE v. I.

c 1449 PECOCK AV/r. 11. vi. 174 It is not to be trowid that

dekenes officieden where that preestes were not officiyng.

[bid.
522

\Vhat for dyuersite of outward habit.. and of diet

and of waking and of officiyng.

t Of-fi'll, -o. Obs. rare~ l

. In 3 *f-fullen. [app.
f. OF-- -r KILL v. : cf. AFILL.] trans. To fill com-

pletely.
c 1205 LAY. 204-^8 J>a wes ^Englene lond : mid asrmbe

of-fulled [<ri275 i-fulled].

Offing ('firj). Nmtt. Also 7 offen, 7-9 offin.

[f.
OFF adv. + -ING 1.]

1. The part of the visible sea distant from the

shore or beyond the anchoring ground.
1627 CAPT. SMITH Seaman's Gram. ix. 44 The Offing.. is

the open Sea from the shore, or the middest of any great

streame is called the Offin i;. 1659 ^- YKLL Impr. Sea 328

Vender's ships in the Offin of the Sea. 1666 Lond. Gaz.

No. 75/2 At Two this day . . the Generals discovered Trump
. .in the Offen. 1796 Log of

'

Captain
'

26 June in Nicolas

Disp. Nelson (1846) VII. p. Ixxxix, Found at anchor His

Majesty's Ship the Inconstant, the Gorgon and Sincere, with

a Convoy in the Offing. 1860 MAIKY Phys. Geog. Sea

127 In the offings of the Balize, sometimes as far out as a

hundred miles or more from the land, puddles or patches of

Mississippi water may be observed on the surface of the sea.

2. Position at a distance off the shore. Esp. in

phrases, as to gain, get t keep^ make, take an offing.



OFFISH.

1688 R. HOI.MI: Armoury n. 31/1 An Offen or Offing is to
be out in the open Sea from the shore-ward. 1703 DAMPIKR
I'oy. III. 119 By Nine a Clock at Night we had got a pretty
good Offin. 5748 Ansons Voy. I. viii. 83 By noon we had
gained an offing of near twenty leagues. 1861 SMILES

Kngineers\\. vn. viii. 218 A sailing vessel . .could lie out upon
either tack, and make an offing. 1883 CLARK RUSSKLL Ssa
Queen II. ii. 21 My father had. .kept so wide an offing that
the English shores were but little more than a cloud upon
the distant water.

Offir(e, obs. forms of OFFER.

Offis(s, -ise, Offlser(e, obs. ff. OFFICE OFFICER.

Offish (r>'fij), a. colloq. [f.
OFF adv. f- -ISH 1

:

cf. uppish.] Inclined to keep aloof; distant in

manner. Cf. STAND-OFFISH. Hence O'ffishness.

1842 Betsy Bobbet 289 (Farmer), I am naturally pretty
offish and retirin' in my ways with strange men folks. 1860
BARTLETT D.ct. Americanisms, Offish, distant or unap-
proachable in manners. 1874 T. HAKIJV Far fr. Madding
Crowd lii, She is. .quite offish and careless, I know. 1882
Standard 29 Sept. 5/2 With .. all our '

offishness
'

. . we and
our cousins in the Far South get along amazingly well.

1809 fr~- GREENWOOD in Black. Mug. June 1039/2 The
robust self-dependence, selfishness, offishness of wild life.

Offitorie, obs. corrupt form of OFFERTORY.
fOffi'vorous, a. noiife-wd. [irreg. f. OFFAL
+ -VOROUS.] Offal-eating.
1713 DEKHAM Phys.-'l'heol.n. \\. (1727)197 note, In a Dog,

and other offivorous Quadrupeds, 'tis very lar^e.

Offlet ( filet), [f. OFF- 3 + LET .i : cf. inlet,

ontlet^\ A channel or pipe for letting water off.

1838 F. W. SIMMS Pub. Wks. Gt. Brit. iii. 9 Offlets.. con-
structed to carry away the water. 1875 ALEX. SMITH AVw
Ifist. Aberdeen \\. 936 The mouth or offlet of the loch. 1886
Casscll's Encycl. Diet., Offict, a pipe laid at the level of
the bottom of a canal, etc., to let off the water.

Offlete, variant of OFLETE Obs., wafer.

Off-load (i>-f,\i>:<\\ v. S. Africa, [f. OFF- I +
LOAD v., after Da. aflaJen.] trans. To unload.
1850 R. G. GUMMING Hunter's Life S. Afr. (eel. 2) I. 5

No, no, mynheer, you must not off-load. 1863 W. C.
BALDWIN Afr. Hunting 222 The wagon stuck fast and we
had to off-load. 1889 F. GATES Matabele-Land 131 At last
we off-loaded a large part of our cargo. 1896 IVcstiu. Caz.
21 Feb. 5/1 The rules are that dynamite must be off-loaded
within twenty-four hours after arrival [at Johannesburg].
t Of-flyght, for a/light frightened, pa. pple. of
AFLEY v. Obs. [See OF- 3.]
c 1315 SHORFHAM (E. E. T. S.) 153/696 Lord, bo we herde

be, We were of flyjte.

O'ff-ly:ing, a. [f. OFF- 2 + lying, pr. pple. of
LIE I*.

1
] Lying off, at a distance or out of the way ;

remote ; lying off from the central or main part.
1864 Pall Itfall G. 31 Aug. i/i The off-lying colonies of

Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, and Newfoundland. 1886
CHILD Ballads'\\. xcviii. 373/2 An off-lying apartment in
which she sleeps with her maids.

t Of-fou-ght,Az.///i;. Obs. Also4of-foujten.
[f. OF-' +fought, pa. pple. of FIGHT v.} Exhausted
with fighting.
c 1320 Sir Bcues 799 (MS. A) pat Beues was so weri of

fou^te, pat of his Hf he ne roujte. Ibid. 1187 Icham weri

of-fou^te sore, a 1375 Joseph Ariin. 552 pei were weri
of-fou^ten.

Offprint, off-print (Sprint) ,
s6. [f. OFF- 3

+ PRINT, in imitation of Ger. Separatabdntck, Du.

afdnik.] A separately printed copy of an article,
etc. , which originally appeared as a part of a larger

publication.
1885 SKEAT in Academy 22 Aug. 121 Various terms, such

as 'deprint', 'exprint
1

, etc., have been proposed to denote a
separately-printed copy of a pamphlet. . . By comparison
with 'offshoot

'

I think we might use 'offprint' with some
hope of expressing what is meant. 1888 F. H. WOODS in

Acadeiny 21 Apr. 276 Having now obtained, through Canon
Taylor's courtesy, an off-print of his paper. 1893 K. W. B.
NICHOLSON Ibid, n Nov. 415, I have .. examined five

photographs of it, two of them attached by Lord Southesk
to an off-print othis paper.

O:ffpri'nt, v. rare.
[f.

OFF- i + PRINT v., after

prec.] fraits. To print off or reprint (as an excerpt).
1895 in Funk's Stand. Diet.

Off-put (<Hput). Chiefly north, [f. OFF- 3
+ PUT v.] An act of putting off (in any sense :

see PUT v.~).

1730 Wodrow Corr. (1843) HI. 458 The delays and off-

puts in the matter of Mr. Glass are what I do not under-
stand. 1835 MRS. CARI.VLE Lett. I. 36 He replied he was
just setting off to town.. I supposed this, .a mere off-put.
So O'ff-prrtter, one who puts off ; spec, (on the

Tyne),
' the loader of coals into a vessel at a staith

or spout' (Heslop Northumberland Wds.~); O'ff-

pu tting vbl. sb., the action of putting off; ///. a.

that puts off.

1387 TREVISA Higilen (Rolls) VI. 409 panne he [Sergius]
hym self occupiede be poperiche. And in wreche of his of
puttynge he made hem take up Formosus be pope out of his

grave, and smyte of his heed, and brewe be body into Tyber.
11578 I.INUESAY (Hitscottie) Citron. Scot. (S. T.S.) II. 19
Quhene the earle knew thair promisse of na effect hot ane
offputting of tyme. 1788 Act in Brand .\ducastlc (1789) I.
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ad. med. L. offerenJa
'

offering, oblation v
, lit.

'(thing or things) to be offered', gerundive of

offerre to OFFER. Used in ME. in same sense as

OFFERING, and still (?under Fr. influence) by
Gower and Caxton, but otherwise peculiar to

north, dial, after 1350, and after 1500 only Sc.

The northern texts of Cursor Mundi. Ilampole,
Maundeville, etc., have regularly offrand, where
the southern texts have offring, offering. In later

times often spelt offerand, and prob. associated with

offerand, northern form of offering, pr. pple. of

offer vb.j = OFFERING vbl. sb. \
,

2.

c 1200 Vices fy Virtues 85 Al swa 3e gode hlauerd 5e sent
his nienn ofrende for his a^ene wurscipe. c 1250 Old Kent.
Serin, in 0. /:. Misc. 26 Al swo hi hedden aparailed here
offrendes swo kam si stt-rre bet ycde to-for hem. a. 1300
Cursor M. 1063 (Cott.) l

('or his offrand [Fair/'. ofTerande,
Trin. offrynge] was rightwys. Ibid. 1940 (L'ott.) Our lauerd

drightin. .Him liked \vd in his offrand [/'. offerande, 7V.

offrynge]. Ibid. 5974 (Colt.)
' Gas '

he said ' her in mi land
And to your lauerd yee iiiak offrand

'

[/''. otTcrande, 'Jr.

offronde]. 1340 Ayenh. 41 f>e rentes bo offrendes be tfndes
and be obre rifles of holy cberche. 1390 GOUT:K Ct'nf. III.

307 With great offrende and sacrifice, c 1400 MAUNDKV.
(Roxb.) vi. 18 Ane of be three kynges bat made offerand

[Cott. MS. offryng] til oure Lord. -1440 York Myst. x.

162 Bot wber-of sail oure offerand be? c 1477 CAXTON
jfason 98 Whan the preest had understande lason that he

promysed so good an offrande. 1513 DOUGLAS sKneis xn.
.xiv. 147 Pallas.. Of the ane offerand to the Goddis mukis.

1549 Compl. Scot. 8 He estimeit the grite offrandis that vas
offrit be riche opulent men. a 1572 KNOX Hist. Ref. Wks.
1846 I. 39 That.. thair offerand may be augmented.
OfFre, Offring, obs. ff. OFFEK, OFFEIIIXC.

tO'ff-re'Ckon,^. Obs. [f. OFF- i + RECKON v.]
trans. To reckon off, deduct from the reckoning.
1721 A. HILL in Buccleuch MSS. (Hist. MSS. Comm.) I.

370 Whatever he might make by.. Balls, Concerts, or the

like, ought to be off-reckoned.

O'ff-re:ckoning. Usu. in //. [f. OFF- 3 +
RECKONING vbl. sb. Cf. Du. afrekcuing, Ger.

abrechmtng deduction, settlement of accounts.] A
deduction ; formerly, in the British army, the name
of a special account between the government and
the commanding officers of regiments in reference

to the clothing, etc., of the men.
1687 Royal Order 27 Nov. in Land. Ca:. No. 2299/1

Each Soldier to which the Off-Reckonings or Residue of
their Pay hath not formerly been liable. Ibid., The said

Off-Reckonings to be employed by the Colonel of each
respective Regiment, for the Cloathing and Poundage. 1713
Off Notice ibid. No. 5126/10 South-oea Stock is issued to
answer the Off-reckonings of the six Marine Regiments.
1752 CHESTERK. Lett. (1792) III. cclxxxviii. 320 What we
call the off-reckonings, that is deductions from'the men's
pay. 1816 JAMES Mil. Diet., Off-Reckonings, a specific
account, so called, which exists between Government and
the Colonels of British Regiments, for the Clothing of the
men. This Account is divided into two parts, vi/. gross off-

reckonings and net off-reckonings. I845STOCQUELER //<!<//>/(.

Brit. India (1854) 47 The Commander-in-Chief [receives]
io,ooo/., and very often the off-reckonings of a regiment of
which he may be the colonel. 1867 SMYTH Sailor s Word-
bk., ^Off-reckoning, a proportion of the full pay of troops
retained from them, in special cases, until the period of final

settlement, to cover various expected charges (for ship-
rations and the like).

'off-putting'
type-written letter.

f Offrand.offerand. 0/>s. Forms: 2 ofrende,
3-5 offlrend(e, 4 ofrande, 4-5 offrond(e, 4-6
offraud(e, offerand(e, 5 offerond, offoraud.

[Early ME., a. OF. ofrende (lithe, in Littre),

t Offredge. Obs. [app. for *offragc, f. OFFER
v. + -AGE.] The act of offering, or that which is

offered ; offering, sacrifice.

1548 (Its r I'r. Masse in H. G. Dugdale Lift (1840) App.
72 He estemeth . . not the value and bygnes of thi offredge.
Ibid, 108 Therfore he mencyonethe only y* partaking and
not theyr offredge also.

Offretory, offrytorye, obs. ff. OFFERTORY.

tOffri'ght,::'. Obs. Forms:/i*./.3offurhte(K)!
offrihte

; pa.pflc. 2 offirht, 3 offuriht. offruht()i !

offruiht, offiruyht, offri}!, o-frijt, ofright. [f.
I

OF- 2 + QtLfyrhtan to FRIGHT, to be afraid. Orig.
and chiefly in pa. pple., which may have been
altered from OE. afyrht AFFRIGHT'///, a., into

which it again finally passed, through oflight.
See OF- prtf. 2]
1. tram. To frighten, terrify, fa.ffie. Frightened,

afraid.

c 1160 Ilatton Gasp. Matt. viii. 26 To whi sajnde }e offirhte

\Ags. C,osp. forhte) }e Titles ;eleafan. c 1200 Trta. Call. Ifom.
31 Hie waren swide offurihte and ofdredde. c 1250 Gen. ff
Ex. 3652 Fele it brende and made o-fri;!. c 1275 O. E. \

Misc. 54 Hi weren aferd and offruyht. c 1330 R. BKUNNE i

Citron. 158 pe mayden Berenger scho was afie ofright.
2. intr. To be afraid.
c 1205 LAY. 32113 Strongliche he wes ausered ; laSliche

of-furhte. c 1275 Ibid. 30267 And be king of-frihte and ;

a-wok of sleape.

O-ffsa:ddle, off-saddle, f. S. Africa, [f.
OFF- i + SADDLE

2.'., alter Du. a/Melc*,] traus.
To take the saddle off (a horse) for a rest, feeding,
etc. ; to unsaddle

; also absol.
; trans/, to make

a break in a journey.
1863 W. C. BALDWIN Afr. Hunting 389, I oflsaddled

Kebon, kneehalti;reil him ami then lay under the shadu
of a tree. 1879 A. FORRFS in Daily A\-:t's 21 AHJ;., I mean

[

to trek for home, perhaps I shall outspan for a few days at
|

Capetown; perhaps I shan't off-saddle at all. 1887 RIDKK
HAGGARD Jess 32^ John was sharply ordered to dismount
and offsaddle his horse. 1893 SELOUS Trav. S. E, Africa 21
Here. .1 had determined to off-saddle for the first time.
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Offscape QHsk^p), offskip (^fskip). Now
rare or Oot. [f.

OFF- 3 + -scape, taken, in the sense
of 'view, scene', from landscape: cf. sea-scape.]
A distant view or prospect ;

the distant part of
a view or prospect, the distance, background.
1711 Brit. Apollo III. No. 133. 4

!

2 A Perspective View of
Portsmouth. .with an Off-scape of the Sea. 1752 AVISOM
A fits. Express. 26 In Painting there are three various

Degrees of Distances established, vi/. the Fore-Ground, ihe
intermediate Part, and the Off-skip. 1774 T. WEST Antiy.
Furncss (1822) 19 On a fine day the offscape at Hawcoat is

circular and takes in the whole extent of the isle of Man,
the isle of Anglesey, the Mountains of. .North Wales, c.

1820-2 PyNK/J'iftf y IVatnuts(iB34)l. iv. 33 Her study ..

commanding an off-skip, bird's eye view all along St.

George's Fields. 1838 JAMKS Kel'far i, The first slopes of
the offscape appeared.

OffscoUT, v. rare.
[f.

OFF- i + SCOUR v.]
trans. To scouroff

;
in qtiot. to scour or cleanse from

defilement. So O'ffscoivrer, one who scours off.

1578 I.VIK Dttifocns 111. vi. 3?2 They of scoure and dense al

inwarde partes. 1856 KVSKIN Mod. Paint. V. ix. xi,

England ..becoming thus the off^courer of the earth, and
taking the hyena instead of the lion upon her shield.

Offscouring ^"fekau^rin). [OFF- 3.]
1. The action of scouring off. rare.

1896 MKS. CAKFYN Quaker Grandmother 21 My micro-

scopical coating of dross needs no sweat of brow for its off-

scouring.
2. That which is scoured off; filth or defilement

cleaned off and cast aside ; refuse, rubbish, a. lit.

(Almost always in//. ;
cf. sweepings.}

1674 X. FAIRI AX Bulk <y Selr. 196 Light may otherwise
arise than from suns (as may be seen by. .stale Sprats, ..the

pff-scounngs of an Oyster-shell.'. 1859 JKIMISON Brittany
ii. 16 Having carefully picked my way through the off-

scourings of the lofty houses on either side of me. 1878
.V. A incr. AY--. CXXVI. 344 [Fires] consumed the offscour-

ings of a great city.

k- fi& f persons. (In collective sing, (after
I Cor. iv. 13) or//.)

1526 Ti.\DALK i Cor. iv. 13 The of scowrynge uf all thinges.

1575-85 AHP. SANDYS Serin. (1841) 188 They are accounted
as the offscourings, refuse, and baggage of the world, a 1631
DONNK Lament. Jeremy III. xvii, Thou hast made us fall As

fuse, nnd off-scouring to them all. 1775 AoMJiAtMfft Ind.

3 White people, who are generally the dregs and off-

ourings of our colonies. 1834 L. RITCHIK II 'and. by Seine
10 The army, .included, .the very offscourings of society.

Offscum (f>-fsk2;m;. Also 6 ofTscome, of-

scombe, 7 off-scumme, of-scum(me. [f.
OFF-

3 + SCUM.] That which is skimmed off; scum,
dross, refuse

; Jig. that which is rejected as vile or

worthless (usually of persons, in collective sing, or

//. ; formerly also of one person).
1579 LODGE Def. Plays 3 A little pamphelet . . I fyiul it the

offscome [misfir. oftscome] of imperfections. 1581 J. Ui-:r,i,

Haddons Answ. Osor. 40 b, The ofscombe of that unsavory
schoolkitchen. 1605 SYLVKSTER Du Bartas ii. iii. in. La~vc
328 These off-scums all at once Too idlely panipred, plot
Rebellions. 1670 HACKKT Ahp. Williams n. (1692) 161
The roguy off-scum in the streets of Westminster talk'd so
loud. 1763 J. BROWN Poetry fy Rltts. iii. 28 The Off-
scum of civilixed Nations. 1863 FB. A. KEMBLK Rcsid. in

Georgia ii The offscum and the offscouring of the very
dregs of your society.
attrib. 1626 tr. Boccaliais Newjbund Politick? in. xut.

207 A most vile Game deuised by the off-scum raskals of men.

Offset('fset),j. [f. OFF- 3 + SET. Cf. SET-OFF.]
1. The act of setting off (on a journey or course

of action) ; outset, start.

a 1555 LATIMKR Serin, fy AV;. (1845) 311 When you thus

get out of your way at the first off-set. 1803 SOUTHEY Lett.

(1856) I. 235 He addressed a letter to me, announcing their

off-set. 1899 Eclectic Alag. Feb. 201 At the offset I was
out of it.

2. A short lateral offshoot from the stem or root

of a plant (esp. from a bulb), serving for propaga-
tion.

1664 EVELYN AW. Ifort., July (1729) 211 Take up your
Gladiolus now yearly, .or else their Off-sets will poison the

ground. 1667 Decay CJtr. Piety ix. g 6 This root of bitter-

ness . . sent forth some offsets to preserve its kind. 1796
C. MAKSIIALL Garden, vi. (1813)81 The young offsets from
strawberries slipped in autumn, .will do for plants. 1856
E. S. DELAMEK Flower Garden (1861) 21 The capability of

propagation by offsets is another point of interest belonging
to bulbs. 1880 GRAY Struct. Bot. iii. i. 33 Houseleeks ..

and such-like fibrous-rooted succulent plants multiply freely

by offsets.

3. transf. andyi^: Something that springs or is

derived from another
;
a lateral branch, an offshoot.

1756 AMORY Buncle (1770) II. 22 note, He has omitted.,

many antiquities that are to be found in off-sets by the way.
1806 C. ANDERSON Let. in Life iv. {1854)65 Mr. Macfarlane's
Church (an offset from the Tabernacle). 1853 KANK
Grinncll E*p. viii. (1856) 56 The glaciers which abut upon
this sound are probably offsets from an interior iner lie

glace. 1863 M. J. BERKELEY Brit. Mosses iii. 19 The
female organs, .are disposed in little special offsets from the

stem. 1870 ROCK Text. Fabr. Introd. 137 As an offset

from symbolism, heraldry sprang up.

b. spec. A person, or tribe, springing collaterally

from a specified family or race ;
a ' scion '.

1711 W. KING tr. Naudfs Re/. Politics iii. 88 The

kingdom at last . . rrtme to I'epin an off-set of the family of

Clodion. 1834 M c Mt:RTRiK Cwier's Anini. Kingd. 42

Others assert that they are mere degenerate offsets from the

Scythian and Tartar branch of the Caucasian stock. 1837

W. IRVING Capt. Bonncvillc II. 126 They speak the

Shoshonie language, and probably are offsets from that

tribe.



OFFSET.

c. A minor branch of a mountain range ; a spur.
1833/V/y Cycl. I. 139/2 A hill, called Mount St. Elias..

\vittTlts offsets, occupies the southern part of the island

[/t'gina], 1879 L. G. SEGUIN Blk. Forest vi. 85 Hills,
which are an offset of the Black Forest range.
4. Something that 'sets off', embellishes, or
throws something else into prominence ; a set-off.

1675 G. R. tr. Le Grands Afan ivitluntt Passion 53
The excellency of Vertue needs no off-sets. 1721 RAMSAY
Content 371 Three waiting -maids .. One mov'd beneath a
load of silks and lace, Another bore the off-sets of the face.
a 1864 FEKHIER Grt. Philos. (1866) I. xii. 338 A foil or offset

or complement.
5. Something 'set off' against something else so

as to counterbalance it, as an item on one side of
an account equivalent to one on the other side

;

anything that counterbalances, compensates, or
makes up for something else ; a set-off.

1797 N". CHIPMAN Rep. (1871) 83 Defendant may plead an
offset of any sum due to him by the plaintiff. 1831 G.
1 'ou'XEs Lett. Cont. Countries I. 305 As an offset to this,
its luxury of flagging is very gratifying to British soles.

1870 LOWELL Study Wind. 219 The Spanish and English
[tragedies] agree in the Teutonic peculiarity of admitting
the humorous offset of the clown.

6. Surveying. A short distance measured per-

pendicularly from a main line of measurement, as

irom the straight line joining the two ends of an

irregular boundary, to a point (e. g. an angle) in

the boundary, in order to calculate the area of the

irregularly bounded part.
1725 BRADLEY Fat. Diet. s. v. Sn>~,'Cying, Before you

begin to measure the Line, take the Off-set to the Hedge,
viz. the Distance Q c. 1807 HUTTON Course Math. II. 62
Observe when you are directly opposite any bends or
corners of the boundary.. and from these measure the per-
pendicular offsets, .with the offset-staff, if they are not very
large, otherwise with the chain itself. 1879 CasselCs Tec/in.
Etiitc. IV. 94/2 Before he proceeds to the determination of
the distances or dimensions, technically called 'offsets'.

7. Arch. A horizontal or sloping break or ledge
on the face of a wall, pier, etc., formed where the

portion above is reduced in thickness.

1721 PERRY Daggcnh. Drench 105 The Work being carry'd
up with good Earth by proper Off-sets. 1772 HUTTON'
Bridges 97 Made with a broad bottom on the foundation,
and gradually diminished in thickness by offsets. 1861
S.Mii.KS Engineers II. vn. vi. 183 Longitudinal bearers, firmly
fixed to the offsets of the piers and abutments.

b. A horizontal terrace on the side of a slope
or hill, (local U. S.)

1864 in WEBSTER. 1889 in FARMER Americanisms.
8. See quot. (U.S.)
1884 KxiGHTZVc/. Mech. Suppl., Offset. ^Carriage llarj.

'Mare.\ The fork at the point in the back -stay where the
branches separate to reach the hind axle at two points.
9. A more or less abrupt bend in a pipe, made

to carry it past an obstruction in its course.

10. Printing. = SET-OFF : see quot.
1888 JACOBI Printers' I "oc. oo Off-set, the set-off of ink

from one sheet to another of printed work whilst wet.

11. Comb. Offset-blanket, a blanket or sheet of

thick soft paper attached to a special cylinder
on a printing-press for the purpose of receiving the

offset, or excess of ink, on freshly printed sheets of

paper; offset-glass, an oil -cup or journal-oiler
with a glass globe flattened on one side so as to

allow it to stand close to the side of an object

(Knight Diet. Mech. Suppl. 1884) ; offset-pipe,
a piece of pipe having a bend, used for effecting
an offset : see 9 (ibid.) ; offset-sheet (Priiit-

'")> =
set-off sheet': see SET-OFF; offset-staff

^Surveying}, a rod used in measuring offsets.

1807 HUTTON Course Math. II. 57 An offset-staff., for

measuring the offsets and other short distances. It is 10
links in length, being divided and marked at each of the
10 links.

Offset (^fse-t), v. Chiefly U.S. [f. OFF- r +
SET

>.]

1. trans. To set off as an equivalent qyaiust
something else ; to balance by something on the
other side or of contrary nature. Also said of the

equivalent : To counterbalance, compensate.
1792 N. CHTPMAN Rep. (1871) 84 The demands of plaintiff

and defendant must be mutual . . or they will not be allowed
to offset one against the other. 1860 EMERSON Coiuf. Life,
Power Wks. (Bohn) II. 340 In human action, against the
spasm of energy we offset the continuity of drill. 1877
Ser&Htrl Mag. XV. 196/1 He had lost twenty-four Whig
votes to offset the twenty-five Democratic votes which
Lathers received. 1898 Atlantic Monthly Apr. 456/2 We
traveled southward ; but an ascent of a thousand feet offset,
and more than offset, the change of latitude.

2. intr. To spring, branch off, or project as an
offsetfrom something else (cf. prec. 3, 3 c).
1853 KANE Grinndl Exp. xli. (1856) 371 Ridges, offsetting

from the higher range, project in spurs laterally. 1877 R. F.
BURTON in Athcnxum 3 Nov. 568/3 To the north-west
offsets the Ngombe.. stream.

b. trans. To furnish with an offset (see prec. 9).
1889 Sci. Amer. 17 Aug. 107/1 Bending and offsetting of

the pipe is a matter of economy or taste with the pipe fitters.

3. Printing, intr. To cause an off-set or set-off.

1888 JACOBI Pi inters' Yoc, 122 When the ink off-sets from
one sheet to another.

Hence O'ffse ttiug' iibl. sb. and ///. a. Offsetting-
blanket = offset blanket: see OFFSET sb. 11.
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1856 KANE Arct. Expl. I. iii. 33 Made the offsetting
streams of the pack, and bore up to the northward and
eastward. 1889 [see 2 b].

O'ff-shi'p, a.
[f.

OFF prep. + SHIP sb. ; cf. o/-
shore.} That is off the ship.
1853 KANE Grinncll Exp. xxxiv. (1856) 310 When the

ship s thermometer gave us 46' ; my offship spirit 52.
Offshoot ((VfjVrt). [f. OFF- 3 + SHOOT.]
1. A shoot springing from the stem or other part

of a plant, a lateral shoot
;
a lateral branch pro-

jecting fiom the main part of anything material, as
a nerve-trunk, mountain-range, street, etc.

1814 J. MURRAY in Smiles Lt/eiiSgi) I. xi. 254 Stunted
offshoots of felled trees. 1831 CARPENTER Man. Phys. (ed. 2)

230 The vesicular matter of the retina is an offshoot (so to

speak) from that of the optic ganglion. 1872 RAYMOND
.Statist.^ Mines *r Mining- 275 A constant succession of
mountain ranges, spurs, and offshoots from the great central
chains. 1872 JENKINSON Guide ng. Lakes (1879) 242
Lonscale Fell is the most eastern offshoot of Skiddaw.

b. _/fy. A collateral branch or descendant from
a (specified) family or race.

1710 ADDISON Taller No. ^57 F 10 [She] finds her self re-

lated, by some Off-shoot or other, to almost every' great
Family in England. 1874 SYMONDS St. Itajy ff Greece
(1898) I. ix. 188 An offshoot of the great house which had
already given Dukes to Florence.

c. .Something which originated as a branch of

something else ; a derivative.
1801 STRUTT Sports f, Past. in. vi. 222 Off-shoots from the

Saturnalian disfigurement. 1867 LADY HERBERT Cradle L.
ix. 139 A large school in the town, which has offshoots in
the surrounding villages. 1878 Bpsw. SMITH Carthage 9
The much older settlement of which it may have been an
offshoot.

f2. Something that 'shoots off or emanates;
an emanation. Obs. rare**.
1674 N. FAIRFAX Bulk t, Seh: 28 The body 1s .. reeking

out whole steams of little unseen off-shoots.

Off shore, o-ff-sho-re, adv. phr. (adj.)
[f. OFF frep. + SHORE sb. Opposed to Ix SHORE.]
A. adv. a. In a direction away from the shore.

1720 DE FOE L'apt. Singleton xvii. (1840) 285 The wind
blowing off shore. 1854 G. B. RICHARDSON Uni-j. Code v.

(ed. 12) 637 Lay her head offshore. 1895 Champ. Jrnl. XII.
634 '2 The dab travels in any direction, offshore or inshore,
or along the coast.

b. At some distance from the shore. (In quot.
1745, inland from the shore.)
1745 P. THOMAS Jrnl. Anson's Voy. 50 Gusts of Wind

from the Mountains Off Shore. 1887 Fisheries I'. S. Sect.
v. II. 16 The best months for whaling offshore are from
September to May.
B. adj. (attrib. <Vf,J<>.i). a. Moving or directed

away from the shore.

1845 DARWIN I'oy. Nat. viii. 159 An insect on the wing,
with an off-shore breeze, would be very apt to be blown
out to sea. 1860 .Merc. Marine Mag. VII. 230, I might
take the off-shore tack.

b. Situated, existing, or operating at a distance
from the shore.

!88j G. B. GOODE Fish. Indnst. V. S. A. 20 (Fish. Exh.

PubLJ The off-shore fisheries are prosecuted on the great
oceanic banks extending from Xantucket to Labrador. 1884
Scitna

i.j
Xov. 463 The crews of the offshore fishermen.

Off side, O-ff-si'de. phr. [f. OFF prep. +
SIDE.] Away from one's own side; on the wrong
side, i.e. in Football, Hockey, etc., between the ball

and the opponent's goal. (The specific meaning
varies in the different games.) a. As advb. phrase.
1867 ShtjpieM Football Assot. Rules, Any player between

'

. . .
,

offside when the ball has been (kicked, touched) or is being
;

run with by any of his own side behind him. 1882 Standard
20 Nov. 2/8 W. succeeded in kicking a goal, but he w:is
declared to be off side at _the time. 1897 Outing (U. S.) i

XXX. 284 '2 We don't consider it fair to strike when off-side
of an opponent.

b. altrib. or as
cuij. 'p'f|S3id\

186. Cheltenham Coll. Football Rules vii. in Footb. An'/.

(1868), No offside play is allowed. 1891 Pall Mall G.
16 Nov. 1/2 The majority of the critics averring that the
Scottish half played a persistently offside game. 1895
Outing (U. S.I XXVII. 250/2 The off-side rule should be
clearly understood.

c. See also OFF a.

Offskip, variant of OFFSCAPE.

Offspring (/>'f|Sprirj). Forms: 1-7 offspring, I

-sprinog. l-2-sprinc, 2-sprinke, 2-4-spreng(e,
2-6 -springe, 3 of sprench, ofsprung, 3-6
-spryng'e, 3-7 of-spring, 5-6 offsprynge, 6-7
-springe,3(0ra/. , 5-ofispring/7-8off-spring).
0. 3-5 ospring(e, (3-4 osspringe, 4 ospreng,
hospring, oxspring, oxpring;. [OE. ofspring,
f. o/"prep. adv. OF, OFF + spring-an to SPRING.]
1. The progeny which springs or is descended

from some one
;
children or young ,or, more widely,

descendants) collectively; progeny, issue. Applied
without indef. art. to a number, or to one ; with
indef. art. always collective, and usually with an

adj., as a numerous offspring. Rarely of plants. )

c 949 in Kemble Cod. Dipt. II. 300 pis sy gedon for Sifero
|

and for his ofsprincg. e 1000 /ELFKIC On O. ff Ar
. Test, r

(Grein 1872) 3 Eall heora ofspring Se him of com. 4:1175 i

Lamb. Hofn. 75 On adam and on cue and on al heore i

ofsprinke. fiaooORMiN 16446 J>att all hiss offspring shollde
{

OFFSPRING.
ben Todrifenn and toske^redd Inn all bi.->s middcllzrd
c 1275 Duty Christians 21 in O. E. Misc. 142 We beoj> alle
his of-sprung. 1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 499 To him and to
his ofspring (v. rr. ospryng, osprynge]. a 1300 Cursor M.
i35 (Cott.) Si>en i will of adam tell, Of hys oxspring [Gfftt.

hospring; 7V/. ospringe], and of noe. c 1400 MAUNDEV.
(Roxb.) vii. 24 Whare Jacob \>e patriarc and his offspring
dwelt. rti54? SURREY Mneid iv. (1557) D iij, Of Goddish
race some ofspring shold he be. a 1577 SIR T. SMITH
Coinimi'. Eng. (1609) 14 Any of his sonnes or ofspring.
1632 J. HAYWARD tr. Bio>id?s Eromeua 187 Not onely
a mother of a numerous off-spring, but also likely to be
shortly a grand-mother. 1712 STEF.UE Sped. No. 263 r i

The Son endeavouring to appear the worthy Offspring of
such a Father. 1770 Goi,ns>f. DCS. Vill. 168 To tempt its

new-fledg'd offspring to the skies, a 1814 Forgery in. li. in
New Brit. Theatre I. 474 The joyful promise of an off-

spring from thee. 1875 BENSKTT & DYER Sacks' Bot.
820 In the variety-hybrids [of plants] . . some of the non-

!
essential characters of the parents sometimes ^resent them-

1 selves in the offspring uncombined side by side. 1881 J. OWEN
Even. tv. Skeptics I. 446 The modern hereditarian regards
himself as the offspring mentally as well as physically of
a long line of ancestors.

b. Karely in //. : f (a) in individual sense
children or descendants (o&s.

9

) ; '//) in collective
sense = progenies, broods, families.
a 1548 HALL Ckron., Edw. IV, 237 The erle of Richemond.

one of the ofsprynges, of the bloud of kyng Henry the sixte.

1675 THAHKRXE Chr. Ethics 300 As the woman was the
glory of man, so were their off-springs the glory of both.
1686 PLOT Stajffordsh. 277 The Naturalists took care to
transmit to Posterity the birth-places., of all numerous Off-

springs. 1756 TOLDERVY Hist. 2 Orphans IV. 209 The
widows, and the offsprings of the poorer, the indigent clergy.
1808 Mem. Female Philos, I. 73 How much do- these
beloved offsprings add to our love and our happiness !

c * fig* Of persons in relation to place of birth,
or origin.
'695 TRYON Dreams iii. 27 Man . . is an Abridgment or

Epitome thereof [the World], or if you please, its Son, or

Off-Spring. 1697 DRYDEN Virg. Georg. i. 685 And there

Euphrates her soft Off-spring arms, a 1839 PRAED Poems
(1864) II. 300 Beautiful Athens, we will weep for thee; For
thee and for thine offspring 1

2. fig. That which springs from or is produced
by something ; produce, product ; issue, outcome,
result; 'fruit', a. usually collective.

1609 BIBLE (Douay) Lm, xix. 25 The fifth yeare you shal
eate the fruites, gathering the ofspring, that they bring
forth. 1666 HOVLE Orig. Formes fy Qual. Wks. 1772 III. 72
The prolific buds that are the genuine ofspring of the stock.

1669 STORMY Mariner sMag, Ded., Accept, .this Off-spring
of some spare Hours. 1725 N. ROBINSON Th. Physick
209 Whey is the Offspring of Milk. 1826 KENT Comm.
(1858) I. 4 The law of nations . . is the offspring of modern
times. 1856 FROUDE Hist. Eng. (1858) I. i. 69 The discoveries
of Newton were the offspring of those of Copernicus,

fb. with an and//, in individual sense. Obs.

1609 BIBLE (Douay) Ezek. xxxvi. 30, I wil multiplie the
fruite of the tree, and the offsprings of the filde. 1748
HARTLEY Observ. Man n. iii. g i. 200 Almost all Kinds of
Vice are the Excesses and monstrous Offsprings of Natural
Appetites. 1760-72 H. BROOKE FoolofQnaL (1809) IV. 44
Our spirits are the offsprings of his divine spirit, a 1814
Forgoy in. ii. in Ne^v Brit, TJieatre I. 465 These dark
engender'd looks, . .offsprings of detestable despair,

t 3. A GENERATION (sense 5). Obs.
a 1300 Cursor^ J/. 11415 (CotL) par J>ai offerd, praid, and

suank, Thre dais nober etc ne dranc, Pus thoru ilk oxspring
\Gotf,, Trin. ospring, /,<z//ofspryng] pai did. 1587 GOLDING
De Mornay vi. 63 Yc

begetting, ingendring and spreading
foorth of al things from offspring to offspring.

f4. The fact of springing or descending from
some ancestor or source

; descent, origination, deri-

vation, origin. Obs.
c 1420 Sir Awadas (Weber) 48 Y-comen of hye ospryng.

(-1510 BARCLAY A/irr. Git. Manners (1570) Dij b, Eacus..
Of whom this saide Pyrrus had his birth and ofspring.
I55 I T. WILSON Logike 10 b, These vertues. though their

ofspryng bee from God, yet tyme maketh theim perfecte in

the iyes of man. 1644 J. BEHKENHEAD Serin, 4 All the
armies upon earth were to deduce their offspring from that
one Adam, by generation. 1698 J. CRULL Muscovy 3 The
.. Duina owes its name and off-spring to a Lake of the
same Name. 1715 M. DAVIKS Athcn. Brit. I. 283 A great
inlet into the offspring of those Deluding Antiquities.

t b. transf. family, race, stock
; ancestry. Obs.

a 1300 Cursor M. 13598 (Cott) pe neist men of his oxspring
Did Jai t?an be.for fiam bring. 1:1300 Ifaryon'. Hell 20
And so wes seid to Davyd the kyng, That wes of Christes
oune ofspryng. c 1440 Prontp. Part'. 372/1 Osprynge . . idem
quod kynrede. 15613 DAUS tr. Slcidantrs Counn. 12 b, The
Frenchmen come of the same ofspringe that we da 1582
STANYHURST Aineis n. (Ark) 46, I may not, I wyl not deny
my Greecian ofspring. 1612 BREKEWOOD Lang, fy Kelig. xiii.

117 What if the innumerable people of. .the huge continent
of America, be also of the same off-spring V

1 5. That from which anything springs or origin-
ates ; spring, fountain, source, original. Obs.

1538 LELANU /tin. V. 64 Wher as the very Hed of Ibis ya
in a great Somer Drought apperith very litle or no water,

yet is the stream servid wiih many Ofspringes resorting to
one Botoin. 1597 A. M. tr. CiitHletncaiis Fr. Chirurg. 22 b/i
Having discovered and denudatede the Polipum vnto his

roote or first offspringe and originalle. 1604 PARSONS yd
/'t. T/rree Com-ers. Kng. 85 The fountaines or offsprings,
from whence this diuersity hath taken her beginninge.

The alleged sense *

Propagation, generation
1

,

repeated in Diets, from J., appears to be an error,

J.'s quot. being app. in sense i.

1594 HOOKI-:K F.ccl. Pol. \. v. 2 That which cannot hereunto

|to eternal existence] attain personally, doth seek to continue
itself another way, that is by offspring and propagation.

[Off-square: see Half-square in HALF-, II n.]



OFFTAKE.

Offtake (^f>-ik). [f. OFF- 3 + TAKE 4]
1. The action of taking off; spec, the taking of

commodities off the market; purchase of goods.
1885 Manch. Exam. 10 June 4/4 In jacconets. .supply and

offtake seem to have been brought pretty well into con-

formity. 1896 li'cstin. Caz. 9 Sept. 2/2 The proportion of
the total off-take of thu Shanghai market supplied by Great
Britain or her Colonies was 79 per cent.

2. That which is taken off; a deduction.

1892 Labour Commission Gloss., Off-takes^ all deductions
retained from the men's wages for house-rent, house-coal,
doctor's fees, tool-sharpening, closed lights, etc.

3. A channel by which, or place where, some-

thing is taken off: spec. a. Mining* A subsidiary

drainage-level: see quot.
1875 Ure's Diet. Arts III. 320 There are subsidiary levels,

called off-takes or drifts, which discharge the water of a

mine, not at the mouth of a pit, but, .where, from the form
of the country, it may be run off level free.

b. The taking off or flowing out of a branch-

stream from the main channel of a river
;
the place

of such outflow.
1888 igt/i Cent. Jan. 44 The third of the Hugli headwaters

has its principal offtake from the Ganges again about forty
miles further down.

t O'fftract. rare* [irreg., app. f. OFF adv. +
tract in abstract, extract. Cf. Ger. abzug.] That
which isdrawn or taken from somethingas its source.

1784 J. BARRY in Lcct. Faint. \. (1848) 77 The energies
of language were easier, more at command, and, as the
more immediate offtract [printed offtrack] of thought,
naturally antecedent to the energies of art. Ibid. ii. 117
It is the mind of the artist which is visible in what he does;
the one must necessarily be an offtract of the other.

t Offtl'SC, a. Obs. rare 1

-, [a. F. offitsque (isth
c. in Godef.), or ad. \\~offuseQ (Florio), L. type

*offusc-us (not found in ancient L.), f. of-, ob- (Ofi-

i) + fttscus dark.] Dark, dusky :
= OBFUSCOUS.

1849 LYTTON Caxtons Hi (Blackw. Mar. 287) Does it [silence]
not wrap a man round with as offusc and impervious a fold? ;

t Offa'scant. Obs. [ad. L. offitscant-em, pr. \

pple. Qioffuscare to darken (seenext) ;
or ad. corresp.

j

F. offusquant] One who obfuscates or obscures; !

one who opposes enlightenment, an obscurantist.

1799 W. TAYLOR in Monthly Rev. XXIX. 180 The I

offuscants (as they [the
'

Illumine's
1

] affected to call the
;

teachers of vulgar credulity). 1806 in Ann. R(v. IV. 722
They are systematic offuscants ; not reasoners, but mystics.

Offu'Scate, ///. a. Now rare. [ad. L. offuscat- \

us, pa. pple. : see next.]
= OBFUSCATE ///. a.

1603 HOLLAND Plutarch's Mor. 658 Their eie sight.. Is

offuscate and darkened by the great light, a 1615 DONNE
Ess. (1651) 104 The certainty of the Person or History is

therby offuscate. 1840 -\V:f Monthly Mag. LVIII. 458 His
j

offuscate eyes.

Offu'Scate, v> Now rare. [f. T,. offuscat-^ ppl,
>

stem vtoffuscare to darken, f. of-,ob- (Os- 1 ) +fuscdre
to darken,fusc-us dark. See also OBFUSCATE.]
1. OBFUSCATE v. i.

1656 ULOUNT Glossogr.> Ojffuscate^ to make black or dark.

1659 B. HARRIS farivat's Iron Age 236 The exhalations. .

which offuscate, or darken the Sun. 1693 EVELYN De la.

Quint. Compl. Gard.\. \\. xvi. 45, 1 should fear those Dwarfs
might grow so large as to offuscate or shadow the Wall-
Fruit or Kspaliers, 1807 HKRSCHEL in Phil. Trans. XCVII.
184 The brilliancy of the metalline ground on which these

faint rings are seen, the contrast of which will offuscate their

feeble appearance. 1816 F. H. NAYLOR Hist. Germany I.

n. xiv. 677 A constellation, by whose transcendent radiance
all inferior luminaries were offuscated,

2. = OBFUSCATE v. 2.

1623 HART Arraignm. Ur. Ded. A, Hee was forced to

yeeldto such conditions as did much offuscate the splendor
of his former victories, a 1734 NORTH Exam., n. v. i

(1740) 315 To take all Occasions and Handles that may
operate in that Design, and to drop or offuscate all the rest.

1834-43 SOUTH BY Doctor cx\\x. (1862) 389 That knowledge
is . . obliterated or offuscated by its [the soul's] union with
the body. 1841 D'!SRAELI Anten. Lit. (1867) 358 His
gaiety and his gravity offuscate one another.

3. = OBFUSCATE v. 3.

1631 J. HAYWARD tr. Biotidfs Eromena 93 She had her

pints so offuscated as. .not to know her selfe. 1727 Philip
^narlt 241 The Tears, .which offuscated his Sight, a 1734
FORTH Lives (1826) I. 336 Some men's timidity offuscates

their understandings. 1871 M. COLLINS Mrq. ff Merck. III.

ix. 230 Mowbray's brain..was somewhat offuscated.

Hence Offirscated, OrTirscating///. adjs.
ft 1659 OSBORN Aft'sc,, etc. (1673) 582 Such a perplexed

knowledge, as renders their understanding, .more offuscated
an^ gloomy. 1708 Brit, Apollo No. 33. 2/1 To Inlighten their

Offuscated Intellects. 1798 W. TAYLOR in Robberds Mem,
I. 237 The future offuscating philosophy. 1828 D'!SRAELI
Chas. /, I. iii. 35 These vain and offuscating disputations,

Offusca'tiou. Nownwv. [ad. \^.offitscatwn'cni t

n. of action tvoYtvoffttscdre (see prec.) : cf. F. offusca-

tioiii also obf- (i.fth c.).] OBFUSCATION.
1502 Ord. Crysten Men (W. de W. 1506) iv. xx. 220 To

knowe offuscacyon of the very knowlege. 1629 BP. HALL
Reconciler 16 The wofull and gloomie ofiuscations of the
Church. 1755 Phil. Trans. XLIX. 410 The atmosphere .

had the appearance of clouds and notable offuscation. 1863
LYTTON Caxtoniana II. 191 This offuscation of intelligence
in verse-wrtters.

fOffu-sque, v. Obs. rare, [a, F. offn$que-r

(i4thc. in Hatz.-Darm.), ad. L. obf-, offuscare to

darken : see OFFITSCATB and the earlier obfusque,

OBFUSK.] trans. To obfuscate, obscure: OBFUSK.
Richardson cites BOLISCBROKE, but the oiig. ed. has

obfusqnts \ see OUFUSK T. 9, quot. a 1751.

'g'ing' ff Seamanship II. 254*
SMYTH Sailor s

87

Offward (-fwjd), adv. (sb.} and adj. [f. OFF
adv. + -WAKD.]
A. adv. In a direction or position off or away

from something; spec. (A'aut.} away from the shore.

Also quasi-;/', in phr. to the offward.
1600 ABP. ABBOT Exp. Jonah 567 Then lonas was so wise,

to be as far of-ward as possibly he might. 1692 Capt, Smith's
Seaman's Gram. t. xvi. 80 OJfavarti. is contrary to the shore ;

as the stern of a Ship lies to the Off-ward, and her head to
the shore ward. 1778 [W. MARSHALL] Minutes Agric. 13 May
1775, The cattle may be eased, by turning ojj'ivard or to-

ward, at pleasure. 1794 A'jy

Qffward) from the shore. 18

s. v., The ship heels ofl'ward.

B. adj.

fl. Turned or directed off or away ; averse. Obs,

1563 MAN Mitsculus Common-pi. 22 To haue any ofwarde
will and turned from God. 1626 Kr. ANDREWKS Serm. (1641)

163 Righteousnesse was not so off-ward before, but she is

now as forward.

t 2. = OFF C. 2 a. Obs. rare' 1
.

1710 Land. Gaz. No. 4727/4 A little white on his offward
Heel behind.

Hence tO'fiwardness Obs.
t
state of being turned

away, averseness, aversion.
1600 ABP. ABBOT Exp. Jonah i His of-wardnesse from

God and God's favourable inclination ever more to him.
Ibid. 137 Their marvellous of-wardnesse and unwillingness. .

to the shedding of bloud.

O'ffwards, adv. rare 1

, [f. as prec. + -WARDS.]
= OFFWABD A.

1692 Ca.pt. Smith's Seaman's Cram. n. .\v. 123 For the
Rack offwards 7 foot.

Offytorie, obs. corrupt form of OFFERTORY.

tOf-ga'St ///. a., obs. by-form of A CAST,
AGHAST : see ( )F- -.

c 1305 St. Kcnelm 212 in E. E. P. (1862) 53 So sore hi were
of gaste.

t Ofge't, v- Obs. rare. In 3 of-;ete(n, -giten.

[f. OF. + OE. *>/, -gitau to GET. Cf. ONET, OE.

OHgietan to perceive.] trans. To perceive, discern.
c; 1205 LAY. 25777 5'fpu hine miht of-3iten. c 1275 ll>id,

26623 3 f hii of-^ete mihte.

t OfgO', v. Obs. [OE. ofgdn, f. OF- l
-f- gdn to Go.

For sense-development, cf. Ger. bekommen to ob-

tain. For senses 3, 4, see OF-
''>.]

1. trans. To demand, require, exact.

c 1000 /ELFRIC Horn. II. 340 Ic ofga his blodes gyte jet

5inum handum. c 1175 Lami\ Horn. 117 Ic of-ga et j>e mid
groman his blod.

2. To gain, win, obtain
;

to obtain by merit, to

deserve, earn.'

ciooo ELFRIC Horn, I. nS We sceolon .. mid halgum
meegnum. done card ofgan he we . . forluron. cnoo 0. E.
Chron. an. 1098 His broker Rodbert wearS his yrfe numa,
s\va swa he hit set pam cynge of-eode. a. 1225 After. K. 390
Ich hit wulle heorteliche uorto of-gon bine heorte. 1340
Ayenl>. 13 He ssell come ate day of dome to.,yeldetoechen
be bet he heb of-guo ine bise wordle. 1377 LANGL. P. PI, B,
ix. 106 To go. .and agon \_AIS. /Fofgon] her lyflode.

3. To go through, permeate.
1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 3173 Vor be poyson in is slep pe

veines so pom so^te pat it of code [v.r, ouerwent] al pat
body and to debe him sone bro^te.

4. To come up with, overtake.
c 1300 Bcket 52 Me ne mist hem 11031 ofgo.
Hence fOfgO'ing vbl. sb., deserving, earning.
1340 Aycnb. 215 Hare Demere..ham ssel yelde be hare

ofgoinge.

t Orgra-me, v. Obs. rare. [f. OF-
2 + GRAME v.]

irons. To vex, irritate. Known only in pa. pple.

of-granted vexed : cf. AGRAMED.
c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 69 pus here a;ene sinnes hem

shende<5 and hie ben, of-gramede wi3 hem selfen.

t Ofgre'de, v. Obs. rare. Pa. t. 4 ofgrad. [f.

OF- 1 + GKEDE&.tocry.] trans. To call for, summon.
13. . /C.A/is.$Bi (Bodley MS.) The kyngitseijand wonder

had : Allehis maistres he of-grad.

1 Ofgree*t,z>. Obs. rare. Pa.t. 4 ofgrett. [app.
f. OF-

"
+ GREET v.1 2.] trans. ? To strike off.

A rth. ff Merl. 5946 (Kolbing
nett Hastlliche p>

. . :ben hounde, pat
ich or hem who so mett Hastiliche pe heued ofgrett.

t Ofgri'sen, ///. a. Obs. rare. [By-form of

agrisen, pa.pple. of AGRISE^. : see OF--.] Terrified.

c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 135 Ne beo ]?u zacharie noht

of-grisen. Ibid. 173 Hie. .beo swioe of-grisen.

t OfheaT, v. Obs. rare. [f. OF- a + HEAR t>.]

trans. To hear* or ? to overhear.
a 1300 A'. Horn 41 A Payn hit of-herde And hym wel sone

answarede.

tOfhea't, v.
f

Obs. rare. Pa. pple. in 3 ofhsot.

[f.OF-
1 + Ofu&fifafl to HEAT.] trans. To overcome

with heat.
c 1205 LAY. 9314 He wes swiSe of-hst [c 1275 a-feat] pat al !

his burne wes bi-swat.

t Ofhold, v . Obs. [OE. oflicaldan, f. OF- 1 +
healdan to HOLD.] trans. To withhold, keep back.

1035-50 O. E. Chron. an. 1035 (MS. C) He.. let niman of

hyre ealle 5a betstan gitrsuma 3e heo ofhealdan ne mihte.

1340 Ayenb. 9 pis heste ous uorbyet to nimene and pf-hyealde
opre manne ping. Ibid. 46 He ne may na?t ine guode
manere of-healde pet he wynb. 1393 LANGL. P. PI. C. in. 238
Mynstrales and messagers .. with-helde [MS. I of-heldenj
hym halfe a jere.

t Ofh.u ngered, a. Obs. Forms : I ofhing-
rod, 3 of-hvmgret, (of-fingred), 3-4 of-hongred,
of-hungred, 4 of-hongret. (Hence AFINGERED,

OFEEACH.

q.v.) [OE. ofhyngred) -od
t

f. OF- l + pa. pple. of

hyngran, -ian to HUNGER.] Afflicted with hunger,
very hungry, famished.
c 1000 .KLFKIC Hotn. I. 204 Eadi^e bco5 ba be sind ofhin-

grode and oflyste rihtwisnysse. cizos LAV. 31804 No nan

uplc on londc : pat of-fingred nes sa^re. a 1225 A tier. A'. 376
>if bu ert of hungred efler pe swete. Ibid. 404 3'f pi uo is

offingred, ^if him node. 1290 S. Kng. Leg. I. 420/15 pulke
pat weren a-cale and of-hongred. 1330 Amis fy Awil. 1908
Wel sore of-hungred and cold. 1393 LAXGL. P. /'/. C. MI. 43
Bobe a-fyngred [r-. r. of-hongret] and a-furst.

Ofice, Oficere, obs. ff. OFFICE, OFFICER.

Oficina 'V'fisrna). [Sp., ad. L. officina\ see

OFFICIN.V.] A factory or 'works' in a Spanish-
speaking country, as in South America or Mexico.
1889 Daily AVwj 10 Dec. 2/2 The extension of the Nitrate

Railway Company to the Southern nitrate deposits must
prove to be of great importance in the future. . It is probable
that one or two other oficmas might use the line when made.
1897 H-'fstjii. daz.\ Nov. 8/i The directors had the oiicina
closed down entirely .. and the works will remain closed
until there is a reasonable advance in the price of nitrate.

t Ofke'n, v.i Obs. rare. [f.
OF- -' + KEN t-.i :

cf. AKENV.I] trans. To recognize, descry, perceive.
cizjs LAV. 1659 po (ioffare J.e king pane castel of-kemlL-

[c 1205 kenned*].

tOfke-n,^.^ Obs. rare. [f.OF-- + KEN'^.-':
cf. AKEN v,-] trans. To bring forth, give birth to.

ciz5o Doomsday 42 in O. E. Misc. 164 Heo schulen iseon
the lauedi pat ihesu crist of-kende.

t O'flete. Obs. Forms : I ofleete, -lite, -l^te,

'ofelete), 2 ouelete, (3 ouelote), 9 of/;iete.

[mod. ad. OE. q/lwte, -late wk. fem., ad. eccl. I..

oblafa, sb. use of fcm. pa. pple. of offerre to offer ;

cf. O.Icel. obldta, obldt, OHG. obldta (Cier. oblatf
t

and see OBLEY. (If the old word had survived,
its mod. form would have been 0v(?]fet, ortw/tY/]
1. An offering, sacrifice, oblation.

^825 Vcsp. Psalter 1. 21 Donne 3u onfixrst onscsdni-^Mi
rehtwisnisse oflatan. c 1000 A^s. Ps. .\xxix. 6 Noldest Jni
na offriinga and ofiata nane. a 130x3 E. E. Psalter ibid.,
OfTrand and ouelote wald bou noght se. [1881 T. K. I'mncKiT
Hist. Holy Eucharist I. 167 A pure ofiete or oblation.J
2. A sacramental wafer

;
a wafer generally.

'jooo ELFRIC //<>;//. II. 174 Benedictus . . asende ana
ofeletan, and het mid pa;re masssian for oam mynecenum.
c 1000 Sax. I.ccchd. III. 42 WiS weorh man sceal niman
.vii. lytle oflajtan swylce man mid ofraS & writtan bas
naman on aelcre oflittan. c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 97 Krest
it be& ouelete . . and efter . . turneS be bred to fleis. [1844
LIXGARD Anglo*Sax.Ch.{i&*$} I. vii. 268 The offlete or bread
for the oblation. 1849 ROCK C//. offathers I. ii. 156 Instead
of ofletcs these [altar] IJreads came to be called by the name
either of Obley ', or of 'singing-ljread '. 1884 A. J. IU n.i u

Anc. Copt. C/i. II. 50 The Greek rubric sanctions the use
of a napkin or corporal to fan the ofiete.]

t Oflie 1

,
v. Obs. [OE. oflicgan, f. OF- 1 + licgan

to LIE.] trans, a. To injure by lying; to overlie.

b. To fatigue with lying. C. To lie with. Cf.

FORLIE.
c 1000 Modus Intpon. Penit. c. 41 in Thorpe Laws II. 276

jif hwa on slspe his beam ofiicge 5aet hit dead wurfte.

1205. LAY. 19300 Heom bluten twslf cnihtes daeics and
nihtespa weoren weri uf'laeien [^1275 for-leie], aizcpOwl $
Night. 1505 5if thu bi-thenchest hwo hire of-ligge, Thu mi^t
mid wlate the este bugge.
Of-lofte: see LOFT sl>.

tOflO'nged, ppl.a. Obs. [OI?. oflangod, f. OF- 1

+ langod) pa. pple. of langian to LONG, cause long-

ing.] Seized or overcome with longing.
c 1000 ./ELFRIC Hour. II. 176 S\vi5or for 3a;re sibbe bonne

for Codes daile wear5 pa oflangod unjenietlice. c 1200 Trin.
Coll, Hont. 183 Hwu shal ich of-longed wiS-ute be libben.
c 1205 LAY. 10034 lifter be ic wes of-longed \c 1275 of-langetj.
c 1275 Passion of our Lord 14 in O. E. Misc. 37 He wes
swif>e of-longed to his fader blysse.

t Ofiu-St, -list, ///. a. Obs. [OE. oflysted,

oflyst)i.Q?-*L + /j/5/W, pa. pple. of lystan^ to delight,
cause desire, LIST v.] Possessed with a strong
desire, affected with longing.
c 888 K. /EI.FRED /?<v///. xxxv. 6 Forpam he wass oflyst

5aes seldcuban sones. c 1000 ^ELFRIC Hoin. I. 136 Da wa;s
5es man swiSe oflyst tfces Havlendes to-cymes. ^1205 L.\\.

3554 Pa wes he wracccheliche of-lust After deores fla^sce.

tO'fold, a. Obs. Also 3 ofeald, 4 ofald.

[Reduced f. *onfold, OE. dnfald\ see AFALD ; also

ONEFOLD.] a. Single, b. Simple.
c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 187 Ofeald o5er twifeald is ilch

man. a 1300 Cursor M. 25024 iGott.)
'

Anelepi
'

qui es he
cald and knaun Uot for he es ofald \Cott. anfald] his fader

aun ? 13.. Minor Poems fr, l-'ernon MS. xlvi. 278 Now
knowe I wel pat hit mai be pat O-fold god Is in pre. (1440
Jacobs Well 197 pou woldyst restore hym o-fold, pat is,

euen in-as-myche as pou dedyst him harm !

Ofor, obs. form of OVEB.

Oforn, variant of afom, obs. form of AFOIIE.

13.. Guy Wariu. (A.) 2756 Than seyd bemperour on pis

maner To pe douke Segyn oforn hem per.

t Ofpi-ne, v. Otis. rare. [f.
OF- l + PINE v.}

trans. To torment.

13.. Minor Poemsfr. Vernon MS. xxxvii. 117 pau} he of-

pyne me in seknesse sore, Hit is for my gode.

Ofre, obs. form of OKFKK.

t Oftea-

ch,f. Obs. [f. OF-' + REACH v.] trans.

To reach, get at.

aizis Juliana 57 Hwet se hit of rahte [-'.r. hit rahie].

111300 K. Horn 1283 pat lond ischal ofreche, And do mi fader

\vreche. c 1310 Sir JinesSfy (MS. A) And sum knijt Beucs



OFREDE.
so ofrau3te, pe heued of at be ferste drau^te. c 1350 7f V//.

Palerne 3874 No rink bei mi^t of-reche recuuered neuer
after. 1377 LANGL. /'. PI. I*, xvm. 6 Of crystes passioun
and penaunce be peple bat of-nui^te.

t Ofre'de, ?'. 0A*. nwr.
[f.

OF- 1 + REDE z/., to

counsel.] /fans. To outdo in counsel, to outwit,
c 1275 [see OI-RIDH].

tOfrrde, z>. Ohs, [OK. */;-/<&;/, f. OF-I +

ridan to RIDE.] trans. To ride down, overtake

by riding, overtake.

901 O. E. Chron., Se cyng het ridan after, and nc inehte
lime mon ofridau. c 1000 ^LFRIC Gen. xiv. 14 Abram efste

wiSSses heres ob 5zet he hi^ofrad. ^1275 Prov, sElfredf>j,i
in O, E. Misc. 136 For be helder mon me mai of-riden,
Betere benne of-reden.

+ Of-ru'n, v. Ol>s. In i of-irnan, 3 of-serue,

of-herne, of-urne. [OE. *ofrinnan, ofinian, f.

Or- 1 + *rinnan, irnan to RUN.] trans, a. To
overtake by running, b. To run away from, flee

from.
r888 K. ^LFKED Boeth. xxxix. 13 Faerb he bonne aefter

)><ercsunnaii . .ob he ofirnb basunnanhindan. CIOOO^LFRIC
Horn. I. 400 DKS witegan cnapa, Gyezi. .ofarn 3one Se^en
Naaman. f 1205 LAY. 13149 pe abbed an horse leop,.And
sone gon of-jerne pe eorl Uortigerne. c 1275 Ibid, 18267 Octa
sende his sonde. .After baie Yresse pat Vther weren of-vrne

[c 1205 bae V6er at-urnen].

tOfsa'ke, z>. 0fo. [OE. ofsacan, f. OF- l +
.rflrd!;/ to contend, charge, accuse.] trans. To deny.
r 1000 Laws of sEtJiehtan c. 4 7 in Thorpe, ^if hwa

ofsacan wille, do 3aet mid eahta and feowertig fulborenra

be^ena. ^1305 Christopher bo in E. E. P. (1862)61, I ne
mai hit nojt ofsake..& pat me ruejj sore. 13. . Birth Jesus
785 hi Hor.stmann Altengl. Leg. (1875) 97 pat be giwes ne
of soke it nou}t.

tOfsca'pe, v. Obs.
[f.

OF- 2 + SCAPE z/.
; altered

from ASCAPE, ESCAPE.] intr. To escape.
1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 459 Hii bat mi^te ofscapie \r.rr.

of-scape,askape] bigonne to fle vaste. Ibid. 582 pou ne ssalt,
bi hem bat made me, ofsknpie so li^te. Ibid, 1196 He was
sori & made giet imone Of horn bat ofscapede.

I Ofsexlie, v. Ohs. [ME. f. Or-i + sechen

to SEEK. Cf. ON. ofscekia to persecute.]
1. trans. To seek after, search for ; absol. to

make a search ; Jig. to attack (as a disease); to

approach or come up to.

(i 1225 A tier. R. 232 pe bet..ofseche5 wel ut his owune
feblesce. 1297 R. GLOI'C. (Rolls) 3048 He was sone of so;t.
f 1305 St. Swithin 13 in E, E. P. (1862) 43 He nom wib him
folc ynou}: and to e gywene gan wende And let ofseche
oueral. 1340-70 Atisaunder 25 Case fell, pat this Kyng..
Was with siknes of^ought. Ibid. 1217 On euery syde pe sea
of-souhte the walles. c 1350 H7ill. Palemc 1676 pat noj>er
clerk nor kni}t nor of cuntre cherleSchal passe vnperceyued
and pertiliche of-sou;t.

2. -To beseech, entreat.

1297 R. GI.OUC. (Rolls) 8882 pe king of so#e hire suipe ynou.
t Ofsee*, v. Obs. [OE. ofseon, f. OF- + ston to

SEE.] trans. To see, perceive by sight, catch

sight of, observe.
c 1000 ^ELFRIC Saints' Lives xxlii. (Seven Sleepers} 545 Da

ofseah he ferine jeongne man. Gen. xvi. 7 Da ofseah

hi^ Codes engel. 1x320 Sir Beues 1288 (MS. A) Vnder a
faire medle tre, pat sire lieues gan of-see. Ibid, 1832 lleues

hire sone of-say. ^1350 ll'ill. Palerne 48 panne of-saw he
ful sone pat semliche child, c 1380 Sir Ferumb. 3739 Wanne
a cam pe pauylons nej, be Amyrel wel sone him of-se^.

t Ofse'nd, v. Obs. [OE. ofsendan, f. OF- 1 +
gentian to SEND.] trans. To send for.

XX2X O. E. Chron. (Laud MS.) an. 1048 Ofsaend se

cyng Godwine eorl. 1205 LAY. 15748 Heo him radden ..

pat he of-sende Magan pat wes a selcu6 mon. 1*97 R.
GLOUC. (RoHs) 6478 Seint edwardes moder peruore he of

sende, Emme queue of engelond, J?at heo hider wende. 1362
LANGL. P. PL A. 11. 37 Sir Simonye is of-sent to asseale

pe Chartres. cijjioSzr Fenunb. 1516 Moradas askede for

wat nede pat pay wern of-sent.

tOfse'rve,^- Obs. [f. OF-
1 + SERVE z;. (6-1225):

perh. after OF. deservir ; but the of- has the same
force as in ofsivink^\ trans. To deserve, merit ;

to obtain by deserving; to earn.

rti225 After. R. 236 So mid rihte ofserueden kempene
crune. a 1225 Juliana 34 pu liauest inoh min freontschipe
of-seruet. 1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 2699 As he it adde of

serued, ynou he adde of wo. c 1315 SHOREHAM 32 Thou
hest of-serued dygnelyche The pyne of helle vere.

Hence f Ofse-rving vbL sl>.
t Obs., deserving,

desert, merit.
a 1240 Lofsong in Cott, How, 215 pu newest none mon

nowicht purh his of-seruunge. 1340 Ayenb. 101 pise grace
god ous made pe uader wypoute oure ofseruinge.

tOfse-t, v. Obs. [OE. ofsett-an, f. OF-! +
sett-an to SET.] trans. To beset, oppress.
c 1000 Judges m. 8 in Thwaite Heptat., He his ofsette and

jeswencte for pearle. c 1000 Sax. Lcechd. III. 202 On
manejum leahtrum bij> pfsett. 1340-70 Alex. $ Dmd. 987
We ben of-set wij no sinne for vnsely godus. 1340-70A lisaunder 308 Dus was pe cttie of-sett and sipj?en so wonne.

t Ofsha'me, v. Obs. [OE. ofsceamian, f. OF-*
+ sceamian to feel SHAME.] trans. To put to

shame. Usually in pa. pple. Of-shamed, put to

shame, ASHAMED.
c 888 K. ALFRED Bocth. Hi. 4 ^if pu be ofsceamian wilt

Sines gedwolan. ciooo JEittK Honi. II. 416 Se dry paer
stod eadmod and ofsceamod. rxaoo Trin. Coll. Ifout. 173
Hie..bieS swiSe of-shamede of hem. c 1275 Passion of our
Lord 137 in O. E. Misc. 41 peyh alle of-schomed beo. 1297
R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 7020 po was pis luper godwine of ssamed
suipe sore, c 1315 SHOREHAM 160 Anon opened thei bothe
hare ejcn . . And woxe of-scbamed.

88

t Ofsi't, v. Obs. [OE. ofsitt-an, f. Or-i + sitt-an

toSiT.] trans. Tosilupon, occupy, oppress, repress.
r888 K. ALFRED Bocth. xviii. i Eall bet heo s-e lies

ofseten ha'fp. < 1000 Judges v. Annot. in Thwaite Ilcftnt.
156 pe .. mid unrihtwisnisse pa carman ofsutap. (1175
Lamb. Honi. 115 Det is Kinge's rihtwi.snc.ssc pet he mid
wohje ne of-sitte ne ermne ne eadine.

tOfslay, ofsle', ^ Obs. Forms: see SLAY.

[OE. ofslfaHi f. OF- i + sifan (:sla/ian} to strike,

SLAY.] trans. To kill uff, slay.
893 K. ^ELFKKD Oros. iv. i. 5 He ofslo^ micel Saes folccs.

coxx) tr. B&da's Hist. i. xviii. [xx.xiv.J (1890) 92 Deodbald . .

was ofslagen mid ealle by weorode pe he Isedde. c 1000
Sax. Lcechd. I. 168 genim pas wyrte pe man solago minor
. .nemned. .heo pa wyrmas ofslihp. c 1205 LAY. 685 Ui pone
toppe lie hine nom Al swa he hine walde of-slean. Ibid.
2559 Per ^e his broker of-sloh. (1250 Gen. $ Ex. 4077
Codes wrecbe <5or haue3 of-slagen xxiii. 3usent of Sagen.
c 1320 Sir fieucs 2520 (MS. A) For to bringe pis quene a;en
And be, Beues, her of-slen.

t Ofspri'ng, v. Obs. rare. [f. OF-! + SPRING

z>.] intr. To spring, descend.

1275 LAV. 26418 Belyn and Brenne Of warn we beop of-

spronge.

t Ofsta-nd, v. Obs. rare. [OE. ofstoud-an, f.

OF- i + standan to STAND.]
1. intr* To remain standing, remain, stay. Cf.

ATSTAND v. i, 2. {Only in OE.)
riooo Sax. Leechd. II. 194 gif him ofstonde|> on Innan

flcnigu ceald wjete.

2. trans. To withstand. Cf. ATSTAND v. 3.
c 1400 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 1300 (MS. 15) pe emperour of
Rome hat no lond ne mygte ofstonde [z'. r. at stonde].

t Ofsti'ng, v. Obs. [OE. ofsting-an, f. OF- i +
sting-an to STING, pierce.] trans. To kill by
a thrust

;
to pierce, gore, stab to death.

1-893 K. /ELFRED 0?w. i\'. i. 5 He hiene [bone yip] on
bone nafelan ofstang. a loop O. E. Chron. (Laud MS.) an.
626 He [Eomer] wolde of-stingan Eadwine cininge, ac he
ofstang Lilian his Sejn. c 1205 LAY. 5034 pat ich for pine
binge Mid sasxe me of-stinge. Ibid. 10653 Carrais him on

prong and mid spere him of-stong.

tOfstre'ngtll, v. Obs. rare.
[f.

OF-! +
STRENGTH z/.] trans. To fortify.

1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 2968 Ac octa hengistes sone and is

poer attelaste Of scapede to euerwik and of strengpede ben

tOfswi-nk, v. Obs.
[f.

OF- i + SWINK v.}
trans. To gain by labour, labour for.

cisoo Beket g In strong swynche nijt and dai : to of-

swynche here Mete stronge. c 1350 Leg. Rood (1871) 26 He
. . of-swonke is owe mete. a. 1400 L'/iron. K. Glouc, 944
(MS. B) pat we my^te of swynke [MS. A biswmke] oure

. mete, & hbbe by oure swynke.
Oft (^ft), adv., adj. Now arch. ,poet. t and dial.\

repr. in ordinary use by OFTEN. Forms: a. i-

oft, (4-5 offt, 8 Sc. aft). 0. 2-6 ofte, (3 hofte,

3-5 oflFte, 5 owghte). [Comm. Tent. : OE.
oft

= OFris. ofta, ofte, OS. oft, ofto (MDu. ofte

rare), OHG. ofto (MHO. ofte, oft, Ger. oft) t ON.
oft, opt (Sw. ofta, Da. ofte} \ Goth, tifta. In early
ME. oft was extended to ofte (app. in imitation of

advbs. in -e], which became 1200-1500 the only
form in south, and midl., oft being confined to north,

dial, or writers under northern influence. In i6thc.
with the mutescence of final e, oft gradually dis-

placed ofte, which occurs however as a graphic
var. till 1:1580. See also OFTEN.]
A. adv. = OFTEN A.

o. C9SO Lindisf. Gosp. Matt. xvii. 15 Oft fallas in fyr and
symle in wztre. c 1000 Ags. Gosj>. Luke xiii. 34 Hu oft ic*

t J- t> - 1 J_ . -^ T /. IT. . - 1

oft vsid anentis men. c 1400 Destr. Troy 13466 Oft went
pat wegh to the water syde. 1526 TINDALE i Cot', xi. 25
This do as oft as ye drinke it, in the remembraunce off me.

1535 COVKRDALF. Judith v. D, As oft as they were sory. 1551
BIBLE 2 Cor.x'i. 23 In pryson more plenteously : in death oft

[WycLiF ofte tymes, TIND., CRANM., Geneva ofte, Rheims
often, 161 1 oft]. 1576 FLEMING Panopl. Kpist. 255 Itcornmeth
to passe, many times and oft. 1611 BIBLE Transl. Pref. i b,
Not only as oft as we speake . . but also as oft as we doe any
thing. 1717 LADY M.W. MONTAGU Let. to Mrs.Hrivet i Apr.,
Let me hear as oft as you can. 1752 HUME Ess. % Treat.

(1777) I. 193 [It] is commonly a painful, oft a fruitless occu-

pation, a 1774 GOLDSM. tr. Scarroii's Com. Romance (1775)
I. 29 Many s the time and oft. 1786 BUMS Dream xi, Yet
aft a ragged cowte's been known To mak a noble atver.

1806 H. K. WHITE Hymn^ Much in sorrow, oft in woe, On-
ward, Christians, onward go! 1852 MRS. STOWE Uncle
Tonfs C. xxviii. 260 A strife, .suspended oft, but yet re-

newed again. Mod. Sc. Hae ye been oft there?

ft. c 1175 Lamb. Honi. 147 Ofte for his sunne [he] swinge3
him miS smele twige. 1200 ORMIN 9016 Forr }uw birrjj

uppo kirrkeflor Beon fundenn offte & lannge, c 1205 LAV.

3363 For ofte \c 1275 hofte] hit Uimpd pat eft hit him
of-bmcheft. c 1x5/0 Gen. $ Ex. 4144 Ydolatrie. .ofte vt-wrogte
hem sorges dref. i97 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 53 Of be folc of

denemarch . . pat ofte wonne engelond. 1340 Ayanb. 236
Hit be-houeb. .ofte wesse his herte of kueade lostes. 1362
LANGL. P. PI. A. n. 16 pat is Meede be Mayden..pat hap
me marred ofte. c 1386 CHAUCER Clerks T. 170 She wolde

brynge Wortes or othere herbes tymes ofte [rime softe, lofte ;

so 5 MSS. ; Petw. % Lansd. oft, soft, loft], c 1440 Promp,
Parv. 231/1 Hawntyn, or ofte vsyn. 1442 Rolls ofParlt.
V. 54/2 Upon the peyne of xl. li., to be forfait as ogwhte as

they do the contrarie. 1470-85 MALORY Art/tur xvi. xvi,
Thenne ofte Colgreuaunce cryed vpon syre Bors. 151* Act
4 I/en. y//It c. i 4 As ofte and as many tymes as nede

OFTEN.
shall require. (-1582 E. SKORY in Nature (1883) XXVII.
316 The fyers doe ofte breake forth.

Comparative: \ oftor, 2-7 (9 arch, and dial.}
ofter, (3 -ere, 4 .SV. -yre, 5 -ir, Sc. -ar;.
r 897 K. ^ELFRKO Grf&>rys Past. Ivi. 435 Hi beob da* <V

lator rte hi oftor ymbox-ahtiaS. c 1175 Lamb. How. 21 We
sunegiet..welle ofter bene we scolde. 1297 [see OMSITHI-:].
^1386 CHAUCER Nun's Pr. T. 608 If thou bigyle me any
ofter than ones, r 1449 PKCOCK Rt-pr. i. viii, 39 That the
reders be the more and the oftir remembrid. 1551 TI-RNFR
Herbal (1568) P iij, I haue not sene it in Knglande ofter
than ones. 1615 LATHAM Falconry (1633) 16 The more ofter
that you doe use her unto them, the quieter she will be.
1828 Craven Gloss, (ed. 2), Ofter, more frequently. 1856
MRS. BROWNING Aur. Leigh in. 907 She laughed sometimes
..But ofter she was sorrowful. 1868 ATKINSON Cleveland
Gloss., Offer, more frequently, oftener.

Superlative : i oftost, -ust, 3-7 -est. ? Obs.

^950 Lindisf. Gosp. Mark v. 4 ForSon oftust m'i5 feotrum
& mi'd hracentegum gebunden waes. a 1225 Leg. Kath. 1 14
Ah eauer ha hefde on hali writ ehnen oSer heorte, oftest ba
togederes. 1393 LANGL. P. PL C. iv. 439 That he bat seith
most sothest [v.r. oftest seib sob]. 1480 CAXTON Descr.
Brit. 23 Netheles oftest and longest they were vnder the
kyngis of Mercia. 1599 JAS. 1 BatriA. Awpov (1682) 35
Vertue followeth oftest noble blood. 1671 MILTON P. R. n.
228 Rocks whereon greatest men have oftest wreck 'd.

b. At frequent intervals of space, rare.

1617 MORYSON /tin. i. 30 Of the villages oft intermixed,
some are subject to the Margrave .. and some to divers

Bishops. 1634 SIR T. HERBERT Trap. 94 Shee is diuided
and sub-diuided so oft and into so many streames.

c. Like other advbs., usually hyphened to a ppl.

adj. used attrib., as oft-told. (In this construction
still frequent.) Cf. OFTEN A. 3.
a 1586 SIDNEY Arcadia (1622) 121 Partaker of this oft-

blinding light. 1671 MILTON Samson 575 Oft-invocated
death. 1715-20 POPE Iliad xnr. 495 The oft-heav'd axe.
1818 BYRON Ch. Har. iv. cxxiii, Reaping the whirlwind
from the oft-sown winds. 1851 D. JERROLD St. Giles v. 39
To thwart an oft-told prophecy. 1858 in Proc. Anier.
Phil. Soc. VI. 318 The attacks of an oft-recurring malady.
1864 BURTON Scot Abr. I. v. 270 An old and oft-repeated
tale.

t B. adj.
= OFTEN B. (Chiefly with vbl.

sfa.)
and verbal sbs.

, and so essentially adverbi;

Higden (Rolls) V. 311 pis hermyte..w'

: in his beedes. ' 14

With gerunds and verbal sbs.,and so essentially adverbial.

1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls) V. 31

blynde for ofte wepynge bat he usede in his beedes. ^1450
tr. De Imitations \. \. 2 Many felty but litel desire of offte

heringe of pe gospel. 1483 Cath. Angl. 258/2 Ofte, creber^

freqnenS) nn{ni\crosits. 1548 UDALL, etc. Erasm. Par*
Mark 74 b, I ascribe my safety to myne oft fastynges. a 1568
ASCHAM Scholcm. (Arb.) 85 To breede occasion of ofter

meeting of him and her. 1624 QUARLES Div. Poems, Sion's
Sonn. xx. 17 Brests, whose beautie reinvites My oft re-

membrance to her oft delights. 1671 MILTON Samson 382
Warn'd by oft experience.
C. Comb. \Vithsbs. denotingtime,ast?/?-j(?a^j;

see also OFTSITHE, -9, OFT-TIME, -s.

1542 QDALL Erasm. Afoph. 7 b, Thou walkest too and
fro, ofteseasons in maner all y* whole daye.

Oft, obs. or dial, form of AUGHT. OUGHT v.

1575 Gamin. Gnrton in. iii, Did I (olde witch) steal oft

was thine? 1576 Parad. Dainty Devices, If I may of
wisedome oft define. 1590- [see OUGHT r.J.

t Ofta'ke, z'. Obs. For forms and inflexions

see TAKE v.

1. [f. OF- 3 + TAKE v.] trans. To overtake,
come up with.
c 1205 LAY. 26069 Ar5ur wes swiftre And of-toc bene eotend.

1297 R. GLOL-C. (Rolls) 1468 He of tok \several MSS. ouer

tok] him at an hauene and slou him rijt here. 13. . Guy
\Vfirw. (A.) 6412 Hisgode stede he bi-strod And of-tok hem
wib-outen abod. a 1400 Qctffuian. 1625 All that they myghte
with wepene of-take.

b. To overtake or detect (in a fault).

1350 Usages ofWincht'ster in Eng. Gilds (1870) 355 pat
he ne mowe wib-segge $if he is of take oj>er ban weel.

2. To take off or away. (In pa. pple.) [Belongs
to OFF- i.]
c 1386 CHAUCER Prioress* T. 213 Til fro my tonge of taken

is the greyn. 1432-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) VII. 201 Lest thei

scholde have skornede hym or elles oftaken the rynge awey
in his absence.

Often (^"fn ), odv. and adj. Also 4 oftin, 5

oftyn(e, -on, 6 hoften, 8
.Sr^aften. [An ex-

tended form of OFT, or of its MK. variant ofte. In

Chaucer we find ofte before a consonant, often be-

fore a vowel or //, as if in imitation of inflexional

endings in -en reduced before a consonant to -^
;

but the earliest examples appear to be northern,
and in them oftin occurs before a cons. The word
is not common in Standard English till the i6th c.

The pronunciation (^'f|tcn), which is not recog-
nized in the dictionaries, is now frequent in the

south of England, and is often used in singing.]
A. adv. 1. Many times

;
at many times, on

numerous occasions
; frequently. Opposed to

seldom.

13. . Cursor M. 3520 (Giitt.) Esau went for to hunt A day,
as he was oftin wont [Cott. oft, Trin. ofte]. Ibid. 7699
(Gott.) l>at oftin [Cott. oft, Tr, often] chancis sua it bi-fell.

(-1386 CHAUCER C. T. Prol. 310 That often [v.r. oftynj
hadde ben at the Parys. 1-1400 MAUNDEV. (1839) ix. 100

And the erthe and the loud chaungeth often his colour, c 1440
Promp. Parv. 363/1 Oftyne, se^e, muttocies, frequenter.

1509 FISHER Fun. Serm. C'tess Richmond Wks. (1876)

292 Full often she complayned that [etc.]. 1526 TINDALE
Matt, xxiii. 37 Howe often [Wvci.iE oft, 1388 ofie] wolde I

have gaddered thy children to gedder. 1697 DAMPIKK

Voy. I. 251, I have often wonder'd at his Expressions and



OFTENE. 89 OFT-TIMES.

Actions. 1701 DE FOE True-born EnglisJun. \\. 128 Seldom
contented, often in the wrong. 1709 STEELE Tatlcr No. 149

7 Let me beg of you to write to me often. 1861 M.
PATTISON Ess. (1889) I. 34 The crown of England, always at

strife, and often at open war, witli its own barons. 1883 HISS
JEWSBURY in Mrs. Carlyles Lett. II. 274 The mortifications

and vexations she felt, .were often and often self-made.

Comparative and Superlative.
1467 Ordm. Wore, in Eng. Gilds 380 [They] shullen com

and assemble togeder in euery quarter of the ye re, ones or

oftener and it nede. 1558 UP. WATSON Sev. Sacram. xi. 61

He.. that the oftneste and with moste reuerence commeth.
1660 BOYLE Seraph. Love xvi. (1700) 99 He is rather
welcom'st to God that comes to him oftenest, and stays
with him longest, a 1715 BURNET Own Time (1766) I. 246
As has happened oftner than once before. 1784 COWPER
Task i. 411 An idol, at whose shrine Who oft'nest sacrifice

are favour'd least. 1866 DARWIN Qrig. Spec. (ed. 4) iv. 104
Those individual flowers ,. would be oftenest visited by
insects, and would be oftenest crossed.

2. In many instances; in cases frequentlyoccurring.
Here often lies properly outside the statement, referring to

the frequency of cases in which it can be said ; thus quot.

1807-26 really means '

it often happens that the disease will

remain stationary during life '; quot. 1878
*
it often happens

that a good character is worth ', etc.

c 1386 CHAUCER Miller's T. 44 Youthe and elde is often
at debaat. 1509 FISHER Fun. Serin. Ctess Kic/tf/i0nd\\ks.

(1876) 290 Full often suche as come of ryght pore and vn-
noble fader and moder, haue grete abletees of nature.

(11548 HALL Chron., Hen. VII 8 Worldly chaunces .. in

adversitye often chaunge from evell to good and so to
bettre. 1652 CULPEPPER Eng. Physic. 83 It groweth in moist

grounds.. ofner than in the dry and open fields. 1693 DRY-
DEN Juvenal x. 8 Whole Houses, of their whole Desires

possest, Are often Ruin'd, at their own Request. 1707 FRKIND
Paterborow's Cond. Sp. 58 Such effects, .are too often paid
for by an after-reckoning. 1807-26 S. COOPER First Lines

Surg. xv. (ed. 5) 354 The disease will often remain stationary

during life. 1878 JKVONS Print. Pol. Econ. vii. 59 A good
character is often worth a great deal of money. 1886 PATER
Appreciations (1890) 137-8 A museum is seldom a cheerful

place oftenest induces the feeling that nothing could ever
have been young.
3. Like other advbs., commonly hyphened to

a ppl. adj. when this is used aitrib. (cf. HIGHLY).
1601 Mary Magd. Lament. \\. xx, This often-heard report.

1627 DONNE Serin, xxii. 216 Second or oftener-iterated Mar-
riages. 1766 BLACKSTOSE Cotnm. II. v. 70 In the often-cited

charter of Henry the first. 1859 I. TAYLOR Logic in Theol.

316 That often-recurrent affirmation concerning the purpose
of the death of Christ. 1877 A. S. HEWITT in Raymond
Statist. Mines fy Mining 374 At often-recurring intervals.

B. adj. (The adv. used with gerundial and
verbal sbs., and at length with other sbs.) Done,
made, happening, or occurring many times

;
fre-

quent. (Very common in i6th and ifth c.
;

but

rare after 1688, and now arch.}
1450-1530 Myrr. our Ladyc 244 .Had not be hys often

comfortes : she myghte not haue abyden the tyme of hys
passyon wyth her lyfe. 1526 TINDALE i Tint. v. 23 Vse a

iytell wyne for thy stommakes sake, and thyne often dis-

eases. 1530 PALSGR. 315/2 Hoften, y$Wttfl*Rs 1558 in

Strype jinn. Ref. (1824) I. 11. iv. 397 There should be no
often changes in religion. 1573 *-* HARVEY Letter-bk.

(Camden) 24 Esspecial thanks for your ernest and often
letters in mi behalf. 1601 B. JONSON Poetaster iv. ii, Any
favours, that may worthily make you an often courtier.

1640 HP. REYNOLDS Passions xiii, Liable to an oftner anger.
a 1679 HOBBES Rhet. in. iii. (1681) 105 Long, impertinent,
and often Epithets. 1685 EVELYN Mrs. Godolphin 8 To my
often admiration. 1729 FENTON in Waller's Wks. Observ.

19 Her blood is kept pure, by often alliance with great and
Princely families. 1831 CARLYLE Sart. Res. i. v, The greatest
and oftenest laugher. 1896 HDWELLS Impressions $ E.rp.
210, I knew those lemons .. from often study of them on
their shelf.

C. Comb. With nouns denoting time, as f often-

sithe, f-tide, -while, -s = OFTENTIME, -s.

c 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. (1810) 289 Boste & deignouse
pride & ille avisement Mishapnes oftentide. c 1386 CHAUCER
Knt.'s T. 1019 And thonken hym.. often sithe \Heugwrt &
Cambr. ofte sythe ; Corp. & Hail, ofte slj?e ; Lansd. oft si|e ;

retiv. mony sith]. a 1577 GASCOIGNE Wks. (1587; (NJ, For
whom I sighed have so often sithe. 1605 SYLVESTER Dn
Bartas n. iii. iv. Captains 457 Even a holy Guile Fiudes
with.thee grace and favour often-while. a 1850 ROSSETTI
Dante <y Circ. i. (1874) 42, I had oftenwhiles many trouble-
some hours.

tOfte-ne, w. 06s. [f. OF- 2 + TKNE v. : cf.

ATENE
v.~\ trans. To irritate.

a 1250 Owl fy Night, 254 peos ule luste swi)?e longe And
was ofteoned swipe strong--. 1340 Ayenb. 66 panne hit is

oftyened : he [fre horn-hog] kest out his eles of his bodye
ari^thalf and alefthalf.

fO'ftenly, adv. Ob$. rare. [f. OFTEN a. +
-LY ^.]

= OFTEN adv.

1577 St. Aug. Manual (Longman) 86 So much the more
happily as hee doth It more oftenly. 1578 T. PROCTOR
Garg. Gail. gall. Invent. O iij, Yet oftenly we wisely heare

may meate. 1591 PERCIVALL^. Diet., Frequsntadajnente,
oftenly. 1751 LAVINGTON./;. Meth. 4 Papists in. (1754^

35 Most oftenly the whole Discourse is the Devil's.

O'ftenness. Now rare.
[f. asprec. + -NESS.]

The fact or condition of occurring often; frequency.
1565 Oftennesse [see OFTNRSS]. 1594 HOOKER Eccl. Pol. \.

viii. 8 Degrees ., there could be none, except perhaps in

the seeldomnes and oftennes of doing well. 1639 SCLATER
Worthy Commun. 49 St. Paul is at his (ocraKtO his (often-
nesse) of which Thomas gives a reason. 1656 BLOUNT
Glossogr.t Crebrity, a multitude, oftenness. 1730-6 BAILEY
(folio), Crcbrititde, frequency, oftenness.

O'ftens, adv. Obs. exc. dial. [f. OFTEN adv.

with advb. genitive -j (as in whiles
t whilst, etc.)*

perh. sometimes felt as a plural.] OFTEN adv.

VOL. VII.

1567 DRANT Horace^ Ep. i. xix. Fvij, How haue your
tumultes vyle Full oftens rasde my collor vp, and oftens
made me smyle. Ibid. n. ii. H v, This thinge I oftens talke

vpon And oft I thinke of this. 1825 BKOCKETTTV. C. Gloss.,

Oftens, ojffcns^ the plural of often. Quite common. 1868
ATKINSON Clevel. 67., Oftens (pr. off'ns), often, oftentimes.

1889 PEACOCK ./V. W. Line. Gl. 381,! ofens heard tell o' fairies.

O'ftentime, adv. (adj.} rare.
[f. OFTEN adv.

+ TIME, as an extended form of OFT-TIME.] =next.

(In quot. 1876 as adj. Frequent.)
c 1400 MAUNDEV. (1839) " 1 4 I haue often tyme seen it.

r 1450 Sir Keues (MS. C) 155/3335 ^e wot alIe..That often

tyme Saber be hore Hath me greuyd full sore. 1853 TRENCH
Proverbs ii. 28 Oftentime the proverb in its mure popular form
is so greatly superior to the same in this its Latin , . dress.

1876 MHS. WHITNEY Sights <y Ins. II. xviii. 475 Where
;

Cosmo of the Medici had his often time habitation.

Oftentimes (^fXtsimz), adv. Now only
i arch, or literary, [f. OFTEN adv. + times \ an ex-
1

tended form of OFTTIMES.] Many times
;

on

many occasions, or in many cases
; frequently, often.

(-1430 Syr Tryam. Notes 60 The kynge..ofientymes dyde
wepe. 1444 Kolls of Parlt. V, 117/2 He to forfaite as often

tymes as he offendith. 1540-1 KLYOT linage Govt. 15 b, He
shalbe oftentymes warned. 1611 BIBLE Heb. x. n Offring
oftentimes [WYCLIF, TINDALE, etc. ofte tymes] the same
sacrifices. 1774 J.

BRYANT Mythol. I. 495 These buildings
were oftentimes light-houses, 1800 WORDSW. Pet Lamb 62

j

This song to myself did I oftentimes repeat. 1845-6 TRENCH
Hnls. Lect, Ser. n. ii. 168 An oftentimes fatal readiness.

1875 GLADSTONE Glean. (1879) VI. 154.

tb. Rarely in compar. and superl. oftener times ^

oftenest times. Ohs.

1562 COOPER Ansiv. Priv. Masse (Parker Soc.) 107 Many
. . take of this sacrifice once in the whole year, some twice,
some oftener times. 1592 WVRLEY Artnorie 143 Oftenest
times when least we do mistrust. 1607 TOPSKLL Four-f.
Beasts (1658) 450 The female is oftener times taken then the
male.

t Ofthi*nk, v. Obs. Forms : i ofj>yncan, 2-3

-punche(n (?/), -J>inche, 3-4 -pinke, -Jjenke, 4

-Jjynke, -thenche, 4 othynke, 5 othenkyn ; %rd
sing, i ofJ>yncp, 2 ofpinc J), 3 -thenche J>, -thenkth,
3-4 -thinkep, -J>ynketh. Pa. t. 1-2 ofjmhte, 2

-Jmehte, -Jjouhte, 3 -]x>3te, -pou^te, -tho;te, 5

otho3te. See also ATHINK. [OK. ofpyncan, f.

OF- i +fyncan to seem fit, to seem : see THINK
z>.2]

1. To seem not good ; to displease, vex, grieve.

Chiefly used impersonally\ with dative of person,
and genitive of thing, or that.

Beowulf 2035 Mae^ b^s Jonne ofbyncan Seoden Hea3o-
beardna. c 888 K. /ALFRED Koeth. \xx\-. 4 Da sceolde bam
gigantum ofJjyncan \>&t he hafde hiera rice, c 893 Oros.
n. v. 4 Him J>a ofbyncendum Oast his folc swa forslagen
wees. cBgy Gregorys Past. xxi. 161 Donne him hiera

[scylda] na ne ofSynod, c 1000 ^LFRIC Horn. I. 86 Him
flas slzepes ofbuhte. CII75 Lamb. Horn. 55 penne of-

JjuncheS hit him sare. Ibid. 157 Horn of[mchte )>et ^is
orliche lif horn to longe leste. 1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 759
Hit of I^ou^te be luber queue pat hire fader adde to muche.
c 1300 Bcket jooi Ous hit ofthinketh sore.

2. impcrs. To cause (one) grief or regret (to have
done something

1

:. ; to '

repent '.

c 1000 Ecgbert. Confess. Proem in Thorpe Laws II. 130
OfbinceS e ealles J>e "du to yfele haefst jeworht? ciooo
J^LLFRIC Gen. vi. 7 Me of-^incb J>set ic hig worhte. < 1000
/KLFRIC Gram. xxxliL (Z.) 207 Poenitet, me of bincjr. a 1175
Cott. Horn. 225 Him of-j>uhte ^at he efre mancinn ^esceop.
a izco Moral Ode 164 Gif him her of-'inc^ his gult. Ibid,

271 po f>e ofj>ouhte sore her here misdeden. 1:1205 LAY.
3364'Eft hit him of-binche3 [c 1 275 abincheb]. 1297 R. GLOUC.
(Rolls) 1249 Sore ofbinkb it me pat ich abbe vor oure Kinges
loue iholde a^en be. Ibid. 3409 Sone dawes horn of bo^te

horprute. ^1374 CHAUCER TroyIns i. 987 (1043) Yet me of-

bynketh \v.r. mathynketh= m'obynkeb] pat bis auaunt me
a-sterte. 1382 WVCLIF Exod. xiii. 17 Lest perauenture it

shoulde othenkyn hym [1388 repente the puple]. Jer.
iv. 28 It othojte not me [1388 repentide not me].

b. (with personal subj.) To grieve, be sorry ;

to repent.
<zi225 After. K. 118 Do ase de5 be pelHcan : ofbunchehit

swuSe sone. 1:1250 Death 2 in O. /:. Misc. 168 I-hereS of
one binge that }e ohen of )?enche. c 13*5 Spec. Gy Warvj.
539 He ber-after of-binkeb sore And ber-ofcriejj merci and ore.

1382 WYCLIF Ecclns. xxxii. 24 Aftir thi deede thou shalt
not othynke [1388 repente].

Hence f Ofthrnking (in 3 ofpunchunge) vbl. sb.t

displeasure, vexation, disgust, grief, sorrow.
a 1225 Attcr. ^. 200 pe bridde kundel is Of-J>unchunge of

o3res god. c 1230 Hali Meid. 7 Ayiines an likinge habben
twa of bunchunges.

t OfthiTSt, ///. a. Obs. [OE. oflyrsted, of-

fyrst, f. OF- + *fyrsted) pa. pple. of fyrstan to

THIRST.] Earlier form of ATHIRST, q.v.
ciooo Judges xv. 18 in Thwaite Hcftat., He [Samson]

wearb ba swibe of byrst. c laoo Trin, Coll. Horn. 199 penne
hie beo of-burst cume3 to sum welle. ^1275 XI Pains of
Hell 166 in O. E. Misc. 151 Sore of-}?urst and ful hungri.
1393 LANGL P. PI. C x. 85 Bobe a-fyngrede and a-furst

U/.V. M of-berst],

O'ftly,
adv. rare.

[f. OFT adv. + -LY 2
, after

other advbs. in -ly\ cf. OFTENLY.] Often.
1592 WYRLEY Artnorie. Ld. Chandos 62 Oftlie returning

vnto freends, I told, That I had scene of noblenes the
flower. 1844 MRS. BROWNING Catarina toCarnoens xii, Will

you oftly Murmur softly.

Oftner, Oftnest, obs. comp. and sup. of OFTEN.

O'ftness. Ol>s. or arch. Also 6-7 oftenes,
ness(e. [f. OFT adj.

* -NESS. The spelling

ofteness unites this with oftenness.']
= OFTENNESS.

1545 ELVOT Diet,, CrtMfas.oftnu [1548-52 oftenesse, 1565
oftennesse). 1572 ]. JONES Bathes ofBath in. 25 b, Great-
nesse of pulse, swiftnes and oftenes of the same. 1597
HOOKER Eccl. Pol. v. Ixxii. 4 Not the oftnes [1617 ofte-

nesse] of tlieer fasting, but their hypocrisie therein was
blamed. 1642 ROGERS Naamart 428 So .. oftnessc com-
prehends seldomenesse.

tOftrea'd, v. Obs. rare. [OE. offredan, f.

OF- -f trcdan to TREAD.] trans. To tread or

trample down
; to injure or destroy by treading.

(-893 K. >ELFRRD Oros. vi. iv. 4 Da;r waeron xxxM. of-

shi^en and a:t Sacm ^eate oftreden. ciooo KLFRIC Saints'
Lives xviii. (Strut. Bk. Kings} 347 Da hors hi [Gezalx-1]
oftrasdan huxlice under fotum. trizoo OKMIN 11650 Forrbi

birr]) uss allre firrst OtTtredenn gluterrnesse.

Oft-seasons: see OFT C.

t O'ftsi the, adv. Obs. Forms : 3 oftesi^en,
3-4 ofte sipe, etc. : see OFT and SITHE : also 4
ofte-syde, of-sith, of-sipe. [In early ME. ofte-
sidcn: OE. *oftsi8on: *oft$ifaun dat. pi., corresp.
to ON. optstnnum many times, oft-times (cf.

OE. on oftsiftas on many occasions, oft-times);
f. OFT + stbum dat. pi. of s/0 time : see SITHE.

By normal phonetic processes ofte-siften became

oftesife% oftsife, oftsith
t

in which the original pi.
form was lost, but app. reinstated in the later

oft"
sillies: see next, and oftensithe in OFTEN C.] =next.
a \-zz$Ancr. R. 418 Of swuche witunge is i-kuincn muchd

vucl oftesi3en. 1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 5337 Ofte sibe [J/.V.
'/>/. Coll. ofte sej?e, MS. Digby (c 1425) ofte tymesj aboue
he was, and binebe ofter \v,r. ofiere] mo. a 1300 Cursor M.
12534 (Colt) And of-sith [/'". oft-sibe, GBtt. ofte-syde, Trin.
ofle] walawai ! he said, c 1305 Oxford Student 17 in E. E.
P. (1862) 40 pe} bis child were Jung, of bis deol ofte si)>e hit

bo^te. 1340 HAMTOLE / V. Cause. 7460-1 Als oft -sythe als b;u
here newed bair syn, Als oft-syth bair payn salle new bare

bigyn. c 1380 WVCI.IF Scl. II'ks. III. 37 Ese and welbe
drawib men oftsib to ,s>nme. c 1448 HOCCLEVE Baladc Dk.
York 51 If J?at I .. my colours sette ofte sythe awry.

t O'ftsithes, adv . Obs. Forms: 4oftsipes,
(-is, -s), 4-5 ofte si)>es, etc., 4-5 oftsithes, etc.

Also jS. 4 oftsyis(s,oftsiss, -syse, -sise, 4-5-8788.

[app. orig. a northern form (but also Kentish in

Ayenb?) corresp. to southern oftesipe : see prec.
The -s was prob. a plural ending, taking the place
of the lost dat. pi. -en in ofte siften

(cf. OE. on

oftsiQas on many occasions, oft-times) ;
less prob.

the adverbial genitive -s, or repr. the -is of ON.
optsinnis oft-times.] Oftentimes, often.

a 1300 Cursor M. 7703 (Cott.) Oftsithes \Fairf. oft sibe,
GMf. oft sith, Trin. ofte] moglit he him ha tan. Ibid. 16813.

1340 Ayenb. 249-50 To ane riche manne hit were oftezibes

to lite. 1340 HAMPOLK Pr. Consc. 3496 Ofte sylhes of be

day men falles In syns, bat clerkes veniel ealles. c 1386
CHAUCER C. T. Prol. 485 Swich he was y-preued ofte sithes

[rfjite tithes], c 1410 LOVE Bonavent. Alirr. xxii. (Pynson)
Gj b, He . . came to mete as he was wonte to do oft sythes.
c 1491 Chast. Goddcs Chyld. 18 Some haue had oftsithes

swete sauours two dayes or thre togider.

JS. 13.. Cursor M. 27580 (Cott.) We may se bitide and of-

sise [Fairf. of sibe] e standand fall, the falland rise. ^1375
Sc. Leg. Saints xviii. (Egipdane) 1121 Of kneis thankand
god oft-syse. c 1450 HOLLAND Howlat 274 Thus argewe thai

ernistly wounder oftsyss. ^1500 Lancelot 2594 ^hit he was
pure, he prewit wel oft-syss. a 1568 in Bannatyne MS.
(1878) 780/6 Oft syiss he sicht, and said, Allace.

O'ft-ti:me, adv. (adj!) Obs. or arch. Forms :

see OFT and TIME ; also 5-6 oftyme. [f. OFT adv.

-f TIME, substituted for oft-sithe : as in other

phrases.] next. In quot. 1896 as adj. : Fre-

quent, that has often been : cf. sometime.

1414 BRAMPTON Penit. Ps, (Percy Soc.) 23 Thow? I do ofte

tyme amys. 1483 CAXTON G. tie la TourHj, Oftyme hit

displeaseth god. 1514 BARCLAY Cyt. fy Uplondyshm. (Percy
Soc.) 2 To se the cyte oftyme whyle he was ladde. 1567
Satir. Poems Reform, v. 147 For men oftyme of meinest

sort, .. Hes geuin gude counsall to the wyse. 1896 Daily
NWS 12 Sept. 5/1 The oft -time Premier of the Colony.

Oft-times, ofttimes (^ft^rmz), adv. Now
arch, and poet. Also 4-5 oft times, 4-6 ofte

times; (5-6 oftymes, oftimes, 6 Sc. aftymes).

[f.
as prec. : the -s is prob. the plural ending, times

teing substituted for stthes, as in fele times ^Lang-

land) for/eo/esifes, many times.]
= OFTENTIMES.

1381 WYCLIF Matt. xvii. 15 For why oft tymys [v. r. oft

time, 1388 ofte tymes, TINDALE oft tymes, 1551 ofte times,
Kheints often, 1611 oft times] he falhth in to the fijr, and
oft tymys [i6M c. uv. oft, 1551 ofte, Rhehns often] in to

1567 MAPLET Gr. Forest 30 b
t

1'hat which is holsome and

good for one kind, oftetimes is hurtfull for another. 1588
A. KING tr. Canzsius' Catech. 15 b, Aftymes to cal on the

sueit name of lesus. 1662 STILLINGFL. Orig. Sacr. in. i. 19

Prodigies, which oft-times presage revolutions in states.

1701 J. LAW CVwwc. Trade (n^i) 59 They are oft times directly

opposite to one another. 1814 GARY Dante, Paradise xxii.

104, I oft-times wail my sins. 1869 FRKF.MAN Norm. Cong.
III. xiii. 258 Ofttimes he laced and ofttimes he unlaced

his mantle.

t Ofwa'ke, v. Obs. rare. [f. OF-
- + WAKE v. :

app. erron. extension of a-ivake.] intr. To awake.

4-1330 Arth. $ MerL (Kulhing) 3800 He ofwoke & had

wonder ; His sweuen he teld his feren hard.

fOfwa-lked, pa. pple. Obs. rare. [f. OF-1 +

walked, pa. pple. of WALK v.} Exhausted with

walking.



OGABT.

1377 LANGU P. PI. B. xm. 204 Whan (ww art wery for.

walked [SIS. W of-walkedj.

OQ, O.G., contracted form of OGEE.

Ogain(e, Ogaines, etc., obs.ff. AGAIN, AGAINST.
Ogam, Ogamic, var. OGHAM, OGHAMIC.
t O'gart. Sf. Obs. [Another form of oiigart,
ANGARD si., q. v.] Arrogance, presumption.
[ci32S Metr. Horn. 49 Her may ye alle ensampel talc,

Ongart and rosing to forsak.] ciyjs Sc. Leg. Saints xxx.
(Theodera) 215 Na ogart na pryd is be with-in. Ibid. xl.

(A'iniaifl 1334 Alace ! for myn ogart I haf tynt grace !

1470 HENRY Wallace x. 155 For thi ogart othir thow sail

de, Or in presoun byd.

Ogdoad (fgddised). Also 7 ogdoade. [ad.
late L. ogdoas, ogJoad-em, a. Gr. oySods, 0700003,
{. stem of OKTOI eight, 078005 eighth.] a. The
number eight, b. A group, set, or series of eight ;

spec, in Gnosticism, a group of eight divine beings
or seons

; also, the heavenly region.
1621 Bp. MOUNTAGU Diatritz 258 Their Ogdoades, Duo-

decads, Triacontads, Pleromaes, Bythos, Siges, and all the
jEones, blasphemous speculations. 1660 STANLEY Hist.

PfOOt.
IX. (1701) 383/2 The Ogdoad, they said was the first

Cube, and the only number evenly even under ten. 1803
G. S. FABER Cabiri I. 195 note, The arkite Ogdoad, or the
eight Cabiric gods of Egypt. 1833 CRUSE Euscbius v. xi.v.

203 Irenaeus also wrote the treatise on the Ogdoad, or the
number eight. 1882-3 SCHAFF Encycl. Relig. Knoml. II

879 Mind, Word, Intelligence, Wisdom, Power, Justice,
Peace, which with the Father, constitute the great Ogdoad,
the type of the lower spheres. 1889 FARRAR Lives Fathers

.-.all

the Supreme Being absolutely and relatively.

II Ogdoas (fgdd|Ss). rare. [Gr.] =
prec.

1647 H. MORE Song o/Sonli. n. xv, Upon this univer:
Ogdoas Is founded every particularment.

t O-gdoastich. Obs. Also 7 -iok, -ique, and
in quasi-Gr. form -icon. [A by-form of OCTA-
STICH, after Gr. o-vSods : see OGDOAD.] A poem
or stanza of eight lines :

= OCTASTICH.
1612 SELDEN Illustr. Draytorfs Poly-olb. i. 19 His request

to Diana, in an hexastick, and her answer in an ogdoastick
are in the British story. 1631 WKF.VER Anc. Fun. Mtn. 673,
I haue read this Ogdoasticon following. 1642 HOWELL For.
Trav. (Arb.) 54 It will not be much out of the byas, to insert
(in this Ogdoastique) a few verses of the Latine which was
spoken in that age.

Ogee <?",d,2/-,<7u-d3r). Also S//.oggez. Some-
times written OO or O.O-. [app. worn down from
F. ogive, OGIVE, with which it is identified by
Cotgrave and others in 1 7th c. : see sense I and
OGIVE. The use of ogee as the name of a moulding
and curve is exclusively English, and the history
of this is not clear

; but it seems possible that the
'

ogee moulding
'

was so called by workmen as

being the usual moulding employed in ogives or

groin-ribs, in which it is a development of the roll-

and-fillet (see Paley, Gothic Mouldings (ed. i860,
33,35,48,52).]
fl. = OGIVE i. Obs.

1428-9 King's Hall Ace. in Willis & Clark Cambridge
1886) II. 445 note. Item pro ij peciis [of stone] pro armis
Regis vnj s. Item pro iiij ped' de Oggez viij d. [App.
worked stones from Burwell and Hynton.] 1611 COTCR.,
Ogive, an Ogiue, or Ogee in Architecture.
2. Arch, and Joinery. A moulding consisting

of a continuous double curve, convex above and
concave below

;
a cyma reversa.

when towards his right. If the i outline is towards his righT
or the reversed shape towards his left, the moulding is termed

. r ely turned up-
side down. Ihe double-curved fall of a piano is a familiar
example of the inverted ogee. The term ogee is sometime:
applied to all the above curves indiscriminately.

resembling an S. 1797 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) II. 234/2 There

*-.! *-"oijnn5 vi a. puiuuii 01 iwo circle?

contrary directions, so that it is partly concave and partly
convex. 1858 Spring's Builders' PricesifA. 48) 59 Beaded
capping. .with OG under. 1862 RICK.MAX Goth. Archil. !;
The ogee, which has the round uppermost and over-hanging
1879 SIR G. SCOTT Lect. Archil. I. 152 The upper torus
was often converted into a kind of ogee.

b. Any curve or line having this form.
1851 RUSKIN Stones Yen. I. x. 17 This double curve is

called the Ogee j it is the profile of many German leaden
roofs, of many T urkish domes. 1875 FORTNUM Majolica
vili. 60 The dishes of this variety usually have the outer
edge shaped in alternating ogee.

C. Short for ogee arch, canopy, plane : see 3 a, b.
1677 MOXON Mech. Excrc. (I7o3 ) 73 Planes in use amongst

J oyners, called Molding-planes ; as . . the Ogee. 1855 STREET
Brick Sf Marb. (1874) 211 The window-head is of that
earliest form of ogee, a circle just turned up to a point in
the centre. 1862 RICKMAN Goth. Archil. 263 The second
canopy is the ogee, which runs about half up the dripstone,and then is turned the contrary way, and is finished in
a straight line running up into a linial.
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3.
attfib.

a. Consisting of an ogee or a series of
ogees; having the outline of an ogee; as, ogee
character, curvature, curve, shape ; ogee front, the
fall of a pianoforte shaped in an ogee curve

; ogee
head, -top, a roof or covering, the upper part of
an opening, when shaped like an ogee ; ogee
member, the outline of an ogee as an element of

i form
; ogee mould, a templet for running an ogee

moulding in plaster, etc.
; ogee moulding =

OGEE 2; ogee plane, a joiner's moulding-plane
|

with an ogee sole.
1688 R. HOLME Armour}' m. 396/2 An other sort of Mould

by which a cornice is run about a Room or Mantle-trees of
Chimneys, .is termed an O.G. Mould. 1753 HOGARTH Anal.
Beauty ix. 48 The variety introduced by the ogee member,
which is entirely composed of waving lines. 1815 R. WOKNUM
Prtct-hst, Harmonic [piano-forte] .. O. G. front da in rose
wood. 1823 P. NICHOLSON Pracl. Bnild. 162 A moulding of
the ogee kind, called a Cyma-reversa. 1836 LOUDON Encyc/.
Collage Archil. 1129 Ogee moulding, called also cyma
reversa 1849 FREEMAN Archil. 226 A circular tower.,
crowned with an ogee cupola. 1851 RUSKIN Slants Veil I
x. 18 The varieties of the ogee curve are infinite. 1862 RICH-
MAN Goth. Archil. 291 Triangular canopies, .some with ogee
heads. Ibid. 357 Canopies, .are generally of the ogee char-
acter. Ibid. 385 Octagonal towers, . . with buttresses, pinna-
cles, and an ogee top. 1864 BOUTELL Her. Hist. , Pop.
318 The arches having an ogee curvature. 1875 KNIGHT
Did. Mech. II. 1547/1 Ogee-flane, a joiner's plane for
working ogee-mouldings. 1892 W. B. SCOTT Anloluog. I.
i. lo It was framed by immense ogee stone lintels and
architrave.

b. Ogee arch, an arch formed by the union of
two contrasted ogees meeting at its apex. Similarly
ogee doorway, ogee window, etc., a doorway,
etc. having the form of an ogee arch.
1816 RICKMAN in J. Smith Panorama Sc. $ Art 1. 132 The

ogee or contrasted arch, has four centres ; two in or near the
span, and two above it, and reversed. 1834 Genii. MagCIV. 95 The beautiful ogee doorway. 1851 RUSKIN Stones
ten. I. XL $14 But if the arch be of any bizarre form,
especially ogee, the joints must be in particular places, and
the masonry simple, or it will not be thoroughly good and
secure; and the fine schools of the ogee arch have only
arisen in countries where it was the custom to build arches
of few pieces.

4. Comb., as ogee-hecuied adj.
1851 TURNER Dom. Archil. I. vi. 218 This [window] is

ogee headed.

Hence Ogee d, ogee'd a., furnished with an ogee
or ogees ; having the form of an ogee.
1851 RUSKIN Slaves Yen. I. xi. 2 The form of the arch . .

may be rounded, or lozenged, or ogee'd, or anything else.
1880 Archxol. Cant. XIII. 460 A piscina, in the south wall
of the aisle, has an ogeed, five-foiled arch. 1882 Ibid. XIV.
364 On the exterior the labels are ogeed.
Ogel, oggel a., ugly, horrible : see OUGLE a.

t Ogganni-tion. Obs. rare- '. [n. of action f.

L. oggannire, (. ob- (On- I b) + gannire to snarl.
Cf. OBGANIATE.] Snarling, giowling, grumbling.
1625 BP. MOUNTAGU Aff. Cxsar 288 Nor will I abstaine,

notwithstanding your oggannition, to follow the steps and
practice of Antiquity.

t O'ggle, v. Obs. rare. In 5 ogyl. [app. for

*uggle, freq. or dim. of UG, UGGE v., to shudder. '

Cf. ogel, oggel, OUGLE
a.'} intr. To shudder or I

quiver for fear.
c 1450 Cov. tryst, xli. , Shaks. Soc.) 395 Myn herte gynnyth

ogyl and quake for fer.

Ogglesome, variant of UGGLESOME, horrible.

Ogh, variant of OCH int.

1582 STANYHURST ^Eneis iv. (Arb.) 116 God luppiter, ogh
lord : Quod she, shal nee scape thus ?

Ogh, 03, obs. forms of OWE v.

Ogh, for hogh, obs. form of HEUGH.
Ogham, ogam (fgam). Also ogum, oghum.

[a. Olr. ogam, ogum (gen. oguini), mod. Ir. ogham,
pi. -unit, Gaelic oghum, a name traditionally con-
nected with a mythical inventor called in Irish

legends Ogma, said to have invented the Ogam 'to

provide^ signs for secret speech only known to the
learned'. Cf. "Oy^ios, the name according to
Lucian of a Gaulish deity, who seems to have pre-
sided over language or eloquence. Rhs takes the
word as possibly connected with Gr. vy/tos straight
line, row, furrow, Skr. ajma course, road.]
1. An alphabet of twenty characters used by the

ancient British and Irish ; the system of writing,
or an inscription written, in such characters

; also
one of the characters themselves.

OGIVE.
Ogum. Ibid. 451 Waraeus.. tells us, that the Ogum did nol
contain the Irish vulgar character, but a hidden way ol

writing. 1794 SULLIVAN View Nat. V. 77 The Ogham wa-
the sacred character of the Druids. 1845 O'DONOVAN Gram
Irish Lang. Introd. 1851 D. WILSON Preh. Ann. (1863) II,
iv. n. 212 The Newton Stone oghams have hitherto baffled
all attempts at interpretation. 1877 RHYS Led. Welsh
I hilol. vi. 272 Monuments in Ogam are known only in the
British Isles. Ibid. 273 The continuous line merely repre.
sents the edge or ridge of the stones on which the Ogams
are written.

2. An obscure mode of speaking used by the
ancient Irish.

, CONNELL MAGEOCHF.GAN tr. Annals ofClonmacnoise
(m O Donovan), A.D. 1328. Morish O'Gibelan,..an excellent
poet in Irish, an eloquent and exact speaker of the speech,
which in Irish is called Ogham. 1677 [see i].

3. altrib., as ogham alphabet, inscription, stone.
1784 T. ASTLE Orig. H'riling vi. 180 King Charles I

corresponded with the Earl of Glamorgan when in Ireland,
in the Ogham cipher. 1814 SCOTT // "av. xxviii, Detecting
the Oggam character, .upon the key-stones of a vault. 1827
G. HICGINS Celtic Druids 21 These were the Ogham-beith,
the Ogham-coll, and the Ogham-craoth, which means Oum.
branches. 1861 O'CuRRY Led. MS. Materials 464 Monu.

which present grammatical forms agreeing with those of the
Gaulish linguistic monuments.

Oghamic, Ogamic O'gamik, ogarmik), a.

[f. prec. + -ic: cl. OGMIC.] Of or pertaining to

ogham; consisting of oghams.
1876 SULLIVAN in Encycl. Bril. V. 306/1 In ..the Book of

ballymote, compiled near the close of the 141)1 century, the
different styles of Ogamic writing and the value of the
letters are explained. 1887 At/icnarum6Aug. 187/2 Material
for Oghamic study.

Oghen, ojen: see OWE v. Oghne, obs. f. O\vs.
Oght, -e, ojt, obs. forms of AUGHT, OUGHT.
Ogival (0>id7,3i-val, ou-dsival), a. (sb.}. [f. next
+ -AL, or a. F. ogival (in J. Michelet 1835).]

'

a. Having the form or outline of an ogive
or pointed (' Gothic') arch.

1841 Blachv. Mag. XLIX. 150 (tr. Michelet Hist. France
I. 666) In the ogival triangle, in the ogive, two lines are bent.

1868 Athenxum 25 July 112/3 They.. show.. how a flat-
headed shot must penetrate an inclined plate better than a
shot with an ogival head. 1871 HARTWIG Subterr. H'orli.
xxiii. 269 Its roof is supported by an ogival vault or an arch.
1875 // onti. f'/ys. World I. n. 88 Black lines forming
parabolic or ogival curves. 1888 Times (weekly ed.) 30 Mar.
8/3 [The ship has] ogival ends like the head of a Palliser

projectile. 1900 Brit. Med. Jrnl. 12 May 1156 With regard
to the head of the bullet, the. .type which offers, .least re-
sistance is that known as ogival ;

which means that the curve
is . . part of the circle, the radius of which is equal to two
diameters of the base of the bullet.

b. Characterized by ogives or pointed arches.
1855 tr. Latarte's Handbk. Arts Mid. Ages v. 235 The

style of ogival architecture. 1882 E. O'DONOVAN Merv Oasis
I. xxv. 420 The peculiar ogival forms of Persian and Sara-
cenic architecture. 1891 Pall Mall G. 10 Dec. 6/1 The rise
and growth of the Ogival or Gothic style.

c. Comb., as ogival-cylindrical, -headed adjs.
1868 Kef. a/unit. War 126 A solid steel shot.. having

either a cylindrical or ogival-cylindrical shape. Ibid. 263The ogival-headed shot.. does not rack like spherical shot.
B. sb. An ogival head of a shot.

1894 Times 2 Aug. 3/6 Its ogival and point had been fused
. .as had been the case with the first shot.

Ogive (o" -dz^iv, ond^ai-v). Arch. [a. F. ogive
(1408 inGodef.6"<v//.),formerlyalsoa7z/ (1325),

), osive,

ogive (1503); of uncertain origin; it has been

conjecturally referred to F. atige trough ; to It., Sp.,
Pg. auge

' the highest point of any planet
'

(Florio),

culmination, highest point, ad. Arab. _ .1 auj

(prop, a term of Astrology or Astronomy) ; and to
L. angere to increase, augment (Littre).]
1. The diagonal groin or rib of a vault, two of
which cross each other at the centre.
1611 COTGR., Branches d'augives, branches ogiued'; or,

another. . . The middle, where the ogives cut or cross each
other, is called the key, which is sometimes carved in form
of a rose, or a cul de lanipf. 1842 GWILT Encycl. Arch.
(1876) 232 Ogive . . designated originally a diagonal band in
groined vaulting formed by the intersection either of barrel

.

The characters consist each of a thin line or stroke, or a
group of from two to five such parallel strokes, arranged
along either side of, or drawn across, a continuous medial or
guiding line. Thus b, 1, m (t.,/), s, n, are represented by i

2, 3, 4, 5 strokes under the line ; x (*1, d, t, c, q by the
same above the line ; m, g,y, z, r, by long strokes crossing
obliquely, thus / ; a, o, u, e, i by short strokes crossing at
right angles. In inscriptions, the edge of a squared stone
usually serves as the continuous base line.

1677 O'MOLLOY Grainmalica 133 Obscurum loquendi mo-
dum, vulgo ogham, Antiquary's Hibernia: satis notum.
Alia adhuc vtebantur methodo in scribendo preterabbreuia-
tiones, quam insuper vocabant ogham, peritioribus tantum-
modo familiare. 1729 T. INNES Cril. Ess. Anc. Inhat.
North. Parts Brit. II. 445 That the first author., was
Fcmus-Farsaidh, who composed .. the alphabets of the
Hebrews, Greeks and Latins; the Bethluisnion, ami the

o.iiua itituia supra minervaj i ne clustering columns cased
in stucco imitating marble, the ogives which dared not soar,

. the rounded vaults condemned to the heavy majesty of the
dome style.

ta. (Seequots.) Obs.
(This explanation seemsdue to Cotgrave (who app. misunder-

stood the Fr. word, as no such sense appears in French
dictionaries or authors). Blount who copied Cotgrave, and
Phillips who plagiarized Blount, also identifyQfntt withtfczr.)
[1611 COTCR., Augive, an ogiue; a wreath, circlet, round

band, in Architecture.] 1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Ogive or
Ogee (Fr. Augive or Ogives, a wreath, circlet or round bandm Architecture. 1658 in PHILLIPS.

t3. An ogee moulding. Obs.

1703 T. N. City and C. Purchaser 214 O.G., Ogee, or
Ogive, a sort of Moulding in Architecture. 1706 PHII I.TPS.

1

Ogive, or Ogee, . a Member of a Moulding which con.-ists of
a Round and a Hollow,



OGLE.

4. A pointed (
= '

Gothic') arch.

(Apparently so called from the shape of the spaces between
the ogives or ribs of a vault. 'As equivalent to a pointed
arch, ogive is merely the popular confirmation ofan error com-
mitted by the ignorance of some writers in the present [igth]

century'. Gwilt Encycl. Arch. (1842-76) 233.)

1841 Illacktv. Afag. XLIX. 150 [see O<;rvALa.]. Jbid. (tr.

Michelet), The common aspiration of lines .. which is the

mystery of the ogive, is frequent in India and Persia. 1851
RuSKiN.Vr>w J 'en. I. i. 33 It will be., difficult to distinguish
the Arabian ogives from those .. built under .. Gothic in-

fluence. 1893 Funk''s Stand. Diet.) Ogive^ . . a pointed arch ;

hence, a window in the pointed style. 1894 Nation (N. Y.)

7 June 425/3 The architects freely mixed the two styles,
at Laon sandwiching two stories of round arches between
the ogives on the ground floor and those in the clerestory.

6. attrib. and Comb., as ogive window; ogive-
windowed adj.

1842 HARHAM I'igol, Leg. t Blasphemers M'arnn The large

ogive window that lighted the hall. 1882 K. O'DONOVAN
Merv Oasis I. ii. 28 The houses of the genuine ogive-
windowed, flat -roofed Persian type. 1898 T. HARDY Wessex
Poems 212 High halls with tracery And open ogive-work.
Hence Oglved a.

t consisting of an ogive or

ogives ; having the form of an ogive or ogee.
1611 (see OGIVE :]. 1845 PETRIE Ecci. Arch. Ireland 232

Of the triangular or rather ogived label.., an example is

found over a., doorway of a temple on a coin of the Emperor
Licinius.

Ogle (('"'g'l), sb\
[f. the vb. or cognate with it.]

1. An eye; usually//, the eyes. Orig. Vagabonds'
cant\ in early igthc. in Pugilistic slang, etc.

a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crciv s. v. Ogling, The Gentry-
mort has rum Ogles, that Lady has charming black Kyes.
1705 E. WARD Hud. Rediv. (1708) I. vi. ix, He rowl'd his

Ogle^with a Grace Becomingsoa zealous Face. 1711 Qui.r.
I. 348 Turning up his Ogles tow'rd The Shining Heavens,
in a Passion. 1819 MOORE Tom Cribb's A/ein. App. ii. 51
Round tugs and ogles flew the frequent fist. 1820 Sporting
Mag. VI. 80 The latter, .got a small taste over his left ogle.

1853
' CUTHBERT BEDS' Verdant Green ir. iv, That'll raise

a tidy mouse on your ogle, my lad.

2. An amorous, languishing, or coquettish glancej
an ocular invitation to advances.

1711 ADDISON
Sfiect.

No. 46 F 8, I have. .brought over
with me a new flying Ogle fit for the Ring. 1775 Davcnant's
Afans the blaster \. 65 Her ogles dart this way. 1823 BYRON
Jitan vi. Ix, If fond of a chance ogle at her glass, 'Twas like

the fawn, which, in the lake displayed, Beholds her own shy,

shadowy image pass. 1851 THACKERAY Eng. Hum. ii. (1876)

189 You see him. .delivering a killing ogle along with his

scented billet. 188? MRS. EDWARDES Ballroom Repentance
I. 20 Enduring alike her wrong notes and her ogles.

fOgle,j<M Her. Obs. Pl-soglys. [Origin un-

known : the sense is the same as that of OGRESS 2
.]

A representation of a cannon-ball as a bearing.
1486 Bk. St. AlbanS) Her. B iv b, Oglys be calde in armys

gonestonys.

Ogle (<?
u
*g'l), ^. Also 8 angle, oagle. [Ap-

peared late in lyth c., as a cant word, app. from
Du. or LG. : cf. LG. oegeln^ freq. of oegen .to

look at (Bremisches Wbch. 1767), Ger. aitgeln
to ogle, to leer, freq. or dim. of attgen to look

about, to eye, f. ange eye. Cf. also early mod.Du.
or Flem. oogheler, oegheler flatterer (Kilian) ; and
for the sense the Du. oogen to direct or cast the

eyes, in Hexham (1660) 'to cast sheepes eyes

upon one, or to aime or take a mark by the Eyes',
f. oog eye.]
1. intr. To cast amorous, coquettish, or insinuat-

ingly familiar glances.
1682-87 [see OGLING vbl.

sb.}.
c 1685 Roxb. Ball. (1885) V.

567 Wilt thou still sparkle in the Box, And ogle in the

Ring? 1713 LADY M. W. MONTAGU Lett., to Miss Worthy
Nov. (1887) I. 83 He sighs and ogles so, that it would do

your heart good to see him. 1719 D*URP*f Pills I. 256
Here is one can Oagle finely. 1779 MAU. D'ARBLAV Diary
Ian., 1 was watched the whole evening, but. .the company
behaved extremely well, for they only ogled ! 1886 FENS
blaster of Cerent. Hi, Her sister ogled and smiled, and
smirked under her paint and diamonds.

b. trans. To turn or bring by ogling.
1713 ARBUTHNOT John Bull in. iii, He would ogle you the

outside of his eye inward, and the white upward, a 1814

i1Ianfeuz>rirtgi in New Brit, Theatre II. no, I might ogle

myself blind., before I should get a kind look from her.

2. trans. To eye with amorous, admiring, or

insinuating glances ;
to

' make eyes' at.

1711 ADDISON Spect. No. 8 F 7 As soon as the Minuet was
over, we ogled one another through our Masques^ 1715
LADY M. W. MONTAGU Town Eclogues i, The prince is

ogled; some the King pursue; But your Roxana only
follows You. 1840 DICKENS Old C. Shop xxxiii,

'
Is that

my Sally?', croaked the dwarf, ogling the fair Miss Brass.

1844 Mart, Chuz. iv, Mr. Tigg.. ogled the three Miss
Chuzzlewits with the least admixture of banter in his

admiration.

3. To keep one's eyes upon ; to eye, to look at.

1820 \V. IRVING Sketch Bk. 1. 150 There was a portly parson,
whom I observed ogling several mouldy writers through an

eye glass. 1833 M. SCOTT Tom Cringle (Fanner), She
first ogled the superscription, and then the seal, very
ominously. 1891 CLARK RUSSKLI. Afy Shipmate Louise 67
He stood ogling the wreck through his binocular.

Ogler (f'"gl3j). [-ER
1
.] One who ogles.

1692 SOUTHERN R Wives Excuse Prol, To the Ladies, who
must sit it out, To hear us prate, and see the Oglers shoot.

1709 Tatier No. 145 p i A certain Sect of professed Enemies
to the Repose of the Fair Sex, called Oglers. 1787 WOL-
COTT (P. Pindar) Ode upon Ode Wks. 1812 I. 418 The sweet
and tender style of Oglers. 1847 LE FANU T. O'Brien 216

The most conspicuous ogler at court.
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Ogli, oglie, obs. forms of UGLY.

Ogling {/''glii)), vbl. sb. [f. OGLE v. + -ING i.]

The action of the verb OGLE
; the throwing of

amorous, languishing, or insinuating glances.
1682 SHADWKLL Tegue o Djvetty \\. Epi!. (1691) 80 They say

their Wives learn ogling in the Pit [side note, A foolish

Word among the Canters for glancing], a 1700 Ii. E. Diet.
Cant. Crew, Ogling^ casting a sheep's Eye at Handsom
Women. 1709 HICKES Let. to Charlett 15 Jan. (Bodl.

Ballard MS. XII. 109), As for Augling.. I only used it, as a
word which signifies to eye or look with a fixed eye. 1796
BURKE Regie. Peace \. Wks. VIII. 106 It was not enough,
that the speech from the throne .. threw out oglings and
glances of tenderness. 1878 E. JENKINS Havcrhohne 99
If dining, and ogling, and flattering, .could have saved a

party, the Whigs would now have been in the ascendant.

b. attrib. and Comb.
1687 CoNGBEVK '0/df Bach. m. iv, A penal mourning for the

ogling offences of his youth. 1711 ADDISON Spcct. No. 46
P 8 Being thus qualified, I Intend, by the Advice of my
Friends, to set up for an Ogling-Master.

O glillg, ///. a. [f. as prec. + -IXG 2
.]

That

ogles ; casting amorovis or admiring looks.

a 1715 LD. HALIFAX On Countess Dotvager of 6 Have
at the heart ofevery ogling beau. 1883 STEVENSON Silverado
Sa. 180 The ogling, well-shod lady with her troop of girls.

Oglio, obs. form of OLIO.

t Oglog$-rchial, a. 06s. rare \ Erron. for Oli-

garchial^ from OLIGARCHY. So f Ogloga'rchian a.

1600 W. WATSON Dccacordon (1602) 329 Intende they [the

Jesuits] a Democracy or an Aristocracy, or an Oglogarchkd ?

or what kind of gpuernment is intended by them? Ibid.

224 The ecclesiasticall state in Scotland, .. their grounds,
rules and principles of their gouernmem Oglogerchian.

Ogmic (fgniik), a. [f. Ogam, OGHAM + -ic.]
= OGHAMIC.

1874-7 ^ n^s Lect. // 'elsh Philol. vi. 286 The Ogmic monu-
ments in our island are not confined to the West, for others

are known in Scotland. 1882 R. C. MACLAGAN Scot. Myths
35 The inventors of the Ogmic called each letter by the

name of a different plant. 1893 PROF. KIRKPATRICK in Scots-

man 14 Apr. 7/5 A province that he [Prof. Rhys] had made
peculiarly his own was Ogmic Epigraphy.

fOgra'nt, a. Obs. rare~ l
. [app. for agrant \

cf. AGRAUNTE v. and AF. agrauntert ONF. ag-
raanter = OF, acrcanter to promise, assure,

guarantee, grant, agree, consent (Godef.). The
form of the Kng. word is not easy to understand,
unless it be short for ograntcd pa. pple., which

again makes the sense difficult] ? Agreed, con-

sentient.

^1330 R. BRI-XNE Chron. (1810) 51 Harald..To be ber

kyng & hede be lond was wele ogrant.

-ography: the verbal element -GRAKIY, pre-
ceded by the connective -0-, belonging to the prec.
element (see -O suffix 3) ; applied to a branch of

knowledge the name of which ends in this, as

biography, geography, hydrography.
1828 First Book, King's Coll. 15 Your 'ologies and

'ographies..as studies in a College.

f Ograve. Obs. rare. Epithet of a variety of

wheat : see quot.
1616 SURFL. & MARKH. Country Partite 543 The next

[wheat] is small Pollard, which loves an indifferent earth...

Then Ograue wheat, which loueth anie well-mixt soyle.

Ogre (<?
u
'g3-0- Also 8 hogre. [a. F. ogre (first

used by Perrault in his Contes, 1697).
The alleged instance of 1527 in Hatz.-Darm. is an error.

It has been suggested that Perrault may have formed ogre on
an It. dial. *ogro for *orgo It. orco demon, monster, from
L. Orcus, Hades, the god of the infernal regions, Pluto.

The OSp. reprs. of Oreus were huerco (Percivall), ktttrgo,

uergo (Diez) j Mod.Sp. ogro
'

ogre
'

is from Fr. (Conjecture
has tried to see in ogre the ethnic name Ugri, Ungri, Ongri,
applied by early writers to the Hungarians or Magyars; see

UGBIAN. But this is historically baseless.)]

In folk-lore and fairy tales : A man-eating

monster, usually represented as a hideous giant ;

hence, A man likened to such a monster in appear- ^

ance or character.

1713 tr. Arabian. Nights \. 78 He perceiv'd that the Lady
. .was a Ifogress t

Wife to one of those Savage Demons call a
Hogres, who stay in remote places, and make use of a
thousand wiles to surpnte and devour Passengers.

-

[So ed.

1785.] 1786 tr. Beck/ord's I 'athek (1868) 27 With the grin of

an ogre. 1830 SCOTT Dcmonol. iii. 116 Some doting ogre
of a fairy tale. 1844 DICKENS Mart. Chnz. ix,

' He's the

most hideous, goggle-eyed creature, ..quite an ogre
1

. 1854
Old Story>Teller, Hop-o'-my-Thumb 93 She warned them
that they were in the house of an ogre, who especially

delighted in eating young children.

ftg. 1850 KINGSLEY -!//. Locke x, Irresponsibility of em-

ployers, slavery of the employed, .. that is the system they
represent . . Why, it is the very ogre that is eating us all up.

b. attrib. and Comb., as ogre-king^ -land, etc.

1846 R. BELL Life Canning viii. 215 Headed by the giant
West India Interest, and followed by all the other ogre-

monopolies. 1855 J. R. PLANCHE ir.C'tess d'Aulnoy'.s Fairy
7"., Bee fy Orange Tree (1858) 183 It is the custom in

Ogreland, that the Ogre, Ogress, and the young Ogres,
always sleep in their fine gold crowns. 1859 LD. LYTTON
WajM&nrrwd, 2) 288, 1 was lately wed With a diamond ring
to an Ogre-king.
Hence Ogreism (Ju'gsriz'm), the character or

practices of ogres.

Ogreish, ogrish (>'g3"J, "*gri if), [
f-

OGHE + -isn 1
.] Resembling, or characteristic of,

an ogre.
1853 DICKENS Bleak Ho. II. iii. 41 There is an Ogreish

OHM.
I kind of jocularity in Grandfather Smallweed to-day. 1864
[

O. DYCK Bella Donna II. 105, I know that I am a rude

I

ogri^h fellow. 1867 O. W. HOLMES Guardian Angei KX.V.

j

(1891) 306 He glared at it in a dreadfully ogreish way.
Hence O'greishly adv., in an ogreish manner.
1891 /farmer's ATag. June 71/1 A great distorted silhouette

; ..appeared upon the wall, leaning ogreishly over the pillow.

Ogress 1
(0'i'gres). Also 8 hogress. [a. F.

ogresse, fern, viogrei see -ESS*.] A female ogre.
1713 [see OGRK]. 1789 GIBBON Autobiog. (1854) 6 Three

Ogresses, or female cannibals. 1840 DICKENS Barn. Rudge
ix. Like some fair ogress who had seta trap and was watching
for a nibble from a plump young traveller.

Ogress-. Her. Also 8 aggress. [Origin un-
known : the sense is the same as in OGLE sb.~

;
but

j

it is difficult to find a formal relation between them.]
A 'roundel sable', i.e. a black circular spot on
a shield, supposed to represent a cannon-ball: called

also a pellet.

1572 BOSSEWELL Artnerie 11. 37!), tteareih Verte, Hue
Fermaulxz in Cro^se D'(.)r, a Border d'Argent, charged with

, eight Ogresses : or, after the French blazon,
^

Ogressee de huit

\

pieces'. 1678 PHILLII-S (ed. 4), Ogresses [ed. ijtAerAgre-ises],
certain round figures in Heraldry resembling Pellets, always
of a black colour. 1690 Lond. Gaz. No. 2525/4 A Fesse

Argent between Estoiles charged with 3 Ogresses. 1766
POKNY Heraldry Diet. (1787), Ogress, term us^d by English
Heralds only, to express the black Roundelets, which arc
also called Pellets and Gnnstoncs. 1882 CUSSANS Her. (cd.

2) iv. 73 The Pellet, or Ogress.

|| Ogrillon (ogn'yon . nonce-wd.
[f.

OGRE + Fr.

suff. -illoHj in moinillon^ nJgrillon, oisillon^ etc.]
A little ogre.
1860 TMACKKRAV Round. Papers xv. (1863) 235 What..

brutal behaviour to his children, who, though ogrillon^, arc
children 1

Ogrufe: see GKOOF.

Ogtiern, Ogum, var. OCHIERN, OC;IIAM.

Ogygian (^dgi-dgian), a.
[f.

L. Ogygins, (>r.

Clyvytos . f. personal name *n.yvyos t 'nyvyrjs) + -AN.]
Of or pertaining to the mythical Attic or Ikcotian

king Ogyges ;
of obscure antiquity ;

of great ajje.

Ogygian deluge, a famous flood said to have taken place
in the reign of Ogyges,
1843 HOKNH Orion i. ill. 148 He.. wished the Ogygian

deluge were returned. 1858 HOGG Life Sftclley I. iv. 139
Sir Bysshe being Ogygian, gouty, and bedridden.

Ogyl, variant of OGGLE v.
y
to shake.

Oh. (5^), int. {sb.} [Another spelling of int.,

prob. intended to express a longer or stronger

sound.] An exclamation expressing emotion of

various kinds
; formerly often used in all positions

in which is now more usual; now chiefly used
when the exclamation is detached from what fol-

lows, and esp. as a cry of pain or terror, or in

expression of shame, derisive astonishment, or dis-

approbation, iu which case it is often repented as

Oh! oh I

(11548 HALL Chron., Ediv. /f
r
23i b, Oh Lorde, Oh sainct

George, ..have you thus doen in deede? 155* HuLoi-n, Oh,
a voyce of an exceadynge disdeynynge, reioyciiige, or

sorowynge. a 1553 UDALL Koyster D. iv. viii. ; Arb.) 78 Oh
bones, thou hittest me. 1555 Tract in Strype Eccl, Aleut.

(1721) III. App. xliv. 124 Oh ! what a heinous work is this

in the sight of God. /bid.
t
Oh ! what damnable beasts are

these. 1637 RUTHERFORD Lett. (1862) I. 249 Oh for that
cloud of black wrath and fury of the indignation of the

Lord. 1653 WALTON Angler iv. 105 Oh me he has broke

all, there's half a line and a good hook lost. 1707 WATTS
Hymn ' There is a land ofpure delight' v, Oh ! could we
make our doubts remove. 1711 STEELE Sped. No. 146 r 3
Oh how glorious is the old Age of that great Man. 1798
COLERIDGE Anc. Mar. iv. ix, But oh ! more horrible than
that Is the curse in a dead man's eye ! Ibid. v. i, Oh sleep !

it is a gentle thing. 1820 BYRON Alar. Fal. \\. i. 454 liut

never more oh ! never, never more . . shall Sweet Quiet shed
her sunset ! 1843 HOOD Song of Shirt iv, Oh, Men, with
Sisters dear! Oh, Men, with Mothers and Wives! 1875

JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) I. 52 And Oh ! let me put another case,
I said.

B. sb. The interjection or exclamation O/i, as

a name for itself. So Oh dcar^ Ohfe, etc.

1534 MORE Contf.agst. Trib. in. x. (1847) 223 He fet a long
sigh with an oh ! from the bottom of his breast. 1507
MIDDLETON Wisdom of Solomon xi. 14 God sent sad Ons
for shadows of lament. 1711 STEELE Spect. No. 154 p 2 He
was reproved, perhaps, with a Blow of the Fan, or an Oh
Fy ! 171* Ibid. No. 400 ?4 An Interjection, an Ah, or

an Oh, at some little Hazard in moving or making a Step.
1820 W, TOOKE tr. Lncian I. 386 Never-ending ohs and
ahs. 1852 DARWIN in Life <$ Lett. (1887) I. 384 Oh ! the

professions ; oh ! the gold ; and oh ! the French these

three oh's all rank as dreadful bugbears.
Hence Oh v. intr., to exclaim * Oh !

'
trans, to

greet with ( Oh ?
'

Also Oh-oh v.

1833 R. H. FKOI'OE in Rent. (1838) I. 321 People would..
* Oh ! oh !

'

Ibid. 323 There is no chance of its being
' Oh

;

oh ! '-ed. 1848 NEWMAN Loss <$
Gain \\. xix. (1876) 320 It

is very well for secular historians to give up a tradition, .and

for a generation to oh-oh it; but the Church cannot do so.

1855 DICKENS /,. Dorrit \. xxxiv, All their hearing, and

ohing, and cheering.

Oh, ohen, obs. forms of OWE v.

II Ohm 1
(<7m). [Ger.,

= AAM.] An obsolete

German liquid measure equivalent to from 30 to

36 gallons according to the locality.

"1851 LONGF. Gold. Leg. iv. Convent HirsJuw, It comes

from llncharach un the Rhine. .And costs borne hundred

florins the ohm \rime Rome].
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OHM.

Ohm -
(o"in). Electr. [From the name of the

German physicist Georg Simon Ohm (1787-1854),
who determined mathematically the law of the

flow of electricity (Ohm's law).} The unit of

electrical resistance : see quots.
'It was in this country that .. the term "ohmad" or

" ohm ", suggested by Sir Charles Bright and Mr. Latimer
Clark at the meeting of the British Association in Man-
chester in 1861, first came into use as the name of a decimal

multiple of the absolute unit of resistance convenient for

practical purposes. At the Congress of Electricians in

Paris in 1881, the Ohm was unanimously adopted as an

international standard '. Nature 14 Feb. j83o, 368/2.

1870 F. L. POPE Electr. Tel. iii. (1872) 25 The Ohm.. is

equivalent to about ,i of a mile of galvanized No. 9 iron

wire. 1876 PKEECE & SIVEWRJGHT Telegraphy 5 It is con-

venient . . to use a symbol to represent the ohm as we use to

represent degrees, and
'

minutes. The symbol used by us is

w, the Greek omega. Thus we say that the resistance of a

wire between London and Birmingham is I5oo>. 1892 Gljss.

Electr. Terms in Lightning 3 Mar. Suppl.,The Ohm_is the

resistance of a column of mercury of a constant section of

one square millimetre and of a length of 106-3 centimetres,
at the temperature of melting ice.

Hence Oh/mad = OHM ; Ohm-a mmeter, an

instrument for measuring electrical current and I

resistance, a combination of an ammeter and an

ohmmeter; Oh'mic a., pertaining to or measured

by the ohm
; Oh'nuneter, an instrument for

measuring electrical resistance in ohms.
1866 K. M. FERGUSON Electr. 151 This is called the B.A.

Unit of resistance 1864, or an Ohmad. 1889 Electr. Rev.
n Oct. 411 At present Dr. Fleming and a few others talk

of ' ohmic '

resistance, to distinguish resistance from the rela-

tion between the back electromotive force and the current.

1891
'Electrician

' Primer No. 12. 8 Ohmtneters indicate the

ratio of the pressure between the ends of a conductor to the

current passing through that conductor.

Ohn, Sc. dial. var. of ON- = un-, without.

Oho (S '|h<?i'), int. Also as two words O ho, Oh.

ho, etc.
;

also 4 O how. [See Ho ^nt^ 5.] An
exclamation expressing surprise, taunting, exulta-

tion, etc.; in quot. 1369 as a shout to arouse

a sleeper. (Cf. Ho z'/.l)

13.. Cursor M. 12129 (Gott.)
' O ho !' alle ban gan bai cri,

'Qua herd euer sua grett ferli!' 1:1369 CHAUCER Detlte

Blaunche 179 This messa^er. .cried () how, a-wake anoon.
c 1460 To-t'iteley Myst. viii. 28 O, ho! this is a wonderfull

thyng to witt. 1601 SHAKS. Tu'el, N. in. iv. 71 Oh ho, do

you come neere me now. 1610 Temp. i. ii. 349 Oh ho,
Oh ho, would't had bene done. 1778 MAD. D'ARBLAY Diary
26 Aug., O ho, this is a good hearing ! 1838 DICKENS O.
Twist ii,

' Oho 1 . -we are the fellows to set this to rights '.

Ohoiie (^"hJu-n), int. (sb.) Forms : 5 oohane,

7 oh hone, O hoan, 7- O hone, 8- ohon,

9- oehone, ohone. [a. Gael, and Ir. ochbin, oh !

alas ! Often erroneously analysed, as if it con-

tained the Eng. !]
A Scottish and Irish exclama-

tion of lamentation.
c 1480 HENRVSON Test. Cres. 541 Ochane ! Now is my

breist with stormy stoundis stad. c 1604 I. C. Epigr. in

Shaks. Cent, ofPraise (1879) 63 He that made the Ballads

of oh hone. 1621 BURTON Anat. Mel. n. iii. v. (1651) 341

Houling O Hone, as those Irish women. 1685 Whigs
Lament, in Roxb. Ball. (1885) V. 534 What have the Whigs
to say ? O hone ! O hone ! Tories have got the day ; O hone !

O hone ! 1714 RAMSAY Elegy J. Cowper \, John Cowper 's

dead Ohon ! Ohon 1 1801 SCOTT Glenfinlas i,

' O none
a rie' ! O hone a rie' !

' The pride of Albin's line is o'er.

Note, O hone a rie' signifies
' Alas for the prince, or chief.

1816 A ntiq. xx, Ohon ! it's an ill feight whar he that wins
has the warst o't.

b. as sb.

a 1680 BUTLER Rent. (1759) I. 180 The Members .. re-

peated the Oh-hones Of his Wild Irish and chromatic
Tones. 1855 KINGSLEY Westw. Hoi xi, They could now
hear plainly the '

Oehone, Ochonorie ', of some wild woman.

O-hoy, variant of AHOY, call used in hailing.
1885 RIDER HAGGARD A'. Solomon's Mines (1889) 228 As

he struck he shouted
'

O-hoy 1 O-hoy 1

'

like his Berserkir

forefathers.

Oht, Ohte, obs. forms of AUGHT, OUGHT.
Oh yes: see OYEZ.

Oiconomical, obs. form of ECONOMICAL.
-oid (oid, 0|id), suffix, ad. mod.L. -aides, Gr.

-0(1877$, i- e. -o- of prec. element or connective +

-ciStjs 'having the form or likeness of, '

like', f.

u&os form
; cf. L. -i-formis : see -FOIIM. (A parallel

Gr. formative was -aSijs : see -ODE.) Examples :

a!/ttiTo<i8r;i (ai/jaTaiSi/!)
'
like blood, of the appear-

ance of blood, hsematoid' ; dv$pojnoet5r]y 'of human
form, manlike, anthropoid'. In other mod. langs.,
as in Gr. and L., the o and make distinct syllables

(L. anthropoicKs ,
F. anthropoide, Ger. anthropoid) ;

in Eng. also, some pronounce (oenbnM'p^id), but

the prevalent pronunciation of the suffix (and in

many words, as alkaloid, asteroid, the only one) is

with the diphthong (oi) as in void,

Extensively used in scientific terms, taken from
Greek prototypes, or formed on Gr. (rarely L.)
words. These are primarily adjs. with the sense
'

having the form or nature of, resembling, allied to"
;

but also (as sometimes in Gr.) sbs., in the sense

of '

something having the form or appearance of,

something related or allied in structure, but not

identical '. The sbs. are esp. numerous in Mathe-

92

matics, where, in imitation of rhomboid (Gr.

po/t#oi5ijs approaching a lozenge (pu/iflos) in

shape, a rhomboid) and trapezoid (Gr. TpaTrefoeiSijs

having somewhat of the form of a table (rpairefo) ),

the suffix has been used to form the names of many
geometrical figures.

Examples: (adj.) Anat. adenoid, arachnoid, arytenoid,
coracoid, hyoid, sigmoid, thyroid; Zool. anuvboid, anthro-

poid, cancroid, crinoid, echinoid, hydroid, ichthyoid, tnedit-

soid, simioid; Bot. ovoid, scorpioid.

(sbs.) Math, cardioid, cycloid, ellipsoid, hypcrboloid, rhom-
boid, spheroid, trapczoid ; Astron. asteroid, planetoid;
Chem. albuminoid, alkaloid, amyloid, colloid, crystalloid,

metalloid, sclenoid; Bot. aroid, fitcoid, rhizoid; Zool.

zooid\ Min. amygdaloid,
The mod.L. -o'ida, -o'idea, -o'idex, -o'idei, -o'ideus

(Eng. -oideons], are derivatives ol -aides, -oid.

-oidal. When the form in -oid is a sb., an adj. is

formed in -oidal (see -AL) ; as cotuhoidal, cycloidal,

rhomboidal, trapezoidal; so alkaloidal, asteroidal,

fiicoidal, etc.

Oidematous, variant of OIDEMATOUS.

II OidiuiH (<?|i'cli#m). Bot. [mod.L., f. Gr. tfov

egg + -iSiov dim. suffix.] A former genus of para-
sitic fungi, comprising species now regarded as the

conidial stage of various fungi of the family Ery-
sipheie; they cause various diseases of plants, and
of the human subject, spec. The species Oidiiim

Tuckeri (Erysiphe Tuckeri), or the disease of the

vine produced by this ; grape-mildew.
1857 BERKELEY Crypiog.Bot. 318(1.) It has already been

shown that these supposed species of oidium are not true

moulds, but merely states of different species of erysiphe.

1859 1 imes 20 Sept. 8/3 The late rain has favoured the

growth of the grapes which escaped the oidium and the
hail. 1868 Rep, U. S. Commissioner Agric. (1869) 571 The
sulphur-cure for the oidium, the most formidable disease

that attacks the vine. 1882 Contetnp. Rev. Dec. 956 The
wet and sunless summer had brought on the oidium.

Oier, Oies, -ez, obs. ff. OVKK, OYKZ.

Oignement, obs. form of OINTMENT.

Oigopsid, variant of CEGOP3ID.

Oikist, Oikoid, variant of CEcisT, CEcoiD.

Oil (oil), sb. } Forms : see below. See also

Ei.E sli. [Early ME. oli, olie, oyle, oik, a. ONF.
olie, OF. I2thc. oile, oille, I3th c. oele, tiille,

ijthc. oyle, Iniille, i6th c. huile (orig. masc.),
in Fr. dial, ole, enle, Pr. ol, Sp. and It. olio (It.

formerly oglid) : L. oleum oil, olive oil ;
cf. olea

olive. The OE. word was'ELE, earlier ccle:*oli
= OHG. oli, Ger. ol, ad.L. olium, oleum ;

this was

superseded in 1 2-131)1 c. by the Fr. word in two

types, a. oli(e, 0. oile, and their later reprs. (some
of these peril, influenced by later F. (h]uile). The
a. forms after 1 3th c. were only northern and esp.

Sc., where iilyie, nillie (ii'li) still survives. The
1 3th c. eoli, eolie (see ELE), eoile, connect the OE.
and F. types.]

A. Illustration of Forms.
a. 2-4 oli, 3 olije, 3 (6 Sc.) olie, 4 Sc. 0156,

5 oly, oyly, ole ; Sc. 6 olye, oley, oulie, vly(e,

vlly, 6-9 ulye, 8 uljie, 8-y ulyie, oolie, uley.
CUTS Lamb. Horn. 79 An helendis Mon . . wesch his

wunuen mid wine and smerede mid oli. c 1250 Gen. <V Ex.
2458 He ben smered . . Wi5 crisme and olie. c 1440 Promp.
Farv. 363/2 Qly, or oyl, oleum. 1483 Cath. Angl. 259/1

Ole, oleum. 1500-20 DL-NBAR Poems xxvii. 48 The vly
birstit out. 1513 DOUGLAS JEneis vi. iv. 37 The fat olie

[eti. 1553 olye] did he 3et. 1536 BELLENDEN Cron. Scat. (1821)

I. p. xxxviii, Ane fontane..quhair stremis of oulie springis
ithandlie. 1549 Compl. Scot. xix. 161 The..vlye maklas the

fyir niair bold. 1568 Bannatyne MS. (Hunterian Club) 394
Sum of

ylly spewis anequairt. 1722 RAMSAV Three Bonnets
II. 57 Wi' language glibe as oolie. a 1774 FERGUSSON Election

Poems (1845) 39 The barber, .straikit it wi' ulzie [ uljie],

1816 SCOTT Antif.x, Would ye creesh his bonny brown hair

wi' your nasty ulyie V 1858 M. POKTEOUS Sautcr Johnny 33
Outowre the ulye, midnicht late. 1858 RAMSAY Remin.
Ser. I. (1860) 261 The uley-pot, or uley cruse.

0. 3 eoile, 3-7 oyle, 3-8 oyl, 4-7 oile, (4 uile,

oyel, 4-5 oylle, oille, 5 oel, hoyle, 6 huill), 4,

7- oil, (9 vulgar and dial. ile).
a 1225 Leg. Kath. 2519 Jet of be lutle banes . . fioweS o3er

eoile ut. 1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 293 He let fulle corn &
oyl & win bi eche side. 1340 Ayenb. 93 In be writynsge ha
clepeb uile oure Ihord. .' vile of blisse uor wepinge '. .Of |>ise

oyle byeb ysmered (w bet god heb yrnad kynges. c 1375
Cursor M. 11870 (Giitt.) Pic and oil [Cott. oile, Fair/, oyle]
til his bi-houe. c 1386 CHAUCER Knt.'s T. 2103 Who wrastleth
best naked with oille [v. rr. oyle, oilej enoynt. c 1400
MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) xiv. 61 pat table euermare droppez oel,
as it ware of oliue. 1477 EARL RIVERS (Caxton) Dictes 70,
I haue putte more oille in my lampe to studie by. 1659
STANLEY Hist. P/iilos. III. n. 132 One sort is fluid, as

Honey, Oyle. 1684 R. WALLER Nat. Exper.^ If., the
Vial be filled with Oile. 1767 T. HUTCHINSON Hist. Mass.
II. iv. 445 The consumption ofoyl by lamps. 1888 Ile [see 3 fj.

y. dial. 6 yolle, 7 yolld^?), youll.
c 1568 in Swayne Sariim Church-iv. Ace. (1896) 116 Pynt

of yolle for the Belles vd. 1610 MS. Ace. St. John's Hasp.,
Canterb., For yolld and canndelles. Ibid., For youll.

13. Signification.
1. A substance having the following characters

(or most of them) : viz. those of being liquid at

ordinary temperatures, of a viscid consistence and

OIL.

characteristic smooth and sticky (unctuous) feel,

lighter than water and insoluble in it, soluble in

alcohol and ether, inflammable, chemically neutral.

a. without an or //. ;
in early use almost always

= OLIVE-OIL.

CH75 [see A. a]. 171300 E, E. Psalter xxii[i.]. 5 J?ou fatted

in oil mi heved yhit. 1305 Land of Cokaygne 46 in

li. E. P. (1862) 157 per beb riuers..Of uile, melk, honi and
wine, c 1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) ii. 6 He wald send him of

be oile of be tree of mercy. 1548-9 (Mar.) Bk. Com. Prayer,
I'isit. Sick, As with this visible oyle thy body outwardly is

annoynted. 1649 J ER. TAYLOR Gt. Exemp. n. Disc. viii. 84 The
five foolish virgins. .begd oyle. 1752 HUME Pol. Disc. iii.

41 'Tis the oil which renders the motion of the wheel more
smooth and easy. 1868 BROWNING King fy Bk. iv. 73 [They]
spend their own oil in feeding their own lamp.

b. with an and//., indicating a particular kind
or different kinds.
The oils constitute a very large group of natural sub-

stances, of animal, vegetable, or mineral .origin. They are
divided into three classes : (i) Fatty or fixed oils (see FATTY
6, FIXED 4 c), of animal or vegetable origin, which (in

common with fats} are chemically triglycerides of fatty

acids, and produce a permanent greasy stain on paper, etc.;

these are subdivided into drying oils, which by exposure to

air absorb oxygen and thicken into varnishes, and non-

drying oils, which by exposure ferment and become rancid ;

they are used as lubricants, as illuminants, in making soap,
and for various other purposes. (2) Essential or volatile

oils' (see ESSENTIAL a. 5 b), chiefly of vegetable (sometimes
of animal) origin, which are acrid and limpid, and form the

characteristic odoriferous principles of plants, etc. ; chemi-

cally, they are hydrocarbons, or mixtures of hydrocarbons
with resins, etc. ; they are extensively used in medicine and

perfumery, and in some cases in the arts. (3) Alincral oils,

which are chemically mixtures of hydrocarbons, and are

used chiefly as illuminants.

1398 TREVISA Earth. DC P. R. xvn. cxii.(MS. Bpdl.) If. 217/2

Many diuers oile is pressedde oute of many diuers binges
and some oile is semple : as oile of olife, oile of nottes, oile

of popie..and some oile is medled and compowned. 1652
CULPEPPER Em?. Physic. 3 Used outwardly as an Oyl or

Oyntment. 1695 W. HALIFAX in Phil. Trans. 100 Perhaps
lie distributed among them Sweet Oyls, to be used in or

after their Bathings. 1732 AKBUTHNOT Rules of Diet 261.

1742 in Nature (1882) XXVI. 620 An oyle extracted from
a flinty rock for the cure of rheumatick..and other cases.

1875 Ure's Diet. Arts III. 456 Essential oils .. are not

greasy to the touch, like the fat oils. 1892 MORI.EY &
MUIR Watts' Diet. Chem. III. 637/1 Oils are said to be
'fixed 'when they cannot be distilled either alone or with

steam without undergoing decomposition ; oils that can be
so distilled being termed volatile or essential oils. ..Fatty
oils that absorb oxygen from the air, and thus become

slowly converted into varnishes are termed drying oils, e. g.

linseed, hazel-nut, hemp, and poppy oils. Drying oils

contain glycerides of linoleTc and similar unsaturated acids.

C. holy oil: oil used in religious or sacred rites,

as the anointing of priests or kings, chrism, ex-

treme unction, etc.

1:1305 St. Kathcrine 301 in E. E. /'. (1862) 98 Of hire

tumbe ber vrneb gut holi oylle. 1382 WYCLIF Num. xxxv. 25
The greet preest that with hooli oyle is anoynt. 1559 Mirr.

Mag., Hen. VI, v, When a crown in cradel made me king
with oyle of holy thoumbe. 1613 SHAKS. Hen. V1II,\\\\.
88 She had all the Royall makings of a Queene ; As holy

Oyle, Edward Confessors Crowne. 1885 Cath. Diet. (ed. 3)

404/2 Since the seventh century the holy oils, formerly con-

secrated at any time, have been blessed by th

Mass of this day [Maundy Thursday].

t d. Old Chem. One of the five supposed
'

prin-

ciples
'

of bodies. Obs.

the Spirit. 1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl. s. v. Elements, The
four principles, salt, oil, water, and earth, are always found

in all plants. Ibid. s. v. Principle, The_ chymists make five

principles; three whereof are called active principles., such

as salt ; sulphur or oil; and mercury or spirit...The two

passive principles . . are phlegm and caput mortuuin,

2. In the names of the various kinds, unlimited

in number : a. denoted by oil of with the name of

the source (plant, animal, etc.), or sometimes of a

person, as oil of almonds, amlcr, ben, cade, dill,

eucalyptus, fennel, geranium, juniper, lavender,

etc., etc.; oilofMatthiole(xetf.\ol. 1 86 1 ),ol ofscor-

pions, oil ofphilosophers (see PHILOSOPHER).
1308 TREVISA Earth. De P. K. xvii. cxii. (MS. Bodl.) If.

217 b/i Oile of popie .. is moste made of blacke popie sede.

[See also i b.] c 1400 Lanfrancs Cir-^rg. 312 Oile of rosis, &
}>e ;elke of an ey, ben good berfore. 1552 HULOET, Oyle of

almondes,-/o./>'0. i&Ji FRENCH Distill, iii. (1651) 73 There
will remain, -the true Oil or Essence of Antimony. 1662 K.

MATHEW Unl. Alclt. 8q. 130 Anointing it with Oyl of

Amber and Oyl of Roses mixed together. 1741 Compl. Fam.-
Piece l. i. 57 Take Oil of Scorpions, and Oil of Bees-wax. 1834
SOUTHEY Doctor xxiv. I. 236 Oil of sw allows . . procured by
pounding twenty live swallows in a mortar with about as

many different herbs. 1838 T. THOMSON Chem. Org. Kodics

469 Oil of Bitter Almonds may be obtained by distilling

bitter almonds with water. 1850 DAUBENY Atomic The. x.

(ed. 2) 345 A neutral sulphate
of oxide of ethyle, commonly

called oil of wine. 1861 HULME tr. Moquin-Tandon it. III. 65
The entire Animal .. infused in oil .. Scorpion (Oil of

Matthiole). 1870 J. POWER llandybk. ab. Bks. iii. 46 Pieces

of cotton impregnated with oil of cedar or of birch. 1876
HARLEY Mat. Mai. (ed. 6) 413 Oil of Cade is a brown
inflammable tarry liquid, with a strong acrid taste,

b. The name _of
the source, or other defining

word, preceding'^//, as organ oil, brick oil, cod

liver oil, cottonseed oil, fish oil, linseed oil, olive oil,

etc., etc., hair oil, salad oil, etc. (see these words);
animal oil, any oil obtained from an animal body ;
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spec. Dippefs animal oil, an oil prepared by distilla-

tion from stag's horns, etc. and used in medicine ;

dead oil (see DEAD D. 2) ; sweet oil = OLIVE-OIL.
1563 in Reg. Privy Counc. Scot. I. 360 Twa barrell of

fische huill. 1581 MULCASTER Positions xxxiv. (1887) 123Then were they oymcd with sweete oyle. 176* Gcntl. Jlfaf.
Apr. 171/1 The oil called Zacchjeus's oil, is expressed from
the fruit of a tree that.. is said, .to be of the kind which
Zacchaeus climbed. 1833 CKABB Technol. Diet., Dip/id's
annual oil, . . so called from the chemist who first observed it

1836-41 KRANUK M,,n. Clum. (ed. 5) ir 33 Beech-nut oil, the
decorticated nuts of the beech-tree, .yield about 15 per cent.
of oil resembling olive oil. 1861 HUL.ME tr. Moqvin-
Tatutonn.m. 188 Animal oil is produced in great abundance
hy the Whale and the Porpoise. 1883 Fisheries Exliih
Catal. (ed. 4) 160 Whale Oil, White and Black Porpoise
Oil,. .Seal Oil, Sturgeon Oil, c.

c. rarely, with defining word following, as f oil
castor = CASTOR OIL, foil olive = OLIVE-OIL.
1779 M. CUTLER in Life, Jrnls. f, Con: (1888) I. 75 Makinga screw to express 'oil castor. [1309 Durham Ace. Rolls

6,J barello *olei olive.] 1469 in llouseh. Ord. (1790) 102
Oyle ohf for Lent. 1535 COVERDALE Lev. xxiv. 2 That
they brynge pure oyle olyue beaten for lightes. 1545
Nottingham Rec. III. 224 A pynt oyle Olyve. 1673 Phil.
1'rans. VIII. 6^02 That Aqua vitae swims upon Oyl-olive.

d. in partly-anglicized phrases from French ;

t oil-de-bay (-pates) = oil of bay (obtained from
the bay laurel); foil d'olive = OLIVE-OIL; toil-
de-rose, tr. L. oleum roscum.
1545 Rales ofCustoms cj b, "Oyle debay the barrell con-

temynge c. pounde. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny (1634) I. 434Some take the Hay berries only, and thereout presse oile-de-
liaies. 1607 TopsELt. Four-/. Beasts (z6s8) 273 A Goose
feather anointed with Oyl-de-bay. 1:1400 Lanfranc's Cirurg.
41 Oile de ohue bat is noujt ripe. 1419 LiterAlbus (Rolls)
I. 224 Karke de oille dolive. 1535 LVXDESAY Satyre 4057
To..rmx..saiffronewithoyl-dolie. aisSsPoLWART Flyting
'.a. Montgomerie 234 For thy feuer . . take old-oly Mixt with
a mouthfull of melancholy. 1-1410 Pallad. on llusb. vi. 213
'Oilderose Me may baptize and name hit.

3. In figurative arid allusive uses.

a. In allusion to the use of oil for anointing
(ceremonial or medicinal), or for maintaining light
or heat

; esp. in reference to 'smooth
', i. e. soothing

or flattering, words (see also b).
fiijo S. Eng. Leg. I. 5/146 With Oyle of milce smeorien

htm. a 1300 Cursor 31. 955 pe oil o merci. a 1340 HAMI-OI <

/ salter cxxvn. 4 Enoynt wi)> oyl of charite. 1380 WYCI.II>
.\ern:. Sel. \Vks. II. 38 Ms devocioun is |>e oyle. 1382
Ps. xhv. 8 [xlv. 7] Therfore enoyntide thee God, thi God
with oile of gladnesse befor thi felawis. 1526 Pilgr. Per/.
(W. de W. 1531) 154 Swete vnccyon of oyle of the holy
goost, 1531 ELVOT Gov. in. xxv, Two or three drops of the
sweete oyle of remembraunce. 1638 SIIIRI.KV Mart. Soldier
ill. HI, A little oyle of favour will secure thee agell, And
make thee shine as bright. 1657 TRAPP Conim. Job xxix. 25He had so fourbished the sword of Justice with the Oyle of
Mercy. 1781 in Hone Every-day Bk. II. 835 His wants

:

are supplied by the oil of his tongue. 1877 G. DAWSON
Prayers (1878) 46 When the oil of life has run out.

t b. Phr. To hold or hear np oil ; to use flatter-

ing speech, flatter. Obs.

1387 TREVISA lligaen (Rolls) III. 447 A greet deel of hem
..hilde up |>e kynges oyl [I,, niagna convk'antium tarte
assciituiite]. 1390 GOWER L'ottf. III. 172 Prophetes false
manye mo To bere up oil, and alle tho Aflermen that which
he hath told. 1399 LANGL. Rich. Redcles in. 186 For
"aggynge and for bostynge and beringe vppon oilles.

C. To add (put) oil to the fire, flames, etc. : to

heighten or aggravate fury, passion, or tile like;
to ' add fuel to the flame'.
a 1548 HALL Chron. (1809) 820 There were also certaine

other malicious and busye persones who added Oyle .. to the
Jornace. 1560 DAL-S tr. Slcidane's Conim. 229 As the
common saying is, powred oyle vpon the fyre. 1647 (,'OWI.EY
distress, Incurable iv, But Wine, alas, was Oyl to th' fire.
1821 SCOIT Pirate iv, Sen-ing only like oil to the flame.

d. In various phrases referring to the use of an
oil-lamp for nightly study ; e. g. f to lose ones oil,
to study or labour in vain (pbs.} ; to smell of oil,
to bear marks of laborious study; to burn the

midnight oil, to study late into the night.a 1548 HALL Chron., Hen. V, 35 b, That thei were like to
lesebotheworke and oyle. 1576 NEWTON '* Complex.
Lpistle, None of indifferent iudgemente, shall thinke his
oyle & labour lost. 1650 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. F.f.
(ed. 2) To Rdr. 3 A work of this nature, .should smell of
oyle if duly and deservedly handled. 1650 G. DANIEL
Imiarch., Crastini Aitini. 16 As were that worth our
l.rames, and Midnight Oyle. a 1668 DEXHAM Poems 47What from Johnson's oil and sweat did flow. 1675 F
"".SON Spadacrcne Dunclm. 72 That work needs not smell
of Oyl. a 1763 SMENSTONE Elegies xi. 27, I trimm'd my
lamp, consum d the midnight oil. i8u Edin, Rev. XX.
227 He may have.. wasted the midnight oil in preparing.,
instruction.

. e. To pour oil upon the waters, etc. : to appease
strife or disturbance ; in allusion to the effect of i

oil upon the agitated surface of water. (Cf. OLEIC,
(juot. 1894.)
[1774 I'/iil. Trans. LXIV. it. 445 '(heading) Of the stillingof Waves by means of Oil. Extracted from sundry Letter^

between Benjamin Franklin LL.D. etc. Ibid. 447 Pliny'saccount of a practice among the seamen of his time to still

TO T?S** m
.
a 5torm by P uring oil into the sea.] 1847W. I,. BARING in Crokcr /',./,-*( 1884) III. xxv. 103 Lord G.

I l>entinck].. spoke angrily. D'Israeli poured oil and calmed
the waves. 1835 MOTLEY Dutch Kef. v. i. (1866) 663 The
tiery words of Don John were not as oil to troubled water.
1867 1 ROLLOPE Chron. Barset II. xiii, Then Mrs. Grantly. .

strove to change the subject, and threw oil upon the waters.

03

.f. To strike oil (U. S.) : lit. to reach the oil

j

(petroleum) in sinking a shaft for it through the
t overlying strata; hence fig. (colloy.) to hit upon
a source of rapid profit and affluence.
1866 Punch's Almanack (last page), Barber has struck
He , but it will not do for the hair. 1875 Punch 6 Mar.

99/2 He has certainly
'

struck oil
'

in the Costa Rica and
Honduras loans. 1888 LOWELL Wks. (1890) VI. 207 We are
a nation which has struck ile.

g. In humorously allusive phrases, imitating
the names of kinds of oil (see 2, and cf. ANOINT
3 b, 5, GREASE v. 4b, OIL v. 2): -\oil of angels
(ANGEL 6), gold employed in gifts or bribes (cf.
INDIAN oil) ; oil of barley, oil of malt, malt liquor ;

oil of baston, birch, hazel, holly, whip, hazel oil,

hickory oil, stirrup oil, strap oil, a beating or flog-

ging (with a birch-rod, hazel-stick, etc.) ; f oil of
fool, flattery used to befool a person (ol>s.).

1592 GREENE Ufst. Courtier Ejb, The'palms of their
hands so hot that they cannot be coold vnlesse they be rubd
with the oile of 'angels. 1623 MASSINOEK Dk. Milan in. ii,
I have seen, .his stripes wash'd offWith oil of angels, a 1700
B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Oyl of*Barley, strong Drink. 1608
WITIIALS Diet. 308 They call it vulgarly the oyle of Baston,
or a sower cudgell. 1828 Craven Gloss, (ed. 2), OilafHrch,
a flogging with a birchrod. 1785 WOI.COTT (P. Pindar) qt/i
Ode to R. A .'s, Reynolds, .prithee, seek the Courtier's school
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Unaff. Patriot 168 If I'd behaved that way with my father
he would have prescribed a little "hickory oil. 1608 Penny-
less Par!, in Harl. .Misc. (ed. Park) I. ^3 The oil of "holly
shall prove a present remedy for a shrewd housewife.
c 1648-50 BRATHWAIT Barnabees Jrnl. title-p., The oyle of
*malt and juyce of spritely nectar Have made my Muse
more valiant than Hector. 1693 Pear Rol'in (N.I, Now for
to cure such a disease as this, The oyl of 'whip the surest
medicine is.

4. = OIL-COLOUR. Often in pi. oils.

[1574 in W. H. Turner Select. Rec. Oxford 351 The.,
payntingeand coloringe. .w' good Colo's and oyles. 1594

SPAI.DING Italy ,5- //. Isl. II. in. iv. 403 Landscape-painting
in oils may be considered to have been by him [Poussin]
brought almost to perfection. 1867 Nat. Encycl. I. 857
Antonello da Messina.. the first Italian who painted in oils.

b. colloq. An oil-painting, a picture painted in
oils. Chiefly in //.
1890 Eng. Illttstr. Mag. 272 Some fair oils by German

artists. 1892 Pall MallC,. 28 May 5/1 Visitors to the studio
Will also find some thirty or forty small oils of dogs.
5. colloq. abbrev. of OILSKIN. Chiefly in pi.
1891 J. DALE Round the World 330 A young man dressed

us in afull suit of 'oils'.

6. attrib. and Comb. a. attrib. Of, consisting of,

pertaining to, or dealing with oil, as oil-bath,
-brush, -cooper, -dregs (hence oil-dreg vb., to treat
with oil-dregs), -fuel, -globule, -merchant, -monger,
-mongery, -particle, etc. ; containing or conveying
oil, as oil-bottle, -car, -cell, -closet, -cock, -duct,

^-fat, -horn, -jar, -pot, -pump, -safe, -sink, -tank,
-vase, -vat, -vessel, etc. ; producing, or used in the

production or distribution of oil, as oil-factory,
-land, -region, -shale, -shop, -well, etc. ; obtained
or made from oil, as oil gas, spirit; in which oil

is used as fuel, etc., as oil-engine, -lamp, -launch,
-motor, -stove

; belonging or relating to oil-paint-
ing, painted in oils, as oil group, head, picture.
b. Objective and obj. gen., as oil-bearing, -carrying,
-containing, -distributing, -producing, -refining,
-yielding adjs.; oil-atomizer, -crusher, -distributor,
-drawer, -dripper, -refiner, -spreader, c. Instru-

mental, etc., as oil-hardening ; oil-bright, -buttered,
-dried (dried of oil, having the oil dried up), -driven,
-fed, -fired, -laden, -lit, -smelling, -soaked adjs. d.

Similative, etc., as oil-like, -green, -yello-M adjs.
1886 A. Wi.vcHELL Walks Ceol. Field 136 The particular

causesand conditions of 'oil-accumulation. 1838 T.THOMSON
Chem. Org. Bodies 663 Exposed, .by means of an "oil-bath,
to a temperature between 300 and 350''. 1770-4 A. HUNTER
C-corg. Ess. I. 57 Rapeandhempare "oil-bearing plants. 1598
K. OILPIN Skiai. (1878)29 Hence with these (idlers whose
*oyle-buttred lines, Are Panders vnto lusts. 1705 Land.
Caz. No. 4174/4 An Apprentice to an *Oyl-Cooper in

1
dry-salter, or -oil-drawer in London, c 1410 . ,.
Husl>. i. 479 'Oddreggis mixt with cley. Ibid. 482 Drie
hit wel, and then "oyldregge hit efte. 1551 HULOET, Oyle
dregges, ofitrta.Amanca, Amurca. 1593 SHAKS. Rich. II,

n-J-"'*2?1

I
J
R

-Iy *yle -dr'de
I.-ampe. 1893 Times 20 Mar.,

1 his oil-driven locomotive is at once an innovation and
a success. 1896 H'eitin. Gas. 17 Nov. 2/3 One of the
modern oil-driven motors. Ihid. i Dec. 6/3 The first exhibi-
tion of any oil-engines in this country . . in 1887 in the
Agricultural Han ,,.. S. Eng. Leg. (MS. Bodl. 779) in
Herrig Arc/mi LXXXII. 396/124 A whit coluere . . broujt
an *oyl-fat in here bele. 1886 A. WINCHELL Walks Ceol.
I-ield 137, I will now give you the whole philosophy of "oil-

Imdmg and oil-production. 1888 Pall Mall G. 23 Apr. ii/!
'Oil-fuel boats, and life-saving apparatus. 1823 J. HAUCOCKDam. Amnsem. 79 'Oil Gas,, .that obtained from oil. 1580
HOLLYOAND Trcas. Fr. 'Pong, I'ne buire ,i tnettre t'ltuile,
an oyle glasse, a vyole. 1845 BUDD Dis. Liver 207 Some
cells contain small "oil-globules, marked by the clear rings.

1673 Land. Gas. No. 845/4 One *Oyl green Carpet. 1843PORTLOCK Ceol. 214 Of a fine oil green, or greenish %\ bite
colour. 1890 Nature 18 Sept. 503^ This process of 'oil-

hardening, introduced first by Lord Armstrong in the case of
barrels, is now almost universallyadopted for all gun forcings.
'535 COVERDALE i Sam. xvi. 13 'Chen toke Samuel his "oyie
home, & anoynted him. a 1661 HOI.YDAY Jin'enal \^ That

great oil-horn much a do. 1831 BRFWSTFKmakes with his ^
Nat. Magic xiii. (1833) 323 A small "oil-lamp

O
on*th"ei "floor!

1605 TlMME Qtursit. i. xv. Kiijb, Sulphur, .the natural,
moist, original, "oylelike. c 1420 Pa/lad, on Itusli. Tab. 274
Olyuys, pntacioun, and 'oil makynge. 1837 WHITTOCK, etc.
Bk. Traiics (1842) 349 Another species of 'oil-merchants
deal mostly in sweet oils, and a few leading articles of
foreign produce, termed dry saltery. 1896 Daily NC-.VS
16 Nov. 4/2 The Daimler 'oil-motors . . were strongly in
evidence. 1862 THORNBURY Life Turner I. 258 His early
oil-pictures were dark and heavy. (1440 Proitif. Par-.'

364/1 *Oly potte, or oly vesselle. 1669 R. MONTAGU in
Buccleuch MSS. (Hist. .MSS. Comm.) I. 448 A vinegar pot,
oil pot, and sugar box. 1845 STOCQUEI.ER Hand-bit. Brit.
India (1854) 37 Corn, cotton, 'oil-producing plants and
sugar. 1884 Hasten (Mass.) Jrnl. 22 Nov. 2/5 The Pennsyl-
vania oil-region. 1877 A. H. GREEN Pliys. Ceol. ii. 6. 72When bhales contain enough bituminous matter to be used
for the manufacture of Paraffin they are called 'Oil Shales
1679 DATES I\'arr. Popish Plot 32 Where they found an
Oyl-shop, which the said Groves bragg'd he fir'd 1752

SIR I. HILL Hist. Anim. 315 They generally purchase
..the bottoms of the casks at our oil-shops. 1884 F I

BRITTEN \\~atch f, Clockm. 47 'Oil sinks are formed in
watch and clock plates so that.. the oil is kept close to the
pivot. 1894 H. GARDENED L'noff. Patriot 173 It was the
smell of smoke and 'oil-soaked cloth. 1884 IltaUh F.v/iit>

Cataf.66/3 Pottery 'Oil Stoves. 1885 J. S. STALLYBRASS
tr. He/ins II and. Plants

,$ Anim. 94 Tne numerous "oil-
vases given as prizes at the games instituted by Pisistratus.
1472 in Swayne Saruin Clinrch-w. Ace. (1896) 5, ij 'oylevates
of silver. 1611 BIBLE Transl. Prcf. 3 A whole cellar full
of 'oyle ve-sels. 1881 RAYMOND .Mining Glass., *Oil-;ivf/,
a dug or bored well, from whkh petruleum is obtained by
pumping or by natural flow. 1843 POI.TLOCK Ceal. 214Of a rich yellowish-green, or 'oil yellow colour. 1887
MOLONEY Forestry II-'. Afr. 76 The principal "oil-yielding
seeds.

e. Special Combs. : oil-beetle, a beetle of the

genus Mcloe, which exudes an oily liquid when
alarmed

; oil-berry, f (a, an olive
; (b) ? a name

for the fruit of the Oil-Palm (E/.vis guineensis] ;

oil-bird, name for various birds yielding oil; a the
GUACHABO of the West Indies and S. America,
Steatomis caripcnsis; (b) a FKO(;MOI:TH of Ceylon,
Batrachostonnis moniligcr ; (/, the I-'ULJIAH. Ful-
marns glacialis ; oil-box, (a a box in which oil is

stored ; b] in Machinery,
' a box containing a

supply of oil for a journal, and feeding it by means
of a wick or other device

'

(Knight Diet. Mech.
1875) ; oil-bush [LJusH s6.'2], a socket containing
oil in which an upright spindle runs ; oil-can,
a can for holding oil

; spec.
= OII.ER 3 ; f oil-case

= OILSKIN
(plis.'j

; oil-cellar, (a) a cellar for

storage of oil
; (b} a small reservoir for oil in

a piece of machinery ; f oil-clock [CLOCK sl>."']=
oil-beetle; oil-coat, a coat of oiled cloth, an

oilskin coat (cf. OILED i c, quot. 1672); oil-cup,
a small vessel to hold oil for lubricating, either

portable (
= OILEB 3), or attached to the machinery

and acting automatically (cf. oil-box b, oil-cellar b; ;

oil-derrick, a derrick or frame used in boring for

mineral oil
; oil-drop, name for the rudimentary

umbilical vesicle in the eggs of some fishes
; oil-

field, an area or a tract of country occupied by
oil-bearing strata; oil floor-cloth (see OILCLOTH) ;

oil-garden, a garden of olives grown for oil ;

oil-gauge (-gage), a hydrometer for measuring the

specific gravity of oils, an oleometer ; oil-gilding,
gilding in which the gold-leaf is laid on a surface
formed of linseed-oil mixed with a yellow pigment
(oil-gold size') ; oil-gland, a gland which secretes
oil

; sfcc. the uropygial or coccygeal gland in

birds, which secretes the oil with which they preen
their feathers; oil-gold (see oil-gilding); oil-

hole, a small hole drilled in a machine, into which
oil can be dropped for lubricating ; oil-jack, a
vessel with a spout, in which oil can be heated

;

oil-meal, ground linseed cake; oil-paint, paint
made by mixing a pigment with oil (= OIL-

COI.UI-R) ; oil-painting, (a) the action, or art, of

painting in oils ; (b) a picture painted in oils ;

oil-palm, a species of palm yielding oil; esp.
Elaeisguineensis, which yields palm-oil; oil-paper,
paper made transparent or waterproof by soaking
in oil

; oil-plant, any plant yielding an oil (usually
with defining word, as castor-oil plant, croton-oil

plant, etc.) ; spec, the GINGILI, Sesamuni indicum
;

oil-press, an apparatus for expressing oil from

fruits, seeds, etc. ; oil-presser, one whose trade is

to press oil from seeds, etc. ; the manager of an oil-

press ; oil-rubber, in Engraving, a roll of woollen
cloth moistened with oil, used for cleaning plates,
etc. ; oil-sand, a stratum of sandstone yielding oil ;

oil-shark, any species of shark yielding oil, esp.
Galeorhiniis zyopterus of California ; oil-sheet,
a sheet made of oilskin or oil-paper; foil-silk
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= OlLEr> silk; oil-smeller (c". .9.\ a person who
professes to discover oil-bearing strata for well-

boring by the sense ofsmell
; oil-spring, a spring of

mineral oil (with or without admixture of water) ;

oil-stock, Eccl. a vessel for containing holy oil
;

oil-tawing, the process of tawing skins in oil, in

the manufacture of oiled leather
; oil-tempered a.

(of steel), tempered by means of oil
; oil-test, oil-

tester, a contrivance for ascertaining some property
of oils, as their flashing-point, burning-point, or

lubricating quality; oil-tight a. [after watertiglit],
of such a degree of tightness as to prevent oil from

passing through ; oil-tongued a., having an
'

oily'

tongue, characterized by smooth or flattering

speech ; oil-tube, a tube conveying oil, as the
vitta; in the fruits of Umbelliferse ; oil-way, a
channel for the admission of oil to lubricate a

hinge or the like
; oil whetstone = OILSTONE sb.

;

foil wort, ?a vegetable yielding oil, or eaten
with oil (obs.). See also OIL-BAG, OILCAKE, etc.

1658 ROWLAND Moii/efs Theat. fits. 1016 In English it

may fitly be called the "Oyl-beetle, or the Oyl-clock. 1879
LUBBOCK Set. Lect. 43 A small parasite.. on one of the wild
bees was the larva of the oil-beetle. 1381 WVCLTF fsu. .\vii.

6 As the shaking out of the "oile bene [1388 the fruyt of
olyue tre]. 1878 H. .M. STANLEY Dark Cant. II. ix. 281
The oil-berry tree, the black ivory nut-tree, which might be
made a valuable article of commerce. 1893 ll'estm. Gnz.
27 _Nov. 7/1 The "oil-bird of Trinidad, so called on account
of its excessively plump, fat, not to say oily condition. 1893
NEWTOS Diet. Birds, Guacharo, the Spanish-American
name of what English writers have lately taken to calling the
Oil-Bird, the Steatornis caripensis of ornithologists. 1799
Sporting May. XIV: 28 "Oil-boxes and hoop-fellied wheels
are great improvements. 1839 THACKERAY Major Gahagan
iv, Their fall upsetting the .. "oil-can. 1741 Gcntl. Mag.
XI. 15 Tea in "oil-case bags. 1764 WESLEY Jrnl. 16 Jan.,
I was . . persuaded to put on an oil-case hood, c 1420 Patlad.

\

cut Huso. I. 499 Me may also doon other diligence Aboute
an "oilcelar, hit for to warme. 1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mcch.,
Oil-cellar, an oil-reservoir in the bottom of a journal-box.
1653 Flemings in Oxford (O. H. S.) I. 62 For an "oyle-

'

coat and halt-case.. 16- oo. 1850 CLOUGH Dipsychiis I. iv.
^

34 It falls from off me like the rain From the oil-coat. 1875
KMGHT Diet. Mcch,,

*
Oil-cup. When portable, for oiling

machinery, they are considered as Oilers. 1895 Mod. Steam
fcng. 39 Oil-cups for screwing into these openings may be

purchased. 1885 Science 22 May 425/r The egg of the cod
. .buoyant, but without an

"oil-drop. 1894 Dublin Ret'. Oct.

434 The principal sources of liquid fuel are the American
and Russian "oil-fields, a 1756 MRS. HF.YWOOD Ntzu Present
(1771) 258 Directions concerning *Oil Floor-Cloths. 1535
COVERDALE i Sam. viii. 14 Youre best londe and vyn-
yardes and "oyle-gardens shall he take. 1835-6 TODD
Cycl. Anat. I. 271/2 The neck of the bird. .can be
made to apply the beak to the coccygeal *oil-gland. 1893
NEWTON Diet. Birds s.

y., Analysis of the secretion of
the Oil-gland shews that its composition closely resembles

j

that of the sebaceous product of Mammals. 1710 Brit.

Apollo III. No. 89. 2/1 Night Peices ought to be. .in "Oyl-
Gold, or Oyl-LacKer. 1875 KNIGHT Diet. Aleck, s. v. Oil- \

gilding, Oil-gold size, made of boiled linseed-oil and ochre.

1875 Urt's Dictionary ofArts III. 1055 (s.v. Varnish) The
assistant is then to lift up the "oil-jack .. laying the spout
over the edge of the pot. 1886 C. SCOTT Sheep-Farming
51 Linseed cake, or "oil-meal as it is sometimes termed, is

always relished by a sheep. 1790 ROY in Phil. Trans.
,

LXXX.i84 The French rods were covered with several coats
of "oil-paint to prevent their imbibing the salt water. 1898
ll'estm. Gas. 17 Nov. 3/1 His splendid success in the use of
oil-paint as an artistic material. 1781 H. WALPOLE Vertue's

'

A need. Paint, (ed. 3) I . i. 1 1 note, Mr. Raspe . . has proved that

"oil-painting was known long before its pretended discovery
by Van Eyck. 1859 GVLLICK & TIMBS Paint. 76 Until the
time of Correggio and Titian, the peculiar beauties of oil

painting were unknown. 186* THORNBURY Life Turner I.
j

351 In this first period Turner's oil paintings were bold
;

and dark. 1866 Treas. Bot. 443/2 Elxis guincensis, the
j

African *Oil Palm, which yields the celebrated palm oil, is

a native of tropical Western Africa. 1836-9 DICKENS Sk.
Buz, Streets ii, The candle in the transparent lamp, manu-
factured of "oil-paper, . . has been blown out. 1848 tr. lloff.
meister's Trav. Ceylon $ India 208 Sesamum ("oil plant),
Ricinus (castor-oil tree*. 1884 MILLER Plant-n., Arackis
hypogsea, .. Ground-nut or Earth-nut Oil-plant; Bassia
longi/olia, Ilpa, Illipoo, or Illupie oil-plant; Carapaguia-
nensis, Carap, dab, or Andiroba Oil-plant ; Croton Tiglium,
Croton -oil -plant ; Ricinus communis, .. Castor-oil-plant; ;

Scsantum indicum,. .Gingelly-, or Gingilie-, Oil-plant, Tit-,
jor Teet., Oil-plant ; .S". indieum and S. orientale, Benne-

oU-plant. 1715 LEONI Palladia's Arehit. (1742) I. 65 On the
right-hand you have the "Oil-presses, and other places for the
Oil. <r 1865 LETHEBY in Cire. Se. I. 105/1 Mr. Brotherton
..is a large "oil-presser. c 1790 IMISON Sih. Art 11.44 The !

tools necessary for engraving are, the "oil-rubber, burnisher, ;

scraper, oil-stone, needles, and ruler. 1883 Century Mai;.
July 330/1 When the "oil-sand is struck, the oil, mingled j

with gas, spurts up with great force. 1783 CAVALLO in
Phil. Trans. LXXIII. 438 This slip of "oU-silk answers
better than a piece of bladder or leather. 1868 DANA A/in.
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to render its revolutions easier. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny II.

514 *Oyle whetstones that barbars vse. 1493 J-'esliva/l (W.
ile \V. 1515) 108 He ete but brede and *oyle wortes.

t Oil, sb:- Obs. [An alteration of OLIO : perh.
confused with It. olio oil.]

= OLIO I.

(ed. 5) 725 The "oil spring of Cuba, Alleghany Co., N. Y.,
called the Seneca Oil Spring, . . was described by Prof. Silli-

man in 1833 .. as a dirty pool. 1897 W. WALSH Seer. Hist.
Oxr.Mfltcm.vi3. (1898) 248 The "oilstockof the Holy Chrism
is kissed in place of the Pax. 1884 Science 13 June 724/1 i

Bars of "oil-tempered and untempei-ed steel. 1875 KNIGHT '

Diet. Meek., 'Oil-test, for ascertaining the degree of heat I

at which the hydrocarbon vapors of petroleum are liable to

explode. 1898 Daily News i Oct. 7 2 Cement tester, "oil

tester ; apparatus for the testing of pressure and vacuum
gauges and indicators. 1859 RANKING Steam l'.tix hic

(Cent.) An "oil-tight stuffing-tax. 1631 MASSINGER Em-
peror East v. ii, The proud attributes, By "oil-tongued ,

flattery imposed upon us. 1840 Archxologia XXIX. 62
'

An oblique perforation in the stone served as an "oilway

boil'd with all sorts of Roots and Herbs. Oils (for Fish-
Days) are also prepar'd with Peas-soop, several sorts of
1 ish, Roots and Pulse. 1715 BRADLEY Fam. Diet. s. v., To
have an Oil for Flesh-Days, take all Sorts of good Meats,
viz. Part of a Buttock of Beef [etc.).

Oil, v. [f. OIL j/'.i]

1. trans. To apply oil to
; to anoint.

f a. To pour oil upon ceremonially, esp. in con-

secrating to the office of king :
= ANOINT v. t. 06s.

1440 A'. Gloucester's Chron. 7243 (MS. Camb. Ee 4. 31)
Fram king alfred, J>e kunde more, j>at uerst was oyled [MS.

\

Cotton Caligula A. .v/. yeled] at rome. Ibid. 5329 iMS.
I Digby 205) fe pope lyoun him blessede. .And >>e kinges
i

croune of bis lond . . Sette him on and oyled [earlier MSS.
elede) him. c 1580 SIDNEY Ps. xxni. iv, Thou oil'st my head,
thoti fill'st my cupp. 1764 CHURCHILL Gotham \. 337 Tehu,

|

oil'd for Ahab'a sin.

b. To put oil on
; to moisten, rub, smear, or

lubricate with oil. Phr. To oil the wheels (alsoyfy.).
To oil out, in Painting, to moisten (those parts of a picture

;

intended to be retouched) with a thin coating of oil.

c 1440 Promp. Pat -: 363/1 Oyle wythe oyle. 1598 I.udlow
Churchill. Ace. (Camden) 169 Item, to William Glover, for

oylinge and coloring! yt [an hour glass]. 1643 CARYL Sacr.
I Cert. 13 Would he have the Chariot move swiftly, who . .

will not Oyle the Wheeles ? 1703 MOXON Mech. K.rerc. 171
So oft as the Workman has occasion to oyl the Centers of
the Work. 1839 GULLICK & TIMBS Paint, 201 This opera-
tion is termed '

oiling out '. 1884 SPEEDY Sport v. 67 They
should be wiped clean and fiee from damp, then.. oiled.

2. fig. a. To oil the hand (fist) : to bribe (cf.
ANOINT v. 3 b). Also with the person as obj.
i6oa 2nd Pt. Return fr. Parnass. n. ii. 601 Must his

worships fists bee needs then oyled with Angells? 1652
J. WRIGHT tr. Camus' A'at. Paratiox ix. 210 Speaking in

private to the same Officer (whose hand he had already
oyled). 1901 Daily Chron. 13 Aug. 6/7 Certain officials had
to be *

oiled '.

b. (a) To make 'smooth' or bland; to oil one's

tongue, to adopt or use flattering speech. (6; To
besmear with flattery, to flatter (= AXOIXT v. 3 a).
1607 DEKKF.R & WEBSTER Hist. Sir T, Hyatt D.'s Wks.

1873 HI- 102 Hast thou betraide me? yet with such a
tongue, so smoothly oilde. (11716 SOUTH Serm. (1727) IV.
ix. 387 No wonder if Error, oiled with Obsequiousness, .. has
often the Advantage of Truth. 1750 SHENSTONE Rural
Elegance 108 The reptile race, That oil the tongue, and bow
the knee. 1887 R. BUCHANAN Heir of'Limit \, Oil my voice,
and I'm your man.
3. To supply or feed with oil.

1614 SYLVESTER
Bethulja's Kescttev.izo Bagos, too-apt,..

Thus oyles the Fire, which but too-fast did burn.
4. To convert (butter orgrease) into oil by melting.
'759 Ann. Reg. 66 The butter is oiled by hot water. 1842

BARHA.M Ingol. Leg., St. Cnthtert, And the fish is all

spoil'd, And the butter's all oil'd, And the soup's got cold
in the silver tureen.

b. intr. To become of the consistence of oil.

1741 Compl. Fam. -Piece \.\\. 114 Take Care the Butter do
not oil. 1796 MBS. GLASSE Cookery \\. 175 Boil all together
and send it up immediately, or else it will oil. Mod. Add
warmed butter, being careful not to allow it to oil.

Oil-bag, a. A sac or gland in an animal

body which secretes or contains oil. b. A bag to
contain material from which oil is to be expressed.
C. A bag to contain oil for any purpose.
1713 DERHAM Phys.-Theol. vn. i. (1727) 334 note, In most

. . Birds there is only one Gland ; in which are divers . . Cells,
ending in two or three larger Cells, lying under the Nipple
of the

Oij-bag. 1791 BKI.KNAP Hist. New Hampsh. III.
161 The oil-bag of the musquash, wrapped in cotton, affords
a perfume, grateful to those who are fond of musk. 1875
KNIGHT Diet. Mcch., Oil-bag, a sack of horsehair or cocoa-
nut fiber, used in pressing oleine from the stearine in a press.

Oilcake (oi'lik^k). The cake or mass of com-
pressed seeds (rapeseed, linseed, cottonseed, or
other kind) which is left after pressing out so much
of the oil as can be thus extracted ; used as a

fattening food for cattle or sheep, or as manure.

(Usually as a substance ; less commonly with //.)
1757 W. THOMPSON R. A'. Advoc. 41 They shall not be

fed with Graves, Oil Cakes, Horse-Flesh. 1805 Trans.
Soc.Arts XXIII. 41 Feeding the cows with green food and
oil-cake. 1859 All Year Round No. 29. 57 Our greatest
agricultural revolution was produced by feeding mutton on
oiNcake and sliced turnips.
Comb. 1865 DICKENS Mtit. Fr. I. x, An oilcake-fed style

of business-gentleman.

Oilcloth (oi

1. A general name for any fabric of cotton, linen,

hemp, etc. prepared with oil, so as to be rendered

waterproof, a. = OILSKIN.
1697 tr. CtessD'Annoy's Trav. (1706)135 Which Coaches

.. are distinguished by this, that they are covered with
green Oyl-cloth round. 1753 HASWAV Trap. (1762) I. in.
xxxvi. 165 It was with difficulty that we could, by the help
of oil-cloths and other conveniencies, keep ourselves dry.
1844 J. TOM LIN Missionary Jrnls. 319 He brought his bible,
carefully wrapped up in an oil-cloth. 1871 TYNUALL Fragm*
&c. (1879) I. vii. 232 A suit and hood of yellow oilcloth

j

covered all. 1885 C. G. W. LOCK Workshop Receipts IV.
j

OILEBY.
2 i/i The manner of making oil-cloth or 'oil-skin was at
one period a mystery.

b. A canvas of various degrees of thickness,

painted or coated with a preparation containing
a drying- oil, used for table-cloths, floor-cloths, etc.

1803 [see 2}. 1819 Fatol0fffa t Oil-cloth, linen cloth or
canvas painted either plainly or ornamentally in oil-colours.
1828 WEBSTER, Oil-cloth, cloth oiled or painted for covering
floors. 1833 BABBAGE Econ. Manitf. 76 Those oil-clolhs
with the greatest variety of colours are most expensive.
2. attrib. and Comb. Made of or coveied with

oilcloth.

1749 H. WALPOLE Lett, (1846) II.
26^,

I am not commonly
fond of sights, but content myself with the oii-cloth-picture
of them that is hung out. 1803 JANE PORTER Tkaddeus

1 xxix. (1831) 259 Oilcloth floor and uncurtained windows.

I

1840 R. H. DANA Be/. Mast x. 23 We had on oil-cloth suits

|

and south-wester caps. 1897 Outing (U. S.) XXX. 442/1TwBMH spread on the oilcloth-covered table.

Oi'l-CO:lotir. * Colour
'

or paint made by grind-
,

i" a pigment in oil. (Chiefly in//.)
1539 ^d. Treas. Ace, Scotl. in Pitcairn Criur. Trials T.

! 298* Painting of hir mastis, salis, and airis, with oley
: colouris. 1659 WOOD Life (O. H. S.) I. 309 They were all

painted over in oyl-colours this yeare (1659). 1703 MOXON
A/fc/i. Exerc. 349 Draw upon these marked Lines with Oy!
Colours. i8 CRAIG Lcct. Drawing \, 3^ In the time of
those three great men, the practice of painting in oil colours
became general.

Oiled (oild),///. a.
[f. OIL v. + -EDI.]

1. Smeared, moistened, or lubricated with oil.

t In early use, of a person, Anointed. AIso^.
1550 BALE Kng. Votaries \\. Pref., This chaplayne of the

deuyll was a general prouyder for the oyled fathers there.
1606 SYLVESTER Du Bartas 11. iv. in. Sfhi&me 345 Th'
Oyled Priests that in Gods presence stand. 1634 MAS-
SINGER Purl. Love v. i. Wks. (Ktldg.J 142/1, I have no oiled

tongue; and I hope my bluntness will not offend. 1630
KANSHAWE Ode, Free from the bait of oiled hands, And
painted looks. 1894 LD. ROSEBERY S/>. 18 Mar., If the

Employers' Liability Bill had been presented to the House
of Lords by a Conservative Government it would have been
passed on oiled castors.

b. Soaked, ground, preserved, etc. in oil.

1535 CoVBBOAUt I-C~', viii. 26 An vnleuended cake, and a
cake of oyled bred, and a wafer. 1638 PHILLIPS s.v. Dis-
tciitpcr, Painting in Distemper, or size, . . hath been ancientlier
in use than that which is in oiled colours. 1883 Fisheries

Japan 22 (Fish. Exh. Publ.) Oiled sardines, preserved
oysters and tunny-fish, are exhibited in our Court.

C. Of a fabric, etc.: Impregnated with oil, esp.
so as to be waterproof, as oiled chth OILCLOTH,
oiled silk, etc. f Oiled boots : cf. IJoor sb.'& 3.
1624 MASSINGER Parl. Love v. i. Wks. (Rtldg.) 141/2

Perillus' brazen bull, the English rack, The German pincers,
or the Scotch oiled boots. 167* DRYDEN Assignation Prol.,
Your own oiled coats keep out al! common rain. 1718
MoTTEi'x Qttix. (1733) II. 209 Our Windows in the Winter
were cover 'd with Oil'd-clotn, and in the Summer shaded
with Lattice. 1795 WARE Rent. Ophthalniy (ed. 3) p. vii,
On the application of an oiled silk cap over the head. 1816
J. SMITH Panorama Sc. % Art II. 152 An inflammable air-

balloon 33 feet in diameter, made of oiled silk. 1853 MORFIT
Tanning fy Currying 433 Oiled leather is commonly known
as chamois, or wash-leather.

2. Converted or melted into oil.

1769 MRS. RAFFALD Eng. Housekpr, (1778) 297 Beat it

very fine in a mortar, with a little oiled butter. 1840 Hooi>
Vp the Rhine in A sauce made of oiled butter and hard-
boiled eggs.

t Oi-leous, a. Obs. rare, [irreg. f. OIL + -EOUS :

cf. OLGOUS, the regular formation,] Full of or

containing oil
; oily, oleous.

1597 GEKARDE Herbal u. xl. 4. 255 Thicke, fat, and

pileous stalkes. 1603 HOLLAND Plutardis Mor. 659 Now
is the sea fattte and oileous.

Oiler (oi'laj). [f. OIL sb. or v, f -ER 1
: cf. F.

hitilier oil-manufacturer, oil-merchant.]
fl. A manufacturer of, or dealer in, oil; an oil-

man. Obs. tare~.
1551 HULOET, Oyler or oyle maker, Olearius, 1818 TODD,

Oiler, one who deals in oils and pickles. This word is in

Huloet. We now say oilman.

2. One who oils or lubricates wilh oil. Also^/f^.
1846 WORCESTER, Oiler, one who oils. 1883 LD. GRANVILLE
m Standard 3 May 3/3 In the House of Commons you
have some good oilers, 1899 Daily News 22 Mar. 9/2 An
axle oiler at Charing Cross Station.

3. Any contrivance for oiling machinery, etc. ;

usually a small can with a long narrow nozzle

through which to apply the oil.

1861 OLMSTED Journ, Cott. Khigd. I. 57 He did not give
himself the trouble to elevate the outlet of his oiler, so that
a stream of oil. .was poured out upon the ground. 1886

Cycl. Tour. Club Gaz. May 192/1 The old oilers, with screw

caps
. . have seen their day.

4. An oilskin or oilcloth coat. U. S. collotj.

1889 A. F. HIGGINS In Scribncrs Mag. June 681 Some ..

wilh oilers and rubber boots defy the waves.

5. An oil-well. U.S.colloq.
1890 Columbus (O.) Disf. 24 May, The Ohio Oil Co...

drilled in an oiler.. that will be the largest one in this field.

6.
' A vessel engaged in the oil-trade. (^Little

used.)
'

(Cent. Diet.}

Oilerjr (oHari). [f. OIL sb. +-ERY: cf. F.

hniUne in same sense.] The business, business

establishment, or stock of an oilman.
1864 WI-.CSTER, Oilery, the business or the goods of a dealer

in oils. 1886 Loud. (tfts. 65/2 Tradesmen who hold Warrants
of Appointment from the Lord Steward. .Chocolate. .Oilery.

Oilet, obs. form of ( >ILLET.



OILILY.

Oilily (oi-lili), adv. [f. OILY + -I.Y 2.]
1. lit. Like oil

;
with the consistence or appear-

ance of oil.

1871 TENNYSON Carctli % Lynette 795 Oilily bubbled up
the mere. 1899 fall Mall Mag. Sept. 211 The river.,

slipped oilily past the wall below.
2. fig. .Smoothly, blandly, flatteringly.
1862 THORNBURY Life Turner II. 251 Parrying the thrust

with the ordinary tradesman's skill of fence quietly and
oilily suggested. 1889 Chr. World Pulpit XXXV. 170 The
love which smiles tolerantly and oilily upon all kinds of
wrongs and insults.

Oiliness (oi'lines). [f. as prec. + -NESS.]
1. lit. Oily quality ; the quality of being full of,

covered with, or of the nature or consistence of, oil.

1598 FLORID, Oliosita, oylienes, fatnes. 1611 COTGR.,
Oleaginite, oylinesse, or an oylie substance. 1646 SIR T.
BROWNE Pseud. Ep. 334 Unctuous bodies, and such whose
oylinesse is evident. 1780 A. YOUNG Tour Irel. II. 199 The
oiliness and richness of the ground. 1884 Public Opinion
5 Sept. 302/1 The flax.. wants that elasticity, pliancy, and
oiliness, found in the produce of more temperate countries.

b. toner. The oily matter of anything.
1626 BACON Sylva 521 Fat and succulent leaves, which

oylinesse if it be drawn forth by the sunne. .will make a very
great change. 1641 FRENCH Distill, iii. (1651) 8. The oili-
nesse will separate from its body. 17990. SMITH Laboratory
II. 36 Get some bran, and with it rub off all the oiliness.

"fig- Smoothness of behaviour or speech; bland
or flattering manner ;

'

slipperiness '.

1851 HELPS Comp. Solit. ii. (1874) 16 The hardness, oili.

ness, and imperturbability of the world 1900 A. HOPR
Quisante iii. 32 In attempting smoothness, he fell into
oiliness.

Oiling (oi-lirj), vbl. sli. [f. OIL v. + -INC
'.]

The action of the verb OIL.
1. The application of oil

; anointing, lubrication,
etc. with oil.

<:i44o Promp. Pan: 364/1 Oylyynge wythe oyle, oleacio.
1562 liurn. Panles C'A., Theyr Sacrainente of an oylinge.
1683 MOXON Meek. Exerc., Printing x. p 5 So oft as the
Nut and Spindle shall want Oyling. 1887 Pall Mall C.
23 Aug ,

The sea had lost its power by reason of the oiling.
..Ihe oiling was continued seven hours and the small
quantity of 5 IDS. was used.

2. Turning into oil, or into the consistence of oil.

1717 BRADLKV Fam. Diet. s. v. Flummery. Beat with some
Spoonfuls of Milk for Fear of Oiling. 1769 Mus. RAFFALB
Eng. Housekpr. (1778) 7 Putting in now and then a little
cream to

pi
event them [almonds] from oiling

t Oi'lish, a. Obs. [f. OIL **.' +- -isHV] Re-
sembling oil; having the consistence or appearance
of oil ; somewhat oily.
1471 RIPLEY Comp. Aieh. Rec. xi. in Ashm. (1652) 189 That

Oylysh sub~tance. 1547 BOORDE Brev Health Ixxiii. 22 b,Yf it [urine) be oylyshe it doth signifie a fever hectyke.
f 1682 J. COLLINS Making of Salt in Eng. 67 Red, fat,
oylish, soft and plyable.

Oilless (oi l,les), a. [f. as prec. + -LESS.] De-
void of oil

; containing no oil ; not lubricated, or
not requiring to be lubricated, with oil.

111787 J. BROWN Sel. Rein. (18071 299 You content your-
selves with an oilless lamp of a bare profession. 1850
SCORESBY Checker's \Vhalem. Adv. x. (1859) 140 Those
beautiful oilless candles which are sold under the name of
spermaceti. 1862 Sat. Rev. 8 Feb. 153 The dissonant wail
of an oilless door. Mod. A patent carboid oilless beai ing
Hence Oi llessness.
i8M J. E. H. SKINNER After the Storm II. 226 Those

who burnt their fingers at the game [in oil shares) quickly
vanished into outer oillessness.

Oillet (oi let). Forms : 4 oylete, 4-5 -ett(e,
4-9 oylet, 4-8 oilet, 5 olyet, 6 oyliet, 7 celet,
8 oeillet, 9 oeilette, oillet. [a. OF. oillet, mod.F.
ceil/et, dim. of oil, oe'il eye. The spellings olyet,

oyliet, represented the F. / mouilli. In later use

changed, under the influence of EVE sl>., to EYELET.]
f 1. A small round hole worked in cloth for pur-

poses of fastening, etc. ;
= EYELET so. I a. Ol>s.

1381 WYCLIF Exod. xxvi. 5 The curtyn shal haue fifti

oilelis in either parti, so set in, that o oylete [1388 v. r. oon
oilet] may come ajen another [1388 v.r. an other oylettj.
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 363/2 Olyet, made yn a clothe, for

sperynge. 1617 CAPT. SMITH Seaman's Gram. v. 23 Draw-
ing a rope Ihorow a blocke or oylet to runne vp and down.
2. An aperture or loophole for observation, etc. ;- EYELET s/>. 2. Now only Hist.
1183-4 Akingdm Kails (Camden) 46 Solut' Symoni

vitreano pro oyletiis tiium fenestrarum claustri xxxvs.
lljrf. 1:1440 Promp. Parv. 363/2 Olyet, hole yn a walk
I/A, P. lytell hole). ri45oLoNELlCH Graily.iv. 63oThorwh
the oylettes of his helm. 1786 tr. Beckfords ISat/ick (1868)
37 Diverting themselves .. at the anxious faces they saw.,
through the oilets of the tower. 1796 Archxologia XII.
147 The parapet often had the merlons pierced with long
chinks ending in round holes, called oeillets. 1851 TURNER
Dom. Arc/lit. I. vi. 234 A good battlement, with oillets.

1887 MACGIBBON& RossCaste/l. S, Dom. Archil. II. 378
Lighted with narrow.loops . . with top and bottom oylets.
1 3. A small eye of a plant ;

= EYELET so. 3 b.

1574 HYLL Planting 86 Often.. a man shall finde of oylets
or eyes hard by the olde slender wood. 1601 HOLLAND
Puny I. 414 Prouided alwaies that the celets stand 3 foot
asunder. Ibid. II. 84 The httleoiletsand shoots from theroot.
4. attrib. and Comb., as oillet-hole = EYELET-
HOLE I

; oillet-shell, a shell of the genus Tere-
bratula (or family Terebratulidsi), characterized

by a circular perforation.
1530 PALSGR. 249/1 "Oyliet hole, oillet. 1634 FORD P. War-

oak n. in, Let my ikin Lrc punch d full of oylet-hoies with
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the bodkin of derision.
1687 A. LovELLtr. T/tcvenot's Trav.

II. 91 A Waste-coat quilted with Cotton and set thick with
Oilet-holes. 1851 Miss YONGE Cameos (1877) II. xxiii. 253
Ihe collar worked with oylet-holes. 1873 W. S. MAYO
Never Again xii. 164 Now studying stars, anon the ground,from narrow 'oillet pane. 1708 Phil. Trans. XXVI. 79
Tercbratula, the Hole-neb, or "Oilet-shell.

Hence Oilleteda. [-ED*], furnished with eyelets.
1563-87 FOXE A. tf M. (1684) III. 925 He prayed them to

forbear a little, till he had put off his doublet, being oiletted.

Oilman (oi-lma-n). a. A manufacturer or seller

i
of oil. b. A dealer in sweet oils and eatables pre-

! served in them, etc. c. A worker in an oil-mill.

d. A man who oils machinery :
= OILER 2.

c 1440 Promp. Parv. 363/2 Oly maim, . .he that makythe,
or syllythe oyle, olearins. 1607 TOPSELL Four-/. Beasts
(1658) 517 A Hog at Basil, nourished by a certain Oyl-man.
'755 JOHNSON, Oilman, one who trades in oils and pickles.
1760 FOOTE Minor n. Wks. 1799 I- 257 His uncle was an
oil-man. 1865 .Vn', Rev. 5 Aug. 173 Sold, not only by all

druggists, but also by grocers, oilmen, and chandlers.

Oil-mill. A machine in which seeds, fruits, etc.

are crushed or pressed to extract oil ; a factory
where oil is expressed by such machines.
c 14x0 Pa/lad, on Husb. i. 495 Oilmilles, whelis, wrongis,

: ..ynil not speke of now. 1525 Test. Ebor. (Surtees) V. 212
Also my oile mylne. 1747 FRANKLIN Let. Wks. 1887 II. 75

,
We have many oil-mills in this province, it being a great
countryfor flax. 1860 CEO. ELIOT .Millon /'/. n. vii, Because
their fathers were professional men, or had large oil-mills.

Oi'1-nut. A name for various nuts and large
! seeds which yield oil ; also for the plants produc-
\
ing them

; spec, a. the Castor-oil Plant, Jtidnus
(omnninis

; b. the North American Butternut,
Jxglans cmerea ; c. the North American Buffalo-
nut or Elk-nut

;
d. the Oil Palm, Elvis gnineensis.

1707 SI.OANE Jamaica. I. 126 The Oil-Nut-Tree . . seems
not to be different from the European Ricinus. 1796 MORSE
Amcr. Geog. I. 189 White Walnut, Butternut, or Oilnut.
1866 WHITHER Marg. Smith's Jrnl. Pr. Wks. 1881) I. 82
We passed many trees, well loaded with walnuts and oilnuts.

1877 J. A. B..HORTON in Moloney Forestry W. Aft: (1887)
40 Ihe longer the oil-nuts remain underground the thicker

;

the oil will be when made. 1884 MILLER I'/aitt-n., Pyrnlaria
oleifera, Buffalo nut, Elk-nut, or Oil-nut, of N. America.

Oilometer (oilp-m/tai). Also emu. oilio-
meter. [irreg. f. OIL st>.i + -(O)METEH : cf.

gasometer.] a. = OLEOMETER, EL^OMETER. b.

j

A reservoir for the storage of oil
; cf. gasometer.

1876 Catal Set. App. S. Kens. 97 Oiliometer. An instru-
ment for ascertaining the density of oils. 1897 // 'estm. Gaz.
12 Jan. 7/2 The Russian Oil Company, whose works.,
include scores of '

oilometers
', besides quantities of oil in

every stage of preparation.

[Oilous, error for OiLEous in mod. Diets.
;

Gerarde, who is. cited for oilous, used oileous.]

Oil-ring, a. In Seal-engraving, a ring with a
small dish on top to hold a mixture of oil and
diamond-dust: it is worn on the forefinger of the

workman, and the wheel is allowed to rotate in
the dish to replenish the engraving-tool, b. In

Machinery, a ring surrounding and riding upon a
journal, etc., which, whilst revolving, it continu-

ously lubricates by raising oil from a reservoir in
which it dips.
looo Mod. Cat. Electr. Co, Dissected Dynamo. .Oil cock,

Oil hole cover, Journal box, Oil ring.

Oi'1-seed. Any seed yielding oil, e.g. linseed,
rapeseed, mustard -seed. spec. a. that of the Castor-
oil plant, Kicimis communis; b. that of Guizotia

oleffera, an East Indian Composite plant, the oil
of which is used for lamps and as a condiment

;

C. that of the Gold-of-Pleasure or False Flax,
Canulina saliva (Siberian oil-seed) ; d. cottonseed
(also attrib. oil-seed cake).
1562 TURNER Herbal n. I34 Sesama whyche maye be

called in English oyle sede is euell for the stomack.
1760 J. LEE Introd. Hot. App. 320 Oil Seed, Kicinus.
1887 MOLONEY Forestry \y. Afr. 349 Imported into this
country from the West Coast of Africa as an oil-seed. 1892
Daily News 3 Sept. 7/3 In the Punjab the season.. was
fairly good for oilseeds, ihe area under which was the largest
on record. 1809 Whi/akersAlmanac 584 Exports[from U.S.]
'o 'h

.e
UmteJ Kingdom in 1897. .Oil seed cake, 767,702.

Ol Iskin. Cloth made waterproof by being
treated with oil; a piece, or garment, of such
cloth ;

= OILCLOTH i a.

1816 J. SCOTT Paris Revis. (ed. 3) 327 They proceeded to
untie the oil-skins from the locks of their rifles. 1828 Miss
MITFORD Village Ser. in. (1863) 97 A large package
covered with oilskin. 1884 CLARK RUSSELL Jack's Court-
ship xxviii. II. 225 There were two men at the wheel in
yellow oilskins.

b. Often attrib. (made of oilskin*)
; also in Comb.

1812 H. & I. SMITH Kej. Addr., Tale Drury Lane 97 The
belt and oil skin hat he wore. 1842 DICKENS Aiuer. Notes
IL (1850) 10/1 Clad in a suit of shaggy blue, with an oilskin

.?. ?* l A- WELCKER Woolly West 71 Listeners, in yellow
oil skin suits and damp ajid steaming overcoats, .crowded
about the red-hot stove.

Hence Oi'lsklnned (-skind)a., dressed in oilskin.
1807 Century Mag. Sept. 777/j They lay..oilskinned and

sea-booted.

Oilstone (oi-l,stoun ), si>. A smooth and fine-

grained whetstone, the rubbing-surface of which is

lubricated with oil ; the stone of which such whet-
stones arc mnd^ (Skuiuondi Diet. Trade iSS.

OINT.

1585 HICINS Junius' Nomenclator 412/1 Cos cretica,

1812-16 J. SMITH Pancrama Xc. K; Art I. 24 They will leave
;

the surface of metal ..almost as smooth as an oil-stone.
Hence Oilstone v. trans., to sharpen on an

oilstone.

1876 J. ROSE 1'ract. ATachinisl iii. 51 If, therefore, a hole
requires to be made unusually smooth, the [boring] tool
must be given less top rake, and may then be oilsloned.
1888 CM. WOODWARD Manual Training. (1890) 247 To
grind his plane and oil-stone it.

Oil-tree. Name for various trees and large
shrubs which yield oil

;
as the Castor-oil plant

(Kuinus communis), the Physic-nut tree (Citrcas
ptirgans oi Jat, pha Curias), the Illupi (Bassia

Cedar, the Shittah tree, and the Myrtle, and the Oyle tree
[CovERD. olyues). 1760 J. LI.K fiitro,t. Hot. App. 321 Oil-treeXminis. 1864 WEBSTER, Oil-tree,, .an Indian tree of the
genus llassia. 1879 H. N. MOSELKY Notes on '

Challenger
'

n. 57 A very thick growth of oil-trees (Jatroplia curcas)

Oily (oi-li), a. (adv.}. [f. OIL rf.i + .y.j
1. Of or pertaining to oil (in qnot. a 1/32, pro-

duced by the burning of oil) ; of the nature of or
i consisting of oil ; having the consistence or appear-
ance of oil. Oily acid FATTY acid.
1528 PAYNEL Salente's K,-gim. K

ij, Chese . . made con-
ueniently of good mylke sufficiently oyly. 1552 HI-LOKT,
Oylye, or of oyle, o.'eacens, olearis. 1615 tr. DeMonfarf*Sum E. ladies 28 liein,- cut it expelleth a kind of fat oylie
liquor. 1697 DRYDEN ; "irg. Georg. \. 538 Sparkling Lamps
their sputtnng Light advance, And in the Sockets Oily
Bubbles dance. 1725 DK FOE t-'oy. round U'orld(iZ^a) 84Our men made some butter also, .but it grew rank and oily
01732 GAY Poems (1745) I. 183 Oily rays Shot from the
crystal lamp. 1807 T. THOMSON Chan. (ed. 31 II. 441 Whether
the oily principle in all the fixed oils is the same. 1898
Daily News 21 Aug. 5/3 The Atbara..was flowing swffi
and oily, but quietly, between its banks.
2. Containing, full of, or impregnated with oil

;

smeared or covered with oil
; greasy, fat.

1597 SHAKS. i Hen. 11', n. iv. 575 This oyly Rascall is

knowne as well as Ponies. 1611 It-'i/it. T. v. iii. 83 The
ruddinesse vpon her Lippe is wet ; You'le marre it, if you
kisseiti stayne your owne With Oyly Painting. 01756 MRS.
HEYWOOD New Present (1771) 256 A piece of oily flannel.

1871 R. ELLIS Catullus xxv. 2 Or glossy goose's oily
plumes, or velvet ear-lap yielding. 1879 BROWNING Ked
Bratts 44 He mopped his oily pate.

b. Oily grain, t corn, a name for the seed of
Sesamum orientate,

1671 SALMON Syn. tied. in. xxii. 431 Sesamum.. Oyleycorn
..is Emollient and helps bruises [etc.], 1753 CHAMBERS
Cycl. StiffI. App., Oily-grain, the name by which some call
the Sessamum of botanical authors. 1857 .M AYNE Expos. Lex.
3. Jig.

' Smooth '

in behaviour or (esp.) in speech;
subservient, compliant,

'

supple
'

; bland, soothing,
insinuating, fawning,

' unctuous
'

;

'

slippery '.

1598 E. GII.HM Skial. (1878) 37 An oylie slaue : he angling
for repute, Will gently entertaine thee. c 1605 ROWLEY
Birth Merl. i. ii, By smoothing flattery or oily words.
1641 LD. BROOKE Eng. hpjsc. i. vii. 36 Courtesies and
Hopes are the most oylie Bribes. 1765 DUNCOMBE in Lett.
('773) LIL 149 He had a smooth oily tongue. 1784 COWPF.R
Task iv. 64 Rills of oily eloquence. 1885 R. L. & F.
STEVENSON Dynamiter 171 Only oily and common-place
evasion. 1894 H. NISBET Bush Girl's Rom. 32 What had
this oily scoundrel of a servant to do with it ?

B. adv. = OILILY.
c 1842 TENNYSON in Mem. (1897) 1. 196 The bay was oily calm.
C. Comb., as oily-bathed, -bro-.un, -like, -looking,

-smooth, -tongiced.
1807 T. THOMSON Clam. (ed. 3! II. 180 Thick oily-like

lujuid. 1838 C/uiii. Org. Bodies 334 An oily-looking body
will be observed in the retort. 1854 Miss YONGE Little
Duke v, An oily-tongued Count, who sat next the King.

aunt in Junk iv. 37 The oily-smooth rollers.

Hence Oi-lyish, a. rare, somewhat oily.
a 1722 LISLE Husk. (1752) 344 Give her a quart of cream . .

before it is turning to butter, viz. when it is oilyish.

|| Oime, oimee (oime-), int. rare. [It. nine,
ohime, f. ohi! alas! + me me.] Alas! Ah me!
1660 HOWELL Parly of Beasts 5 Oimee ! I am afraid

that Morphandra halh a purpose to re-transform me. 1820
BYRON Mar. Fal. in. ii. 341 Oime ! Oime ! and must I do
this deed ?

Oino-: set CENO-.

Oint, v. Obs. or arch. Forms : 4-8 oynt, 6

oynct, 6-9 oint. [f. F'. oint, 3 sing. pres. ind., or

pa. pple. of oindre : L. ung!

ji)ere to anoint.]
trans. - ANOINT v.

1375 Creation 632 in Horstmann Altengt. Leg. (1878) 132
Of oyle taken 3ow som del, Wherwij* }e mowen oynten me
weL la 1400 Cursor M. 7377 (Colt.) Vn-to king oynt J>ou
him ber {altered from* Vn-to king Jou sal him smer].
a 1450 Knt. lie la Tour (1868) 123 Beter is the frende that

priklthe thannc the flatour that oyntethe. 1582 STANYHURST
/Eiteis ii. (Arb.) 51 His temples with black swart poyson ar

oyncted. 1697 DRYDEN / 'irff. Georg. III. 683 They oint their

naked Limbs with mother'd Oyl. a 17x1 KEN Christopltil
Poet. Wks. 1721 I. 500 To me be Water, Oyl, Fire, Wind,
To cleanse, oynt, warm, and wing my Mind. 1855 SINGLETON

Virgil II. 338 Than whom none other was mure fortunate

In ointing jav'lins.



OINTMENT.

Hence Oi'nted ///. a., anointed
; Ornting vbl.

so., anointing, unction (also altrib., as ointing-box,

-cloth, -oil,.

11340 HAMPOLE Psalter, Canticles 515 pe oyntynge of

^e halygast. 1382 \\"YCLIK 2 MHLC. i. 10 Of the kyu of

oyntyd prestis. a 1547 SURREY sEnciti IY.
2_87

With ointed
bush & beard. a 1623 AINSWORTH I's. in Farr S. P.
Jas. I (1848) 76 Thou inakest fat mine head with ointing
011. 1652-62 HEYLIN Cosmogr. II. (1682) 192 Ointings, Wash-
ings, and the like Superstitious practices. 1697 DRYDEN
sEncid x. 208 Directing ointed arrows from afar ; And death
with poyson arm 'd. 1855 SINGLETON l'irgil\\. 237 Along the
waters slips the ointed fir.

t Oi-ntling. Obs. nonce-wd. [f. OINT + -LING :

cf. shaveling.'] An anointed priest, {contemptuous.)
a 1603 T. CARTWRIGHT Con/ut. Khun. N. T. (1618) 610

You . . are blasphemous; by comparing your Ointlings with
Melchisedec.

Ointment ^oi-ntment). Forms : a. 3-5 oygne-
rnent, (3-4 pi. -rnenz, -mensj, 4 oigne-, oyni-,
ungne-, une-, uine-, 4-5 oyne-, 4-6 oyn-, 5 ony- ,

houe-, unjement. 0. 4-5 untement, 6 ungt-,
Sf. unt-; 4-7 oynt-, 5-6 oynte-, 6 oynt-, oynct-,
4- ointment. [ME. oigiiemoit, a. O F. oignemcnt:
L. type *ungn(i mentum for iiii^iieiituiii UNGUENT,
f. ungnere to anoint. In I4thc. conformed to the
vb. OINT as ointment; first in northern texts.]
1. An unctuous preparation, of a soft consistence

like that of butter, often mixed with some medica-

ment, used chiefly for application to the skin, for

medicinal purposes, or as a cosmetic ; an unguent.
a. cizyoS. Eng. Leg. \. 245 ''171 Nimeth here bis guoile

oygnement. (11300 Cursor M. 17288 + 92 Mary maudlayn
..And marie salome, hade boght bam oynemenz. 13. . Guy
ll'arw. (A.) 6105 An vnement purchast he pat made his

visage out of ble. 1:1350 ll'tll, Palerne 136 A noynement
anon sche made, c 1386 CHAUCER C. T. Prol. 631 Ne oyne-
ment that wolde dense and byte, c 1400 Rule St. Benet
(E. E. T. S.) 23 Wen sho hauis laid hir plaisters and hir vine-
mens. 1422 tr. Secreta Secret., Priv. Priv. 247 Vsynge of

honementys aftyr tlie tyme and complexcione. 1530 PALSGR.

249/1 Oynment, oigtiemait, oynctttre. 1536 HHLLENDEN
Croii. Scot.u. xii. 17 b, The unjL-mentis iS; drogareis y our
forbearis vsit.

ft. c 1325 Metr. Horn. 17 Scho hauid boht this ointment.
c 1375 Cursor Jlf. 14005, 14062 (Cott MS.). ^1400 Dcslr.
Troy 7526 With oile and \\ith ointment abill (?erfore. 1435
MfSVN Fire of Love 59 pe vntementis precius. c 1489
CAXTON Soitnes ofAyinon \ii. 169 He enoynted Reynawcle
with an noyntement. 1526 TINDALE John xii. 3 All the
housse smelied off the savre off the oyntment. 1590 SPENSER
F. Q. L ii. 42 The divelish bag .. With wicked herbS and
oyntments did besmeare My body. 1696 WHISTON The.
Earth Introd. 1 1 Our Lord says of the Woman who poured
the Oyntment on him. 1^50 tr. Leonardus' Mirr. Stones
137 Physicians dissolve it in the juice of certain herbs, and
make an ointment of it. 1820 SCOTT Ivanhoe xxxvii, She
had given him a pot of that precious ointment.
fig. a 1420 HOCCLEVE De Reg. Princ. 1429 The oynement
of holy sermonynge Hym lob is vp-on hem for to despende.
1 2. Anointing, unction. Obs.

1510-20 Everyman in Hazl. Dodsley I. 132 Receive of him
. .The holy sacrament and ointment together. 1526 TINDALE
i John ii. 20 Ye have an oyntment of the holy gost. i6
BRATHWAIT Nat. Embassie (1877) 85 But he expected oint-
ment, .there He stands.

3. Comb., as ointment-maker ; ointment-like adj. ;

ointment-carrier, an instrument for introducing
oantment into the body.
1382 WYCLIF Ecclus. xxxviii. 7 The oynement makere

shal make pymentis of swotenesse. 1398 TREVISA Barth.
De P. R. xvi. iii. (1495) 553 The oynement boxe that the

gospel spekith of. c 1540 Recipe in I'icary's Auat. (1888)
App. ix. 226 A Cataplasme made vngtment-lyke. 1552
HULOET, Oyntment maker, vngnentareus. 1897 Allbvlt's
Syst. Mfd. III. 744 In place of the injection, ointment may
be introduced by means of one of Allingham's ointment-
carriers. 1899 Daily News 29 May 4/7 Coroner : What do
you call yourself? Witness : Well, an ointment maker.

t Oi-nt-plaster. Obs. In 6 oynt-playster.

[Cf. OINT v., also OF. oint sb.] A plaster of
ointment,

1578 LYTE Dodoens in. cxiii. 306 To be applyed, outwardly
in oynt-playsters.

t Oilltuo se, a. Obs. rare. [Cf. OF. ointenx,

ointeuse, It. untoso (Florio), L. unctuos-us UNCTU-

OUS.]
= UNCTTOUS.

1400 Lanfrnnc's Ciriirg. 137 pat neiber oile ne noon
oyntuose bing fallib not wi^inne be brayn panne.

tOrnture. Obs. rare- 1
. In 5 oyn-. [a. OF.

ointure (i2th c. in Godef.): L. unctura UNCTUHE,
f. ungue'rc to anoint.] Ointment.
c 1430 Pilgr. LyfManhode II. cxxvi. (1869) 123, 1 can with

good oynture enoynte a shrewede wheel bat crycth.

Oire, Ois, obs. forms of EYKE, OVEZ.

Ois(e, obs. form of USE.

Oisi'vity. nonce-wd. [ad. F. oisivcti: cf.

OCIVITT.] Idleness, indolence.
1830 Fraser's Mar. I. 748 The indolent and hallucinatory

oisivity of Campbell.

Oisophagus, obs. variant of OESOPHAGUS.
Oist, ifith c. Sc. form of HOAST, HOST.
Oister, Oistrieh, obs. ff. OYSTER, OSTRICH.
Oistie, Oistillary, Oistlair, -ler, obs. Sc. ff.

HOSTIE, HOSTELRY, HOSTELER, HOSTKLAR.
Oitemealle, Oither, obs. ff. OATMEAL, OTHER.
Ok, var. Ac Obs. ; obs. f. EKE, OAK ; obs. pa. t.

of ACHE.
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II Oka, Oke (<7-ka, ?k). Forms: a. 7- oka, (7

oquea, oqui, 7-9 okka, 9 oeha). 0. 7- oke, (7-8
oque,9okk). [a. \\..oca,occa (170910 Somavera), F.

oqtie, ocque,z&. Turk, *jj| oqah,
Arab.

ilSjl 7?r/;>a/4 ;

app. ad. (through Syriac) Gr. ovfaia, L. tiaeia,

although the actual weight is now very different.

(Devic in Littre Sttppl.)]
A Turkish and Egyptian measure of weight, in

general equal to about 2j Ib. English; also, a
measure of capacity, equal to about S of a quart.
a. 1615 PURCHAS Pilgrims II. vil. 1154 He .sent him

one hundred thousand Ocjuies of gold. 1653 H. COGAN tr.

Pinto's Trav. iii. 5 Three hundred Oqueas of gold. 1682
WHELER Jonrn. Grace i. 77 We bought Wine.. at four
Aspers the Oka. 1684 tr. Taorrnier's Grd. Seignior's Seraf.
39 (Stanf.) Weighs a hundred Okkas. 1810 T. H. HUCIIKS
Trap. Sicily II. ix. 240 (Stanf.i, 1400 ochas of flour. 1899
\\~hitakers Aim. 703 Egypt. .1 oka=2-723 Ibs. Ibid. 705
Turkey. . i Almud (8 Oka)= 1-1519 gallons.
ft c 1645 HOWELL Z*. (1655)11. Iv. 65 He had at one time

swallow'd three and thirty okes, which is a measure
near upon the bignes of our quart. 1687 tr. Thevenot's
Trai'. Levant in Sir T. P. Blount Nat. His!. (1693) 68
Seven and twenty thousand Oques, at fourscore and.
ten Oques the Chest. 1706 PHILLIPS s. v., The greater
Oke of Smyrna, is 2 Pounds, n Ounces and 13 Drams
English ; the middle Oke is i Pound, n Ounces 6 Drams;
and the least_Oke is 13 Ounces, 2 Drams. 1847 DISRAELI
Tancred \\\ iv. We might, .buy it all up at sixty piastres
per oke. 1850 W. IRVING Mahomet xxxi. (1853) 162 To Abu
Sofian he gave one hundred Camels and forty okks of silver.

Okam, okcome, okeham, obs. ff. OAKUM.
Oke: see OKA ; obs. f. OAK; obs. pa. t. ACHE.
Okecorne, okehorne, obs. forms of ACORN.
Okenite (<i-ken3it). Min. [Named 1828

(okenif), after Lorenz Oken, a German naturalist :

see -ITE 1.] A hydrous silicate of calcium, occur-

ring in minute needle-shaped crystals, usually form-

ing a tough fibrous mass, of a whitish colour, and

subtransparent. Also called dysclasite.,
1828 Edin. Philos. Jrnl. VI. i8fi Okenite, a' new species

of zeolite. 1850 DANA Min. (ed. 3)248 Okenite occurs in

amygdaloid in Greenland.

Okepy, okewpy, obs. forms of OCCUPY.

t Oker. Obs. rare. [app. ad. L. ocrea : see
OCIIEA. (But cf. HOGCER, COCKER.")] (See quot.)
153^ ELYOT, Carpatinx, plowghemens bootes, made of

vntanned lether, they may be called okers \so edd. 1545-52 ;

Cii. 1565 (Cooper) cokers], 1551 HULOET, Bootes for plough-
men called Okers.

Ok k)er, var. OCKEB Obs. ; obs. f. OCHRE.
Okk, okka: see OKA.
t O-knes, o-knon, phr. Obs. = On knees : see
AKXEE and O prep^ b.
a 1225 Ancr. K. 16 Huinde oknon vorcWard vpo 5e bed.

c 1300 llavclok 2252 O-knes ful fayre he him sette.

Okom ve, Okre, obs. forms of OAKUM, OCHRE.
Okoure, variant of OCKER Obs., usury.

II Okro, okra (fkro, p-kra). Also 8 oora, 8-9
ooro, ockro, oehre, 9 oehro, oehra, (oocro,
ocora, okero, ookroo, ?okree). [app. West
African : Christaller, Diet. Asante &> Fanli (1881),
has nkru-ma ' an annual plant, and its green seed-

pods, used for soup, salad, pickles; okra, ochra,
okro, Hibiscus esculentus

'

; where -ma is a form-
ative suffix of nouns, the root-word being nknt : cf.

H/'ra,the name of the town Europeanized as Accra.

(J. Platt in Athenseum i Sept. 1900.)]
A tall malvaceous plant, Hibiscus or Abelmoschus

esculentus, indigenous to Africa, now cultivated in

the East and West Indies and the southern United

States; the young mucilaginous capsules or '

pods'
are used as an esculent vegetable and for thickening
soup ; the stem furnishes a fibre suitable for ropes.
Also a name for the pods. (Also called gumbo.'}
1707 SLOANE Jamaica I. 222 Ocra, this has a round green

stem, which rises straight up to' ten or twelve foot high.
1713 J. PETIVER in Phil. Trans. XXVIII. 211 Winged
Birds Pease or Ochre. 1750 G. HUGHES Barbadoes 207'! he
flower is succeeded by a multangular fleshy pod, every way
resembling that of an Ockro. 1777 G. FORSTER t

r
oy. round

World II. 321 The contents were the leaves of the okra
(hibiscus esculentus). 1834 M. G. LEWIS Jrnl. II'. Iml. 152 I

The only native vegetable, which I like much, is the ochra,
which tastes like asparagus. 1858 CLARKE in Moloney
It'. A/r. Fisheries (1883) 37 (Fish. Exh. Publ.) This stew is

made piquant and wholesome by the addition of salt, bitter
tomatoes or ocroes, shallots, ..and abundance of red peppers. I

1873 GARDNER Hist. Jaituiica 391 A quart of ockroes. 1894
A. SPINNER Study Colour 45 To help her mother gather the

green okras for the soup.
b. Applied, with defining words, to other species

of Hibiscus or Abelmoschus.

1840 Penny Cycl. XVI. 395/2 The okro.. is very closely
allied to H. Abtbfioschus, now Abelmoschus tnosc/iatus, ..

by Browne, in his
' Nat. Hist, of Jamaica ',called Musk-okro.

C. altrib. and Comb.
1756 P. BROWNE Jamaica 285 The Okro Plant. The pods

of this plant are full of a nutritive mucilage, and the principal
ingredient in most of the soops and pepper-pots, made in

America. 1833 MARRYAT /'. Simple (1863) 263 The negroes
here get so tired of salt fish and occra broth, that they eat
dirt by way of a relish.

t Okselle. Obs. rare- 1
, [app. a. MDu. oeksele

(Du. oksel, Flem. oksele) :-OLG. *6ksla, *S/is(a

OLD.

|
arm-pit ; from a root 6"ks-> ths-, seen in OE. 6x-n,

\
OHG. iiohs-ana, uoch-isa, och-asa, MHG. uohs-e,

\
iiehs-e, also OE. ohs-ta, ox-fa, in Epinal G. ocusta,
Sc. ox-ter; also, with weak grade, in OHG. ahs-
ala, MHG. ahs-el, Ger. achs-el

; further, in L.'

axilla, and Olr. oxal'; all in the same or an allied

sense.] The arm-pit ; cf. OXTER.
1489 CAXTON Faytes ofA. n. xxxv. 150 He dide putte two

grete boteylles undre his okselles and sw ymed. in the see
Oksi, obs. form of ASK v.

Okupie, okypy, obs. forms of OCCUPY.
Okur, -yi\e, var. OCKER Obs.

; obs. ff. OCHRE.
Okjrru, Ol, obs. forms of OAKUM, WHOLE.
-ol, suffix, used to form chemical terms.
1. The termination of alco/i-ol, used to form the

names of substances which are alcohols in the
wider sense (ALCOHOL 5), or compounds analogous
to alcohol ; e. g. carbinol (methyl alcohol), melhol,
psendol, glycol (2-atomic ale.), glycerol (3-atomic
ale.), phenol (phenyl or benzene ale.), naphthol
(naphthyl alcohol), etc. In 'some cases this

systematic nomenclature has not displaced the
name which the substance had previously received,
e - S- gtyctrol is more commonly known as glycerin
(or, commercially, glycerine).
2. fiomf/ienol, the ending has been transferred

to bodies belonging to the group ofphenols (which
are alcohols), as anthranol, anthrol, cresol, cymenol,
eugenol, thymol, and tu some other phenol deriva-

tives, as anethol, creosol, gitaiafol.phenetol, phlorol,
pyrogallol, veralrol, xylenol.
3. In some words -ol is a deriv. of L. oleum oil

;

in which case it is more systematically written -ole;
e. g. furfural, indel, oxindol, pyrrol, terpinol.
Ola, variant of OLLA 2, palm-leaf.

llOlam (<wla-m). [Heb. nVir no/am a long
period of undefined limits, an age (Gr. aluiv), perh.
properly

' that which is hidden ', f. ca/am to hide.]
Used by some for : A vast period of time, an age,
through a succession of which the universe or the
earth is supposed to have passed. (Cf. yEoN.)
Hence Ola mic a., of or belonging to a vast period
or age. (Cf. IONIAN.)
1872 T. LEWIS in Langc's Cumin. Eccles. iii. 15 (ed. Clark)

73 Closely allied to the cyclical idea so prominent elsewhere
in the book and the idea of the olam as the unity of the
cosmos in time. Ibid. 44 Excursus on ' Olamic or aeonian
words in Scripture '. 1877 DAWSON Orig. H'orld vi. i ^2
The reference to God's olamic Sabbath. 1886 in Expositor
Apr. 287 But man fell, and lost the perpetual or olamic
sabbatism.

t Ola'St, var. AL AST Cbs., lastly : cf. O prep.\ b.
a 1240 Lofspue- in Cott. Horn. 207 Erest in his one bond

and .seoooen in his oSer, olast in his side |?urlunge.

-olater, -olatry (see -o), the forms in which
the suffixes -LATER. -LATRY usually occur.

Old (<?ld), a. (adv., so.1) Forms: see below.

[Com. Teut. : Early ME. old:-Cj]i. aid (WSax.
eald) = OFris.and OS.a/rf(MPti.<w/, oud-, Du. oud,
MLG. old, LG. oil), OHG. (MHG., Ger.) alt:-
OTetit. *alcto'-z, orig. a ppl. formation (corresp. to

Gr. forms in -TOS, L. -tus) from OTeut. vb. stem

al-, Goth, al-an to grow up, ON. al-a to nourish,

bring up, cognate with L. al-fre to nourish : cf.

COLD a. OTent. *a!ctos was thus app. =
'

grown up,
adult', corresp. in form to L. altus grown or

become great, tall. ON. w anted the positive (sup-

plied by gainall ; comp. ellri, superl. ellztr) ; Goth,
had the related derivative form aljieis {:*a'//Joz).
The original OE. form aid (also in Eaily WSax.
and Early Kent.), remained in Anglian, and has
come down in Northern dial., in later Sc. written

aw/d, aulJ, in north. Eng. dial, autt, acul, ahd. In

midl. Eng., OE. aid, lengthened to did, became

regularly old \cf. bold, cold, hold, sold, told], which
remains the standard Eng. form fin ME. also writ-

ten oolJ, in dial, wold, ould, cnvlti, ole, owd). The
\\ Sax. and Kentish eald came down into ME. as

eald,yeald, yald. celd, eld; it is now extinct (but
cf. ELD a.). The original comparative and super-

lative, still retained in particular uses, are ELDER
(:*aldira), ELDEST, q. v. ;

in the general sense

these have been superseded by older, oldest (see also

ALDER, ALDEST). Derivatives are t ALD, \ ALDER
sf>.-, ALDERMAN, Ei.n^. 2

, v., ELDER sb.%]
* Illustration of Forms,

a. 1-5 (Sc. -6) aid, (4-5 aide, 3-4 hald, 4 alld,

balde), 4^5, Sc. 4-, auld. (4 aulde, hauld. 5-6
awld, -e. 7- north. Eng. dial. awd. aud, aad).
c 725 Corpus Gloss, 173 Anus, aid uuif. Ibid. 1854 Senex,

aid. a Boo Leiden Gloss. 132 Quotas, hu aid; totus, suas
aid. c 825 b'esp. Psalter cxlviii. 12 Aide mid gingrum.
t 875 O. K. Citron, an. 871 Sidroc eorl .. se &lda. '950
Lindisf. Gosp. Luke L 18 Ic for5on am aid. <rx*oo OK.MIN
126 Till batt te3}werenn aide, c 1205 LAY. 2959 J>e aide king.
a 1250 Olvl tr Night. 1 183 For bine aide nijae. 1300 Cursor
At. 9224 (Cott.) Four hundret winter M ,[Fair/. halde,
Trin. old). Ibid, 12578 (Cott.) Ar he was tuelue yeir alld
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(G/ilt. aid. Fair/, aldel. 1340 Ayenh. 104 He ijs aid. Ibid.

319 Aguod nld wyf. cijys.Sc. Lff. Saint;. Efipciane 413, 1

ame auld & febil balhe. <: 1400 MAUNDF.V. (Roxb.) iv. 12 In
ane aide caslell. (11430 ;!/</ Artli. 279 As awlde mene
telles. 1549 Coinpl. Sect, i Oure akl enemies. 1588 A.
KING tl. Canisiits' Catcch. Hij. Ye awkl kallendar. 1611
MURE Misc. r^cvis \. 6 In auld Neptunus' source. 1790
BURNS Tain o' S/tantcr 15 Auld Ayr, wham ne'er a town
surpasses.

/3. 1-4 eald, 3 eeld, 2-4 eld, 3 eold, 4-5 eeld,
yeald, yald, 4-5 elde (helde).
c 831 Kentish Charter in Sweet O. E. Texts 446, [An] eald

hricier. c888 K. /F.LFKiin Bocth. xxxix. 3 Sie eald gesceaft.
r looo ^s. 6>y/. Luke i. 18 Ic com nu eald. Cllj$ Lamb.
Ham. 9 On (>a eaMe l:i^e [//-/</., on ban aide Ia5e). c noo
Moral Ot/e 4 (Egerton MS.) pech ich beo a wintre eald, to

3ung ich com at rede. 11205 ^AY- 73 r pe ?unge wifmen &
{>e xlde [c 1275 holde]. <r 1275 Ibid. 2916 In ^an eolde \c 1205
holde] daige hit was a borh rLhe. < 1290 Btcket 195 in .V.

En%, Leg- ' H2 Are it were seue 5er eld. 1340 Ayenb. 7

Ine_be yalde la^e. Hid. 46 I ne |>e ealde la-,e. 1388 WVCI.IF
2 Kings iv. 14 Hir hosebonde is eeld. c 1440 Proiitp. Pan'.
137/2 Elde or olde [1499 t;l. ly/ism eeld or worne].

7. 3- old, (3-5 hold, 4-5 -e, oold, -e, 4 owd, 5
ole, wold, -e, 5-6 olde, 6 owld, -e, 6-7 ould, -e,

8-9 dial, owd, wold).
cizoo Triii. Coll. Ham. 199 penne hie be5 old. c 1205

LAY. 3002 pe olde [c 1275 holde) kinge. 1340-70 Alex, ff
Din,/. 327 Whan we holde waxen. 1382 WVCI.IF Cen. xliii.

27 5oure oold fader. ^1400 Afol. Loll. 23 pe Wold Testa-
ment. 1426 AUDELAY Poems 73 Wcder that he were hold
or }ong. 1440 Promp. /'am. 363/2 Ole, for-weryd, as
clothys. 1447 BOKENIIAM Sejrafj/s (Roxb.i 45 The wolde
law. 1489 CAXTON SoHnes of AYHWII 451 There nys noo
man so oolde. 1530 PALSGR. 250/1 Guide house that is in

ruyne. 1537 WBIOTIIESI.F.Y Clnvn. (187=) I. 62 The owld
judgment of this realme. c 1746 COLLIER (Tim Bobbin) Lane.
Dial. Wks. (1862) 56 There's on owd Cratchenly Gentlemon.

1864 TENNVSON Northern Fanner 49 A mowt 'a taiien owd
JoSnes. 1891 T. HARDY 7"J (1900) 8/1 I've gota woldsilver
spoon, and a wold graven seal at home.

'*
Signification. I. Having lived or existed

a relatively long lime.

1. That has lived long; far advanced in years
or life. Said of men, animals, and plants, also of
their limbs, organs, faculties, etc. (Opposed to

young; less emphatic than aged.}
Often absolutely: The old (pl.'i, old people; so old and

young, yoting and old (sc. people).
llnowul/nj fxr HroSgar sast eald ond unhar. 1:950 [see

A. ..]. c 1050 Hyrlit/crlk's llandboc in Anglia (1885) VIII.
29 ) Swa by3 se ealda man ceald & snofli3. c 1200 [see A. v].
c 1205 (see A. a], a 1250 Owl ^ Night. 25 On old stoc.
a 1300 Cursor ,!/. 2779 (Colt.) Yong and aid, bath barn and
man. 1377 LANGL. P. PI. U. xvill. 9 How osanna byorgonye
olde (bike songen. 1308 TRF.VISA Karth. De P. K. vi. xiv.

(1495) 198 Of suche foules. .the yonge fede the olde whan
the! maye not for aegege:e theyrowne mete, c 1420 Pal/itd.
on llusb. iv. 723 Of myddil age, and rather yonge then olde.
1484 CAXTON Fables vf/Es'p n. vii, Now when I am bycome
old and fehle. 1508 DUXBAR Tua Mariit ll'euien 277 Weil
couth I.. bier his aid K. 1568 E. TII.NEV Disc. MariageA iv b, An olde Gentleman called M. Erasmus. 1593 SHAKS.
Rich. II, !. ii. 67 What shall good old Yorke there see But
empty lodgings? 1597 MIDDLETON Wisdom of Solomon
xii. 3 Bald, because old, old, because living long. 1610
SHAKS. Temp. in. iii. 2 My old bones akes. 1633 MILTON
L'Allfgrogj When.. young and old com forth to play On
a Sunshine Holyday. 1770 Goi.nsMmi Deserted I'ill. 20
The young contending as the old survey'd. 1784 COWPER
Task iv. 172 Under an old ouk's domestic shade. 1838 T.
THOMSON Client. Org. Kodies 947 Old trees are frequently
affected with a kind of ulcer. 1864 TENNYSON Gt-andmctlier
18 All my children havegone before me, I am so old. 1841-4
EMERSON Ess., Love Wks. (Bohn) I. 71 This passion.,
though it begin with the young, yet forsakes not the old.

/if. 1500-20 DUNBAR J'ffms xlvii. 9 As the ta lufe vaxis
auUd, The tothir dois incress moir kene. 1638 FORD Fancies
v. iii, Night draws on, And quickly will grow old. 1822
SHELLEY Triumph ofLife 538 Long before the day Was old.

b. Having the characteristics (physical or men-
tal) of age.
1832 I.YTTON Eugene A. \. vi, We grow old before our !

time. 1837 MAKKYAT Percirat Keene xix, You appear to
have an old head upon very young shoulders. 1842 TENNYSON I

Gardener's D. 52 So old at hearl, At such a distance from '

his youth in grief. 1866 G. MACDONALD Ann.Q. Neighb. i. 1

(1878) 3 It is not a pleasant thing for a young man . . to have '

an old voice. 1895 Daily News 30 Nov. 3/1
'

Nowadays ',

she says,
'

it is only old people who do not grow old'.

C. Used disparagingly; esp. colloq. and slang in
'

such collocations as old bloke, buffer, cat, codger, ;

fog;', trot (see these words).
1508 DCNBAR Tua Mariit Wemen 126, I dar nought keik

to the knaip that the cop fillis, For eldnyng of that aid
schrew. 1596 SHAKS. Tarn. Slir. i. ii. 80 An old trot with
ne're a tooth in her head, a 1625 FLETCHER Hum. Lieut.
HI. iv, Peace, you old fool. 1820 SHELLEY Hymn to Mercury
xv, Halloo ! old fellow with the crooked shoulder ! You '

grub those stumps? 1866 CARI.YLE Remin. i. (1881) 186 An
'

agricultural dandy
'

or old fogie, of Hibernian type. 1888
R. BOLDREWOOD Robbery Under Arms (Farmer), I used to

laugh at him, and call him a regular old crawler.
d. Proverbs.

c 1470 ASHBY Active Policy 615 Aftur the oolde dogge the
yonge whelpebarkes. 1631 BRATHWAIT W/iimzits,Hospitall-
nian 45 There is none so desperately old but he hopes to
live one yeere longer. 1668 DAVF.NANT Man's the Master
I. i, As the proverb says, put an old cat to an old rat 1091
R. CROMWELL Let. in Eug. Hist. Rev. (1898) XIII. 109
There is an old proverb

'

old yung, yong old '. 1883 READE
Many a. Slip in Harper's Mag. Dec. 141/1 A man is as old
as he feels, and a woman 's as old as she looks.
2. transf. Belonging to, or characteristic of, old

persons ; of or pertaining to advanced life ; esp. in
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old aye, the period of life of the old or advanced
in years, the latter period of life,

= AGE 6
;

also
a/isol. and attrib., as in old age pension, etc.

13.. Scnyn Sag. (W.) 22 He that schal, in thin eld age,
Henime the thin heritage, c 1380 WVCLIF Serm. Sel. Wks.
I. 365 It was miracle bat so oold folk brou^ten forb bis child
in her olde dales, f 1430 Hymns ^'irg. 79 Lete us praie
pat god send us paciens in oure oolde age. 1500-20 UUNIIAR
/'MIIIS xxxvi. 27 Thair cumis5ung airis, That his auld thrift
si-ttis on ane ess. 1605 SHAKS, Lear i. i. 190 Hee'l shape
his old course, in a Country new. 1610 Temp. i. ii. 369
lie racke thee with old Crampss. 1611 Bint.i: Gen. xxv. 8
Abr;

'

ncy Promiscuous pe: _.

.\arni. Ci'nf. (1876) II. i.v. 4 r4 The great Earl.. died in a
good old age. 1891 Pall Mall G. 18 Dec. 2/1 There is

extreme reluctance to devote any of their earnings . . to

ensuring an old-age annuity.

3. Of material things : Having existed long,
long-made, that has been long in use. (Opposed
to new.} Hence, Worn with age or long use,
or deteriorated through the effects of time ; worn
out, decayed, dilapidated, shabby, stale, etc. ; also,
Discarded alter long use, disused, gone out ofu.se.

Absolutely : The old, that which is old.

ffemmi//2j6} fxr wa;s helm monij eald ond omij. ciooo
Ags. Gosp. Matt. ix. 16 Xe deb. .nan man niwes (Jades scyp
on eald reaf. Ibid. xiii. 52 Niwe bing and ealde. c 1200
Tiin. Coll. Horn. 163 De chireche cloSes lien to biokene
and ealde. 1300 Jlcaielok 545 In an eld doll] wmlen.
1382 WYCUF Mutt. ix. 17 Nether men senden newe \\ijne
in to olde botelis. Luke v. 39 No man drynkingc old
[TlNDALB olde wine], wole anon newe ; sothli he seith, The
olde is the betere. 1454 Test. Ebor. (Surtees No. ^ol 175
On of my aid gownes furred. 1542 J/.S". Ace. Si. 'John's
Jtosp., Canter/'., Rec. for ij olde bee fattis iiijV. 1598 1:.

JONSON /;r>. Man in Hm.\. ii, Drake's old ship at Deptford
maysoonercircle the world again. 1601 WKEYER.!//>;-. Mnrt.,
Sir John Oldcitstle\\', Mans memorie,with new,forgets the
old. 1670 DRYDEN Almanzor Prol. 27 They bring old iron
and glass upon the stage, a 1800 COWTER XccdU-ss A /ami 53
They [sheep] gathered close around the old pit's brink. 1841
THACKEKAYGV. Hoggarty Diamond, Pale Cherry, old port,
and cut and come again. Mod. A dealer in old books, old
china, and old pictures. A very old book with iron clasps,

f b. In old clothes, shabby. Ol>s. rare~ '.

1596 SHAKS. Tarn. Shr. iv. i. 140 There were none fine,
but Adam, Rafe, and Gregory, The rest were ragged, old,
and beggerly.

4. Of (any specified) age or length of existence:

e.g. How old? ten days old. When used attrib. with
a prec. numeral and si), these are usually hyphened
to old (year being used instead of years;, as in

a six-tnoiiths-old child, a two-year-old stitep, etc.

These attrib. forms are also used af>so/. as sbs. : e.g.
aflock of two-year-olds.
The numeral and sb. were in OE. in genitive as an advb.

determination of eald, e. g. J>riti&es geara eald(cf. tier. d>-t -i

tage alt, eins tags alt. F. tig-?' de trente aits) ; but by the
i2th c. the genitive inflexion was dropped ; cf. quots. nio-
1200. See also b.

1:897 K. /ELFRED Gregory's Past. Care xlix. 385 Mr he
wa;s aritijes seara eald. <riooo ^ELFRlc Gen. xlvii. 8 And
[Phftrao] axode hyne hu eald he wsere. 1110-1123 O. E.
Chton. an. mo He [se mona] wais. .feowertyne nihta eald.

"35-54 Ibid. an. 1135 Suilc als it uuoie thre niht aid mone.
c 1200 ORMIN 7675 ?ho wass sexti} winnterr aid. c 1205 LAY.
301 He was fiftene 3er aid. 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. Wace
(Rolls) 3720 Er he were seuen 5er old. 6-1420 i'allad. on
Hitsb. iv. 919 A she asse oon yer olde. 1535 COVERDALE
Gen. xvii. 12 Euery manchilde whan it is eight dayes olde,
shalbe circumcyded. 1590 SHAKS. Com. Err. i. i. 45 My
absence was not sixe moneths olde. ibid. 11. ii. 150 In

Ephesus I am but two houres old. 1598 B. JONSON Er.
Man in Hum. in. iii, Your son is old enough to govern
himself. 1672 LADY M. BERTIE in I2r7< Rep. Hist. MSS.
Comm. App. v. 26 Wee expect the new Dutches . . she is

not fifteen yeare old. 1711 STEELE 3feet. No. n F 4 The
Story you have given us is not quite two thousand Years
Old. 1780 A. YOUNG Tour Irel. I. 182 A child 7 years old
earns id. a day spinning. 1857 HUGHES Tom Kroivn 11.

i,

I say, young fellow.. How old are you ? 1872 RUSKIN Fois
Clai: x.xi. 7 A wall which was just eighteen hundred years
old. 1892 Daily News 26 Feb. 5/7 A five-year-old girl.

1899 Westm. Gaz. 25 Nov. 6/2 Under the century-old trees.
absol. 1769 St. James's Chron. 10-11 Aug. 3/4 (Horse-

race) Five-year-olds, 9 st. 1849 ALB. SMITH Pottleton Leg.
(repr.) 27 Rising two-score-olds. 1855 TENNYSON The Brook
137 That was the four-year-old I sold the Squire.

b. The expression
' x years old

'

may be preceded ;

by a prep., as if it were a sb. phrase = ' the age of
|x years : e. g. 'a child of ten years old ',

' from
two years old and under

',

'

at, under, or over six
j

months old '.

This construction appears first with of, which may possibly
represent the OE. (and Com. Teut.lgemtive phr., or the corre-

sponding Fr. phr. with de (see note to 4), so that
' a child of

a- years old
'

might be orig.
= ' a child old (in respect) of .r

years . But there is a chronological gap between the two con-
structions, the earliest examples of the later being in Cursor <

3f. In one instance, the oldest text has 'o lua yeir eild ',

l. e. 'of two
years^ age ', in which the later MSS. substitute

old lor eild. But in another instance, the reading 'of thre3er
aide' is evidently original. Whether this implies a confusion
between old, eld adj. and eId sb., as app. in the Chaucer quot.
which follows, or the existence of two forms derived Irom
OE. freora jeara eald, viz.

'

three year old
', and

'

of three
year old

', is not clear ; but what is evident is that
' x year(s)

old
'

soon came to be taken in the lump as a sb. phr. which
might be preceded by any prep., since we find c 1420

' from
iy yen old* til x', and in the next cent. 'at nine months old

'

= at the age of nine months '.

OLD.
A similar usage is found with hign^ lovg^ broad, deefi, etc.

(uhich also in OE. were preceded by a genitive or accus.
phr. of dimension; ; but there the const, with of appears to
be later, and that with other preps less usual : see OF 39 h.

13.. Cnrs"r JA 11566 (Cotu Wit-in f>e land left he noijht
an O tua yeir eild [(;. eilde, /-'. old, 7V. olde] )>at he ne was
-slan. Ibid. 10587 ((Intl.) pis may \v.r. maiden], hot of thre
}ere aide [C. old, /'., Tr. olde] was on Jje grere [ stair]
i ar of laid. ^1374 CHAUCER And. $ Arc. 78 (Harl. 372)
Yong was this Queue, of xx" yere of edd [So 2 other MS\S. ;

Harl. 7333, of xx" yere eld ; Dii^ly, of xx" yeer olde; so
Caxton\. c 1420 Paling, on Htisl, iv. 73., Caluyng from iij

yeer olde Til x is best. ^1470 HF.NKY // 'allate \\. 273 Hyr
dochtir had of xij wokkis aid a knayfT. 1582 N.T. (Rliem.)
Matt. ii. 16 From two yere old is; vnder |i6u two yeares ;

WVCLIF, fro two ?eer age and with ynne ; TIND., Genera, as
many as were two yere old and vnder). 1593 SHAKS. 2 Hen.
yi, iv. ix. 4, I was made a King, at nine muinhs olde. 1594

Rich. ///, ii. iv. 28 ML- ( .mill -nau- a cru^t at two houres
old. 1625 J. MEAD in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. i. III. 201
A young man under thirty years old. 1697 DRYDFN I'it-g.
Georg. iv. 421 A Steer of two Years old. 1727 SWIFT
Gulliver i. vi, Those intended for apprentices are dismissed
at seven years old. 1818 Sin LLI.V AVf. Islam 11. xxv, This
child of twelve years old.

5. fg. Of long practice and experience in some
specified matter or respect, or as an agent or quali-
fied person of some kind

; practised, experienced,
skilled

; also, in slang use, Clever, knowing.
c looo sElfric's Canons 17 in Thorpe f.aivs II. 348 Nfa bset

a;lc eald sy, ac J?a:t
he eald sy on wisdome. c 1220 Bestiary

90 Old in hise sinnes dern. c 1315 SIIOKLHAM 52 The sevende
ordre hys of the prest. And h\ s ick-ped the eMde. Hole nau^t
of seres, ac of wyt. 1552 Hn om

,
Olde souldier, i-ctci anus.

1588 SHAKS. /,. L. L. ii. i. 254 Thou art an old Loue-
m-.njjer, and speaker! skilfully. 1638 FORD Fancies \\. ii,

My stars, I thank ye, f., r being i^imrant, Of what this old-
in-mischief can intend! (1652 MII.TOM Sonn. to Sir H.
I a/it', \'ane, young in yeares, but in sage counsell old.

1716 Loud. Gaz. No. 541^/5 Frances (Ircen, .. an old
< MTender. 1722 DE FUK Get. "a. k 1 1840) 232 The Germans
were too old for us there. 1820 Sm-u.KY Lett. !o M. Gis-
borne 140, I, an old diviner, \\\\ know \\-cll E\-ery faKe
verse of that sweet oracle. 1853 I.VTION- My N^-, I VIM. ii,

Old in vices, and mean of suul! 1881 JOUKIT Thucytl.
I. 152 The Athenians were old sailors and they were only
beginners.

b. In various colloq. and slang phrases : as old

bird, a person who has become knowing through
experience, spec, an experienced thief; old hand
(see 0.4); old FILE, SOLDIEH, STAGER; to be old
DOG at 'a thing).
1589 [see DOG j^. 15 i]. 1711 SHAF ITSB. f 'harac. (1737) I. 35

With the old Stagers no matter whom they meet in a Coach,
'tis always (iood your Honour! or Llood your Lordship!
1722 [*!-: FOF. (.'<'/. Jack (1840! 99 The C.'iptain [was'an old
soldier at such work. 1784 J. I'OTTKR I'lrtu-Mis I'illagerx
II. 9 Philip, who is an old Kobfn, as the snying is, demurred
to the business. 1785 Ci MUF.KIAXO Ob&eri>er Nr

o. 107 p6
Uncle Antony was an old dog at a dispute. 1852 C. \V.

H[OSKINS] Talpa 62 Ode wurd of advice from an 'old
file '. 1877 Five Years' Penal Sert>itudc i. 32 In nine casts
out of ten an 'old bird

'

would betray himself. 1890 W. A.
WALLACE Only a Sister? -2^ \ Evidently the master was an old

bird, he carefully retraced his steps and bolted the door at
the foot of the stairs.

6. In colloq. use : = Great, plentiful, abundant,
excessive; 'grand'. Now chiefly after other ap-
preciative adjs., as good^ grand, high.

1440 Bone f'lor. 681 Code olde fy^htyng was there.

1590 TABLTOH News Purgat,, Sunday, at masse, there was
old ringing of bells. 1599 SHAKS. Mitch Ado v. ii. 98
Venders old coile at home. a. 1604 HANMFR Chron. Ire/.

i2^n0te t
If they [certain monks] were as fat in those daies

as most of them proved after, there would have beene old

frying. 1654 GAYTON Pleas. Notes n. iv. 50 When fifteen

joines to Seventy, there's old doings (as they say), the Man
and Wife fitting together like January and May day. 1664

abundance. 1814 SCOTT IVav. xviii, So there was old to do
about ransoming the bridegroom. 1818 Rob Roy xxxii,
'

Here's auld ordering and counter-ordering
'

muttered Gar-
schattachin. 1825 BROCKETT^. C. Gtess. s. v., Old-doings^
great sport, great feasting an uncommon display of hos-

pitality. 1898 Westm. Gaz. i July 2/2 The lawyers in the
House have had what. .we may be allowed to call a high old
time.

II. Belonging to former times or an earlier

period as well as to the present ; long-established.
7. a. Dating far back into the past ;

of ancient

origin ; made or formed long ago ;
also poet, of

things which have always existed, as elemental

forces, etc. : Primeval. (In OE. and early ME.
applied to the Creator.)
AMM&MS pact hyre eald metod este wjere bearn-jebyrdo.

r888 K. /ELFRED BoctJt. xiv. 2 Se ealda cwide is swide sod

Je mon gefyrn cwaefl. c 1205 LAV. 24885 Ane huse be wes
biclused faste an aid stanene weorc. 1340 Ayenb. 104 Me
zayth he is ine heuene..he ys aid and yknawe and ydred
and yworbssiped and yloued. c 1350 Alex. <( Dind. 798
?oure docturus sain in sawus ful olde. ^1400 MAI-NDEV.

(Roxb.) iv. 12 Scho lies in ane aide castell. 1596 SHAKS.
Tain. S/ir. in. i. 8c. Old fashions please me best. 1634
MILTON Comus 33 An old, and haughty Nation proud in

Anns. 1667 P. L. i. 543 A shout that tore Hells Concave,
and beyond Frighted the Reign of Chaos and old Night.

1732 POPE Ess. Man \. 158 Who knows but he, whose hand
the lightning forms, Who heaves old Ocean, and who wings
the storms? 1863 H. Cox Instit. m. iv. 643 His office was as

old as the time of the Conquest. 1898 Tit-Bits 23 Apr. 73/3
The superstition, .is almost as old as the hills.

b. In personal or other particular reference (as
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with agent-noun, etc.) : That has long stood in

some relation to one ;
that has been such from of

old ; not new or recent.
a 1000 Juliana 623 (Gr.) WrecaS ealdne ni3. a 1225 Leg.

Kath. 1380 J?e deore Drihtin .. toe read to ure aide dusi-

schipes. c 1440 J \>rk Myst. xxii. 63, I wolde now som mete
\ver sene For olde acqueyntaunce vs by-twene. c 1470
HENRY Wallace i. 7 Our aid ennemys cummyn of Saxonys
blud. 1500-20 DUNBAR Poems Ix. 68 To thy auld schervandis

have an E, That lang hes Hppinit into the. 1549 Compl,
Scot. vi. 67 Corriandir, that is gude for ane aid hustc. 1706
Wooden World Dissected (1708) 19 Not purely for their

presumptuous Assumption of his proper Title, but out of an

old Crutch, a 1727 RAMSAY Auld Langsyne i Should auld

acquaintance be forgot Tho' they return with scars? ib|o
R. H. DANA Bef. Mast xxvi. 86 Many a good ducking in

the surf, did he get to pay up old scores. 1849 MAC.u LAY

hist. Rng. iv. 1.505 In satisfaction of an old debt due to him
from the crown. 1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) I. 81, I have
a claim upon you as an old friend of your father.

C. Known or familiar from of old, or because

of former association.
<-888 K. ALFRED Roeth. xxxix. 5 13 HealdaS t>a tunglu Ja

ealdan sibbe be hi on gesceapnt; \vaeron. nziO. E. C 'iron.&u.

1003 He teah for3 J>a his ealdan wrenceas. c 1386 CHAUCER
Ufan ofLaw's T. 269 O Sathanenuious. .Wei knowestow to

wommen the olde way. 1583 SHAKS. L. L. L. v. ii. 417 Yet
I haue a tricke Of the old ra^e. 1598 Merry H\ iv. ii. 22

Your husband is in his olde Junes [isf f,>l, lines] a^aine.
1601 Jul. C. v. i. 63 Ant. Old Ca>sius still. 1784 Cowi-i.a

Tiwcin. 737 Following her old plan. 1820 SHELLEY Hymn
to Mercury Ixxxvii, While he conceived another piece of

fun, One of his old tricks. 1855 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. xix.

IV. 377 The old men had again met in the old hall. 1865
LICHTFOOT Galatians (1874) 22 The Apostle had been travel-

ling over old ground.

8. Used as an expression of familiarity, a. in

addressing or speaking of persons with whom one
has an acquaintance of some standing, or whom
one treats as such, as in the colloq. old boy^ chap,

fellow, man b. with names of places which one

has long known, esp. of one's native country : see

also 12 b. Often in the collocation good old, a

colloq. or cant expression of commendation or

appreciation. (Cf. 6.)
a. 1588 SHAKS. Tit. A. iv. ii. 121 Looke how the blacke slaue

smiles vpon the faiher; As who should s.iy, old Lad 1 am
thine owne. 1601 Tiutl, N. m. ii. 9 Did she see thee the

while, old boy, tell me that. 1711 STEELE.V/^/. No. 17 F 3.

I never hear him so lavish of his fine things, as upon old

Nell Trott. 1808 SCOTT Mann. vi. Introd. 81 England was

merry England, when Old Christmas brought his sports

again. 1825 C. M. WESTMACOTT Eng. Spy I. 136, I say, old

fellow. 1872 Punch 24 Aug. 81/2 A fellow who can take a

joke good-naturedly like you can, old boy. 1885 Hid.

3 Jan. 41 You'll be thinking I've got the blue- inoul dies,
old man. 1890 R. UOLDKEWOOD Col, Re_f,>rnifr (1891) 2

14,

Take another tumbler, old man. 1892 ANSTKY I'ocesPopuli
Ser. n. 37 Never mind, old chap. 1898 DOYLE Trag. Korosko
ix. 280 There they go giving the alarm ! Good old Camel
Corps !

b. 1596 SHAKS. Tarn. S/ir. i. ii. 49 What happie gale
Blowes you to Padua heerCj from old Verona ? 1639 D. PELL
l}>tpr. Sea 140, I may take upon mee to lell oKl England.

1732 BERKELEY Alciphr. \\. 7 Hath not old England sub-
sided for many ages without the help of your notions? 1785
BUKNS Cotters Sat. Nt. xix, From scenes like these old

Scotia's grandeur springs. 1808 SCOTT Alarm, vi. Introd, 63
Nor failed old Scotland to produce, At such high-tide, her

savoury goose. 1844 ALB. SMITH Adv. Mr. Ledbury (1856)
I. xii. 90 There's old Gravesend !

9. Applied to the devil, a. orig. in reference to

his primeval character; in OE. se ealda (= 'the

old one ') ; also in particular appellations, as old

serpent^ dragon^ enemy, adversary; etc.

a looo Leas. 32 (Grein* Se ealda. a 1200 Moral Ode 285
Belsebub J>e ealde. c 1200 Trin. Coll. Hotn. 101 pe aide
neddre |>e bipehte cue and adam. c 1230 Hall Meid. 15
Nu blhalt te aide feond. 1382 WYCI.II-- Rev. x\. 2 The olde

serpent, that is the deuel. 1629 MK.TOS Nativity 168 Th' old

Dragon under ground. 1638 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. (ed. 2)

jo Soyling their hellish carkasses with juyce . . or what the
old imposter infatuates them with. 1822 HOGG Perils of
Man III. 38 Cuffed about by the 'auld thief, as they
styled him.

b. So in various jocose appellations, as the

old one
i
the old GENTLEMAN (in black] ; old HARRY,

NICK, SCRATCH, etc.

1668 R. L'EsTRANCK Vis. Quev. (1708) 84 They were all

sent to Old Nick. 1700 T. BROWN Wks. (17601 III. 102, I

know not who'll take em for saints, but the old gentleman in

black. 1762 SMOLLETT L. Greaves \\. x, He must have sold
himselftoOld Scratch. 4:1746 COLLIER (Tim Bobbin) Gloss.,
Oivd Harry, Ow.i Nick, names for the tkvil. 1785 BURNS
Ad,ir. to Deil \, O thou ! whatever title suit thee, Auld
Hornie, Satan, Nick, or Clootie. 1824 Hist. Gaming Houses
51 He would not stick at playing up Old Harry in every
possible shape and manner. 1825 J. NEAL Bro. Jonathan I.

253 His Master . . the Old One, 1894 ASTLEY 50 Years
Life I. 213 The balls did whistle round like 'old Billy'.

III. Belonging to an age or period now past
away; ancient; former.

10. Of or pertaining to the distant past; belonging
to antiquity or to a bygone oge ; ancient, bygone,
olden. (Opposed to modem.}
c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Luke ix. 8 Sume ssedon eald wlteja aras.

nooo Ags. Ps. Ixxvi. 5 (Gr.) pa ic ealde dagas eft ge^ohte.
a 1067 in Kemble Cod. Dipt. IV. 202 Swa he on Eeldum
timum jelaegd WEBS, c 1200 ORMIN 13724 J>att aide follc Off
Godess hall^he lede. cizos LAY. 2916 A ban holde dawen
[ci27S eolde dai;e). 1340 Ayenb. 124 An aid filosofe ^>et

hette platoun. 1382 WYCLIF Matt, v. 21 5ee han herde that

it is said to olde men [1388 elde men, 1526 TIND. MHO them

98

off the olde tyme, 1611 by them of old time], la 1400 Morte
Arth, 13 Elders of aide tyme. < 1425 Lvuc. Assembly of
Gods 294 Olde poetys sey she bereth the heruest home.

1590 L. LLOYD Diall Daies 8 The old antient Romanes had
. .certaine ceremonies. 1591 SHAKS. i Hen, VI, i. ii. 56
The nine Sibyls of old Rome. 1635 SWAN Sfec. M. ii. 3

11643) 32 '1'he old ancient order of the yeare. 1671 MILTON
P. R. in. 178 The Prophets old, who sung thy endless raign.

1728 POPE Dune. n. 144 A shaggy TapVtry, worthy to be

spread On Codrus' old, or Dunton's modern bed. 1784
COWPER Task v. 217 Tubal..the Vulcan of old times. 1809
W. IRVING Knickerb. vn. ix. (1820) 513 The customs and
manners that prevailed in the 'good old times'. 1842
TENNYSON Golden Year 65 Old writers push'd the happy
season back.

b Relating to past times ; dealing with antiquity,
rtooo CYNEWULF Crist 1396 Nu ic 5a ealdan raceanforlste

hu pu set serestan yfle ^ehogdes. c 1330 R. BRUXNE Citron,

(1810) i In Saynt Bede bokes writen er stories olde, 1375
BARBOUR Bruce i. 17 Aulde storys that men redys. 1667
MILTON /'. L. xi. 386 Wherever stood City of old or modern
Fame. 1820 SHELLEY GLdipus i. 42 Grasshoppers that live

on noonday dew, And sung, old annals teH, as sweetly too.

c. Proper to antiquity or a bygone age ; of

ancient character, form, or appearance ; antique.
1381 CHAUCER Parl. Faults 19 It happede me for to be-

holde Vp on a bok was wrete with Ictteris olde. 1573-80
BAR FT Alv. O6g Men curious in vsing old and ancient
v.or<.!<j>. . . \ntiqutirii homines. 1601 SHAKS. Twel.N.u. iv.

44 <J fellow come, the song we had last night: Marke it

Cesario, it is old and pi,line. 1709 POPE ss. Crit. 324 Some
by old words to fame have made pretence, Ancients in

phrase. 1899 Westm, Gaz. n May 4/2 What they call the
old blue, the shade seen in old enamelling.

d. Associated with ancient times (esp. with

classical antiquity) ; renowned in history ; esp. in

poetry, as an epithet with proper names.
c 1631 MILTON Arcades 98 On old Lycaeus or Cyllene hoar.

1710 1'oi'E Windsor For. 316 From old Belerium to the

northern main. 1820 SHF.LLKY U'itch ofAtlas Ivii, To glide
adown old Nihis, when he threads Kuypt and /Ethiopia.

1845 M. PATTISON Ess. (1889) 1. 10 It is the old historical

lands of Europe that the lover of history longs to explore.

11. Belonging to an earlier period ^of time, one's

life, etc.) or to the earlier or earliest of two or

more periods, times, or stages ; pertaining to an
earlier condition of things ; possessed, occupied,

practised, etc. at a former time. (Opposed to new.]
a looo Phenix 321 ponne he gewiteS wongas secan his

eakine card of bisse ebcl-tyrf. aiooo Elene 1266 (GrJ
geoguS is jccyrred, aid onmedla. c 1373 Sc* Leg. Saints iv.

(Bert/ioioHKus) 140 Mychiyly he put hym owte of* his aid

sein^nery. 1508 DuNBAl Flyting 320 'I how .. geris me ..

thair aid sin with new schame certify. 1638 SIR!'. HERBERT
Trav. (ed. 2) 93 He projects the recovery of his old Eparchy
of Brampore. c 1647 MILTON Forcers of Conscience 20 New
Presbyter is but Old Priest writ Large. 1802 WORDSWORTH
Resol. <y Indep. iii, The pleasant season did my heart em-

ploy: My old remembrances went from me wholly. 1842
TKNNVSON Morte d'Arthur 240 The old order changeih,
yielding place to new. 1893 MAX MULI.EK Theosophy xii.

(1899) 401 In order to bring his old Jewish belief into

harmony with his new philosophical convictions.

b. That was or has been (the thing spoken of)
at a former time.

1571 Satir. ro<ms Rt-f. xxvii. 54 Aid feyis ar sindle fayth-
full freindis fund. 1647 Galway Arch, in iotk Rep. Hist.
MSS. Comm. App. v. 496 Sherrlffes and ould Sheriffes to

goe in their blacke gownes, 1847-9 HKI.PS Friemis in C.

(1851) I. 2 Ellesmere the great lawyer, also an old pupil of
mine. 1894 HALL CAINE Manxman lit. xix. 189 His old

master, the college friend of his father.

12. Distinguishing the thing spoken of from

something of the same kind newer or more recent :

Of earlier date, prior in time or occurrence, former,

previous. Old Year's Day, the last day of the

old year.
^890 O. E. Chron. an. 885 Se Hlobwig was Carles brobur..

se Hlobwig was bass aldan Carles sunu. cirj$Lamb, Honi.

87 pes dei..on jjere aide la^e. (1200 Vices <y Virtues^
O5er newe mone betere San aeld-mone. 1387 TREVISA

Higden (Rolls) VII. 407 Al holy writt, J>e elde [~'.r. olde]
testament and be newe. 4:1460 FORTESCUE A 6s. fy Liin.

Mon. ix. (1885) 128 Thai shulde than be vndir a Prince
double so myghty as was thair old prince. 1548-9 (Mar.)
Bk. Com. Prayer, Baptism, Granule that the olde Adam. .

maye so be buried, that the newe man may be raised vp
agayne. 1590 SHAKS. Mids. N. I. i. 4 Foure happy daies

bring in Another Moon ! but oh, me thinkes, how slow This
old Moon wanes, 1611 BIBLE Transl. Pref. i The making
of a new I^w for the abrogating of an old. 1671 MILTON
P. R. iv. 278 All the schools Of Academics old and new.
c 1830 MRS. CAMERON Hottlston Tracts III. No. 63. 2 Their

family consisted of a son and three daughters, who were

brought up more in the old school than is now customary.

1849 GROTE Greece ii. Ixvii. (1862) VI. 34 The gradual transi-

tion of what is called the Old Comedy into the Middle and
New Comedy.

b. With names of countries : Known or in-

habited at an earlier period, as OldEngland \\tfx\zt

Old Englander]) Old France, Old Spain (opposed
to the American colonies of A rew England, France,

Spain\ now only hist.'}, and similarly in modern
colonial use, the old country, old home = Great

Britain. (In Old England and the like, there is

often a blending with this of sense 8.)

The Old Dominion; see DOMINION. Old World, the

Eastern Hemisphere, as opposed to the New World of

America.

1647 WARD Simp. Cobler 43 Hee that prizes not Old

England Graces, as much as New England Ordinances.

1755 MACENS Insurances I. 393 W. H. Master of the Ship
called St. George, belonging to London in old England. 1763

OLD.

Ann. Reg. 121 Bills of exchange drawn by the government
of Canada on that of Old France. 1780 Ibid. 213' Newly
arrived from Old Spain. 1812 Examiner 28 Dec. 826/1
General Miranda had sailed .. for Old Spain. 1817 J.
BRADBURY Trail. Aitu'r. 321 It gives them an opportunity
of making enquiries respecting the 'old country- '. 1837 HT.
MAKTINEAU Sec. Anier. III. 95 They are rtaders: their

imaginations live in the Old World. 1844 MRS HOUSTON
Yanht Voy. Texas II. 127 Farming details which apply
..to practice in the 'Old Country'. 1886 LOWKLL U'ks.

(1890) VI. 143 It [the founding of Harvard] insured our
intellectual independence of the Old World. Ibid. 156 The
more conservative universities of the Old Home.

c. Old style : see STYLE. Old Christinas Day,
Old May-day, Old Michaelmas-day, etc., these days
according to the computation of old style.

1825 HONE Every-day Bk. 1324 September 26 . . Old Holy-
rood. 1826 Ibid. II. 659 A festival called Beltane, .annually
held in Scotland on old May-day. Ibid. 1315 October n.
'1 his is 'Old Michaelmas

Day'.
1861 Times 16 Feb., The

old style is still retained in the accounts of Her Majesty's
Treasury. . . The first day of the financial year is the 5th of

April, being old Lady Day. 1863 Book of Days I. 58

J anuary 6 Epiphany or Twelfth Day (Old Christmas Day).
Ibid. 52/2 Auld Hansel Monday, i. e. Handsel Monday old

style, or the first Monday after the i2th of the month
[January).

t B. adv. In ancient times, long ngo. rare~^.
1608 SHAKS. Per. \. Prol. i To sing a Song that old was

sung, From ashes, auntient Gower is come.

C. rf. 1
(elliptical uses of the aoj.)

tl. = Old man, old woman. Obs.

1375 Sc. Leg. Saints iii. (Andreas') 155 Sa suld bat aid

his penance mak. Ibid, xviii. (Egipciane} 326, & to bat

auld bane sad scho rathe. 1426 LVDG. De Guil. Pilgr. 13113
0, thow Olde ! what hastow do, Vnwarly me to smyte so?

1513 Dol'GLAS SEneis n. ix. (x.]3^ Scho. .Him towart hir hes
brocht . . And sete the auld doun in the haly sete. c 1532 Crt.

ofLone 200 What doth this olde Thus far ystope in yeres ?

2. //. (olds'). Old ones (of a set or cla^s) ; old

persons, etc. mod. colloq.

1883 BESANT All in a Gardenfair \\. vit. (1885) 167 Young
clever people, .are mere difficult to catch than the olds. 1890
Pall Mall G. 30 Aug. 2/2 Although the ' Olds

'

have been
the pioneers .. of the movement, the 'Youngs' show an

impatience with them at every meeting.
fj. //. (olds). Hops more than two and less than

four years old. Old olds, hops more than four

years old.

1892 Daily A'elus 22 Mar. 7/4 Old olds are still selling.

1898 Ibid. 25 June 7/7 Some few transactions aie taking

place in yearlings and olds.

4. = Old time, the olden time; an earlier time

or period :
= tLi> 5. Chiefly in men, times, days,

etc. of old.

1400 Destr. Troy 10503 He has..desyred my doghter to

wed, Pollexena the pert, by purpos of olde. 1535 COVERDALE
Ps. Ixxvili.]. 5 Then remembred I the tymes of olde, & the

yeares that were past, c 1586 C'TKSS PEMBROKE f's. uxxvil.

iv, 1 fell to thi nek. .Upon the yeares of old. 1635 N. R,

Camr/en's Hist. Eliz. I. an. ii. 7 Apparrelled in blacke after

the manntr of old. 1784^
COWPER Ef. Joseph Hill 58 Some

few that I have known m days of old. 2845 M. PATTISON
Ess. ^889 1. 10 France. .is. .rich beyond all others in the

traces of the men of old.

b. Advb. phrase. Of old: of old time, in the

olden time, long since, foimerly; also, From old

days, for a long time (preceding the present).

^1386 CHAUCER Friar's T. 317 Pay me quod he..ffur
dette which that thou owe^t me of old. 1423 AW& of
Parlt, IV. 406/1 Ye verray and trewe makyng of old

used and continued. 1478 J. PASTON in /'. Lett. III.

219, I am aqueyntyd with your conrtycyons of old. 1535
STEWART Crm. Scot. I. 4 Intill ane place callit Kcolumkill,

..Lang of the aid thair wes thair sepultuir. 1599 SHAKS.

Much Ado I. i. 146 You alwaies end with a lades tricke,

I know you of old. 1655 MILTON Soar/. Massacre Piedmont,
Who kept thy truth so pure of old. 1774 J. BRVAXT MythoL
1. 97 It was the.. sacred place, where of old the everlasting
fire was preserved. 1871 R. ELLIS Catullus i. 4 You of old

did hold them Something worthy.
D. Old- in Comb.

1. a. \\ith another adj., in antithetic or conse-

quential relation, as f old-cool, t old-excellent ;
old-

new, old-young, b. With a pr. pple., forming an

adj., as old-growing (growing old ', old-looking, c.

With a pa. pple., in advb. sense 'of old, long, an-

ciently', as old-acquainted, -branded, -built, -cut,

-established, -gathered, -landed, -licensed, -said adjs.

1592 SHAKS. Rom. $ Jnl. i. ii. 20 This night 1 hold an

"old accustom'd Feast. 1535 CRANMF.R Let. to Dean of

Cltafel Royal in Misc. Writ. (Parker Soc.) II. 309 My "old

acquainted friend, Master Shaxtun. 1716 LAUY M. W.
MONTAGU Let. to Lady 16 Aug., This is a very large

town, but most part of it *old built. 1607 TOURSEUR Rev.

Trag. i. ii. Wks. 1878 II. 16 O what it is to haue a *old-

coole Duke. 1601 CHESTER Loire's Mart, cxvii, Those

carued "old-cut stonie Images. 1787 KENTMAM Dcf. Usury
xiii. 141 'Old-established trades. 1898 Wutni. Gaz. 2 Apr.

6/1 Some of the older-established jobbers refuse to deal for

cash at all. i6o F. HERING Anntomyes 5 In the knowledge
of Plants they are "old excellent. 1643 TBAPP Comm. Gen.

xii. i Abraham was old-excellent at it [self-denial], a 1586

SIDNEY A nadia \. Wks 1725 1. 61 According to the nature of

the "old-growing world. 1824 Miss MITFORD 1'illage Str. i.

(1863) 124 Apart from his 'old-looking younger brother.

1837 Blackw. Mag. XLII. 235 All the oldest looking,

shrivelled oak-apples. 1530 PAI.SGR. 250/1 *Ould sayd sawe,

prouerbe. c 1570 iVIarr. Wit $ Science v. i. in Hazl. Dodsliy
11. 379 An old-said saw it is. .Soon hot, soon cold. 1828

Craven Gloss, (ed. 2) s. v., It's an oud said say, and a true j-an.

2. Parasynthetic combinations: a. general, as

old-aged (of old age, aged), old-blooded (having
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old blood ',olJ-branchet/, -faced, -Iiearted, -phrased,

-sighted, etc., adjs. ; hence M-sightedntss {--= pres-

byopia\ b. based on some recognized phrase,
as old-ba'.helorish (having the character associated

with an ' old bachelor '), old-boyish (of the nature

of an 'old boy'); so old-boy-like, old-cattish, old-

fogyish, old-gentlemanly, old-masterly, etc., adjs. ;

old-bachelorship, old-fellowhood (the status of an

'old fellow', e.g. of a college), old-fogyism, old-

ladyhood, old-liner (one of the 'old line'), ohi-

lorist, etc., sbs. See also derivatives of OLD MAID,
OLD WOMAN, etc.

1581 SIDNEY Apol. Poetr!c(\A.) 31 *Olde-aged experience

foeth
beyond the fine-witted Phylosopher. 1824 Miss

IITFORD Village Ser. i. (1863) 198 Every thing was.. so

provokingly in order, so full of naked nicety, so thoroughly
old-bachelorish. 1832 Ibid.

S_er.
v. 346 Every female present

..prophesied 'old-bachelorship, and all its evils, to the con-

trivers and performers. 1894 H. NISBKT Busk Girl's Rom.
218 The hauteur .. that woke in his proud, 'old-blooded

breast. 1846 MKS. GOHK St. Eng. Char. (1852) 143 The
curious weazened *old-boyish air of this . . race of men. 1597
PRAYTON Mortiineriados 25 A Forrest of "old-branched

Oakes. 1780 MAD. D'ARIILAY Diary (1842) I. 303 Don't I

begin to talk in an *old-cattish manner of cards? 1595
SHAKS. John II. i. 259 Tis not the rounder of your *old-

fac'd walles, Can hide you from our messengers of Warre.

1848 THACKFHAY I
7an. Fair Iviii, He had now passed into

the stage of *old fellou hood. His hair was grizzled. 1883
A. FORBES in iqt/t Cent. Oct. 722 The full side-face whiskers,
which of late are becoming *old-fogeyish. 1869 DailyNews
30 Jan., [The Quarterly Review] never falls, .into tradition,

routine, or *old-fogyism. 1819 BYRON Juan i. ccxvi, A good
"old-gentlemanly vice. 1888 Lady 25 Oct. 374/3 Caps,.,

charmingly suggestive of pretty "old-ladyhood. 1884 Boston

(Mass.) Jrnl. 25 Sept. 2/2 The "old-liners appear to be out

of the fight. 1880 Academy 14 Aug. 123 So solid and careful

an "old-lorist. 1882 Athcmeuni No. 2866.439 'Ibis dignified

and, if the term be allowed, "old-masterly work. 1886 J.
CORBETT FallofAsgard II. 178 He listened to him telling
of. .his "old-phrased oaths.

3. With a sb. (or adj. used absol.), forming an

attrib. phrase, as old-book, old-country, old-ivory,

old-life,
old-line (following the old lines), old-

Roman, old-school, old-service, old-town, etc. See

also OLD-TIME, OLD-WORLD.
i86z BURTON fit. Hunter}. 25 In the "old-book trade there

are opportunities for the exercise of ingenuity. Mod. A
well-known frequenter of the old-book shops. 1890 Tablet

21 June 981 Grooms in "old-day livery. 1898 Daily News
2 Dec. 5/T There is one book exhibited, whicn . . has put on
a true "old-ivory tone. 1863 A. C. RAMSAY Pliys. Geog. 51

That Palaeozoic or "old-life period. 1897 Outing (U. S.)

XXX. 354/2 The return to the old-life routine. 1831
CARI.VLE Sart. Res. \. vii, 'Old-Roman contempt of the

superfluous. 1886 ;V. Ainer. Rev. July 19 Adam, according
to this "old-school Calvinism, was the Federal Head, the

representative of his race. 1894 J/Y.v/w. Caz. 19 Apr. 6/2
One of the few remaining "old-service ga jlers.

4. Special combs, and phrases : old-bone v., to

manure with old bones ; t old boy, a kind of

strong ale
; old-clo'thes-man, a dealer in old or

second-hand clothes ; old-clo'thes-shop, a shop
for the sale of old clothes ; old gentleman : see

9 b, also quot. ; t old-grey [GREY sb. 5], old man,

greybeard ;
old hand, (a) one who has been long

employed or has experience in any business, one

who is skilful in doing something (see HAND sb.

9) ; (b) one who has been a convict; also altrib.
;

old holder (see quot.) ;
Old Lady, collectors'

name for a species of moth, Mania manra ; old-

like a., old in appearance {obs. exc. Sc. and dial.') ;

t old-sir, old-sire, an old man, an aged sire
;

old-sledge, a game at cards = ALL FOUKS !
;
old-

soldier v., to 'come the old soldier over': see

SOLDIEII sb.(colloq.'] ;
Old Sow, the plant A/eli/oiiis

cserulea (sweet trefoil), also a local name of An-
tennaria margaritacea (pearl cudweed) (Britten &
H.); Old Squaw = OLD WIFE 2; old-standing a.,

that has stood or existed long, long-standing ;
old

style a., belonging to the old style, old-fashioned ;

Old Tom, a kind of strong gin.
1849 JOHNSTON Exper. Agric. 57 On the *old-boned field,

the crop was four times as bulky as on the unboned field.

Ibid., This old-boning caused a large increase both in the

turnip and in the corn crops. 1743 Land, tr Country Srciu.

IV. (ed. 2! 289 Then add to the same new Drinks, with their

Sediments, and call it "Old-boy, Stout, or Nog. 1781
WOLCOTT (P. Pindar) -2nd Ode to R. A.'s, Like an "Old-

clothes-Man about London Street ! 1781 C. JOHNSTON Hist.

y, Juniper II. 252 The actor went to dress at his usual

wardrobe, an "old-clothes shop. i8aS G. SMKETON Doings
in London 77 An

'*
'oldgentleman' (a card somewhat larger

and thicker than the rest of the pack, and now in considerable

use amongst the
'

leys '). 1581 STA.NYHURST sEneis II. (Arb.)

64 Hee rested wylful lyk a wayward obstinat "oldgrey. 1785
GKOSE Did. Vnlg. T.,*Old hand, knowing or expert in any
business. 1848 DICKENS Dombcy xii, Toots, as an old hand,
had a desk to himself. 1865 TUCKER Austral. Story i. 85
Reformed convicts, or, in the language of their proverbial

cant,
' old hands '. 1863 NIXON Peter Perfume 102

' Bosh-

man ', in the old-hand vernacular, signifies a fiddler. 1810

Sporting Mag. XXXVI. 21 The defendants who have desig-

nated themselves as "old-holders copyholders . . who pay-

one heriot only, though they hold several messuages. l83Z
RENNIE fStittrrflies *r Moths 99 The "Old Lady appears
the end of July or beginning of August. 1*34 W. TIRWHYT
tr. Balzac's Lett. (vol. I.I 31 It is one more "old-like than

bis Father, and as over-worne as a ship. 1855 ROHINSON

99

Whitly Gloss. t
And like, looking old.

' He i* beginning to

grow varry aud like '. 1586 T. Ii. La Priiuaud. /> Acad.
i. (1594) 79 Of a crooked *old-Mre, we say that his spirit
waxeth old with him. 1837 W. IRVING Capt. Konnevitle \.

181 [This] threw a temporary stigma upon the game of

'*old.sledge'. 1892 Fall Mall G. 3 Aug 5/2 Mr. W. R.
ti led to

' *old soldier
'

him, but, as Harry said in sententious

vernacular,
'
I wasn't having any '. 1855 MORION Cycl.

Agric. 1 1. 421 Mclilotns azvrens, a Swiss plant . . with blue

blossoms, has a singular porcine odour, whence it U vul-

garly called '"Old Sow'; and is the plant which gives the

peculiar flavour to Schapziger cheese. 1608-9 MIDDLETON
Widow i. ii, Your college for your

*
old-standing scholar.

1897 Allbutt's Syst. Mfd. III. 47 Old-standing ca^e> of

chronic pericarditis. 1873 BROWNING Red Colt. Nt.-cnp-iyz.

Dignified And gentry-fashioned *old-5tyle haunts of sleep.

1895 /-'.ducat. Kev. Sept. 123 The old-style naturalist had
been working from time immemorial. 1836-9 UICKLXS .W*.

B0Z) Gifi-s/tc^s(iSg2) 171 Great casks, .bearing such in^crip-
tions as ' *Old Tom, 549 '. 1897 AllbntCs ^yst. Mcd. 1 1. 846
When sweetened and diluted by the retailers gin is known
as gin cordial or

' Old Tom '.

t Old, sb.* Obs. Forms : a. 2-3 (Sc. 5-6} aid,

(4 aide), 4-6auld; B. 4-6 olde, (5 oolde ,5- old.

[Early ME. aid, app. a. ON. old (i-aldd or altti),

gen. sing, atdar, etc., age, an age : OTeut. *al<toz

OLD a. But the Eng, word may be in some, esp.
later uses, directly from the adj. old in Eng., or

may be an alteration of ELD sb. after eld
t old adj.]

1. Age, duration of life or existence.

c 1200 [see ALD sb. i].

2. An age, or secular period of the world.
c izoo [see ALD sb. 2],

3. Old age, the advanced stage or period of life ;

also, The wane of the moon.
a, i 1205 LAY. 19411 Bruttes hafden muchel mode .. for

bas kinges aide. ^11300 Cursor Af. 10969, I and mi wijf on
aid tas. 1535 STEWART Chron. Scot. 1. 444 Vn^-atura bill

b.iyth in aid and 5outh.
{c I3I5SHOREHAM 2 YVaune man drawith into olde-ward,

Wei ofie his hones aketh
J c 1386 CHAUCER Knt.'s T. 1284

He hadde a Beres skyn colblak for old.
_

c 1420 Pallad. on
Hit&b. n. 439 In old ek of tliis inont; is this moost good.
c 1425 Sti'eii Sag. (P.) 64T He wille brynge the adown in

olde. 1523 FIIZHKRB. //us/'. 12 Let them be sowen in the

olde of the inone. 1606 SHAKS. Tr. <y C'r. n. ii. 104 Virgins,
and Boyes; mid-age and wrinkled old [(V. elders], 1616

SURFL. & MARKH. Country Farnic \. xiii. 63 They must not

be gelded . . in the old of the Moone.

f Old, ^. Obs. Forms: i aldian, 2 aldien, 3

alden, holden, 4-5 olden, 5-8 old, (6 Sf. auld).

[ME. olden = early ME. alden : <>E. (Anglian)
aldian \YS.ix. ealdian, f. ald^ eald^ OLD a.: see

ELD vy\ inlr. To grow old.

c82$ I 'esp. Psalter vi. 8 Ic aldade betwih alle feond mine.

cii75 Lamb. Han. 35 Vfel is bet mon aldeb. Ibid. 109 peo
hearte ne alde3 naut. 4:1275 LAY. 2937 po holdede \c 1205

aeldedej J>e king and failede his mihte. 1382 Wvci-ii- i Mate.
xvi. 3 Nowe I haue oldid [1388 eldid]. 1496 Dives $ Paup.
(W. de W.) iv. xxvii. 105/1 As they olde so they fade, c 1560
A. SCOTT Poems (S. T.'S.) xxxiv. 83 Auldit rubiatouris. 1741

J. SPESCF. Let. 13 Jan. \\\ Academy (1875) 20 Feb. 192/1 The
Pretender looks sensibly olded since I was here last.

Old, obs. f. WOLD; var. HOLD a., Oh,
Old Catholic : see CATHOLIC B. 3 b.

Olde, obs. f. WELD, a plant used in dyeing.

Olden (J"'lden, -d'n), a. [f. Ou>j.2 + -EN 4
.

(It has been suggested that the suffix may represent an
earlier inflexion of old. Cf. Get. tu der alien Zeit.}\

1. Belonging to a bygone age or time ; ancient,

old: esp. in the phr. 'the olden time' (Shaks.).

literary and arch.
a 1425 Cursor M. 18100 (Trin.) To ende he seide now com

my sawes pat I seide bi olden dawes. 1426 Aunt LAY /'<v,f
22 The goodys of hole cherche .. That other han }even in

holdoun dais. 1605 SHAKS. Macb. m. iv. 75 Blood hath
bene shed ere now, i

1

th
1

olden time. 1806 KNOX & Jt;ini

Corr. I. 305 To talk and write .. like those of 'olden

time'. 1816 SCOTT Tales my Landlord Ser. i. Introd.,

A young person, .who delighted in the collection of olden
tales and legends. 1837 LONGF. Flowers i, In language
quaint and olden. 1848 CLOUGH Amours de I'oy. m. 79
The words of the olden-time inspiration. 1849 Miss MULOCK
Ogilvies xlvi. (1875) 356 Some new bond had made the

very memory of that olden pledge a sin.

2. poetic for OLD a. i, 2. rare.

1823 BYRON yuan xii. xliii, Olden she was but had been

very young. 187^1
R. ELLIS Catullus xxvii. i Boy, young

caterer of Falernian olden.

Hence fO'ldenness, olden quality, antiquity.
1422 tr. Secrcta Secret.

^
Priv. Priv. 193 The ij

e caus is

that matremony ys to be comend is the oldennysse of hit,

ffor this ordir ys not nyowely niaket, but of oldennys hit

passith all manner of orderis in erth.

Olden (Ju-ld'n), v. rare. [f. OLD a. + -EN 5.]

1. intr. To grow old, to become older in appear-
ance or character, to age.
1827 MARY FRAMPTON Jrnl. (1885) 379 Her face is oldened

and more sallow. 1848 THACKERAY I7an. Fair xviii, In six

weeks he oldened more than he had done for fifteen years
before. 1852 Esmond \, ix, She had oldened, .as people
do who suffer silently great mental pain.
2. trans. To cause to grow old, to make older

in appearance or character, to age.
1850 THACKERAY Pendennis liii, It was curious how emotion

seemed to olden him. 1863 Denise II. iSS When oldened

by sorrow he might feel the deep spell that Demse possessed.
Hence O'ldened, Oldening///, adjs.
1876 MRS. WHJTXKY Sights $ Ins. II. xxiv. 525 It was the

joy of oldening years. 1892 Temple Rar Mag. Dec. 580
Her friend's oldened and altered looks.

OLD-FASHIONED.

Olden, obs. f. holden, pa. pple. of HOLD V.

Older ((5'i-ldoj), a. and sb.
[f.

OLD a. + -EK ".]

A. adj. The later
' levelled

'

comparative of

OLD, which has superseded the earlier ELDEKq.v.,
except in special uses. (The levelling down uf

the comparative appears to have begun with the

form altier, found already c 1200.)
1. In the ordinary senses of OLD: Of greater age;

that has lived or existed longer, of longer existence

or standing; more ancient.

1205-1610 [see AI.DFR a. coinpai:}. 1592 SHAKS. Ram. <V

Jiil. n. iv. 127 Young Romeo will be older \Qfls. elder] when
you hnue found him. 1601 Jill. C. iv. iii. 31, I am a

Souldier, I, Older in practice. Abler then your selfeTomake
Conditions. 1671 MILTON Samson 1489 '1 by Son, Made
older then thy age through eye-sight lost. 1713 J. \V,\i:M ..:

True Atnazons(<\. 2) 54 In June and July, they [wasp^J are
both older and bolder. 1863 LYKIJ. An! iff. Man 8 Deposits
of older date. a. 1864 H.\\\ IIIOKNK ^efltimhts l-\-lton (1879)

1-19 A house in the older part of the town. Moil. She ii

ten years older than her sister.

2. Iii the sense oi KLUKK . coinpar. i b : the

older of two of n family, etc. ; senior. Only dial.

c 1205 LAV. 3750 Of ban aldre su^trtn. 1465 MARC. PAST ON
in /'. [ctt. II. 212, I have delyveryd your older sonne xx
mark. 3Iod. Sc. He is my aulder brother.

B. sb. fl. pi. Predecessors: ^ El.DKR 15. I. Obs.
a 1470 Tii''in]-T O> at. (T. ! laminciis (Caxton 1481) F iv, To

preche of the noble dedes of thyn olders, I v\ il. .confesse
that thyn auntcslres ha\'e be of soverayne auctorite.

f2. (A pci son's: superior in age, senior ^chiefly

in//.) : = HLDEII 1!. 2. Obs.

1483 CAXTON G. de la Tour K vj,Trewly this yor.ge man. .

byleueth the counceylle of his okUr. t- 1500 t/o-.v the /'/<>:<.'

man U-rncd liis rater-\oster 40 in Hazl. K. P. /'. I. 211 As
I baue heide myne olders tell. 1562 J. Hi-:ywooo froi:

(1867) 26, I haue herd of rn\ ne olders.

} b. A person advanced in life : I-'.I.DEK 15. 2 b.

<: 1440 CAI'(.I-:A\ i: .V:. Katli. v. 863 Oon of the olderes a^ej n

on-to hir seyth :

' O precyous spouse of god !

'

Older, erron. Sc. form of ovither, EITHER conj.

Oldest (Ju-ldi-sf
1

,
a. supcrl. [f.

OLD a. + -EST.]
The later

' levelled
'

superlative of OLD, which has

superseded the earlier form ELDEST in all except

special uses: see ELDEST a. supcrl. 2, 3, ;.

1. In ordinary senses derived from OLD : Farthest

advanced in age ;
first made or produced ;

most

ancient: = ELDEST i, 3.

c 1400 MAI'NDFV. (1839) iv. 30 It is on of the oldest townes
of the world. 1597 SHAKS. 2 lien. II ', IV. v. 127 Haue you
a Ruffian that will ..comn.it The oldest shines, the newest
kinde of wayes. 1605 Lear v. iii. 325 The oldest hath
borne most, we that are yong, Shall neuer see so much.

1676 HUBISES Iliad Pief. (:6S6i 7 They that. .look upon it

with the oldest spectaclesof a Ctiticlc, may approve it. 1743
I)Ci.Ki:i.KY 8: CCMMINS I'oy. .S\ Seas 120 The oldest Seaman
on board never .saw a more dismal Prospect. 1790 BLKKK
/?'. Ktl: 45 Our oldest reformation is that of Manila Char ta.

1838 DP: MOKC;AN /iss. Profral'. 2to A s interest in the latter

annuity, .when A is the oldest of the three.

2. Occasionally found in uses properly belonging
to ELDEST. Now dial, or ru/^ai'.

13.. E. E.Allit.P. B. 1333 Bolde Balta/ar hat watz his

barn aldest. f 1400 Dcstr. Troy 11055 Pinus, Polidamas
brother, .aldist but he. i78sPAi.FY l\hr. /V//A'*.(i8rS) I.xxii.

225 The not making a Mill, is a very culpable omission.,

where it leaves daughters, or younger children, at the mercy
of the oldest son. 1899 Tit-Bits 12 Aug. 396/3 The oldest

sister.

O'ld-fa:ngled, a. [f. after new-jangled; cf.

FANCLE.] Characterized by adherence to what is

old, old-fashioned. Hence Old-fa'ngledness.
1842 BROWNING Pied Pifiervi, Low it dangled Over his

vesture so old-fangled. 1871 M. COLLINS Mrq. \ Merch. I.

vi. 208 Old-fangl^> cut glasses. "894 Harpers II 'cekly Mag.
7 Apr. 315 Repelling the new-fangled remedy, [he] resorts

to the oldest-fangled known. 1895 Spectator 23 Nov. 731/2
\Ve like better, out of a certain old-fangledness, to turn back

again to the oft-told stories of Punch's beginnings.

Old-farrand : see AULD nnd FAKBAKU 3.

t O'ld-fa:shion, a. Cl/s. [f.
OLD a. + FASHIOX

i/;.]
= OLD-FASHIONED.

1665 PEPYS Diary 22 July, I. .viewed the new hall, a new
old-fashion hall. 1683 MOXON Mccli. E.icrc., Printing ii.

r 2 They are now accounted old-fashion. 1796 CHARLOTTE
SMITH Marchinont III. 67 A high, long, old-fashion room.

t O:ld-fa'Shionable, a. Otis. [f. as prec. -r

-ABLE.] = next. Hence Old-fa'shionably aJv.

1764 H. WALPOLE Lett., to G. Montagu 10 May (1846) IV.

420 No. 14. .looked so old-fashionably, that I ventured to

give eighteen shillings
for it. 1807 E. S. BARRETT Rising

Sun III. 18 Hypocrisy is decried as old-fashionable and

useless in this liberal age.

O:ld-fa-shioned, a. [See FASHIONED///, a.*]

1. Formed or conducted according to the fashion

of former times ; antiquated in form or character.

1653 WALTON Angler ii. 64 They were old fashioned Poetry,

but choicely good. 1683 MOXON Mcch. Exerc., Printing 38

The Old-fashion'd Presses . . used here in England. 1711

STEELE Sped No. 308 p 2 An old-fashioned Grate consumes

Coals, but gives no Heat. 1897 MAKY KINCSLEY '. Africa

145 Good, old-fashioned, long skirts.

2. Attached to old fashions or ways; having the

tastes of former times.

1687 T. BROWN Saints in Upnar\\\*. 1730 I. 81 Those

old-fashion d sparks yonder. 1712 ADDISON Sped. No. 499

r 7 Will is one of those old-fashioned men of wit and

pleasure of the town. 1796 BURKE Regie. Peace iv. Ws. IX.

20 People, like me, old fashioned enough 19 consider, that

13 2



OLD-PASHIONEDLY. 100 OLD WIFE.

[etc.]. 1866 GEO.IM.IOT F. Holt i. (1868) 15 You have coftie

Lack to a family who have old-fashioned notions.

3. Having the ways of a grown-up person ; hence,

precocious, intelligent, knowing. Chiefly dial*

1844 Yorks, Cornet 18 (E. D. D.) A sleep-walker. .began
o'tuntn' on't, as owd-feshioned as if his een had been wide

oppen. 1848 L>ICKKNS Dombey xiv. (1858) 96 '1 he little fellow

had a fine mind, but was an old-fashioned boy. 1874
BURNAND My time ii. 18, I suppose at this age I must have
been very old-fashioned. 1886 S. It '. Line. Gloss, s. v., The
pony was a bit old-fashioned, and could open the gate with
his mouth.

Hence O Id-fa'shionedly adv., in an old-fashioned

manner; Old-fa'shioiiedness, the quality or con-

dition of beinb
-

old-fashioned.

1817 Blttekw, Mag, I. 590 Old age was the ton old

fashionedness the rage. 1853 MRS. CARLYLE Lett. II. 218
It is comfortably but plainly and old-fashioncdly furnished.
1886 Athenxnm 27 Mar. 421/3 She has given a pleasing air

of old-fashionedness to her language.

Old field. Land cultivated of old ; esp., in

U.S., cultivated by the Indians, before the coming
of the white men.
1656 Rec. of Braintree^ Mass. (1886) 7 A highway layed

out in the old feild for goodman Hoydin to bring his corne
out. 1765 J. BARTRAM JrnL 28 Dec. in Stork Ace. E.
1'lorida (1766) 12 Landed at Mount-Royal, where there are

50 acres of cleared old fields. 1791 \V. BARTRAM Trarels$4
Their old field and planting land extend up and down the

river. 1896 P. A. BRUCI-; Econ. Hist. I 'irginia I, 427.

b. attrib. in old-field birch,
* the American

variety of the white birch
1

{Cent. Diet.}\ old-field

lark, the field-lark ; old-field pine, the frankin-

cense pine (Pimts Twda}.
1856 OLMSTED Slave States 89 Cannot some Yankee con-

trive a method of concentrating some of the valuable

properties of this old -field pine, so that they may be

profitably brought into use in more cultivated regions?

pl
Fl

Oldh.ami.te (^'Idfimait). Alin. [Named 1870,
after Dr. T. Oldham of the Indian Geological

Survey.] Meteoric caleitur sulphide of a pale-
brown colour, found in small spherules.
1870 Phil. Trans. 195. 1892 DANA Min. (ed. 6) 65.

Oldish. (0
ll

'ldiJ), a.
[f.

OLD a. + -ISH l.J Some-
what old.

1668-9 PEPVS Diary 20 Feb., She is an oldish French
woman. 1775 MAD. D'ARBLAY Early Diary (1889) II. 56
Miss Lake.. is a very obliging and sweet-tempered, oldish

maid. 1798 CHARLOTTE SMITH Yng.Philos. III. 120 A common
cotton gown, an oldish black bonnet. 1855 DARWIN in Life
<y Lett. (1887) II. 47 Time is slipping away, and we are

getting oldish. 1884 Q. VICTORIA More Leaves 189 An
oldish woman, a character, who worked me a book-marker.

t O'ldly, a. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. OLD a, + -LY ]

.]

Verging on old age, elderly.

1382 WVCLIF yof> xli. 23 [32] He shal eymen the se as an
oldli man L Vulg. quasi senescentem],

t O'ldly, adv. Obs. [f. OLD a. + -LY 2.]

a. In the manner of one that is old. b. In an
old or bygone manner, c. In old time, long ago.
c 1200 ORMIN 1229 Oxc gannge^'ha^heli^S: aldelikelate)>j>.

Ibid. 2553 5ho toe on n full aldeli^ To fra^nenn Godehs

enngell. 1440 Bone friar, 248 He coghyth and oldcly

grones. 1494 FABYAN Citron, vn. 294 This so oldly foundyd
Is so surely groundyd That no man maye confounde it.

1529 WOLSLV in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. i. II. 13 With the

ampliacion of the fee, above that wych ys oldely accustomyd,
to the summe of xl". 1562 J. HEYWOOD Prov. <y Epigr.
(1867) 216 Talke or walke oldly or newly: Talke and walke

lainly and trewly. 1582 STANYHURST JEtuis \\. (Arb.) 103
luds niightye be rowling From the chyn oldlye riueld.

Old maid.
1. A woman who remains single considerably

beyond the ordinary marrying age; an elderly

spinster : usually connoting habits characteristic

of such a condition.

1530 PALSGR. 250/1 Guide mayde, luberdine. 1673 Lady's
Calling n. i. 5 An old Maid is now., look 'd on as the most
calamitous Creature in nature. 1711 ADDISON Spcct. No. 7

r 4 An old Maid, that is troubled with the Vapours. 1819

Metropolis III. 232 The Miss Thing-em-iights, in Golden-

square fusty old maid frumps 1 1887 RUSKIN Pr&terita II.

xi. 391 She . .spent most of her summers in travel, with another
wise old maid for companion.
2. A name of a bivalve mollusc of the family

Myidtfj also called Gaper or Gaping Clam.
1865 J. G. WOOD Com. Shells of Sea -shore (1869) 23 The

Common Gaper-shell or Old Maid (Mya arenaria). ..In
some places the animal is sold for food, and is sold under
the name of ' Old Maid '.

3. West Indian name of a plant, Vinca rosca.

1884 MILLER Plant-n. t Vinca rosea
t Madagascar Peri-

winkle,
* Old Maid '

of the W. Indies.

4. A simple round game at cards in which one
card (usually a queen) is removed from the pack
and the rest distributed among the players, who
draw cards from one another till all are paired

except the odd one, the holder of which receives

this title.

1891 in Casselfs Bk. Sports $ Past. 865.

Hence Old-mai dliood, -mai clenhood, -mai'd-

ship, -mai denship, the stateorcondition of an old

maid ; Old-mai'cUsh, -mai denish, -marclenly

adjs. t
like or characteristic of an old maid (hence

Old-mai'dishncss} ; Old-mai'dery, the habits or

characteristics of an old maid
;
Old-mai'dism,

hiuai'denism = ohi-maidhood, old-maidery.
1898 Westm, Gaz. 3 Oct. 2/1 'Die woman [was] one of the

sort in which '""old-maidenhood Is writ large on every fold of
the gown. 1867 J, H. STIRLING in Fortn. Rev. Oct. 381
The plain, simple, . . but .somewhat *old-maidemsh and
loquacious, Herr Professor Kant. 1782 MRS. COWLEY Bold
Stroke for Husband 14 Till the horrors of *old maideni^m
frighten her into civility. 1835 Mrs. Carlylis Lett. I. 26
The lady, verging on old-maider.ism. 1784 R. BAGE Barhain
Downs II. 285 She has only a few innocent *old-maidenly
foibles about her, 1896 MRS. CAI-TYN Quaker Grandmother
3+ You know the cross-grained old-maidenly sort of a person
that fate is. 1784 R. BACK Barkam Downs II. 324 Betake
ourselves to chastity, cards, and scandal, the solid comforts
of *old-maidenship. 1804 Something Odd I. 199 Notwith-

standing the *old-maidery and malevolence of dear MUs
Freddy. 1821 T. D. FOSBROKE Berkeley JlfSS., Inclined to

parsimonious old maidery. 1883 N. SHEPPARD Ceo. Eliot's

J-'.ss. I ntrod. 14 Marriage for tleli\ erance from poverty or *old-

r.iaidhood. 17*7MRS. URIPPJ ni Lett./fenryfy Frances (1767)
III. 9 Sensible and agreeable, but formal and *old-maidish.
1862

<>'(fts <$
Graces x. 114 She was a very methodical and

old-maidish little lady. 1824 Miss MITFORD Village Ser. i.

(1863) 213 If ever she betrayed an atom of *old-maidishness,
it was on the score of her caps. 1875 H. JA.MKS A*. Hudson
iil. 103 There is nothing like matrimony for curing old-

maidi&nnesSi 1776 MRS. DELANY Lett. Ser. u. II. 193 To
come to the letter so strongly tinctured with *olcl maidism.

1893 Temple Bar Mag. XCV1II. 539 He is faddy, almost
to the point of old-maidisin. 1861 .Sat. Rev. 20 July 63 Till

. . the chilling threshold of *old maidship has been reached.

Old man.
1. ///. A man advanced in life. (Formerly some-

times as one word.)
The old man, familiar term for a husband or father.

c 1200 OKMIX 13212 To gan biforenn aide menn Inn alle

fode
baewehs. f

13575
-Vc. Leg. Saints iit. (Andreas} 207

lyn barne, .. to |ns aldman enerthand is. 6*1400 Dcstr.

Troy 126 {>at elde man.. Hade a son. 1535 CoVBRDALX
i Sam. ii. 31 There shal no oldeman be in thy house, c 1645
MILTON Sonn. to Lady A/. Ley, As that dishonest victory
At Oueronea, . . Kil'd with report that Old man eloquent.
1768 STERNE Sent. Jount. (1778) II. 191 (Grace) His wife. .

join'd her old man again, as their children and grand-
children danced before them. 1848 THACKERAY I'an. Fair
xviii, His wife. .called him. .her dear John her old man
her kind old man. 1892 M. C. F. MORRIS Yorksk. Folk-
Talk 81 'T' au'd man t' au'd woman 1

are synonymous
with father or mother.

b. (See quot.)
1865 Koutled^es Ev. Boy's Ann. 445 The term '

old man ',

so much applied by sailors to their commander, . . was

hardly aptly applied, seeing the captain was only twenty-five.

C. As a term of affectionate familiarity : see

OLD a. 8.

2. TheoL Unregeneiate human nature (OLD a. 12:

cf. Old ADAM .

1382 \VYCLIF Efh. iv. 22 Do }e away vp the firste lyuyng
the olde man. c 1450 tr. I)e Imitations in. xjcxix* no
Alias ! yit liue)> in me be olde man ; he is not all crucified.

1567 Gutte y Godly B. (S. T. S.) 146 The haly Spreit vs

geue, Quhilk may our auld man mortifie. 1733 Revolution
Politicks n. 40 You provoke me to Wrath, and if you should
raise the old Man, you can't tell what mischief may ensue.

3. A local name for the Kainbird of Jamaica
{Hyctornis plumalis].
1694 KAY in Lett. Lit. Men (Camden) 200 The referring of

the Old-men, or Rain-fowls, to the Cuckow. 1725 SLOANE
Jamaica II. 313 They are called Old-Men from the light

brown, or grey colour their downy feathers are of. 1894
NI:WTON Diet, Birds 654.

4. In Australia : A full-grown male kangaroo.
1828 1'. CUNNINGHAM N. S. Wales (ed. 3) II. 151 He..

relates, .that he has been fortunate enough to kill an old
in<in as he came along. 1873 J. B. STEPHENS Black Gin 39
The ' old man '

fleetest of the fleet. 1884 R. BoLDJtKWOOO
Melbourne Mem. iii. 24 The fiercest

' old man '

forester

did not seem to be too heavy weight for her.

5. A name of the Southernwood (Artemisia

Abrotamtm'} perh. from its hoary foliage.

1824 MKS. CAMERON Marten <$ Scholars ii. 13 She tied up
two or three pinks and a rose with a bit of old-man and
some sweetbriar. 1863 MRS. GASKELL Sylvia's L. i, A few

'berry' bushes, a black-currant tree or two., with possibly a
rose tree and 'old man 'growing in the midst. 1884 S/a>-/>cr'j>

Alag. July 234/2 Roses, and 'lad's-love', or * old-man '.

6. Alining. An old vein or working which has

become exhausted or has been abandoned for a

long time
; also, oreless stuff, waste or rubbish left

from the working of a mine ; see also quot. 1829.
1653 MANLOVE Lead Mines 225 No miner ought of an

Old man to set To seek a Lead-mine, or Lead oar to get,
Untill the Burghmaster a view hath taken And find such
work an Old work quite forsaken. 1710 BI-. NICOLSON in

Hutchinson Hist. CumberId. (1794) II. 214 A new belly
was happily discovered before the forehead of the Old Man,
which proved so rich, that in less than twenty-four hours

they had filled several sacks with fine and clean-washed
mineral. 1747 HOOSON Miner's Diet. N iv b, Crusht Wholes
sometimes may be mistaken for Oldman. 1829 Glover s

Hist. Derby I. 61 Ironstone, in cheeseshaped nodules, con-

taining septaria; of carbonate of iron (Old man). 1866

JKVONS Coal Quest, (ed. 2) 300 The thousands of tons of
cinder and slag 'old man 1

as it is locally called.. left by
the Romans,
7. Comb. Old man cactus, a Mexican plant

(Pilocereus or Ceretts senilis) with long grey hairs

covering the top of the stem
; f old-man-house,

a hospital for old men.
1634 BRERETON Trav. (Chetham Soc.) 49 Here [Haerlem]

is a most dainty curious old-man-house. 1900 Daily News
6 Sept. 3/1 Another singular product is Pilocereus Senilis,
or 'old man cactus', from Mexico, the body of the plant

being hidden by long grey hair.

8. Combinations of Old man's in plant names :

old mail's beard, (a) a name of the epiphytic

plant Tiltatuhia usneoides, also called black-moss,
long-moss, and Spanish moss; (/>) the Traveller's

I
Joy, Clematis Vitalba\ (c] the Strawberry Saxifrage,

Saxifraga sarmentosa\ (</) the South European
Composite Ccropogon ;

old man's eyebrow,
< Drosera binata {Treas. Bot. 1866); old man's
head, (a) a name of the pink or carnation (Dian~
f&tts) (^) the old man cactus : see 7.

1756 P. BROWNE Jamaica 193 *Old-Man$~Beard, this
i slender parasitical plant is found upon the trees in many
J

parts of Jamaica... It is frequently imported from North
America for the use of sadlcrs and coachmakers. 1760 J.

j

LEE /ntrod. Bot. App. 321 Old Man's Beard, Clematis.
1821 CLARE I'ill. Minstr. I. 84 Dig old man's beard from
woodland hedge, To twine a summer shade. 1857 MAYNI:
J-'..\-pos. Le.\., Old Mans Beard, common name for the

\
CJerontopogon. 1760 J. LEE /ntrod. Bot. App. 321 *Old

1 Man's Head, Dianthus. 1858 HOGG Veg. Kingd, 341
,

Another curious species of this genus is what is popularly
termed The Old Mans Head (Cercus seni/is).

Oldness (^"-Idnes). [-NESS.] The quality, fact,
or condition of being old : in any sense of the adj.
c looo ^ELFRIC How. I. 194 We awurpon ba derigeiidlican

ealdnysse. 1382 WYCLIF Josh. ix. 5 Olde shoon, the whiche
to the doom of oldnes ben sowid with patchis. Kzek. xvi,

55 Thi sister Sodom and hir doustris shulen turne ajen to
her oldenes. Rom. vii, 6 That we serue in newcnesse of

spirit and not in oldnesse of lettre. 1470-85 MALORY,-Irthitr

-xvii. xviii, My flesshe which was al dede of oldenes is

become yonge ageyne. 1540 COVERDALE Old Faith \. Wks.
(Parker Spc.) I. 13 Concerning the antiquity or oldness of
our Christian faith. 1616 SURFL. & MARKH. Coitntrie Fttnnc
690 After foure ycares the wild Bore groweth leane through
oldnesse of age. 1809-10 COLERIDGE Friend (1865) 65 How
shall 1 avert the scorn of those critics who laugh at the
oldness of my topic*? I^93 J- PL'LSFORD Loyalty to Christ
II. 267 Where the Spirit of the Lord is there is liberty.
Oldness and deadness are shaken off.

Oldster (^-Idstaj). [f.
OLD a. + -STER, after

youngsttr.]
1. A'ant. A midshipman who is no longer a

'youngster* ; one of four years' standing.
1829 MAKRYAT /'". Mildmay ii. 34, I became the William

Tell of the party as having been the first to resist the

tyranny of the oldsters. 1866 Corah. Mag. Oct. 477 It is

their duty as 'oldsters
'

to keep the 'youngsters' in order.

1886 All Year Round $ Sept. 105 They, having been young-
sters and felt the misery of it in their last ship, were
determined to be oldsters, and let us know it in this.

2. gen. One who is no longer a
'

youngster', youth,
or novice

;
an elderly person ; an old stager, folloq.

1848 DICKENS Dombey x, Her eyes would play the Devil
with the youngsters before long, 'and the oldsters loo, Sir,
if you corne to that ', added the Major. 1883 K. E. HALE
in Harper's Mag. Jan. 277/2 The carriages appeared for the

oldsters, and the youngsters went on foot.

O'Id-time, # Also -times. Of, belonging to,

or characteristic of the ancient or olden time.

1824111 Spirit Pub. Jriils. (1825)495 An old-times chamber
it was, sure enough. 1856 KANE Arct. Expl. II. x.xii. 216,
I took a Bible.. and we went through the old-times service.

1888 H. C. LEA Hist. Ingnis. I. 422 Respect for the old-

time prejudices of the Church, 1894 Arc/ixol, Jrnl. Mar.

51 A piece of old-time folk-lore.

So Old-ti'me-like a., old-fashioned( U. S.} ;
Old-

tvmer, one whose experience goes back to old

times
;
one of long standing in a place or position ;

an old-fashioned person or thing (chiefly U. *$'.) ;

Old-trxuiuess, old-fashioned character.

iBBgC/ticac'O Advance 24 Jan., A small hotel, recommended
to us as being mote old-time-like thrji the others. 1882

W. H. BISHOP in Jlarper*s Mag. Dec. 47/1 A few swarthy,
lantern-jawed old-timers hang about the corners. 1894

Outing (U. S.) XXIV. 34/1 A cutter of some six to eight
tons.. a regular old-tiMKT. 1887 Blackw. Mag. Feb. 224/1
A picture whose old-iiminess would have thrown a Boston
novelist into ecstasy.

tO'ldward, . Obs. rare. [f. OLD + -WAKD.]

Having the old tendency. At oldivard: at the

old way of action.

1624 T. SCOTT 2nd Pt. I'ox Popnli 19 Of their old-ward,
and wonted policy. 1657 TKAPP Coitim. Ps. cvi, 12 Ere

they were three days older they murmured again; .. they
were soon at oldward.

Old wife, old-wife.
1. An old woman. Now usually disparaging (cf.

OLD a. I c). (Formerly sometimes as one word.)
Oldwives'fable, story, tale, a foolish story such as is told by

garrulous old women.

1340 Aycnb. 219 A guod aid wyf porchace}*
more of

heuene ine one-lepi oure biddinde : panne ssolde do a

Jjouzond kny^tes .. in lang time be hare armes. ?rti4oo
Morte Arth. 986 Thane answers sir Arthere to that aide

wyf. 1526 TINDALE i Titn. iv. 7 Cast awaye vngostly and
olde uyves fables [1388 WYCLIF, elde wymmenus fablis;

1535 COVERDALE, olde wyuesh fables], a 1619 FOTHERBY
Athcom. n. xii. 2 (1622) 338 Countrymen doe vse to lighten
their toyling ; oldwiues, their spinning ; . . by . . musicall

harmonies, a 1680 BUTLER Rein. (1759) IV. 78 So simple
were those Times, when a grave Sage Could with an Old-
wive's-Tale instruct the Age. 1711 SHAFTESB. Charac.

(1737) I. 6 A solid system of old-wives storys. 18^5 JOWETT
Plato (ed. 2) I. 47 These are the sort of old wives' tales

which he sings and recites to us.

2. A name of the Long-tailed Duck (Harelda

gladalis], also called Old Squaw.
1634 W. WOOD New Eng. Prosp. (1865) 34 The Old wives

be a foule that never leave tailing day or night, something

bigger than a Ducke. 1894 NEWTON Diet. Birds 654 Old
squaw and old wife are two . . names of the Long-tailed Duck.

0. A name of various fishes, esp. of the families



OLD-WIFELY.

Labridx (wrasse"), Sparidx (sea-bream), Balistitfa

(file-fish), and Clupeid& 'alcwifeand menhaden).
1588 HARIOT Virginia D iij, There are also . . Oldwiues ;

Mullets; Plaice. 1602 CAKEW Cornwall 32 Of flat [fish
there are] Hrets, Turbets, Dories, .. Old wife, Hake. 1655
MOUFI-:T Health's Intprov. xix. 184 Of Fresh-water Fish..
Old wives (because of their mumping and soure countenance)
are as dainty and wholesome of substance, as they are large
in body. 1756 P. BKOWNE Jamaica 456 A saying .. That
an Old Wife is the best of fish, and worst of flesh. 1847
CARPENTER Zool. II. 41 Several species [of Labridae] are
found upon our own coasts., known among the fishermen

by the name of
* Old Wive* of the Sea '.

4. A cap or cowl to prevent a chimney from

smoking. Sc.

1887 JAMIKSON Suppl., Auhl ivife..^. The cowl or cover
of a chimney-can, used us an aid-vent.

Hence Old-wi'fely, Old-wi-fish adjs., resembling
or characteristic of an old wife

;
Old-wi fery, the

habits or notions characteristic of an old wife.
I535 f see qnot. 1526 in i], c 1542 A. ALANK Aitctor. Word

ofCod, Hetlienyssh, old wmyssh and capcyos fables. 1802
D. SIMPSON Plea Kelig. (1834) 210 note, Opposed by a large
number of old-wifely bishops. 1827 CAKI.YI.K Germ. Kom.
III. 177 This notion he named stuff and old-wifery. 1857
J. W. DONALDSON ( 'hristian Orthod. i. 7 not\ i Tim. iv. 7 :

..Deprecate the irreligious and oldwifisD mythologies.

Old woman.
1. lit. A woman advanced in years ; hence,
A person compared disparagingly to an old woman ;

a man of timid and fussy character, b. Among
the vulgar Wife (

l my old woman ') ;
mother. Old

woman sfable, tale, story : see OLD WIFE i.

1388 WYCLIF i Tim. iv. 7 Eschewe thou unamenable
fablis, and elde wyrnmenus fablis. 14. . I'oc. in Wr.-Wulcker
619/14 1'ctnlana, an old queue or an old wymman. 6' 1449
PECOCK Repr. v. i. 479 Eeld wommenys fablis. 1566
PAINTER Pal. Pleas. I!. 379 The good olde woman, willing
to follow hir minde, suffred hir alone. 1709 Brit. Apolio \ I. !

No. 22. 2/2 People are apt to call it an Old Woman's Story.
J

1722 DE FOE Plague (1754) 24 The old Women, and the

Phlegmatic Hypochondriac Part of the other Sex, whom
,

I could almost call old Women too. 1782 COWPER A liable
21 For ravens, though, as birds of omen, They teach both
conjurers and old women To tell us what is to befall. 1880

Academy 8 May 337 By old women of both sexes.

2. = OLD WIFE 4.
1861 WIIYTE MELVIU.F. Mkt. Harb. vi. 46 A chimney :

adorned with what is called an 'old woman '

an ingenious
,

contrivance to prevent it from smoking.
3. Comh.\ f old-woman-house, a hospital for

!

old women : cf. OLD MAX 7. Also names of plants,
as old woman's bitter, Picramnia Antidesma,
and Citharexylum cinercum

; old-woman's tree

(Jamaica), Qitiina jamaiccnsis (Treas. Bot. 1866).
:

1634 BRERETON Trar. (Chetham Soc.) 50 Here [Haerlem]
are also live or six old-women-houses.
Hence Old-wo manislt, Old-womanly, -like

rt^'j., resembling or characteristic of an old woman
;

oid-wo'manism, the characteristics ofold women
;

Old-wo'manliness, old-womanly quality ; Old-

wo'manry, an old-womanish trait or practice.
*775 S. J. PRATT Liberal Opin. cxxxiv. (1783) IV. 227 You

are chained down by an *old womanish veneration, to a set
of ideas. 1834 Tait's Mag. I. 661/2 The Cardinal appears
to be surrounded by a tribe of fools, more idiotic, if possible,
and old-womanish than himself. 1828 Examiner 359/2 The
leaven of *old-womanism .. is made up of a Highland
prophecy. 1859 Autobiog. of a Beggar-Boy 168 There is a
species of old wom.inism about many of the provincial
magistrates. 1721 AMHERST Terry Fit. No. 4 (1754) 19 A
great deal more of such *old- woman-like stuff. 1877
Sunday Miig. 53 [Girls] go about their business with an air
of *o!d-womanliness and selfpossession. 1834 L. RITCHIE
Wand, by Seine 114 note, Why should the bookselling trade
continue to be fettered by these *oId-womanly rules? 1882
Macni. Mag. XLVI. 195/2 The evils caused by this old-

womanly kind of legislation. 1828 SCOTT Diary 9 Mar.
in Lockhart) Trifling d^cussions about antiquarian "old
womanries. 1892 A. LANG in Longm. Mag. XIX. 687 In
the same receptacle of antiquarian old-womanries.

Old-world (<3fld|W>jld), a. [The. phrase old
world used attrib. : see WORLD.]
1. Of or pertaining to the old world or ancient

order of things ; belonging to, or characteristic of,
j

early or bygone times.

1711 ARBUTHNOT John Bull m. iv, Silly auld warld
Ceremonies. 1822 SCOTT Nigel xiii. 1850 MERIVALE Rout.
Emp. >iS65) II. xi. 9 The great old-world cities of Seleucia
and Babylon. 1858 GEN. P. THOMPSON Audi Alt. I. xlvii.

185 The genus Statesman; which .. seems on the way to

join the Megatheria of old world history. 1876 OUIDA
Winter City ix. 257 She watched the simple pastoral old-
world life around her.

2. Of or pertaining to the Old World or con-
tinents of Europe, Asia, and Africa, as opposed to

the New World or America.
Hence Old-wo-rldishrt!., characteristic of the old

world ; Old-wo-rldism, Old-wo-rldness, old-

world character or quality.
1886 W. J. TUCKER E. Europe 417 His notions are old-

worldish. 1887 STUART CUMBERLAND Queen's Highwayfr.
Ocean to Ocean 8 Victoria is not a bustling place, neither is

it sleepy; but there is an air of old-worldism, of quiet
content about it. 1888 MRS. HUNGERFORD Hon. Mrs.
Vereker\. \. 2 There was a touch of old-worldism, of a com-
fortabledrowsiness, about everything. i&y$ AtlanticMonthly
Mar. 410 There is a sort of modern oldworldness.

Ole, variant of OLLA ^ palm-leaf.

Olea, obs. f. OLIO ; var. OLLA \ pot, stew.
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OleacCOUS (Ji'l/V-Jss), a. Jlot.
[f. mod.L.

Oltdce-a!, f. olea olive-tree : see -ACKOUS.] lielong-
ing to the Natural Order Oleacese, comprising trees
and shrubs chiefly of temperate regions ; the typical
genus is Olca, the Olive.

1857 in MAYNI-: Expos. Lex.

Oleaginous (>lzia:-dgin3s\ a. [.id. K. oL'agin-
etix, -ease, f. L. oleagin-us, -tlgincus, -aginiiis, of
or pertaining to olea the olive-tree ; cf. (late) I..

oleagina the olive (Venant. Fort, c 600) ; also med.
L. oleago, -agin-em oily matter, such as in the bath
was scraped from the oiled bodies of wrestlers.]
1. Having the nature or properties of oil

;
con-

taining oil or an oily substance
; oily, fatty, greasy.

1634 T. JOHNS' >N Farcy's Chirurg. xxvl. xxiv. 11678) 645
There are three differences of these oleaginous juices. 1718
CHAMBEKLAVNK Relig. rhilos. (1730) I. xi. 14 Ki-rrptades
of a fat, or oleaginous Matter. 1799 KIKWAN Gt-ol. A's*. ^2
The soft oleaginous state of the shales on which they are
found. 1875 Miss KKADDON Sir. M'arld I. i. 2 Like the

oleaginous -scum that pollutes the surface of a city river.

t>. Producing oil.

1696 PHILLIPS (etl. 5), Oleaginous, . . out of which Oyl may
be press'd. 1712 tr. rorncfs Hist, llt-iigs I. 154 Having in
it a little oleaginous Kernel. 1848 MILL l'l. l-'.foii. I. I.

3- 43 (Growing flax, hemp, .oleaginous plants. 1881
MIVART Cat 296 Sebaceous and oleaginous gland>.

Z.fig. =Oll.Y 3 .

1859 I-'ARRAR Julian Home xx. 255 The lank party who
.snuffles the responses with such oleaginous sanctimony.
Hence fOleagi'nity, fOleaglno'sity, Olea'gin-

ousness, f Olea'jfiny, the quality of being ole-

aginous, oily nature.

1657 G. STARKEV Helmonfs ritui. 314 One part of Alcali
will turn two or three parts of Oyl into meer Salt, without
any the least oleaginily. 1678 R. K[t SSIM.I.] (,Wrr iv. ii. 241
The first Property of Differencies of the .Medicine is

Oleaginy. 1680 llovi.l; Produc. Client. Print:. II. 66 In

speaking of the Oleaginousuess of Urinous Spirits. 1694
SALMON Bates Disficiis. (1713) 126/1 Filtering and exhaling
it to an Oleaginosity. 1861 J. LAMONT Seasons iv. .Sea-
horses v. 69 From its oleaginousness it soon finds its own
level in the cask

Oleander ). [a. med.L. oleander, in

F. oUandre (ijth c. in Hatz.-Darm.), It. oleandro,
Sp. eloendro, Pg. locndro

; origin obscure.
Conjectured by Djez to be a further corruption of hran-

drum, recorded as a vulgar corruption of rhododendron,
-drum, by Isidore Origincs xvn. vii. 54

' Rhododendron (v.r.

rodandrutn] quod coi rupte lontindruin [v. r. ianrandrum\
vocatur, quod e>t foliis tauri similibus, flore ut rosa, arbor
venenata '. (Cf. the Fr. name favner-rosf.) Du Cringe cites
also the form lanridendrunt, or laitrien<i)-iun ; the lattermay
have given a further Romanic series inure- or loreamtro,
roreandro, l\'lt'andro (/' being taken as the article, and the
final form perh. influenced by olea olive, oleastruni : cf.

Alphita
'

OlifUldrum i. e. siluestris olea.')]

An evergreen poisonous shrub, Nerium Oleander

(N.O. Apocynacav], a native of the Levant, with
j

leathery lanceolate leaves, cultivated for its hand- i

some red or white flowers; also called rose-bay.
Hence, by extension, any shrub of the genus
Nerium, as the sweet oleander, N. oJortim, a
native of India, with fragrant flowers.
\c 1400 Lanfranc'sCirnrg. (MS. A.) 192 Do berto white

litarge, ellehorum nigrum, alumen vetus, oleaiidrum ana.)
1548 TURNER Names of }lerl-es 56 Neriou othenvyse called

Rhododendron, aud Rhododaphne .. It maye be called in

englishe Rose bay tree or rose Laurel. This tree is named
of some oleander. 1562 Herbal n. 65 The fioures and the

leues_of oleander ar ppyson. 1671 SKINNER, Ilolyander, sic
.scrihit Blake, credo idem quod Oleander. 1785 MAKTVN
Rousseau's Hot. xvi. (1795) 214 The Oleander is one of the
most beautiful plants of this tribe Contortx. 1816 KIRBY&
SP. Entomol. (1818) II, XX. 180 The oleander., yields a honey

in the lower water courses.

b. attrib. and Comb., as oleander-bud, -tree;

oleander-fern, a fern of the genus Oleandra, hav-

ing fronds resembling the leaves of the oleander.
1682 WHELER Jonrn. Greece I. 72 Wild-Vines, .and Ole-

ander-trees. 1859 W. H. GREGORY I-'.g)'i>t II. 217 Water-
courses, with oleander coverts. 1884 MILLER Plant-it.,
Oleandra ncriiforn.is, Oleander-Fern. 1884 RITA Viviennc
vi. i, The crimson glory of the oleander-buds.

Oleandrine (l!|a;-ndr3in). Chem. [f.prec. +
-INK 5.] A yellow, bitter, poisonous alkaloid, the
active principle of the leaves, etc. of the oleander.
1885 in J. THOMAS Med. Diet. 1892 in MORLEY & MUIR

/f 'alts' Diet. Chcni.

Oleaster (^U'las-staa). Also 5 oli-. [a. L.

oleaster, f. olea olive-tree : see -ASTER.] a. The
true Wild Olive (Olea Oleaster), the wild variety
(or snb-species) of the cultivated Olive, with more
or less thorny branches and small worthless fruit.

b. A small tree of the genus Elxagims, a native
of southern Europe and some parts of Asia, some-
what resembling the preceding, with abundance of

fragrant yellow flowers, and reddish-brown inedible
!

fruit
; also called Wild Olive.

[c 1000 Sax. Ltcclid. II. 90 Gecnuwa lufestice & ellenrinde
& oleastrum, bict is, wilde elebeam.J 1398 TIIKVISA Bartk.
De P. K. xvn. cxiii. (1495) 676 Oliaster is a wilde oliue tree
and hath that name for he is lyke to the oliue tree: but the
leues thereof ben broder and this tree is bareyne and bytter
and not tilthed. c 1420 Palfat. on Husl>. iv. 115 Bareyn yf

OLEIC.

thin nliaster be. 1671 SALMON Syn. Med. in. xxii. 414. 1731-3
MILLER Card. Diet. s. v. Olca, The Oleaster is very hardy,
and will endure the severest Cold of our Climate.. This will

grow to the Height of sixteen or eighteen Feet . . During the
.Season of its Flowering, (which is in June) it perfumes the
circumambient Air to a great Distance. 1855 SINGLETON
I'irgil I. 185 Let the palm Or a huge oleaster th' outer

|

court O'ershadow. 1874 FAKKAR Christ (18811 212 He had
, found in the olca.ster what He had not found in the olive.

Hence f Olea'stral, -ial a. (Ms., pertaining to a
wild olive (with allusion to Kom. xi. 17).
1600 W. WATSON Decacordon fi6o^ 81 Seditious factions,

and vnnatural] dispositions, sprong out of oleastiiall graffe.s
amongst us.

Oleate ^"'Iz'i/t). Chem. and Pharm.
[f. OLE-IC

4--ATB*.] A salt of oleic acid
;
also applied to

pharmaceutical preparations composed of alka-

loids, or metallic oxides or salts, dissolved in this.

1831 T. I'. JUNKS Convers. Cheat, xxx. 303 Soap made
with potash may be considered as an oleate and margarate
of that alkali, 1841 UKANDK Man. Chan. (ed. 5' 1141 The
solution now contains pure oleate of poUt.s^a. 1869 E. A.
PAKKES Prait. Hygiene (ed. 3) 46 WKen an alkaline oleate
is mixed with pure aier. 1899*;. M'< M.WAX tr. Bcrnthsen's
Organ. C/ic/st. 177 Soaps con>ist of the alkaline .-alt;, of
palmitic, stearic, and oleic acids, hard soaps containing soda
^alts, chiefly of the solid acids, while .suit s^aps contain
potash .salts, principally oleate.

t (Heated, ///. a. Obs. rare- 1
,

[f. L. okat-its

oiled, preserved in oil + -ED.] Oiled.
1661 I.OYKLL Hist. Anint. <y Mitt. 418-9 It';, cured. .by

vomit with an oleated feather.

Olebanurn, obs. form of OLIIUNUM.
II Olecranon ;>Uku7i

-nm). Anat. Also s

-Bum. [a. Gr. &\liep3vovi
shortened from w\tv6-

Kpavov head or point of the elbow, f. &\tvi] elbow
+ Kpdviov head, skull, cranium.] The process or

npophysis at the upper end of the ulna, forming
the bony prominence at the elbow.

1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl. s. v., The olecranum is received
into the In'nd sinus ti the lower end of the humurus. 1741
MONKO Ana!. Bones led. 3) 248 The. .Cavity lodges the
Olecranon in the Extensions of that Member. 1804 AUKKNKTHY
Sitrg. Obs. 99 A girl. .had a collection uf fluid under the

triceps exten>or cubiti, near the olecranon. 1836-9 TODD
Cycl. Annt. II. 63/1 Posteriorly, the olecranon forms a
remarkable prominence.

b. attrib., as olecranon fossa, the depression in

the humerus into which the olecranon fits when
the arm is extended ; o. process = olecranon.
1843 E. W'ILSON Anat, I'ade M. (ed. 2)66 Hounding the

greater sigmoid notch posteriorly is the nleiranon process.
1879 tr. l)e Cjuatrefages Hnm. Spec. 57 I >esmoulins regarded
the perforation of the olecranon process as one of the most
decided characters of his Austro-African species of man.
Hence Olecra'nal, Olecra-nial, Olecra'nian

adjs.j pertaining to the olecranon
;
Olecra'iioid a.,

'resembling the olecranon' (Syd Soc. Sex.), but
erron. used for olecranal.

1831 R. KNOX Clwjuct's Anat. 689 The other passes back-
wards into the olecranal cavity. 1857 DUNCI.ISOS Mcd. Lex.
940 These two eminences are separated, .by the greater
sigmoid, or semi lunar foss^a, or olecranoid cavity. 1881
MIVART Cat 93 The olecranal or anconeal fossa. 1883
N. JOLY Man before Metals n. viii. 353 The olecranian

cavity is often perforated. 1892 Syd. Sec. Lex.,Qlecrania?.

Olefactible, obs. variant of OLFACTIBLE a.

Olefiant (^"'l/foiiant, ^Irfiant), a. Chew. [a.
F. olcfiant, in gaz ottjiant, the name given in 1795
by the Dutch chemists, Deiman, Pacts van Troost-

wyk, Bondt, and Lauwerenburgh (C'relt. Ann. 1795
II- J 95> 3 10 ) 43) ;

m form a pr. pple. of a vb.
'

otifier
1

to make oil, to '

olefy *.] ///. Making or

forming oil: only in Olefiant gas : the name
originally given to heavy carburetted hydrogen or
ETHYLENE (C 2H 4 ), from its forming with chlorine
an oily liquid (* Dutch oil ',

' D. liquid ').

1807 T. THOMSON Chem. (ed. 3> II. 413 This gas, which
was first examined by the Dutch chemi>ts, received from
them the name of olefiant gas. 1813 SIR H. DAVY Agric.
Chem. iii. (1814) 124 Olefiant gas burns with a bright white

light. 1873 WATTS Fowncs' Cheat, (ed. n) 166 Olefiant gas
is colourless, neutral, and but slightly soluble in water. 1877

Fownes 1

Oig+Chem. II. 56 Ethtne, or Ethylene, CaH*,
also called Olefiant gas,, .unites readily with chlorine, bro-

mine, and iodine, forming oily liquids.

Olefine
(^-I/fin).

Chem. Also -in. [f. OLE-
FIANT with ending -INK

">.]
The general name for

the series of hydrocarbons homologous with ole-

fiant gas or ethylene, having the general formula
Cn H an ; forming with chlorine and bromine oily
dichlorides and dibromides analogous to Dutch

liquid (see prec.V Also attrib.
,
as olefine series.

1860 F. OuTiiKir: in Jrni. Chem. Soc. [I] XII. 109 The
isolation of the so-called organic radicals, the hydrides of the

olefines. 1866 KOSCOE Eleni. Chem. 297 The higher carbon
series yield olefines corresponding to ethylene. 1873 WATTS
Foivncs' Chem. (ed. n) 552 Olefines are polymeric. 1879
SCHORLEMMER Rise ff Devel. Organ. Chem. (1894), The
second series we call, with Guthne, the Olefines, after the

initial member which was first known as olefiant gas. 1899
E. F. SMITH Richtcrs Organ, Chem. 1. 89 Cn H*ii : Olefines,

Alkylens, Alkenes.

Oleic (oltik, o'l/|ik), a. Chem. [f. L. ole-um

oil + -ic.] lit. Pertaining to or derived from

oil; spec, in Oleic acid\ one of the fatty acids

(C 18H 3|O3 ), occurring in most fats, aud a cou-
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stituent of most soaps ;
obtained as an oily liquid,

colourless, tasteless, and inodorous (when pure") ;

also called elaic acid
\

in //. extended to the

series of acids to which this belongs : see quot.
1 899, Okie ether : a general name for the oleates

of hydrocarbon radicals, esp. oleate of ethyl,

C.sH^C.HOO,.
1819 J. G. CHILDREN Chcnt. Anal. 315 Oleic acid was

obtained by Chevreul from the soluble portion of the soap
formed with hog's lard and potassa. 1836 Btae&W, AIag-
XXXIX. 303 One of three acids, either the ole'ic, margaritic,
or cetic. 1866-77 WATTS Diet. Clicju. IV. 192 Oleic acid

crystallises from alcoholic solution in dazzling white needles.

Ibid. 195 Oleate of Ethyl or Oleic Ether. ,is a colourless

liquid of specific gravity 0-87 at 18. 1871 KOSCOE Eli'iit.

Chem. 387 The natural oils and fats are all compounds of

glycerin, chiefly with palmitic, oleic, or stearic acids. 1894
Daily Graphic 20 Apr. 13/2 The smoothing of troubled
waters by means of oil has been recently scientifically

investigated,, .the quieting effect of all oils or soaps used is

in direct proportion to the amount of free oleic acid they
contain. 1899 E. F. SMITH Richters Organ. Chew. 276
Oleic Acids, Olefjne Monocarbonylic Acids, C H-..n-i CO2 H.
The acids of this series, bearing the name Oleic Acids,
because oleic acid belongs to them, differ from the fatty acids

by containing two atoms of hydrogen less than the latter.

Oleiferous (0h"|i'ftr3s\ a. Also erron. oli-

ferous. [f. L. type *oleifert
f. ole-um oil : see

I-FEKOUS.] Producing oil.

1804 fried. Jrnl. XII. 93 The oliferous Chinese radish, .is

much cultivated in Piedmont and the Milanese. 1849
MUKCHISON Siluria xviii. (1854) 443 The. .limestones of

Trenton, which are more or les-i oleiferous from Quebec to

the Manitoulin Islands. 1857 LIVINGSTONE Trav, xv. 272
Castor-oil-plant or various other oliferous seeds.

Oleill (0 *lz|in). Chem. [X.nned oldine by Chev-

reul, f. L. ole-ujji oil + -IN J
,
after glycerin.]

1. Chem. The trioleate of glyceryl, C3 H5

(C 18H 33O2X, one of the most widely diffused of the

natural fats, obtained as a colourless oily liquid,

solidifying at 6C.; also called elain. In //.

applied to the oleates of glyceryl or glycerides
of oleic acid in general ;

the above being dis-

tinctively called triolein.

1838 T. THOMSON Chem. Org. Bodies 126 Olein is white, very
liquid, and lighter than water, c 1865 LETHKBV in Circ. Sc.
I. 94/1 Tallow consists of several fat> ; one of which (oleine)
is liquid at ordinary temperatures. 1866-77 WATTS Diet.
Chem. IV. 179 [Drying oils] contain an olein different from
that of the non-drying oils, and yielding by saponificaiion,
not oleic, but linoleic acid or an acid similar thereto.

2. (See quots. )

j893THORi'E Diet. Appl. Chem. III. 59/1 Olein. .is applied
commercially to any liquid oil obtained from partly solid

oils by pressure. . .The product of the cold pressing of cocoa-
nut and palm oil is known as'cpcoanut olein

'

and 'palm
olein

'

respectively. Ibid. 36 An impure oleic acid, known
as olein or wool oil, and employed for oiling wool, and for

making lubricants and soaps, is prepared from the 'York-
shire grense

'

obtained from the soap used in cleaning.,
fibre-, yarns, and cloth.

t Ole'ity. Obs. rare- , [ad. L. oleitas
t

f. oka

olive.]
1656 BLovxT<?A>jy^r.,0/tvVy{0/aVaAthetimeof gathering

Olives, or the Olives when th'jy are gather 'd to makeoyl of;
also oyliness.

t Olen, Ollen. Obs. [Russ. O.ieHb oU'n* deer,

stag = OSlav./&/, Pol./t7tf, Lith. tints ^ OLith.

clients stag; whence Ger. elcn, elcnd, elendthicr,
transf. to the elk (Russ. los\ Pol. los} ; see also

ELAND, KLLAN, ELLEND.] A red deer, a stag.
1591 G. FLETCHER Russe Commw. (Hakluyt Soc.) 14 Their

beasts of strange kinds are the losh [
=

elk], the olle'i

[=stag], the wild horse. 1598 HAKI.UYT l-'oy. I. 284 He
commanded them to kille fiue Olens or great Deere. Ibid.

337 Samoeds . . whose meate is flesh of Olens or Harts, and
fish. 1613 PUKCHAS Pilgrimage iv. xvii. 431 They worship
the Sunne, the Ollen and the Losy [elk], and such like.

fOle-nght. [Q prep.
I b and LENGTH

ifi.]
Afar.

a 1340 HAM POLE Psalter xxxvii. 12 J>ai J>at ware biside me
stode olenght.

Oleilt (<?u'lent), a. rare. [ad. L. ofent-etn, pr.

pple. of oUre to smell.] Smelling, giving out a

smell or scent.

1607 TOPSKLL Fottr-f. Beasts (1658) 176 Martial calleth it

[the fox] olidam valpent an olent or smelling beast. 1831
Frasers Mag. IV. 523 The whole number is disgustingly
olent of parliamentary affairs. 1868 BROWNING Ring $ Bk.
ix. 313 The cup, he

fa_ butterfly] quaffs at, lay with olent
breast Open to gnat, midge, bee and moth as well.

-olent, suffix of words from L., as sanguinolent ,

vinolent, violent : see -ULENT.

Oleo (Jo-lw).
1. Commercial contraction for OLEOMARGARINE,

esp. in the U.S. sense of artificial butter or MAR-
GARINE.

1884 Daily News n Dec. 3/6 There is one firm in London
which is able to turn out from ten to twenty tons of this

valuable oleo per week. 1888 /'all Mall G. 26 Ian. 12/1
When the law [of Iowa] coim tiled the sale of 'oleo for what
it was. . . From 2 c. to 3 c. per pound more has been realized
for the summer make of butter than would have been were
it not for the

*

oleo
'

law.

2. Oleo oil: a name given (esp. in U.S.) to

OLEOMARGARINE (in the Eng. and Fr. sense).

1893 THORPE Diet. Afifil. Cliem. III. 59 Pressure is

gradually applied, and the expressed oil constitutes the
* oleo oil ',

. . a soft, granular, tasteless, and nearly colourless

fat. The hard fat remaining in the filter bags forms the

' beef
*

or oleo-stearin . . sold to the soap and candle makers.
a 1895 ly'cstm. Caz. n Sept. 3/2 In this country .. they
use oleo oil, or any other foreign fat, in order to make as

close and good an imitation [of cheese] as they can.

Oleo, obs. form of OLIO.

Oleo- \ov\io) ,
used a. as combining form of L.

oleum oil, in various technical and scientific deriva-

tives and compounds. [Cf. late L. ohomella, oleo*

selinon, in Isidore Orig. t ^450.] The chief of

these appear in their places as main words
; the

following are other examples.
O'leodwct [after aqueduct], a duct or channel for

the conveyance of oil from an oil-well or oil-field.

O leoje'ctor, an automatic apparatus for injecting
oil for lubrication. Oleo*meter [-METER], an in-

strument for determining the density, and so the

purity, of oils; = KL.EOMETER. O'leopte ne, Chem.

[Gr. TITTJISUS winged, volatile], the liquid part of

a volatile oil; = EL.EOPTENE (Webster, 1864).
leorefracto meter, an instrument for measuring

the refractive power of oils.
|]
O leosa'ccharum

[mod.L., f. L. sacchantm sugar], a pharmaceutical
preparation made by triturating an essential oil

with sugar.
b. as comb, form of oleic* olein, as in OLEO-

MAKGAKINE: so oleo-palwitin, oleo-stearin (see
OLEO oil, quot. 1893). O leophospho'ric a. Chem.
in oleophosphoric acid, *a phosphoretted fatty acid

contained in the brain' (Watts Diet. Chew?),
1886 Pall Klall G. 8 Oct. n/i The Government decided

upon the construction of an *oleoduct.. .The line must start

from Baku, but the terminal point on the Black Sea is left

open for the present. 1884 Health E.vhib. Ctital. 110/1
I'.itcnt "Oleojector for lubricating steam engine cylinders.
1861 HULME tr. Moquin-Tandon n. ni.i. 105 Cod-liver oil..

should stand at 392 of Lefebvre's *oleometer. 1866-77
WATTS Diet. Chem, IV. iSi Lefebvre . . has constructed . .a

hydrometer of peculiar construction, called an oleometer,

having a very large cylindrical bulb and a very long stem,
on which are inscribed densities from 0-8 to 0-94 for the

temperature 15 ,
each density corresponding to that of a

commercial oil. 1839-47 TODD Cycl. Anat. III. 587/2
A peculiar fatty acid called ^oleophosphoric. 1873 KAI.FK

rhys. Chan. 18 Oleophosphoric Acid is a yellowish gummy
substance, composed of oleic acid, glycerin, and phosphoric
acid. 1897 D.iily News 2 Oct. 2/5 This.. is an *uleore-

fractometer. .whose business it is to tell. .the truth about
our butler, our oil, our fat. 1757 A. COOPER Distiller \\. vi.

(1760) 131 Take some fine Loaf Sugar and. .Oil, ..rub them
well together in a Glass Mortar, which is what the Chemists
call making an "Olcosaccharmn.

Oleograph (<?
i

'l^graf;. [f. OLEO- + -GRAPH.]
A picture printed in oil-colours in imitation of an

oil-painting. Hence CMeogra'phic <z., pertaining
to oleographs or oleography; of the nature of or

resembling an oleograph.
1880 WEBSTKR SuppL, Oleograph. 1885 Pall Ma'l G.

1 June 6/i Conventional oleograpnic enlargements of indi-

vidual
figures. 1892 Athens?um 2 July 33/1 It isoleographlc

in its delineations of the gushing aspirations of the school-
room mi-;s. 1897 MARY KlHGBUCY //'. Africa 412 Framed
oleographs of English farmyard scenes.

Oleography (<*di|fgrift), [f. OLEO- +

-GK.U'HY.] The art or process of printing pictures
in oil colours, by a method of chromolithography.
1873 Contcin/>. Rev. XXII. 270 They would employ the

detestable art of Oleography. 1875 tr. \
T
ogeCs Cheat. Light

xv. 250 \Ve must express an adverse opinion against oleo-

graphy.

Oleomargarine (J^lwimft-jgftr/n, -in), [f.

OLEO- b + MARGARINE. Often mispronounced
(-maud^arfn), as if spelt -mai-gerim.]
A fatty substance obtained by extracting the

liquid portion from clarified beef fat by pressure,
and allowing it to solidify ;

with the addition of

butyrin, or more or less admixture of butter, milk,
etc. and sometimes of refined lard, it forms a sub-

stitute for natural butter, formerly sold as batten tic,

but now legally called in Great Britain (also in

France, Germany, Denmark, etc.) margarine.
In U.S., oleomargarine, popularly o!co, is the recognized

name of the commercial product, the expressed fat being
distinguished as oleo'Otl.

The name oleo-niargarine was applied as early as 1854
by the French chemist Berthelot (Ann. Chim. Phys. XL I.

242 footnote) to a solid substance obtained c 1838 by Pelouze
and Boudet (Comptes Rendtts VII. 66s) from olive oil, which
was regarded as a combination of the oleine and '

margarine
'

of Chevreul and IJerthelot. (See MAKGARINE.) According
to the view then held, oleine^

'

margarine ', and stearinc,
were regarded as the essential constituents of animal fat.

As butter, or the fat of milk, consists
according

to Chevreul

mainly of oleine and '

margarine ', with a small amount of

butyrin and allied principles, M. Mege-Mouries in 1869-71
experimented on its artificial production by the extraction
of the ole'ine and 'margarine from animal fat, with sub-

sequent processes for the addition of butyrin, etc. Hence
the name oleo-margarine for the supposed combination of
oleine and '

margarine
'

thus extracted As further research
lias shown that neither the *

margarine
'

of Chevreul, nor
the olco-inargariue of Berthelot are definite chemical sub-

stances, these names are no longer in chemical use, and
*

oleo-margarine
' has only a manufacturing or commercial

use for the fatty substance described above, or (as in U. S.) for

the artificial butter (MARGARINE) made from it.

[1871 Set. Anicr. 26 Aug. 129 Since 1869 M. Mege has
endeavoured to utilize the oleine and margarine obtained on

pressing animal fatty matters in the manufacture of stearine.

1872 -I- Scient, 742 C'est avec role'o-manrarine
r-r. 'T__ i .-

fc ^

Specif. No. 146,012 In order to separate the oleomargarin
from the stearine, separated crystallizers or crystallizations,
at unequal temperatures have been already employed. 1873
Sci Anier. 18 Oct. 246 The manufacture of artificial butter

by the 'Oleomargarine Manufacturing Company'. 1881
Law ofIllinois State in Chicago Times 4 June, No person
shall mix oleomargarine.. with any butter or cheese., with-
out distinctly marking.. the article or package. 1881-82
[see BUTTBHNB]. 1888 BRYCE Amer. Comrniv. II. 201
Bills .. prohibiting the sale of oleomargarine as butter.

1891 THORPK I^tct. Appl. Chem. II. 517/2 The greater pro-
portion of the oleomargarine extracted in America and
elsewhere is, however, exported direct to Holland, to be
there converted into margarine. Ibid. 518/1 The term
'oleomargatine

'

should be confined to the animal oil used
in making margarine. 1000 PLKKIN & KIPPING Organic
Cheat, ix. 170 Artificial butter, or margarine, is prepared
from oleomargarine. .manufactured from the best ox-sue(.
..When carefully prepared, it is a wholesome substitute
for butler, and probably just as nutritious.

Hence Oleomarga ric a., consisting of olein and
(

margarine
'

; pertaining to oleomargarine.
1873 U. S. Patent Specif. No. 146,012 The stearine is

deposited in the form of teats at the middle of the oleo-

margaric liquid.

Oleone, -on (o^\i\o^n}. Chem. [i. L. oleum oil

+ -ONE.] An oily liquid, obtained by the distilla-

tion of oleic acid with lime; supposed to be the

ketone of oleic acid.

1840 Penny Cycl. XVI. 425. 1866-77 WATTS Diet. Chem.
IV. 196.

Oleoresin (^l&ire*zin). [f.
OLEO- + RESIN.]

a. A natural mixture of a volatile oil and a resin ;

a balsam, b. A mixture of an oil (fixed or vola-

tile) and a resin or other active substance, artificially
obtained by evaporation from an ether tincture.

1853,0. JOHNSTON Nat. Hist. E. Bord. I. 248 The oleo-
resin of the Male-Fern is an excellent remedy for tapeworm.
c 1865 LHTHEBV in Circ. Sc. I. 106/2 Turpentine freely
absorbs oxygen from the air, and is converted into an
oleo-resin. 1876 HARLKY Alat. Med. (ed. 6< 405 These
trees, .secrete a large quantity of oleo-resin which exudes
as a varnish or in granular masses from cracks in the bark.

1898 Allbutt's Syst. Mcd. V. 82 The internal administration
ot ..the essential oils, the olco-re^ins, and the balsams.

Hence O'leore'sinous a., of" the nature of an

olcoresin.
1861 lieNTi.KV Man. Bot. 474 Trees, which abound in an

oleo-resinous juice. 1883 HALDANE Workshop Receipts II.

289/1 Dissolving anyoleo-resinous dtpo^it in . .rectified spirit.

Oleose (,
(?u 'l/ i^us, -to^'s), a. Now rare. [ad. L.

oleos-its oily, f. ole-ttm oil : see -OSE.]
= OLEOOS.

1675 Phil. Trans. X. 484 Slime, out of which they suck

something oK-ose. 1754 HUXHAM ibid. XLVIII. 37 The
oleose part of the spirit of w inc. 1869 ng'. JMeth. 24 Dec.

357/2 It is of an oleose consistence.

OleO'Sity. Now rare or Obs.
[f.

as prec. +
-TTY. Cf. It. oliosita 'oylienes, fatnes* (Florio
I 59^)-] Oily quality or consistence; oiliness.

1610 H. JONSON Alch. n. v, By his viscositie, His oleositie,

and his suscitabiluie. 1627 tr. Batons Life fy Death (1651)

37 Saffron.. is both notably Astringent, and hath besides
an Oleosity,

Oleous (<?u'h'( 3s), a. Now rare or Obs. [ad. L.

okos-zts, i. olc-itm oil : see -ousJ Of the nature or

consistence of oil ; containing oil
; oily.

1601 Hoi i.ANn /'//r II. 125 The root yeeldeth no oleous

snlistanc'.-, but ;t reddish juice. 1682'!. OIBSON Anat. (1697)

9 It is bred of a viscous and oleous vapour of the blood.

1747 tr. A ^t rue's I'ez'crs 148 They .. may be combined with
oleous remedies.

Olephant, -aunte, obs. forms of ELEPHANT.

Olepi, -y, var. ON LEFT Obs., only, sole.

Olepotride, obs. variant of OLLA PODRIDA.

Oler, variant ;now dial.} of ALOER.
1665-76 RI:A Flora, (ed. 2) 18 A good quantity of short

stick* of O!er, Withy, or any soft wood. 1879 BRITTEN 8;

HOLLAND Plant-n.^ Oler. See Owler. . .Owler, Alnus giuti-

nosa, L. Ches. (or Oler).

Oleraceons (pler^'Jas), a. [f. L. (k}olerdce-us

J. (Ji)ohts t (h}oler~ pot-herb) + -OU3.] Of the

nature of a pot-herb, or vegetable used in cookery ;

obtained from a pot-herb.
<f 1682 SLK T. HROWNK Tracts 28 An herby and oleraceous

vegetable. 1822-34 Ge-rfs St-idy Mid. (ed. 4) I. 487 The
oleraceous and especially the mucilaginous demulcents.

1848 HARDY in Proc. Z>Yw. Nat. Club II. No. 6. 329

Caterpillars of various.. moths that infest oleraceous plants.

t D. Belonging to the division 0/eracex or

Holeracex in Linnaeus's proposed Natural System,

corresponding to the Chenopodiacex and other

apetalous Orders, and including various esculent

herbs, as spinach, beet, etc. Obs.

1785 MARTYS Rousseau s Bot. xvii. (1794) 221 Among the

Olt'>(icc<nts plants in the natural orders of Linnaeus, by other

authors called Afftalmts. Such are all the Goosefoots...

Heel is very nearly allied to these.. .The Glassworts are also

of this Oleraceous tribe.

Olericulture (flerik^ltiu.0- rare~~. [f.
I-

olus, oler- (see prec.)> after agrictilture^ horticul-

ture, etc.] The cultivation of pot-herbs or other

esculent vegetables. So O-leric\vlturally adv.

(rare
1

}, in relation to olericulture.

1888 Amer. Nat. XXII. 867 The Divarf Kales .. oleri-

ulturally considered they are quite distinct.



OLERIE.

fOlerie. Obs. rare. [a. OF. oterie (Mes oleries

de devant Noil '), 1^78 in Godef.] See quot. and
cf. O int. Ii 2.

1892 KIRK Abingdon Ace. p. xxvi. note, The Oleries, or
Anthems in Advent beginning with O.

tO'leron. Obs. Also 6 oldryn(n)e, olron,

old^ron, oulderon. See also AI.LUON. A kind

of coarse fabric (^pp- for sail-cloth); ?originally
made at Oleron in France.

iSia Lett, fy Papers Hen. VIII, II. 1456, 148 bolts of

'oldrynnes ', 12^. the bolt. 1545 Rates of Customs cj,
Olrons the bplte \\s. viij</. 1583 Ibid. D v b, Oulderons the

bolt containing xxx. Yardes xiij,f. iiij//. 1561 in Rogers
Agric. ft Prices III. 490/4 Oldrons canvas 24 bolts (a, 17/6.

1562 Ibid. 491/1 Olderon canvas.

Oless, obs. form of UNLESS conj.

Olfacient (^If^'J'ent). rare. \zA.\s.olfacientem,

pr. pple. of olfaccre to smell (trans.), contr. from

oh'fat'cre^ f. ole-re to smell + faccre to make.] Some-

thing that affects the sense of smell.

1822-34 Good's Study Med. (ed. 4) III. 200 An atmosphere, ;

in which only a few particles of sternutatories or other acrid '

olfacients are floating.

tO'lfact, sb. Obs. rare" 1
, [ad. L. olfactu-s

smelling, smell, f. olfacere\ see prec.] The organ
or sense of smell.

i6s7ToMLiN'so Renoifs Disp. 274 To the gust acrimonious, !

to the olfact fragrant.

O'lflMSt f>!fe'kt)f . rare, affected. [t.'L.olfacf-, ,

ppl. stem of offacere : see prec.] trans. To smell.
'

1663 BUTLKR Hud. i. i. 742 There is a Machiavilian Plot I

{Thougli ev'ry Nare olfact it not). 1805 T. HARRAL Scenes
|

of Life II. 105 Sweet olfacted scents in dear Bond Street. '

1826 HOR. SMITH Tor Hill (1838) II. 335 Can you olfact ,

this redolent ragout, and yet tear me from it?

Olfactible (?lfce-ktib'l), a. Also 8 olefact-,

9 -able. [f. L. olfact-^ ppl. stem (see prec.) +

-TELE.] That irmy be smelled.
c 1705 BERKELEY Comin.-pl. Bk. in Fraser Life (1871) 476

Gustable and olefactible perceptions. 1825 JAS. MILL in

Hiestin. Rev. Jan. 188 Palpable virulence ! he might as
well have called it olfactable virulence. 1881 G. ALLEN
Evolutionist at Large, Microscopic Brains, As our world is

mainly a world of visible objects, theirs [ants'], I believe, is

mainly a world of olfactible things.

Olfaction (^Ifce-kjan). [n. of action f. L.

olfaccre: see above.] The action of smelling or

the sense of smell.
a 1846 DUNGUSON cited in Worcester. 1873 A. FLINT PJiys.

'

llfan, Mem. Syst. \. 16 The special senses, such as sight,

audition, olfaction, and gustation. 1897 Allbutfs Syst. Med.
IV. 695 If the neurosis of olfaction be due to local disease.

Olfactive ^Iforktiv), a.
[f. L. olfact-, ppl. j

stem (see above) + -IVE.] Of or pertaining to the

sense of smell, olfactory.
1654 GAYTON Picas. Notes iv. xxii. 274 He summons their

olfactive forces before he will storme. 1686 \V. HARRIS tr.

Lenterys Course Chem. i. xxi. (ed. 3) 458 The tickling

pleasure which this smell produces in the brain by means of
the olfactive nerve. 1847-9 TOOD Cycl, Anat. IV. 701/1
The contact of the odoriferous medium with the olfactive

surface. 1874 CARPI-.NTER Ment. Pkys. i. ii. 38 Either the

Optic, the Olfactive, or the Auditory nerve.

Olfactor (^Ifcc'ktai). rare~ l

. [agent-n. in L.

form from olfaccre : see above.] He who or that

which smells ;
a smelling agent.

1829 SOUTHEY SirT. More(i%-$\\ II. 276 And if thy nose. .

were anything more than the ghost of an olfactor, I would
offer thee a pinch [of snuff].

Olfactory t^lfe-ktari), a. and sb. [ad. L.

*otfactori-us adj. (found only in the absol. offactoria

bouquet), f. olfactory see above and-ORY.]
A. adj. Of or pertaining to the sense of smell,

connected or concerned with smelling.
1658 PHILLIPS, Olfactory, belonging to the sense ofsmelling.

1670 rhil. Trans. V. 2060 Vesalius was the first, that

rightly observed the Olfactory Nerves. 1799 Med. Jrnl. I.

243 Daily experience proves the importance of the olfactory
sensations. 1880 GUNTHKR Fishes 109 The olfactory organ
is single in Brauchiostoma and the Cyclostomes.

B. sb. An organ of smelling.
1823 I. BADCOCK DOHI. A musem. 166 Persons, .who keep

their olfactory out of the effluvia of other's ills. 1884 J. TAIT
Mind in Matter

(1892) 64 Something, .that affects the mind
through the olfactories.

fb. and c. fSee quota.) Obs. rare .

1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Olfactory, a Posie or Nose-gay,
any thing to smell to. 1775 ASH, Olfactory, the power of

smelling.
Hence Olfa'ctorily adv., in the sense of smell.
1888 Century Mag. XXXV. 363 He was olfactorily

impressed.

f O 'Ifend. Obs. Also 3 oluente, -onte, Orm.
ollfennt. [Com. Teut. : OE. olfend and olfenda
= MHG. olbent\ also with change of formative

OS. olbundeo, ON. &lfaldit
Goth, ulbandus masc.,

OHG. olbanta, olbenta^ MHG. olbande^ olbende^
olbente fern. Sec note below.] A camel.

971 Blickl. Horn. 169 Se J>e mid bon anum hraegle waes

^e^yrwed J>e of olfenda hffirum awunden WKS. c 1000 Ags.
Gosp. Matt. iii. 4 Johannes, .haefde reaf of olfenda hserum.
t:n6o Hation Gosp. ibid., Of oluende ha^re. r 1200 ORMIN
3208 Hiss clab wass off ollfenntess hffir. c iaoo Trin. Coll.

Horn. 127 Stark haire of oluente [was] his wede. Ibid. 195
Seuen Jwsend shep and brie busend oluontes.

[.\'otf. The similarity between this ancient Teutonic name
[

for the camel, and the Gr. eA$acT- ELEPHANT, has excited I

much attention, without receiving any satisfactory explana-
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tion. Some have thought the Teut. word adopted from
Gr., with mistaken identification of the animals ; others
think of an original relation>hip between pre-Hellenic
*lt>bhant- and pre-Teut. *ll>Jtant, as the name of some real
or imaginary gigantic beast. But the resemblance may also
be merely accidental; it is strongest in the case of OE.
offend, Qrm'msollfcnnt 'camel

', and M\L.olifant t oliphant^
1

elephant '. The only app. certain cognates of Goth.
ttlbandus are Slavonic: OS. vclil^dft, vettl<l$di~t, Kuss.

B0.1-, BOpGaio;rj>, vel',vcrbl>itd, Czech velbloud^ Lith. w-
t'litdas, which Miklosich considers to be adopted from OTeut.
with modification by popular etymology.]

Olhnen, olhtnen, var. OLUHNEN v. Obs.

Oli, Oliaster, obs. ff. OIL, HOLY, OLEASTER.
Oliban (^liban). [a. F. oliban (13-14^ c. in

Hatz.-Darm.), ad. L. olibanum
^\

= next.

ciS3o Remedy Love 214 Brcathyngan Aromatike redolence

Surmountyng Olibane. 1857 Old Commodore II. 54 Gum
oliban and myrrh two ounces each.

I! Olibanum (<?li-banm). Also 6 oly-, 7 ole-,
olli-. [a. med.L. olibanum^ nth c. (in Sp., It.

olibanOj F. oliban\ inimed. or indirectly from Gr.

\tfiavos, late L. libanus (Vulgate) frankincense.]
An aromatic gum resin obtained .'roin trees of the

genus Boswellia, appearing in commerce in the
form of irregular yellowish, lumps; formerly used
as a medicine but now chiefly as incense.

1398 TREVISA Burth. De /*. A', xvn. clxxiii. (1495) 714 The
tree . . hyyht Libanus and the gumme thurof hyghte Oli-

banum, and hath that name of a mount in Arabia. 6-1475
Sqr. lou'e Desire 8.|Q Cloves tliat be swetesmellyng, Franken-
sence and olibanum. 1583 Rates of Customs 1) iv b, Oli-
banum the pound \\\d, 1605 TIMMK Quersit. m. 172 Take
.. aloes hepat., myrihe, olebanum, mastic. 1625 PUKCHAS
Pilgrims 1. in. xi. 273 A sma.Il Frigut of Shaher, laden
with course Ollibanum. 1712 tr. Pomct's Hist. Drugs I. 200
Olibanum drops from the Tree plentifully, in roundish

Drops. 1899 tt'estm. Gaz. 23 Sept. 8/3 It is popularly
supposed that there is a trade secret in the making of incense,
but . .it is composed simply of gum olibanum, Siam benjamin,
cascarilla bark, myrrh, and copal varnish.

{Note. Various suggestions have been offered to account for

the med.L. form; e. g, that the word has been influenced by
oleum oil, or was pern, contracted from oleum libaui; that
it contains the Gr. article o Ai/fopoc ; that it is derived from
or influenced by the Arabic al'lnban.\

Olibene (p-libm). Chem. [f. prec. + -EXE.]
A volatile oil, C, H| 6 , obtained from olibanum.
1881 WATTS Diet. Chem. 3rd Suppl. 1433 Olibene, treated

with dry hydrochloric acid gas, forms a crystalline hydro-
chloride, smelling like camphor ., melting at 127.
t Oli'biail. Obs. [irreg. f. L. olib(anum + -TAX.]
= OLIBANUM. Chiefly attrib., as ohbian-tree.

1605 TI.M.ME Quersit. m. 177 Take ..of the barke of the

olibjan tree. 1646 J. GBEGOUY Notes fy Obs. Ep. Ded. (1650)
4 Like those Subterraneous Olibian Lampes.
fOli'che, obs. form of ALIKK.
^1330 R. BRUNNE Clirou. ]Vace (Rolls) 41 Saxons Inglis

hight alle oliche.

Olid flid), a. [ad. L. olid-us smelling, f. olcre

to smell: see -ID 1
.] Having a strong disagreeable

smell; fetid, rank.
1680 BOYLE Produc. Chem. Prlnc. i. iv. Wks. I. 608 Urine,

of which .. olid and despicable liquor I choose to make an
instance. 1684 tr. Sonet's Merc. Conipit. xix. 771 The olid

or rank smell of Belch ings. 1822-34 Good's .Study Mtd.
(ed. 4) II. 341 The sweat is copious, but proves by its sour
and olid smell, that it is a morbid secretion.

tO'lidpUS, a. Obs. rare 1
, [-ous.]

^
prec.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. in. iv. 114 This humor may
be a garous excretion, or a rancide and olicious separation.

Olie,obs. form of OIL
;
Olifant: see OLIPHAXT.

Olife, obs. var. of olive, ALIVE. Oliff, Oli-

fiant, Olifene : see OLIVE, OLEFIAXT, OLEFJNE.

Oligacanthous, Oligsemia, Oligandrous,
Oliganthous: see OLIGO-.

Oligarch (p'ligaak), sb. [ad. Gr. oXi-yapx-^ f.

6\iy-os few + apx~fiv to rule. Cf. mod.L. oli-

garchy mocl.F. oligarque (i9th c. in Little)-] A
member of an oligarchy ; one of a few holding

power in a state.

a 1610 HEALEY Tkeophrastus (1636) 89 Olygarches, or

principal men in a state, have these conditions. 1821 BYRON
T-wo Foscari 11. i, Groan 'd under the stern oligarchs. 1849
GROTE Greece n. xliii. V. 287 He established the oligarchs
in that town as citizens and sold the Demos as slaves. 1868

Spectator 14 Nov. 1333 In mediaeval Hungary, the central

power of the Crown had to contend with that of the great
territorial oligarchs.

Oligarch (p-Hgaik), a. Bot. [mod. f. Gr.

y-os few + &PXn origin.] Proceeding from few

points of origin, said of the primary xylem (or

wood) of the root.

1884 BOWER & SCOTT De Bary's Phaner. 353 In almost all

Dicotyledons where the point has been investigated, the

original bundle of the root is oligarch, usually with 2, 3, or 4
rays, more rarely with 6 or 8. Ibid. 387 Nearly related

plants., show the usual behaviour of oligarch roots.

Oligarchal (p-ligaikal), a.
[f. OLIGARCH sb.

(or mod.L. oligarcha) + -AL.] = next.

1787 GLOVER Atlteniad xin. Poems (1810) 123/1 The whole
defence, Our oligarchal tyrants have to boast, Are poor
barbarians, scarce three hundred strong. 1826 in Hare
Guesses Ser. i. (1873) 79 Close boroughs are said to be an .

oligarchal innovation on the ancient Constitution of England. \

Oligarchic (fliga-akik),<z. [ad. Gr. faiyapxuc-
j

6s, f. u\tyapx-r}S OLIGARCH : see -1C
; pern, through !

a mod.L. oligarchie~u$ or F. oligarchique (Oresme ,

OLIGO-.

I4thc.).] Of, pertaining to, or of the nature of an

j
oligarchy ;

carried on, administered or governed by
I an oligarchy; supporting or advocating oligarchy.

a 1649 DRUMM. OF HAWTH. Skiatttachia'W\i. (1711) 191He sent a letter to the lords uf his privy-council of Scot-
Kind, declaring the unju>t proceedings of this oligarchii.k
pnuur against h:s royal person and kingly office. 1768 74
TUCKER Lt. Nat. (18341 *! 486 Grievous and crying ^bu-cs
have been committed.. in secular government under all its

forms, whether democratical, oligarchic, or monarchical.
i8yi I!LACKTE Four Phases'i. 129 '1 he strong bulwark against
autocratic or oligarchic oppies>ion.

Oligarchical ^li^a'jkikal), a. [f. as prec. +
-AL.] - prec.
1586 BRIGHT Mclaiich. xil. 59 Which popularitie of ad-

ministration nature will none uf, nor yet with any holygar-
cicall or mixt, 1586 T. B. La Primand, Fr. Acati. i. (1594?
584 Megabytes .. perswaded the oligarchicall governnnriit.
1621 IU-R-ION.-Imit.Mtl. in. ii- vi. iii. (1651)56981^ will,. wear
the breeches in her oligarchicall government. 1839 TUIHL-
WAI.I. Greece xliii. V. 261 A laryc >liare of power was thrown
into the hands of nn oligarchical faction.

Hence Oliga'rchically adv., in an oligarchical
manner, by an oligarchical government.
1850 GROTE Greece \\. Iv. VII. 19 Tegcn, situated on the

frontiers of I.aconia and oligarchically governed, was tena-

ciously attached to Sparta.

Oligarchism (/Higaakiz'm). [f. OLIGARCH sb.

-t- -LsM.J Oligarchy as a principle or system.
^1866 Daily Tel. 18 Jan. 5/2 The opposition to ^..feuda-
lism of the King and the mure dogmatic and intolerant

Oligarchism of M, de Bismarck.

O'ligarchist. rare.
[f.

as prec. + -IST.] An
advocate or supporter of oligarchy.
1659 HARRINGTON I'alerins fy Publicofa Wks. (1700) 488

Such as aie pLunly Oligarchies, or shall exercise bya force,
and without elei il-.m by the People, such a Power as is both
naturally and declaredly in the People, and in them only.

Oligarchize ^liga.jkai/;, v. [f.
as prec. +

-I/E.] trans. To convert into an oligarchy; to

subject to an oligarchy.
1850 C;ROTF. Greece n. l.xii. VIII. 36 The remaining five to

oligaichise the dt-'pendent allit-s. a 1873 I-ViniN ransanias
in. iv. (1878) 471 Sparta .. will no more have the power to

oligarchic democracy.

Oligarchy (p-ligaJki). [ad. Gr. o\tyapx'ia

government in the hands of a few, f. as u\iynpxr/s
OLIGARCH + abstract ending -i'a; probably through
med.L. oligarchia (Du C'ange) ;

cf. F. oligarchic,

(Oiesme, i4th c.).] Government by the few
;

a form of government in which the power is con-

fined to a few persons or families; also
f
the body

of persons composing such a government.
1577 tr - Bullinger's Dt-cndes (1592) 169 Hut if these chief

or head men vse euill meanes to come to authority, .then is

their government not to be called an Aristocracie, but an
Oligarchic, a 1618 RALEIGH Rcm. (1644) 7 ,-\n Oligarchy is

the swerving, or the corruption uf an Aristocracy. 1651
HOBHES Leviathan n. xix. 95 They that are displeased with

Aristocracy, catled it Oligarchy. 1790 KURKK /';-, Rev. 283
An ignoble oligarchy founded on the destruction of the

crown, the church, the nubility,and the people. 1835 THIKL-
WALL Greece I. 397 It ceased to be, in the Greek sense, an
aristocracy; it became a faction, an oligarchy. 1861 BRIGHT
Sp. Amcr. 4 Dec. 11876) 99 Those whose sympathies warm
towards the slave oligarchy of the South.

). /)//;/. [Named \%v\(oligis(t}

by Haiiy, ad. Gr. oAryitTTos least, super), of 0X1705

few, little.] More fully oligist iron : A variety of

native iron sesquioxid or ha-matite : so called as

containing less iron than the magnetic oxide.
1828 WEBSTER s. v., Oligist iron, so called, is a crystalized

tritoxyd of iron. 1853 TH. Ross Ihtmboldfs Trav. III.

xxxii. 397 The origin, .appears similar to that of oligist iron.

1865 Reader No. 148. 491/2 On the sublimed Oligist of
Vesuvius. 1891 G. D'ALYIELI.A Hihhert Lect. 17 The bones
of the dead are painted red with oligist or cinnabar.

Hence Oliglstic (flid^i stik;, Oligl'stical adjs.,

containing or resembling oligist.
1828 WEBSTER, Oligistic. 1849 D. CAMPBELL Inorg. Chem.

185 Sesquioxide of iron ..is found native occasionally in

beautiful black metallic-like crystals, known as oligistic, or

specular iron. 1869 PHII.LICS / 'csm>. \v. 135 In crevices [of
the lava] we found plenty of oligistic iron.

OligO- (p'lig0), before a vowel olig-, combining
form of Greek oAryos small, little, pi. lew, in

forming nouns and adjectives, as : o\tyutcapwos with
little fruit, oligocarpous, o\ty6<f>v\\o$ having few

leaves, oligophyllous. Hence many modern tech-

nical terms, on Greek models, or Greek analogies :

Oligacanthous a. Bot. [Gr. dvavGa thorn],

having few spines, as Mimosa oligacantha (Mayne
Expos. Lex. 1857). Oligwxuia, also -EMY [Gr.

o\iyat^ia Arist.j, deficiency of blood. Oliffa'n-

drous a. Bot. [see -ANDROUS], having fewer than

twenty stamens. Oliga'ntlious a. Bot. [Gr. avQo^

flower] : see quot. Oligarti'cular a. [L. arti-

t/J joint], 'confined to a few joints, as an arthritis'

(Cent. Diet. 1890). plig-oWe'nnia [Gr. 0\fvvos

slime, &\tvvo$ drivelling], deficiency of mucus

(Dunglison^/^. Lex. 1853). Oligoca'rpous a.Bot.

[see above], having few fruits. Oligochromwmia
[Gr. \pwva. colour, alpa blood], deficiency of

hemoglobin in the red blood-corpuscles. Oligro-

chrono-meter : see quots. OUgocystio a.
t having



OLIGOCENE.

few cysts or cavities. Oligocythse'mia [Gr. K&T

a hollow, cu/ia blood], deficiency of the red cor-

puscles of the blood
;

so Oligocythse mic a.

Oligodo'ntous a. [Gr. uSoir- tooth], having few

teeth (Mayne). Olififodyna-mic a. [DYNAMIC],
produced by small forces. Oligogala'ctia [Gr.

-yaA.a, yd\.a.KT- t milk], scantiness of milk-secretion

(Dunglison 1853). Oligoglo'ttism [Gr. y\wTTa
a tongue], slight knowledge of languages (ibid.}.

Oliffoma'uia, madness manifesting itself in a few

directionsonly. Oligomenorrlise'a[MENOKRH.EA],
defective menstruation. Oligo merous a. Bot.

[Gr. fjLfpos part], having fewer divisions than is

normal ; so Oligo'mery. Oligometo'cliia, PhiloL

[Gr. peraxn a participle], avoidance of participles
or participial constructions; soOligometo'chic^.,
containing or using few participles. Oligope'talcms
a. Bot,) having few petals (Funk 1893). tOligo--
phorous a. [Gr. -<opoy bearing], of wine : that

will bear but little water, weak. Oligophyllous
a. Bot. [see above], having few leaves (Mayne
1857). Oligopro thesy Philol. [Gr. irpuOfffrt a

preposition], sparing use ofprepositions ;
so Oligo-

prothe'tic a. OligosideTic a. [Gr. fftfyp-os iron],

containing only a small proportion of iron. Oligo-
si derite, a stony meteorite containing a small

percentage of iron (Funk 1893). Oligrospe'rmoua
a,, containing few seeds (Mayne). Oligospo reaii,

-o'sporous a. [Gr. ffnupos sowing, seed], of or be-

longing to the Oligosporta, Schneider's name for the

minute parasitic sporozoans of the genus Coccidinm
t

the cysts of which produce a small definite number
of spores (Syd. Soc. Lex.

t
Cent. Dict.\ Oligoste*-

monous a. [Gr. o-T7j Jua>i']
= Qligandroits (Syd.

Soc. Lex.}. Oligosylla'bicf?. [Gr. o\iyoav\\a(3os],

having less than four syllables. Oligosyllable,
a word of less than four syllables. Oligo tokous
a. Ornith. [Gr. 0X170x0*09], laying less than four

eggs (Cent. Diet}. Oligo'trophy [Gr. u\iyorpo-

pi'a], deficiency of nourishment. Oligure'sia [Gr.

o&prjffts making water], Oligu'ria [Gr. ovptos of

urine], deficient secretion of urine.

1857 MAYNR Expos. Lex., Oligxmia . .*oligemy. 1866
A. FLIST Prtnc. Med. CiSSo) 62 Under the name general
anaemia a/e included diminution in the mass of blood or oli-

gaem'ui [etc.]. 1870 HOOKF.R Stud. Flora 36 Lepidiuin, Cress
..Flowers often apetalous and "oli^androus. 1857 M\\M:
Kxpos. Lex.) Oliffantlixs, having but a small number of

flowers, as the PsychotreaoHgantha^ Qpilobininoliganthutif,
*oliganthous. Ibid.

% *Oligocarpous. 1866 Treat. Bot, 811/1
Thus oligocarpous is applied to sori in which the spore-cases
are few in number. 1866 A. FLINT Princ, Med. (1880) 62
When the blood contains many of these pale corpuscles ..

the condition is called achroiocythaemia or *oligochro-
maemia. 1899 CAGNEY tr, Jakscfts Clin. Diagn. i. (ed. 4) 9
So with oligochronizemia, diminution of haemoglobin. 1857
MAYNE Expos. Le.r., Olig^chronome'.rum, term for an
instrument invented by Del Negro for measuring the minute
fractions of time: an "oligochronometer. 1876 Cateil. Sci.

Apf1
. S. Kens. 604 Olig'chronmncier, an instrument for

measuring the smallest fractions of time. Applied to the
measurement of the velocity of projectiles. 1872 PKASLKE
Ovar. Tumours 31, I have .. adopted the term *oligocystic

cystoma as more distinctive than monocystic. 1876 tr. frag"'
tier's Gen. Pathoi. (ed. 6) 524 *Oligocythaemi;i, diminished
amount of red corpuscles, is the last to remain. 1858
THUOICHUM Urine 138 The amount of blood-corpuscles, .so

considerably diminished as to cause an anaemic, or better

*oligocythffimtc, condition. 1898 Alllwtfs Syst. Med. V.

534 There are two classes the haemolytic and the oligocy-
tliaemic. 1893 Nature 3 Aug. 331/2 By *oligodynamic
phenomena Nageli means those produced by excessively
small quantities of metallic substances in solution. 1842
Mtd. News I. 472 Reasons . . to justify the substitution of
the term "oligomania for monomania. 1885 W. RoBKKTB
Treat. Urin. Dls. xiv. (ed. 4) 672 She had suffered from
anaemia and *oligo-menorrhaea, but got quite well of these.

1897 WILLIS Man. Ft. Plants .y Ferns I. 74 The gynoeoum,
..in most cases has fewer members than the outer whorls
or is "oligomerous. //'/</., *Oligomery of the gynoeceum.
1888 GILDERSLEEVE in Amur. Jrnl. Philol. IX. 144 If then
.. the rhetoricians do consider the participle as an element
of style, and if they are right in so considering it, *oligo-
tnetochia and prfytnetochia cannot be neglected by us. 1600
SURFLET Countrie Farme\\. xxii. 802 The wines of high
Normandie . . be not strong or mighlie, but *oligophorous.
1657 TOMLINSON Renou's Disp. 220. 1896 J. DONOVAN in

Classical Rev. Feb. 63/1 The inquiry leads to the general
law that prose is polyprothetic and poetry *oligoprothetic.
The gradual development from extreme *oligoprothesy to
considerable polyprothesy, in the Tragic writers, is especially
dwelt on and fully demonstrated. 1881 Nature 17 Nov. 72
Bodies closely resembling some *oli,eosideric meteorites.

1830 COLERIDGE Tablc-t. 30 Apr., As long a sentence made
up of as few words, and those as *oligosyllab'ic, as any I

remember. 1706 PHILLIPS,
'

Oligotrophy^ a Decrease of

Nourishment, or a very small one. 1730 in BAILKY. 1899
CAGNF.Y tr. Jaksch's Clin. Diagn. vit. (ed. 4) 252 The *oli-

guria and suppression which herald an attack of urajmia.

OligOCene Cp'ligosfn), a. Geol. [mod. f. OLIGO-
+ Gr. KO.IVOS new, recent.] Of certain Tertiary
strata : Of an intermediate age between the Eocene
and Miocene formations.

1859 PAGE Hand-bk. Geol, Terms, Oligocene, . .employed
by M. Beyrich [1854] to designate certain Tertiary beds of

Germany.. which appear to be neither exactly of Eocene
nor of Miocene age, but to occupy an intermediate position.
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1872 R. B. SMYTH Mining- Statist. 18 The Pliocene rocks of
the Murray basin and those in Gipps Land, which.. overlie
Miocene and Oligocene and Eocene rocks. 1882 GF.IKIE
Geol. .VXr. 281 As far back as Miocene or Oligocene times.

Oligochaete, -chete (c'Hg^kft), a.,sJ>. [f.

mod.L. Qligochtfta, i. OLIGU- + Gr. xa ' T7
7 niane,

taken in sense 'bristle'.] a. adj. Belonging to

the QKgochxtd) one of the divisions of the Chxto-

poda (see CH.ETOPOD), including the earthworms
and lugworms ;

so called from the small number
of their bristly foot-stumps or parapodia. b. sb.

A worm of this order or division.

1876 tr. Benedens Anim. Parasites 47 An oligocliete
worm, Hemidtisys a^aso, from the Gulf of Naples. 1896
Xatitralist 77 Omission of. .the embryology of oligochatts.
Hence Oligocliaetous (-krtasj a.

1877 HUXLEY Anat. Inv. Anim. iv. 192 Albertia is an
entoparasite, and Balatro an ectoparasite, upon oligochae-
tous Annelids. 1889 Athcn&um 16 Nov. 678/3 On the

anatomy of an oligochaetous worm of the genus Dero.

OligOClase (fligokl^'s). Min. [Named 1826,
f. OLIGO- + Gr. /cAatm breaking, fracture ; because

thought to have a less perfect cleavage than albite.]
A lime- and soda-felspar,

'

resembling albite, of

light grey, yellow or greenish colour, occurring
either in crystals or massive.

1832 SHEPARD Min. 246 Oligoklase. 1849 NICOI. Min. 129
OHgoclase occurs in granite and gneiss. 1863 S. R. GKAVKS
Yacht. Cruise to Baltic 142 The felspar of this quarry is of
two kinds, orthoclase and oligoclase, in large masses, the
former pink, the latter quite white; both .. equally in de-
mand for the manufacture of porcelain.

Olio (J"lw). Forms : 7 olleo, 7-8 ollio, oleo,

7-9 oglio, 7- olio. [a. Sp. olla, Pg. olha (both

pronounced ol^a) pot, stew, hotchpotch It. otta

pot : L. olla pot, jar ; the final a being represented

by the more sonorous 0, as in arniado^ bastinado,
and other words from Sp. : cf. OLLA*.]
1. A dish of Spanish and Portuguese origin, com-

posed of pieces of meat and fowl, bacon, pumpkins,
cabbage, turnips, and other ingredients stewed or

boiled together and highly spiced ; by extension,

Any dish containing a great variety of ingredients,
a hotchpotch*
a 1643 SUCKLIWG Lett. (1646* 88 Like great Oleoes; they

rathtr make a shew than provoke Appetite. 1668 DAVKNANT
Man's the blaster v. t, A sea of olio, and in it hams of

Baijon lying at Hull with sails furl'd up of cabbage-leaves.
1670 NARBOBOUCH Jrnl. in Ace. Sev. Late I'oy. i. 89 The
first Course was Soppas, then Olleos, then Pullets, A 1763
SHLNSTONE IVks. (1768) II. 8 Such a soup, or ollio. .is much
in vogue. 1773 BHYDONE Sicily xxiii. (1809) 227 The Olio
still preserves Us rank and dignity in the centre of the table.

1885 A. B. ELLIS W. Afric. Isl. xi. 276 The olio, that is, the

ingredients of which the soup is made, served up as a second
course. Comb. 1750 E. SMITH Compl. Housew. (ed. 14) 159
To make an Olio-Pye.
2. fig. Any mixture of heterogeneous things or

elements; a hotchpotch, farrago, medley.
1648 fcikon Bos. xv, Such an Oglio or Medley of various

Religions. 1700 CONGRKVK H'ay of World in. viii, I have
such an Olio of affairs really I know not what to do. 1772
Ann. Reg. 69 The company were an olio of all sorts. 1819
MRS. GRANT in Mem. (1844) II. 246 This oglio of a letter.

1847 DISRAELI Tancrrd \\. xiv, An olio of all ages and all

countries. 1880 St. James's GHZ. 16 Oct. n Those olios of

partisan opinion with the facts left out.

b. A collection of various artistic or literary

pieces, as engravings, verses, etc. ;
a miscellany ;

a musical medley, a potpourri.
1655 DUCHESS OF NEWCASTLE (title) The Worlds Olio.

Nature's Pictures drawn by Fancie's Pencil to the- Life-.

1691 Reus. Mr. Bays changing Relig. (ed. 2) 17 Entertain
them with .. a fashionable Oglio at Lockets, or the Blue
Posts. 1702 MOTTEUX Prol. Farquhars Inconstant^ An
opera, like an oglio, nicks the a^e. 1884 Sat. J\ev. 7 June
74p/i The second part of a minstrel show is the

'

olio 'and
this is only a variety entertainment, of banjo-playing, clog-
dancing, and the like.

Olio, obs. variant of OLLA, palm-leaf.

O'lipliant. arch. Also 3-5 olifa(u)nt. [a. OF.

olifant-. see E&BPSAVT.1 Obsolete form of ELE-

PHANT, occasionally retained by modern writers as

a historical spelling in sense ' horn or trumpet of

ivory
1

: see ELEPHANT 4 b.

[<rizo5 LAY. 23778 He [a shield] wes al clane of olifantes

bane.) 13.. K. Alis. 1182 To mouth he set his olifaunt.
c 1489 CAXTON Blanchardyn xlv, Many an home, many an
olyphaunt, & many a claryon & trompettes were blowen.

1851 E. J. MILLINGTON tr. Didron'sChr. Jconogr, I. 56 note,
Roland .. in his distress sounds the oliphant. 1855 tr.

LabartesA rts Mid. Ages 10 As a specimen of the sculptured
ivory of the xiv' h

century, we give . . a large oliphant or
warder's horn. 1888 Sat. Rev. 24 Mar. 351/1 There were two
ivory horns (or Oliphants, as they used to be called).

t O'liprance. Obs. exc. dial. Also 4-6 oly-, 4
-praunce. [Origin unknown. No similar word is

known in continental Fr,] ? Pride, vanity, ostenta-

tion; in later use ?splendour, merry-making, jollity.
b. '

Rude, boisterous merriment
'

; a romp. dial.

1303 R. BRUNNE Handl. Synne 4581 Pryde . . Of ryche
atyre ys here auaunce, Prykyng here hors wy|> olypraunce
[Fr. Lur orprance mustre al oyl\. Ibid. 4695 Hem were
leuer here of a daunce, Of host, ande of olypraunce, pan
any gode of God of heuene [ Fr. De pechierdunent enckesun,

'

Seiir seiez, U fol bricn>i\. 13.. E. F.. Allit. P. H. 1349 In !

pryde it olipraunce tiis einpyre he haldes. ?ax5oo I'eebles ,

to Play x, Then thai to the taverne hous, With meikle oly- j

OLIVASTER.

prance. 1535 STEWART Cron. Scot. III. 552 Sone efterthis
with mekle oliprance Ane greit ambaxat send wes out of
France. 17.. PERCY in Pinkerton Sel. Sc. Ball. (1783)1!. 168

Oly-Prance^ is a word still used by the vulgar in Northampton-
shire, for rude rustic jollity. Qfr/nMtra^dfoAqfrwutnuige,
disorderly, inordinate sportings formerly used in Pilgrimages.
1790 GROSE I'rov. Gloss, (ed. 2); Oly-Prance^ oly-ptancing
doings, rude, boisterous merriment, a romping-match,
Northamptonsh. 1850 Miss BAKER Northamptonsh, Gloss.
s. v., When a party of young people go out gipsying or

gathering violets, and . .have had a day of great enjoyment,
they will return home and say 'We've had a nice oly prance'.

Olitory (jrlitori), a. and sb. Now rare. [ad.
T,. (h]oliforitts of or belonging to a kitchen gar-
dener or vegetables, f. (Ji^litor kitchen gardener,
f. hohtS) holer-, pot-herbs, vegetables : see -DRY.]
A. adj. Of or pertaining to pot-berbs or kitchen

vegetables, or to the kitchen garden.
1658 KYKI.YN Diary 6 Dec., Now was publish'd my

* Trench Gardener', the first.. that introduc'd ye use of the
Olitorie garden. 1664^ Kal. Hort.,Jji/y(ij2g) 209 Let such
Olitory-Herbs run to Seed as you would save. 1670 Phil.
Trans. V. 1150 The Sylvan, Hortulan and Olitory affairs.

1785 [R. GHAVKS] J'lugenhts II. i. 3 The proper supplies of

herbs, and other olitory productions, for the kitchen. 1893
Econ. Rev. Oct. 447 Any vegetable cultivated in the olitory
garden.

f-B. sb. 1. A pot-herb, a culinary vegetable. Obs.

1696 EVELYN Mem. (1857) III. 364 A world of vulgar plants
and olitoiies. 1699 Kal. Hdrt. (ed. 9) 130 Trust not to the
accidental Mildness of the Weather, so as to neglect timely
Cover to your tender Olitories.

f 2. A kitchen-garden. Obs.

1706 PHILLIPS, Olitory^ or Olitory Garden, a Kitchen-
Garden. 1745 ELIZA Hv.\'\\oon J-'emfi/eS^ecf. No. 15 (1748)
III. 125 The refreshing sallad, and all those early products
of the useful olitory. 1793 W. ROBKRTS Lookcr-On No. 65

(1794) III. 5 Why should I injure the olitory, by seeming
thus to doubt of its attractions? 1900 Echo 12 June 1/5
No old-world garden was without its

'

olitory
'

or garden of

herbs, savoury, aromatic, and quaint.

Oliue, obs. form of ALIVE : see also LIFE 14.

II Oliva (tflai'va). [L. olTva olive.]
1. Zool. A genus of gasteropod molluscs; a mep-

ber of this genus ;
an olive-shell (see OLIVE sb. 5 \

1839 DARWIN V<>y. Beagle i. (1889)9 Its polish, equal to

that of the finest oliva shell.

2. Anat. The olivary body (Syd. Soc. Lex. 1892).
3.

'

Olive-tree gum
'

(Ogilvie).
Olivaceo- (pH*ifv) l

used in Nat. Hist, as

combining form of next, prefixed to other adjs., to

denote a colour mixed or tinged with olivaceous,
as olivaceo-aeneous. olivaceo-cinereous.
1847 HARDY in Proc. Berw. Nat. Club II. No. 5. 237

Head ..with the thorax nigro- or olivaceo-sneous. 1887
W. PHILLIPS Brit. Discomycetes 17 Stem i to 2 inches long
. .black, olivaceo-cinereous at the base.

Olivaceous (^iv^*Jafi), a. [f. mod.L. olfvficc-

us, F. olivact olive-green, f. oliva OLIVE : see

-ACEOUS.] Of a dusky green colour with a tinge
of yellow (like the unripe fruit of the olive) ;

olive-green ; olive. (Chiefly in Nat. Hist.'}

1776 PENNANT Zool. I. 376 The head, neck, back and wings
are of an olivaceous ash-colour. 1836 Family Tonr through
Holland 96 The colour . . being that of a rich olivaceous

green. 1854 H. MILLER Sch. .5-
Schni. xxi. (1857) 472 Both

shale and nodules bore., an olivaceous tint. 1887 W.
PHILLIPS Brit, Discomycetes 20 Pileus at first nearly even,

olivaceous-umber, dark at the apex.

t Olivader, a. Obs. rare 1
.
= OLIVASTER, for

which it is prob. a misreading or misprint.
1662 EVELYN Diary 30 May, A train of Portuguese ladies

. .their complexions olivader and sufficiently unagreeable,

Oliva-nder, a. rare. Error for OLIVASTKK.
1855 ANNE MANNING Old Chelsea Bun-ho. i. 5 A lank..

Personage, of olivander Complexion. 1861 Cornh. Mag.
Sept. 296 Her olivander cheek and chin.

Olivart,<z. rare~ l

. [? erroneous ad. Y.oliz'a'tre.]

Of olive complexion.
1885 MRS. EWING Story of Short Life vil, He had a

smooth, oval, olivart face, and dreamy eyes.

Olivary (flivariX a. Also 6 olivare. [ad, L.

olivari-us of or pertaining to olives, f. oliva olive :

see-ARY. Cf. Y.olivairetl^fa c. in Godef. Compl.}.']

Shaped like an olive. In specific applications:
a. Sitrg. Applied to a cautery or catheter with an oval

head, b- Anat, Olivary body^ each oftwo oval prominences
of nerve-matter, one on each side of the medulla oblongata.

Olivary eminence, (a) = prec. ; (^) next. Olivary process,
a prominence on the sphenoid bone, supporting the com-
missure of the optic nerves. Also applied to parts of or

connected with the olivary body, as olivary nucleus, olivary

peduncle.
1541 R. COPLAND Guydons Quest. Chirurg. Piijb, The

seconde cautere is named Oliuare bicause it resembleth a kyr-
nell of Olyue. (1706 PHILLIPS, Olivaria Corpora, .two Pro-

tuberances or Knobs of the under part of the Brain.] 1831 R.
KNOX Clognet's Anat. 420 The olivary eminences .. are

enveloped, like the rest of the spinal marrow, with a white

external layer. 1837 QUAIN Elem. Anat. (ed. 4) 721 The
olivary bodies are so called from their oval round form, like

an olive. 1847 Tonn & BOWMAN Phys. Anat. II. 104 It is

not improbable that the true origin of each nerve is from
the central part of the medulla oblongata, the olivary
columns. 1892 Syd. Soc. Lex. O[livary] cautery.

tOliva'ster, a. Obs. [a. F. olivastre (1575
in Hatz.-DarmJ, now olivdtre somewhat olive-

coloured : cf. OK. olivastre wild olive : see -ASTEE,
and cf. OLEASTER.] Olive-coloured

; having an

olive complexion (see OLIVE 9).



OLIVE.

1626 BACON Syk'fi 399 But the Countries, .where they
[men) are Tawney, and Olivaster. and Pale, aie generally
more Sandy, and Dry. 1658 Pun. UPS, Olfa'astfr, of an olive

colour ; also a wild olive- live, a 1697 AUBREV /./rv.v, ilar-'cy

(1898) I, 300 Round fated, oli vaster complexion, little eie,

round, very black, full of spirit.

Olive G>*i*v\ st'-
1 Also 4 oiifej 4-5 iyfj 4-^

olyue, 5-7 olyff'.e, 7 oliff. [a. F. olive \ L. o//~;'<z

olive and olive-tree.]
1. An evergreen tree, (9/i* enropsea, esp. the

cultivated variety 0. satzva, with narrow entire

leaves, green above and hoary beneath, and axillary
clusters of small whitish four-cleft flowers ; culti-

vated in the Mediterranean countries and other

warm regions, chiefly for its fruit and the oil

thence obtained (see sense 2 b).
r 1200 Triii. Coll. Horn. 89 J?at burh folc . . beren on here

honde blostme sum palm twig, and sum boh of oliue. 1297
R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 3986 Branches Mi bere Of oliue as in

srgne fat hii a^en pays neie. 1398 THEVISA Ai^M. De /'. A',

xvn. iii. (Tollem. M.S.), With oute spray of olyue no messan-

geres were sente to Rome to gete pese, noj>er to profre pees
to o}>er men. r 1430 LYDG. Min. Poems (Percy Soc.) 180
The olive .. myght not forsake his fatnesse. 1549 Contpl.
Scot. vi. 57 Throucht the operatione of the sternis, the oliue,
the popil, the osjer tree changts the cullour and ther

leyuis. 1791 Cowi'F.R Iliad xvn. 64 As the luxuriant olive

by a swain Rear'd in some solitude. 1813 KYRON Br. Ahydos
\. i, Where the citron and olive are fairest of fruit. 1839 tr.

Lamartine's Trat\ East 79/1 It was those very olives them-

selves, the venerable witnesses of so many days, written on
earth and in heaven. 1870 YEATS Nat. H:st. CQIIIIH. 205
The olive is indigenous to Palestine, Greece, and the slopes
of the Atlas mountains.

b. Extended to the whole genus Oka
;

also

applied, with qualifying words, to various trees

and shrubs allied to the common olive, or resem-

bling it in appearance or in furnishing oil.

American Olive, the Devil-wood, Qsmantknsamtrica*
tuts (Olea americana} ; Bastard or Mock Olive, Note-
Ixa lifrjtstrina (N. O. Oleaccx) of Australia and Tasmania;
Black Olive, Ritcida. (Terminalia} Bnceras (N.O. Com-
bretaccae)) and Xintenict americana (N. O. Olacacex), of the
West Indies; Californian Olive, Oreodafihne (Umbellu.
taria) catifarnica (N.O. Lnurnccs); Chinese Olive,
Canarium commune (N. O. Aiyridacex*\, a tree bearing
triangular drupes which yield an oil u*ed as a condiment
and for burning ; Holly-leaved Olive, Osmanthus ilici-

folius (Olca ilicifolia} of Japan ; Negro's Olive, Termina-
lia Chebula (N. O. Combretaceat} ; Spurge Olive, Daphne
Mezerettm (N. O. Thymeliiuem}; Sweet-scented Olive,
Osmanthns (Olea^fragrans of China ; White Olive; the

Fly-honeysuckle, Halleria lucida (X. O. Scroplmlariacex]
ofSouth Africa. Wild Olive, the wild variety ofthe common
olive (-OLEASTER a), or any wild species of Olea\^ also

applied to various trees and shrubs resembling this, as

El&agmts angitstifolia ( OLEASTKR b); Daphne Thyme*
/Ufa; R/IHS Cotinns (N. O. Ancardiaccy\ ; Putranjivii
Roxburghii (N. O. Ettphorbiaccse) of India ; Bontia dafih-
noides (N. O. Alyoporace.r), Bucida Bin-eras^ B. capitata,
and Ximenia americana, of the West Indies. (See Treas.
Bot. 1866, and Miller Plant-n. 1884.)

1577 IJ. GOOGF Heresbactis Husb. (1586' 107 b, The wilde

Olive, in Greeke aypteAat'a?, in I^atine Oleaster. 1753 CHAM-
BERS Cycl. Supp. App. s.v. Olive, Wild Olive of liarbadoes,
a name by which some call the Bonlia, a distinct genus of

plants. 1756 P. BROWNE Jamaica 221 This tree is called

the Black Olive in Jamaica. 1866 RI-SKIN (title} The
Crown of Wild Olive. 1880 S. Africa (ed. 3) 136 Wild
Olive . . wood of small size and generally decayed at heart.

Used for fancy turning.
2. The fruit or *

berry* of Oka sativa^ a small

oval drupe, bluish-black when ripe, with bitter

pulp abounding in oil, and hard stone; valuable

as a source of oil, and also eaten pickled in an

unripe state.

1398 TREVISA Barth. De /*. R. xvn. cxi. (1495^ 674 The
more blacke oliues ben wythout: the more rype they be

wythin. 1555 EOEN Decades 209 They are for the most

part of the colour of an olyue. 1579 LASCHAM Card. Health
(1633) 438 The ripe Oliues overturne the stomach, anfl cause

wambling therein. 173* ARBUTHNOT Rules of Diet 258
Olives are anti-acid by their Oil. 1856 KMI-LRSON Eng.
Traits, I'oy. to Eng. Wks. (Bohn) II. 12, I find the sea-life

an acquired taste, like that for tomatoes and olives.

fb. Oil of Olivers
= OLTVK-OIL. Obs.

1382 WYCT.IF Let', xxiv. 2 Comaund to the sones of Vsrael,
that thei bryngen to thee oyle of olyues. 1486 Bk. St.

A/bans Cvj b, Anoynt it with oyle of Olyft". 1727-41
CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v. Oit, Oil of olives is the most popular,
and most universal of all others.

3. A leaf, branch, or wreath of the common olive,
an ancient emblem of peace; hence allusively.
1:1400 MAUNDRV. (1839) it 11 Olyve betokeneth Pes. 1567
MAPLET Gr. Forest 54 The valiant and noblest vanquishers
. .were honoured and crowned with the Olive. 1591 SPKNSKK
l
r
ts. Bellay ix. His right hand did the peacefull olive wield.

1606 SHAKS. Ant. 9f Cl. iv. vi. 7 The three nook'd world
Shall beare the Oliue freely. 1710 POPE Windsor Por. 429
Where Peace descending bids her olives spring. 1741 SHF.N-
STONF, Judgni, lU-rcides 402 Peace rears her olive for

industrious brows. 1849 C. ofOitnSMfiy xvi. 238 But six

months of the reign of the olive, and I am safe.

b. A child (
= OLIVE-BRANCH 2^

; also aftrib.

1803 ANNA SEWARD Lett. (1811) VI. 114, I hope, .that the
fair convalescent and her young olives are well. 1838
DICKENS Nick. Nick, xiv, Four olive Kenwigses who sat up
tosupper. 1891 MF.RIVALE& MARZIALS Thackeray $7 There
is a ring ofdespair about the name of the tenth olive, Decima.

4. The wood of the common olive ; olive-wood.
c 1400 MAUNDEV. (1839) ii. 10 The Table aboven his heved

[on the Cros] . . was of Olyue.
5. A gasteropod mollusc of the genus Olwa or
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family Olividx\ or its shell, of an elongated oval
form and fine polish; an ohve-shell.

1843 Zoologist \. 54 Thai beautiful, elegant and brilliantly

polished genus of shells called Olivrs. 1856 WOODWARD
Mollnsca in. 353 Since the period of the English chalk-

formation, there have been . . Cones and Olives in the London
Basin. 1865 GOSSK Land fy Sea 132 Cowries and olives.

6. Cookery, (pi.} A dish composed of thiekish

slices of beef or veal, rolled up with onions and

herbs, and stewed in brown sauce : cf. olive pic in C.
1598 Kpidario Cijb, To make Oliues of Vea'e or any

other flesh that is lean. 1598 FLOKIO, Totnaa'lla^ . .that
meate which we call oliues of vealc. 1615 MAKKHAM J'-ng-
Houseiu. n. ii. (1664) 72 To roast Olives of Veal. 1769 Mus.
RANALD J-'.ng. Honsckpr. (1778) 117 I Jeef Olives. 1861 So

MRS. BE ETON Bk. Household 66^ Beef Olives.

7. t&- A kind of oval bit for a horse i<?Ar.). b.

An oval button, or apiece of wood of the shape
of an olive covered with silk or worsted, for fasten-

ing a cloak or other garment by means of a loop
of braid, c. An oval perforated plate attached to

the strap of a bag, through which a stud or button

| passes in fastening it.

1607 MARKHAM Caval. n. (1617) 56 Those Mellonsor Oliues,
must bee very smooth and full of holes, which the Horse

.will take great pleasure to sucke, and champe vpon. 1611
i COTGR., Olivette., a little Oliue-bUt for a horse. 1875
1 KNIGHT Diet. Mech., Olive, an escutcheon attached to thu

|

strap of a traveling bag or satchel and perforated fur the

passage of the swiveled stud or button.

8. Anat. The olivary body.
iftgt) A/lbntfs Syst. Alcd. VI. 807 This connection with

the nucleus of the sixth nerve, through the so-called peduncle
|

of the superior olive being very intimate.

9. Olive colour : see B.
1662 J. DAVIES tr. Olearius' I'oy. Ainbass. 287 A full face;

but yellowish or inclining to an Olive. 1837 LOCK HART Scott

viii, Charlotte Margaret Carpenter . . was rich in personal
attractions.. a complexion of the clearest and lightest olive.

1884 Christian World 17 Jan. 52/1 All wool Rich Ottoman
Dress Material, .in. .Olive. 1884 W. C. SMITH Kildrostan

92 The sun has dyed Her chetek with olive.

b. A woman or girl of olive complexion,
1713 Aonisotf Guard. No. 109 7 5 Your fair women there-

fore thought of this fashion to insult the Olives and the
Jirunetts. 1828 Lights $ Shades II, 216 One sees Olives
and Brunettes trundling mops and crying mackerel

B. adj. a. Of the colour of the unripe fruit of

the olive, a dull somewhat yellowish green, b.

Also, applied to a yellowish brown or brownish

yellow, in the complexion of persons or races, c.

Also, of the colour of the foliage of the olive, a dull

ashy green with silvery sheen.
In 'olive colour' ' colour of an olive', olive is strictly the

sb. used attrib., as in
' mouse colour

'

; but in 'a greenish or
olive colour', we see it treated as an adj., and in 'an olive

1 complexion', 'an olive beauty', it lias become a full adj.
a. 1657 R. LIGON Barbadocs (1673) 70 The Pomegranate

i .. the leaves small, with a green mixt with Olive colour.

1830 J. C. STRUTT Sylva Brit. 59 Its light and cheerful

green . . contrasts agreeably with the Oak, whose early leaf

has generally more of the olive cast. 1845 Bt'DD Dis. Liver
229 It has generally the greenish or olive colour proper to

bile. 1853 W. GRKGORY Inorg. r/*cw.(ed. 3) 250 Protoxide of

Mercury .. is a black or dark olive powder.
b. 1634 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. 48 The Inhabitants are of

an Olive colour. 1713 AnnisoN Guard. No. 109 7 5 You
: must know I am a famous olive beauty. 1774 GOLDSM. Nat.
i Hist. (1776) II. 224 Indians are of an olive colour, and, in

, the more southern parts, quite black. 1805 Son HEY Madoc
in Aztl. ii Her cotton vest.. leaves her olive arms Bare in

their beauty. 1894 DOYLE Mem. S. Holmes 218 A beautiful
olive complexion.

fig.^ 1814 SIR R. WILSON- Priv. Diary II. 388 We have just
received the ' Moniteur

'

of the 2nd, with the conditions uf

peace. To my sight the treaty is not of an olive colour.

C. attrib. and Comb. a. Simple attrib., as
:

olive-garden (= OLIVE-YARD), garland, -ground,
grave, leaf) -lees, -marc, shade, shoot, -wreath, etc.

i b. Instrumental, as olive-bordered, -dad, -hoary,
-shaded ndjs. c. Similative, with words denot-

ing colour, etc., expressing a colour resembling
I

or suggesting that of an unripe olive, as olive"

brown, -green (
= B.\ -grey^ -yellow adjs. and sbs

,

olive-pah adj. d. I'arasynthetic (from B.), as

olive-backed, -cheeked, -sided adjs. e. Special
,

Combs. : olive-acanthus, in decorative art, an
ornamental form of acanthus leaf with lobes each

resembling an olive leaf; olive-back, a North
,

American species of thrush (Tttrdits swainsoni^,

having the upper parts of an olivaceous colour
;

i
the olive-backed thrush ; olive-bark, (a) the bark

! of the olive; (b\ the West Indian tree Bucida
\ ( Terminalia) Bnceras, of which the bark is used
for tanning ; olive-berry = sense 2 ; f olive-bit
= sense 7 a

; olive cautery, an olivary cautery
(see OLIVARY) ; olive-crown, a wreath of olive

(as a token of victory) ; olive-fly, an insect in-

jurious to olive-trees
; f olive grape (see quot.) ;

olive-nut, the stone of the fruit of species of

j

Elxocarpus (N. O. Tiliacese} ; olive-ore = OLI-
i VENITE : see quot. 1805 s.v.; olive pie, a pie
made with olives of veal (see 6) ; olive-plum, the

drupaceous fruit of any tree of the genus Efaoden-
dron (N.O. Celastracex}, or the tree itself; olive-

OLIVE-COLOURED.
shell = sense 5 ; olive-tyrant, any bird of the

subfamily Elteniinx of tyrant flycatchers, hav-

ing generally olivaceous coloration ; olivewort,
Lindley's name for plants of the N. O. 0/eaceff.
1888 F. G. JACKSON Dicor. Design vii. 152 Curved like the

*olive acanthus,*!! is moulded with concave markings. 1851
S. JUDD Margaret i. xvi. (1871) 123 The "olive-backs trolled
and chanted among the trees. 1897 Oiilinf(V. S.) XXX.
437/1 The red-tinned, *olive-backed, foolish-looking fi>h
1866 Treat. Hot. 177/2 The "Olive-bark, or Black Olive of
Jamaica, produces wood which is valuable on account of its
not being liable to Ihe attacks of insects. 1516 TINUALF.
Jas. iii. 12 Can the fyi;ge tree, .beare 'olive berries? 1611
Olive-bit [see 7]. 1706 Piin.i.irs, Olh'C-Ht, a kind of Bit

for Horses. 1827 KEUI.K C/ir. J'. ist Sund. Advent vii,
lieside the 'olive-bordered way. 1885-94 K. KRIDGFS A'nK
f, I'syche March xxv. Olive-border'd clouds o'er lilac led.

1796 WITHERING Brit. Plants led. 3' IV. 318 Pileus 'olive
brown., edge turned down. 1837 PRICIIARD rhys. Hist.
Man. (ed. 3) II. 345 The olive-brown or copper colour of the
Bechuana. 1894 K. B. SMAKPE HauMk. Birds Gt. ISrit. I.

101 Eggs [Yellow Wagtail] .. Some are uniform pale olive.

brown, some darker olive, while others are nearly uniform
pinkish-brown. 1597 A. M. tr. Guilleiman's Fr. Clurur^.
Cjb/i This Cauterye may allmost be callede the *Olive
Cauterye, because it is allmost like vnto an olive. 1866

dens. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny I. 409 Another sort, which of
the resemblance of oliues, is called the *()liue grape, ..this
is the last grape of any account .. known to haue bin found
out. 1756-7 tr. Keyslcr's Trav. (17601 III. 17 The natural
colour of these filaments is a kind of an *olive-green. 1801
HATCIIKTT in Pkil. Trans. XCII. 57 Prussiate of pota^i
changed the colour of the. .solution loan olive-green. 1894
R. B. SHARPF. Handtk. Bints Ct. Brit. I. 70 Lower back
and rump 'olive-greenish, streaked with dusky. 1862 K. H.
PATTERSON Ett. Hist.tt Artvi) Oil-paintings, in gilt frames,
are effective on \\alls of "olive-grey. 1849 GROTE Greece tr.

Ix. (1862) V. 298 They found themselves enclosed in a walled

'olive-ground. 1591 PKRUVAII. Sp. Did., Azcout/ial, an
*oliue groue, Oleastntni. 1855 TENNYSON Daisy 31 Or
"olive-hoary cape in ocean. 1541 R. COI-LAND Guidon's
Quest. Chirvrg. P iij b, I.yke to 'Olyue Leafe. 1611 BIBLE
Gen. viii. n Lo, in her mouth was an oliveleaf plucktoff. 1667
MILTON P. I.. \\. 860 An Olive leafe he brings, pacific sine.
1886 SHELDON tr. Flaubert's Salaiinnbo i, Little dogs
fattened on "olive.marc. 1864 BROWNING Jas. Lee's H'ifc
in. i, The water's. .*olivc-pale To the leeward. 1617 MLH-
RELL Cookery n. (rfi^S) 122 To make an 'Olive Pie to he
eaten hot. 1861 80 MRS. KEETON />'/(. Honschcld 924 Veal
Olive Pie. 1685 DRYDEN Theocritus xxvii. 15 The Sun's
loo hot; those "Olive-shades are near. 1800 CAMPBELL
Ode to Winter, On Calpe's "olive-shaded steep. 1882

OciLVIE, Olivet, the *olive-shell, so named fiom the olive-
like shape of the shell. 1884 Coui-:s Key N. Anter I>irds

438 Contopus burealis, 'Olive-sided Flycatcher. 1551
H LT.OF.T, *Olyne stone, sajfisa, stinsa. 1845 LINDLEV / 'eg.

Kingd. (1853) 616 However heterogeneous the "Oliveworts

may appear.. it is remarkable that the species will all graft
upon each other. 1853 HICKIE tr. Aristoph. (1872! 11.6=6
Place the "olive-wreaths near. 1894 R. K. SHARPS Haiidbk.
Birds Gt. Brit. 100 General colour 'olive-yellow above, and
bright yellow' below.

Olive O'Hv). sb.2 Also 6 oliff. [Origin ob-
scure: see quot. 1894.] Local name of a bird, the

Oyster-catcher (Ifpeiiialopits os/>ilegns).
1541-2 in Hansel:. On/. (1790) 223 [Prices of Foule] Cro-

cards and OlitTs. 1607 J. NORDEN Sttrv. Dial. in. in Any
Pibble, Peach, or Sea-bank, wherin breed sea-Pyes, Oliues,
Pewets, or such. 1634 Alt/iorf A/S. in Simpkinson The
Washington* App. (1860) p. xii, Knotts, Olives, Redshankes.
1802 d. MONTAGU Ornitli. Diet. (Rennie 18331 351 Oyster-
catcher.. 'Provincial. Pienet, Olive '. 1848 CO'L. HAWKER
Diary (1893! 11.286, 2 golden plovers, 2 olives, 5 curlews.

1894 NEWTON Diet. Birds, Olh'e,. .apparently a comiption
of Olaf, which is said also to be used (Christy, B. Essex,
238) ;.. if so the word should be more proper! y spelt Olave.

O'live-bra-nch.
1. /;'/. A branch of an olive-tree.
a 1300 Cursor I\f. 1904 An oliue branche in moth SCO

broght. 1535 COVERDALK f's. cxxvii[ij. 3 Thy children like

the olyue braunches rouncle aboute thy table. [So in

'Great Bible' 1539, and Bk. of Com. Prayer.] x6n BIBLE
Neh. viii. 15 Go forth unto the mount, and fetch olive,

branches. 1838 THIRI.WALI. Greece 11.294 They returned
and spread their olive branches before Ihe shrine.

b. As an emblem of peace ;
hencefg. anything

offered in token of peace or goodwill. Also

variously, in allusion to Gen. viii. n.
^1330 R. BRUNNE Ckron. Wace (Rolls) 11446 Twelue

messegers til hym were sent..\VyJj olyue braunches in

handes born. 1503 SHAKS. 3 Hen. / '/, iv. vi. 34 To whom
the Heau'ns in thy Natiuitie, Adiudg'd an Oliue Branch,
and Lawrell Crowne. 1622 BACON Hen. VII 85 Yet did he
make that Warre rather withan Olive-branch, then a Laurel-
branch in his Hand more desiring Peace then Victorie. 1796
BL-RKE Regie. Peace iii. Wks. VIII. $07 Our dove-like am-
bassador with the olive-branch in his beak. 1837 MARRYAT
Perc. Keene iii, My mother . . had first tendered the olive

branch, which had been accepted.
2. usually //. (in allusion to Ps. cxxviii. 3 (4) : see

sense i.quot. I535X Children. (Now humorons.)
1677 BAKER in Rigaud Corr. Sci. Men (1841) 1 1. 27 Having

a just equal number of chargeable olive-branches. 1733
C'TESS GRANVTLLE Let. to Sivift in Mrs. Delany's Lett. 1.

422 My son, my daughter, and all our olive-branches salute

you most tenderly. 179* JANE AUSTKN Prideft Prej. (1870)

II. xxiv. 310 The rest of his letter is onlyr'nly about . . his ex-

pectation"of a young olive-branch. 1838 DICKENS Nick.

Nick, xiv, The wife and olive branches ofone Mr. Kenwigs.

live-coloured, - OLIVE B: a. Oiive-

green, olivaceous ; b. Dusky or brownish yellow.

1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage vi. xv. (1614)656 The tawney



OLIVED.

Moore, blacke Xegro, . . oHue-coloured American, should
with the whiter European become one sheepe-folde, under
one greate Sheepheard. 1653 R. SANTAS t'hysiogn, 173
If that woman be olive-coloured or yellowish, with her black

eyes. 175* SIK J. HILL Hist. Aniin. i6a The large, smooth,
olive-coloured Pinna. 1774 GOLDSM. Nat. Hist. II. 220
The complexion olive coloured, and the 4iair black. 1859
LANG Wand. India 302 They were remarkably handsome
birds, with .. olive-coloured feathers on their backs. 1863
TREVELVAN Coninef. Ii 'allah (1866)203 Hampered by liaisons

with Hindoo women and by crowds ofolive-coloured children.

Olived (flivd), a. rare.
[1".

OLIVE + -ED-.]
fl. Cut up into

'
olives' (see OLIVE 6). Obs.

i6i3 CARTWRIGHT Ordinary n. i, liar. No mild words
shall bury My splitted, spitch cock'd SI. Oliv'd, hash'd . .

Hav. Rost'd fury.

2. Furnished or adorned with olive-trees or olive-

branches.
c 1749 W. G. HAMILTON- Part. Logick, etc. (1808) 227 Jove's

fair daughter, oliv'd Peace. 1749 WARTON Triumph Isis 77
Green as of old each oliv'd portal smiles, a 1790 Poet.
\\'ks. u8o2) II. 176 Hoar Plato walks his oliv'd Academe.

Olivenessyiivnes). rare. [f.OLivE B. + -NE.SS.]
The quality of being of an olive colour.
18.. Cent. Diet, cites COUES.

Olivenite .fli'venait, p'Uvcnait). Min. [f.

(1820) Ger. oliven' inflected case of olive, in

oli'ven-erz (\Verner, 1789) olive-ore + -m;l.] A
native arsenate of copper, occurring in crystals or

masses, usually of olive-green colour.

(1805 R. JAMESON Min. II. 249, I use the name Oliven-
Ore in place of Olive Copper-ore.] 1820 Ibid. ted. 3) II. 340
Earthy, Acicular Olivenite. 1858 GREG & LI.TISOM .Min.

319 The finest specimens of Olivenite known have been
found in Cornwall.

O'live-oi'l. The oil obtained from the pulp of

olives. Formerly oil of olivets (OLIVE 2 b), oil

olive (OiL sbl 20).
A fixed non-drying oil, of a pale yellow or greenish-yellow

colour, insipid and inodorous, viscid and greasy to the touch,
and very light ; much used in cookery and medicine,and (the
inferior kinds) also for illumination, lubrication, etc.

1774 GOLDSM, Xat. Hist.
(1776) VII. 207 His remedy

which was nothitjg more than olive-oil. 1841 W, SPALDISG
Italy ff It. 1st. III. 386 The most important articles which
our country receives from Italy are, Unmanufactured Silk,

and^ Olive-Oil. 1870 YKATS Nat. Hist. Comitt. 206 Olive
oil is largely used ..in dressing woollen goods, and for

machinery.

O-live-pla;iit. 1. =OLIVEI.
c 1410 Pallad. on Husb. Tab. 268 Oliuis, to rere withouten

oliue plauntis. 1611 BIBLE Ps. cxxviii. j Thy children like

olive-plants round about thy table.

2. //. (in allusion to Ps. cxxviii. 3.) Children.

(= OLIVE-BRANCH 2.)
1616 SIR E. SANDYS Ps. in Farr .V. P. Jos. I (1848) 80 Thy

children sweet, in virtue bred, Fair olive-plants, thy boprd
beset. 1842 J. AITON Domcst. Econ. (1857) 315 The training
of the olive-plants that soon arise about a minister's table
should be a matter of much anxiety and many prayers.

t Oliver 1
. Obs. [a. AF. Oliver = OF. olivier

olive-tree, doublet of olivairc: L. olivari-its of or

pertaining to an olive : cf. med.L. olivarium olive

garden or grove.] An olive-tree,

13.. K. Alis. 3785 ^MS. Bodl.) And founden appel trewes,
and fygeres, Peryes. cypres, and Olyuers. ci3&6 CHAL'CER
Monk's T. 46 And they brende . . alle hire Olyueres and
vynes eke.

Oliver- (p-livai). [Origin uncertain.]
A tilt-hammer having the arm or handle attached

to an axle, worked with the foot by a treadle
which brings the hammer down, and with a spring
which raises it ; used esp. in the shaping of nails,

bolts, and the like.

Such a contrivance is described in 1686 by PLOT Oxfordsh.
390 'A large sledg..set in an axis of wood, from whence
goes a rodd of iron fastned to a pallet that reaches out a
little beyond the anvil, which being drawn by the foot of the
smith .

;
is returned again by three springs of holly that clasp

the axis the contrary way
1

. This mention of 'springs of

hotly', together with the variant holliperm quot. 1883, has

suggested that the origin may be found in holly, although
the established spelling (which evidently goes back to times
anterior to living memory) points to the proper name Oliver.

1846 HOLTZAPFFEL Turning fy Mech. Manip. 962 The
Oliver, or small lift hammer. .was used when the author
first saw it, in making long stout nails, iniended for fixing
the tires of wheels, 1869 En$. Mech. 31 Dec. 387/1. 1881
GREENER Gun 257 The iron pins are . .stamped upon Olivers,
in much the same manner as described for stamping with
dies. 1881 Standard 26 Dec. 2/3 The

'

Oliver
'

, . on the top
of which is fixed the stamp of the particular pattern and
size of the nail required to be made. 1883 CRANE Smithy
Sf F. ( j 885) 30 The '

Oliver
'

or '

Hplliper
'

consists of a top
and bottom swage united by a spring. 1896 Cyciist 8 Jan.
26/2 The brazers' and smiths' hearths.. By them are the
steam Olivers and stamping presses.
Hence O liverman, a man who works an oliver.

1883 B'ham Daily Post n Oct., Oliverman wanted, at
once, used to small Coach Bolts.

Oliver, in a Rolandfor an Oliver: see ROLAND.
Oliverian (plivHTian), sb. and a. Also 7 -arian.

[f. proper name Oliver + -IAN.]
A* sb. A partisan or adherent of Oliver Crom-

well ;
a Cromwellian.

1658 WOOD Life 30 Aug. (O. H. S.) I. 258 Dennis Bond, a
great Olivarian ..died on that day. 1707 E. WARD Hud.
Redi^. II. xii. 28 A Scotch Brood of Presbyterians, Or pious
English Oliverians. 1885 J. BROWN Bunyan 132 The very
Oliverians were becoming Royalist in their sympathies.

B. adj. Cromwellian.

106

i7i AMHERST Terne Fil. No. 15 (1754) 74 The principles
of the revolution, and not of the Oliverian usurpation.

Olivet 1
(p-livet). Ol>s. exc. as in b. [ad.L.

olivet-um olive-grove.] A place in which olive-

trees are grown; an olive-grove.
1382 WVCLIF Amos iv. 9 }our vijn serdis; and olyuetis

[faU or placis wher olyues wexen]. 1609 BIBLE (Douay)
J--.\-i'd. xxiii. ii So shalt thou doe in thy vineyard and
thy olivete. 1610 W. FOLKINGHAM Art o/ Survey I. viii.

1 8 Good for graine, Elmes, Vine-yards, and Oliuets.

b. Now only as proper name of the Mount of

Olives, the scene of the Ascension, on the east side

of Jerusalem; hence allusively.
c 1275 rassion of our Lord 127 in O. E. Misc. 41 Vre

louerd nom his apostles. -And forfi myd him ledde to (?eMum of olyuete. (-1440 Jacob's Well 252 }if |rou be in be
ground of mercy bou art in olyuete. 1611 BIBLE Acts i. 12
The mount called Oliuet. 1866 WmTTitK Our Master 51
And faith has still its Olivet, And love its Galilee.

O'livet -'. Also olive-tte. [a. K. olivette, dim.
of OLIVE : see -ET.]
1. = OLIVK rf.i 7 b.

1819 Army List in rail .Vail Caz. fiSgi) 14 Nov. 3/2,
loth Hussars .. Jacket blue, and cross loops and olivets
in gold ; blue facings. 1900 \Vestm. dan. 30 Aug. 2/2 The
little cord olivettes and buttons.. corresponded in colour to
the cloth. %
2. See quot.)
1858 SIMMOXDS Diet. Trade, Olh'ct, a kind of mock pearl

or white bugle made for the African trade and prized by
the negroes of Senegal.

Olivetan (flivrlan). [Krom Monte Oliveto ;or
Uliveto" near Siena, the site of the mother convent:

see-AN; in F. oAW/oiw.] One of an order of monks
founded in 1313 by John Tolomei of Siena, and

subjected to the Benedictine rule.

1691 tr. l^mitianne's Obscrv. Jonrn. Naples 35 Proper to
associate with the Canon Regulars, or Olivetans. 1717
liicKKKLKV frill. Tour Italy 19 Jan., Wks. 1871 IV. 326 In
the vineyard of the Olivetans. 1850 Mus. JAMESON Leg.
Monfist. Orti. Introd. 42 The Olivetans, a congregation of
Reformed lienedictines, produced some celebrated artists.*

O'live-tree:. = OUVE rf. 1 i.

(Also with qualifying words: see OLIVE i b.)
CI3 I5 SHORI-IMAM 131 f>ou ert be coluere of noe, pat broute

be braunclie of olyue tre. c 1489 CAXTOX Sonnes ofAfman
i. 47 Herynge braunches of olyue tree in their handes In
token of

peas, 1535 COVEKDALK Ps. Hi. 8, I am like a grene
olyue tre in ye house of God. 1756-7 tr. Keyslers Trar.
(1760) I. 475 The olive-tree is an ever-green, but the colour
of it is not vivid, but faint, and resembles a willow. 1883
BROWNING Jochatian HakkatiosJi 480 The wind makes olive-

trees up yonder hill Whiten and shudder.

O -live-woo:d.
1. The wood of the common olive. Olea europ&a ;

used in ornamental work.
1718 L.MJY M. W. .MONTAGU Let. to Albe Conti 19 May,

There are others of mother of pearl and olive wood inlaid.

1812
J.

SMYTH Pruct. of Customs (1821) 294 Olive wood is

beautifully veined, and has an agreeable smell. 1888 fall
"

Mall G. 6 Sept. 10/1 The manufacture . . of objects of
devotion in mother-of-peari and olive-wood.

2. Any tree of the genus ElifoJendron (N. O.

Celaslracex*), furnishing an ornamental wood.
1866 in Trcas. Bat.

Olive-yard (ftirijiaS).
An inclosure or piece

of ground in which olive-trees are cultivated.

1382 WVCLIF Exod. xxiii. n So thow shalt doon in thi

vyne ?eerd, and in thin oliue ?eerd. 1611 BIBLE Josh. xxiv.

13 Of the vineyards and oliveyards which ye planted not
do ye eat. 1703 MAUNDRKLI. Jonrn. Jems, (1721) 64 We
pass'd thro' large Olive-yards. 1760-72 tr. Juan fy Ulloas
I'oy- (ed. 3) II. 241.

Olivi-l'erous, a. rare~". [f. L. olivifer + -ous.]

Olive-bearing.
1656 ULOUNT Ghssogr., Oliviferous, which bears or brings

forth Olive::. 1658 in PHILLIPS.

Oliviform (di-viif&ra), a. [See -FORM and cf.

1''. oliviforine.] Having the shape of an olive. In
Conchol. Resembling an olive shell.

1857 MAVXK Expos. Lex., Oliviform, shaped like the olive.

Olivil (p-livil). C/iem, [a. F. olivile, f. olive.}
A crystalline substance obtained from the gum of
the olive-tree.

1810 26 HENRY F.lem. Client. II. 332 Olivile is a name
given by M. Pelletier to the substance which remains after

gently evaporating the alcoholic solution of the gum which
exudes from the olive tree. 1866-77 WATTS Diet. Chem. IV.
200 Olri'il. CiiHigOa . . A neutral substance occurring
. .in the gum of the olive-tree.

I fence t OU"vilin. Chem. Obs. =
prec.

1838 'I'. THOMSON Chem. Org. Bodies 568 From the undis-
solved portion absolute alcohol dissolves the olivilin, which
is deposited in crystals on evaporating the solution.

Olivine (flivsin, -in). Min. Also -in. [Named
1790; f. L. ollva OLIVE : see-ixfiS.] A variety of

CHRYSOLITE, chiefly of olive-green colour, occurring
in eruptive rocks and in meteorites.

1794 KIRWAN Min. 263 Olivin . . is found generally in
roundish grains. 1816 R. JAMESON Min. II. 74 Olivine is

nearly allied to Augite. 1879 RUTLEY Stud. Rocks x. 116
Olivine is a common constituent of many eruptive rocks.

b. attrib. Containing or resembling olivine.

1872 \V. S. SY.MONDS Rec. Rocks i. 12 Micaceous and
olivme rocks. 1884 Bookseller 6 Nov. 1190 These two
books, .are bound in bevel boards, with olivine edges.

c. In comb, naming mixed minerals, as olivine-

diabase, olivine-gabbro.
Hence Olivi nic, Olivlni'tic adjs., pertaining to,

OLLA PODRIDA.
I resembling, or containing olivine

;
Olivini'ferons

<z., containing or yielding olivine.

1845 ?>/. Asiatic Sac. Bengal XIV. 294 The narrow
zone of oliviniferpus trap. 1894 L. FLETCHER in Mineralog.
Mag, X. 312 A silicate of the olivinic type.

Olivite (^-livait). Chem. [f. OLIVE + -ITE 1

4.]
1 A bitter substance obtained from unripe olives, and
i from olive-leaves.

1866-77 WATTS Diet. Chew. IV. 202.

t Oli-vity. Obs. rare" , [ad. L. olivitas, f.

oliv-a OLIVE : see -ITY.]
1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Olivity (olivitas), the lime of

gathering Olives, or making Oyl ; see Qleity.

Oik, obs. Sc. form of ouk, WEEK.
Olla 1

(fla). Also 7 ollia. [a. Sp. olla (pro-
nounced o'Iya, whence spelling ollia, and Oi.io), in

Pg. olha pot, stew, hotchpot : L. olla pot, jar.]
1. In Spain and Spanish-speaking lands, an

earthen jar or pot used for cooking, etc. ; also,
a dish of meat and vegetables cooked in such
a pot; hence = OLIO i, OLLA PODRIDA.
1612 MABBH tr. Alemans Guzman tFAJf. \. \\. i. no We

did alwaies ft tide a tricke toadde some-thing, though it were
but for the boyling of their Olla. Margin, Olla, is a pot or

Pipkin, wherein flesh, and other things are sod ; by the Figure
Melonym the Olla is taken for that which is boyled in it.

(1645 HOWELL Lett. v. xxxviii. (1650) 174 He can mnrinat

fish, make gellies. .
; he is passing good for an ollia. 1771

SMOLLETT Humph. CL ii Oct., He taught me.. to cook
several outlandish delicacies, such as ollas, pepper-/c/^,
pillaws [etc.]. 1838 I'eg.Subst.Food of'Alan 224 The olla..

with which a Spanish dinner commences. 1843 LOSGF.

Span. Stud. i. v, Give a Spaniard His mass, his olla, and
his Dona Luisa. 1877 DORA GKEENWEI.L Basket ofSummer
I'Wtit 69 Everything that is good in itself is good for an olla.

2. In parts of the United States formerly Spanish :

A large porous earthen jar for keeping drinking-
water cool by evaporation from its outer surface.

1851 MAYNK REID Scalp Hunt. Ii. 390 The olla was filled

with water from the adjacent stream. 1854 BAKTLETT Klex.

lionndary I. xi. 272 The olla or earthen pot almost their

only domestic utensil. 1884 J. G. BOURKE Snake Damt
Aloqitis x. 109, I found three large four or five gallon ollas.

H 3. An ancient cineiaiy urn. [Latin.]
1857 BIRCH Anc. Pottery (1858) II. 327 Of this pale red

ware were also made the jars or ollae which held the ashes
of the dead.

i! Olla -. Also 7 olea, 8 olio, 8-9 ole, 9 ollah,
ola. [a. Pg. olla, var. of ola, a. Malayalim ola

(Tamil d/ai,-.] A palm-leaf, esp. a leaf or strip
of a leaf of the palmyra, used in Southern India,

etc., for writing on
; hence, a native letter or

document written on such a leaf: = CADJAX 2.

1625 PLKCHAS Pilgrims II. x. 1728 He sent another man-
date, that he should doe nothing till he had an Olla or
Letter written with his hand in letters of gold. 1698 FRYER
Ate. E. India 66 The Houses are low, and Thatched with
Oleas of the Cocoe-Trees. ibid. Index, Oleas, leafs. 1718
ProJ>ag. Gospel in East m. 37 (Y.) Damulian Leaves,
commonly called Oles. 1760 ALVES in Dalrymple Oriental

Repert. (1808) I. 377 (Y.) Orders for Olios to be made out
for delivering of what Englishmen were in his Kingdom to

me. 1806 C. BUCHANAN Chr. Researches (ed. 2) 70 Many
persons had their (Ulahs in their hands, writing the sermon
in Tamil shorthand. 1859 TENSEST Ceylon (1860) I. x. 512
The books of the Singhalese are formed to-day, as they
have been for ages past, of olas or strips taken from the

young leaves of the Talipat or the Palmyra palm.

II Ollamh, ollav (o-\x.\\. Irish Antiq. Also

ollave, ollam. [a. Ir. ollanih (o'lav, nasal v) t

Olr. ollam, learned man, doctor.] Among the

ancient Irish, A master in some art or branch of

learning; a learned man: a rank answering to

that of a doctor or professor in a university.

1723 O'CONNOR tr. Keating's Hist. Irel. 132 Ollamh Fodhla
was his Successor in the Throne, //'it/., Ollamh signifies a
Person* that excells in Wisdom and Learning. 1845 PETRIE
J-'.ccl. Arc/lit, Irel. 347 The author of this law refused to

allow him more than the ollave in poetry, or the ollave in

language, or the teacher. 1888 JHacfau. Mag, Dec. 807
The Ollams being specially devoted to genealogy before the

advent of the Normans. 1893 Diet, Nut. Biog. XXXIV.
430 A family of hereditary historians who were., ollavs (i. e.

chief chroniclers or professional authors) of the O'Briens.

Ollapod (frlaiyd),
abbrev. of OLLA PODRIDA.

1804 COLLINS Scripscrap A iij, This little Ollapod, made
up of '

Trifles light as air . a 1845 Hoon To Hahnemann i,

Framed the whole race of Ollapods to fret.

Hence O'llapodijm (twnce-wd.\ a sentence made
, up of various languages.

1837 Tait's Mag. IV. 157 His natural volubility, aided by
. .a plentiful sprinkling of Ollapodisms. .pleased the men.

Olla podrida (^"liijwirf'di). Also 7 olio

(ollio) podrido, oleopodrido, olepotride, olla-

pod-, 9 olla-podrida. [a. Sp. olla podrida =

rotten pot', f. olla (see OLLA 1
, OLIO) and po-

drida L. ptttrida putrid, rotten. The spelling

olepotride simulates rr.]
1. A dish of Spanish origin composed of pieces

of many kinds of meat, vegetables, etc. stewed or

boiled together : = OLIO i.

1599 MINSHEU Span. Dial. 22, I desire to know, from
whence or why they called it olla podrida \marg. t A rotten

or putrified pot. Also a hotchpotch of many meats together].

1615 MARKHAM Eng. Hoiisew. n. ii. (1668) 63 An excellent

Olepotride.. the only principal dish of boyled meat which is

esteemed in all Spain. 1622 MABBE tr. Alematis Gttstnan

(TAff. i. 11. i. no marginlOllapodrida, is a very great one,



OLLE.

contayning in it diuers things, as Mutton, Heefe, Hens,
Capons, Sawsages, Piggs feete, Garlick, Onions, &c. It is

called Podrida^ because it is sod leisurely, til it be rotten

(as we say) and ready to fall in peeces.. . In English it may
well beare the name of Hodge-podge. 1647 K. STAPYLTON
Jitrettal (1682) 208 For foure hundred pieces to bespeake
An ollio podrido. a 1648 LD. HERBERT Autobiog. (1886.)

159 Nine dishes, ..the first whereof was, three ollas podridas.
1846 Edin. Rev. LXXXIV. 175 Mr. Hughes evidently
prefers a beefsteak to an olla podrida.
2. A hotchpotch, medley; a mixture of lan-

guages :
~ OLIO 2.

-11634 RANDOLPH Muses Locking-glass I. iv, A mere Olla

j'oitnda, A medley, of ill-placed, and worse penn'd humours.

iMsCowLEYCutferCofcwan St. u. v, My little Gallimaufry,
my little Oleopotlrido of Arts and Arms. 1829 SCOTT
Xapoieon Introd., Wk?. 1870 IX. 236 Their accusation was. .

an olla podrida. 1850 H. ROGERS Ess. II. iv. 160 An olla

podrida, made up half ofwords supplied by the one language,
and half of words supplied from the other. 185/9 GREEN
Lett. \. (1901) 30 That olla-podrida of a brain of mine.

Hence O llapodrrda-ish, O llapodri'dical adjs.

(nonce-ivds.}, heterogeneous.
1827 SCOTT yrnl. 13 Mar., My ideas were olla-podrida-ibh.

183,0 Fraser's Mag. I. 748 Its omnigenous and ollapodridical

tOD* v. Obs. ran- 1
. [ME. ? f. OE. oil, in

phr. mid olle with scorn or contumely.] intr.

VTo pour scorn or contempt (on}.
^1400-50 Alexander i86t He set neuire his hope .. To

olle ay on his vndireling for ouer-laike a quyle.
Olleu : see OLEN.

Olleo, ollio, obs. forms of OLIO.

t Ollite :>
1

l3it). Min. [f. L. olla pot t- -JTE :

in L. lapis ollaris, F. pierre ollaire.] An obso-

lete synonym of potstone, or steatite.

1811 PiNKEinpN Petral. I. 81 A dark ollite interspersed
with golden mica. Ibid. 319 Saussvire . . calls steatite the
substance which forms the base or the paste of ollite.

O loft(e, Olon, Oloude, obs. forms of ALOFT,
ALOXE, ALOUD.

-OlOgy, Ology (p'lodgi), suffix and quasi-^.
1. suffix. The form in which the suffix -LOGY

(Gr. -Ao7*'a) usually occurs in words derived from

Gr., the o belonging etymologically to the prec.
element (see -o) ; hence the form of the suffix in

modern formations, often sportive nonce-words.

1803 FESSENDEN Terrible Tractoration \. (ed. 2) 18 note,
Sublime discoveries in the abstruse sciences of insectology,
mite-ology and nothing-olugy. 1805 J. LAWRENCE Treat.
Cattle (1809) 495 The contemplation, either of physiology,
or commonsen sology.
2. qnasi-j//. Any one of the various sciences or

departments of science,
1811 E. NARES Thinks-f-tO'inystlf (ed. 5) I. 68 She . .

was therefore supposed to understand Chemistry, Geology,
Philology, and a hundred ofher ologies. 1823 Edin. Re~c.

XXXVIII. 420 This is the Ology of the day. 1866 CAR-
LYLK Inang. Adtfr, 189 Maid-servants, I hear people com-
plaining, are getting instructed in the 'ologies

1

. 1884
J. ROBKRTSON Unh\ Serin, in Cambr. Rev. 5 Nov. Suppl.
p. xxvi/i The full shock of each new 'ology'.
So Olo'gical, Olog-i-stic, a. nonce-ivds.^ of, per-

taining to, or versed in the *

ologies
'

; -o'logfist,

O'logist, a student or professor of an *

ology '.

1834-43 SOUTHEY Doctor cxxxix. (1848) 348/2 Not so for

the scientific in gooseberries, the gooseberryolociists. 1839
Weiv Monthly Mag. LV, 444 We have eight or nine ologists
of different sorts staying with us. a 1861 CLOUGH L

T
ranns

25 Chaldean mumblings vast, with gossip light From modern
ologistic fancyings mixed. 1890 Pall Mall G. 14 Alar. 6 i

Mr. C. is rising forty, amiable, and '

ological '. That is, he

goes in hot for the 'ologies '. 1896 West in. Gaz. i July 2/2

Kvery feature of the face . . has long before now been made
an ' index to character

*

by
*

ologists
'

of various persuasions.

fO'lorine. Obs. rare. [ad. L. ft0H$M 46fswMu'j
in herba olorina swans' grass.] A grass or * herb'

eaten with avidity by swans; ftwans-groH.
The grass of Loch Spiney, referred to by Hoece (see OLOL'R)

and Leslie, is app. Glyceria Jluitnns, called locally 'Swan
girss

'

(Rampini County Hist. Elgin 58) and ' Pike girss '.

1596 DALRVMPLE tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot, I. 45 Moray hes
a freshe water loch called Spynie, that mekle abundes in

Swanis, in quhilke loch is a certaine herb verie rare and
sindle to be found, in quhilke because the Swan hes sa gret

delyte,wc cal the herbe olorine (because the swan in latin is

olor) [tr. LESLIE De Orig. (etc.) Scot. (1578) 28 Herba
quxdatn rara .. qua quod olores impenst: delectantur,
Olorinam earn dicimus], 1796 MORSE Anter. Geog. II. 150
The plant olorina which grows in its waters.

{ Olour. Obs. rare, [erron. f. L. olomm gen.

pi., 'of swans'.] =
prec.

1536 BELLKSIJEN Cron. Scot. (1821) I. xxxiv, The cause

quhy the swannis multiplyis sa fait in this loch [Spynee], is

tnrow ane herbe namit Olour [tr. Koi.n-; Scot. Hist. (1526)

Descriptio If. ix, Herba quaedam cuius semine [Holores]
auidissime vescuntur, atque ob id Holorum cognoniinata].

Olp, olph, olf
(f?lp, plf), local variants of AL?2.

a 1825 FORBY I'oc. E. Anglia, Grcen-ol/, the green finch,

1840

pro-

rby.

Oltra-, obs. form of ULTRA-.

Oluente, variant of OLFEXD Obs.^ camel.

t Oluhnen, v> Obs. Also 3 olhnen. [Early
ME. ohthnen (u} app. for *oliihtnen, f. OK. olyht

flattery (Blickl. ITom. 99), connected with olehtan,
oUccan to flatter.] trans, and intr. To flatter.

a 1125 Ancr. R. 180 }if rne is iluued more J>en anoSer, &
more ioluhnud. Ibid. 248 Ne mei he buten scheawe be

a 125 ORBY oc. . nga, rcen-o, te green nc

or, more properly, green grosbeak, rams -viridus. 18

SPURDENS Suppl. Forty, Olp. This is nearer to the pr
nunciation in Suffolk, than Olf in Forby.

107

J

uorSsumhwat of his ap \vare; & oluhnen, otSer breaten bet

i
me bugge J?erof. a 1225 Juliana 53 pen laddlichc of helle

'

Jjat olhnede swi$e & bed tus & bisohte.

Hence t Oluhning-e (olhtninge, olhtnunge.
olhnung(e), vbl. sb., flattering, flattery.
a 1225 Ancr, Rt 192 (MS. T.) Olhtninge o5er hereward

mihte sone make sum of ou fulitohen. a 1225 St. Marker.
1

5 For al me is thin olhmmi* ant thin eie. a 1225 Leg, Kath,
1502 Ah al J>e helped an bin olhnunge.

Olupy, obs. form of ONLEPY a., only.

Oly, Olybanum, obs. ff. OIL, OLIBANUM.

Oly-cook, oly-koek (J-likuk). (7.S. heal.

: [a. Du. oliekoek, lit.
' oil-cake

'.]
A cake of dough

sweetened and fried in lard : originally a Dutch

delicacy.
1809 W. IRVING Knlckcrb. (1861) 90 Balls of sweetened

dough. .called doughnuts, or olykoeks. 1818 SketchBk.,
Leg. Sleeky Hollow (1865) 440 There was the doughty
dough-nut, the tenderer oly koek, and the crisp and crum-

bling cruller. 1851 H. MKLYII.LF. ll'/tale Ixv. 334 Like old

Amsterdam housewives' dough-nuts or oly-cooks.

Olyet, Olyf, -yff e, obs. ff. OILLET, OLIVE.

Olyfant, -aunt, etc., obs. ff. ELEPHANT.

Olympiad (01i'mpid). Also 5-7 Olympias.
[a. F. Olympiad* (1553 in Hatz.-Darm., but prob.

earlier), ad. L. Olympias, ace. Olympiad-cm, a. Gr.

, 'OAv/iTTiay, -dS-, f. 'OAu/jTrios OLYMPIAN : see -AD.]
i A period of four years reckoned from one celebra-

tion of the Olympic games to the next, by which
the ancient Greeks computed time, the year 776
B. c. being taken as the first year of the first

Olympiad. Also attrih.^ as Olympiad era.

1398 TRI-VISA Earth. De P. R. ix. iv. (MS. liodl.) If. 92/1

pc grees .. cleped J>e firste fyue jeres be fur.st Olimpias.
(1532 l.)t' WKS Introd, Fr. in Palsgr. 1079 The Greeks
were wont to reken by Olympiades whiche ben four yere.
1601 HOLLAND Pliny I. 6 This nature of hers, Pythagoras
of Samos first found out, about the 42 olympias. Ibid.

II. 564 The originall and beginning of the Olympiades.
1682 SIR T. HROWNE C/ir, Mor. \. 21 Let Ephemerides
not Olympiads give thee account of His mercies. 1819
KVRON Prof/i. Dante in. 158 Not Hellas can unroll Through
her olympiads two such names. 1876 SMITH Diet. Gr. .5-

Rom. Antiq. 835/1 A new Olympiad aera .. came into use
under the Roman emperors. 1882 LIDDKLI. & SCOTT Creek
f.e.r, (ed. 7) s.v. 'OAv^ma?, The ist Olympiad began 776 B.C. ;

the 293rd and last in 393 A. n.

Hence Olympia'dic, t Olympia'dical adjs., of

or pertaining to an Olympiad or Olympiads.
1638 MEDIC Wks. (1672) 698 In this third year of the King,

and at the end of this Olympiadical year, . .came forth the

Edict of Darius. 1890 Cent. Diet., Olympiadic era.

Olympian (oli'mpian), a. and sb. [ad, late L.

Olympian-its, f. earlier Olympi-us, a. Gr. 'Q\vpirw$
of Olympus. The fern. 'OAv/iTria (sc. X^Pa ) i- e -

Olympian region, Olympia, was spec, applied to

a district of Elis in Greece, by the city of Pisa,

where the 'OAu/wna (sc. Itpa.}, Olympia, or Olympic
games, were held.] A. adj.
1. Of or belongingto Olympus; heavenly, celestial.

1603 HOLLAND Plutarch's Mor. 1329 Our Olympian or

celestial! earth. 1667 MILTON P. L. \u. 3 Above th'

Olympian Hill I soare, Above the flight of Pegasean wing.
1749 G. WICST Odes Pindar ii. (1753) L 22 O Son of Rhea,
God supreme ! Whose kingly Hands th' Olympian Sceptre
wield ! 1818 KEATS Endywion u. 911 Light .. quick and

sharp enough to blight The Olympian eagle's vision. 1900
O. C. IRODRick Mem. 262 What Professor Max Miiller well

calls his
'

Olympian manners
'

never repelled me.

2. Of or belonging to Olympia : = OLYMPIC A. 2.

1593 SHAKS. 3 Hen. I'/, u. iii. 53 Such rewards As Victors
weare at the Olympian Games. 1667 MILTON /'. L. \\. 530
As at th' Olympian Games or Pythian fields. 1873 SYMONDS
Grk. Poets vi. 163 The Olympian games were held in Elis

once in rive years, during the summer.
B. sb. 1. A native or inhabitant of Olympia ;

an athlete who took part in the Olympic games.
1606 SHAKS. Tr. fyCr. iv. v. 194 When that a ring of Greekes

haue hem'd thee in, Like an Olympian wrestling.
2. An inhabitant of Olympus; one of the greater

gods of ancient Greek mythology ; spec, (the Olyin-
:

pian} Zeus or Jupiter.
1843 CARLVLK Past fy Pr. I. i, Midas longed for gold, and

insulted the Olympians. 1804 SIR E. SULLIVAN U'otnan 85
If you entered a grove or bathed in a river, you might tumble

,

over a nymph or a satyr, or perhaps an Olympian.
Hence Olympianism, the polytheistic system of

the ancient Greeks, in which the gods of Olympus
were the chief deities; Oly mpianize v. (a) trans.,

to turn into an Olympian; (b} intr., to play the

Olympian ; Oly'mpianly, Olympianwise cufvs.,

in the style of an Olympian.
1871 Echo 21 June, The Times ..A little too Olympianly,

.. intimates that Mr. Gladstone's argument for the Bill
'

perishes on analysis'. 1893 W. C. WILKINSON in -Barrows
Parlt. Relig. II. 1247 Olympianism if I may use such a
word to describe a certain otherwise nondescript polytheistic
idolatry. 1897 Edin. Rw. Apr. 460 Orpheus became in a
sense Olympianised. 1898 G. MERKUITH Odes fr. Hist. S

A . . gemmed, elected few . . its . . game Olympianwise perform.

Olympic >li"mpik), a. and sb. [ad. L. Olympic-
its, a. (Jr. 'OAv/iTTitfuy, orig.

* of Olympus ', later
* of

Olympia'.] A. adj.
1. Of or belonging to Olympus ; Olympian ;

celestial, rare. ? Obs.
1600 ToL'RNia'R Trans/. Mttamorph, vii, Th' ulhnpique

,

Globe is now a hollow ball.

OMBRE.

2. Of or belonging to Olympia in Elis (see

OLYMPIAN), in which the most famous games of
nncient Greece (the Olympicgames} were celebrated

in honour of the Olympian Zens. Also tramf,
a 1610 HKALEV Epictetus (1636) 48 Wouldest Ihou lie vic-

tor in the Olympicke games? 1711 ADDISON Sped. No. 173

1^ 3. I have looked over all the Olympic Games, and do not
find anything in them like an Ass-Race. 1839 THIRUVAU.
Circecc 1. VI. 193 Dionysodorus, who had gained an Olympic
prize. 1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2} III. 348 Their lifewill be
blessed as the life of Olympic victors.

B. s/>. An Olympic game : usually in //. Also

transf. andyff.
6-1640 [SlliRLEv] Capt. Undcnvit l. in Bullen O. PL, To

see the Clownes sell fish in the hall and ride the wild mare,
and such Olimpicks. 1678 W. DILLINGHAM .SerHt. Fun. 7,aify
Alston 8 In the Greek Olympicks, or in the Roman Cirque.
1711 SHAFTESB. Charac. (1737) I. 269 At their fairs . . they
perform their rude olympicks.
Hence tOlympicly adv., in Olympic fashion.

'599 XASME Lenten Stujfe 33.

t Olynipical, a. Obs. [See -ICAL.] = prec. A.
1432-50 tr. Higdcn (Rolls) II. 423 Victorye . . at the actes

Olimpicalle. 1592 K. I). Hypnerotomachia 83 ReuiovinL:
from my lieart, all fearefnll thoughts, with her Olyinphicail
aspects. 1608 TOFSELI. Serpents (1658) 653 Clemens Alex-
andrinns.. hath these words: .. 'These fat, dull, grosse,
and Olympicall enemies of ours are worser then wasps'.

Olympionic (olimpip-nik). [ad. Gr. 'Q\\m-
Triufiwos conquering in tile Olympic games (vinrj

victory).] An ode in honour of a victor in the
( Hympic games.
1779-81 JOHNSON- /.. /'., Cwtt'y \Vks. II. 49 In the Olym-

pionick an oath is mentioned in a single word.

I Olympionicest. Obs. [ineg. f. ],. Olym-
pioniccs, a. Gr. 'OAu/iTrfonVr/s a victor in the

Olympic games.] A victor in the Olympic gaines.
a 1656 US.SHKR Ann. (1658) 89 Sirnamed . . the Olympian!-

test, i. e. one that had won the bell in the games at Olympus.

Olympus (flli'mpJV. (Also 6 Olimp.) [I..

Olympus, a. Gr. "OAu/iiros name of several lofty

mountains, each app. the highest in its own district
;

esp. that mentioned below.] A mountain in the

north of Thessaly, the fabled abode of the greater

gods of ancient Greek mythology ; hence applied
to heaven as the divine abode : larely, to the sky.
[1549 Cotnpl. Scot. Kpistle 3 Vndir the machine of the

supreme olinip. Jl'id. v. 32.]

1580 STANVHURST Upon the Death flff.d.C. /V/c7;w/</in

sEneid, etc. (Arb.) 152 Thy soul God gladdeth with saincts

in blessed Olympus. 1607 SHAKS. C'<>r. v. iii. 30 As if

Olympns toa Mole-hill should In supplication Xod. 1715-20
POPE Iliad 1.551 To move thy suit I'll go To great Olympus
crown'd with fleecy snow. 1878 J. PAYN l!y t'ro.vy I. iii. 25
The gods of the liuddhist Olympus. 1879 FROVDE bestir ii.

16 The Greeks introduced them to an Olympus of divinities.

Olypha(u)nt, -vaunt, obs. ff. ELEPHANT.

Olyue, obs. form of ALIVE, OLIVK.

Om, var. oihoni. form of HEM pron., them.

Omacle, erron. form of ONYCI.E Obs., onyx.
Omadhaun (p'midgn). Also 9 omadauii.

-dawn, -dhawn, -dhoun, -thauu. [a. Ir.

ainadan fool.] A fool : as an Irish term of abuse.
1818 I.ADV MORGAN Autolnog. (1859) 32 ^e aisy, you

omadaun ! 1841 S. C. HALL Ireland I. 263 The Omadau-n !

to think of his taking in a poor soft boy like that, who u-as

away from his mother. 1894 HALL CAINE Manxman 27
You gobmouthed pmathaun. 1895 JANE BARLOW Strangers
at Lisconucl 84 liig Hugh M clnerney, whom people \\ ere

apt to call an omadhawn.

Omage, Omager(e, obs. ff. HOMAGE, -EB.

il Omalgia famEe'ld^ia). Path. [f. Gr. up-os
shoulder + -a\yia from 0X705 pain.] Rheumatism
in the shoulder.

1892 Syti. Si'C. Lex., Omalgia, . .pain in the shoulder. 1897
Alltnitt's Syst. Med. III. 63 Varieties of muscular rheuma-
tism., as omalgia when the shoulder muscles are affected.

Omalo-, incorrect form of HOMAI.O-.

Omander (cmse'ndaj). A name of an East

Indian ebony obtained from the tree Diospyros
Kbenaster

;
akin to calamander.

1843 HoLizAi'i I-EL Turning, &c. 82 Mr. Laird says there

are three varieties of Coromandel ; the Calainanticr, . . the

Calemberri, . . and the Otnnniier, the ground of which is as

light as English yew, hut of a redder cast, with a few slight
veins and marks of darker tints. 1858 SIMMONUS Diet.

Trade, Oinandcr.wood.

Omang, -e, obs. forms of AMONG.
Omast, variant of OVKMEST.

II Omasum (onW-stfm). [L., bullock's tripe.]

The third stomach of a ruminant
;
the psalterinni

or manyplies.
1706 PHILLIPS, Omasum, the thick and fatty part of the

Belly of an Ox, etc., fat Tripe: See Abotnasitm. 1893 in

Syd. Soc. Lex.
Ombe- : see UMBE-.

Omber, obs. form of USIBEH, a grayling.

Omberty, variant of UMBEBTY Obs.

Ombra(h, obs. f. OMBAH, Mohammedan grandee.

Ombrage, -ecus, obs. ff. UMBHAGE, -Eoi'S.

Ombre (c'mbaj, o'mbr). Also 7 1'ombre,

1'hombre, umbre, 7-9 hombre, 8-9 omber.

[a. Sp. hombre (:!.. homineni) man (see quot.

1 66.'), perh. through !'. hombrc, umbre (171!) c.

in Hatz.-Darm.).]
14- l



OMBRIFUGE.

1. A card-game played by three persons, with

forty cards, the eights, nines, and tens of the

ordinary pack being thrown out.

Ombre was very popular in the I7th-i8th centuries, but
about 1726 it was superseded as the fashionable card-game
by Quadrille.
1660-61 L. GOWER 26 Jan. in $t/i Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm.

202/1 To play at Hombre, the new game at cards now
in fashion at court. 1662 COTGRAVE Wits Interpr. (ed. 2)

353 L'Ombre is a Spanish Game at Cards, wherein he who
undertakes to play it saith Jo soy VOmbre, i. e. I am the

man; for so the word L '

Ombre signifieth. 1668 ETHEREDGE
She would if she could in. iii, Were [I] every afternoon at

my Lady Briefes. .at Umbre and Quebas. 1678 WYCHEKL'EY
Plain-Dealer \\. i, Captain, I beg your pardon: You will

not make one at Hombre? 1691 ETHEREDGE Poems Wks.
(1888) 378 Such ropes of pearl her arms encumber, She
scarce can deal the cards at ombre. 1706 PHILLIPS, Omber,
or Ombre. 1712-14 POPE Rape Lock in. 27 At Ombre singly
to decide their doom, a 1761 J. CAWTHORN Birth Genius
Poems (1771) 54 They taught him with address and skill To
shine at ombre and quadrille. 1848 THACKERAY Vanity
Fair \\v\\, The night when he and the Marquis of Steyne
won a hundred thousand from a great personage at Hombre.
1887 All Year Round 5 Feb. 68 Ombre and Quadrille are

terribly complicated for a beginner.
2. The player at this game who undertakes to

win the pool.
1727-41 CHAMBERS Cyct. s. v., If any will attempt for it

[the stake or game], he henceforth is called the ombre. 1878
H. GIBBS Ombre 20 He is then the Ombre (El Hombre) the
man of the moment the champion who stands the game.
3. Comb., as ombre-hox, -player, -table.

1711 STEELE Spat. No. 140? 10 Ladies. .who as soon as

an Ombre-player. 1878 H. GIBBS Ombre g A regular
Ombre-box has four trays within it each with its several
coloured counters, and in the middle a pool-dish.

Ombrifuge (p-mbrifif/dg). rare 1
. [?irreg. f.

Gr. op&pos shower of rain -f- -FUGE.] A refuge or

shelter against rain.

1868 BROWNING Ring fy Bk. x. 465 The belfry proves
a fortress of a sort, ., Turns sunscreen, paravent, and
ombrifuge.

Ombro-, comb. f. Gr. op&pos shower of rain :

O'mbrograph [see -GRAPH], 'an automatic instru-

ment for recording the time of occurrence; quantity,
and rapidity of rainfall' (Funk, 1893). Ombrc'logy
[see -LOGY], the branch of meteorology that deals

with rain
;
hence Ombrolo'gical a. Ombro me-

ter [see -METER], a rain-gauge. O'mbropMl [see

-PHIL], O'mbrophobe [-PHOBK], see quot.
1865 Athenaeum No. 1942. 54/2 The *OmbrologicaI Alma-

nack. 1845 P. I.ECH (title) Hints for Anemology and
*Ombrology, with a Weather Almanac for 1840 and 1845.
1744 R. PICKERING in Phil. Trans. XLIII. 12 (2) Of the
'Ombrometer. This Machine consists of a tin Funnel,
whose Surface is an Inch square, a flat Board, and a glass
Tube let into the Middle of it in a Groove,, .and an Index.

1763 BORLASE ibid. LI 1 1. 29 If you. .keep an ombrometer,
and register of the rain. 1794 Gcntl. Mag. LXIV. i.

295,
I found a very brief description of an instrument of this

kind, but under the word ombrometer. 1897 WILLIS Flower.
PI, I. 153 Wiesner. .divides plants into *ombrophiles, which
can undergo without injury long-continued rain, and

* oinbro-

phobes, whose leaves soon decay or fall off under such
circumstances.

Omega (J"*m/ga, <?ume'ga\ [Gr. w ptya i. e.
*

great O', in contradistinction to o ptKpov' little O'.]
1. The last letter .(H, w) of the Greek alphabet,

having originally the value of long open o.

[1573-80 BARET Ah. O, The Greekes therefore liaue

(uuLKpoc standing for a short o ; and oj/neya for this double or

long o, oo.} 1656 in BLOUNT Glossogy., Omega. 1727-41
CHAMBERS Cycl. s. v. O, The Greeks had two O's, viz. omicron,
o, and omega w. 1897 AllbutCs Syst. Mcd. III. 815 The
outline of such a loop is that of a capital omega.
2. transf. The last of a series ; the last word

;

the end or final development. Alpha and Omega :

see ALPHA a.

1526 TINDALE Rev. \. 8, I am Alpha and Omega the fyrst
and the laste. 1651 N. BACON Disc. Covf. Eng. u. xxviii.

(i739) J32 Formerly the Pope usurped the power to be the

Omega to the resolves of all Councils. 1746 WESLEY Hymn,
' Love Divine' ii, Alpha and Omega be. 1800 Asiat. Ann.
Reg.) Proc. E. Ind. Ho. 85/1 A letter ..contained the alpha
and the omega of the business. 1832 TENNYSON Two I'oices

278
'

Omega ! thou art Lord
', they said,

* We find no motion
in the dead '. 1851 NEALE Hymn,

* Draw m'gh t
and take

',

Alpha and Omega, to whom shall bow AH nations at the

Doom, is with us now. 1886 Athcnseum 25 Dec. 863/3
These two volumes may be considered as the omega of
Hebrew bibliography.
3. attrib. and Comb., as omega-shaped &$).
1880 MRS. GRAY 14 Months in Canton xxviii. 301 They are

always in the Omega or horse-shoe form. 1885 Where
Chinescs Drive 19 The omega-shaped tombs so common in

the south [of China].

Omelet, omelette (^mlet, p-melet). Also 7

aumelet,-ette, ammulet, omlet, emlett, 7-8 amu-
let, aumulet, 8 amlet, aumlet. [a. K. omelette, in

1 6th c. homelaicte (Rabel.), aumelete (O. De Serres),
for earlier anielettt (i5th c. in Litire, also still in

Fr. dial.), app. by metathesis from alemette, a syn-

onym, by substitution of suffix, ^ialeindle^ aluindle,
lit. thin plate, *the blade of a sword or knife'

(Cotgr.) ;

' that is, the omelet was named from its

thin Hat shape
1

(Skeat). Menagier, i4th c., has

108

'alumelle (v.r. alumette) frite au sucre'. Gode-

froy exemplifies the successive forms ahtmette,
amelette^ omelette, cenfmolette, aumelette. The
forms in am- and aum- were also Eng. in i y-iSth c.

OF. alemelle appears to have itself arisen from

lamelle, lemelle, ad. L. lamella dim. of lamina, by
an erroneous analysis of lakmelle^ i.e. la lemelle,
as Ialemelle : cf. JADE j.-]
A dish mainly consisting of eggs whipped up,

seasoned, and fried
; often varied by the addition

of other ingredients, as cheese, apples, parsley,

chopped ham, fish, mushrooms, etc.

1611 COTGR., Haunelctte,3X\ Omelet, or Pancake of egges.
1655 tr. Com, Hist. Francion \-\\\. 26, I was commanded to
make an aumelet, it being Friday. 1657 R. LIGON Baria-
docs (1673) 36 An Amulet of eggs. 1681 W. ROBERTSON
Phrascol.Gt-n. (1693) 185 An Aumulet of Eggs. 1698 SIR
H. SLOANR in Phil. Trans. XX. 70 A Fresh Egg in Fashion
of an Ammulet. 1699 EVELYN Acetaria (17291 125 In Omlets,
made up with Cream, fried in Sweet Gutter. 1748 MRS. S.

HARRISON House-kpr.'s Pockct-Book'\\. (ed. 4)6 Eggs dress'il,
in several sorts of Ainlets. 1730 E. SMITH Cotnpl. House.
(ed. 14) 50 An Amulet of Eggs the savoury way. 1796
MRS. GLASSE Cookery v. 83 Wake an Aumlet of yolks of

eggs. 1806 A. HUNTER Cnlina (ed. 3) 203 The omelette is

an extemporaneous dish that admits of great variation in

its composition. 1860 HAWTHORNE Marb. Faun xxv. (1883)
257 Old Stella, .quickly followed it with a savory omelet.

1873 E. SMITH Foods 96 In preparing omelettes, the albu-
men is more consolidated.

b. Proverb. 'Omelets cannot be made with-
out breaking eggs', transl. the French, On ne
saiirait faire line omelette sans easser des <xufs,
said in reference to operations which cannot be

accomplished without the sacrifice of something in

itself valuable.

1859 GEN. P. THOMPSON Audi Alt. II. xc. 65 We are

walking upon eggs, and whether we tread East or tread

West, the omelet will not be made without the breaking of
some. 1898 Times 10 Jan. 13/3 Omelettes cannot be made
without breaking eggs, and war cannot be waged without
losses of this kind occurring.

Omelie, omely(e, obs. forms of HOMILY.
Omell, var. AMELL Obs., among, amid.

Omen (<?<'men), sb. '[a. L. <w/,OL. (according
to Varro) osmen, pcrh. for ausmen, f. root of aitdlre

to hear + -men (as in carmen, etc.).] Any phe-
nomenon or circumstance supposed to portend good
or evil; a token significant of the nature of a future

event ; a prophetic sign, prognostic, augury.
1582 STANYHURST ^"^/.ni. (Arb.) 66 You Gods of countrye

this is eke your prosperus omen. 1600 B. JOHSOH Cynthia's

Rep. iv, ii, I take it for no good omen, to find mine Honor so

defected- 1637 HEYWOOD Dialogues ii. Wks. 1874 VI. 113
Far be that Omen from vs [ L. absit omen .']. 1719 YOUNG
Busiris in. i, May all the gods watch o'er your life and
empire, And render omens vain ! 1836 W. IRVING Astoria
I. 198 They retained much of the Indian belief in charms
and omens. 1874 GREEN Short Hist. viii. 4. 497 Men noted
as a fatal omen the accident which marked his first entry
into Lambeth.

b. Without an and pi. : Indication of good
or evil to come

; foreboding ; prognostication. In

quot. 1742 personified.
1742 YOUNG Nt. Th. in. 114 And on her Cheek, the Resi-

dence of Spring, Pale Omen sat. 1825 LYTTON Zicci 78,
I trust your business to our illustrious guest is of good omen
and pleasant import. 1868 FREEMAN Norm. Cony. II. ix.

326 A day of the brightest omen. 1876 MOZLEY Univ. Serin.
iv. (1877) 73 Birds of evil omen fly to and fro.

c. attrib. and Comb., as omen-bearing, -bird,

-hunter^ -hunting, -monger, etc.

1695 CONGREVE Lovefor L. iv. xi, Directed by a dreamer,
an omen-hunter. *777 H. WAI.POLE Lett., to M. Cole 16

Sept. (1846) V. 472, I hope fatalists and omen-mongers will

be confuted. 1899 A. B. BRUCE Moral Ord. World 150 The
eagle and other omen-bearing birds.

Omen (^*men), v.
[f. prec. sb. Cf. L. otninare,

-ari.] trans. To
presage, prognosticate, forebode.

1805 SOUIHEY Madoc n. xi, An offering which shall more
propitiate them, And omen sure success. 1818 SCOTT Hrt.
Midi, xxiv, The yet unknown verdict, of which, however,
all omened the tragical contents. 1871 CARLVLE in Mr-s.
C's Lett. III. 91 Good or ill luck for the whole year being
omened by your liking or otherwise of the first person that
accosts you on New Year's morning.

Omened (<7'mend), a. [f. prec. sb. or vb. +

-ED.] Having an omen. Chiefly in combs., as ill- %

well-, happy-omened.
1700 DKVDEN Pal. and Arc. i. 50 To meet my triumph in

ill-omened weeds. 1725 POPE Odyss, xx. 131 Soon, with
consummate joy to crown his prayer, An omen'd Voice
invades his ravish'd ear. 1848 BUCKLEY Iliad 1.55 Command
to observe well-omened words.

O'mening, vbl. sb.
[f.

OMEN v. + -ING i.] A
foreboding, prognostication.
1796 COLKRIDGE Let. to Pootc 4 July in Biog. Lit. (1847)

II. 369, I was afraid to give way to the omenings of my
heart. 1823 SCOTT Pcveril\\

t
These evil omenings do but

point out conclusions. .most unlikely to come to pass.
Oment: see OMENTUM.

Omental (ome'ntal), a. [f. OMENTUM + -AL.]

Of, pertaining to, or situated in the omentum,
1758 J. S. tr. Le Drans Observ. Surg. (1771) Diet. Cc viii,

Sarcoeplplocele, a fleshy Omental Rupture. 1799 Med.
Jrnl. I. 158 Singular Case of an Omental Hernia. 1898
Allbutt's Syst. Mcd. V. 218 To decide whether a tumour be

glandular or omental.

OMINATION.

OlUentocele (crue-nt^/lj. Path. [f. next +
Gr. tcf)\t) tumour,] Hernia of the omcntum; -^

EPIPLOCELE. (Syd. Soc. Lex. 1892.)

II Omentum (ome-ntym). Anat. PI. -a. Also
6 in anglicized form oment. [L. onietitum^\ A
fold or duplication of the peritoneum connecting
the stomach with certain of the other viscera, as

the liver, spleen, and colon ;
the caul.

Three divisions of the omenium are commonly recognized :

i

the Castro-colic or greater omentnm descending over a part

\

of the intestines from the lower border of the stomach to the
transverse colon ; ihe gastro-hcpatic, hepato-gastric, or
lesser omenium extending from the liver to the smaller
curvature of the stomach ; the gastro-splenic omentum con-

necting the cardiac end of the stomach with the spleen.
['545 KAYNOI.D liyrth Mnnkynde Hhhj, The kell called

Omentum in lattn.} 1547 BQQKX&nv.ffta&A ccciv. 99 b,
The oment or Siphac which is a pellicle the whiche doth

compasse and doth bere up the guttes. 1682 T. GIBSON
Aunt. 25 The Omentum aboundeth with vessels of several
sorts. 1767 GOOCH Treat. Wounds I. 105 Wounds of the
omentnm are of the mortal kind., the effused blood, falling
into the cavity of the abdomen, will kill the patient. 1845
BUDD Dis. Li'z'cn6 The glands in the right border of the

lesser omentum. 1873 MIVAUT Elem. Anat, xi. 458 A great,
free, apron-like flap of the peritoneum called the great
omentum, hangs down loosely in front of the bowels.

II Onier (0u*mw). [a. Heb. "ior corner. (Identity
of the word in the two senses uncertain.)]
1. A Hebrew measure of capacity equal to the

tenth part of an ephah, or 5^ pints Imperial
measure. (Formerly rendered GOMEL* q. v.

;
also

erroneously homer, in which form it is confounded
with a much larger measure of capacity, HoMER 2

.)

[1000-1631 : see GOMER.] 1611 UIBLE Exod. xvi. 33 Take a

pot, and put an Omer full of Manna therein. Jhid. 36 Now
an Omer is the tenth part of an Ephah. 1623 (,'OCKERAM,

Omer, a pottle, a 1658 CLEVELAND Model N<nv Rel. 21 For

Sprats are rose an Omer foraSouse. 1706 PHILLIPS, Homer,
a twofold Measure among the Hebrews ; one liquid, and the
other dry, the former containing three Pints and a half.

1876 Helps Study Bible 241, i-8cab i omer..5'i*,->ts.

2. A sheaf; spec, the sheaf of the wave-offering :

in Counting of the Omer, the formal enumeration
of the days (day by day) from the eve of the and clay
of the Passover (when the omer was brought) till

Pentecost is reached ;
a custom observed by the

Jews in synagogue and in homes, after Leviticus

xxiii. 15, 16.

1860 J.

1

GARDNER Faiths World II. 560/2 The ..'clays of

the omer '. 1871 Daily Sabbath. . . Prayers, etc., Introtl. 19
The Counting of the Omer. 1892 ZANGWILI. CJuldr. Ghetto
II. 259 They counted the days of the Omer till Pentecost
saw the synagogue dressed with flowers.

Omer, obs. form of UMBEH, grayling.

Omest, var. OVEHEST Obs., highest, topmost.
-ometer (p'm/tei), the element -MKTEB, Gr.

ptTpov measure, preceded by -0, belonging to the

prec. element, or merely connective (see -o), in

which form it usually appears in words from Greek,
and hence in modern formations, as dampometer^
gasometer, olfadomefer, etc. Also as a quasi-5^.
1856 Fanner s Mag. Jan. 63 The barometers, thermome-

ters, saccruirometers, and other omelets.

t O'minal, a. Obs. [ad. L. type *&trtitt&t-ts
}

f. OMEN : see -AL.] Of or pertaining to omens;
from which an omen is drawn.

1651 J. FIKEAKE] Agrippas Occ. Philos. no Hut those are

the chiefest which Ominall birds shall foretell. 1661 K. W.
Con/. Charac. To Rdr. (1860) 8 The confounding rayes and

sulphurus beams of his ominall countenance, which affrighted
all loyall and natural eyes.

t O'Kninate, v. Obs. [f, ppl. stem of L. omind-

ri, -fire to prognosticate, f. omen, omin- OMEN.]
1. trans. To prognosticate from omens, to augur,

forebode.

1582 STANYHURST sEueis m. (Arb.) 82 By ihe God en-

structed..to o'minat eeche thing. 1652 GAULE Magastroin.
327 The augurs, ominating disastrous and unfortunate

things to the Romane army. 1742 MIDDLETON in Mrs.

Montagu's Lett. II. 173 To whom I have ever been wishing
and ominating every thing that is good.

b. intr. To augur, to have or utter forebodings.
1637 HEYWOOD Dial. ii. Wks. 1874 VI. 127 Of doubtfull

things thus ill you onfmate. 1667 H. MOKE Div. Dial, ir.

i.(i7i3) 88, 1 cannot ominate so well touching this Congress.

2. trans. To be a prognostic of, to portend.
1508 HAKCKLEY Felic. Man in. (1603) 175 This unfortunate

bird [i.e. an owl] .. ominating some evill to followe. 1644

Fifth ofNovember 12 If the staggaring of the Arke uf Gods

worship should ominate the fall of it. 1706 PHILLIPS, To

Ominate, to give an Omen of, to fore-bode or fore-shew.

1827 GALT Let. in Ann. Parish Mem. (1850) 47, I had no
vultures to onicnate wars and conquests.

b. intr. To be or serve as an omen, to portend.
1667 Decay Chr. Piety xv. 6 And this is it which oniin-

ates sadly as to our divisions with the Romanists. 1691
NORTH Let. 31 Dec. in Lives (1890) III. 228 May the new

year be better than the beginning ominates. My brother

Dudley died last night about seven.

Hence f Cvminating///. a.

1663 SIR G. MACKENZIE Religious Stoic xiii. (1685) 116

These ominating presages. 1702 H. DoDWELL Apot, 16 in

S. Parker Cicero's De Finil>us, This, .filled them with con-

fidence and well ominating Hopes.

T" Omina'tion. 00$. [ad. L. omination~em, n.

of action from omindre: see prec.] The action of

omening or presaging; prognostication, foreboding.



OMINOUS.

1589 PUTTENHAM Efif. Poesie ii. xi[i], CArb.) 124 If any
uther man by triall happen vpon a better ominatlon, 1646
SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. \. xxi. 265 Nor was the same
[falling of Salt] a generall prognosticke of future evill among
the ancients, but a particular omination concerning the
breach of friendship. 1650 TRAPP Conmt. Xnnt. xvni. 12

Adding happy ominationsand gratulalions. 1663 J, SPKNCKK

Prodigies (1665) 102 Oinin;itions by Words, Names, Places,
Time*., in so many several Chapters full of elaborate vanity.

OmillOUS (fminas), a. [ad. L. ominos-tts poi
/-

tentous,f. 5men t
ornin- OMEN: see-ous. Cf.mod.F.

ominettx (Littre).]
1. Of the nature of an omen, sen-ing to foretell

the future, presaging events to come, portentous.
1592 WARNER Alh. }-ln^. vm. xliii. (1612) 207 H the letter

still Might be obserued ominous to Englands good or ill.

1646 J. GREGORY Notes $ Obs. (1650) 29 "Twas a Rule .. to

undertake nothing., in-auspicato, without some ominous per-
formance. 1766 GOLDSM. I'ic. if7, ii, Nor can I here pa^
over an ominous circumstance that happened, the last tune
we played together. 1821 BYRON Heav. fy Earth i. 15, 1

feel a thousand fears Which are not ominous of right.

b. Founded upon omens.

1672 MARVELL Ke/t. Transp. i. 137, I do not reckon much
upon those ominous criticismes.

1 2. Of good omen, auspicious ; fortunate. Obs.

1597 M. BOWMAN in A. M. tr. Guillesneau's F>: Chirnrg.
xijb, Whom 1 pray to give ominouse and fortunate event
to your divine at temples. 1662 R. MATHEW Unl, Alch. 175
This -Medicine is.. most ominous in all kind of Fluxes.

3. Of ill omen, foreboding evil, inauspicious.
1589 WARNER Alb. Eng. \\. xx.v. (1612) 151 If ought fore-

sayil be ominous, should any feare, tis J. 1593 SIIAKS.

3 Hen. /'/, n. vi, 107 Let me be Duke of Clarence, George
of Gloster, For Glosters Dukedome is too ominous. 1666

J. DAVIES Hist, Carihby isls. 321 If . . a dog, as one would
say, did bark at them, thinking it ominous, they immedi-
ately return. 1769 Junius Lett, xiv. 58 There is an omin-
ous fatality in it, which even the spurious descendants of the

family cannot escape. 1835 I. TAYLOR Spir. Despot. \. 6 The
brightest and the fondest hopes we entertain . . hang upon
the auspicious or ominous aspect of English Christianity.
1871 L. STEPHEN Playgr. Eitr. (1894) iv. 100 An ominous
;>hake of the head supplied the remainder of the sentence.

b. Marked or attended by evil omens, disastrous.

1634 HKVWOOD Alaidenhcad lost in. Wks. 1874 IV. 140
O my ominous fate. 1669 MARVELL Corr. Wks. 1872-5 II.

289 It is the second fatall and ominous accident that hath
fain out, 1671 R. Bonus Wind 140 The K. Winds .. being
ominous to our Gardens and Fields, by blasting the corn
and fruits.

C. Of doubtful or menacing aspect or appearance.
1877 A. B. EDWARDS Up Nile xxi. 647 Columns of hiero-

glyphic text, interspersed with ominous shapes, half-deity,
half-demon. 1884 RUSKIN Art ofEng. ii. 66 In the dimness
or coruscation of ominous light.

Ominously V'rmn^sli), adv.
[f. prec. + -LY -.]

In an ominous manner, by way of omen or pre-

sage, portentously, ta. In general sense; or spec.
With presage of good, auspiciously, happily. 06s.

1597 A. M. tr. Guillciuctiu's Fr. Chirurg. 2i/r, I have my
selfe very luckylye and ominouslye done the same, a 1619
FOTHERBY Atheoin. 11. xi. 5 (1622) 319 His sublime and
ccelestiall disposition, was ominously foretold him, in his

very name. 1656 Petitionfr, Colchester in Eng. Hist. Rev.
XV. 657 That Interest which God hath been pleased soe

ominously to owne in our dayes.
b. \\ith presage of evil or disaster; inauspici-

ously, menacingly.
1649 MILTON Eikon Has. i. Wks. (1847) 278/2 Which of all

those oppressive acts .. did he ever disclaim .. till the fatal

awe of this parliament hung ominously over him V ^1765
YOUNG Statesman's Creed (R,), Their execrable names, who
high in power, And deep in guilt, most ominously shine.

1848 C. BRONTE J. Eyre vii, The same black column which
had frowned on me so ominously from the hearth-rug of
Gateshead. 1881 J. RUSSKLL Haigs v. 106 The fact, .speaks
ominously as to the general state of misrule.

Ominousness (p*min3snes). [f.
as prec. +

-NESS.] The quality of being ominous, or of pre-

saging good or (more usually) evil to come.
1606 HOLLAND Sueton. 79 Avoyding and eschewing .. but

the unluckie ominousnesse of the name, a 1715 BCKNICT
Own Time (ed. 3) II. 410 Such deluges of rain, as disgraced
the shew, and heightned the opinion of the ominousness of
this embassy. 1878 T. HAKLJY Kef. Native II. in. iii. 128
His mother's taciturnity was not without ominousness.

Omis, obs. form of AMI&S adv.

t pmi'Se, v- Obs. rare 1
. In 5 omyse. [f. F.

omiSj pa. pplc. of omettre, ad. L. omittfre to OMIT.
Cf. demise, premise.'} trans. To omit: =OB.MISS.
a 1425 Foundat. St. Bartholomew's 33 No thynge hath

he omysid.
Omissible u?mi-siVl), a. [f. L. oiniss-, ppl.

stem of omittcre to OMIT + -IBLE.] Capable of

being omitted.
1816 BENTHAM Chrcstomathiei i. Wks. 1843 VIII. 14 Least

generally useful branches.. in case of necessity, omissible.

1858 CAKLYI.K I'rcdk. 67. vii. ii. (1872! II. 246 All mere
puddle, omissible in this place. 1893 Nntion (N. Y.) 27 Apr.
315/3 There is nothing omitted nor anything omissible.

Omission (*nni'Jn), [ad. L. omission-em, n.

of action from oniittcre to OMIT. Cf. F. omission

(1315 in Rolls of ParIt. I. 338/2).]
1* The action of omitting or leaving out, or fact

of being omitted; failure or forbearance to insert

or include ; also, an instance of this.

1555 J- BRADFORD Let. in Coverdale Lett. Mart. (1564) 318
loseph myghte haue obiected the omission of his vocation.
1628 T. Si'i:NCKR/,<77c8i A cessation or omision of action.

1790 PALKY Horx rant. Rom, i. 10 To supply the omission

109

1 in the preceding narrative. 1849 MURCIIISON Siluria iii. 60
i The omissions of certain deposits in some parts. 1887
|

BROWNING Parleyings^ F. Furini ix, What does man see..
but faults to mend, Omissions to supply?
2. The non-performance or neglect of action or

duty ;
an instance of this.

c 1380 WYCLIK Wks. (1880) 410 Many men in omissioun
synne a^cnus crist. 1526 Pilgr. Pcrf. iW. de W. 1531) 172
Y l synne.. by the reason of worde.s, dedes or thoughtes,
omyssyons or other neglygences. 1597 HOWSON Serni. 24
Dec. 40 We haue auoided all sinnes of omission and com-
mission. 1667 PKPYS Diary 19 June. His faults to me seem
only great omissions. 1841 Miss MmoKn in L'Estrange
Life (1870) HI. viii. 121 If. .he be sent to jail for my omissions,
I should certainly not long remain to grieve over my sin, for

such it is.

Oniissive iVmi-siv), .
[f,

L. omiss-, ppl. stem
of omitt-tre to OMIT + -IVE.] Characterized by
omitting, neglecting to perform, or leaving out.

1629 Br. HALL Serin, to Lords 19 Feb. (R.\ The first is an
untowardnesse of omission, the second of commission. The
emissive untowardnesse shall lead the way. 1681 BAXTKK
Ansiv. Doihvelliv. 62 This man hath the dramatical skill

to call Oniissive obedience by the name of Passive. 1758
Dcscr. Thames 19 Should I be silent on the Occasion, I might
well be deemed truly omissiveto my Duty. 1805 W.TAYLOR
in Ann. Rev. III. 207. 1816 COLE RI DUE in Lit. Rein, (1836)
1. 380 Actions,omis&iveas well ascornmissive. ^ytExaminer
193/2 We compared their careless and omissive part with the

part of the people, performed \\ith prodigious energy.
Omit (0mi't), v. See also OBMIT. "[ad. L.

omittere to let go, let loose, lay aside, disregard, f.

O'~ol>- (OB- 1) + nritterc to send, let go.]
1. trans.TQ leave out, not to insert or include.

1432-50 tr. Higdcn (Rolls) IV. 33 [They were] Ixxij. in

nowmbre, but the consuetude of scripture is to omitte the
litelle nowmbre if bat hit remayne, after the grete nowmbre.
1526 Pilgr. /'erf, (1531) 162 So moche as they omitted or
lefte vnsayd. 1547 BOORDE Asirononiye Pref., Wher I have
ometted & lefft out mani matters apertaynyng to this boke.

1605 CAMDKX Ran. 200 That I may omitte other of his

speeches. 1736 Buri.KR Anal. \\. vii. 330 Parts of them..
are omitted to be quoted. 1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) III.

268 The intermediate passages are omitted, leaving only the

dialogue.

fb. ////;-. with of. Obs.

i55o J. COKK /;-. "<v Ft: Heralds 44 (1877) 70 Other
noble actes which, to breviate this matter, I omyt of.

2. trans. To fail or forbear to use or perform ;

to let alone, pass over, neglect, leave undone.
1533 MORK ApoL xxiv. Wks. 887/2 Thcy_had. .omitted no

charitable meane vntohim that came to theire mindes. 1560
l)Ars tr. Sleidane^sCoinin. iSob, He will omit nothynge, that
conserueth hys dewtie. 1601 SHAKS. Jiil. C. iv. iii. 220 There
is :i Tide in the affayres of men, which. .Omitted, all the

voyage of their life, Is bound in Shallowes, and in Miseries.
1606 G. W[OODCOCKK] Lives Emperors in Hist. Ivstine I j 6,
And for his delight in bunting, horses, dogs, .omitting the
affaires of the Empire. 1651 HOUSES Leviath. n. xxvii. 156
Which ..to do, or omit, is contrary to the Lawe.s. 1751
JOHNSON Rambler No. 155 p 12 To do nothing is in every
man's power ; we can never want an opportunity of omitting
duties. 1845 FOKD Handbk. Spain \. 53 No traveller.. should
omit visiting the two latter.

b. Const, with infin.
1529 WOLSEY in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. i. II. 2 Withowt

omyttyng so to da 1632 J. HAYWARD tr. Biondis Erontena
14 The Princesse. .not omitting to visite her dayly. 1722 I)E
FOK Plague 102 Some people, notwithstanding the danger,
did not omit publicly to attend the worship of God. 1851
Hrssi.Y Papal Power i. 38 Innocentius did not omit to ap-
prove of this compliment.

fc. To leave disregarded, take no notice of.

1593 SHAKS. 2 Hen. I'/, in. ii. 382 But wherefore greeue I

at an houres poore losse, Omitting SufTolkes exile, my soules
Treasure? 1597 2 Hen. //'", iv. iv.27 Therefore omit him
not: blunt not his Loue..By seeming cold, or carelesse of
his will. 1603 Mt-as. for M. iv. iii. 77 What if we do
omit This Reprobate?
f3. To forbear or cease to retain; to let go. Obs.

1604 SHAKS. Otlt. n. i. 71 The gutter'd-Rockes, and Con-
gregated Sands, ..do omit Their inortall Natures, letting

go safely by The Diuine Desdemona> 1646 SIR T. BROWNE
Pseud. E/>. n. ii. (1686) 45 By the fire irons omit many
drossie and scorious parts.
Hence Omrtted///. a., Omrtting rbl. sl>.

a 1548 HALL Chron.j Hen. I'Ifl 250 b, In omittyng of
their duhie. 1557 RKCOKUE Whetst. B iij b, I will set furthe
here those omitted numbers. 1619 J. TAYLOR (Water P.)

Kt'cksey ll'insey Wks. (1630) n. 34 It is too late to put old

omittings to new committings.
t Omi'ttance. Obs. rare 1

. [f. OMIT v. +
-AXCK ; cf. admittance.] = OMISSION.
1600 SHAKS. A, Y.L. in. v. 133, I maruell why I answer 'd

not againe, But that's all one: omittance is no quittance.

Omitter (0mrtai\ [f. OMIT v. + -EK 1
.] One

who omits or leaves unperformed.
16x1 W. SCLATER Key (1629) 216 The omitting of a thing

forbidden of God, erroneously iudged lawfull to be done, is

a sin in the omitter interpretatiue, as the schooles speake. i

.11661 FULLER (Webster 1864), The emitters thereof should
not mutually censure each other.

OMNI-.

(frmla). East Indian. Also 9 umluli .

amla. [ad. Arab. ilc Cumala, pi. of J*lc taniil

At'MlL,
'

operator, agent
'

; properly used as a col-

lective pi. ; but sometimes erron. with Kng. pi. -s

added.] In northern India, A body or staff of
i

native officials in a civil court.
c 1778 R. I.INHSAY in Lives Lindsays (1849) III. 166,

j

1 was at this place met by the Omlah, or officers belonging
to the establishment. 1834 Baboo I. xvii. 303 The table

surrounded by the Amlah and the Mookhtars. 1845
STOCQUELER Handbk. Brit, India (1854) 57 The corruption

|

I of the omlah, or native officers of the courts. i866TREVELV.\N

Davjk^ liitngaloT.u II. in Frasers Mag. LXXIII. 390 We
will hint to the omlahs to discover a fast which it is neces-

sary that they shall keep with great solemnity. 1872 K.
BBADDUN Life in liulia vi. 253 The venality and turpitude
of the native amla of our courts.

!l Ommatidium (frniati-ditfm). PI. -ia. Zool.

[mod.L., f. Gr. type 'o/i/um'&oi', dim. of oftfia, o/tpaT-

eye.J A structural element of the eyes of Inverte-

brates
; e.ff. one of the simple eyes which make up

the compound eye of an insect. Hence Omma-
ti'dial a., pertaining to an ommatidium.
1888 ROLI.KSTON& JACKSON Aniin. Life 452 note, Patten.,

points out . . the following general features. . . Every eye con-
sists as a rule of a number of eye-elements ov cuiiitatitlia,
which may and do occur isolated as well as aggregated.
Every ommatidium is composed of 2-4 central cells ur retino*

filwrx fust-d together, and inclosing an axial nerve, and of
one or more surrounding circles of pigmented cells or
fi'ttiitf','?. ll'iii. 492 (ArthropodaJ In a polymeniscous eye
a single lens-facet, a vitrella, and retiuula constitute an
'element

',
ur the two latter . . an otniiitifiifiitiii.

OmniatopllOre V'matofooj). '/.ool. [a. mod.L.

onunatophorits. f. Gr. o'/^aro- eye -f -</o/)os bearing.]
In the Mullusca and otlier Invertebrates : Any
part, as a tentacle, bearing an eye ;

an eye-stalk ;

e.if. the 'horn' of a snail. So Ommatopliorons
(-floras') a., hearing an eye, as an eye-stalk.
11878 ]}KI [. [t\ GegVHOaur's Conifi. Anat. -^\ 'J'tie tentacle

..which may be converted into a special eye-stalk (omma-
tophor).] 1892 Sycl. Sac. Lc.r., Ominalophon.

OlHlieity cmnrtti). rare. Also 7-9 omniety.
[f. L. oiniii-s. oinne all + -rrv: peril, immed. from
a scholastic L. ''oinneitas.

A more regularly-formed L. vinnitiis 'of which the Eng.
repr. would be oinnily: Equality etc.' is u.M:d by Palricius
-"\"('rvi <h' I "/rrr.v/i Philosophia led. Venice 1=59; 1 ;. app.
transl. late philosophical Gr. TTOI-TOT^ flVuf. Ilyuatci '.]

The condition of being all
;

' allncss '.

1638 \V._
(JiLiiKRTE in Ussher's Lett. 116861 494 In the

apprehension of God's Omnetty, and hi* own Nothing. 1643

I_R
T. !!RO\VNK Itclig. Med. i. 35 So nothing li^-amc some-

thing and ( hnneity \cd. 1682 Omnietyl inforined Nullity into

an Essence. i8i6Col.i:[UDGE LayScnn. 339 In the language
of tiie old schools, Unity 4- Omneity = Totality. 1860 A.
HAYUAKU tr. Goethe's f-aust Notes 167 '\\wGanzcn. -is the

Otltntety of the metaphysicians.

Omili- (pmm), combining form of L. oinnis all,

used already in ancient L. in forming compound
adjs. as otnnifer all-bearing, onini^cnus of all kind?,

omniparens all-producing, omiiipolcns all-powerful,
omnh'orus all-devouring. 'I'he number of these

was increased in Christian and late I,., by such
additions as oiiniisciiis all-knowing, omnifarius
omnifarious, o/ityiralens all-powerful, and in ined.

Schol. L. by such as oinniprzvscns, omuiscienlia ;

finally in mod.L. and esp. in L'ng. itself by a mul-
titude of words formed more or less on the model
of these, or to supply a latinized equivalent to an

Kng. compound in ALL-, as in otnni-patient all-

suffering, onini-pei'dpient all-perceiving, etc. The
longer-established and more used words in omni-
will be found in their places as Main words

; the

following are of more occasional occurrence :

Omnia-ctive a., active in all things or every-
where (also absol. as j^.). O'mniarch v -a.ik), ruler

of all things. Omnibene'volent a. [after omni-

potent, etc.], benevolent towards all
;

so Omni-
bene'volence, universal benevolence. Ontnicau-

sa'lity, the fact of being the cause of all things ;

universal causality. Omnico mpetent a,, com-

petent or having jurisdiction in all causes; so

Omnico'mpetence, competence in all causes.

Omnicorpo'real <;., comprising all material bodies.

Omnicredu'lity, universal credulity, capacity of

believing anything whatever. Omni e'ruclite a.,

learned in all (or very many) subjects, having
universal erudition. Onmi-e'sseiice, universal

essence or being. Omni'ferous a . [L. OUtniftr :

see -FEKCUS] (see quot.). Omni'fidel a. [after

infidel\, believing everything, holding all creeds.

Omni-gerent (-dgerent) a. [L. gerctit-em, pr. pple.
of gcrfre to perform, carry on, do], universally

working, performing all kinds of work. O mni-

graph [sec -UUAPH], 'a pantograph (rare)' (Web-
ster 1864). Omni-legrent a. [L. Icgcnt-em, pr.

pple. of legfre to read], reading everything, ac-

quainted with all (or a very great amount of)
literature. Omnilingnal (-li'ngwal) a. [L. lingua

tongue, language], speaking or understanding all

languages. Omni'loqnent a. [L. loqiitnt-ei/t, pr.

pple. of loijiii to speak], speaking of all things or

on all subjects. Onmilvvcent <;. [L. liiiCiil-ciit.

pr. pple. of lua're to shine], shining upon all or

everywhere, f O'mnimode, Omni'modons adjs.

[L. 'omniinodus, f. modus Mod], existing in all

modes or ways, of all sorts. Omninescience

(-ne'pens^ [after omniscience : see NK.SCIKNCK],

ignorance of everything, universal ignorance; so

Omniue-scient a ., ignorant of everything. Omni'-



OMNI-.

parent a. \\..cmnipareits: see P.utE.vr], producing
'

or bringing forth all things; in quot. 160933^.
= parent of all. Omnipa'rient a. prec. (in quot.

ai'so/.}. Omnipa'rity [see VAUITY], the state of

being all equal, universal equality. Omni'parous
a. [late L. oiiniifar-iis ((-500), L. -fanis bringing

forth, producing]
= oninifarent. Omnipatient

(pt'i'Jent) a., patient of everything, having unlimited

endurance. Omniperci'pient a., perceiving all

tilings ;
so Omniperci'pience, fOmnlperci'pi-

ency. t Oranipe'rfeot a, all-perfect. Omni-

pre'gnant a., ready to produce anything. fOmni-
pru-tlent a. [see PRUDENT], having universal

foresight, or exercising universal providence.

Omnireprese'ntativeness, the quality of being

representative of all forms or kinds, t Omiiiscitu 1 -

rient a. [I,. *scitftnre to desire to know] . desiring
to know everything. Omniscrrbent, Omni-
scri'ptive aJjs. [I,, scrlbere to write], writing on

all subjects. Omnisentieiice (-se'npens), uni-

versal feeling or sensation. Omnisigni'ficance,
universal significance or meaning. Omnispe'ctive
a. [L. sped-, ppl. stem of *spec!re '-spic're') to

look], looking into or beholding all things. Onini-

te'mporal a. [L. tempus time], relating to all

times; including in its meaning all the various

tenses. fOmni'tenent a. [L. omnilencns, f. tenere

to hold], holding or containing all things. Omni-
to-lerant a., tolerant of everything. Omnitonic

(-tfrnik) a. Afits. [F. omnitone], relating to all

tones or tonalities (see quot.X Omni'vagant a.

[L. vacant-cm, pr. pple. of vagare to wander, cf. L.

OMnivagus~\, wandering everywhere. tOmni'va-
lent [late \<.om>!h'alnis], f Omni'valous adjs. [I,.

z'alei't: to be strong], all-prevailing, all-powerful,

omnipotent; so t Omni'valence, omnipotence.
+ Omniva'rious a., of all varieties or different

kinds. Omniverbi'vorous a. [L. verlnim word,
vorare to devour], capable of 'swallowing' all

words (humorous). Omni 'violence [L. vidtrc to

sec : after omnipotence, etc.], the capacity of seeing
all things. t Omni'vidency, a seeing of all

things; 'universal inspection' (Davies). Omni-
vision (-vi'gan^ ,

the action or faculty of seeing all

things, omnividence. + Omni'volent a. [L. oi/iui-

volus], willing everything.

Among other self-explanatory compounds, chiefly nonce-

words, which have been used, are otitni-ccntralizing, oitini-

conclusive, oiiim-dexterity, (mini-directive, omiti-laolng',

oinni.jnotii'C, oinni-pt'itetrati-'C, oiiuii-pratiuctiv?, ontni-

sciolism, oiiini-sivaltoiving, dun-itinerant, omni--'ersifur,
omnivivent (all-living). As derivatives from adjs., Bailey
(vol. II, 1727) has oHiniferousncss, otnniparentiuss*

1846 J. MARTINEAU Misc. (1852) 196 The simplicity of Mono-
theism cancels the pretended host, and takes the collective

universe as the symbol of the Omnipresent and the *Omni-
active Mind. 1873 Ccntcmp. Re-.'. XIX. 29 He is ever-

lastingly within creation as its inmost life, omnipresent and
omni-active. 1848 Tail's Mag. XV. 706 The hierarchy
will extend from the unarch, or head of a phalange, to

the *omniarch, or head of the universe. 1850 DOBEI.I. The
Roman vii, So the ordnance of the world, drawn up, might
hail the Omniarch. 1834 L. HUNT Jrnl. No. 9. 65 The old

dilemma between omnipotence and "omnibenevolence per-

plexed the understanding then as itdoes now. 1868 BKOWMNG
K ins -V Bk. xl. 2002 Omniscience sees, Omnipotence could

stop, Omnibenevolence pardons. 1679 PKNN A<tth: Prut. ll.

182 What an Omniscient and Omnipotent God did know
and could do for Man's Salvation, an *Omnibenevolent God
..would certainly have done. 1678 CumvORiH Intel!, Syst,

I. iv. 8. 200 Absolute perfection .. does .. not only coin-

prehend . . perfect knowledge or understanding, but also

'omni-causality and omnipotence. 1900 Eng. Hist. Rev.

Jan. 121 That [doctrine] which would preach the "oinmcom-

petence of parliament. 1817 BEXTHAM t.ogiial Arrangem.
Wks. i843X. 561/2 Judicature undiscominued . .Judicatories

^omnicompetent. 1889 MAI I LAND A*/. Pleas ManorinlCrts,

p. Ivi, Men no longer see any objection to the King's court

making itself an omnicompetent court of first instance. 1678
CI'UWORTH lutcll. Syst. i. iv. 18. 347 [In ancient Egyptian

theology) He [God) is both Incorporeal and 'Omnicorporeal,
for there is nothing of any Body, which he is not. 1845 (J.

Rev. LXXV. 103 He loses no opportunity of showing his

'onmicredulity. 159* G. HMKr.'i I'iercc'sSiifer.mArcltaiui

(1815) II. 194 What an ambidexterity, or rather *onmi-

dexterity, had the man. 1835 SOUTHEY Doctor xcv. III. 21 1

That *omni-erudite man himself is likely to have seen the

books from whence Gaffarel derived his knowledge. 1624
DONNE Serin, xliii. 431 In mine omnipotence, in mine_ omni-

presence, in mine *onmi-essence,he is equall partnerwith me.

1656 BLOUNT (ilossotfr., ^Oinnrfet'Olts (oninijer), that beareth

or bringeth forth all things, or of all kinds. 1848 Athetuenm
8 Jan. 35 He is, then, rather *omnifidel than infidel. 1865
E. BUFKITT Walk Lautts End 383 Here that

old^omni-
gerent worker [the ocean] has turned lapidary. 1828 Blackiu.

Mag. XXIV. 872 In all the ranks of the "omnilegent

philosophers. 1890 SAINTSBURY Ess. Eng. Lit. (1891) 33^1

DeQuincey. .was not exactly, as Southey was, 'omnilegent'.

1893 T. B. FOREMAN Trip to Spain, etc. 59 Antonio is

apparently "omni-lingual. 1824 New Monthly Mag. X. 226

These "omniloquent professors of Facetia;. 1840 MILL
Diu. tf Pise. (1859) II. 294 The bearer of encouragement
and intelligence from ommloquent Zeus. 1651 Buics New
Disp. 2 The serene and *omni-lucent fountain, the Intellect.

1891 M. MAAKILNS Old Maid's Love II. ix. 213 The wide

ladianceof heaven. .omnipresent, omnilucent. 1656 BLOUNT

Gfossfgr., 'Oiiiniininle,..o< all manners or fashions, infinite.

110

in means, of every way. 1637 W. SCLATER Exf>, 2 Thcss.

{1629! 132 You will be forced to confesse an *omnimodou>
desolation of the Roman Empire. 1694 HOWK M'ks. 11834)

139 Absolute oinnimodous simplicity. 1856 K. A. VAIGHAN
Mystics (1860) I. 95 In *omni -nescience we approach Omni-
science. 1886 Athensem/i 18 Sept. 362/1 The astounding
pretensions lo universal knowledge and real omninesuence

displayed in alt his novels and dramas. 1890 Sat. Rev.
22 Nov. 574/2 One of the omniscient, or *omni-nescient,

persons who do 'London Correspondence '. 1600 J. DAVIKS
Holy Roode (1878) 12 O Thou ali-powreful-kind *Oinni-

parent, What holds thy hands that should defend thy
head "i 1647 H. Mom-; P^cnts 197 Omnipnrent Sol with golden
Visage clear. 1886 SHKI.DON tr. Flaubert's Salainmbo
v. 99 The supreme Rabbet, the "Omniparient, the last-

imagined. 1635 K, \Vnni; Sabbath Ep. Ded. 9 They
command whatsoever their working-heads affect .. to wit,

^Omniparity of Church-men. 1822 New Monthly Alag. V.

2(5 Worse than this, .is the levelling and jumbling of ages
by this preposterous omniparity of appearance. 1755 JOHN-
SOX, A ll-bearing, that which bears every thing; ^omniparous.
1831 CAKLYI.K Sort Res. if. iii. With this his so omnipotent
or rather *omnipatient Talent of being Gulled. 1880 A.
SOMERVII.LE A ntfl&it'g'. 167 That plain solid omnipatient
man had within him some immense resource of high principle
and pure passion. 1664 H. MOKE Antid. Idolatry \\. 21

This Omnipresence or *Omnipercipience terrestrial. 1894
H. NISIIKT Rush Girl's Rom. 235 He saw many different

phases of this ommpercipience, which may be l>estowed at

any moment upon the industrious devotee of this ancient

lore, or black magic. 1664 H. MORK Antid. Idolatry ii. 23
The Communication of this *Omnipercipiency. Ibid. 20
An *omnipercipient Omnipresence, which does hear and see

what-ever is said or transacted in the World. I078CUDWORTH
Intell. Syst. i. iv. 18. 331 This is the Perfect and genuine
Son of the first *Omniperfect [(Jr. vafffAcibv] Being. 1611

DoNN'F. Panegyrical / 'erse Cwyat "s Crud., *Omnipraegnant
. .They hatch all wares for which the buyer cals. 1812

COLERIDGE in Lit, Ran. (1836) I. 316 A certain omni-

pregnant, nthili parturient genius of my acquaintance. 1642
VICARS God in Mount (1644) i The omnipotent and *omni-

prudent great God of heaven and earth. 1842 MKS. UROWXINC;
C,rk, Chr. Poets 25 The secret of his wonderful fertility and
*omni representativeness. "Ayj^lA^w^ Self-formation 1. 106

These "omnisciturient gentry resemble . . one of the monster
words of Aristophanes. 1891 Sat. Rei'. 13 June 700/2 The
subject has since been dealt with by the *omniscribent Sir

Thomas Farrer. 1821 Blackw. Mag. VIII. 356 jn short,

he may be reckoned \jmni-scriptive or pangraphic. 1851

J. Ii. HUMK Undine <y I 'iking \\. Ji. in Poems ofcurly years
it) Mid-centre of the Universe, all feeling, eye and ear

In "Omni>entience poised, he lives throughout the total

sphere. 1835 SOUTHKV Doctor .\ciii. III. 193 Which in its

'omnisignificance may promise anything, and yet pledges
the writer to nothing. 1743 S. UOYSK Poems in, Thee, great
omniscient "omnispective Power ! Thee first and last, thee

only, I adore ! 1890 Classical Rev. Oct. 381/1 In this sense

it [the Infinitive] may l>e called timeless - 'omnitemporal.
1656 BLOI'NT (wlossogr., *Otiinitenent t

. . that contains all

things. 1855 KAGE HOT Lit. Stud., Cow.'far (1879) I. 264 A
vague, literary, *omnitolerant idleness. 1879 GROVE Diet.

Music I. 517 The ' *omnitonic
'

system [of FetisJ, whose
main principle is tliat harmonic combinations exist by which

any given sound may be resolved into any key and any
mode. 1656 HI.OUNT Glossogr., *Oiunivagnnt, wandring
every where, that runs up and down in all place*. 1891 1,.

MERRICK I'iotet Moses III. xxiii. 200 Vice was omnivagant
and reigned supreme. 1607 J. DAVIKS Siimnia Totalis

(1878) 17 Which Sonne is but the Sires Intelligence,

Making another one *OmnivaIence. 1609 Holy Roode 12

Is Sinne so strong, or so *Omniualent, That by Her pow'r,

thy pow'r is vanquished? 1773 J. Ross Fratricide \. 236
(MS.) By ocular proof of that omnivalent power. Ibid. n.

50 The dreadful dungeon of *omnivalous pains. 1624
HEYWOOD Gnnaik. vui. 395 Tiberius Caesar builded that

chamber, wherein were discovered the *omnivarious shapes
of beastly and preposterous luxuries. 1858 O. W. HOLMES
A itt. Breakf.'t. XL 102, I am *omniverbivorous by nature

and training. 1884 E. A. ABBOTT Flat/and i\. xviii, *Omni-
vidence is the attribute of God alone. <zx66i FULLER
Worthies i. (1662) 26 Not to pretend inspection into the

Uook of life, seeing all other books have come under their

"Omnividencie. 1861 Miss BEAUFORT Egyft. Sep. V Syr.
Shrines I. v. 99 The hawk signifying *ommvision, and the

scarabaeus, chiefly typical of creation and of the world. 1656
BLOUNT Glossogr., *Ommvoicnt^ that willeth or desireth all

things.

Omniana frmni|^''na). [f.
L. oiiinisfd\j omnia

all things + -ANA.] Notes or scraps of information

about everything, or about all (or very many)
kinds of things \

'

atta
'

of all kinds. Also attrib.

1807 W. TAYLOR in Robberds Mem. II. 185 Now it is only
in the Athenaeum that I get at the omniana passing in your
brain. 1824 SOUTHKV Lett. (1856) III. 426, I should very
well like to edit Sir T. Browne's works .. and add such

Omniana notes as my stores may enable me to furnish.

Omnibenevolent, etc. : see OMNI-.

Omnibus (p'mnibys), sb. and a. [a. F. omnibus

;
t-i82S, in Diet. Acad. 1835), a. L. omnibus '

for

all', dative pi. of omnis all, in Fr. phrase voitnre

omnibus = voiture pour tons,
' vehicle for all'.]

A. sb.

1. A four-wheeled public vehicle' for carrying

passengers, with the inside scats extending along
the' sides, and the entrance at the rear, and with or

without seats on the roof; usually plying along
a fixed route. (Colloq. shortened to Bus.)

1829 SHILLIUEER Mem. to Chairman ofBoard ofStamps
3 Apr. 5, 1 am . . engaged in building 2 Vehicles after the man-
ner of the recently established French Omnibus, which when

completed I purpose starting on the Paddington road. 1829

SMtttdtrr' Afaattrt&f'i'Ek*
new vehicle, called the omnibus,

commenced running this morning (4 July) from Paddington
to the City. 1830 II1st. in Ann. Reg. i83, i A barricade was

formed across the street by one of those long coaches to

which the Parisians have given the name of Omnibus 1834

OMNIFARIOUS.
L. RiTCHir, M'and. by Seine 179 note^ A steam omnibus ha*
also begun to ply regularly on the crowded thoroughfare of
the City Road. 1835 MARRYAT Olio. Podr. vi. (Rtldg.) 20

Omnibuses, diligences, or cars, which are attached to the . .

steam-tugs. 1862 I!. TAYLOR Jlome *? Abr. Ser. n. viii.

397, 1 was put down at the station, where omnibuses were in

waiting. 1881 GRANT WHITE ltng. M'lthin fy Without tv.

79 The London omnibus, or 'bus as it is universally called.,

is in form a mere ugly square box on wheels.

b. fig.
1831 \V. Invisc in Life % Lett. (1864) II. 455 The great

reform omnilms [the Reform Bill] moves hut slowly. 1894
J. H. OVERTON F.ng. Cli. J9//J Cent. 121 His [Arnold'^]
scheme of making the Church a sort of theological omnibus
never took any definite shape.
2. = Omnibus-liox : see B. 2.

1848 THACKERAY Van. J<'airv\
t Having just arrived from

the omnibus at the opera.
3. Glaa-tnakine. ;See quot.)
1875 KNIGHT Diet. Much., Omnilnis. I. (Gl<iss~tnakin^
A sheet-iron cover for articles in a leer or annealing-arch, in

order to protect them from drafts of air.

4. A man or boy who assists a waiter at an hotel,

restnurant, etc.

1888 Star ir Aug. 4/5 To pay to what is known in a
restaurant as an 'omnibus', i.e. a lad that clears the tables.

1897 Daily Ntnvs 19 June 2/6 Omnibuses .. apprentices
who wait on the waiters.

5. atlrib. and Comb., as omnibus-cad (C.M)
- 3\

-driving adj., -fashion adv., -riding adj., trade,

traffic, wheel; omnibus-man, the driver or con-

ductor of an omnibus.

1834 Taifs .Ifag. Feb. 411 The omnibus trade became too

flourishing to be limited to what are called the 'metropolis
roads'. 1848 THACKERAY fik. Snobs xlix, A sceptical audi-

ence of omnibus-cads and nursemaids. 1865 DICKENS Atut.

F)\ IV. xvi, Omnibus-driving expressions. 1868 Less. Mid.
Age 2 The rattle of omnibus wheels running down to the

railway station. 1884 Daily .\V?cj 19 Sept. 5/2 The rail-

ways must unite the facilities of omnibus traffic with their

greater speed. 1900 //'/</. 12 Nov. 6/6 For the benefit of the

Omnibusmen's Superannuation Fund.

B. adj.
1. Relating to or serving for numerous distinct

objects at once ; comprising a large number of

items or particulars : e. g. an omnibus bill, clause,

order.Jaculty.
1857 in Herrig Keiti-tige XXII. 165 Omnibus-bills, bills

which contain laws dissimilar in their character and pur-

I oscs. 1884 Western Daily P>-<-ss 22 Feb. 5 '5 The Corpora-
tion Omnibus Bill has been rejected. 1887 Pall Mall G.

15 Aug. 2.'i The Revenue Bill which Mr. Goschen introduced

.. is an omnibus bill of four parts, dealing with Customs,
Taxes, Stamps, Excise, and Miscellaneous, in twenty-six
clauses. 1889 Bcsto'i (Mass.) Jnil. 16 Feb. 6/4 The instruc-

tions moved . . to the Conference Committee upon the

omnibus Territorial bill. 1891 Daily Nevis i Oct 5/6 Theie
is what is called an ' omnibus resolution

'

embracing a whole

programme of reforms. 1900 Durham Dio'.es. Caz. Feb. 10

Omnibus Faculty for 1899 for the following works.

2. spec. a. Omnibus box, a. name given to large
boxes on the pit tier in some theatres and opera-

houses, appropriated to a number of subscribers.

b. Omnibus train [after F. train omnibus (Hatz.)],

a railway train stopping at all the stations on the

route, c. In electrical works, applied to a bar,

wire, etc. through which passes the whole of the

current proceeding from the source.

1853 H. D. WOLFF Put. fifan. Life 50 Some . . are hired

for the season by families, while others are omnibus boxes,

or let off in ephemeral places. 1864 1!. IA-MI.KY Kftuinisc.

Ofr-rit 15 [The great
'

'I amburini Row '

at opening of Opera
season 1841]. The lailtOUStfWMJhv boxes were filled, toward.-

the conclusion of the opera, with the fashionable allies of

the coalition, ll'itl. 16 The whole party of the noble and
fashionable occupants of the omnibus l>oxes leaped on the

stage. . . The gallant chevaliers of the ' omnibus
'

waved
their hats triumphantly and shouted '

Victory !

'

i88>

SEKJT. BALLANTINE Sjytr. I. 295 He was in the omnibus

box at the opera. 1893 MARG. SVMOXDS Digit Farm 164

We . . were advised .. to travel to Padua by the ordinary
omnibus train, and let the specials go by. 1894 Times 17

Jan. 7/5 A duster was fount! lying on the terminal . . which

was connected with the omnibus bar, and the deceased

had, it was stated, left the omnibus plug on when it ought
to have l>een off.

Hence O-mniljus v. iwiifc-wd. /:) To omnibus it,

to travel by omnibus ; (i) to place in an omnibus.

1836 Cor. HAWKEK Diary (1893) II. in, I was obliged t.i

cab it, omnibus it, and run. it the whole morning. 1886

Tinslcy's Mag. Sept. 227 'Ine other day I was omnibused

with a bore.

OmnicausalitytoOmni-essence: KcOxtfl-.

Omniety : see OMXEITV.

Omnifarious Vrnmie '"33)) a. [f.
L. onini-

fari-iis (f.
OMNI- all: cf. multifarious") + -ors.]

( )f all kinds or forms : exceedingly various ;
relat-

ing to or dealing with all kinds of things.

1653 H. MORI: Antid. Ath. in. xv. (1712) 135 That all the

Species of things., came first out of the Karth, by the omni-

farious attempt of the particles of the matter upon one

another. 1678 CUDWOKI H Intell. Kyst. I. i. S 25. 26 The

Confused Chaos of Omnifarious Atoms. 1708 J. PHILIPS

Cyder n. 209 If Thou . . omnifarious Drinks wou'dst brew.

1838 9 HALLA.M Ilist. Lit.ll. it. i. 22 A mind capacious of

omnifarious erudition.

Hence Omnifa-riousness.
1806 W. TAYLOR in Robberds Mem. II. 127 In the nude

cypherableness of the'slory and in the omnifariousness of

the language.

Omniferous, etc.': see OMNI-.



OMNIFIC.

Omilific (pmni'fik\ a.
[f.

med. or mod. L.

omnifie-us, f. OMNI- + -feus making.] Making all

things ; all-creating.

1667 MILTON P. L. vn. 217 Silence, ye troubl'd waves, and
thou Deep, peace, Said then th' Omnific Word. 1778 riiit.

Sitrv, S, Ircl, 441 Who attribute to climate an omnifick

influence upon the fine arts. 1868 MILMAX St. Panics vi.

115 The creation of the world by one Omnific God.

Hence Omnrficness (Bailey vol. II, 1727).
So Omni'flcent a. * OMNIFIC.
1862 MRS. SPEID Last }'rs. Ind. 178 VUvuarma, the car-

penter of the gods, but properly the omnificent, in his haste

cut his finger.

Omniform (<rmnifJMm), a. [ad. late L. omni-

form-is, f. OMNI- +fortna shape, form : see -FORM.]
Of all forms or shapes ; taking any or every form ;

exhibiting or comprising every variety of form.

1647 H. MORE Song of Soul \. i. ix, This is that ancient

Kidos omniform. 1691-8 NOKRIS Pract. Disc. (1711) III.

155 If the Soul be united to this pmni-form Essence of God.

1744 BERKELEY Siris 281 The living fire, the living, omni-
form seminary of the world, and oilier expressions . . occurring
in the ancient and Platonic philosophy. 1888 Harpers Mag.
Apr. 760 Thou omniform and most mysterious Sea.

So Omnifo'rmal a. ~
prec. ; tOmnifo'rmist

[? after conformist], one who assumes all forms or

fashions, one who conforms to all.

1683 E. HOOKER Pref. Pordages Mystic Div. 59 To be-

come all things to all men, with the Doctor of the Gentiles,
that Omni form ist. 1839 BAILEY J'"estns xix. (1848' 218 The
stars.. Stand clustered into oniniformal spheres.

Omniformity (fflnnif^imlti). [f. late I,.

omniform-is (see prec.) + -ITY.] The quality of

being omniform
;

the being of all forms.

1644 HARDWICK in Tolc>\ Disafifir. ,$ Cond. (1670) 26 We
have undertaken . . the establishment of Uniformity, and
how can that stand with this Omniformitie . . 1 understand
not. 164? H. MORE Song ofSoul m. n. xliv, The soul. . Hy
her own Central! omniformity Brings forth in her own self

when ought doth move her. 1701 NORRIS Ideal World i. v.

222 Containing some modal account of the Divine Ideality
or Omniformity. 1816 COLERIDGE Lay Semi. 346 Sym-
bolizing the unity of nature, while it represents the omni-

formity of her delegated functions.

O'mniformness =
prec. (Bailey vol. II, 1727).

Omnify ^'mnifsp, v. [f. OMM- + -FY.]

f 1. trans. To make everything of ; to account

as all in all. Obs.
1621 WARD Serin., Christ <i# (1862) 3 That he might ..

magnify or rather, as you see [Col. iii. u] omnify his Lord
and Master Christ. 1668 HOWE Bkss, Righteous 11825) 89
A nullifying of self: and magnifying! I may call it omnifying'
of God.

2. To render universal.

1810 COLEKIDGE in Lit, Rent, (1838) III. 221 Omnify the

disputed point into a transcendant, and you may defy the

opponent to lay hold of it. 1896 Chicago Advance 10 Dec.

839 I f, in all
'

well-to-do
'

circles, the family wish to be omnified,
to give money to real prisoners of poverty or disease.

i Omniga'therum. Obs. Also 5 omne-
gadrium, 6 omni-gatharum, omnegatherum ;

Sc. 6 omnigatherome, -rine, 7 omnigad(d)rum,
9 omne-gatherum. [f.

OMNI- + GATHER v. +
um after L. sbs.]

= OMNIUM GATHERUM
; spec, in

Scottish burgh records,
' a name given to the unin-

corporated craftsmen of a burgh* (Jam. Snppl. 2\

14.. HOCCLF.VE in B. J/. Addit. J/.V. 24062 (Wks. E. E. T. S.

Introd. 30 note) Omnegadrium. 156* TURNER Herbal \\.

70 b, Dioscorides of whom he [Pliny] hath conueyed so much
learned stuf into hys omnigatherum. 1579-80 NORTH Plut-

arch (16761 492 They [Souldiers] were a rash confused
multitude of Omnigatherum together, having no reason nor

patience. 1592 G. HARVEY yd Lett, in S/taks. Allusion

Bks. i. (1874) 131 A Rayler, a beggar, an Omnigatherum,
a Gay-nothing. 1603 SIR C. HEYDON Jud. Astral, xxi. 423
The rest of his hotch-potch and omnigatherum against

Astrologle. 1604 Burgh Records Stirling 17 Dec. (1887) 112

Thair salbe joyned, yeirlie, to the counsall of this burgh,
tua of the aid merchand bailleis, and tua of the onnii-

gaddnwii?& extraordiner persones of counsall. 1642 Jbid.

28 Nov. 184 The toun sail pay yeirlie^4,the guild brethren

j2o, the crafts ,20, the maltmen 10, and the omnigadrum,
vi?.. the wrichtis, maissones, coupares, Htstares, glassin-

wrichtis, sklaitteris, gairdneris, the soume of ten pundU
yeirlie. 1650 Ibid, (1889) 302 The mechanikis and omni-

L,adrum. 1819 W. TENNANT Papistry Storm*d (1827) 97
And terrour garr'd them loup pell-mell. .In omne-gatherum
at that bell.

Omni'gener, a. rare 1
, [a. late L. omnigmer

(in Gloss. Cyrill.) of every kind, f. OMNI- + genns^

gener- kind.] next.

1857 Nat, Afnff. I.
571

Bulwer Lytton who on the whole
has achieved the ommgener ultimate success.

Omnigenous ^pmnrd.^/hss), a. [f. L. omni-

gen-us ot all kinds (f. omni- all- + genus kind) +

-ou8.] Of all kinds.

1650 B. Discolliminium 28, I could demonstrate It to be

Heterogeneous. Heterodoxous, Incongrous, Omnigenous,
Pluranimous. 1766 G. CANNING Anti-Lucretius in. 212

Spinoza, known too well to fame, Who dar'd a God omni-

genous to frame. 1814 COLERIDGE Lett., to J, Kenyan
(1895) 640 A miraculous combination of erudition, broad,

deep, and omnigenous. 1859 Times 22 Mar. 9/5 National
Museums and universal omnigenous collections and reser-

voirs of all conceivable things.

Hence Oxn.ni'g'enonsness (Bailey vol. II, 17*7)"

Omnigerent to Omniperfect : see OMNI-.

Omnipotence (^mni'p^tens). [ad. late L.

omnipottntia,) f. omnipotent-em : see -ENCE. Cf. F.

omnipotence (1527 in Ilatz.-Darm.).] The quality

111

f of being omnipotent ; infinite or unlimited power ;

almightiness. a. strictly, as an attribute of deity ;

hence God himself,
' the Omnipotent '.

1566 GASCOIGNE Jocasta m. Chorus, Who thinks that

louu the maker of vs all, ..Hath not in hym omnipotence
also To guide and gouerne all tilings here below? 1602

MARBTONXff/.^Afr/Tm. Wks. 1856 I. 36 Tossing up A grate-

full spirit to Omnipotence. 1651 HOBHF.S Lci'iath. M. \\.\i.

187 margin, The Right of Gods Sovereignty is derived from

his Omnipotence. 17*5 POPE Odyss. \. 78 And will Omnipo-
tence neglect to save The suffering \irtue of the wise and
brave? 1893 WKSTCOTT Gospel cf Lift 218 * Jmnipotence is

simply the power of fulfilling the absolute law of perfection
as it is realised.

b. gen. as an attribute of persons or things ;

hence transf. an omnipotent force or agency.
c i5ooMAHf,owE7-rtK.r/. i. 52 Oh, what a world of profit and

delight, Of power, of honour, of omnipotence, Is promis'd to

the studious artizan ! a 1674 CLARENDON Hist. AY/', x. 123

The Omnipotence of an Ordinance of Parliament, continued

all that was this way done. 1818 BYRON C/t. JIar. iv. xciii,

Opinion an omnipotence, whose veil Mantles the earth

wilt darkness, until right And wrong are accidents. 1889

Paily News 3 Apr. 4/8 The omnipotence of Parliament,
which means its supremacy over the law.

I Omni'poteucy. Ohs. [ad. late L. omni"

potentia-. see prec. and -ENCY.] -prec. a. strictly,

as an attribute of deity.

^1470 G. AWBYActive Potr'cy 218 God of his omnipotencie
Hath brought you now forth to our grete comfort. 1555
EDEN Decades 311 To declare his omnipotencie& wisedome,

1684 T. Hi KNKT Til. Earth \\. 69 'Tis a great step to omni.

potency: and 'tis hard to define what miracles, on this side

creation, require an infinite power, a 1703 BLKKITI^W A". T.,

Matt. xiv. 15 All things being equally easy to omnipotency.
b. generally : see prec. b.

1604 JAS. I ConnterbL (Arb.) 107 Such is the miraculous

omnipotencie of our strong tasted Tobacco, as it cures all

|

sorts of diseases. 1639 DRUMM. 01-- HAWTH. Rcniora \\'ks.

(17111 189 It is answered, that the parliament and general
'

assembly have an omnipotency and arbitrary power. 1675
1 BROOKS Gold. Key Wks. 1867 V. 467 Faith. .hath a kind of

omnipotency in it ; it is able to do all things.

Omnipotent (^mni-pJtenf ,
a. [a. F. omni-

potent (n-i2thc. in Littre'^ad. 'L. omnipotent-em,
f. OMNI- +po(ens, -ent-eni able, powerful.]
1. Strictly said of God (or of a deity) or His

I

attributes : Almighty, infinite in power.
ciy+Guy II "<mi'. (1887) p. 398 On lesu

omnipotent..
. He

txnist wij> drert mode. ci^86 CHAUCER Wife s Prol. 423
! As helpe me verraygod omnipotent. -1489 CAXTON Son ties

of Aynwn \. 37 Hy god omnypotente I wolde lever have
loste my castell. 15*6 TINDALE AV-r-. xix. 6 Sa>;inge :

Alleluya,forgod omnipotent [Wvcui , almi^ty] hath raigned.
1662 STII.LINGI-L. Grig. Sacr. in, ii. i A production of it

: by the omnipotent Will and Word of God. 1719 DE FOE
Crusoe i. xv, I told him .. That he [God] was Omnipotent,
could do every Thing for us. 1870 I!RY.\NI Iliad I. n. 52
Whether the word of Jove omnipotent Be false or true.

2. gen. All-powerful ; having full or absolute
!

power or authority; having unlimited or very

great power, force, or influence; exceedingly

strong or mighty.
1598 SHAKS. Merry //". v. v. 8 O omnipotent Loue, how

nere the God drew to the complexion of a Goose. 1775
BURKE Lett., to Dk. Richmond (1844) II. 75 The tories and
courtiers are powerful there, but not omnipotent. 1822

SCOTT Nigel vi, The Duke of Buckingham, the omnipotent
favourite both of the King and the Prince of Wales. 1879
FROUDE Caesar viii. 79 The Senate was thus made omni-

, potent and irresponsible.

b. humorously. Capable of anything ;
un-

paralleled ; utter, arrant; huge, 'mighty'. (Cf.

ALMIGHTY 2 H.)
1596 SHAKS. i Hen. //', i. ii. 121 This is the most omni-

i potent Villaine, that euer cryed. Stand, to a true man. 1596

j

NASHE Have with yen Wks. (Grosart) III. 51 Farre more

boystrous and cumbersome than a pair of Swissers omni-
1

potent galeaxe breeches.

3. ttbsol. or as sb. An omnipotent being ; spec.

(with the} the Almighty, God.
1601 DOLMAN La Priinaud. Fr, Acad, (1618) III. 639 In

such sort as it pleaseth the Omnipotent to make them
'

worthy. 1667 MILTON /*. /.. i. 49 Who durst defie th' Omni-

j
potent to Arms. 1829 J. MILLER Sibyfs Leaves \. 288 What
can an Omnipotent find in the possession of his power, an
Omniscient in the possession of his wisdom, but that love

, [etc.]* 1898 G. MEREDITH Odes Fr. Hist. 62 The open mind,
; The Omnipotent's prime gift.

Hence t Omnipotentness - OMNIPOTENCE.

1717 BAILEY vol. II.

Onmipote iitiary,
' Obs. rare- 1

,
[f.

L.

omnipotmtia OMNIPOTENCE + -ABY.] Of, belong-

ing to, or involving omnipotence ; omnipotent.
1659 D. PELL Impr. Sea 521 That the cessation of..

Tempests, is by, through, and from an .. uncontroulable

omnipotentiary power that is in God.

Omni'poteutlyi<"/z'. [f. OMNIPOTENT + -LV 2
.]

In an omnipotent manner ;
with almighty or un-

limited power ; almightily.
a 1641 BP. MOUNTAGU Acts $ Moil. (1642) 410 Another

Impious heresie of Fatal! Necessity, over and upon all

things, which do omnipotently come to passe, a 1711 KEN
Hymnotheo Poet. Wks. 1721 III. 294 Fools, who from God
omnipotence detract, Think atoms can omnipotently act.

1819 lilackw. Mag. IV. 396 It is perhaps on%>ersons such as
I that nature most omnipotently works.

Omnipresence(?mni|pre-zens). [f.asnext: see

-EXCE.] The fact or quality ol being omnipresent.
a. strictly, as an attribute of God, etc.: see OMNI-
PRESENT a.

OMNISCIENCE.
1601 DEACON & WALKER Spirits ft Diveh 89 An omni-

presence, or.. an incorporeity, is truely in God. 1677 GALE
O'/. Gentiles iv. 288 Next to God's Lurmtic follows his

Iimnensitie or Omnipresence, which denotes his presence in

a! things and al.spaces. 1725 WAITS Logic n.iv. 2 Quest ion -i

which may be raised about his own Divine Essence or Sub-

stance, Ins Immensity or Omnipresence. 1885 I.. ABBOTT
in C/ir. World Pulpit XXVIII. 179 Most Christians do
not believe in the omnipresence of God ; they only believe

in His ubiquity.
b. generally, see OMNIPRESENT b.

aiSzz SHELLEV Tri. Lifer's The bright omnipresence Of
morning through the orient cavern flowed. 1863 Gi:o. ELIOT
Romoia i. ix, The omnipresence of casualties .. threatened
all projects with futility. 1899 Westm. Gaz.q Aug. 3/2 The
most vivid impression to which the foreigner is subjected
[in England] is. .that of the omnipresence of advertising.

t Omnipre'sency. Obs. [f. med. Schol. L.

omniprsesentia Du Cange) ,
f. omnipresent-em :

see next and -KXCY.]
=

prec.
1647 H. Mom: Song OfSoitl Notes 156/2 If we forsake this

apprehension of the omnipresency of Ahad, God and all

things else will prove mere bodies. 1664 Antid. Idolatry
vii. 84 That they [.images of the saints] have at least a
lerrcsiriall Omnipresency, which no. -invisible Power. .has
but onely God. 1682 SIR T. Bnow si-: t'hr. Alor. ML 9
Delight to be alone and .single with omnipresency.

Omnipresent U'mni,prevent), a. [f. med.

$&Q\.'L.omnipr&settt-em (Du Cange), f. OMM- +

prxsent-em PRESENT.] Present at the same time

in all places ; everywhere present, a. In the strict

or absolute sense; chiefly said of the Deity.
1610 WILLET Hcxaplti Pan. 237 It is proper to the diuine

nature to be infinite, omnipi>t<--nt, omnipresent, a 1711 KEN
Christopkil}*oz\. Wks. 1721 I. 426 Thou while below wer't

yet on high, Hy Omnipresent Deity. i794CoLER!DGE Relig.

^Iitsitigs 105 There is one Mind, one omnipresent Mind,
Omnific. 1885 L. ABBOVI in Chr. World Pulpit XXVIII.
179 God is not ubiquitous, but omnipresent, and never

through all eternity can you and 1 bu nearer to Him than
we are at this moment.

b. In more general or weakened sense.

^1711 KEN I/yiiiHariiun Poet. Wks. 1721 II. 40 A Spirit
in our Bulk resides, Which all our Force corporeal guides ;

There omnipresent reigns. 1866 GEO. KLIOT f . Holt xxxi,
It was a maxim which he repeated after the great Putty,
that a capable agent makes himself omnipresent. 1867
BAKKR Nile Tribnt. xix. ' 1872) 334 The bird is omnipresent.
Hence Omnipresentness =.- OMNIPRESKXCE.

1727 UAILEV vol. II.

t Omniprese'ntial, a. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. med.

L. omniprxsentia (see above + -AL.] Of, pertain-

ing to, or involving omnipresence.
a 17x6 SOUTH Sftw. (1744) VII. i. 22 But his omnipresential

filling all things being an inseparable property of his divine

nature, always agreed to him,

Onmipre'sently, adv. [f. OMNIPBESENT r

-LY -.] In an omnipresent manner
;

so as to be

everywhere present.
1701 NORRIS Ideal M'orld \. Hi. 137 He exists every way

infinitely, and therefore both eternally and omnipreseptly.

1863 A." 1!. GKOSART Small Sins 30 No principle inter-

penetrates the word of God more omnipresently than this.

Onmiprovalent'cmniipre'valcnt),*!. [f.OMM-
+ PUEVALENT, after L. type *omniprxvaltnt-em.'\
1. All-prevailing; having all power or influence.

a 1661 FULLER Worthies, Surrey (1840) III. 210 Being

chaplain to the earl of Dunbar, then omni-prevalent with

King James.
2. Prevailing everywhere ; universally prevalent.
x849 POE Longfellow's Ballads Wks. 1864 III. 367 The

combination of the two omni-ptevalent ideas. 1882 Coi'Fs

Biogen (1884) 35 Some form of worship is omniprevalent.

Omniprudent, etc. : see OMNI-.

t Onmire-gency. Obs. [f. OHKI* + RBGXKCY.]
All-ruling condition ; universal rule.

1616 BuLLpKAR Eng. Expos. ^ Oinnhc^cncie, the hauing
all authoritie in ones owne hands, a i66a HEYLIN Laiut

(1668) 156 He could not govern there with such an absolute

Omni- regency, as he had dune in the Families of private
Gentlemen, a 1670 HACKKT Aij>. Williams \. 11692) 28 The
omni-regency of Divine Providence is the tree of Life in the

midst ofthe garden of the world.

f Omni'scian. Obs. nonce-ivd. [f. L. omnisci-

tes ^sce OMXISCIOUS) + -AN.] One who professes
to know everything.
1593 G. HARVEY Ficnu's Super. 188 [He] would be thought

to., know all tbinges, like larchas, .. and Salomon, the

archpatrons of our new Omniscians.

Omniscience v?mnijens, -iens). [ad. med.

Schol. I-. omnisdentia (Du Cange), f. OMNI- +

scientia knowledge : see -ENCE. Cf. mod.F. omni-

science (1762 in Diet. Acad.}.~\ The quality of

being omniscient, a. Strictly: Infinite knowledge ;

hence transf. the omniscient Being, the Deity.
x6ia T. TAYLOR Comm. Titus i. 9 His omniscience . .

searcheth the heart, discouereth the thoughts. 1646 SiR/1'.
BROWNE Pseud. Ep. 282 Tis a professed and authentick

obscurity, unknown to all but to the omniscience of the

Almighty. X7i ADDISON Sfect. Na 315 P4 The Sur%-ey of

the whole Creation. .is a Prospect worthy of Omniscience.

1836 HOR. SMITH Tin Trump. (1876) 271 To assist Omni-

science with his Counsels, and lend a helping hand to

Omnipotence.
b. Hyperbolically: Universal knowledge.

a 1845 SYD. SMITH in I. Todhunter William Wheu>cll(\W)
I xxi 410 [Said of Whewell]' Science is his forte, and omni-

science is his foible'. 185* THACKERAY Esmond u. xm,

A foible of Mr. Holt's, .was omniscience. 1891 T. R. LOUNS-

DURY Stuti. Chaucer II.
y. 179 Men at that time thought

nothing of making a specialty of onm^cience.



OMNISCIENCY.

+ Onini'sciency. Obs. [f. as prec., or from

next + -EXCY.] =
prec.

1640 FLM.LER "Joseph's C.pat (1867) 62 God, in the omnisci-

ency of His wisdom, surveyed the latitude of all occurrences.

1681 lii.AXriLL SaMucisnntsn. (1726)464 That Intellectual

Omnisciency, which contains all the Natures and Ideas of

things. 1734 E. EKSKINK Semi. Wks. 1871 II. 253 My
eternity and omnisciency are as much in him as in myself.

Omniscient (fmnrjcnt, -lent), a. [ad. mod. L.

oiiniisciens, -ent-eni, substituted for med.L. omni-

sciiis (OMNisciors) under the influence of omni-

scientia. (see prec. 1, the substituted element being ,

L. sfieus, -cnl-em pr. pple. 'knowing'. Grotius

De I'er. Rel. Cfn: uses both omniscius and omni-

sciens. So f.omniscient (1737 in Hatz.-Darm.).]
1. Knowing all things, all-knowing, infinite in

knowledge, a. Strictly : esp. of God.

1604 R.CAWDXBY Table Alph., Omni-scient, knowing all

things. ( 1615 BACOX Adv.
to^

Villicrs Wks. 1879 L 510 By
no means trust to your own judgement alone ; for no man
is omniscient. 1700 DRYDEN Palauum fy Arc. in. 1054 This
law the Omniscient Power was pleased to give, That every
kind should by succession live. 1781 COWPEB Truth 227
With averted eyes the omniscient Judge Scorns the base

hireling. 1857 H. MILLER Test. Rocks iv. 154 Inspiration
does not make men omniscient.

b. Hyperbolicall}' : Having universal or very
extensive knowledge.
1791 BOSWELL Johnson 5 Apr. an. 1776 note. A gentleman

..from his extraordinary stores of knowledge,., stiled omni-

scient. 1871 I- STEPHEN rlaygr. Eitr. (1894) x. 251, I was
roused by a very pleasant meeting with the most omniscient

of mountaineers.

2. absol. or as sb. An omniscient being or per-
son : spec, (with the], the Deity, God.

1794 COLERIDC;E Destiny ofNations iv, Those blind omni-

scients. 1856 R. A. VAUGHAN Mystics (1860) II. 232 This
divine order, which the Omniscient hath established and
maintains.

Hence Omniscientness = OMNISCIENCE.

1727 !'.MLI-:V vol. II.

Omiii-sciently, adv. [f. prec. + -LY 2.] In

an omniscient manner ; with universal knowledge.
1856 WKUSTKR, Omnisdently, by omniscience. 1889 Unfo.

AV? 1
. .Mar. 362 Both are omnisciently silly.

t Omni'scious, . Obs. [f. med. Schol. L.

ownisci-iis all-knowing ({. OMXI- + scl-re to know :

cf. L. nesciits, inscius, etc.) + -ous.]
= OMNISCIENT.

1588 J. HARVEY Disc. Frobl. 84 Schoolemen may phan-
tastically dreame ..of., diners putatiue wisemen, euen in

that omniscious, and omnisufficient veine. 1628 HP. HAI.I.

Old Ketig. 139 It is an Omnipresent and Omniscious God
.

with whom wee deale. 1728 FOXTON tr. Burnet's Re-sun\
Mosaic Great, in Earbery tr. Burnet's St. Dead 47 Omni,
scions Providence, knowing all these things, accommodates
itself to the various Orders of humane Things.

Omnisciturient to Omnispective : see

OMNI-.

t Omnist (p-mnisO. nonce-xii. [irreg. f. I..

amnis all + -IST.] (See quot.j
1839 BAILEY Fcstus viii. 11848) 98, I am an omnist, and

believe in all Religions.

t Omnisuffi'cience. Ots.rarr~ l
. [f.

as next

+ -EXCK.] next.

1660 STANLEY Hist. Phihs. ix. (1701) 383/2 Pauarceia,
omni-sufiicience, endued with parts sufficient for totality.

t Omiiisuffi cieucy. Obs. rare. [f. as next

+ -ENCY.] The quality of being
' omnisufficient' ;

all-sufficiency.

1577 FULKE Cmfut. Pitrg. 97 Wilt thou neuer acknowledge
the omnisufficiency of the benefite of mans redemption by
the sonne of God? 1622 DOXNE Serin, xvi. 156 To find_an
Omnisufficiency in ourselves is an Intrusion, an Usurpation

upon God. [1876 LOWELL Among my Jits. Her. 11. 142

Amid the pedantic farrago of his [J. Harvey's] omni-suffi-

ciency (to borrow one of his own words) we come suddenly

upon passages whose . . purity of diction reminds us of

l.andor.J

t Omnisuffi'Cient, a. Obs. or rare. [ad.

med. or mod.L. type *omnisuflicicnt-c>ii all-suffic-

ing, f. OMNI- + sufficient-em, pr. pple. of sitfficerc

to SUFFICE.] All-sufficient, all-sufficing.

1543 BECON New Year's Gift^
in Early \\ ks. (1843) 342

Take me alone for thy omnisufficient Saviour. 1601 W. PARRY
Trav. Sir A. Sherley (1863) 17 The truth thereof., is a

warrant omnisufficient for the report. 1625 HOYS Wks.
|

(1630) 586 His passion was an Omnisufficient sacrifice for

the sinnes of the whole world. 01670 HACKET /)/>/. WilKmmi
i. (1693) 103 These Staffs princes must lean upon, being.,
such Masters as are neither omni-sumcient, nor independent.

Omnitemporal to Omnitonic : see OMNI-.

Oninitude (fmnitid). rare. [f. OMNI- +

-TUDE, after L. type *oinitfido.'\ The fact of

being all, 'allness', universality; 'the all', the

whole, the total sum.

1839 BAILEY Festns xxviii. (18481 329 Holding in itself the

omnitude of Being, c 1840 SIR W. HAMILTON Logic App.
(1866) II. 281 Some, though always in a certain degree in-

definite, is definite so far as it excludes omnitude. 1896
Scotsman 25 June 6/2 He spoke, .with accuracy, authority,

and omnitude of knowledge.

Omnium (fmnicm). [a. L. omnium ' of all

(things, sorts, etc.) ', genitive pi. of munis all. In

sense I
, also, omnium gatherum, which may have

been the original appellation.]
1. Stock Exch. The aggregate amount (at market

price) of the parcels of different stocks and other

112

considerations, formerly offered by Government, in

raising a loan, for each unit of capital (i.e. every
hundred pounds) subscribed.

' The subscribers to the Loan.. are entitled not only to

hold their share in the capital [the funded loan], but to an

annuity for ten years, and to the right of receiving a certain

number of Lottery tickets on advantageous terms. They
may sell their capital to one person, their annuity to a second,
and their right to the tickets to a third. The value of all

these interests together is called Omnium; and, in order to

obtain a ready subscription, it ought to amount to io2/. or

upwards, on ioo/. of capital. This difference is called the

l>onns to the subscribers '. (Encycl. Brit. (1797) s. v. Fund.}

i76oC"OLM.\N Polly Honeycomb \\,'V\\e. Omniums, eh. Miss I

I like the Omniums, and don't care how large a premium
I give for them. 1770 C. TENNER Placid Man n, vi, Her
head was as full with wealth, scrip, omnium, consols, and

lord-mayors shews. 1775 T. MOKTIMER /iz>, man his own.

Broker\^ Omnium is the whole subscription undivided; and
is known in the Alley by the name of Omnium Gatherum,
a cant phrase for, all together. 1783 J. ADAMS Wks. (1853)
VIII. 117 (Stanf.) The English omnium which at first was
sold for eight or ten per cent, profit, fell to one and a half.

1810 GRELLIF.R Hist. Nat. Debt 392 The Omnium of this loan

was at first at a premium of 2^ per cent, but soon fell to

a discount. 1819 T. MORTIMER Gen. Comm, Diet, (ed. 2),

Omnium, a term used among the Stock Jobbers to express
all the articles included in the Contract between Govern-
ment and the original subscriljers to a loan, which of late

years has consisted generally of different proportions of

three, and four per cent. Stock with a certain quantity of

terminable annuities. 1832-52 MCULLOCH Comm. Diet.

s. v., In the loan of 36,000,000^. contracted for in June, 1815,
the omnium consisted of i3o/. 3 per cent, reduced annuities,

44/. 3 per cent, consols, and to/. 4 per cent, annuities, for

each ioo/. subscribed, a 1860 Rules Stock Exch. in C. Fenn

Kttg. ff For. Funds (1883) 120 The settling-day in English
omnium and scrip shall be two days prior to the respective

days of payment of each of the several instalments.

b. Colloquially applied to other combined
stocks the constituents of which are capable of

being dealt with separately.
Thus * The London Extension Stock

'

issued in July, 1894,

by the Manchester, Sheffield, and Lincolnshire Railway,

2. (with allusion to prec.) The whole sum of

what one values or is interested in ; one'* 'all'.

1766 COI.MAN Clandestine Marriage iv.
iji,

'Tis my only
wish at present, my omnium, as I may call it. 1818 SCOTT
Rob Roy xxii, You, that was your father's sum-total his

omnium you that might have been the first man in the first

house in the first city.

3. Applied to a large wagon (? carrying the

whole of a person's possessions).
1836 A. F. GARDINER Zwlu Country 324 Still on the cum-

brous omnium moves, IJy twelve or fourteen oxen towed.

4. *A piece of furniture with open shelves for

receiving ornamental articles, etc/ \Cent. Diet?}

Omnium gatherum (f*m n \v\\\ gaj'<for#m^ .

colloq. Also hyphened ;
and 6 omnium githerum,

7 getherum. Cf. OMNIGATHERCM. [f. L. om-

nium (see prec.) + gatherum, a mock- Latin form

from GATHER v. quasi
' a gathering'.]

1. A gathering of all sorts ;
a miscellaneous

assemblage, collection, or mixture (of persons or

things) ; a confused medley.
1530 CHOKE Let. to Cranmer (MS. Cott. Vit. B xiii. 123 b)

Certayne subscriptions unto the kynge, wheroff sauff y,

there ys none worthe a botton, but be omnium gatherum.
1600 W. WATSON Decacordon (1602) 43 [The Jesuits] haue

made religion ..a very hotch potch of omnium githerum.
1608 MIDDLKTON Fain. Love v. iii, A rout of omnium
gatherums assembled by the title of the Family of Love.

1683 TRVON \ycty
to Health 543 The Apothecary had

muster 'd up his several Slops and compleated the Composi-
tion of Omniumgatherum. 1776 J. ADAMS in Fam, Lett.

(1876) 214 My letters to you are an odd mixture. They
would appear to a stranger like the dish which is sometimes
called omnium gatherum. 1830 GAI.T Lawrie T. in. vii.

(1849) 107 Such an omnium gatnerum as the inhabitants of

a new settlement. 1863 KINGSLEV Water Bab. iii. 126 Odds
and ends, and omnlum-gatherums, and this, that, and the

other, enough to fill nine museums,

f b. as adv. In a confused medley, promiscu-

ously. Obs.

1648 Merc.Acad. No. i. 4 Being come omnium gatherum
into the Convocation-house. 1650 A. B. A/itfat, Poletno 28

Whither we ganged as drunkenly reeling as the Ship, om-
nium getherum, all together.

1 2. A kind of dance in vogue in the i ;th c. Obs.

a 1652 BROME New Acad. v. Wks. 1873 JI - 1I0 ^tri. Play
then Les tous ensembles. Neh, That's the French name
on't Uncle, 'tis in Dutch call'd All-to-Mall ; and I call it in

English, Omnium Gatherum, 'tis the daintiest daunce.

a 1654 SELDEN Table-t. (Arb.) 62 There has been nothing
but French-more and the Cushion Dance, omnium gatherum,
tolly, polly, hoite come toite.

f 3. = OMNIUM i.

'775 fsee OMNIUM i]. 1793 W. ROBERTS Looker-on No. 54

(1794) 11.305 With the omnmm-gatherums, scrips, discounts,

etc., it appeared that the funds and credit of Virtue were

gradually rising.

Omnivagant to Omnivolent : see OMNI-.

Omnivorous (^mni-voras), a. [f. 'L.omnivor-

ns (f.
OMNI- + -vonts devouring) + -ous. Cf. F.

omnivore (Buffon i8th c.).] All-devouring.

1. lit. That devours or feeds on all kinds of

food. (Opposed to carnivorous, herbivorous^ etc.)

1656 BLOUNT G1osso%>:, Omnivorous, that devours and
eats a!! kind of things. 1819 W. LAWBENCE Phyriol* (1848)

OMOPLATOSCOPY.

143 In a similar way we conclude man to be naturally
omnivorous. 1867 I

1

'. FKASCIS Angling i. (1880} 40 The
Chub is rather an omnivorous fish. 1881 ROMANRS in

Nature No. 624. 554 Worms are omnivorous, dragging
pieces of meat as well as leaves into their burrows for the

purpose of eating them.

2. fig. (Cf. senses of DEVOUR
zi.)

1791 BURKE Let. to Member Nat. Assembly Wks. VI. 32
He has not observed on the nature of vanity, who does not
know that it is omnivorous ; that it has no choice in its food.

1863 HAWTHORNF. Our Old Home (1879) 183 An omnivorous

appetite for everything strange and rare. 1877
' H. A. PACK

'

De Qititicty I. ix. 186 Hamilton, darkly metaphysical, om-
nivorous of books.

So various nonce-words : Omnivora'city [i. late

L.omnivorax (Eugenius7the.)],Omnivoro'sity [f.

OMMVOROUS: see-osiTV],omnivorousness; Omni--
vorant a. [L. vorant-em devouring], all-devouring,
omnivorous

; O'mnivore [a. F., cf. carnivore, etc.],

an omnivorous animal or person.
1889 Spectator 14 Dec. 856 But for the ostrich-like *omni-

voracity of the wealthy collector, the Literary Stock Ex.
change might any day be convulsed with an ubiquitously
resonant smash. 1852 C. W. H[OSKINS] Talf>a 65 Every-
where 'The Fly

1 was omnipotent and y omntvorant. 1890
E-'en. fast 8 Feb., Some of the interrogated were vege-
tarians, and some *omnivores. 1896 JESSOPP Frivola viii.

143 With the *omnivorosity (what a beautiful word !) of

youth I eagerly devoured them.

Omiirvorously, adv.
[f.

OMNIVOROUS + -J,Y 2
.]

In an omnivorous manner (/if. and_/f^~.).

1852 Fraser's Mag; XI.V. 644 A fish . . so omnivorously
disposed. 1883 FROUDE Short Stud. IV. II. iii. 197 New-
man had read omnivorously.

Omili vorousiiess. [f.
as prec. + -NESS.] The

quality of being omnivorous (lit. and_/f^.).
1727 in BAILEVVO!. II. ai86i MRS. BROWNING Lett. R. //.

Home (1877) II. Ivii. 151 Do I boast of my omnivorousness
of reading ''. 1884 Times 30 Dec. 7 The omnivorousness of

children is balanced . . by powers of digestion which seem
little short of miraculous.

Omo-, obs. erroneous form of HOMO-.

Omo-hyoid (J"mO|hai
-

oid), a. (sl>.) Anal. [f.

Gr. 2>nos shoulder + HYOID.] Relating to, or con-

necting, the shoulder and the hyoid bone : applied
to a long slender digastric muscle which arises

from the upper border of the shoulder-blade and

passes obliquely along the side and front of the

neck to the lower border of the hyoid bone. Also

as sb. the omohyoid muscle.

1840 G. V. ELLIS Anat. 116 Detach the process of fascia

from the omo-hyoid muscle. 1876 Clin. Soc, Trans. IX.
121 Ligature of left common carotid, above the omo-hyoid.

SoOmoliyoi'dean.Oiiiohyoi'deous adjs. =prec.
1855 HOLDEN Hum. Osteal. (1878) 144 Behind the notch is

the origin of the '

omo-hyoideous
'

muscle. 1857 MAYNE
lixpos. Lc.v., Omohyoidean.
Omoio-, erron. form of HOMOIO-, Hojioiu-.

II Omophagia (/"mofri'dgia). [mod. I.., a. Gr.

wptxpayia, f. wpus raw + -<j>afia eating.] The

eating of raw food, esp. raw flesh. So Omophagic
(<?um0fe'dgik), Omophagons (DffSg9) [f. Gr.

i/io^a-v-os + -1C, -ous], eating, or characterized by
the eating of, raw flesh ; Omophagist (omp-
fad.^ist), an eater of raw flesh.

1706 PHILLIPS, "Omofhagia (Gr.)..a Feast of Bacchus, in

which the mad Guests eat Goats alive, tearing their Entrails

with their Teeth. 1869 BAEIHO-GoDLD Orig. Relig. Belief
I. 407 These bloody 'Omophagic feasts were celebrated every
three years. 1884 Pall Mall Gaz. 13 Dec. 5 She cut from

'

al

g
. . 569

That redoubtable friend of Mr. Freeman the omophagous
Teutonic colonist.

Omophore (IfaMov"). rare 1
. [ad. Gr.

ti/ioc/wi/iuy one who bears on the shoulders, f. 5/jos

shoulder + -ipopos bearing.] (See quot.)

1871 TVLOI; Prim. Cult. I. 329 The world-bearing elephants
of the Hindus,. .the gigantic Omophore of the Manicha^n
cosmology, are all creatures who carry the earth on their

backs or heads.

II Omophorioil cumofoiTi^n). Gr. Cn. [Gr.

uno<t>6piov 'a woman's tippet covering theshoulders'

(Liddell and Scott i. also eccl. in sense below (see

oinophorium in Du Cange) ;
cf. prec.] A vest-

ment resemblhig the pallium of the Latin church,

worn by patriarchs and bishops.
1868 MARRIOTT Yest. Clir. 237 The Omophorion, worn (as

matter of privilege) by Patriarchs and Metropolitans in the

East, and, out of usage rather than theoretical right by
almost all Bishops. 1888 T. W. ALLIES Holy See 144 He..

caused his archdeacon first to remove his omophonon, and

appeared in the garb of a simple priest.

Omoplate (ffinofotet). Also 9 -plat (-plan).

[ad. Gr. uiwir\aTT], [. 0710-$ shoulder + irAar?; broad

surface, blade.] The shoulder-blade, scapula.

1597 A. M. tr. Guillemeau's Fr. Cldrurg. 54/1 The bullet

..remayning in the inferiore angle of the
foresayed

Omo.

plate. 1653 URQUHART Rabtlais\. xxvii, He.. shook asunder

their omoplates or shoulder-blade. 1833 MANTEL], Geol. S.

E. f. 320 The omoplate or scapula is not unlike the cora-

coid. 1868 BROWNING Ring ft Bk. v. 118 There is an ailing

in this omoplat May clip my speech all too abruptly short.

OmoplatoSCOpy (o^moplfetfskopi). [ad. Gr.

w/xoirXaTo<r/(oiria (Fsellus), f. ai/toirXaTT) (see prec.)

+ -ffKom'a looking : see -BOOTY.] (See quots.)

1871 TVLOX I'rim. Cult. I. 112 Divination by a shoulder-
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blade, technically called Scapulimancy or omoplatoscopy.
j

1892 Syd. Soc. Lex,, Omoplatoscopy, the name given to a
[

mode of divination formerly practised by some tribes of

American Indians, founded on the direction of the cracks
which appeared on a blade-bone when placed on a fire.

Omostegite (mpttWjjit). Anat. [f. Gr.
[

>no-s shoulder + ariyri covering, roof + -ITE J
3.]

The posterior part of the carapace, covering the

thorax, in certain crustaceans; opp. to cephalostegite.

1870 ROLLESTON Aniui. Life 91. 1877 HUXLEY Anat. Inv.

Aniin. vi. 283 The carapace presents a posterior division

(omostegite), obviously developed from the anterior thoracic

somites.

II Omosternum (<nn0st3'.in#m). Coinp. Anat.
\

[f. Gr. UI/JLO-S shoulder + mod.L. sternum, Or. arip- \

vov breast.] A cartilage, or an ossification of such

cartilage at the anterior extremity of the- sternum.
It is probably always derived from the ventral ends of the

coracoids, and is called by Gegenbaur Efiicoracoid. The
name has often been applied to the membrane bone over-

lying the front end of the sternum, and more properly-called

episternttm or intenlavicte.
1868 W. K. PARKER Mnugrafk Structure Shoulder-

Girdle (Ray Soc.) 80 The pra>coracoi'l bar is larger than
the coracoid, . .and the ' omosternum

'

and true sternum have
not yet made their appearance. Ibid. 81 In front of the

bony bar a small hillock of soft new cartilage is seen.. ;

this is the first rudiment of the
' omosternum '. 1873 MIVART

Elei. Anat. iv. 161 The omosternum becomes amongst
Mammals very conspicuous in certain Shrews and Mice.

1892 Syd. Soc. Lex., Oniosternutti, the interarticular fibro-

cartilage of the sterno-clavicular articulation.

Hence Omoste'rnal a. t pertaining to the omo-
sternum.

Oniothyroid (0"m0b9i.Toid). Anat. Also

thyreoid. [f.
Gr. Si/to-s shoulder + THYROID.] A

slip of muscle, of exceptional occurrence, connect-

ing the omo-hyoid muscle with the thyroid cartilage.

1892 Syfi. Soc. Le.v., Qnwthyrfoid,y. variety of the omohyoid
muscle when it has an attachment to the inferior cornu of

the thyreoid cartilage.

tOmphacine (p'mfasin), a. (sb.) Obs.
[f.

Gr.

uivf>amv-os made of unripe grapes, olives, or the

like, f. 6/tipaf unripe (grape, berry) : see -I.N'E 2
.]

1. In oil omphacine, an oily liquid expressed from

unripe olives. Also as sb. oil omphaoine.
('1400 Lanfranc's Cintrg. 137 Maad of grapis of olyue

trees bat ben not ripe.. is clepid oile enfancinum iJ/.V. />'.

Omfacinum).] 1548 tr. Papins Cone. Apoth. in Recorde
Urin. P/iysick (16^1) 216 Hy Olives, of which oile omphocine
is made, we understand the wild boyled in oyle. 1620

VENNER Via Recta vi. 100 'i'he Oyle that is made of the

vnripe Oliues, which is called Oyle Omphacine, is not so

grosse and fatty. 1712 tr. Poinet's Hist. Drugs I. 157 Hereof
is made Oil of Roses, Omphacine, and Oil of Quinces.
2. Unripe, rare 1

.

1651 BIGGS New Disp. p 168 Omphacine grapes.

Omphacite (o-mfasait). Min. [ad. mod.Ger.

omphazit ^ Werner, 1812), f. Gr. o^<pa( (see prec.) +
-ITE 1

.]
A leek-green mineral, allied to pyroxene.

1828-32 WEBSTER cites URE. 1868 DANA Min. (ed. 5) 223

Omphacite occurs near Hof in Baii-eut, Bavaria. 1879
RUTLEY Stttd. Rocks xiii. 263 The eklogite from Eppenreuth
contains about 70 per cent, of Omphacite and 25 of garnet.

|| Ompha'cornel, rare 1
. [L., ad. Gr. uiMpaxu-

#Ai (Dioscorides), f. 6p<pa( (see above) + /'Ai

honey.] A drink made of the juice of unripe

grapes mixed with honey.
1873 in Pallad. on Huso. ix. 197 (E. E. T. S.) 178 Editor's

tnarg. note, To make omphacomel \text honyonfake].

Omphalic (prnfarlik), a. rare. [f.
Gr.

<!s navel, boss, + -1C : cf. Gr. o^xzAi/ros having a

boss.] Of or belonging to the navel
;
umbilical.

1808 PATERSON Orig. Hiruitt Relig. in Asiat. Res. VIII. 52
The Argha is a vessel of copper. .in the centre of it is an
oval rising embossed, and by this the Vaishnavas assert, is

meant the navel of Vishnu. ..The Saivas, however, insist,

that this Omphalic rising is meant as the emblem of the

Ling. 1857 in MAVNE Expos. Lex.

Omptalismfc'mfaliz'm). rare 1
, [f.

as prec.
*- -ISM.] Centralization in government.
1868 DILKE Greater Brit. I. i. ix. 104 The success of this

omphalism.this government from the centre, will be brought
about [etc.].

Omphalo- (cmfalo), before a vowel omphal-,
combining form of Gr. vfupa^iis navel, boss, hub.

Omphale ctomy [Gr. iKtOji-rj a cutting out], ex-

cision of the navel. O'mphaloce le (-s/1) [Gr.

KrjXTj tumonr, hernia], umbilical hernia. O'mphalo-
mancy [Gr. pavrda divination], divination, by

"the number of knots on the umbilical cord at birth,

of the number of future children of the mother.

O mphalo-mesara'ic (erron. -meseraio) a. [ME-
SARAIC] = OMPHALO-MESENTERIC (Mivart, 1872).
O mphalopsychic (-psoi'kik a., O mphalo'psy-
chite [Gr. <fi\>\ij soul], one of a sect of quietists
who practised gazing at the navel as a means of

inducing hypnotic reverie, t Omphalo'pter [Gr.

UITTT/P one who looks or spies], a double-convex

lens otis. rare"]; so f Omphalo ptic [OPTIC]
sb. = prec. ; a., ot the form or structure of a double-

convex lens. Omphalo'tomy [Gr. -TOfua cutting],
the operation of dividing the umbilical cord.

1892 Syd. Soc. Lex., *Ontphalectomy, excision of the

umbilicus. 1894 Brit. Med. jrttl. Epit. 3 Feb. 18/1. 1706

PHILLIPS, ^Omphalocele, or Hernia L'lnln'licalfs. 1836-9
Vol.. VII.

TOLID Cycl. Anat. II. 710/1 Affected with omphalocele.
1652 GAULE Magastrom. 165 *Ornphelomancy, [divining] by
the navell. 1892 Syd. Soc. Lex. 1892 igM Cent. Jan. 24
The *Omphalopsychics, with whom hypnotic reverie is

obtained by steadily gazing at the umbilicus. 1882
' BASH.

'

Lave the Debt xliii, Bob has become an 'Omphalopsychyte.
Those thrice accursed cartoons had brought on Stomach on
the brain. 1727-41 CHAMBERS C\cl.,

*
Omphaloptcr, or

*Olnphaloptic, in optics, a glass that is convex on both

sides, popularly called a convex lens. 1819 H. BUSK Dessert

457 The omphaloptic stud. 1828-32 WKBSTKU,
'

Oinplialo-

ti'iny. 1857 in MAYNE Expos. Lex.

Omphalode (/7-mfal0"d). rare". - OMPUA-
LoniL'M (in both senses). 1864 in WEBSTER.

Omphalodic ((JinfaV'dik), a. rare-",
[f. as

next t- -ic.]
- OMPHALIC. 1891 in Cent. Diet.

II Omphalodium (ptafaMfa'Aiilia). [mod. I,., f.

Gr. o^c/xt/\.w6r;! navel-like, f. opipa\<Js : see -ODE.]
1. Bot. ;See quots.)
1839 LINDLEY Jntrcd. Bot. (ed. 3) 247 The centre of the

hilum, through which the nourishing vessels pass, is called

by Turpin the oinphalodiitin, 1866 'Ireas. Hot. 812/1.

1870 BENTLEV Man. Hot. (ed. 2> 326.

2. Anat. 'I'he umbilicus or navel.

1892 in Syd. Soc. Lex,

Omphaloid (fmfaloicr, a. rare. [ad. Gr.

u^<l>a\aiorjs.~] Resembling the navel.

1857 in MAYNE Expos. Lex.

Omph,alo-meseilteric((r n]fal0 1mesenteTik),
a. Anat. [f.

OMPHALO- + MESKXTEBIC.] Pertain-

ing to, or connecting, the navel and the mesentery.
Applied to the first blood-vessels (veii.s and arteries)

developed in the embryo of vertebrates, which pass from the

umbilical vesicle into the body of the embryo; also to a duct

representing the part of the yolk-sac within the body-cavity
when persistent . .after birth (also called vitt-lline duct}.

1727-41 in CHAMBERS Cycl. 1797 CRUIKSHANK in /'/(/'/.

Trans. LXXXVII. 204 The omphalo-mesenteric artery was

very distinct. 1897 Au&utfs Syst. Med. III. 710 The per-
sistence of the omphalo-mesenteric or vitelline duct.

II Omphalos (^mfaVs). [a. Gr. oficpaA<!s navel,

boss, centre, hub, etc.]

1. Gr. Antiq. a. A boss on a shield, etc.

1857 RIRCH Anc. Pottery (18581 I. 410 Some shields have
their omphalos, or boss, sculptured to represent a head of Pan.

b. A sacred stone, of a rounded conical shape,
in the temple of Apollo at Delphi, fabled to mark
the central point of the earth.

1830 LEITCH tr. C. O. Mailers Anc. Art (ed. 2) 447 Apollo
sitting on the tripod and with his feet on the omphalos.
2. gen. and Jig. A central point or portion,

centre, hub.

1855 KINGSLEY West-til. Ho xii, It is the very omphalos,
cynosure, and soul, around which the town, has organised
itself. 1884 L, GRIFFIN in For!n. Rev. Mar. 388 The centre

and omphalos of a world-wide empire. 1895 Expositor Aug.
153 Jerusalem .. became to their imagination the spiritual

omphalos of the world.

Omphalotomy : see OMPHALO-.

II Oinrall (fmra). Also 7 ombra(h, umpra,
umbrawe, umbraye, 7-8 vunera, umbra, omra.

[Urdu Ll umara, orig. Arab. pi. of amir ' com-

mander, lord ', but used already in Urdu in sense
' lord or grandee of a court', with pi. umarayan
' omtahs '

(Yule).] A lord or grandee of a Moham-
medan court, esp. that of the great Mogul.
1625 PUKCHAS Pilgrims I. 427 Presently came a great

Oinbra. 1638 SIR T. HERBERT Trtw. (ed. 2) 55 His
Leiftenants of Provinces, and Vmbraves of Townes and
Forts. 1684 J. PHILLIPS tr. Taverniers Trav. I. II. L 46
(Stanf.) A great Court, where the Omra's, that is to say, the

great Lords of the Kingdom . . keep Guard in Person. 1708
Land. Gaz. No. 4448/3 That Prince. . is join'd by one of the

most powerful Onirahs of the Country. 1862 BEVE_RIDGE
Hist. India I. in. xii. 658 The nabob had made him an
omrah of the empire without a jaghire.

t O'my, a. dial. 1 Ol>s. [? f. dial, cam steam.]
1660 WORLIDGE Syst. Agric. (1681) 329 Omy-l^nd, mellow

Land. 1674 RAY N. C. Words, Oniy. mellow, spoken of

Land. Hence, 1825 BROCKETT N. C. Gloss.

O-mys, obs. form of amiss : see Miss sb.

Omyst, obs. form of OVEMEST, upmost.
Omyt^te, obs. form of OMIT v.

On (en, unstr. (in), prep. Also 1-5 an, 2-5 o,

a (see AN prep., A prep.^, O prepl); (3 sen,

Orm. onn, 4-5 oon, 5 onne, 5-6 one, un, 6

onn). [OE. an, on = OFris. an, OS. and ODu.
ana, an (MDu. one, an, aea, Du. aan (dial, an),
MLG. an, LG. an, an), OHG. ana, an (MHG. one,

an, Ger. an), ON. d (Norw., ODa. aa, OSw. &),

Goth, ana : OTeut. *ana prep. adv. = Gk. dvd on,

upon, up, Zend ana upon, Oscan and Umbrian an.
The original \VGer. an was sometimes retained in

OE. (see AN prep.), but the regular stressless form
was on. Before 1200, unstressed on before a

cons, was worn down to o and a, e.g. o Jtissc
wise on this wise, o live, a live in life, and in this

form often coalesced with the following word as

olive, alive', when the following word began with

a vowel, the enclitic form was an, as an-edge, an-

cnde, an-hand, an-high. See A prep.l, AN prep.,
O pnp.l This form a (rarely an) survives only
when its connexion with on is no longer felt, and

usually in combination, as ashore, or in special con-

[

structiuns as set a going. The regular prep, and

I

adv. is on. But in i6-i8th c. the prep, was often

colloquially, and in the dramatists, reduced to o',

\ as in o
1

my life (Shaks.), o' my conscience ^Sheii-

dan), a form now prevalent in north ling, dialects:

see Mng. Dial. >ifl.]

General Sense: The preposition expressing

primarily the relation of contact with or proximity
to the surface of anything, and so that of being

supported or upheld by it
; also, from the earliest

times expressing motion to or towards such

,

a position ; these two senses being (as in the pre-
1

position IN) distinguished by the case of the word

affected, the former taking, in OK, the dative

\ (rarely the instrumental) for earlier locative, the

latter the accusative or case of motion towards.
But the OE. point of view often differed from the

modern, so that the accusative was not seldom used
where we should expect the dative, and vice versa.

(See \Viilfing Syntax Alfreds dcr Grossen II. 784,

801, 821;. In ME., the distinction <>l case dis-

appeared, but on continued in both uses, the sense

j

being generally indicated by the accompanying
j

verb (e. g. to lie on, to lay on), though not in-

frequently with ambiguity, to remedy which the

sense of motion began in the i6th c. to be indicated
; in case of need by the collocation on to, now some-
times written onto, after the analogy of into.

From the earliest times in the Teutonic langs.
this prep, has been used in reference not merely to

the upper surface or top of a thing, but to the

front or any surface (this being the mod Ger. and
Du. use of an, aan, e. g. an der thtir at the door,
an die llnir to the door) ; this was also the use in

OE. But here on received a notable extension of

sense, by being used to include also the notion of

'in', almost to the elimination of the prep, in

from W. Sax. and the dialects influenced by it.

(Cf. IN prep.) So in Early southern ME., on still

included the sphere of both l on
'

and ' in
'

(sense 5 ;

but in was gradually restored
; not, however,

without the survival of many traces of the former

prevalence of on
; thence also a difficulty, in some

of the transferred senses, in determining whether
the starting-point was 'on' or 'in

1

. Eventually,
not only was this extension in the direction of '

in
'

given up, but the language has shown a growing
tendency to restrict on to the upper or at least the

supporting surface, = F. sur, so as to correspond
in use rather to aitf than an in German; this comes

!
out strongly also in the transf. and fig. senses in

which on indicates the basis or foundation of action,

feeling, etc. In OE., when the upper surface was

specially in view, ofer was sometimes used ; but the

notion was usually expressed by the combination

tippan, nppon (
= up + on : cf. ON. upp d). When, in

course of time, on itself came to be more associated

with the upper surface, the distinction between
on and upon gradually faded away, and upon may
now be used instead of on, in positions into which
no notion of up enters (see UPON). These changes
in the sense-territory covered at different times by
on make the historical nnd logical order of the

senses difficult ;
and the following arrangement is

in many respects provisional. Even the primary
division into senses implying position and those

implying motion or direction is difficult to carry
out in the figurative uses, in some of which the

point of view has gradually changed since they
first arose, so that what was originally felt to

express a direction of the mind towards something
is now felt as a static attitude or mental state.

I. Of position. [OE. on with dative.]
* Of local position outside of, but close to or

near, any surface. Primarily of things physical,
'' but also of non-physical things treated as having
1

extension.

1. Above and in contact with, above and sup-

ported by ; upon.
900 tr. Bxda's Hist. v. xvii. [xix.] (1890) 460 Wilfrifl . . on

domsetle sittende waes. 4-975 Kushvv. Gosp. Malt. xxi. 5
Sittende on [Ags. Gosp. uppan] eosule & on folan sunu ^asre
teoma. c 1220 Bestiary i De leun stant on hille. a 1300
Cursor M. 13435 (G6U.) lohn \K godspeller, pat lai on

[Cott. o] iesu brest at super. 1382 WYCLIF Matt. v. 14 A citee

putt on a hill may nat be hid. c 1386 CHAUCER C. T. Pro/.

370 Wei semed ech of hem a fair burgeys To sitten in a yelde-

halle on a deys. c 1425 LYDG. Assembly ofGods 803 A faw-

con gentyll stood on hys helme on hy. 1483 Cath. Angl.

259/2 On, svfer. 1588 SHAKS. Tit. A. n. iii. 12 The birds

chant melody on every bush. 1656 S. HOLLAND Zara(t7it)>

99 He sat a long time on his Horse lack in a profound study.

1697 DRYDEN Virg. Geo>g. m. 686 Scum that on the molten

Silver swims. 1819 Metropolis 1 1 1. 183 The supper on table

ten minutesafter our arrival. 1823 BVRON Islandn. iv, They
rested on their paddles. 1894 J. KNIGHT Garrick x. 168

Garrick.. found himself on the horns of a dilemma.
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oisr.

b. Said in reference to (the) earth, land, ocean,

sea, water, etc.
; also, any part of the earth viewed

as a surface, e.g. a common, moor, heath, plateau. |

With earth, field^ road, street, way, etc. usage varies, j

or has varied, between on and in, according as they are <

viewed : cf. I\ //r/, 1

,
and see the individual words.

^807 K. jf.LpRED Gregory's Past. xvi. 102 Crist c*a he on
eorcfan wass. a xooo Sal. q Sat. 583 Yldo beo'A on eorftan

aeshwa;s craefti^. 1122-31 O. E. Chron. an. 1122 psr-a;fter
waeron feole scip-men on sae and on waiter, c 1200 OKMIM
5577 Himm reowetJ> }>att he dwellejjb her Swa swibe lange
onn eorj>e. 1362 LANGL. P. PL A. i. 7 pe moste parti of J)e

peple [>at passeb nou on eorbe. c 1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) i.
,

3 He may wende many ways, bathe on J>e see and on t?e land.

1542 UDALL Erasm. Af>oph. 254 b, In battaill on the sea.

Il'id. i?oa, He tooke with hym ..a greate mayny that he

happely mette on y waye as he wente. 1549 Compl. Scot.

vi. 60 Sche vas on the feildis for hyr recreatione. 1754 J.
SHBBBEARB Matrimony (1766) II. 227 On the streets of Lon-
don. 1760 GOLDSM. Cit. i!''. ii, More painful, .than all the

(

Journies I ever made on land. 1797 NELSON 7 Dec. in Nicolas

Disp. (1845) 1 1 1. 188 Captain Troubridge on shore is superior
to Captains afloat. 1807 CRABBE Par. Reg. n. 74 On life's

j

tempestuous sea. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. v. I. 539
During his residence on the Continent. 1871 MORI.EY Vol~

,

taire u886) 29 Ideas of grace and beauty, whose forms were
old on the earth. 1898 Century Mag. Mar. 796/1 He..
occasionally took a short stroll on the street.

C. Indicating the part of the body which sup-

ports one, being itself in contact with the ground,
etc. : e. g. on one's feet, knees

^ legs, back, free, on

tiptoe, on allfours.
r&93 K. ^ELFHKD Oros. in. ix. 14 On cneowum sittende.

'

c looo ^LKRIC Gen. iii. 14 Bu gaist on ^inum breoste. c 1000
Sax. Leechd. II. 154 gif mon ^ung etc . . stande on heafde.
c 1205 LAY. 32046 pe king laei on cneouwen. ^1350 //'/'//.

Palerne 1766 William & he mayde J>at were white beres,
gon forb..on here foure fet. 1594 T. BEDINGFIELD tr.

Machiavellfs Florentine Hist. (1595) 12 Constrained to

come to Rome on barefoot. 1631 GOUGE God's Arrows i.

29. 44 Creeping .. on their bare knees. 1829 MACAULAY
Ess.

t
Civil Disabil. Jeivs (18871 T 45 That he should .. talk

about being on his legs. 1885 ANSTKY Tinted Venus xiL 150
Leander went down on all fours on the hearth-rug.

d. Said in reference to a means of conveyance :

e.g. on foot) on horseback, on an ass, on the ivind,
on the wing, etc. : see also the sbs. (With an

enclosing carriage, in is used.)
c888 K. ALFRED Boeth. xxxvi. 6 [5] Da cild ridaS on

hiora stafum. 1127-31 O. E. Chron. an. 1127 Hi ridone on
swarte hors & on swarte bucces. 1140-53 Ibid. (Laud MS.) i

an. 1140 Scae fleh&iade on fote to Walingford. c 1205 LAY.
j

502 An horsen & an[c I275a]foten. 1400 MAUNDEV. (1839) :

v. 58 Be this Desert, no Alan may go on Hors back, 1539
BIBLE (Great) i Sam. xxv. 20 As she rode on her asse. 1697
DRVDES Virg. Georg. iv. 761 When his Head,..Wash'd by

j

the Waters, was on Hebrus born. 1748 Ansons Voy. n.
i

viii. 218 Mackaws. .wheeling and playing on the wing. 1844
'

MRS. BROWNING Rom. Page xii, Now the vision. .Wneeleth
on the wind around. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. iii. I. 387
The bags were carried on horseback. 1886 Century Mag.
XXXII. 471/2, I should go away on the first train.

e. Said in reference to a supporting axis, pivot,
or centre of revolution.

885 [see Ax sb?\ 1635- [see AxLE 3 i c, 3]. 1762 [see HINGE
sb.\ 1832 Prop. Reg. Instr. Cavalry in, 55 A Line is ordered
to

'

Change Front ' on a flank.
184^7 Infantry Man. (1854)

63 The sections are wheeling on their pivot men. 1859 F. A.
GRIFFITHS Artil. Man. (1862) 32 Change front on the left

company. Ibid. 33 To change front on a flank Company in

echellon. 1868 LOCKYER Elem. Asiron. iii. x. (1879) 5^ All the

planets rotate, or turn on their axes, in the same direction.

f. Indicating that on which the hands are placed
in making oath; also with conscience,faith, honour,
etc., as the basis of an oath or affirmation.
In OE. the dative was used with the material object

touched, the accusative with the ideal object or absent being
appealed to.

876 O. E. Chron.. Ond him ba abas sworon on bam halgan
bea^e, 1:893 K. ALFRED Oros. iv. vi. 15 He him geswor
on his goda noman ^eet [etc.], a xooo Laws of SEtheired
ill. it (Schmid), t?e he durre on J>am hali^dome sweriau J?e
him man on hand syl5. c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Matt, xxiii. 20

i

Witodlice sebe swerej* on weofude, he sweredon him and on
eallum bam J>e him ofer synt. c 1000 Ags. Ps. (Th.) Ixii. 9
Ealle J>a3e on hine aflassweriaA [L.qiiij/trantinco]. n 1023
WULFSTAN Horn. xlvi. 11883) 232 Ic eow halsije . . on ealle !

Codes haljan and on 5a cyrcan. &e je to zelyfab. ("1330
R. BRUNNE Chron. (1810) no J>e brid poynt pei wild. .pat pc !

Danegelde for euer suld be forgyuen, . . he suore bat on be
boke. c 1475 RaufCoifyar 952 Thay swoir on thair swordis
swyftlie all thre. 1525 Ln. BF.KNEKS Froiss. II. clx. [clvi.]

'

442 Let hyrn go on goddes name whider it shall please hym.
1768 GOLDSM. Good-n. Man i, On my conscience, I believe

'

[it]. 1785 tr. Fleary's Hist. Gt. Brit. V. v. i. i. 238 All
:

these hostages took a solemn oath on the gospels. 1856
BOUVIER Law Diet. I. 589 In courts of equity peers., answer
on their honor only.

g. In various elliptical and transferred uses, as

(a)
= Stationed on, at, or in charge of ; (t>)

sub-

sisting or dependent on
;

in the charge or care of;

(c) on the list or staff of, employed on; (d) on an
official list, e. g. on half-pay.
1712 BUDGELL Spect. No. 313 F 17 [One] endeavoured

to raise himself on the Civil List, and the other.. on the i

Military. 1761 GRAY Lett. Wks. 1884 III. 86 If the boy i

was to be on the foundation (at Eton]. 1794 NELSON i

8 July in Nicolas Disp. (1845) I. 249, I have told Captain
Stephens and Captain Wilkes, who is on the battery, that

[etc.]. 1798 MILLER ibid. VII. p. clix, Having made one
strong cable fast to the Tonnant and desired sentinels to be
placed on it on board her. 1834 H. MILLER Scenes % Leg.

,ve herxx. (1857) 296 She_had to leav

neighboi
half-pay

r mother on the care of a
neighbour. 1843 Frascr's Mag. XXVIII. 3^6 A colonel on

'. 1855 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. xii III. 205 Scarcely

114

ever had he been on a grand jury. 1882 P. FITZGERALD
Recreat. Lit. Man (1883) 139 A leading writer on the press.
1885 Times (weekly ed.) 27 Feb. 2/4 A captain on the General
Staff. 1890 Pall Mall C. 8 Nov. 3/1 Speaking of their

several avocations . . I learned that So-and-so was 'on the

pigs ',
another ' on the kitchen ', and a third

' on the table '.

h. Hence arise many phrases, originally express-

ing physical situation, of which the sense becomes
more or less figurative, as an expression of what
is done or implied in such a position. Such are

the following, for which see the respective sbs. :

On the bench, rn the boards, on the books, on the cards, on
the carpet, on 'Change, on thefence, on thefield, onfoot, on
hand, on one's hands, on one's oum /took, on one's knees,
on one's legs, on the market, on the nail, on the parish, on
the rack, on the shelf, on the spot, on the streets, on the

stump, on tenterhooks, on the throne
,
on the turf, on

the way, on the iving, on the world. Phrases originally
literal, when thus usedyT^., sometimes serve as models for

others which never were literal, e. g. on a. level) on an
equality, on a par.
2. Expressing contact with any surface, whatever

its position ; e.g. to hang, stick on a wall; to

border on an estate', a fly walking on the ceiling \

blisters on the soles of the feet. Also, of things
that cover or clothe, as a coal on his back, shoes on
his feet, a book with a cover on it.

^897 K. ALFRED Gregory s Past. \\\. 152 Ealle da hear^as
. .waeron atlfred on fta;m wa^e. 47900 CYNEWULF Christ

1115 pa he on rode wses. c 1205 LAY. 511 Alle heo sculden

hongien On he3e treowen. 1470-85 MALORY Arthur v. v,
He satte atte souper gnawynge on a lymme of a man. 1508
DUNBAR Gold, Targe 55 And hard on ourd vnto the hloniyt
media..Arrivit sche. 1590 SPKNSER F. Q. i.i. 2 Onhisbrest
a bloodie Crosse he bore. 1611 BIBLE i Saw. xvi. 16 A
cunning player on an harpe. 1697 DRYDEN Virg, Georg. in.

489 On Shrubs they browze. 1821 KRATS Isabella xxxvi,
Isabella on its music hung. 1855 MACAULAY Hist. Eng.
xiii. III. 361 With eight wounds on his body. 1888 W.
WILLIAMS Princ. filed, (ed. 5) 577 A brewer's yard dog,
always on the chain. 1895 Bookman Oct. iz/i A small
volume.. printed on one side only.
3. In proximity to; close to, beside, near, by,

at
;
on the bank of (a river or lake), on the coast

of (the sea).
<rii22 O. E,Chron, an. 1009 (MS. E) Hi., namon him winter

settl on Temesan. ciaoo Trin. Coll. Horn. 9 Bethfage..on
[>e fot of J>e dune be men clepen munt oliuete. 1523 Lu.
BERNEKS /''roiss. I. cccxxxiL 519 The castell of Geron one
the see. 1596 DALRYMPLE tr. Leslie's hist. Scot. I. 15 Pas*

lay . . is situat . . onn the Riuer Carronn. a 1715 BURNET Own
Time (1823) I. 74 They came up marching on the head of
their parishes. 1748 Ansons Voy. m. viii. 379 Mr. Anson
over-reached the galeon, and lay on her bow. 18x6 J.
WILSON City ofPlague \. i. 399 There is a dwelling on the
lone sea-shore. 1830 H. ANGELO Keminisc. I. 229 His resi-

dence, St. GeprgeVrow, on tlie Uxbridge Road. 1832 Lu.
M.\LMESBUHY in Mem. Ex-Mi>tisU'r(i^4,)l.^Q Detained long
at theDouane on the Italian frontier. 1855 MACAULAY Hist.

Eng. xii. III. 229 Kirke and his squadron were on the coast
of Ulster. Mod, Burton-on-Trent, Clacton-on-Sea.
4. Expressing position with reference to a place

or thing : esp. with side, hand, bow (of a ship), and
words of particular direction implying 'side', as

front) back, rear
; north, south, east, west, etc. (In

OE. these took the accus. (

looking unto or
towards* the left, the north, etc.)
Hence in manyyi^". and transf. uses of hand, fart, side,

beltalf, and in such phrases as on the contrary, the defensive,
etc. : see these sbs. and

adjs.

^893 K. ALFRED Oros. i.i. 2 J>oiineon%eninorJxUcle,baet
is, Asiaon baswibranhealfe. a ittooAgs. /'j.Crh.JxHv. n J>a;r
stent cwen \& on ba swySran hand, c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Matt.
xxvii. 38 An on J?a swioran healfe and o3er on J>a wynstran.
1122-31 O. R. Chron. an. 1122 Hi ssejon on nor& east fir

myocT& brad, a 1300 Cursor M. 13038 On o(>er side was
hir ful wa. 13.. Guy Warn. 218 (MS. A.)Gij . .on hir fader
half he hir grett. 1390 GOWER Con/. II. 183 God bad the
rede See divide, Which stod upriht on either side. 1411 Rolfs

ofParlt. III. 650/1 This is the ordenance..made between
William Lord the Roos on that oon parlie and Robert
Tirwh"it..on that other partie. 1558 Q. ELIZ. in Strype
Ann. Kef. (1824) I. App. i. 389 Not doubting on their part,
but they will observe the duty. 1650 SIR T. BKOWNE/^K^.
Ep. (ed. 2) 49 The Cape de las Agullas hath sea on both
sides near it. 1671 H. M. tr. Erasm. Colloq. 7, I am glad
on your behalf. 1747 Mem. Nntrebian Crt. I. 221 It was
agreed on all hands. vjtjlAnsoris Voyt I. v. 49 The Indians,
lying on the back of the Portuguese settlements. 1838
TniHLWALL Greece (1846) III. xxiv. 338 Thucydides .. does
not venture to state the numbers on either side. 1883 Law
Times Rep. XLIX. 332 Bearing about three or four points
on the starboard bow of the Clan Sinclair.

** Of position within [OE. on for in],
t 5. Within the limits or bounds of :

= \ prep.
1

, 9. Obs.
In OE. (W.Sax.) and early ME. (southern) : see above.

1:900 tr. Bxda's Hist. Pref. ii, Se waes blscop on Cantwara
byri. Ibid.

i Oo"&e on Aysse bee, o3oe on oSre. c 1000
ALTOC Gen. xxxvii. 13 Dine gebroftru h.-aldaj> seep on
Sichima. ciooo Ags. Ps. Ixviii. 12 Da him saeton sundor
on portum. ^1175 Lamb. Horn. 35 Ic walde .. sitten on
forste and on snawe up et minne chinne. c 1205 LAY. 24587
{>e stiward . . htext cniht on londe. 1260 K, Horn 653
(MS. C) Heo sat on \>e sunne. t"i375 Cursor M. 14195
(Fairf.) To ga on Hjt of day. (

[f 1485 Digby Myst. (1882) iv.

530 Chase he not the on his xij to bee?]
*** Of time, or action implying time.

(In OE. with dat. or accus.)

6. Indicating the day of an occurrence, treated

as a unit of time ;
so with night, morning, after- \

noon, a defined date, a time, the eve, morrow, \

occasion of . . . On the instant
', instantly.

ON.

^803 K. ALFRED Oros. n. viii. 2 J>a on aem "ilcan daege
, . . fuhton Gallic on J>a burs. a 900Laws o/SEi/rt'd'lnlTQd. g 3

. . .

WyrceaS eow syx dagas, and on ^am siofoftan resla3 eow,
Forbam [Drihten] hineRereste on pone seofooan dae. ciooo
/KLFRIC Honi. I.. . Hit gelamp on sumne sael, 1122-31 O. E.
Chron. an. 1122 On petdaiixi k' Apr

1

. lbid.< pet waes on |>aes
dasiesxiii 1 ' k' Nouemb'. 1:37-40 Ibid. an. 1 137 pe ludeus. .on

langfridaei him on rode hengen. r 1250 Gen. ff Ex. 3325 On
morgen fel hem a dew a-gein. a 1300 Cursor M. 17670 Yee
sperd me soth on a fridai. -1420 Antnrs of Arth. 6
(Thornton MS.) One a daye bay bam dighte to J>e depe
dellis. c 1450 Slerlin 231 On an euen com a spie. 1542
UDALL Erasm. Apoph. 131 b, Anaximenes was, on a tyme,
in makynganoracion. 1556 C//r<?. Gr. />/rtrj(i8s2)i4'J'hys
yere one sent Martyns day. 1670 LADY MARY BERTIE in \-zth

Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. v. 22 On Tuestay wee are to

goe see the second part of it. 1764-7 Lvn ELTON Henry II
(1771) 1. 17 On the eve of St. Matthew. i766GoLnsM /'/<.//'.

iii, '1 he day. .on which we were to disperse. 1795 Jemima
I. 215 Rosina. .taking Jemima aside on the instant. 1876
GLADSTONE Glean. (1879) II. 298 Croker assailed, and assailed
on the instant, some of Macaulay's celebrated speeches on
Keform. 1885 Law Times LXXX. 112/2 On the 29th Jan.
1884 [he] absconded, and on the following day the firm

suspended payment. 1899 Pall Mall Mag. Aug. 579 On-a-
day he gravely complained in open court that [etc.]. Mod.
Presented to A, B. on the occasion of his wedding.

t b. Formerly used of any time or period, where
current usage has in, at, during, by. (Also before

the advb. genitives dayes, nightes, which were

perh. then taken for plurals.) Obs.

^893 K. -/ELFRED Oros. i. i. 17 On huntooe on wintra & on
sumera on fisca^e. Ibid. m. iii. 2 On t>a-m ilcan scare
toblad seo eorbe. cxooo ^ELFKIC Dent. x. i On brcre tide
Prihten cwseh to me. Ibid, xxviii. 29 Da^t bu grapie on
midne daeg. 1127-31 O. E. Chron. an. 1127 Soofeste men
heom kepten on nihtes. c 1330 R. BKUNNE Chron. (1810) 31
God sent him a tokenyng on nyght als he slepe. 1375
HARBOUR Brttce vn. 506 And fraCarlele onnychts ryd; And
in cowert on dayis byd. 1377 LANGL. P. PL E. xiv. 2, 1 slepe
Jere-inne on nijtes. a 1425 Cursor M. 12245 (Trin.) Say I

neuer suche on my lyue. 1442 T. BECKINGION Corr. (Rolls)
II. 189 On the meane tyme. 1450-1530 Myrr, our Ladye 12

Also Daniel . . worshyped god thryes on the day knelynge.
1627 W. SCLATER Exp. 2 Thess. (1629) 137 Rome was not all

built on a day. 1650 FULLER Pisgah in. Zor, Temple vii. 6
It never rained on the day-time. 1654 R. CODRINGTON tr.

lustine \. 19 On the break of day. 1708 SWIFT Wks. (1841)
II. 256 Rascals that walk the streets on nights. 1779 FOR-
REST Voy. N. Guinea 182 The tides rise about six inches

higher on the full moon than on the change.

fc. Formerly also : "Within the space of; = IN

prep. 20. Obs,

^893 K. ALFRED Oros. Contents v. ii, Hu on anum ^eare
wurdon J>a twa byr^ toworpena. "897 Gregory '$ Past.
xliii. 312 Ic faeste tuwa on wucan. cxooo Ag&. Go$pt Matt.
xxvii. 40 On t>rim da^um hyt eft jetimbrao. c

1

1205 LAV.

8059 And J>as daiies asn breom wiken VVenden to Lundene
c 1400 MAUNUEV. (Roxb.) xiii. 57 Men may wende to Damasc
on three days. 1693 Apol. Clergy Scot. 62 They cite the

Archbishop of St. Andrews on twenty four hours to compear
before them,

d, = Close upon, touching upon. Also, in on
time = exactly at the (right or prescribed) time.

1843 MRS CARLVLE Lett. 1.235 It is now just on post-time.
1890 BOLUREWOOD Miners Right (1899) 181/2 Anxiety
about being 'on time' for the mid-day stage. 1892 Pall
Mall G. 17 Feb. 3/3 The following are a few arrivals at
Preston.. September 25 .. 2 minutes early. December 12..
On time.

7. Followed by a noun of action, etc., expressing
the occasion of what is stated.

e.g. on reaching .. ~when I (he, &c.) reached . .; on my
return= when I returned; on hearing //iw = when (and be-

cause) I heard this, I changed my plans.
*593 SHAKS. Lttcr. 186 He doth debate What following

sorrow may on this arise. 1713 BERKELEY Hylas $ Phil. i.

Wks. 1871 I. 268 On second thoughts, I do not think it so
evident. 1748 A nson's l-'oy. i. x. 101 A disposition to be
seized with the most dreadful terrors on the slightest acci-

dent. 1761-2 HUME Hist. Eng. (1806) V. Ixix. 186 He had
ten thousand 'brisk boys'. . who on a motion of his finger,
were ready to fly to arms.

1793^
SMEATON Edystone L. 68

Which would on the first blush induce one to suppose there

was something culpable in this man. 1812 J EFFERSON Writ.

(1830) IV. 178 On our arrival here. 1876 GLADSTONE Glean.

(1879) II. 333 It attracted little notice on its appearance.
1891 Law y>'wXCn. 94/1 Milk which on analysis proved
to be deficient in fatty matter.

**** Of order, arrangement, manner, state.

f 8. Indicating physical arrangement or grouping ;

= in (a row, a heap, pieces). Obs, or arch.
11000-16x1 (see HEAP sb. sc], ? a 1400 Morte A rth. 238

Alle be ric'ue on rawe, Romaynes and open 1430-40 LVDG.
Bochas i. xiii. (1554) 25 Kepe them from tonges that been
on tweine. c 1440 Promp. Parr, 364/1 On a thronge, or

to-gedur. .Gregatim. 1575 BricJf^Disc. Troub. Franckfora
98 And others .. came in suddenlie on a troupe together in

to the churche. 1620 Frier Rush 8 They came all on a
cluster. 1625 PURCHAS Pilgrims II. 1133 There lyeth nine

little Hands on a row. 1662 in Ellis Grig. Lett. Ser. in.

IV. 280, I saw the monks kneeling on a row., before the

altar. 1818 G. S. FABF.R lions Mosaics I. 189 Its waters
stood on heaps to the right hand and to the left.

9. Indicating manner : = in. Obs. exc. in archaic

phrases, as on this wise. (In OE. with the accus.

Cf. Ger. auf diese weise.} Here also belong such

modern phrases as on the cheap, on the sly, on the

sqtiare : see CHKAP, etc.

c888 K. &LFRED J3t>ftSt. xxxix. 10 Weonjitab hwilummon
on oSre wisan, on oore hjne God ongit. c 1000 J&LFRIC
Exod. xii. 5 On~^a ylcan wisan nyma5 ticcenu. ^1175
Lamb. Horn. 77 pe fader is ine e stine on J?re wise.

1258 Prod. Hen. Ill 6 Beon ilet ober iwersed on onie wise.

Ibid. TI Al on fo ilche worden. '^1366 CHAUCF.R Rom.
Rose 984 These arowis-.Were alle fyve on oon inaneeie.



ON.

c 1380 WVCLIF .W. Wks. I. 379 On two maner is Goddis
word herd. 1483 CatJi. Angl. 259/2 On Alle wyse, omni-
modo. 15*6 TINDALE Matt. i. 18 The byrthe off Christe
was on thys wyse. a 1557 Diurn. Occurr. (Bannatyne Club)
28 Bot the lordis on na wayiss wald not aggree. 1697
J. SERGEANT Solid Philos. 440 To begin his search after

Truth on this preposterous manner. 1864 DASENT Jest $
Earnest (1873) II. 346 Ulf 's words were on this wise.

*f*b. Indicating language: = IN 12 c. Obs.

(In OE., as in the other Teutonic langs., with accus.)

^897 K. ALFRED Gregory's Past. Pref. 7 Nemned on
Lfccfen Pastoralis, and on Englisc Hierdeboc. c 1205 LAV.

33 An ober he nom on Latin J?e makede seinte Albin. c 1320
Cast. Love 35 On Englisch I wyl my reson shewe. 1401
Pol. Poems (Rolls) II. 91 Heresie, that is Grw, is divisioun
on Latyn.
1O. Of state, condition, action: (a) with a sb., as

on fire, on live, on sleep, on ivait, on the tap ;

() with noun of action, as on loan, on sate, on the

look-out^ on the move, on the run, on the ivane. on
the watch

; (c] formerly with vbl. sb., as on singing,
on building. (See also 19.)
In (/>) on is still normal ; of those in () most have now in,

(in life, in wait), some retain on
t many have reduced it to

a, now written in comb, (afire, alive, asleep : see 29) ; (c} is

ofrs, or arch., on having been first reduced to <*-, and then
omitted in mod.Standard Eng., whereby the vbl. sb. conies
to function as a pres. pple. (the ark was on building, was
a-biiilding, was building). See kprep. 11-13; -ING

115

considerable sums on his jewels. 1764 App. to Chron. in
Ann. Reg. 129/1 Odds at starting Six to Four on Leader.

4:893 [see 6bJ. a$<pCod.Exon.\\\,-$-](^. E.T.S.1294Sum
bi5 on huntobe. 971 Blickl. Horn. 3 pset heo cende on sare &
on unrotnesse ba hire beam, c izoo OR.MIN 142 pe follc..

stod batt while onn heore bene. a 1300 Cursor M. 15649
All on slepe he fand bam fast. 1325 Body # Soul 59 in

Map's Poems 347 The world shal al o fure ben. ^1375
XI Pains ofHell 281 in O. E. Alisc. 219 When I was on
berst hongyng on be rode. 1387 TKEVISA Higden (Rolls) V.

325 While be masse is on syngynge. Ibid. 415 While be

gospel was on redynge. 1:1435 Torr. Portugal 773 Whyle
Torrent an huntyng wase. 1451 Pasteti Lett. I. 195, I lay
on wayte up on hym. 1470-85 MALORY Arthur \\\. iii, As
good a man as ony is on lyue. 1513 DOUGLAS sEneisv. xiii.

33 Venus, all on flocht, Amyd her breist reuoluyng mony a
thocht. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny 1.84 When the Firth is frozen
and all on yce. 1629 MAXWELL tr. Herodian (1635) 400 The
doores (which were all on a flame). 1711 STEELE Spcct.
No. 38 P i You might see his Imagination on the Stretch.

1749 FIKLDING Tom Jonts i. ii, Her prudence was as much
on the guard, as if she had all the snares lo apprehend. 1808
ELEANOR SLEATH Bristol Heiress IV. 31 Glenn Hall, which
was then advertised, and on sale. 1811 W. R. SPENCER
Poems 211 Folly herself has long been on the wane. 1849
MACAULAY Hist. Eng. v. I. 608 Some men of the Horse
Guards, who were on watch, heard the report. 1855 Ibid.

xvii. IV. 92 But fortune was already on the turn. 1876
ROGERS Pol. Econ. ix. (ed. 3) 89 Workmen on strike. 1886
Illnstr. Loud. News 9 Jan. 31/1 Better a dinner of herbs
..than eight courses, eaten on our best behaviour.

b. Kngaged in, occupied with.

1768 G. WHITE Selborne x.v, As you have been so lately
on the study of reptiles.

*****
Indicating non-material basis, ground, or

footing, (fig. extension of i.)

11. Indicating the ground, basis, or reason of

action, opinion, etc.

c-888 K. ^ELKRED Boeth. xi. i Buton he . . maeje ^e-
beacnianbc&t he irne on his witlan. c 1205 LAY. 3336 Ah late

we hine welden His folc on hiswillen. c 1380 \VvcLiF^Vr;.
Sel. Wks. I. 15 }if men avysiden hem on bis resoun. 1578
WHETSTONE Promos fy Cass. n. v, The doome was geven on

cause, and not on spyte. 1594 First Pt, Contention (1843)

35, I do arrest thee on high treason here. 1608 SIR T. Bou-
LEIGH Let. to Bacon in Ussher's Lett. u6S6) App. 21 They
turned back on their own accord, a 1633 AISTIN Mcdit.

(1635) 164, 1 thinke that he [St. Thomas] was absent on neg-
ligence. i66a STILLING*!* Orig, Sacr. in. i. 7 Those prin-

ciples on which they denya Deity. 1680 LUTTRKLL BriefRel.
(1857)!. 41 Being wounded by his fellows on mistake. 1757
MRS. GRIFFITH Lett, Henry fy Frances (1767) I. 38, I acted
not on so poor a motive. 1806-7 J- HERESFORD Miseries
Hum. Life (1826) vi. iii, Starting for a long ride on a dinner

engagement, 1838 THIRLWALL Greece IV. xxxi. 174 The
capitulation on which Athens surrendered. 1855 MACACLAY
Hist. Eng: xiii. III. 267 He .. was convicted on evidence
which would not have satisfied any impartial tribunal. 1885
Times (weekly ed.) 8 May 15/4 A careful opinion on full

knowledge. 1891 Law 7MMvXCI.li/9 We learn on good
authority that arbitration has become too well established.

b. In many phrases; e.g. on account (of}, on

design, on intent
y
on pretence^ on purpose ;

on terms
;

on an (or the) average, on the whole
;

for which
see the sbs.

-j-
On less than : see UNLESS.

12. Indicating risk, pain, or
penalty ;

on peril of.

^1386 CHAUCF.R A"/.V T. 867 Arcite That fro thy lond is

ban joshed on- his lieed. 1389 in Eng. Cilds(i%jQ\ 10 On be

peyne of xl.rf. to paie to be box. 14.. Sir Beues 107/2031
(MS. M) The patriarke on my lyfe, Charged me, neuer
to take wyfe. 1588 SHAKS. L. L. L. i. i. 124 On paine of

loosing her tongue. 1667 MILTON P. L. xii. 398 Obedience
to the Law of God, impos'd On penaltie of death. 1667
DRVDEN Ind. Emperor iv. i, On thy life secure the Prison
Gate. 1755 MRS. F. BROOKK Old Maid No. 3 (1764) 16 [The
father] charged him on his blessing to abandon all studies
of that kind. 1858 O. W. HOLMES Aitt. Brcakf.-t. viii, 71
Many minds must change their key now and then, on

penalty of getting out of tune or losing their voices.

13. Indicating that which forms the basis of

income, taxation, borrowing, betting, profit, or loss.

1697 DAMPIER Voy. I. 376 We must consequently have
gain'd something insensibly on the length of the particular
days, but have lost on the .. number. 171* ADDISON
Spect. No. 445 f 5 The Tax on Paper was given for the

Support of the Government. 1745 Cot. Rect Pennsyfa.
V. 34 For raising of money on the Inhabitants. 1753
HANWAY 7Vr, (1762) II. vn. iii. 178 The king borrowed

I

or equity on this particular fund. 1885 Aaiv Times LXXX.
I 131/2 The interest on the debentures. 1891 Laiv Mep.
Weekly Notes 80/1 Shewing a loss on his last year's
business. Mod. The margin of profit on the sales.

II. Of motion or direction towards a position.
14. To or towards the position expressed by

senses 1,2; on to.

So in reference to non-physical things treated as having
physical extension, or to motion that is merely ideal.

c 900 tr. Bceda's Hist. i. vii. (1890) 38 Astah se . . andetteve
. .on ba dune upp. Il>i(f, in. vii. [ix.] 178 On his hors hleop.
c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Matt. v. i He astah on bone munt. c nzz

: O. K. Chron. an. noi Se cyng .. scipa ut on sae sende.
c 1205 LAY. 1228 Heo.. hire bond On his heued leide. Ibid.

13099 He nom ane cape .. On bene munec he heo dude.
a 1300 Cursor Jf. 10393 lesu crist was tan,"And don on
rode. 1382 WYCLIF Matt. v. 45 That, .reyneth on iust men
and vniuste. c 1400 Dcstr. Troy 9133 Pure watur pouret
vn poli>het yeron. 1576 GASCOIGNF. Philomene (Arb.) 97
They now are come on lande. 1590 SPENSER /'. Q. \. ii. 18
' Curse on that Cross', (quoth then the Sara/in). 1697
DRYDEN Virg. Georg. in. 722 A Plague did on the dumb
Creation rise. Ibid. 769 Ye Gods .. turn that Impious
Errour on our Foes ! 1697 DAMPIHR Voy. I. 524 A sort
of a distemper that stole insensibly on them. 1807 CRABBK
Par. Reg. i. 119-20 His shoes of swiftness on his feet
he placed; His coat of darkness on his loins he braced.
1820 KEATS 67. Agues \\y\, These delicates he heaped. .On
golden dishes. 1884 W. C. SMITH Kildrostan 63 If in such
a vacant hour He shall happen on a maiden. 1896 Laic
Times C. 488/1 The vestry served a notice on the re-

spondent, calling upon him to repair the drain. 1897 OUIDA
Massarenes xxvi. He has never left his card on you. Mod.
He threw the coins on the tahle. They fixed placards on
the walls.

b. To LAY hold on, SEIZE on : see these vbs.

^897 K. /ELi-RiiD Gregory's Past. iv. 40 f>a:t hira nan ne
i durre gripan swas orsor^lice on bjet rice. 1399 LANGL.
! Rich. Redelesui. 49 Anober proud paitriche . .sesith on hir

I

sete. 1551 ROBINSON tr. More's Utof>. n.ix. (1895) 270 They
j

layde holde on hym. 1604 SHAKS. Oth. \. iii. 55 Nor doth

j

the generall care Take hold on me. 1796 Hist, in Ann. Reg.
\ 97/2 They had seized on the citadel. 1870 ANDKRSON Afissions
Amer. Bd. II. ix. 68 The natives. .laid hold on the sailors.

C. Of the incidence of a blow or the like.

^893 K. yEi.FRED Oros. iv. i. 5 He hiene on bone nafelan

ofstang. Ibid. v. xv. 3 He oft unwitende .slog mid his

heafde on bone wag. 13.. Cursor M. 21402 (Gott.) Con-
stantine. .feld fast on bat haben lede. 1526 TINDALE Acts
xii. 7 And he smote Peter on thesyde. a 1548 HALL Chron.,
Hen I1

', 33 He strake the chiefe lustice with his fiste on the

face. 1712 ADDISON Spcct. No. 317 P 35 Gave Ralph a box
on the Ear. Mod. A blow on the head.

d. In such phrases as heaps on heaps, company
on company^ the literal sense passes into that of

accumulative addition, or repetition.
ni6ii BEAUM. & FL. Maid's Trag. v. ii, Your cur^t court

and you.. With your temptations on temptations, made me
1

give up mine honour. 1667 MILTON P. L. n. 995 With ruin
, upon ruin, rout on rout, Confusion worse confounded. 1736-46
THOMSON Winter 905 Snows swell on snows amazing to the

i Sky. 1839 THACKERAY Fatal Boots viii, I have had ill-luck

,
on ill-luck. 1855 KINGSLEY Plays <y Puritans 130 What
Spaniard on Spaniard had been saying for fifty years.

e. Of continued motion : On one's way, on a

journey, expedition, voyage^ trip ; also on an
'

errand, a message. See these sbs., and cf. AWAY.
15. Into contact or collision with, esp. in the way

of attack
; against, towards.

^893 K. ALFRED Oros. n. v. 2 ^Efter baem he worm on
Scibbie. 900 tr. Bxdas Hist. n. viii. [ix.] (1890) 124 Suna
bais be he on heo feaht. 1340-70 Alisaunder 1204 When
Philip had with his folke faren on Greece. 1375 BARBOL'K
Bruce I. 140 On saracenys warrayand. Ibid. n. 384 On

; thaim ! On thaim ! thai feble fast ! i568GKAFTON Chron.
II. 294 That day he never tooke prisoner, but alwayes

\ fought and went on his enemies. 1697 DRYDEN Virg.
Georg. m. 140 He bears his Rider headlong on the Foe.

1796 Instr. $ Reg. Cavalry (1813) 257 That the whole may
arrive on the enemy at the same time. 1849 S. DORELL

i Roman iii. (ed. 2) 38 He calls his blood-hounds round his

! gory hands. And cheers them on the prey. 1883 Standard
. 8 May 3/7 His., bowling seldom seemed to be on the wicket.

1894 !)ARiNG-GouLD Kitty Alone II. 170 If he drew his knife
'. on her and attacked her.

16. Of aspect or direction towards; as to smile

or, (itrtt one's back on.
L 888 K. &LFKED Boeth, xxxviii. 5 Hi ealle lociab mid

j

batm ea^um on bas eorSlican Sincg. a xooo Csedmons
,
Daniel 731 On ba;t wundor seon. a 1440 Sir Egiaui. 1225
The knyght answeryd, and on hym logh. 1592 GREENE
Philomela (1881) 152 He spake with his eies on Philomelas
face. 1726-46 THOMSON Winter 910 Horrid o'er the surge

! Alps frown on Alps. 1809 W. IRVING Knickerb. vn. xii. (1849)
442 He turned his back on its walls. 1844 MACAULAY Ess, t

Earl Chatham (1887) 815 The enemies.. stood for a time

glaring on each other. 1851 D. JEKROLD St. Giles xxxii. 326
That melancholy, care-worn face, that, .would always smile
on her. 1864 TKNNYSON Enoch Arden 727 For Philip's

, dwelling fronted on the street.

b. ellipt. Precisely in the direction of, directed

towards.
1888 RIDER HAGGARD in Harper's Mag. July 207 Feeling

that I was on him, I pulled, and.. I saw the man throw up
\

his arms.

f!7. =!NTO. (Cf. Ix prep. 30.) Qks.
c 893 K. /ELFRF.D Oros. i. i. 7 pa flowaS buta sub on pone

Readan Sae. ^897 Gregory's Past. 2 An Eerendjewrit uf
Lxdene on Englisc areccan. 900 tr. Bxda's Hist. iv.

j xxx[ij. (1890) 374 Hie woldon his ban on niwe cyste gedon.

ow.

971 Blickl. How. 27 [>aette Hselend waere laeded on westen.
c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Matt. ix. 6 Aris . . and gang on bin hus.
1387 E. E. W02r(i888) 2 Also y be-quetbelij Ii. to bring me
on erthe.

fb. On pieces^ etc. =-- into (in) pieces. (Cf.lN3ob.)
^893 K. /ELFRFD_ <9mr. i. I. i Ure ieldran ealne bisne

ymbhwyrft bises middanjeardes. .on breo toda^ldon. c izoo
ORMIN 565 Ande3-;berrhirrd..TodEledd wass..Onn hirde-.>
nhht sextene. c 1350 Will. Palcrnc 3410 Mani a spere
spacli on peces were to-broke. 1415 E. E. Wills (1882) 23Y wolle hit be parted on tweyne. 1426 LYDG. De Cuil.
Pilgr. 4293 Whan the pot ys broke On pecys smale. c 1450
Donee MS. 55 (Bodleian) If. 23 Take mary and dates, kutt
on too or on thre.

18. Unto, to (a person) : in reference to descent
or marriage. (The latter in Sc.)
'535 STEWART Cron. Scot. II. 710 Richt laith he wes to

wed hir on ane lord Into Inland, a 1578 LINDKSAY (Pits-
cottie) Chron. Scot. (S.T.S.) I. 125 The king, efter he had
..ressawit this gentillwoman . . marieit hir on his brother.
1631 GOUGE Cotfs Arrows in. 93. 353 The Crowne and
Kingdome by just.. title descended on her. 1894 CROCKETT
Raiders 280 She's marriet on saft Sammle Tamson.
19. Into, unto, to (some action, course, or con-

dition) ; formerly esp. with -vbl. sb,, as to go on
fishing = a- fishing ; cf. 10.

c 1000 Ags. Go$f>. John xxi. 3 Ic wyllc gan on fi\a<\ c 1290
St. Kenelm 148 m S. Kng. Leg. I. 349 pat bis child .scholdu
wende An hontingue, c 1350 Will. Palcrnc 2092 pai. .dede
hem on gate, And sou5te him. c 1450 St. Cuthbert iSurteesJ
4406 And sone on slepe bai fell. 1470-85 M.M.OKY Arthur
n. i, A damoisel the whiche was sente on message. ^1530
LD. BEKNKRS Arth. Lyt. liryt. 147 His woundes braste out
agayneonbledyng. 1539 liniLE (Great i Acts xiii. ^6 Dauitl
(after he had in hys tyme fulfylled the \\yll of Gotb fell <>n

slepe. i6zz UACON//C';/. ^7/74 That might ..set the Plough
on going. 1633 LAUD Whs. (1857) VI. 321, I pit-sunie you
will set him 011 work. 1635 J. HAYWAKD tr. Bwndi's Banish\i
FzVf.68 He was that day rode forth on hunting. 1726 LKOXI
Albertis Archit. II. 10/1 Very hard to stop when once it i>.

set on going. 1828 MACAU LAY Ess,, Ilallatns Const. Htst.

(1887) 8S The fanaticism of Cromwell never urged him on
impracticable undertakings. 1885 Lniu Times Rep. LI II.

467/2 Facts which ought to have put him on inquiry.

20. Indicating the person or thing to which

action, feeling, etc. is directed, or that is affected

by it. In the const, of many verbs and phrases.
c 1290 Wicket 501 in 6". ting. Leg. I. 121 On ><jint Thomas

heo criden faste. a 1300 Cursor J\f. 22474 Luu^rd ha mciLi
on all nu. c 1386 CMAUCKR C. T. Prol. 300 Al bat he myghtc
of his freemlcs hente On bookes and his lernynge ht: it

spente. c 1435 Torr. Portugal 1854 How on the dtde hedys
they did shunte. 1590 SPKXSF.R J'\ ('. n. i. 52 On them she
workes her will to uses bad. 1655 FULLER Ch. I/ist. iv. ii.

2 The first on whom this cruel Law was hanselled, was
William. Sautre. 1657-83 EVELYN Hist. Relig. (1850) I. syi
Being a thing material, it should operate on immaterial^.

1796 State Papers in Ann. Reg. 168/2 [He] endeavoured to

recriminate on us. 1815 W. H. IRELAND Scribbleomania.iQi
She has claims on the consideration of the country. 1838
TMIKLWALL Greece IV. xxx. 145 The title of Admiral was
conferred on Aracus. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. v. I.

=; 19

The effect of these reflections on his mind had been pernicious.
1883 SIR W. B. BRETT in Law Times Rep. (1884) L. 193/2
The decision, .which is binding on us. 1885 Law Times
LXXIX. 38/1 The magistrate may be necessary as a check
on the doctor. 1885 Munch. Exam. 16 May 6/r The
extremely cold nights.. tell very severely on the elderly
members of the House.

b. Indicating the object of desire and the like.

In the construction of eager ^ keen, mad (f amorous t

enamoured^ fond}) bent^ determined, set^gone, etc.

Also ellipt.
= bent on, set on.

a 1310 in Wright Lyric P. xi. 38 A tortle that niin herte is

on. c 1430 LYDG. Keas. y .Sens. 113/4286 To be enamowicd
on a goot. 1493 Festirall (W. de W. 1515) 68 b, Suche
thynges as marines herte is moost on. 1623 GOUGE .Serin.

Good's
rrffvtd. 10 Their mind was so on their worke. 1656

KARL MONM. tr. Boccaliui's Ativts.fr. Parnass. n. xxxvi.

(1674) 189 You.. having unwisely been enamoured on some
one person. 1890 L. C. D'OYLE Notches 170 Woddell was
not much on beer.

C. Indicating the bank, banker, or person to

whom a cheque or draft is directed, and by whom it

is payable ;
in lo draw on, a cheque, etc. (lirawti] on.

1671- [see DRAW v. 65, DRAUGHT sb. 35 bj. 18x4 BYRON
yuan xv. viii, A draft on Ransom. 1839 THACKERAY fatal
/Wte x, Here . .isachequeonChild's. I&UMAKKYAT Valeric

ix, Lionel received a cheque on the bank. 1866 CKUMI-

Bankiug\\\. 144 The demand for bills on London at Liver-

pool would exceed the supply.
21. Indicating a person or thing to which hostile

action is directed : against ; esp. in to complain,

inform, lie, tell,
*

peack
'

on ; also an attack, assault,

etc., on.

1377 LANGL. /'. PL B. xiv. 144 It maynou^t be,, .or ma then
on god lyeth. ci+oo MAUNUKV. (Roxb.)xv. 67 p.ii lyefalsly
on Mary and hir ^n. 1481 CAXTON Kcynard(^rb.) 29 He
made hym redy for to complayne on reynart thefoxe. 1539
BIIJLE (Great) Phil. ii. 15 That ye may be soch as no man
can complayne on. 1604 SHAKS. Oth. v. ii. 146 Ay, 'twas

he that told n;e on her first. 1690 LOCKK i,o~'t. n. xix.

231 Attempting by force on the properties of any people.

1830 MACAULAY Ess., Moore's Byron (1887) 155 This tic-

graded people had risen on their oppressors. 1849 Hist.

Eng.\\. II. 113 Anyattack on the civil liberties of his people.

1889 [see INFORM v. 7 b]. 1895 CROCKETT Sweetheart Trar.

14, 1 will tell my father on you. Mod. Sc. I'll no tell on ye.

22. In regard to, in reference to, with respect

to, as to.

t888 K. /ELFRKD Boeth. xxxi. i (tS64 > no Hwact godes

inajan we secgan on ba flassclican unbeawns. 1456 Si K

G. HAVE Law ^A mis (S. T. S.) 69 And sa was sene on lhame,

for thairjurisdictioun began with force and crueltee. 1470-85
15-2



ON.

MALORY Arthur vi. i, Some there were that . . passed alle

their felawes in prowesse and noble dedes and that was wel

preued . . on syre launcelot du lake. 1477 Paston Lett. III.

211 Elles itwol do you harm on your hors. 1649}. MOYLEV
in \<=,tkRet>. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. u. 47 There sate on him
three or four judges. 1706 Act 6 Anne, c. ii Art. xix, No
writer to the signet [shall] be,, admitted a lord of the session

unless he undergo a privateand publick tryal on the civil law.

1787 NELSON 13 May in Nicolas Disp. (1845) I. 236 To order

a Court-Martial to be held on him. 1812 JEFFERSON Writ.

(18^0) IV. 176, I do not condole with you on your release.

1838 T. THOMSON Chew. Org. Bodies 488 note, This state-

ment does not agree with my experience on the subject.

1849 MACAU LAY Hist. Eng. ii. I. 275 He never attended the

meetings of his colleagues on foreign affairs. 1885 Manc/i.

Exam. 23 May 5/1 The appellants had failed on the main

question.
b. Expressing the object to which mental

activity is directed
;

after such verbs as think,

consider, remember, dream (now usually of}\

meditate, reflect, etc. Also after derived sbs. as

thought^ meditation, reflection. See these words.
c 1000 Ags. Ps. (Th.) cxvii. 8 God ys on Dryhten jeorne to

t>enceanne. ('1420 Anturs ofArthure 192 Thynke hertly
on this, c 1450 St. Cnthbert (Surtees) 8090 On his kirke

was all his th^ght. ^1470 HENRY Wallace \. 15 }hit we suld

thynk one our bears befor. 1500-20 DUNBAR Poems xc. 60
And on the end'hes no remembrance. 1590 GREENE Never
too late, M."s Ufadr., When I at last considered on my sins.

1692 LOCKF, Educ. 147 This being almost that alone, which
is thought on, when People talk of Education. 1754 R. O.
CAMBRIDGE Intruder 12 Twas a plan I never dreamt on.
1816 J. WILSON City ofPlague u. ii, Thy anxious heart will

never learn To think more on thyself and less on others.

1838 THIRLWALL Greece II. 265 The sleepless nights in which
he meditated on the trophies of Miltiades. Mod. Reflect on
the natural results of such conduct.

c. After speak, write, etc., q. v. ; after book^

article, essay, lecture, poem, treatise, etc., or an
author's name ; also ellipt. in titles and the like.

1422 E. E, Wills 51, iiij quayres of Doctours on Mathewe.
1603 CAMDEN /fcw* (1637) 4x1 On a childe drowned catching
of an Apple. 1689 PRIOR Ep. to Fleetwood Shepherd 168

Critics I read on other men, And hypers upon them again.

1699 COTES tr. Dnpin"s Hist. O. % N. Test. I. i. i. 5 What
he says on this Point is as follows. 1785 WILBFRFORCE in

Life I. 99 Heard Newton on the addiction of the soul to

God. 1830 SCOTT (title) Letters on Demonology and Witch-
craft. 1831 CARLYLE Sart. Res. in. viii, Laplace's Book on
the Stars. 1884 A. R. PENNINGTON Wiclifix. 290 A course
of lectures on the Epistles of St. Paul. Mod. Coke on
Littleton ; Mill on Hamilton ; Fenn on the Funds.

III. ( Hher senses, obsolete, archaic, or dialectal.

(All these originally belonged to branch I.)

1 23. After verbs of winning, gaining, taking
1

(by force):
= from. Obs. Mere orig. belonged

vbs, of wreaking or taking vengeance^ avenging,

revenging, still construed with on : see these.

c 893 K. ALFRED Oros. iv. vi. 6 Romane genamon on him
LXXXIII scipa. r 1000 J^LFRIC Num. xxi. i Chananeus pa
waito wi|> Israela beam, and sije on him gewann. 1330
R. UUUNNE Chron. (1810^ 57 Magnus .. chaced away
Suane, & Danmark on him wan. c 1500 Melusinc 219 Yf
t hey were so bold to take on hym or on hys peuple ony thing,

1523 LD. BURNERS Froiss. I. cccxxxv, 525 Howe the Eng-
lyss*nmen recouered dyuers castelles on the frenchmen in

llurdeloys. 1605 SHAKS. Lear v. iii. 165 But what art thou
That hast this Fortune on me? 1671 MILION Samson 470
All these boasted Trophies won on me,

f24. Indicating that to which a quality has

relation : In respect of; ^ lyprep. 33, OF prep. 35.
c888 K. /ALFRED Boeth. i,Boetius..sewes in boccrajftum

and on woruldbeawum se rihtwisesta. Ibid, xxxii. i Deah
bu waere eallrn. manna fairest on wlite. f 900 tr, BxdcCs
f/ist. i. In trod. (1890) 26 Hit is weligftis ealond on wa;stmuni
and on treowum. 11175 Cott. Horn. 223 Se man is ece on
ane dele . (?at is an her sawle. ^i7S Lnue Ron 91 in

O. E. Misc. 96 He is feir & briht on heowe. c 1350 Will*

Palerne 2634 Sche had a derworf?e doubter . . be fairest on
face. 1523 LD. BERNERS Fr^i&s. I. cclxx. 403 He was
blynde on y one eye. 1535 COVERDALE 2 Satn. iv. 4 A sonne
which was lame on his fete. 1703 Lond. Caz. No. 3892/4
Rubert Stephens, .winks on the left Eye.

f25. Indicating the medium of action. Obs.

Now expressed by with.
a J375 Joseph A rim. 560 He sei? a child strau^t J>er-on,

stremynge on blode. a 1450 Le Morte Artk. 1996 The
chambre flore Alle ramie on blode.

t 26. In uses now expressed by at (esp. on a price
or rate}. Obs.

1477 Paston Lett. III. 203 He wol not selle hym . . under
that mony that he sette hym on. 1639 FULLER Holy War
in. xiv. (1647) J 32 Serviceable men he would purchase on

any rate, a 1715 BURNET Own. Time (1823) I. 150 When
his matters were on that crisis. 1776 G. SEMPLE Building
in Water 67 The Bridge must be on right Angles with the
Current. 1793 JKFFERSON Writ. (1859) III. 510 All other
of our productions are received on various duties. 1794
MRS. A. M. BENNETT Ellen III. 52 Ellen was walking on
a slow solemn pace.

27. In senses now expressed by OF. In 0V
and the like, common in literary use to ^1750;
now dial, or vulgar.
In early times generally an actual difference of idiom, but

from end of i6th c. due to confusion of of&nA on, esp. owing
to the reduction of both of these to o\ See OF.

1258 Prod. Hen. ///, i Henr' bur^ godes fultume king on

Engleneloande, Lhoauerd on Yrlounde, Duk on Norm' on

Aquitaine and eprl on Aniow. c 1325 Poem times Edu>. II

(Percy Soc.) xx'ii, That death that I shall on die. r 1420
Avow. Arth. xxxviii, O payn on life and on londe. a 1440
Sir Eglam. 953 Wele recovryd on hys wounde. c 1530 tr.

Erasmus' Sertn. Ch. Jesus (1901) 2 So this our sermon may
^aucr or. him whicheU.-thewordc of the fat her. 1 575 (Ja nnu.

116

Gurlon \. iii, All th'ours on the day*. 1605 SHAKS. Mad. in.

i. 131 The perfect Spy o' th' time The moment on't. 1611

Cymb. i. i. 164, I am very glad on't. 1641 LD. J. DIGBY Sp.
in Ho. Comtn. 21 Apr, 4 The truth on't is. 1671 H. M. tr.

Erasm. Colloq. 545 Though I make Lay men on them all.

1709 STEELE 'latler No. 12 F 7 Nay, you are in the Right
on't. 1732 BERKELEY Alciphr. 11. 6 The best on't is the

World every day grows wiser. 1766 G. WILLIAMS in Jesse
G. Seltvyn ty Contemp. ^843^ II. 57 Those handles that the

ladies make bell-ropes on. 1782 Ei.iz. BLOWER Geo. Ratcnian
I. 87, I know she'll take care on him. 1828 Craven Gloss.

(ed. 2), Out, of it. [Still widespread in Eng. dialects.]

IV. 28. On is used in the construction of many
verbs, besides those mentioned under the preceding
senses, e.g. depend', attend

',
waif

; follow ; believe,

rely ; feed, live, subsist ; also after the direct object,
in beget, bestow, confer ; lavish^ spend, waste ; con-

gratulate', plume, pride, value oneself; or as a

second construction, e. g. to condole, consult, with
a person on something. See these verbs.

29. On was formerly frequent in connexions in

which a- is now usual : e. g. on back (= aback),
on brede, on broche, on broad, on dreghe, onfar, on

ferrom, on fresh, on head, on live, on loft, on long,
on loud, on low, on light) on new, on part, on

round, on room, on side, on stray, on sunder,
on thirst, on wide, on wry. These were usually
written as two words, but have often been hyphened
by modern editors, in imitation of forms in a-.

See ABACK, AUREDE, ABROACH, etc. ; also the

sbs. BACK, BREDE, BROACH, etc.

On hand, on high : see HAND 32, HIGH a. 18.

Oil (^n), adv. (a., sb.}. [Orig. the same word as

prec., viz. OTeut. *ana, OS. ana, an, OE, an, on.

In the OE. instances almost always intimately con-

nected with a vb. as a (

separable particle *, like

the Ger. separable an in an-komwen, etc. ; in

mod.Eng. often an elliptic use of the prep.
= on

something understood.]
1. In the position of being in contact with, or

supported by, the upper surface of something.
1:900 tr. Bsedas Hist. iv. iv. (1890) 274 Sume ^erisne stowe

..mynster on to timbrenne. 1632 MILTON L'Allegro 132
Then to the well-trod stage anon, If Jonsons learned Sock
be on. 1844 DICKENS Mart. Chuz. ix, The pudding-plates
had been washed, .while cheese was on.

2. Into the position defined in I.

c8g7 K. ALFRED Gregorys Past. xvii. 124 Dset se se fe
wunde lacnian wille jeote win on. c 1205 LAY. 311 Brutus
sette on his flo. He wende to sceoten bat hea der. ^1475

! Rauf Coil^ear 85 To-morne on the morning, quhen thow
sail on leip, Pryse at the parting, how that thow dois. 164.5

EVELYN Diary u Apr., Dashing the.. whipcord over their

shoulders, as hard as they could lay it on. 1824 BYRON
Juan xv. Ixv, They also set a glazed Westphalian ham on.

3. In the position of being attached to or covering

any surface, esp. the body ;
on the body, as clothing

or a limb.
c 1205 LAY. 1553 He hefde brunie on. c 1300 St. Brandan

613 None other clothes nadde he on. ? 0:1366 CHAUCER Rout.
Rose 1187 Largesse hadde on a robe fresh, c 1450 Merlin

191 Thei hadde on hattes of stile. 1570 B. GOOGE Pop.
Kingd. n. 26 To weare a linnen F.phod on. 1594 SHAKS.

i
Rich. Ill, iv. ii. 126 O let me thinke on Hastings, and be

gone To Brecnock, while my fearefull Head is on. 1611

Cymb. n. i. 26 You crow Cock, with your combe on. 1711
ADDISON Spect. No. 128 f g He had a clean Shirt on. 1850
TENNYSON In Mem. vi, A riband or a rose ; For be will see

them on to-night. 1887 'MABEL WETHERAL* Tiuo North-

Country Maids xxv. 174 Her pretty buff cotton gown,
which was clean on that morning. 1890 J. HILL Unfort.
Arrangem. I. vi. 144 He had on an unobtrusive suit of dark
brown tweed. M^od. slang, Keep your hair on !

4. Into the position denned in 3.
a looo Fate (Cod. Kxon.) 87 Sum scea! wildne fujel

atemian, heafoc on honda..de^ he wyrplas on. riooo-

[see Do ^.48]. 1526 TINDALE Lnke\\\. 22 Take no thought
I ..for youre body, what ye shall putt on. 1590 LODGE

Rosalind ^Cassell) 93 And with that she slipped on her

petticoat. 1605 SHAKS. Macb. ir. ii. 70 Get on your Night-
Gowne. 1712 ADDISON Spect. No. 311 r 5 He immediately
drew on his Boots. 1781 C. JOHNSTON Hist. J. Juniper
II. 44 To make, .delays, by frequent tryings on, and altera-

tions of our hero's clothes, a 1814 Way to win Her v. iii.

(.VVw Brit. Theatre II. 466), Mother is tying on her

goloshoes.
b. ellipt. for 2? on

;
on with =

put on, don.

1485 Digby Myst. (1882) in. 1183 On xall my westment
and myn aray. 1605 ROWLANDS Hell's Broke Loose 45 On
with rich attire. 1753 FOOTE Eng. in Paris i. Wks. 1799 I.

39 111 on with my Jemmys. 1826 DISRAELI Viv.Grty\\\. vi,

1 will doff my travelling cap, and on with the monk's cowl.

5. In a direction towards something, at
;
as to

LOOK on.

6. Towards something in the way of approach ;

approaching in space, time, or condition.

c 1400-50 [see COME v. 62 a, f]. 1535- [see DRAW c-. 86 dj.

1704 Lond. Gaz. No. 4054/1 The great use of their Gallies

in towing on or off their great Ships. 1885 Truth 2 July 3/1
It was getting on for two before supper was served. 1894
LD. WOLSELEY Life Marlborough 1 1. Ixv. 195 How dreadful

are the words 'Go on !' to the man who longs to mingle in

the fray, and shout
' Come on !

'

instead.

7. Directed towards, or in a line witk
t something.

1804 NRLSON Apr. in Nicolas Disp. (1845) V. 520 The mark
for being clear of the Malora North End, is the Guard-
House on the Beach, .on with the last hillock of the nearest

ridge of mountains. 1875 BHDFORD .Sailor's Pocket Bk. vii.

ted. 2) 267 She will be steered with sufficient accuracy if her

ON.

gunwale, .be kept 'on with
'

the outer ends of the oars of
the leader.

b. Broadside on, face on, stem on, etc.: "With

the face, stem, or other part directed to the point
of contact.

1800-40 [see BROADSIDE sb. i c]. 1856 Leisure //. V. 332/1
He lost his hold, and fell face on into the water. 1884
Standard 19 May 4 The vessels struck one another stem on.

8. Cricket. To the on side.

188,2 Daily Tel. 24 June, This he shortly followed up by
driving C. T. Studd on for 2.

9. Onward, forward, in space or time.
niooo Andreas 1336 Rsesdon on sona. c 1200 ORMIK 7717
He wollde. .uss . .bnnngenn onn To foll^henn pe3^re bisne.

^1230 Hali Meid. 17 pat mahten bringe |>e on mis for to
donne. a 1350 Cursor M. 5987 (Gutt.) Wend on Jxinn, si^en
?e wil ga. 1480 CAXTON Chron. Eng. civ. 136 Or half a yere
be go an. 1600 HOLLAND Livy m. liv. 124 They passe on

through the cittie. 1675 HOBBES Odyssey 11677) 25^ From
that day on, centaurs and men are foes. 1809 MAI.KIN Gil
Mas ii. vii. p 6 Do they get on in the world? 1820 BYRON
Mar. Fal. m. i. 12 Seeing this Patrician pestilence spread
on and on. 1831 Blackiv. Mag. Jan. 83/2 [The police
officer] possesses the power . . of ordering them to

' move on '.

b. ellipt.
= Go on, advance.

1425 LYDC. Assembly of Gods 1077 On m Pluto name !

On ! & all ys owre ! 1592 SHAKS. Rom. fy Jul. \. iv. 2 Or
shall we on without Apologie? 1627 SANDERSON Serin.

I. 284 Unless God kept him back, he must on. 1713 J.

WAXDH True Amazons 95 Yet on they must. 1808 SCOTT
Marm. vi. xxxii, Chflrge, Chester, charge! On, Stanley,
on! 1855 KINGSI.KY Plays <$ Pttrit. 181 But no; he must
on for honour's sake.

10. Gone onward or ahead
;

in advance in space
or time.

17. . Old Song in Burns' Works, Oh Kenmure's on and

awa, Willie ! 1872 BLACK Adv. Phaeton xxi. 301 It was now
well on in the afternoon. 1887 A. BIRRELL Obiter Dicta
Ser. n. 91 Later on music was dragged into the fray.

b. Cricket, etc. : In advance of the opposite side.

1884 Liltyivhites Cricket Ann. 61 Notts were 392 on.

1892 Daily News 14 Sept. 3/6 As the game now stands the

professionals with seven wickets to fall are 79 runs on.

c. slang. On the way to intoxication; the worse
for drink.

i8oa Naval Chron.\\l. 273 The Amelias men being a
little on, could not bear being thwarted. 1894 WILKINS &
VIVIAN Green Bay Tree I. 99 Pimlico, who was now slightly
' on

'

. . was shouted down.

11. With onward movement or action ; con-

tinuously ;
to speak on, hold on, work on, wait on,

to continue to speak, hold, work, wait.

rxooo ^ELFRIC Saints' Lives xxi. 236 [He] nyste butan hi

sungon J>one lof-sang forS on. a 1225 Leg. Kath. 434 He
heold on to herien his hea3ene maumez. c 1386 CHAUCER
Cook's Prol. 22 Now telle on, Roger, looke that it be good.

1579 SI-ENSER Sheph. Cal. Sept. 55 Now say on Diggon.
1665 BRATHWAIT Conun. 2 Tales Chautcr 148 Go on with

your Tale. 1795 UUKKE AV^vV. J'eaee iv. Wks. IX. 26 Specu-
late on ! 1858 FKOUUE Hist. Eng. xx. IV. 235 The regent
waited on, and the event came. 1891 DOHA RUSSELL Secret

ofRiver I. xiii. 289 He sent me money regular, to keep on
the house.

12. Into action or operation : thrash on^ proceed
to thrash.

13.. Gaw.'$ Gr. Knt. 2300 Wy J>resch on, JKMI Jro mon,
>u (retez to longe. c 1400 [see COME f. 62 c], 1593- [see

_JRAW>. 86 b]. 1596 DALRVMI-LE tr. Leslies Hist. .Scot. I.

113 Thay set stout he onn, doubteng na danger. 1667 MILTON
/'. L . v. 233 Converse with Adam . . and such discourse bring

on, As may advise him of his happie state. 1745 P. THOMAS
Jrnl. Ansotis Voy, 276 The Tuffoons commonly come on. .

suddenly. 1832 R. H. FROUDE Kem. (1838) I. 271 At last it

came on to rain. 1892 Chantb. Jrnl. 4 June 367/1 We turned

our lanterns full on.

13. a. Of persons : Engaged in some function

or course of action ; on the stage, the field, etc.

a 1541 WYATT Poet. Wks. (1861) 84 Now thus, now than,
Now off, now an, Uncertain as the dice. 1640 [see OFF AND
ON B.J. 1793 W. ROBERTS Looker-on No. 54 ^1794) II. 35
Then to the Playhouses anon, If Quick or Bannister be on.

1823 MRS. CAMERON Cleanliness next to Godliness 3,
'

I try

to keep things tolerably decent, but it's a hard matter..

I am always on ', replied Alice. 1883 G. R. SIMS Lifeboat
etc. 12 She was on at the Lane last winter She played in the

pantomime. 1888 STEEL & LYTTLETON Cricket (Badm.
Libr.) iii. 141 Supposing a slow bowler has been 'on' for

some time. 189.1 MRS. WALFORD Mischief of Monica III.

62,
'
I thought he was on with Daisy ',

burst forth her son.

Mod. colloq. He has been on for three years, and now retires.

b. Of things : In progress or course of action ;

in a state of activity.

[1605 SHAKS. Learn, iv. 172 So will you wish on me, when
the rash moode is on.) 1830 JZxaminer 76 i Several com-

missions being 'on
1

at the same time. 1873 BLACK Pr.

T/nile ii. 13 There was a considerable sea on. 1882 Society
18 Nov. 11/2 The schools at Oxford are 'on' once more.

1884 Manch. Exam, 3 July 5/3 There U a terrible row on

between the old and the new divisions. Mod. Is the gas on ?

The water was not on.

c. Having a wager on (something).
1812 SportingMag, XXXIX. 23 They declared themselves

off, a thing unknown in sporting,
after they had been on.

1883 Standard 18 June 2/4 The scratching of Winchester

has been a rare blow to those who were determined, .to be
' on

'

early.

14. Used idiomatically with many verbs ; e. g.

caj~ryt catch, come, get^ go^ hold, keep, look^ put,

send, take, try on, etc. : see the verbs.

B. adj. (Cf. OFF C.)

1. Cricket. Applied to that side of the wicket on

which the batsman stands, or to the corresponding

IS
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side of the field (i.e. in the case of right-hand
batting, the side on the left of the wicket-keeper).
Opp. to OFF C. 2 b.

1851 LILLYVVHITK Guide /a Cricketers 20 A good general
will often place three men instead of two on the ' on

'

side.

1892 Daily Nc-.vs 6 May 5/2 A captain who has studied
lady's play, . . \vill put most of her fields on the 'on

'

side.

1897 RANJI rsiNHji Cricket 170 Let us now turn our attention
to .strokes on the on-side.

2. In reference to the licensed sale of liquors :

Short for ' on the premises
'

; opp. to OFF C. 5.
Often hyphened, as on-licence.

1891 1'aily Weil's 11 Mar. 3/2 The number of licensed
lujuses mentioned in the on-licences ret urn. 1892 W. BFATTV-
KINGSTON Intemperance 63 It is not in the least necessary
to persecute the 'on

'

licensee. 1896 Wcstm. Gaz. s War.
3/3 The Hill which placed off-licence holders under similar
control as on-licence holders. 1899 Daily News 13 Apr.
6/3 The influence of the ' on

'

licensed houses.

C. sb. Cricket. = On side: see B. I. atlrib.in
on drive, en-drive, a drive to the on side.
1881 J)aily News g July 2 He then drove Moncreiffe to

the on for four. Ibid., Newton scored . . three for a good
on drive. 1896 U'estur. Gaz. 24 July 5/2 Wynyard then
made a fine on-drive off Trumble for 3.

On, farticle, the pref. on- UN- 1
, often written

separately in ME.
; also, in mod.Sc. dial., in sense

' without
'

: see ON- *.

f On, erron. ME. expansion of o oi, Ol'H conj.,
until: cf. O prep."
c 1320 Cat/. Lave 472 Ich . . wole wib be lede my 1yf Euer

on bat ilke stryf. .mowe sum ende take.

t On, ME. i and 3 sing. pres. of UNN-EN v. Obs.,
to grant.
a 1225 A no: K. 26 5'f me on almihti Clod.

On-,prefix >-,
the prepositional adv. on (unstressed

form of OE. an, on} in combination with vbs.
and their derivatives, and sometimes with other
sbs. The old nominal compounds had the stressed

form, as in OE. anginn, otiginn, beginning, aitfilt,

fnfilti, ANVIL. The compounds in on- belong to

the following classes :

1. Old verbal compounds, as onbldan to ONBIDE,
oncndiv-an to recognize, ACK.XOW. Such of these
as survived the OE, period appear in their alpha-
betical place under Ox- or A-.
2. Later verbal compounds or collocations of

adv. and verb. In these the union of elements
is incomplete, and the adv. may be moved to
another position than immediately before the vb.,
where however it regularly stands in the inf. and
pples., so that these acquire more the character
of permanent combinations. Examples are ton-
become, to befall, happen ; f ou-cry, to cry or
call upon ; on-draw, to draw on ; f oil-lace,
to lace on

; f on-look, to look on ; on-sweep, to

sweep on; ton-take, to take on, assume, behave:
see TAKE v.

1305 St. Lucy 60 in E.E.P. (1862) 103 To seinte Lucie
norice hewende: and eschte hire faste

' What Lucie were
so *onbicome '. 11315 SHOREIIAM Poems (E. E. T. S.)

146/487 Hyt on-by-come ine eche place >ef ech [pjyng hadde
ylyche grace To loye and blysse. 1664 Flodden /'. iv. 40
Then each Captain he did *oncry. 1898 T. HARDY IVessex
Poems 83 By Joidoigne, near to east, as he *ondrew, Dawn
pierced the humid air. 1513 DOUGLAS j-K net's XL Prol. 102

Kays hie the targe of faith vp in thi hand, On bed the
halsum helm of hop "onlace. a 1875 J. W. MILES in Schaff
& Oilman _Litr. Kelig. Poetry (1881) 35 That all his
shattered aims, his hopes bewept, Are in God's counsels
deep and fathomless *onswept. 1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls)
3548 pat hii nuste hou *on take [v.r. on to take], ne wat for

honger do. c 1325 Sfec. Gy Warm. 267 Alias ! what sholen
hii onne take, pat wolden here her god forsake?
3. With pr. and pa. pples. forming adjs., as o'/t-

carrying (
= carrying on

; hence o'licanyingness],
on-marching, on-rolling, on-running, on-surging,
on-sweeping.
11834 COLKKIDCE in Literature (1897) 23 Oct. 11/2 The

"oncarryingness of his [Scott's] diction. 1609 DANIEL Civ.
Wars VIM. xvi, Gather'd by th' "on-marching Enemy. 1863
.V<V an Angel I. 184 To hold by his arm for some security

against
the onmarching multitude. 1854 J. S. C. ABBOTT

Napoleon (1855) I. xx. 325 The "on-rolling billow of Austrian
victory. 1599 DANIEL Musophilus 713 To pull back th'

on-running state of things. 1884 Chicago Advance 31 Jan.,
The fury of the *onsurging barbarians. 1896 Ibid. 16 Apr.
553/1 The "onsweeping purposes .. of God.
4. \\ith vbl. sbs. and nouns of action, forming

sbs. (sometimes concrete), as on-bringing (
= bring-

ing on), on-carrying, on-leaping, Sc. -louping
(=- mounting a horse', on-moving, on-putting, on-

sweeping, etc. (which can be formed at pleasure) ;

on-go, going on, progress, advance ; on-roll,
onward roll

; on-sweep, onward sweep ; also with

agent-nouns, as on-bearer, en-goer, oii-pusltcr, etc.

See also ONLOOKER, etc.

1898 T. HARDY Wessex Poems 135 Changing anew my
"onbearer I traversed the downland. 1658 J. DURHAM Exf.
Revelation n. vi. (1680) 145 This inability is of her own
"onbringing. 1737 E. ERSKINE Serin. Wks. 1871 II. 452
The "oncarrying of the designs of his glory. 1894 Chicago

y

Maister Alexander Ruthven . . haisted him fast downe to
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ouertake his maiestie before his "onleaping. a 1670 SPALD-
ING Trout. Clias. I. (1792) 1. 91 (Jam.) On his onlouping the
earl of Argyle . . and Lord Lindsay . . had some private
speeches with him. 1900 Westm. Gaz. 12 June 2/1 It is

a memorable sight to witness the *on-movmg of a great
army. 1898 Congregationalist 28 Apr., The arts ofdiplomacy
are too soon exhausted when seventy million people are the
on-lookers and *on-pushers. 1599 JAS. I BaatA. Awpor
(1682) 82 To speake of rayment, the *on-putting whereof
is the ordinary action that followeth next to sleepe. 1883
(.id. Words 462 The steady *onroll of the mighty waves of
time. 1893 Chicago Advance 26 Jan., All this prodigious
swing and "on-sweep of development. 1885 lloiuilet. Kcu,
134 In the tremendous *onsweepings of society.

On-, prefix^, the OE. unstressed form of and-,
(nd-, against, opposite, in reply, in return (see
AXD conj.}, coresp. to Gothic anda-, am/-, OS.
and-, fl/-,I)u. ont-,OHC.ant-, ent-,int-\ e.g. OS.
antfithan, OHG. ant-, intfahan, MUG. entfAlien,
enflhcn, enpffthen, Ger. cinpfangcn, Du. ontvangen,
OE. onfit'll, pa. t. onfe'ng, to receive (cf. a-nd-, pud-
fenga receiver) ; OE. ongrtan to understand, dis-
cern (cf. a-iiil-, fnd^it understanding, intelligence^.
In ME. this prefix is in form indistinguishable
from ON- 1

: e. g. onjou, onjilen.

On-,fHifix s
,
the same particle originally as the

prec., used with counteracting or undoing force
;

in

early OE. on-, in late OE. very generally iin-

(levelled with tin- = ON- 4
), in ME. usually nit-,

but sometimes on-
; in mod.Eng. always itn-.

Examples: Goth. andbindan,OS.antbindan,OHG,
ant-, intbintan, Ger. entbinden, OE. onbindan,
nnbindan, ME. vn-, on-binden, to UNBIND; OS.
antdiian, andon, OHG. anttoan, intoan, MUG.
cntuon, OE. ondon, undon, ME. undon, ondon, to

UNDO; OS. antwindan, OIIG. intwindan, MUG.
enhvinden, OE. omvindan, iiniuindan, ME. un-
'<.i'indeii, onwindai, to UNWIND. See U.v- '-.

On-, /re/for
4

, frequent ME., early mod.E., and
dial, variant of UN- 1, beforeadjs., pples., advbs. and
their

^derivatives,
as ME. onclene for nndene-.OY..

nnclsene; M\L.onwiyte>i:OT<..uiiwriten. Cf.Goth.
imweis, OS., OHG., OE. nnwis, Du. onuys, on-

u'ijs, ME. nnwis (onwis, oiiwise), UNWISE.
Formerly often written separately (see e. g. Pastoil Lett.

No. 751); but generally hyphened by modern editors. In
some moJ.Sc. dialects written separately before pples. or
vbl. sbs. as on (or chn) in sense ' without ', e.g. on said,
ohn said, unsaid, without there being said, without saying,
on inakiri without making.

II Onager fp-nad^aj). Pi. -gers, -gri. [L.
onager, ad. Gr. omypos = ijvos aypios the wild ass

;

also both in Gr. and L. in sense 2.]
1. A wild ass ; spec, the species Eqiius onager
(E. heinippus) of Central Asia.

<zi34o HAMPOLE Psalter ciii. 12 Abyde schal onagirs in
bair thirst. 1398 TRBVISA Earth. DC /'. K. xvm. lx.\%iii.

(1495) 831 Onager is a wylde asse, and suche asses be grete
and wylde in Affrica. 1774 GOI.DS.M. Nat. Hist. \. 456 The
onager, or wild ass, is seen in still grealer abundance than
the wild horse. 1883 G. ALLEN- in Knowledge 6Julyi/i
The various tarpans and onagers and qtiaggas and zebras
which span the gulf [between horse and ass]. 1896 Elackv.:
Alag. May 682 Hence the difference . . between a coster's

donkey and an onager.
2. An ancient and medieval engine for throwing

stones in warfare.

1609 HOLLAND Amm. Utarccll. xxm. iv. 222 Unto which
also the moderne time hath imposed the name of Onager, . . I

in this regard, that wild asses when they are coursed by i

hunters fling with their heeles stones afarre off behind their \

backs. 1840 L. RITCHIE Windsor Castle 214 Of the more
!

powerful military engines then in use, were the scorpion or
large stationary crossbow, the onager or wild ass. 1886
SHELDON tr. Flaubert's Satamiulxj xiii. 310 Catapults were
as frequently called onagers, because they were like wild
asses which threw stones by kicking.

JlOnagra
1

(rnagra). Bot. [L. onagi-a, a. Gr.

ufd-Ypa, fern, deriv. of oVa-ypor: see prec.] A
]

former name for the genus CENOTHKKA.
1741 Compl. Fatn.-Piece it. iii. 302 There are yet. .Onagra,

Larkspur. 1861 Miss PRATT f'tiiwcr. Pl.ll. 289.
!l Onagra a

. [pseudo-Latin, fem. of ONAGER.]A female wild ass
; humorously, a she-a^s.

1860 READE Cloister tf II. III. 196 Gerard .. had put his
Onagra in harness.

OnagraceoUS (cnagrei-Jss), a. Bot. [f. mod.
P.ot.L. Onagracex, f. ONAGRA !

: see -ACEOUS.]
Belonging to the Natural Order Onagracete, of
which Onagra or CEnothera is the typical genus.
So Onagrad (jmigrsed), Lindley's name for a

plant of this order.

_ 1845 LIKULEY I'ff. King,!. (1853) 724 The Onagrads . . are
in general tetramerous. 1866 Treas. Rot., Clarkia, a small

Enus
of onacrads. .!//. The Fuchsia, Willow-herb, and

ichanter's Nightshade are onagraceous plants.

Onan, onane, obs. forms of ANON.
On and off, adv. phr. (sl>.) OFF AND ON,

q. v. ; also in more general sense (see ON adv. and
j

OFF adv.\
1855 BROWNING Kf. Bhugram's Apol. 789 It shoots ..

Halfway into the next still, on and off! 1881 E. 1).

liRiCKwooD in Encycl. Brit. (ed. 9) XII. 197/2 Hedges on
banks..are usually of such a size as to make flyim; them
impossible, or at least undesirable. Horses jump them on

ONCE.

I
and off. 1889 Repent. P. Ir'enimcr.'/t II. 327 [He] has been
working with us at Crum Street a good deal, on and off
1889 Diet. Nat. lliog. XVIII. 125/2 A siege which lasted
on and off for twenty years. 1891 Times (weekly ed.)
2t Oct. 7/3 [He] had lived with her on and off since that time.

b. attrib. c. as sb. A putting on and taking
ofl ; intermittent action; in quot. 1852, a leap on
and off a fence, a fence to be so jumped.
1852 R. S. SURTKKS Sfonge's S/>. 7oK<-(ig93 ) 17 They then

made for a large field at the back of the house, w ith leaping-
bars, hurdles, 'on and offs

', 'ins and outs', all sorts of fancy
leaps scattered about. 1854 ECERT. WARBURTON //,</.
.^ongs (1883) No. 33 xii, Which method btst insures us from

I he Chester on-and-off step, or the Leicester clear-
j

ing all? 1895 M. M. Downs Gallia no, I love to feel the
i on and off of the break and to watch the way the pole seems

to feel its way through the traffic.

Hence On-and-off v., ',) intr. to sail on alternate
tacks on and off the shore (see OFF AND (IN 2 ,

;

(b) trans, to leap on and then off
; On-and-offish.

a., inclined to be on nnd off, somewhat fluctuating
(in mood, temper, or health : cf. ( IFF AXD o.v ]',.'.

1823 HVRON y,,,u, xn. l\iii,\Vho. .keeps you on and off-in-

1 On and on, Ol>s., one by one : sec ONE.
Onanism (ci'n&niz'm). [f. proper name Onan
(On. xxxviii. y) + -ISM.] Self-abuse, masturbation.
1727-41 CIIA.MIII..US

Cjcl., Onania, and Oiiaiiisin, terms
which some late empirics have framed, to denote the crime
of self-pollution. 1847-9 Tpno Cycl. Anat. IV. 156/2 A
young man excessively addicted to onanism. 1874 KUCK.
Mi. i. & '1'uKi: I'sycli. Med. (ed. 3) 760 Onanism is a frequent
accompaniment of Insanity and sometimes causes it.

So O'nanist, one who practises onanism
;

Onani'stic a., relating to onanism.
1891 Cent. Diet., Onanist. 1892 Syd. Sac. Lcx.,Onanistic.
Onbethink, dial. f. UMBETHIXK, to consider.
T Onbi'de, v. Cbs. fOE. onbidan, i. ON- l +

bidan, BIDK.] inli: To abide, remain, stay on.

/>V07<w^2302 Onbad .. o3oa;t Kfen c\vom. (71440 ("('/;/.

tlejint6l in Lydgatc's Temple ofClas (1891) App. 6j Myn
hert With 5ou- oubit & nat remeuyt[h],

On-bol^en, 06s., enraged : sec ABEL; EN.

t OnboW, v. Otis. [OE. onbnian, f. Ox- 1 4-

bi'igan, Bow.] intr. To submit, yield.
971 Blickl. Iloin. 223 pat he na^Cre nsenistim woruldricum

men . . swi)x>r onbu^an nolde, bonne hit riht w.-ere. c 1000
Ags. Gos/>. Matt. v. 25 Fieo f,u onbu^ende binum wibei.
winnan hraoe. 1205 LAV. 6166 And him alle on-bu:en.

t Onbrai-d, v. Obs. [var. of UMURAID or ABIIAID
i'.2] To upbraid.
'53 PALSGR. 646/1, I onbrayde, I twite or cast in the

tethe, Je refroucnt.

t O'ncall, sb. Ol-s. [f.
Ox- 1 + CALL.(A.

]
The

act of calling upon : a. Invocation ; b. Claim.
a 1300 Cursor HI. 19005 (Edinb.) J>e

oncalle of his hali
nain. 13.. Il'id. 6714 (Colt.) [>is beists lauerd ban sal bi

quit Of alkin oncall, and ober wijt.

t Onca-11, v. Obs. [f. Ox- 1 + CALL v., after
L. invocHrtA trans. To call upon, invoke.
1548 GEST I'r. .Ifassc in H. (',. Dugdale f.t/e (18401 App.

lr7 How ought or can Christ be reverenced or oncalled as
present in the sacringe. Ibid. 125 Those sainctes bee on-
called as advourtrs and ayders.

Once (WOTIS), fldfr. (conj.,adj., st>.) Forms: sec
below. [ME. iines, ones, genitive c.nse of an, 6n,
ONE, for the earlier mnes, EXES (q. v.), which took
the place of the OE. instrumental-adverbial sene,
ME. ENE, at the time that the genitival -es was
taken by so many advbs. Enes continued in use

in the south till 1500, and even later; a/ics,

ones, are found c 1 200, but are not frequent before

1300, from which time also anes is only northern.
The word remained disyllabic in some dialects till

1 5th c.
,
but in others was reduced to a mono-

syllable early in I4th. The final j retained its

breath sound, and so began c 1500 to be spelt -ce,

,as in hence, pence, fence, ice, mice, twice. From
this a dial, form oust (wcnst) has arisen in north,

midl., Ireland, etc., as in against, amidst, amongst,
etc. The development of the initial long vowel in

Standard English as wo-, wit-, in north, dial, and
Sc. as ya-, ye- ,

is the same as in ONE.]
A. Forms, a. See ENES.
1. 3-5 (Sc. -S) anes.-iaus. .j-6anys,anis; 6 St.

aneis, ainis, 6-7 Sc. ains, 7- .SV. ance, 8- aince,
ainse, ^eanee, yanee, yence, yinoe).
c 1200 Triii. Coll. Hoiti. 100 The sunne arist anes a dai.

13.. Cursor M. 7886 (Cott.) pe king kest ans \Cett., Fair/.
anis] on fair his sight. 4:1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) xxvi. 123

pai etc bot anes on be day. t- 1425 WVNTOUN Cron. VI. xiv.

41 Oftare yher ban anys or twys. 1570 Tragedie in Scot.
Poems \6tli C. (1801) II. 223 He was thy Maister ainis &
gour Regent, a 1572 KNOX Hist. Ref. Wks. 1846 I. 357
Trew religioun now aneis begun. 1609 SKKNK Reg. Afaj.
Pref. 6 Ance in the }ere. Ibid. Forme of Proces 126 The
execution of the principal decreit, being ains suspended.

1724 RAMSAY Tca-t. Misc. (1733) I. 29 Ye shall hae ta
good packs That anes were o' the tweel. 1802 R.ANDERSON
CiimtfS. Ball. (1839) 222, I yence hed sweethearts nionie

a yen. 1826 J. WILSON Nact. Amh: Wks. 1855 ' '79

Rather.. than ance to expose mysel sac. 1860 G. I*. MORRIS
Poems (ed. 15) 156, I ainse the passion slighted.
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y. 3-7 ones, 45 oones, -is, -ys, -us, onus, 4-6
ons, ouis, -ys, -ez, oons, 6- once, (6 onsse, onste).
c 1200 [see B. 9 dj. c 1150 Gen. $ Ex. 3288 like dai . . Ones

he 3or(h] it sungen rijt. c 1330 R. BKUNNE Chron. (1810) 3With joy alle at ons bei went. 1340-70 Alex. % Dind. 735
Wi^solepne sacrifice serue hem at onus, c 1350-1534 Ones [see
It. i and 2). c 1375 Cursor M. 2857 i Fairf.) Onys in be woke
day. c 1380 WYCLIF Sel. Wks. II. 281 Crist . . entrid oonys
in to heven. Ibid. III. 367 Oones a frere he may in no
maner leeve bat. c 1410 Anturs of Arth. xii, To lette me
onus hauea syjte. 1:1430 Two Cookery-bits. 44 Turne it on
be panne onez. a 1450 Knt. de la Tour (1868) 67 They . .

shalle ansuere onis. 1463 Bury Wills iCamden) 21 A messe

ponys
in y wykke. 1503 DUNBAR Thistle f, Rose 115 All

kynd of beistis. .At onis cryit lawd. 1516 TINDALE i Cor.
xv. 6 Five hondred brethren atonce. ? 1535 STARKEV Lett.
(1878) 30 Neuer..but onys. 1542 N. UDALL in Lett. Lit.
j/ (Camdenl 3 Bee good, maister, to me this oons. 1556
CkroH. Or. Friars (Camden) 81 After he came onsse to
Shordych. 1591 Cluster PI. i. 24 (M.S. W.) Ever at onste

,?
ArS- h ^ defendinSe - '593 Q- ELIZ. Boeth. i. met. i. i

My groing studie ons perlourmed. c 1620 A. HUME Brit.
Tongue (18651 18 AI barked at ones. 1888 G. M. FENN
Dick o' the Fens 159 In wi' un at onced [for oast].
S. 5 wonus, 6 wons.
14 . . Burlesque in Re1. A lit. 1 . 83 Ther was wonus a kyng.

1516 IINDALE Mark vi. 31 They had no leasur wons for to
eate. 1593 Q. ELIZ. Bocth. i. met. ii. 4 Wons this man .

used the skies to vew.
B. Signification.

1. In strict sense: One time only: as distinguished
from twice, thrice, many times. (Without any
reference to when.~)
c iioo [see A. 0). c 1250 [see A. ,]. 1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls)

7716 per nas so heymon non bat him enes [v. r. ones]
wib sede. 01300 Cursor M. 25744 Noght ans allan, lie
tuis. 1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls) VI. 121 Sche ete but
ones a day. (11450 Knt. de fa Tmir (1868) 85 The king
sent vnto her onis, tuyes, thries. 1481 CAXTON Reynard
(Arb.) 4 A man shal not wyth ones ouer redyng fjTide the
ryght vnderstandyng. 1534 WHITINTON Talipes Offices i.

('54) 33 The acte of Themystocles dyd profyte but ones.
1683 D. A. Art Converse no They. .think much and twice,
before they speak once. 1767 GAR HICK Le!. to C. Jenncr
ir May (Davey's Catal.), I took it with me and have read

excellent proverb.
'

t b. At one time, on one occasion fas opposed
to another time). 06s.
[CIIM O.E. Chron. an. 1120 Dises scares com bet leoht to

Sepulchrum. ..xnes to Eastron, and ooresi3e to Assumptio
sancte Marie, c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 37 Enes et bam fulht-
beda . . ooer siSe . . et sod scrifte. ] 1464 Nottingham Kec. 1 1.

375 Ridyng . . oons to Morley, an ober tyme to Leycestre.
1628 GAULE Pract. Tlie. (1629) 281 They once stroue to cast
him down vpon the stones.

tc. In the first place, firstly, 'for one thing'. Obs.
1523 LD. BERNERS Froiss. I. Auth. Pref. i Ones the con-

tynuall redyng therof maketh yonge men equal! in prudence
to olde men ; and to olde fathers, .it mynystreth experyence
of thynges. 1506 BACON Max. if Uses Com. Laiv Ep.
Ded., Your Majesty is in a double respect the life of our
laws : once, because without your authority they are but
litera mortua; and againe, because [etc.].

2. At any one time; on any occasion, in any
contingency; under any circumstances; ever, at

all, only, merely. Chiefly in conditional and

negative statements. If once, when once, if ever,
when ever; not once, not so much as once, never.
[c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 61 Ne mu?en heo nefre ufele swinken,

Ne for men enes hit bi-binken. a 1225 Ancr. R. 234 Nolde
heo neuer enes bisechen ure Louerd bat heallungedeliurede
hire (>erof.] CI3SO Will. Palerne 195 Alle ledes him louede
bat loked on him ones. 1431-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) I. 187A ston callede Asbeston, whiche accendede oonys is neuer
extincte. 1523 FITZHERB. Surv. iii. (1539) 7 Af'er the Statute
ue ones declared. 1548 UDALL, etc. Erasm. Par. Matt.
xviii. 91 He shall not once be receiued into the Kyngdome
of heaucn. 1611 BIBLE Transl. Pref. i It was made a capitall
crime, once to motion the making of a new law. 1762
GOLDSM. Cit. W. xl, When once all the extent and the force
of the language is known. 1795 MAR. EDGEWORTH Lett,
to Lit. Ladies_ (1799) 67 If once their pupils begin to
reflect upon their own hoodwinked education. 1872 BLACK
Adv. Pkaeton viii. 1 13 Cmce past the turnpike, the highway
runs along an elevated ridge. Mod. If we once lose sight
of him we shall never set eyes on him again,

t b. In any case, at any rate. Obs.

(11715 BURNET Own 7Yw(i823) I. 557 Yet it was thought
necessary that the prince should be once at the head of
their armies. Hid. II. 116 The King seemed to insist.,
that he would once have a peace made.

f3. emphatically. Once for all. Hence, as a

qualification of the whole statement : To sum up ;

in short. Obs.
a 1300 E. E. Psalter Ixxxviii. 35 Anes swore .i. in mi

hahgh. 1382 WVCLIF Heo. x. 10 In which wil we ben
halewid by the offring of the body of Crist Jhesu oonys.
c 1460 SIR R. Ros La Belle Dame Sans Mercy 556 Ones
must it be assayd, that is no nay, With such as be of
reputacioun. 1596 NASHE Saffron H'alden To Rdr., This
is once, I both can and wilbe shut of this tedious chapter of
contents. 1602 CAREW Cornwall 59 Once certayne it is,
that few men of Law, have..growne heere to any super-
eminent height of learning. 1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage v.
xiii. 513 Once, it yeeldeth all parts of the world to each part,
and maketh the world..known to itselfe. 1626 MASSINGER
Ham. Actor n. Wks. (Rtldg.) 152/2 Would you'd dispatch
and die once! 1667 DRVDEN Maiden Queen iv^i. Wks.
1882 II. 469 For if I have him not, I am resolvecrto die a
maid, that's once, mother.

4. At one time in the past ;
on some past occasion

;

formerly. Also once tifon a time.
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[111250 Owl t/ Night. 1049 Enes bu sunge ich wot wel
hware Hi one bure.] 1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. in. 334 A lady
bat redde a lessoun ones. 1426 LYDG. De Guil. Pilgr. 14606
1 he fox Made hym oonys as he wer ded. 1551 TURNER
Herbal i. Aiv, Absinthium is named .. in English worm-
wode. .1 suppose that it was ones called worme crout. 1611
BIBLE Gal. i. 23 That he.. now preacheth the faith which
once he destroyed, a 1656 Bp. HALL Kent. Wks. (1660)
43, I left that my once dear Diocess. 1711 STEELE Speci.
No. 154 p i You are still what I myself was once. 1733
BHRKELEY Alcifhr. n. 19, I do not know how it might
have been once upon a time. 1764 GRAY Jemmy Tiuitcher
14 When she died, I can't tell, but he once had a wife.
1786 BURNS Tvja Dogs 6 Twa dogs .. Forgather 'd ance upon
a time. 1875 BRYCE Holy Rom. Emp. xxi. (ed. 5) 386 The
once famous doctrine of divine right. 1875 JOWETT Plato
(ed. 2) 1. 134 Once upon a time there were gods only, and no
mortal creatures.

5. At some future time ; one day. Xow rare.
c\po LANGL. P. PI. C vi. 50 (MS.

-

F.) To be welcome
whanne ich come..oonus in a monthe. a 1450 Knt. de la
Tour (1868) 44 Synne, of the whiche ye shalle yelde onis
acompte of. c 1489 CAXTON Sonnes of Aymon ii. 64, I

promytte you ye shall ones repente for it. 1563-87 FOXE
A. ff M. (1684) III. 66 You may be once old as 1 am. 1618
BRATHWAIT To his Brother in Farr 5. P. Jas. I (1848) 267
That ill which now seems ill, may once prove good. 1691
DRVDEN K. Arthur v. i, Britons and Saxons shall be once
one people, a 1825 FORBY Vac. E. Anglia, Once, adv. at
some time or other. 1876 MRS. WHITNEY Sights ^ Ins. vi.

70 And once lhat sweet word which brings all to the
blessed focus and point of promise once, we shall find them
together.

0. Once removed, removed by one degree.
1601 HOLLAND r,V.j/ I. 162 With his nine children . . with

27 nephewes the sonnes of his children, and 29 nephewes
more, once remoued, who were his sons nephewes. 1650
B. Discolliminium 4 Which is cosen german to it once
remov'd. 1653 AgHWBLL fides Apost. 76 Irenzeus, the
Apostles Scholer but once removed. 1882 J. H. BLUNT Ref.
Clt. Etig. II. 205 The relationship of second cousin once
removed. 1883 Chr. Cmmim: 6 IJec. 174/1 A condition only
once removed from the lower animals.

7. Like other advbs. once is usually hyphened to
a participial or other adj. standing before its sb.
n 1668 DENHAM (J.), Thereon his arms and once-loved

portrait lay, Thither our fatal marriage-bed convey. 1713
Poi'E Windsor For. 314 Beside him, once-fear'd Edward
sleeps. 1725 Odyss. xxiv. 328 The glory of this once-
famed shore. 1809 CAMPBELL Gcrtr. U'yom. m. xxxvii,
Seek we thy once-loved home? 1835 IVoinatt II. 223 Virtue
is taking her leave of our once-moral, once-English nation.
1865 MOZLEV Mirac. i. 3 To realize the past, and to see in
it the once-living present. 1893 DK. ARGYLL Unseen Found.
Society x. 285 A once-wide acceptance.

II. 8. Phrases in which once is followed by
another adv. or phrase.

a. Once or twice, a few times
;
once and again,

more than once, twice (or oftener).
[ 1225 Ancr. R. 70 Leaue to openen hire burl enes o3er

twies.] 1369 CHAUCER Dethe Blaunclte 665 But god wolde
I had oones or twyes Y-konde and knowe the leupardyes.
c 1450 tr. DC Imitaiione I. xvi. 18 If eny suche . . be onys or
twies amonisshed. 1597 J. KING On Jonas (1618) 642 By

jthe words of his mouth once and again iterated. 1611 BIBLE '

Phil. iv. 16 Euen in Thessalonica ye sent once and againe I

[WYCLIF, oonys and twies also] vnto my necessitie. 1730
in B. Peirce Hist. Harvard Unii: (1833) 166 Inasmuch as
the affair.. has been once and again maturely considered
by this Board. 1766 GOLDSM. Vic. IV. ix, They once I

or twice mortified us sensibly by slipping out an oath. 1857
TROLLOPE Three Clerks ii, Once and again..a lad may

j

be found formed of such stuff.

b. Once again, once more.
13.. Coer de L. 4881 That they scholden hye Ones more

forth . . To the cyte off Palestyn. 1567 Gude 4- Godlie IS.

(S. T. S.) 157 For I had leuer die For hir saik anis againe.
'595 SHAKS. JO/M iv. ii. i Heere once againe we sit, once
again crownU 1621 QUARLES Div. Poems, Esther (1717)
93 That these same two should be made one again, Till

singling Death this sacred knot undo, And part this new
made one Once more in two. 1761 GHAV Odin 51 Once
again my call obey. 1865 PUSEY Truth Eng. Ch. 268 [To]
be merged in the Eighth General Council of the once-more
united Christendom. 1892 TENNYSON Akbar's Dr., Hymn to
Sun, Once again thou namest heavenward, once again we
see thee rise. Mod. I should like to see him once more.

c. Once for all (for ahvays, altogether, ever),
once as a final act ; once and done with. So once
and away. Once in a way, as a solitary or excep-
tional instance

; rarely, exceptionally. Once in
a while, at long intervals

; very occasionally.
c 1489 CAXTON Sotines of Aymon xix. 403 We oughte to

aske it of hym ones for all. 1525 LD. BEKNERS Froiss. II.
xxxvii. no Ones for alwayes I defende the. 1542 UDALL
Erasm. Apoph. 275 b, Once for altogether. 1656 EAKL
MONM. tr. Boccalinfs Advts.fr. Parnass, loo These Judges
have cleared the question once for ever. 1660 BOYLI: J\V:L-

Exp. Phys. Mech. xxvii. (1682) 108 Give me leave to adver-
tise your Lordship once for all. 1759 tr. Duhamtli Huso.
i. ix. (1762) 52 It is not enough to harrow once and away.
1818 BKNTHAM C//. Eng.,Ch. Eng. Catech. Exam. 115 So
far as use is made of a once-for-all composed and for ever-
established formulary. 1847 L. HL'NT .Men, 11 'omcn -y B.
II. xi. 272 Fretting at corruptions, yet once and away help-
ing to patch up one himself. 1877 SpURGEONiVrw;. XXIII.
653 Hadst thou gone into the royal presence once in a while
to intercede for some special cases. 1885 J. PAYN Luck of
Darrells vi, When a man has just once and away made up
his mind to self-sacrifice. 1889 WICSTGARTH Austral. 1'rogr.
83 Tying up the freedom of building which a once-for-all
construction of this kind might involve. Mod. I may have
done it once in a way.

III. 9. Once preceded by a preposition or
demonstrative.

Arising from its equivalence to one time: cf. Ger. cimiial. I

ONCO-.

a. AT OXCE : see as Main word.
b. For once, for one occasion, for once and

I

a^> for once ami away, for once in a way = corre-

sponding phrases in 8 c.
c M5o Cov. .tryst, xii. i Shaks. Soc.) 1 18, 1 the forsake and from

the go, For onys, evyr, and ay. 1583 GOLDINC Calvin on Dent.
'

3 ^.ot f r "ce an(^ away, but wee haue our eares beaten
with it euery day. 1640 tr. Verdere's Romant of Rom. \\.

67 Nor is a man to put on arms for once, and ever after to
let them hang ignobly rusting. 1758 GOLDSM. Mem. Prol.
(1895) II. 132 We entreated him to risk it for once. 1791-3 in

i Spirit Put. Jmls. (1799) I. 43 Awake from your lethargy,
Citizens, and decree, for once and all, . . that [etc.]. 1825

I COLERIDGE Aids Rcjl. (1848) I. 177 Let me remark for once
and all [etc.]. 1853 MOTLEY Corr. (1889) I. v. 157 The

'

opportunity of seeing what she could for once in a way.
c. This, that

(-\-the] once; this or that single
time, this or that time only.
13.. E. E. Allit. P. B. 801 Comez to your kuchiez-kote

I craue at bis onez. c 1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) xiv. 64 pai
ete hot anes on be day . . and jit bat anes bai ete bot rijt
lytill. 1533 J. HEYWOOD Merry Play (1830) 4 That I may
beate her for this ones [rime bones], 1561 T. HOBY tr.

Castiglione's Covrtycr (1577) H v, Yet wil we so terme it
fur this once. 1603-25 Successors of Edtv. IV in Evans
0. B. (1784) II. xxv. 152 But when the duke of Buckingham
. .Began a quarrel for the once. 1611 BIBLE Judg. xvi. 28,
I pray thee, onely this once, O God. 1758 MRS. LENNOX
Henrietta iv. vii. (1761) I. 169 You shall be indulged this
once. 1760 Impostors Detected i. viii. I. 72 She had not
time to put on her gloves, but danced that once without
them. 1822 SHELLEY Ess. (1852) II. 278, I think he might
as well have favoured me this once.

fd. For then once (forpe nones,, for that once,
for the nonce : see NO.XCE. Obs.
c 1200 Triii. Coll. Horn. 87 pe for be nones was maked.

c 1205 LAY. 17304 And comen to ban anes To fiechen ba
stanes. a 1225 Juliana (Bodl. MS.) 71 Ase wiinsum as bah
hit were a wlech bead iwlaht for ben anes in forte bea&en.
1297 R. GLOL-C. (Rolls' 5795 He adde uor be nones [v. r. j>an
ones] tueye suerdes bi is syde.
B. as conjunctive adv. = When once, if once ;

as soon as. v^o once that.)
1761 MRS. F. SHERIDAN Sidney Bidulph II. 96 This was

the master-key .. and once I had got it, . . it was easy to un-
lock her breast. 1775 SHERIDAN Rivals IV. iii, Once I have
stamped it there, 1 lay aside my doubts for ever. 1813

i MOORE Mem. (1853) I. 334 Once I get it brilliantly off my
hands, we may do what we please in literature afterwards.
1864 BROWNING Death in Desert 293 Will he give up fire

j

For gold or purple once he knows its worth? [1874 RUSKIN
/on: Clav. xxxix. 67 Once that they were pulling together

t
.. Hansli put himself to say.]
C. Klliptically (quasi-o<^'. and sb.\

1. quasi-<&{/. a. = Done or performed once.
With a vbl. sb. it can be explained as still an adv. c .;i.-y.

ing the vb., e.g. oiue harrowing ~ harrowing once; cf.

thoroughly harrowing.
1548 GEST J'r. Masse in H. G. Dugdale Life (1840) App.

90 Then is y once sacrifice ofChrist utterly to be abandoned
and disauthorized. 1739 TULL llorse-lloing //us/:. (1740)
223 Once Harrowing is generally enough. 1878 ABNEV
Photogr. (1881) 167 Once coating is generally sufficient.

b. That once was
; former.

1691 J. WILSON Bclphcgor in. i, The once generalissimo.
1757 MRS. GRIFFITH Lett. Henry ff Frances (1767) IV. 222
But should the Heart, it's once Ally, By Falshood or by
Death decay. 1880 Miss BROUGHTON Sec. Th. 11. x. (1885) 237
Nothing remains but for the once enemies to say farewell.

2. quasi-.?/', (ellipt. for) Doing a thing once, going
once, etc.

1623 WODROEPHE Marrow Fr. Tongue (1625) 336 Once is

no Custome. Mod. Once a week is enough for me.

Once, Oncial, obs. forms of OUNCE, UNCIAL.
i! Once-thmus. Obs. rare. [a. Gr. 07*170/105

braying.] A bray.
1656 HOUBES Six Lessons iii. Wks. 1845 VII. 247 You

bring no argument, but fall into a loud oncethnius (the

special figure wherewith you grace your oratory).

llOncidium(cnsi-diwin). Bot. [mod.L. (Swartz
1800), f. Gr. o-y/coy barb of an arrow, angle, so

called from the form of the lower petal or label-

lum.] A large genus of American epiphyte orchids,

containing many handsome species, with few leaves

and showy yellow flowers, one of the best known
being the Butterfly-plant (0. Papilla).
1882 Garden 21 Jan. 48/3 Slugs are very fond both of the

flower-stems and the succulent roots of this Oncidium.

Oncle, obs. form of UNCLE.

Onco-, combining form of Gr. 07*0$ mass, bulk,
in mod.Gr. also tumour

;
used in a few technical

terms of medical science. Oncograph (fvrjkograf)

[-GRAPH], an instrument, used in connexion with
the oncometer, forrecording variations in the size of

an organ. Oncology (jink^'lodgi) [-LOGY], that

part ol medical science which relates to tumours

Mayne Expos. Lex. 1857) ; hence Oncological
((7nk<fl(j'dxikal) a.

, pertaining to oncology. Onco'-
meter (-mftsi) [-METER], an instrument for measur-

ing variations in the size of an organ ; hence On-
cometric (-me'trik) a., pertaining to or made with

the oncometer. Oncotomy [Gr. -ro/ua cutting],
incision into, or excision of, a tumour.
1885 W. STIRLING in tr. Landois' Hum. Physiol. 209. Any

variations in the size of the organ caused a variation in the
amount of oil within the box, and these variations were
recorded. This instrument Roy termed an '

"oncograph '.

1894 Brit. Med. Jrnl. 26 May 1131/2 The classification of
new growths is carried out in accordance with modem
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*oncological views. 1885 \V. STIRLING in tr. Lands!s* Hum.
Physiol. 581 An instrument which consists of two parts, one
termed the *oncomct?r or renal plethysmometer, in which
the organ is enclosed, while the other part is the registering

portion or oncograph. 1896 A llbutfs Syst. Met/. I. 826 It

has been demonstrated by means of Roy's onkometer. 1897
Ibid, IV. 316 *Oncometric observations show that such sub-
stances produce vascular dilatation of the kidneys. 1727-41
CHAMBKRS Cycl., *Onkotonty, in chirurgery, the operation
of opening a tumor, or abscess. 1836 SMART, Oncotomy.

Oncome ^nik^m), sb. [f. Ox- + COME v.
\ cf.

to come on,]
1. Something that conies upon one, as a calamity

or visitation (0Ar) ; an attack of disease (now .Sir.\
c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 147 pet o'Ser is be fule on-kume

|a be douel haueft J>eron ibroht. 13.. Cursor M. 5910
(Colt.) Hard on-come [so J''airf. ; Go'tt. sondis] sal i send
him sere, Bath on him and his kingrike. Ibid. 5927 pat
to(er on-com bat him fell. 1570 LKVINS Manip. 161/46 An
Oncome, disease, morbus aduentitins. 1818 SCOTT Br.
Lamm, xxxi, Especially in oncou's, as the Scotch call them,
or mysterious diseases, which baffle the regular physician.

f2. An attack, invasion. Obs.
a 1340 HAMPOLE Psalter civ. 20 comtn., To goueni be land

and beware wib oncomys.
3. Coming on ;

= ONCOMING sb.

1898 A llbutfs Syst. Med. V. 1036 Evidences of the

gradual oncome of chronic renal disease.

4. Sc. a.
* A fall of rain or snow' : ON-PING.

b. * The commencement of a business, especially of

one that requires great exertion. Fife? (Jamieson.)

t On-CO'Hie, v. Obs. [Not an original com-

pound vb., but a '

separable compound
'

or collo-

cation of ON adv. and COME v, ;
now expressed

by come on. By ME. writers commonly written as

two words.] intr. To come on : see COME v. 62.
c 1250 Gen. <V Ex. 841 On kumen was cadalamor, King of

elarn, wiS ferding stor. 13.. . E. Allit. P. A. 644 per
oYi com a hote as ty-t. 138:1 WVCLIF i Kings v. 3 For the

baiailisoncomyngebienuyroun \propterbella imminentia}.

Oil-coming (^n,kz?:mirj), sb. [See ON-i.J
Coming on

; advance, approach, access, etc.

1861 GEO. ELIOT Silas M. xii, Since the on-coming of

twilight. 1887 Academy 26 Mar. 220/2 Causally concerned
in the oncoming of paralysis.

O'n-coming- a. [See Ox- *.] Coming on ;

advancing, approaching, etc. : see COME v. 62.

1844 LD. HOUGHTON Mem. Many Scent's, Jesus fy John
contendingfor Cross 120 A dark, dark shadow of oncoming
woe. 1884 MRS. LOKIMEK Sketch in Black fy White 75
Unmistakable signs of an on-coming storm.

Oncorn, obs. form of UNCORN Sc., wild oats.

OnCOsimeter (^U^si-m/to.!). [f.
Gr. oyxaais

swelling, increase of bulk (f. oynoftv to distend, f.

o-ficos : see ONCO-) + itirpov measure.] An instru-

ment for measuring the variations in density of

a molten metal or other substance.
1880 Times 7 May, Experiments with a new instrument

called the
' oncosimeter

'

(a measurer of increase in bulk).

1881 Nature XXIII. 403 By means of the oncosimeter..

they had determined the density of fluid bismuth.

Oncost (p*n|k^st). local Sc. Also 6 uncost.

[f. ON adv. + COST s&.] a. Contingent cost or

charge ;

*
extra or additional expense' (Jamieson).

b. offrib. or adj. Applied (esp. among miners) to

work done on time wages. Oncost men (also <?//-

costs) t
men who work on such terms.

(The oncost of a coal-mine includes all the cost of upkeep,
making and maintaining shafts and roads, pumping, etc., as

opposed to the amount paid for actually hewing the coal and

biinging it to the surface. The latter work is paid by the

piece ; but engineers and others employed on the oncost
work are of necessity paid by time.)

15. . Aberd. Keg. (Jam -). Fraucht and vncostis of certane

getr. 1795 J. F. ERSKINE Agric. Survey Clackmannansh,

401 (Jam.), [This] yields but a very small return to the coal-

master, on account of the overpowering contingent expenses
known in collieries by the name of Oncost. 1887 Scotsman
30 May 7/1 The oncost men, who receive fixed wages for

various duties at the colliery. 1892 Labour Commission
Gloss., Oncost labour. Enginemen, labourers, and others

working for a fixed rate of wages, per day, or per hour.

1894 -V. B. Daily Mail 15 Sept. 5 In Uddingston district

only four oncosts worked.

On-cry, sb. [i.
Ox- '

4 + CRY sb,] A battle-

cry or slogan.
1899 Blacki.v. Mag. Nov. 605/1 Their badge of the grey-

goose feather and their on-cry of ' Cuna
'

were feared from
Ix>chalsh to Cantire.

Ond = 0;/V, Sc. for (m it.

a 1584 UflMattBn(CA.+&SM 1022, 1 marveldmekillond.

II Ondatra (pndce-tra). [Native Canadian name :

so in F. (Buffon).] The musk-rat of North America

(Fiber zibethicus).
1774 GOLDSM. Nat. Hist. (1862) I. 454 The Ondatra is a

native of Canada. Ibid. (1776) IV. 78 The Ondatra. .is

about the size of a small rabbit, but has the hair, the colour,
and the tail of a rat, except that it is flatted on the sides.

+ Onde, sb. Obs. Forms : r anda, onda, 2-5
onde, 4 ounde, 4-5 ond, 5 ooiide : cf. AND(E.
[OE. anda, ptu/a, cogn. w. OS. ando^ OHG. anado

t

ando, anto ; ON. atidi, ond breath. The southern

onde, oonde is almost confined to the OE. senses,
and became obs. bef. 1500; the north, andc, aynde
in the ON. sense is still in use ; see ANDE.]
1. Strong feeling against a person,

*

animus';

spite, ill-will, envy.

c 1000 ^ELFRIC Gram. 89 Rancor, anda. c loooAgs. Gosf>.
Matt, xxvii. 18 Hi^ hyne for andan hym sealdon. 1175
Lamb. Horn. 65 Hwenne we habbeo" ifi3 and onde. a 1225
Ancr. R. 194 Of prude, & of onde, & of wreo'Se. c 1320 Cast.
Lovezii A He be fendes hcdden onde pal he scholdecome to
b1 blisful londe. 13.. Guy Wariv. (A.) 3083 Toward Gij he
bar Rret ond. ? a 1366 CHAUCER Rom. Rose 148 Amyd saugh
I Hate stonde, That for hir wrathe, yre, & onde, Semede to

ben.. An angry wight, a chideresse.

2. Strong desire, longing.
c 1320 Cast. Love 315 Of no bing heo nedden onde Dote

him to habben vnder honde.

3. Emotion, perturbation of mind.

1390 GOWER Con/. 1. 75 Aschamed with a pilous onde Sche
tolde unto her housebonde The soihe.

4. lireath. (More common in the northern form

ANDE, aynd.)
13. . Guy IVarw. (A.) 316 He no may sitt no stonde, No

vnnebedrawen his onde. 13.. K. Alis. 3501 Quyk they ladde
him to londe. In his body tho was lite] onde. 13. . Cursor
Af- 534 (GflttJ Als onde [Cott. aand] id host in brest i* bred.

1390 GOWER Con/. II. 260 Thries on the water ther Sche

gaspeth with a drecchinge onde.

tOllde, v. Obs. Also oonde. [Midland and
southern form of northern ANDE.] To breathe :

in quot. 1393, ?To sniff, smell.

1393 LASGL. /'. PI. C. xvi. 257 By so bow be sobre ofsygbt,
and of tounge boj>e, Inondyng, in handlyng, in alle by fyue
wittes. a Mp&Citrsor M. 21075 (Trin.) And as slepyng ondeb
ofte [Cott. als a slepand a<_-nds oft], c 1440 J Vr/- Myst. xiv.

132 pes beestes..oondis on hym. .to warm hym with.

j| Ond6 [K.J, variant of UM>Y <?. Her.

Onder, obs. form of UNDER.
t Ondful, a. Obs. Also 2-3 ontful. [f. ONDE

sb. + -FIT,.] Spiteful, envious.
c 1175 Lamb. I/om. 7 peos world is wbilende and ontful

and swi<5e lewe. cizoo Trin. Coll. Horn. 205 pe ondftille

feond. a 1225 Ancr. R. 63 pet te out fule [MS. C. ondfuh-J
ne muwen lien on heom. c 1230 Ilali Meid. 15 pe ondfule
deuel bihalt te.

Ondine, variant of UNDINE, water nymph.
Oil-ding (jrn|di;q). Sc.

[f.
Ox- l + DING v.}

The act or (

dinging on
'

(see DING z 1

.
1
5 b) ; esp. a

persistent heavy fall (of rain or snow). AlsoyT^.
1776 C. KEITH Farmer's Ha* xix. 9 Rain we'll hae, Or

on-ding o'some kind at least. 1818 SCOTT ffrt. Midi, viii,
* Look out, Jock; what kind o' night is'tV 'On-ding o'snaw,
father'. 1894 CROCKETT Raiders (ed. 3^41 To think that

she should hear all the on-ding. .of their ill tongues. 1896
UARRIF. Marg. Ogihy ii. (1897) 31, I have seen .many weary
on-dings of snow.

I! On dit (on d/~). [The Fr. phrase on dit =
'they say', 'it is said*, used as a sb.] An item
of gossip ; something reported on hearsay.
1826 DISRAELI I'iv. Grey n. ii, I thought it was a mere

on dit. 1828 P. CfN'MNGHAM N. S. Wales (ed. 3) II. 117
Our various Australian journals furnish intelligence and
on-dits. 1899 Daily Neivs 20 Sept. 5/7 How is it possible
to judge a case of this sort fairly upon on dits, more or less

reliable, from a distance?

Ondleet, -lett, var. ANLETH Obs., countenance.

t Ondre'gh, v. Obs. var. ADHEE, to endure.
c iz<jo Gen. $ E.i: 3319 'Stille', qua3 he, 'and on-dre;,
Codes fulsum-hed is 3u ful ne? '.

O*n-dri ve, ^. Cricket,
[f.
ON adv. + DRIVE v.~\

trans. To drive to the on : see ON sb.

1897 U'estm. Gaz. 18 May 9/1 R. on-drove H. for 4.

Ondy, variant of UNDY a. Her.

One \w#n), numeral a^pron., etc. Forms: see

below. [Com. Teut. : OE. an OFris. fin, fn,

OS. en (XDu., Dn. een\ OHG. (MHG., Ger.; eiii,

ON. einn'.einr (Da.^, Sw. eri) y
Goth, ain-s:

OTeut. *am-oz : pre-Teut. *oinos ~ L. fimts (OL.
oinos) ; Olr. fan, OSlav. /, Ll.h. venas one ; cf.

Gr. Divas, otvrj, ace. OE. an became in regular
course in south, and midl. dial. 6n^ exemplified
before 1200. By i5th c., dn, oon, in s.w. and west,
had developed (through <w, won, tton, won, wwi)
an initial w (cf. the s.w. wuk, w^tts = oak, oafs],

which only occasionally appears in the spelling

(see A below), but is now the standard pronuncia-
tion. The first orthoepist to refer to it was app.

Jones 1701 : earlier grammarians, down to Cooper
] 685, give to one the sound that it has in alone

,

atone, and only\ Dyche in 1710 has (^n) beside

(wpn). In the north, an was retained in ME.
;

but through the narrowing of orig. long a to
(t?, e,

et e, i, ia) an has sunk in dialectal utterance

through atte
t
to eane, ean,yan t yen, the develop-

ment of (yen) in the north being the counterpart
of that of (wn) in the south. In OE., an had
the full adj. inflexions, definite and indefinite, re-

mains of which persisted in the south to ^1300,
and in Kent still later (see A f) ; but, in north,

and midl. Eng., the uninflected dn
t on, with the

definite form tine, one (OE. drta, ane], is found in

the accus. and dative, as well as the nom. by 1200.

Already also, an, on were reduced before a cons,

to d, 3 (00} ,
which did not die out till the i6th c.

In the north the separation of an and A was more perma-
nent ; at the present day in Sc. the full form ane, eane, etc,
is only used absolutely or in the predicate, ae, eae, is the
attrib. form before cons, and vowel alike, ae dny, aeyeir, iue
hae ane

',
so in north Eng. dial, with yd and yan. From

the early an, a, pronounced proclitkally without stress,

arose the '
indefinite article 'AN, A, q.y.

In northern dial,

the numeral and article were long written alike, the stress
or emphasis alone distinguishing them ; in i6th c. Sc. both
were written ane. (See A. 00^'.^ ANK.) By more or less per-
manent coalescence of a preceding thet, the collocations
thet ane, thet one, thet a, thet 0, became the tanc, the tone,
the ta, the to. (See TONE.)]

A. Illustration of Forms :

a. i fin, 2-3 (north. 3-6) an, 3 en, 4-5 (Sc. 5-)
ane (4 aun, 5 awen, Sc. ayne, 6 Sc. ain, north,

dial. 7- yane, 8- yan, yen, Sc. g eane, yen, yin).
c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Matt. x. 29 An of 3am. c 1175 Lamb.

Hom. 77 An child, c izoo ORMIN 1352 An Godd of twinne
kinde. 1340 HAM POLK /V. Consc. 4085 An sal come. 1340

Prose Tr. 8 Ane es bat sche es neuer ydil. ^1430 .Syr
Gener. (Roxb.) 1337 Not an word ageyn he yaf. 1588 A.
KISG tr. Canisilts' Catcih. 124 Sic a ane as makis noclit ane
man gods enimie. Ibid. 171 Onyof thais small ains. 1674-91
RAY N. C. Words 84 Yane

%
one. 1790 MRS. WHKKI.KK

Westmld. Dial. 95 Clock hes strucken yan. 1807 TANNA-
IIILL Poems 105 A third yin owns an antique rare. 1826 J.

WII.SON Noct. Ambr. Wks. 1855 I. 177 At ane and the same
time. 1855 ROBINSON l\'hitby Gloss., Yah or Yan. one.
1860 J. G. FORSTEK in Latham Handbk. Eng. Lang, 161 Get
up, maw luiv, my bonny yen.

13. 2-7 on, 4-6 oon, 4-6 oone, (5-6 owne,
un, 7 own"), 5- one, (9 coUoq. un).
c 1175 Lamb. Hom, 103 On is icweStn Gula. 1362 LANGL.

/'. /'/. A. in. 269 On cristene kyng. 1377 Ibid. H. in. '-'87 One
\v.r. oon] cristene kynge. c 1380 WYCUI-- Sel. ll

r
ks. I. 176

Oon heerde and oon flok. c 1425 CursorM. 3.444 (Trin. ) Now
she bredej> two for oone. 14.. J/.V. Stoane 1986 If. 32 in

T. H. Turner Dom. A rehit. III. 102 Un fote, y wys, hit

schall be brode. 1520 in W. II. Turner Select. Rec. Oxford
27 The oon half therof. 1527 Plutnpton Corr. 226 Certaine
traverses depending be tew t him & owne Georg Fulbaine.

1547 in Norfolk Archxol. (1865) VII. 23 Oon payer of challys.

1603 OVVF.N Pembrokeshire (1891) 273 Aboute on or two of the

clocke. 1648 GAGE West Ind. xii. (1655) 46 The own toward
the Cawsey, and the other toward the water. 1852 MRS.
Si OWE Uncle Tom's C. xviii. 179 It was only the young uns.

7. 5-6 won, wone, woon(e, 6-7 wonne, 7

dial, wan, 9 woone.
c 1420 Chron. Vilod. 980 Haralde regnede byfore hym four

;er, and won. 14.. Burlesque in Ret. Ant. I. 83 These iij

kyngus ete but of wone gruell dysche. c 1485 E. E. Alisc,

iWarton Cl. 1855) 8 Woone myleway mornyng I came. 1517

Domesday Inclos. (1897) I. 220-1 Won Rychard Songer..and
won lennis parrys. 1526 TINDALE Rev. xviii. 10 Alt won
houre is her iudgment come. 1579 Nottingham Rec. IV.

191 To have a good won. 1642 ROGERS Naanian 289 Nay
not so much as the basest wonne. 1651 LD. TAAFFE in Alrq,
Ormonde's MSS. in 4M Rep. Hist. MSS. Coium. 568/2 He
has sent two frigatts. .wan to my Hlack Rvock and tother to

my Lord of Me.skery. 1863 W. BARNKS Dorset Poems in Sat.

Rev. 124 They had woone chile bezide.

8. 3-5 (Sc. -6) a, 4 ai, 8- north, yaa, Sc. ae.

c 1200 Trin. Coll. Hom. 39 Ure drihten drof fele deules to-

gedere ut of a man. c 1340 KAMI-OLE Prose Tr. 32 Some ere

of a tre and some ere of another. 1790 MRS. WHEKLER
Westmld. Dial. 89 Thear is monny Blanks for yaa Prize.

1791 BURNS Farewell to Xancy, Ae fond kiss, and then we
sever ! 1894 IAN MACLAREN Bonnie Brier Bush iv. ii. 136,
I had ae son, and he is gone.
f. 3-6 o, 4-6 oo : see O adj.
c iao5-<: 1489 [see O adj.\ 1521 Notbrownt Mayde 278 in

Hazl. E. P. P. II. 283 Vet am I sure Of oo plesure. 1589
PUTTENHAM Eng. Poesie in. xix. (Arb.) 213 But o thing well
I wot.

f. Definiteform, i 6na, dne : 2 ana, 2-3, north.

4- ane, 3- one, 4-5 oone.
c 1000 Andreas 492 Is bys ane ma. c 1000 ^KLFRIC Hom.

I. 28 God ana. #"75 Cott. Hom. 221 pzt bes man ane
beo. a 1225 Juliana 79 Beo he him ane. c 1340 Cursor
M. 3052 Wandrand in wilder nes hir an. 1362 LASGU P. PI.

A. i. 146 Her bou miht seon ensaumple in hymselfe one.

c 1430 in Pol. Rel.
<$

L. Poems (1866) 148 Sche made hir

compleynt bi hir oone.

i). Inflectedforms.
ciooo >LFRIC Hom. I. 12 God ba ^eworhteaennemannan.

cio&oAgs. Gosp. John xvi. 32 pa;t j;e . forlaeton me anne

[c 1160 Hatton G. ane]. 1137-54 O. E. Chron. an. 1137 Twa
oj>er thre men hadden onoh to beron onne. 1175 Lamb.
Hom. 27 He nefde bute enne deofel. Ibid. 40 J>e mon Je
delue3 ene put. c 1200 ORMIN 3364 ?e shulenn findenn lenne

child, c 1205 LAY. 88 Nefede he buten anne sune. 1297
R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 8266 Robert.. smot anne vpebe helm. 1340

Ayenb. 102 Huanne he werre)* wyj> enne. c 1175 Ane [see

B. 12]. c 1205 LAY. 2247 Nefde he bute scne dohter. a iaas
One [see Ii. 12]. c 1020 Rule St. Benet (Logeman) 52 On
anum daege. a 1175 Cott. Hom. 245 More blisse bio an
hefene be anun synfulle man. ^1175 Lamb. HOM. 17 Beo
hit of ane Jinge. c 1205 LAY. 82 On aneda^e. 1340 Ayenb.
186 Allewebyejjofonekende. Ibid. 190 He acsede at onen
of his diaknen. ciaaaAgs. G^/.John xx. 7 On anre stowe.

c 1 160 Hatton G. ibid., On are stowe. a 1200 Moral Ode 207
For are bare sunne. a 1950 Owl $ Night. 17 In ore waste

picke hegge.

B. Signification. I. As simple numeral.

1. The lowest of the cardinal numbers ;
the num-

ber of a single thing without any more, the ad-

dition of another to which makes two.

a. In concord with a sb. expressed.
c8ss O. E. Chron. (Parker MS.) Introd., pa heold Seax-

burg his cue
.

n an S6^ t
7* 1 "ce x^eT h 'm ' *

Ibid.,^
And . .

abiestrode sio sunne ane tid dieses, a 1200 Moral Ode 157
Hefde he bon ber enne dei o<5er twa. c 1290 Beket 464 in

S. Eng. Leg. I. 120 For o trespas: bole o luggement iiis

i-do 138* WYCLIF John vii. 21, 1 haue don o work, and alle

ae wondren. 1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls) I. $3 Men that

haueth .. eyghte fyngres in oon honde. 1539 TAVERNER

Erasm, Prov. (1552) >7 One wan no man. One man lei

alone and forsaken of all the reste can do lytle good. iS4S

ASCHAM Toxofih. i. (Arb.) 48 Except it be one day amorces
.xx. or one yearc amonges .xL 1610 biiAKS. J emf. 111. ui.



ONE.

12 Doe not for one repulse forgoe the purpose That you re-
;

solu'd t'effect. 1710 BERKELEY Princ. Hum. Kn<nul. 12 i

We say one hook, one page, one line, etc.; alt these are
t

equally units. 1891 Spectator 7 Mar. 330/1 Mr. Stansftkl

Drought forward his resolution for an amendment of the

registration law, and the adoption of the principle of ' one
(

man one vote '.

b. With ellipsis of sb. (expressed m or under-
|

stood from context^.

a 1000 RiMlcs (Gr.) xliii. 10 pser sceal . . se torhta /Esc i

wesan an an linan. c 1200 Trin. Call. Ham. 49 Turtle ne

wile habbe no make bute on. c is&Artli, *, Merl. 5771 He
slough thre ogaines anne. 1382 WYCLIF 2 Cor. xi. 24, I re- :

sceyuede of the lewis fyne sythis fourty strokis oon lesse.

1430-40 LYDG. lixlias ix. (i 554) 219 b, Praying the Lord, one,

two, and three, Whose magnificence no clerke may compre-
|

hend. 1560 DAUS tr. Slcidane's Coiiim. 72 By mo wayes !

than one. 1611 BIBLK Dtiit. i. 23, 1 tooke twelue men of

you, One of atribe. i784Co\vpER Task v. 231 One eminent

above the rest ..Was chosen leader. 1823 BYKON Juan x.

xxxiii, Thermometers sunk down to., one. 1871 Routledge's
Ev. Boy's Ann. Mar. Supp. 1/2 The one-and sixpenny packet
contains 100 varieties.

c. esp. with ellipsis of hour, as in one o'clock,

half past one, train due at one twentyJive (i hr.

25 m.). Phrase: like one o'clock, vigorously, quickly.

(See A", (f Q. Qth Ser. 1900 VI. 305, etc.).

01548 HALL Chron., Hen. Vltl 94!), On Mondaie. .by |

one of the Clocke. 1598 SHAKS. Merry W. iv. vi. 19 To
night at Hernes-Oke, mst 'twixt twelue and one. 1718
PRIOR Dave 30 St. Dunstan's, as they pass'd, struck one.

1742 YOUNG Nt. Tti. i. 55 The hell strikes one. We take

no note of time, Kut from its loss. 1847-78 HALLUVKU.

588/2 Like onc-o'clock, i. e. very rapidly, said of a horse's

movement, etc. 1851 MAYHEW Land. Labour (1861) I. 31

Then he trotted on like one o'clock. 1852 DICKENS Bleak

Ho. xx, Mr. Guppy and Mr. Jobling . . find Krook still

sleeping like one o'clock, .quite insensible to any external

sounds, or even to gentle shaking. 1870 Miss BRIDGMAM
A'. Lynne I. xviii. 317 We pulled every one to pieces like

one o'clock.

d. colloq. or in slang use, with ellipsis of other

sbs. as blow ("alsoyff.), kiss, etc.

[? a 1500 Chester I'l. x. 334 But yet wroken I wil be : Haue
here one, two, and three.) 1830 GALT Lmvrit T. vi. i. (1849)

252, I owed him one for his shortness about family concerns. ,

1855 SMEDLF.Y //. Ccverdale xxxvi, I certainly owe Cover-

dale one, for his manner to me just now was anything but
|

nice. 1882 W. S. GILBERT lolanthe 16, I heard the minx

remark, She'd meet him.. And give him one ! 1892 Spectator

7 May 646/1 To use aslang phrase borrowed from the card-

table, stie has 'seen Mr. D. and gone one better
1

. 1894
W. E. NORRIS St. Ann's II. 237, 1 venture to prophesy that,

between us, we shall be one too many for the Colonel. 1894
MRS. H. WAKD Murcella II. 276, I have owed him one for

many years now I have paid it. 1900 SIMS In London's

Heart iv. 25 It was, in the outdoor language of Exeter Street,
' one in the eye

'

for her aunt.

2. Joined to the tens (twenty, thirty, etc.), like

the other units, one originally always preceded

(one-and-twenty, three hundred one and thirty,

etc.), but now more usually follows (twenty-one,

etc). So with the ordinals : one-and-twentieth,

now more usually twenty-first. (See TWENTY, etc.)

ciooo CLERIC Exod. xii. 18 O(> )>one an and twentoso|>an

dajj [>ses ylcan monbes. a noo O. E. Chron. (Laud MS.)
an. 1086 On bam an and twentisan xeare bjes )>e Will'm

weolde..Engleland. ri2ps LAY. 9541 Heo wuneden inne

Par!. 396 The one and thirtieth Chapter endeth the exposi

lion. 1725 DE FOE Voy. round World (1840) 314 They were

one-and-twenty days in this traverse. 1806 SURR Winter in

Land. (ed. 3) I. 136 Edward had attained his one-and-

twentieth year. 1843 BETHUNE Sc. 1-ireside Star. 12 A
delicate . .girl, in her twentieth, or one-and-twentieth year.

b. One-and-thirty : an old game of cards

apparently similar to, or the same as, bone-ace :

cf.quot. 1825. One-and-twenty: a person of that age.

CI5S4 Inter}. Youth in Hazl. Dodshy II. 34, I can teach

you to play, At the triump and one-and-thirty. 1611-1617

[see BONE-ACE], 1716 Gentl. Instructed (ed.^
6) 19 You wo_ud

have thought this one and twenty came in a direct Line

from Hercules, he play'd the Furioso so lively. I728VANBR.
& ClB. Prov. Husb. u. i, You and I, and Sister, forsooth,

sometimes, in an Afternoon, may play at One and thirty

Bone-Ace, purely. 1765 Priv. Lett. Ld. Malmesbury I.

142 You ask me whether I play whist: very often, but

oftener at one-and-thirty, which is the fashionable game
among the young ladies of this country, a. 1825 FORBY
Vac. E. Anglia, One-and-thirty, a game at cards, much
resembling Vingt-un.

c. One or two a very few, a small number of.

1535 COVERDALE i Kings xvii. 12, I haue gathered up one

or two stickes. 1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa Wks. 1883 VI.

220 For the sake of better managing one or two executor-

ships. Mod. Butterflies are coming out i I have seen one or

two to-day.

3. Used before collective numerals (dozen, score,

hundred, thousand, million, etc.), and fractions

(half, quarter, third, eighth, etc., to which one is

often hyphened), with more precise or definite

force than the indef. article a, an (a dozen, a hun-

dred, a half) ; and so usually in legal phraseology,
nncl in association with other numbers. (See also

the words in question.)
13.. R. Gi.ouc. (Rolls) App. XX. 546 Me scholde }iue him

anon On hundred schillinges. a 1548 HALLC/OT., Hen. I'i

150 Amountyng to the some of one thousand poundes. 1606

G. W[OODCOCKE] Hist. Ivstine xi. 46 In his Army were

thirty two thousand footfmen, f<nire thousand and fiue hun-

dred horsemen, and one hundieth, lourescore, and two

120

shippes. 1776 ADAM SMITH !(-". A', i. viii. (1869) I. 71 One-
half the children born .. die before the aye of manhood.

1809-10 COLKKIDGE Friend (1865) 151 The price of labour . .

is fully one-third less. 1876 PKEECK & SIVEWRIGIIT Tele-

t-a/>hy 179 No less weight than one-hundreth. .of the mini-

mum will be reckoned. 1896 Daily News 30 Nov. 6/6
There was a keen competition for the three one-hundred

guinea cups. Mod. (Statutory dating) In the year of Our

Lord, One thousand, eight hundred, and ninety-nine.

fb. Formerly prefixed to other numeral ex-

pressions. Now Obs.

1565 CALFHILL Answ. Treat. Crasse (Parker Soc.) 114
When Calleis and Guines, so hardly won,., was easily in one

three days with shame lost. i6iz BIBLE Dan. iii. 19 That

they should heat the furnace one seuen times more then it

was wont to be heat.

4. Sometimes put for the ordinal rmm\xrfirst.
Now chiefly in giving the number of the year or day of

the month, or in other cases when the sb. precedes, as

in Isaiah, chapter fifty-one, t'salm ninety-one, the /Kneid,
I'ook one. In the year one (hitworous\ a long while ago,
time out of mind.

1382 WYCLIF Ezek. xxxi. I In the elleuenthe Jeer, in the

tlmdde moneth, in oon of the moneth [1388 the firsle dai of

the moneth]. 1584 R. SCOT Distav. Witfhcr. XV. xiii. (1886)

348 This psalme. . being the fiftie one psalme. 1611 BIBLE

Gen. viii. 13 In the sixe hundredth and one yeere, in the

first moneth. 1625 6 I'URCHAS Pilgrims II. 1417 The
twentie one day [we departed] from Bullomash. 1754 FOOTE

Knights I. Wks. 1799 I. 62 A coach of his grandfather's,
built in the year i. 1853 MissMuLOCK Agatha's Husb.\\.

v. 173 Fred was a very fascinating young fellow when I was
a child But all that belongs to the year One.

5. absol. (with the abstract conception of numberl.

1398 TREVISA Barth. De P. R. XIX. cxvi. (1495) 919 One
is the rote and moder of nombres, and one is not many.
1-1440 Prtimf. Pan'. 364/1 Gone, i. 1583 BABINGTON
Cointnandin. vii. (1637) 68 A thousand to one we forsake

the Lord. 1591 SMAKS. Two Gent. I. i. 72 Twenty to one

then, he is ship'd already. 1660 STANLEY Hist. Philos. IX.

(1701) 378/2 They make a difference betwixt the Monad and

One, concerning the Monad to be that which exists in

Intellectuals ; One, in numbers. 111700 B. E. Diet. Cant.

Crm<, One in Ten, a Parson. 1705 VANBKUGH Coiifed. y. i,

( )ne, two, three, and away ! 1719 DE FOE Crusoe n. vii, It

would be a thousand to one but lie would rejient his choice._
Mod. One from twenty
one divided by nought is infinity.

Mod. One from twenty leaves nineteen. The quotient of

nought is infinity. Twelve is to four as

three is to one.

6. Hence, as sb. with plur., Unity ;
a unit ;

a single

thing, or the abstract number denoting a single

thing.
1542 RECORUE Cr. Artes 117 The fyrste place is the place

of vnities or ones, and euery counter set in that lyne
betokeneth but one. 1575 LANEHAM Let. (1871) 54 Nor
(two) it self can well bee coounted a number, but rather a

freendly coniunction of too ones. 1594 BLUNDEVIL Exerc.

I. i. (1636) 2 Number is a collection or summe of many ones

o.r unities added together. 1659 STANLEY Hist. Pliilas. xi.

('1701) 448/1 All Singulars are reduced to a One, that is, to

their respective Communities.

b. A single person, thing, example, etc.

1840 THACKERAY Catherine i, Afterwards, sauntering by
ones and twos, came the village maidens. 1889 Piill Mall
<r. 13 Feb. 3/1 Magazines .. which are now sold in ones

where they used to be sold in hundreds.

c. The symbol or figure (I. I. i.) denoting unity.

Mod. A row of ones. A Roman one. Your ones are too

like sevens.

d. colloq. (now number one) = Oneself, one's

own interest.

1367 R. EDWARDS Damon f,-
Pithias in Hazl. Dodsley IV.

1 6 All my time at school I have not spent vainly, I can help

one: is not that a good point of philosophy? 1740 tr. De
Mouhy's Fort. Coimtry-Maid<.\-]\\)\\. 288 But my Gentle-

man . . very silently made off, to take care of one. 1830 GALT
Laurie T. ill. ix. (1849) 113 He had an eye awake to

number one. 1849 DARWIN in Life fy Lett. I. 369, I do not

see my way clearly, beyond humbly endeavouring to reform

Number one.

II. Emphatic numeral.

7. One in contrast to two or more : one and no

more, one only ; a single.
c 1000 Ags. Gasp. Luke xviii. 22 Da cwaeo se hselend an bing

be is wana. a 1225 Ancr. K. Pref. 23 This an Boc is todealet

in eahte lesse Boke. c 1386 CHAUCER Cant. T. Prol. 304 Noght
o word spak he moore than was neede. c 1400 Apol. Loll.

46 We mani are oo body. & a life bat alle taken part of oo

lofe & of oo cuppe. 1481 J. PASTON in P. Lett. III. 290
Non oo man a lyve hathe callyd so oft upon yow as I.

01548 HALL Chron., Rich. Ill 26 Bothe houseled with one

hoste devided betwene theim. Il'itt., Hen. yill 134 The!

set not by the Frenche kyng one bene. 1551 ROBINSON tr.

More's UtOf. I. (1895) 106 The one and onlye waye to the

wealthe of a communaltye. 1600 E. HLOUNT tr. Concstaggia

Apol. A iij b, Tell me if . . I have omitted any one point of

importance. 1615 W. LAWSON Country Houscw. Gard.

(1626) 2 No one man is sufficient for these things. 1667

MILTON P. L. I. 32 And transgress his Will For one re-

straint, Lords of the World besides. 1818 LADY C. LAMB
Let. in Lady Morgans Autobiag. (1859) 49 So you did not

vouchsafe one word to me, what, not one? 1888 BRYCE

Amer. Cotninw. 1 1. Hi. 303 Someone man must be given the

power of direction,

b. Strengthened by but, only, single, sole, alone.

c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 27 Eroon he nefde bute enne deofel nu

he haueo sefene. c 1386 CHAUCER Sompn. T. 143 Now sire,

quod she, but o word ere I go; My child is deed. <: 1450

Mirour Saluaciou* 1513 Crist was noght temptid onely of

o vice hot of thre. 1450-80 tr. Secreta Sard. 20 Truste

thou neuyr in oon sool ffisiciane. 1483 LAXTON G. de la.

Tour xxiii, He is not so hardy to discouere ne say one onely
word. 1579 FENTON Gnicciard. (1618) 212 A litle rocke

which is all of one onely stone. 1596 L. PIOT (Munday) tr.

Silvayn's Orator 187 If then one alone ingratitude is punish-
able. 1601 BKKTON Longing Blessed Heart in Farr 5. P.

ONE.

AY/3. 1. 193 Amidde the ayre one onely phoenix flies, c 1618
SIR W. MURK Misc. xlx. 16 If thou wouchaife bot on smyle.
1761 HUMK Hist. fcng. III. Ix. 297 One person alone of the

garrison escaped. 1845 M. PATTISON Ess. (1889' I. 22 He
had but one voice amongst many. 1865 LUBBOCK Prcft.

Times x. (1878) 329 Only one single unworked flint.

8. a. predicatively. Single, individual.

a 1300 Cursor M. 573 (Cott.) God . . es an [r-. rr, ane, on,

oon] and thre. 1382 WVCLIF Luke ix. 38 Maistir, . .byhold
in to my sone, for he is oon aloone to me. 1426 LVDG. De
iittil. I'ilgr. 248/8976 Yiff thow be on, declare to me; Yiff

thow be double outner tweyne. a 1619 FOTHERBV Atheom.
n. x. 3 (1622) 305 If that word may be vsed, he is of all

things, the Onest. 17x2 WOI.LASTON Relig. Nat. ix. 189
We know no such thing as a part of matter purely one 'or

indivisible). 1789 HELSHAM Kss. II. xxxvi. 300 The action

is neither one, entire, nor great. 1851 ROBERTSON Serni.

Ser. in. XL 132 The army is one, and that is the oneness of

unity. The soldier is one, but that is the oneness of the unit.

1864 BOWEN Logic viii. 229 The Syllogistic process in the

mind is really one and undivided.

b. absol, or as sb.

(1205 LAY. 1804 Heora nomen ne herdi neuer tellen . .

Boten f>es anes name, }?a heore alre Inueid wes. 1587 GOLD-
ING De Mornay iii. 29 The One or Vnitie wherupon all the

diuine Vnities are grounded. 1598 (JRKSKWEV Tacitus,
Ann, i. iv. (1622) 6 That the Common-wealth was but one

body, and therefore to be gouerned by ones only wisedom.

1744 BERKELEY St'ris 343 The Good or One. 1839 BAILEY
Festus xxvii. (1852) 460 Thus spake the One again : Behold,

Earth !..it is I who gave thee birth.

9. One at least, one at any rate (as distinguished
from ' none at all ').

1481 CAXTOM Reynard xxx. (Arb.) 79 Ther ben many of

them that for his sake and lone wille auenture lyf and good.
1 know my self for one. 1638 R. BAKEK tr. Balzac's Lett.

(vol. II) 19 It sufficeth me that I have this one way left me.

1765 FOOTE Commissary in. (1782) 54 That's one comfort,
however, c 1784 NELSON Let. to Locker in A. Duncan Life
(1806) 321, I for one am determined. 1821 KEATS Isabella

xliii, Sing to it one latest lullaby. 1879 MORLF.Y Burke 140
It is probable, for one thing, that the feelings of the Prince

of Wales had more to do with it.

HI. In pregnant senses.

10. One made up of many components, a united.

c 1000 .^ELFRIC Horn. I. 284 ^Elc 5a;ra J>reora is God, peah-
hwaeSere hi ealle an God. a 1225 Ancr.R. 26 >e preo beod
o God. c 1385 CHAUCER L. C. W. Prol. 296 [They] songen
with o vois. -1386 Meri/i. 7'. 91 They moste nedes lyue
in vnitee O flessh they been. 1420 Avow. Arth. xxxix,
Thenne sex ar atte on assente. 1526 TINDALE Matt, xix. 5

They twane shalbe won flese. is68GRAFTON Chron. II. 112

The chiefe Lordes ..as it were in a fury cryed with one

voyce, By the blood of God. 1725 WATTS Logic i. iv. i

We join simple ideas to make one complex one. 1849
MACAU LAY Hist. Eng. vi. II. 16 One cry of grief and rage
ro-e from the whole of Protestant Europe. 1851 [see 8 a],

1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) I. 196 All of them with one voice

vehemently assented.

b. prcd, (esp.
= united in marriage).

1590 L. LLOYD Diall Daies 91 The victory of this

triumphant King did much exceed all their victories being
made one. 1709 STKELE Tatter No. 25 f 7 We have been

both one these two Months. 1820 LASDOH Heroic Idylls^

Thrasyntedes $ Ennoe 96 He spake ;
and on the morrow

they were one.

11. One in continuity ; the same in all parts, at

all times, or in all circumstances; uniformly the

same ;
one and the same.

a 1225 Ancr. R. 6 For J>i heo is euer on & schal beon,
widute monglunge & wi5ute chaungunge. c 1420 Chron.
/ 'Hod. 458 Bot ever stond styll in won dygre. a 1425
Cursor M. 1024 (Trin.) In oon elde shal he euer be fast.

1568 GRAI-'TON Chron. II. 155 But the weight of the ounce

Troy, .. continued alwayes one. a 1592 H. SMITH Sertu.

(ed. Tegg) I. 169 Month after month he is all one. 1656
STANLEY Hist. Philos. v. (1701) 162/1 Nothing is one, con-

stant, nor the same, because all things are in continual

alteration and fluxion. 1744 BERKELEY Sin's 344 God
remains for ever one and the same. 1869 M. PATTISON

Sertn. (1885) 188 Existence is one and uniform throughout
the cognoscible,
12. One in relation to two or more things or

persons ;
one in substance ; identical ;

the same.

One withj forming part of one whole with.

t-iooo ^ELFRIC Horn. I. 284 Hi ealte habba6 an gecynd,
and ane godcundnysse, and ane edwiste [etc.]. ^1175
Lamb. Horn. 91 Hi alle hefden ane heorte and ane sawle.

a 1225 Ancr, R. 6 Alle ne muwe nout holden one riwle.

1382 WYCLIF Eph, iv. 5 O Lord, o feith, o baptym, o God
and fadir of alle. a 1425 Cursor M. 4246 (Trin.) Putifar . .

held loseph in menskeful lore J>ei her layes oon not wore.

1552 Bk. Com. Prayer Communion, We be one with Christ,

& Christ with vs. 1632 LITHGOW Trav. vm. 353 Their

breaches and stockings being all one. 1697 DRYDEN Vlrg*

Georg. iv. 226 Beneath one Law they live, And with one

Common Stock their Traffick drive. 1799 Med. Jrnl. I.

170 The different earths ..are modifications of one and the

same simple substance, the basis of earth. 1821 SHELLKY

Adonais xlii, He is made one with Nature, a 1848 R. W.
HAMILTON Reiv. $ Punishm, vii. (1853) 323 The author of

nature and Christianity is one.

13. One in kind ;
the same in quality or nature.

Formerly used also with //. sb.

a 1300 Cursor I\l. 18845 (Cott.) Berd and hefd of a [v. rr.

an, on] heu ware. 1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. HI. 237 Tho hat

entren of o colour, And of on wille. c 1386 CHAUCER Knt.'s

T. 154 Bothe in oon Armes wroght ful nchely. a 1450 Knt.

de la Tour (1868) 161 It berithe no force to do ille as for to

do welle. alle passitheand vnder one thanke. l|tTlNDAMt
2 Cor, xiii. ii Be of one mynde. 1549 LATIMKK $ih Serin,

bef. Edw. VI (Arb.) 149 They are all one apples I warrante

you Syr. 1868 LOCKYER Eleni. Astron. iii (1879) 56 All

the planets revolve round the sun in one direction.

b. predicatively. The same; the same thing.

Often strengthened by all: see ALL C. 5.



ONE. 121 ONE.
c 1380 WYCLIF Scrw. Sel. \Vks. I. 26 It is al oon to seie

|>at pese goodis ben Jms sacricl. r 1420 Pailad. on Hush.
ix. 204 This Aust and May in hourislengthe are oon. (.'1430

Pilgr. LyfManhodc \, xli.x. (1869) 29 for j seyd not in alle

places, but in ;tllc times; and )at is not oon. 1584 K.

SCOT Discov. IVitchcr. v. ix. (1886) 87 It (witchcraft] is all

one with rebellion. 1631 R. UOLTON Com/. Ajfl. Consc.
\\. (1^35) 36 All is One to Him, to make an Angel), or an
Ant. c 1670 HOBBKS Dial. Coii:m. Laws 50 Which is also

one as if he were Judge himself. 1816 J. WILSON City of
1'lagnc \. iv. 371 All names are one to me. 1861 DASF.NT

Story Itunit Njal II. 402 Silver by tale and silver by
weight was all one.

14. One in mind, feeling, intention, or bearing;
in unison, harmonious; at one.

^1330 R. URUNNK Chron. (1810) 24 At haly kirke's fayth
alle on were l>oj>e. a 1548 HALL Chron., F.div, II' 212
Rimes and poyses, whiche purported the Krenche kyng
and the erle of Warwicke wer al one. 1715-20 POPE; Odyss.
in. 155 1'hy sire and I were one; nor varied aught In public
sentence or in private thought. 1802 CA.MI-BKLL Lvc/iu-l's

Warning 42 Their swords are a thousand, their bosoms are
one ! 1804 PITT in C. Rose's Di'ar/t-s (1860) II. 97 Addington
and I are one again. 1850 TENNYSON In Mem. cxxii, In all

her motion one with law.

IV. In a particularizing or partitive sense.

15. One from amongst others, one of a number or

of several; a particular, an individual, a. attrih.

One day, on a particular day In the past; on sonic un-
defined day 1:1 the future ; see DAV 7 b.

892 O. E. Chron. , Daerstent lang 1coma of, hwilum on ane
healfe, hwilum on aelce healfe. u 1300 Cursor J/. 10180 In
thrin his godes did he dele, J?at godd had lent him of his

lane; To pour part J>an gaf he ane. ("1386 CIIACCER
Frankl. T. 204 Oon of the beste farynge man on lyue.

1387 TRKVISA Higtfen (Rolls) I. 83 In oo con tray of Vnde.
c 1425 Seven Sag. (P.) 2807 As he rode in the londe O day
a toun he fande. 1483 CAXTON G. dc la, 7VKrKiij, [He]
sayd to his moder that one tyme shold come, c 1489
Sonncs ofAymon x. 272 But of all Fraunce I am one of the
best & truest Knyght that be in it. a 1548 HALL Chron.

^

Edw. IV 233 One day there entered into the towne . . ix i

M. Englishmen. 1588 J. UDAI.L Di&trephes (Arb.) 5, 1 hope
to see them one day all put downe. 1594 T. B. La Primaud. '

/*V. Acad, ii. 230 One-while we weep, and sodainly we

his Subjects. 1785 BURNS Addr. to Dcil vii, Ae dreary,
windy, winter night. 1856 FROUDE Hist. Eng. (1858) I. i.

17 Such is one aspect of these old arrangements.
b. absolutely with of; formerly with gen. pi.,

as lire <itz, one of us; rarely without either, as in

to make one, to form one of a company.
873 O. E, Chron., Alfred cyning. .hiera an ^efeng. riooo

Ags. Gospt Luke xv. 4 jif he for-Iyst an of (>am. c 1175
Lamb. Horn. 21 pah ure an heofde idon eower alre sunne.
c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 219 On of J>o was ysaie |>e prophete.
(i 1300 Cursor M, 19509 Philip, bat was o dekens an, fcje

nciest fra steuen was slan. 1340 Ayenh. 129 Be enne of his

angles. 1485 Nottingham Rtc. III. 233 John Wylliamson,
oon of the Chaumberleyns. 1588 PARKK tr. blendozas
Hist. China 399 Kuerie one of them are bound to giue the

king to eate. 1598 SHAKS, Afcity II'. n. iii. 48 If I see a
sword out, my finger itches to make one. 1633 HOLCHOFT
Procopius n. 40 He killed on of their best men, and routed
the rest. 1686 tr. Agiatis or Cif. ll'ars Lacedemonians 26
One of his Friends came and proposed to him, to make one
at a Feast. 1795 Gcntl. Mag. July 581/2 Irony .. is one of
those edged tools which require skilful handling. 1855
MACAULAY Hist. F.ng. xii. III. 204 One of the wealthiest

Roman Catholics in the kingdom.
16. In antithesis to om in the sense of 'another*.
c looo Ags. Gosp. Matt. xvii. 4 f>reo eardung-stowa, |?e ane

(

moyse ane & helie ane. (71330 Art It. <y Mcrt. 2670 Thi
child worth the noblest man Of al this world an for an.

(1585 R, BROWNE Answ. Cart-wright 5 All Master Cart-

wrights arguments falleth from one to one, till it come to

nothing at all. 1599 SHAKS. Much Ado n. iii. 66 One foote
in sea, and one on shore. 1628 HOBBES Thncyd. (1822) 25
The Corcyreans.. were divided into three commands under
the three commanders one under one. r 1700 ADDISON To
the King 28 One Age the Hero, one the Poet breeds. 1736
GRAY Statins i. 12 Of Pisa one, and one from Kphyre.

b. Phrase. One by one ^also one after one} y

formerVy one and one^ by one and one : One after

another, one at a time, singly.
a looo Sal. fy Sat. 385 Ac sceal on ^ebyrd faran an after

anum. c 1000 Sax, Leechd. I. 76 Etc .. aenne and jenne.
c 1*30 Halt Meid. 25 Mon . .aimed an after an. c 1250 Gen,

fy hx. 2323 He gan hem ransaken on and on. 1398 TKEYISA
Barth. De P. R. xvm. ix. (MS. Bodl.) If. 250/2 Now*., alle

atte ones but one and one. c 1460 Townclcy Myst. xxvii. 325
The tayles that he can till vs shaw, By oone and oon.
a 1548 HALL Chron., Hen. /'/// 140, I will examyne you
one by one my self. 1575-85 ABP. SANDYS St-rnt. (Parker
Soc.) 206 Reckon them up by one and one. 1607 MARKHAM
CtK'al. T. (1617) 78 So must you vse the rest one after one.

1713 CHAMBERS tr. Le Clercs Treat. ArcJiit. I. 34 The
Columns must only stand one by one. 1742 YOUNG Nt. Th.
viii. 131 Its little Joys go out by One and One. 1820
KEATS St. Agnes xlt, By one, and one, the bolts full easy
slide. 1845 WORDSW. Love lies bleeding 32 One after one
submitting to their doom. 1865 KINGSLEY Herctvard \, She
pledged one by one each of the guests.

17. In antithesis to ANOTHER, OTHER, others :

with or without sb. following. One and another,
more than one, two or more in succession.
a >ooo Caedmon^s Satan 26 An aefter oorum in Jwet atole

scref. c looo [see 18]. a 1300 Cursor M. 2409 Sai J>ou for-

t>i til an and ober [Trin. to oone & ober] pou art my sister

and i bi bro)>er. ^1315 SHOREHAM i. 633 ip. 24) Wanne |?er

hys o J>yng yked,
An ober to onder-stonde. cij/Bo WYCLIF

Strut. Sel. Wks. I. 28 Oon eldeaxibo manereof lyvynge and
anobir anobir. 1484 CAXTON Fables of sEsop iv. vi, The
bocriertook him all one after another. 1513 MORE Rich. Ill

VOL. VII.

(1821)46 Knoweth anyemanneanye place wherein it ishwfull
one manne to dooe another wrong? 1674 X. FAIRFAX Bulk
iV Selv. loo All stirrings one and other are nothing but go-
byes or shiftings of bodies. 1711 ADDJSON Spcct. No. 34^7
Taken away from me, by one or other of the Club. 1749
FIELDING Tom Jones VJL vii, What's one man's meat is

another man's poison, 1871 BESANT & RICI-; Ready A/oiit'y

Mortiboy i, If one catches another's eye. Mod. I have
heard it from one and another during the week.

b. One with another : t &) (also one and an-

other], Together (pbs. 01 arch.'), (b) One taken with
another so as to deduce an average ;

on the average.
1429 RollsofParlt. IV. 360/1 Oone yere with anothyr. 1496
Naval Ace. Hen. I 'II (1896) 183 Ij masies . . price oon with
another ix 1

'. 1535 COVKKPALK /'.v. xlviii. [xlix.] 2 Hye &
loWe, riche it pocjre, one with another, c 1550 Decay of
fcng. /'}' S/ii'fo- (K. K. T. S.) 101 For cilery towne and vyllage,

take them one with an other throughout all, there 1.1

one plowe decayed. 1568 CJKAFTON Citron. II. 278 When
all the Scottes were assembled, they were one and other
fiftie thousand fightyng men. 1613 JACKSON Creed \. xxii.

4 Of which the Heathen, one and other, were altogether
ignorant. 1652 KARL MONM. tr. Kentiroglio"s Hist. Rclat.

15 They contribute one year with another eight millions of

Florins, for the service of their generall union. a 1687
PETTY Pol. Arith. (1690) 76 The same .. Persons do spend
one with another about i8d per diem. 11774 ( IOI.IJSM. Surv.

Exp. Philos. (1776) II. 74 The mercury., in the tube will

sink down to about twenty-nine inches and an half, one time
with another. 1809 R. LANGFORD Introd. Trade 125, 35
bales of silk, weighing one with another 2 cut. 3 qr. 19 [fa.

18. Of two things, now usually, the one . . . the
other (rarely in poetry without the) t The one and
the other = both

(
= K. Vim et Vautre).

[OE. had onlv tin. .dfier, but the article is found prefixed
bef. 1 200, of which the neuter/^/ an . ,/>set dfier, retaining the
dual -t in combination, became the reg. MK. fur all genders,
as fiat or fict an >onc}. fiat W fat vficr, commonly divided
the tan (fa, tone, to} ,. the tother^ still preserved dialectally,
either in full or as tone (tane) . . tother. In course of the
i6th c. the one .. the other, had become the literary form.
77a' one (f/tet o, thet on) = one of the two, L. alter, is also
used when the other is not expressed. See also TONE,
TOTHER.]
[cioooAgs. Gos/>. Luke xvii. 36 Twe^en beo3 aet aecere:

iin biS^enumen, <''^>er bi& l^efed.] ^1175 Lamb. Horn. 81

pe an Is aquencheil . . and |?e oOer is ;iquenched al huten
a gnast. c 1205 LAV. 3881 J>e an sloh |>ene o'dren [c 1275 Ac
Jw on sloh ban o^er], 1297 R. GLOUC. (RollsJ 92 Muchedel
of engelond J>e on half al bi weste. a 1300 Cursor 3[.

3928 On ^e ta {v.rr. J>at a, J>e to] side o flum Jordan. 1340
Aytnb. 119 pe on ine J>e on and J>e o|>er ine J>e ojjer. 1387
TREVISA Higden (Rolls) VII. 101 On ^e to side and be ojn:r.

1388 WYCLIF Luke xvii. 35 The toon shal be takun, and the
tother left. 1535 COVERDALE Prov. xxx. 15 \- one is called,
fetch hither : the other bringe hither. 1594 HOOKEK Keel.
Pol. in. viii. 10 Unless God's miracles had strengthened
both the one and the other's doctrine. 1599 PORTEH Angry
ll

r
om. Alringd. in Hazl. Dodslcy VII. 378, 1 could please

tone, But it is hard when there is two to one. 1622 MABBE
tr. Alemans Guzman d'Alf. \. 94 Reasonable men, both
t'one and t'other. 1697 DRYDEN b'irg. Georg. \\. 138 One
Monarch wears an honest open Face ; . . That other looks
like Nature in Disgrace. 1742 RICHARDSON Pamela 111.

193 A little awkward Piece of One-and-t'other, a 1774
GOLDSM. Hi&t. Greece \. 386 IJoth the one and the other of
us equally injure justice and religion. 1816 SCOTT Antiq.
xxvii, My lord cares as little about the tane as the tothtr.

b. \Vhcn the one and the other refer severally to

two things previously named, they are by some
taken as equivalent to theformer and the latter^

by others as = M^ latter and the former.
The first of these appears to be the earlier and natural

use ; it is also that observed in Fr. and Ger. : see G. Duvivier
Gramm. des Gramtn. ed. 1842, I. 410; Grimm s.v. Ander
308. The second is probably suggested by the Lat. use of
hie and tile, or Eng. this and that.
c 1320 Cast. Lone 631 A child . . Jat breo fleet and J?reo

honden beere, And ano)>er . . bat hedde ffoot or Hond for-

lore..pe on hedde kuynde ouer me^ And |?at ober to luyte.

1460 Bk. (Quintessence 9 pe maistrie of departynge of gold
fro siluir ..Whanne je wole drawej?e toon fro Jmt obir. 1529
MORE Dyaloee in. i. Wks. 206. 1549 LATIMER $th Serin,

bef. Edw. l?I (Arb.) 120 The fyrste manne . . denied the
matter vtterly. The seconde felowe . . acknoweleged the
fault. . :The one denyed the matter

?
and the tother confessed

it. 1594 HOOKER Eccl. Pol. in. viii. 13 In the presence of
Festus a Roman, and of King Agrippa a Jew, St. Paul
omitting the one, who neither knew the Jews' religion nor
the books., speaketh unto the other of things fore>hewed by
Moses and the Prophets. 1599 SHAKS. Pass. Pitgr. 106 If

music and sweet poetry agree. .Then must the love be great
'twixt thee and me, Because thou lovest the one, and I the
other. 1625 BACON Ess.

y Building (Arb.) 549 A Side for

the Banquet . . and a Side for the Houshold ; The One for

Feasts and Triumphs, the Other for Dwelling. 1668 H.
MOKE Div. Dial. n. xx. (1713) 151 Betwixt the Isopleuron
and Scalenum, not so ordinate a Figure as the one, nor so
inordinate as the other. 1690 LOCKK Hum. Underst. in.
viii. i (R.) Our simple ideas have all abstract as well as
concrete names ; the one whereof is a substantive, the other
an adjective, as whiteness, white. 1746 W. HOHSLEV Fool
(1748) II. 101. 1771 GOLDSM. Hist. Eng. \. 349 The death
of John and the abdication of Lewis. .The one was brought
about by accident, and the other by the prudence .. of the
earl of Pembroke.

1573 L. LLOYD Marroiu of Hist. (1653) 247 Sampson and
Hercules .. the one prostrated his Club at Deianiraees foot,
the other committed his strength to the beauty of Delilah.
1606 G. W[OODCOCKF] Hist. Ivstine M. 6 The women were
accounted nothing inferior to the men. For as the one
founded the Empires of the Persians and Bactrians, so the
other errected the souerainty of the Amazons. 1613 PURCHAS

Pilgrimage (1614 695, 1685 tr. Gracian's Courtiers Oracle
ccviii. (1694' 181 Some die because they feel, and others live

because they feel not. So that the one are fools because

they die not of feeling, and the others because they die
of it. 1790 EURKE Fr. Kev* 117 The nobility and the

i clergy, the one by profession, the other by patronage, kept
learning in existence. 1886 FAIKBAIKN City of God iv. iii,

356 Where the exchange and the cathedral stand together,
the one for admiration, the other for business.

19. Reciprocallyi of two or more: one another
\ (formerly, of two, one . . . other

y and the one . . .

the other\ one bein^ grammatical subject, and
another object : they met one another, they spoke
one to another, now usually to one another (in

i6-i;thc. also to one the other}, in which the

grammatical relation is lost sight of, and one
another becomes a kind of reflexive pron., having
like these, the object, and possess, (one another^s\,
but no nominative case. (Cf. each other, EACH 5.)
1340 Ayi-nl'. 115 We ssolle ech louye of>er. and nast hatie,

ne harmi mid wrong on }>e o^er. a 1450 M\RC 1 86 These
schule ncuer on Wedde other, c 1450 Merlin vii. 113 l!e-

gonne for to iape oon to another. 1483 CAXTON (/'. dc la
Tour Dviij, That they may be enamoured one of other.

1506 in MCJU. Hen. ! '// (Rolls) 286 So they intersalutcd the
one the other and departed. 1526 TlNDAl K John xiii. 35
V'f ye shall haue lone won to another. 1548 FORREST Pleas.

Pcesye xvili. 54 b, Wone then labored another touerthrowe.
1587 GOLDING DeMernay xiv. 203 Without anoyiny tiie one
the other. 15977. KING On 7<>(w(i6i8) 182 We should spare
one the others life. 1617 MORYSON /tin. n. 107 Neither..
can we .. often heare one from another. 1632 l.nm.ow 7 'rat:
\

-

. 204 \\'e_oft
fell one ouer another. 1660 HAHK-IW Euclid \,

Ax. 3 Things which agree together, are equal one to the
other. 1745 P. THOMAS J> nl. Anson's I ~oy. 40 They are no
more one like another than an Apple is like an Oyster.
1526 '1 INDALE KONI. xii. 5 Se we beynge many are one

body iii Christ: and every man .. one anothers members.
Ibid. xiii. 8 Owe no thinge to eny man ; but to love
one another [Wvcui-, loue to gidrej. 1590 LODGE Rosalind
iCassell' 154 They strained one ;mother'> band. 1598
GRENEWBV Tacitus, C,ermania i. (1622) 258 liy mutual fear

of one the other. 1653 FHKNCH Yorksh. Spa ii. 6 Elements
. .mutually transmutable into one the othtr. 1657 K-. I,ICON
Barbadocs (1673) 68 The Horses . . struck at one another.

1675 HOHBKS Udyss. (1677) ioo The horrid winds. .toss'd me
into one anothers hand. 1698 WASLEY in Lett. Lit. Men
(Cainden) 257 We never ^aw one another before. 1711
ADDISON Spcct. No. 50*4 The^e two weie j;reat Enemies
to one ati-jiher. 1711 HUIJGI-ILL Ibid. No. 161 ^3 Cudgel-
Players, who were breaking one another's Heads. 1885
Act 48 K; 49 / 'ift. c. 54 if 14 Churches, .within four miles of
one another.

V. Indefinite pronoun (with genitive one's}.
20. A person or being whose identity is left un-

defined
;
some one, a certain one, an individual, a

person (L. qiiidani}* A following pronoun referring
to one is in the 3rd pers. sing., as ' One showed
himself to his townsmen, who derided him'.
In this sense one has the stress of an independent word,

which distinguishes it from 'he next.

fa. simply A person ; someone. arch.orOos.
1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 5864 As me him drinke tok, on was

prest ynou, 8: Jru is wombe smot a knif. 1382 Wvcui'
Jchn xviii. 39 It is a custom to ;ou that I delyuer oon to

5011 in pask. -1400 Destr. Troy 8590 'Achilles Je choi-

kyng ', oon chaunsit to say. 1425 LYUG. Assembly ofGods
542 Oon to Pluto roode, And tuld hym how Kolus wa-> in hys
daungere. a 1^48 H ALL Chron., Rich. ///?6 Then one brough t

hym a cup with wine. 1607 TOFSELL Ponr-f. leasts (1658)

145 A mad dog had suddenly tore in pieces a garment about
ones body, a 1649 WIXTHKOP New Eng. (1853) I- 2I This
month one went by land to Connecticut, arid relumed safe.

1759 R. HROWN Coinpl. Farmer 118 One in the Hundreds
of Essex made a great improvement.

b. Defined by a sb. in apposition.
1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 197 pe castelof caryl held on willam

louel. 1416 Plumpton Con-, p. xlv, An John of Lawe, chap-
i man, sold unto Richard Clerk {etc.]. 1484 Surtees Alisc.

(1888) 42 Ye iij
de daye of Uecembre, came oon Thomas Wat-

son. 1521 FISHKK Serin, agst. Luther Wks. 11876; 312 Oon
Martyn hither a frere. 1526 TINDAI.K Actsy.\\. 19 Certayne

questions . . off their awne &upersticion, and of one lesus

which was ded [1388 WYCLIF, of oon K-su deedj, whom Paul
affirmed to be alive. 1692 WASHINC/ION tr. Milton's D?/.
Pop. Wks. 1738 I. 500 After his death they rebell'd again,
and created one Tachus King. 1772 H. WALPOLE Last

Jrnls. (1859* I. 2 Wilkes published an answer to one

Stephens and others, who had attacked him. 1885 G. DKS-
. MAS in Law Times Rep. LIII. 468/2 He died in 1859,

leaving the property in question to one Ann Duncan.

c. Defined by a clause or phrase. (When refer-

ring to God, written Otit.)

1340 HAMPOLE Pr. Consc. 4085 Some clerkes says Jat an
sal come pat sal hald t>e empire of Rome, c 1384 CHAUCKK
//. Fame u. 54 Ryght in the same vois and stevene That
vseth oon I koude nevene. 1447 BomoiAMi$0wv lotted.

(Roxb.) 6 The..besy preyere Of oon whom I love wyth
herte entere. 1530 PALSGR. 249/2 One that spytteth moche,
crachari, Ibid.^ One of affinite, ajfin. 1537 CRANMKB Let.

to Cromwell in Misc. Writ. (Parker Soc. II. 336 One named
Dale (whom also I knew in Cambridge), a 1548 HALL

'

Chron., Edw. /K2iob, One to whome the common welthe

was much beholden. 1560 DAUS tr. Sleidanes Cotiim. n b,

It semeth better, to create one of our owne nation that is fit

for it. 1604 SHAKS. Oth. v. ii. 344 One that lou'd not wisely,

but too well. 1654-66 EARL OHRERY ^art/ten. (1676) 164, I

will accompany my ruine with ones, whose loss you will

deplore. 1741-* GRAY Agrip. 88 One Who had such liberal

power to give. 1825 Scorr Betrothed iii, The first time that

I have heard one with a beard . . avouch himself a coward.

1833 TENNYSON May Queen Concl. v. Now, tho' my lamp
was lighted late, there's One will let me in. 1836 J. ANSTICK

ffynttt,
' O Lord, hcnu happy should we be' i, And feel at

heart that One above. Is working for the best. 1871

MORLEY Carlyle in Crit. Misc. Ser. i (1878; 198 Mr. Carlyle

is as one who does not hear the question.

21. Any one of everybody ; any one whatever ;

including (and in later language often specially
16

po
I



ONE.

meaning) the speaker himself; 'you, or I, or any
]

one'; a person, a man; we, you, people, they

(= OE. man, ME. me, G. man, F. on). Poss.

one's, obj. one, reflexively ONESELF (formerly one's
\

self) ;
but for these the third person pronouns his, \

him, himself were formerly usual, and are still

sometimes used; thus, *If one showed oneself

(himself) to one's (his) townsmen, they would

know one/ (The pi. prons. their, them, them-

selves, were formerly in general use on account of

their indefiniteness of gender, but this is now con-

sidered ungrammatical.) In this sense one is quite

toneless (wan), proclitic or enclitic.

1477 KARL RIVERS (Caxton) Dictes 57 He herde a man say
j

that one was surer in keping his tunge, than in moche spek-

ing, for in moche langage one may lightly erre. issoPALSCR, ;

586/1, 1 holde, as a sycknesse holdeth one. 1587 GOLDING !

De Mornay iv. 44 It is one thing to change ones self, and
another thing to will that there should be a change. 1592
SHAKS. Rom. <y Jut. \. iv. 49 Why, may one aske? 1607
HIERON Wks. I. 156 When on climeth a high tower or hill, !

the higher he doth mount, the lesse doth euery thing appeare
which is below him. 1613 PITRCHAS Pilgrimage- (1614) 748
Their wings are no bigger than halfe ones hand, a 1648 SIR

K. DIGBY Prir. Mew. (1827) 239 To whom one giveth love,
t

one giveth also their will and their whole self. Ibid. 255
\

Hereby one may take to themselves a lesson. 1650 EARL !

MOXM. tr. Setiattlfs Man bee. Guilty 355 If one propose any
j

other end unto himself. 1652 J. WRICHT tr. Camus Nat. \

Paradox in. 60 At the first falling one's sure to break his neck, i

1693 EVELYN De la Quint. Compl. Card. 1 1. 38, 1 break them !

on immediately, which is done with ease.. in drawing them
towards one. 1794 PAI.EV Evid. \ 1825) II. 278 It is not what

'

one would have expected, 1834 L. RITCHIE H'aud. by Seine \

192 One's brothers and sisters are a part of one's self. 1865
M. ARNOLD Ess. Crit. Pref. 9 One cannot be always study-

ing one's works. 1886 W. W. STORY Fiammctta 31 One
\

must do what his own nature prescribes.

VI. Pronominal or substantival form of <z, an.

(With pi. ones.)

22. An absolute form of a, to avoid repetition of
!

a sb. : A person or thing of the kind already men-
;

tioned ;
as

;

I lose a neighbour and you gain one ',

* He rents a house, but I own one '.

Formerly, one at the end of a clause or sentence was

pleonastic or emphatic.
[1297 R. Gi.ouc. (Rolls) 405 A wonder maister he was on.

ci33o K. BRUNSE Chron. (1810) 24 A gode Clerk was he one.

c 1386 CHAUCER Knt.'s T. 956 For in my tyme a seruant was
I oon.] <: 1440 York Myst. xxvii. 170 Loke bat ^e haue
swerdis ilkone, And whoso haues non ym by-twene, Shall

selle his cote and bye hym one. [c 1440 Ipomydon 872 A sory
woman was she one.] 1611 BIBLE Rom. ii. 28 For he is not

a lew which is one outwardly ; . . But he is a lew which is

one inwardly. 1863 FB. A. KEMBLK Resid. in Georgia 16

The latter subject is.. one sufficiently interesting in itself.

Mod. I have forgotten an umbrella, and shall be sure to

want one ; I think I must buy one. You need not; I can
lend you one for the time.

23. Added after demonstrative and pronominal
adjs., as the, this, that, yon \ any, each, every,

many
:

'a\ other, such (a), ivhat (a), what kind of

(a], which, and (in certain phrases) after a; also

after ordinary adjs. preceded by any of these or (in

plural) alone; in the sense of A thing or person, pi.

things or persons, of the kind in question.
The addition of one or ones often serves as a definition of

number: cf.
* Which do you choose?' with 'Which one do

you choose?'
' Which ones do you choose? '; 'the good one,

the good ones
'= F. te ban, Us bans. After a or the, one has

weak stress; after the other words, it is enclitic (oi'siwvn,

flae'tiwrm, agu'djwwnj S7 z'v'lwzm). As this use began l>e- i

fore one took the initial w, the latter is in dialect or collo-

quial speech often omitted, a good 'un, big 'us. etc.

971 Blickl. Horn. 127 ^Kt Ee^hwylcuin anum t>ara hongab
leohtfaet. c izS Euerichon [see EVERY 10 b]. c 1250 Euerilc
on [ibid.]. 13.. Seityn Sages (W.) 3035 The knight gat
masons many ane. ct^y>Syr Tryani. 1449 Lordus come,
as they hett, Many oon stowte and gay. 1463 Bury Wills

(Camden) 41 To Willam Sennowe oon of my short gownys,
a godd oon wiche as is convenient for hym. 1587 GOLDING
De tWontay ix. 119 Let vs see what maner a ones they be.

1598 B. JONSON Ev. Man in Hum. in. ii, Ne'er a one to be
found. 1605 SHAKS. Macb. in. iv. 131 There's not a one of

them but in his house I keepe a Seruant Feed. 1640 LD.
DIGBY in Rushw. Hist. Coll. in. (1692) 1. 146 Theconcentring
of all the Royal Lines in his Person, as undisputable as any
Mathematical ones in Euclid. 1665 BOYLE Occas. Rcjl. Disc,

iv. iv. (1848) 68 The Author aims at good things, though he
does not yet perform great ones. 1736 BUTLER Anal. u.

viii. 399 The three angles of a triangle are equal to two right
ones. 1741 WATTS hnprov. Mind \. v. 7 There is never
a one of them, a 1864 TENNYSON Poets Song- 14 The
nightingale thought,

'
I have sung many songs. But never

a one so gay.' 1868 FREEMAN Nortn. Cong. II. App. 604
There is no reason to think that the pilgrimage was other
than a self-imposed one. 1875 MAINK Hist. Inst. xii. 342
The examination of new materials and the re-examination
of old ones. Mod, The ones you mention. The one in the

glass. That one on the table. This one will da.

24. After pronominal and other adjs., without

contextual reference : =* Person, body, persons ; as

in any one, every one, many a one, some one, such

a one ; little ones^ the Holy One, the Evil One, etc.

See further under these words.
c IMS Everichon [see EVERY ioc]. a. iy>o Cursor 3f. 17994

(Gott.) Quat es he? fc>at sua mightful ane? [7'rin. What is

he t>at so my^ty on '!] ^1386 CHAUCER Wife's Prol. 606, I

was a lusty oon [v. r. on], And faire and nche, and yonge.
a 1485 Cursor M. 23720 (Tr.) Dame fortune turneb hir whele
anoon J>at casteb doun mony on. 14x6 LYDG. De Guil. Pilgr.
398/14767, I sawh an old on, ful hydous. 1526 TINDALE

122

Maii. x. 42 Whosoever shall geve vnto won of these lytle
wonnes to drinke, a cuppe of colde water. 1560 BIBLE
(Genev.) Ruth iv. i He sayd, Ho, such one [1611 such a

one], come, sit downe here. 1580 SIDNEY Psalms in. i,

How many ones there be That all against poor me Their
numerous strength redouble. 1616 BKAUM. & FL. Scornful
Latiy m. ii, This makes you not a Baron, but a bare one.

1665 MANLEY Grot/us' Low C. Wnrres 3 The Consultations
of the great Ones and Governours. 1766 in Waghorn's
Cricket Scores f iSo^ 61 The knowing ones were taken in.

1805 WORDSW. Waggoner i. 115 The evil One is left behind.

1857 HUGHES Tom Brown n. i. (1871) 212 Come along,

young'un. 1866 CARLYLE Inang. Addr. 173 And so they
gathered together, these speaking ones.

f VII. Various obsolete uses.

1 25. = the indef. article, a, an. a. In the I2th

and 1 3th centuries, while the forms of the numeral
and of the indefinite article were being differentiated,

the former were sometimes used in the weakened
sense of the latter, b. Northern writers who used

the native ane both as numeral and indef. art. (see

ANE) occasionally anglicized it as one in the latter

sense also. Obs.
In quot. c 1420, on is distinct from the numeral, which in

this text is won.
c 1000 ^ELFRIC Horn. I. 38 An engel bodade bain hyrdum

^a^s heofonlican cyninges acennednysse. 10.. /ELFRIC Gen.

vi. 14 Wyrc pe nu acnne arc. a 1175 Cott. Horn. 223 He
Seworhte of fane libbe ana wifman. ^1175 Lain!'. Horn.

93 Eontas walden areran ane buruh and anne stepcl. < 1200

Trin. Coll. Horn. 31 Do cam on angel of heuene to hem,
and stod bisides hem. ciaooORMiN 3364 }e shulenn finn-

denn xnne child, criaoo Moral Ode 348 (Trin.) purh* one

godelease wude to one bare felde. c 1205 LAV. 10524 Ich

zm ennes cnihtes Mine [^1275 on eorles *one], a 1250 Owl
<y Night. 14 In one hurne of one breche. 13. . E. E. Allit.

P. A. 9 Alias! I leste hyr in on erbere ! ^1420 Chron.
I'Hod. 567 Of on myracule now I chulle }ow tell, a 1425
Cursor M. 11551 (Trin.) He made oon ordinaunce in hi^e.

1514 PACE in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. i. I. in My sayde lorde

was oon faytheful man. 1552 LYNDESAY Monarche 3961
Wes neuer sene sic one multytude.

f26. One (like other numerals) was formerly
used with superlatives, as ' one the fairest toun

'

= ( a town, the fairest one ',
* the one fairest town '.

c 1000 /KLI-KIC Exod. xxxii. 21 pis folc. .haifb geworht ane
ha m.'L'itaii synne and gode ba labustan. c 1330 R. BRUNSE
Chron. (1810) 272 On pe fairest toun bat was in his pouste.
c 1386 CHAUCER Frankl. T. 6 She was oon the faireste vnder
sonne. 1430-40 LYUG. Hoclias vm. xxvi. (1588) 18 Which
through Affrik was one y best knight, c 1460 FORTESCI'E
Al's. ff Lim. Mofi. iii. (1885) 114 Yctdwellyn thai in on the

most fertile reaume of the worlde. 1611 SHAKS. Cytnb. i. vi.

165 He is one The truest manner 'd. 1613 Hen. I'll! n.

iv. 48 Ferdinand My Father,. . was reckon 'd one The wisest

Prince, that there had reign'd,

fb. Of one, of ane, after a superlative or its

equivalent.
= ' of all

1

;
after a positive

= of special

excellence, specially. Sc. Obs.
v
Cf. ON. einna

mestr greatest of ones, i. e. of all.)

1375 BARBOLR Bruce\\. 74 The starkest man of ane. Ibut.

v. 527 He that he trowit mast of ane. c 1470 HENRVSON

Bludy Scrk 18 A fowll gyane of ane. ^1475 Kau/Coilyar
576 In ane Rob him arrayit, richest of ane. 14.. Tale of
Five Beasts 312 in Laing's Ane. Poet. Scotl., The riallest of

, one. isx3DoL
iGLAs,^S'm xi. vi. 100 The gret Agamemnon,

..cheif ledar of on. 1535 STEWART Cron. Scott. \. 35587 Of
Norrowa ane grit nobill of one. Ibid. 1. 35799 Ane fair

castell of one. 15^2 LYNDESAY Monarchc 1627 Nemrod..

Quhilk wes the Principall man of one.

f27. As predicate or complement following sb.

or pron. : Alone (L. sohis). Obs.

Subseq. strengthened by all, and now written in combina-
tion with it ALONE. Often extended to two or more; 'he

and she were one
'

i. e. alone.

Beoivulf'1082 Nemne feaum anum. c 1000 Sax. Leechd.

II. 178 gif of bsere wambe anre ba yfelan wretan cumen.
c life Lamb. Horn, in pu ane ne brukest naut binra welena.

c 1205 LAV. 23880 pa kinges tweien ane ber wuneden. a 1225
Ancr. R. 92 5" heo nis muchel one. Ibid. 160 pene
Louerd of heouene, J>et halt up al bene world mid his ones

[v. r. anres] mihte. 1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 9448 pere bigan
: a niwe bataile al vpe pe king one. (11300 E. E. Psalter

1. 6 To be an sinned I mare, c 1350 Will. Palerne 1415
Non knew here cunseile but bei bre one. 1388 WVCLIF Isa.

|
Ii. 2 Y clepide hym oon. 1551 ROBINSON tr. More's Utop.
Meter 4 verses 2 b, I one of all other. . Haue shaped for man
a philosophicall citie.

t b. Single, unmarried. Obs,
c 1386 CHAUCER Wife's Prol. 66 Men may conseille a

i

wornman to been oon, Bot conseillyng is nat comandement.

f c. Esp. after leave, let: cf. let alone. Obs,
c 1000 Ag's. Gosp. John xvi. 32 Diet xe forlseton me anne,

i
and ic ne com ana. a 1300 Cursor M. 14099 (Cott.), I am

j

left an [Trin. one] to serue yow. 13.. Guy Warw. (A.)

525 pe leches gon and lete Gij one. 13. . Caw.
<$-

Gr. Knt.
2118 Goude syr Gawayn, let pe gome one.

fd. After pronouns, almost
=

self, selves. Hence,

,

after the analogy of my-, thy -self, our-, your-selves,
i northern writers used mine, thine, our, your ane,
\ (midl. one). Cf. mod. Sc. my 'law, our 'taxes, and

i see ALONE, LONE. Obs.
c 1200 ORMIN 1079 Whann he shollde ganngenn inn .. 333

i him sellf himm ane. a iaag Juliana 31 As ha brinne wes
i peosternesse hire ane. (11300 Cursor M. 630 (Cott.) Of
bat rib he mad woman, Til adam bat was first his an [so

Gait. ; Trin. his oon, fair/, al-ane]. Ibid. 2021 (Cott.)

Drunken on slepe lai bi him an [soGo'tt.; Fair/, bi his ane,
Trin. bi his onej. 1340 HA.MPOLE Pr. Consc. 3109 pe body
. .harder ban be saul by it ane. 13.. Gaw. fy Gr. Knt, 1230
Now ^e ar here, I-wysse, and we bot oure one. 136* LANGL.

P. PI. A. ix. 54 As I wente bi a wode walkyng myn one.

c. 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints iii. (Andreas) 979 We sal nocht be

ws ane iwa. 1:1440 Gcsta Rom. \, lxi.\. 312 Whenne hat

ONE.

he my^t fynde hire by hire oone. a 1450 Le Morte Arth,
315 Whan they come by them one two. 1460 CAPGRAVE
Chron. 162 Thei to went into a chambir al be her one.

1 28. In this sense one passed into an adverb :

Alone, only. Obs. (In early quots. it is often

difficult to say whether it is adv. or adj.)
cii75 Lamb. Hoin. 129 Naut ane under his bond ac under

his fet. a 122*; Atity.K. 64 Al be leor schal ulowen oteares,
. .vor J>e ele sih5e one. c lyto Cast. Lore 1050 Alle >ing
I seo, and alle ping Ich wut ; But one bi Ju5t no Jring
I not. c 1380 Sir Ferumb. 2495 Of nopyny certis doj?(?) Jay
drede ; bot of liflode one. (71450 Le 3Iorte Arth* 3111
Mordred . .Callyd hys folke, And sayd to hem One,

' Releve

yow, for crosse on Rode '. 1541 R. COPLAND Gttydons
Quest. Chirurg. K ij b, Wherof is the forheade comsed '?

Answere. One of the skynne & musculous flesshe.

VIII. Phrases.

29. One and all, every one individually and

jointly.
c 1375 Cursor M. 2907 \Fairf.) paire welbe ham sloghe bab

an and al [Trin. oon and alle]. 13.. Ibid. 28036 (Colt.

Galba*, I say noght bis by ane ne all. 1513 [see ALL Ai2c).
1647 WARD Simp. Cooler 50 He hath sounded an alarm to

all the susque deques, pell-mels, one and alls, now harrasing
sundry parts of Christendome. 1877 TYNDALL in Daily
News 2 Oct. 2/5 Towards this great end it behoves us one
and all to work.

t b. One or other : ? whether viewed one way
or another, anyhow, altogether. Obs.

1704 GIBBER Careless Husb. v. (1705) 66, I declare 'twas a

Design, one or other the best Carry'd on, that ever I knew
in my life. 1775 S. J. PRATT Liberal Opin. Sect. viii. (1783)
I. 24 This it is which makes him [the dog], one or another,
the most entertaining animal that ever crossed the Atlantic.

1796 MAD. D'ARBLAY Camilla i. ii, Indiana has one or other
the prettiest face I ever saw.

c. One another: see 19. One and one , One by
one', see i6b. All one : see ALONE.
30. After a prep.
f a. After one : after one and the same fashion,

in the same way. Obs.
c 1386 CHAUCER C. T. Prol. 341 His breed, his Ale was

alweys after oon. Knt.'s T, 923 That lord hath litel of

discrecion That, .weyeth pride and humblesse after oon.

b. At one, (atoon, aton) : see ATONE adv. phr.

t c. By one : one by one; one at a time. Obs.

1607 MAFKHAM Caval. i. (1617) 35 By turning Mares single,
and by one vnto the Horse.

d. In one : (a) In or into one place, company,
or mass ; together.
ai2s Leg. Kath. 1524 Wit beoS ifestnet & iteiet in an.

^1300 E. E. Psalter xxxiv. 15 Ogain me fai fained and
come in ane. 1390 GOWER Con/. II. 149 Whan tuo hertes

falle in on. 1526 TINDALE John xi. 51 He shulde gadder
to gedder in won the children of God. 1581 SAVILE Tacitus

(1604) 31 Legions being assembled in one. 1875 J. H. NEW-
MAN in Keble Occ. Papers (1877) p. xiv, Gathered up in one.

(/>) In unison, agreement, or harmony.
a 1425 Cursor M. 20136 (Trin.) BoJe her willes was in one.

1509 HAWKS Past. Pleas, xxxvui. (Percy Soc.) 199 \Ve

answered bothe pur hertes were in one. 1589 Triumphs
Lo-ue <$ Fortune in Hazl. Dodsley VI. 148 When the higher
powers is. in one, Men upon earth will fly contention. 1600

W. WATSON Decacordon (1602) 139 Why doth not your words
and deedes agree in one? 1714 tr. a Kempis" Ch>: Exerc.
iv- 233 Voices all in one agree.

t (c) In one course ; straight on, continuously,
without ceasing ;

= ANON 3. Obs.

a 1250 Owl ^ Night. 356 ?if me hit halt evre forth in on.

c 1386 CHAUCER Knt.'s 'J'. 913 His^ herte hadde compassion
Of wommen for they wepen euere in oon. Shipntan's T.

27 A Monk.. That euere in oon was comynge to that place.

1390 GOWER Con/. II. 29 Evere in on Sche clepede upon
Demephon. c 1400 Laud Troy Bk. (E. E. T. S.) 2792 A^eyn
the qwene he jode and stode, And loked on hir euere in on.

f \d) In the same state or condition. Obs,

a 1300 Cursor J/. 1429 (Cott.) Euer stod J>ai still in an,

Wit-outen wax, wit-outen wain. Ibid. 4278 (Colt.) Ai sco

fand ioseph in ane.

t (e} In one action ;
at once. Obs.

1621 BACON Hist, Hen. I 'II 48 Whereby he should in one
both grnerally abroad veil over his ambition and win the

reputation of just proceedings.

(/) Combined in one; in combination.

1796 BENTHAM Prot. agst. Law Taxes (1816) 11 It is

robbery, enslavement, insult, homicide, all in one. 1875
Jou'ETT Plato {ed. 2) III. 441 The same persons .. are

husbandmen, tradesmen, warriors, all in one.

e. Into one :
= In one (a).

1577 tr. BttUingers Decades (1592) 61 To ioyne or bring
into one. 1864 J. H. NEWMAN Apol. 180, I had collected

into one all the strong things. ?

ff. On one (on-oon, onan, onon) : = ANON.
31. Ones, the old advb. genitive: see ONCE, ONES.

IX. Combinations.

32. a. Attributive phrases consisting of one

with a substantive (
= '

consisting of, having, con-

taining, costing, lasting, measuring, characterized

by, dealing with, or relating to 0Kt'...'); these

may be formed at pleasure, and are unlimited in

number ; such are o'ne-a-ctt -book> -clause, -day t

-dollar, -foot, -inch, -minute, -piece, -pound, -rail,

-storey, -year, etc. b. Other phrases used attrib., as

o ne-by-one, o'ne-o clock. C. Compound adjectives

formed by prefixing such phrases as those in a. to

simple adjs., as o'ne-year-o-ld. d. Parasynthetic
formations on such phrases as those in a. by adding
-ed (also unlimited in number) as o'ne-armed,

-ended, -jlotvered, -footed, -hoofed, -horned (in qnot.



ONE.

(21225 as sb. =unicorn), -petaled, -roomed, -seeded,

-sepaled) -storied, -talented, -toed, -winJowed> etc. e.

Parasynthetic formations in -er (see ER* i ), as o*nc-

acter (a play in one act), one-decker, one-pounder.
1895 Pall Mall G. n Oct. 11/2 'The Burglar and the

Judge', the very clever *one-acter by F. C. Philipps and
C. H. Brookfield. 1818 COBBKTT J'ol. Reg. XXXIII. 73
He cowed the *one-armed Admiral. 1890 Spectator 27 Sept.
413 This writer.. has great power, but of a one-armed sort.

1874 J. D. HEATH Croquet Player 31 Varieties of stroke . .

divisible into ^One-ball 1

or roquet-strokes, in which only
one ball is moved, and ' Two-ball

'

or croquet-strokes. 1890
fall Afall G. 18 Sept. 2/2 *One-book men are less common
than they used to be. 1879 tr. HacckcCs Evol, Man I.

Pref. 21 Our "one-celled Amoeba-ancestors of the Laurentian
period. 1842 AITON Domest. Econ. (1857) 152 The butter
of a *one-cow dairy is seldom good. 1763 WESLEY Wks.
(1872) III. 142, I went in the *one-day machine to Bath.

1896 H. POKTEK in Century Mag, Nov. 28 A *one-dollar

treasury note. 1553 UDALL tr. Geniinns* Anat. A ij/i The
blynde gutte, whiche we call in P^nglysh, the *one-ended
gutte. 1877 RAYMOND Statist. Mines <y Mining 243 A 'one-
foot vein ofgood ore. (71440 Promp. I'arv. 363/1 *O fotyd
beest (P. or one foted best). '11598 Lo. liusi.EiCH Adv. to
Eliz. in Harl. Misc. (Malh.) II. 282 A people all *one-hearted

jn religion. 1615 CHAPMAN Odyss. xv. 63 See in chariot
inclosed Their *one-hoof'd horse, a 1225 St. Marker, 7
Leose. .mi meoke mildscipe of J>e *anhurnde homes. 1849
S, Naf, His(, t Mammalia III. 19 Pliny .. mentions the
one-horned rhinoceros. 1865 TROLLOPE Belton Est. i. 10

Low, four-wheeled, *one-horsed little phaeton. 1876 SWIM-
BURNE Erechtheus (ed. 2) 127 Violets *one-hued with her
hair. 1655 MRQ. WORCESTER Cent. Inv. Index p. i, An
*one-line Cypher. 1860 PUSI^Y Min. Proph. 578 He pictures
the *one-mmdedness of the Church. 1883 E. P. ROE in

Harpers Mag. Dec. 46/1 The old-fashioned "one-o'clock
dinner. 1897 Daily Neius i Nov. 5/2Thereare386,ooopersons
in London who are *one-room dwellers. 1854 H. MII.I.ER
Sch. y Schm. (1858) 355 The *one-roomed cottage which
I shared with its three other inmates. 1628 GAULE Pract,
Tke. Panegyr, 64 Oh that I were able, or worthy to open
but his *one-Sealed Booke. 1895 Outing (U.S.) XXVI.
422/2 He did not move from his place .. in the *one-seated
vehicle. 1832 I'eg. Subst, Food 37 'One-seeded Wheat, or
St. Peter's corT\Triticum*t>ionoc0ccntn. 1888 G. ALLKN
in Gd, Words 383 "One-seed-leaved plants. 1840 R. H.
DANA Bef. Mast xiii. 29 Four lines of *one-story plastered
buildings. 1872 HOWELLS Wedd\ Jaunt. (1892) 226 The
little one-story dwellings. 1861 in Willis & Clark Cam.
bridge (1886) III. 775 The lateral *one-storied wing of the
facade. 1701 BEVERLEY Glory ofGrate 47 They who have
the most, are, but as the *One Talented Man. 1828 STARK
Eicm. Nat. Hist. I. 353 "One-toed Eft. Feet extremely
thin and short, composed of one toe, without a claw. 1888
T. T. WILDRIDGE Nortkumbria 124 The *one-tree canoe
may be considered the boat of northern Europe. 1861
Illustr. Land. News 17 Aug. 152/3 To visit the excesses.,
with the same stern and "one-voiced reprobation.
33. Special Combinations: o'ne-colouredrt., of

one colour, of uniform colour throughout : o -ne-
Goddtte {humorous nonce-ivd.\ a monotheist;
fo-ne-gotten a. Obs* = ONE-BEGOTTEN, only-
begotten ; o-ne-ma^n a., consisting of, exercised,

managed, or done by, one man only; one-pair a,

(in full, one pair of stairs], situated above one

'pair' or flight of stairs, i.e. on the first floor;
t one-penny, name of some obsolete game ; one-
time a., that was so at one time or formerly,
'sometime' ; <rne-two*, name of a stroke in fenc-

ing (see quot.) ; so oite-two-three ; one-way a.

t (a] applied to a kind of bread (see quot.) ; ()
applied to a plough which turns the furrows in

one direction
; one-while a. or adv. = one-time.

1861 Miss YONGE Stokcsley Secret iii. (1862) 45 A lady
with.. a good-humoured, "one-coloured face. 1870 ROCK
Text. Fabr. iv. (1876) 32 A one-coloured yet patterned silk.

1831 LAMB Lett., to Moxon (1888) II. 274 Did G. D. send

A'tws 18 Jan. 5/6 To keep him in, if that may be done
without erecting a 'One-man Government. 1894 Ibid. 4 Apr.
5/3 If it contains a clause establishing one-man-one-vote,
they will meet it with an amendment embodying in their

opinion the
principle of one-vote-one-value. 1897 MARY

XINGSLEY W. Africa 306 Mr. Glass and I shared a one-man
canoe, and the water lapped over the edge in an alarming
_way. 1795 Times 6 May in Ashton Old Times (1885) 317
The Name under the *one-pair-of-stairs window. 1897 Pall
Mall Mag. Jan. 104 A big man .. leaning from a one-pair
window. 1585 HIGISS tr. Juntas' Nomenclator, Basilinda,
. . The playe called *one penie, one penie : come after me.

[

1598 in FLORIO. 1677 in HOLYOKE. 1881 J. F. T. KEANE I

Journ. Medinah 195-6 One very handsome pair of English '

..
pistols.. with their *one-time owner's name on them. 1897 I

li-estnt. Gas. 24 June 2/2 Prime Minister of the one-time I

dependency of Van Diemen's Land. 1809 ROLAKD Fencing
70 In the motions of *one-two you disengage alternately, on

'

one side of the adversary's blade, and then return on the
other. Ibid. 89 If the adversary parries the one-two-three
feint. 1620 VENNER Via Recta i. 18 Sometimes onely the
grosser part of the bran is by a Searce separated from the
meale, and a bread made of that which is sifted, called in
some places ''One way trend. Ibid. (1650) 108 Why are

Oysters usually eaten a little before meales,and that with
one-way-bread '! 1884 F. J. LLOYD Sci. Agric. 128 There is

one other plough ..called the 'one-way' or 'turnwrest'
t

plough. 1882 Q. Km. Jan. 209 Madame, the *onewhile
beloved of Gibbon.

One (wwn), v. Now rare. Forms: 4-5 onen,
'

oone(n, north, ane, 6- one. [ME. onen, anen ; i

OE. had f-dinan ; (pa. pple. ge-dncd) ; in OHG. i

ciaSa, usually gi-einon, MHG. and G. einen ; f.

tilt. ONE. Cf. L. ftnlre, F. miir, from iinus, .] I
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1. trans. To make into one ; to unite.

[1-900 tr. Eseda's Eccl. Hist. in. xiv. [xix.] (1890)214 Oft pa;t
heo wseron in a:n[n]e unmactne lie;; fJ/.S

1

. lae^] ^eanede and
Sesomnade.) c 1340 HAMPOLE Prose 7V. 34 To se hym in his

blysse and to be anede to hym in lufe. Hid. 38 Of be soule
of lesu, whilke was aned fully to J?e godhede. CI786CHALXER

i Sompn. T. 260 Ech thyng that is oned in it selue Is moore
strong than whan it is toscatered. la^TRKVISA/r'fcafot (Rolls)

I

VI.
_28g Egbertusonedethekyngdoms. c 1449 PKCOCK Rcpr.

I. viii. 41 Forto be couplid and ooned to God. 1491 CAXTOS-
Vitas Pair. (W. de \V. 1495) i. xlix. 98 a/i Yf the Pryours
were unyed and onyd wyth theabbayes. 1587 Byrd's Psalms.
.SVwH.etc. in Arb. Garner II. 93 Dead ! no.no, but renowned !

With the anointed oned ! 1672 CRESSY in Stillingfl. Idol.
Ch. Rome (ed. 2) 225 Our soul is so fulsomely oned to God.

, /bid., The maker to whom it is oned. 1828 Craven Gloss.

(ed. 2), One. to atone. 1839 BAILEY Festtts li. (1852) 23 It is

this which ones us with the whole and God.

t 2. refl. and intr. To agree, unite
;

to come to

terms. Obs.

1340 Ayenb. 2ig Yef tuo of ous onep ham togidere me nor
' to bidde. a 1400-50 Alexanticr 879 He . . Anes with
Olympadas.. And lofe hire lely, to his lyfes ende. f 1425
WYXTOUNT Cron. iv. xviii. heading, Quhen pe Kyng Antyocus
anyd wyth be Romanys.
t One, onne, adv. and prep. Obs. [An early

! MK. deriv. form from Ox, on the analogy of IXXK,
: etc. (Cf. OFFE.)] ON.

a. as prepositional adv., or prep, after relative.
r izoo Trin. Coll. Horn. 89 Swo hatte be brop pe preste

i one wunien. ///>/., He. .bed hem bringena wig one te ridcn.
ci2oo ORMIN 3753 O ban nahht ban Crist wass boienn
onne. c 1380 WYCLIF M'ks. (1880) 242 Nou;t to Hue onne.

Set. ll-'ks. III. 207 pat day mot periche bat I was
born onne. a 1400 Pistill a/Susan 164 Hi be lord and be
lawe pat we onne leeue. a 1425 Cursor J/. 676 pat mychd
murpe was onne [earlier J\fSS. on] to se. Ibid. 5715.

b. as ordinary prep.
1:1205 LAY. 4069 C'loten hauede Cornwale, pat he lieold

wel one grioe. ll'id. 6719 pe king..nam onne [1:1275 "J
his honde Ane wi-aexe stronge. c 1220 Bestiary 436 He
bille3 one oe foxes fel. Ibid. 50*4. ^1400 A*. GUntc.'s Chron.
(Rolls) 1446 He bipojte him of felonie \_tlS. a. one feloni;e).

t One, app. var. of HONE sb*, delay, tarrying.
1297 R. GLOCC. (Rolls) 2579 Atte verste wipoute one

Castigen pe kinges brober mid is men echone Asaylede hors
& is ost.

One, obs. erron. form of OWN a. One, rare

erron. f. WONE, Obs., abundance, store.

-One, C/iem. formative suffix. [Gr. -tun; feminine

patronymic.]
a. An ending used unsystematically in forming

the names of chemical derivatives, as in acet-one

(Gmelin 1848 : see KETONE), mellone, quinone.
b. In the systematic nomenclature proposed by

Hofmann 1866, the formative of the names of

hydrocarbons of composition C.H 2 ._ 4 ,
as in pro-

pone C 3H 2 , quartone C t ll t , pentone or quintone
C 5H 6 , sextone C 6H,j, etc. These are seldom used.

1877 WATTS Ftxuncs' Client. II. 64 The only known member
of the fatty group belonging to this series is valylene or

pentone CsHe.
One-, obs. var. Ux- in many ME. words, e.g.

one-lycomelecli, onxoinely, onecoitth, onektwwyng,
oneresonable, onesliaiitely, onespekable.
Oneale, obs. form of ANNEAL v.

f One-a-ne, obs. northern f. oitan, Axox.
CI37S Sc. Leg. Saints iv. (Jacobus) 177 And sa parfyte
mad hyme one-ane.

tO'ne-bego:tten,///. a. Obs. Also oou-, on-.

[tr. L. unigenitiis.] Only begotten.
1382 WYCLIK John iii. 16 God so louede the world, that he

| begotten sonne of God.

One-berry (w-nbcTi). Turner's name for

Paris qiiadnfolia (Herb Paris) ; from the single
berry, produced at the summit of the slender stem.

(Used by later writers, but never vernacular.)
1548 TURNER ffamcs of Hcrbes 8 Pardalianches, whiche

we may call in englishe Libardbayne or one bery. 1568
Herbal Ml. 35 The herbe that I call one berrye hath a
rounde stalke. .and in the top of the stalke about a rounde
black berrye come out foure smal leaves. 1678 PHILLIPS
led. 4), Herb /'art's, an Herb otherwise called True Knot or
One Berry, the Leaves whereof grow like a True-lovers
Knot, with a

Berry
in the midst. 1789 G. WHITE Sclboriie

(1853) II. xl. 265, I found Paris quadrifolia herb Paris or
one-berry.

O ne-blade. [f. O.VE a. + BLADE, leaf.] Lyte's
name for Smilaciiia bifolia (Maianthanuni bi-

folium}, a herb allied to the lily-of-the-valley,
having a large solitary leaf springing from the

root-stock, and two smaller alternate ones upon
the flower-stalk.

1578 LVTE Dodoens in. xxvi. 178 Monophillon..may be
I

also called in English, one Leafe, one Blade, or Singleleafe
1678 PHILLIPS (ed. 4), Otu-Uadc. .an Herb good, especially

'

in wounds of the Nerves. 1760 J. Lr.K Introd. Hot. App. 321
One Blade, Coital/aria.

One-eared (w-n|i:jd), .l Having one ear.
1685 I.ond. Gaz. No. 2068/4 Two little one ear'd Pots,

t One-eared, a.- Obs. ? an error for onc-ytared.
<:i645 HOWELL Lett. vi. xxvii. This Wine is still one-ear'd,

'

and brisk, though put Out of Italian Cask in ICnglish Butt.

t O'ne-eye. Obs. [tr. med.L. iiioiioculus.] A
name for the caecum or ' blind gut '.

ONE-HORSE.

1541 R. COPLAND Guydou's Quest. Cltirurg. Hiv, There
as begynneth the gutte called one eye, or the bag, for it

semeth y 1 it hath but one eye.

One-eyed (wvn^i-d), a. Having only one
eye ; also, blind of one eye.
c looo /ELFRIC Saints' Lives xxxiii. 32r pa com bider sum

bropor se waes anejede. 13 .. E. E. A Hit. P. B. 102 Be bay
hoi, be bay halt, be bay on-y3ed. c 1440 f'roiitp. Parz'. 365/1
Oone eyyd, inoncculus, jiionotalnius. c 1550 CHEKE Matt.
xviii. 9 Better it is for ye to enter ooneied into lijf. 1603
DEKKER Grissil (Shaks. Soc.) 3 Look how yon one-ey'd
waggoner of heaven Hath. .Burst ope the melancholy jail
of night. 1665 MARVELL Char. Holland, .Among the blind
the one-ey'd blinkard reigns. 1725 POPE Odyss. ix. 475
From all their dens the one-ey'd race repair. 1819 SHELLEY
Cyclops 24 The one-eyed children of the Ocean God, The
man-destroying Cyclopses. 1858 I.YTTON U'Aat will he tla
i. xii, Waife was still one-eyed and a cripple.

Onefold (\v-nf.>"ld , . [f. ONE + -FOLD.
OK. had an/aid, -feald, whence ME. north, an/old, AFALD,

south. OEOI.D, q.v. A single instance of oone-fold (perh. a
scribal alteration of northern anfald} is recorded in 5 ; but
the extant word seems to be a new formation.)
1. Consisting of only one member or constituent ;

single ; simple.
lc 1460 Towacley Myst. xiv. 554 Hayll, oone-fold god in

persons thre !] 1844 LIXOARD Anglo-Sax. Ch. (1858) II. x.
122 The trial for greater crimes was called the threefold,
that for smaller, the onefold ordeal. 1861 Cam A. Mag. III.

549 The subject ought to IK onefold instead of threefold.
1897 R. H. STOKY Apost. Min. Scot. Ch. iv. 144 The Gaelic
preacher, like Origen, was not content to extract a onefold
lesson from his text.

2. Simple in character
; simple-minded; single-

minded
; free from duplicity.

1882 MACDONAI.D Weighed
1

tr ICaii/i'mf II. \i. 54 Many
a one imitates simplicity, but Amy was simple one-fold.

pri
ies

onefoldness, as his everlastingness. 1887 Libra r.

'

Mag.
May 149 The simplicity., which is opposed to duplicity, and
which may be called one-foldness.

O-ne-ha:nded, a.

1. Having only one hand, or only one hand
capable of use.

c 1440 rromp. fat-j. 365/2 Oon handyd, inancus. 1530
P.ALS<;R. 320/2 Onebanded] jnam/n^t. 1548 I. IJALI., etc.
Erasm. Par. John 75, I haue restored the one handed
to both.

2. Used, worked, or performed with one hand.
1611 COTGR., Aisccau,. .a. one-handed plane-nxe. 1837

Pfnny Cycl. VIII. 283/1 The one-handed [deaf-mutel
^>habet was invented in Spain. 1894 />V/</g June 838/2
Mr. J. was .. defeated by a one-handed catch in the slips
after making thirty.

t O'nehead. Obs. Forms: 4 an-, anehede,
4-5 on-, one-, oonhede, oouheed, 4-6 oiihed,
onehed, (4 onede, 5 ooned). [f. ONE a. + -HEAD.]
1. The condition of being one

; oneness, unity.
(In quot. c 1380, the number one, unity.)
ft 1300 Cursor J/. 318 pe hali gast es tat goddhede, pat

giues lijf and mas an-hede [l-'aiif. anhede ; Giitt. onede).
1325 Prose Psalter, A than. Creed 34 He is on in allc,

nou^t Jwr? confusioun of substaunce, bot [mr} onhede of

persone. c 1380 WVCLIF Serin. Sel. Wks. I. 18 Two is be
first number pat comijj after oonbeed. a 1420 HOCCLEVE DC
Reg. Princ. ^128 Cerclelyk shappe is most perfite figure,

Betokenyng in gemetrie onehede. 1450-1530 Myrr. oitr

Lndyc 4 The blessyd endeles Trinite in onehed of sub-
staunce and of Godhede.
2. The condition of being united or gathered in

one; union ; concr. a communion, a community.
a 1340 HAMTOLE Psalterd. \ pe anhede of all chosen men.

1:1449 PECOCK Rcfr. v. iv. 505 Of Scisme making in the
oonhede of Cristen bretheren. 1450-1530 Myrr. our Ladyc
134 Ye dresse you to god, and gather you in onhed to pray
in the person of holy chirche.

3. Oneness or unity of spirit, mind, or feeling ;

agreement, accord, concord.

1340 HAMPOLE Pr. Consc. 7845 jpare [in heven] es acorde
ay and anehede. ly&Aywb, 79 Charlie ne is non o)?er ^ing
panne dyere onhede. 1425-6 Rolls of Parlt. V. 407/1 The
gode oonhede and accord among the Lordes. c 1440 Proitip.
Parv. 365/2 Onehede, or on a-cord (//., P. ooned), unitas.
n 1450 in Eng. Gilds (1870) 451 If the aldermen and
maistres may nogth bring hem to onehede and acord.

4. The condition of being alone; solitude.

1340 Ayenb. 142 pe wordle is him prisoun ; onhede, paradis.

+ O nehood. Oh. Forms : 3 anhad, 4 on-
hod, 5 one-hode, 6 onehod. [See -HOOD.] =prec.
a 1335 Leg-. Keith. 932 Of his feader so5 godd, And of his

moder so6 mon In anhad ba somet. c 1320 Cast. Love 10

pat o God art and J>rilli-hod, And preo persones in on-hod.

1471 RIPLEY Coinp. Alch. Pref. i. in Ashm. (1652) 121 One-
hode in Substance. 1575 LANEHA.M Let. 53 Whear onehod
reinz, ther quiet bears rule, and discord fliez a pase.
O'ne-lio rse, a.

1. Drawn, or worked, by a single horse (as a

vehicle, a machine, etc.) ; having or using only
one horse.

1750 JESYNS Afad. Fine Lady Misc. Pieces 1761 I. 78
Severely humbled to her one-horse chair. 1795 SEWARD
Aliped, (ed. 2' II. 367 He used to drive himself about the

country in a one-horse chaise. 1839 Planting iii. 24
(L. U. K.) The one-horse drill. 1858 O. W. HOLMES Aut.

Kreak/.-t.xi, The Deacon's Masterpiece: or the Wonderful
'

One-hoss-shay '. 1887 Kiiin. Rev. Jan. 18
' One-horse

farmers
'

. . had to struggle with the inconvenience of borrow,

ing and lending horses.

2. fig. (U.S. colloq?) On a small scale; petty;
of small and limited resources or capacity.
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ONEHOW.
1858 O. W. HOLMES Ant. Breakf.-t. xi. (1891) 257, I have

seen a country-clergyman, with a one-story intellect and
a one-horse vocabulary. 1866 LOWELL Biglow P. Introd.,

Americanisms properly so called, . . such as, carry, a one-

horse affair, a pruiric, to vamoose. 1883 E. E. HALE in

Harper's Mag. Dec. 143/2 They have a one-horse sort of a

tannery. 1897 B. BARNATO in Westnt. Can. 15 June 9/1 My
company is not a one-horse show.

OliellOW (wo'nhau). adv. rare. [f.
ONE a. +

How (cf. some/tow, anyhow. noh(rw\"\ In one way
(as opposed to another) ;

somehow.
1719 DE FOE Crusoe n. x. 440 The Seamen, .would certainly

have falter'd in their Account, or onehow or other we should

have seen Reason to have suspected them.

One-ideaed, -idea'd (wyniaidfad),
a. Hav-

ing, or possessed by, a single idea.

1849 THORF.AU Week Concord Riv., Tuesday 195 Crude,
and one-idea'd, like a schoolboy's theme. 1859 HELI'S

Friends in C. Ser. n. II. ix. 179 One-ideaed persons in high

power. 1899 \V. jAME_sin Talks^ to Teachers on Psychol.
220 A saint in ecstasy is as. .one idea'd as a melancholiac.

Oneiric .<mai<>Tik), a. rare- 1
,

[f.
Gr. oveipos

dream + -1C.] Of or belonging to dreams.

1859 Life Eben. Henderson vi. 378 The oneiric medium
of revelation.

Oneiro- (onsiw), also oniro-, before a vowel

oneir-, combining form of Gr. ovttpos a dream.

t Oneiro-crisy, erron. oneirocracy [ad. Gr. ucfi-

poxpicfia]
= OXEIROCBITICISM; || Oneirodynia

(cnairodi-nia) [mod.L., f. Gr. iiSvvrj pain] : see

quot. 1 804. Oneirology (fniiV'lod^i) [Gr. uvtipo-

\ofla : see -LOOT], the science or subject of dreams,
or of their interpretation ;

so Oneiro'logist, one

versed in oneirology. Onei'romancy (-miensi)

[see -MANcr], divination by dreams; so Onei'ro-

mancer, Onerromantist [cf. Gr. ofeipo/raf-m],

one who divines by dreams, t Oneiro-polist [f.

Gr. wftpow6\os one who '

deals in
'

dreams, i. e.

either a dreamer, or an interpreter of dreams], an

interpreter of dreams, t Oneiropo'mpist [f. Gr.

ovftpcmonTTos sending dreams], a sender of dreams.

Oneiroscopy (-fskopi) [Gr. uvfipoanutros an in-

terpreter of dreams], examination or interpretation

of dreams
;

so Oneiro-scopist, one versed in

oneiroscopy.
1653 R. SANDERS Physiaga. 202 This Chapter of 'Oneiro-

cracie, that is to say, the judgment of dreams. Ibid. 214
Oneirocracie is the prudence of presaging future con-

tingencies by dreams, for the welfare
_
of man. 1804 T.

TROTTER Drunkenness i. ii *Oneirodynia, disturbed sleep,

which comprehends sleepwalking and nightmare. 1822-34
Good's Study Med. (ed.4lIII. 49 He [Parr]., makes Vesama
the genus, and arranges melancholia, mania, and even

oneirodynia, as separate species under it. 1834 SOCTHEY
Doctor Ixxvi. II. 343 Artemidorus, not the *oneirologist, but

the great philosopher at the Court of the Emperor Sferamond.

[See also ONEIKOCKITE.] 1818 McCxiE Life Melville I. ii. 80

Melville was a believer in *Oneirology and expert in the

interpretation of dreams. 1653 R. SANDERS Physiogn. 225
The Queen related the dream to an "Oneiromancer. 1652
GAULE Magastrom. 165 ^Oniromancy, [divining] by dreams.

1663 J. SPENCER Prodigies (1665) 297 These rude observations

were at last licked into an Art (Physical Oneiromancy) in

which Physicians from a consideration of the dreams pro-
ceeded to a Crisis of the disposition of the person. 1871
TYLOR Print. Cult. I. 108 Oneiromancy .. is not unknown to

the lower races. 1653 R. SANDERS Physiogn. 221 The dream
to the *Oneiromantist. 1652 GAULE Magastrom. xxvi, The
dusky *oniropolist or dream teller will affright me with

nocturnall ghosts and goblins, a 1693 [see ONEIROCRITE],

1652 GAULE ftlagastroin. 269 Carpocrates . . used incanta-

tions . . paredrials or demoniacal assessours, *oniropompists
or dream-artists. 1727 BAILEY vol. II, 'Oneiroscopist. 1889
MRS. LYNN LINTON in Fortn. Rev. Mar. 368 [He] made him-
self the oneiroscopist for the occasion.

Oneirocrite, oniro- (cnai'r<?krit\ rare. [a.

F. onirocrite .Rabelais), ad. Gr. weipo/tpiVrys judge
or interpreter of dreams.] = next, I.

[1677 GALE Crt. Gentiles 111.64 The Pythagoreans, .had

their ot-tpo(cpiTTj?, Onirocrites, Judge and Interpreter of

Dreams.] ^1693 URQUHAKT Rnl'dais in. xiii. 102 Such a
one.. by the Greeks is called Onirocrit, or Oniropolist.

1837 SOL-THEY Doctor cxxviii. IV. 294 The Oneirocrites or

Oneirologists, as they who pretended to lay down rules for

the interpretation of dreams called themselves.

Oneirocritic. oniro- (onaioiokri-tik), sb, (a.)

[ad. Gr. uvupoicpiTLKos pertaining to the interpreta-
tion of dreams

;
in F. onirocritique (Cotgr.): cf.

prec. and -10.]

1. A judge or interpreter of dreams.

1652 J. SMITH </. Disc. VI. iii. (1821) 203 The Jewish
doctors, .constantly prefer the oneirocritics of them, to the

dreamers themselves. 1668 II. MORE Diy. Dial. II. 243
According to the sense of the ancient Omrocriticks. 1712
ADDISON Sped. No. 505 F 6 An Oneirocritick, or, in plain

English, an interpreter of dreams. 1819 G. S. FABER Dis-

pensations (1823) I. 335 He was the first prophet and
oniroctiticand diviner. 1865 Sat. Rev. 11 Nov. 616 A second
oneiro-critic modified the unpleasant answer.

2. (Usually in//.) The art of interpreting dreams ;

oneirocriticism.

1614 SELDEN Titles Hon. 74 In Apomazar's..onirocritiques
out of Egyptian monuments, that name often occurres. 1724
A. COLLINS Gr. Ctir. Relig. 89 Oneirocriticks and Hiero-

glyphics; and other Mystical Arts of concealment. 1740
\VARBURTON Di~>. Legal, vi. vi. (R.), Now onirocritic or the

art of interpreting dreams was practised in the time of

Joseph. 1855 SMEDLEY Occult Sci. 292 Oneirocriticks.

B. adj. next. rare~".
l?75 Asn, Qneirccritic^ interpretative of dreams.
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Oiieirocri'tical, oniro-, a. [f. as prec. +
-AL.] Pertaining to, practising, or expert in, the

interpretation of dreams.
1588 J. HARVEY Disc. Probl. 26 No dreaming Reuelations,

or Onirocriticall coniectures. 1653 R. SANDERS Phy&iogn.
214 The knowledge of Oneirocritical {printed -cratical]

precepts. 17x4 BVROM Sped. No. 597 f 10 My Onirocritical

Correspondent has directed him. 1816 SCOTT Antig. xiv,

Well, I will allow for once the oneirocritical science. 1855
SMEDLEY Occult Sci. 248 Artemidorus .. founder of the
Oneirocritical science, so to call it.

Hence Oneirocrrtically adv., in relation to the

interpretation of dreams.
1816 G. S. FABER Orig. Pagan Idol. III. 292 He owns

himself quite unable to assign any adequate cause of a

temple being onirocritically symbolized by a merchant ship.

Oneirocrrticism, oniro-. [f. ONEIBO-
CRITIC -r- -ISM.

J
The art of interpreting dreams.

1614 SELDEN Titles Hon. i. iii. 63 In Oneirocriticisme,
dreams of superior Deities were referd to such as had rule

and command. 1671 SIR T. BROWNE Let, Friend % 18 To
dream that \ve are dead, was no condemnable Fantasm in

old Oneirocriticism, as having a signification of Liberty,
vacuity from Cares, exemptioirand freedom from Troubles,
unknown unto the dead. 1827 G. S. FABER Sacr. Cnletut.

Prophecy (1844) I. 6 The whole system of pagan oniro-

criticism. 1863 Sat. Rev. ii Nov. 616 The science of
Oneiro -criticism . . appears to have always been no less

vague in its principles than anomalous in its results.

Oneism (wzrniz'm). nonce-wd. [-ISM.] A doc-

trine or system of which one is the centre.

1840 Fraser^s Mag. XXII. 620 The oneism, the I -ism of
the German, making for each individual his own mind the

centre of his universe.

Oneith, obs. form of UNEATH adv.

One-leaf. ? Obs. = ONE-BLADE, q. v.

1578 [see ONE-BLADE). 1884 MILLER Plnnt-n., One-leaf,
Two-leaved Lily of the Valley.

One-legged (\v-n|legd, -le=ged), a.
'

1. Having only one lag.

1883 STEVENSON Treas. Isl. i. i. (1886) 7 The one-legged
seafaring man. 1899 Il

7
estni. Caz. 21 Mar. 10/3 The one-

legged hurdy-gurdy, .has obviously given way to the less

mournful piano-organ.
2. fig. That is, or effects, only one half of what

is required ; that is a half-measure ;
one-sided.

1842 SVD. SMITH Let. Burning alive on Railroads Wks.

1859 II. 325/2 To pass a one-legged law, giving power over

one door and not the other. 1867 MOTLEY in Corr. (1889)
II. 255 You.. have actually maintained this one-legged
correspondence through all those years.

Onelepy, Onely: see ONLEPY, ONLY.

tO'nement. Obs. [f. ONE v. + -MEST ; an

early instance of the addition of the Romanic
suffix -ment to a native Eng. vb. Cf. the later

|

ATONEMENT.] The fact of being made into one.

1. Physical union, conjunction.
1388 WYCLIF Ezck. xxxvii. 16 loyne thou tho trees oon to

'

the tother in to o tree to thee; and tho schulen be in to

onement [1382 oonyng] in thin hond.

2. Union of mind or feeling ; agreement, accord,

concord; reconciliation (= ATONEMENT i, 2).
a 1450 Le Aforte Arth. 2338 Bot onemente thar hym

nevyr wene, Or eyther other herte haue sought. 1533 tr.

Erasmus Contnt. Crt'de 1.62 He shold . . reconcile hymselfe
and make an onement with god. 1597-8 Be. HALL Sat. in.

vii. 69 That sets such discord twixt agreeing parts, Which
never can be set at onement more.

fO'nemost, a. Obs. [f. ONE, after inmost, \

hindmost, etc. : see -MOST.] 'Most one'; abso- !

lutely the only one : applied to God.
J597 J- KING On Jonas (1618) 74 Our one and one-most

God. a 1638 MEDE Apost. Later Times (1641) 32 As God
is most one, and without all multiplicity, .. the one-mo!t
God must have an one-most service. 1643 CARYL Sacr.

Covt, 25 It make a special union of all those who shall lake

it with the One-most God.

Onence, obs. variant of ANENT prep.

t One*ne, adv. Obs. [f. ON/;-.?/. + ENE : cf. at

ene.] At once : = ANON 4.
c 1450 Mirour Sfiluacioun 1039 Bot noght mankind de-

livred onene y
l crist was borne.

Oneness (w-n,nes\ [f. ONE 4- -NESS: OE.
had dn-nes t which became regularly in I3th c. .

onnesse in south, annesse in north. (See ANNESS.)
But this became obs. bef. 1300, and oneness was '

formed anew in i6th c.]

1. The quality of being one in number, singleness.
:

(Esp. of the divine unity.)
[c88s c 1175 : see Ax NESS i.j 1594 HOOKER Eccl. Pol. i, ii.

2 Our God is one, or rather very onenesse, and meere 1

unitie. 1652 UKNLOWKS Theoph. Pref., An eternal Being, an
|

infinite Onenesse. 1683 PORDAGE Myst. Dtv. ii The Holy ;

Trinity are one, and yet three in that oneness. 1816 COLE-
KIDGE Lay Serin. 3^9 The Science of the universal, having
the ideas of oneness and allness as the two elements,

j

1862 DANA Alati. Geol. 584 Man of one species. This one- t

ness of species is sustained by the following considerations. '

b. The fact or quality of being the only one of
\

its kind ; singularity, uniqueness.
I7 I5 J- CHAPPELON Rt. iuay Rick. (1717) 26 Here is . . the

j

singularity, oneness of this pearl, one pearl, none other
,

like it. 1871 RusKiN Fcrs Clav. v. 4 The thing itself being i

almost incredible in its oneness.

2. The fact or quality of being alone; solitari-

ness, loneliness, rare.

[a iooo-rt 1300 : see ANSESS 2. c 1200 I 'ices fy I 'irtitcs 137
Ancres and hermites 5e luuied onnesse.] 1839 LADY LYTTON

Chevcley (ed. 2) I. x. 212 Is my curse to be a fW<.\y.r, both

ONEBATE.
of fate and feeling? 1850 MRS. BROWNING Early Rose i, In
her loneness, in her loneness, And the fairer for that oneness.

3. The quality of being one body or whole

(though compounded of two or more parts) ;

undividedness, integrity, unity.
[coco tr. Bsedas Hist. n. iv, pa 5e..5elumpon..tp annesse

Jsere halgan cirican.J 1626 JACKSON Creed v\u. viii. 3 The
Onenesse of person in the sonne of God, Christ Jesus, God
and man. 1695 LD. PRESTON Boethius in. 143 If by dis-

severing & segregating the Parts that Oneness is distracted,
it is no more what before it was. 1736 BUTLER Anal. i. i. 17
The Simplicity and absolute Oneness of a living Agent.
1831 CARLVLE Sort. Res. n. x, His somewhat peculiar
view of Nature, the decisive Oneness he ascribes to Nature.
18.. WHITTIER Pr. Wks. (1889) III. 286 It overlooks .. the

solidarity and oneness of humanity.
4. The fact of forming one whole (said of two

or more persons or things, or of one person or

thing with another) ; combination, unity, union.

1657 AUSTEN Fruit Trees \\. 44 This Union and Onenesse
between us, and God the father. 1698 Christ Exalted 6
Is not this taking their Persons into Oneness with himself?
1860 PUSEY Min. Proph. 13 The closest human oneness, of

husband and wife.

5. The fact or quality of being one and the same,

sameness, identity ; the character of remaining the

same in varying circumstances or at different times,

constancy, unchangingness.
1611 W. SCLATER Key (1629) 339 This onenesse .. of God,

is not numeral!, . .but hath reference, either to the vnchang-
ablenesse of God, and his keeping one steddy, and vnuaried
course in Justifying all. 1869 J. MARTIN EAU ss. II. 175
The physical and moral oneness of existence. 1877 E.
CAIRO Philos. Kant \\. xv. 544 The numerical oneness or

identity of the Soul at different times.

b. The fact or quality of being the same in kind ;

identity of nature or character (of two or more

things).
1657 AUSTEN Fruit Trees \\. 194 To stand for Uniformity

or Oneness in the externall part of the worship of God.
iSzz Blackw. Mag. XII. 586 All are so agreeably blended
into a oneness of character. 1883 W. HUGGINS in igM
Cent. Aug. 274 The essential oneness of the cometary stuff

with the gas composed of carbon and hydrogen.

t c. The fact of being the same, or alike, in

relation to two or more ; community. Obs. rare.

a 1225 Attcr. K, 12 Me serial makien strencSe of onnesse

of clones, & of o3er what of vttre Binges, (jet te onnesse

wiSuten bitocnie >e onnesse of o luue & of o wil.

6. Unity of mind, feeling, or purpose ; unison,

agreement, harmony, concord,

[^1175: see ASNESS 3.] 121225 Esee 5 C 3* c I555 HARPS-
FIELD Divorce Hen. I'III (Camden) 28 For the oneness

& conformity of mind that both were in, touching this

matter. 1647 BP. HALL Christ Myst. 20. 114 A spiritual!
oneness arising from an happy conspiration of their thoughts
and affections, 1649 W. DELL Way of Peace 28 The
members of the body can judge of the one-nesse of Spirit
that is among themselves. 1850 ROBERTSON Scrm. Ser. in.

iii. (1872) 38 Have ceased to expect any other oneness for

the Church of Christ than that of a sameness of spirit.

Oner (wjrnai), sb. slang or colloq. Also one-er.

[f. ONE + -ERI.J
1. slang. A person or thing of a unique or very

remarkable kind
; esp. a person preeminently ad-

dicted to or expert at something ;
a prime one.

1840 DICKENS OldC. Shop Iviii, Miss Sally's sich a one-er

for that. 1857 HUGHES Tom Brown 11. iii, You are a.

wunner for bottling the swipes. 1862 THACKERAY Philip

(1869) II. .\vi. 240 You should see her eat; she is such a oner

at eating. 1884 G. ALLEN Philistia. III. 279 You always
were a one-er you know.

b. spec. A heavy blow.
1861 E. D. COOK Paul Fosters Daughter x. I. 230 Oh,

I've got it at last such a onener clean off my legs.

1885 G. ALLEN Babylon iii, He caught Hiram such a oner

on his ears.

2. colloq. Something consisting of, denoted by,

or in some way characterized by the number one.

1889 Pall Mall G. 19 Oct. 6/1 His figures. .run to any-

thing between a fiver and two or three hundred oners.

1898 Daily News 20 May 11/5 On Sundays, Mr. Gladstone

went to church at least t\\ice. As he used to put it himself,

he thought nothing of oners '.

t O'ner, v. Obs. rare. [f, L. onerart : see

below; cf. exami'.] trans. To burden :=sO>"EKATE.

1545 St. Papers Hen. I'll/, V. 409 Who be extreme in

takinge of gressoms, and oneringe of rentes. 1545 JOVE
Exp. Dan. viii. T j, Behold with how few single pure and

easye institv.cyons Christ ordened & not onered his churche.

t O'nerable, a. Obs. rare 1
,

[f.
L. onerdre to

OXEKATE: see -BLE.] Burdensome, onerous.

1432-50 tr. Iligdcn (Rolls) II. 143 To reherse the reasones

. . hit were onerable [TREVISA, Doyefolle] to vs in this tyme

[I/igdcn prefatis rationibus onerare nimis foret tsediosum],

tOliera'riouS,^- Obs.rare~ l
. (Inquot. ono-.)

[f.
as next + -ous.]

= ONEROUS.
a 1548 HALL CAtvtt., Hen. ^33^, To have a rule to hym

committed, not for an honor, but for an onorarious charge
and daily burden.

Onerary (^nerari\a. (sl>.}
rare. [ad. L. onerari-

its, f. onus burden : see -AKY ; cf. F. owraire (Rabe-

lais i6thc.).] a. adj. Fitted for the carriage of

burdens, b. as sb. A ship of burden, transport.

1658 PHILLIPS, Onerary, serving for burthen or carriage.

1728 MORGAN Algiers I. ii. 15 Carrying with him 2000 war-

like Vessels, besides oneraries. 1755 JOHNSON, Onerary,
fitted for carriage or burthens. (Whence in mod. Diets.)

t O'nerate, v- Obs. (Pa. pple. in 6 onerate.)

[f. L. onenlt-, ppl. stem of oiurarc to load, burden,
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f. onus, oner- a load, burden.] trans. To load,

burden, charge, oppress, lit. andyig;
ci53S in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. in. II. 360 My Master ..

wold..dayly onerat me with more paynes without any
maner of profett. (11548 HALL Chron., Rich. Ill 50 Partely
onerate and vanquesshed with the faire glosynge promises.
1604 TOOKEK Fabriqne Ch. 9 Perhaps they thtnke them-
selves onerated in conscience for the trust reposed in them
. . to bestow [etc.]. 17*6 AYLUTE Parcrgon 335 An universal

Legacy happens, when the Testator onerates his Executor

by obliging him to restore all his Goods and Estate unto
such a Person.

t Onera'tion. Obs. rare. [n. of action f. prec.:
cf. med.L. ontratio H4th c. in Du Cange).] The !

action of loading or burdening; loading or filling

the stomach, taking of food.

1651 HOBBLS Lcinath. i. vi. 25 Of this Kind are all Onera-
tions and Exonerations of the body. 1658 PHILLIPS, Onera-
//<>, a loading or burthening. In BAILEY, JOHNSON, and
in mod. Diets.

Onerative (ff nera.tiv), a. rare. [f. as ONERATE
'

+ -1VE: cf. obs. F. oncratif (
1 6th c. in Godefroy).] !

Conveying a charge or imposition.
1802-12 BENTHAM Ration. Jndic. Eirid, ("1807) I. 312 ,

Onerative, or say impositive. .and exonerative. Ibid. V.

204 Self-onerative [evidence]. Ibid. 702 Distinctions of ..

testimony, . .disservitive, criminative or simply onerative.

t Oiiero'se, (t. Obs. [ad. L. oneros-tts : see

below and -OSE.]
= ONEROUS.

i 1450 tr. DC' Imitatione in. xxx. 100 Lo ! mete, drinke,

clobe, & ober binges longing to be body are onerose to a fer-

vent spirit. 1687 N.JOHNSTON Assur. Abby Lands 164 By
whatever contract, either Lucerative, or Onerose they
have come.

Onero'Sity. rare. [f. as next + -ITY. Cf.

obs. F. ontrositt (i 5th c. in Godef.).] The quality
of being onerous ; in Sc. Laiv

t the fact of some-

thing being for a consideration.

1874 LD. N EAVES i Court Sess. Cos. 4th Ser. 481 When
a cheque is presented to a bank there is no presumption of

onerosity as between the drawer and the holder.

OuerOUS l^'neras), a. Also 5 honerous. [a.

OF. onereits. honereus (Oresme I4th c.), F. one'rettx^

ad. L. oneros-it$) f. onus, oner- burden : see -ous.]
1. Of the nature of a burden ; burdensome ;

oppressive, troublesome.
c 1400 Rom. Rose 5633 For he nyl be importune Unto no

wight, ne honerous. c 1450 tr. De Imitatione in. x.\. 88 If

bis lyve be onerouse and hevy, yette bi thi grace hit is fulle

meritory. 1533-4 Act 25 Hen. K///, c. 19 Dyuers con- ,

stitucions .. ouermuch onerous to his highnes and his

subiectes. 1621 BURTON Anat. Afel. i. ii. iv. vii. {16761

105/1 Overcome and tormented with worldly cares, and
onerous business. '775 JOHNSON Tax. no Tyr. 32 Called

;

to any onerous service. 1837 W. IRVING Capt. Banncvilte
I. 233 The duties of a wife.. among Indians, are little less ,

onerous than those of the pack horse.

b. Of the nature of a legal burden, or obligation.
1539 EI.YOT Let. to Cromwell in Kills Orig. Lett. Ser. i.

;

II. 117 Discharged without any recompence, rewarded only !

with the order of Knighthode, honorable and onerouse. i

1726 AVLI/FE Parergon 16 A banish'd Person .. retains all

Things onerous to himself, as a Punishment for his Crime.
,

1875 POSTE Gains i. Introd.,To enforce that performance ..

from the person to whom it is onerous, that is, to whom it

is commanded. 1883 Law Times 10 Nov. 22/2 The 23rd
section, .provides for disclaimer of onerous property.
2. Sc. Law. Done or given for value received, .

being for a consideration : opposed to gratuitous ;

as in onerous consideration, grant ^ property^ title
,

etc. (So, in Kr. law, titre oiu{
rettx> etc.)

1751 MACFAKLANE Genealogical Collections (1900} 305.

1754 ERSKINE Princ. Sc. Law (1809) 139 If the grant be
made for a valuable consideration, it is said to be onerous ;

if for love and favour, gratuitous. 1861 W. BELL Diet. Si.

Law 220/2 Where value in money, or goods, or services,
has been given in return for the deed, the consideration is

said to be onerous. Ibid, 221/1 A deed granted for a

gratuitous consideration, where not struck at as a fraud

against onerous creditors, is as effectual as a deed granted
for a valuable consideration.

\lence O'nerously adv.
t
in an onerous or burden-

some manner; O'nerousness, burdensomeness.

1856 WKBSTF.R, Onerously. 1866 A. L. PERRY Elem. Pol.

Kcon. (1873) 116 The comparative onerousness of the respec-
tive efforts. 1877 OWEN Mrq. Wellesitys Desp. Introd. 39
The position .. which Wellesley was determined to compel
them to recognise in all its amplitude and onerousness.

t Ones, obs. form of ONCE : used in ME. also in

the sense
'

at one*.
c 1386 CHAUCKR Pani. T. 368, I make auow to goddes

digue bones Herkneth felawes, we thre been al ones, c 1470
HENRY ll'allace x. 225 Had thai bene gud, all anys we had
ben. Be reson heyr the contrar now is seyn.

Oneself (wzmse-lf\pron. Also 6- ones, one's

self. [rig' one's self (see ONE 21 and SELF), after

my self, etc. ;
afterwards assimilated to himself,

ifself.} An emphatic or distinctive equivalent of

the indefinite pronount)NK, used chiefly in the objec-
tive (after vb. or prep.) or (in sense i) as a nomina-
tive in apposition. The corresponding possessive
is one's own :

*

occupied with oneself and one's own
affairs.*

1. Emphatic use : A person's self ; himself or her-

self (meaning or including the speaker or writer .

16x1 LADY M. WKOTII Urania 505 Griefe is felt but by
one's selfc. 1837 MRS. CARLVLE t'/7. 1.65 A letter behoves
to tell about oneself. 1843 PALMKRSTON in L. C. Sanders

Life (iSSS) 15 If one does not know something of them

oneself. 1848 DICKENS Donibey v, One might wear the
articles one's-self. c 1886 Pall Mall f?., Oneselfafter all is the

subject in whick a man is most deeply interested. Mod. If

it were said to oneself, one would resent it.

2. Reflexive use : objective case of ONE 21, as
( One is obliged to keep oneself by oneself.'

In this sense often stressless; e.g. to betake oneself.

1548 R. HUTTMN Sum of Diuinitic Cvjb, To exalt ones
selfe aboue other men. 1665 BOYLE Occas. Rejl. iv. vi.

(1848) 209X0 estimate ones self not by the testimonies of ones
Conscience. 173* BERKELKY Alcipkr. in. 1-2 It were folly
to sacrifice one s-self for the sake of such. 1768 BLACKSTONK
Comm. IV. xiv. 181 The Roman law also justifies homicide,
when committed in defence of the chastity either of one-
self or relations. 1827 LYTTON Pelham xxiii, To be pleased
with oneself is the surest way of offending every-body else.

1862 TROI.LOPE Orley F. Iv, To sit down to dinner all by
oneself! 1881 BKSANT & RICK Chapl. of Fleet \\. ii. (1883)

129 To dress one's self in the morning to the accompaniment
of sweet muMc. 1887 JKSSOI*!' A ready iii. 66 To project
oneself at will into remote periods in the past.

t O'neship. Obs. rare. [f.
ONE + -SHIP.] The

condition of being one or alone
;
oneness.

1630 SANDERSON Serin. II. 305 From the unchangeable-
ness, & one-ship {if I may so say) both of Priest & Sacrifice.

One-sided (W2'n 1
sai*cled

)
with shifting stress},

a. [Parasynthetic from one sidc\ see OXE 32 d;
after Ger. ein$eitig]
1. Relating to } considering, or dealing with only

one side of a question or subject ; partial.
1833 DE QUINVF.Y Autobiog. Sk. Opium-eater in Tiiff's

3fag. (1834) 483/1 What the Germans mean by a one-sided

(ein-seiiiger) judgment. (A\>te in Wks. 1853 I. 290
'

It

marks the rapidity with which new phrases float themselves
into currency, .. that this word JHTIU (1853) familiarly used
in every newspaper, then (1833) required a sort of apology
to warrant its introduction'.] 1838-9 HALLAM Hist. Lit.

III. in, vi. ICG. 346, I think this well-written sentence
a little one-sided, 1839 MRS. S. ELLIS Women ofEngland
.\ii. 297 To use a popular Germanism, it is but a one-sided
view of the subject that we take. 1841 GEN. P. THOMPSON
Exerc. (1842) VI. 315 A partial, or as the Germans call it

a 'one-sided' view of things. 1842 MIALL in Nonconf.
II. i The marriage was a one-sided one. 1850 BCSHNFU,
Cod in Christ 52 They can endure none but a one-sided
view of truth. 1885 Law Times LXXVI1I. 388/2 A one-
sided report of a trial was not a privileged publication.

2. In physical sense, a. Leaning to one side;

larger or more developed on one side than on
the other.
a 1845 HOOD Charity Seym, iii, For the plaguy one-sided

party wall fell in. 1857 HUGHES Tom Brown \\. v, Tom's
face begins to louk very one-sided there are little ijueer

bumps on his forehead. Mod. The one-sided leaf of the

elm, of the begonia.
b. Having the constituent parts (e.g. the flowers

of an inflorescence) all on one side
;
unilateral.

1875 W. MclLWKAiTH Guide Wigtownshire 48 On the

right is a one-sided street. Mod. Hot. The one-sided in-

florescence of the lily of the valley, of the toothwort.

C. Existing or occurring on one side only.
1864 WEBSTER, One-sided.. 2. {Bot.\ Growing on one Mde

of a stem; as, one-sided flowers. 1884 BOWER & SCOTT l)e

Rary's Phaner. 360 The usually one-sided sclerosis of the

endodermis. 1899 Allbntt's Syst. Hied. VI. 580 Cases in

which local syncope is predominantly and perhaps ex-

clusively, one-sided.

Hence One-si cleclly adv. ; One-si clediiess.

1856 Mem. Fred. Perth,-s 1 1. \vii.272 Insisting oneskledly
on the authority of the Church. 1899 SWEET Hist. Lang.
\. i To look at language from a more or less onesidedly
formal or logical point of view. 1835 Penny Cyel. IV. 246/2
What has been aptly termed one-sidedness of mind. 1838
E. FITZGERALD Lett. 8 June (1889) I. 44 With a good deal
of pedantry and onesidediiess (do you know this German
word?). 1893 J. ORR Chr. /7y God \\. 55 Opposite one-
sided nesses correct each other.

fOnesprute. Obs. rare. [For *<?;/;/<?, f. Ox-
+ SPROUT.] Inspiration.
a 1300 E. E, Psalter xvii. 16 Fra one-sprute of gast of

wreth bine.

Onest^e, Onestly, etc., obs. ff. HONEST, etc.

Oneth(e, -thes, obs. ff. UNEATH, UNEATHS, advs.

One-til, One-to, obs. ff. UNTIL, UNTO.
Onewhere (wynhwC-->j), adv. rare.

[f. ONE +

\\~HERE, after somewhere, nowherc^\ In one place

(as opposed to another) ;
in one place only.

1611 BIBLE To Rdr., If we translate the Hebrew or Greek
word . .onewhere Journeying^ never Traveiling\ ifonewhere
Thinke^ never Suppose. 187* L. MORKJS Songs two Worlds
Ser. i. Visions 151 Not onewhere, but pervading all.

t Oneyers. Origin and meaning uncertain.

1596 SHAKS. i Hen. //', ii. i. 84 With Nobility, and
TraiHUiilitie; Bourgomasters, and great Oneyers.

Onez, obs. form of ONCE.
Onfaithful : see UN-
t Onfake, in konyonfakt (Paltad. on Ifusb. IX.

197) : see OMPHACOMEL.
Onfall (fnfgl). [f. ON- 1 4 + FALL s&.]
1. An attack or access of disease, plague, or

calamity. Now Sc.

c 1000 Saxon Leechd. II. 104 Drenc wij? onfealle. a 1300
Cursor M. 5943 Ful yern on Rodd bi-gun bai call To liuer

be folk on bat oti.fhll. Ibid. 27738 Wreth it es a brath
on-fall. i8o8-i8 JAMIESOS, Onfall^ a disease which attacks
without any apparent cause.

2. gen. An attack, assault, onset. (///. andy^.X
1837 CAKLYLI; 1'r. Rev. I. vii. iii, Death by starvation and

military onfall. 1880 M. PAITISON Milton vi. 76 A violent

personal onfall upon Joseph Hall. 1889 DOYLK aitah Clarke
.\.x\ii. 341 Who ever saw a camp so exposed to an onfall ?

! 3. Sc. a, A fall of rain or snow. b. The fall of

. the evening.
?<i 1800 Old Song (Jam.), But or the onfa'o'the nicht,She

fand him drown'd in Yarrow. 1821 Ayr Courier i Feb.

(Jam.) The snow lay thick . . but the on-fall had ceased.

t Onfa'ng, v. Obs. Forms : Inf. 1-3 onf6n, 3

(Orm.'} onnfanngenn; pa. t. 1-3 onfeng, 4 onfo^;
pa.pple. i- onfangen. [f. ON--: see FANG z'.]

1. trans. To receive, accept.
cooo tr. fi.rda's Hist, i. iii. (1890) 30 Claudius. .mycelnc

dicl bajs landes on anweald onfeng. c 1000 Ags. Gosfl. Matt.
xxvii. 6 i)a sodlice bera sacerda ealdras onfengon bzes ACU!-

fres. c 1000 Sa.v. Leechd. 1 1. 298 Se be bone stan on drince
onfehiS. c 1200 OK.MIN 16571 Forr he ne mot nohht Ciistess
flxsh NeCristess blod onnfanngenn. c 1205 LAV. 1069 Nulle
we noht bis on-fon.

2. To take \\ ith ihe mind ; to conceive or under-

stand (in a particular way).
cxaoo ORMIN 12106 [>att birr> us-s Ickenn hu niann birrj^

Onnfon and unnderrstanndenn.
3. To undertake.

971 Blick I. Horn. 155 Hwylc swa elyfe)> . . bonne wile lie

onion rihtre ondetnesse for Cristes naman. c izoo OKMIN
8565 And ta bait shulenn hanne onnfon To lefenn uppo
Cris.it;. 6120$ LAY. 21194 Mi seolf 1C wullen on-fon.

4. To conceive (offspring}.
a 1000 Ags. Ps. (Th.) 1. 6 pu wast b;t;t ic wass mid unriht-

wisncs>e onfangen. ^1300 E. /:. Psalter 1. 7 In uickc-
nes.M--s on-fanged am I, And in sinnes me on-foj mi modre
for-bi.

Onfarrand : see U.v-.

t Onfa'St, onfe'St, aifc. and pnp. Also on
uast, on vsest, on uest {Ot-tn.') ounfasst. ff. O.v

prep, and adv. + OK. fast, FAST, firm, close.

Known only in early ME.] Near, close on, 'fast

by '. a. adv. b. prep.
a. c 1200 OKMIX 3^34 pa.:r oiinfiijot i batt illkc land Wa>-

se^htnn mikell takenn. //'/(/. 3358 Her onnfasst he borenn
1

iss I Davibb kin^ess chessire. c 1205 LAV. 1691 In to ant:

bicke \vocie ba ^er on uest wes [c 1275 bat bare was ant-

wiest]. Ibid. 4194 Stateres floe IscoO ore fajire sculdes
Sumen on feste.

b. f 1205 LAV. ^ He wonedeat Ernle^e. -On fc^l Rade^-tone

[c: 1*75 Faste bi Radislone]. Ibid. 2852 He makede an

temple onfest U"i*75 anewest] be ba<V. Ibid. 3'7i3 For^
he i;on lioe In to Lundcnc And anoouste gunncn wende
On fast We,->tniu>ti-c.

t On faste, on feste, adv. phr. Obs. Also

I 3 on uaste. on useste, an vest(e. [f, Ox/;v/.

j

or adi*. + QJ&.fseste FAST adv.] Swiftly, speedily,
with speed ;

= FAST adv. 6.

cizog LAV. 1455 Ualu com on ueste. Ibid. 10732 Sum on
ua>te bojh In to bere burh. Ibid. 22583 He on uaste iuenj;
Faiiere his iweden. ibid. 23440 Sonde he sende sone An
uest touward Koine.

Onfeirie, onfery: see Ux-. Onfestyn, on-
uestne: seeUNFAST,-Ex. Onfilit: seeUxFiLtD.
On flote, on-flote: see FLOAT sb. i, AFLOAT.

Onflow (p'nifiVw). [See Ox- l
4.] The act or

fact of flowing on ; onward flow.

1880 G. H. TAYLOR Health by Kxerc. (1083) 368 The
onflow [of blood] superinduced. 1883 India's ll'oincn Jan.
56 A constant onflow of information. 1890 H. \V. M.\iiii;

Study Fire vii. 42 Ceasele>s onflow of life and time.

So O nflowingr i'l>l. sb. and ///. a.

1862 F. HALL Hindu Philos. Syst. 41 As the on-flowing of
the world had no beginning, so it has no end.

f On-forced, ///. a. Obs. rare. Forced upon
(one), enforced.

1656 EARL MONM. tr. Boccalinis Advts.fr. Ptirnass. 437
It would be sufficient to obstruct that on-forced [so edd.

1669, 1674} Donative, that hath brought me to live upon
bread and onions.

Onforlatet, Onfortune, Onfoughten, On
fowlit, Onfreind, -frend, -friend : see UN-.

tOnfre'St, v. Obs. rare~ l
. [f. Ox- 1

-t-/m/,
FRIST v. to delay.] traits. To delay, put off.

c 1300 Havelok 1337 Do J?ou nouth onfrest ^is fare.

Ongart, var. OGAKT, AXGAUD Obs.* arrogance.

On3ein, o^en, obs. forms of AGAIN.

f Ongel, obs. variant of AXGEL.
c 1250 O. Kent. Scrm. in O. E. Misc. 27 An ongel of heuene.

fOn5enes, cfbs. form of AGAINST prep.
1258 Prodam. Hen. Iff, 1. 6 }if oni o^er onie cumen her

on^enes [cf. 1. 5 a^enes alle men).

Ongentle, Onglad, Ongodly,etc. : see U.v- 1
.

t Ongi'Ji, v. Obs. Pa. t. oiigan, -gon. [OE.
otiginn-an, f. Ox- 1 + a radical -ginnan ;

see BEGIN.

Much used in OK.; but lost early in ijthc. ;

retained till I4th in form AGIN q.v.] To begin.
,1000 /ELFRIC Grain, xxiv. (Z.) 137 Incheo, ic ongynnc.

(iooo Ags. Go$j>. Matt. iv. 17 Syooan ongan se hailend

bodian Mark ii. 23 His leorning-cnihtas ongunnon Sa
ear pluccijean. < 1200 OKMIN 2801 Min child i blisse sone

onngann To blissenn i min wambe. a 1*35 Juliana. 13
Affrican feng eft on & to fondin ongon.

t O'ngle. Obs. [a. F. ongle\\*. ungula hoof,

claw, talon, dim. Qinngitis nail.] A claw.

1484 CAXTON Fables of -Esop i. xviii, The lyon .. within

his clawes or ongles he tooke the rat. 1643 NFTHERSOLK
Parnb. on Times 13 The Eagle, . .and.. the Lyon,.. the one

had parted with his tallons, the other with his teeth and

ongles. 1646 HOWKLL Lewis -V/// 70 The Leopard who

..iiseth to teare his image with his ongles and teeth.

t O'nglet. Obs. rare. [a. F. onglet
'

ungiila of

a petal
1

dim. of vitg?t claw.] The claw of a petal.

17*5 BRADLEY Fain, Wet. s. v. Ktse, They cut off the
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Onglets with a Pair of Scissars, that is, that small white

part the Roses have at the Extremity of their Leaves.

On-going QnWu:
j:> *!> [ON- *

4.]
1. pi.

= Goings-on (see GOING vbl. sb. 5 c; ; pro-

ceedings, doings (esp. of a notable kind).

1825 BROCKETT A". C. Gloss., Ongoings, conduct, doings,
j

merriment. 1828 Blackiv. Ma*. XXIII. 362 The inner

on-goings, beneath what, to our imaginations is a hallowed
roof. 1856 M.\ssox Ess. iii. 57 [Milton] had to describe the

ongoings of angels. 1894 CROCKETT Raiders 151 It breaks i

my heart to hear you upholding such ongoings.
2. sittg. The action of going on

; proceeding. ',

process, continued movement or action, rare.

1890 rail Mall (7. 28 June 4/2 The reposeful grounds . .

\vere never more than half full, and everyone had an air of
i

restless ongoing. 1890 Chicago Advance 18 Sept., The i

stream of tendency in the ongoing of God's spirit and
providence.

O*n-go-ing, it. Going on : see Go v. 84.
1882 in OGILVIE.

Ongrou-f, prone : see GROOF i
; cf. AGRUFE.

Onhallow, Onhalsit, etc. : see Ux-.

t Onhang, Onhit, Onhongred : see AMI-.

Onhanger :

vfnhce:rj3j). [Ox-
1
4.]

= Hanger-
on : see HAXUEK -

5 a.

1848 Blackiv. Mag. LXIV. 52 A throng of unruly on-
;

hangers. 1886 ULACKIE What does History teach! 14
A loose company of dependents and onhangers.

t Onhea'ye, onhe've, v. Obs. [OE. 011/1$-

fiatt, pa. t. onhof, onhefde\ f. Ox- * + h$ban to HEAVE.
Cf. ANHEAVK.] trans. To lift up, raise.

971 Blickl. /loin. 149 Petrus. .onhof his stefne. c 1175
Lamb. Horn, 113 [He] on-hefd J?a mildan. Ibid. 117 Swa
swa he is on-heuene on his kine setle. c 1200 Triit. Coll.

i

Horn. 177 De water stremes on-hcueden up here undes.

Onhit, var. of AXHIT z>., to hit.

tO. Ni, Oni. Obs. An abbreviation of the

Latin words oneratm; nisi habeat sitfficientem
exonerationcin

' he is charged ,
or legally responsible,

unless he have a sufficient discharge ',
with which

the account of a sheriff with the King was formerly
marked in the Exchequer ; sometimes used subst.

as a name for this phrase or the fact itself.

1644 COKE On Lift. iv. 116 The course of the Eschequer
is, that as soon as a Sheriffe or Kscheator enter into his

account for issues, amerciaments and mean profits, to mark
upon his head O. NL,which is as much to say, v&Oneratnr^ ,

nisi habeat sufficientem exonerationcm^ and presently he is I

become the kings debtor, and a Debet set upon his head, i

and thereupon the parties peravaile are become debtors to '

the Sheriffe or Escheator, and discharged against the King.
1706 PHILLIPS, Oni. a 1726 GILBF.RT Treat. Crt. Exchequer
(1758) 150 As to the Sheriff's Discharge first he may dis-

charge himself by an O'ni'; (that is to say) by Order of

Court, upon any particular Article, or by shewing the King's
Great or Privy Seal, discharging it out of the Account.

Hence f Oni, o'ni v., trans, to mark with O. Ni
;

j

to charge to the sheriff.

a 1726 GILBKRT Treat. Crt. Exchequer (1758) 13 The
Sheriff was o' ni'd on his Account, and shewed the Hook of
the Clerk of the Pells in his Discharge. Ibid. 116 Margin, ,

Rent paid on Tally to be Onied. Ibid. 149 The Sheriff pays
in Proffers to the Value of the County Rents, because these

he must Tot or O'ni' before the Cursitor Baron.

Oni, onie, obs. or dial, forms of AXY.

Onica, Oniche, Onicle : see OXYCHA, ONYX,
OXYCLE. Onicolo: see ONYCLE and NICOLO.

On-ido, obs. form of UNDONE.

Onijt, obs. variant of A-MGHT : see O prep.
1

Oniliche, Onimete: see UN-ILIKE, UNIMETE.

Onimancy : see ONYMANCY.

tO'ning,^. Obs. rare. [f.ONEtz. + -ING3.] An
only one

;
a darling.

a 1300 E. E. Psalter xxi. 21 Out-take mi saule fra swerd
to brtnge. And fra hand of hunde mine oninge.

t O'ning, vbl. sb. Obs. [f. ONE v. + -ING l.] A
making one, uniting, joining in one, union.

1340 Aycnb. 65 pes meyster. .na^t ne payf> god fret ne

louep bote pays and onynge. 1:1340 HAMPOLE Prose Tr.

38 By J>e vertu of this bly.sfull anytime whilke may noghte
be saide ne consayued. c 1410 LOVE Bonavent. Mirr. xv. ,

37 (Gibbs MS.) [>e oonynge and knyttynge to hyre spouse
lesucryste. c 1435 WYNTOL-N Cron. iv. xviii. heading, Now
quhen Antiochus Kyng, Wyth J>e Romania made anyng.
1480 CAXTON Descr. Brit. 24 The danes regned in North-
umberlond xxxvj yere vnto the oonyng of the kyngdonie.

Onion (Vnyan), sb. Forms : a. 4-6 unyon,
4-8 onyon, oynyon, 6-7 oynion, 6- onion;
also 4 uniown, oynioun, 4-5 oynon, 5 ony-
ounne, oynoun, oyne(u)on, on^on, onyone,
hon^on, hunyn, 6 un3eon, onnyon, unyeoun,
7 oignion. . Sc. and dial. 5 ynon, 6 ynion,
ingowne, ing^eon, 7 yiijoin, 8-9 inion, ingan,

9 ingon. ingun. [a. F. oignon (formerly also

oingnon. ongnon^ ognon] Pr. ttignon t *ignon\'L*
ftnio, union-em unity, union, a kind of large pearl, ,

a rustic Roman name for a single onion.]
1. a. The edible rounded bulb of Allium Cepa,

consisting of close concentric coats, and having
a strong pungent flavour and smell due to a volatile

oil which is destroyed by boiling; it varies much
in size, and in colour from dark red to white ; it

has been used as a culinary vegetable from the

earliest known times, b. The plant Allium Ccpa ,

itself (N.O. Lttiacex\ supposed to be originally
'

a native of central Asia, but very widely cultivated

in almost all climates.

1356-7 Durham Ate, Rolls, Unyonn [see onion-seed in 8].

1381 WVCLIF Num. xi. 5 The leeke, and the vniowns

[1388 oyniounsj and the garlekes. c 1386 CHAUCER C. T.
Prol. 634 Wei loued he garleek, oynons and eek lekes

{v. rr. onyounnys, oynyons,onyons, oynouns]. xjgSTREVisA
Barth. De P. R. xvit. xlii. (1495* 628 Oyneon and Ascolonia

beryth leues twyes in oo yere. c 1475 Pict. Voc. in Wr.-
Wiilcker 785/40 Hoc sej>e, a hunyn. 1522 SKELTOM Why
not to Court 368 What here ye of Burgonyons And the

Spaniardes' onyons? 1545 BRINKLOW Comfit. 55 b, As moch
for that purpose as to lay an vnyon to my lytel fynger for

the tothe ache. 1616-61 HOLYDAY Persius 318 A coated

oignion then with salt he eats. 17x7 PRIOR Alma \. 52
Who would ask for her opinion Between an oyster and an
onion? 1875 JOVVETT Plato (ed. 2) III. 243 They will have
a relish salt, and olives, and cheese, and onions.

. c 1460 j. RUSSELL Bk. Nurture 569 pat ye haue
ssuddyn ynons to meddille with galantyne. 1562 J. HEY-
WOOD Prov, <$ Epigr. (1867) 206 Wilt thow hang vp with

ropes of ynions ? 1596 Compt Bk. D. Wtdderlmrne (S. H. S.)

71 Half a last of Ing^eonis. 1728 Ingan [see onion-head
in S]. 1818 SCOTT Leg. Montrose ii, Our Spanish colonel,
whom I could have blown away like the peeling of an
ingan. a 1845 Hoon Lost Heir 12 He'll be rampant, .at his

child being lost ; and the beef and the inguns not done !

2. With qualifying words : a. Applied to varieties

of the above or other species of Allium^ as Egyp-
tian, Potato, or Underground O., a variety
which produces numerous smaJJ bulbs from the

parent bulb
; Pearl O., a variety or sub-species

with a small bulb; Rock or Welsh O.. a bulb-

less species (A . fistitlosum'} cultivated for its leafy

tops ; the Chibol
; Top or Tree O., a variety of

Canadian origin, producing a cluster of small bulbs

instead of flowers at the top of the stem ; Wild O.

(U. S.), A. ceriiiinni) a species with nodding rose-

coloured flowers.

1552 Ht'i.OKT, Onyon called a redde onyon, pallancana.
1581 RICH Farm. (1846) 218 They are sometymes rounds
like to Saincte Thomas onions. 1733 MILLER Card. Diet.

s. v. Onion, Welch Onions, a sort of onions propagated by
gardeners, for the use of the table in spring ; they never
make any bulb, and are therefore only to l>e eaten green
in sallads. 1832 Vcg. Sttbst. l<'ood 290 The Tree, or liulb-

bearing Onion. 1855 DRI.AMER Kitt:Ii.Gard. (1861)40 Few
gardeners, if any, can say they have ever seen a potato-
onion in (lower. 1866 Treas. l>ot. 40/1 The Under-ground,
or Potato Onion.. has the singular property of multiplying
itself by the formation of young bulbs on the parent root. . .

The bulb-bearing Tree-Onion,, .was introduced from Canada
in 1820, and is considered to be a viviparous variety of the

common Onion. Ibid. 40/2 How this [A. Jistnlostim}
obtained the name of Welsh Onion it is impossible to say, as

it is a native of Siberia and certain parts of Russia.

b. Applied to plants of other genera, mostly
bulbous, as BarbadoesO.. Qmiihogalum scilhides

;

Bog O., a name for the flowering fern, Osmunda
regalis', Dog's O., the Star of Bethlehem, Orni-

thogalum umhellatnm
;
French O. : see C.

1548 TURNER Names Herbs (1881) 57 Ornithigalum is

called in Colon Hondes vllich. .after the folowynge of the
duche tonge it may be called dogleke or dogges onion.

1706 PHILLIPS, Ornithogale, an Herb call'd Star of Bethle-

hem, or Dogs-Onion. 1853 Phytotogist (1856) V. 30 Qsnntnda,

regalis . . is vulgarly known under the name of '

bog onion *.

1866 Treas, Bot. 813/2 Onion, Barbados, Ornithogalum
scilloidcs.

C. Sea Onion, sea-onion : Vrginea (formerly

Scilld) maritima, a native of the Mediterranean

region, which produces the bulbs called squills;
also applied locally to Sfilla verna.

1548 TuRNtR Names Herbs (-\%%i) 71 Scilla is named of the

Poticaries squilla, in english a sea Onion, and in some places,

the juice of asses dung, and of sea-onions beat to powder.
1807 ROBINSON Archxol. Grxca in. iv. 211 Drawing round
the person purified a squill, or sea-onion.

fo. transf. A bulb (of any plant) [
= F. oignon^\

Obs. rare.

1718 CHAMBERLAYNE Rclig. Philos. (1730^ II. x,\. 6 Mak-
ing one only Julyflower or Tulip spring out of its Onion or

Bulb.

1 4. A bunion. Obs.

1785 D. Low (title) Chiropodologia, or a Scientific Inquiry
into the causes of Corns, Warts, Onions and other painful
or offensive cutaneous excrescences. iSoa Ifull Advertiser

17 Apr. 2/3 He eradicates Corns, Onions, or Nails growing
into the Quick. ^1846 BRITTAN tr. Mmigtafttt* Man. Oper.
Sttrg-. 64 The onion has a large base, and several layers of

epidermis (like the layers of an onion) adhering to the skin

iti several points,

5. A rounded projection, bulb, knob. ? Obs.

18*5 J. NICHOLSON Operat. Mechanic 134 The end of the

rod Ii. .has a knob or onion on it, by which it can be moved
endwise while it is turning in the box C.

6. Thieves" slang. A seal or the like worn on a

watch-chain.
1812 J. H. VAUX Flash Diet., Oniony watch-seal, a bunch

of onions, is several seals worn upon one ring. 1829 Klackiv.

ftftig. XXVI. 132 Then his ticker I set a-going.. And his

onions, chains and key. 1834 H. AINSUORTH Rookvjood HI.

v, With my fawnied famms, and my onions gay.

1 7. A pearl : see UNION. Obs.

1688 R. Hoi. MI* Armoury n. 39/2 The Onion, or Unions,
or Pearl, are little round Stones, white. 1750 tr. Leonavdus*
Jlfirr. Stones 200 The Pearl is for the most part round, and

by some is called an Onion.

8. attrib. and Comb.
t
as onion bed, bulb, head,

'Seet/j -seller
\ onion-eating^ -like, -nWndjs. ; f onion

asphodel, a kind of asphodel with a bulbous root;

onion-couch, a species of wild oat (Avena elatior},
so called from the rounded nodes of the root-stock;

onion-eyed a., having the eyes full of tears, as ii

from the effect of raw onions
; onion-fish, a name

for Cepola rubescens (see quot.) ; also (in Massa-

chusetts) for the grenadier, Macrtinis ntfeslris,
from a fancied resemblance of its eyes to onions

;

onion-fly, a dipterous insect, Anthomyia ceparum.
the larva of which is very destructive to onions

;

also the allied A. brassicw
; onion-grass = onion-

couch
; onion-maggot, the larva of the onion-fly ;

onion-peel onion-skin
; onion-shell, name for

various molluscan shells of rounded form, as those

of species of Ostrea (oyster), Lutraria, and J\fya ;

onion-skin, (a) the outermost or any of the outer

coats of an onion
; (6) (also onion-skin-paper']

a very thin smooth translucent kind of paper ;

onion-smut, a parasitic fungus (Uroeystis Cepulx]
infesting onions

; onion-twitch = onion-couch
;

t onion-water, a medicinal liquor prepared from
onions.

i597GF,RARDE//?-/;a/i.lxv.8QOf*OnionAsphodill. 1573^80
BARKT Ah>. O 91 An *onion bed, or a place planted with
onions. 1826 Miss MITFORD Village Sen in. (18163) 523 Most
ingeniously watering her onion-bed with a new mop now
a dip, and now a twirl ! 1830 LISDI.EY Nat. Syst. Bot. 274
In consequence of the free phosphoric acid which the
common *Onion bulbs contain. 1880 HRITTEH & HOLLAND
E,ng. Plant-naweS) *Onion Couch, A~<ena elatior. .. It

is also called Onion Grass . . and Onion Twitch. 1884
E. BARKER Through Atwergne 80 An *onion-eating or

garlick -eating people. 1606 SHAKS, Ant. <y Cl. iv, ii. 35
Looke they weepfe, And I an Asse, am *Onyon-ey'd. 1753
Stage Coach I. 23 But your women are all onion-eyed. 1854
BADHAM Halicut. 232 The. .*onion-fish, whose body peels
into flakes like that bulb, and who zigzags through the waves
like a leech. i88a Garden 4 Mar. 147/2 The well-known
*Onion fly. 1896 Daily News 17 July 6/7 Onion fly,

which causes serious injuries to the onion crop. i6a6 BACON
Syk'a 445 It may bee tried also, with putting Onion-Seed
into an *Onion-Head, which thereby (perhaps) will bring
forth a larger, and earlier Onion. 1728 RAMSAY Last Sj>,

Miser v, My pouch produc'd an ingan head, To please my
wame. 1713 Phil. Trans. XXVI II. 91 About the bigness
of an *Omon-Hoe. 1898 Daily AVwj 10 Nov. 6/4 It is not
the ordinary foreign paper, nor the ' "onion peel 'so called

from its transparency, 1356-7 Durham Ace. /cWA(Surtees)

558 In Cepis et *unyonnsede. 1471-* Ibid. 93 Pro j Ib.

del vnyonsede et aliis herbis. 1626 [see onion-head}. 1483
Cath. A ngl. 260/1 An ^On^on seller, fj/a^vHj. IK^CHAMBERS
Cycl. Supp., *Onion-shell,. .a peculiar kind of oister, which
is of a roundish figure, and very thin, and transparent, and
[is like] the peel of an onion. 1882 OCILVIE, Onion-shell, a

species of oyster of roundish form ; also, species of Lutraria
and Mya. 1875 Gardener's Chron. 10 Apr. 477/2 *Onion
Twitch. i694bALMON Bat?s Dispens. (1713) 555/2 You may
make it with Parsly, Arsmart, or "Onion-water.

Hence (nonce-wds.) O nione t [F. oignonet~\, a

small onion
;
O nionized ppf. a., flavoured with or

smelling of onions.
1820 Blackw. Mag. VIII. 89 From your large, fat, yellow,

insipid onion, to your little, lean, fiery, bitter onionet. 1830
Frasers Mag. I. 751 The unwashed fraternity of onionued

ragamuffins.

O'nion, v.
[f. prec. sb.]

1. trans. To season or flavour with onions.

1755 SMOLLETT Quix. n. in. xviL (1784) IV. 86 They
treated him with an hachis of beef onioned.

2. To apply an onion to ; to produce (tears) by
application of an onion. Also _/*-.

1763 C. JOHNSTON Reverie I. 243 The fellow wiped his

eyes which had been well onioned for the purpose, a 1792
WOLCOTT Quaker -5-

Barn ii, When master Broadbrim..
Por'd o'er his father's will, and drop'd the onion 'd tear.

1900 SHAW Plays Pjerit. p. xxix, The undertaker's hand-

kerchief, duly onioned with some pathetic phrase.

Oniony (P'nysni), a. [-v.] Flavoured with

onions ; having the taste or smell of onions.

1838 T. THOMSON Chcm. Org, Bodies 844 A fawn-coloured

sediment, having a strong oniony odour. 1843 THACKERAY
J''itzbooMe Papers\*\i*. 1879 XVI I. 2101 There was the horrid

familiar odour of those oniony sandwiches. 1894 Longw.
Mag. Sept. 481 Soup very oniony and thin.

Oniro- : see ONEIRO-. Onis, obs. form ofONCE.

t Onisc. Obs. [Anglicized form of ONISCUS.]
A wood-louse.
1661 LOVELL Hist. AH'UH. <y Min. Introd., Their meat is

earth and oniscs, and they live long without meate.

Onisciform (0ni*n$tim), a. Zool. [f. L. onisc-

its wood-louse : see -FORM.] Having the form of a

wood-louse or of the genus Oniscus ; applied to

certain Myriapoda, and to the larva: of certain

I.epidoptera.
1826 KIRBY & SP. Entowol. III. x.\,\. 185 An onisciform

one [larva], the legs of which.. fce covered with a viscid

skin; this produced a Noctua. 1843 HUMPHREYS Brit.

Moths I. 81 The caterpillar is onisciform, naked, and green.

Oniscold f^nrskoid), a. Zool. [f. Gr. 6V7/f-os

wood-louse + -oiix] Resembling or related to the

wood-lice ; onisciform.

Ii Oni'SOUS. Zool. [L., a. Or. VVHTKOS little ass,

wood-louse, dim. of oVos ass: used in Zool. as a

generic name.] A genus of terrestrial Isopod Crusta-

cea, the type of the family Onisddse. The species
are commonly known as wood-lice or slaters.



ONLAY.

1848 S. MAUNDER Nat. Hist. 460 The terrestrial oniscus

frequents dark and concealed places, such as cellars, caves,
holes in walls [etc.].

O-nith, bail ME. spelling of Out/:/, A-NIGHT.

Onix, obs. form of ONYX.
Onlaoe, Onlase, Onland, Onlasse (unless),
Onlawful : see UN-.

t O:nlay, v. Ots. [f. ON- l + LAY v.} trans.

To lay on (lit. and fig.} : see LAY v.1 55. Hence
f O-nlai d ppl. a., laid on

; f O-nlay ing- vbl. sb.,

laying on.
a 1300 Cursor AT. 29162 If be priest bat penance lais Be

\

noght all wise in on-lainge. 1674 N. FAIRFAX Bulk <$ Self.
Contents c ij b. That two Bodies touch, somthing must
needs be between ; else onlay 'd bodies, and inlay 'd would be
all one. 1830 SCOTT Demonol. 324 Onlaying of certain iron

gauds (bars) severally one by one. 1832 J. WILSON in Blackly.

Mag. XXXI. 173 To prepare a bed beneath the portico, i

and beautiful bedclothes to onlay.

Onlay (c'nU
7
'), sb.

[f.
Ox- 1

4 + LAY
v.'] Any-

j

thing mounted upon something else or affixed to
I

it so as to rise from its surface in relief, especially
in ornamental design (Cent. Diet.}.

Onleef, Onleeful, Onlettered, etc. : see UN-.

tO'lilepy, a. Obs. Forms: a. I Snlgpis,
-lipis, -lypis, -16pe, (sen-), 2 enlepi, 3 anlepi},
anelepi, anilepi. 3-4 anlepi, 4 anlepe, anlep,
5 anlepy, -lypy. 0. 3-4 onlepi, 3-5 onlepy,
4 onelepi,-y, oonlypi, 5 oonlepye. 7. 2 eelpis,

2-3 elpi, 2-4 alpi, 3 selpi. S. 4 olepi, olepy,
olupy. [OK. anlltpig, ~1ypi&, 'h'P*&>

! 6*1 one +
hliep leap, jump, httapan to leap, run + -?, -Y.

The first element underwent the same phonetic
changes as an, ONE, to on-, en-, a-, a-, K , e-, after

the latter of which also -lipi), -lepi) was reduced
to -Ipi. The form felpi^ occurs even in late OE. ante
1 1 20. The northern anlep, -lepc in 1 4th c. represents
the OE. collateral form anltpe : cf. ON. einhleypr]
1. Only, sole, single. In quot. 1340* = one with.
a. cgoolr. Exiia's Hist. in. xviii. [xiv.] (MS. O), Nawcht

. .buton his agene syrde anlipie. c 1000 Ags. Ps. (Th.)
xiii. 2 Nis nan 3e eallunga wel do, no fordon anlepe. c 1175
Lamb. Horn. 75 His enlepi sune. trizoo OKMIN Introd.
ii Fra }att anlepi^ treo. <r 1225 Leg. Kath. 74 Ane

|

kinges. .anlepi dohter. (1300 Havehk 2107 Her he spak
j

aniiepi word. 13. . Cursor J/. 9520 He had an anlepe son.
'

/8. c-izoo Trin. Coll. Hotn. 19 Ich bileue on be helende
\

crist, his onlepi sune. 1340 Aycnb. 13 pe holi gost. .is onlepi
god an[d] onlepi l>ing mid be uader and J>e zone. Ibid. 125A grat Ihord ssolde he by . . fcet bise onelepi uirtue hedde.
1382 WVCLIF Luke vii. 12 An oonlypi sone of his modir.
14.. in Maskell Mon. Kit. II. 241, I bileue. .in Ihesu Crist
bis oonlepye sone.

/. 1085-1110 O. E. Ckron. an. 1085 Naes an ailpij hide,
ne an syrde landes . . bait na;s gesst on his gewrite, 1175
Lamh. Ham. 20 On enelpi luttele hwile. Ibid. 33 Al hue
age<S on ane alpi bra?e. cues LAY. 3499 Mid ane alpie
swein. Ibid. 12400 /Enne ajlpi verde. Ibid. 31450 Nu
hafde Oswald..Anne aelpine broSer. c 1300 I 'ox ff ll'ol/
132 in Hazl. E. P. P. I. 62 On alpi word ich lie nelle.

6. 13 . Guy Warm. (A) 2237 Here is gret scorn sikerly,
\Vhen bat olepi kni^t Sclial ons do so michel vnri^t. a 1400
in Eng. Gilds (1870) 350 J?ey he ne worche but o-lupy clo}>.

b. absol. Single one, only one ; darling.
^975 Rttshw. Gosp. Matt. xxvi. 22 And ingunnun

anlepum cvveban, ah ic hit earn dryhten. 13.. Cursor M.
5996 All be fleies ware went awai- .pat an-lepi bar was not

j

sene. 121400 Prymer (1891) 107 (Ps. xxii. 20) God delyuere j

my soule fro drede ; and my olepy fro the howndcs bond.
2. Solitary ; single, unmarried.
cooo tr. Bzita's Hist. IV. xxx[i.J. (1890) 376 Se ba ainlepe

'

\v. r.
anlypi_^J wunode in syndrigre stowe. 13 . . Cursor M.

\

27939 Fornicacion. .don wit anlep woman. 1:1400 Apvl. \

Loll. 38 Simple fornicacoun bi thwex an onlepy man ^ an
j

onlepi womman. c 1440 York Myst. xiii. 40 Wele I might
euere mare Anlepy life haue led.

3. as adv. Only, solely, simply.
1-1315 SHORF.HAM n (i. 272) Olepi [me] mot hym [depe] ine

the water.

Hence t O'nlepihede, singleness, singularity; j

t O'nlepillclie adv., only, solely.
<;iaso Old Ktnt. Serin, in 0. E. ilfi'sc. 28 Nacht on-

lepiliche to day, ac alle bo daies i bo yere. 1340 Ayenb.
21 Ine onlepihede, uor be proude and be ouerwenere wene[j
more by worb, ober conne more banne enie obre. Ibid. 211
He waggeb be lippen onlepiliche, and makeb semblont to

j

spekene and na^t ne zayb.

Onlete, var. ANLETH Obs., countenance.

Onlevene, obs. form of ELEVEN.
Onlicnes, -lichnesse, var. ANLIKENESS Ots.,

'

likeness, image.

t Onli-ght, v.l Obs. [OE. onllelitan, -lihian,
f. ON- l i + liehtan, lihtan to LIGHT.]
1. trans. To shed light upon ; to lighten, en-

lighten, illuminate.
c888 K. ALFRED Boeth. xxxiv. 5 Ealle steorran weorbab

onlihte .. of baere sunnan. 971 Blickl. Hom. 19 He bone
blindan onlyhte. c 1x75 Lamb. How. 97 Monnan heortan
bet he onlihted mid his jifc.

2. To cause to shine.
a 1300 E. E. Ps. cxviii. 135 On-light bi face over bi hine.

|

f On-li-ght, v.- Obs. For on light - light on : I

LIGHT z.i 1 1 c.

c 14*0 Avffiu. Arth. xxxviii, Is none of 50 but he mini fele,
That he may on lyjte.

t O'Ulihede. Obs. [f. ONLY + -hede, -HEAD.]
j

1. Solitude :

-
next, l .
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1382 WYCI.IF Esther xvi. 14 These thingus thenkende,
that, hem slain, he shukle aspie to cure onlihed [1388
aloonenesse).

2. Oneness, unity.
c 1440 HYLTON Scala Per/. (W. de W. 1494! it, xlvi, The

onelihede in suhstaunce, & distynccion of pcrsoncs, in the

blessyd trynite.

O illilless (J'l'nliiu's). Now rare. Forms : see
ONLY. [f. OXLV a. + -NESS.]
fl. The fact or condition of being alone

;
soli-

tariness, solitude. Obs.
c 1340 HAMPOLK Prose Tr. 5 Noghte emange many hot in

anelynes. 1435 MISYN Fire ofLove 30 Onelynes is nedfull
\\ith-ouien noys & bodily songe. (1440 HYI.TON Scala
Per/. (W. de W. 1494) ii. x\, It. .secheth onelynes of body :

for that mochehelpeth to onelynes of the soule. 1611 COTGR.,
/ 'nisson

t
an vnison. .an onelynesse, or lontlynesse.

2. The fact or character of heinjj the only one
of its kind ; singleness, singularity, uniqueness.
1633 D. RfoCKBs] Treat. Sacrani. I. 18 Shee hath

darkned the Doctrine of the Covenant, the freedome and
onelinesse of it. 1678 CUDU-URTH Intcll. Syst. \. iv. 10. 207
It evidently appears that there can be but one such bclnu',
and that Moroicm, unity, oneliness or MjiRularity is essential
to

it._
1682 NORRIS Hierocles Pref. 23 They acknowledg'd

God in all his glorious attributes, that of his unity or oneli-

ness not excepted. 1863 H. AI.LON Meat. J. Sherman 339
It cannot be controlled by the absolute authority of the
first . . its onliness renders the second impossible.
On live, //-. the earlier form of ALIVE : see this

and LIFE.

OnloaJ, Onloathsome, Onlock, etc. : see UN-.

On-long!;e, -en, obs. forms of AL<I\<;.

Onlook (^nluk). [f. Ox- J 4 + I<K s&.] The
act of looking on, or looking" at something.
1867 MITCHELL Rural Stud. 158 He has no right to ignore

the onlook of the world.

Onlooker (p'nlu^kaj). [f. Ox- 1 4 + LOOKEK.]
One who looks on

;
a looker on

;
a spectator.

1606 DRU.MM. or H \\VIH. Let. fr, Greenwich Wks. (1711)
232 Who.. will not be an idle on-lookcr to such pastimes.
1615 DAXIKI, Hymens Tri. Wks. (1717? 94 We robb'd our
Looks th' Onlookers to beguile. 1833 J. RENNIK Alpk.
A ngling p. xiv, So far as an on-Iooker and a child could learn.

1884 macm, Mag. Nov. i/i It is the onlooker that sees
most of the game.

Onlooking ((rnlutkiq), vbL sb. [See Ox- 1
4.]

The action of looking on.

1637 GILLESPIF, Eng. Pop. Cerent, Ep. Aijb, Their c.ire-

lesse and newt rail onlooking. 1876 MRS. WIMTNKY Sights
<V Ins. II. xxx. 582 All chance, .of any apprehensive on-

looking into what life might be to her.

O'nlooking,///. a. [See Ox- 1
3.] That loots

on ; looking at something,
1663 BLAIR AutoHog. \. (1848) 8 To live always as under

thy onlooking eye. 1845 A, SYMINGTON in Ess. Chr. Union
viii. 489 Does not an onlooking world perceive the dis-

crepancy?

[OnlcrtSest, Ancr. R. 200, error for on lowest : see

LOATH
.]

Only (J'l'nli), a. Forms: i aenlic, anlic, 3-4
onlich, -lych, (sitperL onlukest), 4 oonlich,
onelich, -lych, -lyk; north, anli, anly, aneli,

4-5 anely ; 4-5 oonli, 4-6 oonly, onlie, 4-
only, (5 ounly, ondly, ondely, wonly, won-
lych, 5-7 onlye, 5-8 onely, 6 onelye, 6-7
onelie). [a. OE. dnlic unique, solitary, only,
a later form of xnlic unique, singular, excellent, f.

AN, ONE + -//V, -LY *.]

1. One, without companions or sociely; solitary, ;

lonely. Now only dial.

a 1000 Ags. Ps. (Spelman) xxiv. 17 gemildsa me, forSan
'

aenlic and pearfa ic com. c 1000 Ags. Ps. (Th.) ci. 5 Ic spearu- !

wan . . gelice gewearS, anlicum fu^ele. a 1225 Ancr. K. 90
Ancre bus, J>et schulde beon onlukest stude of alle. Ibid, 152 i

Soouhancre, hire one inonliche siude..chirmen &cheateren
'

euer hire bonen. a 1300 E. E. Psalter xxiv. 16 Aneli and
j

ONLY.

pouer
am L 13. . Cursor M. 3075 (Cott.) An anli liuelade

bar t>ai ledde. c 1380 WYCLIF Serin. Sel. Wks. I. no He
xvolde in comunalte do t>is dede and not Jnis oonli in desert.

[

? 1500 Cliester PL ii. 129 Hit is not good man onely to be. i

1582 STANYHURST sEneis in. (Arb.) 91 His oane light, That
stood in his louring front gloommish ma lieted onlye. 1642
ROGERS Naatnan 9 Onely Denus and Demaris a poore ,

only man and only woman, being excepted. 1828 Craven
Gloss, (ed. 2), Onely, Onerly, lonely, retired. 'This is an
onely platt to live in '. a 1865 E. WAUGH ' Come whoam to
tki childer ', Mon, aw'm one-ly when iheaw artn't theer.

2. One (or, by extension, two or more), of which
there exist no more, or no others, of the kind.

Usually preceded by the or nfoss. pron. or case.
riooo Ags. Gosp. Luke ix. 38 He is min anlica sunu. I

.1160 Hatton G. ibid., He ys min anliche sune. ^1375
Cursor J/. 26549 (Kairf.) In his sone crist ihesu, our alier

an!y \Cott. anlepi] lorde. 1526 TISDALE Luke vii. 12 The '

only sonne of his mother, and she was a widowe.
1555) B&.

Com. Prayer Morn. Prayer, The onely ruler of princes. ,

1584 POWEL Lloytts Cambria 3 The onelie occasion he
;

tooke. 16330. HERBERT Temple, Aaron Hi, Christ is my ;

onely head7 My alone onely heart & breast. 1654 tr.

Martini"s Ctnq, China 189 The onely Southern Port ..to
'

which Boats may have access. 1703 ROWE Ulyss. \\. i. 801
Hear a Wretches only Pray'r. 1854 MRS. JAMESON Bk.
Th. (1877) 347 Eve .. is the only undraped figure which is

allowable in sacred art 1875 JOWETT Plato {ed. 2) I. 338
These two passages are the only ones in which Plato makes
mention of himselfc

b. In later use, in reference to relationship, also

preceded by an
t and used with a plural ; as an

only child, an only brother, only children.

myself are. .only children. 1879 Miss HKADDON Cl<n>. Foot
v, This only sun of the Vicar's was a thorn in his .side,

tc. absol.^o\\\y one, only ones; inOE. -darling.
a 1000 Ags. /V. (Spelman) x.\i. 19 Of handa hundes da

ainlican mine [- nnicain meani], 1609 Uini,K(Uouay) Song
Sol. vi. 8 She is the only to her mother, elect to her that
bare her. 1678 DKYUKN All'for Lwc Pref. b, It is the
only of the kind without Episode, or Underplot. 1693
Juvenal Ded. (1697) n Suppose that Homer and Virgil
were the only of their Species.
3. Single, one. f Any only any one (obs."}

one only, one single, only one, one and no more,
one and no other.

1485 CAXTOX Paris $ I'. 34 Wythout leuing of ony onely
thyiige or word. 1490 Eneydos ix. 36 Wyth one onely
stroke thou liaste wylled to tennyne and fyny.sshe thy
labours mortail. 1543 GHAHTOX Contti. J/anh'ng 476 Anye
onely kyndenes so sudenly contracted in an house. 1571
DIGGF.S Pantom. \\\. xi. k iv, I shall fur breuitie sake set
foorth one onely rule generall. 1604 K. ti[ni.MsioNKj
jyAcosta's Hist. Indies in, xx. 183 Vpon all that coast it

blowes continually with one onely winde. 1 1630 RISDON
bun 1

. Devon (1810) 13 This country hath OTIC only deanery.
1832 MRS. F. TKOLLOTK Dom. Mann. Americans i. 11839) 2
One only object rears itself above the eddying waters : this
is the mast of a vessel long >ince wrecked. 1850 (JLAH-
STONK Glean. (1879) II. 95 In the Cousalro, a dying yjuth
.. abandoned by all but the object of his love, entreats of
her tile parting gift of an only kiss.

f4. Said of that of which, by itself, without

anything else, something is predicated ; (the thing
in question) acting alone; mere, sole. Obs.

-1400 Cafe's Nor. 131 in Cursor M., Sin bou art doutande
..nedderres fa- vcnim, Mare niai hou be agast of anli man
vn.wr.'i^t, and warre be for him. a 1425 Cursor ?/. 8439
(.Triii. i Hi m-;u:i; uf only god of htueii Soone he coude be
artes seuen. 1483 CAXTON Goltt. Leg. -2-j-j/i Our only feyth
shalle Miffyse u>. Vt 1523 MOKK Let. to tt'olscy in Ellis

Orig. Lett. Scr. i. I. 2^6 The onelj- redyng tlieiof held hym
above twoo howres. 1544 I'HAER Kegim. Lyfe (1560) X vb,
The onely odour of quicksilver killeth lice, a 1619 FOIHERBV
Athcoin. i.

xy. g 2 (1622) 155 All this fell vpoii them, for the

onely impietie of their Prince. [1854-6 I'AIMOHK Angel in
J/o. n. n. i, Fur tilt: sake of only love, .. he doe> approve,
His wife entirely.]

f b. Placed between a demonstrative or posses-
sive adj. or poss. case and its sb., or before a sb.

followed by an ^/"-phrase : referring to the sb. as

thus qualified. Ol>s.

c 1449 Pi-;ro< K Rt-pr. in. v. 306 Endewid into his oonli

sufficience. 1509 HAWKS Past. Picas, xxix. (Percy Soc.'

139, I must abyde..Of lyfe or death your onely judgement.
1558 in I'icary's Ai/at. (1888) App. iS6 To the onlye vse
and behoufe of the said Thomas Vycary. a 1563 I JAM-: .SV/.

II XT. (Parker Soc.) 201 At the Priest's only provocation
was it. 1577 HOUNSHED C/iron., Hist. Scot. 343 At
the charges & only expenses of the>e .vi. abbeyes. 1653
H. COGAN tr. Pluto's Trai'. xx\. 118 Maintained at the

Kings onely charge. 1653 HoLCROFT/Vtfc^/Wf, Pers. ll'ars

i. 3 These onely Hunnes have white bodies. 1709 Annisox
Tatlcr No. 117 r 4 She was turned into a Man, and by that

only Means avoided the Danger. 1741 MIOULETOX Cicero
\. Pref. 35 The power was retained ; with this onely differ-

ence, that (etc.].

5. Unique in quality, character, rank, etc.; peer-

less, preeminent. In OE. in form xnlic. In mod.

Eng. from i6th c., only as hyperbolic use of 2,
=

t the only one to be counted, reckoned, or con-

sidered'; with super!, onliest (arch, or dial.}.
c888 K. /EI.FRKD Bocth. xxxv. 6 He hxfde an swijw

snlic wif. 155* ASCHAM in Lett. Lit. Men (Cainden) 12

If Lerning, Counsell, Nobilitie, Courte, and Cambridge,
shold have bene all punisshed at ones b}' taking away..soch
a general & onely man as Mr. Cheeke is. 1581 MULCASTER
Positions (1887) 30 It was either the onely, or the onelyest,

principle in (earning, to learne to read Latin. 1602 SHAKS.
Ham. in. ii. 131 Your onely ligge-maker. 1651 LILLY
C/ms. I 1 1774) 224 She had been the only stately ami

magnificent woman of Europe. 1656 KARL MONM. tr.

Boccalims Advts.fr. Parnass. n. txxv. (1674) 227 When
she subscribed her name .. [>he] added las she had good
rea>on to do) the only Unfortunate. 1691 WOOD Atli. ( i.\on.

II. 486 He was. .accounted, the onliest person to be con-

suited about the a flairs. 1778 FOOTE Trip Calais \. Wks.
1700 II. 344 It is the onliest method to keep her to one's

self. 1866 G. MACDOXALD Ann. Q. Neighb. x. (1878) 173
'1'he only man in the world ceased to be the friend of the

only woman in the world. 1890
' BOLDKEWOOD

'

Col. Reformer
(1891) 375 The kindest, wisest, 'onliest' thing, under the

circumstances.

Only (/"'nil), adv. t conj. {prep.} Forms: a.

3-5 onliche, 4 onelych, -lyk, onlike, 4-5 -lyche,

oon-, 5 won-. 0. 4 anli, aneli, -ly ; 4-5 oonli,

4-6 -ly ; 5-7 onely, 5- only, (5 ond(e;iy). [ME.
(south, and south, midl.) dnliche, f. dnlich, ONLY a.,

with advb. -e (see -LY 2
) ; in more northern dialects

the adv. was in form indistinguishable from the

adj., which from c 1400 became the fact also in

Standard Engl. In OE. the adv. is cited only in

the form xnlice splendidly, elegantly; cf. ONLY <z.]

A. adv.

1. As a single or solitary thing or fact; no one

or nothing more or else than; nothing but; alone;

solely, merely, exclusively. Only may limit the

statement to a single or defined person, thing, or

number (a) as distinguished from more, or (b} as

opposed to any other.



ONLY.
a. Preceding the word or phrase which it limits.

'

o. 1197 R. CiLoirc. (Rolls) 1513 pe king louede is wif . . so
vaste pat al is herte onliche on hire on he caste. 4:1330
R. BKUNNK Chron. ll'acc (Rolls) 2370 He ne askede non
oj>er J>yng, Bot onljke his doughter 3yng. 13.. E. !'.

Allit. P. B. 1749 Merest of alle oj>er, saf onelych tweyne.
1300 GOWER Co'if. I. 317, I speke onliche as of the dede,
Of which I nevere was coupable. c 14*0 Chron. I'Hod. 882
Bot duden \vonlyche after t>e devellys rede, a 1450 MYEC
656 per nys no mon. .pat may f>at dp but onlyche he.

0* *375 Cursor M. 13737 (Fairf.) Anli he \vi)>-outen

synne. c 1386 CHAUCER Melib. ? 503 (Petw.) For ^at apper.
tene)> & longe)> oonly {other te.vts al oonly] to the luges.
1398 TREVISA Barth. De P. R, xvm. xix. (1495) 779 The
camell hath not teeth in eyther lowe but oonli bynethe.
c 1440 Proinf, Part: 366/1 Only, solomodo. 1447 BOKENHAM
Seyntys (Roxb.) 53 Al this thou dost that ondly in the
I schuld trust lorde. 1535 COVERDALE Tobit x. 5 All y*
thinges that we haue are onely in the. 1545 in Willis
& Clark Cambridge (1886) I. 213 Discharged of all rents . .

except oonly a redd rose to be given to y 1
. a 1548 HALL

Chron., Ediu. ll/' 240!), All these faire wordes, \ver onely
delates to protracte tyme. 1596 SHAKS. Merch. l

r
.\\\ i. 432,

I wil haue nothing else but onely this. 1611 l>E,a-M. & FL.
Knt. Burn. Pestle u. ii, Now fortune, if thou be'st not only

'

ill, Shew me thy better face. 1627 K. F. Hist. Edw. II
:

(1680) 96 'Tis onely one. 1651 BAXTER Inf. Bapt. 5 God
doth not reveal his truth onely or chiefly to the learned.

1751 JOHNSON Rambler No. 156 p 14 To distinguish, .that
which is established because it is right, from that which is

right only because it is established. 1805 T. HARRAL Scenes
of Life I. 194 It is true, I have been only twice. 1845
M. PATTISON* Ess. (1889) 1. 17 One of those devoted., attach-
ments, of which only a mother or nurse is thought capable.
1899 Literary Guide i Oct. 146/2 Certain doctrines were

;

imparted only to initiates.

b. Following the word or phrase which it limits. ,

1340 HAM POLK Pr. Cws.-. 1338 Hot J* world prayses nan, !

bot Ja anly pat til alle worldes welthes er happy. 1:1380
WYCLIT /F.r.(i88o)3ioTohauecrist oonlicheheere patroun.
c 1485 K. E. Misc. (Warton Club) 25 On thi God wonly set
thin herte. 1535 COVKKIXM.E Ecchts, xxiv. 34, I haue not ,

laboured for my self onely. 1548 UDALL, etc. Erasm. Par.
Matt, vl. 47 I.oke upon the best thynges, eyther onely or

chiefly. 1655 Mim. WOKCESTKR Cent, Inv. in Dircks Life
(1865) 416 To rai>c Water with two Buckets onely. 1763
J. BROWS Poetry fy Jl/us. vi, 104 What belongs to Nature

;

only, Nature only can complete. 1838 LYTTON Leila i. iii,
!

In one only of the casements. 1876 MOZLEY Univ. Serai.
iv. (1877) 94 His human character is not benevolence only.

t Only between a numeral and sb. is now obs.

1:1555 HARPSFIELD Divorce Ifen. I'ffl (Camden) 59 Their
second counsell of Toledo .. being. .of eight only bishops.
1624 BFUELL Lett. \\. 92 In two onely leaues of his booke,
a certaine .. Scholler did discouer thirtie .. falsifications.

1656 KAKL MOSM. tr. Boccalini's Adrts.fr. Parnass. li.

xiv. (1674) 152 Amidst as many .. Silver Balls as there are

Sciences, three only Golden Balls are placed.
C. Only was formerly often placed away from

the word or words which it limited
; this is still

frequent in speech where the stress and pauses
prevent ambiguity, but is now avoided by per-

spicuous writers.

1483 CAXION Gold. Leg. 333 b/i Luke is only with me.
a 1540 CKU.MUELL in \L\\\Orig. Lett. Ser. n. II. 165 Untu
the uhiche God I have onlye connnyttyd my sowlle. 1598
GRENEWEV Tacitus, Ann, m, iv. (1622) 69 Vipsania IiN

mother died, onely of all Agrippas children, of a naturall
death. 1660 i MARVKLL Corr. Wks. 1872-5 II. 51, I onely ,

write this word to let you know that [etc.]. 1697 DRYDKN
\

I 'irg. Georg. ir. 786 When Beasts were only slain for Sacrifice.
|

1703 ROWE Fair Pcnit. \\. ii, Brutes and boys are only taught '

with blows. 1721 St. German's Doctor fy Stud, 28 The
eldest son shall only inherit his father. 1833 TENNYSON Lady
Clara I'ere de Vere vii, 'Tis only noble to be good. 1875
JOWETT Plato I. 282, I only asked the question from habit.

d. Not only . . . but, but also.

1340 Ayenb. 265 Na^t onlyche beuore gode ac be-uore alle
'

men. c 1375 Cursor M. 338 (Fairf.) He wro^t nojt anly wit
his hande bot sayde wit worde. 1390 GOWKR Conf. II. 340
Noght onliche of the wommen tho, Bot of the chaste men
also. 4x14x5 Cursor M. 11069 (Trin.) ^ot only of ierusalem

bourse But also al ^e cuntre J>oune - 1548 HALL Chron.,
Hen. I7l 104 b, Not onely now. .but also after. 1589-1875
[see BUT, C 24 b].

f2. By or of itself alone, without anything else, i

1398 TREVISA Barth. De P, K. in. xix. (1495) 66 By ;

smellynge oonly he knowyth bytwene herbes good and ',

venymous. a 1425 Cursor M. 3574 (Trin.) Whenne (?at i

fa mon] bicomej? olde, .. Only to lyue trauail him J>ink.
>

a 1548 HALL Chron.) Ediu. II-' 232 b, He was restored to his

kyngdome, and made kyng onely by his ayde. a 1555
PHILPOT Exam. % Writ. (Parker Soc.) 66 Master doctor

\

hath affirmed that these words, .spoken by the priest, only ,

do make the Sacrament. 1624 HKYWOOD Gunaik.'i. 30 The
'

Phrygian pipe was onely sufficient to yeeld musicke to her
sacrifices, for that was no sooner heard but they fell into
a divine rapture resembling madnesse. 1760 WARTON Idler
No. 96 p i His eye was so piercing, that .. he could blunt !

the weapons of his enemies only by looking at them. 1801
STRUTT Sports fy Past. i. L 10 The see of Norwich, only, ,

was in possession of no less than thirteen parks.

f3. Singularly, uniquely, specially, pre-eminently.
c 1000 ^ELFRIC Colloq. in Wr.-Wulcker 103 jEnlice, eftf-

\

anter. *$., Chron. K. Glove. (Rollsl App. G. 58 Ac pe
'

o}?ere were strengore & Richore oniliche [v. rr. vnliche,
:

onlyche]. c 1394 P. PI. Crede 534 Afterward anojr onliche
he blissede, pe meke of be myddel-erde. 1554 RIDLEY Wks.
(Parker Soc.) 370 In them whom they only esteemed for

their priests & sages. *6ix B. JONSON Catiline \. iv, That
renown 'd good man That did so onely embrace his countrey !

4. Idiomatic uses.

a. The sense * no more than
'

often passes into i

'
as much as

'

;
= Jvsradv. 5 c. (Cf. Ger, nur.)

1838 MRS. STOWE in Life (1889* 90 Only think how long it

is since I have written to you ! 1849 MACAULAY Hist, Eng.
i\. II. 410 [They] would willingly join to effect it, if only
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they could obtain the help of such a force. .as might secure
those who should rise in arms. 1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2)
III. 193 He is coming. .if you will only wait. iSSQStindav
Talk June 345/1 If I could only give you one-half of tht:

stories. .1 would make the best article I have yet written.

b. Only not = all but, little else than.

1779-81 JOHNSON L. P., Smith Wks. II. 473, I was only
not a boy. 1834 NAPIER Penins. IVar xiv. vi. (Rtldg.) 11.

275 The fortresses were, .only not abandoned to the enemy.
1861 NKAI.I; Hymn, ''Safe home' \, Torn sails, provision
short, And only not a wreck.

C. Not before, not till. Only just, at a time no
farther gone than the immediate past: see JUST
adv. 4. (Only may precede or follow the word
or phrase expressing time.)

1676 GLANVILL Ess. Pref. a iij, I have now only cast it into
the form of a Discourse. 1791 WASHINGTON Lett. Writ.
1892 XII. 9 Your, .letter., came to my hands the day before

yesterday only. 1846 TRENCH Mirac. Introd. (1862) 57 The
flower dropped off only as the fruit was l>eing formed. 1898
M'estm. Gaz. 23 Feb. 5/3 A woman . . yesterday killed her-
self. She was only married on Saturday. Mod. I have
only just received it ; it was posted only yesterday.

fd. Only l>nt, but only : () =
only, merely;

V>) except only. Obs.

1478 Paston Lctt.lll. 232 Paid. .for the tythynges,ondely
but in corne whan it was inned in to the barn, xxiiij//.

1605 CHAPMAN All fowlcs Wks. 1873 I. 180 Now heere all

are pleas 'd, Onelie but Cornelio. 1678 DRYDKN All for
Love n.

j,
You but only beg'd a last farewel. 1711 Light

/<> Bliudm lot/i Rep. Hist. .MSS. Comm. App. v. 127 The
first dessigne was onely but to show the rebells, that the.,

garrison was watchful.

e. Only too {/rite, thankful^ etc.) : see Too.
f. All only, al only, an emphatic variant of

only in various senses, at length treated as one
word: see A LONELY.

B. Conjunctive adv. ^conj. {prep?)
1. The only thing to be added being ; with this

restriction, drawback, or exception only ; but (ad-

versative) ; on the other hand, on the contrary.
1381 WVCLIF i Cor. vii. 39 Be she weddid to whom she

wole, oonly [Gr. ft-ovov} in the Lord. Gal. v, 13 Britheren

56 ben clepid in to fredom : oonli ?eue ^e not fredom in to
occa.sioun of fleisch. 1579 FI:NTON Gtticciard. (161 8) 3 Onely
the man for his integritie and soundnesse was such a one, as

[etc.]. 1598 SHAKS. Merry W. n. ii. 242 Spend all I haue,
onely giue me so much of your time in enchange of it, as
[etc.]. 1625 PuKCHAS /V&nffil II. 1117 They know not how
to.. refine the same [sugar.canes], onely they eat them raw.

1667 MARVKLLCw. Wks. 1872-5 II. 81 Onely Colonel Gilby
will tell you all when he comes down. 1796 BURXKY Men;.
ALetastasio I. 64 No matter; only will there be room for us
all ? 1877 STURGEON Serfn. XXIII. 179 Many a man would
have become wise, only he thought he was so already. Mod.
The flowers are lovely ; only, they have no scent.

. b. Only that : with the exception that, except
that, were it not that, but for the fact that.

1706 S. CLARKE Let. to Dodwell (1711)28 That there is no
real difference, .only that that which the Platoni-ts call
Mind [pevf]..the Sacred Writers call [nvtv^a] Spirit. 1771
T. HULL Sir IV. Harrington (1797) II. 157 Only that
I know you don't love bustle, I should wish you here. 1804
EUGENIA DE ACTON Tale without Title III. 241 Something
like a castle in miniature, only that its windows were modern.
1845 M. J. HIGGINS Ess. (1875) 27, I would see and get it

done at once, only that I am in doubt as to the best means.
2. Kxcept. Onlyfor, except for, but for, were it

not for. Now only dial.

1540-1 ELYOT Image Got'. (1549) 40 Only by violence they
coulde not be brought to theyr shippes. 1664 PEI-VS Diary
22 Apr., My wife and I, in their coach to Hide Parke, where
..pleasant it was, only for the dust. 1668 Ibid. 22 Aug.,
It i true . . that our whole Office will be turned out, only
me. 1737 (S. BERINGTON] G. di Lucca's Mem. 295 The
Project might easily take, only for the horrid Wickedness
of the Fact 1747 Mem. Nutrebian Crt. I. 38 Ridiculing
all forms of worship, .only their own. 1811 Ora fy Juliet
I. 30 Only for my tea, I should have had the head-ache.

1887 N. fy Q. yth Ser. III. 501 For many years the following
notice was painted up at Bolton railway station :

' Do not
cross the line only by the bridge '. 1888 Poor Nellie 245
Only for William, you would have died with her, George !

f b. In a clause : Kxcept that, were it not that,
but that. Obs.

#1766 MRS. F. SHERIDAN Sidney Bidulph IV. 187 And
only my uncle

Bidulph is fonder of my sister than he is of

me, my vanity would carry me away for want of a little

ballast, a 1774 GOLDSM. tr. Scarrons Com. Romance (1775)
II. 162 At length their passion became so violent, that only
there was no bloodshed, Pyramus and Thisbe were nothing
to them for affection and sincerity. 1802 H. MARTIN Helen
of Glenross II. 226 Only he is very melancholy, he would
be agreeable.

C. Comb. Only-bom, only-created, only-gotten ;

also ONLY-BEGOTTEX.
<ri4io HOCCLEVE Mother of God 1 1 5 By his sone oonly

geten [v. r. only gottin]. 1608 WILLET Hexapla Exod. 126
His first borne, which also may bee his only borne. 1853
J. H. NEWMAN Arians n. v. (1876) 227 The Arians. .explain
the word only-begotten in the sense of only^reatcd.

O'nly-begO'tten, a. Begotten as an only
child ; transT. I,, nnigenittts, Gr. povofwfis ; in

OE. ancenned, ANKENXED.
1450-1530 Myrr. our Ladye 314 The only begotten sonne

of god. 1526 TINDALE John i. 14 The glory off the only-

begotten sonne off the father. 1534 Heb. x\.'\j In fayth
Abraham offered vp Isaac. .beinge his only begotten sonne.

1833). H. NBWICAHyfHiMvrj.iti. (1876) 158 Scripture desig-
nates Him as the only-begotten or the own Son of God.
On lyfe, on-lyue, obs. forms of ALIVE.

Onmeete, Onmerkit, Onmeuable : see UN-.

ONOMASTIC.
Onne : see ONK adr. and prep.
Onne-, obs. var. Us- pref., as onne-wysc, un-

wise, etc. Onnente, obs. variant of ANENT/;V/.
Onnet, variant of USXIT Obs. t useless.

Onnethe, -es, obs. ff. UNKATH, -s, hardly,
t On-ne'therward, prep. Obs. nr/v- 1

. In the

I

bottom of.

c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 83 He ne fecheS noht J>e sore
siches onneSenvard his heorte.

Onn;88n, Onn3ness, early ME. (Orm.; ft".

I

AGAIJC, AUAIX.ST.

Onnobeley, Onnumerable, etc. : see Ux-.

Onnuy, obs. form of ANNOV.
Onocentaur (^n^se-nt^a). Mythol. [ad. late

L. onoccntanms, a. Gr. livoKwravpos, f. ovos ass +
Kfvravpo? CENTAUR.] A fabulous creature, a
centaur with the body of an ass instead of that
of a horse.

[1398 TREVISA Barth. DeP. R. xvm. Ixxix. (MS. Bodl.) 11.

280 D/I Onocentaurus . . is a beste wonderlich schape and . .

gendred bitweneanasseandabolle. Ibid., Hut Phisiologus. .

seij> J?at Onocentaurus is compowned of \>e schap of an asse
and of a man.] 1567 MAPLET Gr. Forest 05 b, The Ono-
centaure is a Beast monstrous, halfe a Bull & halfe an Asse.

; 1601 CHKSI KR Lmv's Mart., A Dialogue cxxxvii, The Ono-
centaur is a monstrous beast ; Supposed halfe a man and

'

halfe an asse. a 1711 KEN Edmund Poet. Wks. 1721 II.
1

107 Gigantick Onocentaurs there he found, The tallest he
in chains of darkness bound. 1845 E. H. NOEL Kichtcrs
Flower Pieces II. xv. 195 The true difference between
hippocentaurs and onocentaurs.

t OuO'Crotal. Obs. In 4-7 in Latin form,

[ad. L. onocrotahis, a. Gr. itvoKporaKos pelican, f.

oVos ass + KpoTa\ov rattle, clapper. Cf. F. ono-

crotale (i3th c. in Godef.).] The pelican.
1381 WVCI.IK /-epJi. ii. 14 Onocratulus [gloss that is, a brid

with a long bill lyke a swan ; 161 1 cormorant ; R. K pelican],
and the yrchoun shuln dwelle in the threshefoldis therof.

1609 BIBLK (Douay) Lev. xi. 18 Of birdes.. which you must
not eate. .the swanne, and the onocratal. 1653 URQI'HART
Ral'dais \. viii, A faire great blew feather, plucked from
an Onocrotal. 1661 BLOUNT Glossogr., Onocrotal, a Bird
like a Swan, braying like an Ass ; thought to be a Biltour.

Onofrite (fn^frait). Min. [Named (1845)
from San Onofre in Mexico, where found : see -ITE.]
A sulpho-selenide of mercury occurring in lustrous

black masses.

1840 J. NICOL Man. Min. 471 Onofrite .. occurs at St.

Onofre in Mexico, with Mercury. 1892 DANA Min. 64.

tOno-logy. Obs. rare" . [f.
Gr. oVo-s ass +

-\oyia speech : prob. repr. a mod.L. ^onologia.]
Foolish talking ; braying.
1674 BLOUNT Giossogr. (ed. 4), Onology, vain babling,

talking like an Ass. 1678 PHILLIPS (ed. 4) List Barbarous
Words, Onologie, a talking like an Ass.

Onomama'nia. nonce-u>d. [irreg. f. Gr. wopa
name + MAMA.] A mania or rage about a name
or names.

1854 W. WATERWORTH Eng. fy Rome 120 Whilst the one-
mamania lasted, bickerings and divisions endured.

Oliomancy (jrnJmcensi). Also in Latin form
onomantia. [Abbreviated form of ONOMATO-
MAXCY : = med.L. onomantla, obs. It. onomantia

(Florio), obs. F. ononiatitie ' divination by names '

(Cotgr.).] Divination from names or the letters

of a name, as, the number of vowels in a name,
the sum of the numerical value of the letters, or

;

the like.

1605 CAMDKN Rent. 35 The superstuious kinde of Divina-

I

lion called Onomantia, condemned by the last general!
! Counsell, by which the Pithagoreans iudged the even
number of vowells in names to signifie imperfections in the
left sides of men, and the odde number in the right. 1656
BLOUNT Glossogr., Onotnancie (onomatitia). divination by
names. 1678 PHILLIPS (ed. 4) List Barbarous U'ords,

Otwwaticy, a Divination by names, or rather a Divination
! by some observations about an Ass, the first should seem

rather to be O'lomoutancy. 17*7-41 CHAMBERS CycL, OHO-

inancy, or rather Ottomatnancy, the art of divining the good
or. evil fortune which shall befal a man, from the letters of
his name, /bid., In strictness, onontancy should rather

signify divination by asses.. to signify divination by names,
it should be onotnatomancy . 1880 W. JONFS Prec. Stones
i. $notc, The Rabbinical writers describe a sysiem of ono-

mancy, . . termed Notaricon, in conjunction with lithomancy.
Hence Onoma-ntic, Oiioma-ntical a<//s., of or

pertaining to onomancy ; practising onomancy.
1605 CAMDEN Rent. 35 An Onomanticall or Name-wisard

lew. 1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., QnomanticaL pertaining unto,
or skilful in that kind of Divination by names. 1856 WEH-
STKR, Onomantic.

Onomastic (fm^mos-stik), a. and sb. [ad. Gr.

ovoftatTTttc-us of or belonging to naming, f. bvo-

f*a0T6s named, f. ovofjia{-iv to name, Cf. F.

onomastique (c 1600 in Hatz.-Darm.).]
A. adj. Of, relating to, or connected with a

name or names, or with the naming of something ;

consisting of or dealing with names.

1716 M. DAVIES A then. Brit. II. 242 That most August
Assembly most awful (tho' but nominal and onomastick)

Synod. 1851 SIR F. PALGRAVE Norm, y l:ng. I. 349 The
nobles draw only from the most scanty family onomastic
nomenclatures. 1879 Times 29 Aug., The Russian Grenadier
regiment bearing the title of Frederick William III .. when
lately celebrating its onomastic festival was [etc.]. 1880

Contetnp, Rev. Aug. 574 The system which rests on ono-
mastic resemblances of a highly imaginative philology.



ONOMASTICAL.

b. Used in reference to the autograph subscrip-
tion of a Ic-fjal document (of which the body is in

the handwriting of another person) : see quots.
]'iy Bentham an onomastic signature or subscription the

affixing of one's name was distinguished from a symbolic
signature, effected bya seal or mark ; both of these, as mere
signatures, he distinguished from hsbgnfh. Later writers

appear to have mistaken his meaning.
1802-12 BKNTHAM Ration. Judic. Evid. (1827) II. 449

Modes of authentication ab intra: i. Holography; 2. Signa-
ture (onomastic or symbolic). Ibid. 461 Sigillation, a su<

--

cedanenm to (or rather mode of) onomastic signature. 1849
W. M. BEST '1'n-at. Princ. Evid. 210 A document wholly
in the handwriting of a party is said to be an autograph or

holograph ; where it is in the handwriting of another person
and only signed by the party, the signature may be called
' onomastic '. 1850 BURRII.L Law Diet, ff Gloss., Onomastic^
a term sometimes applied to the signature of an instrument,
where the body of it is in the handwriting of another person.
B. s/i. f 1. A writer of an Onomasticon ;

n

vocabidarist, a lexicographer. Obs.

1609 [Hi'. W. BARLOW] AIIS-M Nameless Cath. 330 Let all

the Onomastiks, and Nomenclators, or Mathematicians, or
Schoolemen be searched. 1716 M. D\\'iF.sAthcn. Brit. II.

349 The learned Lexicographer, Francis Pomey (who being
a French-Man should understand the Nature and Names of
(larlick and Shalot the best of any Onomasticksl.

1 2. An assumed name. Obs. nonce-use.

1653 MANTON Smectytnnifits Rediv. Pref., I suppose the
reverend authors were willing to lie hid under this onomaslic
[' Smectymnuus 'J fjartly that [etc.].

t Onoma stical, a. Obs.
[f.

as prec. + -AL.]
= ONOMASTIC a.

1609 [Bp. W. BARLOW] Answ. Nameless Cath. 345 What is

the name which the OnomasticallCensurer giueth vnto this

charge? 1715 M. DAVIES At/ten. Brit. I. Pref. 7 Pamphlets
known to the learned, more by their Onomastical History
than by any use that can be made of them. 1716 IHii. II.

To Rdr. 3 An Onomastical List of the Principal Authors.

Oiioma-sticon. [a. Gr. bvopaaTmuv (sc.

)
book of names, vocabulary : see ONO-

MASTIC.] A vocabulary or alphabetic list of proper
names, esp. of persons. Formerly used more

widely of a vocabulary of names or nouns, or even
of a general lexicon.
Often used as a title of works of this nature, e. g. that of

Jul. Pollux (180-238) which was a vocabulary arranged
according to subjects and not alphabetically: cf. the Lat.-
Kni*. Nominal?, and similar works of the I5th c., reprinted
by Wright-Wulcker.

1710 W. HUME Sacr. Success. 130 What we find in all

Thesaurus's, Lexicons, Glossaries, Onomasticons, etc. 1716
M. DAVIES Athen. llrit. III. 3 To make use of the Ono-
masticons, publish 'd by those learned Protestant Lexico-
graphers, H. Stephens, J. Si apula, Scrivelius and Passorius.

1877 SMITH & WACE Diet. Clir. Bi,<g. Pref. 10 The intention
w;is entertained of exhibiting a complete Onomasticon of
the Christian World for the first eight centuries. 1879
CONDER Tcnlvvork I'al. II. 136 The distance.. is not much
greater than that given by the Onomasticon for Lachish.
1889 C/i. Q. Kev. XXVII. 308 The heading Joannes.,
[exemplifies] the fulness of this dictionary [Christian Bio-

graphy] as an Onomasticon, there being no fewer than 595
separate entries under it.

O'nomate-chny. rare~. [irreg. for onomato-

techny, f. ONOMATO- + Gr. -Ttxv ^a f- T*XV1
1 art-]

1730-6 BAILEY (folio) Pref., Onfttnatechity . . the Art of '

Prognosticating from the Letters of a Person's Name. 1846
in WORCESTER. And in mod. Diets.

Ono'mato-, = Gr. uvo^aro-, combining form of !

wo/ia, oi/u/jctT-os name : the first element ofnumerous
derivatives : see below. Ono matoma-nia Path.

[Gr. luaiia, madness],
' morbid dread of some word,

intense mental anguish at the inability to recall

some word or to name a thing
'

(tyd. Soc. Lex.
'

1892). Ono-matopla sm [Gr. irKaafia form], a
word formed by onomatopoeia.

Onomato'logist. [f. as next + -IST.] One
versed in onoinatology.
1695 J. EDWARDS Perfect. Script. 236 Dr. Skinner, a great !

onomatologist. a 1843 SOL'THEV Doctor clxxvi. VI. 70 \Vh;it
would our onomatologist have said if he had learned to read
these words ? 1847 WEBSTER, Onomatologist, one conversant
with onomalology.

Onoinatology (>npmat(;'lodgi). rare. [mod.
f. (ir. type *uro/iaTo\o-fia, {. I>VO/MTO\U-/OS word-

gathering: cf. F. oitomalologie ^Littre).] The
science of the formation of names or terms

;
ter-

minology. 1847 in WEBSTER; in mod. Diets.

I Ono-niatoma:ncy. Obs. fad. med.L. ono-

HialoiiianlTa, F. onoinalomancie (Rabelais i6thc.] ;

see OXOMATO- and -MANCY.] Divination by names
or the letters of a name.
1652 OAL'I.E Sftytutrmn. 165 Onomatom.incy, [divining] by

names. 01693 URQUHAUT KaMaii in. xxv, Have you a
mind. .to have the truth of the matter yet more fully and
amply disclosed unto you. .by onomatomancy ? How do
they call thee 1727 [see ONOMANCY].
Ono matop, -ope (onp-matpp. -to<>p). [Abbre-

viated from next.] A word formed by onomatopoeia.
1828 in WEBSTER. 1862 M. HOPKINS Hau'aii 70 The

chances of selection in the case of onomatopes would be
still greater. 1874 GODDKS.!,IANCOURT & PINCOTT (title}
Primitive and Universal Laws of the Formation, and t

Development, of Language, founded on the natural basis of
Onomatops. 1890 O. CRAWFURD Kovnd the Calendar 176
Names that are not mere onomatopes, like cuckoo or peewit.

II Onomatopoeia (onp-matoprya, pwJma-). [a.
I., oiiowatopa'ia) a. (ir. uwuaToirotiu the making of
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words, f. <Vo/mT07roi('j making or coining a name,
f. ONOMATO- + -iroios making.]
1. The formation of a name or word by an imita-

tion of the sound associated with the thing or

action designated ; this principle as a force in the

formation of words in a language ; echoism.

1577 PKACHAM Card. Eloquence, Onomatopeia, when we
invent, devise, fayne,and m:ike a name intimating the sound
of that it signifielh, as hurlyburly, for an uprore and
tumultuous stirre. 1589 PL'TTENIIAM Eng. Poesie in. xvi[i.].

(Arb.) 1 02 Onomatopeia, or the New namer. 1657 J- ^""i
Afyst. Rhet. 72 Onomatopoeia . . Nonrinis s<u nomimimjletio^
the feigning of a name or names. 1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl.
s. v., '1 he surest etymologies are those deduced from the

onomatopoeia. 1852 H. .Sri-NCER Phiios. Style Ess. 1891 II.

338 That frequent cause of strength in Saxon and other

primitive words their onomatopoeia. 1861 MAX ML'LLER
Sci. Lang, 346 If this principle of onomatopoieia is applicable
anywhere it would be in the names of animals. 1870 J.I/HBOCK

Orig. Civilis. ix. (1875) 410 Without . .supposing, .tliat all

our root-words have originated from onomatopeia.
b. A word formed by this process ;

a word

imitating the sound of the thing or action which
it signifies.

1842 I'UANDE Diet. Sci., Lit. etc., Ononiatop&ia . . a word
expressing by its sound the tiling represented. i84sSTODDAKi
Cram, in Encycl. Mctrpp. I. 179/1 Hout ! seems to be an

onomatopoeia of the same nature as the English verb, to

hoot. 1875 WHITNEY Life Lang. vii. 120 We call such
words 'onomatopoeias', literally 'name-makings', because
the Greeks did so.

2. Rhetoric. The use of naturally suggestive
words, sentences, and forms for rhetorical effect.

1860 TKNNYSON* in UTan. (18971 II. 519 A good instance of

onomatopoeia in
'

Paradise Lost
'

(Hk. 1 1. 870}
' On a sudden

open fly With impetuous recoil and jarring sound The
infernal doors, and on their hinges grate Harsh thunder,
that the lowest bottom shook Of Erebus '. 1895 MRS. PHKLPS
Chap. fr. Life iii. 48 As much taken aback as if he bad
found a tribe of Cherokees studying onomatopoeia in English
verse.

Hence Ono matopoe'ial a., of or pertaining to

(rhetorical) onomatopoeia ; Ouomatopce ian a.,

onomatopoeic ; sb., an onomatope; -f-Ono^niato-

pce-ious a. Obs. rare~~ (see quot.).
1880 Academy 28 Feb. 153/1 The technique of such work

is irreproachable ; the onomatopoeial sense of sound is most
discriminative. 1860 FAHRAR Orig. Lang. 108 An ono-

matopoeian which gives rise to a large number of cognate
words in the Indo-European languages. 1867 AtJieu&mn
12 Jan. 58 In other instances theonomaioponan word is a verb
in the one country and a noun in the other ; thus the turkey
which gobbles in England is a bubbly in Scotland. 1661
BLOUNT Onoinatopcious, pertaining to the Figure Onomato-
poeia, which is a faining a name from any kind of sound.

Onomatopoeic (0npmat0|prik), a. [f. Gr.

ovofiaTotTot'os : see prec. and -ic; cf. F. onomatopt-

iqite (Littre).] Of, pertaining to or characterized

by onomatopoeia, esp. as applied to the origin of

names or words ; imitative in sound ; echoic.
1860 FARRAR Orig. Lang. L 18 It originated from the

onomatopoeic character of a large part of all language. 1864
DAM-INT Jest $ Earnest (1873) II. 69 What has been called

that 'Bow-wow' theory of language, which would make
everything

'

onomatopoeic '. 1875 WHITNKY Life Lang. xiv.

282 Where the onomatopoeic or imitative element is most
conspicuous. 1881 Cornh. Mag. July 104 Lines containing
two of the finest onomatopoeic effects in our language,
'
I heard the ripple washing in the reeds And the wild water

lapping on the crag '.

So Ono'matopce'ical a., Onomatopoe'ically adv.
1880 Academy 28 Feb. 153/3 The onomatopoeical sense of

sound is most discriminative.

!lOno:matopoe*sis (-p<?irsis). Also -poiesis.

[mod. a. Gr. ovo^aroTTo'ti]<ii^ the making of a name,
f. uvoftaToiroit-ctv to make or coin names.] The
naming of a thing, etc., from the sound associated

with it
; onomatopoeia.

1864 MAX MULLER Sci. Lang. Ser. n. (1868) ii. 63 This Is

one of the secrets of onomatopoesis, or name-poetry, that
each name should

express,
not the most importantor specific

quality, but that which strikes our fancy. 1878 tr. von
Ziemssens Cycl. Mtd, XIV. 586 It is also certain that speech
is learned only by onomatopoesis.

Ono'matopO'esy. rare. Anglicized form of prec.
1885 W. STIRLING tr. Landois Hum. Phystol. 706 The

imitation of sounds by the organs of speech, constituting
onomatopoesy [Ger. onoinatopoesi$\ e. g., the hissing of a
stream, the roll of thunder, .etc.

Ononiatopoetic (f?n^mat^i]W|e-tik), a. [f. Gr.

ovopaToiroirjats, after poetic.']
= ONOMATOPOCIC.

1848 CRAIG, Onomatopottic, formed to resemble the sound
of the thing signified. 1860 FAR ^ '

planation.

Ono matopoe tically, adv. [f. prec. : see

-ICALLY.] In accordance with onomatopoesis ; by
an onomatopoetic process ; onomatopceically.
1866 N. it Q. 3rd Ser. IX. 497/1 An unused root, onomato-

phenomenon.
t Ono-tnatopy. Obs. [f. I,, onomatopma or F.

onomatopte (i6th c. in Hatz.-Darm.).] = ONOMA-
TOPOEIA.

ONSENE.

1658 PHILLIPS, Onowatopy [edd. 1678-96 -/>,ra], the faining
of a name, from any kind of sound, as /iV;//Am//z, i. a Gun,
from the sounding of bom. 1822-34 Good's StuJy .Wed. (cd. 4)
III. 219 The word tic is commonly supposed to be an

onomatopy, or a sound expressive of the action it imports.
Onomatous (^n^matos^, a. [t. Gr. uvo^ar-

(OXOMATO-) + -ors.] Hearing the (writer's) name.
1869 Spectator \ May 539 In very many cases we should

as a rule prefer the anonymous to the onomatous mode of

addressing the public.

t Ono-momancy. 0!>s. rarc~ fi
. Also onoma-.

ONOMANCY: see quots. 1678 and 1727-41 s. v.

O'nomously, adv. rare. [f. *ono)iwus
(
=

ONYMOUS) adj. + -LY -.] With the name given or

stated; by name.
1800 W. TAYLOR in Robberds .Vtv//. I. ^fj The impropriety
of using author's names in public ji<u. ;;.iU, when ;-p- .iking
of writings nut onomously claimed.

Onon e, onoon, obs. forms of ANOX.
Onond^e, onont, obs. variants of AN I:NT/;V/.
t Ono-pen, v. Obs.

[f.
Ox- 1 2 + OK. openian

to OPEN.] trans. To open up, explain.
c 1200 1'rin. {.'oil. Horn. 217 Ich ne mai ne ich in; can bosse

on openi. li'id. 219 And nube biginne on upini.

Onor, onour, -able, etc., obs. ff. Hnxouit, etc.

t Oncrrn, v. Obs. Also onourn. Variant of

ANOHX, to deck, adorn.

1432-50 tr. Hidden i Rolls) I. 217 An bowse consecrate
onornede allemoste alle \\ itb K'j'*-le and pru<. i' >us .stones.

Ibid. III. 457 Oure women be not ononrnede that lliri DJ.IV
be

pleasante to man. 1545 St. Papers lien. /"///, X. 6.-;i

Tins was in effect c his niatier, which lit: unurncd with a gn-L
circurastaunce of word es.

Onourment, var. HONOUKMKNT Ofis., ornament.

Onoy, pnoynt, obs. ff. ANNOY. AM INT.

Onpacient, Onperfect, Onpossibill, On-
quart, Onquemable, Onquiet, etc. : sec UN-
Onqwelm: sec ONWHKJ.M.

tOnra'n, pa. t. of *on /rrnie, with changed
particle, for a h\rine or at lt]rnu' to touch.

(11300 Cursor M. 21547 ^"' l ai}>er tre be cors oil-ran, 1!-.:

allwais lai it still as stan.

Onrebut, Onreuli, Onright, etc. : see UN-.

tOnre'Se, t'. Obs. [OK. onrwan, f. (3x- '
i

+ rwsan to rush : see KESK
<".] intr. with on or

in : To rush, make an onset.
c 825 / 'esp. Psalter Iviii. 4 Onraisdun in M.C.J str.m^e. Ibid.

l.\i. 4 Hu lon.^e onra^sao
1

^e on men'.' <i 1300 I-'.. }'.. Psalter
Iviii. 4 In me on-reseden stalworth f>at ware. ///,/. Ixi. 4 Til

hat ye on-rese in man swa Vhe al unto yhe sla.

t Onri'Se, v . Obs. \QK.onrJsau , f. * >\- T i +

risan to RISE.] /;;//*. To rise up
'

again <t .

nooo /Ei.FRic Dent, .\.\.\i. 17 And min yrre onrist on^fii
his 11 kai" tlas.^e. r 1250 Gen. A- E .r. 1936 Mate hem on

ros, in herte numen ; S\vilc nift *si hate ros ru in on, lie

redden alle him for to slon.

Onrush durvj). [f.
ON- i

4 + RTSH
s/>.]

The
act of rusliing on

; impetuous onward movement.
1844 Fraser's Mtig. XXX. 179/2 Another hurrah and

onrush made the enemy thruw dou n their arms. 1856 MKS.
DHOUNING Aur. Leigh i. 970 In that first onrush of life's

chariot-wheels. 1891 G. F. X. GKIH-TIH tr. Fouard's Christ
the Son ofGod I. 272 The mighty on-ru>h of the waters.

O'nrurshing, a. [Ox- 1
3.] That rushes on.

1846 HARE Mission Comf. (1850) 145 The onru^hing waves
of the world. 1893 Chicago Advance -2 Mar., The great
on-rushing train of God's kingdom.
Ons, obs. form of ONCK. Onsaddle, On-

satisfeit, Onsavoury, etc. : see UN-.
i Onsand. Obs. [f.OE.0ns0nd-e,LQy~li +

sarid(et sond(e^ sending: see SOND^E; npp. orig.
transl. L. iwmissio.] Something sent or inflicted

(by God) upon the people ;
a visitation.

^825 I'esp. Psalter Ixxviifi], 49 ( Jnsonde ^orh englas yfle.
a 1300 Cursor Jl/. 5915 pan on-sandes he on him send. Ibid.

6009 pan sent drightin J>e sext on-sand \te fals pharaon to

faand.

tOnsaw. Obs. [late OK. onsa^it t
f. Ox-1 i +

sagu, saying, SAW.] A chatge against a person, an

accusation ; reproach, opprobrious language.
f looo Ags. Gosfi. Matt. xxvi. 60 pa da mantra mid leasnm

onsa^um((- 1160 HattonGosp. on-saesen] senealaehton. ^1250
Gen. ff E.\: 2045 Or for misdede, or for on-sa;en, 3or woren
to Sat prisun dra^en. a 1300 Cursor M. 19428 (Kdin.) Fals

It was, al hair onsaw [v.rr. onsau, onsaghj. a 1350 Ibid,

19422 (Gott.) Queber es bis soth or vnsau.

tO'llSay. Obs. rare*. [Ox- 14.] The saying
of 'On!'; the signal to start.

1573 New Custom n. it. Ciij, First came Newcustome, and
hee gaue the onsay ;

And sithens, thinges haue gone worse

euery day.

t Olisee'k, v. Obs. [OE. omfran, f. Ox- 1 i +

sc'can to seek.]
1. trans. To seek or require something of (a per-

son). (Only in OE.)
8oo CYSKWI'LI-- Juliana 679 pjer .xxx. waes and fcowere

eac feores onsohie |>urh wxjes wylm wijena cynnes.

2. To attack.
c 1205 LAY. 5657 Heo wenden to l>eon sikerepeo IJelin heom

on soiite. ibid. 16254 5it" me on-sohte him. ^1250 Gen. \
E.\: 851 Fowre on-seken and fifue weren, Oc 3e fowre &e

fine deren.

Onseker, Onsely, Onsensible, etc. : see UN-.

j. Obs.
~

tO'nsene. Obs. [OK.an-,f>ns^on,\\^.an.<ii'ft,

-syn, fern. = OS. ansiutt, OIIG. anasiitni MIHJ.

ansinne), neuter :-OTent. *aiiasii(jijo
m

,
f. *ana,



ONSET.

Ox 1 i + *H;H*-C, Goth, shins, OS. sinn fem. f

sight, from ablaut-series .wto-, A^W-, jy-, in*sc/t-

ii>an
y
OE, .fcfrj* to SEE. Cf. Ger. anseken, ansicht]

a. Countenance, face. b. Look, aspect, appearance,
897 K. ALFRED Gregory's Past. \\. 395 Dyses middan*

geardes ansien ofergteo". c 1000 ^^j". Gosp. Matt. xvii. 2 His
ansyn scean swa swa sunne (^950 Lind. onsione; c 1160
Hxtt. ansiene]. /#/</. John vii. 24 Ne deme ge be ansyne
ac demad rihtne dom [^950 Lind. onsione; c 1160 Hatt,
ansyene). a 1240 Ureisun'm Cott. Horn, 191 Murie dreameS
engles bmoren pin onsene. a 1250 Owl y Night. 1704 Vor
nis of ow non so kene, That durre abide mine onsene.

Onset ''/nset), sb\
[f. Ox- 1 4 + SKT .?.]

1. An act of setting on or attacking (an enemy) ;

an attack, assault, f To give the onset, to make
an attack, or to commence the attack (obs."}.

1535 STEWART Cron. Scot. II. 195 And in the feild syne
maid ane new onset. 1631 GOUGE Gwfs Arrows in. 4. 190
The Philistines came up.. to prevent David by giving the
first on-set, and beginning warre. 1715-20 Porr. Iliad xvi.

949 He,.tbrice three heroes at each onset slew. 1855
MACAULAY Hist. Eng. xix. IV. 2;9These troops had to bear
the first brunt of the onset.

b. (Without article.) Attack, assault.

1667 MILTON /*. L. n. 364 Acbiev'd By sudden onset. 1791
COWI-KK flittd vni. 616 At their ships Give them brisk onset,

1871 R. ELLIS Catullus Ixiv. 339 A son.. whose back no foe,
whose front each knoweth in onset.

c - J*g' ^n attack, as of an opponent in argu-
ment, etc., of calamity or disease.
c 1586 C'TESS PEMBROKE Ps. LXXVI. in, Whose fearelesse

foote to bide Thy onsett tarieth. 1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage
(1614) 374 Other tables set with wine, in which they gave a
new onset, as a fresh enemy. 1789 W, IVcHAX Pom. Med.
(1790) 541 Previous to the onset of a fever. 1875 JOWETT
Plato (ed. 2) I. 474 His argument could not sustain the first

onset of yours.

2. The action, or an act, of beginning some
operation; beginning, commencement, start, f To
ifivt the onset, to make a beginning, to start (obs.'}.

1561 T. HOBV tr. Castiglione's Courtier \. B, I., must giue
the onsett in oure pastimes this night. 1625 BACON Ess.,
Delays (Arb.) 525 There is surely no greater Wisedome, then
well to time the Beginnings, and Onsets of Things. 1647
FARIXGDON Serin, iii. 46 They had made a fair onset in

Christianity,, .they were forward in their way. 1860 Hoi.LAND
Miss Gilbert xxi. 392 She kissed her a dozen times at the
first on^et, and called her dear heart.

^f 3. (See quot.)
1755 JOHNSON, Onset .. 2. 'Something added byway of

ornamental appendage. This sense, says Nicholson, is still

retained in Northumberland, where onset means a tuft' [N'o
such sense In Northumbld. Glossary. As Todd notes, the

quot. cited by J. does not belong to this sense, but to 2.]

Onset (fnseti, j&2 Sc. and north, dial. [f.

Ox- l + ?SET sb. : cf. OE. set seat, place of sitting
or settling, stall, stable, or fold for beasts, ^e-sete

dwelling, habitation. The primary sense may
have been 'dwelling-places/ the farm or land'.]
A farm-house, with its outhouses

;
a farmstead.

Cf. ONSTEAD.
1535 -SV- Acts J<is. J' 1 1 597) 9 That everie man., cause

everie tennent of their landes, that hes the same in tack and
assedation.to plant vpon their on-set yeirlyfor everie marke
land, ane tree. 1641 Sc. Acts Chas. / (1814) V. 637 All
and haill the . . landis of Ravelrig, with houssis, biggmgis,
yairdis, orchairdis, toftis, croft is, onsettis, outsettis [etc.].

1725 RAMSAY Gent. Sheph. iv. i. Prol., The scene describ'd
in former page, Claud's onset. 1802 ANDF.RRON Cuntbld.
Hall. 36 That aw our heale onset wad be in a lovve. 1825
BROCKETT N. C. Gloss., Onsftt a. dwelling house and out.

buildings.

t Onse't, v. Obs. [f. Ox- 1 2 + SET r.] trans.

To make an onset upon ; to set upon, attack.
1602 CARKW Cornwall 17 b, This for a while was hotely

onset ted and a reasonable price offered, but (vpon what
ground I know not) soone cooled againe. 1648 E. SPARKK
Pref. to Slinte's Sarah $ Hagar A ij b, A feast where I am
. . doubtful which dish to on-set ; where to begin of him.

Onset, obs. form of UNSET.

Onsetter ;p-nse:tai). [Os-* 4.]
1 1. One who sets on, or urges on ; an inciter. Obs.
J 549 COVF.KOALE, etc. Erasni. Par. i Peter 7 Playng the

intercessour and not the on settour. 1600 Sc. Acts Jas. / "/

(1814) 240 Persones makeris of the saidis tuilyeis and com-
battis, efiir dew tryell that they war the first onsettaris ..

sail be..apprehendit. 1619 \V. SCLATER Exp. i Thess. (1630)
179 Let vs.. beware how we become on-setters to prophane-
nesse.^ 1641 EARL MONM. tr. Biondis Civil Warres n. 47
The King.. knowing that Clemende and Grace would more
redound to his glory, then . . to make himselfe bee beleeved
their on-setter, appeased them ; pardoning all of (hem.
2. One who makes an onset; an assailant, arch.
1596 DALRYMPLE tr. Leslies Hist. Scot. x. 332 Tha war not

the first onsetteris. 1870 MORRIS Earthly Par. II. in. 500
L ntil the first, From midst the knot of those onsetters burst.

3. Coal-mining. A workman who puts the corves
or tubs into the cage at the bottom of the shaft

;

^ hanger-on (HANGER 2
5 c\

1789 BRAND Hist. Newcastle II. 682 It is the onsetter's
business to hang on the corves upon the rope to be drawn
up the shaft. 1867 W. W. SMYTH Coal % Coal-mining 151
Keeping the total weight so moderate that.. the Onsetter
and banksmen can easily handle and run the tubs on the
iron plates at the bottom and top of the shaft. 1883
AtheHZitm 20 Jan. 92/1 At present the light is only down
to the onsetter's cabin.

So O-nse tting vbl. sb., fa. the action of placing
or fixing on (obs.}; b. setting on, incitement; fan
attack, assault (obs.}\ Onsetting //A a., attacking,
assailing.

130

1501 in Ld. Treat. Ace. Scot. II. 115 For. .new girths set
on the powdir barrelis, and for onsetting of thaim. 1541
Aberdeen Keg. XVII.

(J[am.),
He hes maid diuerss 011-

settingis & prouocaciounis on hym. 1619 W. SCLATER
Exp. i Thcss. (1630) 179 All the sinnes that by his on-setting
and occasion haue beene committed. 1892 HENLEY Song i>f

Swsn^ etc. Rhymes xxi. 2 The roar of onsetting waves.

On sho re, o'n-shore, adv.phr. (adj.} Naut.

[f. Ox prep. + SHORE s/>. Cf. IN SHORE.]
1. adv. phr. (on sho~re). a. To or on to the

shore; = ASHORE i. b. On the shore.
See Qx prep, and SHORE.

2. attrib. or aJj. (p'n-shore). Directed or moving
towards the shore.

1875 BEDFORD Sailors Pocket Bk. vi. 217 Wind blowing
a hard on-shore gale. 1882 NARES Seamanship 258.

On Side,//"'. In Football, Hockey, etc., One's

proper side ; the opposite of OFF SIDE, q. v.

18 ..Rugliy School Football Rules 5 in Football Ann.
(18711, A player is on side when the ball has been ikicked,
touched) or run with 15 yards) by any player of the opposite
side. 1871 Ritgty Union Rnlcs 73 in l-'ootball Ann.,
Kvery player when off-side is out of the game and shall not
touch the ball.. until he is again on side.

Onsight ((rnsait). rare. [f. Ox adv. + SIGHT,
after insight] The action or faculty of looking
onward or forward into the future.

1849-51 J. W. WARTER L'Emoy to Sotitliey's Camai.-fl.
ttk, IV. 724 Such was the continued onsight of Southey.
1869 MRS. WHITNEY Hitherto xi. 136 She was quick to see,
not only into things, but on to what they were to be ; . . to

put her faculty into a single word, .you would call it onsight.

Onsighty, Onsilly, Onslain, etc. : see Us-.

Onslaught (fnslgt). Forms: 7 anslaight,
onslat^t. onslought, anslacht, 7, 9 onslaught.
[Appears first early in 1 7th c., when also it has
the forms anslaight, anslacht, and is termed by
Phillips 'Dutch'; but the nearest Dutch word,
aanslag, Ger. anschlag striking at, attempt, does
not quite yield the required form. On the other

hand, the ME. word slaht, slaught, sleight

'slaughter' appears to have become obs. f 1400.
Perh. it represents the Du. or Ger. word, modified after

Kng. nouns of action such as draught. Cf. the following in-

stances, which in sense closely approach the continental words :

1637 MONRO E-vpcd. II. 52 The Swedens disappointed of
their onslaught, retired after his Majestic to their Leaguer,
..having put a terror in the enemies Arniie, by this defeat.

1683 SIR J. Ti'RM:R Pallas Arinata 176 The noise of them
[bandeliers] betray those who carry them ill all Surpri/als,
Anslachts, and sudden enterprizes.]

( )nset, attack ; esp. a vigorous or destructive

assault or attack.

(App. not used in the iSth c. : cited by J. only from
Hudibras, and by Todd 1818 said to be 'not in use*.
Used in loth c. by Scott, and now common.)
<ii62j FLETCHER .]/. Thomas II. ii. (1639) D iij b, I doe

remember yet that anslaight, thou wast beaten, And fledst.

1652 .\'nus fr. Lowe-Countr. ^ What Skermish, Battell,
Onslat, Kiuht. 1654 GAVTON 1'fios. .\~otcs 19 The severall

duels, onslaughts, stormes, and military performances. 1663
Bt TLER Hud. i. iii. 422 Which was best, By Siege or On-
slaught, to invest The Enemy. 1678 PHILLIPS (ed. 4),

Onslaught (Dutch', a storming, or fierce assault upon any
place. 1828 SCOTT /". M. Perth vii, For witnesses to the

onslaught. 1847 LEWES Hist. Phihs. (1867) I. 358 The
Sceptics had made an irresistible onslaught upon the two
fortresses of Perception and Reason. 1859 in Trevelyan
Macaiilay (1876) II. viii. 54 The fierce onslaught upon that
Government. 1874 MOTLEY Barneveld I. Pref. 7*Had with-
stood single-handed the onslaughts of Spain,

fOnslay-, v. Obs. Pa. t. onslo;, -slow. [f.
ON- i Z + SLAY.] intr. To strike on, make assault.
c 1205 LA'Y. 1529 To gadere heo comen ; Hardliche heo

on-slojen. Ibid. 1739 And grundliche on-slowen. IHd,
14705 And mid marine on-slo^en [c 1275 on-slowej.

fOnsli-de, v. Obs. rare. [f. Ox- ''

+ SLIDE r.]
intr. ? To slide open ; to unfold, open.
13. . E. E. A Hit. P. B. 77 Of bollez as blwe as ble of yntle,

As bornyst syluer be lef onslydez,

Onsned, Onsonsy, Onsort, Onspoken,
Onspotted, etc. : see UN-.

Onsse, obs. form, Onst, dial, form, of ONCE.
Onstable, Onsteadfast, etc. : see UK-.

Onstand (c'nstosnd). Obs. or dial. [f.
Ox- '

4
+ STAND sb.~\ (See quots.1
1788 W. MARSHALL Yorksh. Gloss., On-stand, the rent

paid by the outgoing to the incoming tenant for such land !

as the former has rightfully cropped before his leaving the
farm. 1812 LD. F.LLENBOROUGH in East Reports XVI. 118
The outgoing tenant being bound by his covenant not to

carry away the dung, ..but to sell it to the incoming tenant
for a price to be ascertained in a certain manner, the effect
of the covenant is that he must in the mean time have a right
of on-stand on the farm for it. 1876 M'hitby Gloss., Onstand,
that which the outgoing occupier of a farm leaves on the
land for the incoming tenant, as manure, straw, etc, 1898
lion'-it'r s Law Diet. II. 547.

So O-nsta:ndinff, the occupation of land for

a time by the crops, etc. of the outgoing tenant.

1769 Ek'itigton facias. Act 12 The ancient owners . . shall

pay to the new proprietors ..for the onstanding thereof
[i. e. crops).

Olistead (fnsted). Sc. and north, dial. [f. Ox-
+ STEAD, place, station, place of occupation. Cf.

OXSET sb.-, which was app. in earlier use.] A farm-
house with its attached stables, cowsheds, and other

offices, a farmstead ; now sometimes spec, the

offices, as distinct from the farmer's house.

ON TO.

1715 PEXNT.CUIK T-.veedaale 25 All the Onsteads upon this
Water are in the Parish of Lyne. 1787 GROSE Prov. Gloss.,
Onstead, a single farm-house. N. 1816 SCOTT Bl. Dwarf
xviii, He .. built in its stead a high narrow 'onstead' of
three stories, with a chimney at each end. 1825 BROCKETT
N. C. Gloss., Onstead, Onstid, the buildings on a farm
a station or stay near the house for cattle or stacks. 1834

I

CUNNINGHAM Life JSnrns (1850) 80/1 Burns .. undertook . .

to build a complete farm onstead, consisting of dwelling,
house, barn, byre, stable and sheds. 1853 G. JOHNSTOX
A'at. Hist. E. Hord. I. 95 A pleasant onstead with a good
farm-house roofed wilh slates, with houses for servants, with
stables and byres. 1855 ROBINSON II '/ii'tty Gloss. ,Onestead,
a single farm-house.

t Onste-11, v. Obs. rare. Pa. t. onstalde. [OE.
onst^llan,

{. Ox- ! i + stfllan to place.] trans.

\
To institute, establish, impose.
971 Blickl. Horn. 33 Mid his sebylde he us bysene onstealde.

CI2OJ LAY. 7132 Hire nome. ,pe me strst hir' on-stalde.

Onsterit, Onsure, Onsweet, etc. : see Ux-.

Onswere, obs. form of ANSWER.
Ontald, Ontawght, Ontellable, etc.: see

Ux-. Onteindit : see UNTEINDED, untithed.

t On-te-lye, v. Obs. [f. Ox- (?) + OE. tilian :

see TILL z'.j trans. To labour for, earn by labour.

13.. Chron. K. Glonc. (Rolls) 044 pat we mi;te biswinke
\v.rr. ofswynke, tjlly, on telje] oure mete and libbe hi oure
swenche.

t Onte-nd, v. Obs. [OE. ont^idan, f. Ox- 1 I

+ *te_ndan, ME. tenden, TEXD, = Goth, tandjan
to kindle.] trans. To kindle, inflame (lit. and_/fy.).
(890 Laws of/El/red c. 27 jif fyr sie ontended ryht to

bajrnenne. c 1000 &LFRIC Horn. I. 240 Sume he [se deofolj
ontent to gytsunge. a 1225 Ancr. R. 404 pet schal..onten-
den |>is fur a^ean ^ brune of sunne. a 1240 i 'rt-isnn in

Lamb. Horn. 185 Ontend me wib be blase of bi leitinde loue.

Ontful, var. OXDFI'L, malicious, envious.

Onthankful, Onthrift, Ontill, etc. : see UN-.

Onther, obs. form of UNDER.
t Onti'nkel, a. Obs. rare. [Derivation obscure :

Possibly repr. an OE. 'ondfytuol, f. on(n)-, and- (Ox- T 4-

*]>yncol 'characterized by seeming', f. flyncan to seem,
appear, look like.]

Resembling, looking like.

a 1300 Cursor .-I/. 12675 (Cott.) pis iacob. . lesu brober calil

was he..Ontinkel was him [Giitt. ontinkel till him was] wit
faciun. Ibid. 21 132 (Cott.) Men cald him [Iacob] vr lauerd

brober, pai war ontinket an and ober \Kdin. ontinkil babe
til obir; Gott. ontinkil aiber til ober; l-'airf. aiber sib tille

ober; I'rin. likely eiber to ober.]

On to, Onto (fnt)> f"'eP- [The adv. ON +
the prep. To, used to express the notion conveyed
in OE. by on prep, with the accusative, and often

in ME. and mod.Eng. by on with simple objective

vOx prep. B.), so as to remove the ambiguity of on,

upon, alter certain verbs, e.g. 'to jump on deck '.

On to thus has the same relation to on that into

has to in. Hut while in to, into, was in use already

by 900, the need for on to, onto appears not to

have been felt before the :6th c., while its written

recognition as a combination is still quite recent

and limited. Yet, in the sense in which it corre-

sponds to into, onto is in speech a real compound,
the n being shortened by its rapid passage into the

allied mute /. while in on to, as two words, the is

long and does not glide into the /. But by most
writers on to is avoided, or used only when am-

biguity cannot be otherwise avoided (cf. quots.

'777. l837 l863. l87, l873 1881).
On to, onto, in this sense, must be carefully distinguished,

first, from a ME. onto, a frequent scribal variant of unto:
and, secondly, from modern instances in which on, as the
extension of a vb., is followed by to as a separate word, e.g.
to walk on to the next station, tojtfwi on to the sea, to

hang on to a party, to lead on to another point ; a ship
lies broadside on to the waves. Here the two words are no
more connected than in ;// to, doti'ii to, out to, away to,

I'ack to, home to. Some who write or print onto have care-

lessly misused it in such connexions.)
To a position on or upon (or one that is expressed

by these preps.), a. Written on to.

1581 RICH Fart*su. (1846) 7, I haue stept on to the stage . .

contented to plaie a part. 1677 W. HUBBARD Narrative
(1865) I. 227 Another mortally wounded, got on to an
Island in the River, c 1681 HICKERINGILL Trimmer ii.

Wks. 1716 I. 367 Now that I have got you on to my own
ground. 1777-8 Miss C. A. BUKNEV in Mine. D'Arblay's
Early Diary (1889) II. 287 Mr. Suard tumbled on to the

sopha directly, Mr. Thrale on to a chair. 1778 M. CUTLER
in Life, Jrnls. $ Con: (1888) I. 66 This morning I crossed

on to Rhode Island. 1837 DICKENS Pickii'. ii, Assisting
Mr. Pickwick on to the roof. 1863 GEO. El.toT Komola
Ixviii, She jumped on to the beach. 1864 DASENT Jest

/r Earnest (1873) I. 75 They are. .slowly lowered, not right
on to the heads of the slumbering gannets, but a little on
one side. 1870 H. MAUDSLEY Sody , Mind 13 If laid on
its back, it struggles on to its legs again. 1871 MORLF.Y
Ciit. Misc. 219 His epithet .. shoots like a sunbeam on to

the matter. 1871 L. STEPHEN Playgr. Ear. 309 Dropping
on to your knees on an ice staircase. 1873 Miss THACKERAY
Ir'ks. (i8gi) I. 70 Jumped out of window on to the water-

butt. 1881 TENNYSON Cup n. ii. stuge direct., Comes forward

on to step by tripod. 1888 MRS. H, WARD R. Elsmere
xviii. I!. 105 He subsided on to the music-bench obediently.

1895 Law Times Rep. LXXIII. 136/2 Two vessels, .drifted

through the violence of a storm on to the toe of a breakwater.

0. Written onto,

(Several early instances of this cited by Pickering, Bartlett,

etc., have on examination proved to be erroneous, the

originals having on to, in two words.)



ONTO-. 131 ONWARD.
1819 K LAI'S Otho v. iv. (Poems, ed. Fornian 1901), Plea>e

you walk forth Onto \cd, 1876 Upon] the Terrace, a 18*5
FOKIJV I'oc. E. Anglia Introd. 155 For the preposition vpon^
when it signifies motion to, we use onto (why not as good
as into'b. Ex. 'Throw some coals onto the fire'. 1818
Craz-ett Gloss, (ed. 2), Onto, upon, on. 'Put it ontot' table

1

.

1846 in WORCESTKR. 1881 Ii. WAUCH Sunday Even. w. my
Childr. xxxix. 332 A steamer . . was reported to be driven
onto the rocks. Ibid., On the cliff there were men trying
to send a rope out onto the ship. 1886 C. W. STONE Grk.
Lessons 35 An enclitic is a word which throws back its

accent onto the preceding word. 1900 .-\NNIK E. HOI.DSWORIH
Valley Gt. Shadow v, He walked out onto the balcony.
TI Erroneous use of onto for on to.

1888 A fner. Jrnl. Psychol, I. 383 Certain antecedent
events that join onto the ones present. 1895 I'oice (N. Y.)
28 Mar. 4/2 It is a very pretty game, governor, but the

people are onto it.

Onto, on to, obs. (14 -i 6th c.) form of UNTO.

Onto-, combining form of Gr. 6V, ovr- being,
present participle of ttvat to be. OntO'gxmy
[-yovia generation, production], the history of the

production of organized beings (Mayne Expos.
Lex. ^857). Onto-graphy [-GKAPHY], a descrip-
tion of the nature and essence of things (Mayne) ;

so Ontogra'phic./. Onto'nomy [-i/o/u'a distribu-

tion, arrangement] (see quot.). Onto'sophy
[ffo<pia wisdom], the knowledge of being; ontology.
1803 }. STEWART (title} Opus maximum. ,*Ontonomy ;

or, the science of being. 1727-41 CHAMBERsCy/.,0/W<j%
or *Ontosophy^ the doctrine or Science de ente^ that is, of

being, in the general, or abstract. 1869 Contcinp. Rev. X.
407 1 1 was not to be an '

ontology
'

nor an '

ontosophy \

Onto'genal, a. rare, [irreg. f. ONTOGENY + -AL.]
ONTOGENKTIC.

1890 Nature 6 Feb. 316/2 He has.. confounded ontogenal
steps of growth with phylogenal phases of plan.

Ontogenesis (^mVid^c'n/sis). Biol. [mod. f.

ONTO- + Gr.7Vt<7isbirth.] The origin and develop-
ment of the individual living being (as distinguished
from phylogenesis, that of the tribe or species).
1875 tr. Schmidt's Desc. $ Darw. 195 The phenomena of

individual development or Ontogenesis admit of no other
choice. 1878 G. A. SIMCOX in Academy 605/2 The analogy
between phylogenesis and ontogenesis. 1879 tr. Haeckefs
Evol. J/rt I. i. 7 Phylogenesis is the mechanical cause of

Ontogenesis. The Evolution of the Tribe .. effects all the
events which take place in the course of the Evolution
of the Germ or Embryo.

Ontogenetic (pwUidg&e'tik), a. [f. prec.
fterVJM&.1 Of, pertaining to, or characteristic

of ontogenesis ; relating to the development of the
individual being.
1878 \l\L\A* Gegenbaur's Conip. Anat. 517 This union is

effected during their ontogenetic development. 1883 H.
DitUMiioilO Nat, Law in Spir. \y. (1884) 293 What the
Germans call

'

ontogenetic directive Force '. 1894 Times
5 May 6/6 The disappearance of a typical organ . . was . .

shown to be not an ontogenetic but a phylogenetic process.
So O ntogrene'tical a. rare- . Hence (Xnto-

gene'tically adv.,, with reference to ontogenesis.
1872 ELSBKRG in Microsc. Jrnl. July 185 A series of

gradations.. through which higher organisms have passed
phylogenetically and do pass ontogenetically (embryo-
nically). 1894 Contemp. Rev. Aug. 265 From a psycho-
logical as well as from an eth nological point of view
(ontogenetically and phylogenetically as the biologic
would say).

Ontogenist fcntfdgfiiiit). [f. next + -isr.]
One versed or skilled in ontogeny.
1891 in Cent. Diet. 1899 E. J. CHAPMAN Drama Two

Lives, Antphioxus .y Ascidtan 88 Our great Ontogenist . .

Heheld the links his System missed.

Ontogeny umtjvdsrtii). [f. Cbrro- + Gr. -

birth, production, f. -ytvys born, produced.]
1. The origin and development of the individual

being ;
= ONTOGENESIS.

i87_ Microsc.
fritl. July 185

' The ontogeny of every
organism repeats in brief. . its phylogeny ', i. e. the individual

development of every organism., repeats approximately the

development of its race.
^ 189* MIVAKT Ess. fy Crit. II. 337

Remarkable changes during its individual process ofdevelop-
ment, or, as it is called, during its

'

ontogeny '.

2. The history or science of the development of

the individual being; embryology.
1874 LKWKS 1'robl. Life $ .1//W I. 360 Either we must

know what is, or how it came to be what it is; the thing ur
its

history
: Ontology or Ontogeny. 1876 E. R. LANKKSTUK

tr. HacckcCs Hist. Great. \. i. 10 By the history of develop-
inenl, only one part of this science has generally been undtr-
stood, namely, that of organic individuals, usually called

Embryology, but more correctly and comprehensively, Onto-
i;my. 1879 tr. Hacfkefs Evol. Man I. i. 24 Germ-history
nr Ontogeny, history of the development of the embryo of
the individual organism.

Ontogeny, Ontography : see ONTO-.

OntolO'glC, a. [f. as ONTOLOGY + -ic. Cf.

K. ontohgique 1.1835 in Diet. Atad.}.] =next.
1761 STERNE Tr. Shandy III. xix, A robbery of the

Oniologic Treasury of., a jewel. 1876 M. COLLINS Fr.
Midnight to Midnight Il.ii. 223 Our ontologicpoet, medita-
live of incisive analytic unscannable blank verse.

Ontological (^nttfl^-d,5ikal), a.
[f. as prec. +

AL.] Of or pertaining to, or of the nature of,

ontology ; metaphysical.
Ontological argument ^ proof (for the existence of God):

the a priori argument that the existence of the idea of God
of necessity involves the objective existence of God.
1781 V. KNOX Ess. (1819) III. cxl. 107 Perplexing himself

with onlological inquiries into the nature of angels. 1817

[

COLERIDGE Biog. Lit. I. v. 96 Any ontological or meta-

physical science not contained in such . .psychology was
1 but a web of abstractions. 1825 --- Aids Re/I. (1861) 139
1 We pass out of the oounological proof, the proof a posteriori,
and from the facts, into the ontological, or the proof
a priori^ and from the Idea. 1856 DOVE Logic Chr. Faith

i

v. i. i. 255, / ant is the indubitable of my ontological
!

consciousness. 1877 E. CMKD Philos. Kant n. xv. 552 The
ontological argument for the being of God.

b. Path* (,See quot.)
1876 tr. Ii 'agtier's Gen, Pathot. (ed. 6) 5 This conception,

according to which disease was a particular entity which

lodged in the body, was called ontological.

Hence Ontolo'gi^ally adv., in the manner of, or

in relation to, ontology.
1846 in WORCESTER, 1859 G. HUSH tr. Swedttnro^'s

|

Doctr. ff StaU'in. (1875) 9 What are these things, onto-

logically considered ?

Oiitologism ifntfj'lod^iz'm}. [f. ONTOLOOIZE :

see -ISM i.J A form of mysticism, which rests on
the principle that ' the order of intellectual appre-
hension follows the order of real being', and thus

holds that 'an immediate cognition of God is

essential to the human intellect, so that without
this it can have cognition of nothing

'

(Cath. Diet ^ .

1865 Dublin I\t~'. Sept. 474 We have expressed an earned

I

desire for the establishment of some concordat between the
two rival schools of philosophy (Ontalogism and j^syiho-
fogi'siti) which now unhappily divide Catholics. 1885
Catholic Diet. (ed. 3), Ontologism. .is the name, first gixen
by Gioberti. Ibid., Seven propositions, embracing the
fundamental tenets of Ontologism, were censured by the

Holy See. . in a decree of the congregation of the Inquisition
bearing date September 18, 1861.

Ontologist (pnt^lodgist). [f. ONTOLOG-V +

-IST.] One who studies or is versed in ontology ;

a metaphysician.
1727 BAILEY vol. II, Ontologist^ one who treats of Uinng*

in the Abstract. 1793 Br:m>ot:s J////. Evid. 12 The onto-

logists have mistaken the humble posteriori for the high
priori road. 1825 COLERIDGE Aids Re/l.^Spir. Kelig. 11.^54}

129 The difference between the notional One of the Onto-
legists, and the idea of the living God.

Oiito'logize, t'. [f. ONTOLOGY ,or its ele-

ments^ + -J/E.] a. intr. To play the ontologist ;

to deal with or apply ontology, b. trans. To
treat ontologically.
1849 tr. Nitzsc/is thr. Dwtr. 65. 147 \Vhoeverconstructs

a dogma which does not assert what God is . . will afterwards
endeavour to recover what has been neglected in the con-

ceptions of bis attributes, and thus ontologi.se in the wrong
place. 1865 Atktnmum No. 1992. 922/1 We are expected
to ontologize existence.

Ontology (^nty'lodijiV , [ad. mod. I,, ontologia

(Jean le Clerc 1692), f. Gr. ofTO-, ONTO- + -\oyia :

see -LOGY. Cf. F. ontohgie, 1751 in Hatz. -Darin.]
The science or study of being ; that department of

metaphysics which relates to the being or essence
of things, or to being in the abstract.

1721 BAILEY, Ontology, an Account ofbeing in the Abstract.

1724 WATTS Logic i. vi. 9 In order to make due enquiries
into all these, and many other particulars which go towards
the complete and comprehensive idea of any being, the
science of ontology is exceeding necessary. This is what
was wont to be called the first part of metaphysics in the

peripatetic schools. 1733 (title) A Hritf Scheme of

Ontology or the Science of Being in General. 1776 ADAM
SMITH IV. .V. (1869! II. v. i. 355 Subtleties and sophisms..
composed the whole of this cobweb science of ontology,
which was likewise sometimes called metaphj-sics. a 1832
BKKTHAH Fragm. Ontol. Wks. 1843 VIII. 195 The field of
ontology, or as it may otherwise "be termed, the field of
supremely abstract entities, is a yet untrodden labyrinth.
1865 Reader 8 July 30 We cordially approve and admire,..
not least, the signal demolition of Ontology, in the form of
the noutncnon^ or unknowable substratum of matter and
mind. 1884 BOSANQUET tr. Lotze's Jletaph. 22 Ontology. .

as a doctrine of the being and relations of all reality, had
precedence given to it over Cosmology and Psychology, the
two branches of enquiry which follow the reality into its

opposite distinctive forms.

Ontonomy, Ontosophy: see ONTO-.

Ontoward,Ontrewe,Ontrusty, etc. : seeUN-.
On-uppe, -n, var. forms of ANUPPE, upon.
Onur, obs. form of HONOUR.

I! Onus (J-'-mV). [L. onus load, burden.] A
burden, charge, responsibility, duty.
c 1640 J. SMYTH Hundred of Berkeley (1885) 89 The onus

or Charge of this Burrow or market towne is in the
exchequer. 1745 in J. H._ Jesse G. Sekuyn -V Contemp.
(1843) I. 98, I should acquiesce under the first onus, and
stir no further. 1800 COLQUHOUN Comni. Thames xi. 333
Where an onus or responsibility rests there is Security.
1804 WELLINGTON Let. to Major Shauv in Gurw. Desp.
(1857) II. 668 If. .the onus is to fall upon the British troops,
their numbers must be doubled, or even trebled. 1884 J/<* t //.

Exam, 23 May 5/2 On the companies would be thrown the
onus of bringing forward a Bill for a new classification of
maximum rates.

b. Onus pt-obatuii (Latin phrase) : the burden
of proving ; the obligation under which one who
makes an assertion, allegation, or charge is of

proving the same.
7ia Act Emour. Silk Manuf. in Land. Gaz. No. 6040/5

The Onus Probandi shall lie on the Exporter, Claimer, or
Owner thereof. 1793 SMEATON Edystone L. 79 The onus
prol'andi should be upon me. 1885 SIR J. PKARSON in Law
Kep.^q Chanc. Div. 457 The onus probamii that the lease
was improperly drawn would He upon him.

Onus, obs. form

t Omrst, a. Obs. rare~ l>
. [ad. L.

onust-tts.']

Laden, loaded, burdened. So*tOnirsted<7. }-atc~^.

1604 U. CAWIJRKY Table A ty/i., Outtsf, loaden, ouerchar-^cd.
1657 TOMLINSON Raton's- Disp. 351 It emitts .. branches
onusted with small.. flowers.

On uven, var. of Ax OVEN* obs., upon.

O'n-waiting. Sc. [Ox-i 4.] The action of
'

waiting on ', /. c. waiting for, something ; a tarry-

ing for the accomplishment of what is desired or

expected ;
an awaiting.

ci6io SIR J. MLLVIL 41/c/. (1683) 193 Continual onwaiting
will l>e chargeable and expensive to you. 1681 R. FI.I MIV,
1'ulfill. Script. (1801) i. 67 Prayer with quiet on-waiting in
the use of means, a 1732 T. BOSTON Crook in Lot (1805) 158A believer ..may wonder 'tis come on so short on-wailing.
So O'nwai'ter .V<., one who waits 'on* or Yor

something.
6-1610 Sm J. MKLVII. .)/*///. (1683)126 About his Majesty..

sundry gentlemen began to look after service and turned
on waiters [cd. 1735 On-waiters).

tO'nwald, sb. 0/>s. Forms: i onweald. on-

waeld;, i- 2 anweald, 1-3 onwald, anwald,
3 andweald, anwold, onwold. [OE. anii'ald^

ymvcald (cogn. w. OHG. anawatt}, f. an, on, Ox
+ -wald, -iveald power.] Power, rule, authority.
(893 K. /ELI--KED t?nw. n. i. i Nu we witon ^tet ealle

onwealdas from him sindon. Ibid. $ 5 Heo..un hier<i

<>nw;ilde Jtfter burhwunade. c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Luke \\iii. 7
He gecneow px* he vaes of herodes anualde [LindiiJ.
onwaild, K tes/tw. onwald, Hatt. anwealde]. c 1175 La>ni>.
J/oiu. 51 Ut of J>ine onwalde. c izoo Trin. Coll. ttoiif. 21
He was pined on pilate.s andwealde. < 1205 LAY. 1318^
\Vluut heu ha;fden on anwolde. Ibid. 25116 PC balde J-c

Urutene hjtfde an onwalde. c 1*75 M'oral Ode 264 (J-jsu.-*

MS.), Hto schulleb wunycn in helle ^e ueondes onwoldt.

t Onwa'ld, v. Obs. [Collateral form of AWELD
^.] trans. To bring under one's power or rule;
to subdue.
c 1205 LAV. 5703 Nt mihtcn heo Romc-wal nau iht onwalden.

[fi275 nobing awelde].

tOn-waT, a\ Obs. [app. expanded form of

AWAKE.] = AWAKE, on one's guard.
a 1310 in Wright Lyric P. xiv. 46 Ah feyre levedls be

on- war.

Onwar, a.-> variant of UNWAKE, unaware.
Onwar: see ONWHAK.
Onward (fnw^id), adv., adj. (sb.,frcp.} Also

5 unward, Si. onwart, 5-6 onwarde. 6 one-.

[f.
ONT adv. + -WAIID : formed app. in *4th c. after

inward,forward, and other earlier formations.]
A. adv. i

v Formerly sometimes construed with

of', e.g. onu'ard of one s way wjourney,*)
1. In the direction of what is ahead; towards

the front
; so as to advance or move on

; forward ;

= Ox adv. 9. a. ///. in space.
1532 MORI; Confut. 'J indale Wks. 409/1, I haue dnucn

hyin onwarde one steppe down. 1568 GRAI- TON Chran. II.

221 After the solemnitie. . : this yong Queene came onward
of her journey. 1608 TOVKNKUR Rev. Trag. Wks. 1878 II.

12 You'll bring me onward, brother? 1671 MILTON Samson i

A little onward lend thy guiding hand To these dark steps,
a little further on. 1761 GRAY Odin 13 Onward still his

way he takes. 1859 TLNSYSON Enid 251 Onward to the
fortress rode the three. 1865 UARING-GOULU//JW;/, Onward,
Christian soldiers, Marching as to war.

b. in time, or in succession generally.
1667 MILTON /'. L. x. 811 Endless mi.serie From this day

onward. 1700 WALLIS in Collect.^). H. S.) I. 327 And so
onward in like proportion. 1839 I. TAYLOR Anc. Chr. \. ii.

148 From the apostolic age, and the times of Philo and four
centuries onward. 1873 JowETT/Va/t; (ed. 2) IV. 403 Objects
of sense must lead us onward to the ideas, .which are con-
tained in them.

t 2. Towards the final settlement, provisionally ;

spa. on account,
' in advance

'

;
as nn '

earnest '.

1467 Maun. -V Honsclt. E.\-p. (Roxb.) 406 The same day
my mastyr paid to Roger Sego, unward of his werke, x. .<.-.

? a 1500 Chester /'/.
, Christ betrayed, Thou shalbe quite a

hundreth foulde, And one warde take thou this ! 1555
liosNER Homilies 2 To haue somethyng done onward, til

God of his goodnes prouide something better.

3. In a position in advance; Ox adv. 10. a.

in space, or in succession figured as space.
c 1386 CHAUCER Knt.'s T. 112 Onward on his wey that

nyght he lay. 1523 Lu. HKKNERS Froiss, I. tcccxlv. 786
Thoxighe he had knowcn therof he coulde natte haue let it

whan they were ones onwarde. c 1600 SHAKS. Svuti. I, My
grcefc lies onward and my ioy behind. 1719 DK FOE Crusoe
\. xx, It was further onward the same way.

b. in time. Now rare or Obs.
c *435 Torr. Portugal 2296 We have be here, Moche of

this two yere, And onward on the thrid. 1523 I.i>. BICRNKKS
Froiss. \. xcviii. 119 Tyll it was well onwarde in wynter.
4. Comb.

1832 TKNNYSON Pal. of Art Ixii, 'Mid onward -sloping
motions infinite. 1881 STEVENSON Virg. PufrisyifedSgj)
172 There is always a new horizon for onward-looking men.

B. adj.
1. Of motion, or action figured as motion:

Directed onward or forward. Karely of a thiiiij ;

Moving onward or forward, advancing.
1674 N. FAIRFAX /<//( <fr.SWt>. 172 This onward everlasting-

ness which is fastned upon God Almighty, is all along made

up of things which before were not, afterwards are not. 1756
HOME Douglas \. 14 Sincerity, Thou first of virtues, let no

mortal leave Thy onward path ! 1836 \V. IRVING Astoria

1 1. 226 Resuming hisonward course. 1871 R. ELLIS Catullus

Ixiv. 249 She, as his onward keel still moved, still mourn-

fully followed.



ONWARDING-.

2. Situated in front, or in advance (in space, time,

or succession generally) ;
advanced, rare or Obs.

a 1586 SIDNKV Arcadia i.(i8gi) 46!}, [He] came to see how
onward the fruites were of his friends labour. 1644 MILTON

Areop. (Arb.) 67 To discover onward things more remote
from our knowledge.

C. sb. (ellipt. uses of A. or B.)

f 1. Payment towards a final settlement. ///

onward A. 2. Obs. rare,

1496 Ace. Lit, High Treasurer Scot. I. 301 Item .. to

Dande Achinsone, in unwart of theking of the chapel of the

C'astel in Edinburgh, xvs. vj<f.

2. {nonce-itses.} a. An onward movement, b.

That which is on ahead, the onward time.

1654 G \YTOX Plttis. Xotcs in. x. 131 A thousand stops, a
thousand onwards made. 1887 G. MKKKDITH Ball.

<$ Poems
137 The thirsty onward waved for him no sign.~

f-D. pwp- = O\//v/. Obs. rare.

1652 LOVKUAV tr. Calprencdes Cassandra i. 3 Two of

that Troup .. conductud him onward the way to Babylon.
Hence O nwarding

1

vbl. sb., a prompting to

move onward ; f O'nwardling, a small portion or

length of time; fO'nwardly a.
t progressive;

O'nwardly adv., with an onward motion.

1843 K. JOM s /\>(///j. Sens. <V Event 39 The music riseth,

To its voluptuous 'onwardings all move. 1674 N. FAIRFAX
11 itIk 'V .SV/r>. no For [an atome] not being a stretchling or

quid quantum^ any more than a now is an *onwardling or

quid successK'ttiii. Ibid. 32 Every part of lastingness be-

sides a now, is 'omvardly as well as bounded. Ibid. 138
This Motion, as such, is ever onwardly or by degrees. 1850
MRS. HKOWMNO Poems II. 41 The maiden Luti watcheth
Where *onwardly they float.

O'uwarduess. [f. prcc. + -XESS.] The state

or condition of moving onward or advancing ;

advance, progression, progress.
1548 UUALL, etc. E>-ci$ni. Par. Gal. v. (R.), Yet is she not

idle, but secretly worketh a vehement onwardnes to all

godlynes. 1674 S*. FAIRFAX Bulk ff 6V/r, iS Gods outward
or abstract is in an endless onwardness. 1844 KERESF. HOPK
Ess. .'35 We find also .. great firmness and pnwardness of

purpose. 1856 K. A. VAUGHAN Mystics vi. vi. (1860) I. 207
Was a certain mystic on the side of the truth and onward -

HCJ.S of his time, ur against it ?

Onwards (^nwyidzj, adv. (prep.} [f. OxWARD
with advb. -$ : see -WARDS.]
1. = ONWARD A. r.

c 1600 SHAKS. Sonn. cxxvi, If Nature . . As thou goest on-

wards, slill will pluck thee back. 1697 DRYDEX Virg. Georg.
in. 370 The spumy Wa\ es proclaim the watry War. . . March
onwards, and insult tlit rocky Shoar. 1819 UVKON ^uevtn.
ci, The current with a rising gale Still set them onwards to

the welcome shore. 1860 TVNDALL Glac. \. xi. 82 Our eyes
wandered from peak to peak, onwards to the remote horizon.

b. ^ OXWAKD A. i b.

1732 BKRKELEV Alciphr. vi. 27 From the first century on-

waids, there was never wanting the testimony of such men.

t 2. - ONWARD A. 2. Obs.

1633 [Jr. HAM. Hard Te.vts, N. T. 15 It is not yet time . .

but onwards, do ye confine your paines and preaching within

the bounds of Juda:a. 1637 Scrm. at Excester 24 Aug.,
Wks. 1662 IV. [III.] 95 He.,would stay Gods leisure for the

possession of it, four hundred years: Onwards he takes his

livery and seisin, and will purchase with money that which
the great ower of heaven gave him freely.

3. = ONWARD A. 3 : <\ onwards of =- on towards,

approaching, nearly (ofo.).

1695 WOODWARD Nat. Hist. Earth n, (1723) 117 'Twas
well onwards of a thousand Years before ever this Curse

began to take effect.

f B. prep. - OxWARD D. Obs.

1588 PAKKE ir. Mendows Hist. China 126 In this sort hee

goeth onwards his way.

Onware, Onwarned. Onwashed : see Ux-.

[Onwhar, onwar, error for ouivhar, OWHERE.]
fOnwhelm, v. Obs. rare. [See Ox-

'>.]
To

overwhelm.
c 1440 Promp. Parv, 366. 2 On-qwelmyn (P. onwhelmen),

dcsuppino.
On wide, widely : see WIDE.

tO-nwil(l,a. Obs. Also an-. [OE. dnwille, f.

an, OXE + WILL.] Self-willed, stubborn, obstinate
;

persistently desirous, importunate.
(897 K. ALFRED Gregory's Past. xlii. 305 (Hatton MS)

J)cette on o5re wisan sint to manianne &a anwillan. c 1050
Gloss, in Wr.-Wiilcker 467/30 Pcrtinax^ anwille. noo
Ags. Voc. ibid. 337/18 Obstinatus, anwille. a 1225 Ancr.
K. 56 ^if eni is onwil [C, swa anwilj uorte iseon ou. Ibid.

400 5if }>u ert so swuSe onwil, & so ut of bine witte.

Onwind, Onwise, Onworth, etc. : see Ux-.

t O'nwriting. Obs. [f.
Ox- * + WRITING,

after L. inscriptio^\ That which is written on

something ;
an inscription.

t"975 Rnshw. Gosp. Luke xx. 24 Hwaes harfes onlicnU.se

&: onmercunge & onwritinge [Littdisf. Gosp. inn-awritting].
c 1550 CHEKE Matt, \.vii. 20 He asketh yem whoos image it

was, and whoos onwriting.

Ony, onie, So. etc. forms of ANY ; obs.f. HONKY.
:

Onyclia (fnika). Also 5 onica, 7 onicha.

[L. onycha = Gr. tW^a, accus. of ovv OXYX ;

in med.I,. onic(h}a t treated as indecl. or as fem. of

1st decl. The Greek word in the accus. occurs in

LXX, Exod. xxx. 34 ;
in the nom. ot-uf in Kcclus.

xxiv. 16; in the latter case the Vulgate renders it

ungulat but in the former leaves onycha in its

Greek form ; this, being app. not recognized as

the accus. of onyx, was treated by medieval writers
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as a distinct word
; hence in Eng. versions of the

Bible.] One. of the ingredients in the incense used

in the Mosaic ritual
;
the operculum of a species of

Strotnbus, or other marine mollusc, which emits

a penetrating aroma when burnt.
This sense of Gr. oi/vf , app. due to the resemblance of the

woijio Koy\v\iov
'
lid of a shell

',
or operculum, to a finger-

nail, occurs in Dioscorides r. 2, where also mention is made
of its fragrant odour 'resembling castor to some degree'
when burnt.

1382 WYCLIF Exod. xxx. 34 Tak to thee swete smellynge
thinges, stacten, and onycha [1388 on yea], galbantum of

good smel [Vulg. sume.. stacten at oiiycha, galbannm boni

odoriS) LXX Aae. .ffTO*Tiji', oi'v\a, %a\pdt'yv ri&vtrnov].

1398 JI'KI;VISA
Barth. 7V P. R. xvn. clxxii. (1495) 713

'J liiiniama is a certen confeccyon : moost precyously ordenyd
and made of Onica and of Stacten, of (ialbanus of Thus.
1611 UIBLE Exod. xxx. 34 Take vnto thee sweete spices,

Stacte, and Onicha, and Galbanum [so A". K 1885; COVER-
DALE had Balme, Stacte, Gal'uan, and pure franckencense].

17^2 tr. Caltnct's Diet. Bible, Onycha, or Onyx, this Word
. .is put for the odoriferous Nail or Shell, and for the Stone
named Onyx. ..The greatest Part of Commentators explain
it by the Onyx, or the odoriferous Shell, which is a Shell

like to that of the Shell-fish called Purpura. 1865 Public

Opin. 7 Jan. 19 The manufacture of perfume by mingling
stacte, onycha, and galbanum with pure frankincense.

li Ouycllia (<?nrkia\ fbA. [mod. I.., f. Gr.

ovv, owx~ nail.] Inflammation of the matrix of

the nail, or of the adjacent part of finger or toe.

1857 MAYKE Expos. Lex., Onychia, term for an abscess

near the nail of the fingers; otherwise called whitlow. 1861

Ik-.MSTKAiJ l'en. Dis. (1879) 578 Affections of tlie nails. .of

t\vo varieties : in one, called onychia, the disease begitis in

the nails themselves ; and in the other, called perionychia,
it begins in their vicinity and involves them secondarily.

1878 T. UKVANT Pract. Surg. I. 179 Onychia maligna is a

disease of the nail matrix . .far more severe and obstinate.

t O iiycllill, a. and sb. Obs. [ad.L. onychin-us,
a. Cir. ovv\ivo$ made of or like onyx.]
A. adj. in Onychin stone = Onyx stone.

1382 WYCLIF Gen. ii. 12 Ther is foundun bdelyum, and the

stoon onychynus [1388 the stoon onychyn, v.r. of onychyn;
Vulg. lapis'onychiiius}. 1477 NORTON Ordin. Alch. v. in

Ashm. (1652) 56 Like in Colour to Onychyne stone.

B. sb. (~ onychin stone,. = ONYX i.

(In quot. 1750 mixed up 'iih notions of ONYCHA.)

1387'1'REYiSA Higden (Rolls) VI. 425 Amaner vessel i-made
of a sloon bat haite onichinus, pat was cleer and bri?t.

c 1400 MAL'NDF.V. (Roxb.) x.xiii. 107 pe jalow er made of

topazes or crisolytez ;. .be blak of onichyns or geraudes.

1563-87 FoxE/1. <y J/. (1596) 134/2 Acerteine uessell..made

of the pretious stone onychinus. 1750 tr. Lcouardus^tirr.
Sto>tesi\i Onicinus, tho' it is a Gum from a Tree of its own
Name, is yet numbcr'd among Stones. ..If put upon a live

Coal, in the Manner of Incense, it gives a sweet and fragrant
Smell.

tOnychite (p"nikait). Obs. Also in Latin

form onychites. [ad.L. onyckitis, a. Gr. OVV\ITI$

(Aifloj) onyx stone : see -ITE V] A stalagmitic lime-

stone or marble, having a banded structure like

onyx, and highly prized by the ancients; also

called onyx-marble or oriental alabaster.

1568 GRAFTON Chron, I. 147 Of the aforesayd Jewels sent

by Otto, one was a precious vessel! of stone called Onycbite>.

1651 DAVESANT Gondibert n. vi. 45 From Faros' isle was

brought the milky white [marble]. .From Araby,tlie blushing

onychite. 1706 PHILLIPS, Onychites, Alabaster, a sort of

Marble. [1868 DANA Min. (ed. 5) 679-80 Stalagmite is the

Alabastrites (alabaster-stone) in part., of Theophrastus,

Pliny, and other ancient writers . . It was also formerly called

onyx and onychifes.}

Onychomancy (fnikoim^nsi). Also 8-9
onyco-. [f. Gr. ovvxo-, comb, form of 5vv ONYX +

-M.VNCY.] Divination from the finger-nails.

1652 GAULE Magastrotn. 165 Onychomancy, [divining] by
the nayles. 1717-41 CHAMBKRS Cycl. , Onycomancy, or as some
write it, Onymancy, a kind of divination by means of the

nails of the fingers. 1855 SMEUI.EY Occult Set. 324 Chiro-

mancers give the name of Onycomancy, likewise, to the

inspection of the natural signs in the nails.

Onychopathic(^nik<7,par))ik%a. rare- ,
[f.

as rirec. + Or. traOos suffering + -ic.]
*

Relating to

diseases of the nails' (Syd. Soc. Lex. 1892).

Onych.ophorous (pnik^'foras), a. Zool. [f.

as prec. + (jr. -(/>dp-os bearing + -ors.] Bearing
nails or claws ; applied to a group (Onychopkon] ot"

ophidian reptiles having rudimentary hind limbs,

and to an order (Onychophora} of myriapods, com-

prising the single genus Peripatus, having two

chitinoid claws on each limb. So Onych<vphoran
a. prec ;

.sA an onychophoran myriapod.
1857 MAYNE Expos. Lex., Onychopkorns, having nails or

claws, .onychophorous. 1892 in Syt/. Soc. Lex.

t O'nycle. Obs. Also 6 oynykle. [a. OF.
onicle, pcrh. ad. med.L. *onyntlus^ dim. of onyx ;

but cf. med.L. onicleus -= onycJieus, onychinus ;Du
Cange\] --- ONYX i.

a 1310 in Wright Lyric P. v. 25 Ase eernet in golde, ant

ruby wel ryht, Ase onycle he ys on y-holden on hyht. 13. .

Oivaiii Miles (1837) 37 Ribes and salidoines Onicles and
causteloines. a 1400-50 Alexander 5269 Onycles & 01 frays

& orient perles. c 1400 Tundale 2078 Amatyste and
charbocull alle so, Onycull, tapas and other mo. 1548-9

M'illofy. Hall (Somerset Ho.), My Rynge of Golde set w*

an Oynyklestone.

Onygophagist(pnigf>'fad:;ist). nonce-tvd. [Erron.
for onychophagist , f. Gr. owf, uwx.- nail + -$d

eating + -IHT.] One who bites his nails.

ONYX.

1834 SOUTHEY Doctor iii. (1862) 5 A substitute for biting the

nails which I recommend to .all onygophagists.

Onyli, obs. variant of ONLY.

Onym (c'nim . [ad. Gr. ovvpa. (stem oni/iar-),

/liolic form of wopa name : cf. synonym.] A
proposed term for a technical name, as of a species
or other group in zoology, etc., forming part of

a recognized system of nomenclature. Hence
O nymaltf., O'nymally adv., Onymizez>., O'ny-
mizer, O'nymy (see qtiot.).

1884 COUES AVri' Terms ZooL XoinetlcLtture in Auk Oct.

321, I would therefore suggest. .as follows: Onym, the

tenable technical name of a species or other group in

zoology, consisting of one or more terms applied conformably
with some recognized system of nomenclature. Onyuiy,
the doctrine or practice of using onyms; nomenclature in a

proper sense. Onymhe, to make use of onyms; to employ
a proper nomenclature. ..Onymizer, one who, or that whicli

unymizes ; a nomenclator. ..Onyncal, of or pertaining to an

onym, or to onymy. Onyinally, in an onymal manner.

O'nymancy. Also 7 oni-. Shortened form of

ONYCHOMAXCY.
1653 R. SANDERS Physiogn. 69 Onimancy is commonly

called the science of the nayls. a 1693 URQUHART Rtibelais

111. xxv. 208 By Onymancy ; for that we have Oyl and Wax.

1727-41 [see ( jNYCHOMANCVj.

Oliymatic (fnima"tik), a. [f.
Gr. uvv^im-

(see ONYM) + -1C.] Relating to names : see quot.
1860 DE AIoRGAN Syllabus Proposed System Logic 48

Relations which have immediate reference to, or are directly
evolved from, the application of names and the mode of

thinking about names in connexion with objects named, or

with other names, may be called onymatic relations. 1877

JEVOSS in Encycl. Brit. VII. 66/1 (De Morgan) A new

onymatic system of logical expression.

Onyment, Onymete, obs. ff. OINTMENT, UNI-

MKTE.

OnyniOUS (fnimss), a. rare. [f. Gr. 6Vu/*a

name (see ONYM) + -ous : after anonymous, etc.]

Having or bearing a name
;
of a writing : Bearing

the name of the author ; of an author : That gives
his name. The opposite of ainiyr/iotis,and usually

explicitly contrasted with it.

1775 Si URGES in Lett, to Mr. Granger 169 My daughter.,
found out the anonymous character of Mr. Loveday in the

preface, without having heard me read the onymous one in

the advertisement. 1802 SOUTHEY in C. Southey Life II.

195 An onymous house too.. its name is Maes Gwyn. 1864

N.fiQ. 3rd Ser. V. 307 An opinion, .that all communications

ought to be onymous. 1888 Univ. Rev. Oct. 284 A certain

class of critics (whose writings, onymous and anonymous,
are to be found in many widely different journals).

So Onymity (nonce-wd'.}, the condition of being
'

onymous
'

; the opposite of anonymity.
1897 Q. Rat. July 103 With this comes the question of

'

onymity
'

and anonymity, a matter in which all the good is

not upon one side.

Onys, obs. f. ONCE. Onywar : see UNAWARE.

Onyways, onywise, Sc. ff. ANYWAYS, -WISE.

Onyx fp'niks, ^u'niks). Forms : a. 3-4 oniche ;

18. 4-7 ouix. 7- onyx. [a. L. onyx, a. Gr. ovv(

nail, claw, onyx-stone ;
OF. oniche, onice, onii/ite.]

1. A variety of quartz allied to agate, consisting

of plane layers of different colours : much used for

cameos.
a 1300 Floriz ft Bl. 288 Jacinctes and topaces And oniche

of muchel grace. 1305 Land (.'okaytte 92 Beril, onix,

topasiune, Ametist and crisolite. 1381 WVCLIP Ezek. xxviii.

13 Crisolitus, and onix, and berillus, saphirus, and carbuncle.

CI400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) xxx. 136 Ane of oniche, ano(>er

of cristall, anober of iaspre. 1567 MAPLET Gr. Forest

16 b, Sardonix, . . by commixture of the Onix which

is white and Sardus which is red. 1601 HOLLASD Pliny
II. 615 The Indian Onyx hath certain* sparkes in it. .. As
for the Arabian Onyches, there bee found of them blacke,

with white circles. 1611 BIBLE Job xxviii. 16 It (wisedome]
cannot be valued with the golde of Ophir, with the precious

Onix, or the Saphire. 1658 PHILLIPS, Onyx, a certain

pretious Stone,, .of whitish colour, resembling the colour of

a man's naile. Some say it is the congealed juyce of a Tree

called Onycha. 1739 GRAY Let. in Poems (1775) 43 The

glory of their collection, was a vase of an entire onyx,

measuring at least five inches over, three deep, and of great

thickness. 1861 C. W. Kixi; Axt. Gems (1866) n The com-

mon Onyx has two opaque layers, of different colours,

usually in strong contrast to each other.

t 2. - ONYCHA. Obs. rare.

1611 BIBLE Kccltis. xxiv. 15, I yeekled a pleasant odour

like the best mirrhe, as Galbanum and Onix [Covtm>.

Clowes], and sweet Storax [Gr. w x*Soi>; ai omf ai

<7TaTj : Vulg. quasi stora.i: ct ffatbantts et itngiila, whence

WYCLIF vngula].
3. Path. An opacity of the lower part of the

cornea of the eye, caused by an infiltration of pus
behind it or between its layers, and resembling
a finger-nail.
1706 PHILLIPS, Onyx, . . Also a Sore or gathering of Matter

under the horny Coat of the Eye, the same as Hypopyon.

1799 R. HOOPER Med. Diet., Onyx, an abscess, or collection

of pus between the lamellae of the cornea ; so called from its

resemblance to the stone called onyx. 1878 T. BRYANT
Pract. Snrg. I. 317. 1879 St. George's Hosp. Kef. IX. 494
One. .had an onyx involving two-thirds of one cornea.

4. attrib. and Coino., as onyx-cameo, stone;

onyx-marble = ONYCHITK.

i. (1868) 10 Her hands .. lay on her folded black-clad arms
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like finely-cut onyx cameos. 1892 DANA Mill, (ed. 6) 268
In the art it is often now called Oriental Alabaster or Onyx.
Marble.

Oo, a frequent ME. spelling of long o, both open
and close, as in boon, sloon : OE. ban, stdit.

Hence in ME. a frequent spelling of O intcrj.; and
in Wyclif a name of the Greek long o or Omega.
In the i6th c. oo was restricted to the 'close c)\ normally

representing OE. if, as in dooni'.-dtiin. In mod.Eng. this

sound has been raised to (), of which sound therefore oo is

the normal representative's in too, cuckoo, cockatoo, coocy.
In Scotch, OE. <J, ME. closed has passed into(<>',u,ortfi, which
sounds are also often etymologically written oo, as in toont,
otherwise tunic, tuini, empty.
1382 WYCLIF Rev. i. 8, 1 am alpha and oo, tbe bigynnyng

and the endyng.

Oo, var. O adj., O adv., O /;*/.' Oo lesse than
= on less than, UNLESS, q.v.

Oo- (o"i<>), before a vowel O-, combining form of
(lr. yoi/ egg, ovum, used in various scientific terms,

chiefly biological. (See the more important of
these in their alphabetical places.) Ooblast

(^i-iJblsest) [Gr. P\a.or6s germ], 'the primordial
cell which develops into an ovule" (i$j'</. Sac.

Lex.) ; hence Oobla-stic a. Oocyan <,iw<7sai'an)

[Gr. KVOVOS a dark-blue mineral], a blue pigment
occurring in the shells of birds' eggs. Ooecium
^iV'sium) [Gr. olxiov a little house], a bud-like
sac in which the ova are received and fertilized in

certain Polyzoa ; hence Ooe'cial a. Oogenesis
(<w:0|d,3e-n/sis) [GENESIS], the production or de-

velopment ofan ovum; soOogenetic^a^d^/he-tik)
a., pertaining to oogenesis; Oogeny (a^dg&i)
^oogenesis. Oograph (JuvSgraf) [-GRAPH], a me-
chanical device for tracing accurately the outline
of a bird's egg. Oometer (o,fmit3^ [-METER], a

mechanical device for laking exact measurements
of eggs; so Oometric (yuwne'trik) a., pertaining
to an oometer, or to Oo'metry, the measurement
of eggs. Oophyte iJ.r^fait) [Gr. cfvruv plant]

-
OOPHORE. Oorhodeiiie (J":0rJ"'dz'|3in) [Gr. fiooov

rose], a reddish pigment found in the shells of
most birds' eggs. Ooscopy r

a,p-sk3pi
'

[Gr. aio-

OKoiria], inspection of or divination from eggs.
Oostegite (oijrstftljsit) [Gr. OTtftiv to cover : see

-ITE 1
3], an egg-case in some Crustacea, formed

by an expansion of the limbs of certain somites
;

hence Oostegitic (tfifVst/U^i'tik) a.
||
Ootheca

(<ra 0J>fka) [Gr. 07j7 case, receptacle], an egg-case
in certain invertebrate animals; also, formerly, a

sporangium in ferns
; hence Oothe'cal a. Ootype

(ou-Jtsip) [Gr. TUJTOS impression, TYPE], a dilated

portion of the oviduct in some Trematode worms,
in which the egg is fertilized and provided with
a shell. Ooxanthine (<7"ipksarn]>3in, Ja

tmx'\>3in)
[Gr. (av$6i yellow], a yellow pigment occurring in

the shells of birds' eggs.
1875 SOKBY in Proc. Zocl. Soc. 355 'Oocyan . . is . . often

associated with yellow substances.. therefore the solution is

of a somewhat green-blue colour. 1875 NEWTON in Eticycl.
Brit. III. 774 Some chemical relation between the oocyans
and the bile. 1881 G. BUSK in Jrnl. Microsc. Sc. Jan. 3
The *ooscium is sub-globular and affixed to the upper and
outer border of the zoojcium. 1892 Syd. Sec. Lc.r., *Odgencsis
.."Oo'geny. 1886 AtluHamiii 25 Dec. 867/1 The correlative

growths may assume the characters of the *oophyte or

prothallus. 1895 tr. Kcrners Nat. Hist, ritints II. 476 In
the Fern, two stages are well shown in the life-cycle, (i) tbe

prothallimn, the sexual generation or oophyte, and (2) the

fern-plant, the asexual generation (or sporophyte). 1875
SORBY in Proc. Z.ool. Soc. 354 "Oorhodeine . .occurs.. in the

closely related to cruentine. 1727 BAILKYVO!. II, *Ooscopy,
predictions made from Eggs. 1877 HUXLEY Anat. Im:
A'tiiii. vi. 366 The eggs of the ordinary Edriophthalmia
usually undergo their development in the chamber beneath
the thorax enclosed by the *oostegites of the thoracic

appendages. 1851-6 WOODWARD J[oltitsca 136 Spawn
(Jootheca) vermiform, thick, semicircular. 1888 KOLLKSTON

^ JACKSON l-orins Anini. Life 649 In the monogenetic
(Trematoda] its [the egg's] shape varies, and is determined
by that of the '

"ootype . 1875 SOKUV in Proc. Zool. Soc: 356
Emu-eggs .. are of a fine malachite green colour, due to
a mixture of yellow "opxanthine with oocyan. IHd. 357
Kufous ooxanthine . . differs from yellow ooxanthine in

absorbing light to a. .greater distance from the blue end.

Oobit, Sc. form of WOOBUT, woolly-bear.
Ooblast, -ic, Oocyan : see Oo-.

Ooc, obs. form of OAK.

Oocyst, (ttfsist). [f.
Oo- + Gr. marts CYST.]

a. Hot. Xame for a supposed reproductive cell

in certain Fungi ; also = OOGONIUM (Cent. />/<-/.).

b. Zool. A receptacle for the ova in some Polyzoa.
1873 COOKE Fungi 176 A distinct cell which De'lJary

terms an oocyst. 1882 OCILVIE, Oocyst, a chamber appended
to the cells of certain of the Polyzoa, which serves as a
receptacle for the eggs. Also called Oviccll.

Ooecium : see Oo-. Ooes, obs. form of OOZK.
Oof ("0- slang. [Understood to be short for

oof-tisli, Yiddish fat Ger. atif tischc, i.e. aiif </.'

tische ' on the table ', i. e. i^money) laid on the

table, (money) down; cf. Ger. aitftisdten to table.]
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Money. Also in the fuller form Oo-ftish.
Hence Oof-bird, a source or supplier of money,
' the goose that lays the golden eggs

'

;
Oo-fless

a., without cash
; Oo'fy a., wealthy.

[1882 Miss BRADDON Mt. Royal III. viii. 170 'It will be
too lovely -too utterly ouftish

', exclaimed Dopsy, who had
lately acquired this last flower of speech.] 1885 Sorting
Times 28 Feb. i/i The subject of oof is enough to interest

anybody. [With Cockney pun on 'oof Jwof.\ 1888 Rim K

HAGGARD Col. QuaritL/i xxviii, Living like a fighting-cock
and rolling in 'oof. Ibid. II. xiv, 'Is he an oof bird?'

(rich)
' Rather ', answered the Tiger. 1891 Daily Nws

21 Dec.,
'

I would commit any crime for oof.' 1892 J. \V.
PEARCE in Mod. Society 16 Jan.,

' Oof as a current pseu-
donym for money has been in use for about seven years,
but 'ooftish

', which also is Whitechapel slang for coin of the

realm, has been in use in England over thirty years. 1894
I. ZAMGWILL A'/w^ of Sclinorrcrs 249 No treasury, .no oof,

rhino, shiners, coin, cash, salary. 1896 7>/<zrfoc. Mag. Dec.
727 My oofy maiden-aunt. 1899 FHYEKS raupcr MtlRonairc
157 'What is oof?' 'Oof? Why ooftish, posh, money."
1899 ^INSTEAD Hoitndsditch Day f'y Day 33 Ooftish.

Oof, obs. form of \Vcior.

OogamonS (oifgamas), a. Biol.
[f. Oo + Or.

yap-os marriage + -ous.] Applied to organisms
which reproduce (or to reproduction) by union of

dissimilar (male and female) cells
; spec, when one

of these (the female cell or ovum) is stationary
and fertilized by the motile male cell. So Ooga-
mete (0|fgimft), either of the two (male and

female) cells in oogamous reproduction ; Oo'gamy,
oogamous reproduction.
1888 AlluMXHiit 29 Dec. 886/2 The sexual cells being

zoogametes. .its affinity is rather with Pandorinea; than with

oogamous Volvoceae. 1891 HARTOG in Nature 17 Sept. 48^/1
True Parthenogenesis: the direct development of a faculta-
tive gamete without karyogamy ., may occur in . . Oogametes.
1897 Syd. Soc. I.c.i-., Reproduction, oogamous, reproduction
by means of an ci'itin or ?7'ii.

Oogenesis, -genetic, -geny: see Oo-.

DOoSfOninitt (ovgJa'niifm). Rot- Also rarely
in anglicized form oogone. [mod.L., dim. of

Gr. *<$oyuvos egg-layer v
cf. djoyovia laying of eggs).]

The female reproductive organ in the Thallophytes
or lower Cryptogams, usually a rounded cell or

sac containing one or more oospher.es.
Usually distinguished from the flask-shaped Archegoniuin

of the higher Cryptogams, but sometimes including tins.

1867 H OGG Microse. n. i. 293 Organs similar to those long
since discovered by Tulasne in Fertmospora, which have
been called Oogonia. 1874 COOKK /'-/ 170 Here, as in

the Alga;, the spermatozoids introduce themselves into the

cavity of the oogonium, and unite with the gonospberes.
1885 KI.KIN Micra-Org. 146 At the end of a mycelial thread
a cell grows up into a spherical large ball, the oo?niitin,

Oograph : see Oo-.

Ooidal (0|oi
-

dal),rt. [f. Gr. uotiS^s egg-shaped
+ -AL.] Resembling an egg; oval.

1836 PRICHARB J'/iys. Hist. Man. (ed. 3) I. It. v. 2. 281
This form of skull, I shall term., the oval or ooidal form.

Ook, obs. f. OAK
; obs. pa. t. of ACHE v.

; Sc. f.

WEEK. Ookroo, variant of OKRO.
II Oolakau, -Chan. (-lakan). Also ou-. [A

native name.] The candle-fish (Thaleichthys
pacificus) of north-western America (see CANDLE
sb. 7). Also attrib., as oolakan oil; oolakan rake,
an implement used for raking these fish into the
boat when in shoals.

1836 SIR J. RICHARDSON Fauna Boreali-Amer. III. =26
The Indian name of this fish is Oulachan. . . The ouladian
spawns in the different small streams which fall into the
lower part of the Columbia. 1881 \aturc XXIV. 39/2 A
new medicinal oil., known as Oolachan Oil. .Obtained from
a fish called by the North American Indians Oolachan,
or candle fish . . from the fact that when dried the fish . .

can be used as.. a candle.

Oold, pi. ooldys, obs. form of WELD, dyer's weed.

Oolie, variant olitlyte, Sc. form of OIL.

Oolite (<>-<?toit). Min. and Geol. [a. F.
oblithe (Diet Acad. 1762), mod.L. oolites, f. Gr.

V v eS + **0os stone : see -LITE.]
1. Mia, A concretionary limestone composed of

small rounded granules, like the roe of a fish, each

consisting of carbonate of lime around a grain of
sand as a nucleus; roe-stone. In later usage
restricted to that of the geological formation in 2.

[1785 HI-TION in Trans. R.Sm: I'.din. I. (1788) 252 Among
these, are different species of oolites marble. J 1802-3 tr-

Pallas's Trav. (1812) I. 425 Which consists of shelly frag-
ments and small grained oolites. 1807 AIKIN Diet. II. 45
Oolite .. occurs in mass and is without lustre. 1833 LYEI.L
Princ. Geol. III. 215 A white oolite. 1884 W. J. LOFTIE in

Pall Mall Gaz. 18 Aug. 1/2 The railways did not yet bring
oolite from the hills of Bath.

2. Geol. The name of an important series of
fossiliferous rocks of the character described in

sense I, lying between the Chalk, or the Wealden,
and the Lias

; sometimes applied to the whole series

of limestones, sandstones, and clays, to which these

belong ; now usually included, with the Lia, in the

Jurassic system.
The series is generally subdivided in England into the

l'pp.;r or Portland Oolite, the .Middle, Great, or Oxford
Oolite, and the Lower or Hath Oolit<-.

1816 W. SMITH Strata Ident. 30 Distinguished from the
under Oolite. 1821 CO.NYUEARE & Piiauis Outl. Geol. II. ii.

-OON.

!
r. 119 The interval between the chalk and oulites. 1842

MII.LEK O. A*. Safutsf. xi. ^d. 2) 253 We find., the Great
Oolite uptilted against it [the gneiss] oti the eastern coast of
Sutherland. 1862 SMILES Engineers III. 315 It consisted
of shale of the lower oolite. 1878 HUXLEY Physiogr. 36.
3. attrib. Pertaining to or consisting of oolite

;

oolitic.

1813 BAKEWELL/M/IW. Geol. (1815) 357 The coal formation
..rues from under the oolite lime-stone. 1816 W. SMITH
Strata Ident. 27 The covering of the upper Oolite rock.
1851 RICHARDSON (,</. i. 9 The geological site of the
locality, which is about the middle of the oolite formation.
1854 RONALDS & RICHARDSON Client. Tecluwl. (ed. 2) I. 32
'1 lie limestones of the oolite group which constitute the Jura.

Oolitic i
1
cru i"li'tik;, a.

[f. prec. + -ic : in mod.F.
oiilithique (in Lilt re).]
1. Min. Of the structure of oolite or roe-stone.
1796 KIKWAN F.lcm. Min. (ed. 21 II. 179 Pisiform, or

granular iron ore. .Of this sort is the Oolitic Ore found at
Creusot near Mount Cenis. 1878 LAUKI N< i: tr. Cotta's
Kecks Class. 85 Oolitic texture is only found in limestones
and ironstones, and it consists either in the entire mass
being composed of small globules, or a great number.. of
such being contained in the mass.

2. Geol. Of or pertaining to (he Oolite forma-
tion

; Jurassic.
1832 Di; LA BKI:IIE C,tol. Man. (ej. 2) ;u This group is.,

composed of various alternations of clays, sandstones, marls,
and limestones; many of the latter being oolitic, whence
the name oolitic serifs. 1849 DANA Geol. ix. (1850) 495 The
coal beds are of the Oolitic epoch. 1878 HUXLEY l'/iy*im;r.
118 It is the limestones of the Oolitic formations that furnish
most of the springs.

Ooliti-ferous, a. rare". [f. as prec. +

-IFEBOUS.] Producing or containing oolite.

1864 in W't-.BSTKR.

Oological (iTvIp-dgikSl ,
a.

[f. as Ooi.ntiY :

see -ICAL. Cf. mod.F. oi'logique (Little).] Of or

relating to oology.
1861 j. I. \MOXT Sfalwrscs \\. 85 Multitudes of gull-,

fulmars, eider-ducks, and alcas. -in a state of gieat perturba-
tion at Bruin's oological researches. 1864 Reader 30 Apr.
55, 2 The only egg of sEpyornis inaxiinus which ever came
to this country . . the unique oological specimen. 1875
NEWTON in Kncycl. Brit. III. 774/1 note, Oological works
with coloured figures.

So Oolo-gic a. ; Oolo gically adv.
In mod. Dictionaries.

Oologist (^iflod.yst). [f.
as next + -M'.] a.

One versed in oology, b. A collector of birds' eggs.
1863 .S'/;Y;/S'' I.tipl. 38, I had two or three naturalist friends

in the town., one of them a keen oologist. 1875 XIUTON
in Eticycl. />';//. III. 773/1 The greatest scientific triumj>b
of oologists lies in their having fully appreciated the in-

timate alliance of the I.imicolae with the Gaviae. 1891
Spectator 21 Feb., Our egg-collector calls himselfan o. .1 >ui>:

..it is not a pretty name, but it enjoys a Greek derivation,
and a scientific sound.

Oologize (oipiodjsiz), v. rare. [f.
next + -U.K.]

a. intr. To collect eggs. b. trans. To take the

eggs from (a nest).

1870 LOWELL Study Wind. I. 21 The children of a man
employed about the place oologi/ed the nest. Ibid. 22 The
red squirrel, I think, . oulogizes, I know he eats cherries.

Oology (Oip'lodji). [mod. f. Gr. wo-v egg +
-Ao-yia -LOGY : cf. mod.L. oologia (Gannann 1691);
mod.F. oologie (Littre).] a. The study of, or a

description of, birds' eggs ; that department of

ornithology which treats of the eggs of birds, esp.
in regard to their external appearance, b. The

practice of collecting birds' eggs.
1831-7 W. C. HEWITSON (title) British Oology; being

Illustrations of tbe Eggs of British Birds, with Figures of
each Species. 1869 LOWELL U'ks. (189*) III. 217 Since

bird-nesting has become scientific and dignified itself as

oology. 1883.\'at itre XXVII. 308/1 Australian birds, who-e
niditication and oology had previously been imperfectly
known.

II Oolong (tt'Vrj). Also ou-. [Chinese u'lt-

litng, i. wu black + htng dragon.] A dark variety
of cured tea.

1852 M*CuLLOCH./rf.CpfwJtt.(newed.) 1302 Prices Current
of the Various Descriptions ofTeas.. N ing Yongand Oolong,
common to fine. 1858 SI.MMONUS Diet. Tretde, Oolong, a

peculiar description of black tea, possessing many of the

qualities of green tea. 1880 Tratieadrt., Tbe finest Oolong,
3J. a Ib. This is high burnt, very pungent tea, and is an

especial favourite with the tea-drinking public in America.

1898 ll'cstnt. Caz. 7 May 8/1 The competition for Oolongs,
some Souchongs, and flowery Pekoes is still very keen.

Oometer, -metric, -metry : see Oo-.

II Oomiak (
1

mi|iik). Also umiock, umiak,
oomiack. [Eskimo.] A large Eskimo boat,

consisting of a wooden frame with skins drawn
over it, and propelled by paddles.
1769 FALCONER Diet. Jfarinc (ijSg^ Lb, The canoe is called

kaiak, or man's boat, to distinguish it from ttniitik, the

woman's boat. 1819 SIR J. Ross I'oy. Disc. I. iv. 55 The
boat was called an umiack. 1843 Life T. Simps"ii xiii.

258, I procured an oomiak or family canoe. 1894 Outing
(U. S.) XXI II. 390/1 Huge, lumbering oomiacks, loaded to

the rail with a mixed cargo of men, women, children, and

dogs, all howling, is an entertaining. .sight.

Oon, obs. f. Ox/;-e/., ONE, OWN a. ;
dial. f. OVEN.

-OOn, the form usually taken in Eng. by Fr. final

-on in words stressed on the final syllable, esp.

by those adopted during ifi-iSthc., as dragon,

dragoon, C/talons, shalloon; and hence by the hr.

suliix -on,
-

It. -one, Sp. -on. L. -o, -Snem
; forming



OONIN.

in L. masculine appellatives, often contemptuous,
as balatro jester, calciiro kicker, capita a big-headed
man, naso a big-nosed man, etc. In It. and Sp.

usually augmentative, as ilonnone big woman,
hoinlircn big man ; but in Fr. usually diminutive,
as in aiglon eaglet, chaton kitten, or after another

suffix, as ogrillon little ogre. In Kng. in many
adopted words, as balloon, bassoon, batooii, buffoon,
cartoon, doubloon, ntttsketoon, quadroon ; rarely an

Eng. formative, as in spittoon ; cf. also octoroon.

Eng. representatives of Fr.or Romanic words in -on, when
not stressed on the final syllable, and modern borrowings
generally, have regularly -on, as in baron, butto

jitptin, chignon, etc.

Oonde, variant ofONI IE Oh. Done, obs. f.

Oones, -is, -ys, oons, obs. forms of ONCE.
Oonin (<Tu-Jnin). [a. F. oonin (Littre), f. Gr.

<fdv egg -i- -IN.]
= ALBUMININ. \Syd. Soc. Lex.}

Oonlepy, var. OXLEPY a. Ol>s., only.
Oonli, -liche, -ly, obs. forms of ONLY.
Oons v''n')> *'"' Now rare. Also 6 ounes, 8

ouns. [Worn-down form of uvii/itfs
(i.

e. GotTs
wounds '. Zounds'.}, to being dropped before (',
and d after

, as is common in dialects.] A petty
oath : = ZOUNDS.
1593 PEELE Clmn. Kdia. I 94 Ye dogs, ounes ! do me a

.shrewd turn, and mock me too? 1687 CoNGRtVEt'/rf Bach.
v. viii, Oons how my heart aches ! 1777 SHKRIDAN Trip
Starfi. in. i, Ouns! if you can't, .how do you think I should
do't? 1830 JAMES Darnlty vii. 37 Oons ! cried Jekin, this
is magic. 1889 DOYLE MicaliClurke 115 'Oons ! I'd as soon
travel in the land of the Great Mogul !

Oonus, obs. form of ONCE.

HOopak, OOpack (-pa;k). [Chinese u-pak,
Cantonese dialect form of Hu-fe/i, name of a cen-
tral province of China (f. hu lake + pch north, in

reference to the Tung-ting Lake, whence also Hu-
nan from nan south).] A variety of black tea.

1858 SIIIMONDS Diet. Trade, Oopack, a black tea. 1885
Standard 29 Apr. Aikt., Oopack. The best value in Tea.

Oophore (S"Wo<>i}. Bot.
[f. Gr. <aa-v egg +

-tpupos bearing, bearer.] That stage, or form of a

plant, in the higher Cryptogams (ferns, mosses,
etc.) which, in the alternation of generations,
bears male and female organs; the 'sexual genera-
tion

'

; also called oophylc. Opposed to sporophore
or sporophylc.
1875 THISELTOJJ DYBK in Encycl. Brit. III. 692/1 For the

gamogenetlc generation, in which conjugation takes place,

orjn which special cells (oosphcrcs) are fertilized by allthero-

/oiils, and become oosporcs,
'

Oophore
'

may be employed.
1881 VINES tr. Sachs' Bat. 385 The Sexual Generation
(Oophore) which is developed from the spore always pre-
serves, in Vascular Cryptogams, the form of a thallus.

OophorectOMiy uwofore-ktomi). Surg. [f.

mod.L. dopJioron ovary (f. Gr. tpo-v egg, ovum +
-<f>vpos bearing) + Gr. *TO/ITJ cutting out, ex-

cision.] Excision of the ovary. So Oophore 'cto-

mist, one who performs oophorectomy.
1872 PEASLEE Ovar. Tttniors 225 Ovariotomy, .to use a

more distinctive term, Oophorectomy . . whose object and
result is the removal of an ovarian tumor. 1889 J. M.
DUNCAN I.ect. Dis. Wont, xxvii. (ed. 4) 212 We have got
some light on it from the practice of the oophorectomists.

II Oophoridium (o
:

0furi-di#m). Bot. Also in

anglicized form oophorid (<7|{vforid). [f. mod.L.

oophoron ovary + -itiiuiu, Gr. -tStov, dim. ending.]
A name for the macrosporangia (or, loosely, the

macrospores) of certain Lycopodiaccx.
1835 LISULEY Introd. Bot. (1848) II. 98 Lycopods .. Their

Oophorids. 1864 T. -MpoKE Brit. Ferns 94 In the Scla-

ginelUu^vet additional kind of spore-case is protluced, which
contains three or four roundish

fleshy spores, many times as

large as the granular spores, .these larger bodies are called

oophoridia. 1866 Treas. Bot. 815/1 Ooplioridiuiii,\}tK larger
form if spore-case in Selaginella. 1870 UKNTLEY Man. Bot.
(ed. _) 366 The posporangia or oophoridia are usually two-
valved cases, .with four lobes, each of which contains one
large spore. 1870 HOOKI.K Stud, l-'lora 469 Lycopodiacea: . .

larger capsules containing 3-4 much larger spores (macro-
spores or oophoridia},

Ooph.ori.tis ^=oforai-tis). Path. [f. as prec. +

-iTts.J Inflammation of the ovary.
1872 PEASLEK Ovar. Tumours 24 A consequence of

oophoritis. 1871 F. G. THOMAS Dis. Women (ej. 3) 636
Ovaritis ..has been described by some authors under the
name of Uophoritis.

Oophyte = oophore : see Oo-.
Oor, obs. f. OBE

; mod.Sc. and north, f. OUH.
II Oorali (ra-li). [One of the many forms of

the word WOOKALI.] A resinous substance used

by the Indians of S. America as an arrow-poison ;= CUBABK, WoORALI.
1880 TENNYSON Childr. Hasp, i, And mangle the living

dog.. Drench 'd with the hellish
oprali. 1899 K,iin. A'tf.

July 159 Curare, or woorali, proorali, as it is variously called.
It is the arrow poison of Guiana.

Oord, Oordoo, variant of Onn Obs., UKDI;.

Oore.obs. f. OAR, ORE. Oorhodeine: seeOo.
II Oorial (ii^'rial). Also urial. An Asiatic

species of wild sheep (Ovis cycloceros).

134

Oorie.Oory.var. Ot'iiiE a. Si:, dreary, dingy, etc.

Oosoopy : see Oo-. Oose, obs. form of OOZE.

Oosement, corrupt f. OSMUND, a kind of iron.

Oosite (Jutfsait). Min. [ad. Ger. oosit (Marx,
1834), f. the name of the Oos valley, in the grand-
duchy of Baden, where found : see -ITE 1 2 b.]A mineral allied to Finite.
1868 DANA Min. (ed. 5) 480 Oosite. .is \yhite to reddish or

brownish-red, and occurs in 6- and 12-sided prisms. 1878
LA\\ HENCE tr. Cotta's Rocks Class. 38 Liebnerite and Oosite
are like products.

Oosperm (<w0sp3.im). [mod. f. Gr. <p6-v egg +

airipim seed, SPERM.] a. Zool. A fertilized ovum.
b. Bot. = OOSPORE.
1888 ROI.LESTON & JACKSON Aniin. Life Introd. 25 The

ovum has now [after impregnation] become an oosperm, and
it speedily undergoes fission or segmentation and gastrula-
tion. 1891 Syd. Sac. Lc.r., Oosperm. .In Botany, the term
is sometimes applied to the oosphere after fertilisation.

Oosphere (<><( HI). Bot. [mod. f. Gr. i}o-v

egg + aijtaipa sphere.] The female reproductive
cell, esp. in the Thallophytes or lower Crypto-
gams, which when fertilized becomes an oospore.
1875 BEXSETT & DVEK tr. Sachs Bot. 212 Oogonia are

celLi in which the female reproductive bodies or Oosphtres
are formed. 1882 THISI.I.TON DYER in .Vatiire XXV. 390
The beautiful process of division of the primary oosphtre in

some of the species.

II Oosporangium (('"^sporpe-ndgiiim). Bot.
Also in anglicized form O'ospora'nge. [f. Oo- +

SPORANGIUM.] a. Thuret's term for the unilocular

zoosporangium of certain fucoid Algrc (Pha>o-

sporeae). b. Sometimes used as =. OOPHOKIDIUM.
C. A case or sac containing an oospore.
1857 BERKELEY Cryptog. Bot. 67. 88 In other cases,

doubtless, two kinds of Zoospores are produced, as in
Leathesia and Mcsogl&a, as they have the two organs
called Oosporangiaand Trichosuorangia by Thuret. 1867 J.
HOGG Microsc. n. i. 273 Section of a lacinia of a frond,
showing the stalked eight-chambered oosporanges growing
on tufts with intercalated hairs. 1870 BENTLEY Man. Bot.
(ed. 2) 365 Commonly called oosporangia or oophoridia.
1874 COOKE Fungi 173.

Oospore (0*-ffpol). Bot. [f. Gr. yu-v egg +
anopos seed, SPORE.] The fertilized female cell or

oosphere, esp. in the lower Cryptogams, which
forms the germ of a future plant.
1865 COOKE Rust, Smut, etc. 131 After this contact of the

two bodies, the gonosphere acquires a new name, and i>

called an '

oospore '. 1882 VINES Sachs Bot. 235 The size of
the antherozoids is so inconsiderable that they scarcely add
. . to the mass of the oosphere, but yet produce a change in

it,_
one consequence of which is that it becomes invested

with a firm cell-wall, and then constitutes the Oospore.
Hence Oospo ric, Oo'sporons atijs., having or

producing oospores ; O-ospori'ferons a., bearing
oospores.

Oost(e, oostage, obs. ff. HOST, OAST, HOSTAGE.
Oostegite, -itic : see Oo-.
Oostman : seeOSTMAN. Oostre, obs. f. HOSTRY.
Oot, mod.Sc. and north, dial. f. Ouj.
Oothe, variant of WOOD a. Obs., mad.

Ootheca, -al : see Oo-.

Ootocoid (<7|C't<'koid), a. and sb. Zool. [ad.
mod.L. Ootocoidea (neut.pl.,, f. Gr. ^OTUKOS laying
eggs, oviparous : see -oil).] a. adj. Belonging to

the Oolocoidea, a division of mammals in Dana's
classification (so called from their affinity to ovi-

parous animals), comprising the marsupials and
monotremes (the latter of which have since been
found to be actually oviparous), b. sb. One of
the Ootocoidea. Also Ootocordean a. and sb.

18. . Attu-r. Jrnl. Sc. f, Art XXX. 70 The Ootocoids, or

non-typical mammals. 1863 Ibid. XXXVI. 319 The semi-

oviparous method of reproduction in Ootocoid Mammals.
1864 WEIJSTER, Ooticoid, a semi-oviparous mammal.
OotoCOUS (0|p-tJkos). a. Zool. [f. Gr. yorox-os

egg-laying + -ous.] That lays eggs; oviparous.
In mod. Diets.

Ootus, obs. pi. of OAT.

Ootype, Ooxanthine : see Oo-.

Oouen, Oous, obs. ff. OVEN, OOZE. Ooyess :

see OVEX,.

Ooze (ii'i.-t sb. 1 Forms: a. I wos, 25 wos, (4

wus), 5-6 wose, 6 woos, 5-8 woose, 7-8 wooze.
0. 6 ouse,6-7 ouze,6-8 owze, 7 oose, (oze,oaze),
8- ooze. [In senses i, 2, OK. wds juice, sap, ex-

pressed juice : cf. MLG. wos(e scum, etc. Sense 3
is a later formation from OOZE z.l (itself a deriv.

of sense I
). With the loss of initial w in the 0-

forms, cf. the pronunciation of wood, wool, woman,
in various dialects which drop ia before (, u).

(Instances of oze, oaze, in sense 2, in I7th c., were

prob. due to confusion with OOZE sb2, which had
then both oze and oaze.}"\

I. fl- Juice, sap; the liquid which flows or is

obtained from a plant, fruit, or the like. Obs.
a. c itxyoSajc. Lccchd. \. i78Sume men. .(weswoses synder-

lict' brucao. . .wi6 earena sare, enim ftysse ylcan wyrte . .

wos. 1340 Ayenb. 89 Uor J?et hy wene|> by of gentile woze.
Ibid. 1 86 Ase )>e pyle op arist ine ^>e lompe alle J>e oj?re
wo^es. 1340-70 Alisaitnder-jiz Nectanabus . .laches, .wortes
..Hee wringes out ^e wet wus. 1398 TKEVISA Barth. De

OOZE.

P. R, xvii. vii. (Tolleni. MS.), Varro seyej>, J>at a reed of
Ynde growe|> to a snial tre, and humoure is wronge oute of
be rote )>erof, and no swete )>ingeb may >tryue wip J>at wose
( 1 S35 woy>] and licoure. a 1400-50 Alexander 413 pat
logloure. .[with] |e wose of J?e \vede hire wengis anoyntis.
c 1440 Titndalc 1358 He thrust hem as men dose Grapes,
to wryiig out the wose.

2. techn. The liquor of a tan-vat
;
an infusion or

decoction of oak-bark, sumach, or other tannin-

yielding substance in which hides are steeped.
a. 1581 LAMCARDE Eircn. iv. iv. (1588)459 If any Tanner

.. have tanned any rotten Hides, or wrought them negli-
gently in the Wose, or have not renewed the Wose so oft
a.s need was. 1603-4 Act i fas. /, c. 22 Nor shall suffer the
Hides .. to lye in the Woozes any lesse tyme than Twelve
Moneths at the leaste. 1638 A. READ Chirurg. ix. 63 You
may use the red astringent wine, or tanners woose. 17*6
Briccs II 'cck. Jrnl. 4 Mar. 4 A large Tann-yard . . furnished
with Pits and Vats . . full of Woo/e. 1800 Specif. Patent No.
2409. 2 The part for raising and conveying the woose.
0. 1587 MASCALL Gcvt. Cattle, O.vcn (1600) 13 Then shall

ye take of sharpe Tanners ow/e. Ibid, 42 Also some doe
giue them of Tanners ouse to drinke. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny
I. 546 The filth of Tanners oose. 1614 MAKKHAM Cheap
Ilusb. i. xx. 55 Take a pinte of Tanners O/e. 1692 O.
WALKER Grk, $ Rom. Hist. 25 With tanners Oaze. 17*5
URADLKY Fam. Diet. II. 6Cij/i Take a Quart of Tanner's
Owze. 1777 MACBKIDK in Phil. Trans, LXVIII. 113 The
tanners prepare their bark ..They., use it in the way of

infusion, which is called ooze. 1851 MORFIT Tanning fy

Currying (1853) 216 Vats .. two-thirds filled with a weak
ooze or infusion of oak-bark. 1879 Cassell's Tec/in. Educ.
v. 311 An extract uf bark, technically called 'ooze*.

II. From OOZE vb.

3. The act or fact of oozing ;
exudation

; gentle
flow ; also, that which oozes; a sluggish stream.

1718 PRIOR Solomon m. 567 From his first fountain &
beginning ou?e, Down to the sea each brook & torrent
flows. 1821 KHAIS Isabella Hi, Divine liquids come with
odorous ooxe Through the cold serpent-pipe. 1822-34
Gwtfs .Study A/cd. (ed. 4) IV. 281 An outlet for the escape
of the fluid, which trickles down in a perpetual ooze. 1889
Scictifc XIII. 131/1 Small oozes of water issuing from the
base of these slopes.

III. 4. Comb, (from 2) ooze-calf, calf-skin

through which the dye has been forced by me-
chanical means, used for the uppers of boots and
shoes, and by bookbinders.

1894 Daily AVwjr 22 June 6 '4 From Montreal comes
a book in buck-skin, tanned like ooze-calf. 1895 Times
2 Jan. 13/4 Orders, .for glace kid, ooze calf, American red
sides, and the best English tannages.

Ooze (z), sb Forms: a. i wase; 4-6 wose,
6 woose, woes. #. 6 oous, 6-7 oes, owes;
ooes, ouse

;
6-S oase, oose, owze, 7 oas, ose,

owze, 7-8 oaz, oaze, oze, owse ; 6- ooze.

[OF. wase wk. fern., cognate with ON. veisa wk.

fern., stagnant pool, puddle, Norw. dial, veisa fern.,

mud, mud-bank. In ME. and i6th c. wose, rimes
with glose, disclose, repose, suppose. The regular
mod. repr. would be ose, oase (>'z), as in the 16-
i8th c. oas. oase, oaz, oaze, ose, oze, oes, owes', but
from 1550 there are spellings which imply (/7z),

and show assimilation of this word to OOZE jA 1
,

either through contiguity of sense, or through the

tendency of OE. wd to pass through (wo, wJ) to

(w, /*), as seen in womb) two, who. Besides the

distinct forms, there arc several ambiguous spell-

ings, so that it lias not been attempted to separate
the (J) and () examples. Forms with initial w
stop c 1600. (In popular apprehension this is not

felt as a different word from Oo/K *, the notions of
' moisture

'

and *

oozy soil
*

coining into close

proximity.) See also the cognate WAISJE 'mud',
from ON.]
1. \Yet mud or slime; esp. that in the bed of a

river or estuary.
a. t'^25 Cor/ins Gloss. 386 dtffWQHf. wase. a 1000 Ags.

Gloss, in Wr.-Wiilck. 203/45 Ccnum /, c. luti uorago, ucl
littutn sub aquis fetidwii) \. wase itel faen. cioy> Glosses
ibid. 362/30 Camun, wase. 1393 LANGL. P. PI. C. xm. 229
Right as weodes wexen in wose and in donge. c 1400 Beryn
1742 They [ships] been nat 3it I-setelid, ne lixid in be wose
\rinic glose]. < 1440 Promp, Parv, 532/2 Wose, slype of the
erthe, . gluten, bitumen. 1555 PHAEK sEneidn. Dj b, I . .in

a slimy lake of mud all night lay hid in wose \rimc disclose].

1557 Ibid. v. L iv b, Hauons of Scicil woose {rime as I sup-
pose]. 1582 HATMAN On Barthol. xm. v. 192 He walloweth
and wrappeth himselfe first in fenne and wose.

. <' 1547 SURREY SEncid n. 172 And lurked in a marrisc
all the nyght Among the oo/e. 1553 HRCNDK Q. Curtins ix.

23 Being full of mudde and ooes. 1587 FLEMING Contn.
Holtnskcd III. 1539/1 Maister Ferdinando Poins would haue
raised them with ouze and beach shoueled and cast togither.

1590 WEBBE Trav. (Arb.) ^2 That she might haue gone vp
to the mid leg in oes or mire. 1593 NABREC&rfr/V T. (1613)
26 The vgly oous of the channell. 1599 HAKLUYT I'oy. II.

ii. 58 We sounded, and found 28 fadome water, blacke oase.

1602 CAREW Cornwall 27 The ose or salt water mudde.
1617 MOKYSON /titt. in. in. iii. 136 Till it bee fatted with the

Owes, or sand of the Sea. 1653 H. COGAN tr. Pinttfs Trav.
ix. 29 Having buried him in the owze. 1668 WILKINS Real
Char. n. ii. 53 Quicksands, Drift, Syrtts. Oaz. 1678-1706
PHIU.U'S, Oze, a soft slimy Ground, where a Ship cannot
conveniently cast Anchor. 1680 MORDEN Geog, Rect*,
11nngary (\f&<\ 89 Hy the selling of the Ouse or filth brought
down by the , . Danube. 1697 DHYDKN Virg. Georg. iv. 623
Unweildily they walluw first in Ooze, Then in the shady
Covert seek Repose. 1726 G. ROBERTS Four Years Voy.
287 With soft OffM and Sand mi.\'d. 1763 W. ROBERTS



OOZE.
-Va/. /fist. Florida 9 The bottom, which is sandy, mixed in
many places with oase, is excellent for anchorage. 1774 T.
WEST Antiij. f'urnessf. xix, Manuring their land with sea-
sand, or rather ouze. 1804 W. TAYLOR in Ann. Kit: II.

306 The strip ofoose between the granite mountains of Kg vpt.
1859 R. F. BURTON Ccutr. Afr.m Jrnl. Ge,<g. Soc. XXIX.
33 The sheet of black and fetid ooze that sends forth a surface-
scum of brown tint and sickening odour.
fig- c 144 Jacob's Well \n To castyn oute goure wose

of synne. 1601 MARSTON Antonio's R,-;:. iv. iv. Wks. 1856
I. 128 The very ouze, The quicksand that devours all miserie
1630 BRATHIVAIT Kiif. Gentian. (1641) 189 Entangled by the
reeds and oaze of earthly vanities. 1870 LOWELL Among
my Bks. Ser. i. (18731 332 Fishing a manuscript out of the
ooze of oblivion.

b. A stretch or extent of mud
; a mud-bank

;

a marsh or fen, a piece of soft boggy ground.
c 1500 Piers ofFull/mm 267 in Hazl. . P. I'. II. nTher-

fore know j non so redy arryvayle, As ys the redd clyfe in the
warine wose [rime suppose). 1568 GRINDAI. Lett., to Al'p.
ntrAfrWkl, (1843) 294 l!y reason of theevilair of the marshes
and oozes there, . .sick both of quartan and tertian agues
1587 FLKMINC; Contn. HoiintknflU. 1271/1 Twelve pirates
were hanged at Whipping, in the ouze beside London.
a 1598 in HIS. /I/a/ in Royal MS. x8 D III (Lord Burghley's
Atlas) If. 63 [The Sand and Ooze, now Kilnsey Flats, in
the Humber Mouth, is denominated] 'a flat and woes'.
1865 CARLVI.F. Fredk. Ct. xix. iv. (1872) VIII. 154 There are
thickets, intricacies, runlets, boggy oozes.

2. Ocean-sounding. White or grey calcareous

matter, largely composed of remains of Foramini-
fera, covering vast tracts of the ocean-floor.
1860 MAI-RY Phys. Gcog. Sea (Low) xiv. 609 The ooze

of the deep sea. 1871 N ICHOLSON Palxont. 9 The nearest
approach which we have at the present day to chalk is

probably
to be found in the deposit called 'ooze'. 1877W. THOMSON I'oy. Challenger II. i. 2 On the morning of

the ;6th we sounded in 2,575 fathoms with a bottom of
reddish ooze containing many foraminifera.

3. Comb, ooze-bank, a mud-bank in a tidal river,
or by the shore.

1893 J. WATSOX Conf. Poacher 40 [We watched the ducks
and geese] from behind an ooze bank.

Ooze (z), rf.3 Obs.otrare. Forms: (5 wase\
6 ouse, oase, 7 oze, 8 ouze, 8- ooze. [app.
repr. a ME. *ivtse (of which the northern form wasc,
ivayse

'

alga
'
is in Cat/i. Angl.). For the earlier

history and origin, see WASE. Like OOZE st>.-, this
also has been levelled under the same spelling
and pronunciation as OOZE

j/'.l] Sea-weed.
'555 EDEN Decades 343 Weedes of the sea cauled reites or

ouse. 1598 SYLVESTER l)i, Bartas n. i. iv. Handicrafts
367 Som make their roofs with fearn, or reeds, or rushes,And some with hides, with oase, with boughs, and bushes.
lias Pl :RCHAS Pileriaa II. 1122 Great quantitie of Oze, that
growes vpon the Rockes of the Sea. 1706 PHILLIPS, Ouze,
a sort of miry Sedge. 1770-4 A. HUNTER Gtorg. Ess. (1803)
III, 559 Near the coast great quantities of sea-weed, or
ooze are collected. 1833 HT. MAUTINKAU Brooke Farm
x. 120 With pannier -loads of sea ooze., to manure their little
lields. [This may belong to OozE 2

.]

t b. The moss which forms peat bogs. OS'S.

1665 MANLF.Y Grotins Lmo C. ll'arns 245 Which Fuel
was no other, than the muddy Oze growing in the Marishes
of Holland, hardned by the Sun, and cut out into Turf.

Ooze (ft?.), v.1 Forms: 4-5 wose, 5 ose, (6
yse ) 5~7 wooze, 78 ouse, 8 ouze, 7- ooze.

[M K. wose-n, f. wose, OOZE rf.l i
, 2. The OE. verb

was wiesan (:*w4sjan) with umlaut : see WEESE.]
1. iiitr. Of moisture : To pass slowly or in

small quantities through the pores of a body ; to
make way gradually through small openings or
interstices

; to exude, to percolate.
1398 TREVISA Bartlt. De P. R. iv. xi. (Tollem. MS.), It

woseb and sweteb oute of blood. <r 1420 fallad. on Hnsl'.
ix. 116 To thyn hond wol sprynge or springes ose [scatere}.
a 1648 DIGBY Closet Open. (1677) 146 Ty it very close.. that
nothing may ouse out. 1658 ROWLAND Moufet's Tlieat.
Ins. 900 Lest the rain-water . . should soak and wooze into
their Hives. 1697 DRYDEN I'irg. Gtorg. in. 730 A wat'rish
Humour swell'd and ooz'd agen. 171(5 SWII-T Gnllhvr M.
viii, I saw the water ooze in at several crannies. wjjCHKYXK
Eng. Malady n. i. 8 5 (1734) 121 The Solids., will suffer this
thin and acriil Serum toouze through their Substances. 1799
.!/.-./. Jrnl. II. 355 The spring oozes out of a rock. 1822
I.MISON Sc. ff Art I. 107 The water oozed through the gold,
and stood like dew upon the surface. 1853 HERSCHI-T. i

/'</. Led. Sc. i. 18 (1873) 12 When a crack takes place in
ice, the water oozes up.

b. with advl). object : To ooze its way.
01849 POE Tales Ser. i. Gold Bug Wks. 1896 II. 77 A

scarcely perceptible creek, oozing its way through a wilder.
ness of reeds and slime.

C. Of a substance: To exude moisture. Also/fe
1398 TREVISA Rarth. De P. R. XML clxxiifi]. (MS. Bodl.)

If' '33/1 fe lree M sweteb and woseb thus hijt Libanus.
1513 FITZHMB. llusb. in The fetelockes .. wyl swel in

wynler tyme, and oyse of waler. a 1783 P.KOOKE Conradf
Poems 1 1810) 4^20/2

He the deadly wound Ere long discover 'd ;

for it still oozd crimson. 1820 KEATS Hyperion I. 137 This
passion.. made.. His IJruid locks to shake and ooze with
sweat. 1864 TENNYSON Sea Dreams 150 He.. then began
to bloat himself, and ooze All over with the fat affectionate
smile That makes the widow lean.

135

MCCARTHY Red Diamonds III. 198 No gleam of light .

oozed from its hooded windows.
b. Of internal qualities, private information, etc.

Often with oat, away.
1775 SHERIDAN Rivals v. iii, [My valour is certainly

going ! . . I feel it oozing out (as it were) at the palms of
my hands.] Ibid.

, Upon my conscience, ..your valour has
oozed away with a vengeance ! 1840 DICKENS Barn. Rudge
II, Gabriel felt his firmness oozing rapidly away 1858LYTTON What 'Mill he do (LJ.The ruffian felt a cold shudder

his courage oozed. 1867 A. BARRY AW C. Barry vi. 147Rumours began to ooze out. 1890 Spectator ii Jan., As
we understand the facts allowed to ooze out.
3. trans. To emit or give forth (moisture, etc.)

slowly or gradually. Often with out. Alsofig.
1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls) I. 63 Salt veynes imilleb

and woseth oute humours and moysture. 1737 BKACKI x
Farriery l,i,pr. (1756) I. 314 Ulcers that lie deep and ouze
out their Matter thro'.. winding Passages. 1822-34 (load's
Study Med. (ed. 4) IV. 466 A dry furfuraceous or scaly skin,
often oozing a calcareous material. 1845 MRS. CARI.YLI:
Lett. I. 337 His doe-skin boots were oozing out water,
1889 l'a/1 Mall G. 16 Oct. 2 '2 One can now hardly take
up a daily paper that does not ooze Federal Home Rule at
every page.

Ooze i,?7z) v.- rare.
[f. OOZE

.;/>.-'] trans. To
bury or embed in ooze.

1729 SAVAGE Wanderer iv. 137 The tront, that deep, in

winter, ooz'd remains, Up-springs.
Oozelet -zlet). nonce-wd. [f. OOZE .f/'.

1 or r. 1

+ -LET.] A small channel in which water ro?.es

through bog or mud.
1865 CAKLYI.R Fredk. Gt. xix. iv. (1872) VIII. iv> Wild

ground .. with lakelets, bushes, scrubs, and intricate meander-
ing little runlets and oo/clets.

Oozily, Doziness : see after Oozy.

Oozing (,/7'zin,), iibl. sl>.
[f. OOZE r'.l + -ixi; 1.]

The action of the verb Oozt:
;

also conci:, that
which oozes. Also_/fy.
1398 TREVISA ISarth. l>e /'. K. xm. ii. (Tollem. MS.\ Of

swetynge and wosynge [1582 wosing] of chynes and dennes
of be erbe water spryngeb. 1493 IHd. XVH. cxxi. (W. de W.)

3 Of the pyne appyll tree Cometh droppyngand woosynge
whyche is made harde wyth coldenesse .. and soo tornythin to a precyous stone that hyghte Electrum. 1695 tr.

CMatchs Ne'.v Lt. C/lirurg. put out 28 The ouzing out
of some little Blood. 1739 LABELYE Short An: "j'iers
ll'estu/. Bridge 50 The oozing in of the Water thro' the
Pores and Interstices of the Gravel. 1820 J. SCOTT in
Load. Maf. Jan., Like natural oozings from a mind "iftcd
with. .quick, .feeling. 1865 CARLVI.E Frrdk. Gt. xix.'iv. V.
466 Brooklets or muddy oozings wandering about.

Oozing ^7-zirj , ///. a.
[f. as prec. + -ixn-.]

That oozes; exuding moisture, or as moisture.
1710 T. FULLER riiarm. Extftnf. 334 The Acrimony of

the owzing Serum. 1878 J. KlRKwooii Serin. 371 It was
only an oozing fountain.

^ , ,-_. -,,.,.r l, 7,ool. [mod.L., f. Gr.

I-"-" cgg + Cva , pl. of (,'oW animal.] Carus's term
for unicellular animals, as resembling the ova of

higher animals; a synonym of PROTOZOA.
1881 CLEI.AND Evolution \. 9 Oken appreciated the corre-

spondence between the ovum, the beginning of life in the
complex animal, and the ' oozoa 'or simplest forms ofanimals.
Hence Oozo an. a member of the Oozoa.

Oozy (tt'zi), a. Also 4-5 wosie, 6 woosye,
7-8 ouzy; in branch II, osie, ozie, oasy, oazy.
[In branch I, OE. U'Jsi^, f. wos juice, OOZE .f/'.l

;

in branch II, late ME. waste, f. uvse mud, OOZK
slit ; in III a later formation related to OOZE z/.l]

fl. 1. Full of moisture, juicy. (OnlyOE.)
c looo Sa.r. Leechd. L 270 Deos wyrt . .ys we'l wosij.
II. Related to OOZE sl>.-, mud.

2. Of water: Charged with ooze or mud; muddy.
'39* TREVISA Barth.Dcl'.K. xm. v. (MS. Bodl.) If. 120/1Ihe Ryuer GlOB . .cotneb oute of Paradise, .it [is] troub!\e

erby slymy and wosie. I?82 W. GII.PIN Ofrserp. ll'ye (1789)
53 Its waters now became ouzy, and discoloured. 1791COWPF.R Iliad n. 1075 Xanthus deep-dimpled rolls his oozy
tide 1870 MORRIS Earthly 1'ar. I. i. 172 A brook ..Oozyand foul, half choked with grass.
3. Composed of or resembling ooze, having the

consistency of wet mud or slime. Of a sea-bottom:
Consisting of ooze or fine mud.
1563 GOLDISO Caesar (1565) 113 b, Ryding at anchor in

a woosye and open shore. 1610 HOLLAND Camdtris lirit \

639 Oasy mud in the botome. 1625 VvKSUaPUrrimt\\ \ in'
u. 2. 1367 Great flats of Osie Quagmires. 1629 MILTON Ode
Nativity 124 And bid the weltring waves their oozy channel
keep 1688 SIR R REDDING 13 Oct. in Boatc's Nat. Hist.
Irel. (1720) 189 1 he bottoms, . .part sandy, part stony, and

v
a
v v" o

ey> ^L
d

f
a Dlackclay- 1717 TABOR ml'/u'l. Trans.

A l

Lands in that Tract .. are still very owzy

2. transf. anAfig. To pass as through pores or
minute interstices, and so slowly, gradually, or

imperceptibly, a. Of air, wind, gas, light.
1814 W. IRVING T. Trav. I. 46 The wind oozing through

the rat-holes of the old mansion. 1871 Edit* 13 Dec., The
[sewer] gas which now oozes out into private houses. 1887
T. HARDY Woodlandfrs III. ii. 29 The

1

breeze was oozing
through the net-work of boughs as through a strainer. 1893

. rac ..are st very ovvzyand tender. 1730 WRIGLESWORTII Log JJi: of the Lyell2 June, Anchored in 17 Kath. .. in Oazy Ground. 1775ROMANS Flerutm App. 71 \
r

our first soundings will be about

,

fa
,,",'"

' ' z
>' ground. 1828 STARK Elein. Nat. Hist.

1. 298 Ihese birds. .frequent sea-shores, and the muddy and
oozy margins of large rivers. 1854 BADHAM Halieut. 42An oozy bottom does best for flat fish, such as soles, turbots
and plaice. 1890 H. H. JOHNSTON in Nature 13 Nov. 45 All

!

the oozy water-meadows are planted with rice.

fig. c 1440 Jacob's Well 68 ?oure body gaderyth euere i

more wose of synne, ..ber-fore 3oure body is a foul wosy
pytt 1*17 HIERON Wks. (16201 II. 225 The best of Gods i

children are now and then to bee dashed [= to-bedashedj
as they trauell thorow this oosie and muddy world. 1879
J. \-aov. Marriage 14 Any oozy region where the mere sedi.
ment of discussion settles.

b. Of a sound : Resembling that of something
falling heavily on ooze.

OPACITY.

1844 DICKENS Ma,t. Chi,:, xiii, It fell with an oozy,
slushy sound amom* the grass.

III. Related to OOZE z-.l

4. Exuding moisture ; damp with exuded or

deposited moisture.

1714 GAY Trk'ia ill. 197 The oozy Oyster. 1725 BRADLEY
J'ani. Diet., Fistula,* hollow ouzy Ulcer in the Posteriors
1725 PC, re Odyss. iv. 543 The seer.. Basks on the breezy
Bhore. .His oozy limbs. 1819 SIIKI.I.F.V Julian f, Maddalo
210 He climbed the oozy stairs Into an old courtyard
1858 HAWTHORNE />. ff It. Jrnls. I. 102 The floor of the
dun-eon oozy with wet. 1861 WOOLNER My keau.'i/iil
Laay 20 1'hrushes, which To feast on morsels oozy rich,
Cracked poor snails' curling niche.

b. Slimy or damp : said of seaweed.
(Perhaps with some reference to OOZE j/v1

)

1742 YOUNG .V/. Th. ix. 128 Oozy wreath And dismal sea-
weed crown her. 1762-9 KAICONKK Snifn-r. in. 661 By
oozy tangles grappled fast. 1819 SHEU.EV Ode to !!',>'
II ""I ni, The oozy woods [forests of seaweeds] which wear
1 he sapless foliage of the ocean.
Hence Oo'zily adv.. Oo ziness.
1684 tr. lionet's Merc. Comfit, xix. 706 Water-furrows

mai.L- to dram iheouziness of the Larth. 1745 tr. Columclla's
/fust', n. ix, A salt and bitter onsiness. 1871 R. Kins
Catullus \xi. 15 Hands to the winds above Torches oozily
swinging.

Op, ME. variant of UP a<fv., prep., x^A. prefix.
Op, a colloquial abbreviation ot OPTIME, q. v.
1828 Sporting Mag. XXI. 426 Aspirant Senior Ops' anil

embryo Wranglers. 1894 Cli. Times 26 Jan. 84 A pleasure
which he would not have exchanged for a place amon" the
Senior Ops.

Op-, the form of the L. prefix OB- before /, as

oppilate, oppose, oppress, oppugn. (Only one / is

pronounced in ling.

Opaao, obs. form of Or.vyuE.

Opacate (cpJi-k^t), v. rare. [f. ppl. stem of L.

opacart, f. opdf-its OPAQUE : see -ATE
''

$.] trans.
To render opaque, to dim.
1660 BOYLE .Yc-.u Exp. rhys. Mtch. xxxvii. 308 A white-

ness which did..opacate (as some speak) the inside of the
Glass, a 1691 ffist,Airxx.(i6gi) 196 The Air is.. some-
times more dark, and, as it were, muddy, being clogg'd and
opacated with terrestrial Streams. 1890 H . FRKDERII: Lawton
Girl 20 Eyes .. dimmed and opa< atcd by the effects of
dissipation.

tOpa'cious, a. Ol's. [irreg. f. I,, of,If- us +
-loi's.J v= OPACOCS.
1642 I'lea for Kim? 4 The opacious body of the earth.

(11672 STERRY Appear. God to Man Wks. (1710) 150 Here
nothing is opacious, or shady to keep out the Light. 1713
A. COI.I.IKR Claris 1'ni;'. ii. 2; Is the moon ..a luminous
thing?. .Xo; but a dark or opacious body.

Opacite (<">'pasait). .I//H. [mod. (1872) f. L.

opaf-us OPAQUE + -ITE 1.] (See quots.)
1879 RUTLEY Stud. Rocks x. 166 Opacite is the term

applied to perfectly opaque, black, amorphous, microscopic
granules, patches, or scales. 1880 Kana's Min. App. ii. 42
Opucite, a name proposed by Vogelsang for the black
opaque scales or grains. .which cannot be identified with
magnetite, menaccanite, or any other mineral.

Opacity (opre-siti). [a. F. opacitt (ij-ifith c.

in I latz.-Darm.), ad. L. opacitds, f. opticus OPAQUE.]
1 he quality or fact of being opaque ; opaqueness.
1. The state of being in shadow

; darkness, dim-
ness, obscurity ; also, an instance of this.
1611 COIGR-, Opafite, opacitie, shadinesse, vmbrage [etc.].

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. vi. x. (1686) 26; Others
ascribe these causes to thegraduality of Opacity and Light.
1656 S. H. Gold, l.a-.i' 103 Artificial Opticks .. to amplifie
thy sight, and dispel Opacity, a 1763 SHENSTONE Ess.
(180613 He renders the opacity of the other more discernible.
1807 KNOX & JEHU Corr. I. 358 When the soul emerges from
the opacities of this mortal life. 1812 G. CHALMERS Dont.
KiOii. Gt. Brit. I'ref. 13 The glimmering of the faintest
dawn is more invigorating than the gloom of total opacity.

b. The condition of .not reflecting light.
1794 G. ADAMS Nat. $ E.vp. Philos. II. xxi. 402 Opacity

.. (in one sense] .signifies want uf transparency; in the
latter, that no light comes from the Iwdy. 1862 TVNDAI.L
Mountaineer, ix. 75 It was most interesting to observe ..
tree after tree losing its opacity and suddenly robing
itself in glory.
2. The quality or condition of being impervious

to light : opposed to transparency or translucency.
1634 PEACHAM Gentl. Exerr. in. 139 As Cristall, Ice, &"c.. . .

, , .

by reason of their perspicuitie .. so are Quicksilver, Silver,
Lead, Steele, Iron, Tin, and the like, by

, ,

reason of their, , , , e e, y reason o ter
opacity. 1638 WII.KINS ffav World i. (1684) 102 An Orb
ot thick Vaporous Air. . though it have not so great Opacity,
as to terminate the Sight. 1750 Ir. ilmtntmf Mirr. Stones
35 Perspicuity, or opacity, occasion many differences in
stones. 1796 HOME in I'/iil. Trans. LXXXV1I. 9 A ladywho had lost the sight of both [eyes], by opacities in the
crystalline lenses. 1814 A. AIKIN Man. Mia. Introd. 31
When the passage of light is entirely stopped opacity
comes on. 1885 Chauili. Jrnl. II. 140/2 The. .milk-tester
which.. owes its efficiency to the relative opacity of pure
milk and milk and water.

b. transf. Acoustic opacity, imperviousness to

waves of sound.

1871 TYNDALL Fragm. Sc. (1879) I. x. 331 Here we had
he

come to a different conclusion.

3. fig. a. Darkness or obscurity of meaning.
b. Mental or intellectual dullness; denseness or

obtuseness of intellect; concr. one in whom this is

embodied.



OPACOTJS.

a- 1560 HOLLAND Crt. I'enns n. 497 Sa full thnir wark'is

was of opacitie [<v/. iSS-i/r. oporcitiej.

b. 1640 lip. HALL Serve, i John \. 5, Wks. 1837 V. 421 1 hat

gloomy and base opacity of conceit, wherewith our earthly

minds are commonly wont to be overclouded, a 1677 BARROW
.SVr;//.Wks. 1716 1 1 1. 375 No Discourse could., penetrate those

Opacities of Ignorance. 1837 CAKLYLE Misc. h'ss., Ittirabcau ,

(18721 V. 202 Natural opacity being so doubly and trebly

darkened by accidental difficulty and perversion. 1844

Misc. (1865' IV. 297 The Opacities have been plea-ed to
.

suppress this election. 1874 LISLE CAKR Jitti. Cwynne I.

iv. 1 1 1 A light dawned through the thick opacity of his brain.

OpaCOUS (0p^'k3), a. Nowra/v. [f. L. optic-its

OPAQUE + -OI
T

S.]
= OPAQUE a.

tL = OPAQUE i. Obs.

1621-3 Minni-KToN & ROWI.KV Chang-ding \. iii, \Vhat an
}

opacous body had that moon that last chang'd on us ! 1657
1 HOKNLKY tr. Longiis Dapknis % Chloc 52 This Harden is

thick, opacous, and shady. 1709 Taffy's Triumph* Trusting
To the dark covert of the opacous night.

fb. = OPAQUE i b. Obs,

1712 tr. Pomet's Hist. Dwgs I. 108 Too much of the
(

Powder makes the Metal black and opacous,
2. = OPAQUE 2.

1625 N. CARI-ENTKR Geog. Del. !. i. (1635)11 The shadowes
imitate the opucou* bodies, whence they arise. i66a MMKRETT
tr. Xi-ris Art <>/Cilass .\Hi. The glass becomes transparent,
and no more Opacous. 1755 11. MARTIN Mag. Arts fy Sc.

36 Occasioned by an Krupiion of Smoke, and other opacous l

Mailer. 1814 CARV I^mtc (Chandos Classics) 159 Through
which thou saw'st no better, than the mole Doih through

opacous membrane. x863 LOWKLL L'ndtr \\'ill<ni.>$ 201 The
sound of human voice Or footfall.. Doth in opacous cloud

precipitate The consciousness.

Hence Opacously ad~\, opaquely; Opa'cous-
ness, opaqueness.
1656 STANLEV Hist, rhilos. v. ; 1701) 208/1 The first Mind,

by its opacousness eclipsing their lustre. 1666 BOYLE

Orig. Formes <V Qual. Wks. 1772 III. 43 Gravity and levity,

firmness and fluidity, opacousness.. transparency, Sic. 1670
K. R. Anintadr. Glani-itl's Xe Tins Ultra 147 It seemed. .

opacously red as Tent wine.

t Opa cular, a. 0/>s. rare~ l
. [f. L. opac-its,

on some mistaken analogy.] Somewhat opaque.
1761 STKRNK Tr. Shamty III. xx. Auth. Pref., To free it

from any little mo;e>, or specks of opacular matter.

Opah. {/'''pa . [See quot. 1750.] A rare fish
]

of the North Atlantic \Lampris guttatu$\ of the ;

mackerel family, having a compressed oviform

body with long single dorsal and anal fiiK, con-

spicuous for iu brilliant colour, which varies from
;

green to bright golden with n/ure reflexions. Also
|

called the King-fish and Moon-fish.

1750 Phil. Trans. XLVI. 519 The black Prince, and his

Cousin, from Anamahoe on the Coast of Guinea, and Mr. l

Creighton, formerly Governor of Capo Corso Castle, upon j

seeing this Fish immediately knew it, and said it was common
on that Coast. ..The Natives call it Opah, and the English I

there call it the King-fish. 1798 T. HINOERWKLI, Hist, i

Scarborough \\. ii. 229 The Opah or King-fish is of singular

beauty. 1860-5 Corui Brit. Fiskss II. i u- l899 DunJee
Advert. 28 Sept. 7 A magnificent specimen of the rare

British fish the opah has been captured in the North Sea ..

the dimensions .. are, length 3 feet 7^ inches, width 2 feet

gj- inches, ..and weight 88 Ibs.

Opake, obs. form of OPAQUE.

Opal (<w*pal). [ad. L. opal-its 'Pliny) ;
cf. Gr.

una\\tos
; according to \Veigand II. 31 1

,
from

Skr. npahi
'

precious stone, gem ', the opal having
been first brought from India. Cf. 1

;
'

.opale (i6tho.

opalle in Littre').]

1. An amorphous form of hydrous silica, some-
j

what resembling quartz, but in certain species

exhibiting a delicate play of colour; these when
\

cut are valuable as gems.
Many varieties have specific names : common opal, of

milk-white or bluish colour, with reflexion of green, yellow,
and red; black opal: see quot. 1884 ; yf/vror snnopal, harlc-

quilt, prcci0it$,Q'c noble opal: see quot. \9,-}^;seini-of>att ivjod-

o/>al, opaquer varieties. See also CACHOLONG, GKYSI um:,
GIKASOL, HYALITE, HYDHOPIIANK, JASI'-OCAL, MKMI.I i K.

Among the fancies formerly associated with the opal was,
lhat when carried on the person wrapped in a bay-lc.if ii

conferred invisibility.

11398 TRKVISA Barth. De /'. A*, xvi. Ixxii. (MS. Dodl.) If.

179/1 Optalius hatte Opalis also and is a stone distingued
with coloures of diuers precious stones .. bercin is be firei

coloure of be Carlnmcle, J>e schynynge purpur of Amatistus,

|?e bri^t grene coloure of the Smaragdus, and as coloure

schyneb |>erein wib a manere diuersite. 1567 MAPLET
Gr. Forest 16 Oppalus . . is a stone in colour Tike to vcrio

many, and those cleane contrarie gems.] 1598 KLORIO,

Opalo, a diuers coloured precious stone called an Opaltr.
1601 HOLLAND Pliny II. 614 In the Opal you shal see the

burning fire uf the Carbuncle or Ruby, the glorious purple
of the Amethyst, the greene sea of the Emeiaud, and all

glittering together. 1630 H. JONSON *Vw Inn i. vi, I had
No medicine, sir, to go invisible: ..nor an opal Wrapped
in bay-leaf, in my left Jist, to charm Their eyes with. 1690
LOCKE Hutu. Und. iv. iii. (1695) 313 To this, perhaps, will

be said, has not an Opall, or the infusion of Lignnnt
Nephriticnm, two Colours at the same time? 1727-46
THOMSON Summer 156 Thick thro' the whitening Opal phiy
thy Beams. 1846 RUSKIN Mod. Pamt. I. 11. n. i. 14

Every one knows how capriciously the colours of a fine

opal vary from day to day, and how rare the lights are

which bring them fully out. 1865 G. MEREDITH A*. Fleming
xvi, A really fine opal, coquetting with the lights of every
gem. . ; it shot succinct red flashes, and green, and yellow
..it was veined with lightning hues, and at times it slept
in a milky cloud, innocent of fire, quite maidenlike. 1874
H. M. WESTROPP Man. Prec. Stones 38 The noble or

precious opal.. exhibits a rich play of prismatic colours.
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which flash from minute fissures apparently striated with r

microscopic lines. . . This variety is called the Harlequin opal. I

Ibid. 39 Fire Opal is a rich hyacinth-red variety of opal,
from Alexico. It is also called Oirasol and Sun opal. 1884

J-lncycl. Brit. XVII. 777/1 The so-called 'black opals'
. consist of this matrix [of dark brown ironstone] penetrated
ill all directions by veins and spots of opal, forming a mix-
ture sometimes known as

'

root of opal '.

b. fg. in reference to its various and changing
colours.

1591 SYLVI:STKR Pit Rartas \. ii. 306 When we see Aurora

passing gay, With Opals paint the Cieling of Cathay. 1601

SHAKS. Tivel. A", ll. iv. 77 The Tailor make thy doublet of

changeable Taffata, for thy minde is a very Opall.

2. A commercial appellation of semi-translucent

white glass;
=-- OPALINE sb. 2.

1889 Adot^ Photographic Views, Medallions, Etchings
and Opals. 1891 \V. J. DAWSON Redeittpt. E. Strahan iii.

49 Her work was to paint flowers and little landscapes
on opal.

3. attrib. passing into aJj. Of or resembling the

opal or that of the opal, opalescent.
a 1649 PPU.MM. OF HAWTH. PMIIIS Wks. (1711) 26 Now an

opal hew Bepaintx heaven's crystal. Ibid. 40 Aurora, .with

her opal light Night's horrburs checketh, putting stars to

flight. 1667 MIL-ION P. L. ll. 1049 Farr off th' Kmpyre.il
Heav'n . . With Opal Towrs and Battlements adorn'd Of
living Saphire. 1756 C. LUCAS Ess. U 'aters III. 307 A kind
of opal color is produced. 1817 CAMI-UKLL Revlhtra 187 .

When the opal morn first flushed the sky. f 1865 J. WVLDK
in Circ. Sc. I. 149/1 It should present an. opal appearance.
4. Comb., as opal-coloured, -globed, -hued, -like,

tinted acljs. ; opal-agate v
see quot.); opal blue,

a carefully prepared spirit-blue ; opal glass, v
a

= OPALINE sb. 2
; (Ir, glass iridescent like the opal ;

opal-jasper = JASP-OPAL ; opal plate, a plate of

opal glass on which a photograph is taken.

1896 A. H. CHKSTER Diet. Names Jllin.,
*
Opal-agate,

opaf, with an agate-like structure, showing bands of different

colours. 1880 FRISWELL in Sec. Arts Jrnl. 445 The hydro-
chloride, .is known as*opal blue. 1598 SYLVESTER Dullartas
n.ii. ii. />Wy/02ioTh'*Opal-colour'd Morn. l847EMEKSox
J'acuis (1857) 55 The opal-colored days. 1885 "Opal-glass

[see OPALOTYPE]. 1890 Antluny's Photogr. Bull. III. 104
For a good negative illuminator, ..a duplex or other *opal-

globed lamp will not be far to seek. iSSs OflDA Mttretiuna

iro An *opul-hued light on land, and sky and sex 1896
A. H. CHESTER Diit. .Vames Mill.,

'

'Opal-jasper, common
opal with the color of yellow jasper. 1598 .SVI.VESIKH l)u

liar/as ll. ii. I. Ark 495 Still i*opal-like) some changeable
is seen.

Opaled >i-pald\ ///. a. rare. [f. OPAL + -ED
2.] ;

Made iridescent like an
opal.

a 1849 POE Al Aaranf \. iil, A wreath that twined each

starry form around, And all the opnl'd air in colour bound.

Opalesce ^"pale's;, v. [f. OPAL + -esfe, repr. L.

-escere in alblsccre, etc. : see OPALKSCEXT.] intr.

To exliibit a play of colours or iridescence like

that of the opal.
1819 J. (1. CHILDREN- Chan. Anal. 440 Nitrate of mercury

is a very delicate test of the presence of hyposulphurous
acid . . when only one hundred-thousandth is present, it

op.ilesct.-s on a few minutes standing.

Opalescence (/'"pale'sens . [f.as next (- -ENCE.]
The quality of being opalescent ; a play of various

colours as in the opal ; milky iridescence.

1803-17 R. JAMI.SOX Char. Min. (ed. 3) 256 Some minerals,
when held in particular directions, reflect from single spots

in their interior a coloured shining lustre, and this is \\ hat

is understood by Opalescence. 1879 St. George's tlt'sp.

Rep. IX. 647 A persistent Opalescence of the urine. 1879
Roon Oiroumtiis 55 Not only liquids and solids exhibit

this phenomenon of Opalescence.

Opalescent (<
T
"pale-stnt), a. [f. OPAL +

-ESCENT.] Exhibiting a play of various colours

like that of the opal ; having a milky iridescence.

1813 1!.\KE\VF.LL tutrod. <7n>/.(i8ij) Vocah. 488 Opalestext,

transmitting variously coloured light combined with a milky
cloudiness, as in the siliceous stone called opal 1846
RUSKIN Mfii. Paint. I. II. I. vii. 15 Titian hardly ever paints

sunshine, but a certain opalescent twilight which has as

much of human emotion as of imitative truth in it. 1868

LOSSING liiuison 33 The beautiful labradorite, or opalescent

felspar. 1880 Sat. Rev. 20 Mar. 385/r 'Itie opalescent effects

manifested by specimens of glass after being long buried

underground.

Opalesque (o~pale-sk \ a. [f. OPAL + -ESQUE.]

Opal-like in colour or iridescence; opalescent.

OPAQUE.
1861 C. W. KING Antique Gems i. 8 When the stone

[Calcedony] has a bright tinge of yellow, it is named the
( )paline. 1874 WKSTKOPP Gems 43.

2. A semi-translucent glass, whitened by the

addition of phosphate of lime, peroxide of tin, or

other ingredient ;
also called milk-glass.

1873 KNIGHT Diet. Mecti. 1561/1.

3. An opaline colour, surface, or expanse.
1871 R. ELLIS Catullus IxiiL 88 When he saw the sexless

Attis by the seas' level opaline. 1893 MRS. C. PKAED Onf-
law ff Lawmaker II. v. 13 In some places the pool was
covered with a strange opaline.

Opalish(ff"'palif),a. rare. [f. OPAL + -ISH l.]

Somewhat like opal in colour.

1805 Phil. Trans. XCV. 336 The last portion of edulcor-

ating water dropped through the filter of an opalish hue.

Opalize vi^'iabiz ,
v. [f. OPAL + -IZE.]

1. intr. To exhibit a play of colours like the

opal ;
to opalesce.

1811 PINKERTON PetraL I. 580 A coal.. in which crimson,

green, blue, and yellow, perfectly opalise or interchange;
so that the substance has more splendour than even the

noble opal.

2. trans. To make iridescent like an opal.

Chiefly in O'palized ///. a., converted into opal,
made opaline or opalescent.
iSn I'INKKKION Petral. I. 159 The beautiful opalised kind

of felspar, called Labrador stone. 1838 T. THOMSON Chem.

Org. BotKt* 99 Either not at all or only very slightly

opalized by caustic ammonia. 1842 liKANDE Diet. Sci. etc.,

Opaliztd 'Mood, petrified by silica, and acquiring a structure

resembling common opal.

Opaloid '('"'paloid), a. [f.
OPAL + -oin.] Re-

sembling an opal in appearance; having a milky
translucence.
1883 Dredges Electr. Ilium. \. 643 Each lamp being

enclosed within a ground [glass] or opaloid shade.

O-paloty pe. [f- L. opal-ns OPAL + TYPE.]
A positive photograph on opal glass. Also attrib.

1885 Span's H'orkshop Appliances 294 Opalotype pictures.

Opalotypes by the wet process. It is only necessary to use

opal glass instead of patent plate.

Opan, obs. form of UPON.

Opaque (cpi
T
''k),a. (sb.) Forms : 5-9 opake,

(7 opace, 7-8 opao), 8 opaac, 7
- opaque, [ad.

L. opac-us shaded, darkened, dark, whence also

It., Sp., Tg. opaco, F. opaque (1*1500 in Hatz.-

Darm.) ; hence the current Eng. spelling, which is

rare before the igth c.]

fl. Lying in shadow ;
not illuminated, darkened,

obscure. Obs.

CI4M Paliad. on llnsl'. n. 262 They honge hem vp in

place opake and drie. 1647 H. MOKK Points 53 The Nights
nimble net That doth encompasse every opake ball, That
swims in liquid air. 1696 \\ IIISTON T/i. Earth (1722) 37

The Opake and obscure parts were . . perfectly inconsider-

able. 1775 Chron. in Ann. Keg. 1 10/1 The light of the sun

was somewhat opake, by the shadows, as if two or three

digits were eclipsed.

b. Of a body or surface: Not reflecting or

emitting light ; not shining or lustrous, dull, dark.

1794 C.. ADAMS Kat. ft Kxf. Philos. IV. xxlfvii. ii The

planets are all opake, or dark bodies. 1800 tr. Lagrange's
Client. I. 293 It has an opake colour, interspersed with

yellowish spots. 1816 KIRBY & SP. Entomol. IV. 284

Ofaqitt, . a surface which does not reflect the light at all.

1847 F.MERSON Poems (1857) 154 Thou, in our astronomy
An opaker star. 1877 BLACK

.
Green Past, xxxvii, An opaque,

solid green not unlike sealing-wax.

2. Impermeable to light, not transmitting light,

not transparent ; hence, impenetrable to sight.

1641 FRENCH Distill, v. (1651) 168 If you would have this

masse not to be transparent but opac. 1664 POWER E.rp.

1'liiks. II. 103 These Luminous and Opace Bodies 1 1 mean

pool of water lies, fluent and opalesque, under an amber
slab. 1877 BLACK Green Past, xxxi, (The hills] are on the

contrary of a pale opalesque blue and white.

Opaline i/''palin, -sin), a. and sb. [f. OPAL -f

-JNE, after adamantine, amethystine, crystalline,

etc. Cf. V.opalin (1801 in llatz.-Darm.\]
A. adj. Having the colour or iridescence of an

opal ; opalescent.
1784 Cofk's yd t'oy. 111. xiii. II. 257 Assuming various

tints uf blue, from a pale sapphirine, to a deep violet colour ;

which were frequently mixed with a ruby, or opaline red-

ness. 1826 KIKBV & SP. Entomol. IV. 283 Opalin.', . . a

blueish while reflecting the prismatic colours. 1831 R. KNOX

Ctvquet's Anal. 626 By boiling, they lose their transparency,
and acquire an opaque opaline tint. 1894 P. PISKERTON

Adriatica, Seng for I'enice, Now shall Vene/ia shine In

waters opaline.

B. sb. 1. 'A term sometimes applied to a variety

of yellow chalcedony which presents an opaline

semi-opacity
'

(Westropp).

On Apparitions 26 They are habitable bodies, solid, opaac
:.- this earth. 1818 FARADAY Exp. Res. vii. 19 Exposed to

the air these crystals became opake. 1867 BAKER Nile

Tribal, xii. 314 The lions . . having the advantage of thick

and opaque jungle. 1869 TYNDAI.L Notes Lect. Light 21 It

is the frequency of the reflexions at the limiting surfaces of

air and water that renders foam opaque.

b. transf. Not transmitting heat, sound, etc.

1876 TAIT Kec. Adv. Pliys. Sc. viii. (ed. 2) 205 Extremely

opaque to radiant heat.

3. fig. a. Hard to understand or make out; not

clear, lucid, or distinct ;
obscure.

1761 STERNE Tr. Shandy III. xx. Auth. Prcf., To darken

your hypothesis by placing a number of tall, opake words. .

betwixt your own and your readers' conception. 1789

BUKNKY Hist. Mas. (ed. 2) I. II. 242 An opake expression,

upon which they are utterly unable to throw a single ray
of light. 1845 CAKLYLE Cromwell (1871) I. 94 Whoever
wishes, .may consult the opaque but authentic Commons
Journals.

b. Impervious to reason, unintelligent, dense,

obtuse, dull.

[i7S5 YOUNG Centaur vi. Wks. 1757 IV. 260 We have in

abundance.. lunar great men. Men in themselves opaque,
who borrow beams, from their circumstances, or situation.]

1850 CAKLYLE Latter-d. 1'amph. i, A fund of purblind

obduracy, of opaque flunkeyism grown truculent and tran-

scendent. i88a MRS. OLIPHANT Lit. Hist, l-'.tig. III. 227

Too opaque to understand her husband's jeers.

4. Comb., as opaqite-souled adj.

'793 BURNS Let. ta Ainslie 26 Apr., If any opaque-souled
lubbtr of mankind complain.



OPAQUE.

B. sb. a. Something opaque ;
a medium or

space through which light cannot pass. Also_/f^.

1741 YOUNG Nt. Th. \. 43 Thro' this opaque of nature, and
of soul, This double night, transmit one pitying ray, To
lighten, and to chear. 1814 SOI'THEV Roderick xxi. 429,

I watch'd-.And deem'tl the deep opake would Wot Her

beams. i8aa\V. TENNANT Thane ofFife \. loThat arrowed

through th' opaque their forky lire. 1824 Miss FRRBIER

Inker, xxxvi, The light began to penetrate the dim opaque
of his understanding.

b. A shade for the eyes.

1900 \Vestm. Gaz. 21 Jan. 1/2 Mr. B., who has suffered

by a lamp explosion, appeared with an opaque stuck over

his forehead for the protection of his eyes from the rays of

electric light.

Opa'que, v. [f. OPAQUE a. : cf. L. opiicdre to

OPACATE.] trans. To render opaque.
1880 S. LANIFR Poems, Crystal 23 Not one but winks His

ray, opaqued with intermittent mist. 1888 Sci. Artier. LIX.

235/3 The most .. practical way of opaqueing the back-

grounds on negatives of furniture.

Opaquely (op^-kli), adv. [f. as prec. + -LY 2
.]

In an opaque manner, so as to be opaque.
1746 BADCOCK in Phil. Trans. XLIV. 191 TIs opaquely

of a clear \Vhite. 1858 CARLVLE Fredk. Gt. v. i. 1 1872) II.

58 Raised into a kind of cloudy narcotic Olympus, and

opaquely superior to the ills of life. 1860 All ) 'ear Round
No. 42. 362 Glass, .opaquely steamed with youthful breath.

Opaqueness ^op^'knes). [f. as prec. + -NESS.]
The quality of being opaque ; opacity.
1647 H. MORE Song of Soul \\. i. n. xxxi, The Earths

opakeness enemie to Light. 1742 H. BAKER Microsc. \. xiii.

53 The Transparency or Opakeness of an Object. 1855 tr.

Labarte's Arts Mid. Agesvt, 159 Giving, .complete opaque-
ness to the colours. 1803 Columbus (O.) Disfi. 12 Jan., We
are often the victims of our own opaqueness or prejudice.

1897 HUGHES Medit. Fever a. 44 [It] gives rise to a general
and increasing opaqueness.

Opard, obs. f. UPWARD. Opassom, obs. f.

OPOSSUM. Opbigge, Opbraid, etc. : see UP-.

Ope (<>
llp) # and sb. [Reduced from open, the

n being dropped as in pa. pples. : cf. awake
for awaken, wove(n, bespoke(ii, etc.]
A. adj.

= OPEN a. in various senses. (Only
pred. or after the sb.) Now arch, zndfoet.
a 1250 Owl <y Night. 168 Vor swikedom haved schome and

hete, }if hit is ope and uuder^ete. c 1290 .S". Eng. Leg. I.

28/66 Heleideope him bis bok. 1426 LVDG. DeGuil.Pilgi:
4841 The large wonde vp-on my syde Al hope, I gene hem
to refut. 1549-62 STERNHOLD & H. Te Dennt, Thou heavens

kingdom didst set ope. 1595 SHAKS. John. 11. i. 449 The
mouth of passage shall we fling wide ope. 1678 BUXVAX
Pilgr. I. 1 86 To keep ope their drowsie slumbring eyes.
1820 KEATS Ode to Psyche 66 A casement ope at night, To
let the warm Love in f 1873 BROWNING Red Cott. Xt.-cap
211 With both eyes wide ope.

B. sb. [Cf. OPEN sb.]

fl. = OPENJ. 2, OPENING vbl. sb. 5. Obs.
1611 W. SCLATER Key (1629)293 What an

<
ope I should

giue to aduersaries. 1627 Exp. 2 T/u'ss.'(i62g) 167 Its

fearefull when God . . intercludes all possibility or ope for

returne out of errour.

2. = OPEN sb. i, OPENING vbl. sb. 2. a. Arch.

1845 PETRIE Round Towers fret. 371 Pointed opes, splayed
reveals. 1878 MVITTIE Ch. Ch. Cathedral 59 The central

ope of each triplet having a trefoiled head.

b. local. (See quot. 1880.)
1866 N.tyO. 3rd Ser. IX. 320/1 At the street corner, where

the name of the street is usually painted, you find Charles'

Ope, Chapel street Ope. 1880 IV. Cornwall Gloss., Ope, a
narrow covered passage between two houses; an opening.

1893 Q. [CoucH] Delect. Duchy 227 Her window yonder,
over the ope.

Ope (0"p), v- [Reduced from OPEN v. after

prec.]
= OPEN v. in various senses. (Chiefly, and

since iyth c. exclusively, poet.)
c 1430 Tivo Cookery-bks. 18 Take be hennys & skalde hem
& ope hem. 1573 TUSSER Husb. (1878) 210 Which opte his

doore to rich and poore. 1577 WHETSTONE Rcntcmbr. Life
Gascoigne xii, The windowes of my mu.se, then straight I

ope. 1607 SHAKS. Timon v. iv. 47 Set but thy foot Against
our rampyr'd gates, and they shall ope. 1610 Temp. i.

ii. 37 The howr's now come The very minute byds thee ope
thine eare. 1664 WOOD Life Jan. (O. H. S.) II. 4 Going to

his study doore and oping it. 1741-2 GRAY Agrip. 451

Oped his young eye to bear the blaze of greatness. 1807
CRABBK Par. Reg. \. 662 He opes his ample jaws, And lets

a frog leap down, to gain applause. 1849 WHITTIER Leg.
Sf. .Mark 80 Lord, ope their eyes that they may see !

Ope = HOOP sb:'" 2, bullfinch; cf. OLPH.
1669 WORLIDCK Syst. Agric. (1681) 266 Kill the Opes or

Bull finches that feed on the buds of Fruit-trees.

Ope, obs. f. HOPE; UP, UPON/?V/.
[Opeagha, a misreading or misprint for quagha^

QUAOGA.
1776 MASSON in Phil. Trans. L.XVI. 297. 1797 Encycl.

Brit. VI. 713/1; etc.]

Ope-head: see OPENHKAD, quot. 1297.

OpeidoSGOpe (oparddfektmp .
[f.

Gr. &ff, 6ir-

voice + f5o-s form, image + -SCOPE.] An in-

strument invented by Prof. A. E. Dolbear (West
Virginia), consisting of a tube closed at one end

by a tense membrane, having attached to its centre

a small mirror, to show the musical vibration

caused by speaking or singing at the open end.

1873 A. E. DOLBEAR in Prescott S/>. Telephone (1879) 26z
While engaged in making a manometric flame capsule, I

invented the opeidoscope.

t Ope-land. local. Obs. [f. OPE a. + LAND.J
//r*. Open ground : see quot.
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1674 RAY S. % E. C. Words 74 Ope lanac, ground plowed
up every year, ground that is loose or open, Suff". 1726 Diet.
Rnst. (ed. 3\ Hook-Land^ or Ofc-landt

Land ploughed and
sowed every Year.

Opelet (0'p|let). [f. OPH<Z. + -J.ET.] A name
of a sea-anemone, Ammonia sttltata, so called

because the tentacles cannot be retracted.

1860 GOSSE Actinologia Hritannica 162 The English name
(Opelet) I have formed for it., alludes to the habitually open
condition of the disk. Ihid. 165 No very special care is

required to maintain the health and vigour of the Opelet in

Obs. [f. OPE a. + -LY
-'.]

=
captivity.

tO-pely, adv.

OPENLY adv.
a 1250 O'wI <$ Night. 853 Hit is alre wilder mest, J>at bu

darst li;e so opeliche. c 1250 Gen, -y Ex. 2583 Do bad ois

king al opelike.. Euerilc knape child of 'dat kin, ben a-non
don Se flod wid-in. 1460 Peuton Lett. I. 511 He seyil opely
to the prior, heryng myche folk in the chirch.

Open (/"'p n), sb. [Partly vbl. sb. f. OPEN v.
;

partly ellipt. use of OPEN .]

I. 1. = OPENING vbl. sb. i nn aperture.
c 1470 HENRY Wallace vin. 1065 The fyr brak in at all

opynnys about. 1483 Cath. Angl. 260/2 p* Opyn of y*
heile, calvarla. 1686 BLRN-ET Lett. Trav. Switzerland,
etc. \v. (1750) 233 At the Top there is an Open left of thirty
Foot in Diameter. 1716 LEONI tr. Albert?s Arc/tit. II. 41/1
The height of the Open of that door is divided into three

parts. 1782 A. MONRO Anat. Bones^ JVerri's, etc. 66 The. .

unossified. .part of the cranium [inj new-born children, called

by the vulgar the open of the head. 1885 MRS. C. PRAFO
Head Station 21 Other dusky* forms.. sprawled on red
blankets at the open of their gunyahs.

t>. The mouth or estuary of a river.

1710 Lond. Gaz. No. 4655/3 The Dunwich. .gave Chace
to a French Privateer, .in the open of Humber, and. .took

her, and brought her into the River.

c. heal. (Lincolnsh.) A gap in the sand dunes

through which a road passes to the shore.

Mod. We drove through Theddlethorpe Open [or Opening].
d. Mining. (See quot.)

1881 RAYMOND Alining Gloss., Ofatts, large caverns.

2. - OPENING vbl. sb. 5.

1711 SHAFTKSB. Charac. (1737) III. 293 The poor, .shadow
of an adversary has said as little for his cause as can be

imagin'd, and given as many opens and advantages as cou'il

be desir'd. 1757 MRS. GRIFFITH Lett. Henry $ Frances

(1767) II. 230 Perhaps this may leave an open to sarcasm.
1866 TROLLOPF, CIaverings xx.\, Down he went, and not

finding a good open for a hazard, again waxed himself to

the cushion.

II. sb. use of OPEN a.

T~ 3. Open, unconcealed, or plainly seen condition.

Phr. in open, (a) in public, openly ; (l>) clearly,

plainly ; info open, into public view, etc. Obs.

1382 WVCLIF ll'isd. xiv. 17 These whom in opene men
myjten not wrshipen. 1388 (Purvey) Litke\\ii. 17 Nether
hid thing, which schal not be knowun, and come in to open.
1390 LlowER Con/. I. 62 He seith in open, fy ! to Sinne, And
in secre ther is no vice Of which that he nis a Norrice.

1430-40 LVDG. Becfttut i. vi. (1554! 9 Their piteous fate in

open to expresse. 1613 SHAKS. Hen. VII/
t
in. ii. 405 The

Lady Anne.. This day was view'd in open as his Queene.
1646 BP. MAXWELL Burd. Issach. m Phenix (17081 II. 285
You shall have them anon in open contemning Sovereign
Authority.
4. a. The open : the open space, (a) The part of

the country not fenced or enclosed
; () Clear

space ; ground without buildings, trees, or other
'

cover'; (c) The open water, in sea or river; (*/)

The open air.

1624 CAPT. SMITH Virginia in. 65 Presently from each
side the river came arrowes. .whereat we returned to get
the open.. we seised on all their canowes, and moored them
In the midst of the open. 1732 POPE Ess. Ulan \. 10 Try
what the open, what the covert yield. 1858 KINGSLEV My
Hunting Song in Andromeda, etc. 128 One more fence and
we Ve out on the open. 1859 LAWRKNCE Siwrd ty Gown \.

53 [The-clergyman] had never had the satisfaction of a ' shot
in the open

'

at that stout-hearted sinner. 1875 WOLSEI.KV
in Bedford Sailor's Pocket Bk. vii, (ed. 2) 248 In tropical
climates it is pleasant at night to bivouac in the open. 1880

Daily Tel. 16 Feb., The soldier is taught how to attack in

i the open. 1883 Harper's Mag. Aug. 445/2 The I'ittdc.r. ,

I

beat in the open the.. schooner. ., both being reefed down.
1893 Daily Tel. 3 Oct. 5/3 A quantity of ripe raspberries. .

! grown in the open.
b. An open or clear space.

1796 Hist. Ned Evans I. 193 He was astonished to see so
extensive an open in the midst of a populous city.

5. Stock Exchange. The open market.
1898 Daily News 9 May 2/3 In the open, bar gold \

remained in strong demand for America at aliout 775. <$d. .

per ounce.

6. Comb.) as open-grown adj.) grown in the open \

air or ground.
1894 Daily News 7 Apr. 5/4 Open-grown rhubarb costs

$d. the bundle.

Open 0?'p'n), a. (adv.) Forms: i- open;
also 3 (Orm.) openn, 4 -in, -ine, -ene, -enne,
-one, -oun, (hop(p)yne), 4-5 opun, -on, 4-6
-yn, -yne ; 5 oppyn, -on, 6 oppin, -ine, -en,
'Sc. appin). [A Com. Teut. adj. ; OE. open
= QS.opan (MDu., Du. open"}, OFris. epin, OIIG.

offan (MUG., Ger. offen\ ON. opinn, opin, opit \

^Da. aaben
t
Sw. in comb, oppcn-] ; not recorded !

in Gothic; OTeut. type *upano- t *itpitio-, app.
from the root of UP adv. In all the langs., the
word has the form of a strong pa. pple., as if

: meaning
'
set up ',

'

put up ',
but no corresponding

OPEN.

vb. exists. Cf., however, for the sense, the obs. or

dial, 'put up the door', 'set up the door* (Ger.
maeht die thiir auf),

' the door is up, put it to'.

The o, orig. short, was lengthened in ME. at the

end of the stressed syllable, as in stolen^ woven, etc.]

I. Physical senses.

1. Of a door, gate, or the like : Not '

put to
'

the

place which it fits, not closed or shut; 'up', set

up, standing up, so as to allow free passage through.

(Cf. do up (Karly ME. up <#), ///, to put
'

up',
to open.) Also said of the doorway, gateway, or

other passage.
r888 K. ALFRED Ores. in. v. 4 potine nndydan hie J>a

tluru J>e on ba healfe open waes. 971 Klickl, IIoi. 239 Hie
^emttton ba?s carcernes duru opene. c izoo ORMIN 15536

patt hefFness ;ate uss openn be Att ure Hfess ende. c 1380
WYCLIF Last Age Ch. p. xxvjii, Every lettre in the abece

may be souned wij opyn moub sane .m. lettre one. < 1400
MAUNDBV, (Roxb.) \x\iii. 150 jf>er es nane entree open in to

it. 1477 raston Lett. III. 212 There arn wyndownes blow

opyn in the place, a 1548 HALL Chron,, lien. l'I i^Sb,
And to set open ihe fludde gates of these devises. 1549

Conipl. Scot. vi. 60 He sal be fundin dede. and his ene appin.
1697 DHYDES I'irg. Georg. in. 407 The Sluces of the Sky
were open spread. 1726 SWIFT Gulliver \. iv, The windows
. .weru left open on purpose. 1749 FIELDING Totn Jones x.

ii. The door burst open. 1850 TENNYSON _"/</ 328 The voice
tif Enid.. rang Clear thro' the open casement of the Hall,

Singing. 1884 I.I.ACK Jud. Shaks. xxxiv, The door was

open an inch or two.

2. Of a containing space, a house, box, etc.:

Having its gate, door, lid, or some part of its en-

closing boundary drawn aside or removed so that

there is free access to its interior ; not shut up.
971 Blickl. I/o)ii. 239 pin career n open we j;emetton.

< 1000 .-l^s. Gosp. John i. 51 je ge-seoS opene neofonas.

1388 WYCLIF Roin. iii. 13 The throte of hem is an opyn
sepulcre. ,1400 MAUNDKV. ^Roxb.) xxvi. 121 pai er open
at be sydes and laced togyder with lace/ of silke. 1593
SHAKS. 2 Hen, I /, iv. iii. 18 Breake open tlie ( iaole^, and let

out the Prisoners, a 1682 SIR T. HROWNK Tracts 45 The
granaries were made open, the country being free from rain.

1799 Mcd. Jrnl. 11.422 Hectic fever arises only from the

matter of an open ulcer. 1816 JAS. SMITH Panorama Sc. <y

Art II. 318 Keep the open end of the tube immersed. 1859

JFPHSON Hrittanv v. 56 A pianoforte, .lying open, for show,
not use. 1882 Of in A Marcuniia I. 200 The earth had

yawned open in many places. 1887 Diet. Nat. Riog, IX.

335/2 His head was split open with a blow. 1900 EVA C, E.

LUCKES Gen. Nursing xi, If it is desired lo keep the blMer
'

open '. 3Iod. Standing beside the open grave. They found
the drawer open and its contents strewed about the floor.

b. Hence, Free of entrance or admission to

all
v
or to persons specified).

971 Blicki. Ham. 61 Se z'lfra. helle biS a open deoflum.

1784 CO\\PER Let. ig July, When lledlam was open to the

cruel curiosity of holiday ramblers. 1816 J. WILSON City

of Plague m. i. 100 Even the hou^e of (iod Was open to the

Plague. 1891 Speaker 2 May 534/1 The old uimersities

are open to all, without distinction of rank or creed.

3. Of a space : Not shut in or confined, not sur-

rounded by barriers
;
to which there is free access

or passage on all or nearly all sides ; unenclosed,

unwalled, unconfmed. See also OPKN AIR.

c85 Kent. Class, in Wr.-Wiilcker 82/9 Urbs patens, open
burh. c 1330 K. BRUNNF, Chron. (1810) no For comon be
folk it wan, wod open & forest, c 1400 MAUNUEV. (Roxb.)
x. 38 It es 11051 lang sen be sepulchre was all open, bat men
my^t kisse it and louche it. Hot . . be sowdan has gert
makeawallaboute begraue. ai54ftHAJ.I.CAniK.,/iVff. /-'///

i3gb, The people would not assemble.. in no houses, but in

open places. 1611 HIBLF. Gen. \. 20 Fuule that may flie. .in

the open firmament uf heauen. 1622 BACON Hen. I Y/, Mor.
& Hist. Wks. (Bohn) 332 The fields then being open and

champain. 1704 Lond. Gaz. No. 3991/2 The Enemy.. sent

a strong Party into an open Village. 1745 P. THOMAS Jrnl.
Anson's I'oy. 20 A vast open Ocean. 1789 Times 28 June
4/4 The House is open and airy backwards. 1818 JAS.
MILL Brit. India II. v. iv. 429 He was obliged to abandon
the open country, and to depend upon his forts. 1885
Law Rep. 14 Queen's Bench Div. 918 The footpath ran

over an open moor.

b. Hence, of a battle : Fought in the open (and
not in a fortress or stronghold), and so with full

forces.

11548 HALL Chron., Hen. VI iiob, To avoyde open
ioynyng, .. force to force, laid.. He determined never.. to

fight in open battaill with the Englishmen, nor by a feld to

adventure. 1706 PRIOR Ode to Queen 206 We our forts and
lines forsake, To dare our British foes to open fight. 1765
SMOLLETT Hist. Eng. (1804) V. 263 Generally speaking, their

parties declined an open engagement. 1865 KINGSLEY

Hereto, xix, What men they could afford him, in case of

open battle.

4. Not covered over or covered in
; having no

roof, lid, or other covering f esp. in open boat,

open carnage.
Open crown, a crown without the arched-over top (con-

sidered in modem heraldry to symbolize sovereignty); a

coronet ; also, a badge or ornament resembling a coronet.

971 Blickl. Hont. 125 Seo myccle cirice..seo is ufan open
& unoferhrefed. 1535 COVF.RUALE Num. xix. 15 Euery open
vessel that hath nolydd norcouerynge isvncleane. 1573-80
BARET Afo. O 109 Open aboue : not couered ouer. 17*0

Lond. Gaz. No. 5898/7 Four Hundred open Boats. 1756

C. LUCAS Ess. Waters I. 145 They let the water stand in a

large open bason. 1771 [see open-top in 22 a], 1803 A. DUN-

CAN Mariner's Chron. IV. 255 The poor fellow and his

dumb companion, in an open boat, were left to the mercy

of this immense ocean. 1854 LL% HOUGHTON in -^^j
1^

I. xi. 407 A drive in an open carriage and four. 1878 Act

41 * 42 I'ict. c- 14 5 No covered or open swimming-bath

when closed may be used for music or dancing. 1882

18



OPEN.

CUSSAXS Hcrakiry xvii^(ed. 3) 238 The earliest coins struck '

by Henry the Seventh bear an open Crown with fleur-de-lys |

on the rim.

6. Not covered so as to be concealed or pro-
tected ; bare, exposed.
Beowulf 2271 Hord-wynne fond eald uht-scea3a opene

standan. 1390 COWER Con/. II. 260 With open hed and fot

al bare. <: 1449 PECOCK Repr. \. xx. 124 Noone wotnmen
wetiden thanne. .keuercheefis, but weriden her open heer.

1526 Pilgr. Perf. (W. de W. 1531) 254 He thus lyenge wyde
open, & they goynge ouer hym & bestrydynge hym. 1604
K. G[RIMSTONR:] D'Acosta's Hist. Indies v. viii. 348 When
any one dyed, they layd him open in a chamber, vntill

thru all his kinsfolkes and friends were come. 1664 EVELYN
Kul. Hort.) Feb. (1729) 193 Sow Alaternus Seeds in Cases, or

]

open Beds. 1826 KIHBY& SP. Entomol. IV. 309 Upper Jaws . .

Open, when they are not quite concealed by the upper lip.

1840 Jrnl. R. Agric. Soc. I. HI. 323 They will probably

require to be laid open with the knife. 1876 PREECE &
SiVEWRicHT Telegraphy 158 Telegraph lines are .. ist. i

Those in which open, that is overground, wires are employed.
'

f b. With open face : with uncovered face ; i

hence, confidently, frankly ; also, brazenly. Obs.

1388 WvcLiF2C0r. iii. 18 We that with open [1382 schewid,

Vulg. revctata] face seen the glorie of the Lord. 1474 CAX-
TON Chessc 31 We may goon with open face and good ]

or censur'd with an open face.

6. Not having the marginal parts drawn, folded,

or rolled together ; unclosed, expanded, spread out.

c 1470 HKNKV ll'iilliice xi. 1399 To lat him haiff his Psaltyr
buk in sycht. He gert a preyst it oppyn befor him hauld.

1513 \V. DF. WORDK />'. Keruynge in Babees Bk. 278 All

maner of fowles hauynge open clawes as a capon. 1549

Compl. Scot. vi. 57 Helytropium..hes the leyuis appm as

lang as the soune is in our hemispere. 1611 BIBLE i Kings
vi. 32 Caruings of. .palme trees, and open flowers. 1857
MRS. CARLYLE Lett. II. 331 With. .the open sheet in her

hand. 1865 TROLLOPE Belton Est. ii. 15 Having an open
letter in his hand.

7. Of a line, texture, etc.: Having apertures or

spaces between its parts ; containing interstices, gaps,

holes, or unoccupied spaces ; perforated ; porous.
Open order (Mil.), a formation in which the individual

men are three or more yards apart; {N^ava/) t
a formation

in which the individual ships are more than a cable's length

apnt. Open harmony (Mits.\ a harmony in which the

chords are separated by wide intervals.

1623 MAKKHAM Soldier's Aceid. 12 In Files. .Open Order
is sixe foote betweene person and person.. in Rankes..to
stand or march at Open-Order, is ever twelue foote. 1663

GKRBiERCVMJv/29 A ranck of open teeth. 1686 W. HARRIS
tr. Lanery's Course Chym. i. vi. (ed. 3) 150 You had better

use Verdegreese. -because it is more open and disposed for

solution by the acids of Vinegar. 1796 Instr. fy Reg.
Cavalry (1813) 54 Changes of position in open column,
are in general movements of previous disposition. 1805
ADM. STIRLING in Naval Chron. XV. 81 The signal for

sailing in open order. 1820 ScoRESbv^Jcc. Arctic Reg. I. 229

Open ice, or sailing-ice, is where the pieces are so separate i

as to admit of a ship sailing conveniently among them.

1879 CasselFs Techn. Educ. IV. 182 Unless a very open
and porous collodion be used. 1880 GRAY Struct. Bot. iv.

2 (ed. 6' 134 The aestivation is said to be Open or Inde-

terminate when the parts do not come into contact in the

bud, so as to cover those within.

8. Of a passage or space : Not occupied by any-

thing that prevents passage or view
;

free from

obstructions ; unobstructed, clear. Of a country :

Free from wood, buildings, etc. Of a river, port,
etc. : Not frozen over, free from ice.

c \qaaDestr. Troy 1575 The Stretjs were, .ofstronge brede,
For ymur & aire open in be myddis. a 1548 HALI. Chron^

'

Rick, III 57 Makyng open passage by dent of swerde.

1587 GOLDISG De Mornay xiv. 214 He is made to come
fourth into an opener place, where he may haue what to see

and to behold. 1681 Loud, Gaz. No. 1587/2 The Empress
and her Court will remain till the River be open, so that she

may go by Water. 1709 STEEI.E Tatler No. 7 p 21 The Ice
'

bein^ broke, the Sound is again open for the Ships. 17*5
DE FOE I'oy. round ll'orld 11840) 319 The country was all

open, with very little wood, and no trees. 1809 KKSDALL
,

Trav. III. Ixxii. 129 The road. .is over very rocky land,

recently laid open by burning the trees. 1876 FREEMAN
Norm. Cong. (ed. 3) IV. xviii. 157 The besieged must have
had the river and the sea open to them during.. the siege.

1896 SIR R. HUNTER (title) The Preservation of Open
|

Spaces and of Footpaths and Other Rights of Way.
b. Of the bodily passages : Not obstructed ; esp.

of the bowels: Not constipated.
1562 J. HEYWOOD Prov. fy Epigr. (1867) 215 When folke

be most open, ..Then go they to stooles that be made
most close. 1710 FLOYKR Physic. Pulse-lVatch 427 Oil,

liutter, and course Bread, and Hony-drinks keep the Body
open. i8za J. BAILLIE Advice to Mothers x. 142 Magnesia
ulha, . .a lenient purgative, and keeps the body gently open.

1823-4 Lancet (ed. 3) 447 Bowels not open.

9. a. Of the soil : Unbound by frost or heat ;

loose, permeable, b. Of weather or season : Free

from frost, as an open winter
\

also Nant^ free

from fog or mist.

1615 W. LAWSOS Country Housew. Card. (1626) 19 In

winter, .open, calme, and moist weather is best. 1647 A.
Ross Mystaff. Poet. xv. (1675' 376 Sometimes she [the earth]
is open, as in the Summer and Spring. 1697 DRYDEN I'irg.

Georg. I. 98 That while the Turf lies open, and unbound,
Succeeding Suns may bake the Mellow Ground. 1714 SWIFT
Corr. Wks. 1841 II. 523 Hay will certainly be dear unless

we have an open winter. 1769 FALCONER Diet. Marine
(1789) M b. The weather is <aul to be clear when it is fair

and open.
1812 Sporting Mag. XXXIX. 107 The meetings

shall be held the first open week in or after November.
.

138

1884 D. C. MURRAY in Graphic Christm. No. 20/2 The
weather being fine and open and dry.
10. Naitt. t a. Looking unobstructedly upon or

to ; in full view (ot>s.}. b. Seen with an opening
between ; clear, detached. Cf. OPEN -v. 8.

1478 BOTONER Itin. (Nasmith 1778) no Insula Sanctt
j

Michaelis de Loo jacet anglice opyn upon villas Loo. Ibid,^
Le forland de Raurrie opyn upon Plymmouth. 1530 PALSGR.

573 Our shyppe wente to wrake open upon Donkyrke ( . . tout

deitant Donkyrke). 1670 NARBOROUGH Jrnl. in Ace. Sez>.

late I'oy. i. (1711) 62 When you are at the West-part of this

Narrow, you will see three Islands come open, which shew
to be steep up Cliffs. 1686 Land. (iaz. No. 2112/4 They
are to keep the Great Light a little open to the Eastward
of the Small One, to avoid their coming ashore upon the
Main. 1719 DE FOE Crusoe i. x, I found myself open to

the northern shore. 1772-84 COOK I'oy. (1700) V. 1863 As
we stood off, the most westerly of the two hills . . came open
off the bluff point, in a N. W. direction. 1858 Merc. Marine
Mag; V. 227 Until you observe the spire, .its breadth open
of Brad ley's head.

11. In various technical uses : a. Music. Of an

organ-pipe: Not closed or shut at the top. Of
a string : Not stopped by a finger. Hence, of

a note, Produced by such -a pipe or string, or by
the lip of a performer on a wind-instrument with-

out the aid of a slide, key, or piston.

1674 PLAYFORD Skill Mus. n. 93 Tune it till it agree in

sound with your Treble open. Ibid. 104 The open shake.

1811 BUSBY Diet. Mus. s, v. 1852 SEIDEL Organ 80 We call

a pipe open, if its upper end or aperture isnot shut up. 1856
MRS. C. CLARKE tr. Berlioz Instrument. 4 Keeping the

majority of his strings open. 1880 W. H. STONE in Grove
Diet. Mits. II. 757 Depressing the open note a tone and a

semitone. 1888 Murray's Mag. III. No. 14 The transition

from open to closed tones should not be quite abrupt.
b. Entom. (Seequot.)

1816 KIRBY & SP. EntonioL IV. 341 Open. Areolets that

terminate in the margin of the wing, or that are not
surrounded on all sides by nervures.

C. Bot. (See quot.)
1875 BHNSETT & DYER tr. Sachs" Bot. 93 There are..

bundles devoid of and bundles containing cambium ; the
former may be termed closed, the latter open... The open
fibro-vascular bundle.. continues to produce new layers of

permanent tissue on both sides of its cambium.
d. Of sounds: Uttered with the mouthopen. spec.

Of vowels : Produced with a wider opening of the

oral cavity than those called close
;

e. g. open o and
e (= 6, e), close o and e (

=
o, e}.

1485 in Rutland Papers (Camden) 16 My lord Cardinal!. .

shall syng with open voice iij tymes I'tpresentetnfamwlum
titum. 1503 DUNBAR Thistle fy Rose 59 The birdis did with

oppin vocis cry. x6zx FLORIO Ital. Diet. 618 The Italians

haue two very different sounds for the two vowels, E. and
O. which for distinctions sake, they name the one close and
the other open. 1709 POPB Ess. Crit. 347 These equal
syllables alone require, Tho' oft' the ear the open vowels tire.

1867 A. J. ELLIS E. E. Pronunc. i. iu. 65 Ben Jonson's con-

ception of the French sound [of a] must have been opener
than the English. 1889 B. H. KKNNEDY Rev. Lai. Prim.-$
The most open sound is a ; the closest sharp sound is /.

e. Of a syllable : Ending in a vowel, as opposed
to a closed (close, shut} syllable which ends in a

consonant.

1871 Public Sch. l.at. Gram. 6 An inner syllable is called

opt'n, if it ends with a vowel, close if it ends with a consonant,

1891 LACRA SOAMES Introd. Phonetics 74 The short ac-

cented vowels never occur in open syllables.
Mod. A Latin

short vowel in an open stressed syllable is long in Romanic ;

e.g. L. bd~nits, It. btio-nO) Sp. ('tic-no* Eng. oo-ntis. An
original short a, f , o in a stressed open syllable became long
in .ME. ; e. g. OE., Early ME. d-fan, later ME., mod. Eng.
d'pen. Welsh, unlike modern Teutonic, Romanic, and

Greek, retains a short stressed vowel in an open syllable,
as in Bd'ld (distinct from Eng. lid-la, or Bikt-ii}.

H. Non-physical senses.

12. Exposed to the mental view, brought to

light; patent, evident, plain, clear, easy to under-

stand. Now only in to lay open y
to lay bare, reveal,

explain, 'expose'.
r 888 K. ALFRED Boeth. xxxvi. 3 Da cwae(> ic: seno^

open hit is. ciaoo ORMIN 731 patt wass wurrbshipe inoh

OPEN.

13. . Cursor M. 27355 (Cott.) f>at he ne mak opine knaulage
of all his sak. 1386 Rolls of ParIt. III. 225/1 Wronges
subtiles, and also open oppressions, ydo to hem. c 1400
Destr. Troy 11565 Hit was ordant of all men by oppon
assent, r 1425 Found. St. Bartholotneivs (E. E. T. S.) 59

Matt. xxvi. 73 Treuly and thou art of hem, for whi and thi

speche makith thee opyn. 1395 PURVEY Rentonstr. (1851) 51
It is opin at ighe lhat the bisshop of Rome hath not so greet

power in worchyng of miracles, .as Petir and Paul hadden.

1450-1530 Myrr. our Ladye 18 Vf eny worde seine derke:

yt is lefull to make yt more open by more esy translacion.

1588 J. UDALL Diotrephes (Arb.) 8 Laye open your former

speches that I may vnderstand your meaning. x6xx BIBLE
Pro-j. xiii. 16 A foole layeth open his folly. 1706 HEARNE
Collect. 7 Feb. (O. H. S.) I. 180 He lays open some sort of

People in . . too lively Colours. 1799 MACKINTOSH Stud. Law
Nat. Wks. 1846 I. 379, I shall next endeavour to lay open
the general principles of civil and criminal laws. 1836 W.
IRVING Astoria I. 68 They.. laid open to him the whole
scheme of Mr. Astor..and inquired whether they. .could

lawfully engage in it.

13. Exposed to general view or knowledge ;

existing, performed or carried on without conceal-

ment or so that all may see, hear, or take cogniz-
ance ; public; false, declared in public or by

public authority. Of persons: Acting in public
or without concealment.

^893 K. ALFRED Oros. v. xiii. z Antonius him selfum
on bead gewin and openne fedndscipe. c \oooAgs. Go&p. John
vii. 4 Ne deft nan man nan bins on dijlmn ac sech hart hit

open sy. c 1200 CUMIN 10352 WibJ? all full openn .spa^he.

Anooyn the godly myracle was made opyne. x548
Serm. in H. G. DugdaleZ-j/fc (1840) 190 Which sentence, .he

caused to be wryten in his palace and all other open workes

[public buildings]. 1558 Act i Eliz. c. 2 4 Mattens, Eueu-

song, administration of the Sacraments or other open Prayers
. .(Open Prayer in and throughout this Act, is meant that

Prayer which is for other to come ynto, or hear . .). 1718
ARBUTHNOT J. Bull \. viii, This affair between Hocus and
Mrs. Bull was now so open, that all the world were scan-
dalized at it. 1844 THIKLWAI.I. GretcfVlll. Ixii. 144 Cleom-
brotus he treated with open contempt. 1884 Lait Times
Rep. L. 255^2 He took his notes in the most open manner

possible, sitting in one of the front seats.

14. Not confined or limited to a few, generally
accessible or available; lhat may be used, shared,
or competed for without restriction.

Open champion, one who has been successful in a com-

petition or 'championship' thus open. Open communion:
see COMMUNION 7.

1460 CAPGRAVE Chron. (1858) 113 This man [K. Alfred]..
mad an open Scole of divers Si;iens at Oxenford. 1493 in

Poulson Hist. Beverley (1829) I. 256 So that he kepe no

oppyn shopp
in retayhng. 164* Vindie. King p.i, Since

the Times hath given an open Presse to cleere every imagina-
tion which is not stifled in this Dampe. c 1750 in ll'estw.

Gaz. (1901) 5 Dec. 1/3 Upon the Foot of a Free and Open
Trade to all His Majesty's Subjects. 1861 HUGHES Tom
Brown at Oxf. i. 3 There were a large number of open
fellowships. 1870 E. PEACOCK Ralf Skirl. Ill, 213 The
mystery was now an open secret. 1884 Pall Mall G. 21 Au^.
9/1 Claret Open Hunters' Slakes (Two miles). 1884 G.
ALLEN Philistia I. 44 He got. .an open scholarship, .at the

college. 1896 Daily Nevus 27 Apr. 4/6 Professional com-

petitionVictory of the open champion.
15. \Vithout defence or protection, esp. of a men-

tal or spiritual kind; exposed, liable, or subject to.

c 1450 tr. De Imitation* i. xxv. 37 The religiose man ^>at is

wiboute discipline is open to a greuous falle. 1509 HAWES
fast. Pleas. XL. (Percy Soc.) 202 The youth is open to all

frayhe. 1561 T. HOBY tr. Cnstiglione's Courtytr \\. (1577)

Lvb, A daungerous place that lay open uppon gunshot. 1597
SIIAKS. 2 Hen.JV^ v. ii. 8 The seruice. .Hath left me open
to all iniuries. 1781 PRIESTLEY Corrupt. Chr. I. n. 158

Dangerous constructions to which they are now too much
open. 1865 Ch. Times 18 Nov., Whether they really beat

ours ..may be open to question. 1891 Law Times XC.
250/2 It seems open to doubt.

16. Not given to concealing one's thoughts or

feelings; free in conversation; unreserved, frank,

candid. Of persons; also of qualities, attributes, or

manner showing or marked by candour.

1513 MORE in Grafton Chron. (15681 II, 781 A good knight
and a gentle, . .plain and open to his enemies, and sure and
secret to his friend. 1609 U. Jossos .SY/. Worn. i. Wks.

(Rtldg.) 210/1 Come, you are a strange open man, to tell

everything thus. 1667
MILTON P. L. vi. 610 To entertain

them fair with open Front And Brest. 1697 DRYDEN I'irg.

Georg, iv. 138 One Monarch wears an honest open Face.

1709 AimisoN Tatler No. 97 P6, I will be open and sincere

with you. 1805 WORDSW. Waggoner iv. 147 With careless

air and open mien. 1885 HOWELLS Silas Laphain (1891) I.

283, I wish Tom would be a little opener with me.

17. Free in giving or communicating; liberal,

generous, bounteous. Now chiefly in open hand,

open-handed.
1597 SHAKS. 2 Hen. IV, iv, iv. 32 Hee hath a Teare for Pitie,

and a Hand Open (as Day) for melting Charltie. 1607
Timon v. i. 61 Sir: Haumg often of your open Bounty
tasted. 1696 TATE & BRADY Ps. cxlv. 16 With open hand
he gives, c 1764 GRAY Owen 8 Liberal hand and open heart.

1884 W. C. SMITH KildrostaH i. ii. 180 How could he Have
aught to leave.. ? You know his hand was open.

18. t Of a term or period of time : Not finished

or closed {ob$.\ Of a question, discussion, etc.:

Not finally settled, or determined ; undecided, un-

determined ;
that may be decided according to

circumstances or at will ; hence, uncertain. Open
POLICY, VERDICT : see these words.

1561 Act 5 Eliz. c. i 3 Justices.. shall certify every Pre-

sciument..in..the King's Bench within forty Days., if the

Term be then open. 1818 CKULSE Digest (ed. 2) IV. 555 The
oiher question as to. .power of leasing was still left open.

1848 ARNOULD Mar. Insitr. (1866) 1. 1. v. 218 An open policy
is one in which the value of the subject assured, .is left to

be estimated in case of loss. 1859 MASSON Milton \, 630
The summary decision of what had hitherto been an open
question iu the Church. 1863 Cox Instit, I. x. 255 Certain

questions brought before Parliament are treated as '

open
'

questions; that is, questions on which Ministers in Parlia-

ment are allowed to take opposite sides without resigning.

1892 Law /VwwXCII. 156/1 Lord Justice Cotton. .left the

matter open for future consideration.

19. Of a thing, course of action, etc. : Not closed

or shut against access ;
that can be used or reached

without hindrance ; accessible, available. Const.

to (a person).
1526 TISDALE Acts xix. 38 The lawe is open, and there

are ruelars. 1644 HI-MTOS Vind. Treat. Monarchy vi. 48

He..sayes 'here the way is open enough to rebellion*.

No opener then himselfe makes it. a 1770 JORTIN Serm.

(1771) I. v. 85 In the Holy Scriptures every thing necessary
for general practice is open to all. 1860 MRS. CARLYLI; Lett.

111.38 Whether the invitation. -which I . .declined for this

{ear,

be still open to me. 1867 FREEMAN Norm. Cong.
. App. 633 It is open to any one to reject both stories. 1883
Maneh. Exam. 29 Nov. 5/1 There are three, or perhaps
four, courses open to us.

20. Of a person : Accessible to appeals, offers,

emotions, or ideas ; ready to receive impressions,



1719 DE FOE Crusoe \. iv, My breeches .. were only linen,
and *open-knee'd. 1845 Atheiixuin n Jan. 42 "Open-lined

body. 1859 G. A. SALA Tw. roumi Clock (r86i) 8 Shops
wide open, staringlyopen,.. yawning withajolly ha! ha! of
'open-windowedness on the bye-strollers.

c. Special combs. : f open-bellied a., ruptured; ,

open-cast, -cut, in Mining, an open working ;

open-faced a., having a frank or ingenuous face ;

f also, having the face uncovered
;
hence openfaced-

ness; fopen-founded a., based on plain or obvious !

facts
; open-front (see quot.) ; open-hearth, a

j

OPEN.

to respond to sympathy, or to entertain ideas or

arguments ; amenable to (pity or reason).
i7J G. Fox Jrnl. in Weeks South. Quakers f, Slav. 39

The people being generally tender and open. 1782 Miss
BURNF.Y Cecilia, v. v, She seems so open .. to reproof., that
I should hope in a short time she may also be open to con-
viction. 1822 HAZLITT TaHc-t. II. vi. 140 He was. .open to

impressions 1841 MYERS Cat/i. Th. ill. 41. 149 A mind open
to all theories. 1865 M. ARNOLD Ess. Crit. ii. (1875) 56 Those
whose intelligence is quickest, openest, most sensitive. 1898
Westm. Gaz. 10 Feb. 3/1, I. .hope some open-to-conviction
employer will happen on it. Mod. I will not name a price,
but I am open to offers.

III. Phrases and Combinations.
21. Phrases. IVith open arms (sense 6), with

arms outspread to receive
; hence, with great willing-

ness or eagerness of reception. / open court, in

the public court of justice, before the judge and
the public. Open ear, a listening or attentive ear.

Open eye, an unclosed, hence an observant or
watchful eye ; used esp. in phr. -vith open eyes
to denote clear perception. Open hand (see 17).
With open mouth, with mouth open to speak ;

also, gaping with wonder, etc.
; open-mouthed.

Open question (see 18). To keep open doors, house,
(t household) or table, to provide hospitality or
entertainment for visitors generally. See also

OPEN-TIDE, TIME.

1735 POPE Prol. Sat. 142 And St. John's self. .With *open
arms receiv'd one Poet more. 1783 MAD. D'ARBLAY Diary
19 Nov., To Bolt Court . . I went, and with open arms was !

I received. 1849 tr. Hamilton's Fairy Tales (ed. Bohn),
She instantly flew towards him with open arms. 1530
PALSGR. 249/2 *<)pyn courte, court platiicrc. 1596 SHAKS.
Merck. V. iv. i. 338 He hath refuse! it in the open
Court, He shall haue meerly iustice and his bond. 1614
TAILOR Iloghath lost his Fcai-lK. in Hazl. Dodslcy'X.l. 478
He'd spend his judgment in the open court As now to me,
without being once sollicited In his private chamber. (11225
Ancr. R. 424 Habbe euer hire *earen opene touward hire
dame, a 1548 HALL Chron., Hen. I'll 12 b, To give open
eare to his request. 1879 CALDERWOOD Mind

<$ fir. 227
There is something additional in the open eye and open
ear.

_

c 1200 Trin. Coll. Hom. 53 Ure *egen ben cure opene
to biholde ure helende. 1713 BERKELEY Hylas <y Phil. i.

Wks. 1871 I. 288 Directing your open eyes towards yonder
part of the heaven. 1796 JANE AUSTEN Pride <y Prej. II.

v, But she had chosen it with her eyes open. ^1548 HALL
Chron., Hen. /-'/ 169 With *open mouthes and fierce corages,
thei came to Quene Margaret. 1595 SHAKS. John iv. ii.

195, 1 saw a Smith.. With open mouth swallowing a Taylors
newes. 1530-1849 To *keep open house [see HOUSE so. 1

1 7 b].
a 1548 HALL Chron., Hen. I 'III 146 But the Cardinal! . . kept ;

open housholde, to lordes, ladies, and all other. 1720 Lond.
Gaz. No. 5870/1 Most of the Presidents are to keep open
Table. 1841 CATLIN N.Amer. Ind. (1844) 1. xvii. 118 A
chief, who must be liberal, keep open doors, and entertain.

22. Comb. a. With a sb., forming an attrib.

phrase, as open-crib, -fire, -hand, -house, -letter,

sand, -top, -view: see also OPEK-AIB, OPEN-
DOOR. OPEN-HAIR, OPEN-MOUTH, etc.
1881 RAYMOND Mining Gloss., "Ofen-crib timbering, shaft

timbering with cribs alone, placed at intervals. 1876 B.
CHAMFNF.YS Rep. in Willis & Clark Cambridge (1886) 1 1 1. 238A large "open-fire ventilating grate. 1875 KNIGHT Diet.

Mech.,*Opcn-sand Molding, heavy beams, foundations, and
bed-plates are sometimes molded in the floor of the foundry,

;

without any cope or top part. 1771 Connect. Col. Rec. (18851
XIII. 514 Every open chair and other *open top riding
wheel-carriage [shall be rated] three pounds. 1899 M'estm.
Gaz. 10 Nov. 4/2 An open-view balcony with balustrades
in the roof.

b. Parasynthetic combinations in -ed .unlimited
in number) ; such are, open-armed, -bladed, -chested,

-countenanced, -ended, -Jlowered, -fronted, -grained,
-housed (hence -hotisedness\ -jointed, -kneed, -lined,

patterned, -roofed, -sided, -sleeved, -spaced, -spoken, \

windoived (hence open-windou'edness).
1862 T. C. GRATTAN Beaten Paths II. 309 The two Sicilies

only waited 'open-armed for their deliverer, c 1890 W. H.
CASMEY Ventilation 7 The *open-bladed fan is useful in

moving large volumes of free air. 1828 TYTLER Hist. Scot.

(1864) I. 159 He was broad-shouldered and *open-chested.
1890 BOLDREWOOD Miner's Right xxxiv. (1899) 146/2 A
respectably-dressed, "open-countenanced miner. 1825 J.
NICHOLSON Oferat. Mechanic 172 The disadvantages attend-
ing the "open-ended cylinder. 1874 LCBBOCK \VildFlowers
iii. 68 An interesting series commencing with "open-flowered
species. 1796 PEARSON in Phil. Trans. LXXXVI. 448 Its
fractured . .surface was "open-grained, and crystallized. 1804
ANNA SEWARD Mem. Darwin 6 "Open-housed hospitality. .

1874 THEAKLE Naval Anhit. 22 When they are "open- .

jointed, the timbers are kept in their correct relative position
by placing blocks of the required thickness between the two
tiers composing the frame. 1878 HUXLEY Physiogr. 36 So
porous and open-jointed are some of the rocks of this series.
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I hearth of the reverberatory type : see HEARTH! 3 ;

also attrib. ; open-minded a., having an open
i mind, accessible to new arguments or ideas, hence
open-mindedness ; open-step sb. used attrib., of
the sight of a gun, arranged with parallel bars
after the fashion of a ladder

; open-stitch, St.

open-steek, a style of openwork stitching; also
attrib.

; f open-visaged a. = openfaced.
1598 FLORIO, Gualloroso, burst, *open bellied. 1851 GREEN-

WELL Coal-tradt Terms Korthumb. f, Diirh. 37 "Opencast,
a cutting in stone, coal, &c., at the top or bottom of an
excavation already made, and open to that place. 1881
RAYMOND Mining Gloss., *Opencut,3. surface-working, open
to daylight. 1610 GUILLIM Heraldry vi. v. (1611) 265 This
fashion of sidelong helmet and "openfaced with gardensure
over the sight. 1897 Daily News 3I Mar. 6/3 A typical,
tall, broad-shouldered, open-faced, English gentleman. 1649
H. LAWRENCE Some Considerations 41 As much as betweene
"openfacednesse, and vailing. 1371 GOLDING Calrin on f's.

xlix. 10 An *openfounded doctrine, that cannot escape the
knowledge even of the rudest. 1881 RAYMOND Mining Glass.,
*Opcn~front, the arrangement of a blast furnace with a fore-
hearth. 1885 Daily News 17 Sept. 5/7 The duel is between
wrought or puddled iron and Bessemer, or its rival

'

*open-
hearth

'

steel. 1897 Times 18 Oct. 12/1 The growing im-
portance of open hearth and the diminishing relative value
of Bessemer steel. Ibid., To-day the open hearth system
has completely asserted its supremacy. 1865 MASSON- Rcc.
Brit. Philos. 9 An *open-mindedness that should even solicit

contrary impressions. 1818 SCOTT Rfb Roy xi.v, Nane o'

yere. . 'opensteek hems about it. 1884 Harper's Mag. Aug.
365/1 The ordinary "open-step sight attached to the barrel.

1494 FABYAN Chron. vn. 568 He was. ."opyn vysaged layed
in the mynster of Founfrayt, so y l all men myght knowe
and see that he was Uede.

B. adv. - OPENLY (in various censes).
a 1300 CursorM. 26215 His penance open most beschaun.

1481: Monko/ Evcsham(\r\3.) 26 [He] lernyd and knewe an
ordir of euery thing synglerly, more opynner and fuilyor
than he knewe afore. 1533 MORE Apoi. TOO Some they say
be playne and open false. 1601 SHAKS. T-wel. N. in. iii. 37Do not then walke too open.

Open (<-p'n), v. Forms : I openian, 2

opeuien, 3-5 opene(n, 4- open. (Also 3 hopen,
3-4 opou, 3-7 opne(n, 4 apon, hopne, upon,
5-6 opeyne, 6 Sc. apen ; 3 Otw. oppneun ; 3-5,
9 dial, oppen, 4-6 -yn, 5 -ene.^ [OE. openian^
OS. opantm, opondn MDu. openen, Dn. openeii),
OHG. offanSn, (MHG. offcneii) :-OTeut. *opand-
jan, f. opan- OPEN a. Cf. also Ger.

dffneit.']
I. Transitive senses.

1. To move or turn (a door, gnte, or the like) away
from its closed position, so as to admit of passage.
Cf. the dial, 'put up' or 'set up' (the door); also Ger.

anfmachen, aufthun, Uu. opmaken, lit. to do or make up,
put up, open.
c 1000 Ags. Psalms (Spelm.) cxvii. 19 OpnyaS me gatu

rihtwisnysse. 1:1205 LAV. 19486 Du5e9e seal arisen &
oppenien [c 1275 hopeni] urecastel-jseten. a 1225 iV. Marher.
12 Paraises ^eten aren jarewe iopenet be nu. a 1300 Cursor
M. 1881 (Cott.) pan opend noe his wyndou, Lete vte a ranen.
c '375 Ibid. 19788 (Fairf.) Wib bat ho openid hir eye-lid.
c 1400 Destr. Troy 11308 Ne to pas of his place, ne no port
opun. 1420 Citron. I'ilod. 949 Upon be durre, my lady.
1588 A. KING tr. Canisius' Catech. 168 b, Knok, and it sail
be apened vnto 3011. 1629 MILTON Ode Nativity 148 Heav'n
. . Will open wide the Gates of her high Palace Hall. 1786
tr. Beckforifs Vatliek (1883) 106 The Angel of death had
opened the portal of some other world. 1855 MAC*UI.AY
//...* XT.. .. nr ._. u i i .1 . . . .,

b. absol. (In sense I or 2.)

1382 WYCLIF Matt. xxv. 12 Lord, lord, opene to vs.

1-1386 CHAUCER Pars. T. p 215 He that openeth to me,..
I wol entre in-to hym by my grace, c 1400 Afol. Loll. 16
He closib, & ban no man opunnib ; He opunnib, & ban no
man closib. c 1470 HENRY H'allace v. 1018 Opyn, he bad,
the captayne cummand was. 1535 COVERDALF. Sol. Song
v. 6 Whan I had opened vnto my beloued, he was departed,
and gone his waye, 1793 Arabian Nights IV. 125 Their
captain.. pronounced these words distinctly, Sesame (which
is a sort of corn), open. 1841 LYTTON Nt. !, Morn. HI. x,

''

Open, in the King's name !

2. To make (a building, box, or enclosed space
of any kind) open (OPEN a. 2), as by moving or

turning a door, gate, lid, by removing part of the

walls, or clearing away anything that obstructs

passage in or out ; to break open, unclose, undo ;

to obtain or provide free access to or egress from.
c 1200 ORMIN 7357 purrh halt te kallde'wisshe follc Oppne-

denn he;?re maddmess,. .i [>att hus. 1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls)
App. II. 15 His tumbe wasyopened. 13.. Cursor M. 24423
(Cott.) Al opind war bair graues sen. 1382 WYCLIF Judg. iv.

19 The which openyde a hotel of mylk, and ?af to hym to
drynk. l387'I'RE\'lsA//^fn'f(Rolls) VIII.83 In hiscomynge
prisouns were i-oponed. 1-1400 MAUNUEV. (Roxb.) v. 14He went and opned be grafe. 1535 COVERDALF. Gen. xlii. I

35 Whan they opened their sackes, euery man founde his
i

boundell of money in his sacke. Vn 1550 Freiris of Beru'ik
373 in Dimbar's Poems (1893) 297 Ga belyfe vnto Sone
almene, And oppin it. 1598 SHAKS. Merry W. 11. ii. 2

j

Why, then the world's mine Oyster, which I, with sword
will

open. 1712-14 POFE Rape Lock iv. ,26 He first the
'

snuff-box open'd, then the case. 1885 aiu Times LXXIX.
173/2 As soon as C and Co.'s office was opened on the
morning of the igth. Mod. Shall we open another bottle ?

j

b. In figurative expressions.
a 1300 Cursor M. 26118 (Cott.) Opins to your Jauerd your

hert. 1523 I,D. BEKNF.RS J''toiss. I. cccxlvi. 547 Clement
opyned his graces to all clerkes. 1613 SHAKS. Hen. VIII,
in. n. 184 My hand ha's open'd Bounty to you.

OPEN.
C. With the purpose as the main notion : To

give access to
; to render accessible to (persons or

to the public) or for (some purpose; ; to make
:

freely accessible ; to establish for the entrance of

j

the public, of customers, etc., as to open a shop,
'

store, branch of a bank, registry office, etc. With
various qualifications implied by the context.
1560 DAUS tr. Sleidane's Comin. 346 That no man open

his house unto privy conventicles. 1647 BOYLE Let to
Dury 3 May, Wks. 1772 I. p. xxxix, Either to bolt heaven
against, or open Newgate for all those, that believe [error].
1791-1823 D ISRAELI Cur. Lit., Libraries i This library ..

Julius Caesar once proposed to open for the public 1855MACAULAY Hist. Kng. xiii. III. 378 The Government.,
ventured to open the Courts of Justice which the Estates
had closed. Ibid, xviii. IV. 125 That the House of Lords
and the House of Commons should be open to men to
whom he would not open a guild of skinners. 1865 MILL
in Morn. Star 6 July, Everyone who gets into Parliament
..by opening the public-houses, goes there to represent the
vices of the constituency.
fif. 1813 MAR. EDOEWORTH Patron. I. iii. (1832) 40
Attempts were made to open the borough.

d. To declare (a building, park, etc.) open, and
introduce to public use by a formal ceremony.
(Passing into sense 13.)
1889 Bury Times 20 July 8/6 Prince Albert Victor visited

Harrogate..and opened the new Buildings of the Lath
Hospital. 1896 Eastern Morn. News (Hull) 22 Feb. 1/2
St. Thomas's Church. Opening of the New Lectern. 1898
Oxford Directory, The new Town Hall, Courts and Muni-
cipal Buildings. .were opened by H. R. H. the Prince of
Wales on. .the 12th May, 1897.

3. To spread apart, widen, expand, unfold, unroll,
extend. (Sometimes with combination of sense ^,
as in to open a letter.) Also absol. with ellipsis
of object, as '

to open (sc. a book) at a page, on
a part ', etc.

ciooo Ags. Psalms (Spelm.) cxliv. 17 Openast [aferis]
bu hand bine, a 1240 Urcisun in L 'o!t. llom. 201 Bi-
tweonen beo ilke ermes so swioe wine to-spredde and
i-openeS.

and sprad. 1480 CAXTON Chron. Kng. ccxxi. 213 He opened
the letter that he had folden afore togeder. a 1548 HAU.
Chron., Hen. VI11 135 b, It was not well ment to the
Emperor, to stop his packet with letters and to open them.-

1570 Satir. Poems Reform, xv. 8 ^e Maiiguiklis, forbid the
sune To oppin ,ow euerie morrow ! 1602 CAKEW Cort/wali
136 b, A little beyond Foy, the land optneth a large sandie
Bay, for the sea to ouerflow. 1657 North's Plutarch (1676)
Add. Lives 35 With his hands he [Charlemaine] would open
and extend four Horse-shoes being joyned together. 1711
ADDISOM Spect. No. 115 P 8 This opens the Chest. 1783-9
T. DAY Sandford f, Mcrtoit, Cure of Gout 11851) 143 He
too had a library, although he never opened a book. 1839
I. TAYLOR Anc. Chr. I. in. 411 Nor can we do better than
open Chrysostom. 1882 Daily Tel. 24 June, Three overs
later B opened his shoulders in tremendous st) le.

absol. 1817 COLERIDGE Biog. Lit. xviii. (1882) 172, I will
take the first stanza, on which I have chanced to open, in
the Lyrical Ballads. 1883 Daily Tel. 15 May 2/7 U then
opened out, and.. drove the captain ..for 3.

b. To expand, enlarge (a hole or aperture).
1703 MOXON Mcch. Exerc. 52 To open a Hole, is in

Smith's Language, to make the Hole wider.

4. To make an opening in
; to cut or break into;

to make a hole or incision in, f to make a breacli

in (a wall or fortification). To open ground, to

break up the surface of ground, as by ploughing,
digging trenches, etc.

CH75 Lamb. Haiti. 147 Weren his side mid speres orde
iopened. c 1205 LAY. 27556 Opened wes his breoste pa blod

com_foro hike, a 1300 Cursor M. 17140 Bi-hald and se mi
blodi side, pat for hi luue es opend wide. 1306 Exec. Sir .S".

Fraser xxiv. in Pol. Songs (Camden) 221 He wes y-opened,
is boweles ybrend. 1486 Bk. St. Albaus E vij, With his
feete he opynys the erth ther he gooth a way. 1568 GRAFTON
Chron. I. 148 The Speare wherewith Longeus opened
Christes side. 1667 MILTON P. L. vm. 465 Who stooping
op'nd my left side, and took From thence a Rib. 1748
Anson's I'oy. ll. xiv. 286 A battery of five or six pieces of
cannon, .would have opened it [the rampart] in a short time.

1794 Hist, in Ann. Keg. 39 They did not. .yield to the first

summons, but waited until the French General had opened
ground. 1807 VANCOUVER Agric. Devon (1813) 305 The old
moorland .. had not been opened for time immemorial. 1897

Allbntfs^ Syst. Alcii.lV. 252 If a localised abscess be dis-

covered in the liver, it should be opened and drained.

b. To make, produce, or cause (an opening or

open space of some kind). To open trenches, to

dig trendies in besieging: see TRENCH.
a 1240 Lofsong in Cott. Hom. 211 purh bine fif wunden

iopened o rode. 1382 WYCLIF Isa. xh. 18, I shall opene in

he;e hillis nodys, and in the myddel of feeldis welles. a 1548
HALL Chron., Hen. I'll 29 But the Italians her awne..

chyldren opened the gappe, and made the waye of her
destruccion. 1667 MILTON P. L. i. 688 Soon had his crew

Op'ned into the Hill a spacious wound. 1684 J. PETER
Siege Vienna 3 He had resolved to leave the Place, where
he had not yet opened the Trenches. 1820 SHELLEY
Arethusa ii, Alpheus bold ..With his trident .. opened
a chasm In the rocks. 1853 STOCQUF.I.F.K Mil. Encycl. s. v.

Trendies, To open the Trenclu'S is to break ground for the

purpose of carrying on approaches towards a besieged place.

f C. To penetrate by force, break through. Obs.

1523 LD. BERNERS Froiss. I. cxxx. 158 Certayne frenche-

men .. perforce opyned the archers of the princes batayle,

and came and fought with the men of armes hande to

hande. Ibid. clx. 195 To the entent they somwhat to breke

and to opyn the archers.
18-2



OPEN.

5. To loosen (that which is tight, compact, close

together, dense, stiff, etc.). (In various shades of

meaning.) fb. To dissolve, decompose (obs.}.

1683 MOXON Meek. Exerc., Printing xx\\. F2 By Opening,
you must now understand removing the Quoins, till they
stand loose. 1686 W. HARRIS tr. Lemery's Course Chym.
\. vi. (ed. 3) 150 Verdegreese is nothing but a Copper opened.
1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl. s. v. Purgative^ The saline part is

set loose by preparation, and opening the sulphur. 1765
A. DICKSON Treat. Agric. (ed. 2) 366 All kinds of manure*
open the soil. 1796 htstr. fy Reg. Caz>alrj> (1813) 245 The
leading troop..opens its ranks, at which time the officers. .

move into the front of the troop. 1833 Reg-til. Instr.

Cavalry i. 38 The ranks will then be opened. Ibid. 154
From the centre open your Files.

6. To clear of obstruction or hindrance; to make
(a road) free for passage. Chiefly_/fjf.

1387 TREVISA Higden. (Rolls) IV. 163 f>e way was opened
forto take wreche of al olde wrebpe. 1560 PAUS tr.

SU'idanc's Comm, 70 It opened the waye to rebellion, sedi-

tion, and to civile warres. 1573 Life Frith in Wks. (18291
73 Wherewithal he might have opened an easy way unto
honour and dignity. 1667 MILTON P. L. ix. 809 Thou
op'nst Wisdoms way, And giv'st access, though secret she
retire. 1852 MRS. STOWE Uncle Tom's C. xxxiii. 297 Nut
without hope that some way of escape might yet be opened
to him. 1891 T. HARDY 7Vjf (1892) noThe field had already
been '

opened
'

; that is to say, a lane a few feet wide had
been hand-cut through the wheat.. for the first passage of
the horses and machine.

b. To make <,the passages of the body) clear
;

to clear away ^obstructions) in the bodily passages.
1574 NEWTON Health Mag. 55 Filberdes .. are aperitive

and open oppilations and obstructions. 1653 CULPEPPER
Loud. Di$p. i. 6 [Endive] opens obstructions and provokes
urine. 1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl. s. v. Hellebore, Sternutatory
powder, to clear and open the head. 1755 JOHNSON, Apcrt-
tire, that . . has the quality of opening the excrementitious
passages of the body. 1897 Allbutfs Syst. Med. IV. 420
The bowels should be well opened at the onset by a bri*k

purgative,

7. To uncover, lay bare, disclose to sight, expose
or exhibit to view, display.
a 1000 Beowulf 3056 Nefne God sylfa. .sealde J?am 5e he

wolde.. hord openian. ^1315 SHOREHAM 54 The croune
of clerke yopened hys, Tokneth the wyl to hevene. 1382
WYCLIF Isa. xxvi. 21 The erthe shal opene [1388 schewe]
his blod. 1573-80 H\RKT Afo. Og6 Opening their naked
pappes. 1667 MILTON P. L. vii. 318 Herbs of every leaf . .

Op'ning their various colours. 1671 P. R. it. 294 Alleys
brown That open'd in the midst a woody Scene. 1746-7
HERVEY A/edit. (1818) 206 The boughs, rounded into a set
of regular arches, opened a view into the distant fields.

1879 Casselfs Techn. Educ. IV. 95/1 The torch which ..

opened new prospects to his eager views. 1899 Newcastle
Even. Chron. 14 Mar., The hopper opened her red light
and sounded a short blast.

8. A'auf. To come in sight of, get an open view
of, by rounding or passing some intervening object.
1748 Ansotfs I'oy. i. vii. 75 We opened Streights Le Maire,

and soon after..
entered^

them with fair weather and a brisk
gale. Ibid, ii. ii. 130 We were .. surprized .. to see her open
the N.W. point of the bay. 1768 J. BYRON Narr. Patagonia
(ed. 2) 94 As soon as we opened the headland to the west-
ward of us. 1837 T. HOOK Jack Brag xiv, The breeze,
which blew right in his face.. as he 'opened

1

the sea be-
tween Weston's shop and the library. 1858 Merc. Marine
Mag. V. 227 Taking care not to open the Obelisk on the
slope of the North Head. 1898 R. KIPLING Fleet in JJei?
v. 46 The tide's setting us up a little. ..We shall open
Dunboy House in a minute round the corner.

t 0. To lay bare or make manifest to the (mental
or spiritual) view

;
to reveal, disclose, declare, make

known, Obs. exc. as in b.

<: 900 tr. Bafda's /fist. i. vii. (1890) 36 Albanus . . cvSde and
openade..^at he cristen wrere. e 1175 Lamb, flow. 127 Of
fc>ere heouenliche blisse J>e us wes iopenad. c 1200 I'ices
* I'irtues 27 Min fader on heuene hit openede in to (bine)
herte. a 1325 Prose Psalter xlviii[i.]. 4 Y.. shal open in (?e
sauter myn purpose. 1450 tr. DC Imitatione i. xiii. 15
Temptacion openib what we be. 1526 TINDALK Matt. xi.

27 Nether knoweth eny man the father, save theSonne,and
he to whome the Sonne will open hym. 1548 UDALI,, etc.
Erasnt. Par. Matt. xvi. 87 Nor open it to others that he
was Messias. 1598 GRENEWEV Tacitus, Ann. n. xviii. (1622)
59 Semius openeth that by letters to Piso ; warning him not
to go about to tempt the army with corrupters. 1647
EVELYN Diary 9 Nov., My sister open'd to me her marraige.
1771 Antiq. Sarisb. Pref. Biog. 121 Striking incidents.,
which, if preserved, would open their real characters.

1804 Knrop. Mag. XLV. 42/2 The plan of the work is fully
opened in the Preface.

b. esp. To disclose or divulge (one's mind, feel-

ings, designs, etc.) ; reft, to communicate one's
intentions or feelings, to unbosom oneself.
c 1400 De&tr. Troy 553 He onswared hir onestly opynond

hishert. 1533 in W. ft. Turner Select. Rcc. Oxford (1880)
115 That we should freindly open our minds each to other.

1545 BmmtLQW Compl. 36 b, There may he open his matter
hymself. a 1548 HAI.L Chron,, Hen. /'/ 152 Before his
purpose was openly published, and hys frendes opened
theim selfes. 1682 BUXYAN Holy War Wks. 1768 II. 7,
I have opened my mind unto you. 1711 STEELE Sped. No.
240 F i When he was grown familiar with me he opened
himself like a Rood Angel. 1761 HUMK Hist. Eng. I. ,\v.

366 The king began with opening his intentions to the
Count of Hainault. 1849 MACAU LAY Hist. Em;, ix. II. 406
Rtiuell opened the design to Shrewsbury. '1860 RISKIN
Mod. Paint. V. ix. vii. 8. 269 To them, he can open
himself, by a word, or syllable, or a glance.

t c. To announce, declare; to make public, pro-
mulgate. Obs. 9

'433 Rolls of Pat-It . IV. 4*3/2 For o^r diverse causes,
openyd and allegg'ul. a 1548 H ALL C/m>w., //(//. /V//i38b,
When this matter was opened through Englande, howe the
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greate men toke it.. the poore curssed, tlie riche repugned.
1561 in Strype Ann. Ktf. 11709) I. xxxi. 310 That the sum
of mony by him given he opened hy the parson, vicar or

I

curate, to the parish. 1656 Burton's Diary (1828) I. 57,
I cannot but dissent from the gentlemen that have opened
it to be blasphemy.
10. To unfold the sense of; to expound, explain,

interpret. Obs. or ai-ch.

ciloo Trill, Coll. Ham. 217 On (>esse fewe litele wored
lolied fele gocle wored jif hie weren wel ioponen. a 1215

i A tier. A'. 242 Euerichon of beos wordes wolde habben longe
hwule uorte beon we] ippened. ^1340 HAMPOI.E 1'saltcr

Prol., pou sail fynd baiin oppynd in baire stedis. 1382
WVCI.IF Luke xxiv. 32 Wher oure herte was not brennynge
in vs, while he .. openyde scripturis to vs? '1449 PtcocK
AY/>'. Prol. i First openyng or doing to wile, thanne
next blamyng, and aftirward biseching. 1535 COVF.RUALE

j

2 Esdras xiii. 21, I will open vnto the, the thinge y l thou
hast requyred. 1571 UICGKS Pantom. in. xii. R ivb, Your
quotient openeth how many times the lesser vessel! is con-
teyned in the greater. 1642 W. AMI:S Marrow of Divinity
title-p., A table opening the hard words. 1720 WATKRLANO
l-'.igltl Scrm. 233 The force of these Expressions I have
elsewhere open'd and explain'd.
11. To make more intelligent or sympathetic; to

expand, enlarge, enlighten ^the mind or heart).
a 1310 in Wright Lyric P. xxv. 71 Ihesu, my saule drah

the to, Min heorte opene ant wyde un-do. 1382 WYCIJF
Acts xvi. 14 A womman Lidda bi name .. whos herte the
Lord openyde. 1526 TIN-DALE f.ule xxiv. 45 Then openned
he their wyttes, that they myght vnderstond the scriptures.
1605 BACON Ath\ Learn, r. vi. 16 Not only opening our
understanding . . but chiefly opening our belief. 1713 UERKK-
LEY Guardian No. 39 P8 Hus Understanding wants to be
opened and enlarged. 1886 KCSKIX rrztcrita I. ix. 305
My eyes had been opened, and my heart with them.
12. To render accessible or available for settle-

ment, use, intercourse, etc. ; as to open land, to

open a country /o /mite. Usually Open up : see 24.
1617 ABP. ABBOT Dcscr. World (1634) 292 The English ..

did adventure farre to open the North parts ofAmerica. 1816
BucKEHRIDGI Jrnl. I'oy. Missouri (ed. 2) 28 We stopped
..at the cabin of an old Frenchman, who is beginning to

open a plantation, according to the phraseology of the
western country. 1863 ALFORD in Ga. ll'ords Mar. 199 We
are to understand that a communication is to be opened
between two places.

13. To begin, start, commence; to set in action,

initiate, set on foot (any proceedings, operations, or

business). To open an account, open Ike ball or
the campaign, open fire, open parliament, etc. : see

the sbs. (Allied to 2 d.)
1693 [see CAMPAIGN sb. 3). 1709 STEF.I.E Tatter No. 17^5

The Allies hasten their Preparations for opening the Cam-
paign. 1712 ADDISON Spat. No. 267 F2 He.. opens his
Poem with the Discord of his Princes. 1731 Gcntl. Mag.
Dec. 538/2 The Duke gave a Ball, which .. his Highness
open'd with the Princess Mary. 1735 BF.KTIN Chess v,
Never play your Queen, till your game is tolerably well

opened. 1762-71 H. WAI.POI.K I 'ertue's Anted. Paint. (1786)'
IV. 162 The pictures were, .exhibited to the public, and the

subscription opened. 1781 Hist. Jtttr. in Ann. Keg. 24/2
On the I2th of March the Spaniards opened their battery.
1787 JEFFERSON ll'rit. (1859) ?' 3'6 They are about to

open a loan of one hundred millions. 1827 ROBERTS I'oy.
Ccntr. Ainer. 54 To open a trade with the Indians in
the interior. 1833 Act 3 IT 4 ll'itt. IV, c. 46 61 An
account to be opened in the name of the Commissioners.
1833 HT. MAKTINKAU Maiic/i. Strite ix. 02 Opening the

weekly meetings. 1839 THIRI.WALI, Grace VI. 15 Ptceodorus
. . had opened a correspondence with him. 1840 Penny Cycl.

Xyil. 274/2 It is the practice for the lord chancellor,

fire at them directly. .Mmf. The Queen will open Parlia-
ment in person.
14. Legal. To state (a case; to the court, pre-

liminary to adducing evidence
; esp. to sjieak first

in a case, a privilege belonging to the affirmative

side. To open pleadings, in a trial before jury, to

state briefly the substance of the pleadings. Also,
To state or bring forward (an argument, assertion,

etc.) in opening a case.
1621 KLSINC Lords Debates App. (1870) 134 The breefes

of the whole abuses read in open Conrt, w[hi]ch Sir Randolph
Crew in divers poyntes opened to their Lordships. . .Mr.
Atturney General! opened divers poyntL-s to their Lord-
ships touching these abuses. 1631 Star Chain/'. Cases
(Camdcn) 6 The Complainants Counsell having made their

charge, and opened all their proofes, the defendants Counsell

having also made their defence, c 1645 How KM. Lett. (1655)
IV. viii. 24 She may make Her self your Client, and so

employ you to open her Case, and recover her Portion. 1682
DRVDEN Medal Ep. to Whigs r 4 You retained him only
for the opening of your cause, ..your main lawyer is yut
behind. 1891 Daily Xcsvs 8 Dec. 7/5 Sir H. D. was open-
ing the case for the respondents when the Court rose.

15. To undo, recall, or set aside (a judgement,
settlement, sale, etc.), so as to leave the matter

open to further action, discussion, or negotiation.
1792 in Vesey, jr. Kcforts I. (iSoi) 453 The Court gives its

asstfttance to open biddings, for the benefit of the suitor and
the estate, not of the purchaser. 1806 Ln. EHSKINK ibid.

XIII. 204 The true Equity and Justice of the Case seem to

be, that Foreclosure is opened by the Action [brought by
the mortgagee]. 1848 ARXOI'UJ Mar. Instir. (i866< I. I. vi.

292 The policy was to be opened. By this, these writers
understood that the agreed valuation was to lie set aside as
the standard and basis of the underwriter's liability. 1867
Act 30 XT 31 i'ict. c. 48 7 It is the long settled practice nf
courts of equity in sales by auction of land under their

authority to open biddings even more than once. IHd.,
That the practice of opening the biddings., be discontinued

OPEN.
. . unless . . on the ground of fraud or improper conduct.
1877 SIR G. JESSEL hi Law Rep. 7 Ch. Div. 175 The mort-
gagor is entitled to open the foreclosure on the usual terms.

II. intr. (Sometimes for refl. t sometimes ellipt.
1

or absol. use of the trans.)

16. To become open, unshut, or unclosed: (a)
of a door or other means of entrance

; (b) of the

passage or doorway ; (c) of the space or enclosure
to which this gives access. Hence, (d} generally,
to come apart or asunder, so as to admit of

passage, disclose a gap or vacant space, display
1 the interior or contents, (e) Of an abscess, To
1 burst and discharge.

c IOOO./ELFRIC //<?/. 11.258 Byrgenu openodon middeadum
banum. c 1250 </V*. .y Ex. 3772 Eroe. .opnede vnder [h]ere

I

feL C137S Cursor M. 3783 (Fairf.) Him jio^t f?e gate opened
of heyuen. 1393 LANGL. P. PI. C. xxi. 368 For eny wye

I ojer warde wyde openede J>e 5ates. 15*6 Pilgr. Per/.
(W. de W. 1531) 289 b, The herte hoppeth and lepelh in the

body : and now openeth & now closeth. 1573-80 BARET
A tu. O 1 1 2 The skie openeth, or goeth asunder. 1592 SHAKS.
Rom. <y Jiil. v. iii. 47 Thus I enforce thy rotten lawes to

open. 1647 A. Ross Mystag. Poet. x.'(i675) 236 The Mari-
i gold.. opens or shuts with the Sun. 1724 DE FOE Mem.

Oiz'rt//Vr(i84o) 14 My wound opened ajrain with riding. 1774
GOLDSM. Nat. Hist, (1776) VI. 170 The bony covers open

,
and give it a free passage. 1828 SCOTT F. M. Perth\\, They
were scarce gone ere the door of the glover's house opened.
1870 E. PEACOCK RolfSkirl. III. 157 Law offices opened at

eight o'clock in those days.
b. Of the weather : To become clear of frost.

1678 LADY CHAWORTH in i2th Rep. Hist. J\ISS. Comm.
App. v. 45 Assoone as the weather opens to allow travelling.

c. Of things non-physical, the way to them, etc.

1845 STEPHEN Comm. Laws Eng. (1874) I. 300 The heir to
an estate . . when the succession to it opens or becomes
vacant upon the death of the proprietor.

17. a. Of a door, etc. : To serve as a passage to

or into
;
to give access to. b. Of a room or space:

To have an opening or passage /o, into, out of, etc.

Also c. To have its opening, or outlet towards, to

lie open to.

a. 1760-72 H. BROOKE FoolofQual. (1809^ IV. 124 A door
that opened into a garden ; and . .another door that opened
to the street. 1832 Act 2 <V 3 ll'itt. //*, c. 64 Sched. O. 45
The gate., opens into an occupation road leading to Penrallt.

1885 Lav Times LXXX. 5/1 The rooms have an outer door
opening on to a common staircase.

b- 1615 BEDW'ELL Arab. Trudg. Mj, Babe'lmandeb,. . is the
mouth of the Arabian gulfe [i. e. Red Sea], by which it

openeth and falleth into the Red sea [i. e. Indian Ocean J.

1722 DE FOE Plague (1884) 171 The back Road.. opened
into the said great Road. 1801 Litsignan III. 155 A library,
opening through a greenhouse on to a lawn. 1817 J. EVANS
Exatrs. Windsor 268 The house, an old one, opens upon
seven acres of ground.
C. 1697 DRYDKN l

r
irg. Georg. in. 472 A Cote that opens to

the South prepare. 1825 COBBETT KM: Rides (1885) II. 25,
I saw a lane opening in the right direction. 1839 YEOWELL
Anc. Brit. Ch. xii. 140 A valley opening to the sea shore.

18. To expand, extend, spread apart. Of a col-

lective body or its units: To move apart so as to

present openings or wider interstices. Also open
out : see 23.
1398 TREVISA Barth. De P. R. v. xliv. (MS. Bodl.) If. 24/1

For drawyng and by fonging of winde J>e bladder openylii
and spredifr. 1667 MILTON P. L. vi. 481 They shoot forth
. . op'ning to the ambient light. 1675 tr. Afachia~>elli's
Prince (18831 242 His horse,, .opening to the right and left,. .

made room for the foot. 1856 KANE Ar<.t. E.vpl. II. .\M,\.

297 The little flag, .opened once more to the breeze.

b. Jig. To expand in intellect or sympathy.
1709 FKLION Classics (1718) 38 To repeat his Grammar

!
over, two or three Years before his Understanding opens
enough to let him into the Reason.. of the Rules. 1713

i STEELE Etiglishtn. No. 55. 354 All Hearts l>egin to open.

19. To become disclosed or revealed, to begin to

appear ;
to expand to the view, to become more

and more visible, esp. on nearer approach or

change of position.
1708 J. PHILIPS Cider n. S6 Joy and Pleasure open to

the View. 1782 COWTLR TabU-t. 265 The varied fields of

science, ever new, Opening and wider opening on her view.
a 1822 SHELLEY Summer 6 The stainless sky Opens beyond
tliem like eternity. 1842 LYTTON Zaiioni v. 29 Mournful
Campagna, thou openest on us in majestic sadness. 1844
MRS. BROWNING Lay Brown Rosary in. ii, Down through
the wood. .Till the chapel-cross opens to sight. i87sJo\VETT
Plato ied. 2) I.

4^20
Plato had the wonders of psychology

just opening to him.

b. Naiit. To appear distinct or separate.
1745 P. THOMAS Jrnl. Ansons I'oy, 56 The Town of

Payta .. began to open in a direct line with it [the Point
that forms the Bay]. 1854 MOSKLEY Astron, i. (1874) a The
lights. .will appear to separate, or in the nautical phra>e,
they will open. 1858 Merc. Marine Mag. V. 226 The
. . Lighthouse has opened its own breadth north of the..
Obelisk below it.

20. To disclose or declare one's knowledge,
thoughts, or feelings in speech, to speak out; to

speak explicitly, explain.
n 1641 HP. Mot'NTAGU/Jcl; 4- Man. (1642) 300 H Is enemies. .

would soone be quashed and not once dare to open, if hee
were at Court. 1753 FOOTE Eng. in I'aris n. Wks. 1799 I.

44 It will be inipossible for me to divine : but come, open a
little. 1775 T. HUTCHISSON Diary 9 Nov. I. 555 He opened
very largely on the state of affairs. 1809 MALKIN Gil Was
xn. xiii. P 7 He did not open on the subject of Seraph ina,
nor did we attempt to draw him out. 1830 COBBETT Rnr.
Rides (1885) II. 304 When I opened, I found that this man
was willing to open too. 1841 J. T. HEWLETT Parish Clerk
I. 231 If he opens upon it I'll give him a sound thrashing.



OPEN.

21. Of hounds : To give tongue, to begin to cry
when in pursuit on a scent

; hence, contemptuously,
of men.

'565-73 COOPER Thesaurus, Circumspecli canes . . good
hounds that open not but where they finde. 1573-80 BARET
Alv. O 114 To vent, or open as an hound or spaniel doth,
when he hath the sent of anie thing. 1598 SHAKS. Merry '.

IV. ii. 209 If I cry out thus vpon no traile, neuer trust me
when I open againe. 1657 THORNLEY tr. Longus' llapknis
<V Cfilffe 68 The deep-mouth'd dogs open'd loud. 1735SOMurau Ckase i. no To chear the Pack Op'niim in
Consorts of harmonious Joy. 1836 Penny Cycl. V. 7/2 When
in pursuit . . the hound opens with a voice deep and sonorous.

22. To begin ; to start or commence operations.
In theatrical parlance, To make a debut, to begin
a season or tour. Often elliptical, for open fire.
1716 ADDISON Free-holder No. 22 p 2 Our Conversation

opened, as usual, upon the Weather. 1761 FIIOTF. Liar I.

Wks. 1799 I. 282 Where do we open V.. Let us see one
o'clock ..the Mall will becrouded. 1803 MRO. WEU.ESI.EY
Desp, (1877) 366 The batteries of the British army opened
against the fort. 18*7-39 I)K QUINCEY Murder Wks. 1862
IV. 52 In spite of all 1 could do or say, the orchestra
opened. 1828 UfJUa ft Shades \. 245 W. Settle opened in
'

Liberty Hall '. 1876 TKKVELYAN Mfttulaf 1 1. xv. 469 When
the year 1859 opened. 1880 Daily News i Mar. 3/3, I open
in this piece, providing myself the company, and super-
intending the rehearsals. 1883 Munch. Guard. 3 Xov. 6/6
Lard opened active at higher prices. 1884 Ibid. 22 May 5/2
The summer session of the French Chambers opened on
Tuesday. 1894 WOLSF.LEY Marlborongli II. 175 A battery
of eight guns opened on the fleet. Mod. Our school opens
next .Monday.

III. With adverbs.

23. Open out. trans, a. To render visible or
accessible by the removal of that which envelopes
or conceals

; to unfold, unpack, b. To develop.
C. To disclose, reveal, display or offer to mental
view. intr. d. To expand, extend, move apart :

= sense 18. e. To give vent to one's feelings or

thoughts; to speak out, speak freely; = sense 20.
a. 1861 Cr.ouGH Poems, etc. (1869^ I. 248 In one spot some

lesser ruins have been opened out. 1882 DE WINDT Equator
99 Coal js found. -here, and Government has opened out a
small mine for the use of its vessels. 1883 J. W. SHERER At
Home ff in India 112

_
We.. had got our tin travelling cases*

inside, and were opening out some necessary things.
b. 1826 SOUTHEY in Corr. w. C. Bennies (1881)93 Whether

the studied deference which is now assumed toward me, . .

will open out anything like a frank and easy intercourse
time must show. 1878 GLADSTONE Glean. (1879) I. 206
The work of searching the soil and the bowels of the
territory, and opening out her enterprise throughout its
vast expanse.
0. 1814 COLERIDGE Lett., to D. Stuart (1895) 631 Having

for the very first time..opened out my whole feelings and
thoughts concerning my past fates and fortunes, a 1834
in Lit. Rent. (1836) II. 96 The perfect probability ofthe
moment chosen by Prospero..to open out the truth to his
daughter. 1865 Ch. Times 28 Oct., The newly.formed
diocese opened out a magnificent opportunity for a Bishop
whose training fitted him for his work.
d. 1833 Refill. Instr. Cavalry i. 154 The left wing open

put. 1859 F. A. GRIFFITHS Artil. Man. (1862) 30 A Battalion
tn Close column should first open out to quarter-distance.
1871 L. STEPHEN Playgr. Em: iv. III. 245, 1 was glad when
the trees began to open out.. and we came upon the.,
meadow.
e. 1855 COSTELI.O Stor. Screen 89 She now opened out a

little, and told me [etc.). 1861 HUUHKS Tom Rrenniat O.rf.
v.

(1^889) 42 Tom . . [was] very much astonished at himself for

having opened out so freely.
24. Open up. (Up is added to Open in many

of its senses, often merely with the effect of

strengthening or giving emphasis, but esp. in the

following.) a. trans. To open to view, access, use,

passage, or traffic .'usually implying the removal of
obstructions to sight or access) ; to lay open (a
question previously untouched; ; to bring to light,
disclose, raise and leave open or unsettled.
1582-8 Hist. Jus. VI (1804) 180 To oppin up the meanes

for the mair facill atteening to a Rude peace. 1793 Monthly
Kcv. XI. 159 The place which is first opened up. 1827
CARLVLE Germ. Ram. IV. 149 By Miracles and Similitudes,
a new world is opened up. c 1829 COLERIDGE in Sterling's
Ess. *i Tales (1848) I. Life 23, I. .detected two errors ; one
of them the phrase open up a suoject, which, I suppose, is
an innovation of the sectarian pulpits. 1844 MILL Ess.
Pal. Econ. 97 The views of political economy which his
[Ricardo's] genius was the first to open up. 1851 DIXON If.
Pcnu i. (1872) 3 Opening up a new and tempting branch of
trade. 1852 GLADSTONE Clean. (1879) IV. 191 This inquiry,
however, opens up and detects the master fallacy. 1884
Tunes (weekly ed.) 19 Sept. 6/2 Kach turn of the road.,
opened up new effects in the enchanting landscape. 1884
Pall Mall G. 29 Aug. n/2 He would begin by opening up,
say, twenty-five acres his first year, clearing, draining, and
planting. 1895 Manch. Guard. 14 Oct. 5/6 The^lsker
Valley line. .will open up this country for the first time.

b. tntr. To become open to passage, view,
enterprise, etc. (by the removal of obstructions).
1857 LIVINGSTONE Trar. xx. 407 Avenues ofwealth opening

up so readily. Mod. Hoping a way will open up.
IV. Phrases. To open a (or tlie) door to : sec

POOR 3. f To open one's cars, to give ear, listen

willingly or attentively. To open one's eyes, to take
notice, regard, look ; to stare with astonishment.
To open aperson's eyes, to cause him to see, to make
him aware of facts. To open one's month, i. e. in

order to swallow or eat, or (also one's lips) to

speak ; not to open one's lips, to be absolutely silent.
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c 1200 Trlti. Coll. 1/0111.35 Hieopcncden his earen to luste
i ]*: defies lote. a 1300 Cursor M. 19941 Petre opend pan his
muth..he said (etc.). <z 1340 HAMPOI.E Psalter xxi. 12 j>ai

oppynd on me baire mouth, c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints'l. (Petrns)
705 In |>at howre god hopnyt bar ewyn. 1393 LANGL. P. PI.
C. xir. 61 (Rawlinson MS.) For god is def now a dayes and
deyneth [see DAIN v.] his heres to opne. 1545 BKINKI.OW
Lament. 20 He must open his mouthe agaynst Antichriste.

1711 BUDGKLL .Sped. No. 77 p 6 He. .thinks a great deal,
but never opens his Mouth. 1712 Si EEI.E ibid. No. 427 F i

Too ill-natnr'd to open their Lips in Conversation. 1849
MACAULAY Hist. Eng. ii. 1. 247 In the House of Lords
he never opened his lips. 1874 (J. Ka: CXXXVI. 13!
Already the eyes of her prelates .. are being opened to the
hollowness of the plea. 1879 ESCOTT England I. 360 The
door is opened to a host of frauds.

Hence Opened ppl. a., made open.
14.. l'oc. in Wr.-Wnlcker 564/35 Apertus. openyd. ^1568

in iiannalyne /l/.S". (18791 673/17 Hir hair wes Ijk the
oppynnit silk. 1765 Universal Alag. XXXVII. 236/1 A. .

quantity of this poison is dropped into an opened vein. 1837
mAmKrqr-fUlutix, Beer was foaming from the mouths
of the opened bottles. 1859 F. A. GRIFFITHS Artil. Man.
(1862) 40 The escort will be drawn up.. with opened ranks.
1889 Pall Mall G. r Jan. 4/3 In the present oiiened-np con-
dition of Central Africa.

Openable (<>-p<jnabT,<7. [f. prcc. + -ABLE.]
Capable of being opened.
1823 Xc-,v Monthly Mag. VII. 417 It is wmse than useless

to leave box-doors openable from behind. 1881 ]. C,. FITCH
Lect. Teach. 68 All pigeon-holes and covered space.-,, .should
be open or easily openable.

Open air, open-air.
1. O'penai-r: The unconfined atmosphere ; hence,

the unconfined space outside buildings, usually
more or less exposed to the weather : cf. Am s/i. 3 b.

1526 Pilgr._ Per/. (W. de W. 1530 2 b, Her natural!

mclynacyon is to be abrode in the open ayre. 1653-1756
[see AIR so. 3 b].

_
1659 LOVELACE Poems (1864) 177 Now he

takes the open air, Drawes up his wings with tactick care.

1717 BERKELEY Jntl. Tour Italy 24 Jan., Wks. 1871 IV. 534A Jesuit preaching in the open air. 1851 Keek's Florist 148A leaf of the Victoria regia, said to be grown in the open air
at Chelsea.

2. altrih. (usually o'pcn-cu-r . Existing, carried

on, performed in, or characteristic of the open air.
1860 G. H. K. Vac. Tour. 143, I never heard a complete

silence in the open-air world yet. 1864^ Chambers' Bk. of
Days m Mar. 355 Open air Preaching is sometimes heard
from a great distance. 1878 TAIT & STEWART Unseen Univ.
i. 48. 67 They have an open-air look about them. 1896
Allbutt's Sj-si. Mcd. I. 297 The hygienic and dietetic

arrangements and especially the open-air treatment.
Hence Open-ai rish a., marked by open-air

characteristics, so O pen-ai-rishness ; O pen-
ai'rism; O pen-aimess, open air quality, cool-
ness and freshness.
1881 Daily A'e'.us 30 Aug. 5/2 Wholesome and almost

moral in their healthy downright tone and the breezy open-
airishness of them. 1891 Ibid. 14 Oct. 5/1 A fastidious age
.. trying for all sorts of refinements of the art for impres-
sion, for

'

open airism ', for values, for good workmanship
as such. 1896 Q. Ke-'. July 2or The coolness and freshness,
the open-airness of English life and art.

O'pen-a:rse. Now dial. [In reference to the

large open disk between the persistent calyx-lobes.]
An old name of the Medlar, fruit and tree.
ciooo /EI.FRIC Gloss, in Wr.-Wiilcker 137/36 Mespila,

openzrs. c 1386 CHAUCER Recr'e's Prol. 17, I fare as dooth
an Openers ; That ilke fruyt is euer leng the wers, Til it be
roten in Mullok or in stree. (-1425 l'oc. in Wr.-Wiilcker
646/29 Htc sorhu, opynharstre. 1544 PHAER Bk Chi/dr.
( I 553) U ij b, Take the kernels or stones that are founde in
the fruite, called openers. 1663 KILI.IGREW J'arsoii's Wedd.
II. ii. in Hazl. Dadslcy XIV. 414 As useless as open-arses
gathered green. 1877 TV. W. Line. Gloss., Oppen-arses,
medlars. 1886 Ei.WORTHY H'. Somerset H'ord-Ht., Open-
tiss..\.\ie common and usual name among the working class.

Open-beak. = next.

1838 Penny Cycl. XII. 165/1 The open-beak, Bcc-oitrcrt
(Anastomus of Illiger).

O'pen-bill. A bird of the genus Anastomus, i

allied to the Stork, found in Africa and Asia; so
called because the mandibles of its bill when shut
are in contact only at the ends, leaving an open
space in the middle.

1837 SWAINSON A'at. Hist. Birds II. 174 The tufted umbre
.. is obviously allied to the open-bills (Anastomns, III.),
a singular form, remarkable for a thick and very powerful
bill gaping in the middle. 1894 NEWTON Diet. ISirds s. v.

O-peii-brea-stecl, a.

1. Having the breast exposed. Of a garment :

Not covering the breast or bosom.
1509 MAKSTON Sea. I'illanie n. vii. 203 Mean'st them him

that walks all open brested 1 1666 PUPYS Diary 20 June,A thin silke waistcoate . . open-breasted. 1709 STICEI.E
Taller No. 95 f i, I could scarce keep him this Morning ;

from going out open-breasted. 1829 LYTTON nevertux IV. v.

103 Even in June, one could not go open-breasted in those
regions of cold and catarrh.

f2. Not concealing thoughts or feelings, frank.
a 1616 BEAUM. & FL. Cust. Country v. iii, Thou art his

friend.. And therefore Me be open breasted to thee. 1650
R. STAPYLTON Utrada's Low C. ll'arres in. 67 Count
Egmont a blunt souldier, open-breasted in his love and
hatred.

Open door.
1. A door standing open to give access or ad-

mission
; hence used fig. to typify free admission

or access, freedom of admission.
1526 TINDALE Rev. iii. 8 Beholde I have set before the an

open doore and no man can shutt hit. 1885 I.own.i. die

OPEN FIELD.

Han'ard Commem. xi, She of the open soul and open door,
With room about her hearth for all mankind.

b. Internal. Politics. Admission to a country,

!
esp. for purposes of commercial intercourse, open
to all upon equal terms. Used esp. in 1898 with
reference to Chinese ports.
1856 EMERSON Eng. Traits, Result Wks. (Bohn) II. 134

England keeps open doors, as a trading country must, to all
nations. 1898 SIR M. HICKES BEACH Sp. Swansea 17 Jan.,
If we wanted to keep open doors for our commerce. .we
must be prepared in savage countries to incur territorial

responsibilities. [/&'</.,[As to China] The Government were
absolutely determined, at whatever cost, . . that that door
should not be shut.] 1898 Daily Xe-fs 25 Jan. 4/7 Why
should Russia object to the policy of the open door which
has been proclaimed, .as the essence of British policy? 1898
/lines i Mar. 9/5 The incidents which suggest doubts as
to the adoption of the policy of the open door by our rivals
in the Far East. 1898 SIR E. MONSON Sp. 6 Dec., Althoughwe cannot insist upon that 'open door 'which has latterly

, become a household word in our mouths.
allril: 1898 A tlantic Monthly LX XX 1 1. 4 58/1 Coopera-

lion between this republic and Great Britain as to the
furtherance of the open door policy. 1900 Daily, Xcms
:? ; Oct. 5/3 _Uoth Governments agree in maintaining the
open door principle in all regions where they can exert any
influence.

2. Si: Law. Letters of open doors: sccqurt-i.
[1693 SIAIK lust. Law Scot. iv. xlvii. # 40 Lettei., fc.r

making palent Door.-, when Parlies keep themselves or ihcir
Goods within locked Doors, and do not give auce-s thereto,
for executing of Caption or Poynding.) 1861 W. BELL
Diet. Law Scot, s.v., Letters of Open Doors, .authorise the
messenger to break open the doors of those places in which

I

the goods of the debtor are lodged.
3. atti-i/i. (O'pen-doo-.rj. Pone with open doors,

public.
1899 II cstm. Ga:;.

f) Aug. 2/j The open-door proceedings
are hardly less puzzling.
Hence O-pen-cloo red a., having the door open,

hence, ready to take in or receive; keeping open
house, hospitable.
1839 BAILEY Fcstus ix. (1852* 07 The open doored cottages

and blazing hearth. 1842 Sin H. TAYLOR Edwin the fair
iv. i. (I).), Some, Whose ears are open-doored to phantoms.
1859 TENNYSON Enid 302 A house Once rich, now poor,
but ever open-door'd.

Opener (<-p'n3i). [f. OPEN v. + -EUI.]
1. One who or that which opens, in the senses of

the verb.

1548 UI.ALL Erasiu. Par. Pref. 1 1 An opener and teller of
the trueth. a 1555 RIDLEY Brief Deelar. Wks. (Parker
Soc.) 29 An opener of high mysteries in Scripture. 1637
R. HUMPHREY tr. St. Ambrose \. i An opener of the way
to obtaine blessednesse. 1732 BERKELEY Aldphr. v. 17
Divers to the bottom of things, fair inquirers, and openeis
of eyes. 1872 A. J. GORDON In Christ iii. (1889) 55 Opener
of the prison doors to them that are bound. 1883 La;v
Times 27 Oct. 434/2 The opener having replied, the question
was put, and carried in the affirmative.

fb. An opening medicine, an aperient. 0!'s.

1610 MARKHAM Maslcrp. il. clxxiii. 491 luy is a great
drawer, and opener. 1626 BACON Sylva. 555 It is also an
excellent Opener for the Liver. 1787 WITHERING Brit.
Plants (ed. 2) I. 320 A gentle opener and promotes per-
spiration.

2. A machine for opening or loosening the
tussocks of cotton as it comes from the bales and

separating dust and other impurities.
1875 Ure's Diet. Arts III. 965 Perhaps the most common

description of Opener in use is known as the Scutcher. 1890
G. B. SHAW Fait. ss. Socialism 72 A machine called an
opener, by which 15,000 Ibs. of cotton can be opened in 56
hours. 1895 Oracle Encyel. II. 189/2 From the willow the
[cotton] fibres pass to the opener or scutching machine.

Open-eyed (Ji'p'npid), a.

1. Having the eyes open ; awake, vigilant.
1601 HOLLAND Pliny I. 27 Whosoeuer 'is smitten [by

lightning] sleeping, is found open eied. 1610 SHAKS. Temp.
n. i. 301 While you here do snoaring lie, Open-ey'd Con-
spiracle His time doth take. 5883 F. M. PEARD Contradict.
XT, Gina was all open-eyed amaxement. 1886 RL'SKIN Prxte-
rita I. x. 338 A .. just open-eyed puppy, disconsolate at the
existence ofthe moon.

b. Pone with the eyes open.
1876 GEO. ELIOT Dan. Der. liv, An open-eyed dream that

the world has done with sorrow. 1892 EMILY . LAWLESS
Crania I. iii. 17 His comfortable |>erch and open-eyed after-
noon snooze.

2. Having tlie mental 'eyes' or perceptive
powers open.
1648 lip. HALL Sel. Th. 12 A Christian.. can be, at once,

open-eyed to nature and blind to lust. 1873 SYMONDS Grk.
Poets i. 25 The result of open-eyed wisdom. i888WESTCoTT
I 'ic. Cross 6 The soul open-eyed to all the facts of the world.

Hence Openeyedly ajv., with open eyes.
1894 F. T. PALGRAVE in Jrnls. (1899) 246 He [A. P.

Stanley], perhaps open-eyed-ly, .. backs men he only half or
not at all agreed with, from pure charity.

Open field. An unenclosed field ; undivided
arable land. Chiefly attrib. in open-field system,
a system by which the arable land of a village was

planned out into a number of unenclosed portions
or strips and distributed among the villagers.
1780 A. Vot'NG Tour Irel. 130 The mischiefs of our open

field system in England. 1808 FOKSYTH Beauties Scotl. V.
220 Land inclosed and subdivided is reckoned worth from a
fourth to one-half more rent than in an open-field state.

1884 Sia HOIIM I'.ng. I'ill. Comm. (ed. 3) i. 7 The most. .im-

portant feature ofthe open field system .. is the fact that ..

tlie several holdings were made up of a multitude of strips
scattered about on all sides of the township. Ibid. 3 Under



OPEN-HAIR.
the English system the open fields were the common fields

the arable land of a village community or township
under a manorial lordship. 1900 JENKS Hist. Politics vi.

(ed. 2) 50 There were practically no hedges in the medieval

village. The arable land of the village lay in great open !

fields, many hundreds of acres in extent.

t O'pen-hai:r, n. Obs. rare" 1
. With hair

uncovered, bareheaded. Cf. OPEN a. 5.
4:1380 Sir Fcrumb. 1943 Al open-her, & eke oungerte ..

^Vyp a rop aboute by nekke.

O'pen-ha nded, a. [Parasynthetic f. open
hand-. seeOrEXfl. 22 b.] lit. Having an open hand. \

a. Free in giving, liberal, generous, bountiful.
1601 B. JQVLSQW Poetaster u\. i, Is he open-handed V bounti- !

ful ? 1631 MASSINGER City Madam i. iii. Let me yield my
reasons why I am No opener-handed to him. 1705 STAN-
HOPE Paraphr. II. 400 The Liberality of the Wealthiest
and most Open-handed Man. 1863 A. BLOMFIKLD Mem.
Bp. Blomfeeld II. ix. 204 He did it with an open-handed
generosity. 1881 Miss KKADDON Mt. Royal I. i. 17 He
was open-handed, and had no petty vices,

fb. Ready to receive gifts. Obs.

1701 DE FOE True-born Eng, i. 325 So open-handed
England, 'tis believ'd, Has all the Gleaning 1* of the World
rcceiv'd. 1785 TRUSLER Mod. Times III. 14 i'iddy, . .always
open-handed, more ready to receive, than people to give.

I It-nce O penha mledly </ /7 ..O penha'iidediiess.
1873 I" WALLACE Fair God v. iv, 281 He struck open-

handedly at the page, but with such good-will [etc.]. 16*8

JACKSON Creed xi. xlv, g 2 Mercy, bounty, and openhanded-
ness to the poor. 1844 J. T. HEWLETT Parsons fy Il7

.'\, They
appreciate the open-handedness that keeps him poor.

t O'pen-hea:d, <? and adv. Obs. [See OPEX a.

22 : cf. barehead, bareback^ barefoot, etc.]
= next.

rt 1225 Ancr. K. 424 No mon ne i-seo ham unweawed, ne
!

open heaued. 1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 6967 pe king ligginge
hii founde Wepinde & ope heued [v.rr. open heued, open-

;

hefd, openhede]. c 1400 Chron. Eng. Ixxxv. in Herrig '.

Arc/uv LH. 23 Key and FJedewere .. founde a wedowe
i

oppin hede sitting by syde a lombe. ? 1:1513 in Three \$th .

Cent. Chron. (Camden) no He shall be open hede, and shall

here ye swerd of yc
esquire y" poynt downwarde.

t O'peil-hea'ded, a. and adv. Obs. [Parasyn-
:

theticf. open-head-, see OPEN a. 22 b.] With head
:

uncovered, bare-headed.
c 1386 CHAUCER Wife's Prol. 645 Open-heueded \so Hcng- \

ivrt MS.\ Corp. openhede, Harl. open heedid] he hir say I

Lokynge out at his dore vpon a day. 14.. Siege Jems. '

{K. E. 1*. S.) 19/346 Y bidde hem be boun, .. To inorow or
'

vndren open-heded alle, Vp her sates to selde, with jerdes
an hande. 1480 CAXTON Chron, Eng. Ixxvi. 61 Ladyes open

j

heded come byfore kyng Arthur and cryed hym mercy.

Opeil-hea'rted, a. [Parasynthetic f. open
heart : see OPEX a. 22 b.]
1. Disposed to communicate thoughts or feelings ;

not reserved, frank.

1611 COTGR., Rond, . . free, blunt, plaine, open-hearted,
j

sincere. 1653 WALTON Angler i. 3, I will be as free and

open-hearted as discretion will warrant me to be with a

stranger. 1701 DE FOE True-born Eng. it. 21 They're so
I

open-hearted, you may know their own most secret Thoughts,
and others too. 1864 PUSEY Left. Daniel vi. 370 Their

\

chiefs, in their openhearted character, fell into snares.

2. Accessible to noble emotions, especially those

of generosity or pity; full of kindly feeling.
111617 HIEROS IVks. I. 27 There be .. few that are open-

hearted and handed to releeue. 1680 HICKERISGILL Meroz
26 Neither make open hearted nor open handed their close- '

filled Disciples. 1768-74 TUCKER Lt. Nat. (1834) I. 257
The generous open hearted man sees a thousand bright ,

spots in the prospect around him. 1855 KINGSLEY Heroes
,

Pref. 13 He loves lo see men and children open-hearted, and \

willing to be taught. .
]

Hence O penhea'rtedly adv.) O penhea'rtecl-
ness,
1611 COTGR., Vivrea la. Carlontie. .todealeopen-heartedly.

Ibid,, Honnestete, freedome of nature, open-heartednesse, a
i

noble disposition. 1768-74 TUCKER Lt. Nat. (1834) I. 260
|

Craft, cunning, and artifice stand opposed to fair dealing,

sincerity, and open-heartedness. 1883-4 J. G. BUTLER Bible-

Work II. 118 That open-heartedness that searches, and

ponders, and receives God's word.

Opening (^-pnirj, (?irp'mrj), vbl. sb. [f. OPEN v.

+ -ING 1.]

1. The action of the verb OPEX in various senses;
j

making free of passage, drawing apart, unclosing,
j

unfolding, uncovering, disclosing to the view, etc.
j

Also with adv. as opening out
', opening up*

c 1175 Lamb. How 49 purh heorte bireusunke burh muSes
openunge. a xaa$ Ancr. K. 60 pu schalt ^elden pet best vor
be puttes openunge. f 1380 WVCLIF Serin. Sel. Wks. II. 8

In openyng of hevene ^atis. 1486 Naval Ace. Hen. I'll

(1896) 13 The .. openyng and newe leying of old Ropes.
1530 TINDALE Answ. More Wks. 252/1 If stories be true,
wenien haue preached sence the openyng of y new Testa-
ment. 1543 BALE Course Ron. Fox title-p., a dysdosyttge
or openynge of the manne of synne. 1611 BIBLE Traitsl. i

Pref. 2 If it pertaine..to the opening and clearing of the

word of God. 1706 PHILLIPS, Opening of Trenches,, .the

first breaking^ of Ground made by the Besiegers, in order
to carry their Approaches to the place besieged. 1732
BEUKELEV Alcipkr. v. i We heard a confused noise of the

opening of hounds, the winding of horns, and the roaring
of country squires. 1850 CLOUGH DifsycJws n. v. 43 A
painful opening out Of paths for ampler virtue. 1887 Specta-
tor 4 June 759/1 The opening-up of a market almost as great
as India itself.

b. An action of the bowels.

1799 M. UNDERWOOD Treat. Ois. Clnldr. III. 192 They
should. .not [be] suffered to play until they have had an

Ting.A vacant space between portions of solid ,

matter
;
a gap, hole, or passage; an aperture. Tn

local use : = OPEN sb. i b.

ai**$Aucr. R. 276 Mon, bi flesch, hwat frut bcre'3 hit,
in all his openunges? 1382 WVCLIF Amos iv. 3 By opnyngis
5e shuln go out. 1398 TREVISA Barth. De P. R. xvm. i.

( MS. Bodl.) If. 240/1 pe openynge of be owie [ijej is meche : and
be openynge of be Egle i;e is litel. 1632 J. HAVWARD tr.

AtMMff Eromena 51 A . . hood which covers the face, saving
the eyes j for whose use there is an opening. 1725 DE FOE
Voy. round World (1840) 261 Climbing up the rocks in the

opening on the right hand. 1769 FALCONEK Diet. Marine
(1789), Opening, a passage, or streight, between two adjacent
coasts or islands. 1774 GOI.DSM. Nat. Hist. (1862) I. 159
The blood .. goes through the heart, by an opening called
the foramen ovate. 1858 LARDNER Hand-bk. Nat. P/iil.,

//ydrost,,e\.c. 141 This lateral circular opening is surrounded
by a horizontal wheel.

b. A bay, gulf or other more or less wide
indentation of the land.

1719 DE FOE Crusoe n. iv, Entering that opening of the
sea. 17*5 POI-E Odyss. \\. 440 Full in the openings of the

spacious main It [a vessel] rides. 1796-7 H. HUNTER tr.

St. Pierre's Stud. Nat. (1799) I. 159 These bays, or open-
ings, are formed in the ice, merely by the influence of the
nearest adjacent lands.

C. The width of an arch between its pillars.
1739 LABELVE Short Ace. Piers Westm. Bridge 44 The

lower an Arch is, in proportion to its Opening. 1881 RAY-
MOND Mining Gloss., Openings, the parts of coal mines
between the pillars, or the pillars and ribs.

3. l r
. S. A tract of ground over which trees are

wanting or thinly scattered in comparison with ad-

joining forest tracts. Cf. oak-opening in OAK sb. 8.

1704 Providence R. I. Records (1893) IV. 178 On the south
side of the place in the swamp,, which is called the first open-
ings 1745 P. THOMAS Jrnl. Ansons l

r
oy. 35 Hills, .covered

with ., Groves of Trees, interspersed with many Openings
and ever-green Valleys. 1824 LONGF. April Day iv, The
forest openings. 1839 MARKYAT Diary A liter. Ser. i. II. 46
The term used here to distinguish this variety of timber
land from the impervious woods is oak openings. 1851
MAVNE REID Sea

if
Hunt, xxxli, We debouched through

the mountain pass into a country of 'openings'.
4. The action of beginning, starting or setting on

foot
;
the first steps or commencement ; the part,

act, words, etc., with which anything opens; the

initial steps or stage in a course of action.

1712 ADDISON Spect. No. 412 F3 In the opening of the

Spring. 1782 Miss BURNEV Cecilia vi. iv, She came running
into Cecilia's room, saying she had very good news for her,
'A charming opening!" cried Cecilia, 'pray tell it me.'

1789 Gouv. MORRIS in Sparks Life fy ll'rit. (1832) I. 306
At the opening of the States-General. 1849 MACAUI.AY
Hist. Eng. iv. 1. 509 The days which . .preceded the opening
of the session. 1887 Grovels Diet. Jlfus. IV. 415 The opening
of the opera was originally intended to be quite different

from what it is now. Mod. The King's Speech at the

opening of Parliament.

b. spec. The statement of the case made by
counsel to a court of law preliminary to adducing
evidence.
1660 Trial Regie. 77 [We] cannot hear you to speak that

upon your opening which is treason. x8i8 CRUISE Digest
(ed. 2)VI. 132 Lord Chief Justice Eyre said, it was manifest
from the opening, that it was intended to be insisted on,
that .. Sir T. C. lost his old estate. 1881 Spectator 30 Apr.

;73

Like the opening of an advocate who has not mastered
is brief.

C. The introductory or burlesque part of a

pantomime preceding the harlequinade.
The two portions of the pantomime were not separated

before the year 1800.

1838 J/t'/w. Grintaldi II. xxii, He played Fribble in the

opening, and afterwards the Lover. 1859 Illitstr. /.<?<

News 8 Jan. 34/1 The introduction or opening, which, but
for the cumic masks, differs little from the burlesque or

extravaganza.
d. Chess. A mode of beginning a game ; spec.

a definite sequence of moves for the purpose of

establishing a line of defence or attack.

1735 BEKTIN C/iess iv, Particular instructions .. how the

player may make the proper openings, to attack, or defend.

1871 M. COLLINS Mrq. $ Alerch. III. iv. 120 She re-

membered it was an evening for chess, and wondered what

opening Miss Griffin would choose. 1889 Chambers* Eneycl.
166 AH openings of repute have distinctive titles, often being
named after their inventors.

5. An opportunity ;
a circumstance or combina-

tion of circumstances which offers a chance of

advantage, success or gratification ;
a vacant place

in connexion with any business or profession,
which admits of being occupied.
1793 BURKE Lett., to Sir C. Elliot Corr. 1844 IV. 153 Here

is an opening which, if neglected by our government,, .they
will one day sorely repent. 1855 FITZJ. STEPHEN in Cambr.
Ess. 178 She might have made him miss one or two openings
in life. 1889 RUSKIS Prxterita. III. ii. 69 D' Israeli saw his

opening in an instant. 1898 Times 17 Oct.
(
In his early

years of promise in the tennis court L relied mainly on
his wonderful return, his accuracy for the openings, and hii.

activity.

6. Comb. O'peuing-machi^ne, any machine for

opening ; spec.
= OPENER 2.

1875 KNIGHT Diet. Meek. 1561/2.

Opening (Ju'pniij, yu'p'nin),///. a. [f.
as prcc.

+ -ING *.] That opens.
1. That renders open ; spec, that opens the

bowels or other bodily passages ; aperient.
1398 TREVISA Barth. DeJ\ A*, vn. Ixx. (MS. UodU If. 74/2

Openyng medicyn . . openeth weyes that bejj stopped ami

makep bynne humours bat be cleymye bikke. 1620 VENNEK
If'ia Recta vi. 94 Vinegar that is made of White-wine, is

\

OPEN-MOUTHED.
move opening, and that which is made of Claret, more
binding. 1727 URADI.EY Fain. Dict.*.\. Almond^ Bitter-
Almonds are of an opening and detersive nature. 1804
ABKRNETHY Surg. Obs. 192 She took some gentle opening
medicine.

b. That opens, or forms the commencement of,
a discourse, entertainment, or proceeding; initial

;

introductory. (The opposite of CLOSING ///. a. b.)
1851 WILI.MOTT Picas. Lit. iv. (1857) 15 It contained the

opening letter of Junius. i88a Daily Tel. 4 May, It was
the opening day of the exhibition. Mod, His opening
remarks were eagerly listened to. The opening event was
won by the Dark Blues.

2. That becomes open ; unclosing, unfolding,

expanding, widening out, developing, beginning,
giving tongue, etc. : see the verb.

1637 MILTON Lycidasy6 The opening eyelids of the morn.

1667 P. L. xi. 277 From the first op'ning hud. 1702
ROWE Tantwl. \. i. 108 Watchful they stood expecting
op'ning day. 1754 J. LOVE Cricket (1770) 5 The Ball, close

cushion'd, slides askew, And to the op'ning Pocket runs, .1

Cou. 1805 Z. ALLNUTT Navig. Thames 23 A Plan of an
opening Weir across the Thames. 1810 SCOTT Lady of L.
i. iii, Yelled on the view the opening pack. An hundred
dogs bayed deep and strong. 187* W. R. GREG Enigmas
7-/5^v.(i882) 184 To the opening mind .. it [Life] seems like

a delicious feast.

3. Comb., as Opening-bit, a tapering tool for

widening an aperture ; a broach or reamer.

1875 KNIGHT Diet. Afcc/t. 1561.

t O'penly ,
a. Obs. [f. OPEX a. + -LY '.] Open

to sight, manifest, public. ^
cioso Ags. Gloss, in Wr.-Wtilcker 343/28 A puplieis,

openlecum. Ibid. 466/4 Puf>lica, openlecre. c 1200 Trin.
Coll. Hom. 5 Ure louerd ihesu cristes openliche tocume.
c 1200 ORMIN 2909 J>aer furrh he safT^uw, laewedd follc, Full

opennlike bisne. a i*a} Ancr. R. 426 pauh Je ancre on
hire meidenes uor openliche gultes legge penitence.

Openly (^"-pnli,, adv.
[f.

OPEN . + -LY -.]
In an open manner.
1. Without concealment ;

so that all may see,

hear, or take cognizance ; in public ; publicly.
971 Blickl. Hom. 193 Hie openlice ^aet sesetton. 1. 1020

Rule AV. Benet (Logeman) 55 He -si ge^read openlice to-

foran eallum. c 1200 ORMIN 13630 Opennli} biforenn man.
a 1300 Cursor M. 175 lesu crist .. openlik {v.rr. opinli,

openly] bigan to preche. 1375 BARBOUR Bruce xi. 633 The
Erll of murreff oppynly Takis playue feld with his men^he.
1480 CAXTON Chron. Eng. ccxxi, 213 He opened the letter

. .and red it openly word by word. 1549 Comfit. Scot. xv.

133 [We] dar neuyr pray appynly lo send sic vengeance on
ane euil prince. 1597 SHAKS. 2 Hen. /J7

, iv. ii. 76 My lone
to ye, Shall shew it selfe more openly hereafter. 1774
GOLDS.M. Nat. Hist. (1776) IV. 69 The dog. .openly declares
his alacrity to pursue ihem. 1856 FKOUDE Hist. Eng. (1858)
1. ii. 158 The words had been repeated to Wolsey, who
mentioned them openly at his table. 1885 Spectator 30 May
714/2 The lady, .flirts openly and unblushingly.

fb. IJy people generally, commonly, publicly.
1154 O. E. Chron. an. 1137 5 Hi sjeden openlice &et

christ slep it his halechen. 1473 Rolls of Parlt. VI. 83/1
In the paryssh of Seynt Michell, openly called Pater noster

chirch, otherwise called Weriiynton college, a 1548 HALL
Citron.^ Hen. I '1 149 It was openly knowen, that the French

kyng, was ready.. to make open warre.

2. Without concealment of thought or feeling ;

without reserve ; frankly, unreservedly.
1340 HAMPOLE Pr. Conse. 531 par-for lob Jms openly sayse ;

JfotHo, natus de mulicre [etc.], c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints iii.

(Andreas) 241 He bad )>ame opynly pat Jai suld hold bar

way in hy. 11548 HALL Chron. t Hen. I'lfl 249 b, \Vhu
should seme secretly to wyll more, than in the commission
he did openly professe. >8a8 SCOTT F. M. Pertk vii,

I speak among neighlxmrs and friends, and therefore I speak
openly.

f3. In a way easy to see or understand ; evidently,

manifestly; clearly, plainly. Obs.
t888 K. /ELFKED Foeth. ,\ix, Cato, se waes eac Romana

heretoga, se waes openlice ubwita. cioo ORMIN Pref. 55

piss iss to seggenn opermli; pe Laferrd Cri.stess Karrte.

a i5 Ancr. R. 8 Hwar lie ifmde in holi write religiun

openluker descriued & isuteled pen in sein lames canoniel

epistle? 1340 Ayenb. 73 Ine hevene bou sselt yzy openliche
hou uirtues and guode dedes byeb he^liche yolde. c 1400
MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) xxx. 135 pare er fewles also spekand of

baire awen kynde ; and pai will hails men . . spekand als

openly as pai ware men. 1484 CAXTON Fables of SEsop v.

xiii, He that can or shalle proue more openly that he hath

the most parte. 1682 NOKKIS Hierocks Pref. 34 Many
things might have been deliver'd more openly and clearly.

f4. In an open, not closed, state or condition
;

so as to admit of entrance or passage. Obs.

? a 1366 CHAIXKK Rom. Rose 502 If that the passage

opunly Hadde be unto me free.
1387-8

TUsK Test. Love
Prol. (Skeat) 1. i Men.. that, with eeres openly sprad..
swalowen the deliciousnesse of iestes and of ryme.

f 5. With wide spaces or interstices. Obs. rare.

t 1790 IMISON Sc/i. Art II. 48 For your first practice, copy
such prints as are openly shaded.

t O'pen-moutll, a. Obs. [OPXNO.22.] -next.

169* K. L'ESTKANGE Josep/nts, Antiq. vi. iv. (1733) 134

They went presently Open-Mouth to the Father, ..with

a grievous complaint against his SOILS. 1786 O'KtEFE in

Roxb. Ball. (1887) VI. 383011 Effingham't. squadron, though
all in abreast, Like open-mouth curs they came bowling.

Open-mouthed (^''p^^au^d}, a. [Para-

synthetic f. open mouth : see OPEN a. 22 b.]

1. Having the mouth open ; having an open
mouth

;
hence rapacious, in full cry, etc.

c 1532 DuWKS Introd. Fr. in Palsgr. 899 Ye shal pronounce

your a as wyde open-mouthed as ye can. 1709 STEELL
TatUr No. 62 F 2 A fine open-mouthed Dog. 1801 STRUTT

Sports <$
Past. in. iv. 182 Hounds running at them open-



OPEN-MOUTHEDNESS.
mouthed. 1900 Westm. Gaz. 28 Aug. 2/3 An open-mouthed
army, like an open.mouthed individual, does not strike one
as particularly intelligent.

b. Of a vessel or the like: Having a wide mouth.
1660 BOYLE New Exp. Phys. Mech. xxii. 177 The open-

mouth'd Glass was by this means almost replenished. 1830
R. KNOX Bfclartfs Anat. 186 Each molecule of the organs
is in a manner placed between two open-mouthed vessels.

2. Gaping, as with astonishment or surprise.
'593 DRAYTON Pastorals v. Poems (1810) 437/1 This fond

gentility.Whereon the fool world open-mouthed gazes. 1786
tr. Reckfonfs I "aMi( 1883)1 18 The poor peasants, .remained

open-mouthed with surprise. 1840 DICKENS OldC. Shop xiii,

Mr. Swiveller looked, as he was, all open-mouthed astonish-
ment. 1870 MORRIS Earthly Par. III. iv. 56 Yet did the

shipmen stay their speech And open-mouthed upon her stare.

3. With mouth open to speak ; speaking freely,

clamorous, vociferous.

1590 MASSINGER, etc. Old Law \: I, Justice, indeed, Should
ever be close-eared, and open-mouthed, a 1602 W. PERKINS
Cases Consc. (1619) 567 What is that makes men to be open
mouthed in declaring and censuring our faults ? 1802

JEFFERSON Writ. (1830) III. 500 Officers who are active or

open-mouthed against the government. 1849 MACAI:I.AY
Hist. Eng. viii. II. 367 Zulestein .. found all the people
whom he met open-mouthed about the infamous fraud just
committed by the Jesuits.

Hence O pen-mou thediiess.

1882-3 SCHAFF EncycL Relig. Know?. 11.973 He confessed,
with his usual incurable open-mouthedness.

Openness (9rpX&fe). [' OPEN a. + -NESS.]
1. The quality or condition of being open ; un-

closed, unenclosed, uncovered, unsheltered, or

unobstructed condition ; exposedness, etc.

1530 PALSGR. 249/2 Opynnesse,^/^r/w?v. 1577 HARRISON*

England i. x. in Holinshed I. 26/2 There is nothing to be
discommended In this ryuer, but the openesse thereof
..to the weather. 1610 HEALF.V St. Aug. Citie of God
xv. iv. (1620) 507 Mans opennesse to aduersity. 1748
Anson's Voy. in. ii. 309 Aided by the openness of the woods.

1791 NEWTE Tonr Eng. $ Scot. 239 The openness of the
fields makes this improvement impracticable or unprofitable.
1876 STAINER & BARRETT Diet. Mus. Terms s. v. Notation,
Ut was also changed to Do for the sake of the openness of
the vowel.

b. The condition of being open to impressions
or ideas.

1671 J. IiURNYEAT Jml. in Friends' Library x\. 144,! found
a great openness in the country [Virginia], and had several
blessed meetings. 187$ MORLF.V Compromise (1886) 41
[That] which, .clogs their intellectual energy and mental
openness.
2. Absence of dissimulation, secrecy, or reserve

;

frankness, candour, sincerity.
1611 SHAKS. Cymb. i. vi. 88 Deliuer with more opennesse

your answer.es To my demands. 1711 ADDISON Spect.
No. 119 f 2 An unconstrained Carriage, and a certain

Openness of Behaviour, are the Height of Good-breeding.
1796 MORSE Amer. Geog. I. 669 [Chicasaws] have an open-
ness in their countenances and behaviour, uncommon among i

savages. 1828 D'!SRAELI Chas. I, I. xi. 308 There is an
apparent openness in the speech, which gives a favourable
idea of the man. 1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) I. 115 He con- :

siders openness to be the best policy.

3. Of weather: Absence of frost
; -f freedom from

cloud, clearness (obs.).
x6u COTGR., Serenite, serenitie, cleerenesse, . .calmenesse,

or opennesse of weather. 1856 KANE Arct. Expl. I. iv. 42
The known openness of the season of 1852 and the probable
mildness of the following winter. 1882 Gd. Words Apr.
252 The openness of the weather during the past winter.

Open sesame '/>n*p'n se-sam/). Also 9 open
sesamum. [See SESAME.] The magic words by
which, in the tale of Ali Baba and the Forty
Thieves, the door of the robbers

1

cave was made
to fly open ; hence, any marvellous or irresistible

means of securing immediate admission.

[1793 Arab. Nts. IV. 125 [Ali Baba] went among the

shrubs, and perceiving the door, he said. Open Sesame ; and
the door flew wide open.] 1826 SCOTT Diary 14 Sept. in

Lockhart, A laudatory copy of French verses sent up the

evening before by way of ( )pen Sesamum, I suppose, a 1837
MRS. MARKHAM Hist. France xxxiii. (1855) 416 She tried

that universal key, that open sesame, a bribe. 1882 MRS.
OLIPHANT Lit. Hist. Eng. I. 185 Genius was understood, !

and poetry a sort of '

open Sesame
'

to every noble door..

t O-pen-tail. Obs. rare- 1
. A light, indelicate,

or unchaste woman.
a 1618 DAVIES Scourge of Folly xxiii. (1878) 10 Kate still

exclaimes against great medlers, A busie-body hardly she
abides. . I muse her stomacke now so much shoulde faile To

L

loath a medlar, being an open-taile.

t O*pen-ti:de. Ols. = next.
< 144 Anc. Cookery in Honseh. Ord. (1790) 472 This i

potage may be made in Lenten, and also in openlyde, on
;

this same manere, wuhouten eyren. Ibid.^ Appeluns fur
a Lorde, in

Opyntide. a 1700 KHNNETT in MS. Lansd. 1033
(Halliwell) The time between Epiphany and Ash-Wednes-
day, wherein marriages were publicly solemnized, was on I

that account formerly called open-tide; but now in Oxford-
shire and several other parts, the time after harvest, while .

the common fields are free and open to all manner of stock, ;

is called open-tide. 1744 JACOB Law Diet., Open-tide^ i. e.
i

when Corn is carried out of the Common Fields.

O'pen time. The time during which any-
thing specified is open : spec, f a. The time
after harvest when cattle might be turned into the

open fields, fb. The time out of Lent when no
fast is imposed, c. That which is not close-time
for fish, etc.

[1293 AW/7. ann. 21 Edw. f Glmtc. rot. 14 in Abbrev.
Placit. 232 Habeant communiam pasture per omnes terras

143

suas in Shenington Tempore Aperto et post fena et blada
collecta.] 1483 Rolls of Parit. VI. 257/1 Aswell in opyn

yn cyme wnan naruest is in. a 1529 SKCLTON Lot. GteuU
U i Their dewtyes. .That they ought by the lawe. . In open
tyme and in Lent. 1635 PAGITT Christianogr. i. iii. (1636)
150 They fast not upon Saturdaies in open time but onely
Wensdaies and Kridales.

O pen-wo:rk. [See OPEN a. 7.]
1. .Any kind of work so made or constructed as

to show openings or interstices in its substance,
as in open-work of iron or other metal ; esp. such
work in knitting, netting, lace, embroidery, or the

like, introduced for ornament in any textile fabric.

1847 TENNYSON Princ. iv. 185 Betwixt were valves Of
open-work. 1863 HAWTHORNE Our Old Home 77 There is

an iron gate, through the rusty open-work of which you see
a grassy lawn. 1872 J. H. INGRAHA.M Pillar of Fire 68 The
chariot was gorgeously decorated at the sides with orna-
ments of light open-work. 1894 Daily News 10 Sept. 6/5
On the bodice a saddle-shaped yoke repeated the openwork
with its warm red lining.
attrib. 1812-16

J.
SMITH Panorama Sc. <$ Art I. 160

The whole interior is one series of open-work pahnels laid
on the Norman work. 1890 Daily News 24 Mar. 6/1 Open-
work stockings will be the only wear when the weather gets
a little warmer.

2. Alining. Kxcavation open to the surface.
1881 RAYMOND Mining Gloss.

, Open-work ^
a quarry or

open cut.

So O pen-wo:rked a., O'pen-wo-rkiiig- sb.

1835 Court Mag. VI. p. xiii/2 White open-worked silk

gloves. 1836-0 DICKKNS Sk. /><>.:, Characters iv, Down came
J'mima herself soon afterwards in ..Denmark satin shoes,
and open-worked stockings. 1886 Bum ON Arab. Nts.
I. 75 Open-worked tarts and fritters scented with musk.
1896 Westm. Gaz. 25 June 3 '2 The bolero of embroidered
lawn very much openworked. 1844 G. DODD Textile

Maniif. vii. 225 The working round of the outline [of lace]
is called 'running', while the filling up of the interior

parts is termed either
'

fining
'

or '

open-working '.

Openyoun, obs. form of OPINION.

Opera Vpera). [a. It. opera, a. L. opera labour,

pains, exertion, a work produced, f. opus, oper-
work; cf. F. opfra (lythc. in Hatz.-Darm.).]
1. A dramatic performance in which music forms

an essential part, consisting of recitatives, arias,

and choruses, with orchestral accompaniment and

scenery; also, a dramatic or musical composition
intended for such performance, a libretto or score.

1644 EVELYN Diary 19 Nov., It is the work of Bernini,.,
who, a little before my coming to the citty [Rome], gave a

publiq Opera (for so they call shews of that kind) wherein he

acted after the vulgar manner, but performed by Voyces in

that way, which the Italians term Recitative, being likewise
adorned with Scenes by Perspective, and extraordinary
advantages by Musick, 1659 KVKLYN Diary 5 May, I went
to visite my brother in London, and next day to see a new
Operaj after the Italian way, in recitative music and sceanes,
much inferior to the Italian composure and magnificence.
1661 PKPVS Diary 2 July, Went to Sir William Davenant's

Opera. 1685 Land. Gaz. No. 2042/4 The Opera of
Albion and Albanius ..is to be Printed. 1685 DRYDEN
Albion -y Albanius Pref., An Opera is a poetical Tale or

Fiction, represented by VocaF and Instrumental Musick,
adorn 'd with Scenes, Machines and Dancing. 1711 ADDISON
Sped. No. 18 F 2 Arsinoe was the first Opera that gave us
a Taste of Italian Musick. 1740 CIHIIKR APol. (1756) J. 277
The scheme was to have but one theatre for plays, and
another for operas. 1819 BVKON Juan i. cciii, If any person
doubt it, I appeal . . To plays in five, and operas in three
acts. 1880 W. S. ROCKSTRO In Grove Diet, Mns. II. 526/2
Wagner. .has written the Libretti as well as the Music of
all his later Operas.
fig. 1693 NORRIS Pract. Disc. (1707) IV. 207 We may.,
expect towards the latter end of this Great Opera, that the
Scenes will thicken, .and the Fashion of this World will pass
yet more swiftly away.

b. At or to the opera includes the notion of

the place : cf. at the play.
1645 EVELYN Mem. June, This night [at Venice], .we went

to the Opera where comedies and other plays are represented
in recitative musiq . . , with variety of sceanes painted . . , and
machines for flying in the aire, . . one of the most magnificent
and expensive diversions the wit of man can invent. 1880
W. S. RocKSTRoin Grove Diet. Mus. II. 518/2 If we would
know what Mozart really meant, we must study him, not
at the Opera, but in his own delightful Scores.

2. (Usually the opera.) As a branch of dramatic
art. (Cf. the drama, tragedy, comedy^ etc.)

1759 GOLDSMITH Bee No. 8 Some years ago the Italian

opera was the only fashionable amusement among our
nobility. 1763 J. BROWN Poetry fy Mtts. xii. 201 Venice was '

the Place where the Opera first appeared in Splendor. 1789
HURNEY Hist. Mus. IV. 18 This [end of i6thc.] seems the true
aera whence the opera, ordrama, wholly set to Music. ..should
lie dated. 1881 BAKING-GOULD Germany'ix. 249 It is in the

'

Opera and the Oratorio that the most flourishing descendants
j

of the old Mystery Plays are to be met with. 1884 G. A.
[

MACFARRKN in Encycl. Brit. XVII. 87/2 The masques per-
formed at Whitehall and at the Inns of Court were of the
nature of opera.
3. \Vithqualificationdenotinga particular branch :

or kind ; as ballad-opera (see BALLAD 6) ;
comic

;

opera (see COMIC A. i), also in Fr. form Optra
I

comique \ grand opera (see GRAND A. 8 b) ; opera
'

bouffe (= P. Optra bonffe^ also ellipt. bouffe^ and
j

in It. form opera buffo), comic opera, esp. of
]

OPERABLE.

|

a farcical character, an operatic extravaganza
(hence (nonce-wds.) opera-boit'ffer, an actor in

i opera bouffe; Opera-bou'ffeish adj., having the cha-
racter of opera bouffe).
1711 ADDISON Sped. No. 18 ? i It is my Design in this

Paper to deliver down to Posterity a faithful Account of the
Italian Opera. 1765 II. WAU-OI.K Lett., to G. Montagu
22 Sept., The Italian comedy, now united with their opera
comique^ is their most perfect diversion. 1817 Examiner
No. 486. 253 This lady at the Italian Opera is respectable :

on the English stage she was formidable. 1878 L. W. M.
LOCKHART Mine is Thine I. iii. 58 Offenbach outdoes
himself in a new opera-boufTe

' Suzanne et les Vieil-
lards'. 1879 J. HULLAH in Grove Diet. Hfus. I. 379 The
renascence of 'opera comique

1

in France dates from the
latter part of the iyth century. Ibid. 617 Grand Opera.,
may contain any number of acts, any ballets or divertisse-

ments, but if spoken dialogue is introduced it becomes
a 'comic' opera. 1880 W. S. KOCKSTRO ibid. II. 9 The
period in which the history of the Intermezzo merges per-
manently into that of the Opera Bufta, its legitimate heir
1888 /W/ Mall G. 29 Nov. 14/1 The opera bouft'ers from
the Gaiety Theatre. 1889 T. A. GUTHKIK Pariah i. vi, One
of the opcra-bouffeishcabanes came creaking.. over the sand.

1897 R. KIPLING Captains Courageous 133 The opera-
comique crew, .greeted him as a brother.

4. attrib. and Comb. a. general, as opera ballet,

bill, -book, -box, company^ -dancer, -goer, -maker,
-master, -singer, -song\ opera-going, -mad adjs.
1899 Daily News 23 May 5/6 As Luinley truly prognosti-

cated, 1845 saw ' the culminating peint in the History of the

*opera ballet in England." Now, in opera, the ballet is

a mere divertissement. 1712 AimisoN Spcct. No. 405 ? i The
"Opera Bills for this Day. 1879 GRO\ R Diet. Mtts. I. 196
Like Mendelssohn he [Beethoven] was in earnest in pursuit
of an *opera-book. 1831 PKACOCK Crotchet Castle 302, I

think an
v

opera box a very substantial comfort. 1880
ROCKSTRO in Grove Diet. Mns. II. 512/2 A rival *Oper;i
Company was established at the

'

Little Theatre, in Lincoln's
Inn Fields'. 1759 GOLDSM. Voltaire Wks. 1881 IV. n A
kept mistress, an actress, or an "opera dancer generally com-
pose the society. 1853 I-VTroN My Xovel x. x.xiv, The
walls were covered with.. the portraits of opera-dancers.
ilo-ix SWIFT ftf. (1767) HI. 107, I. .dined with Ford upon
his "Opera-day. 171* OLDISWORI H Odes ofHorace vin. 35/1
Unless some unexpected Copy should step forth like an

"Opera God out of a flying Chariot. 1883 Harper & Mag.
Nov. 887/1 The *opera-goer, that is to say, the citizen in an

opera hat and an opera frame of mind. 1833 MACAULAY in

Life $ Lett. (iSSoJ I. 359 "Opera-going damsels. 1768-74
TUCKER Lt. Nat. (1834) 1.493 Had I run *opera-mad..or
election-mail, I might have found companions enow to keep
me in countenance. 1716 POI-E Lett., to jfewas <j July
(1735) I. 253 Some Italian C'hymists, Hdlers, liricklayers,
and v

Opera-makers. 1813 SIR K. WILSON- Prir, Diary II.

186 The Crown Prince was still in Leipstc. .dressed like an
"'^opera-master. 1822 DK(JI:INCF,V Confess. 107 Tuesday and
Saturday were the regular *Opera nights. 1870 LOWELL
Study ll'ind. (1886) 17 The bobolink's, .'opera-season is a
short one. 1742 FIELDING Miss Lucy in Town Wks. 1882
X. 312 One is an *opera-singer. 1737 POPI-: Hor. Kp. ir. ii. n
A perfect genius at an *Opera-song. 1820 BYRON Let. to

Murray 12 Nov., I happened to have a spare *Opera ticket.

b. Special combs. : opera-cloak, a cloak of rich

material worn by ladies at the opera or in going
to or returning from evening parties (hence opera-
chaked adj.); opera-girl, (a) a girl or woman
who dances in the ballet of an opera ; (//) //. a

greenhouse plant, Mantisia sanatoria, called also

DANCING-GIRLS ; opera-glass, -glasses, a small

binocular for use at theatres, concerts, etc.
; opera-

hat, a hat suitable for use at the opera ; spec.
a tall hat which folds flat, and when open is kept
in shape by springs ;

a crush-hat
; opera-hood,

a lady s hood for use at operas, or in going to even-

ing parties, etc. ; opera-house, a theatre for the

performance of operas.
1872 Iii.ACK Adv. Phaeton xxvi. 363 Maidens in white

with scarlet *opera-cloaks. 1760 FOOTK Minor i. Wks. 1799
I. 243 An *opera girl is as essential a piece of equipage for

a man of fashion as his coach. 1848 THACKERAY I'an. Fair
xvi, Her mother was an opera-girl. 1866 Trcas. Hot. 815/2
Opera-girls, Mantisia saltataria. 1738 R. SMITH Op'tics 377
There is an instrument sold in the shops which some call an

"opera-glass,
others a diagonal perspective; it is properly

a reflecting perspective, so contrived for viewing a person
in a publick place that no one can distinguish who it is you
look at. 1849 BRANDE Diet. Sci. etc. s. v., The common
opera-glass is nothing else than the Galilean telescope,
invented by Galileo in 1609. 18*7 SIR J. BAKRINGTON Pers.

Sk., I found mine host decked out in his best jacket and
a huge *opera-hat. Nursery Rime

t

' A J''rog he would

a-wooinggo
'

Ji.SoorT he set with his opera-hat. 1720 Loud.
Gaz. No. 5839/3 The *Opera-House in the Hay-Market.
Hence O'pera ?'., to take to the opera.
1853 READE Chr. Johnstone 318 He will fete you, and

opera you.

|| Opera (p-pGra), pi.
of OPUS ' woik ', q. v.

In this sense operas is used by Southey, perh. after It.

'opera (sing.) a work (pi. ofiere works).
1808 SOUTIIKY Lett. (1856) II. 16 The two volumes are in

the printer's hands, ..one reason .. was .. to have all my
operas in ihe same size. 1834 Ibid. IV. 374 Allan Cun-

ningham has sent me his 'Burns'. ..My own operas will

come into this form when I am gone.

t O'perable, <* and sb. Obs. [f.
L. type *optra-

bilis, \.operarl\Q OPERATE: cf. F. operable.'}

a. aiij. That may or should be done; practicable.

b. sb. Something that may or should be done ;

a matter or point of practice.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Efi. i. iii. 9 I^ nfi uncapab c

of operable circumstances, .they onely gaze upon the VMM!



OPERAMETER.
successe. 1677 GALE Crt. Gentiles II. iv. 6 So Aquinas

'Synesis or sensate judgment imports a right judgment
about particular operables '.

Operameter (0p&rae*inftsii). Mech, [irreg. f. I

L. opera works + Gr. fifrpov measure.] A device

for registering the number of revolutions made by
a shaft, axle, or wheel, the strokes of a piston,

'

the copies delivered from a printing-press, etc.

1829 Patents in Ann. Reg. 548/2 S. Walker, Beeston,

Leeds, for an improved apparatus which he denominates
|

'an operameter'. 1839 URE Diet. Arts, Offrameter,..\l '

consists of a train of toothed wheels and pinions enclosed in

a box, having indexes attached to the central arbor, like the

hands of a clock, and a dial plate ; whereby the number of

rotations of a shaft projecting from the posterior part of the i

box is shown. 1875 KNIGHT />/,/. Mech. 1562/1.

Operance fc'perans . rare. [f.
as OPERANT

a. + -AJTCE.] The action of operating ; operation, j

1612 T-.i'O NoHe K. i. iii, The elements That..do effect

Rare issues by their operance. 1825 COLERIDGE in Lit.
t

Rcm. (1836) II. 344 An agency antecedent in order of
;

operance. 1840 J. H. GREEN I'ital Dynam. 23 The same
;

power is at work under different conditions of operance,

Operancy (c'peransi). rare. [f. as prec. +

-AXCV.] The quality or condition of being operant ;

operance, operation.
1810 COLERIDGE in Lit. Rem. (1838) III. 303 Taylor. .is

;

always too shy of this
' Grace of God '

: he. .never admits '

it any separate operancy per se. 1847-9 Torn) Cycl. Anat.
IV. 511/2 Function, .implying by that word an immediate

organic operancy. 1878 UOWDEN Stud. Lit. 127 When all

intellection and all operancy of will seem to be suspended.

Operand (fpera-nd). Jt/al/i. [ad. L. operand-

nm, neuter gerundive of operari to OPERATE.] A
[

quantity or symbol to be operated on.

1886 ALDIS Solid Gcom. xiv. (ed. 4) -.'38 The operation of
|

multiplication by a vector is distributive both as regards the :

operator and the operand.

Operant (f-perant), a. and sb. [ad. L. operant-

em, pr. pple. of operari to OPERATE.]
A. adj. That operates, works, or produces effects ;

in operation, operative; t powerful in effect (olis.).

1602 SHAKS. Ham. in. ii. 184 My operant Powers my
Functions leaue to do. 1607 Timon iv. iii. 25 Sawce his

pallate With thy most operant Poyson. 1677 GALE Crt.

Gentiles iv. 427 This efficacious medicinal grace . . they terme

it sometimes..' the operant and cooperant grace'. 1810

COLERIDGE in Lit. Kem. (1838) III. 305 The Roman doctrine,

that the priest's absolution is operant, and not simplydeclara-
live. 1894 G. MACDONALD Lilitk xvi. (1895) 119 No conscious

courage was operant in me.

B. sb. 1. One who, or that which, operates,

works, or exerts force or influence.

1700 S. PARKER -SV.r Philos. Ess. 96 Where the Operation
is essentially one, the Operant cannot be more. 1871 (i.

MACDONALO U'i/f. Cumb. I. x. 89 Cupboard love is not ..

always the most powerful operant on the childish mind.

2. A workman: = OPERATIVE Ii. 2. rare.

1831 LAMB Etta Ser. n. Newsp. 35 Yrs. Ago, No fractious

operants ever turned out for half the tyranny which this
|

necessity exercised upon us.

t Opera-rious, a. Obs. rare-". = next.

1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Operarious, .. pertaining to the

workman, done with labor.

f O'perary, a. Obs. [ad. L. tptr&ri-uj, f.

opus, oper- work : see -ARY.] Pertaining to or

based on manual operations or practice (as opposed
to scientific theory) ; practical.
1612 COTTA Disc. Dang. Phys. i. v. 36 Esteeming them,

selues deserueing well for the operary uses of a skillfull and
well exercised hand in wounds. 1640 G. WATTS tr. Bacon's \

Adv. Learn, in. v. 167 A Mechanical! Knowledge, which is ;

meerely empericall, and operary not depending on Physique.

Operate (fpeWt), v. [f.
L. operat-, ppl. stem I

of operari to work, labour, take pains, bestow

pains on ;
in late L., also, to have effect, be active,

produce by working, cause, f. opus, oper- work.]
I. Intransitive senses.

1. To be in working, exercise force or influence,

produce an effect, act, work.
1606 SHAKS. Tr. fy Cr. v. iii. 108 Th' effect doth

operate
another way. 1611 Cymb. v. v. 196 Mine Italian braine

Gan in your duller Britaine operate Most vildely. 1671
BLAGRAVE Aslrol. Physic 21 The. .Influence of the Mo'jii

unto any planet doth begin to opperale when she is within

ten degrees aspecting any planet. 1794 PALEY Evid.

(1825) 11.418 Religion operates most upon those of whom
history knows the least. 1818 JAS. MILL Brit. India II. v.

ix. 713 The whole force of the motives, ..which operate to

their appointment, must operate likewise to connivance at

their faults. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. iii. I. 407 The
revolutionary spirit, ceasing to operate in politics. 1874
MORLEY Comprontise ( 1 386) up Though themselves invisible

to the outer world, they [convictions] may yet operate with

magnetic force . . upon other parts of our belief.

2. Of persons : To bring force or influence to.

bear on or upon ; t formerly also simply, to exert

oneself to do something.
1650 HOWKLL Girajyi's Re%>. Naples I. 82 The Archbishop

. .did desire His Excellence wold operate to bring toa period
that solemn ceremony. 1783 WATSON Philip III (1793) II.

v. ico They endeavoured to counteract its effects by operating

upon his natural ambition. 1790 BEATSON A'r-. A> Mil. Mem.
I. 246 He knew the Highland chieftans well, and how to

operate on them. 1833 Act 3 <y 4 Will. II7
,
c.

aft
61 An

account to be opened in the name of the commissioners, and
to be operated upon by the treasurer for the time.

3. To produce the intended or proper effect ; esp.

ol drugs and medicines, as cathartics, etc. : To act.

1706 PHILLIPS, To operate, to work or stir the Humours
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of the Body, as Physick does. 1783 J. C. SMYTH in Med. t

Conimun. I. 142 The bolus has operated four or five times.

1793 SMEATON F.dystone L. 307 Everything, regarding
the light, operated in a proper manner. 1804 ABERNETHY i

Surg. Obs. 186 He bad taken purging medicine, .which had (

operated. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. v. I. 582 The Act of
;

Attainder was a remedy which could not operate till all ,

danger was over.

4. To perform a practical operation or series of

ig gain
some Injuries' in 'Physick. 1831 PORTER Porcelain r Gl.

ix. 239 It is necessary to operate upon both sides of the

plate. 1870 JEVONS Elem. Logic ii. 9 Instruments with

which we must operate in reasoning. 1882 Rep. to Ho.

Ktpr. Prec. Met. U. S. 271 An arrastra is now being built

to operate upon the ores of the Wayup.
b. Surg. : see OPERATION 6.

1799 Med. Jrnl. II. 157 Vesalius, . .in his
'

Chirurg. magn.'
..describes the whole process of operating. 1826 A. C.

HUTCHISON Pract. Obs. Surf. 314 note, A boy was operated

upon in Haslar hospital, and recovered. 1894 Westm. Gaz.

4 July 2/3 The phrase 'When in doubt, operate', was,
I believe, first made use of by Kir William Lawrence with

regard to the methods to be adopted in treating cases of

strangulated hernia.

C. Mil. and Naval. To carry on warlike opera-
tions : see OPERATION 7.

1808 [see OPERATING J>pl.a\, 1863 P. BARRY Dockyard
Econ. 137 Against no Power whatever could we operate

successfully on the coast with our Minotaitrs, our Valiants,
or our M'arriors. 1885 Mancli. Exam. 22 June 5/^ A
Russian army operating against India .. could be assailed

on the flank.

d. To deal or speculate in stocks or shares ; to

buy and sell commodities as a broker.

1859 Athinzum 23 July 113 A bull in the same jargon, is

one who operates for a rise. 1868 SEYD Bullion 480 If be-

tween these he sees profits he operates.

II. Transitive senses.

5. To effect or produce by action or the exertion

of force or influence
;
to bring about, accomplish,

work.
1637 SAT.TONSTALL Eitsebius* Constantine 160 Tis an

generall position that that which .. hath no- being cannot

operate, or effect any thing, 1641 MILTON Argt. cone.

iMilitia 12 Now plotting to operate the mine of the

Protestant Religion. 1799 N. DRAKE in Beddoes Contrib.

Phys. >f Med. Kninul. 478 The digitalis was supposed to

have operated a cure. 1889 Xatitre 19 Sept. 510/2 Energy
in the form of light operates changes in the surface of bodies.

6. To cause or actuate the working of; to work

(a machine, etc.). Chiefly U. S.

1864 WEBSTER s. v., To operate a machine. 1871 Omaha
/>Vcin Times 28 Nov. 7/3 The monster [steam snow plough]. .

will be operated by three of the heaviest engines on the road.

1876 PREECE & SIVEWRIGHT Telegraphy 285 Every current

sent on that circuit operates each instrument alike and

simultaneously. 1886 Tray (U.S.") Daily Times 24 Dec. 3

Estimates of the cost of operating the cars. .by the motor

will be furnished. 1888 Scribncrs Mag. Aug. 187/1 The
number of arc lamps \\ hich are nightly operated by the

different electric lighting companies in the city of New
York is probably over five thousand.

7. To direct the working of; to manage, conduct,

work (a railway, business, etc.) ; to carry out or

through, direct to an end (a principle, an under-

taking, etc.). Chiefly U. S.

1880 Travellers' Off. Guide U. S. f, Canada July 91 The
Roads owned and operated by the Pennsylvania Railroad.

1883 F. A. WALKER Pol. Econ. 432 State railways and

private companies' lines were operated side by side. 1887
Lit. World (Si- S.) 6 Aug. 248/1 How long is it to be before

the government of the United States will operate the tele-

graph system of the country as it operates the mails '( 1891

Leeds Merc. 19 Sept. ii The.. Company operate a large

foundry.

Operates (pperatr)- [f-
OPERATE -t- -EEl.J

One who is operated on, the subject of an operation.

1831 TRELAWNEY Adv. Younger Sort xxx, Not only the

operator, but the operatee, is bountifully compensated.

1883 FR. GALTON Hutu. Faculty 36 The tests .. give an

approximate measure of the discrimination with which the

operatee habitually employs his senses.

Operatic (pperartik), a. 1
[irreg. f. OPERA,

app. after dramatic.'] Pertaining to, or of the

nature of, opera..

1749 in I'ri-i. Lett. Ld. Malmesbiiry I. 74 My sister went

with me last night to hear the Oratorio, . .it is in the light

operatic style. 1858 GLADSTONE Homer III. 512 Homer
has the full force and play of the drama, Virgil is essentially

operatic. 1861 Sat. Km. 14 Dec. 610 The plot., affords

opportunities for effective operatic treatment.

Opera tic, a.'- rare. [f. L. openil-, ppl. stem

of operari to OPERATE + -ic.]
= OPERATIVE a. 6.

1823-27 T. AKNOLII Later Rom. Cotinir.i.'. (1882) II. 446
The place of our labourers and operatic manufacturers

being almost entirely supplied by slaves.

t Opera'tical, a. Obs. [See -ICAL.]
=- OPER-

ATIC a. 1

1730-36 BAILEY (folio). Oferalical, of or belonging to an

opera. 1758 Herald No. 25 (1758) II. 155 So pretty a

farcical, operatical, pantomimical tragedy. 1807 Director

I. 233 The operatical Beau is constantly seen at the Kind's
Theatre on the evening preceding the Sabbath. 1826

Examiner 179/1 A new operatical play was produced.

Opera'tically, adv. [f. prec. + -LY -.] In an

operatic manner ; from an operatic point of view.

1821 Examiner i Apr. 204/2 Were we to speak operatically
' ..we should observe that (etc.). 1883 My Trivial Life I.

v. 85 (She) made the great mistake of dressing herself and
her daughter operatically.

OPERATION.

Operating (fp&tftirj), vbl. s/'. [f. OPERATE +

-ING 1
.] The action of the vb. OPERATE; an in-

stance of this, an operation.
1674 R. GODFREY tnj. #r A I: Physic 39 After long, tedious,

and chargeable Operatings to no purpose, he pulls down
his Laboratory.

b. attrib. and Comb., as, operating room; operat-

ing-table (see quot.) ; operating-theatre, a room

constructed for surgical operations before a class.

1889 Anthonys I'hotogr, Bull. II. 305 It is just in the
1

operating room . . that the skill of the photographer comes
into play. 1875 KXIGHT Diet. Mech. 1562/1 *Oferating-
table (Surgical}, one on which the patient is placed to

expose prominently the portion to be operated upon. 1861

Times 23 Aug., The weekly Iward of the hospital., will aNo

provide a convenient "operating theatre.

O perating, ///. a. [f.
as prec. + -ING 2

.]

That operates (in senses of the vb.).
1808 WELLINGTON Let. to (.'astlereagh 5 Sept. in Gurw.

Desp. (1837) IV. 142 This army .. would be the operating

army against what I have supposed to be the French

operating army. 18*5 J. NICHOLSON Operat. Mechanic 10

The operating force at A acting in the direction of A D.

1897 A /limit's Syst. Med. III. 975 Both to the physician
and the operating surgeon.

Operation (cperJ'-Jan). [a. OF. operation,
-don action, deed (i4th c., Oresme), ad. I., opera-

tion-em, n. of action f. operari to OPERATE.]
1 1. Action, performance, work, deed. Obs.

t- 1386 CHAUCKR ll'i/e's T. 292 Folk ne doon hir operacion

Alwey as dooth the fyr lo in his kynde. 1431-50 tr. Higden
(Rolls) VII. 155 Everyche operacion or dede of man awe to

be ponderate after the intencion of the doer. 1483 CAXTON
G. dela TourH j b, To nourysshe theorphanes or faderles..

is an operacion of mysericorde. 1564-78 BULLEYN Dial, agst.

Pest, d 888) 35 Election goeth before operation or worke. 1567
1'riall Treas. (1850)6 To horrible besides is thy operation.

2. Working ; exertion of force, energy, or influ-

ence; action, activity, agency ;
manner of working,

the way in which anything works.

1390 GOWER Conf. III. 118 Of this constellacioun The

verray operacioun Availeth. 1431-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) II.

177 A man and the worlde l>e assimilate .. in operation vir.

tualle. 1516 TINDALE i Cor. xii. 6There are divers manners

off operacions and yet but one God which worketh all

thynges. 1553 EDEN Treat. AViiv Ind. (Arb.) 14 His [a

diamond's] vertue is to bewray poisons, and to frustrate

thopperacion therof. 1611 TOURNEUR Ath. Trag. v. i. \Vks.

1878 1. 133 The Starres whose operations make The fortunes

and the 'destinies of men. 1744 HARRIS Three Treat. \.

(1765) 20 Can there possibly be Operation, without Motion

and Change? 1818 CRUISE Digest (ed. 2) I. 465 The statute

29 Cha. II. did not extend to trusts raised by operation of

law. .1814 R. STUART Hist. Steam Engine 118 The opera-

tion of the condenser pump is very simple. 1860 TYNDALL
Glac. i. xxvii. 213 Suggesting the operation of intelligence

amid that scene of desolation.

b. The condition of being operative or in work-

ing. Chiefly in the phrases in operation, to come

into operation.
1818 JAS. MILL Brit. India II. v. ii. 349 The operation of

the new constitution . . was ordained to commence. 1836

P. M. LATHAM l.ect. Clin. Med. xiii. (L.I, It displays a power
different in kind from that of blood letting, and coining into

operation . . after blood-letting has done all it can. 1878

HUXLEY Physiogr. 80 Many other natural and artificial pro-

cesses in daily operation. 1885 Alaitch. Exam. 16 Sept 5/2

The sixpenny telegram rate will come into operation in the

course of a fortnight.

3. Power to operate or work
; capacity of produc-

ing effects or a particular effect ; efficacy, influence,

virtue, force. Now chiefly of legal instruments.

1509 HAWES Past. Pleas, 'i. (Percy Soc.t Q An olde

antiquitie, . .When ..nature .. More stronger had her opera-

cion Than she had nowe in her digression. 1542-3 Act 34

f, 35 Hen. / '///, c. 8 i Endued with the knowledge of the

nature kinde, & operacion of certein herbes, routes, &

not because it hath more operation in it to expell the grief,

but by reason it is thick. 1660 N. INGF.LO Bentivoho S,

i'rania It. (1682) 91 Toads are sometimes found in the midst

of a firm stone, and give it Operation. 1796 BURKE Regie.

Peace i. Wks. VIII. 161 That heartless and dispirited people,

whom Lord Somers had represented . . as dead in energy and

operation. 1884 LD. SEI.BORNF. in Law Times Kef. L. 3/1

He cannot .. enlarge, in his own favour, the legal or equit-

able operation of the instrument.

b. The effect or result produced; influence on

something. Now rare or Obs.

1605 BACON Ad-'. Learn. \. iii. 4 Studies have an influence

and operation upon the manners of those that are conversant

in them. 1655 Foil" CH. Hist. l,i. 8 4 The Bards played

excellently to their Songs on their Harps ; whereby they

had great Operation on the Vulgar. 1656 EARL MONM. tr.

ISoccalinis Advts.fr. Parnass. I. xiv. (1674) 17 Ihough

many remedies had been applyed..yet none of them had

procured the desired operation. 1770 Jumus Lett, xxxix.

109 We should . . have . . felt the operation ofa precedent. 1831

HREWSTKR ffat. Magic ii. (1833) 29 Among the affections ot

the eye which . . deceive . . those also who witness their opera-

tion, may be enumerated the insensibility of the eye to

particular colours.

4. A particular form or kind of activity ;
a mode

of action ;
an active process, vital or natural.

1594 HOOKER Eccl. Pol. i. xvi. S 5 '!'!> actions of men are

of .sundry distinct kinds. .There are in men operations, some

natural, some rational. 1677 GALE Crt. (,c<V iv. 30

Every thing manifestes its life by that operation which is

most proper to it. 1697 POTTER Aatif. Greece ll. xm. (1715)

304 The Animal Spirits, which are the Instruments of Sensa-

tion, and all other Animal Operations. 1785 REID Inttll.

Pa-Mrs i. i. 221 By the operations of the mind we under-
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stand every mode of thinking of which we are conscious.

1878 HUXLEY Physiogr. 76 I Hiring the operation of rating,
.something must be absorl>ed by the metal. 1878 I'.KOWNISC;

La Saisias 500 Would'st thou live now, regularly draw thy
breath ! For suspend the operation, straight law's breach
results in death.

5. The performance of something of practical or

mechanical nature, esp. as a practical application
of a science or art, or as a scientific experiment or

demonstration.
c 1386 CHAUCER Syr.'s T. 122 He wayted many a constel-

lacion Er he had doon this operacion. c 1420 Pallad. on
Jlnsb. vii. 115 Ek in this mone is inaad castracion Of calues

. .Therynne is subtil operacion. 1555 EDEN Decades i3i

They..vsed certeine secreate magicall operations. 1646

RECORDE, etc. Gr. Arts 83 For your further practise . . behold

these operations, which I have wrought to prime minutes.

1674 DRVUKS Prot. to Univ. Oxford 12 Your theories are
here to practice brought; As in mechanic operations wrought.
1828 J. H. MOORE Pract. Navig. led. 20) 256 If the latitude

found thus differs considerably from the latitude by account,
it will be proper to repeat the operation. 1873 HAMKKTON
Intell. Life x. iii. (1875* 353 We ought to remember what a
slow and painful operation reading is to the uneducated.

b. A business transaction, esp. one of speculative
character: cf. OPERATE 4 d. orig, U.S.

1863 All the J 'ear Round VIII. 499 Just now there's an

operation coming off West, in which you could try your
wing*. 1876 HOLLAND Sey. Oaks\\. 142 It was all an acute
business operation with him.

8. Surg. An act or a series of acts performed upon
an organic body either with the hand alone or by
means of an instrument, with the object of remedy-
ing deformity or injury, curing or preventing disease,
or relieving pain.
Surgical operations frequently bear the name of the person

who first performed or described them, indicating the parti-
cular mode of treatment introduced by him for a special
disease : e. g. Bailey's, Buchanan's, Lister's operation.

1597 A. M. tr. Guillemtaus Fr. Chinirg. i b/2 This worde
operatione is an artificialle and normaticke applicatione
wrought by the handes on mans bodye, wherwith the de-

who should perform so wonderful an Operation ? 1806 Med.
Jrnl. XV. 313 The Rev. M. Le Francois .. having become
an expert inoculator, instructed them how to perform the

operation. 1863 Macw- Mag. May 25 [He] knew how to treat

a patient after an operation as well as antecedently to it.

7. Mil* and Naval. A series of warlike or

strategic acts
;
a movement.

1749 FIELDING Tom Joties ix. v,She again began her opera-
tions. 1781 GIBBON Decl. $ I*, xxiv. (1869)

I. 683 Their sub-

sequent operations were left to the discretion of the generals.
1811 WELLINGTON Let. to Earl Liverpool u Sept. in Gurw.
Desp. (18381 VIII. 270, I had detained the 85th.. in conse-

quence of.. the prospect of an early operation. 1839 ALISON
Hist.' Europe (1850) VII. xlii. 37. 119 Not in regular
battles with the English fleet, but in detached operations in

smaller armaments. 1867 SMYTH Sailor's Word-hie., Line
ofoperations )

in strategy, the line an army follows to attain

its objective point. 1885 U. S. GRANT Pers. Mem. xxi. I.

286 The true line of operations for us was up the Tennessee
and Cumberland rivers.

8. Math. The action of subjecting a number or

quantity to any process whereby its value or form
is affected. (The general term including addition,

subtraction, multiplication, division, involution,

evolution, differentiation, integration, etc.)

1713 J.
WARD Introd. Math. in. vj, (ed. 2) 347 If the whole

Aquation., be now taken, and we proceed toa Second Opera-
tion, the Value of a may be increas'd with twelve Places of

Figures more, and those may be obtain'd by plain Division

only. 1743 EMERSON Fluxions 30, The Series is b.y + B +Cy~ l

+ L>j'~
a &c. and the Operation will be as follows. 1817 H. T.

COLEBROOKF. Algebra, etc. 286 Operations, subservient to

rhe eight investigations, have been thus explained. 1893 J.

EDWARDS Dijff". Calc. ii. 25, -j- is a symbol of operation

which, when applied to y, denotes the result of taking the
limit of the ratio of the small quantities fiy, Ix.

f9. a. The action of making or producing
something. Obs. rare- 1

, b. Something made;
a product, work. Obs.
? a 1500 Chester PL \. 46 The blessing of my benignitie

I geue to my first operacion. 1616 R. C. Times" Whistle,
in. 878 It then did please High love ('ere he began mans
operation) To give vnto the Angels their creation. 1774 J.
BRYANT Mythol. I. p. xiv, The whole was the operation of
one and the same people.

10. The action of operating or working a machine,
engine, railway, business, etc. : see OPKRATK 6, 7.

1871 J. RICHARDS (title) Treatise on the Construction and
Operation of Wood-working Machines. 1895 ll'estw. Gaz.
12 Jan. 3/2 Electricity has been used for the operation of
the Montiiitk's turrets for some time. 1898 Times??. Feb. 13
In America, .what with us is a single department [on Rail-

ways] is split into
'

traffic
'

and '

operation '.

11. attrib. and Comb, chiefly in sense 6). as

operation-room, woundt etc.; operation-table, an

operating-table (see OPERATING vbl. sb.}.
1806 FORSYTH Beauties Scot. III. 239 The operation-room

is a large circular apartment. 1876 Clin. Soc. Trans. IX
308 The discharge from the operation wound was intense.

1879 St. George's Hosp. Re/>. IX. 471 An operation list is

appended. 1896 M'cstm. Gaz. 5 Mar. 3/2 Smoking his

cigar . . until he mounted the operation table.

t O'peratist. Obs. rare~ l
. [See -IST 4.]

One who operates professionally ;
an operator.

1651 WiTTiE tr. Primrose's Fop. Err. I. vi. 24 Manual
Operatists..such as courh the cataract.W. VII.

Operative (^peraiv), a. and sb. [a. K
opJraiifj -ivc (*4th c., ( iresmc), or inimed. ad. laic

I,. opcrCitlv-ns creative, formative, i". ppl. stem of

opcrdn to OTKKATE : sec -IVE.]
A. adj. 1. Characterized by operating or work-

ing; active in producing, or having the power to

produce, effects ; exerting force, energy, or in-

fluence
; productive of something; in operation.

1603 HOLLAND Plutarch's Mor. 847 Animals which are
called unreasonable and brute beasts, are endued with
reason; howbeit they are not operative with that reason,
neither can they actuate it. 1654 HKA.MHALL Just /'/</. iii.

(1661) 31 Whether the Act or Statute of Separation were
operative or declarative, creating new right, ur manifesting
or restoring old right, c 1705 BKKKKI.KV Commonplace />'/'.

Wks. 1871 IV. 478 Enquiring and judging are actions which
depend on the operative faculties. 1792 N. CHII-MAS* AY/.
(1871) 72 Words operative at common law to convey. 1865
(FROTE Plato I. iv. 135 The motive to preserve the Platonic
MSS. would still beoperative. 1879 (.i. MACDONALD/". Faker
II. ix. 164 The strongest and most operative sense of duty
would not satisfy you.
2. Productive of the intended or proper effect ;

effective, effectual, efficacious.

1598 BACON Let. to Ld.~Keeper Puckering 28 Sept., That
your lordship may perceive how effectual and operative your
lordship's last dealing with her Majesty was. 1660 JCK.
TAYLOR Worthy Comnmn. ii. 2. 137 If these desires be. .

as operative as they are inquisitive, .then we shall perceive
the blessings and fruits of our holy desires. 1818 JAS. Mn.i.
Brit. India II. iv. viii. 277 Fraud was an operative instru-
ment in the hands of this aspiring general. 1879 TROI.I.OI-K

in igtk Cent. Jan. 38 The judgment .. is not operative
against the reading of novels.

3. Concerned with manual or mechanical work
;

practical.
1624 WOTTON Archit. i, In Architecture, as in all other

Operative Arts, the End must direct the Operation. 1785
RF.ID Intell. Powets v. iv. 401 In every operative art, the

tools, instruments, materials . . must have general names.
1827 STKUART Planter s G. 1,1828) 480, I should wish to see
them employ, for the operative pait, none but the most
experienced Foresters that can be had. 1899 Whitaker's
Aim. 163/2 Mint ..Superintendent Operative Department.
4. Pertaining to surgical operations.
1783 P. POTT Chirurg. IVks. II. 7 The operative part of

the arts. 1845 J. SACNOKR.S (."/'. Pict. Fng. Life 181 Serapion
Senior ..treats of diseases as curative solely by medicine
and diet, omitting operative surgery. 1899 Allbntfs Syst.
Afed. VIII. 31 The prospect of much benefit from treatment
other than operative is practically nil.

5. Of a person : Engaged in work or production,

putting forth activity, active.

1824 SOUTHEY Sir T. More (1831) I. 369 The active,.. or,
in the phraseology of the present day, the operative clergy.
1825 LAMB Elia Ser. II. Superann. Man t Man.. is out of
his element as long as he is operative. I am altogether for

the life contemplative. 1835 Court Mag. VI. 51/1 Mr. PI.

is not a little proud at finding himself.. the. .head and front
of the operative dramatists of the day.
6. Engaged in production as a workman or artisan,

working. (Now perh. the sb. (B. 4) used attrib^}
1831 Mechanics' Mag. XIV. 106 To the Operative Printers

of London. 1849 C. BRONTE Shirley xxii, Most of these
were not members of the operative class. 1854 H. MILLER
Sc/i. % Sc/itn. xxiii, I was still an operative mason.
B. sb.

1 1. ellipt. An operative mood or condition. Obs.
1608 IX PRICF. C/tr. li'arre 6 The Imperatiue in God

begets an Optatiue in man, not an Operatiue.

t 2. That which operates or works. Obs.

fa. An agent, efficient means.
167* PENN* Spir. Truth I'ind. 24 If Water and Spirit be

the only operative to Regeneration, a'nd Regeneration the

only Way to the Kingdom of God.

tb. A drug or medicine that operates.
1716 M. DAVIKS A then. Brit. II. 353 The most immediate

Operative upon a dangerous Flux, is a Scruple or two of the
Flower of Sulpher, with a proportionable quantum sitjjicit
of Alkermes, to make it into a Bolus.

3. One who operates or works
;
one who is en-

gaged in any branch of industry, trade, or pro-
fession

;
a worker.

1809-10 COLERIDGE Friend (1863) II. 130 The remaining
mass of useful labourers and operatives in acfefiOB, literature,
and the learned professions. 1832 GF.X. P. THOMPSON Exerc.
(1842) II. 38 (Doctrine de Saint-Simon) Priests, 'savans*,
operatives there you have the whole of society. 1838 HAW-
THORNE Amer. Note-bks. (1883) 206 He was the operative
of a scientific person in Boston. 1898 J. E. C. BODLEY
France in, ii. 64 Lawyers and other unproductive operatives.
4. A workman in any industrial art, esp. one

employed in a mill or factory ; an artisan, me-
chanic; a mill-hand.

1827 ll't'stm. Rev. VII. 279 A few dozens of operatives at
two or three shillings a-day. 1833 ^i, MAKUNKAU Loom #
Lugger n. i. 9 It belongs equally to the sinewy miner, the
stout ploughman, and the withered operative. 1872 YEATS
Techn. Hist. Comin. 272 The Spanish persecutions in the
Low Countries drove hither many skilful operatives. 1879
Cttsse/fs Techn. Educ. iv. 214/2 The cotton operatives have
. .gained very much.
attrib. 1832 Blacfai'. Mag, Jan. 115/1 To keep up these

operative electors over the whole country. 1858 GREENER
Gunnery 411 The reluctant operative shooters employed to

carry out the experiment. 1890 Daily News 9 June 7/6
The anniversary of Garibaldi's death has been commemorated
at Nice, a large number of operative societies taking part in
the ceremony.

O'peratively, adv. [f. prec. + -LY ^.] In an

operative manner; so as to operate, work, or

produce effect*; effectively, practically.

1601 FViLMAN La Prhiiand. Fr. A cad. in. (1618) 7-^ The
firs-t i]ualitic.s of cold and dry, wherewith the earth i:-,

actually, and the moone opeiatiuely replenished, 1625
USSHEK Atisti'. Jesuit 132 [They] l' e discharge that part of
their function which concernelh forgive! icsse of siniies,

partly operatively, partly declarative! y, 178* PAINK Let.
Abbe Rayntil (1791) 24 The one was as operatively his
tax as the other. 1843 Ittaclnv. Mag. LIV. 62 Probably
the ancient Persian satraps, .have much more truly been
operatively present to the describers than anything, .amongst
the realities of England.

b. P>y or in respect of surgical operation.
1879 St. Georges Ilosp. Rep. IX. 512 Closed pupil, .treated

operatively.

O'perativeiiess. [f. as prec. + -NESS.] The
quality or condition of being operative; power to
work or produce effects ; effectuality, efficacy.
"1627 W. SCLATF.R E.vp. 2 Thess. (1629) 62 The cessation of

sensible Operativeness of Grace. 1656 R. ROUINSON Christ
//3i6 It hath not lost.. that liveliness and operativeness

which it once bad. 1880 MyiRHBAO Gains Dig. =;97 The
operativeness of the substitutions depended, .upon "the con-
sideration whether the institute and substitutes were nomin-
ated with or without crction.

Operati'vity. we-*3
, [f. ns prec. + -ITY.]

=
prec. In recent Diets.

Operatize (fperatsiz), v. [irreg. f. OPERA
+ -J/E, after dramatize

;
cf.

operatic?^
trans. To

turn into an opera, put into operatic form.

1865 Pall Mall G. 25 Mar. 9 Mr. Charles Kenney's
excellent translation of the operatized version of the comedy.
1891 J. W. HALES in igtk Cent. Dec. 022 The play.. has
been freely modified by somebody, who augmented the

lyrical parts and the dances operatised it, in short.

Operator (fpcrtMtoa). [a. late L. operator t

agent-n. f. operdrl to OPERATE: cf. V.ofJratciir

(141)1 c., Oresme).] One who operates.
1. ( )ne who does or effects something ;

a worker,
an agent; fa maker, producer, creator (obs.}.
1611 COTGR., Operattnr, an Operator, a worker; also, a

Quacksaluer, Cheater, Imposter (called so at Touts). 1632
StarChamb. t'rt^j(Camden) 173 M'Deane is falsely accused,
the maine operator is M r Travers. 1696 KDWAHDS Dttnoiistr.

Exist. God n, 39 So admirably fenced and guarded is this

curious piece of workmanship by the celestial operator of it.

a 1716 SOUTH Serm. (1744) X. i. 21 This is the philosophy of

the popish operators in all their religious performances. 1772
Char, in Ann. Reg. n. 31 He is recorded as operator of all

these gaudy works, in a large inscription over the tribune.

a 1843 SOUTHKY Comm. PI. Bk. Ser. n. 75 Prince Hohenluhe
is the operator in this cure.

2. One who performs the practical or mechanical

operations belonging to any process, business, or

scientific investigation ;
a person professionally or

officially engaged in doing this.

1597 A. M. tr. Gitillenieau"s Fr. Chirnrg. 50 b/2 The
Mecn&nicall operatours,or handyecraftes im;n. 1646 Sin T.

BROWNE Pseud. Ep. 165 Culinary operators observe that

flesh boyles best, when the bones are boyled with it. 1667
BOYLE in Phil. Trans. II. 594 This. .Trial, .you may get
reiterated by the Society's Operator. 1683 WOOD Life

aaMayfO.H.S.) III. 55 Mr. Christopher White, the skilful!

and industrious operator of the University. 17*6 LF.ONI

tr. Albertis Archit. Pref. 2 The manual Operator being
no more than an Instrument to the Architect. 1756-7 tr-

Keyslers Trav. (1760) III. 302 In calcining this stone over

a fire.. the operator must take care not to hang his head
over the effluvia arising from it. 1831 P.RE.WSTKR Nat. Magic
x. (1833)246 Accompanied by. .his own mechanical operator.
1866 CRUMP Hanking x. 226 The operators [of the Mint]
were formed into a corporation by charter of Edward III.

t b. (See quot.) Obs.

1731 Gent1. Mag. I. 25 The following I.ist of Officers

established in the most notorious Gamine-Houses...*. An
Operator, who deals the cardsatacheat ing Game called Faro.

3. < >ne who performs a surgical operation or

operations ; an operating surgeon or dentist.

1597 A. M. tr. Guillemeaii's Fr. Chirurg. *iiij, The rigoure
and severitye of the first Operatours or Chyrurgians. Ibid.

38/1 Because the loynct may be presented the stedyer and
faster to the Operator. 1706 PHILLIPS, Ofcratour for the

Teeth) one skill'd in drawing and cleansing the Teeth, and
in making Artificial ones. 1813 J.

THOMSON Lect. In/lam.

537 There are. .cases in which this mortification supervenes
..without any fault being attributable to the operator. 1869
RUSKIN Q. ofAir 146 A great operator told me that his

hand could check itself within about the two-hundredth of

an inch, in penetrating a membrane.

fb. A name given to a quack manufacturer of

drugs, etc. (cf. quot. 1611 in i) ; one who lives by
fraudulent operations. Obs.

1674 R. GODFREY Inj. fy Ab. Physic 10 Such perverse
Mercurial and Antimonial preparations as are made by
Mercenary Operators. 1696 PHILLIPS (ed. 5), Operator,..
more particularly it signifies an Empyric or Mountebank
that sells his Drugs and his Remedies in publick upon a

Theatre. 1704 SWIFT T. Tub x, He deals in a pernicious
Kind of Writings, called Second Parts, . . under the Name
of the Author of the First. . . As soon as I lay down my Pen,
this nimble Operator will have stole it. 1710 ACDUOH
Tatler No. 131 i There is in this City a certain Fraternity

of Chymical Operators... They can squeeze Bourdeaux out

of the Sloe, and draw Champagne from an Apple.

4. One who carries on financial operations in

stocks, shares, or commodities, or who works a

speculative business. (Cf. OPERATE 4 d.)
1828 F.xaminer 138/1 The principal operator for a rise is

supposed to be getting rid of his stock. 1875^. Amer. Rev.

CXX. 157 An operator in Wall Street, and a professional

gambler. 1883 Manch. Guard. 3 Nov. 6/7 The great

operator whose movements had become almost as potent at

influence on [cotton] markets as the si7e of a crop or tn

state <'f trade.



OPERATOEIOUS.

5. One who operates or works a machine, tele-

graph, etc. : cf. OPEKATE 6.

1870 F. L. POPE Elcctr. Tel. viii. (1872! 103 To. become an

expert operator requires much time and patience. ^ 1873 J.

RICHARDS Wood-working Factories 103 The following rules

..are recommended to operators when they have occasion

to determine the angle and bevel of wood cutters. 1887

Pall MallG. 19 Aug. 3/2 A machine operator, making nine

shirts a day. 1891 "Pearson's Weekly II. 30 From being a

telegraph operator . . he rose to the position of superintendent
of that branch.

6. One who works a business, undertaking, etc.

1877 RAYMOND Statist. Mines $ Mining 238 Messrs.

P. S. and J. C. were the principal operators in gold-veins
last season. 1881 Mining Gloss., Operator, . . the person,
whether proprietor or lessee, actually operating a colliery.

1884 Sat. Ke-j. s July 4/2 'Hie skilful operators who con-

trolled the Chicago Convention. 1891 Daily Nevis 9 Feb.

6/4 If the coke-workers in several counties in Pennsylvania

carry out their threat to strike work.. the operators intend

to bank the ovens and stop all production. 1897 Outing
(U.S.) XXX. 170/1 A yeast and spirit distillery ..where

owner and operator divide the result of the year's working.

7. Math. A symbol indicating an operation or

series of operations, and itself subject to algebraical

operation.
1855 CARMICIIAEI. Calculus of Operations 3 The indeter-

mination is due to a source quite independent of thecharacter

of the functional operator.

t O'peratO'rioUS, a. Obs.ra.re~''. [f.
as next

+ -ous.]
= next.

a 1555 BRADFORD Serm. Lord's Stiff. Wks. (Parker Soc.) I.

85 No less .. their words spoken of the bread are opera-
torious and mighty to transubstantiate the bread.. which

tiling is absurd.

t O'peratory, rf. 1 Obs. [acl. med.L. operatori-

tim, neut. sb. from operatorius adj. ;
see prec.] A

workshop, laboratory.
1651 HOBBES Leoiath. iv. xlvii. (1839)699 In what shop, or

operatory the fairies make their enchantment, the old wives

have not determined. 1663 COWLF.Y Ess., College (1669) 44
The House and Gardens, and Operatories, and Instruments.

1666 MRQ. WOHCKSTER in Dircks Life xvii. (1865) 286 A
house called Fauxhall, for an operatory for engineers.

t O peratory, a. (sb.*) [ad. late L. (a 400)

operatorius creating, forming, f. ppl. stem oloperari
to OPKBATF. : see -OBY.] Producing, or capable of

producing, an effect ;
effectual ; concerned with

action, practical : =- OPERATIVE A. 1-3.
a 1556 CRANMER Wks. (Parker Soc.) I. 36 When this true

believing man . . receiveth the bread . . and drinketh the wine

..to him the words of our Saviour Christ be effectuous and

operatory. 1638 FEATLEY Transubst. 179 That [these

words] are not at all operatorie. 1674 JEAKE Arith. (1696)

421 The Operatory Part consists in the Invention of the

Divisor.

B. sb.- An efficient agent: = OPERATIVE B. 2.

1660 JF.R. TAYLOR Worthy Commuti, i. 2. 41 The whole

progression of mysteries in his body, was stil! an operatory
of life and spiritual being to us.

O'peratress. ran~l
. [f.

OPERATOR + -ESS.]

A female operator.
1841 Eraser's Miir.XXI V. 712 He. . had hired an excellent

cook; but the said operatress found such difficulties in

pleasing herself at the cottage fireplace, that [etc.].

t O'peratrixe. Oft. fan" 1
. \i.V.opirateur

OpEUATOR,afterfem. forms from F. m-rice.\ =
prec.

1531 ELYOT Cm. in. xxiii, That hygher sapience whiche

is the operatrice of all thynges.

II Opera'trix. rare 1
. [late L., fern, of

operator OPERATOR.] A female operator.

179* Chron, in Ann. Keg. 21/1 Mr. Maden, husband tothe

celebrated operatrix on the teeth.

Operde (opa'jk'l). [ad. L. operculum cover,

covering, lid : see -COLE.]

1 1. A cover, covering. Obs.

1597 A. M. tr. Guillemeau's Fr. Clunirg. 12/1 A farre

better opercle for the braynes, then that newe incarnated

fleshe. Hid. 36/2 A cleane linnen clothe, to be an opercle

or coveringe to the woman.
2. Nat. Hist. = OPERCL-LDM.

1840HALDEMAN FreshmaterSliells, Shell conoid, . . aperture
closed with a thin corneous opercle. 1879 LF. CONTE Klein.

C.eol. iv. 331 The want of an opercle or gill-cover, growing
backward over, .the gill-slits. 1880 GUNTHER Fishes 2.

Hence Ope rcled a. = OPERCULATE a.

1819 [see OPERCULATE a.].

Opercular (opaukizflii), a. (sb.) [f.
L. optrcul-

ttm (see below) + -AB 1
.]

1. Nat. Hist. Of, pertaining to, or of the nature

of an operculum; characterized by the presence
of an opercnlum ; see also quot. 1857

l
.

Opercular apparatus, the gill-cover of fishes, consisting of

four pieces, the praeoperculutn, operculum, subopcrculum,
and interoperculum.
1830 LIND LEY A'a/.^w/. o/.265Antherterminal, opercular.

1835-6 TODD Cycl. Anal. I. 308/1 The opercular flap is

largely developed in our common Barn-owl. 1840 MURCHI-
SON Siluria x. 238 The opercular plate in LimuluR. 1854
WOODWARD Mollusca n. 251 In the extinct genus Radiolites,

both adductors were attached to large toothlike processes of

theopercular valve. 1857 MAYNE Expos. Lex., Opercular,. .

term applied by Prof. Owen, in his Homologies [1848], to

thediverging appendages of thetympano-mandibulararch.. .

In bivalve shells, of which the two valves are unequal, as

the Ostrea, applied to the smaller. 1857 HENFREY Kletn.

Hot. i. ii. 116 Opercular dehiscence results from the partial

separation of a portion of the wall of the loculus. 1875

HUXLEY in EncycL Brit. I. 751/2 The gill apertures are

closed by the growing over them of an opercular membrane.

2. Furnished with a lid. rare.

146

1884 }{ealth Exhib. Cafal. 50/1 Sanitary Stoneware of

every description, including.. opercular pipes.

B. sb. The opercular bone
;
an operculum.

1893 in Funk's Stand. Diet.

Operculate (cpoMkirflct), a. (sb.) Nat. Hist.

[ad. L. operciilat-its, pa. pple. of operculdre to

furnish or cpver with a lid, to cover, f. operculum
cover, lid.] Furnished with or having an opercu-
lum ; effected by means of an operculum.
"77S ASH, Operculate, covered, close-covered. 1819 Panto-

Ipgia s. v. Operctthim, Such a capsule is said to be Operculate,

opercled, or covered with a lid. 1826 KIRBY & SP. Entotuol.

IV. 315 Operculate, when the eyes are covered by an opcrat.
luin. Ex. Noctua conspicillaris. 1835 LINDLEY Introd.

Hot. (1848) I. 327 The calyx is said tobe operculate, if it

falls off without any lateral rupture of its cap, as in

Eucalyptus. 1856 WOODWARD Mollusca 1 32 Shell minute, . .

operculate. 1857 HENFREY Elein. Bot. 364 The peculiar

operculate dehiscence ofthe anthers distinguishes this Order.

B. sb. An operculate mollusc. In the pi. the

L. form Operculata is commonly used.

1856 WOODWARD Mollusca 174 Class II. Gasteropoda.
Order 1 1. Pulmonifera. . . Section B. Operculata. 1895 Ediit.

Rev. Oct. 366 In one aberrant operculate, respiration is con-

ducted by means of a lung-cavity.

t Ope'rculate, v. Obs. [f. ppl. stem of L.

operculare : see prec.] trans. To cover.

1623 COCKERAM, Operculate, to couer with a coucring. 1657
TOMLINSON Renou's Disp. 501 Keep the first.. in a glass
well operculated.

Operculated (*p5'jkii!k
|tM), ///. a. Nat.

Hist. [-ED!.]
= OPERCULATE a.

[1657 Physical Diet., Ofercnlated, close-covered.] 1676-
in COLES. 1776 DA COSTA Conchol. 102 Operculated, or

covered with a lid. 1849 Ml'RcmsoN Silnria x. 222 Several

of these operculated fossils. 1854 WOODWARD Mollusca n.

169 One large division of the land-snails is furnished with an

operculated shell. 1897 A llbutfs Syst. Med. II. 1023 The
liver-fluke pours its large brown operculated eggs., into

the bile.

Opercule (op5-Jkil). Nat. Hist. [a. F. oper-

atic (1752 in Hatz.-Darm.), ad. L. opercnl-um:
see -CULE.]

= OPERCULUM.
1835-6 TODD Cycl. Anat. I. 685/1 The opening in the

summit of the cone is closed by an opcrcule. 1861 ANSTED
Channel 1st. ll. ix. (ed. 2) 210 Lower part of Opercule some-

what toothed.

Operculi-, combining form of L. operculum,
as in Operculi ferons a. [-FERGUS], having an

operculum, operculate; Ope-rcullform a. [-FORM],

having the form of a lid or operculum ; Operculi -

genous a. [-GEN + -OUS : cf. alkaligeiions'], pro-

ducing an operculum: said of the metapodium
of gastropods ; OpercvOi-gerous a. [-OEROUS] --=

opercuh'ferons, operculigetwus.
1857 MXtmExfa. Lex.,Operculifents,.. provided with

a horny opercule, serving to close the cells which they
inhabit : "operculiferous. 1818 STARK Eleiu. Nat. Hist. 1 1.

76 Ratliolites. . . Shell inequivalve . . lower valve turbinated . .

the upper., "operculiform. 1836 Penny Cycl. V. 311/1 The

opposite valve generally smaller, flatter, and sometimes oper-

culiform. 1881 OCILVIE s. v. Metapoiiium, The posterior

lobe of the foot in mollusca, often called the "operculigenous

lobe, because it develops the operculum when this structure

is present. 1856 WOODWARD Mollusca 47 Trochui Ziziphinus
. .exhibits.. ail "operculigerous lobe.

Operculum (opa'aki/n^m). PI. -la. [a. L.

operculum cover, covering, lid, f. operire to
coyer,

close : see -CULUM.] An organ or structure forming

or resembling a lid or cover ; spec.

1. Zool. a. The gill-cover of a fish ; esp. the

hindmost and uppermost bone of this.

1752 SIR I. HILL Hist. Anini. 225 They are in great

part covered by the opercula of the gills. 1849 TIIOSF.AU

Week Concord Sat. 31 There is also another species of

bream . . without the red spot on the operculum. 1880

GL'NTHER Fishes 38 The operculum, forming the posterior

margin of the gill-opening.

b. The calcareous, homy, or fibrous plate

secreted by some gastropods and other molluscs,

which serves to close the aperture of the shell when

the animal is retracted ; also, the flap or lid

closing the aperture of the shell in sessile cirripeds.

1777 PKNNANT Zool. IV. 61 Lepas . . Common English

Barnacle, . . the lid or operculum sharp pointed. 1777 G.

FORSTER Voy. round World I. 434 The round operculum,
or cover of a shell. 1856 WOODWARD Mollusca 47 Most

spiral shells have an operculum, or lid, with which to close

the aperture when they withdraw for shelter. 1866 J. G.

MURPHY Comm. Exod. xxx. 34 Onycha is probably the

operculum . . or lid of the shell of a stromlms.

c. Applied to various other parts and organs

covering or closing an aperture : spec.

(a) In aquatic mammalia, as the water-vole, a part of the

ear which acts as a valve to prevent the entrance of water.

(Win birds, the ear-conch or feathered flap of the ear of the

owl j also, the nasal scale, a small horny or membranous lid

or flap which in some birds closes the nostril, (c) In insects,

the covering of each of the two spiracles on the sides of the

metathorax. (rf) In the king-crab (Limulus), the eighth

pair of appendages which are conjoined into a single broad

plate covering the succeeding appendages, (c) In spiders,

each of the small scales covering the branchial and tracheal

stigmata or breathing-orifices. (/) In Chilostomata and

some other Polyzoa, the movable lid of the cell of the polypid

which is shut down when the zooid is withdrawn within.

Cf) In Infusoria, as Vortkella, the lid of the lorica or

protective sheath.

1713 DERHAM Phys.-Theol. vii. it. 382 note, ihis Bottom

or Base of the Columella [in the inner ear of a bird], I call

OPEROSITY.

the Operculum. Ibid., In the Conclave, at the Side opposite
to the Operculum, the tender Part of the Auditory Nerve
enters. 1794 G. ADAMS Nat. ff Kxp. Ptrilos. I. vi. 239 The
moveable operculum on the pipe of the human throat, which
is imitated by the reed of the organ. 1816 KIRBY & SP.

Entowel. (1818) II. xxiv. 405 The drum-covers or opercula
[of the cicada] from beneath which the sound issues. 1826

Ibid. III. 383 Opcrcitln, plates that cover the vocal spiracles
in humming insects. 1840 fenny Cycl. XVIII. 366/1

\Iyriapora. Animals cylindrical, terminating anteriorly in

a tubular extensible proboscis. . ; on one side of this body
is a cartilaginous round operculum. 1842 Ibid. XXIII.

117/2 The aperture of the ear. .is large, measuring,, .in the

Brown Owl, more than an inch in length. This is protected

by an operculum. 1843 Ibid. XXVII. 629/1 In each half of

this operculum [in the king-crab] are to be distinguished
one or two basilary pieces and two terminal lamina?. 1888

ROI.LESTON & JACKSON Aninr. Life 234 The mouth so-called

. . is crescentic in outline, and its proximal edge or lip is

thickened, forming the operculum, a structure from which
the suborder Cheilostomata takes its name. Ibid, 523
Limulus has six pairs of limbs on the abdominal meso-

soma, of which the first pair fuse to form a genital oper-
culum. 1894 NEWTON Diet. Ilirds 675 In Asfo, v the

conch is enormously exaggerated,..and is furnished in its

whole length with an operculum. 1897 A llbutt's Syst. Med.
II. 1017 The shell [of the egg of Bothriocephalus latus] is

simple, brown, and closed in at one end with an operculum.

2. Bot. The lid of the capsule in mosses, and of

certain circumscissile capsules in phanerogams;
also, the lid of the pitcher in Nepenthes, and the

conical limb of the calyx of Eucalyptus.
1788 LEE Introd. Bot. (ed. 4> Gloss. 422 Opercnlum, a

Cover, as in the Mosses. 1830 LINDLEY Nat. Syst. Bflt.^ 64
In Eucalyptus. . the sepals are consolidated into a cup-like

lid, called the operculum. 1840 1'enny Cycl. XVI. 9/2 The
urn itself [of mosses] is closed by a lid, or operculum. Ibid.

446/1' Operculum. .\\\\s. term, .has also been applied to the

lid which covers in the Pitcher of Nepenthes, where it is

the lobeqfa modified leaf. 1857 BERKELEY Cryptog. Kot.

483. 1867 J. HOGG Micrasc. n. i. 310 These spore-capsules
are closed on their summit by opercula or lids.

3. Anat. In the brain, the principal covering of

the insula or island of Reil, which overlaps the

gyri operti from above. 1892 Syd. Soc. Lex.

4. gen. A cover. Alsoy?^.
AyiCkiilEng. ts Arch. Jrnl. I. 58/1 They carry small

square bits of black paper, which project in front of the

screen, and serve as opercula or covers to conceal the letters.

1866 BLACKMORE Craiiock No-.uell xxiv. (1883) 116 Noble

wine deserves not to be the mere operculum to a stupidly-

mixed hot meal.

Operetta Opere-ta). [a. It. operetta, dim. of

opera.] A short opera, usually of light and humor-

ous character, consisting originally and properly

of one act, but now sometimes of two or more.

1770 HOOPER in Monthly Rev. 280 They sometimes give

operattas that are charming. 1817 Examiner No. 505. 554

The new Operetta produced here, called Fire and U-atcr.

1865 DUTTON COOK in Once a Week XII. 235 Operetta,*

coinage which was first introduced at the Lyceum, or English

Opera House. 1884 St. James's Gaz. 10 Apr. 5/2 On

Monday a comic opera or operetta.. is to be brought out.

t Ope'riment. Obs. rare. [ad. L. operliiieiit-

um covering, cover, f. operire to cover.] A covering.

1650 BULWER Anthropomct. 212 [It] was only for beauty;

yet in another place he adds for anoperlinent. 1656 LLOUNT

Glossngr., Operiment, a covering.

f O'-perish, a. Obs. nonce-wd. Of, pertaining

to, or having the character of opera.

174* FIELDING Miss Lucy in Town Wks. 1882 X. 316 This

is certainly one of those O[>erish singers Miss Jenny used

to talk of.

OperOSe (?'Pc
'

r<7"s)' <* [ad - L - operos-ns, t.

opus, oper- work.]
1. Made or done with, attended by, or involv-

ing, much labour ;
laborious ; tedious ; elaborate.

1683 CAVE Ecclesiastic!, Ambrose 371
His Arguments.,

do not deserve an operose Confutation. 1756 JOHNSON
Introd Browne's Chr. Mar. p. xix, Browne might himself

have obtained the same conviction by a method less operose.

1841 STEPHEN Comm. Laws Eng. (1848) I. i. in. 241 1 he

indirect and operose expedient of a fine or recovery.

2. Of a person : Laborious ; industrious, busy.

1670 BLOUNT Glossogr. (ed. 3), Operose, busie, diligent in

labour, laborious, a 1734 NORTH I-.xaui. i. in. 3 (174)
126

We cannot think such an operose Compiler of History.,

should be ignorant of so remarkablea Pxssage. 1883 SVMOX DS

ItaL Byways 100 The atmosphere of operose indolence.

O pero:sely, adv. [f. prec. + -LY*.] In an

operose manner; laboriously, busily ; elaborately.

1668 H. MORE Div. Dial. II. xviii. (1713) 148, I take his

o a e peope.
-

.
.

II. xxviii. 168 The petty and recondite objections they have

so operosely combated.

O'perO'SeneSS. [f. as prec. + -NESS.] Operose

character or quality, laboriotisness, elaborateness.
v no

em. 1699 BE . . .

a stillness and statelincss and operoseness of Stile. 1817

H T COIEBROOKE Algebra, etc. 80 The objection to this

mode of finding the diagonals is its operoseness.
1856

Titan Mag. Nov. 392/2 Sully, in the midst of his operose-

ness evinces many really beautiful, .qualities.

Operosity Operfsiti). [ad. L. operositas,
n.

of quality f. operosus OPEROSE.] Operoseness,

laboriousness, painstaking endeavour.



OPEROUS.

1623 COCKERAM, Oferttcitie, great paines or labor. 1648 Br.
HALL Sei. Th. 65 There is a kinde of operosity in sin,
ill regard whereof sinners are stiled.The workers of iniquity.
1885 Sat. AY;'. 22 Aug. 248/2 This troublesome and poly-
pragmatic operosity.

t O-perOUS, a. Obs. [ad.L. opeivsus OJPEROSE :

see -OL's.]
= OPKROSE.

1641 W. TWISSK Prcf. Mcde's Apost. Later Times $ Some
things, whereof he had written . .in more operous and large
discourses. 1657 TO.MI.INSON Kenan's Disp. 607 There is

nothing., in this preparation, either difficult or operous.
1783 POTT Chirnrg. ll'ks. II. 81 An operous, expensive
process.

Hence f Operously adv., operosely.
1668 HOWE AYt-.vs. Kighteoits X. 170 Operously to insist in

proving that [etc-!. 1696 WHLSTON Th. Earth iv. i. 257 The
Creator. .had so operously and so liberally provided fa the

well-being, .of Mankind.

t Operta-neous, a. Obs. rare-", [f. I,, ofcrtaiu-
iis, (. opcrt-us covered + -dac-us 'belonging to the
class of'.] Of secret, hidden, or covert nature.

1656 BLOUNT Glvssogr., Opertaneous, done within doors,
in secret or in cover. 1775 in ASH ; and in some mod. Diets.

tO'pe-tide. Obs. - OPEN-TIDE.
1597 Tip. HALL Hat. n. i. 13 So lavish ope-tyde causcth

fasting lents. 1641 Serin, h'f. A'fuf in Lent Rem. Wks.
(1660) 69 There is an Ope-tyde by his allowance, as well as
a l,ent.

Opeynyon, Oph, obs. forms of OPINION, OAF.

II Ophannim, ophanim (i)"farnim). [Heb.
D':H efauHjin wheels.] The 'wheels' mentioned,
in Ezckiel i and x, as accompanying the living
creatures or cherubim : treated in the

' Book of
Knoch '

as an order of angels.
1821 R. LAURENCE Ilk. ofEnoch (1838)83X^011 the Seraphim,

the Cherubim, and Ophanin surrounded it. 1839 BAILEY
J-'estns vi. (1852) So Not where the anteformal seraphs beam,
Nor cherubim, with winged countenance, but Where roll
the bright Ophanim. 1892 A. B.DAVIDSON Exkiclc) In the
Book of Enoch ' wheels

'

(Ophannim) are a class of angels
named along with Seraphim and Cherubim.

Ophian (c'fian). Ch. Hist. [ad. Gr. 'Qtyiav-oi

(Clemens Alex.).] = OPHITE sl>.-

1678 TENISON Idolatry viii. 153 The sect of the Ophians,
a kind of Spawn of the Gnostics. 1882-3 SCHAEE Entycl.
Kclig. Kninul. II. 880 This class of Gnostics, called by
Hippolytus Ophites, by Clement of Alexandria Ophians.

OphlC (ffik), a. rare. [irreg. f. Gr. w/w-r

serpent + -ic : the Gr. adj. is oipiam/s.] Of or

relating to serpents.
1865 AtAeaamui No. 1986. 679/2 The ophic or serpent

worship. 1866 /-'art/i. Rev. No. 22. 474 There is.. no proof
of Ophic worship ever having been practised in this Mand.

Ophicalcite (pfikte-lssit). Min.
[f. Gr. fyt-s

serpent + CALCITE. In Kr. ophicalce (Brongniart
1813), Ger. Ophicalcit.] A species of rock com-
posed of a mixture of serpentine and crystalline
limestone (calcite) ; calcitic ophiolite.
1846 WORCESTER, Ophicalcic, n. (Min.). 1866 CARPENTER

in (I. Jrnl. Gcol. Soc. Lonti. XXII. 227 A specimen of
Ophicalcite from Cesha Lipa in Bohemia, which gave on
decalcification a form of Eozoon. 1869 PHILLIPS yesuv. viii.

238 Three tall columns, which as being calcareous with
magnesian veins may be called Ophicalcite. 1873 DAW SON
Dawn of Life vi. 147 A beautiful variety of Ophicalcite or

serpentine-marble.

Ophicleide (ffikbid). Also -oleid. [a. K.

oplncleide (A/oititeiir Universd 19 Ap. 1811) f.

Gr. w/>is serpent + xAti's, K\(i5- key.] A musical
wind-instrument of powerful tone, a development
of the ancient '

serpent ', consisting of a conical
brass tube bent double, with keys, usually eleven
in number, forming the bass or alto to the key-
bugle ; also, a performer on this instrument.

1834 Times 21 June 6/1 (Westminster Abbey Festival*

Ophicleides. Messrs. Hubbard & Ponder. 1835 Court Mag.
VI. 23/2 One of the Ophicleides was incompetent to the
task he had undertaken. 1849 A- J- SYMINGTON Harebell
Chimes 119 The ophicleid rich and deep With soft cornopion.
1879 GROVE Diet. A/MS. I. 497 From the gradual disuse of
the Serpent and Ophicleide, the Kuphonium is becoming
the chief representative of the eight-foot octave among the
brass instruments.

b. Name for a powerful reed-stop on the organ,
now usually called tuba.

1842 in linAxiiK Diet. Sei. etc. 857/1. 1843 Medi. Mag.
XXXIX. 208 The Ophicleide is the name given by Mr.
Hill ..to a new stop of his invention. 1880 GROVE Diet.
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Ophidian (olVdian
1

, a. and sb.
[f. prec. + -AN.]

A. adj. 1. '/ool. Belonging to the order Ophidia.
1826 KIRBY Sp. Etitoimtl. III. .\\xvi. 717 The fangs of

one tribe of Ophidian reptiles. 1854 OWEN Skcl. fy Teeth
in Circ. Sc., Organ. Nat. I. 192 The osteology of the..
Ophidian reptiles differs from that of the batrachians.
2. Pertaining or relating to, or resembling that

of, a snake or serpent ; snake-like.

1883 I>. COOK in Time No. 53. 186 The prominent ophidian
forehead of the great French actress. 1885 K. C. SII.UMAN
in Centiiiy Mug. XXIX. 509 An Elsie Venner, tainted with
the ophidian madness.

B. sb. (Zoo/.) A reptile of the order Ophidia;
n snake or serpent.
1832 I.YKI.I. Princ. C,col. 1 1. 104 The larger ophidians may

be themselves transported across the seas. 1872 NICHOLSON
Palvont. 551 The Ophidians make their first appearance in
the Kocene.

II Ophidiarium (0fi
:

di|e-
1-ri;<m\ rare. Also

ophidarium. [f.
( )PHIDIA, after aquarium, viva-

rium, etc.] A place where snakes are kept ; a
snake-house.
1882 Miss HOPI.KV Snakes Inlrod. tf\ I now invite my

readers to accompany me in imagination to the Ophidarium.
1891 Cent. Diet., Ophidiarium.

a. adj. Belonging to the group Ophidioidca of

gadoid fishes, of which Ophidiiim is the typical
genus, b. sb. A fish of this group.
Ophi'dious, a. rare. OPHIDIANS.
1846 WOI;<;ESI 1:1;, Ophidian, Ophidious, relating to sei penis

or snakes.

II Ophidium (otnliym). /ool. AlsoSophidion.
[mcd.J.., ad. L. opliidion (I'liny), a. Gr. u<plSiov 'a
fish resembling the conger', dim. of ili/ns serpent.]A genus of gadoid fishes with elongated bodies;
a fish of this genus.
1706 PHILLIPS, Ophidian, a sort of Sea-fish resembling a

Serpent or Eel. 1752 Sin J. HILL Hist. Anim. 238-9 The
Ophidion, with four beards on the lower jaw . . is frequent
in the Mediterranean. . .The Ophidion, without beards.. is

frequent in the Baltic, and some other seas. 1774 GOI.DSM.
Nat. /list. (1862) II. in. i. 295 The Ophidium, or Gilt-head.

Ophido- in comb., erroneous form of ( )PHIO-.

Ophio-, combining form of Gr. Sipi-s serpent,
used in various words, chiefly scientific.

Ophiobatra'chia //. Zool. = Ophiomorpha: see

OPHIOMORPH. f Ophioce phale a. Obs. [ad. Gr.

wpioKf'i^nAor, f. Kec^aXr) head], having a serpent's
head. O phioce-phaloid (Zool.\ a., allied to or

resembling the fishes of the genus Ophiocephalus
(walking-fishes), which have a long body and
snake-like head, and are capable of breathing air

and of travelling considerable distances overland
;

sl>. a fish of the family Ophiocephalid;r, of which

Ophiocephalus is the typical genus. || Ophiog-enes
(-p'd^/h//), pi. [Gr, citfnoyfVTjy serpent-gendered] :

see quot. || Ophiog-lo-ssum Sat. [Gr. yXSmaa.
tongue], the genus of ferns containing the adder's-

tongue, the type of the sub-order Ophioglossaccv.
Ophio g-raphy [-GHAPHV], a treatise on, or the

description of, serpents (Mayne Expos. Lex. 1857).
t O-phiomach [ad. L. ophiomachus, Gr. u'<pw-

H<ixos
'

fighter with serpents ', a name of the ichneu-

mon, and a kind of locust] : see quot. Ophio'-
philist [(Jr. -<t\ot loving], a lover of snakes;
so Ophio philism, love of snakes. O'phiosanr
[ad. mod.L. ophiosaiirus, f. Gr. oavpos lizard],
a lizard of the genus Ophiosaiirus or family Ophio-
sauridx, limbless and of snake-like form

;
a glass-

snake; so Ophiosatvrian (used in quot. 1882 for

a hypothetical reptile combining the characteristics
of a lizard and a snake).
1608 TOPSF.LI. Serpents (1658) 608 Some of the Heathen

had their "Ophiocephale Beasts with Serpents heads, whicli
they did worship. 1601 HOLLAND rliny I. 154 Crates, .saith,
That in Hellespont about Parium there was a kind of men
(whom he nameth ^Ophiogenes) that if one were stung with
a serpent, with touching only, will ease the paine. 1871
TYLOR J'nui. Cult. 1 1. 218 The Ophiogenes, or Serpent-race
of the Troad, kindred of the vipers, whose bite they could
cure by touch. 1881 Sat. A'cr. 19 Mar. 374/2 The genus

'-"urn, or adder's tongues, which are to the races of
/!/>. II. 601, 1840. [Organ at] Town Hall, Birmingham ..

ferns M'hat the lampreys are to the race of fishes. 1609
This was the first organ that had the 'Great Ophicleide',

H
"".-

K
(DojUnO

><-' "i- 22 As is the bruke after his kind, the
or ' Tuba ', on a heavy wind. attake, and the 'opluomach [1611 beetle, Re?. I '. cricket] and
Hence Ophiclei'dean a., pertaining to or resem-

bling an ophicleide ; O'phiclei dist, a performer on
the ophicleide.
1881 Century Mag. XXIII. 489/1 The mighty oplii.

cleldean roll of the. .organ.

II Ophidia (ofrdia), sb. pi. Zool. [mod.L. deriv.
of Gr. o^i-j serpent : app. an arbitrary formation
to provide a term in -in, analogous to Reptilia,
Sauria, Crocodilia, etc. (It can hardly represent
Gr. u^tiia pi. of utpidiov, OrHlDiUM.)] An order
of Reptiles containing the snakes or serjients.
1848 in CRAIG. 1854 Own .S'X-.V. * Teeth in Circ. Sc.,

Or^an. A'at. I. 109 The verlclii.i: also ale. .aluay^ fi_-ucr in
'lumber than in the typical ophidia. 1878 DKUI. Gtgtnlxuirl
Comp.Anat.^il, The scales of the Saurii and Ophidii are . .

processes of the whole cutis. 1892 Chambers' Encyel. IX.
531 The fossil remains of Ophidia are scarce.

attake, and the 'opliiomach [1611 beetle, AVr'. / ". cricket] and
the locust. 1883 Daily Kent 19 Feb. 5/2 Ophiophilism
is by no means an iigly word.. but it may be doubted
hether Miss Catherine C. Hopley.. will succeed in per-

_ _ . . ____ uphioph
i8s7_MAYSK'.i-/M./.<r.r.,O/AKarf,.. a Family., ofsaurian
reptiles, having tha Ophisaurits or Ophiosaiirns for their

type: *ophi_saurian. 1882 Miss HOPLEV Snakes xv. 263 Sus- '

peeled species of reptiles, compound *ophiosaurians, or saur- i

ophidians, or who shall say what, in those inaccessible depths.

Ophiolater (fhyiatsa). [f. OPHIO- + Gr.

-Aa-rpi;! worshipper.] A serpent-worshipper.
1895 KLWORTIIV Kril Eye i.v. -,15 That our Celtic fore-

fathers were Ophiolaters.
Hence Ophio-latrous a., given to serpent-

worship ; Ophio-latry, serpent-worship.
1887 A. R ELLIS Tshi-spiak. Peoples vii. 95 It has been

inferred that the Tshi-speaking tribes are ophiolatrous. :

OPHITE.
1862 ,S7. James's Mag. Oct. 279 On the plains of Wiltshire
still remain the traces of ophiolatry. 1864 R. F. BURTON

: Dahome I. 96 Ophiolatry.. is mostly confined to the coast
regions ; the Popos and Windward races worship a black
snake of a larger si/e. 1894 Nation (N. Y.) 13 Sept. 204/1
Instead of assuming it to be a form of ophiolatry, we now
recognize it.. as an elaborate prayer for rain

Ophiolite (c-nJloit). Min. [f. OPHIO- + -LITE.]A name for serpentine (pis.) or a mixture of serpen-
tine with other minerals

(
=

vcrd-antiqite) : sec

quot. Hence Ophioli'tic a.

1848 in CK.MC. 1862 DANA Klein. C.eol. viii. 82 Ophiolite
(or verd.antique marble). A variegated mixture of serpentineand either carbonate of lime (calcareous ophiolitc\, dolomite
(dolomitic ofkialite), or carbonate of magnesia or magnesilu
(inagiusitic ophiolite). 1876 P.U;E Adr'Tcxt-lik. tlcol. viii

158 The name serpentine, or its learned equivalents-ophiteand ophiolite.

Ophiology (f'tV'Iodjji). (Erron. ophidology' .

[f. ()PHio- + -LIIUY.] That branch of zoology
which treats of serpents. Hence Ophiolo'gic,
Ophiolo-gical adjs. ; Ophio'loglst, one versed in

i

the natural history of serpents.
1828 WKBSIER, <;////,./,.,.,., Op/iinlogic, Ophiahfh n.1

Ophwlogist. 1882 Miss HopLEYi/iafcflntrod. 19 To enrich
ophiologlcal literature. 1882 STR.MII.INC; in .V,i.'tire XXV.
378/1 Which motion, .has, singularly enough, been very little
commented upon by ophiologisls. 1896 Academy 26 Dec.
604 '2 The reason . . which precludes the appointment of an
official ophiologist in Iceland. ('There are no snakes in
Iceland '.1

O'phioma :ncy. rare. \aA.moA.l^ophiomaiUia,
f. OPHIO- + Gr. fiavrda -MANCV.] Divination by
means of sci]>ents.
[1683 Hoi; MANN /,c.f. i'nh',, Ophiomantia, Gra-ce 0.^19.

^ai-reia, divinatio ex serpc-ntiljlis tjst, cujus e\cinpla i>aim
obvia.] 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Stiff., Ophioman, v, 'O(f>io-

fiwm'n, in antiquity, the art of making predictions from
serpents. 1877 W. JONES Finger-ring 101 The serpent held
by the frmale figure refers to pphiomancy, the art which the

ancients_ pretended to, of making predictions by serpents.

Ophiomorph (fvfi<ftnff}. '/.ool. [mod. f. OPHIO-
+ Gr. /i/></>77 ionn.] An amphibian of the order

Ophiomorpha or Ophioinorplui' (also called Apoda,
Gymnophiona, and Ophiobatrachia); a limbless,

serpentiform amphibian; a civcilian. So Ophio-
ni'orphic, Ophiomo -rphotts adjs., having the
form of a serpent or snake; spec, of or peitaining
to the Ophiomorpha ; Ophiomo-rphite, an old
name for fossil ammonite shells, from their snake-
like appearance ; a snake-stone.

1677 PLOT Oxfordsh. 110 Other Ophiomorpliit's there
are, that have only straight single ribs. 1828 WEBSTER,
Ophioinorpliinis.

Ophio'phagOUS, a. [f. Cir.u(pio-tpdy-os serpent-
eating + -iifs.] JOating or feeding upon serpents.
1650 SIR T. BROWNE I'semf. Ep. vi. xxviii. (ed. 2) 151

Ophiophagous nations and such as feed upon Serpents. 1881
STRADLIHG in J. II'. Ogle's llanvian Oral. 93 Man is

casually Ophiophagous. 1886 Sat. Rev. LXI. 430/2 The
Revolution is the Ophiophagous reptile, and gradually but
steadily eats up all the other reptiles.

II Ophio'phagus. PI. -gi. [L., a. Gr. tyio-
>l>dyos : see prec.J 1. A serpent- eater.
I5SS EDEN Decades 14 inarg., Ophiophagi. (text) There is

nothing amonye theyr delicate dysshes, that they esteeme
so muche as these serpentes. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny I. 143
The Candei, whom they call Ophiophagi, because they are
wont to feed on serpents.
2. Zool. A genus of very venomous serpents

allied to the cobra, inhabiting the East Indies, and

feeding upon other snakes. One species is 0. claps,
the HAMADRYAD, q. v.

1883 MKS. BISHOP in Leisure Ho. 195/2 The Offiit'pliagiis,
a snake-eating snake over eighteen feet long, whose bite

they say is certain death.

t O-phiouch. Obs. rare- '. [ad. L. Ophifichus,
Gr. ixpiovxos serpent- holder.] A (figure of a) man
holding a serpent.
(11697 AUBREY S/rrr'. ll'itts. in Misc. (1714^ 27 A Bass

relieve of an Ophiouch \niispr. Optriouch].

Ophir (<">-f3Jl. [Heb. TEIN of/iir.] The name
of a place or region mentioned in the O. T., whence
fine gold was obtained, the locality of which is

still uncertain
;
hence gold of Ophir, Ophir-gold,

and Ophir alone (as in Heb. Job xxii. 24), in the

sense
'

fine gold '.

1614 SYLVESTER JJethitlia's Rescue iv. 40 Adorn 'd with

Ophir-Gold. 1630 Evans' Almanac in Brit. Q. Rev. LVI.
350 It is not wealth, nor Ophir-gold that can enrich our
need. 1682 SIR T. BROWNE C'i>-. Mor. i. 28 There is

Dross, Alloy, and Embasenient in all human Temper ; and
he fiieth without Wings, who thinks to find Ophyr or pure
Metal in any.

Ophisni (ffiz'm). rare. [f. as OPHITK * +

-ISM.] The doctrine or worship of the Ophites :

see OPHITE sb?
1865 Chambers' Encycl. s. v. Ophites, Their singular

attempt to engraft 'Ophisni
'

on Christianity.

Ophite (f'feitX sb. 1 Min. Also 7 ophit. [ad.
L. ophites (Pliny), a. Gr. <tyi'n?s (sc. A/flos) serpen-

tine stone, f. 5<t>i-s serpent : see -ITE 1 2 b.] Name
for various eruptive or metamorphic rocks, usually

green, and having spots or markings like a serpent;

serpentine ; serpentine marble.

[1398 TRF.YISA ar//<./Jf P.K. xvi. l.vviii. (1495)574 Marbjl
is callyd Ophites for it is speclyd lyke an adder. 1567



I. 21 A spe
is. .what is termed an ophitic structure.

Of

OPHITE.

MAPLETV. Forest 15 That kinde of Marble which is called

Ophites, which hath spottes like a Serpent.] 1644 EVELYN

Diary 22 Oct., A column of ophite on which [is] a statue of

Justice . . cut put of porphyrie. 1703 T. S. Art's Intfrov.

p. xix, It consists of one s<jlid Stone, a kind of an Ophite or

Spotted Marble. 1740 UviiK Ktiiiu Ki-mc 77 Cerulean

ophite, and the flow ry vein Of orient jasper. 1868 DANA
Klin. (ed. 5) 468 The names Serpentine, Ophite, Lapis coin-

I'rinus, allude to the green serpent-like cloudings of the

serpentine marble.

attrib. 1644 EVKI.YX Diary 25 Oct., A columne of ophite
stone. 1694 MOTTEUX Rabelais \: xxxvii, A hard well-

polish'd Ophits Stone.

Ophite (p'fait), sb* Ecd. Hist. [a. late L.

Ophitx (Isidore Orig. VIII. V.), a. Or. 'O<ptrai

(Hippolytus, etc.
1

*, pi. of 'O</>iTr;s, f. o<pis serpent:
see -ITE 1 I

.]
A member of a sect which arose about

the 2nd century, who paid reverence to the serpent
as an embodiment of divine wisdom.

1692 \V. WOTTON tr. Dupin's Keel. H'riters I. 127 [Origen]
attacks the Ebionites,. .the Ophites, and the Sabellians. ;

1727 H. HERBERT tr. Fleury's Eccl. Hist. I. 194 The Ophites,
|

\vho said that Wisdom had turned itself into a Serpent. 1855
PUSKY DM.tr. Real Presence Note S. 326 Even the Ophite-,
who worshipped the serpent as Christ

' introduced him tu

bless their Eucharist'. 1871 TVI.OR Print. Cttlt. II. 220

The cultus which tradition, .declares the semi-Christian

.sect of Ophites to have rendered to their tame snake.

attrib. 1793 W. HOIAVF.LI. Myt/tol. Diet. 306 The Ophite

priests
were very learned. 1888 E. HATCH liifl, Cri: Ideas

lii. (1890) 70 The Ophite writer. Justin.

Hence O'phitism = OrmsM.
1875 LIGHTFOOT Colossians 98 Phrygia reared the hybrid

monstrosities of Ophilism.

O'phite, a. ran. [ad. Gr. wf>'ntjs of or like

a serpent.] Of the nature ofor resembling a serpent ;

of a sinuous form ; serpentine.
1828 WEBSTER, Ophite, pertaining to a serpent. 1851

Murray's Hand.bk. Devon ty Cornwall p. xxiv. The
avenues. .run invariably in straight lines, and' thus differ

from those which have a true ophite character.

Ophitic (ofrtik), a.1 Mia. [f. OPHITE 1 + -ic.]

Of the nature of ophite ; serpentine ; used of

the structure of certain rocks in which crystals

offeld
. /

i

Ophi tic, a.- Ecd. Hist. [f. OPHITE
"- + -ic.]

)t' or belonging to the sect of the Ophites.
1865 tr. S.'rauss' A'cai Life Jesus I. IT. xi. 84 Expressiuns

..brought forward from an Ophitic work. 1867 LlDDOH i

Baiiipt. Leet. v. (1872) 217 We find Ophitic Gnostics.,

appealing to passages in St. John's Gospel.

t Ophi'tical, a. Ol>s. [f.
as OPHITIC i + -At.]

= OPHITIC a. 1

1611 CORYAT Crudities 346 This piece of marble may be

very properly called Ophiticall. 1657 TOMUXSON Kenan's

nisp. 421 The ophytical or serpentine-marble.

I! Ophiuchus ;pfi|'-kifei. [L., a. Gr. fy.oCxos,

f. u'pio- OPHIO- serpent + -ex"' -holding, -holder.]

One of the ancient constellations, figured as a man

holding a serpent ; also called Serfcntaniis.
1658 PuiLLirs, Ophiuchus, a constellation in Sagittary.

1667 MILTON P. L. n. 708 And like a Comet burn'd, That
lires the length ofOphiuchus huge In th' Arctick Sky. 1717-8
CMAMIIEKS Cycl., Serpentarius, in astronomy a Constellation

of the northern hemisphere called also Ophiuchus,_ and

anciently Aesculapius. 1870 PKOCIOR Other ll'orldi xi. 254
To account for the appearance of the Milky Way between

Centaurus and Ophiuchus.

Ophiuran (ffi|iuTan , , a. and sb. Zool. [f.
'

moil. L. Ophiura. f. Gr. ixfus serpent + oiipa tail, in i

reference to the long snake-like arms.] a. adj. !

Belonging to the genus Opkiura, family Qphiuridx,
or class Ophiuroidea of Echinoderms, comprising
starfishes with well-defined slender arms (simple or

branched) covered with plates or spines, b. sb. A
starfish of this genus, family, or class ;

a brittle-star

or sand-star. So O'pMure (
= b); Ophirvrid a.

and sb.
; Ophiu'roid a. and W>.

1836-9 Toon Cycl. Anat. II. 43/1 The Ophiura has. .ten -

ovaries.. in the central part of the animal. 1864 Rcaiier

No. 85. 204/2 Starfishes, echinoids, or ophiurans. 1874
LUBUOCK Orig. % Met. Ins. iii. 61 Among the Ophiurans..
we find two well-marked types of development. 1877 Huxu.v
Axat. loo. Anim. ix. 566 The mouth of the Kchinopaedium
becomes that of the 'ophiurid. 1877 W. THOMSON

Vtf.
I

Challenger II. iv. 202 A viviparous ophiurid occurred in

considerable numbers. 1888 Chambers' Encycl. II. 467 The
technical title *Ophiuroid describes the snake-like coils of

their
' arms '. 1888 ROLLESTOX & JACKSON Anim. Life 549

The Echinoid and Ophiuroid larva is known as Plutcus.

I Ophryon (p'frijfrO. Anat. [mod.L., f. Gr.
[

ofpvs eyebrow.] That point in the forehead at :

the middle of the line joining the upper margins
of the orbits of the eyes.

1878 HARTLEY tr. Topinartts Anthrof. n. ii. 234 Supra-
orbital point, or supra-nasal, or ophryon. 1880 Nature
XXI. =23/1 A point . . immediately above the projection of

the glabella, to which liroca has given the name ophryon.

|| Ophrys (ffrisl. Bot. [a. Gr. u<ppvs eyebrow ;

a. L. ophrys (Pliny) some bifoliate plant, adopted

by Linna.-us 1 737 as a generic name.] A genus of

terrestrial Orchiclaw, containing the Jiee-, Kly-, and

Spider-orchis. Also popularly extended to allied

genera, as Xeottia or Sfiranthcs Ladies'-tresses).
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1785 MARTYX Rousseau's Bot. xxvii. (1794) 419 The Spiral

Ophrys, commonly called Triple Ladies Traces, .on heaths

and dry pastures. 1829 A. JAMIESOX Diet. Meeh. St. s. v.

Ophrys, liee Ophrys ranks among the few plants that are

more generally admired than all the Orchideae for their

singular beauty. 1844 S. R. in Church Poetry (ed. 2) 291
There amid many weeds I see, ..That curious plant, the

Ophrys Bee.

Ophthalm- bef. a vowel, = OPHTHAI.MO-: as in

|| Ophthalma Igia Path. [Gr.aVyos pain], pain in

the eye ; neuralgia of the eye-ball ;
hence Ophthal-

ma'lgic a. Ophthalinatro'phia, Ophthalma -

trophy Path. [Gr. drpoipia atrophy], atrophy of

the eye-ball ; shrivelling or wasting of the eye.

1892 in Syd. Sac. Lex.

II Ophthalmia (ff))a:-lmia). Path. Forms :

4-6 obtalmia, 5 obtolraia, 6 op-, ophtalmia, 6

ophthalmia. See also the anglicized form OPH-
THALMY. [late L. (Boethius), a. Gr. o<p9a\iua {.

6<p8a\/juj! eye.] Inflammation of the eye, esp. ol

the conjunctiva of the eye ; ophthalmitis.
1398 TREVISA Bartli. De P. K. viw xvi. (1495)235 A rcwme

rennyth to the eyen, and therof comyth an euyll that highte

Obtalmia, a shrewde blerinesse and ache, c 1400 Lanfran*. '.v

Cintrg. 241 Obere maner sijknes of be i^e, . .as obtolmia vS:

blere i;ed. 1541 R. COPLAND Cuydoits Formal. Yjb,
Thyrdly is admynystred colirium de thutia. .in the ende <>f

optalmia. 1562 Ilul.l.KYN />'. Simples 2 Ophthalmia .. is

a sicknes of the eye. 1597 LOWE Chirurg. (1634) 155

Ophthalmia . . is an inflammation of the whole eye, but

chiefly of the membraine called conjunctiue. I7_94
K.

DARWIN Zoon. (1801) I. 30 Light is as intolerable in this

kind of ophthalmia, as pressure is to the finger in the

paronychia. 1821 SHELLEY Lett. Pr. Wks. 1880 IV. 197,

I have had a severe ophthalmia. 1878 Bosw. SMITH Cctrtkagt

225 Hannibal, himself tortured with ophthalmia, rode on the

one elephant which had survived the last year's campaign.
b. fig. Disordered mental vision.

1831 CARLYLE Sart. Res. n. vii, Mechanical Profit-ami-

Loss Philosophies, with the sick ophthalmia and hallucina-

tion they had brought on. 1883 E. J. MOERAN in Time
No. 53. 215 A temporary attack of mental ophthalmia.

Ophtha'lmiac. rare. [f. prec. + -AC.] A
person suffering from ophthalmia.
1884 J. PAVXK looi Nights VIII. 129 As slumber on eyes

of ophthalmiac shed.

Ophthalmia-ter. ran. [f.
Gr. mp6a\nos eye +

iciTTjp healer.] An ophthalmic surgeon, an oculist.

1761 (title) Adventures of Chevalier John Taylor, ophthal-

miater, written by himself. 1852 JKRDAN AutotiKg. II. 71

A glorious quack oculist, or '

opthalmiater ',
as he styled

himself. 1892 in SyJ. Sec. Lex.

So Ophthalmia'tric ., relating to the treatment

of eye-diseases. (Syit. Sac. I.cx. 1892.)

Ophthalmic (('fhaflmik , a. and sb. [ad. I..

ophthalmic-ns iin Martial as sb. 'an oculist '), a.

Gr. i><t>9a\fux-us of or pertaining to the eye, f.

i*p6aApus eye : see -ic.]

A. adj. 1. Pertaining or relating to the eye,

ocular ;
connected with the eye, as a nerve, artery,

etc. ; affecting the eye, as a disease.

Anat. 453 The ophthalmic artery. 1852 DANA Cms/, i. 27

The first antennary and the ophthalmic segments. 1858

J. MARTIXEAU Stud. Chr. 304 Ophthalmic epidemics. 1877

[see OPHTHALMITK 2]. 1881 MIVART Cat 208 The ophthalmic

artery passes along the inner side of the orbit.

2. Good lor diseases or disorders of the eye;
that treats such maladies

;
that performs, or is

used for, operations on the eye.

1605 TIMME Qticrsit. in. 155 An excellent ophthalmick
matter for the eyes. 1755 UKADLEY Fain. Diet. s. v. Eye-

water, A choice Ophthalmick. Water to preserve the Eyes
and Sight. 1830 LINDLEY Nat. Syst. Bat. 91 The seeds are

considered . . as ophthalmic and cephalic. 1871 HAMMOND
Dis. A'en: Syst. p. xiii, A competent ophthalmic surgeon.

3. Affected with ophthalmia ; ophthalmious.
1845 E. WARBL-RTOX Cresc. ff Cross 1. 144 An uglyophthal-

mic set . . drest in blue shirts and red caps. 1897 ^Westtn.
Gas. 25 Jan. 2/3 Ophthalmic, feeble-minded, ailing, and

neglectedchildren.
B. s/>. (absolute uses of the adj.)

1. A medicine or remedy for diseases of the eye.

1653 CULPEPPER P/liirm. Lotuiin. \. 306 Such Medicines

as are appropriated
to the Eyes. . . I would have called them

Ophthalmics had not the word been troublesom to the

reading. 1693 SIR T. P. UI.OUNT Nat. Hist. 292 The Liquor
of Ants is commended by Schroder for a most Excellent

Ophthalmick. a 1800 COWPER in Hayley Life(i1txf II. 381

One would suppose that reading Homer were the best

ophthalmic in the world. 1870 TALMAGE Crumbs Swept
Up 124 Hepatics, ..stomachics, ophthalmias.

2. The ophthalmic or orbital nerve.

1727-8 CHAMBERS Cycl. s. v. Eye, The first branch of the

fifth pair, called ophthalmicks. 1872 HUMPHRY MjHtlog?

45 Soon after entering the orbit, the ophthalmic detaches

a large branch which runs beneath the eye.

Ophthalmious, a. [f.
OPHTHALMI-A + -ous.]

Affected with ophthalmia.
1859 W. H. GREGORY Egypt I. 12 Fellahs, .with their

blue-shifted veiled spouses and ophthalmious children.

Ophtha-lmist. rare. [f.
Gr. <tyflaA/ios eye +

-IST.] One versed in the structure and functions

of the eye ;
an ophthalmologist.

1696 J. EDWARDS Dtaioustr. l-:.\-ist. Cad 11. 33 The fourth

and last Membrane., though some Opluhalmists have talk d

of a Fifth .is the Retina.

OPHTHALMO-.

Ophthalmite u'flraimait). [f. Gr.

eye + -ITS l 2 b and 3.]

1 1. Min. (See quot.j Ubs.

1811 PIXKERTON Petrol. II. 63 Miagite..has by some

been called Corsican granite, or Corsican granite! i and by
others, from some resemblance to the eye, cctilar granite,

or. as it more properly may be expressed from the Greek,

ophthalmite. ..It consists of concentric but irregular circles

of white felspar and black siderite.

2. Zoo!. The stalk on which the eye is borne

in podophthalmous Crustacea ;
the ophthalmic

peduncle, eye-stalk.

1877 HUXLEY Anat. Iim. Anim. vi. 305 The moveable

stalks, which support the eyes, . .

'

the ophthalmic peduncles
'

or
'

ophthalmites '. 1887 Athcnxiim 4 June 741/2 The

assumption ofamenniform characters by ttie left ophthalmite.

Ophthalmitic (Btysetartik), a. 1 Path. [t.

OPHTHAUIIT-IS + -ic.] See quot.

1857 MAYNE Expos. Lex., Ophthatmiticus, of or belonging
to Uphthalmitis; Ophthalmitic.

Ophthalmi'tic, a* tool. [f.
OPHTHALMITE

2 + -ic.] Of or pertaining to an ophthalmite or

eye-stalk in Crustacea.

II Ophthalmitis (cH-almai-lis). [mod.L., f.

Gr. 0aA//iA eye + -ITIS. (Gr. had i><p6a\tUTi<; as

epithet of Athena^.] Inrlammation of the tye,

ophthalmia ; spa. inflammation involving all the

structures of the eye.

1822-34 Gooif s Study Mcd. (ed. 4) III. 177 Amongst _the

!o< al complications are to be noticed cataract, .ophthalmitis,

Sic. 1878 T. BRYANT Pract. Surf. I. 385 Ophthalmitis is

usually the result of injuries. 1892 Syd. Sac. Lex., Ophthal-

ntitis, inflammation of all the structures of the eye. . . Also,

the same as Ophthaimia.

Ophthalm0- (cffffiln-ff), combining form of

Gr. oipSaX/ids eye, used in various scientific terms :

the more important are entered in their alpha-

betical places as main words.

|| Ophtha'lmoblennorrlioe a Path. [mod.L. : see

BI.ENNORKHOJA], discharge of mucus from the eyes.

|] Ophtha Imocarcino-ma Path. [mod.L.: see

CARCINOMA], cancer of the eye. Ophtha'lmocele
Path. [Gr. KrjXi) tumour, hernia],

'

protrusion or

excessive prominence of the eyeball' (fyd. Soc. Lex.

1892). OphthaOmodiasti-meter [UIASTIMKTEK],
an instrument for adjusting the distance between

two lenses (as in a pair of spectacles) to that

between the eyes. II Ophthalmodynia (-odi'niaj

[Gr. oSui-i) pain], pain in the eyeball; neuralgia

of the frontal nerve in the orbit ^Craig, 1848).

Ophthalmo'grapliy [-GBAPHY], description of the

eye. Ophtha Imolith [Gr. Ai'flos stone], a lacri-

mal concretion (Syd. Sac. Lex.\ Ophtha Imo-

phore Zool. [Gr. -Qopos bearing], a specialised

portion of the head in Gastropod molluscs, which

bears an eye (e.g. the ' horn
'

of a snail) ; an omma-

tophore; so Ophthalmo-phorous a., eye-bearing,

or pertaining to an ophthalmophore. II bphthalnio'-

phtliisis Path. [mod.L.:
see PHTHISIS], 'wasting

or shrivelling of the eyeball' (Syd.^
S0i: J.ex. '.

Ophtlia'lmopla^sty Surg. [Gr. irXoffTos fashioned],

'the application of an artificial eye' ('Wrf.1;

|| Ophthalmople-gria Path. [mod.L., f. Gr. irA-VY1?

stroke], Ophtha-lmoplegy,
'

paralysis of one or

more of the muscles of the eye
'

\Syd. Soc. Lex.) :

hence Ophtlialmople-gic a. Ophtha-Imostat

[Gr. OTaros standing], an instrument for holding

the eyeball in a fixed position for an operation.

Ophthalmo'tomy Anat. and Sn>'g. [Gr. roftfi

cutting], the dissection, or the excision, of the eye

(Dunglison Med. Lex., 1842 . Ophthalmotono'-
meter [Gr. TWOS stretching, tension; fitrpov

measure], an instrument for measuring the tension

of the eyeball ;
so Ophtha :lmotono-metry, the

measurement of this. Ophtha'lmotrope [Gr.

rpujros turning], an instrument devised to measure

the muscular shortening in strabismus ;
also an

apparatus for rendering manifest ocular movements.

Ophtha^lmotropo'meter, an instrument for

measuring the lateral movements of the eye.

Other compounds, given in the medical dictionaries, in

which nphthalmo- 'of 'or 'for the eye', 'eye- ,
is prefixed

to known -xorri?.,3.ifoplitha
:lmalynamo-iiietcr, -melanffsis

-iin-cnscopc, -iiiyo'tomy, .nosfbsy, -para-lysis, .phlebo'tomy,

-spasm, .therapeutics, -the'rapy, .xyster.

1842 Di-XGLisos Med. Lex., *OphthalmoMennorrlura.

1846 Dw tr. Simon's Anim. Chem. II. 80 The mucus

in ophthalmoblennorrhcea ..is of a deep yellow colour.

1842 Di'XGiisox *Ophthalmo^:arcinoma, .. OpMMUHW.
cclc 1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mech.,

'

Oplithaliiwdiastiintter,

an instrument contrived by Landsberg, a Hanoverian

omician, . for adjusting the optical axes of lenses to the

axis of vision. 1713 DEKHAM Plys. Theol.(n?i) 87 note,

That accurate Surveyor of the E\-e, Dr. Hrlggs, whose

Ophthalmography I have met with since penning this

part of my Survey. [W. URIGGS : Oplithalmographia, sue

Oculi ejusnue Parlium descriptio anatomica, 1676.1 1853

DvtxsiMmMat I.e.v.,*Ophtliahm>pMhisis. 1841 IM.,

'Ophthalmofle^a. 1848 CRAIG, OfU^lmMm. 1875

II WM ION Bit Kye 185 Paralysis of the orbital muscle,

ophlhalmoplegia. 1899 Allbntt's Xvst. .1W. VI S.,3 In tl.e

etiology of chronic opluhalmoplegia. Ibid. Ml. 380 Ac.



OPHTHALMOLOGIC.
companied by "uphthalmoplegic symptoms. 1857 MAYXK
/i-r/w. Lex., An *ophthalmostate. 1876 Catal. Sci. App.
iS". AV/M. 552

r

Ophihalmotropometer. An apparatus for

detemuniag the movements to right and left of each eye.

Ophthalmolo-gic, a. rare. [i. as next + -ic.] :

Of or belonging to ophthalmology.
1846 in WOKCKSIKK ; and in later Diets.

Oph.thalmologi.cal (cf^xlm^V-d^ikal), a.
'

ff. as OPHTHALMOLOGY + -ic + -AL.] Belonging
to or dealing with ophthalmology.
1839-47 TOUD Cycl. Anat. III. 85/1 In their oph thaimo-

logical works. 1873 (title) Report of the Ophthulmological
Congress. 1891 PaaMm&Gt 31 Aug. 1/3 A test. .which is

absolutely unimpeachable if carried out by an ophthalmo-
logical expert.

Hence Ophthalmolo'gically attv.
t
in relation to

ophthalmology.
1876 tr. H'affHcrs Gen. Pat/utl. (ed. 6) 233 Engorgement

of the optic papilla, ophthalniologically.. important.

Ophthalmology (^fjwlm^lod^i). [f. OPH-
THALMO- + -LOGY.] The scientific study of the

eye ; that branch of science which treats of the

structure, functions, and affections of the eye.
1842 in DUNGUSON Med. Lex. 186$ Fa/I Mall G. 30 Nov.

4 It is proposed to estahli>h a chair of ophthalmology in

the medical faculty of Paris. 1881 Nature XXIV. 340/1
Modern ophthalmology has scarcely a single point of Mini-

larity with that of the last century.
Hence Ophthalmologist, one versed in ophthal-

mology.
1834 Gootfs Study Med. (ed. 4) III. 166 No ophthalmo-

logist .. has paid so much attention to this subject as
Professor Ueer. 1900 Edin. AYz>. Oct. 393 Von Graefe, the

great ophthalmologist, first surveyed the fund us ot the living
human eye.

Ophthalmometer G?fJ>?elm^'mAw). [f. Oi-ii-

TUALMO- + -MKTER.] a. See quot. 1842. b. An
instrument devised by Helmholtz for measuring the

curvatures of the (living) eye by means of images
reflected in it.

1842 DL'.NGUSOS Mcd. Lc.i., Ophthtilinowetcr, .An instru-
ment of the native of compasses, invented by F. Petit, for

measuring the capacity of the. .chambers of the eye in ana-
tomical experiments. 1864 tr. Danders A noni. Accomniotf.

Eye 17 Helmholtz constructed a peculiar instrument, called

by him the ophtlialmometer for the purpose of determining
the magnitude of the reflected images. 1895 Daily NKUS
27 Feb. 6/5 Before Hehnholz's inventions of the ophthalmo-
scope and the opluhalniometer,

' no one had ever seen a

living retina at its task '.

So Ophthalmome trie a., relating to measure-
ment of the eye ; Ophthalmo*metry f measure-
ment of the eye.
1899 Daily TVVtt'i- 23 Feb. 5/1 The

'

Dioptric and Ophthal-
moinetric Review'. 1883 Ccntemfi. Rev, Mar. 407 The
startling and unexpected results of ophthalmometry.
Ophthalmophore, -plegy : see OPHTHALMO-.

Ophthalmoscope (f>fjHe-lm<jsk0<tp), s/>.
[f.

OPHTHALMO- + Gr. -owoirof viewing, viewer, see

-SCOPE.] An instrument for inspecting the interior

of the eye, esp. the retina.

1857 Duiiglison's Jfi-tt. Lex. 6=;6 An ophthalmoscope, .has
\

been Invented, which by reflecting the light on the retina
j

enables the condition of the interior of the eye to lie
|

appreciated. 1867 BRANDE & Cox Diet. Set., etc. [The] |

ophthalmoscope. .invented by Helmholtz in 1851, for the !

examination of the interior of the living eye. 1878 T.

BKYANT /'ract. Sur^, I. 293 The ophthalmoscope since its

introduction has undergone innumerable modifications, both
in principle and detail.

Hence Ophthalmoscope v, intr., to inspect the
j

eye by means of the ophthalmoscope ; Ophthalmo-
sco pic, -sco pical, adjs., of or pertaining to

the ophthalmoscope or its use
; Ophthalmosco pi-

cally adv., by means of ophthalmoscopy.
1857 '" M.VYNK Expos, Lex. 820 'sOphthalmoscopic. 1861

Hi-MSTKAD I't-n, Dis. (1879) 719 A gummy tumor of the

ciliary body, which ophthalmoscopically ..was seen and
taken by others for a sarcoma. 1871 HAMMOND Dis, AVr,-'.

Syst. p. xiii, Ophthalmoscopic examinations require the
observer to possess a very thorough acquaintance with the

anatomy of the eye, and also with the science of optics.

1879 J. H. jMCKtQMOpkf&atmMCCfft 3 Extremely abnormal

oplitnalmoscopicalappearancesmay exist when sight isgood.

Ophthalmoscopy f>f)welmp*sk<Tpi). [f. as

prec. + Gr. -(TKotrta looking, viewing.]
1. A branch of physiognomy, by which character

is inferred from the appearance of the eyes. ? Ol>s.

[1727-41 CHAMHKRS Cycl., Opkthalnwscopia, that branch
of physiognomy which considers a person's eyes, and looks;
to deduce thence the knowledge of his temperament, humour,

jand manners.] 1730-6 UAII.KV (folio), Ophthalmosc^py.
1828 in WEBSTER; and in later Diets.

2. Inspection of the interior of the eye ; the use
of the ophthalmoscope.
1864 .V. Syd. Sac. Ycar-bk. .!/<M'. 240 Atlas of ophthalmo-

scopy. 1866 A. FLINT Princ. Med. (1880) 104 Works which
treat .. of ophthalmoscopy. 1890 Alibutfs Sj'st. J/<v/. VI.

760 The chapter on medical ophthalmoscopy.
Hence Ophthalmoscopist(-f7'sk<"pisty ,

one skilled

in ophthalmoscopy.
1866 A. FLINT Priuc. J/i-i/. fiSSo) 104 The student or

'

practitioner who desires to become a skilful ophthalmoscopist.
j

Ophthalmostat, -trope : see OPHTHALMO-.

Ophthalmy (fflcclmi). Now rare or Obs.

Forms: 6 optalrnie, ophthalmye, 7 ophthalmic,
7-9 ophthalrny. [a. F. ophtalmie (Oresme 14111 c.

{

e}) ad. L. ophthalmia] = OFHTHALMIA.
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1543 TKAIIKUON I'ifas Chirur^. 51 b/i An optalmie
raused of grosse matter. 1597 A. M. tr. Gitilleincaus Fr.
t 'hirurg. 32 b/-.: Agaynst payne in the heade, . , ophthalmye
and payne in the teeth. 1650 TKAIT Comni. Dent, xxvjii.

28 God, we trust, will,, .curetliemof this spiritual ophthahny
and phrensie. 1755 WAI.I, in Phti. Trans. XI, IX. 466 Tie
had a scrophulous ophthahny in each eye. 1865 fttifflish*
man's A/fig. Aug. M5 He had . . suffered from an obstinate

ophthahny of both eyes.

^-n). chcm. [f.Oi>i(.\x-
+ AMMONIA.] An amide of opianic acid C 2un, u

N( )
8 , obtained by evaporating a solution of opianic

acid in ammonia.
1845 Penny Cycl. Snppl. 1. 348 Opiammon. 1866-77 W A > is

Diet. Ckein. IV. 207 Optammone is a pale yellow crystalline
powder.

Opiane. [f- OPI-TM + -ane as var. of -inc.]
An obsolete synonym ofnarcotine. Hence numerous
chemical terms in opian- :

Opianate { Ju'pianc'O, a salt of opianic acid. Opi-
anic (#upi|Ee"nik ft., formed from narcotine ;

as in

Opianic acid
V
C10H 10O5), crystallizing in thin

colourless prisms of bitter taste, produced, to-

gether with cotaininc, by the oxidation of narcotine;

Opianic ether (C^II^C. ll-.O-,) crystallizing in

inodorous brilliant white needles of bitter taste.

O'pianine, a base resembling narcotine, and not

certainly distinct from it. Opiano-, comb, form o(

opianic ) as in opiano-sulphuroits <jr/V/, an acid de-
rived from opianic and sulphurous acid, forming
a transparent crystalline mass. O'pianyl C^ff,/),,
the radical of opianic acid and its derivatives.

1842 IHNGI.ISON Mcd. Lc.i:, Opiane^ Narcotine. 1845
Penny Cycl. Suppl. I. 348 Opianate of ammonia. ///>?.,

Opianic acid. 1857 MILLER Elem. Chan. III. 277 Opianino
has hitherto only been found in Egyptian opium, and h;is

been but imperfectly examined. ///</. 284 The opianyl
yields opianic and hemipini': acids. 1866-77 WAI-IS /'/V/.

Chew. IV. 206 Opianates. 1873 Fowncs Chan. >ed. nj
739 Opianic Acid is a monobasic acid.

Opiate (<''pu
v
t;, a. ami sb. Also 7-8 opiat.

[ad.med.L, opiat-its^-uin, pa. pple. ut^opiaw. see

next.]
A. adj. Made with or containing opium; hence,

inducing sleep ; narcotic, soporiferous.
J543 TKAHEHOM I'igtfs Chirnrg. vm. xviii. 215 Opiate

medicines swage payn, howbeit it is onely after the inaner
of palliation. 1579 80 NORTH Pintarch 11676) 800 They
gave Dionysius the elder, .a strong Opiat-drink to cast him
in a sleep. 1626 UACON Syfoa 903 And for the particular
ingredients, .it is like they are opiate, and soporiferou>.
1667 Mi r.iox P. L. xi. 133 Charm'd with Arcadian Pipe,
the Pastoral Reed Of Hermes, or his opiate Rod. 1732
AKBUTHNOT Rnles of Diet 267 Such things as are endued
with an opiate Quality. 1887 UOWEN Virg. sEneid\i. 420
Morsels, .of meal, and of honeyed opiate cakes.

b. Jiff. Inducing drowsiness or inaction.
a 1626 HP. AsDREWES.SVrw. (1856) 1.321 Have a little opiate

divinity ministered to our souls. 1754 H. WALPOLE Left.

(1846) III. 56 Even in France the squabbles of the parliament
and clergy are under the same opiate influence, a 1845 Hoon
To Sytv. Urban vi, Confessions dozing from an opiate pen.
B. sl>. Any medicine containing opium and

having the quality of inducing sleep; a narcotic.

1603 It. JONSON Sejatins i. ii, More comforting Than all

your opiates, juleps, apo/ems. 1674 R. (IODFKKY Inj. <% Ah.
Pkys'tc 195 Instances, .of such who with Opiates slept to

Death.
> i74 YOUNG AV. T/t. vm. 67 A pillow, which, like

opiates ill-prepar'd, Intoxicates, but not composes. 1828
SCOTT /*'. M. Perth xvii, Compelled to sleep in spite of

racking bodily pains, by the administration of a strong
opiate. 1887 FKNN Master Cerent, ii, The old woman took
her opiate every night.

b. fig. Anything that causes drowsiness or

inaction, or that dulls or quiets the feelings.
1641 MILTON Aniinath'. ii. Wks. (1851) 209 If ien should

ever bee thuniming the drone of one plaine Song, it would
bee a dull Opiat to the most wakefull attention. 1751 JOHN-
SON Rambler No. 171 F3, [He] began to lull my conscience
with the opiates of irreligion. 1866 GKO. ELIOT /'. Holt i,

Mrs. Transome . . found the opiate for her discontent in the
exertion of her will about smaller things.

Opiate (J'l'pif't), v. [app. f. amed.L. *opidre
to form or treat with OPU'.M, It. oppiare (Florio).]
1. trans. To stupefy or put to sleep by means of

opium ; to narcotize.
1611 FLORIO, Oppiare^ to oppiate, to stui)efie the senses.

1659 TORKIANO, Alloppiare, to opiate, to bring asleep, by
art, by drugs.. as with Opium. 1668 in -]th Rep. Hist. J/.S'.Y.

Coinm. 486/2 He oj)iated the mother and daughter and then
ravished the daughter. 1717 FKNION ttp, to Lainl'nnf
Poems ^09 Tho' no lethargick fumes the brain invest, And :

opiate all her active pow'rs to rest.

b. fig. To dull the sense or sensibility of.

i76ztioi.DSM. OV. /F.c.[ciii.] II. 153 \Ve..in that pleasing
expectation opiate every calamity. 1764 /list. Eng. in
Lett. (1772) 1. 190 Happy in his natural imbecility, which
seemed to opiate all his afflictions. 1800 Sou THEY in C.

Souihey Life II. 72 One who can let his feelings remain
awake, and opiate his reason.

2. To mix or impregnate with opium. Chiefly in

Opiated ///. a.

1611 FLOKIO, Allo/>/>itita t'fiu^ wine opiated. 1683 KKNNKTT
tr. Erasm.e* Felly Pref. Verses, The opiated milk glews
up the brain. 1857 I>. MM MII.I AN Mt -n/, viii. (18821 299 The
ulcer was., treated with opiated caustic.

Opiatic (<*'pi|Hrtik), a. (sfi.) [f. med.L. opiCtt-
iun + -it1

.] Of or pertaining to opiates or their

use
; of the nature of or resembling an opiate.

OPIMIAN.

i678C"riAVokiit Intcll. Syst. \. v. 7y s Soporated with the
dull steams and opiatick vapours of this gross body. 1684
Ir. Htwefs .Iffrc. Ccviipit. xix. 749 Concerning the right u.-u
of Opiatick Pharmacy.

i88z O'DONOVAN Alerv Oasis I.

x.v vi, 455 To combat the terrific opiatic reaction.

B. sb. An npiatie agent; == OPIATE R ran-.

1847 (iiu H.I.AN- in '/'ait's Jfag. XIV. 768 Hither a lulling,
soothing opiatic, or a rousing and stimulating gratification.

tO'piative, a. Obs. rare.
[f. nied.L. opiat-,

ppl. stem of opitire to OPIATK + -ivi-:.] =OPIATK A.
1674 R. Goui KI:V Injuries ff Ab. Physic 191 An Opiati\c

Medicine, -that has not so bad and malevolent tricks, but is

by far better corrected than the 1,,-iudanum.

tO'ple. Obs. Also opy(e, opi. [f.
L. cpi-uui

(see ( H'iL'M\] ( )pium ;
an opiate.

<'*&$ CHAIXKR /,. C. II'. 2670 Hy^ermticstra, The
narcotykis K: opijs \'>.rr, opies, apies, epies] ben so stmngt-.
< 1386 Knt."s I'. 614 A Clarree m:iad of a certeyn wyu Of
Nercotikes and Opie \r: >-r. opy, opye] of Thebes fyn.
c 1420 /'alia,!. ,<n Hush. \\. 143 Her seede yf me redyne In
baume, or narde, or opi [L. opio] daies thre.

i O'pier. Obs.
[a. ohs. F. opier, 'the Oplc,

water Klder, Dwarfe plane, \Vhitten tree' (Cotgr.) ;

niod.K. obicr\ api>. related to L. o/>u/Ms t
It. oppio t

bnt of obscure foHnation.] The (.Juclder Rose or
Water Elder ' ninfrnum Opulits : cf. OPI.E.

i548TiKNi:K /Vrt/;/ifj////t'r/'fi-(i88i)57 Opuhis is a tret.,
called in frenche a> lle^nert; >a\'cth opier, and so maj'e it be
also called in engli->ht; tyl \ve fynde a liettcr name. [1578
J.YIK Dthinens vi. Ixxii. 75J, I tliink this nut to l>e the right
Oftelns\ but the \ e? y tree whiche we cal Wit die, and
Witche Hnssel: in Freiiche ( >/iVr. . . Keade more uf Opio
in the LXXX Chapter of thi> bookc. Ibid. Ixxx. 760 Of
Marri* Mlder, Ople, or Dwarfl'e J'lane tree. .. In Frenche
Ol'iere, or Opie re.. .Thi-. i> not Opnlns as some do thinke. |

f Opiet. Obs. A])]), an error for prcc.
1601 HOLLAND Pliny I. 512 The Opiet^ or \\'ich-lla/- 1.-

nre sown of seed after the same maner as Kline. [l<id. II.

205 Touching the tree nn manner of an Opiet ur PoplaU
called Rumbotinus,

fOpi-ferous, n. Obs. raw-", [f. L. opifcr

help-bringing, f. op-cm help + -far: >ve -KEiiur>.]
1656 UI.OUNT (.ifiHsogr.. Opi/ewns, which aid-, or help-,

succoring. Hence in Phillips, ISailey, and some mod. l>icl^.

tOpifex. Obs. [a. I,, opifex (opific-eiri], i.

root op- ofoptts work + -fox. -fie-, doer, f. fac-cre to

do.] A woiker, maker, framer, fabricator.

1649 BTLWEK Pathomyot. IVtf. n The Soule only is the

Opifex of all the movings of the Muscles. 1678 Ci'mvoK'iM
Intell. Syst. i. iv. 15. 273 The Opifex of the World, the
Fountain of Good.

tO'pifice. Obs. [ad. I,, opiftd-um a working,
f. as piec. + -Jiciiwi doing, making. Cf. OK.

opifice i6th c., opijisse (,i3lh c. in Godcf.).] The
doing or making of a work

; construction, work-

manship ;
concr. a fabric, a work.

16*6 K. C. Times ll'histle I. 104 Look on the heaven-.,

look, I say, Doth not their goodly upilice display A power
'bove Nature? 1635 GICLLMJKANM I'ariation Magn. Xecrflc
20 Tins admirable opifice of God or frame of tlie world. 1657
TOMLINSON Kenou's Disp. 393^ liees .. suppeditate both
aliments and medicaments to man by their own opifice.

1677 GALIC CV#. Gentiles \\. 302 God so manife.ste> him.->clf

in the whole opifice ol the Universe.

tOpi'ficer. Obs. [f. i.. opijex, opific-cm +
Engl. suffix -Kit : cf. artificer^ officer.'] One who
makes or constructs a work

;
a maker, framer,

fabricator; a workman.
1548 FoHKi-.sr Picas. /*0csye\\\\\.5j The higheOpificerseiid-

ethe not hisgiftes too wone pertyctllarlye. 1660 Char. Italy
84 If you respect either Artificers or Opificers, all Nation*
have been benefited thereby. 1692 Hi N i I.I.Y Hoyie Lect. ii. 67
Considering the infinite distance betwixt the poor mortalV-WII^IUCI IHj; lilt 1MI1I1ILC .IIS1.1III_C Ut I 1.\L I I1C JJUU1 UIUI I ill

Artist, and the Almighty Opificer. 1761 STKKNE Tr. Shamiy
III. xxiv. p 2 So many play-wrights, and opificers of chit-

chat have ever since been working upon, .my uncle Toby's
pattern.

Opignorate, Opilate, etc. : see OPF-.

Opiism u7>L-pi,i/m\ [f. OPI-I-MT-ISM.] The
intoxication induced by taking opium ;

the habit

of taking opium as an intoxicant or stimulant. So
O'piize v. trans., to affect or intoxicate with opium.
1889 Leisure //(Utr^S Experience had taught him to know

all the stages of the opiised state. Ibid. 440 Unmistakable
tokens of the torpor of opiism. 1894 Westtn. Gaz. 23 July
3/2' A very -short time suffices for the establishment of

UJJ11MI1 .

t Opi'UXe, Obs. [ad. L. opim-its rich, sump-
tuous, etc. Cf. K. opime (1762 \i\Dict. Acad.), It.,

Sp. opiMO.] Rich, abundant, sumptuous, splendid.
J533 KKLLENDEN Livy iv. (18-2) 339 Na spuleyeis may be

callit opime, bot ontlie thay quhilkis ar takin be ane duke
fra ane uthir. 1664 II. MORE Myst. Iniq. 426 Those great

referments and Dignities which thy ambitious

Opimian, a very celebrated ancient Roman wine
of the vintage of A.U.C. 633, when Opimius was
consul.
1601 Ilou.ANn Ph'uy I. 410 That there were wine sellars



OPIMOUS
+ Opi'inous a. Obs. rare~. OPIME.

1656 IJi-ousr Glossary Opinions, fat, gross, in good liking
or plight; rich, plentiful.

Opinable ^psi'nab'l, f^'pinabT., a. Now
rare or Obs. [ad. I,, opinabil-is, f. opinarl to

OPINE: see-BLE. Cf. F. opinalne (15 . . in Godef.).]

fl. That is a matter of opinion; not certain,

disputable, conjectural. Obs.

1456 Paston Lett. I. 369 My Lord Bedford wylle was made
yn so bryeffund generall termj

-s..but all wey new to con-

strew and oppynable. 1471 RIPLKY Cotiip. Aleft. Ep. iii. in

A>Jun. (1652(111 This Scyence is not opinal>le, Hut very true

by Raymond and others determynate. c 1530 Kcntcdic of
Lime 62 The matter is doubtfull and opinable To a certain

you I woll my self enable. 1546 Confut. Nicholas S/in.vton

C iij b, Opinable matters and disputable.

2. That is the object of opinion ; capable of

being opined or held as an opinion.
1603 HOLLAND Plntarch*s Mor. 1117 How . . he should

admit and leave unto us sense and opinion, and not withall

allow that which is sensible and opinable, a man is not able

to shew. 1678 CrmvoRTii Intcll. Syst. i. iv. 36. 571 Not
properly knowable, but opinable only or the object of opinion.

I lence Opinabi'lity (Bailey 1721;, Opi'nably
adv. (in quot. opiniably).
1655111 Hartlib Rcf. Coming. Bees 31, I speak not opini-

;il>ly, Imt what I know, and that experimentally.

Opinant (fpinant). rare 1
, [a.

F. opinant
L cehu (jui opine

1

, pr. pple. of opiner to OPIXE,
used subst.] One who opines or forms an opinion.
1860 THACKKKAV Kound. /'^/., Late Great l-'ictorics, The

opinions differ pretty much according to the nature of the

opinants.

t Opinate, <* Obs. [ad. L. oplnat-its pa. pplc.
of opinari to OPINE.]
1. Opined, supposed.
c 1450 tr. DC Imitatwnc in. Ii. 123 pi copiose mercy is

better to me for getinge of indulgence, J?an myn opinate
ri^tuc.snes, for defending of myn hid conscience.

2. Obstinate in opinion ; opinionated.
1491 CAXTOS }'itas Pair. (W. de W. 1495) n. 265 b/i He

Iiad condescended to make it to that other whiche was
upynate [I. c. as said ante,

'

obstynate in an ylle opynyon '].

t O'pinate, v. Obs. rare. [f. ppl. stem of 1,.

opinari (also oplndre] to be of opinion, think.]
/;///. To give an opinion ;

to pronounce a formal

or authoritative opinion ;
= OPINE i.

1625 W. IJ. True School ll'ar 55 There is not a matter of
State in which.. they haue not opinated and decreed.

t O'pinated, ///. a. Obs. rare.
[f.

( )PINATE a.

OT v. + -ED.] Having a (specified opinion; to be

opinated -^ to be of opinion.
1610 MAKKHAM Maste>'p. u. clix. 467 Wee are stroi>gly

opinated, that [it] doth make the horses chine or backe a

^reat deale the stronger.

t Opina'tion. Obs. [ad. L. opinatiMt-ew. n.

of action from opinari to OPINE : cf. obs. F. opina-
tion (1580-95 in Montaigne\] The action of opining
or forming an opinion, supposition ; the mental
result of this, an opinion, a supposition.
1611 COTGR., Opination, an opination, opining, opinion-

delivering. 1656 STANLEY Hist. Pkitos. v. (1701) 216/2
Krrour, temerity, ignorance, opination, suspicion, and ..

whatsoever is not of firm and constant assent. 1687 RYCAUTKtwites* /fist. Turks II. 258 The occasion of this. .caused

many roving guesses and opinations of the reasons of it.

t Opi'native, a. ($b.) Obs. Also 6 -itive,

-ytyve. [ad. late and med. L. opinatlv~us (I'ris-

cian 6th c.), f. L. oplnat-^ ppl. stem : see -IVE. *

Perh. immed. a. obs. F. opinatif, -ive (Oresme
i4th c.) ; cf. It. opinativo (Florio 1598).]
1. Stiff in opinion ; adhering obstinately to one's

own opinion ; opinionative.
1530 TINDALK Aityiv, More\\\. xiii. Wks, (Parker Soc.) III.

159 They rail on him. .and call him opinative, self-minded,
and obstinate. 1550 J. COKE Ettg, ff Fr. Heralds v. (1877)

58 The Frenchemen. -be opynatyfe, thynkyng Fraunce to

be of more greater valure than any other realme. 1621
BURTON- Anat. Mel. ii. iii. vn, Speake truth. Be not opina-
tiue, maintaine no factions. 1660 tr. Ainyr.ildns* Treat,
cone. Retig. in. iv. 372 There is no Jew so opinative, as to

account them proper for the government of all sorts of

Nations in all Ages.
2. Of or belonging to opinion ;

of the nature of,

or expressing, opinion ; conjectural, not certain.

1588 J. HARVFY Disc. Probl. 16 A probable surmize, and
opmitiue collection. 1593 BILSOS Govt. Chrisfs Ch, I'ref. 25
The coniecturall and opinative ghesses of some. 1610
HKALKY St. Aug. Citie of God v. xix. (1620) 214 He that
contemneth their opinative praise contemneth also with it

their vnaduised suspect. 1656 STANLEY Hist. Philos. v.

(1701) 162/1 All tins part of things, they called Opinative :

Science they affirmed to be nowhere but in the Reasons and
Notions of Mind. 1816-30 BENTHAMO^V..^//. Maximhcd,
Extract Const. Code (1830) 6 Judicially augmented will

natural honour be by two conjunct and correspondent
appropriate judicial decrees; the 6rst opinative, the other

imperative. 18x9 Justice fy Cod. Petit. 181 Opinative
[functions], exercised by declaration made of opinion.
B. sb. An opinionated person.

1639 DHUMM. OF HAVVTH. Speech of Author's Wks. (1711)

219 Such men..,prove themselves to be altogether seditious
and factions, malicious opinatives.

t Opi-natively, adv. Obs. [f. prec. H- -LY ^.]

In an '

opinative
'

manner, in the way of opinion ;

with obstinate adherence to opinion.
1533 MORE Apology xlviii. Wks. 925 'i He wyll not holde

It opinatiuely, and therefore yet agayne it mny be no herebie.

150

I53 Theobg. Tracts, Hen. I'llI I. If. 013 \\\ R. <U To
stonde in it opynytyuely it is heresie agenst scripture.

1630 1 J;NNAKI> tr. Cbarrens Wisd. in. iii. (1670) 359 If Vices

gather not strength, and men grow not opinatively obstinate
in them. 1696 [>ee OriNAiORj.

'

O'pinator. Obs. [a. L. opinator, agent-n.
from opinari to OPINE.] One who opines or holds
an opinion ;

a thinker ; a theorist.

1626 LAUD Wks. (1847) I. 143 If they had not been

opinators. . that God could never have maintained His cause

against them, a 1641 Hr. MOUNTAGU Acts <y Mon. (1642) 228
Handed up and downe, by different < Ipinators many wayes. i

1663 JJI.AIK AutoHog. vi. (1848) 86 Mr. Freeman, a strong
opinator. 1696 LOKIMKK Gooihvin's Disc. iv. 10, 1 will, .only
a?ik him. .Whether he holds that God is an Opinator, that ;

he hath an Opinion of things, and knows them opinatively ?

Opine (cpsi'n), v, [ad. L. opTn-an (also -are'] \

to be of opinion, think, judge; cf. Y. opiner^ in

1 5th c. oppiner (Littre), It. opitutre (Florio 1598%]
1. intr. or with obj. cl. : To express an opinion ; :

to say that one thinks ''so and so).

1598 DAI.LIXGTOX Meth. Trat 1

. M ij b, Where hee opineth
of the maner of seruice, he sayth: of Archers, the Kn.qli>h
are the flower. 1609 HOLLAND A nun. Marccll. 53 Some
opined, That they must goe by Arborosa. i6a8 LK GRYS tr.

Barclay's Argent's 209, I cannot tell who they are against
whom 1 haue opined. 1633 EARL MAXCH. Al Mondodbyb)
3 All opining, that some one is to lie chosen. 1797 J.

LAWRENCE in Monthly Mag. XI.VI. 215 The answerer.,

opines that the old enmity and rivalship^subsisting between
France and this country . . are beneficial to both. 1838
DrcKKNs Xich. AVcX-. vii, Mr. Squeers yawned fearfully, and
opined that it was high time to go to bed. 1884 Athenxnin
6 Dec. 725/3 Without pain, he opines, there would be no
gratitude to God, no pity towards man.

b. csp. To express or pronounce a formal or

authoritative opinion ; to give one's opinion in

council, etc. Now rare.

1581 SAVII.K Tacitus, Hist. \\. xxvii. (1591) 106 Once by
j

fortune Hehiidiu* Prisons Pra:tor elect had opined against
a matter which Vitellius affected. 1589 PL'TTKNHAM ting.
Pocsic ill. ii. (Arb.) 154 In all deliberations of importance
where counsellours are allowed freely to opyne and shew
their conceits. 1600 HOLLAND Livy XLVIII. 1237 Cornelius
Nasica opined and said, That hee saw as yet no iust and
sufficient cause of warre. 1744 ARMSTRONG Prcscw. Health

;

(1807) 36 Thus the Coan sage opin'd. 1846 MRS. GORE i

/.". Char. (1852) 45 The
.stability

of the administra-
j

tion is opined upon, according to the indications of the

barometer of that variable atmosphere, the breath of Kings.
'

1866 FREER Regency of Anne of Austria I. i. 31 [They]
all opined for the Regency. 1891 Law Times XCI. 224/1 .

Lord Coleridge opined that even brokers and dealers are i

not exempt from the general regulations imposed by the Ten
Commandments.
2. To form a judgement on grounds insufficient

for positive proof; to hold an opinion, or to hold
;

as one's opinion; to think, suppose, a. trans. :

(usually with obj. r/.\

1611 IiKAUM. & FL. Philastcr \. i, And from you..do I
!

Opine myself most happy. 1654 H. L/ESFRANGE Chas. I
'.

('655) 133 Men were left at liberty to opine what they ,

pleased. 1694 MOTTEUX Rabelais v. (1737) 232 Opining to

revise a Structure ne\v. a 1711 KEN Hymntirimn Poet.

Wks. 1721 II. 95 Both the same thing opine, Both have the

same Design. 1865 THOI.I.OPF. Belion Est. ix. 99 The clergy-
man would opine that he was simply a reprobate. 1871
RUSKIN Fors Clav. vi. 4 You fancy, doubtless, that I write

my_ 'opinions' ..You are much mistaken. When I only
opine things, I hold my tongue; and work till I more than

opine until I know them.

b. intr.

1656 l?J- SERGEANT] tr. T. Whites PeripaL Inst, 106

They, whose brain is of a thin, and hot constitution, ..opine
j

rashly and changeably. 1676 G. TOWKRSON Decalogue 302 I

We should . .choose to opine with them. 1881 M. PATTISON s

in Academy 12 Feb. no You may opine upon everything :

under the sun.

Opiner (aparnaj). Also 7 -or. [f. OPINE v.

+ -KR. F. opineur.'] One who opines ; one
who holds or expresses an opinion.
1611 COTCR., Ofiineiir, an opinor, one that delivers his

opinion. 165* GAULK MagtTstrow. 115 The opinors or

opinionists fold and new) each of them contending, 1656
Artif. Handsaw. 157 Others who are weak and wilful!

opiners, but not just arbitraters. 1736 Disc. ll'itc/tcraft 42
A probable Argument that they were the first Opiners of
Dzemons. x88x Oracle No. 133. 324/3 An opinion presum-
ing the opiner is not a fool is a coin with a current value.

f Opi-nial, a. Obs. rare" 1
,

[f. stem opini- (see
OPINIATE .) + -AL.] = OPIMOXAL.
c 1450 PECOCK Treat. Rule Faith (1688) 3 There ben two

inaners of feith : oon is opinial feith. . . Another feith is

sciencial feith.

Opiniaster, -astre, -ty: see OPIXIATKE. -TV.

tOpinia'strous, a- Obs. rare- 1
, [f. F.

opiniastre (see OPINIATRE) + -ous.] Opinionated ;

^ OPINIATRE a.

1645 MILTON Colast. Wks. (1847) 222/2 The Laws of Eng.
land, wherof you have intruded to be an opiniastrous
subadvocate, and are bound to defend them.

t Opi'lliate, a. and sb. Obs. [Jn this and the

following words to Opiniatry t
the stem opini-

appears either to be shortened from L. opinio t

OPINION, or due to the influence of that word upon
opTn- in opinate^ opinative^ etc. ; they are not con-

fined to Kng., for opini~ato, opiniativo occur in It.

(Horio), opini-atico in Sp. ^Minsheu), opiniatif̂

opini-atre in Fr. etc. ; but Eng. has more of them.

They have mostly parallel forms in opinion- and

opin- : see opinial, opinional \
with opiniate^ cf.

OPINIATRE.

opinatc, opinionated a. adj. OPINIATED 3.
b. sb. An opiniated person.

J597 J-.
PAVNK Royal Kvch. 7 Sory to behoulde suche

blynd opiniates so farr to outrun very many professors.
Hence f Opi niately adv.

; f Opi'niateness.
1645 City Alarum 18 Must the free horse alwayes be

spurgalled, and the dull Asse favoured in his opiniatnes> ;

1647 Sectary Dissected 27 Contumacie, obstinate opiniat-
nesse, sedition, pertinacity in speaking evil! of dignities.

1658 T. WALL Comni, Times 22 It makes the knowing
more learnedly ignorant, and the ignorant more opiniately
knowing.

t Oprniate, v. Obs. [Cf. opiniate adj., and-

the vbs. opinate, opinionated
1. trans. To hold as an opinion, or to hold an

opinion concerning; to suppose, think, opine.
1624 HKVWOOH Gunaik. \. 25 These (ioddesses ..as they

are opiniated, have the government of children in their

infancie. 1656 URAMHALL Ref>lic. i, 10 This present age ..

doth not know what it self beleeveth, or rather opiniateth.
2. To fix (a person) in an opinion ; refl. to

adhere obstinately to an opinion. (Cf. OF.

s'opinionner^]
1603 KLORIO Montaigne i. xiv. (1632) 24 Men are puni.-hed

by tuo-muqh opiniating themselves in a place without rta>un.

3. To pronounce an opinion upon.
a 1797 H. WALPOLK Mem. Ceo. fit (1845) II. vii. 138

Kose huller said he would not opiniate the point, but de-

clared he was against the precedent.

Opiniated (opi'ni^'ti-d),///. a,
[f.

as OPIMATE
a. + -El>. Cf. opinated m\<\ opinionated.]
1 1. Holding the opinion ; of opinion (that. ..).
1610 MAKKHAM Master^. \. Ixxiii. 152, I am confidently

opiniated, that lx>ts are euer bred in the stomacke.

f2. Having a conceited opinion of\ thinking
much of. Obs.

1589 Late I'oy. .S
1

/. ^ Part. (1881) 47 It maybe you will

thinke me. .too much opiniated of the Voiage, or conceited
of the commanders. 1719 IH; KOE Crusoe 11. ,\ii, Not lacing
able to put the old Man out of his Talk, of which he was
very opiniated or conceited.

3. Obstinately attached to one's own opinion ;

opinionated.
1597 J. PAYNE Royal /I.IT//. 29 Whosoever ys so styffly

opiniated as so stande in there owne conceite. 1627 SIR S.

D'KwES fritl. (1783) 63 He being proud and self-opiniated,
tooke his owne way. 1740 WI:SLI:V ll'bs. (1872) I. 294
Positive and opiniated to the last degree. 1796 MRS. M.
ROBINSON Angelina I. :og A vain opiniated idiot. 1870
DISRAELI Lotliatr xiii. 56 The gardener, like all head-

gardeners, was opiniated.
Hence Opl-niatedly atfo.

1651 HOKBKS (rffT'f. q- Sac. Author's Pref., [IJ Would rather

chu>e to brooke with patience some inconveniences.. then
selfe opiniatedly disturb the quiet of the publique.

Opiniater: see OPJNIATRE.

Opiniative (0pi*nii
v
tiv\ a. Now rare. [In

obs. F. opiniatif, -ive (>5th c. in Goclef.) ; also It.

opiniativo ,in Florio 1598). See OPINIATE </.]

1. = OPINATIVE i, OPIXIOXATIVE 2.

1574 HELLOWKS Cttcttaras l-'am. Kp. (1584) 371
Ye are

too too much obstinate, and in the maner qf disputation
extremely opiniative. 1621 lip. HoOHTAGU Diatrifg+iG It

makelh men idle, and yet opiniatiue, and well conceited of

themselues. 1690 LOCKK Toleration ii, Wks. 1727 II. 268

They..grow so opiniative and so stiff in their Prejudice.

1707 Reflex, upon Ridicule 220 Lysias is only Opiniative
because he wants Sense. 18^5 Frascr's Mag. XII. 466 He
may be suspicious or opiniative. 1885 J. MARTINFAU Types
l-.tli. The. II. 94 There is something here manifestly be-

yond the play of opiniative despotism.

f2. = OPIXATIVE 2, OPINIONATTVE i. Obs.

iJ9a G. HAKVMV Pierce*s Super, in Archaica (1815) II. Si

Opiniative and prejudicate assertions, that strive for a need-

less and dangerous innovation.

Hence Opi'niatively adr.
; Opi'niativeness.

1600 F. WAI.KKK.S/. Mamlcville 36!), Trusting opiniatiuely
to their owne wit. 1611 COTGR., Opiniastrete, opiniatiuc-
nesse. a 1618 RAI.I-:K;H Arts ff Empire xiv. (1658* 34 The
first obstacle to good Counsel is Pertinacy or Opiniative-
ness. 1715 tr. a Keutpis" C/tr. K.verc. in. xviii. 154^1*0
speak . . with Opiniativeness is the part of one that is a

stranger to Wisdom. 1807 EAKI, MALMLSHLKV Diaries $
Corr. III. 363, I am.. not surprised with the opiniativeness
of Lord Grenville.

t Opi'niator. Obs. Also 7 -our. [agent-n.
in L. form from OPINIATE v. In 17-1 8th c. app.
often identified with opiniater, OPIXIATUE B.] One
who holds or maintains an opinion (^ OPINATOR.;

esp. one who obstinately adheres to his opinion :

= OPINIATRE B.

1523 [COYKKDALE] Old God -V *VTt' (1534) Rij> With syxe
hundreth opiniators & questionistes braulyngh

among them seines.

not wonder that such

ge and striuyng
MAVSM Lncian (1664) A iv, I do
iniators should be sick of this

Disease. 1670 H. STUBBE Plus i'ltra 42 He wished that

first these Opiniatours would go to both Poles. 1714 SAVAGE
Art ofPrudence 182 All Fools are Opiniators.

So f Opi-niatory a. Obs. = OPIVUTBI A.
i6a6 SIR D. CARLKTON Sp. in Rushw. Hist. Coll. (1659) I.

359 In my opinion, the greatest and wisest part of a Parlia-

ment are those that use the greatest silence, so as it be not

opiniatory, or sullen.

t Opinia-tre, opinia'stre, and sb. Obs.

Also 7 -aster, 6-7 -ater. [a. I'", opiniastre
K. I'^liennc 1539), later opinialre^ It. opiniastro

(Klorio 1598^ a Romanic formation on L. opinio :

see -ASTEU.]
A. adj. Stiff or stubborn in opinion; obstinate



OPINIATRE.

in adhering to or maintaining one's opinion ;

opinionated,
a. 1606 K. WHYTE in Nichols Prfgr. Jas. t (1828) II. 98

They are the same opiniaslrc in their humors. 1641 M ILI c IN

Animaik'. xiii. Wks. (1851) =40 Spare your selfe, lest you
bejade the good gallo\vay, your owne opiniaster wit. 1666
PEPYS Diary 3 July, A inau of excellent, .learning, but
most passionate and opiniastre. 1692 <>. WAI.KKK Grk,
V Rout, llist. 330 He seems also to have been very Opini-
astre in his Paganism
0. 1591 GarrartTs Art II

ram' 2JI The strong Fortresfie

had beene lost, a thing to be noted of such as be Opiniatre
[ printed Qplriiwo]. 1594 A. HUME Hymns, etc. (1832) 64
lie not opiniater and wilfull in trilill maters. 1668 DKYDKN
Even. Lo7' ll. (1671) 13 If she begins to fly before me, I

i KS. ^1041.1 ii. 530 aura oostinate, opimatre trienus.

B. sb. A person obstinately attached to his own
opinion. (In the form opiniater, this fell together
with the agent-n. OPINIATOR, q. v.)
a. 1603 Sm C. HF.VDON jfuii. Astrvl. ii. 108, I onely

exempt Ptolemie out of the number of these superstitious
opiniasters. 1653 GAUOEN Hierasf. To Rdr. 9 A Prophecy ;

which every opiniaster is prone to imagine strongly por-
lendeth the advancement of his opinion. 1684 tr. Agrippas
I'an. Arts xcv. 326 A monstrous heap of Opiniasters.

p. 11677 BARROW Strut. (1686) III. 378 A clownish
singularist, or non-conformist to ordinary usage, a stiff

opiniatre. 1710 Ace. Last Distant. Tain Wliigg \. 6 Tom
was ever an Opiniatre and a Hobbist. a 1716 SOUTH Serin.

(1744) X. 304 Sovereignty itself must be forced., to give way
to every religious opiniater.
Hence t Opinia'treness, f Oplnia'treship.
1689 HARVEY Curing J>is. by E.rfect. vii. 53 They

continue in the use of jihe remedies], .with that opiniatre-
ness and bra7en Confidence. 1704 N. N. tr. Boccalini's

Advtt.fr. ParHOU. II. 51 Deprav'd Judgment, Opiniatre.
ship, blind Zeal, Folly, boundless Pride and Ambition.

t Opiniatre, v. 06s. Also -ater. [a. F.

opiniatrer, f. ofiaidtn adj. : see prec.] a. traits.

To maintain or persist in obstinately, b. inti:
To persist obstinately in an opinion, or in a course
of action; to 'insist hard'.

1652 LOVKDAY tr. Calprctiedcs Cassandra I. 32 Some of
the Knemy.. finding Resistance had opiniater'd the fight.
Ibid. 222 Whilst my Master opinlaters the making himself
a passage to him, his horse is kild under him. 1678 MARVF.LI.
Dtf. John Hm ( <e Wks. 1875 IV. 183 But if The Discourse
shall still opiniatre in this matter, let It . . strike efficacious.
" '734 NORTH Rxam. HI. ix. 4 (1740) 649 Dr. Short might
differ from what Opinion prevailed, but, in the Case of
a King, must not opiniatre. 1777 Evelyns in Ainer. (1881)
248 Whether. . L[ord] G[ermaine) will have strength enough
to opiniatre this business for another year, must soon be
determined.

t Opinia-tred, ///. a. Obs. Also -ter'd. [f.

prec. + -ED.] Obstinately attached to one's opinion :

= OPINIATBE a.

1641 EARL MONM. tr. Biondls Civil Warns in. 123
Opiniatred onely in odde fancies, a 1668 DAVKNANT Rut-
land House Wks. (1673) 351 My most opiniater'd Antagonist.
fOpinia-treture. Obs. rare- 1

, [irreg. orerron.
f. OPINIATRE.] = next.

1699 C. GII.DON Kf. Did. Landmine's Dram. Poets, Wit
without Opiniatreture, but balanc.-'tl with a true and penetrat-
ing Judgment.

t Opinia-trety, -a-strety. Obs. Also 7
a-strete, -atrete (-16, -tie, misfr. -atrecy, -oie,

-atriey, -atracy), 7-8 -atrity, (8 -16). [a. K.

opiniastreU (c 1560 in Hatz.-Darm.), later opinid-
tretj, {. opiniaslre : see OMNIATBE a. and -TY.]
The character of being

'

opiniatre
'

; obstinate
adherence to or maintenance of one's own opinion;
stubbornness of mind.
o. 1648 J. BEAUMONT Psyche xvi. cciii, Whene'er her

proud Opiniastrete Against Ecclesiastick Sanctions swells.

1656 BRAMIIAU. Replic. i. 73 The Romanists .. whose opinias-
trety did hinder an uniform Reformation of the western
Church, 1684 T. QoDDABD Plato's Demon 290 Arguments
..sufficient to convince Opiniastrete and wilful ignorance
it self.

/3. 1619 SIR D. CARLK.TOX in Hales' Cold. Kent. (1(573)

177 The Remonstrants being excluded from further con-
ference, by reason of their Opiniatrity. 1639 DRUMM. OF
HAWTH. Prophecy Wks. (1711) 181 Why should ouropinia-
trete be the overthrow of the state? 1649 KARL MONM. tr.

Renault's Use Passions (1671) 345 Upon such an occasion
Opiniatrecy is commendable. 1650 tr. Renault's Man
bee. Guilty 30 Is not opiniatrecie a furious love to be always
victorious 1654 tr. /Seutin,g/,Vs Warn Flanders 130
By this opimatracy of the adverse party. 1690 LOCKE limn,
unit, i. iv. (1695) 38 What in them was Science, is in us but
Opiniatrity. 171; W. REKVKS tr. Justin Martyr's Afa/.
i. Ixx, Not carried away with opiniatrety and passion.
"'734 NORTH Exam. i. it ,76 (1740) 123 The opinia-
tntf of his Party misled him.

tOpmia'try, -a'stry. Obs. [n.F.o/n'ntasfrte
(i6tb c.}, f. oftniastrt : see prec.] =prec.

,."
I6*3 SLCKUNG Lett. Wks. (1646) 96 Opiniastrie is

a sullen Porter and .. shuts out often-times Better things
than it lets in. 1663 SIR G. MACKENZIE Relig. Stoic vi.

(1685) 47 The mad hands of bigot opiniastry.
0. 1651 Dices Ifno Disp. 205 "1'is not therefore an in-

ference in our opiniotry only. 1691 LOCKE Kdnc. 98 The
other teaches Fallacy, Wrangling, and Opiniatry. 1765
STERNE Tr. Shandy VII. xxvii, The scrapes which we were
perpetually . . getting into in consequence of his [my
father's] . . Opiniatry.

t Opinicus. Her. A term of uncertain origin
and meaning, given in modern heraldic works.
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The word appears to be corrupt ; the suggestion has been
made that it is an error perh. for Ophinicus or Ophhichus.
1780 KDMONDSON Heraldry II. Gloss., Opinicus, a fictiti-

ous beast, of heraldic invention. Its body and fore legs

[

are said to l>e like those of a lion, the head and neck like

those of the eagle ; _to
the body are affixed wings, like those

attributed to the griffin ; and it hath a short tail, resembling
that of a camel. . . The Opinicus is the crest to the arms
belonging to the Company of the Uarber Surgeons of the

City of London. 1863 Uouir.u. Eiig. Heraldry x. ied. 5)

141 Opinicus a fabulous heraldic monster, a dragon before,
and a lion behind with a camel's tail.

Oprning, vbl. sb. [f. OPINE v. + -INO,!.] The
formation or expression of opinion ;

an opinion,
a notion.

1656 Artif. Handsojil. 131 Very few examine the marrow
and inside of things, but take them upon the credit of

customary opinings. 1716 M. DAVIF.S Attica, Brit. II. 333
Scarce one ever suffer'd under him for any opining. 1875
JOWETT /Y<7/tf(ed. 2) IV. 85 This was the source of fale
opinion and opinings.

Opinion (ophiyan'. , sb. Also 4-6 opp-, and
with the usual interchange of i and j

1

, -on, -aim,
and -one ; 4 openyoun, 5 opeynyon, (a-penyon,
6 &. apenion) ; St.: 4 opunion, -yon(e, 6 -301111.

[a. F. opinion (1 2-131)1 c. in Hatz.-Darm.), ad. I..

opinion-em, f. stem of ofTn-ari to be of opinion,
think : cf. oblivion, religion, and see -ION.]
1. What one thinks or how one thinks about

something ; judgement resting on grounds insuffi-

cient for complete demonstration
; belief of some-

thing as probable, or ns seeming to one's own
mind to l>e true, though not certain or established.

(Distinguished from knowledge, conviction, or

Certainty; but sometimes = belief.)

^
In my opinion : according to my thinking ; as I think, as

it seems to me. A matter of̂ pinion : a matter about which
each may have his own opinion ; a disputable point.

1387-8 T. UsK Test. Live HI. i. (Skeat) I. 60 Opinion is

while a thing is in non certaine, & hidde frome niens very
knowleginge, and by no partite reason fully declared. 1390
GOWEH Con/. III. 368 Of hem that walken up and doun
Ther was diverse opiniouu. 1483 Ln. DYNHAM in Kills Orii,'.
Lett. Ser. n. I. 157 In myn openion it shuld be gretly for
the weleof that toune and marches. I538STARKEY England
I. i. ii Saying ther ys no dyfterence betwyx vyce and vertue
but strong opynyon. a 1618 PRESTON llreastfl. l-'aith (1630)
118 The object of opinion is something in its own nature
uncertain. 1644 MILTON Areop. (Arb.) 69 Opinion in good
men is but knowledge in the making. 1704 NORRIS Ideal
Worldll. ii. 130 What we call opinion, which is an imperfect

OPINION.

23 Opinion is based on perception, which may be correct or
mistaken.

b. Qualified by common, general, public, vulgar,
etc. : Such judgement or belief on the p%rt of a

number, or the majority, of persons; what is

generally thought about something.
c 1425 LYIJG. Assembly of Gods 1739 From Adam to

Moyses, was idolatry Thorow the world vsyd in comon

III. 257 Even this story is some evidence of the public
opinion. iDoi JEFFERSON in Tucker I.ife\\. 101 The mighty
wave of public opinion which has rolled over our republic.
1871 Daily News 20 Apr. 5 That is a question . . in which
'

general opinion must assume the ultimate arbitrement '.

1892 Pall Mall G. 29 Nov. 5/1 When the court has pro-
nounced its decision, then let it be freely commented upon;
but until then parties must not attempt to influence public
opinion.

c. Also, in same sense, without qualification.
1603 FLORIO tr. Montaigne (1634) 133 Opinion is a power-

full, bould, and immeasurable party. 1638 R. BAKER tr.

l>alzacs Lett. (vol. II) 96 It is not now onely that opinion
governs the world. 1753 HANWAY Trav. (1762) II. i. i. 4
Those .. who offer incense to this .. stupid idol, opinion.
1837 '* Tl MARTINF.ATJ Soc. Anier. III. 7 The worship of
Opinion is, at this day, the established religion of the
United States. 1841 D'ISKAELI Amen. Lit. Pref. (1867) 3
Authors are the creators or the creatures of opinion.
2. (With an and //.) What one thinks about

a particular thing, subject, or point ;
a judgement

formed or a conclusion reached
; a belief, view,

notion.

(Sometimes distinguished ham a. conviction; but in other

then practically identical with conviction.)
it 1300 Ciirsor .If. 8843 PUS sais sum opinion. 1340 Aycnlt.

6q Ofte hi ualle}? ine errour, and ine ualse opinions, and
ine eresye. 1380 WYUI.IF Serin. Sel. Wks. II. 287 Alle
)>es newe

secjjis
. . have newe opynyouns. 1386 CHAUCER

Knt.'s T. 622~Tor shortly this was his opinion That in that
groue he wolde hym hyde al clay. < 1485 Digty Myst. m.
1463 lesu ! lesu ! qwat deylle is him? >at? I defye ^ and
byn a-penyon ! 1560 DAUS tr. Sleidane's Comin. 37 b, What
time he was yet in Spaine, he hearde muche of Lathers false

opinions. 1579 K- K. Gloss. Spenser's Sheph. Kal. June 25
The opinion of Faeries and elfes is very old, and yet sticketh
very religiously in the myndes of some. 159* SHAKS. Mercli.
I', in. v. 90 Nay, but aske my opinion to of that? 1611
HIHI.F. i Kings xviii. 21 How long halt ye between two
opinions? 1665 BOVLE Occas. Refl. iv. XL (1848) 233 As for
my Opinions, whether of Persons, or things, I cannot in
most cases command them my self, but must suffer them to
lie such as the Nature of the things I judge of requires. 1703

I STANHOPE Paraphr. Ill, 31? No Opinion truly good can
promote any Moral Evil. 1789 BKLSHAM Kss. II. xli. 526

!

It is not to controul opinions, but actions, that Government
[

is instituted. 1844 DISKAKLI Coningsky vm. iii, As for
, your opinions, you have no business to have any other th;m

those 1 uphold. You are too young to form opinions. 1876
GLADSTONE Clean. If. 361 Dr. Macleod had always the

courage of Jns opinions. 1877 MOKLKV Crit. Misc. Ser. ii.

89 Our opinions are less important than ihe spirit and
temper with which they possess us.

b. Pious opinion (A\ C, Ch.} : a belief com-
i monly accepted, but not enjoined as a dogma or
matter of faith. Hence transf, (in general use :

A belief cherished in the mind, but not insisted on

;

or carried out in practice.
1865 PUSKV Truth Eng. Cli. 127 The Bishop. .' could not

,
dare '. .to decide that there was evidence enough to erect

!

the 'pious opinion
'

into a matter of faith, or that then was
the best time to define it.

3. Phrase. To be of opinion : to hold the be-
lief or view

;
to think (in a specified way) about

something; to opine. (Often with defining clause:

i

I am of opinion that . . = I think that . .)

1485 CAN ION C/ias. C,t. 103 Thyery and the other were of

thoppynyon
of Holland. 01548 HALL Chron., Rich.IH ~,v

Noble men . . whiche amongest theim selfes were not of one
opinion. 1589 PuTTENHAM Lug. Poesie i. xviii. (Arb.) 5.!
Some be of opinion.. that the pastorall Poesie.. should be

j

the first of any other. 1623 KINUIIAM Xenophoti 49 All, that

j

are of the same opinion, let them hold vp their hands. 1702
i J. PURCELL Cholick (1714) 93, I am of Opinion.. that the

hitherto unknown use of [tie Spleen, is to interrupt tin:

j

Fermentation of the Blood. 1818 CKUISI: />/V<>/ ted. 2) VI.
455 He was clearly of opinion they were both liable. 1856

,
EMERSON Kng. Traits, Manners Wks. iliohn) 11. 46 They
require you to dare to be of your own opinion.
4. The formal statement by a member of an

. advisory body, an expert, or professional man, or
the like, of what he thinks, judges, or advises upon
a question or matter submitted to and considered

by him
;
considered advice ; as a legal or medical

opinion, to get an opinion of counsel ^ etc.

(-1470 HKNKV Wallace in. 332, 'I gif consult, r>r this gud
knycht be slayne, Tak pes a quhill, suppos it do ws payne '.

So said Adam the ayr of Kycardtoune ; And Kneland ak
j

grantyt to thar opynyoun. a 1533 LD. UFKNKRS //;/";/ .\li\.

164 Whan luoryn vnderstode Ins lordes, he sayd,
'

Syrs, 1

parseyue well jour opynyon is good '. li>id, Ixxxii. 254,
' I desyre you all. .to shew me your opynyons. 1598 Let. ti>

j

Stove (Ashm. MSS.), Your oppinioun in wrytinge or other-
!

wise is expected. The question is, Of the antiquitie..of

j

parishes in Englande. 1696 I'mi.i.irs (ed. 5), Opinion, the

Thought of him who gives his Advice upon any thing that is

[

debated or consulted upon. 1818 JAS. MILL Urit. India
.

II. v. v, 496 The Supreme Council, .came to an opinion..
that [etc.]. 1861 MAINE Anc. Law ii. (ed. 6) 33 Collections

,
of opinions interpretative of the Twelve Tables. 1888
Chambers' Lncycl. s. v. I'arristcr, Barristers in England
advise on the law by giving an opinion on a case stated.

1899 Westm. Gaz. 9 Nov. 1/2 The three clergymen, .who
have refused obedience to the Archbishops' 'Opinion* on
the legality of incense and processional lights.

5. What one thinks*?/" a person or thing ; estima-

tion, or an estimate, of character, quality, or value.
c I37S $ f' f '' Saints xx. (I>lasius) 9 Sume men gud

opunyone Has-.Quhat man he was. -1510 MORE Picus
|

Wks, 14/2 Ye haue not knowen the opinion,^ philosophers
haue of them self. 1605 SHAKS. Macb. i. vii. 33, I haue

; bought Golden Opinions from all sorts of people, 1638 R.

I

BAKER tr. Balzac s Lett. (vol. II) 203 It is impossible for
, mee to expresse the high opinion I conceive of you. 1771
!

yifttius Lett, xlviii. 253 Their constituents would have a
better opinion of their candour, and . . not a worse opinion of

!
their integrity. 1897 MARY KINGSLEY W. Africa 12 The
Coast .. formed an even higher opinion of my folly than it

had formed on our first acquaintance, which is saying a
good deal.

b. s/>cc. Good, high, or favourable estimate
;

|

esteem. (Now only with negative, or such adjs.
:
as great.}
1597 MORLF.Y Introd. Mns. 115 Those who stande so much

in opinion of their ownesufliciencie. 167* PETTY Pol. Aunt.
(1691) 94 They have a great Opinion of Holy-Wells, Rocks,

,
and Caves, which have been the reputed Cells and Receptacles
of. .Saints. 17.. LAW (J.), If a woman had no opinion of

j

her own person and dress. 1796 TASK AUSTKN Pritle
<$ Prej.

\

ii, She is a selfish, hypocritical woman, and I have no
|

opinion of her.

fc. Favourable estimate of oneself or one's own
abilities; either in bad sense (self-conceit, arrogance,

dogmatism), or in good sense (self-confidence). Obs.

1588 SHAKS. L. /,. /,. v. i. 6 Your reasons haue beene..

witty without affection, audacious without impudency,
learned without opinion, and strange without heresie. 1596

i Hen. Ik', in. i. 185 Pride, Haughtinesse, Opinion, and
Disdaine. 1606 Tr. <$ Cr, \. iii. 353 What heart from
hence receyues the conqu'ring liar* To steele a strong
opinion to themselues.

1 6. \Vhat is thought of one by others ; the esti-

mation (esp. good estimation) in which one stands ;

standing; reputation, repute, character, credit (of

being so and so, or ^possessing some quality). Obs.

1551 ROBINSON tr. ^lore's Utop.n. vi. (1895) 106 Which for

the opinion of nobilitie reioyse muche in their owne conceite.

1596 SHAKS. i Hen. //^, v. iv. 48 Thou hast redeemed thy
lost opinion. 1605 CAMDEN Retn. 121 The change of names,
hath most commonly proceeded from a desire to avoyd
the opinion of basenes. 1637 SHIRLEY Gamester (Dodsley
O. PL IX. 16, N.) I mean you have the opinion of a valiant

gentleman. 1685 COTTON tr. Montaigne I. 222 These fel-

lows to make parade and to get opinion . . are perpetually

perplexing and entangling themselves in their own nonsense.

1705 STANHOPE Varaphr. II. 65 Kvery Counterfeit supposes



OPINION.

something, not only of Reality but of Excellence too, !

which it hopes to gain the Opinion of, by such artful

Dissimulation.

f7. The thought of what is likely to happen; i

expectation ; apprehension. Obs.

,; 1548 HALL Citron., lien. I'l 108 b, [He] thought now,
that al thynges succeeded, accordyng to opinion and good

hope. 1568 SKEVNI. 'I 'lie Pest (1860) 27 Quhay. ;
most remouc

the opinione of dethe, but not the dredour of God. 1601 R.

JOHNSON Kingd. ff Couinnu. (1603) 197 The warre continuing

beyonde opinion, the State was inforccd to procure pay for

the armie. 1658 SIR T. BROWNE Hydriot. Ep. Ded.
: Having

no old experience of the Duration of their Relics, [Men]
held no opinion of such After-considerations.

f 8. Report, rumour. [A Latinism of transl.]

1380 WYCLIF Set. 11'As. II. 23 AnJ opynyoun of Crist

wente pour; al be loud of Siry. ll'ii/g. Alatt. iv. 24 Et

abiit opinio eitts in totam Syriam.] 1382 Matt. xxiv. 6

?e ben to heere bateyls, and opynyouns [I'ulg. opimones]
of bateyls.

9. attrib. and Comb.
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opinionating, I find Haly Abenragel the Arabian. 1656
STANLEY Hist, rhilos, v. (1701) 223/1 A wise Man may
consent to that which is not perceived ; that is, he may
opitiionate. 1891

' M. O'K ELL' /' renc/im. inAincr. 140, 1 have

always gone my own quiet way, philosophising rather than

opinionating.

f 2. a. trans. To express as a formal opinion ;

b. intr. To state or deliver one's opinion formally ;

= OPINE v. I. Obs..-f.

1651 N. BACON Disc?*Gtr7't. Eiiff. n. xxxvii. (1739) 167 To
subject the Consciences of all the people to the opinion of

one Metropolitan, that might opinionate strange things.

1677 NEEDHAM znii racket Advices to Men of Shajtcsht >y
72 Nor was it to be supposed, that the Judges would have
undertaken to opinionate about so Supreme a Question.

f3. refl. To become or be opinionated or ob-

stinate. Obs. exc. in pa. pple. : see next.

1603 FLORIO Montaigne (1634) 183 Even good Authors
doe ill. .wilfully to opinionate themsellles about framing
a constant and solide contexture of us. 1622 A. COURT
Cotistancie 1. 38 Wee retaine still their griefe, and opinionate
our selues to rumenate and continually bring them into our

memory.
f 4. To bring into some condition, by force of

|

thought or imagination. Obs. ,
1650 H. BROOEK Conserv. Hcaltk 66 They . . opinionate

themselues into Sickness.

Opinionated .oprnyon^ti-d). fpl.a. [f. prec.
+ -ED.]

t 1. Possessed of or holding a (specified) opinion ;

(1449 PECOCK Repr. 87 Summe..ben clepid Doctour-

Mongers and summe ben clepid Opinioun-holders. 1808

BENTHAM Sc. Reform 23 On the part of the non-lawyer,
conscious ignorance, thence consultation and advice (opinion-

trade). 1867 WHITTIER Tent on Keack 85 One . . Who . . Had
left the Muses' haunts to turn The crank of an opinion-mill,

Making his rustic reed of song A weapon in the war with

wrong. 1875 W. CORY in Lett, f, Jrnls, (1897) 375 Morbid
combination of piety with opinion-breeding.

(Opinion, v. Obs. [f.
OPINION sb., prob. after

obs. V.opinionner (in Froissart). There may have of opinion (that . . .) ;
= O~PINIONKI> I. Obs.

been a med.L. Oplniotliri, -are.'] trans. To hold J6o2 FULBECKE ist Pt. 1'arall. 94 The Romans it seemeth

the opinion, or hold as an opinion ; to think, Sup- were in this strangly opinionated: for the Gracians and

pose, opine. (With obj. clause, or equivalent obj.)

1555 in Strype Reel. Mem. (17211 III. App. xliii. 121 Who-
soever they be.. [they] may opinion with themselves that

they be none of God's children. 1609 HEYWOOD Brit. Troy
'

To Twofold Rdrs., These indeed know no other meanes to

have themselves opinioned in the ranke of understanders.

1643 SIR T. BROWNE Relig. Med. I. 50 Philosophers that

opinioned the worlds destruction by fire. i6tf Pseiid. E/i.

.. .
,, ,-, ...at opinion '. 1839 MA

Diary Ainer, Ser. I. II. 224, I opinion quite the contrary.

t Opi'nionable, a. (sb.) Obs. rare. [f. OPINION

v. or sb. + -ABLE.] That is a matter of opinion,

disputable, uncertain ;
that is the object of opinion :

= OPINABLE. Also as sb. An object of opinion.
i6l<-2oC. MORE Li/eSirT.MoredteSlyj A marvellous

opinionable problem of Sheep. 1656 STANLEY Hist. I'hilos.

v. (1701) 184/2 If Intellect differ from true Opinion, that

which is Intelligible differeth from that which is Opinion-
able i and if so, there are Intelligibles distinct from

Opinionables.

Opinional (0pi'nyonal), a. rare. [f. OPINION

sb. -t- -AL.] Belonging to, of the nature of, or

grounded upon opinion.
(Erroneously attributed by various writers to Bp. Pecock

1450, whose word was OPINIAL.)

1725-44 LEWIS Pecock 200 Shewing that faith in this life is

only probable or opinional not sciential, which, the Bishop

says, is had in the blisse of heaven. 1868 H. BUSHNELL
Serin. Liv. Siil'j. 84 No mere body of opinional truths or

doctrines. 1889 J. M. ROBERTSON Ess. Crit. Meth. 68 Our
notional and opinional relation to the total environment.

Opinionaster, -astry: see OPINIONATRE,
-ATHY.

t Opi nionate, a. Obs. [f.
OPINION + -ATE

;

perh. as a latinized form oiopintontd,Oy. opinionnt:
see -ATE suff.-~\

1. Based on opinion, or held in the way of

opinion; conjectural, uncertain; supposed, fancied.

1553 EDEN Treat. Nnvc lad. (Arb.) 10 Erringe, wyth hys

lyghte and opinionate argumentes. a 1586 SIDNEY Arcadia

(1622) 450 Wisedome being an essentiall and not an opinionate

thing. 1617-47 FELTHA.M Resolves L Ixi. 188 Nor is their

misery- merely opinionate, but truly argued from the measure

of pity, that it meets with from others. 1661 Sir H. Vane's

Politics i To cloath vice be it never so ugly, with an

opinionate tinct of beauty.
2. Unduly attached to one's own opinion ; con- i

ceiled; obstinate in belief; = OPINIONATED 3.

(In quot. 1576 gen. Obstinate, self-willed.)

1576 TURBE'RV. I'enerie iii. 8 These fallow houndes..are

more opinionate and harder to be taught than the whyte
houndeS. 1603 SIR C. HEYUON Jud. Astrol. xx. 410 It were

more then an opinionate singularitie in M. Chamber to con-

tradict it. 1640 QUARLES Enchirid. III. Ixix, In holding of

an Argument, be neither chollericke, nor too opinionate.

1658 SUNGSBY Diary (1836) 204 Arguments springing from
the brains of those ambitious and opinionate Sectaries.

Opinionate (cpi'nyon^'t), v. Now rare. [f.

L. opinion-em OPINION + -ATE'': perh. after OF.

opinionner, or med.L. *opjnii>nari, -at-us."]

1. To form or hold an opinion ; to believe,

suppose, think ;
= OPINE v. 2, OPINION v.

a. trans, (also with compl. or obj. c/.).

1621 LADY M. WROTH Urani<i 532 As rude and ill manner 'd

a company.. though much opinionated to bee well-behaued

creatures. 1622 MABBE tr. Alemans Guzman d'Alf. n. 204

Opinionating them to be principall persons. 1643 R. O.

Man's Mort. iii. 10 Pythagoras opinionated it [the Soul] a

Number moving of it selfe^ 1678 R. R[USSELL] Geber \\. i. i.

iii. 28 We also find many who have a Soul easily opinionating

every Phantasie. 18 . ELIZA LESLIE That Gentleman, I

opinionate that he was one of the gentlemen.

b. intr.

1653 R. SANDF.RS Physiogn. 260 Amongst. .Authors thus

others did approue such medicines. 1635 BARRIEKE Mil.

Discipl. Ixii. (1643) 164 Divers men are diversly opinionated.

1645 PAGITT Hcrtsiogr. (1661) 196 Mr. Trask towards his

end full to Aminomian opinions : He died at oneof his friends,

houses, whose wife was that way somewhat opinionated.

f 2. Possessed of a particular opinion or estimate

of a person or thing ; esp. haying a favourable

opinion, thinking highly of. Obs.

1601 MUNDAV Dcnvnf. Robt. Earl of_Huntington it. ii, in

Hazl. Dodsley VII 1. 139 How are you, sir, ofme opinionated V

a 1656 USSHEK An,:. (1658) 559 The Citizens. . being highly

opinionated of the mans integrity. 1739 WESLEY Wks. (1830)

1. 68 As opinionated of their own parts and wisdom, as

either modern Chinese or ancient Romans.

3. Thinking too highly of, or adhering too per-

sistently to, one's opinion ; conceited; obstinate in

opinion, dogmatic, opinionative.
1601 CORNWALLIS Ess. II. li. (1631) 325 With our lives

delivered to the censure of opinionated ignorance. 1754
RICHARDSON Grandison I. v. 20 A young gentleman lately

married ; very affected, and very opinionated. 1805 Li CCOCK

ffat. tt'ool 219 The cynical sneer of self-opinionated folly.

1889 TRAILL Strafford 201 The mere high-handed violence

of the opinionated and self-willed autocrat.

b. Obstinate, self-willed (in general sense).

1649 EARL MONM. tr. Renault's Use Passions (1671! 31 Of
these tw Passions, .the more mild is the less tractable, and

the more furious the less opinionated. i677GlLriN Dcmottel,

(1867)^388 They, .who are opinionated in sin because of his

mercy. 1840 DICKENS O. C. Stop (C. D. ed.) 172 The most

obstinate and opinionated pony.
Hence Opi'uionatedness.
1860 S. WILHERI ORCE Addr. Ordination 229 The quickened

religious life. .is exposed to all the temptations of religious

self-will, party-spirit, self-opinionatedness, and division. 1889
Sat. Rev. 18 May 610/2 Angouleme. .had all the obstinacy
and opinionatedness, of the Bourbons.

t Opi'nionately, adv. Obs. [f.
OPINIONATE

a. + -LY 2
.]

a. In the way of opinion ;
in one's

own opinion. b. In an opinionated manner;

obstinately.

1617-77 FELT"AM Resolves I. Ixxxv. 131 Where either are

only opinionately wise. 1647 .Sectary Dissected 14 If you

opinionatly persecute the house of Abimelech, a fire may
issue thence.. and consume you. 1704 Faction Display d
x. 151 A gay, pragmatical, pretending Fool, Opinionately

wise, and pertly dull.

t Opi'nionatist. Obs. [f. as prec. + -IST.J

An opinionated person ; an obstinate dogmatist.

1634 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. 222 None save detracting

opinionatists can justly oppose such worthy testimonies.

1651 BAXTER Inf. Haft. 146 Meer talking censorious Opinion-
atists. 1720 FRNTON Strut, kef. Univ. Oxford n The per-

nicious Counsels of some such Opinionatists.

Opinionative (oprnyonc'tiv), a. (ib.~) [f.

assumed L. stem *oplnidnat- + -IVE
;
or simply f.

OPINION + -ATIVE : cf. talkative.']

fl. Based upon, or of the nature of, opinion;

fancied, imaginary ; conjectural, speculative (as

distinguished from real or certain). = OPINATIVE

2, OPINIATIVE 2, OPINIONATED, i. Obs.

c '555 [implied in OPINIONATIYELY i]. 1610 HEALEY St.

Aug. Citie of God 546 This opinionative suspicion every

one' may take as he please. 1627-77 FEI.THAM Radon \.

xciv. 147 If this be not rather opinionative than real. 1702

C. MATHER Magn. C/ir. in. n. i. (1852) 364 He declined a

settlement in some other, which he thought more opiniona-

tive, and so more contentious and undesireable places.

b. Relating to, or consisting in, opinion or

belief; doctrinal (as distinguished from practical').

(11638 MEDE Wits. (1672) 115 The difference between a

saving Faith which joyns us to Christ, and that which is

1869 H. BVUOKU Neiu Life iv. 49 So far what is done is

merely opinionative or notional, and there is no trans-

arlionnl faith.

OPINIONIST.

c. Of the nature of an opinion, rare.

1894 rail Mall G. 24 Dec. 1/2 The Board to have . . the

option of refraining from making any award, and of publish-

ing an opinionative report on the dispute instead.

52. Unduly attached to, or persistent in adhering

to, one's own opinion ; conceited, or obstinately

dogmatic; = OPINATIVE i, OPINIATIVE i
,
OPINION-

ATE a. 2, OPINIONATED 3.

J547 BOORDE Introd. Knyivl. xvii. (1870) 167 The people
of Boeme be opinionat-ue, standyng much in theyr owne
conceits. 1621 BURTON Anat. Mel. To Rdr. 19 He was
au illiterate idiot, . . an opinionative ass, a caviller, a
kind of pedant. 1751 JOHNSON Cheynel Wks, IV. 504
Too young to teach, and too opinionative to learn. 1817
MAR. EDGEWORTH Bores (1832) 314 The common femalf

blue is intolerable, opinionative and opinionated. 1897
ll'estm. Gaz. 9 Nov. 1/3 An opinionative Anglo-Indian,
who spoke as one whose words were officially authoritative,

was of the party.

fb. Holding too high an opinion of; proud or

conceited of. Obs. rare.

1621 BP. MOUNTACU Diatriox 9 Your Selfe, very Opinion,
atiue of your knowledge.

fB. sb. An 'opinionative' or speculative point.

1659 STANLEY Ilist. Pliilos. III. iv. ii The Sceptick's is,

in opmionatives, indisturbance; in impulsives, moderation.

Opi nicma:tively. adv. [f. prec. + -LY ^.]

tl. In the way of opinion; as an expression of

opinion ; in relation to opinion or belief. Obs.

i 1555 HARPSFIELD Divorce Hen. I'l/I (Camden) 122 It

was not spoken asseverantly but opinionatively. 1685

BAXTER Paraphr. N. T., James \. 21 [To] receive Clod's

Word, not only opinionatively, but as the Graff is taken

into the Tree.

2. In an opinionative manner
;

with undue at-

tachment to or persistence in one's own opinion ;

conceitedly ; obstinately.

1723 tr. Dufin's Keel. Hist, ijtli C. I. VI. ii. 228 He was
confident in his Sentiments, and maintain'd them obstinately

and opinionatively.

Opi-niona tiveness. [f.
as prec. + -NESS.]

The quality or character of being opinionative ;

undue attachment to or persistence in one's own

opinion ;
conceit ; obstinate dogmatism.

1599 SANDYS l^iropa; Spec. (1632) 179 Such^as not to

interrupt the common Concord with private opinionative.

nesse. 1639 HOKN & ROBOTHAM Gate Lang. Unl. Ixxxiii.

812 As over-hasty giving credit is hurtful!, .. much more

stiffenesse or opinionativenesse. 1742 MRS. DELANY Auto-

t>iof. # Corr. II. 166 Conceit or opinionativeness becomes

no sex or age. 1872 TULLOCH Ration. Theol. I. iii. loo

[Lord Falkland] especially detested, .the dogmatic opinion-

ativeness so prevalent in his time.

i Opi'nionator. Obs. rare. Also 8 -er. [f.

( IPINIONATE v. after L. agent-nouns.] One who
holds an opinion, a theorist; = OPINATOR,
OPINIATOR.
1677 GALE Crt. Gentiles HI. 83 Such . are to be called

Philosophers not opinionators or lovers of opinion, a 1716

SOUTH Strut. (1744) X. i. 9 The Pharisees, and the Opinion-
aters of their own holiness.

Opinionatre, -atry, (-astry), erroneous fl.

OPINIATHE, -ATRY (-ASTRK), conformed to opinion.
1662 J. HEATH in I'a^itt's Heresiogr. Ded. to Sir J.

Frederick, The opinionaslry of these sects. 1689 H ICKERIN-

GILL Modest /ml. ii. n Mad with self-love, Opinionatry and

Bigotism. 1693 W. FREKK Sel. Ess. 39 The Dogmatical

Opinionatre, and the Morose Cynick.

Opinioned (oprnysnd), a. Now rare. [f.

OPINION sb. + -El).]

1. Having a (specified) opinion ; holding the

opinion, or of opinion (that . . .).
Also in para-

synthetic comb., as itt-opinionea, strange-opinioned.

1584 R. SCOT Discov. Wilclicr. \. vii. (1886) n How
diverslie people be opinioned. 1631 Star Chaml'. Cases

(Camden) 42 The court was opinioned the words were

spoken. 1650 SIR R. STAPYLTON Strata's Lorn C. Warres

x 6 Nor was Don John otherwise opinioned of a 1 ruce.

1890 Pall Mall G. 10 Mar. 2/3 Is it so, that England as

a whole is . . so opinioned
as to prefer a high order of

eloquence to the principles of the Reformation '!

2. Holding a particular opinion or estimate, esp.

a favourable one, of a person or thing; usually,

Thinking highly of oneself or one's own qualities,

conceited of.

1612 W. SCLATER Sick Souls Salve 23 Was ever hypocrite

thus opinioned of himselfe? 1667 DKVUEN Sir Martin

Mar-all i. i, He's so opinion'd of his own Abilities, that lie

is ever designing somewhat. 1707 NORRIS Humility vi.

282 A man well opinioned of himself.

3. Unduly attached to one's own opinion;

opinionated.
1649 MILTON F.ikau. xiii. \Vks. (1851) 443 Uzziah..was

thrust out with a Leprosie for his opinion'd zeale, winch he

thought judicious, a 1716 SOUTH Scrm. I. 298 (T.) He may
cast him upon a bold self-opinioned physician, worse than

his distemper.
Hence Opi'nionedness {sclf-oprmonedness).

1879 Daily News 22 Oct. 6/5 A peculiar
kind of religious

self-opinionedness sprang up, which tended to make each

man more and more a law to himself.

Opinionist (oprnyanist). [f. as prec. + -1ST.]

1 1 A holder or ma'intainer of some opinion or

doctrine at variance with the general belief (or

that of the speaker) ; a sectary, a faddist. Obs.

i62lCocKERAM Ii, An Opinionist, Sectaric. 1634 SIR I'.

HERBERT Trav. 1 60 The Mahometan Doctours .. bended

themselves against this late Opinionist. 1661 RAY f*f*t
/tin. n. 161 There are few or no sectaries or opmiontxtB



OPINIONLESS.

among them. 1691 T. \V. Short Story Antinoniians AVw
Lug-. Pref. 9 Now you might have seen the Opinionists
rising up, and contemptuously turning their backs upon the
faithful Pastors of that Church. 1760']'. HUTCHINSON Hist.
Mass. (17651 I. 68 This general agreement struck a damp
upon the opinionists.

b. L'/i. JJist. One of a sect in the ijth century
who held that only those Popes who practised

voluntary poverty were true vicars of Christ.

1693 tr. F.inilianne's Hist. Afonast. Ord. xiv. 219 They
were called also Opinionists. 1707 Glossogr. Angl. .\o7-a,

Opinionists, a Name given in Pope Paul's time, to a Sect
that boasted of affected Poverty, and held there could he
no Vicar of Christ on earth that did not practice this Vertue.

2. The holder of any specified opinion.
1630 WRSTCOTE Devon (1845) 44 Every hearer and author

hath his private opinion, and every opinionist his peculiar
judgment and censure. 1647 Thoitiasson Tracts (f^. Mus.)
CCCXXXVI. No. 22. 2 Whether have yon any general
rule of good education ..which may be admirable to all

opinionistsY 1813 SOUTHKY in Life (1850) IV. 24 In league
With all varieties of opinionists. ^ 1820 CI.ARIC Rural Lift:
(ed. 3) in On receiving a damp from a genteel opinionist
in poetry. 1845 DISRAELI Sybil II. xv, In estimating
the accuracy of a political opinion, one should take into
consideration the standing of the opinionist.

3. One whose business it is to give a professional

opinion.
1802-12 BEN'TIIAM Ration. Judic. K-.nd. (1827) IV. 289

Hence comes an appropriate branch of made business, the
trade of the law-adviser or opinionist ; the opinion trade.
Ibid. 38,413.

Oprnionless, a. [f. OPINION s!>. + -LESS.]

Having no opinion of one's own.
1830 Examiner 644/2 Other opinionless journals that

inundate the country. 1881 \ythCent. Sept. 341 Souls who
had otherwise existed as opinionless dead weights.

fOprnionous.a. Obs. rare. [f. as prec. + -ors.]
Of or belonging to opinion.
1666 G. ALSOP Maryland *i 6 Steering the Actions of

State quietly, through the multitude and diversity of

Opinionous waves that diversely meet.

tOprnious,a. Obs. rare. [f. L. type *opinios-

its,f.opniio: c(.religii>sus.] Of opinion, opinioned.
Hence t Opi-nionsness, opiniativeness.
1631 LmitiOW Trap. VI. 275 Leauing it to be searched, by

the pregnancy of riper iudgements then mine, howsoeuer
opinions. 1688 in Kills Corr. II. 35 Rather than the
Christian cause against the Turks should longer suffer by
his opiniousness and absence.

t Opinitive, erron. f. OPINATIVE. Obs.

Opinor, obs. form of OHN'F.R.

Opio-, combining form of Gr. vmov poppy-juice,
OPIUM, occurring in a few rare technical words.

Opiology :>ipi l(>-lodgi) [-LOGY], 'the account of
the nature and qualities of opium' (Syd. Soc. Lex.).
Opiomania (^"pi^m^-ma) [MANIA], an insane or
excessive craving for opium ; hence Opioma'niac,
a person affected with opiomania. Opiophagy
(Japijprfadji) [dr. -<payia eating], opium-eating.
1681 tr. Willis' Kern. Kled. Il*~ks. Vocab., Opiologie, the doc-

trine of opium. 1882 Sat. A'tv. 29 July 160/2 Dr. H ubbard's
treatise on what he calls Opiumania and Dipsomania. 1889
Leisure Hour 371 Young, rich, with a good position in the

county, .in love with her, and an opiomaniac. 1878 tr.

von Ziemssen's Cycl. Med. XVII. 875 Chronic opium-
poisoning, opiophagy, . . belong to the category of diseases
which are almost incurable.

t Opi'parOUS, a. Obs. rare.
[f. L. opipar-ns

richly furnished, sumptuous, f. op-cm wealth, means
+par-are to prepare, furnish, equip + -ous.j Rich,

sumptuous. Hence fOpi'parously adv.
1621 BURTON Anat. Mel. 11. ii. iv. (1676) 170/2 Sweet

odours and perfumes, generous wines, opiparous fare. 1653
WATERHOUSE Apol. Learn. 93 Not men meanly bred,
or loosly seen in Arts, but opiparously accomplished. 1694
MOTTEUX Rabelais\. (1737) 229 Your Opiparous or Aureous
Charms. 1824 LANDOR fmff. Com'., Sonthey ff Porson
Wks. 1853 I. 75/1 We rather send these dismal dainties to
his chamber, and treat our heartier friends opiparously.

Opisometer (fpisfvmftD.i). [f. Gr. bmaai back-
wards + fUrpov measure.] An instrument for

j

measuring curved lines, as on a map, consisting of
a small wheel turning on a screw fixed in a rod or

frame; the wheel is rolled along the line to be

measured, and then rolled back on a straight scale

until it reaches its former position on the screw.
1871 BLACK Ad-t-. Phaeton iit. (1878) 33 The women were I

found in a wild ma/e of maps, .and Bell had armed herself
'

with an Opisometer.

Opistho- (opis\~o\ before a vowel opisth-,

conibining form of Gr. oirtaBtv behind, used in

various scientific terms
; for the more important of

which see their alphabetical places.
Opi'sthodont (-Mpnt) a. Zoo!. [Gr. dSov's, uouvr-

tooth], having back teeth only. Opisthogastric
(-gre-strik) a. Anat. [ad. F. efistltogastrii/ue.

(Chaussier) : see GASTRIC], situated behind the
stomach. Opisthoglossal (-rrV-sal'), Opistho-
gloisate (-glfset) adjs. Zool. [f. mod.L. Opistho-
glossa neut. pi., f. Gr. y\S>craa tongue], belonging
to Giinther's division Opisthoglossa of batrachians,

having the tongue free behind and attached in

front. Opisthog-lyphic (-gli-fik), Opisthogly-
phous (-(vgtifas) adjs. Zool. [f. mod.L. Opistho-
glyphia neut. pi., f. Gr. ~f\v<pij carving], belonging
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to the division Opisthoglyphia of snakes, having
grooves on the posterior teeth. Opisthognathous
(<>-gnabas) a. [Gr. fvaffm jaw], a. Anthrop,*!.
having retreating jaws or teeth; b. fclit/tyol. having
the maxillary bones prolonged backwards, as fishes

of the genus Opisthognathlts, Opisthomous
(<?"-m3s) a. Ichthyol. [f. modj.. Opisthfmi (\>\.~), f.

Gr. w/4os shoulder], belonfJBg to the division

Opisthonri of teleostean fishes, having the scapular
arch separate from the skull. OpisthopiUmonate
(-pwlmAut) a. Zool. [L. pn/mo, pulmvn- lung],

applied to those pnlmonate or air-breathing gastro-

pod molluscs which have the pulmonary sac behind
the heart (cf. OPISTHOBUANCHIATK).

OPIUM.

front of the papyrus or parchment ; also, a slab
inscribed on both sides, b. adj.~Opisthegra.pkic,
1623 COCKKRAM, Opistograph, a booke written on the backe

side, a 1693 UKQUHART Rabelais m. Prol., Giving to
one of his old acquaintance his Wallet, liooks and OpTsto.

are known as opiithographs. 1885 W. M. LINDSAY in

Athenatim 5 Sept. 304/2 The fragments are opisthograph.
So t Opistho -graphal obs.), Opisthogra-phic,

-ical
at/js., written or inscribed on the back as

well as the front; Opistho graphy, the practice
of writing on both sides of a papyrus, slab, etc. ;

(oner, writing of this kind.

1684 II. MORI: Answer 38 To write that which is last in1857 MAYNE E.rfos. Lc.r., *Opisto-Gastric, applied by 1684 If. MORE A aimer 38 To write that which is last in

Chaussier to the creliac artery, from its situation. 1892 Sy'rf. the inside, anil that wlrich is first on the outside, [is] quite
.S'oc. Lex., Opistlugastric artery. fHil., *Opistliaglypl:ic.

\

contrary to the mode of Opisthographal Writings. 1813.1.
1895 AtAttuntm 7 Dec. 795/3 In the *0plsthogTyphous FORSYTH Rein. E.vcitys. Italy 315 The opisthograph ic1895 AtAttueum 7 Dec. 795/3 In the *0pisthogTypnoti
snakes the poison-gland is very variable. 1864 HUNT / 'ogt'.

Led. Man ii. 53 Welcker distinguishes the extremely ortlio-

gnathous as *opisthognathons (or with retreating teeth 1
,

a distinction which does not seem to me quite justifiable.

1877 HUXI.KY Anat. In-;-. Aniiii. viii. 514 When the

pulmonary sac is posterior, and the pallia! region small, the
ventricle of the heart is anterior, . .and the animal may be
said to be *opisthopulmonate.

Opisthobranch. (0pi'sji<)bnierjk\ sb. (a.) /.ool.

[f. mod.L. Opisihobrancfiia neut. pi., f. OPISTHO-
+ Gr. f)payx'a S'"SJ An opisthobranchiate

gastropod : see next. b. adj. = next.

1851-6 Woon\VARi> Mollusca 50 The sexes are . . united
in the (monoecious) land-snails, pteropods, opisthobranrhs,
tunicaries, and in part of the conchifers. 1877 HfXLEY
Anat. /:'. Anim, viii. 5ii*Xo Opisthobranch possesses
a large visceral sac of this kind.

Hence Opi'sthobranchism, the condition of

being opisthobranchiate.

Opisthobranchiate (-bra-rjkii/t), a. (s/>.)

Zool. [ad. mod.L. Opisthobrancniata. = Opistho-
bronchia : see prec.] Helonginy; to the order

Opisthobranchiata or Opislhobranchia of gastropod
molluscs, comprising aquatic forms having the

gills behind the heart. (Also said of the heart in

other orders of molluscs when- placed as in the

Opisthobranchia, i. e. so as to have the gills behind
it.) b. sb. = prec.
1854 WOODWARD Mnlhisca \\. 169 Onciiliniit Typli.r: ..

Animal oblong, convex- ;.. heart opistho-branchiale. 1877
HUXI.F.Y Anat. IJIT-. Atiini. viii. 506 Strictly speaking,
no Odontophoran is other than opisthobranchiate. 1889
Athcnznm 13 July 67/1 Or. Pdseneer. .maintains, .that it

is a mistake to regard the Pteropoda as a' class
'

at all. He
considers them as forming two sub-orders of the opis.
thobranchiate gastropods.

Opisthocoelian v -s/"lian), a. (rf.) Zool. and

Com/i. Anat. [f. as next + -IAN.]
= next ; also,

having opisthoccelous vertebrae. Also as sb. An
opisthocrelian animal, esp. (extinct) reptile.

.1854 OWMN Skcl. ff Teeth in Circ. Sc., Organ. Nat. I. 205
Vertebrae of the 'opisthocrelian

'

type. 1870 ROLLESTOX
Aniin. Life Introd. 62 The vertebrae.. show, ordinarily, the

procoelian, though, sometimes, the Opisthocoelian arrange-
ment of the articular ends of their centra. 1888 KOI.LFSTON
& JACKSON .4 nim. Life383 Opisthocoelian . .centra are found
in exceptional instances [in Reptiliti\.

Opisthoccelous (-sf-bs), a. Comp. Anat. [f.

OPISTHO- + Gr. KofA-os hollow -I- -oi's.] Hollow
behind ; applied to vertebras the bodies of which
are concave posteriorly: distinguished from pro-
ccclons and amphicaious.
1872 NICHOLSON Fnlseont. 308 In the Bony Pike, the

vertebral column is composed of opisthocorlnus vertebra!.
1888 KOLI.L-:STON & JACKSON Anim. Life 340 The vertebral
centrum may be biconcave (amphiccelous), biconvex, con-
cave in front or behind (-pro- and opisthococlous), or flat.

Opisthocome (opi-s)>0k0m). Omith. [ad.
mod.L. Opislhocoinus, ad. Gr. o7n<r#oo/*oj wearing
the hair long behind, f. OPISTHO- + KO/H; hair.]
The bird Opisthocomus hoazin (O. crislatvs),
characterized by an occipital crest of feathers ; the
hoactzin. So Opisthocoiuine (opish^-kfTmaiir,

Opistho'comous aJjs., allied in character to the

hoactzin ; having an occipital crest.

[1893 I'op. fid. Monthly Apr. 763 Opisthocomus has asixe
about equal to the chachalaca of our Texan border.] Ibid.

764 No fossil forms of opisthocomine birds are known.

OpistllO'domos. Gr.Antiq. Also in angli-
cized form opi'Sthodome. [Gr.,f. uma6o- behind
+ Su/ios house, room, chamber.] An apartment
at the back of an ancient Greek temple, correspond-
ing to the irpoSo/to!, npuvaos, or vestibule in front.

[1697 POTTFR Autff. Greece 11715) I. viii. 31 On the Back-
side of Minerva's Temple/was the publick Treasury, call'd
from its Situation 'OnmloiMC.] 1706 Pim.urs, Upist/io-
domes, 1776 K. CHANDLER Traa. Greece 29 They deified

him, and lodged him in the Opisthodomos or the back
part of the Parthenon. 1846 WORCESTER, Opisthoilomc, an
apartment, or place, in the back part of a Grecian house.
1846 ELLIS Elgin Marb. I. 71 An apartment called the
Opisthodomos which contained the treasures of the temple.

Opisthograph (opi'sjwgraf), sb. (a.) Gi: and
Rom. Antii]. [ad. Gr. uma8uypa<t>os written on
the back or cover, f. ojri<r#o- + -fpaQos written.]
A manuscript written on the back as well as the

taly 315
manuscripts required, I apprehend, a double leaf so gfued
that the fibres crossed. 1816 SINGI.K Hist. Cards 124 It is

Opisthographic, or printed on both sides of the vellum. 1656
BLOUNT GVfH.ftvn, Opisthographical. 1715 tr. I'ant'irollu*
Ri'rniii HIcin. I. in. iv. 138 Some I'oemsof the Ancients Here
tedious with Opistocraphy, or endors'd Prolixity.

Opisthotic (cpisj)(>-tik, -jntik), a.
(s/i.~) Comp.

Anat. [f. ()PISTH(O- + Gr. oSs, CUT- ear, UTIK-US

of the ear.] Epithet of one of the otic or periotic
bones, situated at the back of the ear; separate,
or fused with one of the occipital bones, in Fishes,

Reptiles, and Birds
;

in Mammals, fused with the
other otic bones, and forming that part of the

petrosal bone which contains the auditory chamber.
b. as s/i. The opisthotic bone.

1870 ROI.LKSTOX .-luini. Lift- 41 A clcnoid cavity which is

formed.. by the squanmsal. opisthotic and prootic bones.

1872 MIVART l-'.lt-iu. Aunt. 106 The Opisthotic constantly
anchyloses with the lateral part of the occipital before it

unites with the pro-otic in all Vertebrates below Mammals.
1892 Syd. Soc. Lt'.i'., Opisthotic centre, the ossification centre
of the opisthotic bone.

Opisthotonic (opiajxfynuk), a. l^atk. [ad.
(ir. uTTi<j6oroviK'US, f. uniaBoTov ia : see next and -K'.]
Affected with, or pertaining to, opisthotonos.
1623 COCKKHAM, Opisthotonicke, one hauing his necke

dra\vne into his shoulders, by shrinking vp of the sineus.

1748 tr. Rt-natns' Distfinp. JIvrscs 315 An Horse .. is said
to be Opistht'tiniic when the Disease is seated in his hinder
Parts. 1879 St. George's Hosp. Rt-p. IX. 68 1 Signs.. soon
followed by frequent Opisthotonic spasms.

II Opisthotonos (ppisfptiftys). Path. Also
-us. [Gr. uirirrBiiTovos drawn backwards, f. Ol'isiHO-

+ -TWOS stretched, stretching, rdvuv to stretch.]

Spasm of the muscles of the neck, back, and legs,
in which the body is bent backwards

;
a form of

tetanus.

1657 Physical Diet., Opisthotoncs. 1706 PHILLIPS, Opistho-
tomts. a kind of Cramp or stretching of the .Muscles of the
Neck backwards. 1807 Mcd. yrnt. XVII. 213 A universal

rigidity of the dorsal muscles, .with a strong retraction of
the ^ead, assuming the marks of a true opisthotonos. 1860
H. SPENCER Phys. Laughter Kss. 1891 II. 460 The head
is thrown back and the spine bent inwards; there is a slight

degree of what medical men call opisthotonos.

OpisthuretfpisbiuM). Ichthyol. [f. OPISTH 'o-

4- Gr. oiipa tail.] The posterior end of the caudal

axis in the embryonic stage of some fishes, which
is ultimately absorbed into the caudal fin. Hence
Opisthu'ral a., pertaining to the opisthure.
1891 Cent. Diet, cites J. A. RVDER.

f Opi tulate, v. Obs. [ad. L. opitulari to

bring aid, to assist, {.op-em aid + */;/?- to bring.]
li'ans. To help, assist, aid.

1597 A. M. tr. Gnillcineaus />. Chirtirg. *iiij, A Manuall
for my selfe, to opitulate & addresse my memorye. 1599
tr. Oabelhoiter's />'<'. Physicke 20/2 Administer to him of
this water, for it opitulateth the perloquutione exceedingelye.
So f Opitnla'tion 0/>s. [ad. late L. opitulatfo],

help, aid, assistance ; t Opi'tulator Obs. [a. late

L. opitaldtor], a helper.
1597 M. BOWMAN in Guillemcaii s Fr. Chirurg, *ij,

lienefites which through yourayde&opitulatione we reape.

1651 BIGGS Ne-M Disp. 148 Speedy opitulation. 1624 F.

WHITE Kepi. Fisher 343 heading, Papists make Saints

special! opitulators.

Opium (im'pivm), sb. Also 6 oppium. [a. L.

opium (Pliny), a. Gr. omov '

poppy-juice, opium ',

dim. of OTTOS vegetable juice. Cf. F. opium, also

opion (i 3th c. in Hatz.-Darm.).]
1. The inspissated juice of a species of poppy

(Papa-ver somnifentiii), obtained from the unripe

capsules by incision and spontaneous evaporation,
worked into cakes, balls, or sticks, of a reddish-

brown colour, heavy smell, and bitter taste; valu-

able as a sedative and narcotic drug, and much
used as a stimulant and intoxicant, esp.

in the East.

1398 TREVISA Karth. De P. K. xvn, cxxviii. (1495) 687 Of
popy comyth iuys that physycyens callyth Opium other

Opion. c 1400 Lanfrancs Cirurg. 41 It is not yuel to putte
a litil opium [v.r. opin) to pe oile of )w rosis. 1525 "
Jerome of Brunswick's Surf. F iiij a/2 Whan the payne
is grete, then it is nedefull to put therto a lytell Opium.

1551 TURNER Herbal i. Eij, Agaynste the poyson of

the iuice of poppye, called oppium, 1615 O. S.INDVS

Trav. 66 The Turkes are also incredible takers of Opium.

1751 H. WALPOLE Lett. (1846) II. 397 Lady Stafford used to



OPIUM.

say to her sister,
'

Well, child, I have come without my wit

to-day
1

; that is, she had not taken her opmm. .838 I.

THOMSON Chem.Org. Bodies 268 Opmm yields at:an, average

about *th of its weight of pure morphma. 1875 H. C. W oc

T&tH* (1870)2=1 Death occurs from opium, in the great

majority of cases, by failure of the respiration.

b fa. Applied to any stupefying agent or agency.

.608 T MORTON Preamt. Encounter 33 Stupified with

that Opium of implicit faith and blinde
deuption.

.658 Sin

T. BROWNE Hydriot. v. 43 There is no antidote against the

Opium of time. .74* H. VVALTOLF. Cor,: (.837) I. Ivm. 22,

Whist has spread an universal opium over the whole nation.

2 fa [tr.
L. opium.} A vegetable juice in

general. 06t. rare. b. [tratisf.
from I.] A juice

resembling opium in composition or properties (in

miot lactiicariiim or lacttuin). rare.

c .4o t'allad. on H,,sl: in. 1140 And in is kest This opium

Ouirinaik (the Greek So nameth hit).. In water first this

opium relent, Of sape vntil hit ha similitude. 18.5 >"?'*
1/atr XLVI. 63 A valuable paper on the opium obtained

from the inspissated white juice [of the lettuce).

3 attrib. and Comb. a. attnb. in Jig. sense :

Soporific, stupefying producing drowsiness, rare.

i6 A. STAFTORD l-'em. Glory (1869) 91 Nothing. .is so

irkenme to me, as to heare their cold Opium Sermons.

,797-1803 FOSTER in Life f, Cor,: (1846) I. .96 I here is an

opmm sEy stretched over all the world, which continually

rains soporifics. . ,

b. General Combs. : attrib., as opium lamp,

liniment, plaster, shop, war; obj. and obj. gen., as

opium-drinker, -drinking, -eater, -eating, -smoker,

-smoking -taker, -taking; instrumental, as opium-

drowsed adj., -fumed adj., -poisoning -shattered

adj. c. Special Combs.: opium den, a public

room, of low or mean character, kept as a resort

of opium-smokers ; opium habit, the habit of

eating or smoking opium as a stimulant or intoxi-

cant ; opium joint (U. S.), a place illegally kept

for opium-smoking (see JOINT sl>. 14) ; opium

plant, opium poppy, the white poppy, see

POPPY ; opium-smoke v. (nouce-wd.) trans., to

brine by opium-smoking (into some condition).

,897 Daily New i Nov. 6/5 Mr. Ganthony's 'opium den

ruffian and Mr. Blinns doctor are noteworthy instances

.804 \V. TAYLOR in Uobberds Mem. I. 4^4 Poor Burnett

Rickman writes me word he is turned "opium-drinker. 1883

Harper's Mag. Nov. 961/2 The .. husband of an opium-

drinking wife. ,895 Dally Nc-.us 27 Sept. 6 '5 The "opium-

drowsed and terror-stricken Dr. Marshall. 181. DKyuiM EV

(title) Confessions of an English 'Opium-Eater. Ibid. (1822)

,25 from this date [1813! the reader is to consider me as

a regular and confirmed opium-eater. ,884 A cm i ork

paper Twenty-two males and four females were captured

man 'opium joint on Crosby street, New York, on Satur-

day night. ,897 HOWELI.S Landlord at Lums Head
8; Secret visits to the Chinese opium-joints in Kingston

Street. .897 AlllmtCs ,S>V. Med. II. 885 Engaged in

rolling and heating in their 'opium-lamps treacly pellets of

opium. ,899 Ibid. VI. 402 note, The myosis of "opium-

poisoning, .appears, according to Dr. Ogle never to have

been definitely referred to till ,8,8. .849 DE Qi'iNctv Eg.
Mail Coack Wks. ,897 XIII. 313 My frail "opium-shattered

self 1841-4 KMLKSOX Ess., Prudence Wks. (liohn) I. 98 The

pitiful drivellers. .at evening, when the bazaars are open,

slink to the "opium-shop. .870 DlCKBHI h. I>rood\, Ihe

woman has "opium-smoked herself into a strange likeness ol

the Chinaman. ,840 MALCOM Traa.
4.3/1

Another disciple,

who has now fallen into the deadly habit of "opium-smoking.

,791 D. STKWART Philos. Hum. Mind I. v. I. v. (1853) ,81

Account of the "Opium-takers at Constantinople. 1892

Diet. Nat. Biog. XXIX. ,8/t He. .fell a victim to "opium-

taking. 1840 MALCOM Trap. 50/1 No person can describe

the horrors of the "opium trade.

Hence O'pium v. trans., to treat with opium;
O piuruate, one addicted to the use of opium ;

O-piumist, a person in favour of opium (opp. to

anti-opittmist; ;
so O-piumite j O'piumy a., con-

taining or resembling opium ; opiumless a.

1825 HONE Eve,y-d<iy Bk. 3 July I. 900 The bitten person,

unless opiumed to death,.. will.. die in unspeakable agony.

154

IMS TRF.VISA Karth. De P. R. xvn. xviii. (1495! 613

Bdsunum is a tree lyke to a vine, . yf the rynde of the stocke

is smyten'wy'h yren combes, thenne droppylh therof nobl.

Opobalsamum. i6.6P,ul.LOKAR /ing. Expos. ,0pobalsa,,m,,,,

a precious iuice or liquor. 1725 BUADLUV Font. Diet., OaJin

ofdlead Opobalsamum, the finest Balsom we know of, and

being brought to us chiefly from Mecca, some: call it the

Balm of Mecca. 1844 LISGARD Anglo^a*. Ch. (1858) II.

x 1 1 3 The ignorance or experience of antiquity had ascribed

to the opobalsanmm thfgjost salutary virtues.

b. The tree producing this, a species oi hal-

samodendron.

.737 WHISION Joseplms, Antiq. ix. i. 2 In that place

arrows. .the opobalsamum.

"Opodeldoc (cpWe-ldfk). Also 7 -toch -doch,

<S -dock, opp-. [Believed to be invented by Para-

celsus ; pern, containing Gr. uiro- vegetable juice.]

f 1. orig. The name given in the works of Para-

celsus to medical plasters of various kinds. Ol>s.

[,11541 PARACELSUS Chirmg. .!//.. DC Afostem.xxm.
r" T-i ..; . J QU,-,^k T \\c nnntiior semi

Sppodeltoch. J. Colophonise lib.j.. puluemm chehdonue,

afanciarum ana I iiij. Visci de botin, quantum satis est ad

incorporationem.] 1656 tr. Paracelsus Di^OU. 3, Now

you must apply the Oppodeltoch I'jaister.
1M. 308 1 hen

* ox Wnrtz -S i,,A .

OPOSSUM.

3. Short for Opopanax-lree (see 4).

4. attrib. and Comb., as opopanax soap, soap

perfumed with opopanax (sense 2; ; opopanax-

tree (Acacia Fanunana], the Sponge-tree of the

Southern United States, West Indies, etc., having

fragrant yellow flowers ; t opopanax wine, wine

medicated with opopanax (sense i).

V.S40 tr. Vigo's L)'t. PraU. A iij, Take Oppoponac

wyne 18.1 HOOPER Med. Diet. s. v. Opopanax, 1 he plant

from whence the gum is produced is known by the names

of Hercules all heal, and opoponax-wort. 1889 Boston

(Mass.) Jrnl. 30 Nov. 2/3 The opoponax tree is not only a very

pleasant but a profitable one to the ladies of Charleston,

S C . The flowers are made up in tiny button-hole bouquets

to sell. 1807 Blaelno. Mag. Nov. 685/2 Opoponax trees

filling the air with the fragrance of their yellow blossoms.

.897 OUIDA Massarenes xviii, She came btraight from her

bath and its oppoponax soap and eau de verveine.

II Oporice (opd -tisi). Pharm. [L. oponcc (1 liny ,

a. G? uTtaifiKT) of fruit, f. uvwpa late summer, fruit-

time, fruit.] A medicine composed of autumnal

fruits and wine, formerly employed as a remedy in

dysentery, etc. (Dunglison).
1753 CHAMBERS Qr/. .?///., Oporice, a name given by the

antients to a medicine composed of the autumnal fruits.and

extolled for its great virtues against weaknesses of the

stomach and dysenteries. 18.1 HOOPER//A/. Diet., Opome,
a conserve made of ripe fruit. 1846 in \\ORCESTER; and

some mod. Diets.

you must apply tne v.ippoucHu.,1. j -;> -, -.
.

apply the Plaister Oppodeltoch. 1658 A.* ox Wnrts i,tg.

H.VC6. Incase the Wound doth not bleed., ay a Head

Plaister to it, after the manner of an Upodeiaocn. I some moa, ,j,cl5 . t

\i I'FVNF. Dispensatory, r.mplaltrum opodeldoc. [1857
|

x QporO'poliSt. O/'S. UOUCe-lva. [f.
Gr. unai/X)

MAYXE Expos. Lex., Opo.leltoch, the name of a plaster.,
j

I*
fnlit .sejler + .,ST 1 A fruit-seller.

referred to by Paracelsus.] .
~ " - --^ * l-** =!

2 Now applied to various kinds of soap liniment.

a. Commonly applied to that (I.inimcntnm scorns)
of

the British Pharmacopeia.
' The original opodeldoc of the

Pharmacopoeias was a soft ointment composed of soap 3 07 ,

dissolved in a pint of alcohol, and an ounce of camphor, with

whose sleepy heads an opiumy oil is made.

t Ople. Obs. [ad. L. opulus : app. formed by
Turner. Cf. OPIEK.] The Guelder Rose or Water

Elder (Viburnum Opulus).
155. TURNER Herbal 11. (1562) 69 Opulus, .. Conradus

Gesnerus tolde me that it is called in Frenche i- opier.

I neuer saw it in England, but it may be called in English

an ople Ire. 1578 LVTE Oodocns VI. Ixxx. 760 Of Mams
Elder, Ople, or Dwarffe Plane tree. 16.1 COTGR., Olner, the

Ople, water Elder, marsh Elder, Dwarfe plane, Whitten tree.

,706 PHILLIPS, Ople, a Shrub otherwise call'd Water-elder.

Oplitie, Oplophorous, erron. ff. How,-.

1854 BADHAM llalieut. 493 Then the oplitic troop to goad,

Who bend beneath their chargers' load.

Opo, obs. form of UPON.

Opobalsam (ppobjHsam), anglicized f. next.

.658 PHILLIPS, Opobalsame, the gumme.or liquor that dis-

tilled from the Balm-tree. ,730 Phil. Trans. XXXVI 285

All Sorts of Oils, Pitch, Turpentine, Opobalsams. .860

Chambers' Encycl. s. v. ISalsam, The finest balsam, called

Opobalsam or Balm of Mecca.

II Opobalsainum (ppobirlsami'm). [L. ,
a. dr.

lnolid\aanov juice of the balsam tree, f. oiros juice

+ 0a\aanov the balsam-tree.] Th balsam or

oleoresin called Balm of Gilead or Balm of Mecca:

see BALM sl>. 10.

dissolved in a pint of alcohol, and an ounce of camphor, with

a drachm each of oils of origanum and rosemary added

( SW Six Lex. 1892). This was the Ungneutnm opodeldoch

of the Ediur. Pharmacop. of 1722. 'In 1744 the bdinr.

Varuentum took the name Balsaimml saponaceiim vulgo

opp'adtlaxli; and in I 745 i' appeared in the London

Pharmacop. under the name Liniment:,::: saponace,,,,,. O

this preparation, the Liniment,,,,, Saponis of the present

British Pharmacopoeia is the lineal descendant (C. C. b. in

V * O. (1902) i Mar. 166)."

b As described in Merchant Shipping Act i8o 7,almimen

composed of equal parts of soap liniment (as in a) a

tincture of opium i liniment of opium.
Steers Opodeldoc,

' a preparation composed of Lastile

soap, camphor, oils of marjoram and rosemary, recalled

spirit, and solution of ammonia
'

(Mayne).

1,650 Chemical Diet. Paracelsus, Oppodeltoch in Para-

celsus is an ointment.] ,733 C.IEYXE Eng. Malady II,
xn.

:

* 1(17341243 Warm and active Oils and Ointments, especially

the Opodeldoc. .746 SIR A. WF.STCOMB in .I/. Delany s

AutoSiog. * Con: II. 440 Tell my aunt that I use oil of

earthworms with opodeldoc to endeavour to dispel Urn

lump. 1785 J. COLI.IKR Mus. Trav. App. (ed. 4) 22 1

rubbed it with opodeldock or arquebusade \vater. 1816

SCOTT 7,-Hl. 25 Dec., By dint of abstinence and opodeldoc

I passed a better night. ,84* BARHAM fngol. Leg., hi.
i

I Mnuqiut., Her delicate fingers are charred \V ith the Steer s

opodeldoc, joint oil, and goulard. ,857 HIGHES lorn

lm',, 7 vi 1.871) ... Leaving East better for those few

woids than all the opedeldoc in England would have made

him. 1890 Chamber? Encycl. VI. 644 Soap Lininient, or

Opodeldoc, the conslituents of which are soap, camphor, ami

spirits of rosemary. 190* C. C.

' ,66 Steers's Opodeldoc, a famou

century, ..an imitation of the o.v. .-...^

i opodeldoc/,, with the addition of ammonia.

Hence Opodeldoc v., to treat with opodeldoc.

.797 J. WARTOS in H'Mfs' Corr. (1805) IV. 333, I was

blooded, oppodeldocd, &c. and got home as I could.

-opolis, combining form of -POLIS, Gr. TOAIS city.
|

Opon, op on, obs. forms of UPON.

Opopanax (opc'panieks).
Also 5 opopanac,

appoponak, 6 oppopanac(k, 6 - opoponax, opp-.

fa L. opopanax (Pliny), a. Gr. ovomvaf, f. oiros

mice + iraraf (also navaxis, neut. of TtavaKiji adj.

all-healing : cf. PANACEA), name of a plant.]

1 A fetid gum-resin obtained from the root o!

Opopanax Chironhim, a yellow-flowered
umbelli-

ferous plant, resembling a parsnip, a native oi

Southern F.urope; formerly of repute m medicine.
* j . . .1... ;,,;.... / JJntrJieh fifinf>inj(ix\

Also applied to the juice (English opopanax)

obtained from Lovage (Levisticnm officmale).

c ,400 Lanfranc-s Cirnrg. 60 Opopanac {-.'. r. Appoponak 1

ys wbndiM be leuys of a Gourde, & be rote of ffynegreke,

be gele of fyssches, & amptes y-stampyde. 1563 1. O/

Antidot. 31 b, Dissolue the Opopanax and Galhanum

in some part of the wyne. 1569 ANDROSE tr. Altxtt

Seer. iv. i. 6 Of Galbanum, of Oppppanack,
of ech hall

an ounce. 16,6 BULLOKAR Kng. E.rpos., Opopanax, a

sappe or liquor flowing in some hot Countries out of a I lant

called Panax. It is brought hither dry, being of a yellow

colour on the outside, and white within. .731 AKBLTHSOT 1

A' ,iles of Diet \. 250 The plant from which Apopanax is

taken, is a sort of Parsnip. 1857 MAYSE Expos. Lex.,

Opopanax, English, a common name for the juice yielded

by the Lifiistiemn lei'isticum, or lovage plant. 1876 HARLEY

Mat. Med. (ed. 6) 603 Opopanax was formerly imported into

this country from Turkey. . I

2. In Perfumery, applied to a gum-resin obtained

from Bahamodendron Kataf.
1895 K. M. HOLMES in Pharm. Jrnl. Ser. in. XXV. 50.

The oil of opopanax of perfumery is obtained from a gum-
1 resin which has a totally different origin, being derived from

[Kalsamodcndroii) Commiphora Kataf, Engl. It is the
'

Hissabol
'

of Pharmacographia, . . and the perfumed bdellium

of Dymock. . . In appearance it resembles opopanax . . but
;

.
it has a slightly pleasant and quite distinctive odour.

rns r- -. .

1671 H M. tr. Krasm. Colloq. 276 A woman that sold

fruit, or if you would rather have it in Greek, an Oporapolist .

1725 BAILEY Erasnr. Colloq. 309.

Oporto (wine) : see POKT (wme).

Oportune, Opose, etc., obs. forms of OF-.

Opossum (0p<i'sm). Forms : 7 opassom,

opossora, 8 opassum, oposon, 8-9 oppossum,

S- opossum. See also POSSUM. [American In-

dian name in Virginia, given by early writers as

aposon, apossoun, oposon, opassom.}

1 General name of the small marsupial mammals

of the American family DhMpliyid:e, mostly arbo-

real, some ^genus Chironectcs) aquatic, of nocturnal

habits, with an opposable digit (thumb) on the

hind foot, and tail usually prehensile ; esp. Didel-

phys virsriniana, the common opossum of the

United States. (Colloq. shortened to Possi'M, q.v.)

.6.0 True Declar. Col. Virginia (1844), 13 There are

Vrocouns, and Apossouns.in shape like to pigges, shrowded

in hollow roots of tree.*. 16.1 CAPT. SMITH Map I ,rgiu,a

14 An Opassom hath an head like a Swine, and a tai, e like

a Rat, and is of the bignes of a Cat. Vnder her belly she

hath a bagee, wherein shee lodgeih, carneth, ami sucketh

1 1624 suckleth] her young. 1613 PURCHAS Pilgrnnage 630

[-.] The Ouassom [etc. (quoting SmttW). c 1615 V. .

STRACHICV Ifist. Tr.n: I'lrginia (Hakl. boc. 1849) 123 An

opussum is a beast as big as a pretty beagle, of grey cullour.

l/,iJ. Glossary Indian Wds. 183, Aposon, a beast in bignes

like a pin and in last alike. '1635 SWAN Spec. .)/. ix. i i

(1643) 439 Icrrau.] A beast called Ovassom [etc. quoting

Purcbi
3

)

9
]. .688 J. CI.AYTOX in Phil. Trans. XVIII. 122

An Opossom, as biq, and something shaped like our Badsers.

but of a lighter Dun colour. .7.9 OZELL tr. Ahsson s Ale,,:.

280 The dposon is of the Bigness of a Pig of a b or night

old. 1763 LESLEY Compend. of Nat. rhilos. (1784) I. H- >-

10 236 The tender young of the Opossum are delicate

umbels! .769 PENNANT Brit. Zool. HI. .9 As the young

of the oppossum retire into the ventral pouch of the old one.

1859 THACKERAY / V;y/. xxxviii, Like the fabled opossum ..

who when he spied the unerring IHO*.*omUil|Ule
said 'It's no use, Major, i will come down . 1880 HALCHTON

'l'I,ys C,eeg. vi. 267 Seven species of Opossum have been

found, fossil, in caves of Bra/il.

2. Extended to various other small or moderate-

sized marsupials ; esp. the common name in Aus-

tralia and Tasmania of those of the sub-family

J'lialaiii'istinie, more properly called Phalangers.

'The name opossum is applied in Australia to all or any

of the species belonging to the genera, which together fonn

the sub-Tamily 1'halangerin*. . . 1 he commoner forms are as

follows :-Common Dormouse O., Dro,mc,anana. Common

Opossum, Trichosnrus ralfiCHla. Common Rins-lailed O

fSZteUr*, peregrinns. Greater r lymg-O *">**"
solans. Lesser Dormouse O., Dronaeia l'pi<>- L

?^"
Flving-O , Pehmrus treviceps. Pigmy ! lymg-O., Acrobats

us. Short-earedO.. Trichomrm eanmus. Squirrel

rrel, Pttau
ata. Tas

J-rhhosurus pecula, .MiSin?-
tailed O., Psendochirvs Cook!. Yellow-bellied F S mg-U,

retaurns anstrnlis '. (Morris A,,str.,l Lng. (.898) s. v.)

[,770 Capt. Cook's 7rnl. 4 Aug. (1803! 294.
Here [at

Endeavour River) are Wolves, Possums, an animal like a

fe^u

S

ales

n
'.we^*a

I!

l,ttle

N

ap,, nide from tl 'skin of the

oosum. 1847 LEICIIHARDT Jrnl. v. 146 I he 1

fj DsTold us7?hat they had caught a ring-tailed opossum

1862 fl T 1 1 OYU 30 Yrs. Tasmania iv. 47 Ihe large sable

arfd gray opossums,When disturbed, will either await death

V their dark nest or at once spring to the earth. .875

MMonrne Spectator ,o July ,.8/2 A snow-white opossum

has been captured on a tree at the Murray.

3 attril, and Comb., as opossum kind, si'iu, trit'C ,

opossum-mouse, the Pygmy Flying Phalanger of



OPPICATE.

Australia, Acrobatcs pygwxtts ; opossum-shrew,
an insectivorous mammal of the West Indian genus
Solcnodon, outwardly resembling an opossum ;

opossum-shrimp, a shrimp of Ihe genus J\Tysis

or family Myshin; so called from the brood-pouch
in which the female carries her eggs ; Opossum-
tree, an Australian timber-tree, Quintinia Sieberi.

1770 J. BANKS JrnL 26 July (1896) 291 While botnnising

to-day I had the good fortune to take an animal of the

opossum {Didelphts) tribe. 1780 A, PHILLIP I'oy. Botany
'

Hay xv. 147 A small animal of the opossum kind. 183* j.
HISCHOFF I'tin Dienten's I,and 28 The opossum mouse is

about the size of our largest barn mou^e. 1844 CAKPKNTKK
Zoot. S 790 The curious genus ilfysis, or Opossum-Shrimp.
1859 CORNWALLIS New World I. 161 Beating their stretched

oppossum-skin rugs as^i drum accompaniment. i86a WHVTK
MKLVII.LE Ins. Bar 34^, What I believe Mr. Poole terms the

'opossum pocket
'

of his shooting-jacket. 1894 LYDEKKEK
Marsupialfa. 118 The Flying ^iouse, or Opossum Mouse,
. .is one of the most elegant of the Australian Marsupials.

t O'ppicate, v. Obs. rare* , [f. ppl. stem of L.

oppicarct
f. ob- (OB- i c) + picarc to pitch, f. pt\\;

pic- pitch.] (Sec quot.) Hence t Oppica'tiou.
16*3 COCKKRAM, OppicatC) to pitch. 1656 BLOUNT Glossogr.,

Oppication, a covering with pitch.

Oppidan ffpidan), a. and sb. [ad. L. oppiddn-
us belonging to a town (other than Rome) ; as sb.,

a townsman, f, oppidum town.]
A. adj. Of or belonging to a town, or to the

town (as opposed to the country); civic; urban,

1643 NETHEKSOLI; Parables rcfl, on Times n They so in-

chanted.. all the common sort of Oppidan, rural!, and Sea-
birds. 6*1645 HoWBU.tftfft i. 72 Touching the Tempor;i)l
Government of Rome and Oppidan Affairs. 1845 K. \V.

HAMILTON Pop. Educ. viii. (ed. 2) 182 Such great abodes of
the oppidan population. 1878 GLADSTONE in igt/i Cent.

Jan. 204 Between the rural peasant and the oppidan artisan.

fb. Pertaining to a university town, as opposed
to the university itself. (Cf. B. 2.)

1655 FULLER Hist. C<mil>. (1840) 179 These oppidane ani-
moMiies .. continued all this king's reign. 1831 SIR W.
HAMILTON Discttss. (1852) 407 The oppidan schools then

everywhere established.

B. sb. 1. An inhabitant of a town, a townsman.
c 1540 Onlff in battayll B iv, Vpon a vyctory, oftentymes

tlie opidanis be necligent, 1613 K. CAWOREY Table -////.,

Oppidanei
a townesman. 1859 Times 24 No^. 8/5 It will be

a metamorphose which was never contemplated by any
orthodox mind, the conversion of nature into an oppidan,
t 2. A *

townsman', as opposed to a 'gownsman*
or member of a university; also, a student not
resident in a college. Obs.

1645 HOWELL Lett. i. i. viii. (1726) 28 Here [in Leyden]
are no Colleges at all,., nor scarce the face of an University,
only there are general Schools where the Sciences are read
by several Professors, but all the Students are Oppidanes.
n 1696 WOOD Hist. Univ. O.\-ford(\-j^ II. 33 The Oppidans
in the mean time were not wanting to trouble us, and particu-
larly the Baillives.

3. At Eton College : A student not on the founda-
tion (who boards in the town) : distinguished from

colleger. Formerly also at other great schools.

1557-8 Eton Audit Bk. In Lyte Ifist. Eton Colf.ijfrnett;
Two newe chandlestycks for the opydans in the Churche
U J"- YJ< & 1661 FULLER in Etoniaiut 31 There be many
oppidancs there maintained at the cost of their friend.s.

1706 PniLLirs, Oppidan^ a School-word for a Townsboy,
particularly such as do belong to the College of Queen's-
Scholars at Westminster. 1809 SHELLEY Lett* Pr. NVks.
iSSo III. 3 -jo, I am. .prosecuting my studies as an Oppidan
at Kton. 1882 Standant i Pec. 7/2 The time-honoured
match at the Wall between the Oppidans and Collegers was
played in the Kton tields yesterday.

t Oppie. Obs. rare- 1

, [ad. It. eppio 'Poppy. Piet

or Wich-hazell . . Oppio ncro* the blackc Poplar*
(Florio, 1611), 'a kind of poplar tree' (Baretti) :

cf. OPIEB.] Some tree : ?the Witch Hazel.

159* K. I). Hypncrotoinachia 5 Poplars, wikle Oliue, ami
Oppies [orig. $pio\ disposed some hyer then other.

t Oppi gnorate, oppi'gnerate, v. Obs. [f.

ppl. stem of L. oppignortire i -criire to pledge, J'. vb-

(OB- i b) + pignorare, -enirc, f. figuus, pignor-
(also pigncr* < pledge.] trans. To pawn, pledge.
i6zi IiAcox Hen. J"//pq Ferdinando..mcrchanded at this

time, .for the restoring of the Counties of Riiisignonand Per-

pignian.oppignorated to the French. 16x5 Apophthegms
H&. 167 [Henry, duke of Guise) had sold and oppignerated

all his Patrimonie. 1822 SCOTT /ffaeixxxb We opignoratetl
in your hands certain jewels of the crown. 1857 haml>.

Jrnl.\\\. 406, 1 had l>een constrained.. to. .oppignerule, or

hypothecate, or effect a mortgage by wa>- of wadset.

t Oppignora tion. Ohs. [a. OF. oppignora-
tion, ad. med.L. or L. type ^oppi^noration-em^ n.

of action f. oppignonire : see prec.] Pledging or

giving of security ;
a pawning.

1592 ANDKKWICS Sfrtfl 11843) V. 74 The. .swearing, .by
oppignorattoti or engaging of some good which we would
not lose. i6aa MALYNLS Ancient La'iv~^[crch. 220 Return-

ing .. to the said matter of Oppignorations, let \s note the

questions of Ciuilians. a 1677 MANTOX On Job xvji.
6 The

Elect are made over to Christ, not by way of alienation,
but

opplgnoration.

O'ppilant, a. Mcd. [ad. L. opplliint-cm^ pr.

pple. oiopptliire'. see next.] Obstructing, hindering.
1857 in MAYM-: Expos. Le.v. 1892 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

t O'ppilate,///. a. Med. Obs. Also 5 oppilat.

[ad. L. oppflat-tt$ 9 pa. pple. of oppifart : see next.]

Stopped up, obstructed.
?d 1411 LYDC. Tu'o Mcrch. 325 Hi^ vrync was remys, at-

155

tenvi.lt . . The veyne ryuccres, for they \vcrn oppilat, It was
ful thynnc. 1610 UAKKOLGII Meth. Physick i. \x.\ii. (16391
52 The nerves optick be oppilate and mortified. 1612
WOOD.U.I. Snrg. Mate Wks. (1653)200 The right gut. .being
oppilate or stopped.

Oppilate (p-pikit), v. Med. Also 6 7 opilate.

[f. ppl. stem of L. oppilarc to stop up, f. ob- (C>B-
i b) + pilare to ram down.] trans. To stop or

block up. fill with obstructive matter, obstruct.

1547 BOORDI; Brev. Health xv. 12 b, A reumatike humour
opylating the celles of the brayne. 1620 VENNJ.R I '/a Recta
vi. g5 It openeth the passages, and dissipateth . . the humours
oppilating the nerues. 1706 Pniu.lrs, To Oppilate. 1832
J. P. KF.NNRDV Swallmv />'. x. (1860) 93 The pipes become
oppilated with crudities.

Hence O-ppilated, O'ppilating///. at/js.

1577 FKAMI-TON Jvyful Ncives n. 50 They did remaiiic opi-
lated, and with euill colour of the face. 1620 VKXNKR I' in
Rcctn v. 88 '1 he property of all Cheese to breede gros.se
and oppilating humors. 1822-34 C,ov<fs Study Mcd. (ed. 4)
IV. 84 Characterised by a rich and oppilated habit.

Oppilation VpiU'i-Jan). Mcd. Also j-; opi-

[ad. L. Oppilation-em, n. of action f. ofpiliirc : see

]>rec. Cf. K. ofilation (I4th c. in Hatz.-Darm.}.]
The action of stopping up or obstructing, or con-
dition of being obstructed

;
an obstruction.

(1400 Lanfranc's Cirurg. 251 It is opilacionn of ^encruc,
J>at comeb fro be brain. 1539 EI.VOT Cast. Hclthc n.
Ml. 196 Fygges .. profyt moch to them which haue oppila-
tions. 1601 HOLLAND./'////!' \x. ,\xii, If one drinke the wilde

Thyme with water, it is excellent good for the opilatiou. .uf
the liver. 1727 EKADLEY J-'am. Jlict. s.v. Barley, It opens
Oppilatious of the Bladder by its abstersive Faculties. 1822-

34 Goods Stilly Med. (ed. 4) IV. 316 Accompanied with

oppilation or indurated enlargement of one or more of the ab-
dominal viscera. 1849 J. A. CAKLYLK tr. Dante's Inferno
20.2 As one who falls, .through force of Demon which drags
him to the ground, or of other oppilation that fetters men.
[.\ <>/<]

' Obstruction
'

of the vital spirits,
'

that binds a man
in Jits

',
like those of Epilepsy or '

possession '.

Oppilative ;p-pil<
v
Uiv), a. Mcd. Also 6-S

opilative. ff. as OPPILATE v. + -IVE; cf. F.

oppilatif, -ive (1425 in Hntz.-Parm. .] Tendinjj
to stop up or obstruct, obstructive, constipating.
1528 PAVNEL Salerac's Kegim. P

\),
At suche tymes as

folkes vse grosse and opilatiue meatis. 1620 YENNER I'ia
AVv/rt (1650) 116 Eggs.. made hard are Oppilative, of hard
digestion. 1725 KRAULEY Fain. Diet. s.v. Rye, This Bread
is of a viscous, opilative Nature.

Hence O-ppilativeness (Kailey 1727).
t Oppin. Si. 0!>s. rare, pforofitte.] =Opixiox.
1456 SIR G. HAVE J.aw Arms (S. T. ij.) 179 Me think this

the rycht oppin, and the best way.
Oppinion, -oun, obs. forms of OPINION-.

tOpple'te, ppl. a. Med. Obs. Also 6 opplet.

[ad. ],. applet-its, pa. pple. of opplcre : see next.]
rilled up, crowded.
'545 RAVNOLD Kyrth Maakyudc Pj, The cotilidons be

opplete, stopped, & stuffed with yll humours. 1578 BAMSIKK
11ist. Alan i. 34 The posteriour part [of the leg] is opplet, and
filled with much store of flesh. 1646 J. HALL Horz I'ac. in
How should they not be opplete with grosse humours?
t Opple'te, v. Mcd. Obs. rare. [f. ppl. stem

of L. opplcre to fill up, f. ob- (OB- I d) + pllre to

fill.] trans. To fill up, fill to repletion.
1620 YKNXKR / VVz AVc/rt ii. 41 They, .opplete their bodies

with waterish, crude, and windy humors. Ibid. iv. 71 That
it be not. -oppletcd with much fat,

t Opple'tion. Med. Obs. [ad. med.L. or L.

type "opplction-cm. n. of action f. appKre : see prcc.]
The action of filling or condition of being filled

up ;
undue fullness of habit or of an organ or

part.
1615 CROOKIC Body ofMan 506 In the oppletion or filling

of the ventricles by any humor. 1713 Centl. Instructed
(ed. 5! 183 An Imposthume calls for a I.ance, and Opple-
tion for unpalatable Evacuatories. 1764 Characters in

Ann. Reg. 42/2 He. .had., an oppletion of the whole habit.

Oppon, obs. form of Ui'o.v.

tOppO'ne, v. 0!>s. [ad. I,, oppcn-erc to set

against, f. ob-, OB- b +/i>n-cre to place.] = OPPOSE
(of which vb. in the modern sense it was the pre-
cursor ; cf. So. legal depone and Kng. depose}.
1. Irans. To set over against or opposite (in

ijuot., in an entry).
1610 W. FOI.KINGIIAM Art ofSurvey \\: Concl. 87 These

are opponcd, Residence, Species, Habitude, Crassitude, In-
uesture.

2. -= OPPOSE v. 5, 6.

lyjo/lcmys ll'allacc i. 14 Thocht all Leidiswald have
vis land in thrall, Oppone his power God can aganis yame
all. ^1671 True Xonconf.^z \ou proceed, to oppone to us our
Saviours Sermons, . . I will not contend with your Mockeries.
3. re/1, and intr. = OpI'nsK v. 7.
>53 'Uoi'i ''AS .Ends Ml. xiii. 191 Be quhat slycht .May

I oppone me to resist or stryve With sik a monstre '! c 1555
HARKI IELU Dkvrce Hen. I '/// (Camden) 205 Many oilier
..men .. opponing themselves .. against this divorce. 1640
Consid. touching Ch. Kng. 5 Two opinions, which doe
directly confront and oppone to reformation.

4. trans. OPPOSE T. rj.

1610 B. JOXSON Alclt. in. ii, What can you not doc, Against
lords spiritual!, or temporal!, That shall oppone you .' 1629
SIR W. MUKK Trill Crucif. 3014 To suffer, rather than by
armes opponeThe Lawful! Magistral. /i 1641 lir. MUCXIAUU
Actsff .!/<'. (1642)531 Whosoever sliall [so] teach, .opponeth
the Apo.>tle and divine Scripture.

Opponency (^iwu'ncnsi). [f. next: see -E.VCY.]
\

1. The action of an opponent or of something !

opposing ; antagonism, opposition.

OPPORTUNE.
1727 BAILEY, OMmuncyi opposition. 1826 J. GILCHKIST

/.<-f/ Prtf. 4 Which affinity might have been assisted., by
the very nature of the opponency to be contended vith.
1834 AVtc Monthly Mag. XL. 402 A fierce and unyielding
opponency is rising upon the point between manufacture and
agriculture. 1857 J. W. DONALDSON Chr. Ortlwd, 256

'

Oppo-
sitions of science falsely so called '..(i.e. opponencies of the
misnamed Gnosis).
2. The action or position of the opponent in an

academical disputation as an exercise for a degree.
(Cf. OPPONKNT 15. i.) Obs. e.\c. //ist.

1730-6 B.MI.EY (folio), Opponency, the maintaining a con.
trary argument. 1767 J. BAI.GUV Let. to Parr 14 Feb. in
J'arr's

l('ts. 11828) VII. 177 Colston has kept a third op-
ponency in the schools with a perquam. 1841 PEACOCK i'/ci/.

Canibr. 9 When they had kept . . two opponencies . .they were
presented .. as candidates for admission ad respondenduin
<]uxstioni. 1891 A. G. LITTI.K Grey Friars Oxf. lO. H. S.)
iii. 50 We have no means of checking them [figures) ith

regard to opponency (for the B.1.1. degree).

Opponent i^W"-nent\ ft. and sl>. [ad. I,.

opponent-em, pr. pple. of opponfrc : see OPPO.NK,
OPPOSE v.] A. adj.
1. Standing over against ; opposing, opposite.
1728-46 TIIOMSOX .S^-/;^665 Her sympathizing lover takes

his stand High on th' opponent bank. 1735 SOMKKVIU.I:
Chase in. 95 Then up th' opponent Hill .. we mount aloft.

1871 M. COLLINS Mn/. .y Mcrc/i. II. vi. 182 They are the
opponent poles of a cycle.
2. Antagonistic, adverse, contrary, opposed.

Const, to, ? against.
1647 F. BLAND SnuMifrs March 25 We are to consider

enemies as men opponent to peace and justice. 1670 Con-
clave '.(-'herein Clement I'll! -.t.<as elected Tope ro'l'o forgive
all them that had been opponent against his Exaltation.

1725 Pun: OJyss. MX. 524 The savage . . springs impetuous
with opponent speed ! 1730 Flliinixo Temple Bean I. iii,

Sir, I desire to deliver my reasons opponent to this match.
1857 RUSKIX Two I'at/is iv. 165 The artist, when his pupil
is perfect, must see him leave his side that he may declare
his distinct, perhaps opponent, skill.

3. Anal. Said of a muscle (opponent", of the hand
in man and some quadrumana, which opposes a
lateral digit to one of the other digits. Also of

the digit itself: cf. OPPUSAIH.K 2.

1842 niachf. .-l/.if. LI. 424 The thumb or fifth finger.. in

the latter., is opponent, or anlagoni/ing. 1857 MA\ si: A'.iyV.c.

Le.v., Offonerts, . Inat.,. .opponent ; applied to muscles, etc.

B. s/'.

1. One who maintains a contrary argument in a

disputation ; esp. the person who opens an aca-

demical disputation by proposing objections to n.

philosophical or theological thesis : correlative to

respondent. iX'f. OPPO.SK v. 2.) Obs. cxc. Hist.

1588 FRAUXCE La-^'icrs Log. n. i\. loib, The opponent who
defendeth the contrary. 1670 G. H. tr. Hist. Cardinals
l. n. 39 The Father being himself both Opponent and Re-
spondent, there was no answer given to that position. 1705
llr.AXXB Collect. 25 Nov. (O. H. S.) I. 98 He .. was Prior-

Opponent in ye Divinity Schoole, Mr. Entwistle. .being re-

spondent. 1846 McCfLi.ocH^cr. Hrit. Empire 11854) H- 151
( L'niz'. Caiut'i:), The

'

previous examination
'

is followed by
the 'exercises '.. .These relics of old scholastic fashion cu?i-

sist of Latin theses (generally on subjects of moral philo-
sophy), which are propounded by the student who is candidate
for the degree of B.A. (the respondent), and answered by
others, styled

'

opponents ',
in syllogistic form, in Latin.

2. One who opposes or contends against ; one
who takes the opposite side in a controversy,

struggle, or contest
;
an antagonist, adversary.

1615 .V/(J7c'j Ann. 833/2 The second day, the foure op-
ponents brought in their complaints. 1645 Up. HALL /\;i, c.

.I/<rXv* xxiv. jii He met with feeble opponents, and such
as his nimble wit was easily able to over-turn. 1759'

ROBERTSON Hist. Scot. \. Wks. 1813 I. 363 The most \iolent

opponents of the king's government were forfeited. 1794
^LI.I.IVAX I'ic'cf A'<(/. I. 7 He searches about for opponents
to his doctrine. 1829 LVTTOS Derercit.v II. xi, I had
already run my opponent through the sword arm. 1874
( IKKEX Short Hist. \ iii. S 7. 531 The proposal found stubborn

opponents among the moderate Royalists.
I Oppo-rtunate, . Obs. [irreg. f. L. oppor-

tfin-us fit, suitable, opportune + -ATE -
; cf. im-

portunate.] Kit, suitable, proper, opportune.
1541 K. COPLAND Galycn's Terapeut. 2 G lij b, It is profyt.

able >
rt thejjlode be leten flowe many tymes from the muete-

riUe vlceres (in what soeuer inaner y l shall be seen opportu-
nnle). 1630 BKATHWAIT I-'.ng. Gentian. 11641) 6 Speech.. is

..an apt composing and an opportunate uttering of words.
Hence r Oppo rtunately adv., opportunely.
155* Hf!-Oi:T, Oportunatlye, in teinftore,oportinie,teinpes-

tine. 1590 BcRROftiii Met'h. rhysiek 236 That it be oppor-
tunatly. and done in due time. 1620 UKAIIIW.MT Fire
Senses in Archaica (1815) II. 10 A salve .. opportunately
ministered.. affords comfort to the patient.

Opportune (cp?.iti-n. (>-p(Utin), a. (adv.}
Also 5-6 opor-. [a. K. oppoiiitii,-nnc seasonable,

timely; formerly also, exposed, liable Ji-j-i^th e.

in Hatz.-Darm. =
It., Pg. opportune. Sp. oportuno,

ad. L. opportfui-tis fit, suitable, convenient, season-

able; advantageous, serviceable; adapted; exposed,
liable, f. ob- (OB-) : cf. J'ortunus the protecting

god of harbours, f. portu-s harbour, PORT. The
same stem is found in importfin-us IMPOHTCNE.]
1. Adnjited to an end or purpose or the circum-

stances of the case
; fit, suitable, appropriate ;

convenient, a. Of a time.

1412-20 LYDC. CAraii. Troy i. v. (MS. Cott. Aug. IV) If.

i^b/2 Whan sche caujte opportune space, To hir desire ..

To'ard Jason anoon sche gan hir dresse. e 1430 Reason
\>l>- 2
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fy Seas. 1840 Whan I espyed by her chere Tyme opportune
and best Icy&ere. 1568 GKAFTON Chron. II. 395 When time

oportune will serve, ye shall doe well to advertise him therof.

1676 G. TOWERSON Decalogue 464 That part of the day. -is

the most opportune for business. 1780 KURKE L,ctl.
t
to 7\

Burgh Wks. 1842 II. 411 There never seemed a more oppor-
tune time for the relief of Ireland than that moment. 1868

E, EDWARDS Ralegh I. xxiv. 568 He had the unfortunate

quality of showing his teeth before the opportune moment
for using them.

f b. Of a place. Obs.
a 1548 HALL Chron. , Rich. Ill, 49 b, That hU adversaries

in no wise should have any place apte or oportune easely to

lake lande. 1610 SIIAKS. Temp. iv. i. 26 The murkiest den,
The most opportune place . . shall neuer melt Mine honor into

lust. 1665 HOVLE Occas. Reft, \\. xiii. (1848) 137 The great
mistake of those that think a Death-bed the fittest and

opportunest place to begin Repentance in. 1796 BUKKI: Lett,

Regie. Peace iii. Wlcs. VIII. 301 We know that they medi-
tated the very same invasion, .upon this kingdom ; and, had
the coast been as opportune, would have effected it.

2. Of an event, action, or thing: Fitting in regard
to time or circumstances, seasonable; now chielly
in more restricted sense, Meeting the requirements
of the time or occasion, timely, well-timed.
c 14x5 [implied in OPPORTUNELY], a. 1548 HALL Chron.,

Hen. I "//, 40 b, With all diligence prepared oportune
remedies to resist and withstand. 1611 SHAKS. Wint. 7'.

iv, iv. 511 Most opportune to her neede, I haue A Vessel I

rides fast by. 1670 MILTON Hist. Brit. n. Wks. (1847)

485/2 The Romans now over-matched and terrified, Caesar
with opportune aid appears. 1784 COWPER Task vi. 470
Prophet as he was, he might not strike The blame-
less animal .. Her opportune offence Saved him. 1837
L.\NI>OH Pentamcroti iv. Wks. 1853 II. 337/1 These are
better thoughts and opportuner than such lonely places
formerly supplied us with. 1866 MAX MULLER Chips (1880)
III. vii. 184 The opportune death of Philip alone prevented
tlie breaking out of a rebellion.

1 3. Advantageous, serviceable, useful. Obs.
I432~5o tr. Higden (Rolls) II. 231 Thei were religious men,

and oportune exhibicion was jiften to theyme. ^1470 G.
ASH BY Active Policy 357 Kepe secretnesse as a secretarye, . .

But vnto suche persones oportune As may be furthering to

youre fortune. (1510 BARCLAY Mirr. Gd. Manners (157")

Gj, Despise thou no person although thou purer be Of
clothing, of cunning, .or ought els oportune then is he. 1658
SIR T. BROWSE IJydriot. Ep. Ded., It is opportune to look
back upon old Times, and contemplate our Forefathers.

f 4. Conveniently exposed ; liable or open (to

attack or injury). Obs.
c 1450 tr. DC Imitatmnc in. l.xiv. 149, I may fully tru>te in

noon bat may helpe me in oportune necessities, but allone
in be, my god. 1667 MILTON /". /-. ix. 481 Behold alone The
Woman opportune to all attempts.
5. Adopted with a view to present expediency :

cf. OPPORTUNISM, rare.

1851 THACKERAY Eng. Hum. iii, Marlborough's . . opportune
fidelity and treason.

t B. qoaai-fflfr,
= Opportunely. Obs.

1667 MILTON P. L. ix. 85 [He] Consider 'd every Creature,
which of all Most opportune might serve his Wiles. 1760-72
H. BROOKE FoolofQual. (1805) IV. 151 How opportune has
our Jesus sent you to us on this occasion !

t Opportune, v. Obs. 'rare. [f. prec.]
1. trans. To be well adapted or convenient to

;

to suit, accommodate.
a 1637 R. CLERKE Scrm. 483 The Pronoune opportunes us.

Some Copies have vobis ; but the most and best, have ,\W'*V.

2. intr. ? To have opportunity, to get the chance.
1606 WARNER Alb. Eng. xv. xcviii. 390 Not sticking

cuutilously the hier of Filthinesse to pur.se, For, may she

opportune for Pence, Hues not like lurching Blaine.

t Opportu'neful, . Obs. [irreg. f. OPPORTUNE
(Z. + -Fl'L.] Affording opportunity ; seasonable.

1605 i$t Pi. Jeronimo (1901) n. iv. 68 The euening to

begins to slubber day, Sweet, oportunefull season. a 1626
MJUDLETON Mayor of Qiteenborovgh iv. iii, If we let slip
this opportuneful hour, Take leave of fortune.

Opportunely (see the adj.), ado. [f. OPPOR-
TUNE a. + -LY^.J In an opportune manner; suit-

ably in respect of time, place, or circumstances
;

conveniently ; now always, At an opportune time
or juncture, seasonably.
c 1435 Found, St. Bartholomew's (E. K. T. S.) 25 He mevid

hyin . . with goode and honeste wordes, opportunely and
importunely. 160* WARNER Alb. Eng. xni. IxxviL (1612)

319 Sathan .. opportunely there did Oracles begin. 1649
DAVBHAVT Albovine Wks. (1673) 436 Thou art far mofe

opportunely stor'd with time and place for thy revenge, then
we i

1

th' midst of day. 1774 J. BRYANT Myt'hol. I. 380 The
land of Canaan lay., opportunely for traffic. 1836 MAKRYAT
Midsh. Easy xxv, How opportunely he had frightened away
the robbers, just as they were about to murder her relation.

1884 Law Times LXXVII. 62/1 [He] has written a good
book and published it opportunely.

Opportuneness (see the adj.). [f. as prec.
+ -NEKS.] The quality of being opportune ; fit-

ness of time or occasion ; seasonableness, timeliness.

i^7 UAILLY vol. II, QAAwftwauw, seasonableness. 1862
R. H. PATTKMDM fits. Histoty ^ Art 378 The opportune-
ness of these revelations of the Past cannot but strike one as

~mnarkable. 1884 Manch. Exam. 16 Oct. 5/2 The only
suspicious thing about this telegram is its opportuneness.

Opportunism (^p^Jti/rniz'm, fpffttiztniz'm).

[Y. OPPORTUNE, after It. opportunisnto, F. oppor-
tunisms : see -ISM.] The policy of doing what is

opportune} or at the lime expedient, in politics, as

opposed to rigid adherence to party principles ;

often \ised to imply sacrifice ofprinciple or an undue

spirit of accommodation to present circumstances.

^
A term fust of Italian, and then of French

politics, which
in English use has been extended to characterize any method
or course of action by which a party or person adapts him-
self to, and seeks to make profitable use of, the circum-
stances of the moment. (The introduction of the word has
often been erroneously ascribed to Gainbetta.)

1870 Contemp. Rev. XV. 389 To lead the [Italian] people
away from the idea of unity as Utopian, and induce them I

[i.e. Cavour and others in 1844] to enter upon the path
j

of compromise, or
'

opportunism ', to use their own term, i

1880 ig(h Cent. Apr. 632 Among Nonconformists there is i

not .. one who has less of the spirit of opportunism than I

Mr. lllingworth. 1881 Standard 27 May, He [Gambetta]
;

is likewise a master of effect, an adept in the craft of
i

I Opportunism in a wider sense than he himself has ever
;

publicly ascribed to a word of his own invention. 1882
A. W. WARD Dickens iii. 69 The Daily News was to ri.ie

, superior to the opportunism .. of the Times. 1885 Lu.
GRANVILLE Sp. at Hanlcy 6 Nov. (Times 7 Nov.), I asked
an Englishman, I asked a Frenchman, I asked an Italian

what was opportunism. .. The Englishman said that he

thought opportunism was the preference of expediency to

principle. The. French gentleman said he thought it was
the coquetting with principles which you do not approve in

your heart. The Italian said it was adapting yourself to
'

those circumstances which werejnost fitted to get you into :

power and to maintain you there. 1886 G. ALLEN Darwin
yii. 124 The dry and caution.-, French intelligence, ever

|

inclined to a scientific opportunism. 1898 BOOLEv France
\

\ 11. iv. vi. 407 Opportunism in its wholesome sense is the I

art of adapting one's self to changing circumstances.

Opportunist (?piti/?nist, p-p(?Jtinist). [f. as

prec. + -IST
;

in K. opportunists.] One who pro-
fesses or practises opportunism in politics, or in any .

sphere of action; spec, in French politics, a member
of the party led by Gambetta vsee quot. 1881);
also, one who, at the Vatican Council of 1870, held

.

that the time was opportune for the promulgation
of the doctrine of Papal Infallibility. (Cf. IN-

OPPURTrxiST.)
1881 Contemp. Rev. Oct. 624 The term Opportunist was

! fir>t applied to him [Gambetta] by Rochefort, in an
: article in the Droits de fhonune, published in February,
'

1876. 1881 AUUI-:KON HKRBLKT in rimes 29 Sept. 3/6 The
, opportuni>t is .. the man who says 'I jvould not, but

1 must'. He yields to what he condemns, to what he thinks
neither right nor just . . but what, as he claims, is justified
and forced upon him by.. circumstances. 1881-3 SCHAFF
J'.ncycl. Relig. Knffivl. II. 1077 Called inopportimists, as
distinct from the opportunists. 1886 M. G^EIGHTON in

Academy 27 Feb. 139/3 I' 's a conceivable view to take of
him [Cranmer] that he concealed a good deal of firmness

j

under the guise of an opportunist. iVfyAtfonsettm 16 Feb.

j
205/2 Mr. Gosse. .considers him [Dryden] . . to be a sort of

literary opportunist. 1898 Daily News 8 Nov. 6/2 Mr.
Gladstone was, in the best sense of the word, an opportunist.
Like Prince liismarck, he held that a statesman should
serve his country as circumstances require, rather than as
his own opinions, which are often prejudices, dictate.

b. attrib, or as adj.
1881 SLELEV Bonaparte in Macm. Mag. July 164/1 All i

serious governments alike, that of Bonaparte, that of the I

Restoration, . . that of Louis Napoleon and the present
opportunist Republic, have adhered to the principles of

j

1789. 1887 Spectator* 27 Aug. 1x44 The present [French] ;

Cabinet is in essentials an Opportunist Cabinet. 1895 F. M.
|

CRAWFORD Raistotts v. 68 A man of fine principles and
|

opportunist practice.

Hence Opportunistic a*!/., pertaining to or

characteristic of an opportunist.
1892 Speaker 5 Mar. 292,2 He attempts to apologise for

them .. on the opportunistic ground that the fecundity of
the, black races threatens the 'political effacement of the

Kuropean population'.

Opportunity 0'p<Xiti/?mti). Also 4-6 opor-,

4 opar-, 6 oppur-, 7 opper-; 4-6 -ite, -yte, (4

-ytee), 6-7 -itie. [a. F. opportunity (i3thc. in

Ilatz.-Darm.), ad. L. opportunity^ f. opportun-us
OPPORTUNE : see -ITY.]
1. The quality or fact of being opportune ;

season-

ableness, timeliness
; opportuneness. Now rare,

and chiefly with reference to the L. phrase
* felix

opportunitate mortis'.

1531 KLYOT Gov. I. xviii, Exercises whiche be nat utterly

reproued of noble auctours. if they be used with oportunite
and in measure. 1581 SAVILE Tacitus, Agricola (1622) 202
Thrice happie then maiest thou.. be counted, not onely for

the renowne of thy life, but.. for the opportunitle of tlry
decease. 1660 MILTON Free Commw. Wks. (1851) 434 Thir
business is .. oft-times urgent; the opportunity of Affair^

gain VI or lost in a moment. 1873 PATER Renaissance viii.

167 A death which, for its swiftness and its
opportunity,

he

might well have desired. 1878 SKLLKV Stein III. 559 How
much suffering had been saved them by the opportunity of
their deaths.

2. A time, juncture, or condition of things favour-

able to an end or purpose, or admitting of some-

thing being done or effected ; occasion, chance.

Orig. \viihout article or pi. 'convenience of time'; the

individualized notion 'a convenient lime ', with pi., appears
in 1560: cf. sen^-development of circumstance, conscience.

1375 IiARiiot/R Bruce v. 523 He., vat it opportunite For to

fulfill hys mawite. 1388 Wvcui Matt. xxvi. 16 Fro that

tyine he sou^te oporumytc [1382 couenablete] to bitraye

hyin. {'1450 St. Cuthbcrt i Sui'lce^} 1005 Oportunite when i

he gatt, He was ankerand sole &atl, 1560 DAUS lr. Slcuiancs
\

Comtn. 271 b, Many goodly oportunities, through disccpta-
liun were omitted. Ibid. 310 b, In these eight hondreth

yeares past, chaunced never so good an opportunitie. 1605
SIIAKS. Lcdr iv. vi. 268 You haue manic opportunities to cut

him off. < "645 HOWIXL Lett. (1650) II. 103 That Almighty
Majesty who u^eth to draw .. strength out of weaknes,
making mans rxlrunity his opportunity. 1709 STI:F.LK Tatter
No. 10 f i, I am not a little pleaded with the Opportunity

of running over all the Papers. 1736 UUTUIR Anal. i. ii.

Wks. 1874 I. 42 The natural course of things affords us

opportunities for procuring advantagestopurselvesat certain
times. 1875 Sri' BBS Const. Hist. II. xvii. 511 In national

history opportunity is as powerful as purpose. 1890 LOLDKL>
WOOD Col. Reformer (1891) 161 Neuchamp had been suffi-

ciently awake to his opportunities.

*t"b. A time when there is occasion or need for

something. Obs. ran\
1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 120 Somtyme he makcth

as though he herde vs not, in oportunite and tyme of nede.

1683 MOXON Mcch. J'irerc., Printings. F 2 He also provides
. .some of these, as he reckons his opportunities may be to
use them.

1 3. Convenience or advantageousness of site or

position. In quot. i73oapp. Advantage afforded

by position. Obs.

1555 EDEX Decades 284 This is the most famous citie in

Moscouia. .for the commodious oportunuie of ryuers, multi-
tude of houses [etc.]. 1649 MILTON Eikon. viii. Wks. (1851)

390 Hull, a town of great strength and opportumtie both to
sea and land affaires. 1673 RAY Journ. Low C. 22 Flushing
..a Town. .very considerable for. .the opportunity of its

Situation and convenience of its Harbour. 1730 A. GORDON
Maffei's Amfhith. 378 The Opportunity they had of its

Harbour, incited them ..to make it the Staple-Port for

Merchandize of the East. 1781 GIBBON Dccl. <y /". xxx. III.

158 Augustus, who had observed the opportunity of the

place, prepared.. a capacious harbour.

f4. Fitness, aptitude, competency, 'faculty'. Obs.
c 1374 CHAUCER Bocth. n. pr. iii. 25 (Cambr. MS.) TJiow

were ryht weleful.. with the castete of tin wyf And with the

oportunite and noblesse of thi masculyn chyldren. 1535
COVERDALE JCccl. ii. 20 Fur so moch as a man shulde weery
himself with wysedome, with understondinge and oppur-
tunite, and yet be fayne to leave his labours vnto another.

1607 Toi-SKU. Four-/. Beasts (1658) 341 Although the swift-

ness or other opportunity of the Dogs helpeth them to flie

away from her, yet if she can but cast her shadow upon
them, she easily obtaineth her prey.

f 6. Fitness of things, need. Obs. rare.

(Its use here is app. due to association with L. oportet^}

M3J~5 tr - Ifigden (Rolls) IV. 435 That man is a cowarde
that wille not dye when oportunite requirethe hit \Higdcn,
quando oportet ; Trevisa, whannse it nedeth).

^f 6. erroneously, = IMPORTUNITY 4. Obs.

1598 SHAKS. A/erry W. m.
iy,

20 Yet seeke my Fathers

loue, still seeke it sir, If opportunity and humblest suite

Cannot attaineit, why then harke you hither. i6$3HoLCROFT
Procopins, Vandal Wars it. 50 John the son of Sisinniolus,
at the Africans opportunity, raised Forces and went against
them, a 1667 JER. TAYLOR (W.), He that entreats us to be

happy, with an opportunity so passionate, as if not we, but

himself, were to receive the favor.

t OpporttrnOUS, a. Obs. rare**. [f. L.

opportrm-iis OPPORTUNE + -ous.]
= OPPORTUNE.

1609 HKVWOOD Brit, Troy xiu x. 305 The opportunous
night friends her complexion.

Opposability C^I^zabi'liti). [f.
next + -iTY.]

The quality of being opposable.
1863 HUXLEY Man's Place Nat. n, 86 The great toe,.. in

uncivilized and barefooted people, ..retains a great amount
of mobility, and even some sort of opposability. 1882 A. R.

WALLACE in Contemp. Rev. Mar. 430 The large size aud

complete opposability of the thumb.

Opposable 0>fw
u"zabT), a. [f, OPPOSE v.~ +

-ABLE.]
L Capable ofbeing opposed, withstood, or placed

in opposition (to\ rare.

1667 [implied in UNOPI-OSAHLK]. 1801-12 I>KSTHAM Kation.

Judic. -/*/, (1827) IV. 151 Theapplication is either opposable
or unopposablc. 1829 Justice fy Cod. Petit. 195 No
arguments will be found opposable to it other than

ungrounded assertions.

2. Of a digit, esp. the thumb : Capable of being

opposed to, or applied so as to meet, another.

1833 Penny Cycl. I. 442/2 Those [monkeys] of Africa and
Asianave completely opposable thumbs on the fore-feet as

well as on the hind. 1854 OWEN Skcl. <jr
Teeth in Circ, Sc. t

< Irgan. Nat, I. 253 A freedom of the digits, with some

opposable faculty in them. 1894 H. DltUHMOHD Ascent
Man 129 A thumb is . .a finger so arranged as to be opposable
to the other fingers.

f OppO'Sal. Obs. Also 5 opposaylle, -ayle,

-aile. [f. OPPOSE v. + -AL : I and II were inde-

pendently formed on the two branches of the verb.]

I. 1. The putting of posing questions; examina-

tion, interrogation; a posing question, a puzzle;
= AFPOSAL i.

1426 LYIJG. DC Gull. Pilgr. 10397, I .. for fer, be-gan
to quake, What Answere I sholde make Vn-io hys vnkouthe

opposaylle. 1436 /V/. Poems iRolIs) II. 204 Go furthe,

libelle, .. And pray my lordes the to lake in grace In

opposaile. 1607 NORDEN Sun*. Dial. n. 40 Sith you will

needs,diue into my poore skill, by your opposall, . .1 will aa

briefly as I can, satisfye your desire.

II. 2. OPPOSITION 5.

1654-66 EARL ORKKRY Part/ten. (1676) 121, I should have

found a strong opposal in my obedience. 1665 SIR T. HER-
nKKT7>o. (1677)81 The Castle gates opened, fearless of any
further opposal,
3. = OPPOSITION* 2, 3.

1686 GOAD Cclest. Bodies ii. iv. 199 An^opposal of <J and
the very seldom fails of its warm thawing Breath. 1839
KAILKY Fcstus xxxL (1852) 516 No sooner^ canie I to the

stat, in right opposal placed, To that despotic empress.

fOpposant. Obs. rare~. [a. F. opposant

(R. Estienne, 1539), pr.pple. of opposcr OPPOSE v.}
1611 COTGK-, Opposant, an Opposant or Opponent.

Oppose (('P'^v,), v. [a. Y.opposer, in izthc.

oposcr (Ilatz.-Darm.), f. L. ob- (Oo- 2) + poser to



OPPOSE.

place, put down, taken as representing L. ponere to

place v
see POSE, COMPOSE, DEPOSE, etc.). In OK.

chiefly used in the mediaeval sense of L. opponcre
1 to oppose in argument, question, examine *, and in

this sense alone found in ME., in which also it

varied with apose, APPOSE, which later became the

established form: see APPOSE v. ]

, POSE v. For
the more literal senses of opponcre, which appear in

the i6th c., OPPONE was at first used, but before

1 600 oppose prevailed, as in compose* depose, dispose,

expose, and other assumed representatives of L.

ponere. Branches I and II are thus of distinct

history in Kng., though both repr. L. opponfrc^
I. ME. uses, in medieval sense of L. opponSre.
fl. trans. To confront with objections or hard

questions; to pose ; to examine, interrogate, ques-
tion ;

= APPOSE z/.l i. Obs. (or merged in 9).
1386 CHAUCKR Friars T. 297 And answere there by my

procutour To swich thyng as men wole opposen me {so

3 J/.S'.S*. ; v. rr. oposen, apposen, aposen ], 1390 GOWKR
t'ort/T II. 72 Of tuo point/ sche him opposelh. c 1425 Found.
St. Bartholomews (E, K. T. S.) 56 He was callicl yn of the

preyste, and opposid. 1530 PAI.SGR. 647/1, I oppose one, I

make a tryall of his lernyng, or I laye a thyng to his charge,
je apose, 1570 T. NORTON tr. NowcFs Catech. (1853) 109
The master opposeth the scholar to see how he hath profited.
1607 NORDEN .S'wrr-. Dial. it. 39 You seeme to oppose me
farre, and the thing yon demaund, will require a longer time.

2. absol. and /'///;-. To put objections or hard

questions; spec, to put forward objections to be
answered by a person maintaining a philosophical
or theological thesis, esp. as a means of qualifying
for a degree, etc. ;

= APPOSE v.l 2. Obs. exc. Hist.
1390 COWER Con/. III. 332 This king unto this maide

opposeth, And axelh ferst what was hire name, c 1500
[implied in OPI-OSKK i]. 1581 K CAMPION in Confer, iv. (1584)
Ffb, Let me oppose. Is it not reason that I shoulde
oppose? 1581 W. CIIARKE/VW., I will., suffer you to oppose
and make an argument in this matter. 1690 E. GEE Jesuit's
Mem. 176 To the end that lit men may prepare themselves
to oppose for the same [scholarships, fellowships, etc.], 1716
M. DAVIES Atfun. Brit. II. 296 He was admitted to the

reading of the Sentences, having a little before oppos'd in

Divinity, in 1533.

1 3. To examine and check (accounts), to audit
;= APPOSE v\ 3. Obs.

a 1483 Liber Xigcr in Hoitseh. Ord. (1790) 58 Suche par-
celles of pourveyaunces as shal be brought in ..and duly
opposed in the countynghouse monethly. Ibid. 61 To helpe
oppose all the partycular accomptes of offycers.

II. Modern uses.

4. trans. To set a thing) over against, place

:yes to mine, >ee it tnou canst out-face me with thy iookes.

'613 Hen. I'lII, iv. i. 67 Her Grace sate downe. .opposing
freely The Beauty of her Person to the People. 1778 SIR J.
REYNOLDS Disc. viii. (1876) 449 If one figure opposes his
front to the spectator. 1781 COWPER Convcrsat. 269 The
emphatic speaker dearly loves to oppose, In contact incon-
venient, nose to nose. 1812-16 J. SMITH Panorama Sc, fy
Art II. 180 When two equal magnets oppose their contrary
poles to each other. 1842 TENNYSON Ulysses 48 My mariners
. . That ever with a frolic welcome took The thunder and
the sunshine, and opposed Free hearts, free foreheads,

f b. To hold out for acceptance ; to offer. Ol>s.

1598 CllAl'MAN Rlindc Keg. Alexandria I. i, Let his true

picture through your land be sent, Opposing great rewardes
to him that findes him.

t c. To expose, subject. Obs.

1589 NASIIE Dcd. Greene's Menap/ton (Arb.) g And count it

;i great peece of arte in an inkhorn man.. to oppose his

Miperiours to envie. 1605 SHAKS. Lear iv. vii. 32 \Vas this
a

_
face To be oppos'd [(Vji. e.\posed] against the iairing

windes 'i

5. To set (something) against or on the other side,
as a counterpoise or contrast ; to bring forward or

adduce by way of counterbalance
;

to contrast ;

to put in rhetorical or ideal opposition (to~:

1579 FULKE Heskins' Par!. =3 He thinketh Alphonsus
good ynough to oppose against Erasmus. 1594 'J'. B. f.tt

Priinand. Fr. Aeati. ll. 193 When the flesh is opposed and
set against the spirite in man, wee vnderstand thereby, not
the body only, but also the soule of man. 1652 Dr. HAI.I.
IIKH'S. World ii. iii, Opposing our present condition to the

succeeding. 1751 JOHNSON Rambler No. 139 p 6 The
tragedy of Samson Agonistcs has been .. opposed with all

the confidence of triumph to the dramatick performances of
other nations. 1875 JOWETT Plato tol. 2) IV. 275 Memory
and imagination, though we sometimes oppose them, are
nearly allied.

6. To set (something) agairat by way ofhindrance,
check, or resistance ; to place as an obstacle

; also,
to set or place (a ]>erson) as an antagonist.

596 SHAKS. .Mcrch. I', iv. L 10, I do oppose My patience to
his fury. 1607 Timon III. iv. 80 What, are my dores oppos'd
against my passage '! 1704 SWIFT Halt. Rks. Misc. (1711)
-55 Nor could the Modem have avoided present Death, if

he had not luckily oppos'd the Shield that had been given
him by Venus. 1794 GODWIN Cat. Williams 195 The door
was no longer opposed to my wishes. 1847 MRS. A. KKKR
Hist. Scn'ia 438 Michael was determined, .to oppose force
lo force. 1868 FREEMAN Norm. Com]. II. ix. 422 There
was now no such unexceptionable rival to oppose lo the
Norman*
7. re/I, and intr. To set oneself in opposition, :

contend against, act in opposition or offer resist-
'

ance (a. a. reft. Obs. or arch.
1590 MARI.OWK Kdw. II, \. iv, Leave now t' oppose thyself i

157
'

against the King. 1591 SHAKS. Two Cent. in. ii. 26 Thou
art not ignorant How she opposes her against my will?
1676 HOBBES Iliad i. 183 Others fear t'opose themselves to
me. 1717 POPE Eloisa 282 Oppose thyself to heav'n ; dis-

pute my heart.

fb. intr. Obs.

1599 SANDYS Euro/tie Spec. (1632' 41 To all such . .as should
oppose against his Soveraigntie. 1623 BINUHAM Xenoplwn
77 Aske them againe, quoth he, why they oppose against
vs in arnies. 1640 HABINGTON Kd;t: IV 83 Warwicke op.
posed against their feare both with language and example.
t c. intr. Of a thing : To be lepugnant or con-

trary to. Obs.

1605 BACON Adv. Learn, it. xi. 3 If it be admitted that
imagination hath power, and that Ceremonies fortify imagina-
tion,., yet I should hold them unlawful, as opposing lo that
first edict which God gave unto man.

d. With inf. To forbid, rare.

1813 BYRON Corsair n. iv, My stern vow and order's laws
oppose To break or mingle bread with friends or foes.

8. trans. To stand or lie over against (some-
thing) ; to look towards, face, front. Now rare.
1608 [see OPPOSING/^/, a. i]. 1615 G. SANDVS Trar. 160

The Frontispice opposing the South, of an excellent struc-
ture. 1668 Cui.rKprF.lt & COLL Kartltol. Anal. I. xxxiii. 75
They are so situate that each possesses a corner, and oppose
one another in manner of a quadrangle. 1820 SHELLEY
Hymn to Mere, xxxv, He walked . . From one side to the
other of the road, And with his face opposed the steps he trod.

9. To set oneself against (a person or thing) ;
to

contend against with physical force, by exertion of

influence, or by argument ;
to endeavour to hinder,

thwart, or overthrow
;

to withstand, resist, combat ;

to stand in the way of, obstruct.

1396 SHAKS. i Hen. //", iv. iv. 33 He shall be well oppos'd.
1607 Titt/on ni.v. 20With aNoble Fury. .He did oppose
his Foe. 1667 MILTON /'. /,. n. 419 Awaiting who appeer'd

,

To second, or oppose, or undertake The perilous attempt.
1774 GOI.DSM. .Vat. Hist. (1776) IV. 342 With these arms
alone, it has often been found to oppose the dog, and even
the Jaguar. 1792 AtKcd. /(". Pitt I. xx. 309 Pitt com-
municated to the Cabinet his resolution of attacking Spain.
Lord Bute was the first person who opposed it. 1823 F.
CLISSOLD Ascent Mt. Blanc 21 After some hundred feet of
ascent, we found ourselves opposed by a parapet of con-
gealed snow. 1834 J. H. NEWMAN Par. Semi. (1837) I.

xxiv. 357 The world does not oppose religion as such. 1860
TVXDALL Glac. i. ii. 19 They opposed the idea of ascending
further. *
al<sol. 1602 SHAKS. Ham. in. i. 60 Or to take Armes

against a Sea of troubles, And by opposing end them, a 1830
TIBINEY mWestm. Gas. (1900) 22 Oct. 2/3 The duty of an
Opposition is threefold : always to oppose, never to propose,
and to turn out the Government.

b. To contest, rare.
1822 SHELLEY Caldcron's Magico Fmtifioso i. 100, I Had

so much arrogance as to oppose The chair of the most high
Professorship, And obtained many votes.

Opposed (epoa~i&,poet. -zed), ppl.a. [f. OPPOSE
V. + -ED 1.]

1. Placed or set over against ; facing, opposite.
(1552 HULOET, Opposed, opposite.} 1596 SHAKS. i Ifen. 1 1

",

in. I. no Gelding the opposed Continent as much, As on the
other side it takes from you. 1725 POPE Odyss. xix. 660
The gate opposed pellucid valves adorn. 1827 ELLIS Orig.
Lett. Ser. it. II. 218 (tr. Rep. to I'enet. Sen.) The Island of
England.. is situated in the Ocean.. opposed on the east to
the coast of Lower Germany. 1885-94 R. BRIDGES Eros <y

Psyeltc Mar. xxvi, High in the opposed west the wondering
moon All silvery green in flying green was fleec't.

2. Standing in opposition, contrast, or conflict ;

contrasting, conflicting ; contrary or opposite to.

1588 SHAKS. L. L. L. V. ii. 768 Fashioning our humors
Euen to the opposed end of our intents. 1596 Mcrch. I '.

H. ix. 62 To offend, and Judge are distinct offices, And of
opposed natures. 1736 BUTLER Atutl. n. vii. Wks. 1874 I.

253 Supposition, and possibility, when opposed to historical
evidence, prove nothing [etc.

1
. 1849 MACAL LAV Hist. Eiig. vi.

II. 129 They had different national characters as strongly

Tsed
as any two national characters in Europe.

Of persons: Hostile, inimical, at variance,
adverse (to, f against a person).
1584 R. SCOT DiscKi. H'itc/icr. xin. xxx. (1886) 277 Laie a

wager with your confederate (who must seeme simple, or
obstinatlie opposed against you). 1615 BEDWELI. Moham.
Imp. ill. 101 An opposed aduersary to God. 1865 Pustv
Truth Kng. C/i. 6 Common /eul for faith could alone bring
together those who were opposed.

b. Adverse to a measure, practice, system, etc.

1789 FRANKLIN Let. to Webster 26 Dec., During my late

jiWnccin France, Hind that several, .new words have been
introduced into our parliamentary language. .The word op.
posed, though not a new word, I find used in a new manner,
as,

' The gentlemen who are opposed to this measure ; to
which I have also myself always been opposed '. 1844 H. H.
WILSON lirit. India III. 134 The sense of the nation was
strongly opposed to the prolongation of the war. 1874 J.H.NEWMAN Lttt. (1891) I. 151 He was especially opposed to i

young men being compelled . . to go terminally to communion.
Hence Oppo sedness (-C-dnes).
1876 EAJIIE Thessalonians 87 This opposedness to all men

the apostle could not condemn.

Oppo'seless, a. foet. and Hut.
[f.

OPPOSE v. +
-LESS.] Not to be opposed, resistless, irresistible.

1605 SHAKS. Learn: vi. 38 If I could beare it longer, and
'

not fall To quarrell with your great opposelcsse willes. I

1789 tr. Klofstock's Messiah n. 51 The wide seas feel the
power of his opposeless foot. 1887 Coi-n/i. Ma?. Oct. 442
Not gainsaying the great opposeless will of his patron.

Oppo-ser. Also6-ier. [f. OPPOSE v. -H-ER'.]
j

I. 1. One who '

opposes
'

the defender of a
thesis in an academical disputation. Cf. OPIVME
V. 2, OITOKENT B. i. Ql/s. exc. /list.

OPPOSITE.
e 1500 in Peacock Stat. Cambridge App. A. p. xlv, There

shall wayle on hym [the Doctor] all the Opposers. 1574 Ibid.
p. xiv, M' Vichauncellor, M r

Proctours, the Father, the Op-
posiers, the Bachiler awnswerynge and the Bedels.

1 2. One who checks accounts : cf. OPPOSE v. 3.
(i 1483 Liber Niger in Househ. Ord. (1790) 51 The Chain,

berlayne is ihls clerke's audilor & opposer.
II. 3. One who opposes or contends against

a person, doctrine, argument, cause, scheme, etc. :

^ OPPOXEXT H. 2.

6oi SHAKS. Airs ll'ell in. i. 6 Holy seemes the quarrellV pon your Graces part : blacke and feartfull On the opposer.
l6 7

- Cor. I. v. 23 Now the faire Goddesse Fortune, Fall
deepe in loucwith thee, and her great charmes Misguide thy
Opposers swords. 1764 Mem. G. I'salmaiia^ar 195, I had a
much greaternumber of oppostrs tocombat with. ITTNIMMO
Stirlingshire (1817) ' vi. 125 He had been a strenuous op-
poser of the Reformation. 1884 Kendal Mercury 31 Oct. 5/j
J he Opposers of the scheme were a minority.

Oppo-sing, vl>l. sb.
[f. OPPOSE v. + -IXG'.]

1 1. Confronting with hostile or hard questions ;

interrogation. Oes.
<: 1440 1'i-oiiifi. Fai-.: 368/2 Opposynge, ofposKw. 1570 T.

NORTON Ir. NmveCs Catech. (1853) 109 The Bishop.. in Ids
whole manner of opposing useth such form as here.. the
Catecltuith-niis or child is prepared unto.
2. Acting against ; opposition.
1624 Lu. E. MOUNTAGI- in Rueeleuch MSS. (Hist. MS>.

Comni.) L 1:59 There \\ill be no opposing of your son. 1656
Arti/. Handsaw. 52 No. .crossings or opposings of hi 1- will.

(11716 SOUTH Serin. (1744) XI. x. ..53 Those exact bills of
our accounts relating all our opposings even of the smallest
motions of the Spirit.

Opposing (ftwu-zirj), fpl.a. [f. as prec. +
-IN*.; -.] That opposes.
1. That stands or lies over against, or comes in

front of (something else, or each other); fronting,

opposite ; confronting.
1608 SHAKS. Per. m. Prol. 17 liy the four opposing coigns

Which the world together join>. 1792 \Vonusw. Descr.
Sketches 96 As up the opposing hills they slowly creep. 1860
TVNDALL C/ac. i. xvii. 119 Ground between the opposing
surfaces of the masses of ice.

2. Acting against or in opposition; withstanding,
resisting; adverse, conflicting, contrary.
1634 MILTON Comns 600 Against th'oppo>hig will and arm

of Heav'n May never this just sword be lifted up. 1793
BURKE C<7^^//1//H0ri/x Wks. VII. 275 Allthese parts ofour
constitution, whilst they are balanced as opposing interests,
are also connected as friends. 1844 II. H. WILSON Brit.
India III.9I They succeeded in persuading the opposing
party to permit the despatch of an embassy.
Hence Oppo-singly^fo., in the way of opposition.
i84z G. S. I-'ABER Prov. Lett. (1844) II. 150 The novel

system, .as adopted by Mr. Kno.\ and the Council of Ticni,
opposingly replies. 1885 G. MIKKDITII Diana II. iii. 77
Lady Dunstane's opposingly corresponding stillness pro-
voked Miss Paynham to expatiate.

Opposit G'pfzit., v. Also 7 opposite, [i.

L. opposit-, ppl. stem of opponcre : see OrroXE.]
ft trans. To oppose, resist. Obs. rare~ l

.

'657 J- SKRGKAST Scfa'sw Dispach't 607 'I'o think they
were separated from the Church for opposing those more
rigorous pretences.
2. Alelaph. To posit as a contradictory, rare.
1881 AIJAMSON Fichte 159 If there is to be op-positing at

all, that which is opposed to A can only be Not-A. . . It only
becomes plain from much later developments of the system,
what is the precise nature of the act of oppositing or

negating.

Opposite (nwzit), <*> sb. (aJv. t prep.) Also

4-8 opposit, (5 -yt), 5 oposyte, (5-6 crron.

apposite), [a. K opposite adj. and sb. (isth c. in

Godef. Compty, ad. L. opposit-us, pa. pple. of op-

ponere; see OPPOSE, OPPOSE.]
A. adj.

1. Placed or lying over against something on
the other or farther side of an intervening line,

space, or thing; contrary in position. Const, to,

front, f against.
Said of the two ends or sides of a line m relation to each

other, and of two points on these sides, the line joining which
would intersect the given line at right angles; also, of the
two sides of a quadrilateral or elongated figure which aic
more or less parallel, or of any object having such a figure,
and of two points in these sides, the line joining which would
intersect the axis of the figure at right angles. In a quadri-
lateral, opposite sides are distinguished from adjacent sides
which meet in an angle; (y^faFuraiWiferan at the two ends
of a diagonal. In a circle opposite points are at the ends of

any diameter. Opposite sides of a street, courtyard, or the

like, face each other, but opposite sides of a building face

directly away from each other; the opposite angles formed

by two intersecting straight lines also lie in contrary direc-

tions ; hence the notion of opposite directions in 2.

c 1391 CiiAi'ci-iK Astral, n. 6 The nadir of the sonne is

thilke degree |>at is opposit to the degree of the sonne. 1474
CAXTON Chesse TV. ii. K j, On the lifte side the foure holdeii

the places opposite. 1549 [see OW.>SIIION 3]. 1551 RIXOKIU.
Citst. A'/wit*/. 1 53 Then are they (the sun and moon] right oppo-
site, the one against the other. 165* NEKDHAM tr. SfJaem*
Mare Cl. Advt., A large llay which.. in the end receives a

.stop, .by an opposite shore. 1660 BARKOW Euclid \. xv, If

two right lines cut thro' one another, then are the two angles
which are opposite equal one to the other. Ibid, x.xxiv, In

parallelograms the opposite stiles are equal each to other;

and the opposite angles are also equal. 1706 PHILLIPS, Op-

posite Cones (in (/Vow.), two Cones of the like Quality, that

are vertically opposite, and have the same common Axis.

Opposite Sections, are the two //j'/oA'/./V, made byaPIane

cutting both those Cones. 1756-711. K&sUr'* Trav.(^fx>}
III. 145 It is quite round, ..two persons directly opposite to
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each other, and whispering close to the wall, may converse
with each other, without being over-heard by the company
in the middle. 1796 MKS. E. PARSONS Jlfysf. Warning III.

147 A larger apartment, that overlooked the opposite side

ofthe Castle from that which he had entered at. 1840-1 F. E.

PAGKT Tales of Tillage 58 Upon the opposite side of the

river from that on which [etc.], 1860 TVNDALL Glac. \. vii.

50 At the opposite side of the glacier was the Aiguille Verte.

b. Bot, (a] Situated, as similar parts or organs,
in pairs on opposite sides of an axis or intervening

body, as leaves on a stem
; (b} Situated in front of

an organ, so as to come between it and its axis, as

a stamen in front of a sepal or petal. Opposed to

alternate.

1707 Curios, in Husb. <$ Card. 87 Plants that have opposite
Leaves, as the -Sensitive has. 1776-96 WITHERING Brit.

Plants (ed. 3} II. 490 Cistus . .anghcus: ..leaves hairy,

opposite, oblong. 1866 Trcas. Bot, 817/2 Opposite, placed
on opposite bides of some other body or thing and on the
.same plane. Thus, when leaves are opposite, they are on

opposite sides of the stem; when petals are opposite, they
are on opposite sides of the flower ; and so on.

2. Turned or moving the other way; contrary,
reverse.

1594 R. ASHLF.V tr. Lays le Roy \\ The inhabitants on
the one side and the other haue their shadowes opposite.
1801 CHARLOTTE SMITH Lett. Soltt. ll'atid. I. 72 Which ..

led , . in an opposite direction from that which she had
before followed. 1868 LOCKYMR ttlew. Astron. iv. 11879)

144 When we travel in an express train, the objects appear
to fly past us in the opposite direction to that in which we
are going. Mod. Standing together but looking in opposite
directions. Two trains coming from opposite directions

met in collision. We started in opposite directions.

3. Contrary in nature, character, or tendency;

diametrically different. Const, to^ft'oni (^than).
1580 LYLY Euphues (Arb.) 236 So began we to be more

opposit in opinions ; He graue, I gamesome : he studious,
1 carelesse. 1604 SHAKS. Oth, iv. ii. 91 You Mistns, That
haue the office opposite to Saint Peter, And keepe the gate
of hell. 1650 KARL MONM. tr. Renault's Man bee. Guilty
31 Self love takes a clean opposite way, from that of

charity. 1754 J. HILUROP Misc. Wks. I. 91 They imploy
their Wealth and Interest to quite opposite Purposes than
were intended by the Grant. 1794 PALEV Kvid. (1825) II.

229 There are two opposite descriptions of character, under
which mankind may be classed. 1831 UKKWSTKR Optics
xxxvi. 305 The accidental colour of any particular colour
will be the colour exactly opposite that particular colour.

Hence the two colours have been called opposite colours.

1870 FREKMAN Norm. Conq. (ed. 2) I. App. 724 His authority
will hardly bear up against so many opposite witnesses.

1887 M. ARNOLD Ess. Crit. Ser. n. viii. (1888) 296 ^But he is

an opportunist of an opposite kind from those who in politics

..give themselves this name.

b. With the : that is opposed to something else ;

the contrary, the other (of two related things of

different character".

1638 R. BAKKR tr. Balzac's Lett. (vol. II.) 12 Finds never

any fault in their owne side, nor vertue in the opposite.

1711 ADDISON Spect. No. 99 ? 3 Nothing makes a Woman
more esteemed by the opposite Sex than Chastity. 1849
JAMKS H'oodman xiii, After the king's death, you continued
in office under the opposite faction.

"t*4. Opposed in will or action, hostile, antago-
nistic, adverse. Const, to, against. Obs.

1577 HANMEK Anc, Keel. Hist. (16631 -226 The adversary,
whu sets himself opposite against the truth. 1589 WARNKK
Alb. Eng. Prose Add. (1612) 331 .-Eneas, supposing the

Clods to bee yet opposite to the Troians. 1601 SHAKS,
Twel. N. n. v. 162 lie opposite with a kinsman, surly with

truants. 1620 K. ULOUNT Horse Subs. 490 You shall finite

some to flatter, .most, when they shew to be most opposite

against it. 1716 M. UAVIKS A then. Brit. II. no He was

opposit to the Monopoly of Warwick's Power. 1737
WHISTON JoscphiiS) Antit/, xvm. vi, But God proved
opposite to lib designation.

fb. Of things : Antagonistic, adverse, repug-
nant. Ohs.

'595 SHAKS. John in. i. 254 All forme Is formelesse, Order

orderlesse, Saue what is opposite to Englands loue. 1684
N. D. (title) A Rich Treasure at an Easic Rate : . . Shewing
how Inconsistent Riches is with Piety usually, and how
Opposite Poverty is often. 1726-31 TIXDAL tr. Rafiris
Hist. Eng. (1743) II. xvii. 67 Preachers exclaimed, .against
these worldly vanities, as very opposite to true Religion.
5. Comb.) as opposite-leaved adj.

1871 KISGSLKV At Last I. vii. 253 Stems, .opposite-leaved,
alternate-leaved, leafless, or covered with leaves of every
conceivable pattern. 1884 MILLKR Plant-n. 179/1 Opposite-
leaved Golden Saxifrage.

B. sb. [The adj. used absoL* and in some uses

scarcely a sb.]

fl. = Opposite point, csp. of the heavens. Obs.

(Cf. OPPOSITION 3.)
c 1386 CHAUCER Knt.'s T. 1036 Lstward ther stood a gate

of Marbul whit, Westward right swich another in the upposit
\L\n-pus J/.y._

in opposite]. 1490 CAXTON Eneydos xxix. 1 1 1

The fayre Iris descendynge . . at the oposyte of the sonne.

1604 E. G[RiMsroNi:] D'Acosta's Hist. Indies in. v. 133
In eight notable poyntes of heaven, which are the two
Pules, the two Equinoxes, the two Solstices, and their

opposites in thebame Circle.

f b. =^
Opposite aspect, OPPOSITION 3. Obs.

1667 MILTON P. /,. x. 659 Planetarie motions and aspects
In Se.xtile, Square, and Trine, and Opposite.

2, That which is opposite or contrary ; an object,

fact, or quality that is the reverse of something else
;

often in//., things the most different of their kind.

f In opposite, on the contrary, on the other hand.

1549 Compl. Scot. iv. 30 In opposit, Osias vas bot aucht

;eir of aige quhen he vas vnctit kyng..3Jt he gouuernit veil

the cumre. 1606 SHAKS. Ant, * Cf. I. ii. 130 The present

pleasure, By reuolution lownng, does become The opposite
of it selfe. ti 1735 XKiwtn'SQ'i: State Quacks Misc. Wks. 1751
I. 159 This is that Oedipus, whose Wisdom can reconcile

inconsistent Opposites. 1863 Cownnx CLARKK Shaks. Char,
xi. 280 Ariel is the extreme opposite of Caliban. 1875
JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) I. 145 The most extreme opposites
have some qualities in common.

b. Logic. An opposite term or proposition ;
:

fa contrary argument (obs^.
1588 FRAUNCE Lawicrs Log. i. x. 46 b, Opposites are dis-

agreeable argumentes which disagree both in respect and
\

in matter it selfe. 1656 BLOUNT Glossogr. s. v., Aristotle 1

makes four kinde of Opposites. 1727-38 CHAMBERS Cycl.
\

s. v.j Contraries are positive opposites. . .Such are cold and
bent. 1864 BOWEN Logic vi. 162 The logical doctrine of I

Opposition shows us what can be immediately inferred as

to the truth or falsity of one Judgment, from positing or

sublating. .one of its Opposites. Ibid. 164 Sub-Contraries can
be called

'

opposites
'

only in a qualified and technical sense, i

3. A person who stands in a relation of opposition
to another; an antagonist, adversary, opponent.

(Very common in \i\\\ c. : now rare or Obs.)
1423 J AS. I Kingis Q. clxx, Though thy begynnyng hath-

bene retrograde, lie froward oppt*syt. 1593 SHAKS. -zHcn. I-'/,

\. iii. 22 Our foes. . 1'eing opposite^ of such repayring Nature.

1625 COOKE Pope Joan in JIarl. Misc. (Malh.) IV. 56 If
,

their opposites writings were not extant .. we had never
heard of such an objection. 1675 BKOOKS Gold. Key Wks,
1867 V. 5 Aurelianus ..brought Tetricus his opposite, and
the brave Queen Zenobia of I'almyra, in triumph to Rome.

1751 JOHNSON CfarytufVr\t&. IV. 504 Had Cheynel been equal
;

to his adversary in greatness and learning, it had not been

easy to have found either a more proper opposite. 1821-30
LD. COCKBURN Mem. 159 He would have gone .. as far as

anybody to tread down his opposites politically.

C. quasi-rtdfe'.

fl- In opposition, by way of counterpoise. Obs.

1523 Lu. liuRNKRS Froiss. I. cclii. 374 In lykewyse, opposit 1

to this dede, the kynge of Englande shewed his quart! in
;

Almaygne, and in other places.

2. In an opposite position or direction.

[1667 MILTON P. L. vi. 128 From his armed Peers Forth

stepping opposite, half way he met His daring foe. Ibiii.

vii. 376 Less bright the Moon, But opposite in leveld West
was set His mirror.] 1817 SHELLEY Pr. Athanase \\. i. 38 ;

And Athanase, her child, ..sate opposite and gazed. 1896

Daily News 5 June 5/4 Several hon. gentlemen opposite.
D. quasi-/r/. \cllipt. for opposite to.] Over

against ; facing or fronting on the other side.

(Cf. 1.. adversus^adversum prep.)
1758 GOLDSM. Mem. Prof. (1895) I. 226 Opposite tins

Chamber was another. 1771 MRS. GRIFFITH Hist. Lady
! Barton III. 97, I was sitting.. opposite the door of the

room. 1834 LANDOK Citation Shakespeare Wks. 1853 II.

! 274/1 We knelt down opposite each other, and said our
1

prayers. 1892 Law Rep. 2 Queen's Bench 535 A number of

questions .. with a blank opposite each question for the

answer. Mod. In a building opposite the Town Hall.

Oppositely (p'jxJzitli^, adv. [f. prec. + -LY 2
.]

1. In an opposite position or direction ;
so as to

j

be opposite (t/0, ^against) ;
on opposite sides.

Oppositely pinnate : see quot. 1753.

1593 Rites fy Mon. Ch. Dnrh, (Surtees) 49 Oppositlie
! it firste to S 1 Marie is placed y picture of Thorn's

Lungley. 1602 CAUKW Cornwall (1723) 154 The watch-
! towre, mencioned by Orosins, and oppositely placed to such
! another in Galitia. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp. s. v. Leaf

(Pumati'd), The oppositely pinnated [leaves] .. when the

folioles stand opposite to one another on the common petiole.

1830 LINDLKY *Vrt/. Syst. Bot. 154 Calyx 4-leaved, inferior,

oppositely imbricated in activation. 1862 ELLALO.MBE in

; ( 'hitrch Jic/ts(iB8$ 15 Sept. 808/1 The bells would be pulled
to follow each other oppositely.
2. In an opposite or contrary manner; fin reverse !

order
;

in opposition or contrast (obs.}.

1567 MATLEI Or. Forest ii Iris, .being, .stricken of the
j

. Suune his beanies . . doth represent .. both the figure and
j

colours of the Rainebow upon the wall next to it, and that ;

oppositely. 1649 Bounds Full. Obcd. 63 Have not our

Antagonists, .pbserv'd them.. to have as oppositly, yet as

peremtorily differ'd from one another, as people of any'
family ever did ? 1792 A need. /K. Pitt I. iv. 81 His country
and he are . .equally, though oppositely, concerned. 1843
MILL Logic in. iv. 2 11856) I. 449 The.. body which is to be

oppositely electrified is the surrounding atmosphere,

fb. On the contrary, contrariwise; conversely.
1681 FLAVLL Mcth. Grace xxiv. 410 This sin against the

Spirit is.. the deadly stop to the whole work of salvation :

oppositely, when the spirit is received, .into that soul the

eternal love of God [etc.], .run freely.

Oppositeness (fj^itnds). [f. as prec. +

-NESS.] The quality of being opposite or opposed;

contrariety, antagonism ; f repugnance (o6s.\

1645 W. Ji.;xKYx67//-/.ViY;vjr;-5 An., out-going ofaffection

after our own things which we make our aime..in a way of

oppuMtnesse even to ihu tliin-.-, of Christ. 1658 DURHAM
A'-r/. Revelation I. viii. (1680)50 Notwithstanding his great

1760 J. LEE Introd. Bot. in. xxi. ('1765) 217 ,

such as come out opposite to the Leaves. 1857 MAYSK
IL^pos. Lc.v.) Oppositijldnts, having opposing peduncles,..
oppositiMorons. Ibid.* OppositipcnniltKs^^\\^ to pcnnatc
leaver, of which the folioles are opposite: oppositipennate.
1880 GRAY Struct. Bot. 432/2 Oppositipetalons^ placed
before a petal. Oppositisepalous, situated before a sepal.

Opposition OpJzi'Jon). [ad. ~L. opposition-em ,

n. of action f. oppencre: see OPPONE, OPPOSE r.

Cf. F. opposition (i2th c. in Hatz.-Darm.).
The specific senses 3, 4 b, and 7, appear earlier than the

more general senses,]

fl. The action of setting opposite or against.

(In quot., offering for combat.) Obs.
1602 SHAKS. Hani. v. ii. 178, I meane my Lord, the opposi-

tion of your person in tryall.

b. spec. Cf. OPPOSABLE 2.

1899 Alllmtt's .Syst. Mcd. VII. 209 Two principal move-

ments, namely, abduction of the thumb, and opposition of
the thumb. . . By opposition we mean the power of touching
the tips of all the fingers in succession with the tip of the

thumb.

2. Position over against something; opposite
situation or direction ;

in opp. (/<?\ facing, fronting.

1667 MILTON P. L. IT. 803 Before mine eyes in opposition
sits Grim Death my Son and foe. 1845 STODDART Grammar
in KncycL Metrop. (1847) I. 134/1 When any two visible

objects are nearly connected, in local situation, they must

appear to be placed in apposition to each other, if both l>e

viewed^ from a distant point; but if one be viewed from the

other, it will appear to be placed in opposition. 1854 DK
Q u i SCKV .-/ utobiog. Sk., IVords^vorth 1 1.

y. 230 1 n one quarter,
a little wood . . ; more directly in opposition to the spectator,
a few green fields.

3. Astral, and Astron. The relative position of

two heavenly bodies when exactly opposite to each

other as seen from the earth's surface, their longi-
tude then differing by 180 ; esp. the position of

a heavenly body when opposite to the sun.

c rj86CnAUCF.K Frankl. T. 329 Now next at this opposicion
Which in the signe shal be of the Icon As preieth hire [the

moon] so greet a flood to brynge. 1549 Coinpl. Scot, vi. 55
Sum tyme the mune is in opposition, that is, quhen the

mune & the soune are in apposite degreis. 1594 BLUNDEVIL
Exerc. iv. xliv. (1636) 502 You shall find the Moone to be. .

in an opposition with Saturne. a BMtCLEVBLAVOtanii Poems

(1677) 165 The Moon when she is Eclipsed is always in Opposi-
tion with the Sun. 1701 SWIFT Contests Nobles ty Conuit.

Athctis'Wk.'f,. 1755 II. i. 35 Pompey and Caesar, two stars of

such a magnitude, that their conjunction was as likely to be

fatal, as their opposition. 1881 Athemvuin No. 2829. 61 The

planet was in opposition, .on the 27th of December.

4. The action of placing one thirig in contrast

with another
;
the condition of being opposed or

contrasted; contrast, contradistinction, antithesis.

1581 MULCASTER Positions xxxviii. (1887) 173 Oppositions
of verities by way of comparison is their chiefe commenda-
tion. 1641 HINIJE J. Bruen .\\.\iii. 105 How great is the

opposition betwixt that assembly and this company? 1712

J. JA.MKS tr. Le Blond's Gardening 46 Their Verdure

serving as a Ground to the Figures,, .improves them by the

Opposition it produces. 1846 RUSKIN Mod. Paint. (1848) I.

n. v. iii. 9. 355 What was made above bright by opposition
to blue, being underneath made cool and dark by opposi-
tion to gold. 1867 FKEUMAN \0rin.Conq* L App. 599 In

the English Chronicles.. the opposition is made between
' French

'

and '

English '. 1876 J. PARKKR Paracl. \\. xix.

351 Enmity is set in opposition to love, and carnality in

opposition to spiritual-mmdedness.

fb. Rhct. A contrast of positions or arguments;
a contrary position or argument; a proposition

opposed to a thesis, counter-proposition, objection.

(Cf. ANTITHESIS i, 2.) Obs.

1412-20 LVDG. C/ifv/t. Troy in. xxviii. (.MS. Digby 23^ If-

1330/1 There may l>e made noon opposicioun Aboue be

grounde gif ^e body lye pat of Resoun it mote putrifye.

1526 TINUAI K i Tim. vi. 20 Avoyde. .opposicions of science

falsly so called. 1577 YAUIKOIMU.IKU Luther on Ep,^ Gal.

137 It containeth this imiincible opposition : that is, if the

sinnes of the whole world be in that one man Iesus_Christ,
then are they not in the world. But if they be not in him,
then are they yet in the world. 1678 Piin.i.irs (ed. 4),

Opposition^.. In Khetorick is a figure of Sentence, the same

with Objection.
c. Logic. The relation between two propositions

which have the same subject and predicate but

differ in quantity or quality or both.

The recognised kinds of opposition are four, viz. Con-

tradietory. Contrary^ Subeantrary^ Subaltern : see these.

1697 tr. Bttrftr*dicivJ Logic \. xxxiii. i jo True Opposition
n fore -mentioned i> either Contrariety or Contradiction. 1788

RiiiD Aristotle's Log. i. ^ n The four kinds of opposition

of terms are explained. 1844 \Vii.vi I;I.Y Logic n. ii. 3 (etl. 8)

72
'

Contradictory-opposition
'

is the kind most frequently

alluded to, because. .to deny, or to disbelieve, a proposi-

tion, is to assert, or to believe, its Contradictory. 1860 &BP.

THOMSON Laws T/i. 148 Opposition of Judgments is the

relation between any two which have the same matter, but a

different form. 1864 llour.N L f>gic \\. 162 Opposition . .was

oppohitneisse thereto, [Ambrose] was at length so pressed as

tie was made to yield. 1824 Blackw. Mag. X\*l. 664 The
.same Oppositeness to the accustomed opinions of decent .._ . T __

I'.nglishmen prevails in a hundred other points. first applied only to the relations between two Contrano,,

OUDO^Siti-. combinintj form of L. ObpQSttm or two Contradictorit:s. 1866 FOWLER Deduct. Logic in. ii.

opposite, used in scientific^(chiefly botanical) adjs., i
(* > 74 It is only in a Contradictory Opposition, (where

olten adaptations of modern Latin terms, as Oppo- i

sitifioTous, having opposite peduncles or inflo-
;

rescences; Oppositifo'lious, (a} having opposite i

leaves, (b} situated opposite a leaf (as a peduncle j

01 tendril) ; Oppositiprnuate, oppositely [>innate ;

Oppositipe'talous, situated opposite a petal ;

OppositipoTar, having poles situated at opposite
ends (as certain nerve-cells) ; Oppositise-palous,
situated opposite a sepal (as a stamen).

led. 2) 74 It is only
the opposed terms differ both in quantity and quality) that

from the truth or falsity of one proposition we can invariably

infer the truth or falsity of another.

f d. coiicr. That which is opposite or contrary;

that which contrasts or counterbalances. Ol>s.

vnd'-i -

1'nirlesque that consists in mean Ironies.

5. Contrary 01 hostile action, antagonism, resist-



OPPOSITIONAL.

ance ; the fact or condition of being opposed,
hostile, or adverse.

1588 SHAKS. L. L. L. \: ii. 743 That you vouchsafe, .to

excuse, or hide, The liberal! opposition of our spirits. 1663
CICRBIER Counsel 10 Nature of Atre being to ascend, and
when it meets with a sudden opposition it spreads. 1747
BUTLER Sernt. Ho. Lords Wks. 1874 II. 300 Opposition., to

measures which he sees to be necessary, is itself immoral.

1771 Goi.ns.M. Hist, Eng. I. n They made a brave opposi-
tion against the veteran army. 1868 HKLPS Real-Utah
xviL (1876) 487 A disagreeable man will often dissent from
you from the mere love of opposition. 1876 MOZLF.V Univ.
Seym. x. (1877) 211 A life of enmities is greatly in opposition
to growth in holiness.

f b. Encounter, combat. Obs,

i59<5 SHAKS. i Hen. /[', i. iii. 09 On the gentle Seuernes
sedgie banke, In single Opposition hand to hand. 1604
Oth, n. iii.

184^ Tilting
one at others breast es, In opposition

bloody. 1610 SELDES Duetto 2 That single opposition, which
the French cal Combate sent a sen/,. .our English single
fight. 1653 K. TKRRY I'oy. E. Ind. 48 Our Charles in this

opposition made at her adversary.. three hundred seventy
and five great Shot.

c. Fencing. See quot. 1879. (A Gallicism.)
1809 ROUND Fefichigjf The old system of Fencing re-

commends to use the left hand, when you make the flanconade
as an opposition to the adversary's blade from the line of

your body. ^ 1879 Encycl. Brit. IX. 70/2 In fencing,
'

opposi.
lion

'

signifies the art of covering the body at the time of

delivering a rimist, on that side where the foils happen to
cross, in order to prevent an antagonist exchanging hits.

d. In opposition^ in the position of being opposed
to the administration ;

said of one of two political

parties, or .1 member of that party, when the other
is in office. ;Cf. 6.)

1793 BURKF, Conduct MinorifyVfte. VII. 286 The authors
..of the American war, with whom I have acted, both in

office and in opposition. 1847 EMKRSON Rffir. Men, Goethe
Wks. (Hohn) I. 386 How can he be honoured, when, .he must
sustain with shameless advocacy some bad government, or
must bark all the year round, in opposition? 1895 Westm,
Car,. 15 Aug. 1/2 They are in Opposition and not in office.

6. concr. A political party opposed to that in

office
; esp. the party opposed to the administration

in the British Parliament or other legislative body.
1704 DAVENAXT in Ellis Orig, Lett. Ser.'u. IV. 244 They

who shall form Oppositions hereafter will l>e thought to be
bribed by France. 1744 M. BISHOP Life $ Adv. 263 There
is no Senate without an Opposition, nor no Party of Men
without different Opinions, 1817 KVASS Parl. Deb. 136
Hear, hear, from the Opposition, and laughter from the
Ministerial benches. 1826 j. CAM HOBHOT-SF Sj>. Ho.Comm,
to Apr. (Hansard XV. 1351, It was said to be very hard on
Ins majesty's ministers to raise objections to this proposition.
For his own part, he thought it was more hard on his

majesty's opposition (a laugh) to compel them to take this
course. [The phrase was at once taken up and was used in
the course of the same debate by Canning and Tierney.]
1850 Hr. MARTINEAQ Hist, Peace 118771 !' v. xii. 378 These
French formed the first political Opposition ever known in
Canada. 1856 W. H. SMYTH Rom. Fain. Coins 55 He
1 Lentulus] relapsed to the opposition, with the appointment
of propraetor in Asia.

b. tmnsf. Any party or body of opponents.
1781 J. MOORE I'ifiv Sec. If. (1790) II. Ixvii. 319 Every

system of philosophy, like every Minister of Great Britain,
has an opposition. 1969 ROGRRS Hist. Gleanings I. 44 In
those days the Opposition was not only hungry but desperate.

t7. [from OPPOSK v. i.] a. Inquisition, inquiry,
examination, b. APPOSITION *. Obs.

t 1540 tr. Pol. I*erg. Eng. Hist. (Camden) I. 97 Now let

us returne to the opposicion of those things which concerne
the state of Brittaine. 1660 PI;PVS Diary 9 Jan. (1825) I. 4,
I rose early .. and looked over and corrected my brother

John's speech, which he is to make the next opposition [i. e.

Apposition at St. Paul's School].

8. attrib. (esp. in sense 6), as opposition benches,

cheer, neivspaper^ etc.
^

.

1801 St'RR Splendid Misery II. 14 Scowling in opposition
minorities. 1817 COLKKIDGE Biog. Lit. 89 If.. be will com-

|

pare the opposition newspapers. 1860 FOKSTKK Gr. Re- '

uionstr. 27 That was in February, 1234. In April .. the

opposition barons were in power. 1867 FKKI-.MAS Xorut.
Long. I. iv. 197 The election of Robert.. Count of Paris,
as an opposition King. 1888 Daily Xeivs

;3 Dec. 2/6
|

Mr. Gladstone, who was received with Opposition cheer-;,
said [etc.].

Oppositions! (flx&rjanil), a. [f. prec. + -AI..]

f 1. Of or pertaining to astronomical opposition.
1686 GOAD Celt-st. Bodies 11. iv. 199 The Quincunx of Sol,

a Sign distant from the Oppositional Line. Ibid. xiv. 354
This seems a Conjunctional Comet.. it may be reckoned

Oppositional, in respect of the Fived Stars.

2. Pertaining to, or having tiie character of,

opposition or hostile action ; belonging to. or
connected with, the parliamentary opposition.
1829 Examiner 754/1 It [the revenue]'loses us Oppositional,

(grin, taxing-man aspect. 1857 Chain!*. Jrnl. VII. 97, I saw
the premier, . .and other people, ministerial and Oppositional. ,

1885 tr. irellhausens P>-olt. /fist, fsrael i\. i. 138 Their
,

extraordinary and Oppositional action.

Oppositionist, [f. as prec. + -IST.]
One who professes or practises opposition ; esp.

j

a member of the parliamentary opposition.
1773.J- BOL-CIIFR .\iuer. AY.-<>/. 11797) 297 Like modern

'

oppositionists . . they seem to have thwarted I >.i\ Id . . [as] the
MM way to promote some indirect purpose of their own.
1786 Enrof*. Mag. IX. 296 Ministers and Oppositionists

, -hey are , are divided into

many and different classes. 1881 MRS. C. PKAF.D Poti<y .V

P. I. 294 The variou* ministers, the Oppositionists and
officials walked in.

159

b. atlrib. or as adj.
i8u SHELLEY Lett., to E. Hitchcner (i8S8) II. 90 The

public papers are either oppositionist or ministerial. 1881
i MHS. C. PKAFD /W/Vj- <$ /'.III. 220 The grave nature of the

I

Oppositionist attack.

Opposi-tionless, a. [f. OPPOSITION + -LKSS.]
Having no opposition.
1758 H. WALPOI.E Lett, to ^roatafii ciii, The parliament

is met, but empty and totally oppositionless.

Oppositive ^fyzliiv), a. <sb:,
[f. opposit-,

ppl. stem of L. opponcre to oppose, Orro.vK +
-IVH

; cf. K. oppositij', -ire (J.ittre).]

fl. = OPPOSITE A. i, i h. Obs.

1633 LITHGOW Tra->. vi. 281 A little fonre.squared Roome,
oppositiue to the derailing side of . . Syon. 1857 MAYNK
Expos. Lt:r.,Oppiisiti-'irs, applied to stamens uhen situated

opposite the division* of a simple perianth, as in the Lilinin \

or to a corol, as in the 1'riinnla ;. .to petals when placed
before the divisions of the calyx, as in the Jterfms:
oppositive.
2. Characterized by opposing or contrasting;

expressive of contrariety or antithesis; adversative.
1621 [implied in

OPPOSITIVELVJ. 1634 I!i>. HALL Contempt.,
X. V. l\'. Prosec. Traiisftg., Xot without some oppositive
comparison ; not Moses, uot F.lias, hut this : Moses and J'Jias

\\ereservants; this a Sonne. 1845 STODDART C?ntOTwar in

F.ncycl. Mt'trop. I. 50/1 In most Languages there are uega-
live or oppositive verbs, as r'l'io or nolo in Latin ; to do and
undo in English ; fier and mefu-r in French. 1865 I.ir.m-
FOOT Galtitians (1874) 76/1 Ki fit) seems always to retain its

proper exceptive sense, and is uot simply oppositive.
3. Inclined to opposition, contentious, rare.

1865 G. MACDONALD A. Forbes Ixxxiii. -504 Neither was
the duty so unpleasant to Thomas's oppositive nature.

tB. sf>.
- OPPOSITE B. 2. 0/>s. rare 1

.

1561 S?Wi-'s Chaucer, Astral. 268 b/2 Then haste thotl
F.ast and West, and per cousequens the oppositifc, that is

Southe and North. [Cf. Astral, n. 38.]

Hence Oppo sitively ad-<:, in an oppositive
manner : also Oppo sitiveness.
i6z T. STOUGHTOX C/ir. Sacrif. xv. 205 The will of God . .

is here said to be perfect. This also I understand opposi-
tiuely and comparatively. Oppositiuely, because the old
Testament was imperfect : romparatiuely, because this there-
fore is more perfect. 1633 I- ADAMS 7:'.r/. 2 Pctfr iii. iS

Oppositively, as it is opposed to that external duration after
this world, when time shall be no more. 1824 fl/acfat>. A/a$.
XV. 225, I had the organ of '

oppositiveness '.

t OppO'sitor. Obs. [agent-n. from L. (ipponfre,

opposition to oppose: see -OR. Cf. It. opposilorc
and obs. F. oppasiteur (iGthc. in Godef.).] One i

who opposes, an opponent.
1508 FLORIO, Opposiforc, an oppositor, an opponent. 1604

A. SEHLF. in Bnccltuch .MS. (Hist. MSS. C'omm.) 52 My I

oppositors are so mauy..th;u 1 have submitted all to the
Archbishop. 1641 KARL MONM. tr. Biondis Ch'il ll'arrts
iv. 80 For the Constable no man names him but Chartier, !

who.. hath as some that live in these dayes his oppositors.

t Oppo-sive, a. Obs. rare- '. [irreg. f. OPPOSE
v. -r -IVE.] Inclined to oppose, contradictory.
1676 Ace. L. Miigglettnt in Hart. Misc. (Malh.t I. 610 An !

obstinate, dissentious, and opposive spirit.

Oppossum, obs. form of OPOSSUM.
t Oppo-stire. Obs. [f. OPPOSE v. + -URF. : cf:

exposure^ The action of opposing, opposition.
1611 HF.VWOOD CoMen Age in. Wks. 1874 III. 48 Wee'l

stand their
^fierce opposure. 1613 CHAPMAN Oifyss. xi. 127 |

Neptune still will his opposure try. 1692 I.FIGHTOX St-rnt.
Wks. (1868) 3^8 In the heat of dispute and opposure to the
unjust imputations of his friends.

Oppress ,1'preV, v. Forms: a. 4-5 op-
pres e, 4-6 opress^e, 4-7 oppresse, 4- oppress, i

0. 4 apresse, 5 appres, appress^e. [a. OK.
'

opprcsser, apresser (l.^th c. in Hatz.-Darm.) = It.

oppi-essare (Klorio'), ad. med. L. opprcssan, freq.
of L. opprimere to press against, press or bear
down ; to put down, crush, overwhelm, check ; to
fall upon, take by surprise ; to suppress, conceal ;

in late L., to force (a woman), f. ffo- (OB- I b' + .

fremere to press.]

) 1. trans. To press injuriously upon or against ;

to subject to pressure with hurtful or overpowering
effect ; to press down by force ; to crush, trample
down, smother, crowd. Obs.

1382 WVCLII Murk Hi. 9 lesus seith to his disciptis, that
the litil boot shulde serue hym, for the cumpanye of peple,
lest thei oppressiden hym. c 1420 Pallad. on Husl>. MI. 409
Yefeuerykynde an order by hymselve, Lest myghty treenthe
smale adoun oppresse. 1460 CAPCRAVI: Cliran. (Rolls) 266 He
was sleyn at Caleys, oppressed hetwix to fedir bedis. 1490
[see OrnosUON i). 1597 I!KAKO Theatre Cods Jmigeiii.
11612) 230 Brennus . . when hee entred the citie so loaded her
with gold, that hee couered and oppressed her therewith.
1642 H. CAtranra Kxperlence n. vii. 162 The tipper part
of a Church fell. .and. .the women sitting in the body of
the Church, many ofthem were oppressed. 1741 RIUIAKDSON
I'amtla (1824) I. cii. 403 Fear to put on his hat, lot he
should oppress his foretop. 1781 GIBBON Dec/, ff /'. xx\v.
(1869) II. 298 The wounded king was oppressed ill the
general disorder, and trampled under the feet of his own
cavalry.

b. esp. To bear down or crush in battle; to

overwhelm with numbers. Now rare.

1400 Dcstr. Troy 5889 [Thai) woundit horn wikkedly,
wan horn to ground, Oppresset hom with pyne, put horn
abake. 01548 HALL Chrou., lien. I'l 130 The Knglishe-
men . . beyng oppressed with so greate a multitude, thei wer
compelled to (lie into the Abbaye. 1655 STANLEY Hist.
fAllot, in. (1701) 86/2 Enclosed by the Enemy who exceeded

OPPRESS.
them In number

; they Rave back and were in the end opprept, .

and all kili'd. 1713 AnmsON Cato iv. iv, Opprest with
multitudes he greatly fell. 1827 SCOTT Tales of Grand-
fat/icy ,Ser. i. viii. (1841) 29/2 He resolved to avoid fighting
at that time, le>t he should be oppressed by numbers.

c - fl * Of sleep, etc. : To press upon, overpower,
weigh down. (Chiefly/^/.)
1582 N. T. (Rhem.) Acts x.\. 9 A certaine yong man.. was

oppressed with heauy sleepe. 1667 Alu.ioN j". /-. ix. 1045
Till dewie sleep Oppress 'd them, wearied with thir amorou-s
play. 1697 l>Kvni:\ AUxandn-s Feast v, With love and
wine at once oppressed. 1715-10 Poi'i: Iliad xiv. 405 With
love and sleep's soft power oppressM. 1820 KI.AIS E-.f
St. Agues xxvii, Until the poppied warmth of sleep op-
press 'A Her soothed limbs. 1820 SHKLLEV ll'itc/i ofAtlas
ixix, The grave Of such, when death oppressed the \\eary
soul, Was as a green and over-arching bower.
2. To afleci with a feeling of pressure, constraint,

or distress; to He heavy on, weigh down, burden,
crush (the feelings, mind, spirits, etc.).

(-1374 CIIAVCER Troylus in. 1040(1089) Euery spirit his

vigour yn knette, So bey a-stoned it oppressed were, c 1477
CAXTON Jason 35 Hit semeth that he hath his herie

oppressed with aspre dueil and sorowe. a 1533 I,D. lirRXCRs
fhton xxii. 65 Hunger opressyd liym more than it dyde to
them of gretter age. 1667 MILTON /'. /.. vn. 129 Know-
ledge is as food, and needs no less Her Temj^rance over
Appetite,.. Oppresses eUe with Surfet. 1719 DF KOK
Crusoe i. vi, The^e Reflections oppress VI me for the second
or third Day of my Distuinper. 1783 CKAHHI: I'illage i. 220
Thus groan the old, till by disease oppre-t They taste
a final woe. 1822 LAMM Elia Ser. i. Dist. Corresf>, y The
\\ eary World of Waters between us oppresses tlie imagina-
tion. 1894 H.U.I. CAINK Manxman in. xix. i33 He was
oppressed with a sense of meanness never felt before.

^3. To put down, suppress; to crush, quell, sub-

due, overwhelm (a person
1

; ; to check, extinguish,
or put an end to ^a thing or state of things, feeling,

disposition, etc.). Obs,
c 1340 HAMPOI.F rrose Tr. 42

'

Scrutator maiestatis oppri-
metur a gloria'. . Raunsakerof be myghte ofGoddandofHis
Maieste..sall be ouerlayde and oppresside of Hym-selfe.
c 1386 Ca.u'cEK Sec. Nuns T. Prol. 4 Vdelnesse..ToesLbue
and by hire contrarie hire oppresse That is to seyn by
leueful bisynesse. '1398 Fortune 60 (Camb. MS..) Win
shuldys thow my realte apresse [:'. r. opressej. 1413 Pitgr.
Stnt'/t.' (Caxton 1483) u . xxxiv. 83 Stronge and myghty H.H-

to oppressen brybours and eMi.icioners. 1560 iX-M's tr.

Sleiaane's Comat, 41 b, That the trueth should be oppressed,
and the lyght of ihe Ghospell extinguished. 1579 I-'I.MOX

(jiticciard, \', To areare a sufficient strength to oppresse the

conspirators. 1603 KNOI.LI s Hist. Turks (1621) 745 He..
determined .. to passe over into AfTricke, .. in hope to

oppresse that rebellion in tlie beginning, 1647 A. KOKS
Mystag. Poet. viii. 1 1675) 167 He [Hercules] oppressed
Cacus. 1709 Tatlcr No, 32 p 6 An Knormity which has
been revived (after being long oppres-ed) and is called

Punning. 1829 MACKINTOSH Case Donna J/rt7vVi\Vks. 1846
II. 412 England., who bad the power of rapidly succouring
Portugal, without the means of oppressing her independence.

ft). To suppress, keep out of sight, conceal.

1538 STARKKY England \* i. 17 Man, yf be be brought \p
In corrupt opynyon, bath no perceyueance of thys natural

la\\', but sunryth hyt by neclygence to be oppressyd, as ther
wer no such sedys plantyd in hym. 1539 ToNSTALL Serin.
Palm Sititd. (1823)20 His godly nature coulde not be hydile,
nor kepte \'nder, nor oppressed by any hnmilitie. 1560
DAUS tr. Slt'iJane'sCoiuiH. 153 This is alwayes theyr facion,
that., they wyll in stiche nianer of assemblies, oppresse
Christ and his ueriiie.

fc. intr. To be crushed or overwhelmed, rare 1
.

f 1485 Dighy Myst. in. 2111 Xo\v I know well I xall not

oppre^e.
4. To trample down or kep under by wrongful

exercise of authority or superior power or strength ;

to load or burden with cruel or unjust imposi-
tions or restraints; to tyrannize over.

1382 WYCI.IF E.vod. iii. q V Iiaue seen the aftliccioun of
hem, with the whiJi thei ben oppressid of the Kgipcyens.

Jos. ii. 6 Wher riche men oppresen not 5011 bi power?
c 1430 Goddis Con/pi. 201 in Pol. l\el. -V /-. /Vf/j (1866) 181

pe poore peple J>oti doi>t oppresse WiJ> sleitis and \\ili-.

1596 DALKYMPLF, tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. I. 114 Thay ar frie

of al custumes, with quhilkes ar opprest tlie subiectes of
vthiris princes. 1620 E. KLOI'XT Ilory Subs. 309 Euery
great man. .seuerallyoppresseth the common people. 1737
Pan Hor. Efiist. i. i. 182 That Man divine whom Wisdom
calls her own ;. .Rich ev'n when plunder'd, honour'tl while

oppress'd. 1844 THIRLWAI.L Greece Ixii. VIII. 147 The
liovverfnl citizens oppressed the weak. 1849 MACAULAV Hist.

Eng. ii. I. 180 She had been pillaged and oppressed by the

party which preached an austere morality.
absol. 1611 BIBLE /V x. 18 To judge the fatlierless & the

oppressed, that the man of the earth may no more oppress,

t 5. Of an enemy, external circumstances, etc.:

To press or bear heavily on; to reduce to straits;

to molest, trouble, harass, distress. Obs.TO moiesi, irouuie, narass, distress, uos.

1382 WVCLIK Jitdg. .v. 12 Whether not the Egipciens, and

Amorreis, . . and Amalech, and Chanaan oppressiden 5011 ?

6-1460 FORTESCUK Abs. ff J.im. Mon. iii. (1885) 115 The

3711, i ne lury 01 me i urKes, ana me neresie 01 uuin

oppresse us both at once. 1611 DIULK Num. x.g If ye go to

war in your land against the enemy that oppresseth you,
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Hoping, .to steale into the campe undiscovered, and there
so to oppresse Solyman sleeping in his tent.

f7. Toforce, violate, ravish. Obs. (SoL.0//;'/wtVi'.)
138* WYCLIF 2 Sattr. xiii. 32 Fro the day that he oppresside

Thamar, his sister. 1:1386 CHAUCER Frankl. T. 657 She. .

Chees rather for to dye than assents To been oppressed of
hir maydenhede. 1432-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) V. 39 The
abbote . . was accusede . . that he hade oppressede that woman
callede Melancia. 1613 HAYWARU ll'ilt. / in Harl.Misc.
t Malh.) III. 157 If a man oppressed any woman, he was

deprived of his privy parts.

f 8. To press, force, urge; refl. to force or exerl

oneself. Obs. (So OF. oppresser, Godef.)
c 1400 Destr. Troy 3390, I shall appres me with pyne

your prayer to here. Ibid, 9450 Oppresse the with payn,
& present hym dethe ! 1523 I-i>. HKRNTRS Froiss. I.cxxxv.
162 If I wolde sore oppresse you 1 am sure ye wolde gladly
pay x. thousand crownes.

1 9. To press close ; to close, shut up. Obs.

(Cf. L. opprimere ora, oaths.)
1583 Exec, for Treason (1675) 46 Persons that have . .

stopped their ears against the sound of Justicet aod oppressed
their hearts against the force of reason.

10. Her. = DEBHUISK v. 2.

Chiefly in Pa. pple: see OPPRKSSRD///. a. 2.

tOppre'SS, sb. Obs. Also 6 oppresse. [a.

OK. oppreise. ad. L. opprcssa, from oppressus t pa.

pple. m. opprimere : see prec.] OPPKESSIOX 2.

c 1470 HENRY Wallace vn. 144 The gret oppress off wer.

150* Ord. Crysten Men (W. de W. 1506) iv. xxix. 331 Suche
oppresse of paynes and of temptacyon. 1577 DFI: Kelat.

Spir. \. (1659) 399 He became in a great oppresse of mind to
find us coupled with so ungodly a man.

Oppressed (^prc-st, /<v/. ppre-sed) , ///. a. Also
6-8 opprest. [f. OPPRESS v. + -ED 1

.]

1. Pressed down or weighed down physically or

mentally ; burdened, troubled, depressed ; reduced
to straits or difficulties; esp. harassed or crushed
down by tyranny or unjust treatment; downtrodden.
138* Wvrur Isa. \. 17 Helpeth to the opressid. ^1511

i .v/ I'.ng. Kk. A i>tcr. (Arb.) Introd. 31/2 Ye opprest pope
of ye schole of Rome. 1605 SHAKS. Lear v. i;i. 5 For
thee oppressed King I am caste downe. a 1687 SIR W.
PETTY Pol. Arith. (1690) 21 The Hollanders were one
hundred years since a poor and oppressed People. 1767 GOOTH
Treat. M'ounds 1. 280 He was seized with a lethargy, and
other usual symptoms of an oppressed brain, and expired
soon after. 1871 FRKFMAN Xorw. Cong. IV. xxi. 618 There
is not a word to hint that that oppressed nation was what it

is now the fashion to call an oppressed nationality.
2. Her. = DKBRUISKD.
1572 BOSSF.WEU. Arinorie it. 132 b, The fielde Is de Azure,

twowingen Jointly en Lewre de Argent, oppressed w l abarre
Gules. 1868 CUSSANS Her. vi. ied. 3) 86 When an Ordinary
surmounts, or is placed over, a Lion, or other animal, it is

said to be Debrnised, or Oppressed^ by that Ordinary.
i Oppre'SSer. Obs. rare. [f. OPPRESS r. f
ER l.j One who oppresses ;

= OPPRESSOR.
1388 WYCLIF Gen. x. 9 Huntere [gloss, that is, oppresserej. !

1607 HIKRON JJ'A's. I. 185 1'he young man will bee loose, . .
;

the oppresser cruel), a 1617 Ilid. 2 The Lord was pleased ]

to call Paul, who l>efore . . was a persecutor and a blasphemer
j

and an oppresser.

t Oppre-ssful, a. 0/>s. rare. [f. OPPRESS +

-FUL.] Oppressive.
1606 G. \V"[OOIX:OCKK) Hist, h'stine VIM. 39 BcwailiiiEr. .

the oppresseful estate wherein themselues liued. //'id. xxi.

78 What taxes how oppressfull soeuer imposed vpon them-
selues, they account it iheir duty to obey them.

Oppressing ^pre-sirj), vbl. sb. [-ING *.] The
action ofOPPRESS r.; oppression. "Rw gentndial.
1388 [see OPPRESSION 2], 1395 PURVEY Remonstr. (1851)

24 Sppilinge pore men with vniust axingis, oppressing is,

extortions. 1460 Rolls of FarIt. V. 383/1 Ride to the

oppressyng of any of the said rebellions. 1483 Cath. AngL
260/3 An Oppressynge, oppressio. 1762 WOOLMAN If'ks.

(1840) 220 In many ways they corrupted the law,. .the

oppressing of the stranger was one.

Oppressing, ppl. a. [f. as prec. + -ING ^.]
That oppresses (in senses of the vb.).
1611 liiBi.r Zeph. iiL i Woe. .to the oppressing citie. 1649

LILBL'RN Liberties People Eng. (ed. 2) title-p., Who, although
they have beheaded the King for a Tyrant, yet walk in his

oppressingest steps, a 173^ T. BOSTON Crook in Lot (1805)

129 They prove an oppressing load. 1820 J. HHOUN Hist.
Krit. Ch. I. vn. 228 The oppressing managers. Mod. The
oppressing hand of sickness.

Oppression (Aw&a). Also 4-5 opreseiou.
[a. F. oppression (i2th c.), act L. oppressiCm-em,
n. of action f. opprimere to OPPRESS.] The action

\

of oppressing or condition of being oppressed.
1. The action of pressing or weighing down; i

pressure, weight, burden. (Chiefly/^/.)
1490 CAXTON Eneydos xxvii. 96 The tourment & flagitacyon

wherof the see was bette in righte grete violence, by the

opressions of the shippes, that opressid her in their saillyng.
'

1593 SHAKS. Rich. If, in. iv. 31 Yond dangling Apricocks
Which like vnruly Children, make their Syre Stoupe with
oppression of their prodigall weight. 1667 MILTON P. L.

\

vui. 288 There gentle sleep.. with soft oppression seis'd My
droused sense. 1717-46 THOMSON*Summer 360 Infanthands
. . with the fragrant load O'ercharged, amid the kind oppres-
sion roll.

2. f a. The action of weighing down or bearing .

heavily on a person, the mind, feelings, etc. ;
i

pressure of outward circumstances, or of grief, pain, i

or trouble
;
the condition of being pressed hard by

misfortune, distress. Obs. b. The feeling of being
oppressed or weighed down ; bodily or mental un-

easiness or distress.
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1382 WYCLIF Ecclns. xl. 9 Deth, blod, strif, and two
bitende swerd, oprcs.siouns [1388 oppressyngis], hungres,
and to-treding, and scourges, c 1430 LYDG. Min. Poems
(Percy Soc.) 69 Over salt mete doth grete oppressioun To
iieble stomakes. 1593 SHAKS. Rich. //, i. iv. 13 My hart. .

taught me craft To counterfeit oppression of such greefe,
That word seem'd buried in my sorrowes graue. 1710
Snu.r: Tatlcr No. 168 F 6 He. .who performs nothing
through the Oppression of his Modesty. 1719 Youx<;
Busiris iv. i, Fainting Beneath th' oppression of her grief.
1748 HARTLEY Observ. Man i. ii. 167 Dreams, Agitations,
and Oppressions, that Excess in Diet occasions in the Night.
1853 MAI'IUCF, Proph. $ Kings iv. 62 With this oppression
..came the drying up of all the moisture and freshness of
life, the parching heat of fever.

3. Kxercise of authority or power in a burden-

some, harsh, or wrongful manner; unjust or cruel

treatment of subjects, inferiors, etc.
;
the imposition

of unreasonable or unjust burdens.

1340 HAMPOI.E Pr. Consc. \\. 1175 pe world is . . a sted of
mykel wrechednes, ..Of violence and of oppression. 1386
Rolls ofParlt. III. 225/1 Many wronges subtiles, and also

open oppressions, ydo to hem. a 1420 HOCCLEVE 7V Reg.
Princ. 254r Ministres to seelde, hem" wet gouerne : Oppres-
sioun regneth in euery herne. 1599 SHAKS. Hen. /", n.
ii. 172 You would haue sold your King to slaughter,.. His
Subiects to oppression, and contempt. 1656 STANI.KV Hist.
Philos. iv. (1701) 139/2 She was in danger of oppression by
the Magistrates. 1729 llni.F.R S?ri. Self-deceit \Vks. 1874
II. 126 There is not a word in our language which expresses
more detestable wickedness than oppression. 1796 I'.rKKi:

Lett., to Hnssey Corr. 1844 IV. 397 Yon and I hate

Jacobinism as we hate the gates of hell. Why? liecause
It is a system of oppression. i8aa MONTGOMERY Hymn,
' Hail to the Lord's Anointed

'

i, He comes to break oppres-
sion, To set the captive free. 1858 FkornF. Hist. Kng. III.
xiii. 95 The law itself had been made an instrument of

oppression.

f4. Forcible violation of a woman, rape. Obs.

^1385 CHAUCER L. G. II'. 1868 Liicrece, Openly [he] let

cary her on a bere Thurgh al the tovne, that men may see
and here The horryble dede of hir oppressyon. c 1386
Il'i/i-'s T. 33.

t 5. The action of forcibly putting down or crush-

ing, repression. Obs.

1385 CIIAUCRR I*. G. //' 2591 j/ypeniiH., With Wenns,
and other oppressyoun Of houses, Mars hys \

p

enym ys adoun.
J54S Primer Hen. I '///, Prayers of Passion, That they may
..judge.. to the oppression of wickedness. 1553 JJRKXDK
Q. Cnrtiits Ddvitj, The Musicans . . relielled, for the

oppression of whom, Python was sent thither.

f6. Astron. Obscuration of the light of a planet
or star by proximity to the sun. Obs.

1551 RF.CORDE Cast. Ktiwl. (1556) 106 The tlarkenynge
or hidynge of the starre, whiche chaunce happeneth com-
monly to any starre being within 15 degrees of the Sonne, ..is

called of many men Combustion . Other contract the name
of combustion to syxe degrees, and call this Oppression.
Hence Oppre ssionist, one who practises or

approves of oppression.
18*8 BKNTHAM W&F. (1843) X. 581 The enemies of the

people may be divided into two classes. The depreda-
tionistS) whose love of themselves is stronger than their
hatred to others; and the oppressionists, whose hatred to

others is stronger than their love of themselves.

Oppressive (ppre-siv), a. [ad. med. L. oppres-
s7i'-its

t
f. ppl. stem of op'printere to OPPRESS : see

-IVK. Cf. F. oppressift -iw (1480 in Godef.

L Of the nature of oppression or tyrannous treat-

ment of subjects, inferiors, etc. ; unjustly burden-

some, harsh, or merciless; tyrannical.
16*7-77 FELTHAM Resolves n. Ixii. 290 Those sins, that

grate, and scratch, and gall, . . Plunders, Perjuries, and
oppresslue Murthers. 1729 BLILKK Serin. Self-deceit Wks.
1874 1 1. 125 An hard and oppressive course of behaviour . .

is most certainly immoral and vicious. 1861 WRIGHT Ess*
Archxol. I. v. 73 One of the great vices of the Roman rule

was the oppressive taxation of the provinces.

2. Characterized by oppressing, disposed to op-

press, tyrannical.
171* P.KKKKLKV Pass. Obcd. 41 Calamities and devasta-

tions which oppressive governments bring on the world.

1738 WKSI.KV Pjk i. i, The Persecutor's Guilt to share

Oppressive in the Scorner's Chair. 1845 S. Atsns A'rt/iX'tf'f

Hist. Ref. III. 637 In the Danish cities .. there were civic

bodies impatient of the yoke of an oppressive aristocracy.

3. Having the quality of oppressing or weighing
heavily on the mind, spirits, or senses ; burden-

some, depressing ; overpowering, overwhelming.
1712 STEELR Spect. No. 429 p 12 By reason of his luxuriant

Health he is oppressive to Persons of composed Behaviour.

1796 H. HLNTKK tr. St.-Pierre's Stnd. Nat. (1799) III. 113
The maladies of the mind, so oppressive in a state of
solitude. 1835 LYVIGN Rienzi\\. ii. It was a bright, oppres-
sive, sultry morning. 1858 DICKENS Lett. (1880) II. 55 My
cold has been oppressive. 1880 Ouuu Moths II. 160 Paris

became very oppressive to her.

Oppressively, adv.
[f. prec. + -LY 2.] In

an oppressive manner, crushingly.
1. \Vith unjustly harsh exercise of authority or

power ; tyrannically.
1769 BURKE Late St. Nation 40 Her taxes are more

injudiciously and more oppressively imposed. 1831 LEWIS
Use ff Ah. Pol. Terms vjii. 68 The rulers govern oppres-
sively. 1860 DICKKSS Vncotitni, Trai>. v, I should be very
slow to interfere oppressively with Dark Jack.

2. So as to oppress or weigh heavily on the

mind, spirits, or senses.

1859 MILL Liberty 157 Opinions similar.. to these, .prevail

widely among the artisan class, and weigh oppressively on
those who are amenable to the opinion chiefly of that class.

OPPROBRIOUS.

1894 Oitting(\2. S.) XXIV. 351/1 Although ..we were at an
altitude of fully ten thousand feet, .it was oppressively hot.

Oppressiveness, [f.
as prec. + -NESS.] The

quality or fact of being oppressive.
1701 Jura Pop. Anglic. Pref. 5 If upon the account of its

Oppressiveness and Illegality, the Voice of the People le
everywhere against it. 1863 H. Cox Instit. i. x. 240 Records
of the oppressiveness of their jurisdiction. 1883 SCHAFF
Hist. Ch. I. vi. 393 The oppressiveness of the Roman yoke
increased every year.

tOppre'Ssment. Obs. rare. [f. OPPRESS v.

-f -MENT.] Oppression; crushing.
c 1537 in Ellis Orfg. Lett. Ser. in. III. 78 To the encrease

of vertewe and oppressmentt of syne. 1592 WvRLEY A rniorie^
Ld. Chandos 60 Whilst this good king in England made
his stay, Him sicklies took with.. strong oppresment.

Oppressor (^pre-sai). Also 5-8 -our, (5 -ur).

[a. AF. oppressoitr = F. oppresseur (i4thc. in Godef.

Compl.)j ad. L. oppressor> agent-n. from opprimire
to OPPRESS.]
1. One who oppresses; esp. one who harasses

with unjust or cruel treatment.
c 1425 Lvnc;. Assembly ofGods 676 Oppressours of pepyll,

and myghty crakers. 1432-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) II. 251
Nemproth the bostuous oppressor of men. 1531 ELVOT
i*ov. in. iv, He is. .a yaliaunt man. sanynge that he is an
oppressour, an extorcioner. 1621 BACON in Four C. /:'.<'

Lett. (Camden'42, 1 have been no avaricious oppressor of the

people. 1704 POPE Windsor J-'or. 74 Th' Oppressor rul'd

tyrannic where he durst. 1874 MORI.KY Compromise 11886)

14 The patriots of Hungary are now in possession of their

rights and have Income friends of their old oppressors.
2. Anything thnt oppresses the mind or spirits.

1723 DIGBV Let. to Pope 14 Aug., Sickness is a great
'

oppressor.

tOppre'ssure. Obs. [f. OPPRESS v. + -UHF :

cf. Jt. oppressttra.] The action of oppressing ;

oppression ; distress, trouble.
c 1600 8 B. JONSOS in Four C. ng. Lett. (Camden) 64

You that counsel me to a silence in these oppressures. 1658
CI.F.VELANU Rustick Rampant Wks. (1687) 457 He com-

plains.. of the oppressures of the Commons, of withholding
the Wages of poor labourers. a 1670 HACKKT Abp.
Williams \\, 222 The Oppressures thai in Three and twenty
years . . exercis'd the I >efence and Patience of one man, made
him stand the stronger.

t Opprobra'tion. Obs. rare. (In quot. erron.

-bation.) [ad. L. opprobration-em, n. of action f.

opprobrare to reproach, taunt, f. ob- (OB- i b) +
probntm infamous act, infamy.] Reproaching,
taunting, reviling.
f"i6i6 CHAPMAN Hymn to Hermes Poems (1875) 296 Such

a one In al! the art of opprobation As not in all the Deities
I have seen. 1623 COCKERAM, Opprobation^ rebukefull,

sprightfull.

t Opprobratory, a. Obs. ran- 1
. (In quot.

erron. -batory.) [f. ppl. stem of I,. opprobiare\
see -ORT.] Conveying reproach or detraction.

1833 Prasers Mag. VII. 505 Some observation, either

approbatory or opprobatory, touching this portico.

f Oppro'bre. Obs. Also 5-6 obprobre, 6

oprobre, opprobe. [a. OF. ok-, opprobre, ob-

probe^ oprobe (i2thc. in Godef. CompL\ ad. L".

opprobrium.] ^ OPPBOBBIL'M, OPPBOBBY.
1490 CAXTON Eneydos xxvii. 96 She .. reputed it to be

dooii in opprobre and confusion inhomynyouse. 1502

Ordinary ofCrystcn Men (W. de W. 1506) iv. xxii. 296 Hym
..to delyuer from opprobe whan there was place or tyme.
1512 Helyas in Thorns Prose Rom. (1828) III. 37, I was wel
borne in an unhappie houre for to se nowe this obprobre.
c 1532 Uu WES Introd. I-r. in Palsgr. 1017 Fulfyller of

oprobre & of detraction.

Opprobriate (/p&**W4t\ V. [f. med. L.

opprwritlf-, ppl. stem of opprobriare, f. L. oppro-
brium : see OPPKOBRIUM.] trans. To cover with

opprobrium ; to speak abusively or contemptuously
of or to. Hence Oppro'briated ///. a.

1649 G. DANIEL TrinarcJt., Rich. //, cccxlvi, What they
writt Hee Read'F opprobriate himselfe. 1840 Tail's Mag.
VII. 167 [They] would never dream of thus opprobriating
the great names stamped current by the universal voice.

1842 find. IX. 563 Known only by his ill repute in the

world, under the opprobriated name of A. O. 1846 MRS.
(loRK Eng. Char. (1852142 She will probably come in time

to be opprobriated as a coquette.

Opprobrious (^pr^'brios), a. Forms : 4- op-

probrious, (5 obprobryes, 6 obprobrious(e,
yous(e, -yus, 6-7 approbrious, 7 opproprious).

[ad. OF. ob-^opprobrieuXj or late L.. opprobrios-ust

i f. L. opprobrium : see OPPROBRIUM.]
1. Of words, language, etc. : Conveying oppro-
brium or injurious reproach ; attaching, or intended

to attach, disgrace; contumelious, vituperative,

abusive. Rarely of persons : Using contumelious

or abusive language.
1387 TKMVISA Jligden (Rolls) VII. 167 Prayeng a oppro-

brions a reprevynge name unto ^aym but if they drank.

1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. (1892) 1079 After many obprobryes
wordes..they ladde liym forthe vnto a tree. 1x1548 HALL
CStrtm., Edit). /^', 198 b, A man contumelious, opprobrious,
and an iniurious person. lbid. t Hen. I'll1 144 These w-ith

.many approbrious wordes, were spokenagainst thtCardinall.

1602 ROWLANDS Greene's GJwst 3 The name of Conica tellers

is . . vsed for an opprobrious name for euerie one that sheweth

the least occasion of deceit. 1715-20 POPF. Iliad vn. _ioS
Stern Menelaus first the silence broke, And, inly groaning,

thus*>pprobrious spoke. 1831 MACAULAY Ess.^ llawpdtn
(1887) 228 The multitude pressed round the King's coach,
and insulted him with opprobrious cries. 1839 I. TAYLOR



OPPROBRIOUSLY.
Anc. C!ir. I. iv. 548 The opprobrious epithet, hypocrite..
is Ihe world's rough judgment.

t b. Of actions, feelings, etc. : Offering or dis-

posed to offer indignity ; insulting, insolent. 06s.
1630 QUARI.KS l)i-i. l','Cins,Sion's Sonn. xi. iv, The Ilridall

bed, which Time, or Age Durst never warrant from th'

opprobrious rage Of envious fate. 1701 Ri >WK A ml>. Step-
Math. iv. iii, 'Whom that fell Dog.. With most opprobrious
Injuries has loaded.

2. Attended by or involving shame or infamy ;

held in dishonour; associated with disgrace; in-

famous, shameful, disgraceful. Now rare.
c 1510 MORE Prcits Wks. 15/2 The opprobriouse death of

the crosse. 1597 HOOKKR Heel. Pol.\. Ixxxi. 15 Neither did
any thing sceme opprobrious out of which there might arise
commoditie and profit. 1667 MILTON /'. /,. i. 403 The wisest
heart Of Solomon he led., to build His Temple right against
the Temple of God, On that opprobrious Hill. 1784 COWPEK
Task v. 379 Opprobrious more To France than all her losses
and defeats, .. Her house of bondage,, .the Bastille. 1860
PUSKV Milt. i'roph. 81 The reproachful words of the enemies
of God are but the echo of the opprobrious deeds of His
unfaithful servants.

b. Subject to opprobrium, rare.

1804 EUGENIA DE ACTON Talc without Title II. 133 To
see their emoluments arise from some other source than
tithes, the collection of which frequently renders them very
opprobrious to their parishioners.

Oppro'briously, adv.
[f. prec. + -LY

'*.]
In

an opprobrious manner
; with opprobrium.

1. With opprobrious language, abusively.
1494 FABYAN Chron. vi. clxxxvi. 187 He rebuked hym

otherwyse than was syttynge with his honour, and called
hym obprobriously. 1578 Chr. Prayers in 1'riv. Prayers
('851) 453 The immaculate Lamb,, .who being opprobriously
railed at, opened not his mouth. 1645 MILTON Tetracli.
Introd., It serv'd him. .to inveigh opprobriously against the
person, branding him with no lesse then impudence. 1761-2HUME Hist. Eng. (1806) V. Ixvii. 67 The king, whom they
opprobriously called the Black Bastard. 1843 J. M ARTINKAU
Chr. Life (1867) 184 The world (as divines opprobriously
term it). 1855 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. xvii. IV. 82 He had,
at Versailles, spoken opprobriously of the Irish nation.

f2. In a way involving shame or disgrace; with

indignity, contumeliously, ignominiously. 0/is.
l6 2 T. FITZHHRBERT Afol. 39 The lewes finding it [an

image of Christ], vsed it most opprobriously, & pearccd it

with a lance, a i68z SIK T. ]!RO\VXE Tracts (1684) 105 The
Fish, whereby Fornicatours were so opprobriously and irk-

somely punished.

Oppro-briousness. [f. as prec. + -NESS.]
Tlie quality or fact of being opprobrious ; reproach-
fulness, scurrility ; f opprobrium, shame, disgrace.
a

.

a 1540 BARNES ;Pfo.("573> 344/1 Arighteous man is better
that hath none Images, for he shall be free from obprobrious-
nes. 1:1540 Pilgr. T. 368 in Thynne's Animal: 11875)
App. i, Oure closters ner farmeris, . .wher we were wont to
work the woikes of falsnes, is now object to oure opprob-
bryusnes. 1711 SHAFTKSB. Charact. III. Misc. v. HL The
Opprobriousness and Abuse of those naturally honest Appel-
lations of Free- Livers, Free-Thinkers, Latitudinarians.

t Oppro'brity. 06s. rare~ l
. [f. OprRouuors

+ -iTyJ =
prec.

1751 Female Foundling I. 53 It is by Ignominies and Op-
probrity that your Redeemer calls you to himself.

Opprobrium (j7pr<ra-brim). [a . L. />-
J
Oppro .

brium disgrace, infamy, reproach; abusive lan-

guage or word ; cause of reproach, f. ob-, oppro-
bnire to reproach, taunt : see OPPROBRATIOX.]
1. The disgrace or evil reputation attached to

conduct considered shameful; the imputation or

expression of this disgrace ; infamy, reproach.
1683 J. SCOTT Serm.fv/. Lii..1fayi>rWks. 1826 IV.86 Perse-

cuted with all the reproach and opprobrium that the most
inveterate rancour can invent. 1696 Plui.Lips(ed. 5), Oppro-
brium, a Latin word become English, the Shame that sticks
continually to a leud and vicious Act. 1769 Jitnius Lett.
xxix. 134 (He] will assert his natural right to the modesty
of the quotation, and leave all the opprobrium to his grace

'

1858 BUCKLE Ctmli*. (1869) II. viii. 573 Spain .. has been
plundered and oppressed, and the opprobrium lights on the
robbers, not on the robbed. 1862 TROLLOPE Orley F. xxvii, <

Great opprobrium has been thrown on her name.
2. An occasion or cause of reproach or reproba- |

tion
; something that brings disgrace.

1656 in Clarendon Hist. Rcl>. xv. 113 That opprobrium
of Mankind .. who now calls himself our Protector 1704
F. FULLER Mcii. Gymn. (171 r) 140 This Distemper, .is become
the Opprobrium both of the Patient and Physician. 1861
IULI.OCH Bug. fur/I. I. 45 The May.pole ..on the village
green became a standing opprobrium to his conscience.
1869 J. MARTINKAU Ess. 11. 253 A maxim absolutely ground-
less . . the opprobrium of philosophy.

tOppro'brOUS, a. 0/>s. rare- 1
, [a. OF. ob-,

opproln-eux, -euse (151)1 c. in Godef.), f. opprobre:
see OPPROBRE and -ous.]

= OPPROBRIOUS.
e 1530 Remedie a/Lout xli, That opprobrous name cokold.

]

t Oppro'bry. Obs. Forms : 5-6 obprobry(e,
5-7 opprobrie, 5-8 opprobry, (7 appropry) ;

also 6 opprobie, 6-7 opproby. [ad. L. ob-, op-
probrium : see OPPROBRIUM.]
1. A condition of infamy, shame, disgrace, or

reproach; = OPPROBRIUM i.

H31.-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) IV. 365 Gaius putte Pilate to
exile in to Vienna of Fraunce . . in opprobry of his kynrede,lor he was borne in those partes. 1542 HECON Pathu:
Prayer in Early Wits. (Parker Soc.) 132 In like manner
Anne the wife of Helcana. .prayed God that he would take
away Irom her the opprobry and shame, and give her children.
'597 BEARD Theatre God's Jndgcm. (1612) 98 By the just
vengeance of God he was abased lower than hell, and put !
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in euerlasting shame and opprobrie. 1656 EARL MONM. tr.

Boccalini's Adrls.fr. Parnass. 172 That those nolily de-
scended Souldiei s may lie freed from that shameful opprobrv.
1732 Hist. l.ittcraria IV. 122 Not being able to endure the
Opprobry of so infamous a Name.
2. The imputation of shameful or infamous con-

duct
; the utterance of contumelious reproach.

1432-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) VIII. Hart. Contin. 469 'the

kynge rehersede mony wordes of obprobry to the arche-
bischop. 1491 CAXTON I'itas 1'atr. iW. de W. 1495) v. xiv.
344 a/i He.. concluded in hym selfe..to endure p.icyently
all Iniuryes and obprobryes that he wolde saye to hym. 1535
Goodly Primer Dirige Ps. xlii, They cast into my teeth tins
grievous opprobry. 1667 Xaphtnli (1761) 201 The curate-
had calumniated him by such vile opprobies. 1702 C. MAI IIJ:K

Magn. Chr. vi. vi. (1852) 432 Some have not scrupled to
stigmatize the Indians with greatest opprobry. 1765 JIIIIN.
SON Notes Miaks. Mids. N.D. m. ii. 9 Patch was in old
language used as a term of opprobrj-.

b. Contumelious treatment; an indignity, insult.
1509 STOCKKU tr. Diod. Sic. i. xix. 29 He dyd him all the

opprobnes he knewe or could dcuise. 1617 French Juhile
I

5 What French-man was there, whose heart did not bleed
to see these opprobies ?

3. An occasion, cause, or object of reproach ;

' a

reproach', 'a disgrace' ;

= OPPROBHU-M 2.

'535 Goodly Prymer Prayer of Daniel, Jerusalem and thy
people are brought into an opprobry to all that dwell round
about us. 1650 EARL MONM. tr. Senanlts Man oec. Guilty
254 Poverty is no more the opprobrie of men, but the glory
of Christians. 1675 J. SMITH Chr. Kciiff. App. " iS Hyper.
bolus, .whom Pliny, Thucididcs, and I.ucian report to have
been banish'd the City as its disgrace and opprobry.

b. Conduct that brings or merits infamy or

disgrace ; a shameful act.

'563-87 Foxi. ./. ,\ M. (1596) 283/1 They cannot doo too
much to detect your so detestable opprobrie. 1599 Hroiigh.
ton's Let. v. 17 He is fallen into Chains opprobrie, accusing
his father. 1795 SOITHKV yoan ofArc m. 89 Doom'd to be
the scene of blacker guilt, Opprobry more enduring, crimes
that call'd For heavier vengeance.

Oppugn (ppi'''")> w- Also 6 oppung, opponge,
7 opugn. [ad. L. oppngnare to fight against,
attack, assail, besiege, f. ob- (Os- i b) + fugndrc
to fight. Cf. obs. F. oppugner (i6th c. in Godef.).]
tl. trans. To fight against, attack, assail, assault,

besiege. Obs.

1432-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) III. 269 Furius Camillus op.
pngnede the walles in an o|er pane of the cite. 1563 87*OXKA. f, M. ( I596) 220/2 This Town of Achon..as it was
nughtihe oppugned by the Christians, so it was stronglie
defended by the Saracens. 1597 BEARD Theatre God's
Jndgem, (1612) 174 He was induced .. to oppugne the Em-
peror Henry by armcs. 1643 PRVNXF. So-<>. J'mtvr Parl. m.
3 The Parliament . . may not onely lawfully resist, but op-
pugne, suppresse all Forces raised against it. 1860 MRS.
BROWNING Italy f, ll'orld xii, That nation still is pre-
dominant Whose pulse beats quickest in zeal to oppugn or
Succour another, m wrong or want.

t b. To withstand, resist (attack). 06s. ran-'.
1636 HEYWOOD Lmrece m. iv. Wks. 1874 V. 205 The

walles
mad^e

to oppugne Hostile incursions.

"; fiS- I' assail or oppose actively by speech,
writing, action, or influence of any kind; esp. to
call in question (a state of things), controvert (a
statement, belief, or the like).
1529 MORE Dyalogt IV. ix. 107 b/i That wolde.. so enemy-

ously blaspheme and oppugne y chyrch of Cryst. 1549
CovERDALK.etc. Erasm. Par. 2 John 53 He doeth wittynglye
throughe malyce opponge them, whome God woulde well
vnto. 1596 DALRVMLK tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. x. 414 ;e
wald in ane and the same crime oppung the Maiestie of God,
and my authoritie. 1634 T. JOHNSON Parey's Chirurg.
xxvi. xx. (1678) 641 The simple medicine alone, hath not
strength enough to oppugn the disease, a 1683 SIDNEY Disc.
Govt. i. | 5 (1704) 10 He that oppugns the piiblick Liberty,
overthrows his own. a 1734 NORTH Lives (1826) II. 54 Then
and afterwards he openly oppugned Popery. i8i7Coi.EniDGK
Biof. Lit. iii. (1882) 26 In promiscuous company no prudentman will oppugn the merits of a contemporary in his own
supposed department. 1882 Knowledge No. 16. 334 Inviting
the officials whose judgment was oppugned to say whether
they were mistaken.

b. Of things : To be opposed to, come in con-
flict with, run counter to. Now rare.
1584 R. SCOT Disco-.'. Witchcr. xvi. viii. (1886) 408 Cer-

teme parts thereof. . doo not directlie oppugne my purpose. I

1615 in BxubtKk MSS. (Hist. MSS. Comm.) I. 169 A con- I

tract so .. unjust, as nothing doth more oppugn the Law of
Nature. ci&jo HOUSES Dial. Com. Laws 62 When Law
and

Conscience^ or Law and Equity seem to oppugne one
another, the written Law should be preferr'd.

c. i/i/r. and absol. To light, contend, oppose.
1591 Trout. Raigne K. John n. (1611) 81 Vnworthy man

.. That dost oppugne against thy mother Church. 1616K -

Rl Tr**' "'''"tie 3 Every one . .can doe nothing if the
prohibition Of the Almighty doe oppuane. 1714 MACKV
Jonrn. thro Fug. ^724) I. viii. 142 A Youth .. before he
can be a Batchelor of Arts .. must publicklv opnuen for
several Days.
1 3. trans. To prevail upon, win over. Obs. rare '.

15,96 DALRYMPLE tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. iv. 213 The King
of Pej-chtes .. sum of the Peychtes he oppugnes for money,
quha figurand thame selfes Britonis, walde . . throuch deceit
put doun Constantine King of Britannic.
1 4. To oppose (a statement, argument, or the

like) to another
; to maintain in opposition. Of>s.

1781 C. JOHNSTON Hist. 7. Juniper I. 126 To this opinion
it is oppugned with equal verisimilitude, that [etc.]. 1849
I ait s Mag. XVI. 296/1 Lord Kaimes thinks it sufficient to
oppugn that musical proportions and those of architecture
are addressed to different senses.
Hence Oppvrgning vbl. sb., attacking, assailing.
"535 (e OTFUGNBI], 16:1 CORYAT Crudities 460 Martin

OPSIMA.TH.
Luthers oppugning of the venale indulgences. 1654 K vm
MONM. tr. Hentivoglios H'arrs l-'lanticrsi^t, Trcnchc-, mav
easily be made, or any thing else which the necessity of
oppugning requires.

Oppugnance 'f'pwgnans). [ad. late L. oppng.
tiantia, I. L. oppugn&nt-em OPITUNANT : see

-AXCE.] 1 he fact or action of oppugning 01

opposing ; opposition ; oppugnancy.
1855 MILMAN- I. at. Chr. m. v. I. 355 The conflicting de-

cisions of the lawyers, the Oppugnance ofthe laws themselves
seemed to demand this ultimate organisation of the whole.
llud. vn. ii. (1864) IV. 63 The decrees were received with
the most vigorous or stubborn Oppugnance.

Oppugnancy i^pwgminsi). [f. as prec. : see

-ANCY.] The quality or state of being opptignant;
opposition, antagonism, contrariety, conflict'.
1606 SIIAKS. Tr. f, O. i. iii. in Vn-tune that string And

harke what Discord followes: each thing meeles In'mcere
oppugnancie. 171! SIIAI i ESU. Charac. 117*7) III. vi. v. 37Such a Confusion, Oppugiiam y, and Riot of Colours 1821
COLERIDGE Aids ReJI. (1848) I. 227 Whatever is placed in
active and direct oppugnancy to the good is, ipso facto
positive evil. 1892 W. WAI.SON in Academy 9 Apr. 341 2
Involving no strife of ideas, n i oppugnancy of principles.

'

Oppugnant G7p-gnant), a. (sl>.} [ad. 1.. of-
pugnant-em, pr. pple. of ofpttgnare to OITI c.v]
Opposing, antagonistic, contrary, repugnant.
1313 BRADSHAW St. U'crl.urge n. ,868 To infringe tbeyr

trannchis.. By fals recordes oppugnant to ryght 1651WITTIE tr. Primrose's Pop. Err. i. iv. 12 From thence we
may gather, that the curing of diseases in it self., is not
oppugnant to the Ecclesiastical! office. 1751 W,\RIII-KH,N
A'otrs Pope III. 86 By overthrowing the oppugnant prin.
ciple of no naturaljustice. 1890 Q. Re-.: Oct.' 294 One to
whom anything approaching inaccuracy and unthorough-
ness were..oppugiiant.
B. si'. One who opposes, an opponent, rare.

a 1834 COLERIDGE in /.//. Rein. 11838) III. 165 A new sect
naturally.. sets another portion into activity as alanni-ts
and oppugnanls.

t OppU'gnate, f . Obs. rare.
[f. ppl. stem of

L. oppngiidre to Oppuox.] = OPPUGN.
1749 LAVIXCTON Enthns. Meth. S, Papists n. (, 754 , We

have a List of those upon whom the Judgments of God.,
fell for oppugnating St. Francis and his Order. 1804 Fi s'.

SENDKN Democr. (1806) II. 35 Will e'er oppugnate this
morality Of such a pretty genteel quality.

Oppugna'tion. Now rare. [ad. L. oppii^nd-
tion-eiii, n. of action f. oppngnare to Opprux. Cf.
obs. F. oppugnation, -don i i6th c. in Godef.

.]
1. The action of attacking or assaulting ; attack,'

assault.

1533 BELI.KXDEX Lhy iv. (1822)341 To defend the vane
oppugnacioun and segeing of thare wallis. 1586 FI-.HM-;
ISlaz. Centric 129 To the oppugnacion of Turkishe and
mfidell enemyes. 1654 KAKI. MONM. tr. Bentwaglio's II 'am
Glanders 185 Hither was the greatest bulk of the oppugna-

I tion brought.
2. fig. Opposition in spirit, word, argument, or

manner of action.

1553 !' WATSON in Crowley Soph. Dr. ll'atson ii. 11569)
78 To ihe oppugnation of it they neuer yet to this honre
alledged any direct scripture. 1610 Bi>. HAM. Apol.
Broumists xxx. 75 [They] spend their liues and labours in
oppugnation of him. 1716 M. DAVIES Athen. Brit. II.

387 An open and profess'd Contradiction or Oppugnation.
J79S J- SL-LLIVAN Hist, of Maine 54 The Spaniards and
Portuguese . . considered all attempts of this nature . . as
a vile oppugnation of ecclesiastical authority. 1874 H. \V.
BEECHER in Chr. II 'arid Pulpit V. 393 Do you think I feel

oppugnation toward them?

tOppugnator. Ol>s. ran", [a. ~L.oppugnator,
agent-n. from oppngnare to OPPUGN : cf. 'obs. F.

oppngnatenr (1488 in Godef.).] = next.
1611 COTGR., Oppngnalcnr, an oppugnator ; assaulter,

hatterer, besieger ; resister ; wrong-doer.

Oppugner ((?pi-naj). [f. OPPUGN + -ER i.] One
who oppugns ;

an assailant, opposer, opponent.
"535 G. BROWNE to La. Pri-.y Seal'mJ/ist. Coll. Ch.frel.

(1681) 2 Yourhumble Servant . . hath endeavoured . . to procure
the Nobilityand Gentry of this Nation to due obedience, in

owning of his Highness their supream Head as well Spiritual
as Temporal, and do find much oppugning therein, especially
by my Brother Armagh, who hath been the main oppugner.
1599 SANDYS Europx Spec. (1632) 217-8 The Grecians are
..perpetuall oppugners of the Papall right and authority.
1641 EARL Mox.M. tr. Biondis Civil ll'arres v. 161 Whilest
the oppugners and defenders were in their chiefest heate,
the Lord Talbot came thither with the Lord Scales and
1800 Souldiers. 1791 BKNTHA.M Panopt. 130 [They would)
find more advocates among the patrons, than among the
oppugners, of that measure. 1853 MERIVALP. Rom. Rep. i.

(1867) 10 The tribuneship . . afforded . . a ground of vantage
to the oppugners of rank and authority.

Oppurtenance, Opreption, erron. ff. Appuu-
TKNAXCE, OBREPTIOX. Oppynyon, -oun, etc.,
obs. ff. OPINION. Opress(e, obs. f. OPPRESK.

Opright, -rijt, -ryst, Oprising, Oprist,
Opseche: see UP-. Oprobre : see OPPK-.

Opsigamy (ppsi'gSmi). rare. [ad. Gr. tyi-

li'iua, f. utf>ifa.n-os late-married, f.
!>\fii, tyi- late -I-

7<i^ot marriage.] Marriage late in life.

1824 McCuLLocH Scotland III. 287 Nor is there any
danger of Donald's being flogged for opsigamy by the

Highland nymphs as the Spartans were of old.

O psimatll. [ad. Gr. fyi/iaOris : see next.J
One who begins to learn or study late in life.

1883 Ch, Times 9 Feb. 97 Those who gave the name
were not simple enough to think that even an opsimalh was
not something better than a contented dunce. 1883 Sat.
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OPSIMATHY.

Re-.>. 3 Feb. 159/1 [He] is what the Greeks called an opsi-

math ; not ignorant, but a laggard in learning.

Opsimathy (ppsi-mabi). rare. [acl. Gr. ofi-

Ha6ia, f. uifnitaVfit late in learning, f. 6if>i, c^/i-
late

^ naBrj learning.] Learning or study late in life
;

learning acquired late.

alttt HALEI Gold. Kent. (1673) I. 218 Therefore Opsi-

mathie, which is too late beginning to learn, was counted

a great vice, and very unseemly. 1656 in HLOUNT Glossogr.

1872 F. HALL Rec. Exempt. Eahc 1'hilol. 73 Whatever

philological learning he possesses is . . in all seeming, the

latest of opsimathies. 1889 Harper's Mag. Sept. 508/2 The

figures alone betray the inevitable weakness of opsimathy.

Opsiometer (fpsiiC'in/"ia
J
)- [mod. f. (jr. utfti-s

sight + -o METKK.j = OPTOMKTEK.

1842 BRANDE Diet. Sci. etc., Opsiometer, an instrument

for measuring the extent of the limits of distinct vision in

different individuals, and consequently for determining the

focal lengths of lenses necessary to correct imperfections of

the eye. 1888 Public Opin. (Washington) 31 Mar., The

'opsiometer' is a new instrument for testing the eyesight,
j

It consists of a mahogany case with two front eyeholes, :

behind which are two traveling bands mounted on
rollers^.

II Opsomania (ppssnu'i-nia). [mod. L., a. Gr.

o^o/ian'a, f. fyov cooked meat, relish, rich fare,

dainties, etc. -I- ftavia madness.] A morbid longing

for dainties, or for some particular food. Hence l

Opsonia niac, one affected with opsomania.
1842 DUNGLISON Med. Lex. (ed. 3!, Opsomaniac. ..One

who loves some particular aliment to madness. 1857 MAVNE

Expos. Lex., Opsomania. 1892 Syd. Sac. Lex., Opsomania,
. .Opstnnanitic.

tOpsona-tion, variant of OBSOKATION Obs.

1658 in PHILLIPS. 1755 in JOHNSON. Hence in mod. Diets.

tO'pSOny. Obs. rare l

. [ad. Gr. tyluviov or L.

opsdnntm (obs-') provisions, viands, esp. anything

eaten as a relish with bread.] Anything eaten along
with bread to give it relish ; in ancient Greece and

Rome, chiefly applied to fish; =mod.Sc. 'kitchen'.

1657 TOMLINSON Kenou's Disp. 333 Grateful to eat, and

much celebrated in opsonies. [1881 W. R. SULLIVAN in

Encycl. Brit. XIII. 257/1 The opsonia were very limited-

onions and watercresses.]

Opsophagy (pps^'fadgi). nonce-vid. [ad. Gr.

oU/ot/xrvfa, f. o^o^xi'y-os an eater of dainties ; f.

fyov (see OPSOMANIA) + -^0705 eating, eater.] The

eating of dainties, esp. of fish. So Opso-pha?ist,
an eater of dainties

; Opso-phajrize v. inlr., to

eat dainties.

1854 BADHAM Ilalicut. 331 A favourite tuets at most

opsophagists' tables. Ibid. 519 ( >psophagy again was neces-

sarily confined to the rich. Ibid., At Corinth.. the law

enacted that none should
'

opsophagize
'

but such as could

prove their income sufficient to support the extravagance.

Opstropolous, erron. f. OBSTREPKKOUS a.

Opt s>pt), v. [ad. F. opte-r to choose, ad. L.

oplare to choose, wish, desire: cf. adopt^\ iiitr.

To choose, make choice (between alternatives) ; to

decide (for one or other of two alternatives).

1877 IVorld 25 Apr., The Paris correspondent of the

Times, about a month ago . . was allowed to speak of

Alsatians opting between France and Germany. l879SAi.A
Paris Herself Again I. x. 151 He was supposed to be

a native of Alsace-Lorraine, who had 'opted' to become

a French subject 1885 Pall Mall G. 31 Jan. 8/2 If., re-

turned for more than one borough he should be permitted
to opt for the borough of Northampton. 1890 GLADSTONE
in Leeds Mercury 25 July 7 The present Heligolanders

opting to be British subjects. 1899 Speaker 15 Apr. 433/1

The two boys
'

opted
'

for the Navy.

Optable (p'ptab'l), a. [ad. L. optdbil-is, i.

oplare: see prec. and -BLE.] To be wished for,

desirable.

1569 NEWTON Cicero's OMe Age 54 b, After death, the

sence is eyther suche as is blessed and optable, or else it is

none at all. 1623 in COCKEKASI. 1716 M - HAVIES Athen.

ISrit. II. 242 Furnish'd with even such an Ideal, optable or

designable Arianizing Library.

Hence O'ptableness ; O'ptably adv., desirably.

1657 TOMLINSON Rcnou's Disp. 497 With this [method] ..

their Theorems [are) more optably read, and easily learned.

1727 BAILLY vol. II, Optablencs, desirableness.

Optain(e, obs. erron. form of OBTAIN.

Optate (p'pt
i
')> z'- '"'"'' [f.

L. optat-, ppl. stem

of optare to choose.] intr. To choose : = OPT.

1611 COTGR., Opler, to chuse.optate, elect. 1694 MOTTEI.'X

Rabelais v. (1737) 231 O most infaust who optales there to

live ! 1895 Tablet 28 Dec. 1029 He opiated for this title

in exchange for that of San Callisto at the recent public

Optation (ppt?'J>n). [ad. L. optation-cm a

wishing (also in rhetorical sense), n. of action from

optare (see OPT). Cf. F. optation, in rhetoric.]

1. The action of wishing ;
a wish or desire, b.

Rhet. The expression of a wish under the form of

an exclamation.

1577 PF.ACHAM Card. Eloquence Piij, To this., belong
.. Optation, Obtestation, Interrogation. 1609 R. BARNERD

Fait/if. Sheph. 67 Optation; when we fall to wishing, to

declare our desire and good will towards them : it procured]

good will. 1646 SIR T. BROWSE Pseud. Ep. 48 Regulating
their determined realityes unto their private optations. 1651

BIGGS New Disp. 200 To which she hath had a strong

optation.
2. A choice or preference.

1874 WARD Ess. (1884) I. 200 His inclination towards the

immediate leaving school may be called (if you will) an
'

optation
'

; but it cannot be called a desire.
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Optative (p'ptativ, ppt?'-tiv), a. and sl>. [a.
F.

oplalif, -ive (ijth c. in Littre), ad. late I., optaliv-

ns, f. optare to wish : see -ATIVE. The first pro-
nunciation above is the normal one (cf. ablative,

precative, relative), recognized by orthoepists gener-

ally, but the second prevails in Eng. grammar
school and college use.]

A. adj. 1. Grammar. Having the function of

expressing wish or desire.

Optative mood or mode, optati-mts inothts of the Latin

grammarians, Priscian, etc., representing fvnTtny eyjcAiau

(rj tvKiiKTi, TO tuKTixo.-) of the Greek grammarians: That
mood or form of the verb, of which a prominent function is

it', unaccented 1, t, J, inserted between the tense-sign and
the personal endings). It is retained most fully in Sanskrit

and Greek, and in the so-called Subjunctive of the Teutonic

langs. The name has also been applied to syntactical forms

expressing the sense of the Greek Optative Mood, as in

L. vlittam cssciii,fuissi'iii.

1530 PALSGR. 84 The optative mode whiche they use whan

they wisshe a dede to be done, as bienparle it, wel speke he

or well myght he speke. Ibid. 85 The optative mode
borroweth also his II tenses of the subjunctive. 1571
GOLDING Calvin on Ps. Ix. 6 Some transpose the preter-

tence of the verb into the optative moode, that it may bee

a continual prayer. 1603 HOLLAND /'March's Mar. 1355

Thus you see, how in this little word El there is an optative

power sufficiently declared. 1751 HARRIS Hermes I. ii.

(1786) 16 To speak Sentences interrogative, imperative,

precative, or optative. 1845 STODIMRT Grammar in Kncycl.

Metrop. (1847) I. 53/1 We should not be inclined to separate
the optative mood from the imperative, were it not that

various Languages, and particularly the Greek, distinguish

it by a separate inflection. 1879 ROBY Lat. Gram. II. xxi.

282 Use of the subjunctive mood to express desire : Optative
and jussive subjunctive.

2. Characterized by desire or choice ; expressing

desire, b. Rom. Law. = OPTIVE.
1611 W. SCLATER Key (1629) 126 It is eyther optatiue in

the wish, or desire of the heart, or occasionall. 1651 HOUSES
Lcviath. i. vi. 29 The language of Vain-Glory, of Indigna-

tion, Pitty and Revengefulness, Optative. 1850 McCosH
Div. Goal, in. i. (1874) 264 The Will or Optative Power,

choosing or rejecting among the objects presented to the

mind. 1875 POSTE Gaiul i. 154 A guardian nominated

by the testator is called a dative guardian ; one selected by
the widow is called an optative guardian.

B. s/i. 1. Gram. The optative mood.

1530 PALSGR. Introd. 36 Some want theyr present and

indifiinit optatyve, savyng onely the thyrde parson synguler.

1612 BKINSI.EY I'os. Parts (1669) 31 How know you the

optative? A. It wisheth or desireth. 1614 T. AIJAMS in

Spurgeon Treas. Dim. Ps. cxix. 4, 5 [Verse 4] is God's

imperative" . . [Verse 5] this should be pur optative. 1869

J. KADIE Galatians 108 The first verb in the present sub-

junctive, where perhaps an optative might have been

expected.

f2. Something to be desired, a desirable thing.

1605 BACON Adv. Learn, n. viii. 3 That by these opta-

tives and potentials mans enquirie may be the more awake.

1703 T. S. Art's Imprm'. p. xiii, By Optatives is to be

understood, all those Perfections, that being desirable, are

rather very difficult, than absolutely impossible to be ob-

tained.

Hence Optatively aJv., in an optative manner

or sense, in expression of a wish ;
in the optative

mood.
1625 J. HALL T/tanksfiv. Serin. 29 7<i.,God blesseth man

imperatively, and man blesseth God optatively. 1657 TRAIT

Camiil. 7*xvi. 4 Some read it optatively, as .. Would to

God your soul were in my souls.stead. 1832 Eraser's Mag.
VI. 201 They all, wnA 'Mice, declaratively or optatively, con-

demned the conduct of the council. 1890 Sloftw. Mag.
CXLVIII. 88/1 The only persons even optatively addicted

to it belong to a species of miser vanished long since.

Optayne, -teigne, etc., obs. ff. OBTAIN.

Optic (p'l'tik), a. and sb. Forms : (6 obtyke,

7 obtick), 6-7 opticke,-ike, 6-8 -ique, 7-8 -ick,

7- optic, [a. F. optique
<

oblique, 1:1300 in Littre)

= Olt. optico, It. ottico, ad. med.L. opticiis (see

Note to sense 2), a. Gr. uirrtK-us of or pertaining

to sight, f. auras seen, visible, f. stem on-- (cf. fy,

oir- eye, face, oif/oaai I shall see, etc.).

1656 BI.OUNT Glossogr. To Rdr., There is a liberty in most

Adjectives, whether you will say Optique (after the French),

Optick, Opticons, or Optical.}

A. adj. 1. Of or pertaining to sight; visual.

(Now rare or Obs. in general sense.)

1599 B. JONSON Ev. Man out of Hum. it. iii. Dazle, you

organs to my optique sense. 1616 BULLOKAU Eng. Expos.,

Optike, belonging to the sight. 1637 HKYWOOB Dial. xvni.

Wks 1874 VI. 249, I hardly can withdraw myne Optick

sence. 1657 TRAIT Camm. Job ix. n God is all window,

and he, like the Optike vertue in the eye, seeth all, and

is seen of none. 1805 T. HAKRAI. Scents of Life II.
4.4

His

optic senses were somewhat awakened by the brilliant

appearance. 1831 CARLYLE Sari. Kes. III. x, May we not

well cry shame on an ungrateful world. ..which will waste

its optic faculty on dried Crocodiles, and Siamese Twins '!

2. Anat. Pertaining to or connected with the eye

as the organ of sight, or with the sense of sight as

a function of the brain ; esp. in the names of

bodily parts or structures. (Also used in Path, of

diseases affecting, and in Surg. of operations per-

formed on. such parts.)

Optic chiasm, o. commissure, the commissure of the

right and left optic nerves at the base of the brain. Optic

cup, a cup-like depression in the front of the optic vesicle

OPTIC.

of the embryo ; also that in the centre of the optic disk.

Optic disk, the roundish slightly prominent disk on the

retina at the entrance of the optic nerve. Optic foramen,
the opening in the sphenoid bone through which the optic
nerve passes. Optic ganglion = optic lobe (esp. when

small, as in the higher animals). Optic groove, a groove
on the upper surTace of the sphenoid bone, in which the

-optic commissure lies. Optic lobe, each of the two (right

and left) lobes of the dorsal part of the mid-brain, from which
in part the optic nerves arise ; in lower vertebrates large,

and forming two hollow bulbs (corpora bigemina}', in

mammals small, covered in by other parts, and marked
each by a cross-furrow, so as to form four protuberances

(corpora quadrigemina). Optic nerve, the second cranial

nerve on each side (esp. that part in front of the optic com-

missure), which enters the eyeball and terminates in the

retina ; they are the nerves of the special sense of sight.

Optic neuritis (Path.), inflammation of the optt nerve.

Optic neurotomy (Surg.), division of the optic nerve.

Optic pad, an eye-bearing protuberance at the end of an

arm of a star-fish. Optic papilla = optic disk. Optic
peduncle, la< Zeal, the eye-stalk of a crustacean i = OPH-

THALMITE 2) ; (b) Euibryol. the narrow tube connecting the

optic vesicle with the fore-brain, from which the optic tract

is developed, t Optic sinew, old name for the optic

nerve. Optic stalk optic peduncle (a and b} ; also the

ommatophore of a snail or other mollusc. Optic thalamus,
each of two large masses of nerve-matter in the brain, one

on each side of the third ventricle, lying upon the crnra

cercM, and forming with the corpora striata the basal .

ganglia of the brain ; from them in part the optic nerves

arise. Optic tract, that part of the optic nerve between

ils origin in the brain and the optic commissure. Optic
tubercle, each of the corpora qitadrigemina (see optic

lol'e above'. Optic vesicle, a vesicle connected with the

fore-brain of the embryo, from which the optic nerve and

retina are developed.
[The earliest of these is optic no-aes (in i6th c. optique

sinews), OF. lei tiers obliques (c 1300), med.L. netvi optici :

cf. 1100-25 ADELARD OF BATH c. xxiii Habet autem[spintus

visibilis] egressum per diversos nervos concaves, quos Greci

vocant opticos; also a 1300 in ROGER BACON.)

1541 R. COPLAND Guydons Quest. Chirnrg. Euj, Wherfore

are the synewes obtykes perced ? Answere. For to be the

waye of the spyryte vysyble. IS43 TKAHERON i-igos

< 'hirurg. I. ii. 3 That they might receave the visible spinte

by the synnowe called Optique. (1548-77 VICARY Anat. v.

(1888) 37 These senews be called Nerui optici.) 1615 CROOKE

Body ofMan 530 The Opticke Nerues stood in neede to bee

very short. 1633 P. FLETCHER Purple 1st. v. 56 note, The

eye hath two nerves, the Optick or seeing nerve, and

moving. 1717 PRIOR Alma I. 34 Two optic nerves, they

say, she ties, Like spectacles, across the eyes. 1842 E. WIL-

SON Anat. Vade .If. (ed. 2) 27 Passing outwards and forwards

from the olivary process, are the optic foramina, which trans-

mit the optic nerves and ophthalmic arteries. 1854 OWEN
Stel. ff Tectk in Circ. Sc., Organ. Nat. 1. 176 The allsphe-

noids protect the sides of the optic lobes. 1869 TYNDALL

.Votes Led. Light % 275 When light of any particular colour

falls upon the eye the optic nerve is rendered less sensitive

to that colour. 1872 Optic chiasma, optic commissure [see

CniASMAj. 1876 Clio. Sac. Trans. IX. 133 By far the greater

number of cases of optic neuritis so complete as this are

followed by almost total extinction of vision. 1881 MIVART

Cat 268 The optic thalami are thickenings in the outer

walls of the third ventricle. 1882 Syd. Sac. Lex. s. v. Com-

missure, The greater number of the fibres of each optic

tract cross in the optic commissure to the opposite optic

nerve. 1899 A Mutt's Syst. Med. VII. 66 The occurrence

of optic atrophy did not escape the observation of Charcot.

8. Of, pertaining to, or skilled in the science of

', sight and light (optics) ;
= OPTICAL 2, 3. Obs. or

arch.

1569 J. S'ANFORD tr. Agrippa's I 'an. Artes 34 Nexte after

Geometrie, is the Arte Opticke which is called Perspectlue.

1624 WoTTON^reArt. in Relia. (1672) 26 We have an Optique

Rule, that the higher they [Pillars] are,, .the less should be

alwayes their diminution aloft. 1635 SWAN Spec. M. (1670)

202 The Optick Masters confess and prove that the forms of

the Stars are comprehended of the sight reflectly, and not

rightly 1656 BLOUNT Glossogr. s. v., The Optick Science is

that by which the reason of sight is known. 1709 BERKELEY

Th. 1'ision-^ 6 Another way, mentioned by optic writers.

4. Constructed to assist the sight ; acting by

means of light ;
= OPTICAL 4. Chiefly in the

phrases (now arch.) optic glass, a lens, or an instru-

ment having a lens, esp. a telescope ; optic tube,

a telescope ; optic square : see OPTICAL 4.

1607 WALKINGTON (title) The Optick Glasse of Humors.

1611 CORYAT Crudities Kirchner's Orat. Praise Trav., This

Counsellor is like that opticke-glasse wherein not onely the

space of three or tenne miles but. .of the whole world

selfe may be represented, a 16*6 HP. ANDREWES Serm. (1856)

I. 42 We shall need no prospective glasses, or optic instru-

ments, to make it visible. 1633 P. FLETCHER Purple Isl.

Ded Ep. Some Optick-Glasses, ifwe look one way, increase

the object ; if the other, lessen the quantity. 1648 BOYLE

Seraph. Love , 16601 59 A difference resembling that where-

with Children and Astronomers consider Gahteo s Optick

Glasses. 1651 DAVENANT Condibtrt v. n. 16 Others with

Optick Tubes the Moons scant face . . Attract through Glasses.

1748 LAOY LUXBOROUGH Lett, to Shenstone n Sept., Mr.

Sanders speaking of the dimension of his Optic Glasses . . put

me in mind of measuring mine. It is near three inches anda

half diameter, convex on one side, and flat on the other. 1809

Earmers Ma?. X. 489 By means of the optic square

a right-lined figure of any size can lie measured with the

utmost accuracy. 1827 POLLOK CevneJ.vi, Survey With

optic tube the systems circling round. 1884 Guardian 3 Sept.

iWi The general, .with wTiom he was in communication

by optic telegraph. 1889 BROWNING Asolando Pro. ill.

Did you need an optic glass, Which were your choice /

5. Of or pertaining to sight in relation to light,

i or to light as the medium of sight or generally ;

I
= OPTICAL 2.

ODtic angle, (Hhe angle between the two lines from the

! extremities *f an object to the eye, being the angle under



OPTICAL.

which it is seen, or the visual angle ; (l) the angle between
the optic axes of the eyes when directed to the same object ;

(c) the angle between the optic axes of a biaxial doubly-re-
fracting crystal. Optic axis, (a) the straight line through
th^ centres of the pupil and crystalline lens, the axis of the

eye; 0) a line in a doubly-refracting crystal such that a ray
of light passing in the direction of it suffers no double re-

fraction.

1664 POWER Exp. Phihs. 1.80 Take a fresh Eye . . cut it

with a plain Parallel to the Uptick Axis. 1710 J. CLARKE
Kofiault's Nat. Phil. (1729) I. 247 We turn our Eyes to it

in such a manner, that the two Optick Axes meet at the

Point which we fix our Attention principally upon. 1727-41
CHAMBERS Cycl. s. v. Angle, i'isual^ or Optic angle, is the

angle included between the two rays drawn from the two
extreme points of an object to the centre of the pupil. 1781
HKRSCHEL inPJril. Trans. LXXII.Q6 It has been observed,
that objects grow indistinct when the principal optic pencil
at the eye becomes less than the 4oth or 5oth part of an inch
in diameter, c 1790 IMISON Sc/i. Art I. 210 Easy to appre-
hend, by any person who understands the nature of the optic

angle. 1881 .Syd. Soc. Lf.v.
t Optic axis, the axis of the

dioptric system of the eye.. . It is not identical with the visual

line or axis. Also, in a doubly refracting crystal, a line

which represents a direction in which the double refraction

does not occur.

B. sb. 1. The organ of sight, the eye : chiefly

in//. (Formerly the learned and elegant term;
afterwards pedantic, and now usually humorous.)
1620 HRATHWAIT Five Senses Table in Archaica (181^) II.

p. v, By that elevating muscle by which it is distinguished
from the optic in all other creatures, it [the eye] is taught to

be on that subject only fixed, where it may be wholly and

solely satisfied. 1642 HOWBLL For. Trav. (Arb.) 88 Not by
hear-say only, or through the mist of other mens breaths,
but through the cleere casements of his own optiques. 1661

GI.ANVII.L / 'an. Dog)n. 5 The acutefiess of his natural Op-
ticks. 1713 S\vn T KUgy on Partridge, Partridge made his

opticks rise From a shoe-sole to reach the skies, a 1734
NORTH Lives (1826) III. 286 He surveyed it with all his

optics. 1775-82 J. Tiu MKUI.L Mcl'ingal i. 67 But optics

sharp it needs, 1 ween, To see what is not to be seen. 1781
COWPER Truth 3 Far as human optics may command. 1790
MRS. A. M. JOHNSON ^lonntouth I. 22 (living that relief in

perspective so necessary to the otherwise fatigued optic.
1818 Q. Rev. XVIII. 133 note, An advantage . . which has

escaped the optics of former writers. 1850 HAWTHORNE
Scarlet L. (1883) II. So Yet those same bleared optics had
a strange, penetrating power.
fig. (1650 DENHAM Fricndsh. $ Single Life agst. Loi'C

<V Marriage ii, Our corporeal eyes, we find, Dazxle the optics
of our mind. 1790 J. WILLIAMS Shrove Tuesday 28 Example
clears the optics of the soul. 1844 LD. BROUGHAM Brit.
Const, viii. (1862) 97 The error common to our moral and
our natural optics, of mistaking near objects for great ones.

f-b. Short for optic nerve ; fig. visual power. Ohs.

1615 CROOKE Body ofMan 485 The first conjugation there-

fore of the nerues of the braine are the Opticks. 1643
SIR T. BROWNE Rclig. Med. \. 44 Nor is it in the Opticks

fledg'd Soul to Fly, To see, without the Optics of an Eye?
1718 D'URFEY Grecian Heroine v. i, On this with covetous

Lyes I us'd to gaze, 'till 1 even crackt their Opticks.

t 2. An 'optic glass'; an eye-glass, lens, magni-
fying glass; a microscope or telescope. Obs.
a 1631 DONNE Dir. Poems, To Mr. Tilman 46 If then,

th' astronomers, whereas they spy A new-found star, their

her mourning veil an optic to draw a new lover neerer to her

sight. 1745 ELIZA HEVWOOU Female Spect. No. 17 (1748)

III. 268 The telescope was again unscrewed, .. when .. they
were obliged to draw in the optic, and make fast the window,
against which it had been placed, c 1800 K. WHITE Child-
hood \\. 109 Which bright through Hope's deceitful optics
beam'd.

1
1886 Daily Tel. 7 Apr. 5/^ One of the two places

..where alone these gigantic 'opticks' can be properly
perfected.]

t3. One skilled in optics;
= OPTICIAN i. (In

quot. 1636, One who has a 'good eye' or well-

trained sight.) Obs.

1636 FEATLY Claris jlfysf. xxxu 410 Artificial! pictures
drawne by the pencill of a skilful ( tpticke. 1656 HKVI.IN

Surv. France 180 A tablet ..such as would infinitely delight
an optick. 1675 Phil. Trans. X. 501 Mr. Newton had
no reason to tax P. Pardies of Hallucination... For that

learned optike very well saw [etc.].

f 4. The science of sight and light ; OPTICS. Obs.

(= F. optique, Olt., Sp., Pg. optica. It. ottica, in

1 6th c. JL. optica^ sing. fern, as well as pi. neut.)
1611 FLORIO, Ottita, the science whereby the reason of

sight is knowen, the optike. 1621 BURTON Anat. Mel. ii. ii.

iv. (1651) 279 Arithmetick, Geometry. Perspective, Optick,
Astronomy. 1634 PEACHAM Getttl. E.verc. in. 140 The ex-

treame parts of a perspicuous body shine and yeeld a more
faint lignt than the middle, as appeareth by Opticke. 1646
SALTMAHSH Some Drops i. 18 Bringing in Christ by Obtick
or sense, and making conversion to be by perspective. 1869
Eng. Mcch. 17 Dec. 329/1 Can they be explained according
to the laws . . of optic and perspective V

Optical (rptikaT, a. [f. prec. + -AL.]
1. Of, pertaining or relating to. the sense of

sight ; visual
; ocular. (Now chiefly in special

connexions, e. g. an optical illusion.'}
In Astron. used of double stars which appear so only

because the two components are nearly in the same line of

si^ht, as distinguished from those physically connected

(binary).

1570 DEE Math. Pref. 20 By demonstration Optical!, the
..Cause thereof, is certified, 1723-24 CHAMUKKS tr. Lc
tVm'j Treat. Archit. I. 41 The most perfect Arches, .con-
sist of a Semicircle; and the Imposts are usually placed on
a level with their Centre. There are some Architects, how-

163

ever, who from an Optical consideration, place than a few
Minutes lower. 1794 (.see ILLUSION 4]. 1812 WOODHOISK
Astron. xvii. 184 Divest an observation of any optical or
illusory inequality. 1844-57 '' I !'u L'rin. Deposits (ed. 5)

354 This appearance .. has always appeared to me to be an
optical delusion. 1888 LoCKYER Elein. Astron, \, (1879) 20

Optical couples, in which the component stars are really
distant from each other, and have no real connection.
2. Of or pertaining to sight in relation to the

physical action of light upon the eye ; hence, Per-

taining or relating to light, as the medium of

sight, or generally in relation to its physical pro-
perties ; belonging to optics.
Optical axis,

= optic axis (see OPTIC A. 5). Optical
centre, that point in the axis of a lens so situated that all

rays passing through it remain unrefracted. Optical
density, the degree in which a refractive medium retards
transmitted rays of light.

1570 DKE Matk. Prtf. 48 The chief Science of the Arche-
master..is an other (as it were) Optical Science. 1663 BOVLE
Uscf. E.rj>, Nat. Philos. \. 96 An eye thus frozen, may be
cut along that which Optical Writers call the Optical Axis,
and then it affords an instructive Prospect. 1736 BUILEK
Anal. I. !. 29 Common optical Kxperimgnls. 1831 UKI-.WSTFK

Optics ii. 23. 16 The image, .cannot be used for any optical
purpose. 1869 TVNDAI.L Notes Lect. Light 117 Hence the

all-important optical law :

'

the sine of the angle of incidence
divided by the sine of the angle of refraction is a constant

quantity '. \V&-^Athenxnm 29 Dec. 871/1 A series of sugars,
having the composition of CcHiaOe, is formed, of gradually
decreasing optical activity, \\hich the author names o, /3. y,
and 6 arubinose.

3. Treating of, or skilled in, optics.
1570 DKK Math. Pref, 48 The Astronomer, and the Opticall

Mechantcien. 1605 CAMDI;S AY/. 203 Pecham that Opticall
Archbishop of Canterbury who writte Perspectives Com-
ntunis. 1704 NOKKIS Ideal World \\. \\\. 359 So., we are
told by the optical men. 1815 1 >. STEWART Dissert. Progr.
Philos. i, ii. (1858) 132 The various signs of it, enumerated
by optical writers.

4. Constructed to assist the sight, or to enable
one to see objects otherwise invisible ; acting by
means of sight or light ;

devised on the principles
of optics. Optical square : see quot. 1875.
1748 LADY LCXBOROUUH Lett, to Shenstone 17 Apr., It

would give me pain to see St. James's, Vauxhall, Ranelagh
&c. &c., represented in so lively a manner as I see them
through an optical glass, which I have lately purchased, now
that I am absent from them. 1839 G. BIND Nat. Pkilos. 381
Description of Optical Apparatus, and of the Eye considered
as an Optical In>trument. 1875 KNIGHT Diet. Meek,, Optleal
St/uare, a reflecting instrument used by surveyors and others
for laying off lines at right angles to each other. Ibid.,

Optical Telegraph, a semaphonc telegraph. One whose
signals are formed by altering the relative position of its

indicators or by difiering combinations of colors. 1891
Anthony's Photogr. l>nll. IV. 100 Nothing has done more
to popularize the optical lantern, or magic lantern, as it is

more commonly called, than the introduction of mineral oil

lamps.

Optically (^-ptikali), adv. [f. prec. + -LY 2.]
In an optical manner, or by optical means

; by
means of or in relation to sight, light, or optics.

J593 R- HARVEY Philad. 21 Brute presently upon his
Arnual searched this Hand optically and throughly. 1656
W. D. tr. Content its' Gate Lat. Unl. F 528 They measure dis-

tances optically, by visible lines, with the help of a Quadrant.
1833 LAMB Etta .Ser. 11. Barren n. Imag. I''ac. Mod. Art,
Not all that is optically possible to be seen, is to be shown
in every picture. 1834 MRS. SOMKKVILLK Uonnex. Phys.
Sc. xxxvi'i. (1849) 421 Instancesof these optically double stars.

1871 TYNDAI.L Fragm. Sc. (1879) II. xiti. 304 1'he air .. was
proved by the luminous beam to be optically pure.

Optician ^ti'Jan). [ad. F. optiden (c 1640
Hatz.-Darm.), f. med. I. . optica OPTICS: see-ici.vN.]
1. One versed in optics ; an opticist, (So also

in Kr.) Now rare or Ohs.

1687 Death's Vis. (17131 15 Dr. Cheyne shows from the
same Great Optician [Newton] that all Bodies attract the

Rayes of Light towards them in Lines perpendicular to their

Surfaces. 1738 Med. Ess. (ed. 2) IV. 143 Whether Physician,
'

Anatomist, or Optician. 1837 GORING K PftfnaiABD JHiicrqfr.
'

101 Of what description should such persons beshould
they be profound opticians or microscopists?
2. A maker of or dealer in optical instruments.

1737 J. CHAMBEKLAYNE Pres. St. Gt. Brit., List Offices 254
Officers and Servants attending . . the Prince of Wales . .

Tradesmen .. Optician, Nathaniel Adams. 1804 YOUNG in

/*////. Trans. XCIV. 14 The blue glass sold by the opticians.
1868 LOCKYER tr. Guillemiris Heavens (ed. 3)494 That, .our

j

modern opticians contrive to admit more light by means of I

a superior polish imparted to the surfaces of the object gk*ss.
Mod. I must go to an optician's to get an eye-glass.

Opticist G>'ptisist). rare.
[f.

OPTIC + -IST: cf.

physicist.] One who studies or is versed in optics. ;

1884 Pop. Set. JAw/M/yXXIV. 814 The real cause.. is now

thoroughly understood by physiological opticists.

Optico- (f
;

ptik0), combining form of Gr. own- I

KU? OPTIC
;
used variously in a few scientific*tenns, i

as Optico-che'mical ., relating to optics and
\

chemistry conjointly ; Optico-ciliary a., relating
j

to the optic and ciliary nerves
; Optico-pa-pillary

rt., belonging to the optic papilla.
1875 tr. I'ogcCs C/teiti. Light xii. 133 The optlco-chemical

difficulties often frustrate his best endeavours. 1892 Syd. Mac.

Lex.^Optit'0'Ciliary..neurotoiuy, division of the optic and
the ciliary nerves. 1899 Allhttfs Syst. Med. VI. 756 It

seems probable that the optjco-papillary fibres differ in

appliance from the visual fibres.

Optics (fptiks). [A pi. of OPTIC ., used subst.

to render med.L,. optica pi. neut., a. Gr. rd OITTI/I,

optical matters, optics ^Aristotle, Ptolemy, etc.) :

OPTIMATE.

sec -ic'.s. Besides this, Greek had also
rj uirrtKrj

(so. Otwpia) the theory of the laws of sight, whence
I,, optice in Vitruvius.
The med. L. optica occurs c 1160 in the Sicilians, I Icnricus

Aristippus who speaks of Kiiclidis Optica^ and Kui^uinus
who translated from Arabic the 'On-rued of Ptolemy under
the title Optica Ptolomxi. Optica appears later as a fern,

sing., and still in i6thc.; thence Oil., Sp., Pg. optica^ It.

otticn, \', Foptiqite sing, fum., also Kn-. optic sb. sing. In
i the i6th c. was also used L. optice after Gr.

]

The science of sight, or of the medium of sight,
i. e. light ; that branch of physics which deals
with the properties and phenomena of light.
Plural in origin and form, and formerly so con-
strued ('the Optics'); but now always as singular;
less usually made singular in form (like F. Coptiqitc,
Olt., Sp., Pg. optica} : see OPTIC sb. 4.

1579'!'. DiccBs^Vm//<0//mf
189 Such was his FoL-licitieand

j

happie sticcessc . . also in the Optikes and Catuptrikes. that he
was able by Perspectiue Glasses, .to discouer tuery particu-
laritie in tlie Countrey rounde aboute. 1625 N. CAHI-KN i I.K

Geoff. Del, \. xi. (1635) 244 The Optickes teach vs, all things
arc scene in the places opposite to the eye. 1646 SIR T.

1 BKOWNK Pseud.
/'./>. 374 Alha/en cognominall unto him that

wrote hi* history ; . . he was contt-mporary unto Aviceima,
and hath left six tee ne bookes of Opticks. 1666 PKPVS Diary
17 Oct., I do not see that lie minds optickes or mathematiques
of any sort. 1726 HITI.KK .SVrw. AW/J Chap, i 27 The
Science of Opticks, deduced from ocular Experiments.
1812-16 J. SMITH Panorama .SV. ,y Art I. 407 Optics tn:;U>
of the mechanical properties of light. 1831 Bm-.wsTiiR Nat.
Magic i. 11833) 4 Of all the sciences Optics is the most
fertile in marvellous expedients. 1872 RrsKiv I'.nglcs .V.

97 'J o-day we aie tu speak ol optics, the M.'ience uf stein;.;.

Optigraph ^'ptigruf . [irrcg. f. (ir. OTTT-U;

seen + -GRATIJ.] A contrivance for copying land-

scapes, consisting of a telescope placed in a vertical

position so that the rays from the object are re-

flected from an inclined mirror through the object-

glass and then from another through the eye-glass,
in the focus of which is placed a movable plane
glass having at its centre a small dot, which can
be moved over the outline of the image.
1864 in WEBSTER. 1875 in KNIGHT Diet. Meek*

Optimacy G J

'l'timasi y
. Now rare. [ad. i6th c.

L. optiuiatia, f. L. optimas, pi. optimates\ see

OPTIMATE and -ACY. Much used between 1579
and 1688, when it yielded to aristocracy. In

mod.F. optimatic 'Littre).]
1. Government, or a government, by the nobles

or upper classes in a state; aristocracy; also
3
a

state so governed.
[1579-80 XOKTH Plutarch ('1676) 417 Cimon..set up the

Government ofthe Nobility (calIedO/^'/////a) that was estab-

lished in the time of Clisthenes. ] 1594 T. BEOINGFIELD tr.

Ulachiavellis hlor. Hist. To Kdr., By this, .appcareth how
both the optimacie and Popular gouernments are Mibiect to

mutation. 1598 DALLINGTON A/ctk. Tra-'. \ ) ivb, The Slate
of Venice, which, at this day, is the most perfect Optimacy
iti the world. 1644 HKVI.IN Stumbling-block Tracts (1681)
682 Till the Romans had expulsed their Kings,. .Monarchy
being changed to an Optimatte. 1649 HOWKJ L Pre-fttt.

ParI. 6 A wholsom mixture 'twixt Monarchy, Optimacy, and

Democracy* 1681 NKVIM; Plato Rcdiv. 43 Aristocracy, or

Optimacy, is a Common-wealth, where the better sort.,
have the chief Administration of the Government. 1776 f,

ADAMS On Govt. \Vks. 1851 IV. 473 Where the noble or the

rich held all the power, they called their own government
aristocracy, or government ot the better sort, or optiniacy,

government of the best sort.

2. The upper classes in the state; the nobility or

aristocracy.

1579-80 NORTH Plutarch (1676) 839 The City of Sicyone,
after it fell from her first government of the Optimacy and

Nobility. 1613-18 DANIEL Coll. Hist. Eng. (1626) 63 The
Londoners, who are. .as among the optlmacy of England.
1644 H. PAKKRR Jus Pop. Milton's Wks. (1851) 59 Uloody
disputes between the Optimacy and I'opulacy. 1682 tr.

fcrastus' Treat. E.vconnnun. 17 Though they had a Leader,

yet were they govern'd by the Optimacy or Nobility.
fig. 1883 K. W. H. MYKKS in Cornh. Mag. Feb. 222

A member of that new aristocracy . . that optimacy of passion
and genius .. which is coming into existence as a cosmo-

politan gentility among the confused and fading class-dis-

tinctions ot the past.

f 3. The best or highest place. Obs. rare" 1

.

1651 I'IGGS Ne^v Dis, 173 Which of all these generall
remedies hath the principality of verity and vertue, and the

optimacy in sanation, is not worth the dispute.

Optimal (c'ptimal), a. Biol. rare, [f. L.

optim-us best -t- -AL : cf. proximal] Best or most
favourable : cf. OPTIMUM.
1890 SIBLEV in Nature 20 Nov. 70/1 {Rep. Brit. Assoc.)

There is probably an optimal temperature, or one at which
the process proceeds most rapidly or most favourably.

Optimate (fptim C't),$/>. (<*-) ta(^ L - optitnas t

as adj.
'

belonging to the best or noblest, aristo-

cratic', as sb.pl. optimCitcs aristocrats; f. optim-us
best. Chiefly in pi., which is now generally pro-
nounced as Latin foptbn*t&).]
1. A member of the patrician order in Rome ;

in

wider sense, A noble or aristocrat.

[1572 WHIT GIFT Dcf.Answ. in. Wks. (Parker Soc.) I. 393

Tlioui;li they might be counted <<ptinmtes, yet, because most

things.. were done by the consent of the people, therefore

the state. .was 'popular'. 1606 HOI.I.ANU Sueton. SS All

the Claudii . . were alwaies Opthnates, the onehy maintamei s

or patrons of the dignitie and power of the Patntians. ] c 1611

CriAi'MAN Iliad ix. 322 Other to optimates and king,, he



OPTIMATICAL. 164 OPTION.

gave. 16^5 HEYWOOD Hierar^h. n. 67 But where a Princi-

palitie (misguided) Is amongst seuerall Optimates diuided.

1650 HOBBES De Corp. Pol. 82 It is impossible, that the

People, as one Body Politick, should covenant with the

ng the high-handed oppressions ot the opt:

mates '. 1865 MERIVALE Rom. Emp. VIII. Ixiv. 84 The free

spirit of the Optimate has been repressed, and he has been
constrained to cringe and flatter.

fb. Iii literal sense : One who is the best, Obs.

1635 HKYWOOD///V?vir/. n. 103 The world .. gouerned by
One who is the best, and . . that one Optimate is God himselfe.

t2. = OPTIME. Obs.

1792 COLERIDGE Lett,, to G. Coleridge (1895) 25 Middleton
is fourth senior Optimate.
B. adj. (or attrib^} Of or pertaining to the

optimates, patrician.
a 1846 Eclectic Rev. cited in WORCESTER.

t Optima'tical, a, Obs. rare. [f. as OPTI-
MATE + -ICAL, after monarchical, etc.] Conducted

by an optimacy or aristocracy ; aristocratical.

1652 KARL MONM. tr. Bentivoglio's Hist. Rclat. 55 The
Government is of three sorts; Monarchical, Optimatical,and
Popular. 1657 tr. Partita's Pol. Disc. 58 If the Form be

Optimatical, wherein vertue is esteemed above all things.

Optimatie, obs. form of OPTIMACY.

Optime (pptimz'). [a. L. optima adv.,
' best

',

*

very well ', originating in the phrase optima dispn-
tdsti

'

you have disputed very well
'

(Wbrdsw.
St'Jioto Acad. 1877, 37-8).] One who has been

placed in the second or thircl division, called re-

spectively senior and junior optimes, in the Mathe-
matical Tripos at Cambridge.
Proctors' optimes^

*

degrees [formerly] granted without

examination, by the prerogative of the vice-chancellor,

proctors and moderators
'

(Wordsw. Sch. Ac. 57-8, 358.'.

[1709-10 RENKU Let. to Strype 10 Feb. (Wordsw. Sch. Ac.

los), He took his degree very honourably, and I believe

will have an optimc.} 1755 in Cambridge Univ. Cal. (1797)

157 Apthorpe, Jes. Col. V. C., and Proctor's S. Opt. 1764
Ibid. 169 Ds More Trin. ist Sr. Optime .. Ds Love Caii ist

Jun. Optime. 1840 Encyct. Brit. (ed. 7) XXI. 505/1 Their
names are.. classed in three divisions, vix. wranglers, senior

optimes, and junior optimes, which constitute the three
orders of honour.

Optimism (f ptimiz'm), [a. F. optimistne ; in

mod.L. optimism-us, f. L. optim-us best : see -ISM.]
1. A name given to the doctrine propounded by

Leibnitz, in his Theodicte (1710), that the actual

world is the 'best of all possible worlds', being
chosen by the Creator out of all the possible worlds

which were present in his thoughts as that in which
the most good could be obtained at the cost of the

least evil. Also applied to doctrines of earlier or

later thinkers to a like effect.

Leibnitz, in his Tlieodicee^ uses optimum as a technical

term, on the model of maximum and minimum. Hence the

Jesuits who conducted the Memoires de Trevon.r, in the
number for Feb. 1737, gave to his doctrine the name opti-
misme. It appears in the Diet. Trevonx 1752. It owe> its

general diffusion to the attack upon the doctrine by Voltaire
in Candid? ou FOptimisme 1759; and was admitted into
the Diet. Acad. in 1762.

[1737 Mem. dc Trevonx (Fe'v.) 207 En termes de 1'art, il

1'appelle la. raison du mcilleur ou plus savamment encore,
ut '1 heologiquementautantqueGe'ome'triquement, le sy^teme
de \Optimum %

ou YOptimisme.}
1759 WAKBUKTOS in W. % Hard's Lett. (1809)289 The pro-

febsed design is to ridicule the Optimisme, not of Pope, but of
Leibnitz 1782 WARTON Ess. Pope (ed. 4) II. ix. 124 That this

Platonic scheme, ofOptimism^ or the best, sufficiently accounts
for the introduction of moral and physical evil into the world.

[The words 'Optimism, or' are not in the previous edd.]

1791 BOSWKLL Johnson an. 1753 Voltaire's Candide, written
to refute the system of optimism, which it has done with
brilliant success. 1793 D. STEWART Outl. Mor, Philos. it. ii.

(1801) 213 By some modern authors the scheme of optimism
has been proposed in a form, .which leads to a justification of
moral evil, even with respect to the delinquent. 1842 HKANDK
Diet. Sc., etc., s, v., The optimism of Leibnitz was based on
the following irilemma : If this world be not the best

possible, God must either, i. not have known how to make
a better, 2. not have been able, 3. not have chosen. The
first proposition contradicts his omniscience, the second his

omnipotence, the third his benevolence.

b. More generally applied to any view which

supposes the ultimate predominance of good over

evil in the universe.

1841-4 EMERSON Ess.
t
Prudence Wks. (Bonn) I. 95 One

might find argument for optimism in the abundant flow of
this saccharine element of pleasure in every suburb. 1878
T. SINCLAIR Mount 18 The optimism that may well be
considered fanciful is that of Hegel, Buckle, republicans
like Hugo,. -Whitman, andthe development men generally.
1880 GOLDW. SMITH Pessimism in Atlaut. Monthly No. 268.

196 Besides optimism, which affirms the definitive ascend-

ency of good, and pessimism, which affirms the definitive

ascendency of evil, a third hypothesis is possible. 1888 MRS.
H. WARD R. Eismcre vi. xlii, The young reformer's social

simplicity, his dreams, his optimisms. 1889 S. ALEXANDER
Moral Ord. fy Progr, IL v. 37. 227 Morality is therefore
of itself and necessarily a kind of optimism. 1900 W. L.
COURTNEY Idea of Tragedy 67 A shallow optimism is the
last theory of all to which a thinking man ought to consent.

2. The character or quality of being for the best.

1795 SOUTHEY in Cottle Early Recoil. (1837)11. 3 Of all

things it is most difficult to ondcnt&od tin.' optimism of this

difference of language. 1821 BYKOX wid l.t-t. /.Va'/tVAYr/i;/.

Wks. 1832 VI. 403 It may be wrung, but it dues not assume
pretentious to Optimism.

b. The quality of being the best ;

(
bestness'.

1796 SOUTHEY Lett. fr. Spain (1799) 228 Portugal is the

best part of Spain. ..So much for the beauty and optimism
of Portugal.
3. Disposition to hope for the best or to look on

the bright side of things; general tendency to take

a favourable view of circumstances or
prospects.

1819 SHELLEY Ess. (1852) II. 188 Let-us believe in a kind

1872 Pall Mall G. 6 Apr. i Mr. Disraeli's optimism has a

great deal too much the air of inviting his party to confine

itself to the cultivation of cabbages. 1881 BLACK Sunrise
III. i.v. 143 'Let it be cheerful

'

said he, with his gay optimism.
1893 LIDDON, etc. Life Pusey I. viil 158 Pusey's optimism
as to the existing state of German Protestantism.

Optimist (fptimist), sl>. (a.) [f. as prec. +
-1ST. Cf. F. optimiste (1752 in Diet. Trtvoux,

1762 in Diet. Aca-d.^.]
1. One who holds or believes in the metaphysical

principle of optimism.
1782 T. TWINING in Rccrcat'. fy Sttttt. (1882) 119 Oh, com-

mend me to the gentle philanthropists and optimists, .who
think all well while they are well themselves! 1791 CHAK-
LOTTK SMITH Celestina IV. 112 You must learn to be more
of an Optimist, and to believe that whatever happens could

not, nor ought not, to have been otherwise. 1792 MARY
WOLLSTOSECR. Rights M'om. i. 19 Rousseau became enam-
oured of solitude ; and, being at the same time an optimist,
he lalxxirs with uncommon eloquence to prove that man was

naturally a solitary animal. 1832 PLSF.Y in Liddon, etc.

Z/t'(i893) I. x. 224 A true Christian can be the only real

Optimist, for he alone can feel that happen what may, it

must be best since it comes from a Father's love. 1878
GEO. ELIOT Coll. ttreakf. P. 496, I am no optimist whose
faith must hang On hard pretence that pain is beautiful.

2. One who is inclined to practical optimism;
a person who looks on the bright side of things ;

one disposed, with or without sufficient reason, to

hope for the best or think favourably of circum-

stances.

1766 MRS. GRIFFITH Lett. Henry $ Frances IV. 217, I am
a perfect Optimist. 1 rejoice in a Lottery, when the five

thousand Pri/e passes me by, . . I immediately conclude that

Fortune has palmed the Ten Thousand for me. 1819 GentI.

Mag. 529 On the subjects of revenue, commerce, and finance,
he was a decided optimist. 1833 W. F. HOOK in Stephens
Life iv. 258, I am a bit of an optimist, I always look to the

bright side of things. 1895 SIR W. HARCOURT in Daily News
23 May 2/1, I have always observed that good physicians
are optimists.

B. adj. (attrib. use of s/'.) Characterized by
optimism; optimistic.
1863 DICKY Federal St. I. 283 The objection to this opti-

mist view is, that it does not take into account the extra-

ordinary social influence of slavery. 1865 Sat. l\w. n
Mar. 287 We are reminded of the optimist governess, .who,
when the weather was very bad, was still thankful because
it was better than none at all. 1880 T. HUGHES in Academy
24 Jan. 62 His view is somewhat too optimist.

Optimistic (fptimi-stik), a. [f. OPTIMIST +

-ic.J Of or pertaining to optimism; characterized

by optimism ; inclined to take a favourable view
of circumstances, and to hope for the best.

1848 M. AHXOLD To a Republican Friend 5 The barren

optimistic sophistries Of comfortable moles. 1874 MOKLEY

Compromise (1806) 26 The optimistic or sentimental hypo-
thesis that wickedness always fares ill in the world. 1887
Pall Mall G. 17 Feb. 6/1 The director is ever energetic,

optimistic, and full of new plans and ideas.

Optimistical (j>ptimrstikal), a. [f.
as prec.

+ -AL.] prec.
1834 Erasers Mag, IX. 42 The magnificent schemes of

optimistical theorist-.

Hence Optimistically adv.

1882 Athenaeum 29 Apr. 537/1 Political aspirations, which

may be described as optimistically Liberal. 1882 J. HAW-
THORNE Pr. Saronis Wife iii. (1884) 18

' You will come to

it [love for wife] afterward ', I affirmed, optimistically.

Optimity (fptrmiti). [ad. late L. optimitds

(Mart. Capella 6th c.), f. oplim-us best : see -ITY.]

1. The quality or fact of being the best or very

good ; excellence.

1656 FLOUNT Glossogr., Opthnitie, utility, great profit,

excellency. iM&GuideElginCathedrallMfoA. 8 Originality

necessarily implies optimity.

2. The fact of being for the best.

1885 Faith of the Unlearned 103 No necessity other than

the Creator's can order his creation ;
. . it follows that the

bugbear Necessity must either become optimity or, within

the scope of finite freedom, must disappear.

Optimize fciptimab), v.
[f.

L. optim-us best

+ -IZE, after optimism,}
1. intr. To act as an optimist ;

to take favour-

able views of circumstances.

1844 GLADSTONE Clean. (1879) ^. 118 Neither are we of

those who pretend to optimise upon the present condition

of the Church.

2. trans. To make the best or most of; to

develop to the utmost.

1857 ^at- Rev* HI- 306/1 This is an incomplete view.. but

it insofar borne out by fact that both parties ^to
the suit

accept it, and endeavour to optimize it. 1894 M'esim. Gaz.
20 Mar. 2/3 We have the two optimised in the blundering
;unl I'.ul taste of this wanton act.

Hence Optimizing vbl. s/>. and ///. a. ; Optimi-
zation, the making the best (of anything).
1857 L. 11 I'M Lei. to Browning mAtktvunim(i$&$ i July

17/1 Wisdom, you know, is tlie uplimi/atioti of knowledge,

the turning it to its bt:st and therefore lea^t sad account.

1877 GLADSTONE Glean. (1879) I. 160 The optimising side of
the question. 1880 W. Casx AfotL Eng. Hist. 128 The
theories fabricated by their optimising defenders.

II Optimum ;<rptim#m), sb. (a.} Biol. [L.

optimum the best, that which is best, neuter of

optimus best.] That degree or amount of heat,

liyht, food, moisture, etc. most favourable for

growth, reproduction, or other vital process.
1879 tr. Semper s Anim. Life 43 This may be briefly

designated as the optimum of food. i88z VINKS tr. Sachs'
Kot. 747 An increase of the amount of carbonic acid present
in. the air, up to a certain limit (optimum 1

,
increases the

evolution of oxygen. 1885 GOODALE Phys. Bot. (1892) 210
For the most rapid circulation of protoplasm there must be
a definite amount of water, the optimum.

B. adj. (attrib. use of si/.) Best or most favour-

able: = OPTIMAL.
1885 VINKS Lcct. PhysioL Plants 276 The minimum or

zero point is the point at which the performance Js just
possible j the optimum point, at which it is carried on with
the greatest activity. 1896 Alll'utts Syst. Aled. I. 513 Ex-

perience alone can tell us the optimum temperature for a

given kind of micro-organism.

Option (?'p/3n). [a. P. option (i6th c. in

Littre), also rare OF. ( 1 2-1 3th c. in Clodef.CVw*//.),,
ad. L. option-cm choosing, choice, f. root op- of

optare to choose.]
1. The action of choosing ;

choice. Also transf.
A thing that is or may be chosen.

1604 R. CAwnsiiY Table Alph., Option^ chousing or wish-

ing, r 1615 BACON Adz-. Sir G. I'iltiers vii. 2 Plantation
. .must proceed from the option of the people, else it sounds
like an exile. 1650 in Swayne Sarutn Churchw. Ace. (1896)
222 Certeyne houses and options lying in the Close of

Sarum. a 1660 HAMMOND (T.), He decrees to punish the

contumacy finally, by assigning them their own options.

(11711 K.KN Hymnarittm Puet. Wks. 1721 II. 73 Since, Lord,
thou Man didst free create, That Heav'n might Option be,
not Fate. 1790 ULKKK l-'r. Rev. 346 They seem then to have
made their option. 1854 TOLI.MIN SMITH Parish 118 This
Act may, according to option, be put into operation in any
parish, or in any defined part of any parish. \W$Guardiatt
544/1 Under this influence the State University introduced

theological options into its arts course.

2. Power or liberty of choosing ; opportunity or

freedom of choice. Local Option : see LOCAL.

1633 B P- HALL Occas. Medit. (1656,1 81 Might I have my
option, O God, give mee rather a little, with peace and love.

1697 POTTER Ant'tq. Greece \\. xi. (1715) 295 He gave them
their option of two things. 1755 YOUNG Centaur\\, Wks. 1757
IV. 272 It is, indeed, in man's option, which of these revela-

tions he will admit. 1850 HT. MAHTINEAU///J.'/. Peace I I.v. i.

206 He [Peel] had no option about accepting [office] his

sovereign sent for him, and he must come. 1881 HUXLMY
Hume i. 7 Hume's option lay between a travelling tutorship
and a stool in a merchant's office.

3. The right which an archbishop formerly had

on consecration of a bishop, of choosing one bene-

fice within the see of the latter, to be in his own

patronage for the next presentation. (Abolished

by Act of Parliament in 1845.)
1701 in CowlCs Interpr. 1706 HEARNE Collect. 3 Apr.

(O. H. S.) I. 217 He got to be precentor of Chichester (that

being an Option of ye Archbishop's). 1763 BURN Eccl.

Law I. 172 s.v. Bishops. 1765 KLACKSTOSE Comm. I. xL

381. 1818 BENTHAM Ch. Eng. 286 The valuable rectory
of Almondsford, on the Severn, in the patronage of the

Bishop of Bristol, having just become vacant, but the pre-
sentation to it devolving to his Grace, as an option, he has

liberally waved hi;, right, on condition that it be annexed to

the Sec in perpetuity.

4. The privilege (acquired on some consideration)

of executing or lelinquishing, as one may choose,

within a specified period a commercial transaction

on terms now fixed
; esp. that of calling for the

delivery, or making delivery, or both, within a

specified time, of some particular stock or produce
at a specified price and to a specified amount.
The first kind of option is usually termed a call, and the

second a put ; the right to either is a double option. See

also FUTURE sb. 6.

1755 MAUENS Insurances \. 401 The Sum given is called

Premium, and the Liberty that the Giver of the Premium
has to have the Contract fulfilled or not, is called Option,
and the Contracts are made to the Bearer. 1817 W. SELWYN
Law AY J'rius (ed. 4) II. 980 The effect of the whole con-

tract., was only to give the insured an option to continue

the insurance or not, during fifteen days after the expiration

of the year. 1881 Spectator No. 2761. 695 Millions a year
are lost on the Stock Exchange in buying and selling Options

alone, just because the keenest of mankind think everything

will remain as it was for one more fortnight. 1882 Truth

next account, or at some still more distant account.

1 5. A wish or desire. Obs.

1604 [see sense i]. a i6a6 BI-. AXDRKWES Serin. (1856) I. 60

For this adoption is the fulness of our option, we cannot ex-

tend our wish .. any farther. x66z GURNALL Chr. in Arm.

(1669) 376/2 He adds his holy option, O that men
^

would

praise the Lord for his goodness, c 1730 Layman s Def.

Christ. 23 (T.), I shall conclude this epistle with a pathetick

option, O that men were wise.

6. attrib. and Comb, (from 4), as option day,

money y pool* -taker, etc.

1881 yW/>'AYr.w i Sept. 3/1 At Paris this was option day,

but chat fact bad i\ influence upon the Bourse, all options

lia\iii" been previously abandoned. 1889 ll'hi. 7 Oct. 2/1

'Option-pools' ..imply that ;i number of persons club 10-

"ctlKT fur the purchase of a large option for the put or call



OPTIONAL.
of .specific securities. ..To give away money in the purchase
of options is bad pulicy on the whole ; and . . those who take

option money are on the right side of the hedge as a rule.

1899 If'estni. Gtiz. 27 Sept. 9/1 A little option business . . is now
being done in the shares, / i being given for the call of the
shares at 10 each for six weeks.

Optional O'-pJanal), a.
[f. prec. -f- -AL.]

1. That is a matter of choice
; depending on choice

or preference; that m.iy be done or left undone

according to one's will or pleasure.
1791 D. STEWAKT Hum. Mind iv. 2 (1802) 173 In the

former case the use of words is, in a great measure, optional ;

whereas, in the latter, it is essentially necessary. 1818 JAS.
MILL Brit. India II. v. viii. 625 Even this burthen was
optional, not compulsory. 1884 La.lv Times AY/. LI. 667/1
It was perfectly optional with the defendants whether they
treated the cheques.. as their own or not.

2. Leaving something to choice. Optional clause,
see quot. 1776. Optional writ, see quot. 1809.
1765 Hist, in Ann. Reg. 90 No bank ..can issue notes

after the I5lh of May 1766, containing optional clauses: but
such optional notes as are then in the circle may freely pass
from hand to hand during any after period. 1768 ULACKSTONK
COIIIIH. III. xviii. 274 Original writs are either optional or

peremptory. 1776 ADAM SMITH W. N. 11. ii. (1869) I. 327 In-

serting into their banknotes . . an Optional Clause, by which
they [Scotch Banks] promised payment to the bearer, either
as -soon as the note should be presented, or, in the option of
the directors, six months after such presentment, together
with the legal interest for the said six months. 1809
TOMUNS Law Diet. s.v., The prxcipc was an optional writ,
i.e. it was in the alternative, commanding the defendant to
do the thing required, or show the reason wherefore he had
not done it.

Hence Optionally adv., in an optional way, at

choice. 1846 in W'ORCKSTER.

Optiqvie, obs. form of OTIC.
t Optist. Obs. rare -

'. [f. stem of OPT-IC t
-IST : cf. chemic, chemist, etc.] = OPTICIAN.

1639 HORN & ROBOTHAM Gate Lang. Unl. l.xxvi. S 769 An
Optist sercheth into raies (sun-beams) that are for sight, and
any thing set before the eye, that may be seen ; . . and accord-

ingly he frameth spectacles and perspective glasses.

Optive >'ptiv), a. [ad.L. opttv-us, f. stem opt-
of oftare to choose.] Pertaining to or characterized

by option ; constituted by choosing ;
elective. In

Rom. Law : see quotations.
1656 &uovmGli>u<igr.,Ofth>t,KeAdoftnX: [1876 MKARS

Kant. Lam 128 The wife might have the right, .of choosing
the tutor herself. . and hence this kind of tutor was called
Tutor optivus.} 1880 MUIRHEAU Gains i. 154 Tutors ap-
pointed in a testament by express nomination are called
tutors dative

; those selected in virtue of a power of option,
tutors opttve.

Opto-, from Or. UJTTOS
'

seen, visible
'

and related
words in our-, used to form modern derivatives
and compounds with the notion of

'

sight, vision',
or '

optic '. See the following words.

Optogram (?-pt<)gra;m). [f. OPTO- + -GUAM.]
Kiihne's term for the image formed on the retina

by the action of light, which may be rendered

permanent by chemical means. So Optogrraphy
(PPfC'grafi).

'
the fixation of a visual image on the

retina
'

(Syd. Sac. Lex.}.
1878 FOSTER Ptys. in. ii. 416 In this way Ktihne succeeded

in obtaining promising 'optograms '. 1890 C. LLOYU MOK<;.\N
Anim. Life fy hitclt, 276 If a rabbit be killed at the moment
when the image, say, of a window, is formed on the retina.

and the membrane at once plunged in a solution of alum, the

image may be fixed, and an '

optogram
'

of the window may
be seen on the retina.

Optometer (VptjrmiUi). [f. OPTO- + -METER.]
A name of instruments of various kinds, for measur-

ing or testing vision, in respect of range, acuteness,

perception of form or colour, etc.; esp. one for

measuring the refractive power of the eye and thus

testing long- or short-sightedness.
1738 W. PORTERFIELD in Mcd. Ess. f, Obscrv. (ed. 2) IV. 185

The Instrument formerly mentioned ; which. . I have called
an Optometer. 1801 YOUNG in Trans. K. Stic: 34. 1801
HOMK in Phil. Trans. XCII. 5 Dr. Young . . constructed an
Optometer, upon the principle of that of Dr. Porterfield.

1879 HanMk. Univ. Oxford 59 In this apartment are being
collected instruments of Diagnosis, Ophthalmoscopes, Opto-
meters [etc.]. 1886 Leeds Merc. 15 Feb. 5/6 The spectro-
scopic optometer is available for the study of flames in the
Bessemer converter.

So Opto-metry, the measurement of the visual

powers; the u?e and application of the optometer.
1892 in Syii. Sue. Lex.

Opto-striate (fttke\itial-ti\ a. Aaat. [f.

OPTO- + STKIATE.] Pertaining to, or consisting
of, the optic thalamus and corpus striatum together.
1891 Syd. Six. Lex., Opto-striate body, the conjoined Optic

thalliums and Corpus striatntn. 1899 AltbutCsSyst. Med.
VI. 305 On several occasions I have found obliterative en-
darleritis of tlie opto-striate branches.

Optotype Optouip). [f. OPTO- + TYPE.] A'

ty[>e or letter of definite size used for testing acute-
ness of vision ; a test-type. 1891 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

Opugn, obs. form of OPPUGN.

Opulence (<'-pilensV [ad. L. opidentia, (.

ofiilfiis, -cut-em or opulent-its: see OPULENT and
-KNCK. Cf. F. opulence (\<. Kstienne 1549).]
\Vcalth, riches, affluence.

c 1510 UAKCI.AV Mirr. Gd. .Manners (1570) D iiij, No ^ifu
nor treasure of greatest opulence. 1668 WII.KINS Kent Cliu> .

ll. viii. 201 Riches, Wealth, Opulence, Pelf, .Means, Fortunes,

165

Estate. 1742 YOUNG Nt. Th. vi. 529 How Few can rescue

Opulence from Want !.. Who lives to Fancy, never can be
rich. 1776 ADAM SMITH 11'. JV. n. iii. (i86u) I. 349 It is this

effort .. which has maintained the progress of England to-

wards opulence, a 1806 C. J, Fox in Emerson Cond. Life
Wks. (Hohn) II. 419 The most meritorious public services
have always been performed by persons in a condition of
life removed from opulence. 1838 THIKLWALL Greece xxi.

III. 203 Citizens who had more recently risen to opulence.
b. flg. Abundance of resources or power.

1791 Si.\CKINTOSH Vtniiic. Gallicx Wks. 1846 III. 4

Argument .. aided by the most pathetic and picturesque
description, speaks the opulence and the powers of that
mind. 1847 EMERSON Kcpr. Men, Plato \Vks. (Holm) I. 297
He has that opulence which furnishes, at every turn, the

precise weapon he needs.

c. transf. 'Wealth', abundance (e.g. of half
1

;

plumpness of person [from mod. Fr.].
1878 IJ. TAYLOR Deukalum in. vi. 129 The loose golden

, opulence of her hair These clouds untangle. 1896 A.

IN^pKKisoN Child Jago 131 Leary, in his heavy opulence of
flesh.

t O'pulency. Obs. [ad.L. opukntia: see prec.
I

and -ENCY.] =
prec.

1607 SHAKS. Tlinon v. L 38 A Discouerie of the infinite

Flatteries That follow youth and opulencie. 1692 ir. Sallust

9 Envy sprung from Opulency. 1753 HOUARTH Anal,
locality viii. 47 An air of opulency and magnificence.

Opulent (fpitflent), a. Also 7 oppulent. [ad.
L. opuleiiS) -ent-eni or opitlcnt-us rich, wealthy,

splendid, f. op-s, op-cm power, might, resources,
wealth: sec -ULEXT. Cf. F. opulent (i4th c. in

Littre\ It. opulentc, -cnto, Sp., Pg. opulcnto^\
1. Rich, wealthy, affluent.

1601 J. WHKKLER Treat. Comm. 72 The Hanses should
growe opulent, and possesse the whole trade of the realme.

|

c 1645 HOWKLL Lett. (1650) I. 394 The potentest monarchies,
1 the proudest republicks, the opulentest cities have their

growth, declinings, and periods, tt 1704 T. I!KOWN Tivo
\ Oxford Scholars Wks. 1730 I. 10, I shall be strangely

unfortunate if I meet not with some opulent widow. 1761
HIMK Hist. Enff. I. viii. 168 His way of life was splendid
and opulent. 1852 MKS. Srowi; Uncle Touts C. i. i The
arrangements of the house, and the general air of the house-

keeping, indicated easy and even opulent circumstances.

b. Yielding great wealth, lucrative. .

1664 EVELYN Syfoa (1679) 6 The richest and most opulent
Wheat-lands. 1818 J.\s. MILL Brit. India I. i. i. 12 So
opulent and brilliant a commerce.
2. transf. and fig. Rich or wealthy in some

respect; abounding or profuse in some property:
a. in mental wealth

; b. in material possessions
or qualities ; c. in physical development ; plump
[from Fr.].
1791-1823 D'IsKAEi.i Citr. Lit., Libraries, Grollier, whose

library was opulent in these luxuries. 1851 CARLYLK ibVer/i^
I. xiv. (1872) 82 The certain prefigurement .. of an opulent,
genial and sunny mind. 1863 WOOLNKR My Beautiful
Lady 32, I wonder whether She now her braided opulent
hair unlace. 1867 J. H. STIKLING in Fortn. Rev. Oct. 380
The injustice of applying the epithet

'

de.-aructive
'

to such
an opulent and affirmative soul. 1896 IVestin. Gas. 10 Mar.
2/1 Although a little short for her build, and somewhat
opulent for statuary, she is superbly modelled.

3. Of flowers, etc. : Having a wealth of blossom,
tint, or fragrance; splendid.
1863 I>. TAYLOR //. Tliurston xiv. 181 The hyacinths.,

filling the walk with their opulent breath. 1868 TENNYSON'
Lucretius 248 Or .beast or bird or fish, or opulent flower.
1886 WOOLNKR Nelly Gray 5 Our pathway . . So rich with
blossom, and opulent Successive honeysuckle scent.

Hence O'puleiitly adv., in an opulent manner or

degree; richly, affluently, splendidly. O'pulent-
ness, wealthiness (Bailey vol. II, 1727).
1611 COTGK., RicJifwent, richly, wealthily, opulently.

1727 BAILEY vol. 11, Opulently. \ Hence in Johnson, etc.)

1871 A. AUSTIN Golden. Age, We turned away, and opulently
cold, Put back our swords of steel in sheaths of gold !

HOpulus (?'pils). Bot. [L. opiihts, a kind
of maple ; taken in Bot. as a generic or specific

name.] The Guelder Rose, Viburnum Opulus.
1706 PHILLIPS, Opulus, a kind of Shrub, which some call

Witch-hasel. 1751 J. BARTRAM Observ. Trav. Pcnusylv. 27A hill covered with spruce, oak spruce, lawrel, opulus, yew.
Opunion, -yon^e, -;oun, obs. Sc. ff. OPINION.

,

llOpuntia (opzrnjia;. [L. Opuntia (sc. herba),
a plant growing, according to Pliny, about the
Locrian city Opus (ace. Opttnt-em] in Greece

;
taken i

by Tournefort, i/oo, as a generic name.] A large
genus of cactaceous plants ; also, the fruit of a plant
of this genus ; the Prickly Pear or Indian Fig.
Opuntia mtlgaris, the Common Prickly Pear or Uarbary

Fig, a native of America, is now naturalized on both shores
of the Mediterranean, in the Canary Islands, etc.

1601 HOLLAND Pliny II. 99 About the city Opus there is
j

an herb called Opuntia, which men delight to eat : this .

admirable gift the leafe hath, That if it be laied in the

ground, it will take root. 1765 in W. Stork Ace. East
Florida (1766) 79 The third sort of soil produces the cabbage-
tree, ..the plumb-tree, and opuntia. i78sMAKTYN Rousseau's
Bot. xxi. (1794) 287 Opuntias are composed of flat joints
connected together. 1878 HOOKER & BALL Marocco 277 f

Enclosed within massive hedges of Opuntia.
Hence Opn'ntioid a., resembling the Prickly

Pears.

1857 HP.RKKI.KV Cryptog. Hot. 4-,S Remarkable for the

Opuntioid constriction of the subfustigate branches.

II OpUS it'"l"
5
s, (V'i*|uV. [\,.o/*ns \vuik, pi. opera.'}

1. A work, a composition ; esp. a musical compo-
sition or set of compositions as numbered among

OR.
'

the works of a composer in order of publication.
Abbreviated Op. Also attrib.,as opus number.
1809 SOUTHKY Lett. (1856) II. 162, I shall do it volume by-

volume in my great 'Opus '. 1815 Ibid. 404, I have found
out another opus for you when you have completed the
'West Indies'. 1880 Groves Diet. M.US. II. 135 No opus-
number is given on the English copy. Ibid. 532/2 No rule
is observed as regards the si/.e of an opus : for instance,
Beethoven's op. i consists of three pianoforte trios, while
Schubert's op. i is only the song

'

Erlkonig '.

2. The Latin expression opus magnum or magnum
opus

'

great work
',

is frequent in Kng. use, esp. in

reference to a large or important literary work.
1704 SWIFT T. Tub v. 116 His Account of the Opus

magnum is extreemly poor and deficient. 1791 BO.SWM.L
Let. to Rev. IV. Temple (1857) 46 My magnum opus,
the

'

Life of Dr. Johnson '..is to be published on Monday,
i6th May. 1843 MILI- Logic v. iii. i To determine what
these propositions are, is the opus magnum of the more
recondite mental philosophy. 1892 Nation (N. Y.) 29 Dec.
5oj/2 When an author's magnum opus is his only work, we
have no right to complain if we sometimes detect tentative
efforts in it. Mod. 'How goes the magnum opusl What
letter are you working at now ?'

OpUSCle (0pys'l). rare. [ad. L. opnsailum.'}
- (Ji'L'SCTLE.

1658 Pun.Lii'S, Opuscle, a little work, or labour. 1862
WKAXALL ffitgo's

* Miserable^
'

i. v. 3 The various opuscle>
published in the last century.

Opuscular J0p#*ski#la.i), a. [f. L. opiiscitl-nm
(see next) 4- -AH.] Of, belonging tu, or of the

nature of a small work.
1802 Edinh. Rev. I. 116 \Mrs. Opies AV///J) The VCTSLS

Q f̂eeling .. are certainly amung the be-t in our uptiMjular
poetry.

Opuscule ^pyski//l\ [a. F. opuscule (i-fth c. ,

ad. L. opuscul-um : see next and -CULE.] A small
work ; esp. a literary or musical work of small size.

1656 ULOUXT Gfossogr.i Opnsiuic, a little work, a little

labor, a 1851 in Thackeray Christmas l>ks. (1872) 127 To put
forth certain opuscules, denominated '

Christmas Uooks '.

1876 MOKLEV Crit. Misc. (iSSSi HI. 361 In this opuscule
he points out that Modern Society is passing through a

great crisis. 1885 ^Bookseller July 649/1 His customers
refused to pay a shilling for a tiny opuscule which should
have been sold for sixpence.

[i
Opusculum faparskttflzfai). PI. -ula. [I..,

dim. viopits work.] =
prec.

1654 GAYTON Pleas. Notes 33 Many more eminent
Opuscula. of that nature. 1657 EVKI.YN ,Memoirt,-(1857; III.

90 Dr. Andrews, Grotius, Dr. Hammond, in a particular
opusculum.. have all treated on this subject. 1782 V. KNOX
Ess, cvi. (1819) II. 249 Pretty and pleasing opuscuhi. 1886
Atlienxmn 14 Aug. 208/2 Hitherto undescribed opuscula,
both in prose and verse, printed before 1539.

Opy(e, variant of OPIK Obs.t opium.
Oqua'SSa. [Amer. Intl.] A local name of a

small trout (Salvelinus otjitassa], called also blue-

back trout, inhabiting lakes in Maine.
1890 in WEBSTER.

Oque, oquea, oqui, obs. ff. OKA, OKE.

Or (p-i), sb. Her. [a. F. or: L. a tintm gold.]
The tincture gold or yellow in armorial bearings.
1562 LEIGH Armorle (1597) i b, I will begin with the most

pretious mettall Golde : Or. 1591 SYLVESIER Hu Bartas \. v.

973 A/ure they bear three Eaglets Argentine, A Cheuron
Ermin grailed Or between. 16466. DANIEL /WwiWks. 1878
I. 44 And tell you how they beare Gules, or, vert, azure,
heathen words for Red, Yellow, green, blue. 1766 PPKNV
Heraldry (1787) 20 Or, which signifies gold, and in colour

yellow, is expressed by points, pricks, or dots. . . The precious
Stone to which it is compared is Topaz, and the Planet Sol.

1875 I'ORTNUM Maiolica\K.
79^

These arms are paly gules
and or, on a fess argent a dog in the act of bounding sable.

b. Or moulit, or moliti see ORMOLU.
Or (fJi, 01, fXi), adv.^ (prep., conj\} arch, and dial.

Forms : see below, and cf. Ant adv. [OE. ar adv.

(late Northumb.) : cf. ON. ar, Goth, air, OE. #v-,

OTeut. *air (?) and *airi : see ERE. In early ME.
dr, are, later or, ore, oore. But in all the uses exc.

A. i the sense is that of the comparative, OE. r,

Goth, airis, OHG. r earlier, sooner, before.
The solitary O. Northumb. instance of adv. dr in A. I.,

with Ormin's ar, the dr, are of Cursor M., and Sc. are, AIR,
can only be from the ON. positive adv. dr '

early '. To the
same origin must be assigned, so far s&forin goes, the Early
ME. and north, ar, midl. or, in A. II (are having assumed
an adverbial -r,as in tkere, where, etc.). But the sense here
is that of the OE. comparative ser, ME. er, ere: as tir

existed side by side with cr in the positive, it may have
intruded also into the comparative, in which t'f, ERE, from
OE. xr, was the only etymological form. In this sense Sc.
still has AIR. B. and C. have, beside er, ere, the form or in

midl. (before 1225). In I3~i4th c. ar (arc) is found in the

north, but_appears soon to have been displaced by the midl.

or, which is still the ordinary northern word. The northern
texts of Cursor M. have the prepositional and conjunctive
ar (are) ; but or occurs also in the Cott. text, and is frequent
in Fairf. In Sc., Bearder finds the prep. 0rat first only in

Harbour (Ue(<er den Gebrauck dcr Friipositioneu in dcr
altschott. Foesie, Halle 1894, p. 43). Ar (are) occurs also

in i3-i4thc. southern writings; there it may have originated
in an un>tressed form of OE. xr. The relations between the

positive and comparative of this adv. present complications
in all the cognate Lings. In all the WGer. group, also,

the comparative has developed prepositional and conjunctive

uses, as in English.]

A. adv. I. As a positive (i &r, 2-3 ar ;
-S'< . 4-6

are, 5 air : see A IK adv.').

fl. Early, at an early hour; = Ant adv. -', ERE

A. i. Obs.



OB.

t-ogo Litidisf. Gosp. Matt. xx. i Qui exiit primo mane, '

glossed seSe focrde a:rist ''el ar in merne. c 1200 OR.MIN

6243 Beon ar & late o ;unnkerr weorrc. a 1300 Cursor M. '

19033 (Edin., Cott., Gott.) Desseli babe late and are. 1300-

[see AIR adv. 2].

II. As comparative (3-4 ar, 4 aar, 5-6 Sc. air ;

3-4 or, 4-5 ore, 5 oore, hoore, jore).

f2. At an earlier time; earlier, sooner; =EBEA. 2.

c 1330 R. BRVNNE Citron. Wace (Rolls) 10147 Cador & hyse
. . to be hauen wel raber [-'. r. ore] cam Er any Saxon to

[

schipe nam. c 1400 Ysvaine fy Caw. 1061 Bitwelle this and the

thrid night, And ar if that it are myght be.

f3. At a former time, on a former occasion ;
for-

merly, before; = Am adv. i, ERE A. 4. Obs.

c 1*05 LAY. 28687 pa at ban fehte ar weoren. a 1300
Cursor M. 511 iCott.) Als l tald ar [F. are, C,ott. or]. ;

Ibid. 870 (C., F., G.) pis said i are (7'r. ere! ^1330
R. BRVNNG Chron. (1810) 8 He sette be Inglis to be bralle,

)>at or was so fre. 13.. Guy ll'anv. (A.) 425 Mi sore pat is

dedeliche, as y seyd ore, c 1440 CAPGRAVE Life St. Kath.

III. 410 If she fayr and bryght were hoore [=oie], It is
;

a-mended an huncfird part more As to his sight, a 1450 Le
\

.Morte Arth. 2202 He thought on thyngis that bene ore.
|

a 1500 Childe ofHristo-Me 342 in Hazl. !-. P. P. I. 123 Into !

the chamber he went that tide.. And knelid, as he dud ore.
:

fb. Before something else, in the first place. Obs. \

.1220 Bestiary 139 Oc he spewe3 or al fte uenim flat in

his brest is bred. IHd. 208 Oc or sei 3u in scrifte to Se

prest sinnes tine [
= bine]. c 1250 Gen. $ /'.'. 88 Fro 'oat time

we tellen ay, Or oe ni?t and after oe day. a 1300 ( it '-*<>r .!/.

916 (Cott., F., Gott.) For i most couer mi tlnsal are [Tr,

furst]. c 1300 HtK'clak 728 But or he hauede michel shame.

B. prep. ,3-5 ar, (4 are , 3- or).

1. Before (in time, ;
= EKE B. I.

c 1*50 Gen. *t Ex. 645 So 3e flod (let d^ tluiiLs on ; fowerti

}er or domes-dai. a 1300 Cursor .If. 11383 (Colt.) A tuel-

month ar \Gott. are, Tr. or] be natiuite. 1375 BARBOUR ISruee

xx. 607 It wes neuir led or his day So weill. a 1425 Cursor Af.

9830 (Tr.) Neuer ar bis. 1467-8 Rolls of Parlt, V. 622/2
Which had been doon or that tyme. 1509 BARCLAY Shyf of
Folys (1570) 167 To dye or their day. 1564 GKINDAL Fun.
Sen:/. 3 Oct., Wks. (Parker Soc.) 16 So should we have had
the Turk, or this day, to have come to our own doors. 1632
LiTiniou- T>-a;>. iv. 141 He came .. in the morning ouer to

Constantinople ; and long or midday turnd Turke. Mod.
Sc. Ve'll be ower the hill lang or nicht.

b. In the following there appears to be con-

fusion with the conjunctive or ere (C. I e), for or

e'er, or ever, but used simply as = ere, before.

1629 MILTON Ode Christ's Nativity 86 The Shepherds on

the Lawn, Or ere the point of dawn, Sate simply chatting
in a rustick row. 1811 WORDSW. Kf. to .Sir G. II. IScuuniant

95 And long or ere the uprising of the Sun O'er dew-damped
dust our journey was begun.
2. Before an adv. of time taken subst., as long,

now, etc., forming an advb. phrase: cf. erelong, ,

erenow, etc. ;
ERE B. 2.

a 1450 Cursor Jlf. 17785 (Laud) Ye wold nevir yt leve or

now. 1460 Toumeley Myst. vi. 4, I cam neuer or now
where I am. 1559-60 MS. Cott. Cal. B. ix, The mater had
bene lang or now compounded. 1786 BURNS Earnest Cry .

fi Prayer xv, I'll wad my new pleugh-pettle, Ye'll see't or

lang. Mod. Sc. He'd been there oft or than, Ise warran'.
;

I've seen him lang or now.

C. conj. (or conjunctive adv.'). (3-4 ar, (4 are',

3- or-)

I. Of time: Before (
= L. triusguam, F. avant

que], fa. in a conjunctional phrase : (a) or than,

(ti) or that : see EUE C. I a. Obs.

(al c 1250 Gen. \ E-\-. 2435 Or 5an he wiste off werlde faren,

He [Jacob] bade hise klnde to him charen. 1382 WVCLIF
.

Cen. xxvii. 10 Whan.. he etith, he blisse to thee or than

[Vulg. fritufitam, 1388 bifore that] he die. 1465 Fastoii
[

Lett. 1 1. 199 They were delyveryd owt of pryson or than the

massenger come ageyn. 1506 GuYLTORnE I'ilgr. iCamden)

39 Or than we rose from the horde the warden rose.

(/') a 1300 Cursor M. 2810 Are bat [Gott. ar ban, /'. or bat,

Tr. ar hat] hit be sunken don. Ibid. 4976 Ar bat [/'. or), i

1386 CHAUCER Knt.'s T. 2212 (Harl. MS.) Or [o.r. er]

bat we departe fro bis place. 1542 BOOKDE Dyetary vii. (1870)

242 He must prouyde for necessarye thynges or that he begyn i

howseholde. i548-^(Mar.)i'*.Ccw. /Voyc-Consecr. liishops,
|

Our savioure Christe continued the whole night in praier, or

euer that [1662 before] he did chose and sende furth his xii

Apostles. 1721 St. German's Doctor $ Strut. 102, I would
j

here.. ask thee another question, or that I make answer to
|

thine.

b. Or alone, in same sense.

c 1220 Bestiary 91 Or he bicumeg cristen. Ibid. 94 Or he

it biSenken can, hise ejen weren mirke. 13.. Cursor M.

710 (Cotl.) Ar [f. or] Adam had fordon be grith. /hit.

5578 (Cott.) Born or he bis werld wroght (F. or
bis_

werlde

was wro^t]. c 1330 Owain Miles 32 Now turn osain or to

late, Ar we the put in at helle gate, c 1340 HAMPOLE fr.

Consc. 1051 Yhit wil I mare say, Ar I pas fra bis mater

away. 1489 CAXTON Sonnes of Ayman i. 41 Lete us

ryde hastely towarde Troy or it be take. 1535 COVERDAI.E

frov. iv. 19 Wherin men fall or they be awarre. 1553 T.

WILSON R/iet. 108 Wil you drink or you go, or wil you

go or you drinke ? 1562 J. HKYWOOD Prop. r Epigr. (1867)

169 Leaue it or it leaue you. 1665 HOWARD & DRVDEN
Ind, Queen v. i, We must go meet them or it be too late.

1725 RAMSAY Gent. Sheph. v. ii, Ye intend to . . take your
leave of Patrick or he gang. 1870 MORRIS Karttily Par.
II. in. 119 Yet or fell the night He rose. i885 STEVENSON

Kidnapped xviii. 173 Ye shall taigle many a weary foot,

or we get clear.

f c. \Yith redundant or, or equivalent adv. ;
=

EKE C. i c. Obs.

1250 Gen. S( Ex. 1506 De firme sune .. sulde alien Se

hliscing Or or oe fader dede his ending. 1303 R. BxuNNE
llandl. Sytvie 650 ?yfbou trowyst bathe was noghte Before

or (>e worlde was wroghte. c 1330 Chron, (1810) 74 Or

Uoberd wist, or bouht on suilk a dede, Ore was his hous

166

on fire, ber Sir Robert lay. ?d 1366 CHAUCER Rout. Rase

864 Hir yen greye .. That laughede ay in hir emblaunt,
First or the mouth, by covenaunt. c 1400 MAUNDEV. 11839)
viii. 83 Before or bei resceyue hem, bei knelen doun. 14185

CAXTON Paris ff K. 30 Tofore or he wente to hys bedde.

d. with the addition of ever, e'er: cf. EKE C. i <1.

Ever adds emphasis : or ever before ever, before even,
before . . at all, or in any way ; see EVER 8 c. Hut, in many
early instances, or 7vrdoes not perceptibly differ from the

simple or, en, or before, whence pern, the later spelling or

ere ',
see e.

1423 JAS. I h'ingis Q. v, Or ever 1 stent, my best was more
to loke Upon the writings of this nobil man. 1450 Rolls q/
Parlt. V. 202/2 Make the aweners. .paye, or ever they can

gete deliveraunce. 1526 TINDALK John iv. 49 Syr come

awaye or ever that my chylde deye. 1599 HAKLUYT I'oy.

II. 101, I was two dayes after or ever I could get in. 1606

G. W[OODCOCKE] Hist, lyst'me in. 20 They. .put forth to sea,

or euer the Lacedemonians got knowledge of them. 1611

BIBLE Dan. vi. 24 And the Lyons, .brake all their bones in

pieces or euer they came at the bottome of the_den. 1752
WESLEY \\'ks. (18721 X. 223 Thou accursed Spirit ! .l.unnwl

or ever thou wert born ! 1784 COWPER Task L 67 Long
time elapsed or e'er our rugged sires Complain'd. 1846
KEBLE Lyra Innoc. (1873) 76 Stay thee, sad heart, or e'er

thou breathe thy plaint. 1879 CUR. ROSSETTI Seek f; F. 246

Or ever He ascended up where he was before. Mod, Sc.

An 1

or ever I wust, there I was i' the mids o' them !

e. or ere, for or e'er, or ever : see d, and B. I b.

1368 FULWEL Like Will to Like in Hazl. Dodsley III.

349 Thou shall have somewhat of me, or ere I go. 1605

SHAKS, Lear II. iv. 288 lint this heart shal break into a

hundred thousand flawes Or ere He weepe. l674N. FAIUIAX

BulkffSclv. To Rdr., Forthwith or ere I could well help it,

I fell a Roving. 1813 LOCKHART Span. BalLt Calqmos xiii,

For his soul shall dwell with him in hell, or ere yon sun go
down! 1851 MKS. BROWNING. Casa Guidi It'ind. I. 133

That not a letter of the meaning fall Or ere it touch and

teach His world's deep heart.

2. Of preference : Sooner than, rather than
;

- ERE C. 2.

<! 1300 Cursor M. 9815 (Cott.) His hert aght ar at-brest

in thrin Ar fra his comamentes turn [Gi'ti. Or aght his

herte brest o thrinne, Or fra his comandementu tuinnt;].

"377 LANGL. P. PL B. xv. 502 pe red noble Is reuerenced or

[C. xviit. 201 by-fore] be Rode, c 1470 dolagros Ar dan'. 511

Or thay be dantit with dreid, erar will thai de. 1514 EAKL
WORCESTER in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. u. I. 244 Never man . .

better loved his wife than he did, but or he wold have suche a

woman abought hur, he hadde lever be without hur. 1567

DKANT Horace, Epistles Ep. xvii. Fj, Or he would weare

a suite of silke the winter should him kil. 1814 SCOTT II 'a-'.

xlii, He wald scroll for a plack the sheet, or shekenn'd what

it was to want. Mod. Sc. I wad sterve or I wad be obleig't

to the like o
1

him.

f3. Alter a comparative or other: =Than. 0/>s.

Northern, and in later use only Sc.

c 1250 Gen. <y A'.r. 1510 And hauen mete San, at is mel,

More or 6e 5ungere twinne del. Ibid. 2928 Doj dedell

wiches <k> men to sen ( In ooere wise or so3e ben. 13. . Gam.

fy Gr. Knt, 1543 To yow pat . . weldez more sly^t Of bat art . . or

a hundreth of seche As I am. 1513 DOUGLAS Mncis v. viii.

88 Felis thow nocht jit, quod he, Othir strenth or mannis

force has delt with the? 1567 Glide ff Godlie B. (S. T. S.)

135 Rather or thow suld ly in paine. 1637-50 Row Hist.

Kirk (Wodrow Soc.) 500 The Marques of Hunteley obtained

more subscriptions . . in the toune and shyre of Aberdeen

and Bamflfor any other,

t 4. -= Eest. Si: 06s. rare.

c 1470 H KSRV If 'allace i. 272 That gud man dred or Wallace

suld be tane! For Suthroun ar full sutaille euirilk man.

fOr, advt Ola. rare. [?a. Fr. or now.] As
an introductory particle : = Now.
1413 Filgr. Small (Caxton) iv. xxix. (1859) 61 Or this ymage

signyfyed the kynge Nabugotlonosor. c 1450 MirourSalita-

cioun 1 165 Or Salomones throne had greces sex, als I saide

toforne.

Or (fi, fi}i fail/.'
2

(adv.'S] Forms : see below.

[A phonetically reduced form of the obs. OTHEK

fonj., which, when disyllabic, Ormin wrote operr,

when monosyllabic and unstressed, offir before a

vowel, orr before a cons. The e. midl. dial, had or

1:1250; and c 1300 or was in common use in north

midl. and northern writers ; though the fuller ofer,

other continued in use, esp. in the south, till late

in the i6th c. Or is properly the conjunction, not

the associated adv. (see sense 2), which continued

to be other, or outlier, in modem Standard Eng.

either (i.e. either ..or); though or . . or also

occurs: see sense 3. Forms parallel to or are

ar (reduced from afer., EB (from EITHEK) ; our,

treated here, may be reduced from outlier.']

A. Illustration of the evolution of or out of

other, and of some variant forms,

a. 3 oper, oppr, orr, or.

ri20o ORMIN 6480 Her iss litell oberr nohht I biss land.

IHd. 16109 [pa] batt sellenn Halis past .. Alt fullhtninng,

oberr att hanndgang, Obbr all hadinng, forr mede. Itid.

7588 patt lac. . Wass twejyni cullfre briddess. .Obbr itt wass

I twe};en turrtless. IHd. 10882 Hofenn upp and hadedd 'I'l

bisscopp orr till unnderrpreost. Ibid, 11843 To don ohht

orr to spekenn ohht off ifell. c 1250 [see B. 2c] queSer..or.

la 1300 [see B. 2) ober. .or. c 1300 Havelok 977 King or

cayser forto be.

0. 4 our, ouer, ouir, 4-5 ore.

13.. Cursor M. 19523-25 (Edinb.) Godis uirtu our [other

l/S'.V. or] grete prophete, our angel ellis bai him lete, our

godis sune ellis bai him helde. IHd. 19715 Nichle omr

\otlier Jt/.V.V. or) dai. Ibid. 23425 Wit bi fot to ouirca-,1 a f.-l,

ouer {other MSS. or] al bis urpe. ( 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints 11.

ll'aulus) 737 How hard panis, ore how sar His modir thollt.

.11400-50 Alexander 2-60 lAshm. MS.) Of sum threuyn

gome Of were ore [Dual. MS. or] of wristilling.

OR.

B. Signification.
I. generally. A particle co-ordinating two 'or

more) words, phrases, or clauses, between which
there is an alternative.

Things so co-ordinated may differ in nature, or quality, or

merely in quantity, in which case the one may include the

other, as in
'
it will cost a pound or thirty shillings ',

' two or

three minutes', 'a word or two'. The second member

may also express a correction or modification of the first,

which may be strengthened by expanding or to or even, or

rather, or at least.

c 1200 [see above in A. a], c 1300 llai'elok 573-4 Leoun or

wulf, wuluine or bere Or ober best bat uolde him dere.

/<W.6i2-i3 Heshal him hangen,or quik flo,Or he shal him
al quic graue. Ibid. 2101 pan birbe men casten hem in

poles, or in a grip, or in be fen. c 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron.

(1810) 154 If werre or wo had risen. 1382 WYCLIF Matt.
xviii. 20 Where two or three shulen be gedrid in my name.
< 1386 CHAUCER Knt.'s T. 813 Be it of werre or pees, or hate

orloue. 1483 Cat/i. Angl, 260/2 Or,iz/, vet, scv,(]ne. 1513
DOUGLAS sfcneis vi. Prol. 39 Twichand our faith mony clausis

he fand, Quhilk bene conforme, or than collateral), a 1548
HALL Chron., Ed-w. 11' 232 b, No man bathe sene a better

counterfaytor or player in any Comedie or Tragedie. 1667
MILTON P. L. i. 583 And all who since, Baptiz'd or Infidel,

Jousted in Aspramont or Montalban. 1709 STEELE Taller

No. 45 F i, I took a Walk a Mile or Two out of Town.

1766 GOI.DSM. /Yr. //'. i, The year was spent in moral

or rural amusements. 177* Trial of Nimdocomar 61/2
1 lid you send a verbal or a written message ? 1816 J.

WILSON City of Plague \. i. 439 He heeded not Me or my
sorrow. 1818 CRUISE Digest (ed. 2) III. 485 The possession
of the others or other of them. 1835 Chambers' hiformat.
II. 2?2/i It is generally flat or Cut slightly undulating.
1861 M. PATTISON Ess. (1889) 1. 45 A vine or two. Mod.
You may walk ten or even twelve miles without finding one.

b. \\hen singular subjects i^sb. or pron.} are

co-ordinated by or, strict logic and the rules of

modern grammarians require the vb. and following

pronouns to be singular ;
but at all times there

has been a tendency to use the plural with two or

more singular subjects when their mutual exclusion

is not emphasized.
When the subjects differ in number or person, the rule is

that the vb. and pronouns should agree with the last or

nearest, e. g.
'

I or thou art to blame ',

'

I, or thou, or he is

the author of it
1

(Lindley Murray); but such constructions

are apt to seem stiff and pedantic, and are consequently
avoided. The question of gender causes further complica-
tion esp. the want of a 3rd pers. pron. of common gender.

To say either
'

if he or she has his friends with him
'

or
'

if

he or she has her friends with her' may be misleading,
while '

if he or she has his or her friends with him or her
'

is

clumsy and pedantic, which is avoided by saying
' have

their friends with them'; so 'Your brother or sifter will

lend their aid '. These difficulties appear to have been felt
'

at all limes, and have been sometimes avoided by making
the verb immediately precede or follow the first subject, and

agree with it.

[13.. A'. Alls. 75 Whan kyng, other eorl, cam on him

to weorre.] 1601 B. JONSON Poetaster 11. i, As soon as

ever your maid or your man brings you word. 1621

HAKEWILL Varid's I'om 328 A great towne or a great

i'ersonages house, if they bee good, do much good to the

Countrey. 1749 FIEI.IUNG Tom 7xill. vi, Among whose

;
vices ill-nature or hardness of heart were not numljered. 1813

SCOTT Rokcby li. xxiv, Wilfrid, or Bertram raves, or you !

a 1822 SHELLEY Est.,ttc. II. 249 note, Tacitus, or Livius, or

Herodotus, are equally undelightful and uninstructive in

translation. iSjsSYD. SMITH Mem. (1855) II. 234 Friendship,

or propriety, or principle are sacrificed. 1849 RUSKIN $>e;'.

Lamps 126 If Tintoret or Giorgione are at hand. 1855

Fnzj. STEPHEN in Cambr. Ess. 176 Scott or Sir E. Lyttoii

have generally some funny man. 1867 M. ARNOLD Celtic

Lit. 162 Novalis or Riickert^ for instance, have their eye
fixed on nature. 1873 L. STEPHEN Ess. Freesfeak. 127

The Pope, or the Archbishop of Canterbury, or even Mr.

Spurgeon, are much more satisfactory guides than the

prophets of the revolution. 1874 Hours in Library Ser. i.

273 Mr. Darwin or Barnum would claim him as their own.

1875 GLADSTONE Glean. VI. 179 Why should we expect of

the Bishop,, .or of the Judge,, .that they should be adepts

in historical research '! 1879 GEO. ELIOT T/reo. Suck 339 The

corpus vile on which rage or wantonness vented themselves

with impunity.

2. The alternative expressed by or is emphasized

by prefixing to the first member, or adding after

the Inst, the associated adverb EITHER, formerly

OTHEK or OUTHEK (,the latter still in dialect use :

e. g.
'

you may have either an apple or a pear ';
'
I

could eat an apple or a pear either'.

The primary function of either, etc., is to emphasize the

perfect indifference of the two (or more! things or courses ;

e.g. 'you may take either the medal or its value = the

medal and its value are equally at your option, you may
take either; but a secondary function is to emphasize the

mutual exclusiveness, = either of ihe two, but not both.

For full illustration, see EITHER, OTHER, OUTHER; the

following are early examples of the various forms :

la 1300 Cursor M. 5855<Um.) pat.I
suld ober \(,ott ethir

here his saand, Or lat be folk vie o ml land. Ibid. 9838 (Cott.)

pat wanted oiber [Gar. eyder, Fair/, ethir, Inn. ou|>er]

fote or hand. c 1300 Ha-jclok 94-5 Ober he refte him hors

or wede, Or made him sone handes sprede. 1 1385 CHAUCER

/ G. W. Prol. 5 Eythir \Tanner either] ..in heuene or

; b. Or occurs also after neither, where the

normal conjunction is nor. See these words.

1523 1,i>. TiFKNERS/Vom. I.xxvi. 37 We fyndnataunciently,

that . . Scotlande shulde. .be subgiet to the realmeof Ingland,

nulher by homage, or any other wayes. 1597 BEARD 1 heatre

Gods "Judgem. (1612) 120 There is neither scepter, crowne,

stay, or strength of man that is able to hinder and turne aside

the hand of the Almightie. a 1648 I.u. HERBERT Ht*.V ///

(1683' 221 From which they saw neither profiler honour likely



OR.

to ensue. 1631 WOOD At/i. Oxon. II. 516 An horse that had
neither good eyes or feet. 1713 STEELF. Guard. No. 5 P 4
Neither strict piety, diligence in domestick affairs, or any
other avocation, have preserved her against love. 1757
HURKE Abridg, Eng. Hist. Wks. (1812)4 Neither on the one
side or on the other. 1812 SOUTHEY Omniana I. ^10 Morality
can neither be produced or preserved in a people, .without

true religion. iSaa HEBKR Life JIT. Taylor p. clxxxvi. 1864
RUSKIN Fors doing.:xlviii. 267 Neither rabbits at Collision,
road-surveyors at Croydon, or mud in St. Giles's. 1882

FRKEMAN in Life $ Lett. (1895) 1 1. ^67 Neither Reformers in

the sixteenth century or Puritans in the seventeenth century
strove in any sense for

'

religious liberty '.

C. Or is used after whether : see WHETHER.
Here offer, or, took the place of the earlier disjunctive par-

ticle, OE. /^(OS. the, OFris. tha, Goth. AJK). The following

examples show the introduction of or:

[c 1205 LAV. 9464-5 Heo . . axeden wheSer he wolde gri5

}>e he wolde unfrio [c 1275 of>er fiht 3am wiJ>J. c 1200 OKMIN
528 WheJ>|>r..i (>e firrste lolt OJ?J>r i }>att comm ^airaffierr.
a 1225 Leg* St. Kath, 2^13 Loke nu. .hwefier J>e beo leuere
don fat ich leare..oSer is ilke rlei. .deien. 1:1250 Gen, fy

Ex. 3272 Egipcienes woren in t wired wen, que'der he sulden

foljen or flen. 13.. Cursor HI. 22167 (Edinb.) Que^ir bate
he be criste ouir [other MSS. or) nai. 1382 WYCI.IF Gen.
xxvii. 21 Whethir [1388 wher] thow be my sone Esau, or

noon, c 1440 ipomydon 1844 Whethyr will ye come or nay?
3. Or . . or is sometimes used in the sense of

cither . . or : this is now poetic.
Formerly, sometimes a literalism of translation (cf. L. aitt

..ant, V.ou..ou), but perh. sometimes an actual phonetic
reduction of other ..other

',
other., or: cf. wher.. or for

whi-ther. .or.

a 1300 Cursor M. 494 pan
fell bai depe, or lesse or mare.

Ibid. 10490 Alias \ alias ! |>at i or born or geten was !

c 1325 Poem times Edw. If (Percy Soc.) iv, Or he shal sing
si dederO) or all gaineth him nouht. c 1380 WYCLIF Serin.
Sel. Wks. 1. 124 $if he heere treuthe or o tyme or ober. 1390
GOWER Conf. \, 182 And alle tho that hadden be Or in appert
or in prive. 1474 CAXTOX Chesse 7 Or thou art a god or a
man or nought. 1576 GASCOIGSK Steele Gl. (Arb.) 69 He
would never take or bribe or rich reward. 1590 SHAKS.
Com. Err. \. i. 137 Loth to leaue vnsought Or that, or any
place. 1615 DAY Festivals xii. 325 You are not all of

you, or Husbands, or Parents, or Maisters ; or Wives, or

Children, or Servants; or Virgins, or Widowes. 1715-20
POPK Iliad xii. 396 Or let us glory gain, or glory give !

1798 COLERIDGE Anc. Mar. vi. iv, Without or wave or wind.

1867 JEAN ISGELOW Story (fDoom vn. 266 Learn that to
love is the one way to know Or God or man.

t b. Or . . or occurs with alternative questions,
direct or indirect

; whether . . or. (Or alone =
* whether* is rare, and prob. only repr. L. an.}
1382 WYCLIF Ecclits. xlvi. 5 Or not in wrathefulnesse of

hym is letltd the sunne? [Vuig. an non ; 1388 Whether the
sunne was not lettid in the wrathful?] 1510 VirgiUus in
Thorns E. E. Rom. 23 He asked the lordes..or they wolde
thereforre warre. 1579 SPENSER Sheph. Cal. Mar. 29 Or
hast thy selfe his slomber broke? Or made preuie to the
same? 1596 SHAKS. Mereh. l'\ in. ii. 64 Tell me where is

fancie bred, Or in the heart, or in the head? c 1600 Sow.
cxiv, Or whether doth my mind.. Drink up the monarch's
plague, this flattery? Or whether shall I say [etc.]? 1611

Cytnb. iv. ii. 356 How? a Page? Or dead, or sleeping on
him? 1613 WEDSTER Devil's Law Case n. iii, Denied
Christian burial ! I pray, what does that? Or the dead In/y
march in the funeral ? Or the flattery in the epitaphs ? 1734
POI-K Ess, Man iv. 245-6 Alike or when, or where, they
shone, or shine, Or on the Rubicon, or on the Rhine.

4. After a primary statement, or appends a

secondary alternative, or consequence of setting
aside the primary statement : otherwise, else

;

in any other case; if not.
c 1330 R. BRUNSE Chron. (1810) 44 He said.. He wild haf

treuage, or brenne alle bat he fond, c 1386 CHAUCKR Millers
T. 95 Loue me al atones, Or I wol dyen. a 1440 A'/;- Degrev.
156 He preyd hem to do him ryght, Ar telle hyme whereflbre.
1601 SHAKS. Tvuef. N. \\. iv. 38 Then let thy Loue be yonger
then thy selfe, Or thy afTeclion cannot hold the bent. 1667
MILTON /'. L. I. 330 Awake, arise, or be forever fall'ii. 1703
ROWE Fair Penit. i. i. 273 Waking I dream, or I beheld
Lothario. 1791 COWI*ER Iliad i, 95, I judge amiss, or he
who rules the Argives..will be Incensed. 1820 KEATS ETC
St. Ae-ttff xxvi, Hut dares not look behind or all the charm
is fled. 1840 P. Parley's Ann. 82 Leave off", sir, or I uill

cane you again. 1860 ABP. THOMSON Laws T/i. Introd. 2

[This] was an experimental discovery, or why did the dis-
coverer sacrifice a hecatomb ? Mod. It is my brother, or I'm
a Dutchman !

5. Or else (also formerly as one word orels,

or(r)elli$} : = or if not, or otherwise ; sense 4 :

see ELSE 4b. f Formerly also = senses i, 2.

a 1300- [see ELSE 4 bj. 1475 Bk. Noblesse (Roxb.) 30 And
takethe theire congie and licence . . orellis they departethe
bethout licence. 1477 EARL RIVERS (Caxton) Dictesvi To dye
in their proprelande orellis ferre from thens. 1513 KKADSHAW
St. ll't-rlwrge I. 956 Is now orels shalbe, 1513 FIT/HERB.
Sun', xxy. (1539) 4JS Orels to tye a rope faste. 1526 TINDALE
Matt. xvi. 27 Whatt shall hit proffet a man yf he shulde wyn
all the whoole warlde : so he loose hys owne soule ? Or els
what shall a man geve to redeme hys soule agayne with all?
a 1548 HALL Chron., Ediv. 7^233 Ifeither y Constable had
bene faithfull to.., or els had kept his promes. 1577 WHET-
STONE Life Gascoiffne xl, In wo orels in endles blis.

6. Or connects two words denoting the same
thing : =

other\ii|je called, that is (
= L. vel* sive}.

ciaooORMix 48o An hxfedd prest. .patt ta[--)>a] hi name
nemmnedd wass Abyu)>)r objjr Abyas. 1382-1420 WYCLIF
<7<'. iii. 19 In the swoot of thi chere, or face, thou shall etc
pi brede. 1548 TURNER Names of Iferbes, Asplenum or
asplenium named in greke asplenon, or Scolopendrion. Ibid. ,

Helxine or pardition is called in engllshe Parietorie or
Pelletorie of the wal. Ibid. s. v. Rumex, With a sharper
toppe or ende of the leafe. 1578 LYTE Dodotns n. xcvi. 276
T he tame or garden Nigella is agayne parted into two sortes.
Ibid. 277 Small knops or heads. 1608 TOPSELL Serpents

167

1

(1658.' 777 Of the Tnme or House Spider. 1671 GRF.W Anat.
Plants iv. 8 These Vascular Threds or Fibres. 1842 .-/ ct

5 <V 6 I'ict, c. 79 17 From the centre of the track of the

right or off wheel to the centre of the track of the left or
near wheel. 1857 Chambers Informal. II. 297/1 Australia

|

or New Holland .. Papua or New Guinea . . Van Diemen's
: I>and or Tasmania. Alod. Using a common or garden spade.

Or, var. hor, HKH Obs. pass, pron., 'their'.

Or, obs. form of OKK, o'er (OVEK), YOUR.

Or-, pref., frequent in OE., retained in a few
words in ME., now obs. exc. in OHDKAL, and perh.

OKT-S, where it is no longer recognized as a signi-
ficant element. OE. or- was the stressed form

.used in nominal compounds), corresp. to Goth.

its-, itr-, ON. or-, or-, OHG., Ger. tit--, OS. ur-,

or-, MDu. or-, oor-, Du. oor-, orig. an adv. and

j prep., meaning
' out '. The unstressed form (in

j

verbal compounds) was in OHG. ttr-, ar-, ir-,
1

MHG., MLG., MPu., Ger., Du. er-, OS., OE. a-.

Thus OE. orddl, OS. iirdtli, MDu. ordecl, MI.C.

ordel, OIIG. urteili. Ger. jirtcil decision, judge-
ment; OE. adxlan, OS. adfljan, OIIG. arteileii,

Ger. ertfilen to decide, allot, share. The primary
sense was 'out', as in Goth, and OIIG. I'irnins

'outrunning, exit, exodus', ()N. orfor out-going.
:

departure ; thence various derived senses, of which

OE. had '

out, completely, to an end ', as in oi-fanc

'thinking out, contrivance, skill, intelligence'; 'out

and out', 'extreme', in oriflda 'extreme old age';

'outwardly, manifestly', in orctutwt '

recognizable',

orgiete 'clearly perceptible, manifest'; and esp.
'

without, void of, bereft of, as in the adjs. onnxtc
'

measureless, immense
',
onnod 'bereft of courage,

despairing', orsawle 'lifeless', oiiviiie 'without

hope, desperate', ortrt'o-ioe 'without trust, faith-

less ', orsorg
' without anxiety, secure '. (Cf. L. adjs.

in ex-, as exaniinis, excors, cxossis, exsangiiis.*)
In this last sense the prefix survived in early ME. ;

see OKMETE, OKMOD, OHKATH, OBTBOW.
t -Or, a termination of words, and form of various

^"suffixes, of Latirj origin.
Latin long 5 in early OF. was represented by a close

sound between (d) and (7?), written variously o and it, as
in L. honorein, OF. onor, i>riiir. In AngloFr. the sound
sank into (ii) and came c 1300 to be written pit (o'loiir).

In continental Fr.
,
on the other hand, the sound passed at

length into eu o (pucitr, tionncttr\ The earliest adopted
words in ME. had o or H (onor, tntr), but the regular
representation after 1300 was that of AngloFr. mi (onoitr,
honour}. In many instances this is still retained ; but, at

the Renascence, many of the -our words, which in other re*

spects were like their L. originals, were conformed to the
L. in -or; and nearly all words taken then or later directly
from L. were spelt -or, though, even in these words, there
was at first a considerable vacillation between -or and -our.
In Great Britain the traditional -tnir is still written in many
of the words in which it was retained in the i6th c., though
not a few of these, as ancestor, author, error, horror, prior,
senator, tailor, are now spelt with -or, which spelling is

extended in American usage to all the -our words.
This termination appears in the following suffixes:

1. -or formerly often -our), representing ulti-

mately L. -or, -orein, in nouns of condition from
intr. vbs. in -ere, less usually from other vbs., as

error, horror, liquor, pallor, stupor, tenor, terror,

torpor, tremor, etc. Such of these as existed in

ME. were formerly spelt with -our, e.g. erroitr,

horrour, licour, tenotir. In other words of the
same class, as ardour, favour, fervour, humour,
labour, rigour, valour, vigotir, as also in some
words not directly connected with extant L. verbs,
as colour, honour, odour, -our is generally retained
in British usage, but American usage spells these

also with -or : ardor, favor, labor, color, honor, etc.

2. -or (formerly often -our), repr. L. -or, -orem of

agent-nouns, formed on stems identical with the

ppl. or '

supine
'

stems of verbs. Of these there
are three varieties :

a. Those repr. L. agent-nouns other-than those in

-atar, -t'tor, -itor, -ttor; as actor, assessor, author,
i captor, censor, confessor, doctor, elector, extensor,

factor,flexor, inventor, lietor, oppressor, pastor, pos-
sessor, professor, rector, sculptor, sponsor, successor,

transgressor, tutor, victor. These are of different

ages, going back to OF. words in -or, -nr, AF. in

-our = F. -cur, or L. in -or. So far as they existed
in ME., they were then spelt -our, e.g. actour,
assessour, attthour, censour, confessour, dettour,
tioctour, etc.; they are now all conformed to the
L. spelling in -or.

b. Agent-nouns in L. -Star, -etorf-itor, -itor, in

coming down in living use into OF., were regu-
larly reduced from -ator-em, etc., through -cdor to

-eiir, -eiir, AF. -eour, which became in ME. -our, ;

and in F. -eur, and thus fell together wjfh those
j

from simple -or-em in a. Such are barrator, cessor,
(: cessator-eni), conqueror, donor, emperor iinpeni-
tdr-eni), governor, juror, lessor, solicitor, vendor,

,

visitor (I'isitator-em). To this group also belongs

ORA.

saviour (AF. sauvebur : OF. salveiir, salvedor,
L. salvator-em^, which has preserved the vowel
before -our. To these may be added agent-nouns
formed in Fr. or AF. on the vb. stem, in imitation

of those in -cor, -eur, -our, repr. L. -atffreni, etc.,
as purveyor, surveyor, tailor, grantor, warrior
'AF. werreyour, f. u'erreier to war). From want
of evidence it is sometimes unceitain whether the

agent-noun was already formed in late L. in -Citor,

-itor, or in Fr. after these suffixes had been reduced
to -cw-and -cur, AF. -our.

c. Agent-nouns in -iltor, -t'tor, -itor, -itor, -fitor,

adopted in later times in Fr., or in F,ng., retain /,

appearing in French as -ateur, -iteur, etc., anil

have now in Eng. the same written form as in

1... e.g. administrator, agitator, creator, curator,
dictator, equator, gladiator, imitator, legislator,

navigator, spectator, translator, vindicator
; orator,

procurator, senator
; auditor, creditor, editor,

janitor, monitor, servitor ; executor. These are of

different ages: some from OF. or AF. (Jn which
cnse they formerly had -our, as creatour, creditour,

dictatour, oratour, servitour
} ;

some of later for-

mation immediately from I,., which have had the

-or form from the first. The pronunciation varies

greatly, the stress being sometimes as in the L.

nominative (crea-tor, creditor',, sometimes on the

second syllable before the stressed vowel of the

AF. and L. accusative (on which a secondary stress

fell originally in ME.}, as in au'ditor
'

au ditou'r,

au-ditCrrem], O'rator '^ratou'r, c'-r(il(~>'rci)i*, se~nator

tf'rcm
'

,cxe'cutor 'exe-attoirr, exe'cuto'rem'
,
some-

times corresponding with that of the Eng. vb., as

administrator, a'gilatyr, rmitator, pro'secutor,.oi
otherwise shifted, as fro'curator. In some cases

two forms exist, as aira'tor after L. nom., cu'ra/or

after cif-ratotrr, cu-ratirrein.

d. -or is sometimes an alteration of another

suffix, as of L. -arms, F. -icr, AF. -er, in bachelor,

chancellor, heritor, or of Eng. -er:OE. -ere, in

sailor, bettor.

The frequent occurrence of ME. -oitr, mod. -or, in legal
terms denoting the person acting, as opposed to the per^'ii
acted upon in -c, -cc, e.g. lessor lessee, grantor grantu 1

,

inprtgagior mortgagee, has imparted a kind of technical

or professional character to the ending, and explains the

differentation of sailor, one who sails professionally, from
sailer. In ME. there was a tendency to confuse the endings
-er and -our (helped prob. by the OF. declension nom. -ere :

I., -dtor, ace. -or, -itr, -cur, I,, -titdrciii)', thus butcher.

dicer, fletcher, jailer, jester, juggler, porter, etc. are found
also with the ending -our. On the other hand, in a large
number of words, the original -our, -or has, since the isth c.,

been exchanged for the -KU of agent-nouns oT English deriva-

tion ; such are barber, broker, chanter, diviner, labourer,
pleader, preacher, robber, rimer or rhymer, in all which
the earlier -our, -or, is the etymological form.

3. -or (-our) sometimes represents K. -oir, from
various sources, as manor, OF. maaoir, maneir, L.

manere
; viirror, F. miroir, L. *nuratorium

;
so

with -our, parlour, f.parloir, E. *parabolatorium.
4. -or, repr. ME. and AF. -our, F. -eur, L. -or,

-orem, a variant of -ior, suffix of the comparative
degree of adjs., 'in major, minor. See -Ion -.

Ora 1
(o-ra). Hist. [OE., app. ad. ON. fyrir or

its pi. aurar: commonly regarded as ad. L. aure-us

golden ;
but the sense-history is not clear. Cf.

>?^-]
1., A Danish money of account, introduced into

England with the Danish invasion.
In the Laws of Edward the Elder and Guthrun, it is

reckoned as equivalent to 2j shillings, in Domesday book as

equal to 20 pence.
< 920 Laics of Ediv. fy Guthr. c. 7 (Schmid) Dolie..twelf

orena mid Denuin, and xxx scill. mid Englum. ^950
Littdisf. Gosf>. Luke xix. 13 Woeron jecegid Sonne teno
or;e!as his, salde 5aem tea oro rr/ libras, & cuoeo to 5a.-m,

ceapigas o3^ ic cymo. .1000 Lnivs of sKthelred in. c. i

(Schmid) Bete man ^etit deadum menu mid vi healf-marce,
and aet cwicon mid xii oran.

I7_o6 PHILLIPS, Ora, a Saxon
Coin of the value of one Shilling and four Pence. 1838
Encycl. Brit. (ed. 7) XVI. 514/2 Dr. Hickes observes, that

the mode of reckoning money by marcs and oras was never
known in England until after the settlement of the Danes.

1851 D. WILSON Preh. Atui. (1863) I. n. vi. 445 Upon the
altar was placed a ring without any joint of the value of
two oras. 1875 JKVONS Rloney viii. 71 The mark, the ora,
and the thrimsa were other moneys of account used by the

Anglo-Saxons.
2. A measure of weight : see quot. 1838.
1610 HOLLAND Camderis Brit, \. 519 This Citie payd

yeerely to the King 30 pounds by tale, and twenty in oia

(or in orei that is by weight. 1707 FLEETWOOD c'/m<. free.

(1745) 25 So that 15 orae make a pound. 1838 Encycl. Brit.

ed. 7) XVI. 514/2 In Doomsday-book the ora is used for th. .

ounce, or the twelfth part of the nummulary Saxon pound,
and the fifteenth of the commercial.

II Ora- (oo-ra). [L.,
= border, brim, coast, shore.]

1. Entom. The indexed or inferior lateral margin
of the prothorax.
18*6 KIRBV & SP. Enlomot. 111.368 Prothorax,. .called

by way of eminence the Tlurrax. It includes the Ora,

1'dta^iii, I'tnl'onex, and rhrtignia.



ORACH 168 ORACULAR.

2. 'The edge or border of an ulcer* (tyd. Soe.
'

Lex. 1892).

Ora, variant of ORKA Sc., odd.

Orabill, Orace, obs. ff. HORRIBLE, ORRIS.

Orach, orache (fratf). Forms: 5-6 arage, >

5-8 orage, 6 arech(e, oreche, (aretch), 6-7
;

arach(e, 7 a-, orrage, 7-8 a-, orrach, 6- orach(e.

[In i5th c. arage, i6th c. arache, a. Anglo-F. i

arasche (c 1265 in Vocab. Plant-n^ \Vr.-Wiilcker :

559), F. arroche (Pare i6th c.), Norman-Picard

form (Berry arrosse, Walloon drase, Namur <z-

ranse} = It. atrepice: L. atriplic-etn, in nom.
,

atrip/ex, ad. Gr. arpcupafvs, ~ts (ddpa-, upffpttyofi?).] !

A plant of the genus Atriplex }
N. O. Cheno-

\

podiacex ; esp. the Garden Orach or Mountain i

Spinach (,4. hortensis}.
Wild Orach, A. patitla (including several sub-species),

a weed in gardens and cultivated ground in Great Britain.

1430 TivoCookery-bks. \, 5 Take Borage,.. Bete, Auence, i

Longebeff, wyth Orage an ober. c 1440 ^c. Cookery in
;

Hoitseh. Ord. (1790) 426 Take cole, .and betes, and arage. .
(

and sethe horn. ^1440 Pronip. Parv. 13/2 Arage, herb,
'

attriplex. 1551 TURNER Herbal i. E vb, Areche is of two

kyrules : the one is garden areche, . . the other kynde is called

in englyshe, wyld areche : and it groweth abrode in the
\

come feldes. 1563 HYLL Art Garden* (1593) 48 The hearbe
named Orach or Arage. 1579 LAXGHAM Card. Jlcalth
fl 33) 34 Arache vsed in pottage, openeth the belly. 1586
BRIGHT Melanch. xxxix. 251 Rocket and taragon are not to

be refused ; no more is aretch. 1657 C. BECK Univ. Character
I iv, Orage herb. 1769 SIR J. HILL Fam, Herbal (1812) 12

There is another kind of arrach . .called garden arrach, it is

an annual raised from seed, for the use of the kitchen. 1837
C. A. WHEELWRIGHT Trans!* Aristophanes \, 321 Full uf

calumnies, that grow like orrache. 1855 DKLAMKR Kitch.

Card. (1861) 94 Orache, or Mountain Spinach Atriplex
hortensis. Of this handsome plant there are two principal
varieties.

b. Comb., as orach-like adj. : orach-moth,
Ifadena atriplicis. a noctuui moth, the caterpillar
of which feeds on the orach.

1712 J- PETIVER in PhiL Trans. XXVII. 423 Its thick

Orach-iike jagged Leaves. 1869 NKWMAN Brit. Moths 417
The Orache Moth ..The caterpillar .. feeds on various

speries of orache, goosefoot, . .and many other low plants.

Oracle (p'rak
1

!;, sb. [ME. ora'cle> a. F. oracle

(i2th o. in Hatz.-Darm.), ad. L. oracnl-um (onl-

f/itw), f. orare to speak, plead, pray, with suffix

-culo- of material instrument.]
I. Originally.

I. In Gr. and Rom. Antiq. The instrumentality, i

agency, or medium, by which a god was supposed
to speak or make known his will

;
the mouth-

piece of the deity ;
the place or seat of such instru-

mentality, at which divine utterances were believed
j

to be given.
c 1400 tr. Seereta Secret., Gov. Lordsh. 48 To be tyme J>at

y cam to^e Oracle of be sone bat Ksculapides mad for hym,
where y fand oon solitarye man abstincnte ful wys of

Philosophic, c 1477 CAXTON Jason 4 And they visyted

temples and oracles unto the consummation of their dayes.

1574 Y\e,LL.Q\\T.sGueitara'
l

s Fain. E/>. (1577) 174 Amongst all

the oratories that, .they had in Asia, the most famous was
the Oracle of Delphos : for to that place from all partes of \

the worlde they did concurre. 1611 SHAKS. Wint. T. u. iii.

194 Please* your Highnesse, Posts From those you sent to

th' Oracle, are come An houre since. 1629 MILTON Hymn
Nativity 173 The Oracles are clumm. 169* DRYDEN St.

Euretnont's Ess. 284 He speaks like the Oracles to puzzle
the World. 1814 WORDSW. Laodamia viii, The Delphic
oracle foretold That the first Greek who touched the Trojan
strand Should die. 1835 THIRLWALL Greece I. vi. 205 The
Gods. -had a great variety of agents and vehicles at their

disposal, for conveying the secrets oftheir prescience. . . Some-
times they attached it to a certain place, the seat of their

|

immediate presence, which is then termed an oracle. 1884

J, TAIT Mind in Matter (1892) 255 The great Oracles of

antiquity belonged to the Greeks.

b. Hence, allusively, To work the oracle^ to

influence the agency or medium ;
to obtain an

utterance in one's favour, or to procure a favour-
I

able issue in a matter, by influence or manoeuvring
behind the scenes; also (slang], to raise money.
1863 All Year Round 10 Oct. 168 He has a double,

who., worked the oracle for him. 1886 Pall Mall G.

i Sept. 1/3 Every reader will be able to form his own
judgment of the methods which [certain publishers] adopt
to 'work the oracle

1

in their favour. 1891 J. NKWMAS
Scamping Tricks xiv. 116 With .. big local loan-mongers
to work the oracle and swim with them.

2. A response, decision, or message, given usually

by a priest or priestess of a god, and, as was sup-

posed, by his inspiration, at the shrine or seat

where the deity was supposed to be thus accessible

to inquirers. These responses were for the most

part obscure or ambiguous ;
to which allusion is

made in later senses of the word and its derivatives.

1598 GRENEWEY Tacitus, Ann. in. xln. (1622) 83 The
Smyniaeans alleaged an oracle of Apollo, by which they
were commanded to dedicate a temple to Venus Stratonicis.

1611 SHAKS. IVint. T. in. ii. 119 Therefore bring forth (And
in Apollo's Name) his Oracle. 1647 A. Ross Myttag. Poet,

xvi. (1675) 388 The seat from whence she [Sibyl] gave her

Oracles, 1791 Cowi'ER Iliadv. 78 Unskill'd to spell aright
The oracles predictive of the woe. 1838 THIRLWALL Greece

III.S9 An oracle was procured exactly suited to the purpose
of the leaders of the expedition. 1847 PHESCOTT Peru(i%$a)
II. 89 The temple of Pachacamac continued to maintain

its ascendancy; ami the oracles, delivered from its dark and

mysterious shrine, were held in no Jess repute among the

natives.. than the oracles of Delphi obtained among the

Greeks. 1885-94 ^- BRIO<.KS Eros <V Psyche Apr. x, The
(hauling Pythoness gave oracle, And thus in priestly verse

the sentence ran.

II. Transferred to Jewish, Christian, or other

religious use.

3. A vehicle or medium of divine communication.
a. That part of the Jewish Temple where the

divine presence was manifested ; the holy of holies
;

also, the mercy-seat within it.

c 1440 liydif's Exod. xxv. 18, 19 Thou schalt make on
euer eithir side of Goddis answeryng place \Bodl. MS. 277
the oracle] twei cherubynsof gold..o cherub be in o sydeof
Goddis answtTyng place [AW/, the oracle]. 1.483 CAXTON
Gold. Leg. 72 b/2 The preestes sette the Arke in the hows
of our lord in the oracle of the temple in sancta sanctorum
under the wynges of cherubyn. 1609 BiBLK(Douay) Rxodt
xxxvii. 6 He made also the Propitiator ie, that is, the Oracle,
of the purest golde. 1611 BIBLE Ps. xxviii. 2 When I lift vp
my handes toward thy holy Oracle. 1667 MILTON /'. L. i. 12

Sion Hill.. and SUoa's lirook that flowa Fast by the Oracle..

of God. 1838 Encycl. Brit. (d. 7) XVI. 514 Oracle is in

sacred history^ometimes used for the mercy-seat, or the

cover of the arlc of the covenant ; and by others it is taken

for the sanctuary, or the most holy place, in which the ark

was deposited.
b. Applied to the breastplate of the Jewish

High Priest, the Urim and Thnmmim, by which

divine messages were believed to be communicated.
1868 MARRIOTT / 'cst. Chr. 5 On the breastplate (or

' Oracle ')

are set twelve stones of unusual size and beauty.

C. One who or that which expounds or inter-

prets the will of God ; a divine teacher.

a 1548 HAM. Chron., Hen. /Viog In his company lone
the Puzel, whom he used as an oracle and a southsaier. 1671
MILTON P. A*. i. 460 God hath now sent his living Oracle
Into the World, to teach his final will, a 1711 KEN Dh>.

Love Wks. (1838) 307, I adore thee, O heavenly Oracle of

Love, for contriving this prayer in that admirable method.

1833 J. H. NKWMAN Arians i. iii. (1876) 82 In the history
of Balaam. .a bad man and a heathen is made the oracle of

true divine messages. 1863 E. V. NEALK Anal. Th. $ Nat.

129 Bacon had brought man to the feet of nature, as to a
I >ivinc oracle.

4. Divine revelation; a declaration or message

expressed or delivered by divine inspiration ; also,

//. the sacred scriptures (from Rom. iii. 2\
c 1384 CHAUCER //. Fatne\. n Why this a dreme, why that

a swevene, And noght to euery man lyche evene, Why this

affaintome, why these oracles. 14 . . in TundaU's I 'is. (1843)

t>3 Whos vertue was to Kypg Saloman Full long aforon in

dyuyne oracle As I fynd schewed by myracle. IS^UDALL,
etc. Erasm. Par. Matt. 11 26 The oracles or sayinges ofGod.

1557 N. T. (Geneva) Acts vii. 38 This is that Moses .. who
receaued the lyuely oracles to geue vnto vs. 1611 BIBLE
Transl. Pref. 3 The forme [of Scripture being] Gods word,
. .Gods oracles. 1613 PUKCHAS Pilgrimage x. ii. 133 First

had divine mercy by Oracle removed the Christians to

Pella out of the danger. 1737 POPE Hor. Epist. ii. i. 28

Whose Word is Truth, as sacred and rever'd, As HeavVs
own Oracles from Altars heard. 1746-7 HERVEV Mcdit.

(1818) 106 By Him, says the Oracle of inspiration, all things
consist. 1844 STANLEY Arnold I. iv. 213 In the Bible,

he [Arnold] found and acknowledged an oracle of God
a positive and supernatural

revelation made to man, an

immediate inspiration
of the Spirit.

f 5. An injunction or command of the Pope. Obs.

(Cf. late L. oranthwi 'an imperial rescript' (Just.

/iM/00
1579 FULKE Confiit. Sanders 551 The Frenchmen deposed

their King Childericus by the Oracle of Pope Zacharie,
which discharged them of their, .othe of obedience. 1625 tr.

Camdens Hist. Eliz. J. (1688) 21 A commandment given
viva voce by the Oracle of the most Holy Lord the Pope, in

the virtue of his holy Obedience, and under pain of the

greater Excommunication, .not to depart the City.

III. Figurative senses.

6. Something reputed to give oracular replies or

advice.

1615 HART Anttt. Ur. i. v. 47 This Parson being.. reputed
famous in vromancie, this Gentlewoman bad recourse to his

oracle. 1713 POPE Windsor For, 382, I see.. a new White-

hall ascend ! There mighty Nations shall inquire their doom,
The World's great Oracle in times to come. 1831 BBEWBTEK
Newton (i 855) 1 1- xxvii. 404 The oracle which he had himself

established refused to give its responses.

b. Something regarded as an infallible guide or

indicator, esp. when its action is viewed as recondite

or mysterious, as a chronometer, a compass.
1726 S\VII;T Gulliver \. ii, He called it (a watch] his oracle,

and said it pointed out the time for every action of bis life.

1738 Pol. Conversat. i. 108 Pray, my Lord, what's a

Clock by your Oracle? 1762 FALCONER Shipwr. n. 105 And

by the oracle of truth below, The wondrous magnet, yuides
the wayward prow. 1837 W. IRVING Capt. Ronnwille III.

97 This little, whining, feast-smelling animal, is, therefore,

called among Indians the 'medicine wolf; and such was

one of Buckey's infallible oracles.

7. A person of great wisdom or knowledge,
whose opinions or decisions are generally accepted ;

an authority rfiputed or affecting to be infallible.

1596 SHAKS. Merch. I', i. i. 93, I am sir Oracle, And when
I ope my lips, let no dog barke. 1632 LITHGOW Trav,\\\.

303 He straight sent for a lewish Phlsitian, his familiar

Oracle. 1647 CLARENDON Hist. Rcb. in. 26 He [Lord Say]
had for many years been the Oracle of those who were call'd

Puritans in the worst sense, and steer'd all their counsels and

designs. 1705 STANHOPE Paraphr. III. 526 The Oracles of

the Law being called together to consult, the demand made
of them Is Where Christ should be born, 1852 TENNYSON
Ode Death Dk, Wellington iv, O friends, our chief state-

1 oracle is mute. 1858 O. W. HOLMKS Ant. Break/.-t. vi. 56
1

It is a fine thing to be an oracle to which an appeal is

always made in all discussions.

8. An utterance of deep import or wisdom; an

opinion or declaration regarded as authoritative

and infallible ;
undeniable truth.

1569 J. SANFORU tr. Agrippas I'an. Aries 12 For that

cause the Auncientes surnamed Homer his Oracles, of the

i
verses of Homer. 1610 Histrio-in. in. 38 Are not you
Lawyers, from whose reverend lippes Th' amazed multitude
learne Oracles? 1632 MASSINGER City Madam u. ii, Lady

i Frugal [after Stargaze has given an astrological exposition].
I Kneel, and give thanks. Sir Maurice. For what we under-

stand not?. .Lady F. Be incredulous; To me, 'tis oracle.

1701 W. WOTTON Hist. Rome, Marcus vi. 101 His Words
were received as Oracles. 1842 ABDV Water Cure (.i&^"$i 175
Such epithets .. pronounced with a grave face by those

whose looks are omens, and whose words are oracles.

9. An oracular reply ;
a wise or prudent answer.

1638 Penit. Conf. (1657) 343 It was the glory of Queen
Elizabeth.. that wise answer or Oracle she returned to a

Pragmatick Petition.

b. A prognostication, such as those in almanacs.

1596 UP. W. BARLOW Three Semi. i. ii One of their owne
i late Prophets.. hath very fitlie prefixed before his yearely

false oracles, I would say Almanacks [etc,].

10. attrib. and Comb. t
as oracle-monger, -shop\

oracle-wise adv. ; also, oracle-like adj.
1611 COTGR., Oraculcuxj Oracle-like, true as the Gospell.

1625 K. LONG tr. Barclay's Argents \. xx. 64 Meleander'i

Thoughts runne upon that, that Oracle-wise was uttered by
her. 1663 GF.RBIER Counsel d iv, Your Apollo's Oracle-like

!

Arcenall. 1673 CAVE Prim. Chr. I. i. 7 The Impostor
i setting up for an Oracle-monger. 1675 COTTON Scoffer Scoft

114 He sets up Oracle-shops in Greece. 1860 KAWLINSON
:

tr. Herodotus vn, vi. IV. 6 Onomacritus of Athens, an

I oracle-monger, .who set forth the prophecies of Mu5eus.

O'racle, v. rare. [f. prec. sb.]

'1. trans. To utter or pronounce as an oracle ;
to

proclaim as by divine inspiration or authority.

ri595R. SOUTHWELL.SV. Peter sCoiupl. Ded., The Heathen,
whose Gods were chiefely canoni/ed by their Poets, and

1

their paynim Diuinitie oracled, in verse. 1600 W. WATSON
Decacordon (1602) 356 We fmde this difference. . to be oracled

from those diuine lips that knew best how to terme them.

1645 MILTON Colast. Wks. (1851) 343 A by-blow from the

: Pulpit . . more beholding to the authority of that devout

| place, .then to any sound reason which it could oracle.

2. intr. To speak as an oracle.

1654 WHITLOCK Zootomia 254 If it Oracle contrary to our

Interest, or Humour, we will create an Amphiboly. . and make
it speak our meaning. 1790 Uystander 159 He augured
or Oracled, if Mr. Bell likes it better very greatly of the

prodigious improvements he would make. 1812 W. TKNNANT
Anster F. vi. xxxiv, Nor deem that some dumb beldam ..

Hath oracling deceiv'd me like a fool.

Hence Oracling vbl. sb. and ppl. a.

1656 T. ADY Candle in Dark 77 A hollow feigned voyce
which those Witches or Deceivers used in their Oracling
Divinations. 1671 MILTON P. R. \. 455 No more shah thou

i by oracling abuse The Gentiles.

t O racier. Obs, [f. ORACLE sb. or v. + -EB i.]

i The giver of oracular responses ;
the priest or

!

priestess of an oracle ; any one claiming to be a

medium of divine or diabolic communications.

1584 R. SCOT Discov. ll'itchcr. vii. v. (1886) 109 Ye shall

see .. the cousenage of these oraclers. 1501 SYLVESTER Du
ttartas \. VL 823 Pyrrhus (whom the Delphian Oracler

Deluded). 1736 Disc. IV'itchcr. 12 It is certain that Oraclers,
when they pronounced their Oracles, did use to counterfeit

strange Kinds of Voices.

t O-raclist. Obs. [f.
ORACLE sb. + -IST.] One

whose utterances are esteemed as oracular.

1603 HARSNKT Pop. Impost. Pref., Your Popes being pro-
claimed by your own Oraclists to the worlde, one to be an

Asse, another a Koxe.

t O raclize, v. Obs. rare.
[f.

as prec. + -IZE:

cf. ORACULIZK.J trans. To pronounce or predict

like an oracle, b. intr. To speak as an oracle.

1648 EARL OF WESTMORELAND Otia Sacra (1879) 57 ^ hen

shall Thy Conscience Oraclise thy Fate. 1709 Brit. Apollo
II. No. 12. 3/1 For as you Orac'lize in Verse.

Oracular (orarkitflai), a. [f. L. draeul-vm

ORACLE + -AR. (L. had a rare oraculari~its t the

Eng. rcpr. of which would be
*oraculary^~\

1. Of or pertaining to an oracle ; that is the seat

or medium of an oracle, or of direct divine com-

munications.

1678 PHILLIPS (ed. 4), Oracular, belonging to, or having the

! authority of an Oracle. 1741
YOUNG Nt. Th. ix. 1044 The

! breast-plate of the true High-priest, Ardent with gems
1

oracular, that give, In points of highest- moment, right

response. 1774 J. BRYANT Mythol. I. 254 Its guardian

Deity, whose orgies were there celebrated ; and whose shrine
: was oracular. 1781 COWPER Truth 389 Once the blest resi-

de]

Delphi, one of the richest oracular sites in the world. 1856

EMERSON Eng. Traits, Stonehenge Wks. (Bohn) II. 126

The fable that the ship Argo was loquacious and oracular.

2. Of the nature of an oracle, or of an inspired,

divinely authoritative, or infallible* utterance^
1631 BRATHWAIT Whimsies 20 The vulgar doe admire him,

holding his novels oracular. 1664 H. MORE Myst. Inig. 206

He has left some Oracular Records wherein a man may
read . .the State and Condition of the Church. 1701 S. PAR-

KER tr. Cicero's Dt Finibns u. 137 He had stamp'd it upon

your minds for an Oracular Truth, that nothing after Death

can have any effect upon us. 1855 MACAULAY Hist. Eng.
xix. IV. 353 Whatever he said or wrote was considered

as oracular by his disciples.



ORACULARITY.
b. Resembling the ancient oracles in the mystery,

ambiguity, or sententiousness of their answers.

1736 BOLIXGBROKK Patriot. (1749) 240 Such expressions
were often used, . . and I believe these oracular speeches were

interpreted, as oracles used to be, according as every man's
inclinations led liiin. 1845 JAMES A. Neil \\, He opened his

lips, witli an oracular shake of the head. 1845 DISRAELI

Sybil v. x,' The deuce !

'

said the Dandy, who did not clearly

comprehend the bent of the observation of his much pon-
dering., friend, but was touched by its oracular terseness,

C. Of mysterious portent ; ominous, portentous.
1820 HYRON Mar. I'al. iv. ii. 182 Where swings the sullen

huge oracular bell, Which never knells but for a princely
death. 1820 SHIU.LF.Y CEdipns n. ii. 64 These prodigies are

oracular, and show The presence of the unseen Deity.
3. Of a person : That delivers oracular responses;

transf. that speaks or writes in the character or

manner of an oracle.

1821 D. STEWART Dissert. Progr. Fhtlos. \\. v. 352 In his

[Dr. Law's] original speculations, he is weak, paradoxical,
and oracular. 1829 LYTTON Devereux i. xi, Morton, you
are quite oracular. 1863 W. PHILLIPS Specchesii\\. 209 The
oracular press lays down the law. 1865 GKOTK Plato II.

xxi. ii Like prophets and oracular ministers.

4. Delivered, uttered, or decreed by an oracle.

1820 SHELI.RV Hymn to Mercury Ixxx, Understood . . by
thee the mystery Of all oracular fates. 1863 MARY HOWITT
f\ Brewer's Greece II. xvi. 157 Some oracular replies show

freat
political wisdom. 1873 SYMON'MS Grk. Poets vii. 100

Vhen Oedipus slays his father, he does so in contempt of
oracular warnings. 1876 SWINBURNE Erechtheits 55 For the
note Kings as of deatli oracular to thy sons.

Hence Ora cularness, orncularity.
1717 in BAII.KY II. 1886 American XII. 189 Their oracu-

larness is merely an opinion. 1891 Hlnstr. Lomi. News
ChrUttn. No. 2/3 'He's sure to wear a big beard '..said
Amos Gunn, with Metropolitan oracularness.

Oracularity (orc^ki/rlce-riti). [f. prec. + -ITY.]
The quality or character of being oracular.

a. The quality of being the medium or seat

of an oracle, or of making divine communications.
1816 G, S. FABEH Orig. Pagan IdoL III. 260 Agreeably to

the notion which ascribed oracularity to the sacred grotto.
1818 Horx Mosaics I. 130 The mouth relates to the sup-
posed oracularity of the diluvian ship, which was feigned to

direct its votaries in an audible voice what course they
ought to take. 1842 Prov. Lett. (1844) II. 36 To invest
the Clergy with some dreamy and mysterious oracularity.

b. The quality of being laconic, obscure, and of

veiled meaning ; with //. an instance of this.

1840 Blackw. ftlag, XLVIII. 365 This we conceive to be
in the purest style of the hieroglyphics, and to establish

Coleridge's oracularity beyond all question. 1845 THACKEKAY
Picture Gossip Wks. 1900 XIII. 458 Stanfield has no mysti-
cism or oracularity about him. a 1849 POE // 'hippie Wks.
1864 III. 383 The qiiips, quirks, and curt oracularities of
the Emersons [etc.].

Oracularly (oKe-ki/Haili), adv. [f. OKACULAB
-f- -LV ^.] In an oracular manner.
a. In the solemn, authoritative, or sententious

manner of an ancient oracle.

1771 HURKE Powers Juries in Libels Wks. 1877 VI. 162
A timid jury will give way to an awful judge delivering
oracularly the law. 1788 RKID Aristotle's Log. i. i. 3
He delivers his decisions oracularly. 1884 Truth 13 Mar.
380/2 Mr. Justice Stephen, speaking oracularly, declared
that there was no law against human cremation '

if effected

without nuisance to others'.

b. \Vith the obscurity or ambiguity of the

responses of the ancient oracles
; enigmatically.

1864 Daily Tel. 17 May, Utterances even more oracularly
ambiguous are ascribed to him at Washington.

t Ora'CUlist. Obs. [f. L. oracul-um ORACLE +

-IST.] A professed communicator of oracles.

1652 GAUI.E Magasfrom. 310 It was answered by the

divyiing Oraculists that Augustus had onely a hundred
dayes to live. Ibid. 363 And thus was it shuffled up betwixt
the astrologers and the oraculists.

t Ora'culize, v. Obs. rare. [f.
L. oracul-ttni

ORACLE + -I/E.] trans. To make an oracle of; to

render, or hold as, oracular.

1593 NASHE Christ's T. (1613) 127 That of Terence is

oraculiz'd, Patres aequum censerc nos adolescentulos [etc.].

Hence t Ora culizer, one who constitutes himself
an oracle, or plays the oracle.

1634 SIR T. HKRBERT Trot: 169 But he that sits on high.,
in foure and twenty houres after proved this great Oracu-
lizer a compleat Her.

Oraculous (orarkiwtos), a. Now rare or Obs.

[f. L.type *di'actt/o$-us
t

f. oracul-ntn : cf. obs. F. ora-

cutettx (Cotgr. and Godef.), and miraculous.
,]

Of
the nature of, or pertaining to, an oracle. (Formerly
common

; now superseded by ORACULAR.)
1. = ORACULAR i.

1610 HEALEY St. Aug. Citic of God 506 This [counting
the sands] the oraculous device of Delpho 's asa ibed to him-
selfe. a 1658 CLEVELAND Ansiv. Patuph, (1677) 130 Reason
..why Jupiter, when he was most Oraculous, was called

Jupiter Ammon. 1660 ISGELO tientiv. <V Ur. n.(i682) Pref.,
Where the Oraculous Tripos stands. 1671 MILTON P. K. in.

14 Urim and Thummim, those oraculous gems On Aaron's
breast. 1776 MICKLE tr. Camoens Lusiad 179 When..
Orac'lous Argo sail'd from wondering Greece. 1849 tr. Ct.
A. Hamilton s Fairy T. 174 [He] soon left the oraculous
wood a full league behind him.

f2. M OfiACULAB 9. Obs.
1611 DRAVTON Poly-alb, x. 162 That what he spake, was

held to be oraculous So true his writings were. 1647 WARD
SimJ, Cabler 59 Is no Bishop no King, such an oraculous
Truth? 1751 JOHNSON Rambler No. 172 F 10 He. .expects
that . . his opinion be received as decisive and oraculous,
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t b. = ORACULAR 2 b. Obs.

1625 BACON Ess., Simulation (Arb.) 509 As for Equiuoca-
tions, or Oraculous Speeches, they cannot hold out long.
(11720 SHEFFIELD (Dk. Buckhm.) Wks. (1753) II. 125 To
guess, .what the meaning of this oraculous clause should be.

3. - OKACCLAK 3.

1617 MIDM.KTON & ROWLEY Fair Quarrel 11. ii, Like a

conjuror, One of our fine oraculous wi/ards. 1647 CRA-
SIIAW Poems 117 The oraculous doctors' mystic bills, Certain
hard words made into pills. 1725 POPK Otiyss. iv. 519 The
oraculous seer [Proteus] frequents the Pharian coast. 1750
JOHNSON Rambler No. 61 ? 4 He grows on a sudden orauu-
lous and infallible. 1818 T. L. PEACOCK Nightmare Al'bty
xii, He.. asked Mr. Flosky, whom he looked up to as a nii-.st

oraculous personage, whether any story of any ghost . .wa.s
entitled to any degree of belief.

t4. = ORAC-ULAB 4. Ohs.

1615 G. SANDYS Tray. 61 Deliuer him in writing the state :

of the question ; who in writing briefly returnee his oracu-
lous answer. 1624 HI-YWOOD Cninnik. \\. 09 Who.. sung \

many oraculous cautions to the people of Sparta, yet could

they not predict their owne disaster. 1624 GATAKER Tran-
\

subst. 197 As the oraculous predict ions of the Prophets |

and expresse promises of God himselfe describe it.

b. (With allusion to ORACLE sl>. 5.)
1626 DONNE Serm. Ixxxviii. 793 One whose books are

dedicatfd to the Pope .. and so hath had an ornculous

refining by an allowance oracitlo t'i<>x rods,

Hence Ora'culously adv., by or in manner of an

oracle; as if by an oracle; oracularly; Ora-culous-
ness, oracularity.
1632 HKOMF, North. Lass," i. ii. Wks. 1873111.6 My Cosins

counsel, which hath ever been oraculousfy good. 1646 SIR
T. BROWNE Pseud. Kj>. I. vi. 21 The testimonies of Antiquity
and such as passe oraculously amongst us. 1697 DRYIH-IN

I'irg. (leorg; it. 22 The brandling Beech and vocal Oke,
Where Jove of Old Oraculoiihly spoke. 1755 JOHNSON
Oraculous. Oraculousness, the state of being oracular.

II Oraculuiu (orarki/n#m). [L. : see ORACLE.]
1. = ORACI.K.

1719 SWIFT To Shernfan 14 Dec., Hut I doubt the oraculum
is a poor supernaculum. 1899 WATTS-DUNTON Ayhmn (1900)
88/2

' You seem to be the Oraculum of the hay-fields, sir..

Have you any other Delphic utterance?
'

2. = ORATORY 1 I.

1843 PETRIE Eccl. Arc/tit. Irel, \\. in. 2. 352 Such oratories

are often designated by the term oraculnin, a word which
was also sometimes applied to oratories in Ireland.

O'rad, adv. rare. [f. L. os, or- mouth + -ad:

see DKXTRAD.] Towards the mouth.
1891 in Cent. Diet.

tOra'fle. Obs. rare~ l
. [a. OF. orajle '. see

GIRAFFE.] A giraffe.
c 1400 ^^AUNDI-:v. xxviii. (1839) 2^S There also ben many

Bestes, that ben clept Orafles.

I! Ora'ge. [a. F. orage (ora'g) : popular L.

anratic-itni, f. aura breeze : see -AGE.]
fl. A violent or tempestuous wind; a storm.

Alsoy^-. Obs.
f 1477 CAXTON Jason 56 b, Whiche knightes beyng-.upon

the see, were sore vexid . . with great orages and tempestes.
1483 Gold. Leg. 137/2 Sodenly descended fro heuen suche I

a tempest of rayne and of orage that it couerd alle the

montayne. 1611 COTGH., Orage, a storme, tempest, orage.
\

a 1734 NORTH Lives (1826) I. 183 His gains., were much
greater by his practice; for that flowed in upon him like

an orage. Exam. in. viii. 63 (1740) 632 But there was
then enough of the Church and Loyal Party. .to stem that

Orage of Faction.

2. An organ-stop designed to produce an imita-

tion of the noise of a tempest. 1891 in Cent. Diet.

Orage, obs. form of ORACH.

Oragious (or^-daps), a. rare. [a. Anglo-F.
orageiiS) F. orageux stormy, f. orage storm.]
Stormy, tempestuous, lit. VMjfig',
c 1590 BureVs Pilgr. in Watson Coll. Poems (1706) n. 19

The storme wes so outragms, And with rumlings oragius,
That I for fear did gruge. 1855 THACKERAY Neiucomes xxxi.

303 M. d'lvry, whose early life may have been rather oragious,
was yet a gentleman.

f Orague-lla. Obs. A kind of fabric : see quot.
1719 J. ROBERTS Spinster 346 Woollen stuffs, and stuffs

mixed with silk., quite lost, and thrown out of sale, such as. .

sattinets and chiverets, oraguella's.

Oraison, obs. form of ORISON.
Oral (oVral) ,

a. (sb.} [f. L. os, or- mouth + -AL.

Cf. F. oral (i8th c. in Hatz.-Darm.).]
1. Uttered or communicated in spoken words

;

transacted by word of mouth
; spoken, verbal.

1628 UP. HALL Old Relig. xvi. 3. 167 As for orall Tradi-
lions, what certaintie can there be in them? 1638 Penit. Conf.
iv. (1657) 43 Opened by himself in orall confession to the

principal party wronged. -1680 in Somcrs Tracts I. 211
How often have they formerly urged us to an Oral or Pen
Combat. 1751 JOHNSON Rambler No. 87 P 12 Temptations
to petulance, .which occur in oral conferences. i874GnEEN
Short Hist, v, 4. 239 Disputes were easily settled by the
steward of the manor . .on oral evidence of the custom at issue.

1879 FARRAR St. Paul I. 155 To throw discredit even upon
the Oral Law would not be without danger.
2. Using speech only; communicating instruc-

tion, etc. by word of mouth, rare.

1870 ARHER Introti. Aschanfs Scholem. 6 The influence of
simply Oral Teachers rests chiefly in the hMte and minds
of the Taught. ^^A

b. Using ordinary speech or Mip^^rguage' in

the instruction of the deaf and dumb.
1880 Daily News 11 Nov. 6/2, I understand that under

the oral system both signsand finger-speaking are prohibited. ,

Ibid., If I [a deaf mute] had been sent to an oral school I
*

should have made little or no progress whatever.

CHANGE.
3. Of or pertaining to the mouth, as a part of

the body.
Oral cavity, (a] the cavity of the mouth ; (b} fci haustellate

insects, the hollow on the lower surface of the head, from
which the haustellum or sucking-mouth protrudes.
1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Otal, pertaining to the mouth,

visage, face, look, favor or voyce. 1816 KIKUV & Si>. Etitomol.
(184:0 I. 89 The acute pain which attends the inseitionof
their oral stings. 1826 Ibid, xlvii. (ed. i) IV. 379 Their oral

organs.. are of a Neuropterous type. 1888 RoLLESTON &
JACKSON Anim. Lije 503 Salivary glands .. open into the
oral cavity, the most important pair belonging to the
labium.

4. Done or performed with or by the mouth, as
the organ of eating and drinking.
1625 USSHER AHSW. Jesuit 71 T his grosse opinion of the

orall eating and drinking of Christ in the Sacrament, a 1655
VINES Lara's Supf>. (1677) 382 The guiltiness of Chri-t*

lU,dy is iH-t by ihu .,ral eating. 1888 C/i. Times 13 July CM
Attendance at the Holy Eucharist without oral communion
on every occasion.

B. as si'. Short for oral sound, oial plate, etc.

1885 Athen&um ii Apr. .\-j-~.
'-2 A rin^ uf plates uhLh are

the homologues of the fi\e oral plains. . .These orals are thu
aclii:al ivpn.'^-iitativt.-s of thr basals. 1887 |!I.N>.>N Univ.
Phonography \\ The vowd-. [may be di\ided| into Hv.:

Pharyngals: Five Orals: Kive I >iplithoims. ///./, i> Tin-
Orals, short or lung, in I'Yd, Kill, Tulle, Full, Fool.

II Orale (oi^'l/, ora-U-]. /:<</. [mcd.L., -
*

veil ',

neuter ot *t>rtl/-f's adj., f. vs
t
C>r- face, countenanct,

mouth. See 1 Hi Cringe.] A veil, covering the
lace and breast nnd falling iipnn the shoulders,
wuin hy tlie Tope at ct-rtain solemn ceiemonials.
1844-49 L^'^ FAN ON 2],

Oralism (/>> raliz'niX [f. OKAL + -ISM.] The
method oi" instructing deaf-mutes by ordinary
speech or (

lip-language
1

,
instead of by the manual

alphabet.
1883 Amer. Ann. DenJ",y Dumb Apr. 90 So far as oralism

. . is concerned.

Oralist (6>ralist). [f. as prec. + -1ST.]
1. One practised in oral delivery ;

a correct or

model speaker, rare,

1867 A. M. BKI.L / 'is. Speech 109 A comparison of the

independent pronunciations of two or three *uch selected
orali.tts to fix the alphabet for Visible Speech printing.
2. One who uses oral teaching or '

lip-language*
for the instruction of the deaf and dumb.
1880 Daily Xeii'S 11 Xov. 6/2 The oralists say that under

the French system signs only are tan^lit. 1882 Atncr. Ana.
Deaf$ Dumb July 154 An ardent oralist.

Ora'lity. rare~ l
. [f. OKAL + -ITY.] The

quality of being oral, or orally communicated.
1666 J. SKRGEANT Letter cf Thanks 108 The Orality of the

Rule of Faith.

Orally OVralP, adv. [f. OKAL + -LY -.]

1. Uy, through, or with the mouth as the organ
of eating and drinking.
1608 BP. HALL Epist. i. v. 30 The priest did sacrifice, and

orally devour it whole. 1625 USSIIKH Aninv.
t

jcsuit(\^\) 48
That which is externally delivered in the Sacrament, and
orally received by the Communicant. 1893 C"//. Times 17
Feb. 164/4 ' l ' s the duty of every Catholic to be present
every Lord's Day at the offering of the Eucharist, whether
he communicates orally or in the prayers only.
2. By or with the mouth as the organ of speech ;

by word of mouth
; verbally.

1666 TILLOTSON Rule of Faith in. ix. 2 The faith of the

Jews was not delivered to them orally, but by writing. 1786-
1805 H. TOOKE Parley 32 Without .. Language mankind
would have nothing but Interjections with which to com-
municate, orally, any of their feelings. 1838 THIRLWALL
Greece xix. III. 109 The votes, according to Spartan usage,
were given orally, a 1859 MACAULAY Hist. Kng. xxiii. V.zS
An Act. .forbidding English subjects to hold any intercourse

orally, or by writing, or by message, with the exiled family.

Orailg (orce-rj), abbreviated f. OKANG-OI/TA.V;.

1778 CAMPER in Phil. Trans. LXIX. 145, I had a.n

opportunity of seeing seven Orangs. 1854 OWEN Skel. 4-

Teeth in Circ. Sc., Organ. Nat. I. 299 Both chimpanzeesmid
orangs differ from the human subject in the order of the

development of the permanent series of teeth, attrib. i88a
DE WINUT Equator 106 Our last attempt atorang shooting.

Orange (f?'rend^) ; sb^-^a. Forms: 4-8 orenge,
(6 orr-, -ndge, -(n,che, 7 oreng); 5- orange, (5

hor-, oronge, 6-7 -inge, 7 -ynge ; 5 Sc. oreynze).

[ME. orengtj orange^ a. OF. orcnge (i3th c.),

orange, = It. narancia (Florio), nQ\varaucia( Venet.

naranza, Milan: narans) t Sp. naranja^ Pg. laranja,
also med. Gr. vspavr^oi'. The Sp. and Gr. are ad.

Arabic ^\^ ndranj, in Pers. ^X3.Lj narang)

nilring: cf. late Skr. ndraiiga, Hindi narangi\ also

Pers. nar pomegranate.
The native country of the orange appears to have been the

northern frontier of India, where wild oranges are still found,
and the name may have originated there. The loss of initial

in Fr., Eng., and It. is usually ascribed to its absorption in

the indef. article in ttne narange, una narancia. Med.L.
had also the forms arangia, ar.intia i,Du Cange), whence
aurnntia by popular association with aurutn gold, from the

colour. So pern. OF. oren^e for arangf, after or gold.J

A. sb. 1. The fruit of a tree ;ste sense 21, a large

globose many-celled berry(HiSIBBtWOlO with sub-

acid juicy pulp, enclosed in a tough rind externally

of a bright reddish yellow (
-= orange) colour.

The common variety is variously called the China, Coffh'ft

Lisbon, Portugal, or Sweet O. ; the name China Orange was
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especially common in i7-i8th c. Other varieties or species

are known as BloocR.-retf), Malta or Maltese <>., a red-pulped

variety ; Jaffa or Jappa O., a lemon.shaped and very^
sweet

kind ; Navel O., a nearly seedless variety from Brazil, etc.,

having the rudiment of a second fruit imbedded in its apex ;

Clmie unOgilvie i882),AWr, at Mandarin O. = MANDARIN ;

Tangerine O.: see TANGERINE. The fruit of the Citrus

Bigaradia is called the Bitter, Horned, or Seville O. ; and

that of the C. Bergamia, Bergainot O. or UERGAMOT.

13. . E. E. Altit. P. B. 1044 As orenge & of>er fryt. a 1387
Siiion. Rarthol. (Anecd. Oxon.) 15 Citrmguhm pfmuin,
orenge. r 1425 I'oe. in Wr.-Wiilcker 647/40 Hoc masiicluni,

orange, c 1440 Proinp. I'arv. 371/1 Oronge, fruete. (1490
J'aslon Lett. III. 364 Halfe a hondryd orrygys. 1497 in

Aa. Ld. High Tn-as. -Vio/. (1877) I. 330 For bering of the

appill oreynzeis . . fra the schip. 1538 TI'KNFR Libellns,
Malutu nteduuiii, an oreche. c 1550 LLOYD Trcas. Health

or else Vergice. 1698 A. BRAND Kmb. Muscovy to China

87 Grapes, Apples. .China-Oranges,, .and other fruits. 1796
STEDMAN Surinam II. xxix. 375, I found a crystal phial
filled with essential oil of orange. -extracted from the rind

or peel of the oranges. < 1830 Cries of York 18 Sweet
China Oranges. St. Michael's Oranges I vend At one

or two a penny. 1841 Mann, fy Himseh. E.\-p. (Roxb.)
Pref. 48 In the iSth of Edward the first [1290] a large

Spanish .ship came to Portsmouth ; out of the cargo of which
the Queen bought, .fifteen citrons and seven oranges [Poma
de orengc}. 1866 Treas. Bot. 292 Oranges were unknown in

Europe, or at all events in Italy, in the eleventh century,
but were shortly afterwards carried westward by the Moors,

Ibid., The Noble or Mandarin Orange is a small flattened

and deep orange.. it is exceedingly rich and sweet. 1870
YEATS Nat. Hist. Comm. 179 Tlie rind of the orange

yields by distillation a fragrant oil much used in perfumery.

b. Phrase : To squeeze or stick an orange, to

extract all the juice from it
; fig. to take all that is

profitable out of anything.
1685 Gradans Courtier's Orac. 4 So soon as the Orange

is squeezed, it's thrown upon the ground. 1822 G. CANNING
in G. Canning <f- his Times 364 For fame, it is a squeezed

orange ; but for public good there is something to do. 1884
HAWLEY SMART From Post to Finish I. vii. 108 It is rather

rough on the boy ..to suddenly discover ihat his father had
sucked the orange, and that lie has merely inherited the

skin. 1891 in Dixon Diet. Idiom. F.ng. Phr., By this time

Dibdin was a sucked orange ; his brain was dry.

c. Oranges and lemons, a nursery game, in which

a ditty beginning with these words is sung, and

the players take sides according to their answer

to the question
' Which will you have, oranges or

lemons?
*

1887 E. D. BOURNE Girls' Games 48.

2. (More fully OKANGE-THEE, q.v.). An evergreen
tree (Citrus Auranfium), a native of the East,
now largely cultivated in the South of Europe, the

Azores, and in most warm, temperate, or sub-

tropical regions ; it produces fragrant white flowers,

and the fruit mentioned in sense i. (Also applied
to allied species or subspecies, as C. nobilis, C.

Bigaradia, C. Bergamia: see i.)

Otaheite orange, a hardy shrubby variety used as an

ornamental plant and as a stock for dwarfing other varieties

(Cent. Diet. 1891).

1615 G. SANDYS Trav. (1621) 3 Groues of Oranges. 1785
MARIYN Rowsscatts Bot. xxv. (1794) 371 The Orange and
Lemon may be distinguished by pointed leaves from the

Shaddock. 1866 Treas. Bot. 292/1 It is said that St.

Dominic planted an orange for the convent of St. Sabina in

Rome, in the year 1200. 1886 G. MEREDITH Ball. Yng.
Princess w. i, The soft night-wind went laden to death With
smell of the orange in flower.

3. Applied, with qualifying word prefixed, to

plants of various families, or their fruit, mostly
from some apparent resemblance in flower or fruit

to the orange-tree.
Jamaica orange, the fruit of the Glycosmis dtrifolia

(Treas. Bot. 1866); Native orange (Australia), (a) the

orange-thorn (see quot . 1 889) ; (/) t he small native pomegranate,

Capparis mitchelli ; Osage orange, Maclnra auroJtti<ica,

a spreading tree of the Southern United States, of thirty or

forty feet in height, sometimes cut to form a hedge ; Quito
orange, the berry of Solatium Qititoense, a species of night-

shade, in colour, fragrance, and ta-,te resembling an orange ;

Sumatra orange, Mnrniya siunatrana (Miller Plant-n.

1884); Wild orange, (a) of the West Indies, Drypetes

glauca (Treas. Bot.); i/>} the Carolina cherry-laurel, Primus
Carolina; (c) an Australian rubiaceous timber-tree, Can-
tkium latifoliunt, also called wild lemon (Morris 1898). See
also MOCK-ORANGE.
1817 J. BRADBURY Trav. Amer.ifo note, It bleeds an acrid

milky juice when wounded, and is called by the hunters the

Osage orange. 1859 MARCY Prairie Trav. i. 26 Wheels
made of the bois d'arc, or Osage-orange wood, are the best

for the plains, as they shrink but little. 1866 Treas. Bot.

290/1 The plants [of the genus Citriobatus} are called the

Native Orangeand Orange Thorn by the Australian colonists.

1889 J. H. MAIDEN Useful Native Plants 12
* Small Native

Pomegranate', 'Native Orange '..The fruit is from one to

two inches in diameter, and the pulp, which has an agreeable

perfume, is eaten by the natives. Ibid. 16
' Native Orange ',

1

Orange Thorn '. The fruit is an orange berry with a leathery

skin, about one inch and a half in diameter. . . It is eaten by
the aboriginals. 1890 Blackiv. Mag. Jan. 60 We had three

miles of osage orange hedges.

b. Applied to varieties of apples or pears, re-

sembling the orange in colour; cf. orange-bergamot,

-musk, -pear, -pippin (see B. 2 c below).
' "* ' " The Villain of

170

bergamot. 1884 Pall Mall G. 15 Aug. 2/1
' Cox's orange

pippin
'

and ' Blenheim orange ',
are certain to repay liberally

for careful cultivation.

4. = SKA CHANGE, a large orange-coloured holo-

thurian (Lopho/huriafabricif) of globose shape,
1753 CHAMBERS Lycl. Sitppl, s. v. Orange, Sea Orange, in

natural history, a name given by Count Marsigli to a very
remarkable species of sea plant, ..it is round and hollow,
and in all respects resembles the shape of an orange. 1838

F.ncycl. Brit. (ed. 7) XVI. 518/1 The body of the orange, as

it is called, is fastened by them [fine filaments] to the rock,
or other solid substance.

5. (More fully ORANGE-COLOUR.) The reddish-

jellow colour of the orange; one of the so-called

seven colours of the spectrum, occupying the region
between red and yellow. Also, a pigment of this

colour
; usually, with defining words, as trade

names for various shades, often indicating chemical

origin, as cadmium, Chinese, diphenylamina, gold,

Mars, zinc orange, etc.

a 1600 MONTGOMKRIE Misc. Poems xxiv. 66 O wareit

orange ! willed me to weir. 1776-36 WITHERING Brit. Plants

(ed. 3) IV. 327 Pileus frequently tinged with orange. 1832
TENNYSON Mariana in the Smith 26 Till all the crimson

changed, and past Into deep orange o'er the sea. 1851
MAYNK RKID Sutlp J/unt. I. 10 Yonder the orange pre-
dominates in the showy flowers of the asclepia.

6. Her. A roundel tenne (tawny-coloured).
1562 LKIC.II Armorie (1597) 88 The seuenth He beareth

Argent, vij Oren^es. 1610 Gl II.LIM Heraldry iv. xix. (r66o)

352 If they [Roundles] be Tenne then we call them Oreilges.

1727-41 in CHAMBERS O''"/- 1868-82 in CL-SSANS Her. iv.

7. altrib. and Com/', a. simple attrib. : of an

orange or oranges, as orange-bloom, -gi-ove, -juice,

kernel, -pip, -plant, -plantation, -room, thicket,

-tribe
; employed or used in the orange trade, as

orange-box, -chest, -girl, -man, -merchant, -wench,

-wife, -woman; flavoured with orange-juice or peel,

as orange custard, -pudding, -wine
;

b. objective

or obj. genitive, as orange-grower, -seller, -throw-

ing ; c. parasynthelic, as orange-shaped adj.

1713 C'IKSS WINCHELSEA Misc. Poems 16 The Orange-
bloom, that with such sweetness blows. 1769 MRS. RAFFAI.D

E'tg. Honsekpr. (1778) 256 To make "Orange Custards,

1787 Snt J. HAWKINS I.ife Johnson 195 One poet feigns,

that the town is a sea, the playhouse a ship, .. and the

*orange-girls powder-monkies. 1766 J. BAKTRAM Jrtil.

30 Jan. in -Stork Ace. I'l. Florida 56 We.. encamped at a^reat

*orange-grove. 1707 Lontl. Gaz. No. 4344/4 Thomas Martin,
late of London, *Orange-Merchant. 1719 D'UKFEY Pills

I. 349 The *Orange-.Miss, that here Cajoles the Duke. 1821

KEATS Isabella xvi, Fair "orange-mounts Were of more soft

ascent than lazar stairs. 1897 Al/lnttt's Syst. Mcd. III. 885
It is impossible to understand how a cherry-stone or . . an

*orange-pip could enter the aopendix. 1729 FKNTON in

H'aller's li'ks. Observ. p. xlvi/2 When this Poem was

written, the "orange-plantations of this island were in good
repute. 1769 MRS. UAI I-AI.U l-'ng. tlousekpr. (1778) 171 An
*Orange-Pudding. Boil the rind ofa Seville orange very soft

[etc.]. 1665 PEI-YS Diary 21 Feb., Mrs. Jenings..the other

day dressed herself like an *orange wench. 1711 STEELE

Sped. No. 141 p 7 A Poet .. neglects the Boxes, to write to

the Orange-Wenches. 1607 SHAKS. Cor. 11. i. 78 A cause

betweene an "Orendge wife, and a Forset-seller. 1675 /'////.

Trans. X. 256 Casks of *Orenge-wine. 1772 HEY ibid.

LXII. 260 He drank a bottle of orange-wine in the course

of this day. 1678 OTWAY Friendship in F. iv. i, At the

Play whisper it to the "orange-women. 1801 MAR. EDGE-
WOKTH Good French Governess (1832) 108 Carts and wheel-

barrows, and vulgar looking things, fit for orange-women's
daughters.

d. Special comb. : orange-aphis, a black

aphis (Siphonophora citrifolii] that infests the

orange-tree; f orange-apple, an orange; orange-

bead, an orange-pip formed into a bead ; orange-

berry, an immature orange ; orange-bird, a bird

of Jamaica: see quot.; orange-brandy, brandy
flavoured with orange-peel ; orange-butter (see

qnot.); orange-butterfly, a large black and white

butterfly, Papilio cresphotites, the larva of which

feeds on the orange -tree ; orange-chip, a slice

of orange-peel prepared for eating ; orange-dog,
the larva of die orange-butterfly ; orange-fly,

a name of several small flies, whose larva; burrow

in the orange; orange-jelly, a jelly flavoured with

orange-juice and orange-peel; (b) a variety of swede

turnip ; (c) popular name of a fungus, Tremella

mesenlerica ; orange-maggot, the larva of the

orange-fly; orange-marmalade: see MARMALADE;
orange-oil, the essential oil obtained from the rind

of the orange ; orange-pea, a young unripe fruit of

the curacoa or other orange, used as an issue pea and

to flavour liqueurs ; orange-quarter, (a] one of the

natural divisions of an orange ; (/>)
a fourth part

of an orange ; orange-scale, any scale-insect which

infests the orange-tree; esp. Aspidiotus. anranlii

(Cent. Diet.) ; orange-skin, (a) orange-peel ; (/<)

an orange tint of the skin
; (c) orange-skin surface,

a name
gu^feto

the slightly rough glaze of certain

varieties fffnenla.1 porcelain ; orange-strainer,

a utensil for straining the juice of an orange.
1561 HOLLYBUSH Horn. Apoth. 35 Yalow as an "Orenge

appel. 1626 BACON Sylva 962, I commend also Beads of

Harts-Horne, . . also "Orenge-Beads ; also Beads of Lignum
Aloes, Macerated first in Rose-water, and Dryecl. 886

Guide Kew Sins. Econ. Hot. No. i. 29 The small immature
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fruits which drop from the trees, when collected and dried,
form the *Oraiige berries of pharmacy. 1847 GOSSE Birds
Jamaica 231 Cashew-bird... About Spanish Town, it is

called the *Orange-bird . .from the resemblance of its plump
and glowing breast to that beautiful fruit. 1894 NKWTON
Diet. Birds, Orange-bird, a name in Jamaica for Spindalis
(prop. Spindasis) nigricrfhala, wrongly identified . . with

J'rittgilla zcna . .one of the Tanagers. 1700 CONGKKVF ll'ay
of II 'arid iv. v, I banish all foreign forces, all auxiliaries

to the tea-table, as *orange-brandy [etc.]. 1769 M KS. RAFKALU
J'-it. Hou&ekpr, (1778) 337 To make Orange Hrnntly. Pare
eight oranges very thin, and steep the pt-t?ls in a quart of

brandy forty-ei^ht
hours in a close pitcher [etc.]. 1706

Closet oj'Rarities iN.), The Dutch way to make ''orange-
butter. Take new cream two gallons, beat it up to a thick-

ness, then add half a pint of orange-flower water, and as
much red wine, and so being become the thickness of butter,
it retains both the colour and scent of an orange. 1675 E.
WILSON Spadacr. Dnnelm. 80 He must eat some *Orange
Chips, c 1730 Rcyal Remarks 52 Tea in the Boxes, and

Orange-Chips 2$. 6t/. 1769 [seeCim'.s/'.
1 2 b]. *8a(>Cassftfs

J)ict. Cwkcry, Orange Chips. Take the rinds of some
large oranges. Cut into quarters, and weigh them... Put
the chips on a sieve in the sun. 1890 JULIA P. UAI.LAKD

AmongMoths V Btttttrfl, 142 The common name in Florida
for this caterpillar is

' the *orange dog ',
from a fancied re-

semblance of its most curious head to thai animal. 1769 MRS.
K.UI-ALD Eng. Honsekpr. (1778) 210 To make "Orange
Jelly. Take half a pound of liart>horn shavings, and two

1 quarts of spring water, . . and the rind of three oranges
\ pared very thin, and the juice of six. 1893 Times n July
'

4/1 Some of the following : The late swede, hardy swede,

j

the orange jelly, golden ball turnip, ..or the grey stone
'

turnip. 1863-72 WATTS Diet. Chew, I. 1003 Oil or Essence
of Mandarin, .has an agreeable odour, different from that

of lemon or *orange-oil, and a not unpleasant taste, like

that of orange-oil. 1857 MAVNE E.\po$. Lex >*Orange /Voj,
common name for issue peas, made from the Aurantia
Citrassaventia, or Curassoa apples or oranges when dried

and hardened. 1718 Mrs. Mary Eales's Receipts 98 Take
it off the Fire, and put in your ^Orange-Quarters. 1822-34
titwtfs Study Med. (ed. 4) IV. 540 Epichro&is +\nrigo.

"Orange skin. 1688 Lond. Gaz. No. 2316/4 A set of Casters,
and an *Orange-Strainer, all of Silver. 1705 Ibid. No.

4154/4 A silver Orange-strainer.

B. adj. 1. Of the colour of an orange (see A. 5).

Orig. an attrib. use of the sb., as in OLIVK adj. ; so in quot.

1543,
'

orange hue
'

; but in 1620,
'

orange velvet
',
an adj.

For the political or party use of the colour (quots. 1723,

1849, 1884), see ORANGE sb? i note.

1542 Inv. R. U'ardr. (1815) 104 Item thrie peces of

courtingi* for the chepell of oringe hew. 1620 Untttti Inv.

22 Two low stooles of black and oringe wrought velvet it.

1723 HIGGONS Short ritxu Eng. Hist. (1736) 350 His

daughter Denmark [afterwards Queen Anne], with her

great favourite (lady Churchill), both covered with Orange
ribbands, . . went triumphant to the playhouse. 1799 WOMUSW.
Infl. Nat. Obji-cts^ In the west The orange sky of evening
died away. 1831 BKEWSTKR Optics vii. 72 We have there-

fore, by absorption, decomposed.. orange light into yellow
and red. 1849 MACAI:LAY Hist. Eng. ix. (18561 II. 530 The
whole High Street [of Oxford, in 1688] was gay with orange
ribands. 1884 Encycl. Brit. XVII. 813/1 \Orangemen\
The orange flowers of the Liliuni bnlbiferum are worn in

Ulster on the ist and lath July, the anniversaries of the

Boyne and Aughrim.
2. Combinations, a. With other adjs. of colour,

expressing modification by orange, as orange-brown ^

-buff, -chestnut, -cinnamon, -cream, -crimson, -Jiesh t

-gold, -rufous, -scarlet adjs. (sbs.) ; also in names

of pigments, as orange-chrome, -lake, -lead. b.

parasynthetic, as orange-flowered (having orange

flowers), -headed ^having an orange-coloured head),

hued, -quilled, -spiked, -spotted, -tailed, -winged,
etc. , adjs. jorange-fuminga., that produces orange-
coloured fumes; orange-legged, -thighed adjs.,

of birds : having the shank or thigh orange-coloured,
as the Orange-legged Hobby, Falco vespertimts, the

Orange-thighed Falcon, Falcofuscocsxrulescens(ist
Anim. Zool. Soc. (1896) 398).

1799 G. SMITH Laboratory II. 305 *Orange brown Body.
1866 OUUNG Anim. Chem. 153 The bromine floats on the

surface as an orange-brown layer. 1882 C,arden 26 Aug.

183/2 Another with a sort of an *orange-buff tint. 1875
Vres Diet. Arts III. 460 *Orange-chrowe, a subchromate

of lead; a fine orange-coloured pigment. 1882 Garden

14 Jan. 16/2 The floweis ranging in colour from yellow to

a bright *orange-cinnamon. i86a R. H. PATI ERSON Ess.

Hist. (V Art 27-8 A wall of an *prange-cream colour. 1882

C.arden 16 Dec. 534/2 A glowing "orange-ciimson, very

bright and effective, 1887 W. PHII.LII'S Brit. Discowycetes
108 The colour varies from reddish-brown to pale Grange-
flesh or salmon-colour. 1853 W. GREGORY Inorg. Chem.

(ed. 3) 89 Along with pure nitric acid, it forms the Grange-

fuming nitric acid of the shops, often called nitrous acid.

1885-94 R. \\v.\\mt?. Eros $Psyche Mar. xxv, Broad and low

down, where late the sun had been, A wealth of Grange-

manufacturer. The colour it produces is that of the vinegar-

garnet. 1865-72 WATTS Dirt. Chem. III. 552 When the

temperature is properly regulated, another pigment is ob-

tained, called *Orange Lead. 1865 Reader No. 123. 521/1

The "orange-quilled porcupine (Hystrix Malnharica). 1894

R. B. SHARPE Handbk. Birds Ct. Brit. I. 37 Under surface

pale Grange-rufous, the abdomen white. 1824 Miss MITFORU

Village Ser. i. (1863) 139 Tulip, poppy, lily.-something

orange or scarlet, or Grange-scarlet. 1861 Miss PRATT

t-ltnver.Pl. VI. 57 *Orange-spiked Fox-tail. 1802 UINGLEY

Anim. Bicg. (1813) III. 290 The Grange-tailed bee. .. This

is one of the largest of the British Bees. 1865 Sat. Rev.

;\ug.

182 The beautiful grakle, familiar to visitors at the

nvent of Marsaba as the
*

Grange-winged blackbird '.

C. In names of orange-coloured varieties of
Con



ORANGE.

apples or pears, as orange-bergamol, -musk, -pear,

-pippin; also in names of plants, animals, etc.

of this colour (more or less), as orange bat,
the Phinonycteris aurantia, inhabiting northern

Australia, the male of which has fur of a bright
orange (Cassc/fs Encycl. Diet. 1886); orange-
cowry, a large handsomecowry ( Cyfrsea aurantia'),
of a deep yellow colour; orange dove, a Fijian
bird (ChrysKitas victor), the male of which has

bright orange plumage ; orange-fin, a variety of
trout found in the Tweed

; orange-fly, a fishing-
fly (see quot). ; orange fungus, a fungus which
attacks roses ; orange-grass, Jlyferimm Sarothra,
having minute deep-yellow flowers (Miller 7Va/-.
1884); orange gum, an Australian myrtaceous
tree, Angofliora lanceolata (Morris) ; orange-leaf,
(a) an evergreen shrub of New Zealand, Coprosma
InciJa

(,
Miller Plant-n.) ; (/>) a quality of shellac;

orange lightning : see quot. ; orange lily, Lilium
croccum ; also L. btMiferum, var. aurantium ;

orange-list, a kind of wide baize
; orange mine,

mineral, an oxide of lead of similar composition
to red lead, but of brighter colour, formed by
oxidizing white lead; f orange-mint, a species
of mint

; orange moth, a geometrid moth (see

quot.); orange paste (Dyeing), a paste for pro-
ducing an orange colour; orange-quit, a bird of

Jamaica, Glossoptila ruficollis ; orange -root, a
North American ranunculaceous plant, the golden-
seal

; orange-sallow, a night-moth, Xanthia ci-

trago (Cassell) ; orange-slip clay, a clay used in

Staffordshire, of a grey colour, having mixed with
it reddish nodules, which impart an orange colour
to the '

slip
'

or tempered mass
; orange thorn :

see A. 3, quot. 1889 2.

1664 EVKLVN Kal. Hart. (1729) 232/2 Fruit-Trees .. for
a moderate Plantation. .Pears.. "Orange Bergamot [etc.].
1875 E, L. LAVARD in His 435 In the same locality he pro-
cured the "Orange Dove', and found, .that tlie female and
young male were green. 1834 SKI. BY in Proc. Menu. Ifat.
Clnli I, No. 2. 36 A trout.. analogous to the Mlrange fin of
the Tweed. 1787 BEST Angling (ed. 2) 105 The "Orange fly
.. Dubbed with orange coloured wool; the wings off the
feather of a blackbirds wing. 1882 GarJen 25 Feb. MJ/'
There is.. no disease to which the Rose is liable that is so
destructive in its effects as a virulent attack of "Orange
fungus. 1883 Casselfs Fain. Mag. (Jet. 683/2 Shell-lac . . I

is known . .as
'

button
',

'

"orange-leaf ',. .and
'

reddish orange-
leaf. 1884 MILLER Plant-n., Ctfntmm lucida, Otago !

Orange-leaf, or Looking-glass bush. 1881 GREENER GIIH
501 1 he captain, .loaded with Dittmar powder in the tirst
and "orange lightning, No 6, in the second barrel. 1856
Dht.AMiiR Ft. (Jar,/. (1861) 38 The "Oranae Lily, /,. croceam,
a native of Austria, may be found in almost every cottage
plot of flowers. 1880 BRITTEN & H. Plant-n., ( Irangc Lily,
the common name in gardens for Lilium IniUufentin. 1830BOOTH Anal. Diet. I. 182 A wide liaize, dyed in fancy
colours, is exported, chiefly to Spain, under the name of
"Orangelist. 1839 URE Diet. Arts$.\. Minium, The best
illinium, however, called "orange mine, is made by the slow
calcination of good white lead (carbonate) in iron trays.
1699 EVEI VN Aectaria 39 The gentler Tops of the "Orange-
Mint, enter well into our Composition. 1869 NEWMAN
lint. Mot/is 02 The "Orange Moth lAugtrona prunaria).
The wings of the male generally rich orange. 1731-3
Mll.l.EK Can/. Diet. s. v. Pyrus, The "Orange Mu-k. 1664
EVELYN Kal. Hort

, Ore/,. July (1729) 210 Pears .. green
Chesil Pears, "Orange Pear [etc.]. 1731-3 MILLER Ga'if.
Diet. s. v. Pyrus, The Green Orange Pear. 1823 ]. UAH-
COCK Dam. Amusem. 48 The female flower of the 'orange
pippin. 1884 (see A. 3 b]. 1894 NEWTON Diet. Kirds
s. v. Quit, Thus the "Orange-Quit is Glossoptila ruficol/is,
one of the Catnoidae. 1866 Trtas. Bat. 605/1 Hydrastis
canadensis is the only species of a genus of Kanun-
eulacez, found in damp places in woods, in the Northern
United States and Canada, where it is called Yellow
.Puccoon, "Orange root.pr Canadian Yellow root. Ibid. 818/2
'Omnge-tlwrn, a colonial name for Citrioltatns.

Orange (p-rend^), sb?
1. The name of a town on the river Rhone'in

France, formerly the capital of a small principality
of the same name, which passed in 1530 into
the possession of the House of Nassau, and so to
the ancestors of William III of England, styled
princes of Orange-Nassau. On the death of
\\ illiani III, the territory of Orange was acquired
by Louis XIV, and added to France; but the
title continued to be held by the cousin of William
and his descendants, who now constitute the royal
line of Holland. In Eng. Hist.,

' William of

Orange' is an appellation of William III.
The accidental coincidence of this name with that of

fruit and colour (ORANGE jA'), made the wearing of orange
ribbons, scarfs, cockades, orange-lilies, etc., a symbol of
attachment to William III, and to the principles of the
Revolution settlement of 1689, and led to their use by the
Orange lodges and Orangemen.
1558-9 CLOL-GH Descr. Funeral Chas. I' in Burgon Life

Grtsham I. 254 A nobellman..(so far as I collide under-
stand it was the Prince of Orange), who standing before the
herse, slrucke with the hand uppon the chest, and sayd
'He is ded '. 1665 MANLEV Grotius' Law C. ll'nrrc> 56
Many of the prime Nobility, that did not heartily love the
Prince of Aurange. 1680 True Copy Let. for Holland,
For his.. never Failing Friend Roger Le Strange, at the
Oranges Court, with Care and Speed, hast, hast, post hast.

1848 W. II KLLLV tr. L. Blanc's Hist. Ten Years I. 325

171

What are these treaties? ..Thoseof 1814? But these assure
the possession of Belgium to the house of Orange.

b. attrib. Of or belonging to the Orange family
or dynasty in Holland.
1647 G. WHARTON Helium Hyl-crnkale 27 But this is

Wormwood to an Orange Scarffand Feather. 1840 I'cnny
Cycl. XVI. 98 2 William fIV) Henry Friso..was raised by
the Orange patty to the stadtholdership in 1747.
2. Eng. Hist, (attrib.) Applied to the ultra-

Protestant party in Ireland, in reference to the
secret Association of Orangemen formed in 1 795 :

cf. ORANGEMAN.
The exact origin of this use of '

Orange
'

is somewhat
obscure. But it is supposed that '

the two Copes
'

of quot.
1795 were members of a celebrated lodge of Freemasons
then existing in Belfast, styled 'The Orange Lodge', and
that thence their adherents were known 'as

'

Orange boys
'

and 'Orangemen'. The name of this lodge probably had
reference to William of Orange, or to the use uf oraiu-j
badges at the anniversaries at which his memory was ieie-
brated ; and it was. no doubt, in this sense that the term
became perj etuated as a party name. The first two quots.
which follow refer to the Orange Lodge of Freemasons.
[1783 in Joy Hist. Coll. Belfast (1817), The procession was

conducted by tlie Orange Lodge, so confessedly acknow-
ledged to be the first in Europe, being composed of 150
gentlemen .. noblemen and commoners of the very first
distinction. The Orange Lodge was first revived in Sept.
1780, at which time it consisted merely of the present Past-
Master and two other gentlemen. 1791 C. T. UOWDKN Tour
through Ireland 236, I was introduced to the Orange-
lodge by a Mr. Hyndeman. . . Mr. H. informed me this
lodge was founded by a Mr. Griffith, who held a lucrative
employment here under Government.]

J 795 Jn'iiSON Let. to I.d. Cliarlcmont 9 Oct. in i3//< Kef.
Hist. .I/.S'5. Coinmiss. App. vm. 266 It is impossible .. to
disavow the absolute necessity of giving a considerable
degree of support to the Protestant party, who, frum the
activity of the two Copes, have got the name of the

'

Orange
1.^.... ' ji.:j ^i. .1 .1 \ifii- .11 , . .

boys '. Il'id., My brother William told me he rode through
:e_hundred well armed '

Orange boys
'

in the middle o!three ]mite iiuuuieu wciiarmeu I/range DOVS in tne middle ul
the night. 1796 GRATTAN Sp. in Ho. Coinin. 22 Feb., 'I hose
insurgents, who called themselves Orange Boys, or Pro-
testant Boys that is, a banditti of murderers, committing
massacre in the name of God. 1797 in i$t/i l\,p. Hist.
AfSS. Coinin. App. vin. 303 We had a display here jester
day morning of the whole force the 'Orange boys', 'Orange
wenches, and 'Orange

1

children could muster. 1798 //'</.

341 The Orange system spreads in many parts of this

country. 1808 G. MOORE (title) Observations on the Union
Orange Association. 1813 Gen. Hist, in Ann. Rtg. 93/2 It

appeared that Orange lodges met regularly in London, Man-
chester [etc.]. 1844 Kegul. *r Ord. Army 382 Officers,
Non-commissioned Officers, and Soldiers, are forbidden to
institute, countenance, or attend Orange-Lodges or any
other Meetings whatever, for Party or Political Purposes.
1868 Hut MK LEI-: /.'. Godfrey 1. 281 The orange candidate's
wife. 1884 Pall MatlG. 16 Sept. 2/1 Of south-west Lanca-
shire. .the Toryism is more orange than bucolic in the lower
grades, and very much coloured by Liverpool in the upper
strata. 1885 Encycl. Krit. XVTII. 45^/2 (Peel, Sir KoI'l.)
Peel became, by the necessity of his situation, 'Orange
Peel ', and plied the established engines of coercion and
patronage with a vigorous hand. 1902 C. L. FALKINKIC
.Stud. Irish Hist. 52 On the morrow of that affair [Battle of
the Diamond], September 22, 1795, the first Orange Lodgewas formed in the house of a farmer named Sloan.

Orangeade (fri-ml^'-d). [f. ORANGE + -ADE,
after

lenionai/e.'] A beverage composed of orange
and lemon juice diluted with water and sweetened
with sugar. Now also applied to an aerated

water, similar to lemonade but of an orange tint.

1706 in PHILLIPS. 1727 BRAULEV Fain. Diet. s. v. Fever,
Let him drink Ptisan.. or else Lemonade or Orangeade.
1869 SIR S. NOHTHCOTE in Life (1890) I. x. 348 Oranges
which though too acid to eat will make capital orangeade.

:

Oraiig'ea do. Obs. Also oreng-, oraug-,
oringado, -eado, -iado. [Cf. Sp. naranjada con-
serve of oranges, V.oraitgt'at.] Candied orange-peel.
1599-1600 in Nichols Progr. I II. 457 One pye of orengado.

1604 DKKKER Honest H7i. Wks. 1873 II. 61 Provide no
great cheare. a couple of Canons, some Fesants, Plovers, an
Oringeado-pie, or so. 1635 SHIRLEV Lady of Pleasure I. i,
The gallant . . That carries oringado in his pocket, And
sugar-plums, to sweeten his discourse, a 1648 DIGBY Closet
Open. (1677) 139 A little sliced oringiado from which the
hard candy-sugar hath been soaked. 1796 MRS. GLASSE
Cookery xiv. 259 Pare twelve pippins . . and pour on them
some orangeado syrup.
O range-blo^SSOm. The white fragrant blos-
som of the orange-tree. Worn by brides in wreaths,
trimmings, etc., or carried in bouquets at the

marriage ceremony.
This custom appears to have been introduced from France

c 1820-30. According to Littre, 'Women at their marriage
wear a crown oforange buds and blossoms ; hence the orange-
blos-om is taken as a symbol of marriage '. (Thackeray's
explanation of the symbolism appears to IK his own.)
1786 tr. IScekforits I'atluk (1883) 114 The ground strewed

over with orange blossoms and jasmines. 1855 TKNNYSON
The Daisy 3 O Love, what hours were thine and mine, . .

In lands of palm, of orange-blossom ..and vine.
e 1835 HAYNES UAVLV .Song,

'

.She wore a wreath ofroses ',A wreath of orange blossom upon her head she wore.
1848 THACKERAY I 'an. Fair xii, Had orange blossoms
been invented then (those touching emblems of female
purity imported by us from France..) Miss Maria.. would
have assumed the spotless wreath. i853^bss MULOCK
Agatltii's /Ins/'. I. ix. 237 So for two lonVMurs Agatha
sat in her wedding-dress .. sometimes playffig with the
wreath of orange-blossoms which her lover had sent her.

'857 T. S. ART HUH (title) Orange Blossoms, a Gift Book for
all who have worn, are wearing, or are likely to wear them.
^1891 W. E. NORRIS (Dixon Diet. Idiom. Eng. Phrases
i89i>, What has he come to this lovely retreat for? To
gather orange-blossoms ?

'

[get a bride).

ORANGE-PEEL.
b. In England applied also to the blossom of

the Mock-orange, 2'liiladelphus.

Orange colour, O'range - colour. -
ORANGE also atlrib.

1512 H'ill ofCater (Somerset Ho.), Orenge colour. 1578LYTE Dodoens I. xix. 29 At the top..groweth fayre Orenge-
colour floures. 1686 Land. Gaz. No. 2158/4 Four new Coats
lin'd with Orange-colour. 1865 J. H. INGRAHAM Pillar oj
Fire (1872) 193 A gorgeous fan of radiant beams, of a pale
orange-colour, spread itself over the sky.
.So O range-coloured .

"678 T. JORDAN Triumphs /.mi,/, n An Orange-colour'dMamie edg'd and fring'd with Silver. 1686 Land. Cm. No.
2115/4 A Blue Livery lined with Orange-coloured Stuff. 1849D. CAMPBELL Itiorg, Chcni. 283 This salt precipitates as an
orange-coloured powder.

Oranged ( ?-rwid.^l), a. rare. [f. ORANT.E 1 +
-to

-'.] Coloured orange, tinted with orange.
1862 THORNBURY Turner I. 48 The boy still went on

washing in blue skies for Grecian temples .. with semi-
circular oranged gravel walks.

Orange-flow: er.
1. The white flower of the orange-tree; =OlUNGE-

BLOSSOM.
1626 BACON Sylra 5 iS And the like I conceive of Orenge-

F lowers. 1757 A. COOPER Distiller n. vi. (1760) 128 Take
twelve Pounds of Orange-flowers, anil twenty four Quarts
of \\ aler. 1842 LONCF. Quadroon Girl iii, Odours of orange-
flowers. . Reached them. 1850 TENNYSON In iMcin xl As
on a maiden in the day When first she wears her orange-
flower.

2. Mexican
oi-aiiyc-jlmt'cr (tree], a handsome

white-flowered shrub, Choisya tcniata, N.O. /'-
laccx (Miller I'lant-n. |SS., ,.

3. .Short for oraiigt-JImucr water (or ? cordial).
1712 AnnisoN .V/.-,./. No. 328, I cannot undertake to

recite all her medicinal Preparations, as Salves, ..Cordials,
Ratafia, Pcrsico, Orange-flower, and Cherry-Brandy.
4. Comb. : orange-flower bread, -cake, that
made or flavoured with orange-flowers; orange-
flower oil, the fragrant oil distilled from orange-
flowers, neroli oil

; orange -flower tree, (a) dial.
the Syringa or Mock-orange; (/i) (see sense 2

above) ; orange-flower water, the aqueous solu-
tion of orange-flowers; the fragrant watery distil-

la!e left over in the preparation of neroli oil.

1750 MRS. \1\L\,^v Autol'iog. .y (.'.'rr. n?/ 1)\ I. ^71 Making
orange-flower bread, of my own orange flowers. 1718 Mrs.
Mary 1-ialcs's Receipts 68 Wet it .. with Oraiige-Flower
Water, for the 'Orange-Flower-Cakes. 1838 T." THOMSON
Client. Org. Bodies 461 'Orange flower oil, is extracted by
the distillation of the flowers of the orange-tree. 1877^. \V.
Line. Gloss.,*Orange-flower /nv.the Syringa. 1880 BRITTEN
& H. riant-n., Orange-flowerTree, Pliilaiie'phiiscoronarius
;
.from its perfume resembling that of orange-blossoms. It

isals.i called Mock Orange. 1595 COPLEY Wits, Fits, ff
Fancies 79 He sent her two bottles of 'Orange flower
water by his page. 1839 UKK Diet. Arts c8 The oil of
orange-flowers, called neroli, is extracted from the fresh
flowers of the citrus aurantiniii. . . The aqueous solution,
known under the name of orange-flower water, is used as
a perfume.

Orangeisni, Oraugism (fiendjiz'm). [f.
ORANGE sb:~ + -ISM.] The system and principles
which the Orange Association was formed to

uphold ; the principle of Protestant political
ascendancy in Ireland.

1823 Orange System exposed 42 Evidence . .of the nature,
spirit and extent of Orangism at that time [28 Dec iTosl
1847 Frasers Mag. XXXVI. to4 The most rancorous..
Champion of Orangeism and landlordism in the British
parliament. 1850 HT. MAKTINKAI; Hist. Pctue II. v. v. 268
In 1828, on the accession of the I Juke of Cumberland to the
throne of Orangeism. 1890 LKCKY Km;, in iZth C. VIII.
xxix. 93 Every Protestant who was not well known .. lay
under the suspicion of Orangism.

Orangeman (frrend^ma-n). [f. ORANGE sb*
+ MAX.] A member of a political society formed,
in

}795> for tne defence of Protestantism and
maintenance of Protestant ascendancy in Ireland :

see ORANGE s/>.~

1796 GEATTAM S/>. Ho. Coinin. 22 Feb., A magistrate of
the county of Armagh.. has spoken of the use of what he
calls Orange-men, of the services rendered by these
murderers. 1796 E. HUDSON Lett. 29 May in 13/4 Re/>.
Hist. MSS. Coinin. App. vin. 273 A rej>ort was circulated
that a number of 'Orangemen '..were to be there in order
to fall upon the Qatholicjs. 1803 E. HAY Iitsnrr. H'exf. 38To these succeeded, in the summer of the same year (1795',
a description of public disturbers, calling themselves orange-
men, who now made their first appearance in the county of
A rnwgh. 1813 Jrnl. Ho. Coinin. 29 June, That a Committee
lie appointed to enquire into the existence of certain illegal
Societies under the denomination of Orange Men. 1842
S. C. HALL Irelawl II. 465 In 1836 the number of Orange-
men in England was stated to have been between 120,000
and 140,000.

O range-pee:l. The rind of an orange, esp.
when separated from the pulp.
1615 MARKHAM Eng. Houscw. (1668) 114 Four or five

Orange-peels dry and beaten to powder. 1636 BACON Sylva
21. 1646 Si RT. BROWNE Pseud. F.f.cjo The distilled water

of Orange pilles. 1712 tr. Panel's Hist. Drugs I. 151
Candied Orange Peel. 1838 DICKENS 0. T-wist xiv, I've
been lamed with orange-peel once, and I know orange-peel
will be my death. 1899 Westni. Gaz. 13 June 4/1 One of them
'Republican journals] compares the events of Sunday simply
to a piece of orange-peel on which M. Dupuy slipped.

b. attrib., as orange-fed cutter, oil (
- orange-

oil}, water.
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GRANGER.
1757 A. COOPER Distiller n. xvi. (1760) 142 Recipe for one

Gallon of Orange-peel-Water. 1858 SIMMONDS Did. Trade,
Orange-peel Cutter^ a slicer of Seville orange-peel, for drying
or candying. 1875-9 WATTS Diet* Chem. and Suppl. 877
Orange-peel oil .. The essential oil of orange-peel consists

mainly of a hydrocarbon C10H ls
,
called hesperidene.

O'rauger. rare. [f. ORANGE jA 1 + -ER 1
.] A

sailing-vessel employed in the orange trade.
1880 SIR S. LAKEMAN What I saw in Kaffir-land xii.

149 Nothing afloat, from a St. Michael Granger to a fifty-

gun frigate, could stand with her in a gale.

O'range-re'd, a. (sb.) A shade of red approach-
ing orange.
1776-96 WITHERING Brit. Plants (ed. 3) IV. 210 Gills buff,

. . pileus orange red, flat, border turned down. 1859 GEO.
ELIOT A. Bede

vij,
Rich orange-red rust on the iron weights

and hooks and hinges.

Orangery (p'rendgiri, p-rendgeri). Also 7-8
-erie, 8 -arie. [In sense i, a. F. orangerie (1603
in Hatz. -Darin.), f. oranger orange-tree : see -ERY 2.

The etymology of sense 2 is not clear.]
1. A place appropriated to the cultivation of

orange-trees ; spec, a structure or building in which

orange-trees are reared and kept, where the climate
does not allow them to be cultivated in the open.
1664 EVELYN Diary 14 July, The orangerie and avtarie

handsome, and a very large plantation about it. 1705 Land.
Gnz. No. 4098/4 The. . Mansion-House, called Belsize,..
. .with.. a fine Orangarie, is to be Lett. 1744 MRS. DELANY
Lett., to Mrs. Deu'es 315 A sort of parterre, that will make
the prettiest orangery in the world. 1848 W. H. KELLY tr.

L. Blanc's Hist. Ten Years II. 512 The dilapidation of
that fine staircase in the orangery [of Versailles]. 1861
DELAMER Fl. Card. 124 Large Orange-trees, in cubical

boxes, . .wintered in an orangery, and placed in conspicuous
positions in the pleasure-ground during summer.
2. A scent or perfume extracted from the orange-

flower; also, snuff scented with this.
"

Also attrib.

1676 ETHEREDGE Man of Mode m. ii, Orangerie : you
know the smell, ladies. 1698 FAHO.UHAR Love in a Bottle \\,

ii, O Lard, sir ! you must never sneeze ; 'tis as unbecoming
after orangery as grace after meat. 1706 T. BAKER Tnnbr.
IValks iv. i, A nice snuff" box, with the best orangery. 1744
ELIZA HKYWOOU I'cincilc Sficct. (1748) I. 83 Another .. dies
for some fresh orangerie and bergamot.

O'range-tawny, a. and sb.

A. adj. Of a dull yellowish brown colour; tan-

coloured or brownish-yellow with a tinge of orange.
1590 SHAKS. Mitfs. N. in. i. 129 The Woosell cocke, ^o

blacke of hew. With Orenge-tawny bill. 1594 Acc.-bk. It'.

Wray in Antiquary XXXII. 346, j pece of Oringe Taunie
buffing. 1625 BACON Ess., Usury (Arb.) 541 That Vsurera
should haue Orange-tawney Bonnets, because they doe
ludaize. 1826 SCOTT M'oodstock xxx, A. -boy, in an orange-
tawney doublet. 1865 D>iify 'I el. 12 Dec. 7/2 Each pair of

orange-tawny tyrants [tigers] had their district, with leopards,
panthers, and jackals for the aristocracy.

B. sb. As the name of a colour or a fabric.

1602 Narcissus (1893) 298 Thou shalt dye whyte, and lie

dye orengtawnye. a 1662 HKYLIN(T-), Baronets, or knights
of Nova Scotia, are commonly distinguished from others by
a ribbon of orangetawny. c 1800 R. CUMBERLAND John De
Lancaster (1809) II. 45 The domestics of the castle were

arrayed in their gala-liveiies of orange-tawney.
b. Comb., *& orange-tawny-coated *&].

i633B.JoNsoN Tale Titb\\. iii, Thou scum ofman; Uncivil,

orange-tawney-coated clerk !

O range-tip, [f. ORANGE A. 5, B. i 4- TIP.]
In full orange-tip butterfly, a butterfly having
wings tipped with orange, esp. Enchloe Carda-
mines and (in America) E.genutia. Also Orange-
tipped a.

1819 G. SAMOUELLE Entotnol. Compend. 236 Orange tip

butterfly inhabits pathways in woods. 1845 Zoologist III.

991, I took one beautiful orange-tip on the zd of June.
1829 Gl-r.'er's Hist. Derby I. 174 Papilio Cardamines,
Orange-tipped Butterfly.

O'range-tree. The tree which bears oranges.
1530 PALSGR. 249/1 Orenge tree, orcngier. 1553 EUKN

Treat. Ncwe Ind. (Arb.) 8 No more wyll the Orange tree

bringe foorth fruit in Englaside. 1588 DRAKE in Four C.

Eng, Lett. (1880) 32 He shall wish hymselffat Sainte Marie
Porte among his orynge trees. 1756-7 tr. Keyslcr's Trtu\

(1760) III. 375 A covered walk of cedar and orange-trees
planted alternately. 1836 BRYANT Child's Futteral iv,

Currents of fragrance, from the orange tree. 1866 Treas.
Bot. 293/1 The Orange tree at the convent of St. Sabina at

Rome is thirty-one feet high.
b. New Zealand Orange-tree, a name given to

the Tarata, from the aromatic odour of its leaves

when crushed (Morris Austral Engl).
O'rangey, a. rare.

[f. CHANGE 1 + -T.] Re-

sembling an orange in colour, taste, etc.

1778 W. MARSHALL Minutes Agric. Observ. 129 The Sun
rose orangey. Ibid. 137 Sun. Rising orangey ; Rain. Mod.
colloq. It tastes rather orangey.

OTange-yellow, a. (so.) A shade of yellow

approaching orange.
1838 T. THOMSON Clietn. Org, Bodies 518 Nitric acid acts

upon the balsam with energy, and gives it an orange-yellow
colour when assisted by heat. 1879 RooDCJtrorttaticsw, 42
Not only the pure yellow rays, but also the orange-yellow
and greenish-yellow. 1882 Garden 14 Oct. 347/1.

Orangism : ?ee OIIANGEISM.

fOrangist 1
. Obs.rare*~ l

. [a.F.tfrvMjfU'fefLa

Quintinie, 1690), f, orange OKANGE 1
.]

A culti-

vator of oranges.
1693 KVMLVN I^c la Quint. Cowpl. Gard. Diet. 4 Oyangist,

is a Gard'ner that cultivates Oranges, or any person that

understands and delights in the Culture of them.
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Orangist 2
(p-rendgist). Also orangeist.

[f. ORANGE sb2] a. A supporter of the House of

Orange in the Netherlands. (Also attrib.} b. An
Orangeman.
c 1800 Pelham MS. in Lecky Hist. Eng. in iBt/i C. (1890)

VIII. 363 note, Some of the most violent Orangists have
opposed the measure. 1822 Examiner 817/1 The Irish

Orangists. 1848 W. H. KELLY tr. /,. Blanc s Hist. Ten J 'ears
I. 371 An Orangist movement which broke ou*in Ghent
was attributed to the Knglish ambassador,

Orangite (frtnd^ait). Min. [Named, 1851,
from its colour.] An orange variety of thorite.

1851 Amtr. Jrnl. Sc. XII. 387 The mineral orangite which
contains the metal thorium. 1865-72 WATTS Diet. Client.
V. 788 The variety [of thorite] called orangite, found in the

'

zircon-syenite near Urevig, is yellowish or yellow to brown,
yields an orange-j'ellow powder.

Orangize, v. rare.
[f.

ORANGE sb. 2- + -IZE.]
a. trans. To render 'Orange' in form or character.

b. intr. To play the part of William of Orange.
1825 LOCKHART in Scuffs Fam. Lett. (18941 II. 306 The

Protestants, .call St. Patrick's, Patrick's, and St. Stephen's
Green has been Orangeized inre Stephen's. 1840 THACKERAY
Catherine i, When the seventeenth century, after a deal of
..Oliver Cromwellizing, Stuartizing, and Orangizing, had
sunk into its grave.

Orang-outang (ora^rji^tre-r)), more correctly

Orang-utan (5*Tarj|-taii). Zool. Forms: 7-
orang-, 8-9 ourang-, 8 oerang-, ouran-, 8-9
oran-

; 7-9 -outang, 9 -utang, -otang, -outan,

-otan, -oatan, -utan. [Ultimately ad. Malay

uj-Jjl IsJ-^iO
c'ranS it'tan ' man of the woods ',

found in similar forms in most European langs.,
e. g. Du. orang-outang (also iSth c. oerang-octan}^
Cier., l\i., S\v. orangittang, F. orang-outang, Jt.,

Pg. orangotango, Sp. orangutdn. The last (cxc.

as to the place of the stress) comes nearest to the

Malay ;
in the other langs. utan 'woods' hns-bcen

corrupted to jingle with the first.

It ib stated that the name Is not (now, at least 1 applied to

the animal in Malay ; but that it was in use m Java in

the i7th c. is stated by Hontius (a Dutch East Indian

physician),
the first to record the name. Moreover, the

Kayan of Uorneo are said, in 'jrnl, Ind. Archipd. (1850)
IV. 186, to know it as orau^-tuan^ meaning 'man of the

woods
'

or * wild man '.

1631 BUNT jus Ilist. Nat. ct Mcd. Ind. Orient, v. xxxii.

(1658) 85 lavani . . Nomen ei induuut Ourang Outang,
quod hominem silvje significat.J

An anthropoid ape, Simla satyrtts, of arboreal

habits, inhabiting Borneo, Sumatra, and formerly

Java ; the male exceeds 4 feet in height, and lias

very long arms. The Lesser Orang-utan is S. morio
of Borneo. (The name has been incorrectly applied
to the Chimpanzee or other large African ape.)
1699 E. TYSON \titlc) Orang-Outang, sive Homo Sylvestris:

or, the Anatomy of a Pygrnie, Compared with that of a

Monkey, an Ape, and a Man. Ibid. Pref., The Orang-Outang
imitates a Man more than Apes and Monkeys do. 1727
A. HAMILTON A\iv Ace. E. Ind. II. 131 As there are

many Species of wild Animals in these Woods [ofJava], there
is one in particular, called the Oran Outang. 1774 GOLDSM,
Nat. Hist. II. 343 The foremost of the ape kind is the

ouran^-otitang ur wild man of the woods. 1777 MII.I.KK in

Phil. Trans. LXVIII. 170 The oerang oatan, or wild man
(fur that is the meaning of the words) 1 have heard much talk

of, but never seen. i8o B INGLEv Anim. Biog. (1813) I. 55
The difference betwixt the Chimpanzee anil Oran Otan is

chiefly in size and colour. 1803 T. WINIEKBOTTOM Sierra
Leone I. xii. 201 Some writers of eminence have asserted

that man originally walked upon four feet, and was in fact

the same with the oran outang. 1819 ISuwmcH Mission
to Ashant.e n. xiii. 440 The Afri- an Ourang-outan
(Pithccus Troglodites) is found here. 1836 Penny Cyci.
V. 1 88/1 The variety of the ape and monkey tribes is end-
less [in Borneo}; and among them is the orang-outang, or

the ' man of the woods ', as the name implies. 1889 A. R.
WALLACE Darwinism 69 Among the nine adult male Orang-
utans, collected by myself in Korneo, the skulls differed

remarkably in si7e and proportions.
attrib. 1851 TKKNCII Stud. IVcrdsi. (1882) 13 The 'urang-

utang theory', as it has been so happily termed, .according
to which the primitive condition of man was the savage one.

Grant (0->*rant). [ad L. draws, drant-em^r. pple.
of ffrare to pray.] (See quot.)
1900 W. LOWKIE Chr. Art $ Archaeol. (1901) 201 The

name orans or orant designates a figure in the attitude of

prayer, with arms outstretched in the manner which as

common to both Jews and Gentiles, and was accounted by
the Church particularly significant, because it recalled the

position of the Saviour upon the cross.

Orariail (ore>rian), a. and sb, rare. [f. L.

orariits of or belonging to the coast, f. ora, border,

coast + -AN.] a. adj. Of, pertaining to, or dwelling
on the coast, b. ib, A dweller on the sea-shore.

1870 Pall Mall G. 24 Dec. 12 The three tribes of Innuits,

Aleutians, and Asiatic Eskimo;. .Mr. Dall proposes to confer

on them the generic appellation of Orarian, dwellers by the

sea-shore.

11 Orarium (ore"ri#m). Eccl. [I/., a napkin,
handkerchief, f. ^, or- mouth, face : see -ARIUM.]
The earlie/mme of the stole; spec, in the Greek

Church, that worn by deacons.

1706 PHILLIPS, Orarinin, a kind of Priest's Vestment. 1720
BKETT Liturgies 298 The Orarium was a long narrow

Towel, which the Deacon hung on his left Shoulder ;.. the

primary Use of it was to wipe the Mouth or the Fingers as

there was occasion. 1885 Catholic Diet. (ed. 3) s. v. .Y/o/t-,

The Council of Uraga in 563 (can. 9) speaks of the orarium

ORATIUNCLE.
as worn by deacons. Ibid.) The Greeks have always re-

garded the orarium as a vestment peculiar to deacons.
Ibid.) Hefele acknowledges his failure after much search to
find the reason why the word 'stole' came to be used for
orarium.

Orary (oo-rari). [ad. L. orari-um.'] =
prec.

1814 SouTHiiv Roderick xvin, Not in his alb and cope and
orary Came Urban now. 1826 I'ind. Eccl. Angl. 87
[He] told him to fetch a little box, in which he kept a few
precious things, such as pepper, incense, and oraries.

Orason, -oun, obs. forms of OKISON.
Orate (oVr^t, or/i-t), v. [f.L. oral-, ppl.stem

of orare to speak, plead, pray.
This word is occasionally instanced since c 1600, but has

only recently come into more common use, as a back-forma-
tion from oration, app. first in U. S. ci86o; in Dictionaries
it is recorded in Webster Sufp. (1879).]

1. intr. f a. To pray ; to plead. Obs. b. To
deliver an oration

;
to act the orator; to hold forth,

'speechify'. Now usually humorous or sarcastic.
c 1600 Timon n. iv. (1842) 32' O let it bee lawful! for mee..

to orate and exorate. 1669 GALE Crt. Gentiles i. Introd. 4A Rhetorician, whose businesse is to orate and persuade.
1780 TIKVH <y Country Mag. June 294/1 Four actresses,
who. .obtained better salaries for orating at Carlisle-house.
1828 SOUTH KY Ess. (1832) II. 269 Write, and orate, and
legislate as we will upon the principles of free trade. 1864
SALA in Daily Tel. 18 Nov., General Banks. .has been
'orating' in New York. 18760. M. DAVIES Unorth. Loud.
(ed. 2) 430, 1. .passed on, and left him dialing. 11881 J. L.
DIMAN in Caroline Ha/ard Mem. xi. (1887) 231 Last week
1 went to Andover and repeated my address, and next week
do the same at Burlington ; so you see my time this summer
is much taken up with 'orating '.

2. trans. To address in a harangue, rare.

1885 W. RYE Hist. Norfolk v. 71 A turbaned boy on a
platform orated her for the fourth time.

Oration (or^-Jan), sit. Also 4-5 oracion(e.
[ad. L. oration-cm, n. of action f. orare : see prec.
Cf. rare F, oration in

Godefroy and Cotgr. ; the

ordinary Fr. is oraison ORISON.J
1. A prayer, petition, or supplication to God ;

orison. Now only Hist.
c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xxxvi. (Baptistd) 840 He mekly

knelit done, makand to god his oracione. 1483 CAXTON
Gold. Leg. 72 b/2, I haue herde thy prayer and thyn oracion
that thou hast prayed lofore me. 1593 B. BARNES ,SV. Iii,

O let us use and have in rtadinesse Those sweet orations,

prostrate at his feete. 1894 R. C. Hoi-ti Mcdixi<al Music
vi. 58 The Collectarium, the collects, orations, capitula or
short lessons used at all the Hour Services.

2. A formal speech or discourse delivered in

elevated and dignified language ; esp. one de-

livered in connexion with some particular occasion,
as an anniversary celebration, a funeral, etc.

1502 ArKYNSONtr. De Imitation^ i. iii. 156 Elegant oratours
with thtyr oracionsgainisshedwitheligancy. 1526 TINDALE
Acts xii. 21 Apon a daye apoynted, the kynge. .set hym in

his seate and made an oracion vnto them. 1605 BACON Adv.
Learn. \\. xiii. 7 Demosthenes, .had ready framed a number
of prefaces for orations and .speeches. 1796-7 Ht'NTKR tr.

.S/. Pierre's Stud. J\
r

at. (1799) 1 1- 379 What a funeral oration
for a wife and a mother ! 1844 Lu. BROUGHAM Brit. Const.

App. iii. (1862) 450 The greatest orations of the two first

orators of any age, Demosthenes and jEschines.

3. Speech, language ; now only in Gram, as

rendering L. oratio recta and obliytta,
'

direct
' and

'

oblique oration ', or use of language.
1669 GALE Crt. Gentiles t. i. x. 52 Oration was given to

man, as a companion, or organ of Reason. 1876 B. H.
KENNEDY Pub. Scfi. Lat. Grant. 190 Oratio Obliqua (in

distinction from Oratio Recta, direct oration) is a term

especially applied to Substantival Clauses, and, above all, to

the Infinitive Clause and its substitutes.

4. dial. A noise or hubbub; a fuss.

1828 Craz'cn Gloss, {ed. 2) s.v.,
* For seur, barns, what an

oration ye mak '. 1869 Lonsd<\lc Gloss., Oration, noise, up-
roar. 1875 Sussex Gloss.,' He makes such an oration about

anything '.

5. attrib.) as oration-hall.

1855 THACKERAY Xrwcomes II. 332 Before marching from'

the oration-hall.

Ora'tion, v. colloq. [f. prec. sb.] intr. To
make a speech or oration

;
to

'

speechify '. (Ih

quot. 1802 trans. To get (into} by
*

speechifying'.)
Hence Ora'tioning vbl. sb.

1633,1. DONE Hist. Sc/>tu<igint 79-80 They . . had marvailons

fromplitmle
both for oral ioning and giving Judgment. 1764

'OOTE Mayor ofG. \\. i, You have heard him oration at the

Adam and Eve. .about RusMunml Prussia. i8oa H. MARMN
Helen i>/C,lt -nross 1. 233 Asymplom .. much more unequivocal,
than those my uncle orations himself intoa fever al'out. 1876
G. MERI.IH IH KeancJi. Career I. iii. 45 Now you get out of

that trick of pri/e-oralioning. I call it snuffery, sir !

Ora'tional, a. rare.
[f.

as prec. + -AL.J Of
or pertaining to prayer in religious worship.
1889 Ch. Times 1 1 Jan. 20/3 A course of different services for

the several Sundays in each month, as in some of theorational

books of I'amily Prayer which we have in use in England.
Ora-tioner. rare. [f. ORATION v. + -ER 1

.]

One who makes an oration ;
an orator or speaker.

1765 FOOTK Contitnssary \\. i, Why it is the famous ora-

tioner that has publish 'd the book. 1881 St. James $ Gaz.
2 Mar. 3 The whule pack of Radical scribes and orationers.

[The sense
'

Petitioner' in Cent. Diet, (and Funk\ founded
on a quot. from Dixpn's Hist. Ch. Eng. I. m note, has no
existence ; the word in the original is oratours. See OKATOK
2, quot. 1532.]

Oratiuncle (oiyijVTjk'l). rare- 1
, [ad. L.

d)\lfiuncti!a, dim. of^tfrttf.l A short oration.

1831 J. WILSON Noct, Ambr. in Blackw. Mag. XXXII.
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393 In a short, plain, unvarnished oratiuncle, [he] told the

company that the thing must be done.

Orator (p'ratai). Also 4-8 -our, 5 -ur(e. [ME.
a. AFr. oratour = OF. orateur (i4th c. in Littre),
ad. L. orator-em speaker, orator, beseecher, agent-n.
from ordre : see ORATE.]

\f 1. One who pleads or argues in favour of a

person or cause ; an advocate, a spokesman ; spec,
a professional advocate. Obs.
c 1374 CHAUCER Boeth. iv. pr. iv. ioo(Camb. MS.) Thiseora-

tours or aduocats don al the contrarye for they enforcen hem
to commoeue the luges to han pile of hem ^at ban suffred.

1382 WYCMF Acts xxiv. i Terculle, sum oratour [floss or
fair speker, or avocat], whiche wenten to the presedent
a}eyns Poul. 1592 WAKXKK .-///'. Jiig. vm. xxxix. (1612) 193
Take you no Orators for them, but that they hang or starue.

IS93SHAKS. Liter. 30 Beau tie itselfedothofit selfe perswade,
The eies of men without an Orator. 1650 FULLER risgak v.

202 But oh ! remember the Oratour on thy right hand,
Christ Jesus our Lord.

f2. One who offers a prayer or petition; a

petitioner or suppliant. (Commonly used in sub-

scribing a letter or petition 'to a superior.) Obs.

1433 Rolls of Parlt. IV. 458/1 To the Kyng. .sheweth..

your devoute Oratours. ? 1449 ROBERT, PRIOR OF BROMHOLM
in Piston Lett. I. 79 Writtin in hast,.. Your Orator, Robt.,
P. of B. 1532 Submits, of Clergy U Hen. I'fff (MS.,
P. R. O.), We your most humble subjectis dayly oratours and
beadismen of your clergye of England [etc.]. 1335 COVER-
DALE Bible Ded., Youre graces humble subiecte and daylye
oratour, Myles Couerdale. a 1677 HARROW Sertn. (1687,1 !

x. 136 Devout oratours and humble solicitours at the Throne
of grace. 1700 P. LORRAIN Let. 12 Oct in Pepys' Corr. V.

395 Who with profound respect beg leave to subscribe myself
..your Honour's most humble and most obed 1 Serv 1 and
daily Orator, Paul Lorrain. 1727 in Quincy Hist. Harvard
Univ. (1840) I. 565 Your Honors' most humble orators
shall ever pray for the prosperity and happiness of this

government.

T" b. Law. The plaintiff or petitioner in a bill

or information in Chancery. Obs.

1594 WEST ind PL Symbol., Chanccrie 77 But of his
further malyce agaynst your said Orator, he doth threaten

your Orator m such sort,-that your Orator fur want of the
said Evidences, . . dareth not make his just and lawful! entrie.

1623 Bill ofComplaint in N. Shaks. Soc. Trans. (1885) 495
Humbly complayning, Sheweth vuto your jjood Lordshipp,
your dayly oratours Ellis Worth, of London, gentleman,
John Cumber, of the same, gentleman, and John Dlany, of
London aforesaid. 1768 BLACK STONJ-: Coiitin. HI, xxvii. 442
The first commencement of a suit in chancery is by prefer riii;;

a bill to the lord chancellor, in the stile of a petition ; 'humbly
complaining sheweth to your lordship your orator A. B.

that, &c.'

3. One who delivers a speech or oration in

public ;
a public speaker, esp. one distinguished

lor oratorical ability ;
an eloquent public speaker.

c 1430 LVDG. Min. Poems (Percy Soc.) 87 In Rome, by
soverayne excellence, Of rethoriques Tuilius fonde the

floures, Plee and defence of butyl oratours. 1555 KUEN
Decades 92 Vsinge also thoffice both of an oratoure and
preacher. 1601 SHAKS. Jul. C. in. ii. 221, I come not
(Friends) to steale away your hearts, I am no Orator, as
Brutus is. 1667 MILTON P. L. ix. 670 As when of old som
Orator renound In Athens or free Rome, ..to some great
cause addresst, Stood in himself collected. 1752 HUMK Kss.

<V Treat. (1777) I. 105 The vehemence of action, observed
in the ancient orators a 1862 BI'CKLE Misc. ll'ks. (1872) I.

254 The vulgar are always unwilling to believe that a great
orator can be a profound thinker.

fb. An eloquent writer. Obs, rare.

1587 ,1/5". Robert />-(Brit. Mus., Whereas yt hath bene
tli 'order of all atittant orators- .to regester . .in cronicle all

such worth ye persons .. as .. have deserved pcrpetuall
rcmembraunce.

f 4. One sent to plead or speak for another ; an

ambassador, envoy, or messenger. Obs.

1494 FABVAN Ckron. v. cxxxii. 115 The sayd Sclauons
hauyng knowlege of y kynges great hoost, aggreed, by
oratours to hym sent, to contynue the tryhute that they
before tyme payde, 1502 ARNOLDK Ckron. (1811) 162 Whan
my noble prince the Soudan of Babllone had decerned to
sende me his oratour tu Fraunce. 1600 HOLLAND /,/zy xx\'in.

xvii. 680 Scipio. .sent C. Lrelius with rich yiflsand presents,
as an Orator to treat with him. 1673 R AY Journ. Low C.,
I'cnicc 174 Audience is given to publick Oratotirs and
Erabaaftdotm.
fig" X59* S. DANIKL Contpl. Rosamond liii, He daily
Messages doth send, With costly Jewels ^Orators of Love).

5. Public Orator : an officer of the Universities

of Oxford and Cambridge, whose functions are to

speak in the name of the University on state

occasions; to go in person, when required, to

plead the cause of the University ; to write suitable

addresses, letters of congratulation or condolence
;

to introduce candidates for certain honorarydegrees,
and to perform other duties of a like kind.

'

Orators
'

were in early times sent by the universities, as
special envoys, when occasion required, e.g. to Councils of
the Church, as that of Basel in 1430. A permanent Public
Orator was appointed at Cambridge in 1522, and at Oxford
in 1564.

1614 I. CHAMBERLAIN in Crt. y Times Jos. I (1848) I.

305 _
The University Orator, Nethersole .. is taxed for

calling the prince Jacobissimc Carole. 1622 J. MKAHI:
in Ellis Orig, Lett. Ser. i. III. 126, 1 shall not tell you.. how
our Orators fathered the foundation of our University
[Cambridge] upon the Spanyards out of the old Legend of
Cantaber. 1642 WOOD Life 29 Oct. (O. H. S.) I. 68 Dr.
Gardiner prebend of Chrisichurch makinge a speech to his

majestie, as Dr. Strode the orator's deputy. 1645 Ibid.
Mar. 1 16 William Strode. -public orator of the University,
died, M., 10 Mar. anno 1644/5. i?34 NOKTII Lives

(1826) I. 168 Dr. Henry Paman, sometime orator of the

university of Cambridge. 1899 Oxford Univ. Cat. i Public
Orator. 1880 William Walter Merry, D.D. Rector of
Lincoln.

6. Comb., as OTator-like a. and adv., like or after

the manner of an orator.

1553 T. WILSON Khet. 13 It were wel done and Oratour-
like. 1579 G. HAKVKY l.cttcr-bk. (Camdeni 63 The Com-
mendation of an elojjuenle and oratorhke stile. 1647 TRAIT
Cotinn, 2 Thess. iii. 4 Here the Apostle, Oratour-like,
entereth their bosoms. 1673 O. WALKER L'duc. 161 What
is well, and Orator-like written or spoken.

Oratorial (f>rat6Tial), a. Now rare. [In
sense I, f. L. oratori-us of or belonging to an orator

+ -AL. In sense 2, referred to OEATORIO.]
1. Of, pertaining to, or proj)er to an orator.

1546 LAXGLEY Pol. I'crg. de Invent, i. x. 20 Aristotle
affirmeth that Empedocles was first aucthor of the Oratoriall
Arte. 1619 HALKS Cold. Kent, i 1673) n, 92 The manner of
his discourse was oratorial. 1760-72 H. UROOKE l-ool of
Qual. 1,1809) ! J 73 The auctioneer mounted his oratorial

eminence. 1852 HLACKIK Stud. Lang. 34 Imitative out-
bursts of oratorial argument. 1886 Argosy Mag. May 351
Paul.. began in an oratorial tone.

2. Of or pertaining to an oratorio.
1811 BUSBY Diet. Mns. (ed, 3\ Oratorial, an epithet

derived from the word Oratorio, and consequently applicable
to that species of composition. 1819 Hist. Mits. 11.462 His
oratorial choruses. .exhibit well-worked fugues.

Orato'rially, adv. [f. prec. + -LY-.]
1. After the manner of an orator.

1553 GRIMALOE Cicero's O_ffie'cs (i 558) Ep. iiij, So conningly
and oratorially treated and endited.

2. In the manner cf an oratorio.

1889 Harper's Mag. Dec. TOO/;; Rubinstein's proposal to
dramati/e oratorially the Old Testament.

Oratoriall ^rato-i-rian), a. and sli. ff. I..

oratori-us of or pertaining to an orator, dratdri-inn

place of prayer, ORATOKY rf. 1
]

A. adj. fl. Of or pertaining to an orator;
= OKATUIIIAL i, ORATORICAL 2. Obs.

1644 BULWER Chiron. 1 52 Oratorian Action must varie

according to the diversitie of people and Nations, n 1734
NORTH Exam, n. v. 163 (1740) 420 A Reverend Parson
who relates the Fact of a Conspiracy in a good Method.,
and beautiful English ; in a Word, in an oratorian Way.
2. Of or pertaining to the OKATOBY (5 a).
1862 in DiU'lin Daily Express so Dec., The youths from

all lands, whom the Oratorian father paints like doves
flying over the blue seas to the windows. 1876 Fox BOURNE
Loike II. ix. 31 Father Simon, an oratorian priest. i88z
At!icii:uiii 30 Dec. 895/2 His life of quiet study among
the Oratorian brotherhood.

B. sb. A father or priest of an oratory ; spec.
a member of one of the societies mentioned s. v.

OKATORY sb.\ 5, esp. of the Oratory of St. Philip
Neri. Cf. F. oratorien.

1656 Bi.ol-x r Glosso^r., Oratorians, a Religious Fraternity
or Order Instituted the last age by St. Phillip N'erius, a
Florentine Priest. 1679 PUANCE Add. Xarr. /'op. Plot 47
Monks have a great feud . . against Fryars . . Oratorians
against Jesuits. 1710 SMI in in Hcarne Collect. 18 Mar.
(O. H. S.) M. 361 The Convent of the Oratorians at Paris.

1850 MRS. jA_stKSON/-iy. Afoiiast. Ord. Introd. (1863)3.5 The
black habit is worn by the Augustines, the Servi, the
Oratorians and the Jesuits.

Hence Orato'rianism, the system, principles, or

practice of the Oratorians; Orato rianize v. in/i:

to follow the method of the Oratorians.

1851 HEKI st. Hc>rEinC/<;-. A\-meit,/'i-atii.crXXL 151 Being
more than anything else the germ of Oratorianism, that of

multiplying altars in the same church. 1852 Kci/csiol,\i>t
XIII. 352 When Oratorianism arose in his own comimmii>n.
1883 BKHISI. HOPE n'arsaif ff Ord. 126 Whatever faults

may be found with the Eastern Church, it certainly does not
j

Oratorianize.

OratO'ric, a.
[f. L. orator-em OBATOB f -if,

, after Gr. formations like historic, rhetoric^ next.
1656 CROM E!.L -V/. 17 Sept. in Carlyle, Not discoursively,

in the oratoric way; but to let you see the matter of fact.

1848 LVIION A". Arthur VIM. iii, The oratoric Knight
1

Regained the vantage. 1891 S. S. CURRY (fitfa The Province
of Kxpression . . methods ofdeveloping Dramatic and Oratoric
Delivery.

Oratorical (fiaty-rikal), a. [f. as prec. +-AL.]
1 1. = OKATOBIAN a. 2. Obs.

OratO'rically, adv. [f. prec. + -LY'^.] In the

manner of an orator, or in the way of oratory.
i68z 2nd 'Pleafor Nonconformists A ij b, I say nothing in

this Opposition Oratorically, but truly and upon Proof. 1813
L. HUNT in Examiner 15 Feb. 102/2 This is oratorically

spoken. 184^0
CAKI.YLI-: Heroes\. (1872) 162 Chatham., forgets

..that he is acting the sick man; in the fire of debate,
snatches his arm from the sling, and oratorically swings and
brandishes it !

Oratorio (0rat6'ri0). [a. It. oratorio: eccl.

L. oratorium^ ORATORY s6. ] In the extant sense i,

named from the -musical services held in the church
of the Oratory of St. Philip Neri in Rome in the

latter half of the i6lh century ;
these being virtu-

ally examples of the older Mystery Play improved
and adapted to a religious service : see Grove Diet.

Jl/tis. s. v. Cf. F. oratorio (1739 in Hatz.-Darm.).
1644 KVELYS Diary 8 Nov. [see ORATORY sh.\ 5 a]. 1670

LASSKLS I'oy. Italy II. 227 The house of these good Priests

[of S. Philip Neri] deserves also to be seen.. for the great
Oratoryes sake, where there is every Sunday and Holyday
in winter at night, the best Musick in the world.]

1. A form of extended musical composition, of

a semi-dramatic character, usually founded on a

Scriptural theme, sung by solo voices and a chorus,
to the accompaniment of a full orchestra, without
the assistance of action, scenery, or dress.

1727-38 CHAMBKKS Cycl. s. v. Opera, At Rome they have
a kind of spiritual opera's, frequent in I.unt. ..The Italians
call them oratorio's. 1742 FIKI DING Amelia iv. vm, She
had a present of a ticket for the oratorio. 1756-7 tr. /\t'yslc>-'s
Trav. (1760) I. 470 In tht: church of St. Philippo Nuri,

belonging to the fathers of the oratory. . Every Sunday
evening, during the winter, an oratorio, or religious opera,
is performed in this church, which i-^ founded on some
scripture history. 1789 MRS. PIOZZI Jottrii. J-'rafu c I. 176

(They] performed an oratorio with. . deserved applause. 1880
W. S. ROCKSTKO in Grove Did. MHS. II. 534/1 The year
1600 witnessed the lir>t performance, in Runic, of Kmilio's
'

Rappresentazione
'

and, in Klorenct, of Peri*>.
*

Euridice
'

the earliest examples of the true Oratoiio and tbu true Opera
c\cr procnted to the public. 1881 li.\Kisr,-Coi u> Gem/any
ix. 249 It is in the Opt-ra and the Oratorio that the ino-t

flourishing desceiulants of the old Mystery Flays are to be
met with.

fig. 1818 T. MOORI-; I'ud^c /'tint, /''tin's x. 4 1 V\ilg:ir

Pall Mall's oratorio of hisses ! 1838 KMLKSOX Addr.,
Literary Ethics Wks. iHobn) II. -10 Ify Latin and English
poetry, we were burn and bred in an oratorio of ptai.-e^ of
nature. 1899 Am-. Ai.i.x \NDKK in Times 31 Oct. 9/5 The
oratorio of the cannonade Rolls through the hills .sublime.

"t" 2. A pulpit. So It. oratorio in I'lorio.) rare.

1631 High Coiiiinisii^n CojfJ (Camden) 230 The turning
of (lod's oratorio, the pulpit, into a place to vent hi-, malice

upon the poore people.
3. attrib. and Comb, (from i), as oratorio style \

oratorio-frequenting adj.
1828 Lights -y Shades I. 255 Certain oratorio-frequenting

people have censured OVarrol. 1861 WOOL..S /'; . of Wale*
in Canada 140 The Montreal ( tiatoiio Society performed. .

a grand Cantata specially composed. 1900 l^aily j\\-::^

8 I'"el). 6/3 The later choral compositions of Klgar .. and
others, which, if secular as to stoty, practically follow the
oratorio style.

t Orato 1'ioUS, a. Obs. [f. L. vratori-us of or

belonging to an orator + -ofw.] ( ff or pertaining
to an orator ;

of the nature of oratory ;
oratoricnl.

1563 [implied in ORATORlousLY}. 1607 R. C"i; \K.\N 11101:1-

Scrm. (1608) 35 Pietie, xe.ile, and godlinesse, w liich are the
most oratoriousand perswadmg reasons with Al might it (lod.

1656 Artif. Hattdsoin. 29 \Vhai Krror is so rotten and
putrid, which some Oratorious varnish hath not sought to
colour over ? 1689 V.\\ i VN J/t1

///. (1857) III. 310 Gentlemen
and scholars bring their essays, poems, and other oratorious

productions upon a ihou&and curious subjects.
Hence f Orato rioxisly adv., after the manner of

an orator ; rhetorically; eloquently. Obs.

1563 FOXE A. ff J/. 1188/1 Addingc oratoriously Amplifica-
lions, to moue the said I'.radford to yelde. 1597 HKOUGHTON
I'.p. to Nobility Wks. III. 573 Moses saith.. Saint Peter
translateth him most oratoriously. 1656 Artif. Handsaw.
115 Nor do'tbey.. oppose things of this nature argumenta-
tlvdy, s.o much as Oratoriously.

O'ratorize, v. [I. OKATOR sb. + -U.K.] intr.

To play the orator
; to deliver an oration. Now

usually humorous or contemptuous : to 'speechify '.

1620 SIR S. D'KwKs in Coll. Life Jas. J (18511 107 Mr.
.11- i ___. I __ 1.' ... \ ^

II .1

1619 KAYOI K And'/. Trt. over Nov. xiil. ^^g He that hath Collins oratorized, as his manner was, most excellently.
!

written the tales of Nereus, Cardinall Karoiiiiishisoratoricall a l6S4 WKHSTER App. * I'frg; v. iii, To hear me concionatc,
i patron.

j

And oratorize. 1837 UICKKNS Pitkiv. xxiv, Mr. Pickwick

2. Of, pertaining to, or characteristic of an orator I SW?JSPJ *l

nd th 'J crow
\' ^^'-'y-

l853 Mack. Afag.
. i . . T.\\[[[ ;<lK I.crlllrflx tinvc nf l:ir*> \-.-ar- lto*'n npr^tlllill.

2. Of, pertaining to, or characteristic of an orator
or oratory; rhetorical; also, according to the rules

i

of oratory ; characteristic of a professional orator
or advocate.

1634 W. TIRWHYT tr. Balzac's Lett. (vol. I) A iij, Wee
are therefore to confesse Oratorical! treatises to have no
other subject than Letters. 1702 H. DODWEI.I. Apol. 5
in S. Parker Cicero's l)e Finifrus, The use he had made of
his Philosophical Notions in his Oratorical Discourses. 1861
CRAIK Hist. Kng. Lit. II. 351 liurke . . by his wonderful
oratorical displays on the impeachment of Hastings. 1872MISTO Kng. Prose Lit. Introd. 9 The long sentence. .would
universally be designated oratorical.
transf. 1878 PROUT in Grove Diet. .Mils. I. 15 That which is

sometimes called the oratorical accent. .the adaptation in
vocal music ofthe notes to the words, of the sound to the sense.
3. Given to the nse of oratory.
1801 MAR. EDC.EWORTH Angelina iv. (1831) 79 'Your

friend!' pursued the oratorical lady, detaining Miss Warwick
with a heavy hand. 1898 Daily Ncius 16 Aug. 4/4 Americans
are an oratorical race, and it is as natural for an American
to speak as for an Englishman to be silent.

oratori/in::, and th-j crowd shoutiny. 1853 Hlack.
I.XXIII. 508 Lecturers, .have of late years been perambu-
lating tile country oratorising on this subject.

b. trans. To set forth with oratory, rare.

1853 Klackm. flag. LXXIV. 503 You knew, the while
these your words were awakening detestation of Swift, you
were oratorising a very great sham all nonsense stuff.

O ratorsliip. [See -SHIP.] The position or

office of orator ; esp. in Public Oratorship, the

office of Public < )rator in a University.

Oratory (frataril, j//. 1
[.id. L. oratori-uiii

place of prayer (prop. adj.
'

for prayer ',
sc. lein-

flnni) ;
f. <;-/-, ppl. stem of ordre to speak, pray,

etc.: see -ORY. In Oy.oraiur (i2thc.) whence
Sc. OBATOUB, and oratoire (14th c. in Littre).]
1. A place of prayer ;

a small chapel or shrine ;

a room or building for private worship, esp. one in

or attached to a house, monastery, church, etc.

Also in reference to Jewish or Pagan worship.
13. . Croatia .WutiJi in Horslm. Aliens!. Leg. (1878) 227



ORATORY.

?it liggen be tables in bat ilke stude in Adames oratorie ber

he bad his beodes. 1382 WYCLIF Judith ix. i Judit wente

in to hir oratorie, and..pulte askes vp on hir hed. (71386

CHAUCER fCnt.'s T. 1047 In worshipe of Venus goddesse of

loue, Doon make an Auter and an Oratorie. Il'i/c's

Pro!. 694 If wommen hadde writen stories As clerkes han

with-Inne hire oratories. 1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls) I.

365 At Glyndalkan aboute be oratorie of Seint Keynewyn,
wilewys bereb apples as it were appel treen. a 1400-50
Alexander 1651 He offird in bat oratori [Solomon's temple)

& honourd oure lorde. <ri45o St. CutU'crt (Surtees) 291

In his oratory he lay, Mikel o the nyght to pray. 1527

Lane. $ Chesh. U'iUs (Chetham Soc.) 20 The maynteynyng
ofdevyne service orTthe chapell or orrotorye of Saynt Savyor

off Stretton. 1597 HOOKER Eccl. Pol. v. Ixi. 2 In Temples
hallowed for publique vse and not in priuate Oratories.

1662 STILLINGFL. Orig. Sacr. n. iv. 5 So at Gibeah at the

Oratory there, we find a company of Prophets coming down
from the high place. . prophecying. 1756 NUGENT Gr. Tour

II. 405 The way to it is full of chapels in the manner of

oratories. 1816 SCOTT Old Mart, xix,
' Where is Lady

Margaret?' was Edith's second question. 'In her oratory',

was the reply, a cell adjoining to the chapel. 1885 Catholic

Diet. (ed. 3) s. v., An oratory is public or private_, according
as it has or has not a door opening into the public road.

fig. 1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W.de W. 1531) 103 b, For streyght

waye he gothe in to y 1
" chambre or oratory of his conscyence,

whiche Rod hath buylded in his soule. 1880 J. THOMSON

City of Dread/ XI. 27 The inmost oratory of my soul,

Wherein thou ever dwellest quick or dead.

1 2. A faldstool at which a worshipper kneels in

prayer. Obs.

1697 tr. C'tfss D'Annoy s Trot*. (17061 150 When a Person

of Quality, or a strange I^ady comes in, the Sexton spreads
a large Carpet liefore 'em, upon which he either sets an

Oratory with Cushions, or else he leads 'em to certain little

Closets, .with Glass windows round, a 1771 GRAY in Corr.

(1843) 205 I" St. John's Library is what I take for the

original of Lady Margaret, kneeling at her oratory under a

state.

f3. = ORACLE i : cf. ORATOUR 2. Obs.

1513 DOUGLAS .-Kucis vn. v. 173 Responsis, schaw Furth

of my faderis oratoury law.

f4. A place for public speaking. Obs.

1613'!'. GODWIN Ki'in. A ntiq. 11658) it It may be Englished,
the great Oratory or place of common-plea. 1729 POPE

Dime. in. 199 note, John Henley the oralor .. set up his

Oratory in Newport-Market. Butcher -row.

5. The name of certain religious societies in the

Roman Catholic Church.
a. (Originally and etymologically.) The Oratory of St.

Philip Xcri or Congregation ofthe Fathers ofthe Oratory,
a society of simple priests without vows, for plain preaching
and popular services, constituted at Rome in 1564 and

recognized by the Pope in 1575 ; so named from the small

chapel or oratory built over one of the aisles of the Church
of St. Jerome, in which the founder and his followers,
' Fathers of the Oratory', carried on their work for six years

before 1564. In 1577 the congregation removed to ihe new
church (Chicsa. Nnoi'a^ of the Valicella, in which were con-

ducted the musical services thence called, in Italian, ORATOKIO,

q. v. Also, a local branch or house of this congregation, as

the Oratory at Birmingham, the Uronipln Oratory.

1644 EVELYN Diary 8 Nov., This evening I was invited to

heare rare inusiq at theChiesa Nova; the black marble
pillars

within led us to that most precious Oratory of Phuippus
Nerius their founder, they being of the oratory of secular

priests, under no vow. 1693 J. EDAKHS Author. O. A- JV.

'1'est. 59 The learned Father of the Oratory. 1885 Catholic

Did. (ed. 3) s. v., The Oratory was introduced into England
in 1847 by Dr. . . Newman, who, during his long sojourn in

Rome.. had studied closely the work of the holy founder.

/till., The Oratory at Birmingham has remained under the

direction, .of its illustrious founder.

b. trans/. The French Oratory or Congregation of the

I Oratory o/Our Lord Jesus Christ in 1- ranee, founded by
Cardinal Berulle in Paris, in 1611, in order to strengthen

ecclesiastical discipline, and deepen devotion among the

secular clergy and the population generally. This congre-

gation was dissolved at the Revolution. C. The Oratory

of the Immaculate Conception, a congregation founded at

Paris in 1 852, the members of which have the same aims as

the former French Oratory, and follow its rules, d. Also

in the titles of other societies.

1815 D. STMVAKT Dissert. Progress Philos. (1854) i. n.

151 note, Malebranche belonged to the Congregation of the

Oratory; a society much more nearly allied to the Jansemsts
than to the Jesuits. 1885 Catholic Diet. s. v., Among
the eminent men whom the French Oratory produced
were Thomassin, . . Lejeune, Richard Simon, Malebrajiche,

Quesnel, Pouget, Massillon [etc.). _ _

Oratory (^rttori),
sb:- [ad. L. oratorio, (sc.

ars) the oratorical art, oratory.]

1. The art of the orator or of public speaking ;

the art of speaking eloquently according to definite

rules, so as to please or persuade ; rhetoric.

'593 SHAKS. Liter. 815 The orator, to deck his oratory,

Will couple my reproach to Tarquin's shame. 1596 1 )AL-

KVMPLF. tr. Leslie's Hist. S,ot. vll. 14 Dot this..sumthing

hindirit his prais, that his language was nocht mair illustre,

conforme lo the Romane oratrie. 1691 Wool) A th. Oxon.

II. 308 He applied himself to Oratory and Philosophy. 1719

SWIFT To a Voung Clergyman, That part of oratory, which

relates to the moving of passions.

2. The exercise of eloquence ; oratorship ;
the

delivery of orations or speeches ;
rhetorical or

eloquent language.
1588 SHAKS. Tit. A. Y. iii. 90 Nor can I vtter all our bittei

griefe, But floods of teares will drowne my Oratorie. 1667

MILTON /'. L. XI. 8 Sighs.. Unutterable, which the
Spirit

of prayer.. win g'd for Heav'n with speedier flight Than

loudest Oratorie. a 1745 SWIFT ll-'ilt. H, Leu. 1768 IV. 265

A notable mark of the force of oratory in the churchmen of

those ages. 1847 JAMES J. Marston Hall vm, The state of

insanity to which all this oratory raised the populace may

easily be imagined. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. n. I. 259

li is seldom that oratory changes votes.

174

b./,?-.
a 1586 SIDNEY Arcadia. \. (1590) B vij, The prety lambs

with bleting oratory craued the dams comfort. 1642 FULLER

Holy if Prof. St. \. ix. 23 His first care is for his cattell, where

dumljenesse is oratory to a conscientious man. 1726 SWIFT

Gulliver II. i, A child.. began a squall, ..after the usual

oratory of infants, to get me for a plaything. 1858 LVTTON

H'/tnt Will //*.' do I. i, Quintilian in his remarks on the

oratory of fingers.

t OTatory, << 06s. \tA.l*lriVn-itt,i.ir3tSp-
em ORATOR.] Of or pertaining to an orator ;

oia-

torial, oratorical ; rhetorical.

1534 WHITISTON Tullyes Offices \. (1540) i In exercyse of

oratory crafte. 1589 PUTTENHAM Eng. Pocsie III. xviii.

(Arb.) 197 Either in the Poetical! or oratorie science. 1652

GAULE Magastrom. 206 Epaminondas. .commanded that

those that promised victory should be layd on the right

hand the oratory chaire, and the other on the left.

t OratoUT. Obs. Forms: 4 oratore, 4-6

oritore, 5-6 orature, 6 oratour, oriture. [a. OK.

oratour, earlier orator, -lur oratory = Pr. oratori,

Sp., It. oratorio, mod.F. oratoire, ael.L. aralorinin.

A northern and chiefly Sc. doublet of OKATOKY sl>.^}

\. = ORATORY sb. 1 i.

13. . Caw. fs Cr. Knt. 2150 pis oritore is vgly, with erbez

ouer-growen. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xviii. (Egipciane) 127

J>ai entryt in bare oratore. . kneland, maad bare oracione.

c 1480 H F.NKYSON Test. Cresseid 8 Withinmyn orature I stude.

111578 LINDESAY (Pitscottie) Chron. Scot. (S. T. S.) I. 116,

I will pas to my orature and pray to god for yow. . .Than

this bischop..led him to his oriture. 1596 DALRVMl'LEtr.

Leslie's Hist. Scot. 1. 123 Altaris, Kirkes dedijat to sanctes,

Images, oratouris.

2. = ORACLE i. rare.

1513 DOUGLAS .Ends vii. ii. 127 The kynj . . gan to seik

belive His fader Fawniis oratour and answair, Quhilk couth

the falls for to cum declair.

Oratour, obs. form of ORATOR.

t OratOU'rly, aJv. Sc. Obs. rare. [f. oratour,

ORATOR + -I.Y -. Corresp. to L. oratorie, and F.

oratoirctnent] Oratorically.

1549 Compl. Scot. x. 82 Quhou beit that the said poietical

beuk he dytit oratourly.

Oratress (jrritris).
Also 7-9 -toress. [f.

ORATOR + -Ks.s 1
.] A female orator.

fl. A female pleader, petitioner, or plaintiff. Obs.

1586 WAKNER Alt. Eng. II. ix. (1589) Eij, Because I see

Loues Oratresse pleads tediouslie to thee. 1613-16 \V.

BKOWNE Brit. 1'ast. n. i. 587 Had such an Oratresse beene

heard to plead For faire Polixena. 1660 Charac. Italy 14

Provided the Lady Pecuniabeyour Suadaor Oratress. 1848

[seeORATRix i).

2. A female public speaker.
"595 Polimantcia (i 88 1 ) 58 Conceiued with teares, accented

with sighes ; and vttered by tmelhes naked oratresse. 1747

Genii. Mag. 98 {School tfKkttoriek) To each fair oratress

this school Its rhet'ric s
:

trong affords. 1819 MOORE Mem.

(1853) II. 354 The oratoress gave her opinion pretty freely

of the family. 1868 W. WHITMAN I'ocms 83 Listening to

the orators and the oratresses in public halls.

tO'ratrice. Obs. [a. AFr. tntrict, ad.L.

i ordtrtc-cin, in nom. oriitrix : seeORATRix.]
1. A female pleader, plaintiff, petitioner, or

offerer of prayers.
1432 Rolls of I'arlt. IV. 306/2 Graunted be his Lettres

Patentz to youre seide Oratrice. 1447 Let. '" EP: Acait.

Oxon. (1898; I. 250 Yowr fill devoute oratrice, |>e Lmversite

ofth
P

' i-on. (1090) 1. 250 vowr iui aevouie orau ice, j/t ^in.tt.

f the study of Oxenford. 1513-14 Act S Hen- I'///, c. 12,

'reamHe, Your true and feithfull Subgiel and dally Oratrice

Margaret Pole. 1559 Keg. ."it. Auilrm-s Kirk Scss. (1889)

I o Your wisedome's maist humil and obedient oratrice

Elizabeth Gedde. 1594 Wtsi ind Ft. SymM., Chancerie

145 Execution against your said poore Oratnces husband.

2. OUATRKSS 2.

*53 Ifissena 115 Being admired by the people, she came

into the Senat, nor needed this fairest Oratrice to win their

attention by any artificial Rhetorick.

t Ora-tricle. 0/>s. rare-'. In 6 orratrycle.

[dim. of ORATOR after words in -de : see -CULE.]

A little or insignificant petitioner.

1574 in W. H. Turner Select. Kcc. Oxford 354 \'o> pore

orratrycles good name and fame.

Oratrix (oiv'-triks, fratnks). PI. oratrices

(-sfz\ [a! L. oriitrix, pi. -trices, fern, of orator

ORATOR.] A female orator.

1 1. A female petitioner or plaintiff : see ijuot.

184$, Obs.

1464 Rolls (i/Farlt. V. 551/2 To graunte unto youre said

Oratrices youre moost gratious Lettres Patentee 1534-5 in

C More Life Sir T. Marc(iBi8) 373 Your P ure contymiall

Oratryx Dame Alls More. 1594 WEST ind 1't. Symlvl.,

Chnnccrie % 145 It chaunced the husband of your said

Oralrit..to be bounden in a Recognisance. 1747 Mem.
Xutrthian Crt. I. 107 The king, raising the princess, said to

the queen, Your little oratrix has pleaded too well, not to

succeed. 1848 WliARTON Law Lex., Oratrix, or Oratress,

a female petitioner ; a female plaintiff in a bill in Chancery

[cii. 1871 adds was formerly so called],

2. = OKATKESS 2.

1502 KYD Sol. ff 1'crs. I. iii. 69, I fight not with my
toivgue; this is my Oratrix. {Laying his lutnd -ipon Ins

SK'orJ.) 1651 CHARI.KTON Epli. f, Ciuim. Matrons \\.

(1668) 5 There needed not much of Rhetorick on the part

of this Oratrix. 1842 THACKERAY Miss Tickletohy s Lcct. l,

Thai magic spell of poesy, which the elegant oratrix flung

round her audience. 1865 Pall .Mall (,. No. 210. 5/2 I he

well-known secularist oratrix.

Orayson, obs. form of ORISON.

Orb (f^b), s/'.
1

[ad. L. orb-is ring, circle, round

disk : cl. F. orbe (i3th c. in Little'). In Eng. the

ORB.

general sense appears later than some of the special

ones, e. g. 6, 7.]

I. A circle, and derived senses.

1. A circle, or anything of circular form, as a

circular disk or wheel, or vless usually) a ring.

Now rare or Obs. (exc. as in 9).

1590 SHAKS. Mills. N. n. i. 9 And I seruethe Fairy Queene,
To dew her orbs vpon the green. 1658 CLEVELAND Rustic

Rampant Wks. (1687) 433 The Wheels, or Orbs, upon
which Providence turns. 1667 MILTON P. /.. VI. 254 The
rockie Orb Of tenfold Adamant, his ample Shield. 1727-46
THOMSON Summer 001 Lo ! the green serpent . . gathers up
his train In orbs immense. 1812 WOODHOUSE Astron.

x_xiiu

240 Day after day, the [moon's! crescent increases, till it is

changed into a full orb. 1821 BYRON Sardan. MI. i. 91 The
Hadrians .. fighting inch by inch, and forming An orb

around the palace.

2. Astro!. The space on the celestial sphere
within which the influence of a planet, star, or
' house

'

is supposed to act.

1727-41 CHAMBERS Cyel., Orl>, in astrology. An orb of

light is a certain sphere or extent of light, which the

astrologers allow a planet beyond its centre. ..The orb of

Saturn's light they make to be 10 degrees; that of Jupiter
12 ', ..that of the Sun 17, . .that of the Moon 12 30'. 1819
I. WILSON Diet. Astral, s. v., Stars of the first magnitude
have 7 30' for their orbs.

1 3. Astron. The plane of the orbit of a planet,

etc. ; also, the orbil or path. Alsoyfg'. Obs.

1726 tr. Gregory's Astron. I. 7 The Orbs of the Planets

(that is, the Planes of their Orbits are inclin'd to the Ecliptic

in the following Manner. 1732 POPE Kss. Man n. 21 In-

struct the planets in what orbs to run. 1755 B. MARTIN Mag.
Arts , Sc. v. 23, I observe you have made the Orbs of the

Planets circular, but the Orbit of a Comet . . a very long

Oval. 1768-74 TUCKER Lt. Xat. 11834) II. 605 Whenever
we venture to move in an eccentric orb.

1 4. A kind of fish, of a round form (
= L. orbis,

I'liny). Obs. rare.

1740 K. BROOKES Art of Angling n. Ixxviii. 200 The Orb

..is taken in the Mouth of the River Nile.

t 5. A cyclical period, a cycle.

1658 J. HARRINGTON Prcrog. Pop. Carl. I. xii. (1700) 322

The eight years Orb of the Errfbassadors. 1667 MILTON

P. L. v. 862 When fatal course Had circl'd his full Orbe.

1697 DBVDEN I'irg. Past. IV. 8 Mighty Years, begun From
their first Orb, in radiant Circles run. 1742 YOUNG Nt.

I'll. n. 208 Not on those terms .. From old eternity s

iny.-terious orb, Was Time cut oft".

f 6. Keel. A division of the office of matins : see

quot. Obs. rare.

1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 248 In matyns be com-

munly iii orbes, othervvyse called iii nocturnes . . euery orbe

cuntcyneth iii psalmes, iii lessons, and iii responsories.

II. A sphere, and derived senses.

7. Old Astron. Each of the concentric hollow

spheres supposed to surround the earth and carry

the planets and stars with them in their revolution:

see SPHERE. Obs. exc. Hist.

1526 Pilgr. Pcrf. (W. de W. 1531) 188 Y' planets. .hath.,

an other (motion] by the mouyng of the fyrst orbe, winch

draweth them with him in his circle euery day. a 1548 HALL

Chron., Hen. I'f/f 74 b, Set with starres of gold foyle, and

the Orbes of the heavens by the crafte of colours in the

roffe. a 1628 SIR J. BEAUMONT Dial, in Farr J. /'. Jos. f

(1848) 153 As waters in a chrystall orbe contain d Abode the

starry firmament, are chain 'd To coole the fury of those

raging flames Which eu'ry lower spheare by motion frames.

111677 H\IK/V</. Orig. Man.n.\v. 15= I n matters Astro-

nomical .. we find the old Hypothesis of ihe Heavenly

System called since in question by Copernicus, (.alilxus,

anil Kepler ;
the solidity of the Orbs delected to be untrue,

by the plain discovery of Tycho Brahe and others. 1877

!\I \SSON Intmi. to far. Lost'm .Milton's Poems (Globe td.)

27 The World or Mundane Universe, as Milton keeps it in

his mind's eye., consisting within itself of tell Orbs or hollow

Spheres in succession, wheeling one within the other, down

to the stationary nest of our small Earth at the centre.

8. A sphere or globe (in general) ; anything oi

spherical or globular shape.
IS97 SHAKS. Lover's Compl. 289 What a hell of witchcraft

lies In the small orb of one particular tear ! 1696 WHISTON

Th. Earth ll. (1722) 76 All these .. shall rise up, and make

a confus'd cloudy Orb. 1736 GRAY Statius \. 15 Another

orb upheaved his strong right hand. 1796 MORSE Amer.

Gtae.1 17 By the celestial sphere is meant the apparent

: concave orb which invests the earth. 1830 TENNYSON Isabel

iii, Ambrosial orbs Of rich fruit-bunches.

9. Used as a general name for the heavenly

bodies sun, moon, planets, or stars) ;
with reference

either to their actual form O globe), or their

apparent form (
= disk: cf. i). Chiefly/orf. or rliel.

1596 SHAKS. tferch. V. v. L 60 There's not the smallest

orbTwhich thou beholdst But in his motion like an Angell

sings. 1667 MILTON /'. L. vll. 36. Of Light by farr the

greater part he took. .and plac'd In the Suns Orb. 1712

AUDISON Hymn, 'The spacious Firmament **"'
What tho' nor real Voice nor Sound Amid their radiant Orbs

be found? I757GRAY Bard I36Think'sl thou yon sanguine

cloud, Rai.s'd by thy breath, has quench d the Orb of Day/

,838 TIMRLWALL Greece II. xin. 165 They
worshipped

the

elements, the heavens, and the orbs of day and night 1871

R. ELLIS Catullus Ixii. 2 Hesper his orb long-look d for

aloft 'gins slowly to kindle. .

t b. spec. The earth, the world : cf. Lat. orbis

(terrarutif), Ger. Erdkreis. Obs.

1601 SHAKS. Twel. N. m. L 43 Foolery sir, does walke about

the Orbe like the Sun, it shines euery where. 1607
Cj>f.

v vi 127 The man is Noble, and his Fame folds in This

Orbe o' th' earth. (1667 MILTON P. L. ix. 82 Thus the Orb

he (Satan] roam'd With narrow search ; and with inspection

deep Conider'd every Creature.)



ORB.

10. The globe of the eye, the eye-ball ;
the eye.

poet, and rhet.

16. . DRI-MMOND Sonn., Poems (1656) 64 And her bright
Eyes (the Orbes which Beauty move). f 1655 MILTON
.V0., To C. Skinner on his lilindness, These eys . . thir

seeing have forgot, Nor to thir idle orbs doth sight appear.
1719 VoL'NG Revenge \. ii, But, O those eyes ! . . Whence
didst thou steal their burning orbs? 1822 L.\MU Elia Ser. i.

Decay Beggars, Old blind Tohits . . casting up their ruined
orbs to catch a ray of pity. 1871 R. F.LLIS Catitllns Ixiii.

56 Yet an eyeless orb is yearning ineffectually to thee.

11. The globe surmounted by a cross funning
part of the regalia ; also called mound, formerly
globe, ball.

1702 I.ond. Gaz. No. 3804/1 The Duke of Somerset Lord
President with the Orb. 1761 Brit. Mat,'. II. 503 His

majesty was then invested with the anmll, the purple robe
or imperial pall, and orb. 1838 Office Coron. Q. I'ictoria
in Maskell ulon. Kit. III. 115 Then the Orb with the Cross
is brought from the Altar by the Dean of Westminster, and
delivered into the Queen's Right Hand by the Arcbbixlnip.
1871 O. SHIPLEY Gloss. Heel. Terms s. v., The mound or urb
signifies the dominion, and the cross the faith of the king.
12. fig. fa. A 'sphere' or region of action

or activity ; rank, station. (Often with immediate
reference to sense 7.) Obs.

1609 TOURNEUR Fun. Poem Sir F. l-'ere 183 In that moov-
ing orbe of active warre His high command was the tran-
scendant starre. 1644 JESSOP A ngel ofKph. 27 Evangelists
of an higher Orbe then .. Bishops. 1649 G. DANIEL

'

'1'rin-

arih., Rich. II, ccxxxiv, Richard is now in Orbe; or, if you
will, In his Meridian Glorie. 1665 GI.ANVILL Scepsis Sci.
xii. 66 Whenever we are within the Orb of its activity.
11713 ELLWOOD Autooiof. (1714) i My Station, not being
so Eminent. .as others who have moved in higher Orbs.

1747 Scheme Kauif. Men of War 4 Objects, situated in a
quite different Orb, and as far beyond the Sphere of our
Capacities as the World in the Moon. 1757 FOOTE Author
Prol., Those, who adorn the orb of higher life.

b. (from S or 9.) An organized or collective
whole ; a rounded mass ; a ' world '.

1603 DANIEL Def. Rhime Wks. (1717) 14 For the Body of
our Imagination being asanunform'dChaos, ..it be wrought
into an Orb of Order and Form. 1606 WARNER Alb. Kni;.
xv. xcviii. (16121 388 What are these but the mapped Orbs
of all Hypocrisie? 1849 SEARS Kefeneration I. vii. (1859)
57 He regards the race in its totality, as an organic w hole,
as making one orb of being. 1866 G. MACDONALD Ann. ().

Neighb. xiii. (1878)249 So is the great shining orb of witness-
bearers made up of millions of lesser orbs.

13. attrib. and Comb., as orb-like adj. ; orb-fish,
an East Indian fish (Chxtodon or Ephippius orbis)
of a circular form ; orb-weaver, an orbitelous

spider; so orb-weaving a.

1864 WEBSTER, "Orb-fish. 1886 PROCTOR in Longm. Mag.
VII. 269 We have in the sun an example of an orb in that
particular stage of *orb-life. 1820 SHELLEY Prom. Unb. iv.
l. 210 All "orblike canopy. 1889 Science 23 Aug. 136/2 The
spinning habits of the great group of spiders known as
'orb-weavers. 1885 H. C. McCooK Tenants Old farm
203 Cocoons spun by an *orbweaving spider.

Orb, sb.- Arch. [Derivation : see below.] An
architectural term in use from 1410 to I7th c., as
to the meaning of which modern writers on archi-
tecture have expressed different opinions ; the view
now prevalent being that of: Blank or blind
window

; hence plain stone panel, blank panel.
Other inferred or suggested senses are : An arched window;

a circular boss; a quatrefoil. The early instances follow in
'

a; quots. from modern authors in b. Of the latter the full
context should be consulted, esp. that of Willis 1844.
a. [1395 in Rymer Fa-dera VII. 795 (Tomb of Rich. II and

queen) Et les ditz Masons serront Measons pur xii. Images
;

. .vi. a 1'une coste, (t
yi.

al'autre coste . . & le remenaunt du
dite Toumbe Serra fait ove orbes, accordant/ & semblables '

as dites Measons pur Vmages. a 1490 BOTONEK (William of
Worcester) {tin. (1778) 282 Et habct 4Storyes .. In superior!
historia tres orba; in qualibet panella. Ibid. 283 In secunda
et tercia historia sunt dua: orba; in qualibet panella 4panel-
larum. In inferior] historia (text has panella] sunt in duobus
panellis in qualibet panella south et west fenestra;, in aliis
duobus panellis ex parte boriali et orientali [text has occi-
dentali] sunt dua; archa;.] 1500-1 Ace. f.outh Steeple in
Archxol. X. 71 There is coming home stone to the broach
10 score foot and 5, and to the gallery within the steeple,
40 foot grofts and 10 orbs. 1512-13 King's Coll. Contract
in Willis & Clark Cambridge 11886) I. 610 Fynyalles, ryfant
gablettes, Batehnentes, orbys, or Crosse quaters,. .and euery
other thyng belonging to the same, a 1548 HALL Chron.
(18091 639 A mightie buildyng of tyinber w 1 towers set in

,

carbles forced with arches buttand & al abilamentes em-
bossed, & the lynterelles inhaunsed with pillers quadrant tt
the vautes in orbes with crobbes dependyng & monsters .

bearyng vp the pillers. 1669 SIR C. WREN in Parentalia
'

(1750) 304 (Salisbury Cathedral) The whole Church is vaulted

a wider Sort of Tracery.
b. 1838 BRITTON Diet. Archil, s. v. Orb, In William of

Worcester's Itinerary, p. 282, the arched windows of St. '.

Stephen s church, Bristol, are called orbx. . . The two latter I

quotations [i.e. 1395 and 1512-13 above] induce the sup- I

position that orbs were similar to what we now term quatre-
foils. 1841 Gv\l.t Emycl. Archil. Gloss., 6V<5 (Lat. Orbis),
a knot of foliage or flowers placed at the intersection of the
ribs of a Gothic ceiling or vault to conceal the mitres of the

'

ribs. 1844 WILUS Arc/lit. Komencl. Mid. Ages 53, I shall
proceed to shew that these panels were termed 'orbs'.

,

Ibid. 54 In all these examples the word [orb] plainly applies
Itself to a blank or blind window. . . The fact that stone i

pannelling was first called by a name that implies a blank
window, would explain the history of its introduction into :

medieval architecture. 1850 PARKER Gloss. Archit., Orb . .

a blank window or panel. See Willis' Ifamend. 53. (edd.

1840-45 had explained Orl>s as 'plain circular bosses
1

.]
Il'id. [referring to quot. 1395], The tomb has tabernacles at
the sides, between which are placed blank panels (orbs)
corresponding to them, as may be seen from the drawing of
the tomb of Edward the Third (which is exactly similar)
1877 Archit. 1'nbl. Soc. Diet., Orb, a medieval word for a
blind window. Also the panels in Third Pointed wall-work ;

so called because they were as it were blank windows. 1886
WILLIS & CLARK Cambridge I. 56 The window in the south
wall . . is a genuine orb window. [Note] Orb '

is a blank
window or panel.
[Note. In med.L. (quot. 1490) orba, in AngloFr. (q. 1395)

orbe, as if for med. I. *orl>afinest i a blind window : cf. orltis
luminis bereft of light, blind, Ovid Met. iii. 518, and F. orbe
'blind, sight less,., hence also, darke, obscure, without light

'

(Cotgr. 1611); ninr orbe a blind or blank wall,
' un mur qui

n'a ni portes ni fenetres
'

(Laveaux 1828). The explanation
'circular boss', goes with a conjectured derivation from
L. arbis circle, ORB'; but this does not suit med.L. orba.\

\ Orb, a. (Vis. [ad. J.. or/i-ns without or bereaved
of parents or children: thence F. orbe ftjth c.)
bereft of sight, blind.] IJercaved, childless.

1607 Dp. ANDREWKS Si-rut. 11856) 59 No fuller adopts,
, unless he be orbe, have no child. 1660 G. FLEMING Sleiiinia
San-urn 21 Edward the Confessor, who dyed Orb or
Childless.

Orb (<ub), v. [f. ORB rf.i]
1. trans. To enclose in, or as in, an orb or circle;

to surround, encircle, encompass with a rim or tire.

1645 O.UAKLES Sol. Recant, vii. 32 This span of frailty,
plung'd, alid orb'd about With floods of Bitternesse. 1673
MILTON Nativity Ode xv, Yea Truth, and Justice then Will
down return to men, Orb'd in a Kain-botv. 1717 ADUISON
tr. Ovid Wks. 1753 I. 153 The wheels were orb'd with -old.

1847 TENNYSON Princess vi. 153 Remain Orb'd in "your
isolation.

t b. To orb out, to shut out as by an orb. Obs.
1649 G. DANIEL Trinarcli., Hen. 11', ccclxxi, The earth

of nnsreport, Knitt vp a Bodie, t' interpose that hi-h! .Mi-lit
Orbe him out.

2. To form or gather into an orb, disk, or globe ;

to make circular or globular; to round out.
1600 FAIKEAX Tasso IX. xciv, To orb their scattered troops,

!
and in linn rank reliie. 1635 (JLARLES Kmbl. in. i. (1718)
12^ And with her circling horns, .orbs her silver face. 1649
G. DAMII. Trinarch., '//<. I', Ixxxii, Princes are still

Secure, where they . . by Sage fore-cast, orbe themselves
about Impenetrable Spheres. 1820 L. HUNT Indicator

i
No. 22(1822) I. 175 Orbing their blood-fed bellies in and out
1858(1. W. HOLMES Aut. Kreakf.-t. xii. 264 Two large tears
orbed themselves beneath the Professor's lids.

b. intr. To form itself into an orb.
1850 TENNYSON In Mem. .\.viv, [Is it] that the past will

always .. orb into the perfect star We saw nut, when we
I moved therein ?

3. trans. To carry in its orb (see OKB .r/'.l 7) ;

! to cause to move in an orbit, rare.

1641 MILTON Ch. Govt. i. i, That our hoppinesse may orbe
it selfe into a thousand vagancies of glory and delight, and
w-ith a kinde of eccentrical! equation be as it were an
invariable Planet of joy and felicity. 1863 All ] 'ear Round
VIII. 3u6 Orbing with motion slow or fleet Their small but
perfect fires.

b. intr. To move in an orbit (or ?as a heavenly
orb), rare.

1819 KEATS Otho IV. i. 79 O, thou golden Crown, Orbing
along the serene firmament Of a wide empire, like a glowing
moon. 1842 TENNYSON Tti'o Voices 138 To carve out Free
space for every human doubt, That the whole mind might
orb about.

tO'rbal, a. Obs. rare, [irreg. f.OBB j//.l + -AL.]
Of, or of the nature of, an orb

; circular.

1603 DRAYTON Bar. H'ars vi. xxxi, An orbal form with
pillars small composed.

t O'rbate, a. Obs. [ad. L. orbatus, pa. pple. of
orbare to bereave.] Orphaned, bereaved, destitute.
1525 St. Papers Hen. I'llI, VI. 481 (A realm] orbate and

destitute of an hed and governour. 1557 PAYSEL Barclay's
Jugurth Bjb, Departing he lefte hym orbate withoute
lande or lyuelode.

tOrba'tion. Obs. [ad. L. orbation-em, n. of
action from orbare to bereave.] Bereavement
deprivation (of parents, children, or the like).
1623 Bl'. HALL Con/empl.,O. T. xlx. vii, How much more

easie had the want of a sonne been than the mis-cariage?
'

Barrennesse than orbation? 1798 W. TAYLOR in Monthly
Rev. XXVII. 517 A conspiracy .. conferring on orbation i

a triple crown.

Orbed (('jlxl, poet. pubed), a.l
[f. ORB ili.l and

v. + -ED.]
1. Formed into, of having the form of, an orb

; \

circular or spherical ; rounded; arched.
1597 SHAKS. Lover's Compl. 25 The orbed earth. 1601

T-uiel. N. v. i. 278 That Orbed Continent, the fire That
setters clay from night! 1649 G. DANIEL Trinarch., Hen IV,
ccxxvii, To make his Crescent Orbed in an Hower. 1667MILTON /'. /,. vi. 543 Let each. .Fit well his Helme, gripe
fast his orbed Shield. 1820 SHELLEY Cloud iv, That orbed
maiden with white fire laden. Whom mortals call the moon.
86i Press f,~e-Mspaper IX. 889/2 An orbed mass of the

electric fluid. 1871 R. ELLIS Catullus Ixiv. 65 Binds not
a cincture smooth her bosom's orbed emotion.
2. fig. Fully rounded like a perfect circle.
1864 LOWELL l-'ireside Trav. 3 An orbed and balanced life.

8. In parasymhetic combinations, as full-orbed
(having a full orb), half-orbed, gold-orbed.
1667 MILTON/-. L. v. 42 Now reignes Full Orb'd the M,.on.

1807 J. LARLOW Columb. i. 32 Her half orb'd moon declining
to the mam.

1839 BAILEY Festus xxxi. (1852) 487 Where. .

the gold orbed orange glows.
t Orbed, a.2 Obs. rare- 1

, [f. L. orbare + -El,
after L. orbatits ORIJATE.] Bereaved.

ORBICULAR.
1616 Dni'MM. 01 HAWTH. Kioto: Wks. (i7ti)22 Wretch'd

Niobe I am, ..Seven daughters. .And sons as many, which
one fatal day, (Orb'd mother !) to,jk away
tO-rbell. Obs. rare, [a. OF. orbette (151,1 c.),

dim. ol orbe, OKU
i/'.l] A circular surface or plot

1635 BRATHWAII A read. I'r. n. 148 In the lowest part of
the garden I might see a curious orbell all of touch wherein
the Syracusan tyrants were, .artfully portrayed.

O'rbic,. rare. [ad. orbic-tis, a former reading
of L. orbct-ns circular, f. orbis circle.] Of the
form of an orb; round, orbicular.
1619 SIR A. CORCES tr. Haeon's /V Sa/t. I'el. 24 How the

bodie of this Orbicque frame From tender infancy so biggbecame [transl. Virg. /:</. M. ^ip^ tener imnuli conrrciieiit
orbis,. 1892 Sat. A'.v. 4 June 652/1 [He] gazes up with
rapunous oibic eyes.

drick or Orbicall body.

tO'rbicle. Ol>s. or rare. [ad. I., orbical-iis,
dim. of orbis ciicle: see -de, -CUI.E.] A small
orb, globe, or ball

;
a globule.

1610 G. FLETCHER Christ's I'ict. n. lix, Such watry
orbicles young boyes doe blow.; Out from their sopy xhells

1657 TOMLINSON Renou's />/.>/. 117 Till they acquire the
consistency of pills and then they are formed into orbicles.
1840 GALI Demon llcstiny ni. 23 Orbs and orbicles explod-
ing, burst Like havoc shells.

Orbicular (ubi-kirfliu), a. (sb.} [ad. L.
orbicitldr-is, f. orbicitltis : see OitmcLE and -AK. Cf.
F. orbicnlaire 141)1 c. in

llat/.-Darm.).] Of the
foirn of a circle or orb

; circular, round.
A. adj. 1. Round as a circle or disk

; circular, or
of circular plan or section.
c 1420 Paliad. an /lust. ill. =;.' Vpbounde, orbiculer and

turned rounde. 1447 BOKENIIAM Scynlys tKo.xb.) 182 The
hevenys orbiculer revolucyoun From est 10 west wyth oute
ccssacyoun. 1596 FlTZ-CjEFFRAy Sir F. Drake (iSSil 14
Enclasped] with her winged eminence The worlds orbicular
circumference. < 1611 CIIAI-MAK //Wvii. 222 Quite through
his bright orbicular large. 1664 EVELYN Syha (17761 504The trunk or bough of a Tree being cut transversely ..

gheweth several circles or riiii;s moie or less orbicular.. one
without the other. 1731 Gtntl. May. I. 238 Signing their
Names in an orbicular manner, which they call a round
Robin. 1851 D. WILSON l'ieh. Ann. 11863) I. " iv. 399
Shields, ..some oblong and oval, ami some orbicular.

b. Aiiat. and Zoo/. Applied to various organs
or structures of circular, discoidal, or ring-like
form

; spec, to those muscles (sphincters', surround-

ing, and having the function of closing, natural

apertures of the body, as the sphincters of the

mouth, eyelids, iris, anus, bladder, vagina, etc.

(Also in L. form orbiculdris.)
Orbicular spot (Entom.), a circular spot on the fore-wings

of most noctuid moths.

1615 CHOOKE Body ofMan 165 The natural! motion, which
the Ancients called ireptaTaATtjeoi- is accomplished by trans-
uerse and orbicular Fibres contracting the guts. 1691 RAY
Creation 11. (1692) 49 The Arteries consist of a quadruple
Coat, the Third of which is made up of Annular or Orbicular
carneous Fibres. 1761 SIERNK Tr. Shandy III. vi, Direct,
ing., the o[r]bicular muscles around his lips to do their
duty, he whistled Lillabullero. 1840 G. V. ELLIS Anat. 64The orbicular muscle of the eyelids. 1872 NICHOLSON
Palxont. 212 In Discina, the shell is generally circular or
orbicular in shape.

c. Bot. Applied to leaves, or the like, of
circular outline.

'753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Sufpl. s. v. Leaf, Orbicular Leaf,
one of a round figure, the breadth of which is equal to its

length. 1785 MARIYN Rousseau's Hot. xxiv. 11794) 333 The
leaves are almost orbicular. 1835 LINDLEY lulled. Hot. (1848)
II. 354 Orbicular; perfectly circular. 1845 Sch. Jlot.lv.
(1858) 35 Seeds in one row in each cell, oval or orbicular.
2. Round as a sphere or globe ; spherical,

globular. Sometimes loosely, Having a rounded
or convex (as opp. to a flat) form or surface.

i 1420 Palloii. on Husb. in. 8yt The meles [-apples]
rounde, ycald orbiculer. 1578 BANISIER Hist. Man i. 33
This same head [of thigh bone] is almost wholly aifourmed-
by an orbicular Appendaunce. 1622 MIUIH.ETON Honour
ft I'irtue Wks. (Bullen) VII. 367 Here fix my foot on this
orbicular ball. 1782 A. MONRO Anat. Bones, Nerves, etc.

203 A round head of one bone plays in the orbicular socket
of another. 1853 KUSKIN Stones I'en. II. viii. 117. 357
Having roses set, instead of orbicular ornaments, between
the spandrils.

3.
/it;. Full-orbed, rounded, complete.

1673 MARVELL AY//. Transp. II. 395 The -ends of your
publick government will at last excuse if not hallow, the
most orbicular untruth. 1827-39 ^ K Qt'lNCEY Murder
(1862) 76 The household ruin was thus full and orbicular.

1841 Plata's Refu/i. Wks. 1858 IX. 215 An orbicular
system, or total body of philosophy.
4. Nat. Hist. Combined with other adjs. of form,

to express a combination of the two or an inter-

mediate form
; (esp. in Bot. of leaves), as orbicular-

cordate, -crenate, -ovate, etc.

1847 W. E. ^TtfLfFuUBtt.ii6yiiiarti*tfymftfiUa.
Leaves orbicular-cordate. 1870 HOOKER Stud. Flora 37
Lepidium ruderale .. pod orbicular-oblong notched. Il'id.

346 Hetula nana . . leaves short-petioled orbicular-crenate.

Ibid., Alnus glntinosa, L. ; leaves, .orbicular-cuneate.

5. Orbicular bone (os erbicnlare), a very small

bone of the middle ear, at the end of the process
of the incus (with which it is united in the adult),
and articulating with the stapes.

r
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1706 PHILLIPS, Orbicular Bone (in Anat.}, one of the little

Bones of the inner part of the Ear, which is fasten 'd by
a slender Ligament to the sides of that called Stapes, 1892

^yd. Soc. Lex., Orbicular bone, a very minute bone of the

middle ear, like to a grain of sand.. ; it is a separate bone in

childhood, but by some is looked upon as an epiphysis of
the incus.

B. sh.

fl. ? Orbicular course, orbit (or ?Orb, sphere).
1523 SK ELTON Car/. Laurel 4 When Mars retrogradant

reuersyd his bak, Lords of the yere in his orbicular.

2. Anat, An orbicular muscle : see A. I b. Also
in L. form orbicularis.

1872 DARWIN F.motwns vi. 149 For the sake of brevity
tliese muscles will generally be spoken of as the orbiculars.

1899 Allhitt&s Syst. fth'd. VIII. 39 Where (he orbicularis is

thus affected the earliest manifestations may. .resemble that

quivering of muscles Cm the eyelid or other facial muscle J

popularly spoken of as *
live blood '.

3. Entom. Short for Orbicular spol : see A. I b.

Orbicularity (ibiki//l;vnti). [f.
as prec. +

-ITY. C'f. obs. F. orhicitlaritt (i6th c. in Godef.).]
Orbicular form or character.

1650 HULWER Anthropotnet. \. (1653) 16 These Nations

distending the oibicularily of their Heads. 1831 DK QUINCEY
M'higgism Wks. 1857 VI. 175, I have questioned the

systematic perfection the oibicularity (so to speak) of Dr.
Parr's classical knowledge. 2883 CJ. ALLEN in Nature
15 Mar. 466/2 Intermediate types between these two extremes
of entire orbicularity and minute subdivision.

Orbi'CUlarly, adv. [See -LY ^.] In nn orbi-

cular manner; in a circle or ring, round about; in

a circular or spherical form.

1519 1uteri. 4 JCtew. in 1 lazl. Dodslcy I. 14 About the earth
and water jointly they [air and fire] go, And compass them
everywhere orbicularly. 1631 HKY\VOOD London's Jus //on.
Wks. 1874 IV. 278 It imitates the Spheres swift agitation,

Orbicularly, still inouing to Saluatjon. 1724 J. MACKY
Jonrn. thro. Eng. II. xii. 201 A most graceful Arch,, .jutting
out somewhat orbicularly. 1822 T. TAYLOR Apitleius 97
Her garments. . orbicularly expanding. 1843 DK QUINCHY.
Ceylon Wks. 1859X11. 13 The flesh of the peach, .is massed

orbicularly around a central stone. 1860 ADLKK FanrieCs
Prtw. Poetry xvui. 408 They look each oth-r by the hand
and danced around orbicularly.

Orbi'cularness. rare. [-NESS.] The quality
of being orbicular

; orbicularity.
1611 COTGR., Circnlaritt1

, circularise, roundnesse, orbi-

cularnesse. 1727 in BAILEY vol. II. 1755 in JOHNSON;
thence in mod. Diets.

Orbiculate (pjW'kirfWt), a. Chiefly in Nat.
Hist. [ad. L. orbiculdt-us, f. orbicitl-us : see

OBBICLE and -ATE 2 2. Cf. F. orbicutt (Godef.).]
Rounded ; ORBICULAR.
1760 J. LEK Introd. Bot. I. xiv. (1765) 36 Orbiculate,

rounded. 1785 MARTYN Rousseau's Bot. xxiv. (1794) 342
Dwarf Mallow has . . orbiculate leaves hollowed next the

petiole. 1846 HARDY in Proc. Berw. Nat. Club II. No. 14.

174' Pileus convex, orbiculate. 1892 Gardeners' Chron.

27 Aug. 239/2 The leaves are orbiculate.

b. In Comb. = OKBICULATO-.

1843 Penny Cycl. XXV. 380/1 Shell orbiculate-convex.

Orbi'CUlated (,-^ted), . [f.
as prcc. -f -ED.]

=
prec.

1656 I'LOUNT Gl&ssogr.n Orlnculated, made round in the
form of a circle or compass. 1694 MOTTKUX Rabelais v.

xliii, On the middle. .stood a Pillar orbiculated. 1751 SIR

J. HILL Hist. Anim. 89 The body of the Medusa is of an
orbiculated figure.

Orbi'CUlately, adv. [-LY-.] In nn orbicu-

late manner or form.

1856 \V. CLARK fan der Hocvcns Zool. I. 801 Cyclostoma
..Aperture regular, rotund, with margins connected orbicu-

lately, reflected by age.

t Orbicula'tion. Obs. [n. of action f. L.

orbiculat-tts rounded, circular : see -ATION.] The
formation of an orb (circle or sphere) ; rounding.
1647 H. MORE Poems Interpretation General! 424 The

circling of water, when a stone is cast into a standing pool,

..might have been more significantly called orbiculation.

1676 SHADWELL Virtuoso iv, It comes first to Fluidity, then
to Orbiculation, then Fixation. 1788 T, TAYLOR Proclus I.

Dissert. 97 An orbiculation agrees to the soul, through
intellect; but progression and rectitude according to her
own proper nature.

Orbi:culato-, used as combining form of L.

0r/VK/rf/-j,ORBicuLATK, in sense *

orbiculately *,

as orbiculato-cordate, -elliptical', cf. ORBICULAR a. 4.

1852 DANA Crust, i. 264 The..abdomen is very large

orbiculato-elliptical. Ibid, 289 The form of the sternum is

orbiculato-cordate.

Orbific (oibi'fik), a. rare" 1
.

[f. L. orbi-s

circle, ORB sbl -f -FIC, L. -fiens making.] Orb-

making, orb-forming.
1855 BAILEY Mysticfy Instant impulse to begin The work

orbific.

tO'rbing. Arch. Obs. [f.
ORB sb? + -ING 1

.]

The making of ; orbs
'

: see ORB sb.~

1426 Contractfor Steeple in Gardner Hist. Dunivlch (1754)

157 The Walles, the Wallyng, the Tabellyng, and the

Orbyng sewtly, after the Stepil of Dunstale.

Orbit (ubit). [ad. L. orbita wheel-track,

orbit, f. orbis wheel, circle :

'

orbita vestigium carri,

ab orbe rotce dicta' Isidore xv. xvi. 13. The
sense * orbit

*

of the moon, etc., was also class. L. ;

that of '

eye-cavity
'

med.L., also Fr., i4th c.]

1. Anat. The bony cavity of the skull containing
the eye and its appendages (muscles, glands, etc.) ;

the eye-socket.

[1400 Lanfranc's Cirvrg. 241 He goif> out of J>e scolle

boon, & i:ntrib into orbitam, J>at is ^e holow place |?at be

yje sitt on.] 1548-77 VICARY Anat. iii. 27 The Coronal bone,
in which is y Orbyts or holes of the Kyes. 17*5 POI-E

Odyss. ix. 391 In the broad orbit of his monstrous eye. 1767
GOOCH Treat. Wounds I. 331 A patient, .who. .had a piece
of wood forced into the orbit of one of his eyes. 1879
HARLAN Kyesight ii. 21 The orbit, in which the ball is

lodged, is a hollow cone of bone with the base directed
forwards and outwards.

b. Zool. The border, or part surrounding the

eye in a bird, insect, etc.

1774 PENNANT Tour Scot I. in 1772. 109 The orbits of the

eyes are black. 1825 WATKRTON U'and. .V. Awer. in. iii. 256
The orbits scarlet and the irides white. 1892 Syd. Sac. Lex.

%

Orbit. .\\\ Zoology, the skin surrounding the eye of a bird.

^[ c. (By confusion with ORB sb^ 10.) The
eye-ball ;

the eye.

1728 YOUNG Love Fame v. 7 Or roll the lucid orbit of an
eye ; Or, in full joy, elaborate a sigh. 1850 TENNYSON InMem.
Ixxxvii, When we saw The God within him light his face,. .

and glow In azure orbits heavenly-wise; And over those
ethereal eyes The bar of Michael Angela 1873 BROWNING
RedCott. Nt.-cafi in. 738 That man will., through each black
Castilian orbit, see into your Soul.

2. Astron. The path or course of a heavenly
body ; the curved path described by a planet or

comet about the sun, by a satellite about its primary,
or by one star of a binary system about the other.

(Rarely applied to the (apparent) course of the

sun in the heavens, usually called the ecliptic.}

1696 PHILLIPS (ed. 51, Orbit* is properly the Tract left by a
Wheel in the Road ; but Astronomers use the word to signilie
the way or course of the Sun, particularly called the Kcliptick,
as also ofany other Planet moving on according to the Circle

of its Latitude. 1726 tr. Gregorys Astron. 174 Every Planet
describes an Orbit about the Sun. 1812-16 PLAYI-AIK .V/.
Phil. II. 91 Apparent Orbit of the Sun. 1871 TYNDALL
Fragm. .SY/. (1879) I. i. 20 The earth's orbit is an ellipse.

b. fig. and transf.
1759 STKHNE Tr. Shandy I. xxi, The backslidings of my

aunt Dinah in her orbit did the same service in establishing

my father's system. 1829 I. TAYLOR Enthns. x. 266 In the

remotest orbits of religious feeling. 1831 Etftvortft Freed.
Will Introd. iv. 69 The young horse that, free a-field, makes
large orbits over the level mead. 1880 Academy 18 Sept.
195 Under 'rights at rest' he considers the 'orbit' and

infringement of each right.

lj c. Confused with orb : see ORB j&i 7, 9, 12.

1727 DE FOE Sysf. Afag~ic \. i. (1840) 15 Made immortal at

his death, and.. exalted to shine in a higher orbit. 1815
SCOTT Guy M. iii, The planets, each, by its own liquid orbit

of light, distinguished from the inferior or more distant stars.

i8 JOWKTT Plato (ed. 2) III. 536 He put the moon in the

orbit which was nearest to the earth.

t 3. ? An outer flat ring. Obs.

1726 AYLIFFE Parergon$>-$ To the end that a Seal may be
called an Authentick Seal, it ought to have an Orbit and
some Impression thereon.

4. attrib. and Comb.
1862 H. SPENCER First Princ. \\. x. 83 A slow change in

the position of the orbit-plane. 1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mech.
t

Orbit -sweeper, [a telescope and bearings] invented by Airy,
to follow the inclined path of a comet or planet.

Orbital (Cubital), a. [prob. ad. med. or mod.
L. orbital-is, f. orbita ORBIT : see -AL.]
1. Anat. and Zool. Of, belonging to, or connected

with the orbit or eye-socket.
1541 R. COPLAND Guydotis Quest. Chiritrg. E iij, The eyes . .

are set within the bone arbytall that is a party of the coronal 1,

& the bonus of the temples. 1828 STARK Elein. Nat. Hist.

I. 44 The Active Gibbon, .forehead very low ; orbital arches

very prominent. 1870 ROLLKSTON Anim. Life 7 The
temporal is never separated from the orbital fossa. 1878
A. M. HAMILTON Ncrv. Dis. 168 The anterior lobe of the

brain is composed of two divisions, the one inferior, or orbital,
formed by the several convolutions called orbital.

2. Astron. Of, belonging to, or of the nature of

the orbit of a heavenly body ; taking place in an

orbit, as orbital motion, revolution (as distinguished
from rotation on an axis).

1839 BAILEV Festitsxxxi. (1852) 533 Its aeras are all cycles ;

its events, How strange spe'er,
are ever orbital. 1875 TAIT

& STEWART Unseen Univ. (ed. 2) 126 That our earth will

gradually lose its orbital energy and approach the sun by a
slow spiral motion.

t O'rbitant. Obs. rare, [f, I-. orbita (in med.

L. sense) + -ANT 1
. The significance of the suffix

is not apparent.] = ORBIT i.

1541 R. Cot'LANu Guydmt's Quest. Chtrurg. Divb, The
fyrst bone, .called Coronall, that dureth and compryseth fro

the myddes of the orbytauntes vnto the commyssure that

trauerseth the Crane or skull.

Orbitar (f'-jbitai), a. (j.) Anat. [ad. F.

orbitaire (Pare i6thc.), pern. repr. a med. or mod.
L. *orbittiri-us, f. orbita: see -AR.]

= ORBITAL i.

1741 MONRO Anat. Hones (ed. 3) 79 Which Parts may
justly enough be called Orbitar Processes. 1831 R. KNOX
Cloquefs Anat. 47 Internal orbitar canals. 1877 HUXLKY
Anat. Im>. Anim. vL 344 A strong pointed process, the

external orbitar lobe.

B. ib. The suture between the zygomatic pro-
cess and the malar bone

; the zygomatic suture.

1782 A. MONKO Anat. Bones, Nerves, etc. 92 The two
external orbitars are continued, each from the end of the

internal orbitar, to the under and fore-part of the cheek.

Orbitary (^ubittiri), a. Anat. [f. as prec. :

see -ARY.]
=

prec.
1827 ABERSETHY Surg. H'ks. II. 42 The orbitary process

of the frontal bone. 1831 R. KNOX Cfaqitefs Anat. 45

Forming the internal orbilary holes.

Orbitelous ^bitf-tos), a. Zool. [f. mod.L.
orlrittj-iis, F. orbitele^ f. L. orbis circle, ORB + tela

web.] 'Orb-weaving*; applied to those spiders
which spin orbicular or circular webs, as the garden-
spider. So Orbitelar a. =

prec. ; Orbitela'rian
a. (~ prec.) and sb. (=- next) ; O'rbitele, an orbi-
telous spider, an 'orb-weaver*.
1857 MAYNE Expos. Le.x. t Orbitelus, applied by Latreille

to a tribe (Orbiteltv) of the Araneidse, comprehending those
which make their webs in regular network, composed of
concentric circles crossed by straggling rays which proceed
from the centre : orbitelous.

Orbito-, used as combining form of L. orbita

ORBIT, in anatomical terms, usually in sense *
relat-

ing to the orbit along with (some other part) ', as
orbito-alveolar, 'basilar^ -malar, -nasal, -occipital,

-pineal^ -rostral, -temporal adjs. (See these words.)
1842 E. WILSON Anat. I'ade M. 20 It is divisible into

a superior or frontal portion, and an inferior or orbito-
nasal portion. 1883 MARTIN & MOALE Vertebr. Dissect. 104
The large orbito-temporal fossa. 1888 Amer. Nat. XXII.
917 A process similar to that which enters the orbitopineal
canal. 1892 Syd. Soc. Lex., Orbito-malar, relating to the
orbit and the malar bone.

Orbitoid (^-ibitoid). [f. mod.L. orbitoides, f.

orbita ORBIT; see -oin.] The flat round fossil

shell of a Foraminifer of the genus Orbitoides,

occurring in tertiary limestones in N. America, etc.

1885 Aincr. Jrnl. Sc. XXX. 70, 1 found.. a small specimen
of an Orbitoid.

Orbitoldal (/ubitoi-dal), a. Geol. [f. as prec.
-f -AL.] Applied to (N. American) limestones

containing shells of the genus Orbitoides.

1850 LVBLL -2nd Visit U.S. II. 91 The bluff was. .formed
ofan aggregateof corals, called by A. D'Orbigny orbitoides.
I had seen the same '

orbitoidal
'

limestone in the interior of
Clarke county. 1876 PACK Adv. Text-bk, Geol. xix. 363
The nummulitic and orbitoidal limestones, mainly composed
of coin-shaped and globular foraminiferal shields, are un-
doubtedly the most important of tertiary strata.

Orbitoline (fibrtflain), a. (sb^ [irreg. f.

next : see -INE l.] Belonging to the genus Orbi~

tolites ; as sb. a Foraminifer of this genus.
1883 CAKPKNTER in Athenaenm 15 Dec. 780/2 Absence

of any distinguishable differentiation in the parts of the
sarcodic body of even the most complex orbitolmes.

Orbitolite (^bi-tflait). [In mod.L.0*feVb/#gr,
f. orbita ORBIT + Gr.A/0os stone : see -LITE.] a. The
fossil shell of a Foraminifer of the genus Orbitolitcs.

b. A fossil coral of the genus Orbitolites or Chsetites.

1865 CAHPESTER in Intell. Observer No. 40. 297 Internal
casts of an Orbitolite..

Orbitosphenoid (^ibityafPnold), a. and sb.

Anat. [f. ORBITO- + SPHENOID.] a. adj. Belong-
ing to the orbit and the sphenoid bone; applied to

a small bone or bony process forming part of the

eye-socket, and (in man) constituting the lesser

wing of the sphenoid bone
;

in some lower animals

it is a separate bone. b. sb. The orbitosphenoid
bone or process.
1854 OWKN Skcl. ff Teeth in Circ. Sc., Organ. Nat. I. 177

The neurapophyses, called 'orbitosphenoids ', .. are small

semi-oval plates, protecting the sidts of the cerebrum. Ibid.

193 The smooth orbitosphenoid plate of the frontal joins the

outer margin. 1872 MIVART Elent. Anat. no Each of the
lesser wings of the sphenoid is termed in Zootomy an orbito-

sphenoid.
So O rbitosphenoi'dal a. =

prec. a.

1872 MIVART Eletn. Anat. 83 A pair of lesser-wings, or

orbito-sphenoidal parts.

Orbitual ((ubrtiwal), a. ?0&s. [irreg. f. ORBIT,
as if f. an assumed L. *orbitu-s + -AL; ? after

habitual^
= ORBITAL 2.

1828-3* 'n WEBSTER. 1833 HERSCHEL Astron. v. 109
Having learned to attribute an orbitual motion to the earth.

1877 NICHOL in Dawson Orig. ll'orld vi. 119 In the same
direction with the orbitual motion.

Orbi'tuary, </. rare- , [irreg. f. as prec. +

-ARY 1.]
=

prec. 1864 in WEBSTER.

tO'rbitnde. Obs. rare", [ad. L. orbilftdo,

{. orbits bereaved : see -TUDE.] = next.

1623 COCKERAM, Orbitnde, the lacke of what wee loue,
when a wife hath lost her husband. 1818 in TODD. Hence
in mod. Diets.

tO'rbity. Obs. [ad. L. orbitas bereavement,
f. orbits bereaved, orphaned : see -ITY. Cf. F.

orbit, orbete (Godef.).] The condition of being

bereaved, bereavement, esp. of children; also more

widely, Childlessness.

1597 J. KING On Jonas (1618) 579 Hee hath smitten, .thy

family with orbit iesandpriuations. riyjHwwoon Dialogues
ii. Wks. 1874 VI. 127 Wretched is that Orbitie And depriva-

tion, which yet never had, Or euer shall haue issue. 1750

JOHNSON Rambler No. 69 F 6 Nothing seems to have been
more universally dreaded by the ancients than orbity or

want of children. 1804 W. TAYLOR in Crit. Rev. Ser. in.

I. ii In opulent families, where the means of maintenance
. .are profusely supplied, orbity is common.

Orble, obs. form of HORRIBLE.

Orbless .^ab,les), a. [f.
ORB sbl + -LESS.]

Without an orb ;
destitute of orbs.

1820 MOIR in Black. Mag. VII. 272 Far far, within

the orbless blue, A tiny lustre twinkles thro'. 1891 Temple
Bar Mag. 250 Then shall our orbless eyes Behold realities.

Orblet (^'-tb,let). [-LET.] A little orb.

1839 BAILEY Festus xx. (1852) 351 Natural luxury, and joy
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and love, Those secondary orblets of our life. 1841 Frasers
Maff. XXII I. 461 Flung rudely on the boards which this

ortuet'i stage affords.

Orby (/-ibi), a. rare, [-V.] a. Of the form
of an orb; orbicular, circular, b. Moving as in

a circle, revolving,
*

coming round*, c. Of the

nature of, or pertaining to, an orb or heavenly body.
c 1611 CHAPMAN Iliad m. 357 It smote Atrides'orby targe.

1615 Odyss. x. 588 The world was with the spring, and

orby hours Had gone the round again through herbs and
flowers. 1818 KKATS I-lndyin. m. iSojTo the Moon] Thine

orby power Is coining fresh upon me.

Ore, Ork ((^k). Also 6-7 orque, orke, (7-8

orch). [In sense I, a. F. onjite (i6th c. in Ilatz.-

Darm.\ ad. L- orca, a kind of whale, taken as

a specific or generic name in /oology. Cf. also

ON. orkn> orkN) a kind of seal.]
1. A cetacean of the genus Orca^ family Delphi-

niiitf ; esp. the killer (Orca gladiator Gray, Del-

phinits Orca, Linn.). By earlier authors applied,
after the mediaeval L. writers, to more than one

vaguely identified ferocious sea-monster.

[c 15*0 I>. ANDRKWF. Noble Lyf^ in Bafaes Bk. 236 Orchun
is a monster of the se.. he i-^ mortal ennemye to the

balene, & tereth asonder the bely of the balene.] 1611

COTGR., Epunlar, an Orke ; a great sea-fish mortall enemie
vnto the Whall. 1612 I >RAYTOH Poly-olb,\\. 25 The uglie
Orks that for their Lord the ocean wooe. 1638 R.UVLEV tr.

Bacons Hist. Life y Death (1650) n louching that
monstrous bulk of the Whale, or Orke, how long it is

weilded by vitall spirit, we have received nothing certain.

1667 MILTON P. L. xi. 835 The haunt of Scales and Ores,
and Sea-mews clang. 1822 W. TEXNANT Thane of Fife v.

vi, Whole herds of sea-cows and of ores appear. 1827
tr. Citviers Aniiit. Kingtt. IV. 455 There are two varieties

of the Delphinus Orca, the Ore and the Grampus. 1869
BROWNING Ring ff Bk. ix. 972 Near and nearer comes the

snorting ore.

2. Sometimes more vaguely (perh. derived from
or influenced by L. Orcus, Romanic orco : see

OGRE, and cf. OK. orcfiyrs Me heldcofol
'

ore-giant
or hell-devil', also orcneas in Beowulf : seeORKEN ,

A devouring monster, an ogre.
1598 SYLVESTER Du Bartas n. i. in. Furies 51 Insatiate

Orque, that even at one repast Almost all Creatures in the
World would waste. 1656 S. HOLLAND Zara (1719) 5 Who
at one Stroak didst pare away three Heads from off ihe
shouldersofan Orke, begotten by an Incubus. 1865 KINGSI.KY
fferew. I. i. 71 But beyond, things unspeakable dragons,
giants, ores [etc.].

t3. A large cask or vessel for liquor, etc.; a
butt. (So L. otra.) Obs.

1638 WHITING Hist. Albino <y Bellama Evb, One bad
them fill an Orke of Bacchus water. 1658 PHILLIPS, An
Orc/t, or Orb. a. monstrous fish,, .also a Butt for wine, or figs.

4. Comb, (from i), as ore-catcher^ -killer.

1631 P. FLETCHKR Stcclides F ij 1), Because a lover, there-
fore an Orkekiller. //>/tf., That Orke-catcher Ataches. Ibid.
\ ij. That Orke mouth of thine did crumme thy porridge
with my grandsires braines.

Hence Ork v. nonce-wd., to make an ore or

monster of.

1631 P. FLETCHER Sicelides F ij b, I Orkt you once, and
now lie fit you for a Cupid.

Orcadian Guk^tji&n), a> anf^ s^ U- k. Orcadts
the Orkney Islands -t- -IAN.] a. adj. Of or per-

taining to Orkney, b. sb. A native or inhabitant

of Orkney.
1661 LOVKLL Hist. Anim. % Mill. 234 Quawiuers. .the

poor Orcadians eaie them for hunger. 1814 SCOTT Diary
17 Aug. in Lockhart) For this slovenly labour the Orcadians
cannot plead the occupation of fishing. 1821 Pirate
Note Q. The Orcadian traditions allege the work to be that

of a dwarf. 1860 MRS. lioKiss Chinese Scenes fy People
^1863) 114 She knew I was an Orcadian,

Orcall, obs. form of ORCHIL.

Orcanet (pMkanet). Forms: 6-7 orchanet,

7-8 orcauet, 8 orkanet, 8-9 orcanette. [a. OF.
orcanette^ altered from arcanette, dim. of arcannc

(Cotgr.), for OF. alcanne (ijthc. in Hatz.-Darm.),
ad. med. L. alkanna, whence the parallel form

ALKANET.] The plant Alkanna tinctoria t
or the

dye obtained from it : = ALKANET. <

1548 TURXKK Xuwi's Hcrbcs, AnJiusa. .may be named In

englishe wilde Uuglos or orchanet, as the french men do.

1567 [see AI.KANKI 2]. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny I. 381 But those
that haue the root of Orcanet in them, need no salt. 1712
tr. Powet's Hist. Drugs I. 48 We have brought to us often-

times, from the Levant, a kind of Orcanette. 1736 I!.\n i v

Honseh. Diet. 446 Orkanet. 1861 Miss PRATT /''favcr. PL
1 V. 50 The Common Alkanet,or Orcanette, used by druggists.

Orcein (>--is/,in). C/icm. [Altered from OKCIN*.]
A red colouring-matter ,C 7 II 7NO3 ) obtained from
orcin by the action of ammonia and oxygen, and

existing in the dye called orchil.

1838 'I'. THOMSON Chem. Org. Bodies 404 To the substance
into which orcin is converted by the joint action of oxygen,
ammonia, and water, Robiquet has given the name of
orcein. 1876 HARLKY Mat. Mfti. (ed. 6) 363 The blue

colouring matter called orcein, which is the essential con-
stituent of these dyes.

Orch, obs. (erron.) form of One.

Orchal,!, Orchanet, obs. ft'. ( >RCHIL, OBCANET.

Orchant, obs. or dial, form of URCHIN.

Orchard '^Jtjaid). Forms : see below, [oiig.

Ofc.ort-geardj parallel to Goth.aur/i-gards garden,
the first element of which is considered to be I-.
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hortus (in late and med.L. or/us, It. orto] garden.
Cf. Goth, aurtja gardener, and OHG. orzon (:

^ortojan] to cultivate. Already in 9th c., OK.
orlgeani passed into orcgcard) orceard> whence
ME. orchard*, also, with recognition of the second
element arch-yard, art-yard, or, with later con-
formation to L. JiortitSy hort-yard]
A. Illustration of Forms.

a. i ortseard, ordceard, 4 ortyerd, 6 ortyerde,

ort;ard, ortiard, (ortesyerde , 6-7 ortyard, 7

ort-yard.
("897 K. ALFRED Gregorys Pant, x], 20,2 To plantianne..

swa; se ceorl deft his oil^eard. Ibid. xhx. 380 Hly>t hider,
<^u J>e eardast on friondes ortgearde [/fo/l. orc^earde], 1042
Charter in Kemble Coti. Dipt, IV. 72 Da hagawon porte
S;et is se ordceard xt mairdtce, c 1450 Cursor J/. 1047^
(Laud) In-to hir ortyerd [Coft. orchard] >he yedeanon. 1506
//"/// of Duckworth (Som. Ho.), The orte jarde. 1532
in Willis & Clark Cambridge 11886) II. 54 The Garden or

ortiard ouer ageinst the College. 1563 Ibid. I. 160 The
gardeynes. and ortesyerdes belonging to Gonevill, 1579
Si'uunns (taping (iulfY iij, Our Oityards must be measured

by the fo<^te. 1693 KVF.I.YN DC la Quint. , Orange 'J'rccs i

In our Ort-yards and Olitorie Gardens.

^. i orcgeard, -syrd, 1-2 orceard, (i orcird,
-yrd, -erd), 3 orchaerd, horechard), 3-6 or-

charde, 3 orchard; (4 orichard,4 6orcherd e,

5 Se. orchart, 6 ortchard, north, orchert, -erit\

^897 Orcgearde [see a], ciooo-noo Orceard, etc. [see
H. i a], a 1100 Gi'refa. in Anglia IX. 261 Timber cleofan,
orceard rasran and m^ni^e inweorc wyrcean. -1205 LAV.

12955 Heo comen in senne orchaerd [^1275 horechard). a 1225
Ancr. R. 378 >e beo5 ?unge impen iset in Godes orcharde.
c 1300 Thrush <$ Nightingale 98 in Ha/1. E. 1\ I\ \\. 54
Ich habbe leite to l)en here, In orchard and in erbere. a 1440
Sir i)e^re7'. 615 In at an orcherd thei lepe, V-armede as

thei ware, c 1470 HKNRV \\~allace vin. 740 Gud garden-;

gay, and orchartis gret thai spill. 1535 COVKRDALT-: Eccl. ii.

4, I inaile me ortchardes and gardens of pleasure.

7. 4 orchiard, orche5erde, -jarde, -yerde,

4-6 orcheyarde, 5 orche-3erd, oi?bheyerd, 6

orchiarde, orchyarde, orcheyard, 6-7 ortch-

yard, 7-8 orchyard.
13. . Cursor M. 8200 (Cott.) Wit-in his aim orchiard. c 1394

P. n.Credeifo Orchejardes and erberes euesed well clene.

c 1400 tr. Secreta .Secret., G0v. Lordsh. 108 Lekyn banne hi

subgitz to oon orche-^erd. 1523 FIT/HKRB. thtsb. 122 Set

in a garden or an orchyarde. 1555 KDKN Decades n To
make gardeynes and orchiardes.

5. 6 horteyarde, hortyeard, 6-7 hort e yard,

7 hort-yard: see HOHTVARD.
B. Signification.

1. An enclosed piece of ground for the purposes
of horticulture, f a. Formerly, in general sense,

A garden, for herbs and fruit-trees. Obs. b. Xo\v.
An enclosure for the cultivation of fruit-trees.

a. ciooo /ELFRIC Grain, viii. (ZJ28 Or/its, orceard [r
1
. rt\

orcird, orcyrd, orcgyrd. ordceard] o^Oe wyrtun. i 1000
/KLFHIC Gen. ii. 8 God J>a aplantode wynsumnisse orcerd
..on t>am he

jelo^ode
bone man be he ^eworhte. anoo

Ags. I ~oc. in Wr.-wiilcker 333/24 Ortits, orcyrd. Ortnlamts,
orcerdweard. 1387 TRKVISA Higdcn (Rolls' I. 115 In bat

orche^erde Crist was i-take [L. in quo liorto captits fnit\.
Ibid. VI. 31 [Mahomet's] paradys J>e orchard of likynge
[L. paradisnin hortitin scilicet deliciarit>n\. 1388 WYCI.IF
Isa. L 30 Whanne ye schulen be.. asan orcherd (1382 gardyn,
1'itlg. hortus] with out watir.

b- c 1000 Sax. I.eechd. 1 1 1. 252 Heo'A . . hyra orcerdas mid

repplum afyllede. 1388 WVCLIF Eccl. ii. 5, Y made ?erdis
and orcherdis [1382 gardynes and appil gardynes, I'nlg,
hortos et pomariaj. c 1440 rroinp. Parv. 368/2 Orcherde,
sufira in appull-yerde, powerintn. c 1475 Put. I'oc. in

\\ r.-Wu'Icker 810/5 ffoc pomerittm^ a norchard. 1522 7'fsf.

Ebor. fSurtees) V. 149 The new ortyerde with the gardyns.
1600 HOLLAND Liry xxn. xv. 441 Standing upon Hortyards
[L. artntstitin} and Vineyards. 1657 TRAIT Coiinn, Job ii.

1 1 Their trees suddenly withered in their Ort-yards. 1796 C.
MAKSHALL Garden. Hi. (1813) 44 An orchard is a spot to plant
standard fruit in which are forbidden a place in the garden.
1838 Murray's Hand-bk. N. Germ. 285 Giils. . is surrounded

by orchards, which furnish cherries and walnuts in large

quantities. 1845 j-'lorist's Jrnl. 7 Orchards are portions of

ground appropriated to the growth of fruit trees only.
2. attrih. and Comb., as orchard-bird, founds,

door, -fruit, ground, side, tree, wall', orchard-

breaker, -maker, -robber \ orchard grass, any
grass grown in an orchard, esp. in U.S., the Cock's-

foot Grass, Dactylis glomcrata ; orchard-house,
a glass house for the protection of fruit that is

either too delicate to be grown in the open air, or

required to ripen earlier
; orchard oriole, a North

American oriole {Icterus spurius} which suspends
its nest from the boughs of fruit and other trees.

1876 LANIER /Vc;w, Psalm of ll'est 446 We heard the
'orehard-bird's small song. 1725 POPE Odyss. xxiv. 260 Sets
of flow'ry thorn, Their *orchard-bounds to strengthen and
adorn. 1818 SCOTT Guy M. vi, He detected poachers, black-

tlshers, *orchard -breakers, and pigeon-shooters. 1900 Daily
AVit'jr 12 Sept. 5/1 A visit to the 'orchard country in the

garden of England is a revelation, a 1847 KLIZA COOK Birds
ii The *orchard-deck'd land. IJH CovBJtOALB Susanna 17
Shut the 'orcharde dore. 1664 KVKLYS Kal. Hort. (1729)
222 Now.. gather your last *(.)rchard- Fruits. 1765 Ann.
Reg. n. 144/2 A seed of the plant which they call "orchard

grass. 1882 Garden 8 Apr. 244/1 Orchard Grass should
never be made into hay. 1884 MILLER Plant-n., Orchard
Grass, Dactylis glomerata. 1858 GLESSY Card. Every-
day Bk. 206/1 These *Orchard Houses, as they are called,

may answer well where there is no lengthened frost after

April comes in. 1711 STRVPE Eccl. Mem. I. Hi. 393 Many

ORCHESTRA.

"orchyard makers. 1868 WOOD ffoirrcs with-
out 11. xiii. 245 The "Orchard Oriole, or l)olj-o'-liuk ..is

equally notable for its .skill in nest-building. 1^61 TfKxtK
Herbal n. 108 Dioscorides writeth of. .the *ortiard Peartre
..and of the wyld Pere tre. 1859 SMILES Stlf Help 63
Scapegrace, "orchard -robber, shoe-maker, cudgel-player, and
smuggler. 1:1345 Orfliea 64 [She] walked in the undertyde
To pley in hur "orchardsyde. 1627 tr. liai.cn s Life <( Death

ligh, and hard to climbe. 1^33 1 .

FLETCHER Purple Isl. i. ii, Where by the orchyard walls
The learned Chunie with stealing water crawls.

O-rcharded, a. rein.
[f. prec. + -KD

-.] Fur-
nished with orchards

; planted with fruit-trees.

1757 /iastan A\-.t's-f.eltcr 17 Mar. 7/2 To be sold..Thirteen
Acres of Land, well orcharded.

O-rchardingf. [f.
as prec. + -m;

i.]

1. The cultivation of fruit-trees in orchards.
1664 KVEI.YX I'omon.i v. 117291 67 All land is not fit f.ir

Orcharding. 1804 Ann. Rrg. 842/1 This example probably
induced orcharding in Herefordshire .. on a much laiger
S'ale.

_i892 Boston (Mass.) Jrnl. 16 Jan. 1/4 An address ..

upon
' The Advances of Orcharding in Nc\v Knuland '.

t2. coiicr. Land laid out or planted with fruit-

trees. Obs. (Chiefly American."
1721 L"nii. Ga.~.. No. 5951/4 Five Acres of Orcharding.

1788 ^.l/assttt'/irts. Spy 19 June 4 '3 Said Kami consists of

mowing, pasturing, and orcharding, and is well watered.

O'rchardist. [f. as prec. -f -I.ST.] One who
cultivates an orchard or orchards

;
a fruit-grower.

1794 T. S. 1). UrcKNAU. in '/'/-an*. .SV><-. Arfs XII. 211 As
I have long wished to introduce the name of urchardi*t, f

here desire it may take place. 1862 THORFAI- /;.tr//>-y.
,

Wild Apples (1863) 292, I wonder all orchardings do not g<-t

a scion from that tree. 1890 Chainb. Jri/l. 27 Sept. 614/1
An enormously augmented consumption of frnil, for wlii. h
the llritish orchardist. .was not prc-parvd.

Orchardman, [f. as prec. + MAN ji.l =pn-c.
1885 .\thcti;funi 14 Feb. 2?o i Some uf the chief pri/L-s

were gained by Knglish orchardmen. 1892 Stantiani \>

July 5/2 P.etween the orchardman of Ka^t Kent and the

householder in London, intervene the salesman and the

greengrocer.

tO'rchat. Obs, Affected form for ORCHAHD,
after Gr. o/>xaros row of trees, garden.
(OtvJiatf flrcJie!, or worchft is also a northern dialect form

(Cnmbld., RoxbJ for Sc. m-c/iart, ORCiiARtf.)

1708 J. PHILIPS Cyder I. 9 His Fruit, .in Summer's Pridr,
When other Orchats smile, abortive fail. Ihitl. 18 YVouhKt

thou, thy Vats with gen'rous Juice should fmth .' Ki-spr. t

thy Orchats. [i8oz in Anderson Ciiiut'lii. Hn/l. 39 'J'he

tlirt?ssle. .Aye in our worchet welcomes spring.]

Orchel(l, Orchella: see OIH-HH., OBCHILI.A.

t Orchema'tical, a. Obs. rare.
[f.

( 'IT. !>p\rj-

^QTiK-os (f. upxri^ar- dancing, f. upxitoSai to dance :

see -1C) + -AL.] Pertaining to dancing; in quot. //;'.

Characterized by
'

skipping
'

or omission of inter-

mediate numbers.

1583 T. WATSON Centurie of Louc Ixx.v, The foote of the

piller [of verses] is Orchematicall, yat is to say, founded by
transilition or ouer skipping of number by rule and order, as

from i to 3, 5, 7, and 9.

Orchen, Orcherd(e, obs. ff. URCHIX, ORCHAKD.

Orcliesography i^k/si'-grafi). rare. ">.0bs.

[ad. F. orcntsographie 'title of a book by J.

Tabonrot, publ. in 1589), irreg. f. Gr. opxv17 ' 5
'

upxiet- dancing + -O-GRAPHV.] The description
or notation of dancing by means of diagrams, etc.

1706 J. WEAVER (title] Orchesography, or the Art of

Dancing by Characters and Demonstrative Figures, a 1843
SOUTHEV Coiimi.'pl. Bk. IV. 566 The art of Orchesography,
or denoting the several steps and motions in dancing by
characters, was invented by M. lieauchamp.

Orchester, variant of OKCHESTKK.

Orchestic (^ke'stik), a. and sb. [ad. Gr.

upxriOTiK-us, f. up'x.rjar-fi'i dancer : see -1C.]

A. adj. Of or pertaining to dancing.
1850 LEITCH tr. C. O. Mfilicr's Anc. Art 44 That feeling

for what is significant and beautiful in the human form . .

found its gratification in the food afforded to it by the

orchestic arts. 1869 W. SMITH Diet. Gr. % Rom. 'Antiq.
(ed. 2) 1061 The athletic and orchestic arts attained about

Ok 50 a high degree of perfection.

B. s/i. (more freq. in pi. orchestics.) The art

of dancing.
1850 LKITCH tr. C. O. Miiller's Anc. Art 20 This series

of arts reaches its highest point in mimic orchestics, jt'itf.

77 Gymnastics and orchestics, arts which were exercised

with the greatest zeal. 1864 J. HAULEY Ess. (18731 81 The
silent art of orchestic has its arses and theses, its trochees

and iambi, . . not less truly than music and poetry.

Orchestra \ (7-akestra). [a. L. orchestra, n.

Gr. upxrjarpa the space on which the chorus

danced, f. up\lto9ai to dance, upxi"rrip,-rrit dancer.

Formerly stressed orchestra, e.g. by Hyron.]
1. In the ancient Greek theatre, A large semi-

circular space in front of the stage, where the

chorus danced and sang.
In the Roman theatre, the orchestra was reserved for the

seats of senators and persons of distinction.

1606 HOLLAND Sneton. 17 He passed directly from the

Stage by the Orchestra, to take up his place among the

Knightt 1611 COKYAT Crudities 299 It [Theatre of Vicen/a]

hath an Orchestra made in it according to the imitation of

the Roman Orchestraes. 1647 SIR R. STAPVLTON Jmttul
121 To furnish the orchestra, next the stage. 1734 tr.

Rollins Anc. Hist. (1827) I. 126 The orchestra . . amongst

the Greeks was the place assigned for the pantomimes and



ORCHESTRAL.
dancers. 1900 \V. L. COURTKF.Y Idea of Tragedy \^ A huge
semi-circle of seats, perhaps first made of wood, afterwards

of stone, looked down upon a central portion, called the

orchestra, and allotted to the chorus.

fig' 1658 SIR T. BROWNK Hydriot. iv. 39 They may sit

in the Orchestra, and noblest Seats of Heaven.

b. Dancing ; title of a poem on dancing.
1596 DAVIES (tit/?) Orchestra, or a poeme of Dauncinge.

1599 MARSTON Sco. I'iltaniem. xi. 225 Praise but Orchestra

and the skipping Art, You shall command him, faith you
haue his hart Euen capring in your fist.

2. That part of a theatre or other public building

assigned to the band of performers on musical

instruments (and, in a concert-room, to the chorus

of singers), b. A building or structure for a band

of instrumental performers ;
a band-stand.

1714 Short Explic. For. IVds. Mns. Bks.. Orchestra, \

is that Part of the Theater, where the Musicians sit with

their Instruments to perform. 1787 P. BECKFORD Lett.
\

Italy (1805! I. 283 Orchestras were erected in different
*

parts, and the common people danced in the center,
\

having the sky for a canopy. 1817 MAR. EoGEWOtTH
\

Harrington vii, The impatient sticks in the pit, and !

shrill catcalls in the gallery, had begun to contend with :

the music in the orchestra. 1880 W. S. ROCKSTRO in drove
Diet, Mas. II. 560 In modern theatres the normal position

j

of the Orchestra is in front of the Stage, but on a level with :

the floor of the Stalls and Pit. .. In concert-rooms, the
,

Orchestra is usually placed at one end of the apartment, at

such a height above the general level of the floor that the

full length figure of a Performer, standing in front, may l>e

visible to a seated audience.

3. The company of musicians themselves ;
a

company of performers of concerted instrumental

music in a theatre, concert-room, etc. (either alone,

or as accompaniment to voices).
More restricted in use than band*, the 'strings' or instru-

ments of the viol class being always present and usually of

fundamental importance in an orchestra.

1710 GAY To H', Pulteney 191 But, hark! the full

orchestra strike the strings. 1753 HASWAY Trav. (1762) I.

vii. xc. 413 The orchestra consists of about fifty musicians.

1811 HVRON Hints ft: Hor. 308 The pert shopkeeper,
whose throbbing ear Aches with orchestras which he pays
to hear. 1880 W. S. ROCKSTRO in Grove Diet. l\Ins. II.

561 The term Orchestra is also applied, collectively, to the

body of Instrumental Performers officiating at a Theatre,
i;i a Concert-room, or on a Stage or raised Platform in the

open air. 1880 *VERN. LF.I:
'

Stud. Italy ill. ii. 100 The
singular effect produced by the sight of an orchestra

entirely composed of women.
ftg. 1742 YOUNG Nt. Th. iv. 650 High heav'n's orchestra

chaunts amen to man.

b. transf. The set of instruments played by
such a company of musicians.

1834 MRS. SOMERVII.LE Cannex. Phys. Sc. xvii. (1849) i<"8

Tlie sounds of an entire orchestra may be transmitted and

reciprocated. 1880 W. S. ROCKSTRO in Grove Diet. Afns.

II. 561 We constantly hear of 'an Orchestra consisting of

thirty stringed Instruments, with a full complement of

Wind '. 1888 Miss A. K. GREEN Behind Closed Doors \\\

Hearing the bewildering tones of an orchestra mingling
with the hum of many voices.

4. altrib. and Comb.
1836 DriiouKG I'iolin ix. (1878) 269 Old Riumgarten, who

was orchestra-leader at Covent Garden. 1854 J. J. SKIDKI.

Organ 22 The so-called chamber-pitch, .at this time agreed
with the orchestra-pitch.

Orchestral (^uke'stral, pukestraT, a.
[f. prec.

+ -AL.] Pertaining or relating to, composed for,

or performed by, an orchestra (sense 3).

Orchestral-accompanied in quot. 1844 haying an or-

chestral accompaniment, orchestrally accompanied.
In names of organ-stops, indicating similarity in tone to

the instrument used in the orchestra, as orchestralflute.
1811 BUSBY Diet. Mns. (ed. 3), Orchestral, an epithet

given to music intended for the orchestra. 1844 J. T.

HEWLETT Parsons $ IV. viii, With, .orchestral-accompanied
imitations. 1869 OUSELEY Connterp. xxiii. 182 Until the

student had gone through a course of instrumentation and
orchestral scoring. 1889 W. H. STONE in Grove Diet. Mns.
IV. 181 The modern orchestral or slide Trumpet .. is made
of brass, mixed metal, or silver. 1898 STAistR & BAKRKTT
Diet. Mns. Terms s. v. Flute (4), Titles appended to flute-

stops. . . 1 mplying that the quality of tone is similar to the

modern flute, ..as orchestral flute, ..concert -flute.

Hence Orche'strally adv.
1880 K. PROUT in Grove Diet. Mns. I. 387 These are

treated orchestrally rather than as solo instruments. 1897

[see ORCHESTRATION b].

tOrche-stran,a. Obs.rare~ l
. =ORCHESTBAL.

1765 Mttretrictad 48 Then, solus, hops a dull Orchestran
flute.

Orchestrate (/ukestr^t), v. [f. ORCHESTRA
+ -ATE 3, perh. after mod.F. orchestrer (1878 in

Diet. Acad.}.] trans. To compose or arrange for

an orchestra ; to score for orchestral performance.
Also absol. Hence O'rchestrated ///. a.

1880 Daily Tel. 19 Feb., This brief and cleverly orches-

trated symphony is instinct with profound melancholy. 1882

Standard 27 Nov. 3/6 The. .song, .is capitally written, and
orchestrated with notable skill. 1889 Pall Afall G. 4 June
2, I got into the way of orchestrating and writing for every
instrument. 1896 Times 28 Aug. 4/3 A composer who can
write sparkling tunes and knows how to orchestrate.

b. fig. To combine harmoniously, like instru-

ments iu an orchestra.

1883 Blackw. Mag. Oct. 437 A symphony of accordant
and orchestrated spirits.

Orchestration (^kestr^Jbn). [f. prec., or

i^s source : see -ATION, Cf. mod.F. orchestration

(1878 in Diet. Acad.).] The action or art of

173

composing or arranging music for an orchestra ;
'

the style in which a piece of music is orchestrated;
instrumentation of orchestral music.

1864 in WEBSTER. 1864 Reader 17 Sept. 364 The reveries

of Lorenzo and Jessica are set to soft dreamy strains, with

orchestration of no less delicate texture. 1876 Athcmeitm

7 Oct. 472/1 The setting of the vocal parts is as splendid as

tile orchestration is picturesque and powerful. 1889 Ibid.

5 June 10/2 No master of orchestration has had a clearer

insight into the individual character and colour of each

instrument.

b. fig. Harmonious combination, as of the parts
or instruments in an orchestra.

1888 F. T. MARZIALS 1'icfor Hugo 98 Music will make
them immortal, a kind of superb verbal orchestration that

for variety and power, for
'

sonority
'

and brilliance of effect,

has no equal in French dramatic verse. 1897 DOWDEN Fr.

Lit. 378 His soul echoed orchestrally the orchestrations of

nature and of humanity. 1900 G. ILKS Flame, Elcctr.

V the Camera 252 A new orchestration of inquiry is possible

by means of the instruments created for him by the

electrician.

p
h

Orchestre, -ter (f-ikiati,formen .

[a. !'. orc!ieslre( 1 547 in Hatz.-Darm.),f. L. orchestra :

'

see above.] = ORCHESTRA.
1633 COCKERAM, Orchester, a Scaffold. 1638 PHILLIPS,

Orchester, that part of the Scene in a Theater, where the

Chorus useth to dance ; it is also sometimes taken for the

place where the Musicians sit. 1740 CIBBF.R Apol. (1756) I.

230 The flat ceiling that is now over the orchestre was then

a semi-oval arch. 1770 LANGHORNE Plutarch (1879) I. 183/2
As Pericles, a whole orchestre [he] bears. 1857 Chamb.
Jrnl. VIII. 48 Whose golden blossoms waved above my
head A fragrant Orchester, where hymns were said . . By

j

myriad bees.

Orchestric (juke'strik), a. [f.
as prec. + -1C.]

1. Of or pertaining to dancing : more properly

ORCHESTIC, q. v.

1786 GILI.IF.S Hist. Greece I. iii. 104 Their sedentary studies
!

were relieved by the orchestric and gymnastic exercises.

1850 HI.ACKIE /Kschylns I. Pref. 41 The author of the

I'rometheus eally was a professor of the orchestric art.

1888 HURGON Lives 12 Gd. Men I. n. 228 Rose's father, who
had sent[his!)Oys]to be instructed by him in the orchestric art. ;

2. Belonging to an orchestra ; orchestral.

1839 Blackiv. Mag. XLV. 461 We ourselves may boast_to
have introduced the word orchestric, which we regard with

parental pride, as a word expressive of that artificial and

Iompous
music which attends, for instance, the elaborate

exameter verse of Rome and Greece. 1892 fciiinb. Even.

Disf>. 13 Feb. 3/1 The orchestric playing was not all that

might have been wished.

Orchestrina (^kestrrna). Also -ino. [f.

ORCHESTR-A + -ISA1
,
after concertina, etc.] t a.

An instrument of the key-board kind constructed

so as to imitate various other musical instruments.

Obs. b. A mechanical instrument, resembling
a barrel-organ, but of more elaborate construction,

intended to imitate the effect of an orchestra. So
Orche'strion [cf. accordion], Orche strionette,

names of similar instruments. (See quots.)

1838 Kiuycl. lirit. (ed.?) XVI. 519/1 CVrt/>7o, a modern
musical instrument, .shaped like a piano-forte. ..It imitated

the tones of the violin, the viola, the violoncello, the viol

d'amour, the double bass, etc. Ibid., Orchestrion, a musical

instrument invented by the Abbe Vogler about 1789. It was
a kind of portable organ, about nine feet in height, breadth,
and depth. .. Another instrument of the same name, invented

in 1796, . .consisted ofa piano-forte,combined with some organ-

stops. 1842 DICKENS A liter. Notes vi, Are there no Punches
. . Conjurers, Orchestrinas, or even Barrel-organs ? 1880-1

Lil'r.Univ. Knovil. (U.S.) X. 63 Organo-Lyricon, . .piano-
forte combined with 12 kinds of wind-instruments.. the first

of a number of similar inventions, such as the orchestrion.

1882 C. W. WOOD In Black Forest 115 The Black Forest is

famous for these mechanical organs orchestrions, as they
are called.

Orcheyard(e, -iard(e, etc., obs. ff. ORCHARD.

Orchic (p'-ikik), a. Anal., etc. rare", [a.

mod.L. orchic-us, a. Gr. opxin-os, f. o/>,Y'
s testicle.]

1857 MAVNK Expos. Lex., Orcliicns, of or belonging to the

testicles : orchic.

Orchid (fjukid). [Introd. by Lindley, 1 845, as an

Eng. repr. of mod.L. Orchidex or Orchidaces : see

ORCHIDEOUS, and -ID suff?\ Any plant of the

orchis family (Orchidacem or Orckidex}, a large
and widely distributed Natural Order of monoco-

tyledons, distinguished by having one, or rarely

two, sessile anthers, united with the pistil gynan-
drotis') into a central body called the column, and

containing pollen coherent in masses (pollinia) ;

the flowers have three sepals and three petals (one

petal, called the lip or labelhtin, being usually
much larger than the other two, and of special

colour or shape), and vary greatly in appearance,

being often remarkable for brilliancy of colour or

grotesqueness of form, in some cases resembling
various insects and other animals. Orchids are

often epiphytes ; many exotic species are now culti-

vated for their beauty.
1845 LiNDLEY.iV/wo/ Botany (ed. 3) 131 Order Ixv. Orchid-

aceae.. Orchids. i848inCRAiG. i8s8Gi.ENNYG
-

<W. Every-

day Bk. it i/ 1 When orchids are in the common hot-house,

they should be in the most shady part, and be more fre-

quently syringed than any other plants. 1859 DARWIN Orig.

Sfec. vii. (1873) 172 The flowers oforchids present a multitude

of curious structures. 1885 Pall Mall G. 12 May 4/2
The popularity of orchids is a growth of the present century.

OBCHIL.

1885 Pop. Guide la Ha. Coiitw. Pall Mall G. Extra No. 21,

Kverybody knows Mr. Chamberlain. .. His eye-glass and
his orchids are as well known as Mr. Gladstone's collars.

b. attrib. and Comb.
1861 TVLOR Anahnac iv. 89 The fantastic shapes and

brilliant colours one sees in English orchid-houses. 1888

J'all illall G. i Feb. 5/1 The extent., [of) the so-called

orchid mania can be estimated from the frequency of public
orchid sales, the quantity of orchids now imported. Ibid.,

Mr. Chamberlain's orchid collection, if not the largest in the

country, is at least the best known. 1893 DK. ARGYLL
i 'nsct'n I''onnd. Soc. xv. 492 Sending out orchid-hunters.

Orchidacean (fiikid^Jian). rare.
[f.

as next +
-AN

;
but improperly used : cf. crustacean.] One

who devotes himself to the cultivation of orchids;

an orchid fancier.

1887 Saf. AV'. 26 Nov. 727 There are men famous over the

civilized world for their zeal as orcbidacians. 1888 Longnr.

Mag. Feb. 432, I am not old enough as an orchidacean to

judge.

Orchidaceous (jlikid^'Ja*), a. [f. mod.BoT.
L. Ordiidace-iv, substituted by Lindley ( Veget.

Kingii. 173) for the earlier Orchidete: see C)n-

CHiDEOi'S, and -ACEOUS.]
1. Belonging to the Natural Order Orchidacex :

see OKCHID.
1838 Penny Cycl. XI. 511/2 Gynandria . . The principal

part of the class consists of Orchidaceous plants. 1859
DARWIN Oii'g. Spec. iii. (1878) 57 Nearly all our orchidaceous

plants absolutely require the visits of insects . . to fertilise

them. 1881 Garden 20 May 348/3 Cattleya gigas..is now
within the reach of all who grow Orchidaceous plants.

2. Resembling an orchid in some way, esp. in

being showy.
1864 Miss YON'GE Triall. 84, I have read of a woman with

an orchidaceous face. 1894 R. LE GALLIKSSE Prose Fancies

34 The simple old type of manhood is lost long since in

endless orchidaceous variation. 1897 Sat. Rev. 13 Feb. 170

Engaged to be orchidaceous and flamboyant as the Improper
Person of Babylon.
Orchideal ($iki'di1l), a. rare. = next.

1848 in CKAK;. 1885 H. <). FORBES Nat. il'and. E. An/lip.
ii. 93 The rostellum . . retains the more natural orchideal

form of a broad flat floor to the anther.

Orchideaii ((iikrdian), a. rare. [f.
mod.L.

Onhide-ie (see OUCHIDEOUS) + -AN.] Belonging
to the Orchideif, orchidaceous; pertaining to or

characteristic of an orchid.

1857 MAYSK Ex/ins. Lex., Orchideous: orchidean. 1862

DARWIN J-'frlil. Orchids vi. 271 This single genus [Cypri-

pedium], now widely disseminated, as a record of a former

and more simple state of the great Orchidean Order.

Orchidectomy (f>ikide-kt6mi). Surg. [Im-

properly for orclnectomy, i. Gr. opx'-s + ttro^?;

cutting-out.] Excision of the testicles ; castration.

1894 Columbus (O.) Disf. 7 Nov. 9/1 Orchidectomy might
be resorted to as a punishment. 1900 Brit. Mcd. Jml.
No. 2046. 645 After Orchidectomy diminution in the size of

the prostate followed in every one of the author's cases.

Orchideous (paki'd/as), a. [f. mod. Bot. L.

Orchide-K (Linuxus, 1 751) an improperly-formed
deriv. of Gr. o/>xls >

^- orchis (the stem of which,

orclii-, was erroneously taken by early botanists a-;

orchid-): cf. orcliidis, orchidcs, in ]iauhin Hist.

Plant. (1650) II. 772).] Belonging to the Or-

chidete or natural order of plants akin to the

genus Orchis; orchidaceous: see ORCHID. (Inquot.

1851, erron., for the cultivation of orchids.)
1818 COI.KBROOKIC Import Colonial Corn 130 Coagulated

mucilage .. from .. arrow-roots, cassada, smilax, orchideous

roots and scitamineous. 1830 I.INDLHV Nat. Sj'si. Bot. 263

1851 GI.ENNY Ilandbk. Fl. Card. 38 The moist atmosphere
of an orchideous house.

Orchidist (f7ukidist). [f.
ORCHID + -IST.] A

cultivator of orchids ; an orchid fancier.

1881 Card. Citron. XVI. 748 An English orchidist. 1888

J'allMallG.is Julys/i What has been done by an amateur

orchidist in a small suburban garden.

Orchido-, assumed combining form of Gr.

"PX' S (tne etymological form being orchio-'} ; usually

taken as if repr. OKCHID ; as in Orchido-lojrist,

one versed in orchidology ;
Orchido logy, that

branch of botany, or of horticulture, which deals

with orchids ;
O :rcliidoma 4

iiia, a craze for orchids ;

Orchido philist, a lover of orchids. Also in

terms of Pathology, etc., as OTchidoceU, Or-

chido'tomy : see ORCHIOCELE, ORCHOTOMT.

1842 DUNGLISON Met/. Lex., *Orchitlocelt, Hernia humor-

alis. 1881 BENTIIAM in Jrnl. Linn. Sac. XVIII. 338

Neglected by subsequent *orchidologists. 1886 Academy
3 July 12/3 A work called Reicltcnbachia after the famous

orchidologist of Hamburg. 1885 B. S. WILLIAMS Orchid

Cretan's Man. 2 'Orchidology being then in its infancy.

1849 Fraser's Mag.X L. 1 35 Wecatch the prevailing "orchido-

mania. 1881 Gani. Citron, XVII. 300 Such flowers. .as

would delight and astonish even the best-informed "orchido-

philist. 1891 Sj/d. Sue. Le.<.:,*Orchidotony, see Orchotomy.

Orchil (('Mtfil).
Forms: 5-8 orchell, 6-S

orchel, 6-9 orchall, (6 orcheall, oreall), 7-9

orchai, (8 orcheil, orselle, oricelle, 9 orseille), ,

9 orchil, -ill. See also ARCHIL, [a. OF. orc/iel,

orcheil (late orseil), mod.F. orseille, in It. orcello,

earlier oricello, OSp. orchil/o, mod.Sp. archilla.

( >rigin uncertain : see ARCHIL.]



ORCHILLA.

1. A red or violet dye prepared from certain

lichens, esp. Roccclla, tinctoHa.

1483 Act i Rich. Illy c. 8 Preamble, The Colours made
with the which Orchell..faden away. Ibid. 15 Oixhell or

Cork called Jarecork [ Fr. Orcheloii Cork appcllez Jarewk},
1501 ARXOLDE CV^n7. (1811) 188 The Crafte to make Orchell.

iS3-3 Act 24 Hen. F///, c. 2 With good and sufficient

corke or orchall. 1695 I. ond. GO.Z. No. 3086/4 He also

manufactures the IJlue-Cake-Orchal. .and the Hlue Liquid
Orchal for Scotland. 1771 WOULFE in Phil, Trans. I.Xl.

120 Cochineal, Uutch himus, orchel, . . and many other

colouring substances. 1866 Treas. Bot. 820/2 Orchil, A rc/iil,

Orthal,<3i Orchill, various names for the dye prepared from
Orchelia-weed. 1897 Alihntt's Syst. Mcd. II. 86 note, The
clubs are best stained with orseille or orange rubine.

2. The lichen Roccella tinctoria, or other species
from which the dye is obtained.

1758 rhil. Trans. L. 653 The orchel, or Canary-weed.
18x3 E. BANCROFT Philos. Perm, Colours (ed. 2) I. Introd.

42 That species of lichen avhich is now called orchall. 1877
MAJOK Discov. /'r. Henry ix. 123 Others went.. to gather
orchil for dyeing.

Orchilla (^tji'la), orchella G'^Je-la). Also

8-9 orchelia. [ad. It. orcello^ OSp. orchillo (mod.

Sp. aychilla] : see OKCHIL.]
1. = prec. i.

1703 Lend, Gaz. No. 3917/4 The Loading, .consisting of

Canary Wines, Orchilla, Rosewood, and some few Water-
Stones. 171* Act Encoiir. Silk Altinnf. in Lond. Gaz. No.
6040/7 Orchelia the Hundred Weight, .. twenty Shillings.
1800 tr. Lagrangcs Cheui. II. 283 The orchilla used in

dyeing is under the form of a violet-red paste. 1881 Daily
News 21 Jan. 6/8 Orchelia. .100 packages sold at 45$.

2. (usually onkilla-weed.'} =
prec, 2.

1771-84 COOK Voy. (1790) IV. 1224 This, like all the other

Canary Islands, affords orchilla weed in great plenty. 1813
K. BANCROFT PliHos. Perm. Colours (ed. 2) I. 294 The
orchella was discovered growing abundantly.. at the Cape
de Verd islands. 1857 LIVINGSTONE Trav. xv. 266 We came
upon groups of lofty trees as straight as masts, with festoons
of orchilla-weed hanging from the branches.

Orchiocele u?-iki<7$n). Path. Also orche-.

[f. Gr. vp\t-s testicle + Kr)\rj tumour, rupture.] A
tumour or hernia of the testicle.

1842 DUNGLISON Med. /,c.v. t Orchiocek, a tumour of the
testicle. 1848 CRAIG, Orcheceje, hernia of the scrotum ; also,

swelling of the testis. 1892 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

Orchiotomy, variant of OKCHOTOMY.

Orchis (^'Jkis). [a. L. orfhis (Pliny), the plant,
a. Gr. vpxi$ testicle, also the plant orchis (so called

from the shape of the tubers in most species: cf.

BALLOCKS, DOGSTONES). For the pi. orchises
,

Oft kids is often substituted.] The typical genus of

Orchidacex, or Orchids, comprising terrestrial herbs

of temperate regions, with tuberous root (having

usually two tubers), and erect fleshy stem bearing
a spike of flowers, usually purple or red, with

spurred lip ; any plant of this genus, or (popularly)
of several other genera having similar characters.

156* TURNER Herbal n. 152 There are diuers kmdes of

orchis . . y* other kindes ar in other countrees called fox stones

or hear stones, and they may after y* Greke be called dog-
stones. 1653 H. MORE Antid. Ath. n. vi. 4. 57 All your
orchisses that they have given names unto from some beasts

or other as cynosorchis [etc.]. 1715 BRAULF.Y Fain. Diet-

s. v., In the Culture of the Orchis the Gardener must give it

a moist Earth and a Northern Exposition. 1850 TENNYSON
in Mem, Ixxxiii, Bring orchis, bring the foxglove spire, The
little speedwells darling blue. 1836 MRS. BROWNING Aur.

Leigh i. 1085 Such nooks of valleys, lined with orchises.

attrib. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Snpp. t
Orchis root, in the

niateria medica, is otherwise named salcp. 1807 J. E. SMITH

Phys. Bot. 272 In the Orchis family.. the pollen is of a

glutinous nature.

b. With defining word (sometimes denoting an

insect, or other animal, or thing, to which the

flower bearssomeresemblance, actual or fancied': as
BEE O., BIRD'S-NKST O., BUTTERFLY O., CUCKOO O., FINGKK

O., FLY O., FROG O., GRKEN-MAN, or GRKF.N MAN-O-, HAND
O., LIZARD O., MKOL'SA'S-HEAD O,, MONKEY O., REIN O.,
SMDKR O., q. v. Also Bog O., Mala.vis ftalndosa ; Crane-
fly O., Tipularla discolor of N. America; Dwarf O., O.

itstitltita, also the genus Spirantltcs ; Female O., an old

name for ('. Morio; Fen O., Lipuris Lceselii; Fringed
O., several N. American species of Habenaria with fringed

lip; Male, Man O., old name of O. mascula\ Musk O..

Hcrminiiun Motwrc/iis ; Sweet O., Spiranthes ; etc.

1785 MARTYN Ronsseaifs Bot. xxvii. (1794) 416 Two very
common species.. are the "broad-leaved and spotted Orchis,

25 Ine noures.. spec,
ofa deeper purple, like to *Cuckow Orchis, or fooles ballockes.

Ibid. Ivi. 222 The fifth klnde is called ..sauerie Standel-

wurte, or sweete Ballocke, and *DwarfTe Orchis. Ibid, 219
The second kinde of Orchios. .is of twoo sortes *Male and
*Female. 1785 MARTYN Rousseaits Bot. xxvii. (1794) 414
Two of the most common sorts with double bulbs, are called

Male and Female Orchis foolishly, because there is no dis-

tinction of sexes. 1884 MILLEK Plant-n., Orchis, Great
*
Fringed, . . Purple Fringed, Habenariafimbriata, . . Ragged

Fringed, Habeniiria lacera. a 1824 HOLDICH Ess. Weeds
Agric. (1825) 65 *Man-orchis, Red-lead, and Frogwort, are

the only English names we have heard given to these weeds
in damp pastures. 1866 Treas. Bot. 585 The "Musk Orchis.,

is occasionally found in southern and eastern England. 1785
MAKTVN Rousseau's Hot. xxvii. (i794)4i3*Pyramidal Orchis,
found in pastures where the soil is chalky. 1578 LVTK
Dodotns ii. Jvi. 222 The *sweete Orchis, or Ladie traces are
ino<te commonly to be found.. vpon hilles and Downes.

H Orchitis (f-ikai-tis). Path. [mod.L., f. Gr.

ti?X' s testicle + -ITIS.] Inflammation of the testicle.

179

1799 i" Hoorrn M,ii. /lie/. 1812-34 CaMfs Study Mcd.
ltd. 4) II. 190 Ht'lc, The lir*t symptoms of orchitis. 1878 T.
BRYANT Pract. Surf. (1879) II. 199 Orthitis or inflammation
of the seminal gland.
Hence Orchitic (pjki'tik) a., pertaining to or

affected with orchitis.

1857 in MAYNK. Expcs. Lex.

Orchotomy (fjkjvtomi). Sui-f;. Also orchio-.

[ad. Or. upxorofiia, f. opx'i testicle + -rofu'a cutting.]
Excision of the testicles ; castration.

1753 in CHAMHERS Cyd. Si</>/>. 1842 DUNGLISON J/tv/.
/.tf.r., Orcheotomy. 1848 CRAIG, Orikii'toiiiy, castration ;

removal by surgical operation of one or both of the testes.

Orchyard^e, obs. form of ORCHARD.
Orciii (f?'Jsin). C/ici. Also -ine. [mod. f.

mod.L. orc-iita, It. orc-ello, ORCHIL : see -is.] A
colourless crystalline substance (C 7

H 8Oo + H 2O)
obtained from the various kinds of orchilla-weed,

turning red, brown, or yellow, in contact with air or

when treated with various compounds. Cf. ORCKI.X.

1840 Penny Cyci. XVI. 480/2 Orcin, a peculiar matter
obtained by Robiquet from a species of lichen (i'ariolaria

orcintl). /f'id., These crystals are orcin, which become, ns

already stated, of a reddish violet colour by the action of the
air and alkalis. 1873 WATTS Fc^vnes' Client, (ed. nj 805
Orcin appears to exist ready-formed in all the lichens.

Hence Orcinol (p'jsinpl) Chan. [-OL i.]
= prec.

1892 Syd. Soc. Le.i'. t Orciuol, a dihydric phenol, present
in the lichens used in the preparation of arcDel and litmus.

Orcloud, Orcome : see OVER-.

t Orcost. Obs. rare '. [ad. ON. wkosta penury,
want, f. (- privative + kostr means.] \\ant of

means, penury, indigence.
<i 1225 l.t'g. Katli. 1724 jef J>u ^et vviten vvult..^ef t>er is

orcost ooer eni ahte.

tOrd. Of'S. Also 2-4 herd, 3 ort, 4 oord. 4-5
word(e. [OE. on/=OS. on!point [MLG.on/ point,

edge, corner, MDu. oort, ort, ord point, beginning,
Du. oord place, country, oort quarter), OHG., MUG.
ort point, edge, coiner, beginning (Ger. ort point,

edge, corner, place), ON. oJdr point of a weapon,
front, leader ^Da. oJil, od point, Sw. udti point,

pick) :-OTeut. *ozdo-z : cf. ODD.]
1. A point, esp. of a weapon ; hence, a pointed

weapon, a spear.
(With first quot. cf. ON. Dtiitr ok cqg point and edge.)

Bcwulf^ 1 549 Breost-net broden }wst Je-bearh feore \vi<S

ord ond \vifi ecge. ^897 K. ^LFRKD Gregory s Past. ,\1. 297
Ne ofstong he hiene no mid 5y speres orde. c 1000

^Ei.M<ic
tlotii. II. 480 He..settehis swurdesord togeanes his innooe,
and feol him on uppon. f 1205 LAY. 20658 Turnden heo
heore ordes, Strikeden & sloven. 41300 Cursor M, 7770
(Cott.) pan drogh saul self his suord And ran him-self a-pon
the ord \Gott. hord). 1HJ. 10626 (Giitt.) Hir witt, hir vertu,
hir loue word, May na man write wid pennys ord [fair/.,
Tr. point], a. 1400 Disp. Mary <y Cross 149 in Leg. Rood
(1871) 136 J>i fruit is prikked with speres ord.

2. Point of origin, beginning; esp. morel and end.

.-897
K. ALFRED Gregory's Past. xlix. 385 gebid ou-.oo

8u wite ojet 'din spraec haebbe aejoer je ord 56 ende. c 1000
/EI.FRIC Hom. II. 220 Se leahter is ord and ende selces yfeles.
a 1200 floral Ode 85 He is hord buten horde and ende buten
ende. cisop ORMIN 18620 Godess Sune ankennedd Wass
a$ occ a}} wif>|mteim ord. a 1225 Juliana 24 lesu Crist godes
sune^>e isortant ende of al. c 1410 Cliron. Enff. 174 in Ritson
Metr. Rom. II. 277 Y schal telle, ord and ende, The rihte

sothe.

|| Orda. variant of HORDE (Tartar liorda).

Ordain 'judJi'n), v. Forms: 3 orden-i, 3-7
ordeine, ordeyne, (3-4 hordeyne) ; 4-5 or-

deigne, -eygne, orden, -an, -yne, 4-6 ordene,
4-7 ordein, -eyn, -ayn(e, -aine, -ine ; 4- ordain,

(5 wordeyn(e, horden. 6 ordenneX [a. OF.
ordeitf-r (3rd sing, ordeine, -daine, -deigne], later

ordonc-r, mod.F.on/onncr, AFr. ordtirur, -deigner,
ad.L. orJind-re, f. ordo, ordin-em ORDER. Origin-

ally the stress was on first syllable (from OF.
infin. O'-niene'r), but at length was fixed on the

second (as in OF. ordeihae\ A ME. form ORDONNE,
after later Fr., is rnre.]

I. To put in order, arrange, make ready, prepare.
( 1. trans. To arrange in rows or ranks, or other

regular order ; esp. to draw up in order of battle ;

to set in array; to array, marshal, order. Obs.
c 1290 6". Eng. Leg. I. 72 He liet prdeinie is fierd wel. 13. .

K. Alls. 2024 Let arme the Affrigauns, ..And al thyn i>st

ordeyn anone. 1375 BARBOUR Bruce .M. 304 Thair four
battalis ordanit that. Ibid. 351 [Bruce] ordanit his men for

the fechting. 1387 TRKVISA Hidden (Rolls) III. 375 [The]
ledere of J>e Sampnites.-hadde l-ordeyned his oost byside>
Fucule Caudynes. 1484 CAXTON Fables flf sE&op III. iv,

Whanne the batylle was ordeyned on botne sydes. 1523
LL>. BKRNERS Froiss. I. xli. 23 b/2 'I he frenchemen ordayned
thre great batayls; in eche of them fyftene thousand men of
arrnes .xx. M. menafote. 1581 STYWARD.l/ar/. Discifi. n.

1 34 In what manner thy men are to bee ordeined and placed.

f2. To set in proper order or position; toarrange;
to keep in due order

;
to regulate, govern, direct,

manage, conduct. Obs.

fjjoo Bckct (Percy Soc.) 144 He ordeyned wel his hous,
and his meync also. 1390 GOWER Coi/f. III. 184 Richesse

upon the comun good And noght upon thesingulerOrdeigned
was. c 1400 RulcSt. Kcnet 1676 pat euer-ilkon in (>er degre
Be ordand als bain aw to be. 1422 tr. Secreta .Secret. ,Priv.
/V/:'. 216 Al bodely thyngis be gouernyd and ordaynyd by
the Planetes and Sterris. 1450-1530 Myrr. our Ladye 270
Kesonably ordenynge all her wordes and warkes to the

OKDAIN.

worshyp of god. c 1489 CAXTON Sonncs of Aymon x.\iv.

511 Whan they had sported theymselfe ynough they or-
dened the watche.

t3. To settle the* order or course of; to arrange.
a 1300 Cursor J/. 8202 To-quils wald he mak him bun Al

\v. r.
tp]

ordain bar procession, t 1470 HKNRY ll'allai\- ix.

895 Htsassail^e he ordannys wondyr sayr Ws for to harm.
*523 LD. BF.RNKRS Froiss. I. 468 Whictie voyage had l>cn

ordayntng & imagenynge thre yere before. 1681 DKVDI N
Abs.ff Achit. 729 Who now begins his progress to ordain
With Chariot^, Horsemen, and a num'rous Train.

4. To set up (something) to continue in a certain

order
; to establish or found by ordinance

;
to

institute, arch.

1-1315 SHOREHAM 151 Herehysojustyse..dampneththL\cs
for tu ordeyne Peys in londe. 1387 TRMVISA Hidden (Kul^)
IV. lor }'is pleyes )?at were i-clepcd Ludy scenici were tir>t

i-prdeynt-d by excitinge of f>e devel. 1422 tr. Sccrcta
Secret., Priv. Priv.

1^3 Thereas Seint benet ordeyned the
monken mil, and Semte Austeyn chanoun Rull in crth.

1477 EAKL KIVKRS (Caxion) Dictes 66 There he ordeigned
ij scoles. 1482 Monk of Evesham (Arh.) 81 He hordeiifU-
there an hospitnlle for pilgrimmys, 1584 Po\\ KL Lloyd's
Cambria 53 Ordeining three >orts of lawe-;. 1697 Dm DF,S
/ 'irg. Past. v. 45 Daphnih did rites to Bacchus first ordain.

t 5. To plan, devise, contrive. 0/>s.

a. a material structure.

1340 Aycnb, 7 Ine \>c /ix dayes. .ine huichen he made the
worldc anordaynede [v. r. di^te], 13. .( '-ursorM , 8311 (G<Ut.)
Sullkeawerke. .^u sal it 01 daine in bi ihoght, '1 horn saUnnon
it sal be wroght. 1377 LANGL, /'. PI. B. xix. 315 Ordti^nu
be an hous, Piers, to herberwe in ^i comes, a 1400 50
Alexander 3680 Of Euor & of Olifants was ordand be 5ati>.

1481 CAXTON Reynard xxxii. lArb.) 89 Alle this. .was m;idc
iS: wrought in this glasse. The maister that ordeynttl it

was a connyng man. 1526 TINDALE Mark xii. i A ctrta\ iiu

man jihtntcd a vyne yarde . . and ordeyned a wync prcsM.-,
and bill a ton re.

b. something immaterial or abstract.
c 1330 K. BRUNNI: Chron. (1810) 141 Fayn I wild purucic

for Acres, \>a.t cite Ordeyned wer som weie, how it mot
saued be. 1390 GOWKR Conf. III. 43 Wliat lust it is that
he ordeigneth. r 1440 Generydcs 10 What pleasure he
coude for her ordeyne, That shuld be do. 1485 CAXTON
Paris <$ I'. 53 And anone ordeyncd two letters.

c. with clause or infinitive.

c 1400 Gaiiwlyn 798 Ordeigne how it shal be & it shal !je

do. 1450-80 tr. Se^reta Secret. 38 If thou mai>te not rtvc
hem lier watir, loke that thou ordeyne forto envaiymc it.

1480 CAX ION Chron, Kng. ccxiii. 190 They caste and

ordeyned both by nyght and day how they myght brcng
hym out of prison.

t 6. To put in order (for a purpose; ; to prepare,
make ready, equip; to furnish, provide. Obs.

1375 BARBOLR Biuce xvn. 626 Kngynys alsua for till C.i^-t

Thai ordanit and maid retly fast, c 1400 M.\UNDKV. iRoxb.)
xxiii. 106 pis hall es nobilly and wirschefully Braid ;in<l

ordaynd in all thinges. ..\'p at ^e hie deesse..es ordaind be

trone for be emperour. c 1475 RauJCoiiyar 325 Agane tlie

niorne
airly

He ordanit him ane laid. 1500-20 DUNIIAK
Poems Ixxii. 242 Ordane for Him ane resting-place, That is

so werie wrocht for the. 1535 COVERDALE Ps. vii. 13 He
hath, .ordened his arowts to destroye. a 1548 HALL. C/i>\>n.,

Hen. I'll! 74 Chimnayes, Ranges, and suche inatrumentes
that there was ordained.

t b. To fit out, equip, or furnish (n person, etcO

with (in, of} something. Obs.
c 1380 WYCLIJ- Serin. Sel. Wks. I. 26 To take from hem

cause of her synne, and ordeyne be Churche in temporal
goodis. 1387 TRF.VISA Higdcn iRolls' I. 5 But be mercy of

God had i-ordyned vs of lettrcs. c 1400 Three A'itigs

Cologne 39 pan J>ei ordeyned hem anoon wib greete and
riche ^Jfiis. ^1450 LONELICH Grail xliv. 399 The Casttl

with-Inne wel Ordeyned was Of Men of strengthes In Every

plas. 1548 BODRUGAN (Adams) Epit. Kings Title II j,

Nature, ordeined all beastes with some natural municion,
as borne, spurre, tothe or naile.

f7. To put into a particular mental condition or

disposition, esp. into a right or fitting frame of

mind
; to dispose (aright). Obs.

1340 Ayenb. 24 pe uirtues of kende, huerby som ys kendo
liche more banne ober, . .ober graciouser, ober atempre and
wel y-ordayned. Ibid. 125 pise bri uirtues armep anfd]

ordayneb and agrayj>eb man a.se to bri deles of be herte.

I-$Q Lay Folks Catcch. (Lamb. MS.) 956 Yfbou wilt ordeyne
by wil to haue for-5efnesse. 1502 Ord. Crysten Men (W. de W.
1506' u. xv. 122 In accomplysshynge these thre coinmaunde-
mentes we be ordeyned toward* all the blessyd trynyte.
Ibid. 123 By these .vii. y last commaundementes we be

pcrfytely and iustcly ordeyned ayenst our neyghboures.

f8. refl. To prepare oneself, make ready; to set

or apply oneself (to do something). Obs.

13. . Seuyn Sag. (W.) 2790 And bad tham fast . . Ordain
tham vnto batayl. 1377 LANGL. P. PI. IJ. x. 242 Austin ..

hym-self ordeyned to sadde vs in bileue. a 1425 Cursor
AL 20403 (Trm.) Oure lady, .ordeyneb hir to fare vs fro.

1493 Festwall (\V. de W. 1515) 78 Afterwarde he ordeyned
hymself & went into the holy londe.

f9. intr. To make preparation, prepare, arrange.
c 1350 /( 'ill. Palerne 4848 pe clerk . . fond . . how be king of

poyle prestli hade ordeyned, at swich a certayn day his

semliche doubter wedde. 1375 HARBOUR Bruce XML 259
Valter steward.. He left in berwik..And ordanit fast for

Apparaill, Till defend gif men vald assaill. 1470-85 MALORY
Arthur i. xxvii, Double ye not he wille make warre on you
,. we! said Arthur I shall ordeyne for hym in short tynic.

1523 LD. BKRNERS Froiss. I. viii. 6 Than the quene ..

ordeyned for her voyage, and made her purueyaunce.
a 1533 Gold. Bk. tir. A nrcl. ( 1 546) v b, Wyse men ought

. .to ordein for that that is present.

II. To appoint, decree, destine, order.

flO. trans. To appoint ,a person, etc/ to a

charge, duty, or office. (With the
official^

name

or position as simple object or complement.) Obs.
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a 1300 Cursor M. 11403 At be last bai ordeind luelue, ..

And did bam in a moniain dcrn Uesselic to wait be stern.

13. . Coer de L. 239 He let ordeyne, aftyr hy endynge. His
sone Rychard to be kyng. 6*1386 CHAUCER Sqr.'s T. 169
With certeine officers ordeyned[f. r. yordeyned] therfore.

1464 Rolfs o/Parlt. V. 532 2 Our Lettres Patentes. .by the

which we ordande the same John to be Clerk of the then

Sheref. 1549 LATIMER Plaughers (Arb.) 26 Wherefore are

magistrates ordayned, but that the tranquillitie of the

commune weale maye be confirmed. 1568 GKAKTON Chron.
I. 93 According to promess made, he was ordeyned king.
a 1645 H.\HINOTON Sun 1

, ll'orcs. in IVores. Hist. Soc. /''roc,

i. 49 The curate of thys chappell is ordeygned by the Vicar
of St. Andrcwes in Pearshore. 1652 NKKOHAM tr. Scldcns
Mare C/. 103 An Officer was ordained,for that purpose.

1809 Will of J, Kellett in Dow Rep. (1816) IIL 250 And
I also ordain, appoint, and devise the said. .W. K... .G.H.,
and F.H.H., executors to this my last will and testament.

t b. Const, to do something ;
to (on y upon some

office, etc, Obs.
c 1330 R. BRUSNK Chron. \\~acc (Rolls* 12531 He ordeynd

messegers to wende, To he Emperour. 1382 WVCLIK Matt.
\.\iv. 47 Vpon [1388011] alle hisgoodis he shal ordeyne hym.
1387 TRKVISA Higden (Rolls) VIII. 19 He was y-ordeyned
to pe service of obcre men. c 1400 MAUNDRT. (Roxb.) vii.

25 Certayne persones er ordaynd to kepe bat ilke hous.

i53SCovi;ROAi.i: Josh. Contents iii, The Leuites are ordeyned
to go before with the Arke. 1676 HOBBKS Iliad i. 308 Two
"ublick servants of the king were these Ordained to carry

Is commandments.
11. Keel. To nppoint or admit to the ministry of

the Christian Church ; to invest with a ministerial

or sacerdotal character by the laying on of hands
or other symbolic action ; to confer holy orders

upon. Formerly, and still in a general sense, used
of any sacred office, including that of bishop, but

now, in the Ch. of England, used esp. of admission
to the orders of deacon and priest; in otherchurches,
of ceremonial admission to the ministry; in Pres-

byterian churches, lay elders also are ordained.
<-" 1290 Kcket 336 in S. Eng. Leg. I. 1 16 He was in grete

fere, For-to Onlemen ani Man : bote he he betere were.
a 1300 Cursor M. 21246 Men sais bat of his thumb he smate
..bat lie ne preist suld ordeind be. 1387 TREVISA Higdm

i Rolls) IV. 347 pat 3ere about Pentecoste .. be apostles
ordeyned \>e lasse lames ..bisshopp of lerusalem. 1588 J.
UIJALL Dcnionstr. Discipl. (Arb.) 20 The Apostles ordayned
bishops euery where. 1638 CHILLTNGW. Rclig. Prof. ii.

ioc) He cannot be a true Pope, unless he were rightly
ordained Priest. 1641 MILTON C/i. Govt, i. iv. Wks. (1847)

34/1 The pope is not made by the precedent pope, but by
cardinals, who ordain and consecrate to a higher and greater
office than their own. 1718 freethinker No. 93 P 6, I am
a young Clergyman, Ordained the very Last Ember-Week.
1782 PRIESTLEY Corrupt. Chr. II. x. 227 They were.,
ordained to their office by prayer. 1845 H. J. ROSE in

Eneycl. Metrop. (1847) II. 684/1 It is shown .. that the

Apostles did ordain ministers by the imposition of hands,
and did give them authority to ordain others. 1861 STANI.KY
East. Ck. v. 187 Melitius was to retain his title and rank
but not to ordain. 1870 ARNOT Life yas. Hamilton iv. 168

He was ordained as minister of Roxburgh Church by the

Presbytery of Edinburgh on the 2ist Jany. 1841.

1 12. To appoint or assign (to or for a special

purpose, etc.X Obs.

1303 R. Bki'NNK Handl. Syiuie 854 pe satyrday ys
specyaly Ordeynede to wurschyp oure ladye. 1390 GOVVKR

COM/. III. 265 The king, which herde. . How that this Maide
ordeigned is To Mariage. c 1400 MAUNUEV. (Roxb.)xiii. 58
In steed of messangers. .bai ordayne dowfes for to bere
lettres. 1541 R. COPLAND Galyen's Tcrapeitt. 2 H ij b, All

inedicamentes. .ordeyned to the vlcere of the Thorax. 1584
CUGAN Haven Health clxxvi. (1636) 159 One halfe of the

yeare is ordeyned to eat tish in. I596DALRYMPLE tr. Leslie's

Hist. .Scot. x. 319 Of the quhilkes horsses he ordaynet for

the Erie ane. a. 1618 RAI.KK;H MaJioutt't (1637) 19 That
day was ordayned by him to be their Sabbaoth.

f b. To assign {to any one) as a share, portion,
or allowance ; to allot. Obs.

1375 B.VKBOUK liritcc XVH. 298 And till gret lordis, ilkane

syndri, Ordanit ane felde for thar herbry. 1483 CAXTON
C. de la Tour H v b, Of suche goodes . . ye must ordeyne
and departe to the poure folke a parte of them. 1495 Act
ii Hen. y//

t
c . 36 Preamble, Londes..of the yerely value

of M 1 marc ordtyned to her by the last Will of the same
late Duke. 1596 DALRYMPLE tr. Leslies Hist. Scot. i. 106
To thame for thair trauel puhliklie is ordayned thair sus-

tentatione, sleddings directed, houses appoynted.
13. Of Ihe Deity, fate, or supernatural power :

To appoint as part of the order of the universe or

of nature ; to decree, predestine, destine.
a 1300 Cursor .!/. 285 (Cott.) pat he ordaind \_GStt. ordained,

Fair/, ordenet, Trin. ordeynedj wit his wttte He multipHs
and gouerns itte, perfor is he cald tnnite. 1393 LANGL.
P. PI. C. iv. 241 As hus werdes were ordeined by wil of
oure lorde. 1450-80 tr. Sun-fa Secret. 16 God suffrith the

planetis forto make and holde her cours in the rewle and
ordir as he ordeynyd hem. 1582 STANVHURST sEneis ii.

(Arb.) 57 So Gods ordayned thee chaunce. 1611 BIBLE Isa,
xxvl 12 Lord, thou wilt ordaine peace for vs. 1700 DRYDEN
Pal. .y Arc. in. 064 And laurels, which the gods for con-

quering chiefs ordain. 1793 in A need. Pitt III. xliv. 205 It

is your duty.. if fate should so ordain it, 1865 LIGHTFOOT
Galatians (1874) 165/2 The moment. .which God- had or-

dained from the beginning.

b. With obj. cl.j or inf. or other eompL
c 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. uSio) 68 If it so betide, That
God naf ordeynd so I after him abide, iv. Cursor M.
1198 (Gi'itt.) Vr lauerd had ordained 5tit A child to rise in

his ospringe. c 1400 APol, Loll. 25 God wordeynib him for

bis synne to be putte to peyn, and out of comyn. 1477
EARL RIVKKS (Caxton} Dictcs i Borne & ordeigned to l>e

subgette and thral. ' 1560 A. SCOTT Poems (S. T. S.) xxx.

45 As grund is ordnnd to heir seid. 1667 MII.TON /'. /,.

viii, 297 Rise First Alan, of Men innumerable ordain'd First

Father. 1728 YOUNG Lave Fame n. 264 But fate ordains
that dearest friends must part. 1837 LYTTON E. Maltrav.
i. xvi, He goes with us in the paih we are ordained to tread.

*f C. To destine to a lot or (ate. Obs,
a 1300 Cursor J/. 23745 To trauail ordeint is bis Hue.

c 1340 HAMPOLE Prose Tr, 12 Men and wymmene J>at er

ordaynede to \>e joye of heuene. 1481 Monk of Eveshant
(Arb.) 36 The doers of al synnes ordente to dyuers kyndes
of peynes. 1508 KENNEDY Flyiingw. Dunbar 508 Tak the
a fidill, or a floyt and geste Wndought, thou art ordanyt to
not ellis.

d, absol. or intr.

1340 HAMPOI.E Pr. Const. 7632 Ilk ane lair course obout

ay mase..als God ordaynd hase. (1430 LYIIG. Mtn.Poetus
(Percy Soc.) 7 As grace list to ordeyne, Upon his heede to

were crownys tweyne. 1700 DRYULN Pal. fy Arc. n. 360
But Love, their lord, did otherwise ordain. 1855 KINGSLKY
Heroes, Perseus i. 2 So the Gods have ordained, and it will

surely come to pass.

14. To appoint authoritatively as a thing to be

observed ; to decree, to enact.

1297 R. GLOIX. (Rolls) 3025 After viftene dawes bat he
adde y-ordeined bis To Londone he wende nor to amende
bat ber was aims. 1389 in Eug. Gilds (1870) 9 These ben
be poyntes & pe articles ordeigned of the brotherheed of
.seint ffabian and Sebastian, c 1400 Sinvdottc Bab. 615 He
ordeyned assaute anone in ha.ste.tv 1568 GRAFTOX Chron,
II. no He also ordeyned auriculer confession. 1654 BRAM-
HAI.I. Just I'ind. iii. (1661)41 Fisher Bishop of Rochester.
and Sir Thomas Moor., in prison. .for opposing the Kings
Marriage, and the succession of his Children to the Crown,
after it was ordained in Parliament. 1710 PRIDEACX Orig,
Tithes iii. 152 The Canons of Egbert.. ordain the same
thing. 1875 JOWKTT Plato (ed. 2) IIL 229 That which is

ordained by law they term lawful and just.

b. with ol>j. cl. or inf.
c 1375 Cursor M. 14879 (Fairf.) pal ordent him to hange

on rode. 1375 BARUOI'K Bruce xvi. 288 How scho furth
suld caryit lie, Or edit- be fure, than ord;mit he. 1387
TREVISA Hidden (Rolls) V. 41 It was i-ordeyned bat Ester-

day schulde be i-holde be firste Sonday from be fourtenbe

day of be mone of J>e firste monthe. a 1533 Lo. BURNERS
Iflion xx. 58 He omened a grete shyppe to be made rtdy.
1697 DKYDKN I'irg. Ceorg, in. 245 To shun this III, the

cunning Leach ordains, .lo feed the Females, e'er the Sun
arise. 170* ROWE Tainerl, iv. i. 1553 She ordains, the fair

should know no Fears. 1855 PRKSCOTT Philip //, 11. i.

(1857) 197 By this edict.. it was ordained that all who were
convicted of heresy should suffer death '

by fire, by the pit,
or by the sword '.

fc. To determine, settle, resolve. Obs.

1375 HARBOUR Bruce v. 305 Syne emang thame preualy
Thai ordanit, that he still suld be In hyddillisand in preuate.
1377 LANGI,. /'. PI. B. vm. 98 Dowel and dobet amonges
hem ordeigned To croune one to be kynge to reule hem
bothe. c 1477 CAXTON Jason 19 After the soupper it was
ordeyned that on the morn the siriens. .sholdc rtste them.

d. absol. or intr. To appoint, direct, command.
i 1380 WYCLH-" Sent/. Sel. Wks. I. 13 Yet |?ei turneden

agen, as Crist himsilf ordeynede, to lyve in be world. 1718
PRIOR Pleasure 398 Mine to obey ; thy part is to ordain.

1 15. To order, command, bid (a person to do

something, or that a thing be done) ;
= OKI>EK v.

7. Obs. or arch.

1375 HARBOUR Bruce xm, 53 King Robert. .Ordanit. . His
marschall with a gret men?e . . For to prik emang the archerih.

a 1425 Cursor M. 11189 (TrinJ Al be world ordeyned he pat
bei shulde vndir him be. 15*6 TINUALE Mark\\\. 14 And
he ordeined the twelve that they shulde be with him.

1540-1 ELYOT Image Gov. (1549) 144 For so God hath
and philosophic

s 525 In that day
shall l>e helpful!

unto them. 1887 Bow EN / ~irg. .-Etieui iv. 270 Jove himself
ordains me to bear these words on the breeze.

1 16. To order (a thing) to be made or furnished
;

= ORDER v. 8. Obs.

1390 GOWKR Conf. III. 167 Of what Ston his sepulture
Thci scholden make, and what sculpture He wulde ordelne

therupon. 1486 Naval Ace. Hen. 1 'II 11896) 18 Okum and
other stuffe ordeyned and bought for the same Ship. 1599
HAKLUYT I'oy. II. n. i Afterward he ordeined a boat made
of one tree., and went to sea in it. 1621 R. BOI.TON Sfnf.
[rel. 37 (An. 5 Edw. Il

f
) To ordeyne one payre of Butts for

shooting within the towne or well neere.

Hence Ordained (-i-'-nd)///. a. (esp. in sense 1 1).
c 1440 Promft. Parv, 368/2 Ordeynyd, ori/inafns, eonsti-

tutus. 1552 HUI.OET, Ordeyned, (Oinparatus, constitutes,
instttitttts, stains. 1588 J. UUALL Dfmonstr. Discipl.
(Arb.) 43 The ordeyned when he feeleth a calling and charge
from God.. sensibhe comming vpon him. 1849 THACKKRAY
Pendewtis xxix, A well-ordained workhouse or prison. 1876
J. PARKER Paracl. i. xv. 237 He is an ordained minister uf

Jeciu Christ.

Ordai-n, sb. rare.
[f. prec.]

= OKUINAXCK.
1804 Something Odd II. 225 Providence, in whom we

trust, whose high ordains we strive to follow.

Ordarnable, a. rare. [f.
( >RI>AIN v. + -ABLE.]

Capable of being ordained.
a 1656 BP. HAI.I, Rein. (1660) 377 The nature of man is

ordeinable to life.

Ordai'ner. Forms: 3-4 ordenour'e, or-

deinour, 4-5 ordeynour, -owr, -ere, 5 ordyner,
5-6 -eyner, 6-7 -einer, 6- ordainer. [ME. a.

AK. ordcnour^ -inour, -cinoitr, f. OF. ordener to

OUDAIX ; the stem and suffix subseq. conformed to

the Kng. vb. and suffix -EH L]
1. One who ordains : in various senses of the vb.

f a. One who puts or keeps in order
;
a manager,

director, ruler. O/>s. b. One who appoints or

institutes, c. One who admits to holy orders ;
an

ordaining bishop, priest, or minister.

.1290 Btkct 269 in S, Kng. Leg. I. 114 In his vvarde he

ordeined you, nature commaundeth you, and philosophic
beatleth you. 1633 Bi\ HALL Hard Texts 525 In that day
will I ordaine..an creatures, that they shall l>e helpful!~

let do His eldeste sone sire henri. .pat he were is wardein,
and as is ordeinour. 1303 R. BRUNNE Handl. Synne 6310
He dies hyni bre executours, Of al hys godys ordeynours.

13.. St.ATifKsfMttioln Horstm. Altengl.Lcg. (1878)721*0
him bat schulde bisschop ordeynd be Alle be constitucious. .

his ordeynours Schuld him furst schewe wi|> honours, c 1374
CHAUCER Boeth. \\\ pr. i. 86(Camb. MS.) So mochel a faderand
an ordenoure of meyne. 1422 tr. Secreta Secret., Prii'. Priv.

193 For t he auctorite ofalmyghty god, ordyner ofmatremony.
1586 T. B. La Prunand. h'r, Acad, \. (1594) 553 Those first

rectors and ordainers of civill societie. 1631 GOUGE Gotfs
A)

roll's
iii. 36. 246 The Authour of Government, and

Ordainer of Governours. 1653 BAXTEK Chr. Concord 67
You cannot shew all the succession of Orders from the

Apostle to your Ordainer. 1736 CHANDLER Hist. Persec. 92
All., accused him of coming to his bishoprick by the perjury
of his ordainers. 1879 CHR. ROSSETTI Seek fy F. 62 Frost
and cold., are invoked to render blessing, praise, and magni-
fication, to the Lord their Ordainer.

2. (Eng. J/fst.) Ordainers : The name applied to

a commission of twenty-one- barons and bishops
appointed on 20 March, 1310, in the third year of

Edward II, to draw up ordinances for the better

administration of the kingdom.
Styled in contemporary documents in Anglo-Fr., ordtn-

ojtrSj ordeinours ; in Latin, orditiatores ; but this was
originally only a descriptive designation, as in sense i, not
a specific title. The English Ordaincrs t or Lords Or-
daincrs of modern historians, has not .been found in con-

temporary writings, and was apparently unknown to the
i6th c. chroniclers.

[1309-10 Antial, London. 17 Mar. (Rolls 1882), Qe lour

poer des ordinours quant as ordinances faire ne dure outre
le terme avant dit. 1312 Rolls of ParIt. I. 281/1 Que
nul Doun de Terre [etc.] se face a nul des ditz Ordein-
ours durant lour poer del dit ordeinemeni, ne a nul autre
saunz consail et assent des ditz Ordeinours, ^1325 in

Chron. Ediv. //(Rolls 1883) 164 Electi sunt igitur ordina-
lores de potentioribus et discretioribus totius regni.]

1750 CARTE Hist. Eng. II. 314 An instrument was signed
..by eleven bishops, eight earls and thirteen barons, in

whom . . the power of electing the ordainers was vested. 1839
KtiGHTLEV Hist. Eng. I. 256 A committee of eight earls,
seven bishops and six barons, who under the title of ordainer:.,

were to regulate his household and redress the national

grievances. 1875 STUBBS Const. Hist. II. xvi. 329 The
Ordainers had not loitered over their work. Six Ordinances
had been published and confirmed by the king as early as

August 2, 1310. 1882 Chron. Ediv. I $ II (Rolls) L 172
Names of the lords ordainers. 1896 T. F. TOUT Edw. I, iv.

77 That extraordinary combination of power which Earl

Thomas, as the head of the Lords Ordainers, was *R;le to

bring to Ijear against Edward II.

Ordarning, rbl. sb. [See -ING l.] The action

of the verb OKJJAIN in its various senses
;
ordina-

tion. Now only gerundial and aitrib.
c 1315 SHOKHHAM Poems (E. E. T, S.) 6 Of harder stat god

graunteb, Wei tdkne brow5 his ordining^e. 1375 BARBOUR
Bruce xix. 26 Scho laid all to the king Thair purpos
and thair ordanyng. 1509 HAWKS Past. Pleasing xxxiii.

(Percy Soc.) 168 For me my suppour was in ordeyning.
1560 DACS tr. Steidane^s Count. 457 b, [They] reiecte the

Sacramentes of the churche, and contemne the ordeining of

priestes. 1643 MILTON Divorce Pref., In the first ordaining
of manage. 1662 (title) The Book of Common Prayer,..
with.. the Form and Manner of Making, Ordaining and
Consecrating of Bishops, Priests and Deacons.
attrio. iSysSTL'BBs Const. Hist. II. xvii. 292 The ordain-

ing power of the crown in council became distinguishable by
very definite marks from the enacting power of the crown
in parliament.

Ordai muent. [a. AF. ordtinement\ see

OKDAIX &. and -MENT.]
1. The action or fact of ordaining; appointment;

authoritative order
;
institution ; ordinance.

13. . Coer de L. 1144 Kyng Rychard they affiyr sente, For
to her thai ordeynemen te. 1645 MILTON Tctrach. \Vks.

(1851) 224 (Matt. xix. 7) Tutelage, an ordainment then which

nothing more just, being for the defence of Orfanes. 1649
Eikon. xvii. ibid. 464 Bishops rather by custom, then any
ordainment of Christ, were exalted above Presbyters. 1881

G. MACDONAI.D Mary Marston III. vii. 119 According to

the sweet inexorability of musical ordainmenL
2. Divine or superhuman appointment ; an ordin-

ance of the Deity, of fate, etc.

1605 BACON Adi'. Learn, i. iii. 6 A true or worthy end of

their being and ordainment. 1824 Hoou Two Swans x,

Redeem'd from sleepy death, for beauty's sake, By old

ordainment. 1851 RI/SKIN Stones I'cn. III. L 26. 19 It

is an illustration of an ordainment lo which the earth and
its creatures owe their continuance, and their Redemption.
1895 Eclectic J/(t_v. Mar. 297 The divine ordainment of

kingship was an article of faith with him.

t Orda Iian, a. Obs. [f. med.L. ordali-utti (see

next) +-AN.] Of or pertaining to ordeal.
1608 ii HP. MALI. Kpist. iv. ii. Wks. (1625) 339 Why put

wee not men as well to the old Saxon, or Liuonian, Ordalian

tryals ofhot yrons, or scalding liquors? i6$6Hi-oL-Ni Glossogr.,
Ordalian Law, was that Law which instituted the Ordael. .

and was long before the Conquest, but did continue of force

in England till the time of King John. 1670 MILTON Hist.

Eng. \i. Wks. 11851) 281 She oflTerd to pass blindfold between
certain Plow-shares red hot, according to the Ordalian Law.

II Orda'liuin. The med.L. adaptation of the

word onftit, OKDEAL ; in English use in the 1 7th c.

1599 [see ORDEAL i]. a 1614 DONSK UtaBavaros (1644) 138
With us both the species of Ordalium lasted evidently till

King Johns time. 1643 MILTON Divorce n.xviii. Wks.
(1^851)

1 12 As uncertaine of effect, as our antiquated law ofOrdalimjj.
a 1654 SELDI^N Tahle-t.) Trial (Arb.) 112 Ordalium was a

Trial ; and was either by going over Nine red hot Plough-
Shares.. or [etc.].

Ordeal '

^'.nl/al, (7jd/"l). Forms : I ordal,
-d61

; (4 ordal), 6-7 ordale, ordeU, (6 ordele,

7 ordael, -deale). 7- ordeal. [A mod. ,16th c.)



ORDEAL.

repr. of OE. orddl, -d<!l, a Comm. Teutonic word :

in OFris. orittl, until, OS. iirdeli (MDn. orded,
MI.G. ordel, Uu. oordeel), OIIG. urteili (MHG.
iirlcile, tirteil, mod.Ger. itrteif) (all neut., but in

OHG., MHG. also fern.) judgement, judicial de-

cision
;
thence mcd.L. oniillium, ordcla, OF. ordel

(Diez), K. ordalie. The sb., of which the OTeut.

type would be *ti:dailjo
M

,
is a nominal compound,

belonging to a compound vb. of Goth, type *o-
dailjan, in OHG. arlailan, irteilan, MHG. and
Ger. crteilen, OS. ade/jait, OE. adxlan, lit. 'to
deal out ',

'

allot in shares
'

;
hence '

to allot or

adjudge to one his share, decide, give judgement'.
The sb. has come down in the cognate langs. in

the general sense of 'judgement, judicial decision",
but in OE. had become restricted, in historical

times, to ancient modes of trial which survived

from an earlier stage of society.

_

The word has not been found in MF,., except in a single
instance in Chaucer's Troyhts (perh. from Latin or French).
Its modern historical use l>egan t 1575, partly as an Englishing
of med.L. ordalimn, partly as an adaptation of the OE.
word. The true repr. of OE. orddl would be ordole ; the
received spelling ordeal appears 1605 in Verstegan, who
associates the word with deal 'part' (OE. dxl). 'Or is

heer vnderstood for due or right, deal, for parte, as yet wee
vse it, so as ordeal, is asmuch as to say as due-parte, and at
this present it is a word generally vsed in Germanic, the

Netherlands, in stede of dome or Judgement
'

(Dec. fntcll.

iii. 63). Ignorance of the etymological relationship has led
to the pronunciation or^ie.al, as in boreal, cereal, lineal.]
1. An ancient mode of trial among the Teutonic

peoples, retained in England till after the Norman
I'eriod, in which an accused or suspected person
was subjected to some physical test fraught with

danger, such as the plunging of the hand in boiling
water, the carrying of hot iron, walking bare-

foot and blindfold between red-hot ploughshares,
etc., the result being regarded as the immediate

judgement of the Deity. Hence applied to analo-

gous modes of determining innocence or guilt, still

practised in various parts of the East, and among
the less civilized races generally.
_

With the exception of wager of battle, which is sometimes
included in the class, the various forms of ordeal were
abolished in England 1215-19.

t' 915 f.tiws of Edward i. c. 3 Eac we cwaedon be bam
manuum, be man-sworan waeran . . jwet hy siodau ao-wynV
najron, ac ordales wyr'de. cgzo Laics of Ed-.v. <V Gut/ir.
c. 9 Ordel and adas syndan tocwedene freols da^uin and
riht faten-dasum. c laao/.aiost'f .Eth.'lreilm. c. 4 Gauge
to anfealdum ordale obbe slide iii-gylde. c 1374 CIIAUCEK
Troylus III. 997(1046) Wher so yo\v lyste by ordal or by
oth. 1570-6 LA.MBARUK Perainb. Kent (1826) 278 A new
church, that he had erected.. for the execution of Judg-
ments by the Ordale. 1596 SPENSER F. Q. v. i. 25 This.,
right Can hardly but by Sacrament be tride, Or else by
ordele, or by blooddy fight. 1599 THYNSE Animadr. 66
A tryall by fyre, whiche is but a species of the ordell ; for
ordalium was a tryall by fyre and water. 1647 N. BACON
Disc. Govt. Eng. I. xxxvii. (1739) 55 A second sort of
Evidence was that of Ordeale. 1660 R. COKE Poivtr f

Sitbj. 1
5_8

The trial of the Ordal. 1769 HI.ACKSTONI; Coiitin.

IV. xxvii, 342 The most autient species of trial was that by
ordeal ; which was peculiarly distinguished by the appella-
tion of juiiiciiint Dei. 1828 SCOTT /-'. J/. rerth xx, If any
one of the suspected household refuse to submit to the ordeal
of bier-right? 1865 TVI.OR Early Hist. Man. iii. 50 During
the administration of the ordeal by poison in Madagascar.
2. fig. Anything to which recourse is had as

a test, or which itself severely tests character or

endurance ; a trying experience, a trial.

1658 CLEVELAND Rustiek Ramp. Wks. (1687) 391 The
Ordale of the Sword justified Caisar, and condemned Pompey,
not his Cause. 1807 Mcd. Jrnl. XVII. 149 One fifth of
the whole number vaccinated has been subjected to this
severe ordeal. 1809 W. IRVING Knickerb. vn. vi. (1849) 47
Adversity . . has been wisely denominated the ordeal of true

greatness. 1864 TENNYSON Ayliners Field 561 Then ensued
A Martin's summer of his faded love, Or ordeal by kindness.

1891
'

F. AXSTKY' 1'aces I'op. Ser. II. So The ladies in the

carriages bear the ordeal of public inspection.
3. altrib. and Comb., as ordeal fire, trial, etc. ;

ordeal-bean, the poisonous CALABAH-HEAN.

- -.- - ^*, al path amon-4 : __
hot ploughshares. 1861 WILSON & GEIKIE Mem. E. Forh-s
i. JO The ordeal rocks, on which nuns suspected of breakup
their vows had their innocence tested, or rather their guiit
prejudged. 1885 Chambers' Jrnl. 3 Oct. 626 The ordeal or
Calabar bean of Africa. 1897 MARY KINGSLF.Y W. Africa
490 The intelligent native . . squares trie common-sense factor
by bribing the witch-doctor who makes the ordeal drink.

Ordelf, variant of OKEDELK, Obs.

t Ordene, a. Obs. Also 4 ordenee, -dine, -ee,

4-5 -deyne, -ee, 5 -dein, -dain. [a. OF. ardent',

pa. pple. of ordener to OKDAIJT; the final e be-
came subseq. mute as in assigue, costive, etc.]
Ordained, ordered, regulated ; orderly, regular.
1340 Ayenb. 259 Hit becomb wel to man of worssipe. .bat

he by wel ordine and amesured ine alle his dedes. c 1374
CIIAITF.R Haet/i. in. pr. xii. 80 (Camb. MS.) The cerleyn
rmlre of nature ne sholde nat brynge forth so ordene {Add.
.l/.V.

4
0rdiuce| moeuynces. ,71430 I'i/gr. Lyf Man/ioac i.

cxxut. (1869) 65 Whan (urn sees! \K thouht gon out of good
wey and ordeynee.
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Hence f Ordenely n<lv., in an ordered or orderly
manner

; according to rule ; in proper order.
"34 Aycnb. 125 RJ3tvolnssemakeJ>>ane man ordeneliche

bbbe iuiKing o^ren. 1:1374 CHAUCER lloelh. IV. pr. vi. log
(Camb. MS.) fat they nc ben ilon ryhlfully and ordenely
{Add. MS. ordeinly]. 1422 tr. Xc<.reta St-cret., rrii: rri-\
129 Thatgretehoste.. waa OUercome . . of few Pepil, urdaynly
gouernyd. 1447 BOKENHAM Seyntys Introd. (Ro.xb.) i If
he procedyn wyl ordeneely.

Order vj?^daj),j//. Forms: 3-6ordre,4- order,
(4-5 -ir, -yr, 4-6 -our, -ur, 5 wordre). [ME.
H.GV.erdrt (nth c.) : *ordne, ad. L. on/iit-cin

(nom. ordo) row, series, course, order, array, etc.

Many senses of the word had been developed before it \vas

adopted in OF. and Eng. The order of the appearance of
the .senses here is consequently not that uf their logical
development in L., ancient and mediaeval. The specific
senses of

'

order of angels
'

and ' monastic order
'

appear in

the Ancren Kiwle; nearly all the ecclesiastical uses, with
that of ' a rank of the community ',

are found by i joo ;
but

the primary sense of ' row or rank
'

appears fust in the
i6th c. The arrangement here followed is in many points
merely provisional.]

I. Rank generally ;
a rank, grade, class.

1. A rank, row, scries ; one of several parallel
series behind or above one another. Obs. or arch.

'5*3 W. Tfvvai. Meteors (1640) 26 b, Thick cloudes over us,
and commonly a double order of cloudes, one above an other.

1565 Cooi'KK Thesaurus s. v. Consiirgo, Tcrno consnrgunt
ordine ruui, thei rowed with three orders of oars on
a side. 1607 Tol'SELL Fo,,r-f. Beasts (1658) 459 It bt-areth
three orders or rows of horns on the head. 1608 A. \Viu.i:r

Hexapla. E.roit. 851 Euerie side had these flue orders or
rankes of barres. 1745 P. THOMAS Jrnl. Alison's I 'ay. 197
[It] hath no other Ornament besides one Single Order of
Columns. 1831 I>KEWSTI-:R Optus xii. 103 Seven rings, or
rather seven circular spectra or orders of colours. 1863
P. S. WoBSLEY J'ntuis f Transl. g And wheels, a countless

order, each like each.

b. Arch. A series of mouldings. (See also 9.)
1845 PALKV Gothic Mouldings 10 An arcll of two or more

orders, _is
one which is recessed by so many successive planes

or retiring arches, each placed behind and beneath the ne.xt

before it. 1879 SIR G. SCOTT Mcii. Archil. I. 224 This
suggested the system of sub-ordinating the rims, or recessing
them, one behind the other, so as to divide the arch into
what are called orders.

2. A rank of the community, consisting of persons
of the same status (esp. in relation to other ranks

higher or lower); a social division, grade, or
stratum

; esp. in the phrases higher, lender orders.
a 1300 Cursor .)/. 25268 Vong and aid, bath mare and less,

of alkin ordre (mt here es. 1538 STAHKKV England I. iii.

77 Al statys, ordnrys, and degres..in our cuutrey. 1596

PAUYMFU tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. I. 105 The Scottis peple
isdeuydetin thrie ordouris. 1711 STEELK Sfcit. No. 436
F i A IMace of no small Renown for the Gallantry of the
lower Order of Britons, namely .. the ISear-Garden. 1749
FlBLDING I'oni Jones vi. i.v, Controversies that arise among
the lower orders of the English Gentry, at Horse-races, Cock
matches, and other public Places. 1776 FOOTK Kankrvpt
ill. \V ks. 17(79 II. 132 All orders concur to give up a great
public benefit, for the sake and security of private honour
and peace. 1822 G. HOKXUY Semi. EstaM. Savings lank

,

at Hitry, The young women amongst the lower orders.

1823 H. RAVKLIS l.ncul'r. 317 ]!y all classes of society, and
by the middle orders in particular. 1893 J. ADDERLEY !

.V. Rcinarx i. 2 That part of the Catechism is written for
|

the lower orders.

b. A definite rank in the state.
c 1374 CMALCER lioeth. I. pr. iv. 19 (Add. MS.) The kyng

.. caste hyrn to transporten vpon al (>e ordre of ]K senat t>e i

gilt of his real maieste. 1683 firilaiiHt'x Speculum Pref. -2,

The most High and Sacred Order of Kings, which is the
Ordinance of God himself. 1843 DisiiAliLl Sybil it. ii, 1

made a speech to the order [of baronets of England) at the
Clarendon; there were four hundred of us.

C. Rank or position in the abstract.
1667 MTL ION /'. /,. i. 506 These were the prime in order .

and in might. 1784 COWTKK Task iv. 586 All the graduated
scale Of order, from the chariot to the plough. 1842 TKN NY-
SON Vision of Sin 86 What care I for any name? What
for order or degree '!

3. A body of persons of the same profession,
occupation, or pursuits, constituting or regarded
as a separate class in the community, or united by
some special interest.

,1380 WYCMK Set. ll'lts. III. 417 To grounde soche
,

ordinsof beggers. 1597 HOOKLR l-.ccl. l',<i. v. Ixxvii. 2
Ministerial power.. seucreth them that haue it from other
men, and maketh them a speciall order consecrated unto the
service of the .Most High. . .Their difference therefore from
other men, is in that they are a distinct order. .. And St. Paul
himself dividing the body of the Church, .naineth the one
part AiuTtn, ..the Order of the Laity, the opposite part
wheruntowe in like sort term the Order of God's Clergy.
1613 SHAKS. Hen. I 'III, iv. i. 26 The Archbishop Of Canter,
bury, accompanied with other Learned, and Keuerend
fathers of his Order. 1776 GIBBON Dcd. ft F. 11869) ' *"
243 A generous though transient enthusiasm seemed to
animate the military order. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. vi.
1 1. 92 The spirit of the whole clerical order rose against
this injustice.

4. A class, group, kind, or sort, of persons,
beings, or things, having its rank in a scale of

being, excellence, or importance, or distinguished
from others by nature or character.

1736 BUTLFR Anal. i. iii. 87 Good men may naturally
unite, not only amongst themselves, but also with other orders
of virtuous Creatures. 175. HARRIS Utrnies Wks. (1841)
172 Verbs, participles, aixl adjectives, may he called attribu-
tives of the first order. The reason. .will \x better under-
stood, when we have more fully discussed attributives of the
second order. 1774 GOLUSM. ,\at. Hist. (1776) V. 2 Every
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order and rank of animals seems fitted for its situation in
life. 1794 lit-kKK Let. to Dk. 1'ortland Corr. IV. 236
Three or four of the senior fellows are men of the first or^.
1796 H. HUNTER tr. St. -Pierre's Stint. Nat. (1791)) II. 233
If we consider the vegetable Order. .we shall find it divided
..into three great classes, namely, into herbs, into shrubs,
and into trees. 1798 FKRKMR I/lnsti: Sterne iv. 134 There
may be as many different orders of beauty as of architecture.
1826 HISKAKU / "/:. Grty m. i, He possessed talents of a hiuh
order. 1877

' H. A. PAGE '

lie Qiiincy I. i. i All literature
that comes under the order of pure phantasy. 1888 BRVUK
.-Inter. C(>ii,iirt>>. 1 1 1. cii. 4-29 Cornell .. is an instance; Julius
Hopkins [College] in llallimore isanother ofa different order.

II. Rank in specific departments.
5. Each of the nine ranks or grades of angels,

according to media-val nngelology. Also, any
analogous class of spiritual or demonic beings.
The nine orders of angels are enumerated first in the

Pseudo-IJlonysius ( 4th c.), according to which there are three

hierarchies, each including three orders : these are seraphim,
cherubim, thrones ; dominations, principalities, powers ;

virtues, archangels, angels. (The names are deri\ed from

'

VI - , - o -

the mention of cherubim and seraphim in the O.T., and from
words used by St. Paul in enumerating things in heaven
and in the earth, in Coloss. i. 16, Kphes. i. 21.)

11 1225 Attcr. A'. 30 per beoft nitne englene ordrcs. a 1300
Cursor J/, 430 Of angels wald he serued be, pat suld uf
ordres \7>.r, ordoures) liaf thris tine. (1400 Ptyiucr 47
Alle ordris of holi spiritis, preie ;e fur us ! 1500-20 DUXHAK
Poems xxv. 31 Of angellis all the ordouris nyiu-. 1621
BURTON Ana'. Mel. i. ii. i. ii. 116761 16/1 Those orders of

food
and bad Devels, which the Platnnisls hold. 1667

_ IILTON P. L. vi. 885 As they went, Shaded with branching
Palme, each order bright, Sung Triumph, and him sung
Victorious King. ,i 1711 KKN Hymns J-.vang. Poet. Wks.
1721 I. 35 Nine heavenly orders enter one by one, The
lowest shin'd much brighter than the sun. 1860 PISKV
Mtn. Profh. 515 A subordinate order in the heavenly
Hierarchy, 1872 A. UK VI-KI-; Leg. St. Patr., Striving St.

P., Down knelt in Heaven the Angelic Orders Nine.

6. Z:V(7. a. A grade or rank in the Christian

ministry, or in an ecclesiastical hierarchy.
'1 he orders of the unreformcd Western Church are those

of bishop, priest, deacon, subdeacon, acolyte, exorcist,

reader, and ostiariitx or dour-keeper, variously counted as

eight or seven, according as bishop is or is nut considered
a distinct order from priest. Those of bishop, priest, deacon,
and (since i^th c.) subdeacon, are the greater, sacred, or

holy orders ; the others are the minor orders. The Anglican
Church recognizes only the three holy orders of bishop,
priest, and deacon. In most branches of the Eastern
Church the orders recogtn'/ed are those of bishop, priest,

deacun, subdeacon, and anagnost or reader, to \\hith some
adtl that of singer (i//aAn}?).
a 1300 Cursor M, -'6151 (Cott.) For-qui bat kay es gitien to

nan hot preist hat has }>is order [/-'tiiif. ordour] tan. c 1375
Sc. Leg. S<tints viii. (Phlltpus} <,u pane urestis 8: deknys
bare mad he... a! be remaynyne to do, pat efferyte bare

ordyr to. (.1440 Jacob's Well 162 pe x. fote depthe is

betwen a wuimnan 8; a man of ordre. & be heyere ordre,
he deppere synne. 1552 />/'. Com. Prayer Ordering of

Deacons, Diuerse orders of minister^ in the churche. 1563-87
FOXE A. $ JA (1684) II. 86 And so orderly proceeding untu
all the other Orders, degraded him from the Order uf Menet
and Collet, from the Order of Exorcist, from the Lectorship,
and last of all, from the Office of Door-keeper. 1709 SiRYi'i':

Ann. Kef. \. xi. 138 Divers having been made deacons,
after log and good tryal. .were admitted into priests orders.

1844 LINGARU Anglo-Sax. Ch. (1858) II. xii. 230 The clergy
were divided into two classes, one of inferior clerks in

minor orders, and employed as lectors, cantors, acolythists,
exorcists, and doorkeepers ; and the other of clerks in holy
orders. 1845 STKPHEN Conun. Laws Eng. (1874) II. 660

Holy orders, which are the orders of bishops (including
archbishops), priests, and deacons.

b. The rank, status, or position of a clergyman
or ordained minister of the Church. Now always
//., more fully holy orders. Hence the phrases to

take orders, to enter the ministry of the Church,
to be ordained

;
in orders, in the position of an

ordained clergyman or minister of the Church ;

/;/ deacons orders, in priest"s or full orders.
This has some affinities with sense 3 (see quot. 1597 from

Hooker there). Hut the pi. form in holy orders, to be in

orders, to take orders, etc. evidently refers to the different

orders within the ministry, rather than to the ministerial

or clerical order as a class or body of men.

sing. 13.. Cursor M. 27252 If he in hali order \I-'airf.

ordour] be. < 1386 CHAUCKK Pars. P. ? 817 folk that been
entred in-to ordru as subdekne or preest or hospitaliers.
Ibid. P 819 Sooth is that hooly ordre is chief of al the

tresorie of god. 14*6 AuotLAY Poems 34 Here hole order
when that thai toke, Thai were exampnyd apon a boke.

1580 HAY Dcntandes Chr. Kclig, 52 Quhy deny the ordoure
to be ane Sacrament. 1620 Bi. HALI, Hon. Mar. Clergy \.

xxi. Wks. (1625) 743 Continency is not of the substance of

order, nor by Diuine Law annexed to it.

//. 13.. Cursor M. 28365 In dedly sin \ tok vnscriuen,

niyn orders sua war J?ai me giuen. 1592 NASHE P, Pent-
lessc (ed. 2) 25 b, Let him straight take orders, and bee a
Churchman. 1666 PI-IPYS Diaty 21 Keb., My brother John
..is to go into orders this Lent. 1713 STKELI: Englishm.
No. 50. 326 Persons, even in Holy Orders, . .have stood

unconcerned. 1719 SWII-T To a Young Clergyman, When
they have taken a degree.. they get into orders as soon as

they can. 1814 JANE At'sits Manx/. Park \. ix, Yes,
I shall take orders soon after my father's return. 1833 Hi.
MARTiMiAU Three Ages in. 107 A master of arts, in full

orders, i.s desirous of a curacy. Mod. The Pope has pro-
nounced against the validity of Anglican orders.

c. The conferment of holy orders, the rite of

ordination; in the Latin Church reckoned one ol

the seven sacraments.
Letters of Oniet\s (also ellipt. O>aers\ a certificate of

ordination given by a bishop to a priest or deacon.

(,1290 ADM 335 i S. Eng, Leg. I. 116 Of is ordies he
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was ful streit : and he was in grete fere, For-toordeinen ani '

an : bote he J>e betere were, c 13x5 SHOREHA.M 7 Cristendom,
..! bisschoppynge, Penauns, and eke spousinge, Godes

body ine forme of bred, Ordre, and aneliinge, Thes sevene

Heth holi cherche sacremcns. 1550 DALE Eng. I'otaries

n. Oj, None were admytted to cure whych had not the

letters of hys orders. 1560 DAUS tr. Sleidane's Connn. 24
Sacramentes of the Churche. ..the other foure, confirmation,

order, Matrimony, and Unction. 1699 BURNET 39 Art. xxv.

(1700) 284 The third Sacrament rejected by this Article, is

Orders. 1699 Gov. NICHOLSON in Perry Hist. Coll. Anicr.

Col. Ch. I. 66 Acquaint the minister or ministers.. that they

bring with them their priests and Deacons Orders. 1706
HKAKNE Collect. 20 Mar. (O. H. S.) I. 206 A friend. .has

lost his letters of Order. 1780 COWPKR Progr. Err. 120 Go,
cast your orders at your Bishop's feet. 1852 HOOK Ch.

Diet. (1871) 444 Letters of orders are the bishop's certi-

ficate of having ordained a clergyman, either as priest or

deacon. 1875 MANNING Mission H. Ghost i. 17 In the

sacrament of Orders there is given a grace, whereby a priest
will always have a perpetual assistance for the discharge of

\

his office.

fd. Applied to matrimony, as a condition of

life into which men enter, or as a sacrament. Obs. \

01386 CHAUCER Zfcrch, T. 103 O blisful ordre of wedlok '

precious Thou art so murye and eek so vertuous.

7. A body or society of persons living by common
consent under the same religious, moral, or social !

regulations and discipline; especially, a. A mo-
|

nastic society or fraternity : as an order of monks
or friars t

the Benedictine or Franciscan order.

Sometimes applied to the rule or distinguishing
constitution of such a fraternity, or to monasticism ;

.is an institution.

a 1225 Ancr. K. 8 Gif eni unweote acse5 on of hwat ordre
|

3e b*on..onswerie3 & siggu'A K*1 3e beo'A of seint lames
!

ordre Jret was Godes apostle, t 1*90 .S". Eng. Leg. I. 57/138
fie J>are bi-gan pe ordre of frere Menouvs. c 1305 -SV. I

Dttnstan 49 in /;". /:". /'. (i86-_-) 35 per was ordre of niontkes
er seint patrik com And ci >cint Austyn to Engelondebroujte t

cristendom, 1362 LANGI.. P. PI, A. Prol. 55, I font J^ere
\

I-'reres, all j?e Foure Ordres. c 1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) x. 40 (

Chanouns of J?e ordre of saynt Austyne, < 1470 HENRY ;

ll'allace xi, 1241 A 5ong monk als with him in ordour stud.
!

1560 DAUS tr. Sleidanes Connn. 47 b, The order of Monkes
is the invention of man. a 1596 in Shaks. Tain. Shr. iv. i.

148 It was the Friar of Orders gray. 1669 WOODHEAD St.

Teresa n. i. 2 To follow the Call". . from his Divine Majesty i

unto this Order. 1756 NUGENT G>. Tour, France IV. 274 !

The famous abbey of I,a Trappe, of the Cistercian order. !

1769 ROBEKTSOS Chas. I', vi. Wks. 1813 VI. 104 The Jesuits,
as well as the other monastic orders, are indebted for the

j

existence of their order, not to the wisdom of their founder,
but to his enthusiasm. 1873 Dixox Two Queens 1. 1. 1. 8 The

;

Friends of Light, .were not an order, and still less a Church.

b. A fraternity or society of knights bound by
a common rule of life, and having a combined

(

military and monastic character
;
such as those

j

formed in the Middle Ages for the defence or pro- j

pagation of Christianity, or the defence of the Holy ;

Land, e.g. the Knights Templars, Knights Hospital- .

lers, Knights of the Teutonic Order, the legendary

Knights of the Round Table, etc.

1387 TKEVISA Higden (Rolls) VII. 465 Aboute )>is tyme |

bygan J>e ordre of Templeres. 1550 HALE Eng. \ 'otaries \\.

103 The hospytelersand Templars were two fygtinge orders, 1

instituted firste in the count reye of Palestine, .for the only
j

defence of Christen pylgrymes goyng to and fro. 1568
GKAI TON Chron. I. 106 That king Arthure first builded the !

Castle of Windsour, and there founded the order of the

round Table. 1645 FULLER Good Th. in Bad T, (1841) 43
Martin De Golin, master of the Teutonic order, was taken

prisoner. 1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl. s. v. Malta, Knights of

Malta, an order of military religious, who have bore various
names ; as. .Knights of Rhodes, order of Malta, religion of

Malta, etc. 1839 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 7) XVIII. 670/1 Pope
Celestine III ..conferred on them the title of Knights of the

Teutonic Order. Ibid. 670/2 The Teutonic order continued
iu Prussia until the year 1531. 1859 TENNYSON Guinevere

460 That fair Order of my Table Round, A glorious company,
the flower of men.
8. An institution, partly imitated from the medie-

val and crusading orders of military monks, but

generally founded by a sovereign, or prince of

high rank, for the purpose of rewarding meritorious

service by the conferring of a dignity.
1429 Rolls of Pat-It. IV." 346/2 The honourable Ordre of

the Gartier. 1508 1 K'XBAK Poems vii. heading, Lord Barnard

Stewart, lord of Aubigny . . consaloure . . to .. Loys, King of

France, Knight of his ordour, Capitane of the kepyng of

his body. 1530 PALSGK. 236/2 Knight of the order of

saynt Michael 1. 1560 DAUS tr. Slcida tie's Connn. 25 The
nianer is, that kynges with the swordes draw-en, shall strike i

softely, the shoulders of them that desyre the ordre. 1591
SIIAKS. i Hen. y/j iv. vii. 68 Knight of the Noble Order of

j

S. George, Worthy S. Michael, and the Golden Fleece. 1645
PAGITT Hercsiogr. (1647)6 He. .wore a great chaine like the
Collar of some Order. i76-7i H. WAI. POLE I'ertucs Atucd.

\

Paint. (1786) IV. 121 He.. painted the portraits of the

knights of the Hath, on the revival of that order. 1813
WELLINGTON Let. to Sir Isaac Heard 9 June in Gurw.
Dcsp. (1838) X. 429 Different titles and orders of Knight-
hood., conferred upon me by the Spanish and Portuguese
governments. 1855 PRKSCOTT Philip //, i. i. (1857) 5 The
order of the Golden Fleece, of Burgundy ; the proudest and
most coveted, at that day, of all the military orders of

knighthood.

b. The badge or insignia of such a dignity.
1539 Inv. Habiliments^ etc. Jas. !'. Scot. (1815) 49 Item

the ordoure of the Kinpnour with the gold in fleis. 1673
Loud. Gaz. No. 780/1 The Ceremony of investing the Prime
Savelli. .with the Order of the Golden Fleece. 1710 Ibid.

No. 4650/2 To whom he will carry the Order of the Black

Eagle. 1753 HANWAY Trav. (1762) I. vi. Ixxxii. 374 This
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lady wears the order of St. Andrew, which is a blue ribbon.

1874 HELPS Sac. Press, i. (1875) 3 A distinguished foreigner.
Lots of orders on his coat ; an Austrian, I think, a 1885 ANNK
GILCHRIST Century Guild Hobby Horse (1887) 15 He stands
there in gloomy black doublet with the order of the golden
fleece round his neck.

9. Arch. A system or assemblage of parts subject
to certain uniform established proportions, regu-
lated by the office which each part has to perform;

esp. in Classical Arch, applied to modes of archi-

tectural treatment founded upon the proportions
of columns and the kind of their capitals, with the

relative proportions and amount of decoration used

in their entablatures, etc.

These constitute the Five OrdcrsofClassical Architecture^
rising above each other in relative height, lightness, and

decoration, viz. the Tuscan, Doric, Ionic, Corinthian, and

Composite; of which the l>oric, Ionic, and Corinthian are the

original Greek orders, the Tuscan and Composite, Roman
modifications or varieties.

1563 SHITE Archit. Fjb, These three orders of pillers

Dorica, lomca, Corinthia, to be vsed as folowith. 1624
WOTTON A rchit. in Relig, Y (1651) 225 There are five

Orders of Pillars, according to* their dignity and perfection.

1697 POTTER Autiq, Greece i. viiL (1715) 3' The Chapters
seem to be a mixture between that [the lonick] and
the Dorick Order. 1731 GentI. Mag. I. 123 A Colonade of

48 Corinthian Pillars supporting the upper part of the

Building which is to be adorn 'd with the like Number of

Pilasters of the same Order. 1^82 On.PIN Wye (1789) 82

There are orders of architecture in mountains as well as in

palaces. 1823 P. NICHOLSON Pract. Build. 451 The Orders
of Architecture constitute the basis upon which, chiefly, the

decorative part of the science is built. 1856 FROUDE Hist.

Eng. (18581 I. i. 2 Just .is the hist orders of Gothic archi-

tecture were the development of the first.

^t b. A system of disposal of columns 'in or about

a building in respect of their distance apart or
' intercolnmniation '. Ol>s,

1563 SHUTF Archit. A j b, The placing of the fine orders,

namely, arcostylos, diastylos^ cnstyhs^ sistylos^
and picno-

stvlos. Ibid* F j b, The fifth and last order is that which
Vitruuius calleth Picnostylos.

10. Math, The degree of complexity of any
analytical or geometrical form, equation, expres-

sion, operator, or the like, as denoted by an ordinal

number ffirst, second, third, . . .
, wth).

The order of a plane curve corresponds to the degree of

its equation, or to the number of points (real or imaginary)
in which it can be cut by a straight line. A fluxion of the

second order is a fluxion of a fluxion ; an infinitesimal of
the second order is one infinitely smaller than one of the first

order, etc.

1706 DITTOS FIu.vions -22 An Infinitesimal of another Order
or Degree. Jbid. 123 These sorts of | Exponential] Quantities
are of several Orders or Degrees. 1726 E. Si ONE New Math.
Diet. s. v., Order of Curve-Lines. Sir I. Newton . .gives an
Enumeration of Geometrical Lines of the third Order, as

thus. 17*7-41 CHAMBERS Cycl. s. v. Curve, Algebraic Curves
of the same kind or order, are those whose equations rise

to the same dimension. 1743 EMERSON Fluxions 3 In any
Fluxionary Equation, a Quantity of the first Order is that

which has only one first Fluxion in it; a (Quantity of the

second Order has either one second Fluxion or two first

Fluxions: Quantities of the third Order, are third Fluxions,

froduct
of three first Fluxions, product of a first and second

'luxion, etc. 17^8 LYONS Fluxions \\. gg A line of the

first order, or which is the same thing, the locus of a simple

equation is always a right line. Jbid. g 100 A line of the

second order is always a conic section. 1820 BABBAGK:

Functional Equations 4 To find periodic functions of the

wth order, or to solve the equation ^".r-jr. 1834 MHS.
SOMERVIU.E Connex. Phys. Sc. xxxviii. (1849) 453 The
curves in which the celestial bodies move by the force of

gravitation are only lines of the second order. 1895 K. 1!.

ELI.IOTT Algebra of Cjnantics i The degree of a quantic in

the variables .v
t y, s..is generally spoken of as its order.

11. Nat. Hist. One of the higher groups in the

classification of animals, vegetables, or minerals,

forming a subdivision of a class, and itself sub-

divided into families, or into genera and species.
Natural Order (of plants), a group consisting of genera or

families naturally allied in general structure, as opposed to

an Order in an artificial system (such as the Sexual system
of LiniiEEUs), the members of which agree only in some single
characteristic which may or may not be important.

1760 J. LEV: Introd, AW. 11. i. (17651 74 The first general
Division of the whole Ilody of Vegetables is into twenty-four
Classes ;

these are again subdivided into Orders, the Orders
into Genera, the Genera into Species, and the species into

Varieties, where there are any worthy of Note. 1803 R. A.

SALISBURY in Tram. Linn, See. (1807) VIIL 7 All the

Natural Orders which agree in that respect (perigynou-,
insertion of the stamens] may be arranged in one continuous

series. 1828 STARK Elon. Nat. Hist. I. 32 Since the publica-
tion of the Regne Animal^ Latreille and others have made
a separate order of the Cheiroptera. 1830 LINDLEY Introd.

Nat. Syst. l>ot. \ heading^ The Natural Orders of Flams.

1859 DARWIN Orig. Spec. xiii. 11866)488 All these genera
descended from A form an order distinct from the genera
descended from /. 1862 HUXLEY Lcct. IVrkng. Men 49 If

you divide the Animal Kingdom into Orders you will find

that there are above one hundred and twenty. 1897 WILLIS

Flowering M. I. 147 He will be able to classify ..any new
order that may be presented to him.

III. Sequence, disposition, arrangement, ar-

ranged or regulated condition.

12. Disposition of things in which one thing, or

each of a number of tilings, duly succeeds another
;

sequence or succession in space or time ; succession

of acts or events ; the mode in which this occurs,

course or method of occurrence or action.

^1320 Cast. Lm' 741 A trone-.Seuene steppes J>er beup

ORDER.

f>er-to, pat so feire w* ordre i-ti^ed beoj>, Furor bing in
world no mon seoj?. 1382 WVCLII- Luke \. 8 Whannc
Sacharie was set in presthod, in the ordre of his sort bifore
God

[1388 in the ordlr of his cours to fore God], a 1548
HALL Chron., Rich. Ill, 25!), In this ordre they passed
throughe the palayce. 1596 DALKYMI'LE tr. Leslie s Hist.
Scot. vi. 317 S. Margaret buir to King Malcolme .. Edgar,
Alexander and Danid ; quhilkes all conferme to thair ordour
war kingis. 1605 SHA-KS. fttacb. m. iv. 119 Stand not vpon
the order of your going, But go at once. 1613 Hen. I'll!,
iv. i. stage-direct , The Order of the Coronation, i. A Huely
Flourish of Trumpets. 2. Then, two ludges. 3. Lord
Chancellor, with Purse and Mace before him [etc.]. 1667
MILTON /'. L. xi. 736 Of everie Beast, and Bird, and Insect
small Came seavens, and pairs, and enterd in, as taught
Thir order. 1737 POPE Hor. Epist. \\. i. 316 Pageants on.
Pageants, in long order drawn. 1799 MACKINTOSH Stud.
Law Nature, etc. Wks. 1846 I. 354 His method is incon-
venient and unscientific: he has inverted the natural order.

1833 CRUSE Eitsclnus \\\. \\. 85 Now let us pursue the order
of our history. 1846 MILL Logic i. v. 6 Instead of Co-
existence and Sequence, we shall sometimes say, for greater
particularity, Order in Place, and Order in Time.
13. Formal disposition or array ; regular, me-

thodical, or harmonious arrangement in the position
of the things contained in any space or area, or

composing any group or body.
c 1374 CHAUCICR Bocth. iv. pr. vi. 105 i,Camb. MS.) By the

whiche disposicion the puruyance knytteth alle thinges in

hir ordres. a 1400-50 Alexander 27 pai . . Of Je ordere of

pat odde home Jat ouer \>e aire hingis Knew J>e kynd.
(1425 LYDG. Assembly of Gods 250 A dew ordre in euery
place ys expedyent. e 1450 HOLLAND Howlat 578 Gif I sail

schewe The order of thar armis. a 1533 LD. BERSERS
Hiton hx. 205 Than paynyms on euery parte . . ranne
thether he that best myght, without kepynge of any good

prdre. 1594 Mirr. Policy (1599) 49 Order is the due dispos-

ing of al things. 1695 WOODWARD Nat. Hist. Earth in. i.

(1723) 165 A broken and confused Heap of Bodyes, placed
in no Order to one another. 1712-14 POPE Rape Lock in.

168 When num'rous wax-lights in bright order blaze. 1860
TYNDALL Glac, \\. xvii. 315 The crevasses are .. apparently
without law or order in their distribution. 1875 BEDIOKD
Sailor s Pocket Bk. i. {eel. 2) 22 The formation or disposition
of a fleet is termed its Order.

b. In wider sense : The condition in which

everything is in its proper place, and performs it

proper functions.

138* WYCLIF Job x. 22 The erthe of wrecchidnesse and of

dercnessis ; wher shadewe of deth, and noon order. 14*3

JAS. I Kingis Q. cxxv, The strenth, the beautee, and the

ordour digue Off his court riall, noble and benigne. 1599
SHAKS. Hen. I

',
in. Prol. 9 Heare the shrill Whistle, which

doth order giue To sounds confus'd. 1667 MILTON P. L,
in. 713 Till at his second bidding darkness fled, Light shon,
and order from disorder sprung. 1734 POPE Ait. Man iv.

49 Order is Heav'n's first Law. 1882 A. W. WARD Dickens
iv. 90 His love of order made him always the most regular
of men.

fc. Form, shape (as resulting from arrange-

ment). Obs. rare.

1578 LYIE Dodocns i. Ixxxvii. 130 Nettell leaues.. reduced
to the order of a Pessarie. -prouoketh the flourcs.

14. Disposition of measures for the accomplish-
ment of a purpose; suitable action in view of some

particular end ; to lake order, to take measures

or steps, to make arrangements. Obs. or arch.

1546 in Strype Eccl. Mem.fazi) II. n. App. C. 20 Preying

you al to take order, that every commissioner in that shire

may have a double or copy of this lettre. i$M Order of
the Hospitalls l>vij, Bring them before a Court, that

order may be taken therein. iglBGUFTQM Chron. I. 176
When the king had thus taken order with bis affayres in

Denmarke, he returned shortly into England. 1603 SIIAKS.

Mfas.for M. 11. li. 25 Let her haue needfull, but not ktuish

meanes, There shall be order for't. x6ia L. MUNCK in

Bitccleuch JAVA". (Hist. MSS. Comm.) L 115, I pray you
therefore to take order to send it away with convenient

speed. i6$NEKDH.\M tr. Scldcn's Mare Cl. 497 Certain

orders made to make our Fishing prosperous, and successful.

1709 STRYI-K Ann. Rcf. I. i. ix. 129 After they had taken

order to meet there again by eight of the clock in the

morning, they shifted them, and departed. 1827 SoUTHBY
Hist. Pt-nins. U'ar xxiv. II. 418 Even for this inevitable

necessity no order having been taken by the Spanish
authorities.

f!5. Regular or customary mode of procedure;
a method of action ; a customary practice, an

established usage. Obs.

1461 Rolls of ParIt. V. 494 After the olde ordre of their

accomptes. 1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 153 1 j 1 8 b, To make

hym partener of his glory by a certeyn nieane, and certeyn
order, a 1548 HALL Chron., Hen. I'll/, 143 b

.
'1' a re'

formacion in the ordre of the kynges housholde. 1575 SEKJT.

FLEETWOOD in Ellis Original Lett. Ser. n. III. -'alt is

harde to cause a Northeren Tanner, or any other in nis old

daies, to lerne a newe order of Tanning, r 1592 MARLOWE

9Vjt' of Malta iv. ii, He.. sleeps in bis own clothes,., tis

an order which the friars use. 1597 HOOKER Eccl. Pol. v.

Ixxii. 8 It came afterward to be an order, that even as

the day of Christs resurrection, so the other two, in memory
of his death and buriall, were weekely. 1653 HOLCKOI T

Procopius \. 26 Belisarius seeing the Enemies order with

their Engins, fell into a laughing, a 1715 BUKNET Own Time

(1823) I. 401 The constant order of that matter was, to set

all the pipes a-running on Saturday night, that so the

cisterns might be all full by Sunday morning.

16. A method according to which things act or

events take place ;
the fixed arrangement found in

the existing constitution of things ;
a natural, moral,

or spiritual system in which things proceed accord-

ing to definite laws. Chiefly in such phrases as

order ofnature^ of things, of the world, moral order ,

spiritual order, etc. i^In quot. 1340 70, A par-



ORDER.
ticular instance of such method or arrangement,
a law.)
1340-70 Alex, ff Dind. 327 Hi an ordre of cure kinde

whan we holde waxen, . .We schulle for-leten oure lif. 1553
KBBM Treat. Xe^^e Ind. (Arb.) 5 No lesse confounding
Ihe order of (hinges, than lie whiche cloteth an ape "in

purple, and a king in sackecloth. 1558 KNOX First Hlast
(Arb.) ii God by the order of his creation hath spoiled
woman of authoritie and dominion. Ibid. 26, I haue

?roued.
.by the ordre of Goddes creation . .that [etc.]. 1604

:. G|KIMSTONE] tr. D'Acosta's Hist. Indies ill. xii. 158
Agreeing with the wisdom of the Creator, and the goodly
order of nature. 1709 Porn Ess. Crit. 157 Objects .. Which
out of nature's common order rise. 1785 PAI.EV A/or. P/iilos.
Wks. 1825 IV. 13 The laws of custom are very apt to be
mistaken for the order of nature. 1841 TENNYSON Jlforte
ffArthur ?4o'

r
\\z old order changeth, yielding place to new,And God fulfils Himself in many ways. 1853 CARPENTEK

I'rint. Hum. Phys. (ed. 4) 814 The belief in the stability
of the order of nature, or in the invariable sequence of similar
effects to similar causes. 1855 PRESCOTT Philip ff, n. i.v.

(1857) 312 A craving, impatient spirit, which naturally made
them prefer any change to the existing order of things.
1805 R. W. DALE Jew. Temple ffK. (1877) 219 Christ's death

is_
the foundation of new spiritual order. 1871 MORLKV

Voltaire (1886) 3 More than two generations of men had
almost ceased to care whether there l>e any moral order or
not. 1875 MAINE Hist. last. ii. 28 The Druids, whom the
I'.rehon lawyers regarded as having belonged altogether to
the old order of the world. 1878 STEWART & TAIT Unseen
L'ai'.i. i. 42. 60 The existence of an invisible order of things.

17. Eccl. In liturgies, A stated form of divine

service, or administration of a rite or ceremony,
prescribed by ecclesiastical authority; also the
service so prescribed.
1:1400 Apol. Loll. 68 pis haue we seid schortly of be

wordre of lowsing, bat schepherdis of be kirk ow to bind
& lowse vnder gret moderacoun. 1548-9 ..Mar.) Hi: Com.
Prayer i An ordre for Mattyns dayly through the yere
1563 WINJET Four Scoir Thre Quest. Wks. 1888 I. 72 The
doctrine and ordour laitlie set furth at Geneua. 1662 fife.

Com. Prayer, The Order of Confirmation. 1827 HALLAM
Canst. Hist. (18761 I. vi. 298 He had already, .enjoined the
bishops to proceed against all their clergy who did not
observe the prescribed order. 1871 E. W. ROBERTSON Hist.
F.ss. 209 The service for consecrating a Northumbrian
sovereign . . is the oldest

' Order
'

on record.

18. spec, (from 1 5.) The prescribed or customary
mode of proceeding in debates or discussions, or
in the conduct of deliberative or legislative bodies,
public meetings, etc., or conformity with the same ;

as order of business, to rise to a point of order, the

speaker or motion is not in order, or is out of order.
See also Order of the day, in 25.
1781 Gentl. Mag. LI I. 622 Here the House was all in

a roar, to order ! to order ! On which Mr. Speaker rose.
1811 Part. Deli, in Exaiuiaer 4 May 280/1 Here Gen
Manners called Sir Francis to order. 1817 Part. Deb. 1849Mr. Brougham spoke to order, and submitted, that these
were expressions which were not consistent with the decorum
and dignity of their proceedings. ^37 DICKENS Picko i

1849 in Ht. Martineau Hist. Peace i. v. 51 A breach oforder
by some individual of warm temperament. 1888 BRYCE
Amer. CmtniKv. II. in. Ixix. 545 Business begins by the
'

calling of the convention to order
'

by the chairman of the
National Party committee. 1898 Daily ife-.i'S 25 Mar. 2/3,

'

I wish to ask you whether your privilege as Speaker is not
limited to excluding questions which transgress order.

19. (= Civil o* public order.) The condition in
;

which the laws or usages regulating the public
relations of individuals to the community, and the

public conduct of members or sections of the

community to each other, are maintained and
observed ; the rtde of law or constituted authority ;

law-abiding state; absence of insurrection, riot,
turbulence, unruliness, or crimes of violence.
1483 Rolls o/Ptirlt. VI. 240/2 The ordre of all poletique

:

Rule was perverted, the Lawes . . broken, subverted and
contempned. 1500-10 UfNBAR Poems Ixvi. 30 Gude rewle
is banist our the Bordour, And rangat ringis but ony ordour.
a 1548 HALL Chron., Hen. I 'III 251 People without order or
civilitie. 1558 KNOX First Blast (Arb.l n The subuersiou
of all good order, of all equitie and iustice. 1683 Col. Rec.
Pcnnsylv. I. 76 Constables should go to publick nouses to
see good Ord" kept. 1711 STEELE Sped. No. 270 ? i

Order is the Support of Society. 1784 Cowi'F.K '{ask n.

785 He graced a college, in which order yet Was sacred
1861 M. PATTISON ss. (1889) I. 47 Peace and order were
maintained by police regulations of German minuteness
and strictness. Mod. These riotous proceedings were at
length suppressed and order restored.

20. State or condition generally (qualified asgoo,!,
had, etc.) ; normal, healthy, or efficient condition
in phrases in order, out of order : see 27 b, 30).
15*8 GRAFTON C/irou. I. 133 This schoole . . newe'ly re-

payred,
and set it in much better order than before it had

tam. 1667 MILTON P. L. ix. 402 All things in best order to
invite Noontide repast, or Afternoon's repose. 1743 BULKE-
IKY & COHMraKm S. Seas i The Ships were all in prime
Order, all lately rebuilt. 1799 J. ROBERTSON Agric. Pcrl/t
153 Land may be said to be in good order, when it is clean
of weeds [etc.]. 1836 Backwoods ofCanada 162 The ducks
re in the finest order during the early part of the summer.

1885 SIR W. R. GROVE in Law Rep. 15 Queen's Bench Div.
3*010 see that the machinery of the truck is apparently in
good order. Mad. The land is in bad order
humorously. 1809 MAI.KING// Klas in. iv. P 9 We drank

as we liked, so that the servants '-hall and the dining-roomwere in equally high order when we took our leave 1820
SCOTT Jrnl. 17 July (,8oo) II. 319 Her husband, being in
good order [u e. drunk] also, did not miss her till he came to
Prestonpans.
21. Mil. The position in which a rifle is held as

183

a result of the command to ' order arms
'

: see
OKDEK v. i b.

1847 Infantry Man. (1854) 40 b, A company., can load
from the order with the same ease as from the shoulder.
1879 Martini.Henry Ki/le. I'.xerc. 6 When the rifle has been
placed at the Order, the recruit will be instructed always to
fall in with it in that position.

IV. The action or an act of ordering ; regula-
tion, direction, mandate.

t 22. The action of putting or keeping in order
;

regulation, ordering, control. O/>s.

a 1548 HALL Chron., Kdw. Ii' 239 The French kyng,
which then claymed to have the order and manage of the

yonge lady, as a pupille, ward and orphane. laid., Hen.
r'flf, 240 b, The Graunde Master Hostoden, which had the

conduyte and ordre of the performaunce of her maryage.
c 1550 CHFKF Matt. xxiv. 47 Truli J sai unto ion, he w il give
him y order of all y' he hath. 1627 Up. HALL Hcavcnvpon
J-.aith vii. \V ks. So If excesse of passions be naturall to \s
as men, the order of them is naturall to us as Christians. 1690
NORRIS Beatitudes 1 1694) I. 2 To give Laws and Precepts
for the Instruction and Order of his Disciples.

23. An authoritative direction, injunction, man-

j

date ; a command, oral or written ; an instruction.
a 1548 HALL Cliron., lien. I '/// 94 The Ambassador was

commaunded to kepe his house in silence, . . which ordre sore
abashed the Frencbe. 1596 SHAKS. Tain. Stir. iv. iii. 118-0
Tail. . .Grumio gaue order how it should Ije done. C-rn. I gaue
him no order, I gaue him the stufle. 1646 III'. MAXWELL
third. Issach. in Phenix (1708.1 II. 291 The Scotish Pope's
Sermon, pieach'd at Westminster, and printed by Order of
the House. 1648 Hamilton Papers (Camden) 242 Com-
manded to obey the orders of the Committee of Estats. 1725
POPH Odyss. 111.414 Thyship and sailors but for orders stay.
1799 WELLINGTON Let. to I.ient.-C,en. Harris in Gurw. Dcsp.
(1837) I. 30, I have not

t

heard anything of the 12 pounders
ordered to a new situation by the general orders of yester-
day. 1859 TENNYSON Enid 152 Then the good king gave
order to let blow His horns for hunting. 1884 "Times
(weekly ed.) 31 Oct. 15/1 The Agamemnon was under orders
to strengthen the China fleet.

24. spec. a. Law. A decision of a court or

judge, made or entered in \\riting ;
in the Supreme

Court, a direction of the court or a judge other
than a final judgement.
a 1716 GILBERT Cos. Law!, F.,j. 137 Two Justices made

an Order, that upon Sight thereof the ( Kerseers should [etc ]

1845 M'CuLl.ocn Taxation II. vi. (1852) 264 Properly sold
by order of the Courts of Chancery and Exchequer. 1846

Ace. Brit. Empire (1854) 11.651 Relief., treated as a loan
. .may be recovered, under an order of justices, by attach-
ment of the party's wages in his master's hands. 1883 Law
Rep. 1 1 Queen's Bench Div. 591 An order nisi was afterwards
obtained for a new trial, on the ground of misdirection. 1884
SIR H. COTTON in Law Rep.il Q. B. D. 345 The Orders
under the Judicature Act provide that every order may be
enforced in the same manner as a judgment, but still judg-
ments and orders are kept entirely distinct. Mod. Neiuspr.A committal order was refused, but, by consent, a new
order to pay -is. a month was made.

b. Banking!? Commerce. A written direction to

pay money or deliver property, given by a person
legally entitled to dispose thereof.

1673 LD. SHAFTESBI-RY Par/. Speech in Coll. Poems 238He saw .. the difference through all His Business between
Ready Money and Orders. 1682 SCARLETT Exchanges 53
Its unadvisedly done for a Drawer .. to make his Bills

payable to order. 1709 STEELE Tatler No. 60 F 2 Pray pay
to Mr. Tho. Wildair, or Order, the Sum of One Thousand
Pounds, and place it to the Account of Yours, Humphrey
Wildair. 1846 MRS. CARI.YI.F. Lett: I. 366, I will send a
Post-Office order, in repayment. 1866 CKLMI- Kanking\\.
90 By the Act of 1853 the drawer is allowed to make a
stamped cheque payable to 'order '. 1883 LD. BLACKBURN
in Lena Times Rep. (1884) XLIX. 687/1 The bills of lading
also were made out in the name of D. and Co., deliverable
to their order.

c. Business. A direction to make, provide, or
furnish anything, at the responsibility of the person
ordering; a commission to make purchases, supply
goods, etc. A large order (slang), a large require-
ment, demand, request, proposal, etc.

1837 LONGF. in f.ifeWqi) I. 262 He writes the piece to
order, for Miss Clifton, who gives him a thousand dollars.
1845 DISRAELI Sybil in. vii,

'

If it's an order, let us have
it at once.' 'It isnot an order'.said Morley. 1855 BAGEHOT
/.//. Stud. I. 29 Poets indeed are not made to order '. 1879H.GEORGE Prvgr. $ Po~s. v. i. (1881) 242 Manufacturers find
their orders falling off. Mod. ' Boots and shoes ready
made, or to order.' 1884 Pall Mall C. 24 July 5/ t That
is, to employ an agreeable piece of slang, a very large order.
1892 W. S. GILBERT Mountebanks i, Exchange all the
beautiful things I've got inside?.. It's a large order.

d. A pass for admission, without payment or
at a reduced price, to a theatre or other place of

entertainment, or to any place which is not un-

restrictedly open to the public, as a museum,
library, park, private establishment, etc.

17*3 JOHNSON in ISoswell 16 May, He has refused me an
order for the play for Miss Williams, because he knows
the house will be 'full. 1779 SHERIDAN Critic i. i, On the
first night of a new piece they always fill the house with
orders to support it. 1838 DICKENS Nich. Nick, ii, And
about the box-office in (he season, . . when they give away
the orders. 1855 Lontion as it is to-day 134 During the
session of Parliament, admission to hear the debates may be
obtained by an order from a member. Itid. 243 Museum
of the Royal Institution. Admission by member's order.
1899 " 'maker's Aim. 378/1 Mansion House .. Admission
by order and a small fee. Ibid. 379/2 The Times and the
Dattf lelegraph Printing Offices.. . By special orders only.
Ihd. 379/1 Woolwich .. Royal Arsenal .. admission .. by

'

order obtained at War Office.

ORDER.
V. Phrases and Combinations.

25. Order of the day. a. In a legislative body,
|

the business set down for debate on a particular
day (

^ K. rordre dttjoiir). b. Specific commands
or notices issued by the commanding officer to the

troops under his command, c. tolloq. The pre-
vailing rule or custom of the time.
1792 A. YOUNG Trav. France 551 note. Writers who wish

to spread the taste of revolutions, and make them every
where the order of the day. 1795 WASHINGTON in Spark's
I.ifef, \\'rit.Cioin>. Morris (1832) III. 56 Peace has been ito

Ins-t. Kng. C,m: \. i.v. 137 Orders of the day. .relate to busi.
ness for which by orders of the House particular days are
appointed. 1897 Pall Mall Mag. Dec. 581 November's dark
hours and gloomy fogs were once more the order of the day.
26. By order.

) a. = In order: see 27. 06s.
13. . Coer de /,. 2961 Be order they romen in her maneres.

c 1380 WYCUF .SW. // 'fa. III. 352 He is dettonr to eche man
but bi ordre. i 1385 CHAUCER L. G. II'. 2514 Phyllis. But
al hire lettere wryte I ne may By ordere. 1604 E. G[RI.M.
STONE) D'Acasta's Hist. Indies in. xxvi. 199 All these
notable Earthquakes . . have succeeded one an other by
order. 1649 JER. TAYLOR Ct. Kxeiuf. Exhort. Jn What
he abated by the order to his intendment and design. 1655
STANLEY Hist, riiitos. i. (1701) 24/1 Every Citizen according
to his age, should., by and in order declare his judgement.

b. lly authoritative direction or command
; see

23 and 24.

27. In order, a. In proper sequence or suc-

cession, according to rank, importance, seniority,
size, position, date, affinity, etc.
c 1400 Destr. Trey 9797 All bai loldyn hym tale, . . Of kaire

answare, in orclur. c 1500 How Pttni'iiian lerned Pater-
noster 113 in Haxl. E. P. P. I. 213 In ordre folowed them
other tbre. a 1548 HALL Cliron., Kick. Ill 29 After whome
inarched in order queue Anne his wife likewyse crouned.
1667 MILTON /'. /,. n. 507 Forth In order came the grand
infernal Peers. 1791 Con PER Retired Cat 94 The lowest
first, and without stop The rest in order to the top. 1871 K.
ELLIS Catullus xxx\ ii. 2 Ninth post in order next beyotul
the twins cap-crow n'd. Mod. Are the letters in order?

b. Iii a condition in which the elements or con-
stituents are properly disposed with reference to
each other, or to their purpose ; in proper condition

;

in obedience to constituted authority or usage.
(1380 WVCI.IF ll'fts. (1880) 349 pe fendes of belle trowen

alle (at we trowen, but hem fallen charite to bynde her
schelde in order. 1526 TINHAI.E i Cor. xi. 34 Wother tbynges
will I set in order when I come. 1535 COVERUALE 2 Ki'iifs
xx. i. 1566 PAINTER Pal. P/eas. 1L 213 Havinge set all

tbinges in order for that voyage. 1709 Pbl'E Kss. Crit. 672
Thus useful arms in magazines we place, All rang'd in order,
and dispose! with grace. 1772 Test Filial llnty II. 219
Their house is putting in order. 1878 E. JENKINS Ha^er.
holme 28 Why should we spend a hundred thousand men
and millions of money in setting that part of the world in
order? 1897 MARY KINGSI.EY //'. Africa 525 One of tin-

chief duties of these societies is to keep the \\omcn in order.

28. /;/ order to.

t a. In regard or respect to, in reference to
;

for

the sake of. 0/>s.

1526 Pilgr. Perf. tW. de W. 1531) 6 The rychesse of y
worlde hath no goodnes, but in order to man. 1646 H.
LAWRENCE Comm. Angclls 56 Wee come to their punish-
ment, which.. is necessary for us to know, in order to this

subject. 1656 JEANF.S Fitln. Christ 393 That which Paul
speaketh of himselfe, and Timothy, in reference unto the

Corinthians, 2 Cor. 6. ii is applicable unto Christ in order
unto all Christians. 1669 R. MONTAGU in Duccleiich MSS.
(Hist. MSS. Comm.) I. 427, I gave, .an account in my last

of what I had done in order to his Majesty's commands.
b. With a view to the bringing about of (some-

thing), for the purpose of (some prospective end\
1655 Clarke Papers (Camden) III. 33 Col. Jones and Col.

Penruddock are sent downe into the west in order to theire

tryall. 1672 EVELYN Diary i
Sept., After this I returned

home,. in order to another excursion to the sea side. 1711
Si'oiswooo in Perry Hist. Coll. Amer. Col. Cli, I. 188 To
meet me next week on our frontiers in order to a treaty.
1773 BURKE Corr. (1844) ' 4^3 A meeting ought. .to be
called ..in order to a regular opposition in parliament. 1837
HT. MARTINF.AU Soc. Amer. II. 229 In order to shoemaking,
there must be tanning. 1869 GOULBURN Purs. //W/>;t-.v.v

viii. 67 In order to the existence of love between two parties,
there must be a secret affinity between them.

(b) with infinitive object.
1711 STEELE Spe,t. No. 48 p 2, I shall next Week come

down . . in order to take my Seat at the Board. 1774 GOLDSM.
,Y,it. Hist. (1776) II. 336 They then incur every danger, in

order to rescue their young. 1818 CRUISE Digest (ed. 2) II.

584 Lord Mansfield rightly said, it was not necessary to
show actual force, in order to prove an ouster. 1868 Chambers'
J'lncycl. III. 142/1 In order to support the roof .. a second
row of columns was introduced.

t c. Formerly also in orderfor :
= b. Obs.

1746 ELIZA HEYWOOD Female Speet. No. 24 (1748) IV. 281
The various stratagems to which she was obliged to have
recourse, in order for this discovery. 1749 FIKLI>ING Tow
Jones vni. xi, There was scarce a \V ickedness which I did
not meditate, in order, for my Relief.

29. In order that: \\itb, the aim or purpose that,

to the end that.

1711 ADPISON Sped. No. 62 F 2 In order., that the

Resemblance in the Ideas be Witletc.J. 1832 HT.MARTINFAI
Hill ff yalley viii. 126 In order that you may see that we
cannot help doing so. 1875 JOWETT Plato I. 121, I have

( -Mm- to you now, in order that yon may speak to him.



ORDER.

30. Out of order: Not in proper sequence, orderly

arrangement, or settled condition ;
in disorder or i

derangement ;
unsettled ;

not in proper or normal

condition of action, mind, bodily health, etc. (In

the sense
'

indisposed
'

very common in 1 8th c. )

01548 HALL Chron., lien. I'llI 70 The kyng beyng
j

infourmed, that hit realme of Irelande was out of ordre.
|

1596 DALRVMPLE tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. I. 31 Ky, nocht

tame . . bot lyke wylde hartes, wandiring put of ordour. 1608

Toi'SELL Serpents (1658) 771 The patient i-s much disquieted,

vexed, and loo much out of order. x6n BIHLE Trans/.

Pref. 3 If out of order, they [the Scriptures] will reforme vs.

1661 BOYLE Style of Serift. 11675) "3 To mend a watch,
that's out of order. 1666 PEPYS Diary 6 Aug., Find my wife

,

mightily out of order, and reproaching of Mrs. Pierce and

Knipp as wenches. 1722 I.onil. liaz. No. 6098/1 His . .

Majesty being out of Order, by reason of a Cold. 1772

JOHNSON Let. to Mrs. Thrale 4 Nov., Since I came to

Ashbourne I have been out of order. I was well at Litch-

field. 1859 DARWIN Orif. Spec. iv. (1866) 145 A high organ-
isation would be. .more liable to be put out of order and thus

injured. 1882 Daily Tel. 28 Oct. 2/4 Waters in Sheffield

district still out of order, and angling at a standstill.

31. attrib. and Comb., as order system, order-

loving adj. ; order clerk, a clerk who enters

business orders ;
order form, a partially blank

form to be filled up in giving a business order; |

order-paper, a paper on which questions, etc.,

coining in the order of the day, in a legisla-

tive assembly, are entered ; order-word (F. mot

d'ordre}, the military pass-word of the day, a

watchword.

1829 Censor 224 Render it incumbent on him to adopt the

Shilling Order system. 1890
' K. BoLDREWOOD ' Miner's

Kight (1899) 8i/t His order-loving soul was daily vexed by
reason of the irregularities. 1896 Times (weekly ed.) 19

Jan. 52/2 There were as many as 70 questions on the order

paper. 1898 T. HARDY ll~esse.r Poems 71 Marmont against
the third gave the order-word.

Order (p'-ids-i), v. Forms : 3-7 ordre, 5 ordyr,
6 ordour, -ur. 4- order. [ME. onlre-n, (. ordre,

ORDER sl>. : cf. OF. orJreer, f. ordre, and I., or-

dinCire, f. ordin-em, whence OF. ordcncr, mod.F.

onlonner ; Eng. to order is thus the equivalent in

sense of I., ordinare and F. onlonner, and so in

part a doublet of OHDAIN.]
I. 1. trans. To give order or arrangement to

;

to put in order ; to arrange or dispose in a parti-

cular order ;
to arrange methodically or suitably,

place in right order ; spec, to draw up in order

of battle, to array, marshal, arch.

a 1240 Satvles H'arile in f.amb. Hom. 261 Nihe wordes

ber beoo, ah hu ha beo3 iordret ant sunderlicheisette..were

long to tellen. 1514 BARCLAY Cyt. ff Uploiidyshm. (Percy

Soc.) 20 I n what maner were ordred theyr offrynges. n 1533
LD. BERNERS Huon Iviii. 197 Kyng yuoryn. .ordred them in

batayle. a 1548 HALL Chron., Hen. I 'I, 99 b, He ordred his

battail. like a man expert in marciall science. 1611 BIBLE

Trans/. Pref. 2 When he corrected the Calender, and

ordered the yeere according to the course of the Sunne.

1652-62 HEYI.IN Cosnto^r. in. (1673) 114/1 The news came
to her as she was ordering her hair. 1683 Affl. Prat. France

1.3, 1., found him ordering his Books, and loose Papers. 1719
DE FoECrltsoe I. v, Boardslike adresser, toordennyvictuals

upon. 1762 Ann. Reg. 142 The officiating clerk, .observing

..a genteel couple standing in the aile, ordered them into

a pew.. being afterwards thanked for his civility. 1842

TENNYSON Diiy-Dream 74 Here all things in their place

remain, As all were order'd, ages since. 1875 HOWELLS

Foregone Concl. 216 Ordering her hair, some coils of which

had been loosened by her flight.

b. Mil. To order arms (a gun} ,
to bring a fire-

arm into a position in which it is held vertically

against the right side, the butt on the ground.
1826 SCOTT It 'oodst. viii, Order your musket. 1844 Refill.

V Ord. A riny 260 The Commanding Officer is then to direct

the Parade to Order Arms. 1847 Infantry Man. (1854) 40!),

Arms are to be ordered without the word Order arms.

ttJ. To class, to rank. Obs. rare.

1662 PETKIE Ch. Ilist. ii, Despising the legions of Angels

(socially ordered with him). Ih'd., All these. .are ordered

among the Members of the Church.

2. To set or keep in order or proper condition ;

to adjust, dispose, or carry on according to rule ;

to regulate, direct, conduct, rule, govern, manage ;

to settle. (In quot. 1593, to regulate the con-

veyance of (troops). "I

1509 FISHER Fun. Serin. C'tess Richmond Wks. (1876)

296 Her owne houshold with meruayllous dylygence and

wysdome this noble prynces ordred. a 1548 HALL Chron.,
Rich. Ill, 52 b, While he was thus ordrynge his affaire-,

tydinges came that the Earle of Richemond was passed
Severne. 1593 SHAKS. Rich. II, v. iii. 140 Good Vnckle

helpe to order seuerall powres To Oxford. 1599 Hen. !
,

v. Prol. 39 To order peace betweene them. 1673 'IhMl'Li:

Obs. United Prov. Wks. 1731 I. 57 Each of the Provinces

was left to order the Matter of Religion, as they thought
fit. 1710 PHILIPS Pastorals v. 76 At that he wound The
inurm ring Strings, and order'd ev'ry Sound. 1739 LABELYE
Short Ace. Piers ll'estm. Br. 72 A small Arch, which is

order'd to be turned under each of the Abutments. 1768
STERNE Sent. Jmirn. I. t They order, said I, this matter

better in France. 1886 MRS. LYNN LINTON Paston Care'.v

iii,
'

Carpe diem ' was the motto by which he ordered his

days. 1893 FAIRBAIKN Christ in Mod. T/ual. II. II. iii. 437
The father so rules .. as to order and bless his home,

t to. with clause : To settle, determine. Obs.

1523 FITZHERB. Hust. 3 The ploughe fote..is as a staye
to order of what depenes the ploughe shall goo. 1581

SIDNEY Afol. Paetrie (Arb.' 63 One verse did but beget

184

another, without ordering at the fir<t, what should be at

the last.

c. re/!. To conduct oneself, behave, arch.

1535 COVERUALE Priv. xxiii. i Ordre thy selfmanerly with

y" thinges that art set before y*. 2 Mace. x. 23 When
iliey had ordred them selues manly with their weapens &
hondes. 1548-9 (Mar.) />'X'. Com. Prayert Catechism, To
ordre mysetfe lowlye and reuerentlye to al my betters.

d. Of the Deity, etc. : To regulate or determine

(occurrences, events, etc.) ;
to ordain.

1643 ROGKKS Naaman 41 Lo, how doth the Lord order

the meanes unto it? 1671 MILTON Samson 30 Why was

my breeding order'd and prescrib'd As of a person separate
to God, Design'd for great exploits? 1719 DK FOE CnuM
I. ix, If the good providence of God had not wonderfully
ordered the ship to be cast up nearer to the shore. 1819
SHELLEY Ccnci v. ii. 121 So my lot was ordered. 1856
KKOI'DK Hist, Ai'. (.1858) I. IS. 91 It was ordered otherwise,
and doubtless wisely.

t 3. To put in order or readiness (for a purpose) ;

to make ready, prepare. Obs.

15*6 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) i Shewynge how the

pilgrym of y waye of religyon sholde prepare and order

hymselfe. a 1533 LD. BERNEKS Hiton Ixiii. 219 Than the

couent..orderyd themselues*& so went out of the abbay to

mete Huon. 1616 SURFL. MARKH. Country Farme 279
That manner of ordering things, whereby they are stamped
and beaten verie small. 1657 Burtons Diary (1828) II. 10

Read your votes, .and so order your way for an explanatory
Hill. 1662 PFPVS Diary 26 Apr., They brought us also some
caveare, which I attempted to order. 1722 DE FOE Plague
(1756) 167 Some Kitchen-ware for ordering their Food.

f 4. To bring into order or submission to lawful

authority; hence, to inflict disciplinary punishment
on

;
to correct, chastise, punish. 06s.

1526 rilgr. Per/. (W, de W. 1531) 219 An incorrigyble

persone that wyll not be ordered. /ii533 Ln. BERXERS
Huon Ixxxi. 250 Syn that he is one of my peers I wyll ordre

hym by iugement. 1642 T. LECHFORU Plain Dealing (1867)

gi One master Doughty, a Minister,.. spake so in publique,
..which was held a disturbance, and the Ministers spake to

the Magistrate to order him. 1667 PKPYS Diary 9 Dec.,
This Lord is a very proud and wicked man, and the Parlia-

ment is likely to order him^

f5. To take a certain 'order' or course with

^a person or thing) ;
to treat, deal with, manage (in

a specified manner). Ol>$.

1513 MORE Rich. ///(i883) 34 Vet is there none that..

knuvveth better to order him, then I that so long haue kept
him. 1561 in Child-Marriages 12 He was ordred worse
then any seruaunt in her fathers house. 1660 SHARROTK
/ \-getahles 18 Many. .being thus ordered .. will bear flowers

the second year after the sowing. 1681 GI.ASVII.L Sad-
ditcisMHS ii. 105, I. .was assured that he had been well fed,

and ordered as he used to be, 1721 St. German's Doctor

<y Stud. 278 To take such persons . . that they may be

ordered according to the law. 1760 CROWN Compl. Fanner
n. 45 The way of ordering marie must lie according to the

nature of it. 1799 (, SMITH Laboratory I. 401 Hang it to

dry, and order it as you do other coloured silks.

II. 6. To give orders for (something to be

done, etc.); to enjoin, bid, command, direct; to

prescribe medically. Const, with simple obj., obj.

clause, or obj. and inf. pass., expressing the thing

enjoined ;
more rarely with obj. and complement.

a 1550 Freiris of Bcnvik 489 in Dunbar's Poems (1893)

301 That he compeir in to our habeit quhyt, Vntill I ordour

it, wer a grit dispyte. 1637 Star Chamb. Decree n in

Milton's Arcop. (Arb.) 14 It is further Ordered and Decreed

that no Merchant, Hookseller {etc.). 1667 D. ALLSOPP in

i2t/t Rep. Hist. MSS. Com in. App. v. 8 They passed the

Bill.. and ordered it to be reported the next day. 1706 A.

IiKUKORD Temple Mus. vii. 143 Moses had ordered the

Kings a Copy of the Law. 1749 FIELD. so Tom Jones
xiv. ii, I have ordered to be at Home to none but yourself.

1794 J. SMITHEMAN Let. to Parr 19 Mar. in Parr's \\~ks.

(1828) VIII. 567, I have .. to beg that you will have the

goodness to order a proper monument erected to his memory.
1809 MALKIN- Gil Bias \\. v. f 2 He ordered my companions
to be handcuffed. 1841 LANK A rab. Nts. I. 102 Who ordered

again that four hundred pieces of gold should be given
to him. 1891 E. PEACOCK N. Brendan I. 228 The doctor

had ordered as much fresh air as possible.

f b. To appoint (a day) for some purpose, by a

parliamentary order. 0/>s.

1669 MARVELL Corr. Wks. 1872-5 II. 292 To-morrow is.,

orderd for the motion of the King's supply. 1676 Ibid.

514 They rose, ordering Friday next to resume this con-

sideration.

7. To give orders to, command, authoritatively

direct (a person or agent, to do something, etc.).

i68 HOHHKS Thucyd, (1822) 79 The Lacedemonians were

orderd to furnish.. so many more. 1749 FIELDING Tom
Jones i. ii, He ordered an elderly Woman to rise.. and

come to him. 1855 PRF.SCOTT Philip //, i. ill '1857) 103 He
. .ordered them to prepare to march on the following night.

al'sot. 1824 MRS. CAMERON Marten ff Scholars iv. 26

Like some little boys, who, when they are hearing other

children say their lessons, . . order about them as if they were

grown men. 1883 FKOI'DI: Short Stud. IV. u. i. 176 He
belonged himself to the class whose business was to order

rather than obey.

b. ellipt. To command or direct (a person) to

go or come /0, info, upon (a place, etc.), away,

"fart, home, oitt^ etc. To order about
y
to order

hither and thither in a peremptory manner, domi-

neer over, treat as a subordinate.

1667 Ormonde MSS. in lo/A Rep. Hist. MSS. Conn.

App. v. 58 The two soldiers ordered upon him. 1723 Pres.

Sf. fiussia I. 157 The Czar ordered lain for Astracan. 1727

SWIFT Country Post Wks. 1755 III. i. 177 This day a jack-

daw.. was ordered close prisoner to a cage. 1747 Gentl.

.I/n-;- 2 4<> A bill is order'd into parliament for veiling the

ORDERER.
forfeited estates of certain traytors in his majesty. 1855
MACAULAY Hist. Etig. xv. III. 607 He was exasperated by
the thought that he was ordered about and overruled by
Russell. 1898 RIIJKR HAGGARD Dr. Thcrne i. 5 He..was
ordered to a wanner climate.

8. To give an order or commission for
;
to direct

(a thing) to be furnished or supplied.
1836 \',\: WILSON Diary in Life (1860) II. xv. 108 \Ve

ordered our ponies and johnpons. 1868 DICKONS Uncoiiwi.

Trav. xxii,
' What would yon . .do, if yon ordered one kind

of wine and was required to drink another?' 1880 MHS.
FORRESTER Roy <$ /'". I. 63 Shall I order you a cab? Mod.
What have you ordered for dinner?

III. 9. Ecd. To admit to holy orders; to

ordain
; formerly also, to admit ceremonially into a

monastic order; to admit or institute to a benefice.

arch.

1303 [see ORDERED ffl. a. i]. c 1315 SHOREHAM 47 The
bisscnop, wanne he ordreth thes clerekes, Takth hym the

cherche key}e. 13.. Guy ll'anv. (A.) 5288 He made him
a croun hrod here As a monke bat orderd were. 1406 Dives

ff Pavf>. (W. de W.) vil. xvi. 303/2 Some frende of him that

shall he ordred gyueth the bysshop some gyft. 1552 />/'.

Com. Prayer Ordering of Deacons, The Bisshoppe shal

surcease from ordering that person. 1565 JEWEL Kefl.

Harding (1611) 21 1 That the Bishop of Rome ordered and
admitted all the Bishops thorowout the World.. hath no

possibilitie, or colour of truth in it selfe. n 1610 BABINGTON

Comf. Notes Num. viii. n. 4 Note how fit it is to order

Ministers in the face of the Church. 1895 BF.SANT hi

Deacon's Orders \. 2 One who has thus been ordered.

O rderable, a. rare. [f. ORDKR v. + -ABLE ]

Capable of being ordered or directed (to an end or

result) ;
amenable to direction or control.

1641 J. SHUTE Sarah f, llagar (1649) 27 No act of sin is

in its nature ordetahle to any good end. 1655 FULLER Ch.

Hist. x. vii. 22 The King . . being very orderable in all

His sicknesse. 1656 [? J. SERGEANT] tr. T. Whites Perifat.
fust. 216 It makes a body orderable to all possible Action.

O rder-book. [f. ORDER sb. + BOOK.] A book

in which orders are entered, spec. a. In the army,
a book (of which there is one for each company)
in which the orderly sergeants enter general and

regimental orders, to. In the navy, a book kept
on a man-of-war for recording occasional orders

of the commander. C. In the House of Commons,
a book in which motions to be submitted to the

House must be entered, d. In business, a book

in which the orders of customers are entered.

1833 MARRYAT P. Simfie liv, Captain Hawkins came
on board and gave me an order-book saying,

' Mr. Simple,
I have a great objection to written orders, as I consider that

the articles of war are quite sufficient to regulate any ship.'

1844 Ke^ul. f, Ord. A nny 55 To see that all General Orders

and Regulations are carefully and accurately entered in the

Order Books of the Regiments composing their Brigades.

1893 Daily A'm's 26 June 2/5 Directly their order books

get at all full they are certain to put quotations up.

Ordered (fjdMd),4Jt a. [I. ORDER v. + -En i.]

f 1. In holy orders, ORDAINED. (Also, Belong-

ing to a religious order.) Obs.

1303 R. KRUNNE llandl. Synnc 1540 By )>ese ordryde men,

y mene, Here wurdys owt? to be feyrer and clene. c 1325

Poem Times Edw. II 124 in Pol. Songs (Camden) 329 Nu
is pride maister in everich ordred hons. < 1386 CHAVCKR
Pars. T. T 708 If he he ordred he is irreguleer. 1615

WADSWORTH in Bedflfs Lett. 13 Neither doe the Orderer

nor the Ordered giue nor receiue the Orders as a Sacrament.

2. Set in order, arranged, disposed ; disciplined,

regulated, controlled; tmade ready, prepared (obs^).

'579 TOMSON Cah'in's Serin. Tim. 70/2 The verie Bar-

harians . . haue a more ordered state in truth and justice.

1612 T. TAYLOR Comin. Titus ii. 14 Pure hands, chast eyes,

an ordered tongue. 1712 ADDISON Sfect. No. 417 PS Like

a well ordered Garden. 1850 BLACKIE /Statjrua II. 230

Strong in the ordered ranks of war Forth they went. 1872

WHITTIKK Brewing of Kama 79 And let our ordered lives

confess The beauty of Thy peace.

to. Mil. in ordered arms : see ORMEU v . I b.

1847 Infantry Man. (1854) 40 b, Any movement can take

place from ordered arms.

3. Commanded, bidden, prescribed, ordained.

1780 COWPER Table-t. 560 Thus genius rose and set at

ordered times. 1796 Instr. t, Keg. Cavalry (1813' 137 The
divisions of squadrons make their ordered degree of wheel.

1892 Daily News 14 June 5/3 Leave hawks and owls, even

. .the weasel, to play their ordered parts. 1898 Ibid. 23

Apr. 8/2 The ordered business of the day was Committee of

Supply on the Civil Service Estimates.

Hence O'rderedness, the quality or fact of being

ordered or regulated, rare.

1714 R. WODROW Lift Jos. IfWwM' (1828) 183 The or-

deredness, sureness and everlasting nature of the Covenant.

O-rdered, a. rare. [f.
OKIIEK sb. + -ED*.]

Decorated with the badge of an order of knight-

hood, merit, etc.

1817 LADY GRANVII.LE Lett. (1894) I. 107 A number of

little black starred and ordered Frenchmen.

Orderer (fidaii). Also 5 -our. [f.
ORDER

v. + -ER 1.]
One who, or that which, orders (in

senses of the vb.).

1496-7 Act 12 Hen. I'ff, c. 13 i The seid orderours and

ssessours in the seid Shires. 153" HERVET Xenoplwns

and director of roens conceptions, that ever lived. 1754

COWARDS Freed. II 'ill\\. ix. 252 The first Cause and supreme
)rderer of all Things. 1889 H. F. WOOD EngHslim. Rue
E
Ord



ORDERING.
Cain xx. 318 How all these terrible orderers of other men
were to be twisted round one's little finger !

Ordering (jJ-jdarirj), vbl. sb. [-INQ!.] The
action of the vb. ORDER: ordination, arrangement,
regulation, direction, management, preparation,
treatment, etc.

c 1115 SHOREHAM (E. E. T. S.) 56 J?e bisschopes blessynge,
For|> myd be admynystracioun pat he deb atte ord[r)ynge.
1494 FABYAN Ckron. v. ci. 76, I passe oner . . the orderynge
of the yongest sone called Clodoaldus. 1547 BOORUE
Introd. Knmvl. i. (1870) 123 There meate .. is marde and
spylt for lacke of good ordring 8: dressynge. 1561 T. NOR-
TON Calvin's hist. iv. xix. (1634) 729 Laying on of hands,
which I grant in true and lawfiill Ordering! to bee a Sacra-

ment^ 1667 C. MF.RRF.T in Phil. Trans. II. 455 The other
two Trees, left without this ordering, had most of their fruit
withered. 1732 BERKELEY Alcifhr. in. 13 We want laws,
..in one word, for the whole ordering of life. 1828 SCOTT
F. H. Perth xxxiii, Directions about the encampment, .and
such other instructions as might be necessary to the proper
ordering of the field. 1895 BESANT In Deacon's Orders i. 2
This ordering, once accepted, is a life-sentence like a peerage.

Ordering, pfl.a. [-INC2.] That orders,

arranges, directs, etc. : see ORDKH v.

1678 CunwoRTH Intell. Syst. i. i.. 25. 26 An Ordering and
Disposing Mind that was the Cause of all things.

"

1898
G. MEREDITH Odes Fr. Hist. 28 His ordering fingers point
the dials to time their ranks.

Orderless (p-jdwles), a.
[f. ORDER sb. + -LESS.]

Devoid of order, arrangement, regularity, or
method

; disorderly.
,569 J. SANFORD tr. Agrifipa's Van. Artes 72 b, The

Itahane is cleane in his fare, the Spaniarde delicate, the
Frencheman aboundaunt, the Germane orderlesse ,575
Hist. Treaties Frankfort (1642) 50 Their orderlesse thrust-
ing themselves into the Church. ,595 SHAKS. John in. i.

253 All forme is formelesse, Order orderlesse, Saue what is

opposite to Englands loue. 1660 N. INGELO Bentirolio
f, Urania I. (1682) Pref., An Orderless rabble of troublesome
Chimeras. 1868 LOCKYER Gmllemin's Heavens (ed. 3) 369Are the stars, .spread Orderless on the celestial vault ?

"

Orderliness '/udailines). [f. ORDERLY a. +
-NESS.] The quality or condition of being orderly.
1. Conformity to order or method

; regularity.
1571 GOLDING Calvin on Ps. viii. 6 Then is that perfection

of orderlinesse decayed. ,667 J. CORBET Disc. Relif. En".
17 The Reformation in England, for its Legalilyand Order-
liness, is unquestionable. 17,1 SHAFTESB. Charac. (1737)
II. ll. n. i. 132 He is made to pay dear., by losing his natural
good Disposition, and the Orderliness of his Kind or
Species. 1894 Law Times XCVII. 387/2 A court in which
speed was considered rather than orderliness.

b. Observance of, or regard for, order
; methodi-

calness.

1830 GALT Lawrie T. in. xiii. (,849) 127 To see how the
habits of orderliness .. were daily slackening. 187, R. H.
HUTTON Ess. II. 14 Goethe., seems to have inherited . . from
his father, .the nervous orderliness, .by which he was always
distinguished.
2. Orderly quality of conduct or behaviour.
1581 MARBECK JSi. of Kates 655 Who then would not

wonder at such behauiour and orderlinesse ? 1676 TOWERSON
Decalogue 318. ,740-87 Miss TAI.BOT, etc. Lett. (1808) 20,,
I never saw a more perfect orderliness

; we had no crowd
going or coming, and our places were excellent, a ,864HAWTHORNE Amer. Note-bks. (1879) I. ,16 He bears testi-

mony to the orderliness of the crowd.

Orderly (p-jdaali), a. and sb. [f. ORDER sb -t-

-LYl.]
A. adj. 1. Arranged or disposed in order;

characterized by regular sequence, arrangement, or

disposition ; exhibiting system or method
; regular.a 1577 GASCOIGNE Maskefor rise. Montacute Wks. 1869

I. 80 Vpon the waltring waues his Foistes and Gallics fleete,More forrest-hke than orderly, a 1653 BINNING Serm. (1845)
, i If your intention be once right established, all your course
w ill be orderly. ,686 PLOT Slaffordsk. 423 These Symbols
..have a more rational orderly texture than the Runae
upon the Danish Rimestocks. ,860 TYNDAI.L Glac. i. xxv.
183 We were, .tied together, and thus advanced in an orderly
line. ,86, CRAIK Hist. F.ng. Lit. I. 455 Where the chief
thing demanded in a tragedy was a certain orderly pomp
of expression.

b. Of persons, their temperament, etc. : Ob-
servant of, or having regard for, order, system, or
method

; regular, methodical.
1830 [implied in ORDERLINESS , b). ,852 MRS. STOWE

UKCU Joins C. xxvi. 240, I thought you were one of the
orderly sort, that liked to lie in bed in a Christian way.
,858 MRS. OUFKAHT Laird of Norla-.u 1 1. 94 Desiree was
of a womanly and orderly temper.
t c. Orderly in years : ? of mature years Obs

1583 H. RICH Phyhtus f, Emclia (,835) ir An auncient
Citizen, whose name was Phylotus, a man very orderly in
yeares, and wonderfully aboundyng in goodes.
f2. Conformable to established order or rule

regular. Obs.
1581 MARBECK Kit. of Notes 48, To expresse by orderly

definition what thing maketh an Heretike..is either im-
possible or vene hard. ,597 HOOKER Eccl. Pol. v. Ixxvii.
I II A proude vsurpation without any orderly calling. ,6,4MARKHAM Cheat Husk. v. i. (,668) ,o, The orderlies! feed.
ing of swine is, in the morning early. ,637 Star Chamb.
Decree % 20 in Milton's Areof. (Arb.) ,8 For want of
orderly imployment for lourneymen printers
3. Observant of order, rale, or discipline; dis-

posed to observe good order
; not unruly or

tumultuous
; well-conducted, well-behaved.

,598 SHAKS. Merry W. n. i. 59 Mee . . gaue such orderlyand wel.beha.ued reproofe to al vnco.nelinesse. 1622 BACON
Hen. I //Wks. 1879 I- 768 Observing their orderly, and not
tumultuary arming. ,799 MACKINTOSH St,,d. Law Nat.

V OL. \ II.

185

etc. Wks. 1846 I. 368 The firmest bands of a peaceable and
orderly intercourse. 1844 H. H. WILSON Brit. India III.

, 338 Compensation for the losses inflicted on the orderly
I portion of the population. 1884 Mam/!. F.xam. 26 May
! 6/2 Elections are now conducted in an orderly manner.

4. Mil. Pertaining to orders or their issue;
charged with the conveyance or execution of orders!
Orderly book, a book kept in a regiment, or each companyof a regiment, for the entry of general or regimental orders.

Orderly man - I!. ,, 2 ; see also, in other sense, quot. ,731.
Orderly officer (,i)

= B. , ; (!>} the officer whose turn it is to
superintend the domestic economy of his corps or regiment,
the officer of the day. Orderly room, a room in barracks
in which the business of a company is carried on. ^Ordtrly
Si-rgcant, the first sergeant of a company, whose duties
formerly included the conveyance of orders.

1723 lil.ACK.MORE True Hist. 49 If their Orderly Men..
; should bring them intelligence .. that the King was gone

to Richmond. 1727 H. BLAND Treat. Milit. Discipl. xi.\.

,

286 All Orders, Subsequent to those at Orderly-time, which
the Generals of the Day shall receive from the General in

1

Chief, they are to send by their Aid-de-Camps to the Majors
of Brigade of the Day for the Whole. ..Upon their receiving

1 such Orders, they are to send them in Writing to the
National Majors of Brigade of the Day by their Orderly
Serjeants. 1731 Gentl. Mag. I. 25 Officers established in
the most notorious Gaming-houses. ..An Orderly Man who
walks up and down the outside of the Door to give notice
to the Porter, and alarm the House, at the approach of the
Constables. 1771 Hist, in Ann. Reg. 235, I receive by my
orderly officer, two letters of yours upon the same subjecta 1798 Army lied. Hoard in W. Blair Soldier's Friend 85

i Kvery regimental hospital will be provided with a steady
Serjeant ; with one orderly man, or more, .. and one wunnn
nurse. 1799 CAPT. HAMILTON in Naval Clnon. I. 520 I sent
an orderly dragoon to the admiral. ,8,2 Examiner 7 II, c.

781/1 SirK. Paget.. had but one orderly man with him ,8,5
I J. W. CHOKER in f. I'afers 27 July ( ,884), [She] made me a

present of the orderly book of one of the French regiments
,844 Kml. f, Ord. Army 147 A Private Soldier is to be
employed as Regimental Orderly-Room Clerk. Ibid 27-

I

Officers Commanding the Out-Guards are to send guides
;

or Orderly-men to the Major of Brigade of the Day . . in
order to conduct the new Guards, and to carry such orders
a
,

S ay
V,
e necessary. 1873 Act 36 37 Viet. c. 77 28

Affixing the same at the orderly room or other room where
the business is carried on of the corps, .to which he belongs
1890 Ulustr. Land. News Christm. No. 2/3 Porter tore a
leaf from his orderly book.
5. I'ertaining to the system of keeping the streets i

constantly clean by continual sweeping and re-
moval of dirt ; see B. 3.
Orderly-tin, a street box for the reception of refuse
1851-61 MAYHEW Land. Labour II. 259 The streets of

Windsor, .are now in the course of being cleansed upon the
order y plan. 1894 Daily Xems 24 Jan. 5/3 The street
orderly bins are still occasionally taken for letter boxes.

B. sb, 1. A non-commissioned officer or private
soldier attending upon a superior officer to carry
orders or messages.
1800 A siat. A nn. Reg., Cliron. 44/1 The garrison . . marched

down to the number of 2 killedars, , sippadar,..2 orderleys
J colour bearer [etc.]. 1814 WELLINGTON Let. to Junta ofBMao ,2 Jan. in Gurw. Desf. (1838) XI. 439 In the house
as the servant or orderly of the officer in question ,877
A. B. EDWARDS Up Nile xvi. 438 An orderly comes in haste
to bring him news of the battle.

2. An attendant in .1 military or other hospital,
charged with the care of the patients and the
maintenance of order and cleanliness.
1809 WELLINGTON Let. to Col. Peacocke 29 Sept. in Gurw.

Desf. (,837) V. 200 The men of one regiment must not be
employed as orderlies to men of other regiments in the
hospital. 1854 Miss MITFORD in L'Estrange Life (1870)
III. XTV. 297 The worst of surgeons and hospital dressers
and orderlies.

3. A man whose constant work it is to keep the
streets clean.

,8si-<Si MAVIIEW Loud. Labour ll. 260 The orderlies ..

ktep the streets free from mud in winter, and dust in summer
1895 Times 28 Mar. 4/6 E. B. and J. L. street orderlies in
the employ of the St. Giles's Board of Works.
4. One who is orderly or a supporter of order.
,832 HT. MARTINFAU Ireland iv. 63 If the orderlies chose

to try their strength against the desperates, there should be
a fair battle.

Hence (nonce-Kid's,} O'rderlyism, the system of
keeping the streets clean by means of orderlies
O-rderlyship, the office of an orderly.
,85i-i MAVHEW I.ond. Labour II. 256 Orderlyism, or

the employment of the poor in the promotion of publiccleanliness. ,900 Daily News 7 Sept. 3/2 The young soldier
. . is then placed in charge of a ward, where . . he may in a
year or so attain to the culmination of orderlyship.

Orderly <>"jd3jli), a,fv. [f. ORDER sb. +
-L\2.~]

1. In order
; in due order or regular succession

with proper arrangement, disposition, or distribu-
tion

; methodically. Now rare.
1477 .NORTON Ord. Alch. Proem in Ashm. (,652) ,o The

effect is here set out Orderly. ,535 COVERDAI.E.Luke i. 3,I thought it good., to wryte the same orderly vnto the
.good Iheophilus). ,599 NASHE Lenten Stuffe (1871) 58He enquired of every one orderly, What he had eat'
1654 V n.vAiN Etit.Ess. . 6, Of Antoni's blood issued
three. Cams Claudius, and Nero orderly. 1728 MORGAN
Algtert II. ,v. 282 The ,8 Galeots and 2 Brigantines ad
vanced, very orderly. ,847 LONGF. Er-ang. I. ufoo Orderlyall things proceeded, and duly and well were completed

f D. Jn conformity with order; properly in regard
to place in a series

; in due course, dulv. Obs

n s
ISf qfh

/V '

',""' '",
H ' G ' Dusdale '/<'<'84o> App. i.

98 Ke it the sayd sacrifice were a thankesgeving ; yet it
shall not orderlye hereupon ensue that it were an accept-able .. thankesgevmg. ,628 EARLK Microcosm, /:,//

ORDINAL.

t comes
6 We

' man (Arb.) 31 Hee . . laughes orderly himselfe, when it c
tohistnrne. 1657 SPARROW Ilk. Com. Prayer (1661) , .ye
begin our Service with Confession .. And that very orderlya ,677 HALS Prim. Orif. Man. iv. viii. 359 As in a curious

, piece of Landskip there are orderly interspersed Clouds.
&. According to established order or rule;

regularly, properly, duly; in conformity with good'
order or discipline ; in a well-conducted or well-
behaved manner. Now rare.
59 Bp. FISHER Fun. Serm. C'tess Richmond Wks. (1876)

309 Yf the sacramentes of the chirche orderly taken . . be
auaylable. ,583 STUUBF.S A nut. Altus. n. (1882) 100 The
church hath no absolute power . . to elect their pastor to1 ,. *- -- "- titt_i LI1C1I UilMUr. U>
choose him, to cat him ord.-rly. 16,1 BIBLE Acts xxi 24
1 hat.. all may know, .that thou thyself also walkest orderlyand keenest the law. ,,

,7,5 11, KNFT O-.im Time (,766) I-)m Ac Irvnt* ,- .1 1- _! 11 .
/""/

|-3. Arch. (Cf. ORDER s /,. y b. Obs.
,563 SIIL-TE Arcliit. E iv b. The chaunge of the five pillerse

.,
y
,.
to be ed

' eche of them in his kynde, whiche order
ol buildmges be named , .f Vitrmiius as followcth picnestylos
sistylos, diastylos, ariostyles, eustylas.

Orderly-man: see OHHKRLV . 4 .

t Ordinabi'lity. Obs. [f.next: see-irv.] The
quality of being ordinable; capability of being
ordained or directed to an end or purpose
,677 GALE Crt, Gcnti/es IV. 484 That God is the prime

efficient cause of the material emitative act of sin may be
demonstrated . .from the ordinabilitie of al evil to some good
-1,7,0 BP. BULL Serm. ix. Wks. ,827 I. 222 Our obedi-
ence to God ought to be siuh, as that it may have, thou-h
not a merit of condigniiy to desene everlasting bliss yetan ordinablhty (as a gre.it ,!,,< Iol ,,f ,,ur chlin.li expres-.-th
it) . . that is, a meetness, Illness, and due disposition toward
the obtaining of it.

t O'rdinable, a. Oh. [ad. med.L. ordinabil-
is, f. ordinare to OKDAJ.V. Cf. OF. onfviable,
ordonable ;Godef.).] Capable of being ordained!
ordered, or directed to an end, purpose, or destiny.
,387-8'!'. USK Test, Lope n. xiii. (Skeat)l. 29 F.uery thing

though it be good, it is not of hymself good, but it is good
by that it is ordinable to the greate goodnes. ,650 i'indHammonds Add,: xiv. 8 5 ; The Killing my self is no way
ordinable to good, a ,677 HAI.I Prim. Orif. Man. i. i. 5Ihe knowledge.. is not much nrdinable or applicable to the
use and benefit of the Man that knows them.

Ordinal (^udinal), a. :^.lj [nd. iate L.
ordin,'il-is denoting order or place in a series (as
a number", f. ordo, on/in- ORDER : see -AL. Cf. F.

i ordinal, used byOresme, i.ith c., but not in Cotgr.,
nor in common use till i -th

c.]
fl. Conformable to older, rule, or custom;

regular, ordinary, orderly. Obs.
c ,380 WYCLIF Serm. Sel. Wks. I. iSo pis suynge stondib

most in prdynal love of man. ,496 Di-'es 4- Pau/>. (W. de
W.) n. vi. 115/1 To kepe obedyence and ordynall subgeccion
of the subgettes to theyr soueraynes.
2. Marking position in an order or series; applied

to those numbers which refer an object to a certain

place in a series of such objects (first, second,
third, etc.), as distinguished from the CARDI.VAL
numbers (one, two, three, etc.).
,599 MINSHEU Sf. Gram. 12 marf.. Ordinall Numerals.

,607 Lp. ANDUEWKS Serai. II. 212 'Primus' is an ordinal
number, a ,677 HALE Prim. Orif. Man. I. iv. ,09 Number
..whether Collective, as three, six, nine; or Ordinal, as the

second, third, or fourth. 17,, J. GREENWOOD F.n?. Gram.
277 Third is an Adjective, and is call'd an Ordinal Number
as Three is a Cardinal Number. ,892 SWEET Short Hist.
l:ng. Gram. 126 Most of the ordinal nunicials are derivatives
of the cardinal ones.

3. Nat. Hist. Of or pertaining to an order of
animals or plants, or to natural order in general.
1822-34 Good's Study Med. (ed. 4) II. i The ordinal name

made choice of is Phlogotica. 1830 LINDLF.Y Xat. Syst. Bot.
182 The dehiscence of their capsule; a character which is
not

now^esteemed as of ordinal importance. ,874 COUES
llirds N. II-'. 294 Specific, or generic, or ordinal lines of
distinction.

4. Of or pertaining to holy orders, rare.
1842 G. S. FAUER 1'rov. Let/. (1844) I. 240 Such an arrange-ment evidently supposes the ordinal identity of Bishops and

Presbyters.
5. Relating to, or consisting of, a row or rows.
1892 Classical Kep. 460/1 All the pieces move both in an

ordinal or straight line.. or in a diagonal line. ,897 F.
THOMPSON New Poems 139 Hand in hand in ordinal dances.
B. sb. An ordinal number : see 2.

1591 PERCIVALL Sf. Diet. Biij, The ordinals are. which
declare the order of place or time. ,674'jEAKE Arit/i. (1696)
42 The Denominators are best pronounced by the Ordinals
as halves, thirds.. etc. ,862 R. G. LATHAM Elem. Comf.
Phitol. 11. iv. 742 The catdinals as compared with the
ordinals are certainly abstract, and, as such, ought, at the
first view, to be the newer terms.

Hence O'rdlnalism, the quality of being ordinal.
,864 WEBSTER cites LATHAM.

Ordinal (jrjdinal), sb.'2' [ad. med.L. ordindle,
sb. use of neuter of ordinalis adj. : see prec. Cf.

F. ordinal (ijth c. in Godef.).]
fl. A book containing rules, or a body of rules

or regulations. Obs.

,390 GOWF.R Conf. III. ,17 To every Monthe..He hath
after his Ordinal Assigned on [signe] in special. 1532
J-'ortescue's Alts. $ Lim. Mon. xv. (1714) 119 (Digby MS.)
A Boke. . kept, .as a Registre or an Ordynal, how they
schal do, and be orderj-d. ,674 KI.OUNT C-lossogr. led. 4),

24



ORDINANCE. 186 ORDINANTIAL.

Ordinal Is.. sometimes used for a Book, containing the

Orders and Constitutions of a Religious House or Colledge.
2. A book setting forth the order of the services

of the Church, or of any one of them, as they
existed before the Reformation ; a service-book.

1387 TREVISA Higden(Rolls) VII. 295 He made (>e ordynal
of pe service of holy chirche, and cleped it be Consuetudi-

narius. c 1449 PfccocK Kefir. 203 As Y haue red in dyuerse
oolde Ordinalis of Cathedrall Chirchis and of Monasteries
in Yngtond. 1549 Act 3^4 Edw. VI, c. 10 i All Books
called. .Couchers, Journals, Ordinals.. shall be. .abolished.

1(1746 LEWIS in Gutch Coll. Cur. II. 169 An Ordinal; in

which was ordained the manner of saying and solemnizing
divine offices. 1846 MASKELL Man. Rit. I. p. xliii, Other
Churches equally with that of Sarum would have had their

Ordinal*.

3. A book prescribing the rules to be observed,
and containing the form of service to be used, in

the ordination of deacons and priests, and the con-

secration of bishops.
1658 URAMHALL Consecr. Bj>s. 112 Their exceptions.,

were. .either against our English Ordinal!, or against the

Legality of our Bishops. 1732-8 NKAL Hist. Purit. (1822)

1.64 The new Common Prayer-book was brought into the

house, with an ordinal or form of ordaining bishops, priests,
ami deacons. 1876 Prayer-book Interleaved-^ This prayer
is in the Roman Ordinal preceded by an exposition of the

duties of a priest.

Ordinance (/'idinans), sb. Also 4-6 orden-,

ordyn-, (4 ordren-, 5 ordeyn- , 5-8 ordon-, (6

ordonn-), 6-8 ordn-
; 4-5 -aunse, 4-6 -aunce,

-ans, 5 -aims, -arise, -awnce. [a. OF. ordenance,

ordren-) ordenn-, ordon-, mod. F. ordonnance^ ad.

med. L. ordiniintia, f. ordinant-em, pr. pple. of

ordinary to OKDAIN : cf. the variants ORDNANCE,
OBDONNANCE.] The action of ordaining, ordering,
or arranging ;

the fact or condition of being ordered

or arranged.
1 1. Arrangement in ranks or rows ; esp. in order

of battle ; battle-array or a mode of battle-array ;

also, a display of military force
;
a host in array.

c 1330 R. BKUNNE Chron. (1810) 178 Alle be Sarazins

conseile in be schaft was writen, & alle ber ordinance, kyng
R. it wiste. 1375 HARBOUR Bruce xvji. 101 Soyn thar

urJinans brak thai. 1456 SIR G. HAVE Law Arms (S. T. S.)

112 We fynd be ancient custumis of weris thre ordynancis
of bataillis. c 1477 CAXTON Jason 29 He assembled alle his

folke and putie hem in fayr ordenaunce of bataylle. 1552
LYNDESAY Monarchc 5424, I saw Pape lulius manfullye
Passe to the feilde . .

,
With ane rycht aufull ordinance. 1601

HOLLAND Pliny I. 455 A whole troupe.. of hoismen may
ride vpright vnder them in ordinance of battell.

2. Arrangement in regular sequence or proper
relative position ; disposition (of things or matters)

according to rule; ordered, arranged, or regulated
condition ; order. Obs. exc. as in b.

c 1374 CHAUCKR Boeth. iv. pr. vi. 105 (Camb. MS.) Destine

is the disposicion and ordinaunce clyuynge to moeuable

thinges. c 1386 Clerk's T. 905 The chambres for tarraye
in ordinance After my lust, a 1450 Knt. de la Tour (1868)

154 Shekepte herastate so noble, and of so good ordenaunce.

1450 So tr. Secrcta Secret. 21 Astronomye is divided in
fptire

parties.. In the ordinaunce of the sterres ; In disposicioun
of be signes [etc.]. 1535 COVEROALE i Chron. xxvi[ij. 12

This is the ordinaunce of the dorekepers . . to mymster in the

liouse of the Lorde. 1699 LISTER Journ. Pan's 36 The
Ordinance and Design of most of the Royal and great
Gardens in and about Paris are of his Invention.

b. Arrangement of literary material, or colloca-

tion of parts, as in architecture, in accordance with

some plan or rule of composition or artistic pro-
duction

; also, a characteristic series of architectural

parts: OKDONNANCE i.

1460 CAI-GRAVE Chron. 315 Vhech vere ageyn the ordi-

nauns of oure Book. 1485 CAXTON C/ias. Gt, 39 To devyde
the mater by chapytres in the best ordynaunce that I shal

conne. 1523 LD. BKRNERS Froiss. I. i. i, I . . haue enlerprysed
this hystory on y* forsaid ordynaunce and true funda-

cion. 1683 EVELYN Diary 16 May, Verrio's invention is

admirable, his ordnance full and flowing. 1706 PHILLIPS,

Ordnance^ In Architecture, the giving to all the parts of a

Building, the just Dimensions and Quantity, which are

requisite, according to the Model. 1850 LEITCH tr. C. O.

Miillers Anc. Art 108 (ed. 2) 75 With regard to the

columnar ordinances, the Doric was at this period cultivated

to a higher degree of grace. 1862 FF.KGUSSON Hist. Mod,
Archit. 185 It is not easy to ascertain how far the ordinance

of the present building was influenced by his designs. 1885

Academy i Aug. 69/2 Want of ordinance has led Major
T. to perpetual repetition.

f 3. The arranging of plans ; devising, contriving,

planning ; a device, contrivance, plan. Obs.
a 1330 Otuel 49 J>ei..maden alle here ordenaunce, To

werren uppon be king of France, c 1374 CHAUCER Troylits
ii. 461 (510) In with pe paleys gardyn..Gan he and I wel

half a day to dwelle Right for to speken of an ordenaunce
How we ]pe Grekes myghte disauaunce. a 1472 Eng. Chron*
iCamden 1856) 39 Certayn Lollardes .. hadde purposid .. to

haue slayn the kyng . . but the king . . was warned of their fa Is

purpos and ordenaunce. 1480 CAXTON Chron. Eng. ccxix.

209 Commune loos sprong in englond thurgh coniectyng
and ordynaunce of the frere prechours, that sire Edward of

Carnariuan was alyue.

fb. Institution, foundation ^ anything). Obs.

1382 WYCLIF Heb. iv. 3 Sotheli the werkis maad parfyt
fro the ordynaunce of the world.

f4. The action or process of making ready,

preparing, or providing ; preparation, provision,

equipment ;
a preparatory step or measure ; hence,

the result of such, provision ^something). Obs.

c 1374 CHAUCER Troylus in. 486 (535) And Troylus bat al

bis puruyaunce Knew at J?e fulle . . Hadde here-vp-on ek
made gret ordenaunce. 1400 MAUNDEV. (1839) xxx. 300
Whan men passed . . unto that yle men maden ordynance
for to passcn by Schippe, 23 dayes or more. 1450-80 tr.

Secreta Secret. 12 That he may wisely purveye and make
contrary ordynaunce ayens hem. c 1500 Bat. Egyngeconrte
70 in Hazl. K. P. P. II. 96 Great ordynance of gunnes the

kynge let make, And shypte them at London all at ones.

c I534 MS. Additional 6113, If. 106 The counterpoynte
clothe of golde, the curteyns of whyte sarcenette. .were of
the quenes owne ordonnance. 1580 BARET Afo. D 1166 The
first ordinaunce, or first draught, which is done with a cole,

aditinbratio, 1612 DAVIES ll'hy Ireland^ etc. (1747) 126

But there was.. no ordinance, no provision made for the

abolishing of their barbarous customs and manners.

b. Material adjuncts, apparatus, furniture. Obs.

1475 Rolls of ParIt. VI. 133/1 The Tynne^ Stuff and
Ordenaunce to the same myne belongyng. 1512 in Willis &
Clark Cambridge (1886) I. 608 Cynctours, moldes, ordy-
naunces, and euery other thyng concernyng the same

vawtyng. 1551 fnv. Ch. Goods St. Andrew s^ Norwich in

Norfolk Archxol. (1865) VII. 52 Itm the ordynance of the

sepulcre prised at V B
. 1611 BIBLE i Kings vi. 38 Jiiarg.,

[Was the house finished] with all the appurtenances therof,
and with all the ordinaunces rtierof.

t c. spec. Warlike provision, equipment, or

stores: now ORDNANCE, q.v.

5. The action of ordering or regulating ; regula-

tion, direction, management; authoritative appoint-
ment or dispensation ; control, disposal, arch.
c 1330 R. BRL'SNF. Chron. (1810)83 His doughter Custance

was wedded to Eretayn, With William's ordinance, vnto the

erle Alayn. c 1386 CHAUCER Melil'. Fysg, 1 putte me hoolly
in youre disposicion and ordinaunce. c 1410 HOCCLEVE
Mother of God 43 Thou schapen art by goddis ordynance
To preye for vs. a 1548 HALL Chron., Ediv. IV 222 b,

Committyng the lyfes . . whole to the dukes discrecipn and
ordinaunce. 1549 CompL Scot. i. 19 Stablit be the infinite

diuyne ordinance. 1669 GALE Crt. Gentiles I. i. 5 That
Ordinance of God, whereby every creature is governed and

guided. 1885 RUSKIN Pleas. Eng. 139 Unless music exalt

and purify, it is not under St. Cecilia's ordinance.

b. That which is ordained or decreed by the

Deity or by Fate; a dispensation, decree, or ap-

pointment of Providence or of Destiny.
a 1340 HAM POLE Psalter cxliv. 18 Godls wayes ere his

ordynaunce & willis. 1450 St. Cnthbert (Surtees) 619 He
wist it was goddis ordenaunce. 1554 J. BRADFORD in Strype
Eccl. Mem. (1721) III. n. App. xxix. 82 By thy most just
ordinance yea by thy merciful ordinance also. 1611 SHAKS.

Cymb. iv. ii. 145 Let Ord'nance Come as the Gods fore-say
it. 1688 SHADWELL Sgr. Alsattav, Great souls are above
ordinances. 1842 TENNYSON Tithonus 30 Why should a man
desire. .To. .pass beyond the goal of ordinance Where all

should pause ?

t C. Ordained or appointed place, condition,

course, etc. Obs.

1456 His G. HAVE Law Arms (S. T. S.) 141 [He] passU
till his ordinaunce quhare he is ordanyt tobe. 1601 SHAKS.

Jnl. C, I. in. 66 If you would consider the true cause, . . Why
all these things change from their Ordinance, Their Natures,
and pre-formed Faculties.

6. Authoritative direction how to proceed or act;

established rule or body of principles; system of

government, polity, or discipline. Obs. or arch.

[T. r. ordenaunce] were kepte in his strengbe. c 1400 MAUNDF.V.

(Roxb.) xiii. 58 After J>e constitucioun and ordinaunce of

be rewmes whare bai dwell. 1538 STARKEY England \. i.

16 Cyuyle ordynance ys but as a mean to bryng man to

obserue thys law of nature. 1641 MILTON Ch. Govt. i. it

Wks. (1851) 102 At the returne from the Captivity things
were only restor'd after the ordinance of Moses and David.

1784 COWPER Task i. 743 She has presum'd t'annul And
abrogate .. The total ordonance and will of God. 1847
TENNYSON Princ. \\. 352 Then the voice Of Ida sounded,
issuing ordinance.

7. An authoritative direction, decree, or command ;

in more restricted sense, a public injunction or rule

of narrower scope, less permanent nature, or less

constitutional character than a law or statute, as a

decree of a sovereign, an enactment of a municipal
or other local body, etc.

As to the distinction between ordinance and statute, see

HALLAM Mid. Ages (1878) III. viu. iii, STUBBS Const. Hist.

II. xvii. 292. In Eng. Hist, the decrees of the Ordainers

(with the king's assent) in 1310 were
'

ordinances
'

; the name
is also given to the Ordinance ofthe Forest (33 & 34 Ed. I),

and the Ordinance of the Staple (27 Ed. HI, st. 2), etc.

The Acts of the Long Parliament after 1641 were at first

called Ordinances'* one of these was the Self-denying
Ordinance of 1645, ordaining that no member of parliament
should thenceforth hold any civil or military office. After

1649 the name '

act
'

was officially used ; but as all these

of Charles X in 1830, overthrowing the constitution, and sus-

pending the liberty of the press. See also ORDONNANCE 2, 2b.

1303 R. BKUNNE Handl. Synne 1460 Swyche ys Goddys
ordynaunce,

' For veniaunce to take veniaunce . 138^ in

Eng. Gilds (1870) 80 peise ben ye ordynaunse of J>is glide.

1413 Pilgr. Sowle iv. xxix. (1859) OI Ordynaunces of pryuate
lawes in Reames and in comynaltees ben cleped

'
statutes '.

1477 Presentm. Juries in Surtees Misc. (1888) 27 Rychard
Dyschforth .. toke & selld j stranges man heirreng .. agans
ordonans of the ton. 1562 Act 5 Eliz. c. 12 5 Every
Person. .that shall take any License contrary to this Ordi-

nance. 1577-87 HOLINSHEO Chron. II. 320/1 This yeare

[1310] also there were ordinances made for the state and

gouernement of the realme, by the prelats, carles, and

barons, whi< b were confirmed with the sentence of excom-

munication against all them that should
fjo

about to breake
the same. 1598 BARRET Theor. Ifarres it. i. 30 He shall obey
the ordinances of the Sergeant Maior. 16*3 CALLIS Stat.

Sewers (1647) 230 An Ordinance is a word having a more
private and less powerful signification then the word Law
bath ; for it is a Law but of a secundary power, enacted by
a Corporation, Company or Commission. 1647 CLARENDON
Hist, Rcb. iv. 199 They should have an Ordinance of

Parliament for their Indemnity. 1767 A. YOUNG Farmer's
Lett, to People 185 Laws and ordonances, which are framed

according to the aspect of the day. 1827 HALLAM Const.
Hist. (1876) II. x. 180 The most-popular justification for the

self-denying ordinance, .was soon found at Naseby. 1830-1
Hist, in Ann. Reg. 182/1 On the 25th of July, the king
[Ch. X.J signed three Ordinances which superseded the Con-
stitution. 1830 AMELIA OPIK Jrnl. 23 Dec., This gentleman
. . is the editor ofa journal, and wrote against the Ordinances.

1875 STUBBS Const. Hist. II. xvii. 292 The Statute is

primarily a legislative act, the ordinance is primarily an
executive one ; . . the enacting process incorporates the statute

into*the body of the national law, the royal notification of

the ordinance simply asserts that the process enunciated in

the ordinance will be observed from henceforth.

8. A practice or usage authoritatively enjoined or

prescribed ; esp. a religious or ceremonial observ-

ance, as the sacraments.

1388 WYCLIF Titus Prol.,'He warneth Tite, and enfourmeth

hym of the ordynaunce of prestbod, and of spiritual con-

uersacioun. a 1425 Cursor M. 11292 (Trin.) pei bare \>e

childe . . into J>e temple For to do of him ^at day bat orde-

naunce \Cott. setienes] was of J>e lay. 1643 T. CASE Serm. in

Kerr Covenants <V Covenanters (1895) 265 This service, being
an ordinance of God. 1648 Shorter Catech. 92 A sacrament
is an holy ordinance instituted by Christ, wherein, by sensible

.signs, Christ and the benefits of the new covenant are repre-

sented, sealed, and applied to believers, a 1649 WINTHROP
New Eng. (1853) II. 376 Private members making speeches
in the church assemblies to the disturbance and hindrance
of the ordinances. 1704 NELSON Festivals $ Fasts n. vii.

(1720) 542 Candidates of this sacred Ordinance [Confirma-

tion]. 1785 PALEY Mor. Philos. Wks. 1825 IV. 59 Civil

society is but the ordinance and institution of man. 1861

STANLEY East. Ch. ii. 72 Reciting the Nicene creed.. before

the administration of the Eucharist, to guard that ordin-

ance against Arian intruders. 1865 SKELF.Y Ecce Homo\.
11868) 3 Many .. presented themselves as candidates for his

baptism in implicit faith that the ordinance was divine.

b. Applied esp. to the sacrament of the Lord's

Supper.
1830-40 (' To observe the Ordinance ',

a usual expression
with Independents and Baptists!, a 1892 SPURGEOS Auto-

biog. iv. (1897) 26 The table, on which were spread the bread

and the wine on days when they had the ordinance; I think

that was the correct phrase when our good folks intended
'

the communion '.

t 9. The decree of an umpire settling a matter

in dispute ;
the authoritative settlement of relations

between parties. Obs.

1375 HARBOUR Bruce i. 79 This ordynance thaim thocht

the best. 1411 Rolls of Parlt. 111.650/1 This is the or-

denance that Thomas Archebisshop of Canterbury, and
Richard Lord the Grey., haven made betwen William

Lord the Roos on that oon partie and Robert Tirwhit . . on

that other partie. 1569 J. ROGERS Gl. Godly Lone (1876)

182 The ordinance that God made betweene man and wife.

1 10. Appointment to office ; esp. admission to

office in the Church ;
ORDINATION 2. Obs.

1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls) II. 141 His successour schal

come to f>e primal of Caunterbury, and he schal take his

ordynaunce [L. ordinationem^ 1432-50 ordinacionj of hym.

1450 Rolls ofParlt. V. 184/1 To make or ordeine ony Officer

. . of whom the makyng and ordenaunce . . longed to you.

fll. Rank, order (in the state). Obs. rare-'
1

.

1607 SHAKS. Cor. HI. ii. 12 Things created .. to .. be still,

and wonder. When one but of my ordinance stood vp To

speake of Peace, or Warre.

1 12. = Company of Ordinance : see ORDON-
NANCE 2 b. O/'S.

t O'rdinance, ^- Obs. rare. [f. ordinance^

ORDNANCE */;.]
trans. To furnish with ordnance

or military equipment, esp. artillery.

1531 ELYOT Gov. n. ii, A shippe of wonderfull beautie, well

ordmanced and manned for his defence and saulfe conduct*.

a 1548 HALL Chron., lien. VIU 22 Foysles and Rowgalies
so well ordinaunced and with such peces as was not seen

in shippes before. Ibid* 119 This was a strong toune well

walled, dyched and ordinaunced but not manned.

Ordiiiand (p-jdinaend). [ad. L. ordinand-ns,

gerundive of ordinare to ORDAIN.] One who is

about to be ordained, a candidate for ordination.

1842 BRANDE Diet. Set., etc., Ordinand,..\T\ Ecclesiastical

Antiquities, one about to receive orders. 1885 DIXON Hist.

Ch. E. III. 191 The only dress prescribed to the ordmands.

Ordinaut (pudinant), a. and sb. rare. [In

1 5th c. a. OF. ordinant, pr. pple. of ordiner ;
in

modern use ad.L. ordinant-em t pr.pple. ofordinare :

see ORDAIN z>.]

A. adj. That orders, arranges, regulates, or

directs ; f able to order or direct (pls.\
c 1400 tr. Secreta Secret., Gov. Lordsh. 109 Be )>y comandour

swyfte, & qweynte, & ordinant. 1602 SHAK-;. Ham, v. ii. 48

(Oos.) Euen in that was Heauen ordinant. 1870 RUSKIN

Led. Art l\\. 72 The instantaneously selective and ordinant

energy of the brain.

B. sb. One who ordains or confers holy orders.

1842 BRANDE Diet. Set., etc., Ordinant, a prelate conferring

orders. 1882-3 SCHAFF EucycL Relig. K'ntnvl. II. 1701 The

Council of Trent declare* .. that the words of the ordinant,
' Receive ye the Holy Ghost ',

have efficacy,

t Ordina'ntial, a. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. med.L.

ordinantia ORDINANCE + -AL.] Of or pertaining

to ordinances; of the nature of an ordinance.



OBDINAB.

1657 TRAPP Coinm. Ps. xxv. 10 All the passages anil pm-
ceedings, both ordinantiall and providentiaJl whereby he
coineth and communicateth himself to his people
O'rdinar, a. and s6. Chiefly Sc.

;
now only

dial. Forms : 5 ordonnayre, 5-6 ordiner, or-

dynare, 6-9 ordinare, 6- ordinar, (9 ordnar).
[a. OF. onien-, ordinaire adj. and sb., ad. L.
ordinarius : see ORDINARY a. and s/>.]

A. adj. ORDINARY a.

Judge ordittar: see ORDINARY a. 2.

1508 DUNBAR Poems vii. heading, Consaloure, and chamer-
lane ordinare to..Loys, King of France. 1517 TORKINUION

not mam oecause I ininK mere oe More than tne orclmarest

gifts in me. 1:1670 IS,md in G. Hickes Spirit of Papery
(1680) 44, I shall take, or apprehend any Person or Persons
Kuilty thereof, and present them to the Judge Ordinar. 1692
SIR W. HOPE Fencing-Master 156 The ordinar Complement
of all Fencing-Schools. 1816 J. WILSON Xoct. Amir. Wks.
1855 I. 179, 1 wad rather get fou five htmder times in an
ordinal way.

b. By ordinal; adjectival and advb. phr. (St.):
Beyond what is usual; unusual, unusually.
1813 GALT K. Gii/iaise II. 126 They were by ordinare

obedient and submissive. Il'id. iSt With a calm voice,
-

attuned to by ordinare solemnity.
B. sb. = ORDINARY sb., in various senses.

1405 Kidding Prayer in Lay Folks Jfass fik. 64 For al

prelates and ordiners. 1465 Paston Lett. II. 186 He was
chef Justic of the Peas and hys ordynare. 1485 CAXTON
Ctias. Gt. 20 Ye shal byleue in holy chyrche our catholyque
moder, & her ordonnayre. 1553 Keg. Pri-.y Council Scat.
I. 142 The exhorbitant prices takin .. for thair ordinar, \\f..,

dennar, supper and bedding. 11578 LINDESAY (Pitscottie)
Citron. Scot. (S. T. S.) I. 262 Feild peaceis witht all thair
ordinaris of poullder and bullat. 1600 Burgh Recs. Glasgow
U8;6) I. 207 That nane of thame have nather boy nor doig
with thame quhair thai eit thair ordiner. 1818 Scorr II rt.
Midi, xviii, Our minnie's sair mis-set, after her ordinar, sir.

1887 STEVENSON Merry Men v. 55 There's nae soberer man
than me in my ordnar.

Hence f O'rdinarly adv. - ORDINARILY.
'557 N. T. (Genev.) John xii. 20 Among them, that ordin-

arely came to worshyp. 1396 DALRYMPLE tr. Leslie's Hist.
Xcot. x. 286 As fell thame ordinarlie. (11649 DEWM. OF
HAWTH. Irene Wks.dyn) 168 Such . . are ordinarly afraid and
stand in awe of false scorns.

Ordinarily (<Judinarili), adv. [(. ORDINARY
<z. + -LY 2

.] In an ordinary manner or degree.
f 1. In conformity with rule or established custom

or practice ; according to settled method
; as a

matter of regular practice or occurrence. Obs.
133* MORE Con/at. Tindalc Wks. 588/2 As.. god. .calleth

vpon al people both electes and reprobates to come to hint,
so doth he after both twaine. .gone awaye by sinne againe,
call ordinarily vpon them both of hys lyke mercy still. 1540
Act 32 Hen. VIII, c. 7 2 The same ordinarye .. shall . .

procede .. ordinary-lye or summarilye, accordynge to .. the
sayd ecclesiastical! lawes. 1695 WOODWARD Nat. Hist.
Earth in. i. (1723) 135 Springs and Rivers. .do [not] derive
the Water, which they ordinarily refund, from Rains.
2. In the ordinary or usual course of events or

state of things; in most cases; usually, commonly.
'555 EDEN Decades 176 We ought not to judge of that

whiche chaunceth seldome, but of that which happeneth
most ordinarily, c 1645 HOWKLL. Lett. (1650) I. 169 In . .

Madrid .. there are ordinarily 600,000 souls. 1691 T. H[AI.E|
Ace. Nt-tu Invent. 18 Of a more blew colour than Lead
ordinarily is. 1711 J. JAMES tr. Le Blonds Gardening 150
The Trees and Shrubs that are ordinarily made use of. 1849
MACAULAY Hist. Eng. iv. I. 432 The gates of Whitehall,
which ordinarily stood open to all comers, were closed.

3. In an ordinary degree ; to the usual extent.

Esp, in phr. more than ordinarily unusually,
exceptionally : cf. ORDINARY a. 3 c.

1697 LOCKE -2nd l^'iad. Reas. Chr. 255 If they were but
ordinarily fair and prudent Men. 1709 Taller No. 81 F I,
I am more than ordinarily anxious to do Justice to the
Persons. 1876M iss YONGE IVomankitulvm.d-, The ordinarily
intelligent child, with a healthy appetite for books.
4. In the ordinary way ; as is normal or usual.
1831 BRKWSTEK Optics xviii. 161 Ray D G ordinarily re-

fracted by the first rhomb will be extraordinarily refracted
by the second. 1873 J. H. NEWMAN Hist. Sk. II. Pref. ti
Materials, .to be found in any ordinarily furnished library.
Ordinariness (fjotafaiate). [f. as prec. +

-NESS.] The quality or condition of being or-

dinary ; usual or commonplace character
; (with an

and pi.} an instance of this quality.
1619 HIERON irts. II. 8 Let profanenesse and poperie cast

reproches vpon diligence and ordinarinesse. a 1665 J. GOOD-
WIN Filled w. the Spirit (1867) 397 Whereas the persons yet
under reproof are wont to pretend, .lowness and ordinariness
of matter, or of teaching, in the ministry which they have
a mind to

<juit. 1807 W. TAYLOR in Monthly Mag. XXIV.
332 An idiomatic ordinariness of diction, which has been
praised for its simplicity. 1871 H. li. FORMAN Living Poets
247 The eight verses work through a variety of ordinarinesses
to the final.

Ordinary (f>'jdinari), si. Also 4-7 ordyn-,
5-6 orden-, j ordn-. [In earlier senses, a. early
OF. and Anglo-F. orditiaric, ad. med.L. ordinari-
us (sc./</, liber, etc.) and as neut. sb. ordina-
rium ; in some senses prob. immediately from the
L. words

; later senses are partly native develop-
ments of the earlier, partly translations of F.

ordinaire, and largely, elliptical uses of ORDINARY
a., sometimes after F. types.]

187

I. Applied to a person or staff of persons.
1. Eccl. and Common [.aw. One who has, of

his own right and not by special deputation,
immediate jurisdiction in ecclesiastical cases, as the

archbishop in a province, or the bishop or bishop's
deputy in a diocese.

[1292 BKtTTONin. xxii. 3 En tel cas covendra de ceo estre
certitie' par le Evask et par les ordinaries. ] c 1380 WYCI.IF ScL
U'ks. 111.384 Freris..ben exempt fro bischopis and oj>ei
ordinaries. 1480 Bury H'ills (Camden) 60 The ordenary,
afore whom this myn testament schall be prouyd. 1529
RASTKU. Pastymc, Hist. Brit. (1811) 193 Clerkes indyted
of felonye shalbe delyvered to the ordynaryes. 1590 S\vi\-
lU'RNE

_

Testaments 205 The executor which clenueth his
authoritie from the lawe, is the Bishop or Ordinarie of euerie
diocesse. 1607 COWKLL Interfr., Ordinarie (Ordinarins\
though in the ciuil lawe, whence the word is taken, it doth
signifie any iudge that hath authoritie to take knowledge of
causes in his owne right, as he is a magistrate, and not by-
deputation ; yet in our common lawe, it is most commonly
..taken for him, that hath ordinarie Jurisdiction in causes
ecclesiastical!. 1687 Br. CAKTWKIGHT in Magd. Coll. q
Jas. // (O. H. S.) 115 The King. .is Supreme Ordinary of
this Kingdom. 1767 BLACKSTOSK Coinm. II. xviii. 277 If
the bishop be both patron and ordinary, he shall not have
a double time allowed him to collate in. 1875 STUBBS Ctnist.
Hist. III. xviii. 98 It was agreed that all Lollards, .should
be handed over to the ordinaries to be tried.

2. Civil Law. A judge having authority to take

cognizance of cases in his own right and not by
delegation ; spec, in Scotland, one of the five judges
of the Court of Session who constitute the Outer
House (- Lord Ordinary, ORDINARY a. 2); in

U. S., a judge of a court of probate.
1607 [see prec. sense]. 1641 Tcrmcs de la I.ry rn. 1658

in PHILLIPS. 1834 Tail's May. 1.724/1 From Mr Hope's
statement, .the Ordinaries fare worse than the Judges of the

Inner-House, as they must sometimes read manuscript.. .1
do not know a more laborious life than that of one of the
Lords Ordinary. iSSi W. HELL Diet. Law Scot. 755/2 The
junior or last appointed Ordinary of the First Division is

appointed to sit as junior of the two permanent Lords
Ordinary of the Second Division.

3. An officer in a religious fraternity having
charge of the convent, etc. : = mcd.L. ordiiiariits

(l)u Cange). O6s. exc. Hist.

1481 Bury H'ills (Camden) 68 The Secresten of the Mona-
sterie of bury Seynt Edmund, Ordinarie of the same place.
4. a. A diocesan officer appointed to give

criminals their neck-verses, and to prepare them
for death ; more fully o. of assize and sessions.

b. The chaplain of Newgate prison, whose duty
it was to prepare condemned prisoners for death.
Obs. exc. Hist.

1696 PHILLIPS (ed. 5), Ordinary, ..\\*o the Bishop of the
Diocesses Sub at Sessions and Assizes, to give Malefactors
their Neck-verses, and to judge whether they read or no.

1700 CONGREVE Way of \\~orld in. xiii, The Ordinary's paid
for setting the psalm, and the parish-priest for reading the

ceremony. 1754 FIELDING Jon. U'ild iv. i, In Newgate.,
the ordinary himself, .declared that he was a cursed rogue,
but no conjurer._ 1818 HAZLITT Eng. Poets v. (1870) 187 He
is a kind of Ordinary, not of Newgate, but of nature. 1900
SIR W. BESANT in Daily News 3 Sept. 6/2 The prisoner was
conveyed to the spot in a cart beside his own coffin, while
the ordinary sat beside him and exhorted him.

1 5. A stage prompter. Obs.
1602 CAREW Cornwall 71!), The players. .are prompted

by one called the Ordinary, who followeth at their back
with the booke in his hand.

t 6. A courier conveying dispatches or letters at

regular intervals ; hence, post, mail. Obs. (
- F.

ordinaire, 171(1 c. in Littre.)
1667 TEMPLE Lett, to Gourville Wks. 1731 II. 32 By the

last Ordinary from Spain, it appears that they dream no
more of War there than they do of Fire. 1704 SWIFT Opera-
tion ofSpirit Wks. 1768 I. 202, I have not had a line, .these
three last ordinaries. 1730 OWEN SWINY in G. Colman
Postk. Lett. (1820) 26, I nave rec*1 no answer, as yet, ..but
hope to have one by ye next week's ordinary.
1 7. A staff of officers in regular attendance or

service : cf. ORDINARY a. 3 b. Obs.
1526 in Honsch. Ord. (1790) 165 The ordinary of the King's

chamber which have Douche of Court & also their dietts
within the Court. [Here follows a list of officers of the
Household.]
8. fa. Naut. (See q not. 1769.) Obs.
a 1641 SIR W. MONSON Nopal Tracts ill. (1704) 323/1 He

is to take care to pay the Ordinary of the Navy every
Quarter. 1702 LvTTUU. ISriefRel. (1857) V. 230 Resolv'd,
that 129,314^. i&s. 03^. be allowed for the ordinary of the
navy. 1757 ROBERTSON in Phil. Trans. L. 31 They were all

labouring men, belonging to the ordinary of Portsmouth
yard. 1769 FALCONER Diet. Marine (1789), Ordinary, the
establishment of the persons employed by the government
to take charge of the ships of war, which are laid-up in . .

harbour. These are. .composed of the warrant-officers of
the said ships,, .and their servants. There is besides a crew
of labourers enrolled in the list of the ordinary.

b. (See quot. 1863.) Chiefly in phr. in ordinary
(of a ship), laid up or out of commission (alsoy?^.).

754 E*s. Manning Fleet 24 Warrant-Officers doing Duty
on Board any Ships in Ordinary. 1847 J. WILSON i'hr.
North (1857) ' 242 The crutch is laid up in ordinary. 1863
P. BARRY Dockyard Econ. 192 Dockyard ordinaries is

merely another name for reserves of ships of war. When
ships of war are saiil to be in ordinary, the meaning is that
they are in one of three stages of readiness for commission
and active service. 1898 J. K. LAI'GHTON in Trans. K.
llist. Soc. XII. 89 'In ordinary' at that time [1805] meant
being repaired, or waiting to be repaired, but certainly not
lit fur service.

9
l!)

ORDINARY.
II. Rule, ordinance, ordinal. ( med. L. ordi-

,
narins, ordinariitw.}
t 9. A formula or rule prescribing a certain

order or course of action
;
an ordinance, regula-

, tion, prescript. b. A prescribed or customary
i course or procedure; regular custom or wont. Ol>s.

*33 K. HRUNNK Handl.Syntu 10910 Wybbese prestes hyt
shuttle fare .so Whan here parysshent-s oghete mysdo, Wyb

;

feyre techyng, gode spelles,.. And wyb ordynaryy.s of holy
:

cherche. ^1450 CK>. Myst. ix. (Shaks. Soc.) 87 To obey
the ordenaryes of ihe temple echeon. 1526 in Housch. On/.
(1790) 140 The Serjeant of the bakehouse .. to make & hake
the bread..according to the aimticnt ordinary of the hou-e-

:

hold. 1594 CARKW Huartes Exam, ll'its (16161 193 Oft
times they procure the feauer,and their ordinarie is to make
melancholic by adustion,

1O. A rule prescribing, or book containing, the
, order of divine service, esp. that of the mass; the

established order or form for saying mass; the

,

'Service of the mass, or that part preceding and

following the canon.
1494 FAIIYAN Chron. vn. ccxxii. 245 Uukts, that were

occupyed in the deuync seruyce of the Churche, as the
Ordynall or Consuetudynary, the whiche. .i.s nuwe named
Salysbury vse, or the ordinary after Satysbury v>e. 1655

,

FULLER Ch. Hist. in. i. 23 Osmund, I'.ishop of Salisbury,
devised that Ordinary or form of service, which hereafter

,

was observed in the whole kingdom, a 1832 MACKINTOSH
. A'(T'<Y. 1688 Wks. 1846 II. 1:63 The judicial determinations,
which recognised his [the King'H right.. to make ordinal it\.

for the outward rule of the Church.

fll. A devotional manual containing instruc-
tions for the conduct of life. (TV>.v.

1502 Ord. Crystal Men colophon, Here endeth the booke
named the Ordynarye of Crysten Men,. . enprynted in Fletc
Strete by Vv'ynkeii de \Vnrde. 1578 SCOLOKKR (title) The

I

Ordenaryc fur all faythfull Chrystians to Icadc a Vcrtuous
and Godly lyfe.

III. Something ordinary, regular, or usual.

(From the adj. in Kr. or Kng.)
f!2. A lecture read at regular or stated times.

1432-50 tr. ffig&n (Rolls) VIII. 219 Hit happedc seyntc
1 Edmumle to forgete that impression .. by studyenge for an

ordinary to be redde in the rnorowe foloynge. c. 1500 in
Peacock Stat. Cambridge (1^41) A pp. A. p. xliv. The
P.edellys shall sett the Uoctor from hys place to the commyii
Scolys

to rede his Ordinarye.
f!3. Customary fare; a regular daily meal or

allowance of food
; by extension, a fixed portion,

an allowance of anything = F. ordinaire}. Ofa.

1481 CAXTON Myrr. in. xvi. 173 They., reteyne and kepe
more goodes and richesses than [printed that] they nede
for their prdynarye. 1577-87 HOLINSHKU C/mm. II. 20/2
Albeit.. his house is frequented.. of the nobilitie. .yet hi>
ordinarie is so good, that a verie few set feasts are provided
for them. 1616 SURFL. & MARKH. Country Faring 129 Giue
him rather some Hay to eat, than to lead him to water, and
afier that to giue him his ordinarie of Oats. 1667 Decay
Clir, Piety viii. 44 Nor is he now to be luokt on as a
gentleman, whose single ordinarycosts not as much as would
be.. a fair exhibition for some whole families, a 1668 Sue
W. WALLEK Dw.Medit. (18-191 45 Kehemuth is satisfied with
that ordinary which the mountaines bring him forth.

14. A public meal regularly provided at a fixed

price in an eating-house or tavern
; also, formerly,

the company frequenting such a meal, the '

table '.

1589 NASHE Dcd. Greene's Mcnafhon (Arb.) 17 They
might have..dinde everie daie at the pease porredgc
ordinarie with Delphrigiii. 1650 FULI.KR Fisgah in. vi. 328
He kept a daily Ordinary (thanks being the only shot nis

guests were to pay). 1678 Yn%. Mans Call. 58 Civil and
loving society.. is natures table of ordinary. 1709 STEICLK
Tatler No. 135 P 6 In the presence of the whole Ordinary
that were now gathered about him in the Garden. 1771
MACKENZIE Man Fed. xix, (1886) 41 A board hung out of a
window signifying, 'An excellent Ordinary on Saturdays
and Sundays '. 1887 H. SMART Clmerlyivon v, Joe. .played
a very good knife and fork at the farmers' ordinary.
fig' 17S w - KENRICK (title) The Kape'lion, or Poetical

Ordinary; consisting of Great Variety of Dishes in Prose
and Verse. 1816 COLERIIIGE Lay Serin. 327 The two public
ordinaries of literature, the circulating library and the

periodical press.

b. An eating-house or tavern where public meals
are provided at a fixed price; a dining-room in

such a building.
In the I7th cent, the more expensive ordinaries were

frequented by men of fashion, and the dinner was usually
followed by gambling ; hence the term was often used as

synonymous with 'gambling-house'.
1590 I'AVNK J^cscr. IrcL (1841) 8 A man may be as well

and cleanely tabled at an English house in Ireland ..as at the
best ordinarie in England. 1631 T. POWKI.I. Tom A U Trades
(1876) 141 The unwholsome ayre of an Eightpenny Ordi-
narie. 1711 SWIFT Let. Eng, Tongue Wks. 1755 II. i. 189
All the odd words they have picked up in a coffee-house or

a gaming ordinary. 1812 Sporting Mag. XXXIX. 278 The
plaintiff had no right to insist upon going into the ordinary
or any other particular room. 1883 J. HAWTHORNE Dust
III.286 In one of the narrow streets leading towards Cheap-
side she noticed a small inn or ordinary.

c. In parts of the United States, as Virginia :

A tavern or inn of any kind.

1774 P. FITHIAN Jrnl. in Ainer. /list. Rtv. V. 315 All

Taverns they [Virginians] call 'Ordinary's '. 1775 A. BUKXABY
/>Y/r>. 8} When he went into an ordinary [Note, Inns are

M railed in America]. 1866 Wuii i IKR Mnr^. Smith's Jrnl.

l*r. Wks. 1889 I. 19 Sir Thomas. .excused himself for the

time, .and rode on to the ordinary.

t d. A gambling game carried on at an ordinary.

1684 I.tifid. Gaz. No. 1950/4 Rafflings, Ordinaries and

other publick Games.



ORDINARY.
15. Her. A charge of the earliest, simplest, and
commonest kind, usually bounded by straight lines,
but sometimes engrailed, wavy, indented, etc.

The principal charges so classed are the Chief, Pale, Bend,
Bend-sinister, Fess, Uar, Chevron, Cross, and Saltire.

1610 GUILLIM Heraldry 11. iii. (1660) 53 Those Charges. .

which ..do peculiarly belong to this Art, and are of ordinary
use therein, in regard whereof they are called Ordinaries.
Ibid. in. xxvi, (1611) 182 Sometimes you shall find this bird
borne in the forme of some Ordinary, [as] displaied in Pale,
three of them one aboue another. 1882 CUSSAXS llandbk.
Her. fed. 3) iv. 56 Armorists usually divide the Ordinaries
into Honourable Ordinaries and Sub-ordinaries.

b. Hence, Ordinary of Arms, applied (crroti.}

to a book or work of reference in which heraldic

bearings are arranged in some methodical order
and referred to the persons or families who bear

them ; the converse of an Armouryt arranged in

the order of the names of the persons.
This appears to have originated in a misunderstanding

(perh. through a
colloquial Ordinary Book] of the appella-

tion Rook of Ordinaries properly applied in 1628 by John \

Withic to the MS. work of R. Glover, Somerset Herald

(1571-88). R. Glover's own MS., Brit. Mus. Tib. D. x, has
,

no title.

1628 J. WITHIK Harl. MS. 1459 This is a true coppie of
a booke of Amies; (otherwise called a booke of Ordinaries)

,

wch was tricktand written by the hands of the late worthy
.U
re*nt: Robert Glouer Esquire Somerset-Herauld. a 1726
H. WANLKY Dcscr. Harl. MS. 1078 A large collection of the !

Arms of English Families disposed by way of Ordinary. . .

Hut a table shewing the Order of this Ordinary is wanting.
1780 KDMONDSON Heraldry title-p. [contains inter alia]
Glover's Ordinary of Arms, augmented and improved.

'

ft'id. Contents, A Copious Ordinary ofAims, originally com-
piled by Robert Glover, Somerset Herald, and now enlarged

jand improved.
16. a. Ordinary condition, course, run, degree; i

ordinary state of health, etc. (In quots. 1672,
i j-io^ ordinary or regular course of reading.) The

ordinary, what is customary or usual. Now colloq.
1581 SAVILE Tacitus, Hist. iv. xiii. (1591) 177 Of a crafty

and suttle wit, aboue the ordinary of those barbarous people.
'

1600 SHAKS. A. V. L. in. v. 42, I see no more in you then in

the ordinary Of Natures sale-worke. 1672 J. FRASER in
|

.SV/. ftipg. (Wodrow Soc.) II. 152 Reading in my ordinary,
I read these words Hag. ii. 17. 1710 Coi- BLACKADKR
Diary 2 July in Life \v\. (1834) 397 In reading the Scripture
in my Ordinary I got both reproof and instruction. 1846
J. HAMILTON Mount of Olives vii. 150 If he is in his 'frail i

ordinary' he is content. 1893 Chicago^ Advance 14 Sept.,
Something out of the ordinary was anticipated.

b. An ordinary thing or person ; something of .

usual or commonplace character, rare.

1624 R\CON Cons. War iv. Sp. Wks. 1879 I. 542/2 At that i

time Spain had no other wars save those of the Low '

Countries, which were grown into an ordinary. 1647 WARD
Simp. Coblcr 17, I would not have..my Animall Spirits

purged any way but by my Natural!, and those by my I

bodily humours, and those by such Ordinaries as have the
nearest vicinage to them. 1897 Chicago Advance 2 Sept.
314/1 To touch and lift the common life about him, till its

veriest ordinaries should feel the thrill of the new life.

17. Applied to various things of the more or

most usual class or type, to distinguish them from
others of some special sort.

t a. A particular make or variety of kersey. Obs. b- An
ungeared bicycle of the earlier type, with one large and one

;

very small wheel. So called for some years after the intro-

duction of the '

Safety
1

type, c 1885. c~ An ordinary share
|

(as distinguished from preference shares, etc.).

a. 15^2 Act 5 fy 6 Ediv. I7i, c. 6 12 Kersies called
j

Ordinaries . . being well scowred, thicked, milled, dressed and '

fully dried, shall weigh xx. li. at the least.

b. 1888 Cycl, Tour, Club Gaz. Sept. 369 A youth who, on
j

sighting us. .forthwith mounted his ordinary, rode out of
the yard [etc.]. 1898 Cycling 84 Osmond at his best on the

Ordinary was riding when the rear-driver began to establish

itself as a racing cycle.
C. 1808 Westtn. Gaz. 9 Mar. 8/2 The market values the

ordinaries at over 115-16. 1900 Ibid. 21 Aug. 7/3 Last year
the ordinaries were divided into i shares.

f!8. Phrases. (These might equally be placed
under the adj.) Of> for, in ordinary ( F. tfor-

dinaire, pour tordinaire], in the ordinary course,
j

as a regular custom or practice, ordinarily. Ohs.

1556 J. HEYWOOD Spider % F. Hi. 17 Spiders of ordinarie
j

haue store Of all municion, for warrs redie rated. 1589
PUTTKNHAM Eng. f'oesie in. xviii. (Arb.) 202 In his Oration I

which ye know is of ordinary to be made before the Prince
;

at the first assembly of both houses. 1596 DANKTT tr. I

Comities (1614) 344 Twise that weeke, once of ordinarie, and '

once for those that came to be cured of the Kings euill. !

1762 KA.MKS Elan. Crit. (1763) I. ii. 87 May we not with

equal reason derive from self-love the affection a man for I

ordinary has to them [children]? 1808 JEFFERSON Writ. (1830) i

IV. 112 We shall man them, in ordinary, but with their
j

navigating crew of eight or ten good seamen.

b. In ordinary added to official designations :

app. an expansion of ordinary (see OKDINAKY a.

3 b), and like it opposed to extraordinary, as

chaplain-in-ordinary to his Majesty, physician-in-
orditiary to the Prince of Wales.
a 1639 WOTTON Life Dk. Buckingham in Reliq. (1651) 78

There is conveyed to Master Villiers an intimation of the

Kings pleasure. .to be. .his Cup-bearer at large; and the
Summer following he was admitted in Ordinary, a 1683
WALTON Angler i. (1886) 14 Therefore I think my eagle is so

justly styled 'Jove's servant in ordinary', a 1686 FKI.I. (T.),

He. .was soon after made chaplain in ordinary to his

majesty. 1707 J. CHAMBKRLAYNE St. Gt. Brit. in. 550 (List

of Queen's Officers and Servants), Physicians in Ordinary to

her Majesty's Person. 1737 Ibid. n. in. 245 (Establishing.

188

of her Majesty's Household), Ladies of the lied-Chamber in

Ordinary,.. Ladies of the Bed-Chamber Extraordinary. Ibid.

247 Upholster in Ordinary.
19. attrib. and Comb. a. in sense 14, as ordinary

supper, -keeper, -keeping, etc. ; ordinary table,
the table at which an ordinary was served and
which was afterwards cleared for gambling; hence,
a gambling-table or gambling-house.
1579 LYLY Ztf/Aitff(ArbOtca Frequent not those ordinary

tables, wher. .yee both spend your money vainely.and your
time idly. 1635 BKERETON Trav. <Chetham Soc.) 93 We
were well used : >d. ordinary supper, and $d. breakfast.
1681 Connect. Col. Rec. (1859) HI. 78 He shall give publique
notice, .at a town meeting or by a writing set up upon the

ordinary or mill dore. 1685 Col. Rec. Pennsylv. \. 166 That

b. in sense 8, as ordinary ship, etc. ; t ordinary-
man (see quot. 1769'.
a 1642 SIR W. MONSON Naval Tracts in. (1704) 325/2 The

Victualling of the Ordinary Ship keepers. 1769 FALCONER
Diet. Marine (17891, Matelots-gardien, the ordinary-men
attending a royal dock-yard, and it's harbour or dock.

Hence O rdinaryist, one who rides an '

ordinary
'

bicycle: see 17 b. O'rdinaryship, the quality,

dignity, or personality of an ordinary.
1889 Pall Mall G. 10 May 1/1 Taken altogether, the

riding of the safety men was infinitely better than that of
the *ordinaryists. 1891 ll'/wling 4 Mar. 426 On a wet
day a safety rider is simply coated with mud, while the

ordinaryist is comparatively clean, a 1661 FULLER (Webster),
The same.. doth not destroy his *ordinaryship, but only
showelh that he was made an ordinary in an extraordinary
manner. 1830 IVestm. Rev. XIII. 451 His Ordinarysbip
sitting in three new characters at once.

Ordinary (^udinari), a. (adv.} Also 5-6
orden-, -yn-, 7 ordn-. [ad. L. ordinari-us

regular, orderly, customary, usual, f. ordo, ordin-,
OKHEU: see-AHY*. Cf. Y. ordinaire (OY.ordenaire,
1 3th c.), whence some of the uses are taken.]
t 1. Conformable to order or rule

; regular ;

orderly, methodical. Obs.

1529 MORE Dyaloge n. Wks. 183/2 Yf it were thus, God
hadde lefte none ordinarye waye for his ghospell and fayth
to be taught. 1555 W. WATRK.MAN Fardu l-'acions App. 314
Those [lawes] that he left written by piecemeale.. we haue
framed toguether into one ordenarie treatise. 1638 R. BAKER
tr. Halzacs Lett. (vol. II.) 37 Stay your selfe within the
bounds of ordinary justice. 1639 I. \V. tr. Guiberfs Chat-it.

Physic^, title-p., The advice of the best and ordinaries!

physitians.
2. Of a judge : Having regular jurisdiction, i. e.

exercising authority by virtue of office and not by
special deputation; esp. empowered ex officio to

take cognizance of ecclesiastical or spiritual cases :

now only in special collocations ^cf. ORDINARY sb.

i, 2). Of jurisdiction, ecclesiastical power, etc. :

Exercised ex officio (now merged in 3).
Judge ordinary, (a] the judge of the Court for Divorce

(formerly a branch of ecclesiastical judicature) ; (/') in Scot-

land, the sherifTof a county. Lord ordinary : seequot. 1861.

1483 CAXTON Cato A viij, To understonde the sentence of

thy luge competent and ordynarye. 1534 Act 26 Hen. VI'i'/,

c. 3 7 Arcnebysshoppes and bysshoppes, and all other

hauing iurisdiction ordinary. <zx6oo HooKF.u/fcc/. Pol. vin,

viii . 3 Qur judges in causes ecclesiastical are either ordinary
or commissionary : ordinary, those whom we term ordinaries,
and such, by the laws of this land, are none but prelates only.

1656 BKAMHALL Reflic. v. 200 They have yet another evasion,
that the highest fftclesiasticall power was given ..to Saint
Peter as an ordinary Pastor to descend from him to his Suc-
cessors. 1834 [see ORDINARY sb. 2]. 1861 W. BKLL Diet.

Law Scttf. 600/1 Lord Ordinary. In the Court of Session,
the judge before whom a cause depends in the Outer-House
is called the Lord Ordinary in that cause. And the judge
who officiates in the Bill-Chamber is called the Lord Ordin-

ary on the Bills. 1872 ll'hartons Law Lex. (ed. 5), Judge
Ordinary^ the judge of the Court for Divorce.

3. Belonging to the regular or usual order or

course ; having a place in a fixed or regulated

sequence ; occurring in the course of regular custom
or practice; regular, normal, customary, usual.

Ordinary ray i see quot. 1831 (cf. EXTRAORDINARY i d).

c 1460 FOKTESCUK Abs.% Lim. Man. vi. (1885) 120 Ordi-

nance ffor the Kynges ordinarie charges. i$77 HARBISON

England n. vi. (1877)1. 148 The servants haue their ordinarie

diet assigned. 1607-11 BACON Ess., Atheism (Arb.) 330/1
God never wrought miracle to convince Atheistes because
his ordinary workes convince them. 1756 C. LUCAS Ess,

Waters I. 145 It proves a very useful, good water for the

ordinary purposes of families. 1831 BREWSTKK Optics xvii.

00. 146 The ray., is refracted according to the ordinary law
of refraction, .[and] is therefore called the ordinary ray.

1875 jKvoxsjl/7O'(i878)25o In ordinary life we useagreat
many words with a total disregard of logical precision.

b. Of officials, persons employed, etc. : Belong-

ing to the regular staff or to the fully recognized
class of such. Cf. EXTRAORDINARY 2. Now mostly

represented by -in-ordinary : see ORDINARY sb. 18.

[1508 Chamerlane ordinare : see OROINAR a.\ 1555 W.
WATRK.MAN l-'ardle Radons \\. x. 231 The Kmperour. . neuer

speaketh to any foreine ambassnilours,..e.\cepte bothe thei

and their giftes . . bee purified by the ordenarie women.

1577-87 HOMNSHKH <//;-<'. 111. 1136/1 There were in the

towne of Calls fine hundred English souldiors ordinarie, ..

and of the townesmen not fullie two hundred fighting men.

1592 GKKKNK Disput. 21, I was an ordinary dauncer. 1621

BURTON Anat. Mel. i. ii. in. vi, A grave and learned

ORDINATE.
Minister, and an ordinary Preacher at Alcmar in Holland.
J 737 J- CHAMBKKLAYNE S/. Gt. Brit, ii. in. 117 Military
Branch of the Ordnance. .Engineer-Ordinary, Joseph Day.

c. Phr. More than ordinary : (a) more in num-
ber or amount than is usual

; (/>) with adj. or sb.

To a greater degree than is usual, unusual, ex-

ceptional ;
also advb. unusually, exceptionally.

Obs., arch., or dial. So greater, better, worse (etc.)
than ordinary.
1560 DAUS tr. Sleidanc's Comm. 339!), He that taketh

yerely of his subjectes more than ordinarye, .Hi. C. M.
Ducates. 1589 PUTTENHAM Eng. Poesie in. xx. (Arb.i 264
Surplusage. . heth not only in a word or two more than

ordinary, but in whole clauses. 1644 MILTON Areop. (Arb.)
57 Though a licencer should happ'n to be judicious more
then ordinary. 1662 STILLINGFL. Orig, Sacr. in. iv. 9
There was a more than ordinary multiplication of the world
from the Sons of Noah after the Flood. 1670 EACHARD
Cont. Clergy 122 The clouds being more than ordinary
thick, -i 1704 LOCKE (J.*, This designation of the person our
author is more than ordinary obliged to take care of. 1748
RICHARDSON Clarissa (1811) I. ii. ii When .she aimed to be
worse tempered than ordinary. 1852 MKS. STOWE Uncle
Tom's C. xix. 197 If Eva, now, was not more angel than

ordinary, she would be ruined.

f 4. Of common or everyday occurrence ; fre-

quent ; abundant. Obs.

1597 SHAKS. 2 Ifen. IV, \\. iv. 115 Be patient (Princes) you
doe know, these Fits Are with his Highnesse very ordinarie.

1675 tr. Caimkns Hist. Eliz. ill. {1688) 324 Tobacco-

Shops are now as ordinary in most Towns as Tap-houses
and Taverns. 1725 SLOANE Jamaica. II. 32$ These are

very ordinary here, but thrive not . . for want of water.

fb. Commonly practised or experienced ; com-
mon, customary, usual. Chiefly predicative, in

phr. it is ordinary, or an ordinary thing (with
a person to do something, etc.). Obs.

1605 BACON Adv. Learn, i. ii. 3 It hath been ordinary
with politiqne men to extenuate and disable learned men by
the names of pedantes. 1670 BAXTER Cure Ch.-Div. 167 It is

very ordinary with poor fanciful women .. to take all their

deep apprehensions for revelations. 1709 STEELE Tatler
No. 5P2 Her Eyes are intent upon one who looks from her;
which is ordinary with the Sex. Ibid. No. 27 p 6 It is

ordinary for Love to make Men Poetical. 1794 E*ALCY.t>V&
i. v. 4 (1817) 98 This proves that a morality, more pure and
strict than was ordinary, prevailed, .in Christian societies.

6. Of the usual kind, such as is commonly met

with, not singular or exceptional. Often in de-

preciatory use : Not above, or somewhat below,
the usual level of quality; commonplace, some-
what inferior; also (nov/dial. or colloq^} ordinary-

looking,
'

plain ',

'

ugly, not handsome
'

(JohnsonJ.
Ordinary seaman : see quot. 1769.

1590 WEB BE Tra-v. (Arb.) 18 We were set to wipe the feet

of the kings horses, and to become ordinarie slaues in the

said Court. 1607 TOPSELL Four-f. Beasts (1658) 220 A com-
mon name for ordinary Hackney-horses. 1661 RUST Origeris

Opin. in Phenix (1721) I. Si They were Men of ordinary In-

tellectuals. 1667 PRIM ATT 6Y/y<y C". Build. 71 There is those

that do it for four shillings a peece; but very ordinary work.

1710 HKARNECW/irf. (O. H.S.) III. 52 His Books "are very
mean and ordinary. 1752 HUME Ess. i. i. (1788) 20 The most

ordinary machine is sufficient to tell the hours, but the most
elaborate alone can point out the minutes and seconds. 1769
KAI.CONKR Diet. Marine (1789), Ordinary . . is likewise used
to distinguish the inferior sailors from the more expert. . . The
latter are rated able on the navy-books, a 1847 MRS. SHKR-
\\wv Lady ofManor III. xx. 148 Lady Anne was., remark-
able for her ordinary appearance, her person being clumsy,
and her face spoiled by the small-pox. 1848 C. BKONTK

y. Eyre v, Miss Miller was more ordinary; ruddy in com-

plexion. 1879 Pafcr <y Print. Trades Jrnl. No. 29. 5
The get-up and printing of both works being of the most

ordinary character. 1883 A^c/c^v TO Aug. 95/1 In Cam-
bridgeshire..' An ordinary child

'

was ' a plain child '.

f6. Not distinguished by rank or position ;
be-

longing to the commonalty ; of low degree ; per-

taining to, or characteristic of, the common people ;

common, vulgar; unrefined, low, coarse. Ot>s.

1659 PEARSON Creed (1839) 117 The ordinary Jews had lost

the exact understanding of the old Hebrew language. 1722
DE FOE Plague (1756) 79 Expressions, such as .. even the

worst and ordinaries! People in the Street would not use.

ordinary people. Ibid. 255 Most women and all the ordin-

ary people in general speak in open defiance of all grammar.
7. J'hrases: see OBDINAKY sb. 18.

fB. adv. In an ordinary manner
; according to,

or as a matter of, regular practice; in ordinary

cases, commonly, ordinarily. Obs.

1596 DANETT tr. Comities (1614* 24 My >elfe was resident

there,., being lodged at the Tournelles, and ordinary eating
and lodging in the Court. 1607 TOPSELL Four-/. J>ca*ts

(1658) 241 They mounted without other stirrop .. not only
when they were ordinary attired in common garments, but

then also when they were armed. 1697 tr. C'tess ITA nney's
Trar: (1706) 56 Their Sword oftentimes hangs by their side

tied with a bit of Cord, and ordinary without a Scabbard.

1798 Invasion I. 276 When you are quite ordinary dressed,

so that no one could guess you for ladies.

C. Couih.) as ordinary-looking, -sited &&%,
1818 SCOTT Rob Roy xx, One or two starched and ordi-

nary-looking mechanics stood beside and behind me. 1831
I:KI:\YSTKK Nat. Magic xi. (1833) 274 II ' s capable of

accommodating an ordinary-sized man. 1891 S. MOSTYN
Citratica -2 That other young man, who. .had a turned-up

nose, and was quite ordinary looking.

Ordinate (^Mdin</t), a. and sb. Also 4-7 -at,

[ad. L. ordinat-us, pa.pple. ofordinary to ORDAIN.]



ORDINATE.

A. ///. a. and adj. Now Otis, or rare.

I. fl- Construed as/a. ///c. Ordered, arranged,

disposed ; ordained, destined, appointed. Obs.

i398Txr.vK\/>art/i.Def>.R.v.v. (14951108 Thecurtelles
or webbes of the eye ben. .so ordynat togyders that four ben
in the formest partyes. 1509 HAWES Past, fleas, xxxvir.

(Percy Soc.) 194 The serpent venimous, Which by sorcery
was surely ordinate You for to sle. 1649 JKR. TAYLOR Gt.

F.xciiifr. Pref. 34 Taking such proportions of their objects
which are ordinate to their end.

II. Construed as adj.

f2. Conformed to order or rule; reduced to

order, ordered, regulated ; orderly, regular. Obs.
Ordiwitc ptrwcr (of God), the divine power as exhibited in

the order of mundane things. (Opposed to absolute,}

,1400 Af>ol. Loll. 28 Crist, bat is God AImfatyj& of his

absolut power may al bing..3et may not of his ordinal

power gele be folk for ber ontrowb. 1455 Rolls of ParU. V.

279/1 An ordinate and a substantiall rule. 1534 WIIITINTON

Titllycs Offices I. (1540) 2 With condy gesture . . with ordynatc
eloquence, to make an oracyon. 1668 CUI.I'LPPER COI.K
Ba.rtlwl. Anal. in. v. 138 The Brain hath sundry Circum-
volutions without any Method or Order; the Crainlet hath
circular and ordinate ones.

t 3. Observant of order, keeping within orderly
limits; orderly, regular, moderate, temperate. Obs.

1-1374 CHAUCER Boelh. \. met. iii. 7 (Camb. MS.) Cleer of

vertu, sad, and wel ordinal of leuynge. c 1386 Merck. T.
40 Ther as a wedded man . . Lyueth a lyf blisful and ordinaat.

1483 CAXTON GeM. Leg. 178/2 He was wel ordynate in hym
self. 1563 MAN Musciilus' Comiiwnpl. 35 b,Where as men saye.
that ordinate charitie beginneth of it self, if it be meanteof
the chai ite of God, it is true. 1678 R. L'KsTRANCE Sttieca's

Jlfor.(ijo2) 124 His life is Ordinate, fearless, Equal, Secure.

f4. Geom. Of a figure: Having all its sides and

angles equal ; regular. Obs.

1625 N. CARPENTER Geoff. Del. \\.\\. (1635) 21 An Ordinate
figure wee defined to bee that which commeth neerest to an
equality of Sides and Angles. 1709 V. MANDEY Syst. Math.,
Geoiii. (1729) 142 In Triangle! only the Equilateral is Ordi-
nate or Regular.

t 5. Math. Ordinate proportion, a proportion or

statement of equality of ratios in which the terms
are in regular order. Ordinate line = ]?.

1370 RII.UNGSLEY Euclid v. def. 18. 136 This ordinale

proportionalitie may be extended as farre as ye list. 1656
HOBBES Six Lesions Wks. 1845 VII. 288 The increasing
impetus, .will be designed by the ordinate lines in the para-
bola. i86*TomiuNTER Euclid -2%o In 19 he defines ordinate
proportion.
6. Enloin. Arranged in a row or rows.
1826 KIRBY & Sr. Entomol. IV. 292 Ordinate. When

spots, puncta, c. are placed in rows. Ibid. 313 Ordinate.
When simple eyes are arranged in a certain order.

B. sl>. Geom. a. Any one of a series of parallel
chords of a conic section, in relation to the diameter
which bisects each of them ; now usually applied
to half the chord

(i. e. the line from the curve to
the bisecting diameter), originally called the semi-
ordinate. Hence, b. A straight line drawn from

any point parallel to one of the co-ordinate axes,
and meeting the other : see CO-ORDINATE s6. 2.

(Correlative to ABSCISSA.)
_ The_name ordinate, formerly more fully ordinate applica-te,
is derived from the Latin phrase \linea\ortiinate (or ordina-
lini) afflicata, used in the i6th c. Latin translation of
Apollonius of Perga.

f 1537 Apoltonii Tergx Conicorum I. xvi. Definilio \, Pucta
autem per centrum ordinate applicata, . .Secunda Diameter
vocetur.] 1676 COLLINS in Rigaud Corr. Sci. Men (1841) II. 7
The angle that an ordinate in a known ellipsis makes with
either of the axes. 1706 PHILLIPS, Ordinate or Ordinate
Applicatc (in Conick Sections) is a Line drawn at Right
Angles to the Axis, (which cuts it into two equal Parts) and
reaching from one side of the Section to the other. The Half
of this Line is properly the Seini-Ordinate, but is now
commonly called the Ordinatc. 1706 DITTON Fluxions 31
Tis required to find the relation of the Fluxion of the
Ordinate to the Fluxion ofthe Abscisse. 1716 E. STONE Ne-,u
Math. Diet. s. v. Ortitr(trma>L Newton 1704), If any Right
and Parallel Lines be drawn and terminated on both sides

by one and the same Conic-Section, and a Right Line
bisecting any two of them, shall bisect all the rest. .All the
Right Lines so bisected, are called Ordinate Applicates to
that Diameter \ordinatim apjlicatx ad Diametritiii}. 1748
HARTLEY Observ. Man t. iii. 339 The Ordinates of any
unknown Curve. 1807 HUTTON Course Math. II. 95 An
Ordinate to any diameter, is a line parallel to its conjugate,
or to the tangent at its vertex, and terminated by the diameter
and curve. 1861 SMILES Engineers II. vn. vi. 183 Trans-
verse timbers, .. laid across the whole of the ribs, set out to
the exact form of the curve by ordinates from the main or
longitudinal axis of the ellipsis. 1879 PRESCOTT Sf>, Telephone
246 We let fall perpendiculars, or, in mathematical language,
ordinates to it, on either side. 1891 C. TAYLOR Klem. Geom.
Conies 8 The Principal Ordinate, or briefly the Ordinate,
of any p_oint

is the perpendicular drawn from it to the axis.

Ordinate (fnhiirt), v.
[f.

L. onlinat-, ppl.
stem of ordinare : cf. prec.]
fl. traits. To appoint authoritatively to any

office; spec, to appoint or admit to holy orders;
= ORDAIN v. n. Ohs.
1562 WINJET Cert. Tractatis Wks. t888 I. 15 As the

Apostolis ordinatit St. Paule and Barnabas. 1565 JEWEL
Def, Apol. (1611) 568 As for that ye say, Your Ilishups be
duly Ordinated and Consecrated. 1595 DANIEL (.'. ll'ars
iv. xxii, Richard ..this man did ordinale The heyn- :ii"

parent to the Croune and Land. 1597 A. M. tr. Guille-
m,-ait's Fr. Chirurg. 8/1 Moils' de la Tour, ordinated
and chosen gentleman of the kinges chamber of presence.
2. To order, regulate, control, govern, direct.

Now rare or Obs.
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'595 DANIKL Civ. Wars \. Ixix, He. .That best knowes how
a Realme to ordinate. 1646 UP. HAM. Balm Gilcad 113
That over-ruling hand of the Almighty, who ordinates all

their motions to his owne holy purposes. 1701 BKVKRI.KY
Glory ofGrace 24 Even those Great Links, and tranches of
Salvation, that are within us,.. Are yet so Ordinated, that

they are to the Praise of the glory of grace. 1823 I)K

QUINCEV Lett. Yng. Man Wks. 1860 XI V. 86 He did no more
than regulate and ordinate the evident nisus and tendency
of the popular u>age into a severe definition.

3. To institute, establish, ordain, predestine.
Now rare or Obs.
1610 BP. CARLETON Jurisd. 292 The publike good is peace,

whereunto justices and just warres are ordinated. 1660 N.
INGKLO Bentivolio <V Urania i. (1682) 168 The Precepts and
Actions of Vertue are. .all ordinated to one End. 1850 L.
HUNT Autobiog. xxxv. 11860) 399 Providence, by the like

reasoning, ordinates dreadful revenge and retribution.

4. To place side by side in a series, to co-ordinate.
i88z FARRAR Early Chr. II. 385 The sentences are

ordinated by simple conjunctions, not subordinated to each
other by final particles. 1882 11.umv Two on a Towcrl.
xii. 208, I have never ordinated two such dissimilar ideas.

Hence O'rdinated///. a., ordained.

1652 GAULE Magastrom. 152 To an ordinated destiny of
an unfortunate end comes in, inordinately, fire, water, a fall,
a gun, a swnrd.

t O'rdinately, adv. Obs. [f. ORDINATE a.

f -LY
-.]

1. In an ordinate, ordered, or regulated manner;
in due order, in regular succession or sequence ;

according to order or rule, regularly ; properly,
duly, temperately,
1382 WVCLU- i jMacc. vi. 40 Thei wen ten warly, and nidy-

naily. c 1425 Lvm;. Assembly of Gods w$ Pluto, .gan to
declare euen by and by liothe her compleyntes ordynally.
1549 LATIMKK ist Serin, bef. lidiv. VI (Arb.) 27, I wyll make
a durable lawe, whyche shal com pell the to walke ordinative,
and in a plain way. 1603 SIR C. HKVDON Jiid. Astrol. xxiii.

548 God worketh ordinately, not preposterously. 1651
Raleigh's Ghost 100 It is impossible, that a thing should

particularly and ordinately in its own operation aim at one
certain end, except St..knoweth the end.

2. Math, a. With equality of sides and angles.
b. So as to form an ordinate ; as an ordinate. Cf.
ORDINATE A. 4, 5, B.

1653 H. MOKE Antid, Ath. \\. v. 5 (1712) 54 if ; t be but
exactly round.. or ordinately Quinquangular. 1655-87

-

App, Antid. (1712) 192 To be ordinately figured, is an
undoubted Perfection of a Body. 1763 PEMBKRTON in /'///'/.

Trans. LI 1 1. 525 If DA' be not ordinately applied to LM,
let DO be ordinately applied to LM.
Ordination (^idin^i-Jan). [ad. L. ordindttin-

em, n. of action f. ordinare to ORDAIN. Cf. F.
ordination (i2thc.).] The action of ordaining.

I. 1. The action of ordering, arranging, or dis-

posing in ranks or order; the condition of being
ordered or arranged; an arrangement or disposition.
(This, the primary sense in L., appears to have been the

last to be adopted in Eng.)
1658 SIR T. BROWNE Card. Cyrus \. 36 Disposing his

trees like his armies in regular ordination. Ibid. iii. 53
Quincuncial forms and Ordinations are also observable in
animall figurations. 1703 T. N. City % C. Purchaser 85 He
meaneth by Ordination, nothing but a well selling of the
Model or Scheme of the whole Work. 1823 BYRON Juan
vn. 1, The first Detachment of three columns took its station,
.. the second's ordination Was also in three columns. 1863
COWDEN CLARKE Skaks. Char. i. 18 We must bear in mind
the different ordination of ceremony., in that early and rude
stage of society.

b. Arrangement in orders or classes
; classifica-

tion in orders.

1656 tr. Hobbcs
1

Elan. Philos. (1839) 28", I would not have
any man think I deliver the forms above for a true and exact
ordination of names. 1885 P. M.AcOwAN Rep, Cape '/'<f?c

Bot. Gard.for 1884. n The ordination of the Qrchidez.
II. 2. The action of ordaining, or conferring

holy orders; appointment or admission to the

ministry of the Church
;
the fact of being ordained.

1432-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) II. 141 If the archebischop of
Yorke dee, his swccessor shalle comme to Caunterbury to

receyve his ordinacion \ordinationem ah co accipiet}. 1641
MILTON Anwiadr. xiii. Wks. (1851) 229 As for Ordination,
what is it, but the laying on of hands, an outward signe or
symbol ofadmission ? it creates nothing, it conferres nothing.
1660 R. COKE Pmver ,$ Subj. 87 Bishops have power of
ordination of presbyters in every city, Tit. 1.5:1 Tim. 5. 22.

1766 BLACKSTONK Comm. II. iii. 23 That, where the benefice
was to be conferred on a mere layman, he was first presented
to the bishop, in order to receive ordination. 1842 G. S. FAKER
Prov. Lett. (1844) I. 241 Many of our best, .divines hold
presbyteral ordination to be valid in cases of necessity.
attrib. 1879 ASIUVKLL Life Bp. IVilberforce I. viii. 334

The reforms in regard to Ordination work, for which the
Church is indebted to him. Ibid. 339 The features of a
Cuddesdun Ordination week.

t b. Appointment to any office or position, rare.
1650 HOBBKS De Corp. Pol. 152 An Election or Ordination,

howsoever made.
III. 3. The action or fact of ordaining or de-

creeing, esp. as a divine action.
1460 CAPGRAVI-: Chron. (Rolls) loThesextecause is ofGoddis

ordmacioun. 1552 ABP. HAMILTON Catech. (1884) 33 To
(|uhome he was. .subjeckit be the ordinatioun of God. 1659
l'i \KSOS Creed (1839) 213 From hence those which are
subject learn to obey the powers which are of human
ordination, 1794 AI-\MS AW. \ /;./. l*hilt>s, II. xx.

,

The quality of transparency is given, by :i wis ordination
of Providence, to the fluid substance of water. 1849 R I

WiLBERFORCE Holy Baft. (1850) 149 That such a decree
would go forth . .had been known beforehand to the Supreme
intelligence and had been part of His ordination.

ORDNANCE.

t b. Destination (to an end or purpose); de-

stined or ordained function or disposition. Obs.

1607 TOPSKLI. I'~our-f. Beasts (1658) 63 An ox. .is called a

plower, ..slow, and ill-favoured ; with many other such notes
of their nature, ordination, and condition. 1678 NORHIS
Coll. Misc. (1699) 184 Whatsoever has such a Natural
Ordination to, or Connexion with, the well or ill Being of

mankind. 1829 J. L. KNAIT yrnl. of Naturalist 332 The
same propensity, or ordination, for removing decayed matters.

1 4. That which is ordained
;

an ordinance,
decree, statute, law

; a prescribed observance. Obs.

1526 TINDALK Luke i. 6 Booth. .walked in all the lawcs
and ordinacions of the lorde. 1651 Life Father />;// (1676)
TOI A constant tenacity and an habited custom to observe
ordinations with all exquisitentss. 1656 HOBBKS Lib.,

Ncccss., <$ Chance (1841) 157 If he intended, .that unjust
laws are not genuine laws, ..because they are not the ordina-
tions of right reason.

Ordinative ^idinaiv), a. and sb. [ad. late I,.

ordindtivus (Tcrtull.\ f. ppl. stem, of ordinare to

ORDAIN : sec -ATIVE.]
A. adj. Having the character or function of

ordaining, ordering, determining, or regulating ;
of

tlic nnturc of ordination or ordering. Now rare.

1605 TIM MM Qnersit. in. 142 These internal beginnings of

things they called bypostal ical, vertual, and ordinal iue

beginnings. i6sz GAUI.E Magastront. 156 For these, being
but the executive only, may cither be directed or diverted

by the intellectuall and ordinative. 1677 ( \ \\.v.C>'t. Gcntilt\\

iv. 481 The holy God, in al his. . gubernation about sin,

whether it be permissive <>r ordinative, is gloriosely vindi-
cated from being the Author, .of sin.

B. sb. A particle which ordinates clauses, rare.

(Cf. L. ordinatti'a advcrbia in IViscian.)
1845 STODDART Grain, in F'.ncycl. Mctrop. I. 172/1

' Where '

is an ordinative of place in the following pa>sage.
' He rail-.

Kven there, where merchants mot do congregate.'

Ordinato-, combining form of L. ordinatiis

arranged in a row or rows, as ordina to-lrturate,

-ma'culate, -pu'iictate adjs,, having liturde (or
indistinct spots), macula.-, or punctures, in rows.

t O'rdinator. Obs. [a. L. ordinator, agent-n.
f. ordinare to OKDAIX] One who ordains.

1. One who orders, regulates, directs, or governs.
1615 T. ADAMS TIVO Sonncs 83 The wise ordinator of all

tiling. 1615 EIHJ. Sickness ii. Wks. 1861 I. 424 Nature,
and her ordinator, (lod. 1680 H. DODWEU, Two Lett. 11691)
162 The necessity of an universal ordinator of the second
causes both to their own ends . and . . to that of the Universe.
1818 R. P. KNIGHT Xyuili. Lang. (18761 127 His name
signified the Ordinator or Regulator, as it does still in the
modern Coptic.
2. One who ordains to the Christian ministry.
1609 SKKNK Reg. Maj. 24 Gif he (a bondman] be ordered

without the knawledge of hi> inaister, and of his ordinator,
. .he sail be called back againe to bondage, and sail be ran-
dered to his maister,-

Ordiliee i^idinr), a. and sh. Forms : 4 ordine,

5 ordane, 9 ordinee. [In ME. a. OK. ordin^

pa. pple. oiordiner to ORDAIN
;

in mod. use formed
anew : see -EE.]

t A. adj. Admitted to holy orders, or into a re-

ligious order or fraternity ;
ordained. Obs.

c 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. (1810)225 P;in went |>is ( Htobune
borghout Jre cuntre, & quaynted him with ilkone, lewed &
ordine. ^1400 Rule St. Benet (E. K- T. S.t 22/7 Piinclike
sal she sende an ordane nunne till her fcit is in sentence.

B. sh. An ordained clergyman or minister; now,
usually, a newly-ordained deacon.
c 1330 R. BRVNNE Chron. (1810) 210 (To] J>at holy kirke, &

alle pe ordinez, 8: bisshop wo )rei wirke i^ clerkes of dignite/.
1863 A. BLOMFIFLDJA-W. />/. Blontfield \. iv.io6 In addressing
hisordineeson the subject of amusements, he has deprecated
fox-hunting. 1884 Ch. Times 428/4 There was afalling-offin
the number of ordinees at the beginning of the decennium.

Ordnance (pMdnans). [A syncopated variant

of ordenance, ORDINANCE, established since the

i ;th c. in a certain group of senses. The complete
historical illustration of these is given here, although

every sense begins with forms spelt ordinance.']
1 1. Military materials, stores, or supplies ;

im-

plements of war; missiles discharged in war: ^
ARTILLERY i. Also in pi. ordinaunces. Obs. in

general sense.

1390 GOWER Conf. II. 195 That thei . . beholde myhte Here
enemys .. With al here ordinance there, Which thei ayein
the Cite caste. 1432-50 tr. Higdcn Harl. Contin. (Rolls)
VIII. 485 His ordinaunce and trussynge cofres were taken

|>er. 1497 Naval Ace. Hen. F//(i8o6) 82 By the first part
is declared the. .Receiptes of ordinaunces. .By the secunde

part is declared ordenaunces Retorned and deliuered. 1/1548
HALL Chron. ^ Rich. Ill 51 Armoure, weapons, vitayle and
all other ordinaunces expedient for warre. 1549 Compl.
Scot. ix. 78 He brocht sa mony schjpis to grece vitht al

ortlonnance. 1644 VICARS JehovaJi-Jireh 143 For hast they
left their Ordnance behind them.

2. Engines for discharging missiles,

t a. Formerly including catapults, slings, bows,
etc. :

=* ARTILLERY 2 a. Obs. b. Now, Mounted

guns, cannon: -- ARTILLERY 2 b.

Formerly often distinguished v&great or small', now usually
as heavy vr light o. Piece ofordnance : see PIECE.

a. ti430.S>>-OV'>'.(R<>xb.)78ii Hepurveid for maygnelles
and belfrayes Anil othrc ordinaunce at al assayes. 1535
CUVKKUALK 2 Saw. xx. 15 All the people., layed to iheir

ordynaunce, and wolde haue cast downe the wall. 1600

HOLLAND Livy xxiv. xxxiii. 532 They approched with all

their fabrickes, engines, and ordinance of hatterie against

the walls.



ORDNANCE.

b. i 1489 CAXTON Elauchardyu liv. 215 As fire giuen to the

ordinance, tis to late to recall the shot. 1497 Naval Ace.

Hen. I'll (1896) 99 Wheles for grete ordinaunce . . iiij pair.

a 1548 HALL Chron., Hen. VI 105 Thei laied gonne against

gonne,..and laied a pece of ordynaunce directly against the

wyndowe. IHd., Hen. I'llI 136 b, The goodly ordnance

Papers (Camden) 12, I Desyer Yor Ex" Licence to keepe
tbes six small Iron Ordnance in my Castell of Ballemartln.

a 1715 BI-RNET Own Time (1766) II. 212 The King and the

Duke came to the Tower,. to see some invention about the

ordinance. 1861 W. H. RUSSELL in Morn. Chron. 3 Aug.,
Another work . . mounts three pieces of heavy ordnance.

1879 Casserts Tecku. Educ. III. 267 Rifled ordnance was used

freely by the French in the campaign in Italy in 1859.

fc. With//. An engine for discharging missiles;

a large gun, piece of ordnance. Obs.

1480 ll'atcrf. Arch, in lotA Re/>. Hist. JlfSS. Comm. App.
v. 315 No marchaunt. .shall bryng none of the saide orde-

naunces oute of no countre beyonde the see. 11548 HALL
Chron., Hen. ("/// 160 The Romaynes shot great ordi-

naunces, handgonnes, quarrels. l6a6 CAPT. _SMITH Accid.

Yng. Seamen 24 Gunners spunge your Ordinances. 1639
WADSWORTH Pilgr. 35 They replying so stoutly, made our

Marriners quickly, .fly to their Ordnances vnderneath.

fd. The artillery as a branch of the army. Obs.

1665 MANLEY Grotiits Low C. \Varres 293 Here was kill'd

..Charles Levinus Famarsh, who.. at this time was General

of the Ordnance. 1786 W. THOMSON Watsons Philip III, VI.

(1839) 343 Mansveldt marched into Bohemia, where he was
. .honoured with the charge of general of the ordnance.

3. The public establishment, or branch of the

public service, concerned with the supply of military

stores and materials, the management of the

artillery, etc.

liaani of Ordnance, a board, partly military and partly

civil, which had the management of all affairs relating to the

artillery, engineers, and the materiel of the Army ; it was

under the direction of a Master-General, assisted by a

Lieutenant-General, a Surveyor-General, a Principal Store-

190

United Kingdom. 1878 HUXLKY Physiogr. n Maps of the

Ordnance Survey are constructed on the scale of one inch

to the mile.

Ordnary, obs. form of OHDINARY.

II Ordo (pMdfl). [L.,
= row, scries, order.] a.

Eccl. An ordinal, directory, or book of rubrics; an

office or sen-ice with its rubrics, b. In old Latin

school-books, (prdo verbontm) The arrangement of

words required in translating into English, c. Pros.

= COLON a i.

being now discharged by ti& Army Ordnance Department.
The organization of the Ordnance Department has under- !

gone numerous transformations since 1855. From 1870 to

1887, the Surveyor-Gencral ofOrdnance was (with the Com-
\

mander-in-Chief, and the Financial Secretary) one of three
,

officers to whom the actual army administration was then

delegated, his province being all civil administrative duties ,

except the Pay Department, with the purchase, construc-

tion, and charge of mate'riel. After 1887 these duties were

divided among various officials, e.g. the Commissary- j

General of Ordnance Stores, Director-General of Ordnance i

Factories, etc. In 1895 they were once more grouped under
|

an Inspector^Gcncrai of Ordnance, for whom a Director-

General was substituted by an Order in Council of 7 March,

1899.

1485 Rolls Parlt. VI. 354/2 Maister of oure Ordinaunce

and maisterofoure Armery. 1548 PATTEN Exp. Scotl. Ejb,
Syr Fraunces Flemynge knight, master of the ordinaunce.

1679 WOOD Life 30 Apr. (O. H. S.) 1 1. 449 He was lieftenant

of the ordinance. 1737 J. CHAMHF.RLAYNE St. Gt. llrit. it.

in. 117 Military Branch of the Ordnance. .. Gentleman of

Ordnance, John Palmer. 1810 WELLINGTON in Gurw. Dcsp.

(1838) VI. 22, I should have thought, .that the Duke would

have gone to the Ordnance, which he would have liked.

1863 H. Cox Instit. in. viii. 710 The Master-General of the

< )rdnance directed . . all those matters with reference to the

Corps of Artillery and Engineers, which, as to the rest of

the army, belonged to the Commander-m-Chief. 1875 Encycl.
Brit. II. 572 The Surveyor-General of the Ordnance is

[1870-87] charged with
'

providing, holding, and issuing, to

all branches of the army and reserve forces, food, forage. .

and all other stores necessary for the efficient performance
of their duties,' etc.

t 4. Occas. var. of ORDINANCE in other senses.

5. attrib., as ordnance carriage, hospital, officer,

park, stores, store-keeper, etc. Ordnance Board
= Board of Ordnance : see 3.
1800 WELLINGTON Let. to Major Gen. Rraitlnvaite in

Gurw. Desp. (1837) I. 276 The ordnance and military stores

to be sent from Fort St. George. 1803 Let. to Col. Murray
30 Apr. i/'id. 529 Wheels for ordnance carriages. 1841 LEVER
t'. O'Malley Ixxxviii. 421 In front of an old ordinance mar-

quee. 1853 STOCQVELER Mil. Encycl., Ordnance Store-

keeper, a civil officer in the artillery, who has the charge of

all the stores. 1868 Rep. to Govt. V. S. Munitions War
143 After a time these coil guns, .find their way to the ord-

nance hospital at Woolwich. 1869 J. MARTISKAO P.ss.\\.

156 Do they set their ordnance officers to ball-practice?

1893 FORBES MITCHELL Keniin. Gt. Mutiny 146 The whole

of his ordnance park, containing a large quantity of ammuni-
tion and thirty-two guns.
Ordnance Survey : The official survey of Great

Britain and Ireland, undertaken by Government,
and originally carried out under the direction of

the Master-General of the Ordnance. Hence
ordnance datum, the datum-line or level, to

which all heights are referred in the Ordnance

Survey, being 12^ feet below Trinity High-water

mark, and 4, feet above Trinity Low-water mark ;

ordnance map, a map prepared by the Survey ;

also ordnance sheet.

In 1889 the Ordnance Survey was made a department of

the Board of Agriculture.

1840 Kncycl. fSrit. (ed. 7) XXI. 354/2 In 1791 the Ordnance

survey was tegun. Il'id. 360/1 Ordnance .Maps . . are not

only drawn, but also engraved and printed, at the Ordnance

Map Offices in the Tower, and at Dublin. 1845 MI.CULLOCH

Ace. Krit. Empire (1854) I. 229 Ben Macdhu, ascertained,

by the Ordnance survey, to be the highest mountain in the

Ordo for Ireland. 1885 Catholic Diet. (ed. 3) 265 note. The

Catholic directory, familiar to English Catholics, contains !

besides the Ordo a list of clergy, churches, etc.

Ordoimaiice (p-jdonans, or, as F., ordtma'fis).

[a. mod. F. ordonuance, for OK. ordinance ; see :

ORDINANCE.]
1. Systematic arrangement, esp. of literary ma-

terial, architectural parts or features, or the details

of any work of art; a plan or method of literary

or artistic composition ; an order of architecture.

1644 EVELYN Diaty 20 Nov., A Church, .for outward forme

not comparable to St. Peter's, being of Gotiq prdonance. 1711

STEELE Spat. No. 552 F I. I found his spacious warehouses

fill'd and adorn'd with tea, China and Indian ware. I could

observe a beautiful ordonnance ofthe whole. 1713 CHAMBERS
tr. Le Clerc's Treat. Arc/tit. I. 22 Columns that have

Pedestals, arc in a more stately Ordonnance than those

which have none. IHd. 140 Two OrdSnnances of Archi-

tecture shou'd never be placed within one another. 1776

SIR J. REYNOLDS Disc. vii. (1876) 413 Disproportionate
ordonnance of parts. 1817 COLERIDGE Biog. Lit. xviii. (1882)

174 [Difference] between ihe ordonnance of poetic composi-
tion and that of prose. 1883 Athctiziim 22 Aug. 246/2 The

ordonnance of the typography . . is at once simple, per-

spicuous, and compact.
2. In reference to France and other continental

countries : An ordinance, decree, law, or by-law ;

spec, in France, (a) under the monarchy, a decree of

the king or the regent ; applied esp. to the partial

codes issued by Louis XIV and his successors;
1

(b) an order of a criminal court.

For the ordonnances of Charles X, 1830, see ORDINANCE 7.

1756 JOHNSON A", ofPrussia Wks. IV. 551 The ordonance
1

of 1667, by which Lewis the Fourteenth established an

uniformity of procedure. 1761 Hist, in Ann. Keg. 67 An or-

donance was issued at Copenhagen, .prohibiting theimporta-

! tion of foreign tobacco. 1815 HOBHOISE Substance Lett.

(1816) I. 78 Only three days after the publication
of the char-

j ter, the director-general of the police issued two ordonnances
'

in open contradiction to the fifth and sixty-eighth articles.

1839 JAMES Louis XIV, III. 208 The criminal code did not

appear till 1670 ; though an ordonnance affecting the marine

had been promulgated in the preceding year. 1878 Grove's
'

Diet. Mas. I. 7 The '

vagrants
' met each new ordonnance

with a new evasion.

b. (Ii full, Companyofoi-donnance, (\ ordinance],

. compagnie ctordonnance}. A name applied to

organized companies of men-at-arms which formed

the beginnings of a standing army in France. So

called from the ordonnance royale of 2 Nov. 1437

by which they were created.
' Gcnsdarmes des OrJonnanccs. The ordinary men of

Armes of France ; first reduced by Charles the seuenth into

certaine Companies, and under particular Orders
'

(Cotgr.l.

[1601 R. JOHNSON Kinfd. f, Lomiiiw. (1603) 17 Charles the

seventh reduced these Ordinances to perfection, made the

number certaine, appointed their wages. Il'id. 18 He like-

wise devided these Ordinances into men at armesand archers.]

175* CARTE Hist. Eng. III. 47 If Scotland was attacked,

Francis was to aid them with 100,000 crowns, 1500 lance-

quenets and 200 archers of ordonnance. 18*3 SCOTT Qiienlitt

D. v Here are my companies of ordonnance here are my
French Guards. 1843 PRKSCOTT Mexico VI. ii. (1864) 340

The famous ordonnance of Charles the Hold, the besl-

appointfd cavalry of their day.

f3. Occasional early spelling of ORDNANCE.

Ordonnant, a. rare- 1
, [a. F. onionnant, pr.

pple. of ordonner to ORDAIN.] That arranges, or

disposes in order.

1810-30 COLERIDGE in Lit. Kent. (1838) III. 32 An ample
and most ordonnant Conceptionist, to the tranquil empyrean
of ideas he had not ascended.

f Ordonne, v., a J 5th c. variant pf OBDAIN,
after later F. ordonner.

1440 in Wars Eng. in Fratue (Rolls) II. 591 Ordonne

notable capitaines unto the keping of the same placis. c 1500

Melusine xii. 44 (heaiiing) How they that were ordonned

camme. Ibid. xix. 80 The kinge. .ordonned men armed to

kepe euery man therfro.

Ordovician ((Tidovi-Jian).o. Geol. [f.
L. Ordo-

vic-es, name of an ancient British tribe in North

Wales 4- -IAN.] The name given by C. Lapworth
to a series of rocks, including part of the Lower

Silurian of Murchison ; applied also to the age in

which these strata were deposited.

ORE.

nolde neuer towche O}t bat watz vngoderly ober ordure

watz inne. 1430-40 LYDG. Bochas IX. vii. 24 Fret with

olde rust gadreth greate ordure. 1528 PAYNELL Salernc s

Rfgiiu. O iij b, Water .. where into ronneth no vrdeurs of

cites. 1558 WARDE tr. Alexis' Seer. (1568) 700, Boile this

together. .and if there bee any ordure or fylthat the bottom,

you must take it away. 1717 BRADLEY b'am. Diet. s. v. Ear,
An Ulcer often, .is occasion 'd by a Wound, some Hurt, or

some Ordure that is corrupted in the Ear. 1887 BOWEN

I'irg. sEncidv. 332 The youth .. Fell, in the victim's gore
and the ordure meeting with ill.

2. Excrement, dung. Formerly also in pi.

1388 WYCLIF Dent, xxviii. 27 The Lord smyte the part of

bodi wherbi ordures lien voyded. 1480 CAXTON Cliron.

Eng. vn. (1520) 104 b/i In the same place he made his

ordure. 1581 MULCASTER Positions xv. (1887) 70 They will

. .disburden themselues one waie or other, by ordure, vrine,

or some other matter. 1658 ROWLAND tr. Mow-Jet's Tlieat.

Ins. 911 Mingle Attick honey with the first ordure the Infant

makes. 1774 WARTON Hist. Eng. Poetry xlix. (1840) III.

200 Dante represents some of his criminals rolling themselves

in human ordure. 1865 LIVINGSTONE Zambesi viii. 181

Ordure is deposited around countless villages.

3. fg. Applied to that which is morally filthy or

defiling, or to foul language
'
cast

'

or ' thrown
'
at

a person. (Cf. DIRT sb. 6 b, FII.TH sb. 3 c.)

c 1374 CHACCER Troylus v. 385 Alias ! alias ! so noble a

creature As is a man bhal drede swich ordure ! c 1386
Pars. T. F83 In the stynkynge ordure of synne. 1430-40
LYI>G. Bochas vn. viii. (1554) 171 b, With such rebukei and

casting of ordure . . blotte'd was his visage. 1509 BARCLAY

Shyp ofFolys (1570) 61 Knowing their owne vice, and life

full of ordure..Yet sinne they still. 1682 DRYDEN Medal *?&

Those let me curse; what vengeance will they urge, Whose
ordures neither plague nor fire can purge '! 1814 JEFFERSON
Writ. (1830) IV. 224 These ordures are rapidly depraving
the public taste. 1870 LOWELL Among mfJSis.Scr. I. (1873)

49, I have been forced to hold my nose in picking my way-

through these ordures of Dryden.
Hence tO'rdured a., defiled with ordure, pol-

luted ; tOTduring vbl. sb., the voiding of ordure :

in quot. concr. excrement ; t O'rdurous a., of the

nature of ordure, filthy.

1593 DRAYTON Eel. viii. 77 The rude times their ord'rous

matter fling, Into the Sacred and once hallowed Spring.
e 1595 SOUTHWELL St. Peter's Conifl. viii, A sea will scanlly

rince my ordur'd soule. 1614 C. BROOKE Ghost Rich. Ill

Poems (1872) no A filthy carpet fits an ordur'd thought.

1654 GAYTON Pleas. Notes i. iii. 8 These high thoughts

brought the Don to his Knees, happily on a Cushion of

Rosinantes own orduring.

tOre 1
- 06s. Forms: a. 1-4 ar, 1-5 ire, (3

eere, aore). /3. .'-5 ore, 3-5 hore, 5 }ore. [OE.
dr str. fem. = OFris. ere, OS. era (MDu. (re, Dn.

eer), OHG. era (MUG. (re, Ger. dire'), ON. eir

clemency (Icel. sera, Sw. ara, Da. tire, are from

Ger.) : OTeut. *aV.<i ; wanting in Gothic, which

has the related vb. ais-t-an to regard, respect, with

which cf. L. gs-tum-are to esteem, value). The

primary sense seems to have been 'esteem, regard,

respect ',
whence the senses of ' honour (glory,

dignity), reverence, respect, favour, sparing, mercy,

help', etc., found in the various languages. The

derived vb. OE. drian to regard, reverence, honour,
= ON. eira to spare, OHG. (ren, Ger. ehrcn to

honour, is found in Early ME. as ABE v. 1}

1. Respect, reverence; honour, glory.
a. cooo tr. Kzda's Hist. II. xvi. [xx.] (1890) 148 Ond beah

be he Cristen beon sceolde, ne wolde he senige aare weotan

on baere Cristnan Eefestnisse. a 1000 Cfedmons^ Gen. 1580

Cam. .on his a^enum fiEder are ne wolde ^esceawian. a ipoo
PhcenixfAz Ar and onwald in bam up-lican Rodera rice.

a 1115 St. Marhcr. 5 For he ne alifl neauer, ah HueO a in

are. a 1300 Cursor M. 4245 (Cott,) Putifer. .held ioseph in

; mensk and are. Ibid. 8770 (Cott.) J>at men it suld sua hald

in ar [Gilt, are), c \ya Sir Tristr. 1816 Ysoude he loued

in are. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xxx. (Theodera) 134 fu..has

]
rentis fare & til haf mare has perans of are.

2. Grace, favour, mercy, pity, clemency.
Of common use in ME. in appeals to the Deity, entreaties

for a hearing, help, etc., esp. in the parenthetic thine ore =

of thy grace, F. dc grace, which tended to become a mere

precatory phrase.
o. Keo-J'ut/(Z.) 2607 He . . jemunde 3a fla are \K he him

XT forxeaf, wicstede welijne. a 1000 Andreas 1131 (Gr.)

i Ne mihte earmsceapen are findan. a. 1100 tMt'ral Ode 53

(Lamb. MS.) For habben godes are. a 1140 Unit** to

Cott. Hotn. 187 A ihesu, bin acre ! hwet de(> banne bi blod

isched on be rode? a 1300 Cursor M. 2749 (Cott.) Lauerd,

said abrahara, bi nare [so fair/. ; Go'tt. & Trin. bin are] Sal

bou bine auin sua-gat for-fare '! a 1400-50 A lexandcr 5361

Candace-.pleynes 'Lord Alexander, bine are, quare is Jn

witlis?' 01500 Kyugff Hermit iSq in Hazl. E.P.P.\. 20

The kyng seyd : Be Gods are, And I sych an hermyte were.

/3. a 1*00 Moral Ode 298 (Lamb. MS.I Nis nober inne hclle,

ore ne for?iuenesse. a IMS A ncr. R. 26 Swete lesu bin

ore! a 1300 Floriz f, BI. 173
'

Sire ',
he sede, 'bi godes ore,

So Rod in nauede ihc wel jore '. c 1386 CHAUCU Millers 1.

540 Lemman, thy grace, and sweete bryd.tb.vn ore. U->a
LYDG. Citron. Tr,y (M.S. Helmingham) If. 643, Ay, Sir, she

Murchison. 888 Daily News 24 Sept. 6/2 Strata repre-

senting ordovician. silurian, and carboniferous times.

Ordure (^JdiCuX Also 5 ordoure, j-6 ordur,

6 urdeur. [a. F. ordure (
1 2th c. in Godef. Compl.},

{. ord filthy, foul:-L. horridus Houism.]
1. Filth, dirt. Formerly also in //. arch.

13.. E. E. Allit. P. B. 1092 By nobleye of his norture he

aid, for Goddes ore What ye ar tel me more, c 1410 Cliron.

'ila,l. St. 1236 He sayde, Dlessude Virgyn ! y crie jow mercy

and hore. c 1450 Eric Tolous 226 Yschall be trewe, be

goddys ore.

3. The condition of being spared ; security from

danger, peace.
ri>5 I AY. 26266 And lete we bat f..lc wraxche, wunien

an :cre. 1097 R. GI.OUC. (Rolls) 9771 Alle be avowes of t>is

churche. in was ore ich am ido. f 1320 Sir Tristr. 276 Now
hal> rohand in ore Tristrem and is ful blibe.

Hence fO-raful, a'refnl a. [OE. <//], honour-

able, venerable; merciful, compassionate ; t OT-
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lass, a'reless a. [OIL areas'], void of reverence,

mercy, or pity ; merciless, cruel.

74J-5 ' Thorpe Dipt. Angl. 11865) 28 Ic y3elbald . . waes
beden from ba:in *arfullan bisceope Milrede. nooo Ags,
Ps. (Spelm.)<:ii. 3 Se dearfullbijjeallumunrihlwisumflinum.
<:i20o ORMIN 1460 }iff )>ii) herrte iss arefull, & milde, &
soffie, & nessbe. 6-900 tr. A'arrfi's Hist. IV. xix.

[xvii.J (1890)
312, & eahtatyne \vi5 b&m *arleasum Arreum erelici & nis

lare. a 1000 Juliana 4 Maximianes se ^eond iniddan-jeard
arleascyning, eahtnysse ahof. a 1200 Moral Ode 216 (Lamb.
MS.) Ac helle king is are-les \Trin. MS. ore-leas, Egcrt.

1

oreles, Jesus ore-les] with ba be he mei binden. c 1200
Trin. Coll. Horn. 123 pat orelese mennisse, be ne hauefl ore of
him seluen. c 1100 OK.MIN 9881 Arelss, & grimme, & grill.

Ore 2
(u.i)- Forms : o. i ora, 4 ore, 5-7 oore,

5-6 oure, 6 (owor, owre), ur, 6-7 ure
; /3. (i

ar), 3 or, 4 oor, 5- ore, 1,6 wore, 6-8 oare, 7-8
oar.) [Two types of this word are found from

I4th to 1 7th c. : viz. (i) oor(e, oure, owre, nr(e, of
which (as shown by spelling and by rimes) the

regular mod. repr. would be oor (ui), and which

corresponds to OE. ora wk. masc. 'unwrought
metal', 'ore*, corresp. to Du. oer, LG. (E. Kris.)

fir, of uncertain origin ; (2) ME. or, in i7-i8th c.

oar, mod. ore, which answers phonetically to OE.
dr (also ;!>)

' brass' = OS. fr (in frin '

brazen'),
MDu. eer, OHG., MHG. fr, ON. eir, Goth, ail

str. neut. ' brass
' = L. ses, ler-

' brass
',

Skr. ayas
' metal '. It would appear that, about the 1 2lh c.,

OE. ar began to be identified in sense with OE.
ora, and that forms descended from both continued
side by side until the i ;th c., when the forms from
6ra became obs., or were levelled under those from
ar. Thus the mod.Eng. word appears to derive
its sense from OE. 6ra, but its form from OK. Ar
'

brass ', which may have been extended to the
sense 'metal', and thus to 'ore'. It is possible
that, in very modern Eng., the form oor might itself

have passed into (6J), as in the spoken forms of

door, floor, and southern pronunc. of moor, poor ;

but this would not explain the double forms from

I3th to 17th c., nor the l6thc. oar."]
1. A native mineral containing a precious or

useful metal in such quantity and in such chemical
combination as to make its extraction profitable.
Sometimes, esp. formerly, applied also to a mixture of a

native metal with a rock or vein-stone, or to metal in an
unreduced or unworked state.

[Cf. a 1000 L. fir Ags. Glosses in Wr.-Wiilcker 237/20 Fcrri
fodina, in quo locoferrumJbditur, isern ore.J

a. a looo Ags. Ps. (Th.l xi. 7 Swa bat seolfor, . .sybban se
ora adolfen byS. t 1000 /LFRIC Vac. in Wr.-Wiilcker 142/54
Aletallum, selces kynnes wecg, nel ora obSe clyna. c 1386
CHAUCER Wife's T. 208 For a[ the metal ne for oore [?'. rr.

ore, oure, oer ; rime poore, pore, poure, pouer). 1436 Pal.
Poems (Rolls) II. 186 Of sylvere and golde there is the oore
Amonge the wylde Yrishe, though they be pore, c 1505
Mem. Ripon (Surtees) III. 197, iiij foder de vr non ignit.

1513 DOUGLAS AZneis x. iii. 52 Quhar the goldin riveir
Paclolus warpys on grund the gold vre cleir. 1553 Kmv. VI
Jrnl. in Lit. Kent. (Roxb.) 416 The oure that the Almaines -

had diged in a mine of silver. 1551 HULOET, Oore of golde,
e"ery W

/T
and endureth longest. 1882 Kef. to Ilo. Refr.

siluer, or other mettalL I'ide in owre. Ibid., Ower, or oore f
'""

f"*!?
S' =97 There have been in California many

of brasse, cadmia. 1555 EDEN Decades 331 Where they
inventions in ore crushing. Ibid., i here should be no mis-

saw the vre or myne shewe it selfe. 1567 Wills Hf IIK>. N.C.
(Surtees 1835) 274, ij lods of lead vre pric xxviij*. 1570
LKVINS Manip. 175/3-6 [riming with A Floore, A Moore
heath, A Moore Maurus] Oore of brasse. Oore of siluer

[etc.]. 1590 SPENSER F. Q. in.
iy.

18 The gravell mixt with
golden owre [rimes an howre, in her powrej. 1625 BACON
Jiss., Plantations (Arb.) 532 If there be Iron Vre. 1626

Sylva S 33 A Lump of Ure in the Bottome of a Mine.
ft. (In OK. in sense ' brass

'

; in 1225
' metal '.)

[^725 Corpus Gloss. (O.E.T.) 255 Aitrocxlcttin groeni aar.

c8gj K. /KI.HRED Gregorys Past, xxxvii. (Sw.) 267 Hie
wurdon jehwierfde inne on 8am ofne to are & to tine, & to
iserne & to leade. i 1000 /ELFRIC Grant, vi. fZ.) 15 Acs
lines o33e ar

(
aeneus brsesen o^be arren.] a 1225 Ancr. R.

284 Nis bet iren acursed [v. r. or (note in C. Golt, seluer,
stel, irn, copper, meslling. breas : al is icleopet or)). 1297
R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 16 Vor engelonde is vol inoj .. Of seluer '

or & of gold, of tyn & ek of lede, Of stel, of yre, & of bras.

1340-70 Alex, ff Dind. 525 pere be grauel of pe ground was
of gold ore. 1387 TREVISA Higden (Rollsl II. 17 pe erbe of
that lond is copious of metal ore & of salt Welles. Ibid. 79
Salt welles, metal, and oor [utineras et metalla\. 14.. i

i'oc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 596/12 Mineria, anglice a myne r<c/

Ore, vel tninera. sccunditm quosdain et nnglice ore.., as
goold ore, syluer ore, etc. 1519 Interlude Four F.lem. in
Hazl. Dodsley I. 30 They have none iron, Whereby they
should in the earth mine. To search for any wore [ritne
therefore). 1562 Act 5 Eliz. c. 4 $ 30 A .. Burner of Oare
and Wood-Ashes. 1631 JORDEN Xnt. Bathes x. (16691 7
For Iron, we have the Oar in abundance. 1667 DRYDKN
Ind. Emperor i. i. Where golden Ore lyes mixt with com-
mon Sand. 1728 T. SHERIDAN Persius ii. (1739) 35 To run
the Gold from its Oar. 1833 w - GREGORY Inorg. Chcm.
(ed. 3) 242 This is the common ore of antimony. 1886
A. WISCIIF.LL Walts Geol. Field 124 Each of these layers
is called a comb, and the whole is styled the gangue. The
metalliferous layer is the ore.

b. with an and//. A
rjuality

or kind of ore.
a. cooo tr. Bxda's Hist. i. i. (1890) 26 Swylce hit is eac

berende on wecga orum ares & isernes, leades & seolfres.

1454 Rolls o/Farlt. V. 272/1 Many Mynes of Silver Oures.
p. 1666 BOVLE Orig. Formes f, Qnal., Melting the Oares

to reduce them into perfect metal. 1768 PENNANT Zool. I.

Pref., Silver is found in great abundance in our lead ores,
j

1826 HENRY Elcm. Chcm. II. 583 Ores of manganese. 1874
RAYMOND Statist, Mines ff Aliniftg 449 Foreign ores, which
contain on un average i per cent, of silver. About half of

[

these are 'dry ores', i.e. ores containing no appreciable
amount of lead.

C. fig.
1x1628 I1

. GREVIL Afttsta/</ia Chorus in. Poems (1633) 124
Whom I choose As my Anointed, from tlie Potters oare.

1642 KUI.LKR Holy $ t'rof. St. n. xviii. 116 The good Yeo-
man is a Gentleman in Ore. 1711 SHAKTKSB. Charac. (1737)
III. 255 From the rich oar of our early poets. 1801 W. GOD-
WIN Chaucer (1804) I. xv. 477 Mandeville, WklifTe and
Gower . .did not begin so early to work upon the ore of their

native language. 1861 CLOUGH Marl Alagno 828 An in-

tellect so charming in the ore.

2. Metal, esp. precious metal. Chiefly poetic.
16396. DANIKL Ecclns. i. 6 He did repaire the Cisternes,

and restore Salomon's Ruines, in the Sea of Ore [?the
molten sea, i Ki, vii. 23]. 1709 AUDISON Tatlt-r No. 116
F 9, I consider Woman as a beautiful Romantick Animal,
that may be adorned with Furs and Feathers, 1'earls and
Diamonds, Ores and Silks, a 1763 SUF.XSTONK Eiigies ix.

49 Let others toil to gain the sordid ore. 1830 TKNXYSON
Arab. Nts. xiv, A rich Throne of the massive ore.

3. attrib. and Comb. a. simple attrib., as ore

brokerage t f debt, extraction^ fr-eight', impregna-
tion, market, shipment, supply, etc. ; consisting
of or containing ore, as ore-hand, -bed (liED s/>.

136), -channel, -chimney, -deposit, -dump, -ground,
-mass, -pit, -pocket, -shoot, -stope, -streak, -vein,
etc. ; used in the gaining or working of ore, as

ore-apparatus, -bin, -car, -chute, -dish, -furnace,
-house, -mill, -stamp, etc. b. objective and olj.

gen., as ore-bearing, -buying, -calcining, -(rushing,

-dressing, -extracting, -milling, -roasting, -smelt-

ing, etc., vbl. sbs. and ppl. adjs. ; ore-aswrtcr,

-breaker, -crusher, -drier, -feeder, -hauler, -separ-

ator, -sorter, --washer, etc. c. Special combs. :

ore body, a body or connected mass of ore in a

mine, as a vein, bed, pocket, etc.; ore-breast,
the face or breadth of the working of a body of

ore; fore-coal, ?a name for coal in thick seams;
ore - concentrator = CONCENTRATOR 3 ; ore-

hearth, a form of small reducing furnace made of

cast-iron, used in lead-smelting ; a Scotch or blast

hearth. Also OKEDELF.
1881 AV/. Geol. /T.r//. N. Zealand 5 A trench cut to inter-

sect the *ore-Umd at about 20 feet from the outcrop. 1877
RAYMOND Statist. Mines % Mining- 174 The principal *ure-

bearing deposits in this mine. 1796 MORSE Anter. ileog. I.

441 At this *ore-bed are a variety of ores. 1872 RAYMOND
Statist. Mines $ Mining 25 This vein has shown thus far

three separate "ore bodies. 1877 Ibid. 447 From the *ore-
breaker the ore went through a chute to ihe first set of steel

rolls below. Ibid. 48 On the 8oo-foot level the *ore-breasts
are about 100 feet in width, with but little waste-rock. 1893
GUNTKK Miss Dividetuis 189 There are two *ore-cars run-

ning on tracks in this shaft, to the lower level of the mine.

1874 RAYMOND Statist. Mines ty Mining 517 None had,
however, struck the *ore-channel. 1882 Rep. to Ho. Repr.
free. Metals U. S. 195 The *ore chimney is from 250 to 300
feet in length, and the ore is all taken out above the tunnel.

1874 RAYMOND Statist. Mines fy Mining 32 The entire pro-
duct of the mine will be runout through this tunnel.. to the
*ore-chute. 1603 OWEN Pembrokeshire (1891) 91 An *ore
Coale. . the oare is the best and is a great vayne spreadinge

takes made as to the value of new.ore-crushing machines.
1653 MANLOVE Customs Lead-Mines (E. D. S.) 106 If they
such sutes in other Courts commence, They lose their due
*oar-debt for such offence. 1709 J. WARD Introd. Math. \.

iii. (1734) 36 The Miners bought and sold their Lead Ore
by a Nleasure which they call'd an *Ore Dish. 1862 Dublin
Rev. Nov. 18 The degrading toil of *ore-dressing or nail-

making. 1895 ll'estin. Gaz. 28 Sept. 4/2, I took three

samples, and also one from the *ore dump. 1877 RAYMOND
Statist. Mines <y Mining 48 Automatic *ore-feeders are

coming into general use. 1884 Pail Mall G. ij Sept. 5/1
That the process of *ore-forming still goes on beneath the
earth's surface at the present day. 1874 J. H. COLLINS Metal
Mining (1875) 53 Shafts are sunk until the *ore-ground is

reached. 1825 J. NICHOLSON Operat. Mechanic 356 The
smelting of the [lead! ore is performed by either a blast-

furnace, called an *ore-hearth, or a reverberatory-furnace.
i86a Times 9 Sept., The smelting of lead in the 'ore-
hearth'. 1886 A. WINCHEI.L Walks Geol. Field 126 The
*ore- masses are huge lenticular accumulations. 1877 RAY-
MOND Statist. Mines /( Mining 177 Within a foot of the

surface, and covered only by the remains of the disintegrated
*ore-shoot. Ibid. 26 The 'ore-sorters constitute quilt a large
force. Ibid. 23 An *ore-stope was opened and a considerable
amount of ore extracted. 187* Ibid. 331 An *ore-streak
2 feet wide, composed of lead, zinc, gray copper, and iron

sulphurets. i88a Rep. to Ho. Repr. Prcc. Metals U. S. 584
A patent has recently been granted . . for an "ore-washer
which has some peculiarities.

t Ore a
. Obs. rare. [OE. 6r, beginning, origin,

front, van.] Beginning.
Beowulf (Z.) 2407 Se 3a:s orients or on-stealde. a 1000
A ndreas 649 Secjan or and ende. a 1200 Moral Ode 179
(Lamb. MS.) per hi sciilen wunicn a buten are [Trin. t Egert,,
Jesus ore] and ende.

Ore 4
(o<u). 1. A* modern adaptation of OE.

6ra, ORA 1
, sometimes used by historical writers.

1610 HOLLAND Catnden's Brit. \. 256, 1 have observed thus
much, that twentie Ores are worth two Markes of silver.

1650 KLDERFIKLD Tythes 85 For every ceorle or husband-
man twelve ores. 1817 SCOTT Harold \. xv, And you, you
cowl'd priests, who have plenty in store, Must give Gunnar
for ransom a palfrey and ore. 1872 E. W. ROBERTSON Hist.
Ess. 1 34 The two ores of i(xi. which were paid to the king
from the Lancashire carucate.

||
2. Properly Ure t>Te : The smallest denomina-

[

tion in the coinage of Denmark, Norway, and

Sweden, the hundredth part ofaKRoxE,about equal
to a German /yiv////^-; a copper coin of this value.
1716 Lond. Gaz. No. 5439/3 A Silver Coin called 15 Ore

Pieces are advanced to 16 Ore. 1756 Roi.r Diet. Trade,
Ore.. Si copper coin of Sweden ; being 7-i2ths of an English
penny ; and 96 ofthem make the rix -dollar, or 4^. 8(/. sterling.
1899 Whitakers Almanack 701 Silver coins. . Denmark ..

i krone of 100 ore. 1899 ll'esttit. Gaz. 29 Aug. 8/2 In
Copenhagen, .a premium of ten ore per rat is being paid for

i every one of the rodents produced whole but dead.

Ore 5
(oaj). local. Also 7 wore, woore, oore,

i 8 oare. [For earlier wore, woore : OK. -war

seaweed, whence the more frequent northern form

j

\VARK, q. v.] Seaweed, esp. such as is cast on
the shore and gathered for manure : also called

sea-ore, Afloat-ore, and OKE-WKED.
1592 in J. Lewis Hist. Thanet (1736) App. 89 To forbid and

restrains the burning or takinge up of any Sea Oare within
the He of Thanet. 1602 CAKKVV Cornwall 27 b, To this

purpose also serueth Ore wood, which is a weed growing
vpon the rockcs vnder high water marke...His vse serueih
for barly land. Some accustomed to burne it on hcapes. ..

This Floitore is now and then found naturally formed like

i rufs, combs, and such like. 1674-91 RAY N. C. Wards,
II fir, ll'fiar, sea-wrack. ..The Thanet men (saith Somnerj
call it wore or \\uore. 17.. UK. T. MOKK in Kay's S. $ /.'.

ll'tmts
11.874), Oore, sea-wrack. 1841 S. C, HALL Irefund \.

73 His little car, which was filled with sea ore. 1847-78
HALLIWKI.I., Ore^ sea-weed, used for manure. South. 1875
Sussex Gloss,, Ore, sea-weeds washed on shore by the tides.

Hence O're-stone 'local], a rock covered with

seaweed; O'ry adj. dial., seaweedy. Also OKE-

WKEJ), (J.V.

1854 -V. <V Q. i -I Ser. X. 359 (Gloss, rolperro in Cornwall)
Orestone, the name uf some large .single rocks in tin: sea,
not far from land. Some fishes when cooked are said to taste

ory, some things to smell ory; that is, like the sea-beach.

tOre. Obs. rare. [ad. L ora: see ORA-.]
Shore, coast.

1652 HOLYDAY Horace Odes \. i, That other, if he in his

gamier Stores Whatever hath been swept from I.ybian
ores. 1661 [see nextj.

tOre 7
. Obs. [Of unascertained origin. (Hlount

Glossogr. appears to explain it from OKE<*.,] In

l.emster
(i. e. Leominster] ore, a name for a line

kind of wool.
1612 DRAYTON roly-olb. vii. 104 To whom did neuer sound

the name uf Lemster Ore? That with the Silke-wormes web
for smalness doth compare. 1648 HEKRICK Hesper., Ohcron's
Palace 28 A bank of mosse. .farre more Soft then the finest

Lemster ore. a 1661 FUJ.I.KK Worthies 33 As for the wool I

in this county, it is best known to the honour thereof by the
name of Lempster ore, being absolutely the finest in this

county, and indeed in all England. [1661 I*LOUST Glossogr.
(ed, 2), Ore (ora), the end or extreme part; a Region Land
or Country : Thus Lempsters ( )re is that fertile part of Here-

fordshire, which lyes alxmt two miles round that Town.]^
Ore, var. hor, HKK O/>s. their; obs. f. MORE,

Ilouit, OAK, On, <>un.

Ore, O're, Ore-, obs. ff. oer, OVER, OVER-.

Oread (oa-rraxl). 6V. and Lat. Mythol. [ad. L.

Oreas, Oread-, a. Gr. *O/>cm?, OptiaS- mountain-

nymph, f. opos mountain : see -AD.] A nymph
supposed to inhabit mountains; a mountain-nymph.
^1586 SPENSER Past. Aeghgue 64 The Nymphs and

Oreades her round about Do sit lamenting on the grassie
grene. 1667 MILTON P. L. ix. 387 Like a Wood-Nymph
light Oread or Dryad, a 1763 SHENSTONE M'As. 1764)1.273
'1 he oreads lik'd the climate well. 1795-1814 Won usw.
Excursion iv. 882 Fleet Oreads sporting visibly. 1844 MRS.
BROWNING Dead Pan viii, Have ye left the mountain
places. Oreads wild, for other tryst?

f Oreb. Obs. rare. [perh. misprint for orob

. orobe, L. orobus\ cf. OROBE.] The Bitter Vetch,
Vicia Orobtts, or some allied leguminous plant.
1587 MASCALL Govt, Cattle, Horses (1596) 112 Sore eies

which may be heald with the mcale of wild tares, cald Oreb.

Orebear, -burden, -cast, etc. : see OVER-.

Orebil, obs. form of HOKRIBLE.

II Orecchioil. Obs. rare. [ad. It. orecchione

(Florio 1598),
'

large ear', augm. of orecchio ear.

1611 FLORIO, Qrecchione, a great eare, but properly that

part of a bulwarke which enginers call the pome, the gard,
the shoulder or eares to couer the casamats.]
= OKILLON.
1589 IVE Fortif. 16 The best way into it, were some 40

foote distant from the Bulwarke Orechion or Cullion. 1598
BARRET Theor. \l'arres\.\. 125 The pointer front of the
Orecchion shall alwayes ende with two. .obtuse Angles.

Orecharge, Orecome, etc. : see OVER-.

Oreche, obs. form of ORACH.

Orectic (ore'ktik),a. (sb^}. rare. [ad. Gr. vptx-
T(*us (Aristotle) appetitive, f. op*T<Js stretched out,

longed for, f. opty-tw to stretch out, grasp after,

desire.]
a. J'hilos. Of, pertaining to, or characterized by

appetite or desire ; appetitive. b. Med. Having
the quality of stimulating appetite or desire.

1779 LIJ. MONBODDO Anc. Metaph. \. n. vii. no, 1 come
now to a division of the powers of the human mind. ..The

division 1 mean, is into Gnostic and Orectic. . , by the second,

we desire or incline. 1836-7 SIR W. HAMILTON Metaph. xh.

(1870) II. 415 In the Peripatetic School. .the mental nuxh-

ncations were divided into Gnostic or Cognitive, and Orectic

or Appetent. 1881 SVMONDS Kenaiss. Italy (1898) V. xvi. 407

That blending of the reason with the orectic soul which we

call will. 1890 M. MAHF.K Psychology 217 Orectic faculty. .
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is too unfamiliar. 1891 Syil. Soc. Le.r., Orectic, exciting, or

having power to excite, the appetites.

t B. sb. A stimulant for the appetite. Obs.

1671 SALMON Syn. Med. 357 Orecticks or Stomachicals,
are Medicines appropriated to the Ventricle or Stomach.

Ored (o-'-id),
a. nonce-ivd. [f. ORE - + -ED -.]

Covered or adorned with ore or metal.

1627-47 FKLTHAM Resolves i. xx. 70 Obscene scurrilities,

that the Stage presents us with,, .or 'd and spangled in their
,

gawdiest tyre.

f O-redelf, o-rdelf. Law. Obs. [f.
ORE 2 +

DELF, digging, excavation, quarry, mine.] The

digging of mineral ore
;
the right to dig minerals.

1579 E.fpos. termesofLadies, Oredelfc is where one claimes
|

to haue the ore that is founde in his soile or ground. 1617
in MINSHF.U Duct. Ling.
Oredrive, Oreflow, etc. : see OVER-.

Orefraye, orefrye, obs. forms of OBPHBEV.

Oreful, a. Obs. : see OBE l.

Oregel(e, var. ORGEL Obs., pride, proud.
Oreide (o<>T*'|kl). [a. F. en-tide, i. or gold: see

-IDE.] A name given to a kind of brass with

golden brilliancy, used for imitation jewellery, etc.

The composition apparently varies ; that given in quot.

1875 is app. identical with that of OROIDE.

1875 Urcs^ Diet. Arts 111.461 Oreide is the name given by
MM. Meurier and Valient, of Paris, to an alloy which has a

golden brilliancy. It is composed of copper 100, zinc 17,

magnesia 6, sal-ammoniac 3-6, quick-lime 1-8, and tartar of

commerce 9. Ibid., The oreide. .is malleable, takes a most
brilliant polish, and, if it tarnishes, its lustre is restored by
acidulated water. 1881 Metal World No. 6. 89 Oreide
must not be confounded with oroide. Ibid., Oreide, zinc

13 parts, nickel 6 parts, copper So parts.

t Oreille. Obs. rare. [erron. ad. F. oreiller

pillow, f. oreille ear.] A pillow.
1523 LB. BKKNERS Froiss. \. Ixxiv. 95 Therle of Moret bare

in his armour, syluer, thre oreylles goules. [Froissart Un
escit d'argent ti trots oreillers dt gueules.\ 1568 GKAFTON

.

Chron. II. 249. 1881 STODART Scot. Anns II. 18.

Oreillet (c'relet), II ereillette (orj'yf t).

Forms : 6 orrelette, orrellet, orilyeit, 7 aurie-

let, 9 oreillet(te. [a. F. oreillette fern, (formerly
also oreillet masc.), a little ear, earlet, covering or

ornament for the ear, auricle of the heart, etc. (
1 2th

c. in Hatz.-Darm.), dim. of oreille ear : see -ET.]

+ a. A part of a head-dress covering the ears,

t b. A covering or defence for the ears. c. The

ear-piece of a helmet.
a 1548 HALL Citron. (1809) 519 Ye orrelettes [Holinshed

'

(1587) III. 808/2 orrellels] were of rolles wrethed on lampas
douck holow, so that the golde shewed thorow. 1578 Inv. \

R. Wardrobes (1815) 232 Ane quaiff with a orilyeit of
|

holane claith sewit with crammosie silk. 1603 HOLLAND
j

Plutarch's !\[or. 52 That children should have certaine

aurielets [Amyot in Littre, aureillettes de ft:r\ or bolsters

to hang about their eares for their defence. 1834 PLANCH/:
Brit. Costjime 195 Sometimes the oreillets themselves [temp.
Hen. VI] have spikes projecting from their centres.

Oreillon : see OBILLON.

Oreison, -soun, obs. forms of OBIS >ir.

Ore-jade, Orelay, Orelead, etc. : see OVER-,
i

Orelege, obs. f. HOROLOGE, time-piece.

Oreless, a. Obs. : see OBE 1.

t Orell. Obs. (See quot.)
1614 MAKKHAM Cheap Hush. i. (1668), Red-Oker, is a hard

|

red stone, which we call Raddle, Orcll, Marking-stone.

Orelliu (ore'lin). Chem. [f. Ordl-ana, name
]

of the Amazon river, as used in the specific name

(Sixa orellana) of the plant from which anatta is

obtained + -IN 1.] A yellow colouring matter con-

tained in anatta, used in dyeing alumed goods.
1857 MILLER Kleui. Chem. 111.517 Annatto. This colour-

ing matter . . appears to contain an orange-red colouring
substance, called bixin, and a yellow termed ort-llin.

1863-72 WATTS D'ut. Client. I. 600.

Orellis, orels, obs. ff. or else : see OR conj.

II OreiUUS (or<-'mus). [L. oremus '
let us pray ':

soF.<wV/j(i7thc.in Ilatz.-Darm.).] Aliturgical

prayer introduced by the word oremtis (jn the service

of the R. C. Church).
1795 tr. Mercier's Fragin. Pol. ft Hist. II. 462 The monks

made their purchases with oremuses, and good passports to

heaven. 1888 Klackw. Mtig. Dec. 794 The canticles he

knew, Oremuses, and prayers and collects not a few.

Orenche, orendge, orenge, obs. ff. ORANGE.

Orendron, var. UNDERN Obs., forenoon.

II Oreodon (orftfdcn). Palsont. [mod.L. f. Gr.

opos, opt-os mountain + oSous, uSovr- tooth : named

by Leidy in 1851.] A genus of extinct ruminant

mammals, typical of the family Orcodontidir, the

remains of which are found in the miocene tertiary
formations of the western United States. Hence
Ore odont. Oreodo'ntine adjs., of or pertaining
to the OreoJontidx.

1877 LE CONTE Elfin. Geol. (1879^ 505 The Oreodon is '

another very remarkable animal, intermediate between the

hog, the deer and the camel, which at this time inhabited
the whole Continent from Nebraska to Oregon.

Oreography.-ology, etc., var. OROGRAPHY, etc.
j

Orepass, Orepeer, Orepereh, etc. : seeOvEK-.

t Ore're, obs. var. of ARREAB v., to fall back.

c 1450 HOLLAND Ifowlat 909 Gif ony nech wald him neir

He bad tham rebaldis orere, With a ruyne. Ibid. 984 Bot !

thow reule the richtuiss, thi rovme sail orere.
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Orerotund : see OROTUND.

Orerule, Orerun, Oreset, Oreshoote, Ore-

slip, Orespread : see OVKR-.
Oreson e, -soun, -sun, obs. ff. ORISON.

t O'rest, obs. variant of EKST, first : cf. OR adv.
c 1250 Gen. ff Ex. 2061 A win-tre..Orest it blomede, and

si5en bar (5e beries ripe.

Oresyle, var. OVEBSILE Obs., to cover, hide.

Oretake, -throw, -thwart, -top : see OVER.

II O'rete'nus. Law. The rned.L. phrase ore

tenus by word of mouth ; hence as sl>. (>ionce-wd.],

A sentence by word of mouth.
a 1639 CAREW Cast. Brit. Wks. (1824) 159 Vulcan was

brought to an Oretenus and fined for driving in a plate of

iron into one of the Sunne's chariot-wheeles.

Ore-weed (C^wRl). local. Forms: 6- ore-,

7 or-, 8-9 oar- ;
6 -wad, 7-8 -wood, 7- -weed.

[f. ORE 5 + WEED. The forms in wad, wood, app.
arose from the second element being unaccented,
and may have been popularly associated with other

words.] Seaweed ;
= ORB 5

.

a. 1386 J. HOOKER Hist. Ircl. in Holinshed II. 183 The !

common people . . had a long time liued on limpets, orewads,
and such shelfish as they could find. 1602 CAKEW Cornwall

27 Orewood, which is a weed growing vpon the rockes vnder

high water marke, or . . cast vpon the next shore by the wind
and flood. 1610 W. FOLKINGHAM Art of Sunny I. x. 30

oth Orewood, Sea-sand, and Sea-slubbe

soylings. 1725 BRADLEY Fain. Dict.s.\. ."

call'd Ore-Wood is much used in Cornwall.

ey vse o rewoo, ea-, -

soyhngs. 1725 BRADLEY Fam. Dic,s.v. Sea Weed^ That
'

Ore-Wood is much used in Cornwall.
1622 R. HAWKINS Voy. S. Sea (1847) 108 He shall ;

. . . .

meete with betlds of oreweed, driving to and fro in that sea.
j

1669 WORMDGE Syst. Agric. (1681) 68 In Cornwal there is

also a Weed called Ore-weed. 1755 CcnlL ^/A'- XXV. 447 ;

A sea weed, called oarweed, is also sometimes used, but

principally for gardens. 1855 KINGSLKY Claucns ii. 57

Tangle (oar-weed, as they call it in the south). 1884 U'est.

Morn, fiews 20 June 2/5 For Sale, Boat, suitable for oar-

weed. 1892 QuiLLKR-CoucH / saw three Ships 80 Manure
better than the ore-weed you gather down at the Cove.

Orewhelm, Orework : see OVER-.

Orexiil (ore'ksin). Chem. [f.
as next + -IN 1.] |

The hydrochlorate of phenyl-dihydro-quinazolin, ;

a colourless, odourless crystalline substance, very I

irritating to the nose, and of nauseous bitter taste, *

having some repute as a stomachic.

1891 ^Lancet 24 Jan. 211/2 Orexin given in quantities of
,

from five to twelve grains daily . . increases the assimilation

of fat in diseased subjects. 1892 Syd. Soc. Lfjf.
t Orexin . .

has been recommended for the purpose of increasing the
I

appetite, but its efficacy is very doubtful. 1893 Brit. J/W.

Jrnl, (KpiU 20 May 84/1 Paal has discovered that the base
.

of orexin, phenyldihydro-chinazolin (Cn H^Na), is almost

free from taste, and. .acts as well as the raw drug.

|l Orexis ^ore'ksis). [a. Gr. 6pfi$ desire, appe- j

tite.] A desire or longing. Now techn. in Med.

1619 H. HUTTON Faille's Anat. 22 Motive* his Orexis to

provoke. 1675 J. SMITH Chr. Relig. App. \\\. i. 4. 9 Tliis

Orexis after dirty Puddings. 1842 DuNGUBQM RIc<t. Lt.i:
t

Ore-vis, appetite. 1857 MAYSE Expos. Lex.) Orexis^. .term

for desire or appetite ; orexy.

Orey, Oreyson, obs. forms of OBY, ORISON.

t Orf. Obs. Also 3 oref, orve, oreve, horf.

[OE. orf, not exemplified in the cognate langs.,

but corresp. to an OTeut. *ortto
m- :*urfom t

from

weak grade of ablaut series *;#-, arfi-j nr$~, whence
Goth, arbi, OHG. *'/&', OE. $r/<> t i$rfe,yrfe } posses-

sion, esp. cattle, inheritance : see ERF.]
Cattle, live stock.

960-975 Laws of Edgar iSchmid) iv. c. 2 8 gif hit cuce
orf bio. Ibid. n pxt forstolene orf and Jwes orfes ceap-

Syld. c looo ^ELFRIC Gen. xii. 16 He ha;fde pa on orfe and
on JTeawunij

on olfendum and on assum micele ithta.

Exod. xii. 38 On a:lces cynnes orf. 10.. O. E. Chron.
an. loio (MS. K) Menn and orf ofslogan eal bxt hi tocomon
{Laud MS. menn and yrfe hi slojon]. a ixoo Ibid. an. 1041

(Laud MS.) Swa mycel orfes was oaes jeares forfaren.

r 1200 Trin. Coll. How. 31 Herdes .. wittende here oref.

Ibid. 39 Ac be gode herdes wakied . . ouer here orf. c 1205
LAY. 15316 Heo nomen orf, heo nomen corn. Ibid. 31809

pat quale com on orue. a 1250 Owl <y Night. 1155 Tliu

hodest cualm of oreve. 1297 R, Gi.ouc. (Rolls) 7765 Orf
failede & eke corn. 1390 GOWKK Con/, I. 17 Schepherdes
. . Into the breres thei forcacche Her Orf, for that thei wolden
lacche With such duresce.

b. Comb.\ f orf-gild: seequots.; forf-qualm,

cattle-plague, murrain.

[LAMBARD Archaionomia (1568) 126, to the words 'quod
dicitur ceapgeld

'

in Stat. Will. /, c. 3 14, adds in margin
'

al. orfjyld, quod idem est '; ed. 1644 omits this.]

.1607 COWILL InUrpr., *Orfgild, alias Cktafrgild. is a

restitution made by the Hundred or Countie, of any
wrong done by one that was in plegio. 1708 Termes dc la

Ley 402 Orfgild signifies a payment or restoring the Cattel.

1014 WULFSTAN Sertn. ad Anglos in Horn. (1883) 159 Sulu
and cwalu, stric and steorfa, *orfcwealm and unco3u. a 1 100

O. E. Chron. an. 1054 On bisum scare was swa mycel orf.

cwealm. .1200 Trin. Coll. Honi. 61 lire louerd buiimeS us

ure a^te, o3er burh fur, o3er btirh biefes, .. oOer burh orf

qualm.
Orfarian, obs. form of ORPHAKION.

Orfe (if)- [a - Ger. *fe i
F- tfe* orphe\ cf. L.

orphtis (Pliny), a. Or. op(/>ds a kind of sea-perch.]
A golden yellow variety of the ide (Lwciscus iiiiis],

long domesticated in Germany, acclimatized in

England in the igth c.

[1706 PHILLIPS, Orphits, the Sea-rough; a kind of fish.]

1879 WEBSTER Supp., Or/, a European semi-domesticau-d

fish of the carp family. 1884 Century Mag. Apr. 90-1/1 The

ORGAN.

gold-orfe or golden-ide [is] a fish bred for both ornament
and the table. 1886 Athfiiviini 8 May 619/1 The orfe and
the golden tench have been acclimatized in England.

Orferay, orferes: see OWHBEY.

t Orfever. Ots.rare~ l

. [a. K orftvre (i3th c.

in LUtre) : pop. L. ^atirifabr-um workman in

gold, goldsmith.] A goldsmith.
1415 in York Myst. Introd. 21 Orfeuers, Goldbeters, Mone-

makers.

II Orfevrerie (orffvri). Now only as French.

Forms : 5 orfeverye, 9 orffiverie, orfevery,
orfevrerie. [a. F. orpz'rerit, in 1 2th c orfiwerie,
{. orftvre : see prec.] Goldsmith's work.

1423 JAS. I A'itigis Q. xlviii, A gudely cheyne of smale

orfeuerye. 1840 BARHAM Ingol. Leg:., St. Dnnstan, To
indulge in a little orf<n.'rerie. 1842 Hud., St. Ljtthfart ii,

Plate of or/faerie costly and rare. 1860 REAUE Cloister ff

H. I. 16 He offered prizes for the best specimens of 'or-

fevrerie
'

in two kinds, religious and secular.

Orfray, orfrays, etc. : see ORPHRET.

Orgal(l, obs. variant of ARGOL 1.

1616 BULLOKAR Eng. Kxfos., Orgall, the lees of Wine
dried. [So in COCKERAM, BLOUST, PHILLIPS.)

t O'rgament. Hob. Obs. [Corrupt ad. L.

origanum.] = ORIGAN, marjoram.
1552 ELVOT, Amomis .. hath a flower like to Orgament.

1601 HOLLAND Pliny II. 64 Orgament, which in last . . re-

sembleth Sauery, hath many kinds, & all medicinable. 1607
TOPSELL Four-/. Bcusts (1658) 103 Herb-dragon, orchanes,

orgament, and mastick. 1657 C. BECK Unit'. Char. I iv b,

Orgament herb.

Also + O-rgamy Ol>s. (cf. ORGANY 2).

1609 Htvwooo Brit. Troy IV. xiv. 81 The Storke hauing
a branch of Orgamy Can . . the Adders sting eschew.

Organ ((''Jgan'), s/>. 1 Forms : i organon, //.

-na, organe wk.fem. ; 4 orgne, orgoyn, 4- organ

(4-5 orgene, -gyn, -gun, 46 orgon(e, -gen, 4-7

organe, 6-7 -gayne, -gaiue). [ad.L. organum, \<\.

organa, a. Gr. vpyavov, pi. -fa, instrument, organ,
musical instrument. , Used in OE. in Gr. form, also

organe wk. fern, "{ib OHG. organa, -ina, MHG.
oi-gen(e, tt&n.ergnetlt). In early ME. forms, from

OF. organe, argene (i2th c.), orghene, orgnine

(i 5th c. \ also orgre (ijth c. from orgne), mod. F.

(i4th c.) orgiie; all going back to organa, treated

as a fern. sing. See also the by-form ORGLE.
In Greek, orig.

' that with which one works
'

(ablaut for-

mation from py- workl, tool, instrument, spec, musical

instrument, surgical instrument, also bodily organ as instru-

ments are called organa. Not alone is that called organnm,
\\ hich is large and inflated by bellows, but whatever is fitted

to accompany singing, and is corporeal, which he who sings
uses as an instrument, is called organititt.' To the same
effect Isidore Orig:. II. xx. In Kng. adopted first in the

musical sense ; in OE. in the more general sense of
'

musical

instrument ', including, no doubt, that of '

church-organ '.J

I. A musical instrument.

f 1. Applied vaguely in a general sense to various

musical (esp. wind) instruments ; chiefly in versions

of Scripture or allusions thereto (often understood

in sense 2). Obs. (exc. as a verbal rendering of Gr.

orL.)
c 1000 /ELFHIC <Tr. iv. 21 Itibal .. WJES fader herpera and

fjajra Jje organan macodan [Vulg. (ancntium cithara et

organo\. c 1000 Ags. Ps. cxxxvi. 2 On salij we sarije. .ure

organan [organa] up-ahengan. c 1000
Afolloniiis 25 Da

organa wjeron seto?;ene, and da biman geblawene. a 1300

Cursor M. 1521 Cuba! .. Organis harp and ober gleu, He
drou ban oute o musik neu. a 1340 H AMI-OLE Psaltercxxm.
2 In pe wylghes in J>e myildis ofhitj

we hang vp our orgoyns.

1382 WYCI.IF Jol> xxi. 12 They .. 105011 at the soun of the

orgne. 1388 f's. cxxxvi. 2 In salewis in the myddil therof ;

we hangiden vp uure orguns [1382 instrumens]. Vr 1475 -S^n
itnue Degre 1072 With rote, ribible and clokarde, With

pypes, organs and bumbarde. 1539 BIBLE (Great) Gen. iv.

21 lubal, which was the father of such as handle harpe &
organe. 1602 SHAKS. Ham. in. ii. 385 Will you play vpon
this Pipe?.. There is much Mu--icke, excellent Voice, in

this little Organe. 1611 BIBLE J's. cl. 4 Praise him with

stringed instruments and organs. 1667 MILTON /". L. Vll.

596 The Harp.. the solemn Pipe, And Dulcimer, all Organs
of sweet stop.

2. spec. A musical instrument (in its modern form

the largest and most comprehensive of all), consist-

ing of a number of pipes, supplied with wind or

compressed air by means of bellows, and sounded

by means of keys, which on being pressed down
ailmit the wind to the pipes by opening valves or

pallets.
In the modern organ the pipes are distributed into sets or

stofs of various qualities of tone, the admission of wind to

the several stops being controlled by handles or draw-stops,
drawn in and out by hand or by mechanism worked by

special pedals (caiiilination-pciials) ; and the stops are

arranged in groups, each separate group forming ^partial

organ (see d) and being controlled by a separate keyboard ;

these are usually from two to live in number, one of the key-

boards consisting of pedals played with the feet, the rest

being manuals played with the hands ; these can be con-

times, and in modern times is also used in concert-halls and

other buildings.
The instrument has of course undergone immense changes

siiKe the 4th r., when it is first referred to in L. writers, and
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even since the date ofthe earliest Eng. references. According
to Grove's Diet. Mns. II. 576, 'At the commencement of
the 8th c. the use of the organ was appreciated, and the art

of making it was known in Kngland '. liut although men-
tioned from that period in Latin documents, no English quots.

specifically in this sense are known in OE. or Early MK.
c 1386 CHAUCKK Nun's I'r, T. 31 His voys was murier

than the murie orgon,On Messedayes that in thechirchegon.
1483 Cath. A ngl. 261/1 An Organ, organum, Tosyngeor to

play (on be) Organ, organizare. a 1661 FUI.LKR Worthies
iv. (16621 33 The first Organ which was ever seen in the

West of Europe, was, what was sent Anno 757 from Con-
stantine the Grecian Emperor to Pipin King of France. 1667
MILTON P. L, i. 708 As in an Organ from one blast of wind
To many a row of Pipes the sound-hoard hreaths. 1687
DKVIIKN Song St. Cecilia.

'

s Day 44 What human Voice can
reach The sacred Organ's praise? 1711 BAILEY, Cabinet

Organ, a small portable Organ. 1756-7 tr. Keyslers Trav.

41760) III. 334 It is furnished with two fine organs, erected

opposite to each other. 1782 PKIESTLICY Corrupt. C/ir. II.

YHI. 123 Marinus Sanutus introduced organs into churches.

1837 WHKWELL Hist. Induct. 5V. (1857) I. 353 Ctesiphon..is
said to have invented a. .hydraulic organ. 1898 STAINICK &
BARRKTT Diet, ftliis. Terms 336/1 The so-called hydraulic

organ owed its utility and consequent fame to the fact, that

in it water was used in such a manner as to counterbalance
the hitherto variable pressure.

fb. Formerly in pi. denoting a single instru-

ment. (After med.L. organa (Dti Cange) similarly

used, app. to express its composite character : the

L. sing, organum had also the sense *

pipe'. With
*
the organs

*

cf. the bagpipes, the pipes.}
ci33o R. BRUNNK Chron. M'acc (Rolls) 11266 po J?at coube

prgnes blowe. a 1340 HAMPOLE rsaltcrc\. 4 Orgyns, bat
is made as a toure of sere whtstils. -1386 CHAUCKR Sec.
Nun's T. 134 And whil the Organs [z>. rr. Orgues, Organes,
Orgies, Orgels, orgens] maden melodic To god allone in
herte thus sang she. c 1430 LYDG. Min. Poems (Percy
Soc.) 54 Thi organys so nine begynne to syng ther messe.

1488 Croscombe Ckurchw. Ace. (Som. Rec. Soc.) 17 Payd
to Thomas Rogg for pleyng at orgons iij" iiij

1

'. c 1591
I'estry Bks. (Surtees) 267 The long stall in the South porche
before the Orgaines. 1601 F. GODWIN Bp$. of Eng. 452
He .. could not only sing, but play very well vpon the

organs. 1647 CLAKKSDON Hist, fttff. iv. 113 Many Dis-
solute and Prophane People, wont into the Abbey at West-
minster, and would have pull'd down the Organs. 1683
KKNNKTT tr. F.rasm. on Folly 68 No more skill, .than a Pig
playing upon the Organs. 1708 POPE Ode St. Cecilia \\

J'he deep, majestic, solemn organs blow. 1746 WESLEY
IVks. (1872) II. 21 Then the organs began to play amain ..

The curate endeavoured to stop them. .71825 FOHBY I'oc.

K. Anglia* Organs, an organ, the musical instrument.

fc. Also called A pair, or set, of organs. Ofis.

(Pair here means 'set ', not couple.)
1501 Knry Wills (Camden) 84, I wyll ther be bougth on

peyr of orgonys to the chyrche of Wulpett. 1530 PAI.SGR.

183 Vnesorgnes, apayreof organs, an instrument of musyke.
1594 T. B. La Primaud. Fr. A cad. \\. 95 Al the pipes and
flutes of a paire of organs being set together. 1678 WOOD
Life (O. H. S.) II, 407 The church . . containing a good set
of organs before the warr time. 1686 Lond. Gaz. No. 2141/4
Two pair of very fair Organs to be sold . . One pair of Seven
Stops, the other Four. 1714 MANDKVU.LK Fab. Bees (1725)
I. 97 With one pair of organs they can make the whole
house ring.

d. Applied, with distinctive epithets, to the

separate groups of stops (partial organs}^ each
with its own keyboard, which make up an organ.
Of these the chief is the great organ, containing stops

mostly of powerful tone; the others are the choir org,in,
containing lighter stops used for accompanying a choir (see

CHOIR-ORGAN; ; the (formerly used) echo organ ^ inclosed in

a case, for producing a soft and distant effect, and its

successor the swellorgan, inclosed in a yivell'hox capable of

being opened or shut by a swell />edal so as to produce
crescendo or diminuendo effects ; the solo organ, in which
each stop is of special quality of tone, adapted for playing
a solo melody accompanied by other stops; and the pedal
organ, containing the stops of lowest pitch, forming a bass
to the manuals.

1606-7- l-see CHOIR ORGAN]. 16x3 Organ Specif. Worcester .

Cathedral^ The particulars of the great organ. 1660 Specif.
Organ Banqueting Room, Whitehall in Grove" Diet. MHS.
II. 590 Great Organ, 10 stops... Eccho Organ, 4 stops. 1876
HILKS Catech. Organ i. (1878) 3 The fourth manual, the
Solo Organ, contains pipes of a particular species, on a high
pressure of wind and voiced specially for Solo playing. 1898
STAINER & BARRETT Diet. Mns. Terms 337/2 A complete
organ may lie said to consist of five parts: choir organ, great
organ, swell organ, solo organ, and pedal organ. ..A large
organ therefore consists of a number of small organs differing
in quality of tone, and so arranged as to be under the control
of one performer.

3. Applied to other musical instruments, as in

Dutch organ.
1825 HONK Every-day Bk. I. 1248 A band, .consisted of a

double drum, a Dutch organ, the tambourine.

fig. 1844 Zoologist II. 727 The croaking, .being so loud
and shrill, as to have obtained for these frogs the name of
'

Cambridgeshire nightingales ', and
* Whaddon organs

'

!

b. = UARREL-ORGAN : cf. organ-grinder in 8.

1840 DICKENS Old C. S/w xviii, 'You must be more
careful, sir

', said Jerry, walking coolly to the chair where
he had placed the organ, and setting the stop. 1849 RUSK IN

Set'* Lamps \. 24 He. .would also, if he might, give grind-
ing organs to God's angels to make their music easier.

c. A keyboard wind-instrument with metal reeds,
bellows mostly worked by treadles, and (usually)
a number of stops; an instrument of the harmonium
class ; a reed-organ. American organ : a reed-

organ in which the air is drawn inwards to the

reeds, instead of being driven outwards as in the
harmonium proper.
1880 E. PROUT in Grove Diet. Mus. I. 61 The American

VOL. VII.

organ under its present name . . was first introduced by
Messrs. Mason and Hamlin of Roston, about the year 1860.
1880 A. J. Hii-KiN's ibid. I. 667 He was induced to secure to
himself the sole privilege of using the name Harmonium in

France, thus forcing other makers to use the name Organ,
and thus to add another stone to the cairn of confusion in
musical instrument nomenclature.

f 4. Medieval Mns. = OKGANTM 2. Obs.

(-1380 WVCLIF M'ks. (1880) 91 WiJ? knnckynge of newe
song, as orgen or deschant. 1393 LANGI., /'. I'i. C. xxi. 7
And how osanna by orgone olde folk songe.

II. An instrument generally.
5. A part or member of an animal or plant body

adapted by its structure for a particular vital func-

tion, as digestion, respiration, excretion, reproduc-
tion, locomotion, perception, etc.

c 1420 Chron, I'ilod. 2480 Alle be remanent of my body ..

Kxcepte be organys of be lemys be whyche gouernede my
wyttus fyue. 1529 MORE Dynlogc i. Wks. 132/1 The bodye,
kepyng yet stil his shappe&his organis not much perished.
1578 UANISTKR Hist. Man vin. 108 The hand, beyng . . the

organ of organes, and an organ before all other organs.
1596 SHAKS. Mcrch. /". in. i. 62 Hath not a lew hands,
organs, dementions, sences, affect ions, passions? 1656 tr.

Hobbes ,lcm. Philos. (1839) 390 The parts of our body, by
which we perceive any thing, are those we commonly call

the organs of sense. 1668 WiLKINS Real Char. 375 That
Configuration which there is in the Organs of speech upon
the framing of several Letters. 1759 Ii, STILLING FLEET tr.

Bil't'rg*s Kion, Nature in ftlisc, ?>((/.? (1762) 59 The organs
of generation are contained in the flower. 1773 HUNTKK
in rhil. Trans. LXJII. 486 Two branches, which pass to
the electric organ through the gills. 1855 BAIN .SV>/.sv.v y
Int. i. ii. 25 (1864) 65 The organ of mind is not the brain

by itself: it is the brain, nerves, muscles, organs of sense
and viscera. 1878 HUXLKY Physiogr. 221 In the centre of
each flower is found a hollow organ, the pistil.

b. The human organs of speech or voice col-

lectively ; the larynx and its accessories as used
in speaking or singing. (Somewhat rare ; pei h.

associated with sense i or 2.)
1601 SHAKS. Tivei. N. i. iv. 33 Thy small pipe Is as the

maidens organ, shrill, and sound. 1732 LKUIAKD Sct/tos II.

vii. 102 Uttering cries .. deeper than was in the power of

any human organ. 1860 TVNDAI.L Glac. n. i. 226 The boy's
organ vibrates more rapidly than the man's. 1860 RKADK
Cloister <$ //. Iv. (1896) 151 A little muttering was heard
outside; Denys's rough organ and a woman's soft and mel-
low voice.

c. Phrenology. One of the regions of the brain

held to be the seat or material centre of particular
mental faculties or tendencies.
1806 RTcd. Jrnl. XV. 210 His organ for thieving is very

visible; he has likewise the organ of representation. 1836
JAS. GRANT Random Recoil. Ho. Lords xiv. 332 The organ
of combativeness is most prominently developed. 1860
DICKKNS L'ncomm. Trav. v, Such vigilant cherub would.,
have that gallant ofticer's organ of destructiveness out of
his head.

d. Used in the names of special structures in

the animal body, denominated after their dis-

coverers, as :

Organ of Bojanns, the nephridium or urinary apparatus
in molluscs; organ of Corti, a complicated structure in the
cochlea of the ear, supposed to be the essential auditory
apparatus; organ pfGirtildt's, the remnant of the Wolfiian

body in the male, the parepididymis ; Jafobsoris organ,
a separated portion of the nasal cavity in certain vertebrates;

organ ofRosenmiiller^ the remnant of the Wolffian body in

the female, the parovarium.
1877 HUXI.F.Y Anat. Inv. Aniin, 478 The renal organs, or

organs of Bojanus, are usually two in number. 1882 Syd.
Soc. Lex., s. v. Corti

i
The organ of Corti is developed from

the epiblast cells lining the canalis cochlearis. 1885 ibid.)

Giraldcs, organ oft
the three or more small irregular

masses situated in front of the spermatic cord, just above
the head of the epididymis. 1888 ROLLKSTON & JACKSON
Aniin. Life 133 Organ of Bojanus or nephridium [in the

MusselJ, Ibid, 346 A portion of the nasal cavity becomes
separated off from the nose proper. It is known as Jacob-
son's organ, and is supplied by the fifth nerve as well as by
the olfactory. 1897 Syd. Soc. Le^t:, Roscnmullert organ of\
the ParoT'ariH}>i,

t 6. Applied to certain mechanical contrivances,

csp. fire-arms of more or less elaborate construction,

machine-guns, etc. : see quots. Cf. ORGUK. Obs.
a 1548 HALL Chron., Hen. I'l gib, And shot. .great

gonnes..The citezens of Mauns muche merveilyng at these
newe orgaynes. 1603 KNOLLES Hist. Turks (1621) 1033
Wee tooke thirteene field pieces, whereof foure were greater
than the rest, which they called organes. 1729 SHELVOCKE
Artillery v. 312 Cannons, Mortars, Petards &c. might be
more properly called Organs than Machines. 1769 FALCONER
Diet. Marine 11789), Orgnest

an organ, or machine, some-
times used in a sea-fight by privateers: it contains several
barrels of small arms, fixed upon one stock, so as to be all

fired together.

III. An instrument. Jig.
7. A means of action or operation, an instrument,

a 'tool'; a person, body of persons, or thing by
which some particular purpose is carried out or
some function is performed, arch.
a 1548 HALL Chron., Hen. I'l 113!), An enchant eres.se t an

orgayne of the deuill, sent from Sathane. Ibid. 158 b, He
was noted to be the very organ, engine, and diviser of the
destruction of. . the good duke of Gloucester. 1675 BAXTER
Cat/i. T/ieol. \\. n. 28 God knoweth all Names, Notions,
Propositions and Syllogisms, with their modes ; as they are
the measures, organs or actings of Humane Understandings.
1801 A. HAMILTON ll'ks. (1886) VII. 225 To provide a faithful
and efficient organ for carrying into execution the laws of
the United States, which otherwise would be a dead letter.

1849 MACAV^LAY Hist. Eng. ix. II. 529 James, .afraid that
his enemies might get this organ of his will [the great seal]

into their hands. 1888 BRVCE Amer. Contntw, I. ix. 116

The functions which these officials discharge belong in

America to the State Governments or to the organs of local

governments.
b. A mental or spiritual faculty regarded as an

instrument of the mind or soul ; sometimes as

compared to a bodily organ (sense 5).

1656 STANLFY Hist. Philos. v. (1701) 180/2 That Is Intellect ;

this the natural Organ accommodated for Judgment. 1809-10
COLERIDGE Friend (1865) 96. 1836-7 SIR W. HAMILTON*

Alelafih. xxxviii. (1870) II. 374 Faith, Belief, is tlie organ
by which we apprehend what is beyond our knowledge.
1850 McCosii Div. Govt. in. (1874) 298 The conscience is

not the law itself, it is merely the organ which makes it

known to us the eye that looks to it.

C. An instrument, means, or medium of com-

munication, or of expression of opinion ; spec.

applied to a newspaper or journal which serves as

the mouthpiece of a particular parly, denomina-

tion, cause, movement, or pursuit.
1788 Rnm Aristotle's Log. iv. 3. 76 The silly and un-

instructive reasonings, .brought forth by this grand organ
of science. 1806 M. O'TLKH in Life, Jrnls. fy Corr. (1888)
11- 33) 1 am now, in compliance with the order of this

ecclesiastical council, and as their organ, to address you.
1826 K.IRVING Babylon II. 385 Not only . .the men, but. .

the organs of the men, the distempered newspapers whkh
they pour in amongst you. 1853 HKKIH i A/. India 3 Jui.e,
A newspaper which was generally considered throughout
India to be the organ of the Government. 1882 Athcn;ntnt
ii Mar. 309/1 The various branches of natural science..
have their special organs, by means of which their votaries
can communicate with one another.

8. attrih. and Comb.
t
as sense 2) organ-bench^

-blast) -case, -curtain
^ -harmony', -key^ -;////j?V,

-note, -peal, -prelude, -seat, -son^, -tone, -voice ;

organ-like a.
;

.'sense 5) organ albumin, current,

proteid\ organ-beater (tr. med.L. pit!sator organ-
orittti}) a player on a mediaeval organ, \\ith large

keys struck with the fist
; organ-bird, a name for

the South American CyPhoykiniis cantans and
a Tasmanian species of Gytnnorhina, from their

notes; organ-blower, a person who works the

bellows of an organ; also a mechanical contrivance

for the same purpose ; organ-builder, one who
'builds' or constructs organs; so organ-building \

organ-cactus, the giant cactus, Cereits giganteus t

from the shape of its stem resembling an organ-

pipe ; organ-coral = ORGAN-PIPE coral; organ-
fish, a name for Scisvna ocellata of the Southern

U.S., also called drum-fish (see DHI:M j^. 1 ii)l

organ-gallery, a gallery in a church or other

building, in which the organ is placed ; organ-
grinder, an itinerant street musician who turns

the handle of a barrel-organ <

(
see GKINII t>.l 7) ;

so

organ-grinding adj. and sb.
; organ-gun, a fire-

arm having several charged chambers set side by
side like organ-pipes (cf. 6) ; organ-harmonium,
a large harmonium of elaborate construction or

powerful tone, adapted to take the place of an

organ; organ-loft, a loft or gallery in which an

organ is placed ; organ-maker (now rare
,

a

maker of organs, an organ-builder; organ-man,
(a) a man employed in building or repairing an

organ ; (/;)
= organ-grinder ; f organ -metal,

metal used for the pipes of an organ ; organ-piano,
a pianoforte with a special contrivance for pro-

ducing a sustained tone as in the organ ; also

called melopiano; organ-player (now rare], one
who plays an organ, an organist ; organ pleat =
ORGAN-PIPE 3 c ; organ-point (A/us.)

= PEDAL
POINT; organ-rest Jfcr.} = CLARION sb. 2 (1846
in Worcester) ; organ-screen, an ornamental

screen on which an organ is placed in a cathedral

or other church ; f organ-soler Obs. [see SOLER],
an organ-loft or organ-gallery ; organ-stop, a

stop, or set of pipes of the same quality of tone, in

an organ (see 2). See also ORGAN-PIPE.

1892 Syd. Soc. Lex.
t

*
Organ albumin, the albumin which

constitutes part of a tissue in contradistinction from the

circulating albumin of the fluids. 1877 HOPKINS & RIMBAULT
Organ. 33 They [the keys] were struck down by the fist of

the player., whence., arose the expression "organ-Dealer. 1880

HOPKINS in Grove Diet. Mits. II. 580 There were probably
nearly as many springs for the organ-beater to overcome
as there were pipes to sound. 1863 BATES Nat. Amazon
xiii. (1864) 448, I frequently heard.. the 'realejo' or ^organ-
bird.., the most remarkable songster, by far, of the Amazonian
forests. 1893 NEWTON Diet. Bird's 404 Tasmania has. .the

Organ-bird of the colonists, G. hyperleuca^ . . or organica.

1837 CARLVLE Fr. Rev. III. vn. i, The rushing of a mighty
"organ-blast. 1540 Ludlow^Chnrchiu. A cc. (Camden) 4 Payd
to the *organ bloere for his yeares wages.. ij^. \'\\\d. 1719
in Willis & Clark Cambridge (1886) II. 214 Chamber for ye
Organ-blower. 1725 Lond^Gnz. No. 6^47 '3 Kenatus Harris,

of London, "Organ-Bulkier. 1859 GKN. P. THOMPSON Audi
Alt. II. Ixxxviii. 60, I have, as you know, a weakness for

*Organ-buiIding. 1883 W. H. KISHOP in Harpers Mag.
Mar. 502/2 We made haste, .to cut down an example of the

. .saguaras,the *organ-cactus, 1644 in Willis & Clark Cam-

bridge (1886) I. 513 Solut' Ashley pro taking downe the

*Orgaine case, o. 3. o. 1892 Syd. Soc. Lex.,
*Organ current,

the current existing in the electrical organ of certam^nshes.

1766 KNTICK London IV. 213 The 'organ-gallery is sup-

ported \vithCorinthiancolunin-s. &&?tmssfQ*DMutttt*
25



ORGAN.
Hunt. Life 73 While an *organ-grinder, or ballad-singer.,
are exhausting their whole stock of dissonances. 1887
Spectator 26 Mar. 412/2 The Italian fruit-vendor or organ-
grinder is often a retired workman. 1806 WOLCOTT (P.

Pindar) Tristia Wks. 1812 V. ^05 The
*
organ-grinding Girl,

whose discords kill. 1881 Macm. Mag. XLIII. 436/1 The
organ-grinding branch of the musical profession. 1883 Dtiily
Neu's 19 Sept. 3/3 After passing between two fine old
'

^organ guns ',
cannons with half-a-dozen or more barrels.

1864 WKBSTER, *Organ-harinoniuuit an harmonium of large
capacity and power, designed as an economical substitute
for the organ. 1842 TENNVSON Sir Galahad 75 A rolling
*
organ-harmony Swells up. 1878 Ii. TAYLOR Dcuknlion \\.

\. 54 Cecilia, sitting at her
*

organ keys. 1543 Aberdeen
AY^. '1844) ! 1 9 l n the *organe loft. 1664 in Willis & Clark

Cambridge (iS36) I. 156 The di>ore beneath the organ loft.

1867 LADY HKRBEKT Cradle L. iii. 100 The panels of the

organ-loft and the screen are all beautifully painted. 1431
i:i Test. Ebor. (Surtees) V. 22 note* John Gyse, *organe
maker. 1542 in Glasscock Rec.St. Michaels (1882^ 43 Item
for fetching of the orgon makers toolis v\\\d. 1809-10 in

Willis & Clark Cambridge (1886) I. 521 Paid Mr. Elliot

Organ- Maker for repairing and compleating the Organ. 1626
/ 'estry A'^-. (Surtees) 296 Imprimis geven to the *organman
for goinge to Durham about wood, xij</. 1868 HELPS
Realniah xvii. (1869) 468 The polka which the organman
was grinding out. 1578 in Kerry St. Lawrence Reading
11883) 62 Solde to Rocke 37 H. of leade which was *

organ
metal

1, viijj. vjV. 1422 tr. Secreta Secret., Prir. Priv. 243
The nyghtyngall shewyth his *organe notis. 1804 J.
GRAHAMK Stibbath 76 Again the *organ-peal, loud, rolling,
meets The hallelujahs of the choir. 1544 Churchw. Ace.
St. Gile$i Reading 70 The

*
Organ player for his yeres wages,

iij
1 ' \\ a 1640 J. HALL Answ. Art. Can \. 11642) 143

Squealing choristers, organ-players.. vergerers. 1886 PaU
Mall G. 3 June S/i The train is slightly rounded, and falls

in t\vo
+
organ pleats. 1897 K ' K-WLVXC. Captains Courageous

250 The skipper lurched into his seat as an *organ-prelude
silenced him. 1896 Attbittfs Syst. Med. I. 186 An increase
in destruction of *organ proteid. 1540 Lndlow Cnurckw.
Ace. (Camden) 4 Mendynge of the locke on the *organ-soler
(lore. ^1425 St. Elizabeth of Sf>albt\ k in Anglia VIII.
109/3' A urast, (>at is an instrument of 'organ-songe. 1644
MILTON Educ. Wks. (18471 101/2 Sometimes the lute or soft
*
organ stop waiting on elegant voices. 1880 HOPKINS in

Grove Diet. Mus. I. 403 Cornet. This name is given to
several kinds of organ stops. 1901 Q. Rei>. July 122 Milton
could not have produced his ''organ-tones on a 'scrannel

pipe
1

. 1864 TKNNVSON Milton 3 God-gifted *organ-voice of

England, Milton, a name to resound for ages.

t Organ, s& Obs. exc. dial. Also 6 organe,
7 orgaiue. [Corrupt ad. L. origanum, Gr. opi-

yavov.] = ORIGAN; penny-royal.
c 1000 Sax. Lcechd. I. 236 >eos wyrt be man origanum &

oSrum naman..organan nemnej> is haitre gecynde. c 1265
1 ocab. Plant-n. in Wr.-Wiilcker 557/19 Organuni, organe.
1548 TI/RNER Names of Herhes 57, I neuer sawe the trewe
organ in England, .our commune organ, .is called origanum
syhiestre in latin, and in some places in England wylde
mergerum. 1620 VKNXER / 'ia Recta ii. 44 Take of the tops
of Rosemary, of Sage, of Marjoram, uf Orgaine,..of each

Recreations C vj b, A good wife, once a bed of Organs set,
The pigs came in and eate up every whit. 1886 ELWORTHY
M7. Somerset Word-bk., Organ, .. the plant Penny-royal
(Mentha puleghun}. .. It is chopped small and put into a
mess called

'

Tea-kettle broth
',

. . often called *

Organ broth '.

Organ, short for ORGAN LING, a kind of fish.

O'rgan, v. rare. [f. ORGAN sb.~\~\

1 1. trans. To furnish with an organ or organs ;

to organize. Obs.

1652 BKNLOWES Theoph. iv.lvii. 59 While lungs my Breath
shall organ I'l press still Th' Exinanition of my o'regrown
will. 1681 MANNINGHAM Disc. 89 Alas ! . . thou art Ele-
mented and Organ'd for other Apprehensions.
2. To play on an organ (intr. and trans.}. Organ

out (quot. 1837), to dismiss by playing on an

organ, to 'play out'.

1827 CABLYU Germ. Rom. III. 301, I organed, my gossip
managing the bellows. 1837 Fr. Rev. 1. in. iii, As in a
kind of choral anthem, or bravura peal, of thanks., the
Notables are, so to speak, organed out, and dismissed to
their respective places of abode. 1844 E. FITZGERALD Lett.

(1889) I. 141 There is a dreadful vulgar ballad, .which is

sung and organed at every corner in London, c 1870 BLACKIE
in W. M e llwraith Guide Wigtwnshire (1875} 57 Anthems
organed from rich cloistered halls.

Hence Organing vbl. sb., organ-playing.
1827 CAHLYLE Germ. Rom. 1 1. 302 There was such a piping

and organing. 1878 STEVENSON Inland Voy. (1896) 173
Laboriously edified with chaunts and organmgs.

t O'rganal, a. Obs. rare. Also 6 -oualL [a.
OF. organalt orgitenal, f. L. organ-urn -t- -AL.]
1. Organal vein [(W.veine organal]-. the 'vital*

or jugular vein.

1523 LD. BKRNERS^V^VJ. I. ccclxxiv. 621 The speare heed
dydentre into his throte, and dyd cutteasonder the orgonall
vayne.

2. Of or pertaining to a musical organ.
1633 AMES Agst. Cerem. ii. 404 His denying of Organall

musicke to have beene significant or typical), is without
reason.

Organcine, obs. form of ORGANZINE.

Organdie (pMgandi). Also -dy, -di. [a. F.

organd'i{i
t

j2$ inliatz.-Darm.), ofuncertain origin.]
A very fine and translucent kind of muslin.
1835 Court Mag. VI. p. il/2 The most elegant [bonnets]

are composed of organdy of the clearest kind. 1861 Eng.
Woui, Dow, Mag. III. 117/1 The skirt ufa very pretty blue
and white Organdie. 1893 Pall Mall G. 26 May 1/3 The
organdi muslins with French flower-patterns.

194

Organed (^Mgand), ///. a. rare. [f. ORGAN
sb.l + -ED.]
1. Furnished with organs ; organized.
1586 BRIGHT Mclanch. xii. 61 Life lyeth rather in the

essence. .of the soule, giving it to a fit organed body. 1669
COKAINE Fletcher's Plays Poems 101 Whilst his well organ 'd

liody doth retreat To its first matter. 1689 SWIFT Ode to

Temple Wks. 1755 IV. i. 242 Methinks, when you expose
the scene, Down the ill-organ'd engines fall.

2. nonce-use. Having an organ (musical).
1834 FosBLANQL'E Eiig. under 7 Administ. (1837) III. 19

It should be seen whetlier the men of Caius, organless, are
better than those of organed Colleges.

t O'rganer. Cbs. Also 5 -our. [ad.L. organa-
rittS) or OK. orgenere t organeor organist. Or. had
also organier (14th. c.) as title of a book on the

organ; mod.F. has organier organ-maker.] a. An
organ-maker, b. An organ-player, organist.
1413 LVDG. Pilgr, Scwle iv. xxxvii. 11483^ 84 More helply

is a Carpenter or a potter, than an Organer, a peynter or an
ymager. 1442 in Lincoln Cath, Slat. n. 482 [Five marcs to
be paid., to one Arnald]organor'deCivitate Norwyc. a 1485
Proinp.Parv. 369,'! (MS.S.), Organer, Orgonista,organicns.

Organe'tte. [f. OKGA^I 2 + -KITE.] A small
'

organ
'

: a trade name for various musical instru-

ments : cf. ORGAN sb. 3. In q. 1892 = OBGUIXETTE.
1889 Daily News 15 Nov. 5/5 A peculiar sort of photo-

grapher's camera . . not unlike an American organette of
about a foot square. 1892 fall Mall G. 21 Sept. 6/3 At
Milan yesterday the International Literary and Artistic

Congress .. the use of perforated cards for organettes was
declared to be an act of piracy. 1893 Mission. Herald
(Boston) Aug. 324 When the organette was played, the crowd
soon began to gather. 1898 Westin. Gaz. 30 Dec. 9/2 An
organette has also been purchased for use in the school block
of the workhouse.

Organic (jugse-nilO, a. [ad. L. organic-its,
a. Gr. opyaviKos of or pertaining to an organ,
instrumental, f. opyavov ORGAN s&.l ; in L. in senses
' mechanical ', and

'

pertaining to a musical instru-

ment '. Cf. F. organique 14-151!! c. in Anatomy.]
1. Serving as an organ, instrument, or means;

acting as an instrument, of nature or art, to a
certain end ; instrumental, rare.

1517 WATSON Shyppe of Fooles i. i, Approche you vnto this

doctryne and it reuolue in your myndes organyques. 1541
R. COPLAND Guydons Quest. Chirnrg. Cj b, Which are the
membres compostes, and wherfore are they called organykes
& instrumentality 'i 1644 MILTON Educ. Wks. (1851) 389
Those organic arts which enable men to discourse and wVite.

1645 Tetrach. Wks. 11851) 168 With that organic force
that logic proffers us. 1667 P. L. ix. 530 He . . with

Serpent Tongue Organic, or impulse of vocal Air, His
fraudulent temptation thus began. 1883 T. H. GREEN Pro/eg.

Ethjfs 85 The animal system is not organic merely to

feeling of the kind just spoken of as receptive, to impres-
sions., conveyed by the nerves of the several senses.

1 2. Relating to an organ, instrument, or means.

(Cf. ORGANON 2.) Obs. rare.

1697 tr. Burgersdicius his Logick i. i. 2 A System of

Logical Precepts consists of two Parts, Thematick and Or-
ganick. . . [The latter] converses about the Organs themselves,
with which the Understanding entreats of Themes.

b. Done by means of instruments ; mechanical :

-= ORGANICAL a. 2 b.

[1646 SCHOOTEN (////*) De organica conicarum sectionum
in piano descriptione tractatus. 1704 NEWTON Enumeratio
Linearum vi.Theor. i, De Curvarum descriptione Organica.]
1885 LEUDESDORF Cremona's Proj. Geom. 297 This theorem
is due to Newton, and was given by him under the title of
The Organic Description of a conic.

t c. Of or pertaining to musical instruments ;

instrumental. Obs.
1811 BUSBY Diet. Mus. (ed. 31, Organic, the epithet applied

by the ancients to that part of practical music which con-
cerned instrumental performance. 1825 DANNKLEV Encycl.
Mus., Organic, according to the Greeks, that part of music
which was executed upon instruments.

3. 2*hys. Of or pertaining to the bodily organs ;

vital ; spec, in Path, of a disease, Producing or

attended with alteration in the structure of an

organ; structural (opp. \o functional}. So organic
pulse (F. pouls organique)) a pulse of such a
character as to indicate organic disease.

1706 PHILLIPS, Organical or Organick, belonging to the

Organs of the Hody. 111711 KEN Hymnotkeo Poet. Wks.
1721 III. 212 Hymnotheo's Soul, which while he slept re-

main'd From its Organick Drudgery unchain'd. 1801 filed.

Jml. V. 441 If the powers of an agent should .. induce a
decided influence on the organic motions of life. 1809 Ibid.
XXI. 302 Great organic affections often excite the disease.

1812-14 Good's Study fifed, (ed. 4) I. 546 He [M. liordeu]
describes . . an overwhelming multiplicity of organic pulses.

1835 T. S. SMITH Philos. Health \. 15 The organic actions
consist of the processes by which the existence of the living

being is maintained. 1842 HKANUK Diet. Sc/. t etc, 857/1
Tuberculated induration of the liver is an organic or struc-
tural disease of that viscus.

4. Having organs, or an organized physical
structure ; having the characteristics of, belonging
to, derived from, or relating to, organized or living

beings (animals or plants). (Opp. to inorganic.}
1778 J. R. FORSTER (title) Observations made during a

Voyage round the World.. on i. The Earth and its Strata.. 5.

Organic Bodies, and 6. The Human Species. 1808 GOOD (////f)
On the general Structure and Physiology of Plants, com-
pared with those of Animals, and the mutual convertibility
of their Organic Elements. 1813 SIR H.DAVY Agric. Cheat. \

i. (1814) 18 Organic substances as soon as they are deprived j

of vitality begin to pass through a series of changes. 1813

ORGANICAL.
BAKEWELL IntroJ. Gcul. Pref. (1815) 5 These rocks contain
no organic remains.^ 1835 KIUBV Hub. q Itist. Atiim. I. iii.

139 The animal derives this nutriment from organic matter,
the

vegetable^
from inorganic. 1851 CARPENTER Man. I'hys.

(ed. 2) 206 The Muscular tissue of Organic Life . . exists
under two forms ; that of fibres and that of cells. 1862
HUXLEY Lect. OHg. Spec. \. 7 In speaking of the causes
which lead to our present knowledge of organic nature,
I have used it almost as an equivalent of the word '

living '.

1878 t'/iysiogi: xx. 337 The matter of the organic world.
b. Chan. Applied to a class of compound sub-

stances which naturally exist as constituents of

organized bodies (animals or plants), or are formed
from compounds which so exist, as in organic aci</,

base, compound, molecule, radical
;
all these contain

or are derived from hydrocarbon radicals, hence

Organic Chemistry, that branch of chemistry which
deals with organic snbstances, is the chemistry of
the hydrocarbons and their derivatives.

1827 FARADAV Clu'tii. Manif. ii. 42 In the processes of
organic analysis. 1831 R. Kxox

Clmjiict's Anal. 2 By the
mutual combination of these

principles are formed the
organic elements, which exist only in living beings, and are
the exclusive product of organixation. .. These organic ele-
ments are, gelatine, albumen, fibrin, fat, mucus, and certain
other substances less generally distributed. 1849 I>. CA.VI--
BELL Inorg. Clieni. 295 Sulphuric and several organic acids

dp not cause a precipitate, even in strong solutions. 1869
i KIRKES PhysioL (ed. 7) 16 The term organic has long ceased

to imply a substance that is formed only by organized living
tissues, and now signifies only matter with a certain degree
of complexity of composition. 1871 ROSCOE Elem. Chem.
289 Organic Chemistry is defined as the chemistry of the
carbon compounds. 1894 SCHOKLE.MMER Rise A> Divel.
Organ. C/icm. \: 88 We define, therefore, that part of our
science which is commonly called organic chemistry as the

Cfu-mistty oftlie Hydrocarbons and their derivatives.

t C. Organic molecules : (a) Particles of matter

supposed by Buffon to exist in living bodies, and
to which he attributed the power of reproduction ;

i (&)
'

Spallanzani's term for the spermatozoa
'

(SyJ. Soc. Lex.'),

1790 BL-RKE Fr.Rev. Wks. V. 59 They acted by the ancient
organised states in the shape of their old organisation, and
not by the organick molecute of a disbanded people. 1815
J. SCOTT l-'is. Paris led. 2) 29^ His theory of the Earth,
now forgotten, and his organic molecules, on which he
attempted to raise a system of materialism.

5. Belonging to or inherent in the organization
or constitution (bodily or mental) of a living being;
constitutional

; fundamental, b. Belonging to the
constitution of an organized whole

; structural.

defects of so many perverse and so many frivolous people ..

are_ organic. \*ng. Amer. ibid. II. 306 There still re-

mains an organic simplicity and liberty, which .. redresses
itself. 1880 DISRAELI Endyin. xxii, The bow of Walder-
share was a study. Its grace and ceremony must have been
organic. 1884 J. TAIT Mind in Matter (1892) 58 The work
of plausible writers in minimising organic difference is easy.

c. rhilol. Belonging to the etymological struc-

ture of a word
; not secondary or fortuitous.

Mod. In tJiese(b\..fiise) final e is organic, in those (ME.
fids ) fids} it is inorganic.
0. Of, pertaining to, or characterized by syste-

matic connexion or coordination of parts in one
whole ; organized ; systematic.
1850 CARLVLK Latter-d. Pamph. vi. (1872) 210 [They] bound

it up into organic masses. 1855 BKIMLKV ss., Tennyson 54
After all that philosophical critics have talked of organic
unity. 1880 J. CAIRO Philos. Relig. x. 307 Consciousness is

not a mere collection or aggregate of 'faculties' existing
side by side

;
. .but a membered or organic whole, every part

of which exists only in and through its relation to the rest.

b. Organizing, constitutive. (Cf. F. hi orga-

niqite?) rare.

1883 G. T. CURTIS Buchanan II. ix. 202 His official duty
under the organic Act by which the Territory was organized.

7. Resembling an organ (musical instrument),
or the tones of an organ ; organ-like.
1609 DONNE \st F.lt'gy Mistress Boitlstred, He rounds the

aire, and breakes the hymnique notes In birds, heaven's

choristers, organique throats. 1818 L. HUNT Foliage Pref.

31 The long organic music of Homer. 1832 Poems Pref.

29 Hear young Milton practising his organic numbers.

f b Medieval Mus. Pertaining to the organum :

see OKGAKirsi 1 2. Obs.

1782 BURS EV //MA Mns. II. ii. 138 In some French churches,
where the organizing the plain chant at a close has ceased,
the organic, or additional part, has frequently been retained

in the melody instead of the original notes.

1 8. Organic vein : an old name for the jugular
vein. Ohs. Cf. ORGANAL a. i .

[c \qabLanfrancs Ciriirg. 149 I*of>eon J>e ri3t side and on

be lift side of be caane of fie lungis b^r ben ij. greete veynes
j>at ben clepid organice or ellis guydes.) 1597 A. M. tr.

(juilleineausFr.Chirurg. xiih/2 The lugulare or organicke
vayne.
t Orga'iiical, a. Obs. [f. as prec. -f -AL.]
1. Of music : Performed on an instrument, instru-

mental
;
= OHGANIC a. 2 c.

1521 J. T. in Bradsfiaw's Si. Werbiirge Prol. i Honour,
ioye, and glorie, the toynes organicall, Endeles myrthes w l

melodies ! 1609 DOUI.AND Ornitk. Microl. 2 Organicall
Musicke (as Caelius writeth) is that which belongeth to

artificiall Instruments. 1698 STILUSGFU Eccl. Cases 382
The use of organtcal musick in the publick service. 1700
WALLIS in Collect. iO. H. S.) I. 317 Consorts of musick (vocal

and organicnl).



ORGANICALLY.
2. Of the nature of, or pertaining to, an instru-

ment or machine; mechanical. (In quot. 1729
used specifically.)
1579-80 NORTH 'I'lutarch (1676) 261 To frame Instrument!,

and Engines (which are called mechanical!, or organicall'.
1729 SHELVOCKE Artillery v. 311 The Action or Motion of
.some of these (Machines] is Mechanical, and of others

Organnical ..the latter operate by the slight artful Touch of
a single Person.

b. = ORGANIC 2 b.

1726 E. STONE New Math. Diet., Organical Description
of Curves, is the Description of them upon a Plane, by
means of Instruments. [1819 in REES Cycl.]
S. Serving as an instrument, instrumental.
1605 TIMME Qucrsit. i. v. 22 As organical and instrumental

causes. ^1649 JVfi. TAYLOK Gt. ]:.xemp. i. Disc. i. 37 It is not
titled with an instrument apt and organical to the faculty.
1668 Wn KIXS Real Char, i The third Part shall treat con-

cerning such helps and Instruments, as are requisite,., which
may therefore be stiled the Organical or Instrumental Part.
1681 BAXTER Ace. Shfrlocke vi. 210 The Pastors Office was
made as the organical Office to make the rest ; As Nature
maketh the Heart and other noble organical parts, before
the rest of the Body.

b. I'hys. Applied to parts of the body having
particular functions = ORGANIC a. 3. Organical
part = ORGAN sb.^ 5.
c 1450 Lvno. & BURGH'Seems 2543 Fie his presence, Which

acomplysshed in membrys Organychall Is not. 1594 Miry.
Policy (1509) N ij, Eies (which are the organicall instru-
ments of sightl. 1659 PEARSON Creed (1741) 277 The hands
of man are those organical parts which are most active and
executive of our power. .1707 Curios, in Hnsl>. <y Card. 49
Plants have, .some organical Parts, that are.. like some.. we
may observe in Animals. 1733 CHEVNE Eng. Malady I. x.
2 Is not every Animal a Machine of an infinite Number of

oreanical Parts? [1819 REF.S Cycl., Organical Part.)
4. Furnished with or consisting of organs, physic-

ally organized, as an animal or plant body ; per-
taining to or having the characteristics of an

organized being : = ORGANIC 4.

15*3-87 FOXE A. f, M. (1684) III. 39 Organical, is called
that which is a perfect body, having all the members and
parts compleat belonging to the same. 1597 J. KING OH
Jonas (1618) 624 The organicall body of a little Ant, is no
lesse to bee wondred at, than the huge body of Behemoth.
1656 STANLEY Hist. Philos. \\. (1701) 256/1 The Intellect is

not confined to any part of the Body, as not being corporeal,
nor organical, but immaterial and immortal. 1775 REID
Let. in Wks. I. 52/1 The result ofsuch an organical structure
as that of the brain. iSoa Eng. Encycl. VIII. 26/1 Our
organical frame we call our body.

D. Dealing with the 'organic molecules' of Spal-
lanzani

; dealing with organized bodies.

functions may be termed organical sciences.

5. Pertaining to the bodily organs ; belonging to
the bodily or mental constitution, constitutional.

1643 R. O. Man's Mart. vi. 49 In man it is some organicall
deficiency . . that is the cause, that some men are lesse
ralionall then others. 1669 HOLDER Klein. Sfccch 115
Deprived of Speech, not by any immediate Organical Indis-

position. 1811 Kdiii. Re-.'. XVIII. 39 It is indeed much
clearer that there is such an organical delight. [1819 REES
Cycl., Organical or Organic Diseases.]
6. Of the nature of, or pertaining to, an organized

structure ; organized ; structural ;
= ORGANIC 6.

1659 BAXTER Key Cath. n. iii. 427 He that is baptized into
the Church, is baptized into an Organical body. 1674 OWEN

. Holy Spirit (1693) 112 This various Distribution of Gifts
makes the Church an Organical Body. 1786-1805 H. TOOKE
I'lirlcy (1829) I. Introd. 14 B. Where will you begin? //.
Not with the organical part of language. 1802 Eng. Encycl.,
That (judgment] which considers nature as one vast organical
structure.

b. ? Making up the structure of something;
constituent.

1704 G. ADAMS Nat. % Exp. Philos. IV. xlix. 351 These
articles then are the organical parts of water.

7. Organical vein : the jugular vein (cf. prec. 8).
1607 TOPSELL Four-/. Beasts (1658) 223 The Organical vein

of the neck, is the best letting of bloud, both in-stoned and
gelded Horses.

Organically (pjgarnikali), adv. [f. prec. +
-LY -7] In an organic or organical manner.
1. In relation to bodily organs or their functions;

in the manner of an organized or living being ;

vitally, b. Path. In relation to the structure of
an organ (opp. to functionally), c. From organic
or organized matter (quot. 1882).
1681 BAXTER <4ccto*id*i.I If the Head, or Heart,

..begone, the Soul will be gone, because the Body is not
organically capable Matter, a 1704 LOCKE Elem. Nat.
riulos.

yni. 11754) 32 All stones, metals, and minerals, are real

pa
7.

in a state of congestion. 1861 BEN i LEV Man. Rot. 85 The
bark.. surrounding the wood, to which it is organically con-
nected by means of the medullary rays and cambium-layer.
1879 Miss BUDDON rixen III. 281 Do you mean that Mrs.

mstanley hasheart disease something organically wrong?
1881 GI.IKIK TtA-t-M: Ceol. n. n. 4. 106 'Most of the

organically derived dctrital rocks are calcareous.
d. In relation to the constitution of a living

being ; constitutionally ; structurally.
i86j H. SPEXCER First Princ. i. v. 32 (1875) 118 Were it

not . . that we have been rendered in a considerable degree
organically moral, .disastrous results would ensue from the
removal of those strong and distinct motives. 1880 DISRAELI

195

Endyn'. xlii, Perhaps he was organically of that cheerful
and easy nature, which is content to enjoy the present, and
not brood over the past. 1887 MRS. M. L WOODS I'illage
Tragedy 216 Nothing's the matter everything's the matter.
She's organically weak.
2. As parts of an organized whole.
1841 MYEKS Cath. Th. in. ii. 42 Though the two Testa-

ments may justly be considered as organically connected
!

into one living whole. 1880 R. W. 1 IALE Evangelical Re-
vival x\\\. 277 The third chapter of John's Gospel and the
fifth chapter of Matthew's Gospel are organically one.

1 3. 13y means of instruments, mechanically. Obs.
1797 BROUGHAM in Phil. Trans. LXXXVIII. 396 This

curve may be described (organically) by drawing one end of
a given flexible line .. along a straight line, whilst the other
end is urged by a weight towards the same straight line.

Orga nicalliess. rare. [f. as prec. + -NKSS.]
The quality of being

'

organical
'

or organic.
1675 BROOKS Cold. Key Wks. 1867 V. 169 Christ's body

had all the essential properties of a true body ; such as are
organicalness, extension, local presence, .. tv:c. 1727 in
BAILEY vol. II. 1755 in JOHNSON. Hence in mod. diets.

Organicism 'pjgarnisiz'm;. [See -ISM.]
1. The doctrine that organic structure is merely

the result of an inherent property in matter to adapt
itself to circumstances.

1883 Church Times XXI. 154/2 The objection that or-

ganicism excludes design, on the ground that the living
creature has properties necessary to the fulfilment of its

functions, and that all is explained by these properties,
which produce the organs and set them to work.
2. Path. ' The doctrine or theory which refers

all disease to a material lesion of an organ
'

(Syd.
Sac. Lex.). Hence Org-a'nicist, one who holds
this theory.
1853 DUNGLISON Mcd. Lex., Organicism. ..The doctrine

of the localization of disease. 1879 LEWES Study Psyclwl.
36 The two antagonistic schools of spiritualists and organi-
cists, the one referring insanity to disease of the soul, the
other to disease of the body. 1893 VIRCHOW in Standard
17 Mar., In the second period .. they endeavoured to find
in a certain region the actual organ which might be con-
sidered

_as the seat of disease. On this foundation arose
the Parisian school of organicism, which, until late in this

century, held a dominant position in pathology.
Organie, variant of ORGANY.

Organific (figanrfik), a.
[f. L. organ-urn

ORGAN rf.l + -FIC.] Having the property or

power of forming organs or organized structures
;

formative, organizing.
1840 J. H. GREEN I'ital Dynamics 36 To . . concentrate

the organific energies. 1886 E. G. ROBINSON in Cltr. World
Pulpit XXX. 254/1 The

vegetable seed in the ground
decays, but the organific life-prmciple within it . . organizes
to itself a new body.

Organify (pJgarnifai^,!/; Photogr. [f. organise
adj. + -FV.] In old collodion dry-plate processes,
To impregnate with organic matter (such as albu-

men, gelatin, gum arabic, etc.) by means of a weak
solution applied to the sensitized plate, in order to

keep open the pores and increase the sensitiveness
and durability of the plate. Hence Orga nifier,
a solution used in this way.
1873 E. SroN U'orkshop Receipts ser. l. 264/1 The plate is i

not to be exposed immediately after it is organified. Ibid.,
The Organifier must be applied after the removal of the

plate from the rain-water pan. . . For the usual Organifier
employ albumen, i part ; distilled water, from 3 to 6 parts.

Organism (pMganiz'm). [f. ORGANIZE v. :

see -ISM. Cf. F. organisine (i 729 in Hatz.-Darm.',.]
1. Organic structure ; organization. No\v rare.

1664 EVELYN
Syk'tt (1776) 648 So astonishing and wonder-

ful is the Organism, parts and functions of plants and trees.

1701 GREW Cosm. Sacra M. iii. ii It is the advantagious
Organism of the Eye, by which that is procured. 1890 J.
MARTINEAU Scat Author. Rclig. n. ii. 3. 245 From the

complexion of the language and the organism of the style.
2. An organized or organic system ;

a whole

consisting of dependent and interdependent parts,

compared to a living being.
1768-74 TUCKER Lt. Nat. (1834) I. 474 When an artist has

finished a fiddle to give all the notes in the gamut, but not
without a hand to play upon it, this is an organism. 1840
CARLYLE Heroes vi. (18581 365 To bridle-in that great devour-
ing, self-devouring French Revolution; to tame it, so.. that
it may become organic, and be able to live among other

i

organisms and formed things, not as a wasting destruction
alone. 1860 MOTI.KY .\\-therl. (1868) I. vi. 299 The weight
of the strong Protestant organism, .might have balanced
the great Catholic League. 1889 Spectator 16 Mar., An
army is not a crowd of men, but a vast organism, travelling
with indispensable baggage of enormous weight. 1900 J. D.
ROBERTSON Holy Spirit iii. 53 Paul first taught us to speak

:

of society as an organism.
3. An organized body, consisting of mutually I

connected and dependent parts constituted to share
a common life; the material structure of an indi-

vidual animal or plant.
Sometimes treated as something possessed by an animal or

plant ; sometimes, as in minute organisms, afossil organism,
identified with the animal or plant itself.

1842 H. MILLER O. R. S.tndst. i. (ed. 2) 40 There are
formations which yield their organisms slowly to the dis. ,

coverer. 1858 I.EWES Sea-side Stud. 157 The simplest
organisms breathe, exhale, secrete, absorb, and reproduce
by their envelopes alone. 1882 A. W. WARD Dickens vii. 205 \

A mental and moral vigour supported by a splendid physical
organism. 1889 A. R. WALLACE Dani-ioism n The total
number of living organisms in the world does not, and can-

|

not, increase year by year. 1894 H. NISBET Bush Girts

ORGANIZATION.
Kant. 60 Wounded and insulted in the most sensitive part of
his organism.

b. Organized existence in the mass.
1887 RL-SKIN Prztcrita II. 336 That quality of beautywhich I now saw to exist through all the happy conditions

of living organism.
Hence Orgaui'smal a., of, pertaining, or relating

to organisms.
1861 WILSON & GEIKIE Mem. E. Forks iv. 125 The powerof organic chemistry to alter and extend the organisnud

sciences was felt and acknowledged byall. iKjAtkmxunt.

7 May 611/3 The internal or organisnial [explanation of
evolution] as naturally commences with the fundamental
rhythm of variation in the lowest organism in nature.

Organist (<rjganist\ [f. ORGAN s/>i + -IST,
alter med.I.. organista, or F. orspniste fijth c. in

Hatz.-Darm.).]
1. One who plays an organ; spec, a person ap-

pointed to play the organ at the services in a
church or other place of worship.
159' in Centl. Mag. (,779) XLIX. 85 She sane a ncwc

name unto one of their Pauans, made long since by Ma.t.-r
Thomas Jlorley, then Organist of Paules Church. 1597
MoKi.F.y Introd. Mus. 154 This point, .might well enough
be left out, though it be vuiy usuall with our Organists.
1640 in Rushw. Hist. Coll. in. (1692' I. 165 Sir Nathanaej
Brent, anil Sir John Lamb, Summoned for laying a Tax
upon the Town of Hodsdcn in the County of Bucks, contrary
to Law, for the maintaining a pair of Organs and an
Organist. 1711 Si 1:1:1.1: Spec/. No. 503 r 2 The organi-l
observed it, and he thought fit to play to her only. 1835
WILLIS Melanie 364 The organist play'd out the hymn.

b. A player on a street- or barrel-organ.
1793 Trial T. Muir at

ffiiinl'. 38 That she has been sent
by Mr. Muir to an organist in the streets of Glasgow, and
desired him to play fa ira.

t 2. A maker of organs ;
an organ-builder. Ol'.i.

1594 T. K. La rrimaud. Fr. Aca,{. n. 96 How much
more.. ought wee to admire that great and diuine organist,
that hath made those goodly organs ofmans body, and giucn
them such a good sound? 1609 HOLLAND Amm. Marccll.
327 Sericus an Organist [Orffanarius] or maker of instru-
ments. 1653 URQUHART Rabelais i. xxiv, Looking-glasst-
framers, Pi inters, Organists, and othersuch kinde of artiliceis.

f 3. Medieval Mils. = OBSANIZEB 2. Obs.
1782 BURNLY Hist. Mus. II. ii. 75 note. ll>id. 136 The

four singers of the Alleluja are called Organists of the
Alleluja, because they organise the melody of it. 1819 [see
OKGANIZF. ;'. 3].

4. A \Vcst Indian song-bird, a species of J-'.it-

plionia, esp. E. musica. [F. organiste Buffon.]
Also organist tanager.
1882 OGILVIE, Organist tunagcr, a species of finch of the

genus Tanagra, peculiar to the New World, so called from
its musical powers. 1894 Ni WION Diet. Itirds, Organist,
the English rendering of the Orgnnistc of Buffon (/list. .\'at.

CM. iv. p. 290), though it may be questionable whether all

the information he cites really refers to this species.

tOrganister, -tre. Obs. [a. OF. organ-,
orgittmstre, earlier form of organists : see -I8TEK.]=

prec. i.

c 1314 Guy \\~anv. (A.) (1887) p. 306 Organisters and gode
stiuours, Minstrels of moube, and mani dysonr, To glade bo
bernes blibe. 1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls) II. 227 Tubal
bat was fadre of organistres and of harpores [L. caneutium
in cithara et organo\ c 1440 Proi/ip. Pan'. 369/1 Orgo*
nyster (.V. organer), orgonista, organiius.

Organi-stic, a. rare. [f. as ORGANIST + -it.]
Of or pertaining to organists or the organ.
1840 BUSBY/.VC/. Mus., Organistic, an adjective indicating

that the music to which it refers, is composed for the organ.

O'rganistship. [f. ORGANIST + -SHIP.] The
position or office of organist.
1889 Grove's Diet. Mus. IV. 594 He resigned the organist-

ship of St. Patrick's in 1810.

t Orga'nity. Obs. rare, [irreg. f. ORGAN rf.l :

see -ITV.] The condition of having organs, or of

being organic; organization.
1647 H. MORE Song ofSoul n. 1. 11. xxiv, In their ethereal!

corporeity, Devoid of heterogeneall organity.

Organizable (p'Jganaizab'l), a. [f. OHGAMZK
v. + -ABLE. So mod.F. organisablc (Littre .]

Capable of being organized; spec, in Biol. Capable
of being converted into organized or living tissue.

1679 M. RL-SDEN Further Disto-,: Bees 6 An organizablc
or animable matter extracted by the Honey-Beesfrom Trees
Plants, Flowers, &c. 1806 KNIGHT in Phil. Trans. XCV1 1 .

in A pulpous organisable mass. 1875 BENNEI r & DYER
Snc/ts' Bot. 619 They mainly form the organised and or-

ganisable part of the plant and of every individual cell.

Hence O^rganizabi'lity, capability of being
organized ;

or of being formed into living tissues.

1839-47 TODD Cycl. Anat. III. 754/1 A fluid ..entirely
destitute of

or^anizability. 1847-9 loid. IV. 507/2.

t Organi'zate, ///. a. 06s. rare- 1
, [ad.

med.L. organiMlits. pa. pple. of organr*5re to

ORGANIZE.] Furnished with organs; organized.
1647 H- MORE Snug of .Sonl in. Anp. xxi, Death our

spirits doth release From this distinguish 'dorganizate sense.

Organization e^ganaiz^i'Jan, -iz?-j3n). [ad.
med.L. orgiintzatio, n. of action from OfgtmTiuirt.]
1. The action of organizing, or condition of

being organized, as a living being ; connexion and

co-ordination of parts for vital functions or pro-
cesses ; also, the way in which a living being is

organized ; the structure of an organized body

(animal or plant ,
or of any part of one; bodily

(rarely mental) constitution.
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ORGANIZATIONAL.

i43*-5 tr. Higden (Rolls) II. 213 The body of man was ..

so proportionate to the sawle that equalite of complexion
was in hit, conformite of organizacion. 1664 POWER Exf>.
Philos. i. 82 The several wayes and Organization of the

Body [are] inscrutable. 1690 LOCKE Hum. Und. \\. xxvii.

179 That being then one Plant, which has such an Organi-
zation of Parts in one coherent Body. 1706 PHILLIPS,

Organization^ a forming of Organs or Instrumental Parts.

1807 J. E. SMITH Phys. Bot. 7 Their curious crystallization
bears some resemblance to organization, but performs none

j

of its functions. i88z VINES Sachs Bot. 904 Only in a few
j

plants of low organisation does a fertile union take place
between sister-cells.

b. The fact or process of becoming organized i

or organic ;
in Path, conversion into living tissue. !

1804 ABERNETHY Sitrg. O&s. 12 Its [a tumour's! organiza- ,

tion depends upon actions begun and existing in itself. 1873
T. H. GREEN Introd. Pathoi. (ed. 2) 326 A thrombus^which
is undergoing a process of organization gradually diminishes
in size,.. and ultimately it becomes converted into a tibro-

cellular cord.

c. concr. An organized structure, body, or

being ;
an organism.

1707 Curios, in Husb. $ Card. 27 The Contexture of

Plants; whose structure is an Organization compos 'd of
Fibres. 1768-74 TUCKER Lt. .Vaf. (1834) II. 283 In the

worst-formed bodies, and most untoward organizations, there

lies an immortal spirit. 1860 DICKENS Uncontm. Tra-c. vi,

I must stuff into my delicate organisation, a currant pin-
cushion which 1 know will swell into immeasurable dimen-
sions when it has got there. 1876 GKO. ELIOT Dan. Der.
II. in. xxiii. 97 Choice organisations natures framed to

love perfection.
2. gen. The action of organizing or putting into

systematic form; the arranging and co-ordinating
of parts into a systematic whole.
1816 J. SCOTT I 'is. Paris (ed. 5) 255 In the organization

of forms, Rubens was a most extraordinary being. 1841
W. S VALUING Italy -V //. fsl. II. 131 To gain strength .. by
self-dependence and internal organization. 1862 HELPS
{title) On Organization in Daily Life. 1897 MARY KINGSLEY
W. Africa 364 The organisation. of a service of transport
was then proceeded with.

b. The condition of being organized ; the mode
in which something is organized; co-ordination of

parts or elements in an organic whole; systematic

arrangement for a definite purpose.
1790 BURKE Fr. Rev. 30 They acted by the ancient or.

ganized states in the shape of their old organization and not

by the organic molecular of a disbanded people. 183* tr.

Sismondis ItaL Rep. xi. 240 The Turks arrived in Europ'e
with an organization wholly military. 1849 MACAULAY
Hist. Eng. vi. II. 129 Compensated by a great superiority
of intelligence, vigour, and organization. 1875 JEVONS
Monty (1878) 257 The organization of the Clearing House
will be described in the next chapter.

c. concr. An organized body, system, or society.

1873 H. SPENCER Study Social, vii. 175 Sentiments and
beliefs in .. harmony with the social organization in which

they are incorporated. 1880 MCCARTHY Own Times IV.

liv. 169 This vast organisation had apparently sprung out

of the ground. 1894 Durh. Univ. Jrnl. 15 Dec. 104 We
now have in the University . . somewhere about fifty-three

different
'

Organizations ', athletic, intellectual, literary,

social, and religious.

3. Medieval Mus. The singing of the OROANUM.
1782 BURSEY Hist. Mus. II. ii. 135 There can be nodoubt

but that some instrument had been used in the singing
schools to teach this organization. 1880 W. S. ROCKSTRO
in Groves Diet. Mus. II. 609 Hucbaldus, .. who died .. in

the year 930, .. prefers no claim to be regarded as the

originator of the new method of Singing, but speaks of it

as a practice
' which they commonly call organization '.

Hence Organizational a., of or pertaining to

organization; Organiza-tionist, one who advocates

or practises organization in any department.
1881 Temperance Record i\ July 433/1 It maybe desirable

to consider .. whether some organisational change could not
with advantage be made. 1885 Pall Mall G. 29 May 3/1
Two of the largest cities in the States advertised for a skilled
'

charity organizatiomst '. 1895 Westin. Gaz. 23 Sept, 3/3
A convinced Charity Oi ganisationist.

Organize C^'igansiz), v. [ad. med.L. organ-
izarc, -izare, f. organ-urn OHGAN sb.^ : see -IZE.

Cf. F. organiser^ -izer (i4th c. in Hatz.-Darin.).]
1. frans. To furnish with organs; to render

organic ;
to give the structure and interdependence

of parts which subserves vital processes ;
to form

into a living being, or living tissue. Usually in

pa. pph. \ see also ORGANIZED i.

1413 Pilgr. Sowlc (Caxton 1483) iv. xxv. 70 The body was
organysed kyndely in power for to receyuen the sowle

withynne hym. 1597 HOOKER Keel. Pol. v. Iviii, Even as
the soul doth organize the body, and give unto every mem-
ber thereof that substance, quantity, and shape, which
nature seeth most expedient. 1664 POWER Exp. rhtlos. I.

16 Some Cheese Mites we could see (as little . . as a Mustard-
seed) yet perfectly shap'd and organiz'd. 1707 Curios, in
Husb. *f Card. 319 Can a nicer Vegetable become organiz'd
to form it self into a flying Animal like a Duck'.' 1873
T. H. GKEEN Introd. Pathol. (ed. 2) 326 The thrombus
when once formed either becomes organized or softens.

1874 LLBBOCK Orig. ^-
Met. Ins. i. 7 In the perfect state

they are highly organized.

b. intr. for refl. To become organic, be formed
into living tissue.

1880 MACCOKMAC Anti$ef>t. Surg. 147 The coagulum left

behind undisturbed will pre>ently organise.

2. gen. To form into a whole with mutually
connected and dependent parts; to co-ordinate

parts or elements so as to form a systematic whole

(with either the whole or the parts as object) ;
to
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give a definite and orderly structure to ; to

systematize ;
to frame and put into working order

(an institution, enterprise, etc.) ; to arrange or

'get up' something involving united action.

1632 LITHGOW Trnv, x. 488, I Organi/e the Truth, you
Allegate the Sense. 1791 HURKE App. Whigs Wks. VI. 231
The several orders.. so organized and so acting .. they were
the people of France, 1799 WELLINGTON in Gurw. Dcsp. I.

42 Col. Wellesley was long occupied in ..organizing the
civil as well as the military establishments. 1855 MILMAN
Lat. Chr. ix, viii. (1864) V. 380 No philosophising Christian
ever organised or perpetuated a sect. 1874 GREEN Short
Hist. ii. 6. 86 A vast conspiracy was organized to place

Stephen of Albemarle..upon the throne. Mod. To organize
a picnic, a procession, a disturbance, opposition,

b. intr. for refl.

1887 Ajner. Jrnl. Philol. VIII. 187 The men organize
and, as Choros of old men, approach with hostile intent,
but are worsted in the encounter that ensues,

3. Mus. To sing the OKGANUM or accompaniment
to a plain-song, (intr. and trans.}
[~ Med.L. organisdre, i3th c. in Du Cange '4 clericis qui

organizabunt Alleluya, cuilibet 6 den'.]

1782 BURNEY Hist. Mus. II. ii. 132 About the time that

the organ was received in churches and convents, the

Gregorian chant began to be organized by voices, in the
manner which was afterwards called Dtscaiit. Ibid. 135
Hubald and Odo..as well as Guido, speak frequently, in

their treatises, of organizing. 1819 Pantologia, Organists,
the old name applied to those Romish priests who organized,
or sung in parts. ..Certain priests or clerks, . .generally four

of them, ..sung in parts, i.e. they organized the melody;
particularly that applied to the word Hallelujah, by adding
to it other parts, and thence were called Organists of the

Hallelujah.
Hence O'rganizing vbl. sb. and ///. a.

1599 MINSHEU Sp. Diet., Organizo, the organizing or

drawing the body into his parts and members. 1856 KKOL'UE
Hist, E'tg. (1858) I. i. ii The feudal system was still the

organizing principle of the nation. 1861 STANLEY East.
Ch, i. 43 The organising centralising tendency which pre-
vailed in the West. 1865 MILL in Evening Star 10 July,
Mr. Hare's was the most practical and organising head that

he knew. 1876 STAINER BARRETT Diet. Mus. Terms
131 The first step towards harmony was to allow the

organizing voices to have a choice of intervals. 1880 E. H.
DONKIN in Grove Diet. Afits. I. 324 A rude style of part-

singing, called 'organising', had been known for centuries
before the Reformation.

Organized (pMganaizd), _#/, a. [-ED*.]
1. Furnished with organs; composed of parts

connected and co-ordinated for vital functions

or processes; that is, or has been, endowed with

physical life, as an animal or plant body, or any
part of one; living; organic.
1598 FLORIO, Organizzato, well proportioned, organised.

1647 H. MORE Poems 86 Here dare I not define't, th' En-
telechie Of organized bodies. 1665-6 PhiL Trans. I. 200
The Body of the Chick seems but a little Organized Gelly.

1733 CHKYNE Eng, Malady i. x. 4 (1734) 04 There may be
Animalcnlafyc Organised living Bodies of all Sizes. 1802

PALEY Xat. Thcol. xxiii. (1819) 373 Plants or animals, i.e.

organized bodies, with parts bearing strict and evident rela-

tion to one another and to the utility of the whole. 1874
ROSCOE Elem. Chem. xxvii. 290 Such an organized structure

is seen in the simple cell, the germ of living organisms.

2. gen. Formed into a whole with interdependent

parts ;
co-ordinated so as to form a system or

orderly structure; systematically arranged.
1817 WYNN in Par/. Debates 357 Until it was necessary

to meet the organized rebels in the field of battle. 1874
MOKLEY Compromise (1686) 40 All other organised priest-
hoods. .move within formularies even more inelastic.

3. Made like an organ, or like the sound of an

organ.
1603 FLORIO Montaigne I.**, Tunable and organized ones.

1819 Pantologict) Organized Piano-forte, an instrument of

modern invention, consisting of an organ and piano-forte,
so conjoined that the same set of keys serve for both. 1889
A, J. HIPKINS in Grove Diet. Mas. IV. 795 Two claviorgans
or organized clavecins.

Organizer (pMganaizoa). [f. as prec. + -ER 1
.]

One who organizes ; one who arranges systemati-

cally (see ORGANI/E 2) ; sometimes (with qualifying

adj.\ one skilled in organization.
1849 GROTE Greece \\. xliii. V. 304 An organizer of that

systematic espionage which broke up all freedom of speech.

1853 Ibid. IT. Ixxxvi. XL 295 The ablest organiser and the

most scientific tactician of his day. 1864 \\\. K\QV Scot Abr.
I. i. 16 Wallace, .an organiser, .of his fellow-men. 1884
Manch. Exam. 22 Mar. 4/7 The organisers of obstruction.

b. Medieval Mus. (See ORGANIZE 3.)
1880 W. S. ROCKSTRO in Grove Diet. Mus. II. 609 Nothing

could be more natural than . . that the choristers who practised
that method of vocalisation should be called Organizers,

though.. they sang without any instrumental accompani-
ment whatever. 1881 Ibid. III. 61 Quintoyer (Old Eng.
Quinihle) To sing in Fifths a French verb, in frequent use

among extempore Organizers during the Middle Ages.

O'rgauless, a- [f. ORGAN s/>. 1 + -LESS.]
1. Having no

v bodily) organs.
1864 HUXLEY Eletn. Conlp. Anat. i. 11 It is structureless

and organless and without definitely formed parts. 1898

Pop. Sci. Monthly LI I. 490 Those organless organisms out

of which the true cell only develops.
2. Having no organ (musical instrument).
1834 [see ORGANED 2]. 1897 Daily AV?tf 15 July 5/3 On

the at present organless orchestra.

t Organ ling. Ofa. Also abbreviated organ.

[Corrupted from orgas fffft
comb, of orgas, ()R-

CAYS, q. v. Orkney Hng was an etymological

conjecture.] A large kind of ling (fish).

ORGANOGBAPHY.
1499- in Rogers Agric. $ Prices III. 320, VI. 392 [Earlier

entries have orgays^ orkays, orgas, orgas ling; seeORGAvs.]
Organ ling (many entries from Cambridge, Sion, Worksop,
1 499-i593), orgayn ling (Camb. 1526) ; Organs {Camb. .1507-
1623), organ (Camb, 1550-1627). 1516 Ord. Hen. VIII in

Honseh, Ord. (1790) 175 Organe Lyng i mess yl. 1603
OWEN Pembrokeshire (1891) 42 Differinge as much from
other people. .as the Stockefishe or poore Johns doe from
the lardge organ lynge. 1607 CoWELL Interpr.^ Orgeis. .is

the greatest sort of North sea-fish, now adaies caifaaOrfVtt
ling [1672 adds : corruptly from Orkney Ling, because the
best are near that Island]. 1655 MOLTF.T & BENNET Health's
Iinfirov, (1746) 245 Standing every Fish-day as a cold Sup-
porter at my Lord Mayor's Table, yet is it nothing but
a long Cod, whereof the greater sized is called Organ-Ling,
and the other Codling, because it is no longer than a Cod,
and yet hath the Taste of Ling. [1887 ROGERS Agrit: fy

Prices V. 419 Ling, sometimes called organ or great ling.]

t O'rganly, a. Obs. [f. ORGAN sbl + -LY i.]

Pertaining to an organ or musical instrument, or

resembling the sound of an organ.
J43S MISYN Fire of Love n. xii. 103 Gude ihesu, gyf me

orgonly & heuenly songe of aungels.

Organo-, combining form of Gr. opyavovORGAN,
used in various technical terms, chiefly of Biology,
etc. (ORGAN j/'.1 5), rarely of Music (ORGAN sd. 1 2);
as O'rganole'ptic a. [F. organohptique i^Chevreul),
f. Gr. Aipimvo?, f, kapfiavftv to apprehend by the

senses], said of the properties by which bodies act

upon the senses and bodily organs (1857 Mayne).
O rganometa'llic a. Chem.,

* a term applied to

chemical compounds in which an organic radical

is directly combined with a metal' (Sya. Soc. Lex.}.

(Xrganomo rphic a. [nonce-u'd. after ANTHROPO-

MORPHIC] (sec quot.). Org-a'nophone, a musical

instrument : see quot. O ; rg-anopho nic a. [Gr.

<puvf] voice], epithet assumed by a band of musicians

who imitated various instruments with the voice.

Orgrano'phyly [Gr. <pv\ov race, tribe], the tribal

history of the organs of living beings. O'rgano-
pla=stic <?. [Gr. irXaariicos PLASTIC], having the

property of forming or producing the bodily organs ;

^o O'rganopla^sty, the formation or development
of the organs, t O rgauopoie tical a. Ohs. [Gr.

TrotTjTtKos capable of making, productive : cf. Gr.

(pyavoirottKos of or for instrument-making] =*

Organoptastu, Organo'scopy [Gr. -ffxoma look-

ing, examination], examination of the organs;

spec, a name for PHRENOLOGY.
1857 MILI.KR Elcnt. Chan. Ill, 214 Several polymeric

forms, besides other compounds of these *organo-metallic
bodies may be obtained. 1880 CLEMINSHAW li'uitz Atom.
The. 270 In organo-metallic radicals properly so called

we find properties of the same order, which we inter-

pret in the same manner. 1886 Kernel <y Husk 62 Some
metaphors .. which describe Him [God] by reference to

implements (such as a shield) maybe called *organomorphic.
1880 Advertisement. "Organophone. (Debam, Inventor.)
A close imitation of the brilliant and broad effects produced
by a well-balanced pipe organ. 1890 Stratford-on-Avon
Herald 19 Dec. 8/1 He joined an *organophonic band which
travelled throughout the district, and gave variety enter-

tainments. 1879 tr. Haeekers Erol. Man I. 1.24 *Organo-
phyly. 1864 WEBSI KR, *Orgatioplastic. 1879 tr. De Quatre-

fages^ Human Species 1-2-2 Under the influence ofthe organo-

plastic or evolutive force there were formed proto-organi.sms
of a very simple structure. 1893 Syd. Soc. Lc.v.

t Hygienic
*(?r

Jfa(y*/J/>',Roger-Collard
1

s term for theart of developing

organs by appropriate exercise of them. 1664 POWER /.'./.

Philos. \. 71 The Soul is in full exercise of her Plastlck and

*Organo-Poietical Faculty. 1864 WEBSTER, *Organoscopy, . .

phrenology. 1892 Syd. Soc. Lc.r.
t Organoscopy, the examina-

tion of the several organs of the body in order to form an

opinion concerning the., faculties, .and other endowments of

the person. Also, a synonym of Cranioscopy.

Orgaiiogeiiesis (^jgarnxl^e'n/sisX fiiol.

[mod. f. ORGANO. + -GENESIS ; cf. F.rgttNqpMr&
(Littre .] =ORGANOGENV a. SoO :rganogene'tic
a. ORGANOGENIC.
1859 TODD Cyel. Anat. V. 130/2 Organogenetic changes

known under the general term of development. 1866 Treas.

Bot.j OrgaHttgi'tii'sis, the gradual formation of an organ from

its earliest appearance. 189^ H. DKUMMOND Ascent Man
i. 93 Human Organogenesis is a transitory comparative
Anatomy.

Orgaiiogeiiy G'-'ganp'^^t-ni). BioL [mod. f.

OBGANO- + -UENV ; in Jb'. organogenic (Littre).] a.

The production or development of the organs
of an animal or plant, b. That department of

biology which deals with this.

1844 1 >UXGLISON Diet. Med. Sc^Organogeny . . The doctrine

of the formation of the different organs. 1854 H. SI-ENCKR

ss. (1858) 166 (Genesis of Science) [Oken] says.-Uiology,

therefore, divides into Organogeny, Phytosophy, Zoosophy.

1857 HCLLOCK tr. Cazcau.v' Midwif. 211 A few interesting

particulars of organogeny. 1888 Athenxum 18 Aug. 227/3

Organogeny, or the study of development, then showed that

these types were not wholly imaginary.
^

So Organoge'nic a., of or pertaining to organo-

geny ; Organo'genist, one versed in organogeny.
1852 DANA Crust, u* 1030 The positions have rather a

relation to the length or organogenic nature of the organ.

i895-"///ff,?KW27july 134/2 He., became a pupil of Payer,
whose work as an organogenist he greatly admired.

Organography (/jgan^grari). [mod. f. OR-
CJANO- + -GUAI'HY; in mod.F. organographie^\

fl. A description of instruments. Obs.

15^9 W. CUNNINGHAM Cosmogr. Glasse Contents, 4 Organo-
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raphia, Lib. iij. Ibid, 40, I wyll reserue the making of the

phere, vntyll I shewe you the composition of other instrn-

meutes required in this Art, in my Organographie. 1674
Phil. Trans. IX. 215 The Authors thought of the Astro-
nomical Organography of the Excellent Hevelius.

2. The description of the organs of living beings ;

structural anatomy, esp. of plants.
1806 WADDINGTON Goldbeck's Mctafhysic Man title-p.,

The Organography of Man. 1829 Edin. Rm. L. 147 The
Organography \Organograpkic \''cgttale\tf M. De Candolle
. .is almost entirely anatomical. 1832 LINDLEY fntrod, Bot,
i heading^ Organograpliy ; or, the structure of plants. 1895
M. C. COOKE (title) Introduction to the Study of Fungi,
their Organography, classification, and distribution.

3. The description of the organ (musical).
1825 DASNELEY EncycL Mus. t Organography, or the

description of that musical instrument.

So O rffanogra-phic, -ical adjs. [in F. organo-

graphique\) relating to Organography ; Organo'-
graphist, one versed in Organography.
1828 WEBSTER, Organographic, Organographieal, 1835

LISDLKY fntrod. Bot. (1848) I. 385 Describing.. the pheno-
mena . . without investigating, so as to render complete
their organographic meaning. 1848 CKAIG, Organographist)
one who describes the organs uf animal or vegetable bodies.

Organoid (^JgSnotd), a. [a. mod.L. organo'idcs :

see URGANO- and -OID.] Resembling an organ
or organism in structure ; having an organic appear-
ance.

1857 in MAYNF. E.vfos. Lex. 1876 HRISTOWE The. fy Pract.
Med. (1878) 51 Tumours, .organoid or such as are charac-
terised by greater complexity and an approacli to the
structure of organs. Ibid, 73 'Organoid tumours '. .com-

posed of a fibrous framework, or stroma, so arranged as to
form a series of loculi, and of groups of cells which are con-
tained in dense masses within them.

Organology -p-igan^lodsi). [mod. f. OBGANO-
+ -LOGY : in F. orgattohgie (Littre).]
1. The department of biology which treats of the

organs of living beings, in reference to their struc-

ture and functions.

1842 in DUNGLISON Mcd. Lex, 1856 W. L. LINDSAY /'<>/.
Hist. Brit. Lichens 108 A knowledge of the embryology
or organology of the simplest plants is a nece-sary prelude
or key to that of higher vegetables. 1861 UiiNTLiiY Matt.
Bot. i Organology or Physiological Botany ; this treats of

plants, and their organs, in a state of life or action.

2. The study of the supposed organs of the
mental faculties, etc. indicated by regions of the

cranium (see OKGAN* sbl 5 c) ; phrenology.
1814 T. FOKSTKR (title) Essay on the application of the

Organology of the Brain to Education. 1836-7 SIR W.
HAMILTON Metaph. App. (1870) I. 407 The organology of
Gall and his followers. 1880 UASTIAN Brain xxv. 518 The
use of this convolutional grey matter being altogether
differently estimated by the Phrenologist from what it is at

present, their 'System' was devised, and their organology
defined with no special reference thereto.

3. The study of anything as an organ or means.
1840 DE QfiscEY Style Wks. 1860 XI. 201 The science of

style, as an organ of thought, of style in relation to the ideas
and feelings, might be called the organology of style. 1877
MORLEY Crit. Misc. Ser. n. 377.

So O rganolo'gical a. [in F. orgaiwlogiqtte],

relating to organology; Organo'legist, one versed

in organology.
1857 MAVNE Expos, Lex., Organological. 1878 BELL tr.

Gegcnbaitr's Coinp. Anat. 2 Special Anatomy takes for its

object the organological composition of the animal body,
1869 J. MUST in Eng. Mech. 19 Mar. 578/1 Bonnet must.,
be considered as an organologist.

II Organon (^ugan^n). [a. Or. opyavov instru-

ment, bodily organ, etc.
;

the title of Aristotle's

logical treatises; 'instrument' of all reasoning:
of. OKGANUM. Formerly naturalized in sense I,

with pi. -ons (so F. organon, -ons) ; now treated

as alien in sense 2 with pi. in -a.]

f 1. A bodily organ, esp. as an instrument of the

soul or mind :
= OKGAX sb *

4, 6. Obs.

1590 MARLOWE 2nd Pt. Tamburl. v. iii, The soul, Wanting
those organons by which it moves, Cannot endure, by argu-
ment of art. a 1597 PKKI.K David ty Bethsube Wks. (Rtldg.)
484/1 A more than human skill May feed the organons of
all my sense. 1629 Hf HEKT Hist, Edit'. //, Ixvi, Our Mother
Nature. .By whom we haue our apt Organons assign'd.
2. An instrument of thought or knowledge ;

a means by which some process of reasoning, dis-

covery, etc., is carried on
; esp* a system of rules

or principles of demonstration or investigation ;

spec, title of the logical writings of Aristotle.
a 1643 LD. FALKLAND, etc. Infallibility (1646) 193 It is

easy to impugne the Organon of faith, or Doctrinal! prin-
ciples, but not easy to compose it. [c 1645 HOWELL Lett. v.

x. 11 When you have devour'd the Organon^ you will find

Philosophic far more delightfull and pleasing to your palat.]

1823 DE QriN-CEY Lett. Educ. ii. Wks. 1860 XIV. 26 An
organon of the human understanding is as much above
it. 1845 GLADSTONE Clean, (1879) VII. 156 A sound view
of it [probability] is not indeed ethical knowledge itself,
but is the organon, by means of which that knowledge is

to be rightly handled. 1864 BOWKN Lofic ii. 40 It [Logic]
is not an organon of discovery. 1884 J. PAKKEK Apost. Life
III.346 Human intellect, .as the organon by which we are
to acquaint ourselves with Clod.

Organo'nomy '. [mod. f. ( >RGANO- + -o^tiawy,
as in astronomy, economy', etc. ; but here associ-

ated in sense with vopos law.] The study of the
laws of organic life. So O rgauono'mic a.

t per-

taining to organonomy.

Elementarlehre ; i. e. Elementary
lver, Vol. I.

1801 Mcd. Jrnl. V.

Doctrine of Organic Nature, by Dr. F. J. Schelve

Organomy. 1857 MAYMB E.i'pos. /.t'.i'., Organononiia,. .a

declaration of the laws which regulate the activity of the

organism, or organic life : organonomy. //>/</., Organonomic.

Organo'nomy -, variant of OHGAXONYMV.
1881 WILDER in Proc. Ainer. Phitos. Sec. XIX. 533 The

I Names of the Parts Organonomy.

Organonym (^.igarrwni-ni). BioL rare. [f.

Or. opyavov UuGAN + cW/ja, ovofM, name : cf.

ONVM.] The technical name of an organ. So

Orgauo nymal, O rganonymic adjs., pertaining
to organonyms, or of the nature of an organonym ;

Org-ano-nymy [
-- F. organonymic\, the nomen-

clature of organs, or of a system of organonyms.
1885-9 Ruck's Handhk. Mcd. Su. VIII. 515 (Cent.) The

terms, .are the names of parts, organ-names, or organonyms,
and their consideration constitutes organonymy. 18. . Coi'i-.s

(Cent.), Organoiiymal. 18.. WILDKK (Cent.), Organonymic,

Organ-pipe, [f.
OBGAN $Ai + PIPK sb.]

1. One of the pipes of an organ : sec OKGAX sl>.
1 2.

(' 1440 Pronip. Parv. 369/1 Orgon pype, or pype of an

orgon. 1530 PAI.SGK. 250/1 Organ pype, JJcvte dm-gre.
1588 Xottingliatn Rec. IV, 224 The orgayne pypes is in

number xij. score and xv. 1832 TENNYSON Pal, Art xxv,
Near gilded organ-pipes.. slept St. Cecily. 1842 DRAMM;
Diet. 6V/., etc. 856/1 Organ pipe>> are of two sorts, mouth
pipes and reed pipes, of each . .there are several species.

b. fig.
1595 SHAKS. John v. vii. 23 J his pale faint Swan, Who

chaunts a dolefull hymne to his owne death, And from the

organ-pipe of frailely sings His soule and body to their

lasting rest. 1610 Tentp. in. iii. 98 The Thunder (That
deepe and dread full Organ-Pipe) pronounc'd The name of

Prosper.
2. transf. Applied to things resembling the pipes

of an organ, fa. Some kind of fire-arm. Obs.

1594 EAKWICK Disc, H'cafions of 1'"ire lob, Faucoini^,
Robinets and Organpipes, all these be but light peeces.

b. pL Applied to basaltic columns, closely-

placed, like a row of organ-pipes.
1861 E. T. HOLLAND in Peaks Pusses fy Glaciers Ser. ir.

I. 68 High up in the cliffs of this mountain is a very singular-

looking group of red basaltic organ-pii>es, arranged with

great regularity of structure.

c.
* In costume, a large piping ;

a rounded flute
'

(Cent. Diet.'}.

3. Organ-pipe coral : see CORAL sbJ- i b.

1833 MASTKLL U'onders Geol. (1838) II. 478 Tubipora:
Organ-pipe coral. 1890 Athcnxuin 216/2.

Organry (/uganri). nonce-iud.
[f. as prec. +

-RV.] Organ-music; musical matter.

1850 I). G. MITCHKLL Reveries ofBachelor i\ Such manly
verse as Pope's, or . . such sound and ringing orgnnry as Conitis.

! Organuni l ^'Jganym). [Ltorgamtai, a. Gr.

opyavov: see OBGANOX, ORGAN -s^. 1
]

1. An instrument; = ORGANON i.

1614 RALEIGH Hist. World \. ii. 16 He maketh the
Phamasie in representing the Object to the Understanding
to be a '

corporal Organum '.

b. An instrument of thought or knowledge ;
=

ORGANON 2. Esp. in the title of Bacon's work

called, with reference to the 'Qpyavov of Aristotle,
A'oi'itttt Organnnt, i. e. New Instrument or set of

principles for scientific investigation.
[i6ao BACON (title) Instauratio Magna, sive Novum Orga-

num, accedit Parascue ad Historian! Naturalem et Expert-
mentalem.] ^1856 K. A. VAUUHAN Mystics (1860) I. 80 It is

the heaven-given organum, in the hands of the wise and holy.
2. Mediseval i\hts. A part sung as an accompani-
ment below or above the melody or plain-song,

usually at the interval of a fourth or fifth
; also,

loosely, this method of singing in parts, the most .

primitive form of counterpoint or harmony. (Also
called DIAPHONY.)
1782 BURSEY Hist. Mtes. II. ii. 75 Organum.. consisted

in singing a part under the plain-song, or chant. Ibid.

136 Organum .. was a general term for a single part,
or second voice, added to the melody of a chant. 1880
HKLMORE in Grove Diet. Mus. I. 500, The iir:-t kind
of variation from strictly unisonous singing in the Middle
Ages was the 'Organum' or simple aggrandisement of multi-
tudinous choral effect by the additions of octaves above and
below the Plain Song or Melody. 1880 W. S. KOCKSTRO
il'id, II. 610 Guido d'Arezzo. .objects to the use of united

Fourths, and Fifths, in an Organum of three parts, on account
of its disagreeable harshness,

Organum - = ORGAN y -, ORGAN -, ORIGANI'M.
11450 Trevisas Rarth. De P. R. xvm. ix. (MS. Bodl.i

If. 250/1 He sechej> Organum [ed, 1495 Origanum) and
findeb hi taste remedye. 1533 ELYOT Cast. Helthc (1541)
Q b, Thynges makynge the stomake stronge : Mirabolanes:
Nutmygges: Organum. 155* HCLOKT, Organum and or-

ganye herbe { origanum].

fO'rgany'. Oks.rare. Also 4 orgonye. [a.
OF. organie

'

organ ', a deriv. of orgati t
the forma-

tion of which is not clear.]
1. An organ ;

a musical instrument.

1377 LANGL. P. PL B. XVIH. 9 Of gerlis and of gloria laus

gretly me dremed, And how osanna by orgonye olde folke

songen [v. rr. organye, orgene, organ ; C-i&tt has orgonej.
2. An instrument, means ;

= ORGAN sbl 7.
Perh. a mispr. for organes,
1605 CHAPMAN All Foplt-s Plays 1873 I. 135 Since youth

and love Were th' vnresistecl organies to seduce you.

tO'rgany-. 10bs. Also 6 organ(n)ye, 6-7
organic. [Corrupt ad. L. origanum.] = ORIGAN.
1545 RAVXOLD Byrth Mankynde 122 Sethe organnye or

myrhe with pyle olyfe. 1546 LANOLEV /V/. I'trg. DC
Invent, i. xvii. 32 The Weait in chasing the Serpent pie-
serueth her self with Rue, and the Storke with Organic.
1578 I.YTE Dodttcns it. Ixv. 232 This herbe is called.. in

English Penny Royall .. and Organic. 1647 LII.LY Chr.
Astroi. ix. 64 Organy or Wild Marjoranc. 1706 PIIILMTS,
Organy or Orgain, wild or bastard Marjoram. 1861 Miss
PRATT h'lerwer. PL IV. 173 Common Marjoram... The plant
is sometimes called Wild Organy.

Organzine (p'Jganz/'n), sb. Also 7-8 organ-
cine. 8 organsine. [a. F. organsin (1667 in

; Littre), ad. \\*organzino^ ofunknown origin.] The
i strongest and best kind of silk thread, formed of
i several strands twisted together in the contrary

I

direction to that in which their component fila-

i

merits are twisted. Also organzine site,

1699 /'/;//. Trans. XXI. 184 The Goodness of Silk i. tli-

linguished by its lightness, .. the Or^ancine is Superfine, it

I

being the best sort. 1732-7 CHAMKKKLAYNI; St. Gt. l>rit. i.

l. iii. 9 Upon the Derwent . . were erected in the late Reign,
by Sir Thomas Lombe, those Mills which work the three

capital
Italian Engines for making Organzine or Thrown

'

Silk. 1759 PIMKIN iii /'////. /fans. LI. 23 The French
were desirous of making raw silk fit for orgaiicine or warp

1 among themselves. 1835 UFI: IVtilos. Manuf. 2^5 There
are three kinds of raw silk, organ/ine, Irani, and floss. 1893
Diet. Nat. Bug. XXXIV. 96~The machinery had rendered
the manufacturers of this country independent of Italy for
the supply of organzine.
1732 Lond. Mag. I. 36 Three Italian Knyines for making

Organzine Silk. 1831 G. R. PORIKK Silk Manuf. 203 Or-
gan/ine silk is of the nature of rope, where the combined
strands are twisted in an opposite direction to that given to
the separate threads.

pTganzine, r. fad. F. organsine-r (1762 in

Diet. Acati.)) f. organsin : see prec.] trans. To
make into organzine ;

intr. To twist threads of

silk so as to form organzine. Chiefly in O'rgan-
zined/>//. a. and O'rganzining vbl. si).

1779 C/inni. in Ann. Rfg, 198/1 Kine Italian organ/incd
thrown silk. 1789 I'II.KINGION I'fc-.u Dcrl<ysh. II. 172

Organzining or preparing tlie silk for the manufautiues
of Spitalfields. 1831 G. R. POKTKK .SV//C- Manuf. 210 The
expense oforganzining in France., is said not to exceed two
shillings and ninepence to three shillings per pound.

Orgasm (pMg&z'm). [ad. mod.L. orga$mus>
a. Gr. type *o/>-yaa><us, f, vpyd-tiv to swell as with

: moisture, be excited or eager. Cf. F. orgaswe
* an

|

extreame fit or expression of anger' vCotgr. ifin).]
1. Immoderate or violent excitement of feeling;

rage, fury; a paroxysm of excitement or rage.
[1646 SIK T. HKOUNK Pseud. Ep. 145 It may be onely some

. fast retention or sudden compression in the Orgasmns or

fury of their lust.] a 1763 SHKNSTONK Kconomy \. 151; Vain,
ah vain the hope Of future peace, this orgasm uncontroul'd !

i 1806 W. TAYLOR in Ann. Rev. I\".6o4 So the j>oetic or^a.-in,
when excited, glows but for a time. 1875 LO\\I:I.L ll'onh-
iwrtJi J'rose Wks. 1800 IV. 365 He saw man such as he can

only be when he is vibrated by the orgasm of a national
emotion.

2. Physiol. Excitement or violent action in an

organ or part, accompanied with turgescence; spec.
the height of venereal excitement in coition.

1684 tr. Bond's Merc. Couipit. xix. 809 When there

appears an Orgasm of the humours, we rather fly to bleeding
as more safe. 1771 T. PKKCIVAL Ess. (1777) I. 200 A kind of
nervous orgasm, or spasm on the vitals. 1802 Mcd. Jrnl.
VIII. 236 Many viviparous animals are subject to periodical
venereal orgasm. 1899 t/iitcttinsou's Archives Siirg. X.

129 The state of vascular turgescence which attends the
sexual orgasm.

Orgastic ,igarstik), a.
[f.

Gr. type *opya-
ffTttcuSjf. upyativ : sec prec. and cf.AZ/W///, sat -castle

t

\ etc.] Of, pertaining to, or characterized by orgasm.
1822-34 Good's Study Mcd. (ed. 4) III. 392 An orgastic

state of the genital organs. Ibid. IV. 92 The frequency of -

'

the orgastic paroxysms.

Orgayne, obs. form of ORGAN.

tOrgays. Obs, Forms: 4orgeis, 5-6 orgays,
orgas, (5 orkays). [a. OF. orgeis, of uncertain

origin.] A kind offish; = ORGAN LING,

[1357 Acty Edw. l/f Stat. ur. c. 2 En cas que nul orgeis,

!

cestascanoir nesson plui.s ^raunde que lob soil trone en niefe

, appelle lodesnip, Ibid^ Eyent les meister & maryners toules
I les orgets. trunsl. And ITI case that no Orgeys, that is to

say Fish greater than Lohbe be found in a Ship called a

Lode ship. ..The Masters and Mariners shall haue all the

Orgeys.] 1427-1524 in Rogers Agric. <y Prices III. 31-'-

Orgays (many entries in Cambridge Accts. 1427-51, 1508-15),

Orkays (1438), Orgas (Sion Coll. Accts. 1489-94, Camh.
1506-24); Orgas ling (Sion 1460, -89). (Later 1499-1593
Organ ling, orgayn Hug, 1507-1627 organs : see OKGAN LIM,.]

Orgeat (II or.^a, pud^/at).
Also 8 orgeate.

[a. I-, orgeat (ijth c. in Hatz.-Darm.\ ad. Pr.

orjat, ourjat (in i;th c. Fr. also org& t orgeade^ It.

orgiata (obs.) Florio, orzata}, f. F. orgt t
Pr. onU,

It. orzo'.L. horcU'itm barley.] A syrup or cooling
drink made originally from barley, subsequently
from almonds, and orange-flower water.

1754 Ct'Htiffisst'ur No. 38 Whatever orgeat or capillaire
can inspire. 1769 BAUTT1 Mannt'rs of Italy II. xxx. 203
Their servants attend with lemonade, orgeate, . . and other

cooling drinks. 1786 HAN. MORE Bas Bleu 229 Nor be the

milk-while streams forgot, Of thirst-assuaging, cool orgeat.

1843 THACKKRAV Misc. Ess. (1885) 45 Pulling a queer face

over a glass of orgeat (pronounced orjaw). 1864 SAA
in Daily Tel. 21 Sept., Light refreshments, such as ices,

coflee, orgeal, and lemonade, were handed about.

Orgeilus, obs. form of OKGULOUS.

Orgeis, variant of ORGAYS, Obs.



OBGEL.

t Orgel, orghel, orhel, sl>. and a. Obs.

Forms: i orgel, orgol, 3 orjel {Orm. orr5hell\
oregel, crenel, orhel, horhel, horel. [OE.

orgel, orgol, orjol vwhence orjcl-lic, -lite in JElhed

etymology uncertain, as is the question of its !

relationship to the OIIG. word which gave OF.

orgoill, F. orgueil, 'pride', by which ME. orjcl, ,

orhel, orel was superseded in the 1 3th c. : see

ORGUEIL.]
A. sb. Pride, haughtiness.

a 1023 WULI STAN Horn. (Napier) 148 Hwa;r ys . . heora

prass and orgol, buton on moldun bebeaht and on wituin

Secyrred ? c 1200 Trin. Coll. Ho::i. 43 Worcldes richeise

wcche8 orgel on mannes heorte. Ibid. 191 pe he5e sete on

heuene, be he fel of burgh is oregel. ^1225 St. Marhcr. n
Ichabbe isehen his ouergart. ant his egede orhel ferliche

afallet. a 1225 A ncr. R. 176 Horhel wolde awakien. Ibid.

210 pe prude beod his bemares. .uorte makien noise lud

dream toscheauwen hore horel.

B. adj. Proud, haughty, presumptuous.
In or^el ;//<></ haughty mind, written in comb.
c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 35 Ne to none hcje, ne ore^cle

men on be wurelde wi5 to spekende. Ibid. 37 Alle oregel
men, be telle'5 hem seluen hei^e. < 1200 OKMIN 6262 jiff

bait he burrh orr^hellmod Forrhojhebb be to wurrbenn.

c 1250 Gen. ft E.r. 3767 Ne wulde he .. For orjel pride for3

cW cumen.
Hence t O'rgrelness, or5elness, pride, haughti-

ness, hauteur.
a looo Aldliclni Glosses (Napier. 31, 1108), Elation!*, or^el-

nesse, creasnesse. C12OO Trin. Coll. Iftnii. 215 pare telde5

oe werse be grune of orejelnesse.

Orgel : see ORGLE.

I! Orgia (^ud^ia.i, sb.pl. [L. orgia, Gr. o/vvta

neuter pi.,
'

orgies '.]
= Orgies : see ORGY. (Some-

times crron. as sing., with pi. orgiaes, -ay's, in 7.)

1570-6 LAMOARDI: Pcrainb. Kent 11826)331 Then they fell

afresh to their orgia. 1584 R. SCOT Discoi: Witchcr. in. iii.

(1886) 34 Those feasts of Bacchus which are named Orgia.
1621 Bp. Mous'TAGU Diatribe 553 From him are the Sa-

basia, old Pagan Orgiaes and Mysteries deriued. 1660

N. IXGELO BentKvlio ff Urania II. (1682) 174 The Tri-

ennial Orgiay's of Bacchus. 1675 OTUAY Alcibiades I. i,

When last Night the youth of Athens late Rose up the

Orgia to celebrate. 1749-51 LAMXGION Enthtts. Meth. tr

Papists (1820) 288 While they are celebrating the orgia.

1830 GALT Life Byron xxxix. 256 The return of the

mourners from the burning, is the most appalling orgia.

Orgiac f/Mdjidek), a. and sb. rare. [(.
Gr.

type *upytatc-<js, f. opyia orgies : cf. cardiac, inainac^\
a. adj. Pertaining to orgies or an orgy. b. sb,

(//.)
= Orgies: see ORGY i.

a 1(59 DE QL-INCEY Posth. Wks. (1801) I. 42 He is ac-

quainted with . . the Orgiaes . . and all the great ceremonies

and observances practised at Olympia. 1890 Harper's
Mag. Oct. 885/2 The writhing dance of naked black forms,
the orgiac round circling in and out of shadows and light.

tO'rgial. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. L. orgia + -AL.]

A song sung at the orgies.
1610 G. FLETCHER Christ's I'ict. II. 1, The jolly priest ..

Chaunted wild orgials, in honour of the feast.

Orgiasm (fid^i&z'm). rare. [ad. Gr. 6p-yio<r-

fids, f. op7ia-fii' to celebrate orgies.] Properly,
The celebration of orgies ;

but in quot. A state of

excited or exalted feeling, as of a worshipper at

the orgies (? confused with orgasm*^.

1840 MILMAN Hist. Chr. II. 213 The Orgiasm, the inward

rapture, the working of a divine influence upon the soul.

Orgiast (jr-td^isest). rare. [ad. Gr. 00710177775,

agent-n. from upyid$-(iv : see prec.] One who
celebrates orgies.

1791-3 in Spirit Pub. Jriils. (1799) I. 269 The main ob-

jection of the governing powers to the Orgiasts of Bacchus,

was, that their meetings w-ere by night.

Orgiastic (pidgiarstik), a. [ad. Gr. upytacm-

KUS, r op-yiaoTrjs : see prec. and -1C1
.] Belonging

to, or characterized by, orgies ;
of the nature or

character of orgies ;
marked by extravagance,

licentiousness, or dissolute revelry. (In quot. 1698,

app. of or pertaining to the flute or wind instru-

ment : cf. next.)
1698 FRYER Ace. E. India * P. 376 For Instrumental

[Musick], they [Persians] have little regard to Stringed, but

the Orgiastick they are very expert at. 1846 GROTE Greece

i. xii. I. 314 The orgiastic worship of Zeus. i&jqAthenxntn
27 Dec. 829 After the orgiastic confusion of the revolution.

1896 BRINTON in Scieiu-e 6 Nov. 695/1 The '

ecstasy
' and

prophetic
' manteia

'

which played such a large part in the

orgiastic rites of Greece.

Orgia' stical, a. rare.
[f.

as prec. + -AL.] Of

orgiastic character or tendency.
a 1871 GROTE Etli. FragM. vi. (1876) 228 The flute which

he considers as not ethical, but orgiastical calculated to

excite violent and momentary emotions.

Orgio (fvid.^ik), a. rare, [irreg. f. ORGY + -ic.]

= OKOIAC.
1789 T. TWINING Aristotle's Treat. Poetry (1812) II. 10

After the celebration of the orgie rites. 1885 R. F. LITTLH-

DAIE in Eucycl. Brit. XIX. 91/1 They [Egyptian pilgrims]
landed at every town along the river to perform orgie dances.

Orgies, sb. pi. : see ORGY.

Orgillous, var. ORGULOUS a., proud.

tOrgion. 0!>s. rare-*, [a. Gr. vpyiov (rare),

sing, of vpyia ORGIA, orgies.]
= ORGY.

1613 SIR E. HOBY Couxtcrsiiarle 2 If they refuse to dance

a round in her Orgions antick, she will be sure they shall

not passt without a broken head.

198

O rgiophailt. Gr. Antiq. rare. [ad. Gr.

upyto<l>avT-r]s, he who shows or expounds the

orgies: of. HIKROPHANT.] (See quot.)
1886 LEWIS & SHOUT Lat. Diet., Orgiophaitta,..n presider

over the orgies, an orgiophant.

tO'rgle. 06s. Also 4-5 orgel. [OE. orgel

(in comb, orgcl-drfani), ME. orgel, orgie = O11G.

orgcla fern., MUG. orgel(e, Germ, orgel, MDti.

orghelc. Du. orgel, Sw.. Da. orgel; in its origin an

alteration of L. organa, pi. of organum ORGAN.]
= ORGAN s6. 1 i or 2. ,

a lico Blickl. Gloss., Orgeklreame, organo. 13. . K.Alis.

191 Orgies, tymbres, al maner gleo, Was dryuen ageyn that

lady free. 1386 Orgels, orgies [see ORGAN sbJ zb]. 1426
AUDKLAV Poems 16 He con harpe, he con syng, his orglus
ben herd ful \vyd.

t Orgmount. Se. Obs. [app. a corruption of

F. orgc inoiuti
'

pilled and cleansed Barlie
;

also . .

Barlie pottage' (Cotgr.). Cf. Littre, orgc mo/ufi!

on aia>id<!.~} Boiled pearl-barley.
1596 DALKYMPLE tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. \. 98 Vpon fleshe,

milk, and cheis, and sodne heir or orgmount [L. honkoquc
cocto], principallie thay lyue.

Orgne, Orgon, -e, obs. forms of ORGAN.

Orgoil, -oile, variants of OBGUEIL, Ol>s.

II Orgne. Obs. [F. orgne organ, instrament,

warlike machine, etc., as in quots.]
1. Fortification. (See quot. 1706)
1706 PHILLICS, OrgHes..Vd Portification, long and thick

pieces of Wood, armed with Iron-Plates at the end, and

hung np separately by a Cord, over a Gate; being ready

upon any surprise, to be let fall in the Way, to stop it up
instead of a Portcullice. 1762 STERNE Tr.Shfindy\\. .\.\it,

These [portcullises] were converted afterwards into orgues,
as the better thing. 1853 STOCQUELER Mil. Encyd. 204/1

Orgues. .are now disused.

2. Old Artillery. (See quot.)
1706 PuiLLlrs, Orgues is also taken for a Device, consisting

of many Harquebusses linked together, or of several Musket-
Barrels set in a row within one wooden Stock, to be dis-

charged either all at once, or separately.

3. An organ : in quot. a series of basaltic columns

like organ-pipes.
1836 (1. DARLEY Nepenthe in Q. Rev. July (1902) 191

Where his vast orgue, high-fluted, stands Basaltic, swept
with billowy hands.

II Orgneil, t orguil, orgul, sb. and a. Forms :

3 orguil, 4 -uyl, 5 -uille, -ueyl, 5-6 orgul(e,

-oil, -oill, 6 -uell, Sc. -weill, (jfg orgueil).

[a. AF. orguil ,'Gower), OF. orgoill, orgitill(i ithc.),

orgoil (n-i2th c.), orgnel, orgueil (i2th c.)
= Pr.

orgolh, -guelli, Cat. orguil, Sp. orgulh, It. orgoglio,

a Com. Romanic sb., supposed ad. OHG. *urguoli,
f. iirguol renowned. (See Die?..) In Early ME.
this Superseded orjliel, orhel, ORGEL

;
it became

obs. itself in i6th c. When used now (as in quot.

1833) it is only as an alien mod.F. word (orgo'y).

The adj. use is not French : in ME. it wns a con-

tinuation of that of orjcl, OKGEL.]
A. sl>. Pride, haughtiness. Obs. exc. as alien.

c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 63 To temien )>e lichames orguil.

Ibid. 137 WiSteo bi lichamefro orguil. 13.. Coer lie L.

1821 For all your host and your orguyl. c 1430 Pilgr. Lyf.
Manfiode II. 107, I hatte orgoill the queynte. 1456 SIR G.

H AYE f.a'.u A mis (S. T. S.) 1 72 [They] makis un'rychtwis wcris

forpride ororguilleof thairhertis. 1470-83 MALOBV Art/Cur

xxl. xi, Whan I remembre me how by my defaute & myn
orgule and my pryde, that they were bothe layed ful lowe.

1474 CAXTON C/iesse 46 The mynystres by theyr pryde and

orgueyl subuerte iustyce. 1521 St. Papers Hen. /""///, I.

88 It shall so rebaite his high lookes and orgule. 1563-87
FOXE A. f, M. (1596) 348/1 Not upon any orgoile, pre-

sumption or pride. [1833 LYTTON England \. ii, Our reserve,

and that orgiicit, so much more expressive of discontent

than of dignity, which is the . . proverb of our continental

visitors.]

f B. adj. Proud, haughty, presumptuous. Obs.

111275 Pro!-. sF.lfrcd 286 in O. E. Misc. 121 Idilscipe

and orgul prude, bat lent Jung wif lebere bewes. 1470-85
MAI.ORY Arthur xxi. i, The bysshop . . dyd the cursyng in

the moost orgulist wyse that myght be doon. 1560 RoLLAND
Crt. I'emis II. 614 Sic orgweill mynde to suffer it not docht.

Orguinette ijSgine't). [f.
F. argue, or OF.

orguiite, var. of orgaite ORGAN (in sense 'lyre'

(Godef.
N + -KTTK.] A mechanical musical instru-

ment, consisting of a set of reeds and a bellows,

the wind from which is admitted to the reeds

through holes in a strip of paper which is moved

along by turning a crank.

1885 Chunk Kells July 3 Aikt., Orguinette Music, i j per

foot. 1885 Bazaar 30 Mar. 1264/1 Orguinette, with music,

quite new.

t Orgtrlity. Obs. In 5 orgulyte. [f. orgul

adj. (see ORGUEIL; +
-ITY.] Pride, haughtiness.

1470-85 MAI.OKY Arthur x. i, Thurgh our orgulyte we

demaunded bataille of you. Ibid. x. Ixiv, For pryde and

orgulyte he wold not smyte sire Palomydes.

Orgulous (pMgirfbs), orgillous (fJgi'as),

a. arch. Forms: 3 orgeilus, 4-6 (9 arc/i.) orgu-

lous, 5 orguillous, -eux, orguylleus, 5-6 or-

guyll-, 6 orguly-, orgueil-, orgueil-, orgyllous,

orgullows, 6 (<) anii.) orgullous, 7 (9 arch.) orgil-

lous. [a. OF. orgmllns, -goillus (nthc.),o/yin7-
leiis (izth c.), AF. orguillous (Govver), mod.F.

orgiicilleux
= YT.orgnelhos,orgoil!os,S'p.orgulloso,

ORGY.

It. orgoglioso, f. orgticil, etc.,
'

pride' : see ORGUEIL
and -ous. Used once by Shaks., and retained in the

1634 modernization of Malory's Morle Arthur,
but app. obs. from i6th c., until employed as

a historical archaism by Southey and Scott, and

affected by late i gth c. journalists.]

Proud, haughty.
c 1250 Old Kent. Serm. in O. E. Misc. y> Of bo euele

manne good man, of be orgeilus umble. c 1330 Arth. <V

Merl. 9344 Thai to driuen four kingis orgulous, a 1450
Knt. de la Tour (1868) 84 Thorugh her orguylleus port . .

throwen doune of her worshippe and astate. 1470-85
MALORY Arthur XX. xvii, And I were as orgulous sette as

ye are. 1481 CAXTON Reynard xvii. (Arb.),36 He was so

frowde
and orguillous. a 1529 SKEI.TON Replyc.Vfks. 1862

I. 234 Odyous, orgulyous, and fiyblowen opynions. 1529
Art. agst. H'olscy in Ld. Herbert Hen. !'/// (1683) 294 The
Lord Cardinal of York, .of his high, orgullous, and insatiable

mind. 1592 WYRLEY Armorie 150 The English orgulous
words did say Gainst Lord Cowcie. 1606 SHAKS. Tr. tr Cr.

Prol. 2 From lies of Greece The Princes Orgillous, their

high blood chafd, Haue to the Port of Athens sent their

shippes. 1808 SOUTHEY Chron. Cid 239 They are of high
blood and full orgullous, and I have no liking to this match.

1820 SCOTT Monast. xxi, Punished for your outrecuidance

and orgillous presumption. 1848 LYTTON Harold\. iii, This

our orgulous Earl shall not have his triumph. 1890 Sat.

Rev. 12 July 29/2 Lord Rosebery tore things to shreds.,

in the best and most orgillous fashion.

b. Jig. Splendid, c. Swelling, violent.

13.. CocrdcL. 272 H is atyre was orgulous. 1484 CAXTON
Curiall 2 Better in humble tranquillyte than in orguyllous

myserye. 1525 LD. BERNERS Froiss. II. cii. [xcviii.] 297

They wyst nat how to passe y ryuer of Derne, whiche was
full and orgulous at certayne tymes. 1610 BARROUGH Mcth.

Physiek vi. iii. (1639) 363 These most orgueilous and extreme

paines are caused of a very moist and maligne vapour.

Hence f O'rgulously adv.

c i475/'arfcrt)<3543 OffA fers behold, orgulously wrought,
Als with the behold of his eyes twain.

Orgun, Orgweill, obs. ff. ORGAN, ORGUEIL.

Orgy, orgie (pid?j) ; chiefly in pi. orgies
((7-jdjiz). [In pi. orgies, a. F. orgies ('

les orgies

de Kacchus ',
c 1500 in Hatz.-Darm.), ad. L, orgia,

a. Gr. Spyia pi.,
'

secret rites ', esp.
' a nocturnal

festival in honour of Bacchus', also, in L. 'secret

frantic revels '. The 'singular orgie, orgy (F. orgie)

is later and comparatively rare, exc. in sense 3.]

1. Gr. and Rom. Antiq. Secret rites or ceremonies

practised in the worship of various deities of Greek

and Roman mythology ; esp. those connected with

the festivals in honour of Dionysus or Bacchus, or

the festival itself, which was celebrated with ex-

travagant dancing, singing, drinking, etc.

1589 WARNER Alb. Eng. yi.
xxxi. (1612) 152 The Gote-

heards of Hyrcania hild their Orgies vnto me [Pan]. 1697

DRYDES / 'irg. Gcorg. iv. 756 The Thracian Matrons, . .With

Furies, and Nocturnal Orgies fir'd. 1763 J. BROWN Poetry

f<l Mils. v. 59 The Orgys of Bacchus . . were famed through
all the Ages of Antiquity. 1846 GROTE Greece (1851) I. 29
Diffusion of special mysteries, schemes for religious purifica-

tion, and orgies (I venture to anglicise the Greek word,
which contains in its original meaning no implication of the

ideas of excess to which it was afterwards diverted) in

honour of some particular god.

b. sing. 1665 SIR T. HEIIBERT Traa. (1677) 118 It would

have resembled an Orgy to Bacchus. 1871 R. ELLIS

Catullus Ixiii. 24 To a -barbarous ululation the religious

orgy wakes. 1887 I!owi N / "irg. .-Knell iv. 302 In triennial

orgy [L. orgia} the Bacchus cry and the choir Peal.

C. attrib. 1866 CONINGTON .-Ktuid vi. 196 An orgie dance

she chose to feign.

2. transf. Applied to any rites, ceremonies, or

secret observances, religious or otherwise ;
with or

without implication of extravagance or licence.

1598 DRAYTON Heroic. Kp. v. 60 Grac'd with the Orgies of

my Bridall Feast. (11667 COWI.EY Agric. Verses & Ess.

(1687) 108 The Birds above rejoyce with various strains,

And in the solemn Scene their Orgies keep. 1667 MILTON

/'. /,. I. 415 Yet thence his lustful Oruies he [Peor] enlarg d

Even to that Hill of scandal, by the Grove Of Moloch

homicide, lust hard by hate. 1746 MOKELL Judas Slacca-

bxus (Air), Pious orgies, pious airs, Decent sorrow, decent

prayers, Will to the Lord ascend. 1850 MRS. JAMESON f.tff.

Monast. Ord. (1863) 78 On this night.. the witches held

their orgies on the Blockberg. 1894 lejt/i Cent. July 63

Edward Colston, of Bristol, in whose honour pious orgies

are still annually celebrated in that city.

f b. Misused by Daniel in sense
'

panegyric '.

1646 G. DANIEL Poems Wks. 1878 I. 63 What Humbert

bring T' empassionate, and worthy Orgies Sing? 1646-8

Ibid. 199 To bring His Praise in Catalogue, were but to

Singe A forced orgie.

3. Feasting or revelry, esp. such as is marked by

excessive indulgence or licence
;
wild or dissolute

revels ; debauchery ;
often in sing. A drunken or

licentious revel.

1703 ROWE Vlyss. l. i. 199 These rude licentious Orgyes
are for Satyrs. 1740 SOMKRYM.I.E llobbinol II. 463 'I he

frolic Crowd .. Their Orgies kept, and frisk 'd it o'er
_thc

Green Jocund, and gay. 1798 W. TAYLOK in .Monthly Rev.

XXVII. 521 Friends of stability or rather of retrogression. .

describing every private supper as an orgie. 1818 SCOTTF.M.
Perth xi The effect of the Bacchanalian orgies. 1840

Heated and

xxvii, The worship of the beautiful always ends in an orgy.

'/if. 1883 F. HARRISON Choice liks. (1886) 400 That orgy

if blood and arrogance the European tyranny of Bonaparte.



-ORIAL.

Orgyllous, Orgyn, obs. ff. ORGULOUS, ORGAN.
Orhel, variant of OKGKL Obs., pride.

-orial, a compound suffix, consisting of the suffix

-AL, L. -iil-is, added to L. -Sri-, in -ori-ns, -a, -tun

(see -OBV). The termination is originally adjectival
(substantival only by ellipsis), and app. arose in

connexion with sbs. in -oriuin, -arms, Eng. -ORY
;

thus late L. had lerrilori-al-is from territoHnnt.
lint it has been extended in Eng. to form deriva-
tives from L. adjs. in -torins, -sffrhts, from agent-
nouns in -tor, -sor, as cursori-al, Jictatori-al,

fictori-a/, piscatori-al, procuratori- al, profcssori-al,
sartori-al, senatori-al, and others formed directly
on agent-nouns themselves or on the cognate
ppl. stem of the vb., as equatorial, mediatorial.
In sense, these adjs. in -oiial are usually identical
with those in -ory, and the two forms are not rarelv
found side by side (e. g. piscatorial, piscatory};
but the former is preferred for the adj. when there
is a sb. in -ory (purgatory, purgatorial). Words
in -orial from agent-nouns are chiefly of Eng.
formation, the compound suffix being rare in Fr.

II Oribi, orebi (c ribi). Also 9 orabie, ourebi,
oribg. [Cape Dutch, app. from Hottentot.] A
small species of South. African antelope (An/Hope
Sfoparia or Scopophonts ourebi), inhabiting open
plains.
1795 Tm-NBERG in Pinkerton's I "ay. (1808) XVI. 95 A very

small and extremely scarce goat called Orebi. 1801 SIR
J. BARROW Trav. .V. Africa 138 Orabie. 1827 GRIFFITHS
tr. Cmatrt A aim. Kingd. V. 339, A. scofaria, the Orebi,
adult male, 22 to 24 inches high, four feet long, head eight
inches. 1834 PRINGI.F. .!/>-. .V*. n By valleys remote where
the oribi plays. 1834 I'enny Cycl. II. 76/2 The Ourebi,..
called Heckbok or palelnick by the Dutch colonists at the
Cape.. .The ourebi inhabits the open plains of South Africa.
1887 Kmr.k HAGGARD Shi vi. 80 A tanned hide of a small red
buck, something like that of the oribe. 1893 SKLOVS Trav.
.V. E. Africa 74, I shot a fine oribi antelope.

Orible, -bull, obs. ff. HORKIBLE.
Orice, Oricelle, obs. ff. ORRIS, ORCHIL.
Orichalc (rrikEelk). Also 6 oriealehe, 7

-ohaleh ; and in Lat. form orichalcum (also 7

aurichalc(h)um). [ad. L. orichalc-iim, a. Gr.

ojwi'xaA/foi/ ,
lit.

'

mountain-copper ', f. Spot, upt-
mountain + XOA.KOS copper, applied to a yellow
copper ore or brass. In later E. made into' auri-
chalctim, after L. auntin gold, as if '

golden
copper'.] Some yellow ore or alloy of copper,
highly prized by the ancients

; perhaps brass.
Applied by Strabo to brass, though some Greek writers

treated ApugaAmv as a fabulous metal ; in the Middle Ages
anricftalema is often mentioned as a very precious metal
known only by report.
1590 SPENSER Muiopot. 78 The melall was of rare and

passing price ; Not Uilbo steele, nor brasse from Corinth
fet, Nor costly Oriealehe from strange Phcenice 1646
SIR T. BROWSE Pseud. Ef. n. iv, Their electrum, ..a sub-
stance now as unknown as true auric/iatcnm, or Corinthian
brass. 1661 DARNELL Carr. 1. Kasiie (1831) 105 Several
boxes of Orichalch. 1670 Phil. Trans. V. 2036 Of Copper,
..together with a discourse of the Native and Factitious
Orichalchum. 1785 lip. WATSON in Mem. Lit. f, Phil. Sac
Manch. II. 47 On Orichalcum. 1855 SINGLETON Virgil II.
xii. 485 Then he. .dons his coat of mail, With gold and sheeny
orichalcum crisp. 1867 J. ~li. ROSE tr. I'irgiTs sEneid 348
Breastplate, .rough with mingled orichalc and gold.

Orichalceous (prikoc-lsias), a.
[f. med. or

mod.L. orichalce-us
(f. orichalcum, after aitreus,

argenteus, etc.) : see prec. and -EOUS.] (See quot.)
1826 KIRBY S: SP. Entomol. IV. 283 Splendour! b

Metallic. . . 3. Orichalceous (Oric/ialccus). A splendour
intermediate between that of gold and brass.

Orichalcite (Min.) : see AfRICHALCITE.
Orichard, obs. variant of ORCHARD.
Oriel (oo-riel). Also 5 oryel, oriell, 5-6

oryall, 6-8 oriall, 7 orial, oryal, 7-8 oriol,' (9
oriole). [ME. a. OF. oriol (eurieul, oeuriciil

(in Godefroy)
'

porch, passage, corridor, gallery ',

med.L. (? from Fr.) oriolum (in Matt. Paris, a \ 259)
'porch, entrance-hall, antechamber'.
Of unknown origin: for the conjecture that the F. or

rned.L,. might be altered from L. aurcolum '

golden, gilded
'

in sense gilded chamber ', there is no historical foundation ;

'

the Jr. forms in eu, a-n point to an original 5 not au.}
Although much research has been expended upon the

history of this word, and esp. upon the development of the
current use in oriel window, the sense-history remains in
many points obscure and perplexed. Mr. W. Hamper in an
exhaustive article in Archseologia XXI 1 1. ( 18 S i> 1 14 asserts

f
. .

**i.iu DUWWH 111 fillKCr >
Domest. Archil., that the name was applied to a gallery or
upper chamber in the west end of a domestic chapel, or to a
small private apartment having a window looking into the

gallery or balcony '. Most of the earlier senses claimed byMr. Hamper are found only in L. context, examples in Eng.
being scarce. The modern Cornish use of orrel is however
an important link.

tl. A portico, corridor, gallery, balcony, etc. Obs
[<ji59 MATT. VntnVttmA&mt. .V. All-am'(an. 12511(1681)

199

to?: Adjacet Atrium nobilissimum in introitu quod porti-
cus vel Oriolum appellatur.) 1385 Durham Ace. Rolls
265 In mundacione del Oriel, iij d. 1448 Roll 27 Hen. l''l in
Arc/ixa/ogiaXX.111. 113 Pro sperra, postl'iw, et gradubus,de eisdem fiendis pro uno Oriell supra Stabulam ibidem
1450-51 Roll 30 lien. I'l, ibid., Pro novo Oreyell pro
I rumpetes Domini in Aula ibidem, c 1450 Erie Talons vnWhen ye here the Mas-belle, Y schall hur hryntie to the
Chapelle, .. Be the Oryall syde stonde thou stylle, Then
schalt thou see hur at thy vvylle. a 1490 BOTONEK (William
of Worcester) /tin. (1778) 89 Altitudo dicta: turris, cum le

pvyrstorye vocat' an Oriell. a 1500 MS. C/miu. (an. 142 .)
in Blakeway & Owen Hist. Shrewsbury (1825) II. 257 He .

laft behynde hym a doughter of hys namyd Blase Tuptunlwho cam by chance to be a leeper, and made the oryell which
goythe allong the west side of the sayde churche-yarde
[St. Chad's], throughe which she cam aloft to heare scrveys..and so passyd usually uppon the leades unto a gla-se
wyndowe, throughe which she dayly sawe and har.l dayly
serveys as longe as shee lyvyd.

b. In Cornwall (orrel), A porclt or balcony at
the head of an outside stair.

1880 E. Cornwall Gloss, s. v. . The ground-floor of a li-her.
man s house is often a fish-cellar, and the first floor serves
him for kitchen and parlour, which is reached by a flight of
stone steps ending in an ami or porch (Polperro) 1880
MRS. PARR Adam ff Eve xxxii. 435 The steps which led up
to the wooden oriel, or balcony at that time a common
adornment to the Polperro houses.

2. A large recess with a window, of polygonal
plan, projecting from the outer face of the wall of

|

a building, usually, in an upper story, and either

supported from the ground or on corbels. For-
i merly sometimes forming a small private apart-
ment attached to a hall, or the like.
c 1440 Promf. Pan: 369/2 Oryel of a wyndowe, . . canteliiis,

..mtetuticula. ?CI475 Si/r. lowe Defre 97 In her oryall
there she was Closed well with royall srlas, Fnlfylled it was
with ymagery, Euery wyndowe by and by, On eche sydehad there a gynne, Sperde with many a dyuers pynne 1655
FULLER Ch. Hist. vi. ii. (1840) III. 305 Sure I am, that
small excursion out of gentlemen's halls in Dorsetshire
(respect it east or west) is commonly called an orial. 1814SCOTT Ld. of Isles in. ii, In an oriel's deep recess. 1828
M.ACACLAY Hist, in Misc. Writ. (1860) I. 280 The oriels
of Longleat and the stately pinnacles of Burleii;h 1841

- MOTLEY Con: (1889) I. iv. 86 We marched back through
the hall with the oriel into a suite of two or three rooms
filled with pictures. 1844 F. A. PALEY Church Restorers
42 She was pleased . . that they had condescended to visit
her little oriel which she had not hoped ever to see thus
highly honoured.

b. for oriel window. (Sometimes vaguely put
for slaiiied-glass window.)
1805 SCOTT Last Minstr. n. xi, The moon on the east oriel

i

shone, Through slender shafts of shapely stone 1832
TENNYSON Pal. Art xli, Thro' the topmost Oriels' colotir'd
flame Two godlike faces gazed below. 1842-76 (ivvn.i

Ktuycl. Archil. 415 Near to the high table, a projecting
or bay window, termed an uriel, was introduced [i.e. in F.ng-

,, . ,

s
>
c '300-1460]. 1886 WILLIS & CLARK Cambridge

II. 28 The gallery.. has one large and two small oriels on
the side next to the court.

,/5?:
l84S LONGF. Kn-niag Star i Lo ! in the painted

Oriel of the \Vest. .shines the Evening Star.
8. attrib. and Comb. Jrom 2).
I54 Will o/ "John Tynte of Wraxall 22 June (MS.), A :

tether bedde in the oriall chamber. 1843 LVTTON Last liar.
I. vii, There was a large oriel casement jutting from the
wall. 1872 BROWNING Fifine xxx, No tinted pane of oriel

sanctity Does our Fifine afford. 1883 Ol'lDA Wanda I. 97
I he painted panes of the oriel casements.
b. Oriel window, the window of an '

oriel
'

;

a projecting window in an tipper story.
1765 H. WALPOI.E Otranto v. (1798) 78 Calling her aside

into the recess of the oriel window of the hall. 1824 DIBDIN
Libr. Comf. 590 The vast bay and auriol windows of the
larger

apartments. 1836 LOUDON Kncyct. Arc/lit. Gloss. 1129An oriel window is a projecting window in an upper story ;

a bay window is a similar one on the ground floor 1879
SIR G. SCOTT Ltct. Archil. I. 265 The oriel window or baywindow was another Medieval invention.

c. Oriel College (Oxford) derives its name from
a messuage previously occupied by Seneschal Hall,
but called, in the reign of Henry III, La (or I.e)
Oriole, the origin of which name is unknown.
This was granted to St. Mary's College at its foundation

in 1326, and occupied by the provost and fellows: the
society being consequently known as 'of the Oriole'. In
a deed of 1349 they are styled

'

the Master and Scholars of
the Hall of the Blessed Mary, called the Oriole'.

M5
*! 1al

'A .</'<"'"
V- '87/2 Oure Collage in Oxford,

called the Oriell.

t Orielle. Obs. Some precious stone : see quot.
c 1400 MAt-NDF.v. (1839) v. 48 And his Nekke is jalowe,

afire colour of an Orielle, that is a Ston well schynynge.
[ tr. e in/ col tout iaune de la colour dun oriel bien Inisant.]

Oriency (o^'riensi). Now rare. [f. ORIENT a.:
see -EXCY.] 'Orient' quality (see next, B. 2 b) ;

brilliancy, lustre.

1652 CcLVERWELi. Lt. ofXat. Rep, 20 The picture has
lost its gloss and beauty, the oriency of its colours. 1607
LEYERI.EY True St. Cosf. Truth 5 Every Link of the
(,olden Cham., hath in it self the Oriency, and Riches of all
the Other 1896 Daily Krws 4 Jan. 5/3 The delicate
oriency ol his pearls is lost in the strong hues.
Orient (iio-rient), sb. and a. [a. F. orient (l ith c.

in Littre), ad. L. oriens, orient-em rising sun, east,
sb. use of oriens 'rising', pr. pple. of arf-rt to rise.

Opposed, in senses A. i, 2, B. i, to OCCIDENT.]
A. sb.

1. That region of the heavens in which the sun
and other heavenly bodies rise, or the correspond-

ORIENT.

ing region of the world, or quarter of the compass
,
the east. Now poetic or rhet.
r 1386 CIIAL-CER Knt.'s T. 636 And firy Phebus riseth vpso bnghte 1 hat al the Orient laughelh of the lighte. ijj
&OWKRO//H. 247 He shulde make hissacrilKe.. on knees

I down bent line bithes toward orient. 1420, 1483 [se<
OCCIDENT A. ij. 1509 HAWKS 7W. 1'leas. xxvin. (184?
134. Seynge ihe cloudes rayed fay re and rede Of Phebu
rysmse in the orient. 1578 T. N. tr. Con,j. If. India 349Ihe .Mexicans .. sawe flames of fire toward the Orient
where now Vera Cruz standeth. ri6oo SIIAKS. Sana vii'
l.o . in the orient when the gracious li^ht I.ifis up his
burning head. 1725 Pop, Odyis. vin. 2 All the ruddyOrient flames with day. ^7 TEXNVS..X 1'nnc. in. 2 Morn
..Lame furrowing all the orient inu; fluid.

2. That part of the earth's surface situated to the
east of some recognized point of reference ; eastern
countries, or the eastern part of a country ; the
East ; usually, those countries immediately east of
the Mediterranean or of Southern Europe, which
to the Romans were '

the East
', the countries of

South-western Asia or of Asia generally (cf.
ORIENTAL A. 3); occas., in mod. American nse,
Europe or the Eastern Hemisphere. Now poetic
or literary.

Orient Of Ingland. 1552 I.YXDESAV Monarclte 4257 For
Orient and Occident To thame were all obedient. 1612
BRERKWOOD Lang. < Keliy. i. 9 The diocess of the orient
contained

Sj-ria, Palestine, Cilicia, and part of Mesopotamia

ivas sent as consul to the Orient.

b. Pearl of Orient : = orient pearl, oriental

pearl; a pearl from the Indian seas, as distinguished
ironi those of less beauty found in European
mussels ; hence, a brilliant or precious pearl : see

I quot. 13. . above; cf. Ii. 2 and OitiK.vm. A. 4.
I440 Sir /Vf>-,7'. 650 A front endent With pevrl of

orient. 1700 C\IXI:REYE Way of World i. ix, As dim by
thee, as a dead whiting's eye by a pearl of orient.

3. Rising (of the sun, or the daylight; ; sunrise,

dayspiing, dawn
; alsoy?^. Xow rare or Obs.

1582 N. T. (Rheni.) Lid-e i. 78 In which the Orient from
on high hath visited vs. a 1649 DKI-MM. OK HAWTH.
7<WK//Wks. (1711) 37 His life having set in the orient
of his age and hopes. 1651 C. CARTWKIGIIT i \-rt. Kelig. i. 28
In whose light the people should walke, and kings 'in the
bnghtnesse of her Orient. 1842 .MRS. BROWNING Grk. Chr.
Poets (1863) 109 From the orient of the sun. 1850 N i u K
AM. Hymns (1867) 171 Draw nigh Thou Orient, Who shall
cheer And comfort by Thine Advent here.

4. Short for '

pearl of orient
'

or '

orient pearl
'

:

see 2 b.

1831 CARLVI.E Sart. Res. i. ii. (1858) 5 A very Sea of
thought.. wherein the toughest pearl-diver may dive, .and
return not only with sea-wreck but with true orients. 1840
BROWNING Sorde/lo in. 258 What spoils an orient like some
speck Of genuine white, turning its own white grey?
5. The colour or peculiar lustre of a pearl of

the best quality: see quot. 1755. rare.
1755 Gentl. Mag. XXV. 32 Orient, the fine naker or

mother of pearle colour, which is seen on some shells. 1861
Templebar Mag. III. 391 The British pearls are from the
mussel, not the oyster ; as are also the Bohemian, which are
likewise deficient in brilliancy and

'

orient '.

B. adj.
1. Situated in or belonging to the east ; eastern,

oriental. Now feet,
a 1450 l\nt. de In Tour\c\\. 122 She came from the parties

onentys. 1589 k. BRI'CK Serin. (1843) 61 The Latine and
Orient Kirks. 1629 MILTON Nativity 251 When ihe Sun..
Pillows his chin upon an Orient wave. 1817 COLERIDGE
Zapolya iv. iii A richer dowry Than orient kings can give

'

1827-44 WILLIS Ermeiigarde 38 The Danube, .seeks an
orient sea !

2. Applied to pearls and precious stones of

superior value and brilliancy, as coming anciently
from the East

; often a vague poetic epithet :

Precious, excellent
; brilliant, lustrous, sparkling.

c 1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.)xxi. 9?,ccc. precious stanes, grete
and orient [Fr. ccc perles dorient]. Ibid., A ruby, fyne and
gude and orient. 1494 FABYAN Chron. v. cxvii. 93 He nowe
shyneth as doth an orient stoone. 1555 EDEN Decades 39
Many of these perles were as bygge as hasell nuttcs, and
oriente (as we caule it), that is. lyke vnto them of the Kaste
partes. in SPEED Hist. Gt. lirit. v. viii. 3 These Pearles,
though not altogether so orient as they in India, a 1661
FULLER /(>//;; (1840) 1.306 It is possible that the Cornish
diamonds, .may be pure and orient. 1713 Yot'NG Force
Kelig. n. (1757) 62 When orient gems around her temples
blazed. 1862 TYNDALL Mountaineer, ii. 12 The grass., was
sown with orient pearls [i.e. dewdrops].

b. Hence, of other things : Brilliant, lustrous,

shining, glowing, radiant, resplendent talsoyijf.) ;

sometimes (after A. 3), Shining like the dawn,
bright red. arch.

1430-40 LYDG. ttochas I. i. (1554) i b, The rivers were so
orient and so fine Like quicksilver upboyling on the pleyne.
1526 Pilgr. Pc>f. (W. de W. 1531) 183 b, Whyte set by
blacke, appereth more oryent whyte than yf it stode by it

selfe. 1578 I.YTE Dodofiis n. ix. 158 The floures [of rose

campion] . . be of an excellent shining or orient redde. a 1600



ORIENT.

HOOKER Eccl. Pol. vin. ii. 8 To make the countenance of
\

truth more orient. 1650 FULLER Pisgah iv. v. 99 A shmb,
whose red berries, or grains, gave an orient tincture to cloth.

1667 MILTON P. L. i. 546 Ten thousand Banners .. Wilh

Orient Colours waving, a 1703 BURKITT On N. 7'. (18181 .

355 The several graces and virtues, which were so orient in

the life of Christ, a 1881 ROSSETTI House of Life Introd.

Sonnet, Its flowering crest impearled and orient.

3. Rising, as the sun or daylight ; alsoyfj,
1
'.

1598 VONG Diana 99 Behold a Nymph more faire then

orient sunne. 1646 J. COOKE / 'ind. Law 32 That spirit of

Reformation which I see orient in that court. 1728 1'ol'E

Dune. ill. 74 Far eastward .-from whence the Sun And
orient Science at a birth begun. 1822 SHELI.KV Hellas 266

The orient moon of Islam. 1831 CARI.YI.E Sari. Jits. 11. v,
|

A many. tinted, radiant Aurora,, .this fairest ofOrient Light-

hringers.

Orient (i>Tient, f>*riie'nt), v. [a. F. orient-cr .

to place facing the east, f. orient east.]

1. trans. To place or arrange (anything) so as

to face the east
; spec, to build (a church) with the

longer axis due east and west, and the chancel or

chief altar at the eastern end ; also, to bury with

the feet to the east.

1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl. s. v. Orienting, In most religions,

particular care has been taken to have their temples I

oriented. St. Gregory Tliaumaturgus is said to have made
a mountain give way, because it prevented the orienting of

a church he was building. 1896 JF.VONS in Classical Rev.

Felt 22/1 The primitive Aryan in taking his bearings

literally oriented himself and turned to the east.

b. By extension : To place with the four faces

towards the four points of the compass ;
to place

or adjust in any particular way with respect to the

cardinal points or other defined data
;
to place or

arrange the parts of a structure in any particular

relative position ; also, to ascertain the position of

(anything) relatively to the points of the compass, i

etc. ; to determine the bearings of.

1842 BRANDE Diet. Sci. etc. 857/2 In surveying, to orient

a plan signifies to mark its situation or bearing with respect i

to the four cardinal points. 1866 Hoys' M'ander Bk. 34 To :

tell him if she saw the Pole-star directly opposite the end

of it, so that he might orient his stake. 1882 PROCTOR in
|

Knowledge No. 13. 266 We are certain that the builders of ,

the Pyramid wanted to orient it very carefully. 1882 GEIKIK

in Nature XXVII. 123/2 The minute flakes interspersed
j

through the ground-mass .. are oriented in the same direc-
[

lion. 1892 J. T. BENT Ruined Cit. Mashmaland vi. iCi

To orient it towards the setting sun.

2. Jig. To adjust, correct, or bring into defined
I

relations, to known facts or principles ; rejl.
to

put oneself in the right position or relation ; also,

to ascertain one's
'

bearings', find out ' where one is'.

1850 T. PARKER Let.gSept. in Life ff. Mann (1865) 325 It
'

seems to me you might, in this way, orient yourself before

the public. 1864 E. SARGENT Peculiar I. 141 He tried to

orient his conscience as to his duty under the extraordinary

circumstances in which he found himself. 1867 O. W. HOLMES
Guardian Angel xxix. (1891) 338 Mistress Kitty accepted
Mrs. Hopkins's hospitable offer, and presently began orient-

ing herself, and getting ready to make herself agreeable.

1883 WARD Dynamic Sociology II. 44 Men must orient

themselves before they can expect to go right.

3. intr. To turn to the east, or ^by extension)

towards any specified direction.

1896 JEVON'S in Classic.il Kn: Feb. 23/1 The primitive

Aryan undoubtedly oriented east.

Oriental (c>ri|e-ntal), a. and sb. [a. F. oriental

(izth c. in Hatz.-Darm.), ad. L. oriental-is, f.

orient-em ORIENT : see -AL. Opposed in all uses

to OCCIDENTAL.] A. adj.

1. Belonging to, or situated in, that part or region

of the heavens in which the sun rises
;
of or in the

east, eastern, easterly; spec, in Astro!, said of

a heavenly body when in the eastern part of the

sky, esp. of a planet when seen in the east before

sunrise (or, by extension, when seen before sunrise

in any part of the sky).
r 1391 CHAUCER Astral. I. 5 Whiche lyne . . is cleped llie

F.^t lyne, or elles the lyne Orientale. 1590 SPENSER /'. Q. i.

v. 2 The golden oriental! gate Of. . heaven gan to open . . And
Phoebus .. Came dauncing forth. 1646 SIR T. BROWNE
Fsead. Ep. 305 His [the sun's] ascendent and orientall radia-

tions. 1647 LILLY- Chr. Astral, xix. 114 To be Orientall 1.1

no other thing then to rise before the O. 794 [see OCCI-

DENTAL A. i], 1835 ZADKIEL App. to Lilly's Chr. Astro/.

340 Planets found between the fourth house and the mid-

heaven, rising, are in the eastern half of the figure, and said

to be oriental.

f2. Belonging to or situated in the east of a

country or place, or of the earth; eastern. Ol>s.

rlS28 R. THORNE to Hen. I'llI in Hakluyt I'oy. (1589)251

All the Indies which we call Orientall. 1576 TURBERY.

/ \-nerie 26 A kennell ought to be placed in some orientall

parte of a house. 1610 WILI.F.T l/e-rapla Daniel 67 The
diuision of the Romane Empire into the Occidental! and

Oriental!. 1669 GALE Crt. Gentiles I. I. xii. 81 Mount
Hermon. .the most oriental part of al Canaan.

3. spec. Belonging to, found in, or characteristic

of, the countries or regions lying to the east of the

Mediterranean or of the ancient Roman empire ;
be-

longing to south-western Asia, or Asiatic countries

generally ; also, belonging to the east of Europe,

or of Christendom (as the Oriental Empire, or

Church") ;
Eastern. (Usually with capital O.)

<:i477 CAXTON Jason 53 In the parties orientall is an ile.

a 1540 BARNES ins. (1573) 365/1 Priests in y orientall

200

Church. 1584 MARLOWE ist Ft. Tan/our', in. iii, The I

Persian fletl .. Sailing along the oriental sea, Have fetch'd

about the Indian continent. 1630 BRATHWAIT Eng. Gattltm. I

(1641) 143 The Alexandrian and all the Orientall Histories.

icAUi /'res. State (,>/. Cli. Pref., The four Oriental

Patriarchs. 1712 AimlsoN Sped. No. 512 T 5 A Turkish tale,

which 1 do not like the worse for that little Oriental extrava-

gance which is mixed with it. 1777 SIR W. JONES Focms
Pref. 12 A comparison between the Oriental and Italian

poetry. 1815 ELI-HINSTONE Ace. Canbnl (1^2) 1.253 'I'he

Pushtoo .. is .. not unpleasing to an ear accustomed lo

Oriental tongues.
b. Iii names of natural products, diseases, etc.

occurring specially in the East ;
as Oriental ala-

baster, arbutus, hyacinth, plane-tree, poppy, etc.,

Oriental leprosy ;
Oriental sore, an ulcerous skin-

disease occurring in the East, also called Aleppo

boil, Aleppo nicer, etc. (See also 4.)

1578 LYTE Dodoens 11. xlviii. 206 The Oriental Hyacinthes
[

do flower before the common sort. 1664 EVELYN Kal. Ilort.,

Jan. inSyk'a etc. (1729) 192 Oriental Jacinth, Levantine Nar-

cissus. 1756-7 tr. Keysler's Trav. (1760) II. 428 A very

grand urn of oriental alabaster. 1803 Med. Jrnl. IX. 564
The oriental leprosy, of which Egypt seems to have been

the native land. 1878 T. BRYANT Fract. Surf. I. 173 The
Oriental sore seems to be due to the use of brackish hard

well-water. 1882 Harden 8 Apr. 230/3 The large Oriental

Poppy.
c. Oriental Stitch: a close kind of stitch of the

herring-bone class.

r 1890 H'e/Jon's Fract. Needlevj. VI. No. 68. 6 Oriental

stitch . . closely resembles herringbone in the method of

working, and forms a solid plait upon the surface of the

material. 18. . Fract. Jrnl. Decorative Needtouork [.Man-

chester] No. 12. 14 If the design is to be worked solidly

1 would suggest the oriental stitch. 1899 W. G. P. TOWN-
SEND Embroidery vi. 98 A sort of Oriental or herring-bone
in alternate colours.

4. Of pearls and precious stones, and hence

(formerly) of other things :
= ORIENT B. 2, 2 b.

In some names of precious stones, denoting a stone differ-

ent from, but resembling in colour, that bearing the simple

name; as Oriental amethyst, O. emerald, O. topaz (re-

spectively puiple, green, and yellow varieties of sapphire).

-1385 CHAUCER /,. G. W. Prol. 221 Of oo perle, fyne,

oriental, Hire white coroune was ymaked al. ,1400 LYDC.

sfcsitp's l''ab. Prol. 26 Perlis white, cliere, and oriental liien

oft founde in muskle shellis blake. 1396 Edward III, ll. i.

12 But no more like her oriental red Than brick to coral.

1599 HAKI.UYT }~oy. II. 279- Some dozen of very faire Emer-

aulds orientall. 1693 SIR K. REDDING in /'/://. Trans. XVII.
66 1 The ill-sides of the shells are of an Oriental and Pearly
Colour. 1747 [see OCCIDENTAL A. 3). 1796 KIRWAN Elem.

Min. (ed. 2) I. 289 Those that possess this varying splendor
are called Oriental opals, though they are not found in the

East. 1868 DANA Min. 138 Corundum. . Var. i. Sapphire. .

Includes the purer kinds of fine colors, .. true Kti/y, or

Orient, il Rutty, red; O. Topas, yellow; O. Emerald,

green ; O. A inctfiyst, purple.

B. sl<.

fl. An oriental pearl or other gem; see A. 4. 0/>s.

,377 LANGL. /'. Ft. B. n. 14 Diamantz of derrest pris, and

double manere safteres, Orientates and ewages. 1750 tr.

Leonardus' Mirr. Stones 84 Cornelian is a stone of a reddish

or ruddy colour, and such are Orientals.

1 2. //. Oriental languages ; see A. 3. Ohs.

1680 H. DODWEI.L Two Lett. (1691) 155 Those tongues ..

derived from the Hebrew Tongue, as most of the Orientals

are. 1712 STEEI.E Sped. No. 473 F r, I heard a young Man
.. comfort himself in his Ignorance of Greek, Hebrew, and

the Orientals. 31734 NORIH Lives 11826) 1 1 1. 322 Latin, and

I the vernaculars westward, . . carry nearly the same idiom ;

but the Orientals and Greek partake not so much of them.

3. A native or inhabitant of the East; i. e. usually,

an Asiatic ; cf. A. 3.

1701 GREW Cosm. Sacra iv. i. 26 The Jews, and all the

Orientals, took all those Prophecies., in a Literal Sense.

1850 ROBERTSON Serin. Ser. in. iii. (1872) 38 The Oriental

prostrates himself on the ground. 1864 BURTON Scat. Abr.

I. ii. 97 A solemn, bearded, turbanded, and robed Oriental.

b. Name of a fancy variety of pigeon.

1897 llaily Jfnvs 6 Jan. 3/3 The show presents . .barbs,

Antwerps, homers, Modenas, magpies, Archangels, orientals,

and other varieties of the columbarian family.

t Orienta'lian. Obs.rare-*. \i.\~orientdlia

(neut. pi.
of orientalis) in mod.L. ' oriental studies'

V -AN.]
= ORIENTALIST 3.

1691 WOOD At/i. Oxon. II. 432 Mr. Sam. Clark an eminent

Orientalian.

Orie-ntalism. [f. ORIENTAL a. + -ISM.]

Oriental character, style, or quality; the charac-

! teristics, modes of thought or expression, fashions,

etc. of Eastern nations ; with //. an Oriental trait

or idiom.

1769 HOLDSWORTH On Virgil 265 There are frequent

instances of the very same orientalism in Homer. 1774

ORIENTATION.

1 2. - ORIENTAL B. 3. Oh.
1738 WARBURTON Dh>. Legal. I. 423 Thinking that the

Orientalists had a genius more subtile and metaphysical
than the Creeks. 1791-1823 I)'!SKAKLI Cur. Lit. (1858) 111.

311 He .. supposed, like orientalists, they wrote from the

right to the left.

3. One versed in Oriental languages and literature.

1779-81 JOHNSON L. P., Smith Wks. II. 465 The great

Orientalist, Dr. Pocock. 1879 Aildr. Pres. PluM. Sac. 4
The Congress of Orientalists at Florence.

Orienta'lity. [f.
L oriental-is + -ITY.] The

quality or condition of being oriental.

1. The state of being in the eastern part of the

sky, or of being visible before sunrise, as a planet.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. P.p. vi. vii. 308 The Sunne . .

hath no power nor efticacie peculiar from its orientality.

1731 [see OCCIDENTALITY i]. 1819 WILSON Diet. Astral.

s. v., Orientality is generally meant with respect to the (>

2. Eastern style or character.

1761 STERNE Tr. Shandy III. xii, There is an orientality

in his [curses] we cannot rise up to 1890 I.ongm. Mag.
July 292 The scene [was] most striking in its thorough

Orientality.

Orientalize, v. [f.
ORIENTAL a. + -IZE.]

1. trans. To make Oriental ;
to give an Oriental

character to.

1813 MOOKK Mem. (1853) IV. 41 [He] disapproves of my
idea of orientalising the '

Angels '. 1853 CfcOUOB in Long,

fellmu's Life (1891) II. 258 He had not Orientalized himself

in the least. 1880 L. WALLACE Btn-Hur u. vii, Groves uf

palm-trees orientalized the landscape.

b. Badly used to render F. oriettter : =
ORIENT z>., ORIENTATE. 06s.

1823 \V. TAYLOR in Monthly Mag. LVI. 18 Capt. Kennedy
will not have the same difficulty . . to orientalize himself

(soi-ienter) in this book.

2. intr. a. To become Oriental in character.

b. To play the Oriental
;
to act, speak, or think

as an Oriental.

1829 LANDOR Imag. Com'., Emp. China Wks. 1853 II.

146/2 The occidental world orientalises rapidly. 1870 Con-

temp. Rev. XIV. 338 He will perhaps intimate that St. Paul

'orientalizes
'

in ascribing to the personal agency of Christ

what he would, had he been used to our more discriminating

western analysis, have ascribed only to the fascination

exercised by his own thought of Christ.

Hence Orie-ntalized///. a., Orie-ntalizing vlil.

s/>. and ///. a. ;
also Orientaliza'tion.

1846 GROTK Greece i. xvi. I. 564 Congenial to their oriental-

ised turn ol thought. 1847 Ibid, ll. xxxvii. IV. 534 The

orientalising tendency then l>eginning to spread over the

Grecian and Roman world. 1874 MAHAFFV Sac. Life Greece

xi, 345 The fine-drawn subtleties of the Orientalised Hel-

lenist. 1879 CONUER Ttntwark Pal. II. 89 A very marked

improvement .. in what might be called the orientalising

of the Bible. 1886 R. F. BURTON in Academy 23 Oct. 277/3

Thus what I may call the Oiientalisation of the French
'

Nights
'

has been done for me.

Orientally vo'riie'ntali), adv. [f.
ORIENTAL a.

+ -LY -.] In an Oriental manner or position ;
in

the east ; after the Eastern fashion ; like, or in

favour of (quot. 1847) what is Oriental.

1796 Bi KNEV Mem. Metastasio I. 363 Believe me orientally,

and with the most sincere.. esteem [etc.]. 1824 Examiner

69/1 The people . . are mercenary and orientally ignorant.

1847 l.n. LINDSAY Chr. Art I. 140 The populace .. at

Venice, always orientally disposed. 1852 WILLIS Summer
Cruise in Mtdit. xliv. 265 Our appointments were orientally

Orientate (o-T^e-nU't, 0Tient<"it), v. [f.
K.

onent-er : see -ATE 3
6.]

1. trans. = ORIENT i'. i.

1849 Ecclesiologist IX. 153 It was always thought pre-

ferable to orientate rightly where possible. 1880 J F.FFERIES

Or. Ferne /'. ix. 218
' Don't disturb the skeleton ! cried

Felix anxious to make scientific notes . . whether the grave

was ' orientated
'

[etc.]. 1886 WILLIS & CLARK CamMdgt
III. 278 A properly orientated chapel. 1900 L. FLETCHER

in Brit. Mils. Return 156 Exactly orientated sections [of

crystals] have been . .optically examined. [ORIENT r. i b.]

b. Jig-
= OlilKNT T. 2.

Rom. Emp. (1865) VI. xlix. 123 The Orientalism which had

pervaded the court. 1877 OWEN WtBttltjft Desp. p. xliv

The beauty of the style, unimpaired . . by the amalgam of

infusible Orientalisms.

b. Oriental scholarship ; knowledge of Eastern

languages.
1811 BYRON Ch. Har. n. note, Mr. Thornton's frequent

hints of profound Orientalism.

Orie-ntalist. [f. as pra. + -IST.]

f 1. A member of the Eastern or Greek Church.

1683 CAVE Kcclesiastiti, Hilary 205 He found ..the

Western Prelates . . vex'd into compliance, and the Orien-

talists forc'd to go the same way.

= 1884 I

present mode of thought.

2. intr. To face towards the east, or in some

specified direction ;
to turn to the east.

1850 NEALE East. Ch. I. 222 [The church] of Haghios

Georgios .. in Crete .. orientates north, and [that) of the

Asomatoi . . in the Morea . . orientates south. 1877 J. D.

CHAMBERS Dh: H'orship i. i The Church should Orientate,

that is should be built from West to East, the entrances . .

being at the West end. 1883 Ch. Times XXI. 673/4 The

choir.. do not fail to orientate.

Orientation (8rMiit?-Jan). [n. of action from

ORIENTATE or ORIENT v. : see -ATION. So in mod.

F. (1878 in Diet. Afad.).] The action of orienting.
' or the condition of being oriented or orientated.

1. The placing or arranging of something so as

to face the east ; spec, the construction of a church

with the longer axis east and west, and the chancel

or chief altar at the eastern end
; also, the burying

of a corpse with the feet towards the east.

1849 Ecclesiologist IX. 153 The primitive tradition of

orientation. 1855 FERCUSSON Handtk. Archil. 516 note,

The orientation of Churches, by turning their altars to-

wards the east, is wholly a peculiarity of the Northern or

Gothic races; the Italians never knew or practised it. 1881

STANLEY Chr. Instil, xi. 209 The orientation of churches

is from the rites of Etruscan augury. 1883 BERESF. HOPE



ORIENTATOR.
Worship fy Order 126 Orientation, we should add, is ex-

ploded oy the Oratorians.

2. Hence, by extension, The placing or construc-

tion of a church, temple, house, tomb, or other

structure, so as to face in any specified direction ;

adjustment in some particular way with respect to

the points of the compass.
1839 Hints Study Eccles. Antig. (Cambr. Camd. Soc. 1842)

17 Orientation. It is important to notice the deviation of a
church from east, because it is supposed that the chancel

points to that part of the horizon where the sun rises on the
Feast of the Patron Saint. 1871 TYI.OR Prim. Cult. II.

^82 A series of practices concerning the posture of the dead
in their graves and the living in their temples . . which may
be classed under the general heading of Orientation. 1871
K. H. PAt.MF.R Desert of Exodus 7 The Orientation of the

chapel .. had been altered at a later date. 1883 ADI.ER
Schliemann's Tiryns Pref. 18 The orientation, towards the

South, of the rooms most used.

b. Position or arrangement (of a natural object
or formation) relatively to the points of the com-

pass or to other parts of the same structure ; the

'lie* of a thing. In C/iem.
t
the relative position

of the atoms or radicals in complex molecules.

187^ Wonders Phys. World \. ii. 75 This arrangement of
the ridges is simply a result of the orientation. 1877 WAITS
h'ownes' Chem. II. 420 The higher [benxene] derivatives
formed by replacement oftwo or more hydrogen -atoms in the
molecule exhibit 'isomeric modifications, which are supposed
to depend upon the relative position or orientation of the
substituted radicals. 1881 Diet. Chem. 3rd Suppl. 1187
'Optical orientation' denotes the order in which the axes
of elasticity correspond to the right-angled crystallographic
axes. 1884 BOWER & SCOTT De Bary's PJianer. 319 The
orientation of collateral bundles is in the usual cases, .such
that the xylein is turned towards the middle,and the phloem
towards the periphery of the whole organ.

c. Transference eastward.

1884 Pall Mull G. 26 Aug. i/i That orientation of the
entente cordiale from Paris to Berlin which was one of the
cherished hopes of Lord Ampthill's life.

3. The action of turning to or facing the east,

esp. in acts of worship, as at the recitation of the

Creed or the celebration of the Eucharist
;

the

eastward position.
ICf, quot. from Tylor, 1871, in 2.]

1875 GLADSTONE Glean. VI. viii. 147 The case in favour of
what we may be allowed to call orientation. 1888 Ch.
Times 339/1 Orientation at the Creed was observed.

4. The action or process of ascertaining, or fact

of knowing, the position of anything or of oneself

in relation to the points of the compass or to

objects in general ; determination of (one's) bear-

ings or relative position ; spec, in Zool. the faculty

by which birds and other animals find their way
back to a place after going or being taken to a

place distant from it (as in homing pigeons and

migratory birds).
1868 AIRY Pop, Astron. iii. 122 We have no term for

expressing that peculiar act of determining the direction of
a side of a triangle, or the direction of a chain of triangles,
and therefore we have adopted a word from the French,
4 orientation

'

; it is, however, a bad word, used only for the
want of a better. 1887 Amert Jml. Psychol. I. 510
Tympanic sensibility plays no role in auditive orientation.

1897 tr. Flammarion s Lumen 212 Another sense with which
I was still more struck. . I found on a second world. This
was the sense of orientation. 1899 Alll'utt's Syst. Med. VI.

342 Psychical disturbance, marked by apathy, dulness ofcom-

prehension, variable temper, delusions, imperfect orientation.

5. Jig. (from various senses) : Adjustment, posi-

tion, or aspect with respect to anything; deter-

mination of one's 'bearings* or true position in

relation to circumstances, ideas, etc.

1870 BAKING-GOULD Orig. Relig. Belief(.ity%) II. 11.31 The
double orientation, one towards God, the other towards the
world. 1890 C/i, Q. Rei>. XXX. 19 It may be well to make
a few remarks by way of orientation. 1893 in Barrows Parl.

Relig. I. 759 That is the best education which gives a man,
so to speak, the best orientation ; which most clearly defines
his relations with society and with his Creator.

O'rienta tor. rare, [agent-n. f. ORIENTATE v
.]

A contrivance for determining orientation.

1844 title). The Orientator, a contrivance for ascertaining
the orientation of churches.

O-rientize, v. rare- 1

. [See -IZE.] trans. ~

ORIENT v. i.

1881 SMYTH 8: CHAMBERS Celestial Cycle (ed. 2) 35 They
[the Arabians] looked to Polaris, and could thereby readily
orientize themselves.

t O'riently, <w&. Obs. [f. ORIENTS. + -LY 2
.]

In

an 'orient' manner; brilliantly, lustrously; clearly.
1515 BARCLAY Egloges v. (1570) D iv/i Their crownes

glistering bright and oriently. 1603 I IKKKKK Wonder/nil
Yeare Fjb, Chrisolites and Carbunckles, which glistened
so oriently. 1664 H. MORE Alyst. Iniq. ix. 139 Such an
Ecclesiastick Polity as will appear most oriently Luciferian
and Antichristian.

t O'rientness. Obs. [f. as prec. + -NESS.]
The quality of being 'orient'; lustre, brilliancy.
1519 HORMAN I'ulg. 105 Pearlls wyll abyde no crafte : but

anone theyr orientnes flytteth. 1548 RECORDE Urin. Pkysick
y\. 11651} 105 The orientness and the beauty of the Colour.

1617-77 FKLTHAM Resolves ii. Ixviii. 303 The orientness of,
that tame which their Fore-Fathers left them, a 1661

FULLER Worthies i. (1662) 215 Pearls.. far short of the
Indian in Orientness.

Orifacial (prifri jal), a. Craniometry, [f.
L.

ori- comb, form of its, or- mouth + facial, \ In

Orifadal an^te : the angle which the facial line

VOL. VII.
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of Camper makes with the plane of mastication,
i. e. of the grinding surfaces of the upper molars.
1890 in Cent. Diet.

t O-rifa-cture. nonce-wd. [f. L. as, or- mouth,
after manufacture] Making with the mouth.
1673 MAHVEI.L Kch. Transfi. n. Wks. 1776 II. 269 From

the manufacture he will criticise because not orifacture
of soape-bubbles.

t O'rifex, obs. erron. form of ORIFICE.
1590 MARI.OWR 2</ Pt. Tatnburl, in. iv, All my entrails

bath'd In blood that straineth from their orif'ex. 1606 SHAKS.
Tr. % Cr. v. ii. 151 Vet the spacious bredth of this diuision,
Admits no Orifex. 1624 MlDDLKTON Gurtie at Chess in.

i,

I strike deep in, And leave the orifex gushing.

Orifice (frifis). Also 6 orifls, oryflce, -fyce.

[a. F. orifice (141)1 c. in Hatz.-Darm.), ad. late Lat.

orificitim, i.os, or- mouth +fad're, in comp. -fuHre,
to make.] An opening or aperture, which serves

as, or has the form of a mouth, as of a tube, of the

stomach, bladder or other bodily organ, of a

wound, etc. ; the mouth of any cavity, a perfora-
tion or vent. (Formerly including larger openings
than now. e. g. the mouth of a cave, a mine, etc.)

1541 R. COPLAND Gnyden's Quest. Chirnrg. H j, And oner
the thre oryfyces of the sayde thre ventrycles there be thre

pellycles. 1596 Si-KNStH /'. Q. iv. xii. 22 That same former
fatall wound of his . . closely rankled under tb' orilis. 1614
MARKHAM Cheap llusli. (.668) i. Table Hard Words Orifice

I

is the mouth, hole, or open passage of any wound or ulcer.

1623 HART Arrtu'gnttt. Cr. i. ii. 4 Both the bladders to-

gether with their orifices and concavities. 1671 J. WKHSTKR
Mt'tallogr. vi. 108 It guided me to the orifice of a Lead
Mine. 1682 GREW Anat. Leai'es i. iv. 2 Certain open
Pores or Orifices. 1700 ADDISON sEneid in. Misc. Wks.
1726 I* 62 There gap'd The spacious hollow where his

eye-ball roll'd, A ghastly orifice. 1713 Guard. No. 103
F 6 The mountain resembled /tuna, being bored through
the top with a monstrous orifice. 1858 KAKUNKK Iland-l'k.
Nat. Phil. So The squares of the velocities of ihe liquid
in passing through the orifice are proportional to the depth.
1862 DARWIN Fertil. Orchids iii. 1^5 The orifice into the

nectar-receptacle lies, .close to the lower side of the flower.

1878 HUXLEY Physiogr. 189 The solid mailers .. fall in

showers around the mouth of the orifice.

f Orifi'Cial, a. Obs. rare~ l

. [f. I., orijici-ittn

owning, orifice + -AL. (Hut the word meant was

perh. wifaall.}] Mouthmaking; hence high-

sounding, bombastic.

1594 NASHE Unfort. Trav. 69 O oriiiciall rethorike, wipe
thy euerlasting mouth.

Oriflamme (friflaem). Forms : 5 oriflam,

-flame, -flamble, ^aurisflambe), 56 oriflambe,

7 auriflambe, (oiliflame), 7 oriflamme, (o, ori-

rlamb . [a. V.on'Jlamme, OK. orijlambe (i ith c.);

also ori-, o/i-, -Jlamble, -flaw, flan, -Jlant, in Pr.

auriflamma, -flan, -flor, It. oriflamtna, med.L.

auriflamma\ f. L. aur-ntn, F. or gold + flamwa
flame.]
1. The sacred banner of St. Denis, a banderole of

two or (according to some accounts) three points, of

red or orange-red silk, attached to a lance, which the

early kings of Kranee used to receive from the hands
of the abbot of St. Denis, on setting out for war.

*

Orijlambe : the great and holie Standerd of France ; borne
at first onely in warres made against Infidells; but after-

wards vsed in all other warres; and at length vtterly lost

in a battell against the Flemings
'

(Cotgrave).
1475 Bk. .VoMwtftRpxb.) 13 Ser Geffrey Chauny that bare

the baner of the oriflamble. c 1489 CAXTOS Sonnes of
Aymon xx. 452 Whan Reynnwd sawe the oryflame of France
com. 1494 FABVAN Chron. v. 72 Whan this precyous Relyke
or Aurisrlambe was borne agayne Crislen Princes, the vertue
therof seasyd, and lastly was lost, but yet the lyke therof is

kept at Seynt Denys. Ibid. vn. 467 Sir Reynolds Camyan
baneret . . bare the oryfiambe, a speciall relyke that the
Frenshe kynges vse to bere before them in all battayles.

15*3 LD. BERNERS Froiss. I. ccccxii. 720 It is nedefull that
we. .apoynt. .who shall bearethe Oriflambe of France. 1611
Si'KEO Hist. Gf. Brit. ix. xii. 92, 689 An hallowed Banner of
red silke, whereof the French had a wonderfull high conceit,
as of that which was sent from heauen, and called Oreflame
or Auriflames. 1794 J. GIFFORD Reign Louis JCt'f 503 The
oriflamme, or grand standard of the king. 1822 K. DIGBY
Broadst. Hon. (1846) 63 note, The Oriflamme .. was the
banner of the abbey [of St. Denis]. The last that we hear
of it is in the inventory of the treasury' of this church in 1534.

1865 NICHOLS in Herald <$ Genealogist III. 7 At a later

period, the Oriflamme was sometimes powdered with golden
flakes of fire, as it is represented in the Indies Armorial
of Louvain Geliot. 1871 LONGF. Wayside Inn, Baron St.

Castine 69 The Curate . .draws from the pocket of his gown
A handkerchief like an oriflamb.

2. transf. and Jig. a. Something which serves

the purpose of the Oriflamme of St. Denis ; any
banner or ensign', material or ideal, that serves

as a rallying point for a struggle, etc.

1600 W, WATSON Decafordon A iij b, Did not then the

primitives of the East Church.. carry away the aurifiambe
of all religious zeale. 1824 MACAULAY Ivry 30 And be your
oriflamme to-day the helmet of Navarre ! 1853 LVTTON
My Navel vin. i, If his heart match his head, and both

proceed in the Great March under a divine Oriflamme.

1864 Sat. Rev, 14 Sept. 262 The North has not hoisted
for its oriflamme the Sacred Symbol of Justice to the negro.
1880 WEBB Goethe's Faust \. i. 47 AH Hell displays its ori-

flamme. 1885 Standard 26 May 5/5 [There] will be reared
masts bearing the oriflammes of the town [Paris],

b. Something which suggests the Oriflamme of

St. Denis by its golden, bright, or conspicuous
colouring, position, etc.

ORIGENIZE.
1862 WHITTIER Waiting, The golden spears uprise Beneath

the oriflamme of day ! 1868 GRO. ELIOT -S'/. Gypsy \. 17 The
new-bathed Day With oriflamme uplifted o'er the peaks.
1879 HELEN RICH Invocation in Poems of Places, Br.
America, etc. 84 All the a/ure archway streams With ori-
flamme of gems and gold. 1895 MATHILDF. KLIND Birds of
Passage, Agnostic H, Spring's Oriflamme of flowers waves
from the Sod.

Origan (p'rigan). Now rare. Also 5 origon,
5-6 (9) origane. [a. F. origan (i3thc. in Hatz.-

Darm.), origane (i4thc. in Godef.), ad. L. origan-
um : see next. Also found in numerous other

forms, as OIUGANY, OHGAMENT, OHGAMY, ORGAN,
ORGANY, q. v.] A plant of the genus Origanum,
esp. Wild Marjoram (0. vnlgare\\ formerly also

applied to other aromatic labiates, as Pennyroyal
(Mentha Pulegium\
c 1420 Pallati, on Husb. i. 902 Kest origane ystamped

with brimstoon Vppon their hole. Ibid. 1024 Of tymbra,
peletur and origon. 1567 MAPLKT Gr. Forest no In their

lourneying they eate of Origan, to sharpe their teeth. 1578
LYTE Dodoens\\. Ixix. 236 Origan is of three sortes, ..garden
Origan, wilde Origan, and that kincle which they call Origa-
num Onitis. Ibid, 238 Of Tragorigan, or Goates Oilman.
1590 SPENSER F. Q. i. ii. 40, I chaunst to see her in her
proper hew, liaihing her selfe in origane and th>mc. 1699
Phil. Trait*. XXI. 2(8 They put Origan, and other Herbs,
powder 'd, into it. 1819 H. HUSK Banquet i. 17 The tufted

origan and vulgar heath. 1886 \\\ UTON Arab. Nts. I. 140
Origane and the winter gillitlower carpeted the borders.

O'riganize, e r

. rare. [f. prec. or next + -m:.]
trans. To flavour with marjoram.

T853 Eraser's 3fag. XLVIII. 480 An origanixed anchovy
atmospliere proceeds, always offensive, but in hot weather
worse, .than the potent garlic.

II Origanum (ori-gan^m). }3ot. ^. origanum^
-us

' wild marjoram
'

(Lewis & Short), a. ( ir.

optyavov, -os, 'an acrid herb like marjoram' (L.
& S.); in appearance, a compound of 6/x>$ moun-
tain + -yaro? brightness, joy, pride, whence the
scribal alteration opfiyavos. Also ORGAXUM, q.v. ;

and in ninny anglicized forms : see ORIGAN.] A
genus of labiates, comprising herbs and low shrubs,
with flowers in clustered heads, and aromatic

leaves; as Wild Marjoram (0. vnlgare), Sweet

Marjoram (0. Marjorana}^ Pot M. (O. Onitei),

Dittany of Crete (O. Diitamntts), etc. In the old

herbals. including Pennyroyal, and other labiates.

Ir 1265 I'oc. Names Plants in Wr.-Wiilcker 557/20 Ori-

ganiiiii, i. puliul real, i. wdi.'ininte.] 1398 THKVISA Barth.
De P. K. XVMI. vii. (MS. liodl.) If. 246/2 >if be pointes of
his [boar's] tuskes bebblonte. .he seche^> an herbe hat hatte

Origanum and gnavvi)? is; chewib it. 1540 I'^LVOT Image f/c? 1

.

xxi. 39 The grounde was tliicke couered with Camomyie,
Origanum, and other lyke grasses. 1583 Katt's of Customs
Dv, Origanum the pound \\\yi. 1683 TRVON IVay to

Health 562 [It] is said of the Stork when she has eaten

Snakes, she seeks for the same Herb Originum, and finds

a Remedy. 1757 COOPER Distiller n. ii. (1760) 120 Plants
which long retain their natural Fragrance, such as Balm,
Hyssop, .. Origanum, Pennyroyal, Rosemary, etc. 1897
Allbittt's Syst. Med. II. 522 Oil of Cloves, origanum, and
aniline oils must be avoided.

tOrrgany. Herb. Obs. = ORIGAN, ORIGANUM.
1741 Compl. Fain.'Piece I. i. 85 Take also of Grains of

Paradise, . . Origany, Osier of the Mountain, of each i Dram.

1757
COOPKR Distiller in. xxxiii. (1760) 197 Origany, and

Ihyme, of each one Pound. 1760 J. LEE Introd. Bot. App.
321 Origany, Origanum.
Origen (Wyclif, Coverdale) : see ORYX.

Origenist (p'rid^nist). [-IST.] A disciple or

follower of the famous Greek Christian Father

Origen of Alexandria fc 185-253), or a holder of

some one of the special doctrines attributed to

Origen, among which were a threefold sense (literal,

moral, and mystical) in Scripture, the pre-existence
of souls, and the probable ultimate salvation of all

men and of the fallen angels.
1546 GARDINER Declar. Joye xvi, Then shuld no man be

dampned, but all saued at the last, as the Ongenistes sayed.

1796 BURKE Regie, Peace iv. Wks. IX. 43 He is an Origenist,
and believes in the conversion of the Devil. 1858 R. A.
VAUGHAN Ess. <$ Rem. I. 43 Many of the Ongenists held

opinions which the departed Origen would never have
sanctioned. attrib. 187^ BLUNT Diet. Sects s.v., A very
able defence of Origenist opinions was printed anonymously,
in the year 1661, by Rust, bishop of Dromore.

b. See quot. 1874.
1647 A. Ross Mystag. Poet. iii. (1675) 77 The Encratites,

Or[i]genists, Manicheans,and all other Hereticks, who hath
condemned Matrimony. 1874 I. H. BLUNT Diet. Sects s. v.,

From Epiphanlus it appears that there was a sect of Ori-

genists who were followers ofsome unknown Origen. . . These

Origenists are spoken of as given to shameful vices.

So t Orig-e'nian sb. (
=

prec.) and a. (- next) ;

t Orig-e nic, Orige'nical adjs., pertaining or at-

tributed to Origen ;
O rig-enism, the doctrines

held by or attributed to Origen ; O^rig-eni'stic a.
9

pertaining or relating to Origenism or the Ori-

genists ; O-riffeni-ze v. intr.
,
to follow Origen,

maintain Origenistic opinions.
1666 S. PARKER (title) Account of the Nature and Extent

of the Divine Dominion and Goodnesse, especially as they

refer to the 'Origenian Hypothesis, concerning the Pre-

existence of Souls. 17*7-41 CHAMBERS Cycl, Oritnia>tst ..

a sect of ancient heretics, who even surpassed the abomina-

tions of the Gnostics. St. Epiphanius speaks of them as

still subsisting in his time. ..They rejected marriage. 1678



ORIGIN. 202 ORIGINAL.

CUDWORTH Inttll. Syst. i. v. 810 The *Origenick Hypo-
thesis.. That in Angels, there is a Complication of Incor-

poreal and Corporeal Substance both together. Ibid, 819
This Origenick Opinion in Photius. 1600 ABBOT Kxp,
Jonah 2 To follow the letter of the text, and to lay down
the doctrine of it. .without allegories *Origenicall. 1727-8
CHAMBERS Cycl. s. v. Origenist, *Origenism spread itself

chiefly among the monks of Egypt. 1833 J. H. NEWMAN
Arians I. i. (1876) 6 Origenism has been assigned as the

actual source from which Arianism was derived. 1853

J. C. ROBERTSON Hist, Chr. Ch. in. vi. 3 (1874^ 299 Theo-
dore Ascidas, a monk of "Origenistic opinions. 1886 FARRAR
Hist, Interpr. 205 Origenistic allegory and Philonian
methods. Ibid. 202 The most *Origenising of all the Fathers.

Origes, pi. uiorix, OKYX.

Origin (fridgini, sb. (a.} Also 5 -yne, 7-8
ine. [app. a. K. origine, ad. L. origin-em rise,

beginning, source, f. orl-rl to arise.

F. origine took the place of the popular form orine\

although cited by Hatz.-Darm. only from 1512, it appears to

he the immediate source of the Eng. word. The instance

from Alexander in i b is, from its date, suspicious.]

1. The act or fact of arising or springing from

something; derivation, rise; beginning of existence

in reference to its source or cause. Certificate of
origin t

a custom-house document certifying the

place of origin of a commodity imported.
(1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls) V. 223 pe book of be comyngc

forb of be soule
; 1432-50 the begynnynge of the saule

libelhtm de origine nnimx.} 1563 Homilies \\. reril of
Idolatry n. (1859) 183 Lactantius. .in his book of the Origin
of Error. 1602 SHAKS. Ham. in. i. 185 Yet do I btleeue
The Origin and Commencement of this greefe -Sprung from

neglected loue. 1663 GERBIFR Counsel E viij, The Antiquity
and Origine of Herauldry. 1741 T. ROBINSON Gavelkind
ii. 9 The better ascertaining the Origin of Gavelkind. 1796
H. HUNTER tr. St.-Tierres Stud, Nat. (1799) II. 390 Man
alone, .bears upon his countenance the impress of a celestial

origin. 1850 MeCoSH Div, GOT.'/, in. ii.(i874> 377 The origin
of evil, like every other beginning, shrouds itself in dark-

ness. 1886 Pall Mall G. 4 Sept. 2/2 Under the existing

Spanish Customs regulations, certificates of origin arc

required.
b. Iii reference to a person : The fact of spring-

ing from some particular ancestor or race
; descent,

extraction, parentage, ancestry.
[ 1400-50 Alexander^ pe Arrabiens and all ha of

|>at

origynej 1605 SHAKS. Lear iv. ii. 32 That nature, which
contemns Sis origin, Cannot be border'd certain in itself.

1695 I.D. PRKSTON Roeth. in. 118 And doih his noble Origine

forget. 1738 GLOVFR Leonidas \. 17 Their kings, who boast

an origin divine. 1838 LYTTON Leila \, Hi, Why cannot
I learn thirie origin, thy rank, thy parents'? Mod. A dis-

tinguished man of humble origin.

2. That from which anything arises, springs, or

is derived
; source.

1604 T. WRIGHT Passions v. 2. 163 What are those dole-

full tunes . . but offsprings of pensiue furies, and origens of

more vehement melancholic fits V 1696 WIIISTON Th. Earth
11. (1722) 83 Mountains are the principal Source and Origin
of Springs and Fountains. 1824 R. HAI.L Wks. (1832) VI.

354 To be alienated from the Great Origin of being.. must
be a calamity. 1860 TYNDALL Glac. i. ii. 18 We hoped . . to

be able to examine the glacier to its origin. 1870 LOWELL
My Study Wind. 242 It is to the North of France . . that we
are to look for the true origins of our modern literature.

b. Anal. The place or point at or from which

a muscle, nerve, etc. arises
;
the proximal or more

fixed end or attachment of a muscle
;
the root of

a nerve in the brain or spinal cord.

1691 RAY Creation n. (1692) 119 The very strong Liga-
ments., which in drawing it back towards its Origine, do
fold it up. 1831 R. KNOX Clo<jnet's Anat. 275 between
these two origins [of the Abductor OculiJ pass the third pair
of nerves, sixth pair, and nasal branch of the ophthalmic.
1840 E. WILSON Anat. Vade M. (1851) 238 A good vlew'of
the whole extent of origin of the flexor sublimis digitorum.

c. Math. A fixed point from which measure-

ment or motion commences ; spec, the point of

intersection of the axes in Cartesian co-ordinates,

or the pole in polar co-ordinates. [= K. origine.]
1723 E. STONE Con. Sect. [tr. Marquis de FHospitals

Sections Coniques} 5 The Parabola infinitely extends itself

more and more on each Side the Axis AP, beginning from
the Origin. 1873 B. WILLIAMSON Diff. Cole. xii. 180 If

on any radius vector.., drawn from a fixed origin.., a

point.. be taken, such that [etc.]. Ibid. 182 If the focus

(of a conic] be the origin of inversion, the inverse is a curve
called the Lima^on of Pascal. Ibid, xiv, 202 If the abso-

lute term be wanting in the equation of a curve, it passes
through the origin.

t B. attrib. or ad/. = ORIGINAL A. i. Obs. rare,

1632 SANDERSON Twelve Serm. 217 The origine story it

selfe..is written at full by Moses in Numb. 25.

Hence fO'riginz'. trans. Obs* = ORIGIN ATE v.\.

f11661 FUI.LER Worthies, Cardigan iv. (1662) 28 We must
remember this Proverb was origmed whiles! England and
Wales were at deadly Feude.

Ori'ginable, a. rare' ,
[f.

ORIGIN-ATE +
-ABLE: cf. penetrate , penetrable.] Capable of

being originated. 1864 in WEBSTER.

t Ori'ginacy. Obs. rare 1
, [irreg. f. ORIGIN-

ATE v. : see -ACY 3, and cf. conspiracy.] The fact

of originating ; origination.
1658-9 Burton's Diary (1828) III. 512 Let those .. have

right to sil in the other House, not upon any old account,
but to have originacy from this House.

Original (ori-d^inal), a. and sb. [a. F. original

(i3th c. in Ilatz.-Darm.), ad. L. original-is, f.

origin-em : see ORIGIN. Cf. F. originel, used in

some of the senses, s.Qptche'originel original sin.]

A. 1. Of or pertaining to the origin, beginning,
or earliest stage of something ; that belonged at the

beginning to the person or thing in question ; that

existed at first, or has existed from the first ;

primary, primitive ; innate; initial, first, earliest.

1390 GOWER Conf. III. 106 The lawe original, Which he
hath set in the natures. 1592 H. CHETTLE Ktnde-harts
Dr. To Rdr., 1 am as sory, as if the originall fault had
beene my fault. 1597 HOOKER Eccl. Pol. v. Hi. 3 The very
first originall Element of our nature. 1697 DKVDKN Virg.
Georg. i. oi This is th' Original Contract; these the Laws
Impos'd by Nature, and by Nature's Cause. 1751 JOHNSON
Rambler No. 156 IP i The re-establishment of its original
constitution. 1794 PALEV Eviii. i. i (1817.) 15 Persons pro-

fessing to be original witnesses of other miracles. 1849
MACAULAY Hist. Eng. ii. I. 237 OaU-s .. soon added a large

supplement to his original narrative. 1879 HAKI.AN Eye-
sight ii. 15 The original color of the iris is blue, and de-

pends not upon a pigment, or coloring matter, but upon
what opticians call an 'interference phenomenon'. 1900
Bookseller's Catal., Sm. folio,.. in the original calf.

b. Original sin {Theol.} : the innate depravity,

corruption, or evil tendency of man's nature, in all

individuals of the human race, held to be inherited

from Adam in consequence of the Fall. Opposed
to actual sin: see ACTUAL i, quots. 1315-1534.

(The earliest use of the word in English.)
r 1315 SHOREHAM (E. E. T. S.) 102/105 Oryginale Jys senne

hys cleped, For man of kende hyt takef>. a 1340 HA.MI-OI.E

Psalter \. 6, I am haldyn wi^ be filth or original) syn. 1390
GOWER C0Hf, HI. i The grete Senne original, Which every
man in general Upon his bertFle hath envenymed. 1471
RIPLEV Comp. Alch. iv. iii. in Ashtn. (1652) 144 Clensyd
from hys orygynall Syn. 156* Articles of Religion ix, Of
Original or Birth-sin. 1577 NoRTHBBOOKE Dicing (1843) 5

The lambe that taketh away our sinnes, original and actual.

1647 Cow LEY Mistress, Innocent lit ii, Though in thy
Thoughts scarce any Tracks have been, So much as of

Original Sin. 1702 tr. Le Clerc's Prim. Fathers 27 The
Pagans knew nothing of what was called since, Original Sin.
1888 BitCfCKAfHtnCoamtw. (1889) II. xciv. 464 Experience,.,
whether it talks of Original Sin or adopts some less scho-

lastic phrase, will recognize that the tendencies to evil in

human nature are . . as various and abiding even in the

most civilised societies, as its impulses 'to good.

c. transf. That is such from the beginning, or

by birth
;
*a born . . .'. rare.

1720 DK FOE Capt. Singleton x. (1840) 172, 1 ,. was . . an

original thief, and a pirate . . by inclination. 17*8 Col.

jack (1840)4 He was an original rogue. 1894 IAN MACLARKN
Bonnie Brier Bush iv. iv. 159 Elspeth, . . div ye ken that

ye 're an oreeginal sinner?

f2. a. ?Having the same origin; sprung from the

same stock, or native of the same place, rare 11
.

14,. Sir Bencs (MS. M) 104/2138 He louid me moste
ouer alle, Wyth him I am oryginall.

t b. \Vithtt/0: Having its origin in, originating
from. Obs* rare~ l

.

1679 Kin in Hickes .V//V. Popery (1680) 9 Not only Prelacy,

Popery, Malignancy and Heresie, but Supremacy, and

every thing Original upon and derivate from it.

3. That is the origin or source of something;
from which something arises, proceeds, or is

derived
; primary ; originative. (Now usually

associated with or merged in I.)

1398 TRKVISA Rarth. De P. K. xvm. i. (1495) 737 An vn-

resonable beest..the face therof boweth towarde the erthe,
that is the origynall and materyall matere wherof it

comyth. 1509 HAWES Past. Pit-as. VIM. (Percy Soc.) 32 For

you therof were fyrst originall ground. 1551 BIBLE Rom.
Pro!., The rote and orygynall fountayne of all synne. 1664
H. MOKE Myst. Iniy.

ix. 27 There is another fraud, and
indeed the more principal and original one, in the dis-

tribution of these Excellencies immediately into three.

1741-2 GRAY Agrip. 92 Shake her own creation To its

original atoms. 1861 M. PATTISON Ess. (1889) 1. 30 A writer

. . who goes back beyond the printed annalists to original

and documentary authorities. 1872 W'harttm'sLaiv Lex,

(ed. 5), Original and derivative estates. An original is the

first of several estates, bearing to each other the relation of

a particular estate and a reversion,

fb. Original writ (in Laiv}\ a writ issuing from

the Court of Chancery, which formed the begin-

ning or foundation of a real action at common law
;

also applied to certain writs for other purposes.
[1334 Rolls Parlt. II. 82 Le Brief originall n'est my mein-

teinable par I-ey saunz nomer son Baron.]

1467-8 Rolls of Parlt. V. 633/1 That Information so gyven,
stand and be in place of Bille or Writte oryginall. 1641

Act 17 Ckas. /, c. 10 By Process made by Writ Original at

the Common Law. 1727-41 CHAMBKKS Cycl. s.v. Writ*

Original Writs are those sent out of the high court of

chancery, to summon the defendant in a personal, or tenant

in a real action ; either before the suit begins, or to begin
the suit thereby. 1848 WHARTON Law Lex. s.v., Original
writs differ from each other in their tenor, according to the

nature of the plaintiff's complaint, and are conceived in

fixed and certain forms.

c. spec. Applied to anything in relation to that

which is a representation or reproduction of it ; e.g.

said of a writing or drawing in relation to a copy
or translation of it, of an object in relation to

a picture of it, etc. (Cf. B. 3.)

1631 GOUGE God's Arrows I. 41. 66 The originall word
translated -wrath ^ signifieth a fervor, fiercenesse, or vehe-

mency of anger. 1659 BP. WALTON Consid. Considered 14

The Original Texts are not corrupted either by Jews,

Christians, or others. 1688 Col. Rtc. J'ennsylv. I. 231 As
to y* Delivery of > Originall Letters or Instructions. Mod.
It may be a misprint ; you had better examine the original
document. This is only a copy; the original picture is in

's collection.

4. Produced by or proceeding from some thing
or person directly ;

not derivative or dependent ;

a. Proceeding immediately from its source, or

having its source in itself; not arising from or

depending on any other thing of the kind ; unde-

rived, independent.
1792 R. GUY Pract. Obs. Cancers 27 When these . . arise

from no apparent Cause, they may be deemed original
Affections. 1822-34 Good's Study Med. (ed. 4) 1. 441, I mean
where the hooping-cough is original. 1877 K. R. CCTNDER
Bas. Faith ix. 400 In an original (that is, independent) and

perfect moral being such as we conceive God to be.

b. Made, composed, or done by the person
himself (not imitated from another) ; first-hand.

1700 DRYIJKN Pref. Fables (Globe) 495, I have added some
original papers of my own. 1818 HAI.I.A.M Mid. Ages (1872) 1.

ii. 205 The exclusive exercise of original judicature in their

dominions. 1857 KUSKIN Pol. Kcon. A>t i. (1868) 54 There
is a certain quality about an original drawing which you
cannot get in a woodcut. 1900 G. C. BRODRICK A/etn. <y

Impr. 182 Apostles of 'mature sludyand original research'.

0. Having the quality of that which proceeds
from oneself, or from the direct exercise of one's

own faculties, without imitation of or dependence
on others ; such as has not been done or produced
before ; novel or fresh in character or style.

1756-82 J. WARTOX ^'-r^. Po^e I. m. 192 Dante wrote his

sublime and original poem, which is a kind of satirical

Epic. 1808 Med. Jrnl. XIX. 209, I send you the following

observations, not because they are new or original, but

because I conceive them to be useful. 1882 H. C. MERIVALE
Faucit ofB. I. vi. 97 Even on the perplexing mysteries of

Aristotle's Ethics he could throw an original light.

b. transf. Of a person : Capable of original
ideas or actions

; given to the direct and indepen-
dent exercise of the faculties in thinking or acting;
that does things not known to have been done
before

; inventive, creative.

1803 Svn. SMITH Wks. (1859) I. 35/2 There are very few

original eyes and ears. The great mass see and hear as

they are directed by others. 1840 CARLYLE Heroes \\. (1858)

219 Such a man is what we call an original man; he comes
to us at first hand. A messenger he, sent from the Infinite

Unknown with tidings to us. 1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2)

V.
1^2

A great original genius struggling with unequal
conditions of knowledge.

^6. Original vein: ? error for OBGANICAL vein.

1486 Bk. St. Albans C iv b, Do let hir [a hawk] blode in the

Ongynal vayne, and after that yeue hir a frogge for to eete,

and she shall be hooll.

7. Comb.* as original-minded (see 5 b).
1801 SOUTHF.Y in Robberds Mem. W. Taylor \. 384 For

financial.. subjects, I think Rickman might be put down,
a most original-minded and strong-headed man.

B. sb.

1. The fact of arising or being derived from

something; origination, derivation; = ORIGIN j^. i.

Now rare or arch.

1432-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) II. 153 Englische men other

Saxones toke theire originalle of Gennanye. 1560 DAUS tr.

Sleidane's Cownt. 94 The cause and originall of that sedition,

was declared also foure yeares synce. 1646 EVKLYN Mem.
(1857) I. 243 It is from these sources that the Rhone and
the Rhine., derive their originals. 1716 LKONI tr. Alberti**

Archit, II. 69/2 The Circus and Amphitheatre .. all owe
their original to the Theatre. 1818 HAI.LAM Mid. Ages
(1872) I. ii. 315 note, Some word of barbarous original. 1873

ROGERS Orig. Bible (1875) App. 445 The first verse simply
ascribes the original of all things to the will of God.

b. Of persons: Descent, extraction, parentage;
= ORIGIN sb. I b. Now rare or arch.

1555 EDEN Decades 27 The people are verye fierse and

warlyke men, hauing theyr original of the canybales. 1682

BUNYAN Holy War s We will, .discourse of the Original of

ee ihlanders (18 1.16

men, wo euce er riginal from their parti
-

tains. 1784 J. POTTER Virtuous Villagers I, 147 Notwith-

standing his mean original, he was not satisfied with

upwards of three hundred pounds a year.

fc. Anat. The fact of springing or arising (as

a nerve, vein, etc.) from some part; also concr. =
ORIGIN sb. 2 b. Obs.

1578 BANISTER Hist. Man vm. 105 Their [the nerves]

originall is from the seate or foundation of the brayne. 1612

WOODALL Surg. Mate Wks. (1653) 20 All veins have their

original in the liver. 1668 CULPKCCKR & COLE Barthol.

Anat. n. iv. 93 The Pleura having taken its Original about

the Hack.

fd. Beginning, commencement, earnest stage

(without reference to source or derivation). Obs.
^

1526 SKELTON Magnyf. 120 By measure all thynge is

wrought As at the first orygynall. 1570-6 LAMBARIJE Peramb.

Kent (1826) 247 Touching the originall, proceeding, and

event of these wars, I willingly spare to speake muche.

1600 LOCKE Hum. Und. in. x. 2 Words, that., will be found,

in their first Original .. not to stand for any clear . . Ideas.

"753 K- CARTER (title} The History of the University of

Cambridge from its Original to the Year 1753.

fe. Applied by Wyntoun to his chronicle or

history : see quot. Obs.

4:1425 WYNTOUN Cron. \. i, The tytil of this tretis hale

I wyll be caulde Orygynale; For that begynning sail mak
clere He playne proces owre matere.

. 2. The thing (or person) from which something
else arises or proceeds; a source, cause; = ORIGIN

sb. 2
;
an originator, author. Now rare or arch.

in general sense : see 3.

c 1386 CHAUCER Pard. T. 172 O cause first of
oure^

con-

fusion, O original of oure dampnacion. 1443 /W. roems



ORIGINAL.

(Rolls) II. 209 Misei-i<.orciia, ground and original Of this

processe, Pax is conclusioun. 1535 COVERUALE Ecclus. x.

13 Pryde is the origenall of all synne. 1658 SIK T. BROWNE
Hydriot. Introd. (1736) 3 Of the Opinion of Thales, that

Water was the Original of all Things. 1712 AnnisoN ffyinn,
1 The Sfiticious Firmament ', Spangled Heav'ns, a Shining
Frame, Their great Original proclaim. 1893 STEVENSON
Catriona iv. 44 A fomenter of discontent, and . . the unmis-
takeable original of the deed in question.

b. Law. Original writ : see A. 3 b.

[1354 Rolls of Ptirlt. II. 259/1 A receivre les Briefs, si bien

Originals de la Chauncellerie come Judicials souz les Seals

des Justices.] 1430 Ibid^.
V. 201/1 Such juggement. .as they

shuld have upon eny originall sued ayen*t hym by the cours
of the comon lawes. 1523 Act 14 <$ 15 Hen. JY//, c. i The
person, .that will first sue for the same, by originall of dette.

1848 WHARTON Laiv Lex. s. v. Process* In other cases their

processes or modes of commencing the suits were as follows :

. . By original . . By bill.

3. A thing (or person) in relation to something
else which is a copy, imitation, or representation
of it

;
the pattern, archetype.

a. A writing or literary work (less commonly,
a phrase or word) in its relation to another which
is a translation of it, or (quot. 1869) which repro-

duces, or is founded upon, its statements.
c 1385 CHAUCER /,. G. W* 1558 Hypsip.^ Ye get no more

of me, but ye wol rede The original that telleth al the case.

1412-20 LYDG. Chron. Troy i. v, Though my makyng be
the same in all As Guido wryteth in his oryginall. 1595
Coi'LEY Wits* Fits* <$ Fancies 70 Your selfe being the

Originall, what would you doe with the translation? 1611
BIBLE Luke xvi. 7 marg.* The word here interpreted
measures, in the originall conteineth about fouretecne bushels
and a pottle. 1790 PAI.EY Horx Paul, vi, The resemblance
is more visible in the original than in our translation. 1869
J. MARTINEAU Ess. II. 9^ He would ..sustain himself by
continual appeal to his originals. 1873 LODGE Note Pullad.
on Hush. v. 118 The original is

*

proxitnain tcnui atqnc

b. The primary or earlier writing or document
of which another is a copy or transcript.
1494 in Sharp Cov. Myst. (1825) 15 wtc, Paid to John

Harryes for berying of ^e Orygynall Jat day, \\d. 1591
LAMBARDE Archcion (1635) 48 The Chancellor hath also the
Scale of simple Justice and keepeth (as it were) the Forge
and Shop of all Originals. 1604 K. G[RIMSTONE] D'Acosta's
Hist, Indies in. xin. 161 They carried the copie to the King

N, Test. 5 When several transcripts have to be taken from
the same original.

c. The object or person represented by a picture
or image; a picture or other work of art in its

relation to a copy of it.

1624 GATAKER Transttbuf. 82 Of the Image there must
needs be some originall. 1726 LEONI Alberts Archit. III.

25/2 Copying other mens work, as being originals more
constant . . than any living object. 1781 COWPER Charity 433
Such was the portrait an apostle drew, The bright original
was one he knew. 1855 PKESCOTT Philip //, i. iii. (1857) 53
She has sent her a portrait of the prince from the pencil of

Titian, which she was to return so soon as she was in

possession of the living original.

d. gen. andy?^.
1670 COTTON Espernon m. ix. 443 There can be no so

dreadful Original, from whence pleasant Copies are not to
be taken. 1692 DRYDEM Elconora 300 And, could there be
A copy near the original, 'twas she. 1730 A. GORDON Afaffii's
Amphitli. 149 An Original for the others to copy from. 1892
GARDINER Student's Hist. Eng. 12 Cunobelin, the original
of Shakspere's Cynibeline.

4. A writing, picture, or other work produced
first-hand by the author or maker

;
a work of

literature or art that is not a copy or imitation ;

an original portrait.
1683 D. A. Art of'Converse Pref., Of this Treatise, I shall

only add, 'tis an Original. 1762-71 H. WALPOLE I'crtue's

Anecd, Paint. (1786) III. 221 He sold many of his pieces
for originals by Italian hands. 1823 SCOTT Diary 20 Nov.
in Lockhart

i
Both these great connoisseurs were very

nearly .. agreed that there are no absolutely undoubted
originals of Queen Mary.
5. A person who acts in an original way ;

one
who does things such as have not been done before

or are not commonly done (csp. of a ridiculous
j

kind) ;
a singular, odd, or eccentric person.

1676 WVCHERLEY PI, Dealer n. i, I hate imitation, to do
anything like other people. All that know me do me the
honour to say, I am an original. 1741 RICHARDSON Pamela 1

(1824) I. xlix. 379, I may be looked upon as an original in

my way. 1771 SMOLLETT Humph. Cl. 8 Nov., But my aunt
and her paramour, .formed, indeed, such a pair of originals, !

as I believe, all England could not parallel. 1824 SCOTT Sf.
Konans xvii, A friendship, .was therefore struck up hastily
betwixt these two originals. 1863 M. ARNOLD Ess. Crit.
iv. 131 This boy is a real original.

b. A thing of singular or unique character;
a specimen or example of originality, rare.

1727 POPE, etc. Art of Sinking 86 Our next instance is

certainly an original. 1850 SCORESBY Chcevcrs IVftalcm. \

Adv. i. 11859) I2 I" adventures. .almost every whaleman's
voyage i> an original.

6. fa.//. Original elements. Obs.
c 1400 tr. Secrcta Secret., Gw. Lordsh t 95 Of hem ys maatl

by lenghthe of tyme all maner of kynde of composisiouns
pat originals, minerals, vegitables, &bestyals. And originals

'

er what |>yng ysengelyd yn ^e entraillesof f>e erthe.and yn
Je depnesse of }>e sees, & in Cauees of hilles, & in fumositez

stoppyd & from vapours vpsteyinge. 1616 CAPT. SMITH
Descr. New Eng. 15 Her treasures hauing yet neuer beene

opened, nor her originalls wasted, consumed, nor abused.
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1667 MILTON /'.Z.. vi. 511 Up they turn 'd Wide the celestial

soil, and saw beneath Th' originals of nature in their crude
Conception.

b. //. Original inhabitants, settlers, etc. rare.

1703 PESN in Pa. Hist. Soc. Mem. IX. 205 If the coming
of others shall overrule us that arc the originals. Mod.
colloq. They are only recent members ; we're the originals.
Hence Ori g-in.ilist nonce-wd. = ORIGINAL ]i. 5.
1846 WORCESTER cites Month. I\cv. Hence in later Diets.

Originality (oridjinsc-liti). [ad. F. originality

(1699 '" Hatz.-Darm.), f. ORIGINAL: see -ITY.]
The quality or fact of being original.
1. The fact or attribute of being primary or first-

hand
; authenticity, genuineness.

1776 H. SWINBURNE 7Va-'..S'//xliii. 397 One of the most
valuable pictures in the uorlil. I do not know how Amiconi
came to doubt of its originality. 1881 WKSTCOTT 8: HORT
OX-.^.V. T. II. 9 An unsafe guide in the discrimination of
relative originality of text.

2. Thequnlity of being independent of and different

from anything that has appeared before
; novelty

or freshness of style or character.

1787 SIR J. HAWKINS Life Johnson^ His [Richardson's]
sentiments were his own; and.. he was so sensible.. of the

originality and importance of many of them, that he would
ever be talking of his writings. 1861 M. PATTISON l-'.ss. (1889)
I. 31 These essays have a character of originality beyond
their companions. i88a SCMAFK En>ycl. Keliff. f\'tto-.vl. II.

1204/1 Origen.. urges the originality of the person of Christ.

b. with//. An original trait, act, remark, etc.

1854 KMKRSON Left, fy Soc. Aims, Quot. $ Ori^. Wks.
(Bohn) III. 213 Whoso knows Plutarch, Ltician, Rabelais,
Montaigne, .will have a key to many supposed originalities.

1855 W- H. Ml l.l. Applic. Paalli. Pritie. ( 1 86 1 ) 96 Our author's

sagacity has effectually removed all such apparent origi-
nalities here.

3. As an attribute of persons : Exhibition of

original thought or action
;
the character of inde-

pendently exercising one's own faculties ; the power
of originating new or fresh ideas or methods.
1787 SIR J. HAWKINS Life Johnson 26p Of singularity it

may be observed, that, in general, it is originality; and
therefore not a defect. 1822 HAZI.ITT Tttdle-t, I. v. 103

Originality is the seeing nature differently from others, and
yet as it is in itself. 1839 HALLAM Hist. Lit. III. vi. 617
Shirley has no originality, no force in conceiving or delineat-

ing character. 1880 A. H. HUTH Buckle I. iv. 218 Originality
as understood by the vulgar is independence of the labours
of others. Kloil. A preacher of great originality.

Originally (pri'dsjinali),
adv. [-LY ^.]

1. In respect of origin, derivation, or causation;

by extraction or descent
; indigenously.

1490 CAXTON Encydos iv. 19 The habounduunce of hloode
whiche thou haste seen yssue oute of the trees . . is not

orygynally of thyse trees. 1509-10 Act I licit. ('///, c. 18
2 The Queue [shall} have like Habilitic. .as though she

had orygynally ben borne within this Realme. a 1619
FOTHKRBV Athcom. M. i. g 7 (1622) 185 Though instru-

mentally they be wrought by the Sun ; yet are they originally
wrought, onely by God. 1648 MII.TON Tenure Kings (1650)

19 The power ofkings was and is originally the peoples, and
by them conferr'd in trust, with liberty and right to reassume
it. 1698 A. BRAND F.inb. Muscovy to China 88 He is

originally a Mongul Tartar, of a brown Complexion. 1711
ADIMSON Spect. No. 69 p 5 Natural Historians tell us, that
no Fruit grows Originally among us. 1794 SI'LLIVAN l-'iew

Ntit. I. 121 Matter is supposed, originally, to consist of
minute divisible, or indivisible atoms. Mod. He is originally
German, but has long been naturalized in England.
2. In the first place, primarily.
'533 MORE Con/nt. Tindalc Wks. 734/1 Originally y"

scripture is knowen as Tindall hymselfe confesseth by none
other churche, as the faythe is originallye learned by none
other scripture. l646SlR

r

I'. BROWNE 1'srnd. Ef. n/Though
it originally respected the generation of man, yet is it apply,
able unto that of other animalls. 1783 HAM.ES Antiq. Chr.
Ch. iv. 1 18

' Dust to dust
',
which we consider as originally

a denunciation of the divine displeasure, was in the Stoical

system, a chief topic of consolation. 1875 JOWETT Plato
(ed. 2) IV. 497 Kducation is originally to implant in men's
minds a sense of truth and justice.

b. In its origin, beginning, or earliest stage; at

first, at the beginning, initially.

1651 HOUSES Lcviath. i. vii. 30 As for the Knowledge of

Fact, it is originally, Sense; and ever after, Memory. 1711
STEKLK Kpcct. No. 78 F 4 The Club of Ugly Faces was
instituted originally at Cambridge. 1774 PENNANT Tour
Scotl. in 1772. 251 Originally, .here were three noble globes.
1840 DICKENS Harn. Ruttge'l, The bricks.. had originally
been a deep dark red. 1881 HESANT & RICE Chapl. ofMeet
I. 156 My station, originally, was not lofty.

3. Krom the beginning, from the first.

1654 HKAMHALI. Just Vind. iii. (1661! 32 First, England is,

that is, originally, not shall be by vertue of this act. a 1871
GROTF. Etli. h'ragm. i. (1876) 14 The indefinite power which
each man originally possesses of hurting his neighbours.

1 4. Hy the person or author himself
; not in

a copy or transcript. Obs.
1661-2 MARVELI. Corr. Wks. 1872-5 11.77 Two. .petitions,

both alike originally subscribed.

5. In a manner or style that comes fresh from
the author

;
with originality, rare.

1882 OGILVIF, Originally, i. In an original manner; as,
the author treats this subject very originally.

Ori'giualuess. ran- 1

, [f. as prec. + -NESS.]
The

quality
or fact of being original ; originality.

1727 in BAILEY vol. II. 1761 Ace. of Rooks in Ann. Reg.
279/2 It would be extremely hard to conclude against the

general originalness of the performance.

Origiuant (orrd^inSnt), a. (s6.) [f. ORIGIN-ATE
v. + -ANT

; cf. militate, militant^ Originating.
a. That gives origin to something else.

ORIGINATE.

1647 M. HUDSON Div. Right Govt. n. ix. 129 The originant
principall end. .is the glory of God. 1825 COLERIDGE Aids
Reft. (1848) I. 209 No natural thing or act can be called

originant, or be truly said to have an origin in any other.

1832 l''rasi:r's Mag. VI. 336 In virtue of this originant power
of his will. 1868 W. G. T. SHEDD HomiletKS\.(iM$ 119
Not equal in true productive force, in real originant and

j

influential power.
b. Arising, taking its origin ;

= OKIGINARY 3.
1825 COLERIDGE Aids Rejl. (1873) 226 Sin originant, tin-

derived from without.

B. as sl>. Originating agent or influence.
1892 TKAILI. ftlrq. Salisbury xii. 187 The real originanl

of Irish disorder,

Originary (ori-dsinari), a. (sb.~] Now rare.

[ad. late I,. orJginari-us original, aboriginal, f.

origin-cm OKIGIN : see -ART.' Cf. F. originaire
i (1365 in Hatz.-Darm.).] A. adj.

t 1. That originates or springs from (of) the

, thing or place in question ; derived, sprung, or

having one's extraction from ; aboriginal, native
;

cf. OHIOIXAL, A. 2. Obs.

1594 Mirr. Policy (1599) I. liij, In such honors, offices and
dignities of a cittie, the originarie cittizens are to be pie-
ferred before strangers. 1633 K. ASHLEY tr. AVrrr/V Cochin

I C&ina l'i, Cochin China .. is called in the language of the

originarie inhabitants Anam, which is the 'West. 1685
BOYLE Iligk I'cnei-alion, etc. S 18 This heteroclite mineral
scarce seems to be ordinary of this world of ours. 1716
M. DAVIES Athcn. Hrit. III. Iliss. Drama 25 John Bird,
who was a Natif of Coventry, tho' ordinary of Cheshire.
2. That is the origin or source

;
from which

something originates; = ORHIIN.VI, A. 3.

1638 SANDYS On J,<lt 15 Remember I am built of clayl
and must Resolve to myorigin.iry Dust. 1678 NORMS Co/I.
Misc. (1699) 44 Take win^ uny soul' rind upwards bend thy
flight, To thy Originary fields of l/ight. 1862 !'. HALT.
llimlit 1'hilos. Syst. 69 The Originary atoms of earth, water,
fire, and air.

f 3. Arising directly ; primary, underived ;
=

ORIGINAL A. 4 a. Obs.

1679 LOCKE Jrnl. 15 Nov. in Fox Bourne Life (1876) I.

viii. 451 After October no more Originary agues, but such
as returned. 1716 M. DAVIES At/ten. />>/'/. III. 53 The
very Objections of the Ari.-ms against Christ's Originary
Divinity.
4. '

Productive, causing existence'. (J.)
1705 CHI YNI. Philos. 1'rinc. (J.I, The production of animals

in the original y way requires a certain degree of warmth.
5. Arising from or founded upon origin, rare.
18.. XC-M Trim cton Rtv. I. 34 (Cent.i Without ordinary

title to Palestine, they conceived that it became theirs by
his arbitrary bestovvment.

tB. sb. An aboriginal, a native. Obs.

1594 R. ASHLEY tr. Lots If Kay 33 The Indians.. did boast,

[

that they were the true Originarics. 1694 FALLI; Jersey v.

I

144 And the Originaries, or Nalives of the Isle, shall be

preferred before others to the Ministeiy. 1716 M. DAVIKS
At/ten. Brit. III. Diss. Physick 38 Melampus is said aUn
to have been an Originary of Pylos and a Travellour into

Egypt
Hence f Ori-ginarily rzi/zi., originally, primarily.
1610 UONNE rscudo-utartyr 181 Originarily, and funda-

mentally, the Scriptures of God informc vs, what our sub-
jection to the Church ought to be. 1611 COT.GR., Originaire.
went, originarily, originally.

t Ori-giuate, ///. a. Obs. rare. [As if f. L.

*origindt-us, pa. pple. of *orTginare. K. had the

corresponding pa. pple. origin^ in i6th c. (Gode-
froy). See next and ORIGINATION.] Originated,
founded, having its origin. (Const, upon = from :

cf. ORIGINAL A. 2 b, zAsofounded upon.)
1679 J. KID in Last ,S>*. J. King ff J. A'ii/(\6So) 23 My

Testimony to and Abhorrence of every Invasion .. against
Christs Royal prerogative, .. Originate upon and derivate
from that which they call the Supremacy.

Originate (orHgine't), v. [As if f. ppl. stem

*originat- of a L. vb. *orlginare (f. origin-em
ORIGIN), not in ancient I,., but perh. used in med.
or mod.L.

; cf. It. 01 iginare
'
to fetch his beginning

or originall' (Horio, 1598), Sp. and Pg. original-;
also obs. F. origin*; (i6th c. in Godef.) and

ORIGINATION.]
1. trans. To give origin to, give rise to, cause to

arise or begin, initiate, bring into existence.

'6S7-83 EVELYN Hist. Kelig. (1850) I. 54 The soul, as
seated more conspicuously in the brain, does by the originated
Neurology, give intercourse to the animal spirits. 1667
FLAVEL Saint Indeed (17541 23 Christ is.. the originating
root ; and grace, ..a root originated, planted and influenced

by Christ. 1767 T. HI'TCHINSON Hist. Mass. (1768) II. 335
The exclusive right of the house in originating grants. 1796
MORSE A iner. Gcog. I. 273 The bishops of the church . . form
a separate house, with a right to originate and propose acls
for the concurrence of the house of deputies. 1840 I. TAYLOR
Ane. Chr. (1842) II. vi- 212 Poetry does not originate, but it

adorns. 1878 R. W. DALE Lect. Preach, iv. 100 Men. .who
have originated remarkable religious movements.

t b. To trace the origin or derivation of; to

derive or deducefrom a specified source. Obs. rare.

1653 WATERHOUSE Apol. Learn. 9 The Holy Story origin-
ates skill & knowledg of arts, from God.
2. intr. To take its origin or rise; to arise, come

into existence, have its beginning, commence; to

spring, be derived. Const, from, in, with.

1775 Tender Father 1 1. 50 The scandal . . which I thought
must certainly originate from Mr. Selhy. 1790 Norman $
Bertlta\\. 71 LordOsgood. .well knew with whom this happy
alteration of manners originated. 1816 ]. SMITH Panorama
Sc. ft Art II. 253 On the supposition that the commotion
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ORIGINATED.

originates entirely within the earth. 1846 WRIGHT Ess.

Mid. Ages II. xvii. 173 A cycle of poetry., which originated

with the people, and rested with the people. 1885 Munch.
Exam. 10 July 4/7 The fire originated in the chemical room.

b. Anat., etc. To have its origin (locally) ; to

arise, spring (in or front) : cf. ORIGIN so. 2 b.

1799 Med. Jrnl. II. 167 Galen's opinion, that the veins

originated in the liver, had been exploded. 1874 CARPENTER '

Mtitt. Phys. I. ii. | 76 (1879) 79 The points whence the legs I

and wings originate.

Hence Ori'ginated />//.
a. (whence Orrginated-

ness), Ori-ginating ///. a.

Originating notice, a notice originating legal proceedings.

1835 I. TAYLOR A'//V. Despot, in. 89 A divinely originated

economy, 1862 F. HALL Hindu Philos. Syst. 53 The soul's

will, &c. cannot be eternal; for their originated ness is

evidenced by consciousness. 1881 Daily News 2-2 Nov. 5/7
The number of originating notices served in this district is

|

believed to be larger than in any other part of Ireland.

1886 Pall MallG. 10 Apr. 2/1 The solicitor's costs for all

proceedings from originating notice to final orders are ,

limited by the rules of the Land Commissioners to ten

shillings when the rent is under five pounds.

Origination (orid3ini*"j3n\ [a. obs. ^.origitta-

tion (i5thc. in Godefroy), ad. L. originatio 'deriva-
j

tion of words, tracing of origin
'

(Quintil.), n. of

action, as if f. a vb. *originare, original- : see i

ORIGINATE z>.]
The action or fact of originating.

1. a. Coming into existence, commencement (in

reference to its cause or source) ; rise, origin.

1647 JKR. TAYLOR Lib. Proph. vii. i29l'hat promise, .which

did not pertaine to Peter principally and by origination, and
to the rest by communication. 1649 Gt. Exeinp. i. Ad 5.

59 Here is origination enough for sin . . without charging our

faults upon Adam, a 1661 FULLER Worthies I. (1662) 47,

I begin with War, because Arms. .had a military Origina-
tion, a 1832 BKNTHAM Anarch. Fallacies Wks. 1843 II. 500
The original)**! of governments from a contract is a pure
fiction. 1885 SIR E. FKY in Law Times Rep. LI I. 67/2
The proceeding .. had, therefore, its proper origination in

the petition which the statute requires.

b. Anat. The fact of arising or springing from

some place or part ;
also concr., = ORIGIN sb. 2 b.

1666 J. SMITH Old Age x. 65 Those muscles . . notwith-

standing their origination may be. .from the back. *7*7 J 1

KEILL Aniin. Oecon. (1738) 170 Muscles whose Originations
are as far distant as the Ischinm. 1870 ROLLESTON Aniui.

Life 107 The origination of the post-abdominal ganglia.

2. The giving of origin ; bringing into existence ; ,

original production or causation.

1837 CAKLYLE Fr. R<.t'. HI. v. v, That old Scotch Body
named Lords of the Articles, without whose origination.,
the so-called Parliament could introduce no bill. 1851

CARPENTER Man. Phys. (ed. 2) 236 The origination of the

change by an impression acting on the central organ. 1856
FKOUDF, Hist. Kng, (1858) I. iii. 254 His notorious activity.,

may have easily connected him with the origination of

the plan.

t&. spec. Derivation (of a word), etymology.
Obs. (The only recorded sense of L. originatio.}

16x4 SELOEM Titles lion. Pref. d ij. How currant went that

idle Deduction of the Persian Sophi from Wpllen Tulipants?
It hauing origination in the Sophilar, Sophi, or Suffi. 1658
W. BURTON Itin. Anton. 24 We may by no means out of

our old British Tongue seek the Originations also of Townes
names in Africk. a 17x6 SOUTH Serin. (1744) XI. 92 The

origination of which word some take from the Hebrew. 1741
FIELDING Conversation Wks. 1784 IX. 362 Deduced from
the origination of the word itself.

Originative (ori'd^in^tiv, -<Hiv),0. [f.
ORIGIN-

ATE v. or its source : see -ATIVE, -IVE.] Having
'

the quality or power of originating; productive,

creative, inventive.

1827 I. TAYLOR Transm. Am. Rks. xv. (1875) 205 The
,

imitative, more than originative turn of the Roman mind.
]

i86a F. HALL Hindu Fhilos. Syst. 26 Consideration and I

meditation thereon, are originative of a knowledge of the

true nature of the soul. 1886 SHORTHOUSE Sir Percival 79
Persons of a not very originative habit of mind.

Hence Ori ffinatively adv.

1858 BUSHNELL Nat. <5> Supernal, iv. (1864) no Left to act

originatively.

Originator ^ori-d^intfit^j). [agent-n. in L.

form from ORIGINATE v.~\ One who (or that which)

originates something ;
an initiator, beginner, crea-

tor, author.
1818 LADY MORGAN Fl. Macarthy IV. iii. 140 An author,

an inventor, or an originator. 1871 TVLOR Prim. Cult. I.

34 A progressive movement in culture spreads, and becomes

independent of the fate of its originators, 1874 L, STEPHKN
Hours in Library 11892) I. vii. 253 He is an interpreter,
not an originator of thought.
So Ori-ffina tress, a female originator.
1860 WALT WHITMAN Broatiway Fragnt. iv. 6 The Ori-

ginatress comes, The land of Paradise, .the nest of birth.

II Origines (ori-d-jin/Yi , sb. pi. [L., pi. of origo

ORIGIN?) The original facts or documents on which

any historical or other work is founded.

1892 Nation (N. Y.) 15 Dec. 451/3 If a controversy had
not arisen at once as to the origines of the volumes.

t Ori'ginist. Obs. rare. [f. OKIGIN sb. + -IST.]

One who treats of the origin or beginning of things.

1675 R. BURTHOGGE Causa Dei 380 A Custom bottomed

upon the Great Originist, and that account he gives us of

the Genesis and Rise of things. 1694 Reason 104 The

great Originist, Moses.
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Originist, obs. form of ORIGENIST.

t Ori'ginize, v. Obs. rare. [f. ORIGIN sb. +

-IZE.] trans. = ORIGINATE v. I.

1657 J. SERGEANT Schism Dispaclit 186 To renounce

reason, because it is not originiz'd from his own invention, 1

but proposed first by another. 1665 Sure Footing 161
jHow the Revolt . . comes to be originiz'd. 1697 Solid

Philos. 218 Originized from some Pure Spirit or Angel.

t Ori'ginous, a. Obs. rare 1
. Native, natal ;

= ORIGINAL A. i. (? intended as a blunder.)

1633 B. JONSON Tale^
Tub i. ii, What, wisps on your

wedding-day, zon ! this is right Originous Clay, and Clay o' '

Kilborn too !

Origlion, obs. variant of ORILLION.

II Orignal (ori-nyal). [Canadian Fr., alteration

of Basque orcgna stag, pi. oregnac (Hatz.-Darm.)
Littre cites from Lescarbot Hist, de la Nouvcllc France

(1615) xx, that the Basques landing on the American coasts

gave to the American elk the name orcnac, and that orenac

in Basque meant 'stag'.]

A Canadian name of the American moose.

1775 J. ANOEKSON Ess. Agric. 462 In North America they
have a species of deer, called by the natives Orignial or

Aurignial. .probably the Moose-deer. 1787 JKKEERSON Notes
on Virginia 88 The animals called.. grey and black moose,

caribou, orignal, and elk.

II Ori'llion, oreillon. l-oriif. Also 7 oriiii-

oune, origlion, 7- orillon. [a . F. orillon (orj'yon),

oreillon ear-shaped appendage,
' ear

'

of any vessel,

etc., deriv. of oreille ear: cf. ORECCHION.] In

obsolete methods of fortification : A part of the

defence of a bastion, etc.
; see quots.

1647-8 COTTLREI.L Da-.'ilas Hist. Fr. (16781 524 trmrg.,
Orillons are the round shoulders at the ends of the faces

of Bastions next the Flanks, which cover the covered
Flanks ; little used in Holland, but much in Italy and
France. 1654 EARL MON.M. tr. Bentivoglio's Warrs Flan-
ders 325 A half Bulwark was thrust out from the Citadel

with a great Orillioune. Ibid., The abovesaid Orillion. 1658
tr. Partita's ll-'ars Cyprus 116 Origlion. 1696 PHILLIPS

(ed. 5), Orillon, a mass of Earth lin'd wilh a Wall, built

upon the shoulder of Bastions with Casemates to secure

the Canon in the retir'd Flank, and hinder it from being i

dismounted. 1723 Pres. St. Russia I. 302 Of four Bastions
j

every one has one Oreillon. 1853 STOCQUELER Mil. Encycl.,
Orillon, . . a projecting tower at the shoulder of a bastion,

covering the flank from exterior view.

Oriloge, -lage, obs. forms of HOKOLOGE.

Orilyeit, obs. form of OREILLET.

Orinasal ^o-'rin^
1

'zal) ,
a. (so. ) (erron. oronasal .

[f. L. ori-, comb, form of os, or- mouth + NASAL.]
'

Pertaining to the mouth and the nose ; spec, of

a vowel : Pronounced with the oral and nasal
|

passages both open, so as to resound in the mouth
and in the nose simultaneously, as the ' nasal

'

vowels in French, b. sb. An orinasal vowel.

1867 A. J. ELLIS E. E. Pronnnc. I. iii. 67 It is very dim-

cult to determine what is the oral basis of the orinasal

vowel, so strangely is it modified by the nasal vibration,
j

1887 in Encycl. Brit. XXII. 383/2 If the nasal passage
]

is left open at all the vowel is
'

nasalized ', and as it resounds

partly
in ihe nose and partly in the mouth it becomes an

orinasal'. 1892 Syd. Soc. Lex., Orinasal fistula, acorn- '

munication between the nose and the mouth by means
of a false passage through the arch of the palate. 1898
Allbutt's Syst. Med. V. 235 Creasote . . used for inhalation

in an orinasal respirator.

Oringado, Oringe, obs. ff. ORANGEADO,
OHAXGE. Oringo, obs. corrupt form of ERYNGO.

1658 Songs Costume (Percy Soc.) 164 Madam, here are

pistachie nuts, Strengthening oringo roots.

Oriol, obs. form of ORIEL.

Oriole (oTWl). [ad. med. and mod.L. oriolus

(i jth c. oryolus}, in OF. oriol, OPr. aitriol and

auriola, mod.Pr. auriaii, Sp. oriol: L. aureol-us

golden.]
1. A bird of the genus Oriolus, esp. 0. galbula

(the Golden Oriole), a summer visitor to Europe
and the British Islands, with plumage of a rich

yellow contrasted with black; also extended to

any bird of the family Oriolida-, comprising various

species of Europe, Asia, Africa, and Australia.

[^1250 ALBERTUS MAGNUS De Animal, xxm. xxiii, pryoli
aues sunt a tono vocis vulgariter sic vocati vt dicit Plinius.l

1776 PKNNANT Zool. (ed. 3) II. 532 The oriole. .This

beautiful bird is common in several parts of Europe. 1839

Penny Cytl. XV. 121/1 The genus Oriolus or true Oriole

of the present day. 1840 Ibid. XVII. 17/1 In our own
country the Golden Oriole has been found in Hampshire,
Devonshire, Cornwall, near Manchester, near Lancaster.

1848 Life Normandy (1863) I. 131 Another very pretty
bird

that is uncommon in England I mean the oriole. 1894
NEWTON Diet. Birds s. v., Another genus which has been

referred to the OriMJx . . is SphecKtheres. peculiar to the

Australian Region, and distinguishable from the more
normal Orioles hy a bare space round the eye.

2. A bird of the genus Icterus, as the Baltimore

Oriole (/. baltimore}, the Orchard Oriole (/.

spurius) ; or any bird of the family Ictcridx and

subfamily IctcriitK, peculiar to America, mostly
with yellow (or orange) and black coloration ;

also called iiaiignests or hangbirdi.
[1791 W. BARTRAM Carolina 302 Both species of the Balti-

more bird (oriolus. Linn, icterus, Cat.) are spring birds of

passage, and breed in Pennsylvania.] 1792 MARIA RIDDEI.L

Voy. Madeira 57 Two kinds of orioles . .arc found in Antigua.
1845 LONGF. To a Child 109 An oriole's pendent nest. 1850
WHITTIER Sabbath Scene 96 Wilh golden bosom to the sun,

ORISON.

The oriole was singing. 1854 R. B. SHARPE Handbk. Birds
Ct. Brit. 27 The so-called

'

Orioles
'

of America belonging
to a totally different family of birds, viz., the Icteridx.

Orion (orsi-jin). Astron. [L. Orion = Gr.

'(Ipiuv (T or f),
name of one of the Giants of

Greek mythology, a mighty hunter, slain by
Artemis, and of the constellation by which he was

represented.] Name of a large and brilliant con-

stellation south of the zodiac, figured as a hunter

with belt and sword. Orion's hound, the dog-

star, Sirius (S. E. of Orion).
1398 TREVISA Barth. De P. R. vm. xxiv. (1495) x v/2 Orion

is a moost notable Consteilacyon by cause of hugenesse and
also of fayrnesse, and it is shape in the ordre of sterres as

knighte gyrde wyth a swerde. 1490 CAXTON Eneydos xii.

46 The sygne of Oryon rendreth the watres to be protide
and cruelle. 1590 SPENSER /'. Q. l. iii. 31 Scorching flames

of fierce Orions hound. 1674 MOXON Tutor Aslron. led. 2)

ll. 70 The most Northerly Star in the Girdle of Orion doth

yet decrease in Declination. 1842 TENNYSON Locksley HalL
8 Great Orion sloping slowly to the West. 1868 LOCKYER
Eletn. Astron. \. 33 The great nebula of Orion is situated

in the part of the constellation occupied by the sword-

handle. Mod. The three stars of second magnitude in

Orion's Bell.

Orionid (orsitfnid). Astron. [f.
ORION + -ID,

female patronymic : cf. LEONID.] One of a system
of meteors whose radiant point is in Orion.

1876 G. F. CHAMBERS Astron. 799 The example [of Leonid]
has been followed in designating other meteor showers by
the constellations in which their radiant -points are situated ;

so that we have the . . Orionids of October 1 8-20. 1899 Edin.

Rev. Oct. 325 The well-known Orionid centre.

-orious, a compound suffix forming adjs., con-

sisting of -ous (L. -csus), added to L. -ori- in ori-us,

-a, -urn (see -ORY). Instances of this occur in

med.L., as in victori-ds-us, F. victori eux victorious,

f. victoria victory ; but most of the Eng. examples
are directly formed upon L. adjs. .actual or possible,

in -ori-us ;
e. g. censorious, meritorious, notorious,

proditorious. The sense is either the same as, or

closely akin to, that of adjs. in -ORY.

Oripore (o'rij.oj). Zool. [f. L. os, ori- mouth
+ PORE.] A pore or small opening representing
a mouth.
1846 DANA Zooph. (1848) 338 Indistinct seriate oripores.

Oririme ^o^riraim). Zool. [f.
as prec. + 1^.

ritna cleft, chink.] A cleft or narrow opening

representing a mouth.
1846 DANA Zooph. (1848) 284 A central pore or puncture

(orii ime\ marking the position of the mouth.

Oris, ol)s. form of ORRIS.

OrismologyCcrizmc'lodji). ran: [For *horis-

luology, f. Gr. uptakes definition + -LOGY.] A
name for the explanation of technical terms, or

for such terms collectively ; terminology.
1816 KIRBY & SP. Entomol. (1856) I. Pref. 13 The. Ter-

minology . . to avoid the barbarism of a word compounded
of Latin and Greek ; they would beg to call the Orismology
of Ihe science. 1839-47 Toon Cycl. Anat. III. 548/2 The

orismology of any particular branch of zoological science.

Hence Orismolo'gic, Orismolo'glcal adjs., per-

taining to orismology.
1826 KIKBV & Sr. Entomol. III. Advt. p. iv, The Ana-

tomical and Oiismological Tables. 1852 J. FREEMAN Life
n'illiain Kirby 311 Criticising and perfecting our ana-

tomical and orismological terms. 1882 OC.II.VIE, Orismolfgic.

Orison (c'rizan, -ssn). arch. Forms: a. 2-3

ureisun, 3-5 oreison, etc. (5 uresun, Caxton

oroyson), 3-6 oreson, etc., 6 orayson, orasoun,

6-7 orason, 6-9 oraison, 7 oraizon ; 0. 3-
orison. (3-7 -oun, oryson, etc., 4-6 urison, etc.,

4-7 horison, 5 orisson, urrysone, 6 Sc. wrisoun,

wriesone,6-8 orizon, 6 -one) : with interchanges

in 3-7 of i and y, and of -on, -un, -pun, -unit,

-oun, -own, with or without final e. [a. OF. orei-
.

sun, orison (I2th c.), now oraison (i6th c. in

Littre) = Pr. orazon, Sp. oration, It. orazione:

L. oration-em speech, oration, in Christian L. an

address to God, a prayer (Vulgate); n. of action

f. orare to utter words, speak, pray, f. os, or- mouth.

Ktymologically a doublet of oration.]

1. A prayer. (In later use chiefly in //. : cf. say
one's prayers?)
a. c 1175 Lamb. Han. 51 pe halie ureisuns be me singe{S in

halic chirche. a 1225 Ancr. R. 16 Sigge3 so al Se imne . .

& te oreisun,
' Dcus qui corda '. c 1290 S. Eng. Leg. I. 64/375

Al one in is oresones : here he lai wel stille. 1340 Ayenb. 51

He besynb his matyns and his benes and his oreysones.

1490 CAXTON /lo-.v to Die i Certayn oreysons and deuoute

prayers that they oughte to saye. 01533 '-" BERNERS

Huon xliii. 146 Whan he had made his oreson ther came
a sarazyn to Huon. 1615 G. SANDYS Trav. 36 The Captain
Bassa . . performing appointed oraisons and ceremonies. 1740
DYER Ruins p/ Rome Poems (1761) 21 The pilgrim oft ..

'mid his oraison hears Aghast the voice of time.

f. 1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 7196 As bis holiman adde is orison

ydo bere. < 1320 R. BRUNNE Medit. 361 pe same orysun (rat

he preyd byfore. 1382 WYCI.IK Dan. ix. 17 Now forsothe,

oure God, heere the orisoun of thi seruaunt. e 1386 CHAUCER
Pars. T. F 965 Of whiche orisons certes in the orison of the

Pater noster hath Ihesu Crist enclosed moost thyngcs.

1387-8 T. USK Test. Love ill. ix. iSkeat) 1. 92 Devoute

honsons & praiers to God. c 1420 Chron. I'ifad. St. 582 Wf
certeyne urrysones for hurre prayng. 1474 CAXTON Chesse

33 They wake alle the nyght in prayers and orisons, a 1578
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LINDESAY (Pitscottie) Chron. Scot. (S. T. S.) I. 349, I teichit

thame the dominicall wrisuun quhilk we call the Lprdis
prayer. 1589 GREENE Menaphon (Arb.) 50 Manie orizons

[she made] to Hymieneus. 1602 SHAKS. Haw. in. i. 89
Soft you now, The faire Ophelia ? Nimph, in thy Orizons Be
all mysinnes remembred. 1667 MILTON P.L. xi. 137 When
Adam and first Matron Kve Had ended now thir Orisons.

1797 MRS. RADCLIFFE Italian xv, Remember me in your
orisons. 1812 BYRON C/i. liar. \. xli, Three tongues prefer

strange Orisons on high. 1868 MILMAN St. PtiuCs vii. 144
Provided for the due celebration of these inestimable orisons.

Comb. 1653 UKQUHAKT Rabelais i. xxi, To the same place
came his orison-mutterer.

b. Without an or //. : The action of praying,

prayer. Now rare.
c 1350 O. Kent. Serin, in O. E. Misc. 28 Stor, for holy

urisun. Mirre, for gode werkes. a 1300 Cursor M. 15623
To-quils he lai in orisun. 1483 CAXTON Cato F iv, There by
the space of twenty dayes as he was in ory^on. 1572 Lament.
Lady Scoff, in Scot. Poems \bth C. II. 246 Thus to disdane
the hous of orisoun. 1860 PI'SEY Min. froph. 19 The soul
hath in orison familiar converse with God.

t 2. A speech, oration. Chiefly .SV. Obs.
143<>-4o LYDG. RocJias vi. xv. (1554) 161 b, Through his

language, this sayd Tullius Reconciled by his soote Orisons.

1549 Compl. Scot. vi. 43 The prencipal scheiphinle maid
ane orison

tyl
al the laif of his conpany^pns. 1603 Philotus

Ixv, >ovr Orisoun sir sounds with sic skil In Cupids Court
as 56 had bene vpbrocht.

Orison, -soun, -sont(e, obs. ff. HOUIZON.

Oristic (ori'stik), a. rare. [ad. Gr. apiarix-vs
of or for denning.] Determinate!? expressed. So
Ori sticosemei'otic a. [(Jr. ffij^fKur IK-OS ob-

servant of signs].
1811-31 BKNTHAM Logic App. B. Wks. 1843 VIII. 287

Oristic, and aoristic, or more expressively, oristicosemeiotic
and aoristicosemeiotic, determinately and indeterminately
expressed.

-Orium, suffix^ the neuter sing, ending of L.

adjs. in -orius (sec -ORIOUS, -ORYJ, used sbst. in

the sense 'place for or belonging to, thing used

for, requisite', as in auditorium place for hearing,

prm&rmm general's tent, promontorium headland,

repositdrium dumb-waiter, scriptorium writing-
room, sensorium organ of sensation (Roethius).
The Kng. form of these words, taken through
Norman Fr. -art, is -ORY

;
but some of the Latin

words have been taken into historical or learned
use in the L. form, as auditorium, prxtoritimt

sanatorium, scriptorium, scnsoriutu, and after these

others, as haitstorittm, inclinatorium, inditctorium,
etc., have been formed as scientific terms.

Orix, obs. form of ORYX.
Orizon(t, orizunt, obs. forms of HORIZON.

Orki^e, Orkanet, obs. var. ORO, OBCANETTE.
Orken, an adaptation of *orcen assumed as sing,

of orcneas in rieowtdf,(?) monsters or sea-monsters.
'Tiooo Beowulf \\-2 Eqtenas and ylfe and orcneas. 1855

THORPK tr. Bc<rn'uff22$ Thence monstrous births all sprang
forth, eotens, and elves, and orkens.

f O'rkey. Obs. [Corruption of Du. oortken, dim.
of oort

t
a small coin : cf. next.] (See quot.)

1660 HKXHAM, Ecu Oort t ofte Oortken, An Orkey, or the
fourth part of a stiver, or two Doits. 1708 T. WARD Eng.
R?f. (1710) i. 131 The poorest of 'em Could scarcly wrest
an Orkie-from him.

t Orkyn. Obs. rare
- !

. =
prec.

1542 UIULL Erasm. Apofili. {1877} 91 They that goo
about to bye an yerthen potte, or vessell for an orkyn, dooe
knocke vpon it with their knuccle.

Orl, dial, form of oli\ air, ALDEII, the tree.

\c 1440 : see ORYELI.K.] 1747 R. BOWI.KKR Art ofAngling
27 This Hedge ought to be made chiefly of Orls. 1804
DUNCUMB Hist. Hereford I. Gloss. vE. D. S.), OH, the wood
alder.

Hence Orl-fly, ellipt. Orl, the alder-fly, Sia/is

lutarius, used by anglers.
1747 R. BOWLKER Art ofA nglin% 69 The Orle Fly., is the

hot Fly to Fish with after the May Flyes are gone. 1787
BEST Angling (z&. 2) 115 The Orl fly comes on the latter

end of May and continues on till the latter end of June.
1875 W. HOUGHTON Brit. Insects 64 The well-known orl

or Alder-fly (Sialis lutarius).

Orlache, -age, -ager, obs. ff. HOROLOGE, -KR.

Orle (il). Also6urle. [a, Y.orle, OF. urle,
ourle : late L. type *oruhtm, dim. of ora border;
It. orlo border, hem. Cf. URLE v.]
1. Ifer. A narrow band of half the width of the

bordure, following the outline of the shield, but

not extending to the edge of it.

1610 GUILLIM Heraldry \\. vii. (1611)65 The Orle.. is an
ordinarie composed of a threefold line duplicated admitting
a transparencie of the field thorowout the innermost area
or space therein enclosed. 1830 ROBSON Hist. Her. Gloss.,

Orle, an inner bordure of the same shape as the escutcheon
itself. ..The field being seen within and round it, on both
sides. 1871 RUSKIN Kmflfi A'. 2^5 The Orle, a narrow
band following the outline of the shield midway between
its edge and centre, is a more definite expression of en-
closure or fortification by moat or rampart.

b. A band of small charges arranged round the

shield orlewise. Hence in orle, said of subordinate

charges thus borne.

i7 BOSSEWELL Armorie n. 43 K. beareth Or, a Lyon
Seiante, Sable, within an Orle d'Ogresses. 1587 KLKMING
Contn. Holinshed III. 1370/1 He beareth azure, a crosse
forme fiche or, within an vrle of stars or. 1610 GUILLIM

Heraldry in. iii. (ifin) 88 These stars are said to bee borne

in Orle or Orle waies. 1786 W. BOYS Coll. Hist. Sandwich
(1792) 797 The same legend of St Martin within a yuatre-
foil, with four demi-ships conjoined with four demi-Hons in

orle. 1864 BOUTELL Her. Hist. % l>op. vii. 32 Sometimes
a series of separate charges form an Orle.

c. The chaplet or wreath round the helmet of
a knight, bearing the crest.

1834 PLASCHE Brit. Costume 186 A bascinet.. having. .the

lining or cap within, and the orle or chaplet without.

2. The metal rim of a shield. In mod. Diets.

f3. Arch. See quots. and cf. ORLO. Obs.

1706 PHILLIPS s.v., In Architecture, Orle is the same with
Plinth, 1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl, t Orle.. in architecture, a
fillet under tlie ovolo, or quarter-round of a capital.

Hence O'rlewlse, -ways, </ZAT., in orle : see i b.

1610 GUILLIM Heraldry n. vi. (1611) 66 Borne OrlewaUe
or in Orle.

Orleanist ^Ml/anist). [a. F. Orttaniste, f.

local name Orleans : see next and -IST.] In

French politics : An adherent of the princes of the

house of Orleans, descended from the Duke of

Orleans, younger brother of Louis XIV, whose
descendant Louis Philippe reigned as King of the

French, 1830-184^. Also attrih. or as adj.
1848 \V. H. KELLY tr. /,. Blanc's Hist. Ten V. I. 235 It

had been the focus of Orleanist and Bonapartist conspirat i< .-.

1870 Standard 16 Nov., The legitimists, the Orleani.sts,
the Republicans, the Napoleonists, are arrayed in one rank.

So O'rleanism, the political principles of the

Orleanists
;
Orleanrstic a., pertaining to or of

the nature of the Orleanists.

1865 tr. Strauss' New Life Jesus II. n. liii. 10 Possessed,
so to say, with an Orleanistic spirit.

Orleans '^ul/an/). [Name of a city in France,

giving the title to a dukedom,]
1. A variety of plum.
1664 KVKI.YS Kal. /fort. (1729) 233 Fruit-Trees . . for a

moderate Plantation : . , Newington, excellent. Oi Ifan--,

Persique. 1770 FOOIF. Lame Lover in. Wks. 1799 II. So
The green gages, or the Orleans. 1860 PIKSSK Lab. Client.

Wonders 121 Orleans, greengages, damsons, and all plum*..
attrtb, 1761 FiTZGKRAi.n in /*////. Trans. LI1. 71 The

main arms of an Orleans plumb-tree. 1771 MAD. D'AKHI.AY
Early Diary, Let. to M. Allen t I.. desire that I may have
a boil d Orlean plomb pudding for my dinner.

2. A fabric of cotton warp and worsted weft,

brought alternately to the surface in weaving.
According to Keck, Draper's Did., introduced in 1837,

and the first fabric of the kind known in England.
1844 G. I)ODI> Textile Manuf. iv. 137 There are two kinds

of stuff now made, called
' Orleans

'

and * Paramatta
'

(why
so named, it would probably be difficult to say) apparently
formed of worsted, but the weft only is of worsted, the

warp being cotton.

Orlege, Orleger, obs. ff. HOKOLOGE, -EH.

II Orlo (p'do). Arch. fit. orlo border, brim,

hem, etc. : see ORLE.] a. The fillet between the

flutings of a column, b. The plinth of the base

of a column.

1613-39 I. JONKS in Leoni Palladia's Archil. 0742) II. 50
The Orlo, Brim, or Spaces are i of the Fluting. 1715 LKONI
Palladia's Arc/tit. (.1742) I. 21 Orlo, or Plinth ofUK Ha^e.

Orloge, Orloger: see HOROLOGE, HDROLOUKR.

Orlop 1
(p'lVp). Forms: a. 56 over-loppe,

(.SV. 5 ou;e)r-lop), 6-7 -lop, 7 -loop, -lope. 0. 6

orloppe, or e)loope, oarlop, 7 orelop, orlopp,
arloup, 7-8 orlope ;

S horlop ; 7- orlop. 7. .S< .

5-7 ou^e)rloft. [a. Du. overloop a covering,
'

oner-loop van ftcJup, fori, tabulata natiium con-

strata, per qure nauta: feruntur' (Kilian, 1599),
f. overloopen to run over : see OVER and LEAF ^.]

Originally, the single floor or deck with which the

hold of a ship was covered in, which, by the

successive addition of one, two, or three complete
decks above, became the lowest deck of a ship of

the line
; sometimes applied to the lowest deck of

a steamer or ship with three or more decks.
The orlop was not usually reckoned in nomenclature as

a ' deck '; when a ship had two complete floors these were
called orlop and deck ; when three floors, they were orlop,
lower, and upper deck ; when four floors, orlop, lower,
middle, and upper deck. See DECK sb. lint .sometimes orfap
is' found in the general sense of

* deck
',
and applied in the

pi. to both (or all) the decks present at the time.

1467 Sc. Acts Jas. 7//(i8i4) 87 And at the maisteris Cure
na guidis vpon his ouerlop [1597 14 ouer-loft] the quhilk it

he tlo, tha gudis sail pay na fraucht, nor na gudis vnder
the ourlop [ouer-loft] to scot nor lot with tha gudis in cas
thai becastin. 1496 Naval Ace. Hoi. /*//( 18961 i76Tymbre
.. under the Ovyloppes & Alawe in the seid Ship. Ibid.^
Forcastell, the overloppe, the somercastell, the dekke ovyr
the somercastell, ^ the

pope. 1578 T. N. tr. Cong. II'. India
23 Other three ships .. All the residue were small without

overloppe, and vergantines. 1578 KOUKNE Inventions 3
You may make a plaine Decke or Orloppe, that hnth but

plaine hatches. 1598 W. PHILI.ICS Linschotcn (Haklnyt
Soc.) II. 179 One side of the upper part of the ship,
between both the upper Oarlops. where the great boat lay,
burst out. 1611 COTGR., TillaCi the Orelop or Arloup; or,
more generally, the hatches of a ship. 1627 CAPT. SMITH
Sfainan's Gram. \\. 3 When they are planked vp to the

Orlop they make the ships Howie. Ibid. 5 The fir*t Orlop
..is the first floore to support the plankes doth couer the
Howie. Ibid. 6 The third Decke or Orlop, or the third
Decke which is newer called by the name of Orlop, and yet
they are all but Decks. 1658 PHILLIPS, (VA?/, a Term in

Navigation, signifying the second and lower deck of a ship.
1741 WATSON in Phil. Trans. XL II. 67 Bringing Air from
the I'read-room, Horlop and Well of the Ship at the same

time. 1859 ^/*-'*"-"- Marine Mag. (1860) VII. 16 The stream
anchor . . was stowed in the after orlop. 1878 BKSANT &
RICE Celia's Arb. xxii. (1887) 164 To roam about in the dim
silences of the lower deck, the twilight of the orlop; ,. and
to gaze down the impenetrable Erebus of the hold.

y. ^1470 HENKV Wallace x. 882 Wallace.. A man hestraik
our burd in to the se ; On the our loft he slew son othir

thre. 1513 DOUGLAS sEncis v. xi. 122 The flamb wpkend-
ling blesis braid at large Throw hechis. ouerloft. air, and
payntit targe, c 1614 SIR W. MURE Dido fy sKaeas in. 278

that I had their sbipps once set on fire And ov'rlofts all

with flaming firebrands fill'd.

b. atlrib.

1623 WHITBOL'RNE Newfoundland 76 Two tho->and of

good Orlop nailes. 1758 J. HLAKK Plan Mar. Syst. 3 If

more room be wanted the orlop deck may be enlarged.
1869 SIR E. RKKD Shipbiiilii. xi.x. 423 Vessels over 24 feet

in depth are required by Lloyd's to nave orlop beams on
every sixth frame. 1892 Daily Xcivs 24 Feb. 6/8 It is

believed that by battening down the orlop deck in the after

part uf the .ship they will succeed in floating her.

t Orlop -. 00S* [? for overlap^ The turned-

up edge of a sheet ol* lead, bent over the edge
of the adjoining sheet in making a joint.

1703 T. N. City -V C. Ptu\h. 192 The Orlop i-. about -\\

Inches of the edge, (next to the Slander) of the other Sheet,
raisM up in the same manner as the Slander.

Orly, orely, obs. fonns of KARLY.

t O'rmasi. &. Obs, See also ARMOSIE. A
fabric, prob. the same as AKMU/KEN, nnd ori^.
identical with OHMI/INK.
1566-7 Prcc. Trctis. in Chalmers Mary (iSiol I. 207

Of Ormaise tafTutis to lyne the bodeis and vclevi-, of the

gouue, ami velit.otte. 1566 in Hay Fleming Mary Q. ff
Scots (1897) 505 Item of ormasi taffatis vj elle. 1567 Ibid.

511 Ofblak ormasi i elle.

f Orme. Obs. rare. (Sec qnol.)
1688 K. HOLMI-: Armoury n. 05 'i The ( 'mie, is the same

to husk. Ibid, 117/1 Orme ur hu.sk [is] the thing Fl<nv(.rs

grow out off.

Onuer (^umoj, o'imgT). [Jersey and Gin. ui.-cy

Fr., F. ortnicr
y
contracted from orcillc-de-nicr^ or

ad. L. aitns maris sea-car, from its resemblance to

the ear (I.ittre).] The Sea-car; a species of uni-

valve mollusc, Ualiotis tti/'cnnlata, specially aljun-

dant in Guernsey, where it is used as food. Hence
extended to nil species of Ualiotis.

1672 SIR C. LYIIKI.ION in Hat(on Lorr. (Caniden* Et Y
ormers were thought most excellent mcate. 1694 FM.I.I,

Jersey Si. 74 We have U!MD the ( )riner, wbii b is a FLsh scarce

known out of ihe^e Islands Onncr . .\^ a Contraction of

Orcille de Mcr... It lias no Under-^hell like the ( >y>ter, but

the Fish clingeth to the Rock with the Hack, and the Shell

covers the Belly. 1837 M. I'ONOYAN Dom, /-,'>. II. 169
The oriner, a shell-fish, has been compared to veal-cutlet.

1856 WOODWARD Molln^t.a in. 425 Onnets..niay be removed
from the rocks to which they adhere by throwing a little

warm water over them. 1873 M. COLLINS .SV/w//r Silt/tester

II. xvi. 201 The ormer is the most delicious of univalves.
"

b. atlrib.

1755 H. \VALI-OI.K Lc(t., to Kentley 31 Oct. (18461 III. 167,
1 shall thank you for the Ormer shells and roots.

tOrmete, a. Obs. [OK. or-mxte,i. OR-, with-

out, beyond + mxtc moderate, mean, f. mctan to

measure.] Measureless, immense, excessive.
fiooo ^ELFIUC How. II. 164 pa?r la:^ fla sum ormacta stan.

a iioo O. E. Citron, an. 1001 (Laud MS.) pa ^esomnode man
ba;r ormaete fyrde of Defenicces folces. cixoo ORMIN 238
PUSS hafeb^ Drilihtin don wij>jj me purrh hiss orrmete niillce.

//'/(/. 13687 And shulenn unnderrfon..Orrmete pine inn belle.

tO'rmod, a. Obs. [OE. or-m6d (= OlKi.

urrmiot'), f. OK-, without + ;;/t?V, mind, courage,

MOOD.] Without spirit; despondent, despairing.
c88& K. ^"LFRKD Bocth. viii, Se 5e hine forbenc(5 se beS

ormod. c 1000 Joshua ii. 9(Heptat.) Dis folc is ^eir^ed and

ornipd on^ean eow. ^1175 Lamb. How. 105 pet we on

unilimpan to ormode ne beon.

Ormolu (/J-JmoI/?). [a. F. or tnoultt, lit.

'ground gold'.] Originally, Gold or gold-leaf

ground and prepared for gilding brass, bronze, or

other metal; hence, gilded bronze used in the

decoration of furniture, etc. Now, An alloy of

copper, zinc, and tin, having the colour of gold.
1765 H. WAM-OLE Lett., to If. S. Conivay 6 Oct. (1846) V.

82 A large funnel of bronze with or itioulu, like a column.

1778 Eng-. Gazetteer (ed. 2) s. v. Rirniinghaiit) Their orna-

mental pieces in Or-Moulu are highly esteemed all over

Europe. iBtg^Jcf 59 Gee. ///,c. 52. g 36 Any Articles., orna-

mented with or manufactured wholly or partly of Or Moulu.

1831 CARLYLK.V<X;^. J\cs. i. iv, A whole immensity of Brussels

carpets, and pier-glasses, and or-moulu. 1852 MOTLEY Corr.

(1889) I.v. 138 Cabinets and caskets of every age, of mother-

of-pearl, agate, amber, ivory, buhl and ormolu. 1875 Ure's

Diet. Arts III. 461 Qr-tiiolU) a bra>s in which there is less

zinc and more copper than in the ordinary brass ; the object

being to obtain a nearer imitation of gold than ordinary
brass affords.

b. attrib. and Comb., as ormolu clock
;
ormolu-

varnish, a copper, bronze, or imitation-gold varnish,
also called

' Mosaic gold*.
18*5 C. M. WESTMACOTT English Spy I. 334 Enriched with

ormolu chasings. 1843 BARHAH Ingot. Leg., Bloudie Jackc
xiv, To gaze at your vases, Your pictures and or-molu clocks.

t Ormnzi lie. Obs. A fabric brought from

Ormuz, near the entrance of the Persian Gulf,

a famous mart of the Portuguese in the i6th c.

Probably the same originally as ARMO/KEN; see

also ORMASI.
1625 PURCHAS Pilgrims \\. 1432 VcrV Eod Ormuzenes, and

Persian Carpets of a wonderful! finenesse.
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t Orn, ouru c, v. Obs. [ME. oume corre-

sponds in form to an OF. *ouftter:L,. ornare to

fit out, equip, adorn ;
but as the simple vb. is not

cited in OF., which had the compound aoitrner (see

ADORN), the ME. word was app. either an aphetic
form of aottrne, or directly from L. with the vowel

conformed to Qitrncment, ORNAMENT, and the

earlier aourne, anonrne. It is noticeable that the

orig. \Vycli ffite version of 1382, in the O. T. por-

tion, often has the fuller anonnie, etwurnc, which

Purvey changes to ourne. The ip-i6th c. orn is

conformed to F. orner or L. ornare^
trans. To adorn, ornament.

138* WYCLIF Tit. ii. 10 That thei ourne [1388 onoure] In

alle thingis the doctryn of oure sauyour God. i Pet.
iii. 5 Holy wymmen. .not in ouruement of clothinge ourneden
..hem silf. 1388 Gen. xxiv. 47 Y hangide eere ryngis to
ourne his face [1382 to honourefa. r. anoure)the face of Mr].

Prov. xv. 2 The tunge of wise men ourneth [1382
enhourneth] kunnyng. c 1440 Gesta Rom. i. Ixvi. 305 (Harl.
MS.) Sepulcris. .ben niaade faire withoute, And rially ornyd
with precious clothing of silke and of palle. c 1449 PECOCK
Rcpr. 193 Kny unquyk stok or stoon graued and ourned
with gold and othere gay peinting. 1545 JOYE Exp. Daft.
ii. Argt. (R.\ God stered vp prophetes and orned his chirche
with great glory. 1588 A. KING tr. Canisiits' Caiech. K ivb,
Was orned in Christ lesus. .with ane croune of iustice.

Hence fO'rned,ourned///.., adorned; fO "ril-

ing:, ourning vbl.sb. and///. a., adorning.
138* WYCLIF i Pet. iii. 3 Not with, .curious ournyng of

h tier., or ournyng of clothinge, 1545 JOYE Exp. Dan. iii.

I) vij b, The preciouse decent orned ymage.
Orn, obs. pa. t. of OE. yrnan, rinnan, to Rt"N.

OrnabHity. ran. [f, *ornable
((. L. ornare to

fit out, equip, adorn : see -BLE) + -m*.] Capability
of being adorned or used ornamentally.
1811-31 BKNTHAM Eragm. Univ. Grant. Introd., Proper-

ties, .desirable, .in every language.. Ornability, i. e. facility
of being made subservient to the purpose of ornamenL
- Ess. Lang. iv. 6 Of Ornability or Decorability.

t O'rnacy. Obs. [f. ORNATE a. : see -ACT 3.]
The quality of being ornate, ornateness.

1526 SKKLTOS Ma^nyf. 1549, ' am supposed Of your
language .. Pullyshyd and fresshe is your ornacy. 1540
MORYSISE I'ives

1

Introd. Wysd. F v b, This world,e, is.. an
house, or a temple of God, which of nought be brought forth

into this shappe and ornacy, that it now is in. 1606 UIKNII;

Kirk-Bnritul (1833) 28 Under these three conditions (to wit,
of amplitude, ornacy, and vnprostitude chastity to any other

use) it becomes a Kirk.

Ornament (punament'
1

,
sb. Forms : 3 -4 urne-

ment, (4 vrnment , 4-5 ournement, 46 orne-
ment

; 5 ournament, 5- ornament, [a. OF.
ourneincnt, orncnicntj ad, L. orndmcnt-uni equip-
ment, trapping, ornament, f. ornare : see OHN

z;.]

1 1. Any adjunct or accessory (primarily for use,
but not excluding decoration or embellishment) ;

equipment, furniture, attire, trappings.
Obs.

a 1225 After. R. 302 And makede hire ueir..mid alle \>c

ueire urnemenz |>et bitocnefl blisse. 1340 Aycnh, 140 Hy
hise agrayjieb and azet mid alle hire ournemens. c 1386
CHAUCER Clerk's T. 202 And eek of othere aornementes
I"', rr. aournementes, ornamentcs] alle That vn-to swich a

weddyng sholde falle. 1398 TREVISA Rarth. De P. R. v.

xxviii. 11495) 137 The hande is a grete helpe and ornament
of the body. 1565-73 COOPER Thesaurus, Afhistrc,. .the

tackling or ornaments of a ship. 1591 SHAKS. i Hen. i 'f, v.

i. 54 The simime of money which I promised . . For cloathing
me in these graue Ornaments. ci6u CHATMAN Iliad xi.

450 A surgeon is to be preferr'd, with physic ornaments,
Before a multitude. 16. . R. JOHNSON Seven Champions n.
iv. (1670) K j, All attired in black and mournful Ornaments.
i68a R. BURTON Admir. Curios. (1684) 3 Most of her

(England's] other Plenties and Ornaments are expressed m
this old verse following. Anglia t Afons, Ponst /-'ons, Eccle-
sia, I-'atmina, Lana. 1747 GOULD Eng. Ants 50 The Head
with its Ornaments, and the Legs regularly placed, first

make their Appearance.
b. Eccl. The accessories or furnishings of the

Church and'its worship : see quot. 1857.
13.. E. E. Allit. P. I!. 1284 Wyth alle be vrnmentcs of

hti hous [the Jewish Temple 1
. Ibid. 1709 pe fyl|e of Je

freke. .defowled hade f>e ornementes of goddez hous J>at holy
were maked. 1-1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) xi. 43 With many
oj>er ournementx and clethlng of Aaron and of J?e tabernacle.
1470-85 MALORY Arthur \\\\. xv, The other held a crosse
and the ornementys of an aulter. 1482 Monk of Eves/uiin
(Arb.) 49 Thoo thyngys that were necessarye to the orna-
mentys of alle the chyrche, as yn lyghtys or any othyr
thyngys. 1486 Act 3 Hen. I'll, c. g Chalice, Books, Vest-
ments, and other Ornaments of holy Church. 1559 Act i

Eli*, c. 2 25 (Act Uniformitie Com. Prater), That suche
ornaments of the Churche, and of the ministers therof,
shalbe reteined and be in v>e as was in this Churche of
England, by aucthority of Parliament, in the second yere of
the raygne of Kyng Edward the vi. vntil other order shalbe
therm taken. 1565 in Eng. Ch. Furniture (Peacock 1866)60
Thinventarie of all the popishe ornamentes that remaynid in
the Church of CaUterworth at anie tyme sens the deathe of
the late Qtiene Marie. 1857 Deer's. Privy Council \\\ Blunt
Annot. Prayer-bk: p. Ixv, The term 'ornaments' in Eccle-
siastical law is not confined, as by

modern usage, to articles
of decoration or embellishment, but it is used in the larger
sense of the word ' ornamentum '. . . In modern times, Organs
and Bells are held to fall under this denomination.

c. Ornaments rubric^ the rubric which stands

immediately before the Order for Morning and

Evening Prayer in the Book, of Common Prayer ;

so called as referring to the 'ornaments* to be

used in the Church. (Cf. 1559 in b.)

1871 Law Rep. Adm. & Eccl. Crts. III. 69 The ornament
rubric in the prayer book set forth by authority of the
statute. 1888 GLADSTONE in igth Cent. Nov. 767 They
[Q. Eliz. and Govt.J suffered the ornaments rubric to lie

partially dormant, but they kept it in force.

2. Something employed to adorn, beautify, or

embellish, or that naturally does this
;
a decoration,

embellishment.

1388 WYCLIF Judith x. 3 And sche took ournementis

[1382 onournemens] of the armes, and lilies. .and ournede
hir silf with alle hir ournementis. (1460 FORTESCUE Abs.fy
Lim. Mon. vii. (1885) 125 Rich stones.. and o^er juels and
ornamentes conuenyent to his estate roiall. 1495 Trcvisas
Barth. De P. R.\. xv. (W. de W.) h j b/2 The berde is the

hyghnes and ournament of marines face. 1591 SHAKS.
i Hen. 1 7, iv. i. 29 Or whether that such Cowards ought
to weare This Ornament of Knighthood [the garter], yea
or no? 1665 BOYLE Occas. Re/I. iv. iv, The Blossoms are
in themselves great Ornaments to a Tree. 1751 JOHNSON
Rambler No. 170 . 3 My mother sold some of her ornaments
to dress me in such a manner as might secure me from

contempt. 1833 L. RITCHIK \\~and. by Loire 178 Formerly
the chateaux were the ornaments of France. 1851 D. WIL-
SON Preh. Ann. (1863) II. in. v. 140 Tores, head-rings, arm-

lets, and other personal ornaments. 1875 JoWBTT Plato
(ed. 2) III. 130 Mere narration, when deprived of the orna-
ments of metre.

b. Jig. A quality or circumstance that confers

beauty, grace, or honour.

1560 UAUS tr. Slcidane's Co>nt. 4 b, Amonge other orna-

mentes of the house of Saxony, this was ever propre unto it,

greatly to favour Religion. 1611 UIULK i Pet. iii. 4 The
ornament of a meek and quiet spirit.

c. A person who adorns or adds lustre to his

sphere, time, etc.

X573 (' HARVKV Letter-bk. (Camden) 53 Thos singular
men, the late ornaments of Cambridg and the glori of Pem-
brook Hal, 1595 SPENSER Col. Clout 500 She is the orna-
ment of womankind. 1681 PftlDEAUX Lett. (Camden) no
An ornament to the University. 1774 WARTOS Hist, Eng.
Poetry Uiss. ii. (1840) I. p. cxx, A most distinguished orna-
ment of this age was John of Salisbury. 1896 Laiv Times
C. 488/2 Like so many other ornaments of the Scotch Bench
and Bar, John Inglis was a son of the manse.

3. The action of adorning or fact of being adorned ;

adornment, embellishment, decoration (///. or_/&
r
.);

that in which this is embodied or consists.

1596 SPENSER /". Q. iv. ii. 30 Courage .. Approved oft In

perils manifold, Which he atchiev'd to his great ornament.
1611 TOURNEUR Ath. Trag. i. ii. Wks. 1878 I. 15 Accomple-
ments are more for ornament Then use. 1667 MILTON /'. L.
v. 280 The pair that clad Kach shoulder broad, came mantling
o're hia brest With regal Ornament. 1739 HUME Hum. Nat.
(1874) I. Introd. 307 The improvement or ornament of the
human mind. 1817 J. SCOTT Paris Rc~'is, (ed. 4) 245 There
was no beauty, .either of artful ornament, or natural wild-
ness. 1883 L. F. DAY Every-Day Art i, Ornament is the
Art of every Day.

b. Mere adornment
;
outward show or display.

1596 SHAKS. Merch. V. in. ii. 74 So may the outward showes
be least themselues : The world is still deceiu'd with orna-

ment. Ibid. 97 Thus ornament is but .. The seeming truth

which cunning times put on To intrap the wisest.

Ornament (^Jname'nt, frjnamemt), v. [f. OR-
NAMENT st>. Cf. mod.F. (i 9th c.) ornementer.]
trans. To furnish with ornament, to make orna-

mental ; to adorn, deck, embellish, beautify.
17350 Porn Iliad xviii. Observ. 1457 The Divisions, Pro-

jections, or Angles of a Roof are left to be ornamented at

the Discretion of the Painter. 1740 DYCHE & PARDON, Orna~
went, to set off, beautify, enrich, make handsome. 1758
I'LACKSTONE Study of^

Law in Cotntn. Introd. i. 26 It

will ornament and assist them all. 1797 MRS. RADCUKKK
Italian i, Some copies from the antique, which ornamented
a cabinet of the Vivaldi palace. 1816 SCOTT Old Mort.
xxix, A man, formed to ornament, to enlighten, and to de-
fend his country. 1840 DICKKNS Barn. Rudgc iii. He had
ornamented his hat with a cluster of peacock's feathers.

1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) V. 332 The fountains .. shall be
ornamented with plantations and buildings for beauty.
Hence Orname'nted ///..
1736 THOMSON Liberty v. 347 That very Portion, which . .

might make the smiling^ Public rear Her ornamented Head.

1769 Jnnius Lett. xxxi. 141 The ornamented style he has

adopted. 1838 THIKLWAU, Greece xxxvi. IV. 405 The prizes
..consisted of ornamented armour and weapons.

OrnamentabHity. [i*ornamcntable (f.
ORNA-

MENT v.} + -ITY.] Capability of being adorned :

= OHNABILITY.
1811-31 HENTHAM Ess. Lang. iv. i Properties desirable

in a language... Decorability, or ornamentabiHty, as opposed
to baldness.

Ornamental (^mame'ntal), ft. (s/>.} [f. L.

ornament-um ORNAMENT + -AL.] Of the nature

of an ornament, serving as an ornament or decora-

tion; adding beauty and attractiveness; decorative.

1646 SIR T. KKOWNE Pseud. Ep. To Rdr. avj, Digressions,
Corollaries, or ornamentall conceptions. 1664 H. MORE
Myst. Iniq. 257 The ornamental Pompousness in Idolatry.
1701 ROWE A nib. .Step-moth. Ded., Men. .Useful and Orna-
mental to the Age they live in. 1703 T. N. City fy C.
Purchaser 54 I?y the word Ornamental work, is to lie under-
stood in Hricklayers Work; all kind of Brick-work, that is

hewed with an Ax, or rubbed on a Rubbing-stone, or of
Stone wrought with Chissels, or rubbed with Stones, or
Cards. 1796 C. MARSHALL Garden, xix. (1813) 319 The^e
ornamental trees are proper to plant at the back of shrub-
beries. 1855 London, as it is to-day 112 A large piece of
ornamental water. 1876 J. SAUNDERS Lion in Path vi, The
male dress of the time, is more or less ornamental. Mod.
It may be useful, it certainly is not ornamental.
B. sb.pl. Things that are ornamental; adorn-

ments, embellishments, as opposed to essentials.

1650 H. BROOKE Conscrv. Health 240 The other two are
Ornamentals that adde to its perfection but not to its

essence. 1659 GAUDEN Tears Church \. xi. 86 Seeking to
deface the Pinnacles and Ornamentalls of Religion, but not

capable to shake the foundations of it. 1761 Ann. Reg.
242 On the table between each service was placed near 100
cold ornamentals. 1863 S. L. J. Life in South II. ii. 63
French, music and the ornamentals.

Hence Ornamenta'lity, condition of being orna-
mental

;
concr. that which is ornamental

; Orna-
mc-ntalize v., to make ornamental; Orname'ntal-
ness (Bailey, vol. II. 1727%
1842 MRS. CARLYLE Lett. I. 152 Her picture .. looks very

fine indeed in its gilt ornamentality. 1865 CARLYI.E Frcdk.
Gt. in. xix. (1872) I. 263 This doubled wish ..first set the poor
man thinking of expensive ornamentalities. 1892 L. F. DAY
Nature in Ornament v. 76 Such undergrowth must be orna-
mentalised accordingly.

Oriiame ntalism. [f. prcc. + -ISM.] The
principle or practice of being ornamental.
1862 W. M. ROSSETTI in Eraser's Mag. Aug. 195 The

Belgian sculpture verges towards ornamentalism. 1866
lllitstr. Lond. News i Dec. 526/3 The intentional orna-
mentalism of execution.

Oruanie'ntalist, [f. as prec. + -IST.] One
who occupies himself with ornamental art.

1837 Rlackw. Mag. XLI. 184 The ambitious ornamentalist
who will be half artist, will issue but tasteless, displeasing,
incongruous productions. 1888 Pall Mall G. q June 5/2
Mr. Walter Crane, who followed, spoke on behalf of the

designer and ornamentalist.

Orname-iitally, adv.
[f.

as prec. + -LYS.]
In an ornamental manner ; with a view to orna-

mentation.

1711 SHAFTESB. Charact., Misc. v. ii. 280 Other politer
Tracts ornamentally writ, for publick use. 1787 M. CI'TLER
in Lift; Jrnls. % Corr. (1888) I. 273 They are neither placed
ornamentally nor botanically, but., jumbled together in

heaps. 1879 Casselfs Techn. Etitic. v. 277/2 However orna-

mentally or beautifully formed it may be.

Oruame iitary '. Obs. rare.
[f.

L. ornd-
ment-uni ORNAMENT + -ART : cf. documentary; etc.]
= ORNAMENTAL.
1715 M. DAVIES Athcn. Brit. I. 332 Which might serve

as a sort of Index supplementary, or as an Ornamentary
Appendix to those Annais.

Ornamentation (^inamenU
7
''Jan). [f.

ORNA-
MENT v. + -ATION : cf. mod.F. ornementation^
1. The action or process of ornamenting; the

state of being adorned
; the subordinate branch

of art which deals especially with ornament.
1860 MILL Rcpr, Goz>t. (1861) 49 To the amusement and

ornamentation of private life. 1861 BKKESK. HOPE Eng.
Cathedr. i^th C. vii. 249 The philosophy of architectural
ornamentation is continually being more deeply sifted. 1866
Cornh. Mag. May 544 In the comparatively petty art of

ornamentation, in rings, brooches, croziers, relic-cases, and
so on, he has done just enough to show his delicacy of

taste, his happy temperament.
2. That in which the process of ornamenting

is embodied ; the ornaments which adorn a thing

collectively ; ornament in general.
1851 WILSON Prch. Ann, (1863) II. in. v. 135 A great

similarity is traceable in the ornamentation of the whole
northern races of Europe. 1879 LUBBOCK Sci. Lect. v. 160
The ornamentation on the arms, implements, and pottery.,
consists of geometrical patterns.

Orname nter. [f. ORNAMENTS. + -ER 1
.] One

who (or that which) ornaments; an artist who
devotes himself to decoration.

1825 in Hone Every-day Ilk. I. 1492 Thi-; . . profuse orna-
mentor of whatever is permitted to afford it support (the

ivy]. 1852 WRIGHT Celt, Rom, fy Sax. (1861) 218 The orna-
menter would proceed by dipping the thumb, or a round
mounted instrument, into the slip. 1884 Birmingham
Daily Post 24 Jan. 3/3 Bedstead Ornamenters. Good
Workmen used to Flowers.

Orname'utist. [f. ORNAMKNT sb. + -IST.]
A professional decorator; a designer of ornaments.
1845 W. B. SCOTT (title) 1 he Ornamentist, or Artisan's

Manual in the Various Branches of Ornamental Art. 1864
Daily Tel. 29 June, Manufacturers want the services of

good ornamentists. 1888 F. G. JACKSON Da'or. Design iv.

88 Shapes, .worth the attention of the ornamentist.

Omate (cJnt
Ti

-t, ^jn^t),///. a. Also 5-6 ornat.

[ad. L. orna-Ms
t pa. pple. of ontd-re : see ORN.]

t 1. as/<z. pple. Adorned, ornamented (u'it/i}.

1432-50 tr. ///><&( Rolls) III. 317 A fowle man did schewe
..to Diogenes his place ornate with riche apnaraile. 1530
KLYOI Gov. i. iii, A sufficient nombre, ornate with vertue and
wisedome. 1771 Antiq. Sarisb. 187 An image of God the
Father . .ornate with red stones.

2. a adj. Ornamented ; elaborately adorned ;

highly decorated or embellished. Alao/^f.
1503 HAWES Examfi. Virt, vn. xxix, Lyke a vessel! chosen

and made ornat. 1538 STARKEV England \\. \. 178 Our
cuntrey. . wyl not suffur to be so ornat and so beutyful in

euery degre as other cuntreys be. 1671 MILTON Samson
712 Femal of sex it seems, That so bedeck t, ornate, and gay,
Comes this way sailing Like a stately Ship Of Tarsus. 1829
COLKRIDGE Sibyl. Leaves II. 329 Thou brightest star of

star-bright Italy! Rich, ornate, populous, all treasures
thine. 1882 Contemp. Kt~'. XLII. 681 If we go to churches
where the services are ornate, we see a far larger proportion
of women than we wish to see.

b. Of literary or oratorical style : Embellished
with choice language or flowers of rhetoric.
a 1420 HOCCLEVE De Keg. Princ. 1973 Bookes of his ornat

endyting, That is to a! J?is land enlumynyng. 1538 Songs
Costume (Percy Soc.) 71 Because the mater bene so vyle. It

may nocht have an ornate style. 1564 BECON ll'ks. Gen.



ORNATE.

Pref., The eloquent orators with their sugared and ornate

eloquence. 1816 Gentl. Mag. LXXXVI. i. 51 The ornate

style of poetry. 1838 GLADSTONE Homer III. 531 In
diction Virgil is ornate and Homer simple.

t Orna'te, v. Obs. [f. L. ormit-> ppl. stem of

ornare : see prec. and -ATK 3.] trans. To orjia-

ment, adorn, embellish.

1495 Trevisas Earth, DC P. R. xvn. cxvi. (W. de W.) S j b/i
Palma is a tree of vyctory, for therwyih the vyctours honde is

ornatyd. 1508 FISIIKR
-j
Tcnit. Ps.cii. Wks. (1876) 181 Yf thou

wolde edyfy and ornate thy chyrche on this maner, 161 1 SI'KED
Hist, Gt. Brit, ix. xxl. 134. 1037 All these fovesaid figures,
stories, and ornaments shall be made to garnish and ornate
the two Pillars of the Church. 1651 Fuller s Abel AWm,
Piscator (1867) II. 313 I' th' German tongue the liible he

translated, And it with learn 'd Analysis ornated.

Hence f Orna'ted />//. a,, f Orna'ting vbl. sh.

1491 CAXTON J'ifas Patr. (W.de W. 1495) 11. 17611/2 Som-
tyme ornatynge of wordes maketh the proposy<:ion to be
withdrawen fro the troutbe. 1630 J. TAYLOR (Water P.)
Wks. (N.), Had I that admir'd ornated stile Of Petrark.

Ornately (see the adj.), adv.
[f. ORNATE a.

+ -LY 2
.] In an ornate manner

;
with ornate lan-

guage ; ornamentally, elegantly; with decoration.
c 1460 G. ASHBY Dicta Plrilos. 434 A king sholde enfourme

his sone . .to spekeornatly with equite. a 1548 HALI. Chron.,
Hen. I'/ff, 94 b, A solempne oracion, to whom the Emperors
Secretary answered ornatly. 1611 SI'EED Hist. Gt, Brit.
ix. xviii. (1623) 922 He rehearsed them the same matter
ngaine. .so well and ornately, soeuidently and plaine. 1854
H. MILLER Sch. $ Schni. (1858) 342 Some of the ornately
sculptured foliage.

Orna'teness. [f. as prec. + -NESS.] The
quality of being ornate.
1668 )VILKINS Real Char. \\. \. 36 Ornateness, adorn, set

out, Deck, beautifie, embellish, trimm. a 1849 POK A'. Dawes
Wks. 1864111. 153 A well-disciplined ornatencss of language.

Ornation(pJn^'pn). rare. [*A.ls. ornation-em,
n. of action from oni-are to adorn.] The action of

adorning; the condition of being adorned; adorn-

ment, ornament, f equipment ; ornamentation.
1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 37/1 Thus in sixe dayes was

heven and erthe made and alle the ornation of them. 1675
ti.^Machiavelli's Prince Ded. (1883) 10 Nor have I beautified

_..it
with rhetorical ornations. 1879 [LINGHAM] Sci. Taste

i. 6 The extravagant floridity of Genoese ornation.

t Oniative, Obs. rare. [f. ppl. stem of L.
ornare to adorn : see -ATIVE.] Tending or serving
to adorn

; decorative.
1660 STANLEY Hist. Philos. III. i. 54 An ornative and

exemplary reason.

II Ornatrix (p-inti-triks). [L. ornatrix female

adorner.] A woman who adorns, a tire-woman.
1834 LYTTON Pompeii in, vii, The ornatrix (i. e. hairdresser)

slowly piled, one above the other, a mass of small curls,

Ornature (p'jnatiiu). rare. [a. F. ornature

(1530111 Godef.) = It. ornatura, ad. late L. ornatiira

ornament, ornamentation, f. ppl. stem of L. ornare^
see -UKK.] Ornamentation, adornment, decoration;
embellishment ; ornament.
1538 ICELAND ftin. I. New Years Gift p. xxi, A thing that

desired to be sumwhat large, and to have ornature. i6ot
B. JONSON Poetaster in. i. 45 A mushroom, for all your other
ornatures. 1658 PHILLIPS, Ornatnre, a setting forth, trim-

ming, or adorning [ed, 1706 substitutes Ornament\. 1814
SOUTHEV Roderick xvin. 113 Vestments, .stiff With ornature
of gold. 1886 BLACKIK in igt/i Cent. Apr. 531 The Gothic
Castle with its. .grotesque 01 nature of all kinds.

Orndern, orndorn, dial. ft. UNDERN Obs.

t Orne, a* Obs. rare. [Origin and sense uncer-

tain.] ? Careful, particular.
a 1225 Ancr. A'. 370 Bute }>e on .. was ornure of mete & of

druncbebenj>c:tweio3re. c i3igSHOREHAM/Www(E. E.T. S.)

77/2214 pe syxte onleke swele ihesus, Of ordre nobyng orne.

t Orne, .- Obs. rare- 1
, [app. a. OK. orn^

with mutescent e as in assign (slx^), etc.] Ornate.
c 1430 Freemasonry (ed. Halliw. 1840] 569 Rethoryk

metryih with orne speche amonge.
|[ Orn6 (erron. -&) 9

F. = ' adorned ', in cottage
orn<* : see COTTAGE 4.
1811 SHELLEY St. Inyne XL Pr. Wks. 1888 I. 207 A

cottage or ne'e, which I possess at some little distance hence.

t Omel. Obs. rare. [a. F. ornel, pi. ornaulx

( 1 4th- 1 5th c. in Godef.).] A kind of rather soft

white building stone.

1442 in Willis & Clark Cambridge (\?&b\ I. 386 Fraughtage
of x tonne of Ornell fro london vn to ye College. 1443
ll'id. 388 Fraught of Cj quarter and a-half of Ornel.

Ornement, obs. form ol OK.NAMENT.

t OrueO-, repr. Gr. d/wto-, comb, form of upvtov

opvts bird, in numerous compounds ; hence the

obs. f Omeosco'pic, f Orneo scopist : see quot.
1727 BAILEY, vol. II, Orneoscopicks, Omens or Predictions

given from the Flight, etc. of Birds. AW., Orneoscopists^
Augurs or Diviners by Birds. [So 1730-6 (folio).]

fOrni-, an irregular substitute for OKNEO- or

OKNITHO- in f Ornisco'pic, f Orni'scopist,
fOrni'acopy: see quots., and cf. prec.
1775 ASH, *Qrniscopics, the omens or predictions drawn

from the observation of birds. 1755 JOHNSON,
*Orniscoffsi t

one who examines the flight of birds, in order to foretel futur-

ity. 1^75
in ASH. 1828 in WEBSTER, and in some mod. Diets.

1890 Century Diet., *Ornisco/>y t same as ornithoscopy.

tO'mify, v. Obs. Also 6 ornefy. [irreg.
f. F. orner or L. orna-re to adorn -(- -FY.] trans.

To adorn, ornament.
1594 T. BEDINGFIELD tr. Machiavellfs Florentine Hist.

0595) 48 They likewise ornefied their city with new build-
j

207

ings. 1601 SEGAR Hon. Mil. f, Civ. l. xxi. 27 Permitting
them also to ornifie their weapons with sillier and gold.
'*33 J. DONE /list. Septttag. 58 As the Maister-worke-inen
had shewed their Arte in inihetlishing and ornifying every
thing. 1671 HRYDALL Law NoHl. <V Gentry 8 A Duke is

Ornified with a Surcoat Mantle and Hood at his Creation.

II Ornis ((5'Jiiis). [a. Ger. Orni's, a. Or. upvis Ijird.

(Introd. c 1859.)] A collective term for the birds
or bird life of a region or country ;

= avifauna.
1861 Ibis 292 (heading) On the Diversity of the Estimate

of the Kuropean Ornis and its causes [tr. Ger. paper by
Dr. J. H.

lilasius]. 1882 in Edin. A\T-. Apr. 474 An ornis
more anomalous in its admixture of forms, but poorer as

regards species. 1893 rroc, Somerset A rch. -V Nat. Hist.
Soc. 102 This number appears inadequate to represent the
Ornis of so large a county as Somerset.

Ornithiau ((uni'fian), a. rare.
[f. Gr. upvl-

ttias the north wind which brought the birds of

passage, f. opj>(y, upvW~ bird
;
hence x fl^ lf upvtOias

(Arist. Acharn.\ a tempest of birds, an ' Ornithian

gale '.] Bringing birds
; laden with birds.

1830 tr.
Aristophanesi Acharnians 36 D. What bring you ?

11. Ducks, jackdaws, woodcocks, tufted-ducks, landrails,
divers. D. Marry then, like an Ornithian gale, you have
come to the market.

Ornithic '.?Jni']>ik), a. [ad. Gr. upn8iKus
bird-like, f. upvis bird. So mod.F. oniithitjue
(1875 in Littr^).] Of, or pertaining to, birds;
characteristic of birds

;
of the bird kind

; avian.

1854 OWEN in Circ. Sc.
t Organ. Nat. \. 226 Retaining its

ornithic type. 1865 Rentier 29 July 123/3 111* ornithic
character of the cast of the brain-cavity. 1896 NMWTON
Diet. Birds Introd. 21 The ornithic portion of the Fauna of
any particular country.

b. Dealing with or skilled in birds.

1/1876 M. COLLINS Tli. in Garden (iSSol II. 99 A point
I am not ornithic enough to explain. 1881 RI'SKIN Line's
Aleiriie I. iii. 126 Yon will scarcely find in any ornithic
manual more than a sentence, .about their hearing.
Oniithichnite (mij>i'knait). [ad. mod. L.

ornlthichnites, f. Gr. Spm, opviS-, bird + ixvos track :

see -ITE ' and ICHNITE. Often used in the L. form.]A fossil footprint of a bird, or bird-like reptile;

applied orig. to those found in Triassic deposits in

Connecticut, now attributed to dinosaurs.

1836 HITCHCOCK in Amer. Jrnl. Sci. XXIX. 315, I in.

elude all the varieties of tracks under the term Ornith-
ichnites',.. signifying sti'ny bird tracks. Ibid. 324 Some of
the specimens of Ornithichnites, which I regard as produced
by a three toed bird, may have been made by one with four
toes. 1845 LVELL Trav. N. Amer. I. 93 Red sandstone.,
remarkable for its ornithichnites. 1848 LOWELL Biglw /'.

12 Apr. (1867) 93 The Runes resemble very nearly the ornith-
ichnites or fossil bird-tracks of Dr. Hitchcock.

So O rnithiclmo lo^y [see -OI.OGY], the branch
of palaeontology which deals with ornithichnites.

_ 1836 HITCHCOCK in Amer. JrnJ. Sci. XXIX. 315 Since this
is a department of oryctology hitherto unexplored . . I should
call it ornithichnology.

Ornitlline (^anljoin). Chem.
[f. Gr. upiW-

bird + -INKS.] A base, CjH^NjO.,, which enters
into the composition of OBNITHURIC add, q. v.

1881 WATTS Diet. Chem. VIII. 1446 [see ORNITHURIC).

Ornithi'vorous, a. rare, [irreg. f. Gr. upvW-
bird- + L. -vor-us: see -vouous.] Bird-devouring.

Oruitho-, bef. vowel ornith-.repr. Gr. upvWo-,
opvW-j combining form of upvis bird, as in bpviOo-

Of/pas bird-catcher, dpfT9o-<pa-foi bird-eating, etc.,

used in Eng. to form numerous scientific terms :

see the following, and the Main words below.
The pronunciation varies with the place of the stress;

when the
primary

stress falls on the following element, there
must lie a secondary stress on prnitho-, which according to
the etymology ought to be orni'.tho-, and is so pronounced
by most English scholars in learned words ; but conforma-

popula
Orni'thoblo-graphy, the life-history of a bird

or birds ; hence OrnithoTjiofrra'phical a.

Oriii thocepha/lic, Orni thoce'phalous a. [Gr.
Ketpa\ri head], shaped like a bird's head (Mayne
Expos. Lex. 1857). Orni:thoco-prolite, an avian

coprolite, fossil birds' dung. Orni tlioco-pros,
the dung of birds, guano. OrnMholeu'cism [Gr.
Acu/fos white], albinism in birds (Mayne). Orni:-
thome lanism [Gr. fii\av black], melanism in

birds (Mayne). Orni thorny zous a. [Gr. nv(aiiv
to suck], living parasitically on birds (Mayne).
||Orni thopa'ppi pi. [irriirTros grandfather, ancestor],
an order of Jurassic birds of archaic type, repre-
sented by the genus Anhxopteryx ; hence Orni tho-

pa'ppica. Ornitliopterous,;. [Gr. jrrtpuv feather,

wing], bird-winged, having wings like a bird.

Orni thotrophe nonce-md. [Gr. rpotpoi feeder],
a place to which birds are attracted by food, so as
to come under observation.
1826 DovASTON in Bcwitk's Brit. Birds (ed. 6) I. Pref. 5,

I examined, .no less than twenty three sorts of birds in and
about my Ornithotrophe, as I humourously denominate it.

llOrnithodelpliia (pjnaijwdHfia), sb.pl. Zoo/.

[mod.L. (De Blainville 18..), f. OKNITHO- + Gr.

ORNITHOLOGY.

|
Sity-vs womb + -IA '<] De Blainville's name for

!
the lowest of the three sub-classes of the Mam-
malia, identical with the 1'rototheria of later

zoologists. The sub-class, deriving its name from
the ornithic character of the reproductive organs,
consists of a single order, the Monotremata, con-

taining the two genera Kchidna and Ornitho-

rhynchus. Hence Ornithode'lphian, Ornitho-
delpliic, Ornitliode'lphid, Ornithode Iphous,

j

adjs., of, belonging to, or of the nature of the

Ornithodelphia.
1871 HLXI.KY Anat. I'crtet. An. 114. 1872 MIVABT Klein.

Anal. 18 The jrd suli.class is called Ornithodelphia, and the
annuals comprised within it are termed Ornithudelphous
mammals. 1879 1). M. WAM.ACK Atislratas. iii. 57 '1'he
lowest Kroup of mammals the sub-class Ornithodelphia or
Monotremata, consisting of two uf the most remarkable
animals on the ylobe.

II Oruithogaea 'fjunijiod^/'-a, -g/'a). '/.oogeog.

[mod.L., i. Cr. ui>vWo- bird- + faia land.] A pro-
posed term for n division of the land surface of the

earth, characterized by the existence of many
peculiar birds, including formerly some gigantic
species, and by the absence of Mammalia, except
bats, seals, and whales. It corresponds to the New
Zealand region of some authors. Hence Oruitho-

1874 P. L. SCI.ATEK in Manchester Sci. Lcct. Ser. vi. v. 79We may divide our earth. . into four divisions. . IV. . .Ornitlio-

fa-a Bird-land. 1899 W. I.. M P. L. SCLATEK Ccogr. .Man:-
mats Introd. n Mr. Gill. .has proposed a division of the
Earth into nine 'realms'. .. (S) The Ornitho-gaan (

= New
Zealand).

t Orni'thogal. Obs. Also 8 -gale. [ad. L.

Ornlthogall (Pliny), or Gr. !}fv\8u^a\ov ,
f. upviSo-

bird- + 70X0 milk
;

in Hot. 1.. Grnithogahtni
(Tournefott, 1700).] The Star of Bethlehem (Orni-
thogalum umliellatiim) ; also an anglicized form
of the botanical name of the genus.
1578 I.YTE Dcdt>ens II. xlvii. 205 Dioscorides writeth of

Ornithogal that the bnlbus or round roote thereof may be
eaten. [1664 KVKI.YN AW. lltrrt. (1729) 208 June. .. Flower-,
in Prime or yet lasting .. Pinks, .. Ornithogalum.l 1706
Pmu.\m,0rtntllogalc, an Herb call'd Star of Hethlehem.or
Dogs-Onion. 1725 I!KAULI-:Y j-ain. Diet. s. v. Sfarti/li, ///-

/i'/(t?w,The Arabick. .and that call'd the Indian * )rnithogale,
are most esteem'd. [i&zsGrt-enhoiiseCofirp. I. 116 Tunicate
bulbs, as some of the Ornithogalums,]

Omithoid (^*jnij>oid), <i.
[f.

Gr. upvW- bird
+ -OID.] Resembling a bird

; approaching birds
in structure: esp. applied to certain reptiles.
1858 HITCHCOCK Ichnal. New Engl. 105, I attach the

Typopus to the ornithoid Lixards. 1895 Pop. Sci. Monthly
Sept. 693 Ornithoid lizards or batrachians.

Ornitholeueism : see ORNITHO-.

Ornitholite(cani'jri3it). [f.ORNiTno--r-LiTE.]A fossil of a bird or fragment of a bird.
i8z8 in WEBSTER. 1836 HITCHCOCK in Amer. Jrnl. Sci,

XXIX. 307 For this paucity of ornitholites, geologists have

.^assigned probable reasons. 1869 GILLMOKK tr. Figniers
Reptiles ff Birds Introd. 3 Traces had been discoveied..of
certain Ornitholites. 1876 PAGE Adi'. Te.vt-bk. Geol. xix. 370
Many unknown fragments of bird-bones are., ranked under
the general term ornitholites.

HenceOrnitholi'tic a., as in
'

ornitholitic remains'.

Ornithologer (^mitylod^aj
1

. rare. [f. OKNI-
THOLOG-Y + -KB'.]

= ORNITHOLOGIST.
1661 I.OVF.LL Hist. Anim. fy Min. 134 Savonarola pre.

ferreth it before the liustard or Thrush, so liapt Fier. Yet
the Oniithologer and Volateranus deny it.

Ornitholo-gic, a. rare. [f. Gr. &pvieo\6y-os
sjieaking or treating of birds -f -1C.]

= next.

1846 in WORCESTER.

Ornithological (^jnijitfil^d^ikal),
a. [f. as

prec. + -AL.] Of or pertaining to ornithology ;

relating to the study of birds. (In cjuot. i^^catac/ir.
Of or pertaining to birds, avian, ornithic.)
1802 MONTAGU (title* Ornithological Dictionary ; or Alpha-

betical Synopsis of British Birds. 1812 Pennant*s 7.ool. II.

88 Mr. Montagu.. has given a very detailed description of
it in his .. ornithological dictionary. 1824 Miss MITFORD
Village Ser. I. (1863) 204 The ornithological ear of the master
. . was struck by a regular and melodious call, the note, as he
averred, of a sky-lark. 1875 Miss BKAIJUON Strange World
II. i. 9 A marvellous specimen of the ornithological race.

Hence Oruitholo'gically mh>., according to

ornithology, from an ornithological point of view.

Ornithologist (pinihrlodgist). [f. as OBNI-
TBOtoGY + -1ST.] One who studies or is versed

in ornithology ;
a student of birds.

1677 PLOT Oxfordshire 177 She may be placed amongst
them by future Ornithologists. 1766 PKNNAST Zoi'l. (1768)
I. 135 This is the gyrfalco of all the ornithologists except
I .iim.riM.

1874 COUES Birds N. H'. Introd. n No one, not
an ornithologist, has contributed more to the advance of our

knowledge of the birds of the West.
So Oriiitho logize v., to pursue the study of birds.
(802 Gd. Words Apr. 238/2 One day in early summer,

whilst ornithologizing amongst the mountains.

Ornithology (jtau^flfidji). [ad. mod. L.

ornlthologia (Aldrovandus, 1599)) f. Gr. opvWo\oyos
treating of birds, f. opviio- bird + -\6yos speaking.
Cf. F. ornithologie (1690 in Hatz.-Darm.).] The
branch of zoology which deals with birds, their

nature and habits. (By Fuller nsed otherwise.)



OBNITHOMANCY.
(1655 FULLER (title) Ornitho-Logie : or, the Speech of Birds.

Hence 1670 in BLOUNT.]
{1676 WILLUGHBY (////t-iOrnithologia; Libri tres, recognpvit

..J. Raius.] 1678 RAY (title) Ornithology, translated into

English and enlarged [tr. of prec.
1
. 1706 PHILLIPS ted. Kersey),

Ornithology, n Discourse or Description of the several kinds
and natures of I'irds. 1755 in JOHNSON. 1828 Miss MITFOKD
Village Ser. 111. (1863) 15 The lectures on ornithology, with
which. .he hail thought tit to favour Fanny. 1893 NEWTON
Diet, llirtls Introd. 20 The other work to the importance of
which on Ornithology in this country allusion has been made
is Bewick's History ofBritish Birds (1797-1804).

Ornithoiliaiicy (i>-ni.->i-)wma;
:nsi'. [ad. med.

or mod. L. onrilhontanfia, a. Gr. i>pvWop.avTtia
divination from birds, augury, f. upvWo- bird- +

p-avTtia divination : see -MANCY.] Divination by
means of the flight and cries of birds ; augury.
1652 HAKI K Ma^astront. 165 Ornithomancy [divining] by

Binls. 1727-41 CIIAMBFHS Cycl. s.v., Ornithomancy, among
the Greeks, was the same with augury among the Romans.
1840 DF. yuixcEY Mod. Supers!. Wks. 1862 111. 317 Ornitho.

niancy, or the derivation of omens from the motions of birds,
grew into an elaborate science.

So Ornithoma'iitic a., of or pertaining to Orni-

thomancy ; Oriiithoma'ntist, a diviner by birds

Bailey vol. II. 1727).

Ornithomelanism, etc. : see OUNITHO-.

Ornithonio rphic, a.
[f. Gr. upi>i8<jfiop<p-o<;

bird-shaped (/IO/K/HJ form) i--ic. ] Having the form
and appearance of a bird

;
bird like.

1887 I.ANI; Myth, Ritual fy Kelig. II. 4 Between these two
ornitnomorphic creators the strife was. . fierce. i8o3-A

r
<j//cW(i/

O&serveni Mar. 4i8/2The 'oof-bird' is iheormthomorphic
aspect of the tutelary genius of wealth.

Ornithophilist ((uni^-filist). [f.
OUNITHO-

+ Gr. i/n'A-oy lover + -1ST.] A lover of birds.

1876 H\>rlil V. 5 Like a true ornithophilist, Mr. Spurgeon
likes birds, but likes them wild.

.So Oruitho-philite sb. = prec. (also attrib.\

Ornitho-philous a., bird-loving; in liotany,

applied to flowers fertilized by the agency of birds,

chiefly humming-birds, which visit them for honey.
Ovnitlto pliily , love of birds.

1859 1.. F. SIMPSON llandl'k. Diningvu. (ed. 3) 73 note. He
never omitted this ornilhophilite excursion. 1880 GRAY
Struct. />'(>/. 217 OrnithopbilotlS i.e. bird-fertilized flowers
are to he ranked with entomophilous. 1884

' BASIL' IVeiiriiig
of the (ireen 1. iii. 44 Summers's opinion both of her practice
and of her preaching of ornithophily.

Ornithopod(c-mi't>0|i(>d),. and*/;, [ad. mod. L.

Ornitliopocia, neuter pi., f. ORNITHO- + (Jr. irotk,
7ro5- foot.] a. adj. Having feet like those ofa bird ;

belonging to the Omitho'poda, a group or order of

extinct saurians, containing herbivorous Dino-
sauria, whose hind feet closely resembled those of
birds in their structure, b. sb. A member of this

group. So Ornitho'podons a.

[1888 ROLLKSTON & JACKSON Anitu. Life 302 Two of the
sub-divisions lof Dinosaurs] (Stegosauria anrf Ornithopotiti)
show ornithic characters, especially in the hind-limb.] 1888
I.VIIEKKER in Q. Jrnl. Geol. Soc. (1889) XI.V. I. 41 Vertebra:
of an Ornithupodous Dinosaur from the.. Green-sand.

Ornithopterous : see OKNITHO-.

Oriiithorhynchous, a. Zool. [f. as next +

-ous.] Having a beak like that of a bird.

1857 in MAYNE Expos. Lex.

II Ornithorhynchus f

fmtyori-t)kvi,pin3tfo-y.
[mod. f. ORNITHO- + Gr. pvyxos bill.] An aquatic ,

mammal of Australia, the duck-billed platypus or

duck-mole (0. paradoxus or OHOtintu), the only
species of its genus and family in the order
Monotremata

;
it has glossy dark-brown fur, webbed

feet and bill like a duck's ; it lays eggs like a bird.
1800 Phil. Trans. XC. 432 My opportunities ofexamining

the Ornithorhynchus were procured through Sir Joseph
Banks. 1820 J. O.XLEY Jrnl. 2 Exp. N. S. Wales 284 We i

saw numbers of the ornithorynchus, or water mole, in the
i

river. 1864 OWEN Power ofGod 46 The anomalous Ornitho- i

rhynchus, with the tail of a beaver, the skin of a mole, the
beak of a duck, and the spurs of a cock. 1870 COURTHOPE
Paradise of Birds 70 For he gave to the Karth the first

animal birth, and conceived the Ornithorhyncus. 1892 J. A.
THOMSON Outlines Zool. 566 The mammary glands in the
female Ornithorhynchus open on a flat patch.

Orni'thosaur. [f. as next.]
= next, b.

1882 in OGILVIE (Annandale).

Oruithosaurian (-sg-rian), a. (s/>.) Pals-ant.

[I.
mod. L. OrnTthosauria, neut. pi. f. ORNITHO- +

Gr. aavpot lizard: see SAURIAN.] Of, belonging
to, or having the character of, the Ornithosauria,
an extinct order of Hying reptiles, including the

pterodactyl ; more usually called Pterosauria.
b. sb. A member of this order.

OmithoSCelidan', se lidan\a. (ii.) Palsont.

[f. mod.L. OrnithosceliJa pi. (f. ORNITHO- bird +
Gr. oxf'Vos leg + -idti) + -AN.] Of or belonging
to the Ornithoscelida, a sub-class or order of

extinct reptiles of Mesozoic and Tertiary age, which

approached birds in the form of the hinder legs and
the pelvic arch. b. sb. A member of this order.
The Ornithoscelida are sometimes reckoned as identical

with the Dinosauria (in a wide sense), sometimes as con-

taining the Dinosauria and Contpsognatha.
1876 HUXLEY Amer. Addr., Lect. Evolution ii. (1877) 61

Hind limbs of a crocodile, a three-toed bird, and an ornitho-
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scelidan. Ibid. 64 The ornithoscelidan limb is comparable
to that of an unhatched chick. 1880 HAUGHTON Phys. Geof.
vi. 265 The Archaiopteryx is a connecting link between the
true birds and the Ornithoscelidan reptiles.

Ornithoscopy (/mlbpTkopi). [ad. Gr. l>pvi-

ffoaKuwia, n. of quality f. upvWoaitu*-os observing
(and divining by) birds, auguring, sb. = augur, f.

upvWu- bird + -attovos viewing.] Observation of
birds for the purpose of divination

; augury.
1840 I)i (JuiNCEY Mod. Suferst. Wks. 1862 III. 321

Speaking of ornithoscopy in relation to Jews. 1897 A.
DRLCKFK tr. Jhearings Evol. of Aryan 374 The original
meaning, therefore, of Ornithoscopy cannot possibly have
been the mere watching of birds.

So Ornitho scopist, one who professes or prac-
tises ornithoscopy ;

an augur. (Ogilvie, 1 882.)

Ornithotomy i|7mi|^-i6mi). [f.
ORNITHO-

+ Gr. -rofua cutting : see -TOMV.] Dissection of
birds ; the anatomy of birds.

1854 OIVEN Stel. $ Teeth in Circ. Sc., Organ, ffat. (1865)
II. 73/1 An additional specific term in ornilhotomy.
So Oruithuto-iiiical a., of or pertaining to

Ornithotomy ;
Ornitho tomist, one who practises

the dissection, or studies the anatomy, of birds.

1875 W. K. PARKF.R in Encyi-I. Brit. 1 1 1. 728/1 T'h; merest
abstract of most of our present ornithotomical knowledge.
1885 NEW-ION IHd. XVIII. 41/2 To harmonize the views of
ornilhutuniists with those taken by the ornithologists who
only study the exteriur.

Ornithuric (<uniJ>ifi.>Tik), a. Chem.
[f.

ORNI-

TH(o- -i- URIC.] In Ornithuric acid, C 19HwN/) 4 ,

an acid extracted from the excrement of birds

whose food has been mixed with benzoic acid
;

it

crystalli/es in small colourless anhydrous needles.
1881 WAI is Diet. Cheni. VIII. 1446 In constitution orni-

thuric acid is analogous to hippuric acid, being formed by
the union of 2 mol. benzoic acid and i mol. ornithine, with
elimination of 2 mol. water.

Ornithurons !(
7Jmj>irHT3s),. Zool. [f. mod.

L. Ornithur;ij

,{t\\\. pl.,f. ORMTH(O- + Gr. ovpdtail.]
lit. liird-tailed

;
of or pertaining to the Ornilhurx

or ordinary birds having a tail tenninated^by a

pygostyle, as opposed to the Scmriirx or lizard-

tailed birds, represented by the fossil Archteoptetyx.
t O-rnomancy. Oi>s. [irreg. f. Gr. opvis bird

+ fujLVTiia divination.]
= URNITHOMANCV.

c 1420 LVDG. Assembly ofGods 869 These folowyd Konnyng
. . Adryomancy, Ornoinancy, with Pyromancy. 1656 BLOUNT
Glossogr., Ornotntincy, divination by the moving of birds.

Oro-anal (o^ro^-nal), a. [irreg. f. L. os, fr-

mouth + ANAL.]
1. That serves both as mouth and anus, as the

single orifice of the digestive system of the star-fish.

1872 NICHOLSON Pnlxont. 131 The question is narrowed to
its being the anus alone, or an ' oro-anal

'

orifice.

2. Extending in the direction from mouth to anus.
. 434/2 A new
: original oro-

Orobanche (/robse-rjkz). [L. (Pliny), a. Gr.

upofia'yx7!) f* opo$-os OROBrs + d-y\~ fiv to throttle.]
A genus of leafless plants (Tournefort, 1700), para-
sitical on the roots of other plants, chiefly Ltgu-
minosie; the broomrape. Also attrib.

1562 TURNER Herbal n. 71 b, It choketh and strangleth
them [pulses] where of it hath the name of t Irobanche, that

is chokefitche or strangletare. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny II. 145
A weed there is which we named Orobanche, for that it

choketh Kruile and other pulse. 1873 TRISTRAM Moab xiii.

249 Splendid orobanches, of two species. . thrive on the roots
of the A triplex halimus. 1890 Athenaeum 21 June 805/2
Specimen of an orobanche parasitic upon a pelargonium.
Hence Oroba'ucheousa., of or pertaining to the

Natural Order Orobanches or Orobanchacex.

1857 in MAYNE Expos. Lex.

tO'robe. Obs. rare. [a. F. orobe (1545 in

Hatz.-Darm.), ad. L. orobits, by mod.Fr. botanists

applied to Orobus tnberosus, now Lathynis ma-
crorhizus : see next.] Some species of vetch or

other leguminous plant.
1714 J-'r. Ilk. of Rates 95 Orobes per 100 weight. 1756

ROLT Diet. Trade, Orobe, a plant, whose seed and root are
of some use in medicine and dying.

b. Comb, f Orobe-strangler. = OBOBANCHE.
1562 TURNER Herbal 11. 72 It hath gotten the name Oro-

banche, that is Orobstrangler.

II Orobus (p-iobvs). Bot. Obs. [L. (Pliny), a.

Gr. opo&os some kind of vetch ; taken as generic
name by Tournefort 1700.] A former genus of

J-egiiminosai ;
now divided between Lathyrus and

Vicia, one species being named Vicia Orobus.

Usually Englished from Turner onward as Bitter I 'etch,
an appellation founded by Turner upon a passage in

Galen ; though the early herbalists admit that the identity
of Galen's apo^ov was unknown to them.
1551 TURNER Herbal I. Piijb, Galen .. and Aetius with

one consent hold that the black orobus is bitter. 1562 llnd.
n. 77!), Opium, .taken in the quantite of a bitter fich, called
eruum or orobus. 1688 R. HOLME Armoury n. 91/2 Wood,
or wild Orobus Lhath] the Flowers white, the cod black.

Orocentral (o^rose'ntral), a. [irreg. for *ori-

ceiilral, f. L. os, or- mouth + CENTRAL.] Occupy-
ing the centre of the oral side (of an echinoderm).
1884 P. H. CARPENTER in Challenger Rep., Zool. xxxn. 158

I propose to call it [a plate of calcareous matter] the
'

oro-

OBOMETEB.
central'. 1885 Athenxum n Apr. 475/2 The orocentral
plate corresponds with the centrodorsal. 1888 ROLLESTON
& JACKSON A aim. Life 545 (Echinodermata) In its typical
form .. there is an orocentral surrounded by five interradial
oral

plates, and these in their turns by circles of oral radials
and interradials.

1885 RAV LANKKSTKR in Encyd. Brit, XIX. 434/2 A new
long axis is.. established at right angles to the (

anal axis.

.

Orogenesis (pnvlse-n/sis). Geol. [f. Gr. Spot
mountain + -GENKSIS.] Theformation of mountains.
So Oro-geny [cf. K. orogfnie (Littre), and see

-GENY].
1886 VV. B. TAVLOR in Proc. Atitrr. Assoc. Adz: Sc.

XXXIV. 202 Does not this impartial testimony form a most
suggestive, .indication of the secret cause of orogenesis ?

Orogenic 'cr^id^e-nik), a. [f.
as OROGENY (see

prec.) + -ic. Cf.Y.oiogJiiiijite (Littre).] Mountain-

forming; concerned in the formation of mountains.
1886 American XII. 351 The old belief that earthquakes

are generally volcanic ; they are more commonly orogenic.
1898 J. K. MAKK J'rinc. Strafigr. (Av/. 32 Inversion is a
frequent accompaniment of the more local orogenic or
mountain-forming movements.

Orographic ^rogrse-fik), a. [f. OROGRAPHY
-r-ic: see -GRAPHIC.] Of or pertaining to oro-

graphy; connected with the physical character,
features, and relative position of mountains.
1846 in WORCESTER. 1864 Keader 5 Mar. 303/1 The two

|

chains repeat each other in all their primary orographic
|

conditions. 1880 K. R. X G. R. CONDEU Haiidtk. to tiiMe

j

vii. 333 Such being the orographic features of the site. 1888
1

J. D. WHITNEY Navies ff Places 85 It needs but little oro-
graphic study to find out that a single entirely isolated
mountain is something of comparatively rare occurrence.

Orogra-phical, a. [f. as prec. + -AL.] Re-

lating to or connected with orography.
1802-3 tr. falias's TraT,(1812) II. 100 In an orographical

respect . . Tshorguna deserves every attention. 1880 HAUGH-
TOS Phys. 6Vot'. v. 205 An Orographical Map of Africa.

1894 .Vation (N. Y.) 23 Aug. 142/2 An orographical and
geological description of the Cordilleras.

Orpgraphy(orp-gran),oreography(pr/>-g-).
[f. Gr. upos, upt- mountain + -GKAPHY. Greek
compounds of upos are formed in upfi-, opo-, and

upt(o- ; hence the two forms, of which orography is

now the more usual. So in Fr., orographie (Diet.
Acad. 1878) has displaced or&graphic] That
branch of physical geography which deals with
the formation and features of mountains

; the de-

scription of mountains.
1846 WORCESTER, Orography. 1856 A. K. JOHNSTON (title)

Physical Atlas of Natural Phenomena, Geology and Oro-
graphy. 1865 Sat. A',7'. ii Feb. 163 He has made an addi-
tion to oreography. 1881 PINTO Ilow I crossed A/rita Ii.

l. io7Theoreographyof that region. 1883 .-JM<'w^Kw/29Sept.
407/1 A detailed description of the orography, .of one of the
most complex mountain systems on the face of the earth.

Jl Orohippus (?rohi-ps). [mod. L., f. Gr.

upas mountain + firiros horse.] A genus of fossil

quadrupeds found in the Eocene beds of North
America, having four toes on the fore feet and
three on the hind feet; held to be an ancestral
form of the horse and its congeners. The animals
were only about the size of a fox.

1877 DAWSON O-rig. World x. 227 The earliest of them, the

Orohippus, would require, on the theory, to have been pre-
ceded by a previous series. 1879 LK CONTE Elent. Geol. 504
First of all . . appears . . the Eohippus, . . then . . the Orohippus.
Oroide (o->

-

r0|id). [f. Fr. or. It. oro (L. auruui)
gold + Gr. <75os form : cf. -DID.] An alloy of

copper and zinc, having the colour of gold. Also
attrib. (See also OBEIDE.)
1875 KNIGHT Dict.Mech-.Oroide,. .an alloy resembling gold

in appearance. 1879 WKBSTER Suppl., (Vo/YrV. (Also written

oreide.) 1880 Sat. Rev. 7 Feb. 175/2 Oroide gold. 1881
Metal World No. 6. 89 Oreide must not be confounded with
oroide, which consists of 12 parts of caustic lime, 360 of sal-

ammoniac, 600 of magnesia, 900 of tartar, 10,000 of copper,
and 1,700 of zinc.

Orolingual (oaroli-rjgwal), ". [irreg. for "ori-

lingiial, f. L. os, or- mouth + lingua tongue + -AL.]
Connected with the mouth and tongue.
1899 Allhntt's Syst. Med. VII. 287 Unilateral extirpation

of the oro-Iingual or of the laryngeal centres.

Orologe, orologge, obs. forms of HOROLOGE.

Orology (or^-lodgi), oreology (?">!-). [f.

Gr. opos, ope- mountain + -LOGY. As to the two
forms see OROGRAPHY.] The scientific study of

mountains ; the branch of geology or of physical

geography which treats of mountains.

1781 J. T. DILLON Trav. through Spain 345 We are not
therefore to wonder, that orology, or the science of moun-
tains, is so little understood. 1860 MAURV Phys. dcog. Sea
(Low) xiv. 582 Equally important is it.. to present its

orology, by mapping out the bottom of the ocean. 1892
Daily News 26 Mar. 2/1 Originally Mr. Whymper intended
to pursue his studies in Oreology.. in the cloud-capped re.

gion of the Himalaya.
Hence Orolo'gical, oreo-, a.

[cf.
F. orologiqiie\,

of or pertaining to orology (1828 in Webster);
Oro'loffist, oreo-loglst, one skilled in orology.
i8oj PLAVFAIR Illustr. llutton. Th. 114 If the Oreologist

would trace back the progress of waste, till he come in sight
of that original structure.

Orology, obs. variant of HOROLOGY.
Orometer (or^m/tai). [f. Gr. upos mountain
+ niTpov measure ; see -METER.] An instrument

for measuring the altitudes of mountains.
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1879 Casseirs TecJin. Flditc. IV. 92 'i The clinometer or

orometer for levelling and finding altitudes.

Oronietric (frome'trik), a. [f. as prec. + -1C.]

Of or pertaining to the measurement of mountains ;

f(in quot.) = trigonometrical with mountain sum-
mits as the points of triangulation.
1774 M. MACKENZIE Maritime Siirv. p. xxi, An Orometnc

Survey is, when one long IJase-line is exactly measured, and
the Distance of the Summits of two, or more, hiyh Mountains
iti the Neighbourhood found from thence trigonometrical)}'.

Oronaaal, Oronge : see ORINASAL, ORANGE.

Oronoco, oronooko (o-'wnju-k^, -n/7-k0).
Also 8 Oranoco, Oronoko, 8-9 Oroonoko, -ka,

9 Oronokoo, Orinoco. [Origin uncertain : app.
a proper name, but stated in A Paper on Tobacco

118 by J. Fume 1839 to be unconnected with the

river Oronoco in South America.] Name of a

variety of tobacco.

1706 PHILLIPS, Oranoco (i. e. bright and large), a Name
given to the common sort of Tobacco in the Plantations of

Virginia. 1708 K. COOK Sot-tueed Factor (1865) z-\ llroad

Oronooko bright and sound, The growth and product of this

ground. 1760 J. LER Introd. tiot. App. 321 Oroonoka,
Nicotiana. 1800 in Spirit Pub. Jrnls. IV. 365 Bursting
from the effluvia of train-oil, salt-cod, and oroonoko. 1889
DOYLE l\licah Clarke 34 Smoking his evening pipe of
Oronooko. 1896 P. A. HKCCK Econ. Hist. I'irginia I. 436
1'etween the sweet-scented and the Oronoco .. there were
several varieties.

OrontiaceOUS (orpiUi,,/! jos), a. Bot.
[f. mod.

L. OrontiaceK + -ous.] Of or belonging to the

OrOHtiacese, a Natural Order or tribe of Kndogens
closely allied to Araccw, of which the genus Oron-
tinm is the type; represented in Britain by the

Sweet Flag, Acorns Calamus.
1857 in MAYSE Expos. Lex.
So Oro ntiad, a plant of the N.O. Qrontiacex*
1876 HARI.EY Mat. Mai. (ed. 6) 385 Orontiads differ from

tlie Arums in having hermaphrodite flowers and usually a

scaly perianth.

Oro-pharyngeal (<wwfari*ndg&), a. [f.

next: see PHARVNGEAL.] Of or pertaining to the

oropharynx.
1890 \n Century Diet. 1897 Allbntt's Syst. Med. IV.

74.? 1 he abscess is generally confined to the oro-pharyngeal
region. Ibid. 775 Owing to the enlarged tonsils encroach-

ing oil the oro-pharyngeal space.

Oropharynx (u-wfarrinks). [irrcg. f. L. t~s
y

or- mouth + PHAKYNX.] That part of"the throat

immediately continuous with the mouth
; the

pharynx proper, as distinct from the nasopharynx.
In mod. Diets.

Orotund (>T<?tnd), a. (j.) [f. L. phrase ore

rotunda l with round, well-turned speech' (lit.
i with

round mouth') Horace A. 1\ 323, with contraction
of ore ro- to oro-. This some have essayed to

alter to ororotund^ (or ore- or orirotund] Charac-
terized by greater fullness, clearness, and strength
than ordinary speech : applied to the voice or utter-

ance proper to good public speaking, recitation,
or reading ; also contemptuously to an inflated or

pompous style of eloquence : magniloquent.
1792-9 T. GOSSE A-utobiog. (MS. penes E. Gosse), In the

winter evenings (1792) my brother Harry's wife, .would read
aloud therein in a manner both emphatic and orotund. 1827
RUSH Philos. Hum. I'oice viii. (1833) 121 The Qualities of
voice employed as the means of expression, are those of
the Whispering, the Natural, the Falsette and the Orotund
voices. 1840 Penny Cycl. XVI. 472/1 The name of orotund
.. is given lo that natural or improved manner of uttering
the elements, which exhibits them with a fulness, clearness,
strength, smoothness, and a ringing or musical quality
rarely heard in ordinary speech, 1871 'M. LEGRAND* Camb.
Freshm. xxii. 365 Mr. Chutney would have .. ejaculated,
in orotund voice, 'Alas!' 1881 FLOH. MARRYAT Sister the
Actress I. xviii. 149 Dreaming .. of natural, falsetto and
orotund voices. 1887 LOWKLL OUi Eng. Dram. (1892) 90.
1891 T. R. LOL'NSBUKV Stud. Chaucer III. vii. 196 In place
of simple language we had a succession of orotund phrases.

b. ellipt. as sb. (sc. voice, utterance).
1827 RUSH Philos. Hum. I'oice viii. (1833} 121 Few persons

have by nature, a pure orotund. 1888 CasselVs Fam. Mag.
Dec. 1 2/i The deep-orotund is a very pleasing and effective

acquisition, and may be cultivated with surprising success.

1889 J.
M. ROBERTSON Ess. Crit. Method 245 Such an

exclusive cultivation of the orotund as makes the bulk of
his work a mere weariness of the flesh.

Hence Orotu'ndity 'also oro-rotundity), Oro-
rotundoism, nonce-wets.

1831 CROKER BoswlFs Johnson I. 196 note, The number
of syllables, and oro-rotumlity . . of the sound of a word, can
never add much. 1840 G. RAYMOND in New Monthly Mag.
LIX. 248, I .. exclaimed, in all the ororotundoism I could
summon to my aid,

' Hear me' [etc.]. 1892 Blackw. Mag.
Sept. 395 There is a pomposity, an ororotundity.

Oroyson, obs. form (in Caxton) of OKISOX.

Orp, v. Sc. [Origin obscure : cf. ON. vcrpa to

throw, pa. pple. orpin thrown : cf. Sc. thraivn in

sense 'cross-grained, perverse, ill-humoured'.] intr.
To fret, to murmur discontentedly ;

*
to weep with

a convulsive pant
'

{Glossary to Ramsay}.
1715 RAMSAY Gent. Sheph. \. ii, Like dawted wean. .That

for some feckless whim will orp and greet. 1836 M. MAC-
KINTOSH Cottager's Dan. 191 They hood aye keep the neath-
most in, To orp wi' grief.

Hence O rping vbf. sb., fretting, murmuring;
O'rpit///. a.

t fretful, discontented.
VOL. VII.

1599 JAS -

.1
Ba<riA. Aupop (1603) 46 Feare not their orping

or being discontented, as long as yee mil well. 1609 BP.
: W. BARLOW A it

sty,
Nameless Cath. 116 Notwithstanding

i all the perswasions, pipings, threats, yea Treasonable
I

assaults. 1614 lii-. COWI-KR Dikaiologie 143 You seeme to
!

be very earnest here, but all men may see it is but your
1 Orpit or Ironic conceit. 1871 W. ALEXANDER Johnny Gil>l>

\
xiv, (1873) 84

'

Itenjie was an orpiet, peeakin, little sinner '.

t O rped, a. Obs. Also 6 Sc. orpit. [OK., of

obscure origin.] Stout, strenuous, valiant, bold.
io.. in Anglia VIII. 324 Swa gedafenab esnum Sam

orpedan, Sonne he god weorc ongynji, Sa,-t he fla;t ^eornlice
beswynce. //'id. 325 La orpeda cleric ^if ftu wylle witan oa
terminos fie we ymbe sprrtcon, wite hwylc j;er hyt sy 6a;s
monan offit man ha;t htnaris. 13.. Ctty Jl'arw. (A.] 6062
Wib hem fif hundred knifes, Orped men & gode in fistes.

1340 Ayenl\ 183 A/e be guode kiu'st and orped J^et hebguod
herte and hardi. 1390 GOWER Conf. I. 129 Som orped knyht
to sic this lord, c 1440 /Vtw//. Parv, 371/1 Oipud,. .auda.v,
bellipotens. 1480 CAXTON Chron. Eng. \\\. (1520) 103 b/2
As thou hast ben orped in thy dedes he tlyde to the nioche
honoure. 1587 FI.EMING Contn. Iloliushed III. 1339/2 See
you tin's orped giant here, so huge of liiunie and bune?

b. Of a beast: Fierce, furious.

1567 GOI.DING Ovid's Met. VIM. (1593} 194 Vet should this

hand .. confound this orped swine. 1594 CONSTABLK / enus
.5-
Adonis vii, For an orped swine Sniit him in the groyne.
Hence f O'rpedlyWz'., stoutly, bravely ; 'fO'rped-

ness, fOrpedship, valour, bravery.
r 1330 Arth. fy MerL 1729

y

Orped!ich thuu the bi-stere And
the lond thou fond to were. 1387 TRKVISA Hidden (Rolls)
V. 231 pe eniperour dede nobii.g orped liche [I- strewn;}.
c 1400 Chron. Ettg. Ixxiii. in Herrig Archiv LII. 14 They
defended*: hem welleand orpydly ayen.s hem. i398'I'Ki:\ ISA

Bartk.DeP,R.ix.xx.x\\, (MS. Hodlj If. 99 b/2 Aboutepente-
coste is tyme of cheualry and of *orpudnesse. 13 . . A". A/is.

1413 His folk ful of "orpedschype, Quicliche leputh to hepc.

Orpement, Orpent, obs. ff. ORPIMENT, OurixK.

Orphaic, obs. variant of ORPHIC'.

Orphaline, variant of ORPHELIN Obs.

Orphan (^-ifan), sb. and a. Also 5-7 -ane, 6-7
-ant. [ad. lateL. Qrfhan-us (

\Vulg.), a. (Jr. bptpavus
without parents, bereaved

; cf. OF. orfene (i.^th c.),
It. orftuio. See also OUPHENIX, ORPHELIN.]
A. sb. 1. One deprived by death of father or

mother, or (more generally) of both parents; a

fatherless or motherless child.

Orphans Court, a probate court in some states of the
United States, having jur^ diction over the ebtates and
persons of orphans.
[13.. A" A/is. 4948 Another folk woneth there bislde; Or-

phani hy hatteth wide.] 1484 CAN i ON Chivalry 31 Thoffyce
of a knyght is to mayntene and deffende wymmen widowes
and orphans. 1547-64 BAULUWIN Alor. Philos. (Palfr.) 126
Innocent persons, orphants, widdowes, & poore men. 1603
DRAYTON Heroic. Ep. iv. 95 Mak'st me an Orphan ere my
Father die. 1632 HKYWOOD zwf Pt. Iron Age v. Wks. 1874
III. 429 Sweet Orphant do; thy fathers dead already.
1715-20 POPE Iliad xxii. 629 The day, that to the shades
the father sends, Robs the sad orphan of his father's friends.

1848 WHAKTON Law Lex. s. v. Orphan, In London the Lord
Mayor and Aldermen have the custody of the orphans of
deceased freemen, and also the keeping of their lands and
goods.

_
1849 STEPHENS Bk. of Farm (ed. 2) I. 596/2 When

a lamb is left an orphan . . [it is necessary] to mother it . . upon
another ewe.

2. fig. One bereft of protection, advantages,
benefits, or happiness, previously enjoyed.
1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 2420/2 Thenne he assembled

twelue freres of the Couent of liouloyne and to thende that
he wold not leue them and disheryted and orphanes he
made his testament. 1844 MRS. HKOWNING CryofChildr.
xii, They.. Are orphans of the earthly love and heavenly.
3. ailrib. and Comb. t as orphan-like adj. ;

or-

phan-asylum, -hospital, -house, an orphanage.
a 1649 DRUMM. OK HAWTH. Poems Wks. (1711) 15 When ..

bravest minds live orphan-like forlorn. 1711 C. MATHER
Diary 25 Mar. in Han'. Stud. (1897) V. 58 A present of Gold
for his orphan-house. 1769 Chron. in Ann. Reg. 65/2 The
children of the orphan-hospital, .were ranged in two lines.

1792 S. ROGERS Pleas. Mem. 40 Orphan -sorrows drew the

ready tear. 1832 G. DOWNES Lett. Cont. Countries I. 159
The Preachers' Church, and that of the Orphan-house.
1857 M.wxr. Expos. I. ex. 831/2 An orphan-hospital, or in-

stitution for bringing up orphaned children in. 1878 GKO.
ELIOT Coll. Br.P.vg^ Love forsaken sends out orphan cries.

B. adj. Bereaved of parents; fatherless or

motherless, or both
; Jig. bereft of protection analo- .

gous to that of a pnrcnt.
1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 409 b/2 Whan Machomete was I

orphane of fader & moder he was under the gouernaunce of ;

his uncle, c 1586 C'TESS PEMBROKE Ps. LXVIII. ii, Prepare
his path, who. .Doth sitt a father to the orphan sonne. 1589
WARNER Alh. Eng. vi. xxxiL (1612) 161 Queene mother and
her kindred Mid the Orphant King a while. 1755 SMOLLETT
QUIJT. n. in. xvi. (1784) IV. 83 And I beg your worship will
consider the orphan state of my daughter. 1814 SCOTT Ld.
ofIsles iv. xvii, Thou art a patron all too wild And thought- I

less, for this orphan child. 1847 GROTE Greece \\. x. III. 87
An orphan girl might be claimed in marriage of right by ,

any member of the gens.
fig. 1660 N. INGELO Bentivolio ff Urania n. (1682) 65

j

[God] doth not abandon the Orphan World to. .blind Chance. !

1883 SCIIAFF Hist. Church II. vii. 42. 425 It was probably
the martyrdom of Peter and Paul that induced John to
take charge of the orphan churches.

Orphan (^ufan), v. [f. prec. sb.] trans. To
make an orphan of; to bereave of parent or parents. !

1814 SOUTHEY Roderick in. 290 One hour hath orphaned
me and widowed me. 1832-4 DE QUINCEY Ciesars \. Wks. :

1860 X. 34 It is, or it is not, according to the nature of ,

men, an advantage to be orphaned at an early age. 1876
RATHE Thcssalonians ^877) 92 This orphaning separation
had been for

*
the season of an hour '.

Orphanage (pMftnedg). [f. prec. sb. + -AGE.]
1. The state or condition of being an orphan.
1579-80 NORTH Plutarch (1676,1 185 Orphanage bringeth

many discommodities to a Child, a 1631 DON Ni-;/,f/7. (1651)
108 There can fall no . . Orphanage upon those Children, to
whom God is Father. 1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa (iSir)
VII. 321 A desolate creature she suffered under the worst
of orphanage. 1876 LOWKLL Aniflng^ my Bks. Ser. n. 207
His early orphanage was not without its effect in confirming
a character naturally impatient of control.

b. Orphans collectively.
1845 W. H. MAXWELL Hints Soldier on Swite I. 34 He

will talk of widowed wives and unprotected orphanage.

f 2, The guardianship formerly exercised by the
Lord Mayor and Aldermen of London over the

persons and property of orphan children within
the City under 21 years of age. Obs.

1538 in Strype /." /. MOH. (1751) I. n. App. xc. 25^ Al and
syngler the porcyons . . to be ordered according to the
cujitome of the orphanage of the citie of London, a 1734
N..KIH Lives \i8u6i II. iy The common serjeant in London,
an office of considei able account, especial! y in the orphanage.
3. An institution or home for orphans.
1865 El-en. Standard 7 Feb., There is .. an orphanage,

in \\hich there aie at prt.scnt 40 children being educated at
alow charge. 1871 Daily A'ti>'s 16 Dec., The Chinese Gov-
ernment dcmamU thu suppression of the foreign oiphanages.
4. atlrih. chietly in sense 2).

1641 Tfniu's dc la Ley S3 b, His successor may in his
owne name have execution of a Recognisance acknowledged
to his picduLcssor fur ( )r])liana^e money. 1767 J5i..-u:KsiONF,

Connn. II. xxxii. 519 In London the share of the children

(or orphanage part) is not fully vested in them till the a^e
of tueniy-one, before \\hiuh they cannot dispose of it by
testament : . .but after jhe age of twenty-one it is free from
any orphana.ce custom. 1818 CKI'ISE Digest led. 2) VI. 42^
ITI th;tt part of the will relating to the orphanage share.

Orpnancy (^ifansi). [f. OBPHAN sb. + -cv.]
The condition of being an orphan ; orphanhood.
.71586 SIDNKY Arcadia in. (\y.Q\ K k iij, Vet did not thy

Orphancie, or my widdowhood, depriue vs of the delightfull

prospect. 1592 WAHNER All>. Lng. vn. xxxiv. (1612) 164
Nor fan ,/Kneas Ofl'sprin^s now of Qrphansie complaine.
1839 LANDOR Andrea of Hungary \. iv. 115 The worst Of
orphancy, the cruellest of frauds. 1866 J. 11. KOSF tr. Ovid's
J-'asti in. 225 Shall we Klect for widowhood or orphancy?
O rphaiuloiH. rare. [Sec -DOM.] *-. prec.
1892 Leisure Hour Jan. 195/1 To softly cradled childhood

..had succeeded orphandom.

Orphaned (^jfand), cr. [f. OKPHAX s/>. or

V. + -ED.]
1. Made or left an orphan ;

bereaved.

1631 Ct'li'stina xx. 195, I, even this very day, have left

many servants orphaned, and quite destitute of a master.

1757 MRS. GRIFFITH Litt. Henry >\ Frances (1767) II. 1^4
He is orphan 'd both of father and mother. 1827 PKAF.D
Anuinius vit, The sobs of orphaned infancy. 1874 DI.XON
Two Queens III. 64 To save the orphaned girl from trouble.

b. Jig. Bereaved, destitute and unprotected.
a 1649 DRUMM, OF HAWTII. Poems Wks. (1711) 46 Religion

orphan'd waileth o're thy urn. 1827 KI-:HI.K Chr. Y. 3rd
Sund. Lent, The orphan'd realm threw wide her gates. 1898
W. K. JOHNSON Terra Tenel>r. 148 Ye shall not long live

orphaned of the light !

2. transf. Of or pertaining to an orphan.
1799 SHERIDAN Pizurro \\. iv, To dry the widowed and the

orphaned tear of those Whose brave protectors have perished
in their country's cause. 1882 Mrs. Rat -en's Temptation
III. 43 Could he presume on Alice's orphaned loneliness.

tOrphaner. 0/>s. An unexplained by-form
of ORPHAN sb.

1461 tr. Oath Recorder Lond. in Lett.-Bk. D. If. 7 Ca/r.

(1902) 34 Ye schall attende to save (and mayntene) the Riyht
of the Orphaners aftir J>e lawes and usagis of the Cite. [Cf.
a 1399 Sacrani. Record, in Lib. Albus If. 208 b (Rolls) L
309 Kt qe tendre serrez dez drotures dez orphanyns .sauvere
et meintener, solonc lex leyes et usagez de la citee.J

tO-rphanet. Obs. [-ET.] A little orjihan.
1591 I >RAYTON Harmony C/i., Finding of Moses,, Calling

her maids this orphanet to see.

Orphanhood v^jfanhud). [f. OBPBAHJ& +

-HOOD.] The condition or
position

of an orphan.
1824 DAVISON Disc, Prophecy vi. fi86i) 219 The captivity,

devastation, and public orphanhood of the Jewish Church
was a far more perplexing phenomenon. 1856 LKVF.R J\Iar~

tins o/Cro
1

HI. 5 The girl, over whom the dark shadow of

orphanhood passed as she spoke. 1869 PallMallG. ir Oct.
2 It provides for sickness, age, widowhood, orphanhood.

t O rphaiiism. Obs. rare. [See -ISM.] The
condition of being an orphan ; orphanhood.
1598 FLORIO, Orfiintta, Orphanisme. 1611 COTGR., Orlitt\

Orphanisme. 1790 ANNA SF.WARU Lett. (1811) II. 345 It is

an anxious and alarmed life,, .better, however, ..than that of

lonely orphanism. 1834 'fait's blag. I. 43 To feign con-

vulsions, starvation, orphanism, widowhood.

t Orpha*nity. Obs. [a. OF. orphomtf. or'

fanitC) earlier orfente': late 1^. orphanitas (6th c.

in Quicherat Addenda}, i. orphan-its ORPHAN: see

-ITY.] The condition of an orphan, orphanhood.
c 1430 Pilgr. Ly/Manhode in. Hi. (1869) 163, 1 haue brouht

thee the burdoun ayen, to deliuere thee from orphanitee.

1480 CAXTON Ovid's Met. xni. ix, Now I am fallen in

orphanyte of parents & of my lorde. 0500 Afelusine 147
The land were in grete orphanite of bothe lord & of lady.

Orphaiiize (^ifiwU), v. [f. ORPHAN sb. +

-HB.J trans. To make (any one) an orphan.
1797 ANNA SEWARD 7,tr.(i8ii) V. 17 Women and children,

widowed and orphanized, alas ! by the obstinacy of Dutch
resistance. 1851 LIVINGSTONE Let. in Life vi. (1885) 97 To

orphanize my children, will be like tearing out my bowels.

1879 P. IX>KIMER tr. Lechler's Wiclifl. 43 The parish was

spiritually orphanised.



ORPHANOTROPHISM.

tOrphano'trophism. Obs. rare:- 1
, [f. Gr.

vpij>cu>oTp<j<p-os bringing up orphans (-rpoipos feed-

ing) + -ISM.] The support and rearing of orphans.

So t Orpliano-tropliy [ad. L. orphanotrophiiiin,

a. Gr. u/xpavoTpoipftov], a hospital or asylum for

orphans.
1711 C. MATHER (title} Orphanotroi'hism ; or, Orphans well

provided for. 1727 BAILEY vol. II, Orphanotropliy. 1730-6

(folio). Hence in JOHNSON, etc. 17.. (title) A Memorial

concerning the Erecting an Orphanotrophy or Hospital for

the Reception of Poor Cast-off Children or Foundlings.

O'rphanry. ran. [f.
OBFHAN .sb. -t- -BY.]

A home for orphans, an orphanage.
1882 in OGILVIK (Annandale).

O'rphaiiship. rare. [See -SHIP.] The position
or fact of being an orphan ; orphanhood.
1832 Fraser's J/rt^. V. 524 [Parents] of such habits and

temper as would have rendered orphanship a blessing.

Orphant, obs. corrupt form of OBPHAS.

t Orphany 1
(p'jfani). Obs. rare. [f. ORPHAN +

-v.] The condition of an orphan, orphanhood.
1539 CRANMF.R Let. to Cr/univcU in J//.NV. ll'rit. (Parker

S'K.) 1 1. 389 My heart is much moved with pity towards the

young lord of Bargavenny ..by cause he is within orphany.

t Orphany-, app. an error for orpher)/,Ov.HV.K\.
1501 DOUGLAS Pal. Hon. I. 543 In vestures quent of mony

sindrie gyse, ..Saline figures champit with flourisand be\\i<,

Dainisflure, teve, pyle quhairon thair lyis Peirle, Orphany
quhilk eueriestait renewis.

Orphanyne, Orpharas, orphare : see OB-

PHEXI.V, OlU'HKEY.

Orpharioil i (7.[farDi' (
n\ Also 6 orpheryon,

7 Orph-Arion, orpharyon,-erion,-erian, -irian,

orfarian, (9 orph(e)oreou). [Composed of the

names of Orpheus and Arion, mythical nm-icians

of antiquity. Cf.

1601 li. JOSSON Poetaster IV. ii, Another Orpheus ! an

Arion riding on the back of a dolphin.]

A large instrument of the lute kind with from six

to nine pairs of metal strings played with a plec-

trum : much used in the 171!! century.
Said to have been invented c 1560 by John Rose, citizen of

London, living in Bridewell. See Grove Dict.Miis. II. 612.

1593 DKAVTON Eclogues iii. in Set the Cornet with the

Flute,, The Orpharion to the Lute. 1601 P. ROSSKI \-.\< (title)

A liooke of Ayres, set foorth to he song to the I.ute, Or-

pherian and liase Violl. c 1620 W. LAUSON in J. I)[ennys|
Seer. Angling (ed. 2) 153 Wind them on two or three of

your fingers, like an Orph-Arion's string. 1626 UACON

Sylva 146 It maketh a more Resounding Sound than a

Uandora, Orpharion or Cittern, which have likewise Wire,

strings. 1655 tr. Coin. Hist. Francion v. 20 To one he
Petitioned for a Violl, to another for a Lute, to this Man for

an Orfarian. 1825 DANNELEY Encycl. Mits., Orpheoreon or

Orphoreon. [1878 Gwe's Diet. MHS. II. 612 A larger

orpheoreon was called Penorcon, and a still larger one Pan-

dore : PrEetorius spells this Pandorra or Handoer.]

Orphean 'juf^an), a. and sb. Also 7 Orphsean.

[f. I.. OrphZ-its, (a. Gr. 'O/xptfos, f. 'Op<t>tvs
< trpheus,

the famous mythical musician and singer of Thrace,
in later times accounted a philosopher and adept
in secret knowledge, whence the Orphic mysteries
and Orphic doctrines) + -AX.]
A. adj. 1. Of or relating to Orpheus, as

musician and singer, who was said to move rocks

and trees by the strains of his lyre ; hence, me-

lodious, musical, entrancing, like his music.

1593 Tell-Troth's N. Y. Gift (1876) 45 Charme more then

the Orphean musicke. 1660 HICKKRINGILL Jamaica (1661)99
His soul engross'd th' Monopoly of Arts, And thy Orphjean
skill could ravish Hearts. 1667 MILTON P. /,. Ml. 17 With
other notes then to th' Orphean Lyre I sung of Chaos and
Eternal Night. 1870 LOWELL Among my ti/cs. Ser. I. (1873)

157 Refractory feet, that will dance to Orphean measures.

2. = OBPHIO a. i.

1657-83 KVKLVN Hist. Relig. (1850) I. 330 The most zealous

abettors of the Orphean and Gentile philology, Porphyry,
Hierocles, Celsus, and the rest.

B. sli. An adherent of the Orphic philosophy.
1818 R. P. KNIGHT Symbolic I-ang. (1876) 5 note, The Or-

pheans endeavored to express divine things by Symbols,

1827 G. HIGGINS Celtic Druids 33 Mr. Davies is of opinion
that the < Jrpheans were Druids.

So O rpheist = ORPHEAN sb.

1678 CUDWORTH [ntell. Syst. L iv. 20. 374 The reason of

this difference betwixt the Orpheists and Plato, .proceeded
only from an equivocation in the word Love.

I Orpheliil '(7'jfelin), a. and sb. Obs. Forms :

4-6 orphelyn, 6 -line, -len, -ling, orphiline, 7

orphaline, orphling. [a. OK. orphelin, orfelin

(ijthc. in I.ittre
1

), arising by dissimilation from

OF. orphenin : see ORPHEXIN.]
A. adj. Orphaned ;

bereaved.
c 1374 CHAUCER Boeth. II. pr. iii. 25 (Camb. MS.)\Van thow

weere orphelyn of fadyr and modyr. \$i*Helyis in Thums
Prose Kern. (rS28) III. 105 Shall 1 abide orpheline in my
yonge dais.

B. sb. An orphan.
a 1450 Knt. de la Tour (rS68) i r2 For to norisshe orphelyns

and for to endoctrine hem in vertu and science. 1483 CAX-
TON Gold. Leg. 260 b/i I.eue us not orphelyns. a 1533
Lu. KKKNKXS Huon Ix. 210 He dystroyeth the burgesses and

marchauntes, wedous and orphelyns. a 1572 KNOX Hist.

Ref. (1732) 109 The Blind, Crooked, Hedralis, Widowis,
Orphelingis, and all uther Pure. 1630 J. I.KVKTT Ord. ISees

Ded., Of your, .love to tjie deceased Author, or your charity
to this posthume Orphling. 1632 J. WKIGHT tr. Camus'
Nat. Parndi'-i- m. 51 To preserve it for the Orphaline.

210

t Orphenin, sb. and a. Obs. Also -anin, -yne. |

[a. OK orphenhi) -anin (lathe.), deriv. of L.
\

orphan-us ORPHAN, subseq. orphelin : see prec.]
A. sb. = ORPHAN A. i.

c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints x.xxi. (Eugenia) 446 Namly it pat
'

niycTit ryne til wydow or til orphanyne. c 1430 Pilgr. Lyf
ManJtoat i. Ixi. (1869) 37, I am norishe of orphanynes, oste- I

leer to pilgrlines. c i<yoMt'tn$ine 187 They oughtetohelpe
and susteyne the wyduwes an orphenyns.

B. adj. Bereaved (in quot. of children).
1480 CAXTON Ovitfs Met. xin. xii, I am put to this Exille,

that of one sone & foure doughters, I am orphenyn.

Orplieoiiist (pufronist). [a. F. orphtoni$tet f.

Orphan, name of a school of vocal music estab-

lished at Paris in 1833, and named from Orpheus.]
A member of an Orphfon ; a choral

singer.
1860 (>K\*. P. THOMPSON Audi Alt. III. cxxiii. 72 Ask the

Orpheonistes how near this is to the truth. 1888 Times
21 Sept. 3/2, 2000 Orpheonists will attend and sing one of

the composer's choruses.

attrib. 1882 At/icnxum 8 Apr. 455/2 A grand festival and

competition of orpheonist societies and military bands. 1884
Ibid. 9 Aug. 187/3 The fourth general meeting of the Or-

plieonist societies at Paris is postponed.

Orpheoreon,orpherian, -on: seeORPHARiox.

Orpheotelest ^i^Ulest). Corruptly orphe-

tulist, orpheotellist. [ad. Gr. 'O/xpfOTfAtaTjys.]
An initiator into Orphic mysteries; a professor of

Orphic magic.
a 1610 HKALKY Theophrastns (1636)61 To the tnd he m.iy

be initiated in holy Orders, he goes often unto the Orphe-
tulists. 1839 I-'rascr's Mag. XX. 31 He [Orpheus] is repre-
sented, -as the founder of a school of magic, whose students

\\cre tenned '

Orpheulellisls '.

Orpheray, -ry, obs. forms of OBPHBEY.

Orphic (f'Mfik), (i. (sb.\ [ad. Gr. 'O/x/>i*-<Sy (in

L. Qrphic~us\ f. 'Ofuptvs Orpheus: see -1C.]

1. Of, belonging or attributed to, or connected

with Orpheus, the mysteries associated with his

name, or the writings or doctrines subsequently
attributed to him see ORPHEAN) ; hence, oracular.

1678 Ci DWORTH Intctl. Syst. i. iv. i.j. 250 According to

the Orphick Tradition, this Love which the Cosmogonia was
derived from, was no oilier than the Eternal Vnmade Deity.

1701 NUKKIS Ideal ll'crld \. iii. 177 That Orphic sentence

mentioned by Ficinus, /ev$ e'Sos no.vit&v, Jupiter is the form,

species, or idea, of all things. 1813 SHELLEV in Dowden
Life (1887) I. 396,

I intend.. to reason in my preface concern-

ing the Orphic and Pythagoric system of diet. 1816 I).

STEWART Dissert, rrogr. Philos. \\. iii. (1858) 304 note, The
old Orphic verses, ([noted in the treatise Ilcpi KOO>LOV,
ascribed to Aristotle. 1851 HAWTHORNE Bllthedalt Rom.
xvi. (1883* 483 'No summer ever came back, and no two
summers ever were alike ', said I, with a degree of Orphic
wisdom that astonished me. i88o/l/AariaoNov.68Q/3
They are founded on the mystic Orphic doctrine, and .seem

to be part of the sacred book of tlie initiated in those

mysteries. 1880 F. W. H. MYERS Stanzas on Shelley in

Macni, J/Vzi,
1
'. No. 245. 392 Vet, with an Orphic whisper

blent, A Spirit in the west-wind sighs.

b. Orphic egg) a term applied to the earth or

world, as being held to be egg-shaped.
1684 T. HURNKF '/'//. Earth \. 280 The opinion of the oval

figure of the earth is ascrib'd to Orpheus and his disciples ;

and the doctrine of the mundane egg is so peculiarly his,

that 'tis call'd by Proclus the Orphick egg. 1696 WHISTON
Th. Earth in. (1722) 233 Nothing was more celebrated than
the Original, .Orphick Kgg, in the most early Authors. 1789
MRS. Piozzi Jonm. France, etc. I. 228 The mundane, or as

Proclus calls it, the orphick egg, is possibly the earliest of

all methods taken to explain the rise, progress, and final con-

clusion of our earth and atmosphere.
2.- Of the nature of the music of Orpheus, or the

verses attributed to him; melodious, entrancing,

ravishing.
1817 COI.KRIDGK Sf/y/. Leai'fs (1862) 204 An orphic song

indeed, A song divine of high and passionate thoughts,
To their own music chaunted ! i8ao nASUTT Lect. Drain.
Lit. 18 To pass owr the Orphic hymns of David. 1821

SHKI.LKY Prometh. Unb. iv. i. 421 Language is a perpetual

orphic song. 1853 KINGS LEY Hypatia xxv, Homer and

Hesiod, and those old Orphic singers, were of another mind.

B. sb. 1. An Orphic song or hymn: chiefly in//.
1855 KINGSI.KY Heroes, Argon, iv. 108 They call them the

Songs of Orpheus, or the Orphics, to this day.
2. A member of the Orphic school of philosophy.
1897 /,"(//;/. Rev. Apr. 461 '1'hese tablets were buried with

the deceased Orphic. 1899 R. H. CHAKLKS Esc/iatol. iii. i4<j

This doctrine first appears among the Orphics.
So O rphical a. = ORPHIC

; O'rphically adv.,

after the manner of the Orphic writings, doctrines,

mysteries, etc. ; O rphicism = OKPHISU.
1678 CUUWORTH Intfll. Syst. \. iv. 17. 204 Aristotle seems

: to have meant no more than this, that there was no such
', Poet as Orpheus Senior to Homer, or that the Verses

vulgarly called *Orphical, were not written by Orpheus.
I Ibid. 300 We cannot believe all that to be genuine which is

produced by ancient Fathers as( >rphicat. Ibid. 307 The whole
Produced or Created Universe, with all its Variety of things
in it; which yet are "Orphically said to be God also, in a

' certain other sence. 1816 I. TAYLOR in Pamphleteer VIII.
!

477 Hence Socrates calls the multitude Orphically Thyrsus-

j

bearers. 1849 POE IK E. C/tanninff\Vks. 1864 III. 239
!
More profound than the *Orphicism of Alcott.

i Orphi'on. Obs. [ad. Gr. 'Qptpttov, neuter of

j *O/>0*u>sOKPHEAN.] A musical instrument invented

I by Thomas Pilkington, who died in 1660.

1660 COKAINR Elegy T. Pilkington 6 Mastring all Musick

i

that was known before; He did invent the Orphion, and

t
gave more.

ORPIMENT.

Orphism (pufiz'm). [f.
OBPH-IC 4- -ISM.] The

system of mystic philosophy embodied in the

Orphic poems, and taught to the initiated in the.

Orphic mysteries.
1880 Ch. Q. Rev. 244 The whole system of what M. Girard

designates under the name of Orphism, which .. inculcated

the strict necessity on the part of man to shake off the low
elements of his nature. 1884 W. M. RAMSAY in Encycl. Brit.

XVII. 128/2 The spirit of Orphism was that of the Oriental

Phrygian cultus.

O'rphizillg, fpl.a. [From an implied vb.

*urphize to practise Oiphism: see-l/E.] Practising
or following the Orphic doctrines and worship.
1884 W. M. RAMSAY in Encycl. Brit. XVII. 128/2 The

Orplii/injT mystic cultus of Phyla.

Orphling, variant ol OHPHKLIN Obs.

Orphrey, orfray (<? -ifre', -fri). Forms : a.

4-5 orfreis, -eys, -ais, -ays, 4 C orfraies, -ayes,

-eyes. 5 orpharas, -is, 6 orefrayes, orferaus,

orfris, -ys, (orpheis, orphis, offreis). 0. 5

orferay, orpheray, orpharS, orfftey, 5-6 (9)

orflrey, 6 orphery, (orfer), 9 orfray, orphrey.

[ME. orfreis, a. OK. 01frets
=-- Pr. aurfres, OS]).

aurofres .aurifrisium (med.L. anrifrisum, auri-

frisia, aitrifresus, aitrifrixium, aiirifrigiutn, -id)

for I.. auriphrj'giuiH gold embroidery, f. aurum

gold + 1'hrygitts Phrygian: cf. Phrygix vestes Phry-

gian (gold-embroidered) garments. The final -s,

belonging etymologically to the singular, is now
treated as the plural suffix; so mod.F. orfroi,

formerly orfrois. The Kng. histoiical spelling is

orfrey or orfray ; orphrey combines Fr. or with

the ph of I .. p/ltygium.]
1. Gold embroidery, or any rich embroidery ;

with an and //., a piece of richly embroidered

stuff. Now only Hist, or arch.

[1222 Otnaiit. l-.ctl. Sariu/r in Ostinind Rfg. (Rolls) II.

132 Stola una de aurifris. cum manipulis tribus.] 13..
A'. Alls. 179 With mony bellis, of selver schene, Y-fastened

on orfreys of mounde. ^1330 K. UKUNNE Chron. (1810)

iry A hede ^>at was of smyten .. in an orfreis Ihe] it

wond. ?<H36 CHAUCKK Rom. Rose 562 Of fyn orfrays
hadde she eke A chapelet. c 1495 Thomas of Krct'lti. 62

Hir payetrelle was of jrale fyne, Hir cropoure was of

Orphare. c 1483 CANTON Diatogttis 36/9 Ther was iherin

many orfrayes and rybans of silke. 1599 TIIYNNK Ani-
inattv. (1875) 35 You ..see that 'orefryes

1 was 'a wened
clothe of golde', and not 'goldsmythe woorke '. 1706
PHILLIPS s.v., The Coat-Armours of the King's Guards were

also termed Orfraies, upon account of their being adorned

with Cold-smith's Work. 1851 SIK F. PALCRAVE Korm. ff

Jiiif. 1. 158 [Charlemagne] clad in his silken rotes, ponderous
with broidery, pearls, and orfray. 1890 W. MUKKIS in Eng.
lilitstr. Alng, July 767 The King's pavilion .. wrought all

over, .with orphreys of gold and pearl and gems.

2. An ornamental border or band, esp. on an eccle-

siastical vestment, sometimes richly embroidered.
c 1400 MAVNDF.V. xxii. 233 Clothes dyapred of red selk all

wroucht with gold, and the orfrayes sett full of gret perl

and precious stones. 1440 in Kng. C7i. furniture (ed. Pea-

cock 1866) 182 One vestment of white silke with a read

orferay. 1485 ClittnlmJ, Ace., Si. Mary Hill, Lmldan

(Nichols 1797) 09 A childe's cope of clothe of golde and

the orphans of blue veluet. 1503 in Kerry St. J.aivrtnce,

Kcattinf (r883> 113 The orfrey on the bak a narrow crose

with warks. a 1548 HALL Citron., Hen. ('///, 73 b, All the

Coopes and Vestementes so riche . . the Orfrys selte with

pearles and precious stones. 1844 K. A. PAI.KY Ch. Re-

staters 21 The orphrey or border of the chasuble. 1877

J. D. CIIAMBKKS IHv. Worship 66 The orfrays . . are broad

and elaborately chased. 1882 Coiitcmp. Rev. Nov. 679 The
rochets and the orfreys, worn in the second

year
of Kinj;

Kdward the Sixth. 1894 A tlicnzum 3 Mar.282/i Asplemlid

cope of green bawdekyn, with orphreys embroidered with

six scenes from the life of St. John liaptist, of late fifteenth

century Flemish work.

3. Comli., as orplmy-iveli, -work.

187* ROCK Text, f'nbr. iii. 21 On a piece of German

orphrey-web. 1890 STOCKS & I'.RAGG Market Itarl'in-otigh

1'arish Ktc. 53 note. In the fifteenth century Cologne became
famous for the manufacture of orphrey-web.

Orphreyed, orfrayed f'-jfrAl, -frid), a. [f.

prec. + -El) ^.J Embroidered with gold ;
adorned

with 'orphrey' ;
bordered with an orphrey.

c 1400 MALNUKV. (1839) xiv. 153 Arrayed in clothes of gold,

orfrayed and apparayled with grete p<^!?
s & precyous

stones. 1480 CAXTON Ovid's Met. xiv. viii, He was clad

with a mantel of purple orfrayed. 1546 Invent. Ch. Gofds

iSurtees) 137 Two coi-es of white damask, orfraid with red

damask. 1865 Direct. Angl. (ed. 2)20 The Orphreyed Mine.

Orpiment ((J'Jpimcnt).
Also 5-7 orpement,

5 -mynt, orpyment, 6-7 orp(e)raente, (orpi-

nent), 6-8 orpment. See also AIIBIPIGMENT. [a.

OF. orpiment (izthc. in IIatz.-Darm.\ also or

pieitment, or pigment (Godef.), ad. L. atiripigmen-

liini (Vitruv.) gold pigment. Cf. It. orfimeiito,

Sp. oropimienlo.] A bright >ellow mineral sub-

stance, the trisulphide of arsenic, also called

Yellow Arsenic, found native in soft masses re-

sembling gold in colour; also manufactured by
the combination of sulphur and arsenious oxide ;

used
'

Orpi
Also c

called Ked Orpiment
~
RKALGAR.disulphide of arsenic: see

AKSKNIC i a, b.

[13x0 Ace. Kxors. T. lip. ff Kxtter (Camden) 8 De xxrf.

e combinaton o supur an arsenous oxe ;

sed as a pigment under the name of King's Yellow.

rpiment is the original ARSKNIC, aptrtviKoi', of the ancients.

lso called I 'ellixv Orpiment to distinguish it from the so-



OBPIMENTAL.
de iiij libris de orpiment veiHl(ti>.]

c 1386 (JiurctR
Ycoin. Prol. ty T. 270 The firsts spirit quyk siluer cal

* Can.
- - -. . , called is,

Ihe seconde Orpyment {v. rr. orpement, orpemynt, orpi-

ment]. a 1387 Sifion. Bartlwl. (Anecd. Oxon.) 12 Auripig-
uientum, orpiment, qunndo simpliciter de citrino intelli*

gitur. 1486 Bk. St. Albans B v, Powdre of orptment
blowen uppon an hawke. 1545 Rates ofCustoms cj, Orp-
mcnte the C. pounde xj. 1577 HARRISON England in. x.

(1878) n. 67 We haue in Kngland great plentie of (juicke

siluer, antimonie, sulphur, blacke lead, and orpiment red
and yellow. 1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. go Arsenick
red and yellow, that is, Orpement and Sandarach may
perhapsdoesomething. 1683 MOXON Ktech. Exerc.^ Printing
xxiv. ply Orpment, Pinck, Yellow Oaker, for Yellow. 1777
Phil. Trans. LXV. 393 The other colours I tried were orpi-

ment, gamboge,..and a few others, 1831 BREWSTER Optics
xvi. 140 A thin plate of native yellow orpiment absorbs the
violet and refrangible blue rays very powerfully.
Hence Orpime'ntal a., of the nature of orpiment.
1685 BOYLE Salubr. Air 62 Orpimental or other noxious

Minerals.

Orpine, orpin Gupin\ Also 7 orpent. [a.

F. orpin (141(1 c. in Hatz.-Parm.), in same senses,

app. some kind of altered form of orpiment.]
fl. = OuriMENT. Obs.

1548 KI.VOT, AttripigHu'ntutit, ..a coulonr lyke golde, in

englysshe Orpine. 1582 STANVHURST sKticis 11. (Arb.) 66
Eech path was fulsoom with sent of sulphurus orpyn.
1675 E. WILSON Spudacr. Dunelm. 36 There's no smell of

Sulphur, as is when Antimony, Orpin, or Marcasites, are
calcin'd. 1715 BRADLEY Fain. Diet. s.v. A*&V,Take some
Powder of Orpine and Brimstone.

Jig. 1656 EARL MONM. tr. Boccatinis Advts.fr. Parnnss.
ii. xcii. (1674) 246 With a little Orpine of affected goodness,
they can cover.. wicked vices.

2. A succulent herbaceous plant, Seduni Tele-

//";;/, with smooth fleshy leaves and corymbs of

numerous purple flowers ; a native of Britain, and
also a well-known inmate of the cottage garden,
being esteemed as a vulnerary. From its tenacity
of life, one of its popular names is Live-long.
The connexion between this and the preceding sense is

not clear ; it has been conjectured that the name orpine
was given first on account of their colour to one or more of
the yellow stonecrops, was extended to the genus Sedntti as
a whole, and was subseq. restricted to S. Telcphinm. In

support of this, JLittre gives orpin as a generic name for

Seduin, and calls S. Telephium, orpin reprise, and S. acre
(Wall Pepper) orpin, acre; but Hatzfeld and Darmesteter
know only the former as orpin.
a 1387 SinoH. Karthol. {Anecd. Oxon.) 17 Crassitta major,

auruin valet, anglicc orpin, c 1440 Proinp. Parv. 371/1
Orpyn, herbe, crassu/a major, ct media dicitnr howsleek
ft minima dicitur stoncrop. 1530 PAI.SGR. 250/1 Orpyn an
herbe, orpyn. 1555 EDEN Decades 135 An herbe muche
lyke vnto that which is commonly cauled Sengrene or
Orpin. 1590 SPENSKR Mithpotmos 193 Coole Violets, and
Orpine growing still. 6x$ MARKHAM Eng. Housew. n. i.

(1668) 37 Take of Orpents, Smallage, Ragwort, .. of each a
good handful. 1647 C. HARVEV Sckola Cordls xxx. 44
Orpin never waxing old. 1727 BRADLEY Fain. Diet. s. v.

Fly, Put some Hellebore with Orpin into Milk, and moisten
the Place the Flies pitch upon. 1854 $ DOBELL Balder
xi, Livelong orpine that cannot die.

O rpingtoii. [From Orpington in Kent.]
Name of a breed of poultry.
189 . F. A. McKENziK Pop. Poultry-Keeping 56 Mr. Cook,

a poultry farmer then living in the village of Orpington ..

introduced the single-combed Black Orpington to the poultry
world in the autumn of 1 886. 1897 K. B. B. DE LA HERE New
Poultry Guide i. 18 He stocks .. the other house with

Dorkings, or Orpingtons, as being at once good layers, table

fowls, and sitters.

Orpit, Orpment : see ORP, OIU-ED, ORPIME>T.
Orque, obs. form of ORC.

Orquhelm, obs. Sc. form of OVERWHELM.
Orra (p'ra), a. Sc. Also 8 ora, orrow. [Of

unascertained origin.]
= ODD a., in various senses:

esp. 4, 7, 8. Orra man = odd man : see ODD 8 d.

1728 RAMSAY Twa Cut-purses 5 And lay out ony ora-
bodies On sma' gimcracks that pleas'd their noddles, a 1774
FERGCSSON Leitk Races Poems (1845)30 Their orra pennies
there to ware. 1791 J. LKARMONT Poems 188 Come an'

spend a' ye're orrow hours 'Mang groves an' glades. 1814
SCOTT M'av. ix, May-be catching a dish of trouts at an orra-
tnm:. iSfyCortt/t. A/tiff. Nov. 615 After sixty ,. he continues
to work as what is called an orra man, that is, he does
all sorts of odd jobs about the farm. 1886 STEVENSON
Kidnapped xxvii. 285, I daresay you would both take an
orra thought upon the gallows.

Orrace, obs. variant of ORRIS 2.

Orrach:e, orrage, obs. forms of ORACH.
tO-rrath, a. Obs.

[f. OR- pref. 'without' +
rap, RATH, counsel.] Doubtful, perplexed, irreso-

lute. Hence t Orrathness, doubt, indecision.
c iaoo ORMIN 3145 Forr he wass ^a brohht ut off all

Orrtrowwjx; & orrrajmesse. Ibid. 3150 All orrra}r whatt he
mihhte don. Ibid. 6593 And iss all alls he waere blind &
orrraji butenn lade.

Orrelegge, Orrellet{te : see HOROLOGE,
OBKILLET. Orrells, obs. spelling of or else : see
OK I!. 5. Orrenge, obs. form of OKANGE.

Orrery (p'reri). [Named after Chas. Boyle,
Eail of Orrery, for whom a copy of the machine
invented by George Graham 1 1700 was made by
J. Rowley, an instrument-maker.] A piece of
mechanism devised to represent the motions of the

planets about the sun by means of clockwork.
1713 STF.EI.E Englishm. No. ii Mr. John Rowley .. calls

his Machine the Orrery, in Gratitude to the Nobleman of
that Title. 1720 W. STUKELEY in Mem. (1882) I. 50 A
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I machine, .in the nature of what we since call Orrerys. 1742
YOUNG Nt. Tli. ix. 787 [It] dwarfs the whole, And makes
an universe an Orrery. 1833 HERSCMBL Astyoii. viii. -j37
Those very childish toys called orreries. 1854 LOWKU.

I
"jfrn/. Italy Pr. Wks. 1890 I. igi When that is unce done,
events will move with the quiet of an orrery.

tO'rrest. 06s. [ad. ON. on-osla, orrasta
battle. See EARNEST sf>. 1

] Kittle, contest.
c Hop O. K. Chnm. an. 1006 [Gosfrei] hit him on gefeaht.

and him on orreste ofer com. c 1200 OIJMIN 12539 I'1 a"
batt time bait he wass Inn orresst 3a:n be deofell.

Orrho- (bef. a vowel orrh-), comb, form of Or.

uppu-s serum, in a few rarely used terms of patho-
logy, etc., as O'rrhocyst, -cystis, a serous cyst ;

Orrliymeni'tis, inflammation of a serous mem-
brane

; also, O rrlioid a., of the appearance or

nature of serum .Mayne Expos. J.ex. 1X57) ;
O'rr-

lious a.
,
serous {Syd. Sot: Lex. 1892).

Orribel, -bil, -ble, obs. variants of HOHKIHI.E.

Orris l
ip'ris). Forms : 6 oreys, oris, arras, 7

orace, 7-8 orrice, 7- orris. [Apparently an un-

explained alteration of 1ms: cf. also IUKOS.]
1. A plant of the genus Ms, csp. Iris gcnnanica

and I.florentina (Maync) ;
the flower-de-luce.

1626 HACON Sykia 863 The nature of the orrice is almost

singular: for there are hut few odoriferous roots. 1656
RlDGl.KY rract. I'hysiik 96 The Juyce of our Orris with

Honey. 1718 QI'INCY Conipl. Ditp. 120 Orris, or Flower-de-
luce, Flowers in April and May. 1824 I..\NOOK [mag. Gw.,
AbM Delillc ff Lantior Wks. 1853 I. 106/2 naff, The
Florentines used the iris as the symbol of their city. ..We
call it orris, corruptly.
2. Short for orris-root, -ptnudcr : see 3.

1545 Kates of Customs cj, Oreys the C. poumlc xiij.*.

iiii.^. 1587 HAKHISON England n. vi. (18771 * ! 59 ^he
addeth to hir brackwoort . . halfe an ounce of arras. 1721
C. KING Brit. Merch. I. 301, 200 lib. Ked Orrice. 1888
MARG. DRLAND 'John H'artt jig He lifted a hit of lace,.,

noting the faint scent of orris which it held.

3. Comb, orris-pea, an issue-pea made of orris-

root; orris-powder, powdered orris-root.
1602 PLAT Deliglites for Ladies tv. ii, Take, .some orace

powder, and foure ounces of Keniamin. l6u Churclttv.

Ace., St. Margairt's, H'esttniiist'-r (Nichols 1797) 30 Paid
for a pound of Orris-powder to put among the church linen.
1861 Our Rug. Home 118 The choicest linen, smelling
sweetly of orris powder.

b. Orris-root. The rhizome of three species
of Iris (/. Jlorentina, /. gcniianica, I. pallida],
which has a fragrant odour like that of violets

;

it is used powdered as a perfume and in medicine.
Orris-r00t oil, Oil oforris-root, a crystalline oil of pearly

lustre obtained from orris-root ; also, in commerce, a solid

crystalli/ahle substance distilled from orris-root.

1598 FI.ORIO, Irios, a kinde of sweete white roote called
oris-roote. 1736 HAII.F.V llousih. Diet. 503 Put some Iris

or Orris root, or bay leaves, or origanum . . into the vessel
with it ; and the ale will recover its natural taste. 1830
LINDLEY Nat. Syst. Bot. 261 The violet-scented Orris root,
the produce of Iris Florentina. 1855 I!KOWNING in Colling-
wood Life Raskin \. 202 Why don't you [Raskin] ask the
next perfumer for a packet of orris-root? Don't everybody
know 'tis a corruption of iris root?

Orris a
(fris). Forms: 8 orice, orrioe, orace,

orrace, orras, 9 orris. [Origin obscure: in sense
akin to orfrays (OliPUREY) ;

but the phonetic rela-

tion to that word is not clear.] A name given to lace

of various patterns in gold and silver
; embroidery

made of gold lace; see also quots. 1858 and 1882.

1701 Loud. Caz. No. 3716/4 A Scarlet Coat with Gold
Orras. 1703 /Hit. No. 3984/4 A Scarlet Cloth Petticoat,
with a Silver Orrice; a white Cloth Petticoat with a Gold
( )rrice. 1772 Test Filial Duty I. 127 His coat was wonder-
fully laced with gold orace. 1858 SIMMOXDS Diet. Trade,
On is, a peculiar pattern, in which gold and silver lace is

worked. The edges are ornamented with conical figures
placed at equal distances, with spots between them. 1882
KKCK Draper's Diet., Orris.. the name is still in use, but is

given a wider application, so as to include nearly every
description of upholstery galloons.

b. attrib. and Comb., as orris-lace, -weaver,
-work; orris- pattern: cf. quot. 1858 above.
1703 Land. Gaz. No. 4154/4 A Calimanco Petticoat.. a

Silver Orace-Lace upon it. ^1710 CELIA FM-:NNKS Diary
(1888) 103 A broad tissue border of orrace work gold and
silver. 1769 Chron. in Ann. Reg. 123/2 Mr. W. Dell,
an orrice-weaver, in Bridewell-hospital. 1790 UMFRKVILLK
/Hudson's Bay 59 The suit is ornamented with orris lace.

1851 in lllnstr. Land. News (1854) 5 Aug. 119 Occupations
of the people, orris-weaver.

t Orris 3, variant of AREAS.
1634 Union Invent. (1841) 32 Fyve peces of Orrisse

hangings, c 1710 CKI.IA FIKNNKS Diary (1888) 167 Very fine
orris hanging in w* was much silk and gold and silver.

Orrour, Orrybel, obs. ff. HOHKOK, HORRIBLE.
Ors, obs. f. OURS. Ors, orse, obs. ff. HORSE.
Orsade, -sady, -sede, etc. obs. varr. ORSIDUE.
fOrsadine, or'sden, var. forms of AHSEHINE.
ltnCtuMfJlCmmait.C.J3rvk't Ghost Rich. Ill, Tis

Pageant orsadine, That goes for gold in your barbarian rate.

Orschadow, obs. Sc. var. of (OVERSHADOW v.

Orselle, orseille, variants of ORCHIL, ARCHIL.

Orse'llic, a. C/iem.
[f. med.L. Orsella

ORCHIL + -ic.] In orsellic add, a crystalline solid,

C, 6H,,O7 -I- 2 II 2O, obtained from South African
and South American lichens.

1837 MILLER Elem. C/u-iu. III. 542 note, Lecanoric acid,
according to Gerhardt, is identical with the alpha and beta

j

orsellic acids of Stenhouse. iMSV/AnsDkt. Chem. IV. 235. |

ORTHID.

So O rscllatc, a salt of orsellic acid
;
Orselli'nic

acid, a crystalline substance, C 8H,O4 + l\.(>,

obtained by the action of baryta water on crythiin ;

also called Orselle'sic aciil. Orse'llinate, a salt

of orsellinic acid.

1857 MILLKK Klein. Chenl. III. 543Orsellesic Acid. ///</.,

I.tvanonc ether, more properly orseliesic ether. 1873 WATTS
l''o^'tu-s CAetH.fcd. 11)805 Orsellinic acid, when boiled with

baryta-water] splits up into carlwn dioxide and orcin.

tOrsidue G'Msidi/7i. 0/>s. Forms: 6 orsade,
-dy, orsede, 6-7 orsdew(e, 8 orsedeu, y -dew,
orsidue. See ARSEDIXE. [Derivation uncertain.
The first element appears to be or gold, but it is doubtful

whether this is original, or altered from ar-.\

A gold-coloured alloy of copper and zinc, rolled

into very thin leaf, and used to ornament toys, etc.;
' Pntcli gold ',

' Mannheim gold '.

1502 AKNOI.DI-: Chron. (18111 23.1 Orsady, at x. d'. the 11'.

1527 Ace. Gibson, Master ofRevels (P. R. O.), For v score
and ij

! ' of orsade. 1545 Rates of Customs cj, Orsedr I h-j

pounde vj. d. 1583 IHd. 1) v, Orsdew the xii. pound xiij .v.

iiij d. i8i2_[. SMYTH Pract. ofCustoms dS.M) 176 Orsedew,
or Manheiln Gold, sometimes called Dutch Gold, Dutch
Leaf, and Dutch Mc-lal, is, properly speaking. Leaf l!ia^,
from, .the ingredients of which it is made being the same as
those employed in the manufacture of lliass. 1833 J. Hm.-
i.AM) Manttf. Metal II. 16 The tortoise-she-!],, -placed over
a foil of orsidne, to give a yellow lustre to the lighter pan,
is a rich atid curious mounting ffor knives].

Ort '('it). Usually in pi. Orts ;
also 5 ortys, 7

ortes, S oughts. [First found in i;th c. in pi.

ortys, -us, but not usual till end of i6th c.
; app.

cognate with early mod.Du. oor-aclc, oor-ctc re-

mains of food (Kilian), l.G. orl ^Krem. \Vbch. %
Sw. dial, orate-, iirtitc refuse fodder

;
cf. N. Kris.

orte to leave fragments ;
f. or-, oor-, privative +

clan to eat. There may have been an unrecorded
OE. *or-Kt, cognate with the continental forms,
but the absence of OE. and ME. examples is

noteworthy.] Fragments of food left over from
a meal ; fodder left by cattle

;
refuse scraps ;

leavings, broken meat : alsoyf^. To -make orts of,

to treat with contempt, undervalue.
c 1440 froi/ip. I'arv. 371/2 Ortns, releef of beestys mete.

1483 CatJi. Angl. 262/1 Ortys,Ji>rraV (\.fni-rago), rus( us.

1593 SUAKS. L-iicr. 985 Let him haue time a beggers orls to

crane. 1598'!'. KASTAKD C/ircstcli'rc*s(\&%o) 93 She hath the

orts and parings of our time. 1607 SHAKS. Timon iv. iii.

400 It is some poore Fragment, some slender Ort of his

remainder. 1675 CROWNB Country \\'it n. i. 23 Those
poor creatures..swim after men of wit and sense for the

scraps and orts of wit that fall from them. 1678 RAV l-.ng.

i'ro-i*. led. 2) 133 Evening orts are good morning fodder.
11 1722 I.isi.b; Ilttsl'. (1752) 258 The graxiers buy lean o.xen to

Av, the

ton o orts, wc were te erooms o te poor. 16 .

HARRISON Choice ]>ks. 187 These pots and pans, where the
eminent writer flung the orts of his ill-digested meals.

Ort, variant of ORD 0/>s., beginning.
Ortalan, ortalon, ortelan, var. ORTOLAN.

Ortch(y)ard, orte(s) yerde : sec ORCHARD.
tOrth.. O/'s. In i ore's, oniS, 1-2 oiU, orjj.

[OE. oroO, -11$, shortened from or-66 : O'l'eut.

*uz-an]> out-breathing; cf. Goth, uz-anaii to

breathe out, expire. (Sievers Ags. Grain, ed. 3,

43. 4.) Cf. also OE. 46ian:*anJ>Jdjan to

breathe, and L. an-imus, Gr. av-tpos, etc.] lireath,

breathing ; hence, wrath.
aiaoadittitae 1245 He orobstundum teah. a 1000 Hymns

ix. 55 Dn him on dydest oru| and sawn!, a 1000 Life J>7.

dutlilac xx. (1848) 84 He ba . .mid langre sworetnnge )a;t orA
of bam breostum teah. c \i-]$Lantl>.Ho!ii. 13 Iswicabeune
be orft ba iswingla.

tO-rthangle. 0/>s.
[f. Gr. uPe-vs right,

straight + ANGLE.] A rectangle.
1603 HOLLAND Plutarch's Afor. 88 The Numbers, Orth-

angles and Triangles of Plato [Greek had opflo-ycoptos right-

angled, rectangular].

Ortliaxial !
('.i)

|
.'>-"ksial),a. Ichthyol. [f.ORTHO-,

ORTH-, straight + AXIAL.] Having the vertebral

axis straight, as the tail of a diphycercal fish.

18.. Cent. Diet, cites J. A. RVDKR.

Orthiaii (p'jfian), a. [f. Gr. opft-os upright,

high-pitched + -AN.] Applied to a style of sing-

.

T. MITCHKLL Aristojih. I. 15. 1830 tr. Aristophanes,
Acharnians 5 Chjeris came shuffling on to chaunt the

Orthian strain. 1872 HROWNING ]''ijine oil /'Vi/Vlxxviii, Sing,

unalloyed by meaner mode thine own The Orthian lay. 1883
I.muELL & SCOTT Gr. Lex. s.v. optftoT, The 1-0^09 opdiw or

orthian strain was in so high a pitch that few voices could
reach it.

Ortllic (p'-ij'ik)' ft- Min. [f.
Gr. 6p8-ut straight

+ -1C.] Having the cleavage-planes at right angles
to one another: = ORTHOCLASTIC.

atter cnc pagocase.
Orthid (rJ))id). [f. mod.L. Orthidx, f. Orthis,

f. Gr. 6pffi,s straight : see -ID -.] A member of the

Orl/iiifx, or genus Ort/iis, of fossil bivalves.



ORTHITE.

1873 DAWSCN Earth <y Man iii. 43 Lamp-shells of another i

type.. the Orthids, these have the valves hinged along a

straight line, in the middle of which is a notch for the

peduncle.

Orthite Orajait). Mia. [= Ger. orthit (lier-

zelius, 1817), f. Gr. op0us straight: see -HE 1
.]

A variety of ALLAKITE, found in long slender

crystals, or straight masses.

1817 in T. Thomson A nit. Pkilos. IX. 160 Orthite so named
because it always forms straight radii. 1868 DANA Alin.

(ed. 5) 289 Orthite occurs in acicular crystals sometimes a foot

long at Finbo near Fahlun, and at Vtterby in Sweden.
Hence Orthrtic a., of the nature of orthite.

1843 HUMBLE Diet. Geol.,Allanite, an orthitic melane-ore.

Ortho-, before a vowel sometimes orth-, com-

bining form of Gr. iipSus
'

straight, right', an element
of various words, chiefly scientific or technical,
sometimes in the physical sense 'straight', some-
times in the ethical sense 'right, correct, proper'. .

1. In technical words generally (for the more

important of which see their alphabetical places):
O rtho-axis Cryst. =

orthtxliagottal. Orthoba sic

a. Cryst. [BASIC], applied to those systems of

crystallization in which the axes are at right angles.
Orthoca'rpous a. Bot. [Gr. Ka/mus fruit], having
straight fruit. Orthochro nograph (see.quot.) ;

Orthoccelic (-srlik), Orthocce'lous at/js. Zool.

[Gr. (toiAc'a belly], having a straight intestine (as an

infusorian), or the intestines arranged in straight
or parallel folds (as a bird : opp. to cyclocalif).
O rthocycle (-saik'l) Gcoin. [Gr. KVK\OI circle],
the circle that is the locus of intersections of tan-

gents to a conic at right angles to each other
;
the

director circle. Orthodiagonal Cryst., (a) sl>.,

that lateral axis in the monoclinic system which is

at right angles to the vertical axis
; (/>) adj., belong-

ing to or in the line of this axis ,,opp. to clino- \

diagonal . O'rthodome Cryst. [DoME sb. ; b],
a dome parallel to the orthodiagonal in the mono-
clinic system ;

hence O :rthodoma'tic a.
, pertaining

to an orthodome. Ortho'gamy Bot. [Gr. yapcx

marriage] (see qtiot.). O rthoglossy iwticc-u'J.

[Gr. ~t\uioaa. tongue, after orthography], correct

pronunciation. Orthophony ((Uj>^'fi*ni) [Gr. ijxavf)

voice, sound], the art of correct speaking or enun-
ciation. Orthopi nacoid Cryst. [Pi.vAcoiu], one
of the principal planes in the monoclinic system,

parallel to the vertical axis and the orthodiagonal ;

hence Orthopinacoi dal a. O'rthoprism Cryst.,
a prism in a monoclinic crystal, the faces of which
are parallel to the vertical axis. Orthopyramid
Cryst., in the monoclinic system a pyramid for

\

which the ratio of the intercept made by it upon \

the orthodiagonal to that made upon the clino- \

diagonal is greater than the corresponding ratio
'

for the primary pyramid. O'rthostyle Arch.

[Gr. o-rCXos column], a straight row of columns.
Ortho typous a. Min. [Gr. rvnos TYPE],

'

having
a perpendicular cleavage' (Webster, 1864).
1857 MAYNK Expos. Lc.r. t Orlhobasictts, applied by Nau-

maim to systems of crystallization that are coordinate,
orthagonal or rectangular, viz., the tessular, prismatic, pyra-
midal and rhombohedrical : "orthobasic. 1881 WKS i in /;-/.
Bot. X. 115 This species belongs to the *orthocarpous leio-

phyllous Hypnaceae. 1844 OfeeJk. Mag. XLI. 337 At the
late meeting of the British Association, Dr. Robinson ex-
hibited and explained the "Orthochronograph, an ingenious
instrument recently introduced . . [for] the ascertaining of
correct time. i88a W. A. FORBES in Rep. Challenger i

fcxp. IV.
^10

The arrangement of the intestinal folds is
'

*orthoccelic
', the intestine being disposed ill light folds

lying close to and parallel with each other. 1857 MAYM:
Expos. LCJC., "Orthocelous. 1892 Sfii. Soc. Lex., Ortho.
antla, having a straight or longitudinally ranged intestine.

1891 TAYLOR Elem. Gconi. Conies iv. 31 The locus of the

point of concourse of a pair of tangents at right angles will
be shewn to be a circle, which we shall term the *Orthocycle.
Note, It has also been named the Director Circle, since in the

parabola it degenerates into the directrix and the line infinity.
1858 TIIUUICHUM Urine 123 The 'ortho-diagonal is shorter
than the clinotliagonal. 1868 DANA Min. Introd. (ed. 5)27
The orthodiagonal section. 1879 RUTLEY Stud. Kocks ix.

80 Sections lying in the zone of the orthodiagonal. 1895
STOHY-.MASKELYSE Crytallogr. 328 This variety of dome
is termed the "ortho-dorne, because, like the ortho-prisms,
it has an ortho-symmetrical character. 1874 R. Uowx Man.
Bot. 418 The typical and orthodox method, which may lie

styled 'Orthegamy, or direct (' straight ') fertilisation. 1877
f'rast-r'x Mag. XVI. 565 The discrepance between our ortlio-

Voice in Elocution. 1879 RUTLEY Xlmf. Rocks x. 88 When
the light falls obliquely either on the basal plane, the *ortho-

pinakoid, or the hemidome of a monoclinic felspar. 1889 (J.

Jrnl. Geol. Soc. X LV, n. 290 The Augite is almost colourless,
and gives the usual eight-sided sections. Prismatic, *ortho-
and clinopinacoida! cleavages are present. 1895 STORY-
MASKKLYNE Crystalhcr. 328 The vertical or *

ortho-prism
..,_usually distinguished as the prism-form, the faces of
which lie in the zone [100, oio], 1892 DANA Min. Introd.

p. xxxi, "Ortho-pyramids. 1898 //-/</. lor The pyramids may
be unit pyramids (/////), orthopyramids, OW-/) when h > k, or

clinopyramids, (likt} when h < k. 1831 Hnrycl. Krit. (ed. 7)

III. 468/2 *Ortlu>style, any straight range of columns. 18. .

SnEi'AKU cited by Webster (1864) for *t)rthotypous.
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2. In Chemistry, a. Ortlw- is used to distinguish
one class of acids and their salts from another
denoted by the prefix meta-, which contain the
same elements in different proportions, the meta-
acid containing a molecule of H,O less than the
ortho- acid, the ortho- salt being also the more
basic and the meta- salt the less basic. Thus

orthophosphoric acid IIjPO,, metaphosphoric acid
HPO3 ; sodium orthophosphate Na

3 PO,, sodium

melaphosphate NaPO3 . So orthosilicic, ortko-

tungstic, orthosilicatc, orthotungstate, etc. This
nse of ortho- originated with Prof. Odling in 1859,
meta- having been introduced by Graham in 1833.
b. With the names of isomeric benzene di-deriva-

tives, ortho- is applied to those in which two con-
secutive hydrogen atoms are replaced by another
element or radical, as distinguished from meta-
and para- derivatives, in which the two atoms are

not consecutive, but unsymmctrically or symmet-
rically dispersed respectively. Examples: orthodi-

broinobenzcnc, ortkobroniotoluene, orthopropyl-
phcnol, orthoxylcne. (This was introduced by
Korner, 1 86;, in Brussels Acad. Sc. Bull. XXIV.
166-185.)
As ortho-, although usually prefixed without a hyphen,

has always its own distinct meaning, chemical names in
ortho. are not .separately treated in this Dictionary.
1859 Oni.iXG in /,. E. Kf 11. Philos. Mag. Ser. iv. XXVII.

368 On Ortho- and Meta-siHcales. Intermediate between
common or orthophosphates and metaphosphates we have
several varieties ofcompounds, among which the best defined
are the pyrophosphates, salts which result from the union
of an atom of orthophosphate with an atom of meta-

phosphate. 1868 WAI is />/r/. Chein. IV. 238 The prefixes
ortlw- and meta- have been introduced, .to denote two
classes of salts, .the more ba*c salts being called ortho- and
the less basic, meta- salts. 1873 J-'tnunfs' Client, (ed. 11)

225 The aqueous solution . .deposits orthophosphoric acid in

prismatic crystals. 1876 HAKLF.Y Mat. Med. (ed. 6) 66
Neutral solutions of the orthophosphates.. give precipitates
with salts of lime and baryta. 1877 WATTS Foivnes Clieiir.

II. 422 The di-derivatives of benzene .. exhibit three such
modifications which are distinguished by the prefixes
ortlw. meta, and para : thus . . Orthodichlorobenzene, i : 2,

Cf,ClClHHHH,Metadichlorobenzene,i:3,CoCIHClHHH;
Paradichlorobenzene, i : 4, CeCIHHClHH.
Orthocentre '(

T
'-i)>0se

:

nt3.i). Ceom. [f. OBTH<>-

+ CENTRE.] The point at which the perpendiculars
from the angles of a triangle on the opposite sides

intersect.

1869 KF.SANT Conic Sect. 131 If a rectangular hyperbola
circumscribe a triangle, it passes through the orthocentrL-.

1885 LEUDESDORF Cremona's Proj. Cn'O/ti. 273 The directrices

of all parabolas inscribed in a given triangle meet in the

same point, viz. the orthoccntre of the triangle.

Orthocephalic .yujws/Tarlik), a. Ethnol. [f.

OlU'HO- '

right, correct
'

+ Gr. nl>a\ri head + -If :

cf. cephalic.] Applied to skulls of which the

breadth is from about \ to
|-

of the length (inter-

mediate between brachyccphalic and dolichoce-

phalic} ; or, according to some, of which the height
is from T

T
7 to J of the length, or of which the

height is -t of the breadth.

1865 I.uisiiocK rrch. Times v. (1860.! 129 Now if we class

those skulls in which the relation of the breadth to the

length is from 74-79 to 100 as medium heads, ..Ortho-

cephalic. 1866 HIXLKY Prchist. Kern. Caithn. 88 The
skull is orthocephalic, the cephalic index being 076.
So Orthocephalous (-sffalss), a. prec. ; Or-

thoce'phaly, the condition of being orthocephalic.
1874 DAWKINS Cave Hunt. vi. 191 In the round barrows. .

they belong mainly to the third division, although some are

ortho-cephalons. 1892 Syd. .S'cf. Lex., Ortlwccpltaly, the

condition of a skull which, according to the Frankfort agree-

ment, possesses a vertical index of from7p-ito 75. Accord-

ing to Welcker, an Orthocephalous skull is one whose height
is to its width as 10 to 8.

II Orthoceras J
J
)
!
J's^ r*s). Pafaont. PI. or-

thocerata (f>i)ffsttflt). [f. OKTHO- 'straight'
+ Gr. nipas, pi. KfpdTa horn.] An extinct genus
of cephalopods, having long straight (or nearly

straight) chambered shells; a fossil shell ofthisgenus.
1830 LYELL Priiic. Geol. 1. 101 The gigantic orthocerata of

this era l^eing, to recent multilocular shells, what the fossil

ferns, equiseta, and other plants of the coal strata, are in

comparison with plants now growing within the tropics.

1863 Antiq. Man xx. 404 It is said truly that the ammon-
ite, orthoceras, and naiitihis of these ancient rocks were of
til'.; tetrabranchiate division.

Hence Orthoceran ''(uji^seran) a., belonging to

the Orthocerata.

1884 Science III. 127/1 Evidence, .that the Ammonoidea,
with their distinct embryos, arose from the orthoceran stock.

Orthoceratite (fiijwse'ratait). Also in Lat.

form orthoceratites ((5:i)'0seiatoi-tfz
v

. [f.
as

prec. + -ITE! 2.] A fossil shell of the genus
Orthoceras or family Orthoceratidie ; also, an

animal of this genus or family.
'754 Phil- Trans. XLVIII. 804 The orthoceratites is

a strait concamerated shell, ending in a point. 1786 fl'id.

I,XXVI. 445 ISelemnites, orthoceratites, and so on, are all

sea animals. 1871 HAKIWIG Sul'tcrr. IV. ii. 18 In the more
ancient Palaeozoic seas flourished the Orthoceratites, or

straight-chambered shells, resembling a nautilus uncoiled.
atti'ib. 1853 Til. Ross HiliiltoldCs Trav. III. xxxii. 376

The Orthoceratite limestone of the Alleghanies.

ORTHODOX.
Hence Orthoceratitic (^jjwseratrtik) a., per-

taining to or resembling an Orthoceratite. So also

Orthoceratoid (-se'ratoid) a. ^ orthoccratitic\ sit,

= orthoicratite,

Orthochromatic (^Jl^ikr^m^'Hk), a. rho-

togr. [f. OHTHO-
'

correct, proper
'

+ Gr. ^pw^ariKvs
relating to colour, CHUOMATIC.] Representing
colours in their correct relations, i. e. without

exaggerating the deepness of some and the bright-
ness of others (as in ordinary photography).
1887 Athettxnm 26 Mar. 421/1 The colours were purposely

selected to test as severely as possible the capacity of the

plate used a Dixon's orthochromatic. 1889 /W/ Mall G.
21 Aug. 7/1 We want photography to be orthochromalic, or
colour-correct. 1890 AGNES M. CI.ERKE Syst. Stars 30
*

Orthochroinatic
'

plates absolutely free from colour-prefer-
ences can be produced by special proce^ts.
So Orthochromatism (-krJ matiz'm), the con-

dition of being orthochromntic; Orthochroma-
tize v. frans., to render orthochromatic.
1889 AntJiony's 1'hotogr. Bull. II. 315 In order to obtain

true orthochromatisin it is always necessary ..to interpose
a transparent yelluw scrten >ome\vhere between the object
and the plate in order to cut off a certain proportion of the
blue and violet rays, to which the plates still remain rela-

tivelytoo sensitive. iSgof/'ie/. III. 220 We will give an easy
method by which any gelatine dry-plate can be orthochro-
matized. 1892 W. J. STILLMAN in Xation (N. Y.t 15 Dec.

448/3
' Orlhuchroniatism

'

avoids the glaring contrasts which
u.scd to be made by photography between the color-values
of blues, yellows, and reds.

Orthoclase (^MhJkUV). Min. [mod. (Breit-

haupt, 1823) f. OKTHO- (

straight, right' + Gr,
K\aff-is breaking, cleavage.] Common or potash
feldspar, a silicate of aluminium and potassium,

occurring in crystals or masses of various colours,
characterized by two cleavages at right angles to

each other.

1849 XioiL J//. 115 All orthoclase from trachyte contains
soda along with the potash. 1863 S. K. GKAVES 1 'acht. Cruise
Baltic 142 The felspar of this quarry is of two kinds, ortho-
clase and oligoclase, in large masses, the former pink, and
the latter quite white. xgooSiLLMAN Min. 87 Ground ortho-

clase is extensively used as a glaze.

b. attrib. Consisting of or containing orthoclase.

1849 Mi'Rcmsos Siluria i. (1867) n Four separate stages
of orthoclase-gneiss. 1869 BRISTOW tr. l''iguiers World lxf,

Jiclitgc ii. 33 Alongside these orthoclase crystals, quartz is

implanted. 1881 GKIKIK iicol. Sketches 219 The grains of
which are mainly of pink cleavable ortlioclase felspar.

Orthoclastic (jujvkUvstik), a. Min.
[f.

OKTHO- + Gr. K\aar-6s broken, cloven + -K'.j

IIn\'ing cleavages at right angles to each other.

1878 LAWHKNCI-: (r. Cotta's Kecks Class. 8 We distinguish
two principal kinds of felspar, the orthoclastic (monoclinic)
. .and the plagioclastic (triclinic). 1879 RUTI.KV Stint. Kwks
x. 91 The orthocla.stic (rectangular cleavage) or that in which
the chief cleavages are mutually situated at right angles.

Orthocoelic, Orthodome, etc. : see OKTHO-.

Orthodox (^'Jj-Al^ks), . and sb. [Ultimately
ad. Gr. vp&u$ff-o$ riglit in opinion, f. op06-s + 5oa

o|>inion. Cf. late L. orthodox-ns (Jerome Codex

y//.\ and F. orthodoxe (a 1488 in Godef. Compl.}^
which may have been the proximate sources.]
A. (uij.

1. Holding right or correct opinions, i. e. such as

are currently accepted as correct, or are in accord-

ance with some recognized standard : a. in theology.
x6n Co"! GK., Orthodo-vc^ orthodox, orthodoxall ; of a right

f;iith, true beliefe, sound opinion, c 1615 DALON Adv.
i 'illicrs Wks. 1879 I. 510/2 The church of Kngland ; which
doubtless is as sound and orthodox in the doctrine thereof

|i. e. of the true protestant religion], as any Christian church
in the world. 1636 PKVNNE UnHsk. Tim. (1661) 45 None
of the Orlhodoxest or most Judicious Writers. 17*1 SEWKL
Hist. Quakers (1795* I. iv. 287 Men falsely called orthodx
and divines. 1850 W. IRVING Mahomet viiL (1853' 40 We
fi-llow,says the Koran, the religion ofAbraham the orthodox
who was no idolater. 1861 SIANLKY East. (.'//.

yii. (i86.>)

246 To be called 'orthodox '.. implies, to a certain exlent,
dtjiidness of feeling ; at times rancorous animosity; narrow-

ness, fixedness, perhapseven, hardness of intellect.

Hence b. in reference to other subjects.
c 1645 HOWICLI. Lett. i. v. x. (1650) 145 Of Authors, two is

enough upon any Silence, provided they be plenary and
orthodox. 1690 LOCKE Hum. L'nd. in. xi. 5 Obscure and

equivocal Terms, . .capable to make the most Attentive or

Quick-sighted, very little.. more knowing or orthodox.

"2. Of opinions or doctrines : Kight, coircct,

true
;
in accordance with what is accepted or author-

itatively established as the true view or right pract ice
;

a. orig. in theological and ecclesiastical doctrine.

1581 HAMILTON \titlc) Certane orthodox and catholik con-

clu-ions vith yair probations. 1616 JAS. I Rcnionstr. Right
,-/ A7//j,-v \\'ks. 440 I'o maintaine the precepts of the orthodox
faith. 1710 SIM:I.K Tatlcr No. 187 P i The Doctrine is

n-ceived among.st you as Orthodox. 1865 MAX MtLLKR

Chips (1880) I. vi. 135 The received and orthodox view of..

Christian divines.

Hence b. in general application.

1730 SWIFT Vinti. Ld. Carteret Wks. (1761) 186, I am well

aware, how much my sentiments differ from the orthodox

opinions of one or two principal patriots. 1804 JI-:KFERSON
ll'rit. (1830) IV. 20 Every word of mine, .however innocent,
however orthodox even, is twisted, tormented, perverted.
1888 II. SIDCWICK Scope Econom. Sci. 3 This kind of political

economy is sometimes called
' orthodox \ though it has the

characteristic unusual in orthodox doctrines of being re-

pudiated by the majority ofaccredited teachers of the subject.



OBTHODOXAL.
3. In accordance with what is regarded as proper

or '
correct '; conventional; approved.

1838 LYTTON Alice 124 Then the orthodox half-hour had

expired. 1877 FREEMAN \ornt. Contj. (ed. 3) II. App. 553 The
orthodox thing was to condemn William and Harold alike.

4. {With capital.} The S]>ecifie epithet of the

Kastern Church, which recognizes the headship of

the Patriarch of Constantinople, and of the various

national churches of Russia, Servia, Romania, etc.,

which hold the same 'orthodox' creed, and re-

cognize each other as of the same communion ;

the historical representative of the churches of the

ancient East, commonly called the Greek Church.
The full ancient designation is >j iyi'a op0o5oos KatfoAixij

aTroffToAiTj avaroXiKii exucAijai'a,
' the holy, orthodox,

catholic, apostolic, Eastern church '. The epithet
' Orthodox

'

was originally assumed to distinguish it from the various

divisions of the Kastern Church, e.g. the Jacobite or Mono-
physite, Nestorian, etc., which separated on points of

doctrine, and have not accepted all the decrees of the

successive general councils ; but it is sometimes used by
historical writers as opposed to 'Catholic '. Also combined
with national names, as Greek Orthodox

^
K usslan Orthodox,

Servian Orthodox, etc.

[1679 Ric.u'T Pres, State C,k. Ch. xviii. 331 That which

they call, The Orthodox Confession of the Anatolian

Church.] 1772 J. G. KING Rites Gk. Ch. Pref. 18 They are
read at the grave to testify to the people that the party died
in the true faith of the orthodox church. 1850 NKAI.E East.
Ch. I. 69 An Union has often been proposed between the

Armenian and Orthodox Eastern Communions. 1861 STANLKY
East. Ch. i. (1864) 3 Hy whatever name we call it

' Kastern ',
1 Greek *, or

* Orthodox '

it carries us back more than any
other existing Christian institution, to the earliest scenes
and times of the Christian religion. 1881 FKKKMAN Hist,

Geog. Eur. I. vii. 170 Till a new patriarchate of Moscow
arose in Russia, to mark the greatest spiritual conquest of
the Orthodox Church.

B. sb, 1. An orthodox person, b. A member
of the Orthodox Eastern Church.
1587 HARRISON; Dcscr. Brit. i. ix. 27 The Pelagian heresie,

which not a little molested the ortliodoxes of that Hand.
a 1641 I!p. MUUNTAGU Acts ff Mon, (1642) 169 Was he an
Here tick, or an Orthodoxe? 1797 \V. JOHNSTO\ Bfckmanns
Invent. Ill, 406 In the altercation between a Luciferan and
an Orthodox, 1888 Pall Mall G. 26 Sept. 2/1 Punctual
..in discharging all the functions of a Greek Orthodox.

t 2. An opinion generally accepted as right; an
orthodox opinion. Obs.
a 1619 FOTIIF.RRY Atheom, i. xiv, 3(1622) 150 It is indeed

an Orthodoxe; though it be numbred as a Paradoxe
;
that

Omnes Stitlti insaniunt. 1646 KUCK Rich. ///, r. 4 The
Sirname and Sobriquet of Plantagenest, or Plantagenet after
the vulgar Orthodoxe.

t Orthodoxal, a. Obs. [f. as prec. + -AL.]
1. = ORTHODOX A. i.

1592 Cl. HARVEY Pierces Super, in Archaica (1815) II. 94
The works of the fathers and doctors, howsoever ancient,
learned, or orthodoxal, are little or nothing worth. 1635
PAGITT Christianasr. (1636) 89 Things ..set downe in

the Creed, and unanimously received by all Orthodox-all
Christians. 1689 Sovereign Right ofPeople over Tyrants 7
Mosaical, Christian, and Orthodoxal Authors.

2. = ORTHODOX A. 2.

1585-7 T. ROGKKS 39 Art. (1607) 336 All churches Pro-
testant and reformed subscribe unto this doctrine, as both

apostolical and orthodoxal. 1641 Mii/roN/Vy/, Episc. Wks.
(1851) 90 Who willingly passe by that which is Orthodoxall
in them, and studiously cull out that which is Commentitious.

1656 I!. HUBBAKD (title) Orthodoxal Navigation; or the
admirable and excellent Art of Arithmetical Great Circle

Sailing. 1819 SHKI.I.KY /'. Hell yd Prol. 12 Shielding from
the guilt of schism The orthodoxal syllogism.
Hence f Ortliodoxality, f Orthodo'xaluess,

orthodox quality or condition ; f Orthodcrxally
adv.

, orthodoxly.
1660 H. MORE Myst. Godl. x. ii. 494 They be but neatly &

elegantly trimm'd up in the>e line ornaments of "Ortho-

doxality. 1726 Penn's M'ks. I. Life 43 Denying with them
the Authority, Antiquity, and Orthodoxality of the Romi>h
Church, 1606 W. CKASMAVV Rom. Forgeries 15 Ferns

soundly and *orthodox;illy teacheth in plaine words, that
Christs Justice is our iustitication. 1834 Eraser's Mag. X.
608 A very excellent and worthy young fellow, who drinks

brandy pawnee as orthotloxally as if he were a Christian.

1654 HAMMOND Ans-.v. Aniwatfo. /gnat. iii. 3. 67 The
'Orthodoxalness of Damas in this, and the like of other

Bishop*.

t Orthocloxa stical, a. Obs. rare.
[f. Gr.

6p8o5oaaTiK-vs according to right opinion, orthodox

(f. 6p9oooa<rTrj$ an orthodox person) -*- -AL.]
=

ORTHODOX A. i, 2.

1563-87 FOXE A. ff M.
(1^961 258/1 Persisting .. in the

ancient and true orthodoxasticall faith iminooveable. 1577
tr. BtiUingcr's Decades (\yya} 602 Synods not hercticall, but
orthodoxasticall and cathotike.

Ortliocloxicin (/*jhtfdp'ksian). Now rare. Also

7 orthodoxan. [f. late Gr. op$oooia t
or med.L.

orlhodoxia + -AN.] A professor of orthodoxy.
1621 MOLLK Camcrar. Lt'v. Libr. iv. x. 263 The Arrian

refused the match, but the Orthodoxan without delay went
into the fire. 1716 M. DAVIKS A then. Brit. II. 253 Arianism
was concluded by those severe Orthodoxians to be the very
Sin against the Holy Ghost. 1887 Daily Tel. 16 Aug. 5/1
To this modus vivendi, which gave great umbrage to strict

orthodoxians, he steadfastly adhered.

Orthodoxical (jj&Jwdi'ksddU), a. Now rare.

[f. as prec. + -ICAL.] Characterized by orthodoxy;
orthodox.

1577 tr. Biillingers Decades (1592) 828 It [the Church] is

called Orthodoxicall, because it is sound of Judgement,
opinion and faith. 1644 MILTON Judgm. /'tvr To Parlt., In
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the public confession of a most orthodoxical church and
state in Germany. 1810 HEN i HAM racking (1821) 124 In

possession of orthodoxica! truth, a 1860 H. H. WILSON Ess.

#Z,t't/.(i862,i I. 262 They, .usuallyadopt the outward worship
of any other division, whether orthodoxical or heretical.

Hence Ortliodo'xically adv., orthodoxly.
1834 LANDOR Exam. Shaks, Wks. 1853 II. 293*2 Those

who discourse orthodoxically on theology. 1896 Chicago
Advance 21 May 741/2 The Divinity School [Chicago Uni-

versity! is regularly and orthodoxically Baptist.

OrthodoxismC^Kdj'ksi'/'m;. [-JSM.]
fl. The quality of being orthodox; orthodoxy.
1644 J. GOODWIN Innoc. Triumph. (1645) 33 Mr. Prynne's

judgement in questioning the Orthudoxisnie, yea, the toler-

ublenes.se of the premised Doctrine.

b. In derogatory sense : The treating orthodoxy
of creed or doctrine as the important feature of

religion ;
the makingof orthodoxy one's special -ism.

i8z8 PL-SKY Hist. Entj. 69 Knemies he had .. from his

undervaluing the mere intellectual ortbodoxism of his day.
1854 Cotleg. Teach. 53 'An orthodoxism, uninfluential
on life

1

. I ventured to coin this word to designate a lifeless

spurious claim to orthodoxy. i88z FARRAK 'Early Chr. II.

xxxvi. 500 There is too much reason to fear that to the end
of time the conceit of orthodoxism will claim inspired
authority fur its own conclusions, even when they arc most
antichristian.

So O'rthodoxist, one who professes or lays claim
to a rigid orthodoxy.
1857 I!.\i>KN.Po\vi--t.i, in Oxford Ess. i3o In these views of

the High Orthodoxies.

Orth.od.oxly (/if&Vksli),^. ff. ORTHODOX
a. + -i.v -.] In an orthodox manner or fashion

;

in accordance with what is accounted the right

opinion or doctrine; a. in theology.
t 1615 BACON Adv. I 'HlU'rs Wks. 1879 I. 510/2 Concerning

the doctrine of the church of Knghmd expressed in the

thirty-nine articles, .that is so soundly and so orlhodoxly
settled, as cannot be questioned without extreme danger to
the honour and stability of our religion. 1723 W.\ i rKi.\Nn
2nd I'ind. 123 He there speaks as orthodoxly of the Iile^sed

Trinity as a man can reasonably desire. 1885 A. J. C. HARK
Russia iv. 168 A primitive old lady . . orlhodoxly cru.--s.ed

herself whenever the carriage gave a jolt.

b. in general application : Correctly, properly.
a 1643 W. CARTWRIGHT Ordinary in. v, Vou err most

orthodoxly, sweet Sir Kit. 1708 OZKI.L tr. innleans Lntrin
iv. (1730) 296 Twenty large Hogsheads, fdl'd by my Com-
mand, Rang'd Orlhodoxly in my Cellar stand. 1721
AMIIERST Twx Eil. No. 21 (1754) 106, I ..firmly and ortho-

doxly believe that Aristotle, as by law establish'd, is the best
author. 1885 WINGI-'IKLD Barb. Phil/tot II. i. 35 My lord.,
offered the extreme tips of bis white attenuated fingers with

orthodoxly filbert nails to Mrs. Harbara.

O'rthodoxiiess. [f. as prec. + -NESS.] The
quality of being orthodox ; orthodoxy.
1644 Ohserv. Prytines 12 Quest. 5 The mischicfes of

Presbytery are vailed with Orthodoxnesse. 1709 Cn ASHLER
Ejf.agst. Kigotryi-z What will a Man'sf )rthodoxness. .con-
tribute to the healing of his Pride, Passion, or Worldliness?

Orthodoxy (^-iKJdfksi). [ad. Or. 6p9o8oia
(t'iSo in L. & S.), n. of quality f. op6udo-o$
ORTHODOX; prob. through med.L. orthodoxia. Cf.

mod.K. orthodoxie (Furetiere 1701).] The quality
or character of being orthodox; belief in or agree-
ment with what is, or is currently held to be,

right, esp. in religious matters.

1630 PKVSXE Anti'Arinin. 261 Dying men, especially of
such orthodoxie, worth and fame as he, speake truth.

1756-78 [see DOXY"]. 1768-74 TUCKER Lt. Nat, (1834)
II. 255 Orthodoxy lies in rectitude of sentiment upon all

branches of our duty, not in the characteristic doctrines
of any church, however infallible. 1823 I.INGAHD///.V/. En%,
VI. 355 Hy these Articles Henry had now fixed the land-
marks of English orthodoxy. 1869 FKKKMAN Norm. Conq.
III. xii. 105 Lanfranc was again present as the champion
of orthodoxy,

b. "With//. An orthodox belief or opinion.
1871 MORLKV I'oltaire (1886) 9 The free-thinker [would

fain pass] for a person with his own orthodoxies if you only
knew them. 1874 H. R. REYNOLDS John Rapt, iv. 4. 254
The fruitless lives, the barren orthodoxies .. are at once to

undergo the most searching scrutiny.
c. Feast of Orthodoxy, in the Greek Church,

a festival celebrated on the first Sunday in Lent,
called Orthodoxy Sumlay : sec quots.
1727-41 CHAMHKRS Cycl. t Orthodoxy, or, Feast of Qrtho-

do.iy t denotes a solemn feast in the Greek church, instituted

by the empress Theodora; still held on the first Sunday in

Lent, in memory of the restoration of images in churches,
uhii.h had been taken down by the Iconoclastes. 1850
TOR KEY tr. Meander's Ch. Hist. (Bohn) VI. 371 The igth of

February, the first Sunday of Lent in the year 842, was the

day appointed for this celebration. . .This day was ever after-

wards observed in the Greek church as a high festival,
called the Feast of Orthodoxy. 1850 NICALE East. Ch. I.

732 Orthodoxy Sunday First Sunday in Lent. Ibid. 867.

1891 Tablet 8 Aug. 2ii/2 Heresies which are solemnly
anathematised on *< )rthodoxy Sunday '.

Orthodromic 7i^dr^-mik\ a. rare. [f. Gr.

type *op0o5po/t-o^(cf. op$oopofjt(tv to run straight,

dvdo'pon-os running up, etc.) + -1C.] (See quot.)
So Orthodro'mics sb., Ortho-dromy (see quots.).
1704 J. HARRIS Lex. Techtt. \,Orth^dronngucs, ..the Art

of sailing in the Ark of some great Circle. 1706 PHILLIPS,
Orlhodromy> such a Course, which is the most direct and
shortest distance between any two Points on the Surface of
the Globe. 1775 ASH, Orthodromic, sailing on the arch of
a great circle, sailing the most direct course.

Orthoepic (^IwiC'pik), a.
[f. as ORTHOEPY +

-ic: cf. epic,} Pertaining to orthoepy ; relating to

ORTHOGONAL.
correct or accepted pronunciation. SoOrthoe'pical
a.

; hence Orthoe'pically adv.

1859 G. P, MARSH Lcct. on Eng. Lang. (1863) xxii. 470
It is often impossible to suggest any explanation of*orthoepic
mutations. 1882 SCUDUI-IR \\~cbster ii. 38 The basis of

, orthocpic canons. 1803 T. CAKFKNTI-:R (title) The Scholar's

Orthographical and "Qrthoepical Assistant. 1809 T. HATCIIE-
,

LOK (titlt) An Orthoepical Analysis of the English Language.
, Ibid, title -p., Illustrated and exemplified by the use of a New
j

Orthoepical Alphabet or Universal Character. 1867 A. J.'

KI.LIS E. E. Promote, i. iv. 405 Final c in the i6th century
..bad come to be regarded mainly as an Orthoepical symbol.
1864 WiiiiSTKK, *Orthoefically^ in an Orthoepical manner;
widi correct pronunciation.

Orthoepist u?J J<vpist, fujv-Tpist). [f. OK-
TUnKi'Y + -IST.] One versed in orthoepy; one
who treats of the pronunciation of words.
1796 S. JONKS (titlc\ Sheridan Improved. A general pro-

nouncing and explanatory Dictionary of the English Lan-

gua^e :..the discordances of that celebrated orthoepist being
avoided, and bis improprieties corrected, 1861 /';vc. Atitcr.
rhil. Sot. VIII. 370 A great disagreement prevail* ani"iig
the orthocpists and grammarians on the subject of byllaMfi-

i cation. 1882 [see ORTHOGBAPHIST].
1 1 cnce Orthoepi'stic a., pertaining to or charac-

teristic of orthoepists.
1867 A. J. En is E. E. Pwnunc. I. 223 Attempting to shew

that formerly /; was not pronounced in Engli-^h, and that it

was alto-ether an orthoepist ic fancy to pronounce it.

Orthoepy (p'i]v\ipi, cjh7 ''
r
p0- [

at^ Gr. (V-
&oeirtiQ correctness of diction, f. *vf)0otTT7)s sp

correctly, f. op06-s OKTHO + tiros, ?re- word.]
1. That part of grammar which deals with pro-

nunciation
; phonology.

1668 Wn.Ki'.s ]\cal Char, in. i. 290 Parts of Grammar .

Concerning the most convenient marks or sounds for the

expression of such names or words; whether by writing,

Cfrthography ; or by speech, Orthoepy. 1711 J. GKKI-.NWO. H,

/-'//!,' Grain. 35 < trthoepy. .ought to have been reckon'd a.>

a Part of Grammar before Orthography, since SpeeiJi pro-
ceeds Writing. 1784 K. NARKS (title] Elements of Orthoepy,
containing a Distinct View of the whole Analogy of the

English Languagf. 1832-4 I IK (JriscKY Cxsars i. \\'k,>. iS' _

IX. 51 The grammar and orthoepy of the Latin Language.
2. Correct, accepted, or customary pronunciation.
(1773 W. KENKICK (title) A new Dictionary of the English

Language : containing not only the explanation of words
..but likewise their onhoepia or pronunciation in speech.]
1801 CIU:M:V]\ in /'////. Trans. XCI. 195 </*:, Without

oft'ending the radical orthoepy of our language. 1830
lJ'lsRAi-;t.i Chtis. /, III. \iii. 177 Formerly they regulated
their orthography by their orthoepy. 1875 WHITNKY Life
Lant;. iii. ^7 Changes whicli have altered the whole aspixt

. of our orthoepy and orthography.

Orthogamy, -glossy: sec OHTHO-.

Orth.ognath.ic ^'Jj^gna-'-^ik;, a.
[f.

as Ou-
THOCNATU-OUS + -1C.]

~ OBTHOGNATHOUS.
1849-52 TOMD Cycl. Anat. IV. 1321/1 The front teeth meet

. at an angle, instead of being., in parallel planes, as in those

skulls which are termed orthognalhic. 1874 DAWKINS Care
Jfunt. v. 187 Their skulls are orthognathic, or nut presenting
a lower jaw advancing beyond the vertical line dropped from
the forehead.

Orthognathism (^Jp'gnajHz'm), [f.
as

next -f- -ISM.] The condition of being orthognathous.
1871 DAWKISS Care Hunt. vi. 201 They are remarkable

for . . the delicacy of their features, and the orthognathisin
of their faces. 1896 A. H. KI;AM; Ethnol. 181 Prognathism
i> naturally regarded as characteristic of the lower, orthogna-.
thism of the higher races.

Orthognathous (^i^gnaj^s), a. EtknoL

[f. OHTHO- 'straight* + Or. yvaO-os jaw + -ous;
in mod.F. orthognathc^\ Straight-jawed ; having
the jaws not projecting beyond the vertical line

drawn from the forehead
; having a facial angle

of about 90. Said of the skull
;
also of persons.

1853 in DUNGUSON M.-d. Lc.r. 1863 Q. Ret: CXIV. 383
No law. .will give us the relative dates of braehycephalous,
and dolichocephalous, thick-skulled or thin-skulled, ortho-

1

gnat hous or prognathous men. 1877 I>A\VSON Orig; H'oHd
428 Culture tends to the elevation of the nasal hones, to an

: orthognathous condition of the jaws. 1881 TYI.OK Anthro.

\
pot. 6-2 The European is orthognathous or upright jawed.

T" O rth.OgOH. Obs. rare. Also in L. form

orthogo'iiium and Gr. -go'nion. [ad. late L.

orthogoimiM) neuter of orthogonius, a. Gr. vp6o-
'

7(*os right-angled ;
so F. orthogone (i6th c. in

'

Godef. Cotnpl.}. Cf. L. ortkogoniam a rectangle

(Isidore ill. xii. 2).] A right-angled triangle.

1570 I1iLi.iNGSi.KV Euclid \. def. xxvii. 5 An Orthigonium
'< or a rightangled triangle, is a triangle which hath a right

angle. 1612 PKACHAM (A'//. E.vcrc. 17 The square will

make you ready for all manner of compartments, .your
; Cylinder for valted turrets, and round buildings; your

Orthogonium and Pyramis, for sharp steeples. 1653 H.

MURK. Conjcct. Cabhal. (1713) ZL-I The Orthogonion what

i

a foundation it is of Trigonometry . . every body knows that

knows any thing at all in Mathematick--.

Orthogonal (fubfrgonal), (t. Gcom. [a. F.

orthogonal, f. orthogone \ see prec. and -AL; and

cf. hexagonali etc.] Having or of the nature of

a right angle, right-angled (obs.} ; pertaining to

or involving right angles ; at right angles to somc-
!

thing else, or to each other ; rectangular.

"SlCGlM r.mtwi. i. Klein. Bjb, Of straight lined

angles there are three kindcs, the Orthogonal!, the Obtuse



ORTHOGONALLY.
and the Acute Angle. Ibid., Eche of those Angles is an

Orthogonall or right Angle. 1612 SELDEN in Illustr. Dray*
tons Poly-olh. Aiij, Pythagoras'* sacrifice after his Geo-
metricall Theorem in finding the squares of an Orthogonal!

triangles sides. 1694 MOTTEI'X Ralwlais v. 11737) 23S ^n
Orthogonal Line. 18x6 tr. Lacroix's Diff. fy I"*. Calculus

403 The trajectories in which the angle TAIt is a right

angle, are called orthogonal trajectories. 1878 GURNKV
Crystallogr. 37 If two symmetral planes intersect at right

angles the line in which they cut is called an axis of ortho-

gonal symmetry. 1878 BAHTUCY tr. Topinartfs Anthro/>. \\.

iii, Orthogonal projections are the only ones which give
exact measurements applicable to craniometry.

OrthO'gonally, adv.
[f. prec. + -LY -.] In

an orthogonal manner
; at right angles.

1571 DIGCKS Pantoui. i. xviii. Fj, E is the fourth staffe

running sydewise orthogonally or in a squire from the third.

1669 STURMY Mariners Mag. v. 52 Divide it into 4 Quad-
rants, with 2 diamet. cutting each other in ihe Center ortho-

gonally. '797 BROUGHAM in Phil. Trans. I,XXX VI 1 1. 382
The parabola shall cut the logarithmic orthogonally. 1881

MAXWELL J-'iectr. -V MagH. I. 241 Case oftwo spheres cutting

orthogonally. 1887 K. A. KOHKKTS In(<-gr. Calc. i. 359.

t OrthogO'nial, a. Obs. [f.
L. oii/io^mi-us

(see OKTHOGON) + -AL.] ORTHOGONAL.
1653 H. MORK Conji'i-t. Cnbbal (1713) 142 All which refer

to Vive, as it is the Hypotenusa of the first Orthogonial
Triangle, that has it.s sides including the right Angle,
rational. 1660 COKE Justice I'ind. 2? An orthogonial
triangle.

fOrthogonion, -gonium: see OBTHOOOF.

O'rthograph. [f. OKTHOGK.U'H-IC, after anto-

graphy chirograph, etc. : see -(iKAi'H.] An ortho-

graphic projection or vertical elevation
;
*=OitTHO-

UKAPHY 2b.

1875 in KNIGHT Diet. Mcc't.; and in mod. Diets.

Orthographer (fujy-grafoj). [f. Gr. upOo-

yf>d<p-os correct writer (see OBTBOGBAPHV) + -KH.]
()ne skilled in orthography ;

one who spells in

accordance with accepted usage.
1598 FI.OKIO, Ortographista, an ortograplier, or teacher

. .of orthographic. 1599 MINSHKU, Ortogretfo, an Ortho-

grapher. [1599 SHAKS. .Much Ado \\. iiL 21: see ORTHO-
GRAPHY i

c.| 1706 PuiMjrs, Orthographist or Orthograpln-r,
one skilled in Orthography. 1757 Si KS. (JKI ri-'iTii Lett. Henry
ff franees (1767) III. 167 Frances is a remarkable Ortho-

grapher, and, unless that Letter [k] is expunged from John-
son's Dictionary, I am afraid we shall nut be able to wrest

it from her. 1850 GHOTK Greece n. Ixviii. VIII. 624 The
former . .comes nearer to the good orthographer or arithme-
tician than the latter. 1887 Athtnxuin 5 Mar. 305 Rapid
writer and correct orthographer.

Orthographic '/ifv7gric-fik\ a. [In sense i,

f. ORTHO- 'straight, right
'

-f Gr. -ypa<po$ written,

yptufmtfa of or pertaining to writing. In sense 2,

f. ORTHOGRAPHY + -ic : see -GHAI'HIC.]
1. Applied to a kind of perspective projection,

used in maps, elevations of buildings, etc., in which
the point of sight is supposed to be at an infinite

distance, so that the rays are parallel.
1668 Phil. Trans. III. 892 The Orthographick Projection,

by Perpendiculars falling from the respective Points of the

Circles of the Spheare, on the Projecting Plain : Such a Pro-

jection, if the Plain be the Meridian, Ptolemy called the

Analemma. 1796 MOKSK A met: iieog. I. 56 If the eye I>e

supposed to be placed at an infinite distance, it is called

the orthographic projection. 1802 JAMKS Mint, Diet. s. v.

Bridge, Elevation, the orthographic projection of the front

of a bridge, on the vertical plane, parallel to its length.
1866 Athcnxmn No. 2002. 339/2 The orthographic delinea-

tion of the skull. 1867 1)KM SON Astron. without M<it/t. n
That mode of projecting a hemisphere or any part of it on
a plane is called the orthographic, localise it shews the

surface as it would be seen straight by parallel lines of sight
from an infinite distance.

2. = ORTHOGRAPHICAL i.

1868 /W/ MallG. 23 July, This last is likely to be modern,
and to have got in through orthographic influence on speech
among a generally cultivated .. people. 1882-3 SCIIAIT

Encycl. Relig. KnowL III. 2568 There are some ortho-

graphic peculiarities; but in the main the Hebrew is pure.

Orthographical (jujwgrardkal), a.
[f.

as

prec. + -AL : see -ICAL.]
1. Pertaining to orthography ; belonging to

correct spelling, or to spelling in general ; correct

in spelling.
1589 IVriKNHAM Eiig. Poesie in. x. (Arb.) 172 That I might

with better warrant haue vsed in their steads these words,
orthographicall or syntacticall, which the learned Gram-
marians left ready made to our hands. ( 1629 MKDL \\~ks.

(1672) 784 Could I have gotten an orthographical Scril>c,

I would have sent your Lordship all ere this. 1653 UROMI;
Mad Couple well Match 'd \. i. Wks. 1873 III. 5 His ..

Orthographicall speaking friend.. that cals People Pe-o-ple.

1712 ADDUON Sped. No. 499 F i Having rectified some little

orthographical mistakes. 1747 JOHNSON Plan Eng, Diet.

\Vks. 1787 IX. 172 The great orthographical contest has

long subsisted between etymology and pronunciation. 1867
Nation (N.Y.) 3 Jan. 9/1 In a majority of our words, ortho-

graphical changes have disguised or affixes have smothered
the radical.

2. = ORTHOGRAPHIC i.

1706 Piiiu.irs, Orthographical Projection of the Sphere,
is a drawing the Surface of a Sphere on a Plane which cuts

it in the middle; the Kye being vertically plac'd at an
infinite distance from one of the Hemispheres, find. s. v.

Orthography, OrthographicalSection,\f,^VrQ^\\Q\ Draught,
which shews the thickness, breadth, depth and height of

any Work, as it would appear, if perpendicularly cut off

from the highest to the lowest part of it. 1864 BURTON
Scot Abr. II. i. 126 Excellently well skilled in. .the ortho-

graphical projections.
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Orthogra-phically, adv. [f. prec. + -LY ^.]

1. In accordance with correct spelling ;
in relation

to spelling or orthography.
1617 Jamta Ling. 140, I haue writ out tny theame ortho-

graphically. 1802 W. TAYLOR in Monthly Aftig.
XIII. 10

When two words of distinct parentage and meaning become
i orthographical!)' identical, the less usual of the two should

be traced back to its original form, and employed in some
one of its more antique but more distinguishable appear-
aiices. 1817 Coi.KRiDGE Hiog. Lit. 67 They could write

orthographical!}', make smooth periods, and had the fashions

of authorship almost literally at their fingers' ends.

2. On the principle of orthographic projection.

1669 STURMY Mariners Mag. vi. 107 So have you the
!

Spliere Orthographical!}* in Right-Lines in the Convex-

Sphere. 1835 POK Atfa. Hans rfaall \Vks. 1864 I. 35
i The entire northern hemisphere lay Itneath me like a chart
'

orthographical!)- projected. 1866 PKOCTOK llandbk, ofStars
'

22 note, The earth viewed from the sun would be seen ortho-

graphical^ projected.

Orthographist (f.tj>fgrafist). [f.
ORTHO-

GRAPHY + -isT.] One versed in orthography.
1616 BULI.OKAR Lng. Expos., Orthographist, hee that

professeth or is skilful! in Orthographic. 1704 \title) The
: U.xpert Orthographist, teaching to write English exactly

according to the Doctrine of Sounds. 1882 SCI-DUKK

Webster vii. 256 The orthoepists had elaborated their system
more than the orthographists.

Orthographize fcijy'grafoiz), v. rare. [f.

as prec. + -IXE.]
a. iutr. To follow or apply the rules of ortho-

: graphy. b. trans. To spell (a word) correctly.
1611 COTGR., Ortographier, to ortographise ; to write, or

I vse, true ortographie. 1821 SportittgAfoff. VIII. 134 The
i omission of a useless letter will certainly not detract from

the value of the substances orthograplmed. 1833 Fraser's

Mag. VII. 501 Our amiable Quaker. . does not orthographic
over correctly. 1880 MRS. WHITXKY Odd or Even xiii. 429

1 She had orthographixed correctly,

Orthography (^J^'grafi). Forms: 5-7orto- ?

i 6-ortho-, 5-6-grafy(e,6-graphye,6 7-graphic,
6- -graphy, (7 ortagriphie, authography). [a.

OK. ortografie (i^th c.), later ortographie, motl.K.

orthographie (i6th c. in Littrc), ad. L. orthograpkia

(Suet.), a. (Jr. upffoypatyia, n. of quality f. vpOo-

ypa<(>-os writing correctly, a correct writer, ortho*

grapher, f. upQv-s + -ypa<f>os that writes, writer : see

-GRAFHY. The earlier pronunciation, as in Fr.,

is shown by the spelling orto-^\

1. Correct or proper spelling ; spelling according
to accepted usage ;

the way in which words are

conventionally written. (By extension) Any mode
or system of spelling.
c 1430 Cor. Myst. xx. (Shaks. Soc.) 189 T.oke what scyens

}e kan devyse, Of redynge, wrytynge, and trewe ortografye.

1509 HAWKS Vast. Pleas, v. (Percy Soc.) 22 In all good
ordre to speke directly, And for to wryte by true orlografy.

1530 PAF.SGK. Introd. 16 For kepyng of trewe orthographie.

157.3 J- TYKIK in Cath. Tract. (S. T. S.) 11/2 We keip his

a\vin word is and orthographie. 1582 STAXVIIURST ^Kiieis

Pref. (Arb.) 13 Althogh thee ignorant pronounce Impe'ratiue,

Cosniugraphie, Ortography, geeuing the accent too thee

(herd syllable, yeet that is not thee true English pronnntia-
tion. 1588 SHAKS. /-. L. L. v. i. 22 Such rackers of oria-

griphie, as to speake clout sine [B], when he should
; say doubt. 1631 WKKVER Anc. Fun. A/on. 803 In our

later Knglish Ortography (I know not with reason! some
write it Whore. 1645 MILTON Colast. Wk& (1851) 346 If

these Greek Orthographies were of his licencing ; the boyes
1 at School might reck'n with him at his Grammar. 1750

CIIESTKKF. Lett. (1774) III. So, I come now to.. the ortho-

graphy, if I may call bad spelling orthography. 1824 J.

JOHNSON Typogr. I. 540 The .singular orthography used in

: the foregoing legend. 1873 EARI.K Philol. Eng. Tongue
(ed. 2) 187 When we use the word '

orthography ',
we do not

mean a mode of spelling which is true to the pronunciation,
, but one which is conventionally correct.

b. That part of grammar which treats of the

:
nature and values of letters and of their combina-

tion to express sounds and words; the subject of

spelling.
1616 BULLOKAR Eng. Expos.) Orthographic* the art of

writing words truely ; as soune of man, with ano: sunne
'

(

that shineth, with the vowel 1 v. a 1619 FOTHKKBY At/wont.

i n. xiii. i (1622) 348 Orthographic, the second part of

! Grammer, teaching the Arte of writing. 1824!,. MURRAY
Eng. Grain, (ed. 5) 1. 26 Orthography teaches the nature and

powers of letters, and the just method of spelling words.

^[ C. app. an error of some kind for orthographer.
1599 SHAKS. Mitch, Ado n. iii. 21 Now is he turn'd ortho-

graphy \Qo. ortography] his words are a very fantastical!

banquet, iust so many strange dishes \_Rowe (1714) read
'

orthographer ; Capell (1767) conjectured orthographist].
_

2. Orthographic projection, b. A representation
in orthographic projection or section ;

a vertical

elevation.

1645 N. STONE Enchirid. Fortification 6 Orthographie or

Profile. 1664 KVKLYN Architects % Architect. (K.), Ortho-

graphy>
or the erect elevation of the same in face or front,

descrlb'd in measure upon the former idea, where all the

horizontal lines are parallels. 1683 Lmd, Gaz. No. 1820^4
Mr. John SpUberg has finished the Banquet ing-house in

Whitchal in Ortography, for the sole Printing and Pub-

lishing whereof,. .His Majesty has been pleased to grant
1 him his Royal License. 1772 C. HUTTOS ftridgt's ^Oriho-
graphy, the elevation, .or front view as seen at an infinite

distance. 1823 P. NICHOLSON Pract. Build. 589 Ortho-

graphy, an elevation, showing all the parts of a building
in true proportion.

Orthology (^J^lSdji), rare. [ad. Gr. opBo-

\ \oyia correctness of language, f. *uf>9o\6yos speak-

anguage. 14 . . ATTERSON n \^t r. o
St'i. 43 Kven at the outset of Kazinc/y's career as a ' ne

logian ',
there was an op|x>sition on the part of those w

called themselves '

orthologians
1

. 1871 FORSTKK Life

OBTHOPJEDY.

ing correctly, f. 6p06-s + -\6yos speaking. So mod.
F. orthologie.] Correct speaking ;

that part of

grammar which deals with the correct use of words.
a 1619 FoTHKKFV Atheoni. \\. xiii. i (1622) 346 The

natural, and a.-> it were the humogeneal, parts of grammar be
two; orthology, and orthography:. .orthology. .teaching men
the right imposition of names. 1884 A. J. PATTKHSON in

\$th Addr. PhiloL Soc. 42 The struggle between the

respect ive parti/ans of '

orthology
'

and '

neology '.

So Ortho loger, Ortholog'ian (^jh(?lJn'd^ian" ,

one who speaks correctly, or who treats of the

correct use of words; Ortholo gical a., relating to

correct speaking.
1844 I,. A. J. MORDACQUE (title) French Orihologer : or

Complete Course of Theory and Practice on the French
Language. 1884 A. J. PATTERSON in \^th Addr. Philol.

'

neo-
who

logians
1

. 1871 FORSTKK Life of
Dickens II. 241 Victims of orthological (npropriety.

Orthometric (^ijvme'trik),
a. Ciyst. [mod.

f. OKTHO- + Gr. pirpov measure: cf. isometric.
~\

Belonging to those systems of crystallization (the

isometric, tetragonal, and orthorhombic) in which
the axes are mutually at right angles.
1864 WEBSTER cites DANA.

Orthoiuetry ^ijymetri). rare. [f. ORTHO-
+ Gr. -pfTpia (in comb.) measurement.] The art

of correct versification.

1775 PKKRY Grain. Eng. Tongue in Diet. p. ,\Hv, Prosody
comprises orthoepy.. and orthometry, or the art of making
verse. 1893 R. F. KRKWKR (title) Orthoinetry. A treatise

on the Art of Versification and the Technicalities of Poetry.

Orth.omorph.ic ((u]'(?mp'jfik), a. rare. [f.

OKTHO- + Gr. pofxprj form + -ic.]

tl. Biol. (Seequots.) 06s.
1866 HRANUE & Cox Diet. Set, etc., Orthonwrphic. .

,
that

period in the developement of organised beings in which
their full perfection is attained, prior to the formation of

spermatic and germinal elements. 1892 Syd. Sfc. Lex,^
Orthoinorphic, term applied to animals which attain their

full size lefore the development of the generative organs.
2. Preserving the true or original shape of in-

finitesimal parts: applied to a class of map-pro-
jections in which small areas retain their correct

shapes.
Qrthoinorphic transformation, or Orthomorplio'Sis

(Math.\ a functional transformation which expresses the

representation of one geometrical plan by another of which
the infinitesimal parts retain their accurate form.

1882 T. CRAIG (U.S. Coast Survey) Treatise on Projections

33 It will l>e convenient to use the term given by Germain
to such projections, and so we shall call them orthoworphic.
1891 CAYLEV M'ks. XIII. 191 The author (Schwartz] con-
siders the orthomorphic transformation (or, as I call it, the

orthomorphosis) of a square into the infinite half-plane, or

into a circle. Ibid., It is easy to deduce the orthomorphosis
of the rectangle into a circle. 1900 C. F. CLOSE Sketch of
Map Projections 10, Orthomorphic (or conform or c<niforni-

al'fa) : in these the scale is the same in all directions round
a point in its immediate neighbourhood. Ibid. 17.

II Orthonenra (/u^iniuVra), //. [mod.L., f.

Gr. 6pQo-s ORTHO- 'straight' + vtvpov nerve.] In

Gegenbaur's system of classification, a series of

prosobranchiate gastropods, in which the com-
missure to the abdominal or visceral ganglion
takes a straight course backwards.

1878 KKLI, tr. Gt'gi'iibaier'
(

s Comp. Anat. 348.

Hence Orthoiieu ral, Orthoneivrous aJJs., ot

or pertaining to the Orthonenra.

Orthopaedic, -pedic (i>0prdflc), a. [ad. F.

orthop&tique (Diet. Acad. 1835), i. orthopedic: see

OKTHOP.EDY.] Relating to or concerned with the

cure of deformities in children, or of bodily de-

formities in general.
1840 Prospectus, The Royal Orthopfedic Hospital for Club

Fool, Spinal and other Deformities. 1847 tr. l)u/>uytn'n*s

Injuries /-totti's 56 Much benefit is derived from orthopedic
means in this latter class of affections. 1879 HAKLAN Eye-
sight ix. 134 A distinguished orthopaedic surgeon, Eulen-

Ijerg, has stated that ninety per cent, of curvatures of the

spine, .are developed during school-life.

So Orthopee dical, -ped-, . - prec. ;
Ortho-

pae-dicB, -ped- = ORTHOPAEDY.
1842 HARIIAM IngoL Leg., St. McJarti xliii, It at last came

down Plump upon Nick'sOrthopedical .shoe ! 1853 J>I/N<;I i-

SON Mcti. Lex., Orthopa:dics. 1880 G. H. TAYLOR I/ealt/i ly
A'a tvc. (1883) 372 Mechanical divnlsion..of the highest value

in orthopaedics. 1900 Pop. Set. Monthly 510 Hypnotism ..

its application to general pedagogy and mental orthopaedics.

O rthopre dist, -pedist. [
f- next: see -IST:

cf. mod. I 1

, orthoftdistc] One who cures de-

formities ; an orthopaedic surgeon.
1853 Dt'SCLisox Mett. Lex., Orthopedist, ..one who prac-

tises orthopajdia. 1869 tr. Hugo's By the KingsCointnand
I. ii. 20 Let an orthopedist be imagined in the inverse sense.

Orthopaedy, -pedy (^-ijxVp/di). [ad. F. ortho-

ptdie (1741 in llatz.-T)arm.), mod.L. orthopxdia^
f. Gr. up66-s ORTHO- + iratbiov child, iraiSf jin rearing
of children.] The curing or correcting of de-

formities in children, or in persons generally ;

orthopedic surgery.
1840 Prospectus ofRoyalOrthop,vdicHospital^i\\\fyf>x.^',
..the art of remedying deformities of children. The term

is extended to the art of curing distortions in general. 1863
KINGSLKY Water Bai>. viii. 302 There cobblers lecture on

orthopedy,. because they cannot sell their .shoes.



ORTHOPNffiA.

Orthophony, -pinacoid, -al : see OBTHO-.

f Orthopnic, erroneous form for ORTHOPNOIC
;

in quots. as sl>. -- an orthopnoic patient.
1610 HARROUGH Meth. I'kysick it. vii. (1639) 81 Those which

be properly Asthmatick, or Orthopnicks,..have no Feaver
at all. 1616 T. ADAMS Soul's Sickness Wks. 1861 I. 505 Let
this orthopnic, for the help of his mind, avoid needless per-
turbations of the body.

llOrth.opnceaCf'Jjwp1"'^)- ^^'- AlsoS-pnea.
[L. (Pliny), a. Gr. bp6u-nvoia. in same sense, f. up-
8unvo-os breathing upright, f. upSu-i upright -riryofi

breathing, breath, irvf-itv to breathe.] A form of

asthma or dyspnoea in which breathing is possible

only in an upright position.

l657_ Physical Diet., Ort/u'fmi'a, a straitness of breath by
stopping of the lights, that one cannot breath, but holding his

neck upright. 1699 HANS SI.OAXE in /'////. Trans. XXI. 151;

She fell into so great an Orthopnosa, that she could not,
unless erect, Breathe. 1802 Med. Jrnl. VIII. 402 The access
of orthopncea occurred between nine and eleven o'clock
at night precisely. 1899 Alll'Utfs Syst. Hied. VI. 64 All
varieties and degrees of such disorders .. from mere short-

ness of breath, or somewhat hurried breathing to the most
urgent and terrible orthopmea, or even fatal apncea.

Orthopnoic (^.ijwpiw'i'ik), a. Also 9 -pnceic.

[ad. L. ort/iopnoic-ns, a. Gr. up0onvom-us affected

with upOvmoia.] Affected with orthopncea; unable
to breathe except in an upright position.
1601 HOLLAND Pliny II. 370 Others also would . . minister

them in manner of a clystre unto those that were Orlhop-
noicke and Rheumaticke. 1748 tr. Kenatns' Distcmfi.
J/orst-s 71 From which Thing the Horse becomes orthop-
noick. 1859 SE.MI'LE Diphtheria 30 The orthopnceic aftec-
tion of which he speaks was not really Malignant Angina.
So f Orthopuo-ical a., f Orthopiio ity.
1637 TO.MLINSON Renou's Disp. 202 To help the Hydroptical

..or Orthopnoical Patients. Ibid. 297 The decoction of the
root . . cures convulsions, orthopnoity.

t Orthopny, bad form for ORTHOPNCEA, peril,
intended to repr. F. orthopnti.
1828 in WEBSTKR.

Orthoprax (^J^prreks), a. nonce-wil. [f. as

next, in imitation of orthodox.] Correct in practice ;

doing right.
1852 LYXCII Orthodoxy in Lett, to Scattered (1872) 270,

I know not how I may best convince you that 1 am ortho-

dox, . . but . . at least I desire to be orthoprax. . . To lie ortho-

prux, reader, is to do aright according to the commandment
of the everlasting God, as to be orthodox is to think aright.

Orthopraxy (pujjoprieksi). rare. [f. OBTHO-
+ Gr. jr/>ais doing, action, performance.]
1. [after orthodoxy] Rightness of action

; right-

doing, practical righteousness ;
correct practice.

1852 LYNCH Orthodoxy in Lett, to Scattered (1872) 270,
I wish there was more orthopraxy in the world. 1859 Life
El'cn Henderson vi. 382 Let us have orlhopraxy as well as

orthodoxy, 1873 F. HALL Mod. Eng. iii. 86 What, then,
constitutes grammatical orlhopraxy?
2. The curative treatment of deformities ; ortho-

paedic surgery.
1865 BIGG Orthopraxy (1869) n Orthopraxy is the legiti-

mate culmination of mechanics as applied to therapeutics.
1866 Sat. Kcv. 422 Why should not '

Orthopraxy
'

have a
representative in the Council of Medical Education ?

Orthoprism: see ORTHO- .

Orthopter ((Hjjp-ptai). [ad. F. orlhoptere, f.

mod.L. orl/top/era: see next.] An insect of the
order Ortlwptera. 1882 in OGILVIE.

II Orthoptera (p-ijyptera), sb. pi. Entom.
[mod.L., neuter pi. of orthopterns, i. Gr. up6v-s

straight + -nTipcm wing.] An order of Insects, dis-

tinguished by more or less coriaceous and usually
straight and narrow fore wings, broad longitudin-
ally-folded hind wings, and incomplete metamor-

phosis; comprising the cockroaches, walking-stick
insects, leaf-insects, crickets, grasshoppers, etc.
1826 KIRBY & Sp. Kutituial. xlvi'i. IV. 371 Orthoptera...

This Order . . was very judiciously separated . . by IJe Geer,
under the name of Dtrmafttra...lU present name was, I

believe, assigned to it by Olivier. 1828 STARK Klein. Xat.

Hjst. II. 237 A comparatively small number, such as some
ot the larger Coleoptera, Orthoptera, c. exist from six to

nine, twelve, and even fifteen months. 1868 UAKWIN in I.ife
>, Lett. III. 97 Please tell me where I can find any account
of the auditory organs in the Orthoptera.

b. Rarely in sing.Orthopteron = ORTHOITKB.
1880 I'roc. Zool. Soc. 152 The following remarkable Or-

thopteron was obtained last year.. by Mr. Kingdon.
Hence Ortho pteral a. ORTHOITKHOUS

; Or-
tlio-ptcra.ii sb. = OBTHoi'TKR; adj. = OBTHOPTE-
KOUS

; Ortlio pterist, a student of Orthoplera.
1842 MRANDK Diet. Sci., Orthopterans, Orthoplera, an

order of insects. 1880 Prx. 7.,<ol. Soc. 152 The experienced
Orthopterist Herr Hrunner von Wattenwyl.

OrthopterO'logy. rare-", [f. OBTHOPTKBA
+ -o-i-ouvj That branch of entomology which
deals with the Orthoptera. So Ortho pterological

., belonging to orthopterology ; Ortlioptero--
logrist, one versed in orthopterology.

Orthopterous (cjjwptcras), a. [f. OBTHO-
PTKBA -t- -ous.] Belonging to the order Orthoptera.
1826 KIRBY & SP. Entomol. xxviii. III. 41, I know no

orthopterotis insect that can be called extremely minute.
1859 Sat. Rert. 19 Nov. 612/1 The fantastical varieties of
orlhopterous insects which simulate inanimate nature in the
forests of Ceylon.

215

Orthoptic Vjjyptik
'

straight + Gr. oim*-os
a. (*&.) [f. ORTH(O-

ight + Gr. oim*-os of or pertaining to sight.]
1. fire-arms. (ai/J. and st>.) Name for an opaque

disk perforated with three small holes, through
one of which the rifleman looks in taking aim.
1881 Statuiard it July 3 '5 Some disgust has been created

amongst the Snider men by a regulation which is to come
into force this year prohibiting the use of the 'orthoptic '.

i88z Pali .tfallG. 45 July 8/2 These competitors were using
the orthoptic eye-glasses alxmt which ttiere has recently
l>een so much discussion. tlu'd., The advantage derived
from the use of the orthoptics is that the eyesight is i on-

centrated, and the sights on a rifle or gun are defined with
great clearness. 1890 Daily .\'civs 27 Jan. 2/5 The use of

orthoptics will be forbidden in all competitions in which
uniform is ordered to be worn.

2. Math. Orthoptic locus : the locus of intersec-

tion of tangents to any curve at risiht anide.s toJ > fa

each other.

1882 in Athenaeum 17 June 769/1 'Theory of Orthoptic
Loci', by Rev. Dr. Taylor. M6C.l't,ii.onOrdtrafOrtnof-
tic Loci in Messenger ofMath. XV I. i The locus. . may be
called its Orthoptic Locus, since at every point thereof the
curve subtends or is seen under a right angle.
3. Relating to correct vision.

1892 Syd. Soc. J.e.\:, Orthoptic training a mode of

correcting monocular vision produced by strabismus, or other
defect, by ocular exercises.

Orthopyramid : see ORTHO-.

Orth.orhoru.bic <fU}wr<''mbik), a. Cryst.
[(.

OKTHO- 'right' + RHOMBIC.] Applied to that

system of crystalline forms in which the three axes
are mutually at right angles and unequal ;

also

called rectangular, prismatic, trintetric, or ortho-

symmetric,
1868 DANA .]//. Introd. (eil. 5) 25. 1878 GURXKV Crystal.

fagr. 37 There may be three planes of symmetry at right
angles. Such crystals belong to the Orlhorhombic System.
1880 CLE.MINSHAW ll'nrtz' Atom. Th. 56 The orthorhombic
sulphates of magnesia, xinc, and nickel.

Orthoscope (/ityskonp), [f. OKTHO- + Gr.
-aiconot viewing : see -SCOPE.] a. An instrument
for examining the interior of the eye, in which the

refraction of the cornea is corrected by a body of

water held against it. b. An instrument lor draw-

ing projections of the skull.

1892 .YW. Sof. Le.r.

Orthoscopic (pJ]0sk()-pik), n.
[f.

as prec. +
-R'.] Having or producing conect vision; free

from, or constructed to correct, optical distortion.

1875 H. WALTON Dis. Kye 616, I beg to refer the reader
to my remarks on orthoscopic spectacles. 1892 Syd. .Set-.

Lex., Orthoscopic vision, the appearance of an object which
is viewed through a lens or lenses when its surface represents
a plane without any curve, spherical aberration being entirely
corrected.

Orthose (<?-Jjw"s). Min. [Named 1801 by
Ilaiiy, f. Gr. up6o-s right + -OSR.J

= OKTHOCI.ASK.
1814 ALLAN Min. \omcticl. 18 Common feldspar. .Orthose.

1868 DAN-A Mia. (ed. 5) 352.

Orthospernious /ajwsps-jmss), a. Hot. [f.

OBTHO- 'straight' + Gr. -aiKpnos having seeds, f.

cnippa seed.] Having straight seeds or fruits, as
certain Umbellifera:

; also said of the seeds.

1859 DARWIN cV/y. Spec. v. (1872) 116 In the Umbellifera;
..the seeds being sometimes orthospermous in theexteiior
flowers and ccelospermous in the central flowers. /h'ii. vii.

11873) 173 In certain Umbellifera: the exterior seeds, according
to Tausch, are orthospermous.
Orthostade (p

>

Jj>gU'd). rare~. [ad. Gr.

up0oardSiov , f. upOu-s OBTHO- 'upright' + araSios

standing.] A long loose tunic which hung down
in straight folds, worn by the ancient Greeks.
1864 in WEBSTER.

Orthostichous Vajystikos), a. Bat. [f.

OBTHO- 'straight, upright
'

+ Gr. CTTI'X-OS row, rank,
line + -ous.] Characterized by orthostichies.
1880 C!KAV Struct. Hot., Ortlwstichoiis, straight-ranked.

Orthostichy (caj^-stiki). Hot.
[f.

as prec. +
-Y.] A vertical row or rank

;
an arrangement of

lateral members (e. g. leaves) inserted on an axis
or stem one directly above another.

1875 HENXETT & DYER tr. Sac/is Hot. 167 If members are
so arranged at different heights on an axis that their median
planes coincide, they form a straight row or Orthostichy ;

generally there are two, three, or more orthostichies on an
axial structure. 1884 BOWER & SCOTT De JSary's Phaner.
567 Species .. with five or more marked prominences,, .each
of these being opposite to one of the orthostichies of leaves.

Orthostyle : see OKTHO-.

Orthosymmetric f/Mjx>,sitne-trik), a. [f.
OIITHO- + SYMMETRIC.]
1. Math. Orthosymmetric Jcterminant : a sym-

metric determinant in which all the constituents in
the secondary diagonal, and likewise all those in

each of the oblique rows parallel to it, are equal.
a b e

'

Example of an Orthosymmetric determinant : bed

2. Cryst. Symmetric about two, or three, axes at

right angles to each other
; spec.

= OBTHORUOMBIC.
1895 SIORY-MASKEI.YXK Crystallogr. 421 The Ortho-

symmetric or Ortho-rhombic system represents the most
general case of a crystallographic plane-syslem referred to
rectangular axes; [that] in which the parameters are all

different, and the three axes are axes of orthosyiiiinctry.

ORTHOTBOPY.
So Orthosymme'trical a. = prec. 2

; Ortho-
symme-trically adv. Orthosymmetry.
1880 SIOHY.MASKKLVNI-: in Nature XXI. 204/1 Not being

a i.Tyslal of any of the orthosymmetrical systems. 1895
Crystallogr. 79 A rhomb is orthosymmetrical to its

diagonals, as a rectangle is to diameters parallel to its sides.

//'/</, A face of a crystal or any other plane surface or figure
..symmetrical to two lines perpendicular to each other.,
will be said to be orthosymmetrically divided by these lines.

1878 (JuKNtv Crystallogr. 37 Orthogonal symmetry or ortho-

symmetry.
II Orthotes (?-\\O\.T-L). [a. Gr. upBorrfi correctness,

Tightness, f. up9<js right.] Correctness, propriety.
1610 HOLLAND Cami/ens lirit. \. 139 There is among all

nations that one ( Irlhoites [,,/. 1037 orthotes] of names
which Plato speakelh of. 1620 T. GRANGER l>iv. I.agikt 164What is the nutation, interpretation, origination, true reason,
Orthotes, Logos, Etymon, Ktymologie of this name y

Orthotomic (('.ijwtjnnik), a. Math.
[f. Gr.

upQo- right + -TC^IOS cutting (cf. upOvTop-os equally
cut) + -ic.] Intersecting at right angles.
1857 CAYLI.V in tj. Jrnl. Math. I. 242 The circle cutting

at right angles the thne given circles, or, as it may be called,
the orthotomic circle. 1863 R. TOWNSEND Mot/. Geoiu. I. 17
Any. .two figures intersecting at right angles, are said., to
be orthotomic.

OrthotoiHOUS (fJjb^-toniss), a. Min.
[f.

as

prec. +
-oi-s.]

= OBTHOCI.ASTIC.
1864 WKHSIKU cites DANA.

Orthotone (?i\io\o<m}, a.
(si'.} Pros. [ad. Gr.

upOuTov-os having its light or proper accent, 1.

ijpffu-s (Oii'i HO-) + TWOS tone, accent.] Having its

own accent as an independent word
; accented ;

spec, said of a word ordinarily unaccented ,as nn
enclitic or proclitic) when it retains or takes an

independent accent, b. sb. An orthotone word.
1882 in OGILVIK lAnnandale'. 1890 IX II. MON-RO in

Trans. O.vf. rhilol. Sot: 7 .Mar. 22 Enclitics in Homer
nearly always follow the first orthotoiie word of the sentence.

Hence O'rthotone v. trans., to accent (a word

ordinarily unaccented). ( In m.-d. Diets.)

Orthotonic fijwt^nik), .' 1'ivs. [f. as prec.
+ -ic : cf. Toxic.] =

prec.
1885 Amcr. Jrnl. I'/ii/ol. VI. 218 In all other positions

the verb is orthotonic, /. f. the accent falls on the \erb if there
is only one prefix.

OrthotO'nic, a.- I'ath.
[f.

as next + -ic: cf.

ionic.'] Affected with orthotonos.

1748 tr. Reiiatits' l)ist?in/>. /fortes 51^ An Horse is said
to be Orthotonic who is stilfall over his Body.

II Orthotonos (pitytfaps). rath. Also -us.

[f. OBTHO- 'straight' + Gr. TWOS stretch, strain,

sinew.] Spasm in which the body is stretched out

straight ;
a form of tetanus.

1878 tr. rjon ZicinssfHs Cycl. Meii. X IV. 318 Then they also

distinguished an ortliotonos, when the body was r-tretched
out straight. 1892 Syd. Soc. Le.r., Orthotanus. 1892 W.
OSI.ER Princ. Mcd. (1901) 104 When the muscles of the back
are also involved, there is orthotonos, which is more common
than opisthotonos.

Orthotriseiie fj?.ij|tr9i|i3ii). [f. OBTHO-
'

right
'

+ Gr. rpiaiva trident.] A trixne or tridentate

sponge spicttle, whose three prongs orcladi project
at right angles from the shaft ; a simple spictile of
the rhabdus type, with three secondary rays at one

end, at right angles with the shaft.

1887 SOLLAS in Encycl. Brit. XXII. 417/1 The arms
make different angles with the shaft ; . . when extended at

right angles an orthotrixnc.

Orthotropal fciJv'trfpU), . Bot. [f. as

OBTHOTBOP-OUS + -,\t,.]
= OBTHOTWII-OL-.S.

1832 LINI>LF.V Introd. Rot. 415 Ortliotro/tal,. .straight, anil

having the same direction as the body to which it i>elongs.
1882 Standard^) Oct. 5/3 Orthotropal ovules, and locnlicidal
dehiscence were the commonplaces of his conversation.

Orthotropic f/iftftr(rpik), a. Bot.
[f. as

OKTHOTBOP-OUS + -ic.J Growing vertically up-
'

wards, or downwards, as a root or stem.
1886 VINES I'hysiol. 1'lants xvii. 425 Sachs has observed

that the young primary shoot of / ro/i.fotiiin niajns is at
first Orthotropic. Il'id., The primary shoot of the seedling
[of ivy] is. .at first orthotiopic, and radial.

Orthotropism (jujip'triJ'pii'inJ.
Bot.

[f.
as

next + -ISM.] The condition of being orthoti opic ;

tendency to grow in a vertical direction, upwards
or downwards.
1885 V'lXKs in Encycl. Brit. XIX. 6t/t Orthotropism is

then mainly due to negative geotropism.

Orthotropous (('Jb(<-tn'p3s), a. Bot. [f. mod.
1.. ortliotrop-iis, a. Gr. type *up$uTpcnr-ot, {. !>pOn-

straight + -rpoir-os turning, turned + -ous. Cf.

mod.F. ort/io/rope."] a. Of an ovule: Having the

nucleus straight, i. e. not inverted, so that the micro-

pyle is at the end opposite the base: = ATBOFOUS.
b. Of an embryo : Having the radicle directed

towards the hilum : =1 loMOTBOPOua.
1830 LINDLEY Nat. Syst. Bot. 236 The embryo is certainly

orthotropous in StreptttctirpHS AY.r//'. 1880 GRAY Struct.
Bot. vi. 8. 278 Orthotropous, or straight ovule, is the

simplest hut least common species, being that in which the

chalaza is at the evident base, and the orifice at the opposite

extremity, the whole ovule straight and . . symmetric:! I.

AtrojKjus. .is a later and etymologically much better name.

Orthotropy (CJjytnUpi). Bot. [f.
Gr. type

*ciptioTpovia, f. *cip0oTpovot : see prec.] The con-

dition of being orthotropous.



ORTIVE.

1848 I INDLEV Intro,!. Bat. (ed. 3) II. 41 From the frequent

exaimnation of the passage from orthotropy to anotropy in

ovules I am convinced that the umbilical cord l:

soldered to the ovulary leaf.

Orthotypous : see ORTIIO-.

Orthrawin, Orthwart : see OVEB-.

Ortiard, obs. variant of ORCHARD.

t O'rtive, a. Obs. [ad. L. orliv-us pertaining

to rising, f. ortits rising, rise. So K. ortive (1558

in !Iatz.-Darm., 1762 in Diet. Acad.}.}

1. Astron. Rising; pertaining to the rising of

a heavenly body.
i6 GELMBRAND 1'ariatim Klagn. Needle 5 It may like-

wise be pei formed by the Amplitude Ortive or Occiduall of

the Sunne. 1669 STUKMV Mamur'l Mag. vn. 45 1 he Suns

Azimuth when he riseth, commonly called Ortiue Latitude.

1717-38 CHAMBERS s. v., Ortive or eastern amplitude, is an I

an h of the horizon intercepted between the point where

a star rises, and the east point of the horizon, where the

horizon and equator intersect.

'i. Arith. Numeration orlivc : that part ol anm-
^ _

metic wliich deals with multiplication, division,
;

involution, ami evolution ;
as arising or derived

from numeration original, i. e. numeration (in the

mod. sense), addition, and subtraction.

1674 JEAKB Arith. l. t. iii. ('7') '3 Numeration Ortive,

ari-elh from the former Species of Numeration Original,

and consisteth in two things, Reduction, and Figuration.

Ortment, obs. corrupt form of OBPIMKNT.

Ortografy:e, -phie, obs. ff. OBTHOGBAPHT.

Ortolan (('-JtJlan;.
Also 6-8 ortolane, 7

ortulau, hortulan e, S ortelan. [In sense i, a.

abs.V./iortotaii, ortolan gardener ijthc. inGodef.),

ad. I., horttilan-its, f.

'

liorlul-ns, dim. of horliis

garden ;
in sense 2, a. later F. ortolan (Cotgr. 1611 .

hortolatf), a. Prov. ortolan or It. oitolano gardener,

because this bird frequents gardens : cf. also L.

hortiiliiims adj., of or belonging to the garden.]

f 1. A gardener. Obs. rare.

1526 St. Papers Hen. I'III, VI. 534, I yielde my sylffe

entyerly to the wyll of the nmost notable ortolane.

2. A small bird, a species of bunting (Embensa \

horlulana), found in most European countries, as

well as in northern Africa and western Asia, and

highly esteemed for its delicate flavour; the garden-

bunting. Also called ortolan bunting.

1656 COWLEY I'erses fr Ess., Horace, /''.pint. ii. (1669) 108

Nor Ortolans, nor Godwits, nor the rest Of costly names
j

that glorify a Feast. i68 WHEI.EK J.iuni. Greta I. 67 As

fat as Hortulans in France and Italic. 1:1714 POPE Lett,
j

(17-0 I 144 I love no Meat but Ortolans, and no Women
but you. 1766 GOLDSM. Ess., writ, fy OrdinaryofNtweatl,
He would eat an ortolan for dinner though he begged the

guinea that bought it. 1837 M. DONOVAN Dom. kcon. 11.

145 The Ortolan is a small singing bird.. common in France,

Italy and other parts of Europe. It is the epicure's prime

morceau. 1895 Ln. ROSKBKKY in Daily News 3 July 7/4

The choicest morsel that you can put before an epicure,

and that is an ortolan inside a quail.

1814 MI-DIE Brit. A/Vrfj(i84i) II. 33 Tne ortolan bunting.

i843\'ARRELL//r-. Brit. Hints I. 457 The Ortolan Bunting

is only a summer visiter to the middle and northern

countries of Europe.
b. Applied in America and the \\ est Indies to

two other birds somewhat resembling the above,

and esteemed as table delicacies, viz. the bobolink,

or rice-bird (Dolichonyx orytivorHs), and the

soree or sora rail (Porzana Carolina).

1666 J. DAVIES Hist. Caribby fsls. 89 There are also

I'.lack-birds, Feldivars, Thrushes, and Hortolans, in a manner

like those of the same name among us. 1793 P.. EDWARDS

ll'cst Ind. iv. 99 note. The most delicious bird in the West

Indies is the Ortolan or October-bird It is the KmberiM

oryzivora of Linuaus, or rice-bird of South Carolina.

tO'rtrOW, sb. Olis. Forms: 3 ortruwe,

-trowe, -trewe, -trou, 5 -trow. [A subst. use of

next : cf. OE. trtcnv, tryw truth, faith.] Distrust,

diffidence ; suspicion.
CI200 Trin. CM. Ilam. 43 Wanrede wecheS on mannes

heorle ortruwe |>e deuS him on helle. Ibid. 73 Ortrowe of

agene mihte letteS be mannes shrifte. 1197 K. GLOUC.

(Rolls) 7021 Me b'mc|> bat in ortrou bou art more To me of

bi brober deb. c 1415 Kg. Conf. Iret. 128 Men hadden

freteortrow
vpon hym, that he. .wold makehym self kynge

-crouned of the lond.

tO'rtrow, a. Obs. [OE. ortnewe, -trywt,

triowe, f. OB- privative,
' without

' + trt'tnve, trywe,

true, faithful, trustworthy.] a. (In OE.) Despaii-

ing. b. Distrustful, unbelieving.

893 K. /ELFRED Ores. iv. i. 7 Hie zt nihstan waeron

oitrieive [MS. C. ortreowe] hwaiber him amis moneaca

cuman scolde. c 1020 WUI.FSTAX Horn. xv. (Napier) 91 \V e

to ortreowe [v.rr. ortrywe, -truwe] syndan godes imhta.

i 1200 ORMIN 11589 Forr batt he warrj? orrtroww-e off Crist

burrh nibfull modijnesse. f

fOrtrOW, v. Obs. [OE. ortnlwian, -trywcin

to despair of, f. OB- + tn'nvian to trust, believe.]

1. a. trans. To despair of; to distrust, b. mtr.

To despair; to be distrustful.

ciooo JELFRIC On O. Test. (Or.) 17 He ortruwode his

drihtnys mildheortnysse. 1:1175 Lamb. Horn. 113 He ne

seal nohwer ortrowian bi godes fultum. <noo Jnn.Coll.

Haul. 75 J>e man be ortrowe8 godes mildhertnesse, he is

idemd to eche wowe on helle.

2. trans. To susjiect, have a suspicion of.

aimAucr. K. 382 Vif eni mon ei swuch bing ortroweS

bi him. 1197 K. GLOUC. (Rolls) 2381 Nabeles wel me it

216

ortrowede & ne leuede no?! is glose. 1381 WVCLIF JuJg.

viii. 1 1 Gedeon . . smoot the tentis of the enemyes that

weren siker. and no thing of aduersyte ortroweden.

t O'rtrowth. Obs. [f. prec. vb. + -TH : cf.

treowp, try-i'f truth, faith, trust.] Distrust.

c izoo CUMIN 3145 He wass |>a brohht ut off all Orrtrowwbe

K: orrrabnesse.

Ortyard, ortyerd, obs. variants of ORCHARD.

t O'rval. Ola. Herb. [Cf. K. orvale (Mth c. in

Hatz.-Darm.), a name given in France to species

of Salvia, esp. S. Clarea Clary, and S. fratensis .

Meadow Clary (Littre). The connexion between

the two senses does not appear.] a. ORHXK ;

b. The herb Clary.
14 . Stockholm Mat. -V.9. 173 (see Anglia XXI. 447)

Orpyu or Oruale (crassula maior). 1597 GKRARDE lltrhd

App, Oruall is Orpin. 1658 PHILLIPS, Orval, a certain

herb otherwise called Clary or Clear-eye.

Orvietan (jmi|/~-tan). Obs. exc. Hist. [ad. F.

orvietan (1642 in Hatz.-Darm.) or It. orvictano, .

f. Orvieto, the inventor being a native of Orvicto

in Italy.] A composition formerly held to be an

antidote against poisons j

' Venice Treacle ". Hence

evil, and Jiff. An antidote.
'

1676 Phil. Trails. XI. '760 The Orvietan and ptisane of

Lupins do considerable good to the persons distempered.

1696 I'HiLLirs (ed. 5), Oivietan, an Alexipharmick Electuary,

invented by a Mountebank, who was called Orvietanus.

1702 S. PAI;KEK tr. Cicero's f>f t-'inil'iis l. 44 Our Natural

Philosophy is our Orvitan against the Fears of Death. 1737

likACKES h'arri,-r\ Imp,: (1756) I. 310, 1 knew some Gentle-

men who esterm'd the Thing.. as a grand Orvietan or

Counter. Poison. 1821 SCOTT Kcnika. xiii, With these

drug-, will I.. compound the true Orvietan. Note, Orvietan,

or Venice treacle, as it was sometimes called, was under-

stood to be a sovereign remedy against ixjisou.

Orvieto (orvie-t<?). [Named from Orvieto, a

city of central Italy: see prec.] A white uine

made near the city of Orvieto.

i860 H.UVI-HORNK Mart. Faun xxv. (1883) 259 The finest

Orvieto.. is vulgar in comparison.

Ory 'uo-ri). rt.
1 Also yorie, 7-S)orey. [f.

OKK-

+ -Y.]

V

Of the nature of, containing, or resembling

ore
;
metallic.

1549 rriry Council Acts II. 349/1 Trowes of ory powder,

ij dousen. 1628 H. lii-nroN Isntets Hast 32 Out of whose

Oarie liuwels the King of England may dig richer Mettals.

1756 Ccntl. Mag. XXVI. 430 Nor does us orey substance at

all pcnelrate the ground. 1871 K. Ki.us Catullus xxi.v. 19

The spoil from out I beria, known to Tagus amber ory stream.

Ory, a.- : see Out: 5.

-Ory
1
, formerly -orie, a suffix forming sbs.,

originating in ( )Xorm. Fr. and AFr. -orie = Central

Fr. -oire, as in iflorie, gloire, which became the form

for the adaptation of L. words in -oria, and subseq.

of those in -Sriuin, as vicloire, offertoire, oratoire,

pitrgatoire; these also took in Eng. the form -orie,

later -ory, which thus came to be the normal Eng.

repr. of L. -oria, -ffriiim, F. -oire. The most

numerous of these are adaptations of L. neuter

sbs. in -orinm, from adjs. in -orius (see -ORY 2
),

or formations of the same type. Usually, these

denote a place or instrument used in some process,

as crematory, directory, dormitory, factory, labora-

tory, lavatory, observatory, oratory, purgatory,

refectory, repository, slillatory, siidatory ;
but oc-

casionally they have' other senses, as auditory,

promontory, territory. In some learned or technical

words the L. form in -ORli'M is retained ; thus

auditorium is differentiated from auditory, crema-

torium is more frequent than crematory. In a few

words -ory is the suffix -y added to an agent-noun

in -or. e. g. orator-y (the art of the orator), rector-y

(the seat of a rector).

-ory'-', formerly -orie, a suffix forming adjs.

(whence also sbs.), originating in ONE.
-ori,^

-orie,

and repr. (sometimes through OF. -oir, -oire) L.

-tiri-us, -a, -nin, itself a compound suffix consisting

of the adj. formative -i-ns added to derivative sbs.

in -or (cf. sorffr sister, soror-i-us sisterly), chiefly

agent-nouns in -tor, -sor (see -on),_but
sometimes

app. from the cognate ppl. stem in -/-, -s-
;

e. g.

accHSiitor-i-ns, stiasor-i-us, decretor-i-us. As an

agent-n. in -or is possible from every L. vb., an adj.

in L. -ori-us, Eng. -ory is also always possible, and

i is often in Eng. use when no corresponding L.

I adj. is recorded, and even when no agent-n. occurs ;

i thus, we have compulsory, dispensatory, illusory,

i persuasory,
without the agent-nouns compiilsor,

'

etc., and amatory, hortatory,perfunctory,predatory ,

where the L. verb is not even represented in

English. Instead of -ory, the Eng. adj. has often

the extended form -OBIAL, less frequently -ORIOUS.

Oryal, Oryble, obs. ff. ORIEL, HORRIBLE.

Orycterope (ori-kteronp). Zool. [a. F. oryc-

terope, ad. mod.L. Orycteropus (-pod-),l. Gr. O/WKTJJP

digger -I- irous, ToS- foot. Now usually in L. form.]

A mammal of genus Orycteropus :
= AARDVAKK.

18-16-9 Toon Cycl. Anal. II. 54/2 In the. .Orycterope it

[the liverj consists of three lobes. 1840 tr. Cm'iers Anim.

OHYX.

Kinffil. 125 The orycteropes have long been confounded

with the ant-eaters.. .There is but one species known, ..the

Orycterope of the Cape. [Two species are now known.)

SoOrycteropodoia(oriktei? jwdoid) a. [see -OID],

resembling the genus Orycteropus.
1890 Coit. Diet, cites OAVEN.

tOrycticS. Obs. rare- 1

, [ad. Gr. OJWITIK-OS

pertaining to digging or mining: see -1C 2.]
-

OKYCTOLOGY.
1888 R. Y. TYRRELL in Fortn. Rev. Jan. 57 He added that

his friend is about to sell his books and buy a spade, with a

vit w to graduating with honours in Oryctics.

Orycto-, comb, form of Gr. upvxrus dug up (cf.

T<i upvura things dug up\ used in modem com-

pounds (mod.L., Eng., Fr., Ger., etc.), with the

sense of '

fossil
'

or ' mineral
'

: see below.

tOryctogno'stic, a. 0/>s. [f. OKVCTOGXOSY,
after Gr. 'yrtaaTiie-6s in its relation to yviuais

knowledge.] Pertaining or relating to 'orycto-

gnosy
'

; mineralogical.
1796 KIKWAN Klem. Min. (ed. 2) I. Pref. 13 The second

part contains the systematic or oryclognostic collection.

1804 A. JAMESON Mineralogy I. Introd. 23 The Wernerkm

oryctognostic system is framed in conformity with the

strictest rules of classification. 1853 Til. Ross IIumMilt s

Tra;: III. xxxii. 401 The amygdaloid of Ortiz approaches,

by its oryctognostic characters, to the former of those

formations.

So f Oryctogno-stical a. = prec. ; t Oryctojrno'-

stically adv.

1852 TH. Ross HtimMiifs Tra-.: Introd. 10 The simple

fossils which compose the mass of mountains, and of which

tli.- names and character are the object of oryctognostical

knowledge. 1805-17 R. JA.MKSON Cliar. Min. (cd. 3) 57

One [colour] is, oryctognostiL.illy considered, pure or un-

mixed with any other, and is called the characteristic colour.

t Orycto-gnosy. Ol>s. [a. F. aryctegiuait

(Littre), f. ORYCTO- + Gr. -vviuo-is knowledge-.]

The knowledge of minerals ; mineralogy.
1804 KJia. Kf!'. V". 66 Mineralogy might !: advantageously

substituted for
'

Oryctognosie '. 1811 PINKERTON I't'tral. I.

Introd. 32 Werner., in 'his lectures on Oryctognosy, or the

general knowledge of minerals. 1852 TH. Ross HnmMiit s

'I'rav. I. ii. 89 Confounding descriptive mineralogy (orycto-

gnosy) with geognosy.

t Orycto-graphy. Obs. [ad. mod.L. oryclo-

graphia (ISaier, 1708;: see Ouvcio- and -GU.U'HV.

Cf. F. oryctographie (1771 in Diet. Trevoux).]

The description of
'
fossils

'

or minerals ; descrip-

tive mineralogy. So fOryctogra'phic, -ical

adjs., pertaining to
'

oryctography '.

1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Stiff., Oryctography, is that part of

natural history wherein fossils are described. 1811 PINKER-

ION 1'etrat. I. 95 Ferber, in his oryctography of Derbyshire,

mentions iron-stone. 1857 MAVNE Expos. Lex., Orycto-

grnplticus, . . oryctographical.

Oryctplo'gical,
a.

[f.
as next + -ICAL : cf. F.

myctfUgtyue.T 1'ertaining or relating to orycto-

logy ; mineralogical or palccontological.
1804 J. PARKINSON Organic Kern. I. 22 The oryctological

history of. .Germany. 1846 I. BAXTKII Libr. I'ract. Agric.

fed. 4) I. 340 A geological, mineral, and oryctological account

of this sand district having been given.

OryctO'lOgist. [f. as next + -1ST.] One versed

in orvctology ; a mineralogist or paleontologist.

1799'nESERRAin/Vi;?. Tram. LXXXIX. 151 Impressions
or remains of plants, .by more ancient and less enlightened

oryctologists, supposed to belong to plants actually grow ing

in temperate and cold climates. 1842 H. MILLER c'. A'.

Saiutst. xiv. (ed. 2) 301 With which [substances] the orycto-

logist has still to acquaint himself.

OryctO'logy. Now rare. [mod. f. (F. oiycto-

logie, 1755 in Hatz.-Darm.) : see ORYCTO- and

i -LOGY.] 'The science of 'fossils' or things dug
out of the earth, eilher (a} inorganic or (/>) organic;

a. the science which deals with the nature and

composition of rocks and minerals, mineralogy ;

b. that department of geology which deals with

fossil organic remains, paleontology.
1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Sufp., Oryctoloyy. is the part of

physics which treats of fossils. .Under this head comes the

doctrine of salts, sulphurs, stones, gems and metals. 1804

j. PARKINSON OrganicRcm. I. 2 1 To enumerate all the writers

on oryctology of this period would be unnecessary. 1842

11 MIIIER O. K. Satutst. vii. (ed. 2) 147 There was almost

nothing known at the period of the oryctology of the older

rocks. 1846 DANA Zoofh. (1848) 537, I know of no copy of

the Oryctology of Moscow in this country.

tOry:CtOZOO'logy. 06s. rare-", [mod. f.

ORYCTO- + ZOOLOGY.] That department of geology

which deals with fossil animal remains. So

t Oryctozoolo'fifical a.

1857 M VVNE Expos. Le.t.
, Oryctozoolofia, . . oryctozoSlogy.

' A work was published under this title by Eichwald in 1821.

t Oryelle, obs. variant of ORL. alder.

c 1440 I'romf. Pfirv. 369/2 Oryelle tie, supra in aldyr Ire.

Oryloge, Orynal(e, obs. ff. HOROLOGE, URINAL.

Oryx (jrriks). Also 4-7 orix, (4-6 origen, 7

//. origes). [a. L.oryx (ace. orygem}, a. Gr. opv( ,

opt/7- C 1 ) a pickax, (2) a kind of antelope or

gazelle, so called from its pointed horns.]

a. The name in ancient Greek and Latin for an

antelope of northern Africa, perh. Oryx leucoryx

or 0. beisa. In the LXX and Vulgate used to

render Heb. Kin the (1611 wild ox, wild bull,



ORYZIVOEOUS.
R.V. antelope); hence occurring in Wyclif, etc.

but erroneously identified with some small hiber-

nating animal. b. In mod. Zool., a. genus of
African antelopes, of large size, with long straight

(or slightly curved) pointed horns in both sexes
;

an antelope of this genus. The South African

species is 0. cafensis, the gemsbok.
1382 WVCI.IF Dcitt. xiv. 5 This is thi: beest that ;e owen to

eete ; oxe, and sheep, and she geet, . . phigarg, origen.
Isa. li. 20 The vnclene beste. .that is ck-pid ori.v (1388 the

bceste ori.v]. 1398 TIIEVISA Bartli. DC P. K. xvni. Ixxiv.
(MS. liodj.)

If. 280 b/2 Orix hatte Tho in Ebrewe and is

acounted in J>e lav\e ainonge vnclene btstes, . . is a beste
liche to a water mows. 1535 COVKRUAI.R Dent. xiv. 5 These
are the ISeestes which ye slia! eate: Oxen, Shepe, Goates,
Hert, Roo, l>nt;le, wylde goate, Vnicorne. Driven and caine-
lion. l6oiHoi.l.ANU/Y/r 1. 231 Of this kind be tlie Grimes,
the only beasts, as some thinke, . . that . haue t]K-irhniiei;row.
ing contrariwise and turning toward the head. 1778 Hi-.

LOWTH Isaiah Prel. Diss. (ed. 12) 37 Like an oryx (a large
fierce wild beasli in the toils. 1827 tr. Cituitr's Anit.
Kingd, IV. 187 The Caffrarian oryx is an animal of rein..rk.
able beauty and vigour. 1876 E. K. FKEWF.R tr. / 'erne's
Adv. 3 Kne, $ 3 Ktiss. in .V. ,-l/r. xvi. 123 A herd of about
twenty of the species of antelope known as the oryx.

OryzivOrOUS (frizi-vorss), a.
[i.

mod. L.

oryzivor-its f. oryza, Gr. opu(,'a rice -t- -vorns de-

vouring) + -OOB.J Rice-eating, feeding upon rice.

1857 in MAVNE Kxf~>s. Lex.

II Os !
(>s). Anat. [I,, os, pi. assa.] The Latin

word for bone, commonly used in Anatomy in the
mod.L. names of particular bones. Such are
Os atlcis, the heel-bone ; ns ftf.ra?, the hip- or haunt-h-bone ;

os liyoidt's, hyoiiteum, or hypsiloiiti's, the HYOID or U-shaped
bone of the tongue ; as innoinin(itutn, the INNOMINATK or

hip-bone; 0s orbicular?, the ORBICULAR bone; os pnbis-
rUMSj os srtov// = SACKUM ; etc.

1548-77 VICARY Anat. ix. (1688) 75 These bones be.,
broade towardes the Hanches, and before they ioyne and
make Os pectinis. 1611 COTGR. s. v. Os, Os de la lumche,
the third part of Os Ilium. 1741 MONKO Anat. AWc.v i.-d. ;)

192 Os sacrum is so called from being offered as a dainty
Hit in Sacrifice. 1749 FIELDING T. "Jones \\l. xiii, The as
or bone very plainly appeared through the aperture. 1754-
64 S.MKLI.II-: J//V/.v/yC I. 74 Each os InnoHiinatnm is in
infants composed of three different bones, under the appella-
tion of fls llnim, fsc/iiniil, and Pul'is. 2842 K. WILSON
Anat. I 'a,<e M. (ed. 2) 84 The Os Calcis may be known by
us large size and oblong figure. Iliiii. 58 The Os Hyoidcs. .

gives .support to the tongue.

II Os 2
(ps). Anat.' [L. os, pi. int.] The Latin

word for mouth, used in anatomy in naming
the mouths or entrances of certain passages ; esp.
in os uteri the mouth or orifice of the uterus ;

os uteri externnm, also os tincie, the lower or
outer orifice of the utero-cervical canal

;
os uteri

shut. 1872 F.G. THOMAS /Vs. Women (ed. 3) 35 The changes
which the os undergoes during pregnancy.
Os, obs. variant of As, Us; see also O.SAH.
Os ace, an illiterate pi. of ace for 0-yes, OYEZ. ;

Oaage, obs. variant of USAGE.
Osan, Osanna, obs. ft. HOSANXA.
Osar (0u-saj). Geol. [ad. S\v. asar, pi. of as

\

ridge (of a roof or hill), a '

rigg
'

or long hill ridge
of uniform height. In Kng. use sometimes os, pi.

osar, but usually osar as sing., with pi. osars.']
A term for certain narrow ridges or mounds of

gravel which occur in glaciated regions, the actual

origin of which has not been precisely explained.
They are essentially the same as the kaiites of Scotland

and the eskurs of Ireland ; but they are often much I

elongated, some examples in Sweden being more than
I

a hundred miles in length. Some American geologists '

restrict the term to these very elongated and special forms.

1854 H. MILLER Sell, .fr Si-Am, xix. (1857) 429 There is a
wonderful group of what are now termed osars, in the im-
mediate neighbourhood of Inverness. . . As all, or almost
all, the shells of the boulder clay are of species that still live,
we may infer that the mysterious osars were formed not
very long ere the introduction [of man] upon our planet.
1889 F. G. WRIGHT Ice Age N. Amer. 479 Osars and
kames, whose conditions of formation were exceptional.

Osay, variant of OSEY, Obs., a sweet wine.

Osburow, obs. corrupt f. OSNABUKG (Jinen).
Oscheal (p-skjal), a.

[f. Gr. uaxf-ov (see
next) + -AL.] Of or relating to the scrotum.

Oscheo- (fskf'0), before a vowel osche-, com-

bining form of Gr. oax'ov scrotum ; in medical and

surgical terms, as O scheocele [Gr. nrj\T] tumour],
tumour of the scrotum, scrotal hernia. O scheolith

[Gr. Xi'flot stone], a stony concretion formed in the
scrotum (Mnyne xfos. ejc. 1857). O'sclieoplasty

[Gr. TrAaoroj moulded], plastic operation for the
restoration of the scrotum (Syd. Soc. Lex.) ; hence

Oscheopla stic a. (Dunglison Med. Lex. 1842).
1717-41 CHAMBERS Cycl., Oschcocele, in medicine, a kind of

hernia, wherein the intestines or omentum descend into the
scrotum. 1878 T. BRYANT Pract. Surf. I. 674 When the
oblique or direct [hernia] has passed into the scrotum it is

called a '

scrotal hernia
'

or '

oscheocele '.

Oscillance (fsilans). [f. L. oscillant-em, pr.

pple. of oscillare : see OSCILLANT and -ANCE.] An
oscillation : a swinging to and fro.
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iSga RAH.EV Festus (ed. 5) xxviii. 466 My heart's poles now
are fixed like earth's in Heaven,, .and all ceased Their torrid
oscillances [ed. 4, 1848, oscillancies].

O SCillancy. [f. as prec.: see-ANCY.] -prec.
1727 BAILEY vol. II, Oscillancy, a swinging to and fro, a

see-sawing. 1848 [see prec., quot. 1852].

O'SCillailt, a. [ad. L. oscillant-em, pr. pple.
oioscimire'. see next.] Oscillating, that oscillates.

1857 MAYNK Expos. Lex.
t Oscillans^ .. anthers attached..

by a very small point situated towards the middle of their

length, so as to be sustained as in equilibrium : oscillant.

Oscillate (fsildMt), v. [f. I., oscillat-, ppl.
stem of oscillare to swing : see -ATE :i

.]

1. intr. To swing backwards and forwards, like

a pendulum ; to vibrate; to move to and fro

between two points.
1726 STONK Ma'Ji. Diet. s. v. Oscillation, If a single Pendu-

lum be .suspended between two Semi-Cycloids . . so thai the

String as it oscillates, folds about them, all the Oscillation-;,
however unequal, will be Isochronal in a N on- resist in 4
Medium. 1756 BURKE Snbl. <y B. iv. xii, Move any body,
as a pendulum, in one way. and it will continue to uscill;iie

in an arcli of the same circle, until the known causes nuke
it rest. 1802 PI.AYFAIK lllustr. Hittlon. '/'//. 438 There is a
certain mean condition, about which our system perpetually
oscillates. 1840 C.UJLYI.K Heroes iv. 41872) 127 You look at
the waves oscillating hither, thither on the beach. 1869
PHILLIPS V'esui'. iv. no The magnetic needles oscillated
both vertically and horizontally.

b. loosely. To move or travel to and fro.

1865 DICKIES Mat. />. in. iv, Miss Lavima. os, ilkitins
between the kitchen and the opposite room, prepared the

dining-table in the latter chamber. 1891 N. Goi'i.n Double
Event 316 He spends his tune oscillating between Australia
and Kngland and vice-versa.

2- fig> To fluctuate between two opinions, prin-

ciples, purposes, etc., each of which is held in

succession ; to vary between two limits which are
reached alternately.
a 1797 BL-KKE Pmvrs Juries Prssec. Libels Wks. 1877

VI. i6i If they will oscillate backward and forward between
power and populaiity. 1820 HAZI.IM //. lh-an/. Lit, ;.(u
The language oscillates between bombast and bathos. 1860
HAKIWK; S< a .y // 'ond. i. 13 The temperature of the surface-
water oscillates .. between 82 and 8s

J
. 1875 Jowi.i r Plato

III. 23 Human nature oscillates between good and evil.

3. trans. To cause to swing or vibrate to ami fro.

1766 BLACKBURNE Confess, in. 56 The Remonstrants, who
oscillate the question backwards ami forwards till no mortal
can find out what they mean. 1858 GREEN KR Gunnery 1^9
Lancaster's oval shell, oscillated in its flight, took a

flight
so extraordinary.

O'Scillating, ///. a.
[f. prec. + -INC; 2.] Swing-

ing or moving to and fro, vibrating.
1743 K.MKRSON Fluxions 294 If the oscillating Body is not

a Globe. 1835 KIKIIY Hob. $ Inst. A HIM. I. iv. 146 These
oscillating plants owe their existence to different species of
animalcules. 1899 AllbutCs Syst. Med. VI. 68 1 When the

patient's eyes are closed, he may walk in an uncertain
oscillating fashion.

b. spec. Applied to machines or parts of them
characterized by the oscillatory motion of some
part or parts, which in other cases are fixed.
Such are oscillating cylinder, a cylinder in a steam-engine

mounted on trunnions and oscillating through a small arc,
so that the piston-rotl can follow the movements of the crank ;

oscillating engine, one having an oscillating cylinder; etc.
1821 Specif. Afunby's Patent No. 4558. 4 A longitudinal

section of the oscillating engine. 1870 Public Opin. 16 July
81 The turning gear consists of a small supplemental oscil-

A Huntington oscillating mill is used, crushing about 7
tons of ore per day.

Oscillation (pril/
i

'J). [ad. L. oscillation-em^
n. of action from oscilld-re to swing. Cf. Fr.
oscillation (i/oi in Hatz.-Darm.).]
1. The action of oscillating; swinging to and

fro like that of a pendulum ; a periodic movement
to and fro, or up and down.
Angular oscillation, gyration. Axis of oscillation', see

Axis 6. Centre ofoscillation: see CENTRE 16.

1658 PHILLIPS, Oscillation, a hanging or tottering motion,
a swinging upon a rope whose ends are tyed to several
beams. 1713 B. TAYLOR in Phil. Trans. Abr. VI. 7
(heading) Of Finding the Centre of Oscillation. 1726 [see
OSCILLATE ij. 1822 I.MISON .SV. <y Art I. 80 Observing the
oscillations of a lamp which was hung from the ceiling.
1831 BREWSTER Newton (1855) I. xiii. 362 The tides are
the consequence of the perpetual oscillation of the waters
of the ocean. 1865 LIVINGSTONE Zambesi xxv. 535 Evidences
of the oscillations of land and sea. 1871 li. STEWART Heat
77 The rate., of a watch depends upon the time of oscilla-

tion of its balance-wheel.

b. In Acoustics^ sometimes vibration; some-
times = BEAT sb 8. rare.
2. Jig. A swaying to and fro between two states,

opinions, principles, purposes, etc.
; alternating

variation, fluctuation, wavering.
1798 MALTHUS Popul. (1817) I. 27 The same retrograde and

progressive movements, with respect to happiness. .This
sort of oscillation wilt not probably be obvious to common
view. 1809-10 COLERIDGE Friend [\W>$ 216 This oscillation
of political opinion. 1876 ROGERS Pol. Econ. iii. (ed. 3)

29 There are always oscillations in price. 1884 BOWER
& SCOTT De tiary's P/ianet. 42 Oscillations and transitions
between the related types are by no means rare.

Oscillative (fsiMtiv), a. [f. L. oscillat-, ppl.
stem of oscillare to OSCILLATE + -IVE.] Charac-
terized by oscillating, oscillatory.

OSCITANCY.

1859 I. TAYLOR Logic in The^L 281 This o^cillative

antagonism between Incompatible paradoxes.
Hence O'scillatively adv., by means of oscilla-

tion (physically, in opinion, etc.).

1891 E. A. ABBOTT Philomythus ix. 220 Bringing your
reader to a predetermined conclusion oscillatively.

Oscillator 'fsik'taj;. [agent-n. in L. form

j

from I,, ostillare to OSCILLATE.]
1. One who oscillates in action or thought.
1835 UK CJUNXUV Tory's Ace. Toryism^ etc. Wks. 1853-5

XV. 207 All other* are lemporisers, waiters upon occ;i*-iuii

and opportunity, compromisers, oscillators,

2. A machine to produce oscillations.

1898 Newspaper, Mr. Tesla. .claims that he can produce,
by mean* of an instrument called the electrical oscillator, a
vibratory force capable of causing b: illiant lights to burst
forth without material connection with ;m electrical instru-
ment.

Oscillatoria G>siIaloVria\ Bot. [mod. I..,

fem. of *oseillatonns\ see next and -CRY.] A genus
i

of confervoid Alga,-, typifying the N.O. Qscilla-
\ toriacenti growing in dense slimy tufts, in running

or stagnant water, and exhibiting an oscillatory
<>r wavy motion. Also called Oscillaria.
1861 &liss PRATT .ftAww. PI. 11.55 The O~cillatorins..are

weeds of our frt-sh or salt \\ atei , . . u hose thi cad-like fuim-,
twi>t about like worms.
Hence Oscillatoria'ceoua a., belonging to the

Natural Order Osiii'/atoriacen' : >ec above.
1881 Xtiturt: XXIII. 494 Various usullatoiiaceous forms

and diatoms.

Oscillatory fsilatori f a.
[f. L. type *oscil-

latori-Hs, f. oscillare
t
oscillat- tu OSCILLATE: see

-ORV.] Characterized by swinging or moving to

and fro like a pendulum.
1738 ('.KAY Lei. in Poems (1770 -^ My motions at present

..are much like those of a pendulum or il>r. Longually
speaking oscillatory. I swin^ from Chapel or Hall lionie,
and from home to Chapel or Hall. 1756 BruKi; Sul'l. <V /'.

iv. xxiii, A s.-ntle uscillatuiy motion, a rising and falling.

1833 HEKSCHEL Astro*:. .\i. 367 The perihelia describe con-
siderable angles by an oscillatory motion to and fro. 1879
PROCTOH J'h'ttx. It 'aysSc. ii. 29 Like other movements tending
to restore equilibrium,! lie atmospheric mot ions are oscillator) .

Oscilie C'^iiO, a.
[f. L. ffSt'ft/, oscin- (see next

,

the end of the word being app. taken as -- -IXK
l.J

Of or pertaining to tlie Oscines
\ oscinine.

1883 Nation (N. \.) 29 Mar. 281/2 Boot, -is u^ed to denote
the continuous front sheath of the tarsus of most oscine or

Mii.yin^ birds, like the robin. 1885 Librar. Ma*; (U. S.i

Aug. <.,-}
1 hose liquid bird -phrases that . .have been the same

since iint an oscine throat was tilled with music.

II Oscilies (^-sin/xj, sb.pl. [a. L. oscines, pi.
ol oscen, oschi-, f. ob

V OB-) + can-cre to sing.]
1. Rom. Antit], The birds from whose notes or

voices auguries were taken, e. g. the raven, owl, etc.

1621 UKATHWAIF Nat. Embassie (1877) 52 The Augur
bailing left behind him his Oscines or Prophesing birds.

1656 liuR'NT Gtossogr., Oscines are these kind of birds, by
whose chirping, feeding, noise or voyces the Augures fore-

told things to come ; as the Crow, Fie, Chough.
2. Ornith. In some systems of classification, the
name of an order or extensive group of birds,
the 'Song-birds*, containing those families of the

Insessores or Passerine Birds which possess true

song-muscles, attached to the extremities of the

bronchial semi-rings and forming a complicated
and effective musical apparatus.
Introduced into Ornithology in 1812 by Blasius Merrem,

_as one of two divisions of the Hyn>.cnopodes\ also used by
"Keyserling and Ulasius 1830-40, Miiller 1845-6 (Oscines or

Polymyodi), Cabanis 1847, Sundevall 1872-4, Gadow 1893,
and other recent naturalists.

1885 NEWTON in Encycl. Brit. XVIII. 28/2 The Oscints
or true Passercs . .a group in which the vocal organs.,
attain the greatest perfection. 1896 Diet. Birds Introd.

115 Thus we reach the true Oscines, the last and highest
group of Birds, and one which ..it is very hard to subdivide.
Ibid. s. v. Syrinx 940 Most of the Oscines seem to possess
five or seven pairs of syringeal muscles.

flence Oscinine (-ain\ t Osci'uiau adjs. t
be-

longing to the Oscines.

1896 NEWTON Diet. Birds Introd. 66 In all these species
he found the vocal organs to differ essentially in structure
from those of other Birds of the Old World, which we now
call Passerine, or, to be still more precise, Oscinine [1885 in

Encycl. Brit. XVIII. 27/2 Oscinian]. Ibid. 95 The other
families forming Sundevall's Scutelliplantares are not
Oscinine [Encycl. Brit. 41 Oscinian], nor all even Passerine.

Oscitance (^sitans). [f. as OSCITANT : see

-ANCE.] Yawning; failure to be alert, inattention.

1636 FITZ-GEFFKAV Holy Transp. (1881) 177 A bosom
benefice, A true peculiar, that will not dispense With the least

pscitance, my Conscience. 1647 HAMMOND Poiver ofKeys
iv. 92 The negligence or oscitance of these Grammarians.

Oscitancy (f-sitansi). [f.
as prec. : see -ANCV.]

1. Drowsiness, such as is manifested by yawning;
dullness, indolence; negligence, inattention.

1619 W. SCLATER E.\-p. i Thcss. 168 Tendring their presence
jn the congregation to fill vp the number, but with such
Oscitancie [printed Oscitaurie], and gaping drowzinesse,
that they regard not what is spoken, a i6ao J. DYKE Set.

Sertn. (16401 34 An oscitancy of spirit. 16^8 W. BURTON
Itin. Anton. 62, I judge it rather the Historians oscitancie,

and supine negligence. 1784 COWPER Task \\. 774 Her,
whose winking eye, And slumb'ring oscitancy mars the

brood. 1900 F. HAI.L in Nation (N. Y.) 15 Feb. 127/2

That they all went astray owing to a coincidence of oscitancy

is clearly beyond belief.
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OSCITANT.

b. (With//.) An instance or example of this.

1677 R. CARV Palaeol. Chron. n. u. i. 210 Bishop Usher

roundly censures this as an Oscitancy in him. 1782 GentL

Mag. LI I. 574 The oscitancies of Mr. Wharton . . do certainly

deserve reprehension.
2. Yawning; gaping with sleepiness; oscitance.

1717 Entertainer No. 2. ii In the case of Oscitancy,

when one Person has extended or dilated his Jaws, he ha*

set the whole Company into the same Posture. 182z 34
Good's Study Mcd. (ed. 4) 111. 332 The particular kind of

pandiculation.. being called, oscitancy, yawning, or gaping.

Oscitaiit (fsitanO, a. Now rare or Obs. [ad.

L. oscilant-cm, pr. pple. of oscildre to gape, yawn:
see OSCITATE and -ANT. Cf. F. oscitant (1812 in

Ilatz.-Darm.).] Gaping from drowsiness, yawn-

ing; hence, drowsy, dull, indolent, negligent.

1625 J. Kixc David's Strait 18 They thinke it too long
a taske for so short a life,.. they growe oscitant, and will

peruse none. 1647 // 'ordfor Army in Harl, Misc. (1745'

V. 572 An oscitantand untrussed Kind of Deportment in all

Men towards publick Affairs. 1690 I'.ovi.t: Chr. Virtuoso i. 16

I'cifunctory looks of Oscitant or Unskilful Beholders. 1809
('ULKHIL<;K Lett., to T. Pook (1895) 551 Southey, who has

been my corrector, has been strangely oscitant, or . . has not

undeisLood the sentences.

Hence O scitantly adv.i drowsily, indolently.

1653 H. MOKE Conject. Cabbal. (1713) P- ',
Which those

drow>ie Nodders over the Letter of the Scripture have very
DM..handy collected. 1698 FKYKK E. India <y P. 331 These

busy Tutors of Mankind, who upbraid the slothful and

oscitantly idle.

tO'SCitate, v. Oh. rare. [f. ppl. stem of L.

oscitart to open (as a mouth), also -/;// to gape,

\awn, f. t's mouth + citart to move, actuate.] intr.

To yawn or gape from drowsiness.

1623 COCKEKAM, Oscitate, to yawne, to gape for want of

sk-epe. i?S5 JOHNSON, 'J\> J ~aii<n, to gape ; to oscitate.

Oscitatioii v^sit^-'J^n). [ad.L. oscitation-em,

n. of action f. oscitare : see prec.]

1. The action of yawning or gaping from drowsi-

ness. Also_/?^
r
.

1547 BOOKDE Brev. Health cclxii. 83 b, (Jssitacio is the

latin worde. .. In englyshe it is named ossitacion, ycanyna;,
ur ijapynge. 1615 CHOOKK Body ofMan 289 As it happeneth
In uM'iiations or yawniiiiis when wee hold our breatli long.

1787 Minor in. iv. 168 The Ladies, after much oscUation,
ild hucd they did not understand. 1817 PKTTIGHI:W Mem.
Dr. Li'ttsoiii III. 284 The paroxysm came on at six o'clock

in the evening with great oscitation.

2. The condition or fact of being drowsy, listless,

inattentive, or negligent; an instance of inattention

(tr negligence.
1656 HLOUNT G/ossog-r., Oscitatioii, . . negligence or idleness.

1697 HKSTI.KY Epist. Euripides Wks, 1836 II. 209 Tis a
mere oscitation of our Scholiast, and of Suidas, that gaped
after him. 1741-70 MKS. CAHTEK, etc. Lett. (1808) 45 These
transient fits of oscitation, and inactivity, are perhaps no
more than a necessary relaxation to the mind. 1869 A. W.
HAUUAN A^e>sf. Success. (1883) 158 The natural oscitation

on the part of individuals in the matter of rigorous ad-

herence to admitted principle.

Oscnode((T'sk,n^d). Geom. [f. O.SC\L*LATE +

NUDE.] A node of a plane curve where the two
branches have a contact of a higher order.

1852 CAYLF.Y H'ks. II. 28 The oscnode is a double point
\\ hich is a point of osculation on one of the branches through
it. 1873 SALMON HigherPlane Curves 207 Three nodes may
coincide as consecutive points of a curve of finite curvature

giving rise not to a triple point but to the singularity called

an oscnode, this is in fact an osculation or three-pointic
contact of two branches of the curve.

Oscula, pi. of OSCTLUM.

O'SCulable, a. nonce-ivJ. [f. L. oscularl to kiss

+ -BLK.] Capable of being kissed.

1893 // 'estnt. Gaz. 6 Dec. 2/1 The tangible, nay, osculable,

Pope may yet.. oust the invisible Mahatma.

Osculant (p'skiwlant), a. [ad. L. o$t iffont-cm,

pr. pple. of osculari to kiss.]

1. Kissing, rare.

In mod. Diets.

2. Situated between and connecting two things ;

intermediate ; spec, in Nat. Hist, applied to two

species, genera, or families, that are united by
some common characters, and to an intermediate

species, genus, or group, which unites in itself the

characters of two groups.
[1819 W. S. M.v:Li-:AV Horse Entomologicx 37 These

genera I propose to call pscnlnntiti, from their occurring as

it were at the point where the circles touch one another.!
1826 KIKUY& Si-. EntonioL IV. 234 The internal sense ..

is osculant between intellect and sen-e. Fbid. 382 They may
form an osculant group, partly winged and partly apterous.

1873 G. HESSI.OW ///. Efolut. \. 7 Forms. .intermediate to

other forms hitherto well distinct
'

osculant
'

or intercalary
forms as they are called.

Oscular fski/Haj), a.
[f.

L. type oscutaris

(used in mod.L.), f. osculum little mouth, pretty

mouth, kiss : see -AK.]
1. Of or belonging to the mouth or to kissing.
Oscular muscle (imtscnlns oscnlaris)> the orbicularis arts

or sphincter muscle of the lips, the kissing muscle.
1828 Blackw. Mag. XXIV. 870 Neither let indignation

curl that oscular lip of thine. 1870 W. K. WIGKAM 12 Won-
dtrf. Tales (1883) 196 Who smiled upon all though she

kept a far sweeter Constriction of oscular muscle for Peter.

1891 S. MOSTYN Curatica 100 They had .. lavished such
endearments upon Ethel, both verbal and oscular.

2. Zool. Of or pertaining to the osculum of a

tape-worm, or of a sponge.

218

i88i P. M. DUNCAN in JrnL Linn. Sec. XV. 320 The oscular

processes are short, unequal, differently directed. 1887
SOLLAS in Encycl. Brit. XXII. 420/1 In this sponge .. the

function ofthe oscular sphinctei scan be readily demonstrated.

3. Math. Pertaining to a higher order of contact

than the first (cf. OSCULATE 4).
Oscular lint't a singularity of a surface, consisting <>f a

straight line which lies upon the surface throughout its u hole

length, and everywhere in the same tangent-plane; the

section of the surface by this plane containing this line

three times.

1869 CAVLKY Wks. VI. 334 The tangent plane containing
the. .oscular line may be termed, .an oscular tangent plane.

t Osculary. Obs. rare. [f.
L. oscul-itm kiss +

-AHY.] Something to be kissed : seeO.scuLATOUY sb.

1537 LAHMKK Semi. hef. Convoc. D j b, Some brought forth

. . Manuaries for handlers of reliques, ..some oscularies fur

Kyssers.

Osculate (p
>

skijKlA)>o. [f.
'L.oscttl-ttm + -ATE-.]

Furnished with oscula : see OSCULUM 3.

1857 MAYNK Expos. Lt:r. t Oscnlatus, having well marked
little mouths or suckers, as the Txnia oscittata : osculate.

Osculate (fski/Slrt, ,
v.

[f. ppl. stem of L.

oscularl to kiss, f. osculum little niuulh, kiss.]

1. trans. To kiss, salute with contact of the lips;

intr. To kiss each other, rare.

1656 Hi.ol NT Glossogr., Osculate, to kiss, to love heartily,
to imbrace. 1873 St. Paufs .^fag. Mar. 259 Professedly

prudish., they. .mutter, nod, o>culate.

2. trans. To bring into close contact or union.

1671 (iKi'W Anat. Plants ii. 16 The two main Branches
of the Lubes both meeting, and Ijeing osculated together,
are thus dispos'd into one round and tubular Trunk.

3. intr. To come into close contact or union; to

have close contact with each other, to come to-

gether. In Nat. Hist. To have contact through
an intermediate species or genus (cf. OSCULANT).
1737 HkMKKN Earricry Aw/r. (1757) II. 281 You may..

CHUM:, .the I'lood-Voxels tu osculate, or join together, so that

the Wound may be closed in its whole Length. 1849 F. W.
NKWMAN Soul \ L 209 Though in their higher development
the Sciences osculate, yet (to the human mind) their bases

are unite independent. 1858 FKOL'DK Hist. Eng. xxiii. IV.

478 Osculating in separate points with the deeper impulses
of the age. 1866 Sat. Rtv. 21 Apr. 479/2 To show how these

countries crossed, osculated, and reacted upon each other.

4. AJal/i. trans. To have contact of a higher
order with, csp. the highest contact possible for

two loci ; to have three or more coincident points
in common with ; intr. ((or refl.} to osculate eacli

other : as two curves, two surfaces, or a surface

and a curve.

1727 41 CHAMBKKS Cycl. s.v. Osculant, A circle described

on the point C, as a centre, ..with the radius of the evolute

.)/<_', ii said to osculate, kiis, the curve described by evolu-

tion, in .)/ ; which point M is called by the inventor Huy-
geiis, the osculum of the curve. 1841 J. R. Yoi . M; Math.
/h'sst'rt. ii. 52 Two surfaces osculate at a point when they
have a common indicatrix there. 1885 LEUDESDORF Cre~

tnona's i'li'j. (.ViW. 189 Three of the four points of intersec-

tion of the conies lie indefinitely near to one another, and

may be said to coincide in the point A ; and the conies are

said to osculate at the point A. 1896 LONKV Coord. Gcoin.

(ed. 2> 428 Contact of the third order is. .all that two conies

can have, and then they are said to osculate one another. . .

In general one curve osculates another when it has the

highest possible order of contact with the second curve.

Hence O'sculating///. a., usually in sense 4, as

osculating circle, curve
^ plane ^ sphere.

1816 tr. Lacroix's Diff. iff Int. Calculus io8This circle, called

the osculating circle, will be the limit of all the others. 1841

J. R. YOUNG Math. Dissert, ii. 64 The surface in the direction

of that linewill He more closelytotheosculatmg sphere. 1865
Pall M^all G. 25 May i Lord Granville. .is, as it were, to use

a mathematical metaphor, an osculating plane to all the

different shades of aristocratic and cultivated liberalism.

1879 THOMSON & TAIT Nat. Phil. I. i. 8 The plane of the

curvature on each side of any point of a tortuous curve ..

the Osculating Plane of the curve at that point.

OsculatlOU (fdciwl^Jan). [ad. L. osculation-

em, n. of action from osculari to kiss, OSCULATE.
So F. osculation (i.sth c. in Hat/.-Darm.).]
1. The action of kissing, a kiss.

1658 PHIU.II-S, ( >\< illation, a kissing or unbracing. 1715
tr. rancirollns" Rcruni MCIH. I. iv. iv. 164 This Ceremony

'

ofOsculation wasesleem'd such an Honour. __
A't*H'C0fft<?s I. xxiii. 220 If osculation isa mark of love, surely
Mrs Mack is the best ofmot hers. 1858 I'irgin. (1879) 1.375
And here, I suppose, follow osculations between the sisters.

1865 Sat. Kev. 23 Dec. 779/1 Promiscuous osculation is the

last thing he dreams of.

2. Close contact : a. in general sense, b. Anat.

The mutual contact of bloodvessels. C. Geom.
Contact of a higher order; the fact of touching at

three or more coincident points : see OSCULATE v. 4.

1669 \V. SIMPSON Hydro!. Chyin. 130 The osculations of the

vessels of the womb. 1671 GKKW Anat. Plattts\\. 15 These
Osculations of the Lignous Body, and so the interception of

the Insertions of the Cortical, are not to be observ'd by the

traverse cut of the Root. 1798 FRERE & CANNING Lm'es of
Triitnglts \. 10 in Anti-Jacobin, No Circles join in oscula-

tion sweet! 1816 tr. Lacroix's Diff. ff Int. Calculus 116

Called the contact of osculation. 1838 I3roc. Aiuer. Phil.

St*. I. 37 Formation of ring or instant of osculation of limbs.

1860 FARKAK Orig. Lang. ix. 202 Are there any points of

osculation between the languages of these three great dis-

tinct families?

Osculatory ;fakilataii), sb, [ad. med. L.

osculdtori-utn tablet to be kissed during Mass, f.

ppl. stem of oscularl to kiss: see OSCULATE v. and

-OKY*.] A painted, stamped, or carved represen-

-OSE.

tation of Christ or the Virgin, formerly kissed by
the priest and people during Mass.

1763 liuRN Eccl. Law I. 265 The parishioners shall find

at their own charge.. a vessel for the blessed water, an

osculatory, a candlestick for the taper at Kaster. Ibid. II.

i ;o The oscillatory was a tablet or board, with the picture
of Christ, or the blessed virgin, or some other of the saints,
which after the consecration of the elements in the eucharist,
the priest first kissed himself, and then delivered it to the

people for the same purpose. 1882-3 SCHAFF Encycl. Relig.
A'<w/. II. 1207.

Osculatory (fski/Sflatori), a. [ad. L. type
*osculatdri-its ^see prec.), f. ppl. stem of osculari to

kiss : see -OKY -.]

1. Of, belonging to, or characterized by kissing.
1849 THACKKKAY Pcndcnnis xxiv, The two ladies went

through the osculatory ceremony. 1881 LD. DUNKAYEN in

igth Cent. No. 38. 6jy It must be an osculatory process more
useful than agreeable.
2. Math. Osculating ; of or belonging to oscu-

lation or the osculating circle.

1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. .Vw//. A pp. s.v. Curvature, Called
the circle of curvature, .also called, especially by foreign

mathematicians, the osculatory circle. 1795 HUTTOX Math.
Diet. s.v., In a circle, all the Osculatory radii are equal,
being the common radius of the circle. Ibid., Osculatory
Point) the Osculation, or point of contact between a curve
and its Osculatory circle.

Osculatrix j'ski^/lc^'triks)." [mod.L., fern, of

*oscnla/or
t agent-n. from oscularl to kiss, OSCU-

LATE.] (See quot.)
1864 in WEUSII-H. 1866 KKANDK & Cox Diet. Set. etc.,

Developable Oscnlatri.\\ the developable surface generated
by the tangents of a non-plane curve. Kvery tangent plane
of the surface is an osculating plane of the curve.

Oscule (f'skiwl;. [ad. L. osculum, dim. of os

mouth.] A small mouth or mouth-like aperture
or pore ; spec.

= < KSCULI/M 3.
J-'alst' vscnte or osculum^ pseudostome of a sponge.

1835-6 '\\Wi\tCycl. Anat. 1.42 l*y injecting milk into its

gastric cauty [of Rlihostoma\ the canals in its arms, and
then oscules can be rendered visible. 1846 DANA Zovfh.
(1848) 645 In other species the polyps are wholly retractile,

and It-ave only a small polyp-pore or OSCllte, marking their

position, 1887 SOLLAS in Encycl. Brit. XXII. 416/1
While in some sponges the original oscule is lost, in others

secondary independent openings, deceptively like oscules,
are added.

Osculi'ferous, a. [f. L. oscul-um + -FEROU.S.]

tearing ur furnished with oscules or oscula.

In recent Uicts.

Oscul-illflexioil (fskil|infle*k|an).
Geom.

[f. osculation + inflexion] Point of osciil-inflex-

ion : a point of inflexion on one branch of a curve,

at which it osculates another branch.

1873 WILLIAMSON Diff. Calculus (ed. 2) xvii. 245 The
origin in this case is a double cusp, and is also a point of

inflexion on one branch. Such a point is called a point of

oscul-inflexion by Cramer.

II Osculum fski/?lwn). Plural -a. [L. dim.

of os mouth.]
1. A kiss. Osculum pads, the kiss of pence.
1612 UAVWS Why Ireland, etc. (1787) 35 The Earl gave

unto each of them osculum puds. 1706 PuiLUMtOKMMr,
a little Mouth ; also a Kiss. 17*7-41 CHAMBERS Cyd, s. v..

Anciently it was a custom in the church, that in the cele-

bration of mass .. the people kissed each other, which was

called oscnlnni pads.
1 2. Math. = Point of osculation. 06s.

17^7-41 [see OSCULATE v. 4).

ii. Zool. a. A mouth or principal exhalant aper-
ture or *

flue* of a sponge: see quot. 1887. b.

Sometimes applied to the pit-like suckers on the

head of a tape-worm by which it attaches itself.

17*7-41 CHAMUKKS Cycl.* Oscula, in anatomy, a term used

for the orifices, or openings of the lesser vessels. 1844

J. G. WILKINSON tr. Swt&mbtrf* AHUM. Kingd. II. 2 The
oscula or orifices of the excretory ducts are very conspicuous
on this membrane. 1877 HUXI.EV Anat. Im>. Anim. iii.

114 The working of the flagella of the endodermic cells

causes the water contained in the gastric cavity to flow out

of the osculum. 1887 SOLLAS in Encycl. Brit. XXII. 412/2

[A simple sponge] is a hollow vase-like sac closed at the

lower end, by which it is attached, opening above by a

comparatively large aperture, the osculum or vent, and at

the sides by numerous smaller apertures or pores which

perforate the walls.

Oacurantist, variant of OBSCTRANTIST, after It.

a 1830 MARC. FULLER At Home % Abr. (1860) 279 The
influence of the Oscurantist foe has shown itself more and

more plainly in Rome.
Oscuriis ( osturis] : see OSTOUB.

Ose, obs. form of OO/E.

-OS6 *, a suffix representing Latin -dsus, forming

adjs. from substantives, with the meaning 'full of,

'abounding in'; e.g. ann-osus full of years, dam-
dsus screaming, copi-osus rich,/MYttfr-fttr moneyed,

religi-osus scrupulous. As a living suffix -osus

came down to OK. as -os, -us, later -eus, -eux, AF.
'

and Eng. -ous (ME. also -tnvs), which survives

with pronunciation (-3s). But from the J5thc.

onward there was a tendency to alter -ous words

to -ose after L., as seen in such forms as ambitiose,

gloriose, maUtiose, pompose, virtuose^ zelose. None
of these displaced the earlier forms in -ous ;

but

a few words formed directly from L. from the



-OSE.

1 5th c. onward have taken their place in the lan-

guage, as bellicose, globose (i5th z^ jocose, morose,
verbose (i7th c."), otiose (i8lh c.), grandiose, pilose

c.). In a few cases -ous and -osc forms are

both in use, e. g. accrous^ acerosc, admits, acinose,
those in -ose being more technical. Originally
these words have the stress on the suffix, joco'se^

j/wj'0'sc, but this is not always maintained in more
recent usage, esp. in words of more than two

syllables. Nouns of state from these adjs., as from
those in -otts, end in -osity : globosity, verbosity.

-OS6 -, C/iCfft.j a suffix originating in the ending
of the word glucose, and employed in forming the

names of the related carbo-hydrates, saccharose and

cellulose, with the isomers of these three, as dex-

trose, Iwunlose, dambosc, galaclosc, niannitose
;

lactose, maltose, melezitose, tnc!itose
t mycose, sy-

nanf/irose, trchalosc
; amyhse, etc.

These formations are due to tlic French chemists, and the
earlirr of them appeared first as Kr. words. Glucose wa.s so

named by the committee of the AcntUmic tics Sciences

(Thenard, Gay Lussac, Iliot, Dumas), who reported 16 July
1838 upon the mcmoire of Peligot :

'

il re'sulle que ie sucre
de raisin, celui d'amidon, cclui de diabcte, et celiu de mi- 1

..constituent un seul corps, que nous proposons d'appeler
glucose. (Note. y\(VKn<i [mispr. -^ot;], mout, vtn doiix.t

'

Cotnptcs Kendus VII. 106 11838). Glitcose was thus merely
a frenchilied representation of the Or. word yAeuwo? 'must,
sweet wine, sweetness', with for eu and -ose for -05.

(Littre"s assumption that the term was derived from y^vxm;
sweet, in accordance with whit.h he essayed to alter it to

grease, was thus historically erroneous. ) The name cellulate
was given by Hrpngniart, Pelouze, and Dumas, in reporting
upon the rne'moire of Payen, 14 Jan. 1839:

' Kn efFet, il

y a dans les bois le tissu primitif, isomere avec 1'amidon,
que nous appellerons cellulose, et de plus une matiere qui
eu remplit les cellules, et qui constitue la matiere ligneuM
veritabk-.' C. K. VIII. 51 (1839). Cellulose was thus
formed on cellule^ but there is no evidence that its inventors

thought of a L. adj. *celltdosus\ and app. the ending -ose

was given simply to match gluccst: It appears from other
.statements thai the actual author of^/<vw, and presumably
also of cellulose, was Dumas, the rapporteur of the com-
mittees. The ending -ose was soon extended ; contractions
of Ixvo-glucosc (Herthelot) and iie.\'tro-glucose\Y^.\^\\\\^ gave
Ixvulose and dextrose^ and the forms lactose, melitose, etc.

followed.

Osed, oset, var. OSSET, Obs., kind of cloth.

Osel
vl, obs. form of QoxBL, Osen-breges,

-brig, obs. var. OSNABUKG, kind of linen.

t Osey. Obs. Forms : 4 osey(e, 4, 6 osay,
5 ozey, 5-7 ossey(e. [= OK. Aussay.l,.
Al(i}satius Alsace.] A sweet French wine, vin
(TAussay, wine of Alsace.

[1362 LAXGL. /'. PL A. Pro!. 107 Good wyn of Gaskoyne,
And wyn of Oseye \v.r. osay; 15. Prol. 228 white wyn of

Oseye].] ? 1400 Morle Artk, 202 Osay and algarde, and
of>er ytiewe, Ryinsch wyne and Rochelle, richere was never.

1436 rol. Poems (Rolls) II. 163 Here londe hathe oyle,
wyne, osey, wex, and greyne. 1542 HOORDK Dyctaty x.

(1870) 255 Also these hole wynes, as . . basterde, tyre, osay.
1615 MAKKHAM Eng. Housewife (1683) 115 To make the
same drink like Ossey.

Osia'iidriaii. [f. personal name OsiatuUr

(see def.) + -IAN.] One of the section of German
Protestants in the i6thc. who adopted the opinion
of Andreas Hosemann (latinized Osiander, 1498-
! 55 2 )j that the Atonement of Christ was wrought
by the power of His divine and not of His human
nature. (Also attrib^ Also Osia'ndrist.
1582 G. MARTIN Discov. in Fulke Def. (Parker Soc.) 59

Hucer and the Osiandrians and Sacramentaries against
Luther for false translations. 1585-7 T. ROGERS 39 Art.
(1607) 115 An error of the, .Osiandrians. 1727-41 CHAMBERS
Cycl. S. v., Semi Osiandrians were such among the Osi-

andrians, as heli! the opinion of Luther and Calvin with

regard to this life ; and that of Osiander, with regard
to the other. 1882-3 SCHAFF tincyd. Relig. Knowl. III.

2235 He immediately entered into t he Osiandrian controversy.
1725 tr. Dupins Eccl. Hist, i-jt/i C. vn. v. 287 The

Lutherans . .desired the Duke of Saxony to assemble a Synod
against the Sacramentarians, the Adiaphorists, the Syner-
gists, and the Osiandrists. It was assembled at Jena in

1560. 1857 PUSKY Real Presence \. (1869) So The Roman
Collocutors . . required the Lutherans to 'declare their dis-

sent from the . . Osiandrists and others external to the Con-
fession of Augsburg *.

tOsiarde. Obs. rare. [Related to OSIER.]
53 I'AI.SGR. 250/1 Osinnie, a place where wyllowes growe,

sanwyc.

t O side, obs. variant of ASIDE.
1400 MAUNDKV. (Roxb.) xxv. 113 J>ai draw J>am o syde.

Osie, obs. form of OOZY.

Osier (^s i

aj,J-ziaj'),^.(rt.) Forms: 4oyser,
5 osere, osyar, osyer(e, osy^er, ozyer, 6 oszer,
6-7 osiar^e, oysier, oziar, 6- ozier, osier. 0.

dial. 6 asheer, ausher, 7 awshyor. [a. F. osier

(i3thc. in L-ittre) ; app. related to gth c. ~L.au-

saria, osaria ( willow-bed* (in rolyptique of Irmi-

non), of which the Fr. repr. would be osiere.]
1. A species of willow (Salix viniittalis~}, the

tough pliant branches of which are especially used
in basket-work

; also applied to other species used
for the same purpose, notably the golden, purple,
and violet willow

;
one of the shoots of a willow.

13.. A*. Alls. 6186 Heo buth y-mad of oysers, Y fynde,
And y-bounde al with tren rynde. 1426 LYDG. De Guil.

219

Filgr. 22019 The smalc osyers, here and Bonder, To-brake
thanne, and wente asonder. 1437 in Amherst Gardening in

Eng. (1895) 14 [Kor faggots.. Astill and) ozyerys. 1486 Nat-
tingliaiii Rcc. III. 241 Foratodeofosyars. 1574 K.Scor Hof>
Card. (1578.1 40 Kuery yeare after you must cut them .. as

you see an Osiers head cut. 1642 FUI.I.I;K Holy fy Prof. St.
in. xix. 2t>4 Who will make a staff of an osier ? 1660 HI.OOMI-:

Arc/lit. Cb, That Hasket of Osiares. 1718 LADY M. W.
MONTAGU Let. to Mrs. Tkistlethviaytt 25 Sept., \Ve began
to ascend Mount Cenis . . carried in little seats of twisted

osiers, fixed upon poles upon men's shoulders. i83Z LYMON
Eugene A. i. i, A brook, fringed with ozier and dwarf and
fantastic pollards. 1886 KI'SKIN rrxterita I. 276 The pop-
lars and osiers of the marshy level.

/). 1572 iVattiiig/iaiii Kef. IV. 144 The aushers by Wylford
Pastore. 1624 //>/./. 390 The cvtting vp of the awshyors.
2. atlrib. or a,lj. Of, belonging to, or made of

osiers ; covered with osiers.

1578 I.vi'K IManns \. Ixiv. 629 The stalkes. .wil twist and
winde lyke Ozier withie. 1653 \V.\i.ros- AngU-r \i. 211 If

the Sun's excessive heat Makes our bodies swelter, To an
Osier hedge we get For a friendly shelter. 1725 Toil;

Oityss. ix. 507 These, three and three, with osier bands we
ty'il. 1-1750 SHKNSIOXK Klegics viii. 18 On list'ning Cher-
\\tll's ositT banks reclin'tl. 1794 MKS. R,\ijt:i.n i !: Myst.
Udolf>ht> i, With a small osier basket to receive plants.

11839 PKAKD I'aems (1864) II. 51 His beaming lance and
osier shield.

tb.//> Osier-like, pliable, pliant. Obs.
a 1661 FUU.I:K tt'orthies (1840) II. 571 Topical and osier

accidents, liable to be bent on either side.

3. Comb., as osier-tree, --ci/low; osier-borJereJ,

-fringed, -woven adjs. ; osier-ait, -isle, a small
islet in a river overgrown with osiers ; osier-bed,
-holt, a place where osiers are grown for basket-

making ; oaier-odoured a., smelling of osiers;

osier-peeler, a machine for stripping the baik
from willow-wands

; osier-wattled, wattled or

interwoven with osiers.

1767 G. WHITK Selbornc 4 Nov., They roosttal fv. ry pulit
in the 'osier-beds. 1725 I'OIT f ^tiyss. MV. s;; N\ e in.t.le

the 'osier-fringed bank our bed. 1785 M ANIYN Koitsscan's
Hat. xxix. (1794) 454 Several species are t ommunly culti-
vated in 'Osier-holts. 1728-46 Tin IMS. ,\- S/-in^ 780 The
stalely-sailing swan .. Hears forward fit v. e, and guards his
"osier-isle. 1861 G. MEREDITH .!/.</. !.,<-: atl tin., We saw
the swallows gathering in the sky, Ami in the osier-isle we
heard their noise. <zi88x ROSSKIII livitse t'fl.if,' \ii, An
osier-odoured stream. 1549 Camp/. Sect. vi. 57 The oliuc,
the popil, S the x

os/er tree. 11693 UKOI'IIAUT KaMais
III. xlv. 365 An "Osier Walled Wicker-Bottle. 1872 Y> MS
Tcehn. Hist. Cotnnt. 85 Beds of 'osier-willow for the purpose
of basket-making. 1777 WARION Otles, Conipl. Clie>~ivell i,

All pensive from her 'osier-woven bow'r Cherwell arose.

Osiered (<w-.v3.id, <>"-zia.ul), a.
[I. prec. + -tn-.]

a. Eurnished, covered, or adorned with osiers, fb.
Of or of the nature of osier. Obs. c. Twisted or

plaited like osiers.

1523 FITZHKRB. //us/i. 130 There be four maner of
wethyes .. whytc wethy, blacke whethy, reede wethy, and
osyerde wethy. llnd., Osyerde wethy wyll grow best in
water & moyst grounde. 1749 COLLINS /'o/. Sufierst. Ilight.
136 While I lie welt'ring on the o/ier'd shore. 1819 KKATS
Lamia, n. 217 Garlands .. In baskets of bright osier'd gold
were brought. 1893 MCCARTHY Red Diamonds II. 20
Pictures of osiered reaches.

O'siery. [f. asprec. -f -Y: see-Eiivi.] Osiers
in the mass; articles made of osiers;

' a place where
osiers are grown' (Webster, 1864).
1837 Nau Monthly Mag. L. 408 Green osiery encased his

legs. 1868 HOLMK I,RK A'. Godfrey iv. 19 They met the ..

basket-woman, carrying some of her lighter osiery.

Osill, obs. form of OUZEL.
Osirian (osai^rian^, a.

[f. proper name Osiris

(see def.) + -IAN.] Of or pertaining to Osiris, the

Egyptian deity personifying the power of good
and the sunlight. So Osi-ride, Osiri'dean adjs.
Osiride or Osiridean column or fr'ltnr, in Egyptian archi-

tecture, a square pier having in front of it a standing figure
of Osiris.

1849 [ W. M. W. CALL] Rntrttratiensll. 105, 1 see Osirian
Egypt stand, Sunward I see her lift her hand. 1862 FAIRHOLT
Up Nile 285 The portico beside it is remarkable for its

Osiride pillars. 1887 CA. Q. Rev. XXIII. 280 The vast
Osiride figures that were once attached to its pillars were
destroyed. 1897 Editt, Rev. Oct. 469 Osiride pillars.

-OSis, suffix, representing Gr. -<wis, originating
in the addition of the general suffix -ais, forming
verbal nouns of action or condition, to derivative
vbs. in -o-cu from adj. and sb. stems or combining
forms in o- : e. g. d/iav/wrm darkening, obscura-
tion of sight, amaurosis, f. dpavpo-ai to darken,
f. apavpus dark

; /jtra/jopi/xur/is transformation, f.

^(Ta^LOfHpQ-ft}, f. /itra +
fjtofxftr) form. Many such

words also were formed directly from the sbs. or

adjs. themselves, or their compounds, without the
intervention of a vb. in -oca, e. g. dvffpd/caiais

malignant ulcer, anthracosis, f. atOpa^, at>6paica-

coal, carbuncle, t{o<TT<uais outgrowth of bone,
exostosis, f. f out -f oario-v bone.

Many of these Greek terms have been atlopted in

Latin ancient or modern, whence they have passed
into English use, e. g. anastomosis, apotheosis,

metamorphosis, rhetorical terms, as anaJiplosis,
miosis, and esp. medical terms, as amaurosis,
anchylosis, cyphosis, exostosis, sclerosis, thrombosis,
etc. On the analogy of these last, others have
been freely formed in mod.L., Eng., and other

OSMIAMIC.
' modern langs.. from Greek elements, as chlorosis,
cyanosis, ichthyosis, trichinosis

;
less frequently

from Latin, v& pediculosis, tuberculosis. The stress
is etymologically -d'sis

; but popular use has shifted
it in nietanwrphosis ;

so anamo'rphosis. The Ger.
form

_of
the ending is also -osis, the French is -os,:

Osite (fsoit). [irreg. for *ossiU; f. I,, os, oss-
bone + -ITS

'.] A deposit, found on the island of

;

Sombrero in the West Indies, consisting largely of

|

the bones of turtles and other marine vertebrates
;

' also called Sombrero guano.
'859 *5 !'A<;K l/anM/f. (Seal., Osite, a tci-hniral term pit).

posed by Dr. Leidy of Philadelphia for the so-called Som-
brero Guano. ^76 Ail-'. Tcxt-kk. (nvf. xx. 430 The
osile or Sombrero guano which constitutes the whole of the
West India island of that name.

-OSity, comp. stiff, ol sbs. - !'. -oM, L. -osilatem :

see -OSJK I, -oi's, and -rrv.

Osken, north, dial, form of O.X-GANO, q. v.

I- Osle-ped, var. of
asL-f,;i, ASI.KIT Of's., over-

come with sleep.
13. . Guy irai-t: (A.I 4649 What of wakeing, X of fasting,& eke bat ober treueyling Osleped swibe sore ich \va>.

Oslet, obs. f. O.-isKi.Kr. a litlle bone.

Oslin G'V.lmV .S'r. [Derivation obscure; peril,
of Fr. origin.] Name of a variety of apple, reputed
to have bcui long cultivated in Scotland.
[1802 W. FoRsvili Trent. I'ruit-Trces 64 Or/don Pippin,

a small early yellow Apple.] 1817 Nun i. Brit. II,-,

I he Oslm pippin is sometimes called the Oi iginal, and some-
times the Arbronth pippin j by Forsyth it is named ( livelon.
..The Oslin has been for time immemorial cultivated at
St. Andrew's and Aibroath. 1861 C. IXM s St. Kiirly Sc,
/list. iii. .(64 (Inly seven sorts of apples, among which i-

not found the Oslin. the earliest of all, and the favourite of
i after generations at Kilravo, k.

Osmailli (csma.-nlii, a. and sb. Also
(j -lie,

-ly, -lee. [a. Turkish osinanli adj. 'of or belong-
ing to Osman' (the Turkish pronunciation of the
Arabic personal name zOthnian): see OTTOMAN.
Osmanli is the native word for which Ottoman is

the usual Eng. expression.]
A. adj. Of or belonging to the family or dynasty

of Othman or Osman 1
;

of or pertaining to the
tribe or branch of the Turks who became under
Osman and his dynasty the ruling race of the
Turkish empire ; OTTOMAN.
1843 Penny Cycl. XXV. 406/1 Osmanli, or Turkish,

commonly called so. 1874 ANI.I.KSON Jfi.\.\i<>ns Ainer. />'./.

! IV. .x.xxi. 174 Less (irmly wedded to the .Moslem faith than
the remaining million of Osmanly Turks. 1888 Encycl.

|

Brit. XXXIII. 658/1 ! 7W-.1) We are wont to restrict the
name [Turks] to the Osmanli Turks, though they themselves
refuse to be called Turks.

B. sb. A Turk of the family or tribe of Osman
;

a Turkish subject of the Sultan ; an OTTOMAN.
1813 I'YKON Ciaanr xxviii. note. The turban, pillar, and

|
inscriptive verse, decorate the tombs of the Osmanlies. 1844

:

ELIOT WARIIUKTON Crescent <v Cross vii. f 1859' 56 The Turks,
or Osmanlis, are of small number, but high consideration in

Egypt. 1859 Rlackiv. Mag. Apr. 461/2 And so I take leave
of the Osmanli, wishing them.. every felicity except that of

my company.

Osmate, Clicm., another form of OSMIATK.
Osmazome (c'smaziwm, <rz-). C/ieiu. [a. F.

osmazome (1812 in Halz.-Darm.), irreg. f. Gr. 007177

scent + fcu^os soup, sauce.] The name given by
Thenard to that part of the aqueous extract of

meat which is soluble in alcohol and contains

those constituents of the flesh which determine its

taste and smell.

1819 J. G.CHILDREN Chein. Anal. 307 Osmazome is obtained
from muscle ; it has a brownish yellow colour, and the

'

flavour and smell of broth. . . According to Dr. Thomson, it

is very doubtful if osmazome be any thing but fibrin, slightly
altered by solution in water. 1859 I-I--WES Fliys. Com. Life
I. ii. 152 It is this osmazome, developed during the process
of cooking, which gives their characteristic flavours to beef,
mutton, goat-flesh, and birds, etc.

Hence Osmazoma'tic, Osmazo'matous adjs.

[improp. for *osma:o'mic, *osi/iazo'tiious, as if from

faifta, (ai/iar- that which is girded], of the nature
of osmazome, connected with or pertaining to the

flavouring of meat.

1835-6 Toun Cycl. Anat. I. 61/1 Osmazomatous.. principles
employed in the nutrition of the several tissues. 1851
Prasef's Mag. XLIV. 202 On what osmazomatic principle
this cruelty is justifiable we are not informed.

HOsmeterium (f'sm/'tT^-riz'm, ^z-). Entom. PI.

-ia. Alsoosma-. [mod.L.,f. Gr. oo^ta-tafiai to smell

+ -rrtpLov formative suffix, signifying 'instrument',
'

organ ',

'

thing used
'

: cf. Kotin-qrfipiov cemetery.]
An organ or apparatus adapted to emit a smell or

odour; spec, a forked process borne by some cater-

pillars on the segment immediately behind the

head, from which they can emit a disgusting odour.
1816 KIRBY & SP. Enlawt'l. (1818) II. xxi. 244 Some

are furnished with a kind of .scent-vessels which I shall call

psiiiaJeria.

Osmianiic (csmiije'mik, pz-\ a. Chem. [f.

OsMl-i'M -t- AMIC.] In Osmianiic acid: A dibasic

acid, H2OsaN.,O5, an acid amide of osmium. Its

salts are O'smiamates.
1877 WATTS Fa-Mites' Client, (ed. 1 1) I. 442 Osmiamic Acid..
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OSMIATE. 220 OSNABURG.
The potassium salt of this bibasic acid, .is produced by the

action of ammonia on a hot solution of osmium tetroxide

in excess of potash. Ibid,, The osmiamates of the alkali-

metals. .are soluble in water.. .

Osmiate (^smurt, ?-z-). Chem. [f.
OSMI-UM +

-ATE 1
.] A salt of osmic acid.

1849 D. CAMPBELL Inorg. Chcm. 259 Osmic acid .. forms
A class of salts known as osmiales : their solutions are

decomposed by boiling, osmic acid being evolved. 1854

J. SCOFFERN in Orr's Circ. Sc., Chem. 514 The fused mass
..contains osmiate and iridiate of potash.

Osmic t'p'smik, pz-}, a. Chem. [f.
OSMI-UM +

-1C.] Containing osmium : applied to compounds
in which osmium is quadrivalent, as osmic chloride

OsClf, osmic oxide OsO; .

Osmic acte/, a name given to OSMIUM tetroxide OsOi.
1842 T. GRAHAM Klein. Client. 692 Osmic acid, OsOi, or the

volatile oxide of osmium is best obtained by the combustion
of osmium in a glass tube through which a stream of oxygen
pas is passed [etc.). 1873 WATTS /'Junes' Chcm. (ed. n) I.

14-1
' l>mic chloride, ( )sCi|, is the red compound obtained by

igniting osmium in chlorine gas. 1877 W. THOMSON I'oy.

C''t<iHcngcr I. i, 17 A very weak solution of osmic acid is

"t ^M-:it value for killing and hardening small gelatinous
animals for microscopic preparations.

Osiuio-, comb, form of OSMIUM, in names of

chemical compounds in which osmium and another
clement enter into combination with a third, as

osmio-chloride, osmio-tyanide.
1862 MH.I.KR Klein. Chff. (ed. 2) III. 692 Osmio-cyanides

and Ruthenio-cyanides may. .be obtained, corresponding in

'Hiip'iMtion to the fevrocyanides. 1877 WATTS l''(nvncs

(

'

h,-in. fed. 12) I. 531 Sodium osmiochloride, < )uCI( . 2Nad,
prepared by heating a mixture of osmium sulphide and
sodium chloride in a current of chlorine.

Osmious if'smias, p*z-) f ft. Chem.
[f.

O.SMI-TM
+ -MI s.J Containing osmium: applied to com-

pounds in which osmium is divalent, as osmious
Jiloridt OsClo. (Formerly to the trichloride, etc.)

1849 \). CAMTBELL frtffty. Client. 258 Osmious acid, ( KO;.
This acid has never been isolated, hut it exists in a clas> of
-alts. 1868 WATTS Picf. Chan. IV. -42 Pichloride of Osmium
or Opinions Chloride, OsClj. . Trichloride or Osmioso-osmic
Chloride, < )sCl :i .

Osmiri'dium. Another name of the alloy

commonly called IKIDOSMINK.
1880 Lihr. Univ. Knoivl (IJ. S.) XII. 845 A native alloy of

iridium, osmium, and ruthenium. This is called scaly osrnt-

rklium
[

: a gray, scaly, metallic substance ', remaining
' when

crude platinum is dissolved in nitre-muriatic acid '].

OSlllite (p'snwit, p-z~}. Chem.
[f.

OSMT-CM +-

-TTE 1

.]
A salt of osmious acid.

1849 D, CAMTBF.I.L Inorg. Chi'in. 255 This solution of
osmiate of potash when heated with alcohol deposits crystals
of osmite of potash (the alcohol deprives osmic acid of

oxygen). 1854 J. SCOFFERN in Orrs Circ. Sc. t Chcm. 514
Osmite of potash may be obtained.

Osmium (,o-smi#m, p'z-). [f. Or. 007*77 oduur

(see quot. 1804^) + -ii'M.] One of the metals of the

platinum group, generally found, associated with

platinum, in the alloy iridosmine or osmiridium.

Chem. symbol Os : atomic wt. 199-6 Frt-my).
1804 TKNMANT in Phil. Trans. XCIV. 416 A pungent and

peculiar smell. . . This smell . . arises from the extrication of
a very volatile metallic oxide; and, as this smell is one of
its most distinguishing characters, I should on that account
incline to call the metal Osinrtm. 1805 Ibid. XCV. 317
Metals that were found by Mr. Tennant in the black powder
which is extricated by solution from the grains of platina,
and which he has called Iridium and Osmium. 1853 ^'-

GREGORY Inorg. Chcm. (ed. 3) 260 Osmium . . is chiefly re-

markable for forming with oxygen a volatile acid, which has
a pungent smell, like that of chlorine, and is very poisonous.
1892 Spectator 19 .Mar. 396 Aluminium cannot be obtained
without osmium also,

t O'smiuret. Chem. Ohs. [see -URKT.] A com-

pound of osmium with another element.

1854 J.
SCOFFERX in Orrs Circ. Sc., Chent. 514, 100 parts

of osmmret of iridium are . . incorporated.

Osmo- ', repr. Greek 007*0-, combining form of

60707 smell, odour, in scientific and technical

terms: as Osmo'logy, the study of smells, a trea-

tise on odours. Osmo'meter 1, an instrument for

measuring the acuteness of the sense of smell (Syd.
Soc. Lex.). Osmo metry ', measurement of odours
or of the acuteness of the sense of smell (Mayne) ;

henceOsmome trictfJ(MayneX Osmonoso'logy
[Gr. roffos disease], history of the diseases of the

sense of smell (Mayne).
1857 MAYNE Kxpos. I.c.v., Osnttilogy. 1889 Univ. Rev.

Mar. 364 Literature is much more than osmology, and the

world contains something beyond and above its social sewers.

1899 Q. Rev. July 90 A treatise.. on 'monumental physio-
logy, archaeological symbolism, mystical osmology ',

for the
author sees hidden meanings m smells.

Osmo- -, repr. Gr. w^o-y push, thrust, impulse.
used as comb, form of OSttOSl in a few scientific

terms. O smog-en e (cf. GAZOGENE, -GKN). an ap-
paratus for carrying out the process of osmosis.

Osmo'meter -, an instrument for exhibiting the

force of osmotic action. Osmo'metry -', measure-
ment of osmotic force

;
hence Osmome trie a.~

1854 GRAHAM in Phil. Trans. CXLIV. 181 The quantity
of ^alt diffused from the osmometer in the water-jar during
the experiment was also observed. 1855 MILLER Klein.

Chem. I. 72 This instrument generally used by this gentle.
man [Prof. Graham] in his experiments, and called by him
the osmometer. 1885 GOODALK Physiol, Dot. (1892) 224 An

osmometer . . consists of a small reservoir furnished with a
membrane bottom, and a graduated tube at its upper part,

Osmond, obs. form of OSMUND.
Osmose (p'sm^as, pz-) t

sb. [The common ele-

ment of the words endosmose and fijR0tfaM9tf,tllcCfl (by
Graham, 1854) as a generalized term : cf. Gr. wo-jwis

thrust, push.] The tendency of fluids separated by
porous septa to pass through these and mix with

each other
; the action of this passage and inter-

mixture ; diffusion through a porous septum or

membrane.
1854 GRAHAM in Phil. Trans. CXLIV. 181 With the same

proportion (i percent.} of different substances, the osmose
varied from o to 80 degrees. .. The fall may be spoken of
as negative osmose, to distinguish it from the rise or positive
osmose. 1855 MIUJ-R Klein. Chcm. \. 73 When the liquid
rises in the o.smomcttr. Professor Graham distinguishes it as

positive osmose. 1867 J. HOGG Microsc. \\. \. 257 An in-

cessant mutual interchange of materials is going on between
the fluid contents and matter external to the cell, by a pro-
cess termed osmose or diffusion. 1875 Bi NNMIT & DYER tr.

Sfih/is' fiot. 605 The current of water in the woody sub-

stance which replaces the loss occasioned in the leaves by
transpiration is not caused by osmose.

Hence O'smose v. inlr., to pass by osmose.

1884.1. C. C\."rwK.Ce>wprchen$k>e Physiol. viii. 153 Watery
solutions usually osmose readily.

Osmosis l^smtfu-sis, fz-). [Latinized form of

( ISMH.SE, after endosmosis and cxosmosis^ conformed
to sbs. in -usis in Kng. use.]

^ OSMOSE.
1867 J. HKCIG Microsc. T. Hi. 206 The great desideratum of

a transparent injecting fluid is, that it shall not by the

action of osmosis, dye the tissue meant to l>e injected. 1876
Fos i [..R rhys. \. iv. 1 1079) 122 Permeable . . in the sense of

allowing fluids to pass through them by osmosis. 1900
Xation iN. V.) 18 Oct. 30; '3 The subtile interchange a
sort of moral osmosis which goes on between the higher
conquering race and the lower conquered race.

Osmotic (^smftik, fz- >, a. [f.
OSMOSE or

OSMOSIS, in imitation of adjs. in -OTIC, from Gr.

words in -osis.] Of, pertaining to, or caused by
osmosis.

1854 GRAHAM in Phil. Trans. CXLIV. 177 On Osmotic
Force. The expression

'

Osmotic Force '..has reference to

the endosmose and exosmo.st: of Dutrochet. Ibid. 181 Sub-
^timcr.s of small o*nn>tic power. 1862 H. Si-tstiiR J-'irst

Print, i. iv. 23 11875! 72 The absorption of nutrient fluids

through the coats of the intestines, i,s an instance of osmotic
action. 1876 BARTHOLOW Mat. .Wed. (1879) 3 An aLid fluid

on one side of the osmotic membrane, and an alkaline fluid

on the other, are conditions most favorable lo osmosis.

Osmo'tically, atv. [f. prec. : see -ICALLV.]

By osmotic action ; by the process of osmosis.
1882 A. S. WILSON in Card. Chron. XVII. 671 That it

may find its way osmotically through the cell-walls of the

roots. 1885 TAIT Piopci'ties Matter 262 There need be no

surprise that a liquid such as the sap in plants, should be

osmoiically raised to great heights against gravity.

Osmund (p'zmtfnd). Forms: 3-7 osemond,
5-8 osmond, (5-6 -moude), 5- osxnund, (5-6

-munde, 7 osmound, 9 oosemeut /. [From
S\v. or LG. : cf. OSw. (1340) osmunder^ in comp.
osmunds- (as/nunds-farttosmund iroa},Svf.ffsmufuf't

also Da. (1402) osmund, mod.Icel. tisntundr (both
from S\v.) ;

MLG. oscmimt (Schiller & Liibben),

Westph. dial, faemttnd [Woeste).
The actual origin is obscure ; the name has been in use

in Sweden from early times, and also goes back to an early
date in Westphalia; no certain etymology is known either

in Sw. or LLr. The Eng. form from 1400 appears to be
from Sw., but the earlier examples have the MLG. form

{which, however, might be due to Hanseatic traders*. In
1281 it is referred to uyfemfM Norniannicnnt, Northmen's
iron. Iron and copper were brought to England by Got-
landers a 1300. Sense 2 is prob. a distinct word.]

1. A superior quality of iron formerly imported
from the Baltic regions, in very small bars or rods,
for the manufacture of arrow-heads, fish-hooks,

bell-gear, etc. Used as a material-name; also,

with pi. osmttnds. a bar or rod of this. b. Also,
more fully, osmund iron, osmttnd bar.

As to the early production of osmund iron in Sweden
(from bog-iron ore) see R. Akerman in *)'rnl. Iron ff Steel
lust. (18981 No. 2; also Kinman Rcrgverksle.ricon II. 233,
Hildebrand Svcrigcs ftledcltid I. 225, 732, Falkman Out
mAtt och. vigt I. 412, and many other Swedish works. For
its appearance in Eng. documents, see E. Peacock in Proc.
Soc. Antiquaries 22 Jan. 1880, also Rogers Agrit-, fy Prices
I. 470, etc. (Numerous entries from 1280 to 1510.) The
osmunds were imported put up in sheaves, packed in barrels,
12 (or 13* of which made a la^t.

1280 in Rogers Agric. fy Prices II. 457/2 (cites from

Ersham, Norfolk* [i garb Osemond 1/2]. 1376 Rolls
Parlt. II. 32S/I Un last de Osmond. 1408 in R-jgers III.

347/1 (cites from Windsor
1

* [Osemond 4 garb at /8J. 1400-12
Coni/>otus in C. Frost Hist. Notices of Hull A pp. ^18

Dr

Willo. Bird pro ij
last' dl landirn', ix bund' fruoldirn

1

,
ix bar

1

osmond. 1428 Surtces Misc. (1888) i Makers and utterers

of fals osmundes. . . He cuttyd alx>ute xxvj peces of fals

Inglysh iryn . .and made Jjam in shappe of osmundes. /bid. 2

And bay war made lo blend with gude osmundes. a 1450

Fysshynge iv. Angle (1883) 6 Ye scnall make youre hokes
of steyle & of Ormonde. 1465 Mftnn. <V Jlonscfi. K.v/>.

(Roxb.) 301 My mastyr paid for iij. sheffe Osmond . . ffor to

make arow hedes, ij.j-.
a. 1490 MOIONKK [tin. (Nasmith 1778)

315 Polelond . . ibi est coper, osmond, gold, sylver. [Sweden]
.. ibi est cuprum, osmond, in magna fertilitate. 1540 Act

32 lien. VIII, c. 14 Item for euery last of osmondes ac-

comptyng .xiii. barrels for a last .viii. s. 1598 HAKLUVT Voy.
I. 167 Halfe a last of osmundes. 1753 MAITLAND Jfist.

Edin. HI. 248 For every cwt of Osmond brought into Leith

8 pennies, 1880 E. PEACOCK in Proc. Soc. Antiy. 22 Jan.
257 Osmunds were clearly . . the very best iron, . . probably
used only for the finest purposes, such as arrow heads, fish

hooks,, .and the works of clocks.

b. [1488 Act 3 lien. I '//, c. o i Other Stuff as Lynen
Clot!) . . osmonde Iren Flax and Wax.] 1594 Comfit Bitik
Dot 1

. \\'eddt-rbnrne iS, H.S.^ 132 To wair 8 gudlems on pes
or osmond iron. rtz$ Mechanic's Mag. No. 5. 71 Comparative
strength of Metals. .Bar [Iron] 8-492, Oosement bar 8-142,
Cable 7-752. 1898 R. AKERMAN in Jrnl. Iron $ Steel Inst.

No. 2.9 In certain very remote parts of the country o>mund
iron, though in rather small quantity, was still produced
from bog ore up to the end of the last century.

c. attrib. Osmund bar, o. iron (see b); osmund
furnace, a small primitive sort of furnace for re-

ducing bog-iron ore, formerly used in Sweden,
Finland, etc. ; osmund piece, an osmund bar.

1864 J. PERCY Metallurgy 619 Descriptions of other pro-
cesses, such as the Sulu process, the Osemund process. .will

l>e found in various treatises. //'/</. 320, I shall distinguish it

by the name of the Osmund furnace, from the Swedish word
osmund, which was applied lo the bloom produced in this

kind of furnace. 1898 R. AKKKMAS in J>nl. Iron V Steel
/list. II. No. 2. 7 In the Middle Ages and down to the i6th

century, these Osmund pii-ccs were very commonly used as

currency in the absence of the more piecious metals. 1902
B. H. BUOUGH in /,(/. 16 Apr., Osmund furnaces were in

operation in Jcmtland in 1830, and in Finland even later.

2. Osmund stone : see quoU.
1613 M. Rim.KY Magn. Bootes 3 This stone is called the

Magnet, .we call it the Load-stone. .. And it is well termed
the Osmound Stone, because be is as it were Os Mundt,
the bone of the world. 1806 FORSYTH liea.itties Si at I, III. 10
In the parishes of Eaglesham, Kilbarchan, and others, there
lias been found what is called the osnmnd stone... It is

generally so soft, when lately quarried, that it may be cut
with a chisel. . . It is used for ovens, furnaces, etc.

Osmund- (fsm#nd, f>z-). Also 6 osmende,
-monde. [In med.I,, csnmnda^ F. osmond* (i 2th c.

in Hatz.-Darm.),AF.<vff/w<&: ofunknown origin.]
tl. A name formerly given to various ferns. Obs.

(Quot. c 1265 may be in sense 2. The Male Fern, Lastrea
]''ilix-i}i(is, was formerly called Osmund Royal.)
[1265 / Vv. Xantcs PI. in \Vr.-\Viilcker 556,43 Osinumta.

\. osrmmde, i. bonwurt.] f 1450 M. A. Mctf. Bk. iHeinrich)

192 Tak wermot,. .weyhrode, tlie rote of osmund [etc.]. 1548
ELYOT, Dryoftcris, is an herbe, which groweth on old oken
trees . . lyke to feme : . . Some call it Osmende royall. 1578 LYTK
Dodocns in, Ix. 401 The Male Feme.. Of Matthcoius and
Ruellius it is called Osmunde Royall. Ibid. Ixiii. 405 Con-

sidering the propertie of this herbe
[JDryvftfriS)

white and
black] in taking away heare, as also for a difference from ihe

other Oke Femes and < )smundes, we do thinke good to name
this herbe.. Osmunde haldepate or Pylde Osmunde. .. The
blacke . . may be very wel called in our tongue, Small
Osmunde, or Petie Feme. 1579 I.ANGHAM Card. Health
(1633) 230 The root of male Fearne, called Osmund roial.

x6n COTGK., 1'cuchiere dcs chcsnes, O;ike-feame, pettie
fearne, mosse-fearne, pild Osmund.

2. Now, ihe '

Flowering Fern ', Osuntnda rcgalis

Linn., having large bipinnate fronds with terminal

panicles of sporangia ; also (since 1600) called

Qsnntnd Royal, Royal Fern, King Fern
\ formerly

Water-fern^ Osmund (he Waterman
^
St. Christo-

er's herb. b. Also as the ling, form of the name
of the genus (of which six species are known).
1578 LYTE Doiocns in. Ixi. 401; We may oil it .. Osmonde

the Waterman, \Vatcrferne, and Saint Christophers herbe.
1611 COTGR., I-'enchierc aquatiqnc t

Water Fearne, ' Jsnuimi,
Osmund myall, Osmund the Waterman, S. Christophers
hearbe. 1658 Sin T. BKOWSM Gard. Cyrus iii. 154 In the
root of Osmund or \\ ater ftrn every eye may discern the
form of a Half Moon. 1711 Phil. Trans. XXVII. 350 A
particular sort of creeping Osmund or Flowring Fern. 1851
S. JUDO Margaret ll. l. 11871) 162 Clusters of tall osmunds,
straight as an arrow. 1880 DAM KINS Early Man vi. 125
In the marshes there were alders, osmund royal, and marsh
trefoil.

ph

.

Osmundaceous (j'sm#nd<-'-J^>, pz-\ a. Bot. [f.

mod .L. Osiniind<~ii\'n' : see prec. and -ACEOUS.]
Of or belonging to the Osmnttdacex^ one of the

principal subdivisions of the Nat. Ord. J^olypo-
diaccw. the type of which is the genus Osmnnda.
1857 in MAYNK /i'.r/cj. Lex. 1890 Athenaeum 29 Nov.

743/1 While not going so far as to refer these carboniferous

.sporangia, .to any distinct genus, lie [Prof. Bower] thought
the osmundaceous affinity was unmistakable.

tOsnaburg. Ohs. Forms : 6 osenbreges,
ossenbrydge, osteiibriges, ozenbridg(e, (os-

burow), 7 osenbrigs, 8 oz
, osnabrigs, -brug,

ozenbrigs ; 7 osseiiburgs, 8 osnaburgh, 8*9
osnaburg. [Nnmed from Osnabriick (in later

Eng. corruptly Osnalntrg) t a town and district in

North Germany, noted for its manufacture of linen.]
A kind of coarse linen originally made inOsnabriick.

ills ty i~>'- fr* C. (Surtees iBool 202, xxi yds ot osburow
u. 6d. 1669 NARBOROUC:H Jrnl. in Ace. S,T. Late I'oy.

(1694) i. 2 Cloth, Osenbrigs, Tobacco. 173* Penn&ylv. Col.

Rec. (1853) III. 430 That to each there be given a couple

subjected to a duty. 1757 WASHINGTON Lett, \\ril. 1009 1

490, I.. beg the favor of you to choose me about 250 yds.

osnabrigs. 1791 NKWTB Twtr Kng. fy Scot. 205 A great
deal of coarse linen cloth, called Osnaburghs, is made here

for exportation. 1799 J. ROBKRTSON Agric. Perth 381 In

some of the villages of the Carse of Gowrie, the inhabitants

manufacture osnaburgs. 18*7 ROBERTS I'oy. Ccxtr. Amcr.



OSO-BEREY.
;6 In exchange we gave them ravenduck, osnahurg, checks,
!)lue-baftas and other inanufacturetl goods.

Oso-berry (^-soib^ri). [?Amer. Intl.] The
Mue-Wack drupe of Nuttallia cemsifonius,^. shrub
or small tree of western North America. Also the

shrub, bearing racemes of greenish-white flowers.

1884 MILLER PlantJl. 223 Nuttallia ccrasifariiiis, Oso-
herry tree, of California.

Osocome, erron. f. NOSOCOME, hospital.

-osophy, the latter part ofphilosophy, theosophy,
and the like (see -SOPHY), as a nonce-word.
1897 Chicago Advance 28 Oct. 574/2 That man would he

hard to please who could not find. .some variety of doxy, or

osophy, or ism, which would come within hailing distance
of his theory of life and destiny.

t O'sor. Obs. rare- 1
, [a. L. osor, agent-n. from

(itlisse, os- to hate.] A haier.
1600 W. WATSON Dtcticortlott 11602)238 Princes are alwates

icalous, and many times haue iust cause, and euer more
then any other priuate person to he so : for the greater
honors ttie greatL-r, mo, and grienoser osors.

Osperaye, obs. form of OSPBEV.
II Osphradiujn (csfrtM-diiJm). Zool. .[mocl.L.,

a. Gr. uaippafiiov strong scent, dim. of iloippa smell.]
The olfactory organ of some molluscs, consisting
ot a collection ot elongated sense-cells over each

gill. Hence Osphra dial a., of or pertaining to

tlie osphradium.
1883 E. R. LANKKSTKR in Encycl. Rrit. XVI. 636/1 Near

the hase of the stem ofeach ctenidium is . . Spengel's olfactory
organ, which tests the respiratory fluid. . .We propose to (.all

it the osphradiHiii. Ibid. 645 A simple pair of osphradial
patches. 1895 /;<//. Ra: Oct. 368 Osphradium.

Ospliresiology j'ifivsi,fl6d^i). [f.Gr.mr^-
oi-s smelling, smell + -\oyia, -LOGY.] The scientific

study of the sense of smell
;
a treatise on smelling

and odours. Hence Osplircsiolo'gic a., of or

pertaining to osphresiology.
1842 DUNGLISON med. Lex.)Ospkresielpgj. 1887 Amcr.

Jriil. Psyclwl. I. 500 Other osphresiologic anomalies.

Osphy-, pspkyo-, repr. Gr. ua<ttv(o-, comb,
form of vacpvs loin, forming pathological terms, as

; Osphya'lgia [Gr. d\yos ])ain], lumbago; hence

Osphyalgic. (Mayne, 1857). ||Ospliyarthi-i-tis

[ARTHWTIS], gout in the loins (Dunglison Mai.
Lex. 1853). O sphyocele [Gr. ^77X7 tumour], lum-
bar hernia.

||
O sphyomyeli tis, inrlammation of

the spinal cord in the lumbar region (Mayne).
Ospreng, obs. form of OFFSPRING.

Osprey (P'spn;
1

). Forms : 5-7 ospray ,e, 7

aspray, osperaye. ospraie, -eie, 6- osprey.
[First found in I5th c. ; app. repr. L. ossifraga, lit.

'bone-breaker', in Pliny the name of a bird of

prey, through an earlier *osp/iraye = OF. *osfraie,
whence later F. otfraie or offraie (Belon, 1555''.
But the connecting ME. and OF. forms have not
been found, and it is remarkable that the word is

of so late appearance in both langs.
Pliny's ossifraga is identified by modern ornithologists

with the Lammergeyer, but it was rendered byDu Ponet in

F. orfrayc, and by Holland '

orfi-aic or osprcic', and the
transference of the name from the Lammergeyer to the Fish-
hawk must have occurred at an early date, if fisprey actually
represents ossifraga. See OSSH-RAGE.]
1. A large diurnal bird of prey, Paiidion (/-'a/io

Linn.) Haliaetus, frequenting rocky sea-shores and
borders of lakes, and preying upon fish

; also called

sea-eagle, fishing-eagle, fish-hawk.
c 1460 J. RUSSRI.L Rk. Nurture 402 Every goos, teele,

Mai lard, Ospray, & alsoswanne. a is^SKEi.iox/
1

. .\/>ar<xue
462 The roke, with the ospraye That putteth fysshes to a
fraye. 1601 HOLLAND t liny I. 272 These Orfraies or

Ospreies are not thought to be a seuerall kind of Egles by
themselues, but to be mungrels, and ingeudred of diuers
sorts. 1607 SHAKS. Cor. K.

yii. 34, I think hee'l be to Rome
As is the Aspray to the Fish. 1637 HKVWOOD Dialogues
Wks. 1874 VI. 315 The wary Ospray whilst the fishes play
Above the wave, stoopes downe tocea.se her prey. 1773 G.
WHITE Sclborncq Nov. 97 The osprey was shot about a year
ago at Frinsham-pond. 1843 VAKKKLL Hist. Birds \. 21
The genus Fandion was instituted for the Osprey by M,
Savigny. 1895 Outing (U. S.) XXVII. 60/2 A splendid
osprey circled in the sunlight on the look-out for breakfast.

2. A milliner's name for an egret plume worn as
an ornament on a lady's hat or bonnet ; sometimes,
likerf;v/7<!,extemled to an artificial plume or other
ornament used for the same purpose. (It has been

thought that this erroneous use arose from associ-

ating osprey with spray.)
1885 PallJ\Iall G. 29 Jan. 3/2 Finecrcme Dunstahlc straw

bonnets, trimmed with creme velvet, and crcme aigrettes
with creme and gold osprey. 1887 Daily A'cnv 28 Sept. 5/4A slender spiral feather of the most fragile and delicate

appearance. . . This ornament is called an osprey. 1892 [bid.
i Mar. 5/4 These [aigret] feathers are white. . -They are
often dyed by milliners to various tints, and have by them
for some reason been named 'osprey '. 1893 I.aily 17 Aug.
178 Velvet bows holding some upright spray, such as oats,
jet aigrettes, osprey, or wheat. ears, ft/if.. Jet osprey or
fancy wings cost from is. f>\d. 1898 Globe 19 Jan. 3/2
1

Ospreys
'

(or sprays) is . . the milliners' and . dressmakers'
term, ignorantly and commonly used, for the plumes of the

egret or white heron.

Ospring e, -yng e, etc., obs. ff. OFFSPRING.

fOspringe, obs. var. (or error for) OsrKEY.
1530 PALSGK. 250/1 OsfHttgc, a byrde.
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t Ospytallc, obs. form of HOSPITAL.
1440 J-'ivmf. Para. 372/1 Ospytalle, hospitals. 14..

ffffmauJf in Wr.-Wiikker 719/16 A uospytalle.

Oss, mod. dial, form of OSSE.

OssatUTC (fsatiiu). [a. Fr. ossature skeleton,
f. L. os. oss- bone + -alitrc, from ppl. and adj. stems
in -at-, as ciirval-ure, onial-iirc\
1. The arrangement and disposition of the bones

of the skeleton, rare.

1885 Truth 28 May 851/2 Frenchmen cannot l>ear to sec
her because her ossature is so mannish. 1892 .Syd. See. Lc.v.

2. Arch. The skeleton or framework that sup-
ports any structure, as the metal or timber beams of
a roof, or the metal frame of a glass window.
1879 SIR G. SCOTT Lcct. Archit. I. 64 The vaults -ovcrn

the ossature of the monument. Ibid. 70, I then treated '<u!y
tile mechanical framework of the style its mere ossature,
to use M. Viollet le Due's expression.

Osse, OSS ,('=), v. Now dial, [Found in w. midl.
dialect in i-jth c., and still common from the \\elsh
Border to Cumberland and Northampton ;

much
affected by Ph. Holland in his versions of Latin

authors, to render oinindri mid its synonyms, as is

U.SSE sb. to render omen. The latter has not been
found in previous writers, though Holland (who, as

I lead Master of Coventry Free School, had oppor-
tunity of knowing the facts) refers to both sb. and
vb. as old words well known in the North. (See
OSSE s/i. quot. iGoo.) According to the known
evidence, the sb. appears to lie derived from the

vb. , but the origin of both is involved in obscurity.
Holland was confirmed in his use of these words by be-

lieving them to be derived from Gr. o<rffa
' ominous vii e

or sound, prophecy, premonition ', the coini-idcm e of which
and its vb. bfra-eirtfai

'

to presage, foretoken, forebode
'

with
/'.vjv sb. and vb. is certainly very remarkable ; yet it is

impossible that an English vb. in popular use in the 141!] c.

could be derived from Greek without many intermediate
links, of which in this case none are found. The verb is also
used in mod. colloquial Welsh as <\v/V<

'

to give token ot, show
promise of, but in the opinion of Prof. Rhys and JJr. Silvan

Kvans, this is merely a recent adoption from the adjacent
Kuglish dialects. (Ray's conjecture of identity with K. <';
'

to dare
'

(founded on a modern dialect use), is phonetically
and historically futile.))

fl. trans, (with olij. c/.) VTo signify, indicate,

make known, show. Obs.

13.. /;'. /'. Allil. ,". C. 213 He (Jonah] os-cd hym by
vnnynges f>at bay vnder-nomen, pat he wat/ flovven fro be
face of frelyeh dty^tyn.

f2. csp. To give oracular or prophetic indica-

tions
;
to presage, betoken, or signify as an omt n :

to prognosticate, forebode, augur, prophesy ;
to

wish auspiciously, wish good hick. Also absol. or

intr. Obs.
a 1400-50 Alexander 2263 pus answars bam baire aid gode
& osses on Jjis wyse. ///;/. 2307 Quat, & has }?ou [Priestess
of Diana] ossed to Alexander bis ayndain wirdesV (11545
[EtxiEWOKTH, temp. Hen. VIII, uses to <>ss for to prophesy.
Halliw.]. 1600 HOU.AXD Liry v. xviii. 192 In this Election

..yeeosseand presage happely against the yeare ensuing,
concord and unitie. 1606 Siicton. 205 He [Nero] heard
withall, an out-crie and showt. -of the Souldiours ossing al!

mischiefe at him all good unto Galba. Il<i<l. Annot. 18 b,

Xonis, quasi, turn is, which literally osseth as much as, you
go not.

t b. \\ith reverse const. Obs.
(If not a mispr. in quot. for

'

to osse unto the cittie '.)

1600 HOLLAND Lhy ni. Ixi. 129 VnwLlling I am. .to boden
-such miseries and to osse the cittie unto those calamities.

c. Hence (in mod. dial.), To point or direct

auspiciously, to commend or recommend (a person
to something advantageous).
1885 T. HAU.AM l-'tnir Dialect Words 60 (Shropsh.), I

ossed 'er to a place. 1885-7 '' DARLINGTON 1-olk-sp. S.
Clicsli. 28 I'll oss yo' to a good heifer.

3. dial. To give augury or indication of what
one is going to do or be, to bode or promise well

or ill, shape well or ill for something; hence, to

show signs or give indication of being about (to do),
to make a show of (doing), to offer (to do) ; to

make an attempt, to try, essay, venture, dare ; to

set about, prepare, be about (to do something).
1674-91 RAY a. C. H'lts., Osse, to offer to do, to aim at,

or intend to do; 'Ossing comes to bossing'; Prov. Chesh.
*I did not osse to meddle with it', i. e. 'I did not dare,
etc.

'

; forte ah aud.-o, ausits. c 1746 COI.UKR (Tim Bobbin)
Lnnc.llial. Wks. (1862157, L.leet olh'owd MOD ith'Fowd,
ossing l' get o Titback. 1790 MRS. WIIKKI.KK H'eslni/,1.
Dial, in. 85 Soa yee see Ise ossiu towait Hauskeepin.
1828 C>-ti;-i-n (j'/ttss. (ed. 2), Ossi1

, to attempt, to offer. 1854
MRS. GASKELL A'art/i ,y .V. xxviii, If I did see a friend who
ossed to treat me, I never knew hoo lay a-dying here. 1879
Miss JACKSON Slirafsh. ll'ai-tf-tt. 312 That wench dunna
seem to oss very wdL.'er 's as lazy as I.udlam's dog that
laid 'im down to bark. IHd. 313, I think the chap knows
his work, 'e osscs pretty well.

Hence O'ssing -/>!. si-.
, presaging ; presage.

a 1400-50 Alexander 732 Haue a gud eje, Les(t]'on bine
ane here-efterward bine ossyngis H}t. Ibid. 868 For it awe
him no sa openly slike ossing to make. 1600 HOLLAND
I.iry 202 This the Gaules supposing to be a fortunate ossing
of their successe.

Osse, OSS, sb. Obs. or dial. [See prec.]
1 1. A word of omen, a presage ; an ominous or

auspicious word ; an auspicious greeting, a wishing
of good luck. Obs,

OSSEOUS.

Almost peculiar to Phil. Holland, who uses it continually
for L. omen; in Speed prob. from Holland's Camden.
1600 HOLLAND Liry 3 We rather should begin with good

osses and luckie forespeakings [font's oniinit'its]. Ibiti. \\.\.

xviii. 1107 tiffc, Valerius Maxinius. .calleth this Omen of
his (which I commonly interprete {Osse) fortuitutn vocts

jactnut.. , For want of a proper tearme to express tin;

Latine (Omen) all translators hitherto, French, Italian, and
Kn^li.sh, have been put to their shifts, and helpe themselves
with (Presage'.. .Wherea.s that other word iOs.se) is very
significant, and in analogic equivalent to (Omen'. I mervell
much therefore, why it is thought either strange anil new
(seeing it is Knglish, used no doubt commonly in times past,
and at this day currant in the North-parts, where the )>eople
ha.pl y art: more observant of such presages) rather than
many other forraini: \\onls, brought into our language, and
raungcd with the Knglish : or why it should be condemned
as absonant and nut pleasing to the eare, more than otrao.

in (Ircek . .from whence, who seeth not (Oss<- and Osshii?
both) are derived. 1601 Winy K\|>1. \Voids Art, Qsses^
be words c;ist forth at vnawares, presaging s<>mcwb;it. 1603

riularch's Mor. 11:93 They take all their words whi-.h

tliey passe in play and sport, as osses and presages. 1606
Sn,:ti'n. -jr.4 Portents. .of pnxli-ius ;uid of ( >x-e:. \Oini-

nmii}. 1609 Anitii. Mnrcctl. MX. x. i ;'> Hut tlie g"d:, in

heaven forfend the < tsse. 1610 Can;<icn.\ />r.'f. i. T;,
All the osse and presage of good hick. 1611 Si'i.i-n //i.\f.

Gt. Jl>-it. \n. iv. ;j ^,. i'o'i \'ir-il ,iU> maketb th-j Hur.-^e to be
a luckie Osse or foretokened snccesse in llattle.

2. An c-ss;iy or attempt (nt (loin"; something'.
MvJ. II'. ] 't>r&A/i. <U,tl. }!u made an oss at it.

Osseaii Q'"s/ian), a. and 5/>. [f.
i,. o^sc-ns bony

+ -AX.] A. adj. Bony, osseous, as a tckost tish.

In mod. I'icts.

B. s/>. A fish of the order Telcostci, having its

skeleton well ossified ;
an osseous hsh.

1835 Kivnv ///'. ,y In,\t. Anisit. II. x.\i. -;83 Osseans
in v\ bich tlie skeleton \-.- bony anrl formed of In my fibres.

Osseid ,c's/|id), ('//(,'w. rare.
[t.

L. O.^C-H., t)c>n\
T

,

aftei frofei'/J] A name including ossein and the

related allumiinoids.

1884 Health /;.!-////. C.tital. 4 The nitrogen, m.-, principle^
are subdivided into albumen, fibrine and ca^frint; by M'in^

physii ilogists : connei ted witli tbe^e, but ha\ ing a \>t\\ er

value, aie tlie osbeids, sin b ;t.-> gelatine.

Osseill ^''s/iin'. Chcm. Also osseine.
[f.

L.

oss-tis bony + -IN '.] Bone-cartilage ; the organic

gelatinous principle in true bony tissue
;
the em-

bryonic tissue which develops into bone by the

deposit of mineral salts.

1857 Mn.i i-.r. Eton. Ch,-r,:. III. 665 The quantity of

nitrogen |i(vu pet i.f-nt.] quen in Kremy'^ analy>i-. of os>eiu.

1891 Atlh'i! i-:,a; 25 Inly 1,1 'I'lic rt'Mnctioii of the term
albuminoids to O.SM--III, gelatin, chondrin, and the like, not
true proleids, will, \\ e hope, be followed.

Osselet ,f''se!'-t. p'slet). Also S oslct. osslet.

[a. Y.osselcta. little bone fi2th c. in llal/.-Darm.),
f. L. os, ess- bone : see -LET.]
1. A little bone, an ossicle

;
one of the small

bones of the carpus or tarsus.

1686 A. SNATK Anal. Horse v. \i. 219 Tlie Seven Omelets
or little Bones that make the Knee. Ibid. \vi. 233 The
Leg-bone and Ranges of Osselets which make that part we
call the Hock. 1816 SIN<,I .K Hi.\t. Cards 31$ Alheiutus. .

says, that the
'

games of diee and osselets were in u.se at

the time Troy was besieged by the Greeks '.

2. J-arricry. (^See qnot.;
f 1720 \V. GIBSON Farriers Guide n, Ixxviii. fi73

;
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Oslct.s are little hard substances that arise among the small
bones of the knee. 1737 BRACKEN /'arricry linpy. (17561
I. 323 Splents, Osslets, Spavins, and Ring-bone>.
3. The cuttle-bone, pen, or calamaiy of some

cephalopoda.
1849 DAXA Gcfl, App. i. (1850) 708 The osselet in some

Cephalopoda, 1862 Elcm.Gwi.^Sy View reduced of the

complete osselet of a I'elemnite.

Osseiueilts (|?'sments), sf>. pi. rare. [a. K.

ossements bones, ad. med.L. ossamenfa \ I3thc. Du
Cange), f. os, oss- bone : see -MJBNT.1 The bones
of the dead

; bones from which the Hesh has been

stripped.
1841 I. TAYLOR Anc. Chr. (1842) II. vii. 263 It [bloodl had

been poured upon these ossements, which were afterwards
covered with eaith.

Osseiie (fsm). Also Osseean, Ossen. [ad. late

L. Osscnf, a. Gr. 'Qffffrjvoi (Kpiphanius; : see quot.

1863.] A member of an ancient heretical sect,

living to the east of the Dead Sea, who adopted
from the Ksscnes a debased form of Christianity.

[1580 Fi'LKK Dang. Rwkc xviii. (Parker Soc.) 390 The old

heresies, in which the Papists consent with ancient heretics

. .the Ossens and Mareosians in their Reliques, and strange

tongue in prayers. J 1863 WKSTCOTT in Smith Diet. A'/M- s. v.

ftssfnt:. The strange account which Eptphamua gives of the

Osseni. .appears to point to some combination of Ks.sem and

pseudo-Christian doctrines. 1880 G SALMON in Smith Diet.

Chr. fiiog. s.v. Etkcsai, His accounts of the Jewish Sect

which he calls Ossenes (Haer. 19'.

Osseo-fibrous ^s/^if^i-bras), a. [f. osseo-,

comb, form of L. osse-tts OSSEOUS +jfovus,] Con-

sisting of osseous combined with or passing into

fibrous tissue.

1845 TODD & BOWMAN Phys. Aunt. I. 128 Tendons, such

as th^se of the flexor or extensor muscles of the fingers and

toes, as they lie in their osseo-fibrous sheaths in the hand or

foot. 1846 HKITTAN tr. MaigatflU** -'/. Opcr. Surf. 240

An osseo-rtbrous vault, formed b> the acromion and coracoid

process and the ligament that unites lliem.

OsseOUS (p'sws), a. [f.
L. osse-us bony (I. os

bone) + -ous. Cf. V,*tM9tx{l&9 in Hatz.-Uarm.).]



OSSEOUSLY.

1. Of, consisting of, or of the nature of bone;

bony ;
ossified.

1707 J.DKAKK Authrop. Nova. II. n. viii. 465 The Coats of

the Vessels . .soonest become Osseous, as they are frequently
found. 1760 J. I,KK Introd. Bot. \. vii. (1765) 15 An osseous

Epidermis.. commonly called the Shell. 1843 CAKI.VLE i'<ist

<y /V. n. li, Alas, how like an old osseous fragment. 187*
NICHOLSON raLwnt. 308 As regards their true osseous system
or endo-sktleton, Fishes vary very widely. 1881 MiVARrCa/
10 Bone, or osseous tissue, is a substance, two-thirds of

which ..consists of mineral matter.

2. Having a bony skeleton, ttlcostenn.

i8z8 STARK Elcm. Nat. I/i*t. I. 374 The two qr at divi-

sions [of Fishes], founded on the character of their bones, as

being Cartilaginous or Osseous, are nature! and well marked.

1873MIVART Elan. Anat. ii. 59 In osseous Fishes the end
of the tail is turned up.

3. Abounding in fossil bones, ossiferous.

1823 lU'CKi.ANn Reliq. Diluv. 150 The femur of a bear

from the osseous breccia of I'isa. 1876 PAGE Ad~\ TC.T (-/</<;

GeoL xix. 383 Osseous breccia appears singularly connected
with the coasts of the ,Mediterranu:in.

4. fig. Hani or firm as bone.
t68 SIR T. IlKmvxK C/tr. Mw. in. 4 The osseous and

solid part of Goodness, wliii.h gives Stability and Rectitude

to all the rest. 1860 FAKU\R i
}

rig. Lang. vi. 130 J'he

osseous fixturus in the flesh giirnujnt of Language.
Hence O sseously adv., as regards bone.

1877 Encycl. /;vV. VI I. 2587 j The < Hmw is osseouslystrongi
but tliis strength. . varr.s with the jmsitinn of the aim.

tO'SSet. <Vv. Kornis; 5 osed, 6 oset, (Sc.

ousett), osset t\ [(Jf una^ertniucd origin. It

lias been conjectured lo be a dial, pronunciation of

worsted, but invo>ti^aii"ii <lucs not favour IhU.]
Some kind of woven material, ipp. of wool. Also

attrib. Osset loom, a loom for weaving ossct.

1482 in /iffj,*". (ir/ii's (1070' 3^1 Receyved of Edmond Colchet

vj. yerde> of blew osed lo in ike hym a gowne. 1543 /' "///

of K. J'arstws .'/ ('/u-;>' 26 Feb. (MS.), An oset Ijine other-

wysse calyd a narowt l"ine. 1554 W'ill c-f \\'. l^arkyns
(Somerset Ho i. All my nv>t-tt i loath-,. 1578 in \Vadley Urisisl

Wills (1886) 228 < hie osxet IIXMIIC.

II Ossetcr , ^c'to.i . '/.ool. [a. Iviiss. oo-Tjn.
osttr = Sei\. j\'st'/ra t

Pol. jcsiotr, Lith. rtjr//v/y,

crshkelras sturgeon.] A species of sturgeon, Aa-
fitiscr Guldenstadtii.

1887 Chamb. Jrnl. I\'. ^SQ/J Thesturg'jon . .and its kindred
the creat sturgenn or beluga... the sewruga.., the os&eter

(A. Guldenstadtii', and the small sturg- -<>n or stt.-rl.:t.

t O'SSey, . 01)5. rare. [f. 1,. osse-ns bony +

-Y.] Bony, osse.ms.

1578 UANISIKR I/ist. Man i. 24 The ossey substaunce of

the ribbes is not cuery where alike.

Osseye, variant of * >SKY Ol>s., wine of Alsace.

Ossiauesque (fpane'sk, ^siane'sk), a. and sb.

[f. Ossian (see next; + -Estji'E.]

A. adj. Imitating or suggesting the style of the

poems attributed to Ossian.

1889 Athcn&uin 21 Sept. 382/2 The subject being treated

with an Ossianesque turgidity of phrase.

B. sb. Ossianescjiie style or manner.

1874 L. STKPHKX Hours in Library III. 359 At its worst
h. .degenerates towards a rather unpleasant Ossianesque.

Ossianic (f|i- fsix*nik\ a. [f. Ossiati, Mac-

pherson's anglicized form of Oisin (ofin), name of

a legendary Gaelic bard, whose poems Macpherson
claimed to have collected and translated as pub-
lished by him in 1760-63.] Of or pertaining to

the legendary Ossian or to the poems ascribed to

him
;

of the style or character of the rhythmic

prose of Macpherson's rendering of these poems,
which has a peculiar Celtic glamour and charm,
but is marred by bombast and rant

; hence, magni-

loquent, bombastic.
1808 Edin. A'lT'. Jan., His Ossianic poetry. 1828 SCOTT

yrnl. II. 122 Hallantyne blames the Ossianic monotony of

my principal characters. 1881 Athetixum 28 May 715/3
Those who wish to find what traces of the so-called Ossianic

legends still linger in Alban.

So O ssiaiiism, the sphere or realm of Ossianic

legend and poetry; O ssianize v., to do into the

form of Macpherson's English version of 'Ossian \
1862 Macw. J/rz^. Sept. 430 It is a comfort for the tourist

when he comes upon some one spot where he can see the

old Gael walking out of Ossiainsm into the light of record.

Such a spot is DunstafTnagc. i8i4Soi'THKY in Q. l\cv. XII.

85 The Ossianized Iliad could do no injury to our literature.

Ossicle (fsik'l). [ad. L. ossiculum, dim. of

os, ossi- bone.]
1. A small bone; a small piece of bony substance.

Applied in anatomy to thi; bones of the middle ear in the

tympanic cavity (auditory ossicles, o. i>/ audition] ; also to

those of the carpus and tarsus (carpal and tarsal c>ssicles)^

and to ths numerous minute bones which strengthen the

sclerotic coat of the eye in birds and some reptiles.

1578 BANISTER Hist. Man i. 25 As touchyng the Ossicle,

or little hone conteined within the hart. 1599 A. M. tr.

Gabclltoucrs Bk. I'Jiysicke 18/2 Take out.. of each foote

the middlemost ossicle, or Clawe. 1689 MOYLK Sea Chyrurg,
n. iv. 37 When.. I had laid it open, and taken out the

splintred ossicles. 1709 BLAIR in I'/til. Trans. XXVII. 125
The Ossicles, viz. the Malleolus.. Incus. .Stapes, .are of a

proportional bigness. 1835-6 Toon Cycl. Anat. I. 308/2 The
. .tympanic ossicle is moved by one muscle. 1877 COCKS &
ALLKN N. Amcr. Rod. 582 There are eight true tarsal bones,
besides a supplementary ossicle.

2. A small plate, joint, etc. of chitinous or cal-

careous substance in the animal framework.
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a. One of the plates or skeletal elements of a starfish or

other echinoderm, as the aiiibnla<ral and adatnbnlacral

ossicles, the ossicles that support the spines, etc. b. < >ne of
the joints of the stem or branches of a crinoid or cncrinite.

C- One of the small hard parts of the gastric skeleton of

Crustacea, as the card>ac ossicle or v\Ate,/>icr0cardiac o., etc.

1852 K. F<>Kin:s Echinoiicrutataof ttiit. Tertiarics-z Vent
..surrounded by a membrane covered more or kss with

irregular o-sicles. 1857 MAYNK Expos. Lex. 839/1 Having
the.. nature.. of ossicles, as the articulated pieces of which
are composed the columns of animals pertaining to the

Crinoides. 1892 J. A. THOMSON Ontt. /.ool. 204 I [n starfishes]

the rafter-like plates are called ambulacra! ossicles. Ibid.)

The dorsal surface lieaisa network of little ossicle-, and many
of these bear spines. Ibid. 238 (Crustacea) The [cardiac]
mill is very complex ;. .there are supporting

'

ossicles
'

on the

\vall with external muscles attached to them.

Ossi Cular, tz. [f.
as prec. + -Alt

'.]
Pertain-

ing to, consisting of, or of the nature of ossicles.

1857 i MAYNK A'.t/w. Lc.v. 1889 Amcr. Xatralist
XXIII. f>37 The hyomandibular. .breaks up into two or

more piece-., as an ossicidar chain.

Ossi'culate, n. rare, [t.
L. type *ossicu?at-ws3

f. ossicH/ittn : see -ATE -.] .
- ( Js.sEors 2.

1857 M\YNK E. \-pos. S.i'.v., Ossicttlatus, applied by Will-

brand to an Order of fishes, comprehending those that are

provided with a true skeleton ; ossiculate.

Ossiculated (pi*kitfltf
|

ted) l
a. rare. [f. as

prec. + -ED.] Furnished with or made of ossicles.

1752 Sm J. Hill. Hist. Aitini. 201 Ot those, which have
tin- 1 ay- "ft he fins bony, some have the branchite ossiculated,
and others have none of th-.se ossicles about them.

Ossicule. [ad. J,. 0..-.v/V/w.]
-^ OSSICLE.

1886 in Casst-It's Encycl. Diet.

II Ossi'Culum. PI. -a. [L., dim. of os bone.]
A little bone

;
an ossicle

; t*'ie stone of a fruit.

1706 Pini.urs, Ossicntuw. a little Hone: Among Her-
:

balists, the stout; of a plum, ("hciry or suchlike Fruit. 1753
CHAMKKKS Cytl. Si*//., <7.w/V/ff <n<diioria^ . . four little

! bones contained in the ca\ity of the tympanum. 1874
KOOSA /'/>. Ear (1876' 20 There is no record of the cssimla

auditus until the i^th century. 1877 Hrxi.KY Anat. 7r-.

Anint. ix. 555 On the antambulacral wall,.. the ossicnla are

elongated rotls of very unequal lengths, united together.

Ossifcrous (fsi'leras), a. [f.
L. os, ossi- bone +

-FKK'.u's.] Containing or yielding bones; said of

caves and deposits in which bones have been found.

1823 Hr< KI.ANO AY//V/. /'//r-. 16^ Ossift-rons caves and
fissures. 1833 IAKI.L Princ. Ccol. III. 143 In several parts
of Australia, ossilferou*. breccias have lately been discovered
in lim-j -tone caverns. 1877 1> \WSON ( V/>. World XW* 310
In one of the Belgian caves, there are six beds of ossi-

ferous mud.

O'ssifiaut, a. rare. [f.
OSSIFY v. + -ANT.]

Ossifying; /7;
r
. becoming hard and rigid.

1862 KrsKiN Unto this Last 4 Assuming, not that the

human being has no skeleton, but that it is all skeleton, it

founds an ossifiant theory of progress on this negation of

a soul.

Ossific (^si-fik), a. [f.
L. os, ossi- bone + -FIC.]

Bone-forming; becoming or making bone; ossi-

fying. Ossific centre^ a centre of ossification.

'1676 VflSfMMtCkirttrg. Treat. 11. vii. 184 Von may., dry the

r.one. and disjwse it by virtue of its ossi tick faculty to thrust

out a Callus. 1713 CiiKsti.DKS Anat. i. i. (1726) 8 The ossific

matter nut flowing far enough to complete a bone. 1804
ABKRNKTHY Surg. Obs. 103 Without any manifest cause

existing to excite such ossific inflammation. 1881 MIVART
Cat 334 The ordinary ossific centres found in other vertebra;.

I O'SSificated, a. Obs.
[f. L. type *ossififat- :

see next and -ATE 3.]
= OSSIFIED.

1727 BAILKY vol. II, Ossificatcd, turned or become Bone,
hardened from a softer cartilaginous Substance into one of

a firmer Texture. 1765 Treat, l^om. Pigeons 43 The bone-

wen is an ossificaled tumor, arising upon the joints as before.

Ossification (jwifikJi'Jan). [n. of action from

OSSIFY. So in Fr. (1709 in Ilatz.-Darm.).]
1. The formation of bone ; the process of be-

coming or changing into bone; the condition of

being ossified.

Centre of ossification, the initial point from which this

process starts, ihe point at which cartilage or connective

tissue begins to ossify.

1697 K. BAKKK (title} Curstis Osteologicus : Being a Com-

pleat Doctrine of the Bones. .Shewing their Nature., manner
of Ossification, Nourishment [etc.]. 1733 HKIUIIKK in Phil.

Trans. XXXVIII. 196 The gradual Increase of the Bones
is described, even from the first Stages of Ossification, to

that of an Adult. 1830 R. KNOX Beclard's Anat. 203
Ossification of the arteries is most commonly the lot of old

age. 1831 Cloqut't's Anat. 45 This lx>ne . .presents three

centres of ossification, one for its middle part, and two for

the lateral regions. 1855 HOLHKN Hum. Osteal. (1878) 24
The bone called the

' sacrum
'

has as many as 33 centres before

its ossification is complete.
2. concr. The result of the process, a bony forma-

tion or concretion ; bone as a formation.

1705 W. COWPKR in Phil. Trans. XXIV. 1970 The Trunks
of the Arteries of the Leg . . were Obstructed by Petrifactions

or Ossifications. 1807 M. KAILLIE Morb. Anat. (ed. 7) 259
It would appear that ossifications are sometimes to be found

in this cartilage. 1822 LAMB Elia Ser. i. Chimney-Sweepers^
From the mouth of a true sweep a display, .of those white

and shining ossifications, strikes me as.. an allowable piece
of foppery.
3. ftg. The process of becoming hard or callous.

1889 Spectator 13 Apr., A misery, not relieved.. by. .ossi-

fication of the feelings.

Ossificatory (ftMhf&Urf), a. rare. [f.
L.

type *ossificat- (in ossification} + -DRY.] Of the

nature of, or lending to, ossification.

OSSIFYING.

1870 ROLLESTON Anitti. Life 20 Not as yet closed up by
ossificatory ingrowth.

Ossified (c'sifaid), ///. a. [f.
OSSIFY + -ED!.]

Made or converted into bon; hardened like bone;
rendered osseous.

1798 T. HlNDtRWKl.L Hist. Scarborough 111. ii. 277 This
skin was not in an ossified state. 1834 M fMuRTRtE Cuvier's

A nint. Kitted. 53 The first has three ossified phalanges in

the middle finger of the wing.

Ossifier (fsifaiaj). [f.
OSSIFY v, + -EiU.] One

who or that which ossifies.

1840 Hoou Up Rhine 318 I'm Power is a frightful ossifier.

Ossiform fsilj>.im), a. rare. [f. L. type

*ossiform-is. f. PS, ossi- bone : see -FORM.] Of the

form of bone ; resembling bone ; bone-like.

1847-9 Tmm Tjv/. Anat. IV. 126/1 The origin of ossiform

particles. . in the brain.

t Ossi'fragant, a. Obs. rare'", [erron. f. L.

ossifragus bone-buaking + -AM' 1

.]

1656 lil.oiM Gkssogr-i ( >.v.v//>-rt/, that breaketh bones.

Ossifrage (fsifiMs). [ad. L. ossifrag-tts, -a,

name of a bird of prey, the 'bone-breaker', from

ossifragtis bone-brtakiiig, f. os, ossi- bone + frag-,
root ol frangcre to break. Cf. It. ossifraga.
The ossifraga of Pliny is identified l>y modern naturalists

with the Lanirnergeyer, which swallows and digests bones,
and is said to let them fall from a great height upon rocks

and stones so as lo break them. But the name appears to

have been early transferred in France and Kngland to the

Fish-hawk, to which, in its assumed modern forms or/rare,

c.v/7vi', it is now applied. Ossifngt has nibwqucntly been

taken directly from the I . form, either simply to render the

L., or to name the bird held to be meant by Pliny, but has '

sometimes been used merely as a synonym of OSPRKY. (In

modern Ornithology, Ossifraga has been awkwardly taken

by Bonaparte as generic naim- of the Giant Fulmar, a bird of

Ihe petrel family.) See also OSPRKY.]

1. As a rendering of L. ossifraga. or as a name
for the Lammeigeyer or Geir Eagle, or of some

kindred species identified with the bird called by
the Romans ossifraga.
1601 HOLLAND J'/itiy x. iii. 272 Some reckon yet another

kind of vtgle, which they call Barbatae ; and the Tuscanes,

Ossifiage. 1611 I'.tm.K Lev. xi. 13 The Eagle, and the Ossi-

I'r.iiH- I A'. /'. gier eagle], and the Ospray (CmKKrx the Aegle,
the Goshanke, the Cormoratinte ; U'VCLIF an egle, and a

griffyn, and a merlyoun ; PL KVKV an egle, and a grippe,
aliete ; /

'itlff. aquilam et gryphem,et haliajetumj. 1646 SIR

'I'. liKowsK'/Vxrf. Kp. 130 When the Septnagint makes use

of this word [ypiiiM. .Tremellins and our Translation hath

remlred it the Ossifrage, which is one kindc of Kagle. 1656
HI.OUNT Glvssogr., Ossifragi:, a kind of Kagle, having so

strong a beak, that therewith she breaks !>ones, and is there-

fore called a bone-breaker. 1688 R. HOI.MK Armoury n.

256/1 The Ossifrage, or Dispised Eagle, .is of greater Body,

yet of different colour, from the Kagle. 1871 WHYIE ,Mi.i -

VII.I.K Sarchcdon III. xi. 150 Such kin they seemed to their

comjticrors as the dog to the wolf, the Ossifrage to the eagle.

2. Identified with the OsPitKv or fish-hawk.

1658 PHILLIPS, Ossi/rag-f, a kind of Kagle which breaketh

bones with her beak, the same as Osprey. 1678 RAY
\\'ninthly's Ornitlt. 59 For the Ha&MtUI or Sea-Eagle we
will present the Reader with the Ossifrage of Aldrovandus..

a fierce and generous bird, preying upon Fish,and frequent-

ing not only Pools and Rivers, but al-o the Sea. 1871
llHuwMNG Kalaust. 123 Crook 'd clawo'the creature, cormo-

rant, Or Ossifrage, that. .hangs Afloat i' the foam.

Ossi'fragOUS, a. rare", [f.
L. ossifrag-us

(see prec.) + -Ofs.] Hone-breaking.

1711 P.AILKY, Ossifranffnt, Ossi/ragons, bone-breaking.

Hence in ASH, WOKCI.SIKK, WKBSIKR, etc.

t Ossifra'ngent, a. rare-", [f.
L. os bone +

frangenlcm, breaking.]
=

prec. q. v.

Ossify (fsif3i\ v. [f. L. os, ossi- bone + -IT :

cf. F. ossifier (1/09 in Ilatz.-Darm.).]

1. intr. To become or turn into bone ;
to change

from soft tissue into bone.

1713 CIIESEI.DF.N Anat. I. i. (1726) 5 Flat bones. .begin to

ossify in a middle point. 1741 A. MONKO Anat. Kaxct

(ed. $ 32 They become more solid,, .and at last ossify. 1871
MIVART Anat. 63 The walls of the two concave vertebral

articular cups may ossify.

b. Jig. To become hardened and callous; to

become rigid and fixed as regards progress.

1858 FRCH-DK Hist. Kng. 111. xv. 297 The natural instinct

of veneration had ossified into idolatry. 1891 Cli. Time*

2 Jan. 9/1 It is said in academic circles of a very successful

Fellow who rises too rapidly to high place, that he ossifies.

2. traits. To convert into bone ;
to harden, to

make like bone. (Chiefly in fassire.)

1711 Phil. Trans. Abr. V. 341 heading. The Arteries

Ossified. 1800 MCI/. Jriil. IV. 227 The coronary arteries.,

were ossified. 1849 Muiiuusos 6"//>/ xii. 303 The skeletons

of Ihese animals were all well ossified.

b. fig. To harden ;
to render callous, rigid, un-

progressive, or inoperative.

1831 Eraser's .Ifaf. III. 7 Their withers arc wrung, their

feelings are ossified. 1860 FARKAR Orig. Lang. v. 114 Our

phrases, often repeated, ossify the very organs of intelligence.

1877 R. H. HUTTON Ess. (ed. 2) I. 10 Ixing-contmued
doubt.. must in the end ossify the higher parts of the mind.

Hence O'ssifying vhl. si', and///, a.

1713 CHBSF.I.DKN Anat. i. i. (1726) 6 By the continual

addition of this ossifying matter, the bones increase. 1741

A MONRO Anat. Hones (ed. 3) 32 The ossifying of Bones.

1799 HATCHETT in 1'liil. Trans. LXXXIX. 325 The ossi-

fying substance, which is principally phosphate of lime, is

dissolved. 1898 L. STEPHEN Sttul. ofa Kwgr. II. iii. 78 His

nature had resisted the ossifying process which makes most

of us commonplace .. in later life.



OSSIVOROUS. 223 OSTENT.

Ossitacion, obs. form of OSCITATION.

Ossivorous (psrvoras), a. [f. L. os, ossi- bone
+ -vor-us devouring + -ous.] Bone-devouring,

feeding upon bones
;
in Path, bone-destroying.

1676 GKEW Mii$yui>Antit. Stomach -y Guts v. 20 A Dog,
and other Ossivorous Quadrupeds. 1842 Di XGLISON Med.
Lex.^Ossil'&rous . , A species oftumour, mentioned by Ruysch,
which destroys the bone. 1857 i' 1 M .\YNI-: .\-/>os. Le.i;

Osslet, obs. form of ( KSSKI.KT.

Ossous f(J'sas), a, rare. [ad. rare L. ossos-ns.]

Bony, osseous.

1831 T. HOPK Ess. Origin Man II. 357 A single ossous
tube. . . The gelatine of each hardens into an ossous plate.

t O'sapringer. Obs, rare~ l
. [Expanded from

Oyi'UKV: cf. OSPUINU.] = OSPKEY or OSSIFUAUE.

(In the passage quoted there is no Gr. equivalent.)
c 1611 CHAPMAN Iliad xvin. 557 Like t* the hawk surnam'd

the osspringer,. .Stoop'd from the steep Olympian hill.

II Ossuarium. ^V. -a. [Late Latin.]
= next.

1765 H. WAI.I'OI.K Let, to Montagu 26 .May, I will not

place
an ossuarium in my garden for my cat, before her

bones are ready to be placed in it. 1857 liiucii Anc. Pottery
(1858) I. 293 A remarkable vase.. found- .in a tomb near the

Piraeus, resembles in shape the glass ossuana of the Romans.

Ossuary (^ siwiari). [ad. late L. ossu&riwn^

irreg. f. os, ossi- bone; ?afttr mortudriwn mortuary.
Cf. mod.K. ossuaire (1835 in Diet. Ac-ad.}.]
A receptacle for the bones of the dead ; a bone-

vault, charnel-house; a bone urn.

1658 SIR T. BKOWNK Hydriot. 25 The earth had con-

founded the ashes of these Ossuarie.v 1678 PHILLIPS (ed. 4),

Ossuary ,
a Charnel-house or place where iJead-mens bones

are kept. 1832 (.1. DOWNKS Lett. Cont. Countries I. 155
The church and castle occupy the same elevated site.

Annexed to the former is a well-tilled ossuary, or bone-house.

1865 I.UHBOCK Preh. Times \. (1878) 139 These chambered

long barrows may have served as ossuaries. 1896 Tinit's

19 Mar. 3/6 Conveyed to an ossuary specially constructed in

the new cemetery. 1859 BARING-GoULO Bk. of West I. .\.

167 The dolmen, .was the faintly or tribal ossuary.

b. transf. A bone-cave, or deposit formed largely
of bones, belonging to late geological times.

1861 SIR F, PALGKAVK Norm. <V Eng. III. 329 Bringing the

ossuary of the Kirkdale Cave within the period even of the

last population of the wolds. 1862 K. H. PATTKRSOS Ess.

Hist, # Art 116 The caves and ossuaries of Franconia and

Upper Saxony.
c. fig. That in which relics of the dead past are

preserved.
1872 O. W. HOLMKS Poet Break/. -t. vi. 198, I love to go

tu his ossuary of dead transactions, as I would visit the

catacombs of Rome or Paris.

d. attrib. or as adj. Of or for the deposit of the

bones of the dead.

1857 WIGLKY 6V. Charles Korrontco's Instr. Eccl. Build.
xxvii. 5 This ossuary place or charnel house. 1859 JEPHSON
Brittany iv. 40 Charnel-house-; or ossuary chapels.

Oat, oste, obs. ff. OAST, HoarJ& (*~ *}, HOSTZ>.

Ostage, obs. form of HOSTAGE.

|| Osta-lgia, osta-lgy. Path. [f. Gr. oariov

bone + d\yos pain.] Neuralgic pain in a bone*

1853 OUNGLISOS Med. Lex., Ostalgia. 1857 MAYNE Expos.
Lex., Ostalgia. .ostalgy.

t Oste, v. Obs. rare. In 5 oatey. [a. OF. ostert

F. dter^\ trans. To put or take out, to remove.

-1450 LONELICH (7razVxxviii. 357 >it him be-hoveth to ben

Osteyed [Fr. ostes} In tlie Manere as here Is seide.

Osteal (p'Stzal), a. [f.
Gr. uari-ov bone + -AL.]

Of or pertaining to bone ; spec, of the quality of

sound produced by the percussion of bone.

1877 KOBKRTS Handbk. Med. (ed. 3) II. 11 The percussion
note may become somewhat osteal in quality. 1882 OWKN
in Longm. Mag. I. 66 Differences, osteal or dental. 1893
S. GEEAuscutt. < Percuss, itt. (ed. 4) 63 The highest pitched
tones are called Osteal because they are yielded by the hard

solid tissues, cartilage and bone. 1898 Atll'ittt'sSyst. Med.
V. 605 Osteal and Periostea! Cachexia.

Osteid (p'sti'iid). Path., Anat. [f.
Gr. krrt-ov

bone + -ID^.] An abnormal bony or calcareous

deposit in a tissue, tumour, etc. ; also, a bony
growth in the pulp-cavity of a tooth.

1892 in Syd. Sac. Lex.

Osteill, obs. form of HOSTEL.

Osteine, -in (?*st*|in). Anat. [ad.Gr.offrt'iV-os
made or formed of bone.] The substance of bone,

bony tissue, bone as a tissue.

1854 OWEN Skel. fy Teeth in Circ. Sc.,Org-an. Nat. I. 161

When tho-^e salts consist chiefly of phosphate of lime, the

tissues called
* osteine

',
or bone, and

'

dentine ',
or tooth, are

constituted, between which the chief distinction lies in the

mode of arrangement of the earthy particles. 1871 L. P.

MI:KKDITH Teeth 11878) 10 Beside these, are found albumen,
ti brine, osteine, glohuline, carbonate of lime, fluoride of cal-

cium,, .and other proximate principles.

Osteitis (pst*|3i'tia). Path. Also ostitis. [f.

Gr. uari-ov bone + -rns.] Inflammation in the

substance of a bone.

1839-47 TODD Cycl, Anat. III. 64/1 Acute arthritis of the

knee may be combined with acute osteitis of the bones. 1899
Allbutt's Syst. Med. VI. 551 The microscopic appearances
are those of rarefactive osteitis.

Hence Osteitic (-i'tik) a., of or pertaining to

osteitis. In recent Diets.

Ostel, obs. form of HOSTEL. Osteler(e, -ore,
obs. fT. OSTLER. Ostelment,var.HusTLEMENT Obs.

Ostend (^ste'nd), v. Now rare. [ad. L. osfend-

2re to stretch out before one's face, expose to view,

f. ob~, of'S- (OB- i) -f tendcre to stretch. Ostenure I

had ppl. stem either ostens- or ostent- ; hence I

ostensible^ extension
^ ostenfion, ost<?fit.] trans. To

show, reveal; to manifest, exhibit.

-1450 Mirour Satuacio/tn 3486 Uwellyng fourty Jayes
aTtL-r oft sith lie hym osCendit, Ibid. 4144 For vs his Cica-
trices he ostendid. 1489 Sc. Acts jus. //' 118141 222/1
I'l'oJ ostend and sehew ijuhal richt bai h.iid to l>e taking of

the samyn. 1590 J. PROCTOK in C. S. Kig'ht A't'//^'. A ij b,To
ostend the good will . . I alwaies bare toward your worship. ,

1613 Hi:\ \\OOD Silver Age v. \V'ks. 1874 III. 163 The mortals
Ostend their gratitude to vs the Clods. 1897 H. G. WELLS
Pfattuer Story (vA, 2) n He concealed rather than ostended
this curious confirmatory circumstance.

[The sense 'to appear prominently, to show itself yiven
in l)avies and copied by later diets., founded on a ijiiot.

from lip. Hall, lia^ no exigence ; the word \s offended.]
Hence Oste'nded///. a., displayed, manifested.
1608 AUMIN A\'c'sf Xi)in. (1880)45, I am. .made bould in

your ostended, curtcsies.

Ostensibility (0>tcnsibi*llti). [f.
OSTEXSIBLK

+ -ITV.] The quality of being ostensible; t <-'on-

spicuousness, ostentation (obs.').

17758. J. I'KAI i' Liberal O/>in. xxvii. fiySj) I. iSi I'eople
of low education, and little mind, were alway.i capable of a

silly Ostensibility, that sooner or later brought them into dis-

grace. 1795 Ifist, in Ann. Reg. 117 He studiously avoided

Ostensibility, and left to others the danger, as well as the

honour, of acting an open and explicit part.

Ostensible (pste'nslb'l), a. ^sb.} [a. K. osten-

sible (\ 740 in Diet. . -I fat/.), ad. L. type *ostensiln/-is

(med.L. in Laws ffen. /, c. So 1 1), f. ostens~ t ppl.
stem vfostend2rt\ see OSTEND.J
tl. That may he shown, exhibited, or presented

to view ; hence, presentable ; also, made or pre-

pared to be shown. Obs.

1762-71 H. \V.\i I'oi.K t'otncs Anccd. Paint. (17861 II. 140

[Rubens] was called to Paris by Mary de* .Medici, and

painted the o>teiisible history of li*-r life in the Luxemburgh.
1783 [,u. TI.-MH.I: Let. J Apr. in Uk. Bucfchm. Crt. (-to. ///

(1053) I. 2^6, I wish you lo write me an ostensible letter.,

upon the conduct of the Portuguese. 1798 RAY .'Iwrv. /,;c

AY/. (1809) I. 92 H. was the only ostensible person in the

country, P. having gone off, and C.'s estate not being Milii-

cient to make good the loss, a 1805 A. C'AKLVLK Aittsbwg.
i. (1860) 31 He took great pains to make them (especially the

tir>t, for ihe second was hardly ostensible) appear among his

best scholars. 1828 liKMHAM /f "X'i\ (1843) \. 591 \'ou should
. .send me two letters one confident iai, anotlier ostensible.

f2. That presents itself to view or shows itself

ofl
; open to public view; conspicuous, ostenta-

tious. Obs.

1782 in Ld. Macartney's Lift: Sic. (1807) I. 144 Were \\eto

adopt the ostensible and artificial language of that prudence
which [etc]. 1803 MKO. WKLLICSLKV Let. to A. ll'ellesley
26 June in Owen De$p. (1877) 302 The most direct and even
ostensible interposition of the ISritish authority. 1809
MALKIN Gil Klas x. ii. p 12 He hus been in an ostensible

situation, .and his father ought to be buried with all the
:

forms of state. 1828 Lu. GKKNVILLK Sink, l-'nnd 29 Which
..can exhibit to us only the outward and ostensible workings
of tins complicated mechanism.

3. Declared, avowed, professed ;
exhibited or put

forth as actual and genuine : often implicitly or

explicitly opposed to *

actual', 'real
1

, and so =

merely professed, pretended.
1771 Jnnius Lett. hv. 289 The best of princes is not dis-

pleased with the abuse which he sees thrown upon his

ostensible Ministers. 1786 UUHKK //'. Hastings Wks. 1842
II. 119 A party of British and other troops, with the nabob
in the ostensible, and the British resident in the real, com-
mand. 1837 HT. MARTINKAU Soc. Auter. III. 269 There will

be less that is ostensible and more that is genuine, as they
grow older. 1848 C. URONTK J. Kyre x. (1873) 85 My
ostensible errand on this occasion was to get measured for

a pair of shoes. 1874 GKKEN Short Hist. vii. 4. 381 Her
ostensible demand was for English aid in her restoration to :

the throne.

B. as sb. in //. Ostensible matters.

1861 J. PVCROFT Agony Point xxi'u. (1862) 231 When all

these positive essentials and ostensibles were so respectably
witnessed.

Ostensibly 0/ste-nsibli), adv. [f. prec. + -LY 2
.]

In an ostensible manner; avowedly, declaredly, .

professedly : distinguished from, and often im-

plicitly or explicitly opposed to '

actually', 'really', !

and so = under mere profession or pretence.
1765 H. WALPOLK I'ertue'sAnecd. Paint. II. ii. 6b He was I

even employed in the treaty of marriage, though ostensibly

acting only in the character of a painter. 1837 SYD. SMITH i

Wks. (1867) II. 249 He put his trust really where he put
'

his trust ostensibly. 1871 H. AINSWORTH Tower Hill n.

i, The neglected Queen was sent to Richmond, ostensibly
for change of air, but really that she might be out of the

way. 1874 I* S'ri'ii'HKN Hours in Library (1892) I. iv. 154
The characters which ostensibly play the chief part.

fb. Conspicuously, ostentatiously. Obs.

1855 Hr. MARTINKAU Autobiog. \. 272 Madame de Stael

was exhibited as ostensibly at the British Gallery as any of
the pictures on the walls.

Ostension (^ste-nfan). Also 5 -cion, 6 -tion.

[a. F. extension ( 1 3th c.), ad. L. o$tens-
t
ostention-em

t

n. of action from o$tend-2re : see OSTEND.]
fl. The action of showing ; exhibition, display ;

manifestation. Obs.

1474 CAXTON Chesse iv. ii. 147 For the solace of hym and
ostencion of loue. 1489 Sc. Acts Jos. /V (1814) 222/1
The said is personis,.has bene ofttymes Calltt for t>e oslen-

sioune and schewing of J>are Rich t is. 154* Sc. Acts Mary
(1814) 411/2 All vjeris lord is .. hes maid faith and sworne
. . be fce ostemioune of ^>eir rycht handis. a 16*5 Uovs Wks.

(1630) 678-9 Ostension,..!. in respect of the solemn inaugura-
tion of their Apostleship, on the feast of Pentecost ..2. Os-
tention in regard of the execution of their office. 1650 W,
Sclater* E.\f>, Rom. in Kp. Ded., Not to make use of for

ostension and ostentation. 1733 W. CKAWI-OKD Infidelity
(iS ;6) 1 1 6 Divine punishments, .are for tin; ostention of his

justice. 1789 T. TAVI.OK I'roclits 1 1. 24 The former |(J. K. I1

'.)

atinouiicing tbe production of something, but this [CJ. E. \).\

the o>tension and invention ufa thing it-quired.

2. Keel. The action of holding forth the Eucha-
rislic elements to the sij^ht of the people.
1607 Sc/u'L /*isc. tigst. Antichr, i. i. 31 Some Churches re-

taine the eleuation still, not for adoration like the Papists,
but for ostensiun to tbe people. i6gz \\v. PA i KICK Ansiv.
Touchstone ^ At tlie ostcn^i-in of tbe Ureadof the Kucharist,
and tbe Cup of lilessing. 1867 C. WALKKR Ritual Reason
If hy 127 The rite was called the

'

elevation
'

or lifting up,
viewed under the first aspect ; the

'

ostcnsion,' or showing,
viewed under tbe second.

Hence tOste'nsional, a. Obs. [L. ostenfiontllis^
1656 lIi.ui.'M Gl0s.\t\i;-r., (Ivfi-nsiena/, a Souldier attending

the Prince in publiijue Shews.

Ostensive (^ste-nsiv), a. [ad. late I,. osteHSiv-

its ('syllogismus oatensivus'Boeth. Aristof. Anal.},
f. ostt'ns- (see OsTfiKSlBLE^ : sce-iVE; in }?.osU'nsift

-we (i4th c. in Hatz.-Darm.).]
1. Manifestly or directly demonstrative; spec, in

Logic, Sotting forth a general principle manifestly

including the proposition to be proved.
Offensive

retiitcfieitj
reduction by tin: diix-Lt processes uf

conversion, permutation, and transposition, as opposed to

indirect reduction, e. g. far /////< '.v.v/71/A .

1605 i:.\, ON .-My. Li\trn. n. .\iv. $ 3 Tbe Proposition. .re-

duced to the Principle.. they terme a Probation Osiensiue.

1614 | vrKSON Ct t 't:d ill. i.x. i It hath l;e< ne manifesLed . . by
n [rn-iiie jirooti.- from Scri|iiures, 1697 tr. Bltrgersdictiis
/its L<\%ic ll. i.\. 42 KeductitJii is either ostensive or eke l<y

way of impossible. 1711 /int. AfolL) \\\ No. t'. i/_> \\ e

cannot give an Ostensive Demonstration of this. 1836 MK
W. HAMILTON Di&uss. (1852) 305 The tu,, species of Mathe-
matics the Geometric or ( >stensive, and the Algebraic or

Symbolical. 1870 JI-.VI-NS l-'.lcni. /.t>t;tt x\ii. i.^'T
I)L- siinplci-

prt>cess ot direct or as it is often called u.stensive reduction.

b. Professedly demonstrative ; specious.
1844 AY.avl'ri'. Mag. LV. '.?.;S No proof. .can be so shouy

and ostensive to a stranger, as that which is supplied by this

vindictive pamphlet.
2. 'Showing, betokening* (J.); declarative.

J 755 m JOHNSON. 1877 K. C . im> J'hiJos. A'.i'/.' n. xix. Cui

Tht: ideas of reason aic heuristic, not ostensive, they enable
Us to ask a question, not to ^i\c the answer.

3. = ( >STKNSIUJ.K iZ. 3.

i78z Miss I'TKSI \ Ct'i ilia ix. \i, I have always observed,
that wheie one scheme answus two purposes the ostensive

is never the purpose most at heart. i8i5/V///<* II. 251 Sbe
was aware of a motive to the visit, \n addition to the osten-

sive one. 1830 \V. PHILLIES J//. Sinai in. 413 Klse, where -

foie thus, No cause oslensive. .Desert the people?
Hence Oste-nsively ddv. [cf. late L. 'per im-

possibde, et ostensive', lioetli.], in an ostensive

manner; a. demonstratively, directly; b. avowedly,

professedly, ostensibly.
a 1774 I.LOVD Funi. Kp. to Friend Poems (1790) 275 Affect-

ing cynical grimace., In rags and tatters, strole the street;

Ostensively exceeding wise. 1782 Hist. A'/tr. in Ann. Reg.
240*72 The enemy rested all their hopes now, at least

ostensively, on the defeat of Lord Howe's fleet. 1847 Di:

gi-INCKV t'rot?sttuitisiu\f\i*. 1858 VIII. 108 A postulate of

the human reaAOn, , .not pro\-ed ostensively, but indirectly

proved as being. . presupposed in other necessities.

Ostensoir, -orio, -oriuin : see OSTKXSORY.

t Ostensor. Ohs. rare. next.

1804 Captiw of I'aUnce II. 52 He [Joseph II] has for-

bidden tbe use of the ostensor to give the benedictions of
the holy sacrament, except m particular churches.

Ostensory (fste'nsori). Also in Kr., It.,

L. forms in -oir, -orio, -orium. [ad. med.L,

ostensori-itm, f. 0fcJ-,ppl. stem of ostcndfre : see

OSTEXD and -OHY J
.] A receptacle in which to dis-

play the Host to the congregation; a monstrance.

1722 J. RICHARDSON Statues, etc. Italy 205 The Eucha-
ristical Presence. .is express'd by the Host in the Golden
Ostt'nsfirio on the Altar. 1760-72 tr. yuan % Uiloas I'oy.

(ed. 3) II. 39 The sacred vessels, the chalices, ostensoriums. .in

the richness ofwhich there is a sort of emulation between the

several churches. 1833 Catholic Mag. July 506 His splendid

ostensoir, or remonstrance, supported by angels, which cost

200 florins. 1834 KECKFORD Italy II. 49 The light of in-

numerable tapers blazing on the diamonds of the ostensory.

1839 New Monthly .Mag. LV. 551 The priest turned round
with the glittering ostensory in his hand. 1861 C. P.

HODGSON Rcsid. Nagasaki \\. 143 The lighted tapers on the

altar, the cliaplet, the aureole, the ostensoir, . . the incense,

the prayer for the dead, are facts to be noted [in Japanese

worship]. 1888 Harper's Mag. Feb. 371/2 The priest.,

walked under the canopy, and held the ostensorium up in

an imposing manner as high as his head.

Ostent (^sle'nt), sb.l Now rare. [ad.L. ostent-

um (pi. -a) something shown, a prodigy, sb. use of

neuter pa. pple. of ostend-2re\ see OSTEND. Rarely
in L. form.] A sign, portent, wonder, prodigy.
1563-87 FOXE A. <y M. (1684) II. 94 Which miraculous

ostent, passing the ordinary course of natural causes., was

sent of God. 1598 CHAPMAN Marhnue's Hero $ Leandcr
iv. Argt., Ostents that threaten her estate. <ri6n Iliad

II. 280 Wise Jove is he hath shown This strange ostent to us.

1663 J. SI-KNCER Prodigies (1665) 185 When he was a Hoy in

the Low-Countries, some Ostcnta of like condition were

shewn him about the beginning of the Helgick Wars. 1741

T FRANCKI.IN tr. Cicero's Nat. Gods n. 83 From wheno

they are called Ostents, Signs, Portents, Prodigies. i8ia

W. TKNNANT Attster F. iv. Ui, A globe of fire (miraculous



OSTENT.

osteut). 1898 T. HARDY 11'fssf.r J'tvwsg The Night waxed
wan, As though with an awed sense of such ostent.

Ostent (^ste'nt), sl>.'2 Now rare. [ad. L.

ostenttt-s a showing, displaying, show, display,

parade, f. ppl. stem of ostcnd-crc : see OSTKNI*.]
1. The act of showing ; manifestation, indication

;

show, display, appearance.
1596 SHAKS. .Werch. l-

f
. ii. ii. 205 Vse all the obseruance of

ciuilHtie Like one well studied in a sad ostent To pit-rise his

tliandam. Ibid. viii. 44 Imploy your chiefest thoughts To
courtship, and such faire ostents of loue As shall con-

ucnientiy become you there. 1646 (1. DAMKI. J'ocms \Vks.

1878 I. 59 Dost aright discerne Twixt vertue and ostent.

1657 W. MOKICE-: Cot'na quasi Kotri) Dial. v. 245 Those
Reasons., whereof they make ostent with so many plausible
amplifications. 1784 COWI-KK Task vi. 487 Atheist in ostent,
Vicious in act, in temper savage-fierce. 1818 J.-\s. MILL
Urit. India 1 1. v. v. 547 In name and ostent, the sovereignty
of the Nabob .. was not to be infringed. 1861 PATMORK in

.M<nm. Mag. V. 26 Nature's infinite ostent Of lovely
flowers in wood and mead.

2. Vainglorious display, ostentation.

1598 HAKCKI.EY Ft-fic. Man (16311 183 All such whom
glory swels with proud ostent. 1609 HKVWOOU Brit. Troy
Mil. v, Thou proud Achilles with thy great ostent. 1639
ii. DAMH. F.cciits. v. i Trust not in Riches, with a vaine
Ostent Of Ku lines. 1895 W. WAI SON Father of Forest 13
Goodly the ostents are to thee And pomps of time.

b. with //. An embodiment of ostentation.

1638 BKIUI.OAKF in yv'isonits I'irHitS, [Sui.hJ may have
'1 he vain o>tents of pride upon tlieir grave. 1652 lit NLOVVKS

iht'oph. xu. xcii, Ambitious obelisks, ostents of Pride.

t Ostent, v. Obs. [ad. 1''. ostcntt-r (i6th c. in

Godef.), ad. I,, ostenta-re to show off, frc(|. of

vstMtditre : see (J.STKNi).] ^=OSTKNTATK 7'.

1531 KI.VUT Gov. 11. xiv, Semblably tlier be some, that by
dissimulation can ostent or *hewe a high grauitle. 1583
Sit'iiKt.s Anat. Afrits, i. (1879) 30 The pride of the mouttie
. .consisteth . . in ostenting and braggyng of some singular
vertue.. in himselfe or some other of his kinred. 1615 T.
ADAMS F.ng. Xicktiess \\'ks. i36i 1. 415 Malice not only
discovers, but ostenteth her devilish eftects. 1633 Exp.
2 Pt'tt'r i. 7 There is nothing more easy than lo ostent the
love of Clod.

tOste-ntate, ppl- a. Obs. rare- 1
, [ad. L.

fsftnttit-us, pa. pple. ofw/f;//<?>?: see next.] Boasted,

vaingloriously displayed.
1615 'i'. ADAMS Bltickc Devill 53 I.ike the speckled

innocency of the Papists in their ostentate charity.

Ostentate U''stent^
l

t), v. Now rare '?only
f\ -V.). [f. L. ostentiit-, ppl. stem of ostentare,

frcq. of ostend-cre : see OSTEND.]
1. trans. To make a show of, show off, display

ostentatiously or boastfully.
i 1540 Sitrr. Northampton Priory in Prance Addit. Xarr*

Pof>. Plot 36 Christs Holy Kvangely, which .. wee did
ostentate and openly devant to keepe most exactly. s6a>

Fathcrby's Atlu'om. Pref. 20. 1676 Doctrine of Dmils
181 He was not for extravagant Rambles, as most Criticks

are; Vain-gloiiously to ostentate their great Reading, and
Subtile Conjectures, upon small, or no occasions. 1702 C.

MATHER Magn. Chr, vn. v. (1852) 546 This proud Thraso
would in his preaching ostentate *kill in Latin, and in

(lieelc. 1886 Anii-ncan XII. 264 'I'he viburnums ostentate
their cymes of fruit. 1889 Ilnd. 21 Uec. 192/1 San Marco.,
ostentates upon the upper portion of its fafade all the florid

detail of the Venetian manner.

tb. intr. for rejl. To boast. Obs.

1670 (i. H. Hist. Cardinals in. m. 323 Let not him that is

Head of a Faction, ostentate too much.

f2. To show, display. Obs.

1630 LOKU Kanians $ P^rsccs 37 Not ostentating himselfe
to publike view, but living recluse.

Ostentation (ftUfnt**Jaa). [a. F. ostentation,
OK. -acion ^1366 in Hatz.-Darm.), ad. L. <.$tentCi-

tion-em
t
n. of action ii&vn. ostentare: see prec.]

T!. The presaging of future events; a presage;
a portent, prodigy. Obs. rare.

1436 /W. roems (Rolls) II. 190 Many a day Men have be
fcrde of here rebellioun By grete tokenes and ostentacioun.

1607 TOI-SHLL Foiir-f. beasts (1658) 263 There have been
predictions or ostentations of things to come, taken from a
Wolf, a Fox, a Serpent, and a Horse, which were called

Auspicia redestria.

2. The action of showing or displaying ; a show,
exhibition, display (^/"something). In quot. 1865
= DKMONSTHATION 6 (military). Obs. or arch.
T534 MORE Coinf. agst. Tril'. u. Wks. 1191/1 Al theyr

wonderful workes draw to no fruteful end, but to a fruhe-
lesse o>tentacion and shew. 1587 FI.KMIXG Contn. Holinshed
III. 1557/2 With such other false ostentations of immanitie.

1599 SHAKS. Much Ado iv. i. 207 Publish it, that she is dead
indeed: Maintaine a mourning ostentation. 1606 Ant.
/( Cl. in. vi. 52 Hut you are come A Market-maid to Rome,
and haue preuented The ostentation of our loue; which left

vnshewne, Is often left vnlou'd. 1608 TOPSELL Serpents
(1658) 594 When .. they make ostentation hereof in the
Market, or publique Stage, they suffer them to bite their
own flesh. -1 1716 SOUTH Serin. (17441 X. vii. 221 For osten-
tation of strength and valour, at their publick sights and
shows. 1865 CARLYI.E Fredk. Gt. xix. iv. (1872) VIII. 153
Finck to ride-out reconnoltering . .and to make motions and
ostentations.

tb. Mere show, appearance, apparition; false

show, pretence. Obs.

1607 TOPSELL Fonr-f. Beasts (1658) 354 In truth there was
no such thing, and all was but a fantastical ostentation.

1649 MILTON Fikon. ii. 21 He .. who thinks by such weak
policies and ostentations to gaine beliefe and absolution,

tc. A spectacular show or exhibition. Obs.

1588 SHAKS. /.. L. L. v. L 118 The King would haue mee

224,

present the Princesse. .with some delightfull ostentation, or

show, or pageant, or anticke, or tire-worke.

3. Display intended to attract notice or admira-
tion

; pretentious parade, vainglorious
'

showing off*.

c 1450 tr. DC Imitations MI. lix. 139 Grace also techib to. .

eschue veyne plesaunce & osientacion. 1555 EDEN Decades
To Rdr. (Arl>.) 49 The fonde and barbarous ostentation of

superfluous riches. 16*5 K. LONG tr. Barclay s Argents \\.

xvii. 117 Under colour of seeking to learne wisdome, but in-

deed lo make ostentation of his owne. 1661 I'a/>t'rs on
Alter, Prayer-bk. 22 'i'he ostentation of his good works, is

not the work of a good Christian. 1764 (IOI.DSM. Trav. 273
Hence ostentation here, with tawdry art, Pants for the vulgar
praise which fools impart. 1874 ( 'IRFEN Short Hist. viii. 3.

483 The frivolous ostentation of Buckingham .. gave point
to the fierce attack.

Ostentatious fstfnt/i-Jas), a, [f. OSTENTA-
TION : see -lors. i las displaced the earlier ostenta-

tivt, osfentatory, ostentive, ostentons.~\
1. Characterized or marked by ostentation : a. Of

actions, personal qualities, etc. : Performed, exer-

cised, or set forth in a way calculated to attract

attention or admiration* boastful.

[1656 BLOL-XT tilossogr., Ostentatitioits [? w/V/r.], set out
for slit-w or vain-glory. J 1701 Bivg. in Stanley's Hist. Philos.
o This Philosophy has. .charmed a World of People by its

Proud and Ostentatious Principles. 1716 AUDISON Free-
/tf>/t/i->-No. ^9 5 Hi-, Religion was sincere, not ostentatious.

1782 Miss Hi'KXKv Ceel tin u. ii, A display of importance so

ostentatious made Cecilia already half repent her visit. 1825
MAI. ATI.AY A'j-jr., Milton (, 1887.) i6To imitate the ostentation.**

generosity of those ancient knights. 1849 Hist. Fug. \ii.

II. 187 Lewis, with that ostentatious contempt of public law
which was characteristic of him, occupied Orange, .and con-

fiscated the revenues. 1874 HKI.I-S Si>c. /VtM-r. xiv. 190 Sir

John had taken up his place in a corner of the room, in an
attitude of ostentatious humility.

b. Of a person.
In quot. 1673 app. Making a false show, pretentious.
1658 [implied in OSTENTATIOUSNESS}. 1673 I)RYL>I-;N Marr.

,i la Mode iv. v, As ostentation? priests, when souls they
woo, Promise their heaven to all, but grant to few. 1700
DKVOEN Fables Ued. (1721) 4 Lest I offend your modesty,
which is so far from being ostentatious of the good yon do
that it blushes even to have it known. 1791 UUSWKI.L Life
Johnson Advt., Were I to detail the books which I have
consulted. . 1 should probably be thought ridiculously osten-

tatious. 1818-60 WHAT ELY Connii.-pL Bk. (1864) 150 A
woman who is really beautiful and is always making a show
of herself. . would be justly censured as ostentatious. 1865
LIYINGSTOXK Zambesi xxv. 521 They are not, like the Mo-
hammedans, ostentatious in their prayers. 1884 A. PALL
Hist. Reform, iv. 71 Active and ostentatious partisans of
the French revolutionary movement.
2. Fitted by appearance, position, or the like to

attract attention ; conspicuous, showy. Obs. (or

blending with I a).

1713 STKKLE Guard. No. 6^5 Coach or troop horses, of
which that county produces the most strong and ostentatious.

1790 PENNANT London (1813) 618 That honorable memorial
..should., be placed in the most ostentatious situation. 1883
FKOUDK Short Stud. IV. v. 356 This pair.. are the chief

figures in the most ostentatious monument in the. .chapel.

Osteiita tiously, adv.
[f. prec. -f -LY -.] In

an ostentations manner
;

in a way calculated to

attract notice ; with boastful parade or display.
1703 J. SAVAGE Lett. Antients xiv. 74 You do nothing

ostentatiously. 1781 GIBBON Decl. y F. (1869) II. xxxvi.

332 The wealth of two empires was ostentatiously displayed.
1850 LYEI.L -2nd I 'tsit U. S. 1 1. 83 The prejudices of a white

aristocracy, ostentatiously boastful of its love of equality.

1897 MARY K.INGSLKY //'. Africa 57 When yon go outside
Clarence you come across the Bubi ostentatiously unclothed

I say ostentatiously for the benefit of ethnologists.

Ostenta tiousness. [f. as prt-c. + -XESS.]
The quality or condition of being ostentatious.

1658 EAKI. MONM. tr. Partita's ll'ars Cyprus 124 To lose

their lives without any advantage, would be rather a sign of
foolish ostentatiousnesse, than of true worth. 1782 Char, in

Ann. /\'t'g". 52/1 They learn.. to despise ostentatiousness, as

being sinful. 1882 L. STKI-HEN Swift y. 103 It would be a

great mistake to infer that this ostentatiousness of authority
concealed real servility.

tOste'ntative, a. 0/>s. [f. L. ostcntat- (see
O.STENTATK V.} + -1VK.] a. OSTENTATIOUS laj
b. = OSTENSIBLE.
1600 W. WATSON Deciico'efon (1602) 73 An ostentatuie

sleeght and vaineglorions deuice. 1601 Import. Consid.

(1831) 18 An outward ostentalive shew of advancing the
Secular Priests. 1638 Div. $ Pol. Observ. To Rdr. 3 Out
of such a vaine glory as ostentatlve persons affect. 1653 H.
MORE Antid. Ath. i. ii. 4. 12 The arguments.. I do not
bestow that ostentative term of demonstration upon them.

1685 Groiiaifs Courtier's Orac. 251 There are ostentative

Nations, and the Spanish with the first. 1689 tr. Buchanan's
De Jure Rcgni apnd Scotos ~$$ lly

the odiousness of one ill

deed they loose all the thanks of their Ostentative bounty.
Hence tOste'ntativelya^. = OSTENTATIOUSLY.
1668 H. MOKK Div. Dial. in. xxxii. (1713) 266 We do not

wantonly and ostentatively produce those Keys, but at a
dead lift, when no other method will satisfie him.

tOstenta'tor. Obs. [a. L. ostentator, agent-n.
from ostentare (( )STENTATK) ; cf. F. ostentatettr^

'SSS'] An ostentatious person; a bragger, boaster.

1611 COTGR., Ostentatenr, an ostentator, boaster, bragger,
vaunter. 1639 W. SCLATEK // 'orthy Cotnwun. 38 And yet who
such aAaore, and Thrasonicall ostentatonrs of antiquity
as these? 1642 T. MORTON Presentni. Schismatic 3 When
this ostentator shall look behind him and see. .what number
of Disciples he draweth behind him.

tpste'ntatory, a. Oh. rare- 1

, [ad. L. os-

tentCitori-ns, f. ostentator: see-OBY. In OF. ostenta-

toire (i6th c. in Godef.).] = OSTENTATIOUS.

OSTEO-.

i57 G. STARKEY Helmont's I'iiuf. To Rdr., 'Tis no
unlikely but some captious Antagonist may ccnsni-e my
Aphorisms as ostentatory.

t Ostenta-trix. Obs. rare~. [a. L. ostenta-

trix, fern, of ostentator : see-TRlx. CLY.os/enta-
trice (Montaigne, 1580).] An ostentatious woman.
1611 COTCK., Ostintatrice, an ostentatrix, braggardesse,

boasting woman.

tOste-ntful, a. Obs.
[f. OSTENT rf.' + -FUL.]

Full of omen
; portentous, ominous.

1608 CHAPMAN- ISyroris Tiag. Plays 1873 II. 281 All then

together are indeed osientfull. 1615 Odyss. XV. 214 If
this ostentful thing iThis eagle, and this goose) touch us,
or you.

fOste-ntial, a. Obs. rare- 1
, [Irreg. f. OSTEXT

sb.-, or L. ostent- ppl. stem + -IAL. ?for ostenlual.}
'( Externally shown or apparent.
1609 TOL-RXECR Fun. Poctue Sir F. I'crt 562 The breath uf

his divulg'd pretence, Suited with fit ostemiall iilstruinenls.

tOstenti-ferous.a. Obs. rare- a
. [(.\..ostentifer

portentous. f.ostent-umOBIfBT sb.l : see -FEHOI s.
]

1656 BI.OUNT trfosspgr., Osteiitiferons, that which brings
monsters or strange sights.

tOste'irtive, Obs.
[f.

L. oslenl-. ppl. stem :

see OSTENJJ and -HE.]
- OSTEXTATIOTS.

1599 NASHK Lenten Sfrffl 22 The red herring., empals our

sage senalours . .in princely scarlet as pompous ostentyue as
the Vimiquater or Lady TYoynouant. 1614 STIRLING Dooms-
day iii, That pompous bird which still in triumph bears
Rolled in a circle his ostentive taile. 1670 J. LAW in

Laitderdale Papers tCamden) III. App. 234 The Bishop . .

desired M r Gilbert Burnett to reply, which he did in an
ostentive manner. 1730 Ld. .Mar's Legacy to Son (1897) 186
The. .affected and ostentive way of the Church of Rome.

: Oste ntous, a. Obs. [f. OSTEXT sb? + -ova:

cf. portentous. The etymol. form would be "oslen-

t'nous
',

in late L. ostenttu'siis (Onomast. Lat. Gr.),
f. ostentit-s.~\

= OSTENTATIOUS.
1624 T. SCOTT Btlg. Soitld. 8 A fourth spareth not the

ostentous braverie of Princes, and excesse of apparrell.
6-1645 Huwi'.l.t. Lett. I. v. xxi.x. (1726) 224 L^pon the highest
.Muuntain 'niongst the Alps, he (Louis XIII] left this

ostentous Inscription upon a great Marble Pillar. 1687 -\ <; ( '

Atlantis i. 377 Ostemuus Pomp the simple mind doth please.
Hence fOste'ntously atlv. , ostentatiously.
1665 J. WfBii .S7<><--//e'^ (1725) 174 Then enters Olaus

\Vutmius boldly with great Stones; and to him Doctur
Charleton ostentously with mighty Stones.

OsteO- (c'stzo), before a vowel also oste-,

combining form of Gr. bario-v bone, entering into

many derivatives, chiefly anatomical: see the more

important words in their alphabetical places.

Osteo-a-nevtrysm, pulsating tumour of a bone.

||
Osteoartliri'tis [Gr. apSpins gout], inrlamma-

tion of the bones of a joint. O'steoblast [Gr.
^Aatrrus bud, germ], Gegenbaur's term for granular

I corpuscles found in all developing bone as the acthe
I agents of osseous growth ;

hence Osteobla'stic a.,

of, .pertaining to, or having the character of osteo-

blasts. Osteoca.ch.e-xy [Gr. naxt(ia ill condi-

tion], defective constitution or structure of the

bones (Mayne Expos. Lex. 1857) ;
so Osteo-

cache ctic a. Osteocartila'giuons a., of or

consisting of bone and cartilage. || Osteochon-
dri tis [Gr. X"V&P* cartilage], inflammation of

cartilage extending to the bone (Syd. Sac. Lex.}.

|| Osteochondro-ma [(ir. \Mpos cartilage], osteoid

tissue containing cartilage which may calcify and

ossify. Osteoclio-ndrophyte [Gr. iprrruv growth],
an osseous cartilaginous tumour.

||
Osteo'clasis

[Gr. /fXatris fracture], fracture of a bone to correct

a deformity ; dissolution or destruction of bone
tissue. O'steoclast [Ger. ostcoklast, f. Gr. n\aoTus

; broken], (a Kolliker's term for the many-nucleated
colossal cells, found in growing bone, and con-

cerned with the absorption of osseous tissue in the

formation of the medullary spaces in cartilage ;

(A) a surgical instrument for effecting osteoclasis.

Osteocla'stic a., of or belonging to osteoclasis.

||
Osteoco nima [G r. xu/i/ia a piece] ,

a bone-segment,
as a vertebra. O-steocope, also ||Osteo-copus

[Gr. 6<rrOKo7Toy, f. KUTIOS striking, toil, iatigue],

I

violent wearing pain in the bones, esp. of syphilitic

origin; syphilitic rheumatism; hence Osteoco-pic

a., relating to osteocope. Osteode ntine [DEN-

j

TINE], Owen's term for ossified connective tissue in

the pulp-cavity of a tooth, esp. in the teeth of

some cetaceans and fishes. Osteode rmal. Os-

teode'rmatous, Osteode'rmous aiijs. [Gr. Ofppa

skin], having a partly ossified skin; having os-

seous plates or spicules deposited in the skin, as

in the sturgeon. || Osteody nia, also -o'dyny

[Gr. uSvvr) pain], chronic persistent pain in bones

(Mayne). Osteoga'ng-reue, gangrene in a bone.

O steogen [Gr. uarfuitvi^i produced by bone, ru

uaTto-yfvis the marrow], a soft transparent sub-

stance in growing bone which undergoes ossifica-

tion by the deposit of lime salts. O'steolite [Gr.
Ai'0os stone], compact earthy calcium phosphate,
similar to bone-phosphate, resembling lithographic



OSTEOCOLLA.

stone. O'teolith = OSTEOCOLLA. fOsteoli'thical

a., consisting of petrified or fossil bones. ||Osteo-
mala cia, -mala'kia [Or. fta\aftia softness], soften-

ing of bones due to the gradual disappearance of

earthy salts; also called )na!acosteon\ hence Osteo-

mala'cial, Osteomala'cic adjs. t pertaining to or

affected with osteomalacia ; softened or half-de-

stroyed as regards bony structure. Osteomala'ctic
a. [Gr. pakaKTifcus emollient], having the effect of

softening bone (Mayne). O'steomere [Gr. ftfpos .

part]
= Ostt'ocomma.

|| Osteomyeli'tis [Gr. /ivtAo?

marrow], inflammation of the marrow of a bone.
|

Osteo-odo iitome : see quot. and ODONTOMK.

|| Osteoperiosti'tis, inflammation of the perios- ,

teum extending to the bone. O'steopkage [Gr.

<t>aj(tv to eat]
= Osteoclast (ci). || Osteo'phagns

[after sarcophagus^ a box or chest of bones: see

quot. j| Osteophlebi'tis [Gr. <f>\ty, </)\fy3- vein],
inflammation of the veins of a bone (Syd. Soc.

,

Lex.}. O'steoplast, a modified Ostcoblast (Syd. \

Soc. Lex.}. Osteopterygious a. [Gr. irrfpuyiov \

fin], having bony fins
;

of or belonging to the I

Ostcopterygii) an order of fishes in Macleay's
classification. || Osteosclero'sis [Gr. GK\Tjpca<jts

induration], hardening of a bone. Osteosto'-

matuus, Osteo'Stomous adjs. [Gr. <rro/ia mouth],
having a bony mouth or osseous jaws. Osteo-

syndesmolo'gical a. [SYHDE8MOLOGY], pertaining
to the anatomy of bones and ligaments. || Osteozo'a,

//. of Osteozo'ou [Gr. (a>ov animal], Blainville's
|

term for Vcrtebrata\ hence Osteozo'an a., verte- !

brate (Harris Diet. Med. Term. 1867). ||
Osteo-

zoa'ria [Gr. fadpiov, dimin. of <of animal],
Milne-Edwards's term for Vertebrata.

1878 HOI.DKN Hum. Osteol. (ed. 5) 18 Occasionally seen as
,

the result of chronic
*osteo-arthritjs. 1879 St. George's llosfi.

Rep. IX. 260 Case of osteo-arthritis of the hip. 1875 SIR W.
TURNER in Encycl. Brit. I. 855/1 [Bone] is due to a develop-
ment of new corpuscles, which Gegenbaur has named 'osteo-
blasts. Ibid.

i Colossal, many-nucleated cells, .derived from
the *osteo-blastic cells in the medulla. 1884 MACKENZIE
l)is. Throat $ N'ose II. 480 An *osteo-carttlaginous plate ex-
tended., across to the under edge of the lower turbinated I

body. 1873 T. H. GRKKN Introd. Pathol. 136 *Osteo-chon-
!

drama, which in structure more closely resembles bone than

cartilage. 1847-9 TOIJD Cycl. Anat. IV. 135/2 Cruveilhier's i

*osteochondrophyte is a production of this class. 1872
Monthly Microsc. Jrnl. July 134 He [Kiilliker] designates j

them *

*osteoclasts
'

(or osteophages). 1875 SIR \V. TURNER '

in Encycl, Brit. I. 856/2 The product of the formation of i

osseous tissue by the agency of the osteo-blasts, and of its
|

absorption or destruction by the action of the osteo-klasts.
j

1706 PHILLIPS, *Osteoc/>i, Pains in the Bones. 1861 lit M-
STEAD I7en. Dis. (1879) 685 "Osteocopic pains, and nodes
especially, often disappear in an almost marvellous manner.
1897 AllbulfsSyst. Med. II. 497 The osteocopic and myalgic
pains are agonising at times. 1849-52 Ton Cycl. A nut.
IV. 867/2 There is also .. a small central tract of *osteo-
deniine in old teeth. 1854 OWKM Skcl. $ Teeth in Circ. Sc. t

Organ, A'*/. I. 265 The transition from dentine to vaso-den-

tine, and from this to osteo-dentine, Is gradual, and the re-

semblance of osteo-dentine to true bone is very close. 1878
T. BRYANT Pract. Surg. I. 561 Radicular odontomes gener-
ally consist of osteo-dentine more or less covered-in by
a layer of dentine. 1881 OWEN in Nature XXIII. 402 A
reptilian *osteodermal character in the mammalian class.

1857 MAYNR Expos. Le.r., *Osteodermatous. 1875 BENNETT
ft Inn tr. Sac/is' Bot. 625 Polished plates of marble, dolo-

mite, or "osteolite (calcium phosphate) are covered with sand
to the depth of a few inches, and seeds are then sown in the
sand. 1857 MAYNE Expos. Lcx.

t *Osteolith, another name
for the Osteocolla or glue-bone stone. 1794 Phil. Trans.
LXXXIV. 405 This *osteolithical stratum extends every
way far bernmh the limestone rock. 1822-34 Goods Study
Med. fed. 4) IV. 249 The genus softening of bones, he proposes
to call *Osteo-malakia

t
and he divides it into two species.

1845-6 tr. SIMONS Anim. Ghent. II. 406 An analysis.,
of the bones of a man .. who died from osteomalacia.

1876 tr. Wagners Gen. Path. 328 In *osteomalacial bones.

1854 JONKS SIEV. Pathol. Anat. (1874) 831 ^Osteomyelitis
..inflammation of the red osseous Medulla and of the pulp
contained

in^
the Cancelli of spungy bone. 1898 AllbntCs

Syst. Med. V. 777 Associated particularly with injuries and
diseases of bones, such as osteomyelitis. 1870 tr. Strieker s

Hum. Histol. xv. 470 We find in the dentine of the teeth . .

masses with bone lacuna;, termed Odon tomes by Virchow,
and ""osteo-odoniomes by Hohl. 1893 Syd. Soc. Lex.)
"Osteoperiostitis. 1896 Allbutfs Syst. Med. I. 840 The fre-

quent occurrence of osteitis, osteoperiostitis, or abscess of
bone which so often follow in the wake of the disease. 1872
*Osteophage [see Osteoclast}. 1895 Edin. Rev. Jan. 210

Among the boxes of bones found in the caves of the Mount
of Olives,., brought from elsewhere, for interment near the

expected site of the Last Judgement, ..one *osteophagus
bears the name of Jnclah

'

in Hebrew, with a square cross
marked below.

1839-47 TODD Cycl. Anat. III. 1005/2 The
*osteopterygious Fishes exhibit powers of reproduction
equally extraordinary. 1857 MAYNK Expos. Lex,, *Ostto- i

sclerosis. 1901 Brit. Med. Jrnl. 29 June 1604 The bones I

[in general paralysis of the insane] generally show a high
j

degree of osteo-sclerosis. 1857 MAYNE Expos. Lex.^ Osteo- '

stomatns, applied by Dumeril to a Family of osseous, holo-
brancluous fishes, comprehending those having jaws natur-

ally osseous, *osteostomatous. 1891 Cent. Diet., *Ostet>sto~
mous. 1881 Catal. Trustees Univ. Pennsyh: 72 The *osteo-

syndesmological laboratory is under the supervision of the
Professor of Anatomy.

II Osteocolla ({':stwkp-la). [mod.L. (1565 Ges- I

ner), f. OSTEO- + Gr. *<J\Aa glue.] A deposit of !

carbonate of lime forming an incrustation on the i
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roots and stems of plants: found in sandy ground,
esp. in some parts of Germany. Also called ghte-
bone : see quot. 1663.
1661 I.OVKI.I. Hist. An. 9f Af/if. 11.93 Osdocolla.. is glutina-

ti\e. 1663 liovLK Uscf. Exp. Nat. 1'hilos. \\. xix. 289 It

doth so wonderfully cement together the pails of broken and
well-set bones, that it de?>erve;> the name it commonly hath
in the shops of ostcocolla. 1799 KIKWAN Geol. E.ss. iv. 142
One of tlie roots of a pine tree, .converted into the calcareous

petrifaction called Osteocolla. 1816 CI.KAYKI.ANI> Min. (182:0

176. 1879 RUTLKY Stud. Rocks xiv. 302 The variety of tufa
named Osteocolla consists of calcareous deposits around
twigs and mosses.

Osteogenesis (^sti'^dge'n&is). [f.
( ISTEO- t-

Gr. *f(vJts GENESIS.] The genesis, origination,
or formation of bone.

1830 R. K.NOX Beciards Anat. ?6o The formation of the

bones, ossification, or Osteogenesis is a phenomenon which
has much occupied the attention of observers. 1842 K.

WILSON Anat. I 'ade AI. (ed. 2) 5 This, .constitutes the .m/la-

tinous state of Osteogenesis. 1882 Nature XXV. 476 An
exceptional form of Osteogenesis, vix. metaptastic ossification,
or direct transformation of cartilage into bone.

So Osteogene tic, Osteog'e'nic, Osteo'genous
adjs. t of or pertaining to Osteogenesis ;

bone-form-

ing ; Osteo'g-eiiy, Osteogenesis.
Osteogenetic cc//s

t
the same as osteoblasts. Ostto^enctic

or osteog~enic layer, the inner layer of the periosteum, con-
cerned in the production of osseous tissue, consisting of

loosely-meshed white fibres (ostt'<>genic _/<7'?vj-) including
osteoblasts. Osiwgenic or osteogcnntis sitl>stanci'

t tissue,
that which composes the osteogenic fibres. (Syd. Soc. /,c,r.)

1736 R. NESBITT (////*) Human Osteogeny explained in

two lectures read before the surgeons of London in 17 \\.

1741 MONRO Anat. Jianes (ed. 3) 39 The Knowledge of this

Part of the Osteogeny. . I think necessary. 1847-9 TODIJ Cyel.
st fiii f. IV. 647/2 Osteogenie is constant to the laws of serial

order. 1857 MAYNE Expos, Lex. t Osfeofftneticus^ . . bonu-

generating ; of or belonging to Osteogenesis, . . osteogenetic.

OsteO'grapliy. [See OSTEO- and -uiiAriiv.]

Description ot the bones; descriptive osteology.
[1728 CHESBLOEN (title) Osteographia, or, the Anatomy of

the Hones.] 1735 J. DOUGLAS Aniinadv. Cheseldens Osteo*

graphia. i The chief end of Osteograpliy, as I take it, is to

enahle practitioners to cure the disease,'; to which the bones
are liable. 1799 HOOI-KU iMed. Diet., Osteography, the de-

scription of the bones. 1842 in UCNGLISON Med. J.e.i;

Hence Osteo'grapher, a descriptive osteologist.
1882 in OCILVIE (Annandale).

Osteold (^sU'joid), a. ff. O.STK(O- + -ctij): cf.

Gr. o<JTofifir)$ and uffrctuS^y bone-like bony.] Re-

sembling bone; of the appearance or stnictuie of

bone ; bony, osseous.

1847-9 TODIJ Cycl. Anat. IV. i3=/2 Under the names of
osteoid or ossifying fungous tumour, Muller describes a

growth of slow or rapid course. 1870 RoLLESTON Anim,
Life 46 In their bony or osteoid tissue lish resemble thu

Amphibia. 1899 AUbutfs Syst. Med. VI. 9 Normally in

molluscs, osteoid fish, and reptiles, only two cusps form.

Osteo'loger. [f.
as OMTEOLOUY + -EK*.] =

OSTKOLOGIST,
1666 J. SMITH Old Age (ed. 2) 176 Osteologers have very

well observed, that the parts appertaining to the bones, .are

either the Adnate, or the Kn;Ue parts.

Osteologic (fwstwl^'dsjik), . [f.
as OSTEOLOGY

+ -ic : see -LOGIC.] = next.

1828 WEBSTKR, Ostcolagic, pertaining to a description of
the bones, (Also in later Diets.)

OsteolO'gical, a.
[f. as prec. + -AL.]

1. rertaining to, dealing with, or relating to osteo-

logy, or the scientific study of bones.

1777 CAMI-HR in F/til, Trans. J.X1X. 148 Galen's osteo-

logical performances upon this subject. 1863 L.\F.i.t.Atttig.
Man iv. (ed. 3) 66 Engrossed by his osteological iiujiiiries.
1881 Owiix Stct. Addr. Brit. Assoc. in Nature XXIV. 421
For the storage of such specimens, and especially the onteo-

logical ones.

2. Of or pertaining to the objects of osteology,
i. e. to bones, their structure, arrangement in the

skeleton, etc. ; coming within the sphere or ken of

osteology.
1794 I;I,UMKNBACH in Phil. Trans. LXXXIV. 190 The

osteological properties which I have had opportunities to
observe in the skulls of mummies. 1854 OWKN Skel. $ Teeth
in Circ. Sc., Organ. Nat. I. 257 In the osteological structure
of man, the vertebrate archetype is furthest departed from.

1875 Lyell's 1'rinc. Geol. II. in. xlvii. 567 Fossil skeletons. .

agreeing., in osteological character with some of the existing
races of man.

Hence Osteolo'gically adv.

1819 LAWKKNCK Led. (cited in Webster, 1828).

Osteologist. [f.
as OSTEOLOGY + -IST.] One

who studies or is skilled in osteology.
31 in BAII.KY vol. II. 1874 LYKIJ. Rl\-nt. Geol. x. (ed. 2)/ in Drtii.M \ui. ii. 1074 ivYKi.i. atem, ireoi. x. (eu. ;

140 A single bone taken from any part of the skeleton ma
enable a skilful osteologist to distinguish the genus, an
sometimes the species to which it belonged.

Osteology (rst/>-lod.^i). Also 7 ostiologie,
-y. [ad. mod.L. osteologia (1573 Jasolinus), f.

Gr. uorto- bone, OSTKO- + -Ao-yia, -LOGY. Cf. F.

ostfahgie (1628 in Ilatz.-Darm.).]
1. The science which treats of bones; that branch

of anatomy which deals with the structure, genesis,
and disposition of bones.

1670 PETTUS l-\'dinx Reg. Introd. 2 If anyone would write

uodies, and his great Skill mUsteology. riQBBucxuC fma
(1869) II. iv. 195 The founders of comparative osteology.

b. A treatise on the bones.

OSTEOPOROSIS.

1713 CHKSKLDKN Anat. Pref. (1726) 4 If I had not hten so
I
much engaged about an Osteology, in which every plate is

twenty one inches long. 1861 CKAIK Hist. KnK . Lit. 1 1. 168
The eldest Alexander Monro, the author of the Osteology,
fir*t published in 1726.
2. tmnsj. The objects of this science; the bony

structure or system of bones of an animal.

1833 LvELL Prine. Geol. III. 4 Ky a comparison of the

osteology of the existing \ertebiated animals with the re-

mains found entombed in ancient strata. 1837-9 H AI.I.AM

Hist. Lit. I. i. ix. 13. 468 Vesalius seems not to haveknown
the osteology of the ear. 1881 I II.'.XI.KV Addr. ttrjt. Assoc.
in Nature XXIV. 454 To obtain a full knowledge of the

osteology and of the dentil ion of these two fur ins,

y/y. 1856 UOVK Logic C/tr. I-'aith \\. 2. 114 The pan-
j

tneistic scheme could go no fartlitr than the bare outline uf
the osteology of the universe.

b. loosely. A bony framework 01 skeleton.

1854 l!.\i)iiAM Ilalieut. 235 Here in strange jumble lie. .the
Several osteologies of inoffensive gurnaid-.. percli, mackerel,
..commingled with th.^c uf the implacable .-hark and Ikixe

, colossal .skaic.

HOsteoma'Vst/ |t7irma). J*ath. IM.-ata. [mod.
I- f. OSTEO- + Gr. -<ufj.a, as in tarcinotfia

t etc.]
A tumour composed of osseous tissue.

1847-9 TODD Cycl. Anat. IV. i $5/1 Ily osteoma we under-
stand a growth composed of bone. '1873 \. II. UKI.I N
Intrad. i 'athoi. i^y Usteomata or osseous unnouis.

Osteoinaiicy (p'st^,nux,'-nsi). Also 7 -manty.
[i. OSTKO- + -MANCV.J Divination from bone-;.
1612 SKI.DKN //lush: Drayt<t\* }\>ty-oll<. v. S^ \\'hen

I

I hane more ^kill in Osteomantk-, I will u-ll yuu. 1831 Hi K-

TOX Stni/> 129 Works on . . ostiomanry, Palmistry, onciio-

inancy and Divination.

Osteonietry (f'sti^-nu'-tii). [f.
OSTEO- +

-.MI:TKV.] The measurement of bones; that [>art
of xoometry ^or esp. anthropometry) which has to

do \\ith the proportions of the different bones.

1878 I:.\IMI.KV tr. Topinan?s Autlirop. i
;

. Si O>teonietry . .

i.-. :L Study \vhn h ha.s a >-j)rcial refercure lu ilie nit-aMirt:-

nifiit of the facial angle and the direction of the occipital
foramen.

I Knee Osteome'trical a., of or pertainirtp t

OSteometry. In recent Diets.

Osteopathy (^sti^-papi). [f.
OSTF.U- + d,

Trntfos iceling, buflering ;
in sense 2, afuv honiao-

, pathy, allopathy; etc. : see -I'A'iuv.]
1. Disease or affection of the bones.

1857 MAVNE ExJ>os. Lex.,Osteo/>at/iia,ter\n for an affet tion

of the bones, osteopathy. 1899 AillnttCs Syst. Med. VI. 5.17

Dining this period the osteopatliius failed to attract the
universal attention.. so rapidly yiven to the aiiliiojjalliies.
2. A theory of disease and method of cure founded

on the assumption that deformation of some pail
of the skeleton and consequent interference with
the adjacent nerves and blood-vessels are the cause

of most diseases. Hence Osteopath ($ stitfpivj>),

one who practises osteopathy ; Osteopa'thic a. ;

Osteopa'tliically adv.
;
Osteo pathist, a believer

:

in or practiser of osteopathy.
*

1897 CW/////d.f (Ohio) Disp. 26 Mar., The [Iowa] house

to-day passed the . . medical practice act . . driving out osieo-

!
paths, faith healers, massage doctors and all others professing
to heal, unless they pass examination the same as physicians.
1899 Brit. Med. Jrnl. ir Mar. 616 Dr. A. T. Still, .was, in

1889. .delivered of a new system, the name of which was
called 'osteopathy "... The following [are] extracts from
official publications of the sect . .

' The osteopath . . treat* the

patient through loose clothing .. He does not rub or pat,
but manipulates osleopathically '. Il>id. t From the point of

view of the '

osteopathic
'

practitioner. Ibid. 15 July 168
The method of treatment ..used by all osteopathies.

Osteoplioiie (p'st/0|f<Jnn). [f.
OSTKO- + Clr.

(f)ajvrj sound, after telephone, etc.] An instrument

for the transmission of sound-waves through the

teeth and the cranial bones to the auditory nerve,
for the use of the deaf; = AUDIPHONE.
1892 in Syd. Si>c. Lex.

Osteophyte (p'stwfsit). [f. OSTEO- + Gr.

tyvTuv a growth.] An osseous outgrowth, a bony
excrescence. Hence Osteophytic (-fi'tik), a., ot,

pertaining to, or of the nature of an osteophyte.
1846 G. K. DAY tr. Shnoifs Anim. Chent. II. 400 In the

osteophyte incrustation there were contained : Phosphate of

lime, Carbonate of lime [etc.]. 1873 '* ^/ GREEN Introd.
Pathol. i^o The osteomata are divisible into two classes,

according to their seat the homologous osteomata or exo-

stoses, and the heterologous osteomata or osteophyles. 1877
lit'RNKTT fear 95 Osteophytes are regularly found in the

tympanum of many of the mammals. 1897 Altl'iitt's Syst,
Med. IV. 692 Osteophytic periostitis may lead to the most

extraordinary overgrowths of the bone itself. 1898 J.

HUTCHIXSON iii Arch. Surg. IX. 355 Osteophytic growths
n the limbs..

Osteoplasty (^st/tfiplaNsti). [f. OSTEO- + Gr.

7rAa<TT-(iy moulded : see -PLASTY.] The transplan-
tation of a piece of bone with its periosteum to fill

up a gap. Hence Osteopla'stic a., of, pertaining

to, or of the nature of osteoplasty.
1861 N. Syd. Soc. Year-bk. Med. 281 Langenbeck. Con-

tributions to Osteoplasty. 1863 /bid. 289 On osteoplastic
resections of the lower jaw. 1892 in Syd. St>c, Lex. 1899

AllbutfsSyst.Med. VI. 553 Signs of osteoplastic periostitis.

Ibid. 735 Krause forms an osteoplastic flap.

!l Osteoporosis ^*t*f|por^a). Path. [f.

OSTEO- + Gr.Tro/>-oy passage, pore + -osis.] Morbid

absorption of bony substance, so that a bone be-

comes abnormally porous or spongy.



OSTEOSARCOMA.

1846 G. E. DAY tr. Simon's Aniin, Chcm.ll. 410 A speci-
men of osteoporosis growing on the cranium of an aged
person. 1854 JONES & SIEV. Pathol. Anat. (1874) 841 In

osteoporosis the affected bone presents an increase of size.

1896 MACALISTER & CATTELI. tr. Zieglcrs rath, Anat. I. 143
If the compact osseous tissue becomes porous from the

widening of the Haversian canals, the condition is termed

osteoporosis.

Hence Osteoporo'tic a., relating to osteoporosis

(Syd. Soc. Lex.}.

I! O steosarcO'iua. Path. [f.
OSTEO- + SAR-

COMA.]
1. Sarcoma in the bone ; 'term for a disease of

the bone in which a fleshy, medullary, or carti-

laginous mass grows within it' (Mayne, 1857).
1807-26 S. COOI-KR First Lines Surg. (ed. 5) 391 Osteo-

sarcoma, and some inveterate fungous diseases of the lower

jaw-bone.. might be safely taken away, by amputating a
more or less considerable portion of that bone. 1835-6 TODLJ

Cyct. Anat. I. 461/1 The osteo-sarcoma is propagated by
the continuity of some cancerous affection. 1876 Clin. Soc.

Trans, IX. 77 Suffering from.. osteo-sarcoma of the femur.

2. A sarcoma which undergoes osseous trans-

formation.

1878 T. BRYANT Pract. S'trg. I. 136 Sarcomata or even
carcinomata may directly ossify, and so we get osteo-sarcoma
and osteo-carcinoma. 1892 Syd. Soc. Le.v. t Ostcosarconia,
same as osteoid sarcoma.

Hence O steosarco'niatous a.

1835-6 TGDD Cycl. Anat. I. 461/1 Osteo-sarcomatous
tumours, .generally consisting of this firm material.

Osteotome ^sU(7 1U7im), S-urg. [f. as next +
Gr. -TO/HO? that cuts.] Any instrument for cutting
or dividing bone. So Osteo'tomist (see cjuot. 1844%
1844 DUXGI.ISON Diet. M,-ti.,Ostcoto}nist. .An instrument. .

for cutting the bones of the fuA.1 cranium, when, .necessary.

1857 MAYXE Expos. Le.r., Ostt,'otoinns, an instrument for

cutting through bones; a kind of chain-saw : an osteptpme.
1892 Sytf. S0c. Lt\i'. t Osteotomy, . . a chain saw for the division

of a bone. Also, any bone saw. 0- t
3IacEwn's..3.\\ instru-

ment of the chisel kind.

Osteotomy G>st/^'tomi). [f.
OSTEO- + Gr.

-To/a cutting.] a. Anat. Dissection of the bones.

b. Snrg. The cutting of a bone in order to correct

a deformity, etc.

1844 DL'XGLISON Diet. VI/tv/., Osteotomy . . The part of

practical anatomy whose object is the dissection of bones.

1862 .V. Syd. Soc. Year-hk. bled. 272 Deformity of the Leg,
consequent on badly-united Fracture of both bones, cured by
Osteotomy. 1876 Clin. Soc. Trans. IX. 162 Mr. Maunder 's

' On Subcutaneous Osteotomy '.

II Osteria (0stn-a). Also 7 hosteria. [It.

osteria [\\\ Florio hosteria} inn, f. oste\ I,, hospite-ni
HOST sb.- : cf. HOSTRV.] An inn or hostelry, ia

Italy or a country where Italian is spoken.
1605 B, JONSON Volpone \\. vl, Ha' not I Known him a

common Rogue, come tidling in To th' Osteria. 1625
FLETCHER Fair Maid ofInn \\. ii, Thy Master that lodges
here in my Hosteria. 1766 SMOLLETT Trav. 313 He would
take me to an excellent osteria where I should be entertained

and lodged like a Prince. 1887 T. G. JACKSON Dalmatia
II. 187 Our!

'

where we din

II. 187 Our lodging, .was a palace compared to the osteria

dined, or rather fed.

Ostery;e, Ostesse, obs. ff. HOSTHY, HOSTESS.

Ostey : see OSTE v.

t Ostey, var. of HOSTEY v. Obs., to make war.

Hence fOsteying vbl. sb. t warlike expedition;
f Osteyour, ostoyour [OF. ostoiour], soldier.

1412-20 LVDG. Chron. Troy n. xviii, Keplenyshed of all

that may auayle The osteyng, and to souldiours. c 1450
LONELICH Grail xlv. 472 Here Osteyowrs they niaden forth

gon. Ibid. 558 Anon his Ostoyours he bad That his pavylouns
Alle pyht they were.

Osteyl, obs. form of HOSTEL,

Ostliexy (f?s)te-ksi). [ad. mod.L. osthexia, f.

Gr. OOT- from uarlov bone + is habit.] 'Ossific

diathesis, or a disposition to the formation or depo-
sition of bony substance

'

(Mayne Expos. Lex.].
Hence Osthe'ctic ., connected with osthexy.
1822-34 Good's Study Mcd. {ed. 4) IV. 255 That tendency

to the . .production of a morbid superabundance of calcareous
earth in Osthexia and Litlua. Ibid. 300 In treating of

vascular osthexy. Ibid. I. 449 Where the formation of
calcarious matter appears to depend upon an osthectic dia-

thesis, or a constitution prone to generate lime.

fO-stiar. Sc. Obs. [See -AR^.] = OSTIAUY i.

1588 A. KING tr. Canisius' Ctitech. 109 Gif ony man de-

seruis to be ane liishope, lat him first be ostiar, secundlie
lecteur.

Ostlary (p'stiari), sb. and a. [ad. L. ostiari-u$

adj., of or pertaining to a door, sb. doorkeeper, f.

osti-um door, entrance, river-mouth.] A. sb.

1. E(d. A doorkeeper, esp. of a church; the

lowest of the minor orders in the R. C. Church.
Also in L. form ostiarins.

1432-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) V. 97 Gayus the pope . . or.

deyndede diverse degres of ordres in J>e churche, as ho.stiary,

reder, benette, accofette, and o[>er. 1647 N. BACON Disc.

Gout. Eng. I. x, Lastly (come] Ostiaries ; which used to ring
the bells, and open and shut the Church-doors. 1720 STKVPE
Stows Sum. (1754) I. L xxiv. 165/1 The Library .. had at

first a Library keeper and an under library keeper, and an

Ostiary. 1839 YEOWELL Anc. Brit. Ch. App. v. (18471 182

If any clerk, from an ostiary to a priest, appear without his

tunic. 1899 Wt:st>!t, Gaz. 22 Nov. 1/3 As Ostiarius of the

Lower House of Convocation . . he knew every dignified

clergyman in the Southern Province.

f 2. The mouth of a river
;
= OSTIUM. Obs.

1646 SIK. T. UKOWNE 1'seitd, Ep. vi. viii. 312 The River of
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Nilus hath seven ostiaries. 1650 FULLER Pisgah iv. v. 83
Some onely counted the grand and solemn ostiaries of Nilus.
1682 SIR T. I'ROWNE Clir. flfor. in. 4 For we are carried
into the dark Lake, like the /Egyptian River into the Sea,
by seven principal Ostiaries.

B. adj. That has charge of the door. rare.
1866 IJLACKMOKK Cradock Ntnvdl xlviii. (1883) 320 He

pushed the ostiary footman back.

Ostil, -er, -ary, obs. If. HOSTEL, -HI, -BY.

t Osting, obs. f. HOSTING, raising of a host,
raid

; encampment.
c 1470 HENKY ll'allace vni. 1238 How

plessis yow our

ostyng for to se? 1621 An, :o Hen. I'll in Bolton Stat.
Iret. 65 Whensoever they shall., ride toanyjorneyor osting.

Ostiole (c'stiyul). Also irreg. osteole
;
and in

L. form. [ad. L. ostiolum little door, dim. of
oslium door.] A small orifice or opening ; a. (Hot.)
the orifice or opening in the conceptacles and peri-
thecia of certain alga: and fungi, through which
the spores are discharged ; also, openings of the

stomata or breathing pores; b. (ntom.) the

orifice of the '

stink-gland
'
in the thorax of hete-

ropterous insects (rare).
1835 LINDLEY Introd. Bot. (ed. 2) 234 Ostiohtm, is the

orifice of the perithecium of Sphagna, 1857 MAYSE E.rpos.
Li'.r., Ostiohim, a little door ; an ostiole. 1870 BEN I LEV Man.
Bot. (ed. 2) 376 The sperniagonium. .has one or more cavities,
with a small orifice at the top termed the ostiole or pore.

1874 COOKE Fungi 61 Opening by a pore or ostiolum at the

apex. 1890 [see below J.

Hence Osti'olar a., of or pertaining to an ostiole;
O'stiolate a., having an ostiole or ostioles.

1857 M.WNI; Expos. Lex., Ostiolatns, having ostioles or
little openings: ostiolate. 1880 GRAY Struct. Hot. (ed. 6)

42^/1. 1890 ('i~nt. Diet. s. v., The ostiolar canal or the channel
connected with the ostioles of bugs.

Ostir, Ostis, obs. form of OYSTER, HOSTESS.

Osti'tis, variant of OSTEITIS.

II Ostiuni (f sti;"m). PI. ostia. [L. ostium

door, entrance, mouth of a river.]

f*
1. The mouth of a river. Obs.

1665 SIK T. HERBERT Trav. (1677) 89 The great and noble
River Ganges in two Ostiums falls under 23 deg. 1695
WOODWARD Xat. Hist. art/l 1. 43 Mud being reposed . .near
the Ostia of those Rivers.

2. Anat. Applied to various orifices and openings
of vessels in the animal body, e. g. those of the

ventricles and pulmonary arteries, the Fallopian
and Eustachian tubes, the urethra, etc.

1877 HUXI.EV Anat. Inv. Aniiu. viL 434 The margins of

the ostia may be simple or may be produced inwards into

folds which play the part of valves. 1878 BELL tr. (.ii^'u.

baur's Cowp. Anat. 51 It is only when valves appear at

the ostia of the cardiac tube, that the direction of tne llow

is defined. 1898 AMutt's .tyst. Mat. V. 703 Close to the

ostium [of the cardiac pulmonary valves].

Ostle, obs. form of HOSTEL sli. 1

Ostler (f'slo.0. Forms : (4-9 see HOSTELER) ;

5 osteler, -eller, -iler, -elere, -elore, ft- ostler,

(7 oastler). [A phonetic spelling of HOSTELER,
HOSTLEU, representing the historical pronunciation
with /; mute. In earlier times it was frequent also

in the sense '

keeper of a hostelry
'

(see HOSTELER

2) ;
but since i6th c. has been restricted generally

to the following sense, in which it is also (now
less frequently) spelt HOSTLER, q.v. In the ist

Fol. of Shaks. ostler appears six times, hostler

once, but the latter was more frequent in i8th c.]

A man who attends to horses at an inn
;
a stable-

man, a groom.
[1-1386 Chanter's Pars. T. F 366, 15th c. v.rr. ostelers,

ostilers: see HOSTLER.] r 1449 PECOCK Repr. v. vii. 521

Stabiling, . . beddis, seruicis of the ostiler. 1467 Mann. y
Ifonseh. Exp. (Roxb.) 417 My mastyr paid to the osteler of
the Tabard ..vij.s. viij.d. 1486 Ilk. SI. A limns Fvjb, A
Laughtre of Ostelores. 1596 SHAKS. I 11fn. 71', n. i. 105
liid the Ostler bring the Gelding out of the stable. 1630
WADSWORTH Pitgr. vi. 57 [He] supplyed the place of an
Oastler in pulling of my bootes. 1784 JOHNSON in Bottvell

15 May, If iiurke should go into a stable, .the ostler would

say,
' We have had an extraordinary man here '. 1860 K.

SULLIVAN Spelling Book Superseded (ed. 66), Ostler, Hostler,
the man who takes care of horses at a. .hotel or inn. 1861

GEO. ELIOT Silas J/. ix. 63 Let him turn ostler, and keep
himself.

b. altrib., as ostler-boy. (Ostler ale = HOSTEL
ale ; Ostler-wife

^ HosfKLEU-wi/e.}
1715 RAMSAY Christ's Kirk Gr. ll. xi, The ostler wife

brought ben good ale. 1861 C. INNES Sk. Eurly Scotch

Hist. iii. 376 The chief drink of the castle, where ale was

distinguished as ostler ale, household ale, and best ale.

1864 Times 22 Nov., The cabin-boy might become the leader

of armies, and the ostler-boy sit in the Senate Chamber.

c. Comb., as ostler-wise adv., after the manner
of an ostler.

1846 MRS. GORE Eng. Char. 11852) 117 While rubbing
down ostler-wise his master's counter.

Hence O stloring- vbl. so., the occupation or

exercise of the calling of an ostler.

1857 BORROW Romany Rye (1858) I. 344 At the end of

perhaps forty years ostlering.

Ostleress (p-slores). ff. piec. + -ESS.] A
woman or girl who acts as ostler.

1639 FULLER Holy War I. iv. (1647) 5 Jews and Pagans
slander her to have been ' stabularia ', an ostleresse or a she

stable groom. 1847 TENNYSON Princ. i. 223 A plump-arm'd
Ostleress.

OSTRACISM.

Ostlerie, -rye, obs. forms of HOSTELRY.
Ostman, obs. form of HOASTMAN.
Ostmeil (o'"-stmen), sb.pl. Hist. Also 7 Cost-,

Oust-, [a. ON. Aits/menu, pi. of Austmadr, men
of the East

; latinized Os/iiianni.'] The name given
in Ireland and Iceland to invaders or settlers'from
Denmark and Norway; csp. the Northmen or
' Danes

'

in Ireland and their descendants settled

in some towns on the East coast of that country.
|, 1 1222 GlRALDt-s Topogr. Hiberniae ill. xliii, Dicti sunt

autem Ostmanni lingua ipsorum, con upto quodam Saxonico,
quasi Orientales homines.] c 1415 Eng. Cong. Irel.&x He..
slogh four knyghtes that weren ouer ham, & four hundret
ostmen. 1612 DAVIES Why Ireland, etc. (17871 80 A charter

..granted by Henry the Second, to certain Oostmen, or

Easterlings, who were inhabitants of Waterford, long before

Henry the Second attempted the conquest of Ireland. 1807
SIR R. C. HOARF. Tour Irel. 251 The Ostmen took their

revenge by setting fire to the abbey. 1842 S. C. HALL
Ireland II. 347 Numberless proofs occur of these being the
work of the Ostmen.
Hence Ostmannic a., pertaining to the Ostmen.
1843 S. C. HALL Ireland \\\. 194 Asserting that they were

of Ostmanic construction.

t Osto-machy. Obs. rare-", [nd. Gr. uaro-

fu>X<a a game played with fourteen pieces of bone,
f. uareov bone + /tax 7

? combat.]
1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Ostomachie, a playing or fighting

with bones, 1658 in PHILLIPS.

t Ostour. Obs. Also corruptly 4 ostrey,
oscuriis for osturis (pi.], [a. OF. oslur, -oiir (in

I ith c. hostjir, Roland, mod. F. aiitotir) : pop. L.

aiisii'riiiiii, from austtir, altered from astnr (Fir-
Mi icus, ^340), lit. an Asturian (hawk or bird),
a goshawk. Also in med.L. astnrco, astnrciis,

aitsttirco, -ttimts, -litmus (Du Cange), whence
aiistimariits OSTREOER.] A goshawk.
[1363 Rolls of1'arlt. II. 282/2 Laneret, Austour, ou autre

Faucoun.] 13.. (jny If'arti 1
. (Caius) 176 Mikell he kouthe

of haukes and houndes, Of Ostours, of Faukons of grete
moundes {A. Of estriche faucouns of gret mounde]. Ibid.

3154 Ostreyes (A. Oscuriis] and fankons, girfaukes also.

Ostoyour, variant of OSTEYOUR Obs.

Ostracean (cstr^-jVan), a. and sb. [f. mod.L.
Ostracea or -ex, pi., the family of Bivalve Mollusca

containing the Oyster (f.
Gr. oorpa/tf-os earthen,

testaceous, f. uarpaitov earthen vessel, tile, shell of

mussel, oyster, etc.) + -AN.] a. adj. Belonging to

the Ostracea or oyster family, ostraceous. b. sb.

A member of the Ostracea, an oyster.
1840 rcnny Cycl. XVII. 1 1

i/i Oysters, or Ostraceatis,^
family of monomyarian conchifeis.

Ostraceous (fstu
7

'

Jas ,
a. [f. mod.L. Ostracea

(see prec.) -f -oi's.] Of or pertaining to the Os-

tracea ; of the nature of an oyster.

1822-34 Good's Study tiled, (ed. 4) I. 177 Species of scallops
and other coarse ostraceous worms. 1882 Pall Mall G.

13 Feb., Our own native.. though absolutely the smallest

among the sons of the primitive ostraceous ancestors, is still

round and plump and well flavoured.

Ostracine (fstiasin), a. rare~- [f. Gr.

uaTpattov (see above) + -IXE a
: cf. Gr. barpaitiv-os

earthen, testaceous.]
= OSTHACEAN a.

1800 in Cent. Diet.

II Ostracion (csta'i-sipn). Ichth. [a. mod.L.

ostracion, a. Gr. oorpatttov, dim. of tjorpaitov hard

shell.] A genus of fishes notable for the hard en-

casement of their bodies, consisting of juxtaposed

hexagonal plates; a trunk-fish or coffer-fish.

1658 SIR T'. BROWNE Card. Cyrus iii. 147 To omit the

ruder Figures of the ostracion. 175* SIR J. HILL Hist.

Aniin. 284 The body of the Ostracion is of an odd figure.

1861 HULME tr. Motjuin.Tantion n. IV. ii. 244 Adanson saw

negroes die after severe vomiting and convulsions from eating
of the Ostracions or Trunk Fishes.

Ostra'Ciont, a. (sb.) Ichth. [erron. f. OSTKA-

CION, after words in -octant from sbs. in -otioti.] Of
or pertaining to the genus Ostracion. b. s/>. A
member of the family Ostraciontidy, of which

Ostracion is the typical genus. In mod. Diets.

Ostracism (c'strasiz'm). [ad. mod.L. ostra-

cism-its, a. Gr. vaTpaKtafius, f. varpaK't^tiv to OSTHA-
CIZE : see -ISM.]
1. A method of temporary banishment practised

in Athens and other cities of ancient Greece, by
which a citizen whose power or influence was

considered dangerous to the state was sent into

exile for ten (later for five) years ; so called because

it was effected by voting with potsherds or tiles,

on which the name of the person whom it was

proposed to banish was written
; hence, Temporary

banishment or expatriation in general.
[1579-80 NORTH Plutarch (1676) 109 This manner of banish-

ment for a time, called Ostracisinon, was no punishment for

any fault committed, but a. .taking away of the envy of the

people.] 1588 GREENE Periinedes 6 Assure a repulse to exile

melancholic, as the Ostnicisme was to the noble of Athens.

1697 POTTER Antii/. Greece 1. xxv. I. 125 The Archons
number'd all the Tyles in gross, for if there were fewer than

six-thousand, the Ostracism was void. 1785 REID Intell.

Pou'ers v. iv. 400 It is. easy to see why an attainder in the

English Language and ostracism in the Greek language
have not names answering to them in other languages. 1821

BYRON TwoFoscariu. i, Had 1 as many sons As I have years,



OSTBACITE.
I would have given them all. .to ostracism, K.xile, or chains.

i847(lHOTt: Greece \\. xxxi. IV. 200 Uy the ostracism a citizen

was banished without special accusation, trial or defence.

2. _/>. Banishment by general consent ; exclu-

sion from society, favour, or common privileges.
16 . . DONNE To C'tcss of Hertford,

' To have written then
'

22 Virtue in courtiers hearts Suffers an ostracism and departs.
1693 J- MARSH To Congreve on ' Old Bachclor\ To pass
an ostracism on poetry. 1827 HARF, Guesses Ser. i. (1873)26
A sort of ostracism is continually going on against tlie best,
Ijoth of men and measures. 1870 M. D. CONWAY Earthio.

rilgr. Jx. 120 The social ostracism of a heretic. 1891 II.

CKOSHV Conform, to World 28 Even if social ostracism be
the consequence.

Ostracite (^strasait). (Formerly in L. form.)

[ad. L. ostracitcSj a stone mentioned by Pliny, a.

( ir. ucT/xi/a'rTjs earthen, testaceous, f. uarpaKov shell :

see OSTRACEAN.] A fossil shell of a species or

genus allied to the oyster.
[1601 HOLLAND Pliny JI. 629 As for Ostracites, it took the

name of an Oystre .shell, which it doth represent.] 1653
Cv-'LHiPPER Pharnt. Londin, 54 Ostrocites, a drachm of it

taken in ponder provokes the terms. 1677 PLOT O.vfordsh.
113 On Cowley-common we find nothing but Osiracites.

1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. .S"///., Ostracites, in natural history,
a name given by authors to the fossile oisters, common in

many parts of England. 1852 TH. Ross ffutttboldt's Trai>.
I. vi. 204 In the greatest part [of the beds] the cardites, the

turbinites, the ostradles..are found.

II OstracitlS (>strasai'tis . [a . I,, ostraatis

(Pliny), a. Gr. o<7Tpams cadmia, calamine, f.

uffTpafcov : see prec.] A kind of calamine ad-

hering to furnaces in which copper is melted.

1706 PHILLIPS, Ostracitis, a sort of Crust that sticks to

Furnaces, where Brass-Oar is melted. i8pz Syd. Soc. Li-.i.,

Ostract'tis, an earth of cadmium, from its resemblance to
the surface of a shell.

Ostracize (^strasaiz), v. [ad. Gr. uffTpaKtfctv,
f. offrpaKov earthen vessel, tile, potsherd : sec -IZE.j
1. trans. (Gr. Hist.') To banish by voting with

potsherds: see OSTRACISM i.

1850 GKOTK Greece n. Ixvii. VIII. 478 Damon was.,
rendered so unpopular at Athens,., that he was ostracised.
1866 FEI.TON Anc. <y Mod, Gr. II. i. vi. 109 Two Athenian
statesmen, Ntcias and Alcibiadcs, united to ostracize Hyper-
bolus, a lamp-maker,, .and by ostracizing him they ostracized
ostracism itself.

2. fig. To banish or expel as by ostracism ; to

exclude from society, favour, or common privileges.
1649 MARVELL DeathLd. Hastings 26 Therefore the Demo-

cratick Stars did rise, And all that Worth from hence did
Ostracize. 1803 l-'.din.Rev. II. 142 Conjurors who., endeavour
to ostracise this submarine invader. 1853 BRIGHT Sp. Peace
13 Oct. (1876) 460 Your newspapers, .denounced and ostra-

cised hundreds of good men. 1890 MKRCILR Sanity fy

Insanity xiii. 343 Ostracised from society because of the
drunken and violent habits of his wife.

Hence O stracized///. a., Ostracizing vhl. sb.

and///.rt. ;
also O'stracizable a., capable of being

ostracized
;
O stracizer, one who ostracizes.

1847 ''ROTE Greece it. xxxi. IV. 210 Kleisthenes did not

permit the process of ostracising to be opened against any
one citizen exclusively. 1849 H'id* xli. V. 174 The ostracised
Aristeides arrived at Salamis. 1854 Wacki*. Mag. IA XV.
255 He wrote his own name on the ostracising shell, i86z
All Year Round Christm. No. 35 He ..covertly threw
bandfuls of grain to the ostracised cockerels. 1876 T. HAKDY
Rthell'crta II. 3 A mover in circles from which the greatest
ostraciser of all is servitude. 1891 Pali Matt G. n Sept.
7/3 Our ostracizable Electors.

Ostraco-, before a vowel ostrac-, combining
form of Gr. varpaKov hard shell. Hence
O'stracoderm [Gr. uffTpa*o5</>/i-os] <z., having

a bony integument or external skeleton; sb.

an ostracoderm fish
;

so O stracode rmal a.,

O stracode rmous a. (Mayne xpos. Lex. 1857),
O-stracode'rxnatous a. (Syd. Soc, Lex.}. Ostra-
co logy [see -LOGY], conchology ^Mayne) ;

hence
O stracolo'gical a. O'stracoplio re [Gr. -<f>opos

bearing], a member of the Ostracophori, a Palrcozoic

sub-class of fishes (Funk); so Ostraco'phorons a.

O'stracopo d, a member of the Ostracopoda, an
order of entomostracous Crustacea

;
so Ostraccr-

podous a., belonging to the Ostracopoda (Mayne).
Ostraco 'stean [Gr. vartov bone] a., pertaining to

the Ostrftfostei, a group of extinct placoganoid
fishes

; sb. a fish belonging to this group ;
so Ostra-

co'steons<7. O stracothe're [Gr. frfjp animal], an
ostracode crustacean.

1876 tr. Bentdtfis A mm. Parasites 17 Since the molluscs
live only on vegetable substances, while the Ostracotheres
feed entirely on animal matter. 1898 A. S. WOODWARD
I'ertebr. Pulxont. 5 The simplest Ostracoderms (Hetero-
straci) occur in the Upper Silurian and Lower Devonian, and
exhibit no bone-cells in any part of their dermal armour.

Ostracode (^strated), a. and sb. [ad. Gr.

vffrpaKworjs: see -ODE.] a. a<ij. Belonging to the

Ostracoda or Ostracopoda, an order of entomostra-
cous crustaceans, b. sb. AmemberoftheOj/;-(7(Wa.
1865 .-////(.vwww No. 1983. 571/2 The little modest ostracods

and phyllopods. 1870 NICHOLSON Man, /.vol. I. 196 Small
Osti.icotle Crustacea .. as fossils .. extend from the Lower
Silurian period up to the present day. 1888 ROI.I.KSIOX X;

JACKSON Anita. Life 534 The eye is moveable..in the
Ostracode Cypridinidx. 190* Edin. Rev. Jan. 194 They
found . . a living ostracode.

So Ostraco dal, Ostraco dons adjs.
1887 H. H. HOWOKTH Mammoth <y Flood 372 The ustra-
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codal fauna.. in the seas of Australia and the Malay
Peninsula*

Ostracoid (fstrakoid), a. and sb.
[f.

Gr. type
*6aTpaKOfiOT)$ -^

uaTpaKwf>Tj<; OsTKACODE : see -OID
and -ODE.] (See qnots.)
1857 MAVNE Expos. Le.i;, Ostracoidcs, resembling or of

the nature of a shell : ostracoid. 1862 DANA Eton. Gcol. 193
The earliest of the bivalve Crustaceans very small species
having the body enclosed in a bivalve shell somewhat like
a clamshell, whence the name Ostracoid.

t O'Stracy, obs. erron. form for OSTUACI.SM.
1579-80 NORTH Plutarch (1676) 456 The Ostracy devised

was for men of noble fame.

Ostrage, obs. form of OSTRICH.

Ostray, obs. form of ASTRAY, adv. and a.

Ostre, var. HOSTRY Obs.\ obs. f. OYSTKK.
Ostreaceous (ptnV'JM), a.

[f.
I,, type

*ostrcace-itS) f. ostrea oyster : see -ACEOUS.] Of
the nature of the oyster or its shell

; resembling,
or proper to, an oyster ; oyster-like ; ostraceous.

1678 CunwoKTiT Ititell. Syst, \. v. 790 That outer vestment,
of the Terrestial I'.ody (styled in Plato TO ocrrpt <*<:(, the
crustaceous or ostreaceous llody t. 1833 AVit' Montjily Mag.
XXXVIII. 223 His very life and being maybe said to have
been, in a great degree, ostreaceous.

Ostreaculture : see OSTKEICULTUKE.
Ostreal (fstr/'iil), a. rare. [f. L. ostrea oyster

-f -AL.] Of or pertaining to oysters.
1847 Illustr. Loud. News 7 Aug. 93/1 The days when poor

Britain enjoyed but an ostreal fame. 1884 Daily Xeu<s
25 July, The ostreal resources of the New World.

O'streaii, a. rare. [f. as prec. + -AX.]
-=

prec.
1838 JViw Monthly Mag. LI II. 546 Forms of ostrea n

happiness. Ibid. 553 I)y the sudden opening and closing
of their valves . . the ostrean tribes possess the means of
locomotion.

Ostreger, ostringer V'stredsaj^'strindgsj).
Forms : 5 ostregier, 5-9 -eger, 6 -iger, 7 -idger;

7-8 ostriuger, ,6 oistryngerX .See also Ars-
TRIXGEU. [ME. ostregier) oslrcger^ corruption of

OF. ostruchier, a^lstrn^hier (K. uutrucicr, autour-

sier] : late L. austurcdriuSt f. austurcus
(: L.

Astliricus Austurian, from Asturia in Spain\
also anstorhtS) ostorius, whence OK. ostour^ hostnr,

now aittonr goshawk : cf. OSTOUR. For ostringer,
cf. messenger, passenger, porringer, wharfinger]
A keeper of goshawks.
? ft 1400 MS, Sloanc 2721 in Hariing Iittrod, Pcrf. Bk.

Sparhawkes (1886) p. i.\, 1 he skoole for a young ostringer or

ffaulkener. 1486 lik. St. Alhans livb, Thay be calde

Ostregeris that kepe Goshawkys or Tercellis. 1575 TUK-
BEKV. Fanlionrie 63 The falconers and ostregers have to

these two sorts added a thirde kinde. 1614 MAKKHAM
Cheap Hush. (1623) 155 All Ostringers doe esteeme plumage
..to be the best casting a short-winged Hawke can take.

1670 BLOUNT Laiv Diet., Austurcus, a Goshawk; whence
we usually call a Faulkoner, who keeps that kinde of Hawks,
an Ostringer. 1867 OUIDA C. Castleniaine (1879) n Fulke
Ravensworth brought her the bird from the ostreger's wrist.

Ostrei-, ostreo- (also erron. ostrea-, ostra-,

ostro-), combining forms of L. ostrea, ostreitm,
and Gr. oarpeov oyster. Hence: O streiform a.

[-FORM], having the form of an oyster or of

oysters. O'streopliage i^-ft-'d.^), Ostreophagist
(-^fad^ist) [Gr. -(payos eating], one who, or that

which, eats or feeds upon oysters ; so Ostreo'-

pliagous a., eating or feeding on oysters,
1840 Penny Cycl. XVII. 361/2 It exists also in the *Ostrei-

form Gryj>h<ex. 1895 l:.din. Rev, Oct. 369 The Londoner's
diet might be thought to be much more largely ostreiform.

1883 Daily Tel. 29 Dec. 5/3 The notorious *ostreophage . .

were he to look in at a few of the West -end oyster shops,
1841 J-'ruser's Mag. XXIII. 463 Astonishing the natives,
like Dando the *ostreophagist. 1857 MAVXK Kj-fios. i'.r.,

*Ostreophagous. 1882 Daily News 17 Feb. 5/3 A great
advantage to the ostreophagous part of our population.

Ostreiculture (p-str/iikpatiiu). Also erron.

ostr(e)a-, ostreo-, ostri-. [f. L. ostrci-, comb, form
of ostrea oyster + CULTURE.] The artificial breeding
of oysters for the market; oyster-culture.
1861 HI;I.MK tr. Moquin-TantWH n. in. 169 Ostreaculture.

The artificial production of Oysters has become an important
branch of industry. 1862 Illustr. Lorui. News n Jan. 50/3
The operations of ostreocuhure.

Hence Ostreicn'ltural a.
; Ostreicn Iturist,

one who makes it his business to breed oysters.
1882 Daily Tel. 18 Aug. 4/8 The sensation which has been

caused in the ostricultural world in consequence of the intro-

duction into our waters of Portuguese mollusca. 1866
Athenxum No. 2032. 435/3 A valuable hint for ostreo-
culturists. 1882 American V. 88 The theory of hybridation
advocated by some ostreiculturists. 1891 \V. K. UKOOKS
Oyster 58 M. Tripota, one of the veteran ostraculturists.

Ostreo- : see Ostrei-.

Ostreoid, a. rare~.
[f. L ostrea oyster: see

-oil).] Oyster-like. (Mayne, 1857.)
Ostreperous, obs. f. OBSTREPEROUS. Ostrey :

see OSTOI'R; also obs. f. HOSTRY.

Ostrich 1
(fslritp. Forms: a. 3 ostrice, 4

-icche, 4-5 -iche, 4-6 -ydge, 4-7 -ige, (4 -ig), 5

-ych(e, -ycche, -ygge, (host-), 6 ostrage, (hos-
tryge), 6-S ostridge, 4- ostrich ; 5 oystryche,
6 -eche, -ige, oistrich(e ; 7 oestrich, -idge. 13.

6 austrich, astridge, 7 austridge, -uch. 7. 5-7
estrichej 5 -yche, 6 -itch, -yge, 67 -idge, -zge,

OSTRICH.
'

7 -edge, -age, 1,6 eestryche, 7 eastrich). [MK.
ostrice, -ichc, a. OF. ostntce, -uche, mod.F. au-
tntche ~ Sp. avcsiniz, Pg. akestruz : pop.!,, avis

stnlthio, avistruthto, from avis bird + late I..

! sh'ftthio
t
ad. Gr. arpovQiajv ostrich (Greg. Nay.), f.

arpovOos sparrow, ostrich; the simple L. strftthio

j;ave MK. STKUCION : cf. I'r. cstrus, It. struzzo.
In classical dr. the bird was called commonly o M*'Y"

(TTpovOos, or
simply o-7-poutfoq ; also <rTpoi/flo*ca^.]Aos, whence

,

the cl. \,. strutJiiocauielus STRUTHIOCAMEL.]
1. A very large ratite bird, Stntthio eamelus, the

only species of the genus Stntthio and the family
Struthionid&^ inhabiting the sandy plains of Africa
and Arabia

;
it % the largest of existing birds.

The habits and peculiarities of the bird, real and fabulous,
have afforded much scope for proverb and allusion

; such are
its indiscriminate voracity and iis liking for hard fluhstances,
which it swallows to assi>t the gi//ard in its functions ; its

supposed want of regard for its young, its eggs being partly
hatched by the beat of the sun, which lias led to tlie belief
that it deserts its nest; and the practice attributed to it of

thrusting its head into the sand or a bush when being over-
taken by pursuers, through incapacity to distinguish between
seeing and being seen.

a. a 1225 Aiur. R. i ^ f>c steorc \~'.r. o-tricel tmr hi 1

-;

muchele desche tiiakeA a Mjniljlatiiu in irte vluoii. .v In atc.'S

J'e liwingLMi. 1382 \Vva.n-- Lain. iv. 3 Cruel, as an ovttidi

11388 rsliii;] in desert. 1388 Jol< xxxix. 13 The fethcre
of

an_ o^tiiclie [1382 strucioiuil. 1481 CAXION Myrroitr
II. xvi. icn Tlie hostrjxht: by his nature etttb well yron.
*SS5 }'-"i-s' Decades 317 Theyr fiete and legges are lykc
the lfj;.s and fiete of tlie foule cauled the oyslreche. 1584
COT.AN llarcn Health ix. (i6j;ftj 33 Kusticks, who have
stomacks like Ostriges, that can <ligest hard yron. 1615 (i.

SANDYS Trav. \\. 159 Swift hoi^t-s . . of sufficient speed to
overtake an Ostridge. 1719 VIM \<; Paraphr. 7"/> \Vks. 17^7
I. :>.\\ "Who in the stupid < Vstrich has subdu'd A parent '> < air,
and fond inquietude? 1794 (i. ADAMS AVi/. ^- K.v/>. rhilo*.
III. xxviii. 162 A cock, a stork, an ostridge. .walk directly
forwards without waddling. 1857 LIVINGSTONE Trav. vii.

151 The food of the ostrich consists of pods and seeds of
, different kinds of leguminous plants.

iH. 1580 I.YI.Y hnp/ntcs (Arb ) 341 It fareth with inc.. as
with tlie Austrich [cd. 1582 Ostridge], who pricketh nune
but hir selfe, which causcth hir to runne when she would
rest. 1594 ist rt. Contention (1843) 63 lie make thee uate.

yruii like an Astridge. and swallow my sword like a great
pinne. 1623 Soineth. Written by Occas. Ac* id. Blackc
Friers 14 I,ike the Austridge, who hiding her little head,

Rupposetl) her great !>ody obscured. 1663 (Ji.unn-.K Council

23 Vet ought tlie Clark of the Work to be discreet in iln:

distributing them [nails] to some Carpenters, whose pockets
partake much of the Austruches stomacks.

y. 1460 ll'lll of Tame (Somerset Ho.), Ciphum cum
esterige-feders. 1467 Maun. ,y llousch. J-'..\p. (Roxb.) 403 M y
mastyr paid for an estryche federe..v,j, (71529 SKKI.TON

r.Sparwe 478 The estryge, that wyl! eatc An hor^howe so

great. 1589 /Vr//c T<'. Hatt hct K ij b, Twil digest a Cathedral
Church as easilie, as an Kstritch a two pcnie naile. 1646
To Mr. jfall on his Detractors in J. Hall's Foetus. Sin h

plumed Est rages. 1649 LUVKI.ACE rpenis 53 Eastrich ! Thou
featherd l-'oole, and easie prey, That larger sailes to thy
broad Vessel 1 neeclst. 1703 i ^A^^'l^:K yoy. (1729) III. 397 We
saw a great many of these Estridges.

b. Applied to the rhca of South America, a ratite

bird resembling the ostrich in appearance and
habits ; more fully American ostrich.

1813 SIR E. HO.MK Lect. Comf. Anat. (1814) I. 295 In the

cassowaries, and American ostrich, the stones, .which those
birds swallow must, from their weight, force their way into
the gi/./ard. 1839 DARWIN' Narr. I'oy. Adv. .y }>eagle III.

105 The ostrich . .although so fleet in its pace, . . falls a prey
. .to the Indian or Gaucho armed with the bolas. 1845
I 'oy. Nat. 1(1852)43We saw many Ostriches (Struthio rhca).

2. a. attrib. Of or pertaining to an ostrich or

ostriches; ostrich-like: esp. in reference to the

alleged habits of the ostrich
;
see above.

1603 DI-KKICR M'onderfull Ycare Dijb, So hungry Ls the

Eslritlge disease, that it will deuoure euen lion. 1635
QUAKLES Embl. iv. i. (1718) 100 When th' ostrich WJIIL;*,

of my desires shall be So dull, they cannot mount the
least degree. 1658 WALL Comm. Times 63 Estridge Con-

! sciences, tliat can digest Iron but not straw. 1681 T. FLAT-
MAN Heraeljtits Rtdens No. 40 (1713' II. 9 What a kind of
Ostrich Eaith

they
must have, who can believe, that the

Evidence . . should so palpably betray themselves. 1808
MOOKE Sceptic 56 Whole nations, fooled by falsehood, fear,

\
or pride, Their ostrich-heads in self-illusion hide. 1856

: Ot.MSTED Slave States 167 The ostrich-habit of burying
their heads in the ground before anything they don't like.

1877 KLACK Green Past. xxx. ^1878) 237 [They had] hiddeti

themselves in their berths in order to get a sort of ostrich-

I safety. 1891 Pall MallG. 12 Sept. 1/2 The facts .. are too

damning to leave much room for an ostrich policy.

b. Comb.) $& ostrich-breeding, -egg\ ostrich-eyit,

-like adjs. ; f ostrich-camel, an old name of the

ostrich ( after L. stritthiocainclus}\ ostrich-farm,
a farm on which ostriches are reared for the sake

i of their 'plumes ; ostrich-farming, the retiring of
'

ostriches
; ostrich-fern, the fern Onoclea strutliio-

pterh (S. germanica) ; ostrich-tip, the tip of an

j

ostrich-feather. Also OSTWCH-FEATHKR, -I>LUME.

1875 S. Africa 220 Nearly twenty years ago, "ostnch-

breeding was successfully tried in Algeria. 1607 TOPSEI.L

/\wr-f. Beasts (1658) 80 His feet like an M Xstrige-Camels.

1653 II. COCAN DtVtl. .S'/V. 10.1 Crralnres of a mixt nature.,

whereof some are called Austriiige-c.-imels, being derived

i
from a camel and an au-iridg. 1599 HAKI.CVT / ,y. II. i.

j 153 In the mids [of the chapel], .is a canopie as it were of

abed, with a great sort of "Estridge egges hanging at it.

1613 M. KIDLKV MaH. /W/Vj'67 Tipping of cuppes with
'

silver, that be of Ostndge-egges. 1638 SIR T. HERBERT
Trav. (ed. y) 16 Oestrich egge-shells. 1885 A. NEWTON in

2'J - 3



OSTRICH.

F.ncycl. Kril. (ed. 9) XVIII. 63/2 The great mercantile

value of Ostrich-feathers .. led to the formation in the Cape
Colony. . of numerous ' "Ostrich-farms '. 1875 S. Africa 223
Ostrich farmers, in domesticating the bird, have apparently
a regard to moral training. Ibid. 220 It is difficult to say
who was the first to begin ostrich-farming at the Cape. 18-

To digest Iron and Stecle. 1881 Alacin. Mug. XLIV. 294/2
It is ostrich-like, it is suicidal, to ignore the fact of its dis-

appearance. 1895 Pop. Sci. Monthly Apr. 761 Among the

existing ostrichlike types we have the Apteryx. 1888 Lady
25 Oct. 378/2 A . . very fashionable hat . . with ribbon loops

and *ostrich tips.

Hence O'strichism
(nonct-wcQ,

the policy of

hiding the head like an ostrich.

1834 Ta.it's Mfig. I. 59/i The Marquis adopted the cele-

brated system of ostrichism, and hid his head.

t O'Strict -',
a corruption of ESTRICHE, eastern

kingdom or country (q. v.). Ostrich board =
ESTHICHE board

;
Ostrich wool, a kind of wool

formerly imported from Eastern countries.

1449 H'illo/U'. Bruges in H'arjr. Ace. K,tw. /F
(18^30)

(lloss., I ordeyn that the ij chapelles. .be closed wytli ostridi

boarde, and clere storied. 1480 ll'ardr. Aec. J-'ihi'. II'

(1830) 131 Cupborde of ostriche horde j. [1720 STRVIK
Stmo's Suni. 11754) II. v. xv. 326/2 The Estndge \Vools,

that is, the Wools imported from the East Countries, a

coarser Sort, amounted not to two hundred Weight.] 1812

|. SMVTI! Pract. ofCustoms (1821) 311 Ostrich, or Kstridge
Wool is used as a substitute for Beaver in the manufacture
of Hats. It is usually imported from (Jennany, the Levant,

Il.ily, and other parts of the Mediterranean.

O'strich-fea'-tlier. Also 5-7 estrich-.

1. A feather of an ostrich, esp. one of the long

curly quill-feathers of the wings or tail used as

a personal ornament or for decorative purposes.
1460-7 [see OSTRICH i yj. 1473 WARKW. Ckron. 14 He . .

wered ane estryche feder. V< 1475 Stjr. Itm'e l^'^i',: :-.:6

Oystryche fcthers of dyvers hewe. a 1529 SKKI.TON Kwgt:
"/Court 366 An eestryche fedder of a capons tayle He s-jt

. . vpon his hat alofte. 1629 L. OWBN Spec. Jesuit. 61

Hauing brought with him a present of Parots and Estrii h-

feathers. aijjl GRAY in Corr. (1843) 213 No one who ha.l

less than ^100 a year., was to wear satin, damask, ostrich

feathers. 1868-82 Cuss \NS [landbk. Heraldry {eA. 3) ix. 134
The Ostrich-feathers of Edward, Prince of Wales, and the

Red and U'kite Roses.. yav examples of Badges familiar to

every student of English History.
Coin/'. 1530 PALSGK. 250/1 Ostrydge fether sellar. 1813
Examiner n Jan. 22/1 S. Butler, .. ostrich-feather-mann-

fauurer.

f2. ?A marking or brand on a horse, resembling
a feather of an ostrich. Obs.

1672 l.ond. Gaz. No. 657^ A Bay Mare about six years

old,.. with an Estrich Feather on the near side, and a black

List down the Buttock. 1685 Itid. No. 2524/4 A bright I', cy

Horse with, .three Estery Feathers, one at his breast, and
one at eacli side of his Neck.

Ostrich-plume. [See PLUME.]
1. An ostrich-feather, or a bunch of two or three

feathers.

(1436 in K.rcfi. Rolls Scot!. IV. 679 In ornamentoplumarum
de hostriche.] 1637 HF.VWOOD Dial. xix. (1874) VI. 263 In my
li^ht chariot, .deckt with Estrich plumes, c 1820 S. ROGKKS

Italy, Brides of I 'enice 29 A fan, that gently waved, of

ostrich-plumes. 1865 J H. INGKAIIAM I'illar i'/fin (ifyi)

321 White horses. .richly caparisoned, and with ostrich,

plumes nodding on their heads.

2. a. The plumularian hydroid Aglaophtnia
s/rtitkioniJes. b. attrib. Applied to a variety of

Chrysanthemum.
1891 Daily Xe-,vs 19 Oct. 3/5 A curious variety of chrysan-

themum. . . American growers have described it as the ostrich

plume variety. 1893 // 'esttti. C,az. 16 Oct. 7/1 Ostrich-plume
chrysanthemum, which does not often come to perfection in

this climate.

Ostrich-plumed a., decked with ostrich-illumes.
Mod. Ncvuspr. Large white ostrich-plumed hats.

Oatridge, -ige, Ostridger, -iger, obs. ff.

O.STUICH, OsTKEtiEit. t Ostridge-keeper, Oh.,
a keeper of goshawks, an O.STREUEK.

1653 UKQUHAKT Rabelais i. Iv, Before them stood the

falconrie, managed by Ostridge-keepers and Falconers.

Ostrie, Ostringer: see HOSTKV, OSTKEUEK.

t Ostri'ferous, a. Ol>s.
[f.

L. ostrifcr (? for

*ostnifer, f. ostrca oyster): see -FEKors.]
1656 ULOL-NT Glossogr., Ostriferoas, that beareth, orTarings

forth Oisters.

Ostrog (pstrfi-g). [Russ. OCTJK'HT. stockade,

blockhouse, f.
= OO'b about + CTOpe'Ib to guard.]

A house or village in Siberia, surrounded by a pali-
sade or wall, and serving as a fort or prison.
1764 Ckar. in Ann. Reg. 5/2 Under the name of Ostrog, is

understood every habitation consisting of one or more huts,

all surrounded by an earthen wall or palisado. ..The Cam-
chatcans live in these huts all the winter. 1790 Cook's I 'cy. V I .

2191 The principal merchants, .reside either at Bolcheretsk,
or the Nishnei ostrog. 1799 W. TOOKE I'iew Kitssinn Ktnp.
1. 356. 1833 R. PIXKKRTON Russian^ From the ostrog we

proceeded to the town hospital.

Ostrogoth, (c'stogpb). [f.
late L. Ostrogothi pi.,

f. OHG., OS. ostar eastward, in the east : OTetit.

*aust(a}r: see GOTH.] An Kast Goth; a name

given to the division of the Teutonic race of the

Goths which towards the end of the 5th c. con-

quered Italy, and in 493, under Theodoric, estab-

lished a kingdom which continued till 555.

228

1647 8 COTTERKI.L DiK'ila's Hist. Fr. (1678) 3 Famous
incursions of the Ostrogoths. 1841 W. SPALDING Italy A/ It.

[si. 1 1. 54 Four dynasties which successively ruled that

country-, Odoacer's, the East-Goths or Ostrogoths, the

Lombards, and the Frank^.

b. (See quot.)
a 1859 WHKWKLL Germ. Archil. Pref., Some traced the

pointed arch to the countries of the F>ast ; and tht:st:

persons were, by their brother antiquaries, playfully termed

Ostrogoths.
Hence Ostrogo thiari. Ostrojro thic atljs.

1684 H. MORI-: Answer 42 The fourth [trumpet] is. .under
the seventh Head, viz. The Ostrogothian Kings-. 1815

Sporting Mag. XLVI. 56 This coarse, dark, ostrogothic

piece of mosaic-painting.

Ostry, -ye, obs. variants of HOSTRY.

Ostrycch, erron. for OSTOUR, goshawk, from

association of OSTHEGER with oslriJgt, OSTRICH:
cf. O.STHIDGE-KEKl'KR.
c 1400 MAUNDLV. (1839) xxii. 238 Bryddes, as Ostrycches

[F. vttstoiirs], Gerfacouns, Sparehaukes.

Ostylle, obs. form of HOSTEL.

Ostyre, obs. variant of OYSTER.

Osul, Osyll, obs. ff. OUZEL. Oswego tea :

see TEA. Osyer, obs. f. OSIER.

I] Osyris ;f'siris). Jiot. [moil.L., a. Gr. vavpts,

a plant identified variously with Osyris alba,

I.inaria vtilgaris, etc.] A genus of shrubs (X. O.

Stiiita/oi'ete), of which the European species 0. alba

is a broom-like plant with narrow dry leaves, small

perigynous flowers, and roundish drupes.
i5i'Tt:ssER Herbal n. 73 The brothe of Osyris dronken

is good agaynst yc iaundes or gnel sought.

Osyt, obs. form of used : see USE v.

Oszer, Oszil, obs. forms of OSIER, OIV.KL.

-ot, suffix^-, repr. F. -of, orig. dim., but the diminu-

tive iorce is often lost, as in ballot, chariot, galliot,

loi iot, parrot , etc. It is not a living suffix in Eng.

-Ot, suffix -, repr. K. -etc, L. -ola, Gr. -unrfi,

expressing nativity, as 'Hireipwrr/s Epirot, native of

Epirus, in whicli use it is often represented by
-OTE. It occurs also in a few other sbs. of Gr.

origin, as helot, idiot, patriot, zealot.

Otacoustic v0"tak'stik, -akcurstik',**. and sb.

rare.
[f.

Gr. ouj, WT- ear + CLKOVOTIK-US ACOUSTIC :

cf. Gr. uTaKovoTTjs : see OTACTST.]
A. adj. Used to assist the sense of hearing.

1775 in ASM. 1828 WFDSTF-R s. v., Otacoustic instrument.

B. s/>. An instrument to assist hearing, as an

car-trumpet.
,1 1643 ' FALKLAND, etc. Infallibility (1646) 79 Matters

of fact, which we see or heare not with our own eyes or

eares, but as with perspectives and otaconstickes. 1701
(!REW Cosm. Sacra i. v. J 6 A Hare, which is very quick of

hearing . . is supplied with a Bony Tube ; which as
a_
natural

Otacoustick is so directed backward as to receive the

smallest and most distant Sound that comes behind her.

So Otacou stical .

1802 in Sfir. /'nf: Drills. VI. 348 With a few of my Ota-

coustical drops [IJ have so entirely recovered him.

II OtacOITSticon. [mod.Lat., f. as prec.]
=

prec. H.

1615 TOMKIS Albninazar I. iii, O let me see this wond'rous
instrument. Ron. Sir, this is cal'd an Otacousticon. 1621

BLRTON Anat. .17,7. n. ii. iv. (1676) 179/1 Otocousticons some

speak of to intend hearing, as the other do sight. 1668 Pi:i'Vs

Diary 2 Apr., I did try the use of the Otacousti[c]on, which

was only a great glass bottle broke at the bottom, putting
the neck to my eare ; and there I did plainly hear the dashing
of the oares of the boats in the Thames. 1715 tr. Pattcirolhts'

Renun Mem. II. App. 443 Several Kinds of ptacousticons,
or Instruments to improve the Sense of Hearing.

t O'tacust. Obs. [ad. late L. otacfistcs, a. Gr.

wraKovoTTj'i listener, spy, f. o5$, UT- ear + aKovffrrjs

listener.] A listener, an eavesdropper ; a spy.
1632 HOLLAXI> Cyrnf&dia 118 Who.. should as Otacusts

.(or priuy Escourts) listen and advertise him of all occurrents.

a 1603 URQUHART Rabelais m. Prol., Something . .which
the Persians of old esteemed more of in all their Olaaists.

Otahei te apple. [Named after Otaheite, or

Tahiti, one of the Society Islands in Polynesia.]
The fruit of Spondias Jtilcis, a native of Java,
the Moluccas, and the Society Islands ; it is of a

golden yellow colour, the rind having a taste like

turpentine, and the pulp the flavour of pine-apple.
1858 HOGG I'eg. Kingii. 247. 1887 Standard 16 Sept. 5/3

The carambola and the Otaheite apple.

Otake, obs. corrupt f. OUT-IAKE, except.

Otalgia (("'ta.-ldjia). Also ota'lgy. [a. Gr.

uTa\yia ear-ache, f. ous, UIT- ear + 0X705 pain.]
liar-ache ; neuralgic pain in the ear.

1657 I'hysical Diet., Otalgia, pain in the ears. 1727-41

to the middle ear.

Hence Ota'lgic a., of or pertaining to car-ache ;

sb. a remedial agent for ear-ache.

1737 BRACKEN' Farriery Imf>r. (1757) II. 263 Opiates arc

Ophthalmia, as well as odontalgics, Otalgics, &c. 1842
DCNGLISON Med. Lc.r., Otalgic [adj.],

Otamy, obs. corrupt form of ATOMY.

Otary (i>'lari). [ad. mod.L. otaria, i. Gr. oirs,

UIT- ear : cf. Gr. wrapus large-eared.] An eared seal ;

i member of the Olariidx, a family of pinnipeds

OTHER.

having small but perceptible external ears, which

includes the fur seals and sea-lions.

1847 in WEBSTER. 1880 J. A. ALLEN N. Amer. Pinnipeds
225 The largest species of the Otaries . . are Hair Seals, while

the smallest ..are Fur Seals.

Hence OtaTian, O'tarine adjs.,o{ or pertaining
to otaries or eared seals

;
Ota riid, a member of the

family Otariidae (see above) ;
Ota'rioid a., resem-

bling or akin to the otaries in form or structure.

1880 J. A. ALLEN N. Awer. Pinnipeds 2 The walruses

are really little more than thick, clumsy, obese forms of the

Otarian type, with the canines enormously developed. ..The
u-abuses are merely elephantine Otariids.

t Otas, obs. f. octaves : see OCTAVE i a.

c 1450 St. Citthbert (Surtees) 7862 Sakird in saint lohn otas.

Ote, Ote-mele, -meel, cbs. ff. OAT, OATMEAL.

Otet obs. corrupt form of hole, HIGHT z'.l

Ote, obs. corruption of wot from WIT v., to

know, esp. in phrase God ote ! God wot !

-Ote, stiffix, another form of -OT -, repr. ultimately
Gr. -UITJ/S, indicating nativity, and forming the'

names of inhabitants of places in or near Greece ;

e.g. Camiiole {-ot), from Candia, Cypriote (-ot),

from Cyprus, Sciote, Suliote, etc.

Otem : see TOTEM. Otemoste, obs. var.

UTMOST. Oten, corrupt f. hoten, pa. pple. of

IIiGHTz/. 1
;
obs. f. OATEN.

t Otenchyte. Obs. [ad. L. otenchyta, ad. Gr.

wrtyxvrrj^, f. wr- ear + iy\\nr]s, f. tyx*~ fttf *

pour in. In mod.F. otenchyte\ An instrument

for injecting liquid into the ears.

1601 HOLLAND Pliny II. 369 To infuse the said liquour
warme into the eare by a pipe or instrument called an

Otenchyte. Ibid., Expl. Words of Art, OteMchyte,a.n instru-

ment, deuised for to infuse or poure some medicinable liquor

into the tares.

Oter^e, Oth, othe, obs. ff. OTTER, OATH.

II Othsematoma (ohrmatw-'-ma). [mod.L., f.

Gr. o5s, ir- car + H.KMATOMA.] Hamialoma or

vascular tumour of the ear.

1874 ROOSA Dis. Kar (ed. 2) 107 Olhaimatoma, haematoma

auris, or vascular tumor of the auricle. 1877^
BURNKIT Kitr

247 Otha;matoma, or blood-tumor of the ear, is characterized

by congestion and heat in the auricle.

Hence Othreiuato'matous a.

1878 T. BRYANT Pract. Snrg. I. 388 The othaematomatous

requires special mention.

Otham, othem : see ODAM Obs., son-in-law.

Othe, ope, ME. f. on the : see O prep.
1 b.

Othenk, var. OFTIIIXK Obs., to repent.

Hence f Othe'nking, vl>l. sb., sorrow, regret,

repentance.
1382 Wvci.n Jiiits;. xxi. 15 And al Yrael greetli sorowide,

and dide olhcnkyiige vpon the slaujter. "Jer. xviii. 10

Othinking Y shal do [1388 Y schal do pcnaunce] up Oil the

good that Y spac, that V shulde do to it.

OtheOSCOpe (<"'-)wsk0.ip). [f. Gr. w9m to

push + -OKOTTOS observing, -SCOPE.] A modification

of the radiometer, devised by Sir W. Crookes, in

which the black or driving surface is stationary,

while the cooling surface is movable.

1877 CROOKES in Proc. Roy. Sac. No. 180.

Other (.vtSaf, adj. fran. (sb.). Forms: I 6*er,

6{>er, 2-5 o)>er, inflected opre, 4- other. Also

3 Orm. o)>err, 3-4 ojrar, -eir, -air, -ier, -ir,

-ere, -ure, (5 -yr, -ire\ 4 oiper, ooper, 4-5

othur, -yr, -ere, -ar, 4-6 othir, oother, -ir, 5

othre, 5-7 oyer (
-- ofcr), 6 wother ; Sc. 4

uthyre, wthir(e, -yre, wyther, oujjer, 4-6

uthir, 4-7 uther, -ere, 6 vyer, -ir (= nfer, -ir),

7 wther, 8- ither. Also 3 Orm. oderr, 4-6 oder,
'

-ir, -ur, -yr, 5 voder, -ur, 6 Sf. uder, -ir, 6-

nortk. udder. [Com. Tent : OE. oler, 6Ser =

OFris. Cither (oder, amit;r\ OS. PSar, tiSar, aniiar,

|
(MLG., MDu., LG., Pu. ander\ OHG. ander

(MHG., Ger. aitffer\ ON. annar-, Goth, anpar =

Skr. cintara-s, Lith. aiitras, and prob. L. alter :-

OAryan *anteros ;
a word formed w ith the usual com-

parative suffix of adjs., in Skr. -tara-s, Gr. --rfpo-s,

L. -/,-;-, Eng. -thcr, in whether, etc. The same

root appears in Skr. an-yd-s other, different: cf.

L. al-ins, al-ter.']

A. culj.

fl. One of the two. the one (of two); \.. alter. Obs.

(This is an OTinit. sense of the word, found also with OS.

6lar and ON. annar-. The suggestion that in tins sense

OK. tSer was a form of ttwttr, tiler, ME. OuTHER,
'

either ,

'one or other', is erroneous ; there is no ground for assuming

that OE. had any filer except that which was identical with

(loth, anpar, ON. annar-.'i

cSQ* K. /Ei.FRED C>-,.i. ill. vii. S 3 Him. .wtarb ober eaRe

mid anre flan ut ascoten. Ibid. iv. i. 6 pa;r weartS Pirrus

wund on o|wan earme. agooO. J-:. Martyrol. 26 June 106

An stra:! . . hine jewundode on his ooer ^ewenge. 1590

SVKNSER F. (?. li iv. 4 Her other leg was lame. 1596 ll-'d.

v. xii. 36 A distafle in her other hand she had.

(The quots. from Spenser are evidently archaic, and n is

possible that in them oilier means
'

left
'

like derm. MHOer.)

fb. Other .. other: the one .. the other (L.

alter . . alter . .) ; one . . another (L. alms . . alius

. .). Only in OE.
1897 K. /Ei.i liliu Gregory's Past. x\. 291 Ooer hira wa;s



OTHER.
haten Timotheus, ooer Titus, agoo Lwsflf. -El/red \\t\r <v\.

c. 43 Ne dem bu oSerne dom bam wele^an, oflerne bam
eorman, ne ofterne bam liofran, and ofterne bam laoTan ne
dem bu. (900 tr. Kaedas Hist. \\. x. (1890) 136 Cume burh
obre tliiru in, fturh obre ut ^ewite.
2. That one of two which remains after one is

taken, defined, or specified; the remaining (person,

thing,orgroup) of two; later, also, of three or more.

Usually prec. by the or an equivalent demonstra-
tive or possessive word (e. g. his other foot, the
man's other name or names) ;

but in OE. oper
alone could have this sense.

On the other hand: see HAND sfi, 32 i.

6-893 K. >ELFRKD Oros. Content* iv. vii, Hu Gallic wunnon
on Komane, it Pene on obre healfe. Ibid. iv. vi. 2 Se ofter
consul gehierde Diulius. ^900 Ags. Ps. fl'h.l xlix. 21 IV--

twuh be and buire inodor suna oiVum. c 1175 Lainh, Hoin .

43 He \ves an biscop on eoSre line, n \yx>Cursor .}[. 10679
iCotl.) On ober side he was dredand To bring a custom neu
on hand, a 1425 Ibid. 3309 (Trin.) pis obere mon myjte not
blin To biholde bis fair maydin. 1462 Coventry Constifn-
tions in Ellacombe I>ells ofCh. ix. (1872) 469 Ye todurdekyn
[shall have] ye wodur alffe. "1584 MONTGOMICRIE Cheme
Y Sloe 44 The turtle, on the vther syde, Na picture had to

flay.
1605 SHAKS. Lear iv. ii. Si Bui (( ) poore Gloustci i

.ost he his other eye? 1615 SIR \V. Mi'io: Misc. Poems
xiv. 2 His corps doth heir duell, Iot qr be his oyer halfe no
man can tell. 1711 Annisoy Sfleet. No. 56 F 2 To the gicat

Repository of Souls, or, as we call it here, to the other World.
1724 Pi; FOE Mem. Cavalier I. 48, I was on the other
Side the Elbe. 1855 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. xii. III. 204
The other member for the county of Dublin was Colonel
Patrick Sarsfield.

b. Every other, every second, every alternate.

1480 CAXTON Chron. Kng. cxlv. 124 Forwhiche raunsonne
to be payed eche other chalyce of englond was molte and
made in to moneye. 1588 GKEENE Perintedes 21 Spending
euery other day in such sporte. 1607 TOPSELL Four-/. Beasts
(1658) 309 Every other day cleanse both the wounds and
rols. 1712-13 SWIFT Let. to Mrs. Dinghy 25 Jan., We now
resolve to. .have a committee every other week. 1877 MKS.
OLIPHAXT Makers Flor. Introd. 13 Every other year there
was a revolution.

t 3. That fellows the first
; second (of two or

more). Obs. (cxc. as in b). -

(.900 tr. Bxtiti's Hist. i. xvi. [xxvii.] (1890^ 64 pactte ..

feower d;elas beon scyle, an acres t biscope. .o'Aer da;l Godes
beowum, bridda bearfum. c xooo .-ELEKIC Gen. ii. 13 Daere
o5re ea nama ys Gion. ciooo Sa.v. Leechd. I. 214 ^enim
bysse ylcan wyrte croppas, fcrest bry, a;t obrum Siele fif.

cii75 Lamb. Horn, ii pe oftcr heste wes Xe haue bu J>ines
drihtenes nome in nane afta. < 1250 Gen. fy Ex. 3642 On
(Nat oder twentide dai, of Ae oSe[r] moned. c 1400 tr. Secreta.

''

Secret., Gov. Lordsh. 72 Costome ys be ober kynde.
b. The other day : f (a} orig. The second day,

the following or next day. f (ff) The preceding
day, yesterday, (c) Now, a day or two ago ;

a short time ago, recently. So The other night,
week) etc. Cf. K. faittrejoitr.
(a) 1154 O. E. Chron. an. 1135 D[at] ober dei ha he lai an

slep in scip. c 1300 Havelok 1755 Hauelok . and his wif..
wel do wayten al be nith, Til (>e ober day. c 1435 Torr.
Portugal 1190 Tills they at myd-mete was, On the other

day at none, a 1440 Sir Eglam. 1005, V. and thretty i

knyghtys he madd, 1'e that odur day abowte none. 1585 T.
'

WASHINGTON tr. Nicholay's I 'ay. I. xiii. 14 b, The other
night following, we came to an anker in another roade.

(o) 13.. Cursor M. 5672 (Gott.) Wil bu me sla as bu did

an, bis oder day \Cott. bis endir dai]? 1664 PEPVS Diary
11 Feb., Mr. Falconer came .. and brought her a present
a silver state-cup and cover. 12 Feb., Changed Mr. Fal-
coner's state-cup, that he did give us the other day, for a
fair tankard.

(c) 1421 HOCCLEVE Complaint 309 This othar day a lamen-
taclon Of a wofull man in a boke I sye. 1:1440 Jacob*s \

Well 112 The ober day, J told 3011 a parcel! of e wose in

sleuthe. Z596SHAKS. i Hen. /^, in. iii. 112 The other Night
'

I fell asleepe heere behind the Arras. Ibid. 152 He..sayde
this other day, You ought him a thousand pound. 1711
SFEELI; Sped. No. 38 rg A short Letter 1 writ the other

Day to a very witty Man. 1792 Genii. Mag. 17/2 In com- .

pany with a few friends, the other night. 1824 MEUWIN "'

Convers, Byron (1832) I. 201 The Hartz mountain-scene,
that Shelley versified the other day. 1885 Manch. K-'cn.
News 6 July 2/2 They played a match the other day against
a local club.

tc. Other half (lit. second half) : One and a
half ((i. anderthalli). See HALF a. 2. Ol>s.

cqoo tr. fixda's Hist. iv. xxvi[i]. (1890) 360 Se ilca Eadric
orSer healf gear bast rice haefde. 1297 K. GLOI'C. (Rolls) 939
Ober half ;er we abbebnow iwend. .In be grete seof occean. :

a 1300 Cursor M. 16600 Half feirth of eln was be length, :

And ober half he brede. c 1530 Florice <V Rl. (1857) 216
Other half hondred of riche King. < 1420 Pallad. on Ifnsl*.

i. 687 A strike, or other half a stryke Of barly mele. c 1430
Tiuo Cookery-bks. 25 Take ober half pound of Flower of

Kys, .iij. pound of Almaundys, half an vnce of hony.
4. \Vith plural sb. (in OE. and early ME. tyre)

=
;

the remaining, the rest of the
;
L. fxftn.

^893 K. ALFRED Oros. Contents v. iii, Hu Craccus se
consul wonn wio" ba oSre consulas. c 1050 Jiyrhtfcrt/is

\

Handhoc in Anglia (1885) VIII. 304 pis ylce understand be
i

bam odrum da^um. 1154 O, E. Chron. an. 1132 And te obre
|

rice men be her wajron. 1388 WVCLIF John xxi. 8 Symount
|

Petre. .girte hym with a coote . . and wente in to the see.
i

Hut the othere disciplis camen bi boot. 1526 TINDALE Gal. I

ii. 13 And the wother lewes dissembled lyke wyse. 1592
SHAKS. I'en. $ Ad. 400 When his glutton eye so full hath fed,
His other agents aim at like delight. 1667 MILTON /'. /,. !

i. 194 Satan. .With Head up-lift above the wave, ..his other
]

Parts besides Prone on the Flood. 1861 KU.ICOIT Life
\

Our Lord viii. (1865) 375 The other two have taught us by
their very silence, in the first place, to view that last event I

of the
Gospel-history in its true light. 1869 J . EADIE Gala-

\

tians 146 He received his commi^ion . . from the same :

source as did the other Apostles.
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5. Existing besides, or distinct from, that already
, mentioned or implied ; not this, not the same,

different in identity ; further, additional.

fa. with singular sb. = another; L. a/ius, alter.
(-900 tr. Bxdas Hist. Pref. ii. (1890) 4 O3Se on bys.se bee

ortfte on onre. Ibid. 6 ?;if he hwrrt ymbe ftis on oSre wisan
^cmete. 971 Blickl. Hoin. 219 Eft ^elamp ober wun<tor.
<-H75 Lamb. How. 3 Mid his apostles and ec mid ooere
MIX: manna. IHd. 9 A hu scolde oOermonnes goddede comen

|

him to gode ? Ibid. 13 Ne wilne bu oftres momies wif ne
nanes binges be <>re mon a^e. c 1200 Trin. Coll. Honi. 9

! Alse he do3 on oiVe stede on his speche.
b. with sinjj. sb. qualified by an, any, some, no,

|

or preceded by a negative expressed or implied.
_
An ofher lias been normally written since c itxo (often also

in earlier times) as one word, ANOTHER iq. v.'. In M K. al-o
divided a nother \ so na notlier ~ none other, no other.

( 888 K. /ELFREO Koeth. v. i Nan ober man. 971 />'//< XV.
Hani. 113 Sum .. brct bine swybor lufode (-onnu JL-IMT; i-|'..i

man. c 1000 /Ei.i-KIC Ifo"t. I. 364 Helias .. oMe sum n\ r

witeRa. cizoo I'iws fy I 'irtztes 47 And ec sum ooer saule
hit wile belpen. 1250 Owl ty Night. 583 An ober bin-; of
be ich mene. a 1300 Cursor M. 10663 "bail husband niai i

haf nan. 6-1375 .SV. Leg. Saints xviii. d-'gipdane^ 6tS
Athyre enchesone fand I n.Ou. ('1386 CHAU<JKH Prol. 461
Housbondes at cbiixhe doic .she hadde fyiie Withouttn
oother compaignye in youthe. c 1400 Rom. Rose 60^
Ladyes..Ne .st-kith never othir vicaire. 1560 WHITEHORNE
Arte Warre (1573) ^8 Other thing there is not that can
Wlthholde it. 1611 UIHI.E i Cor. xv. 37 It may change of

wheat, or of some other graine. 1697 J>.\Mni-.K I'oy. (17-91
I. 88 As if they had no other place in the World to live in.

1732 Porn Ess. Man i. 56 One single (movement] can il^

end produce; Yet .serves to second too some other u^e.

1795 Genii. Mn^. 545/1 To prefer to every other spot the

places of our birth and education. 1845 M, P.VIMSON* /.,v\.

(1889) I. i Such history, .. more than any other bran- h "f

literature, varies with the a-e that produces it. 1857
BUCKLE C/V/7/a, I. xii. 668 A boldness unknown in any
other part of Europe.

C. with pi. sb., or quantitative sing. (In OK.
and early ME. d/>(e]re.) ..

(888 K. --ELFREU lioeth. vi, He ba:re sunnan & eac be
0$rum tunglum. 971 Blickl. Hont. 145 Petru.^ and .. obre
Cristes begnas. c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Matt. xii. 45 He him to

genymjj seofun offre gastas. ^1175 Lamb. Horn. 125 He
table heom bis swulche toforan oftran bingan. c 1290 .V. /-'.ng,

Li'g. I. 16/510 And with obur melodies al-so. 1362 L.\\I;I..

/'. PI. A. Prol. 101 Masons, Minours And mony oper crafie.s,

1387 TKKVISA Higden (Rolls) I. 7 Among obtre . . faire

flonschers and Inheres of wordes. 1457 Nottingham />'<-<-.

II. 365 For mendyng of a bowt and oder labors. 1483 / '?//-

gariaabs Terentfo^g t
I left all odyr thynges or put a bakk.

^1548 HALL Chron., Hen. /'/// 16 b, Gonnes, ISowes,
Arrowes, and all other artilery. 1640-1 Kirkcudbr.W'.-C.
Miii.-bk. (1855)63 Naither by thair example nor by thair

dilligence in uther things, 1711 SUCKLE Sj>cit. No. 4976
When they are in other Company they speak and act after
him. 1725 RAMSAY Gent. S/u-^/i. iv. ii, To London court,
or ither far art parts. 1832 TENNYSON Lady o/Shalott n. i,

Little other care hath she. 1850 GLADSTONE Glean. II. 74
We have other evidence .. how deeply he had drunk .. at
classic fountains. 1886 SIR N. LINDLEY in Law 2\ef>. 32
Chanc. Div. 28 The same observations are true of all other
contracts similarly circumstanced.

d. Archaic and obsolete constructions.
^Other all, other many (obs.) \ all other, many other.

iOther mo, other more (obs.): = other(s) besides. Other
such (arch.): now generally such ot/ier(s). Ofher si.v, etc.

(arch, or dial.), ambiguous : the (or an) other six, or six

other(s), etc. Other the king's enemies (arch.), ambiguous:
= others, (who are) the king's enemies, or other enemies of
the king.
c 893 K. ./i.FRED Oros. i. iv. i Hi aifter <^a;m wa^ron on

ban nu't.stan hungre oSre syfan ^ear. Ibid. iv. x. 2 Eft
\\eai b ober swelc ren. cpoo tr. Kxdas Hist. i. xiii. [xxiii.]

11890) 54 He sende Augustinum and oft re nionige munecas.
c 1020 Rule St. .(.'/ (Logeman) 40 O5re sijx seahnas. 13. .

Guy it'ar~a>. (A.) 408 Bi be be warned ober mo. Ibid. 1149

pou art me leuest of ober alle. c 1489 CAXTON Blanch. 121
The kynge of Fryse, & other his prysoners. 1512 Act
4 Hen. I'111, c. 20 Preamble, Archbold with other xl out-
lawes. 1526 TINDALE Matt. xv. 30 Havinge with them halt,

blinde, domne, maymed, and other many. 1542 Act 33
Hen. I 'III, c. 27 Amonges other their peculieractes. a 1555
Pim.roT ExoM.tf Writ. (Parker Soc.) 416 Luther and other
more of us. a 1568 ASCHAM Scholew. n. (Arb.) no A great
deale of the Ciuill lawe, and other many notable bookes,

1603 KNOLI.FIS Hist. Turks (1621) 246 In their roomes placed
other his owne creatures. 161 1 UIBI.E Gen. viii. 10 He stayed
yet other seven days, a 1648 LD. Hi-;Hi;KRT//r. /-V//(i683)
531 To joyn with Cardinal Pool and other the Kings Knemies.

!

1799 J . ROBERTSON Agric. Perth 564 A retreat for St Bridget i

and other nine virgins. 1864 BURTON Scot Abr. I. i. 18
With other the great men of Scotland. 1871 KUSKIN Fors

'

Ct'iv. \. 13 There are, indeed, other such in the world.

e. In this sense, other may be construed with
than (f formerly also but}. Cf. 6.

1679 PHIL'S Let to Dk. 1 'ork 6 May, Without any alteration
..other than what is consequential to [etc.]. 1794rfuJET.&*&/, ,

(1825) II. 143 It docs not appear that any books, other than
our present Scriptures were thus publicly read. 1866 ROGERS
Agric. <y Prices II. 273 Gratuities other than money are in-

considerable. 1896 Law Times C. 410/1 The acts or de-
faults of any person other than himself and those claiming
under him.

6. Different (in kind or quality). Const, than

(from, \but}. (See also ANOTHEH 4.)
[OK. expressed 'different' bytf/er.. 6j>er: e.g. ("897 K. '

JKLPWKD Gregory's Past. C. ii. zS Donne hi on oiVe wisan
,

libbad on oftre hi la:ratS - When they live in one way in an-
other (way) they teach.] a 1250 Oivl .y fright. 544

'

Nay,
nay ', sedebe nihtegale, 'pu schalt there am ober tale

1

. 1375
BARBOUK tintce i. 392 Hot quha in baitaill mycht him se, All

othir contenance had he. 1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls) 1. 67
Ouber vnderstondynge bihouep of be ryueres of Paradys, ban
auctours writeb. 1570 BUCHANAN Ane Admonit. Wks. (1892)

OTHER.
[

26 Yai mcanc na vyer thcng bot ye deid of ye King. 1579L KIKLU tr. Calvin s Serm. Ded., What should good men
looke for other of these blind Balamitcs, but such condemna-
tion? 1600 SHAKS. A. V. L. v. iv. 199, I am for other, then
for dancing meaxures. 1635 N. K. tr. Camden's Hist. KHz. n.
an. i?. 1 08 In case any thing other than well should befall the
Infant King. 1643 TRAIT Comm. Gen. xxxiii. 4 Latomu.s of
Lorain wrote, that there was no other a faith in Abraham,
then in Cicero. 1673 PH. HENRY Diaries <V Lett. (1882) 261
A person quite of other principles from her former husband.
1779 BURKK Lett., to K. SItacklct<ni Corr. 1844 II. 275, I do
not know how I could wish him to be, ..other than what
he is. 1803 COLERIDGE in Kegan Paul W. Godwin (18761
II. 95 It could not be other than pleasant to me. 1808
SCUM Mann. \\. \\, Far other scene her thoughts recall.
l877 M. ARNOLD Last Ess. 171 Quite other matters from
the fundamental mailer of the primitive gospel. 1879 F.
HARRISON Choice Rks. 11886) 51 This Italian poetry is in
a world far other from ours of to-day.

1 7. Other \vns formerly used to characterize

things as of a different kind from those previously
mentioned : c. g. other sinful men - other men,
who are sinful. Obs.
This would now be implied by its onii-ion ; in modern

ti'.e the insertion of other implies the opposite, vi/. that
the .second c!a>s includes the In.-t.

< 1380 WYU.M.- ll'ks. <i88o) 201 perfore,as ihti crist is more
worbi than obere synful men fete.], c 1449 Pi >. K AY/r. it.

x. 199 Both preestis and othere lay men. 1481 I AX ION G>*d-

f>-cy x. 33 Charyottes, liorses, camels. beuffe>, kyen, & other
smale beestys. 1530 RASTELL Kk, Put-gat, n. v, The Kfe
"I man is more laborous .. than the lyfe'of any other brine
beste. 1600 HOLLAND /,/ryx\\vn. xxiii. 957 There were
32 quadriieme Gallies and 4 other triremes besides. 1605
SHAKS. Much. iv. iii. 90 All lhe.se [viccx] are portable, With
other Graces weigh'd. 1699 BIMIIV Phal. 506 It was im-
mortal Vellum .. that could la>t . . in spite of all damp and
moisture, that moulders other mortal skills.

B. absol., pron. t
or sb. * ahsol.

fl. One of the two, the one
;
L. alter. Often

followed by a genitive j>l. (Cf. A. J.) Obs.

11-893 K. /KLERED Oros. m.xi. 4 p.tr wearft Leo^ttnas^^cr
heora ladteowa, mid an re flan of>coten. ll-id. \\. .\. S 5 para
con^ula ojres sunn, .Sdpia waes haten. Ibid, YI. iii. ? ^ Jj.i

funde mon. .tw.t cista. .and on oberrc waes an ;=ewrit. ~ll>id.

vi. xxx. 3 J>a ^esette Clalerius 11 cyningas under him ; oj>er
Wfcs haten Seuerus. ngoo tr. B.rda's Hist. v. xiv. [xiii.]

(1890) 438 Da teah heora o^er forfl far^re boc. 971 Blickl.
Horn. 169 Se be haebbe twa tunecan, selle o?re ftam <>e nane
n.tbbe. c 1000 Leg. Holy Rood 101 jif aeni^ man wolde
heora oiVnm fylstan, (Sajt man nine sona Jefenge, c 1200
Trin. Colt. Horn. 95 Two berofTe ben swiche bat no man ne
inai underfo him selnen to hele bute he haue here oifter on
him. 13.. Cursor M. 21949 ( *obcr I"'-*"'"- .'tuber, ouber, oon]
o bam we most forga, For inai na man haf heuen?> twa.

b. In ( >K. oder was used anticipatively to intro-

duce the two members of an alternative
; thus,

oder {para or twegra), odde , . oftfte . .
,

i. c. the one,

(of these, or of the two) either. . or . . . (Cf.OuTHKU
a. and pron. i b for similar use of OE. dw^er^ dder^
(888 K. ALFRED Bocth. xi. i For bam ober twe^a, oft3e

hie nffifre..becuma($) o'dSe hi..naefre..?urhwuniao. (893
Oros. i. x. i Him .sredon J'jet liie o3er dyden, oftbe ham

comen o'A&e hie him \vuldon ofterra wera ceosan. c 1000
l-.ccl. hist, in Thorpe Laws II. 412 Wite he bait ofter iWa,
o"55e he sceal 3aes hades Bolian, oS-^e hit jebetan.

t c. Other . . other the one . . the other. Obs.

cSgj K. /Ki.rRi-;D Gregory's Past. C. xvii. 107 D."ct. .seofler
beo ara;reil from Saim o'druin. 971 Blickl. Horn. 171 Ober
. .is se a;resta apostol, ober se nehsta. c 1000 A'.i.t NIC Gen.
xl. 2 Dara oder bewiste his byrlas, o'^er his bascestran (L.
alter, .alter}, c ijo^Li/iSt. Edmund the KingQ in E.E.P.
(1862) 87 Hubba was bober ihote : 8; bober het Hyngar.
2. The other'. The remaining one of two; later,

also of three or more. (Cf. A. 2.)
In this sense esp. contrasted with (the} one: see ONE 18.

< 893 K. ALFRED Oros. i. i. i Sume men sadden ba;t J>;er

na;re buton twejen dailas: Asia, & ba^t o|>er Kurope. 6900
tr. Bxdn's Hist. Pref. i. u8op> 2 jif se o3er nolde, hu wur'A
he elles jela;red? c 1000 MlfRlc Gen. x.\ix. 27 Hafa |>a->

ane wucan to ^emjeccan, and tc S'fe be ba o3re. a 1225
Ancr, A*. 404 Al so as on neil driiie<S ut ben oAerne. 1297
R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 7017 pat be on brober..in nede helpe^
bere bat ober. a 14*5 Cursor J/. 1578 (Trin.) pe brober toke
be oberes wif. ("1450 lioke ofCitrttisye 814 in I-iabces Jlk.,

PC vssher ledes bat on bed ryjt, po aumener bo ober away
.shalle dy?t. a 1548 HALL Chron., Ifen. I 'II 15 When bothe
the armyes were approchyng to the other. 1697 DKYUEN
\~irgt Gcorg. iv. 143 One Monarch wears an honest open
Face,..That other looks like Nature in Disgrace. 1812 J.
WILSON Isle of Palms \\. 506 The inward flow Of faith. .

Each from the other hears. 1818 CKULSK Digest (ed. 2) II.

36 This will excuse the performance of that, and also of
the other.

t b. Instead of ' the other' the simple other was

formerly used after each, either^ neither, whether

Barely after one, none). Obs.
Hence the extant each other% and the obs. cither other, as

in they help each other, i. e. each [helps] the other : see

EACH 5, EITHER A. ad. For 'each other 'Sc. also used each

others, \. e. each the others, one another (of a number).

893 K. /KLEKED Oros. i. 1. 23, & swa relc refter oSrum.
li-id. n. iii. 2 Heora bajtra-'gc^er oSerne ofsloj. Ibid. in. i.

4 pa;t nafter ne mehte on obrum si?;e gera:can. a 1123
O. E. Chron. an. 1 101 Loc, hwefler ba:ra xebrodra o^erne
ofer bide. 1297 R. GLOCC. (Rolls) 3332 And nor eiber in ober

armes mid grete ioye horn noni. a 1330 Otttel 456 And
cither hugh on other faste. c 1375 .Vc. Leg. S.iinfs ,\x\ii.

(Mac/inr) 1079 pane can athir wthire kis. c 1386 CHAUCER
A'n/.'s T. 274 To me bat am thy co*yn and thy biother

Ysworn ful depe and cch of vs til oother. c 1400 Three

Kings Cologne 57 Noon of hem neuer tofore had seye oper,

ne noon of hem knewe obirs persone ne knew* of obirs

corayng. a 1450 Le Morte Arth. 2013 Er outher of vs hane

other slayne. c 1450 St. Cnthbcrt (Surtees) 7107 pai myght



OTHER.

unnethis an [- one] othtr se. 1523 Lt>. V.KKNKKS J-'roiss. I.

Ixi. 83 They wer MJ nere togydcr, that ech of them vnder-

.stode others laiigage. 1552 LVNDKSAV Monarche 40-25 Atheris

dcand in vtheris armts. a 1649 DlU'.MM. OK HAWTH. Hist.

Jas. I
'

Wks. (1711' 97 They mutually entertained and feasted

each others at Christmas. 1657 SPARROW Kk. Com. Prayer
63 Priest and people interchangeably pray each for other,

f c. The simple other was formerly used in the

sense 'each preceding one (in turn)'. Thrice

after other, thrice in succession. Obs. or dial. (Sc.).

1297 K. (ii.ot'c. (Rolls) 5032 Ac \>o vel he in siknexse and
.sorwe vpen ojer. 1558 K.KNNKDY Couipcnd, Tract, in

// 'oiirou< Misc. (1844) 170 Our Salveour thryse efier uther

coinmendit his floke to St. Peter. 1603 SHAKS. Mcas.for
M. iv. iv. 2 Euery Letter he liatli writ, hath disuouch'd

other. 1660 SHAKKOCK I'egetables 17 The nature of young
tulip roots is to runne down deeper into the ground, every

year more then other, a 1694 TIU.OISON Serin, ex. (1742)
VI. 1793 Controversy, which I am less fond of every day
than other.

f3. That which follows the first, the second.

(Cf. A. 3 ) Obs.
< 888 K. /Kr.rKKi) Rwth. xxxiii. 5 An bwra is eorffe, o5er

wa;ter, ftridde lyft, feor)e fyr. -900 tr. Hitiitis Hist. \. xviii.

[xxxiv.] (1890) 93 Her endaft seo a;reste hoc and onginnetS
seo oSer. r 1000 Ags. Gosp. Matt. xxii. 26 Se forma.. se

orSer ealswa and se^rydda.o^ Sone seofojmn.
c 1175 Lamb.

Houi. 37 AIra erest pu scalt ean to scrifte. -pet oftcr is do

I'ine ahne-se . . bat prickle is bet pu scnlt bi-wepen ^ine sunne.

Ibid. 133 An is inonnes istreon, pet o^er is godes word. 1340

Aycnb, 17 (>e uerste bo; of prede is ontrenpe, pc oper
omvorplieilf, pe bridde uuerweninge.
4. pi. The remaining ones, the rest; I- CKteri.

t n. In form other, ( )K., ME. of(e]rc. Obs.

971 Blickl. //out, 223 Wais lieora sum re(Va..3onne pa
opre. c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Matt, xxvii, 49 Da oftre twaedon.
n 1225 /,r^. Kath. 1374 pa jeide Jjnsbatan, 8: elnede be o3re.

1340 Aye nl'. 2^7 Hi cleiueb and hal^eb be opre. ^1477
("AXTON Jason S 1), The other defiended them with alle thuir

puissaunce, 1526 TINDALK Rev. xx. 5 The wother off the

deed men lyved not agayne. 1590 SHAKS. Mids. N, iv. Ji.

71 Awaking when the other doe. 1658 U'liolc Duty Man i.

S i The best groundwork whereon to I mild both the other.

1662 SUM.INCH.. Orig. Sacr. HI. ii. <7 That Space wherein
the other were, is made empty. 1768 (J. WHITE Sclhornc .\i.\.

55 That it is a si/e larger than the two other.

0. In form others. (The regular mod. form.)
1542 UDAI.L Erasm. Apph. 67 b, When the others.,

addressed theim selfes to relume. 1611 IJiitLK Kzck. ix. 5

To the others he said in mine hearing. Dan, vii. 19 The
fourth beast ..wasdiuerse from al the others, [lUswhcre
the other.] 1719 1 >(; For; (,'rnsoc I. xviii, The cave where
the others lay. 1860 KI.UCOTT Life Our Lord viii. (1865)

374 The two others direct our thoughts more to Judea.
5. Absolute use of A. 5, the sb. being expressed

in the context : a. sing. One besides. (a :
\Vithout

(jualifying word
;
now only in some . . or other, one

. . or ofher. (l>] With ait, one, any, no (tiom\ sonic.

An other is now written ANOTHER, q. v. : cf. A. 5 b.

c 1325 I \iern Times ttdw. II (.Percy) Ixxv, That dnred ,er

.'s; other. 1480 CAXTOS Chron. Eng. ccx. 193 The barons

^ent lo hym o time and other. 1607 TOPSELL Four-f. leasts

(1658)493 To one idols tuition and protection or other. 1625
MILTON Death Fair Inf. 55 Or any other of that heav'nly
brood. 1635 J. HAYWAKD tr. Btondis Banish'd I'irg. 203

My Mother, .was by some one or other counselled to send

[etc.]. 1711 ADDISON Sfect. No. 446 ? 4 Some time or other

we may be at leisure. 1801 JANK AUSTFN Lett. (1884) I.

26 ^ Hardly a day passes in which we do not have some
visitor or other. 1877 STURGEON Serin. XXIII. 55 God will

bring His people out of the trouble some way or other.

J/W. This wool is too dark; have you any other? Use
's Soap once, and you will use no other.

b. plural. Other tilings or persons of the kind

mentioned, a. In form other (ME. orig. op(e]re).

Now arch. ; chiefly in other of.
niioo Gcrcfa in Anglfa (1886) IX. 259 On mane^um

landum tilS bift redre &OTKK on odrum. 1*97 R. GLOUC.

(Rolls) 29 Yles her beb man! on.. Ac per bep at uore alle

opere pre. a 1300 Cursor AL 9293 Sum luus said til ober

ban Qua herd etier .sli spece o man. 1484 CAXTON Curtail i

Wbfcfie repute tlionoures .. to be thynges more blessyd ^t

liappy than other. 1637 .SV. Prayer Kk. 10 That they . .

should be abused as other have been. 1713 HERKEI.KV

Guard. No. 3 r i A body of men whom of all other a good
man would be most careful not to violate.

1657 W. RAND tr. Gasscndis Life /'ftrt'sc T. 154 Other of

his friends and rare men. 1691 tr. BttttHamtft Obsew.
Joitm. Naples 228 Klias and other of the Prophets. 1798
CHARLOTTE SMITH Yng. F/iilos. II. 155 Some other of tlie

servants and dependants. 1826 R. H. FKOUDE Rein. (1838)
1 . 152 These writings, and all other of the same class, 1844
J. H. NEWMAN Lett. (1891) II. 432, I know two other of

his works. 1880 K. G. LEE Ch. under Eliz. I, 244 Like
other of the Protestant prelates.

. In form others. (The regular mod. form.)
1557 NORTH Gueuaras Diall Pr. 141 That thy thoughlcs

were others than they seemed. 1603 HOLLAND Plutarch's

Afar. 1307 Of tame beasts. .the most grosse and indocible of

all others, namely an asse. 1609 A nun. Marcell. 337
These matters abovesaid, and others the like. 1651 GATAKKR
/'. Martyr in Fuller*s Abel Kediv. (1867) I. 244 He preached
at Rome, Venice, .and in others the cities of Italy. 1827
HALI.AM Const. Hist. (1842) I. 41 Loans from the citizens of

London and others of her subjects. 1868 MILMAN .SV. PanCs

344 In others of his sermons. 1877 MORLKY Crft. Misc. Ser.

n. 340-1 In liirmingham, the very place, of all others, where
it is most likely to be of real service.

**
pronoun.

6. a. sing. Another person; some one else;

nny one else. f() without qualifying word (now

expressed by ANOTHER). Obs. (l>) Qualified by

any, some, no (iione\ one, an.

(a) agoo Laws of Alfred Introd. c. 19 S'f hwa oorum
his cage o3do. ^900 tr. Bsedas Hist, iv. xxvii[i]. (1890)362

230

poiinc ma:^epreost odpe ofter in tun com. c 1000 Ags.
[

Gosp. Matt. vii. 3 Jiart pu pe to cumenne eart, oS5e we

opres sceolon abidan ? <:ii75 Lamb. Hon. 19 pet he ne
misdude wib oSerne. cizoo 7>/. Coll. J/om. 43 Ofter

!

hailde pe gult and ure hlouerd ihesu crist hit acorede. a 1300
Cursor M. 1974 Ifel agh naman do til oper For ilkan agh be

,

obier broiber. Ibid. 21927 Thoru warnissing of obers wrake.

c 1440 Jacob's il 'ell 180 It was operys defaute, & 11031 myii.

1596 DANETT tr. Comities (1614) 342 Other than him they
liaue none oner them. 1611 BIBI.K i Cor, xi. 21 Euery one
taketli before other, his owne supper.

(b) CI375 Cursor J/. 14306 (Fairf.) He wepped sorer ban

any oper. c 1450 Merlin \. 19 Shall eny other do her

duresse? 1611 SIR W. Mi'Ri-; Misc. /'OCIHS i. 76 yit woldst

thou teach ane oyer. 1657 W, KASD tr. Gassendts Life
Peiresc i. 191 The work should be dedicated to the King,
or to some other, who would thankfully accept it. 1811

Ora <V Juliet III. 208 It is plain, .she likes some other. 1828

PUSKV Hist. Enquiry \. \-2&note t Morgan put together with

greater minuteness than any other the historical critical

difficulties. 1881 W. H. MALLOCK Rom. igt/i Cent. II. 205
It was none other than [etc.].

b. plural. Other persons, a. In form other '-

\ (OE. o8re). arch.

(-900 tr. Bxdas Hist. i. xv. fxxvi.] (1800) 62 Se cyning eac
! swylce bctuh obre ongon lustfullian. 971 Blickl. Han. 143

j

i Mid hire syndan Godes appstolas and obre. c 1*50 Gen. <y
'

Ex. 3633 OtVre of flat kin, Sette he hem for to semen
3or-in. 1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 222, & silui ascaynes sone &

!
obere bat ber were, c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints v. (Johannes} 12

!
God gnf hym wittinge Atoure allure of prewe thinge. c 1380

i WVCLII-' M'ks. 1 1880) 19 3'f bei..maken obere more sikyrly

|

to hopen bus. 0460 FORTESCUE Abs. $ Lint. Man. vi.

(1885) 122 Lordes, knyghtes, & sqviers, & ober. 15*6

I

TINDAI.K John vii. 12 Wether sayde naye, but he deceaveth
' the people. Ibid. 41 Wother sayde : This is Christ. 1581

LAMIIAKDE Eiren. \\. ii. (1588) 102 Other there were of a

contrary opinion. 1607 K. WILKINSON Merchant Royall
Kp. Ded., 1 have pleased some and displeased other, a 1641
I

1

.]-. MOUNTAGU Actsfy Afon. (1642) 22 The Heathen.. (a name

comprising all other but themselves). 1870 FKKRMAN in

i W. K. W. Stephens Life (1895) II. 38 You and such other

!

as I may catch.

ft. In form others, (poss. pi. others
1

, formerly

! others.} (The regular mod. form.)
c 1375 Sc. Lcff. Saints i. (fctrus) 29 With oberis nUe in be

I

se Rouandc. 1380 WYCI.IF -SV/. H'ks. II. 339 T obirs is

. 50VUH . . discreciouii to knowe spiritis. 1535 STEWART Crou.

Scot. I. 602 Mony nobillis of the Pechtis..and sindrie

OTHEK.
FAIRBAIKN Strauss n. in Conicinfi. Rev. June 136 He has

eternally to cause the other of himself, Nature, to proceed
from himself.

C. Peculiar written combinations ami divisions

of an other, none other, the other, in A . and B.

a. In ME. writing, an other, now another, was
often divided as a nother. Similarly, non (nan}

other, now no (tione) other was written no (na)
nother. In ME. and early mod.Eng. the other was
often written thother. These forms are now obs.

a 1300 Cursor M. 1942 Suilk a noiber wengance. c 1330
R. HRL'NSK Citron. (iBio) 31 Or fynd a no^>er man. < 1380
WYCI.IF \\'ks. (1880) 19 ^if bat o part holdib wib o pope and

be to^er wi^ o no^ere pope. 1426 AUDEI.AV Poems 14 Hit
nedus no noder to do. 1428 Surttcs Misc. (1888) 10 Ne na
nother suyte make. 1526 TINDAU-: Col. iii. 13 If eny man
have a quarrell (o a nother. 1534 JOVE Su/n'ers. Mores
False Found. 7 No nother then this foundacion. 1557
llrasenose Coll. Alitniin. 22. 10 In a nother chamber.
a 1200 Moral Otic 166 Ach bob": habbeb sconie and grome.

1414-15 I'liinipton Corr. p. cxx, Sir Robert Plompton,..
knight, ..on thother partie. 1581 J. ]Jiu,i. /{adtton's Ansiv.

Osor. 508 b, Thone of the body, thotlier of the soule. 1616

CHAMPNEV Voc. />/.?. 281 Uoth thone and thother.

b. In Early NY..
,pet oficr : Q&.pxtfper, neuter

of se ofcr, the other, was (app. first in northern,
north midl. and east midl. dialects) extended to all

genders, and at length analysed as fie toper, Ihe

tother. See TOTHEK. Cf. also To adj., TONE pron.
IJy some writers the tone, the tother, were altered by way

of correction to that one, that other.

D. Comb.
1. Parasynthetic (from the adj.

1

): aaother-coleured

(of a different colour), -fashioned (of another.

fashion), -featured, -langitaged, -minded, -mouthed,

^-prized (of a different price or amount), -siiied

(opp. to one-sided; hence other-sideJness*.

1551 RECORDS 1'atliiv. Knmvl. I. Defin., An other fashioned

line, .named a twine or twist line. 1593-4 SVI.VKSTKR l'ro/it

Iiiiprisonnt. 24 And whoso list, be mute, if otherminded.

1615 CHAPMAN Otiyss. i. 282 Of purpose to maintain Course

through the dark seas t'other-languag'd men. 1656 H.
PHILLIPS Purch. ratt. (1676) 38 The true value of any other

prized yearly income. 1704 N. N. tr. Boccalini's Advts./r.
Scat. I. 602 Mony nobillis of the Pechtis . . and sindne 1'arnass. I. 199 If she had a Gallant with other colour'd
otheiis mo. 1557 N. T. (Genev.) Luke xx. 16

He^..
wil

j H .
lir ,7OS j ]>Km -KK jn /'/,//. Trans. XXV. 1959 This

let out his vineyard to others {previous ZT'. other, Rhe'uns rare shell, ..being the only one amongst near half a score of
ami 161 1 others], c 1560 A. SCOTT Poems (S. T. S.) xiv. 14

; the other.Slouth'd. 1887 I'all Malt G. 23 June i/i The
In lykwayis dois hir beuty .. Transcend all vbiris. 1555
SHAKS. Jo/ui IV. ii. 164, I met Lord Bigot and Lord Salisburie

. . And others more, a 1599 SPENSER F. Q. vn. vii. 53 Where
were ye borne? Some say in Crete by name, Others in

Thebes, and others olher-\vhere. 1611 P.1W.E Matt, xxvii. 42
He sailed others [fni>. TV. other] ; himselfe he cannot sane.

1711 STKELE .Sffct. No. 118 F i This Woman, says he, is

of all others the most unintelligible. 1731 BERKELEY-

Alciphr. t. 9 Others indeed may talk.' 1753 Inscription
caii'ed on ,\o. 23 llifh Street, llmt'ick, All was Others.

All will be Others. 1789 BURNS Let. to ISlafklock vii, Not
but I hae a richer share Than mony ithers. 1894 H.

DKI-MMOXD Ascent Man 38 Without the Struggle for the

life of Others, obviously there would have been no Others.

7. Another thing; something else, anything

else; no ') other, nothing else. Obs. or arch.

c 888 K. &I.FKKD Roetli. v. 3 Nat ic nauht obres. c 900
tr. IS.nia's Eccl. Hist. III. viii. [xi.1 (1890) 184 And betweoh
o^trr spraicon heo be Oswalde. c xooo in Cockayne Narrat.

Aiigl. Conscr. (1861) 7 Seo wyrd oft oncyrreh and on o'Aer

hworfeb. a 1300 Sarnntn viii. in K. F. /'. (1862) 2 Whar-of
is be gentil man of eni ober J>an of J>is.

a 1300 Cursor M.
4147 (Cott.) Quen ruben sagh J?air was nanober Hot [etc.].

?I370 Robt. Cicyle 55 When hyt wolde non odur be. 1483
CAXTOS G. de la. Tour C viij b, All be he of his parente his

afTynyte or other. 1561 T. HOBY tr. Castiglione s Courtycr
ill. (1577) Qivb, [HeJ Neuer thinketh vpon other but to

please hir. 1685 R. HUKTON Kng. Kinp. Amcr. iv. 83 The
Indians .. thinking no other but I had saved the Indian's

life. 1690 LOCKE Cart. \. iv. 40 'Tis impossible .. to find

any other but the setting of Mankind above the other Kinds
of Creatures. 1755 Man No. 49. 2 This is no^other than

insulting a person. 1846 TRENCH Mirac. xxxii. (1862) 449
Peter was not likely to strike with other than a right good
will. 1895 li'cstin. Caz. 25 July 4/2 He thought he could

not do other than send the two prisoners for trial.

8. In reciprocal sense :
- Kach other, one another.

In Inter use only .SV.

Scotch writers also formerly used the plural others.

c 1380 WYCLIF AW. // 'ks. 1 1 1. 340 Alle dedes and werkes of

be Trinite niai not be deparlid from obir. 1582-8 Hist.

Jas. VI (1804) 294 How they might shift thir three from

utheriss generally. \6iaFrier Rush (1828) 30, I would have

caused you to slave other. 1632 W. LITHGOW Tran, in. 85

Figges, Orenges, Lemmons, . . growing all through other.

1637 RUTHEKI-OHD Lett. (1862) I. 209 Oh if we were clasped
in others arms! 1640-1 Kirkcudhr. \\'ar-Co>ni. Mitt.-oA:

(1855) 35 He., saw thame striking at uthers with thair

swordes. 1653 BINNING Serin. (1845) 456 You may see here

sin and judgement mixed in thorough other in their com-

plaint. 1725 RAMSAY Gent. S/icp/i. in. iii, Let's steal frae

ither now and meet the morn. 1786 HUHNS Twa Dogs 37

Nae doubt but they were fain o' ither. 1809 CAMPBELL
Gertrude II. vi, We know not other oceans are between.

9. as sl>. J'liilos. That which (in relation to

something already mentioned) constitutes the other

part of the universe of being, and is thus the

counterpart or double of the former; e.g. the

non-ego is the 'other
1

of the r^o, Creation of the

Creator, etc.

1863 K. V. NEALE Anal. '/'//. .1- Nat. 205 It is the essential

character of thought to set itself over against itself, as the
'

other
'

of itself, which yet is itself. All our
_
thoughts, .are

a something set over against our thinking being by its own
action ; different from itself and yet one with itself. 1876

the other.Mouth'd. 1887 I'all Malt G. 23 June i/i The
one-sided prosperity and the other-sided misery. 1895
Athen&uiu 13 July 61/3 A one-sidedness must perhaps be

complemented by an equal and opposite other-sidedness.

2. Objective (from the pron.) as t other-peering

(peering or looking at the other), other-regarding

(regarding others, altruistic ; opp. to self-regarding).
1615 G. SANDYS Trav. (1637) 26 By reason of the other-

peering mountaines. 1879 H. SPENCER Data ofKtltics iii.

8. 23 The promptings of the other-regarding desires. 1894

United fresh Mag. XL 310 That all morality is summed up
in altruism other-regardingness or love.

Other (c'Sai), advl [Adverbial use of prec.,

sometimes due to ellipsis.]
= OTHERWISE IS. I.

1:1205 LAV. 27898 Al o6er hit itidde. 1628 GAUI.K I'ratt.

The. (16291 4 12 w '10 w'" c?re to Mue otller
>
tlien according

to this present and euill Life '! 1880 SCHOUI.ER Hist. U. S.

I. 241 Girt round the waist too carelessly to conceal other

than temptingly those charms. 1883 Law Times 20 (Jet.

407/2 It is impossible to refer to them, .other than very cur-

sorily.

t Other, conj. and ail-v.- Oil. Forms: 2-5

oper, 2-6 other, 4-5 opere, othire. othir, -yr(e,

4-6uther; 6 oder, -ur. 0. 40! per, either. [The
OE. word for

' or' (F. on, L. ant, and sive or rcl,

G. odcr) was o9Se, earlier v9ta (also ,-SSa)

Goth. ai}]>ati,
OS. eppo, oMo, OHG. eJJo, cdo,

later odo, MUG. ode, odcr, Ger. oder. The alterna-

tive
' either . . or

'

was expressed by otSSe . . odbc.

This form was superseded c 1 130 by oSer (first in

O. E. Chron., anno 1127 ;
last example of aSSe. in

a sentence in which oSer also occurs, 1131). The

MS. of the OE. transl. of n<pi otba(f<ov (1200-

1225) has regularly otSScr for OE. oSde.

Though the date of the first appearance of this conj. is so

narrowly defined, its actual source remains a debated ques-

tion. It has been held lo be identical with the adj. pron.

OTHER (see prec.), and (more frequently) with the adj. pron.

OUTHER, OE. alnvxter, dwtcr, dSer. Both these pro-

nominal words were indeed in OE. used anlicipatively, to

introduce the alternative 03de . . o$oc . . (see OTHER adj.

pron. 1). i b, OUTHER adj. pron. i b) ; but there is no trace in

OE. of ilwter (aScr) or dttr taking the place of the first

member of the alternative oHoe . . otoe . .
,
much less of both

members, and least of all of the simple conj. otSe. On the

contrary, the simple conj. remained invariably oSoe, and the

alternative (so far as the evidence shows) ottt . . owe . . , down

to the abrupt substitution of oper c 1 1 ;o. It is true that in

the i4thc., in northern, north-midl., and e.-midl. Eng., au>f>e>;

outer, began to take the place of ofcr as first member of the

alternative ofcr . . ofier . . ,
or afer . . or . . (the second

remaining as or, less usually o/cr), just as later still (in

Wyclif and Chaucert eillicr became the midland form of the

first member ; but these were changes several centuries later

than the substitution of ofer for oooc c 1 130, with which they

have no historical connexion. It seems more probable that

t he ooer or ofcr of 1 1 ^o was a modification of oSoe itself, due

to some association with words in -er; oloe lieing a stressless

word was probably reduced in pronunciation to 0fc(cf.O]i
nalxs from nalles, sil/ien (1140! from siSSan, etc.). Thus

we are reminded of the parallelism of development between

H G. ciido, cdo, odo, ode, odcr, and OE. eZSa, o%la, oooe, (*fct,

oter or ofcr, and are led to suspect, for the r of German



OTHER.
Offer and of ME. o/er, the same or a similar explanation.
The form odder used by the early i3ih c. scribe of Hepl
tacb)i/ may either be his accommodation of the odde of his

original to the o3cr of his own day, or an actual inter-

mediate form. It does not seem possible lo fix the quantity
of the o in MK. <>fart even from Ormin's spelling; but, if

derived from otMt:, *o$et it was presumably short. Ormin's
reduced form (>//r and orr (see ( )K conj.} t

and the later t'
t

had, of course, short c, from which the of mod. emphatic
or is regularly developed.
a. Preliminary illu>tration of OE. odSc:

735 15.t:iM Dcatk-song, Huaet his gastae godaes aeththa

yflaes aefter deoth dae^e doemid uueorthae. Riddles
xliv. 17 Hu se cuma hatte e3(?a se esne. c8as Kentish
Chart. (O. E. T. 444) Mittan fulne huni^es o^oa tuejen
wines. c8S l-'esp. /**, viii. 5 Hwet is mon ..oSffe sunu
monnes. ,1900 O. J'.. C/iron. an. 893 Hundtwelfti^es mi la

lang oH>e lengra. 1086-90 Il'id. an. 1086 Swa hwa swa
sloge heort o3^e hinde. 1128-31 It-id, an. 1128 Wa,'r it

tweolf monS oftSe mare.

1200-25 transcript ofOE. treatise lltpi 5i5af<-wi' in Sa.i;
I^t'echdt III. loo Gnid on win oftfter on wearme wauterc.
[bid. 108 Nim [janne eced o'dSer win.. and nim ele . . odder
spic, ^if man ele nabhe.

/3. Illustration of OK. o9Se . . oSSe . . :

^900 tr. Hvtlas Hist. I. i. (1890) 28. O3^a [z.r. ooAe] mid
freondscipe od|>a [v. r. oSt>el mid jefeohte. a 900 Ags.
Psalms (.Thorpe) xxx. heading, Aw^er o(>J>e on mode, ob)>e
on lichaman. a 900 0. J'-. Chron. an. 894 pa scipu call

o$f>e tohrxcon obbe forbairndon obt>e to Lundenbyri^
brohtoil obbe to Hrofesceastre. 901 Ibid., [He] saide bjut

he wolde ooer, oftSe \><vi libban o^i^e ba;r licgan. 1085 90
Ibid. an. 1085 O55e mid rihte oSde elles. 1100 20 Ibid.
an. i loo Ealle he hi o50e wi3 feo jesealde o35e on his

a^enre hand heold.]

A. conj. The earlier form of Oit conj^
a. As simple conj.

1127-31 O. E. Chron. {Laud MS.) an. 1127 paer mihte wcl
ben abuton twentio5er ^ritti horn blaweres. Ibid. an. 113:
Swa ba,-t on |>a tun ba wa;s tenn plo^es o3er twelfe gangende
ne be la*f ba;r noht an, & se man b-a heafde twa hundred
oftbe fire hundred sv/in ne be leaf him noht an. 1137-54
Ibid, an. 1137 Me henged hi the bumbes, other hi the hefcd.

//>/(/., Twa ober thre men hadden onoh to lueron onne.
Ihid.i (Jif twa men ofrer iii coman ridend to an tun. c 1175
Lamb. Hom. 17 EC jif bu agultest o3er sunegest. c 1200
Trin. Coll. Horn. 157 Alse |>e man do5 be ^ifefl his almes
fader o'fler moder, suster oiier liroSer odcr odre swo sibbe
bat he aghte mid rihte to helpen to feden. ciaoo OK.MI^
6255, & }iff hatt iss batt ani5 mann pe shende)>b oberr
werdebb. Ibid. 14034,^ twafald oberr brefald melt pa fctless

alle token, c 1250 Gen. fy Ex. 1940 Slo we him no5t, OSer
.sinne may lw wro^t. 1258 ng. Proclam. lien. Ill (1868)

19 pur} ban to foren iseide raedesmen, ober burj be moare
dasl of heom alswo. 13. . E. E. Allit. P. A. 141 By-^onde
be broke by slente ober slade. 1303 LANGU /'. PI. C. vin.
108 A blynde man for a bordiouroper a hedreden womnian.
1437 Rolls o/Parlt. IV. 510/2 In the Kynges Uenche, othir
in any other place. 1474 ll'atcrf. Arch, in iof/i Rep. Hist.
J/6'.S'. Conuu, App. v, 311 No childe, that is to say, son
othre doghtre. 1525 TIMDAI.E Prol. -V. T., Who ys so

blynde. ..other sodespyghtfull. ismtahi'ay . Irch. in io//t

Rep. Hist. J/SS. Coinm. App. v. 424 In strifle other vari-

aunces betwixt partye and partye.
p. 13., Cursor M. 11305 (Cott.) Sco suld .. offer turtuls

douues tua, Oiber (Gett, or; (11425 Trin. ouber; Lnudothir]
o douues duble brid.

b. Preceded by other : see B. i a.

C. Preceded by whether.
c 1350 Will. Pali-rue 3130 Wheber bow be a god gost..

oiber any foule fend, c 1380 Sir Feritmb. 5717 Whather he
wolde o[er no. 14.. Cursor M. 10779 (Uiud) Whethir he
wold othir {Trin. ouber] nay. 1526 TINUALE Luke \'\. 9
Whether is it laufull on the sabath dayes to saue life oder
for to destroye hyt? i Pet. ii. 14 Whether it be vnto the

kynge.. other vnto ruelars.

B. adv. 1. Place<l before two (or more) words,
phrases, or clauses connected by other or or, so that

ofher . . other . . t and (later) other ..or., was

equivalent to OE. o$8e . . 0d8e . .
, and to mod.

, Eng. either . . or . . : see KITHKII H. 3.

a. In the connexion other . . other . . .

cii7S Lanib. Hom. 37 Oder bu most hersumian crist,
o.W bani deofle. uixoo Moral Ode 131 Ober raber o&er
laier milce he seal imeten. 1200-25 (date of MS.) Hcpt
fiifid^eioi/ in Sa.i: Leechd. Ill, n6 Seo untrumnys cymb of
brim bingum, obber of cyle, obber of michim ha;te. .of>b<;r
of lytte a;te and drince, obber of miclum wernesse. c 1205
LAY. 8266 pat bu h'un sculle o3er don, Oder slaen oder
a-lion. a 1225 Ancr. R. iSo Heo is euer o5er of bing
wi3uten, ocVer of bing wi6innen. 1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 402
Ober he smot of ^en arm, ober hand ober heued. Ibid. 6246
Ober hii mote banne acordi, ober ti^te horn sulue tuo. 1340
Ayenb. 25 Ober ine be wordle ober ine religion, ober clerk

o|jer lewed. 1545 RAVNOLU Byrth Mankynde 35 Other
because she accumpanieth not with man, other els for sum
other infirmite. 1551 Recount; Path-w. Knowl. Ep. to King,
If they mean other your maiesties seruice, other their own
wisdome. 1588 A. KING tr. Canisius' Catd'h. 141 Quhen
we ar other maintenars ..of euil doars, other defends or

preaches ony peruers or wickit doctrine.

b. In the connexion other . .or . . .

13.. Cursor M. 3855 (Cott.) pat I suld o|>er [Gffft. etlnr]
here his satmd, Or lat be folk vte o mi land, c 1394
P. PI. Cft-de 676 Ober wib word or wib werke. ^1489
CAXTON Stmnes ofAymon ix. 213 lirynge theym to me other
deed or quycke. 1548 CKANMKR Catcch. loob, Other they
br^'ng nothyng to passe . . or . . theyr losse is greater then

theyr gaynes. 1562 TUKNF.K Baths Ded., Other in Italy or

Germany, a 1584 MONTGOMERIE Cherrti $ S/ae 735 Vther
few or nane, I trow.

p. ci330 R. BRUNNR Chron. (1810) 2 Oiber bihoues vs
defend it, or jelde vpour right. 13.. Cursor M. 14859 Oiber
for to clei or Hue. c 1400 Apol. Loll. 29 pat is foly to
aferme in bis case oiber ?ie or nay.
2. Following an alternative clause with or:
EITHKH B. 5. rare.

231

a 1400-50 Alexander 3 Sum farand bing..[thnt befell] Or
[ ere] |?ai were fourmed on fold, or ^aire fadirs o^er.
3. = Whether, rare.

5*3 ! HKRXKKS J-'roiss. I. x. 10 They wist nat in what
parte of In.^laiide they were in : other in the power of theyr
fiendis, or in the power of theyr ennemies. II'M. I. 145 He
wy.it nat what way he wolde drawe, other into Normandy,
BfebaynCj or Gascoyne.

t OBere, in early ME. for o 6cn ' on the '.

1240 Urcisiin 88 in Cott. lioin. 195 I-sched ocSere rode.

t O'thergate, a,lv. 0/>s.
[ OTHER a. + GATE

sl>.- 9.] Otherwise ;
= next, A.

CI350 11 7//./'rt/tvv(t'376i Schal nogom under god ober finte it

make. 1390 COWKK Can/. 11.95 Whanne it falfeth otherg.ite.

Othergates (.o-Sajgc'ts), adv. and aJj. Ol>s.

exc. dial. [f. as prec., with advb. genitive -.]
A. atlv. In another way, otherwise, differently.
a 1300 Cursor J/. 1588 I'Cott.) Hot god had ober-gau-s mint

[so Fair/. ; 6Y>//., Trin. ober wise], a. 1340 HAMTOLK 1 'salti-r

cxxxiv. ir Hit wenys of atliing obergutes ben it is. 1362
LANGL. J\ rl. A. x. 204 J>at ober-gates ben I-geten for

gadelynges ben holden. c 1460 ToivncUy Myst. ii. 121 Otlier

gatis it had beyn seyn. 1528 LYNDKSAY Drcinc 206 Thay
dispone that geir all vlher gaittis. i6ca HIIAKS. T-.wl. -V.
v. l. 198 If he had not beene in drinke, hee would haue
tickel'd you other gates then he did. 1825 UROCKIITT A'. C.

Gloss., Qtkergaits, othcrgt-ts, otherwise, different. 1860
WAKTKR Sea-board II. 28 My ways have been othergates
when 1 was younger, than they ought to have been.

t B. adj. Of another fashion or kind, different.
1'"requellt in I/th C.

c 1589 Theses Martinitinae 22 With wliome hee might have
other gates welcome. 1612 DAY /''eslh'als vi. (1615) 136 It
was an other-gates Kingdome hee sought after. 1669 Woon-
HKAD St. Teresa II. xxiv. 151 These are Othei gates Children
than those, you desire.

Otlierguess (-5ajges\ a. Now only collo.
-

-

-
. . of

Script. 125, I have an other-guesse Acquiescence in his De-
cisions. 1748 SMOLLETT Kinl. l\amt. x.xxii, If your kinsman,
Lieutenant Howling, had been here, we should have had
other-guess work. 1785 H. WALPOLE Lett., to CtessOssmy
16 Jan., We had other guess winters in my time. 1826 S< :oi i

IVoodst. xxii, The riding-suit . . hath set him off in other-

guess fashion. 1897 l'all Mail Mag. June 231 It was
otheiguess work with Ilellamy.

tOtherguise ;ffejg3iz\. Obs. [Corruption
of prec. \>y folk-etymology, after guise.] prec.
1653 BOGAN Mirtk Ckr. Life 367 Thy soule must have

otherguise food, if ever it think to grow. 1688 HUNYAN
Dying Sayings Wks. 50 The trial we have before God is of
otherguise importance. 1727-41 CIIAMUKKS Cycl. s. v. Hook,
To support the same through a volume in folio requires
otherguise funds. 1755 SMOLLETT Qiii.r. n. m. xiii. 11783)

.2 6 b.]

. 1755 SMOLLETT Qiii.r. n. m. xiii. 11783)
IV. 61 Otherguise cats must scratch my beard, and not
such a pitiful muckworm as he.

Also f O'ther-g-uised a. Ol>s. [An attempt to

improve upon prec.]
1768-74 TUCKER Lt. Nat. (1834) I. 29 Our perceptions may

arise from other guised objects than these whereto we attri-
bute them, lliid. 324 He would make an other-guised cal-
culation than our common gamesters.

Otherism ("5oriz'm). nonce-wd.
[f.

OTHER
a. or pron. + -ISM.] Devotion to the interests of
others

; altruism.

1883 ARTHUR l-'trnUy Led. 148 Your good feeling towards
them is only

' Otherism
'

or 'altruism', not brotherly love.

1894 H. DRUUUOND Ascent Man 281 From Self-ism to
Other-ism is the supreme transition of history.

O therkin, -kins, a. Obs. exc. dial. [In I3th
c. a genitive phr. ojxrkiinnes, ofires kiinnes,-OE.
*i>}-fs cynnes of another kind : see KIN sb.2

Of another kind ; other, different.
a 1200 Moral Ode 359 Ne seal ber ben bred ne win ne

ober cunnes este. c 1275 Pass. Lord 33 in O. K. Misc. 38
Abre cunne wise he vondi hyne bigon. ('1300 I'ox $ ll'off
146 in Ha/I. . P. l\ I. 62 Ne non other kunnes wo. Ibid.

224 ibid. 65 In euche otheres kunnes quede. 13. . Cursor
M. 404 Vte-ouer al oberkin thing, [a 1648 LD. HERBERT
Hen. /"/// (1683) 543 Because of his nephews minority, and
other kind reasons.] 1855 KOIIINSON ll'liitly Clost. s. v., He
has gone an otherkins geeat.

t Otherlike, a. 0/>s. The two words oilier like
= ' other similar',

' the like
', formerly sometimes

written connectedly as one word.
(1565-72 COOPER Thesaurus, Vermicular. .to makechecker

worke or other lyke (1620 THOMAS Lat. Diet. Otherlike] with
small pieces colored.) 1603 KNOLLES Hist. Turks (1638) 332
In his own Seraglio at Hadrianople, and ..in other-like

places. 1636 K. DACRES tr. Machiavtl's Disc. Livy I. viii.

47 Upon these and Otherlike occasions. 1670 CAPT. J. SMITH
fang. linprvL'. Kevrv'd 78 Trees.. oppressed by bushes or
other trees growing too near them or Otherlike.

t O-therliker, adv. (comfar.) Obs. Forms :

i otSerlioor, 3 -luker, 4 -laker, -loker. [OK.
oSerltc-or = OS. o$arllk-ora, f. OTHER + -lice, -LY 2

+ -or, -EB 3
: cf. L. aliter.\ In another manner,

otherwise.

1-961 Rule St. Benet (Schroer) liv. 87 Se be oSerlicor
Sedyrstlaece underhnije baere rejulican brcale. a \xoa.\Ioral
Ode 151 Al he walde and o3er Inker don ooerluker benchen.
f 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 97 Ac he kidde oflerluker his mihte.
1340 Ayenb. 94 To zuiche lyue me comb ober be grace
ober be uirtue and na^t oberlaker. ,11400 Old Usages of
Winchester in Eng. Gilds (1870) 355 Jif he ober-loker doj>,
be in be kynges mercy.
Otherness (-Saines). [f. OTHERS. + -NESS.] j

The quality of being other; difference, diversity.

OTHERWHAT.
1587 GOLDING DC Mornay vi. (1617) 84 There must needs

1 be alwaiesboth a selfesamenes.se and also an anothernesse. .

the selfesameness in the Essence or being;. .and the other-
nesse is in the In beings or Persons. 1625 GILL Sacr.
Philos. \. 83 Absolute perfection, .without othernesse or

change. 1885 J. MAK-IISKAU Types Eth. Th. 1.29 Negation
..nut absolute! but only relative, simply affirming otherness
of being. 1893 SIIHJWICK Process Argt. 143 The relation
of sequence involves the relation of '

otherness'.

b. transf. The fact of beinjj other; something
that is other (than the thing mentioned, or than
the thinking subject).
1821 COLKKIDGK in tifaclnv. Mag. X. 249 Outness is but

the feeling of otherness (alterity), rendered intuitive, or

alterity visually represented. 1868 IU.SMNKI.I. Serin. Li;-.

Suft/, 120 He is now conscious not of himself only, hut of a
certain otherness moving in him. 1888 R. POTTI.R Rcfut.
Ethics

to^Rcliff. 76 That otherness which He calls into
existence is independent of all phenomena. 1892 W. S.
LILLY (//, Enigma, 141, I am directly conscious of it as an
otherness] anon-self.

Other-self. Mctaph. Self other than the subject
self; objective personality.
1899 C. I-\ I/ARCY Idealism * Thcol. vi. 224 He [Hegel]

uses it to overcome the opposition of self and other-self.
lint other-self, in its true character, eludes the gtasp of self.

O'thersedfish, a. nonce-u>d. Relating to other
, 'selves' or persons ; altruistic.

1877 Emin SIMCOX Nat. Law v. 221 The division of
human motives into selfish and othersellish one.--.

t Otherside. Obs. The two words other side

formerly improperly written as one.
a 1548 HALL Chron., Urn. //

'

29 The duke of Orleance
on the Otherside beyng highly set up in pride. 1568 ( ln,\i i ><N

( hron, II. 251, I have such trust in you. .and on the other-
side 1 have ^uch trust in the king.

Other some, t othersome, a- and pron.
Now arch, or dial. [The two words OTHER a.

and SOMK/;W/. or a., formerly often improperly
written as one. Usually as correlative lo

sot/if.]

adj. Some other
; pron. Some others.

c 1250 Gen. ff /'.'.i'. 66 After iMs cam s\\ ilc ofier sum. 13. .

Cursor M. 6491 paa fraward folk. .Said bat moyses was
slain,.. And o^er sum said bat lie W;is liiuuul. 1551 TUKNI-.K
Herbal i. K iij b, In .sum placies Cicuta is much stronger
tlien in other sum. 1582 N. T. (Rhem.) Matt. xiii. 5
Othersome also fell vpon rookie places. Ibid. S Oihersome
fell vpon good ground. 1593 SIUUHKS Motive Git. ll-'ks. 80
In othersome places I have scene the Churches strawil
over either with hay grasse, strawe, sedges. 1611 liim.K
Acts xvii. 18 Some said, What will thi-, lialibler say? Otlier

some, He seemeth to bee a setter fuorth of strange gods.
1651 C. CARTWRIGHT Cert. I\ftig. i. 42 Some think that the

Kughsh translation. .in some places takes away, in other

places addes, and other-some places changes the meaning.
1770 C. JENNER Placid Man II. v. v. 126 It makes some
folks prouder than othersome. 1854 MRS. OI.M'HANT Magd.
llcpbitrji III. 105 These might be rude missionaries, in some
cases, but in other some, they were the highest of heart, and
noblest of spirit. 1875 PARISH Sussex Dial. s. v., Some-
times my old gal's better than what she be othersome.

fb. csp. in phr. Othersome time(s (also other-

sometimc(s : cf. sometiwe(s^ : At some other times,
at other times. So othersome whiles. Obs.

1575 HAMSTER Chintrg. in. (1585) 448 They are engendiec
otherwhiles, of., common matter, and othersomeiime, ot

some, .peculier matter. 1606 G. WJOODCOCKE] Hist. Ivstint
iv. 21 Some-whiles flashes of tyre, other some-whiles againe. .

dangerous vapors. 1616 SLTRFL. t-c MAKKII. Country Fanne
687 Othersome times . . hee goeth from one thicket to another.. .

1647 H. MOKE Song ofSoul Notes 165/1 Sometimes it signi-
fieth the soul, othersometime, the natnrall spirits. 1671 H.
M. tr. Erasin. Colloq. 485 Sometimes water, and othersome-
times fire.

t Other-times, othertimes, adv. phr. Obs.

[The two words OTHER a. and times, formerly
ofton united : cf. sometimes.} At other times.
c 1440 rronifi. /'rt>7-. 376/1 Obyr tyme, alias. 1502 Otd.

Crysten Men (W. de W. 1506) i. vii. 72 Ypocrytes that men
wende other tymes to haue ben true faythfull and good

.people. 1603 FLORIO Montaigne \\. xii. (1632) 288 Some-
times reason, othertimes the World. 1625 Bp. HALL Holy
Obsei-v. Wks. 145 The spirit is oftentimes tried by the sj>eech :

but other-times the speech must be examined by the spirit.

1705 Lond. Gaz. No. 4130/4 Anthony Fensom,a Hope-maker,
othertimes a Labourer.

Otherwards (oliarojidz), adv. nonce-wd.
[f.

OTHER a. + -WARDS.] In another direction.

1858 CARLVLE Freak. Ct. viu. iii. II. 308 King looks
towards the Prince of Baireuth.. Queen looks far Otherwards.

Otherways (c'Saiwf'z), aJv. Obs. exc. dial.

Forms : 2-3 -weies, -weis, 3 -weiis, -weise, 4
-weys, 4-9 -ways. Also 4-7 -waies, -wais, 5-7
-wayes, Sc. -wayis. [f. OTHER a. + ways, ad-

verbial genitive of WAY s6.] In another way,
manner, case, etc. : = OTHERWISE.
e 1175 Lamb. Hotn. 31 like monne be he hauet) er istolen

ooer ooer weis wa idon. c 1205 LAY. 18760 Odere weies bu
most agunnen. 1:1320 Cast. L. 623 Another that otherweys
were, c 1330 R. BRUNNK Chron. (1810) 175 How bam felle

ober wais so many woes & hard. 1470-85 MALORY Arthur
i. xvi, Lordes ye must other wayes than ye da 1535
CRANMER Let. to Cromwell in Misc. Writ. (Parker Soc.) II.

315 None Otherways but as it shall seem to you just so to

do. 1656 H. PHILLIPS Pnrch. fall. (1676) 16 Those who
have any employment for their money olherwayes. 1720
GAY Poems (17451 I. 255, I could not sure do Otherways
than well 1808 CURWKN Econ. Feeding Sttck 38 Other-

ways, how should we account for [the fact]?

t O'therwhat, pron. Obs. [f. OTBZB a. +

WHAT ;
cf. somewhat} Some other thing ;

some-

thing else.



OTHERWHENCE.
a 1215 A uer, R. 96 Uor he. .spekeo beonne of o?erwhat. '

1305 St. Lucy 137 in E. E. /'. (1862) 105 Ober what we

mote do.

Otherwhence ( "Soahwens), adv. rare. [f.

OTHKK a. + \\'HKNCK.] 1'iom elsewhere.

'575-85 A nr. SANDYS S.-i-m. i Parker Soc.) 285 It Cometh

olhei whence. 1883 W. I.I.AI Ir. Iliad ix. 380 All that now
is his, and all that may come lo him otherwhence.

Otherwhere '08aihwej), &. Forms: see

OTHKK a. and \\'HKKK. Also hyphened, or as two

words, [f.
OTHEK a. + \\'HEKE : cf. somewhere.

Very common in i6-i7lh c., rare or obs. in iSth,

revived in lyth.] In another place; somewhere

else
;
elsewhere.

a 1541 WYATT Deserted Lover 8 Wilh words to win

The hearts of ihcm which otherwhere dolh grow. 1559
MOK\\ VNC Evonyin. 19 The reason is declared otherwher.

c 1630 Mu.ioN' l\ission-2~, His godlike acts, and his tempta-
tions fierce, And former sufferings other where are found.

a 1677 HARROW Serin. Wks. 1716 II. 61 Otherwhere in this

Kpistle. 1706 LL-TTRF.I.I. Krief Rel. (1857) VI. 5 On board

..ships that lie at Portsmouth..and on ihose otherwhere.

1820 KEATS E-.'C St. .-lyna vii, But she saw not : her heart

was otherwhere. 1854 HAWTHORNE Eng. A'otcMs. II. 387

At Charing Cross, and otherwhere about London. 1894

J. k. JLLIKGWORTH l\-rs. Until. A> J>iv. vii. (1895) 186 Analo-

gous with the workings of the human spirit otherwhere.

b. To another place.
' '375 s''". f-ff- Saints xxiii. (I'll Sleferis) 92 For bat he

was far to fare Of be cyie vthyre-quhare. c 1610 n'omeu
S.iints 92 To leaue that place and to goe other-where. 1638
BAKKR tr. Itatzac's l.ctt. (1654) II. 28 Since your honour

calls you otherwere. 1870 MORKIS Earthly l'ar. I. II. 510
It Deemed that time bad passed on otherwhere Nor laid a

linger on this hidden pl;u e.

c. quasi-;/'., esp.with some, any, etc. (better writ ten

separately; some other where = some other place\
(-1300 Cursor M. 239.16, pat.. I sal tel of sum ober qnar

[T. r. sum elles quar]. 1526 TINDAI.L Luke xiii. 33 It cannot be

that a prophet perisshe eny oilier where save alt lerusalfin.

1597 HOOKKR Keel. /'ol. v. xxx. 4 Any thing done any
other-where. 1635 SWAN Sftc. M. (1670) 36 F.lse it rained

fioin some otherwhere, a 1845 HOOD Poems (1846) 11.69

[To| forbear their privacy and seek some other where. 1889
I'oice iN. Y.) 28 Nov., They are destined for otherwhere

than the plowed field with the grave at the end of it.

Otherwheres r'flaihwewz), adv. rare. [f.

as prec. with advb. genitive -s.~\ prec.

1563 Homilies n. Ctrl. Places Holy Script. I. (1859) 369
Can this be found or gotten otherwheres? 1641 HINDK J.

Hi nen xxxii. lot In his owne family, and other wheres also.

,11864 HAWIIIURNE Amer. A'nte-l'ts. (1879) II. 44 Other-

wheres the shadow^ was deep. 1867 JUN INI;KI.OW Soiifs
I'oiees Hints, Citcltoo 122 As if some right-joyous elf, While

about his own affairs, Whistled softly otherwheres.

Otherwhile (o'SMhwail), ailv. Now rare or

dial. Forms: see OTHKK a. and WHILE. Also as

two words, or hyphened, [f.
( )THER a. + \Vmi.K

sti.]

1. At one time or other ;
at times

; sometimes,

now and then, occasionally. Otherwhile . . ollur-

'ti'hile, at one time . . at another time (in OE.
/nolle . . liivile~). Obs. exc. dial.

c 1175 Lam/>. Ifoin, 23 Nobeles ooerhwile bn slinegest mid
sunnne of bisse limen. c 1200 />/. Coll. Horn. 147 Ofter-

w ile wanne hie sejen men wanred bolien. 1340 Aycnli. 40
( )berhuyl of be on : oberhnil of be opren, oberbuyl of on and
of obre. 1381 WYCLIK Ecclus. xiii. 21 As a wlf shal comune
to a lomb Otherwhile [1388 sum tymej. 1432-50 tr. Hidden
(Rolls) I. 71 Tigris and Knphrales, whiche be other while

separate and oberwhile commixle. 1509 HAWKS Past. Pleas.

xx. (Percy Soc.) 98 Besechyng you .. Yet other whyle to

thynke upon me. 1607 Hi'. HALLArt Vi". .I/edit, xxiii. 117

Olherwhlle and ofter thy back is turned unto him through

negligence. 1875 I'AHISII Sttsse.f Dial, s.v., I has a hforn

of beer Otherwhile, but never nothing to do me no hurt.

t b. as adj. Occurring now and then, occasional.

1589 NASIIK Pref. Greene's .Ifenaphon (Arb.) 16 The other-

while vacations of our grauer Nobditie.

)
c. quasi-i/'. in every othcnuhilc (properly three

words, every other while, like every other minute
,

every now and then, at frequent intervals. Obs.

1542 UUALL Krasm. Afof/i. 160 A thyng lille to the bene-

fite of a commen weale, euery other whyle to chaunge the

Capitaines. 1617 HIERON 117,-s. 11619-20! II. 315 F.uery
other-while there commelh newes of some of ihe gallanls of

the limes. 1736 PKGGE Ktuticisuis (K. 1). S.) s. v.,
'

Kvery
olherwhile a little ', i.e. a little now and then.

2. At another time, or at other times. Chiefly as

correlative to sometime or an equivalent, arch.

In ihe first two quots. the sense is doubtful : it may be i.

1401 Pol. Poents (Rolls) II. 101 Uaw, thou herdist me not

grucche that 56 went two togedir; ffor olherwhile ;e gon
ihree. c 1460 FoRTEsceE Alts. <y Lint. Jlfo/i. vii (1885) 124

Ober while he shall sende his procuratours and messengers
to the counselles generalles. 1586 W. WKUBK Enf. Pfelrie

1 Jed. (Arb.) 14 Alexander. . leaned sometime too hard, other*

whyle too soft, as neuer hauing beene apprentice to the

Arte. 1628 GAULE Pract. The. (1629) 92 One while, her

holy life bids him not suspect her dishonest ; other while,

his owne weakenesse and ignorance bids him not be per-
swaded. 17*0 Connect. Col. Rec. (1872) VI. 184 A certain

man, who was sometime taken for Nathaniel Wilson, other-

wliile for John Clements. 1855 M. ARNOLD Haider Poems

1877 I. 152 But the gods went not now, as Otherwhile, Into

the tilt-yard. 1869 FREEMAN in Stephens Life 11895) I. 434
Other wl.ile I have never ventured to utter a word.

Otherwhiles (ycfoahwailz), adv. Now rare

or dial. Korms : see OTHEK a. and WHILES. Also

as two words, or hyphened, [f.
as prec. with

advb. genitive -s, in later times often felt as plural.]

fl. -
prec. i. Obs.

a msAncr. R. 50 Lales bet summe oSer hwules, weilawei !
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unkundeliche makieo. Ibid. 180 peos fondnnges cumeS
oAerhules of God, & o&erhules of mon. c 1420 Pallad. on
II nsl>. Vlll. 65 The ky may otherwhiles be withdrawe. 1576
A. FLEMING tr. Cains' En/,'. l>ot,'s in Arb. Garner III.

234 To hunt two divers beasts, as the foxe other-whiles,

and other-whiles the hare. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny II. 537
Double diligence and ouermuch curiositie bolh hurt other-

\\liik-s. 1671 H. M. tr. l-]rasm. Colic*/. 156 She did nothing
bin weep, and otbei u bile , aKo tlne\v her self upon the

ground. 1787 GROSE /'w. Class., Otktruikilu, sometimes.

2. "
]>rec. 2.

1:1460 FURTESCUE A I'S. ff I.im. Mon. vii. (1885) 125 The
kynge shall often tymes sende his comissioners . . to re-

presse and punysh riatours and risers; ffbrwich cause be

shall odre whiles ride in his owne person. 1526 ril^r.Perf.

(W. de W. 1531) 269 Somtyme with swete mylke of deuocion

or olhervvhyles amonge with . . swetnes of grace. 1540-1
KI.YOT Image Gov. 8 Sometyme aboundannt, otherwyles
shorte and compendious. 1683 CIIALKIIILI. Thealnia l*s

Cl. 100 Tones, Sometimes of Joy, and otherwhiles of Mones.

1719 HE FOE Crusoe i. xiii, Other whiles I fancied they
were all gone. 1897 I'nHin Rep. Oct. 394 Sometimes the

points are definitive, otherwhiles the writer leaves himself

liberty for a different arrangement.

fb. Some othirwhUes (.properly three words,

some other whiles'':, at some other times. Obs.

1671 11. M. tr. 1-lrasm. Collcuj. 294 Sometimes into the

stomach, .some otherwhiles into the neck.

O'therwhi:ther, adv. rare. [f. OTHKK a. +

\\nrniKit.] To another place; 'elsewhither'.

'575 I''\NISIKR Chirnrg. I. (1585) 124 If the humor yet he

Jlou lug draw it otherwhilher by blood letting.

Otherwise yo'oawaiz), sb. fhr., adv., adj.

Forms : see OTHEK a. and WISE sb. [< >rig. a phrase
of three words: OK. on odre wisan, in other

manner, in late OK. also oSre wisan, ME. ojirewise,

at length written othcnuise: cf. in any wise, any-

wise, crosswise, etc. : see WISE sb]
A. 1'hrase with wise, manner, way, as distinct

sb., e. g. in other wise, OK. on odre wisan . . on

odri', in one way . . in another ;
no otherwise,

OK. on iiiine otjre wisan, ME. noil oj>er wise,

i6th c. none other-wise, in no other way. arch.

<888 K. J*:LFRKU lioetli. xxxix. 10 We onsjlao
hwilum

man on odie wisan, on oore hine God on^il. ^900 Ir.

lic./a's Hist. ill. xii. [xiv.] 194 Ac hit feorr on erSre wisan

wais. crioso Afs. Glass, in Wr.-Wulcker 341/26 A liter, on

;eni^e o&re wisan. a 1200 l-'ra^m. .-El/ric's Gram, i On
obre wisen. a 1300 Cursor M. 3887 pat mai be nanobcr wis.

/Ha. 17523 For-soth it es nan oiber wise. (-1460 FOI.IT.SI i r.

A/is, f,-
I.im. Mon. iii. (1885) 114 Thai mowe in non ober wyse

leve. 1535 JOVE A/>al. Tiudak (Arb.i 50 For 1 take yt no

nother wyse. 1540 HvKDEtr. I'hvs Instr.Chr. H'om. (1592)

O vj, Shee ought to love him none other-wise than her selfe.

1597 MOKLKV liitroti. J/i. 6 Could yon sing it no other wise?

1790 Hi KKK J-'r. l\c->. 60 To l>e led any otherwise than blindly,

n 1873 .MILL Ess. Kelif. (1874) 211 The fact of death will

make no sudden break in our spiritual life, nor influence our

character any otherwise than as any important change in

our mode of existence may always be expected to modify it.

b. (//.)
= other ways, nonce-use.

1869 BROWNING King ff lit. XI. 1455 Some one of the

hundred otherwises.

B. iiilv. t- otherwise; li. otherwise.

1. In another way, or in other ways ; in a different

manner, or by other means ; differently. Constr.

than (-\-lint).

o. [971 lilickl. Horn. 177 pe la:s be oSre wisan renix main

leo^e.l ri3is SIIORKUAM 42 And ;yf he hyt otheie wyse

fangeth, He taketh bole the sygne. 13.. Cursor M. 1588

(Gott.) Bot god al oberwise [so Trin.\ Cott., Fairf. ober

gates) had mint. 1482 Monk of E-.'Csham 79 He studyd

by a colur of symulacyon odyr wise then he schulde to

treble hem. 1535 COVERUALE i Mace. ii. 4 ludas, other

wyse called Macnabeus.
/S. 1330 K. HIUNNE Citron. (1810) 208 Of soin he granuse

his wille for to do, i\: som said oberwise, bat it suld not be

so. c 1386 Chaucer's Sr/r.'s T. 526 God wool and he |>at

oothcrwise noght [4 /l/.V.V. ober wise]. 1511 in W. H. Turner

Select. Kec. Oxford i George I'ykeryng otherwyse Smylhe.
1606 HOLLAND Sueton. 98 Yet can I not be pcrswaded other-

wise, but to thinke, that (etc.]. 1712 Bri:M.i. Sfect. No. 404

f3 Applying his Talents otherwise than Nature designed.

1864 PL-SEY Led. Daniel (1876) 553 God saw othenvise.

t b. Otlierii'isc . . otherwise : in one way . . in

another way. Obs. rare.

r.645 MILTON Tctrach. Wks. (1847) 198/1 (Matt. xix. 4-5)

On which place Paraus noles . . that Christ is wont otherwise

to answer hypocrites, otherwise those that are docible,

2. In another ease ;
in other circumstances ;

il

the case be not so ; if not ;
else.

1390 GOWER Conf. II. 74 For otherwise she scholde have

failed, If that he had noght travailed, n 1425 Cursor M.

23505 (Trin.) Oberwise is not synne furjyuen liut to bete hit

whil we may lyuen. 1552 ISk. Com. Prayer Communion,

Otherwyse the receiuing of the holy Communion, doth no- '

thyug els but en. rease your damnation. 1611 P.IIILE Mall.
|

U
J

vi. i Take heed that ye doe not your alines before men,.,

otherwise yee haue no reward of your father which is in

heauen. 1790 Coot's l^'oy. V. 1685 Enabled them to perform

a journey of three or four leagues, which, otherwise,^ they

must have perished before they could have accomplished.

1846 TRENCH Mirac. xxxii. (1862) 44?We learn, what per-

haps otherwise we might have guessed. Mod. I went at

once ; otherwise I should have missed him.

3. In other respects; with regard to other points.

1594 HOOKER Keel. Pol. i. xvi. 6 the best men otherwise

are not alwayes the best in regard of societie. 1647 JER.

TAYLOR Lit. Profit. Wks. 1836 1 1. 371 By the report of per-

sons otherwise pious and prudent. 1796 MORSE Amer.

Geog. 1. 24 Having otherwise no reason to suspect
them.

1857 lifCELE Crm'lK. I. ii. 45, I will give one instance of

this from an otherwise sensible writer.

OTHERWORLDLY.

f 4. On the other hand. Obs. rare.

1551 T. WILSON Logike (1580* 2b, A skilfull artificer male

soneput the vain Sopbister to -silence.. Whereas otherwise an

argmnente made by the rules of Logike can not bee auoided.

1673 / 'nin Insoltncy of Rome 35 And otherwise the people
could observe him advanced.. a cubit above the earth.

C. Adjectival uses.

1. Predicatively, approaching an adj.: In another

state or condition; differently conditioned or exist-

ing; not so ; different; other.

r 1400 Chtmccrs Melib. P 99 (Hail. MSJ Whan be bing
semeb oberwise [Cg. 4. 27 othir wyse, l\-tw. ober \\iM-.

Laitsit. oberewise ; Sufgw, etc. ootherweyes, etc.] ban it

was biforn. a 1533 I. n. HKRNKUS Ihton Ixx. 238. I byleue the

mater l>e other wyse than he hathsayd. c 1680 HKKKKINX.ILI.

///.v/. ll'/iiggisin i. Wks. 1716 I. 20 Scholars are like other

Men, some are wise, and some are otherwise. 1736 MAN-
DKVILI.K World Unmasked 380 The matter is quite other-

wise. 1844 l.u. MACAULAY Sfttckayo Can an Established

Church which has no hold on . .the people Ije otherwise than

useless ? 1879 M. ARNOLD Mi-vcd Ess. 192 Only one or two
sentences I could wish otherwise.

2. as adj. That would otherwise be . . .
;

that

would otherwise exist.

1600 \V. WATSON Deca.ortton (1602) 51 At the table aboue
all others their otherwise equals. 1891 D. A. CI.AKKK in

A. K. l,ee///.fA Cohtinl'. (Ohio) II. 650 Stone crosses., give a

decided relief to their otherwise dullness. .

D. Com/'., as ot/iei wise-minded adj.; hence

otlienuise in indedness.

[i6n BIBLE /'/;//. iii. 15 If in any thing ye be otherwise

minded. 1 1865 LOWELL jV.?i> ling. Two Cent. Ago Pr.

\Vks. 1800 II. 23 One of the jarring atoms in a chaos of

otherwise-mindedness. 1889 Walton Latest Lit. Ess.

(1891) 72 Many-membered periods which in unskilful hands

become otherwise-minded as a herd of swine.

Hence O'therwiseness (nonce-wd.), condition or

quality of being otherwise.

1890 j. H. STIRLING Giffanl Led. vi. 103 The other, as the

difference, the othenviseness, is just as it is named.

Other world, o -

th.er-world, */>. and a.

[See OTHER a. 2.]

1. A world other than this: a. The world to

come, the world beyond the grave, b. The spirit-

land of many non-Christian peoples. C. The world

of idealism, poetry, or romance.
1888 M us. H. WARD K. Elsmnc vii. 89 The most determined

sacrificing of
'

this warm kind world
'

. .to a cold other-world

with its torturing inadmissible claims. 1895 A. Nun / \y.

limn -ij Manannan, lord of the Happy Olhei world. 1898

F. li IlVOMI in Class. K?;'. Feb. 48/1 He sought to show

that a belief iii the Happy Otherworld was found amongst
the Celts and the Greeks.

2. a/lrib. Pertaining or relating to the other

world ; unearthly ; heavenly.
I884TKXSVSON Recktt Pro!., That sweet other-world smile.

1884 |. PARKMK Larger Ministry 51 The Christian minister

is not a chatterer of other-world phrases.

Hence O'tlierwo rldish <;., O'therwo rldism

(noiii'e-ivds.').

1894 (,'. A'c~: Jan. 245 An other-worldish and rather somno-

Irnt party. 1894 Constance -VaV'.t 1'oct. ll'ks. Introd. 14

Religious exercises of Prayer, Praise, and Spiritualism

(other-worldism) generally.

Otherworldliness (v-'Sam-ii -jWlines). [f. the

phrase other ivorhl, after worlaliness.~\

1. Devotion to the other world, or to the interests

of a future life
;

csp. the disposition to consider

the future state and neglect the affairs of the

present ;
a spirit of worldliness as applied to the

future life; morbid, ascetic, or selfish spirituality.

,0834 S. T. COLKHII><;E /..//. <t Recoil. (1836)1. 98-9 As

there is a worldliness or the too-much of this Life, so there-

is another-worldliness, or rather other-worldliness, equally

hateful and selnMi w ith ibis worldliness. 1847 LEWES Hist.

/7;iVM.(i867)II.5, 1855 H. SPENCER I'riuc. /'ifc/wUiZl?) II.

\ in. vii. 601 Otber-w 01 Idliness . . is afeelmg in which the repre-

sentation of divine approval goes along with a representation

of future happiness to be secured by that approval. 1882

FlSKK in Haifer's MaK . Dec. 117/1 The error ol medi;c\al

anchorites and mystics in setting an exaggerated value upon
Otherworldliness.

2. The quality attributed to an ideal wotld apail

from the actual.

1876 LOWELL A mom; my I!ks. Ser. n. 172 Full of life and

light anil the other-worldliness of poetry. 1898 Fortn. A'.
LXIV. .'91 l'.nnie-|ones..one defines him with true appre-

hension as the Painter of Olhei worldliness.

Otherworldly (VSD.uvi):.ildli), a. [f. as prec.,

after worWy.]
1. Of or pertaining to a world other than that

in which we actually live.

1879 F. J. FURNIVAI.I. K. ISnumSs Chrox. Il'ate 784/2

ivining, knowledge of other-worldly mailers.

2. Of, pertaining to, or devoted to the world of

mind or imagination.
1873 P VTKB Renaissance viii. 204 It is easy with the other-

worldly gifts to be a sf/ionc Secle. 1890 CiHCUVMtl Chr.

AJ-.'xate 5 Feb. 10/3 No one who has ever raised his eyes

from his present narrow horizon. .Will ever sneer at a philo-

sopher as
'

otherworldly '.

3. Devoted to the concerns of the world to come;

disposed to consider the affairs or interests of a

future life to the neglect of those of the present.

1880 Sat. Rev. 6 Nov. 585/1 The series is. .a sort of other-

worldly imitation of the series of worldly biographies and

criticisms edited by Mr. John Morley. 1886 A thenxum

o Oct. 463/2 Among worldly and other-worldly matrons,

maids, and men. 1890 Chicago Advance 27 Mar., 1 he early



OTHING.
Church had to prove that its concerns were not altogether
other-worldly.

t O'thing. 06s. [See O numeral adj., and cf.

nothing.] One tiling.

"573 TUSSKK //a*/*. (1878) 184 111 huswiferie othing or other
inn- 1 craue.

O thmail, a. anil sl>. OTTOMAN a. and sf>. 1

1813 liYRON (riaotir xxxi, Vet seems he not of Othman race.

1816 Siege ofCor. xxix, And now the Othmans gain the

gate. 1864 NKALK Scaton. I'ofins 15 Prepare thee for the
Olhman yoke !

Otho^te, pa. t. of OFTHINK Oh., to repent.
Othom : see ODAM 0/>s., son-in-law.

t Othoime. Obs. [ad. L. otlionna (Pliny), a.

Or. uQovva
; now used as a generic name.] The

African or liarbary Ragwort, Otlionna cheirifolia.
1601 HOLLAND /'//MI' II. 286 Olhonne groweth plenteously

in Scythia, like vnto Rocket.

Othre, othur, othyr, obs. ff. OTHER.

tO'thjrl. Cheat. Obs. [contr. of ox-ethyl =

ethyl oxide.\ A name proposed by Williamson
for the oxidized radical of the di-carbon series,

CjHjO, commonly called ACETVL.
1857 MILLER F.lem. Client. III. 311 note. 1866-77 WATTS

Diet. Client. I. 132 Williamson called the radicle 'othyl';
hut on account of the difficulty of forming analogous names
for analogous radicles, the name has heen generally aban-
doned for the term acetyl.

Otiailt (0'i'Jiant) ,
a. rare. [ad. I,, otianl-ein,

pr. pple. of otid-ri{Q be at leisure, f. dtiuin leisure.]
At leisure, doing nothing, indolent, at ease.

1878 A'. Amer. R<->. CXXVI. 483 They who. .relegate
the Supreme to the otiant ease of Epicurus.

t Otiation. Obs. rare. [n. of action from
L. olidrl : see prec.] The condition of being at

leisure or doing nothing ;
a taking one's ease.

1589 PL'TTKNHAM Eng. Foesie in. xxv. (Arb.) 307 Toseeme
idle when they be earnestly occupied . .and do busily nego-
tiat by coulor of otiation. 1620 lip. J . KING Serin. 26 Mar.
9 Some shew of indisposition and otiation in God, as if he
were gone to rest, and minded vs not.

Otiatric (ti|:x-trik), a. [f. Gr. ou>-, in- ear 4-

iarptKus belonging to healing, medical.] Relating
to the medical treatment of the ear.
1861 tr. Czerntak's I'ract. Use Laryngoscope iii. 32 (N. Syd.

Soc.) The patient's affection, which could be realised very
well by means of the data of the ordinary Otiatric method.
Hence Otia'trics sb.,

' term for the consideration

of the nature and principles of the medical treat-

ment of the ear" (Mayne Expos. Lex. 1857) ;

Otia try,
' the art of healing the diseases of the

ear' (Syd. Soc. Lex. 1892).
Otic (<-tik, p'tik), ,7. Anat., Path. [ad. Gr.

aiTiKot, f. oEs, un- ear.] Of, belonging to, or re-

lating to the ear
; auricular.

Otic ganglion, a small oval flattened swelling on the
inferior maxillary nerve, which communicates with the

auriculo-temporal nerve, and with the branch of the facial
nerve which enters the tympanum (chorda tyntpani}.
1657 TOMLINSON Rcnou's Disp. 10 Otick [medicaments] to

the ears. 1836-9 TODD Cycl. Anat. II. 292/1 The ganglion
discovered by Arnold, and by him denominated Otic or auri-

cular. 1853 tr. Kontlierg's Man. Nerv. Dis. I. I. xi. 121 (N.
Syd. Soc.) \Ve must distinguish otic neuralgia from acoustic

hypera:sthesia. 1874 ROOSA J)is. Ear 204 The otic ganglion.

-otic (f'tik), compound suffix, repr. Gr. -<unos,
f. sbs. in -cur-i/t, or adjs. in -<ur-os, from vbs. in -uai

+ -IK-OS, -ic. Nouns of action from these vbs. are

formed in -OKTIS; hence, adjs. in -OTIC go in sense

with sbs. in -osis, -OSE, as ainanrotic, of, pertain-

ing to, or affected with amaurosis ; so chlorotie,

cyanotic, entiosinotic, exos/otic, hypnotic, narcotic,

neurotic, osmotic, sclerotic, etc. Some words in

-otic are otherwise derived, as erotic, exotic, demotic

(Gr. 5i;/ioTiKos), or are formed by analogy, as chaotic'.

Otidid (<)'tidid), a. Zool.
[f.

L. fits, otid-ent

bustard + -ID 3.] Belonging to the Otididx or

bustard family of birds. So Oti diform n., re-

sembling a bustard
; O'tldiue a. = otidid.

In mod. Diets.

II Oti'dimn. [mod. L., f. Greek type *uiri.Si.ov,

dim. of o3>\ WTUS ear
; {.oni)natidinin.~\ The form

of the auditory organ present in the Mollusca.
Hence Otl'diala., of or pertaining to an otidium.
1890 in Cent. Diet.

Otiose (y"'Jii?'>:s), a. [ad. L. otiosus at leisure,

unemployed, f. Mium leisure. Cf. F. oiseitx, OF.
Ofieiix, ocios, Sp. ocioso, It. otioso.]
1. At leisure or at rest

; unemployed, idle ;

inactive, indolent, lazy.
1850 Tail's Mag. XVII. 732/2 A malcontent by necessity,

because otiose and resourceless. 1865 Sat. Kev. 7 Jan. 24
Our policy in Turkey has now dwindled into an otiose sup-
port of the Government. 1885 V. HARRISON Choice Bks.
(1886) 198 An otiose God .. surveying unmoved 'this dusty
fuliginous chaos '.

2. That is unattended by action
; having no prac-

tical result
; unfruitful, sterile ; nugatory, futile.

1794 PAI.KY F.vid. I. II. i. (1827) 354 Such stories, .as require,
on the part of the hearer, nothing more than an otiose assent.

1844 W. G. WARD Ideal Chr. Cli. (ed. 2) 93 We must learn
to dismiss alt otiose and unfruitful contemplation of external
models. 1853 HARDWICK Chr. Ch. Mid. Age (i860 292 Re-
posing with a vague and otiose belief on the traditionary
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doctrines as they had been logically systematized by John
of Damascus. 1875 W.JACKSON Doctr. Retribution 49 The
'

why' of moral duty is not an otiose but a fruitful principle.
b. Having no practical function

; idle, super-
fluous, useless.

1866 Sat. Re-j. 14 July 54/2 The number of otiose lines and
sprawling irrelevant points which swell the piece out. 1878
GLADSTONE 1'rini. Homer xiii. 146, I doubt the opinion
sometimes held, that there abound in Homer idle or 'otiose

'

epithets. 1880 SAYCF. in Nature XXI. 406 An alphabet
which, .possesses otiose and needless letters.

O-tio:sely, adv.
[f. prec. + -i.v 2.] In an

otiose manner; idly; without any practical end.
1886 LOWELL 1'roffr. It'orld Latest Lit. Kss. (iSoi) 178 As

has been somewhat otiosely discussed. 1896 HAMMOND
Cltitrclt orCItapcl? 187 An article of faith. . held, not otiosely,
but alter it has been threshed out again and again.

O'tio seuess. [f. as prec. -t- -NESS.] The
quality of being otiose, or having no practical func-

tion.

1867 Maaii. Mag. Apr. 523/1 They complain of otioseness
of letters in some words, of inadequacy in others.

Otiosity (<
7
"JV'siti). Forms: 5-6 oci-, oey-,

osyte, -ite, -itee, -itie, 6- otiosity, [a. OF.
ociosilil, occiositi (151!! c. in Godef.), f. OF. occiose,
ad. L. fftiusiis at leisure, f.

ii/iiim.]
1. The condition or state of being otiose, un-

employed, or idle; ease, leisure, idleness.

1483 CAXTON Cato C ij b, By onerlonge reste and ociosyte
been gendred or goten . .thre grete synnes . . auaryce, lechei ye,
and oner moche talkynge. 1532-3 Act 24 Hen. /'///, c. 4
The people .. line nowe in idlenesse and ociositee. 1560
HOLLAND Crt. I 'eittts Prol. 237 Thocht the corps ly in

ociositie. 1848 THACKERAY 1'an. /'Vi/rlx, A life of dignified
otiosity such as became a person of his eminence. 1866
SHIRI.KY I'KOOKS Sooner or Later i, The happy otiosity
enjoyed by the million.

2. Indolence ;
want of action, enterprise, or

attention
; negligence, carelessness, perfunctoriness.

1632 LITHGOW Trav. v. 172 ATowne. .of small importance,
in regard of. .trafficke. . : Want of Strangers being one let,
and vitious otiosity the other stop.

t O'tiotlS, a. Obs. rare. Also ocious. [ad. L.
Utios-us OTIOSE, or its OF. repr. ocios, -ens, -enx.~\

Leisurely ; idle ;
at ease.

1614 SYLYKSTEK RetJntlia's Rescue v. 121 Private men
(whose otious care Scarce passe the threshold of their own
door dare). 1656 HLOUNT C/ossogr., Ociotis, idle, careless,
restful, at ease.

II Otitis (otoi-tis). Path. [mod.L., f. Gr. our,
un- ear + -ITJS.] Inflammation of the ear.

1799 HOOPER Meet. Diet., Otitis, inflammation of the in-

ternal ear. 1822-34 Good's Study i\lcd. ied. 4) III. 197 In-

flammations, especially cephalitis and otitis. 1844 DI-ETON
Deafness 51 The causes which produce internal otitis are

many of them of the same character, but more severe than
those which excite external otitis.

Hence Oti'tic a., connected with otitis.

1822-34 Goafs Study Med. (ed. 4) II. 105 This is mostly
the effect of cold, and is in fact an otitic catarrh.

II Otiuni (o'Jim). The Latin word for
'

leisure,
freedom from business, ease ',

in occasional English
use; esp. in the phrase otimn cum dignitate,
leisure with dignity, dignified leisure or ease.

1729 LD. I'OLINGBROKE Let. to Su'ift 19 Nov. in Pope's
It ks. 1751 IX. no Otiunt turn dignitate is to he had with
5oo/. a year as well as with 5000. 1815 CHALMERS Let. in

Life (1851) 11.21 A life of intellectual leisure, with the otiiim
of literary pursuits. 1820 SCOTT Monast. Introd., Intending
there to lead my future life in the Otiunt cnni dignitatc
of half-pay and annuity. 1849 THACKKKAV 1'endennis Ixviii,
Mr. Morgan was enjoying his otiuni in a dignified manner,
surveying the evening fog, and smoking a cigar.

Otmer, obs. form of OUTMOKE.
Otmest, ottemeste, obs. forms of UTMOST.

Oto-, before a vowel ot-, a. Gr. UITO-, combining
form of ovs, un- ear, an element of medical and
other scientific words, the more important ofwhich

appear in their alphabetical places.

Otocata'rrli, catarrh of the ear (Mayne Expos.
Lex. 1857). Otoco'nia [F. otoconie (Breschet) ; Gr.
Kovia or /tains dust], term for the white pulverulent
dust found in the membranous labyrinth of the
inner ear, the aggregation of which forms an otolith.

(Sometimes treated as if pi. of oloconiiim
;
also in

Kng. form Otokonies.) Hence Otoco'nial a. ;

Oto coriite = OTOLITH. O'tocrane [Gr. xpaviov
the skull], the auditory eapsule, the portion of
the petrous bone which encloses the organ of

hearing; hence Otocra-nial, Otocra'nic adjs.
O'tocyst \y.otocyste (I.acaze Duthies),f. Gr. KVOTIS

bladder],
term for the auditory vesicle or organ

of hearing in some of the Invertebrata
;

hence
Otocystic a., of or connected with an otocyst.
|| Otody-nia [Gr. oSuvrj pain], ear-ache ; hence
Otody-nic a. (Mayne). Oto-graphy [-GBAPHY],
description of the ear (Dunglison Mcd. Lex. 1842) ;

hence Otogra-phical a. Otomorpho'loffy, the

morphology of the ear.
|| Otomyco'sis [Mycosis,

Gr. itiiKTjs fungus], the presence of parasitic fungi
in the external auditory meatus. Oto'pathy [Gr. ira-

Oos suffering], disease of the ear (Dunglison 1853) ;

hence Otopa thic a. O tophone [Gr. tpuvfi sound],
an ear-trumpet, an apparatus for the conveying

OTOLOGY.
of sound to the deaf; also = OTOSCOPE i. O'to-

plasty [Gr. n\d(Taav to mould], plastic surgery
of the ear; hence Otopla'stic a. ;Mayne). || O :to-

pyo'sis [dr. irvaian formation of pus], suppuration
in the ear.

||
Otorrhoe-a [Gr. /Wa a flow], puru-

lent discharge from the ear; hence Otorrhce al,

Otorrho-ic adjs., relating to otorrhcca. HOtosa'l-
pinx [Gr. oaAm-yf war-trumpet], the Eustachian
tube. Oto'steal [Gr. utniov bone] a., relating to
the auditory ossicle

; sl>., applied by Owen to the

homologues of the bones of the inner ear, in fishes,
etc. Oto'toray [-TOSIY], dissection of the ear

(Dunglison, 1843).
1855 HOI.DEN Hum. Osteal. (1878) 278 The two masses are

the "otoconia' or 'otollths'. 1881 MIVAKT Cat 301 Two
sacs connected by a narrow bent tube and containing \\itliin
tin in small crystals of carlonate of lime, called otolilhs, or
otoconia. 1842 K. WILSON Anat. I'aifi- M. (ed. 2) 472 The
membranous labyrinth., containstwosmall calcareous masses
called otoconiie-. 1854 OWES Skcl. ff Teeth in Cin. .V,

.,

Organ. .\at. I. 171 The or^in of hearing, . .the surrounding
vertebral elements being modified to form the cavity for its

reception, which is called
l

*otocrane'. 1872 MIYAKI Kleni.
Altai, i 18. 1857 MAYXE /:>/<. Lex., 'Otocranial, of or

belonging to the otocrane. 1877 HUXLEY Anat. In-.'. An/in.
iv. 189 In some there is a sac hlk-d with calcareous matter
("otocyst?) attached to the ganglion. 1878 llhi.i. Cfgcu-
faurs Contp. Anat. 533 The primitive otocyst is the*

foundation of a complicated cavitary system. 1880 K. RAY
^ANKESII-.K in .\uttt>-<- XXII. 147 The presence of velar

"otocystic canals constitutes the chief peculiarity of the
genns Craspcdacusta. 1836-9 Tout) Cycl. Anat. II. 567/2
Otokonies .. found in the sacculns vestibnli of the eats of

Cephnlopods. 1900 .Miss IM.LIS Human 1'lar 42 As otology
i> a medical term for the science of the ear, we should prefer
to use the new word (suggested by Dr. R. Garnett) "otomor-
phology, the science of the shape uf the ear. 1877 UIKNETT
Ear 284 "Otomycosis is said to be much more frequently
met among the poorer classes. 1839 D. J. MOHIARTY Hns-
band 11tenter II. 109 Perceiving ihe *otophone properly
fixed. 1888 Amcr. Ann. Deaf)ta\. 85 Examination of 15 deaf
persons in the Pennsylvania fnst. by means of Maloney's Oto-
ph>'Tie. 1818-20 Tno.Mi-soN tr. Cullens Xosotogia 302 Local
Diseases .. Of the Secretions and K.vcretions . . "Otorrhcea.

1878 T. HRYANT J'rai-t. Surx . I. 89 Deafness is not unfre-

quent, the hearing failing without any external disease,
such as olonhn-a. 1877 tr. TOM Ziemssen's Cycl. Med. XII.
808 "Otorrhceal abscess of the brain. 1857 MAYSF. /.-i/oi.

Lf.r.^Otortftoii. 1854 OWIN .VXr/. \ '/'ci't/t in Ci>c. .SV-,

Organ. Nat. I. 177 A body as hard as shell, like half a split
almond, .it is the '

*otosteal'. . or proper ear-bone. 1868
Anat. i'ertel'r. III. 246 The otosteals conduct vibrations
from the tympanic membrane to the vestibular one.

Otqba butter, O. fat. The almost colour-

j

less oil expressed from the seeds of Alyristica Otoba,
a species of nutmeg-tree {tyd. Soc. Lex?).
t Otok, MIC. pa. t. of otake, OFTAKK v.

c 1330 Art/i.
.5- Alcrl. 9359 Arthour otok him with drawe

sword.

Otolite ((W'Wloit). [f. OTO- H- -I.ITK.]
= next.

1846 OWI.N Led. Contp. Anat. I. 211 The large size of the

organ of hearing, and especially that of the hard otolites,
also relate to the medium through which the sonorous vibra-
tions are propagated to the fish, 1855 H. STENCEK 1'rinc.

Psychol. u8?2) I. i. ii. 38 Those atmo>pheric waves which. .

are conveyed to the minute otolites and rods of the inner

ear, to be by them impressed on the auditory nerves.

Otolith. (<''t<fli)>). Anat. and J'hysiol. [mod. f.

OTO- -H Gr. Aiflos stone.] An ear-stone; one of the

calcareous bodies, often in the shape of rhombic

crystals, found in the inner ear of vertebrates and
some invertebrates

;
in fishes often of great size, in

the higher vertebrates small particles.
1835-6 TODD Cycl. Anat. 1. 554/1 An acoustic vestibule,

containing. .a calcareous body or otolithe. 1883 H. GRAY
Anat. (ed. 10) 618 The otoliths are two small rounded
bodies, consisting of a mass of minute crystalline grains of
carbonate of lime, held together in a mesh of delicate
fibrous tissue, and contained in the wall of the utricle and
saccnle, opposite the distribution of the nerves. 1900
SCIIAI i R I'liysiol. II. 1205 Lee is of opinion that the otoliths
and macula; form the organ for statical equilibrium.

^[b. liy confusion, applied to the otic bones or

ossicles of the inner ear in some animals.

Hence Otoli'thic, Otoli-tic adjs.. of the nature
: of or pertaining to an otolith

; containing otoliths.

1855 T. R. JONES Anhn. Kingd. (ed. 2) no (Acalephx}
The otolitic vesicle, which, from analogy, .is considered as

,
an organ of hearing. 1875 HUXLEY in Encycl. Brit. 1. 132/1

!
A sensory organ, having the characters of an otolithic sac,
is seated upon the ganglion. 1900 SCHAFER Physiol, II.

1167 The most primitive form of internal ear is undoubtedly
a sac containing fluid in which an otolithic mass is im-

mersed, and having on the wall hair-like processes related
to the terminations of a nerve.

Otologist (0t<rlod3|ist). [f. as next + -1ST.]

One versed in otology; an ear-specialist.

1874 ROOSA Dis. Ear (ed. 2) 47 The high character of the

work that has been done by American otologists. 1876
BARTIIOLOW Mat. Med. (1879) 549 Glycerine is used by oto-

logists to soften cerumen.

Otology (otp-lodji). [f.
Gr. out, wr- ear +

-LOGY.] That branch of science which treats of

the ear, its anatomy, functions, and diseases; a

treatise on the ear.

1842 DUNGLISON Med. Lex., Otology. .The part of anatomy
which treats of the ear. 1874 ROOSA Dis. Ear (ed. 2) 17

Formerly known as aural medicine and surgery, but.. better

designated by the term Otology. 1880 (title) American

Journal of Otology, a quarterly journal of physiological

acoustics. 1899 Westin. Caz. 9 Aug. 2/3 The University of
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OTOMYS.

Edinburgh has made otology one of the qualifying subjects
for her medical degrees.

Hence Otolo gical a., of or pertaining to otology.
1895 A7

. B. Daily Mail 27 Sept. 5 International Otological

Congress in Florence. Mod. Otological Society of the

United Kingdom.
II Otomys Ju'tJmis). Zool. [f. OTO- + Gr. /iCy

mouse.] A genus of rodents of the family JMitridx,

having large hairy ears.

1834 MCMURTRIE Cmricrs Anint, Khigd. 86 The Otomys
are nearly allied to the Field Rats. Ibid. (The Cape
Otomys.) Size of a rat; fur marked with black and fawn-
coloured rings.

OtOSCOpe (J
ll

't(Tskf?np). [f.
OTO- + Gr. -axuiros

observing, observer.]
1. A modification of the stethoscope for auscul-

tation of sounds in the ear ; an auscultation-tube.

1849 J. TOYNBEE Dis. Ear in Mcd.-Chirurg. Trans.
XXXI 1. 74 When examining the ear with the otoscope.
{Note. An elastic tube, about eighteen inches in length,

tipped with ivory at both ends, one extremity of which is

inserted into the external meatus of the patient, and the
other into that of the medical man.) 1853 SIR W. WILDE
Pract. Obs. Aural Surg. 113.

2. An optical instrument for inspecting the cavity
of the ear.

1853 SIR W.WILDE Pract. Obs. Aural Snrg. 113 Otoscope
..also Applied to a form of speculum auris. 1884 M.
MACKENZIE Dis. Throat fy Nose II. 243 Brunton's otoscope
. .consists of a metallic tube provided with an eye-piece.
Into this tube a funnel opens at right angles, through which
the light is made to fall on a perforated reflector, which
throws the rays through the distal part of the cylinder into

an ordinary ear speculum.
Hence Otosco pic a.

; Oto'scopy, inspection or

clinical examination of the ear; the use of the

otoscope.
1876 Clin. Soc. Trans. IX. 96 Otoscoplc examination re-

vealed nothing abnormal in either ear. 1874 ROOSA Dis.

Ear (ed. 2) 86 Dr. Rossi in a very recent paper on binocular

otoscopy, proposes the use of a microscopic object-glass set

at an angle of 70 in a spectacle frame, as a simple and
efficient binocular otoscope.

Otosis (0tJ"'sis). [mod. f. Gr. ovs, WT- ear -f

-osis.] Mishearing; alteration of words caused

by an erroneous apprehension of the sound.
1860 HALDRMAN ^no/f/, Orthogr. xii. 65 Otosis is a change

in words, due to misconception of the true sound, influencing
consonants of the same quality. 1884 J.

A. HARRISON Negro-
Kng. Introd. in Anglia, Negro English is an ear-language
altogether, . .built upon what the late Professor Haldeman
of Pennsylvania called otosis, an error of ear, a mishearing.

|| Ototoi*. Also otototoi. [a. Gr. OTOTOI, etc.]
A Greek exclamation of pain or grief ;

*=woe ! alas!

Hence Ototoi ., to cry
'

ototoi ', to utter a wail.

1877 BROWNING Agamemnon 1068 Otototoi, Gods, Earth,

Apollon, Apollon ! Ch. Why didst thou 'ototoi
'

concerning
Loxias? 1883 F. M. CRAWFORD Mr. Isaacs 3 The ghosts of

the slain sometimes appear, .and gibber a feeble little 'Olo-
totoi

'

after the manner of the shade of Dnreios.

Otour, otre, obs. forms of OTTEK.

Otow, contr. f. Sc. otouth, OUTWITH, outside of.

Ottamite, variant of OTTOMITE Obs.

Ottar, variant form of ATTAR, OTTO.

! Ottava (otta'va). \lt.ottava eighth, octave.]
1. Mits. An octave; chiefly in the phrases ottava

alta, ottava bassa, indicating that a passage is to

be played an octave higher, or lower, than written.

(Usually abbrev. 8va.)
1848 RIMDAULT First Bk. Piano 13 To avoid many ledger-

lines below the staff, the notes are sometimes written eight

degrees higher than their real place in the system, and the

words ottava. bassa, or 8" bassa, placed under them, to shew
that they are to be played an octave lower than.. written.

2. Ottava rima (rrma). An Italian stanza of

eight 1 1 -syllabled lines, riming as abababcc\
the English adaptation, as used by Byron, has

English heroic lines of ten syllables.
1820 SHELLEY Lett. Pr.Wks. 1880 IV. 178, I am translating

in ottava rima the Hymn to Mercury, of Homer. 1875
LOWELL Spenser Pr. Wljs. 1890 IV. 328 He found the

ottava rima too monotonously iterative. 1880 Mactn. Mag.
51 The three important verse-forms which English poetry
owes to Italy, the ottava-rima, the sonnet, and the sestina.

Ottemest, obs. variant of UTMOST.
Otter (p'tai), $b. Forms : i otr, otor, (octer),

1-5 oter, 3-5 otur, (5 otere, otre,ot(t)our,ottyre,
otyr(e, otir, 6 ottre , 9 dial, oater) , 5- otter. [Com.
Teut.: OE. otr, ot(t}or, oter = MDu., Du. otter,

OHG. 0//<xr(MHG., G. otter\ ON. 0//-:-OTeut.

*otro-z, pre-Teut. *udr4-s: cf. Lith. udra, OSlav.

vydra, wtl.ltdrd-S 'otter'; radically akin to Gr.

vd<up, Skr. tttJan, Eng. water
; cf. Gr. v/x>?, vopa

water-snake.]
1. An aquatic fur-bearing carnivorous mammal
{Lntra vulgaris, Fam. Mustelidsi) feeding chiefly
on fish, having fin-like legs, webbed feet, and long
horizontally flattened tail, which enable it to swim
and turn in the water with remarkable rapidity.
Often taken as the type of an amphibious creature.

a 700 Epinal Gloss. 585 (O. E. T.) Lutrus, otr {Erf.

octer, Corp. otr]. ciooo in Kemble Cod. Dipt. III. 418 Of
oteres hole, ciooo SElfric's \>'oc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 118/42
f.utn'a, otor. 1275 Moral Ode (Jesus MS.) 358 in O. E.
Misc. 70 Ne oter ne acquerne, IJeuveyr ne sablyne. c 1290
S. Eng. Leg. I. 237/642 On is hindore fet An Otur bare
cam gon. c 1440 Jacob's Well 118 As t>e ottyr sleth fysch,

234

& gaderyth it on hepe in-to his hole, a 1450 Knt. dc la
Tour (1868) 22 Late us ete the gret ele, and y wille saie to

my husbond that the otour hathe eten hym. 14. . Nominate
in Wr.-Wiilcker 700/16 Hie lutricius^ a notyre. 1515 Lp.
BURNERS Froiss. II. xcii. [Ixxxviii.] 273 Lyke an Otter in
the water. 1596 SHAKS. i Hen. II

', in. iii. 143 An Otter,sir
lohnV Why an Otter? Fal. Why? She's neither fish nor
flesh, a 1654 SELDEN Table~t. (Arb.) 69 A kind of an Otter,
a Knight half- Spiritual, and half-Temporal. 1774 GOLDSM.
Nat. Hist, II. 319 In the first step of the progression from
land to amphibious animals we find the Otter. 18x1 in C. A.

Johns H 'eck at Lizard 64 To John Johns for an oater. . is.

1839 E. D. CLARKE Trav. Russia 136/1 Great qunntities of
the furs and skins of the otter, beaver, and fox, are annually
brought to market by the traders.

b. Applied to other species of Ltttra, and allied

genera (of which there are several) ,as the American
Otter, L. canadensis\ Sea Otter, L. {Enhydris}
marina, with black glossy fur, which inhabits the

American shores of the North Pacific.

1781 PI.NNANT Hist. Quadr. II. 356 Mnstela //>.. Sea
Otter. 1842 SIR W. JARUINE in Nat. Libr., Mammalia
XIII. 254. 1883 Cassell's Art/. Hist. II. 201 Like the Seal,
the Sea Otter is gregarious?
2. The fur or skin of this animal (of any species).
1429 in Somerset Wills (1901) 131 [A gown furred (togant

fiirrtitam) with] oter. 1530 PALSCR. 250/1 Ottre, a furre,

pcaux de loutres. 1653 WALTON Angler ii. 41 The gloves
of an Otter are the best fortification for your hands against
wet weather. 1887 J. ASHBY STEKKY Lazy Minstrel (1892)

46 You never.. saw such A lithe little learner in otter.

1 3. A sailor. Obs. slang.
c 1700 Street Robberies Consider d^ Otter, a sailor.

4. A tackle consisting of a float with line and
a numher of hooks, used in fresh-water fishing, b.

A kind of fishing gear used in deep-sea trawling ;

also attrib.

1851 H. NF.WLAND Erne 53 The otter is a thin piece of

board, about four feet long and a foot or so broad. 1860 [see
OTTKK r. 2], 1898 Daily .Yt'ws 19 Feb. 2/1 The steam
catchers, .are of the most approved type, with special steam
winches and '

Otter
'

fishing gear.
5. Short for otter-moth : see 7.
c 1440 Floris % Bl. (Taunt. M S.) 96/772 Or y it ere wyst, An

Otter fieys ageynst my brest.

6. Name of a breed of sheep : = Axcox.
1890 C. L. MORGAN Anim. Life $ IntclL vi. (1891) 226 From

this one lamb the otter^ or ancon, breed was raised.

7. attrib. and Comb., as otter-killer, -skin, -track,

-trap ; otter-canoe, a kayak used by sea-otter

Hunters in Alaska; otter-dog, -hound, a dog of a

breed used for hunting the otter
; otter-hunt, ) (a)

the huntsman having charge of otter-hounds ; (^)
the chase of the otter; otter-hunting = prec. ();
otter-line = sense 4 ; otter-mark, a trace left

by an otter; otter-moth, the GHOST-MOTH {Ilepi-
alits hitmuli} ; otter-path, a continuous track

left by otters
; otter-shell, the English name of

bivalve shells of the genus Lntraria
; otter-shrew,

an aquatic insectivorous quadruped, Potamogale
velox, of western equatorial Africa, having a
weasel-like body ; otter-spear, a spear used in

hunting otters ; otter-trawl, a trawl fitted with

the *
otter

*

device (sense 4 b) ;
hence otter-

trawling sb., fishing with the otter-trawl.

1653 WALTON Angler i. 4 All men that keep *Otter dogs
ought to have a Pension from the Commonwealth. 1607
TOPSELL Fonr-f. Beasts (1658^ 446 These otters are hunted
with special dogs called *otter-hounds. 1854 J. W. WARTER
Last ofOld Squires vi. 59 A messenger was despatched for

the otter-hounds, which a friend of the squire's kept some
ten miles off. 1485 Rolls of

'

ParIt. VI. 356/2 Graunte of the
Office of *Otterhunte. 1601 F. TATE Househ. Ord. Edw. If

(1876)45 An ptterhunt, who shal have in his custody twelve

dogges running at the ottre. 1815 SCOTT Guy M. xxvi, An
otter-hunt the next day, and a badger-baiting the day after,
consumed the time merrily. 1735 SOMEKVILLE Chase iv.

Argt., Description of the *Otter Hunting. 1840 R. H. DANA
Bef. Mast xxvii. oo The brig Convoy.. engaged in otter-

hunting among the islands, a 1676 WALTON Angler ii.

(Cassell) 45 The want of *otter-killers. .will in time prove the
destruction of all rivers. 1862 Blackw, Mag. Mar. 182 Death
stauns owre't wi' *otter-line, Oot liftin' ten by ten. 1836
DOVE Logic Chr. Faith v. i. i. 247 We should understand

why the *otter-marks led to the water. 1804 Med. Jrnl.
XII. 229 Hop yards might be preserved from the honey-
dew. .and from the *ottermotn, by being covered with
stones. 1805 R. W. DICKSON Pract. Agric. (1807) II. 250
The otter moth, .producing its larvae upon the roots of the

plants. 1864 J. C. ATKINSON Stanton Grange 189 What
might have been termed an *otter-path ; not merely the
track of his feet here and there. 1865 J. G. WOOD Common
Shells 45 As is implied by the scientific title, Lutraria, the
*Otter-shells inhabit the mud, into which they burrow deeply,
exactly as do the Gapers. Ibid. 46 The commonest species,
the Oval Otter-shell. Ibid. 47 The Oblong Otter-shell is

not so plentiful as its oval relative. 1545 Rates ofCustoms
Cj b, Otter skynnes the pece \\\d. 1583 Ibid. D v, Otter
skinnes the peece ij.r. 1725 DE FOE Voy. round World(\%$<J)
266 A jerkin made of otter-skin. 1540 in Wilts Archxol.

Mag. VIII. 272 [They] did assaulte this deponent with their

swerdes and an *otter-speare. 1818 SCOTT A*vb Roy v, Nets,
fishing-rods, otter-spears, hunting-poles, with many other

singular devices and engines for taking or killing game. 1863
ATKINSON Stanton Grange (1864) 192 One or two points near
the presumed *otter-tracks. 1897 R. MtnutO/*nwj& Probl,

245 Among the fishing gear.. he includes this *otter-trap.

O'tter, v.
[f. prec. sb., after tofish, etc.]

1. intr. To hunt the otter.

1902 Daily Chron. 3 July 3/2 He writes of.. ottering in

St. John's Vale, of the Grasmere rush-hearing.

OTTOMAN.
2. To fish with the '

otter* tackle (see prec. 4).
1860 G. H. K. in l-'tic. Tour. 165 Certain Philistines have

increased the mischief by permitting their gillies to use the
otter. .. If the gilly otters for you, he will for himself. 1890
Daily News 29 Sept. 4/8 A loch can be '

ottered ', fish can
thus be made shy and hard to catch. 1892 Field 7 May
681/2 The fish. .are. .shy, having been well whipped over or
'ottered for by the local fishermen.

Otter, variant form of OTTO, ATTAB.

Otter-down, erroneous for ElPKB-DOWB (an un-

familiar word at the time).
1759 JOHNSON Idler No. 40 F 4 Now to be sold, for ready

money only, some duvets for bed-coverings, of down, beyond
comparison superior to what is called otter-down.

Otterly, obs. form uf UTTKRLY.

tO'ttimacy,obs.var.OpriMACY (
= lt.o(timazta).

1594 T. BEDINGFIELD tr. Machiavelli's Florentine Hist.

(1595) 64 Vnder the word ottimacy, or popularitie, they
cloake their euill intent.

Otto 1
(p'to}. Also 8-9 otter, ottar. An altered

form of the word more accurately spelt ATTAR, in

attar or otto of roses, the fragrant essence of roses.

1639 SHIRLEY The Ball iv. i, I left your kick With your
cousin to buy otto. 1785 MACKENZIE Lounger No. 12 F 8
With episodes of dancing girls, and otter of roses ! I79a A.
YOUNG Trav. France 186 Roses are a great article tor the

famous otter, all of which is commonly supposed to come
from Bengal. 1813 MOORE Post-bag, Hor., Od. n. xi, While
Otto of Roses Refreshing all noses Shall sweetly exhale from
our whiskers and wigs. 1835 Biackw. Mag. XXXVII. 440
Sweet as ottar of roses distilled by the alchymic sun.

b. Hence, jocularly, a liquid with a fragrant
or characteristic odour.

1849 THACKERAY Pendennis xlviii, The Captain, before

issuing, .scented himself with otto of whisky.
Hence O'ttoed a.

t perfumed with otto of roses.

1810 Splendid Follies I. 177 An ell of ottoed cambric.

O'tto^. [Named after the inventor in 1877.]
A kind of velocipede: seeDiCYCLE. HenceO ttoist,

a rider of an 'Otto* dicycle.
1885 Cycl. Tour. Club Guz. Sept. 284 One or more tricyclists

who are In the habit of riding with good Ottoists. Ibid., My
experience is that the 'Otto 'is more easily ridden uphill
than the F. S. tricycle. 1887 BURY & HILLIER Cycling
(Kadm. Libr.) 369 All Ottos built before 1882 were fitted with
block breaks.

Ottoman (flyman), a. and j<M Also 6-7 Otho-.

[
F. Ottoman, It. Ottomanot med.L. OttowiiJtus,

med.Gr. 'Qrovfiavos ;
of which the L. and It. pi.

Ottomani was ad. Arab. ,3l*i tuthmanl or

, adj. from e<3///7,w,name of the founder

of the present Turkish dynasty and empire. The
;
forms Othoman and Othman more closely repre-
sent the Arabic ;

but all want the adj. ending -i.

The Turkish pronunciation of Othman is Osmiin, whence,
with the Turkish adj. suffix -//', the equivalent OSMANLI.
In It. use these adjs. were orig. sing, and pi., e.g.

'

la paga
!

d'un Osmani al giorno, intrando quattro Osmani
', Bratuttl

Chronica (Venice 1649)
' ^ut '*' being the plural ending in L.

and It., a new sing, arose, in L. -us, It. -a, whence the forms

given above.]

A. adj. Of or belonging to the Turkish dynasty
founded by Othman or Osman I. c 1 300, the branch

of the Turks to which he belonged, or the Turkish

empire ruled by his descendants; Turkish of the

dominions of the Sultan
;

= OSMANLI a.

Ottoman Porte, the court or palace of the Sultan ; the

Turkish government ; also called the Porte or Sublime Porte.

1603 K.NOLLES (title) The General! Historic ofthe Turkes . . to

the rising of the Othoman Familie. 1686 Lond.Gaz. No. 21 12/2

The Ottoman Troops appointed for the guard of the Bridge
of Essecke. 1686 Ibid. 2116/3 In case they enter into the

League against the Ottoman Port. \"j\^Life Kobt.Frampt^n
(1876) 60 Thy freedom enables thee to pass the Ottoman

empire. 1835 THIKLWAU. Greece vii. I. 263 The ambition of

Othman, the founder of the Ottoman dynasty. 1848 W. H.
KELLY tr. L. Blanc's Hist. Ten Years II. 198 The watch-

word, .of Western Europe in 1830, was, the '

integrity of the

Ottoman empire must bq/mamtained '. 1899 Times Gazetteer

1611/1 Turkey, or Ottoman Empire, a number of countries

races, states, and provs. governed by the Turks, or more

, correctly the Osmanlis or Ottoman Turks.

B. sh. A Turk of the family or tribe of Othman
or Osman

;
a Turkish subject of the Sultan; an

,
OSMANLI ; a Turk in the usual political sense.

[1585 T. WASHINGTON tr. Nicholays I'oy. u. xiii. 49 b, The
title of great.. to this day remaineth vnto the house of the

Othomannes. 1599 HAKLUYT I'oy. II. i. 175 As you make
account of the fauour of the Grand Signor our lord Sultan

' Murates Hottoman.) 1605 BACON Adv. Learn. \\. viii. 5

As though he had been of the race of the Ottomans. 1685
TRAVESTIN Siege Newheitselyz Gone, .to fight the Ottomans.
J735 SWII-T Lett., to Piilteney (1766) II. 273 Of the Roman
emperors, how many of them were murdered by their own
army;. .the same may be said of the Ottomans by their

janissaries. 1854 CHUKCH Misc. ll'rit. (1891) I. 294 It is too

late to change, in general use, the familiar Ottomans for the

more accurate Osmans or Osmanli. 1871 FREEMAN Gen. Sk.

Europ. Hist. xi. 17 Suleiman was the last of the great line

of Sultans who had raised the Ottomans to such power.
Comb, a 1684 LEICHTON Serin. Wks. (1868) 444 They do not

Otiomanlike, one brother kill another to reign alone.

Hence f Ottomane'an a. Obs., Ottoma'nic (in

! 7 Othomanique) a. and s&.
t Ottoman; Otto-

manize v. trans., to make Ottoman or Turkish.

1658 J. DURHAM K.rp. Revelation ix. (1680! 385 The Turks

(having prevailed over the Saracens) did with them combine
in one dominion under the Ottomanean family. 1614 SKLDKN
Titles Hon. 105 All of that AHan sect are,, hated by the

Othomaniiiues. 1853 G. S. FABF.R Doivnfall Turkey 28

ja
la

\
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The Four Angels orOttomanic Sultames bound for a season
in the region of the great river Euphrates. 1865 Sat. Rev.

5 Aug. 177 Ottomans or Ottomanized functionaries. 1886
Fortn, Rev. No. 239. 564 Not one of them made any per-
manent progress towards Ottomanizing his dominions. 1895
Eclectic A!tig. Oct. 564 To Ottomanize European Turkey.
Ottoman ($'t<Tman), $b* [f. prec. : prob.

through F. ottoniane (1812 in Hatz.-Darm.).]
1. A cushioned seat like a sofa, but without back or

arms, for sitting or reclining on; or a small article

of the same kind used as a low seat or footstool.
1806 SL-RR H'intcr in Land. II. 146 Arberry. .with most

abominable malice, placed her on the Ottoman next to me !

1809 HVRON Let. to Mother 12 Nov., The apartment was sur-

rounded by scarlet ottomans. 1849 Miss MULOCK Ogih-ics
xlvi. (1875) 358 Eleanor .. was .. about to sit down by the
couch on a little ottoman. 1866 GEO. EI.IOT /'". Holt \. (18681
12 The frightened old man seated himself with Niuirod the

retriever on an ottoman. 1880 OUIDA Mot/is I. 166 This

person had her feet on an ottoman.
attrib. i8>o S. GREEN Reformist II. 162 The Pembrokes
..had caused to be placed near the fire an elegant ottoman
sofa. 1859 W.ANDERSON Disc, 11860) 290 From her ottoman
throne in the drawing-room, .[she] gives orders.

2. A kind of fabric of silk, or silk and wool.
Also attrib.

1883 Truth 31 May 747/1 Lady Spencer wore a costume
of dark red ottoman silk. Ibid. 769/2 Another dress is of
black ottoman, the skirt front being covered with blue jet.

1884 Cassclfs Fam. Mag, Oct. 695/1 The woollen Ottoman
..is of the nature of the old rep. 1887 Daily Xcivs n May
5/8 The front, in white ottoman, was very richly em-
broidered in pearls upon the silk.

t O'ttomite. Obs. AlsoOtta-. [f. OTTOM^AX
+ -iTE 1

.]
= OTTOMAN^.!

1604 SHAKS. Othello \. iii. 235 This present Warres against
the Ottamites. 1818 BYRON Ch. Har. iv. xiv, Europe's bul-
wark 'gainst the Ottomite.

Ottrelite (ftreteit). Klin. [Named after

Ottrez, in Belgium, where found : see -LITK.]

1 1. An obsolete synonym of DIALLAGE. (So
named by \VolffofSpa, 1812.)
2. A hydrous silicate of aluminium, iron, and

manganese, found in greyish to black crystalline
scales. (So named by Damour, 1842.)
1844 DANA Mm. 529 Ottrelite . . scratches glass with diffi-

culty. 1879 RUTLEY Stltd, Rocks X. 132.

t O'ttroye, sb. Ol>s. rare. [a. OF. otroi, ottroy,
in AF. also ottroy^ vbl. sb. from otroycr : see next.]

Yielding, concession.

1480 CAXTON Ovufs Met. x. vi, Venus .. shewde hyme
[Pygmalion] signes of ottroye & consente.

tO'ttroye, v. Obs. [a. OF. ot(t}roier (\2\hc.
in Littre), earlier form of octroyer: see OCTROY.]
trans. To accord, concede, grant; ^OCTROY v. i.

c 1477 CAXTON Jason 7 And after congie and licence taken
and ottroied he retourned into his countrey. 1491 Vitas
Patr. (W. de W. 1495) i. li. 106 b/2 The holy man apper-
ceyued that the tresoure of grace was to hym ottroyed and
gyuen. 1512 Helyas in Thorns Prose Rom. (1828) III. 14
The honour . . with good hert I ottroye and graunt you.
1546 ^7. Papers Hen. f- '*///, XI. 234, I thpughte that the

Kinge his maister shuld do as well to punisshe hym for it,

as to ottroye hym the combat.

Ottur, Ot;t)yr(e, otur, obs. ff. UTTER, OTTER.

t Otwi'n, adv. Obs. In 4 otwyn, o twinne.

[See Qpnpl i b.] Variant of ATWIX Ot>s., asunder.
a 1330 Otucl 1 202 Er Jei wolden o twinne gon. 111340
HAMPOLE Psalter xxv. i We are fere otwyn in soul.

tOu, int. Obs. <= O, OH.
1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 4409 Ou louerd J>e deol )rat J>er was

of horn of normandye.
Ou, obs. form of OWE z;., How, You.

Ou- f
the ordinary spelling of ov- before ^1625,

as in oual, otter, ouert : see atl such under the

modern spelling OVAL, OVER, OVERT, etc.

HOuabaio, better Wabaip (wabai-<?\ The
Somali name (Larnjasse Somali Diet,, wabayo} of

the plant Acocanthera Sc/iimferi, the juice of which

is used to poison arrows. Hence Ouateain, better

Wabain (waba'in), the glucoside, C 31H i8O 1:2 ,
ob-

tained from this plant, in action and composition

closely resembling strophanthin. (The spelling
oua- for wa- is due to the French discoverer.)

1892 in Syd, Sec. Lex. 1893 Pharjnac, Jrnl. 27 Mayors
In the year 1882 some roots, stems, and leaves of the plant
said to yield the ouabaio poison of the Somalis were sent

from Africa to France by M. Revoil. 1893 SQUIBB Ephe-
mcris IV. 45 Ouabain is a gluco>ide obtained by extraction

from the root and wood of the Ouabaio. 1897 Alli-ittt's

Syst. Mcd. III. 229,

Ouakari, var. WAKARI, S. American monkey.
II Ouananiche ,w^-nan/-j'). Also written oui-

nanniche, wananishe, WJNNIXISH, etc. [French

spelling of native name in Montagnais dialect of

Cree
;
dim. of luannan. (Occurs in a book written

by Father Masse, Jesuit missionary 1611-46.) The

English phonetic spelling would be wananeesh.]
A French Canadian name of the fresh-water salmon
of the Labrador peninsula (Salmo salar var.).

1896 E. T. D. CHAMBERS (title} The Ouananiche and its

Canadian Environment. 1897 Outing^. S.) XXX. 217/1

Lordly salmon, gamy trout and buckjumping ouananiche are

fit for any man to play.

[Ouarine, a scribal or typographical error for

miariuc, i. e. ouarive (Claude d'Abbeville, Mission

en Afaragnan, 1614, 252), taken over from Button

by Goldsmith, and repeated by some later writers.

The word intended, oitarive (warrv), is the Fr.

form of GUARIBA, a South American monkey.]
Oubit, oubut, var. \YOOBUT, woolly-bear.

t Ou'bliance. Obs. Also oublyaunce, -ence.

[a..QY.oublianie,-ience (i3th c. in Littre), f. oublier

to forget : pop. L. oblita-re
t

f. oblit-, ppl. stem of

obllvisci to forget.] Forgetting, oblivion.

ci477 CAXTON Jason 91 b, That ye leue and put her in

oubliance. 1484 Chivalry 84 Ire torneth hym in to for-

getynge or oublyaunce. Ryall l>k. D vj, After neclygcnce
cometh oublyence or forgetyng.

Oublie, obs. form of OBLJEY.

li Oubliette (wbl/g*t),^. \^t. oubliette (i4th c.

in Littre), f. oublier to forget.] A secret dungeon,
access to which was gained only through a trap-
door above ; often having a secret pit below

}
into

which the prisoner might be precipitated.
1819 SCOTT foanhoe xlii, The place was utterly dark the

oubliette, as I suppose, of their accursed convent, a 1845
llooo Knight <5~ l)ragvn xxviii, In the dark oubliette Let

yon merchant forget That he e'er had a bark richly laden.

1872 SPURGEON Treas. Dav. Ps. Ixix. 15 Forgotten like one
in the oubliettes of the Bastille. 1877 TENNYSON Hareldu.
ii, The deep-down oubliette, Down thirty feet below the

smiling day In blackness.

Hence Oublie'tte v. trans.
t
to shut up in, or as

in, an oubliette.

1884 TKSNYSOS Beckct iv. ii, Could you keep her In-

dun-con'd from one whisper of the wind, Dark even from
a side glance of the moon, And oublietted in the centre.

Ouch (utj; f sb. Forms : a. 4-5 nouche, 5-6
nowche, (5 noych(e, 6 knowch). /3. 4-5
uche, 4-6 ouche, 5-6 owche, (5 oyche), 6-

ouch. [ME. and AF. nouche = OF. nouche
^

noc/ie, nosche, tntsche, in ONF. noske^ nosqitc :

late L. nitsca, a. OHO. mtscka, nnscha, MHG.
nuske, nusche buckle, clasp. App. of Celtic origin :

cf. Olr. nasc ring, nasgaiut 1 knit, tie, Gael, nasg
seal. The form ouch has arisen from the erroneous

ME. division of a nouche as an oucJie (cf. an other,
a nother

j
also adder

^ newt).

Scarcely in living use since 1600; but known in the Bible
and earlier literature ; often vaguely or unintelligently used

by later writers, as if gem, jewel, precious ornament.]

1. A clasp, buckle, fibula, or brooch, for holding

together the two sides of a garment ; hence, a

clasped necklace, bracelet, or the like
; also, a

buckle or brooch worn as an ornament (the chief

meaning in later times). (Such nouches'or ouches

were often set with precious stones, whence sense 2.)
a. 1382 WYCUF i Mace. x. 89 And he sente to him agolden

lase \gloss or nouche], as custome is for to be ;ouen to

cosyns of kyngus. ^'384 CHAUCER //. Fame in. 260 And
they were set as thik ofnouchis. 1390 GOWER Coif. III. 39
The Nouches and the riche ringes. 1439 E. E. Wills (1882!
1 18 (Countess of Warwick), I woll my sone . . haue myn oyche
with my grete diamond, and my Noych with my Baleys,

1476 SIR J. PASTON in P. Lett. III. 162 The ryche saletts,

heulmetts, garters, nowchys gelt* and alle is goone. 1562
Lane. Wills (1857) I. 181 Two knowches of gold for a cap.

^1843
LYTTON Last Bar. i. ix, I went yesterday to attend my

^ord of Warwick with some nowches and knackeries.]

/3. ^1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xxviii. (Margaret} 15 Men
bryngis It [* margaret '] of ful fare land, for til enhorne
vchis & cronis, . . & set it in hruchis 8: in ryngis. 1494
Ilonsch. Ord. (1790) 120 The Kinge must, .lay it aboute his

necke & claspe it before with a liche owche. 1563-87 FOXE
A. fy M. (1684) II. 44 Adorned and decked with most rich

and precious Ouches and Brouches. 1581 ] . UEI.I. Haddons
Answ. Osor. 295 Presentyng unto liim this precious Owch
to set on his cappe. 1611 FI.ORIO, Castdne,.,?*. brouch or

ouch. 1658 PHILLIPS, An Ouch, a collar of Gold. .it is

called a brooch. 17*0 Stoics Snn>. (1754* II. v. x. 278/2
Such were Owches, Brooches, Agglets. 1848 LYTTON Harold
i.

i,
White was the upper tunic clasped on his shoulder with

a broad ouche or brooch.

2. The gold or silver setting of a precious stone.

(Usually, however, a brooch or buckle so regarded.)

1481 CAXTON Myrr. \. v. 25 The Cock, .demandeth not
after the ouche or gemme, but had leuir haue somme corn to

etc. 1531 KLYOT Gov, in. xxx, As a precious stone in a

ryche ouche. 1551 KIBLK Exod. xxviii. n After the worcke
of a stonegrauer. .shalt y

u graue the ii. stones, .and shalt

make them to be set in ouches of gold. 1652 UKQUHART
Jewel Wks. (1834) 241 An asteristick ouch, wherein were
inchased fifteen several diamonds. 1737 WHISTON Josephus,
li'ars vn. v. 5 Precious stones., some set in crowns of gold,
and some in other ouches.

f3. transf. A carbuncle or other tumour or sore

on the skin. Obs.
i6ia CHAPMAN H'itiowes T. in Dodsley O. PL (1780) VI.

145 Up start as many aches in's bones, as there are ouches
in his skin.

)-4.
' The blow given by a boar's tusk

'

(J.). Obs.

1736 AINSWORIH Thesaurus^ The ouches a boar maketh,
ictus aprt dentefoetus.

Ouch (cvntj), z>. 1
[f. OUCH sl>,] trans. To set

or adorn with, or as with, ouches
;
to spangle.

1610 Griu.iM Heraldry in. i. (1611) 191 He beareth Luna,
a mantle of estate, Mars-.ouched or garnished with strings
fastened thereunto. 1892 \\v&\.?.\ Song ofSword, z\.z. Lond.
Volunt. i. 59 A lamplit bridge ouching the troubled sky.

Ouch, v:- [Cf. next.] intr. To utter an ex-

clamation or sound represented by
* ouch '.

1654 GAYTON Pleas. Notes iv. ii. 176 But harke Sancho
Pancas Runs Ouching round the tnountaine like a ranck-

.Y>-v:. I'.rayingfor 's Company. 1898 M'cstm. C,nz. \% Apr. 2/1
You 'ouch

'

audibly.. and ^it down on the floor to meditate.

Ouch (autj), int. 1
[a. Ger. antsfh, a cry of pain.]

An exclamation expressing pain or annoyance.
1886 in Let.fr. Pcnnsylvanian Correspondent, Ouch, that

hurts. Ouch, don't strike me.

Ouch (mix), ''- A representation of the short

bark of a dog.
1899 CKOCKKTI Kit Kennedy 160 ' Ouch ! Get on

', Royal
said. .'don't keep me waiting '.

Oucker .utrtj'sj). [f.
OUCH sb. + -Ell 1

.] A maker
of ouches, buckles, or brooches.
c 1515 Cockc Lorcll's B. 9 Owchers, skynners, and cutlers.

Oucht, obs. form of AIGIIT, Orcm.
t Ouclemian, a. Obs. nonce-tod. [f.

Gr. nv-

5f/iia, fern, of ouSfi's no, none, not any + -AN.] L'scil

humorously for No, none, non-existent.

1659 Lircly Char. J'rcfoiding tranches Scot. 5 He vuluo
himself at a great Land estate ; which in truth stands all

upon invisible stones, in the Oudemian street of Eutopia.

Oudeno-logy. noncc-u-d. [f. Gr. ovicv nothing
+ -ui,o(;v.] Used humorously for the science

of nothing, or of tilings having no real existence.

1838 Ncv< Monthly Mag. LIU. 302, I had been sludyini;
transcendental philosophy, homoeopathic medicine, the un-

known tongues, and sundry other of the more abstruse
branches of oudenology.

Ouder, owder, variants of OUTHEK adj. fi-^n.

Oue, var. OFFK, HOVE z'. 1 Ouen v
e: sceOvio.v

Ouer, obs. f. OVER : so in ME. and early mod. K.

compounds, as onerbear, oucrcasl, oiicnome, etc.

Ouerage, variant of OVKHAOE Obs., work.

Ouert, Ouese, obs. forms of OVERT, EAVES.

Ouerwhere, variant of OURWHERE adv. Obs.

"\ Ouerwhile! attv. C/>s. rare. In 5 ouerwilc.

[prob. reduced from outhei"whilc
; analogous to

OURWHERE, oue>ts.'hcrel\ At one time or another;
at times

;
now and then.

< 1400 Apol. Loll. 30 f>erfor non of j?e bischopis. enblawen

\vijj enuy of }>e fendis tcmptacoun, wrab, if prestis ouerwile

e.xort or monest J>e peple.

Ouf, ouff (uuf;, int.

1. An exclamation expressing a sense of stifling.

1855 ]!I;O\VN ING _/><! l.ippo 50, I could not paint all nii;ht

Ouf ! I leaned out of window for fresh air. 1876 I' . K.

TROLLOPE Charming /t-//w II. xii. 193 'Ouf!' p.uncu
1

Miss Chubb, and began to fan herself.

2. A representation of the warning bark of a dog.
1899 CROCKETI- Kit Kennedy 161 'Ouff! ouff !

'

barked

Royal behind him.

Oufe, obs. f. WOOF. Ougard, obs. f. AWARD.

fOuge. Mining. Obs. [Derivation unknown :

cf. \VouGH.] The hard or compact rock forming
the sides of a metallic vein.

1747 HOOSON Miner's Diet. s. v. }>ind. The more nearer

they resemble the Nature of the approaching Ouges. and
are easily distinguished by the experienced Miner. Ibid.

Q iij, The true set of the Vein is w hen it cuts into the hard

Rock, and formes hard and firme Sides or Ouges.

Ougglisome, obs. form of UGLISOME a.

Oug'll, int., sb.

1. An exclamation expressing disgust.
1565 COOPER Thesaurus, Aliah, susfirantis .. Ough l.oe :

in sighyng. 1786 MRS. A. M. UKNNKTT Juvenile Indiscr.

III. 197 Ough, he despised such Cattle [people].

2. An imitation of certain sounds : see quots.
1894 Field 9 July 815/2 Followed by a deep and angry

'

ough !

'

as a tiger broke cover. 1900 Blackvt, Mag. Oct.

481/2 The 'ough' 'ough' of the field-guns breaks upon
the ear.

Ough, obs. f. OWE. Oughly(e, obs. f. UKLY a.

Ought (gt), ji.i (pron^,adv. t var. of ACGHT st'.-

Ought, sb:- [OUGHT v. ~, used for the nonce

as a nonn.] That which is denoted by the verb

ought; duty, obligation.
1678 CUDWURTII Intell. Syst. \. v. 874 The Will of Ood, is

Goodness, Justice, and Wisdom: or Decorousness, Fitness,

and Ought it self, Willing. 1865 MUZLHY Mirac. iii. 257
Without the sense of 'ought '. .there is nothing to bind the

individual to those actions. 1874 GKO. ELIOT tW/. Rreakf.
P. in Jvbal, etc. 260 The will supreme, the individual claim,

The social Ought, the lyrist's liberty. 1878 GLADSTONE
Prim. Homer \ i. 30. 87 The two great ideas of the divine

will, and of the Ought, or duty, are the principal factors

in the government of our human world.

Ought, sb:*, vulgar corruption of NOUGHT in

sense '

cipher '.

Prob. originating in an erroneous division of a nought
'

as
' an ought

'

; but'by many associated with the figure of

the cipher, which they take as the initial O of Ought. Oughts
and crosses, a children's game with a figure containing
nine spaces, which are filled up by two players alternately

with ciphers and crosses, the object of each being to place

three of one kind in a line.

1844 DICKENS Mart. Cliuz. x\x,
' Three score and ten

,

strokes to them. 1861 SALA Dutch Pict. ix. 130 A vile

childish scrawl, done over a half smeared-out game ot

oughts and crosses. 1874 DASENT Half a Life 32 Units

were taken for oughts, and oughts added to units.

Ought (91;, v. Forms : a. i Ante, 2-4 ante,

(3 rente, ahhte, hahte\ 3-4 auhte, (3 aucte),

3-5 ajt.e, aght(e, aute, 4 achte, awjte, auht,

ahut, awt, 4-5 au3t(e, aughte, 4-6 aoht, -V.
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awcht, 4-7 aught, 5-6 awght, 4- Sc. aucht. 0.

3 ohte, 3-4 ojte, 3-5 ouhte, oute, 4-5 oghte,

ou}t(e, out, 4-6 oughte, (5 owghte, 5-6 owte),
4-7 owght, (5 ow5t, oght), 4- ought, (4- dial.

owt, 6- ,SV. oucht, ocht, s. iv. dial. oft). 7. 4

i3te, ighti^e, iht, 5 eght. [OK. dhte, ME. ohte^ ojte,

oughte^ pa. t. of dgaa, ME. ojcn^ owen, mod. OWE
"V. q. v. This partly retains a past sense ; but as

an auxiliary of predication it has become indefinite

as to time : see branch III, and B.]
A. as finite verb; properly pa. t. of OWE.
I. Pa. t. of OWE v. in sense 'to have or possess '.

fl. Possessed, owned. (Cf. OWE v. i.) Obs.
a. a 1000 &eowutf\\ Leof land-fruma longe ahte. 1175

Lain/'. /loiti. 33 pah,.bn ablest al weorld iwald. c 1205
LAV. 25083 peos weoren mine a^lderen..ahten \c 1275 adde]
alle b;i leoden Ja into Koine leien. c 1330 R. KKUNNE
Chron. (iSiu) 156 Me salle haf wele alle bat bou euer auht.

1375 HARBOUR Bruce I. 45 Off Kingis, that aucht that reawte.
c 1375 Cursor i\f. 4253 (Fairf.) Alle be gode and catel bat

he ajt. c 1440 Jacob's Well 203 It schulde haue be restoryd
to hem bat awtyn it. 1552 Aitr. HAMILTON Catech. (1884) 24
The oxe hes knawin the man that aucht him. a 1578
Li SDKSAY (Pitscottie) Citron. Scot. (S. T. S.) I. 249 At the

beginning of meate..he that aught the house, .sould say the

grace. (11670 SCALDING Trow, Chas. I (1850) I. 205 The
poor men that aucht thame follouit in.

ft, a 122$ Aticr. A*. 390 He .. bead for to makien hire

cwene of al bet he ouhte. 6-1350 II'ill. Palernc 3229 pe king
ebrouns it ou^t bat was hire lord bi fore, c 1400 Destr.

Troy 12404 By leue of the lord, bat the lond oght. c 1440
Gcsta. Rom. liv. 235 (Harl. MS.) He that owte the shelde.

1470-85 MAI.OKV A rthur vi, xii, The name of this casttl in

Tynty^ayl & a duke oughte it somtyme. 1534 MOKI-:

Comf, agst. Trib. in. Wks. 1219/2 Who ought your castel

(Cosyn) thre thousande yere agoe? 1632 LITHGOW Trav. v.

204 The Turke who ought my Mule.

y. 13.. Cursor J7. 6719 (Cott.l pe lord bat bat beist aght
Sal bar- for ansuer at his maght [C. iht . . mint, Tr. ight . . mygt].

fb. with inversion of sense : Belonged. Obs.

1470-85 MALORY Arthur vi. v, There came the knyghte to

whoiiie the paueHone ought.

II. Pa. t. of OWE v. in its existing sense.

f2. Had to pay, was under obligation to pay or

render; owed. (Cf. OWE v. 2.) Obs. or dial.

The full phrase ahte to gcldanne, 'had to pay ""debchat^
owed, appears in the Lindisfarne Gospels; but, for the fol-

lowing two centuries and a half, examples are wanting to

show the passing of this into the simple ahtc : see OWE v. 2.

o. [^950 Lindisf. Gcsf>. Matt, xviii. 24 Enne sefte ahte to

geldanne \Vulg. debebat, Rnskiv. sculde, Ags. G. sceolde,
Hatt. scolde] tea ftusendo cr%ftas. Ibid. 28 Knne of efne-

<5enum his se3e ahte to ^eldenna {other zv. as in 24] hun-

draS scillinga. Ibid. Luke vii. 41 An ahte to ^eldanne \yulg,

debebat, Ags. Gosp. sceolde] penningas fif hund.] a 1300
Cursor M, 21422 Pour he was .. And til a juu he mikel

aght. 1535 STEWART Cron. Scot, I. 226 Quhair is the

kyndnes Enow aucht to Claudius? a 1825 FOKBY I'oc. E.

Anglia s. v. Aught, He aught me ten pounds.
0. a 1225 After, TV. 124 A nion bet leie ine pnsune, &

ouhte muche raunsun. Ibid, 406 pu guide bet tu ouhic-st.

1382 WYCI. IF Luke vii. 41 Tweyedettours were to sum leenere

. . oon 011316 fyue hundrid pens, and an other fyfty. 1470-85
MALORY Arthur i. iii, He asked hir by the feith she uu^t
to hyin. ?isoo Chester PI. (Shaks. Soc.) II. 4 Foure
dettores some tyme . . otighten moneye to a userere. 1570-6
LAMBAKUK Peramb. Kent (1826) 279 Whether . . the Abbat
of St. Augustine and his tenants ought suite to the Uishop's
Court. 1596 SHAKS. i //*. fl-

r
,
in. iii. 152 He..sayde this

other day, You ought him a thousand pound. 1677 Govt.

Venice 145 The Obedience he ought to his Supenoura.
c 1685 LJfc A. Martindate 231 (E.D.D.J Burton .. said he

ought him nothing.

t b. absol. Was in debt (to]. (Cf. OWE v. 2 b.)

1460 CAPGRAVE Chron. 167 The Kyng of Aragon .. de-

neytd it [service], and saide he ante not but to the Kyng
of Spain. 1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 277 b i The good
man . . constrayned hyin by his olhe to swere whether he

ought hym or no. 1610 HEALEY.SV. Aug. CitieofGod\\t

vii. (1620) 234 That the first man she met . . should pay her

for the sport that Hercules ought her for.

t&AP Owed, had to repay (an ill turn, shame,

etc.). (Cf. OWE v. 3.) Obs.
c 1385 CHAUCER L. G. IV. 1609 Ifyfistfi. t Fortune hire

oughte a foul myschaunce. 1:1460 Tovaneley Myst. ii. 314
We ! na ! I aght the a fowll dispytc. 1575 Gamnt. Gitrton

i. iii, The devill, or els his dame they ought her sure a
shame. 1653 UROMK Damoiselle in. i. Wks. 1873 I. 416 The
Devill sure Ought me a nuschiefe, when he enabled that

Old Wretch, my Father to l>eget me. 1694 R. L/ESTRANGE
Fables cclxxvtii, (1714) 294 The Devil Ought him a Shame,
and paid him both Interest and Principal.

fb. Hence, Bore, entertained, or cherished (ill or

good will, a grudge, a spite, regarded as some-

thing yet to be paid or rendered) ; sometimes nearly
= showed, rendered ^favour, allegiance, etc.). Obs.

a. 1495 Plumpton Corr. (Camden) 112 He haught a favor

& good lordship to his servant KSlborne.

jS. 1465 MARG. PASTON in P. Lett. II. 186 lie ought you
ryght gode wyll. 1494 FABYAS Chron. \\. xlviii. 31 By his

e.xcercysyng of lustyce >* lirytons ought to hym more
fauour than to eyther of his neuewes. a 1529 SKEI.TON

P, Sparowt 322 So trayttrously my byrde to kyll That
neuer ought the euyll wyll ! 1535 COVKRDALK/'J. liv,

[Iv.j
12

One that ought me euell will dyd threaten me. 1559 Alirr.

Mag., NortJtitmbld. v, Til Fortune ouglit both him and
vs a spite. 1597 BEAKD Theatre God's Judgcm. (1612) 150
He purposed to stab one whom he ought a grudge vnto

with his dagger. 1678 MARVKI.I. Growth Popery Wks. 1875
IV. 337 He highly inveighed against many gentlemen.,
that ought him no homage, as persons disaffected.

f4. Was indebted or beholden for; owed. (Cf.

OWE v. 4.) Obs.

t 1594 ?GKKLNE Sclimus Wks. 1881-3 XIV. 217 Your
\ Kmperoiir ought his safetie vnto you. 1651 tr. Dc-las-

Covcras* Don Fenise 167, I saw I ought my life to this

i
Cavalier. 1658 CLEVELAND Rustick Rampant Wks. (1687)

I 505 To whose Christian Piety he ought the two last Days of
his Life.

III. As auxiliary of predication.
5. The general verb to express duty or obligation

of any kind
; strictly used of moral obligation, but

also with various weaker shades of meaning, ex-

pressing what is befitting, proper, correct, advisable,
or naturally expected. Only in pa. t. (indie, or

subj.), which may be either past or present in

meaning. (The only current use in standard Kng.)
The subject is properly the person (or thing) bound by the

obligation, which latter is expressed by a following infinitive

twith, formerly also without, to), sometimes omitted by
ellipsis. Followed by a passive infinitive, it expresses obli-

gation on the part of some undefined or unexpressed agent,
the subject in this case being the person, etc. to whom the

obligation is due (e.g. parents ought to be honoured it is

a duty to honour parents).

a. In past sense: ---Owed it to duty; was

(were) bound or under obligation (to do some-

thing). Usually, now only, in dependent clause,

corresponding to a preceding past tense in prin-

cipal clause : he saidyou ought = he said it was

your duty. (Cf. c below.)
a. c 1200 ORMIN 19108 Annd tohh swa behh ne cnew hitnm

nohht pe wertlld alls itt ahhte. 1297 K. Gi,oi;c. (Rolls) 4135
Vor he truste to horn mest, as me bincb he wel a^te. c 1300
Haveiok 2787 Yif bat hhe aucte quen to be. 1382
Isa. v. 4. c' 1425 WYNTOUN Cron. vm. ii. 52 Robert be

Urwys, Erie of Karryk Auuht to succeed to be Kynryke.
p. c 1305 Sf. Lucy 4 in E. E. P. (1862) 101 Of such a child

wel glad huo was : as heo wel ou^te. 1388 WYCLIF ha.
v. 4 What is it that Y ougt [1382 a \v5tej to do more to my
vyner? 1553 GKI.MALIJE Cicero's Offices (c 1600) 140 Hee
ought, in that ca^e, to recompence him. 1692 E. WALKER
Epictctns* Mor. (1737) To Mr. Walker 61 Till you. .did

kindly teach Apollo, what he out to preach. 1712 SIEELE
Spcct. No. 268 Pi It is not that I think I have been more

witty than I ought of late. 1812 BYRON It 'alt2 vii, His
.Sancho thought The knight's fandango friskier than it

ought. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. x. II. 592 To convince
him that he ought to stay where he was, 1892 Law Times
XCI 1 1. 414/2 He [the judge] did not think that the defendant

ought to be kept in prison any longer.

b. In present sense : = Am (is, are) bound or

under obligation ; you ought to do it = it is your

duty to do it
;

it ought to be done = it is right that

;

it should be done, it is a duty (or some one's duty)
to do it. (The most frequent use throughout.

Formerly expressed by the pres. t., OWE v. 5.)
This appears to be orig. the pa. subj. (which in ME. and

mod. Kng. has the same form as the indie.) used first in

hypothetical or general cases; e.g. Ought one to tell the

truth under all circumstances? If it should rain, he

ought not to go. If he cannot go to-day, he ought to go
to-morrow. Thence, in definite present sense, as Tell me
what I ought to do now. The use of the pa. subj. softens

the form of the expression ; cf. the parallel you should for

i
it is your duty \

also would you for willyou ; might I for

! may I ; could you for can you,

(rt) with to and infin.

a. cii75 Lamb. Horn. 5 pes we ahte[n] to beon be ed-

moddre. a izoo Moral Ode 129 pet achten we to leuen wel.

('1230 Hali Meid. 35 pu ahtest wummon bis were .. ouer
alle bing to schunien. 1307 Elegy Ed.iv. /, ii, Al Englond
ahte forte knowe, Of wham that song is that y synge. 1447
BOKKNHAM St-ytitys (Roxb.) 70 O doughtir Cristyn .. wych
awtyst to be The lyght of myn eyn. a 1609 Form Baron
Courts i. n in Skene Reg. Maj. loob, The Clerk aucht to

inroll them formallie. 1658 IIatton Corr. (Camden) 15
Therefore I aught to begg your pardon.
&. c 1374 CHAIXER Troylus v. 545 O paleys empty and

disconsolat. . Wel oughtestow to falle and I to dye. 1484
CAXTON Fables of sEsob n. i, Whan men haue that which
men oughte to hauc they ought to be ioyful and glad.

1529 WOLSKY in Four C. Eng. Lett. 10 [This] owt to moue
petyfull hertys. 1558 KNOX First Blast (Arb.) 8 Suche as

oght to mainteine the truth and veritie of God. c 1590
i GREENE Orpharion (1599) 57 We oft rightly to think of

I

women, seeing so oft we seeke their favors. i66aSTiLUNGFi..

Orig. Sacr. ii. ii. 2 It ought to be looked upon with venera-

tion. 1717 Poi'E Eloisa to Abclard 183, I ought to grieve,
but cannot what I ought. 1749 FIELDING Tom Jonas vii.

xiii.When gentlemen admit inferior Parsons into their com-

pany, they oft to keep their distance. 1771 Junius Lett,

xlviii. 252 The precedent ought to be followed. 1818

CRUISE Digest (ed. 2) V. 144 An alien .. ought not to

he permitted to levy a fine. 1880 MRS. PAKR Adam $
Ez'e xvii. 244 Up when they oft to be abed, and abed when

, they oft to be up. 1886 Lu. ESHKK in Laiv Rep. 32 Chanc.
'

Div. 26 There is nothing here to shew that the parties

ought not to be bound by their contract.

t (/')
with simple infin. Obs. or arch,

a, a 1200 Moral Ode 2 Mi wit ahte bon mare. 1297 R.

i GLOUC. 9281 Ich bonke 3011 as ich wel a;te [v.r. autej do.

13.. Cursor M. 267 Cursur o werld man aght it call. 1377
LANGL. P. PI. B. it. 28, I aujte ben herre ban she. c 1430

Pilgr. Lyf Manhode iv. xxx. (1869) 192 pe vengeaunce of

god ..of whiche alle auhten haue drede. 1578-1600 Sc,

yVtpwji6MC.(i8oi)II. 271 Than acht he be of all pui^ince
! denude.

ft. a 1225 Ancr. R. 326 Nie binges beo5 bet ouhten hien

touward schrifte. ^1386 CHAUCER Atelib. Prol. 20 A litcl

thyng..That oghte liken yow. ^1449 PKCOCK Repr. 218 He
ou5te more tent jeue to his owne good lyuyng . . than he out

}eue lent to the good lyuyng of eny other persoon. 1589

PasqttlCs Ret. Ii, Her Maiestie layeth such a logge vppoir
their consciences, as they ought not beare. x6oi_

SHAKS.

Jul. C. i. i. 3 You ought not walke Vpon a labouring day,

withoutUH signe Of your Profession. 1648 MILTON Tenure

Kings (1650) 14 On the autority of Law the autonty of
a Prince depends and to the Laws ought submitt. 1751
ELIZA HEYWOOD Betsy Thoughtless IV. 141 Ought my
friendship to the husband render me insensible of the beauties
of the wife? 1815 Zcluca III. 318 Do not get habituated
to a word you ought never use. 1868 BROWNING Agamem-
non 796 How ought I address thee, how ought I revere thee?

c. With past sense indicated by the use of a

following pcrf. infin. with have*, you ought to hai'C

known = it was your duty to know, you should
have known. (The usual modern idiom.)
1551 BIBLE 2 Kings v. 13 Yf y8 prophet had byd the done

some great ihinge oughtest thou not then to haue done it?

1552 Bk. Coin, Prayer Gen. Conf., We haue left vndone
those thinges whiche we oughte to haue done. 1715 Dt: FOE
Fatii. Instruct, i. i. (1841! I. 16 Dear child, you ought to

have been told who God is before now. 1796 H. HUNTER
tr. St.-Pierre's Stiid. Nat. (1799) III. 379, 1 ought to have
exhibited an example of valour. 1849 MACAULAY Hist, Fng,
v. I. 659 note, Sir John Keresby, who ought to have been
well informed, positively affirms that [etc.]. 1864 TENNYSON
Northern Farmer i. 20, 1 thowl a said whot a owt to 'a said
an' Icoomed awaay. 1895 Law Tunes XCIX. 465/1 Lord
Londesborough knew, or ought to have known, that his
bill of exchange was intended to circulate.

t 6. qa&ni-imjters., with dative object. (Cf. OWE
v. 6.) a. In past sense : Behoved, befitted, was
due (to). Obs.
o. 1297 R. GLOUC (Rolls) 7348 Watloker it a?te her.

a 1300 Cursor M, 6014 (Cott.) Ful wel bam aght bair king
to blam. c 1400 Destr. Troy yfia Onest ouerall.as aght hir

astate. c 1420 -S Amadace (Camden) Iviii, That ladi gente
..did wele that hur aghte to do.

ft. 4:1366 CHAUCER A, />*, C 119 But oonly ber we diden
not as us ouhte Doo. 1470-85 MALORY Arthur vi. xii,

I haue no thynge done but that me ought for to doo.

t b. In present sense : Behoves, bents, is due

(to). Obs.
a. (1340 Cursor M. 12988 (Fairf.) Pe ne ha;t haue nadoute.

c 1380 WYCLIF Scl. ll-'ks. III. 84 Us au?te not to suppose.
?(Zi4oo Morte ArtJi. 1595 Me aughte to honour theme in

erthe Over alle ober thyngez. c 1450 Mirour Saluacioun

1185 Than aght vs offre to crist golde of dilectionne.

ft. 111225 Ancr. A'. 2 pis nis nowt ibet ?et al se wel hit

ouhte. c 1385 CHAUCER L. G. W. 429 Hym oughte now to

_have the lesse peyne, 1477 EARL RIVERS (Caxton) Dictes

3 b, If a kyng, .leue to do eny of the lytil thynges that hym
ought, c 1500 Lancelot 2995 For well it oucht o prince or

o king Til honore and til cherish in al thing O worthi man.

y. 13 . . Min. /'. / 'crnon Jl/S, xxxvii. 126, I ou^te loue lesu,
ful of mi^te, And worschipe him . . as me well i3te. c 1450
Mirour Saluacionn 3755 The forsaide stedes eght vs to visit.

IV. 7. The pa.pple. ought (aught) was formerly
in literary use, and is still common in dialectal or

vulgar use, to form the perfect tense or passive
voice of OWE v. : a. Owed

;
b. Possessed (tnod.

Sf.) ;
c. Been obliged (wit/gar Eng.\

a. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xxii. (Laurentiits) 381 ^et paynis
areaucnt \K mony. 1470-85 N..M.QW Arthur ix. xiv, He hath

oughte you and vs euer good wille. 1495 in Calr. Doc. rcl.

Scotl. (1888) 327 [Paying] all maills, fermes, and dewties

acht and wont. 1535 Co\ ERDALE 2 Mace. xii. 3 As though
they had ought them no euell wyll. 1639 Conceits, Clinches,
etc. (Halliw.) 46 A gentleman who had ought him money
a long time. 1672 MAKYKLL Reh. Transp. I. 4 The Press

hath ought him a shame a long time, and is but now
beginning to pay off the Debt.

b. 6-1560 A. SCOTT Poems iv. 31 And nevir speir quh.ii*

awcht hir. a 1800 in Scott Old Mart. Introd., I would give
half of what 1 am aught, to know if it is still in existence.

(Here perh . belongs the Sc. Whafs aucht this ? to whom
does this belong? But the analysis is not clear.)

C. 1836 HALIBURTON (Sam Slick) Clockmaker Introd., It

don't seem to me that I had crught to be made a fool on in

that book. 1895 ROSEMARY Chilterns 172 iE. D. D.) Ro>e
had ought to get married. Mod. dial. Did you do that?

You hadn't ought ( ought not to have done it).

B. as present stem, with inflexions (oughteth,

otightcd, oughting). Ol's. or dial.

fl. To be under obligation (to </<? something) ;

A. 5, OWE v. 5. Obs.

c 1449 PECOCK AV^n, Stnnme symple persoones hadden
thilk opinioun tho lij seld persoones oujtiden to be stayn.

1526 Pilgr. /Vr/C(W. de W. 1531) ip The more he oughteth
to depose hymselfe to fede of this heuenly meet, 1654

COKAINE Dianea it. 123 The cause is common to all, Kin.ys

oughting not to suffer Usurpation of States in others lest

they find the experience of it in their owne.

2. Sf. To have to pay ;
= OWE v. 2.

1552 Ann. HAMILTON Catech. (1884) 4 The reuerence that

ye aucht to our Lord Jesus Christ. 1588 A. KING tr.

Canishis' Catech. Cert. Deuot Prayers 32 To the surly, we

aught al that we can doe, al that we liue
}

al that we
vnderstand. 1828 SCOTT Nigel y,

We aught him the siller,

and will pay him wi' our convenience.

3. Sc. To possess ;
= OWE v. i, OWN v. i.

a 1800 in Heslop fr<n>. Scot. (1862) 136 Let him baud the

bairn that aughts the bairn. 1816 SCOTT />V. Dwarfix, I am
answerable for tier to those that aught her. 1826 ). WILSON
Noct. Ambr. Wks. 1855 I. 266 Without ony illwill to the

master that aughts him. 1886 STEVENSON Kidnapped 24

There's naebody but you and me that ought the name. 1896

UAKKIE Tommy 202 The man as ocht Jerusalem greets

because the fair Circassian winna take him.

4. Pres.pple. Sc. aughtand, -en, auchtan(d:
a. Owing, indebted; b. Due: =OwiX(;///. a. i, 2.

a 1609 Form Baron Courts xiii. 3 in Skene Reg. Maj.
io4b, He sail sweir..that he is not aughtand to him sic ane

summe of debt. 1644 in Row Hist. Kirk (Wodrow Soc.) p.

xxvii, My wife gat sum peniworthes fra Nans Ginon, qtihilk

shoe was aughten to the box, and after I had mad all my
compt, 1 wasauchtand zs. to the box. 1651 D.GALDMWOOO
Hist. Kirk (1843) II. 426 To pay to the collectors the

summes aughtand.



OUGHTEN.

Ought, obs. misspelling of OUT ; obs. f. OUT.
t Oughten. Ols. Van form of UGHTEN, OE.

uht, the time just before daybreak, early morning.
a 1300 A". Horn 1415 (MS. Laud 108) He smyten and he

fouten pe ny}t and eke Je ou^ten [v.rr. ohtoun, v}ten],
c 1400 Land Troy Bk. 9406 Thretti dayes when he hadde
foughten With-outai reste bothe euen & oughten.

Oughtiiess Cg-tncs). rare. [f. OUGHT 5 +

-NESS.] That quality of an action which is ex-

pressed by 'ought'; moral obligatoriness.
'879 J- COOK Lcct. Conscience i, Every motive has two

sides rightness or its
opposite,

and oughtness or its opposite.
. . Conscience is that which perceives and feels Tightness a*>l

oughtness in motives. 1888 H. C. UOWICN in Jyrtl. Ediic.
i Nov. 521/1 To stimulate and direct . . this sense of obliga-
tion, of

'

oughtness '.

fOu-ghtworth. Obs. [The two words might,
AUGHT sb. and \VOKTH a. written in combination.]

Anything worth, worth anything, of any value.

1587 GOI.UING De ilfoniay ix. 119 Neither the ground nor
the consequence of this argument are oughtwortli.

Oughwhere, var. OWHEHE Obs., anywhere.
t Ottgle, a. Oiis. Also ; ogel, oggel, 6 owglo.

[app. related to oglie, ouglic, owgly, obs. forms of
UGLY a.

; but the form in -el, -le is difficult to

account for.] Ugly, repulsive, frightful.
14.. Chaucer's Clerk's T. 617 (Corp. MS.) pis Oiiscl

\MS. Lansti. ogel, Eliesin., etc. vgly, etc.] sergeaunt. 1553
T. WILSON Rtiet. in He lookes like a Tyger; a man would
thinke he would eate one, his countenance is so ongle. 1554
J. PROCTOR tr. Vinccntius To Kdr., Howowgle and carrion-
lean ye are to se.

Ouglesome, obs. f. UGGLESOME, horrible.

Ouglie, -ly, Ougsome, obs. ff. UGLY,UGSOME.
Ouh, Ouhte, obs. forms of OWE, OUGHT.
Ouin, Ouir, obs. forms of OVEX, OVEH.
tOuir, coil/. Si. Oi>s. [app. a reduction of
OUTHEH Cmtj.] Either, or.

'535 STEWART Cron. Scot. I. 22 Withoutin tarie ouir nycht
ouir day, To Spai^e lande tha tuke the narrest way.
Ouir-, in comb. : see OVKK-.

Ouiatiti, var. WISTITI, S. American monkey.
Ouk, oulk, Sc. forms of ME. wouke, \\'EEK.

Oukaz, var. UKASE. Oule, obs. f. Awr,, OWL.
Oulema, var. ULEMA. Oulette, obs. f. OWLET. !

Duller, obs. f. ALDEK. Oulong, var. OOLONG.
|

II Oulter-le-mer. Law Fr. [
= OK. oultre

la mer beyond the sea
; misprinted, in Cowell,

ousler-le-mer (by confounding the black letter /

and long i), and so repeated in subsequent law
dictionaries down to \\harton 1883.] The plea
or excuse of being beyond the sea.

J.
le

..
,

of the French (tjultrc i. vltra) and (le mcr i. ntarc] and it
'

is a cause of excuse or iissoine, if a man appeare not in
Court vpon Summons. 1617 MINSHKU, Oultcr le liter.

[1670 BLOUNT Law Diet., Ouster le mcr. So 1729- in JACOB,
1848- in WHAKTON.]

Oultrage, -ance, obs. ff. OUTRAGE, -AJJCE.

Oultre-, in comb., obs. form of OUTKE-.

t Ovrltreli, adv. Obs. rare. \sA.Of.onltrilmciit,
mod.K. nutriment, excessively, absolutely, f. oulri,
OUTRE. 1'erh. confused or identified with Eng.
ontcrly, UTTERLY.] Absolutely, quite.
1390 GOWER Con/. III. 230 Thei have him oultreli refused.

'

il Oultrepreu, a. Obs. rare. [a. F. oultre-
\

preux (isth c. in Godef.), f. oulti'e, outre beyond, j

ultra-, +preux valiant, brave.] Exceedingly brave.
[

C1477 CAXTON Jason 32 The uaillyaunt and oultrepreu
Jason was in this glorie and triumphe,

Oumbylle,Oumber, oumer, Oumpere.obs.
forms of HUMBLE, UMBEU, UMPIRE.

Oun-, an occasional ME. spelling of UN-.
Ounce (ouns\ sti. 1 Forms: 4-6 unoe, (5

vunce, uuch, once, owns, ouns, nouns, nowns,
nousse, oyns, 6 owuee, oonce, oinoe, ouno,
ownehe), 5- ounce, [a. OF. unce (i2th c. in

Littre), F. once : L. uncici twelfth part (of a pound
or a foot). The L. word was already adopted in

OE. in the form and sense oiynce str. m., INCH; in

late OE. it also appears as yndse, ynse wk. fern.,

ounce
;
but the existing word is from French.]

1. A unit of weight ; originally, as still in Troy
weight, the twelfth of a pound, but in avoirdupois
or ordinary goods weight the sixteenth of the '

pound.
The Troy ounce consists of 480 grains, and is divided into

20 pennyweights ; the avoirdupois ounce contains 437-5
grams, and is divided into 16 drams. Fluid ounce, a
measure of capacity, containing an avoird. ounce of distilled
water at 62 Kahr. ( 28-4 cubic centimetres). In the United
States the fluid ounce is the quarter of a gill or izSth part
of a gallon (= 29-57 cubic centimetres), containing 456-033
grains of distilled water at its maximum density. It is thus
an aliquot part of the pint, quart, and gallon, which the
British fluid ounce is not.

[c 1000 Sa.r. Leechtf. I. 24856111111. .anreyndsan [v.r. ynsan]
Sewihte.] c 1330 U. HKUNNK C/iron. (1810) 54 Mykelle brent
gold, assextene vnceamounte. 1386 CHAUCER Can.-} 'com.
t'rol. 203 Fyue or sixe Ounces [v.rr. vncets] .. Of siluer.
c 1420 Liber Cocoruin (18621 27 Take persole, peletre an
oyns, and grynde. 14.. KOIH. in Wr.-Wiilcker 714/23 /fee

seiniuncia, half a uouns. 1463 Mann. $ Househ. Exp.
(Roxb.) 154 Gold weyyng xi\. ou-nsys and half a ownsce,
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the prise off every owns xxx.j. 1464 Paston Lett. II. 154 I

iimrg., After xxx.J. the uncli. 1472 in Wilts. A rchxol. Mag. \

(1868) XI. 337 A sacryng belle.. weyng x vuncez. 1481 'in

f. G;/<fr(i8Jo) 316 A spone of selvcr wayyng a nonsse.
1488-9 Act 4 //;. K/7, c. 22 The gold . . whiche"they nowe
sell for a pounde weight weyeth not above vij unccs. 1526
WRIOIHESLEY Ckron. (1875) I. 15 An ownce sylvir fyne
slerlinge at y. Zd. 1552 3 Inv. Cli. Goods, Staffs, in Ann.
l.icli/h'ld (1863) IV. 70 Weynge by estymacon viij oonce.
1554 (.ialway Arch, in loM Rep. Hist. RIKS. Comiu. App.
v. 415 Every ounc tberof . . to passe in iiii.j. sterling the
ounc allways. _ 1559 Wills f, Inv. ff. C. (Surtees 1835) 183A crowne an oince fyue score oinces & thre quarters. 1571
Will in Genii. Jfai,'. (1861) July 35 Weyng xvi. ownches
and a quarter. 1646 RECORDS, etc. dr. Artes 322, 20 pence
weight maketh an ounce, and 12 ounces do make a pound.
1725 N. ROBINSON Til. P/iysick 261 If there be any Sio.ns of
a Plethora, twelve Ounces of Illood may be taken away.
1833 J. HOLLAND Manuf. Metal II. 305 The origin of the
present avoirdupois pound of sixteen ounces, equal to 7680
Troy grains, is involved in obscurity.

b. loosely : usually, A small quantity.
c 1386 CIIAUCKR I'rol. 677 By ounces henge hisc lokkes bat

he hadde. 1588 SIIAKS. /,. /,. L. in. i. 136 My sweete ounce
of mans flesh, my in-conie lew. a 1617 UAYNL 0>t Efih. i.

( l(M3) 334 Not all at once, but by ounces, as we say. 1719
I)K FOE Crusoe n. ii, They had not an ounce [of bread and
flesh] left in ihe ship. 1839-40 I. TAYLOR Axe, C/ir. (1842)
Il.ii. 100 The table was spread with some ounces of dry bread.

c. fig. of imponderable things ; csp. in pro-
verbial expressions.
1526 Pilgr. Per/. (1531) 42 Better is one vnce of good lyfe,

than x pounde of pardon. 1629 /I/.: Merry Riddles 26 An
ounce of state requires a pound of gold. 1644 MILTON
Jndgui. Buccr, To J'arlt., To debate and sift this matter
to the utmost ounce of Learning and Religion. 1670 KAY
Proverbs, Sc. Prirc. 264 An ounce of mothers wit is worth a
pound of Clergy. 1870 J. H. NEWMAN dram. Assent \\.

viii. 295 An ounce of common sense goes farther than many
cartloads of logic.

2. Used to render onza, the name of a coin of
different values in Spain and Sicily.
The value of the old Spanish donbliwn onza (of gold' was

about 16 dollars, i.e. 3 us.; the Sicilian onza (of silver)
was equal to about ioj-. ^<f.
1799 NELSON 8 Mar. in Nicolas J'isf. (1845) III. 286 You

will receive seven thousand ounces or 21,000 ducats, a 1850
ROSSKTTI Dante ff Circ. 11. (1874) 275 Then how canst thon
think to succeed alone Who hast not a thousand ounces of
thine own? 1878 H. GIBBS Omhrc to General Castilla ..

never liked playing for less than an ounce (3 izj.) a fish.

f3. a. A mediaeval measure of time, equal to

47 atoms (7| sees.) : see ATOM 7. b. A measure of

length or of surface, equal to 3 inches, c. A local
Irish measure of surface : see quot. 1780. Obs.

1398 TREVISA BartIt. De P. R. IX. i.x. (1495) V vj b/2 A
moment of tyme conteynyth twelue vnces and an vnce seueii
and forty attomos. Ibid. xix. cxxix. nn ij/i Vncia con-
teyneth thre ynches in mesure. 1780 A. YOUNG Tour Irel.
II. 90 In the parish of Tooavister, they have a way of taking
land by the ounce. . . An ounce is the sixteenth of a gineve,
and is sufficient for a potatoe garden.
4. a. allrib. Of the weiglit of one ounce or

(in comb.) so many ounces.
1846 GKEENER Sc. Gunnay 75 We have obtained a velocity

with an ounce ball nearly doubling this. 1898 Daily Nexs
6 July 7/3 Next conies Canada's proposal.. of a charge of

\\d. on ounce letters. 1900 Ibid. 9 May 5/5 The present
four-ounce bread ration is to be further reduced.

b. Comb., as ounce-grape (obs.), -measun; -notch;

t ounce-laud, a division of land in Orkney, which

paid to the earl one ounce of silver
;

ounce-
thread, a kind of sewing thread.
1601 HOLLAND Pliny I. 410 We haue not spoken, .of the

Ounce-grapes, whereof euery one weighes a good ounce.
1814 SIIIRKEI- Agric. Sum. Orkn. 31 The lands in Orkney
had been early divided into ure or ounce lands, and each
ounce

_

land into eighteen penny lands, and penny-lands
again into four-merk or farthing lands, corresponding to the

feu-money paid at the time. 1844 G. I )oun Textile Manuf.
iv. 140 The making of sewing-thread, known by the names
of

'

ounce-thread
'

and '

nun's.thread
', was commenced. 1861

L. L. NOBLE Icebergs 248 The loss of a single ton of ice
shifts., it an ounce-notch on -the bar of the mighty scale.

Hence Oirncer, a thing that weighs one or (in
combO so many ounces, as a tkret-ounccr. Oivncy
a., yielding an ounce of gold to a certain measure.
1864 ROGERS ATC-M Rush n. 52 The ground .. is thickly

interspersed with ouncy dust. 1886 /'all Mall G. 21 May
4/1 Tumbling brooks teeming with 'three ouncers'.

Ounce (aims), sb.- Forms: 4 unce, 5-7 once,
6 owns, 7 onse, 6- ounce, [ad. OK. once (ijth
c. in Littre), lonce ( Voy. ofe Marc Vol, Godef. Coinp'l.) ;

cf. It. lonza, Sp. onza,onca. OF. toncc (according
to Hatz.-Darm.) represents an earlier lonce (the /

being confounded with the def. article)
= It. IOIKO,:-

pop. L. type *luncia, for L. lyncea, deriv. of

lync-em LYNX.]
1. A name originally given to the common lynx,

afterwards extended to other species, and still some-
times applied in America to the Canada lynx and
other species. From i6th c. applied to various
other small or moderate-sized feline beasts, vaguely
identified.

13.. A". All's. 5228 Bores, beres, and lyouns,.. Vnces grete,
'

and leopardes. ^1470 UKNRYSON l\I,v: Fab. v. (Parl.
lieasts) .xvi, The wyld once, the buk, the welterand brok.
-i 1586 SIDNEY Arcadia in. Wks. 1724 II. 715 The lion heart,
the ounce gave active might. 1590 SHAKS. Mids. N. II. ii. 30
Be it Ounce, or Catte, or Beare, Pard, or Boare with bristled '

haire. 1598 B. Yoso Diana 91 The pillers were supported
'

OUNDY.
with Lyons, Ounces and Tygres, . . cut of brasse. 1601
HOLLAND Pliny xxvni. viii. II. 316 The Onces be likewise
taken for strange and forrein, and of all foure-footed beasts

they haue the quickest eie and see best [L. Peregrin! sunt
et lynces, qua; clarissinn quadrupcdum omnium cernunt],
1607 Toi'SELL Four-/, ticasts (1658) 380 The wilde beast
which among the Germans is named Luchss (by making a
name from the /,/.r..the Spaniards do as yet call him by
the Latin name Littce. .amongst the barbarous writers he is

called by the name of an Ounce (which I do suppose to be
a panther 1

. 1634 W. Woon ..Vtw Eng, Prosp. (1865) 25 The
Ounce or the wilde Cat, is as big as a mungrell dog. 1648
GAGE West Ind. xii. (1655)45 (MoiHezuma's Palace) Great
cages.. wherein were kept in some Lions, in other Tygres,
in other Ownzes, in other Wolves. 1658 PHILLIPS, O/i/t(C

t
. .

aKo a kind of spotted bc.ist called a Lynx. 1662 S ULLiNfii i_

t>r/jr. Sacr. in. iv. 7 Such as differ in sixe and shape from
each other, as the Cat of Europe, and Ownce of India. 1667
MILTON/'. L, \\. 344 Tygers, Ounces, Pards Gambold before
them. 1672 JosSELYN Xciv l-'.ng; Rarities 16 The Ounce
ur Wild Cat, is about the bigness of two lusty Ram Cats.

2. In current zoological use; A feline beast (Fclis

nncia], inhabiting the lofty mountain ranges of

Central and Southern Asia
;

it resembles the leopard
in markings, but is smaller and of lighter ground
colour, and has longer ami thicker fur; also called

mountain-panther and snow-lcoparj.
[1607 T( >i SKI.L Four-/. Ih-asts > 1 658) 38 1 Ounces do common! y

seem to be called rather Linxes then Panthers; hut although
some late writers do attribute the name to a Leopard or a
leaser Panther, it seemeth notwithstanding corrupt from the
l.inx.] [1761 UiiFox Hist.ffaturelte\X. 152 La stxonde
espece est la petite pan there d'Oppian..que les Vnyafieurs
modernes ont appele', Once du nom corronipu l.yttx ou
I.uii.\'.\ 1774 GOLUSM. Nat. Hist. (1776) III. 255 We will
therefore call that animal of the panther kind, which is less

than
the_ panther, and with a longer tail, the ounce... The

Ounce.. is much less than the panther, being not, at most,
above three feet and a half Imig. 1843 SIK W. JAKHTNK in

Naturalist's Libr. III. 102 The ounce is first noticed by
Buffon.

fb. Applied to the Cheetah or Hunting Leopard :

this being at first confounded with the Ounce of

Uuffon. Obs.

1694 in Chitrckiirs I 'oy. (1704^ IV. 162 Besides Hawks and
Dogs, they make use uf a soil of Creatures they call t>j.v.v,
about the bigness of a I''ox, very swift, their Skins speckled
like Tigers, and so Tame, that they carry them behind them
on Horse -back. 1706 Pmu.ii'S, Ounce, is also a kind of
tame Beast in Persia, mistaken for a lynx. 1801 SOUTH i-:v

Thaiaha ix. xviii, And couchant on the saddle-bow, With
tranquil eyes and talons sheathed, The ounce expects his

liberty. 1821 SIIICLLKY Pronuth, Unb. i. i. 609 As hooded
ounces cling to the driven bind.

3. attrib. and Comb, f Ounce-stone, a rendering
of Pliny's lyncttrium t

a reputed precious stone,

now understood to have been amber.
c I5S '^fem. Rifon (Surtees) III. 196 Et de 13^. <~,d. ex

mutacione argent! . .pro owns lay lies. 1583 Rates ofCustoms
I) vb, Ounce skinnes the peece xj. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny
II. 609 That the Once stone or Lyncmiuni is of the same
colour that Ambre ardent which resembleth the fire. 1833
HT. MAKTINKAI: Charmed Sea iv. 44 Mouse, ounce, and
hare skins may serve us at present as well as Cables could do.

Ounce, v. rare. [f. Or.N'ct: J-/'.
1
] trans. To

mark with the weight in ounces.

1702 Loud. Gaz. 3863/4 It is ounced at the bottom 18. oz.

Ounctuous, obs. form of UNCTUOL'S.

[Ound : see note under OUNDY #.]
Ounde, variant of ONDK sl>. Ol>s.. spite.

t Ounded, ///. a. Obs. fad. F. onde, entice,

OUNDY, with substitution of Eng. ending -KI> -.J

a. \Vaved, wavy. b. Her. - UNDK.
1:1374 CHAUCER Troylns iv. 708 (736) Here o\vnded hter

bat sonnyssh was of hewe She rente, 'ia 1400 Morte Arth.

765 Kothe his hede and hys hals ware halely alle over

Oundyde of azure, enamelde fulle faire. 14. . i\[S, Lincoln
A, i. 17 If. 39 (Halliw.) The tayle was ounded overthwert
with a colour reede as rose.

Ounder-: see UNDER-.

t Ou'nding, vbl. sb. Obs. [f. *ounde v., rcpr.
F. onder to wave, make wavy.] An adorning with

undulating lines in imitation of waves.
t

1

1386 CHAUCEK Pars. T. f 343 The cost of embrowdynge
thedegise endentynge Ixirryngeowndyngef?'. rr. owndeynge,
owndyngl palynge wyndyuge or bendynge and semblable
wast of clooth in vanitee.

t'Ounds, int. Obs. [For wounds, i.e. God's
wounds: cf. ZOUNDS.] An obsolete oath, used as

an exclamation of anger, surprise, etc.

1706 FARQUHAK Recruit. Officer n. iii, Off with your hats;

'omuls, off with your hats !

tOu'ndy, . Obs. Also 4-5owndy, ownde,
6 ound6. [a. F. otidtf, -t'c (in i4th c. ondcit Godef.

Conipl^) : L. nnddt-tun, f. undare to wave, curl,

nnda wave.] \Vaved, wavy ;
in Her. UNDE.

c 1384 CMAUCKR H. Fame in. 296 Hir heere that ovndye
\v, r. owndy] was and crips. [1599 THVSNE Aniimidv. (1875)

36 Her heare was oundye, that is, layed in rooles vppone
and downe, lyke waues of water when they are styrred
with the winde.] 'i a 1400 Morte Arth. 193 Ownde of azure
alle ouer. a 1548 HALL Chron., Hen. /"///ygb, The other

side clothe of Tissue of silver, and clothe of gold of Tissue

entered ounde the one with y other, the ounde is warke

wavyng \ip and dpune, .. and on the other side that was
ounde was sette with signes called cifers of fine gold.

[The passage from Hall's Chron. is erroneously reprinted
in A. Fleming's Holinshcd(i^>7} HI. 860/1, with oitnd for

ounde \ it is misunderstood by Halliwell and explained as

sb. ounde ' a kind of lace, a curl '. The imaginary .sb. so

explained appears in Cent. Diet, and Funk's Standard in

the form t>und.}



OUPH.

Oune, obs. f. OWN a., ON ;
obs. pa. pple. of OWE. 1

Oupe, owpe, app. var. of AWPE, ALP, OLP,

bull-finch.

1591 PERCIVAI.L Sf. Diet., Fraykzillo, ave, an oupe.

[1599 MlNSHEf, A bird with blacke feathers on the head, like

linget, called of some, an Owpe.]

Ouph (ciuf). Also 7- ouphe, 7 owf, ouf. [A
variant of AUF, OAF; perh. originating in a scribal

or typographical error for anpli or oaph, which

seems more prob. than that it is a genuine dial,

variant. App. first in Shaks. (folio 1623).] ^

1623 Shaks.'s Merry If. IV. iv. 49 Wee'l dresse Like Vrchins,

Ouphes, and Fairies, greene and white. Hid. v. v. 61 Strew

good lucke (Ouphes) on euery sacred roome. 1678 KYMER

Trag. last Age 129 He is turn'd amorous Owf. 1694

Montux Rabelais v. Prol. Pantagr. Prognost., Dolts, Block-

heads, Ninnyhammers, and silly Oufs. 1882 SWINBURNE

Tristram of Lyoncsse 108 Or how shall I trust more than

ouphe or elf Thy truth to me-ward, who beliest thyself?

Hence Ou'pliisli a.

1896 J. LUMSDEN Poems 140 An implike ouphish ditty.

Our (aner), pron. Forms: I ure, 2-5 ure,

(hure, 3 hore), 3-5 ur, (4 wr) ; 3-6 oure, (3-4

hour(e), 4-5 owre, 4- our, (5-7 owr, 5 owur,
6 eure, 7 or). [Com. Teutonic : see below.] In

OK. used (invariably) as the genitive pi. of the

ist person pronoun, and (with adj. inflexions) as

the corresponding possessive pronoun, whether

adjectively or absolutely. In mod. Eng. only the

possessive pronoun used adjectively, the absolute

form being OURS. See the paradigm in I pron.
A. personal pron. [OE. (user, usser) ure =

OFris., OS. user, OHG. unsar, ON. var, Goth.

unsara.} The genitive plural of the first personal

pronoun: = Ofus. (InOE.alsothegenitive governed

by some adjs. and vbs.) Obs. (or blending with the

poss. pron. B. i, in some phrases, as in our midst =

in the midst of us, on our behalf, and with sense of

the objective genitive, as in our despite, in our

defence, our dismissal, our accusers, our pursuers}.
Beoviiilf 1386 Ure z^hwylc sceal ende gebidan oroide

lifes. a 900 Ags. Ps. (Th.) xi. 9 Deah . . heora sy mycle ma
bonne ure. c 1000 /LFRIC Gen. iii. 22 Adam can yfel and

god, swa swa ure sum. ciooo.lfs. Ps. (Th.) cxin. 21 Weoro

ou ure jemyndis. ciijsLamb. Ham. 21 pah ure an heofde

idon eower alre sunne. c 1200 ORHIN 7766 pat ure nan ne

burrfeUt off berihhte we3}egan. c 1205 LAY. 16311 Betere

bcoo ure fifti. a 1225 Leg. Kath. 803 Hwuch ure is kempe.
< 1250 Gen. -I-

Ex. 2262 Ne wiste ur non gilt oor-on. a 1300

K. Horn 815 5ef vre on ouercomeb Jour breo. c 1380 Sir

Ferumb. 2629 Our on mot nedes leuen her.

b. esp. when accompanied by the genitive

plural of ALL : our all, OE. ure ea'.ra, MK. oure

aller, of us all, all our. See ALLER.
c looo Ags. Ps. (Th.) Ixxxvi. 6 Ure ealra bliss eardh.ijb-

bendra on* anum be ece standeb. c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn.

213 pat is ure alre wune. c 1200 ORMIN 7491 Ure allre land

iss Paradis. a 1300 Fall fy Passion 51 in E. E. P. (1862) 14

Maid here heuen king bat is al ure creatoure. a 1300

Cursor M. 9709 (Cott.) Wit-vten vr al [Gait, all vre] comun
a-sent. c 1386 CHAUCER Prol. 823 Vp roos oure boost and

was oure aller cok \v. rr. oure alder, our alber, owre alder].

B. possessive pron. [OE. (tiser) ure = OFris.

tise, OS., ODu. unsa (MDti. onse, Du. onze, ons],

OHG. unser (MUG., Ger. tmser\ ON. vdr-r,

Goth, unsar), arising from inflecting the genitive pi.

in A. as an adj., which in some of the langs. caused

a contraction of the original form.

OE. lire was declined like ordinary adjs. in -e, as grenc ;

remains of this, as gen. sing. masc. and neuter ures, dat.

sing, and pi. urum, later itrcn, ace. sing. m. time, were still

in u^e in i2-i3thc.
1. Of or belonging to us, i.e. to the speakers, or

to the speaker and the person or persons whom he

speaks for or includes. The possessive adj. cor-

responding to WE, Us
; expressing the genitive of

possession ; also the objective genitive, as in our

defence, our Maker, our persecutors : see A.

In the first two OE. instances it has the value of the geni-

tive case in A : to our both = to both of us ; ofour none = of

none of us.

Beowulf ibz,q Urum iifat.) sceal sweord ond helm byrne
ond byrdu-scrud bam semasnc. 1:897 K. ALFRED Gregorys
Past, zii xe habbab jecyoed oa;t ^e ures nanes ne siendon.

^893 K. /ELFRED Oros. I. i. i Ure ieldran ealne bisne

ymbhwyrft bises middan^eardes. .on breo todaeidaD. fiooo

Ags. Gosfi. Matt. vi. it Urne seda^hwamlican hlaf syle us

todxs [cn6o Hatton G. ure]. Ibid. 12 And for^yf us ure

gyltas swa swa we forgyfafS urum gyltcndum [Hatton G.

ure . . ure]. Luke i. 71 He alysde us of urum feondum

\Hatlon G. uren feonden]. a 1200 Moral Ode 195 Vre forme

fader gult we abided alle. 1250 Gen. fy Ex. 2261 It was

in ure seckes don. c 1275 LAY. 3656 And Aganippus hour

king. Ibid. 8545 Hail beo botl hore kinge. a 1300 Cursor
M. 23698 (Edinb.) For wr {Cott., Giitt. vr, Fair/, our, Trin.

oure] eldern pliht. c 1300 Ila-jelok 338 Sa[y] we nou forth

in hure spelle. c 1325 Spec. Gy \Vanv. 506 Holi writ is oure

myrour In whom we sen al vre socour. 1:1330 R. BRUNNE
Chron. Wace 3480 What do je, Vs to chalange of vur fe ?

,1375 Rel. Ant. I. 38 Oure uchedayes bred 3eve us to

day. 1:1485 Digby Myst. n. 405 The law ys commyttyd
to owur aduysment. 1536 CROMWELL in Merriman Life

f, Lett. (1902) II. 13 My lorde Chaunceler and I by owyr
letteres..aduertysyed you thcrof. J593SiiAKS. Kich.ll,\\. i.

245 'Gainst us, our lives, our children, and our heirs. 1712

ADDISON Sfect. No. 421 P9 The Perfection ofour Sight above

our other Senses. 1848 THACKERAY / 'an. F. xl,
' Miss Briggs

and I are plunged in grief. .for the death of our Papa.'

238

b. Of the body of Christians, as Our Lord, Our
\

Saviour, Our Lady, or of humanity, as Our father.

971 Blickl. Horn, n Ure Drihten Ha:lerid Crist. Ibid.
\

13 ponne bib Drihten ure se trumesta stabol. c 1000 Ags. \

Gosp. Matt. vi. 9 Faeder ure bu be eart on heofonum. a 1175

Cott. Horn. 235 Bodeden ures hlafordes to-cyme. C"75-
1832 [see LADY sb. 3). (11225 Ancr. R. 66 5e, mine leoue

sustren, uoleweS ure lefdi. 1340 Aycnb. 6 pet oure Ihord

him-zelf ous uorbyet. a 1548 HALL Chron., Hen. VII 15

In ye
yere ofour redempcion .M.cccc.lxxxviii. 1568 GRAFTON

Chron. II. 3r The yere of our Lorde M.c. 1650 FULLER

Pisgali m. x. 433 Handselled with our Saviour's heavenly
Sermon. 1850 ROBERTSON Serin. Ser. i. xvi, Our Lord

affixed a new significance to the word Love. 1853 Ibid.

Ser. n. xxii, What did our Redeemer mean ?

c. In imperial or royal use, instead of my.

Corresponding to the similar use of WE, q.v.

[c 1075 Lau'S of William in Schmid Gcseizc 354 Willelmus

rex Anglorum, dux Normannorum, omnibus hominibus suis,

Francis et Anglis, salutem. Statuimus imprimis super

omnia, unum Deum per totum regnum nostrum venerari.]

1258 F.ng. Proclam. Hen. Ill 4 And we hoaten alle vre

treowe in be treowbe b^et heo vs o^en. 1467-8 Rolls of
Parlt. V. 590/1 Edmund -Hampden Knyght, oure Rebell.

1568 GRAFTON Chron. II. 103 Geven at Laterane the _tenth

yere of our popedome. 1594 SHAKS. Rich. Ill, i. i. 120

Heauen will take the present at our hands. 1708 Royal
Proclam. 18 Jan. in Land. Gnz. No. 4403/2 The Watermen

belonging to. .Our most DearConsort. T&yj Royal Proclam.,
VICTORIA R. Our Will and Pleasure is, That, [etc.] Given

at Our Court at Kensington, the Twenty-first Day of June

1837, in the First Year of Our Reign.

d. In vaguer sense : With whom or which we

have to do; whom we have in mind; of whom (or

which) we are speaking; of the writer and his

readers, or merely of the writer. Hence used by
editors and reviewers. Cf. WE.
1612 Proc. Virginia 68 in Caft. Smith's H'ks. (Arb.) 141

If we should each kill our man. 1612 T. TAYLOR Cumin.

Titus i. 6 This sinne . . against which our Apostle leuelleth.

1653 H. MORE Antid. Ath. II. ii. (1712) 47 So our profound
Atheists and Epicureans.. do not stick to infer. 1780 BECK-

FORD Biog. Mem. 148 Here our artist remained six weeks.

1784 T. SHERIDAN Swift's H'/fs. Pref., Impropriations which

run thro' the whole body of the works, not only of our

author, but of all other English writers. 1816 SCOTT Antiq.

xxvi, We must now introduce our reader to the interior of

the fisher's cottage. Mod. Here we take leave of our author.

f 2. absolutely :
- Ouus. Obs.

In OE. and Early ME. the predicative and absolute use

had (as in ordinary adjs.) the same form as the attributive.

This continued with some southern writers down to the

I7th c., although the differentiated form ures, oures, OURS,
had arisen in the north before 1300, and had become general

Eng. by 1500.

c&y? K. /El.FRED Gregorys Past. xlv. 335 Hiera K^en we
him sellao nalles ure. c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Mark xii. 7 ponne
bi3 ure seo yrfeweardnes. c 1200 Trin. Coll. Hoin. 145

pine sunnen be beA forgiuene. Swo beo us alle ure. 1297

R. Gl.occ. (Rolls) 4396 Vre is be maystrye. Ibid. 9368 pe

ri^te al oure is. a 1300 Cursor .!/. 7465 (Cott.) A man o

bair gains an of. n [fr'airf. oure]. 1340 Aycnb. 112 Hit is

oure uor he hit ous let. 1:1374 CHAUCER Troylns iv. 511

(539), I wil be ded or she shal bleuen oure. 1425-6 BP. OF

WINCHESTER in Chron. Loniion 166 Your owne wele and

our alle. c 1489 CAXTON Sonnes of Aymon xxvi. 545 Your

fader dyde assaylle our by treyson. 1554-9 Songs q Ball.

Philip*; Mary 11860) 5 Hys ryghtyusnes ys owr, owr m-

equyte ys hys. 1601 DANIEL Civ. ll'ars vi. Ixi, We rule

who Hue : the dead are none of our. 1641
' SMECTYMNUUS'

l
r
ind. Ans-tV. ii. 38 Our is the more ancient Liturgie,and our

the more noble Church.

3. Our Father. Used as a name of the
' Lord s

Prayer': = PATERNOSTEU.
1882 EDNA LYALL Donovan xl, Together [they] . . said the

j

' Our Father
' and sealed their reconciliation.

4. Our Lady's, esp. in names of plants : see

LADY sb. 17, LADY'S CUSHION, etc.

t Our, toil/. Obs., app. reduced from OUTHER : see

under OR tonj. A. 0.

Our, obs. or dial. var. OVER culv., prep., v.
;
obs.

f. UOUB; var. of OWHERE Obs.

Our-, obs var. (chiefly Sc.) of OVER-, in comb.,

as in our/ret, ourga (= OVERGO), ourhand, etc.

-Our, suffix (repr. AF. -our, OF. -or, -ur, -ear,

-ciir, mod.F. -cur), the earlier spelling of the suffix

-or, regularly used in ME., and still commonly re-

tained (in Great Britain, but not in America) in

some of the words of ME. age, or of subsequent

formation on the pattern of these
;

e. g. colour,

honour, saviour, splendour, candour : see -OH suffix.

b. In a few words, the suffix -our (- F. -eur),

indicating state, is added to roots of Teutonic

origin, as in dreadour, qucnchour, raddour, q. v.

c. -our is in some words a corruption or altera-

tion of some other ending, as in arbour, armour,

behaviour, demeanour, endeavour, harbour, haviour,

neighbour, parlour, q. v.

Ourage, variant of OVERAGE Obs., work.

Ourali, variant formf \VouBALl.

Ouralwhere, oure- : see OVERALLWHEKE.
Ouran for our-ran, obs. pa. t. of OVERRUN.

Ourane, Se. = over one, together : see Ott&fnp.
Ourang-outang, -utang, ff. ORANG-OUTANG.

Ourano- : sec URANO-.

Ourari, variant of CURARE, WOUHALI.

t Ourbeld, pa. pple. Sc. Obs. [pa. pple. of

ourbeild, f. our-, OVER- + BEILD v.] Covered over.

OURS.

c 1450 HOLLAND Howlatb-jz Braid burdis and benkis, our-

beld with bancouris of gold.

Our-burd, Ourcower, Our-croce, obs. Sc.

ff. OVERBOARD, -COVER, -CROSS.

t Ourdi-rk, v. Sc. Obs. [f. our-, OVER- +

dirk, DARK z>.]
trans. To overdarken, overcloud.

a 1568 in Duubar's Poems (i 893) 329 We may nocht in this

vale of bale abyd, Ourdirkit with the sable clud nocturn.

Ourdraif, -drave, -drift", etc., obs. ff. OVER-
DRIVE v. Ourdraw, obs. Sc. form of OVERDRAW.

Oure, obs. form of HOUR, ORE, OUR, YOUK.

Oure, sl>. : see OVER, OVRE, shore.

Oure, obs. form, chiefly Sc., of OVER; also in

combination, as oure-al, ouredreve (OVERDRIVE),
ourehaile (OVERHALE), ourelip, oureman, ouresayle

(OVERSAIL), etc. Ourebi : see ORIBI.

Ourels, = owher else : see OWHERE, anywhere.

Ouren, Oures, obs. forms of OURN, OURS.

Ouretyrve, var. OVERTERVE Obs., to overturn.

Ourharl, Ourhele, Ouer-hie, obs. Sc. ff.

OVERHAUL, -HELE, -HIGH. Ourie, variant of URIC.

Ourie (au-ri, 'ri), a. north, dial. ;
now only

Sc. Forms: 4 ouri, 8-9 ourie, owrie, 9 oory.

[Origin obscure : cf. Icel. urig wet, f. ur drizzling

rain.] Poor in appearance, shabby; dull, dingy;

dreary, melancholy, languid.
c 1325 Metr. Horn. 88 He changed son his ouri wed, And

forth into the halle he yed. 1785 BURNS A Winter Night
iii, I thought me on the ourie cattle, Or silly sheep, wha
bide this brattle O' winter war. a 1810 TANNAHILL

Lasses^
a' leuch Poems (1846) 145 Maggie was sitting fu' ourie an'

blate. 1837 R. NICOLL Poems (1843) 82 The winter ram-

drap owrie fa's. 1865 MRS. CARLYLE Lett. III. 261 That

oory, dingy paint and paper.

Ou-rishness. noncc-wd. [f. OUR pron. + -ISH i

+ -NESS.] The quality of belonging to or of

being connected with ourselves.

1819 COLERIDGE in Kern. (1836) II. 151 Yet there is a sort

ofunhired fidelity, an ourishness about all this that makes

it rest pleasant in one's feelings. 1860 K. H. DIGBY Even,

on Thames I. 320 There is a sort of ourishness, to use a

word of Coleridge's, in the way that some people speak of

the country or town they live in.

Ourlawer, -layer: see OVERLAYER.

Ourloft, Ourman, Ourpast, etc., obs. Sc. ff.

ORLOP, OVERMAN, OVERPAST, etc.

Ourn (ouoin), poss. pron. dial. Also 5 ouren,

ourun. [f. OUR poss. pron., as in hern, etc., app.

by form-association with my, mine, thy, thine : see

HISN. These - forms are midland and southern.]

j

= OURS.
1380 WYCLIF Sel. H'ks. II. 154 His conversacioun is in

hevene, as ouren shulden be. 1382 Gen. xxvi. 20 (MS. E,

a 1390) Ourn is the water (MS. A, Oure). Ibid, xxxiv. 21

And oure \1USS. B, D, R, F, H, ourn] we shulen ;yue to

hem. c 1420 Mark xii. 7 And the eritage schal be oure

[MSS. G, W, ourun). 1:1420 Chron. Vilod. 985 To ;eue us

be lond ajeyn bat ouren is. 1711 J. GREENWOOD Eng. Gram.

105 Hern, Ourn, Yourn, Hisn, for Hers, Ours, Yours, Hi-,

is bad English. 1778 FOOTE Trip to Calais II. 52 Instead of

doing like our'n, they wear their woollen smocks over the rest

of their deaths. 1861 HUGHES Tom JSrmun at Ox/. xxm,
4 Wer' be 'em then?'..' Aal-amang wi' ourn in the limes .

1861 LOWELL Biglnu P. Ser. II. i. 169 Ourn's the fust thru-

by-daylight train.

t Ourn, v. Obs. [Of obscure origin ;
known

only in the work quoted. Stratmann compares
ON. orna to get warm, Sw. orna to grow musty.]

1. intr. ? To rage, be enraged.
c 1400 Destr. Troy 6404 Ector for bat od dynt ournyt in

hcrt, Wode for the wap, as a wild lyon.

b. Of uncertain sense.

CI400 Destr. Troy 220^, I.ournaml in elde with arghnes

|

in hert. Ibid. 2540 If Klimis be argh, & ournes for ferde, . .

I let other men Aunter, abill berfore.

2. trans. ? To enrage ; to rouse.

< 1400 Destr. Troy 4857 We haue ournyt hym with angur,

ertid hym mykill.

Hence fOurning vbl. sb., ''raging, rage.
i 1400 Destr. Troy 4767 Yche freke, bat bai found, felly

bai slosh, Old men & other, with ournyng, to dethe. Ibid.

12711 this Othe, with ournyng, ordant belytie Letturs by a

lede bat he leell trist, To Agamynon gay wif.

Ourn, -e, = orn, obs. pa. t. of RUN v.

Ourn, Ournement, obs. ff. ORN, ORNAMENT.

Ourology,-mancy,-scopy: see UROLOGY, etc.

Our-quar(e, -quhare, var. OURWHEKE Obs.

Our-ryn, obs. Sc. form of OVERRUN.

Ours (auojz), poss.pron. Forms: 4 ures, uris,

urs, ors, 4-6 ouris. 4-5 ourys, owres, j-6 oures,

owris, 5 ourez, 7-9 our's, 4- ours. [In form

a double possessive, f. poss. pron. ur, ure, OUR +

-es (cf. hers, yours., theirs) ;
of northern origin :

cf. the midl. and southern ouren, OURN ;
and see

Qw.poss.pron. 3.]

The absolute form of the possessive pronoun

OUR, used when no sb. follows, i. e. either abso-

lutely or predicativcly : Our one, our ones ;
that

or those belonging to us. (
= F. le noire, la noire,

les tialres, Ger. tier, die, das tmsere, unsrige.)

)
Ours tiuo, ours all = of us two, of us all.



OUR-SCALIT.

be. 13.. Ibid. 12285 (GottJ your sun has vres [Cott. urs nu,
TV. ha> oures] feld wid strijf. c 1386 CHAUCF.R Pard. T. 458
Ffor wel ye wool t>at al this gold is oures \Casnb. ftlS. ourys],
c 1440 Generydes 2989 This day was therys, Another shalbe
ourez. c 1440 York Myst. xiii. 219 pat childe was neuere
oures two. 1533 GAU Richt Vay 45 He and al his is owm.
1656 WALLKK To my Lord Protector viii, Your highness,
not for ours alone, But for the world's Protector shall be
known. 1796 H. HUNTER tr. St. -Pierre's Stud. Nat. (1799)
1. 190 The second Current ..inclosed between the Continent
of America and ours. 1874 MORLEY Compromise (1886) 129
Ours, as has been truly said, is

' a time of loud disputes and
weak convictions '.

b. Of ours ', see OF 44.
13.. Cursor Jlf. 7465 (Gott.) A man of his again a man of

ouris [Cott. ur], If ours may winnehis in stours. 1413 /'//.;>-.

Soiule (Caxton 1483) i. xiii. 8 Muche more wold it semen skyle
that he be one of ourys. 1526 TINUALE i Cor. i. 2 All them
that call on the name of oure lorde lesus Christ in eve/y
place, both of theirs and of oures [WVCLIK, of hem and oure].

1578 Chr. Prayers in Priv. Prayers (1851) 540 This weak
and feeble fortress of ours. 1837 CARLYLI-; Fr. Rev. III. i.

vi, O shrieking beloved brother blockheads of mankind, lut

us close those wide mouths of ours. Mod. This garden of
ours has been neglected.

t c. rare use. As the second of two possessives
before a substantive, where our\$ the ordinary form.
1564 JEWEL Apol. Ch. Eng, Ded., Whiche..youre and ours

moste vertuous and learned soueraigne Ladie and Mast res

shal see good cause to commende.

t Our-scalit, pa. pple. Sc. Obs. [From vb.

*0nr-
(
= over-) scale.'] Covered over as with scales.

i5cJ3 DUNBAR Gohiyn Targe 26 The purpur hevyn our
scailit in silver sloppis.

Ourself (au^ise'lf), pron. Forms: see Ouu
and SELF. [A parallel formation to next, with

self instead Q{ selves, appearing first in I4thc.
It may have arisen out of our sc-'/Z't'tt, through our seh'i\

our selfe, finally with e mute, as in the infinitive of vbs.

{e.g. holden^ holdc^ hold)', but, on the other hand, it may
have been a distinct formation, with the uninflected self
(cf. myself, onrsetf, with my own, oar own).}

Emphatic and reflexive pronoun, corresponding
to life, us, originally not differing in sense from

OURSELVES; but subsequently differentiated, so as

to be used mostly in those cases in which we refers

to a single person or is not definitely plural ;
e. g.

in royal, divine, or editorial utterance, or when
used vaguely in the sense of one, oneself.
In mod. South Sc. oursel is collective, onrsels is indi-

vidual ; e. g. 'we do everything oursel\ but '

we'll settle it

atween onrsels'.

I. Emphatic. 1. Standing alone, as subject, as

object direct or indirect, or in predicate after 6e
t

become, or the like.

a 1400-50 Alexander 3528 Oure-selfe & oure seruage is

surely ^oure awen. 1509 HAWES Past. Pleas, xxxt. (iPercy
Soc.) 150 Now trouth of his right dooth our selfe exhorte.

1567 C,nde
.5- Godlie B. (S. T. S.) 16 Our natiue sin in Adame

to expell And all trespus committit be our sell. 1611
SHAKS. Cymb. v. v. 73 Which our selfe haue granted. 1711
SHAFTESB. Charac. (1737) I. 37 Sopuzzl'd. .that they knew
not ..whether there were really in the world any such
person as our-self. 1715-20 POPE Iliad xvii. 516 Ourself will

|

swiftness to your nerves impart, Ourself with rising spirits |

swell your heart. 1785 BURNS Dent/i $ Dr. Hornbook ii, ;

That e'er he nearer comes oursel 'S a muckle pity. 1814
SCOTT Ld. ^/"A/^vi.xxxvii, Ourself will grace. .The bridal
of the Maid of Lorn. 1847 TENNYSON Princ. in. 300, 303
Ourself .. learnt .. This craft of healing. Were you sick,
ourself Would tend upon you.
2. In apposition witli we or (rarely) us.

1484 CAXTON Fables of&sop n. ii, For we oure self ben
cause of this meschyef. 1601 SHAKS. Jitl. C. in. i. 8
Art, O Caesar, reade mine first: for mine's a suite That
touches Caesar neerer. . . Caes. What touches vs our selfe,
shall be last seru'd. 1609 DANIEL Civ. Wars viii. Iv, We
will our selfe take time to heare Your Cause at large.

II. 3. Reflexive \ as direct or indirect object.
13.. Cursor M. 23791 (Cott. l Qm sell we vr-self [Edin.,

Fair/., Trin. vs ; Gott. vs-self] vnto Jat soru? 13. . Chron,
R. Glouc. (Rolls) 1076 (MS. B) pat bet> here bi oure self \so

MSS.*$, y; MS. A, vs sulve; MS. a, vssulf] as at fc>e workles
ende. c 1400 Destr. Troy 4933 To macche vs with monhede

might of our selfe [cf. Ibid. 7860 We are folke full fele . . I

Assemblit in this Cite oure seluyn to kepe]. 4:1460 FOHTESCUK
j

Abs. fy Liin. Man. vi. (1885) 121 We that mey harme owre
selffwith all thes defautes, c 1489 CAXTON Sonnes ofAymon
iii. 78 Broder, . . let vs make redy ourselfe for to yssne out.

1563 Homilies n. Matrimony (185^) 501 For this folly is

ever .. grown up with us, .. to think highly by ourself,
'

so that none ihmketh it meet to give place to another.

1836-9 DICKKNS Sk. Boz, Vauxhall Card, ty Day, We,
from the mere force of habit, found ourself running among
the first. 1884 tr. Lotze's Metaph. 179 That a complete
vacuum could not be represented to the mind, without at
least reserving a place in it for ourself.

Ourselves (cmue'ly),/rw.//. Forms: see

OUR and SELF. [The original construction was
nom. we se/fe, ace. us selfe, dat. us selfum ;

whence
ME. its selven. In i4th c. this was superseded in

north, dial, by ur selven, midl. oitr(e selven (whence
perh., through oure selve^ our(e selfe, the form

i

OUKSELF). Before 1500, otir(e se/fs, our selves,

appeared and became the standard form : cf. your- \

selves, themselves, and see SELF.] The emphatic ;

and reflexive pronoun corresponding to we, us.

I. Emphatic.
1. Standing alone, as subject, as object direct or

indirect, or in predicate after be
t become^ or the like.

1591 SfiAKS. Two Gent, iv, i. 76 The Treasure . , with our

239

selues, aH rest at thy dispose. 1593 _ Rich, ff, i. i. 16
Our selues will heare Th' accuser, and the accused, freely
speake. 1650 BAXTER Saints' A', iii. (ed. 8) 108 Ourselves
are the greatest snare to ourselves. 1773 Lift; N. Frwde
47 We were not ourselves till some Weeks after their De-
parture. 1822 HAZLIIT Talilc-t. II. xvii. 388 We had as
lief not be, as nut be ourselves. 1846 (JKEKXI.K Sc. Gunnery
320 Very satisfactory, .to the owners of the ships if not to
ourselves, [dial. 1890 W. A. WALLACE Only a Sister? 87
Nobhut one of oursens dressed up like.]

2. In apposition with we or (rarely) us.

[13.. Cursor M. 21878 (Cott.) If we cuth ot;ht vr.seluen

(Fairf. our-seluen; Kdin., Gott. us scluin) knau.] 1526
TlHDALB Jff&Hlv. 42 We have herde hym oure selves. 1611
BIBLE Transl. rrcf. i The light . . that we haue attained
vnto our selues. 1725 RAMSAY Gent. Slicpk. in. ii, We anes
were young oursells. 1736 BUTI.I:R Anal. \. i. 28 Appropri-
ated to us ourselves. 1884 MRS. OUPHANT Sir Tcmi II. x.

153 When we are ourselves poor.
II. 3. Reflexive. As direct or indirect object.

(r 1400 Chaucer's lyi/t's Prol. 812 \\'e fille acordecl by vs
seluen two (Cai'i/'. t Lansd., Ilarl. oure seluyn, seluen. our
seluen). 1:1440 Gesta Kant. i. x.vxvi. 146 (Hari. .\IS.j Vf we
come nfor, and accuse oure selvene.] IUA-6 Pfampton Corr.

i 115 We shall endevor ourselfs. 1526 TIND.U.K - t 'or. iii. 5
Nor that we are sufficient off ouie selves to thynke cny
thynge as it were of oure selves. 1534 ELVOT Doctrinal <>/
Princtsb We. .litle do avaunce our selfes to. .venue. 1611
BIBLE Transl. Pref. i We subject our selues to euery ones
censure. 1665 BOYI.K Occas. Re/1. \\. xvii, (1848) 271 If we
. . did not as much flatter our selves, and disguise our
selves, to our selves, as we flatteringly disguise our sehes
to others. 1772 PRIESTLEY Inst. Kelig. (1782) 1. 63 \\V arc-

capable of governing ourselves. 1786 BI/KNS To a I.oitsc

viii, To see ourselsas others see us ! i86oTnACKKR.\Y Roini<i.

Papers, De Jir<>cnt. Wks. 1872 X. 61 At the pastrycook's
we may have over-eaten ourselves. Mod. We have given
ourselves the pleasure of calling on you.

Ourset, Oursit, Ourslide : see OVER-.

t Ourspinner, v. Sc. Ol>s.
[f. our, OVER +

*spinner, freq. of Sri\ v. : see -Eli
"'.]

trans. To
traverse rapidly,

'

spin
'

along over.

1513 DOUGLAS sJtncis iv. iv. 5 5 The hirdis of hai tis . .

Ourspynneiand with swyft coins ihe plane vaill.

Ourstraught, obs. Sc. f. OVERSTRETCHED.
Ourstred, Sc. f. pa. t. of OVERSTRIHE.

t Ourstre-nkle, v. Sc. Obs.
[f. our, OVER

+ strenkle, STRINKLE, to sprinkle.] trans. To-

sprinkle over, ovcrsprinkle.
c 1450 Wisdom Solomon in Rntis Raring etc. 12 J?e fresch

waiter, .that be the wertew of the hevyn, ourstrenklys the
erde. Ibid. 24 The rane our-strenklys the erde.

Oursyle, variant of OVEKSILE Obs., to cover.

f Ourt = hotirt, obs. f. HURT. Hence t Ourt
majeste) = hurt majesty, LESE-MAJESTY.
c '375 -Vc. Leg. Xainis xxvi. (Nicholas) 3*8 Sayand : 'j'ai

part had al thre of crime of oui t maieste '.

Ourta, -tak e, obs. northern ff. OVERTAKE v.

Ourthort, -thourth, -thwart, -thwort, obs.
Sc. ff. OVERTHWART. Ourthraw, -throw, Sc.

ff. OVERTHROW. Ourtirve, -tyrf, -tyrve, Sc.

ff. OVEKTERVE 0/>s., overturn.

Ourtummylit, Sc. pa. t. of OVERTUMBLE v.

Ourweill, obs. Sc. form of OVERWELI. v.

tOurwhere, ouerwhere, adv. Ol>s. Forms:
4 our, ouper-, our-, or-quar(e; awre-, aure-

quare, aure quere, 4-5 ouerwhere, owerwhere,
-wh,are, ourwhar(e ; 5 owr-qwher, awre where.

[A reduction of outhenehert, autherwliere, f.

OUTHER + WHERE, the contraction being the same
as in outher, our, other, ar, either, er, other, or,

whether, wher. The etymological sense was thus
'
either-where ', i. e.

'

either one where or the other',
' somewhere or other

',
and thus at length =

OWHERE anywhere.
It is possible that our- or oner- was later associated with

over, and so with such combinations as overall, overall,

when, whence perh. sense b; but the northern forms in

au<re-, aure-, could be derived only from au'i/t,-r.\

Anywhere ;
= OWHERE.

1300 Cursor M. 1837 (Cott.) pe heiest fell bat was onr-

quare [Fairf. awre-quare, Gott. aware, Tr. owhore]. find.

11795 (Cott.) Was noght a temple or-quar in tun. Ibid.

14570 (GOtt.) pe freindes bat we haue ouberquar (F. aure-

quare, C. our-quar, Tr. elles wherej. Ibid. 15184 (Gott.) Sal
we 5uu ani paskes dight ouberquar [/<'. aure-quere, C. our-

quar, Tr. o where] in land? 1340 HAMI'OI.K P>\ Consc.

4339 Under erthe, or ourwar elles. ibid. 6983 In helle .. or
ourwhare elles. c 1400 MAC NUEV. (Roxb.) vii. 25 pe fairest

smaragdes bat er ower whare. 1435 MISYN Fire ofLove 46
If any slike be lifand owf-qu her in flesch. c 1460 To;vnt-t<y
Myst. xxvii. 127 Is ther fallen any affray In land awre
w hare ?

b. Everywhere.
c 1330 R. UKI-NNE Citron. Wace Prol. 107 Alle bat bai wild

ouerwhere. c 1425 Found. St. Bartholomeui's (E. E. T. S.)
20 To his seruyce I shall me subdew Ouerwher' calle hym
and preche hym my lorde. (-1450 St. Cuthbert (Surtees)
394 The child looked here and bare, On be cowe aboute our
whare.

-OUS, suffix, repr. L. -Ss-us (-a, -urn), forming
adjs., with the sense of 'abounding in, full of,
characterized by, of the nature of ', e. g. tdpi-os-tis

plentiful, copious, dolor-os-us full of sorrow, dolor-

ons,/tini-os-tts famous,^t-Kc/--(7j--j-distinguished by
descent, generous, gfori-os-ns full of glory, glorious,
spin-os-ns full of thorns, thorny, spinous, visc-os-in

of the nature of bird-lime, sticky, viscous, etc.

-OUS.

Latin stressed long e passed in OFr. into a closer

sound, intermediate between o and ft, which was
variously written o or it, less commonly on

; hence
L. adjs. in -osus, which either came down in popular
use, or were adopted at an early date, had in OF.
forms in -as, or -us (-ons,, e.g. coveitos, -its, doleros,

-us, cnvios, -us, glorias, -its, religios, -us. In the

I3th c. the vowel-sound had changed to (ii} written

en, so that the suffix had now the form -ens (covoil-

eits,dolerens, eiroiens, gloriens, etc.) ;
and this still

later was written in the masc. -eitx (convoileux,
cn-'ieitx, glorieux, with fern, however in -ense). as
still in modem F. In Anglo-Fr. and early MK.
the forms were the same as in early OF. {coveitos,

-us, cnvios, -us. glorias, -us}, but the vowel was
soon identified with OE. long it, and like it written
after 1300 on (covetous, envious, glorious}, the

spelling ever since retained, though the sound has

passed through (-;7s, -?, -us) to (-vs, -as . This
-ons, having thus become the form of the suffix in

all words from Norman Fr., became the established

type for all those of later introduction, whether

adaptations of Fr. adjs. in -ens, -eux, or L. adjs.
in -t'sns but see -OSE l

), or new formations on the

analogy of these, from Fr., L., or other elements.
These new formations are numerous in the

Romanic languages. In French they have been
I formed freely, not only fiom L. sbs. which had no

such derivative in ancient L.,but also from French
words themselves of L. oiiijin, and from mediaeval
and modern words from divers sources. Many of
these new formations have, in earlier or later times,

passed (with change of -cit.r, etc., to -otts} from
French into English. Such is the history, for

example, oiadvantageous, adventurous, touraguiis,
dangerous, gelatinous, gric-'ous, gitmmoits, ha-ar l-

ous, liideous, joyous, lecherous, mutinous, t/ioiin-

tainous, orguillous, pulpotts, ravenous, riotous,
slanderous. This process has been continued in

ling, itself, where new adjs. in -ons have been

formed, not only on Latin, Creek, and Romanic
bases, but also on native F.ng. words and on some
of obscure origin ; e.g. blusterous, boisterous, Itir-

denous.Jcverous, murderous, poisonous, slumberous,

thunderous, timous, troublous, wondrous.
In some words in late or med.L. the ending -osus

was added to an adj., or at least a form in -osus is

found beside the simple adjective, e.g. decor-tis,

decoros-US, dubi-its, duliiC'S-iis. in It. decora, decor-

oso, dubbio, dubbioso. In the Romanic languages
a few new forms of this kind appear ; e.g. I.. pi-its,

V.pi-eitx (as if from *pic>s-ns t
. But iii English,

this addition of the suffix has been greatly developed,
and has become the ordinary mode of anglicizing L.

adjs. of many kinds, esp. those in -ens, -ins, -tins,

-er, -r/'s, -iix -fid-, -<>.r -oci-, -cndns, -n/ns, -vorns,
-orus, c.g.aijne ons, igne-ons, extrane-oits, herbace-

ous, consci-otis, obvi-ous, vari-otts, ardn-ons, exign-
ons, adttlter-ons, aurifer-ous, armiger-ons, alacri-

oits, hilai i-ons, illnstri-ons, capaci-ous, feroci-ous,

stitpend-ons, garntl ons, oinnivor-ous, sonor-ous.
This tendency to represent a L. adj. by an Fjig.

form in -ons may have been strengthened by the
fact that the 'dictionary-form' of the L. adj. is

the nom. sing, masc., and that this in the majority
of adjs. ends in -tis, the ling, pronunciation of

which is the same as that of the Eng. word in

-ons, so that the latter to the cursory observer

appears to be merely an Eng. spelling of the L.
It is evident however that igne-ons, for example,
answers not only to L. igne-ns, but to igne-a,

igiie-nnt, etc., and that the -ons is an additional

element. And in comparing alacri-ous with alacer,
hilari-ous with hilari-s, capaci-ous with capax,
capaei-, the suffixal nature of the -ons is manifest.

b. In some words, -ons is a corruption of another

suffix, e.g. in righteous, isirongous. courteous, gorge-
ous

;
in others, as bounteous, a contraction of an

earlier suffix has taken place before -ous: see -ECUS.

c. In Chem., adjectives in -ous, formed on the

names of elements, indicate acids and other com-

pounds containing a larger proportion of the ele-

ment in question than those expressed by an adj.
in -ic '. e. g. chlorous acid, sulphurous acid, cuprous
OI\<\K,ferrous salts, etc. : see -1C I b.

d. Nouns of quality from adjs. in -ons (however
derived), are regularly formed in -onsness, as

covetonsness, consciousness, gorgcousness, righteous-
ness ; those from L. -osus have sometimes forms in

-osity, as curiosity, generosity, porosity, viscosity;

but this termination more frequently accompanies

adjs. in -OSE 1.

Ous, Ouse, obs. forms of Us, OOZE.



OUST.

+ Ouse, obs. form of HOSE : see HOSE sb. 3.

1764 Museum Rusticmn III. Ixvii. 304 There should be

two branches . . to which the leather ouses should be screwed.

Kate, Ouses are pipes of the same nature with the leather

pipes used with the fire-engines.

Ousel, -elle, -le, obs. forms of OI/.KL.

Ousen, obs. Sc. f. oxen, pi. of Ox.

Oust (aust), v. [a. AF. oitste-r = OF. osier,

mocl.K. Ster to take away, remove, deprive ;
oi

uncertain derivation.

(L. obstiire to stand in the way of, obstruct, thwart, would

give the form osier in OF., but does not suit the sense.)]

1. trans. Law. To put out of possession, eject,

dispossess, disseise; to deprive (any one) of a. cor-

poreal or incorporeal hereditament. Const, of.

[1*9* BRITTON I. xii. 3 Sauntz rien oster.) 1588 FUM'NVK

/ au'iers Log. I. xix. 67 The suspected men may bee ousted

by challenge. 1619 DALTON Conntrey Just. Ixxvn. (1630)

203 The lessor is not ousted nor disseised of his freehold.

1767 BIACKSTONE Comm. II. vii. 116 Farmers were ousted

of their leases made by tenants in tail. 1847 C. G. ADDISON

l.mu of Contracts II. iii. in. (1883) 635 A recovery by one

party ousts the other of his right to recover.

b. To exclude, bar, take away (a right, privi-

lege, etc.).

1656 Burton's Diary (1828) I. 83 You oust both the

master's and his Highness's right. 1769 BLACKSTONE Comm.
IV. xxii. 298 In such cases bail is ousted or taken away,

wherever the offence is of a very enormous nature. 1848

ARXOL-LD Mar. Insiir. (1866) II. IV. i. 1029 Their jurisdic-

tion cannot be ousted by any contract of the parties.

2. transf. To eject or expel from any place or

position, turn out. Const, of, from, or with

double obj.
1668 PKPYS Diary n Nov., They. .do bringin Mr. Littl<

ton, Sir Thomas's brother, and oust all the rest 1787

IFFFF.RSON Ir'rit. (1859) II. 294 An intrigue is already begun

for oustinghim from his place. 1832 SOUTHF.Y in Q. Km
XLVI1 512 Theyprayed, that the popish lords and bishops

might be forthwith ousted the House of Peers. 1868 FREEMAN

fCarm. Cony. II. ix. 418 It was impossible altogether to oust

him from command.
b. To drive (a thing) out of use or fashion.

1865 RAWLISSON Anc. Mm. III. vi. 198 The present

language, .ousted the former. 1887 T. HARDY II oodlanden

I. iii. 33 The.. waggons.. were built on those ancient lines

whose proportions have been ousted by modern patterns.

Hence Oti'sted///. a., Oii'sting 'M. si'.

1813 H & I. SMITH Horace in Land. 36 Oh, ousted elves !

companions boon ! 1864 Reader g Apr. 447/1 Prophesying

the ousting of the Philistines from the promised land. 1866

LOWELL Seivard-Johnson Reaction Pr. Wks. 1890 V. 321 It

enabled the new proprietors and the ousted ones to live. .

'

Ouster '
(airstoj). Law. [AF. ouster vb. inf.

'see prec.) used sbst. : see -ER 4
.] Ejection from

a freehold or other possession, deprivation of a

corporeal or incorporeal hereditament ;
now im-

plying a wrongful dispossession.

1531 Dill, on Lams Kng. n. liv. (1638) 163 An immediate

putting out of the plaintife, which in French is called an

ouster. 1642 tr. Perkins' t'rof.Bk. ix.ouster. 1041 ir. *-*<*,. , ,j. ~- . .-. 600 After the ouster,

and before his entry. 1721 St. German s Doctor f, -S/

337 To save themselves from confessing of an Ouster. 1768

Hi ACKSTONE Comm. III. x. 167 Ouster, or dispossession, is a

wrong or injury that carries with it the amotion of possession.

fir. 1888 TRAILL Will. Ill 169 To this virtual
' ouster o

their jurisdiction over the question the Lords very naturally

"Otrster-. [f.
OUST z. + -ER V) One who ousts.

1886 BLACKMORE Springluartn x, Ousters and filibusters,

in the form of railway companies and communists.

li Ouster-le-raain. Feudal Law. [a. AF.

ouster la main, in L. amovere manum to take away
or remove the hand.] A livery of land out of the

sovereign's hands, on a judgement given for one

who has pleaded that the sovereign has no title to

hold it ; also, a judgement or writ granting such

livery, b. The delivery of lands out of a guardian's

hands on a ward's coming of age.UJIUU* \Jlt t* tnv* K> ^^.i... fa &- ,

(1321-2 Rolls ofPa.rU. I. 404/1 II prie a nostre Seignur

le Roi, q'il voille comaunder au dit Richard de ouster la

main des biens avantditz.] 1485 IHd. VI. tto/* By Petition,

Livere, Ouster la mayne, or otherwise. 01558 STAUNIOKD

Kings Prerog. x. (1567) 37 b, Learne whether the kmges
interest is suche that after the deathe of the lunatike.. there

must be an Ouster le mayn sued, a 1625 SIR H. t ISCH Lam
(1636) 329 An ouster lemain shall be awarded for the partle

out of the Chancerie. 1766 BLACKSTONE Comm. II. 68 When
the male heir arrived to the age of twenty one, or th

female to that of sixteen, they might sue out their livery or

oiisterlemain.

[Ouster-le-mer, an error in the Law Uicts.

for OULTER-LE-MER.]

tOustil. Obs. In 5 oustyll, 6 oustell. [a.

OF. oitstil, F. oulil, in 1 2th c. rf/7:-pop. L. type

"usetilittni, app. from *usettle, altered from L. fitcii-

.1,

sile UTENSIL : Hatz.-Darm.).] A tool.

1:1477 CAXTON Jason 71 The right oustyll that polissln...

and enlumyneth us and our rude ingenyes. 1530 PALSOK.

250/1 Oustell a tole to worke with, onstil.

Oustmen, obs. form of OSTME.V.

Out (out), adv. Forms: I ut, 2-4 ut, (3

hut hout, 4-5 01131, 4-6 oute, owte, 5-7 ought,

OW2.O 4-7 owt, (6 owtt(e), 3- out, (9 Sc. and

mwM.'rf/rt/.oot). [Com. Tent.: OE.J/=OFris

OS fit (MDu. nut, MLG. M, Du. rat, LG. /),

OHG. AS (.MHO. z?? ,
Ger. aus), ON. At (Sw. ut,

240

Da. ,/), Goth, nt - Skr. ud- verbal prefix 'out'.
]

Orig. only an adv., but in OHG. sometimes, in

MUG. oftener, and in Ger., Du., Fris. regularly, a \

preposition also. In Eng., OUT prep, (q.v.) is

exceptional, and felt as elliptical ; the prepositional

sense = L. ex, Gr. ((, in, is regularly expressed by

adding of,
= OE. ut of, OS. fit af, Sw. ut af, Da.

nd af.
OUT OF, on account of its syntactic unity, and its importance

as a preposition, is in this Dictionary treated as a Main

word. Out is also followed by FROM, but in out from the

two words remain notionally distinct, as in aii'ajr from,
downfrom, upfrom: see ftatsfref. i.]

I. Of motion or direction. *
simply.

1. Expressing motion or direction from within

a space, or from a point considered as a centre.

r888 K. /F.LFRF.D Boeth. xxxy. 5 Ic ne mzx ut aredian.

c 803 Oros L i. 3 Seo ea . . wio eastan ut on pa sse flowed.

C9oo tr. Bunas Hist. ill. viii. [x.] (1890) 180 pa flu son heo

forhteut. ciaaaSax.J.eecliu. 11.222 Ateon ut ba horhestan

waitan. 1140-54 0. E. Cliron. an. 1140 pat me sculde leten

ut be king of prisun for be eorl. c 1205 LAY. 26533 Sone his <

sweord he ut abraid. c 1250 Gen. t Ex. 3124 ^et ic sal

pharaon, Or ^ gon vt, don an wreche on. 13. . Cursor M.

993 iColt.) Out [so F., Tr. ; Go//, vie] es put sua wreched

adam. 1340 Ayen/>. 150 pes yefbe .. bestrepb and kest out

be rote and be zenne of ire. 1375 BARBOUR Hnice n. 352

The bind owt at thar byrnys brest. 1382 WYCI.IF Matt. viii.

i
~ Forsothe the sonys of the rewme shulen be cast out in to

vllreinest derknessis. c 1400 MAUXDEV. (Roxb.i xxix. 152

So sail bai fynd be passage oute. 1486 Bk. St..Allians Alij,

\\'ringe the waater owte. 1535 COVERDALE Exod. x.6 And
he turned him, S; wenle out from Pharao. 1551 BIBLE

Matt viii. 12 The children of the kyngedome shalbe caste

oute into vtter darcknes. 1568 GKAFTOS Cliron. \. 185 None
so hardy to looke out into the streetes. 1637 SHIRLEY

Gamester iv, I'll pour it out. 1719 DE For. Crusoe n. ii, I . .

ordered a boat out. 1789 Hist, in Ann. Reg. 18 Conciliatory

expressions were., thrown out towards the close of the speech.

1854 SIK K. B. HAMLEV in A. I. Shand Life (1895) I. iv. 74

General Adams' horse struck out and kicked me on the shin.

1871 MoKi.i-.YOvV. Misc. Ser. i. Cat lyle (1878) 175 Here was,

indeed, not a way out, but a way of erect living within.

b. From within doors, into the open air.

c 1000 Ags. Gasp. John xviii. 29 pa code pilatus ut to him.

cizos LAV. 19763 Andut wenden [1:1275 hout eode] bi-nihte.

, 1350 Will. Palerne 3068, & hi a priue posterne passad 01131

er dale. 1382 WYCLIF Matt. xi. 9 But what thing wente ?e

out for to seen ? 1776 Trial ofNundocomar 23/1 If he had

been so ill as not to be able to come out. 1870 K. PEACOCK

Ralf Skirl. II 1. 139 [They] asked him to go out with them

for a ride. Mod. He seldom goes out in this weather.

c. From home or ordinary home life to an ex-

pedition, to the field (of fight or the chase). To

set out, to start on an expedition or journey : see

SET. To call one out (see CALL v. 32 c), come out,

have one out, i. e. to a duel.

1597 SHAKS. 2 Hen. ft', in. ii. 126 There are other men

fitter to goe out, then I. 1613
- Hen. I 'III, II. 11. 5 WKJ

they were ready to set out for London. 1655 STANLEY Hist.

Philos. ill. (1701! 85/2 His Life being wholly spent at home,

s-iving when he went out in Military Service. 1829 HOOD
Fueene Atam xxxvi, Two stern-faced men set out from

Lynn. 1855 SMEDLEY //. Ca-.'crdaleM, If he feels aggrieved,

he can have you out (not that I admire duelling). 1869

TENNVSON Holy Grail 719 Those that had gone out upon

the Quest. 1870, 1890 (see Go z>. 85 c].

d. Of a river : From its channel, beyond its

banks.

1854 Jrnl. R. Agric. Sac. XV. i. 221 A good ram is sure

to send the waters out.

e. From among others ;
from one s company or

surroundings.
See also under CHOOSE, HUNT, SEARCH, SEEK vfrs.

1297 [see CHOOSE v. u]. c 1420 Pallad. onlhtsb. n. 27!

Kk of the yonge out trie Oon heer, oon theer. c 1425

I'n.' Cono. Ircl. 34 perfor out chese one of two. 1530 tr.

/rasmus' Serm. Cli. Jesus (1901) 1 1 The aungels appointed
out to protecte and defende vs. 1581 MULCASTER Positions

xxxvii. (1887) 149 Choise is a great prince, ..and culs owt

the best. 1589 A, Is 1'rfry Council (1898) XV II. 427 *or

the bolting out of the truth thereof. 01649 WufTHHOf

Hist New Kn<;. (1853) I. 420, I desire to hear . whelher

you have inquired out a chamber for me. 1866 1 REVELYAN

in Macm. Mag. Mar. 416 Magistrates would choose out the

most active a'nd fierce of the young citizens. Mod. 1 will

look out a book for her.

f. From one's own hands or actual occupation ;

into the hands or occupation of another.

See also under HIRE, LAY, LEND, LET, PUT, etc.

1440- [see LAY p." 56 c]. is*6[see LETi'.'34f). 15*0D"? T-

SSSuZl Comm. 252 b, Howe they had . . geven out their

monie for interest. 1589- [see HIRE t: 3). 1609 DF.KKER

Gull's Horne-l'k. (1812) 129 He shall, .put out money upon his

return. 1782 Miss BURNEY Cecilia ix. x, I mean to put my
whole estate out to nurse.

g. From a stock or store into the hands or pos-

session of many ;
into portions or parts : implying

distribution and division. Esp. with deal, dole,

fantic, panel, portion, serve, share, and the like.

,535- [see DEAL ,: 4 b]. 1583-1*74 [see CANTLE -<: 2]

,652 62 HEYLIN Cosmogr. n. (1682) 39 The great Kmpire of

his Father was parcelled out into members. Cl68o HKVB-

KIIXIE Serm. (1729) I- 4 As if the universe was to be

parcell'd out among many. 1741-62 [see DOLE. i, 2]. 1840

R H. DANA Bef. Mast xxvii. 91 Our guns were loaded.,

cartridges served out, matches lighted, 1849 MACAULAY

Hist. Eng. vi. II. 137 The design of again confiscating an.

again portioning out the soil of half the island. 1868 ! REE-

MAN Norm. Cong. (1876) II. vii. 52 England was now por-

I tioned out among a few F.arls. .

h. Out may be added to a vb. trans, or mtr.

OUT.

with the sense of driving, putting, or getting out,

with or by means of the action in question, e.g. to

bow, crowd, din, drum, hiss, hoot, ring, smoke

(a person, etc.) out. See the verbs.

2. Away from some recognized place ;
from the

land (as the place inhabited by men) ;
from the

shore, into the sea or ocean ;
from one's own

country, to the colonies or distant lands ; away,
to a distance.

a 1123 O. K. Chron. an. 1101 Se cyng . . scipa ut on sx

sende. 1672 C. MANNERS in i2//i Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm.

App. v. 25 Our Navy puts out again to sea stronger than at

first. 1711 STF.EI.E Sfect. No. 174 F5 The Freight and

Assurance out and home. 1722 UF. FOE Col. Jack (1840)

113 Let us take a walk in the fields a little out from the

houses. 1850 Tail's Mag. XVII. 466/1 An offer, .to go out

to Australia. 1878 HUXLEY Pliysiogr. 131 They are carried

by the river right out to sea. Moo:. Missionaries going out

to India and China. Troops were sent out from the mother

country. He met interesting people on the voyage out.

3. So as to project or extend beyond the general

surface or limits ; as in to hang, jut, shoot, or

stick out. To hold out : see HOLD v. 41.

1535 [see HOLD v. 413]. a 1548 HALL Chron., Hen. I'///

1 34lT So that it bossed out and frounced very stately to be-

hold. 1658 J. Josi-.s Ovufi 'tis 67 A sharp clift shuts

[ shoots] out like a woman. 1796 Hist, in Ann. Krg.y
The French . . held out language promissory of equitable

conditions. 1896 A'. * Q. 8th Ser. IX. 160/1 The room ..

built out to serve as a library and residence for Coleridge.

b. Expressing extension or prolongation (in

space or time), as in to beat, draw, ofen, stretch out.

ciiSo WYCLIF Set. m-s. II. 198 Stretche out bin hond.

I483T 1553 [see DRAW 7^.87 c,d]. 1596- [see EKE I/. 3]. 1608

\vTl LET Hexapla Exed. 718 The sabbathes holding out the

whole day. 1632 MILTON L'Allegro in The Lubbar Fend

. stretch 'd out all the Chimney's length. 1674 N. FAIRFAX
'

/,' A> Sclv. 27 The soul may be every where, where the

body is stretched out. 1774 GOLDSM. .\at. Hist. (1776) 11.

200 To lengthen out the period of life. 1806 Hurros Course

Math. I. 286 When every Side of any Figure is produced

out, the Sum of all the Outward Angles thereby made, is

equal to Four Right Angles. 1841-93 [see DRAW z>. 87 c, d].

**
iii pregnant and transferred uses.

4. Expressing removal from its proper place or

from its position when in. See PUT out.

r893 K. /El.FRED Oros. IV. v. 2 pa sticode him mon a

easan ut. 1382 WYCLIF Jtr. Hi. 1 1 I'he e3en of Sedechie he

putte out. /I400 [see CUT v. 56aJ. i6n [see BREAK..
u al 1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage 273 [ I he book] was after

by the lewesaltered, putting out and in at their pleasure. 1840

THACKERAY Catherine xi, Mr. Wood sat near, laughing his

sides out. Mod. He has had his shoulder put out at football.

b. From a post or office.

1746 H WALTOLE Let. to H. Mann 14 Feb., The tn-

1 umphant party are not at all in the humour to be turned

out: 1853 LYTTON My Kffael ix. iv, It does not seem to

me possiWe .. that you and your party should ever go out.

Mo<i. The seat was contested at the last election, and the

former member was turned out.

c. In Cricket, etc. From being batsman. (See

'

"Ss'caw* at Crifkct 8 Though .. the Player he bowl'd

out 1772 in Waghorn Cricket Scores (il^] 85 note. Those

marked thus
" were off their ground; t run out; J catcned

out ; bowled out. 1806-7 J. HERESEORD Miseries Hum.

life (1826) III. ix, Bowled out at the first ball. 1836 in

'Bat
'

Crick. Mem. (1850) 100 All attempts to get him out

were futile. 1843 Black. Mag. LI V. 1 7. T hey put our men

. out pretty fast. Hanmer got. .run out after a splendid hit

5. From one's normal or equable state ot mind,

or ordinary course of action ;
into confusion, per-

plexity, or disturbance of feeling. See PUT out.

i88 SHAKS. L. L. L. v. ii. 172 They do not marke me, and

thaYbrings me out. 1600 -A.Y. L. ill. ll. 265 Vou bring

me out. .875 KING-LAKE Crimea (.877) V. i. 266 He . . was

Thrown out'' 1887 A. BIKKELL Otiter D.cta Ser. ,1 282

i Neither he nor any other sensible man puts himself out

about new books. .

b From one's harmonious relations ;
into un-

friendliness or quarrelling.
See also FALL out.

,530 [see FALL r. 93 el. i37 SHIRI-FA;
Gamester i, \\ me

ma"e them fall out. 1822 HAZI.ITT laMe-t. II. vii. 148

Friends not unfrequently fall out and never meet again for

I some idle misunderstanding.

6. So as to be no longer alight or burning ;
into

darkness or extinction ;
as to do, go, or put out.

c.400 [see Go v. 85 d]. ri44 Gesta Kont. i. xviii. 64

(Harl MS ) And doth oute the fire. 1548.
HALL Chron.,

Hen IV 99 b, When the greate fire of thisdiscencion. .was

..utterly Benched out. 1560 DAL;S tT.SlaaaKS Comm. ,19

Fyngereth the candell, putteth it out. 1679tHist. Jct~.tr

,2 Putting out a Candle which remam'd ..
Ifhted. 1712

ADDISON Sped. No. 265 F 9 A Candle goes hJTf out..,n
the

Light of the Sun. 1840 MARRYAT Poor Jack xxiu, H
S

"b.
e

From being in existence or activity ;
from

being in currency or in vogue; into extinction; as

to die. five, go, kill out.

,523- [see G?VE r. 62 e]. 1650 W. BROUCH Schtsm 556

Wnl you give out for a lesser time of tryal V 1821 Lxaimncr

803/2 The charge is now falsified..and decidedly going out.

^7, SMILES CAarae. i. (1876) 29 The nations ""
and luxurious . . must inevitably die out. 1878 J R. O FLANA-

GAN Irish &w(.879)4 Possibly, if Dav.s had lived longer,

the politician might have killed out the poet..

7. To the conclusion or finish ;
to an end, an

so either to completion or to exhaustion.

a 1300 Cursor M. r 45o7 (Cott.) Biscops
war bai ban a-bute,

IlkaSbot his tueluemoth vte (soG. ; Tr. oute,Laud owtej.

JSS Lami Troy Bk. (E. E. T. S.) 3459 Or this x 3ere go



OUT. 241 OUT.

fully out. 1560 DAUS tr. Sleidane's Comtn. 241 The
ttewes commeth oute at October nexte. 1668 DAVENANT
Man's the Master v. i, Perhaps, I may have patience to

hear you out. 1722 QUINCY Lex. Physico~MetL (ed. 2) 2

When a Woman goes not her full time out with Child.

1746 in Waghorn Cricket Scores (1899) 37 The match to

be played out. 1817 KEATS Sonn. Grasshopper <$ Cricket^
Tired out with fun. 1886 SIR J. STIRLING in Law Times
Rep. LV. 284/1 The case has not been tried out.

b. With intrans. vb., forming a compound trans.

vb., as to fight it out, talk it out. Also, to have
it out, to bring it to a finish or settlement.

1535 COVERDALE Ps. \\. 23 The btoudthurstie and disceat-

full shal not lyue out half their daies. 1586 T. B. La
Primaitd. />. Acad. (1580) 383 If in the mean time he feast

it out. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny xxxm. xxiv, Fencers trying it

out with unrebated swords. 1601 SHAKS. All's Well v. iii.

66 While shamefull hate sleepes out the afiernoone. 1650
TRAPP Comm. Dttut. xxix. 19 As it were to cross God, and
to try it out with him. 1764 S. JOHNSON 22 May in Philo-
bibton Sec, VI. 38 You will hardly be quite at ease till you
have talked yourself out. 1859 TROLI.OPE Bertrams (1867)

21, I shall have the matter out with him now. 1873 BROWN-
ING Red Cott, Nt.-cap 382 Suppose we have it out Here in

the fields, decide thequestion so? 18840. MOORE Mummers
Wife (1887) 217 Leave her to have her cry out. 1888 HKYCE
Amer. Commw. III. xc. 247 The best thing was to let him
talk himself out.

C. To a full end, completely, quite, outright.
See also ALL OUT.

^1300 Beket (Percy Soc.) 1956 Here names for here
schrewede : ne beoth 11031 for^ute ut. c 1470 HENRY ll'iil-

lace vm. 931 Xx 1* dais owt the ost remaynit ihar. 1598
BARRET '1 hear. Warres no Such as bee slaine right out.

1610 SHAKS. Temp. i. ii. 41 Then thou was't not Out three
veeres old. 1675 E. W[ILSON] Spadacr. Dunelm. Pref. 20
Those that know it full out as well as they must. 1812
in Examiner 7 Sept. 564/1 He must go and kill him out.

8. To an issue
;
to an intelligible or explicit result

or solution ; as tofind^ make, puzzle, work out to

help out; to come, fall, turn out.

1534 TINDALE Phil. ii. 12 Worke out youre awne saluacion
with feare and tremblynge. 1709 Tatter No. 101 ^7, I must
desire my Readers to help me out . . in the Correction of
these my Essays. 1743 EMERSON Fluxions 120 If its Value
comes out negative it is concave in that Point. 1887
L. CARROLL Game ofLogic i. 2. 25 We will work out one
other Syllogism.
9. To the full, complete, or utmost degree; in

a way that bespeaks an effort at completeness, effect,
or display, as in to deck, dress, Jit, rig out.

1555 W. WATREMAN Fardle Facions \\. viii. 180 The women
are not sette out to allure. 1637 SHIRLKY Gamester in,
More. .Than well could furnish out two country-weddings.
a 1649 WiNTHROp Hist. New Eng. (1853) II. 76 The church
furnished him out, and provided a pinnace to transport him.

1863 FR. A. KEMBLE Resid. Georgia 125 In fitting him out
for his departure. 1874 SVMONUS Italy fy Greece, Siena 66
A procession of priests and acolytes, .and little girls dressed
out in white.

10. From a state of quiescence into a state of

activity; from a contained or involved condition
into one of accessibility ; as to break or burst out,
to open out.
a looo- [see BREAK r. 54 b]. 1857 BCCKLE Civiliz. I. vm.

518 The wac that now broke out lasted seven years. 1865
H. KINGSLF.V Hillyars <v Burtons xlvi, You broke out on

me, and bullied me, assuming I was going to swindle you.
1894 WOLSELEY Marlhorough II. 179 A good line of com-
munication was soon opened out. 1895 Times 19 Jan. n/6
The result .. prevented China from putting out her full

power.
b. Into outward expression or manifestation ;

into clearness or distinctness; into blossom orlenf.
a 1548 HALL Citron., Rich. Ill 27 b, They layd the dead

bodies out upon the bed. 1560 DAI'S tr. Sleidane's Comm.
27 b, The Byshoppes Tyrrannye is there paynted out. 1594
SHAKS. Rich. ///, i. ii. 263 Shine out faire Sunne, .. That
I may see my Shadow as I passe. 1642-3 EARL OF NEW-
CASTLE Declaration in Rushw. Hist. Coll. (1721) V. 134 A
Course, .chalked out to me by themselves. 1851 M. ARNOLD
'1 he /''wfw/vad fin., The stars come out. 1895* I AN MACLARKN*

Days of AnId Lang Syne, For Conscience Sake ii, Each
spring the primroses came out below.

11. Into utterance of sound
;
so as to be heard ;

aloud
;
as to call, cry, shout, speak out.

1381 [see CRY V. 2 1 J. iftoCAXTQM Ckron. Eng.sxxx.. 192 Men
myght here therblowyng out with homes more than a myle.
a 1533 LD. BKKNERS Huon Ixxxiii. 262 Spekeouthyer that ye
may the better be herde. 1605 SHAKS. Lear v. iii. 109 Come
hither Herald . . And read out this. 1697 DRYDEN b'irg. Georg.
iv, sioCyrene. .sei/'d with Fear, Cries out, conduct my Son,
conduct him here. 1711 STEELE Sped. No. 266 ?2 A mutter-

ing Voice, as if between Soliloquy and speaking out. 1869
TENNYSON Pelleas <y Ettarre 359 All the old echoes hidden
in the wall Rang out like hollow woods at huntingtide.
1887 HALL CAINE Son of Hagar i. iii, A solitary crow flew
across the sky, and cawed out its guttural note.

b. In the way of disclosure
;

to the knowledge
of others or to public knowledge ; openly.
13.. Cursor M. 27293 (Cott.) pe preist . . noght sceu his

sinnes vte [Fair/, out], a 1440 Sir Kglam. 57 What some
ever that ye to me say, Y schalle hyt nevyr owte caste.

c 1440 Jacob's Well 89 He J>at schewyth out wyth his
mowth .. Je malyce of his herte. 1579 SPENSER Sheph.
Cal. Sept. 173 Say it out Diggon. 1637 SHIRLEY Gamester
v, That, if things come out, we should keep counsel.

1738 POPE Epil. Sat. i. 36 Come, come, at all I laugh he

laughs, no doubt; The only diff'rence is I dare laugh out.

1871 Kojttledges Ev. Boys Ann. 614/1 To stand up to him
and tell him right out what a fool he was.

12. Into public notice, publicity, or publication ;

into public circulation ; from the printing-press.
1543 UDALL Erastn. Apoph.iq-] For epitaphies are.. not

VOL. VII.

set out till the parties bee deceased, a 1568 ASCHAM
Scholem. \\. (Arb.j 140 Not yet set out in Print. 1573- tsee

COME v. 63 I]. 1662 H. MORE Pkilos. Writ. Pref. p. xi,
Before this second volume of Descartes his came out. 1752
A. MURPHY Grays Inn Jrnl. No. i, I cannot issue out my
first Performance, without feeling an extraordinary Solicitude
for the Event. 1895 Bookman Oct. 12/1 Mr. Hare's Auto-

biography ..is apparently not to come out this season.

b. Of a person : Into society ;
into professional

life
; into work or service ; upon the stage.

1782 [see COME v. 63 o]. 1806 A. HUNTER Culiua 269 The
great object is to 'bring the young lady out',. -in other

words, to exhibit her as a .show. 1849 LD. HOUGHTON in

Lift; (1891) I. x. 433 My sister in town bringing out a young
sister-in-law. 1885 J. K. JEROME On the Stttge 6 Here the

question very naturally aro^e,
' How can I get out?'

13. With ellipsis of intr. vb. (go, come, etc.) ;

hence functioning as a verb without inflexion.

(In imperative use this approaches an interjection : cf.

OUT int. See also the inflected OUT v. beluw.)

[c 1175 WAGE Roman de Ron 8080 Normanz escricnt : Deus
aie ! La gent Englesche //,// escrie; Coestl'enseignequejo
di, Quant Kngleissaillenthorsacri.] <TI386CHAU< KK Prioress'

T. 124 Mordre wol out, certeyn it wol nat faille, c 1440 Jacob''s

Well 2 Deep wose..in whiche be soule styketh sumtyme -,o

faste, bat he may 11031 out, but schulde peryssche. 1544 R\LK
Oldcastell in Hart. Misc. (Main.) I. 254 It was concluded

amonge them that..processeshuldeouteagaynst hym. 1596
SHAKS. Merck. I', n.ii. 85 In the end truth will out. 1605
Macb. v. i. 39 Out, damned spot: out, I say ! 1647 THAI-P

Comm. Rom. vii. 17 An ill inmate that will not out, till the

house falleih on the head of it. 1764 Komi: I*atton nr.

Wks. 1799 I. 356 The whole secret will certainly out. 1869
FREKMAN Norm. Cong. (1875) III. xv. 478 The English.,
mocked with cries of

'

Out, out
', every foe who entered or

strove to enter. 1884 TEXXVSON Kcckct \. i, O drunken
ribaldry ! Out, beast ! out, bear ! . . begone ! 1887 W. WKSTAU.
Her 'J'wo Millions xxvii,

' Murder will out '. They say ^o,
because they have no idea how often murders don't out.

b. So Out with = have out, bring out. (Cf.
the similar away, down

t in, off, on, itp with, and
see WITH.)
c 1205 LAV. 23931 Ar5ur ut [(,"1275 up] mid his sweorde.

1548 UDALL, etc. Erastn. Par. Acts 87 b, They out with

theyr swerdes, and cutte the rope^. 1583 STUBBKS Anat.
Abits. ii. (1882)54 Out with him.. let him go to plow and
cart. 1591 SHAKS. Tiuo Gent. iv. iv. 22 Out with the dog
(saies one). 1694 MOTTECX Rabelais iv. xxii. (1737)95 Out
with all your Sails. 1709 PRIOR Yng. Gentleman in Love 67
Our Sex will What ? out with it : Lye. 1820 SCOTT Abbot
xix, Rather too prompt to out with poniard. 1860 THACKERAY
Round. Papers, Thorn in Cushion Wks. 1872 X. 36 Out with

your cambric, de'ar ladies, and let us all whimper together.

14. With ellipsis of trans, vb. (put, bring, etc.).

1819-20 W. IRVING Sketch-bk. t John /?//// (1865) 389 Ready
at a wink or nod, to out sabre, and flourish it over the orator's

head. 1857 C. GRIBBLB in Merc. Marine Mag. (1858) V. 3
Out top-gallant-sails and flying jib ! 1891 M. O'RKLL
Frenchtn. in Amer. 246 The Westerner may out pistol and
shoot you if you annoy him.

II. Of position. (A series of senses corre-

sponding to those in I, as indicating the position

resulting from the motion there expressed.)
*

simply.
15. Expressing position or situation beyond the

bounds of, or not within, a space.
(1425 LVDG. Assembly of Gods 1909 Neuerthelesse my

wyt ys so thynne..That hit ys owte where hyt went ynne.
1560 DAUS tr. Sleidane's Comm. 94 Where the Sea brake in

over the walles, that are made to kepe it out. 1598 SHAKS.

Merry W, \\. iii. 47 If I see a sword out, my linger itches to

make one. 1599 Mitch Ado HI. v. 37 When the age is in,
the wit is out. a 1770 JORTIN Scrm, (1771) II. iv. 72 Wee
shut out so many enemies to our repose. 1843 /-'/ar/-:,-.

Mag. LIV. 7 My sword was already out. 1860 GEN. P.
THOMPSON Audi Alt. III. ci. 4 If these things are not ?-aid

in parliament, they must be said out.

b. Not within doors
;
not '

in
'

;
in the open air.

t: 1440 Promp. Parv. 375/1 Owt, or owte. .Extra, foras.
c 1450 St. Citthbert (Surtetsj 5337 pe hn>bande of bat house
was oute. 1603 G. OWEN Peiiihfokeshire vii. 11891) 56 They
feede not their sheepe with haye in winter. . but let them gett
their livinge out them selfes. 1775 SHERIDAN Rivals i. ii,

Did you see Sir Lucius while yuu was out? 1814 JANE
AUSTEN Lett. (1884) II. 231 We were out a great part of the

morning. .shopping. 1858 RAMSAY Remin. vi. (ed. 18) 163
The housemaid was not at home, it being her turn for the

Sunday
' out '. 1887 L. CARROLL Game of Logic ii. 6. 50,

I have been out for a walk.

C. Away from one's place of residence, abroad,
on an expedition ; esp. in the field (for war or

sport) ;
in arms

; away from work, on strike.

1605 SHAKS. Macb. iv. in. 183 There ran a Rumour Of
many worthy Fellowes, that were out. Lear \. \. 33 He
hath bin out nine yeares, and away he shall againe. 1697
DAMPIER Voy. L 364, I was a week out with him and saw
but four Cows, which were so wild, that we did not get one.

1711 BUDGELL Spect. No. 116 p 4 Sir Roger is so keen at

this Sport, that he has been out almost every Day since I

came down. 1806 SCOTT Let. to R. Snrfees Fam. Lett. 1804
I. 66 My great-grandfather was out, as the phrase goes, .in

1715. 1887 Manch. Guard. 26 Feb. 7 People who had been
'camping out' were beginning to return to their homes.

1890 Spectator 29 Sept., Most of the miners are 'out', not
for wages, but in defence of the grand principle that non-
Union men shall not be employed. 1896 N. fy Q. 8th Ser.

IX. 161/1 [He] was an ardent supporter of Prince Charles

Edward, but through illness was unable to be out in 1745.

d. Of the water of a river : Overflowing its

banks, flooding the adjacent ground.
1647 COWLEY Mistress, Welcome vi, My Dove.. I doubt

Would ne're return, had not the Flood been out. a 1682
SIR T.BROWNE Misc. Tracts (1684) 56 If the River had been
out, and the Fields under Water. 1702 THORESBV Diary
(ed. Hunter) I. 397 The waters were yet out, that we rode

through Askwith. 1779 Hist. Eur. in Ann. Reg. i82/-j The
freshes were then out, which seemed to render the river in

itself a sufficient rampart. 1854 Jrnl. R. Agric. Soc. XV. i.

222 The waters of the Cherwell are soon out, and soon off.

AA'</. At Oxford the floods are now rarely out, and years
pass without centre-boards being seen on Port Meadow.

e. Sent forth by authority, issued.
1602 2nd Pt. Return fr. Parnass, \. iii. 2105 \Vutti aie

out fur me, to apprehend me. 1754 Ess. Planning Fleet 13
When the Warrants are out, the Men abscond. 1855
MACAU LAY /fist. Eng. xv. III. 588 Warrants had been out

against him; and he had been taken into custody.
f. Not in the hands or occupation of the owner;

let or leased; in other hands or occupation.
1591 SHAKS. Two Gent. v. ii. 29 Thn, Considers she my

Possessions '{..Pro. They are out by Lease, a 1704 LOCKK
(J.i, '1 he land that is out at rack rent, a 1735 AKBUTHXOT
(Jj.^'lhose lands were out upon leases of four years. Mod.
Obliged to calf in the money that he had lying out.

g. Not included or inserted, omitted
;

as to

leave out.

a 1470 [hee LEAVE r. 1
14 d]. 1683 Moxos Mt'c/i. EA-<:>\.,

Printing xxin, He makes the mark of Insertion where it is

Left out, and only Writes (Out) in the Margin. 1887 L.

CAKKOLI. Gam? of Logic i. i. 6 We agree to leave out the
word '

Cake^,
'

altogether.

h. Not in the company ; apart ; separately.
1607 Hi.vuuGD U\'/if. A7/</:,'. Kindn. Wk>. 1892 II. 121

No Ly my Faith sir, when you are togither 1 sitte out.

16. Away or at a distance from some recognized

place; away from one's own country, abroad, in

a colony or distant land; in quot. ajoo afar, in the

outer ocean 'supposed to ci. circle the earth .

< 900 tr. Bifdas Hist. i. Hi. {i8fyo> 30 Orcadas >a ealond, ba
warron ut on yaisecge bulan Breotone. < 1200 Trin, Coll.

}fom. 197 Oder kiime> hed-.he i-. ut in ooer lunde. a 1300
Cursor M. 20389, I was ferr heben at a preching Keir vie in

aii'jbcr land. 1/1400-50 Alexander 23 Oute in }>c erth of

Kgipt enhabet vnnniile pe wysc^t wees of the werd as I in
writt fynd. c 1400 Dtstr. Troy 1707 With his seiuly sunnes,
bat him sate next, Saue Kclor, was oute, as aunter 1'cfflle:,

In a counire by coursse bat of be coron hclde. 1882 (X IDA
Maremma I. 42 'I hey have taken him, and they will ca^c
him out on Gur^ma yonder. Mod. Some membtih of my
family are out at the Cape of Good Hope. He ha- -uttlcd

out in New Zealand.

b. At sea, away from the land or shore, or from
the bank of a lake or river.

a 1400-50 Alexander 75 pan was a wardan ware, oute in

be wale stremys, Of all J'e naiii.-. 1659 J). PKLL Impr. of
Sea 530 Ships whilst out are lyable to a thousand ominous
contingencies. 1719 Di: FOK Crus<v i. ii, The tide was out.
Ibid. ii. i, Contrary winds. .keep them out. 1834

-

MKIJ\\IN

Angler in II 'ales I. 174 Hut we are far enough out ; oppuMte
the boat-house. 1843 Eraser's Mag. XXVIII. 713 '1 he
wind turned perversely a-head the third day out. 1888
Manch. Exam. 2 July 5 3 A large number of nMiermen
were out at sea on the day of election.

17. Projecting, protruding; sftt, through a rent

in the clothing, as out at elbows, heels, or knees ;

see KLBOW sb. 4c, HEEL sb.i 12.

1553 [see HEEL sl>.* 12]. 1588 Marj-rel. Epist. i Arb.) 32
Out at the heeles with all other \serers. 1593 SHAKS.
2 Hen. /""/, in. ii. 169 His eye-balles further out, than when
he lined, Staring full gastly, like a strangled man. 1601

Jnl. C. i. i. IQ Yet if you be out Sir, I can mend you. 1603
[see ELBOW si'. 4 c]. 1693 C. DKVDFN in J. Drydsris Juvenal
vii.(i697) i63 Hither coming, out at Heels and Knees. 1896
Pall Mall Mag. Sept. 41 A seedy, out-at-toe shoe.

b. Extended from its attachment, unfurled, dis-

played, as a flag or the like.

1720 Lond. Gaz. No. 5841/7 1 Admiral Byng sent a.. Vessel
with Uriti-ih Colours out. 1769 FALCOSEK Diet. Marine
(1789), Out, .. the situation of the sails when .. set, or ex-

tended,, .as opposed to in ; which is. .furled.

18. Without; on the outside; externally. (Op-
posed to IN adv. 5 b.) f Out and in = outside

and inside, thoroughly, altogether.
121300 Cursor M". 6485 pir er J>e comamentes ten.. If we

bam heild, bath vt and in. Vaisoo Chester Pt. 1.275 ^>ut

save your self, both out and In. 1598 SHAKS. Merry II'. v.

v. 60 Search Windsor Castle (Kluesj within, and out. 1803
NF.I.SOS 4 June in Nicola* Disp. (1845) V. 79 This Island is

bold, too, inside orout. ci86o H. STUART Se-arnnn's Catech.

24 Reeve it . . from out in.

** in pregnant and transferred uses.

19. Removed from its own place or position ;

displaced, dislocated, extracted. Out ofjoint : see

JOINT.
'11225 [see OUTE]. 1399 Pol. Songs I. 363 The bothom

is ny ou^t. f 1400 Eanfrancs Ciritrg. 19 In bringyng to

her placis ioyntis bat ben oute in helynge boones Jiat ben
to broken, c 1435 Torr. Portugal 1035 Thow the fyndes ey
were owte. 1497 Naval Accts, Hen. /"// (1896) 289 Ketylles
for pyche with the Botome owte. 1605 SHAKS. Macb. in. iv.

79 The times has bene, That when the Braines were out,
the man would dye, And there an end. 1611 Wint. T.

v. iii. 77, 1 feare (sir) my shoulder-blade is out. 1710 STEELE
Tatler No. 245 F2 Her Mouth wide, ..Two Teeth out
before, a 1756 MRS. HAYWOOD New Present (1771) 261

Wiping it till the stain is out.

b. Not in office ; rejected or removed from a

post.
1605 SHAKS. Lear v. iii. 15 Talke of Court newes .. who's

in, who's out. 1728 YOUNG Love Fame i. 200 ' What lords

are those saluting with a grin V One is just out, and one as

lately in. 1835 Court Mag. VI. 235/1 The gentlemen out

curse the gentlemen in, And vehemently swear their pro-

motion's a sin. 1885 G. MEREDITH Diana xvi, His party
was out, and he hoped for higher station en its return to

power.
C. No longer in the game, or in the active

leading position denoted by in (I* adv. 50); in



OUT.

Cricket, dismissed from the wickets ;
also said of

the side who are not having their
*

innings'.

1754 J. LOVE Cricket 17 Five on the side of the Counties

are out for three Notches. 1755 Game at Cricket 10 If a

Hall is nipp'd up, and he strikes it again wilfully, before

it came to the Wicket, it's out. 1801 STRUT T Sports $
fast. 11. iii. 20 {Trap-ball) If the scores demanded exceed

in number the lengths of the cudgel from the trap to the

ball, he loses the whole, and is out. Ibid. ^(Tip-cat) His
business is to beat the cat over the ring. If he fails in so

doing, he is out, and another player takes his place. 1849
Laws ofCricket in

'

liat
'

Crick. Man. (1850) 55 The Striker

is Out if either of the bails be bowled off', or if a stump be

bowled out of the ground. 1857 HLGHKS TOM Brown n.

viii, The Lords' men were out by half-past twelve o'clock

for ninety-eight runs. 1894 Daily News 20 Dtc. 3/7 The
referee stopped the fight at the close of the first round ..

Smith being heavily punished and all but out.

d. No longer in prison.
1885 H. CONWAY Family Ajffliir xxvii, I suppose he's out

now on ticket-of-leave. 1886 HI-.SANT Childr. Gibeon \\.

xxxii, He hud presumably received his ticket of leave, and
he was out.

20. fa. At fault, at a loss from failure of memory
or self-possession ; nonplussed, puzzled. Obs.

1588 SHAKS. L. L. L. v. ii. 152. 1600 -J. Y. L. iv.i. 76
Verie good Orators when they are ont, they will spit. 1607

Cor. v. iii. 41, 1 haue forgot my part, And I am out. 1621

BURTON Aunt. Mel. i. ii. in. vi. 1.1651) 99 Apollonius Rhodius
..banished himself .. because he was out in reciting hii

Poems. 1661 PKI-YS Diary 2 July, [He] was so much out

that he was hissed off the stage, 1681 DKYUKN Spanish
Friar in. ii, I never was out at a mad frolic.

b. Astray from what is right or correct ;
in the

wrong, in error, mistaken.
a 1641 Mi-. Mui NiACU Acts *r Mon. (1642) 328 Concerning

Titins, that learned man is out. 1683 WOOD Life 18 May
(O. H. S.) 111. 4y Sir Thomas Cower.. spake an English

speech, but miserably out in his delivery of it. 1712 ADDISON

Sfttt.
No. 26 PS 10 He . . has been very seldom out in these

his Guesses, 1778 Miss HURSKY Evelina (1791) II. xxxvii.

245 There, Lovel, you are out. 1809 MAI.KIN Gil Bias in. vii.

r 2, 1 was a little out in my calculation. 1887 RIDER HAGGARD
She (iS88J 43 If the captain is not out in his reckoning.

c. Short for out ofpractice, time, tune, etc. : see

the sbs.

1588 SHAKS. L. L. L. iv. i. 135 Wide a'th bow hand, yfaith

your hand is out. 1671 U'estmitistt-r Drollery 11. Si V'ate

out, says Dick, "fis a lye, says Nick, The Fidler playd it

false. 1837 MAKKYAT Dog-Fiend ix, Jemmy., tuned one

string.., which was a little out.

d. At variance, no longer friendly. (Cf. 5 b.)

1565-72 COOI-KK Thesaurus s. v. Alienus, Pro alienato^
alienated: out with vs. 1596 SHAKS. Merck. I', in. v. 34
Launcelet and I are out. 1664 I'KPVS Diary 17 Aug.,
Mr. Kdward Montagu is .. now quite out with his father

ag_ain. 1858 W. ARSOT Laws fr. Heaven i. 21 He is out

with his former friend and in with his former adversary.

1873 WILL CAKLKLON Farm Ballads, Btttscy <V / arc out i,

Things at home are crossways, and lietsey and I are out.

21. Out of pocket ;
in default; minus (a sum).

1632 MASMM;KK City Madam n. i, I am ont now Six-

hundred in the cash. 1636 SANDKKSON Serin. II. 59 Kut the

thing he stuck at most was the moneys he was out. 1887
G. R. SIMS Mary Jane's Mem, xi. 150 She was out the ^5 ioj.

lent to her mistress. 1889 Boston (Mass.) ")rnl. 7 Feb. 1/2

Alleges . . he is $5000 out, owing to the dishonesty of . . an

employe.
22. a. No longer burning or alight ; extinguished.
c 1325 (see OUTE]. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 375/2 Owt, or

qwenchyd, as candylle, or lyghte, extiiu-tm. 1500-20
DUSUAK Poems xxxii. 46 Quhen licht wes owt and durris

wes bard. 1658 SIK T. UKOWNF, Hydriot. Ep. Ded., When
the Funeral Pyre was out and the last Valediction over.

1826 DISKAKLI t 'iv. Grey n. xi, The fire was out, but his feet

were still among the ashes.

b. No longer in vogue or iu fashion
;

not in

season, as game, fish, or fruit.

1660 PI.I-VS Diary 7 Oct., To change my long black cloake
for a short one (long cloakes being now quite out). 1745
Norton Reg. in Sir C. Sharp Chron. Mirab. (1841) 62

Marriage comes in on the i3th of January, and at Septua-
gesimo Sunday it is out again till Low Sunday. 1773
GOLUSM. Stoops to Cong, in, Besides, Child, jewels are quite
out at present. 1898 St. James's Gaz. 12 Jan. 12/2 White

gloves, we are pleased to learn, are ' out '.

23. No longer current or lasting; expired, elapsed;

finished, exhausted ;
at an end.

a 1300 Cursor M. 4695 ^Cott.) Quen J>e seuen yeirs war vte

[(r. vte; F.I Tr. oute]. 1535 COVKRDALE Ruth ii. 23 She
gathered vntill the barley haruest and the wheat harnest was
out. Jer, xxxiv. 14 When seuen yeares are out, euery
man shal let go fre his bought seruaunte an Hebrue. 1600
ROWLANDS Let. Humours Blood vii. 83 But that dales out.
1610 SHAKS. /Vw/. tit. ii. i When the Hut is out we will

drinke water. 1682 BUN VAN Holy ll'ar (Cassell) 229 Lent
was almost out. 1743 in Waghorn Cricket Scores (1899) 31,

23 notches to fetch, to win, when the time was out. 1806-7
I. litRESFOKO Miseries Hum. Life (1826) x. xl, Being told

by your servant, .that the coals are almost out. 1850 Taifs
Mag. XVII. 184/2 The thirty miles were out at last. 1885
G. ALLEN Babylon v, Before the week was out, he had been

duly installed.

24. Come from a concealed or veiled state
; come

into sight, become visible
; manifest, apparent.

1612 Tivo Noble Kinsmen in. iv, I am very cold; and all

the stars are out too. 1703 Lond. Gaz. No. 3923^4 The old

upper Light-House will be blacked over when the Light is

out in the new Light-House. 1897 Allbutt's Syst. Med. II.

199 The full amount of eruption is out usually within

twenty-four hours of the appearance of the first spot. 1899
J. HUTCHINSON in Arch. Surg. X. 112 Whilst the secondary
phenomena were fully out, he had had a severe illness.

b. Unfolded from the bud, as a leaf or blossom ;

hence (of the plant), in leaf, in flower.

242

1573 TUSSF.R JIusb. (1878) 75 Leaue wadling about, till

arbor be out. a 1626 BACON (J.), Leaves are out and perfect
in a month. 1813 MACAI LAY in Life ty Lett. (1880) I. i. 42
The trees are all out. 1896

' IAS MACLAKEN '

Kate Carnegie,
Pleasaitnce 83 In the spring-time when the primroses are out.

25. Disclosed, made known, no longer a secret.

1713 SWIKTL^W Himself, Walpoleand Aislabie. . Inform the

commons, that the secret's out. 1768 GOLDSM. Good.-n. Mun
v. Wks. (Globe Kd.) 637/2 Yes, yes, all's out ; 1 now see the

whole affair. 1869 W. P. MACKAY Grace A> Truth iv, The
whole truth is out about us.

26. Made public ;
in circulation (as a report or

statement) ;
issued from the press, published (as

a book, etc.).

1625 11. JUNSON Staple ofN. in. ii, We gossips are bound
iu belles t it, an't be once out, and a-foot. 1850 l.u HOUGHIUX
in Life (1891) I. x. 445 Wordsworth's new poem will be out i

next week. 1863 BKEWKK Eng. Stud. 355 On March 7, 1576, |

he writes to say that the New Testament is out.

b. Of a girl or young woman: a. Introduced

into society; b. At work or in domestic service.

1814 JANK AUSTEN Mansf. Park v, Pray, is she out, or is she

not? 1 am puzzled. She dined at the Parsonage, with the

rest of you, which seemed- like being out ; and yet she says
so little, that I can hardly suppose she is. 1831 Society 1. I

228, I can tell her, that if my Jemima were out, her chance
J

would be but slender. 1850 MRS. CAKLVLE Lett. II. 116 No
j

servant but a little girl who had 'never been out before',
j

1866 MKS. GASKKLL /( 'nvs 4 Dan. xxL (1867) 212 They are
]

nut out, you know, till after the Easter ball.

c. Heiore the woild ;
in existence. Cf. OUTE.

1857 G. LAWHI-.SCE Guy L. vi. 47 Constance Brandon and
Flora Bellamys quite the two best things out. 1859
Sword A;- (,*. xvii. 230 Fanny was the worst casuist out.

1861 MAYUKW/.^W. Lab. 111. 106, 1 think I'm the cleverest

juyj^ler out.

III. 27. liesides the prec. senses, out is used

idiomatically with many verbs; e g. to BEAK oul,
j

CLEAN onf, CLEAH out, CKOWD out, DOLE out, i

DIIAW ont, KKK on/, FACE out, FILL out, OPES out,

PLAN out, POINT ont, SET ont, SHUT ont, SKETCH
]

ont, SI-IN ouf
t
TREAD ont, \\'IUTE vnt

t etc., which
see under the verbs themselves.

IV. Adverbial Phrases.

28. Out and about. Going out and going
about, as after an illness, etc.

1881 MKS. WALKOKU Dick Nctherby L 8 Till Mr. Netherby
was out and about again. 1884 R. BUCHANAN Foxglwe
Manor II. xxvi. 238 Ellen was already out and about.

attrib. 1899 U'estm. Gaz. 21 Feb. 9/1 The driver is in

his out-and-ahout way a keen critic ofGovernment measures.

29. Out and away. By far ; beyond all others.

1834 '/'ait's Mag, 1.43/1 lieggary is a business, a profession,

ont-and-away the most thriving, profitable, secure letc.J.

1883 Sj KVKMSON Treasure Isl. iv. xvii, 'Who's the best

shot?'..' Mr. Trelawney, oul and away'.
30. Out and home. a. To a place at a distance,

and home again. Also attrib.

1698 FKVER Ace. E. India $ /'. 86 They employing yearly

Forty Sail of stout Ships to and from all Parts where they
trade, out and home. 1899 fall MallG. ii Oct. 9/2 This
is a world's record for a lady rider over an out-and-home
course.

b. attrib. Played alternately on their own ground
and that of their opponents.
1893 Daily News 10 Dec. 5/4 It may be necessary, .to

reduce the minimum of eight out-and-home matches at

present insisted on by the M.C.C. Committee.

31. Out and in. [Cf. IN AND OUT.] a. Out of

a place and in again ;
in and out. b. Outside and

inside, without and within.

1300 XI fains Hell 180 in O. E. Misc. 152 And creope^
vt and in ayeyn. c 1375 Cursor M. 5615 (Kairf.) Ho .. gert
to pik hit oute it in pat borou hit inu^l na water wyn. 1535
COVKHDALK i Chron. x. 28 They bare the vessel 1 out and in.

1792 HUKNS Duncan Gray ii, Duncan sigh'd baith out and
in. 1842 TH. MAKTIN My Namesake in h'rasers Mag.
Dec.,

'

Full, sir, out and in ',
said the cad.

See also OUT AND OUT.

Out, sb. [The adv. OUT, used sbst. as a name
for itself, or elliptically with some sb. understood.]
1. Proverbial phr. f To drink the three outs: see

quots. 06s. Gentleman of the three outs : see

GENTLEMAN 5 c.

1622 S. WARD // 'oe to Drunkards (1627) 20 Stay and drinke
the three Outs first that is, Wit out of the head, Money out
of the purse, Ale out of the pot. 1624 T. SCOTT God 4- King
(1633) 26 To drink the three Outs, to drink by the do/en, by
the yard, and by the bushell. 1656 TRAPP Comm. Gal. v.

21 A company of odious drunkards having drunk all the

three outs.

2. Short for outside (in opposition to inside}. In

, quot. 1890, Something external.

1717 PRIOR Alma \\. 37 The gown.. The out, if Indian

| figures stain, The inside must be rich and plain. 1819 BYRON
i Juan i. clxxxvii, Juan, .liking not the inside, lock'd the out.

1890 J. H. STIRLING Gifford Lect. xviii. 351 It [space! lies

there motionless, a motionless infinite Out.

b. From ont to ont : from one extremity to the

other ;
in total external length or breadth.

1692 Capt. Smith's Seaman's Gram. u. xiv. 113 The
i Diameter, .may from Out to Out be near 20 Inches. 1707
i Loud. Gaz. No. 4319/3 A Chapel.. 52 Foot wide from Out

j

to Out. 1834-47 J. S. MACAULAY Field Fortif. (1851) 185

]

The width of the shaft in the clear must be equal to that of

the gallery from out to out,

3. a. //. The party which is out of office ;
the

opposition ; usually opposed to ins : see IN sl>. i a.

1764-1884 [see IN s!>. i a]. 1810 Edin. Kcv. XV. 511 Ins

and outs are equally determined to defend corruption. 1885

OUT.

Graphic 28 Feb. 198/2 The vigilance of the ' Outs
'

affords
the most effective of all guarantees for the good behaviour
of the 'Ins'.

b. An outside passenger on a coach.

1844 J. T. HEWLETT Parsons <$ W. i, Room for two outs
and an in.

c. //. In games : The side who are not playing ;

in Cricket, who are not having their innings (onp. to

IN sb. i b) ; also, the players, on either side, who are

not taking part in the scrimmage at Kugby football.

1895 // 'cstm. Gaz. 7 Nov. 3/2 The feature of the game
[Football] was. .the brilliant passing of the 'Varsity outs.

4. An outward movement ;
a going out. rare.

1755 H UXHA.M iu Phil. Trans. X LIX. 372 The tide had made
a very extraordinary out (or recess,' almost immediately after

high wattr.

b. An excursion, outing, dial.

1762 Genii. Mag. 79 A young batchellor would be far from

being detrimented by an out of that kind. 1828 Crwen
Gli>ss. (ed. 2) s. v., Ve've hed a fine out. 185* DICKKNS Bleak
//. vii, Us London lawyers don't often get an out, and
when we do, we like to make the most of it. 1808 Daily
News 12 May 6/5 To watch the rustic, .thoroughly happy
fur the time being at his little out.

c. Outs and ins, more commonly ins and outs :

see Ix s/'. 2.

*773 FhK<;rssoN P0ftN*(iy%$ 109 He's weel vers'd in a' the

laws, Kens baith tlitir outs and ins. 1844 CKOSS Disruption
xxxix, \Ve..canna pretend to underMauud a' the oots and
ins o' the Kirk question. 1847 Illustr. Lond. News 4 Sept.

158/1 A rather handsome, irregular building ; full, in familiar

phrase, of '

outs and ins '. 1865 J. S. MILL in Morn. Star
6 July, He had not consideied the outs and ins of the

question of marriage with a deceased wife's sister.

5. Printing. An omission, or something omitted.

1784 11. FRANKLIN in Ann. Reg. (1817) Char. 389 Their
forms too are continually pestered by the ft/its, and doubles,
that are not easy to be corrected. 1864 WKHSIKK s. v., To
make an t>nt, to omit something in setting up copy.

6. //. Amounts paid out ; rates and taxes, local.

1884 SIK T. ACLAND in Pall Mall G. 25 Feb. 2/1 The owner

generally pays the 'outs'; that is, the tithe, land tax, and
rates. 1887 RA KING-GOULD Cart-rocks Hi. 111. 154 Worth in

the gross about twelve hundred a year that is, when all

outs were paid, about eight hundred. Mod. (Devonsh.t.
Rent 5^. a week, the landlord paying all outs.

Out (out), a. [OUT ativ. used attrib. by ellipsis

of a pple. i^as lying or the like), or by taking the

predicative use ot the adv. (as in 'which side is

! out?*) as adj., and using it attrib. (the out side),

or by resolution of compounds with ont- (c. g. out-

worker, out worker). Not distinctly separable from

OUT- in comb. 1-6, q. v.]

1. That is or lies on the outside or external sur-

face of anything; external, exterior. Now usually

expressed by outer, outside, external, or written in

combination, as out-edge^ OUTSIDE.
a 1250 Owl -V Night, no He i-se} bi one halve His nest

i-fuled ut halve, c 1400 tr. Sfcreta Secret., Gov. Lordsh. 68

Yf hete be mad more, .by bote metys and stalworlhe, or for

oon oute hete J>at maystres and ouercomts. c 1450 St.

C-uthbert (Surtees) 7706 As Jwi had bene oute enmys. 1500
PAYNE Descr. Irel. (1841) 9 Let the out side lof your ditch]
be plum upright. 1703 MOXON Mech, Exerc. 230 On the

out Kdgeof the Guide: 1887 Miss WIIIIMOKK JoMGlG*M0f
of Patience vii. 18 If two or three are .. in the four 'out

'

cards, you are brought to a standstill.

2. Outlying, situated on the outer border, or at

a distance outside some place in question.
?a 1400 Morte Arth. 3909 Hade hir.-m'ee with hir child ire

'

..Ai>ere in to Irelande, in to thas owte mowntes. 1494
l FABVAN Chron. \\\. 658 Thenne the Kenlyssheinen .. came
!

vnto the out parties of the cytie of London, as Rudely fie,

Seym Katherynes, and other places, and rubbyd & spoyled
! the Flemynges, & all the berehowses. 1523 FITZHKRB.

!
Sun 1

. 9 The lordes tenauntes haue commen in all suche

out groundes with their catell. 1596 STI-.NSKK State Irel.

Wks. (Glol>e> 666,2, I greatly dislike the Lord Deputyes
seating at Dublin, being the ouiest corner in the realme, and

least needing the awe of his presence. 1688 Connect. Col.

Kec. 11855) HI- 438 >
* 'atelV wiou you about Watching and

i Warding in your out townes. 1716 AYLIFFK Parergon. 162

! Judiciel Offices in the out Parts of his Diocess.

b. Out isle (put island}, an isle or island lying

away from the mainland. (Often hyphened.)
Applied esp. to the Shetland*, Orkneys, Hebrides, and

other smaller isles at a distance from the mainland of

llritain ; formerly sometimes to the British Isles as a whole,
in reference to their situation with regard to the Continent.

a 1340 Rrcyldovris Proph. in Kel. Ant. I. 30 To nyjt is

boren a barn in Kaernervam, That ssal weld the out ydlis

ylc an. ? a 1400 Morte Arth. 30 Orgayle and Orkenay.and
alle this owte iles. 1470^5 MALOKY Arthur vii. xxvii,

Soo the crye was made in England waits and Scotland,

Ireland, Cornewaille, & in alle the oute lies, a 1568 ASCHAM

Toxoph. To Gentlem. Eng. (Arb.) 16 The out yles lying
betwixt Grece and Asia minor, a 1578 LINDESAY (Pitscottie)

Chron. Scot. (S.T. S.) I. 400 Alswell the out Yillis as ferine

land. 1586 HOOKKR Girald. Irel. in Holinshed II. 104/1

The earle of Lennox stood in hope, that the lord of the out

j

Isles would aid him. 1599 HAKLLYT / *iy. II. 168 Cephalonia
. .is an out Hand in the dominions of Grecia. 1610 HOLLAND

! Camdens Brit., Scot. 54 Purposing to speake of the out-

|
Isles, Orcades, Hebudes, or Hebrides, and of Shetland

in their due place. 1897 U'estm. Gaz. 19 Jan. 2/1 To the

more adventurous there lie the out-islands,, .little explored.

3. In cricket, football, etc. : Played out, or away
from the home ground ; played in the outer parts

of the field. (Often hyphened.)
1884 Lilly-white's Cricket Ann. 63 The result mainly of

creditable out cricket. 1896 Daily Neivs 2 Mar. 5/1 Surrey
and Lancashire . . lost only one out match apiece.



OUT.

f4. Prominent, projecting, protruding. Obs.

1651 GAULE Magastrom. 186 An out breast. Ibid., High
or out .shoulders.

5. Beyond the usual or normal (size).
1883 Morning Slnr (Washington) 31 Oct. 3/6 A stocking

of an out si/e is one with the same foot as another, but wider
in the.. middle [of the leg). 1894 Kng. lllustr. Mag. Oct.
91 She was '

rather an out size-' as they say in the Duchy.
1 6. To be paid out. Obs.

'475 MARC. PASTON in P. Lett. III. 126 He seth that be
than that the owt chargys be boryn, and the repracion of the

myll at Wyntyrton, we ar lyke to have but lytyll mor tnony
besyd the barly. 1482 llrascnose Coll. Mitnim. M. 10

(Wycoinbe) To pay all maner of out charges and rentes.

Out, v . [OE. titian - OKris. Alia, OHG. Atfn,
MUG. Azen to put out, f. tit, OUT adv. Peril,

formed anew in ME., and in later senses closely
related to senses 13, 14 of the adv.]
1. trans. To put out, turn out, drive out, expel,

eject, reject, get rid of, discharge, dismiss, oust

(from a. place, office, possession, etc.) ; to do out
or deprive (of a possession). Usually with per-
sonal obj. Also with double obj. (by omission of

from or /") ; cf. dismiss, expel. Frequent in i Jth
and i8th c.

;
now Obs. exc. dial. Cf. also OI.'TED.

1008 l.a-,vs pfSEthclrtd v. c. 10 /Knij man. .ciric-ben ne
uti?;e, buton biscopes sebehte. 1440 [see OUTING ?'/>/. s/>. 2].

15.. Tntjrfc ngayuc the I'estllfns (MS. Adv. Lib.) (Jam.
Stipp!.), llkane of thaim [the heart, the liver, and the brain|,
has his clengyng plas,quhar he may out his superfluities and
clenghim. 1198 KITCIIIN Courts 7./(i67,)26i The Lord by
Knighls-service. .might have outed a Fanner. 1602 Kn.-
HI-.<:KK 1st rt. I'arall. 6t liy this plea the Court shall bee
outed of Jurisdiction, a. 1680 MUTLER Rent. 11759) 1 1- 33
When he is once outed of his Kara, he is past his Labour.
1685 H. MORE raralip. Prophet, xxxix. 339 Outing them
of all Political Power in Church or State. 1711 HIMKNE
CtOat.(O.H.S.) 1 1 1. 201 The l!p. of Winchester designing
to out him. 1776 ADAM SMITH ly. N. ill. ii. (1869) I. 394
They could . . be legally outed of their lease. 1823 GALT
C(Xtourzvi,Outing her ministers from their kirksand manses.

b. To put out
; extinguish ; blot out

; abolish.
Obs. exc. dial.

IS02 Ord. Crystal .!// (W. de W. 1506) I. iv. 40 Also the
water quenched 8: owteth the thyrst. 1582 STANYHCRST
.1Cncis l. (Arb.) 41 Thee night with brightnes is owted.
1621 QUARLES Arga/us X, I'. (1678) 77 Witness that Taper,
whose prophetick snuff Was onted and revived with one
puff. 1653 in Picton L'foal Munic. Kcc. (i860 I. 167 That
the same Wrytiug bee utterly outed made null and voyde.

C. slang, (orig. pugilistic) : To ' knock out
'

or
disable (an opponent); hence, To render insensible,
or kill, by a blow.

1896 Daily AVrcj 15 June 7_/i
The slang of the

pri/e ring,
where 'outing' a man signifies to render him insensible.

1898 I'ink'Un f; I'clkan 86 (Fanner) Gently, my lad, gently,
. .yer don't want to knock Mm out yet ; give us a little show
o' yer quality afore you outs him. 1899 Daily News
n Sept. 7/3 'Come on lads, shall we out him?' Immediately
after Mash rushed at the constable and struck him a heavy
blow on the back of the head.

f2. To set out, expose (for sale, disposal, etc.);
to put out, issue. Obs.

1:1386 CHAUCER Wife's Prol. 521 With daunger oute
[v.i-r. outen, outer, owten] we a! oure charTare Greet prees
at Market maketh deere ware. 1637 RUTHKRTOKD Lett.,
to M. Mtywiit (1671) 55 A calling . . to out Christ, and his

wares, to countrey buyers, n 1670 SPAI.DING TrVHO. Cfins. /
(1851) II. 101 This Farquhar outit his myttie meill upone
the honest people of the totin at ane heighe price.

3. To show forth, disclose, exhibit; to speak out,

utter, vent. Ots. exc. dial.

13.. Kufrosync 428 in Euglisclie Studien I. 308 God wol
notontenhire. 13.. MilwPeemtfir, l-'cnionMS. (E.E.T.S.)
530, '136 pi counsel! is outet openliche. 6-1386 CHAUCER Can.
}'eam. I'rol.q T. 281 Who that listeth outen [v. r. outyn] his

folie, Lat hym come forth and lerne multiplie. (1x420 Hoc-
CI.EVE De Kt'g-. Princ. 1907 Oute thyn art if bou canst

craftily. ci4 Jonatlias ff felliciila 43 Til he of
wommen oute wordes wikke. 1822 HIHBERT Descr. Shet-
land (1891) 282 (E. D. D.) For cutting of your malice. 1838
HOGG Tales (1866) 363 (E. D. D.) The fine flavour . . soon
outed the secret.

4. intr. [From the elliptical use in OUT ailv.

13, from which this differs in taking inflexions.]
a. To go out, esp. on a pleasure excursion. Also
to out it. colloq. (Cf. OITINO vbl. sb.)
1846 P. Parleys Ann. VII. 65 The sun is shining, And

nought confining Pedestrians from 'outing '. iSySSitVKN-
sos Inlnnti l^ojf. 191 We met dozens of pleasure-boats outing
it for the afternoon. 1894 DOYLE Mem. S. He-lutes 33 With
that he ups and he outs.

b. To out with : To come out with
;
to fetch or

bring out
; to utter, collo,/.

1802 R. & MAR. EDGEWORTH Irish Bulls x. 136, 1 outs with
my bread -earner. 1821 CI.AKK I'M. Minslr. \. 34 And
Hodge ..Outs with his pence the pleasing song to buy.
1833 lilactw. Mag. XXXIII. 693 He outs carelessly with
another duodecimo. 1870 STURGEON Trcas. David Ps. xli.

6 He is no sooner out of the house than he outs with his lie.

Out, prep. [Prepositional use of the adv.

instead of the usual OUT OF, q. v. Cf. Ger. aus,
Du. nil prep. See also OUTE.]
1. From within, away from :

= OUT OF I. Oh.
or arch. exc. vnfrom out: see FROM 15 c.

c 1250 Gen. ff Ex. 2311 Quuan he weren ut tune went,
losep haue3 hem after sent, c 1385 CHAUCER L. G. W.
Prol. 197 Whan that the sunne out the south gan weste.

545 RAYNOLD Byrth Mankyntie loo It wyll not conueniently
yssue oute that narowe place. 1607 SHAKS. Cor. v. ii. 41
When you haue pusht out your gates the very Defender of

243

them. 17x0 STF.RLF, Tatlcr No. 206 P 4 Not endeavour at

any Progress out that Tract. 1875 DASENT I'ikhigs III. 165
Sigmund I'reslir's son.. sprang out the waist of their ship.
1889 MARY K. WII.KINS Far away Melody (1891) JoS Going
out the door, he stopped and list cried a minute.

2. Outside, without, beyond the limits of, beyond
(lit. and/^.) :

= OUT OF 8, g. Obs. or dial.
c 1350 II ill. Paletne 1640 Mornyng out nioure to melior

he wendes. 1542 -3 Act 34 fy 35 Hen. I7!! I, c. 18 Any other

person.. inhabiting put the liberte of the said cltie. 1607
SHAKS. Tiwon iv. i. 38 Both within and out that Wall.
a 1658 CLEVELAND Content 65 Shall 1 then ..Live in, and out
the World? 1883 H DWELLS H'omans Keason (Tauchn.
1884) I. 240 Its history.. could not be known out the family.

f3- \\ ithout, not with (I,, sine}. Obs. rare.
c 1430 I-reeniasonry 378 May sclawndren bys felows oute

reson. 1578 COOVKK Thesaurus, Sine arbiirto,.. lo doc
a thing alone out \vitnesse.

t 4. Throughout, to the end of. Obs. rare.

1692 LOCKE Edue. 129 Having whipped hi:, Top lustily,
quite out all the time that is set him.

Out, int.
[f. OUT cutv. (see sense 13).]

1. As an imperative exclamation, with ellipsis of
verb : see OUT adv. 13.
2. An exclamation expressing lamentation, abhor-

rence, or indignant reproach ;
often conjoined with

alas ! or harrcnv! arch, or dial.

(-1386 CHAUCER Millers T. 639 Vp stirte hire Alison and
Nicholay And cridtn out and harrow in the stiete. c 1440
Proinp, Pat-,'. 375, '2 Owte, owt, at, at, interjectio. c 1485
I^igby Myst. n. 433 Ho, owgt, ovv^t ! alas, thys sodayne
chant e ! 1566 PAINTER Pa/, /'//as. II. 87 Alas and out alas
I crye, that I shall see no more. 1575 R, II. Af>pius <S / '.

in Ha/1. DodsUy IV. 128 Hut out, f am wounded. 1591
SHAKS. Two Cent, n. vii. 54 Out, out, iLucetta) that wflbe
illfauord. 1674 PI.AYI-OKM .Skill MHS. I. 70 Venus cryeth
for her son, Out alass she is undone. 1816 Si:oi i .-\ntiy.\x,
1 see the men. .that are come owei late to part ye ; but, out
and alack ! j>une eneugh and owcr Mine to drag ye to prison.

b. Out upon (on), expressing abhorrence or

reproach. (Ct.fa upon.} arch, or dial.

1413 Pilgr. Sowle (Caxton 1483) i. vii. 6 Leie us cryen a
rowe, and oute upon them all. < 1430 Syr Tryam. 78 'Owt
upon the, thefe !' sche seyde. 1560 DATS tr. .S/eidanc's
Conim. ngb, They crie, Out upon him Heretike, to the fyre
with hym. 1616 HAY\V.\RI> Sanct. Tronb. .Sou/\i. i. (1620) 7
Out vpon me wretched soule ! full both of vanity, and of ignor-
ance. 1742 RICHARDSON Pamela III. 188 Nor the Censures,
and many Out-upon-you's ofthe attentive Ladies. 1838JAM i:s

Robber vi,
' Out upon the fool !

'

ex< laimed the housekeeper.
1878 CiEo. ELIOT Coll, Break/. P. 614 Out on them all !

Out, obs. form of OUGHT, AUGHT.
Out- in comb, is used with substantives, with verbs

and their derivatives, and with other adverbs.
In OK. ut adv. was already prefixed (i) to ordinary sbs. in

the sense 'that is without ',

'

out- lying ', 'external', as in ut-
land a country that is out, a distant or foreign land, lithere
an army belonging to or coming from without, a foreign
army; (>) to verbal sbs. and nouns of action and agent-nouns
derived from verbal roots, as utfxr, litfaru, utf&reld, iitgang,
going out, exit, departure, wA/rr/~ expulsion, tttdr&fcrc one
who drives out, utldd carriage out, exportation, utrync
running out, excursion, expiry; (3) to elements forming adjs.,
either related to the sbs. in i, as '//(*&*, utlfndisc, outlandish,
foreign, or derived from vbs. tppl. adjs.), litieniende out-

running, purgative. In these 'nominal compounds' the
stress was always on the prefix.
With verbs, ut like other adverbs formed separable colloca-

tions or semi-compounds, in which the position of the adv.
was shifted according to the construction of the sentence, as
in the separablecompoundverbsof modern German (although
in OK. the order was not yet so rigid). Thus, tit followed
the vb. in the imperative, as^vi tit ! 0416 lit /one beam, and
in the pres. and pa, indicative in the principal sentence, as !

he cywfi lit, he code tit, Sa Jlu^on iif lit. Hut in the depen-
dent sentence, and in all other moods or pans of the vb., in- '

eluding the infinitive and pples., and all nominal derivatives,
the adv. stood immediately in front of the vb. ; thus 3d he
lit eyutfi when he comes out, %ifhe lit eynie if he come out,
mi wille we lit gtitt now will we go out, ut gangeiidnnt flam
motive on the month going put. In OK. the adv. was regu-
larly written separate ; but in translations from Latin, com-
pound verbs in ex- were sometimes rendered by compound
vbs. in tit- in which the adv. was not only joined, but even
retained before the vb. in the principal sentence: e. g. Ps. <

xyiii. 5,
'

ill omnem terrain exivit sonus eorum
', V'esp. Ps.

'in all eortNan uteodc swot 5 heara '. The regular position
'

of ut before the vb. in the inf., gerund, and pples., naturally
tended to make the collocation pass into a combination, esp.
when these were used as sbs. or adj*. ; and this is the cause
why outgoing, outgoer, outgone belong in meaning t6 go
out, outstretching, outstretched to stretch out, outgrow-
ing, outgrcnvth to grew out, outlook, outlooker to look out.
It is only in later Kng. that such collocations as a going-
out dress, a clearing-out of cupboards, the bringers-out of a
new play, a well thought-out article, have become possible.
As to the verbs themselves, in ME., usage became more

lax. On the one hand, the adv. began to be placed after or

away from the vb. in I he subordinate sentence, the infinitive,
etc. ; on the other hand the older usage of the inf. in lit

gdn, and the like, was often extended to the indicative, so
that we find lie out yede, the blod out brasf. This was
partly due to a geneial levelling and loss of old syntactical
distinctions, so that beside he sprang out and then sprang
he out, it became allowable also to say he out sprang a.n&

\

out sprang he, in both of which the adv. stands before the
vb. These novelties in word order were especially employed

j

by metrical writers as facilitating the exigencies of rhythm
:

and rime, and it is chiefly in metrical compositions that

they are found. But they also occur in translations from
;

Latin, as e. g. in the works of Wyclif, in which I* vbs. m
|

ex- are constantly rendered by Kng. verbs preceded by out.
In MK. the elements were still commonly separated in

'

writing; but modern editors have usually hyphened these
collocations as compounds.
As a result of these various causes, there are numerous

OUT-.

17tezjAcompound vbs. in out- in occasional use, chiefly
poetical, in precisely the same sense as the ordinary prose
form in which the simple verb is followed by the adv., e.g.
out-pour - pour out. Not unfrequenlly, moreover, where
out stands before a vb, as a mere metrical or poetical inver-

sion, as in 'A frightful clamour from tTie wall out broke*,
' Out went the townsmen all in starch ', the two words,
though merely inversions of broke out, '.vent out, an:

hyphened as if compounds. 'I he tendency so to treat them
is probably strengthened by the existence of cutbreak (sb.),

outbreakcr, outbreaking, outbroken, outcome, outcotnint>,
and the like. But in these latter the position of the adv. is

original, and the stress is on out, while in out broke, out ".cent,
the stress is on the vb.
On these accounts it is difficult to deal satisfactorily wiih

the hyphened ^an-compounds in out-. Such a.s seem of

importance, or occur as senses of ow/.verbs having other
senses, are given among the Main words (where it is often
indicated that they are not true compounds, or are only
poetical); others are given in this article, but no attempt
has been made to c.xhuust them. The same is true of vb!.

sbs., and ppl. adjx in ///-, ppl. ;idj^. in -gd, -en, etc., and
agent-nouns in -cr, which are permanent possibilities from
any verb that can be followed by out, as in outgoing, out-

gone, outgoer, from go out.

True compound \bs. in out- arc thu-e in which it imparts
the sense of outdoing, surpassing, exiteding, or beating in
some action, as in outlive, outbid, outnumber, outface, and
the various extensions of these contained in C. II, These

j

arc of later origin : a very few (e.g. outlive, outfit-offer
~

|

outbid, <j//o^j) appear in the end of trie isthr. ; they increase

gradually dining the i6tlic. (outrun in Tindale, outt. ry, ouf-

eat, outgo, outride, outritue, outrev, in !\tl--r.*,and become
numerous only c ifoo, being freely and boldly employed by
Shakspcre, who is our earliest authority for many of them,

i including the curious group typified by
'

to out frown frowns
',

; 'to out-Herod Herod'. It i^ not very clear how thi> use

arose, or to what sense of out it is to be referred. Uut the
earlier of these ^//-compounds were in nearly eveiy instance

preceded by a form with over-. Tbn> outlive (1472' \\as

preceded in .-ame sense by overlive (in OK.) = F. suri>h'rc\
outpass in

'

the Water of Thamys outpassynge his boundys
'

(1494), was preceded by overpass
-

-

\f.surptia.\er. It would
seem therefore that out- has here the sense of '

beyond '. It

is possible however that in outlive there entered in some
association with OUT 6 b, 23, as if it were '

to live to see
another out or at an end '. One who outbids another, bids

beyond his rival until he drives him out of the contest. Cf.
also the relation of the two notions in 'the ship outrode the
storm ', and '

the horseman outrode his pursuers ',
or ' he

outrode all competitors in the race '.

A. Out- in comb, forming s/'s.

I. in combination with ordinary sbs.

Of these a few existed already in OK., e.g. ut-

land outside or outlying land, foreign land, OUT-
LAND, utgarsccg the outer ocean (see OCKAX),
ittgemxre extreme boundary, uthcalf external side,

outside, ulwcald outlying wood ; utJiere foreign

army, ntwicing foreign pirate or viking. The
number of these has in later times been greatly
increased. Those of longer standing are written
as single words

;
in the more recent, the two ele-

ments are usually hyphened, but they are also

sometimes written separately, in which case cut

functions as an adj. = 'external, exterior, outlying,
outer

'

: see OUT a. As the meaning is the same
either way, the separation or hyphening of the two
elements is in many cases optional. (Cf. HACK-.)
1. In the sense

*

Outlying, situated outside the

bounds, or remote from the centre
'

; also,
'

outside

the house, out of doors
'

; as OUTLAND, OUTFIELP,
OUTHOUSE, OUT-CHAMHKR, OMTORT; also out-

appurtenances, -borough, -bridge, -butchery, -chapel,

-city, -country, -district, -freedom, -garth, -ground,
-hut, -kitchen, -labour, -oven, -rick, -town, -town-

ship, -village, -yard, etc.

J599 SANDYS EttropX Spec. (1632) 138 In Spaine and those

"out-appurtenances. 1832 Act 23-3 ll'itt. IV, c. 64 Sched.
O. 16 Tne boundary of the *out-borough of Hertford. 1670
MAKvKLl.Ccrr. Wks. 1872-5 1 1. 327 There is., discourse, con-

cerning the *out-briclges, as Mighton bridge [etc.]. 1:1460
in C. Coates Reading (1802) 35 Certen Stalls and Shoppes,
called lhe*Out-bochery,otherwise called the Flesh-shambles,
in Reding. 1599 SANOYS Europe Spec. (1632) 123 Other..
are said to have, .obteined some *out-Chappel to have their
Masse in. 1642 ROGERS Naaman 842 The "out-cities of

Egypt. 1639 KUI.I.EK Holy War xviii. (1647) 28 They had
pasturage to feed their catttl in in *out-countreys beyond
Palestine. 1798 C. CKUTI WKI.L &urf/crr(i8o8) s. v. Stronsa,
It is the common pasture or *out-freedom of all the farms
and houses adjacent to it. 1856 KANK A ret. Expl. I. xi. 122

Some little *out-huts, or, as I at first thought them, dog-
kennels. 1722 DE FOE Col. Jack (1840) 70 An *out kitchen
of a gentleman's house. 1776 PnttfANT Zool, I. 78 In

Pauphine'. .they (bears] make great havock among the *out-

ricks of the poor farmers, 1690 Andres Tracts II. 216 No
suitable Provision was made for our *out-Towns and
Frontiers. 1884 Mane It. Exam. 22 Feb. 5/2 Three of the

*out-townships had resolved. . to become corporate members
of the municipality. 1667 PRIMATT City fy C. Build. 93
Kither in an *Out-Yard, or in a convenient co
Cella

. .

corner in the

2. In the sense 'Living, residing, or engaged out-

side (a house, hospital, borough, city, country,

etc.)*, usually as distinguished from those of the

same body or class living, residing, etc., within ;

as OUT-DWELLER, -PATIENT, -PENSIONER, etc. ;
also

out:brother (of a fraternity), -burgess, -citizen, -clerk,

-company, -detachment, -poor, -pupil, -ranger, -ser-

vant, -sister
', -student, -suitor, etc.

;
also in sense

' external, foreign
1

,
as \out-folk, -merchant, -people.
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1599 NASHE Lenten Stnjfc 3 If they would bestowe vpon
him but a slender *outbrothers annuity of mutton & broth.

1479 Burgh Rec. Aberdeen (Spalding Club) I. 37 *Oute-

burgesand inburgessis. 18^7 GROTE Greece \\. xxxvi, (1849)
IV. 448 Kleruchs or ^out-citizens whom the Athenians had
planted .. in the neighbouring territory of Chalkis. 1714
MANDF.VILI.E !-'ab. /ft'cs (1725) I. 84 The trusty *out-clerk . .

sends him In what beer he wants, and takes care not to lose
his custom. 1793 S.MKATON Edystone L. 101 The *out-

conipany not to return home till the in-company is carried
out to relieve them. 1815 Chron. in Ann. Reg. 74 The *out-
detachments of the Scotch brigade are called in. 1493
Charter in A. Laing Lindores Abbey xvii. (1876) 180 I'ur-

chessing of ^Outfolkis bringing thaim to the burgh. 1847
GROTF, Greece n. xii. (1849) III. 225 The large number of . .

Kleruchs or *out-freemen, whom Athens quartered upon
their lands. 1865 MORKIS in Mackail Life (1899) I. 171
O my merchants, whence come ye? "Out-merchants from
the sea. 1598 BARRET Thcor. ll'arrcs 113 With the like

regard ought the *out-people to enter. 1781 GILBERT Plan
ReliefPoor g The greatest Caution must be used, .in settling
and superintending those *

Out-poor. 1867 Rpiitlcdges Ev.
Boy's Ann. Feb. 71 He is an out-pupil; not in any master's
house. 1715 Lond. GHZ. No. 5383/4 Thomas Onslow, Esq.,
10 be *Out-Rainger of Windsor Forest a 1745 S \VII-T Direcf.

Servants, Chamber-tnaid, Perhaps one of the *out-servants

had, through malice,., flung in the stone. 1609 MS. Ace.
St. "John's Ifosp., Canterb., Rec. of the enterance of a*novt
syster vjf viija". 1657 Ibid., This day Margaret t Whitmore
was admitted an outsister. 1840 BROWNING bordello 111.335
How dared I let expand the force Within me, till some *out-
sou!. .should direct it? 1835 MACAU LAY in Trevelynn Compet.
M'allah (1866' 325 Amount realized from the *out-students
of English for the months of May, June, and July. 1501
DOUGLAS Pal. Hon. in. lix, *Outstewartis and catouris to

^one king, "la 1600 Fonne ofBaron Courts i. 3 in Skene
Reg. Muj. (160 j) loo Then the Serjand aught to gar call

the soytours ane.s sitnplie : First the *out soytours of the
court. [Cf. Ix-sriTOR].

3. In the sense
'

Exterior, external, outward
'

(one
or other of which words would now in most cases
be substituted) ; as in OUTSIDK, OUTLINE, OUT-
BOUNDS ; also out-array, -band) blemish, -border,

-bough, -branch
, -case, -clothing, -edge, -end, -entry,

-firmament, -form, -garmoit, -heaven, -layer, -leaf,

-limb, -limit, -list, -porch, -row, -sense, -stair,

-terrace, -tree, -verge.
1647 H. MORE Song ofSoul i. n. xiii. Next that is Psyche's

*out-urray. 1621-31 \ J \\~D Serin. (1847) 176 The *out band
of the body is the skin. 1601 SIR W, CORNWALLIS Disc.
Seneca (1631) 82 Parents .. finde a lovelinesse in their

[children's] *out -blemishes, and tolerate their inward. 1769
Ann. Reg. 229 The horse, .dispersed them to the *out-bor-
ders of the field. 1633 Br. HALL Hard Texts 309 Some
olives left on the *out-bougha after the tree i-; most
shaken. 1675 Lond. Gaz. No. 1008/4 A plain round Watch
. . the Box and *Out-case of Gold. 1496 Dives fy Pattp.
(W. de W.) in. viii. 331/1 The *outclothynge of men of

holy chirche. 1759 STERNE Tr. Shandy I. xiii, To the very
'out-edge and circumference of that circle. 1768 Sent.

y<wm.(,\Yfo}\\, So \ Passport^ A couple of sparrows upon the

out-edge of his window. 1855 ROBINSON* II-'hitby Gloss,, *O'tt-

end, the vent or outlet of anything ; the outshot or projecting
end of a building. 1645 RUTHERFORD Tryal % Tri. Faitk
xx i. (1845) 281 The mouth, throat, and *out-entry of hell. 1635
SWAN Spec. J/. (1670) 31 Neither may it seem strange how
the *out-firmament can be able alwaies to uphold them [the

super-celestial waters], 1616 B. JONSON Epigr. \. To Mis-
tt-css Philip Sidney, Cupid, who fat first i tooke vaine delight,
In mere *out-formes, until he lost his sight. 1634 SIR T.
HERBEUT Trav. 146 Their "out Garment or Vest is commonly
of Callico. 1647 H. MORE Song ofSoul n. iii. in. xv, The
fixed sunne . .shining in tliis *Out-heaven. 1657 K- LIGON
Barhadoes (1673) So The *out-leaves hang down and rot;
but still new ones come within. 1650 FULLER PisgaJi H. ix.

184 'I'he *out-lirnits and boundaries of this. .Country. Ibid.
x. 22. 216 The *out-list of Judnh fell into the midst of Dans
whole cloth. 1641 MILTON Reform. \\. Wks. (1847) *9/2

Coming to the bishop, .into the salutatory, some *outporch
of the church. 1715 LEONI Palladia's Arc/tit, (1742) I. 9
The Space, .between the crossing-rows and the 'out-rows of
Stones. 1647 H. MORE Song ofSoul\\\. i. xxix, What grosse

SANDYS Trav. 233 The vpper roomes of most hauing *out-
larrasscs. 1627 STEED England \. 3 The "out-verge doth
exceed the middle itselfe.

4. In the sense ' Out of office ', as out-party.
1817 [see IN a.]. 1818 COBBETT Pol. Keg. XXXIII. 468-0.

a 1860 WHATELY CoiniupL Bk, (1864) 172 An out-party will

generally have more zeal and more mutual attachment
among its members than an in-party.
5. In the sense 'Lying out; not in hand

', as

f out-money*
1608 MIDDLETON Trick to Catch Old One n. ii, Let my

out-monies be reckoned and all.

6. In the sense 'Having an outward direction,

leading out ', as out-path, -trail, -way. (These come
in sense close to the nouns of action in 7.)

t
1627 W. ScLATER E.rp. 2 T/U'SS. (1629) 152 iirarij afitxi'a?;

The *outpath leading to wickednesse, 1900 Daily News 12
Feb. 3/4 The *out-tiail, the trail that's always new. 1644
VICARS God in Mount 147 To make good all the *out-waies.

II. Tncomb. with nouns of action, agent-nouns,
and verbal sbs., cognate with or derived from the

simple vb. followed by out.

Some examples already in OE. : see above.

7. With nonns of action ;
as OUTBREAK

[cf. break

out], OUTBURST, OUTCOME, OUTCRY, OUTFARE,
OUTGANG, OUTGROWTH, OUTLET, etc.; also out-

chuck, outjlare, outflight, outflood, outgleam, otttjert,

outsally, outspurt, outswarm, outvoyage.
1892 Sat. Rev. 22 Oct. 486/2 Product of design or *out-

244

chuck of atoms. 1878 BROWNING Poets Croisic Ixxiv, He
mu.st puff the flag To fullest 'outflare. a 1652 BROME Mad

HALE Fortunes ofRachel xix. 191 They all laughed at this

"outspurt of the classics. 1894 Edin. Rw. Oct. 407 An enthu-
siastic belief and an *outswarm of a tribe. 1808 FORSYTH
Keauties Scot 1. V. 200 The statute [prohibits] any vessel
from conveying abroad more than a small number of emi-
grants in any "out-voyage.
8. With agent-nouns; as OUTCOMEB [cf. come

out}, OuxnoEii, OUTFITTER, OUTGOER, OUTLIVKR,
OlJTLOOKER, OUTPUTTER, OUTSETTER, etc., q. V.

9. With verbal substantives in -ing; as OUT-
BEARING [cf. /VrtT* <?/], OUTBKANCHING, OUTBREAK-
ING, OUTCOMIXG, OUTGOING, etc.

;
also out-bolting,

t -bossing, -falling, -flowering, -gadding, -gather-

*'*& -glowing-, -hiding, -shado\ving, -shedding,

-sifting, -sprouting, etc.

1868 BROWNING Ring fy Bk. xii. 164 Not an abrupt *out-

Ijolting as of yore, c 1449 PECOCK Rcpr. n. ii. 138 He graued
in a greet *out-boocing ymagis of cherubyn. 1676 W. Row
Contn. Blair s Autobwg, x. (1848) 250 A more general 'out-

calling of the body of the people. 1895 Chicago Advance
7 Mar. 800/3 ^ ne present *outflowerintE of Scottish literary
genius. 1571 GOLDING Call'in, on Ps. vii. 8 Their wandering
and confused *outgaddinges intoo the way. 1876 GEO.
ELIOT Dan. Der. viii. Ixix, The star-like *out-glowing of
some pure fellow-feeling, c 1449 PKCOCK Rcpr. i. xvi. 89 Bi

greet plenteouse *out hildine of textis wrtten in the Bible.

1825 COLERIDGE A his Reft. (1848) I. 292 In prophetic
murmurs or mute "out-ahadowings of mystic ordinances.

1398 TKEVISA Earth. De I\ R. xi. iv. (Tollem. MS.), By
*out-schedynge of rayne. 1582 BENTLEY Man. Matroncs
ii. 4 The verie outshedding of thy most pretious bloud. 1839
*

J. Fi'Mi-;' Paper on Tobago 119 The comparatively long
shreds or *outsiftings. 1897 Chicago Advance 20 May
664/2 The natural "outsproming of the new life.

B. Out- in comb., forming adjs. (Stress on out.'}
10. With participial adjs. in -ing (OE. -ende\,

from pres. pples. ; as OUTBREAKING [cf. breakout],
OuTcoMiya, OUTFLOWING, OUTGOING, OUTJUTTING,
OUTLYING, OUTSTANDING, etc.; also outbeaming,
-curving, -rushing, -sallying, -springing, etc.

1886 R. L. STKVENSON' Silr. Squatters 59 The 'out-curving
margin of the dump. 1613-18 DANIEL Coll. Hist. Eng.
(1626) 52 By his *out-lauishine humour. 1815 SHELLEY
Q. Mab i\-. 66 The dreadful path Of the *outsallymg victors.
l877 ] 'i'- BEER Prophet ofNineveh in. iii. 193 Watch well
the gates, that no outsallying bands Fall on our rear.

11. Withppl. adjs. inW,-*,etc. i/rom pa. pples.);
as OUT-BORN, OUT-BOUND, OUT-BOWED, OUTCAST,
OUTGONE, OUTGROWN, OUT-SENT, OUT-SHOT, etc. ;

also out-broken, -called, -created, -crushed, -curled,

-jloivn, -flung, -hunted, -laid, -mapped, -pointed,

-pushed, -shoved, e'c.

1535 COVERDALE i Kings vi. 7 It was buylded of whole
and ^outbroken stones, c 1550 CHEKE

1 Th'ap-_ Afatf. xxi. 13

pointed house for his *outcalled people. 1647 H. MOK
Song of Soul n. iii. iv. xxvii, This *out-created ray. 1851
W. R. WILLIAMS Lord's Prayer (1854) i. 194 The last wail
of the *outcrushed soul. 1893 W. D. TRAII.L Soc. Eng. I.

327 Conventional *out-curled leaves, a 1684 E. TAYLOR
Behmens Thcos. Phil. (1691) xxiv. 39 What is of God in

those *out flown Powers. 1894 Outing iU. S.) XXIV. 462/1
A man seated at a desk . . his face buried in his *outflung
arms. 1898 Pall Mall Mag. Sept. 25 Taking the 'out-held

hands, he jumped to her side. 1662 J. CHANDLKR I 'an
Hclmont's Oriat. 246 With the blacknesse of their *out-
hunted venal blood. 1622 DRAYTON Poly~olb, xxvii. 12

Whereas the rocky Pile Of Foudra is at hand, to guard the

*out-layd Isle Of Walney. 1898 J. E. JENNINGS l-roin an
Indian Coll. 28 *Out-mapped plains, stretching to misty
ends. i869GouLBURN/

J
r^. Holiness x. 92 The "out-pointed

finger of human scorn.

12. Withasb. (asobj. oiont prep.), forming adjs.,

meaning
' Out of or outside the thing named '

; as

OUT-BO\KI>, OUT-COLLEGE, OUT-J>OOR, etc.; also

out-sen, -water.

1885 Pall Mall C. 23 Feb. 11/2 One of these will lie an
under-water tube;, .one out-water tube finds a place in the
bow. 1897 BI.ACKMORE Daricl n No mixed Norman blood
ofoutsea cutthroats.

13. Parasynthetic derivatives from phrases in

which out mostly means '

projecting, protruding*,

forming adjs.; as out'-bellied, -breasted, -eyed, -kneed,

-lipped, -shouldered, etc.

1570 LEVINS Manip. 49/41 "Outbelied, i-iscerosus. Ibid.

49/39 *Outeyed, strabus. Ibid. 49/38 *Outkneed, vants.
Ibid. 49/42 *Outlipped, //>/<?. i&zLond. Gaz. No. 1722/4
A little *out-bhinn'd. 1724 AnId Rob Morris in Ratirsay's
Tca-t, Misc. (1733) 1.63 He's out-shin 'd, in-kneed and ringle-
ey'd too. 1579 J. JONES Prcserv. Bodic fy Soule i. xxvl 50
Crooke-legged, and *out-shouldred.

C. Out- in comb, forming verbs, (Stress on the

second element.)
I. Separable or syntactic combinations.

In ME. properly two words; in mod. use chiefly poetic or
metrical forms, being, more or less, habitual noncc-ivords,
made up each time from their elements. The adv. had origin-

ally a distinct stress, and still has often a secondary stress.

14. With intrans. vbs., in the same sense as the

simple vb. followed by <?/</; as OUTBEAM, OUTBREAK,
OUTBDBST, OUTFLOW, OUTGO, etc.(q. v.) ; also \out~
buller, outdie, ^outflee, outissue, outlean, -^outpeak,
outslide

) outslink, outvanish, ouiivave, outwheel.

OUT-.

1513 DOUGLAS JEneis iv. xii. 41 Thairwith can hir seruandis
behald. .The blud *outbullerand on the nakit swerd. 1382
WYCLIK Ps. xxx. 12 pat se;en me, *outfloun fro me. 1879

,

H.PHILLIPS Notes Coins 6 Chests, whence serpents are *out-
i issuing. 1851 MRS. BROWNING Casa Gnidi Wind. n. 36Duke Leopold *outleant And took the.. oath. 1582 STANY-
HURST sEnet's 11. (Arb.) 58 Much lyke the *owtpeaking from
weeds of poysoned ;idder. 1862 WHITTIKR At Port I\oyal$
At last our grating keels *outslide Our good boats forward
swing. 1861 LYTTONft FANE Tannh&userq Then from.,
their long familiar homes, .. *ouUlunk The wantons of
Olympus. 1890 Lippiticott's Mag. May 679 With that

, knowledge *outvanished in shame all the weakness of his

position. ifuCAIKW 7'Afj0(i88i)n6Ioy, which doth from
brimfull hart 'out-waue. 1886 W. AI.KXANDER St. August.
Holiday 137 While the midnight Arctic sun *outwheel'd.

15. With transitive vbs., in the same sense as the

simple vb. followed by out. a. With the force
of: Out, away; out oj" existence; out of a socket

: or place, loose; outward, so as to project; forth;
into the open, into manifestation

;
as OUTBEAK,

OUTBLOT, OUTCAST, OUTFLOW, OUTLAY, OUT-

;

POUR, OUTSHUT, etc. (q. v.); also outban, outbar,
outblast, outbolt, outbulge, outbustle, outchase, out-

count, f out-crowd, outcull, outeye, outferret, out-

get, out-hurl, out-hew, out/aunch, \outlength, oitt-

UngthtH, outinark, -\out-open, outpress, -\outpry,

outquaff, outshake, o^ttshape, outshcnver, outsnatch,

outspue, outspurn, outsquat, \ out-Hiring^ out-

vaunt, outwaste, outweed, outwrench. Also some
exemplified only in pa.pple. : out-beat, -\out-brede,

f out-carve^ outgather, f out-gnawt out-hire, out-

lance, outreave, outspill.

1885-94 R. BRIDGES Eros fy Psyche Feb. xxiii, And Zeus
,.*outban'd From heaven whoever should that word mis-
call. 1590 SPENSER /''. Q. ii. x. 63 Which to *outbarre..
From sea to sea he heapt a mighty mound. 16*7 DRAYTON
Agincourt) etc. 57 There hang his eyes *out beaten with
a mall. 1659 GAL-DEN Tears Ch. iv. xx. 557 That they
may blot and *out-bolt, set up and pull down Magistracy.
n 1400-50 Alexander 2615 (Ashm.> Now ere be baners *out
bred \DubL oute brade]. 1810 COLERIDGE in Lit. Rein, f 1838)
III. 339 The fancy 'out-bustled the pure intuitive imagina-
tion. ?fi43<> LYDG. St. Giles 294 in Horstm. Altengl. Leg.
(1881) 374 Doorys tweyne By craft *out corve. c 1400
MAUHDBV. (1839) xxv. 257 O gode cristene man..scholde
ouercomen & *out chacen a M. cursede mys beleevynge
men. 1509 BARCLAY Shyp ef Folys (1570) FF vj, So great
a number, Whose folly from them outchaseth Gods grace.
c 1315 SHORF.HAM Poems (E. E. T. S.) 33/893 For repent-
aunce ondej> pe hel, And schreft hyt mot *out croude Al
clene. 1594CAREW Tasso (1881)99 And mongstyouten *out.

,
cull, as likes him best. 1855 BROWNING Old Pict. Florence
xxv, How a captive might be *out-ferreted. 1588 Misfort.
Arthur \. ii. in Hazl. Dodsley IV. 338 With duskish dens
*out-gnawn in gulfs below. 1596 SPKNSER F. Q. v. i. 3 When
Justice was not for most meed *out-hyred. 1590 Mitiopot.
82 Two deadly weapons fixt he bore, Strongly *outlaunced
towards either side. 1504 KYD Cornelia \. i. 31 Gutltles
blood by brothers hands *out-lanched. 1842 MRS. BROWNING

|

Grit. Chr. Poets 36 Outlaunch thee, Soul, upon the aether.

1592 GREKNE Groatsiv. Wit,
'

Deceiving World, that with

Mag. IV. 131/1 A red coat against green ground would
*outmark a soldier to a foe rifleman, c 1440 LVDG. Nightin-
gale Poems iK. E. T. S.) 21/156 Withouten felawe j gan the

wyne *outpresse. 1596 FITZ-GF.FFRAY Sir F. Drake (1881)
58 That durst not yet her home-bred nest *out-prie. 1647
K. STAPYLION Juvenal 170 Or then *out-quaffe those cups
Laufella takes, a 1340 HAMPOLK Psalter xvii. 32 In the i

sail be "outreft \eripiar\ fra fandynge. 1897 Outing (U. S.)
XXIX. 323 Clear their silvery notes "outshaking, The sleigh
bells are ringing. 1899 T. HARDY Poems, Immortality 6
And still his soul *outshaped. . Its life in theirs. 1647 H.
HOW Song ofSoul i. i. Ix, And raging raptures do his soul
'outsnatch. 1880 W. WATSON Prime's Quest (1892) 73 The
hope that filled youth's beaker to the brim The tremulous
hand of age had long "outspilled. 1647 H. MORE Song of
Soul in. in. xxvi, All drink from hence, That .. poyson do
'outspue. 1601 BRETON Blessed Weeper (1870) n When
my deere Lord sayd not, .. get thee hence, or like a dogge

*

*outspurne mee. issSPiiAKR &neid\\\, U iv, The greatest
sort with slinges, their plummet lompes of lead *outsquats.
ritjoo Lancelot 65 The byrdis thar mychty voce "out throng.
1509 BARCLAY Shyp of Folys (1570) 139 Of that foole who . .

all "outwasteth by immoderate expence. 1590 STKNSER F,

Q ii- iv. 35 The sparks soone quench, the springing seed
*outweed. 1855 SINGLETON / 'irgil II. 583 He strains
t' 'outwrench the weapon.

b. \Vith the force of 'completely, thoroughly*,
'to a finish'; as OUTASK (q. v.) ;

also out-bake,

out-bathe, out-dry, out-end, out-hear, out-play, out-

tear, out-tire. (Some only in pn. pple.)
Some of these directly render L. verbs in f.r-, e-.

By Wyclif the c.tr- of L. vbs. is often rendered more fully

\fyjnU out, e. g. c.Yutttin1 full out glad, full out joy ; cxdrare
full out pray, exqitxrerc full out seek, c.vardesccre to wax
full out tend. Modern editors have sometimes hyphened
out to the vb.

, making compound vbs. out-glad, out-joy, etc.

1382 WYCLIK ha. xlvjii, 10, I haue "out bake thee, but not
as siluer. '1540 tr. Pol. I'crg. Eng. Hist. (Camden) I. 209
he salutiferus water , .wherin being "owtebathed heshowldeThe

obteyne his purpose. 1382 WYCLIF Isa. xiii. 15 Alle the

buriounyng of hem I shall *out drien[Vulg. exiccabo\ a 1300
E. E. Psalter Ixxix. 14 'Out -ended [L. exterwinavit} it bare
of wode swa. 1382 WYCLIF Isa. xii. 17, I the Lord shal *out
heren hem fVulg. exaudiam\ 1864 SKEAT UhIand*sPoctns
220 The jest is now *out-played. 1381 WYCLIF Ps. lxxvii[i].

40 Hou ofte sithis thei out terreden hym in desert [Vulg.
exacerbavcritnt\. 17^6 Plain Sense (ed. 2) I. 125 His
obstinacy might *out-tire that of his father's.

16. Forming transitive verbs with the sense, 'to



OUT-.

put or drive out by means of* the action expressed
in the simple vb. (cf. bow out, crowd out, hiss out,

ttc. : see OUT adv. I h) ;
as outawc, outfeed, out-

gloom, out-hiss, outjeer, outjcst. All ncnce-wds.

1889 W. S. BLUNT New Pilgrimage, Sancho Sanchez, With
a solemn grief *outawing the brute laughter of their eyes.

1890 J. PULSFORD Loyalty to Cknst I. 318 It is
' the Bread

of God',.. It *outfeeds corruption, disease and death. 1748
*Out-gloom [see OUT-BLUSTKR ij. 1613 BKAUM. Si FL.

Captain Prol., For ye may When this is hist to ashes, have
a play, And here, to *out-hiss this. 1863 COWDKN CLARKK
Shaks. Char. v. 129 His professing 'friend

'

*out -jeers him
from drowning. 1605 SHAKS. Lear in. i. 16 The Foole,
who labours to *out-icst His heart-strooke injuries.

II. Compound verbs in out-, with the trans.

force of exceeding or going beyond some thing or

person in some action. * Formed on verbs.

17. To pass beyond, exceed (a defined point,
a limit in space, time, degree, etc.), by or in the

action expressed by the simple vb. ;
as OuTASK (2%

OUTDWELL, OUTFLOURISH, OUTGROW (2), OUTLAST

(2), OUTPASS, OUTRUN, etc. ;
3\so out-feast, -journey,

-skip, -sport, -study, -task, -tower, etc.

'^S 1^ JER - TAYLOR Serin. I. n. xv. (R.\ He .. hath "out-

feasted Anthony or Cleopatra's luxury. 1889 Univ. Rev.
Nov. 437 Whose dreams *out-journey Sirius nor tire. 1603
B. JOSSON Sejaniis n. ii, Thou lost thyselfe . . when thou

thought'st Thou could'st *out-skip my vengeance : or out-

stand The power I had to crush thee into ayre. 1604 SHAKS.
Oth.M.VA. 3 Let's teach our seines that Honourable stop, Not
to x

out-sport discretion. 1670 EACHARD C0tt/. Clergy -2^ Some
also, of very feeble and crasie constitutions in their child-

hood, have *out-studied their distempers. 1868 PallMall G.

24 Sept. 9 Sometimes the 'toucadore' is pushed by emula-
tion to *out-task his strength. 1708 Brit. Apollo No. 55. 3/1
Some Arrow. . Mounts..upwards and *out-tow'rs the sight.

18. To surpass, excel or outdo (a person, etc.) in the

action of the simple vb. In this sense out- may be

prefixed to almost any intr. vb. of action or state,

and to many trans, vbs. used absolutely ;
so that the

number of these compounds is without limit. Ex-

amples are: OUTBAWL, OUTBID, OUTBHAG, OUTDO,
OUTGO, OUTLIVE, OUTPKOFFER, OUTRIDE, OUTRUN,
OUTSHINE, etc. ;

also outbang, -banter, -bat'k, -beg,

-bleat, -blunder, -boil, -box, -breed, -brew, -bribe,

-bury, -caper, -carol, -chat, -chatter, -chide, -clamour,

-club, -comply, -cook, -crash, -craunch, -crawl,
-crow

t -curl, -curse, -darkle, -din, -dine, -diplo-

matize, -dissemble, -dive, -drudge, -equivocate, -fawn,

-feast, -flaunt, -gastronomize, -grin, -groan, -grunt,

-hammer, -hasten, -lament, -lighten, -limn, -linger,

-mount, -peal, -pipe, -pity, -plod, -populate, -praise,

-preen, -procrastine, -prosper, -quibble, -quote, -rapj

-redden, -rime, -rove, -scream, -shout, -shriek, -sigh,

-slander, -snore, -speculate, -squall, -squeal, -sting,

-strut, -sulk, -swim, -swindle- -testify, -threaten,

-throb, -tinkle, -triple, -tyrannize, -usure, -vapour,

-vary, -vociferate, -watt, -wake, -waltz, -warble,

-whine, -whip, -whirl, -whore, -wile, -wish, etc.

1651 DAVENANT Gondibert in. v. 13 Where she *ontbeg'd
the tardy begging Thief. 1645 J. BOND Job in West 31 The
Lusts of those strangers, .did often "out-boyle. .the scalding
waters of the Kath. 1862 Athcnseuin i Nov. 555 Who could

out-walk, out- leap, *out-box, out-fish every competitor. 1743
Lond. ff Country Brew. iv. (ed. 2) 286 She thought none
could *out-brew her. 1783 BLAIR Rhet. xxviii. II. 94 If

Oppianicus had given money to Stalenus, Cluentius had
*outbribed him. 11763 BYROM Dcscr. Beaifs //ivz^iR.),
For sometimes at a ball The beau show'd his parts, *out*

caper'd 'em all. 1652 BROME City Wit \. i. Wks. 1873 I. 283
She that will . .*out-chat fifteen Midwives. 1798 in Spirit
/'/'. Jrnls, '1709) M. 259, I "out-chattered the lawyers at

Edinburgh. 1871 SWINBURNE Songs bcf. Sunrise Prelude
108 *Outchide the north wind if it chid. 1769 CHESTKRF.
Lett. (1774* IV. 280, I believe I could now "out crawl a snail.

1599 NASHE Lenten Stnjffe (1871) 26 Not Salisbury Plain or

Newmarket Heath, .may overpeer, or *outcrowher. ?(fi6oo

DONNE Curst: iv, For if it be a she, Nature before hand hath
*out -cursed me. 1839 BMLKY Festits xiv. (1852) 200 A hue
which *outdarkles The deeps where they shine. 1848
Frasers Mag. XXXVII. 389 We were as much out-gastro-
nomised as "out-diplomatised by the French. 1660 N. INGELO
Kintivolio $ Urania \. (1682) 136 The Plowman strives to

*outdrudg his beasts, that he may grow a wealthy Yeoman,
1681 T. FLATMAN Ifcraclittts Ridcns No. 29 He has the
Head of a Jesuit, and shall out-wit, out-plot, out-swear, 'out-

equivocate, and out- face the whole Society. <zi68o BUTLER
Hud. (J.), 'Outfawnas much and out-comply. 1711 ADDISON
Spect. No. 173 P 3 An Ambition .. of *Out-grinning one
another. 1810 W. TAYLOR in Monthly Mag. XXIX. 51
Features that outgrin Le Brim's Passions. 1899 SWINBURNE
Rosamund in. 45 Thine eyes "outliehten all the stars. 1665
GLANVILL Scepsis S-.i. xvii. 104 'Twas never an heresie to

*out-Hmn Apelles. 1868 BROWNING King <V ftk. xi. 1588
One will be found "ouilingering the rest. i6oz MARSTON
Antonio's Rev. iv. v, I scorn't that any wretched should

survive, M)utmounting me in that superlative. 18*6 Miss
Mi i FORD I'illa^e Sen n.(i86;^ 379 'Out-piping the nightin-

gale, in her own month of iMay. 1879 HOWKI.LS L. Aroo-
stwk viii. 84 In every little village there is some girl who
knows how to *outpreen all the others. 1842 S. LOVER

Handy Andy xxv. 218 It was the bully joker., who..

*outquibbled the agtnt about the oath of allegiance. 1856
LKVER Martins of Crd M. 203 To out-talk him, "out-

quote, and out-anecdote him. 1852 TENNYSON Ode Dk.

Wellington viii, Glossy purples, which "outredden All volup-
tuous garden-roses. 1530 PALSGR. 650/1, I *outryme, je
oultre rysme. 4:1728 POPE Let. Wks. 1751 VIII. 216 They
will out-rhyme all Eaton and Westminster. 1851 l-'rascr'i

Mftg* XL1V. 448 Each trying to *outscream, outroar, out-

245

bellow and outblaspheme bis neighbour. 1832 MOTHERWEI.L
/'oetf/s, Caveat to Wind, Go, tear each fluttering rug away,
'Outshriek the mariner, n 1616 I itAIM. & FL. Scornful
Lady n. ii, He 'out-snores the poet. 1752 You NX; ttrothcrs
v. i, Demetrius* sigh *outstings the dart of death, 1855
KINGSLEY Wcstiv. Ho (1889) 453 Tiie only way to cure tier

sulkiness was to "ouUulk bur. '11845 HOOD Two Swans iii,

His ruby eye 'out-threaten *d Mars. 1851 Frasers Mag.
XI, IV. 471 Custom 'out-tyrannizes absolutism. 1735 POCK
Donne Sat. n. 38 'Outusure Jews, or Irishmen outswuar. 1609
H. JONSON .V/7. Worn, iv. ii, He'll watch this se'ennight but
he'll have you; he'll "outwait a serjeatit for you. 1630 AVrc
Inn i. i, And now I can *outwake tht: nightingale, Out-watch
an usurer, and out-walk him too. 1742 Ynrsc; .V/. '/'//. i. 216
To see thy wheel Of ceaseless chance *outwhirl'd in human
life. 1738 POI-E Kpil. Sat. i. 1 16 Ye Gods ! shall Gibber's

Son, without rebuke, Swear like a Lord, or Rich "out-
whore a Duke, a 1657 ""Out wish hee OUTUI.AD],

b. To get the better of, overpower, defeat, beat,
in some reciprocal action or contest

;
as OUT-

BALANCE, OUTBKAVE, OUTJOCKEY, OUTMATCH, OUT-
RIVAI, ; also outbargain , -batter, -blackguard, -bless,

-brawl, -cheat, -compete, -complement', -huff, -male,
-strive, -tease, etc.

1834 MAR. EOGEWORTH Helen \\x, The two parties.,
try to outwit or Outbargain each other. 1813 W. TAYI.OK
in Monthly Rci>. LXXII. 523 Oldham could "out-black-

guard Pope. 1621-31 LAUD .Sev. Serin. (1847) 37 The happy
commerce that a Prince hath with his people, when they
strive to *out-bless one another. 1600 Look About You in

Hazl. Dodslcy\\\. 405 Wantons' words (Juickly can master

men, tongues "out-brawl swords ! 1890 lctuple />ar Mag.
Mar. 349 Apt to be *out-competed in their own towns by
foreigner*. 1648 J. BKAUMONT J'sy<:/ic xxm. clxx.xi, He..
gently strove Her Sorrow's Fullness to *out-comphment.
1681 OTWAY Soldii-r's Fort. n. i, I'll try to *out-huft" him.
a 1851 JOANNA BAILLIE (Annandale), Since the pride of your
heart so far "outmates its generosity. 1615 CHAPMAN O<fyss.
i. 1 8 All the rest that austere death outstrove. .safe anchor 'd

are. 1898 Westin. Gaz. 24 Feb. 2/3 While giant Titans all

.the rest outstrove With praises of the New Hyperion. 1748
RICHVKDSON Clarissa (1811) IV. 197 The sex may thank
themselves for teaching me to *out-tease them.

c. To overcome or defeat by the action ex-

pressed by the simple verb; asout-bafflet -blwt
-buz5

t

-cavil, -flout) -scorn, -war.

1658 W. BURTON [tin. Anton. 128 A bold man, that *out
baffled the then Proprietor here. 1669 Addr. hopefulyttg.
Gentry Eng, 7 We have no copy left so foul, which too in-

geniously transcribing vice do's not every day *out-blur.

1880 TENNYSON Columbus 120 The flies at home, that ever
swarm about And . .murmur down Truth in the distance
these 'outbuzz'd me. 1614 JACKSON Creed in. xxv. i As
if he meant to *outflout the Apostle for prohibiting all

besides.. Christ lesus. 1605 SHAKS. Lear in. i. 10 To *out-

scorn The to-and-fro-conflicting wind and rain. 1548 L'DALL
E.ras)ii. Par. Luke xxiv. zoob, By these captaines shall he
*outwarre & subdue all the uniuersaU kyngdomes of y

c

worlde. 1611 SPKF.U Hist. Gt. Brit. xi. xii. 138. 704 They
desire.. not to seeme by sitting still ..to haue beene out-

warred, though oner-warred.

19. To exceed or do more than is expressed by
the simple vb. : as out-Atlas to load more than

Atlas, out-beggar to more than beggar ;
so out-

calvinize, out-pay, out-please, out-fradisc, out-

ravish, out-realize, out-resent, etc.

1603 DKKKKR Grissil (Shaks. Soc.) 21 If you should bear
all the wrongs, you would be 'oiit-Atlassed. 1810 SCOTT

Lady of L. n. xxiii, O! it *out-beggars all I lost! 1830
Edin, Rev. L. 336 The absolute decree. .is here far "out-

calvinised. 1733 BUDGKU, /-Vf IV. 519 Haifa Crown *uut-

pays his Sweats worth. 1618 T. ADAMS FaitIt's fcnconragetn.
Wks. 1862 II. 203 Having a little fed his eye with that,

*outpleaseth him with a sapphire. 1648 BOYLK Seraph. Love
xiii. (1700) 74 Unless we would say, that he *out-practis'd
what he taught. ( 1425 St. Mary ofOignies if. x. in Anglia
VIII. 176/46 While she so *oute-rauisshed was angwysshed
wif> houge desyre. 1806 A. KNOX Rein. I. 14 St. Paul *out-

rtali/ed this far. rr 1718 PKNN Tracts Wks. 1726 I. 900
Some People have 'out-resented their Wrong so far.

** farmed on adjectives.
20. To exceed or surpass in the quality expressed

by the adj.; as out-active, -black, -grave, -guttural,

-infinite, -subtle, -swift. See also out-old, out-

royal, in 23.
a 1661 FULLKR Worthies, London \\. (1662) 191 No wonder if

the Younger
*
out-active those who are more ancient. 1655

Ch. Hist, in. ii. i Seeing his ink 'out-black'd with her ex-

pression. 1645 Good Th. in Bad T. (1841) 55 Fools ..

endeavouring to ^out-infinite God's kindness with their

cruelty. 1619 FLETCHER M. Thomas \\'. ii, The Devi! I think
Cannot "out-subtile thee. 1605 SYLVF.STKK Du Bartns n. iii.

i. I'ocation 855 Thou that. . *Out-swifted Arrows, and out-
went the Winde. a 1618 -

Spectacles xxv, Worldly Pleasures,
vain Delights, Far out-swift far sudden flights, Waters,
Arrowes, and the Windes.

*** Formed on substantives.

21. On names of qualities, actions, or objects :

To exceed in the quality or action, or in reference

to the thing, expressed by the sb.
;
as OUTFOOT,

OUTLUNG, OUTLUSTRE, OUTNUMBER, OUTRANGE,
etc., q. v.

;
also 0//S-<7 to exceed in age; out-bowl,

out-tap, to excel at the bowl or tap, i.e. in drink-

ing ;
so out-anecdote, -Billingsgate, -billow, -bubble,

-colour, -compass, -confidence, -course, -cricket,

-crozvn, -duty, -faith, -fame, -feat, -figure, -flavour,

-girth, -glory, -gorget, -grain, -horror, -hymn, -im-

pudence, -letter, -light ^ -lip, -long-word, -mantle,

-marvel, -metaphor, -million,-mirade,-name,-nick,
-night, -ochre, -passion, -poison, -poll, -pomp, -price,

-privilege, -prodigy, -purple, -purse, -rale, -rhetoric.

OUT-.

-romance, -savour, -scent, -sentence, -skill, -sonnet,

-sound, -sphere, -splendour, -stale, -stall, -state,

-stature, -storm, -sum, -superstition, -syllable,

-table, talent, -taste, -throat^ -tint, -title, -tone,

-tongue, -/rap, -tun, -tune, -venom, -vigil', -wealth,

-weapon, -woe, -word, -worth, etc.

1801 Snrini-:y Lett. (1856) I. 140, I mean mine [Pyramids]
to outlive and 'out-a^u tin: Egyptian ontjs ! 1681 1 1 KJKKKIN-
nn.i. Chat', Shatn I'iottcr Wks. 1716 I. 219 Dnlness and
Slander enough to

*
out- Billingsgate Heraclitu-, Rid-jri-..

1622 DI.KKKK iS: MASSINUI.K I'irg. Mart. n. i, When I was
a pagan. . I durst out drink a lord ; but your Christian lord-
*out-bowl me. 1605 BACON Adv. /.earn, i. i. 3 Lest it

.should Titake it swell or "mil-compass ilM/If. 1893 \nf.
O/>s>-t7't-'f 14 Oct. 55 -J 2 A I'arsuc team to "onlcncket an

English eleven ! 1655 H. VAUGHAN .SY/c r Schit. n. /'\ivrnr,
O let no star compare with thee! Nor any herb Null-duty
me ! 1650 Fru.KK /'i.^a/t n. iv, m , Thai .^ood CV-iiturion ;

who though a Gentile 'oiitfaiiiu-t! Isnel itself. 1614 K.\I.KM;H
Hist. II \iriti iv. ii. S 21 1 16.14

> 4^5 Those two great captains,
\vlmin Alexander sought by all means t< "nut-fani". 1648
J. I'.i-AL'MoxT r$yche in. Ii. (D.), She blushed more than

they, and uf their own Shame made them all ;t>ham'd, to see
how far It uas otilpnrpk-d and *outgrain'd by Her. a 1704
T. IiRo\\N Last Oosei-vator in Coll. / VYV//J ( 1 705 \^\ And
I'll by far "outhymn the fam'd de !'<><. 1836-48 1!. I >. WAI.SM

Aiistc>f>h., Knights iv. i, Confound it. I shall be ^out-
imnudenced. 1837 Miss Mm-oKi> in L'lCstr.-inge Li/c(\Z-/^)
III. 71, I . . had the i^'ory of *oul -long-wording b'jth par lies.

1784 COWI-KH Task v. 680 With poetic trappings grace
Ihy prose Till it *outmantle all llie pride (if verse. 1814
CAKV Dante (Chandos) 304 And uvtry sparkle shivering
to new blaze, In number did "outmillion the account, a 161 1

UK A VM. 8: Fi,. Mail's 1'rag.v. iv, Thou hast., found out
one to "out-name thy other faults. 1667 I)P<;UY l-'.lrira \\\

in Hazl. Dodsley XV. 60, I took my time i' th' nick, but she
*outnick'd me. 1596 SHAK^. J/<v ( /;. f ". v. i. 23, I would
*out-night you did no body come. 1648 J. Hi \L-MONT

Psyche xi. ccxxiii, A Stink *Out]>ois'niog all the Hane
of Thessaly! ! 7os M. HI-.NRV \\'kx. nS^) I. 87 If the
honour of temperance were to be carried by the major vote . .

the sober would be ''out-polled. i6i J. UAVIKS Muse's

Sacrifice 11878) 44 Their Verlues price, that cloth *out-

price the Vice, though more it be. 1616 Marine Records /',.

fnd. Co. in Athenxiini No, 3604. 711 '3 liiit was presently
*outrhetonck'd by our new commander. 1655 I'Yu.r.R Ck.
///V. vni. iii. ij 34 Their real snfTtrin.us *uul-romnno d the

fictions of [etc.]. 1632 MASSINGI-.U ^ KIKI.D Fatal n<^'>y
iv. ii. song, Yet this *out-savuiirs wine, and this, perfume.
1650 FL'LI.KK Pisgah n. 65 The stench of his hypocrisie 'out-

sented all the smell of his burnt offerings, a 1667 COWLKY
Poet, J\cv. \\'ks. 1711 111.46 Where every Tongue's the

Clapper cf a Mill, And can *out-sound Homer's Gradivus.

1870 E. H. PKMHJ-.R Tragedy of Lesbos iv. 73 How very far

she doth *outstature me. 1647 K. STATYI/ION Jitvcnal QQ
*Out-storme a tempest. 1795 S<M nti-.v Joan ofArc n. So

'J he prisoners of that fatal day *out-summ'd Their conquerors!
a 1661 KLM.I.KR Worthies, Line. \\. (1662)54 Women 'out-

superstition Men. //'id., ll'arv.'itk in. (1662) 119 This Nation
hankered after the Name of Plantagenet, which .. did 'out-

syllable Tutharin the Mouths. i%Q6.Sportiiig Mag. XXVII.
186 To *out-iap his competitor, and drink his neighbours
into an opinion of his sobriety. 1765 GOI.USM. Ess. vi, Wks.
(1881) 302/2 Calvert's butt "out tastes Champagne. 1593
NASHK Christ's T. (1613) 50 They ''out-throate me, and put
mee downe I cannot be heard. 1611 SHAKS. Cyml>, \\\. iv. 37
Whose tongue *Out-venomes all the Wormes of Nyle. ai66i
FUI.I.KR Worthies, Kent n. (1662) 67 The tender care of King
Charles did *out-vigil their watchfullness. 1659 OAIDI-.N

Tears Ch. \\. xxxi. 253 When they did so mm h out-wit and
*out-wealth us ! 1602 MANSION Antonio's AY. 1

. 11. iii, l.el

none "out-woe me : mine's Hurculean woe. 1613 SHAKS. Ifen.

VIII) i. i. 123 A Beggers booke *Uut-\vorths a Nobles blood.

22. On names of persons, actors, agents: To excel,

surpass, or outdo in executing the office, or acting
the part characteristic of the person or agent in

question; as OUTFOOL, Orrr.ENKKAL, OITKXAVK.
etc.

;
also out-admiral^ -captain, -devil, -epicure,

-friend, -king, -lord, -paragon, -paramour, -queen,

-rebel, -rogue, -tailor, -victor, -woman, -zany % etc.

1889 H. \\ TRAII.I. Stratford ii. 18 He returned, out-

generalled and *outadmiralled. 1883 Content^, J\tT\ Sept.

371 A determination not to let myself be out-stared or "out-

devilled by him. 1634 RAINHOW Labour (1635) 25 You
shall observe them to *out-Kpicure the foole in the Gospell.

1615 TOM [its AUnunazar n. vii. in Ha/I. D^th'cy XI. 348
She cannot outlove me, nor you *outfriend me. 1749 Hn.i.

Mcrope i. iii. 17 Courage, self-sustain'd, *Out-lords Succes-

sion's Phlegm and needs no Ancestors. 1889 Academy
8 June 392/3 A hero who *out paragons the Admirable
Cnchton. 1605 SHAKS. Le<ir\\\. iv. 04 Wine lou'd I deerely,
dice deerly; and in Woman, *out-Paramour'd the Turke.

1839 BAILEY fastus xiv. (185^) 182 We still, one hour, our

royalty retain, To "out-queen all in kindness and in care.

1864 AVr/. Kc7'. 13 Aug. 220/2 Who alone in Europe have the

subtlety and craft to *outrogue and outwit them. 1827
Westin. Rev. VII. 278 Unless, indeed, some king Brummel
..should *out-tailor him in power. 1876 TENNYSON Q,

Mary in. i, She could not be unmann'd no, nor *out-

woman'd ! 1616 B. JONSON K/>igr. cxxix, Thou dost "out-

zany Cokely, Pod ; nay, Gue: And thine owne Coriat too.

23. a. In most of the groups 18-32, the com-

pound vb. in out- may be cognate with the object,

being formed either on the simple verb belonging
to the objec^ or directly on the object itself, usually

unchanged, but sometimes with a verbal ending

(e.g. -ize}. The object may be a person or a

thing, and the sense is
'

to outdo the agent in his

own sphere or work ', or
' to exceed or surpass the

action, quality, or other thing*. Our earliest ex-

amples of this are from Shaksperc, who has
' out-frowne Fortune's frowne', and 'out-villaind

villanie' ;
it is rare in the I7thc., but greatly used



OUT-.

in the Hjth, when also those formed on adjs. appear.
Thns, formed on vbs., to out-cook all (oakery, out-

teg a beggar, out-blunder former blunders
;

oiit-

comfcte competition or competitors, out-rival a rival
or rivalry. From adjs., to out-old the old, out-

royal royalty. From sbs., to out-ambush ambushes,
out-balderdash balderdash, out-blarney blarney,
out-calvinizc Calvinism, out-faminitefamine, out-

fiction fiction, out-horror all horrors
; out-bishop

the bishop, out-devil the devil, out-jingo theJingo,
out-saint the saint, out-iisure the usurer. A few

examples arc added in chronological order to show
the development of this usage.
'593 [see OUTPRAY). 1601 [sue OUT-VIU.AIN]. 1605 [see

OUT-FKOWN). (All in Shaksjiere.) 1612 J. DAVIES Mine's
Sacrif. (1878) 63 So hath a Painter licence too, to paint A
Saint-like face, till it the .Saint out saint. 1647 CLAKKNIMN
Contempt, 1's. Tracts (1727) 452 We may be weary of rebellion,
because other men have out-rebelled us. a 1661 FULI.KK
Worthies (1811) I. 500 il>.) lie out-equivocated their equi-
vocation. 1781 S. PETERS Hist. Connect. 71 My answer
is, that those Puritans were weak men in Old England, and

strong in New England, where they ont-pop'd the Pope,
out king'd the King, and out-bishop'd the Hishops. 1809
MALKIN Gil Bltis vil. ix. ?4 He must have out-devilled the
devil. 1828 Examiner jtyih Here was balderdash out-
balderdashed. 1837 I.YITON K. Jfa/ira;'. (1851) 74 We out-
horror horror. 1844 TIIACKKKAY May GamMs Wks. 1900
XIII. 439 Mr. Turner. .has ont-prodlgied almost all former
prodigies. 1876 L. SlKniKX Hist. Kug. Tk. lSt& C. I. 114
An attempt to out-infidel the infidel. 1877 TENNYSON
Harold m. i, Thy patriot passion . . Ont-passion'd his ! 1884

Becket Prol., A beggar on horseback, with the retinue of
three kings behind him, outroyalling royalty. 1885 /'a//
MallG. 20 June 1/1 When each dame's object in life was
to out-chigsqft rtKWlignon of her neighbour. 1886 llomilct.
/.' .IT ^j I,... A rn

out-fictlol

b. Hence esp. with proper names of persons,
nations, sects, etc., in the sense of 'to outdo the

person, etc., in question in his special attribute '.

The classical example is Shakspere's OcT-IItnon
Herod; a few instances arc found in the i"th c.,

esp. in Fuller, and in the l8th c. in .Swift
;
but the

vast development of this, as of so many other

Shaksperian usages, belongs to the lyth c., in

which such expressions have been used almost
without limit. Examples are out-Achitophel, -Alex-

ander, -Benllcy, -Boniface, -Banner, -Brulus,
-Jiarwin, -Milton, -Mormon, -Nero, -Ottoman,
Quixote, -Slcrnhold, -Timon, -Toby, -

Trollops,
-Turk, -Zola, etc.; and, with verbal ending, out-

Calvinize, -Germanize, -Gothamizc, -Hobbesize,

-Pantagruelize, etc. A few examples follow in

chronological order to illustrate the growth of the

usage.

1602^ fsee OUT-HEROD]. 1650 FULLER risgak i. vii. 21
Hushi the Archite, who out-achitophelled Achitophell in his

policy. 1655 Cli. Hist. vin. ii. 24 Herein, Morgan Out-
Honncred even }Jonner himself. 1676 MARVKLI. Mr.Smirke
Wks. 1875 IV. 12 [He might] out-boniface an Humble
Moderator. ' 1729 SWJKT I'erses on Sir A'. Klatkiitore,
Sternhold himself he out-Sternholded. 1737 Common .Sense
I. 309 Even to out-bentley Bentley. 1800 WOI.COTT I P. Pin-
rlar) P. S. Wks. 1812 IV. 338 In his accoutrements out-

Alexandering Alexander. 1826 (5. J\cv. XXXIII. 317 The
following trait even out-tobies Uncle Toby. 1827 I,AMY
GRANVILLK Lett. (1894) I. 438 We shall out-Turk the Turks.
1829 HKNTMAM Justice ff Cod. retil. 141 Gotham itself would
find itself here out-Gothamised. 1833 MACAULAY Ess.,
H. U'alfole (1887) 281 When he talked misanthropy, he
out-Timoned Timon. 1870 LOWELL Among my Bks. Ser. r.

(1873) 3 He .. out-Miltons Milton in artifice of style. 1886

Keferce 21 Feb. 7/4 Ifthe I'rovost-.Marshall has. .oiit-Neroed
Nero. i887_/,0-;. Mag. Nov. 24, I came across a peculiar
people who in many respects out-mormon Mormons. 1887
Lit. World (U. S.i 23 July 229/3 Depicted with a realism
which out-Zolas Zola.
intr. ai66t FULLER Worthies, Essex \. (1662)334 He hath

out-Alciated therein, in some mens judgement.
III. Compound vbs. in out- otherwise formed.

t 24. Out- expressing the notion of '

taking out
from the condition in which it is ',

'

undoing ',

hence = -
; as outhele to uncover, outsheath

to unsheath, outthrive to cease to thrive.

11300 E. E. Psalter xxxvi. 14 Swerde out-schemed sinne
doande. a 1340 HAMTOLE /'softer xx\\v. 3 Outhell be swerd,& louk agayns bairn J>at folus me. c 1430 I.VDG. .I/in. Poems
(Percy Soc.) 28 And than he outthryveth Fro worldly ioye.
t 25. With out- in place of L. ex-, e-, in words

f. L. ; as outcorporata. outsturb, outvirtuate.
1382 WVCI.IE Josh. vii. 25 For thow has disturblid vs ; out

stourbe [Y'ulg. txlnrbet\ thee the Lonl in this day. 1559
MOHWYSG E-svnym. Pref., Arnold calleth Exrirtuare to

outverteuat, fcxcerporare to outcorporate.
28. Forming vbs. from sbs. with various senses

;

as, with out - out of, out-gauge, to throw out
of gauge or proportion ; out-heart, to put out !

of heart, dishearten
; out-patience, to put out of

patience; out-spirit, to put out of spirits, to

dispirit ; out-uncle, to do out of an uncle ; so to

out-grandfather. Also, out-finger, to open out
the fingers of (the hand) ; outfolio, to drive

out with folios (cf. 16); f out-nose, to put out

246

the nose of; f outpeople, to empty (a country) of

people, to carry the people out of. All nonce-wds.
1880 G. MEREDITH Tragic Com. (1881) 189 The pen fell

'

from her hand 'outfingered in loathing. 1847 WKLLINGTOS
,

in R. C. Wimhrop Kcmin. /''or. Trav. 11804) 16 Thtbe huge
Parliamentary Reports, .wili soon "outfolio us out of our
houses and homes. 1891 Fall MallG. 7 Dec. 31 Mr.
Kipling "out-gauged whatever he touched. 1839 UAILEY
Festns xx. (1852) 321 Mastering all, Save one thing love,
and that *out-hearted him. 1624 QUAKLES Job Div. Poems
(1717) i55'That done, h' enjoys the crown of all his labour,
Could he but once *out-no.se his right-hand neighbour. 1892
Hat-pcrs Mag, Feb. 394/2 Thou dost "ouipaticnce me!
c 1550 CHEKE Matt. i. n Josias begot Jechoni and his
brethern in y" "outpeopling of y contree to Habylon. 1643
PH. NVK Serin, in Kerr Covenant* <y Covenanters (1895)

,
148 You will be "outspiriled and both you and Your cau>e
slighted. 1748 RICHAKDSON Clarissa (1811) I. xiii. 86 This
little syren is in a fair way to "onl-uncle, as she has already
out-grandfathered us both !

Out-Achitophel: seeOiT-23b.
Out-a-ct, v. [Our- 18.] trans. To surpass

in acting or performing; to excel, outdo.
1644 I'.ut.wER Chiron. A iv, Demosthenes might here his

garbe refine, And Cicero out-act his Catcline. 1776 MRS.
I)] LANY Lett. Ser. n. II. 211 Garrick says 'She &o much

i

\

OUtacted him it is time for him to lea\-e the stage'.

Out-active, -admiral, -age, etc. : see OUT-.

Outake, -taken, obs. ff. OUT-TAKE, -TAKEN.

fOuta'lian, a. and sb. Obs. nonce-wd. [f. OUT
adv., after Italian^ Foreign ;

a foreigner.
1667 DK. NEWCASTLE & DRYIJKN Sir Martin Mar-all iv. i

I, Or else they are no Englishmen, but some of your French
Outalian rogues. ..I'll keep my daughter at home this after-
noon and a fig for all these Outalians.

Out and out, oirt-and-ou-t, adv. pkr. (a.
and sb.}. [Cf. Ol'T adv. 7 c.] Thoroughly, com-
pletely, entirely ; downright.
ri32S Citron. Eng. 828 (Kitson) Tho hevede kyng Knout

Al this lond out and out. f 1374 CH.ULKR Troylus n. 690 ,

(739) For out and out he is (?e wuibk-si, Sane only Ector.

14.. MS. Rawlinson C. 86 (Halliw.i She was wyckyd oute
and oute. 1483 Gath. Angl. 264/1 Oute and oute; vbi
halely. 1600 HOLI.ANO Lhy xxxv. x.v.vii. 907 b, There was
such a masse of gold brought, as would buy all the Romanes '

out and out. 1807 SOUTHKV Lett. (1856) II. 14 If I chose
to .sell it out and out, as the phrase is, I might certainly get
^500 for it. 1880 MKS. LYNN LINION Rebel of Family II.

xv, She js. .the cleverest woman 1 know, out and out.

B. adj. Complete, thorough-going, unqualified,

thorough-paced.
1813 Europ. Mag. Sept. 266 Huffey White was, in the

slang language, what is termed a complete out-and-out man ;

no species of robbery came amiss to him. 1831 /,'<////. A'tT 1
.

LIV. 232 We are.. not among the out-and-out admirers of
j

the. .political opinions of this school. 1868 E. YAIES Rock
\

A/irati n. iv, They're the out-and-outest young scamp's. !

1887 T. A. TROU.OI-E Jt'/iaf f remember II. ix. 163 He was
an out-and-out avowed Republican.

C. sb. (nonie use}. Something that extends or
stretches farther and farther out.

1890 J. H. SIIHUNG Gilford I.t-ct. iv. 69 Nature as the
object, is a boundless out and out of objects, a boundless
out and out of externalities.

Hence Out-and-out v., to knock out, exhaust.

1813 Sporting Mag. XF,!. too Two or three buffers were
out and outed by the hardness of the ground.
Out-and-ou-ter. collotj. or slang, [f. prec.

i

+ -ER 1.] A thorough-going person or thing;
a thorough or perfect type of his or its kind ; an

'

out-and-out possessor of some quality, or supporter
of some cause ;

a thorough-paced scoundrel
; an i

out-and-out lie
; etc.

1812 J. H. VAUX Flash Diet., Out and outer, a person of I

a resolute determined
spirit,

who pursues his object without
|

regard to danger or difficulty ; also an incorrigible depreda-
tor, .possessed of neither honour nor principle. 1824 T.
HOGG Carnation 126 Pittman's flower . . is .. quite an out-

and-outer, a cheftCa'uvre of nature. 1831 Examiner 379/2
How can you look me in the face, and tell such an out and
outer? 1833 Frasers Mag. VIII. 31 He declared himself '

to be an out-and-outer for the ballot. 1852 THACKERAY
Shabby Genteel iii, Gad, she was fine then an out and
outer, sir ! 1880 Miss HKADDON Just as / am xxviii, What
do you expect will happen to you if you tell such out and
outers as that? 1890

'

R. BOLDHKWOOU '

Col. Reformer
(1891) 92 The horse . . was . . a great beauty 'a regular out*
anu-outer

' was the expression.

Outan, outane, obs. forms of OUT-TAKEN.

Outang, short for OUANG-OUTANG.
1869 BLACKMORE Lorna D. i. (1879) 4 The wild beasts of

the wood, and the hairy outangs.

Out-a'rgUC, v. [OUT- i8b.] trans. To defeat

or get the better of in argument.
1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa (1811) III. 84 Out-argued, out-

talented. 1778 JOHNSON in Bosivell 3 Apr., Though we
cannot out-vote them, we will out-argue them. 1809 Svn.

SMITH Metlwdistn Wks. 1854 I. 295 Such men. .cannot under-
stand when they are out-argued. 1875 JOWKTT Plato (ed. 2)

III. 6g The disputant is out-argued.

tOutas, outes, s/>. Obs. Forms: 3 uthes,
-heis, -best, 4 outheys, 5 out(e)hees, outehese,
5-6 outas, 5-7 outes, 6 owtis, 7 outis. [Early
ME. tithes

t "whence later outhees, -fiesc, and (with

shortening of unstressed second element) outes^

oittisj outas ; also, in 1 3th c., ftthest. App. repre-

senting an OE. *tit-/ixs
)

f. ut out + hxs command,
bidding, *calling upon (any one) by name (from
hdtan to call by name, call upon), which also had
in i3th c. the two forms fc, hcst : see HEST sb.

OUTBEAR.
Common in i^th c. in legal documents in the Latin forms

Kl/tcsmm, /iut/icsium,!iutesiutn,smA later hiiesium. These
have been sometimes thought to be the source of the ME.
word, and to be themselves of OK. origin, derived from finer,
huicr, to cry, /in, Itucc cry dm e cri, hue and cry), which
suits the sense perfectly. But /uitesium cannot be etymo-
lo^ically accounted for from this source, nor is the word
known in any form, Latin or vernacular, outside Kngland.On the other hand, utkesiitm as a latin i/al ion of ME. ftthcs
is quite in order. It is very likely, however, that /lulcsium
and (still more) Uiasiuin are Norman Fr. alterations, due to
association with hut:, hn, Intce. Utheis, utlicys are also most
easily explained as Anglo.Noiman formations from iithtsium.
As to the sense, utlies could hardly mean '

outcry ', but
might well be the 'calling upon' people to the pursuit of
a thief or other ill-doer, which is the sense in the oldest and
other of the quots. (Compare the expressions lc-care
c/amorem, lei'are hutlu-siuni, lever le liu.)]

An outcry, raised against a thief or the like, hue
and cry ; also, outcry generally, clamour.
1202 in Maitland Set.' Picas Crmt'it No. 25 Ipse exivit et

levavit uthes et claniorern nnde vicini ejus et villata..vene-
runt. No. 36 Quod francum plegium Theobald! Hautein le-
vavit clamorem et hnthes super predictunv Robertum. 1203
llnd. No. 91 Quod ipse Henriclis et servientes sui levaverunt
CUunorem et . . . ntheis patrie, et insecuti sum eum. 1207 Ibid.
No. 101 Ad levaiidum uthes et sequendum malefactores.
n 1250 Ovl f( Xight. 1683 Schille ich an uthest \v.r. utest]
up ow grede. //'it/. 1098 Ar ich uthest \v,r. utheste) uppon ow
grede. < 1330 K. HKCXNK Chran. (1810) 339 His hede of
snyten & burn to London brigge fulle hie with outheys.
< 1386 CHAIXKK Knt.'s T. 1154 Armed compleint out hees
IT-;;, outchees, outes] and fiers outrage. 1451 1'astonLctt.
\. 186 That an outas and clamour be made upon the Lord
Scale/. 1480 CAXION Chron. Etig. ccvi. 187 A redy whan
ony oute hcse or crye were made. 1566 DRANT tr. Horace,
Sat. A iv, At w hose scarcehead and covetyce the worlde did
outas make. IgCSGlUFTOII C/tron. 1 1. 63 The Tipstaves . . com-
myng downe with an outas agaynst him. 1599 HAKLt'VT Voy.
L 284'J"he rest of the company answere him with this Owtls,
Igha, Igha, Igha. 1662 Gl RNALL Chr, in Ann. verse 17. l.

vti. 2 (16691 264/2 You may hear a greater noi>e and outis
of juy in the Thiefs House than the honest Husbandmans.
Hence t Outas v. intr., to cry or shout out.

15^7 BALE Later Exam. Anne Askiwe Concl. I iv,
Their wyse preachers outasynge the same at Panics crosse.

Outas, obs. form of octaves: see OCTAVE I.

Out-a'Sk, v. [OUT- 15 b, 17.]
1. trans. To ' ask

'

the banns of marriage of

(a couple) in church for the last time. dial.

1719 in Perry Hist. Coll. Amcr. Col. Cli. I. 223 The usual

way is for them to publish the Banes and give the person
out-asked a cerlificat of it to the minister. 1767 A tin. Keg.
63/2 About seven months ago the parties were out-asked (as
it is called) at the above church. 1842 BARHAM Ingot. Leg.,
niasflietners Warn. (1882) 269 The parties had even been
'

out-ask 'd
'

in Church. 1889 riayed On 17 The couple
whose banns were 'out-a^ked', as they call it, this morning.
t 2. To ask in excess of. Obs.

1642 T. GOODWIN Christ set forth 161 He can never out-
aske the merit of this his service.

Out-Atlas, -awe, etc. ; see OUT-.

Gilt-babble, v. [OUT- 15, 18.] trans, a.

To babble out, utter babblingly. b. To exceed
in babble or noisy talk.

1649 MILTON Eikon. xxiii, Outbabling Creeds and Ave's.

1845 CAKLVLK Cromwell (1871) V. 39 Babel outbabbled.

Ou't-ba-ck, adv. Australia,
[f.
OUT adv. + BACK

adv
.]

( Hit in or to the back settlements or back-

country.
1890 'R. BOI.DREWOOD' Col. Reformer (1891) 308 That

gentleman having been al! day
' out back '. Ibid., There's

l>een one or two fine thunderstorms out back. Mod. Austral.

Newspr. He decided to go out-back. At a recent examina-
tion held in an out-back district in Australia.

Out-baffle, -bake, etc. : see On-.
Outbalance (outbx-lans), v. [On- 18 b.]

trans. To outweigh, to exceed in weight or effect.

1644 MILTON Jutfgm. Enter To Parlt., The Autority..of
this man consulted with, is able to out-ballance all that the

lightnes of a vulgar opposition can bring to counterpoise.
1772 'Itnvn <y ( otintty .'/d^. 123 Her passions out-balance
her reason. 1805 K. GHAHAMK Goltfen Age 189 Did this and
other gains reafiy outbalance my losses?

Out-band to Out-batter : see OUT-.

Out-bawl, v. [Oui- 1 8.] trans. To outdo

in bawling ;
to surpass in shouting.

1648 Hunting of Ft'x 16 Baal's Priests did outbawle Elias.

1770 LANGHOKNE rintarch (1879) I. 567/1, I will outbawl
the orators. 1877 Sunday Maf. 53 The proprktors each

employ a special
' bawler ', who mounted on a barrow..

attempts to outbawl his rival.

Outbeani (outbrm), v. [Oci- 14, 18.]

1. intr. To beam out or forth.

1797 Coi.ERllxiK in Cottle Karly Recoil. (1837) I. 252 In

every motion, her most innocent soul outbeams so brightly,
that (etc.). 18^8 E. H. SKAKS Atlianasia \\. iii. 195 His

outbeaming Divinity breaks upon them.

2. trans. To surpass in beaming ; to outshine.

1839 BAIT.KY l-',-stus iii. (18541 25 In. .brightness like yon
moon, Mildly ontbeaming all the beads of light.

Outbear (autbe-u), v. [OUT- 1 5, 15 b, 1 8.]

1. trans. To bear forth, carry away, poetic.
a 1300 E. K. Psalter ix. 26 Out born be his domes fra his

face alle. IHd. Ixxvii. 52 And he out bare als schepe his folk.

1844 MRS. BROWNING Sonn., Soul's Expression, This song
of soul I struggle to ontbear Through portals of the sense.

t 2. To bear out ; to support ;
to sustain. Obs.

1530 PALSGR. 650/1 Who so ever saye the contrary, I wyll
outbeare the. 1587 MASCALL Gffvt. Cattle, Sheefe (1637) 205
The Winter . . killeth many Sheepe, the which ye did suppose
they would haue out-borne the sayd Winter. 1624 Bp.



OUT-BEARD. 247 OUTBEANCH.
MOUNTAGU Cagg 45 Satis pro iniperio> if you can out-

i .u t- it.

3. iVaitt. = OlJTCABRY Z>. 2.

1691 KOUI.KF.S in Land. Gaz. No. 2640/4 The Dover did
out-bear her with Sail, by which means her Foretopmast
came by the Hoard. 1865 Morn. Star 30 Aug., Even our
handsome Edgar was outborne by the black mass of the

Solferino, with her keen, scooped-out bow slowly parting
the water.

Out-bea'rd, z>. [Oux- 18 c.] trans. To over-

come by bearding or show of defiance.

1611 Si'EED Hist, (it. Brit. ix. vili. 12. 539 Did he spare
to out-beard his Souvraigne himselfe? 1673 Mem. Madam
Charlton i A bold Metheor. .may out-beard the Sun.

Ou'tbeariiig', vbl. sb. [f.
bear out: OUT- 9.]

1 1. Production, bringing forth. Obs.
c 1350 All Saints 93 in Horstm. Altengl, Leg. (1881) 143

pat was ordand for bis thing, To pay for j>e erth ont-bering.

f2. Projection. Obs.
1611 COTGR., Coudedc la branch?

^
the elbow or out-bearing

of the branch of a Bit.

3. Self-assertion. Sc.

1871 W. ALKXANDKR Johnny Gibb (1873) 269 \Vi' a' 'er

ootbearin' an' pride.

t Oirtbea ring, ///. a. Obs. [f.
as prec. :

- OUT- 10.] Self-assertive, arrogant.
1607 HIKKON ll'ks, I. 374 This out-bearing humour, .is so

strong in the vnregenerate, that euen when they are con-

demned and are going away to hell, they will yet turne

againe, and say, 'When did wee so and so?
'

1626 K.
HKRN-ARD Isle ofMan (1627) 157, I tooke n for granted that

my Gentrie stood in idlenesse.. in. .great wordes, and in

some out-bearing gestures, the formes of Gentry.

Out-beg, -beggar, etc. : see OUT-.

Outbelch. (uutbe'l'J"), v. [OUT-I5, 18.] trans.

a. To belch out. b. To outdo in belching.
1573 TWVNE .'Kneid x, Eejb, Flame forth sparkling hie

from head Outbelching spouts forth beanies. 1602 -znti Pt,
Returnfr. Parnass. \. vi. 495 Hang him whose verse can-
not out-belch the wind.

Out-beTlow, v. [OUT- 18, iSc.] trans, a. To
outdo in bellowing ;

to roar louder than. b. To
overcome by bellowing or loud noise.

1621 Bi-. HALL Great Imposter Wks. (1625) 505 Thus Saul
will lie-out his sacrilege, until the very beasts out-bleat
and out-bellow him. 1807 Director II. 331 To the unspeak-
able annoyance of the actor, whom they perhaps outbellow
in some of his finest passages. 1834 Frasers Mag. X. 16

They, .out-bellow bulls. 1876 SWINHURNK Ereclttkeus 1340
Its clamour outbellows the thunder.

Ou'tbent, ///. a. [OUT- n.] a. Bent out

or outwards, b. Bent upon going or getting out.
1601 DANIEL Civ. H'ars^u. xvi, Which had no power to

hold-in minds outbent. 1625 J.ISLK Du Hiirtas^ A'tv 151 It

is concave and convex, which is as much as to say inbent
and out-bent. 1882 W. K. PAKKKK in Trans. Linn. Sac.
II. in. 167 The base.. is attached to the most outbent part
of the trabecula.

Outbi'd, v. [OUT- 1 8, 17.]
1. trans. To outdo in bidding or offering a price;

to offer a higher price than.

1587 HARKISON England n. xviii. (1877) i. 300 One of them
doo commonlie vse to out bid another. 1622 MALYNES.-JMT.
Law Merch. 410 So by outbidding the other, oftentimes to

raise the wares. 1741 MIDULKTON Cicero I. v. 342 He..

bought the house, .by outbidding all who offered for it. 1901
A. LANG in Klack, Mag. Oct. 490/1 The late Mr. Quaritch
outbid me for the only copy of Lautier I ever saw.

2. fig. a. To offer more than; to outdo or sur-

pass in any quality, statement, etc.

1597 WARNER Alb. Eng. vi. xxxiii, He. .that would not be
out-bid For courage. 1642 ROUKRS Naaman 142 Our out-

V bidding the Lords owne asking, is no marke of our selfe-

denialL 1853 HEKSCHKL Pop, Lect. Sc. ii. 5. (1873) 52
He was outbid by Anaximander, who said it was twenty-
eight times as large as the earth.

t b. Of things : To surpass in value. Obs.

1642 ROGERS Naaman 392 As much as Crownes or Royalls
outbid brasse farthings. 1671 J. ALLEN Dedkam Pulpit 20

From the unspeakable, unconceivable and excellent worth
of this peace, it will outbid all other things in the world.

f3. To overestimate, overrate. Obs.
1688 SHADWKLL Sqr. Alsatia v. Wks. 1720 IV. 107 You do

me too much honour, you much out-bid my value. 1702
ROWE Ami). Step-Moth, i. L 260 You out-bid my Service;
And all returns are vile, but words the poorest.

Hence Outbidding* vbl. sb. and ///. a. Also

Outbidder,
( one that out-bids' (J.)-

1632 I. L. Law's Kesol. Wont. Rights 146 A thousand out-

ridings and out-biddings is no forfeiture. 1830 J. W. CHOKER
in C. Papers (1884) II. xv. 86 The., out -bidding spirit of a

tyro at the auction for popularity.

Out-Billinsgate, -billow, etc. : see OUT-.

Outbirth (au-tbaib). ff. OUT- 7 + RIHTH sbt]
1. That which is brought forth or produced, or

which springs from (something) ;
the outward

product or progeny.
1663 W. BAYLY Visit, fr. on High 27 They are hid per-

petually from the out-birth of the wisdom of this World, and
revealed onely to the Babes in the inward spiritual ground
in Christ Jesus. 1740 LAW A pp. to all that Doubt (1768) 21

Heaven itself is nothing but the first glorious Out-birth,. .

the beatific Visibility, of the One God in Trinity. 1842 J.
STERLING Ess^etc. Tennyst>n(i%4&) I. 458 All the rest is the
direct outbirth and reflection of our own age.
2. The action or fact of bringing forth, rare.

1691 E. TAYLOR tr. Behmen's Theos. Philos. vii. 8 The
Instrument in the outbirth of this spirit is Venus.

Oirtblaze, sb, [Oux- 7.] A blazing forth.

'843 J- MARTINEAU Chr. Life (1867) 87 A more vehement
outblaze of human crime.

Outblaze (tHUbL
T
i-z),z>. [OUT- 14, 18.]

1. intr. To blaze forth, burst out with ardour.
a 1711 KKN Sion Foci. \V'ks. 1721 IV. 384 She to the Hight

of heav'nly Ardour rais'd, When next the Daughters met, \

in Hymn onlbla/'d. 1870 MOKKIS Earthly Par. III. iv. 416
Therewith the smouldering fire again oulblazed Within him. '

2. trans. To surpass in blazing, to obscure by ;

a brighter blaze
; fig. to outshine in brilliancy.

174* YOUNG Nt. Th. iv. 585 His Wrath inflam'd, his Tender- \

ness on Fire, Like soft, smooth Oil, out blazing other Fires.

'755 J- ^** SCOTT Kss. transl. Homer 28 In Armour, which
ont-bla/'d the Lamp of Day. 1861 CKAIK Jiist. Eng.
J.it. t Aiiltoris Poetry^ A tide of gorgeous eloquence, .like a
river of molten gold; outbla/ing.. everything of the kind in

any other poetry. 1876 OUIUA In Winter City vi. 144 To
buy big diamonds till she could outblaze Lady Dudley.
t Outblee-d, i>, Obs. [OUT- 15, 14, 18.]
1. a. trans. To pour out or shed in the form of

,

;

blood, b. intr. To How out ns blood, poetic.
f 1430 I,Y[>G. Min. Poems (Percy Soc.) 255 To paye our i

rainisoum his blood he did *hrede; Nat a sinal part, but al ,

he did out bleede. 1580 Li>. V.u:x in Farr .V. /'. Etiz. (1845) |

II. 302 Thou, that for loue thy life and lone outblead.

1596 UALKYMI-LK tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. via. 95 Al tlie blude
of liis body U lattne outbleid at the samyn.
2. trans. To surpass in bleeding, noncc-nse.
a 1631 DONNK in Select. (1840) 133 To find a languishing

I

wretch in a sordid corner.. to set Christ Jesus before him, to

| out-weep him, out-bleed him, out-die him.

Outbloom (-bl/7 m), v. [OUT- iS.] trans.

j

To surpass in bloom. Alsoy?^.
1746 \V. HOKSI.FV Fool (IT^ I. 4^ Cheeks that out-blnom

. the Roses. 1817 UYKON Beppo U.x.xiv, You still may mark

[

her cheek, out-blooming all. 1861 WHYIK MKI.\ ILI.K Good
\ for Xothing II. 48 She will out-bloom her former self in her

\

new prosperity, even as bleak, barren .March is out-bloomed
|

by the merry month of June.

Out-blO'SSOm, v. [OiT- 18.]
=

prec.
1695 CONGREVK Love for Lwe \. ii, I have seen fifty m a

'

side-box Ijy Candle-light, out-blossom five and twenty.
\

1884 TENNYSON Becket Prol. x6 True, one rose will ont-

blossom the rest.

OutblO't, v. poet. [OUT- 1 5.] trans. To blot out. :

"549^9 N. in Sternhald fy Hopkins Ps. cix. n. i, Theyr
name out blotted in the ai^e, That after shall succede. a 1600

\
EUnhicn E. in. (1664) 32 'The chief renown eke of your child

Your beastish acts should clear out-blot, c 1864 J. Annis
Elizal*. Echoes (1879) 16 The heavy fog-wreaths rise.. Out- i

blot the wavering distance. 1901 Academy 7 Dec. 572/1
Men, whose sin He would outblot, Ye alone receive Him not.

f Ou-t-blowed, ///. a. Obs. rare- 1

. [C)UT-
II

;
? error for ontbtown or Oittbowed.]

1667 DHYUKN ImL Emperor i. ii. (1668) 6 And at their

roots grew floating Palaces, Whose OUt-blow'd \cd. 1725
-blowedj bellies cut the yielding Seas.

Outblown (ou-tbl^n), ppl. a. [OuT- ii.]
Blown out, inflated ; blown abroad.

1851 MKLVILLE Whale I. xl. 285 The outblown rumours of
j

the white whale did in the end incorporate with themselves I

all manner of morbid hints.

Out-blunder, -blur, etc. : see OUT-.

Outblirsh, v. [OUT- 18.] trans. To outdo
I

in blushing, to surpass in rosy colour.

1634 HABINGTON Castara n. (Arb.) 93 Perhaps not the
chasi morne herselfc disclose Againe, t'outblnsh tn'semuloua
rose. 1640 A. MMLVILLK Comm.-pl. Ilk. (1899) 52 The bright
sone could nut outblusche her. 1703 TATK On Queen's Pict.

vi, The modest Matron .. Out-blush'd her own Vermilion

Dye. 1800 T. MOORE Atmcreon l.\vi. 28 Not more the rose,
the queen of flowers, Outblushes all the glow of bowers.

Outblu'ster, v. [OUT- 16, i8b, c.]

1. trans. To drive or do out of by blustering.
1748 RICHAKDSON Clarissa (1811) II. 15 Those wives, .can

suffer themselves to be out-blustered and out-gloomed of
their own wills, instead of being fooled out of them by acts
of tenderness and complaisance.
2. To outdo in blustering, to get the better of by

bluster.

a 1863 THACKERAY Round. Papers, Medal Geo. IV (1869)
358 If ever I steal a teapot, and my women don't stand up
for me. .outbluster the policeman, and utter any amount of
fibs before Mr. lieak, those beings areiiot what 1 take them
to be. -1878 I. INGI.IS Sport q- Work xiii. 146 A man. .in

fierce altercation with another, who tries his utmost to

outbluster his furious declamation.

Outboard (ovtbtad), a., adv. Nant. [f.

OUT- 12 + BOARDS. Cf. INBOARD.]
A. adj. a. Situated on the outside of a ship.

18*3 CRABB Techno!. Diet., Outboard (.War.), an epithet
for whatever is without the ship, c 1850 Kwdim, Nat'ig.
(Wealet 135 Outboard, on the outside of the ship, as 'the
outboard works*. 1875 BEDFORD Sailor's Pocket Bk. vu.

(ed. 2) 266 The outboard plane may be made of mess tables.

b. Outward from the median line of a ship.
1893 Westm. Gaz. 31 May 6 2 An obstruction had lodged

in her outboard pipe. 1895 Century Mag-. Aug. 597/1 Two
passageways, .connected the bow and stern io-inch guns, on
the outboard side of each being officers* quarters, etc.

B. adv. a. In a direction out from the ship's

side, or laterally away from the centre of a ship.
1836-48 B. D. WALSH tr. Aristophanes 55 note, A strap by

which the oar was fastened to the rowlock to prevent its

slipping out-board. 1848 J. F. COOPER Capt. &M(Ftflgel)
A window which opened in-board, or toward the deck, and
not out-l)oard, or toward the sea.

b. Of position : Outside a ship or boat
; nearer

to the outside than something else.

1869 SIR E. REED Ship-build, xv. 270 The length outboard
is 8 feet 6 inches, and that inboard about 3 feet. 1875
STONEHENGE Brit. Sports 640 The oar or scull.. is always
alittle heavier outboard than inboard. i88a NARES Seaman-
ship ^d. 6) 154 Which end of the shackle is outboard?

Out-boil, -bolt, etc. : see OUT-.
Out-bond. A term (in Dictionaries) founded

on the phrase onf and in bond, applied to an
alternate disposition of the bricks or stones in

forming a quota or jamb.
1842-76 GWILT Archit. Gloss., Out and in Bond, a Scotch

term for alternate header and stretcher in quoins, and in

window and door jambs.
The application of out -bond \Q a 'stretcher' on

the face of a wall as given in some zeceiit Diets,

is apparently not in use.

Ou't-book. In Clearing-house business : Short
for out- clearing book \ see OUT-CLEARING.
1884 HoWARTH Clearing System iv. 52 The representa-

tive of that bank is ubliged to go to the desk of the

complainant and take with him his 'out-buoks'. 1897
It'estiH. Caz. 5 Mar. 3.1 He puts the checjues, &c., in hi-,

cuse and returns to his office, taking with him his out-books.

Out-border, -borough, etc. : see OUT-.

fOn'tborn, a. (s/>. : Obs. [OUT- ii.] Horn
out of the country; of foreign birth. b. sb. A
foreigner.
11450 Coi 1

. Afyst. .\xx. (Shaks. Soc.) ^02 If Ihesus were
oulbuni in the lund of Galylye. 1532 in Strype Keel. Mew.
(1821-) 1, i. xvii. 207 liy whom (an KnglUhman] the i'ope\
Holiness may be ;t> well an.iweved. .as by an out-born man.
c 1550 SIR j. C.'IU-KK Mutt. x. 18 i'/cjM, \Ve nuw cal yeiu
strangers and outboms, and oiitlaiiilivi.li.

tOu'tborrow, in phrase inborrow and out-

boyyoii) l

surety in and out' : see iNBORGH 2. Obs.

Oll't-bouild, a. [On- ii.] Outward bound.

1598 UAHKI-.T Theor, \\'a)'res 120 His home bound Indies
fleet being safely arriueii, and his outbound sent away.
1666 DKYDKN Ann. Mirtib. cuiv, (

Hul.o^g^4iDs at home
their voyage end. 1842 I.OM.I. -S/-^^B P'i he soft

wind Wafts to the out-bound manner the UeaMBjUi, the

beloved land he leaves behind.

Outbou-nd, v. [OUT- iS,| La. To
surpass in bounding, b. To lcap^M^Mf5v?f1oap.
1760-72 H. UHOOKK l*\*ol of Qital. (1809) III. 24 He could

out-run the rein-deer, and outbound the antelope. 1895
ll't-'sftft. Ga~.. 15 Oct. 3/1 It is a case of invention runniii.-

riot and outboundhig restraint,

f-Ou't-bou:nds f jV'.//. Obs. [Oi'T-j.] Outward

bounds; utmost or extreme boundaries or limits.

1596 SI-KNM--.K State hel, Wks. (Globe) 616/2 Knockfargus,
IJelfast, Armagh, and Cailingfoord, which are now the mo>t

out boundes and abandoned places in the Knglivh Pale. 1669
WORI.IDGK Sy$t. Agric. (1681) 87 The Propagation of Trees
in Hedge-rows, and Out-bounds of his Kanils. 1690 Mi:
Jtss. Pres. Times v. 83 Incursion on the Out-bounds uf his

Lordships Piiviledge and Authority.

Outbow ^.lutbuu
1

),
v. [Our- 18.] trans. To

outdo in bowing.
1728 Yui'Nc Lore Fame iv. 74 He can outbow the bowing

dean.

t Ou't-bowed,/X- a. Obs. [OUT-Il.] Bowed
or bent outwards; bellied, bulged.
1627 Hi-. HALL Holy Panfgyr. Wks. 475 The convex or

out bowed side of a vessel!.

So f Ou't-bowlng- ///. a. [OUT- 10.], bowing,

bending, or bulging outwards, outwardly convex.

1657 PACHAS Pol. Flying Ins. \. xv. 93 The sides being

out-bowing.

Out-bra'g", v. [OUT- 18.] trans. To outdo

in bragging ;
to go beyond in boastful talk.

1565 IIOI.IMNU Ovid's Met. xm. (1593) 297 Thou all others

maist outbrag. 1676 WYCHKRI.KY PL Dealer \. i. Wks.

(Rtldg.t 107^2 To out-flatter a dull poet,., out promise a lover,

outrail a wit, and outbrag a sea-captain. 1837 W. IRVING

Capt. Ronnevilk (18491181 They, .tried to outbrag and out-

lie each other. 1886 All Year Round 4 Sept. 103.

b. fig. To exceed in pride of beauty.
1597 SHAKS. Lover's Compl. 95 His phenix downe began

but to appeare Like vnshorne veluet, on that termlesse skin

Whose bare out-brag 'd the web it seem'd to were.

t Out-brai'd, v. 1 Obs. In pa. t. -braid(e,

-breyd^e, etc. [f. OUT- 15 + BBAID v.1 Cf.

ABRAID z*. 1 More correctly written as two words.]
a. trans. To wrench, snatch, or pull out; to

draw (a sword).
13.. CoerdeL.t,^ Men offarmes the swerdes outbreyde.

1390 GOWER Con/, 1. 306 And he for wra^be his swerd out-

breide \rinte seide].

b. intr. To start, spring, or burst out.

ci4oo Segc Jerus. (E. E. T. S.) 47/827 A womman,
bounden with a barn, was on J>e body hytte . . pat |* barn

out brayde fram Je body clene.

c. trans. To dart out, to throw out, eject.

1600 FAIRFAX Tasso x. i, The snake (that on his crest hot

fire out braid) Was quite cut off.

t Outbrai'd, v.'2 Obs. [Altered form of

ABRAID v? = UFBRAID : prob. due to the equiva-
lence of prec. with ABRAIL> z/.l] trans. To up-

braid, reproach. Hence t Outbrai'ding vbl* sb.

1509 BARCLAY Shyp ofFolys (1570) 96 They haue no
plea-

sure, but thought, and great disease, Rebuke, outbraydmg,
and stripes. Ibid. 193 His frende he soone outbraydeth of

the same, c 1510 Mirr. Gd. Manners (157) *' v, '1 hou

should straungers in no maner despise, Outbrayding nor

scorning with deede or wordes fell.

Outbra'nch, v. rare. [OUT- 14.] intr. lo

branch out, ramify, poet.

1835 BROWNIMG Paracelsus^. 144 The molten ore.. Winds

into the stone's heart, outbranches bright In hidden mines.

z868 STEPHENS Runic Mon. I. p. v, Sciences, subtdly out-

branching up and down and sideways into yet other near by

lore-fields.



OTJTBRANCHING.

Otrtbranching, vbl. sb. [Our- 9.] A branch-

ing out, ramification. So On'tbranching' ppl. a.

[Our- 10], branching out.

1855 BAILKV Mystic, etc. 123 The holy outbranchings of

divinity. 1858 W. ARNOT Lawi fr. Heaven II. xii. 96
There are many outbranching bypaths. 1880 FAIRBAIKN
Stud, Life Christ \. (1881) 89 No outbrauching trees made
a cool restful shade.

Outbrast, obs. pa. t. of OUTBURST v.

Outbrave (autbrt~i-v),z/. [OUT- 18 b.]
1. trans. To face with show of defiance; to stand

out against bravely or defiantly.
1589 N.\SHK Ded. Greene's Menaphon (Arb.) 6 Who.,

think to outbraue better pens with the swelling bumbast of
a bragging blanke verse. 160^ ROWLANDS Hell's Broke
Loose 36, I haue knowne men die, That haue out-brau'd the

Hang-man to his face. 1621 MARKHAM Decades Warre \.

200 Let him therefore only outbraue danger, not wooe it.

1796 MORSE Amer. Ceog. II. 20 Instead of guarding
against the inclemency of the weather, they outbrave it.

i8z8 D'ISKAELI Cltas. /, I. xii. 326 The Duke sat outfacing
his accusers, and outbniving their accusations.

2. To outdo or surpass in bravery or daring.
1596 SHAKS. Merch. I

7
, n. i. 28, I would . . Out-brave the

heart most daring on the earth,. To win the Ladte. 1612
DRAVTON Poly-olb. v. 82 That those proud Airies, ..Out-
brave not this our kind in mettle. 1814 I*VRON Lara. \\. xiv,

Outnumber'd, not outbraved, they still oppose Despair to

<.!arin,
r
,
and a front to foes.

b. Tooutdoorexcelin beauty, finery, or splendour
of array ; cf. BRAVEKV 3.

1589 (iRKEN'K Menaphon (Arb.) 60 Cupide dismounted
from his mothers lappe. .to outl)raue the 'i'hessalian dames
in their beaut ie. 1597 GKRARDK Herbal Pref, The Lillies

of the field outbraued him. a i65i FL'LLKK l\'ort!iies (1840)
II. 487 SuloM|J^nself is out-braved therewith [a flower J.

1861 DixjJ life' /''"''" v 'i- 2I ' '"' Prodigal bride-
'

-^i^fi^l ^fc of Genoese velvet, purple from cap

c. Tg Mrsurpass (in any quality).

i589^^^BH^^^K'w^-. vi. xx.v, My husband though by
trade a Smith, for birth out-brau'd of none. 1622 DRAVTOM
Poly-olt'. xxii. 48 Liuells, u large Waste, which other plaines
out-braues. 1750 CAKTK Hist. Eng. II. 310 He affected

every where, .to out-brave them on all publick occasions.

Hence Outbra'ved///. a., Outbra'ving vbl. sb.

and///, a.

1601 CHESTER Love's Mart. (Shak^. Soc.) 56 Their out-

brauing termes. 1630 I. CKAVKN God's Tribunall (1631) 32
The out-brauings of roaring Ephraimites. 1652 J. WRIGHT
tr. Cainus* Nat. Paradox in. 50, I am no Man to suffer

such out-braving; Language. 1870 MORRIS Earthly Par.
II. in. 129 Suffice it, that no outbraved death Might end
him. 1871 ROSSETTJ Pocms^ Jenny Si From shame and
shame's out-braving too, Is rest not sometimes sweet to you ?

Out-bray, z>. [OUT- 15, 18.]

f 1. trans. To bray out, ejaculate, utter : see

BRAY v 4, and cf. ABRAY v. 3 b. (Properly two

words.) Obs.

1558 G. CAVKXDISH Poems (1825') II. -39 Hir voyce she out

brayd. 1559 Mirr. Mag, (1563) Qj, Whose rufull voyce no
sooner had out brayed Those wofull wordes. Ibio, X ij,

Wyth a sygh outbrayed, With woful cheare these woful
wurdes he sayd. 1603 KI,ORIO Montaigne 11. xii. (1632) 310
For it enraged rave's, and idle talk outbrayes.
2. To outdo or surpass in braying or roaring.
1806-7 J- HEKKSFORii Miseries Hum. Life (1826) iv. vu, A

cart containing a million of iron bars which you must out-bray.

Outbra zen, r [f. OUT- 15 b, iS + BRAZEN
z>.]

1. To brazen out
;
to face out or maintain defiantly

or impudently.
1681 T. FLATMAN Heraclitvs Ridens No. 29 (1713) I. 190

To out-brazen the Belief,of a Conspiracy., to seize the King.
1755 YOUNG Centaur lied. 15 High-bred, unbridled colts

..with a blaze in their foreheads, to outbrazen my rebukes.

2. To outdo or surpass in imabashedness. .

1702 T. BKOWN- Lctt.fr. Dead Wks. 1760 II. 216 The
expertest devils.. turn pale. .to see their impudence out-

brazen'd by a club of mortal puritans. 1710 StOMOffrs' Pro
ff Con 39 Did he not. .out-brazen Sacheverell himself V 1878
E. JENKINS Haverholnte 6 Could you not face the world
and outbra/en the Devil?

t Ou't-breach.. Obs. [OUT- 7.] An outbreak.

1609 HP. W. BARLOW Ans-w. ffiUtttlfU Cath, 352 This last

reuoll and contemptuous out-breach so exceedingly disloyall
..to his Gratious Soueraigne.

Outbreak (cm*tbr#k), sb. [OUT- 7.]

1. A breaking out; an eruption; an outburst

of feeling or passion, of hostilities, of disease, of

vulcanic energy, etc.

i6oa SHAKS. Ham. \\. \. 33 The flash and out-breake of
a fiery minde. 1818 LADY MORGAN Antobiog. 23 It is the

spontaneous outbreak of a good, and kind heart. 1830
HF.KSCHEL Stud. Nat. Philos. 348 The first out-break uf

modern science. 1848 KINGSLKY Saint's Trag. m. i. 74,
I had expected some such passionate outbreak. 1855
MAGAUI.AY Hist, Eng. xiv. III. 419 An outbreak of patriotic
and religious enthusiasm. 1878 HUXI.KV Physiogy, 199 In
some case volcanic outbreaks take place actually beneath
the sea. 1879 St. George's Hosp. Rep. IX. 714 Two
diphtheritic outbreaks. 1885 L'pool Daily Post n Apr.
4/7 Since the outbreak of the Crimean War.
2. Geol. The emergence of a rock at the surface ;

the outcrop of a stratum
;

the eruption of an
intrusive igneous rock.
1806 MARTIN in Phil. Trans. XCVI. 345 If the whole..

was an even plain, the border or outbreak of each stratum
would appear regular and true. 1828 Craven Gloss, (ed. 2)

s. v., When a vein of coal, &c. appears on the surface, it i ,

called an ont-breck, the same as a crop-out. ift^TuCTBAM
Moabiv. 65 In the neighbourhood of the basaltic outbreaks

which frequently disturb the stratification.

248

3. A breach of the peace ; a public display of

opposition to established authority ; an insurrection.

1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. viii. II. 440 If the misgovern-
nit-Hi of James were suffered to continue, it must produce..
a popular outbreak. 1851 GALLKNCA Italy j\ Revolutionary
outbreaks in Sicily. 1858 BUCKLE Civiliz. (1873) II. viii.

593 Outbreaks, no doubt, there have been and will be; but

they are bursts of lawlessness rather than of liberty.

Outbreak (awtbr*k), v. [OUT- 14.] intr.

To break out. (In OK. and ME. properly two
words

;
now only poetic.)

c 1000 &I.FKIC Saints' Lives xxxi. 866 Swa fjaet him for-

bunion on Jam baece his reafand he for Sam bryne ut bia:can
ne mihte. 1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 6567 Baldeliche he spac
& siurneliche to bis water, bo it alles out brae, c 1400
Yiuaine ty Gazv. 3243 Now es the Houn out broken, c 1450
LoNELICH Grot/ xxvi, 112 And longe it was Kr..Ony word
Eiber myhte Owt tireke. 1604 HIKRON ll'ks. I. 574 And
now and then outbroke the light. 1870 MOKKIS Earthly
Piir. I. i. 95 A frightful clamour from the wall outbroke.

b. To burst into flower.

1870 MOKKIS Earthly Par. II. in. 193 Round Venus* feet

Outbroke the changing spring-flowers sweet.

Ou t-breaker '. -[OUT- 8.] One who makes
or joins in an outbreak.
a 1670 STANDING Troub. Chas. I 11850) I. 8 But the

principal! outbrakeris and malefactouris wes spalrit.

Ou't-brea:ker-. [f.
OUT- 3 + BHEAKER sbl-

5.] A breaker at a distance from the shore.
1801 SOUTHEV Thalaba xii. viii, The dash Of the out-

breakers deaden 'd.

Outbreaking, vbl sb. [OUT- 9.] A breaking
or bursting out : see break out in HKKAK v. 54.
c 1425 Fonndat. St. Bartholomews (E. K. T. S.J 15 WhatC

fastidious outbrekyogys liadde temptid hym. 1432-50 tr.

Htgden (Rolls) V. 187 Valentinianus Augustus.. deide in

a inanere outbrekynge of his veynes. 1638 SIK T, HERBERT
Trav. (ed. 2) 41 He. .is (by the fresh out breaking of her

beaut>) captivated. 1731 . KKSKISK ll'ks. (1871) I. 104
They are free of ^ross outbreakings, being no common
drunkards, swearers or Sabbathbreakers. 1838 THIRI.WALL
Greece xx. III. 135 The place of its first outbreaking .. in-

dicates that the contagion came from abroad.

Ou'tbrea:king f ///. a. [Our- 10.] That
breaks or bursts out : see prec.
1601 DANIEL Civ. ll'ars vu. t, Disordinate Authorltie . .

durst not to proceed With an outbreaking course. 1826
E. IRVING Babylon II. vn. 176 Denoted by the outbreaking
sore. 1837 CAKLYI.K l''r. Rev. I. iv. i, Immeasurable, mani-
fold ; as the bound of outbreaking waters.

tOut-brea-st,^. Obs. [OUT- 18 b.] trans.*?a

surpass in vocal achievement; to excel in singing.
1612 Two Noble K. v. vi, Two emulous Philomels., now one

the higher, Anon the other, then again the first, And by and
by out-breasted, that the sense Could not judge between 'em.

Outbreathe ^uutbrrS), v. [OUT- 14, 15.]
1. trans. To breathe out ; f to expire ;

to ex-

hale; to emit as breath. Now/^/.
1555) Mirr. Afag. Induct. (1563) R ij, Outbrething nought

but discord euery where. 1572 J. JONES Bathes Buckstone
9 Not easel y to be out breathed by vapour. 1658 A. Fox
M'ttrtz Surg. i. iv. 17 This young man out -breathed his
la-it within few houres after. 1860 V. W. KABKK Hymn,
Internal Spirit xii, Thou art an unborn Hreath outbreathed
On angels and on men. 1866 CONINGTON tr. I'irg. sEneid\\\\.
266Cacus in his robber-lair Outbreathing smoke and flame.

2. intr. or absol.

a 1625 FLKTCHER Love's Pilgr. i. i. No smoak nor steam,
out-breathing from the kitchen. (11851 MOIK Lament of
Selim i, The flowers outbreathe beneath my feet.

So On-tbreathed (-brfBd), ///. a. 1
,
breathed out.

a 1596 Si'ESSER (J.) t That sign of last outbreathed life did
seem. 1771 MACKKNZIK Man Feel, xxviii. (1803) 48 Her
look had the horrid calmness of out-breathed despair.

Outbreathed (<mtbre-j)t),///. a* [f. OUT- 26

+ HKKATH sb. + -KI>.] Put out of breath.

'597 SHAKS. 2 Hen. II', i. i. 108 Rend 'ring faint quittance
(wearied, and out-brealh'd)To Henrie Alonmouth. 1760-72
H. HHOOKK Fool ofQual. (iScwj) I. 84 Hcing all out-breathed
in turns, they remitted from their toil. 1816 HYKON Siege
of Cor. xxiv, Outbreathed and worn, Corinth's sons were
downward borne.

Ou'tbrea:thing, vtl. sh. [Our- 9.] A breath-

ing out ; an exhalation.

1831 Ln. HoL'fiHToN Mem. Many Scenes, Italian to Italy

(1844) 75 The bland outbreathings of the Midland Sea.

1846 TKKNCH ftlirac. xiii. 11862) 240-1 An actual outslreaiu-

Jng and outbreathing of the fulness of his inner life.

SoOu-tbrea-thing///.fl. [OuT- 10], breathing out.

1849 SKAHS Regeneration \\. \. (1859) 71 The outbreathing
influence of a living persdn,
Outbreed to Out-bubble : see OUT-.

Outbri'llg, i'. rare. [Our- 15. In ME. two
words

;
in i ;th c. poetic.] trans. To bring out :

see BRING z>. 21.

a 1200 Moral Ode 183 His frond he ut brochte. c 1374

CHAUCER Troylns in. 908 (058) She kowde nought a word
a-ryght out brynge. 1623 H. AINSWORTH Ps. in Farr -V. /'.

Jas. I 78 And he outbrmgs them from their anguishes.

Outbrist, obs. Sc. form of OUTBURST.

[Out-bud, or Outbud,?y., is given in some Diets,

as from Spenser, who has only the two words out

budding
-
budding out.

1590 Sr-ENSER F. Q. i. vi'i. 17 Whose many heades, out

budding ever new, Dul breed him endlesse labor to subdew.]

O\i't-bu-ddiiig, vbLsb. [OUT- 9.] A budding
out ; the bursting forth of a bud or buds.

1840 CARIVU Heroes Hi. 159 That strange outbudding of
our whole English Existence, which we call the Eliza-

bethan Era.

OITTBUY.

Outbuild (-bi Id), v. [Our- 18, 17, 15.]
1. trans. To surpass in building or durability of

building; in quot. 1834 tatachr. to overbuild.

1742 YOUNG Nt. Th. vi. 312 Virtue alone out-builds the

Pyramids. 1834 MAR. EDGKWORTH Helen viii. I. 160 She
had left off building castles in the air, but she had outbuilt
herself on earth.

2. To build out. poetic and rhet.

1847 EMFRSON Poems (1857) *5 O f now the fish outbuilt
her shell. 1890 J. PULSFORD Loyalty to Christ I. 318 In
Him the hidden affections and power of our Father are
outbuilt and expressed.

Ou p

t-bui:ldilig. [OuT- i.] A detached build-

ing, subordinate and accessory to a main building ;

an out-house.
1626 SIR R. BOYLE in Lismore Papers (1886) II. 191 New

owtbwyldings of my stables. 1824 Miss MITFOKD I'illage
Ser. i. (1863) 78 The great farm, with its picturesque out-

buildings. 1851 HAWIHORNE Seven Gables xiii, A huge
load of oak-wood was passing through the gateway, towards
the out-buildings in the rear.

Out-bulk, v. [OUT- 18.] trans. To exceed
in bulk.

1652 BENLOWF.S Theoph. v. xlix, And, eight score times

out-bulks the Earth. 1879 H. N. HUDSON Hamlet Pref. 4
We find the gloss, I can not say out-weighing, but certainly
far out-bulking, the text.

Out-buller, etc.: see OUT- 14.

Out-bully, v. [OuT- 1 8, J 8 c.] trans. To get
the belter of by bullying ;

to have the best of in

bullying.
1708 Diss. Drunkenness 15 That he may not be out-

bullied by the Oaths of Hackney-Coachmen. 1825-9 M*s-
SHKKWOOD Lady of Manor (1860) V. xxxiii. 376, I myself
should have ventured to mount any horse in my father's

stud, and could out-bully any groom in his stable.

Out-bu'rn, v. [OUT- 14, 18, 17. (In ME. as

two words.)]
1. intr. To burn out or away, to be consumed.
1597 SHAKS. Pass. Pilgr. vii, She burn'd out love, as soon

as straw out-burneth.

2. trans. To exceed in burning, burn longer than.

1742 YOUNG Nt. Th. ix. 165 Amazing Period ! when each

Mountain-Height Out-burns Vesuvius. 1832 TENNYSON
Dream Fair Worn. 146 Lamps which outburn'd Canopus.
So Ou't-burninif vbl. sl>. t burning out, extinc-

tion; Ctrl-burnt///, a., burnt out, exhausted.

1382 WVCLIF fsa. Ixiv. 2 As out brennyng [Vulg. exttsfio]

of fyr, they shulden vanshe awei. 1837 CAKLYLK Fr. Rez*.

I. in. iii, In dull smoke and ashes of out-burnt Sensualities.

Outburst (uu-tbwst), sb. [OUT- 7.]

1. An act of bursting out; a violent issue ; an

outbreak, explosion (of feeling, fervour, indigna-

tion, etc.) ; a volcanic eruption.
1657 TRAPP Comm. Job iii. 3 They repent of their out-

bursts, 1855 BAIN Senses % Int. \\. \. 12 (1864) 96 The first

outburst of muscular vigour in a healthy frame. 1860 Gno.
ELIOT Mill on Floss in. ii, Tom was a little shocked at

Maggie's outburst. 1874 L. STEPHEN Hours in Library
(1892) I. vii. 259 This narrative is.. not a volcanic outburst

to shake the foundations of society,

2. The emergence of a rock or stratum at the

surface; an outcrop; = OUTBREAK sb. 2.

1708 J. C. Conipleat Collier (1845) 10 There Is an Out-burst
or an appearance above ground of some vein of Coal. 182*

J. FLINT Lett. Amer. 60 The strata being horizontal, and
the out-burst of the coal about the middle-steep of the hill.

3. Comb. Outburst-bank, the middle part of

a sea-embankment.
1852 WIGGINS Embanking 25 The outburst bank, 5 feet

high and 8 feet wide at top, and with a slope of but 1$ to i,

because this part of the bank will have to sustain but a
transient stress from the top of the tide. Ibid. 123 The tide

will not flow more than 10 feet at ordinary springs, in which
ca^c tin.- main bank will not be more than 6 feet in height,
and the outburst and swash banks 4 feet more.

OutbUTSt, t'. rare. Forms : see OUT adv.

and HriisT v. [OUT- 14. (In ME. usually two

words, now poetic.)] intr. To burst out.

13.. Cursor M. 1088 (Gutt.) A syhing of his hert vte brast.

c 1400 Destr. Troy 8045 That the blode outbrast, & on brest

light. 1:1430 Freemasonry 761 Suchc worde my^ht ther

outberste That mnht make the sytte yn
evel reste. 1568

Satir. Poems Reform, ix. 124 Their boiling malice that lay
hid In rageing sort outbrast. 1855 BROWNING Sanl xiii,

Then safely putburst The fan-branches all round.

Oivtbu rsting, vbl. sb. [OUT- 9.] A bursting
out or forth. So Oirtlm'rsting:///. a. [OuT- 10].

1846 TKKNCH HulseanLect. Ser. n. ii. 170 The outbursting
of bud and blossom, the signs of the reviving year. 1853
TALFOURD Castilian n. ii, Roar, and speak The strong out-

bursting of a nation's soul. 1854 J. liiu'CK Biog, Samson y.

124 Floods of outbursting tears. 1880 W. M. WILLIAMS in

Gentl. Mag. Dec. 749 Sucli outbursting gases.

Out-biiry, -bustle, etc. : see OUT-.

Ou't-bu:tting, vbl. sb. [OUT- 7 : cf. to buff

c;//.] cotter. A part that butts out ; a projection.

1730 A. GOKDON Majfei's Amphith. 267 The small Out-

buttings of the Podium.

Outbuy, v. [OuT- 18, 15.] trans. To outdo

or beat in buying ; f to bay at a price beyond the

value ; fto buy out or off, to pay to be rid of (obs.}.

1608 CHAPMAN Byron's Consp. Plays 1873 II. 234 He that

whines Empire with the losse of faith Out-buies it. 1616

SIR T. ROE Jrnl. 10 Aug. (1899) 228 They [Dutch] would
both out-present, out-bribe, and out-buy vs in all things.

1634 BP. HALL Contempt., N. T. iv. xv, The wand and the

sheet are for poor offenders, the great either outface or out-

buy their shame.



OUT-BY.

Out-buzz, etc. : see OUT-.

Ou:t-by, -bye, adv. (adj.} Sc. and north.
dial. [f. OUT adv. + BY adv. Cf. IN-BY(K.] Out
a little way ;

a short distance out ; outside the

house, abroad, in the open air
;

to the outside (of
a house, mine, farm, etc.).
a 1400-50 Alexander 2762 (Ashm.) J>e ledis out of Landace
& all f>e fandis out-by. 175* D. STEWART in Scots Mug.
(*753) July 344/2 There were two gentlemen wanting him
out-by. 1819 SCOTT Br. Lamm, vii, A' gaes wrang when
the Master's out-bye. Ibid, xxv, The very pick-maws and
solan geese outby yonder at the Bass. 1881 RAYMOND Mining
(r/oss., Outhye or Outbyeside, Newc., nearer to the shaft, and
hence further from the forewinning. 1886 STKVENSON* Kid-
napped 30 Step out-by to the door a minute.

b attrib. Outside, out-of-doors, as out-by work,
field-labour, out-by servant, worker (on a farm) ;

out-lying, as 'the sheep in the out-by field'
; oitt-by

farm, a moorland farm.
1816 SCOTT Bl. Dwarf x, Harry and I hae been to gather

what was on the out bye land, and there's scarce acloot left.

1896 N. MUSRO Lost Pibroch (1902) 104 Our folk lived the
clean outby life of shepherds and early risers. 1898 P.viox
Casilebmes 145 (E. D. D.) The out bye agricultural workers.

Out-call, -calvinize, etc.: see OUT-.

Out-ca'nt, v. [OuT- 18.] trans. To surpass
or excel in the use of cant (see CANT sbty.
1658 OSBORN Adv. Son (1673) 182, I have heard him.. at

another time out-Cant a London Chirurgion. 1670 W. CLARKK
Nat Hist. Xitrc 91 If you would with my Lord Bacon out-
cant these or other Artists in their own Terms. 1773 Ann.
Reg. 7 A prince, .who has. .out-canted the most zealous
enthusiasts in his appeals to heaven.

Out-eaper, -carol, etc. : see OUT-.

Otrtca:rried, ppl. a. [OUT- n.] Exported.
1878 A BARLOW Weaving 17 Sum of the out-carried com- !

modifies in value and custom, ,294, 184. 17. 2.

Outca*rry, v.
[f. OUT- 156, 18 + CARRY z/.] !

1 1. trans. To carry out. accomplish. Obs.
1611 Char. Author in Cotyat's Crudities, But he free from

all other symptomes of aspiring will easily outcary that.

2 Naitt. To carry more sail than ; hence, to

outsail, sail faster than.

1833 M. SCOTT Tom Cringle via. (1859) 158 His Britannic

Majesty's schooner Glenm will from his greater beam and
superior length outcarry and forereach on you. 1844 \V. H.
MAXWELL Sports ty Adv Scot I. xiii. (1855) 119 If the breeze

freshened, the Clorinde outcarried the schooner.

Ou't-ca:rrying, vbl. sb. [OUT- 9.] Carry- ;

ing out : a. Exportation, b. Accomplishment in
]

practice.
1579 FKNTOX Gnicciard. xvm. (1599) 851 He gaue out

j

ordenance, that there should not be transportation nor out-

carying of goods. 1884 J. PAKKKK Ajwst. Life III. 39 The
out-carrying of a solemn step that involved the entire life.

Outcast (cuvtkast), sbl [sb. use of OUTCAST :

ppl. a.]
1. A person

* cast out
*

or rejected ;
an abject ;

'

a castaway ;
one rejected or cast off by his friends

or by society ; an exile
;
a homeless vagabond.

13 . E'-ang. Nicod, 746 in Herrig Archiv LI 1 1. 405 pou
out cast of all men, how dar J?ou negh J>is temple nere. 1388
WVCLIF Ps. Ixxxiii[i], n, I chees to be an out cast [Vulg. \

abjectns\ in the hous ofmy God. 15*6 Pilgr. Perf. (W. de W. j

I 53 1 ' 1*7. I shall than be reputed as an outcast & nothynge I

set by. 1535 COVKKDALE Ps. xxi[i]. 6, I am a worme and
no man : a very scorne of men and the outcast of the people.
1570 LF.VINS Manip. 36^12 An outcast, abiccttts. 1733 POPE
Ef>. Cobham 204 He dies, sad outcast of each church and i

state. 1838 HT. MARTINEAU Homes Abr. vi. 78 Being thus
j

made outcasts, they acted as outcasts. 1849 MACAULAY >

Hist. Eng. iii. I. 363 Quarters peopled by the outcasts of i

society.

2. That which is thrown out or away, refuse, offal
;

a plant thrown out from a garden.
1398 TREVISA Barth. De P. R. XVH. cxxxv. (Bodl. MS.) If.

224/2^fulkes and offal and oute caste ofcome, c 1440 /V<w/,
Paw. 375/1 Owte caste, or refuse, or coralyce of corne, ..

cribalunt. 1796 WITHERING lirit. Plants (ed. 3) II. 309
Found ..in a situation that would allow of its being an out-

cast of a garden. 1842 Jrnl. R. Agric. Soc. III. n. 325
A nobleman . .made a large pond in the solid clay, and burnt
all the outcast.

t 3. An inferior sheep culled from the rest of the

nock. Obs.

1671 lnz>. in Anderson Hist. Lea 25(N.W. Lincolns. Gloss.)

Fifty-two weathers and liogges, outcasts.

f 4. A projectile. Obs.

1674 N. FAIRFAX B"!k fy -SV/r>. 120 The rist or spring of all

that swiftness that is given to outcasts. Ibid. 129 When we
give a dartingness to outcasts.

1 5. A part thrown out or built out from the

main body of a building. Obs.

1574 Nottingham AVc. IV. 157 For a chymney and ij. out
castes or purprestures to his house. 16x6 SURFL. & MAKKII.

Country Farme 87 You shall make round about the Doue-

house, on the outside, two out-casts of hewed stone, or round

rings of plaister, as broad as three or four chesse of stones.

Oirtcast, J*.- [OUT- 7.]

f 1. The act of casting out ; expulsion. Obs.
1600 W. WATSON Decacordon (1602) 46 [There is] nodanger

at all. .to the Church, .by their [the Jesuits'] outcast.

2. The act of throwing out or from one.

1864 Gti. Words 599/2 At each out-cast, it [a net] opens at

every mesh.

3. A falling out, quarrel. (Cf. CAST v. 81 f.) Sc.

1634 Tyninghawe Stss. Records in A. L. Ritchie Ch. St.

&U&W(x88o) 238 Thair was ane outcast between George
Shortus and George Foster. 1637 RUTHERFORD Lett., to

Jas. Murrav 21 Nov. (1671) 3*1,1 tremble at the remem-

VOL. VII.
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brance of a new out-cast betwixt him and me. 1818 SCOTT
Hrt. Midi, xlvii, Reuben never sleeps weel, nor I neither,
when you and lie hae had ony bit outcast.

1 4. An outlet ; a vent. Obs.
1601 HOLLAND Pliny xxxi. iii. II. 409 On either side of

such pits, .certaine out-casts, tunnels, or venting holes, to
receiue those hurtfull and dangerous vapours.

Outcast (uu-tkast), ppl. a. [OlT n: see cast

out, CAST v. 81.]
1. Of persons: orig. Abject, socially despised; in

later use, Cast out from home and friends
; hence,

forsaken, forlorn, homeless and neglected.
c I374CHAIXKK AwM. ui.pr. iv. 57 (Camb. MS.) So mochel

the fowlere and the moore owt cast [abjectior] ^at he is

despised of most folk, c 1400 Rule St. Bcnct {E. K. T. S.I

76/1034 Mine awne condicions wil I ken, Rcpioue & oute
kast of al women, c 1600 SHAKS. Son?/, xxix, I all alone
beweep my outcast state. 1795-7 SOUTH KY Jm't!>rilt.'fy Minor
Poems Poet. Wks. II. 72 Uarbarous climes, \\'here angry
England sends her outcast sons. 1828 S. R. MAITI.AND Let.
Rez'. C. Simeon 20 In this state of out-cast misery he lived
for more than four years. 1860 FKIHDI-; Hist. li.ng, \ . 112
The highways and the villages were covered. .with forlorn
and outcast families, now reduced to beggary. 1888 Pall
MallG. 23 Oct. 1/2 The hitter cry of outcast London.
2. Of things: Rejected, discarded.
r 1560 R. MOKICE in Lett. Lit. Men (Camden) 25 Kuu.ngs

the outecaste papers I haue founde one fragment of a Hull
of Indulgences. 1605 CAMDKN Rem. Ded. 2 The rude
rubble and out-cast rubbish, .of a greater and more serious
worke. 1853 KANK Grinnell E.v/>. xvii. (1856) 129 To convert
several outcast eatables to good palatable food.

f3. Thrown out as an extension from the main

building. Obs.
a 1645 HABINGTON Si<tv. JJ'crrs. in Wares. Hist. Soc, Proc.

i. 135 In the Churcheyarde On the Southe syde aboue an
outcast chappell.

Outca'St, v. Now rare. [OiT- 15. (In ME.
orig. two words ; now poetic.)] trans. To cast out:
see CAST v. 81. So Outcast pa.pple.
a 1300 E. E. Psalter lxxxiii[i]. n, I ches out casten for to

bin In |>e hous of God is min. a. 1325 Prose Psalter cviii[i],

9 Ben hij outcusten of her woninges. ^1374 CHAUCKR Trty-
Ins v. 615 Here I dwelle out cast [r-. r. cast out] from alle

loye. rt 1425 Cursor M. 18231 (Trin.) Outcast bou art of

goddes aungele. 1483 Cat/t. Angl. 264/2 To Oute caste,
alncere. . .Oute castyn, abiectus. ^1580 JLni'crs Bless. J'irg-.
100 Thou . . wilt, as I think, me utterly outcast, a 1662
HEYUN Laud (1668) 156 It being the custom of all those
whom the Court casts out, to labour by all means they can
to out-cast the Court. 1741 K. KKSKINE Serm. Wks. 1871
III. 17 Their suspending, outcasting and deposing seven men
from the holy ministry. 1855 LYNCH Riintlct xxiv. ii, Kill us
with the love, outcasting Murmur, fearfulness, and sleep.

Outcaste (airtka:st), sb. (a.} [Cf. OUT- 12.]
One who has lost or is put out of his caste. Also,
One of no caste.

1876 Encycl. Brit. V. 191 On a forfeiture of caste by either

spouse intercourse ceases between the spouses: if the out-
caste be a sonless woman, she is accounted dead. 1854
J. T. WHEELER Short Hist. India 59 Besides the four
castes [of the Hindu people], there is a large population
known as Pariahs or outca.stes. They are altogether inferior
to the Siidras, and were probably the Helots of India when
the Siidras were masters. [But see PARIAH.]

b. as adj. Outside caste
;

of no caste.

1894 R. KIPLING Jungle Bk. 37 They have no law. They
are outcaste.

Ou:tca*ste, ^. [Cf. OUT- 26 : see CASTE sb. 2,

3.] trans. To put (a person) out of his caste ;

to deprive of caste
;
to cause to lose caste.

1867 Native Opinion i Dec., A man will be outcasted if he
observes mourning for one day instead of two, or partakes
of boiled rice with his coat on. 1889 Times v\ Oct. 5 3 Two
members of the Jain community have recently been out-
casted by their co-relij;ioni-sts for visiting Kimland, 1894
Mission. Herald (Boston' Aug. 329 By this act he not only
outcasted his son but also incurred the displeasure of all his

caste people.
Hence Oivtca-sted ///. a.. Ou'tca'sting vbl. sb.

1886 Pall Mall G. 27 May n 'z The caste system has been
so very much battered about, that outcasting has lost

almost all its terrors. 1891 Daily Neivs 12 Jan. 5/6
Measures taken with this object would be illusory so long
as 'outcasting' was possible.

Outcasting (au-tko'stirj), vbL sb.^ [Oux- 9
(from cast oitf}^\

1. The action of casting out
; ejection, expulsion ;

vomiling ; rendering outcast.

I398TKKV1SA Rarth. D* P. R. vm. xl. (Tollem. MS.), Also
by oute castynge and strecchynge, and ouercastynge . . of
bemis, ly?t bryngef* for>e all Binges. (-1400 tr. Secrcta
Secret.^ Cov. Lordsh. 75 Outkastyng wasshis |>e body, &
clensis J?e stomake of roten & euyl humours. 1535 COVF.K-
DALE Acts xxvii. 18 On the nexte daye they made an
outcastinge. 1826 E. IRVING Babylon II. vn. 171 The out-

casting and desolation of the Jews.

t 2. That which is thrown away ; refuse; offal.

a 1340 HAMPOLE Psalter xv[i.]. 6 Thof thai seme laith
and outkastynge til some, .til me thai ere faire and bright.
1382 WVCLIF i Cor. iv. 13 The parlngis, or out-castinge, of
alle thingis. 1:1400 Rule St. Benet iE. E.T. S.) 14 It es
wrmis and na man, And ut-castyng o men. 1616 SURFL. &
MARKH. Country f-'arnte 386 Worth nothing but to make
refuse and outcastings of.

f 3. An offshoot. Obs.

1340 Ayenb. 22 |>e vifte outkesthige of J>ilke stocke is

scorn ;..pe ztxte kestinge out of the ilke bo3e is wyj>-
stondinge,

Outcasting, vbl. sb* : see OUTCASTS v.

Ou'tcastness. [f. OUTCAST a. + -NESS.] The
state of being an outcast.

OUT-CLIMB.

1846 HARE MissionCotnf. (1850) 124 Shame and scorn and
outcastness and destitution and disease and deatli.

Out-cavil, etc. : see OUT-.

t Outce'pt, v. Obs. [Dux- 25.]
= EXCKPT v. i.

1470-85 MALORY Arthur x. Ixxii, I oute cepte hyin of al

knyghtes. 1530 FAI.SGH. 650/1 He is the strongest man
i that ever I sawe, I outuept none.

t Ontce'pt, quasi-/;-!/, and conj. Obs. Also 6

-oepte, -sep, -sept, [originally pa, pple. of prec.]
A. quasi-//. = KXCKIT prep. I.

(1400 Lanfranc's Cyritrg. 140 Alle ^e membris out cept
l>e lacertis of (>e I/rest, isoz AKNOLPE Chron. (1811) 230
Outcepte euer the goods marcl.anndises or dette. 1518
ll'aterf. Arch, in io//< Kef. Hist. JlfSS. Cmnm. App. v.

327 Noo lords.. shall drynk no maner of man..outesept
ther pleasures and \\illes. 1633 K. JOSSON Tale Tub. I. ii|i|,
Of any Other counlie I' the kingdoms J'aa. Out-cept
Kent, for there they landed All gentlemen.
B. qaasi-fonj.

= EXCKIT conj. 2.

1528 PAVNEL Xalcrne's Regimen 2 D iij, Outcept thou
trust in the figure. 1550-63 MACIIIN Diary 249 The
nienyster \\old nott, ovvtsept she wold com at vj in the
niornyng. 1621 1!. JOXSON Gipsies Mctnmaif/i. Wks.
(Rtldg.) 624/1 Outcept I were with child with an owl, as
they say, I never sa\v Mich luck.

Dutch, variant of OlTJi //.!

t Ou't-channber. Obs. [OUT- i.] a. A
room outside a house, etc. b. An outer room,
an antechamber.
14.. Why I can't /; n A'IIH 267 in K. K. l\ 11862" 145 In

that couent were they now;t ; But an owte chanilier fur
hem was wrowgt. ^11631 DOXNK Lett. (1651) 314, I aske
your leave, that I may hide myselfe in your omdiamber.
1654-66 KAHI.OKUKKV I'artlien. < 1676) 550 He retired himself
into an out-Chamber.

t Ou-tchange. Ol>s.
iionce-wJ.\^*(^\ ? Out-

ward or foreign exchange. ^1 Ht^
1695 \V. I.O\\NPI:S J-'ss. Ainoifi}]^^ ^^T* 1 His

Chamberlain, and .Master and YVork^B Hen of all
his Exchanges and Oiitchant^es in Kn^M^l^^^ilis.
Oiltcha rm, v. [OUT- 1 8.] train. To surpass

in charming: to charm more potently.
1710 XOHKIS Chr. Prudence v. 235 "J'o outcharm all the

pleasures and Relishes of this sensible world. 1827-44
N. P. WILLIS Piviits, Psyche 15 One silent look of thine,
Like stronger magic, will outcharm it all.

Out-chase to Out-chide : see OUT-.

t Ovrtchocrsing, vbl. sb. Obs. [OUT- 9.]

i

The action of choosing out, selection
;
a levy.

1535 COVERDALE i Kings v. 14 Salomon made an out-

j chosynge (of woikmen) thorow out all Israel. And y j

outchosynge was thirtie thousande men.

Out-citizen to Out-clamour : see OUT-.

Outclass (autklo's), v. Sporting. [OlT- 26.]
trans. To beat or surpass (a rival) so completely
as to put him virtually out of the same class or to

preclude the notion of his being a competitor ;
to

leave
' nowhere '

in a race or contest.

1870 Daily Xeivs 12 May, She [a yacht] was conijilculy
outclassed on that occasion, and never stood the slightest
chance frum start to finish. 1882 St. James's (iaz. 4 Apr.
o

;
i A fine young fellow : hut. .beside the bright and merry-

looking athlete who opposed him he seemed quite outclassed.

1893 Q. [Coucil] Delectable Duchy 83 As a liar, I out-classed

every man on board.

Ou't-clea:rance. Commerce. [OiT- 6.] The
act of clearing out ; the clearance of a ship by the

payment of the custom-house dues.

1778 I-'OOMC Trip Calais l. i, [Scawun says} You are
welcome to anchor here as long as you list : But you will
find the duties high at out-clearance.

Ou't-clea:ring, vbl. sb. Banking. [Our- 6.]
The sending out of bills of exchange and cheques
drawn upon other banks to the Clearing-house, in

order to their settlement by the banks on which

they are drawn
; hence, the bills and cheques

collectively thus sent out to be cleared : the con-
verse of IN-CLEARING. Also attrib. as ou-t-olear-

iug book (short out-book}, the book in which
these are entered. Hence On t-clearer, the repre-
sentative of a bank at the Clearing-house, who
manages the out-clearing ; also called out clerk.

[1827 GlI.BART Pratt. Treat. Banking ( 18^9) 11-442 All
the articles in the Clearing are entered.. in a book called
the Clearing I5ook. On the left hand are entered the bills

!
and drafts upon other ISankcrs. These are called the

'clearing out '.] 1875 Ji.voxs.l/OHO'f 1 878' 278 The exchanges
are effected by an equal number of messengers simulta-

neously walking round the desks, delivering the parcels of
'out clearing' and receiving those of 'in clearing ', or, as

;
they are called in New York, the Credit and Debit Ex-
changes. 1882 A. S. MlcniF. Gilbart's Hist. Banking II.

325 The In-Clearing Hook of each clerk ought to agree, of

course, with the portions relating to him of the Out-Clearing
! Books of the other twenty six Clerks. 1897 ll'esttn. Gaz.
I 5 Mar. 3/1 The 'out-clearers

'

in the morning sort the

j

various cheques received by their bank on the other clearing
banks in alphabetical order, and enter them in their 'out-

clearing books' under the names of the different banks.

Out-climb, . [OUT- 1 8, 17.] trans. To sur-

pass in climbing ; to climb or ascend beyond.
a 1610 li. JONSON Pr. Henry s Harriers Wks. (Rtldg.)

477/1 Buildings .. that were the pride of time And did trie

barbarous Memphian heaps outchmb. 1854 OWES in Circ.

Sc.tOrgan.Nat. I. 198 It can outclimb the monkey. 1892

Temple Bar Mag. Oct. 269 They have outdimbed the

wood, and are standing on the close, .grass of the hillside.

Out-clothing, -club, etc. : see OUT .
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OUT-COAT.

t Ou't-COat. Obs. [OUT- 3.] An overcoat.

1684 London Gaz, No. 1991/4 A brown Cloth Out-Coat.

1760-72 H. BROOKE Fool ojf QuaL (1809) I. 68 Coats, out-

coats, shirts, waist-coats.

Ou't-college, a. [Oui- 12.] Not residing

within the buildings of a college : applied chiefly to

members of a college who reside or lodge outside.

86l TBEVELYAN Horace at Athens, Colder than put-

having in his room some out-college men without leave,.,

was sentenced to be kept hard at work in the library, .for a

month. Mod. (Oxford).
'
List of Out-college Residents '.

Out-colour, etc. : see OUT-.

Outcome (airtkm), sb. [Our- 7-]

1 1. The act or fact of coming out. Obs.

a 1225 Ancr: K. 80 WiSuten hope of vtcume. 1375 BAR.

BOUR Bruce i\. 361 And we sail neir enbuschit be, QuEar we
lhair out-cummyng [.l/.V. E. outecomel may se. c 1500

Lancelot 592 Two knichtis.. waiting his outcome.

b. The time of the year when the days begin
to lengthen (Jam.). Sc.

1706 '.Mare of Collingtoun in Watson Coll. Sc. Poems l.

43. I pray you, Duncan, thole me here, Until the out-

i urn of the Year. 1715 Wodroui Carr. (1843) II. 87 They
talk that Mar .. designs to quarter in Penh this season till

the outcome of the year.

2. That which comes out of or results from

something; visible or practical result, effect, or

product, (orig. Sc. : app. made Kng. byCarlyle.)

1788 R. GALLOWAY Poems 13 And for the outcome o' the

story, Just trust it to your ni'bour tory. 1808-18 JAMIKSON,

Outcome, Termination.. Increase, product. 1832 CARI.YI.E
'"

Johnson (1857 1 III. 59 We do the man's intel-

^^^rrat wrong, if we measure it by its mere
e. I8|B KIXGSLEY Saint's Trag. m. iii. 138

ines. 1857 RUSKIN Pol. Earn. Art

g more than the natural growth and

dishonesty of the little buyers and
T\ 19 Aug. 227/1 H e is as the modern

phrase has it, the outcome of these line fictional theories.

1874 SVLLY Scnsnt. q Intuit. 76 Readiness to act [is] the

sure outcome and test of belief.

3. An outlet.

1885 W. D. HOWELLS Silas Lapham (1891) II. 185 There

ain't going to be the out-come for the paint in the foreign

markets that we expected. 1894 H. NlSBET Bns/l Girl's

Kom. 46 There were lots of other outcomes for her heroic

efforts without her going to war for the sake of her country.

tOu'tCOme, ppl. a. Obs. In i litauoumen, 5

out e"-comen. [In OE. f. utan from without +

citmen, pa. pple., come.] Come from without, i e.

from another country or place ; foreign.

(-893 K. .V.i I-KFD Ores. v. ii. 5 pat brer nan utancymen
mon cuman ne dorste. ,71023 WILISTAN //<w. XV. (1883)

91 .Elbeodige men and ulancumene swyoe us swencao.

c 1425 l-'.n^. Cony. Irel. 18 For out-comen men that he lade

with hym. Ibid., The owt-comen folk bat was thus in-to the

land I-come. 1469 Water/. Arch, in loM Rep. Hist. JlfSS.

('omm. App. v. 307 No oute commes man nor strangere.

So Ou'tco'mer, t a. a stranger ;
one coming from

outside. Obs. b. One coming out from a place.

1607 in Hist. H'akefield Gram. Sell. (1892) 70 By any
scholleroroutcoinmer. 1880 L. WALLACE Btn-nurws

' What
is going on?

'

one of the Galileans asked an outcomer.

t Ou't-C0:meling. Obs. exc. dial. [f.
Ol'T-

+ COMELIXG, after OUTCOME///, a. ] One who has

come from without
;
a stranger, sojourner, as distin-

guished from a native, or original resident.

13.. E. E. Allit. P. B. 876 An out-comlyng, a carle. 1555

in Strype Eccl. Mem. (1721) III. i. xxxiii. 429, 1 beseech yon.

as out-comlings and strangers, to abstain [etc.].

Outco:niing, vbl. sb. [OUT- 9.]

1 1. A coming out, issuing forth ;
concr. a place

of issue or emergence. Obs.

a 1300 Cursor M. 12593 At Pe vte-cuming o be yalte He
turnd again. 1375 [see OUTCOME i*. i\ IJ(8TKVIA j3TM-
DeP.K. v. Ix. iBodl. MS.) If. 30/2 A seneu^e . . is naisch atte

be oute coinynge and hard fortheu-ard. a 1548 HALL Chron.,
Hen. 1'f 107 b, In the plain feld. .abidyng the outcommyng
and battaile of their enemies.

2. Kvent, issue ; a result, a product.
1382 WYCLIF Gea.x\l. 13 We herden alle thingis that after-

ward the outecomyngof the thin 1

,' proued. iSsSJ.MARTINEAU
Stud. Ckr. 306 They are the separate outcomings of a great
life-thrill. 1875 E. WHITE Life in Christ ill. xxii. (1878; 323
No mere outcoming of modern thought.

3. Emanation.
1845 TRENCH Jfills. Led. Ser. t. i. 9 Him of whom the

Scripture is the outcoming and the Word. 1860 Serm.
Westm. Abb. xi. 115 Our words are the outcoming of our

inmost heart.

Out-compass to Out-cook : see OUT-.

t Ou -t-CO:mer. Obs. [OUT- 3.] An outlying,

remote, or out-of-the-way corner or spot.

1530 PALSGR. 250/2 Outcorner or secrete corner, redityt.

1626 BERNARD isle ofMan (1627) 10 Besides many Backe-

sides, By-lanes, and Out-corners, there are foure great streets.

1642 FUI.I.ER Holy fy Pro/. St. n. ix. 82 Well skilled in some
dark out-corners of Divinity.

Outcorporate, v. : see OUT- 25.

t Out-CO'te, v. [f.
OUT- 18 + COTE z.l] trans.

To surpass.
1589 WARNER Alb. Eng. vi. xxx. (1612) 149 She of the Gods

and Goddesses before the wanton noted, Was of the Gods

and Goddesses for wantonnesse out-coted.

Out-count, -country: see OUT-.

t Out-cou-ntenance, v. Obs. [OUT- 26.]

trans. To put out of countenance; to outface.

250

1586 BRIGHT Melanch. xxix. 166 Then is he presently
|

outcountenaunced through the guiltie conceite. 1603 FI.ORIO
|

Montaigne II. ii. (1632) 190, I have scene him when hee was

past threescore yeares of age mocke at all our sports, and
outcountenance our youthfidl pastimes. 1613 J. DAVIES

'

Muse's Teares 11878) 14 While' high Content, in what-

so-euer Chance, Makes the braue Minde the Starres out-

countenance.

t Ou't-course. Obs. [OUT- 7 : after Lat. ex-

cnrsio, excursus running out, invasion.] An excnr-
,

sion ;
a hostile inroad or incursion.

a 1603 T. CARTWRIGHT Confut. RJiem. N. T. (1618) 721 It

so crusneth this opinion of the Saints out-courses upon the

earth. 1621 MOLLS Camerar. Lit 1
. Libr. v. iv. 333 Made

out-courses upon the neighbor-countreys.

Out-course, v. : see OUT-.

Ou't-COU ;rt. [OUT- 3.] An outer court.

1655 H. YAU.H AN Silex Scint. I. Son-dayes iii, A taste of

Heav'n on earth.. the out-courts of glory, a 1716 SOUTH
Serm. (1744) VII. xi. 231 Persons who, like Agrippa, were

almost Christians, and have been (as it were) in the Skirts

and (Jut-courts of Heaven.

t Outcra'Ck, v. Obs. [OUT- 18.] trans. To
make a louder crack "or noise than

;
to outbrag.

1592 GREENE Groat's v. (("// (1617) 23 Furnish himselfe

with more crownes, least hee were outcrackt with new
cummers. 1602 -2nd Pt. Returnfr. Parnass. I. vi. 498 Hang
him whose verse cannot out-belch the wind :. .Cannot out-

cracke the scarr-crow thunderbolt. 1606 MARSTON Faivn iv.

F iij b, Heele out cracke a Germaine when hee is drunke.

Out-cra'ft, v. rare. [Our- 21.] trans. To

surpass in craft or cunning; to outwit.

1879 H. N. Hi USON Hamlet n Claudius must get up very

early, and be very busy when up, to out-craft him.

t Out-cra'fty, t'. Obs. rare-*, [f. OUT- 20 +

CHAFTV (if not a misprint for out-crafted^^ =prec.
1611 SHAKS. Cymb. in. iv. rs That Drug-damn'd Italy, hath

out-craftied him, And hee's at some hard point.

Out-crash, out-crawl : see OUT-.

t Ou-tcrease. Obs. rare. [Formed as the oppo-
site of increase, after such pairs as ingrowth, out-

grcnvth.~\ Outgrowth, outshoot ; emigration.

1625 LISLE On Bartas, Noe 96 As for their Colonies and

Outcreases into Spain they are.. hardly proved. Ibid. 103

The men of Marseil are counted an Outcrease of Asia.

Ou'tcrier. Now rare. [OUT- 8.] One who
cries out. a. One who raises an outcry ;

a brawler.

'535 COVEKDALE Isa. xlii. i He shal not be an outcryer,

ner an hie mynded person. 1561 DAI s tr. Bul/iitftr on

Apoc.(i$T^ 150 Plagues, disturbers, outcryers, and iniunous

agaynst God and hys Saints. 1584 Leycesters Common;*'.

(1641) 30 To stop the mouths of out-criars.

t b. One who sells by auction (OUTCRY sb. 2).

1577-87 Hoi.iNSHEL>C/<r<;. III. 1207/1 Tobe cried through
the citie by a man with a bell, and then to be sold by the

common outcrier appointed for that purpose.

Outcrop (<urtkr(>p
N

, sb. [OUT- 7 : cf. crop out,

CRorz<. 10J Mining and. Geol. The cropping out

or emergence of a stratum or vein at the surface
;

the edge of a stratum or vein that thus crops out.

1805 Edin. Re-.'. VI. 244 Most of our coal has been dis-

covered, .by exploring their outcrops. 1815 W. SMITH Mem.

Map Strata Eng. fi Wales 7 The edges of the strata, which

may all be crossed in a journey from east to west, are called

their outcrops. 1878 HL-XLEY Pliysiogr. 29 Rain falling

upon the ground.. is absorbed by the outcrop, or exposed

surface, of the sandy stratum. 1882 J. HARUY in Proc. Bcrzv.

Nat. Club. IX. No. 3. 452 Outcrops of limestone succeed.

b. traiiif.

1851-6 WOODWARD Mollusca 213 Flattened prisms of con-

siderable length, arranged.. obliquely to the surfaces of the

shell, the interior of which is imbricated by their out-crop.

c. fig. A coming into outward manifestation.

1864 B'REVIOR Two 11'oMs p. vii, I regard these as only its

incidents and outward evidences, not its essentials : the mere

outcrop on the surface indicating the presence and operation

of underlying spiritual forces. 1897 W. C. HAZLITT I-'our

(,V. Lit. J-'am. I. n. ii. 92 Here we have an outcrop of that

splenetic acrimony.
d. aitrib. in Mining.

1895 HATCH & CHALMERS Gold .Mines Rand 121 Shafts

that are partly vertical and partly inclined, .among outcrop

properties. 1895 St. James's <,Vi=. 16 Nov. 7/1 With regard

to the productive capacity of the outcrop companies.

Ou'tcrop, v- [f. prec. sb.] inlr. a. Mining
and Geol. To crop out (see CROPf. 10) or emerge
at the surface, as a stratum or vein.

1848 Jrnl. R. Agric. Soc. IX. i. 61 Wherever it outcrops,

the soil is distinguished for its fertility. 1895 ll'estm. C,az.

27 May 8/1 A number of other reefs.. traverse the property,

either outcropping on or dipping into it.

b. fig. To emerge or come out casually.

1856 C. J. ELLICOTT in Cambr. Kss. 172 Because a few-

suspicious words here and there outcrop in the narrative.

1860 MAURY Phys. Geog. Sea (Low) xii. 553 Do we not.,

find outcropping some reason for the question, what have

the winds had to do with the phenomena before us?

Ou-tcro:pping, vbl. sb. [OUT- 9.] Mining,

Geol., etc. The action or fact of cropping out
;
the

part of a stratum that crops out : OUTCROP sb. a.

1872 RAYMOND Statist. Mines * Mining 23 A tunnel . .

cuts the vein .. 175 feet below the outcroppmgs. 1882

! STEVENSON New Arab. Kts. II. i. 6 An outcropping of ruck

had formed a bastion for the sand.

b./ff. Appearance, emergence: = OUTCROP sb. c.

1855 MAL-RY Phys. Geog. Sea vi. 383 Here the out-

croppings of the relation between magnetism and the circu-

lation of the atmosphere again appear. 1887 Atlienxum

25 June 830/2 The sudden outcropping of a school of young
, ..and promising critics.

OUTDANCE.

Ou'tcro:pping, ppl. a. [Our- 10.] Crop-

ping out, emerging at the surface of the ground.
1845 Silliman's Amer. Jrnl. Apr. 299 Brine springs..

P
.

.

his horse left no hoof-print.

Ou'tcross. [OUT- 6.] A cross with an un-

related breed or race.

1890 J. M. TRACY in Upland Shooting 398 It may happen
that the outcross has been to some extremely prepotent
breed. 1900 Trans. Highl. f, Agric. Soc. 164 [He) rarely

sought an outcross for his broadly founded herd.

Out-crow, -crowd, -crown : see OUT-.

Outcry (uu-tkrai), sb. [OuT- 7.]

1. The act of crying out ; an excited exclamation

or shout ; loud clamour; noise, uproar.
1382 WYCLIF Ecclits. xxxv. 18 The outcry of hir vp on the

led) ng doun of hem. 1534 Act 26 Hen. I'llI, c. 5 S i Any
outcrie, hute, or fiesshe suite of or for anie felonie. 1560
DAI'S tr. Sleidane's Comm. 51 Carying him awaye, he

makinge an outcry and calling for helpe. 1603 KNOLLF.S

Hist. y'Krfo (1638) 101 Hee returning, .with hisarmy.came
vpon them., with a most horrible outcry. 1748 A man's
I 'oy. ill. vi. 347 There was an outcry of fire on tne forecastle.

1810 SCOTT Lady ofI.. \\. xvii, With mingled out-cry, shrieks,

and blows. 1875 FREEMAN Norm. Conq. (ed. 2) III. xii. 208

The charge, .seems. .to rest on nothing better than the wild

outcries of William's enemies at a drunken revel.

2. A public sale to the highest bidder; an

auction. Obs. or local.

?<ri6oo Distracted Emp. ii.i.in Bullen Old PI. (1884) III.

195 He sells his goods at outcryes
' Who gives most?

'

1607

J. NOKUF.N Sum Dial. i. 9 One wil outbid another, as at

an outcry in London. 1708 Lend. (iaz. No. 4412/3 On
Wednesday, .will be held a publick Outcry for Sale of the

Inheritance or Fee-simple Estate of the . . Barton of Kenta-

berry. 1723 DE FOE Col. Jack (1840) 213, I broke up
housekeeping, and sold my furniture by public outcry. 1848
THACKERAY Van. Fair xx.vviii, [He] sold it at public outcry,

at an enormous loss to himself.

b. The crying of articles in the streets for sale.

1884 Times 29 July n Yesterday. .a milkman was sum-

moned under a local by-law for selling milk by outcry.

t 3. Khet. Ecphonesis or exclamation. Obs.

1587 GOI.DING De Mornay xxvi. 396 We would haue him
to vse.. outcries as Cicero, or fine conceits as Seneca doth.

1589 Pi'TTENHAM Kng. Pxsic ill. xix. (Arb.) 221 The figure

ot exclamation, I call him the outcrie because it vtters our

minde by all such words as do shew any extreme passion.

Outcry, v. [OUT- 14, 15, 18.]

fl. a. intr. To cry out. b. trans. To cry

aloud, exclaim ; to proclaim. Obs.

1430-40 LYDG. Boclias 393/2 The world outcryeth of vs

tweyn. 1567 Gude t, Codtie IS. (S. T. S.) 183 Thair fals

Hypocresie Throw all the warld is now outcryit. 1626'!'.

AII.KSBURY Passion Serm. 27 Thus Christ, having outcryed
his torments, prayed for reliefe. 1654 GAVTON Pleas, Notes

n. ii. 38 When Sancho out-cri'd, then Don did not out-ride.

t 2. To sell by auction. Obs.

1676 Laivs of Barbados 15 Mar. (1699) 126 Be it Enacted

That such Effects should be out-cryed and sold within

those Hours. 1688 Ibid. 19 Dec. (1855) m Debtors that

have their cattle, coppers and stills, and other chattels

brought by execution to the open market to be outcried.

3. To outdo iii crying; to cry louder than; to
' shout down '.

1530 PAI.SOR. 650*2 Lette liym crye as loude as he wyll,

yet I wyll outcrye hym. 1628 C. POTTER Cousecr. Serm.

15 Mar. (1629) 72 If wee cannot outcry it, wee must outlive

it. 1641 SYMONDS Serm. tef. Ho. Comm. D b, Their dead

inventions would out-cry us. and condemn* us. 1742 YOUNG
A~i. Th. ix. 2326 Ev'ry Night Let it out-cry the Boy at

Philip's Ear. 1851 RCSKIN Mad. J'.u'nt. II. ill. I. xiv. 5

Neither anger, for that ovei powers the reason or outcries it.

Ou'tcry ing, vbl. sb. [OUT- 9.] A crying out ;

clamour, shouting. So On-tcry'ing ppl. a., that

cries out, clamorous; calling loudly or vehemently.

1569-70 Key. Proclain. 4 Mar., With clamors and out-

crymges [they] haue accursed the sayde Leonardo Dacres.

1626 BERNARD Isle of Man (1627) 187 Touching this ini-

3 Nov. 6/1 There was more hooting and ribald outcrying.

1890 Home Missionary (U. S.) July 121 A great and out.

crying need for some . . missionaries.

Out-cull to Out-curse : see OUT-.

I Outcu't, v. Obs. (exc. in pa. fplc.} [Oui-

15.] traits. To cut out : see CUT v. 56.

J666 Third Adv. Painter 19 How far the Gentleman out-

cuts the Lord, c 1706 VANURUGH Mistake ill. Wks. (Rtldg.)

450/2 I have seen many a pleasant humour amongst ladies,

hut you outcut 'em all. 1860 HKWETT Anc. Armour II. 188

The sollerets are much outcut at the instep.

So Orrtcut/yV. a. [OUT- Iij,
cut out, excised;

Oivtcivtting vbl. sb., cutting out, excision.

1860 HEWITT Anc. Armour II. 12 (Cent.) The sollerets are

remarkable for the large out-cut piece at the instep. 1752

J. LOUTHIAN Form of Processed. 2)9 Robes, .distinguished

by Outcuttings or Mushings.

Outda'cious, dial, corruption of AUDACIOUS.

outdacious at 'iiam.

Outdance, v. [OUT- 18.] trans. To surpass

or outdo in dancing.
1663 COWLEY Cutter Coleman St. v. vi, We'll out-dance

the dancing Disease. 1742 FIELDING J. Andrf.vs ill. vn,

The company all offered the dancing-master wagers that



OUTDARE.
the parson outdanced him. 1834 UECKFORD Italy II. 334
We outdid all our former outdancings.

Outda-re, v. [OUT- 18, i8c.]
1. trans. To overcome by daring ;

to outbrave,

defy.
1596 SIIAKS. i Hen. II', v. i. 40 It was my Self, my

Brother, and his Souue, That.. boldly did out-dare The
danger of the time. 1613 W. BROWNE Brit. Past. i. iii,

The holly that outdares cold winter's ire. 1677 GII.HN
Dcnwnol. (1867) 36 That they might contemn and outdare
(>od to His face. 111711 KKN Rdmund Poet. Wks. 1721
II. 313 All offer 'd up ejaculated Prayer, And felt fresh

vigour, Danger to outdare.

2. To exceed or surpass in daring, to dare more
than.

1607 SHAKS. Cor. i. iv. 53 Oh Noble Fellow ! Who sensibly
out-clares his sencelesse Sword. 1674 Govt. Tongue in. i.

(1684) 109 All inferior prophaneness is as much outdared by
Atheism, as is religion itself. 1846TRENCHAfmnc, xvii. (1862)

283 He will outdo and outdare the other disciples.

Hence Outdared, Outdaring ///. adjs,
1593 SHAKS. Rich. If, i. i. 100 Shall I seeme Crest-falne

in my fathers sight,.. Before this out-dar'd dastard? 1644
VICARS God in Mount 204 Our out-daring enemies.

tOu't-date, a. Obs. rare. [OOT-12.] Without

date, dateless, extending beyond all date.

1630 DRUMM. OF HAWTH. Flotuers Sion 17 And may thou

[Easter-day] be so bless'd to out-date times That, when
heaven's choir shall blaze in accents loud The many mercies
of their Sovereign Good, ..It may be still the burden of
their joy.

Outda'te, v. [OUT- 26.] trans. To put out of

date, make (a thing) out of date or obsolete.
a 1649 DRL-MM. OF HAWTH. Jas. ^ Wks. (1711) no Imagin-

ing to himself an over-sight and preterhton, [he] outdateth,
by his slay, his protection. (11716 BLACKALL l\-'ks. (1723) I.

1 78 The ceremonial Law . . expired and was outdated, when
the Things typified and signified thereby were accomplished.
1868 WHITTIKR Among the Hills 92 As if the Sermon on
the Mount had been Outdated like a last year's almanac.

Hence Outdated ppl.a., put or become out of

date; grown obsolete
; antiquated.

1616 Manifest. Abp. Spalato's Motives App. iii. 6 Out-
dated Kalendars of Gallo-Belgicus. 1698 NORMS rract.
Disc. (1707) IV. 13 None of these talk of Religion; that's

a stale, out-dated, antiquated, superannuated Subject.

Outcla'zzle,
~

[Our- 18.] trans. To outdo
in dazzling or brilliancy ; to outshine. Alsoyf^.
1705 TATE IVarriour's Welc. i, Fury like Theirs . .

Out-dazled Danger, and made Horror Bright. 1813 COM;-
KIDGK Lett., to *T. Poole (1895) 6ir Elliston, by mere dmt
of voice and self-conceit, out-dazzled him. 1879 FARRAK
.SV. Paul I. 191 It might be imagined that nothing can
outdazzle the glare of a Syrian sun at noon.

Out-devil to Out-diplomatize : see Our-.

Outdistance, v. [OUT- 18 b.] trans. To
leave completely behind (in a race ; hence, in any
competition or career) ; to outstrip : cf. DISTANCE
v. 4, 4d.
1857 TROLLOPE Barc/t. Towers xxxviii. (1858) 320 Why do

you let the Slopes.. out-distance you? 1869 Daily News
22 May, [In the three miles walking match, he] so soon out-

distanced his opponents, that they did not think it worth
while to compete further with him. 1890 D'OvuE Notches

113 At last our pursuers were outdistanced. 1898 T. ADAMSON
Stittt, Mind in Christ vii. 171 They felt themselves out-

distanced by His ideas, even when they saw into them.

Outdo (uutd/?), v. [OUT- 15, 18, i8c.]

fl. trans. To put out. (In ME. two words: cf.

do out.} Obs,

13., Cursor M. 989 Adam was out don nais and naked,
In to ^e land quar he was maked. 1603 DRAYTON Bar.
ll'ars v. li, Was ta'en in battle and his eyes out-done,

2. To exceed in doing or performance ;
to excel,

surpass, beat ; to be superior to.

1607 SHAKS. Cor. IT, i. 150 He hath in this action out-done
his former deeds doubly. 1623 B. JONSON On Portr, Shaks.
in Folio, Wherein the Grauer had a strife With Nature, to

out-doo the life. 1^13 STEEI.E Guard. No. 170 P 28 They
outdo us so much in cheapness of labour. 1804 WOROSW.
1

/ wandered lonely as a cloud
'

iii, The waves beside them
danced; but they Out-did the sparkling waves in glee.

1877 BUCK Green Past, xxxiv. (1878) 274 The other two
women were not to be outdone.

b. To beat, defeat, overcome ; to exhaust.

1677 YAKRANTON Eng. Improv. title-p., To Out-do the

Dutch without Fighting, to Pay Debts without Moneys.
1776 A. R. ROBBINS Jrnl. (1850) 24, I feel weak, and find

that a little labor, walking and rowing, seems to out-do me.

1869 }. S. BALDWIN Preh. Nations iii. (1877) 107 If they
were not outdone by the insane chronology.
Hence Outdo ing- M. sb. and///, a.

; Outdo-er,
one who outdoes another.

1679 Phil. Collections XII. 38 His Observations so wholly
new and out-doing, that no.. Reader can think he wants

anything but Equals. 1737 POPE, etc. Art Sinking 121

They continue to out-do even their own out-doings. 1824
Miss MITFORU Village Ser. i. (1863) 173 His rival, .. an out-

doer by profession. 1840 TH. HOOK in New Monthly Ma^.
LX. n The pink of perfection far outdid his usual outdoings.

t Otrt-doo:r, sb. [OUT- 3.] An exterior or

outer door.

1646 H. LAWRENCE Comtn. Attgells 185 To keepe well and

strictly the out-doores, the sences. 1766 KSTICK London
IV. 342 A sentinel is stationed, .at the out door. i8iz

Examiner 7 Sept. 564/1 She flung the out-door of the

house open.

Oxrt-door, ou'tdoor, a. (adv.} [OUT- 12.]

1. That is done, exists, lives, or is used, out of

doors, without the house, or in the open air.

1763 T. HUTCHINSON Hist. Mass. I. i. 22 Their out-door
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f
work. 1820 LVSCOMBE Observ. Prescrv. Health Soldiers \

3 Employed in agricultural pursuits or as out-door manu-

|

facturers. 1856 MRS. BROWNING Aur. Leigh n. 331 Ma-
! luring by the outdoor sun and air. 1865 Look before you
'

leap I. 134 She.. put on her out-door attire.

2. Relieved or administered outside or apart from
residence in a workhouse, a charitable institution,

I

etc, ; as outdoorpaupert pension, relief.

1833 HT. MARTIXEAU Berkeley the Banker i. iii. 51 The
outdoor paupers had begun the mischief. 1834 Act 4 -V 5
Will. 7F, c. 76 52 On what conditions, and in what manner,
such out-door relief may be afforded. 1876 FAWCKIT /W.
Kcon, iv. v, (ed. 5) p. xxxi, Out-door rulief ought to be

greatly restricted. 1899 Daily Nfivs 19 June 7/2 Aged
seamen, .admitted. .to the benefits of an out -door pension.
3. Existing or arising outside Parliament, or

among the people themselves.

1884 A. PAUL Hist. Reform it. 16 A just and equal
representation was long a popular outdoor cry. Ibid. \.

91 This.. had revived the outdoor agitation for Reform.
4. Applied to the outward or down stroke of

j

a Cornish pumping engine.
1875 J. H, COM. INS Metal Mitring 93 The. .plunger lifts

are worked by the down or out-door stroke ; the weight ,

of the rods foicing the water up the column of pumps.
B. adv. in comb,, as oittJoor-groivn.

1895 Daily News 10 Aug. 5/3 Tomatoes are pouring,,
into the London markets, the outdoor-grou n fruit being ripe.

i Hence Ou'tdoo^rish <z., having an out-of-doors,

open-air appearance or effect
;
On tdoo risliness,

Oxvtdoo'rness, the quality of being out of doors,

open-airncss.
1777 T. TWINING in Rccreat. $ Stud. 11882) 50 All outdoor-

ness and bodily activity, with a foi lump of quiet mind
within. 1880 Miss BIRD Japan II. 199 The middle and

;

lower classes have an outdoorishness and visibility about
'

them which offer a thousand points of interest. 1891 Illustr.

Loud, .Yf7t'.sXmas No. 3/1 Perfectly lovely, .but a little cold
and out-doorish. 1896 Chicago Adratue 10 Dec. 821 The
larye out-doorness of the gospel is one element of its power.

}

Ou tdoo rs, adv. [Out prep.'} Out of doors; :

in the open air
; also as sb. = OUT-OF-DOOR \\.

1844 'J. SLICK 'High Life N. York II. xxii. 60 A great

strapping woman as tall as all out-doors. 1846 in WORCESTER.
1861 LOWELL Biglotv P, Ser. n. i. 169 Ourn's the fust thru-

by-daylight train with all ou 1 doors for deepot. 1882

STKVKNSON Fam. Studies Men <y Bks. (19/31; 73 Wisdom
keeps school outdoors.

t Ou-tdraught '. Obs. [OUT- 7: after L.
,

exlractiiniy OF. estrait."} An extract, an abstract.

1449 PECOCK Repr. v. xi. 541 In the extract or out-

drau^t of the Donet. 1542 Sc. Acts Mary (1814* II. 415/2
f>e extracte and outdraucht of all proces of forfaltoure con-

cerning be erle of anguiss. c 1575 Halfoitrs Practicks (1754)

368 The extract or out-draucht of the chekkar rollis.

Outdraught-. [OUT-;.] An outward draught
or current of air ; the

; back-wash
'

of a wave.

1857 KINGSLEY Two 1". Ago iii, Then followed the return-
1

ing out-draught, and every limb quivered with the strain.

1859 R. F. BURTON Ccntr. Afr. in Jrnl. Gcog. Soc. XXIX.
|

383 The rapidity required to secure a continuous out-
\

draught. 1877 TENNYSON Harold n. i. 32 Clinging thus

[I] Felt the remorseless outdraught of the deep Haul like

a great strong fellow at my legs.

tOntdraw, v. Obs. [Our- 15.] trans. To
;

draw out. (In ME. prop, two words.)
(11300 E. E. Psalter xxi. 10 pou art whilk bat me out :

drogne Fra J>e vvuinbe. 1390 GOWKR Conf. II. 245 Of
which he mot the teth outdrawe. 1558 PHAER /Eneid vi.

\

R ij, A gastly Gripe, that euermore his growing guttes
outdrawes. 1658 A. Fox Wurtz Stirg, in, xv. 263 The
vertue of the Plaister expels and outdraweth all humors.

Ou'tdrawing
1

,
vbLsb. [OUT- 9.] Drawing out.

1598 MARKET Theor. n 'arres 91 At the out drawing of the
,

Ensigne.

Out-drea'm, v- rare. [Our- 16, 15 b.] trans.

fa. To oust or expel by dreams (06$.). b. To
dream to an end. nonce-use.
1621 FLETCHER fsl. Princess in. i, I am no flatterer, To

promise infinitely, and out-dream dangers. 1798 SOTHEBY
tr. Wieland's Oberon (1826) II. 214 The mounful dream
out-dreamt, the trial o'er.

t Ou-t-dress, sb. Obs. [OUT- 3.] Outer or

outward dress.

1637 B. JONSON Sad Shcph. n. i, I ha' but dight ye yet in

the out -dress And 'parel of Earine.

Outdre'SS, v. [OuT- 18.] trans. To outdo
in dressing oneself; to dress more finely than.

1786 [see OI:TSHOW v. -2\ 1807 W. IRVING Salwag. (1824) ,

345 Young people of both sexes, who. .try to out-dress each <

other. 1897 Chicago Advance 19 Aug. 247/1 A daughter
'

never should seek nor be allowed to
' outdress

'

her mother.

Outdri'nk, v. [OUT- isb, 18.] trans, a. To i

drink (anything) out or up, drink dry. b. To
j

outdo in drinking,
drink more than.

1593 DONNE Sat. h. 33 Nor they which use. .Toout-drinke
the sea. 1622 DKKKKR& MASSINGEK J-Y/y. Mart. 11. i, I durst

out-drink a lord. 1735 POPK Donne Sat. n, 37 Who.. Out- ;

cant old Esdras, or outdrink his heir. 1891 J//w. Herald
(Boston) Dec. 538 He . . tried to outdrink the heaviest drinkers.

Outdri've, v. [OUT- 15, 18.]

fl. trans. To drive out, expel. (Prop, two words.)
;

a 1300 Cursor M. 1768 (Cott.) pe springes cum outn-all

utedriue [(toff, vte dreue, 7V. oute la drefj. 13.. A". /-..

A Hit. P. A. 776 pou con alle bo dcre out dryf.

2. To drive faster than.

1665 PKPYS Diary 5 Sept., He,.out-diives any coach, and
'

out-goes any horse.

tOutdu-re, v. Obs. [OUT- 17, 18.] trans.
|

1 To exceed in endurance, outlast.

OUTEN.
1612 Two Noble K, in. vi, I feele my belfe . able once

againe To out-dure danger. 1648 HKRRICK Hester., Pillar

of /-'at/if, Fame's pillar. . Out-during marble, brasse or jet.

So fOutdu'rer, one that endures or survives.
1822 B. CORNWALL Poems, Denvcnt-H'ater A> Skiddaw,

Out-durer of the sturms.

tOutdwe'll, v. Obs. [Ol'T- i;.] trans. To
tarry or stay beyond (a time).
1596 SHAKS. Merck. I', n. vi. 3 And it is merunile he out-

dwels his houre, For louers euer run before the clocke.

Oirtdweller. [OuT- 2, 8.] One who dwells
outside of or away from (a certain place).
1682 Sr\Ki.F,TT Exchanges 163 If the Acceptant be an

Out-dweller, (i.e. dwells in another place than where the
Bill must be paid). 1895 Atlantic Monthly Mar. 387 The
outdweller from civilization .. produces only for his and
their consumption. 1900 \V. WATT Aberdeen <y Banff \v.

90 All
'

outdwellers
'

uf the burgh were to be brought in as
far as possible for the common defence.

So Oirtdwelliiigr ///. a. [OUT- 10], dwelling out-

side.

1893 Atlantic Monthly Feb. 148/2 OutdwelHng men who
had something to sell or to trade.

tOu-t-dwe:lling, sit. Obs. [On- i, 3.] A
dwelling situated on the outskirts of a town, etc.

1677 HuBBARn Indian ll'ars (1865) I. 128 Doing some
small Mischief upon some ( hit-dwellings of Springfield.

t Ou'te, adv. Obs. Forms : 1-3 ute, 4-5 outc,
owte. [UE. nte -- OS., OFris. fttat ntc, OHO.
f(^e, ON. iitit Goth, ftta adv., deriv. of fit OUT.
Cf. Gr. t<a from

.]

1. Of position : Out, outside. *= OUT adv. 15, 16
;

also in some derived senses, e.'g.
= OUT 22, 23.

-900 tr. Jixda's Hist. iv. iii. (1890) 264 ponne \va=s he
ute wyrcende. c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Matt, xxvi, 69 Petrus
softlice >;ct ute \Lindisf. lit a] on bam cofertune. a noo
Gen-fa in Anglia (18861 IX. 260 e imie e ute. c izoo
OKMIN 141 All be follc J>ser ute stod. a 1225 Ancr. R, 150
peonne is bet lif ute. peonne adeack'ft bet treou. a 1300
A". Horn 245 In be curt and ute, And clles at abute. c 1325
Poem Tiwt's Edw. II (Camden) 120 There hii clateren

cunipelin whan be candcl is oute [rime doutc]. c 1386
CHAUCKR Franklins T. 367. 1390 GO\VKR Conf. I. 363 These
Othre tuelue. . wente aboute Tht holi fultli to prechen oute.

b. In existence, existing. Cf. OUT adv. 26 c.

1377 I.AWL. /'. PI. \\. xit. 145 pe hexte lettred oute. tbid,

267 Thus he lykneth in his logyk be le.ste foule oute. c 1400
Destr. Troy 2175 To wreke v:>of wrathe for any wegh ouic.

a 1400-50 Alexander 598 pis barne..Mi)t wele a-prefe for

his a-port to any prince oute. Ibid, 2574, 1 ne am noght
gylty of ^is by all be godes owte ! Ibid. 4574, 5410. 1480
CAXTON Chron. E-ng. ccxxxii. 250 [To] lede and va c the

moost werst and synfullist lyf oute.

2. Of motion or direction, rare.
(i 900 O. R. Citron, an. 894 Ne com se here.. call ute of

&EHI setum. c 1200 Trin. Coll. How. 47 Hie ne cam
nauwer ute.

f In later use, outc, ffzt'te (e mute), occur as spellings of OUT.

Oute, obs. form of OUGHT, AUGHT.

Out-ea't,,v. [OUT- 18, 15.]
1. trans. To surpass in eating, eat more than.

1530 PAI.SGR. 650/2 .My horse wyll outete such four jades
a?> thyne is. a 1613 OvERBURY Characters, Button-maker

of Amsterdam Wks. (1856) 126 He will be sure to bee a

fuest,
and to out-eat six of the fattest IJurgers. 1807 W. H.

RKLASD Mod. S/ifys Fonts 36 note^ The reader must allow
..that the natives of other countries may out-eat us.

f2. To eat out or away. ?Only in pa.pple.
t'is86 CTKSS PKMBROKE Ps. LXIX. iv, With thy temples

xeale out-eaten. 1610 HOLLAND Camdeii's Brit. i. 185 Poure
men are pitifully out-eaten by usurious contracts. 1665 J.

WKIJR Stone-Heng (1725) 12 Some Antique Inscription . .

whose Characters,, were so corroded, and out-eaten by Time,
that ..Antiquaries, .could not read it.

Onted (ciu-ted),///. a. [f. OUT v. + -En 1.] Put

out, driven out, ejected ; extracted : see OUT v. i.

t 1500 KOWLI, Cursing 170 Thir outtit meiris hes lang ganc
ydill. 1648 MILTON Tenure k'tttg-s (1650) 54 Gorging them-
selves on the preferments of thir outed predecessors. 1676
Row Contn. Blair's Aittolnog. xiL (1848.) 418 The outcd
ministers still lurked in the country. 1754-62 HUMK Hist.

I'".ng. (1806) V. Ixix. 189 A bold measure of arresting the

mayor of London, at the suit of Papillon and Dubots, the

outed sheriffs. 1854 H. MILLER Sck. % Sc/iut. (1858) 94 He
was the outed minister of Small Isles. 1895 CKOCKKTT Men
ofMoss /fags 145 His lady ..harboured outed preachers.

Out-edge: see OUT- ;
EDGE sb. 7 b.

Outehees, -hese, early ff. OCTAS, outcry.

tOu'teu,^^-?A'^/'( rt: Obs.(tx.c.dial.} Forms:

i litan, 2-3 uten, 4-5 owten, 4- outen. [OE.
iftan and iitane from without = OS. titan^ OHG.
titan and tt^atza, ON. litan, Goth, fitana, a deriv.

of ut\ cf. Gr. (oj6fv from f. In ME. reduced to

tttcn, ute^ and so app. confounded with itte, OUTE.

It is doubtful whether the modern north, dial.

onten (see E. D. D.), is historically connected with

the OE. word.]
A. adv. 1. Krom without, from outside.

885 O. E. Chrott,, /Elfred com utan mid fierde. a 1000

Andreas 28 /Ejhwylcne ellbeodisra ^ara Se Sat ealand

utan sohte.

2. Outside, on the outside, without.

,888 K, /KI.FRED Bocth. xxxiv. 10 Diet treow bi> uton

5escyrped..mid bzre rinde. a 1000 Cxdmons Gen. 1322

Innan and utan eorflan lime jefc^tnod ^1203 LAV. 5^99

Fore alle ban cneften J?e heo uten [c 1275 hii wiS houte]

cuoSen. [1781 J. HUTTON Tour to Caves (ed. 2) Gloss.,

Onten, out of doors.]

b. Away, distant ;
absent, wanting.



OUTEN-TOWN.
a woo Moral Ode 367 He is elches godes ful, nis him I

noting jit uten [Tr. nis him no wiht uten]. 13.. Cursor M.
22886 (Edinb. MS.) pe mar man swink him bar aboutin fra

sped be ferre he sal ben outin [other HISS, ute, out(ej.

B. prep. 1. Without, outside, away from.

^1250 Gen. ff Ex. 2739 And sette hi[m] Sur vten 9e town.

2. Without, besides.
c 1250 Gen. $ Ex. 653 Vten childre and vten wimmen, wel

fowre and xx 3husent men.

C. Comb, and quasi-a^".
1. Comb. Forming advbs. as OE. utan landes,
ME. uten erdes in a foreign land, abroad.
c 1000 Ags. Ps. (Th.) Ixiv. [Ixv.] 8 peoda. .be card nymap

utan lander c 1250 Gen. <y Ex. 956 And uten erde-. sorge sen.

2. quasi-a^r*. (This appears to have originated
in combinations, afterwards sometimes separated.)

Coming from without, foreign, alien.

c 1250 Gen. -y Ex. 1741 Laban ferde ., fro caram iii-to vten

stede. 1300 Hamelok 2153 Wel to yeme, and wel were

Ageynes uten laddes here. Ibid. 2580 Hise uten laddes here

comen, And haues mi be priorie nunien. a 1300 E. E. Psalter

xviifi]. 46 Outen [ Vulg. alieni\ sones to me lighed bai, Outen
sones elded er fai. Ibid. cxxxvi[i|. 5 Hou sal we singe

aange..Ofe lauerd in outen land bat isse ?

b. Out-of-the-way, side-, by-.
a 1350 St. Martin 259 in Horstm. Altcngl, Leg. (1881) 155

pal went bam till ane owten strete, For bai wald noght saint

Martyn mete.

Ou'ten-town, a. and sb. Sf.
[f. prec. (?) +

TOWN sb.] a. adj. Living or lying outside the

town. b. sb. A person living outside the town.

Hence Outen-towner.
1677 in Ure Hist. Rntherglen (1793) 69 Ordered that

nane of the inhabitants give or sell, to outtentouns, any
Muckmiddins. orfoulyie. 1887 Jamicsoris Diet. Suppl. s. v.,

Lying or living outside the burgh bounds, not belonging to

the town ; a&t 0Hten-t0ttn]and.s,0utten'tffumes burgess, onten-

tm<ns multure. 1881 W. H. DAWSON /list. Skipton iE, D. D.),

Outen-townerS) the rural inhabitants around a town.

Out-entry to Out-equivocate: see OUT-.

Outer (au'tai), a. (sb.\} Forms: 5-6 outter,

(6 outar), 5, 7- outer. [A new comparative
formed immediately on OCT, instead of the in-

herited form UTTER from OE. nterra> itttra, which

had ceased to show relationship to out\ cf. late,

latter, later. Occasional examples of outer, outter

occur in Chaucer MSS., and the adv. outerly was

very common in 14-151.11 c. ; but, though found in

the Bible of 161 1, outer was not frequent till the

i8th c., utter being usual in the sense 'exterior'

till late in the i7th c.

The superlatives going with outer are OUTMOST and OUTER-
MOST. Equivalent forms found in late ME, or early mod.

Eng. (doublets of corresponding forms mentioned under

UITER) arecompar. OUTERMORE, OUTHER, superl. OUTEREST.
Like the other comparatives of this kind, outer is not ful- L

lowed by than; we do not say outer than.]

1. That is farther out than another (distinguished
as inner], exterior

;
farther removed from the centre

or inside
; hence, comparatively or relatively far

out ;
that is on the outside, outward, external ;

of

or pertaining to the outside.

c 1410-25 Chaucer's TroyIus m. 664 (615) (Harl. MS.\
I wol in bat outter \Camb. MS. c 1425 vttir] hous allone He
warden of ^oure wommen euerychon. 1611 BIBLE Matt.
viii. 12 But the children of the kingdom shall be cast out

into outer darkness [Gr. TO tfarfpov]. 1677 GREW Anatomy
Fruits iii. 3 The Foundation or Ground of the Outer and
more Bulky Part of the Stone, is the inner Part of the Paren-

chyma. 1794 MRS. RAIJCLII--KE Myst. Udolpho x.wi, We
shall reach the outer court presently. 1851 CARI-ENTER Man.
Phys. (ed. 2) 488 The outer one.. is commonly known as the

serous layer, and the inner as the mucous. 1874 GKEEX
.Short Hist. vii. 8. 435 In manners and outer seeming they
had sunk into mere natives.

2. Said of things and conditions external to

man's mind and soul, of the objective or physical
as opposed to the subjective or psychical world.

Cf. IXNEB 2.

.-1386 CHAUCER Sec. Nuns T. 414 iKllesm. MS.) Ther
lakketh no thyng to thyne outter [so Hcng. ; Harl. outer;

Ctimhr., etc. vtter] eyen. c 1800 K.. WHITE Poems (1837) 80

To these I 'plained, or turned from outer sight. 1883 A.

BARRATT Phys. Metempiric 178 Metaphysic seems to leave

us in the contradiction that outer objects are made by mind,

yet that the processes of mind are in some way derived from
outer objects.

b. Phr. Outer man, the body ^after inner /nan} ;

hence humorously, outward personal appearance,
dress (so outer womatt}. Outer world, the material

world outside that familiar or known
; also, people

generally, outside the individual or his immediate

circle.

a 1845 HOOD Lamia vi. 80 And say the outer woman is

utter woman, And not a whit a snake. 1853 LYTTON My
Novel i. ii, Regarding the object in dispute not only with

the eye of the outer man, but the eye of law and order.

1868 GLADSTONE Juv. Mundi viii. (1869) 245 The key to the

inquiry is to be found in the Outer world of the Odyssey.

1874 MORLEV Compromise (1886) 119 Though themselves

invisible to the outer world, they [convictions] may yet

operate with magnetic force . . upon other parts of our

belief. 1895 A. NUTT Voy. Bran I. 278 The under- is as old

as the outer-world conception of a land dwelt in by wise,

powerful, and immortal beings. 1897 ll'fstm. Gaz. 23 Apr.

2/1 A woman must be uncommonly good inside to present

such an outer-man to her fellows.

3. Combinations (in which the hyphen is optional) :
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outer clothing, deck> door, kirk (6V.), room t vest-

ment
; also, outer edge (in Skating) = outside

edge : see EDGE sb. 7 b ; Outer House : see quot.

1872 ; f outer line, boundary line, circumference ;

outer ward of a castle : see WARD sb.~

1891 E. KINGLAKE Australian at H. 7 The idea., to

elaborate our present under-clothing into *outer-clothing.

1856 KANE Arct, Exfl. I. xxvii. 355 To strip off the "outer-

deck planking of the brig. 1818 SCOTT Hrt. Midi, xviii, The
distance of his apartment from the *outer door of the house.

1861 J. Rt'FFiM Dr. Antonio xv, To see . . on the outer-

door steps, plates full of oranges. 1902 Murray's Mag,
XXVI. 473/2 The "outer edge is a gliding movement, forward
or backward, performed on the outer edge of the runner.
1818 SCOTT Hrt. Midi, xti, This case of Marsport against
Lackland has made an unco din in the *Outer House. 1872
WHAKTON Law Lex. ^ed. 5), Outer House, the name given
to the great hall of the Parliament House in Edinburgh, in

which the Lords Ordinary of the Court of Session sit as

single judges to hear causes. The term is used colloquially
as expressive of the business done there in contradistinction

to the Inner House, the name given to the chambers m
which the First and Second Divisions of the Court of Se-sion
li-.l'l their sittings. 1875 W. Mdi-WRAiTH Guide Wigtown-
shire 54 In the Cathedral and in the "Outer-kirk were various

altars. 1530 PALSGR. 250/2 *Outarlyne or parte of a cercle,

circumference. 1727 SWIFT Art Pol. Z^jmurWka. 1755 III.

i. 121 In their "outer-room there ought always to attend

some persons endowed with a great stock of credulity. 1806-7

J. BERF..SFORD Miseries Hum. Life (1826) iv. xx, The outer-

room of a public office.

B. elliptiailly as sb. In rijle- shooting, that part
of the target outside the circles surrounding the

bull's eye ; hence, a shot that strikes this part.
1862 Mann. Mag. Mar. 429 Bewildered with talk going on

all around them of outers and centres and bull's eyes. 1884
Times 23 July (Farmer), Running through the scoring gamut
with an outer, a magpie, and a miss.

Hence Ou'ter v. nonce-wd., to make outer or

external.

1890 J. H. STIRLING Gijford Lect. vi. 104 The inner must
be outered: the outer innered.

Outer, sb*
[f. OUT V. + -ER 1

.]

tl. One who or that which puts out, utters, or

gives vent to ; spec, one who utters or circulates

false coin. Obs.

1421-2 HOCCLF.VE Dialog 175 Vengaunce on yow. .ye false

ni'jneyours, and on yowie outeris. c 1448 Baladc Dk.
York 17 Be thow an owter of my nycetee.

2. Pugilism. A knock-out blow.

1898 Tit-Bits 22 Jan. 309/1 Boxing Instructor (loquitur),
Great Scot ! that was an '

outer
'

you gave me.

[Outer (\n Latham, etc.), mispr. for OUSTEK.]
t Otrterest, ft- Obs. Also 5 owt(t)erest. [A

superlative formed on outer', cf. innerest. The
more frequent form was UTTEBEST, q. v.]

= OUTEK-

MOST, UTTERMOST.
c 1374 CHAUCER Bocth. u. met. vi. 55 (Add. MS.) J>e sonne. .

t.pmyng from his outere.st \Camb. MS. owtereste] arysyng
til he hidde his bemes vndir \te wawes. Ibid. iv. pr. vi. 136

pilke bat is outerest [Camb. MS. owtterest] .. as it is forjrest

fro J?e mydel symplicite of j?e poynt.

Outerly (au'U-ilij, adv. (a.} Now *#;. Forms:

4- outer-, ("4-5 outir-, outre-, owter-, owtre-,

5 outtur-, 5-6 outter-) ; 4-5 -liche, -li, 5-7 -ly.

[Another form of UTTERLY, conformed to<?/. outer.

It is remarkable that this was very frequent in 14-15111 c.,

when outer itself was rare.]

fl. In an utter or extreme degree ; entirely, abso-

lutely; in an unqualified manner. =UTTEKLY tf<&.

Outerly not, not at all, in nowise. Obs.

c 1330 R. KRCNNK C/irott, Wace (Rolls) 11520 pan telly \K

outiefy schent. c 1360 Minor Poemsfr. I'ernon AfS. 53/'3'
Schewenot ^inherteouterlicheTo ^iseruaunt. <:i38o\VvcuF
Sei. ll'ks. III. 437 Crist is in ilche mannes soule (>at lovej?

hymowterliche. c 1386 CHAUCER Purs. T. F 160 The othere

goode werkes..been outrely \v.rr. outerly, vtterly] deede
as to the lyf perdurable in heuene. 1388 WYCLIF Dent. xv.

4 And outerli [ L. oninind} a nedi man and begger schal not be

among sou. 1429 Rolls of ParIt. IV. 349/1
Ye wei?! which

is clepid aunselle shal outirli be putt awei. a 1541 WVATT
Ps. li. Poems (1810) 394/1 And seeth hymself not outterly

depryued From lygth of grace.

2. In an outward direction ;
towards the outside.

Now dial.

1681 GREW Museum \. 27 In the lower Jaw, two Tusks like

those of a Boar, standing outerly, an inch behind the Cutters.

B. adj. Of a wind : Blowing from an outward

direction : cf. westerly. Now dial.

a 1642 SIR W. MONSOS Naval Tracts n. (1704) 260/1 Open
Bays, subject to.. outerly Winds. 1896 CROCKETT Grey
Man 299 (E. D. D.) An outerly wind might drive him to the

coast of Ireland,

Outermer, -mere : see next.

t Ou'termore, a. Obs. Also 4-5 -mere, 7

-mer. [A variant of UTTERMORE, f. outer + -fticr,

-MORK : cf. INNERMORE.] Outer; external, outward.

1388 WVCI.IF Ecclits. xtii. 32 tttarg-^ Thou schalt fynde in

fewe men the ynnere goodnesse of soule, and of outermere

conuersacioun togidere. Ezck. xlvi. 21 He ledde me out

in to the outermere halle. (71400 Prymer (1894)72 Mi soule

be fillid [wi)>] innere fatnesse & outermere fatnesse. a 1640

JACKSON Creed x. xlv. 3 We cannot allot a lower or outermer

mansion in heaven itself than that. 1674 N. FAIRFAX Hulk

% St'tv. 117 One atome in the inner rims, would be even lo

more than one in the outermore.

Outermost, a. (adv.} Also 6 outter-. [f.

OUTER a. + -MOST (cf. hindermost^ innermost} ;

a later formation than UTTERMOST, conformed to

OUTFACE.

out, outir^\ Situated farthest out from the inside

or centre; most outward ; most external ; extremest.

1587 GOLDING De Mornay xiv. 197 Descending downe to

the centre of the world and mounting vp aboue the outter-

most circle of it. 1665 BOYLE Occas. Refi.^ Disc. n. i, Those
imaginary spaces, that are beyond the outermost part of the

outermost Heaven. 1768-74 TUCKER Lt. Nat. (1834) I. 114
The angle formed by the two outermost lines. 1864 BOWF.N

Logic vii. 186 Circles of which the outermost and largest
indicates the Predicate of the Conclusion.

b. as adv* In the most outward position.
1858 HAWTHORNE Fr. <y It. Jrrls. II. 154 When the

material embodiment presents itself outermost.

Ou terness. [f.
OUTER a. + -NESS.] The

quality or fact of being outer or exterior.

1 1. That which possesses this quality ;
the outer

surface, the exterior. Obs.

1674 N. FAIRFAX Bulk # Selv. 86 Unevennesses..in its

outerness or surface.

2. Occupation with what is external, rare.

1863 Dublin Lect. Eng*. Lif. 10 An infusion of French

character, which gave to the English mind a certain amount
of French quickness and outerness, and made it more bright
and objective.

Outes, variant of OUTAS, outcry.

Out-eye, -eyed : sec OUT-.

t Ou'tface, sb. Obs. Also 6 vtface. [Oui-
3.] The outer or external face ; outside ;

surface.

1570 DEE Math. Pref. D j b, The vtface or Superficies of

the earth. 1635 SWAN ,S/tr. M. vi. 2 (1643) 186 The out-

face of the ground could not be obscured. 1727 BRADLF.Y
I-'am. Diet. s. v. Bttilding, That no Door-Frame, or Window-
Frame of Wood, in London and Westminster.. shall be set

nearer to the Outface of the Wall than four Inches.

Outfaxe, v. [OUT- i8b, c.]

1. trans. To outdo or overcome in facing or

confronting ;
to look (a person' out of countenance;

to face or stare down ; hence, to put out of counte-

nance, put to shame or to silence, generally ;

esp. by boldness, assurance, impudence, orarrogance.
To outface with a card of ten : see CARD s&.* 2 a, and cf,

FACE ;'. 3 b.

a 1529 SKELTON Bouge ofCourt 315 Firste pycke a quarell
and fall out with him then And soo outface hym with a

carde of ten. 1540 COVERDALE Fruitf. Less. v. Wk& (Parker
Soc.) I. 398 To take too much upon us, that with bragging
or arrogancy we would out-face the weak. 1584 FKNNER

Def. Ministers (1587) 43 To rayse tumultes, and by number
to out-face our Superiours. 1593 SHAKS. 2 Hen. I7ft iv. x.

49 Oppose thy stedfast gazing eyes to mine, See if thou

canst out-face me with thy lookes. 1596 Merch. V. iv.

ii. 17 We shal haue old swearing That they did giue the

rings away to men ; But weele out-face them, and out-

sweare them to. 161$ HEYWOOD Foure Prentises i. xiv.

Wks. 1874 II. 196 Thmk'st thou, thou canst outface me 7

proud man, no. 1658 A. Fox ll'urtz Surg.\, 363 These

impudent wenches would have outfaced me therein. 1756
WESLEY Wks. (1872) XIII. 215 They will outface and out-

lung you. 1882 J. PARKER Afost. Life I. 103 They will

outface the two unlearned and ignorant men.

fig' i*49 N. BACON Disc. Govt. Eng. i. Ixvi. (1739) 140
In this course they continued till they had out-faced

shame itself. 1854 KUSKIN Two Paths \. 9, I have put
this painful question before you, only that we may face it

thoroughly, and, as I hope, out-face it. 1898 Pall Mall G.

2 Nov. 3/2 It has happened to me to find myself before a

common silk that outfaced all the reds of nature.

tb. To forcefrom by confronting. Obs.

1596 SHAKS. i Hen. /Tt n. iv. 283 Then did we too, set on

you foure, and with a word, outfac'd you from your prize.

2. To face boldly or defiantly, to confront fear-

lessly or impudently; to brave, defy.

1574 tr. Marlorafs Apocalips 116 This so great assured-

nesse whereby a man may be bold to outface the diuell,

sinne, death, and hell gates. 1577-87 HOUNSHED Chrnn.
III. 1148/2 If you meet your brother in the street, shun him

not, but outface him. 1605 SHAKS. Lear 11. iii. n lie. .with

fessors of holiness, and professors of patriotism, when they
are thoroughly versed in their trade, can outface infamy.

f3. To contradict (any one) to his face ; to con-

trovert or deny (a statement, etc.) boldly or

impudently ;
to give the lie to boldly or defiantly.

c 1586 C'TESS PEMBROKE Ps. cxxxix. xi, This cursed

brood..Would with proud lies thy truth outface. 1586

T. B. La Primaud. Fr. AcmL \. (1594) 359 For a yea or

a naie, they foorthwith thinke that the lie is given them,
and that they are outfaced. 1643

MILTON Dh-orce viii.

Wks. (1851) 43 Which .. if we shall still avouch to be a

command, he palpably denying it, this is not to expound
S. Paul, but to outface him. 1686 GoADCtf&f/. Bodies \. ix.

28 Who can outface so Ancient and Loud Tradition ?

tb. To maintain boldly or impudently to the

face of (a person), that, etc. Obs.

1631 LYNDE Case for Spectacles (1638! 58 They have out-

faced the world in their Preface, that their Translation is

so exact and precise. 1654 VILVAIN Theol. Treat. Suppl.

240 The /Egyptian Sorcerers.. outfaced the King, that they

were Serpents which looked like Kods. 1678 DRYI>EN Kind

Keeper iv. i, He made me keep Lent last Year till Whitson-

tide, and out-fac'd me with Oaths, it was but Kaster.

f4. To maintain (something false or shameful)

with boldness or effrontery ; to brazen out. Obs.

1581 W. FULKF. in Confer, n. (1584) K iij b, I see you would

outface the matter. 1649 MILTON Eikon. xxi.The Damsdl,
..at sight of her own fetter, was soon blank, and more

ingenuous than to stand outfacing. 1679 BEDLOE Popish



OUTFALL.
Plot Ep. A ij f

I scarce know which is greatest, Their Im-
pudence in committing horrid Villanies, or in out-facing
them, when they are done. 1692 K. L'ESTRANGE Josephus,
Wars ffjcws \. xvii. (1733) 593 Why cannot you give over
this Way of shuffling and outfacing things, and rather make
a frank Confession ?

Hence Outfa ced ppl. a. Outfa cer, one who
outfaces; Outfa'cing

1

ppl. a. and vbl. sh.

'547-^4 BACLDWIN Mor. Pkilos, (Palfr.) 126 Defended
from. . lyers, from out-facers, shamelesse persons, & theeu<js.

i6oa MARSTON Antonio's Rev. \. iii, L.pierc't the start c,

With an outfacing eye. 1618 BP. HALL Contempl., O. T.
xin. i, Conviction of a denied and outfaced disobedience.

1631 HROME North. Lass i. v. Wks. 1873 HI. n, I know
he is a liawd by his out-facing. 1681 T. FLAT.MAN Hera-
clitus Kittens No. 25 (1713) I. 164 Notwithstanding all their

Impudent out-facings of the Matter, I doubt not but a
horrid Conspiracy will yet.. be made out.

Out-faith, etc. : see OUT-.

Ou-tfall. [OUT- 7.]

fl. A sally or sortie from a camp or fortified

place. (Cf. Du. nitval, ^ tttttval, Ger. ausfall.}
See FALL out c. Ob$.

1637 R. MONRO E.vpcd. i. ii The first night, the Major
made an out-fall. [1891 Cornh. Mag: Oct. 416 His whole
life was spent in raids and outfalls upon the Brabanters.]
2. The act of falling out

; a quarrel. (See FALL
out d.) Sc. or .north, dial.
? 16.. fn Pennant Tour in .Scot. 1769 App. (1776) ^30 They

rysed a cry, as if it hade been upon some out fall among
these people. 1815 BROCKETT N, C. Gloss., Out-fall, a
quarrel, a misunderstanding.
3. The outlet or mouth of a river, drain, sewer,

etc., where it falls into the sea, lake, etc.

1629 Drayner Conf. (1647) B iv, The out falls of Wisbich
and Spalding being daily more and more choaktd with
sands from the sea. a 1634 CHAI-MAN Rev.for Honour in.

ii, Rivers with greedier sp^-ed run neere their out-falls, than
at their springs. 1783 Phil. Trans. LXXIV. 8 It is probable,
that.. the river Medway..had once an out-fall to the sea.

1833 TENNYSON Lady of Shalott, As when to sailors while-

they roam, By creeks and outfalls far from home. 1869
E. A. PAKKES Pract. Hygiene (ed. 3) 343 Good sewers, and
a proper outfall.

attrib. i8o VANCOUVER Agric. Devon (1813) 285 Con-
venient situations for forming outfal-drains. 1894 l\'estm.
Gaz. 15 Jan. 1/3 To carry away the sewage to outfall works.

b. fig. Outlet, channel of disposal.
1883 MRS. LYNN LISTON lone I. iv. 77 At a time when

costly fancies were the legitimate outfalls of his wealth.

t Ou'tfalling. Sc. Ohs. [OUT- 9.] A falling
out

;
a quarrel.

a 1670 SI-ALDING Trmb. (.'has. I (1850) I. 223 Priuat menis
out-fallingts and broyllisarquesttonat as national! querrcllU.
t Ou tfang. Sc. Ohs. Abbreviation of next.

1549 Compl. Scot. xiii. 1828 SCOTT F. J/. Perth iv. [see
INFANG].

t Ou'tfangthieif. Old Eng. Law. Ohs. In
2 utfangene peof, utfangeutheif ; 3 utefang-,
utfangen-, 3, 4 outfangen(e) -, -fange-, -thef.

[Answers to an OE. type utfangeniie f<!of taccusa-
tive case) 'out-caught thief; but the expression
appears to have come into use later, to match in-

fangenne ]>eof, INFANGTHIEF, q. v.] A franchise of
a lord of a private jurisdiction, more extensive
than that of IXPANGTHIKF; originally, the lord's

right to pursue a thief (at least when the latter

was '

his own man 1

) outside his own jurisdiction,

bring him back to his own court for trial, and keep
his forfeited chattels on conviction. But the light
was variously defined or circumscribed in the
1 3th c., when its meaning seems to have already
become conjectural.
The term inffingenne fieofoccurs in several OE. Charters,

but of j'tt/angcnnc }>fofr\Q trace has been found except in an

a_pp;'

nfangenum Jn-ofe and utfangenum '. l.ut this is extant
jnly in the father Koffcnsis n 120-50), and may be spurious,
or the phrase may be a i2th c. interpolation. The term is

wanting from an Eng.-Fr. Glossary of Law Terms compiled
1122-1150 (Wright Rd'tq. Antiq. I. 33) which contains
'

Infangenethef larum pris ens nostre tere
1

. On the other
hand, ittfangettc /reoccurs in the forged Charter of Edgar
to Glastonbury (Birch, No. 1277), which was in existence
l>efore William of Malmesbury made the third version of his
Gesta Regum 1130-40 (in which the charter is given); and
it may thus go back to noo, or even earlier.
The etymological sense 'out-caught-thief\ i.e.

'

thief

apprehended outside
1

(the jurisdiction), is that assigned lo
it in the Ripon record of 1228, in which the grant of *in-

fangethef et outfangethef was explained as giving the

grantee the right to try 'his own thief ubicitmquc
cafliuiit, whether within or without his territorial juris-
diction. But Bractpn and Flcta explain it as the right
to try thieves coming from without^ and apprehended
within the lord's jurisdiction ; they both expressly deny that
it meant a thief taken outside, or that such a thief might be
brought back into the

jurisdiction to be tried. Fleta. how-
ever adds that, after his own thief had been condemned by
the outside tribunal, the lord might bring him into his

jurisdiction and hang him on his own gallows ; and the right
to do this appears to be all that Britton knows as MEM
franchise of outfangenthef.
rtiijS Forged Charter of Edgar to Glastonbury {dated

971), & habeant socam & sacam. .. infangenebeof & ut-

fangene beof, it flemcne fenle, hamsocne, frklebrice . . for-

stealle, toll & team, ita libere & quiete sicut ego habeo in

regno nieo. 1189-95 in Reglst. de WetlicrheU (1897) 31
Concedimus iiisuper eidem Abbathia;. .soch et sach et tol

et theam et iiifangentheif et utfangeutheif. 1228 Mem.

253

Riptni (Surtees) I. 52 Suum latronem ubicumque captus
fuerit, infangethef et outfangethef. Ibid. 57 Kt suum
latronem ubicumque captum ad judicandum in curia sua ..

et infangthef et utefangthef, furcam, prisonam, blodewite
[etc.]. (1250 BRALTON in. xxxv. 154^, VIFANGKNIHMF vero
dicitur latro extraneus, veniens aliunde de terra aliena, et

(|tii captus fuit in terra ipsins qui tales habet liberiaies.

1290-1300 Flcta i. xlvii. 6j. 1292 UKITTON n. iii. 13 Qe il

eynt la fraunchise de oulfangenthef, ceo est a dire, qe etix

eynt les juises de lour gent/ et tie lour tenaunU, ou q'il
soint pris hors de lour feez, jugez a pendre, qe il les

pusent apres jugement rendu prcndre et remener en lour
fraunchise et fere les pendre illucs sur lour foiirclic-s

demeyne. ?t 1300 Roils of Parlt. I. 462/2 Ovec retorn
de JJref infangenethef, outfungenethef, e quite de tonnue,
passage, murage, pontage, pavage. 1535 Act 27 lien.
V2Ilt

c. 26 23 Lordshippes Marchers. ..shall have within
the precincte of their said Lotdeshippes .. Wayff Strain"
Infanthef Outfanthef Treasoure Troves.
Procticks (1754) 37 Thair is sum B
and libertie of infang and outfang thifi. 1579 KASTBLL

'

Expos. Words 213 Ontfangthiffc, that is, that iheues nr

felonesofyourlande,or fee, out ofyour land or fee taken with
felonie or stealinge, shalbee brought backe to your Court, and
there judged. 1597 SKENU /h' Val>. S/jftt. s. v. [nfangthcfc,
Out-fangthiefe is anc forain thiefe, quha cumis fra an vther
manslande or jurisdiction, and is taken and apprehended
within the lands perteinana to him quha is infeft with the
like liberty. 1814 SCOTT II 'averIcy x. 1839 KI.MIU.K Cttf.

Dipl, I. Introd. 45. 1895 POLLOCK & MAIM.AND l-'ng. Law
I. 564 note, fin the i3th c.] there \v;is much doubt as to what
was meant by hengyvite and as to the exact limits of the

right of iitfangcnetht'f. In cases of quo icaranto the kins':-,

advocates are fond of pux/ling their adversaries by asking
them to explain what they mean by these old words.

tOtrtfare. Ohs. [OE. it/fant fern., cf. jltfa r

nent., a going out, f. ut ^see ( >UT- 7) + fartt t far,
going, journey, faran to go, travel.] A going out,

journey, expedition ;
an outlet.

co6i Rule St. In-net l.vvi. (Schriier, 1885) 127 p.xt nan
neod ne sy munecum, utan to farenne, forby be seu utfaru
nan |mig ne framaft hira saidum. c 1000 .Ki.i RIC lloin. I.

484 Dret we symle done maeran gylt forfleon burh utOtre
OSes lajssan. 13.. Cursor M. 7890 pat vri was. .At kinges
ost, and in vte-far.

Out-fast :-fcrst) ,
v. [Our- 18,17.] '''< To

surpass in fasting, fast longer than, f To oittfast

oneself, to fast beyond one's power of endurance.
1645 WITHKR Vo.\- 1'acif. 29 Vet, as if they had Pharoah's

kine out-fasted. 1683 TRVON Way to Health 334, I have
out-fasted my self, or my Stomach is gone. 1855 Mil MAN
Lett. Ckr. IV. 196 Sow the good seed as the heretics sow
the had. .. Out-lahour, out-fast, out-discipline these false
teachers.

Out-fawn to Out-feed: see OUT-.

Ou"t-fe:nce, sb. [OlT- 3.] An outer or

bounding fence.

1769 Actoine Inclas. Act 13 The out-fences of all the lands
..shall be well and sufficiently made. 1797 T. WKIGHT
Aittobiog. {1864} 41 Without putting down a pit within the
stakes of any of the out-fences.

Outfe'nce, v. [Oi-i- 15, 18.] trans, a. To
fence out, divide by fences, b. To outdo in fencing,
or put (one) out of his fence or guard.
1770 IV. Heslerton Inclos. Act 14 All the lands.. shall be

well and sufficiently out-fenced. 1880 G. MEREDITH Tragic
Coin. i. (1802) 5 Veteran tricksters, .capable of outfencing
her nascent individuality.
Out-ferret to Out-fiction : see OUT-.

Outfield, out-field (curtf/ld). [Our- i.]
1. The outlying land of a farm

; esp. in Scotland,
the outlying land which is either unenclosed and
unfilled moorland or pasture, or was formerly

cropped from time to time without being manured.

Outfield and infield system : see INFIELD.

1637 RUTHERFORD Lett. (1862) I. 361, I know that it is not

my nome nor my Father's house : it is but.. the outer close
of His house, His outfields and muir-ground. 1812 SIR J.
SINCLAIR Syst. Husb. Scot. I. 315 His land is.. originally all

outfield, being mostly covered with whins and heath not

many years ago. 1861 SMII.KS Engineers 1 1. 94 The chief

part of each farm consisted of 'out-held
'

or unenclosed land,
no better than moorland.
attrib. 1765 A. DICKSON Treat. Agric. xv. (ed. 2) 123 This

land is what is called out-field land ; that is, land not

improved, and that has received but little manure. When
brought into tillage, three or four crops exhaust it. i8zo
SCOTT Monast.i. 1823 Hlachv. Mag. XIV. 189 Ropes.,
thrown over all the outfield hay ricks.

b. An outlying field.

1676 Connci t. Col. Kcc. (1852) II. 464 Thirty men to be a
Guard while we gather in your harvest from your out-fields.

1733-1836 [see INHEI.D]. 1775 ADAIR Amer. Ind. 406 The
chief part of the Indians begin to plant their out-fields, when
the wild fruit is so ripe, as to draw off the birds from picking
up the grain.
2. Jig. The region of thought or fact outside defined

limits; an outlying region.
1851 TRENCH StuJ. Words vi. 174 The enclosure of a

certain district, .from the great outfield of thought or fact.

1859 On Author. I'ers. 22 Words are enclosures from the

great outfield of meaning.
attrib. foiflJaS. MILLER Serin, in .Vim. iv. (1883)09 We

would 'go forth' in more than human might against the
outfield masses festering in our midst.

3. In Cricket and Baseball: The outlying part of
the field, that part most remote from the batsman.
1895 llaily Nnvs 5 Feb. 3/5 The rest of the wickets fell

for catches, most of them in the out-field, and the innings
closed for 72. 1896 Ibid, ii Aug. 7/2 The outfield ground
was so dead that many hits that would ordinarily have been
fours and twos only produced twos and singles.

b. = OUT-MELDER.

OUTFIT.

1884 iMlyivhitc's Cricket Ann. 101 J. E. K. S-, a magni-
ficent out-field. 1894 U'estm. Gaz. 18 Dec. 7/2 He is a good
out-field.

Ou:t-fie Ider. [Our- 1 + FIELDER.] The player
or fielder who stands in the out-field : see prec. 3.
1893 Cfi/uiiil'iis (O.) Disp. 17 Nov., A deal with the Pitts-

burgh chili for the purchase of Van Haltren, the outfielder.

1898 Westm. 6'<i:. 18 Feb. 3/1 All out-fielder, running for a
catch.

.So Owt-fie'lding' vbl.sb., the action of fielding
in the 'out-field'; also atlrib.

;
Out-fieldsman

= OUT-FIELDER.
1881 Daily AYj,-'.( 8 July 2/7 Newton'., wicket-keeping, and

Cave's out-fielding. 1884 I. BLICII in LiltyiMtcs Cricket
Ann. 4 The out-fielding ground was very rough. 1891 W. < '..

GKACK Cricket 2->8 A brilliant out-fieldsman is worth his

place in any eleven for the work he can do there alone.

Outfi'ght, v. [OUT- i.sd, 18 b.]
1 1. tnws. To take by assault, subdue, conquer,

overcome. [Rendering I.. c.\pn^narc.'\ Obs.
1382 WVCI.IF Josh. x. 35 And [Joshua] went fro Lathis

vnto Kglon, and enuyroiuide. and out fali^t [Vult:. t'-t/"-
gnavil]\l the same day. Kalus. iv. 33 And God shal out-
liUen \expugnabit\ or ouercome for thee, thyn enc-mys.
2. To light better than

;
to beat in a fight.

1643 TKAIT Cfiiim. Ceil. \\\\. 17 He could, if not outfight
his enemies, outwit them. 1814 sporting Mai;. XI, IV. 167
He out-fought his adversary left and light. 1875 MKUIYAT n
(,i'ii. Hist. AV///1- xlv. (1877) 339 The elder general both out-
manoeuvred and out-fought the younger.

Out-fighter. [OUT- 2.] One who fights not
at close quarters. So Ou't-flg-hting- ppl. a., fight-

ing not at close quarters, skirmishing.
1817 Sporting Mag. L. 54 As an out-fighter he completely

astonished ihe rim;. 1877 KISC;LAKE Crimea VI. vi. 317 Tlic

ensheathing columns were roughly handled and closed in

upon liy our out-fighting troops.

tOut-fi'nd, v. Obs. [On-- 15.] trans. To
find out. {poetic, and prop, two words.)
1570 PKKSION Cnuilyses in Ha/1. Itodsley IV. 2.'9 My

heart hath you out-found. 1590 GKKKNK Xtr.'cr too late
Isabel's Soim. in Prison, With piercing insight will the truth
outfind. 1626 C'.. SANDYS O-.'iifs Met. xiv. 303 The fatall

mouth of /Ksarus out-found.

So t Out-finding vbl. sb., finding out.

1552 LYNDKSAY Montirchc 6102 Strange wayis Investi-

gabyll, That is to say past out fynding. 1553 GRIMALOK
Cicero's Offices i. (1558) 3 That to y outfmding of dutic
tlu-re might haue been an entrie.

Out-finger to Out-firmament: see Our-.
Outfit (uu'tfit), sl>. [OUT- 7.]
1. The act of fitting out or furnishing with the

requisites for a journey or expedition, or for any
purpose ; ellipt.

= expense of fitting out.

1769 FALCONER Diet. Marine (1709), Out-fit, is generally
used to signify the expences of equipping a ship for a sea-

voyage ; or of arming her for war, or both together. 1792
in New Eng. Hist, a. Gen. Register (1892) XLVI. 174,
I expect we shall be able to import wheat for our flour and
bread for our next outfit to advantage. 1828 CHANIKKY in

Lockhart Scott May, If you'll secure the commissions, I'll

make the outfit easy. 1868 E. EDWARDS Ralegh I. ix. 143
One of the chief adventurers in the outfit of the expedition.
2. The articles and equipment required for an

expedition, etc.

1787 JEFFERSON ll'rit. (1859) II. 225, I believe there is no
instance of any nation sending a minister to reside anywhere
without an outfit. 1809 A. HENRY Trav. n On the isth of

June, [I] again arrived in Montreal, bringing with me my
outfits. 1848 ARNOL-LD Mar. fnsur. (1866) I. i. ii. 19 Outfit
is sometimes.. the necessary stores and provisions put on
board the ship for the use of the crew on the voyage. Ibid.,
In whaling voyages the word outfit .. means the fishing
stores of the ships. 1852 MRS. STOUK Uncle Tom's C. v. 31

Saying these words, she had tied and buttoned on the child's

simple outfit. Mod. There are several very compact camping
outfits now in the market.
attrib. 1898 U'estnt. Guz. 19 May 2/2 The '

outfit
'

allow-
ance of^2o..now given to officers joining the Volunteers.

b. fig. The mental and moral endowments or

acquirements with which any one is furnished.

1865 M. ARNOLD Ess. Crit. i. (1875) 46 (The] members
have, for their proper outfit, a knowledge of Greek, Roman,
and Eastern antiquity. 1872 LIDDON Elan. Kelig. i. 5 The
conviction that religion is.. an indispensable part of man's
moral and mental outfit.

3. A collective term for a travelling party or a

party in charge of herds of cattle, etc. U. S. collet].

1879 F. H. ATKINS in Let. to Editor, The application of 'out-
fit

'

to transportation has led secondarily to its application
to the traveling party themselves. It is quite common in the
West to hear,

' Do you belong to this outfit?' or 'Where is

this outfit going?' 1890 D'OVLB Notches 55 The best
fellows in this 'outfit

'

wereChoctaw Bill, .and Frank Norris,
the ' boss ', an ex-Yale student. 1891 C. ROBERTS Adrift
Aiucr. 174 He belonged to a horse 'outfit' that was travelling
north.

Ou'tfit, v. [f. prec. sb.] trans. To provide
with an outfit, to fit out.

1847 MRS. R. LF,E Afric. Wanderers ii. (1854) 19 The
trouble of outfitting the two boys for a public school. 1872
C. KING Mountain. Sien-a j\

rcv. v. 94, I. .outfitted myself
with a pack-horse, two mounted men, and provisions. 1877
RAYMOND Statist. Mines <y Mining 176 This mill has been

planned and outfitted with special reference to economizing
lalx>r and securing the greatest possible efficiency.

b. inlr. for rcjl. or pass.
1883 Century Mag. XXIX. 194/1 Here I 'outfitted ',

and
..we were in a few days on our way to the Hitter Root
Mountains.

So Outfitting vbl.sb. and ppl. a. [Our- 9, 10.]

1840 DICKENS Old C. Shop xiv, An outfitting warehouse



OUTFITTER.

of the first respectability. 1871 MRS. WHITNEY Real Folks

xii. (1872) 132 The trimming-up and outfitting place.

On tfitter. [OUT- S.] One who fits out, or
;

furnishes nn outfit; a dealer in outfits for travelling,
'

athletic sports, or the like.

1846 in WORCESTER citing Cons. Mag. 1865 DICKENS i

Mat. />. n. i, She keeps the stock -room of a seaman's out-

litter. 1868 E. EDWARDS Ralegh I. ix. 146 Ralegh.. was. .
i

the chief outfitter of the fleet. 1883 Law Times Rep. XL1X.
134/1 The business of a tailor and outfitter.

Ou'tflame, sb. [OUT- 7.] An outburst of

flame, orJig. of passion or colour.

1889 DOYLE Mica/i Clarke 185,
'

I would not barter it. .
,

'

said he, with a sudden outflame. 1893 Harper's Mag. Apr. !

735/2 A little island, with . . an outflame of scarlet tupelo and
sumac.

Outfla'me, v. [Our- 18, 14.] a. trans. To i

surpass in blaze or brilliancy, b. intr. To flame

out, burst into blaze or brilliancy, poet.
1839 BAILEY Fesfus vi. (1852) 74 The conflagration of her

eye, Outflaming even that eye which in my sleep Beams
close upon me. 1865 SWINISIRNK Atalanta 1650, I had. .on

their tombs Hung crowns, and.. seen Their praise outflame
i heir ashes. 1890 Pull Mall G. 3 Feb. 2/3 Did tropic lands

with flowers and fruit out-flame ?

Ou tflaming, vbl.sb. [Our- 9.] Flaming ont,

blazing up. So Ou tflaming' ppl.a.
1836 LANDOR Mhw Prose Pieces, ,S7. Santamicr Wks.

1853 II. 464/1 The first outflaming of the passions. 1872
TAI.MAGK Serin, 218 The outflaming glories of the counten-

ances of the saved.

Outflank (outflae-qk), v. [Our- i8c, 17 (?).]

1. trans. To extend or get beyond the flank of

the opposing army; to outmanoeuvre by a flanking ;

movement.
1765 Hist. Enr. in Ann. Reg. TO/I Greatly to outflank

any line of battle into which it was possible for the major
to form his few forces. 1838 TIIIRLWALL Greece xxii. III.

i\-\ The enemy's superiority in numbers would enable

them to outflank him. 1878 Bosw. SMITH Carthage 216

The bridleless Numidian cavalry . .outflanking the enemy,
and riding round towards their rear, first fell on the

retreating infantry.

b. fg. To '

get round', get the better of.

1773 GentL Mag. XLIII. 416 We were outflanked by the

law. 1884 CHUKCH Bacon iv. 82 The devising of question-
able legal subtleties . . to outflank the defence of some
obnoxious prisoner.

2. To lie or extend beyond (the flank). Also intr.

1796 Instr. ff Keg. Cavalry (18131 Si The regiment breaks

into column of divisions, to whichever hand the new posi-
j

tion out-flanks the old one. Ibid. 83 When the new line
;

out-flanks towards the point of intersection, then the regi-
;

nient breaking to that hand will have us head nearer to the

new line than its rear.

Hence Outfla'nkiug vbl. sb. and///, a.

1871 Standard -2$ Jan., We shall have another outflanking :

movement. 1893 K. ADAMS New Egypt 245 The choice lay. .

between a direct front attack and an outflanking movement.

Oll'tflasll, . [OUT- 7.] Theactof flashing out.

1889 SKKINI-: Man. E. Thring 61 The outflash of his spirit

did not die with the moment.

Oatfla'Sh, V. [OUT- 18, 14.] a. trans. To

surpass in flashing, outshine, b. intr. To flash out.

1848 WEBSTER, Outflash, to surpass in flashing. 1866 J.

THOMSON PocmS) Philosophy i. ii, Flowers bloomed for
,

maidens, swords out flashed for boys. 1887 BLACKMORE
Spring/iaven I. v. 33 The calm sad face, which in the day of

battle could oulflash them all.

So Ou'tfla shing
1

vbl. sb. [OfT- 9], flashing out.

1831 CARLYLK Sart. Res. in. i, Such first outflashing of

man's Freewill, to lighten, more and more into Day. 1882

J. PARKER Apost. Life I. 91 The llible .. appals me by the

oulflashing of sudden lights and unexpected glory.

Out-fla'tter, v. [Our- 18.] trans. To outdo
in flattery; to over-flatter.

1597 [see OUTLIE v.-]. 1676 WVCHKRLEY PI. Dealer i. i.

('7^5) 9 Turn'd away by the Chaplains, for oat-flattering
their probation Sermons for a benefice.

Out-flaunt to Out-flight : see OUT-.

t Outfleme. Obs. rare 1

,
[f.

OUT- 8 + FLEME

sby\ A fugitive from his country, an exile.

13. . E. E. Allit. P. A. 1176 Me payed ful ille to be out-

fleme, So sodenly of ^al fayre regioun.

Ou'tfling, sl>. [OUT- 7.] The act of flinging

out; the giving vent to bad temper or ill nature.

1876 GKO. KUOT Dan. Der. xlii, Deronda.. could not help
replying to 1'ash's out fling.

Outfling -fli-rjl,
v. [OUT- 14, 15.] trans, and

/////. To fling out; fling oneself out. {poetic.}
1579-80 NORTH Plutarch (1676) 166 The crauen Cock, ..

which cowardly doth run away, or from the pit out-flings,

1892 Chicago Advance 3 Nov., The hand of God outfllnging
wide The gorgeous banner of the autumn-tide.

Out-flood to Outflout: tee OUT-.

Outflourish, v. [Our- 15. 17.] trans, a. To
unsheath and flourish (a weapon), b. To outlast

in flourishing; to flourish after the cessation of.

1871 BROWNING Pr. Hohenst. 1428 There was uprising..
Weapons outflourished in the wind. 1871 HOWKLLS Wedd.
Journ. (1892) 172 The wrecks of slavery .. may yet out-
flourish the remains of the feudal system in the kind of

poetry they produce.

Ou'tflow, sb. [OUT- 7.]

1. The act or fact of flowing out, efflux.

1869 PHILLIPS l
r
esnv. xi. 315 Now rising into sudden jets,

then sinking into a difficult outflow. 1879 St. George's

JIosp. Rep. IX. 772 An opening which permitted the

constant outflow of fluid, attrib. 1898 Allbutfs Syst. Med.
V. 453 Inflow and outflow tubes to the water-jacket.

254

b. The amount that flows out.

1875 HKNSEIT DYF.B tr. Sachs" Bot. 610 In the first

thirty-three hours the outflow, .amounted to 26-45 cubic cm.

1899 Allbittfs Syst. Mcd. VII. 247 The outflow of blood ..

has been seen to increase from two to six times.

2. fig. Any outward movement analogous to the

flowing of water.
'la 1800 Observer No. 13 (R.) The influx of foreigners, and

the out-flow of natives, which the present peace will occa-

sion. 1862 Sat. Rev. XIII. 640/2 The outflow of gold.. is

certain to continue and increase. 1869 G0UUHIRN Purs.

Holiness x. 91 The outflow of His Divine compassion. 1896
Edin. Rev. Jan. 108 A strong outflow of poetical feeling.

Outflow, v. [OUT- 14.] intr, Totlowout. (/0f.)
c 1580 SIDNEY Ps. xi.n. ii, My teares out-flowing, a 1711
KES /iVwwwrfPoet. Wks. 1721 II. 91 Tos'uck th' Effluviums

which he smelt out-flow. 1824 CAMPBELL Theodric 533
Shall bitterness outflow from sweetness past?

Ou'tflowing, vbl.sb. [OUT- 9.] The action

of flowing out, efflux, effluence.

1678 CrmvoKTii Intell. Syst. i. iv. 32. 516 The Supreme
:

God.. together with his outflowing, and all the extent of

fecundity. 1894 Daily A'ews 30 June 5/4 His family feel
|

the outflowings of universal sympathy.

Outflowing
1

(mrtfl^'irj, autflJ"'irj), ///. a.

[OUT- 10.] Having out; effluent.

1605 TiHMsQufrsit. in. 162 The out-flowing and breathing
forth [parts] are the breathes. 1647 H. MOKE Song ofSoul
n. ii. n. x, In her outflowing lines, a 1711 KKN Hywnothto
Poet. Wks. 1721 III. 355 Thou always art out-flowing

Deity. 1870 MORRIS Earthly Par. III. iv. 190 The bright

outflowing golden hair.

Out-flown to Out-flung: see OUT-.

Ou'tflush,^'. [OUT- 7.] An outward move-

ment (compared to that of the blood when it

flushes the face).

1831 CARI.YLE Sart. Res. \\. ix, An outflush of foolish

young Enthusiasm. 1878 GKO. ELIOT Coll. Break/. P. 770
The plant Holds its corolla, purple, delicate, Solely as out-

flu>h of that energy.

Outflush,"'1

. [OuT- 17.] trans. To surpass
in rosiness or warmth of colour.

1885-94 R. BRIDGES Eros fy Psyche July 23 And now the

colour of her pride and joy Outflush'd the hue of Eros.

Ou'tflux. [OUT- 7.] Outflow ; place of flowing
out; outlet.

1739 MAITLAND London I. v, Its outflux from the river

Thames. Ibid.^ The outflux of this watercourse. 1759 I).

MARTIN Nat. Hist. Eng. I. Surrey 140 On the East bide

was the Out-flux of C'nut's Trench.

Ou'tfly, sb. [OUT- 7.] The act of flying out

(yf"*) a swift outburst of passion, etc.

'1890 CLARK RUSSELL Ocean Trag. II. xvii. 74, I awaited

some passionate out fly, but.. he held his peace.

Outfly, v. [OUT- 14, 17, is.]

1. intr. To fly out. {poetic."}

1599'!'. M[OUI :

I:T] .SY/X-7j>v//i*.v 52 Few griefes from Pandors
boxu out-flew Hut here they finde a medcine. 1667 MIT/ION

P. /,. i. 663 He spake ; and, to confirm his words, out-flew

Millions of flaming swords. 1725 Vor&Odyss. xii. 477 Now
outflies The gloomy West [wind], and whistles in the skies.

1894 C. H. COOK Thames Rights 39 Now and again outflies

from sedgy haunt the wary mallard.

2. trans. To outstrip or surpass in flight ;
to fly

beyond or past.
1591 SYLVI-STI;R Du Hartas i. v. 582 See how the Fowlcs

are from my fancie fled, . . Their flight out-flies me. c 1614
SIR W. MURE Dido $ /E'icas n. 458 He..Owtflyes the

eagle and the silver swan. 1667 DRVDKN Tempest iv. iv.

(11711 KEN Ilyinnaritun Poet. Wks. 1721 II. 102 To
sacred Poets I apply, Who all scholastick Heights out-fly.

1800 MOOUE Anacreon xxiv. 18 She gave thee beauty-
shaft of eyes, That every shaft of war outflies! 1859 (1.

MiiKi-:nn n A'. Fcvcrel xix, They have outflown Philosophy.

t Ou-tflying, vbl. sb. [Our- 9.] The action of

flying out; an outbreak. Obs.

1641 SANDERSON Serin. (1681) II. 141 They have many
out-flyings, wherewith their holy Father is not well pleaded.
c 1641 D. CAWDREY Three Strut. 49 The out-flyings of other

mens corruptions.

Ou-tfo-ld. rare. [OUT- i.] A fold or small

field lying away from the farm-house : cf. outfield i .

1860 O. ii. K. in / 'ac. Tour. 128 [see INI OLD sl\~}.

Out-folio to Out-form : see OUT-.

OutfoO 1, v. [OUT- 18, :8c.] trans. To outdo

in folly or in fooling ;
to overcome by fooling.

1638-48 G. DANIEL Eclog. n. 40 All our Pride Is to out-

foole our Selves ! 1763 YOUNG Resignation n. xxix, In

life's decline. .The second child outfools the first, And
tempts the lash of truth. 1861 Sat. Rev. ^ Dec. 584 The
minority which . . endeavours to effect its purpose by out-

fooling the majority.

Outfoo't, v. [OUT- 18. 21.] trans. To surpass
in footing it; to outpace; to outstrip in dancing,

running, or sailing ; to outrun.

1737 HKACKEN Farriery linpr. (1757) II. 187 The Horse
in running . . seldom was beaten, provided he was not

out-footed (as the Jockeys term it). 1857 ^IRS - MATIIEWS
Tca-t. Talk I. 154 The vivacious Margravine .. excelling
and outfooting many a youthful dame. 1894 Times ii June
7/1 She made a disappointing show, the Britannia as a

matter of fact fairly outfooting the giantess cutter. 1899

Daily Ncivs 7 Oct. 5/5 Shamrock had both out-pointed and
out-footed her opponent when making to windward.

fOU't-footing. Obs. rare*. = FOOTING 12.

1611 COTGR., Forject, a iutting, or leaning out, or ouer;
a rellish, or out-footing.

Ou -

t-fo:rt, s/>. [OUT- 1, 3.] An outlying fort,

an outwork.

1625 in Crt. # Times C/ias. 7(1848) I. 66 They won the

OUTGATE.
out.fort of the town. 1873 P.UKTON Hist. Sett. VI. Ixxiii.

358 Some small outforts were easily taken.

Out-fo'rt, v. [OUT- 21.] trans. To outdo in

the matter of forts.

1755 St. Colonies N. After. 37 If. .we would secure our

American dominions against the French, we must out-fort,

as well as out-settle them.

t Outtfo'rth, adv. (adj.} Obs. [f. OUT adv. +

FORTH adv.~\ Out ; externally, outwardly.
i38z WVCLII- Isa, xliii. 8 Bring outforth the blinde puple.

1387-8 T. USK Jest. Love \\. v. (Skeat) 1. 85 There the

valance of men is demed in riches outforthe. Ibid. x. 145
Wonder I trewly why the mortal folk of this worlde seche

these ways outforth. .'(1480 Ragman Roll 158 in Hazl.

E,P. P. (1864) I. 76 Thogh they her malys inwarde keuir

and wrye, And outfouryth the fayryst that they kane.

B. adj. (on-tforth\ Outward, exterior, external.

1541 R. Coi-LASD Guydons Quest. Chirttrg. Cijb, How
many maners of skynnes or letner are there V. .Two, one is

extrynsyke or outforth, and that is proprely called lether.

'559 JHrr* MII > (^563) C viij, Warres both of outforthe and
inward enemyes.
U t With outforth^ erroneous division of without

forth : see FORTH adv. 2 b. Cf. beneath-forth.

Out-freedom, -friend, etc. : see OUT-.

OntfrO'nt, v. [Cf. OL-T- i8b.] trans. To
stand face to face to, confront : to face.

1631 P. FLKTCHER Sieclides H ij b, If furies should out-

front me, I'de out-stare them. 1883 BLACK Shandon Bells

xxxiii, This newer Inisheen out-fronting the sea was more

changed than the older part of the town.

OutfrOW'H,J'. [OUT- 233, iSc.] trans. To outdo

in frowning; to frown down, overbear by frowning.
1605 SHAKS. Lear v. iii. 6 My selfe could else out-frowne

false Fortunes frowne. 1807 W. H. IRELAND Mod. Ship
Fools 61 note, It is only the base-born churl, like Thomas a

Becket, that would out-frown the brow of majesty.

t Ou-t-fu-neral. Obs. rare
1

. [OUT- i.] A
funeral outside a city ; extra-mural interment.

1637 BP. HALL Serw. at Exeter 24 Aug. (R.), Much might
be said to this purpose [out of matter of wholesomnesse] for

the convenience of out-funerals.

Out-ga, Outgait, obs. ff. OUTGO, OUTGATE.

Outga'llop,
'

. [OUT- 18.] trans. To outdo

in galloping; to gallop faster than.

1603 DEKKER IVonderfull Yeare D ij b, They that rode

on the lustiest geldings, could not out-gallop the Plague.

1852 THACKKRAY Esmond m. i,
A hundred huntsmen.. each

out-bawling and out -galloping the other.

Ou'tgaiig. Now St. or north, dial. [OUT- 7 ;

OE. Atgang\ cf. Du. uitgang^ Ger. ausgang^
1. A going out, departure, exit

;
the giving up of

the occupancy or tenure of property.
(825 I'esp. Psalter xviii. [xix.] 7 From osem hean heofene

utgong his. a 1000 Life St. Guthlac\\. (1848) 14 purh sarlicne

utgang J?s manfullan lifes. a 1300 E. E. Psalter xxx. 23

[xxxi. 22] In out-gang of thoghte mine, c 1320 Cast. Love

878 porw ^e faste ^at he con in teo, And at pe out-song he

lette faste beo. 1887 Jantiesoti's Sc. Diet. Suppl., Ont-

ganging, . .Outgang, . .outgoing, removal ; the act of giving

up possession of burghal property.

2. The way or passage out
;
an outlet, an exit ;

a road by which cattle went out to the pasture.

cgS Lindisf. Gosp. Matt. xxii. 9 Geongas for3on to ut-

^eonge ftsere we^ara [("OT^
Rnshiv. to utgengum weoRas).

a 1300 /,'. E. Psalter cxliii. [cxliv.] 16 J>airschepe brodefulle

mightsomande In paroutgange. c 1450 Customs of Maltott

in Surtecs Misc. (1888) 58 Kre entre and goyng owte to v*

more by a large way, the qwhyche is called y owtegang.

1513 DoL'CJi-AS sEtuis (Cr, GI.), Ane narrow path baiih

outgang and entre. 1664-5 Act 16-17 Chas. //, c. 11 2 The
River of Wclland from the Uvflgang at the East end of

East Deeping. 1828 Craven Gloss, (ed. 2), Out-gang,
a road from a place. 1896 T. F.LASHILL Sittton-hi-IIolder-

ness 26 An ordinary outgang was a place where the cattle

of a village assembled when they were to be driven out

together to graze in common.

Out-garment, -garth, etc. : see OUT-.

Oll'tgate, sb. (adv.} Also Sc. -gait. Now Sc.

and north, dial. [Our- 7.]

1. The action of going out; outgoing, passage
out ; exit, egress ; debouching.

<( 1300 E. E. Psalter cxiii. [cxiv.] i In oute-gate of Israele

Oute of Egipt. (1440 Prouip, Par?. 375/2 Owte gate,
e.i'itiis. 1455 Rolls of Parlt. V. 311/2 Free ingate and
outgate to the premisses. 1496, 1598 [.see INGATE i]. 1615
CROOKE Body of Man 766 The outgate of the breath is

hindered. 1822 GALT Sir A. Wylie \. xxviii. 259 (Jam.) She
. . maybe a wee that dressy and fond o' outgaii. 1865 CAKI.YLE

Fredk. Gt. xvm. ii. (1872) VI 1. 106 Moldau Valley, .making,
on its outgate at the northern end of Prag. .one big loop.

2. A passage or way out, an outlet
;
a means of

egress ; Jig. a way of escape or deliverance.

1456 SIR G. HAYK Law Anns (S. T. S.) 179 Than suld

never promess na obligacioun bynd a fals man, na he wait!

get ane outgate. 1513 DOUGLAS sKneis ix. vii. 28 Sone
ombeset haue thai The outuaiis al. 1596 SPKNSER State

Irel. Wks. (Globe) 665/1 Those paces are soe fitt for

trade and tramcke, having most convenient out-gates by
diverse rivers to the sea. "1616 SL-RFL. & MARKH. Country
J-'iirnie 688 If he meet with a hedge, he holdeth aiong by
the side of it, to see if he can find anyout-gate. 1659 A- WAV
l^iary (S. H. S. 1900) 194 The Lord provyd ane outgate for

his people. iS^CARLYLB^nttA. Gt. xx.ix. (1872) IX. 165 The

dragoons were a hundred, and. .every outgate was beset.

b. Issue, outcome. Sc.

1568 MAKY Q. SCOTS in H. Campbell Love-left. Apn.
(1824) 29 To the effect thesamin sould be themair prompthe

endit with some happy outgait to my honour and content-

ment. 1663 BLAIR Autobiog. ii. (1848* 32 Wondering what
would be the outgate. 1786 A. GIB Sacr. Contetnpl, 318

Others are brought more quickly to an happy outgate.



OUTGEAR.

f 3. Usually in //. Goods 'going
'

or carried out

of a town or port, exports; also, export dues.
1621-1886 [see ISGATE st>,

1

4].

B. adv. Outwards ; outside, without.

1590, 1611 [see ISGATE f/'.
1
B]. 1898 CROCKETT Standard

Bearer xxx'iv, 301 May they burn back and front, ingale and

outgate.

Ou't-ga^te, outer gate: see Our- 3.

1648 Depos. Cast. York iSurtees) 12 Robert Kay, together
with 1 6 or 1 8 men ..with musket Is and swords drawne, ..broke

open the outgate and fower other doores within the said

house. 1664 J. WEBB Stone-lleng (1725) 94 The Anditu.s

had both an Out-gate, and an inner Gate.

Out-gather, -gauge, etc. : see OUT-.

Outgear (au'tgi*.i). Sc.rare. [Oux-i.] Posses-

sions or substance used in out-door occupation.
1834 H. MILLER Scenes <V Leg. xxiv. [see INGKAR].

Outge'neral,
''

[OUT- 22.] trans. To outdo

or defeat in generalship; to get the better of as by

superior military skill
;
to outmanoeuvre.

1767 S. PATERSOX Another Trav. I. 202 How we were

out-generalled indeed ! 1776 J. ADAMS in l-'ain. Lett. (1876)

231 In general, our Generals were outgeneraled on Long
Island. 1897 Century Alag. Feb. 495 In these movements
J..ee was entirely outgeneraled.

Out-get to Out-girth : see OUT-.

Outgive, v. [OUT- 18, 14.] a. trans. To
outdo in giving, give more than. b. intr. To give
out. come to an end. (poetic.)

1693 C. DRYDEM in D.'s Juvenal vii. (1697) 173 The
lx>unteous Play'r out-gave the pinching Lord. 1893 BRIDGES
Shorter P. v. xi, 31 And two days ere the year outgave We
laid him low.

Ou -

tgi:ving, vbl. sb. [OUT- 9.] The action

or fact of giving out ; that which is given out :

a. pL payments, disbursements ; b. utterance.

1663 BLAIR Antobiog. ii. (1848) 25 All the disbursements
and outgivings to traders. 1865 Morn. Star 20 Jan., The
outgivings of some irresponsible editor. 1881 Times 15 Apr.
6/1 This was the burthen of all his outgivings before and
after inauguration. 1897 Educat. Re? 1

. XIII. 70 To regard
that as the last outgiving of political philosophy.

t Out-gla
-

d, v. Obs. [OUT- 20.] trans. To
surpass in gladness ; to delight more.
a 1657 R. LOVDAY Lett. (1663)26 You have not a friend

hath out-gladded me for your well-being, nor out-wish 'd me
for the continuance. Ibid. 192 Might 1 hope the happiness
to meet you at London, nothing would be able to out-glad me.
P An imrans. outglad has been erroneously inferred from

Wydifl>h###&/; cf. OUT- isb.

Outgla're, v. [Our- 18.] trans. To surpass
or outdo in glare or dazzling effect ; to be more

glaring or flagrant than.

1648 HKRRICK. Ilesper., Welcome to Sack n Whose radiant
flame Out-glares the heav'ns ( )siris. 1822 SCOTT Pirate xxxi,
Were all my former sins doubled, .such a villany would have

outglared and outweighed them all. 1837 lt{ackw. Mag.
XLII. 329 [She] lavished her money till she out-glared the

poorer ranks of the peerage.

Outgli tter, v. [OUT- 18.] trans. To sur-

pass in glitter or splendour.
1648 J. BEAUMONT Psyche n. ccxviii, The gracious splendor

of this Queen Sweetly outglitters their best tire of R;iys.
1662 COKAINE Tragedy of Ovid iv. i, I must Out-glitter all

the FemaU of the Province, Or I shall want my will. 1884
Si;s. H. WARD in Independent Aim. (N. Y.) 14 You cannot
wish the background to outglitter the picture.

Out-gloom, -glory, etc. : see OUT-.

Outglow, v. [OuT- 18.] trans. To excel in

glowing ; to overcome by superior glow.
1877 E. R. CONDER Bos. Faith ix. 390 Capable ofdominating

every other passion, of outglowing the tire of youth. 1898
T. HARDY Wessex Poems 175 My light in thee would out-

glow all in others.

Out-gnaw, etc. : see OUT-.

Oxrtgo, sb. [OUT- 7.]
1. The fact of going out or that which goes out;

spec, outlay, expenditure; opposed to income.
c 1640 J. SMYTH Lives Rerktleys (1883) I. i6STo regulate

his out-goes.. to order and frugality. 1757 FRAXKUN Ess,
Wks. itJio II. 98 The Indies have not made Spain rich,
because her outgoes are greater than her incomes. 1860
KMI-.KSON Cowl. Life, ll'tattti Wks. (Bohn) II. 358 The
secret of success lies.. in the relation of income to outgo.
1895 SIR W. HAKCOURT S/>, 22 May, Grow as the income or
the intake may, the outgo and the waste are always greater.
2. The action of going out ; efflux, outflow.

1858 W. ARNOT Laws fr. Heaven II. xvii. 142 [Anger]
hurts, in its outgo, all who lie within its reach. 1878 FOSTKK
Pliys. i. iv. (ed. 2) 108 In a system of elastic tubes, .the out-

go being_
as easy.. as the income. 1882-3 SCIIAFF F.ncycl.

it ttig. Knowl. I. 33 The spontaneous outgo of the a fleetions.

3. ( hitward product ; issue, outcome.
1870 W. URWICK tr. Bleek's Introd. N. Test. II. 175 Their

scorn was the outgo of the same frivolous mind.
4. Outlet, means of egress.
1880 S. S. HELI.YKR Plumber

,5-
Sanit. Ho. 15 A square-

pipe trap, with a round outgo.

Outgo (autg(M-), v. [OUT- 14, 18, 17.]
1 1. intr. To go out, go forth. Obs.
In OE. and MK. usually two words, exc. when imitating

L. exire j in later use only where modern usage would allow
out go in two words as a prosodic inversion of go out.

(825 l~e$p. Psalter xviii. [xix.] 5 In alle eorflan uteode

swnes heara. 971 Klickt, Horn. 9 Drihten. .of }uni uteode.
c 1250 O. Kent. Serin, in O. /'. Misc. 33 pet on goodman
was J>at ferst uut yede hi )?e Moreghen for to here werk-
men, c 1150 Gen. <y Ex. 3076 Quilc ben 3o Se sulen vt gon ?

a 1300 E. A". Psalter xliii. 10 [xliv. 9] In our mightes, Clod,

nogUt sal tou out ga. c 1385 CHAUCER /-. G. If '. 637 CUo-

255

Patra^ With grysely soun out goth the grete gonne. 1530
PALSGR. 650/2, I outgo, I go out of the waye, Jc fornoye.
1579 SPENSER Skeph. Cat. May 20, I sawe a shole of shepe-
heardes outgoe. a 1635 COHHET Poems (1807) 15 (Hit-went
the townsmen all in starch.

2. trans. To outstrip in going ;
to go faster than,

pass ;
to outdistance, arch.

1530 PALSGK. 650/2 Though thou he goynge an hour afore
me, yet I wyll- out go the. 1596 SI-I-.XSKR /''. Q. v. viii. 4 Vet
fled she fast and both them far re outwent. 1649 LOVKLACK
Puciftx 11864) 93 What terror 'tis t outgo and be outgon.
1678 BUNVAN Fitgr. I. 164 Shall we talk further with
him ? or out-go him at present ? 1742 IMKI.DLM; y. Andrews
n. n. It generally happens that he on horseback outgoes him
on foot. 1778 En- Gazetteer icd. 2) s. v. ll'orkington,
Horses, which, changing often, travel day and night with-
out intermission, and, as they say, out-go the post.
3. To go beyond (a point, bounds, etc.) ;

to

exceed or surpass ; to excel, outstrip, outdo.

1553 T. WILSON' RJiet, 64!), Wo be to that real me where
might ontgoeth right. 1579 SPENSER Sheph, Cat, Apr. in

His wonted songs, wherein lie all outwent. 1627 Mn.i.x
1'itc. E.verc. 79 In worth and excellence he sh:dl out-gu
them. 1799 A, HAMILTON Lett, in // 'as/tinman's 1 1 "rit,

(1893) XIV. 178 Hitft'i I do not think it expedient to oiu.^o
our supply of clothing. 1885-94 K- I'-KIU^KS Kr,<s -\ /Viv-V
Sept. \.\iii, Such sorrow as outwent The utmost pain of other

punishment.

t 4. To pass, go through, spend (time). Ol>s.

1594 SPKNSKK Amorctti Ix, One yeare..'1'he which doth

longer unto me appeaie, Then al those fourty which my life

out-went, a 1613 OvEKBURY A ll'ifc. etc. (1638) 275, I ha\e
once in my life out-gone night at S<_-;i.

'f 5.
' To circumvent, to overreach

'

(JO- Ol's.

1:1650 DENHAM On Jonm. Poland x, Mollesson Thought
us to have out-gone \\'ith a quaint invention.

pU'tgO:er. [OUT- S.] One who goes out

(in various senses: see Go z>. 85); esp. one \vho

goes out of a place, office, occupation, or tenancy ;

a player, at cricket or the like, who is dismissed.

1382 WVCLIF i Sain. xxii. 17 The kyng seith to the out-

goers [Vulg. cmissariis\ in his nedis. 1816 J. SCOTT I'is.

Paris (ed. 5} 25 To take cognizance of incomers and out-

oers. 1827 J. W. CKOKKR in C. 1'apcrs 31 Dec. (iSS4\ The
ing is exceedingly vexed at the outgoers, and wdl ni>t

take them hut on compulsion. 1861 Jrnl. R. Agric. Soc,
XXII. n. 325 Mutual accommodation between incomer and
outgoer. 1883 Daily Tel. 15 May 2/7 The outyocr had
made 9. 1888 Daily Xcivs 22 Sept. 5/1 Of yore [at golfj
there was but one set of holes, not a double set for out-goers
and incomers.

Outgoing, vbL sh. [Oi:i- 9.]
1. The action or fact of going out or forth

; exit,

departure or removal; issue, effluence, emanation.
c 1300 MICHAEL KILDARE Hymn /'.in AY/. Ant. If. 191

Povir was thin in comming,So ssal be thin on te going. 1340
Aycnb. 32 To hahhe )>e pyne of stapes to cline uor his out-

guoinge. 1463 Bury ll'iils (Camden) 22 Liberte of fre owth
goyng and in comyng at the gate be the strete syde. 1562
TURNER Herbal n. 47 Men that go out of the bath and

drynke inuche wyne after theyr outgoyng. 1649 BI.ITHK

F.ng. Imprest. Inipr. (1653) 55 ^or c ' se shutting, and suit-

able opening, to the incumming of the Tide, or out-going of
the Floods. 1753 SMOLLETT Ct. Fathom (1784) 43 'i To
follow the young lady in all her out-goings. 1825-1868 [see

INCOMING vbl. sh. i]. 1850 H. BUSHNF.LL God in- Christ 122

The worlds created are all outgoings from Himself.

f 2. A -passage or way of exit or egress. Obs.

K

1387 TKEVISA Hidden (Rolls) I. 221 Dyuers oute goynges,
benches, and seges all aboute. 1535 COVF.RDALE 2 Esdras
iv. 7 Which are the outgoinges of Paradise? 1609 BIBLE

(Dpuayj Obad, \. 14 Neither shall thou stand in the out-

goings to kil them that flee.

b. f The extremity, the outer limit (<?Ay.) ;
the

upper termination of an inclined stratum.

1388 WYCLIF Josh, xviii. 19 The outgoyngis therof ben

a^ens the arm of the salteste see. 1535 CovERDALE Josh.
xvii. 18 So shall it be the outgoinge of thy porcion. 1611

BIBLE Josh. xvii.
9
The coast of Manasseh also was on the

north side of the river, and the outgoings of it were at the

sea. 1727 BEUKEI.EY Lett, n Apr., Wks. 1871 IV. 143 The
outgoings or fields about St. Kevin's. 1815 W. PHILLIPS

Ontl. Min.tyGeol. (1818) 144 The.. rocks ..occasionally cover
the summits of mountains, but more commonly rest on their

sides; in which case.. the out-going, or upper termination

of each, is lower than that immediately preceding it.

3. (Mostly//.) Money which goes out in the way
of expenditure ; outlay, expenses, charges.
1622 T. SCOTT Belg, Pismire 65 Where.. the returne doth

not countervail the out-going. 1765 BLACKSTONK Contm. I.

v iii- 332 Other very numerous outgoings, as secret service

money, pensions, and other bounties. 1816 F. VANHER-
STRAEIEN hitprov. Agric. p. xxiii, The tenant paid for repairs
and outgoings. 1885 Law 7V///i*,rCXXIX. 58/2 The balance
of income over outgoings was only j6o a year.

Ou'tgoing,//^- a. [OUT- 10.] That goes out
;

issuing, outflowing, b. Going out or retiring from

office, position, or possession.
1633 W. STKUTHKK True Happines 120 This is the proper

worke of faith in her double peiswasion. The one direct,
and outgoing to the truth. ..The other reflecting and turning
home to us by the work of our Conscience. 1818 A. RANKKN
Hist. France IV. iv. 321 They should invite the late or out-

going rector, or rectors to assist. 1863 FAWCETT Pol. Econ.
n. vii. 240 The outgoing tenant receives a certain sum from
the incoming tenant. 1897 AllhntCs Syst. Mcd. VII. 395
From the latter two centres outgoing fibres emerge.
Hence On'tgo ingness.
1865 J. GROTS Moral Ideals (1876) 344 Butler .. recog-

nizes the outgoingness of virtue, and the importance of
benevolence or the love of our neighbour [etc.].

Outgone, ///. a. [OUT- ii.] That has gone
out

; extinguished ; retired.

1647 H. MOKK .>* ofS.'ul n. L in. xxii, Sols spright, hid

OUTGUSH.
form, fair light and out-gone rayes. 1841 E. MIALL m
Nonconf. I. 376 [This] will give it a vast advantage over the

outgone administration.

Out-gorget to Out-ground: see OUT-.

Outgrow ^uutgr^'f), v. [Oi T- 1 8, 17, 14.]
1. trans. To surpass in growth, to grow faster

than
; to grow taller or bigger than.

1594 SHAKS. Rich. IIf, in. i. 104 You said, that idle Weeds
are fa>t in growth : The Prince, my brother, hath out-

growne me far re. 1655 H. V.U^HAN .V/Vf.r Sciuf., Isaac's

Marriage, Uut thou Didst thy swift years in piety outgrow.
i76o-7z 11. UKUOKK Fool of Qnal. (1809) 111. 119 His
avarice outgrew even the growth of his wealth. 1775 AOAIK
Anicr. hid. 408 They often let the weeds out-grow the corn.

2. To grow out of, or beyond the limits or

capacity of, to become too large for (clothes, etc.).

1691-8 NORRIS Pract. Disc. (1711) 111. 113 We outgrow
our Pleasures, as we do our Clothes. 1833 MAKKVU
/'. Simplt! vi, You luivc enough.. to last you tilt you out-

grow them. 1860 tli.o. EUOT Mill on Ft. i. vii,
'

I doubt
they 'II outgrowth* ir s:ri:ngth ',

she added. 1872 KoutledgSs
/:;.'. Boy^s Ann. 613 He had out-grown everything. 1876
MKRIYALI-: Rom, Trinin->.\\\\. 156 The population had far

outgrown the accommodation it afforded.

3. fig. To grow out of or beyond ^habits, opinion,
circumstance's, etc.) ;

to leave behind in the pto-
cess of growth or development.
1665 tli.AxviL St't'/>s/'s Xct\ x. 54 Even our gray heads out-

grow not those errors which we ha\e learn't before the

Alphabet. 1712 Si KHI.K Sp t 'it. No. 26 ; f 6 liy my Care you
uutgrcw them [convulsions]. 1832 HT. MARIINFAU Howes
Al'road \\. 78 Botany Hay nuiy in time outgrow the odium
attached to its name. 1865 I.KJIITIOOT Galatians (iS:^ -n

The weak and beggarly elements which they had outgrown.
4. intr. To jjrow out, >pring forth, rare.
1861 \\". HAKNI-.S in Macm. Mag. June 127 The plantling

is cut off; and instead of it there may outgrew two others.

Ou'tgrowing, vbl. sb.
[<

>CT- 9.] The action

of growing out; toner, n sprout; an outgrowth.
1577 11. (.JooGK Hcresbach's Ifnsl'. (1586) 60 b, If you plucke

auay the taylcs and the outgrowings \\hen you sei them.

1579 LANC;HAM (.lard. IIsalth \ 16-13) 63 Apply it ..to all supei-
tluuus outgrowing of flesh. 1587 (Joi.n:xG DC Mornay xi.

162 Thy nailes and the he-arcs of thy head, which are but

outgoings, and not parts of thy bodie.

Ou'tgrowing, ///. a.
[<

M T- 10.] Growing
forth

; i^iowin^ outward, protruding.
1625 K. LONG ti-. Barclay's Argents \\.\\. gq Pruned and

trimmed frum the out-gi owing sprigges. 1626 I'.ACON Syfaa
$ 75 j Sonic Creaturs ha%e Over-long, or Out-growing '1 t-uth,

which we call Fang*, or Tuskes ; a^ IJuares.

Ou'tgrown, ///. a. [OUT- ii.] fa. That
has gro\\n out or into prominence, b. That has

been grown out of, or left behind in growth.
1549 CHKKK //?'/ Scdit. (1641) 37 C'ounsellours to such

an outgrown mischiefe. 1858 ( >. \\ . HOLMKS Chambered
Nautilus v, Leaving thine outgrown shell by life's un-

resting sea. 1896 Allbutfs Syst. Med. I. 464 Tht-..ile-

formities. .originating from out-grown and misfitting boot*.

Outgrowth vturtgn7"b;. [Oi'T- 7.] The pro-
cess of growing out

;
that which grows (normally

or abnormally) out of or from anything ; a growth,
an offshoot ; an excrescence.

1837 Hr. MARTINEAU Soc. Amer. Ill, 52 Those who
dislike the mere mention of the outgrowth of individual

property. 1857-8 SKAKS Athan. viii. 66 Death is the
removal of an outgrowth after it has accomplished its

functions and become a hindrance. 1870 H. MACMILI.AX
Bible Teach, xii. 233 It is not an external addition, but an
internal outgrowth.

b. fg. Of things immaterial : A natural product.
1850 MAURICE Mot: ^ Met. J'ltifas, led. 2) 123 The im-

mediate outgrowths of the Socra tic philosophy and discipline.
1860 SMII.KS SiiJ-Hclp \. 2 Only the outgrowth of our own
perverted life. 1857 MAIXK Hist. Ins!, vii. 223 Primogeni-
ture is not a natural outgrowth of the family,

Cu't-guard. [OUT- i, 3.] A guard placed at

a distance outside the main body of an army, an

advanced guard, an outpost ; also^T. nnd attnb.

1623 lliSGHAM Xenophon 30 They, after they came to our

out-guards, n^ked for tlie CoroneU. a 1671 FAIKKAX J /.///.

(16991 66. 1675 Lond. C,az. 1012/3 The outguards of our
left Wing, beat the French outguards, and brought in

several Prisoners. 1679 HKIII.OE Popish Plot 26 Law being
the best humane out-guard to Religion. 1698 FRYER Aci.

F.. India, <$ /'. 153 Which makes the Mouth of the 1'ay to

be reckoned from the Head-lands or Out-guards, some Three

Leagues over. 1710 AUDISON Whig Exam. No. 4 P n
Holland is our Bulwark, or as Mr. Waller expresses it, our

outgard on the Continent. 1743 Lond. $ Country Brewer
n. fed. 2)95 This [Dugdale] Wheat will best grow,, .nor will

it be damaged by Blights and Wets, when others are, by
Reason of its great Out-guards, its Beards. 1865 CARLYLK
Frcdk. Ct. xv. xiii. (1872) VI. 105 The enemy, .had no out-

guard there, never expecting us on that side.

Out-g'U'll, v. [OUT- 2i.] trans. To surpass
in guns.
1691 BETHEL Providences ofCod(\x)^ in We out-tunn'd

them, outgunn'd them, and out-mann'd them. 1887 BLACK-

MOKK Spriu%haven (ed. 4) II. xiii. 180 To outsail friend

Englishman is a great delight, and to outgun him would
be still greater.

Outguslx (airtgzTp, sb. [OUT- 7.] The act of

gushing out; a sudden strong outflow.

1839 THACKERAY Catherine iv, With a most piteous

scream and outgush of tears. 1884 J. HA i TON in Htirfrr*

Mag. Feb. 342/2 The outgush of water near the church.

Outgush, v. rare. [OUT- 14.] intr. To

gush out. (Properly two words.)

^1614 SIR W. MI.-RR Dido * ACnsas i. 243 The winds out

gushing heavens and earth do Jill With liiddeows noyse.



OUTGUSHING.
a 1730 EUSDEN Oi'itfs Mctam. v. (R.), Till from repeated
strokes out -gush VI a flood.

So Ou'tgu shing rbl. sb. and///, a. [Oux- 9, io.]
1839 K. UARHAM Adatnns Exitt. 20 The voice of our out-

gusliing love Floats joyously. 1842 MRS. BROWNING Grk.
Chr. Poets 105 Her sonnets of tufted primroses, her lyrical

outgushings of May. 1888 SI-L
PKGEON in Voice (N. Y.t,

Prayer is the natural outgushing of a suul in communiuii
with Je^us.

t Outh, OWth, prep, and adv. Sc. Obs. Also

4 wth, 5 outhe. [Origin obscure; perh. f, OK.
i/f- t ME. nv-, ov- above + -with : cf. oittitth = ont-

unth without.]
A. prep. Above, over.

1375 HAKHOUR Bruce XL 614 Sic ane stew raiss owth thame
then. Of ay-tiding, bath of hors and men. Ibid, xvn. 598
Of gret gestis ane .sow tin! maid, That stalward helingowth
it had. c 1375 -SV. Leg, Saints \\. (/'anttts) 673 And owth
his hevid sittand bar bntndiste a brand [>at scharply schar.

1389 in Sir W. Kraser \\~entyssofti'. (1888) II. 23 Landys and
possessionnys. .als wele vndyr eid as wth. ('1425 WYNTOUN
Cron, vi. ix. 66 In Vcohnkil lyis he, Owth hyiu thir wers
yhit men may se.

B. adv. Above, over. Also at oitth.

1375 BAKBOUR Brnce y.\\\\. 418 Thai that owth war twmmyl
donne Stanis apon thame fra the hicht. 1456 SIR G. HAVE
Law Arms (S. T. S.) 36 Sum men wenis to be at outhe and
abune that is at umllr.

Out-hammer, -hasten, etc. : see OUT-.

Outhaul (uu-t|hl;. Nant. [OcT- 7.]
< A

rope used for hauling out the tack of a jib lower

studding-sail, or the clue of a. boom-sail* (Smyth
Sailor 's \\'orti-bk. 1867) : opposed to inhaul.

1840 R. H. UAXA Ref. Mast xxxiii. 126 We were nearly
an hour setting the sail; carried away the outhaul in doing
it. 1891 Harper's Wgfkly 19 Sept. 713/4 The forward man
sets and furls the jib by means of outhauls and halyards.

Ou'thauler. A r

aitt. [OUT- 8.] A rope or

line for hauling out : esp. a. prec. b. ' A line

or rope used to haul a net up to the surface of the

water' (Cent. /->/V/.).

1793 SMJCATON Edystonc L, 231 By neglecting to belay
the tackle-fall of the out-hawler Guy, the shears came down
flat upon the rock in the midst of the men. 1794 2\igging
$ Seamanship I. 170 Outhauler. A rope made fast to the
tack of the jib, to haul it out by. 1848 J. F. COOPER Caf>t. \

S/>ike i. I. 28 To loosen this broad sheet of canvas, and to

clap on the out-hauler, to set it.

t Out-ha-ve, v. Sc\ Obs. [Oux- 15.] trans. To
]

have out, get or take out.

1458 In Oriif. rar. Scot. II. n. 431 In buying, sellyng,..
]

and owthawyng of merchandice. Ibid.^ Quhar sic gudis is
,

owthad.
Out-hear to Out-heaven: see OUT-.

Out-lxe-ctor, v. [Oux- 18, i8c.] trans. To
outdo in hectoring ;

to overcome by bluster and

swagger; to bully, intimidate.

1678 lluu.KR 11mi. in. iii. Lady*$ Answer 374 Because your
selves are terrify 'ed ., Believe we have as little Wit To lie

Out hector 'd, and Submit. 1683 PETTCS I-'leta. I\Tin. \. Ded.,
That as you never were out-Hector 'd by Affronts or l\e-

sistences so you were never out-done by Civilities, a 1854
H. RKI-:D Led. Brit. Poets ix. (1857) 311 The great struggle
of men seemed to be to out-hector each other.

Out-hele, v. : sec OUT- 24.

t Outlier, adj. pron* Obs. exc. dial. Forms: !

a. i dhwaefier, AwlJer, au$3r, &8er; 4-5 north.

awper, auj>er, 5 auther, -ir, 4- ather. . 3-5
owper, 3 ^Orrn.} owwperr, 4 ouper, -ir, 4-6
outher, owther i^also 9 dial.}, 5 owpir, -ere,

owdir, 5-6 outhir, owthir, 6 owthyr, ouyer
(
= ouper), ouder. [OE, dntier, tittSer, tidcr, contr.

from dhiv:vtiert lit. 'whichever of the two', 'either

of the two ', 'one or other', L. ittercumqite, ittet~in$\

f. d ever * hwxfar? which of the two? L. uter?

Thence the northern ME. forms. The ME. owfer,
oitther, points to an OK. 6hw^er^ 6-vfter, f, 6 ever:

cf. the parallel 6hwxr ~ dhwxr, etc.]

1. One or other (of two) ; either: = EITHER A. 4. ,

a. as pron. After the OE. period chiefly north.

or north-midl.
In quot. c 1000 = One or another of all, any one whatsoever. I

r888 K. ALFRED Boeth. vi, pxt mod .. bsr bissa twe&a
yfela au$er ricsao. 4:893 Oros. in. ix. 13 Mr heora
a3er mehte onobrum rfg*ttnBCan. ^897 Gregory*s Past.

\

xiv. 86 jif he au5er Sissa for}a:t. a 1000 Riddles Ixxxv. 22 i

Ne uncer aw?er. cioooAgs. Ps. (Th.) Iv. 4 (alsocxvii. 6) Nis
meege mannesfor ahwaeoer. c izoo OKMIN 2507 Allbatttatt i

owwberr here coin in Off sellbe & off unnsellbe. Ibid. 9352
'

/Kr Jjann J>e Laferrd Jesu Crist Bigann owwberr to donne,
c 1230 Halt Mcid. 35 Ai>at ow5er of ham twa ear lose oSer.

i3..Cwrjiw J/. 21949 (Giitt.) For ouber \Cott. ooj>er, Fair/.
au^er] of bairn we most for-ga For mai na man liaue heuens
tua. ^1380 WVCI.IF Strut. Scl. Wks. I. 36 NouJ>ir is wel
servaunt to oubir. 1-1400 MAI:N*DKV. (Roxb.) xxi. 96 pai er

mykill lesse ban owber of be ober. a 1450 Le Morte Arthur
2013 Nysman in erthe. .Shall, .pees make, Er outher of vs
haue other slayne.

b. In OE. used anticipatively to introduce the
two (or more) members of an alternative, thus
dwder (or dSer) odtie . . o98e . . , i. e. either (of the

two, or of these), either . . or . . . Cf. the similar

use ofrffor, OTHER adj. pron. B. i b.

In this use thudt'r often became quite adverbial, L e. when
the alternative members to which it referred were not sbs.

j

It thus resembled the modern either in
'

either on land or on '

sea' (exc. in being followed by >$<fet which itself had the
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place and force of
'

either '). In quot. c 1000, au9er follows
the alternative clause: cf. EITHER B. 5, OTHER conj. B. 2.

r88o Laws of .-Elfred In trod. gAwderodoeon Inesdjege,
mines ma^es, 0$M on Offan, Myrcena cyninges, o36e on
>E5elbryhtes. 888 K. ^KLKKKU Boeth. x\. 2 ^Klc wyrd is

nyt bara be auder deo, oode Ia:r5 odfte wyrcd. Ibid. xli.

5 Forgifcn. .auber oAi^e hrorum neatuni oftAe unhrorum.
(-893 Oros. i. i. 18 Kal ba;t his man aber oiVoe ettan
oSoe erian 1113:5. Ibid. vi. xxxii. 3 pa oferho^ode he bat
he him aSer dyde, obbe wiernde, obbe tigbadc. a 900
St'lil. (1002) 37 Hwxt wille ic ma cwzoan after oftSe be
mete, odde be drince, oo^de be bacie, oS3e be welun, o6de
bewyr?scype? ciooo Boeth. Metr. xx. 42 Nses aeror be
a-neju jesceaft J>e aulit o35e nauht auoer worhte.

C. as adj.

c893 K. .-KI.FRF.D Oros. i. xiv. 2 Heora beh wurdon feawa
to late on adre hand. 1571 Satir. Poems Reform, xxvi. 78
Bot puneis all the quhilk ye knaw vnclene Of outher blude,
and quyte yame for yalr meids.

2. Each
i,
of two; :

= EITHER A. 2. north, rare.

1472 Presentm. Juries in Surtees Misc. (i8S8j 24 And
outhir drewe blode of othir.

Outher (uu-ffai, o-ffaa;, adv. (conj.} Now dial.

Forms : see prec. [The neuter or uninflected form
of OuTHEB pron. t

used advb. to emphasize an

alternative, and thence sometimes conjunctively.]
1. An early equivalent of EITHER K. 3.
a. In the connexion onther . . or . . (now dial.},

outher . . other . . (obs.]. ',Cf- prec. i b.)
c 1330 R. BRI-NNF Chron. (1810) 94 Ouber in word or dede

has J>ou greued him. 1340 HAM POLE Pr. Consc. 1651 He cs
auther clomsed or wode. 13.. Caw, $ Gr. Knt. 702 Wonde
ber bat lyte pat auber Clod oer gome wyth goud hert louied.
c 1375 Cursor M. 14859 (Kairf.) Auber to deye or to line.

1390 Oowi. Con/. I. 332 Owther schal he deie or I Wtthinne
a while, c 1420 Sir Awadace (Camden) xxxix, Authir to

gentilmen or to schrewis. r 1449 PECOCK Rcpr. in. xvii. 395
This..muBte outhir be doon bihem. .or bi othere persoones.
c 1450 LoNELicii Grail xli. 290 As thowgh it hadde ben
Owther led Ober ston. 1485 CAXTOX Paris $ V. 4 They
love outher you or me. 1513 DOUGLAS sEneis ix. v. 171
The chans turnis. ouder to weyll or wo. 1530 PALSGK.
Introd. 32 Onther in S..or in one of these thre letters T, U
or V. 1567 Gude <V Godlie B. (S. T. S.) 142 Than suld we
outher do or die. a 1584 MONTGOMEKIK Chcrrie A- Slae 454
lietane, And outhir hurt or slane. 1868 ATKINSON CYm'/^wt/
Gloss.) Ou'ther, conj. pr. of Either.

t b. In the connexion onther . . onther . . : see 2.

2. conj.
= OK. (Chiefly in onler . . 01/far.} rare.

a 1400 Scrm. in Ret. Ant. II. 42 In myraclis . . bat Crist
dude.. outher in hymself outher in hise seyntis. a 1425
CAatHCff's Can. Yeotn. T. 596 (Harl. MS.) I-maad ouber of
chalk ouber of glas {RlU'sm. ouber. .or, Gawk, objr . . obir].
a 1425 Cursor M. 9662 (Trin.) Wibouten mercy ouber [Land
obirj reuthe.

Out-Herod '(iut|he-r^l), v. [OUT- 23 b.] To
out-Herod Ifcrod". to outdo Herod (represented in

the old Mystery Plays as a blustering tyrant) in

violence
;

to be more outrageous than the most

outrageous; hence, to outdo in any excess of evil

or extravagance. (A casual Shaksperian expres-
sion, which has become current in the iQthc.)
1602 SIIAKS. //am. in. ii. 16, I could haue such a Fellow

,

whipt for o're-doing Termagant: it out-Herod's Herod. !

Pray you auoid it. 1800 MAR. KDGKWOKTH lielimia (1832)
'

I. iit, 57 She out-Heroded Herod upon the occasion. 1819
Metropolis I. 172 Out-heroding the French cavaliers in com-
pliment and in extravagance. 1853^

KINGSLEY Misc. I. 276
As for manner, he [Alexander Smith] does sometimes, in '

imitating his models, out-Herod Herod.

Outhes, -best, -heysf var. ff. OLTAS Obs.

Out-hild to Out-hiss : see OUT-.

Ou.th.old (aut,h(Tn-ld\ v. rare. [OuT- 15.]
1. trans. To hold out, extend; (

to withhold,
retain (oh.} ; to keep out, ward off. Cf. hold out
in Hor.nz'. 41.
1512 YVrt/iv-jr

1

Otdt'n. in Brand Newcastle (1789) 11.690 i

Unto y tyme that he have fully payed such dewtes as he
outhalds <jf the said felishyp, 1550 Reg. Privy Council
Scot. I. 107 All the said is personis. .l>e hiinselff, hes uthalden
his hand to the QuenLs Grace. 1577-87 Hui.iNsin-.it Chron.
II. 22 '2 Mistrusting that the wals . . should not have been
of sufficient force to outhold the enimie. 1600 FAIRFAX
Ta*so in. xxxiv, No brest-plate could that cursed tree out-
hold.

2. To continue to hold. rare.

1884 JOAO.VIN* MILLER Jt*we$s in Afeworie f>- Rime 192
The same bruad hollow of God's hand That held you ever,

j

outholds still.

Hence f Outho'lding vbf. sl>., withholding, re-

tention.

1512 Drapers' Ordin. in Brand Mfmutffr {1789} II. (99
Y fornamed stewards, .shall forfeit to the . . Drappers for y
o\\'thaMyny of tlie saiil money. .sfjsJt. 8(/.

Out-hO'll, v. East Anglian dial. [OuT- 15.]
trans. To scour out a ditch : cf. HOLL sb.

1781 Minutes in W. Marshall Norfolk (1795) II. 76, I am
deiermined henceforward to stem, if possible, the vile prac-
tices, .of

'

outholling
' and 'cutting kid'. 1787 Ibid. I. 101

Ottt-holling, that is, scouring out the ditch for manure;
without returning any part of the soil to the roots of the

hedgewood. a 1825 FORBY Out~holl, to scour a ditch.

tftrtbom. Obs. [Cf. OT- 7, HORX j^. 14.]
A horn blown to raise the OCTAS (jit/ies), to sum-
mon the lieges to the pursuit of a criminal, or the

like, and to give the alarm on various occasions.

(In later use only Sc. and north. A'//^,)
c 1210 Pseudo-Alfred \\\\ Liebermann Leges Angl. I,ond.

coll. 19! Nullus supersedeat out horn nee outhest uel hurh-
botam, uel fir il fare nee herebode ore aut cornu. [Cf. 1214

OUTING.
in Maitland Sel. Pleas Crown No. 115 Et tune cornaverunt
hutes, et illue convenerunt burgenses de predicto burgo.]
1432 Sc. Ads Jas. I (1814) II. 21 Gif it happynis the
scliiref to persew fu<;itouris with J>e kingis home .. and
the contre rise nocht..and folowis nocht the oute home.. ilk

eerttd man sal pay to the king vnforgeuln x\.s. c 1460 Towtieley
Myst. xxi. 139 Now wols-hede and out-home on thebetane !

15. . Adam Bel <$ Clym of Ctough 345 (Kitson) There was
an out home in Caerlel blovven, And the belles bacward
did ryng. 1546 Kef. Privy Council Scot. I. 61 Tbaim that
beis warnit be bels, outhornys, frays, and crys or uthalrwise,
efter the use of the cuntre.

Out-horror, etc. : see OUT-.

t Out-hou-nd, v. Sc. Obs. [OUT- 15.] trans.

To instigate, set on (to some evil deed). So fOirt-
hounder, instigator.
a 1670 SPAI.DING Troub. Chas. 7(1829) 23 That the Gordons

were the outhounders of these highlandmen. 1752 Stewart's
Trial Scots Mag. (1753) May 226/2 That Ereck committed
the murder.. by the council, command, or direction of this

pannel, or as our old laws express it out-hounded by him.

Outhouse !uirt|huusj. [OiT- i.] A house
or building, belonging to and adjoining a dwelling-
house, and used for some subsidiary purpose; e. g.
a stable, barn, wash-house, toolhouse, or the like.

1533 Test. Ebor. (Surtees) VI. 39 The outhouse in the
en t reside. 1567 HARMAN Caveat 39 Away from my house,
either lye in some of my out houses vntyll the morning.
1648 limy Wills (Camden) 212 All myhoushold stuffe..and
vtensills belonginge to my milhouse, stables, barnes, and all

the outhouses, a 1680 BL'TLER Rcm. (1759) 1. 6r Our
noblest Piles, and stateliest Rooms Are but Out-houses to
our Tombs. 1774 GOLDSM. Nat. Hist. (1776) V. 143 Some
obscure hole in a fanner's out-house. 1828 KAYLKY in Barne-
wall & Cresswell Ref. VIII. 465 [The building) was not an
outhouse, became it was not parcel of a dwelling-house.
1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. vji. II. 208 The Presbyterians
were interdicted from worshipping God anywhere but in

private dwellings: ..they were not even to use a barn or
an outhouse for religious exercises.

Oivthousing. [f. prec. + -ING V] A collec-

tion of outhouses: cf. HOUSING sb^- 2 b.

1630 Ord. <5- Direct, cone. Reiiefof Poor x\, That no man
harbour Rogues in their Barnes or Outhouseings. 1647
Boston Kec. (1877) II. 168 Theire Messuage and Farme..
with all the outhouseing, fences, wood, and all other

appurtenances, 1701 I.omf. Gaz. No. 3720/4 There is a

good House, Earns, Stabling, Outhousing.
"

1865 E. WAUGH
</V>//y Grave 9 Whether either of them belonged to the
hall or its out-housing.

Outhowl, v. [Our- 18.] trans. To outdo
in howling ; to howl louder than.

1654 GAYTON Pleas* Notes iv. xx. 269 They would have
out-houled an Irish Woolfe. 1706 E. WARD Hud. Kedir.
I. vi. 5 Where ev'ry gaping thin-jaw'd Brother Strove

zealously t' outhowl the other. 1856 WHITTIER Panorama-
370 So some poor wretch.. Out-howls the iJervish.

Outhumour (cmt|hi/7-m3j), v. [Our- 26,

21.] trans.
-\- &. To put or drive (a person) out

of his humour or mood. b. To surpass in humour.
1607 WILKINS Miseries Enforced Marr. v. in Hazl. Dodsley

IX. 565, I will out humour you, Fight with you and lose my
life. 1883 American VI. 219 A passage in which our
humorist out-humors himself.

Out-hunted to Out-impudence : see OUT-.

Outing (au-tin\ vbi. sb. [f.
OUT v. + -ING *.]

fl. The actionof going out or forth ; an expedition.

1375 IiAKBot'R Bruce xix. 620 The Erll spent at hym
tithing How he had farn in his outyng.
2. The action of putting or driving out; expulsion;

ousting. Now rare or Obs.
< 1440 Protnp. Pan-. 375/2 Owtynge, or a-woydaunce,

wacuacio, dcliberacio. 1639 LAUD ll'ks. (1849) II. 348
Salvation netd not be feared of any dutiful child, nor outing
from the church. 1679 Connect. Col. Kec. (1850) III. 273 To
pursue the on ting ofthe Rohd Islanders from ye Narrogancett
Country. 1692 R. L'ESTRANGE Josephws^ Anttq. xv. xv.

(173^)446 Doing all that was to be done., towards the outing
of him again, and engrossing the Power to himself.

3. Cricket. The position of being kept 'out*: see

OUT adv. IG.C.

1897 Daily News 8 June 8/4 The Philadelphians bore their

long outing very well, the fielding being sustained at a fairly

good pitch of excellence.

4. An airing, excursion, pleasure-trip, orig. dial.

1821 CLARE /'///. Minsir. I. 42 The long rural string of

merry games, That at such outings maketh much ado. 1825
HROCKKTT N. C. Gloss., Outing, an airing, going from home.

1855 ROBINSON Whitby Gloss, s. v., 'A bit of an outing',
a short journey or pleasure-trip. 1857 MRS. CARLYLK Lett.

II. 326 Another week at Sunny Kank will make as much
'outing' as should suffice fur this year. 1861 Sat. Rev.
XII. 432/2 They have had, we rep*nt, their outing. The
word may not be found in Richardson or Webster, or,

indeed, anywhere within the pale of lexicon orthodoxy, but

we are prepared to justify the use of it notwithstanding.
1886 Illustr. Lond. News 8 May 489/3 She could not afford

two outings in the year.

5. (See quot.)
1844 Jrnl. A'. Agric. Soc. V. i. 29 Not to turn over the

swarths, hut., to leave them upon what is termed the outing,
made at the commencement of the preceding swarth by the

mower putting his scythe in a sloping direction downwaids.

6. The distance out at sea, etc.

1883 Cent. Mag. Dec. 201/2 Beyond this, . .in the farthest

outing, hill-crowned islands. 1896 HOKNK Count tysieie 10

(K. D. D.) In the outing furious waves fight and plunge.
7. attrib. (from 4), as outing-dress, -hat, -trip.

1897 HOWFI.LS Landl. Lions Head n In the outing dress

he wore.. he was always effective. 1899 Boston Even.
Transcr. 22 Apr. 23/6 A few of these outing hats are.,

rather elaborately finished by ribbon loops and aigrettts.

Out island, out isle: see OUT a. 2 b.



OUTJET.
Out-issue to Out-jest : sec OUT-.

Otrtjet, sb. [Our- 7.] A part that juts out,
a projection.
1730 A. GORDON Maffeis Antphith. 206 For counter-

ballancing the Out-jet or Projection above. 1834 H. MILLKR
Scenes q- Leg. iii. (1857) 26 The outjets and buttresses of an
ancient fortress. Ibid, xxiv. 11889) 35 2 A small apartment
formed by an outjet of the cottage.
So Oxrtje-ttiiig

1

vbl. sb., a jutting out
;

a projec-
tion

;
On tje^tting ppl. a., jutting out, projecting ;

t Oirtje'tty, projection, protuberance.
1650 lU'iAVF.R Anthropontet. 64 Sense and Memory, which

he cannot well exercise, unless he have an out-jetty of the

occiput. 1653 UKOUHART yawl Wks. (1834) 195 Roofs,
platforms, outjettings, and other such like parts. 1730
A. GORDON Majfei's Amphith. 245 The out-jetting Window
added above the Entries.

Out-je-t, v. nonce-wet. [Orr- 21.] tram. To
surpass in intense blackness (jetty quality .

1822 IJP.DDOES Po:is, Bride s Trag. n. iv, And something
in the air, out-jetting night, . .Featured its ghastly self

upon my soul.

OutjO'Ckey, v. [OUT- i8b, c.] trans. To get
the better of or overreach by adroitness or trickery.
1714 MACKY Jottrn, thro

1

Eng. (1724) I. viii. 135 At a
Horse-Match . . K verybody strives to outjocky (as the
Phrase is) one another.

1720
LADY COWPER Diary (1864) 139

Sunderland . . has outjockeyed Wai pole. 1809 W, IRVINC
Knickerb. iv. iii. (1861) 119 Our worthy forefathers could

scarcely stir abroad without danger of being outjockeyed
in horseflesh. 1871 Daily News 1$ Jan., She had allowed her-
self to be out-manoeuvred and out-jockeyed in statesmanship.

Out-journey, etc. : see OUT-.

[Out-joy, a supposed vb. and sb., due to

erroneous analysis of the phr.y//// outjoy to exult,

exultation, inWyclif: see OUT- 150.]

Out-JTTggle, v. [OUT- 18, 18 b.] trans. To
outdo in juggling.
1620 DP. H.\u. Hon. Mar. Ctergie i. iv. 21 A Header ..

might verily thinke that I could out-lie the Legends, and
out-iuggle a lesuite. a 1768 STKRNE in Realities ofS. (1811)
118 (Jod.) It was to out-juggte a juggling attorney. 1859
G. MERF.DITH Juggling Jerry i, One that outjuggles all's

been spying Long to have me.

Outjmnp, v. [OUT- iS.J trans. To surpass
or exceed in jumping.
1639 LD. DIGRY, etc. Lett. cone. Rd'tg. (1651) 85 So active

as to out-jump him a foot. 1891 Miss DOWIE Girl in l\arj>.

246 The silly suggest iveness of a brain that outjump* one's

thoughts. 1897 AWrttN.Y.) 18 Mar. 1/5 He could outrun, \

outbox, outjump, and outswim any boy in Portland.

OutJTTt,^. [OUT- 14.] intr. To jut out, project.
1851 HELPS Comp. Solit. ix. (1874) 154 An oratory out-

jutting from the line of planks. 1899 E. J. CHAPMAN Drama
Two Lives 7 Gaunt and grey the rocks out-jut Across the

jagged rift below.

Oti'tjut, sit. [OUT- 7.] A projection, pro-
jecting part. SoOtrtju'tting-z^/. sb.\ Outjuttingr
ppl. a., jutting out, projecting.
i6x> COTGR., SurpenduS, . . an out-hitting roome. 1730

A. GORDON Mtiffiis Amphith. 309 The Bench or Out-
jutting. 1847 G. B. CHEKVKR IVantl. Pilgrim x.-dii. 152
The bare outjutting precipices. 1889 C. E. &UDOOGK<Uui
Murfree) Despot Broomsedge xxii. 395 On a slight out-

jutting of the clay and sticks. 1894 Rep. Mitchell(Gltisg&iu)
Libr. 1892-4 (1895) 28 It is supposed thaty on his way to

it, he. .had fallen over the (jock, on a sharp outjut.

Ou tkeeper. [OrT- 8.] An instrument used
in land-measuring : see quot.
1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mcch. 1582/1 Outkseper, a small dial-

plate having an index turned by a milled head underneath,
used with the surveyor's compass to keep tally in chaining.
The dial is figured from o to 16, the index being moved one

I

notch for every chain run.

Out-ki'ck, v. [OUT- 1 8, 15.] trans, a. To
kick more than. b. To ' kick out

'

; to dismiss.

rare. So Ou'tkicking vbl. sb., kicking out.

1772 ). FLETCHER Logica Gctiev. 108 They will grow so

excessively fat as to outkick Jeshurun himself. 1883 BXMXT
All in Garden Fait- II. iv. 02 A. .quantity of cuffs, .out-

kickings..and so forth. IHtl. x. 238 Those who do as little

as they possibly can, so as just not to get out-kicked.

Outkill, v. rare. [Our- 18, 15 b.] trans, a,.

To outdo, go beyond in killing, b. To finish

killing, kill outright.
n 1658 CLKVELANU Gen. Poems, etc. (1677) 113,! wonder for

j

how many Lives my Lord Hopton took the Lease of his
Body. First Stamford slew him, then Waller outlcill'd that
half a Barr. 1860 PL-SKY .!//. Praf.li. 65 This it the second
death, which never out-killeth, yet which ever killelh.

Out-king to Out-kneed : see O; T-.

Out-kua ve, f. rare. [OtT- 22.] trans. To :

outdo in knavery ; to get the better of by knavery.
1660 BONDE Scut. Reg. 286 It grieved them to see the

Independents.. out-knave them. ,11704 K. L'EsTRANCE(J.),The world calls it outwitting a man, when he's only out-
knaved.

Outla b<rar,t'. [Our- 18,17.] irons. To outdo,
exceed, or go beyond in labour, toil, or endurance.
1651 DAVENANT Gondibcrt n. n. xxv, I have. .Out-sufTer'd

patience, bred in Captives Breasts ;. . Outwatch'd the jealous,
and outlabour'd Beasts. 1855 MM.MAN I. at. Cftr. IV. 265The Poor Men of the Church mizht out-labour and out-
suffer the Poor Men of Lyons. 1875 BROWSING Hcrakles
343 "ho otitlabours what the Gods appoint Shows energy,
but energy gone mad.
t Otttlade, v. Obs. rare. [OUT- 15.] trans.
To discharge (cf. LAPB v. 5, 61.
1610 HOLLAND Camde'i's Brit. i. 578 Avon.. in the end .

out-ladeth his owne streame into Severn.
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! t Ou't-la ding. 06s. [OUT- 6.] The lading
or shipping of goods for exportation.
1612 T. SCOTT Jlelf. Pismire 54 Restraints about the out-

lading of Corne and Beere.

Outlagare, -arie, -ary, obs. ft. OUTLAWRY.
Out-laid, -lament, etc. : see OUT-.

Outland (uu'tla-nd), sb. and a. [Ol'T- i.]
A. sb. 1. A land that is outside, a foreign land.
Now only a poetic archaism.
ciooo Agx. /Y(Th.)cxlvii. 3 [14] He Sine gemseru ^emiclade,

ou on utlandum ablest sibbe. '(a 1400 Marti- Arthur 3697
When ledys uf o\vt londys leppyne in waters. 1551 ROBINSON
tr. Hlore's Utop. 11. vi. (1895) 220 To thentente they maye
the better knowe thi; owte landes of euerye s'yde them. 1870
MORRIS Earthly I'ar. II. in. 126 .Many a tale, .lie had Con-
cerning oullands good and bad That they bad journeyed
through. 1876 Sigurd 315 There was a King uf the uut-

lands, and Atli was bis name.

fb. in genitive case : Of the outland, foreign.
6-1330 R. HKCNMC Chron. Ir'ace I Rolls) 5910 Ffor out-

landesmen J>at come by se. C/ifvti. (1810) -39 Tuo out-
landes kynges on bis lond hauens bent. 1596 DALRYHPLB
tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. I. 53 Quilhei- thay be richer in out-
landis geir, and merchandise.

t 2. The outlying land of an estate or manor. In

OK. and feudal tenure, that portion of the land
which the lord did not retain- for his own use but

granted to tenants. (Opposed to INLAND i.) Obs.

950 in Thorpe Charters 502 Wulfeje J>ait inland and
/Klfeje ba:t utland. 1664 SPELMAN, Utlaml. Saxonic. (id est

terra e.v(era). Uicebatur terra scrvitis, sen tcneint'Htalis,

quod de procinctu terrarum dominicaiium, ijua; Inl.-uul

nuncupate sunt, in exteriorem agruin rejiciebantnr. 1706
PHILLIPS, Ontlaml (among the Saxons), such Land as was
let out to any Tenant meerly at the Pleasure of the Lord.

1848 \Vn.UiTON Law Lex., Ontlaiul, land lyint; beyond the

demesnes, and grained out to tenants at the will of the lord,
like copyholds.

t3. a. Out-lands: the outlying lands of a pro-
vince, district, or town. Amur. Colonies. Obs.
1676 Canned. Co!. Kec. (1852) II. 446 Wee are shut vp in

our garisones and dare not goe abroad far to our oulkmdo,
without som strength. 1705 K. HKYKRLKV Hist, \~irginia
II. vi. 40 When they [Indians] go a Hunting into the Out-
lands, they commonly go out for the whole Season, with
their Wives and Families. 1731 Rhode Island Col. Kec.
(1859) IV. 442 An Act for erecting and incorporating the
out-lands of the town of Providence, into three towns,

t b. The outer land : the opposite of inland. Obs.

1698 FRVKR Ace. K. India ff P. 23 Ceilon. .bore from us
North by West, .the out-Land low.

4. A foreigner, alien, stranger. [? elliptical use
of B. Cf. also OK. ritlcnJa foreigner.] Now Sf.
1-1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. H'ace (Rulls) 1326 Outlandes

hadden wasted bat lond. IHd. 5811 Outlandeis bat were
ffledde, Alle swilk wyb beym bey ledde. 1825 JAMIKSON,
Oiitlan, an alien, as ' She treats him like an outlan

'

; 'He's
used like a mere outlan about the house '. 1887 Jaiiu'esim's
Sc. Diet. Suppl., Ontlaniler, Outland, Outlan, an alien, a
stranger ; an incomer to a burgh or parish ; also, one who
lives beyond the bounds of a burgh.

B. adj. [In origin an attrib. use of thesb. OK.
had an adj. utlyide, cf. ON. titlemir foreign. MK.
also used the genitive case outlandcs : see A. I b.]
1. Of or belonging to another country; foreign,

alien. Now poet, or arc/!.

c '4*5 F-ng. Cony. Irel. 20 Be ensample of these, al other
out-lond men to be adrede such folies to begyn. c 1470
HKNKY Watlacevn.Ssj Off outland men lat nane chaipwith
the liff. 1596 DALRYMPLE tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. I. 85
Externe and outland natiouns. 1651 J. MARK'S Adr. cone.
Hills Kxcli. Pref. A iij, A Notary Publick for ( Jutland and
Inland affairs. 1754 Diet. Arts f, Sc. II. 1141 There is not
..any peculiar or proper money to be found in specie,
whereon outland exchanges can be grounded. 1805 COLE-
RIDGE Sibyl. Leaves II. 225 Vales and glens Native or out-
land, lakes and famous hills. 1859 TKNNYSON l-'h'ien 712
Sir Valence wedded with an outland dame.

2. Outlying; lying without the precincts of nn
estate, n town. etc.

1791 J. LEARMONT I'oems 261 May finer verdure busk ilk
ontland bent. 1887 Jamieson's Sc. Diet. Suppl., Outland,
Outlan, outlying, lying, .out of or beyond the bounds of a
burgh ; as,

'

outland burgesses '. 1900 K. V. B. .Syhana's
Letters xxi. 179 In chosen peeps of outland country.

f3. Situated outside the mass of land (as formerly
conceived) : opposed to inland. Obs. rare.

1651 NEKDIIAM tr. SfMen's Mare Cl. 12 By the Sea, wee
understand the whole Sea, as well the Main Ocean or Out-
land Seas, as those which are within-land as the Mediter-
ranean, Adriatic, ^^can^and Baltick seas.

Outlander (au tla'ndsjX [Appears about 1600:

perh. of Eng. formation, but prob. suggested by
Du. tiitfandertjn Kilian W//<T,/,V\ Ger. anslandcr,
and often virtually representing these words.] A
man of foreign nationality; a foreigner, alien,

stranger. (Now poetic, or a literary revival, or
a mannerism of translation.

1605 VKRSTEGAN Dec. Inttll. 218 Eltheodisc-men. Aliens,
outlanders, men b^rne in other countries. 1608 MIDDLETON
Trick to Catch Old One v. ii. Chiefly dice, those true out-
landers, That shake out beggars, thieves, and panders. 1612
AmwOnwXMvA Ps. xviii. 45 Aliens, outlanders, strangers
from the Commonwealth of Israel. 1668 WOOD Lifey> Dec.
(O. H. S.) II. 148 Franc. Dryer (an outlander, borne at
Bremel now a sojournotir in Oxon. 1715 M. DAVIES Atheti.
Brit. I. 213 John de Coloribus, who by birth was an Out-
lander, and by profession a Black. Fryar. 1848 LYTTON
Harold in. iii, The outlanders rode through the streets with
drawn swords. 1887 RIDKR HAGGARD A. Quatermain 198

OUTLASH.
Thou art an outlander and therefore do I speak without
shame.

b. In reference to South African politics, a

rendering of Du. uitlander
t
as applied, before the

war of 1899-1902, to aliens settled or sojourning
in the South African Republic.
1892 /'// Mall G. 10 Oct. 3/3 At Johannesburg this

National Union has been formed, comprising not only
' uitlanders

'

(outlandersi but lioers. 1896 Daily Tel. i Feb.

6/7 The racial antagonism between lioers and Outlanders.
1899 Daily \ev>$ 24 Apr. 6/6 At the time of the restoration
to the Boers of their internal independence, 'outlanders 1

and others enjoyed equal rights, attrib. 1899 U 'estnt. Gaz.
25 Apr. 1/2 If that is so, we may indeed dry our eyes about
Outlander grievances. 1899 Daily jYt-tcs i June 5/1 The
Outlander population in the Transvaal.

fOutlanding, ppl. a. Obs. rare. Foreign.
1643 Pitvs'XK SOT: Power Tarlt. Ded. A iv, An Army of

Knu'hsh ; Irish, Outlanding Papists.

Outlandish (antlse-ndij; ,
a. [In ( )K. jitlyidisc,

f. i'ttland, OUTLAND I : see -ISH.]
1. Of or belonging to a foreign country ; foreign,

alien
;
not native or indigenous. Now arch.

(iooo /Kl.t-Ric Lev. xxiv. 22 Si In: lamles man, si he ut-

lendisc (-1070 O. J-'-. C/nvn, an. 1052 (MS. C) Hij nuldon
pact utlendiscum Jjeodum \wtre. J>es eard. c 1330 K. HKI SNK
Chron. Iface (Rolls) 11127 Outlandische kynges J?at of hym
held. TI374 CIIAK KK 1-ormer A$t 22 No Marchaunt yit
ne fette owt-landissh ware. r 1425 J-'ound. St. Bartholo-
mew's (E. K. T. S. 4 He snpposid tliat (iod toke vengeawnce
of hym for his synnys a-inungis owte-landisshe peple. 1535
COVERDALE i Kings \\. i But kynge Salomon loued many
outlandish wemen. 1606 UJKKIK .V,:-. Shines v. (Arb.i ^7
Cage 1

;, in which are all the strangest ont-landi-h Birds.
1612 WOOIMI.I. Siirg. Mate \\ ks. {165;,) 364 The outlandish

Angelica rootes are very good chewed in the mouth, c 1710
CKI.IA FIKNNKS Diary n8SS) 125 Y mouldings, .are of a
swede outlandish wood. 1861 CR.\IK Hist. Eng. Lit, I. 482
Of all our great poets he [Spenser] is the one whose natural
tastes were most opposed to such outlandish innovations

upon . .his native tongue.
b. absol. Foreign (language).

a 1626 Bi 1

. ANDHKU KS Semi,, Holy Ghost (1661) 467 Now
they can speak nothing but outlandish. 1752 I-'ou 1 1 J ttsfc

Ii. i, He has got a Mack wig on, and speaks outlandish.

t G. Outlandish man (sometimes written as- one

word), a foreigner. Obs.

1505 Gahvay A rch. in iot/1 Rep. Hist. J\ISS. Covnn. A pp.
v. 391 Annye cute landish man or ennyof the enhahitantes.
11661 FtLi.KK ll'orthies \\. (1662) 12 Two eminent Out-
landishmen, 1711 ADD-ON Spect. No. 46 '4 He did not
like the Name of the outlandish Man with the golden Clock
in his Stockings. [1868 FKI KMAN Norm. Cong. II. i\. 327
To rivet the yoke of outlandish men about their necks. J

2. Foreign-looking, of foreign fashion
;

un-

familiar, strange; hence, odd, bizarre, uncouth.

1596 BAHINGTON /*Y>/?/. Kxp. iC6\Ve haue. .trafujued with
an outlandish rouer called the deuill. 1628 I'KVNNF. Love-
lockes i Sundry Antique, Horred and Out-landish shapes.
1749 FIEI DING Tom Jones \\. x, A young woman.. who
was drest in one of your outlandish garments. 1820 \V.

IRVING Sketch Bk. I. 72 They were dressed in a quaint out-
landish fashion. 1885 K. GARRKIT (Mrs. Mayo) At any Cost
ii. 34 You don't mean to tell me that those outlandish old

things are still in actual use?
3. Out-of-the-way, remote ; far removed from

civilization (now usually in a derogatory sense).
1869 BLACKMORE Lorna D. v, He resolved to settle in

some outlandish part. 1881 TVI.OR Anthrop. iv. 118 When
outlandish people, such as Laplanders, have been brought
to be exhibited in our great cities. 1887 T. HARDY H'ood-
landers I. viii. 151, I get dreadfully nervous sometimes,
living in such an outlandish place.
5. Of or pertaining to the Outlanders or Uit-

landers of South Africa.

1896 Daily .AVwj 4 Jan. 4/6 Protecting the independence
of the country against being upset by an outlandish vote.

Hence fOutla'ndisher, a foreigner. Outla mlish-
like a. and adv. Ontla'ndishly adv., in an out-

landish, foreign, or strange manner; strangely,

oddly, uncouthly. Outla-ndislmess, the quality
of being outlandish.

1593 NASHK Lenten Shtfff in HarL Misc. (ed. Park) VI.
149 fr or ten weeks together this rabble rout of *ontlandishers
are billetted with her. a 1568 ASCHAM Seltolem. 11. (Arb.)
156 Hard composition and crooked framing of his wordes
and sentences, as a man would say, English talke placed and
framed *outlandish like, a 1377 UASCOIGNI Device Masque
Poems 1869 I. 78 And why I goe outlaudishe lyke, yet being
Englishe borne. 1883 in Chicago Advance zi Sept., They
would be seized with some uncontrollable spirit to act *out-

landishly. 1889 R. ASHE 7*71*0 Kings Uganda (1890)216
Two outlandishly dressed white men, who kept their fire on
a large board which they ate off. 1611 COTGR., Peregrinite t

strangenesse,*outlandishnesse, forrainenesse. 1837 M. SCOTT
Tom Cringle xi. (1859) 235 The outlandishness of the fashion
was not offensive.

fOutla-rged, ppl. a. Obs. [OcT- n; after L.

dildtatns^ Broadened, increased in width.

1382 Wvci.iF*75f/. xxxii. 15 Fulfattid, fulgresid, outlargid
[1388 alargid, 1'itlg. dilatatus, 1611 covered with fatnessj.

Outlarie, -ry, obs. forms of OUTLAWKY.

Outlash., / [Oi
rT- 7.] The act of lashing out,

a sudden quick outward stroke.

1876 GEO. ELIOT Dan. Der. iv, The outlash of a mur-
derous thought and the sharp backward *t \ oke of repentance.
Ibid, xxx, But underneath the silence there was an uutlasb

of hatred and vindictiveness.
1 Outla-sh, v. Obs. [Our- 14.] intr. To

lash out : a. To break out into excess ;
to be

extravagant, exaggerate, = OVERI.ASH i>. b. To
strike out violently.
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OUTLASHING.

1611 COTCB., Booancer, to riot, squander, waste, outlash. I

1614 SYLVESTER Betlmlia's Rescue v. 536 Mocmur . . with

Waighty Waves.. out-lashing every-way. Tears, over-turns,

and undermines, much worse Then when hee freely hath his

native Course. 1619 W. WHAT ELY God's Hush l. (1622) 104 :

If at any time some proue ranke hypocrites, he takes that

as a warrant for his tongue to out-lash against all. l6zo

EH. HALL Hon. Mar. Clergy ill. v, Loe the man which, in

a reckoning of 200 yeares, did out-lash but 150 . 1650

FULLER Pisfa/i 415 They plead, that malice hath a wide

mouth, and loves to outlash in her relations.

Hence t Outlashing vbl. si'. , extravagance, excess.

1611 COTGR., Desreizlemcnt . . immoderatenesse, immo-

destie, lauishnesse, outlashing. Ibid., Irregularill . . vn-

rulinesse, disorder, outlashing.

Outlast (utitkrst),K. [Ol'T-17, 18.] trans. To
last longer than or beyond ; to exceed or surpass

in duration
;
to survive.

1573 TUSSEH Must. (1878) 171 One bushell well brewed,

outlasteth some twaine. a 1661 HOLYDAY Juvenal (1678)

236 Let him out-last Nestor's years, and out-vie Neros

riches. 1781 MAD. D'ARBLAY Diary 26 June,
'
I do not. .

believe that any grief in the world ever outlasted a twelve-

month'. 1893 HUXLEY in Life uooo) II. xxi. 367, I find

myself outlasting those who started in life along with me.

Hence Outla-sting///.a.,that outlasts, surviving.

1887 (',. MEREDITH Hal/ads % P. 35 Never shall the wrestling

cea^e Till with our outlasting Foe Roll we to the Godhead s

Ovitlaugh. (uutlcrfl, v. [Our- 18, i8c, 14.]

1 1. irans. To laiyh down, deride, ridicule. Oiis.

1477 NORTON On!. Aleli. Proem in Ashm. (1652) 7 And
Common workemen will not be out-lafte. 1605 CAMDEN
Rein. (1637) 362 The same Lucian bringeth in Diogenes

laughing and outlaughing King Mausolus for that hee was

so pittifully pressed and crushed with an huge heape of

stones under his stately monument Mausoleum.
_

.1 1790

FKAXKI.IN (Webster, 1864), His apprehensions of being^
out-

laughed will force him to continue in a restless obscurity.

2. To surpass or outdo in laughing.

1672 1 >KYDEN -I n'iragus } Phil. ProL 17 Each lady striving

to out-laugh the rest; To make it seem they understood

3. intr. To laugh aloud. (Properly two words.)

1844 MRS. BROWNING Brown Rosary in. ix, Then out-

laughed the bridegroom, and outlaughed withal Both

maidens and youths by the old chapel-wall.

Out-launch, etc. : see OUT-.

Outlaw ''ciu'tlg),
sb. Forms: I utlaja, 1-4

utla5e, 3 utlahe, 3-4, 7 Sc. utlaw(e, (4 vte-,

wtelau. -law', 4-5 outlagh(e, 4-7 outlawe, 4-

outlaw, (4-5 owt(e)law(e, 5 outelawe, out-,

owtlay ;
. [Late OE. iitlaga, definite form of illlag,

I'ltlak adj. 'outlawed', used absolutely as sb. ; a.

ON. itllagi sb. from itllagr outlawed, banished; f.

ill out, out of + ON. *lagu, Kg (pi. of lag}, OE.

layt, LAW. Cf. these examples of the OE. adj. :

6-924 Laws of Edward .y Guthritm c. 6. 6 (Schmid) if

he man to dea5e jefylle, beo he bonne utlah. a 1016 Laws

of .Kthclrcd 1. c. i 9 Beo se beof utlah wio eall folc.

c 1050 C. E. Chron. an. 1048 Da cwse3 man Swegen eorl

utlah.]

1. One put outside the law and deprived of its

benefits and protection; one under sentence of

OUTLAWRY (q. v.).

c 1000 -tt.FRic Gram. ix. (Z.) 70 Hie et hxc cxltx, utlaja

oofte butan x. a 1023 WL'LFS i AN Horn. (1883) 296 He seel

been utlaga wi5 me. 11105 LAY. 1121 Vtlajen (1275
vtlawes] hefden i-raeued bat lond. (11300 Cursor M. 7686

iCott.) Als he war vtelau [-!'. rr. vtelaw, outlagh, outlawe]

sua wond he. 1377 LASGL. P. PI. B. xvn. 102 For outlawes

in be wode and vnder banke lotyeth. 1-1386 CHAUCER

Manciples T. .30. 1467 in Kag. 6V/<fr (1870) 389 Mansleers

ffc-lons Outlawes ravysshers of wymen. a 1548 HALL Chron.,

Rich. Ill 54 b, A compaigne of traytors, thefes, outlawes

and ronneagates of our awne nacion. 1643 MILTON Divorce

n. iii, Sure sin can have no tenure by law at all but is

rather an eternall outlaw. 1718 Free-thinker No. i ? 5 The
Outlaw has, of all Men, the least Pretensions to Liberty.

1821 liviiON Two Fosc. III. i, Their sire was a mere hunted

outlaw. 1848 WHARTON Lam Lex. s.v. Outlawry, The
maxim applicable to outlaws is,

' Let them be answerable to

all, and none to them '. Accordingly any person outlawed

is civiliter mortuus.

b. More vaguely : One banished or proscribed ;

an exile, a fugitive. (In early use not distinguish-

able from the main sense.)
a I25 A ncr. R. 54 perefter of ben ilke weren . . hire ueader

& hire breSren, se noble princes alse heo weren, vtlawes

imakede. c 1250 Gen. fr L'.v. 431 Caym fro him fle}. Win
wif and hajte, and wur5 ut-kue. 14.. A'ont. in Wr.-Wiilcker

604/26 Hie, hee exnl, a nowtlay. 1530 PALSGR. 250/2 Out-

lawe, banny. 1568 GRAETON Chron. I. 179 Some of the

Lordes had sent for Edward the outlawe, sonne of Edmond
Ironsyde for to be theyr king. 1596 SHAKS. i Hen. IY, IV.

iii. 58 A poore vnminded Out-law, sneaking home. 1788
GIBBON Decl. f, F. 1. (1846) V. 12 The posterity of the outlaw

Ismael. 1875 JOWETT I'luto (ed. 2) V. 341 At last necessity

plainly compels him to be an outlaw from his native land.

c. < )ne living in transgression of the law ; a law-

less person.
1880 J. F. CLARKE Self-Culture ix. 200 It is only for the

outlaws, the dangerous classes . . that we build prisons and
establish courts. The law is for the lawless.

d. fig. A wild, untamed, or hunted beast.

I599''l\ M[oL'FET].V//t?fi^w/('j 14 Of lions fierce (or if ought
fiercer be, Amongst the heards of woody outlawes felli. 1890
' K. BOLDREWOOD

'

Col. Reformer (1891) 219 They had mus-

tered their own outlaws [wild lean savage cattle].

f 2. a. Outlawry, b. Sentence or proclamation
of outlawry. 06s. rare.

1581 MARBKCK Bk. of Xolcs 810 Persecute.. with banish-

258

ment and out-lawe, prison, wrongfull Judgements. 1651

WADSWORTH tr. Sandotial's Civ. Wars Spain 115 Hee made

publick Acts, Proclamations and Out-laws against the be-

govim.
3. Ctmb.
16. . Hallatl RoUn Hooii'm Furniv. Percy Folio I. 37 The

worthy exploits he acted before Queen Katherine, he being

an Out-lawman.

Outlaw (au-tl0, " [Late OF- (&e,"tfa&'a"'

f. iitlai, iitlaga, OUTLAW sbl CS. ON. iitlegja.
and

t'ltliegja
to banish.]

1. trans. To put outside the law ;
to proscribe ;

t to exile, banish ;
to deprive of the benefit and

protection of law ;
to declare an outlaw, to inflict

OUTLAWRY upon (a person), in a criminal prosecu-

tion or civil action.

10 O E. Chron. an. 1014 (MS. E) And X(K aelcne Demsce

cvnine utlasede (MS. C utlah] of Englalande (KWMpD.
Ibid, an. 1055 Utlajode [MS. C. geutlagode] mann ^Elf^ar
eorl. c 1290 S. Kng. Lei;. I. 404/79 PC furste ?er bat seint

lohan bus i-outlaed was. c 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. (i8lo>

33 He.. was outlawed for a felonie. 1382 WYCLIF Darnch

iii IQ Thei ben outlawid [1388 distried] and to helle thei

wente doun. 1430-1 Rolls of Ptirlt. IV. 377 2 Unto the

tyrne the same Owen.. was utlawed. H3*~SP tr. Hig,ien

(Rolls) I. 319 Patmos .. bere Seym lohan be Euangehste
was whan he was outlawed oute of ober londes. c 1440

Proinp. Pan: 375/2 Outlawyn, //<, extermino. 1552

HI'LOET, Outlaw, e.vrtlo, proscribe, relego. a. 1577 SIR 1.

S.M ITII Comunv. Eng. II. xiv. (16091 J The Clarke of the Exi-

gents is to frame all manner of Processes of Exigifacias,
which doe issue out of that Court to out-law any man, and to

record the outlawrie. 1679-88 Seer. Sen: Monty C/ias. r

Jns. (Camden) 109 To be . . paid over to several tradesmen,

creditors of Mrs. Ellen Gwynne, in satisfaction of their

debts, for which the said Ellen stood outlawed 729 zs.yi.

1836-48 H. COLERIDGE North. H'orthies (1852) I. 63 One

lilood, outlawed for an attempt to take Dublin Castle, . .

some months ago seized the crown and sceptre in the Tower.

1875 \V. McIi-wRAiTH Guide Wigtownshire 76 M'Dowall

had fallen behind in the payment of certain Crown dues,

and was outlawed.

b. Iransf. KB&fig.
c 1380 Wycl.lF \Vks. (1880) 109 Anticrist \volde quenche &

owllaue holy writt. - Xtl. H'ks. III. 383 Charite is oute.

lawed amonge horn. (11716 SOCTII Serin. (J.), A drunkard

is outlawed from all worthy and creditable converse.

2. To deprive of legal force. Now only in U. S. :

see quot. 1864.
1647 WARD Simp. Cabler 18 He will out-law the Law,

quite out of the word and world, a 1661 FULLER Wortluil

(1840) II. 490 Perceiving that our English common law

was outlawed in those parts. 1864 WEBSTER, Outlaw 2 To
remove from legal jurisdiction or enforcement, as to outlaw

a debt or claim.

b. intr. for refl.

1895
' MARK TWAIN '

in ll'estm. Gaz. 9 Sept. 8/1 Honour

i- a harder master than the law. It cannot compromise for

less than an hundred cents on the dollar, and its debts

never outlaw.

Outlawed (curtlgd), ppl. a. [f.
OUTLAW v. +

-En 1
.]

Put outside the law, declared an outlaw;

proscribed, banished, exiled. Also absol. as s/'.

1483 Cath. A ngl. 264/1 Outelawyde, religatus.proscriptns.

1500 SWINBURNE Testaments 58 An outlawed person looseth

his goods and benefite of the lawe. 1646 Dp. MAXWELL
Kurd. Issach. in Phenix (1708) II. 209 The Out-laweds

Estate movable (Chattels we call it) become proper to the

King. 177* Ann. Keg. 49/1 A small violation of territorial

right in the pursuit of an outlawed smuggler and murderer.

1862 Miss YONGE U'ars of ll'apsbitrg (1864) 24 Born and

bred to an outlawed life.

tOrrtlawing, ?*/..!* 06s. [f. asprec. + -rc'.j

The action of the vb. OUTLAW ; outlawry.

1387 TREVISA lligden (Rolls) II. 219 Man..fel out of hije

in to lowh . . out of his owne londe and contray in to out-

lawynge. 1579-80 NORTH Plutarch (1656) 728 The greatest

..difference that fell out between them, was about the out-

lawing of Cicero. .

Outlawry (uirtlgri). Forms: a. [^utlagarie],

(6 utlagery, 7-8 -arie), 5-6 outlagarie, -are, -ary.

0. 4-7 utlarie, -ary(e, outlarie, 5 owte-, 7 out-

lary. 7. 4-7 outlaw(e)rie , 4- outlawry, (5 oute-,

owt-, -laury(e, 5-6 outlawery(e, 6 -lawrye,
! 8 -laury). [Anglicized repr. of AFr. Jillagcrie,

titlarie, med. (Anglo)L. utlagaria, utlaria (Laws
I of Wm. /, H. c. 3), f. OE. ullaga (also Anglo L.),

Allah + Romanic suffix -ana, F. -trie. Early

legal use had forms identical with AFr. ; but

forms with outlaw-, conformed to the contemporary

Eng. word also occur from 1 4th c.]

1. The action of putting a person out of the pro-

i tection of the law, or the legal process by which

a person is or was proclaimed or made an outlaw ;

the condition of one so outlawed, f I" early use
>

often = exile, banishment.
'

Outlawry, at first a declaration of war by the common-

wealth against an offending member, [gradually) became

a regular means of compelling submission to the authority

of the courts, as in form it continued to be down to modern

times '.

' Before the Conquest, outlawry involved not only

forfeiture of goods to the king, but liability to be killed with

impunity'. In the 131!) c. 'outlawry loses some of Its

gravity; instead of being a substantive punishment, it

becomes mere " criminal process ", a means of compelling

accused persons to stand their trial '. (Pollock & Maltland,

Hist. Eng. Law I. 27, 459.) In the I 4th c. the process was

extended from cases of felony to misdemeanours and civil

actions, so as to be a punishment for contempt of court in
'

not appearing to answer an indictment or defend a personal

ai'tion, or for disobedience to a judgement of the court.

OUTLAY.

Outlawry for debt was frequent down to the i8th c. Along

with this extension of the process, its conditions and con-

sequence underwent continuous mitigation ; in later times,

in civil actions, it was reduced to the fact that the outlawed

person was incapacitated from prosecuting an action for

his own benefit, though he might still defend himself.

Clandestine Outlawries. In civil proceedings, outlawry-

has long been obsolete, and was formally abolished by tn

Civil Procedure Acts Repeal Act of 1879 (42 & 43 Viet. C..59).

While it was in use, great injustice was often done in conse-

querice of the insufficiency of ihe machinery for giving public

notice of the fact that a defendant in a personal action had,

asaresult of civil process, been made an outlaw. In 1588-9,

Act 31 Eliz. c. 3 was passed
'

for the auoydmg of secret Out-

lawries in Actions Personal! against the Queenes Subiects .

This being subsequently considered insufficient, amending

measures were introduced ; and one such bill has had the

singular fortune to become the formal instrument of assert-

ing the right of Parliament to proceed to business without

reference to the immediate cause of summons, by being in-

troduced and read a first time as the first business of every

session, before the reading of the King's or Queen s Speech.

This precaution goes back to early times, being referred tc

as an established practice in 1603. Formerly some one bill

was used for the purpose on each occasion ; but since i Dec.

1743, the means uniformly employed has been a Bill for the

more effectual preventing Clandestine Outlawries in per-

sonal actions'; and this is still annually introduced, although

the outlawries against which it is directed have long

disappeared. ..

o [a iao Lams of Will. I, n. c. 3 (Schmid- De omnibus

utlariae rebus [v. r. utlagariae). .. Et si Anghcus appellet

Francigenam de utlagaria. 1191 BRITTON I. xm. 3 * emme

neqedentne peut estre ullage proprementmes weyve, qe

vaut utlagerie. 1311 Rolls ./ Par It. I. 284 I.es Ullagaries

& les Presentementz de ces faitz.] 1440 J'astfn Lett. 1. 41

Be the vertue of qwch outlagare, all maner of chattel! to

the seide John Lyston apperteynyng, arn acruwyd on to

the Kyng. 1540 Act 32 Hen. I'llI, c. 49 All outlaganes

promulged or had vpon or agaynst any person or persons.

1642 tr. Perkins Pro/, lik. i. 27. 12 Attainder of Felony. .

by utlagery, by verdict and by confession.

[a 1150 Utlariae [see a). 1334 Rolls of Parlt. II. 742
L' avant dit Outlarie fait en la Counte de Kermerdm.] 143-S
tr. Higdtn (Rolls) VII. 235 The owtelary of Robert arche-

bischop of Cawnterbery. 144? RollsofParlt. V.
138/2

1 hat

the Exigend and Utlarie, and every of them, be hokl tor

none and voyde. 1530-1 Act 22 Hen. I '1/1, c. 15 Excepted

always .all vtlaries of high treasons, and of al maner of

felonies. 1601 SHAKS. Jut. C. iv. iii. 173 That by proscrip-

tion, and billes of Outlarie, Octauius, Antony, and Lepldus,

Haue put to death, an hundred Senators. 1658 CLEVELAND

R ustick Ramfant Wks. (1687) 451 Every Outlary, or Out-

laries if any against them . . are or shall be published. 1671

F PHILLIPS Reg. Access. 250 They may be sued to an L tlary.

v 1381 WyCLlF Rei: Prol., He was hoidun in outlawene

of Domycian, in the ile of Patmos. 1439 Rolls of Parlt.

V 17/2 All Outlaweries uppon hym pronownced. 1503-4

Act 19 Hen. VII, c. 35 8 i Outlaweryes . . utterrly voyd

anyntesed adnulled repelled and of no force. 1601 HOLLAND

Pliny I 179 He was noted and thought hardly of for those

outlawries of Roman citisens. 1686 Royal Proclam. 10 Mar.

in Lond. Gaz. No. 2120/4 And that this Our Pardon be

not allowed to Discharge any Outlawry after Judgment,
till Satisfaction or Agreement be made to or with the Party

at whose Suit the Utlary was obtained. 1766 BI.ACKSTONK

Cotnm. II. xxxii. 499 Outlaws also, though it be but for

debt are incapable of making a will, so long as the outlawry

subsists, for their goods and chattels are forfeited during

that time. 179* BURKE Let. to R. Burke Corr. 1844 III.

378 The Castle has another system, and considers the out-

lawry.. of the great mass of the people as an unalterable

maxim in the government of Ireland. 1867 FREEMAN Jform.

Ccnq. I. vi. 561 note, Godwine, oy his outlawry, was allowed

five days to leave the country. 1883 ll'harton's Law Lex.

(ed 7>s.v. Oullawy. In criminal proceedings it is but little

used, but is formally kept alive by 33 & 34 Viet. c. 23, which

act. .expressly provides that nothing therein shall affect the

law of forfeiture consequent on outlawry. 1899 It estiii.

Gaz. 9 Feb 23 What is a clandestine outlawry, and why
should the Leader of the House of Commons have intro-

duced a Bill for its
' more effectual pieventing

'

as the very

first Ministerial measure of the Session ? Is there . .a single

member of the House of Commons., who knows-., any

details concerning the provisions of the Outlawries Bill .'

Si!. 1833 L. RITCHIE Ifaud. by Loire 161 Faces on which a

long course of violence and crime had stamped the outlawry

of nature. 1835 I. TAVLOR Spir. Despot, iii. 68 On the same

ground of outlawry from common sense and scriptural

authority. 1855 MII..MAN L,,t. Chr. ix. vin. (1864) V. 408

This papal manifesto broadly asserted the civil as well as

religious outlawry of all heretics.

b. Of a debt or claim : The fact of being out-

lawed or statute-barred : see OUTLAW v. 2. C. S.

1890 in Century Diet.

2. Disregard or defiance of the law.

1869 RI:SKIN (?. of Air 141 [They] follow, in so f;ir as

they are good, one constant law. .and in so far as they an

evil, are evS by outlawry. 1873 T. \V. HICCINSON Mdporl
Davs x 249 Civilization is tiresome and enfeebling, unless

we occasionally give it the relish of a little outlawry.

1 3. ( )utlaws collectively. 06s.

i 7 NORTH Guevara's Diall Pr. 74 The exiles and out-

lawries were called againe. 1894 CROCKETT Ra,d<rs 98

The hill outlawry could a' catch us or ever we wan twa mile.

Outlay (QU'tU-l),
sb. [OCT- 7.]

I. 1. The act or fact of laying out or expending ;

expenditure (of money upon something).

Orig. a Sc. and dial, word; still considered dialectal by

Forby 1825 ; given in Webster 1828.

1708 Statist. Ace. Scot., Pertlishire XX. 437 It is one

which accumulates yearly in value, without an yearly out-

lay of expence. 1816 SCOTT A titif. xin, Sir Arthur himself

made great outlay. 1825 BROCKETT N. C. Gloss., Outlay,

expenditure. 1815-3" Party's Voc. E. Anglia s. v., 1 made

a ereat outlay before I brought my farm into profit. (Low-

land Scotch, Crockett's Gloss.). i8a8 WEBSTER Outlay, a

laying out or expending, expenditure. 1831 HT. MARTINEAU

Hill .y / 'alley iv. 61 Observing what comes of such an out-



OUTLAY.
lay of capital. 1855 MACAULAY Hist. Kiig. xix. IV. 319 The
income of the state still fell short of the outlay by about a
million. 1879 ROGERS in Cassclt's Tec/in. Jidnc. IV. 67 2
After the first outlay, the demand of the public finds the
means for paying the wages.

II. 2. In various obs. or dial, senses.

fa. ? An outlying thing. Sf. Obs. f b. A place
of lying otit ; an outlying or out-of-the-way lair :

see LAY sbJ 2. o. Coal-mining. 'The height to

which the top of a winning pit is raised above the
surface of the ground : commonly called the out-
set (Heslop A'ort/nimb. Gfoss.).
1563 WINJET in-s. (1890) II. 61 Quhat is prophane?

Quhilk hes na halines, na godlines, strange and plane out-

lay fra the inwart chalmer of the Kirk, qnhilk is the temple
of God. 1611 BEAUM. & FL. Pkilaster It. iv, I know her
and her haunts, Her layes, leaps, and out layes. 1881

Barings 79 (in Heslop) Outlay from the swarth five feet,
metal from the swarth four feet.

Outlay (outl3-\ v. [OUT- 15.]
1. trans. To lay out ; to spread out, expose, dis-

play. Now rare or poetic.

.'555 W. WATREMAN Fardle Facians n. viii. i8t No heare
died, no lockes otitelaied, no face painted. 1573 KILLIGREW i

Let. to Bnrghlcy 17 May in Tytler His/. Scat. (1864) III.

360, I trust.. that after the battery shall he outlaid., the
matter will be at a point. 1622 DRAYTON Poly-olb. xxvii. i

133 Where Pellin's mighty Mosse, and Mertons, on her
'

sides Their boggy breasts out lay. 1820 HYUON Morf. M,n,'.
i. xxxiv, Thou thought's! me doubtless for the bier outlaid.

1 2. To set forth. Obs.

1567 DRANT Horace, E/>. n. i. G iv, Their pendaunte lockes !

encompasde rounde, and verses they outlay [HORACE Efist.
II. i. no Cat inina dictant].
3. To lay out (money), expend ;

make outlay of. !

1802 FINDLATER Agric. Siirz: Peebles 38 The proprietor
pays all the outlayed money for materials and wages of

'

workmen. 1814 SCOTT ll'a-.: vi, The expenditure which he
had outlayed. 1862 CHAXNIXG in Salt T/ioreau (1890) 258 jNo labor was too onerous, no material too costly, if outlaid
on the right enterprise. 1886 Sat. Ken. 19 June 839 Money
which might he more profitably outlaid.

Outlayer: see OUTLICGER! and OUT-.

tOut-lea'd, v. Obs. [OUT- 15.] trans. To
lead or bring out. (Properly two words.)
a 1300 E. E. Psalter Ixvii. 7 [Ixviii. 6] pat otlte ledes i

bonden in wa. 1382 WYCLIF Ps. xxx. 5 [xxxi. 4] Thou shall
ful out lede me fro this grene [1388 lede out, Vtilg. educes].
1471 KIPLEV Coiirf. Alc/i. vi. xiii. in Ashm. (1652) 164 Fyrst
yt outeledyth.and after bryngyth yt yn.

Out-leaf, -lean, etc. : see OUT-.

Ou'tleap, sb. [Our- 7.] An act of leaping
or springing out

; an escape, sally, or excursion';
an outburst, lit. a

' f

1:1250 Gloss. Law Terms in Re!. Ant. I. 33 Utleph,
Kschapeincnt de prisum. 1555 W. WATKEMAN Fardlc
J-'acioas i. iv. 48 The people.. are called Maures, or Moorcs,
as I thincke of their outleapes and wide rowming. 1631 J.
HURGES AHKV. Rejoined Pref. 28 [His] words are set downe
punctually, yea euen his out-leapes and digressions. 1691
LOCKK SHK, 97 Youth must have some Liberty, some
Outleaps. 1863 GEO. ELIOT Rouwla xxxiv, The outleap of
fury in the dagger-thrust. 111878 LKWES .ft ait. Psycliol.

'

(1879) '47 An immediate outleap of heroic generosity.
t b. A place to which excursions are made. Obs.

ni652 HKOME \'e-.u .lead. it. i, When shall we walk to i

Totnam ? . .or take Coach to Kensington Or PadingtonV or
j

to some one or other O' th' City out-leaps for an afternoon '

Outlea'p, v. [On- 17, 18, 14.]
1. trans. To leap over or beyond. Alsoyf^.
1600 ROWLANDS Lett. Humours Blood vi. 78 T'out leape

nieus heades, and caper ore the table. 1897 Home Messenger
Nov. 173 A world that outleaps all measurement and outruns
all duration.

2. To surpass or excel in leaping.
1629 GAULE Holy Maitu. 166 A lion will outstand a man.,

a stagge out-leap him. 1700 WAI.LIS in Collect. (O. H.S.)
I. 318 Who did. .out-leap.. the next-best leaper.. by seven
inches. 1854 OWEN Skcl. f, Teeth in Circ. Sc., Organ.
A'at. I. 198 The serpent has no limbs, yet it can .. outleap
the jerboa.

3. intr. To leap out or forth, (poet.}
1850 BI.ACKIE .Kschylus I. 49 Outleapt a birth Of strong

shield-bearers from the fateful horse. 1874 HOLLAND Mistr. '.

Manse xvi. 65 Outleaping from the mesh Of memory's net,
j

like bird or bee.

Hence Outlea'ping, vbl. sb. and///, a. . leaping out.
1878 J. Tomii'NTER Alccstis (1879) 56 Done so simply, In

such a frank outleaping of the soul. 1868 Gi;o. ELIOT Sf.
Gypsy v. 359 Escaping subtly in outleaping thought.

Outlea-rn, v. [Our- 15, 18, 17.]
fl. trans. To find out, learn from others, elicit.

1596 SPENSER F. Q. iv. viii. 22 When as nought according
to his mind He could out-learne, he them [etc.j.

2. To outstrip in learning.
1632 SHERWOOD, To out-learne his fellowes. afprcudrc

plus ,/ae sfs
cnnfffiumi. 1717 in HAILEV vol. II. 1890

Pall .Mall <;. 2 Sept. 1/3 We were the pupils then, who
outlearnt our masters. ..Will they, in turn, otitlearu us?
3. To get beyond the learning or study of.
18.. EMERSON (Webster, 1890) Men and gods have not

outlearned it [love].

Outleger, variant of OUTLIGGER!. Obs.

Out-length, -lengthen : see OUT-.
Ou'tler. .S'c. and north, dial. [peril, from out-

lier] An animal that is not housed during the

night or winter ; fig. a person out of work or out
of office. Also at/rih.

1785 BURNS Halloween xxvi, The Deil, or else an outler

Quey, Gat up an' gae a croon. 1791 LKARMONT Poems 160

259

I
At length the Cutlers grew sae mad Against ilk Inler
purse-proud blade. 1826 GRAHAM,l/<w/<zW Dial. 8(E.D.D.)
Sin last our outler nowt was fother'd.

Outlet (Qirtlet), sb. [Our- 7.] 9
1. A place or opening at which anything is let

j

out or escapes, or by which exit is 'possible; a
' means of issue

;
a channel of egress or discharge ;

a vent
;
a passage or way out, an exit.

a 1250 Owl r Night. 1754 He wimeth at Porteshom, At
one tune ine Dorsete Hi thare see in ore ut-lele [= l!y the
sea in an outlet]. 1600 HAKLUYT I'oy. (1810) III. 48-^ We
were alwaies in good hope to find some out-let into the
maine Ocean. 1635 PAGITT Ckristianogr. 35 That great
Promontory, whose base lying between the out-lets of the
River Indus and Ganges stretcheth [etc.]. 1655 FULLER
Ch. Hist. n. vi. 43 Like the Caspian Sea, receiving all,
and having no Out-let. 1727 H. HKKKKKT tr. l-'lcitry's
Eccl. Hist. I. 128 John. .was master of the out-lets of the

Temple. 1845 HL-DD Dis. Lircr 89 The abscess, if large,
may discharge through more outlets than one:

b. transf. and Jig. A way out of a difficulty ;

a means of escape, relief, or discharge, a 'vent'.
1625 BACON Kss., Seditions (Arb.) 411 In such manner, as

no Kuill shall appeare so peremptory, but that it hath some
Out-let of Hope. 1667 FI.AVEL Saint Indeed 11754) 61

Prayer is the best outlet to fear. 1873 HAMKKTON Illicit. I..

XI. v. 427 An energetic nature seeking an outlet for energy.
t C. fig. Issue. Obs.

1710 HENRY On Ps. Ixvi. 12 How glorious the issue was at
last, .for (i). .The outlet of the trouble is happy.
2. a. A place into which anything is let out

;

spec, a pasture into which cattle are let out. b.
A field, yard, or other enclosure attached to a house.
175* J> MACSPAHKAN America Dissected (1753) 13 They

will.. raise great (Quantities of neat Cattle, as the Climate
is benign, and their Outlets or Commonages large. 1793-
1813 Kef. Agric. 33 in Marshall AVr//ti(i8i8> II. 39 1 K. D. D.)
After the cows have been turned into the outlet. 1884
C/tcsh. Gloss., Boozing Field, ..the pasture which is con-
tiguous to the I'ooses, where the cows are tied up, and which
is retained by an outgoing tenant as an outlet for his cattle.

f3. a. The outlying parts, the exterior parts ;
the

environs of a town. b. The suburban streets or
roads passing into the country. Obs.

1583 GOLDING Calvin on Dent. lix. 356 We see hut the
omleets (that is to say) the outermost paries of Godes.
Woorkes. 1762 GOI.DSM. Cit. W. Iv, A dismal-looking house
in the outlets of the town. 1771 MRS. GRIFFITH Hist. Lady
tiarton I. 101, 1 hear the outlets about Dublin are delightful i

you will be unpardonable if you don't visit them all.

4. The action of letting out or discharging ;

discharge, escape by outllow. lit. nnAJig.
1640 Hi 1

. REYNOLDS Passions xi. 109 Melted away, and
wasted by an extreame out-let of Love. 1870 STURGEON
Treat. Dav. Ps. xxxix. 2 A flood gathering in force and
foaming for outlet.

5. at/rib, and Comb, (sense i), as outlet-pipe, etc.

1854 RONALDS RICHARDSON Chcm. Technol. I. 159 Hot-
air pipes enclosed in an oven on a level with the outlet-pipe.
1898 Daily Xe'.vs 25 May 5/1 The fine subway under
Shaftesbury-avenue, the outlet grating of which is visible at

Piccadilly-circus.

Outle't, v . Obs. or rare. [Out- 1 5.] trans.
To let out. give egress to, pour forth.

1592 DAVIKS linmort. Soul xxxil. xxxiv, Like Buckets
bottomless, which all out-let. 1627-47 FEI.THAM Resolves t.

yii. (1677) 8 Nor ought that blood to be accounted lost, which
is out-letted for a noble Master. 1851 MAYHEW Loud.
Lal'our (1861) II. 406/2 The sewage, .which is 'outletted'
(as I heard a lutsherman call it) into the Thames.

Ou't-le:t, ///" [OUT- n.] Let out, allowed
to go out.
1601 DANIKL Car. U'ars vn. Ivii, And. from thence, labour

to bring-in againe The out-let will of disohediencie.

Ou't-le:tting, vbl. sb. [OUT- 9.] The action
ol letting out or pouring forth. Chieflyyff.
1639 A. HAY Diary (S. H. S. 1900) 185 She and I withdrew

and prayed together, wher the Lord allowed me much out-

letting. 1676 Row Coiitu. Blair's Autobiog. viii. (184') 113
Gradual outlettings of gospel grace. 1818 t>. Rev. XVIII.
537 It had been born in upon his mind, during several great
out-lettings of the spirit.

Outliear, -lieker, var. OUTI.IGGEB 1, outrigger.

Outlie', v.l rare.
[f. OUT- 14, 17 + Lit: z/.i]

1. intr. To lie out in the open air; to camp out.
1826 J. F. COOPER Klohicans xviii, We are not about to

'

start on a squirrel hunt, .hut to outlie for days and nights,
'

and to stretch across a wilderness.

2. intr. To lie stretched out, to extend.

1876 BROWNING Pisgah-Sigkts I. i, How I see all of it,

Life there, outlying.
3. tnnts. To lie beyond or on the outside of.

1873 Gentl. Mag. Oct. 383 The forests that outlay the broad
lagoons of the river. 1882 BURTON & CAMKRON Gold Coast
/or Gold (1883) I. i. 15 Next morning showed us to port the
Cone of Maritimo : it outlies Marsala.

Outlie-, V.- [f. On-iS + LiEz^] trans. To
outdo in lying.
1597 DONNE Sat. iv. 47 In which he can . .outlie either Jovius !

or Surius, or both together. 1653 GATAKER t-'ind. Annot.
Jcr. 109 He doth in them out-ly..the Devil himself the
Father of lies. 1740 CiAKRicK Lying I'aletl. ii, To. .deceive
hi> mistress, outlie her chamber-maid, and yet be paid for thy
honesty '. 1855 MACALLAY Ifisl. Eng. xviii. IV. 144 He had
now, they said, outlied himself.

Otrtli:er. [OUT- 8.]
1. One who lies i.e. sleeps or lodges

1

) out. i.e.

in the open air. or away from a place with which
he is connected by business or otherwise.
1676 1 )'UKI KV Mad. l''iekle n. i. (1677) 1 1 Out-liers, comers,

and goers. 1705 STANHOPE Parapkr. 111. 201 He dispatches

OUTLIGGER.
!

another Message to the Highways and Hedges, to fetch in

all the Outlyers. a 1742 BENTLF.Y Lett. 59 (R.) The party. .

sent messengers to all their outliers within twenty miles of

Cambridge^ come to their election. 1866 -V. fy Q. 19 May
421/1 Outliers are soldiers (generally married men) who,
when there is not sufficient barrack accommodation, receive
an allowance. .and provide themselves with lodgings.

b. One that Hes outside the pale, an outsider.

1690 D'URFEY Collins Walk A vij b, Kvery worthy and
true English Protestant of the Eslablish'd Church (for

I^have
no hopes of the Ontlyers). 1826 LAMB Lett., lo

Bernard Barton 147, I do not know how friends will relish

it, but we outlyers, honorary friends, like it very well.

c. An animal that lies outside the house, fold, or

park ; esp. an outlying deer.
a 1658 CLEVELAND Gen. Paeins etc. (16771 157 It is but

Trilling sport for yon to pull down an Out-Iyer, unless you
leap the Pale and let slip at the Herd. 1892 AINSI.II: Land
ofHums 37 lE. D. D.I It wauken'd burdics frae the bough,
An' outlyers frae their lair.

2. a. 'A stone not taken from a fjtiniry. but

lying out in the field in a detached state' (jam. ;

a boulder. Also t outlair. .S< .

1610 Kiirgli KIT. Aberdeen (Spalding Club) II. 300 The
keaping slane to he of outlairis, fiie walk, and Ijoulted with
irne. 1807 I. HALL '1'rav. Scot. II. 333 There is, in the

parish of Ordiquhill, a large outlier of lime stone some Ions

weight, and no lime-rock to he found near it. 1846 WKIGHT
/iVi. Mid. Ayes II. xvii. 210 On a black moor called Mon-
stone Edge, is a huge moor-stone or outlier.

b. Gt'ol. A portion or mass of a geological
formation lying in situ at a distance from the main

body to which it originally belonged, the interven-

ing part having been removed by denudation.
1833 I.YI.I.I, rriuc. Ci,'!. III. Gloss. 76 When a portion of

a stratum occursat some distance detached from tliLgenual
mass .. some practical mineral surveyors call it an outlier.
and the term is adopted i'i geoL^i,al language. 1854 II.

MILLER SC!L. <v SC/HH. viii. (1857) ibo There lies in the Firth

beyond, an outlier of the Lias. 1889 CROLI. Stcllai- Li-alit.
.'/<> 55 Occasional outliers of Conglomerate 'on the Jlui:.
land side of the fault.

C. generally. An outlying portion or member of

anything, detached from the main mass, bodv, or

system lo which it belongs.
1849 RCSKIX Scv. Lamps \\. 54 Interrupted . .by great

mountain outliers, isolated or blanching from the 'central
chain. 1854 R. G. LATHAM Ra<cs of Russia 3; Outlyers
from the neighbouring Government of Esthonia. 1881 (',.

ALLEN Vignettes fr. Nature, Fall of the Year. Australia
remains an isolated outlier of Asia to the present day.
3. Fishing. A set-line, out-line. I '. S.

t Ou-tliiggand. Cbs. [dial, form of OUT-

I.YIN'G///. a.] An outlung portii n.

1587 HARRISON Eng!and\. xiv. in Ilolinsheii -
;/r A parcell

ofMonmouthshire, being an outliggand. Ibid. 82/2 Uetweene
Denbighshire, and the outliggand of Flintshire.

tOutligger ', outlicker. .\~ant.0bs. forms:
a. 5, 8 outligger, ; -lygger, owtlegger, 6 out-

leger, 7-8 -lager, S -leager, -layer. (3. 6 outlicar,

7-8 -lieker, S -leaker; 7 -looker. [Prob. a dial,

form of outlier (cf. LIGGF.R sb.\ subsequently cor-

rupted in various ways by those to whom the dial.

lig. to lie, was unknown. Du. lias analogous uses

of ititleggcr, -Hggcr 'outlier'; but the later date
of this prevents it (notwithstanding Dampier's
assertion : see sense 2) from being viewed as the

source of the Kng. word.
Du. ititleggcr 'outlier' appears in Kilian, 1599, only in

the sense of 'stationary guard-ship lying out in front of a

port, etc.' From 1671 (Witsen.SV//</.v.iW7(' 55.1) it is found
in a sense akin to i below. The '

outrigger
'

of the Indian
seas (sense 21 is described in Du. works from c 16.0 without

any name ; in Valeutijn Ond en AVVttlf Oast Indien I. 2

(1724) it is called vlerk (i.e. wing), the name still in common
use ; but beside it the name nitle^ger is found in Dutch
dictionaries of the igth c. iTwent /.eentatis ll'oardenb. 147 b,

1813, etc.) Thus, so far as yet known, both uses of ititicggcr
are later than the corresponding senses of the Kng. word.]

1. A spar projecting from a vessel to extend some

fail, or to make a greater angle for some rope, etc.
;

esp. a. A long and stout spar extended from the

poop to haul down the mizen-sheet.
. 1481-90 Hosi'ard Hoitseh. Bks. (Roxb.) 23 Stuff of the

Ienete..Item, apompe. .an out lygger .j. tope mast : a chest

with gonne stones. 1485 Xaval Ace. Hen. I'll (1896) sr

Outliggers. .j, Bitakles. .j, Pumps. .ij. 1495 Ibid. 156 Owte
lyggers for the Sterne of a sinale ship. Ibid. 272 Owtleggers
at Sterne. ,j. 1558 W. TOWKSON in Hakluyt / 'oy. (1589) 124

Hy the euill worke of his men the shippe fell aboorde of vs. .

and the shippes wailes were broken with her outleger.
)3. 1594 N. DOWNTON in Hakluyt I 'ay. (1599) II. n. 200

Whereby the ship fell to the sterne of the out-Hear of the

Carack, which (being a piece of timber) so wounded her fore-

saile, that they sayd they could come no more to fight. 1625
Kamenclator .\~aralis (Harl. M.S. 2301), Ye Out-Licker. Is

a small peece of timber (some two or three yardes long as

they have occasion to vse it) and it is made fast to the top
of the Poope and so standes right out asterne. [1644 MAN-
WAYRING Sea-man's Diet, expands this greatly, and says
1 The use of this is to hale-downe the Missen '. Hence in

PHILLIPS 1674. CHAMBERS Cycl. 1727, etc.] 1626 CAPT. SMITH
Accid. 1 "!, Seamen 29 Trie her with a crose jacke, bowse
it vp with the outlooker.

b. A spar to thrust out the breast-brtck-stays :

= OUTRIGGER i c.

1731 CMT. W. WKU:I.FSWOKIII .'/.s'. Lag-bit, ofthe
'

Lycll'
i May, This morning got outlickers out in the Tops, and

the David out forward for a lower oulli( ker.

2. A contrivance used with canoes in the Indian
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and Tacific Oceans to prevent capsizing under a

press of sail : = OUTRIGGER 2.

1697 DAMPIER Voy. I. 299 Along the belly-side of the

Boat, parallel with it at about 6 or 7 foot distance, lies

another . . being a Log of very light Wood, almost as long as

the great Boat, ..there are two Bamboas..by the help of

which the little Boat is made firm and contiguous to the

other. These are generally called by the Dutch, and by the

English from them, Outlagers [cd. 1729 out-layers]. Ibid.

492 We had a good substantial Mast, and a mat Sail, and

good Outlagers lasht very fast and firm on each side., made
of strong poles. 1727 A. HAMILTON New Ace. K. Ind. II.

xxxviii. 71 Fitted them [Canoaes] with Out-leagers to keep
them from over-turning,, .but in the Way one of the Boats

lost her Out-leager, and drowned all her Crew. 1744 A.

DOBBS Hudson s Kay 68 To prevent even these Canoes from

oversetting, by Outlagers or blown Bladders fixed to their

Sides. 1747 W. HORSI.EY l;ool (17481 II. 301 These Vessels

are built on one Side upright as a Wall;., on the Wall Side,

are laid small Poles, called Out-Liggers by the Sea-men.

'755 AMORY Mem. (1766) II. 156 note, This kind of boat is

four foot broad . . the greatest danger is its oversetting, and
this may always be prevented, .by placing two men on the

windward outlayer.
B. 1707 W. FUNNELL I'ty. viii. 228-9 They had two long

Poles put out of one side, .at the end of which was a long

piece of Plank . . of the same shape, and about one fourth of

the bignessofthe bottom of the Boat. This piece., altogether,

is called the Out-leaker. This is always the Weather-side ;

and the use of it is to keep the Boat from over-setting.

t Ou'tli:gger -. Obs.
[f. OOT-+LIOOKB.J In

Reaping, One who made bands for the sheaves and

laid the corn in them for the binder. So f Out-

ligging vbl. sb. or ///. a.

1641 BEST Farm. Rks. (Surtees) 49 An outligger carryeth

only one loome to the field, and that is . . an outligginge

rake, or a gatheringe rake. Il'iJ., A good outligger is

knowne by followinge close vnto him that shee gatherelh

after, and likewise by makinge of her bandes;_for some

outliggers twine theire bandes, and others againe make
them of pulled corne.

Out-lighten to Out-limn : see OUT-.

Outline (nu-tbin), sb. [f.
OUT- 3 + LINE sb.-]

1. pi. The lines, real or apparent, by which a figure-

is defined or bounded in the plane of vision
;
the

sum of these lines forming the contour of a figure.
1662 EVELYN Clialcogr. I. v. 109 Penning the Contours,

and out lines with a more even and acute touch. 1718
GIUUON Art Poetry I. 227 Who is it that draws the Out-
lines? Why the Master-Painter, and Journeymen fill them

up with Colours, Shades, and Lights. 1753 HOGARTH Anal.

Scanty 9 The true and full idea of what is call'd the out-

lines of a figure. 1855 MACAULAY Hist, l-'.ag. xiii. III. 301

Charmed by the bold outlines and rich tints of the hills.

1878 HUXLEY rhysiogr. xix. 334 Suppose the outlines of the

various countries of the world depicted on a globular bladder.

b. sing. The contour or outer boundary thus

defined.

1818 SCOTT F. .M. Pcrtli xxiii, He lifted up his eyes, and
beheld in the distance the black outline of a gallows. 1860

TYNDALL Glac. i. ii. 21 A mountain wall projected its jagp-d
outline against the sky. 1866 G. MAUXJSAI.I) Ann. Q.

\eifhli. xii. (1878) 243 Neither could see more than the

other's outline, fig. 1876 GEO. ELIOT Dan. />,-r. IV. Ii. 18

She said, in a low melodious voice, with syllables which had
what might be called a foreign but agreeable outline.

2. A sketch or drawing in which an object is

represented by lines of contour without shading.
1735 H. JACOB Wks. 391 Carracio, esteem'd for Contours,

or Out-Lines, at Bologna. 1799 G. SMITH Laboratoiy II.

32 If your pattern is only an out-line, it will be the better,

as you will finish your piece after it with more ease.

1868 Free-hand Drawing (Nimmo) 53 The outlines and
finished views of these casts are given separately.

b. In outline, with only the outline drawn,

represented, or visible.

1814 SCOTT Ld. of Isles \. vii, Carrick shore, Dim seen in

outline faintly blue. 1844 Ln. HOUGHTON Mem. of Many
Scenes, Death of Day 164 The hills in clear outhne. .Stand

forth. Mod. The figure of a horse drawn in outline. A map
of England showing the counties in outline merely.

3. A rough draught or general sketch in words
;

a description, giving a general idea of the whole,
but leaving details to be filled in.

1759 S i ERNE Tr. Shandy I. xxiii. There are others again,
who will draw a man's character from no other helps . . hut

merely from his evacuations; but this often gives a very
incorrect outline. 1795 L. MURKAY E'ig. Gram. Introd. 8

A distinct general view, or outline, of all the essential parts
of the study. 1865 R. W. DALE Jew. Temp. xix. (1877) 217,
I have given a bare outline of the contents of this passage.

b. in //. The main features or leading charac-

teristics of any subject ; the general principles.
1710 STEELE Taller No. 182 f 6 His Drama at present has

only the Out-Lines drawn. 1751 HUME /-'ss. P* Trent. 1 1777)
II. 249 The faint rudiments, at least, or out-lines, of a

general distinction between actions. 1864 PUSEY Lict.

Ztoviif/ (1876) 157 All, who speak of that division, agree in

the great outlines.

t 4. The outer line, the border line. Obs. rare.

1695 BI.ACKMORE Pr. Arth. 11. 624 The shining Squadrons
fly To th' Out-lines, and the Frontiers of the Sky.
5. Fishing. A set-line or ledger-line. C. S.

6. attrib. and Comb., as outline-drawing, -map,
-sketch

;
outline stitch, in Embroidery, stitch

used to indicate an outline, spec. stem stitch.

1859 GULLICK & TIMES Paint. 47 Delicate and finely un-

dulating outline drawing. 1865 LUBBOCK Preh. Tim, * \ ii.

(1869) 232 The facts already ascertained . . supply us with

the elements of an outline sketch. 1882 J. COLLIER Primer

ofArt 25 When the boundaries of an object^are represented

apart from its other qualities, the process is called outline

drawing. 188 . Weldon's Praet. Nccdlcuik. II. 7/1 Crewel

260

or Stem Stitch, also called Outline Stitch, is the chief and
most-used stitch for crewel work. 189 . Jrnl. Decorative
Needlewk. Ser. n. No. 12. 4 The

Bayeux
Outline Stitch

consists simply of one laid strand tied down. Mod. The
use oAutline maps in teaching geography.
Outline (curtlain), v. [f. prec. sb.]
1. trans. To draw or trace the exterior line of

;

to draw in outline.

c 1790 IMISON Sch. Art II. 28 Having outlined the folds,

and the other parts of drapery, you may next attempt the

shadowing your figure. 1853 RUSKIN Stones l*'cn. II. iii.

28.46 The ornament is merely outlined upon them with

a fine incision. 1886 CORBETT Fall of Asgard I. 12 Two
fierce dragons were outlined on its haft,

b. To indicate or define the outline of; in pa.

pple. having the outline sharply defined to the eye.

1817 I,. HUNT Poems, On the Avon, All things appear
Strong outlined in the spacious atmosphere. 1849 ALB.
SMI in Pottlcton Leg. (repr.) 176 The great room was out-

lined with laurel leaves. 1884 Harpers Mag. Jan. 197'!
White marble crosses. ..outlined against the blue sky. 1889
Times 14 Nov. 5/4 The Imperial yacht is outlined with

lights, producing a charming effect. 189. Jml. Decora.
ti-'t- .\\-i'<{lt"wk. Ser. ll. No. 12. 13 A line of the finest gold
thread might outline everything.

c. To trace ur ascertain the outline of (an area\

1890 Nature 30 OcL 651 It has not yet teen found pos-
sible to outline exactly the eastern limit of the sea. 1898
P. MANSON Trop. Diseust-s xxiii. 355 Careful outlining of

the upper and lower boundaries [of
the area] may discover

a limited and dome-like increase in one direction.

2. To describe the broad outlines or main features

of; to sketch in general terms.

1855 MOTLKY Dittck Rep. Inlrod. (1858) 40 The early

progress of the religious reformation .. will he outlined in

a separate chapter. 1880 Daily News 18 Dec., The scheme
outlined in Mr. Bright's speech.

Hence Ou'tlined />/>/. a. ; Oil-timing vbl. sb. and

///. a.

1798 W. TAYLOR in Monthly Rev. XXVI. 241; Accompanied

1896 Daily Xcivs 23 Oct. 2/2 Only fragmentary pillars and
remnants of outlining walls, -remain.

Outlinear (autli-iu'ii}, a.
[f. OUTLINE sb.

after LINEAK.] Of the nature of an outline.

1835 Eraser's Mug. XII. 66, I have. .given this outlinear

sketch of my life. 1858 TRENCH Synon. A'. T. viii. (1876) 27
The substantial as opposed to the shadowy and outlinear.

Out-linger to Out-list : see OUT-.

Outlive (autli'v), v. [OfT- 18, 17.]

1. trans. Of a person: To live longer than (another

person) ;
to survive ; also, to live longer than (a

thing lasts).

1472 Rolls ofParlt. VI. 234/2 In cas hereafter it happen you
. . to outleve our seid Soverelgne Lord. 1560 BIBLE (Genev.)

Juttg. ii. 7 All the dales of the Elders that outlyued loshua.

1695 BLACKMOKE J'r. Arth. iv. 341 Asham'd his Country's
Freedom to out-live. 1711 AUDISON Spect. No. 72 P 11 The
Senior Member has out-lived the whole Club twice over.

1880 MCCARTHY Own Times IV. Ivii. 253 He had out-lived

neatly all his early friends and foes.

b. Ofathing: To endure longer than; to outlast.

c 1600 SHAKS. Sonn. lv, Not marble, nor the gilded
monuments Of princes, shall outlive this powerful rhyme.

1706 ESTCOUKT Fair Examp. IV. i. 51 When Guilt outlives

the Sence of Shame. 1813 J. THOMSON Lcct. Injlam. -2-29

The Taliacotian art does not, however, appear to have long
outlived its author in Italy. 1865 LIGHTFOOT Gal. (1874) 13
The character of a nation even outlives its language.

2. To live through or beyond (a specified time).

1657 S. PUKCHAS Pol. Flying-Ins. 39 Not one will out-live

October. 1716-31 WALUKON Isle Man (1865! 67 He is sure

not to out-live three days. 1867 MAX MULI.ER ("////A (1880)

III. 334 The mammoth. .did not outlive the age of bron/e.

b. To live through or beyond ^a certain state or

experience) ;
to pass through ; to outgrow.

1641 J. JACKSON True Evans. T. \. 63 How many have

out-lived their piety. 1775 JOHNSON Let. to Mrs. 1'hrale

13 July, They have outlived the age of weakness. 1806

XnvalChron. XV. 266 The Montagu having.. outlived the

hurricane. 1887 LOWELL Democr. etc. 42 The world has

outlived much, and will outlive a great deal more.

1 3. intr. To survive. Obs.

1588 SHAKS. Tit. A. n. iii. 132 But when ye haue the hony
\\e desire, Let not this Waspe out-Hue vs both to sting.

4. trans. To excel in (virtuous) living.

1883 MALI AUYEN in Congrcg. Year-bk. 58 Bishop Burnet

gave his clergy the .. advice that if they wished Dissent to

cease, they must out-live, out-labour, out-preach Dissenters.

Hence Outli'ved, Ontli'ving ///. ailjs.; Out.

li'ver, a survivor.

1800 LAMB Lett., to Maiming 55 The prattle of age, and
outlived importance. 1580 HOLLYISANU Trens. />. /'<>.;,'>

.'iuifivant, the outliucr. 1615 G. SANDYS Tray. 186 The
out-liner becomming a conuert to their religion. 1630 MIL-

TON Passion 7 In Wintry .solstice like the shortn'd light

Soon swallow'd up in dark and long out-living night.

Ou"t-li:vmg, ///. a. rare. [OUT- 10.] That

lives out; living outside a country, city, college, etc.

i7<> W. GORDON Gen. Counting-ao. 365 No foreigner or

out-living trader.

Ou't-loidging, sl>. [OUT- i.] A lodging or

domicile situated outside a certain limit.

1641 FULLER Holy A> Prof. St. n. xiv. 103 As for out-

lodgings (.. necessary evils ..) he rather tolerates then ap-

proves them. Ibid. xx. 130 He counts it a disgrace . . that

we. .should not know the out-lodgings of the same house.

So Ou't-lo'dffing ///. c- [Our- 10], lodging out-

side, having one's quarters outside a certain limit.

OUTLOPER.

1647 FULLER Good Th, in Worse T. (1841)118 Out-lodging
deer are seldom seen to be so fat as those which keep them-
selves within the park.

Outlook (curtluk), sb. [Our- 7.]
1. The act or practice of looking out

;
a looking

forth or abroad, esp. for observation or discovery ;

vigilant watch, lit. &n&fig. On the outlook, on
the look-out, on the watch for what may turn up.
1815 SCOTT Guy M. iv, What cheer, brother ? You seem

on the outlook, eh ? 1820 Monast. xxii, The means of

ascending it as a place of out-look. 1851 RUSKIN Stones
I'cn. I. xvi. 11 The best windows for outlook are, of course,
oriels and bow windows. 1862 SKEI.TON Nngx Crit. i. 46

Jackdaws .. on the out-look for plunder. 1895 United
Service Mag. July 429 The failure of the Egyptians to keep
an adequate outlook at night.

b. Vigilance, watchfulness.

1879 G. MACDONALD Sir Gibbie I. xi. 162 They had a sharp
expression of outlook and readiness.

'2. A place from or by which a view is obtained ;

a look-out.

1667 WATERHOUSE Fire Land. 97 The innocent eyes, those

Casements and out.looks of the tender heart. 1877 TALMAGE
Serin. 291 He sent his servant to the outlook of the

mountain to see if there were any signs of rain. 1878
FOSTKR PJtys. iv. vi. 567 Viewed from the distant outlook.

3. The view or prospect from a place or point.
1828 CAUI.YLE in Froude Life (1882) II.'=5 One might have

sickened and grown melancholyover such an outlook. 1850
KINGSLEY Alt. Locke ii, "I'he dreary outlook of chimney-
tops and smoke. 1891 E. PEACOCK N. Brendan II. 1 16 There
was a picturesque outlook on all sides.

b. A mental view or survey.
1742 VOUNG Xt. Th. vin. 1152 Above Applause; Which

owes to Man's short Out-look all itsCharmes. I886SYMONDS
Renaiss. It., Cath. React. (1898) VII. viii. 30 His [Tasso's]
outlook over life was melancholy.

c. The prospect for the future.

1832 MACAULAY in Trevelyan Life (1876) I. v. 324 My
political outlook is very gloomy. 1889 JESSOPP Coming of
Friars iv. 178 They took a much more sober view of the

outlook than the populace did.

4. attrib., as outlook box, post, tower, window.
1851 RUSKIN Stones l*~en. I. xvi. 11 The earth and the

doings upon it being the chief object in outlook windows.

1875 W. M c lLWUAiiH Guide Wigtffivnshire 65 Perhaps
Burgh Head was an out-look station of the old sea-rovers.

1897 Daily News 24 Dec. 2/5 Both outlook 'glasses were

smashed, and the driver and stoker narrowly escaped injury.

Outloo'k, v. [Our- 18 c, 17, 15, 14.]
1. trans. To overcome or disconcert by looking ;

to look or stare down
;

to outstare.

1595 SHAKS. John v. ii. 115 To out-looke Conquest, and to

winne renowne E'en in the iawes of danger and of death.

1600 HEYYTOOD \st I't. Edvj, 11' Wks. 1874 I. 27 They think

they can outlook our truer looks. 1707 NOKRIS Treat.

Humility v. 220, I do not . . endeavour to lopk big and great,
or outlook others by a confident assurance.

t 2. To look beyond. Obs.

1655 H. VAUGIIAN Si/e.r Sc., Departed Fr. v, What mysteries
do he beyond thy dust, Could man outlook that mark !

f 3. To look out, to select by looking, pott,
a 1687 COTTON Angler's Ballad i. Poems (1689) 76 Awa;

tu the Brook, All your Tackle out look.

1 4. To outdo in looks or appearance. Obs.

1731 MRS. DEI ANY Lett., to Mrs. A. Granville 295 No-

body's equipage outlooked our's except my Lord Lieu-

tenant's, but in every respect I must say Mrs. Clayton's
outshines her neighbours.
5. intr. To look out or forth, poet.
1888 R. BUCHANAN City ofDream xn. 248, 1 saw those three

\van Shapes Outlooking from the greenness of the woods.

Out-looker, variant of OUTLIGGER ! i.

Ou't-loo ker. rare. [Ol'T- 8.] One who looks

out or abroad.

1637 BRETON Packet Lett. (1879) 43/2 They may be

kinde, but not constant, and Loue loues no out-lookers.

So Ou'tloott.inyvbl.ib. [OUT- 9], a looking forth

or abroad ; ///. a. [OUT- 10], that looks out.

1610 MAUKHAM Master^. I. ciii. 204 An out-looking eye.

1850 I'.USMNKLL God iii C/irisl i. 22 The Outlooking of His

intelligence.

t Ou't-loOSC. Obs. nonce-wd. [OUT- 7 V]

A means of escape (from an obligation, duty, etc.).

a 1654 SELUEN Tal-lc-1. (Arb.) 39 If we once come to leave

that out-loose, as to pretend Conscience against Law, who
knows what inconvenience may follow '< Hid. 78 In the new
Oath it runs (whereas I believe in my Conscience, c. I will

assist thus and thus) that (whereas) gives me an Outloose,

for if I do not believe so, for ought 1 know, I swear not at all.

t Ou'tlope. Obs. Also 7 -loape. [app. ad. Du.

uitloop, in Kilian uutloop, a run out, an excursion.]

A run out ;
a sally, an excursion ;

OUTLEAP sb.

1603 KLOKIO Mntttagiun. x. (1632) 228 Excursitsgia tmcs
tentat, 'Outlopes sometimes he doth assay, But very short,

and as he may'. 1630 J. TAYLOR (Water P.) Jacke-a-lcnt

Wks. 1. 118/2 It cannot be but that so mighty a Monarch as

he, hath his inroades and his outloapes.

t Ou'tlo:per. Oi>s. rare
~

'. [app. ad. Du. uit-

looper, in Kilian uutlooper
' excursor

'

;
but cf.

INTERLOPER. ] One who makes a run out ;
e. g. on

a voyage of adventure.

1383!.] Hakluyt I'oy. (1599) II. i. 173 Touching any out.

lopers of our [English] nation, which may happen to come

thither to traffike, you are not to suffer, but to imprison the

chiefe officers, and suffer the rest not to traffike at any time.

Out-lord : see OUT- 22.

Out-loud. The- phrase 'read) out loud some-

times hyphened ; esp. attrib.

1844 L. HUNT fmag. tt 1'aney Pref. 4 In reading out-

lay



OUTLOVE.
loud. 1899 Spectator 20 May 718 [The] book .. deserves
a solemn out-loud reading.

Outlo'VC, '

[OUT- 1 8, 2i.] trans. To outdo
or surpass in loving.
1614 TOMKIS Albuiiuizar \\. vii. in HaxI, Dodslcy XI. 348

She cannot otitlove me, nor you outfriend me. a 1711 KEN
Sion Poet. \Vks. 1721 IV. 409 They. .to out-love each other
co-inclin'd. 1847 EMKKSON Rcpr. Men, Shaks. \Vks. (1901)

192/1 Wliat lover has he not outloved? What sage has he
not outseen ? .

Outlu'ng, v. [OUT- 21.] trans. To surpass
in lung-power ;

to outdo in shouting.
1756 WESLKY M'ks, (1872) XIII. 215 They will outface and

outlung you. 1890 Universal R&'. Dec. 519 Confident that
he can out-lung and out-last his own generation.

Outlu'Stre, ^. [OUT- 21.] trans. To surpass
in lustre, to outshine.
1611 SMAKS. Cymb. \. iv. 78 As that Diamond of yours out-

lusters many I haue beheld. 1655 FULLER C"/;. Hist. in. ii.

43 This Henry of Illoys. .OUtltUtred the other ns far, as an
extraordinary Ambassador doth a Leger of the same Nation.

1809 M. A. IJiAXCHi Levity <y Sorrow I. 176.

Ou'tly, adv. Ohs.c\z.dial.
[f.
Out adv. + -LY-.]

1. Out and out, utterly, completely.
f 1290 Bckct 383 in S. Kng. Leg. I. 117 pe furste tyme bat

seint thomas ovtHche him with seide, Hit was for pe king
a}en pouere Men dude onri?tful dede. 13.. C/tron. A*.

Giouc. ^Rolis) 1513 (MS. Ii) Al is herte outliche [MS. A.
onliche, MS. S. outturly] on hire on he caste. Ibid.

4^920+ 5

(MS. 1>) pe hyssop .. outlych \v.rr. outerliche, onhch-] yt
wyb seyde. 1789 Ross Hilcnore 43 But three haill days
were outly come and gaen. 1855 ROBINSON U'kitby Gloss.^

Outly, thoroughly, out-and-out.

2. Outwardly, externally.
1591 SYLVESTER Du Hartas i. ii. 167 It but the Form dis-

guises In hundred fashions, and the Substances ,. Inly, or

Outly, neither win nor leese. 1876 Whitby Gloss.) Ooterly^
or L?c>//Vi"e.\ternaIIy.

Outlygger : see OUTLICOER! Ohs.

Outlying (au-tloiaq\ ppl.a. [OUT- 10.]
1. Lying or situated outside certain limits; hence

fig. extrinsic, extraneous. Of a beast : That makes
its lair outside a park or enclosure.

1663 DRYOEN Wild Gallant \\. ii, Just in the condition of
an otit-lying deer, that's beaten from his walk for offering to
rut. 1689-90 TEMI-LE ss.

t
Heroic I'irtuev. Wks. 1720 I.

220 The last Survey I proposed of the Four outlying ior, if

the Learned so please to call them, barbarous) Empires,
was that of the Arabians. 1705 HICKERINUILL Pricst-^r. n.
iii. 36 If this be the Church of England, all the Laity are
out of the Pale of the Church, like out-lying Deer that are
out of the Park, and subject to be worryed by every Dog
or Devil. 1862 ANSTED Channel Isl. i. iii. (ed. 2) 37 These
distances do not include the outlying rocks. 18. . M. PATTI-
sox in Meat. (1885) 136, 1 wasted time over outlying classics,
which did not form part of the degree list.

2. Lying at a distance from the centre of an area
;

remote, out-of-the-way; living at a distance from
centres of population.
1689-90 TEMPI. E Xss., Heroic I'irtue i. Wks. 1720 1. 196

Some of these out-lying Parts of the World. 1871 TYLOR
Prim, Cult. I. 41 Instances of civilixed men taking to a
wild life in outlying districts of the world. 1888 BUKGON
Lives 12 Gd. Men II. xii. 396 The example was taken up
by remote outlying parishes.

t Ou'tma:kmg, vbl. sb. Obs. [OUT- 9.] The ,

*

making out
'

or discernment of the sense.
1680 G. HICKES Spirit ofPopery 19 They ought to believe

the naked Word, when there was no appearance of its out-

making. 1681 K. FLEMING Fulfill. Script. (1801) I. 37 The
performance and outmaking of the Scripture. 1728 HKI.EN
AI.EXAXDKR Atttohiog. in Covenanters in South (1856) 349
Then I found the ontmaking of that word in Isaiah, I will

extend peace to her like a river.

tOu'ttnan, sb. Obs. [OUT- 2.] A dweller

without the bounds; an outsider; a member of

an out-company, one whose work is outride.

1493 Charter in A. Laing Lindorcs Abbey fy Ncwbargh.
xvii. (1876) 1 80 We ordane that no outman be maid burges
but consent of the said abbot & convent. 1570 Durham
DL~POS. (Surtees) 116 Sir Thomas., dyd rebuke this exanimate
for making any busynes in that parish, being an out man.
1793 SM KATUN Kdystonc L. 101 Kvery out-man to take all

opportunities of landing upon the rock to work. 1890
(KKUUSON Hist. Cttnibld. xiii. 217 No outman was to bring
flesh to the market unless he also brought the skin.

Outnia'U, v. rare. [OUT- 21.]
1. trans. To surpass in number of men, to out-

number.
1691 UKTMEL Providences of6^(1694) in We out-tunn'd,

out-gunn'd, and out-mann'd them.
2. To ontilo as a man, to excel in manly qualities.
18.. CAKI.VLH (Ogilvie 1882), In gigantic ages," finding

quite other men to outman and outstrip.

Outmaiiceu vre, -ver, v. [OUT- 18.] trans.

To outdo in manoeuvring ;
to get the better of by

superior strategy.
1799 SIR T. TiiouiiHiuGE 18 May in Nicolas Disp. Nelson

(1845) HI- 357 note
t

I will out-mano--iivre him there and
push him hard too. 1833 M.AHHYAT /J

. Simple xlvi, I

mean to light these fellows under sail, and out-manoeuvre
them, if I can. 1837 .Viw Monthly Mag. L. 204 He con-
trived to outmanoeuvre all her manoeuvres.

Outmantle to Outmapped: see OUT-.
Ou tmarch, sb. [OiT- 7.] A march out

upon an expedition; an advance.
1847 OKOTE Greece \. xxxiv. III. 230 The adventures . . on

the out-march and the home-march. 1849 [bid- ". Ixxxvii.
XI. 436 To meet Philip in any of his sudden out-marches.

1900 Daily News 5 Jan. 5/7 The Canadian Contingent had
for the out-march been placed in waggons.

261

' OutmaTCh, ''. [OUT- 1 8.] trans. To outdo
or outstrip in inarching ; .to march faster or farther

than
;
to march so as to leave behind.

1647 CLAKKNDON Hist. Kel: ii. S 40 The Horse had out-
marched the Foot. 1753 HANWAY Trav. (1762) II. xvi. i.

446 He would upon any emergency out -march his baggage.
1870 n<u'ly Wws 27 Dec., The Germans have hitherto out-
marched the French in this war.

Out-mark to Out-mate : see On-.
Outma'Ster, v. [OUT- iSb.] trans. To

overcome in a contest for mastery.
1799 H.GfKN'tY Cupid .y 1'syc/ic vi. 12 E'en in her shroud

ontmasters [i-tf. 2, o'ennasters] fear. 1860 SMII.KS Xilf-lItlp
vii. 171 Though your force he less than another's, yuu ei|iial
and outmaster your opponent if you continue it longer and
concentrate it more.

Outiua'tch, v. [OUT- 18 b.] trans. To be
more than a match for; to prove superior to; to

surpass, outdo.

1603 IkiiTON llirnitie Man (18791 M/2 In labour the
Oxe will out-toile him, and in suhtiltie the Foxe will out-
match him. 1845 KMII.Y BKONTK W'utheriiig Heights .\xi.

183 You'll own that I've out-matched Hindley there. 1885
Matich. Exam. 18 Mar. 5 't Their collective strength enor-

mously outmatches ours.

Out-match, at Cricket, etc. : sec On a. 3.

Outmea'SUre, v. [OUT- 18 c, or 21.] trans.

To exceed in measure or extent.

1646 SIR T. I^ROU'NE I'scud. Kp. v. xviii. 260 To attempt
perpetual! motions, and engines whose revolutions, .might
outlast the exemplary mobility, and outmeaslire time it

selfe. 1806 W. TAYLOR in Ann. AYr. IV. no Such masses
of property, as will outmcasure the estates of Russian
nobles. 1837 M Monthly .Uaf. XI, IX. 478 There are
some days that might outmeasnre years.

t Ou'tmer, a. Obs. Also 5 -mere. [Variant
ofUiMEK: cf. utinest. UTMOST.] Outer.
c 1400 1'ryincr 9 Mi sonic be fillid as wib inner fatnesse &

ontmer fatne.s. (11410 U'yclff's Bible Matt. viii. 12 ljut

the sones of the rewme schulen be cast out in to vtmcr
[!'. rr. vttermere, MS.Ilarl. 501 7 (a Z4Io)outmere]derknessis.
Out-merchant to Out-Mormon : see OUT-.

Outmost ^au'tmo'ist, -rrwst), a. Also 4 -raest.

[In origin, an altered form of ulmest, UTMOST,
assimilated to the positive OUT. Isolated instances

of this assimilation appear in ME., but outmost

was hardly an established form till after 1550.
Between ij75 an^ 1675, it gradually supplanted
utmost in the literal sense as superlative of out,
in which it is synonymous with outermost.]
1. Most outward, most external, situated farthest

out
; farthest from the inside or centre

; outermost.
13. . Cotr deL, 2931 That outemeste wallewas doun caste.

a 1390 II 'yclif's ISi/'lc Num. x.\ii. 39 (MS. liodl. 959) The
cytee, that was in the outmost [z>. rr. \ tmost, vttermoustj
coost of his kyngdom. 1565 STAI'LETON tr. Btfte's Hist. C/i.

ting. 140 b, This Nonne was alone . . in the outmost places
of the monasterie. 1578 UANISTER Hist. Man v. 83 The
first [coat] which is outmost groweth not stretely to the

body of the kidneys. 1607 MARKNAM Caval. i. (1617) 28
His outmost teeth of each side haue little black holes in the

top of them. 1653 WALTON Angler iv. no Lay the out-
most part of your feather next to your hook. 1707 C/trii's.

in llusl'. ff Card. 31 The first or outmost Skin is called the
Cuticle. 1810 SCOTT Latly of L. v. xii, Far past Clan-
Alpine's outmost guard. 1882 FARUAH Early Lhr. I. 4^2
IMflr, In the Temple all might enter the outmost court.

b. The sense 'most out', 'farthest out' is often

inseparable from that of ' most remote
',

'

farthest

off', utmost, uttermost, extreme.

1561 T. XOKION Calvin's lust. Table Script. Quota!.,

I^en unto the outmost parts of the earth. 1570 LKVINS
^uiip. 176/14 Outmoste, extrcmus. 1577 tr. />'/////;, >'*

l\\*dcs U592,' 10 From the very outmost cndes oi the
worlde.

c. ellipt. The extremes! part, the extremity.
1634 I'l-j.M.iiAM Ccntl. Kxcrc. i. xix. 63 Aristotle called it

t'orporis txtmmU&m, the extremitie or outmost of a body.
t 2. Final; most complete; = UTMOST a. 2,3. Obs.

1447 Rolls of 1'arll. V. 138/2 Greved, to ther outmost
destruction. 1587 T. HUGHES Misfort. Arthur in. iii, Loe,
here the last and outmost worke for blades.

t b. ellipt. The utmost point, degree, or limit
;

esp. in phr. to the outmost. 06s.

1671 True Nonconf. 506 After you have striven to the
outmost. 1685 .Scotch Proclain. 28 Apr. in Loud. C*az. No.
2032/3 They . . shall be punished with the outmost of
severity. 1692 SIR W. HOPE Fencing-Master 83 To the
outmost of my power.

Out-mount, etc. : see OUT-.

t Ou-t-mou:th, sb. Obs. [OUT- 6.] A pro-
jecting mouth.
1667 DiiYiH'.x Maiden Queen I. ii, A full nether lip, an

out-mouth, that makes mine water at it.

Hence -f Otrt-mou thed a. Obs. .

1698 J. COCKBUK* Hourignianism Detected i. ; She was
Out-mouthed, having Lips and Teeth somewhat big.

Ont-mouthv-mau-o'),!'. [OuT-iSor2i.] trans.
To outdo in mouthing, exceed in loudness ol sound.
a 1625 HOYS H'ks, (1630) 606 Though hypocrites out-mouth

av it were True Christians, in bragging of their familiarity
with God. 1849 J. WILSON

Cliristofhcr muter Can'-ass in
Blackiv. Mag. LXVI. 16 He sometimes out-mouths the big-
mouthed thunder at his own bombast,

I Outmove, v. 06s. [OUT- 18, iSb.]
1. trans. To surpass or exceed in moving.
'635 Qi AKLES Emkl. II. vi. 0718) 86 She'd lend the favour

should out-move The Troy-bane Helen, or the Queen of
love. 1761 STERNE Trist. Shandy III. xxxix, My father's

OUTNUMEN.
ideas ran on as much faster than the translation, as the
translation out-moved my uncle TobyV.
2. To defeat by a move, as in chess.
1860 FOHSTKR Gr. Reuwnstr, 197 Kvery move they made

was putmoved. 1887 Witness I.N. Y.) 13 Apr. 5 A game of

political chess, with the chances that the 1'roliibitiunists

will be oulmoved.

t Ou-tual 1. Obs. [Origin unascertained.
It may be orig. a place-name, but no suitable local name

!
has been found in France or the Low Countries.]
A kind of linen thread : see quot. 1812.
1662 Rook of Rates in Statutes at large (1786) II. 417

I.ions ur Pans thread, the bail, ..3; Outnall thread, the
dozen pound, ^3; .sisters thread, the pound, \^s. 1721

,
C. KING Hrit. Mcrch. I. 290 (An Account of Goods imported

|

from France 1686).. Onions, I'ease, Quails,.. Outnall Thred,
[

Ticking, Copperas. 1812 J. SMYTH Pract. Customs (1821)
'

257 Outnal is the Flemish and Dutch brown flaxen thread.

Out-name to Out-Nero: see OUT-.

t Outne'me, a. and adv. Obs. Also 3-4 ute-
1 nem(e, -nemes.utnemis. [f. OK. nt^ OUT adv. +

*##///#j ablaut dcriv. of niinan to take. The form
in -s is difficult to account for.] Exceptional,
special, extraordinary, immense.
a 1300 Cursor J/. 22591 (Edinb.) pe tend [sign] outntm,

[('. utenemes, G. vte-tan, /'. outane, Tr. uiit taken," es f"T
'

to neuin. Il'id. 4827 (Colt.* For }>is hunger it e.-> vtenem

j

\Gott. vte-neme, J-'airf. out-neme, rime b;<rn-t< me], //'it/.
1

iji5 (Gott.) A spi-in- Of a welle ^at es vtnemib \Cott. vie-

neniesl, par fra renis four grete stremis.

Outness (uu'tn<>s). [i. UCTrt^.or adj. + -M..-SS.]

j

1. The quality, fact, or condition of beinjj out or

external, csp. of being external to the percipient
'

or to the mind
; externality.

1709 Ui-.KKi-.i.i-.Y Tit. I'ision S 46 The ideas of sp;ice, out-

ness, and things placed at a distance. 1710 Priiic. Hunt.
J\'iu>i..'l. 43. 1804-6 SVD. SMITH Mor. Phitos. (1850) 5
\\ hen the mass of mankind hear,. that what mankind con-

; slder as their arms and legs, are not arms and legs, but
ideas accompanied with the notion of outness. i8zi
COLERIDGE in niaJ^o. Maf. X. 249 Outness is but the

feeling of otherness (alterity), tendered intuitive, or alterity
visually represented. 1864 C. M. INGLKHY hitrod. Mctaph.
i. S 12 Any luminous impression on the retina at once

j

excites the perception of outness. It is impossible to .say tu

what point this outness is relative.

2. Utterance, outward expression.
1851 ROBKKTSON Scnit. S,er. n. xi. (1864) 145 As if the

heart could not bear Us own burden, but must give it outness.

3. Occupation with or interest in what is without.
1861 J. I!KU\V\ florae Subs, Ser. n. Edttc. through Senses

486 Cultivate observation, energy, handicraft, ingenuity, out-
ness in boy.s so as to give them a pursuit as well as a study.

Out-nick, -night, etc. : see OUT-.

t Outni'm, v. (prep: Obs. [Our- 15.]
1. trans, lit. To take out. (Only as two words,
OK. lit niman, pa. t. nani nt : sec NIM v.}
2. To except.
(In the quot. the construction 1^ obscure.)

cizSoOM i/jr. Winchester in Ettg. Gilds (iS/ol 353 And
J>at ne no man out nyme by nu manere of fraunchise.

3. The imperative =
'except, leave out' is us-.d

prepositionally : cf. EXCEPT prep.
1340 Aycnb. 250 Alle |?e wyttes of }?e bodye, outnime ^>e

Ihordssip of rigte scele.

Outnoise (autnoi-z). v. [OL
TT- 21.] trans.

To outdo in making a noise, to excel in noisiness.

1639 FU.I.KK Holy War iv. vii. (1840) 188 If these two
orders had not helped to out-noise those supposed heretics

1676 SHAUWKLI, IMwtine v. \\'ks. 1720 II. 172, I warrant
you, when they cry out, let us out-noise 'em. 1846 K.
DIGHY Broiidst. //c;/., Tancrcdns II. 5 Horrible yells of

debauchery which out-noised the storm.

t Outno'me, pple. (prep.} Obs. Also 4 out-

yuome. The pa. pple. of OUTXJM (in lull out-

iioifiai), used in absolute constr. with a following
sb. or clause, so as to be at length viewed as a

prep, or conj. adv. = KxcKl'l ///., etc. 13. i, C. I.

Cf. OUT-TAKE(N.
1340 Aycnb. 221 Ine \>o slat me ssel l<iki chastete out-

ynome be dede of sjioushod. c 1350 in fcng. Gilds 350 In

hys hows, ober in u)er stede ; out-nome on to J?e mejTes
hows. Ibid. 3i pat non ne shal make hurdle werk, ..out-
noine J?at euenche fullere makye oon by ^ere.

Ou't-nook. [OUT- i.] An outlying comer;
an out-of-the-way or remote spot.
1598 SvLvtsTKR Du Rartas IT, ii. Cellmates 194 It's the

midst of the concentrik orbs Whom neuer angle nor out-
nook disturbs. 1620-55 1- JONICS Stoue-lleng (1725) 5

[That] they chose such an Out -nook or Corner as Anglesey.

Out-nose, etc. : see OUT-.

Outnumber, "v. [Oux- 21.] trans. To
exceed in number, to number more than. Hence

Outmrmbering/>//. a.

1670 DRYOKS Cou<j. Gratiada, i. i, Unarm'd and much
out-mimber'd we retreat. 1760-72 H. HKOOKK Fool o/Qual.
(1809) III. 82 They out-numbered us three to one. 1795
SOUTHEY Joan ofArc \. 423 Frequent and fierce the garrison
repell'd Their far out-numbering foes. 1879 FKOui>t_t>jar
xix. 322 He was besieging an army far outnumbering his own.

t Outmrmen,///. a. and adv. Obs, In 3 ut-.

[ME. ?;/-, oiitnninen, -notnen, pa. pple. of nt or out

ninten to take out, to except.]
A . adj. Exceptional, extraord inary , special ;

eminent; distinguished.
c 1200 OHMIN 163 Forr he schall ben utnumenn mann Inn

hali} lif & Isfe. Ibid. 460 Forr ^att ^ho shollde childenn an

Utnumenn child to manne. a 1225 Juliana. 7 As he hefde

bihalden. .hire utnumne, feire & freoliche 3uhe3e.



OUT OP.

B. adv. Exceptionally, especially.
a 1225 After, A'. 56 He dude J>reo vtnummen heaued

sunnen it deadliche. ^1230 11all Meid. 19 To singe J>at
swote song bat englene dream ut nurne murie,

Hence fUtnn'menly #<&/., exceplionally.specially.
c 1200 pR.Mix 12283, laetenn Jjatt tu cwemesst Godd Ut-

nuineimli; wijj]> alle.

Out of (Qxct$v) t prcp.phr, Also 1-4 ut of, 4-
out o, (7- o'), 4-7 out a; 4-6 oute, owt^e of.

[orig., and still in writing, two words, viz. the

adv. OUT followed by the prep. OF (in its primary
sense = from). In analysis out of is precisely on
the same level with the obs. down of, up of, and
the current forth of, outfrom, out (o, down from,
and other instances of an adv. followed by a prep,
which defines its relation to an object. But in OE.
as in OS. and the Scandinavian langs. lit of COS.,
OX. At af, Sw. ut af, Da. ud af} became the

regular equivalent of I,, ex, Gr. *, (K (while Ger.
and Dn. used the adv. itself as a prep.) ;

out 0/"has
thus acquired a unity of sense and also of pro-
nunciation, which entitle it to separate treatment,

whereby also its own sense-development can be
more distinctly exhibited.
The history of out of \^ partly parallel to that of in to, with

the differences that the latter is now written into as one

word, and that out 0/"is the opposite, not only of into., but
also of the static in. One reason why out <7/"has not needed
to be written as one word may be that the distinction now
made between into and in to is in the case of out expressed
by out (j/*and outfrom ; thus

*

they came in to me, into my
house

',
'he went out from me, out of my house'.]

I. Of motion or direction. (Opp. to into?)
1. lit. From within (a containing space or lhing\
^893 K. /KU--KED Oros. vi. xxxviii. i Hie aforan ut of

|>zre byrig, ^900 tr - Kxdas Hist. iv. xviii. [xvi.J (1890)
308 pa nujon oa cneohtas ut of ba:m ealonde. 1154 O. K.
Chron. an. 1137 Sume flugen ut of lande. -1290 ticket

343 in S, Eug. Leg. I. 116 pe king ovt of Noremandie cam
In-to Knguelonde. 11440 Sir Degrev. 899, I shall teche
the a gyn Out of this cartel to wyn. 1450 W. SOMSER in

Four C. Eng. Lett. 4 Yn the syght of all his men he was
drawyn ought of the grete shippe. 1560 DAUS tr. Sleidanes
Coiniit. 163!), [Hu] plucketh out of his bosonie a lether bagge,
and takynge out of it certen letters, hasteth out of the
doers. 1618 S. WARD lethro's lustice (1627) n, I wonder
not that Christ, .whipt out the chapmen out of the Temple.
1742 H. WAI.POLE Lett. I. 156 Every body is going out of
town. 1819 SCOTT Iranhoe xliii, To scourge out of thee
this boyish spirit of bravado. 1871 M. COLLINS Mrq. <y

Merch. I. i. 8 It has. .cut an awkward cantle out of my
property. 1871 Punch 2 Mar. 88/1 He fairly laughed the
Kill out of the House.

b. Of direction ; From within ; so as to point,

project, or lead away from.
c 1400- [see COME :'. 64 d]. 1560 1)A us tr. Slridane"s Comm,

163 b, Lookynge downe out of the stowffc wyndowe [I., ex
hypocaustifenestra} into the courte. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny
II. 278 It groweth ordinarily vpoti rockes bearing out of the
*ea. 1874 FARRAR Christ I. 476 Minarets rising out of their

groves of palm and citron. 1885 RITA Like Diaris Kiss i.

7 Room after room, one opening out of another.

c. From among (a number), from the group of.

f Arith. From (in subtraction^.

1594 HOOKER Eccl. Pol. Pref. ii. i Officers chosen by the

people yearly out of themselves. 1594 BLUNDEVIL Exert. \.

iii. (1636) 7 Take 7 out of 14 and there remaineth 7. 1761.
HuME///i7. Eng. (1826) II. xi. App. ii. n6The Jew engaged
to pay one mark out of every seven that he should recover.

1883 .\Janch, Exam. 29 Nov. 5/1 There are three.. courses

open to us, and out of these we have to make our choice.

2. From within (the space to which action, influ-

ence, or presence extends) ;
from within the range of.

a 1300 Cursor M. 2073 pou do be suith out o my .sight.
c 1425 Lvixi. Assembly of Gods 96 Let hym nat escape out
of your daungere. 1535 COVEKDALE 2 Chron, vii. 20 This
house. . wil I cast awaye out of my presence. 1748 Anson's

I'oy. ii. v. 171 They flattered themselves they were got out
of his reach. 1813 WELLINGTON in Gurw. Desp. (1838) XI.
62 Filing out of sight of the trenches.

3. From (a condition or state, bodily or mental);
from one literary form (e. g. prose or verse) or one

language (into another).
(1205 LAY. 359 pat he heom wolde leaden, .put of Jwowe-

clome. 1390 (JOWKR Conf. I. 47 And I abreide Riht as a
man doth out of slep. c 1485 Digly Myst. \. 197, I put the
owt of dought. 1490 CAXTON Eneydos Colophon, The boke
of Kneydos-.whiche bathe be translated oute of latyne in

to fren^he, And oute of frenshe reduced in to Englysshe

by
me wylliam Caxton. 1560 DAUS tr. Sleidane's Comm. 5

Nor exclude out of his favour one that were willyng to
amende. 1607 J. XORDEN Surv. Dial. \\, 67 To bring him
out of conceite with the goodness and validitie thereof. 1849
MACAULAY Hist. Eng. iv. I. 433 His majesty, .was thought
by the physicians to be out of danger. 1887 HALL CAINK
Coleridge i. as The severe teacher who flogged him out of
his infidelity ridiculed him out of false taste in poetry.

b. From (a post or office).
a 1592 GjJKKNKtVtW ;(,'<</ Greene Wks. 1831 II. 10^, I shall be

turned out of mineoffice. 1607 SHAKS. 'Pinion i. it. 207 Well,
would I were Gently put out of Office, before I were forc'd

out. Mod. They were worried out of their professorships.
4. From (a possession, property r tenet, etc.) :

expressing deprivation.
1500-20 DUNHAR Poems xiii. 33 Sum is put owt of his

possessioun. 1560 DAI-S tr. Sleidane's- Comm. 280 They
were taken all and striped out of their ^irimire. 1604 SIIAKS.

Oth. iv. ii. 188, I haue wasted my selfe out of my meanes.

1694 ATTERHUKY Serin., Prov. xiv. 6 (1726) 1. 198 To be

talk'd out of their Pleasures and their Privileges, a 1782
lit. NEWTON Dissert, xxii. Wks. II. 462 Cajoled and flattered

262

out of their estate, out of their reputation, out of their under-
standing. 1875 [see CHEAT v. 2].

6. From i^a source or origin) : either implying
literal motion, 01 fig. derivation. AUo of a horse,
etc. in reference to its dam.
(1475 I\ aufCtnfyar 16 The winde blew out of the Kist.

'535 COVEKDALE Matt. xii. 37 Out of thy wordes thou shalt
be notified. 1568 GRAFTUN Chron. I. 119 Mahomet.. came
out of a base stock. 1611 TOL-RNEUR^M. Trag. iv. iii, Ifvow
argue merely out of nature Doe yow not degenerate from
that. 1662 STII.UXGFL. Orig. Sacr. \. iii. 10 He quotes
it out of Pliny. && Sporting Mag. XLVIII. 185 She. .was
got by Midnight, out of a small well-bred mare. 1870 J. H.
NEWIUN Grant. Assent 11. x. 451 That availableness arises
out of their coincidence, and out of what does that coinci-

dence arise? 1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) III. 34 He should

get money out ol the Greeks before he assisted them.
b. From (something) as a cause or motive: As

the result or effect of ; because or by reason of, on
account of.

1561 T. HOHV tr. CnstiglioHcs Courtycr \. (1577) E vj, But
wee.. do binde our seines wyth certaine new lawes out of

purpose. 1591 SIIAKS. Two Gent. v. iv. 89 My master

charg'd me 10 dcliuer a ring to Madam Siluia: w e (out of

my neglect) was neuer done. 1690 Dcf. Rights Univ. Oxford
Pref., Not only out of respect to ourselves but out of kind-
ness to the City. 1800 WELLINGTON Let. to Lieut. Col.
Close in Gurw. Desp. (1837) I. 80 As you come only out of

compliment to me. 1880 MCCARTHY Oivn Times Hl.xxxvii.

138 The crowds go for the most part out of curiosity.

C. From ^the material ol which a thing is made
or constructed) ;

= OF 20.

1605 SHAKS. Lear i. iv. 146 Nothing can be made out
of nothing. 1764-7 LYTTELTON lien. II 11771) III. iv. 94
A fort.. erected out of the ruins of that most ancient city.

1842 MACAULAY Ess., Mathiavclli (1887) 31 Out of his

surname they have coined an epithet for a knave, and out
of his Christian name a synonym for the Devil. 1866 SAI.\

tnirkary ir2 The feasibility of twisting a rope out of the
sands of the Sahara. Mod. She made them out of old cigar-
boxes.

fd. Arising from (in time or succession) ;
from

being (so and so), after being. Obs.
J4Z3 J A - 1 Kingis Q. iv, Discryvmg fir>t uf his pro- pcritee,

And out of that his infelicitee. 1638 Juxirs Paint. .indents

58 He became a very great philosopher out of a shamefully
deboist ruffian.

6. With ellipsis of verb got
or the like, esp. in

imperative uses. Ont of (\he house, etc.) with :

put, or have oat of(the house, etc.}. Cf.Oi'Ta^. 13.
c 1400 Lanfranc's Cimrg. 195 pal }>ere niowe noon eir out

J>erof. 1470-85 MALORY Arthur\\\. xx, He wille neueroute
of this countrey vntyl that he haue me ageyne. 1598 SIIAKS.

Merry if. iv. ii. 193 Out of my doore, you Witch, you
Ragge..out, out. 1610 Temp. \. \. 29 Out of our way I

say. 1656 TKAPP Expos. 2 Cor. x. 5 Out of doors with
this Hagar. 1692 R. L'KSTRANGE "Joscphns, Antie], iv. viii.

(1733) 92 It will never out of their Memories. 1886 W. J.
TUCKER E. Europe 71 Out of my carriage, at once, you dog !

7. From ont of: see Ywntprtp. 15 c.

c 1375 St. Leg. Saints ii. (Paittus) 400 Fra owt of grece
com mony men To rowme. 1594, 1789 hee FKOM prt-p. 15 c],

II. Of position. (Opp. to/;/.)
8. //'/. Not within (a space or containing thing),

beyond the confines of, outside.
It may express the position resulting from the motion in

sense i, or that of opposition to inward motion, or simple
position with respect to a boundary.
01350 \\~ill. Paterae 1691 Hold 3011 01131 of heie gates

for happes, i rede. 1583 HOLLVBASD Campo di Fior 73 My
mother is out of the house. 1595 SHAKS. John iv. i. 17 So
I were out of prison, and kept Sheepe I should be merry
as the day is long. 1711 STEELE Spect. No. 141 P 2 While
I was out of Town, the Actors have flown in the Air.

1802-12 KENTNAM Ration. Judic. Evid. (1827) IV. 604 Out
of I'ritish ground, it would be difficult to form an idea^f
the pitch to which the grievance .. has been raised in

England. 1860 Miss YONGE Stokcsley Secret ix. (1880) 260
It was the first time that Christabel had seen her out of
her beplumed hat.

b. On the outer side of, outside, rare.

1777 SHERIDAN Sch. Scand. in. iii, The bough-pots out of
the window.

c. At a (specified) distance from, away from i

(a containing space, as a town, or the like).

1420 H. STAFFORD in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. iv. I. 66 The
which Abbey ys but a lege ou}t of Mayn. 1459 Rolls of
Parlt, V. 369/2 At Newcastell, but vi myle oute of Kggles-
hall, where the Quene and the Prynce then were. 1625
A. WHEELOCK in Usshcr's Lett. (1686) 329 He is but Four
Miles dwelling out of Cambridg. 1798 CHARLOTTE SMITH

Yng. Philos. IV. 215 He said that Mr. Brownjohn's villa

was a little out of the road. 1863 MRS. CAKLYI.E Lett. III.

154 Kaling, some seven miles out of London.

d. (Taken) from among, (^occurring) among or

in (a number).
Expressing the result of the motion in i c.

1562 in \V. H. Turner Select. Rcc. Oxford 291 Three

persons owte of the xiij for the tyme beinge. 1766 GOLUSM.
I'ic. It', iii, Out of fourteen thousand pounds we had but
four hundred remaining. 1866 SALA Uarbary 89 To shut

up the shops one day out of the seven. 1875 JOWETT Plato

(ed. 2) I. p. xx, When one epistle out of a number is spurious.

9. Outside the local range of (sorrc action or

faculty) ; as, out of reach, sight, hearing^ presence.
c 1450 tr. DC Imitations \. xxiii. 30 Whan man is oute of

si^t, sone he passib oute of mynde. a 1500 MKUWALL
Nature (Ilrandl) 11. 796 So that I may stand out of daunger
Of gon shot. 1712 ADDISON Spect. No. 407 Fa He is placed
quite ont of their hearing, a 1766 MRS. F. SHERIDAN Sidney
r>idulph IV. 92 Put up on a shelf, .to be out of both their

reaches. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. EH$. \. I. 549 The entrance
of the Zuyder Zee was out of their jurisdiction. 1882 Times
12 July 5 Our gunboats., were supposed to be out of range.

OUT OF.

10. Outside the limits of (something non-material
which has definite bounds), as out of the Chunk,
the Christianfaith, confession^ marriage, wedlock,

apprenticeship, etc.

1430 Hymns I'irg. (1867) 120 Bettyr they were to be
oute off lyve. 1456 SIR G. HAVE Lmv Arms (S. T. S.)

104 Thame that ar out of the faith of Jhesu Crist. 1495
Aft ii Hen. /'//, c. 2 5 Noon apprentice.. [shall] pley. .

at the Tenys..in no wise out of Cristmas. 1561 T. Houv
tr. Castiglioncs Courtyer in. 1,1577) P vij, This communica-
tion now is out of the purpose that I went about. 1565-72
COOPER Thesaurus, Furto concc^tns, . . begotten out of

maiyage. 1713 STEELE Englishm. No. 3. 19 The Church of

England is intirely out of the
Dispute. 1829 CARLVLK Misc.

(1857) II. 75 There is no Time and no Space out of the mind.

1849 LINGARD Hist. Eng. (1855) VII. App. 277/1 Greenway
. . declares . . that Hates never spoke one word to him on the

subject, either in or out of confession.

b. Outside the bounds or sphere of, beyond (some
condition of things), as ont of number, measure,

comparison, reason, belief, doubt, question, dispute,
the common, the ordinary, the ttsual, etc.

a 1425 Cursor J\f. 13166 (Trin.\ I aske be nouj>er hous ny
londe Ny noon obere Jnng out of resoun. 1535 COVKRDALE
2 Esdras iii. 7 Of him came .. people, & kynreddes out of
nombre. 1551 ROBINSON tr. Mows Vtop. \. (1895) 22 A man
doubteles owte of comparison. 1581 J. HELL Haddwis
Anirw. Osor. 136 b, It is out of all controversie that Adam
.. was endued with wonderful! and absolute freedome of
will. 1615 BEDWELL tr. Mc/iam. Imp. i. g 10 That is out of
doubt true. 1801 STRUTT Sports <V Past. n. iii. 94 Time
out of mind. 1807 SOUTHKY Esfirielta's Lett. III. 146 His
celestial history is more out of the Common. 1849 MACAU-
I.AY Hist. Eng. vi. II. 109 It was therefore out of the power
of the government to silence the defenders of the established

religion. 1893 Law /V/wwXCV. 29/2 It was expected that
the meeting., would be a little out of the ordinary.

c. Not in the proper direction or track of, off

the line of; having deviated from. Esp. in phrase:*

expressing deviation or error : cf. OUT adv. 20 b.

i6pt W. NICHOLLS Answ. Naked Gospel 57, I am afraid
he is a little out of his Chronology again. 1719 L)E FOE
Crusoe i. xii, I was perfectly out of my duty. 1806 SURR
M f

inter in Lond. I. 190
'

Upon my honour', said the

captain,..' I am quite out of my cue here!' 1896 'J'. L.
].)K VIXNE Moxoti's Meek. Exerc.* Printing 403 Some
characters must purposely be out of drawing.

d. Out of it\ not employed or included in (some
action or affair) ; also, astray from the truth or
* true inwardness' \

1884 rail Mall G. 18 June 4/1 Indeed,
' C '

Troop . . has
been rather 'out of it' in the matter of field service. 1889
Spectator 28 Dec., The ability to quit the centre of affairs,
to stand ' out of it

'

without bitterness or spite.

11. Not in (a physical or mental state or con-

dition) ; without, free from, or destitute of (a

quality, etc.).

1340 Ayenb. 150 pet . . makeb Jxine man al oute of wj'tte.
c 1400 Lanjranc's Cirurg. 194 pe skyn is out of his propir
colour, c 1449 PECOCK Repr. 11. x. 207 Thei ben out of eese,
whanne thei seen tho deedis .. doon. 1470-85 MALORY
Arthur iv. xxiii, Wei nyghe slice was oute of her mynde.
1568 GRAKTON Chron. I. 170 His whole arniye was quite
disordered and out of aray. 1639 FULLER Holy U'ar n.
xi. (1647) 58 A froward old woman who was never out of

wrangling. 1685 DKYUEN Threw. August. 17 It took us

unprepared and out of guard, a 1745 Swin Direct, to Ser.
vants Wks. (1869) 568/1 Her mouth is out of taste. 1893
EARL DUNMORE l\unirs II. 105 Our horses being out of
condition. Mod. It was foolish to try it, when he was out.
of training.

b. Not in (use, employment, service, office, work,

etc.) ; usually with the implication of having been,
or being normally, in the condition in question.
1743 HULKELEY & CUMMINS I'ty. S. Seas Pref. 13 When

they were out of Pay, they look'd upon themselves as their

own Masters, a 17^4 GOLDSM. Sitrv, Exp. Philos. (1776) I.

155 In short these kind of pendulums are now entirely out
of use. 1776 Trial ofXitndo^otnar 60/1, I was out of em-
ployment, and obliged to come here to seek it. 1812 LADY
GRANVILLE Lett. (1894) II. 38 Two governesses out of place.
Mod. Many people are now out of work and in want.

12. Having lost, parted with, or been deprived
of (something previously or normally possessed) ;

destitute of, without.

1599 SHAKS. Hen. /',ni.vii. 163 These English areshrowdly
out of Beefe. 1601 All's l\'cll \. iii. 42, I am out a friends

Madam. 1653 UOGAN Mirth Chr. Life 271 If they be in

poverty .. yet shall they not be .. cleane out of cash. 1822

W. IRVING Hraceb. //a//(iS23) II. 64 He returned not long
since, out of money, and out at elbows, a 1845 HOOD Our
I'illage 24 It's ten to one she's out of every thing you ask.

1856 WHVTK MELVILLE Kate Cov. ,\iv, He is sadly out of
wind before he reaches the first landing.
13- Taken from, extracted from, derived from

(spec, in giving the dam of a horse : cf. 5) ;

fmade from.
a 1400-50 Alexander 86 Segis of many syde oute of sere

reinys. 1606 SHAKS. Tr. *y Cr. i. i. 15 Hee that will haue
a Cake out of the Wheate, must needes tarry the grinding.
1611 //'//. T. i. ii. 122 They say it is a Coppy out of
mine. i6$a NEEDHAM tr. Seldens Mare Ct. 82 The Cus-
toms out of this Sea were very great. 1711 ADDISON Sped.
No. 121 FS, I shall add to this Instance out of Mr. Locke
another out of the learned Dr. More. 1856 LEVER Martins
ofCro M. 221 She's out of Crescent that ran a very good
third for the Oaks. 1881 K. D. HKICKWOOD in Encycl.
Jirtt. XII. 184/9 lioth grandsons of Kclipse and both out of
Herod mares.

14. Out of is used phrascologieally with many
sbs., as BREATH, CONCEIT, COCNTENANCK, DOUBT,
EMPLOY, FASHION, FRAME, H AND,



OUT-OF-DATE,

JOINT, KEEPING, MIND, ORDER, PLACE, POCKET,

PRINT, REPAIR, SEASON, SENSE, SORT(S, SQUARE,
TEMPER, TIME, TRIM, TUNE, USE, VOICE, WIT(S,
WORK, etc. : see under the sbs. themselves. \Yhen
these expressions are used attributively, they be-

come adjective phrases : see III.

Ill, Out-of- with a sb., used attrib. as an adjec-
tive phrase. When* such a phrase as out of the

way is used predicatevely, as in *the place lies

rather out of the way', the elements are written

apart, but when used attrib. as in
' a curious out-

of-the-way place*, the elements are hyphened and
the whole becomes an adjective phrase. The
number of these is indefinite. Besides the more

frequent, as OUT-OF-DATE, OCT-OF-DOOfifo OUT-OF-

FASHION, OUT-OF-TIME, OUT-OF-THE-WAY, treated

among the main words, mention may be made of

out-of-boitnds > ont-of-centre^ ont-of-elbows (erron.
for ont-a(~ell>ows}, ont-of-employment^ out-of-focns,

out-of-humour, out-of-joint, out-of-livery, out- of-

place, ottt-of-pocket, out-of-print, out-of~reach, ottt-

of-school, MIf-of-season, out-of-the-beaten-track, oitt-

of-thc-common, out-of-the-world^ ottt-of-town ,
out-

of-tune,otit-of-nse,oitt-of-ivork (also j/'.), etc. Some-
times derivatives are formed from these, as out-

of-humoitrness, out-of-jointness, oitt-of-the-ivorld-

is/i, oitt-of'townish, out-of-tuneness, -tunish, with

catachrestic variants, as ont-of-fashionedt out-of-
humoured.
1895 rail Mall G. 15 Oct. 9/1 That long and perilous hole

between the *out-of-bounds field on the one side and the

broken, rabhit-burrowed ground on the other. 1897 Westin.

Gaz. 20 May 5/3 When one looks at these *out-of-elbow
men slouching along. 1890 Afit rray's M^ag. Aug. 2^0 An
air of decadence, almost of *out-of-elbowne.ss. 1898 Westm.
Gaz. 14 Feb. 8/2 *Out-of-employment claims rose from ^441
..in 1896 to ,710 last year. 1891 Anthonys Photogr.
Bull. IV. 48 Persons who admire *out-of-focus art. 1675
WYCHFRLF.Y Country Wife n. i, Kvery raw, peevish, *oui-

of-humoured, affected.. fop. 1803 W. TAYLOR in Robberds
Mem. I. 441 Much allowance is due to liurnett's *out-of-
humourness. 1899 Westin. Gaz. 13 June 4/3 That it is a
'cursed spite' which sets him to remedy the *out-of-joint
time. 1846 Ecclesiohgist V. 142 *Out-of-Hvery servants

might be admitted. 1822 LAMH Etta Ser. i. Roast Pig, \

blamed my. ,*out-of-place hypocrisy of goodness. 1885 Law
Times Rep. LII. 545/1 The plaintiffs .. incurred various
*out-of-pocket expenses. 1896 N. <y Q. 25 Apr. Advt., All

*out-of-print books speedily procured. 1891 M. O'RELL
Frenchm. in Amer. 318 As one might gaze at some coveted
but *out-of-reach fruit. 1867 J. W. HALES in Farrar
Ess. Lib. Editc. 308 Pupils who enjoyed so few *out-of-
school advantages. 1900 Westin. Gaz. 27 July 5/3 Never
. . has there been such an *out-of-season demand for domestic
fuel. 1890 HATTON By Order of Czar (1891) 91 She., was
a pleasant, cultured, odd, *out-oi"-the-common hostess. 1775
MRS. GRANT Lett. Jr. Mount. (1807) I. xxiv. 188 My *out
of the world education. 1874 LISLK CARR Jud. Guynne \.

iv. 127 Living in such an out-of-the-world place. 1895
SAINTSBUKV Ess, Eng. Lit. Ser. u. 103 De Quincey was
still more bookish and *out-of-the-worldly. 1825 HONK
Rvety-day Hk. \. 950 My own 'out-of-town single-room.
1891 Boston Daily Globe 24 Mar. 5/8 Out of town people
sending to us for wines. 1789 \VoLCOTT(P. Pindar) Ld. B.

<y Eunuch Wks. 1792 III. 112 Now came an x
"out-of-tunish

note. 1900 Miss BKOUGHTON Foes in Law xx. 291 Her
tone expresses such utter

*out-of-tuneness that he look-^ at

her, startled. 1887 National Rev. Mar. 63 *Out-of-work
and sick allowances. 1888 Pall Mall G. 25 Aug. i/i To
provide employment for the out-o'-works.

Ou't-of-da'te, adj. phr. [See OUT OF III and
DATE sb. 27.] That continues to exist beyond its

proper date or time
; obsolete.

1628 KARLE Microcosm.^ Blunt JA* (Arb.) 55 Hee sweares
olde out of date innocent othes. a 1684 LEIGHTON .SV<;//. Wks.
(1868) 528 This was to him out-of-date useless stuff. 1887
Spectator 10 Mar. 395/1 There are chapters in this out-of-

date book that deserve to be studied.

Ou't-of-doOT, -doOTS, adj. and sb.phr. Also
out o* dpor( s. [The advb. phrase out of doot\s

(see OUT OF III, DOOR 5 a, and A-DOOUS) used

attrib., or subst. ;
in the attrib. use the form out-of-

door is the more common.
The earlier form of the phrase was out at ttwris, to which,

however, the attrib. use appears not to go back.]

A. adj. 1. That is outside the house, in the

open air ; done or grown in the open air
;
for use

outside the house.
a. 1800 HELENA WELLS Constantia Ntirille (ed. 2) II. 94

Ignorance of the routine of out-of-door business. 1845
FlorisCs Jrnl. 115 If out-of-door varieties are most desirable.

1876 HRISTOWE Th. $ Pract. Med. (1878) 854 Moderate out-
of-door exercise.

ft. 1831 Edin. Rev. LI V. 308 The reform . .arms us against
the out-of-doors poacher. 1855 MRS. GASKELL North $ S.

ii, Her out-of-doors life was perfect. Her in-doors life

had its drawbacks. 1883 A. THOMAS Modern Housewife 67
The question of out-of-doors garments for children.

fig* l8SS LOKCF. in Life (1891) II. 288 What an expansive,
sunny, out-of-door nature Kossini has !

Q.wsptc. a. Outside the Houses of Parliament;
b. Carried on or given outside a workhouse, as

out-of'door relief.
i8oa CANNING in G. Rose's Diaries (1860) 1. 501 No out-of-

doors' measure., will attain the end. 1838 DICKENS^. Twist
.Yxiii, Don't you think out-of-door relief a very bad thing?
1897 MOKLEY in Daily Ntvvs 4 Oct. 8/2 Out-of-doors or
extra Parliamentary speaking. Mr, Pitt .. only made one

263

out-of-door speech in all his career, and that was a speech
. . of three sentences only.
B. sl>. (the adj. used ellipt.) The world outside

the house ; the open air; alsoy^.
1856 WHVTK MELVILLE Kate Cov. xi, I'm fond of the

l>eaiitifu! 'out-of-doors', instead of the fireside. iSsSCrLKNNY
Card. Ei'ery-day lik. 87/2 To provide Cucumber plants for
out-of-doors. 1895 0*ttMg-(U. S.) XXVI. 34/2 It was the
untamed luxuriance of the out-of-doors that we love.

Hence Otrt-of-doo*rer nonce-wd., one who is or

goes out-of-doors.
a 1845 Hoon To St.Siwthin iv, A dripping Pauper crawls

along the way, The only real willing out-of-doorer.

Ou't-of-fa'slli<m, adj. phr. [See OUT OF III.]
That is no longer in fashion or fashionable.
a 1680 BUTLER Rein. (1759) II. 148 How to drink, and how

to eat No out-of-fashion Wine or Meat. 1805 I,u. MOIKA
in Moore Mem. (1853) I, 185 One of the out-of-fashion pieces
of furniture fit to li.mire in the steward's room. 1895 Daily
A'c-ws 13 May 2/3 Inferior, out-of-fashion goods.

So, in same sense, f Out-of-fashioned (cafac/ir.
after oki-fashioned^ etc.).

1673 WYCHKKLKY dcntleman Dancing-Master n. ii, P.ash-
ful ness is the only out-of-fashioned thing that is agreeable.
X739 Wks. Learned I. 59 He has not even neglected the
most out-of-fashion 'd Works of this Kind.

Out-office (au-t|(?:fis). [f.Oi'T- i + OFFICE^. 9.]
An outside building forming one of the offices of

a mansion, farm-house, etc.; an outhouse.
1624 MASSINGEK Renegado \\. vi, There are so many lobbies,

Out-offices, and dispartations, here IJehind these Turkish
hangings. 1741 RICHARDSON Pamela I. 233 While the Cook
was sent to the Out-offices to raise the Men. 1890 Guardian
29 Oct. 1704/2 Two fine rooms for boys' and girls' school,
staircases, out-offices.

Ou't-of-the-Way, adj. phr. [The advb.

phrase out of the way (see OUT OF III and WAY
sb.}, used attrib.']

1. Remote from any great highway or frequented
route ; remote from any centre of population, tin-

frequented, secluded.

[1483 Cat/i. Angl. 264/2 Oute of way, aithts, dcithts.} 1797
MRS. RADCLin-'E Italian xii, Nobody would think of building
one in such an out-of-the-way place. 1838 DICKENS O.
Twist xlii, The very out-of-the-wayest house I can set eyes
on. 1866 .V. * Q. 3rd Ser. IX. 437/2 The original nautical
tradition is still preserved by out-of-the-way people.
2. Seldom niet with, unusual, far-fetched

; hence,

extraordinary, odd, peculiar, remarkable, oittrt*.

1704 N. N. tr. Hoecalini's Adrts.fr. Pamass. II. To Kdr.,
A short Collection of the Polite out of the way Expressions,
which are to be met with in their Half Sheet Specimen.
1711 STKELE Spect. No. 296 F7 My out-of-the-way Capers,
and some original Grimaces. 1782 MAO. D'AHBLAY Lett,
1 5 Oct., I know you love to hear particulars of all out-of-the--

way persons. 1808 Scorr Antobiog.\\\ Locjthart S, Surprise
at the quantity of out-of-the-way knowledge which I dis-

played. 1886 J. K. JEKOME Idle Thoughts 11889) 63 To hit

upon an especially novel, out-of-the-way subject.
3. Departing from the proper path; devious.
a 1732'!'. BOSTON Crook in Lot(i8o$) n There is. .nothing

more apt to occasion out-of-the-way steps. 1825 BROCKETT
JV. C. (r/oss., Out o the ivay,., wayward.
4. Comb., as out-of-the-way tempered, odd-

tempered.
1717 MRS. CEXTLIVRE Bold Strokefor Wife i. i, The most

whimsical, Out-of-the-way tempered man 1 ever heard of.

Hence Ou-t-of-the-way 'ness.
1800 COLERIDGE Unpubl. Lett., to J. P. EstUn (1884) 81

My own subtleties, .lead me into strange.. transient out-of-

the-waynesses. 1887 KUSKIN Prxterita II. ii. 61 My father
and mother's quiet out-of-the-wayness at first interested,
soon pleased, and at last won them.

t Ou't-of-ti'me, adj. phr. Obs. [See OUT OF .

III.] Not suitable to the time, unseasonable.

1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 257 b/2 We wold haue. .drowned
yow T>y cause your dissolute & oute of tyme ianglyng.

Out-old, -open, -oven : see OUT-.

Outoutn, obs. Sc. form of OUTWITH.

Out-O'ver, outoirr, out-ower, prep, and
adv. Now only Sc. Forms : 4-6 out^e ouer,
etc. (see OUT and OVER); 4 out-our, owtour,
4-6 outour, 5 cutter, 5-6 owttour, ?8 out-oer,

8-9 out owre, 9 out ower, out-ower, outower.

[f. OUT adv. + OVER//*/. Cf. ATOUR.]
A. prep. 1. a. ( )f motion or direction : orig.

With the force of both words
; also (more weakly)

Over, across.

a 1300 Cursor M. 19720 (Edin.) In a lepe man lete him
dune out ouir [Cott. t (ifftt. vte ouer ; Fairf. out ouer] \>c

wallisofbetune. 1375 HARBOUR Bruce VIM. 393 He thoucht
weill that he vald fair Outour the month [i. e. the Grampians]
vith his men^e. ^1475 Hahees Bk. 148 Oute ouere youre
dyssheyour heede yee nat hynge. 1560 HOLLAND Crt. Venus
\\. 193 Furth can lie fair Out ouir the bent. 1785 BURNS
Halloween xxvi, An in' the pool Out-owre the lugs she

plumpit.
rtiSxo TANNAIUI.L My Mary Poems 127 Down

frae the hank out-owre the lea.

b. Of position : Over, above.

13.. Cursor M. 11489 Vte ouer bat bus fcn stode he stern.

1513 DOUGLAS sEncis v. ill 65 The remanent of the roweris
..With armis reddy outour lhair airis fald. 1785 BURNS
Death fy Dr. Hornbook iv. The rising moon began to glowr
The distant Cumnock hills out-owre. 1858 M. PORTEOUS
Souter Johnny n To crack a joke. .Out ower a gill.

f2. fig. a. Of degree: Over, above; in a position
of superiority to

;
more than ; beyond. 0/>s.

a 1300 Cursor M. 19625 (Edin.) It es to J>e oute ouir [O'//.,
Gdtt. vte ouer] mijte Ogain \>\ stranger for to fiste. 1375

OUT-PEEP.
HARBOUR Bruce ix. 489 Tharfor had he outour his pens
renowne. ?i7-. Karl Richard's Daughter xliv. in Child
Ballads (1892) viii. cclii. H. 405/1 And there he saw that lady
gay, The flower out-oer them a'.

t b. In transgression of. Obs.

13.. Cursor M. 6526 (Colt.) Vt ouer |>e forbot [C. Again
be forboilj sua fai dide.

B. adv. Over; across; outside.

13.. Cursor M. 3930 He lai on be ta side o fluni Jordan,
And send his aglit vte-ouer ilkan. 1785 HTHNS flalloiveen

xix, He .. tumbl'd \vi' a wintle Out-owre that night. 1818
Edin. Mag. Oct. 327 (Jam.) To stand ouhnver, to stand

completely without the inclosure, house, etc.

Outpace (autpji's ,
v. [Our- 14, 18.]

1 1. tntr. To pass or go out. Obs. rare.

r 1572 GASCOICNE Hearbes, I 'ay. Holland Wks. (1587) 167
The number cannot from my mind outpace.
2. trans. To outwalk or outrun, to exceed in

speed ; to outstrip in any race or rivalry.
1611 ranctryr. I'erses in Coryafs Crudities, A worke..

that doth all other workes out-pace A furlong at the least.

1798 SOIHEBY tr. Iceland's Ol<enm (1826) J. 61 Yet will thy
heart at times thy head outpace. 1877 CI.KRY Minor Tactics
ii. 37 The enemy followed at full speed.. but were outpaced.

Out-paint, v. [OUT- 18.] trans. To outdo
or surpass in painting, to pnint more or better

than. (In quol. 1689 To outdo in painting oneself.';

1689 SIIAIIWKLL r-nry /'. 11. Wks. 1720 IV. 146 You and
your daughter are notorious for out -pain ting all tin- Christian

Je/ebels in England. 1826 Svo. S.MIIH ]\'k$. (.1859) " 97/ 1

.Mr. Jackson strives to out-paint Sir Thomas.

Out-paragon, -paramour: see OUT- 22.

Ou t-pa:rish. [OUT- i.] a. A parish lying
outside the walls or municipal boundaries of a city
or town, though for some purpose consideied to

belong to it. b. An outlying parish.
1577-87 HOUNSIIF.D Chron. III. 1212/1 There died in the

citie and out parishes of all diseases one hundred tiftie and
two. 1659 Hitrttms Diary (1828) IV. 433 The parish uf

Margaret '.s, Westminster, and other the out-parishes, in the
counties of Middlesex and Surrey, within the weekly Bills

of Mortality. 1722 DE FOK i'lague (1884) 26 The Infection

keept..in the urn-Parishes. 1894 C. CKI H.HIGN Hist. Ji/>i-

tit'inics ttrit. II. 85 The Liberties of the City and the out-

parishes were covered with aggregates of houses.

Ou*t-pa:rt. Obs. [OfT-1,3. Also as two words:
see OUT a. and PART sb^\ An outer, outlying, or

exterior part ; esp. in pt. t
The parts of a town lying

outside its walls or municipal bounds; suburbs.
c 1470 HHNRY M'allacc ix. 1757 On a out part the Siottis

set in that lyd. 1598 CHAPMAN Iliad\\. 525 The KeH'fTs

or out-parts of a wheele that compasse in the whole. 1722
DI-: I-'OK Plague '1756* 56 Those Parishes, and Places as
were called the Hamlets, and Out-parts. 1780 Ann. Reg.
201 The imposition being committed in the outparts.

[Outparter, a spurious word, originating in a

mistake for OUTPCTTHB (q. v.), which has been

handed down in editions of the Statutes, in the Law
Dictionaries, and current Dictionaries.]

Outpass (autpo/s), v. [OUT- 17, 18.]
1. trans. To pass out of (bounds , beyond (a limit).
1494 FAHVAN Chron. vii. cc.xxv. 252 The water of Thainys

. .dyd moch harme by outpassynge his boundys in dyuerse
places. 1655 QI'ARI.ES Einhl. iv. J. v, Sometimes my trash

disdaining tnouizhta out-pass The common period of terrene
conceit. 1650 KARL MONM. tr. Senantt's Man bee. Guilty
366 Not to out-passe it's bounds.

2. Jig. To surpass, go beyond (in any quality).
1594 CABEW Hunrtcs Exam, ll'its xii. (1596) 183 So great

was the knowledge and wLsedome which Salomon receiued
of (Jod, that he outpassed al the Ancients. 1796 KIKWAN
K/fiit. Min, (ed. 2) I. Pref. 8 Germany, in every instance,
out passed even its former exertions. 1856 R. A. VAUGHAX
Mystics I. vi. i. 149 That the poorest beggar may outpass in

wisdom and in ble>sedness all the Popes of Christendom.

t Oirt-pa:ssage. Obs. [Oux- 7.] Passage
out. the action of passing out ; way out.

1398 TKFVISA Barth. De /*. R. six. Ixxv. (1495) 905 Chese
eten after meete . .shoueth it to the place of outpassage. 1533
HKI.I.RNDEN L^^y v. (1822) 450 Thay war sa inclusit ..that

thay micht gett naontepassage. 1536 Cron. iVfl/.(i8ai ill.

243 And stoppit baith the entres and outpassage of this gait.

t Ou-tpa:ssing, vbl. sb. Obs. [OUT- 9.]
1. The action of passing out or away.
a 1340 HAMPOLK Psalter xxx[ij. 28, I sayd in outpassynge

of my thoght. 1496 Sc. Acts Jas. 7/^(1814) II. 238/2 Anent
the inbringing of bulyeoune,. .and of the outpassing ttiairof

of the Realme. 1609 SKENE Reg. .Ifaj, 52 b (Stat. Robt. Ill,
c. 2 5\ Before the ischew or outpassing of the ^eare and day.
2. Evacuation, excretion.
c 1400 tr. Secreta Secret., Gov. Lordsh. 67 In outpassynge

or wythholdynge of be wombe.

Out-passion to Out-patience : see OUT-.

Ou't-pa'.tient. [OUT- 2.] A patient who*
receives treatment at a hospital without being an

inmate; opposed to in-patient: see IN adv. 12 a.

J7'5 NELSON Adttr. Pers. Qiia, 208 Above a hundred
Persons under Cure, besides the Out-Patients, who are

provided with Physick. 1800 Med. Jrnl. III. 488 Out-

patients continue to be received every Sunday and Wednes-

day morning, attrib. 1879 St. George's ffosf. Rep. IX. 59
A fortnight's .. out-patient treatment. 1880 BKAI.K Slight
Ailrn. 23 In the out-patient department of the* hospital.

Out-pay to Out-peal : see OUT-.

Out-pee'p, v- poet. [OUT- 14.] intr. To

jieep out. So Ou't-pee=pinff vbl. sb.

1600 FAIKFAX Tasso vi. iii, Yet none of vs dares at these

gates out-peepe. 1818 KEATS Endym. i- 253 Bciof hidden,

laugh at their out-peeping. 18*7 HOOD Hero ,$
L. xxxiv,

Or pearls outpeeping from their silvery shells.
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Outpee'r, v. [Our- 18 b.] trans. To outmate,

outrival, excel.

1611 SHAKS. Cyinb. in. vi. 86 Great men That had a Court
no bigger than this Caue, . .Could not oul-peere these twaine.

r838 CHALMKRS Wks. XIII. 260 The man outpeers his com-

panions in intellectual wealth.

t Ou't-pe^nny. Obs. [OUT- 6.] A payment
on going out of a tenancy. Cf. IN-PENNV.

?i3-. [see IN-PF.NNV].

O'ii't-pe:iision, sb._ [Oi:T- 2.] A pension

j^iven without the condition of residence in a charit-

able institution. So Ou't-pe-nsion v. trans.
,
to

tyrant an out-pension to, to pension out.

1711 Ojfic. Notice 21 May in Lend. Gaz, No. 4850 '3 The
Ont-Pension of the said Hospital. 1766 CAHLISLK in Phil.

Trans, LVI. 135 He was admitted to the out-pension of

Chelsea hospital. 1895 ll'cstm. Gaz. 7 Dec. 3/1 Eight of

those appointed to the Almshouses have asked to be trans-

ferred to the out-pension list. 1893 Dally A ews 25 Nov. 3/3
The old residents are to be turned adrift and out-pensioned.

On t-pe nsioiier. [OUT- 2.] A non-resident

pensioner ; opposed to iii-pensioner.

1706 Lond. Gaz. No. 4228/3 Arrears due to the Out-
Pensioners, .belonging to Chelsea Hospital. 1748 Anson's

l''oy. i. i. 6 The out-pensioners of Chelsea college, .consist

of soldiers, who from their age, wounds, or other infirmities,

are incapable of serving in marching regiments. 1849
MACAU LAY Hist. Eng. iiL I. 307 It was no part of the plan
that there should be outpensioners.

Out-people, v. : see OUT- 26.

Ou't-pi'Cket. [OUT- i.] A picket posted at

a distance out or in advance ; an outpost.
1832 SOUTH KY Hist. Penins. \\~ar III. 430 Marmont him-

self., surprised and captured the out picquet of the parly.

1859 MOWBKAY THOMSON Story Ceavnfxtre iv. 63 Hut if the
intrenched position was one of peril, that of the outpicket
in I -arrack No. 4 was even more so.

Out-pipe lo Out-pity: see OUT-.

t Out-pi'tch, z'. Obs. [OUT- 21 + PITCH sb.,

highest point of llight, etc.] trans. To rise to a

higher pitch than, exceed in pitch ; to go beyond.
1627 HAKKWIU, Apot. (1630) 163 Anna the Prophtrtesse

mentioned by S. Luke seemes to have out pitched an
hundred [years], 1646 Ik'CK Rich. Ill, n. 57 Who had
such an influence upon him in his minoritie, that she out-

pitched Lewis Duke of Orluance. 1677 W. HUCHICS Man
ofSin MI. iii. 97 So large and fair a mark, as halh not been

outpitch'd. .by any one upon the spot.

t Out-pla:ce. Obs. [OUT- i.] An out-lying,

out-of-the-way place.
1530 PALSGK. 250/2 Outplace, a corner out of the way,

destonr. 1555 KDEX Decades 336 In the hyghe mountaynes
or other superticiall owt places. 1690 Andros Tracts II. 50
Some out-places began to Fortify and Garrison their houses.

Out-pla'n, v. [OUT- 18.] trans. To outdo
in planning ; to outmatch by more skilful planning.
1797 T. PARK Sonn. 82 He out-plans me hollow. 1852 M.

AKNOLD Tristram <y Iseitlt i. 166 Ti
"

.strain ! sweet love !

we are betray'd out-plann'd.

Ou-tplay, sb. [OUT- 7, 4.]

1. Display, mani festal io"n.

1872 H. W. BEBCHEB Led. Preach, v. 97 Fervency, which
is only another term for emotional outplay.
2. Cricket. That part of the game played by the

side that is
( out '.

1884 LUlywhites Cricket Ann. i They were handicapped
in their ont-play by the absence of their best bowler.

Outplay, v. [OUT- 18.] trans. To beat or

surpass in playing, to play better than.

1648 J. BEAUMONT Psyche i. xxxvi, If I Deign to outplay
him in his own sly part. 1896 ll'estin. Gaz. 15 Dec. 10/1
Australian athletes, who have shown that they can out-run,
out-row, out-shoot, or out-play the athletes of o:her lands.

Out-please to Out-plod : see OUT-.

Out-plO't, v. [Our- 1 8.] trans. To outdo
in plotting ;

to outmanoeuvre.
1681 T. FLATMAN Heraclitus Ridens No. 29 (1713) I. 187
He has the Head of a Jesuit, and shall out-wit, out-plot,
out-swear, .the whole Society. 1854 CUI,.\V"ISKMAN Fabiola
335 You have out-plotted me, and you pity me !

Outpoint,^. [OUT- 15, 1 8.]

fl. trans. To point out, indicate, (poetic?) Obs.

1595 R. BARNFIF.LD Cynthia ii. (Arb.) 47 In yonder Wood.
(Which with her finger shee Out-poynting).. Yuanished into
some other place.

2. Yachting. To outdo in pointing ; to sail closer

to the wind than.

1883 Harpers Mag. Aug. 445/2 The smaller, .boat out-

pointed and outsailed, .her. .competitor. 1899 &*&&&*&*
4 Oct. 3/3 Columbia appeared to be out-pointing Shamrook,
but the boats were not very far apart.

* f Outpointed, ///. a. Obs. [OUT- n.] Pro-
truded.

1575 BANISTER Chyrnrg. i. (1585) 15 The place.. which
being most outpointed, is soft and easily pressed in with
the finger.

Outpoi'SC, v. [Our- i8b.] trans. To out-

weigh, to overbalance. Hence Outporsing///. a.

1630 PRVNNK Anti-Armin. 268 The meanest of which.,
may alone outpoise them all. 1651 HOWELL Venice 199 His
outpoising power keeps the inferior Princes in peace. 1656

J FAXES Mixt.Scket, Div. 8 Love of an immortall soule, that
in worth out-poyseth the whole world. 1886 SWINBURNE
Misc. 150-1 A leaf of the Georgics would outpoise in value
the whole of the ' Excursion '.

Out-poison to Out-porch : see OUT-.

Ou-tpo^t 1
. [OcT- i,6.]

1. A port outside some defined place, as a city

or town
;

in England, a term including all ports
other than that of London.
1642 Ordin. ParL cone. Tonnage fy Poundage 13 As well

of the City of London as the Out-ports. 1719 W. WOOD
,V//;T-. Trade 295 By these Companies being established at

London, the City of Bristol and other the Out Ports, are

excluded from any Advantages by them. 1733 I)E FOE
Plague (1756) 250 While the Plague continued so violent in

London, the Out-ports, as they are call'd, enjoyed a very
great Trade. 1884 Manch. Exam. 16 Oct. 5/3 Reprehensible
practices employed both in London and in the outports.
attrili. 1707 Chaniberlayncs St. Gt. Brit., List Govt.

Officers 498 hour Examiners of the Out-Port Hooks. 1731
iientl. Mag. I. 84 Alexander Gould, Esq... made inspector
of the out-port collectors accounts.

2. A port of embarkation or exportation.
c 1790 II. RUSH ss. t Progr. Popul. Penn. (1802) 225 Our

statt: ix the great outport of the United States for Europeans.
1870 VKATS J\'af. Hist. Comm. 89 Corn being a lon^ time in

reaching its outport. 1872 Daily Xn.ua 20 Jan., Liverpool
is the great outporl of England the place where people go
who are about to leave the country.

t Outport-. Obs. [Cf.OuT-25.] Conveyance
outward

; exportation.
rti6o3 Let. to Jas. /Yin Robertson Hist. Scot. vni.Wks.

1826 11. 188 That your Majesty will, be pleased to admit
free outport of the native commodities of this kingdom.

Outpost (antpfttt),.^. [OUT- i.] A post at

a distance from the body of an army ;
a detach-

ment placed at a distance from a force, when halted,
as a guard against surprise.
1757 WASHINGTON Lett. Writ. 1889 I. 478 The uncertain

and difficult communication with the out-posts. 1779 FORKF.ST

I'oy. N, Guinea 33 Sometimes a serjeant at an out-post..
sends an account of his having discovered on a certain spot,
a parcel of spice trees. 1803 LAKE in Owen Mrq. ll'etleshy's
Desp. (1878) 394 When we had encamped, .our outposts
were attacked by a Ixxly of the enemy. 1844 Regitl. ty Ord.
Army 272 Officers, Soldiers, and Followers of the Camp,
are not, on any account, to be suffered to pass the Out- Posts,
unless they are on duty, or present a regular permit. 1855
MACAULAY Hist. Eng. xiii. III. 375 The outposts of the
Cameronians were speedily driven in.

b. transf. and Jig. 1813 EUSTACE Italy (1815) I. i. 74
Saltzburg, a subalpine city. . .may be considered.. as forming
one of the outposts of Italy. 1856 STANI.F.V Sinai <$ Pal. i.

(1858) 9 A lower line of* hills, which form as it were the out-

posts of the Sinaitic range itself.

C. attrib. 1823 MOORF. Fables Q The sun, who now began
To call in all his out -post rays. 1859 LANG Wand. India

394 |HeJ was tried for being drunk whilst on out-post duty.
Hence Ou'tpost v. trans.

,
to place as an outpost.

1864 MASSOX in Reader 13 Aug., The thoughts that

habitually come and go in the mind so privileged and out-

posted to meditate and to sing !

Outpour (au'tpoj), SO. [OUT- 7.] The act of

pouring out ; that which pours out, an overflow.

1864 Render -24 Dec. 793/2 On the hypotheses . .that the Luta
N/ige contributes the outpour of the distant Tanganyika.
1895 F. HARRISON in Forum Jan. 550 None but the very

Greatest
can maintain for long one incessant outpour of

rollery. 1897 Daily News 4 Sept. 2/2 The outpour streams
down the face of the rock in a number of beautiful falls.

Outpour (autpovj), f. [Orx- 15, 14.]
1. trans. To pour out, send forth in or as in a

stream. (Chiefly poetic.}
1671 MILTON P. R. in. 311 He look't and saw what numbers

numberless The City gates out powr'd. a 1851 MOIR Poems
t

Burden of Sion> Then .. would my sorrowing spirit haste
Forth to outpour its flood of misery. 1864 SKEAT Uhlami's
Poems 40 Only in the month of blossoms Nightingales out-

pour their song.
2. intr. To flow out in or as in a stream.
1861 LYTTON & FANE Tannhauscr 76 She was not of those

whose sternest sorrow Outpours in plaints.

Ou'tpoured, ppl. a. [OrT- n.] Poured out.

So Otrtponrer, one who pours out; Otrtpouring
///. a., pouring out, rushing out in a stream.

1884 UKOWNING Ferishtah^ Shah Abbas 113 Had *out-

poured life of mine sufficed To bring him back. 1876 GKO.
ELIOT Dan. Der. Ixix, What *outpourer of his own affairs.

1863 COWDEN CLARKK S/ia/cs. Char. viii. 199 She is by
nature of the most boisterous spirits, irrepressible, *outpour-
ing. 1895 ].\J.\>uw\.\.\'[\Pliysiosr. Processes 1.4 Modified..

by the great gulfs and the outpouring rivers from the land.

Ou-tpou:ring, vbl.sb. [OUT- 9.]
1. The action of pouring out.

1757 J. EDWARDS Qrtg. Sin \. ix, (18371 88 A glorious out-

pouring of the
Spirit

of God. 1879 FAKRAS St. /***/ (1883)

539 The toil of his hands in no way impeded the outpouring
of his soul.

2. That which is poured out ;
an effusion

;
an

impetuous or passionate utterance. Chiefly in //.
1817 CARLYLE Misc. (1857) I. 336 His passionate outpourings

would be more effective were they briefer. 1870 \ HERMAN
Xorm. Contj. (ed. 2) I. iv. 184 Among the most ridiculous

outpourings of his lying vanity.

tOutpOW'er, v. Obs. [OUT- 21.] trans. To
exceed in power, to overpower.
1654 GAVTOX Pleas. Notes iv. 1. 169 Out-powr'd, out-

worded, shee's at last o'rborne. 1655 FULLER Ch. Hist. n.

iii. 41 In the Saxon Heptarchy there was generally one who
out-powered all the rest. 1762 GOLDS.M. Cit. W. Ixxxiv. II.

97 Myriads of men.. out-powering [some later edd. over-

powering] by numbers all opposition.

Out-practise, -praise, etc. : see OUT-.

Outpray, v. [OUT- 18, 18 c.]

1. trans. To outdo in praying, excel in prayer.
1593 SHAKS. Rich. //, v. iii. IOQ Our prayers do out-pray

his. 1666 DRYDEN Ann. Mirab. cclxi, He..Outweeps an

hermit, and ouiprays a saint. 1841-4 EMERSON Ess. Ser. n.

iv. (1876) 105 He will outpray saints in chapel, outgeneral
veterans in the field.

2. To overcome by prayer, pray (something)
to an end or out of existence.
a 1853 ROBERTSON Serin. Ser. iv, Iv. (1863) 415 Outpray,

outpreach, outlive the calumny,

Outpreach., v. [OUT- 18, iSc.]
1. trans. To outdo, surpass, or excel in preaching;

to preach more or better than.

1643 HAMMOND Serin. John xviii. 40 Wks. 1683 IV. 517 Able
to ontpreach all the Orators you ever heard from the Pulpit.

1742 YOUNG Nt. Th. ix. 2325 Till then.be This an Emblem of

my Grave : Let it out-preach the Preacher. 1854 S. WILBER-
FORCK in R. I. Wilberforce Life (1881) II. vi. 249 Dissenters

outpreach them.

2. To preach to an end, preach out of existence.
1826 MII.MAN A, liolcyn (1827) 156 Think you your crimes

and murders .. Will not out-preach you from the face of
earth? a 1853 (see OCJTRAY "'. 2].

Out-preen to Out-privilege : see OIT-.

t Out-prrze, v. Obs. [OUT- 18, 18 b.] trans.

To exceed in value
;
to surpass in one's estimation.

1611 SIIAKS. Cyml>. i. iv. 88 She's out-pri/'d by a trifle.

a 1657 R. LOVEDAY Lett. (1663) 61, I never had recreation
nor business that out-prised the pleasant care I alwayes
ook to keep our Quills in play. 11851 JOANNA BAILUE
Ogilvie) In truth thy offVing far outprrzes all.

took to keep our Qui
lOgilvie) In truth thy c __.r

Out-procrastine, -prodigy, etc. : see OUT-.

t OutprO'fFer, ?'. Obs. [OUT- 18.] trans. To
proffer or offer more than, to outbid.

1494 FABYAN Chron. vn. ccxxv. 253 The kynge called before

hym the .ii. munkis seucrally, & eyther out proferyd other;
..Than the kynge called (the third] and asked if he wolde
geue any more than his hretherne had offered to be abt>ot.

Out-pro mise, i\ [Ot'T- 18, 17.] trans. To
exceed or outdo in promising, yeji. To promise
more than one can do.

1676 WyniKKLEY PL Dealer \. j, Thou mayst easily come
to. .out-promise a I .over. 1681 J. FI..U EL Right. Alans Ref.
207 God never out-promised himself. 1692 Miracles per-
formed by Monty Kp. JJed., Out-lye a News-writer, out-

promise a Cit.

Out-prosper to Out-pry: see OUT-.

t Outpu'blish, v. Ofa. (New Engl.) = OUT-
ASK v. i.

1719 S. SEWALL Diary 26 Oct. (1882) III. 232, I .. could
not be Married sooner, because I was Out-published on the
'J h:inks-};iving-I)ay, and not lx.'fure. 17*7 Canton (Mass.)
Rec. (1896) 22 The Names . . haue ben out published as the
Law directs, By me Joseph Tucker town Clerk.

Out-pupil, -purple, -purse : see OUT-.

Outpush. (au'tpiij), sh. [OUT- 7.] Outward

push ; impetus directed outwardly.
1885 Hontilet. Rez>. Aug. 98 Society. .will feel the out-

push and the uplift.

Out-pu-sh, v. nonce-wd. [Our- 17.] trans.

To exceed or go beyond in pushing.
1848 DICKENS Dombey xxi, A flushed page .. seemed to

have in part out-grown and in part out -pushed his strength.

On tpu:shiiig, ///. a. [Our- 10.] Pushing
out. enterprising.
1894 Chicago Advance 2 Aug., Some outpushing Chinese

and still more enterprising Japanese.

Output (uu-tput), sb. [Our- 7.]
The act or fact of putting or turning out ; pro-

duction ; the quantity or amount produced ; the

product of any industry or exertion, viewed quanti-

tatively ; the result given to the world. (Orig. a

technical or local term of iron-works, coal-mines,
etc. : app. not in general Diet, till after 1880.)
1858 SIMMONDS Diet. Trade, Out-put^ a term in the iron

trade for the make of metal or annual quantity made. 187*

Daily News i Aug., The output in that district [the steam
coal field of Northumberland] would not exceed five million

tons per annum. 1877 RAYMOND Statist. Mines fy Mining
285 The copper out-put remains substantially as it was last

year. 1879 DOWDEN Sonthey vii. 194 It is the out-put of a

large and vigorous mind. 1879 M. PATTISOX Milton xiii, 215
If this were the average output of a popular book, the in-

ference would be that Paradise Lost was not such a book.

189* SiKyiissoN Across the Wains 285 Such an income as

a clerk will earn with a tenth, .of your nervous output.
b. Fhysiol. Applied to the waste materiafexpelled

from the body by the lungs, skin, and kidneys, as

opposed to the income or material taken into the

bodily system. (The undigested- matter or faces

are not included on either side.)

1883 M. FOSTER Physiol. (1889) n. v. 521 The output
[i'iM. 1877-79 outcome] may be regarded as consisting of {0
the respiratory products of the lungs, skin, and alimentary
canal,.. (2) of perspiration, consisting chiefly of water and
salts, .and (3) of the urine.

Outpu-t, v. [OiT- 15.]

tl. trans. To put out, expel, eject, dismiss. Ol>s.

(In ME. chiefly two words, esp. in pa. pple.)
a 1300 E. E. Psalter v. n Out put bam J>are ^ai sal be,

Laverd, for bai taried be. a 1340 HA.MI-OLK Psalter xxxv[i].

13 Output pai ere of paradise. ^1350 Winchester Usages
in fcng. Gil'ts 362 lie pe askere out putte for euere. 1563

Aberd.Reg. XXV.(Jam.),Toimputandoutputethetenentis.
'597 ^KKNE De Verb. Sign. s. v. Balliznts, Chalmerlanes in-

put and out-put be the Comptroller, /x 167081^1.01x0 Tronb.

Chas. 7(1829) II. 30 Thay first mell with the five Aique
portis, inputtis and outputtis governouris at their plesour.

f b. To put forth, put outside. Obs.

1615 JACKSON Creed iv. viii, 2 Outputting their neigh-
bour's goods fur him to drive, or harbouring such as they
could not but know to be boot-hailers.

f2. To utter, issue (false coin) : see OUTPUTTER

2, OUTPUTTING 2. Sc. Obs.



OTJTPUTTER.

1576 in Pitcairn Criin. Trials (18331!. u. 64 Penneis,falslie
cum^eit and stampit; quhilkis wer output be turn.

t 3. To provide (soldiers). Obs.

1640 [see OUTPUTTKR 3].

4. (oirtput) [f. OUTPUT j/>.]
To put out, turnout,

produce.
1858 Geologist I. 352 It was their business to output coal

and not stone. 1886 rail AlallG. iS Feb. i/t The gre.it
water power of the Mississippi at Minneapolis enables the

millers there to output some 1,200 tons of flour per day.

tOu'tpu.-tter
1
. Obs. [OUT- 8.] One who puts

out.

1. One who puts or pushes out.

Qntpiilicr and tniti'putier are here applied to the same
person. Either of these may be a misprint for the other, or
the word-; may be used as synonyms: cf. PKLT, PIM.T, PIT
7't's. The passage (which, as printed, is incoherent and

corrupt) purports to be from a prophecy of Merlin, in which

oiitpulter may have been the orig. word. The precise .sense

is not determinate.

1480 CAXTON C/irou, Eng. ccxl. n nj, The here sholde fiYc

with a swan..thurgh an vnkynde outpuher anil that tin:

swan than .sholde be slay tie with sorwe at Burbrugge, Ibid.
n iij b, Sir Andrewe of Herkela that is called the vnkynde
out,eputter.

2. One who utters or circulates false coin. Sc.

1574 Sc. Acts Jas. /"/ (1814) 93/1 The personis .. salhe

persewit and ponissit as wilfull outputtaris and changearis
of fals and corrupt money.
3. One who was bound or engaged to provide

and fit out men for military service.

1640 in Spalding Trout'. C/ias. I (1850) I. 359 If it sail cum
to the kaofwdffe of any persone who hath or sail happin to
out reache soldiouris, horss or foot, . . that these put reach it

by them are disbandit and fled fra there culloris, the said
out putteris of thame sal be oblegit to sercbe, seik, and apre-
bend the saidis fugitiues. //'it/., Vtherwaies . . the said is out

putteris salbe oblegit to mak wp there number be out putting
of men in there places, sufficiently providit in armes and
vther necessareis vpone the saidis out reacheris there owne
expenssis. 1652 UkgunAkT 7V'<'<.'/\Vks. (1834) 251 A country
gentleman, out-putter of foot or horse.

4. An instigator.
1639 GORDON* /list. Earls Sutherland (iSii,} V7 Sir Rol>ert

Gordon, .wes blamed by the Karle of dtteynes for this acci-

dental! slaughter, as ane outputter of the rest to that effect.

6. A term applied to certain maintainers and
abettors of thieves or freebooters.
In 9 Hen. V, it appears from the context to be applied to

persons in Redesdale who maintained and fitted out thk-vi.s

lui depredations in the adjacent counties; cf. senses 3 and 4.

l>p. Jacksun seems to have understood and used it of persons
who put out their neighbours' cattle or goods into places
handy for thieves with whom they were in league: cf. OUT-
PUT v. i b, quot. 1615. But the <j/-////&,v,r of 1421 were not
the neighbours of the persons robbed, but felons living
beside the thieves in Tynedale and kedesdale.

\\nSnpplic.Counnons X0rthnmMd,jCH}itMi1.,#t Westmid.
in Rolls of rarlt. 9 Hen. V. 143/1 Gramul partie ties

ditz suppliantz sont destruitz par plusurs larons & felons

apptrllez In.takers & Out-putters, demurantz deins les Fran-
chises de Tyndnle, Rydesdale, & Hexhamshire. . . Qar le

greindre nombre qi inhabitant deins les ditz Franchises, on
sont liels malfesours, ou mainteinours d'eulx en lour tiiau-

veiste. Act 9 Hen. I/, c. 7 Diverses persones larons et

felons appellex Intakers & Outputters demourantz dein/ la

franchise de Ridesdale, en quele franchise le brief du Roy
ne court mye. (i.e. divers persons, thieves, and felons called
Intakers and Outpulters, dwelling within the Liberty of

Redesdale, in which Liberty the King's writ does not run 1

1640 JACKSON Creed XL xl. 8 He is a more cunning thief

which can steal without an outputter or receiver, than he
which always is enforced to use the help of one or other.

1664 Si'Ei.M AN Gfoss. s. v. //bttfrx,QuO8 Outparters vocant
. .recentius

Outfitters nuncupati.

t
Note. Rastell's Kng. transl. of the Statutes (ed. 1543) reads

In the Act of 1421 'felons called yntakers and outfit rtfrs\
an obvious misprint, which was however repeated in all

editions previous to that of Ruffhead in 1763 (which retains

'outparters' in
the^text

with
*

outputters
'

in the margin 1

.

Hence 'outparter' was accepted as a genuine word by
Cowell, who in his Interpreter further identified the 'out-

parter' with the thief, with which erroneous explanation

. . vtnry Diet., a
Standard Diet.-, it was eschewed by Johnson and Webster.
As if one error were not enough, Wharton has 9^toOtttpntert
with an explanation founded upon tlie latter part of Cowell's
article, but making 'man or house' into

f manor-house '(!).

This last blunder is taken over from Wharton by Cassell's

Entycl. Diet., Ogitvie, and Century Dut. (all professing to
take it from Cowell). In Hodgson, Hist. XorthnmMd. pt. ir.

1. 60, the 'outparters' of 1543 appear in a new guise as

'outpartners', erroneously said to be used in the Suppli-
cation of 1421, which has Out-putters.
1607 COWI:LL Interpr., Oud-partcrs, anno o. //. 5. ca. 8,

seemeth to be a kind of theeues in Ridesdall, that ride
abroad at their best advantage, to fetch in such catell or
other things, as they could light on without that liberty:
some are of opinion that those which in the forenamed
statute are termed out-parters, are at ibis day called out-

putters, and are such as set matches for the robbing of any
man or house: as by discovering which way he rideth or

goeth, or where the house is weakest and fittest to be en t red.
See Intakers. 1658 PHILLIPS, OutfarterS, + *ar\ of theeves
about Ridesdale, that ride about to fetch in such cattel or
other things as they can light on ; [?tf. 1706 ai/i/s, and make
Matches for the robbing of Men and Houses). 1823 CKAHU
TechnoL Diet., Ont-f>art<rs (Lawl, a sort of freebooters in

Holland, who used to ride out and sei/e whatever they
could which came in their way. 1848 WHAKTON Laiu Le.\\^
Outpnrters, stealers of cattle. Ibid , Out/niters^ such as
set watches for the robbing any manor-house. 1882-90
Ot^ifries /ntferial. & Century Die/., Oitt>parter. In vttt

/arc, a cattle-stealer. Out-putter. In old taw, One who set

watches for the robbing of any manor-housf, Cweli.
VOL. VII.
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Ou-tputterS. [f. OUTPUT sb.
t
or r>. 4.] One

who turns out some industrial product ; a producer.
Mod. NeH'sflr. The increased proportion of wages to out-

put is being met by a reduction in the necessary number of
outputters.

Ou'tpu tting, t'M sb. [OUT- 9.]
1. The action of putting out: a. Kxpulsion, ejec-

tion; evacuation; b. A putting forth, holding out,

stretching forth.

1387 TRKVISA Iligden (Rolls) VIII. 95 pe wrong of her
violent out puttynge [L. violtniv expulsion!* itijttriam\
1398 Barth, De /'. A*, xvn. clxxxv. (1495) 726 Wyne ex-
( ytyth the vertue of outputlynge. 1435 .\lisvx Fire of
J.OTt' 93 Releve of greif & out-puttynge of wardly hevynes.
1494 Acta Audit. (1859) 194 In be eiectioune & outputting
of Johnne guthre. .out of Je tak 8; mating of be landis of

pelpowokis. 1883 J. PAKKKR Apost. Life II. 156 The out-

putting ofa hand should be the finding of an altar. 1888 Chi-

<.ago Advance 9 Feb. 90 The outputtings of his infinite love.

f2. The uttering or issuing of (false) coin. Sc. Obs.

1576 In Pitcairn Crint. Trials i iS 3 jt I. n. 65 Acquit him of
all outputting of onye vther fals hardheidis. 1581 Sc.
Acts Jas. i'f ('1814) 206/1 Forgeing. .of our soueranc lordis

money.. And for his treassonable output ting thairofAmong is

our souerane lordis liegis.

t 3. The furnishing or equipping of men. S<\

1640 [see Or HMTTI-'K -,}, 1640-1 A
'

irkcudl<r. ll'ar-l 'otnm.
Min.-bk. (1855) 37 To compeir befoire the Committie of
Estaites.. to answer for thair neglect for not out-putting of
the troupe and baggage horss ilk ane of thame for thair
awn pairtes.

Ou-t-qua:rter. [Our- s, 3.]
1. J////V. usually in//. A station or quarter (cf.

QUAHTER sb. 15" away from the head-quarters of

a regiment (see quot. 1876).
1651 JKH. TAYLOR Scnn. AV/. Prayer- Wk<. 1831 I. 83

[Ik-] that, .sets up his closet in the out-quarters of an army,
and chooses a. frontier-garrison to be wise in. ^11671 l.i>.

KAIKIAX Man. (1699^ 66 Sir John Henderson . . gave tin-

allarm to soute of our out-quarters. 1844 A','^!t/. $ Ord.
Army 301 Opposite to the name of each Officer, who i.s

employed at any out-quarter of the Regiment, the Station
at which be is detached is to be stated. 1876 VOYI.K &
STKVKSSON Milit. Diet. 320/2 Small bodies of troops, when
detached away from head-quarters of their regiment, am
said to be at out quarters.
2. The outer quarter of a horse's hoof

;
cf.

QUARTER sb. 20.

1727 BRADI.KV l-'ani. Diet. s. v. Cut, Unshoe the Horse,
and pare his Out-quarters, as before, if he Cuts behind.

t Ollt-que'licll, v. Obs. [Ol'T- 15.] trans.

To put out, extinguish. (Properly two words.}
Hence f Out-que'ncher, an extinguisher.
1513 DOUGLAS sEneis xi, v. 42 Obserymd \\eyll the gledis

half owt quent. 1596 SI-KNSF.R /-'. Q. vi. xi. 16 The candle-

light Out quenched leaves no skill nor difference of wight.
1535 COVKRDALC Exod, xxv. 38 Snoffers and out quenchers
of pure golde.

Out-quibble, etc. : see OI:T-.

tOatqnrtf-qui'te,^. Sc.Law. Obs.
[f. Ck-r-

+ QUIT v.] trans.
' To free a subject from adju-

dication, by full payment of the debt lying on it
'

fJanO, Hence \ Outqui'tting vbl, sb.

1466 Acta Audit. (18391 4 For out quiting of J>e saide
annuel. 1482 Ibid. 104 i Of fc/e Redemhig & owtquyting of
be landes of sawling be dauid haliburtoun. c 1575 Halfour's
Pract. (1754) 445 Gif ony man's landis be wodset, he may
outquiteandredeme the saininquhen he pleisis except [etc.J.

Out-Quixote to Out-quote ; see OUT-.

Outra'Ce, v. [OuT- i8b.] trans. To outmn
in a race

;
to outstrip.

1657 W. MORICB Ciena quasi Koti'ij Def. xxii. 224 In
them also who have outraced them, and gone beyond the

goale. n 1845 HOOD Desert-Born 48 Hut Fancy fond out-
raced them all, with bridle loose anil free.

Outrage (orMlg), *& Forms: 3-4 utrage,
(4 uterage), 3- outrage; also 4-6 oultrage,

4-5 outtrage, owt(enrage, 5-6 outerage, 6

owtrag. [ME. a. OF. itllrage, oltrage (nthc.
in L,ttkr) t0u&rijg*t outrage (nih c.\ = V\.oltratge,
Cat. ttUratgt\ Sp. u?traje t It. oltraggio : Com. Rom.
type *nltraghtm (also med. L.), f. L. ultra beyond
-fsuff. -agiitw, -aggio, -age: see -AGE. In Eng.
often analysed as from OUT and RAGE

;
a notion

which afiucted the sense-development : cf. sense 2.]

f* 1. The passing beyond established or reasonable

bounds, want of moderation, intemperance; ex-

cess, extravagance, exaggeration ; excessive luxury,
Rarely with an and//. Obs.

1297 R. Gi.orc. (Rolls) 8900 peking vnderstod bat f>e maide
ne sede non outrage. 13.. Cursor .)/. 28457 O mete and
drink to do vtrage. 1340 HAM POLE Pr. Consc. 1516 Orel
outrage we se In pompe and pride and vanite'. IftpTuviM
Hidden (Rolls* III. 459 We useb no glotenye o>er outrage
of mete and drynke. c 1430 Hymns I 'irg. 74/512 He loueb
more mesure ban outrage. 1484 CAXTON Royal tik. F j, IJy
suche exces>ys and suche oullrages comen and sonrden many
maladyes and sekenessys. 1590 SI-KNSKK /'. Q. \\. ii. 38 With
equall measure she did moderate The strong extremities of
their outrage.

fb. Excess of boldness; foolhardiness, rash-

ness; presumption. Obs.

1375 HARBOUK /intce xix. 408 For thame thoucht foly and
outrage To gang wp to thame. a 1548 HALL C/tron.,
J/in. i'l 114 Of a greate outrage, and more pride and pre-
sumpcion, she demaunded, to beare the noble and excellent
Armes of Fraunce. 1553 EDEN Treat. Ntwe Ind, (Aib.J 42
Yet do not I commende rashenes or outrage.

OUTKAGE.

|

f 2. Extravagant, violent, or disorderly action
;

mad or passionate behaviour, fury ; tumult of

passion, disorder; violence of language, insolence.

Also rarely with an and //. Obs. or arch.
a X33 Otuelyzy pauj otuwel sptke outrage, For he wa>

comen on message King Charles. .[Nolde] soN're him habbe
nourt bole god. < 1375 CursorM .(#$& Kairf.i Qua herde eiu.r

of suche ouierage? c 1386 CHAUCER Knt.'s T. \ 154 Vet j-augh
I woodnesse laughynge in his rage Armed compleint out
hees and tiers outrage. 1560 DAUS tr. Sieidancs Connn.
295 b, In this dissolute oultrage, and confusion of things.
159* KYD .S/. Trag. in. xii. 79 What meanes tins outrage?
Will none of you restraint his fury? 1593 SIIAKS. John in.

iv, 106, I feare some out-rage, and He follow her. 1705 J.
PHILIPS Klcnhcim (1715) 25 See, with hat Outrage from tin-

frosty North, The early Valiant Swede diaw-* forth hi> Wing-.
In Battailous Array. 1730JOHNSON A*rt////'/erNo. 75^7,! boic
the diminution of my riches without any outiagus of sorrow.

1791 PAINK Rights of Man (ed. 4)47 .Mr. lJurke, with his
usual outrage, abuses the Declaration of the Rights of Man.
1843 MRS. .S. C. HAM. ll'/titt'boy ii. 10 The noise, and
opposition, atid outrage of the little resolute, but most

mechanical, steamer,

fb. Violent clamour
; outcry. Ohs.

_
a 1548 HAM. (7/r,w., A'/r//. /// 50 They Mnleinly put fyer

in the lanthornes and make showtesand outrages from tonne
to tonne. 1590 SI-FXSKK /'. Q. \. .\i. 40 Hart cannot thinke
what outrage and what cries,.. The helUbred beast threw
forth unto the skies.

3. Violence affecting others; violent injury or

harm, f To do outrage, to exercise violence, to do

grievous injury or wrong to any one (o/ts.}.

(-1290 .V. ng, Lt-g. I. 348/95 Al hire hou^t was . . to

bi-J>cnche sum outrage pat pis child were i-hrou-jt of dawe
fur-to habbe is heritage. 1297 K. lli.orc. iRolls.13646 pat
\x: scottes & |>e picar^ dude Jiym gret ouirage. 1390 ( >o\\ I.K

Conf. \. 345 To., vengen him of t hi Ike unit rage, Whiche was
vnto his father do. c 1430 l.vix;. J//;/. /'UW/M (Percy Soc.t 50
A laxatif dide hym so grete outrage. 1490 C\\ION /-'tiey,i.'.<

.\.\\ii. 98 After that I had bo auenged of his falsenes and
oultrage. 1560 I >AI*S tr. Sltidanc's Cvuun. y86li, The townt->
niL'ii feared chiefly the oultrage of the souldiours. 1590

SPENSER/*",^. 11.1.30 And playnd of grievous outrage, \\hirli

he red A knight had wrought against a Ladie geiit. 1614
RALKICH Hist. World \. (1634)154 To defend themselves
from outrage. 1667 MII.ION J>. /,. i. 500 The noy.se Of riot

ascends . . And injury and outrage, 1781 COUTKK Lett,

5 .Mar., Wherever there is war there is m^ery and outrage.
1844 H. H. Wn.sox ttrit. India I. 271 ("iuilty of violent and

inflammatory proceedings, and of acts of outrage.
b. with an and pi, A deed of violence com-

mitted against any one or against society; a violent

injury or wrong; a gross or wanton offence or

indignity.
Agrarian outrage : see AGRARIAN a.

[1306 Rolls of ParIt. I. 211/2 Des amendes de trespas &
d'outrages settlement fait/ a nous.] (71380 Sir f'crmnl'.

i66g Wilt boil (>e selue ^c ous a slo borw such a fol outtragt?
1529 MOKIC Dyaloge iv. .\viii. Wks. 285/2 Great outrages ^
temporal harmes that suche heretykes haue been alway
wont to doe. 1584 Gahvay Arch, in \otti Rep. Hist. MSS.
Lontnt. App. v. 434 To mentayne tlie peace, .and suppress^
outrages. 1591 SHAKS. Two Cent. iv. i. 71 Prouided that

you do no outrages On silly women, or poore passengers.
1791 HURKE Let. to R. Burke Cprr. 1844 111. 226 The
Emperor may likewise justly complain of the outrages offered
to his sister. 1835 THIHJ.WAI.L Greece I. v. 151 All the chiefs
of Greece, .to avenge this outrage, sailed with a great arma-
ment to Troy. 1880 MCCARTHY Own Times IV'. liv. 154 Out-
rages began to increase in atrocity, boldness, and numbers.

, ,
.

jftff' J695 WOODWARD Nat. Hist. Kartk \. (1723) 155 A fresh
Collection of this Fire committs the same Outrages as before.

C. transf. Said of gross or wanton wrong or

injury done to feelings, principles, or the like.

1769 Janing Lett. iv. 21 It is possible to condemn measures
without a barbarousand criminal outrage against men. 1808
Med. Jrnl. XIX. 562 If Mr. B. had not disgraced himself

by this unpardonable outrage upon private feelings. 1849
MACAULAY Hist. Eng. v. I. 621 To see him and not to spare
him was an outrage on humanity and decency.

f 4. A violent effort or exertion of force, rare.

1484 CAXTON Fables of sEsop \\. vii, How in myn yong
age I was stronge and lusty, And how I made grete outt-

rages and effors the whiche [etc.]. 1503 HAWKS Exaiitp.
I irt. vii. 95 He.. bete theyin downe by a grete outrage.

5. Comb, outrage-monger, one who trades in

outrages, who employs (agrarian or other) outrages
for political ends.
1882 Daily Nc*n.>s t [To] increase the force to such an

extent that intending murderers or outragemongers will not
be abie to evade them. 1887 Spectator 16 Apr. 517/1 We
do not suppose that the outragemongers are playing Mr.
Parnell's game.

t Outrage, a. (adv.'] Obs. [app. from the sb. :

not so used in Fr.] = OUTRAGEOUS.
1. Intemperate, violent, presumptuous.
c 1330 R. UHUNNE Chron. (1810) 263 Snowdon gan he halt!,

als his heritage, & prince bei him cald, bat bastard outrage.
c 1400 Rowland fy O. 199 Rowlande sayde :

'

Sir, thou art to

outrage', a 1450 Ctn>. Myst. vi. 62 (Shaks. Soc.) Of speche
hethe not owtrage. c 1470 HKNRV M'allace v. 571 Felloune,

owtrage, dispitfidl in his deid.

2. Extravagant, wasteful, luxurious.
a 1420 HOCCLF.VI-: De Reg. Princ. 499 Pryde hath wel leuer

bere an hungry mawe To bedde, than lakke of array out-

rage. 1450-80 tr. Secreta Secret. 8 The Reutis and profetis
. . inyglit not snsteyne ne inaynteiie ther outrage dispen>es.
1483 Cat/t. Attgl, 264/2 Outerage, e.vft'ssiuus t prodigns jn
f.i/tvw/i-, snperjhtns. 1550 CKOWLKV Epigr. 1064 The idlenes

of abliays made them outrage.
3. Kxcessive, severe : said of climate or weather.

c 1400 MAUNUKV. (Roxb.) xiv. 65 pare es owtrage calde, by
cause it es at fie north syde of >e werld. . .On >e south syde
..es it. .so hate J>at na man may dwell J>are for Je owtrage
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OUTRAGE.
I

hete. CI440 "Jacob's tl'f/l 155 Sykenes, or pouerte, or

outerage wedyr, or fayling of frute.

4. Extraordinary, uiuisual, out of ordinary course.

ij.. Caw. f; Cr. Kut. 29 An atinter in erde I attle to

schawe, . . an outtrage awenture of Arthurez wonderez.

r 1430 Lvno. Min. J'oems (Percy Soc.) 119 Thynges outrage
l>ien founde in every kynde.
B. as aiiv. Excessively, extraordinarily.

f 1400 Destr. Troy 3774 Aiax oelius was outrage grete.

Outrage (cwtrcidj), v. 1
[f.

OUTRAGE s/>. : cf.

F. outragcr, ^oultrager(n-i 5th c. in Hatz.-Darm.),
It. oltraggiare, Sp. tiltrajar. In all the obs. senses,

and formerly in 2, stressed on -rcfge."\

fl. intr. To go beyond bounds ;
to go to excess,

act extravagantly or without self-restraint
;

to

commit excesses, run riot. Ol>s.

1303 R. liRlNNK llandl. Synm ro892 po? J>ey outrage,
ande do folly, He shal nat .sle hem wyb felony. 1387
TREVISA. lligden (Rolls) III. 187 pere were i-made tweye
consuls, bat yf bat oon wolde outrage, be ober my^te hym
restreyne. cmoTioni^. 1'aJ-.: 375/2 <)utr:tsz\-n, ur doon

excesse, exccdo. 1496 J'm-s ft t'auf. (\V. ilc \\'.i IX. vii.

156/1 Couetouse folke .. outrage & seke to lie in hygher
de^re of rychesses & of worshyp than theyr neyghbours
lien, a 1568 ASCHAM Selio/em. \. (Arb.) 69 If three IT foure

great ones in Courte, will nedes outrage in apparell, in huge
)i..--e, in monstrous hattes. 1718 Entertainer No. 40. 274
He outrages in Ki'>t, and runs up to Seed in the grossest

impieties.

2. trans. To do violence to
;

to subject to out-

rage ;
to wrong grossly, treat with gross violence or

indignity, injure, insult, violate.

1590 SI-KNSI K /. <J. i. vi. 5 Ah heavens! that doe this

hideous act behold, And heavenly virgin thus outraged see.

1622 HACOS lien. I'll, \Vks_ 1879 I. 745 i The news .. put
divers young bloods into such a fury, as the English am-
bassadors were not without peril to be outraged. 1663
I'i i-vs Diary ro May, The liishop of Galloway was besieged
in his house by some women, and had like to have been

mitr.igcd. 1726 P'PF. Odyss. xvi. 296 Ifontrag'd, cease that

outrage to repel. 1849 MACAI-LAY 7ff. J'-"f. iv. I. 464 '

peace he continued to plunder and to outrage them. Ibid.

x. II. 600 The king stopped, robbed, and outraged by
ruffians, nl'iol. 1884 Koncoaf.fr Indep. 14 Feb. 151 'i Plun-

dering, outraging, and practising every form of oppression.

b. To violate or infringe flagrantly (.law, right,

authority, morality, any principle).
1725-6 Fvpc sOtiyss. (J.\ This interview outrages all de-

rency. 1848 \V. H. KF.LLY tr. L. Blanc's /list. Ten }'. II. 74

They were charged, .with, .the offence of outraging pnUii

morality and virtue. 1871 FKKKMAN ///xf. AA.*. ^ei. i. x .

291 [Frederick 1IJ contrived, by the circumstances of bis

vices, to outrage contemporary sentiment in a uay in \\huh
his vices alone would not have outraged it.

f3. intr. To break away, stray : seeOu'TKAY zO i.

1447 I'.OKI.NIIAM .Setntys (Roxb.) 62 Hir curate., was

goddys to serne From whos seruyce she nolde outrage.

-(4. trans. To drive out by force. Ol'S. rait '.

14.. I.VDG. Kocli.isn. xv. (MS. Ball. 263) If. 117 2 To pulte
their labour in execucioun And to outrage, this is veray
trouthe, Fro mannys liff, necligence & slouthe.

f5. intr. Influenced by RAGE r'.) To burst out

into rage, to be fuiious, to rage; to rush out in

rage. 06s.

1548 CRANNIED Catec/i. 2 ;b, When you shall heare other

outragyng with such horrible curses, flye from theym as

frome pestilence. 1571 (JoLDisc Cal-'in on f's. xxv. 8

Though the wicked outraged ageinst him without cause.

1582 STANVHLBST sEneis u. (Arb.) 65 So rushing to the

streets 1 posted in anger. But my feete embracing, my
pheere me in the entrye reteyned, Too father owtraging
thee soon [i.e. the son] shee tendred liilus. 1606 G. W[oon-
I:OCKR] Hist. I-.'Stine IX. 42 Alexander, outraged not against
his enemies, but his especiall friends.

t Outra'ge, v.* Obs. ran. [perh. f. OUT- +

RAGE v. But very prob. arising from erroneous

analysis of OUTRAGE zi.l: cf. prec. 5.]

1. trans. To rage against.
1584 HUDSON Du llartas' Judith in. in Sylvester's II'l-s.

(1621) 718 All this could not the peoples thirst asswage ;

Hut thus with murmurs they their Lords out-rage.

2. To surpass in rage or violence. [OUT- 18.]

J74 Yoi'Nr, J\'/. Th. in. 164 Their Will the Tygersuck'd,
outrag'd the Storm.

Otrtraged, fpl.a. [f. OUTRAGE 7 1

.
1 + -ED 1

.]

Subjected to outrage, gross violence, or indignity ;

violated.

(11711 KKN Dh'. Lore Wks. (1838) 242 Was ever any
Love, O outraged Mercy, like that love tliou didst shew in

dying for sinneis? 1850 KANE Airt. Kxpl. I. xxviii. 366
With the prompt ceremonial which outraged law delights

in. 1869 TF.S-NVSON Holy (hail 208 An outraged maiden

sprang into the hall, Crying on help.

tOu'tragely, fi/v. Obs. [f. OUTRAGE a. +
-i.v -.]

= OUTRAGEOUSLY.
a 1340 HAMPOLE Psalter xxiv. [xxv.] 3 Confoundid be all

wirkand wicked thyngis: outragely tr'. r. outerageusly].. .pat

is, bai doe wickidly..& outragely [i'.r. out raiusliche] tr:i-

nails in vanytes. 1445 E. E. ll'ills (1^82) 131 Y wille. that

myn exequies be not outragely done in expenses of vaniu-s.

c 1470 HF.NKY U'allace XL 160 Than \\allace said:
' \e

wrang ws owtragely '.

Ho t Ou'trageness = OuTRAGEOUSXESS.
1483 Cath. Angl. 264/2 An Outeragenes, c.tcessus, super-

Jliiitas.

Outrageous (outr?-d^3s),a. (adv.) Forms: 4-
outrageous; also 4 ut-, 4-5 oute-, 4-6 owt-, f-6
oult- ; 4 Sc. -eouss, 5 -uous, 5-6 -yous, -ioa, 5-8

-ious, 6 -eus, -iowse, etc. [a. OF. ontrageiis,A.Y.

oult-, F. -eux, f. outrage OUTRAGE sb^ : see -oi'S.]
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1. Exceeding proper limits; excessive, im- '

moderate, extravagant, superfluous; enormous,

extraordinary, unusual. In later use coloured by
sense 2.

c 1325 Metr. //"/. 89 His frendes . . gert him wel eet and

dr'mc, And 1 f his utrageous swine. 1340 HAMIOLF. Pr.

Consc, 9440 Outrageus hele and outrageous calde. c 1386
CHAVCKR rani. T. 322 Vengeance shal nat parten from his

li.nis That of liisothes is to outrageous. 14.. in Alexander^
etc. (K. K. T. S.) 283 For be outrages bight of housez. c 1416
HOCCI.KVI-: Ha/, lien. /' 14 The somme ., Is nat excessif ne

outrageous. 1447 Rolls of 1'arlt. V. 137/2 Outeragious
assemble of pepill. 1484 CAXTON Chivalry 77 By ouer oult-

i amyous drynkynge and etynge. 1502 ATKINSON tr. /V
Iniitatione l. xxi. 170 Remembre the outragious peynes of

hell & pourgatory. r 1550 K. UIKSTON /iayte Fortune B ij b,

Jiy arrogance oultrageous thy lounge on vanting swenwth.

1555 KIH.N Decades 67 Uein-e pricked forwarde with owt-

r.i^ioiis luing'T. 1585 T. WASIMM.ION tr. ^ichoiay's \'oy,

u. \i. 46 b, We found the streame..so violent and out-

rations. 1696 \VnisroN Th. l^irth iv. 11722) 378 [It]

\\oiilil. .afterward tk^ccii.! In violent and outragious Rani-

1818 Miss MIIIOKU in L'Kstrange Life (1870) II. ii. 4(1

The Romans [always seemed to me] the most outrageous,

strutting, Iwasting barbarians on the face of the earth.

1868 F,KWNIX<; A'/v y />'*. xii. 55 Yesterday he had to

keep indoors Because of the outrageous rain that fell.

2. Kxccs^ive or unrestrained in action ; violent,

furious ; f excessively hold or fierce (obs. .

1375 I'.ARnoi'R AV/wvix. 102 For hya outrageouss manheid,
Conform his men on sic maneir. 4:1386 CHAUCKR Pars. 7'.

P 485 In his outrageous an-er and Ire. < 1420 Anturs of
Aith. 421 'I lion Rase \\.mnen thaym one werre, with

outtrageuuse wille. 1484 CAXON J-'aHt-s of .-Esop i. xvi,

There was a lyon whiche in his yougthe was fyers and
mm he outra^you.s. 1523 l.i>. ISi.HM-.kS 1-roiss. I. cxxxvii.

i'-5 I It; i aim- u ith a thre tliousande of the moost outragyoust

p<_""plt: in all that countrey. 1609 ROWLANDS Whole Crw
of Kind ( /< >.v.w/

i ;n S, ;im-times her out-ragious madding fits,

Makes me as mad as she, beside iny u its. 1658 J. J"NF.s tr.

( h'/'i/'s !!'!* 117 So is revenge furiously out-ragious and out-

ra-ioiisly furious. 1751 KAKI. OKKKHV Remarks Sw/t (1752)

169 From an out) a-d.us lunatic, he sunk afterwards into

a quiet, spec-chk-s-; idiot. 1806 H. SIDDUNS J/rt/Vr", Il'i/e, <V

ll'i'tdm* I. 198 The old man was outrageous; Frederick

acted with more policy.

3. Kxcessive in injuriousness, cruelty, or offensive-

ness
;

of the nature of violent or gross injury,

wrong, or offence, or of a gross violation of law,

humanity, or morality; grisly offensive or abusive.

1456 Sin'd. HAVE Law Anns (S. T. S.) 174 (If he] dp him
sum outrageus injure. ///</. 287 And he persevere in his

outrageous langage. 1502 Oni. Crystcn Men n. \'. 11506! 95

Wliyche ihynge "is outragyous ^ presumpcyon detestable

ayenst god. 1560 1 >AI s tr. Sleidant's Couun. 27411, Which
outragious crueltie, 1 doubt not but God wyll ones avenge.

1583 GiU.L'ix*; C'ik'iti on I^'iit. ii. 65 If a man that hath m>

need doe rub or fleece his Neigiilx>ur of his goodes : therein

appearethsomuchthe lewder and outragiouser naugbtineKsc.

1642 in C'lareiulou Hist. Rcb. \'. 66 To puni-h those

horrible, outragious cruelties, which had been committed in

the murthering, and spoiling so many of his Subjects. 1852
MRS, SioWK Uncle 'J'tWi'sC. xxxv. 313 The outrageous treat-

ment of poor Tom had roused her still more. 1864'iYsxvsoN
Ayhm't's /'. 286 1'elted with outrageous epithets. 1888 A. K.
(",HI-KN Rchind Closed Doors ii. Whether I am to be made
the victim of an outrageous scandal that will affect my whole
future career.

fB. as adv. = next. Oh.
1375 ];\Hivi'k R>uct- iv. 483 He wes outrageous^ hardy.

1526 SKKI.HIX Mttgnyf. 2570 Today hote, to morowe out-

ra^yous coUle.

Outra/geotislyi tf^'- [f. prec. + -LY^.] In an

outrageous manner: a. To an immoderate degree,

excessively, extravagantly; violently, furiously;

b. In violation or with shameless disregard of law,

morality, or humanity; atrociously, flagrantly.

"1340 HAMI-OI.I-: Psalter xxxjij. 7 pou hand be kepand
vanytes outrageiisly. ll'id. Cant. 501 J>aim bat lulls }>is life

outrageusly. 1387 TKKVISA Iligdcn (RollaJ IV. 205 Julius
Cesar . . dede outrageousliche a^enst be customs and fiedom
of Rome. 1:1400 MACNDI-.V. (1839) xxii. 239 He ma>'despemle

i ynow, and outrageously. 1474 CAXVON Ches.se n. iv. Cvb,
\Vhii;h supposid that hit had been his squyer that he entretid

|
so outragyouvly. 1517 TOKKIN(;TON rilgr. 11884) 59 All

hV:;lit it blew cm'trageowsly. c 1540 tr. Pol. I 't'rif. /'-<". ///.v/.

(Camden) I. 257 Hee fell to the grownde, crienge owt-

rageuslie that hee was slaine. 1561 T. NORTON Cak'/n'.*

lust. i. -2j It is good that this outragiously wicked madness
l>e bewraieil. 1625 K. I.ONY; tr. fiarc/ny's Argents iv. ii. 239

Nobody durst speake to him thus outragiously fuming. 1713
STEKI.K Englishnt. No. i. 3, I was most outragiously insulted

by that Rascal of your*. 1854 DK QI-IMF.V H'ar \Vks. IV.

283 It gives a colourable air of justice . . to a war which i-,

in fact, the most outrageously unjust.

Outra-geousness. [f.
as prec. 4- -NESS.]

The quality of being outrageous : a. Excess, extra-

vagance; excessive violence, fin y, ferocity; b. Flag-
rant wrongfulncss or indignity; enormity, atrocious-

ness, heinousness.

1470 85 MALORY Arthur xiv. i, I see wel ye haue grete

wylle to be slayne as your fader was thorugh oultrageousnes.

1545 AscnAM Tti.voph. To Genilem. Eng. (Arb.,) 17 That the

oufragionsne-vs of great gamyngshuld not hurte the honest ie

of shotyng. a 1548 HALL Chron., Hen. V'fl 48b, This
aunswere.. could not mittigate or assuage the Scottes angre
and outrageousnes. c 1594 CAPT. WYATT R. Dudky's I'oy.

II'. Ind. (Hakl.) u The weather growinge into such a
monstrous outrngiou>nes. 1695 J. EDWARDS Perfect. Script.

19 An example of the impudence and outragiousness of lust.

1798 Hist. in.-\ nn.Reg. 96/2 The violence and outrageou-ness
that had characterised its original champions. 1869 K. S.

FFOULKKS Church's CreedorCrtnvris Creed ? 36 '1 he out-

rageousness of the whole proceeding.

OUTRANGE.

Oivtrager. [f. OUTRAGE z'.1 + -KR i.] One who
subjects to outrage or gross violence, a violator.

1873 H. SPENCER Study Social, ix. (1874) 208 An outrager
of all laws and social duties. 1892 Columbus 10.) Disp.
12 Apr., Assaulters and outragers of children.

Ou tragiiig, ///. a. [f.
OfTRAG E z'.

1 + -ING 2.]
That outrages or grossly offends

;
that violates

justice, morality, or decency; acting in an out-

r.igeous manner; f furious, raging (of>s.).

1567 DKANT //<vitv, /.'/. xix. Fviij, For plaie ingenders
tremling stryfe and strife outraginge ire. 1612 CHAPMAN
// /(/</<>:.'(.( 'J'. 111. Fiji), These are the ditches . . in which

outraging colts plunge loth themselues and their riders.

1642 BUDGE ll'ound. Const-. Cured i. 9 The outraging
licenciousnesse of Kings. 1805 Daily Xt"n>s 17 Jan. 6/4 It

is gratuitously outraging to his unfortunate readers.

1 Outragiou sitie. Obs. In 4 outragiouste,

5 -gyousyte. [a. AFr. type *oiitrageoust(, f.

outrageous + -te, -TY : not recorded in OF. (Cf.

Jovui SITIK.'] The quality of being OUTRAGEOUS :

a. Going btyond usual bounds, abnormality,

monstrosity ; b. Violence.

1340 HAMCOI.F /V. COHSC. 5010 If any lyms be here

unsemcly, Thurgh outragionste of kynd namely, God* sal

abate bat outrage, thurgh inyght, And make |>a lyms semely
to sight. 1470-85 MAI.OKY Artlturiu. xv, [He] charged hem
neuer to doo outragyonsyte nor mordre.

Outraie, variant of Onu.vv iv.l Ol>s.

Out-rai 1, v. [OtT- is.] trans. To outdo

in railing; to surpass in the use of raillery.

1676 \Vy in KI i v /'/. l^calsr i. i. (1735' 20 Thou mayst
easily come to. .out-rail a Wit. 01704 T. BROWN Sat. on
l->. A'iti? \\~ks. 1730 1. 59 He'd out-rail Oats, and curse both
theeaml I'.ouflflers. 1876 I,. STEPHEN Kng. Tli. iStA C. 1. 178.

t Outraious, a. Ot>s. Also 6 outraous, -ray-
ii ills. [app. f. Ot'TRAY S/i. -r -OL'S.

In the first quot. repr. oiitrains, i.e. outr<ijtts in the F.

original,.so that the Kng. also may be for fnttrajoits = out-

ragfons. On the other haiul tuitmtnts in quot. 1523 cannot
be so explained.]
= OUTRAGEOUS a., in its various senses.

1303 R. UHL-NNE HantiL Synnt- 5492 5)'f }>ou haue l>e so

< Diieytoiis To meres men ouer outraious, 4:1450 LOMEUCH
d>vi/7xxxv. 162 And Kedyn Al day with gret peyne In An
Owtraious Contre Certeyne. 1523 Ln. HFRNERS Fiviss. I.

xhv. 61 Kyng Pbylyppe . . made light therof, and sayd how
his nephue uas but an outraous fole.

Hence t Outraiously adv. Obs.

1303 K. UKUNNK Httndl. Synnf 2196 ^yf bou !>e a lord}
-

ng,
And otitraiusly takyst mennys (jyng Vn tyme of werre or

tymeofpes. 13.. [see OI'TRA(;EI.V, a 1340].

tOutra'ke 1
. (V. Also oute reche, utrack,

-rak'^e. [? corrupt, of on/rage.] Outrage, excess.

13.. Citnit'r M. 4133 iCott.) If yee do suilk an outrake

[-'. rt\ \ track, outerake] Ful siker may yee be o w rake. Ibid.

6295 (Colt.) For ogh |r'.>. oft] on him |>ai s.iglit vnak [;'. tr.

outrake, oute reche, vtrake) Quar-for oft sith bai fand his

wrak. Ibid. 29075 (Cott.) For bof we fast we agh noght take

Xober o mete lie drink vtrake.

tOu'trake-. Jial. Otis. [f.OuT-7-rRAKErf.-i]
a. An expedition, a raid. b. (See quot. 1825.)
n 1765 XorthuwHd. betrayd by Dffivgltts xxxii. in Child

ISallads 11889) III. VI. clxxvi. 413/2 And I haue beene in

Lough I^ven The most part of these yeeres three: Vett had
1 neuer noe out-rake. 1802 SIBBAI.D Citron. Sc. Poetry
Gloss., Outrake, an expedition, an out-ride.. also an exten-

sive open pasture for sheep or cattle. 18x5 BBOCKETT N. C.

tifi'ss., Outrake, a free passage for sheep from inclosed

pastures into open grounds, or common lands. 1889 .S7/>r<A

IT Patches 26 June (E. D. D.), The records of the Court
Baron of Holgate twice mention an outrack.

I Ou trance. Ol>s. cxc. as Fr. (<traj'is). Forms:

5-6 oultra u nee, 5 out-, owtraunce, 7 outter-

ance,5 outranoe. See also UTTERANCE, [a. OF.

oitltrance, oiitrancc (i3thc. in Hatz.-Darm.) going

beyond bounds, excess, extremity, f. ottltrer, oiilrer

to pass beyond, surpass, conquer, drive out of

bounds or to extremity, = Pr. ultrar, It. oltrare to

go beyond, f. L. ultra, It. oltra, F. oltre, outre

beyond. In this form the word has been more or

less obs. since I7th c., since which time however

the Fr. phrase it entrance, a toute entrance (erro-

neously <) 1'ontratice], to excess, to extremity, has

been in occasional use, instead of the Kng. at or

to (fhe) outrcmce. But already c 1400 the same

vowel-shortening which changed outer, outmost to

utter, utmost, shortened entrance to uttrance, subseq.
often extended to UTTERANCE, in which form the

word is still occasional in literary use.]

A degree which goes beyond bounds or beyond
measure

;
excess : only in the phrases to (unto)

entrance, beyond all limits, to the utmost, to ex-

tremity, at outritiiic, at the last extremity ;
to Jig/it

lo (the) or at entrance, to fight to the bitter end,

to the death (rendering F. combattre A oittrance,

a loute. entrance, ijth c. in l.ittre).

1412-20 I.VDI;. Chron. Troy i. ii, Fyrste he must.. Unto
oultraunce with these billies to fyght. 14. . HO<XLKVF. BaL
I'ii,;. If Christ 48 Lest.. The feend me assaille, & haue
at the outrance. a 1420 /V l\fg. I'rinc. 3217 Rathir

hadde I-putte hym to ^e outraunce. .1550 R. BIF.STON

ttayte Fortune A vj, But poore men to punishe vnto the

oultrance. 1601 HOLLAND rliny I. 280 As if sword-fencers

were brought within the lists to fight at outterance. 1609
Annn. Marccll. xix. ii. 125 They were so stiifely set to

tight to the outrance. 1755 SMOLLETT Quijc. \\. v. (1783) I.

8y ni'tt', To tight the owner to extremity or outrance. 1819



OUTRANGE.
SCOTT Ivanhoc viii, The combat was understood to be at '

outranee.

||
b. The corresponding Fr. phrase (also erron.

<i I*entrance).
1600 TATE in Gutch Coll, Cur. I. 8 The manner of fight is

..by Capitulation, or a Toute Outrance. 1883 Standard
24 Oct. 5/2 (Stanf.) livery duellist a entrance binds himself
to commit suicide or murder.

Outrange (uutiivi-mlg), v. [OUT- 21, 18, 17.]
1. trans. Gunnery. To exceed in range, have

a longer range than. .

1858 GutBHBB Gunnery 85 The best rifles on my principle
will out-range by several hundred yards the bt^t '.six-

pounder
'

in her Majesty's service. 1899 Westin. Gas,
2 Nov. 7/2 Our forces were seriously outnumbered, and our
j;ims outranged until the arrival of the Naval Brigade.
2. To surpass in extent of time.

1887 PallMall G. i June 5/2 The red deer., can outrange
them all in the historic records of his antiquity.
3. To range beyond.
1883 Philad. Telegraph XL. No. 35. 3 Their brethren who

outranged the forest fulnessesand feD into the hands of men.
b. A r

auf. To range past or ahead of, to outsail.

1890 in Cent. Diet.

Outra'iik, v. [Oui- 21.] trans* To be

superior in rank to, to take precedence of.

1864 in WKBSTEK. 1881 P. Du CHAILLU Land MidnightSun II. 150 The Norwegians, .outrank every other nation
in Europe in that respect.

Out-ra-iit, '<-'. [Oui- 18 or 21.] trans. To
exceed in ranting.
1646-8 G. DANIEL Poems Wks. 1878 I. 211 High Stories,

to out-rant our dull Gazetts. 1681 HICKEKINGILL Char.
Sham Plotter Wks. 1716 I. 219 He has. . Prophaneness
enough to out-rant a Tory. 1885 ISpool Post 27 Mar. 4/6 He
attempts to out-rant and . .out-slang the Pall Mall Gazette,

Outraous, obs. form of OUTRAIOUS.

Out-rape, -rate, etc. : see OUT-.

tOut-ra'se, -raze, v. Obs. [OUT- 16.]
trans. To pluck or root out, to destroy; to erase,
efface or rub out. Hence f Out-ra'sed ///. a.

I4ia-zo LYDG. Chron. Troy\\. xxxi, Let not his prease thy
royall booke defface Hut in all haste his renowne outrace.

1422 tr. Secreta Secret., Priv.Priv. 128 Fryst he niakyd his

owyn eigh to be out-rasit. c 1586 C'TESS PEMIIKOKE Ps.
i.xxiv. xviii, Nor utterly out-rase From tables of thy grace
The flock of thy afflicted ones. 1621 G. SANDYS Ovid's-
Met. VH. (1626) 142 Out-razed by the sterne Diseases rage.
1638 Paraphr. Diy. Poems, Job (1648) 14 No Eye shall
his out-raz'd impression view.

Outraught, obs. pa. pple. of OUTHEACH.
Outrave, So. past t. of OUTBIVE v. Obs.

tOll'tray, sb. Obs. Also 5 owtray(e. [f. next.]
1, OUTWALK sb* in various senses.

14-. Ser 7- Ma,uievelte tg Somh-n 78 in Haxl. I-.. P, P.
(1864) I. 157 In most outraye. Sathanase was lowset, and
cawsit this syn. (71475 Kan/ Coilyar 156 He start vp
stoutly agane. .For anger of that outray that he had thair
tane. 1610 HOLLAND Camderis Brit. (1637) 1 14 With.. great
cruelly they committed outraies along these shores. < 1611
CHAPMAN fMadxxm, 506 You. .know well the outrays that

engage All young men's actions.

2. ? An outgoing ;
a going out of bounds.

c 1624 CHAPMAN ttatrachom. So The cat and night-hawke,
who much ikathe confer On all the outraies, where for food
I erre.

Ontray'i v- 1 Obs. exc. dial. [a. AngloF. ult-

reicr, oittrcier (of which Godef. cites ultrca for

uttrcia from Horn et Rimenhilit) : late L. type
+uUricare. f. ultra beyond ; practically identical

in sense with OF. ottltrer, ontrer:L. * it ftrare 1

.

hence cognate with outrage, med.I.. iiltnigium*
and its derivative outrage vb., of which outray is,

in its earlier senses, to a great extent a doublet.

Hut it appears to have been sometimes felt as

a compound of OUT- and RAY sb. and ?'., aphetic
for ARHAY: cf. quots. 1387, 1611 in sense I.]

t 1. intr. To go beyond or exceed bounds
;
to

stray ;
to break away from a certain place or order

;

to be or get out of array. Obs.

13 . Cocr tie L, 2713 IJefell that a noble stede Outrayyd
fro a paynym. c 1374 CHALCKK Jloeth, in. pr, vi. 61 (Camb.
MS.) pat they ne sholden nat owtrayen or forlyueil fro the
vertuus of hyr noble kynrede. c 1386 Clerk's T. 587 This
warne I yow ^at ye nat sodeynly Out of youre self for no
wo sholde outreye. 1387 TKKVISA Hidden (Rolls) VII, 243
l>e Normans arrayed nem eft, and tornede a$en uppon be

Knglische men |at outrayed [r'. r. were out of aray], and
chased hem in every side. cifin CHAPMAN Iliad v. 793
Your foes, durst not a foote addresse Without their ports ..

And now they out-ray to your flecte.

2. intr. To go beyond the bounds of moderation
or propriety ; to be extravagant ;

to go to excess.

1440 York Myst. xxxiii. 100 Agayne Sir Cesar hym selfe

he segges and sales, All be wightis in this world wirkis in

waste, pat takis hym any tribute ; bus his itching outrayts.
i64 JACKSON Christ's Ansiv. 14 Reason itself must be
regulated .. otherwise it will outray farther in its desires
than sense. 16*5 Creed v. v. 8 Without whose lists

should he tempt them to outray much in notorious dis-

soluteness. 1878 Citaiberld. Gloss.) Qot ray, to exceed
propriety.
3. trans. Togo beyond, overcome; to vanquish,

crush; to surpass, excel. Now dial.

1420 Anturs of Arth. xxiv, The child playes atte the

balle, That outray schalle 30 alle Derfly that daye ! c 1430
I.YWJ. Chichev. <y Bye. in Dodsley O. /'. XII. 336 Wymmen
ban made hemself sostronge, For to outraye humylite. 1430

St. Margaret 343 Thi chast lyf, thy parfyt holynesse i

267

Han me venquysshed and outrayed in distress*:, c 1440
Generydes 2426 What knyghte is vender. .That in the fold

putrayth euerychone V 1523 SK*;LION Crown Laurel xxiii,
The cause why Demosthenes so famously is bruted Onely
proceeded, for that he did outray Kschines. a 1529 /'.

Spiirwe 84 Where Cerberus doth barke,.. Whom Hercules
dyd outraye. 1876 K. K. ROBINSON Whitby Gloss., Outray,
to outshine; to excel.

f4. intr. To be outrageous, commit outrages.
1377 /W. Poems (Rolls) I. 217 ^if that his entmys ou^t

outrayed, To chasteis hem wolde he not lete. c 1450 Loxt-
I.ICH Grail \\\\. 41 Anon kyng Mordrayns gan to Owtraye,
And AI the Contre gan for to Afraye And brend butbe Cartel
and town.

f5. trans. To outrage, to treat outrageously; to

injure, insult, abuse. Obs.
c 1400 Melaync i 2 And saidt; baire -;iuine> weren alle gone

Owttrayede with he-then thede. c 1475 Raitf Coilyar -^.\

}one man that thuw outrayd Is not sa simpill as he said.

1530 I'M SI;K. 651/1, I outray a peisone (Lydgate), I do some
outrage or extreme hurt to hym. Jc oultrage.

t 6. To put out of bounds), turn out, expel. Obs.

1415 HOCCLEYI: To Sir J.Oldeastle 279 In your fals errour
shul yee been outrayed And been enhabited with Sathanas.

1430-40 LYDG. Hochas in. xxii. heading, Kvagoras King of

Cipre was by Artaxerxes outrayed and putte from his

kingdom, c 1470 HAKUIX<; Chron. ccix. xt, They two
warryed ,.Vpon tlie duke of Hurgoyne, and hym outrayed,
'1 hat he went into Hurgoyne all formayed.

Hence t Ontrayer, one who abuses or insults;

t Outraying- vbl. sb. Obs.

1375 RAKHOUK Bruce xvm. 182 Hot gif the mair misa-J-
uc-nture Uefell llianie, it suld richt hard thing He till lekl

iliame till outraying. 1600 W. WATSON Dccacordon (1602)

215 Howsoeuer some surly syres, or mincing outraiers due
.scorne and .scoffe at them behintle their ba(,kes.

Outray, ^.- rare. [f. OUT- 14, 21-1- RAY
v., sb.] a. iiHr. To (lash out as a ray ; to radiate,
emanate, b. trcrtis. To surpass in radiance.

16^4.7
H. MORE Poems 144 Mans soul from Clods own life

outray'd. 1652 HKXI.OWKS Thcoph. \. viii, Thou outray Vt
all diamonds of the skies, 1895 Lu. DK TABLKY /Vtv/wSer.
ii. T An aureole outrayed upon her brow.

Outrayious, variant of OUTBAIOVS. Obs.

Out-raze, variant of OfT-KASK, v. Obs.

Outre, obs. variant of UTTKK v.

II Outr^ (tr^), a. (sb,} [F. outre, pa. pple. of

oiitrer to i;o beyond limits, to push to excess.]

Beyond the bounds of what is usual or considered

correct and proper ; unusual, eccentric, out-of-the-

way; exaggerated.
1722 RICHARDSON Statues Italy 191 The Sword coiner

above a Yard through her Body; the K.xpression is some-
thing Savage, and Outre. 1742 FIELDING J. Andrews Pref,
A judicious eye instantly rejects anything outre. 1791 MKS.
RADCLII-I-K J\ow, Forest vii, In these solitary woods it is

quite outre. 1816 SINGER Hist. Cards 66 Some of them are

extravagant and otttre. a 1859 DK QUINCKY Com'crsation
Wks. 1860 XIV. 169 He will talk upon outre subjects.

t B. as sb. That which is extravagant or fan-

tastic. Oh.
1759 (loi.nsM. Pol. T.carn. x. To exhibit the ridiculous

outre of a harlequin under the sanction of that venerable
name. 1760-72 H. BROOKE Fool of Qua1. 11809) II. 53 A
sumptuou> outre of terms, and new cut of phrase.

Otltreach (uu-t|r/tf, sb. [OUT- 7.] The act

of reaching out.

1870 WIIIITIER To L. J/. Child $o No proof beyond this

yearning, This outreach of our hearts, we need. 1884
PHILLIPS BROOKS New Starts in Life v. 80 What a different

thing this life and this outreach toward man becomes.

Outreach (aut,rrtj\ ?A* [OUT- 17, iSc, 14, 15.]
1. trans. To exceed in reach, to reach or extend

beyond ;
to exceed, surpass.

1568 ASCHAM Scholem. \. (Arb.) 21, I found the site ^o

good. .but the making so costlie, outreaching my habilitie.

1646 SIR T. BHOWNK Pseud. Ej>. 385 This.. may seeme to
outreach that fact, and to exceed the regular distinctions of
murder. 1681-6 J. SCOTT Chr. Life (17471 HI. 173 It puz/les
my Conceit, and out-reaches my Wonder. 1879 Piiiu.ii'.s

BHOOKS Influence of Jesus ii. 131 He.. did a larger work
which has far outreached the Jewish people.

f2. To overreach ; to deceive, cheat
;
to outwit.

1579-80 NORTH Plutarch (1676) 163 Fabius . . was out-

reached and deceived by Hannibals fine stratagem of his
Oxen.

1634^
FORD P. Warheck iv. iv, The man Of cunning

is out-reacn'd ; we must be safe. 1643 HEKLL Anstc. Feme
47 The Doctor hath outreached him.

3. intr. To reach too far
;
to go beyond bounds.

1651 N. BACON Disc. Gwt. Eng. it. vi. '1739) 28 A Prince
that knew how to set a full value upon Church-men,, .and,
it may be, did somewhat outreach in that course.

4. trans, and intr. To reach out, stretch out,
extend, poet.
1594 .SV. Metr. Ps, cxxxvi. vi, Yea, he the heauy charge

Of all the earth did streache. And on the waters large The
same he did out reache. 1801 SOUTHEV Thalal<a viii, .\iii,

They stood with earnest eyes, And arms out-reaching, when
again The darkness closed around them. 1816KEATS!efK$w.
i. 867 With wings otitraught And spreaded tail, a vulture
could not glide Past them. 1887 BOWEN / 'irgil sKncid \\. 535
Hand outreaching to hold him, and spear uplifted to smite !

So Ou-trea-ching vbl. sb. and ///. a.

1587 Gm.DlXG DCJIornay xxxi. 501 And for the out-

reaching of abhominations, there shalbe desolation vnto
the ende. 1897 Outing W. S.) XXX. 359/1 Other craft at

anchor, sheltered by the outreaching land.

fOutrea-ch, v.t Obs. rare. A variant of OUT-
BKIK v.j to fit out, equip. Hence f Outrea'cher,
an outfitter.

1640 in Spalding Troub. Chas. I [see OUTFITTER 3].

OUTREIKING.
1 Outread fautirrd;, v. [OUT- 15 b, 18.]

1 1. trans. To read through or to the end. rare.

1659 A. HAY Diary (S. H. S. 1901) 141 [I] outred the first

book, which caryes on the story till the birth of Christ.

2. To outdo in reading; to read more than.

1815 Zflitca III. 260 She would out-read Lydia Languish
herself. 1888 F. WAKUKN ll'iiek of /fills II. xxiii. 2u>
Ladies out-read us, out-write us.

fOutrea-der. Oh. rare. [For *oit(reddcr, f.

OITKKD vl 2.] One who fits out (a ship\
i6zz M AI.VNKS A tic. Law-Mcrch. 444 Against Pirats, thtir

a-isisters or abettors, Outreaders or Kecciuei>.

Outrea-son, v. [OUT- iSc, 18.] trans. To
overcome by reasoning or argument ;

to outdo
or surpass in reasoning.
1644 J. C.ui.muN Dang. Fighting ag*t. God 30 That way

which shall be able to out-reason . . all other \\-.tyei, will at
last exuk unitie. 1677 (J.Ai.K Crt. C.cntiles II. iv. 117 A
carnal mind vainly puffed tip out-reasons al good con-
victions of dutie. i8zi fc.vaiiiincr 46 'j They were alike
out-voted and out-reasoned. 1891 C'. Cou: Cy Rots 139 He
did not attempt to outreason the .silly superstition.
Out-reave to Out-redden : see OUT-.

r
+ Out-re'Ckon, v. Obs. [(^CT- iS.] trans.
To exceed in reckoning or computation.
1617 1- LKICHKK / 'ulcntinian \. i, A power that can preserve

us after ashes, And make the names of men out-reckon a"c.s.

1698 TYSON- in /'////. Trans. XX. 141 But Jul.Ca:. Scaliger
. ,out-reckous them al!.

Outrecuidance C'^wk/if/dahs, ^tajkwrdans).
arch. Also 5-6 oultre-, -cuyd-, -quyd-, 6 -cuid-,
-a(u)nce, 5 utterquidaunce, 6 ultrequed-, 7
outercuidance. [a. F. cittrccmJancc (i-'-i^lh c.

in Hatz.-Darm.), f. oittrecitider f i 2th c. ;, f. outre

beyond, to excess + citidcr to think, plume oneself

: L. lOgitare to think.] Excessive self-esteem ;

overweening self-confidence or self-conceit
;

arro-

gance ; conceit, presumption.
'435 '" H'tin F.ug. in l-'nintc (Roll>) II. 584 Crete pride

and outrecuidaunce, and setting noo store be none otlicre

iiiaiua-:- fren.shipe. <. 1495 Epitaffe ct<-. in bkcttoiis ll'k*.

(1843) ^- J9- ^ lj!tj nKl
>' thon rue ihy vHurquitlaunce. 1524

St. Papers Hen. /"///, I\'. ^-5 hlie shal remayue in o\er-
nioche estymacion and oultreuuidance of her >elf. 1599
BrQughtORA Let. ii. 10 To >inJi an outrecuidance hath your
selfe-conceit caried you. a 1652 DKOML Mud Couple *. i.

\\'ks. 1873 I. 5 Therein was your outrecuidance. 1819 Scoi i

h'anhoe ix, It is full time., that the outrccuidance of thtse

peasants .should be restrained. 1888 Sat, Rev. iS Aug. iO5/-'
Admiral Hornby has rebuked the outrecuidance of English-
men who seemed to think so.

tOu'tred, J/>. Sc. Obs. [f. Ort- 7 + KED sb.]
1. Clearance from debt or liability; settlement

of accounts; finishing of a business.

1491 Aita Dout. Condi. (1839' 205^1 A a ?it he lias gottine
na payment nor outred. 1330 in Pitcairn Criin. Trials I. 244*
For outred and payment uf his faderis dettis. 1695 J. SAGK
Article Wks. 1844 I. 282 Why el>e would his Gran; have so

earnestly required expedition and hasty outred?

2. Outlit, equipment (of a ship, a man).
1491 A eta Audit. (1839) 154 f>at pat rick lit-1. .sal. .pay

. .for )?e outred of his parle of his ^chip callit (?e mare of
dunde. 1592 5V. Acts Jos. I'f 11814* I"- 54'/' Sen the
outred of the saidis scliippib. 1610 J. RlELViLL Diary (184^
710 They tuo wer left to mak outred for thame selffi>.

t Outre'd, ^.1 Sc. Obs.
[f. OUT- 15 + RED v.]

1. (rans. To disentagle ;
to extricate from diffi-

culties by settlement of liabilities
;

to clear of

encumbrances.
1467 Sc.Aets fas. Ill, c. 23 (1597) For their payment, and

to outred their selfe. 1488 A<.ta Dout. Condi. (1839) 103 2
His executoris. has gudis. atieuch for J?e outredding of hi>.

detti.s. 1610 J. Mt;L\ ILI, Diary (184'.:) 710 We wantit no
ciedite to outred our selffis out of all expensis. 1670 in H.
Miller Scenes <y Leg. x. 11850) 150 For outreddint; them of
their necessary and most urgent affairs.

2. To fit out (a ship).
1535 Ld. Trcas. Ace. Scot, in Pitcairn Crint. Trials 1.285*To George Wallace, for outredding of the Kingis gracis

.s(_liip towart Deip. 1592 .St. Acts Joj. /7(i8i4) 541 Being
Lommandit be his hicnes to wictuali and outred the schipis.

Out-re'd, ^.- [f- OUT- 20 -t- KED a.] trans.

To surpass in redness.

1648 HKRKICK Hcsfi, ;-., Weeping Cherry^ I saw a cherry
weep, .. Because my Julia's lip. .did out-red the same.

Out-rede : see ATKKI>E v .

Out-rei'gn, v. [Oux- 17, 18.] trans. To reign
to the end of, beyond, or longer than.

1590 Hi-iiNSiiR F. Q. \\. x. 45 Till they outraigned had tlieir

utmost date. 1641 Sin E. DURING Sp.on Relig. 20 Nov. xiv.

6j Antichri>t hath out-raigned him for 1600 yeares. 1801
W. TAYLOR in Monthly Mag, XI. 19 [ Koine J governed by
twelve Caesars in succession, of u horn the second Augustus,
out-reigned the other.--.

tOutrei'k,f. Sr. Obs. [f.Ou-r- IS + RKJKV.]
trans. To fit cut or equip.
1640-1 Kirkeudbr. ll'ar-Coinni. Min. Kk. (1855) 102 A roll

of the number, bothe of hor.ss and foote, which may be out-

reiked ..for the foirsaid recerve. 1694 Lond. Gaz. No.

2059/3 'l'ne ^en to ^c outreiked for this present Levy.

So fOu'treik sb,, fOu'treiking vbl. sb.t equip-
*-i.nt outfit- ) rtti +TDI l-^y miAvulinort uit^c rtr fi( nil t.

of Horse and Foot in this Levie. 1708 M. BftUCE Good
A't'Tfj- 21 Many.. that seemed to be very far behind, get
a new Stock, and a new Out-reiking.
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OUT-BELIEF.

Ou't-relie:f. = Out-doorrclicf: seeOuTDooRa.J.
'

1892 I'all Mull G. 7 Sept. 6/2 You have got an out-relief

officer. 1894 It'cstin. Ga~. 31 May 3 'i There are successful

ont-relief unions as well as successful anti-out-relief unions,
,

1900 Xi-.i 1 Cent. Rt-: VII. 399 Even under the system of

out-relief there is sor.ie little incentive left.

Outrely, obs. form of OUTERLY.

Oxitreness (wtwnes). [f. OUTRE + -XKSS.]

The quality of lieing outre', unusual, or peculiar.

1832 MOTLEY Corr. (1889) I. ii. 19 The University towns

[in Germany] are the homes of 'outre-ness'. 1882 HAW-
THORNE Dr. Grimshawe viii, A certain seemly beauty in

him showed slrikingly the. .outre'ness of the rest of their lot.

t Ou't-re:nt. Obs. [OUT- 6.] Kent paid out;

payment of the nature of rent or rent-charge, esp.

as deducted from or opposed to income or rent

received.

1479 limy n'ills (Camden) 51 That the seid Roberd shall

beer alle oute rentys and seruices of olde tyme charged vpon
the seid matter to the chief lordes of the same fee. 1523
FIT/HERB. Sun: 31 Than must there be deduct out of the

sayd grose somirte all maner of out rentes and ordynary

charges. 1635 EARL STRAFFORD Lett, ft Disp. (1739) I. 487

Also that all the other Out-Rents forth of my Estate be

orderly paid. 1769 Actome tucks. Act 15 Persons having

any .. Rent, Out-rent, Fee-farm rent. 1794 HTICHINSON
Hist. Ciimbld. I. 259 note, Reserving to the vicar. .an out-

rent of 6s. 8</. yearly.

tOu'trepa:ss,;-. Ol>s. [n..autrefasser(i2&c.
in Hatz.-Darm. ,

f. outre beyond + passer to pass.]

trans. To pass beyond, surpass. Hence t Outre-

passed///, a., surpassing. So f Ontrepasse sl>.,

that which surpasses all others.

c 1477 CANTON Jason 20 b, Certaynly my lady ys the

onltrepasse of al other ladyes. Ibid. 32 The..oultrepassed
be.uue of the vertuous Myrro. 1645 City Alarum 21 Why
should a few Accomptants stand up like Hercules Colomnes,
which no man dares oulrepasse?

Outrequydaunce, obs. f. OOTBECOIDAHOB.
Out-resent to Out-rhyme : see OUT-.

Outride (curtiraid ', sb. rare. [f. next.]

1. The act of riding out, a ride out ; an excursion.

1740 SoMi.kvn.LE HoM'inol Ded., Your provitice is the

town ; leave.me a small outride in the country. 1765 fer^y
/\ cliques Gloss., Outrakc, an out-ride ; or expedition.

2. The district of an outrider or commercial

traveller, local.

1884 L'pton-on-Sci'Crn Gloss. 1896 \\'anoicksk. Gloss.

Outri'de, v. [Get- 14, 15, 18, i;.]

1. intr. and trans. To ride out. Ol>s. or foe/.

1460 Lyl'caits Disc. 952 Gyffronn hys hors outryt, And
was wode out of wyt. 1815 Clnvn. in Ann. Reg. 629 The
bravest that ever in battle outrade.

2. To outdo in riding, to ride better, faster, or

farther than; to leave behind or outstrip by riding.

1530 PALSOR. 650/2 Take as swyfle a geldynge as thou

canste fynde and I holde the twenty nobles I outryde Ihe.

1597 SH'AKS. 2 If, . //", i. i. 36. 1685 DANCERFIELD Mem.
3 Feb. 21 We. .by much out-rode all the Pursuers for the

space of an hour Whip and Spur. 1861 THACKERAY J-'onr

Georges (1880) 5^ What postilion can outride that pale
horseman? 1890 'R. HOI.IIRKVVOOD

'

Col. Reformtr (1991)243
He tried ineffectually to outride, .the furious animal.

b. transf. ya&jig.
1672 I>KVI>I:N Conv. Granada- ii. i. (i 7'js) 40 Like a Tempest

that out-rides the Wind. 1791 PAINK Rights ofMatt (ed. 4)

115 Their anxiety now was to outride the news lest they
should be stopt.

3. Of a ship : To ride out, to survive the violence

of va storm).
1647 N. BACON Disc. Govt. Eng. I. v. (1739) n Who by

patience out-rode the storms of foreign force. 1827 HAI.LA.M

Const. Hist. I. v. (1876) 247 Those perils appear less to us,

who know how the vessel outrode them. 1856 R. A.

VAUGHAN Mystics (1860) I. 202 By what divine art was it

that his ark was so skilfully framed as to out-ride those

deluges of trouble?

4. intr. To ride in advance of or beside a carriage

as an outrider. {Cent. Did.)
Outrider ^otrtirjiidaj). [OUT- S.] One who

rides out or forth.

1 1. An officer of the sheriff's court whose duties

included collecting dues, delivering summonses, etc.

1340 Act 14 Ed-w. Ill, c. 9 Et <|ile per tieux baillifs &
hundreders, et lour sout/.baillif>, le Roi (\: le poeple soient

sei vi/, en oustant pur touz jours toux les outriders & autres

qui en divers Countees avant ces hures notoriement ont

destrnit le poeple. 1406 Rolls I'arl. 111. 598/1 Plusours

Visconts .. les dit/ amerciaments levent par lour Minislres

appellez Oulryders. c 1460 TcKC'itclcy Myst. xx. 26 Bot all

fals indytars, Quest mangers and Hirers, And all thise fals

out rydars. 1607 COWELL Interpr., O-.i'tryders, seeme to be

none other but bayliffe errants, employed by the Shyreeues
or their fermers, to ride to the fardest places of their

counties or hundreds, with the more speede to summon to

their county or hundred courts. [So 1706 in Puil.i.M'S, 1848
in WHARIOX.]

f 2. An officer of an abbey or convent, \\hose

duty it was to attend to the external domestic

requirements of the community, esp. to look after

the manors belonging to it. Obs.

c 1375 Sc. /-cv*. faints xxx. (Thcodcra) 424 J*ai ordenyt

hyr bare out-rydere, par witale to be house to by. c 1386
CHAUCER frol. 166 A Monk ther was a fair for ihe maistrie

An outridere that louede veuerie [cf. Shipman's T. 65].

1393 LAM;L. /'. PL C. v. 116 Til .. religious out-ryders
leclused in here cloistres. 1526 in Visitat. Norwich (Cam-
den) 214 (Abbey St. Benet's, Huhne) Dompnus M'illelmns

Hornyng, oute-rider. 1532 Ibid. 279 Dominus Ricardus

Norwych, owte-ryder.

268

f3. a. A forager of an army. b. A highwayman.
'

1581 SAVH.E Ta-:ittts, Hist. iv. I. (1591) 207 The cohorts .

recouered all the spoile, sane onely that which certaine out-

riders had caryed further into the cuntrey. 1598 GRENEWEV

Tacitus, Ann. iv. vi. (1622) 97 The out-riders and forragers

were conducted by certaine chosen Moores. 1600 HEVWOOU
ist ft. Kdiv. //', III. i. Wks. 1874 I. 43, I feare thou art

some outrider that Hues hy taking of purses here, on Bassets

Healh. 1625 K. LONG tr. Barclays Argents I. i. 4 Some
outriders of Lycogenes his campe, which . . lay in wait for

any passengers.
4. A commercial traveller ;

a tradesman s travel-

ling agent, dial.

1762 Misc. Kss. in Ann. Reg. 205 When the humble out-

rider astride his saddle-bags, goes his rounds for fresh orders,

to dealers and chapmen in the country. 1785 TRUSI.KR Mod.
Times I. 19 An outrider to a tradesman in London. 1814
M UISHALI. Re;: IV. 220 iK. U. D. ) Mr. M. was some years
out-rider and clerk toMr.W. 1901 A". fyQ. s-9 VIII. 462/1.

5. A mounted attendant who rides in advance of

or beside a carriage.
I530PALSGR. 250/2 Oulryder, anant conrrettr. 1791 MAD.

D'AKISLAY Diary 2 Aug., We saw a very handsome coach,

and four horses, followed by ..outriders, stop at the gate.

1801 Ann. Reg. *3 ^he set off for Brighton with four horses

and out-riders. 1860 ADKLAIUK A. PROCTER Sailer^ Hoy iii,

( httriders first, in pomp and stale, Pranced on their horses

through the gate. fig. 1869 BI.ACKMOBF. Lorna D. vii,

There were, .light outriders of pithy weed.

Oil trrding, vkl. s/'. [OfT- 9.] The action

of riding out
; spec, raiding, marauding. So Out-

riding///. a.

1568 CTKAITON Citron. I. 185 When the tyme came of her

out ryding none sawe her, but her husband, a. 1641 l,r.

MOL-NTAGU Acts tr -'/<"'. 116421 287 The Inhabitant! of

Thrachonitis . . were by him restrained uf out-riding, robbing,
and spoyling of their neighbours, their ancient practise.

1812 SCOTT Let. toCrabl'C in Lnck/iart, His
I
Robin Hood's]

indistinct ideas concerning the doctrine of nieitni and tuttw

being no great objection to an outriding Borderer.

Outri'g, v. [Back-formation from OITKIGOKK

3.] trans. To furnish witli outriggers.'

1883 Harper t Mag, Oct. 713/1 It could be outrigged for

Ontrigged (uirtirigd), ppl. a. [Orr- 1 1
;
after

Ot'TKiiiiiKU sb. 3.] Fitted with outriggers.
1861 Times 27 Sept., A rowing expedition abroad.. in the

first
'

outraged
'

four which has been upon foreign wattr^.

1867 Routledge'l /'.','. />'<'/.>' . I "it. Apr. 202 A pair-oar gig

outrigged. 1888 \V. K. WOOIH;ATK Heating 143 Half-out-

ringed gigs became common. 1900 YV. K. SKI.KUODD Oxford
Rowing^, i845saw Ihegenera! introduction into Oxford uf

outrigged boats, an innovation viewed with much alarm by
the University authorities.

Outrigger (.au-tirvgai). [f.
Ori adv. + Kit: ;.!

+ -KK 1
: Imt in various senses preceded by Ol'T-

I.IUUER, of vihich it may be in part an alteration.]

Something rigged out or projecting.
1. Xant. a. A strong beam passed through the

port-holes of a ship, used to secure the masts and

counteract the strain in the act of careening ;
b.

A spar to haul out a sheet ;
C. A small spar to

thrust out and spread the breast-backstays ; d. A
boom swamg out to hang boats clear of a ship ;

e. The cathead of a ship (Knight Diet. Afa'A.) ;

f. Any framework rigged up outside the gunwales
of a ship.
1769 FALCONER Diet. Marine 11789!, Out-rigger, a strojii;

beam of timber, of which there are several fixed on the side

of a ship, and projecting from it, in order to secure the masts

in the act of careening. Onl-riggcr is also a small boom,

occasionally used in the tops to thrust out the breast-back-

stays to windward, in order to increase their tension, and

thereby give additional security to the top-mast. Ibid.,

Kntennes, the props, or out-riggers, fixed on the side of a

sheer-hulk, to support the sheers. 1858 in Adm.llornly's

Kiog. vi. (1896} 61, I have filted two .splendid outriggers of

the'fore- and main-top-gallant-masls, and if I can get some
new royals shall do well. 1873 Q. Km. 121 Torpedoes have

now been made available for ocean wat fare.. being carried

into action either on an outrigger stretching ahead of a ship
or towed abreast of the ship.

2. A contrivance used in the Indian and Pacific

Oceans to steady the native canoe and prevent it

from capsizing. Formerly called OUTMGGKK, <|.
v.

A common form consists of a boat-shaped block of wood or

bamboo, laid parallel to the length of the canoe, and joined
to it at each end by long bamboo poles. Sometimes one,

somelimes two of these are used.

1748 Alison's I'cy, ill. v. 341 The frame is intended to

ballancethe proa, and. -is usually called an outrigger. ///(/.,_

The mast, yard, boom, and outriggers are all made of

bamboo. 1777 MII.I.KK in I'hil. Trans. LXVI11. 174 They
are about ten feet long, and about a foot broad, atid have an

outrigger on each side, to prevent their over-setting. 1838
POK A. C,. I'yin Wks. 1864 IV. 163 Sixty or seventy Rafls,

or fiatljoats with outriggers. 1865 Li HHOCK rrehist. Times
xiii. (1869) 429 They use canoes.. fitted with an outrigger.

3. An iron bracket, fixed to the side of a rowing

boat, bearing a rowlock at its outer edge, so as to

increase the leverage of the oar while allowing the

boat to be constructed very narrow, b. A light

OUTRIGHT.

Cambridge crew].. She is an outrigger, built on the same

principle as the boat brought from Newcastle by the Claspers,

and used at the Thames Regatta. 1845 / 'ice-Chancellor's

Kegul. Boats Oxford 3 Dec., All skiffs or boats constructed

for less than four oars of which the rowlocks are projected
from the sides by means of outriggers (commonly called

Clasper-built boats). 1846 Times 4 Apr. 6/5 (Boat race' The
winners [Cantabs] rowed in a beautiful outrigger built by
the eminent Searles, of Stangale. 1851 Illnstr. Loiui. Kens
16 Aug. 222/2 A fatal accident, resulting from the use of the
'

outrigger
'

below bridge. 1858 J . PAYN l-'oster Brothers

xviii. (1859) 322 An innumerable fleet of fairy shallops,

delicStest outriggers, wherein to sneeze is to lie capsi/ed.

1865 KNIGHT Pass, ll'ork, Life III. i. 4 The solitary youth
in his outrigger, .training for the contest of a regatta. 1871

K. I. KtmmvALL Trial l-'oreivords 98 note, Mr. Beasley of

St. John's will recollect our spending the leisure of a Long
Vacation at Cambridge was it 1845 .'in building a pair of

outriggers. -the first really narrow ones ever built. 1900
W. K. SHERWOOD Oxford Reining 26 Oriel introduced the

first outrigger this year [1844) in their four. Ibid. 97 The

early outriggers were all clinker-built, and. .were first made
with outriggers to fold into the boat, for convenience in

packing.
4. An addition to a wagon or farm-cart to in-

crease its carrying capacity ;
a set of harvest -

shelvings. local.

1794 T. Yi\\KAgric. ll'iltsftg The waggons .. seldom use

any overlays or outriggers, either at the ends or sides.

5. BuildingasAMech. Applied to various struc-

tures placed so as to project from the face of

a wall, a frame, etc., e. g. a beam projecting from

a wall to support hoisting-tackle ;
the jib of a

crane ; a wheel or pulley outside the frame ol

a machine for the communication of motion, etc.

1835 I" UK rtiilos. Mannf. 51 The steam or impelling

pulleys, frequently called riggeis (outriggers V as they stand

out from ihe side of the machine, like outrigger-sails in a

ship! by engineers. 1863 Q. Rev. CXIV. 31 1 Another plat-

form Mas inserted under the lantern, and lied to the lower

platform by a chain inside the tower and straps of iron out-

side, and great shores from the outriggers of ihe lower

platform completed the cradle in which the building was

supported.
6. An extension of the splinter-bar of a carriage,

to admit of a second horse being harnessed along-

side of that which is in the shafts; hence, An extra

horse running outside the shafts.

Outriggers were also used with heavy gun-carriages.
1811 L. HAWKINS Cless A Gertr. (18121 III. 273 So I see

you drive here with an outrigger ! 1*44 MRS. Hols i UN

Yacht I'oy. Texas II. 279 Somelimes a second horse is

attached as an outrigger, and has a pretty effect. 1901
K. L. RKAXDKETII CMt, I used lo drive in India (1865!

a cart with shafts intended for one horse (the common hill

tonga^, to which I often attached another fastened to an

outrigger which consisted of a projecting piece of wood, so

that the horses were driven like a pair.

7. fig.
An outsider, not a regular member; an

onhanger.
1851 R. S. SIRTKKS .Sponge's Sf. Tour (1893) 177 It

generally drew the picked men fiom each, to say nothing of

outriggers and chance customers.

8. attrib. and Comb., as outrigger-sail, skiff, etc. ;

outrigger hoist, a hoisting apparatus rigged out

from an outer wall : see sense 5.

1835 Outrigger. sail [see sense 5]. 1853
'

C. BM.E
'

(I..

Bradley) I'cnl. Green (1857) 18 'Ihe former occupied his

outrigger skiff. 1861 Macm. Mag. Aug. 2u3 The famous
six-nar outrigger Imal of Harvard College. 1878 .Sci. Anicr.

XXXVIII. 22:/i (.Improved Hoisting Machinery)^ .In the

outrigger hoist ,. the advantages are that two pinion gears
are employed, gearing into two large gears. 1892 1C. KI.I \i s

Homeward fi<>ifnt( 131 'I he other side [of the catamaran) is

taken up by an outrigger keel about 7 feet off, attached to

the boat by two long-arched, spider-like arms.

Hence Ou'tri ggeieA ., fitted with an outrigger ;

Oti'tri fffferless a., without an outrigger.

1884 f . Ra<. Apr. 326 Sailing boats of the
' catamaran

model, long black boats, outriggered. 17*7 WAI. i. is Cir-

ci/iiina': (-lobe vi. (R. Suppl.l, One of their sages .. had ..

foretold that . . an outriggerless canoe would come lo their

shores [Otaheitel from a distant land. 1884 //'/>. .S'.v. AY<.

(,N. V.) Feb., Skilful paddlers propel their oulriggerle .s

canoes.

Otrtri:gging, 'M. sb. [OUT- 9.] That which

is rigged out, or with which anything is rigged
1 out

; also, outside rigging.

1864 A. GRAHAM Terrible ll'tnu. II. 108 The tall masts of

a man-of-war, or the more humble oulrigging of a brig or

collier. 1899 // ',stm. C,az. 19 Sept. 4/1 The gunboat. .ran

so closely alongside the Diamante that her guns tore away
the steamer's outrigging.

Outright uut|iai't), aih: (ail/.) [f. OUT aiir.

-h KICHT.]
1. Of direction in space: Straight out; directly

onward ; straight ahead. Now rare.

13 /". E. A Hit. r. A. 1054 A reucr of be trone ^er ran

out-ryjte. 1564 P. MOOKI, //,>/<-' Health n. ix. 38 Sothern.

woode . . is good for them y' can not breath, but when they

hold their uecke outright. 1601 HOLLAND I'liny I. 167 Ihe

same writer maketh mention of one that could see and dis-
'

boat to tje constructed very narrow, b. A light cerne out-right MS miles. 1685 Giadan's Courtiers Orac.

boat fitted with such appendages, an outrigged j^ea.ie l^-yil^l
,h

j;

, m. --',
but.^

boat ; colloq. abbreviated to rigger. , viiij [ never trave||'j ;,, this Journey above two Miles

According to the liadminton book on Rowing, outriggers
were introduced on the Tyue between 1830 and 1840; they
were first seen in London, and at Oxford and Cambridge, in

1844-5 ; ail outrigger boat was built for the Cambridge crew
for the University Boat-race of 1845, but not used till the next

year, when both crews rowed in outriggers (April 3).

1845 Iltiistr. Land. News 29 Mar. 205/2 New Boat [for

.

I. viii, I never travell'd ill this Journey aljve two Miles

outright in a Day, or thereabout*. 1849 WHAT ELY Let. in

Life (1806) II. 145 You get a brighter view of a comet, or

some other of the heavenly bodies, when you are looking not

outrightiit it, but at some other star nar it.

ft). Without a break, straight away; 'on

end ', consecutively, continuously. Oh.



OUTBIGHTLY.
1579-80 NOHI ii J'jutareft \i6-jb) 464 Nicias. .thus iravelling

eight days journey out-right together. 1607 TOPSKI.L Four-f.
Keasts (1658) 253 So would they ride them an hundred and
fifty miles out right.

t 2. Of lime : Straight, straightway; forthwith,

immediately, without delay. Obs.
c 1290 5. Eng. Leg. I. 457/16 Seint leonard nokle it graunti

nought: ake outright it gan for-sake. 1577-87 HOLINSMKD
C/iron. I. 37/2 Such as he found abroad in the countrie he
slue out right on euerie side. 1611 HKVWOOD Gold. Age iv.

Wks. 1874 III. 69 If you but offer 't, I shall cry out right.

1714 h'r. Bk. of Rates 294 They shall be sent out of the

Kingdom outright without delay. ( To slay outright
appears to have passed from this sense to the next.)

3. So that the act is finished at once; altogether, .

entirely ;
to kill outright, i. e. so that the victim

dies on the spot; to sell or purchase outright, i. e.

so that the thing disposed of becomes at once the

full property of the buyer.
1603 DRAVTON Bar. \\~ars\\\. Ixxvi, Where slaine out-right,

I now the same behold. 1623 Lo. CAKKW in Lismore Papers
(1888) Ser. n. III. 61 Lett me knowe. .whether I should sett

it for a yearely rent, or sell it out righte. 1656 H. PHILLIPS
Pitrch, Patt. (1676) 19 What may be the value of them to

buy them out right? 17^2 Phil. Trans. LXII-452 note,
A man ,. was killed outright by one blow of a poker. 1775
Sni:i{ii).\N Dut'nna \\. ii, Touch her lips, and she swoons
outright. 1884 Maitch. Exam. 21 Mar. 5/1 The majority
of those who fell were not killed outright by the bullet

which sent tbum to the ground. 1885 Lnu< Times LXXVIII.
458/1 The interests might have been disposed of outright.
4. To the full extent, fully out, completely,

entirely, quite ; without reservation or limitation
;

openly, without reserve of manner or expression.
13.. Guy \\~ai~iv. (E. E.T.S. 1887) 440 And (>ei he be J>e

fende out-ri^t Vschal for f?e take Je fi?t. 1532 MOKE Confut.
Tindate \. Wks. 483/1 Within a whyle after . . the frere made
the foole madde outright. 1593 SHAKS. 2 Hen. Vf, \. ii, 41

Nay Elinor, then must I chide outright. >r 1625 BEAUM. 8:

KL. Honest Mans Fort. v. i, I siinper'd sometime, .. Hut
never laugh 'd outright, a 1719 ADDISON (J.), He nei^b'd
outright, and all the steed exprest. 1875 JOWKTT Pluto
(ed. 2) V. 404 Some bold man who .. will say outright what
is best for the city. 1895 T. HAKDY Tess Pref., In planning
the stories the idea was that large towns, .should he named
outright.

B. adj. 1. Directed or going straight on. rare.
1611 C'OTGR., Dressiere, a straight or outright path, or

tract. Mid. s. v. Balancer, Without any certain, or outright
course in his flight. 1878 STKVKNSON Inland I

r

oy. 192
When the river now .. only glided seaward with an even,
Outright, but imperceptible speed.
2. Direct; downright; thorough, out-and-out.

1532 MORK Confut. Tintfale Wks. 404/2 A mouthe . .

playeth sometime y frere, sometime y foxe, sometime the

foole, & sometime the outeright rihatild. 1851 H. W.
I'.i.HCHKR Lcct. \~ng. Men iv. 98 The young are seldom
tempted to outright wickedness. 1856 J. W. KAVK Life
Sir y. .Malcolm I. vii. 98 Malcolm did everything in a
hearty outright manner.

3. Complete, entire, total.

Mod. News/>a/>er, He mentioned the probable outright
cost of such an undertaking.
Hence fOutri'ghtly adv. Obs. =* A. 3.
1642 J. KAION Honey -c. l-'ree Justif.\\ Adjudged unto

him that did outrightly kill a man.

Outrrghtness. [f. prec. adj. + -NKSS.] The
quality ot being outright in speech or thought;
directness, straightforwardness.
1865 MRS. WHMNKY Gayvorthys xxvi. (1079^ 250 It was

the outrightness that pleased him, was it V 1881 Blackw.
Mag. Mar. 369 Simplicity of style, plainness of language, or

outrightness of thought.

Out-rime, etc. : see OUT-.

On'tri:ng, sb^- [Ocr- 3.] Outer ring or cir-

cumference
;

in quots. applied attrib. to the outer
drain and bank of a drainage area.

1763-4 Ad 4 Gc&. Ill, c. 47 28 Or in any other of the

Outring or Barrier Banks. 1832 Holderness Drainage Act
4^ All the Outring and Division Drains, Dikes, and Ditches.

t Ou*tri:ng,^.- Sf. \VL Curling \ = OUTWICK.
1824 MACVAGGAKT Gallovid. Encycl., Outring, a channle-

stone term, the reverse of luring. To take an outring is

generally aBowed to be more difficult than taking an hiring.

Outri'ng, v. [Our- 14, 15, 18.]
1. a. intr. To ring out. sound with a clear loud

note. b. trans, poet. (Prop, two words.)
c *374 CHAUCER Troylus in. 1237 And after syker doth

here voysout rynge. 1851 MRS. Bi<o\vxixGCVwrt(rK/V// M'ind.
I. 15 Sweet songs which for this Italy outrang From older

singers' lips. 1896 Chiengo Advance 6 Feb. 188/1 We listen

for your blending voice Outringing o'er the murderous noise.

b- 1834 Tn it's Mag. I. 232/1 Where the sweet Sabbath -

bell its note outrings.
2. trans. To outdo in ringing, to ring louder than.
a 1635 CORBEV Gt. Tom Ck. Ch. 2 Be dumb, ye infant-

chimes,. .That ne're out-ring a tinker and his kettle. 1677
W. HUGHES Man ofSin in. iii. 92 Such a Twanger as quite
uutringeth Mr. Cres-,y's loud, and so admired one ! 1868

J.
H. NKWMAN Verses I'ar. Occas. 43 Sure, this is a bless-

ing, Outrings the loud tone Of the dull world's caressing,
Hence Outringing ///. a.

t
that rings out or

sounds with ringing note.

1894 F. S. Ku.is Reynard Fox 321 Outrmgmg peals to
heaven we fling, For Reynard and our noble King.

Outri'Val, v. [Our- 18 b.] trans. To outdo
as a rival

; to surpass or excel in any competition.
1622 MASSIN;I-:K & PKKKKK I'irg. Mart. in. ii, The Chris-

tian Whose beauty lias outrivalled me. 1705 MAII>WI:I.I,

Xeeess. Kttm: Pref. 7 He Had then out rival'd his Neigh-
Iwur's Praetensions. 1860 Mo i LEY Netherl. \ 1868) I. viii. 494
Eadi seeking to outrival the other m [her] good, graces.

269

t Outri'ye, ^. Obs. [OUT- 15, 14.]
1. trans. To rive out, to tear out or apart forcibly;

to break up (moorland or rough pasture land).
1597-8 Hr. HALL Sat. iv. i. n Should all in rage the curse-

beat page out-rive, 1677 Corshill Baron-Court Bk. in Ayr
<y W'igton Arch. Coll. IV. 138 For the sowme of sex pond
scot is money for outriveing of bent land. 1749 l-'air/ax s

Tasso xvi. Ixiii. (ed. 4), I will o'ertake him, and out-rive
his Heart.

2. intr. To tear or burst asunder. Sc.

1535 SiKWAR-rOtw. Scot. (18581 I. 312 Breist plaittis brak
and all the ruvis outrave.

t Ou troad. Obs. [Our- 7.] A riding out, an
excursion ; esp, a warlike excursion or raid

;
a sally.

Also/^,
1560 BIBI.I-: (Genev.) i Mace, xv. 41 He set horsemen and

gansons, that they might make outrodes by the waies of
Imk-a. 1609 HOLLAND Amm. Marcell. xvm. ii. 107 All
those captives, whome in many out-rodes they had taken
and carried away, a 1656 HALMS Gold. Ran. I. 11673) 8~
He stood the sliock of fifty set Batted, beseide all Seizes
and Out-rodes. 1865 CAKLYLE 1-redk. (it. xi\. S. 1,1872} VII I.

102 Still another assault, or invasive outruad, northward
against the Russian Magazines.
Ou'troar, sl>. rare. [OUT- ;.] A loud noise

or roar, uproar.
t88tinOcii.vm(Annandale). 1886 in ( 'asselfs J'.ncycl. Diet,

Outroar uut|r6>r, f. [Orr- iS, 180.] trant.

To exceed in roaring, to roar louder or more than
;

to drown the roaring of.

1606 SHAKS. Ant. fy CL in. xiii. 127 () that I were Ypon
the hill of Hasan, to ont-roare The horned Heard. 1649
W, M. Wandering Jew (Halliw. 1857.1 55 Lions roar*.-,

and yet at one time or other are out-roar "d. a 1814 Gon-

^(iga i\'. vi. in New Brit. Theatre III. i.jo Let ..the

falling rocks Dash'd on tlie troubled ocean far outroar The
waning elements ! 1866 FKI.TON Anc. <V Mod. Gr. I. i. vi. y3
A thrust that makes him outroar nine thousand troopers.

Outroll (aut,r T;rI), v. [OUT- 15.] trans. To
roll out or forth; to unroll, unfurl, uncoil.
" 1585 MoNTGOMERIK /^//fl^- 352 Olltrowde bee thy h'li.^titj.

yet trailing all times. 1647 H. MORI-: Swig- ofSoul 11. iii.

n. xxi, Drove into the Sun, or thence out-rol'd. Ibid. in. !.

xiv, Thus weak of her own self, .that she no'te out-roll Her
vitall raies. 1815 SOUTHKY Roderick i. 41 And gently did
the breezes. .Curl their long flags outrolling. 1880 G. MKKE-
IHTH Tragic Com. (1881) 252 A day that ontrolled the
whole Alpine hand-in-hand of radiant heaven-climbers.

So Ou 'troll si),
;
On trolling: vhl. $b.

1860 F. W. FAB tun Bethlehem 16 The out-rolling of an
uncreated ocean, 1891 fi. MI-:RKI>I in One ofour Cony . III.
v. 88 Barmhy paused on his out roll of the word,

Out-romance, etc. : sec OUT-.

fOu't-room. Obs. [Oux- i.] An outlying
room ; an out-building or outhouse. Alsoy7^.
1602 B. JONSOX Poetaster n. i. Wks. (Rtldg.) m/i Lay

them., in some out-room or corner of the dining-chamber.
1642 FCLI.KR //"/> ty Prof. St. n. vii. 74 If our art'ist lodgeth
her in the out-rooms of his soul for a night or two. 1668
DKVDKN Mart. Mar-allm, ii, In an out-room, upon a trunk.

tOu'troop. Obs. Also 7 -rop^e. [a. Dn.

nitroep. in Kilian wt-roep an auction-sale, f. nit

OdT + nv/rf/f to call.] An auction; OrifKY 2.

1598 W. FniLui's Lin.se/wten (1864) 170 The principall
street of the Citie named the Straight street, and is called
the Leylon, which is as much to say, as an outroop. 1611
COIUK. s. v. Huston^ The third t'and last) knock ot the Crye is

stafie in an Outrope, 1618 Bonos l''lt>rus 11636) 249 The
statelyest free Townes of laly were sold as at an outrop,
who would give most. 11693 UHCJUHAKI Rabelais in, .\liv.

464 It was his. .Custom to sell Laws.., as at uu Outroop or

Putsale, to him who offered most for them.

t Otrtroo;per, -roper. Obs. [f. prec. : cf.

Du. ititi'oeper, in Kilian ivtrocpcr] An auctioneer:
at one time the specific title of the Common Crier
of the City of London.
1612 i Apr. 30) Petition to I.d. Mayor, Reiiietiibrancia (City

of London) III. 47 His suite unto you is, to grant unto him
the office called yj

Outroper of the cittie of London. 1638
ist Charter Chas. I to London in Luffman Charters (1793)
-75 We ;

.do erect and create in and through the said City. .

a certain office, called Outroper or Common Cryer, to and
for the selling of houshold stuff, apparel, leases . . and other

things, of all persons who shall lie willing that the said
officers shall make sale of the same by public and open claim,
commonly called outcry and sale. 1688 London (leu. No.
2404/4 Whereas an Ancient Office (called, the Outropers
Office) hath been Established and Used within this City and
Liberties thereof, .for all Publick Sales of Goods. 1691
House ofLords JfSS. 1690-1 (1892) 303 The office of Out-
roper was anciently exercised by the Common Cryer and
chiefly for the Ixmefit of Orphans in the sale of goods of
citizen?, deceased.

Outroot (aut|rv7*0, v.
[f. OUT adv. + ROOT:

prob after L. eradUare\ cf. K. diraciner^\ trans.
To pluck out or up by the root, root out, eradicate,
exterminate.

1558 J- HAI.KS in Foxe A. $ M. (1596) 1918/2 Also to your
vttermust power endeuour to outroote them. 1624 Kssexs
G/wst in llai'L Misc. (Malh.) III. 514 T' out-root the pla-H,
which Chri-,1 himietfbatfa sown. 1834 LVITON Pompeii MI. v,

Idolatry has never thoroughly been outrooted. 1865 CAK-
I.VLE Frtdk.Gt. xx. xii. (1872) IX. 226 How. .hinder Fer-
dinand's bottgiag them, and quite outrooting us there?
So Outroo ting- vbl. sb., a rooting out.

1562 WIN^KT Cert. Tractates i. Wks. 1888 I. ir For the

dountramping of ydolatrie, to the outruiting of the quhilk
we beseik thy princelie Maiestie. 1831 C \KLYI. i: Sart. AV.%.
n. iv, Finding indeed, except the Outrooting of Journalism
{dieaxszitrottctuie Journalistik\ little to desiderate therein.

Out-rove, -row, -royal, etc. : see OUT-.

OUTRUSH.
' Out-rOW (aut|n?'i-), v. [Oil- 18.] trans. To
outdo or outstrip in rowing.
'53 PALSGR. 650/2, I wyll outrowe the or thou come to

Westminster for xiirf. 1823 COL. HAV\KI-.R Diary 11893 I-

260 Trying to out-row me with a huge black bo.U.

Out-run (uirt|rn), sl>. [OIT- i, 7.]
1. a. An outlying or distant 'run' for cattle or

sheep ; outlying pasture land.

1890
' R. BOLUKKWOOD '

Col. Reformer vi. 47 They'd come
ofTa very far put-run. 1895 fiaily Xeivs 3 Apr. 5/4 More
attention is being paid to cultivation, to rotation of crops, to
reclamation of outruns.

b. spec, in Shetland : see quot.
1898 .Shetland AV-A- 3 Dec. (K. D. D.), The ' outrun

',
ur

enclosed arable land which surrounds the homestead.
2. Outcome

; result.

1800 .-Isint. Ann. Reg., Proc. Part. 34/1 A comparison of
the revenues and charges of the year 1798-9 ab estimated,
and according to the actual out-run.

3. The act or fact of running out.

1884 American VIII. 308 To check the outrun of ibis.

Outrun (nutirmi), v. [On*- 14, iS, i-.]
1. intr. To run out. f b. Of time : To expire.
1340 IlAMi'Oi.i. Pr. CPHSC: 5297 pe croun of thorne^ Jat

wa.s threstcd On his hevtd fast, ^at pc blode out rane. 1387-8
T, USK Test. Love in. i. (Skeat) 1. 51 Too moche wolde out
ren. 1550 R. t -g. Privy Council Scot. I. 108 The xx*> dayis . .

being outrunin. 1617 SIK W. MI ui-: J//\c, Poems xxi. 71

Lntig may th^- subjects, ere thy glasse outrunne, Knjoy the
li^ht of thee, their glorious Sunne. 1819 W. TI.NNAM
Papistry Stonnd (1827! 135 t K. \). I ).) Hurryin' frae their
dours Out-ran in thousands to the .Scores.

2. /rafts. To outdo or outstrip in running, to

run faster or farther than
;

to leave behind by
supciior speed ; hence, to escape or elude.

1526 'J iNi.Ai.K John \.\. 4 They ranne bothe to gether and
that other disciple dyd out runne Peter and cam fyr>t in
the sepulcre. 1599 SHAKS. Hen. I', iv. i. 176 If these men
hane defeated the Law, and outrunne Natnte punishment.
a 1649 1 >iu -.MM. 01 HA\\ in. Poems Wks. 11711) 36 To pierce
thu mountain-wolf with fealhtnVl dart ;. .Out-run the wind-

ow-running thi;dale hare. 1711 Loud. C,az. Xo. 4887/3 We
chased them till Ten. .they out-running u> MJ very mucb,
that [etc.|. 1858 SKAHS Athan. n. ii. ibS John outruns the

sturdy Peter.

b. Jig. To outstrip or get ahead of in any course.

1593 SHAKS. 3 Hen. /'/, i. ii. 14 By giuing the House nf
Lancaster leaue to breathe, It will outrunne you, Father, in

the end. a 1656 Ur. HALL Kem. //'Xr.v, 116601 39 Our forward

young men out-run their years. 1776 ADAM SMI in //". ,V.

(1869) I. i, xi in. i'33 The increase of stuck and the improve.
merit of land arc two events, .of \\ Inch the one can nowhere
much out-run the other. 1849 MACALI.AV Hist. 1'lng. viii.

II. 3 17 The zeal of the flocks outran that of the pastors.

1875 Jmvi-.TT Plato led. 2) IV. 232 The power of analysis
had outrun the means of knowledge*
3. fig. To run beyond a fixed limit or point ;

to

go beyond in action.

1655 FULLER Ch. Hist. xi. iii. 14 Those who formerly had
outrunne the canons with their additional conformitie. 1665
GLANVILL Scepsis .SV/. ix. 51 They must needs transcend,
and outrun our faculties, a 1797 H. WAI.POLE Mcni. Ceo. II
{18471 HI- > 6 In general, his friends outran his intentions.

1819 Scot i /7-anhoe iii, Silence, maiden; thy tongue out-
runs thy discretion. 1873 J. A. SY.MONDS Grk. Poets i. 10
The poet's imagination had probably outrun the fact.

f 4. To run through; to pass or spend (time);
to wear out (clothes, etc.). Obs.
1611 SPKKD Hist. Gt. Kt-it. vii. ix. 240 Ethelrik. .liauing

out-run Iii:- youth in pernicious obscuritie, attained in his old

yceres to the Gouernment of both the l'rouince>. 1687
London Gaz. No. 2276/5 The Spahi's having out-run alt

their Equipage, would not be in a condition of Service.

5. To outrun the constable : see CONSTABLE 6.

Hence Outru'nner !, one who outruns.

1885 J. C. JEAMKI-ISON RealXhclley II. 257 The young man
..like most other outrunners of the constable, was often

without money.
On-tru:nner -. [Our- 8.]
1. One who or that which runs out; sj>cc. an

attendant who runs in advance of or beside a

carriage ; a horse which runs in tiaces outside the

shafts
;
the dog which acts as leader of a team of

sledge dogs ; Jig. a forerunner, an aT.int-courier.

1598 FI.ORIO, Seorritore> an outrunner, a gadder to and
fro. 1891 KI.TZ. liiSLANu Flying Trip iii. 76 These out-

runners accompany all folk of importance in Japan. 1891
Pall Mall G. 19 Mar. 3

; i Further on you hail with an
increasing sense of pleasure the outrunners of a forest.

1893 I'cit-'t-' (N. V.) 16 Nov., The outrunners for the Whig
organixation worked the temperance question for all it would
bring them. 1894 Daily Rcws 12 Oct. 7/6 They are

harnessed in numbers from 3 to 1 1 . . with one dog as an out-

runner to shew the way. 1897 J. Y. SIMI-SON in Rlatfav.
J/f*-. Jan. 12 Supported by an outrunner trotting abreast.

t 2. An outrunning branch or creek. Obs.

1653 W. LARSON in J. D[ennys] Sect: Angling in Arb.
Gamer I. 194 In a shallow river, or in some out-runner of

the river.

So On-trtrnning
1

vhl. sl>. [Our- 9], the running

out, fexpiry, termination (0/'/.) ppl* a - [Our- 10],

that runs out.

1546 AY;'. Prny Council Scot. I. 39 Twa dayis befor the

outrynning of the said x.\'> daj is- 1597 SKKNK DC I'crl:

Sign. s. v. None-enters^ After the iscluie and out-running
of the saidis three tearmes. 1890

' R. BotDRBWDOD
1 Miner's

Kight (1899) 109/2 The wooden wedge, which ..arrevts^
and

acts as a brake to the outrunning rope. 1894 Outing (L . S.)

XXIV. 58/2, I found the out-running water perfectly clear.

On trush, sb. [OUT- 7.] A rushing out ;

a violent outllow.



OUT-RUSH.

187* PKOCTOR Ess. Astron. xix. 236 Direct evidence of an
outrush of nutter. 1876 Gto. Euoi Dan. Do: v, A per-
ceptible outrush of imprisoned conversation. 1898 Century
Mag. Jan. 405/2 The outvush of the air from the lock.

Out-m-sh, v. [Oil- 14.] iiiti-. To rush out.

(Prop, two words.
N

j

1600 F.MKI-AX Tasso xin. Ixxv, Moist heau'n his windowes
open laid, Whence cloudes t>y lieapes out-rush. 1717 GAKTH
Omul's Met. xiv. Ath'. Macarms, Forthwith oul-rush'd
a gust.

Outsarl, ; . [Our- 18,17.] irons. To outdo
or surpass in sailing; to sail taster than; iransf.
&\\A Jig. to outstrip.
a 1616 BEAI-M. & Ft.. II 'it without Money i. ii, She may

spare me her mi/en, and her bonnets, strike her main petti-
coat, and yet out-sail me. 1675 COCKKK Minats 31 Let
none out-sail you in your Occupation. 1748 Austin's I'oy.
ii. v. 177 'I he Centurion .. outsailed the two pri/e*. 1883
DIXON KKNIP in J-ortn. A'.v. i Sept. 323 'Smugglers'.,
could out-sail the cruisers on any point of sailing.

b. To sail beyond or farther than.
1865 1C. NURKITT il'nlt I.ttmfs Kiul 245 Drake . .outsailed

Columbus by two thirds of the earth's circumference.
Out-saint to Out-savour: see OUT-.
t Ou tsale. 06s. rare. [OlT- ;.] a. A sale

to outsiders, b. An auction: cf. OuTCBY, OuTROOP.
1331 in CaiK/ur Ilk. Sclly (Vorks. Rec. Hoc.) II. 375 Fodi-

cndo tnrbas ibidem et faciendo outsale ad \ ;tlentiam x.\ per
annum, a 1670 HACKKI Life Al>f. II 'illiains \. (1692) 206
Did they ever think uf that, that make away the Inheritance
of God's Holy Tribe in an Out-saleV

Outsay.z'. [OLT- 15, 17.] fl. trans. To utter
or speak out

; to inform upon. 1'rop. two words."
c 1330 R. HKI-NNK Chron. (1810) 238 Ilk tlitrfe o|wr out said.

1422 tr. Sccrcta. Secret., Priv. J'riv. 206 Moche is the venue
of Prayer, whych out sayd in erthe, worchyth in hevyn.

2. To say more than.

1658 r'l.u.MVN Commend. I'erscs Sanderson's Graphite,
Tie ontsays all, \vho lets you understand, The head is San-
derson's, Faithorne's the hand.

t On tscape, sl>. Ol>s.
[f.

OUT- 7 + SCAM;,
aplietic f. KSCAPE; cf. also Our- 25.] Escape,
release from restraint

;
means of escape.

'555 J. BKADIOKD Lett. (Parker Sue.) II. 186 He will never
lca\e you, but in the midst of temptation will give you an

pnlscape. 15.. KUXK in Holinshed Chron. (1587) III. 1151/2
Tlie miraculous custodie and outscape of this our souereigne
ladie..in the strict time of queene Marie hir sister. 1615
CHAPMAN Cifyss. ix. 423 It past Our powers to lift aside a

log so vast, As barr'd all outscape.

t Outsca-pe, r. Obs. rareI. [See prec.] =

KSCAPK v.

1562 PIIALR .-Kueid. viii. (1573) Bbiv, He through their

slaughter throngs to Rutil realnie outskaping sprang.

tOut-scho-ven,///f. Ol>s. [f.Oirr-ii + shaven,
obs. pa. pple. of SHOVE <.]. Shoved or pushed out.

it 1400 Frymcr (1891) 40 As arwcs in my3li mannes honde ;

so the sones of owtschouen [WycuK, the out shaken ; Vulg.
filii e.i'iKssontiit ; cf. <H isnoij.

Outscold (,-sktfu-ld), v. [OUT- 18 b.] trans.

To outdo or get the better of in scolding.
'595 SIIAKS. John v. ii. 160 There end thy braue, ,.\\"e

^rant thoti canst out-scold vs. 1764 T. Unroots Homer
Trarcst. (1797) I [. 203 What need he for help to call. Whose
clapper can outscold them all? 1870 L'KsiRANGl-: jl//.sj

Mitford I. vi. 204 A friend of mine who went into hysteria,
because she was out-scolded by her husband.

Ou tscour. [Our- 7.] The act of scouring
out

; the action of water scouring out a channel.

1883 G. K. GILBKKI in Nature XXVII. 261/2 The natural
i ate of denudation by means of the outscour of rivers.

fco Ou tscouring MV. sb.
,
that which is scoured out.

i8z8 WKHSTI.H (citing EL CKLANU"), Oiitsconritigs, substances
washed or scoured out.

t Ou tsccwrer. Obs. [f. OUT- 8 + SCOUKEK

runner.] A scout
;

- next.

^1548 \\.\LL Citron., Kdvi. II' 229 The EnglLshe out-
dourer:* perccivyng by his cote, that he was an officer of
armes, gently saluted hym.

t On'tsCOUt, *l>. 06s. [OUT- 2.] One sent
out as a scout ; an advanced scout or look-out.

Also, in Cricket, An out-fielder.

1708 F.Oftttoit (,'(i~. No. 4420/6 The Ships our Out-stouts
saw off of Calais, were Privateers. 1745 P. THOMAS Jrnl.
Alison's I 'oy. 115 One Man on Horseback, whom they sup-
posed to be a Centinal, or putscont. 1798 H. TOOKK I'arley
405 Is an Out-scout at cricket sent to a distance, that he
may the Ijetter listen to what is passing? 1831 Lincoln
Hetalit 8 July 2/3 The public press, and the outscouts of
the public press had deluded and deceived the whole
country.

tOutscOU't, v. O/is. rare-'. [OuT- 16.]
trans. To drive out with scouting or scorn.
i6o MAKSTON Antonio's Ke-c. v. iii, Alarum mischief, and

with an undanted ^brow, out scout the grim opposition Of
most menacing j>erill.

Out-scream to Out-sea : see OUT-
\ Out-scru-ze, -scruse, v. Ol>s. rare. [Oui-

if .] trans. To press or squeeze out.
1621 G. SANDYS Oviifs Aftt.

ytt. (1626) 134 She cuts the
old mans throte ; out-scrus'd His scarce-warme blood.

OntsearcllC-so-jlJ),^. rare. [OUT- 15.] trans.

To search out ; to explore.
1510-20 liveryman in Ha/1, notishy I. io_- Lord, I will in

the woild go run over all, And cruelly out-search both great
and small. Vis., in Strype t 'ratiutier (1848) II. App. 599
Christ's sacraments .. rather of us to be believed, than by
our natural reason to be out-searched. 1860 PUSKV l\liti.

r>-or lt. 238 Obadiah 6. How are the things of Esau searched
out ! lit. How are Esau outsearched.
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Outsee', -'. [OUT- 18, 17.]
1. trans. To surpass in length or accuracy of

sight ;
to surpass in mental insight.

1605 CHAPMAN All Fooles in Dodsley O. P. (1780) IV. 185
You that can out-see clear-ey'd jealousy. 1847 Ebee OUT-
LOVE). 1894 H. DRUMMOXD Ascent Man 138 It is nothing
to him (.\fan] to be distanced, .in vision by the eagle; his

field-glass out-sees it.

2. To see beyond (a point or limit\
1645 RLTHEKFOKD Tryalff Tri. Faith xiii. (1845) 137 Fancy

and nature cannot out-see time, nor see over or beyond
death. 1664 POWER K.vp. P/tilos. I. 78 Our Posterity may
come by Glasses to out-see the bun, and discover Uodies in
the remote Universe. 1837 EMERSON jllisc, 92 Would \vu
be blind ? Do we fear lest we should outsee nature and God 'f

Outsee k, z*. Obs. [Our- 15.] trans. To
seek out, seek for; to search out. (In ME. two
words.) So f On-t-seekinff vbL st>., seeking out.

1297 K. GLUUC. (Rolls) 8956 Pouereintn wel ofte in to hire
chambre heo drou,..And wess hor vet & clene be quiture
out so^te. 138* WVCI.IF fsa. .\x.\i. i 'Ihe Lord thei ban not
out so^t. ll'isit. xiv. 12 '1'he outseching of mautnetis
[1388 the sekyng out ofidol.-]. V<ii5oo Cluster PI. v. 440 +
58 The fayre>t weinen he hath outsought.

Outsell, v. [OUT- 18, i8b.]
1. trans. To sell for more than; to exceed in

price when sold ; fig. to exceed in value.
1611 SHAKS. t'yntb. n. lv. 102 She stript it from her Arme:

.. Her pretty Action, did out-sell herguift. a 1625 FI,I;TCHEK
Xohlc Gentian. \\.\. \Vks. (Rtldg.i 264/1 His wines Weie
held the best, and outsold other men's. 1770-4 A. HUNIEK
Gwg. Kss. (180;^ IV. 578 One of tliese little bullocks outsell
a coarse Lincolnshire ox.

2. To have or secure a larger sale than.

rti687 PETTY /V'/. Arith. (1690) 13 The Hollanders can
out-sell the French. 1727 Sun T Woman'sMind (y$ She has
my commission To add them in the next edition ; They
may out-sell a better thing.

t Outse'nd, v. Obs. exc. in pples. [OUT- 15.]
trans. To send out or forth

;
to emit.

a 1300 I--. I-'., r^altcr ciii. 30 Out send bi gaste and made
b.ii >al l>ene. t 1580 //o?ir>i H/fsjsctt I't'rjf. 105 For then
should I be.. Now brought into the world, and stiei^hl
againe outscnt. 1647 H. MOKI; S<>/tg cfSoul ti. iii. n. .\lii,

What? doth the Sun hi> rayes that he out-sends SmotliL-r
or choke? 1846 TKKNCU Mirac, xxxiii. fi862) 456 note,
St. John nowhere employs a7r6<jToA to distinguish one of
tlie Twelve. He uses it but once (xiii. 16) and then gener-
ally, for one outsent.

So Otrts&nding vi>l. sb., the action of sending
out; that which is sent out or put forth. Orrtsent

///. a., sent out or forth ; emitted, dispatched.
1382 WVCLTF Swg So/, iv. 13 Thin outsendingus [ijSS Tlii

M--ndingis out ben] paradis of poungarnetes, with tl>e fruits

of appilis. 1613-18 DAMKI. Coll. Hist. Engt (1626) 122 The
sea being open vnto him, his out-sendings might bee without
view or noting. 1627 PKKHOT Tithes 70 Returning to his
coffers an hundred fold for his outsent adventures. 1795 J.
F.UVCKTT Art of\\ ~ar 29 Into whose dtayon broil, and higli-

wrotight rage.. all her out-sent soul Alecto breath'd.

Out-sense, -sentence, etc. : see Our-.

Oirt-se:ntinel. = next.

1728 DK FOE Mfm. Caf>t. L'arlcton (1840) 44 My out-
sentinel challenged them, and. .they answered, Hjspanioli.

Otrt-se:ntry. [OUT- 2.] A sentry placed
at a distance in advance ; an outpost.
1691 rn'ct-ttfings rtj/.v/. I'r. in Select, llarleian Misc. (1793)

479 Having given orders to the out-centrics that were placed
towards the fort, to fire, without challenging, at any who
should come that way. a 1773 Li>. CHKSTKKI IELD in l)t:/>.

//c. Lords V. 522 (Jod.) The stage, my lord, and the press
are two of our outsentries. 1886 Si i-.\ I:NSON KidnapficdviQ
We're just to biile here witli these, which are his out-sentries,,
til) they can get word to the chief of my arrival.

Outset i/iu-tset,, sb. [OiT- 7.]

1. An enclosure from the outlying moorland,
pasture, or common. Sf.

1540 Sc. Acts Jos. V (1814) 379/1 Of all and sindry
be landis of e>tir Wlachart . . wl be come mylne nmlturis
t's: outseiti^. barof [I,, ntultnris ft lie-ontsettis carundcin\.
1600 ,SV. Acts Jos. I '/, c. 2 Towers, Maner-places, Outsets,
Yardes, Orchards, KSrk^ [etc.]. 1641 [see ONSEI s/\ 3], 1808
in Shirreff Agric. Shctt. /.v/. 1 1814) App. 59 By making what
we call vtitscts to a certain extent, a good deal of ground
might be brought under cultivation, from the commons or

hill-pasture. 1884 .Scotsman 26
^July 3/1 atfat.. Common

Pastures, Outsets, Insets. .belonging to the said Lands.

2. The action or fact of setting off; ornament,
embellishment ; also, that which sets off or cm-
tallishcs. Sf.

1596 DALRYMI-LK tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. \. 94 Bracelets

about their armes, lewalis about thair neck .. baith cunilie

and decent, and mekle to thair tlecore and outsell. 1645
RUIHEKI-UKD Tryat <V Tri. J-'aitli Ded. (1845) 5 Christ is

the outset: the master flower, the uncreated garland of

Heaven. 1881 THOMSON Musings 179 (E. D. D.) Her
gracefu' form an' modest air Miclit be an outset tae a queen.
3. The act or fact of setting out upon a journey,

course of action, business, etc.
; start, commence-

ment, beginning.
1759 Ann. Reg. 6 Placed at their first outset at a very

high point of military rank. 1780 BUKKE sp. Econ. Kef.
Wk-. III. 234 This is no pleasant prospect at the outset of
a political journey. 1788 RKKVK E.vilts III. 179, I will give
five hundred pounds, ..tins will l>e an outset fur you in any
way you shall choose. 1795 MASON Ch. A/us. ii. 140 These
Masters, at least in the outset of their strains, were careful

to preserve Air. 1822 W. IKVINU Hraceh. llali\. 2 A good
outset is half the voyage. 1877 BLACK Green J

y
ast. xxiii,

Perhaps he had from the outset been induced to enter his

own name as the purchaser. 1891 L. KEI m Hallett* 1. xi,

She had witnessed the outset from her seat in the window.

OUTSHAME.
t b. That with which a venture starts ; primary

outlay. Obs.

1719 W. WOOD Sum. Trade 275 Ships which . . have
brought home Cargoes of Goods amounting to 10, 12, and
15 Times the Value of their Outset.
tittnb. 1766 W. GORDON Hot. Coitiiting-ho. 268 Kbenezer

pays the outset charges at Port Glasgow.
t 4. //. Outgoings, expenditure. Obs.
1762 <_,cntl. Mag. 428 My income greatly exceeds my out-

sets. 1764 T. HVTCMIXSON Hist. Mass. (1765) I. 3 Dis-
couraged..by the long continued expencc and outset, with-
out any return.

5. Mining. (See quot. 1888.)
1881 Borings tr Sinkings in KortlinnMd. Gloss., From

the outset to the soil depth one fathom. 1888 NICHOLSON
Coat Tr. Cl. (E. L>. D.), Outset, an artificial elevation of
the ground, or an erection of limber or stone, round the
mouth of a sinking pit to facilitate the disposal of the
debris produced in sinking.

t Otttse't, v. Ol>s. [Our- 15.]
1. trans. To set forth, display, set off, adorn ; to

maintain "ith proper splendour. St.

15.. Alvrd. Keg. (Jam.). To outsell the honour of this

burgh, a 1578 LlKDKSAY ;Pitscottie) Chron. Sa't. (b. T. S.)
II. 18, .\.\x

m cronns to be deliuerit to the earle of Lennox
allvayis to out.sett [MS. /, to lie spendit to] his honour and
fortifiecatioun. 1596 DAI.KY.MI-LE tr. Lolics 1/isi.bcot. I.

68 .Mony thingis to decore and outsell.

2 'I'o place as a set-off (for something).
1656 AVWf Isl. Col. Rcc. (1856) I. 339 It is ordered, that

five pounds starling due from .Mr. Randall Hoklen for not
executing office accordinge lo choyce, is oulselt for his
former service in publique employment.
3. To put out, exclude.

1613 WITHER Abuses Slrift ff M'hifl n. ii, I hope 'twill
not offend the Court, That 1 ..oulsel olhers Ihough men
thinke me bold.

tOu't-set, ppl.a. Obs. rare. [OUT- u.]
Placed outside or remote from the centre.
?Ax6oo TIMMK Sifver ll'atch-Rcll iv. 9 (ed. 10) Then

bhall be prepared an outlet habitation.

tOn-tse:tter. Obs. [OUT- 8, 2.]
1. One who sets forth. Sc.

15.. in Lindesay (Pitscotlie) Chron. Scot. (S. T. S.) I. 309
The oulsetlaris, mainteinaris and worschiperis of the same.
a 1578 LINDKSAV Ibid. II. in They. .brunt tlinme crucllie
ffor preiching of the evangell quho said they war the out-
seiiaris of the saniin thamselffis.

2. An outdweller.

1674 N". FAIRFAX Bulk % Sefo. To Rdr., The same kinreds
of men unmingled with Out-setters lhal were among them
then. 171* H. PKIDF.AUX Direct. C/t.-wan/ens (ed 4144 No
Out-setter, who occupieth Lands in the Parish, but doth not
..inhabit there, is capable of being chosen Church-warden.

Ou;tse;tting, vM.sb. [Our- 9.]
1. Tlie setting out or stalling upon a journey,

course of action, undertaking, etc. ; a start.

1676 W. Row Contn. ftlair's A^ftobiog. ix. '1848) 141 Mr.
Livingstone, before iheir outselling, often said [etc.]. 1754
RICHAKDSON Grand!son (1781) III. ii. 19 Who might, from
such an outselling, begin the world . . with some hope of
success. 18x4 ANNK GRANT in Mem. (1844) III. 62, 1 shall
leave your son to tell of our outselling. 1827 CAKLYLF.
derm. Rttin. I. '292 They used lo look al one another, at

outselling, or when cross-ways met, with an air of sadness.

f2. The action of fitting out; provision for a

journey, enterprise, etc. 06s.

1561 'Rental of Dunkcld (Clarendon Hiit. Soc. 1883) 13
Tliay grantit lo give hir Grace, for the out set tin;; of hir

Majesties honest effairis, the fourt pairl of thair levingis for

ane :eir allatiL-rlie. (11576 LINOI-.SAV (Pitscotlie) Chron.
-SVv/. (S. T. S. II. 241 This laxt was raisit for the out-

setting of tlie ambassadour to Ingland.

Ou'tse:tting, ///. a. [Orr- 10.]

7!. That lives or lies in the open or outside an

enclosure, park, etc. : cf OUTLYING i. Obs.

1658 Gt'KNALi. Chr. in Arm. verse 15. xv. 4 (1669) 164/2
'1 he out-selling I>eer i^observ'd to l>e lean. . because alwaye^
in fear. i66a IHd. in. (i66g> 318/1 These like the out-

selling deer are shot, while they within the Pale are safe.

2. That sets or Hows steadily outward.

1763 \V. ROBERTS Xat. Hist. J-lorida. 19 The course of
this outselling current. 1875 l!i-;i>hoHD Sailor's Pocket ttk,

viii. (ed. 2) 293 If there be a strong 'outselling
'

tide,, .ihen

get on your back and float till help comes.

Oivt-se ttlement. [OiT- i.] An outlying
or remote settlement.

1747 Itoston Nevt9*L,ttttr 16 July 2/1 Hendrick, the Indian
who went out . . lo annoy the French in their Out-Setllemenls
at Canada, with thirty odd Indi.uis. 1761 A'wa. Scotia
Archives 11869* 49 The troops, .will be scarce sufficient for

the protection of the < Hit Settlements. 1828 P. CUNNINGHAM
-\". S, It'a/fjr (ed. 3) II. 310 A felon working out a sentence
in a penal gang at one of our out-settlements.

Ou'tse ttler. [OUT- 2, 8.] a. A settler out-

side of or in the outlying parts of a district, b.

An emigrant.
1756 AVi'.Vw News-Letter 15 Apr. 2/1 Their [Indians']

cruel and barbarous outrages on the four Outselllers of those
Part* last Winter. i8>* GKOIE Greece \\. Ixxv. VI. 516
1 .hiring the Pcloponnesian War, /Egina had been tenanted

by Athenian clli/ens as outsettlers or kleruchs.

Out-shadow, -shake, etc. : see OUT-.

Outslia'me, ' [OUT- 18.] trans. To outdo
in shamefulness; to put to shame.
n 1661 HOLYDAY Jt<~'cnal -2-2 This baggage quite all civil

war out-shames. 1798 Hist, in Ann. Keg, 230 The indecency
of those appearances far out-shamed any thing of a similar
nature thai had ever been exhibited. 1824 T. FICKUV I 'onng
Girl x, Why blast the prospects of thy life ; Out-shame thy
sex's feelings lender?



OUT-SHARPEN.

Out-sha'rpen, v. [OUT- 15 b, 233.] trans.

fa. To excite thoroughly to sharpness or bitterness

(ol'S.). b. To exceed in sharpness.
1381 WVCLIF Jcr. v. 23 To this puple forsothe is maad an

herte mystrowende and oute sharpende [L. ?.\asperans\.
1865 DK KKNS J////. l-'r. n. i, She would glance at the visitors
. .with a look that out-sharpened all her other sharpness.
Out-sheath, -shed, etc. : see OUT-.

Outshet, ol>s. pa. t. of OUTSHUT v.

Ou tshift. Now dial.
[f.

OUT- 3 + shift, of
uncertain application in this combination.] In//.
Outskirts (of a town).
1592 N'ASHI: /'. 1'enilessc 22 b, In backe lanes, and the

put-shiftes of the Citie. 1594 Terrors ofXt. K j h, Not
in the heart of the Cittie. .but in the skirts and out-shifts.

(11823 FOKBY Cue. K. Anglia s. v., He lives somewhere in
the outshifts of the town.

Outshi ne, v. [OUT- 18, 14.]
1. trans. To excel in shining or brightness ;

to
shine brighter than.

1596 SPENSER F. Q. v. ix. 21 And all their tops bright
glistering with gold, That seemed to out-shine the dimmed
skye. 1067 MILTON/'. L. \. 86 How changed From him, who
in the happy Realms of Light ..didst outshine Myriads. 1820
SHELLEY yision Sea 74 Those eyes where the radiance of
fear Is outshining the meteors. 1899 SWINHURNE in ig//; Cent.

Jan. 90 With stars outshining all their suns to be.

b. fig. To surpass in splendour or excellence.
1612 DRAVTON Poly*>ll>. xviii. 287 And he, all him before

that cleerely did out-shine. 1712 STEKI.E .S/Vc/. No. 268 f 3
How few are there who do not place their Happiness in

out-shining others in Pomp and Show. 1858 HAW TIIORNE
J''r. ty It. Jrnts. (1872) I. 64 One magnificence outshone
another, and made itself the brightest.
2. intr. To shine forth or out. poet. rare.

1878 GII.DER Poet Hf Master u Even the night is mine
\\ hen Northern Lights outshine.

Hence Outshi-ning- vfrl. s/il and///. .l (in sense

I) ; Outshi'ner, one who outshines or surpasses.
1754 R. O. CAMBRIDGE Intruder 16 No art, no project, no

designing, No rivalship and no outshining. 1818 DVRON
C/i. liar. iv. clviii, This Outshining and overwhelming edi-
fice [St. Peter's] Fools our fond gaze. 1864 Askerdale- Park
1. 128 The weak young woman who had been outshone on
some occasion at which she had reckoned on being the
universal outshiner.

Oivt-sh.ilii.ng, 'M. sb.- [OUT- 9.] The action
of shining out

; the emission of light or brightness.
1678 CumyoRTH Intcll. Syst. i. iv. 36. 582 The Kffnlgency

or Out-shining of Light and Splendour from the Sun.
^

1863
J. (i. Mi.'Ri-HY ConuH.Gen. \. 14-19 Whatever remained of
hinderance to the outshining of the sun, moon, and stars on
the land. 1866 Cotinn. K.\-od. xxviii. 2 Glory is the out-
shining of intrinsic excellence.

SoOirt-shi:mng///.rt.-, that shines out, effulgent.
1594 SIIAKS. Rich. Ill, i. iii. 268 My Sonne,.. Whose

bright out-shining beames, thy cloudy wrath Hath in etern.il!
darknesse folded vp. 1647 H. MORE Song ofSoul i. m. xix,
Surly Superstition, That clear out-shining Truth cannot
abide. 1865 MRS. WHITNEY Gaywortliys xl. 373 With a
purpose in his face, the sailor came.. and all through her,
this outshining purpose of his quivered and thrilled.

Out-shinned : see OUT-.

Outshoot (an-t|J/7t), sb. [OlT- 7.]
1. The act or fact of snooting or thrusting out.

1897 Outing (U. S.) XXX. 237/1 A smart out-shoot of the
hands l)efore commencing the swing forward [in rowing].
2. Something that shoots out or projects ; a

projection or extension.

1613 MARKHA.M F.itg. Husbandman I. II. i. (1635) 121 That
wall would have upon the inside .. lames or outshoots of
stone or brick. 1650 BUUVER Antkropomet. n When the
hinder eminence or out-shoote is wanting. 1887 Amer.
Missionary (N. Y.) May 129 Churches and schools, with
all their multitudinous outshoots of work.
3. - OUTFLOW.
1622 SIR R. HAWKINS 1'iy. S. Sea (1847) 107 It hath great

rivers of fresh waters, for the out-shoot of them colours the
sea in many places.

Outshoot (Qut,p7-t), v. [OUT- 18, 17, i?.]
1. trans. To surpass in shooting ;

to shoot fatther

or better than.

1530 PAI.SGR. 650/1, 1 outshote, je oultretyre. 1581 SIONEV
Apol. Poetrie (Arb.) 51 As if they out shot Robin Hood.
1605 MACON Ad-.'. Learn. \\. xxiii. 88 b, I doubt not but learned
men with meane experience, woulde .. ontshoole them in

their owne bowe. 1730 T. BOSTON Mem. xii. 404 Satan was
outshot in his own bow and plied another engine. 1900
ll^estm. Gaz. 13 July 6/3 Again we hear of our guns being
outranged and outshot.

b. To shoot beyond as a young branch ; alsoyf<f.
1772 HOLWEI. in /'////. 'Prans. LXII. 129 The first he

grafted is six years old, and has out-shot his parent 2 feet in

heigluh. 1857 W. SMITH 7"Ar/iWf 424 The individual mind
is progressive, and here and there one outshoots the others.

2. To shoot beyond (a mark or limit).
'545 ASCHAM Toxoph. I. (Arh.) 19 This thyng maketh them

summtyme to outshoote the marke. a 1711 MORRIS (J.),
Men are resolved never to outshoot their forefathers' mark.
'A. To shoot out or forth

; to project.
1658 Gl'RNAl.l. Chr. in Arm. verse 14. n. iv. (1669) 19/1 They

. . that are so fan 1 ontshot from Natures weak Bow. a 1851Mom Evening Tranquillity ii, The woods outshoot their
shadows dim.

Ou tshoo:tillg, vbl. sb. [OUT- 9.] The action
of shooting out or projecting ; fa projection (cAO.
1387 TREMSA Higdtn (Rolls) II. 13 Outake be lengest out

schetyuge of dyuerse forlondes, wi|> be whiche Britayne is

al aboute ey^te and fourty sibe seuenty bowsand paas.
So Ou t-shoo ting- ///. n. [OUT- 10], that shoots

out, projects, or protrudes.
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i62i W. WHATELY Coifs Hvst: ii. 104 A good and bus-
bandly Gardener will take away from the" Vine all out-

shooting and oner growing things.

Otrtshot, sb. [Oi T- 7.]
1. A projection ;

a portion of a building projected
beyond the general line

;
a projecting upper story

or the like; a part built on as an extension, north.
1626 in York Myst. (1885) Introd. 36 Of the Walkers for

an Outcshott, iiij<?. c 1817 HOGG Talcs .$ Sk. I. 37 An out-
shot from the back of the house. 1820 Sco I r Mtinttsl. xxviii,
There was connected with this chamber, and opening into
it, a small 'outshot

', or projecting part of the building.
2. Outlying land

; nmgli unfilled ground. .SV.

1825 in JAMIKSON.
3. Technical uses : a. Short for Ontsliot hemp :

see next 3. (Simmonds Diet. Trade 1858.) b.

\Vhiterags of the second grade (Cent. Diet. 1890 .

Ou'tshot, ///. a. [Ot:r- 1 1
.]

1. Shot or thrust out ; projected, thrown out.

.11340 IlAMroLK Psalter cxx\\\\], 5 As armys in hand of

myghly swa be sunnys of outshote [Vulg.///;Y f.rcussarum\.
2. That is

' thrown out' or made to project beyond
the main line of building, etc.

1820 SCOTT .Miwast. xiv, From the out-shot or projecting
window she could perceive that [etc.J. 1836 M. MACKINTOSH
Cottager's Daughter 52 When that she came to the outshoi
stane she then fell till her wark.
3. Applied to Russian hemp of the second quality.
'794 Kinging ff Seamanship 59 Petersburg!] nut-shot hemp

is little inferior to the Petersburg!] braak hemp. 1812
J. SMYTH t'ract. of Customs (1821) 107 Riga hemp is dis-

tinguished by the Trade by the names of Rhyne, Ont,shot,
Pass, and C'odilla Hemp. That from Petersburg!!, con-
sisting of Clean, Outshot, Half-clean, and Cedilla.

Out-shouldered to Out-shove : see OUT-.
t Otrtshout, s/'. Ol'S. [OUT- 7.] The act of

shouting out
;
a loud shout.

1579-80 NORTH Plutarch (1676) 321 Crows fell down..
which by chance flew over the Shew-place at that time that
they made the same uutshout.

Outshou't, : [Our- 18.] trans. To outdo
or surpass in shouting ; to shout louder than.
a 1661 HoLYDAY Juvenal 120 As if he would implie that she

outshouted them. 1889 C. EDWARDES Sardinia 190 Trying
to outshout his neighbour.

tpu'tshow, .f/'. Ol'S. [Our- ;.] Display,
exhibition.

ISS3 C-KIMALDR Cicero's Offices ii. (1558) 90 Deeme them-
selues able to attein stedfast glorie by false pretence and
value outshow.

Outshow (autjyu-), ,,, [OUT- 15, 21.]
1. trans. To show forth, exhibit, poet.
1558 PHAICR ,'Eticiit. vli. U iij b, Duke Auentine ..Victori-

ouslyouLsliewes hischaret faier. a 1600111 Knglamfslleticon
Cijb, He blusht..Ne durst again his lierie face out-show.
1898 T. HAHUV 11'fssf.r Poems 2 Then high handiwork will
I make my life-deed, Truth and light oulshow.
2. To exceed or outdo in show.
1786 MRS. BENNETT JiivenHe ludiscret. III. 71 Mrs. Gab's

sole ambition was to out-show and out-dress her neighbours.
So Ou tsliowing- vbl.sb. [OUT- 9], indication.
1868 MRS. WHITNEY P. Strong;xix. (18691 220 The home

tliat this is the sign and oulshowing of.

Out-shower, -shriek, etc. : see OUT-.
Outshri 11, v. [OUT- 18, 14.]
1. trans. To outdo or surpass in shrilling; to
make a shriller noise than ; to exceed in shrillness.
1605 SYLVESTER Du Rartas n. iii. in. I.a'.u 20 For the loud

"Vaters xxxiL 260 Like so many challenging cocks, each
trying to outshril! the other.

2. intr. To shrill out ; to sing shrilly, poet.
a 1879 J. ADDIS Eliza!: Echoes 29 Peace, Save when the

nightingale outshrillelh.

Outshu-fc, v. Pa. t. 5-6 -schet, -shet, -shyt. i

[Oi T- 1 5.] trans. To shut out, exclude, lit. andfit;.
i 1430 Pilgr. Lyf Manhode \\.

xxxyiii. (1869190 The bodi
..of whiche j haue spoken to thee is in alle degrees outshet.

Ou-tshut, ///. a. poet. [OUT- u.] Shutout.
So Ou-tshirttingr ///. a. [OUT- 10.]
1868 GEO. ELIOT Sp. Gypsy iv. 297 Chanting, in wild notes

Recurrent like the moan of oulshut winds. 1876 MRS
WHITNEY Sigliti f, his. vi. 58 Where nothing is small or
far-away, and nothing even the glory close and out-
shutting.

Outside 'uu-tssi-d, au-tsaid), sb.,adv. and/mt
[f. OUT a., OUT- 3 + Sinn sb. ; cf. INSIDE.
As to the varying stress, see INSIDE.]
A. sb.

1. That side of anything which is without, or
farther from the interior ; the external surface.
1505 Charter relat. to St. George's Cliapel, Windsor in

Ret. Ant. II. 116 The fanes on the outsides of the quere.ami the creasts, corses, beasts above on the outsides of
Maister John Shornes Chappell. 1526 TINDAI.E M.itt xxiii. I

26 dense fyrst that which is within the cuppe and the
platter, that the outsyde maye also be clene (in -.'. 25

'

vtter
side |. 1587 GOLDINC, Oe Moriiay vi. 64 The spirit of the
Lord houeredvpon the outside of the deepe. 1615 C. SANDYS
Trav, 121 On each foot he hath five fingers, 3 on the out-
side, and two on the inside. 1637 R. LICON Bartadots

OUTSIDE.

(1673) 61 They have climbed six foot high upon the outside
of a wall, come in at a window, down on the inside,, .and
away again. 1705 ADDISON Italy 13 The Uuke of Doria's
P.dace lias the Ijest ( lulside of any in Genoa. 1809 MAI.KIN
Gil Ilia* i. v. p 9 He.. showed the goddess of my devotions
the outside of the door. 1893 Rookman June 79/1 Vears of
service in the Library had made him familiar with the out-
sides of hooks, but very little with their contents.

b. The outer part or parts of anything, as dis-

tinguished from the interior.

1598 I!ARRET Theor. ll'am-s 21 The most place of honour
is the left and right ontsides [of a line of soldier-]. 1655
K. TERRY l',,y. /;. /,/_ 2S 2 They usually live in the skirls
or out sides of great Cities, or Ton lies. 1799 tr. //. Mrister's
I. fit. F.ng. u note, This absurd custom of liding on the
outside of a co; LI Ii.

c. Fencing. (See IX.SIHK sl>. i b, quot. 1863.":
2. The outer surface considered as that which is

seen and presented to observation
;
the external person

as distinguished from the mind or spirit ;
outward

aspect or appearance as opposed to inner nature.
1592 DAMES Imm.-rt. .SV>/n. xii. (1714) ;o Sense Oulsides

knows, the Soul thru' all thing-, sees. 1596 SIIAKS. .Merch.
I . i. iii. 104 (> what a goodlic outside falsehood hath.
1711 STEKLE .S/V<Y. .\,>. ;, . i She is no other than Nature
made her, a \ciy beautiful Outside. 1793 P.I-RKK /.,/. /

ll'indham Con. 1844 IV. 201 Since I wrote last, the out-
side

^of
affairs is a -i.,,d deal mended. 1859 C,i-o. KI.I..I

A. Hede v, \ (,u'!l nrvt-t persuade me that 1 can't tell \\hal
men are by tl.eir outsides.

t b. ( >utcr garments ; clothes. Obs.

1614 I! Jovsox ISartli. l-'air n. i, I have seen as line out-
sides as either of yours, bring lousy linings to the brokers.
(11625 Fi I.IOIER Lore's Cure in. ii. My Lord has senl me
outsides, Hut. . the colours aie too sad.

fc. Something worn on the outside which con-
ceals the real features; a mask, a visor: nn effigy. Ol>.<.

,i 1656 l!i'. HAI.I. A'fw. II
'

X-s. (1660) 121., I speak not'for those
tliat are meer outsides and visors of Clni>iiaimy. 1676
llo(;lil-s ///WMH. 210 Disgrace of lireecr, HK-f! outside-,
where are now Your HragsV

d. That which is merely external
; outward

form as opposed to substance
;
an externality.

1660 tr. Amyraidns Trent, cmic. Kclig. in. \i. 4i6*A Re-
ligion which seem'd to consist wholly in out-side. 1694
PENN Rise r Prog. (Quakers i. 16 Christians degeneiated
a-pace into outsides, as Days and Meals, and divers other
Ceremonies. 1742 \ 01 NG .\t. Tit. \ iii. 148 A region of out-
sides ! a land of shadows ! 1886 I'AIKK Imag. Portraits
iii. (1887) 113 A penurious young poet, who. .would have
grasped so eagerly. .at the elegant outsides of life.

3. The position or locality close to the outer side
or surface of anything.
"S<>3 PtiiHiftt'M Lett. 180, 1 lay at outside ij dayesor I cold

have it 1535 COYERDALR l\zek. xl. 5 There was a wall on
the outsyde rounde aboute the house, a 1578 I.INIU SAV
(Pitscottie) Chrou. Sei't. (S. T. S.i I. -,oi |He| chapit liim
be the ost ane lyttill, and at ane outsyde watchit him.
1611 BIBLE Jiidg. \\\. 19 So Gideon and the hundreil men
. . came vnto the outside of the campe. a 1677 I.in'er-;

Quarrel xli iii. in Child Bn/la:ts 11886) IV. cix. B. 448/1 Will
you walk with me to an out-side. Two or three words to
talk with me? 1699 UKNII.KV I'/ial. 186 An Altar .. which
is yet standing on the out-side of the Town. 1784 R. KAI.I
Rarham l\nvns II. 167 It waits my Lord's appearam e on
the outside the iron pales. 1844 DICKENS Mart. r/Jj.
xxxvi, Can I open the door from the outside, I wonder?
4. The outmost limit

; the fullest or highest
degree or quantity, collo,]. Chiefly in phr. at the

outside, at the utmost, farthest, longest, or most.
1707 MODTIMER Huslt. iv. v. 78 Two hundred Load upon an

Acre, which they reckon the out-side of what is to be laid.

1852 Lit. Gaz. Jan. 70/2 In a few weeks, at the outside, u.-

may expect to see |etc.]. 1863 Fu. A. KEMaixKlttif.Gefyia
39 This w Oman is young, I suppose at the outside not thirty.
1885 I.mn Times Kep. LIII. 60/2 A red light ..distant a
quarter of a mile at the outside.

5. Anything situated on or forming the outer

side, edge, or border: spee. (//.), the outermost

sheets, more or less damaged, of a ream of paper.
1615 W. LAW SON Country llousew. Gard. 11626)9 Little

Orchards, or few trees, being (in a mailnei all out-sides, are
so blasted and dangered. 1851 MAVIIEW Land. Labour \.

267/2 The half-quires . . contain, generally, 10 sheets ; if

the paper, however, be of superior quality, only 8 sheets.
In the paper-warehouses it is known as 'outsides

', with no
more than 10 sheets to the half-quire. 1858 SIMMONHS
D'ct.^ Trade, Ontsides, the exterior sheets of a ream of
printing or writing paper; spoiled sheets.

6. Short for outside passenger on a conveyance.
1804 in Spirit Pub. Jrnls. VIII. 324 With the outsides he

keeps no measures, insisting upon five per cent, on all their

baggage. 1824 Miss MITFORU / 'iltage Ser. i. (1863' 38 The
outsides, and the horses, and the coachman, seemed reduced
to a torpid quietness. 1842 SVD. S.MIIII Let. Locking in on
Railut. Wks. 1859 II. 322/2 When first mail coaches began
to travel twelve miles an hour, the outsides . . were never tied
to the roof.

7. In phr. outside in (usually with turn} : So that
the outer side becomes the inner

;
= inside out.

1771 SMOI.LETTHumph. Clinker 23 Apr., The Circus..
looks like Vespasian's amphitheatre turned outside in. 1825
J. NKAI. lira. Jonathan II. 166 Preaching. .as if the great
world were to be turned ..inside out. or outside in. 1863
KINGSLEV Jl'atfr Itab. \. 18 He did not know that a keeper
is only a poacher turned outside in, and a poacher a keeper
turned inside out.

B. adj. 1. That is on, or belongs to, the outer

side, surface, edge, or boundary,
Outside callipers, a pair of callipers for measuring the out-

side diameter of a body ; outside etige (Skating) : see Krx.K
sit. 7b; outside finish, requisites for completing theeMerior
of a wooden building (Webster 1892); entside(jau>ttii> teat :

see JAUNIING-CAR.



OUTSIDE.

1634 SIR T. HERBERT Trax\ \ 84 [The] out-side beauty [of the

clurian is] no way equal! to the inside goodnesse and verities.

1703 MOXON Mcch. Kjcerc. 244 Outside and inside loathing for

Plastring. 1733 1iv\.\.}Ior$e'hoeingHnsb.y\. 129 The Outside
Rows ofWheat, from which the Karth is Hoed off, before or in

the Beginning of Winter. 1748 Anson's I 'oy. II. iv. 158 They
found her wales and outside planks extremely defective.

1815 C/irott. in Ann. Reg. 69 A Sailor, who was an outside

passenger. 1824 J. JOHNSON Tyfiogr. II. 560 Twenty quires
to the ream, ofwhich the two outside quires are called corded
or cassie. 1854 RONALDS & RICHARDSON Chcni. Technol. I.

249 The outside walls are built hollow, having an air-vent 3
inches wide. I867SMV1M Sailors \\*ord-bk., Outside Afnster-

Paj>er, a paper with the_outer part blank, but the inner por-
tion ruled and headed; supplied, .to form the cover of ships'
books. 1874 KNIGHT Pitt. Mech. 429/2 Inside and outside

calipers. 1887 Sj>ectat->r 25 June 866/1 On his arrival in

Dublin, he was profoundly impressed by the Irish outside-car,

2. Situated, or having its origin or operation,
without ;

that resides without some place or area
;

that works out of the house, or out of a workshop
or factory.
1841 Fenny Cycl. XIX. 260/1 Some engines have been re-

cently introduced, .in which an attempt is made to combine
t ho advantages of inside and outside bearings. 1858 H.uv-
TMOKNK J-'r. ff It. Jrnls, II. 38 Knough to have an outside

perception of his degree and kind of merit. 1862 MRS. CAK-
LYLK Lett. III. 101 Mine [room] is quiet as the grave from
outside noises. 1871 RoutIedge's Rvt Koy's Ann. Dec.
28 Outside-cylinder engines are those in which the cylinders
are placed outside the smoke-box. 1900 Fabian AVwj X.

28/1
' Outside' work means work done entirely in the homo

by an *

outside
' worker. Mod. Kngage an outside porter

to wheel your luggage from one station to the other. A win-

dow affording no view of the outside world.

b. Austral. Situated without the line of settle-

ment ; situated in the bush.
1881 A. C. GRANT Bush-Life in QueensM. I. XL 162 The

cattle-buyer, who had a large experience on the out-side

country. 1885 MRS. C. PKAI-;I> Jfcad-Station II. ix. 17.-;

I'm to have charge of one of the outside sheep stations, at

what seems to me a liberal salary.

3. Not included in or belonging to the place,

establishment, institution, or society in question.
1881 Daily AVrcs 13 Sept. 5/1 Outside opinion lias evi-

dently had its influence on the City Fathers. 1884 Mam /;.

Exam. 14 May 5/5 The outside public appear disposed ti>

take Mr. C at his own valuation. 1886 in Fall Mall G,

7 Aug. 1/2 In matters relating to its exhibitions the Royal
Academy stands on the >ame footing with regard to 'out-

side
'

artists, as the Society of lliiii^h Artists, the Institutes,

and other private societies holding open exhibitions. 1894
U'fstnr. Gaz. 23 Apr. 6/1 More destructive to the business

of 'outside
'

brokers than the action of the Stock Kxchange
in depriving them of the

'

tape '.

f 4. That has only an outside, or external appear-
ance, without internal reality or substance

; having

empty show ; superficial. 0/>s'.

1643 MILTON Dk'Oi'ce i. vi, Where love cannot be, there can
be left of wedlock nothing, but the empty husk of an outside

matrimony. 1679 PKASCE Addit. Narr. /'<'/. Flot 12 Used
by the Professors of that out->kle Religion. 17*8 POI-K

Dune. 1. 135 The rest [books] on Out-side merit but presume,
Or serve. .to fill a room.

5. Reaching the utmost limit
; utmost, farthest,

greatest, extreme.

1857 TKOLLOI-E Barchester T, i. 2 The outside period during
which breath could be supported within the body of the

dying man. 1893 Mi NUKI.I.A in Daily NWS 21 Feb. 3/3,
I believe .. I have given you the very outside prices that

are being paid.

C. adv. (Short for on or to the outside.}

1. Of position : On the outside of certain limits ;

externally; out in the open air; in the open sea

beyond a harbour
; not within some body, associa-

tion, or community that may be in question.
1813'!". D.BKOUGHTON Lett.fr. Ma/tr.C.(1802)55 They could

. . see every thing that took place outside. 1845 M . PATTISON
/:. (1869) I. 17 The body.. posted themselves, fullyarmed,

outside, under the portico. 1848 DICKENS Dombey iii, It

was as blank a house inside as outside. 1865 E. LUCAS in

Essays Ser. i. 309 While the world outside was being op-

posed, convinced [etc,J. 1866 WHITTIKR Maids ofAttitath

133 He better sees who stands outside Than they who in

procession ride. 187* MAHK TWAIN Innoc. Alt: it. 20
* Out-

side '. .there was a tremendous sea on,

2. Of motion or direction: To the exterior.

1889
'

R. BOLDREVVUOD
'

Robbery i(nder^Arms\\\v, The men
and women were ordered to come outside. Mod. Some uf

the party stepped outside to get a better view of the lightning.

3. Outside of, prep.phr. (cf. OUT OF), a. With-
out the walls, limits, or bounds of; not within;
exterior to

; also, To the exterior of, outward from.

Outside ofa twrse {colloq.} on horseback ; to get outside a/

(slang), (a) to swallow (so to be outside of); <t>) U.S. to

master or understand (Farmer Americanisms 1889).

1839-40 I. TAYLOR Anc. Chr. 11842) II. viL 303 The
sepulchre lay outside of the ancient city. 1878 O. W.
HOLMKS M^otley 69 His objects of interest outside of his

special work. 1889' R. BOI.DREWOOD' Robbery under Anns
xv, He looked better outside of a horse than on his own
legs. 1890 D. ARROWSMITH in Hig Game N. Amer. 521 My
wife said she knew, from his [a racoon's] full stomach and
his sneaking took, that he was outside of her pt turkey.

b. U. S. co/loij. Beyond the number or body of,

with the exception of.

1889 FARMER Americanisms s.y.,
Outside of the trrnl.r -

men there was no one at the meeting. 1890 Century Mng.

121/2,
I do not often see anybody outside of my servants,

being not at all given to visiting.

IX prep. (Shortened from oittside of.}

Without-side the door is used, c 1760, by Mrs. F. Sheridan

Sidney Biddulph II. 298, III. 221.)
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\ 1. Outside of; on the outer side of; external to.

Outside the ropes (s/ang^, without knowledge of a

matter
;

in the position of an outsider.

1826 J. H. NKWMAN Lett, (1891) I. 140 As I came outside

i
the Southampton coach to Oxford, I felt as if I could have

! rooted up St. Mary's spire. 1846 Penny Cycl. Suppl. II.

670/1 [Knginesj in which the cylinders are fixed outside the

framing. 1852 GLADSTONE Glean. (1879) IV. 151 All coun-

tries outside the Roman border. 1861 LKVKR One of Them
Hi, Until I came to understand the thing, I was always
'outside the ropes'. 1878 HUXLEY Physiogr. 180 The cause

of the tides is to be found outside our earth.

b. Beyond the limits of (any domain of action

or thought, any subject or matter).
1852 GLADSTONE Glean. (1879) IV. 210 Those services,

which He outside thecommon routine. 1877 L. TOLI.KM.U HI:

in Fortn. Rw, Dec. 848 Natural forces are in themselves

neither moral nor immoral, but outside morality. 1894 J. T.

FOWLKR Adam-nan In trod. 67 Any description of them \\ould

be outside the purpose of the present work.

C. Beyond, in addition to, besides, except, dial.

1868 YATF.S Rock Ahead i. ii,
' Outside them two, and the

Squire in his grave, .nobody., knows the rights of the story.'

a. Of motion or direction : To the outer side of,

to the exterior of, to what lies without or beyond.
1856 RANK A ret. Kxpl. I. xxix. 384 [They] Aung them-

selves outside the skin between us. 1885 Law Ref>. agCh&nc.
Div. 451 The Court cannot go outside the pleadings in the

present action. 1896 Daily News 29 Sept. 6/2 ' Will you be

so kind as to go outside the door and shut it?'

3. Comb. Outsideman, a man who does work
outside.

1851 MAYMI-.W Lond. Labour (1861) 1 1. 447/1 The outside-

man, whose busme*s it is to attend to the pipe, which
reaches from the cesspool, .to the gullyhole.

Olltsi'ded, a. rare. [f. prec. sb. + -Ki>-.]

Having (such and such) an outside or surface.

1674 N. FAIRFAX KitIk -V .?./r (
. 146 There are not two

bodies.. so smoothly outsided, but that being clapt together,
would leave as many leastings of room between them, as

those they touch at.

Outsi'deduess. [f. prec. + -NESS.] a. The

quality of having an outside or surface, b. Out-

sideness, externality.
iSMj-ScOFFKRuinOr/^CiVr, Sc.

t
Chew, 1 1. 224 Dependent

on the depth of the basket on the amount of oittsiaedness,
to use an allowable expression, possessed by the apparatus.

1897 Contcinp. A\T-. Oct. 536 A Celt standing outside his

social world, would doubtless exaggerate whatever he had

happened to carry with him into his outsidedness.

fOu-tsi'dely, adv. Obs. rare 1

, [f.
OUTSIDE

a. + -LY 2
.] Externally.

1803 W. TAYLOR in Robberds Mem. I. 457 You say some-

thing outsiclely rude and insidely civil about its being my
choice to edit.

Ontsi'deness. [f-
OUTSIDE a. t -NESS.] The

quality of being outside
; externality, cxlernalism.

1647 TRAPP Comin. Matt. vi. 16 Their outBideness is an
utter abomination. Connn. Rev. xvu. 4 To note her

hypocrisie and outsidenesse, gold without, copper within.

1850 HUSHNKLL Goti in Christ 267 Our modern .. piety hus

an air of lightness and outsideness rather as if it were wholly
of ourselves, not a life ofGod in the Soul. 1883 Fortn. Rev.
i Mar. 336 His evident outsideness towards it.

Outsider Vouts3i-doj). [f. OUTSIDE sb. + -KK '.]

1. One who is outside any enclosure, barrier, or

boundary, material or figurative; esp. one' who is

outside of or does not belong to a specified com-

pany, set, or party, a non-member; hence, one

unconnected or unacquainted with a matter, un-

initiated into a profession or body having special

knowledge, or the like.

1800 JANE AUSTEN Lett. (1884) I. 245 There was a whist

and a casino table, and six outsiders. 1833 Foxm ANOI>:

Eng. Under ^ Administ. (1837) II. 351 Those he cannot

entertain, the outsiders,
' without a home to cover them '.

1844 in Marsh Rng. Lang. (1860) 274 [At the Baltimore
convention of 1844, ..a prominent member energetically

protested against all interference with the business of the

meeting by] outsiders. [The word, if not absolutely new,
was at least new to most of those who read the proceedings
..and it was now for the first time employed in a serious

way.] 1847 Lit. Gaz. July 499/1 All Irish fights ought
to be left, by outsiders who value their own safety, to be

fought out by the combatants. xSsz DICKENS Kleak //<>.

li, He is only an outsider, and is not iu the mysteries.
a 1860 Lowell Jrnl. iBartlett), A large number of outsiders

have gone to the free-soil convention at Buffalo. 1886 J. K,

JEROME Idle Thoughts 31 Outsiders, you know, often see

most of the game.
b. Horse-racing. A hor^e not included among

the 'favourites', and against which in betting long
odds are laid

;
one not ;

in the running
'

; also^f^.
1857 *' A. LAWRENCE Gny Livingstone xxv, It was evident

he was still the favourite, and that all others were complete
'outsiders'. 1874 HURSAND My Time xxviii. 273 As an

outsider from an unknown stable may falsify all prognostica-
tions about a Derby favourite.

2. In literal sense : One whose position is on the

outside of some group or series ; an outside man.

1857 Ht'c.liKS Tom lirtnt'ti i. v, Here come two of the

bulldogs, bursting through the outsiders [of a football

scrummage]; in they go, straight to the heart of the scrum-

mage, 1897 P. WAKUNG Tales Old Regime 84 One day,

Phillips was 'outsider
' on his chain. That is to say, he was

working nearest the shaft in a gallery.. .West was outsider

in the adjacent gallery.

3. An outside jaunting-car.
1900 H'estin. Gaz. 19 Jan. 10/2 If we are to judge by the

figures set out by the Chief Commissioner of the Dublin
Police in his latest report, the popularity of the

' outsider
'

OITTSK1RT.

is on the wane. In a single year the number of cars has
been teduced by sixty-two.

4. //. A pair of nippers with semi-tubular jaws,
which can be inserted into a keyhole from the out-

side so as to grasp and turn the key.
1875 in KNH;HT Diet. Aleck. 1896 Columbus (Ohio) Disp.

15 Jan. ]/S The burglary must have been well planned.
Three of the doors. . were opened by means of outsiders.

Out-sifting to Out-sigh: ste Oi'T-.

Outsight 1
(uirt$3;t). [OiT- 7. Cf. Ger.

aussicht, Uu. I///S/V//A]

1. Sight of that which is without
; perception of

external things ; faculty of observation or outlook.

1605 I'KETON Old Man's Lesson Dj, If a Man have not
both his Insight and his Outsight, he may pay home for his

blindnesse. 1863 K. FITZGERALD I*et. in At/fit. A\v. (189))
Oct. 383 Wiser men with keener outsight and Height. 18618

MkuuMNc l\ingfy Hk. i. 747 A special gift, an art of arts,

More insight and more outsight and much more Will to u^e
both of these than boast my mates.

f 2. Prospect beyond or ahead ; outlook. Obs.

a 1598 KOIJ.OTK Lat. i y/tt-ss. iii. (1606) 165 When a man
. .will not foliowe on Gods will, except he see a faire out-

M^lii. and get great reasons wherefore he should doe this,

or that. .'('he Lord will let him followe his owne will

f3. The act of looking, look. 0/>s.

1681 RYCAUT tr. Gracifin's l V///VX* 183 She showed a fair

face, and outsight to all, but evil actions.

Ou'tsigllt -. .SV. and north, dial. Obs. 01 arch.

[Derivation uncertain : cf. INSIGHT sb.-~\ Movable

goods or substance out of doors; also aftrib. as

outsight plenishing.
(21670 STALLING Troub. Chas. I (1851) II. 417 He distroyit

the haill rawis of Stratbbogie. Cornefeild landis, ouisicht,

insicht, liorss, nolt, scheip. 1773 KKSKINF, Instit. lit. \ iii.

18 In what is called outsiglit plenishing or moveables
without doors, the hehship may l>e drawn of horses, cows,
oxen ; and of all the implements of agriculture, as ploughs,
harrows, carts, etc. 1814 Scurr M'av. xv, Their whole goods
and gear, corn, cattle, horse, nolt, sheep, outfight and in-

sight plenishing. 1818 ///-/. Midi, viii, Poindings of ont-

sight and insight plenishing. [1892 H. AINSLIK Pilgrim.
Land of Burns 69 tE.D.

p.),
I saw nae wanworths gaun

either in the outsight or insight plenishln'.]

Outsi-n, v. [Oi'T- is, 17.]
1. trans. To surpass in sinning ;

to sin more than.

1606 SYLVESTER Dn iiartas n. iv. t. Trophies 1227 The
Hcav'n-Mink Cities in Asphaltis Ken. .(Had, by thy Sons, to

l>e out-sinned so. 176. WESLEY Serin. Ixvi. 29, \\ ks, iSn IX.
216 We. .The heathens itnbaptiz'd out-sin ! 177* FURCflBB

Logica Genci>. 105 Should I out-sin Manasses himself.

2. To go beyond the limit of in sinning.
1646 H. LAWRKNCK Coimn. Angells 151 In a word, wee

cannot out sin his pardon, or grace, by any thing but un-

belit-fe. 1677 W. SHERLOCK AnfOt. T. Dnivsou 17 Some
men may out-sin the day of (Irace. 1724 R. \fv\.-\Qti. Christ.

Faith <y /'nut. 209 A man has out-sinned the venue of his

Saviour's sacrifice.

Outsi'iig, v. [OUT- 18, 14, 15.]

1. trans. To excel in singing. Also refl.

1603 HRKTOX I^ignitie of Man (1879) 14/2 In sweetnesse

the Nightingale [will] outsing him. 1733 SWIFT On /'cetry,
How wrong a taste prevails among us; How much our

ancestors out-sung us. 1878 J.Toi 'HUNTER 44&Mtfr<s8fJ|) 9
Our old Chrysippus, His eyes aglow with an_

immortal fire,

Vows to outsing himself. 'Twill be rare singing.

b. To overcome or get the better of by singing.

1830 Miss MITKOHD I'illage Ser. iv. (1863) zaz^She
would

sing over the mashing tub. .out-singing Maltha's scolding.

1885 Athenaeum 19 Sept. 378/3 Each appeared to be trying
to outsing the other.

2. a. intr. To sing out ; to burst out into song.

b. trans. To express by singing.

1877 WHITTIER M'itch of ll'enham 226 The meadow-lark

outsang. 1886 Good I! 'ords 308 This joy the birds outsing.

Out-sister: see OUT- 2.

Ontsi't, v. [OUT- 17, 18.]

1. trans. To sit beyond the time or duration of.

1658 OSBORN Adv. Son (1673) 24 That such as begin then,

though they out-sit the Sun, will be delivered of the fury. .

before the Watch be set. 1692 SOUTH Serni. (1697) I. 28 He
that prolongs his meals.. how quickly does he out-sit his

pleasure ? 1882 WOOUFOKD in Lift of />>. // 'ilbcrforce \ II.

357 We outsat e the twilight, drawing from the rich stores

of the old statesman's memory.
2. To sit longer than.

1885 G. MKKEDITH Diana xxviii, Dacier could allow Mr.

Hepburn to outsit him. 1894 Cornh, Mag. May 496 Bab
outsits all the other guests at tea.

Out-skill to Out-skip : see OUT-.

t Ou'tskLn. Obs. [f.
OUT- 3 + SKIN. Outer

or external skin
; epidermis, tdtafig,

1640 SHIRLEY Coronation v. i, The barke and outskinne of

a common wealth.

Ou-tski rrer. Sc. rare. [f. OUT- 8 + skirrer,

SCTKBKR, a scout.] A scout ;
= OUTSCOUBEK.

1831 TVTLER Lives Scott. II-"orthies I. 413 He had acquired

by his spies and outskirrers a perfect knowledge of the dis-

position of the army of Lorn.

Outskirt ;ou-tskait). [OUT- 3.]

1. The outer border. Now only in//.
a. 1596 SPKNSER State Irel. Wks. (Globe) 668/1 They

mighte keepe both the O-Rt-lyes, and also the O-Farrels,

anil all that out-skirte of Meathe in awe.

b- 1647 CLARENDON Hist. Reb. it. 84 He lay near New-
burn in the Outskirts of Northumberland. 1732 W. FOWNKS
in Swift's Lett. 11766' II. 167 There are many places, in the

out-skirts of the city .. very proper. 1778 Phil. Trans.

LXVI1I. 136 The parishes. .comprehend many central parts
..and also contain all the outskirts. 1831 HT. MARTJNEAU

Life in Wilds viii. 102 On the outskirts of the wood weie



OUTSKIRT.
the dwellings. 1861 GKO. ELIOT Sffas M.

3
One of those

barren parishes lying on the outskirts of civilisation ..in-
habited by meagre sheep and thinly-scattered shepherds.
fig. 1821 LAMB Elia. Ser. i. Old Benchers I. T., The
remote edges and outskirts of hi.story. 1829 CAHLVLE J/MV.

(1857) II. 78 The wondrous outskirts of Idealism.

2. attrib. or quasi-a<^'. Situated on the outskirts.

1835 ISAAC TAYLOR Sf>ir. Despot, vi. (1855) 270 Horrid and
sanguinary rites Prevailed among the less civilized and out-
skirt nations of the empire. 1841-4 EMKRSON Ess. Ser. 11.

vi. (1876) 156 This is but outskirt and far-ofT reflection anil

echo of the triumph.
Hence Oirtskirter, one who stands or hangs on

the outskirts.

1831 Cot.. HAWKER Diary (1893) II. 28 At least 100 more
[rooks] were picked tip by outskirters and other parties.

1878 STRVF.NSON Inland I 'oy. (1896) 223 To be even one of the
outskirters of art, leaves a fine stamp on a man's countenance.

Outski'rt, v. rare.
[f. prec. sb. : cf. SKIRT v.]

trans. To skirt, a. To form one of the outskirts

of, to border, b. To pass along the outskirts of.

1818 KEATS Endyui. i. 2*50 What time thou wanderest at
eventide Through sunny meadows that outskirt the side
Of thine enmossed realms. 1870 T. HARUV ll'essex roans
41, I did not out-skirt the spot That no spot on earth excels,

Hence Outskirting ppl.a.) bordering, lying on
the outskirts.

1845 DARWIN / 'oy, jV/. iii. (1879) 42 The outskirting houses
rose out of the plain like isolated beings,

Out-slander, etc. : see OUT-.

Outsla-iig, v. [OUT- 21.] trans. To outdo
in the use of slang.
1848 THACKERAY I 'an. Fair xxx'iv, Put him at Iffley Lock,

and he could out-slang the boldest bargeman. 1866 FELTON
Anc. fy Mod, Gr. II. i. ix. 156 Dealing in slander and slang
until they have outslandered and outslanged the natural
masters of these vulgar arts.

Outslee p, v. [OUT- 17, 18, 16.]
1. trans. To sleep beyond (a specified time, etc.\
1590 SHAKS. Mids. -V. v, i. 372, I feare we shall out-sleepe

the comming morne, As much as we this night haue ouer-
watcht. 1814 CARY Dante (Chandos) 310 [AJ babe, that had
outslept his wont.

2. To sleep longer than (another).
1690 SHADWKLL Am. Bigot v, Thou wouldst outsleep the

seven sleepers.

3. To sleep (a period of lime, etc.) out or to an
end

; to sleep till or beyond the end of.

1784 Cowi-KR Task vi. 313 Where on his bed of wool and
matted leaves He has outslept the winter. 1862 MRS.
MALCOLM tr. Freytags Pict. Germ. Life I. 172 When he
had outslept his drunkenness he roused himself. 1871-4 J.
THOMSON City Dread/. Nt. xin. ii, He would outsleep
another term of care.

Out-slide to Out-slink : see OUT-.

tOutslrng, v. Obs. [OUT- 15.] trans. To
sling out, throw out from or as from a sling.
c 1400 Rom. Rase 5987, I shal hym make his pens out-

slynge, ttut they in his gerner sprynge, 1535 S THWART Cron,
Scot. II. 13 Tha within lies maid defence richt lang, Haith
arrowis schot, and greit stonis outslang Attouir the wall.

1647 H. MOKE .Song of Soul 11. ii. in. v, 'Tis opinion That
makes the. .thundring engine murd'rous balls out-sling.

t Outslip, 2'. Obs. [OUT- 15, 17.]
1. trans. To slip away from ; to evade, escape.
a 1643 J. SHUTE Jndgem. $ Mercy (1645) 103 Filthy people

that outslip the morning prayer, 1693 PHIDEACX Lett.
Ye officers on horseback rod after him.. but(Camden) 164 Ye officers on horseback

he outslipd them all and got clear away.
2. To let slip by, to miss.

1649 BLITHE Eng. finfirm. lutpr. (1653) To Husband Man,
I am confident better sometimes lose the land, than land,
seed, and all your labour, as many do that outslip the season.

tOvtemrUff. Obs. [Our- 15, is.]
1. trans. To smell out, discover by smelling.
c 1550 HALF A". Jflttan (Camden) 77 .S'. Naye, that is suche

a lye as easel y wyll be felte. D. Tush, man, amonge fooles
it never wyll be out smelte.

2. To surpass in pungency of smell
;

to smell

stronger than ;

1603 HAKSSKT Pop, Impost. 71 Verily these doe out-smel
the Devil by farre. 1647 Pot. Ballads (1860) I. 44 The plot
outsmells old Atkins' breeches.

Out-smile, v. [OUT- 18 c, 18.] trans, a.

To overcome by smiling, b. To outdo in smiling.
1830 Miss MITFORD Village Ser. iv. (1863)222 She would. .

smile through the washing-week .. out-smiling Martha's
frowns. 1894 R. \\K\VGV.*Shorter l*oems 39 Autumn lingers
but to outsimle the May.
Out-snatch, -snore, etc. : see OUT-.

Outsoar (nuts6u), v. [OUT- 18.] trans. To
soar above or beyond ; to exceed in height of

(light. Chiefly^.
1674 Gm't. Tongue ix. 13 Let them clog their wings with

the remembrance of those who have outsoar'd them.. in
true worth. 1741 RICHAKOSON Pamela II. 286 This amiable
Girl, .will out-soar us butli, infinitely out-soar us. 1856 MKS.
UROWMNG Anr. Lefg/i i. 410 By how many feet Mount
Chimbomo outsoars Teneriffe. 1892 Literary World 5
Keb. 117/1 Attempting tooutsoar Milton's eagle \ving>.

Out-sole. [OUT- 3.] The outer sole of a

shoe, which comes in contact with the ground.
1884 KNK.HT Diet. Mech. Suppl. 649 '2 To secure the out-

sole to the insole for future sewing or pegging. 1894 Daily
Ntws i May 8/3 One stall where oak outsoles, hemlock half-

soles, Virginian oak sides, . . are displayed.

Out-sonnet, -sound, etc. : see OUT-.

Orrtspa:n, sbl S. Africa, [f.
Oi'TSPAN Z'. 1 ]

The action of outspanning or unyoking; the time
or place of outspanning or encampment.

VOL. VII.
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1852 Blackw. Mag. LXXI. 294 You lake a stroll with your
gun during the '

out-span '. 1885 W. GKESWKLL in iMacin.
Mag. Feh. 284/2 An extemporised lunch at a well-known
outspan, consisting of many veldt dainties. 1899 Westm.
Gaz. i Nov. 4/3 Every town has a public outspan, where
cattle can graze and travellers stop for the night.
allrib. 1872 Roiitledge's Ei: Boy's Ann. 339/2 After

reaching our outspan ground. 1884 Chr. World 21 Feb.
'34/3 A walk round about the outspan places was interesting.
Ou tspa:n, sb:- [OUT- 7 : cf. OUTSPAS v.-]
The extended or outstretched span (of an arch\
1887 BBOWHING Partyings, B. tit! Alanilcville x, Earth's

centre and sky's outspan, all's informed Equally by sun's
efflux.

Outspan (ciu-tspoe'n), t>.l South Africa, [ad.
I)u. uitspannen, f. nit adv., out + sfatuten to span,
stretch, bend, put horses to.] To unyoke or un-
hitch oxen from a wagon ; to unharness horses

;

hence, to encamp, a. intr. b. trans.
a. 1824 BuBCHKLLTVap. 1. 52 They very frequentlyunyoke,

or outspan, as it is called, at Salt River. 1850 R. (.',. GUMMING
Hunter's Life S. Afr. (ed. 2) I. 59, I marched right through
the town and outspanned alxjut a quarter of a mile beyond
it. 1893 SEI.OUS Trav. S. E. Africa 10 We outspanned
near a Hoer farm.
b. 1866 Port Eliz. Telcgr.b Nov., Found guiltyof stealing

twenty reims..from a wagon, .outspanned at the North-
end. 1883 J. MACKENZIE Day-dawn in Dark places 8 The
six waggons, when '

outspanned
'

for the night, were drawn
near to each other.

Hence Otrtspanned ppl.a., -spanning rbl. sf>.

1893 Month Feb. 197 He was standing by the out-spanned
wagon. 1899 Strand Mag. Mar. 270/1 [He] pointed ..

to the outspanned bullocks. 1894 H. NISBKT Jiiish Girl's
Ri>m. p. iii, 1 do not think we forget these '

out-spannings
'

while we are driving our cattle in other directions.

Outspa-lL, V." rare. [Oi'T- 14, 17.] a. intr.

To stretch out or extend in span, as an arch. b.
trans. To extend beyond the span of.

1882 H. K. HOLLAND Logic f, Life (1885) 254 The lines of
connection, .lose themselves, vanish, outspan our sight. 1884
SKKINK Under Two Queens i. 18 When the storm-rack drives

leeward, the rainbow outspanneth.

Outspa-rkle, v- [Oui-i8.] trans. To exceed
in sparkling ; to sparkle more than. Hence Out-
spa'rkled //>/. a.

1648 J. rjEAL-MONT Psyche i. Ixxxiv, When the starry Pea-
cock doth display His train's full Orb, the winged People
all.. Let their out-sparkled Plumes sullenly fall. 1655 tr.

Coin. Hist. Francion I. 18 Eyes that out-sparkled his

preciousest Stones. 1821 HYRON Sardnn. n. i. 47 As many
glittering spears As will out-sparkle our allies your planets.
1871 BROWNING Pr. Ilohenst. 1151 Earthborn jewelry Out-
sparkling the insipid firmament Blue above Terni.

Outspeak ;,outsprk), v. [OUT- 17, 18, IK, 14.]

1 1. trans. To utter or express more than
;
to be

Superior to in meaning or significance. Obs.

1603 H. JONSON Sejaaus I. ii, Why, this indeed is physic '.

and outspeaks The knowledge of cheap drugs. 1613 SHAKS.
Hen. /-'///, in. ii. 127 His Treasure,..! finde at such proud
Rate, that it out-speakes Possession of asSubject.
2. To outdo or excel in speaking ;

to speak louder,
better, or more forcibly than.

1603 B. JONSON A", jfas.'s Coronat. Entertainin. Wits.

530/2 Whose graces do as far outspeak your fame As fame
doth silence. i6s8CoKA]NE Trapfiolin i. ii, Admired Princess,
you out-speak me much, Hut never shall out-love me. 1868
LYNCH Rivulet cxxt. ii, What, will the prince outspeak the
voice That pierced to Lazarus in his grave ?

3. To speak (something) out; to utter, declare.

1633-56 COWLEV Dapideis n. 177 The Praise you pleas'd
(great Prince) on me to spend, Was all out-spoken when you
stil'd me Friend. 1850 LYNCH Theo. Trin. xii. 231 A love
is imaged in the sky, Too great to be outspoken.
4. intr. To speak out, utter one's voice.

[1804 CAMPBELL I.d. Ullin's Dan. v, Out spoke the hardy
Highland wight, I'll go, my chief, I'm ready.) 1832 LVTTON
Eugene A. i. ii, And now outspake the Corporal, a 1865
AYTOUN Scheik ofSinai ii, And thus outspake the Moor.

Ou-tspea:ker. [On- 8.] One that speaks out. i

1858 TKKM-H .S>xo. N. T. vi. (1876) 20 The irpoijnjnjs is

the outspeaker.

Ou'tspeatking, v/>l. sl>. [Orr- 9 ] The action
of speaking out or uttering in words, esp. straight
out or without reserve

; frank or candid utterance.
]

1845-6 TBF.NCH Hals. Led. Ser. I. ii. 29 These may be deep
out-speakings of the spiritual needs of man. 1865 Sat. l\e~'.

20. July 136/1 Briskness and outspeaking and brevity are
j

virtues which go a long way in buying and selling.

So Oirtspea'king ///. a. [OUT- 10], that speaks
out, that speaks plainly or candidly.
1844 DICKENS Mart. Chitz. xxxvi, You are forever telling

her the same thing yourself in fifty plain, out-speaking ways.
1859 HELPS l>'riends in C'. Ser. ll. 1. 133, I have always been
an outspeaking man.

t Outspe-ckle, sb. Sc. Ol>s. rare- 1

. A spectacle
or laughing-stock.
16.. Jamie Telfer xxx. in Bord. Minstrel',

' Whae drives :

thir kye ?
'

gan Willie say,
' To make an outspeckle o' me V

'

Outspee'd, v. [OUT- 18.] trans. To surpass
or outstrip in speed ; to run faster than.

1704 HF.AKNK Duct. Hist. (1714) I. 324 Twelve Colts they
bore him cou'd their Sire out-speed. 1724 R. WELTON
Christ. Faith \ Pract. 150 As swift as he rode he could not

outspeed the Divine vengeance. 1802 CAMI-BF.LL LochieFs
\i'arning^f Lo ! the death-shot of foemcn outspeeding, he

;

rode Companionless. 1867 J. B. ROSE tr. / 'irgil's .Uneid
337 The maiden, .on foot outsped the horse.

Outspe nd, v. [OUT- 17, 18.]
1. trans. To exceed (resources, a limit, etc.) in

spending.

OUTSPREAD.
1586 WHETSTONE Eng. Mirror 152 His ryot in the end

outspended both his fortune and credit. 1667 PKPVS Diary
20 Feb., He do confess our straits here and everywhere else
arise from our outspending our revenue. 1811 W. TAYLOR
in Robberds Mem. II. 345 We out-spend our means. 1895
Chamb. Jrnl. XI 1. 828/1 She divined that otherwise he would
outspend his fortune.

2. To surpass in spending; to spend more than

(another).
1840 MHS.

_F.
THOLLOPE Michael Armstrong ii, He had

already acquired more envy and hatred among his friends and
neighbours by [etc.) than by all his successful struggles t,j

outspend them all. 1866 HUWI.I.IS / "</. I.i/ixx. 350 King
Cole was not a jollier old soul than Illustrissimoof that day ;

he outspent princes.
3. In pa.pple. Outspe'ut. exhausted.
1818 BYKON Mazt-f>pa iii, Outspent with this long course,

The Cossack prince rubb'd down his horse. 1825 Hor.;;

Queen Hynde 62 His steed outspent was clotted o'er His
neck with foam.

Ou-tspend, sb. ran 1

, [f. prec. : see OUT- 7.]

Expenditure, outlay.
1859 I. TAYLOR Logic in Theol. 275 It is a mere outspeud

of savageness, to no end.

Otrt-spent, ///. a. [Orr- ii.] Kxhausted,
completely spent.
1652 BENLOWES Thcafh. vn. xxxvii, Lord fill My out-spent

raptures by thy all repairing skill. 1821 SHKLLKY I'rwietli.
I iw. in. iv. 141 His own [will] Which spurred him, like an
outspent horse, to death.

Out-sphere to Out-spill : see OCT-.

Ontspi 11, . [Orr- 14, 15 b, iS.]
fl. intr. To spout out. Obs. rare 1

.

1596 SPENSER /'. Q. iv. ix. 27 That through the difts the
vermeil bloud out sponne.
2. trans. To spin (a thread) to its full length ;

snidyf;;'. of the thread of life, etc.

1616 B. JONSON F.pigr. xlii, Or that his long-yearn'd life

Were quite out-spun. 1634 SIR T. HERKKRT 'j'ra:: 127 Till
hee had out-spun the yeares of old Methnsala. i844\V'HiTTiKK
Texas 13 Patience., with her weary thread outspun .Murmurs
that her work is done.

3. To outdo or excel in spinning.
1742 YorNc; JW. 77;. I. 380 On this perhaps.. we build Our

inountain-hopes, spin out eternal schemes As we the Fatal
Sisters could mitspin.

Out-spirit to Out-splendour: see OTT-.

Out-spi't, v. [Orr- 18.] trans. To outdo
or surpass in spilling v venom).
1648 J. BEAUMONT Psyche xvin. clxi, Menander. .by That

cankering liquor so infected grew That Simon he out-spit in

Heresy.

Ou"tspi:tting, vl>l. sb. [OUT- y.] The action
of spitting out

;
that which is spat out.

1870 A. B. MITFORD in Fortn. Rev. i Aug. 143 These
outspittings from pious mouths.

Ou tspo ken (stress variable), ///. a. orig. Sc.

[OuT- 1 1, from speak out; the pa. pple. has here

a resultant force, as in
' well spoken ',

'

well read '.]

1. Given to speaking out; free or unreserved in

speech ; candid, frank ; direct in speech.
1808 JAMIESON. Outspoken, (liven to freedom of speech, not

accustomed to conceal one's sentiments, .V. 1820 .Smugglers
II. iv. 63 I've heard she was a wee out.spoken. 1824
SCOTT Let. to Jpanna liaillie 9 Feb. in I.ockhart, He is

not, you know, very outspoken. 1837 CAULYI.E Fr. Kn\
II. I. iv, Camille is wittier than ever, and more outspoken.
1849 DICKENS Dav. L'opp. xvi, I am perfectly honest and
outspoken. 1884 PAE Eustace 15 He is very outspoken ; but
he does not mean to be rude.

b. Of things said : Free from reserve, distinct.

1869 TROLLOPE lie Knew Iviii. (18781 323 Priscilla's approval
of her sister's conduct was clear, outspoken, and satisfactory.
1880 Fortn. A'rr'. Feb. 213 Mr. Gladstone's outspoken
observations. 1882-3 SCHAFF Encycl. Kelig. Kntnvl. III.

2034 A party with very outspoken reformatory tendencies.

2. Spoken out, uttered, expressed in words.
1882 Miss P.RADOON J//. Royal I. i. 33 'All that is to lie

known of the outside of him ', said Jessie, answering the

girl's outspoken thought.

Ou:tspcvkenly, adv.
[f. prec. + -LY 2

.] In an

outspoken manner ; straightforwardly, candidly.
1855 Tait's Mag. XXII. 422 Many women do love as

eagerly, ..as outspokenly, as pursuingly as Caroline Hel-
stone is said to have done. 1869 RUSK IN Q. ofA ir 9 Both
of them outspokenly religious, and entirely sincere men.

Ou:tspO'kenness. [f.
as prec. + -MESS.] The

quality of being outspoken ; frankness of speech.
1852 S. G. ROWE Recoil, of R. R. IVormelty (1879) 113

The main feature of his character was openness, or, to coin
a word, outspokenness. Whatever he thought he spoke
right out. 1854 MRS. GASKELL North <y .S. viii, But the very
out-spokenness marked their innocence of any intention to
hurt her delicacy. 1893 A. V. DICEY Leap in D,irk 194 You
cannot from the nature of things combine the advantages of

reticence and of outspokenness.

Outsport, etc. : see OUT-.

Outspread (au-tspred), sb. [OUT- 7.]
1. The action of spreading out ; expansion.
1841 CALHOUN U'ks. III. 604 The rapid and w ide outspread

after game, pasturage, or choice spots on which to settle

down. 1848 R. I. WILBERFORCE Doct. lm-tirnatit>n v. (1852)

96 That mighty outspread of the Fourth Empire.
2. concr. An expanse or expansion.
1856 MRS. BROWNING Aitr. Leigh vn. 291 Pushing wide

Rich outspreads of the vineyards and the corn. 1895 A. I.

M'CoNNOCHiE Deesidf viii. (ed. 2) 89 Formerly the haugh..
at this point was but a barren out -spread of the Tanner.

Ou'tspread, ppl.a. [Our- u.] Spread out

or abroad; expanded, extended ; diffused almml.
35



OUTSPREAD.

1695 J. EDWARDS Perfect. Script. 326 This expansum is

the.. out-spread firmament. 1743 J. DAVIDSON /B-maavO.
181 On the outspread skins. 1858 KIXGSLEY Saint Maura.

19 And plead . . with outspread arms.

Outspread (uutspre-d), v. [OUT- 15, 18.]

1. trans. To spread out
;

to stretch out, expand,
extend.
a 1340 HAMPOLF. Psalttridm. 22 If we outsprede our hend

til alien god. c 1400 tr. Secreta Secret., Gov. Lordsh. 109

It ys a dispytous Instrument, bat outspredys it in many
maners. 1600 FAIRFAX Tasso xni. Ixv, Scorching sunne so

hot his beames outspreeds. 1820 KEATS Hyperion l. 287

Their plumes immense Rose, one by one, till all outspreaded
were. 1885 H. M. STANLEY Congo xxvi. II. 6 That white-

collared fish eagle out-spreading his wings for flight.

t 2. To exceed in expanse. Obs.

1650 FULLER Pisgah in. ix. 338 Grant the King's Palace

outspread the Temple in greatness.

Otrtsprea:ding, vbl. sb. [Our- 9.] The
action of spreading out.

c 1400 tr. Secreta Secret., Gov. Lords/I, go fe kynde of be

274

or swelling of the cheeks. 1614 WOTTON Arcliit. in Relig.

( 1651) 245 Pergoli. . . which are certain ballised out-standings
to satisfie curiosity of sight.

2. The action of standing out in opposition. Sc.

a 1670 SPALDING Trout. Chas. 1 (1850) I. 231 Banf payit
seveirlie for his outstanding. 1900 \V. WATT Attnutm <V

Uanjfx. 251 For outstanding against the good cause Irvine

of Drum and Gordon of Haddo . . were arrested.

3. />/. Outstanding amounts ;
unsettled accounts.

1861 GOSCHEN For. Kxch. 5 Such as had outstandings
abroad which they were entitled to draw in. 1891 Pall

Mall G. 20 Apr. 5/2 If the Argentine Government were

unable to pay up outstandings,

Ou'tsta'nding stress variable),///, a. [OuT-
10 : cf. OUTSTAXl) Z.]

1. That stands out or projects ; projecting, pro-

minent, detached.
1611 COTGR. s. v. fierce, Full of sharp, strong, and out-

standing, .pins. 1870 H. MACMILLAN Bible Teach, vii. 148

The gigantic leaf . . furnished . . with outstanding veins of

great depth. 1878 HLXLEY Physiogr. 168 The outstanding

planetys ressayues be kynde of out-spredyng of waterys. wedge-shaped masses were once connected with this mam
1860 PuSEV Mill. Proph. 112 So wide and universal shall body. it* Daily News 9 Apr. 6/5 Those who prefer supple

the outspreading be. 1883 A. ROBERTS O. T. Revision v. and clinging fabrics to those which are stiffand outstanding.

106 Can any understand the outspreading of the clouds?

So Ou'tspreaidinsr ppl.a., that spreads out.

1818 SCOTT Hrt. Midlotli. xxi, Then, weel may we take wi'

patience our share and portion of this outspreading reproach.

1850 li i -SHXK1.L lied iii Christ 328 An outspreading era of life.

Ou-tspring, il>. [Our- 7.] The act of spring-

ing out or forth ;
the issuing out.

'557 Primer Sarum Ps. Ixiv, Thou . . multiplies! the

springes of it with soft showers, it shall englad the out-

springes. 1891 FROUDE Cath. Arafott Introd. 12 The era

of Eli/abeth was the ontspring of the movement which

Henry VIII commenced.

Outspri-ng, v. [OUT- 14, iS.]

1. iiifi: To spring out, issue forth. (In ME. two

words; now only poetic.)

1197 R. OLOLX. i Rolls) 9442 Duntes ber were strong inou,

bat fiet fur out sprang Of be helmes al aboute. 1386
CHAUCER Doctors T. in The fame out sprong on euery

syde Bothe of hir beautee and hir bountee wyde. 1500-20
DrNBAR /'<:xxxiii. in The foivlis all at the fedrem dang
..Quhill all the pennis of it ow[t)sprang. 1818 SHELLEY
Rev. Islam v. vi. 5 From every tent. .Our bands oulsprung
and seized their arms.

fb. To spring by birth. Obs.

111547 SURREY .-Em-id iv. (1557) K ij. There comen is to

Tyrians court Aeneas one outsprong of Troyan blood. 1596
DALKYMPLE tr. Leslie's /fist. Scot. i. no Flurished, and sum-
t yme outsprang frome thir generatiouns . . mony men excellent

in the commendations and gude reporte of leirning & virtue.

2. trans To spring beyond or farther than.

1621 I.AUV M. WROTH Urania 402 A.. second Brother

liued, whose ill out-sprung.. the elder.

So Oirtspri:nging vbl. s/>.

1398 TKF.VISA llarth. l>e P. A', vni. xxviii. (1495! 341

Shmyn^e is outspryngynge and streming out of the sub-

staunce of lyghte.

Out-sprout to Out-spurt: see OUT-.

f Oii't-spy. Obs. One sent out to spy, a scout.

1:1470 HENRY H-'allacc vn. 802 The out spy thus was lost

fra Makfad^hane.

Out-squall to Out-stall : see OUT-.

Outstand (nutstae'nd), v. [OUT- 15 b, 17, 14.]

I. trans. 1. To stand or hold out against ; to

resist to the end, to endure successfully. Now dial.

1571 FOLDING Calvin on Ps. xli. 13 David, .manfully out-

stood those assaults of temptacions. 16x9 GAULR Holy
Matin. 165 A Lion will outstand a Man. 1695 WOODWAKIJ
Kat. Hist. Earth I. (1723) 40 Sure never to outstand the

first Assault, c 1800 K. WHITE Lett. Poet. Wks. (1837) 323

Outstand the tide of ages. 1805 F.UCENIA DI ACTON Ntna
of Desert II. 87 Who has experienced and outstood the base

designs of him she loved and trusted. 1875 Sussex Gloss.

s. v., He wanted to have the calf for three pound ten, but 1

out-stood him upon that.

b. To maintain in opposition ; to contradict (a

person) obstinately, dial.

1658 A. Fox H'iii-tz Surf. v. 362 Those Nurses, .which

were to look to the Children, ..outstand it most that the

Child was not hurt. 1883 }lampsh. Gloss, s. v., She out-

stood me wi
1

that 'ere lie. 1887 Kent Gloss, s.v., He outstood

me that he hadn't seen him.

2. To stand out or stay beyond (in time), arch.

1611 SHAKS. Cymb. i. vi. 207, I haue out-stood my lime.

1705 STAMIUIM: I'araphr. II. 458 If we out-stand the Season

of Grace. 1856 EMERSON Eng. Traits xvi. (1902) 161.

II. intr. Cf. OUTSTANDING vbl. sb. and ///. a.

3. To stand out distinctly or prominently.
1755 JOHNSON, Outstand, to protuberate from the main

body. 1848 CI.OUGH Botkie vi, Cottages here and there out-

standing bare on the mountain. 1900 S. PHILLIPS Paolo <y

l''ran:esca n. 50 The foam is on his lips, The veins outstand.

4. Of a ship: To stand out or away from the

land ;
to sail outwards.

1866 WHITTIER Dead Ship Harpswell 13 Many a keel

shall seaward turn And many a sail outstand.

Ou'tsta^nder. Sc. [Agent-n from prec. (sense

i).] One who stands out in dissent or resistance.

a 1670 Si'Ai.nlNG Troub. Chas. / (1850) I. 153 To bring the

Marques . . and all vther outstanderis to cum in and subscrive

thair covenant. Ibid. (1702) I. 223 He was a papist, and
outstander against the good cause. 1900 W. WATT Aberdeen

ir Jjan/fxl 267 The onjy important outstanders from the

subscription to the promise of canonical obedience.

Outstanding, vbl.sb. [OUT- 9: cf. OUT-
STAND .]

tl. A jutting out or projecting ;
n projection.

1611 CoTGK.,SnrittoHlfntfnt ties iinti's, a chuflle outstanding,

2. fig. Standing out from the rest ; prominent,

conspicuous, eminent ; striking.

1830 HERSCHEL Slnd. Nat. Phil. II. vi. (1851) 154 A violent

outstanding exception. 1860 PUSEY Min. Proph. 264 The

great outstanding facts, which our Lurd has pointed out.

1890 BlactrM. Mag. CXLVIII. 670/1 The most outstanding

speaker in the General Assembly. 1899 Speitcitor n Feb.

208 There are many; interesting articles, .but there is hardly

one of outstanding importance.

3. That stands out in resistance or opposition.

(11670 Sl'Ai.DlNG Trout. Chas. /(i?92> I. 132 (Jam.) Out-

standing ministers.

4. That stands over or continues in existence ;

that remains undetermined, unsettled, or unpaid.

Outstanding term : see TERM.

'797w - TAYLOR in Monthly Rev. XXIII. 447 The difference

between the outstanding debts and credits. 1833 HERSCHKI.

As/ran. x\. 341 Still leaving outstanding and uncompensated
a minute portion of the change, which requires a whole

revolution of the node to compensate. 1858 J. MARTINEAU

Studies Chr. 222 A nobleman whom he had dunned for an

outstanding debt. 1875 JOWETT Plata (ed. 2 V. 77 Among
citizens there should be no outstanding quarrels.

5. That sets a course outward.

'775 ADAIK Amer. Ind. 216 The outstanding parties for

war, address the great spirit every' day till they set off.

Outsta're,"' [Our-i8b.] trans. To outdo

in staring ;
to stare longer or harder than ;

to put

out of countenance by staring ; to look on (the

sun, etc.) without blinking or flinching.

1596 SHAKS. Merch. I', u. i. 27 (Qo. i), I would putstare
1

the sternest eyes that look. 1602 MARSTON Antonio's Re-.:

in. v, I will. .Outstare the terror of thy grimme aspect.

1646 CRASHAW Delights Muses, On Isaacson's Chronol.,1'hi:

eagle's eye, that can Outstare the broad-beam'd day's

meridian. 1855 BAILEY Mystic 47 He sate and all the stars

outstared, Gazing triem down, dog, centaur, eagle, bull.

Ou'tstart, sb. [OUT- 7.] The act or point of
'

starting out; outset.

1866 DOHA GREENWELL Ess. 152 In the first ontstart of his

immortal journey. 1899 BARING-GOULD Bk. o/H'est 1. v. 75

The whole effect is marred by the one mistake made at the

"Outsta-rt, v. [OUT- 14, 15, 17, 18.]

1. intr. To start, spring forth suddenly. (Properly
two words.)
1382 WYCLIF Judith xiv. 15 And he out sterte with oute

to the puple. c 1386 CHAUCER Nun's Pr. T. 227 The peple
, out sterte and caste the Cart to grounde. 1855 BROW NING

I Heretic's Trag. ix, Petal on petal, fierce rays unclose ;

Anther on anther, sharp spikes outstart.

(b. trans, (or intr. with dative). To start out

from, escape from. Obs.

1412-20 LVDG. Chron. Trey l. ii, Pelleus..kept him close

y* nothing him outsterte.

2. trans. To spring or go beyond ;
to take or

have the start of, to go ahead of.

'593 Pass. Morrice (1876) 80 He cannot see a werck out.

start the bounds of modestie. 16*5 JACKSON Creed v. i. 4

Even when this faith, .shall be converted into perfect sight,

everlasting confidence shall not outstart, but rather follow it.

1865 Pall Mall G. 16 May 10 Watermen can usually out-

start amateurs.

Hence Outsta-rter, one who starts out in front
;

a pioneer ; Outsta'rting
1

vbl. sb.

1738 in Mrs. Barbauld Life Richardson (1804) I. 16 The..

servile pursuit of those tracks which are opened for them by
i auti-ministerial more popular ontstarters. 1794 COLERIDGE
'

Relig. Musings 1. 94 He from his small particular orbit flies

i With blest outstarting !

Out-state to Out-stature: see OUT-.

Ou't-sta:tion. [OUT- i, 3.] A station at

, a distance from head-quarters or from the centre
1 of population or business; a subordinate station

on the outskirts of a district, etc. Also attrib.

1844 Asiatic Jrnl. June 120 Life in an Indian outstation

is, indeed, as simple a one as can well be imagined. Ibid.

June 127 In outstation life there is . .more intercourse between

European and native society. 1859 H. KINGSLEY G. Hamlyn
xxvii, Sam started off. . to visit one of their out-station huts.

1870 WENTWORTH Amos Thorne m. 26 On an outstation

in the Australian bush. 1882 DF. WINDT Equator 34 The
remainder are quartered at the various forts or out-stations

along the coast, and in the interior of the country.

Otrtsta:tioned, ppl. a. [OUT- i 1
.] Stationed

or placed outside, in the open air, etc.

OUTSTREAMING.
1862 ADM. FITZROY in Times 12 Apr., Causes of rain or

snow which we can feel by the outstationed instruments.

Outstay (ciutst/i-), v. [OUT- 17, iS.]

1. tram. To stay beyond the limit of; to exhaust

by staying ; to overstay.
'1600 SHAKS. A. }'. L. \. iii. 90 If you out-stay the time,

vpon mint honor, .you die. 1635 QUAKLES .;/>/. Hieroglyph
vi. 117181338, I have out-staid my patience. 1692 SOUTHERNS
It'ives Excuse m. i. 1881 H. JAMES Portr. Lady li, She

had already outstayed her invitation. 1893 FENN Real Gold

(1894) 31 You are afraid of outstaying your welcome.

2. To stay longer than.

1689 SHADWELL Bury F. IV, I will out-stay him. 1783
MAD. D'ARBLAY Diary 19 June, Mr. Pepys, and I, out-

stayed the rest near an hour. 1880 MRS. FORRESTER Roy
$ I'. II. 181 Mrs. Fitzallan outstayed all the other guests.

Outstea-1, v. [OUT- 14, 15.]

1. intr. To steal out, slip away furtively. (In

ME. l\vo words.)
c 1150 Gen. ft Ex. 2882 Du art min oral, Sat hidel-like min

lond vt-stal. a 1510 DOUGLAS K. Hart n. 401 Strenth is

away, outstolling [ outstolen] lyk ane tbeif.

2. trans. To steal away from (a person^ secretly.

1672 O. H EYWOOD Diaries, etc. ( 1883 1 1 II. 197 She . . charg'd
him not to goe but he out-stole her, and went. 1877 BROWS-
ING Agamemnon 685 Either some one outstole us or out-

prayed us Some god no man it was the tiller touching.

Outstea'm, v. [OUT- 18.] trans. To excel

in steaming ;
to steam faster than.

1862 Sat. Re-.'. XIV. 187/2 A ship big enough to eat her

up, and also, .to have outsailed and outsteamed her.

t Out-ste-nt, ppl. a. Sf. [f.
OUT- 1 1 + STEST

stretched.] Outstretched.

1605 MONTGOMERIE Mindes Mel. Ps. xix. 2 The firmament

And heauens out-stent . .Thy handywork and glorious praise

proclaim.

Ou'tstep, sb. rare. [OUT- 7.] The act of step-

ping out ; the '

step
'

in a inarch.

1869 BROWNING Ring fi Bk. x. 426 Careful lest the common
ear Break measure, miss the outstep of life's march.

Outste'p, [OUT- 17.] trans. To step outside

of or beyond ; to overstep.
'759 GOI.DSM. Enquiry x. Misc. Wks. (Globe) 441/2 The

actor.. who by outstepping nature, chooses to exhibit the

ridiculous outre of a harlequin under the sanction of that
'

venerable name [Shakspere]. 1819 Metropolis III. 12 He
1

outstepped the bounds of moderation. 1875 JOWETT Plato

(ed. 2) I. 119 Here .. Socrates and Plato outstep the truth.

So On-tste^ppinsr vbl. sb. [OUT- 9], a stepping out

of one's conrse.

1632 SANDERSON Stria. (1681) II. 18 When a man, thus

walking with God in the main, hath yet these outsteppings
and deviations upon the by.

Ou't-still. [f. OUT- 3 + STILL sb., a distillery.]

In India : A private still licensed by government
outside the limits of the areas supplied with liquor

from central distilleries. Also attrib.

1884 PallMall G. 30 Aug. 1/2 The so-called outstill system
which finds favour with the Bengal Government carries

was much agitation a few years ago.

Out-sting, etc. : see OUT-.

Outsti-nk, v. [OUT- 18 c, 18.]

1. trans. To overpower or drive out by stench.

diMi HOLYDAY Juvenalbb African oile. .out-stinks, nay

drtves-away African, or the most rank, serpents.

2. To stink more than, surpass in stench.

c 1620 Trag. Barnavelt n. vi. in Kullen O. PI. II. 241 Body
a me, How their feare outstincks their garlick ! 1656 EAKL
MONM. tr. Boccalini, Pol. Touchstone (1674) 200 Assafcetida

that would out-stink a Pole-cat. i8o8joUTHEY Lett. (1856)

II. 74 In Borrowdale there is a well which, 1 dare be sworn,

will out-stink Leamington water.

t Ou -

t-sto:p. Obs. rare. [OUT- 3.] (app.) An
outside guard.
14. . Fencing in Rel. Ant. I. 308 [see IN-STOP).

Out-storm, etc.: see OUT- 21..

Outstrai-n, v. [OUT- 15, 1 8.]

1. trans. To strain out
;
to stretch out tightly.

1591 SPENSER / 'irg. Gnat 280 All his [a serpent's] folds

are now in length outstrained. 1801 SOUTHEY Thalaba in.

xviii, When the door-curtain hangs in heavier folds : When
the out-strain'd tent flags loosely.

2. To outdo by straining or strenuous effort.

1648 J. BEAUMONT Psyche xv. cxliv, But vivid John..

Quickly his Fellow-traveller outstrein'd In Ardor's race.

tOu'tstray. Obs. [OUT- 7.] The act of

straying from the right way ;
aberration.

1643 TRAIT Coinm. Gen. xxii. 3 The mother and nurse of

all our distempers and outstrayes. 1647 Coinm., Mell.

Theol. 683 He sends for us by his Spirit in our out-straies,

and looks us up again.

t Ou-t-stray:ingf, vbl. sb. Obs. =
prec.

'

Outstrea-m, v. poetic. [OUT- 14.] intr. To
stream out.

1600 FAIRFAX Tasso vi. xxxiv, Wide was the wound, the

blood outstreamed fast. 1878 WHITTIER To \V. F-Bartlett

31 When.. the white light of Christ outstreams From the

red disk of Mars.

So Otvtstrea-minff vbl. sb. and ///. a.

1846 TRKSCH Mirac. xiii. (1862) 240 An actual outstreamine

and outbreaking of the fulness of his inner life. i8M

Atlitiixiim 20 Feb. 266/3 Rapid out -streamings of matter



OUTSTREAT.
from the head [of a comet]. 1895 J kinder \\l. 354 The '

eternal world, whose atmosphere is God's outstreaming glory.
1 Outstrea't, v. Obs. rare. [f. OUT- 14 +

STHEAT vJ\ intr. To exude
;
to distil or flow out.

j

a 1631 DONNE Progr. Soul'e 344 They did not eat His flesh,

nor suck those oyls which thence outstreat. [1879 BROWNING
Ned Bra-its 180, I strike the rock, outstreats the life-stream

,

at my rod ! (Refers to Donne in note.)]

t Ou't-stree:t. Obs. [Oux- 1
, 3.] A street

outside the walls or in the outskirts of a town.

1704 HEAKNE Duct. Hist. (1714) I. 438 With .. lodging m
those out-streets for the Riders of the said Horse. 1721
DE FOE Plague 11756) 216 When the People came into the .

Streets from the Country, .they would see the Out-streets

empty. >75S i" JOHNSON.

Ou-tstretcli, sb. [OUT- 7.]

1. The act or fact of stretching out.

1863 MRS. WHITNEY Faith Gartney xi. (ed. 18! 94 Hrotight
her thoughts home again from their far outstretch. 1871
HROWSIXG Kalaust. 2486 Its outstretch of beneficence Shall

have a speedy ending on the earth.

2. An outstretched tract; extension, extent.

1864 Gd. Words 12/1 This south-western outstretch of Eng-
land.

3. The distance to which anything stretches out.
'

1888 O. CRAWFL-RD Sylvia Ardcn 308 A passage, .little

broader than the outstretch of my two arms.

Outstre'tch, v. [Our- 15, 15 b, 17, 18.]
1. trans. To stretch out or forth. (Chiefly poetic?)
? (i 1366 CHAUCER Rom. Rose 1515 And doun on knees he

gan to falle, And forth his heed and nekke out straughte To
drinken of that welle a draughte. 1591 SPKNSER J////<yW.
87 So did this flie outstretch his fearefull homes, c 1614 SIR
W. MI'RE Dido % sKtu'as in. 236 Ships.. With wings owt-

streatch't, all vnder equall saile. 1^3 BYRON Island iv. ix,

Abelard..his arms outslretch'd. 1877 BKOWH1HG ^^ftffffigfXf

non 1108 Hand after hand she outstretches.

2. To extend in area or content
;

to expand.
1647 H. N.Q'R'E.SotigofSoiilw. App. xlv,\V*herefore this wide

and wast Vacuity, Which endlesse is outstretched thorough
all. 1687 Sc. Mctr. Ps. cxxxvi. 6 Who did outstretch This
Karth so great and wide, a 1758 RAMSAY 7-V.r turned
Preacher 48 [He] preach 'd, And with loud cant his lungs
out-stretch 'd. 1840 DICKENS Barn. Rttdgc lii) The great
city, which lay outstretched before him.

3. To stretch to its limit, to strain.

1607 SHAKS. Timon v. iii. 3 Tymon is dead, who hath out- '

stretcht his span. 1645 MILTON Tetrach. Wks. 1738 I. 25t
'*

Outstretching the most rigorous nerves of Law and Rigour. ;

4. To stretch beyond (a limit, etc.).

15517
BKARD Theatre God's Jndgem. (1612) 277 So farre did

his impudencie outstretch the bond of reason. 1839 BAILEY
J'\'stus i. (1852) 6 My mercy doth outstretch the universe.

1869 J. KADIE Coinm. Gal, 194 The divine and illimitable

will always outstretch its [dogma's] precision and logic.

t 5. To outstrip in a race. Obs.
a 1642 SIR W. MONSON Naval Tracts n. (1704) 270/1 Grey- '

bounds strove to. .outstretch one another in a Course. 1703
COLLIER Ess. Mor. Subj. n.(i7oo,) 94 They. .out-stretch the

Speed of Gunpowder, and Distance Light and Lightning.
Ou-tstretched (-stretft), ///. a. [OUT- 1 1.]

!

1. Stretched out in length or breadth ; held forth
;

'

extended. Said esp. of the arms.

1535 COVERDALK Jcr. XXL $. I my selff will fight agaynst'

..:.\- _. I_iJ i iT' j_ ri'j :: _ AH:.!.
you, with an outstretched honde. Ibid, xxvii, 5 With my
greate power & outstretched arme. a 16*5 FLETCHER Double

Marriage iv. i, We that have. . Laught at the out-stretch 'd

arm of tyranny. 17*5 POPE Odyss. xn. 298 They call, and
aid with out-stretch d arms implore. 1891 T. HARDY Tess

(19001 142/2 He knelt down beside her outstretched form,
and put his lips upon hers,

2. Stretched in area or compass ; distended.

1603 SHAKS. Mcas.for M, n. iv. 153 With an out-stretcht

throate He tell the world aloud What man thou art.

Hence f Ontstre'tchedness, extension.

1674 N. FAIRFAX Bulk <y Selv. 42 For as Gods Eternity is

not endless longsomness, so neither is his Immensity un-
bounded outstretchedness. Ibid, 34, 105.

Otrtstre:tcher. [OUT- 8.] One who or

that which stretches out
;
an extensor. So Ou't-

stre :

tching'z'/>/..r/j.and///.(T. [Our- 9, 10], stretch-

ing out. extending, extension.

1480 CAXTON Descr. Brit. 44 The contre which is now
named Scotland is an outstretchyng of the north partie of

brhayn. 1600 J. PORV tr. Leo's Africa Introd. 41 A cape
very well known in regard of the eminencyand outstretch-

ing thereof. 1654 GATAKER Disc. Apol. 52 A haughtie, bold,

out-stretching, and selfe-confiding spirit. 1854 OwBH Skel.

$ Teeth in Circ. Sc., Organ. Nat. I. 227 In the bat the

fingers are lengthened, attenuated, and made outstretchers

and supporters of a pair of wings. 1866 J. G. MURPHY
Comm. Ex. xiv. 30 On the outstretching of Moses's hand.

Outstri'de, v. [Our- 18.] trans. To surpass
in striding, to excel in length of stri'le; also^/ff.
1610 B. JONSON Pr. Henrys Barriers Wks. (Rtldg.) 577/2

With arcs triumphal for their actions done, Out-striding the

Colossus of the Sun. i6zi BP. H. KING Serm. 25 Nov. 57
That which outstrides the largest fable in Ouid, the Golden

legend. 1898 ll'esttn. Gaz. 31 May 5/2 He [a horse] was

apparently beaten rather for speed than for stamina, or

possibly outstridden by his gigantic rival.

Outstri'ke, v. [ UT -
18, 15.]

1. traits. To excel in striking ; to deal swifter or

heavier blows than.
1606 SHAKS. Ant. fy Cf, iv. vi. 36 A swifter meane Shall

out strike thought, but thought will doo't. 1663 DAVKNANT
Siege of R. \\. 50 [A] Few Rhodirm Knights, making their

several stands, Out-strike Assemblies of our many Hands.

f 2. To strike out
(,
letters or words), poetic. Obs.

1598 DRAVTON }Ieroical Ep., Matilda to K. John Poems

(16^7) 188 This sentence serves, and that my hand out

strikes ; That pleaseth well, and this as much mislikes. 1604

275

HIERON ll'ks. I. 565 That which one. .author likes, The same
another cleane out-strikes.

Outstrip (outstri-p\ v. [f. OUT- 18. iSc, 17
-t- STIUY p.*, to run or advance swiftly, to speed,

scud,
*

whip'.]
1. trans. To pass in running or any kind of

swift motion
; to outrun, leave behind in a race ;

to escape from by running. Also^'. with direct

imagery of a race.

1580 LVLY Euplntes (Arb.) 419 When I runne as Hippo-
manes did with Atlanta, who was last in the course, but first

at the crowne : So that I gesse that woemen are eyther eaMe
to be out stripped [ed, 1582 tripped], or willing. 1594 SHAKS.
Rich. ///, iv. i. 42 Thy Mothers Name is ominous to

Children, If thou wilt out-strip Death, goe crosse the Seas,
And Hue with Richmond. 1603 DKKKHK Grissil (Shaks.

Spc.) 4 The deer Outstrips the active hound. 1748 Anson s

I'oy. m. iii. 328 Mr. Gordon.. being fresh and in breath,

easily outstripped the. .man, and got before him to the Com-
modore. 1860 TYNDALL Glac. IT. xxvii. 382 If a plastic sub-
stance., flow down a sloping Canal, the lateral portions, .will

be outstripped by the Central ones.

2. transf. and fig. To excel, surpass, get ahead

of, or leave behind, in any kind of competition, or

in any respect in which things may be compared.
1592 XASHE /'. rcnilcsse D ij b, He so far outstrip! him in

vilanious words .. that the name of sport could not perswade
him patience. 1607 NORDEN Sitrv. Dial. i. 9 They striue one
to outstrip another in gluing most. 1665 HUNVAN Holy Citie

(1669) 91 They out-stript all the Prophets that ever went
before them, a 1797 H. WALI-OLE JA-w. Geo. 77(1847) II. \\.

301 Fox, not to be outstripped in homage to Argyle, justified
the measure. 1834 PRINGLE Afr. Sk. xi. 342 Promising ere

long to rival, if not to outstrip the present capital,

fb. To exceed as a quality. Obs.
1610 I'. JONSON Alch. v. Epil., If I have outstrip! An old

man's gravity, or strict canon, think What a young wife
and a good brain may do. 1632 LITHGOW Trar. in. 1-23

The Riuer Sirnois: whose breadth all the way hath not

outstripd the fields aboue two miles.

"|*
3. To pass beyond, leave behind 'a place). Obs.

1632 LITHGOW Trav. vm. 345 Scarcely had we out-stripd
Rhyneberg. .a Dutch mile.

Out-strive, etc. : see OUT- i8b.

Ou-tstroke. [OUT- 7.]
1. A stroke directed outwards.

1874 KNIGHT Diet. Mech. 627/1 On the completion of the

stroke, the steam is allowed to pass freely from one side of
the piston to the other, producing an equilibrium of effect

during the out-stroke.

2. Alining. The act of striking out : see quot.

1893-4. Also attrib. in outstroke-rent.
1851 GREKNWKLI. Coal-trade Terms \orthumfr. fy Durh.

42 Ontstroke rent, for the privilege of breaking the barrier,
and working and conveying underground the coal from an

adjoining royalty. 1857-8 Act 21
<"(

22 Viet. c. 44 20 By
way of out-stroke or other underground communication.

1893-4 \\irtkniubld. Gloss, s. v., Instroke is the passing out
of a working royalty into another royalty. Outstroke is the
act as regarded by the lessor of the entered royalty.
Out-strut to Out-subtle: see OUT-.

Outsuckeil (au*tsr:k'n), a. Sc. Law. [f. OUT-
12 + SUCKEX.] Outside the sucken ; free from re-

striction to a particular mill for the grinding of

corn; not subject to astriction. The opposite of
insttcken.

1773 ERSKIXE litstit. (ed. 2) n. ix. 20. 314 The duties pay-
able by those who come voluntarily to the mill are .called

outsucken or out-town multures. 1896 J. SKKLTON Sitmm.
fy Wint. Batinaivhapple I. 172 The sma sequels o' the out-
sucken multures.

Out-SU'ffer, v. [Out- 18.] trans. To sur-

pass in suffering. 1651, 1855 [see OUT-LABOI-R].

Out-suitor to Out- superstition: see OUT-.

Outswa'gger, v. [OUT- 18.] trans. To

surpass in swaggering.
1607 Lingua v. vii. in Hazl. Dodsley IX. 439 Ay, wilt see

me outswagger him ? 1630 B. Jossos New Inn iv. ii, They
out-swagger all the wapentake. 1884 L. OLIPHANT Haifa
(1887)203 They [Orientals] must never be allowed to out-

swagger you.

Out-swarm, etc. : see ( 'I:T- 7.

Ontswear (-swe*'j) ,
v. [Our- 18, i8c.] trans.

To outdo or surpass in swearing ;
to overcome or

j

bear down with swearing.
1588 SHAKS. L. L. L. i. ii. 67 Me thinkes I should out-

sweare Cupid. 1596 Merck, i'. iv. ii. 17 Weele out-face

them, and out-sweare them to. 1690 SHADWELL Atn, Bigot
n, I will out-swear the deepest gamester in Madrid. 1816

Sporting Mag. XLVIII. 217 Always allowable, as long as it

can be concealed or out-sworn.

Out-sweat (-swe't), v. Obs. rare, [Our- 16.]
trans. To work out by sweat or toil.

a 1625 I.EAUM. Ft. Wit without M. i. I, Out tipon't !

Caveat emptor ! Let the fool out-sweat it, That thinks he
has got a catch on't.

Ontswee-p, v. [OUT- 14, i8b.]
1. intr. To sweep out, move out with a sweep.
1867 G. M.\CDONALD Poems, Three Horses xviii, If a man

withstand, outsweeps my brand : I slay him on the spot.

2. trans. To sweep beyond.
1887 G. L. TAYLOR Catten. Poem 13 Apr. in LU-r. Miig.

(U. S.) Jan. (1888) 403 Our Davies' three-legged nothing's
integration Outsweeps sublimest winged imagination.

On'tsweeping, vbl. sb. [Our- 9; cf. sweep
out.'} The action of sweeping out

;
concr. that

which is swept out, refuse.

1535 COVERDALE j Cor. iv. 13 The very outswepinges of y*
j

worlde, yee the of scowringe of all men.

OUT-TAKE.

Oulswcc'ten, v. [OUT- 18.] trans. To
surpass in sweetening or in sweetness.
1611 SHAKS. Cymb. iv. ii. 224 No, nor The leafe of Eglan-

tine.. Out-sweetned not thy breath. 1867 TENNYSON /,-/ in

Life (1897) II. ii. 47 The sweets of office oulsweetened by the

sweets of out of office.

Ontswe'll, ?'. [OUT- 18, 17, 14, 15.]
1. trans. To exceed in swelling or inflation; to

swell out more than.
1606 SHAKS. Tr.fy Cr. iv. v. g Blow villaine, till thy sphered

IJias clieeke Out-swell the collicke of puft Aquilon. 1809
W. IRVING Knickerb. vr. i. (1849)312 Striving to outstrut and
outswell each other like a couple of belligerent turkey cocks.

2. To swell beyond (a point or limit).

1658 HK\VYT Repent. <y Confers. 185 The waters., out-

swelling and breaking down their banks, have overflown
both our Church and State. 1659 KULLKK App. ////. hinoc.
n. 69 Hut this outMvelleth the proportion of my bookc.

1695 WOODWARD Nat, Hist. Earth in. i. (1723! 141 So filling
the Rivers as to make them out-swell their Uanks.

3. To swell out, inflate.

1800 HURDIS Fav, Village 122 Shudd'ring he s!t>, in hor-
rent coat outswoln.

So Ou tswe llingr///. a. [Our- 10], swelling (tut.

1678 CUDWORTH Intell. Syst. \. v. 826 Body being bulkie
or out-swelling extension.

Out-swift, etc. : see OUT-.

Outswi'm, "'. [OUT- 18.] trans. To surpass
or excel in swimming, swim faster or farther than.

1603 HRETON Dignitie of Man (1879) M/ 2 In swift nesse
the Hare will outrunne him, and the Dolphin outswim bim.
n 1618 SVI.YKS i KH Maydcns Blush 595 Some on swift Horse-
backe to outswim the winde. 1897 Daily New, 17 Jutitj 5/4
The bird [penguin] can outswim the fish with the greatest ease.

Out-swindle to Out-tailor: see OUT-.

t Out-ta'ke, ? Obs. Forms: see OUT adv.

and TAKE v.
;
also contr. 4-6 outake, (5 owtake.

take), /a. ///i?. outaken, outane, etc. [f.
Ui:r-

15 + TAKE v.
; orig. rendering L. eripere. excipere.']

1. trans. To take out \lit^] ',
to extract, draw

forth
;
to deliver, set free.

n 1300 /". /-'. rsaiter vi. 5 Torn, I,;iverd. and my saule out-

take
[
\j. t')'i/>e}. Ibid, cxxiii. 7 Our saule als sparw es of

land Outane \\eyepta\ fra snare of huntand. c 1450 Merlin
vi. 100 Neuer noon . . ne shall it not oute take. 1596 \>.\L-

RYMPLE tr. Leslie s Hist. .Scot. \ . 47 Excepte . . it schortlie had
beine outtakne, incontinent the coue it had fillit full.

2. To take out from the reckoning; to exclude from

a class or category ; to specify as left out
;
to except.

a 1300 Cursor I\l. 764 (Cott.) Of al J>e tres [we ette] hot of

an, be midword tre is vs outtan [~<,rr. out tane ; vte tane ;

out taken]. (71380 WM i.n -SV/. ll'ks. III. 516 Seynte Poul
bat putteb alle men in subjeccioun to kyngis, OUttake}>
nevere on. c 1450 tr. DC Imitations in. xlii. 113, I outakc no

Jnnge, but in all binges I wo! finde J>e made bare. 1464
Rolls ofTarIt. V. 534/2 That they be except, forprised, and
outtaken of this Acte. 1567 Gitdc <f Codlic B. (S. T. S.J 147,
1 out tak nane greit nor >mall.

Hence Out-ta'king, f ou(t)ta*kand pr, pffc.,

quasi-/w/. = EXCEPTING A. i
,
2.

c 1375 .SV. Leg. Saints xi. (Sympn fy Judas) 119 pai suld

al de owtakand nane. Ibid, xx.viii. (Gcorgc~\ 57 Man ore best,

outakand nane. 1839 BAILEY Festus xix. (1848) 211 (Hit-

taking those who have eyes trained to see.

tOut-ta'ke,///<e.,/J'<A (conj.adv.} Ol>s. Forms :

see prec. [Originally a southern form of OUT-
TAKEN pa.fple. (see next), passing, like it, imper-

ceptibly from a pple. to a prep, and a conj. adv.
Kut as out-take was not a northern form of the pa. pple,

(which was there out-taken and cnt-tan(f}, its participial
nature would not be apparent to northern writers, and these

probably took it for the imperative of the vb. : see b below.]

a. as pple. : Excepted, being excepted.
1387 TRKVISA IHgden (Rolls' I. 337 Out take men \Caxton

reserued men ; lligd. exceptis hominibus] alle bestes beej>

smallere here. Ibid, V. 369 All Italy outake Rome \MS,
Iiti>-l. Rome excepte ; Higd. excepta Roma], c 1420 Ckron.
I'ilod. st. 6tg pe organys of J>e lemys oujt take, c 1490
Fallad. on Hnsb. i. 723 Al maner puls is good, the ficche

outake. c 1422 HOCCLKVE Jercslaus's H-'i/e 628 Neuere so

shal ther man do to me. .outake oonly he.

b. app. as imperative : Except.
c 1330 R. rjRL'xxE Ckron. (1810) 332 In alle Breteyn was

nouht . . A fest so noble wrouht . . Out tak Carleun. 1513
DOUGLAS sEneis v. xii. 61 Wes all the navy, out tak four

schippis lost [L. quatuor amissis\.

c. Where the participial or imperative notion is

merged in a preposition : Except ;
with the excep-

tion of; save, but; = ExCKFT/re^. i.

(For the o instances, in which the elements are written

separate, the prepositional analysis is doubtful. (

n, c 1375 Cursor HI. 652 (FairO Of trees and frute .. al

sal be f>yne oute take {other JtfSS. bot, but] ane. 1398
TRKVISA Barth. De P. R. v. ii. (Tollem. MS.), pat hauen all

be body of a man out take be heed [ L. prxtcr cafiut}. c 1440
(.rt'sta Rom. xxxvi. 141 (Add. MS.) The Stewarde . . put of

alle bis clothes, oute take his sherte.

p. ? 11x366 CHAL-CER A't>///. Rose 94$ For al was golde, men

myght it see, Outake the fetheres and the tree. 1387 TRE-

VISA Hidden (Rolls) II. 139 Hely ha|> vnder hym Cante-

briggeschire outake Merslond \Hetrl. tr. Merlonde excepte;

Higd. praeter Merlond). 1444 Rolls of TarIt. V. 111/2

He vilanisly toke of all . . her clothis of her body, otake her

smokke. 1496 Dives % Paup. (W. de W.) i. xxiii. 59/1 Euery

planete is more than all the erthe ouiake the mone & mer-

cury. 1520 M. NISBET Hew Test, in Scots Mark xi. 14 He
fand nathing out tak leeues [WvcLiF

'

l out takun leeues;

/ 'ulg. prater folia]. 1612 T. JAMES Corrupt. Scripture in.

1 1 No citie .out-take Euey, that dwelled in mount Gabaon.

d. As conj. adv., preceding that (
= EXCEPT any.

i) or a preposition. 85-2



\

OUT-TAKEN.

1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls) III. 423 Out take bai .

nisi quod] he is be worse beef bat steleb most. Ibid. IV. 39
In every place out take in be Psawter [Htea. prater quam
in psalterio]. 1433 Rolls ofParlt. IV. 452/1 Outake alweys,

yat al clothes, called Streites . . have licence of sale and
deliveraunce [etc.].

fOut-tft'lEeil, /#.///<?.) prep-, conj. adv. Obs.

Forms : sec OUT-TAKE v. [pa. pple. of OUT-TAKE v.

Orig. used in concord with a sb. or pron. in the absolute

case (= Latin ablative absolute), e.g. exccpta sud indtre,

ME. 'his moder out-taken ',

' out-taken his moder
1

. Hoth
these orders were in use, but the latter was the prevailing
one; and the position and effect of the pple. being thus

Suivalent
to those of a preposition, it became at length

:ntified with the prepositions : cf. the equivalent KXCKPT.
Like other prepositions also (e. g. before^ for, till), it was
used to connect a subordinate to a principal sentence, orig.
with Mil/, subseq. alone, and thus became a conjunctive
adv. or subordinating conjunction.]

A. pa. pple. (in concord with, and following,
a noun in absol. case) = (Being' excepted. Cf.

EXCEPT v. i b.

c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints ii. (Pattlus} 940 Owtwart thingis
neuir-be-les Owtane, >at wes be besynes pat he had. Ibid.

xxxiii. (George) <y$ Man na [ nor] wif outane nane. 1409 in

Kxch. Rolls Scotl. IV. ccix, His allegiance acbt till.. the

King anerly outane. 1429-30 Papers ofColdingham Priory
(Surtces) 104 The warand wod and venyson all way oute
taken. 1530 PALSGR. 320/2 Outtaken, exccptt.

B. prep. (In the a instances, in which the ele-

ments are written separate, perh. still felt as a pple.)
1. = OUT-TAKE c, EXCEPT prep. I.

a. 13.. Cursor J/. 5411 (Cott.) Vte tan [v.rr. out tane, vte
take ; a 1425 outake] be landes of bat lede. a 1340 HAMPOLK
Psalter xxi. 18 pai partid his clathes. .out l.'ikyn his kirtil.

1362 LANUL. P. PI. A. x. 169 Alle schulen dye.. Out taken
Kihte soules. c 1400 MAUXDEV. (Roxb.) i. 4 He has lost all,

oute taken Greece. c\\*f>St. Cuthbcrt (Surtees) 4330 Oute
tane Elfride, \>a\ destruyde All

1

be kynges lynage.
8- c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xxi. (Clement) 491 pare was nane

'at hyme saw. .Ovtane petyre. 1387 TREVISA Higden (Roll>)
. 261 Wei ny} all manere metal. .outakyn tyn [Harl.tr,

tynne excepte, Caxt. reserued tyn, Higd. excepto stanno].

1388 WYCLIF Mttrk xii. 32 Ther is noon other, outakun [1382
out taken] hym [Vulg.flrxtareuw]. a 1400 Ihtrgh Laivs\x,

(Sc. Stat. L), Outtane salt \_pryter sal] and heryng. 1501
DOUGLAS Pal. Hon. in. ii, With all the rout, outtane my
niinphe and I. 1816 SCOTT Old Mart, xlii, Ane o' the maist
cruel oppressors.. (out-taken Sergeant Holhwell). 1816

Antiq. xxiv, I question if there's ony body in the country
can tell the tale but mysell aye out-taken the laird though.
2. Leaving out of account; except as regards;

besides, in addition to ;
= EXCEPT prep. 2.

1340-70 Alex, fy Dind. 153 For, out-taken viij wokns of al

be twelf monbe. .Dredful dragonus drawen hem biddire.

[-1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xi. (Symon $ Judas) 369, Ixx thow-
sande cristyne.. Ovtane princis, kynge, and quene, Wyffis,
and barnys aKa bedene. c 1400 MAUNDKV. (Roxb.) vii. 26
Men may go in, oute taken be tyme bat be b;iwme growes,
t 1440 York Myst. xxiv. 147 Owtane goddis will allone.

C. conj. adv.

1. Introducing a subordinate clause (with or

without that] : = EXCEPT conj. i.

c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints ix. (Jacobus) 21 He wane nan of ba,
Ovtane bat vith gret pyne He purchasit di^cipuijs nyne.
Ibid. xl. (AV/Vz) 1444 Bath his schank and his kne Ware
als haile..As J>ai..befor wes, Owtane bare wes les of flesche,

1375 BAKBOUR Bruce vi. 407 He wes arayit at poynt clenly,

Outakyn that his hede wes bair. 1496 Dives fy Paup.
(W. de W.) v. xv. 216/2, I haue lake them all to you .. out
taken that ye shall not etc flesshe with the blood.

2. Introducing a hypothetical clause : in quot.
with

if (= except if, unless) : = KXCKPT conj. 2.

1389 in En, Gilds (1870) 35 Out taken ?ef he be a theffe

proued.
3. Preceding a phrase formed of a preposition

and its object : = EXCEPT conj, 3.
a 1350 St. Thomas 20 in Horstm, Altcngl. Leg. (1881) 20

Send me to folk of ilk a kynde Outaken vnto folk of Ynde.
c 1375 Cursor M. 5388 (Fairf.) For hungre dyed mony an,
Out takin in egipte and chanaan. .1400 MAUNDKV. (Roxb.)
xxvi. 121 Plentee of all manerof bestes, oute taken ofswyne.

i Out-taking, vbl.sb. Oh. [f. OUT-TAKE v.

+ -ING 1
.] The action of the verb OUT-TAKE;

taking out, deliverance ; exception.
1483 Cath. Angl. 264/2 An Outetakynge, exccficio. 1530

PALSGR. 250/1 Outtakyng, exception. .1610 SIR J. MELVIL
Mem. (1683) 90 Warned ..by divers who were upon the
Council of her out-taking.

t Out-ta*killgly, adv. Obs. [f. out-taking

pr. pple. (or error for out-taken pa. pple.) of OUT-
TAKE v.~\ By way of exception ; exceptionally.
1549 CHALONKR Erasm. on Folly H j b, Few are accustomed

to erre so outtakyngly. 1566 DRANT Horace, Sat. x. E v b,
Hut nowe and then outtakyngly, he wyll be overseene.

Out-talent to Out-tease : see OUT-.

Out-talk (aut,tg-k),z/. [OUT- 18, i8b.] tram.
To outdo, go beyond, excel, or overcome in talking.
1596 SHAKS. Tarn. Shr. i. ii. 248 What, this Gentleman will

out-talke vs all. 167* PETTY Pol. Anat. 363 The priests.,
can often out-talk in Latin those who dispute with them.

1772 Ann. Reg. 7 A prince, who.. has out-talked the most
rigid republicans in his discourses upon liberty. 1863 W.
PHILLIPS Speeches \\. 115 We are weak here, out-talked,
out-voted.

Out-tane : see OUT-TAKEN.

Out-te-11, v. [OUT- 18, 15, 15 b.]

fl. trans. To tell or count beyond; to exceed the

reckoning of. Obs.

1613 BKAUM. & FL. Coxcomb \. vi, I have out-told the clock
For haste ; he is not here.

2. To tell out or forth, declare.

276

i8i8 KtAis Kndym. i. 392 Thus all out-told Their fund

imaginations.
b. To tell or reckon to the end or completely.

1868 J. H. NEWMAN Verses I'ar. Occas. 215 And of our

crimes the tale complete, .. Outtold by our full numbers
sweet.

Gutter, Outterance : see OUTEU, OUTRANGE.

t Ou't-te:rm, sb. Obs.rare- 1
. [Our- 3.] Out-

ward figure ; external or bodily form ;
mere ex-

terior. (Cf. TERM sb.)
1601 B. JONSON Poetaster \.

i, Not to bear cold forms,
nor men's out-terms, Without the inward firesand lives ofmen.

t Out-te'rm, v. Obs. rare. [Out- 25 : after L.

ex-terminare.} trans. To exterminate.
a 1340 HAMI-OLK Psalter xxxvi. 9 paj sail be out termyd.

Ibiii. Ixxix. 14 pe bare of be wod outtermyd it.

Out- terrace, -testify, etc. : see OUT-.

Out-thi*nk, v. [Our- 15 b, 18, 17.]

fl. trans. To think out, contrive or devise by
thinking. Obs.

1382 WYCLIF ll'isd. xv. 4 Forsothe not m to errour inladde

vs the oute thenking of the euele craft of men [l'nfc, homi-

nuin mala; artis excogitatio].

2. To excel or go beyond in thinking ;
to pass

or advance out of fa condition, etc.) by thinking.

1704 NouKis Ideal IVorld n. ii.g4 They will not only think,
but out-think us. 1857 W. SMITH Thorndnlc 602, I have
outlived this state of mind ; I have out-thought it. 1877
E. R. COSIIKR Bas. Faith iv. 142 We cannot outthink the

bounds of thought.

f Out-thrappe, app. var. of OUTHOOP. Obs.

1578 T. N. tr. C&nf. Ii', India 365 This newe ludge. .com-

maunded all his goodes to be sold by out-thrappCj for a greate
deal lesse then his goodes were woorth.

Out-threaten lo Out-throb : see OUT-.

t Ou'tthrift. Obs. [Cf. OUT- 12.] One with-

out thrift ; an unthrift.

*534 in W. H . Turner Select. Kcc. Oxford 128 The punUh-
ment of outthrifts and offenders.

Out-thrOU'gh, /rt;/>. and adv. Sc.
[f.

QuTOt/v.

+ THROUGH /n./., q. v. for Forms.]
A. prep. Right through, quite through, from

end to end (or side to side) of; through the whole

of, throughout.
1456 6V. Acts Jas. //d597) 59 To the intent, that the

Demyes, that ar keiped in hande, haue course and come
out-throw the Kt-alme. 1547 Reg. Privy Council Scot. I.

71 To half course and passage commonlie outthrouch this

real me. 1560 A. SCOTT Poems (S. T. S.)xiii. 21 Thatcrewell
dert outthrow my hart wald boir. 1699-1825 [see IN-

THROUGH prcp.\ 1724 RAMSAY Vision ii, JJoreas branglit

out-through the duds. 1825 JAMIKSON s. v.,
' He gaed out-

trough the bear-Ian' '. Clydcs.
B. adv. Right through; throughout; thoroughly.

c 1250 Gen. y K.i; 2688 Moyses bi-sttte al flat bur?, Oc it

was riche 8; strong ut-Shur}. 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints x.

(Mathoii) 436 A felone ..come be-nynd hyme at be bake,
And owt-throw with a swerd hym strake. 1682 PEUI-.N

Lonts Trumpet 9 The blood of the saints hath run tn throw
and out throw. 1768 Ross Hcknore Invoc. 4 I'm out-

throw as clung.

Ou't-throw, ou'tthrow, sb. [OUT- 7.]

1. The act of throwing out
; ejection, emission

;

output; outburst of energy ;
matter ejected.

1855 M. PATTISON in Oxford Ess. 273 It would be of no
use to appeal to the rise and fall of the scholastic philosophy.
. . For. this reason, we pass over the wonderful purely philo-

sophical put-throw of the thirteenth century. 1869 PHILLIPS

I'esuv. viii. 228 We see in it a local outthrow of stony, ashy,
and perhaps muddy materials. 1892 Cornk. Mag. Oct. 415
Its outthrow of mud and stones.

2. A throwing or being thrown out of line.

1855 Cornwall 113 The more obtuse the angle, the more
considerable is the out-throw.

Out-throw, outthrow (uutjwu-)* v. [OUT-
15, 17, 1 8.]

f 1. trans. To throw out, cast out. Obi* (Properly
two words.)
a 1300 K. E, Psalter Ixxii. 18 pou out brew bam when

up-hoven ware bai. 1417 Pilgr. S&wlc iv. xx. (Caxton 1483)

65 On the wylle I oute tnrowe my suit teres. 1596 SCENSKK
/'. Q. iv. ii. i Firebrand of hell ,. from thence mil throwen,
Into this world to worke confusion, A 1711 KKN Hymns
Ei'ang. Poet. Wks. 1721 I. 119 Foul Invida with Gall she

had outthrown.

2. To throw beyond (a point) ;
to surpass (a per-

son) in the length of a throw.

1613 Uncasing of Machiav. 18 Out-throw it [the jack at

bowls] not, lest thou lose the cast. 1638 MAVNK Lucian

(1664) 201 Striving who shall hurle farthest, and outthrow
the rest. 1676 HOBBES Iliad (1677) 358 And with the spears
I Polydore out-threw.

"i" b. fig. To exaggerate. Obs*
a 1680 "l.un.KK AY///. (1759) I. 12 T'out-throw, and stretch,

and to enlarge Shall now no more be laid t'our Charge.

Ou't-throwdng, vbl.sb. [Our- 9.] Throw-

ing out. So Ou-t-thrown///. a. [Oux- 1 1], thrown

out, cast out.

1889 C. EDWAKOES Sardinia 163 Needless out-throwing of

heelb. 1891 Pali Mall G. 23 Dec. 7/3 The end of Leather-

lane was completely blocked with the out-thrown goods.

Ou't-thrust, sb. [OUT- 7.] The act or fact

of thrusting or forcibly pushing outward
;
an out-

ward thrust or thrusting pressure in any structure.

1842 Mech. Mag. Jan. 2 A bridge .. so perfectly equili-

brated, as to rest perpendicularly on its piers without any
out-thrust whatever. 1855 ROBINSON Wnlt&y Gloss., Out-

tkritsti a push forward or out at the door. A projection
from a building.

OUT-TRUMP.

Ou't-thrust, ///. a. [OUT- 1 1
.] Thrust out

or forth, extended, projected.
1870 Pall Mall G. 2 Nov. n The boy-Love seeking to bar

the entry with his arm and strong outthrust wings. i88a

W. M. WILLIAMS Science xxiii. 164 The out-thrust glaciers,
the overflow down the valleys.

Out-thru'St, v. rare. [Our- 15.] trans. To
thrust out. So O'ut-thruster. [OUT- 8.] One
who thrusts out.

1387-8 T. USK Test. Love n. i,\. (Skeat) 1. 86 It closeth

hertessotogider,that rancour is oulthresten. 1563-87 Foxii

A. ff M. (1596) 1421/2 Phasher was .. the chiefe hereticke

taker, . . the outthruster of true godlinesse. 1855 ROBINSON

Whitby Gloss.) Out-thr-ustcn. ., turned out of doors; pio-

jected or thrown forward. 1875 BROWNING A ristoph. Apot.

4522 Outthrusting eyes- their very roots like blood !

Out-thu-nder, v. [OUT- 18, 15.]

1. trans. To surpass in thundering ;
to make a

more thundering noise than ;
to outnoise, outroar.

1616 T. ADAMS Three Divine Sisters Wks. 1862 II. 277

Though he out-thunder heaven with blasphemies. 1624
MASSINGKR Renegado in. iii, There's no tongue A subject
owes that shall out-thunder mine. 1846 PKOWETT Pro-

metheus Bound ^\ A clang out-thundering the thunder-peal.

2. To thunder out, utter in a voice of thunder.

1710 Pol. Ballads (1860) II. 89 The Commons out-thunder

New votes to guard the pulpit.

Out-Timon to Out-Toby : see Our-.

Out-torl, v. [OUT- isb, 18.]

1. trans. To exhaust or weary out wilh toil.

1603 HOLLAND Plutarch's Mor. 506 Because he would

thereby vexe, out-toile consume and waste his poore sub-

jects. 1610 Caindcn's Brit. ii. 130 His souldiers out-

toyled with travailing. 1676 OTWAY Don Carlos in. (1736)

42 Since my griefs cowards are, and dare not kill, I'll try
to vanquish and out-toil the 111.

2. To surpass in toiling or labouring.
1603 KRKTON Dignitie of Man (1879) 1-1/2 In labour the

Oxe will out-toile him. 1806 H. SIDUONS J/rf/V, Wife, <V

ll-'idcno \. 196 He hired himself to a carpenter, and out-

toiled all his competitors.

f Ou-t-toll. Sc. Obs. [Our- 6.] A payment
made to the bailie upon giving up possession ol

burghal property.
1872 C. INNES Sc. Legal Antiq, 91 [see IXIOLL].

Out-tongTie (outitznj), v. [OUT- 21.] trans.

To excel with the tongue ;
to exceed in power of

1

tongue.
1604 SHAKS. Oik. I. ii. 10 Let him do his spight ; My Ser-

uices.. Shall out-tongue his Complaints. 1607 MIUDLETON
'

1 'our Five Gallants v. i, What, shall we suffer a changeable

forepart to out-tongue us? 1844 Frascrs Mag. 465, 30,000

j
preachers that out-tangoed her Mamelucks in eloquence.

Out-top, outtop (antrtjrp), w. [OUT- i8b.]
trans. To rise above, surmount; =OvEKTOl*.

1674 JOSSELYN I'oy. N'ew Kng. 161 To the Northwest is a

high mountain that out-tops all, with its three rising little

hills. 1777 G. KORSTER I'oy. round World II. 170 Innu-

merable coco-palms out-topped the woods. 1877 MACLEAK
St. Mark iv. (1879) 55 The thorns gradually out-topped it.

fig. 1624 LD.-KEKI-KK WILLIAMS Let, 24 May in Cabala

(1654)94 The Treasurers, .began then to out-top me, and

appeared . . likely enough . . in time to do as much to your
Grace. 1764 Mem. G.Psnlnia>iazar >

jTf He doubted not but

to see me outtop all the rest in le>s than a year or two.

1860 TKMPLE in Ess. fy Rev. 12 The idea of monotheism out-

tops all other ideas in dignity and worth.

Out-tower, -town, etc. : see OUT-.

Out-tra'de, ^. [OUT- i8b.] trans. To sur-

pass or outdo in trading.

1677 YARRANTOM Eng. Imprav. Kp. to Rdr., The EnglUh
Merchants complaining how the Dutch out-trade them, and
that they are not able to live. 1690 CHILD Disc. Trade

(1694) 237 They may out-trade us and underset us. 1807
/'.din. Kcv. X. 352 The Americans will certainly out-trade

the Kast India Company.
f Ou-t-tra'der. Obs. rare* 1

. (?) One who fits

out by way of trade or traffic : cf. OUTPUTTKH,
1660 Virginia Mat. (1823) I. 538 Against pyrats, their

assistors or abettors, out-traidors or receptors.

Outtrage, obs. form of OUTRAGE.
Out-trail to Out- triple : see OUT-.

Out-tra-vel, v. [OUT- 17, 18.] trans. To
travel farther than or beyond the bounds of; to

exceed in extent or swiftness of travelling.
a 1619 FOIHERBY Athwm. \. iv. 3 (1622) 22 No Traucllcr

could euer out-trauell religion. 1633 BENLOWKS Prcf. Poem
in P. Fletcher sPurph /jr/., Ont-travell wise Ulysses (if you
can). 1782 Miss BUKNKY Cecilia x. ii, She then besought
him to go instantly, that he might out-travel the ill news, to

his mother. i8a8 Miss Mmom> I'illage Ser. in. (1863) 131,

I ..had.. forsaken all track, and out-travelled all landmarks.

Out-tri*ck, v. [OUT 18, 21.] trans. To ouldo

in or by trickery.

1678 MRS. BKHN Sir P. Fancy \\. i, I shall go near to out-

trick your Ladyship, for all your politick learning. 1838
LVTTON Alice in. v, The weaker party was endeavouring to

out-trick the stronger. 1855 MILMAN Lat. Ckr. xiv. ii. (1864)

IX. 68 His very tricks are often out-tricked.

Out-trO't, v. [OUT- 18.] trans. To excel

in trotting ;
to exceed in speed. A1*O Xfe

156* J. HEYWOOD Prov. y Epigr. (1867) 140 Gallop yonge
wyues, shall tholde trot, out trot you? 1713 SrKBLE *
Na 6 f 5 Not to mend their pace into a gallop, when they

,

are out-trotted by a rival. 1837 THACKERAY Carlyle's Fr.

Rev. Wks. iyoo XIII. 249 Mr. llulwer.., on his Athenian

hobby, had quite out-trotted stately Mr. Gibbon.

Out-tru'mp,^. [OUT- 18.] trans. To surpass
or outdo in trumping (at cards). In quots.y?^-.

1809 W. IRVING Knickerb. v. iii. (1861) 159 The consterna-



OUT-TRY.
tion of the wise men at the Manhattoes when they learnt

huw their commissioner had been out-trumped by the Yan-
kees. 1886 W. GRAHAM Social Prol'. 48 The landlords and

capitalists, out-trumping each other in the political game.

tOut-try*, v. Ob$. [OUT- 15.]
1. trans. To choose out.
c 14*0 Pallad. on Hush. \. 514 And for vche yok of exon

in thi plough, Kighte foote in brede, & goodly lenght outtrie.

Ibid. xn. 257 Ffresh, ripe, & grete of hem to sette outrie.

2. To sift out.

< 1550 R. KIKSTON Rayte Fortune IJ uj b, That euer thou
wast founden or fro the erth out tried.

t Out-tu-ft, tpa.pplc. Obs. [OUT- 1 1.] ? Pulled

out in tufts or frills ; puffed out.
J6o3 J- DAVIES Microcosm.^ Rxtasie (1878^ 90/2 Yee migltt

betweene the Buttons see, Her smocke out-tuft to show
her levitee.

Out-tun to Out-Turk : see OUT-.

Ou't-tum. [Our- 7, from turn oiii.] The
quantity turned out or yielded; produce, output.
1800 Asiat. Ann. Reg., Froc. Parl. 35/1 The prospects of

the year 1799-1800 will be found to vary but little in the

aggregate from the actual out-turn of the preceding year.
1863 GLADSTONE Sp. Ho. Conuit. 16 Apr., I estimated ,. the

prouable outturn of the revenue at 7o,igo,ooo/. 1880 C. R.
MAKKHAM Peru?. Bark 423 The outlay, as regards labour,
. .is the same whether the out-turn is large or small.

Ou-t-turned,///. a. [Our- u.] Turned out
or outwards.
1894 BARING-GOULD Kitty Alone \\, 143 The contents of

his out-turned pocket.

t Out-twi'iie, v. Obs, [Our- 15, 24.] trans.

a. To twist out. b. To untwine or untwist.
a 1400 CHAUCER To Roscmoundc n Your seemly voys that

ye so smal out-twyne. ?i6oo FAIRFAX (Webster 1864), He
stopped And from the wound the reed outtwined.

Out-tyrannize to Out-usure : see OUT-.

Outvalue, v. [OUT- 21.] trans. To surpass
in value.

1613-16 W. BKOWNE Brit. Past. n. v. 177 His little boat..

fraught with what the world beside Could not out-value.

1634 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. 97 His attire was very ordinary,
his Tulipant, could not out-value fortie shillings. 1846
LANDOR Exam. Shaks. Wks. II. 291 In ancienter days a
few pages of good poetry outvalued a whole ell of the finest

Genoa, 1871 H. 1>. FORMAN Living Poets 194 One stanza
..outvalues twenty volumes of mosaics,

Out-vanish to Out-victor : see OUT-.
t Out-vent. Obs. rare.

[f.
OUT- 7 + VEXT sfi.,

sale.] Public sale ; = OUTCRY 2.

1542 UDALL Erasm. Aj>oph. 310" Thynges are saied pro-
prely, in latine, proscribi, which are at another preisyng
sette to out vent or sale.

Outvie
(ttutyai-),

v. [OUT- i8b.] trans. To
outdo or excel in a competition, rivalry, or emula-
tion ; to vie with and excel.

'594 O. U. Quest. Profit. Concern. 2 b, Who set enuious
patterns to outvie and vndoe one the other. 1640 HABINGTON
Ediv. IV 156 Twelve persons .. out-vying each other in the

curiosity and riches of their apparell. 1718 Freethinker
No. 3 f 4 [It] made the Emerald out-vie the Verdure of the
Field. 1887 ANNA FORBES Insulittde 28 Attitudes outvying
the achievements of a datiscuse.

Hence Outvying" vbl. sb. and ///. a.
;
Outvier

(autvai'di), one who or that which outvies.

1652 J. WRIGHT tr. Camus' Nat. Paradox x. 243 My
Friendship can admit of no out-vjer. 1757 Jos. HAKKIS
Ctft'ttsg Men, ..in their outvying, will undersell one another.

1854 J. S. C. ABBOTT Napoleon (1855) I. xvi, 280 These gor-
geous saloons . .were now adorned with outvying splendor.
Out-vigil to Out-village : see OUT-.

Out-villain, v. [OUT- 22.] trans. To exceed
or surpass in villainy.
1601 SHAKS. All's U'cll iv. Hi. 305 He hath out-villain'd

villanie so farre, that the raritie redeemes him. a 1814
Gonzuga v. v. in Nnu Brit. Theatre III. 161 Villany Will
ever be outvillain'd, when it trusts To aught but its own
dagger's point.

Out-virtuate to Out-vociferate : see OUT-.

Outvoi'Ce, v. [Our- 21.] trans. To surpass
in loudness of voice

;
to make a louder noise than.

1599 SHAKS. //<. ^', v. Prol. 10 Men, Wiues, and Hoyes,
Whose sliuuls & claps out-voyce the deep-mouth'd Sea.
1681 GLANV ILL Satiducismus Pref., They are sure to be out-
voiced by the rout of ignorant contemners. 1856 R. A.
VAUGHAN Mystics (1860) I. vi. viii. 268 He. .outvoiced their

angry arm with loud rebukes of their cowardice.

OutvO'te, ^. [OUT- 18.] trans. To outnumber
in voting; to defeat by a majority of votes.

1647 H. MORE Poems Pref., The sense of the soul will be

changed, being outvoted as it were by the overswaying
number of terrene particles. 1661 MORGAN .S'///. Gentry in.

ix. 107 A contest between the women and the men, wherein
the females did out-vote the males, and carried it for

Minerva against Neptune. 1778 [see OUT-ARGUE], 1861
MAY Const. Hist. (1863) I. vii. 480 In 1852, Lord Derby's
ministry were out-voted on their proposal for doubling the
house tax.

Ou't-VO:ter. [OUT- 2.] In the system for

parliamentary elections in the United Kingdom :

One who has a vote in a constituency in which he
does not reside ; a non-resident voter qualified by
holding property.
1855 MACAULAY Hist. Rug. xi\. IV. 345 He 'must go

through all the miseries of a canvass, . .must hire convey-
ances for outvoters [etc.]. 1894 Daily Tel. 3 Apr. 5/7 There
is a large proportion of

'

outvoters
', many of whom journeyed

from the Midlands.

Outwait to Outwaltz : see OUT-.
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Ou'twale. Obs. exc. dial.
[f. OUT- 7 + WALE

sb., choice.] That which is selected to be taken
out or removed ; refuse, dregs ; one who is cast

out, an outcast.

14.. Siege Jems. (E. E. T. S.) 140 Semeliche twelue, Pore
men & nojt prute, aposteles wer hoten, pat of califs he

ches,..pe out-wale of Js worlde. 0-1480 HENKYSON Test.
Crcs. 129 Now am I maid an unworthy outwaill. 1582
STAHYHURST Atneis iv. (Arb.t 120 Poore caytief, desolat

owtwayle. 1825 BttOCKETT j\'. C. Gloss.) Oittwalt', refuse.

.11835 HOGG Talcs (1866) 362 (E. D. D.) The out-wale,
walhe, tragic kind o' wooers.

jOirtwalk, sb. Obs. [Oux- 6 or 7.] ?A
promenade*
1698 FRYER Ace. /:. India ,y /'. 100 Chap. ii. Shews the

Tombs, Outwalks, Ceremonies, and Austerities of the Gen-
tiles, with the Ships and River about Surat.

Outwalk (uut, \v</k), r. [OUT- 18, 17.] trans.

To outdo or outstrip in walking; to walk faster,

farther, or better than
;
to walk beyond.

i6z6 13. JONSON Fortunate Isles Wks. (Rtldg.) 648/1 Have
I . .outwatch'd, Yea, and outwalked any ghost alive. 1720
Poi'EZ-c//. (1735) I. 271 But indeed I fear she would out-wulk
him. 1846 MRS. MKOWNING in Lett. R. ffrffwmMg-(iBgg) 1 1.

201 She Isold now. Vet she can outwalk my sisters. 1856
OI.MSILD Stave .States 325, I. .walked on. Foratime I con Id

occasionally hear the cry, ..gradually I outwalked the bound.

Ou't-wall (-wyl). [Our- 3.] The outer wall
of any building or enclosure.

1535 COVEKDAI.K Ezck. xli. ii The tliicknesse of the out-
wall was v cubites roumle aboute. 1624 Wo 'i TON Arc/lit, in

Retit/. (1672) 57 Various colours on the out-walls ofBuildings
have alwayes in them more I'elight then Dignity. 1793
SHKATON Etiystotm L. 114 The out-wall was in a remark-

ably leaning condition.

b. fig. The clothing ; the body, as enclosing
the soul.

1605 SHAKS. Lcar\\\, \. 45 For confirmation that I am nun.li

more Then my out-wall ; open this Purse, and take What it

containes. 1631 R. H. Art: Whole Creature x. 2. 86 The
Windes of afflictions beat upon the outwals of his flesh.

t Outwa'nder, v. Obs. rare. [OUT- 1 4.] intr.

To wander out or away.
13.. Cursor M. 22620 pat J?ou vtewandre us suffers sua.

So Outwandered ///. a., that has wandered out
or away ; migrated, emigrated.
1876 Trans. Clinical Soc. IX; 92 If thus out-wandered, the

white blood-cells are to all intents and
purposes lymph-cells.

1887 ttlacfciv, Mag. May 643 Are not the Hungarians them-
selves an outwanaered Asiatic race?

Outwar, -warble, etc. : see OUT-.

Outward (airt|Wid),*z. (sb.l) Forms : i utan-,
ute-, utweard. 2-5 utward ; 4-5 oute-, 4-6 oiit-

warde, 4-5 ,$<. owt(e)wart,-ward(e } 5- outward,
(5 utteward, 6 uttwarde, vtward, .SV. wtuert".

[<)E. tilan-, life-, ntweani
t

f. titan, nte, id (see

OUTEN, OUTE, OUT adv.] + -weanl, -WAHD: cf.

MHG. ft^ivert, Ger. aitstviirtig external, foreign,
MLG. toward.]
1. That is turned or lies towards the region or

space outside the boundary of any enclosure or the

surface of anything; that is without or on the outer

side ; out, outer, external, exterior. Obs. or arch.

agoo O. E. Chron. an. 893 (Parker MS.) Hi tti^on up hiora

scipu of )>one weald iiii. mila fram bsem nui^nii ute weardum.
c 1000 /ELFRTC l'0e. in Wr.-Wiilcker 160/9 Ftimtif utanweard
^eoh. 1530 I'ALSGK. 250/2 Outwarde parte of any thynge,
supcrfice. 1535 COVKRDAI.K Ezck.\\\v. i Y outwarde dore
of the Sanctuary. iSSS KDKN Decades 42 That . , beaste . .

bearing her whelpes abowte with her in an outwarde bellyu.

1605 MACON Adv. Learn. \\. vii. 7. 30 Contraction of pores
is incident to the outwardest parts. 1660 UAKROW l^uclid
i. xvj, The outward angle will be greater than either of the
inward and opposite angles. 1709 STEKLE & AUDISON Tatler
No. 103 P 12, I heard a Noise in my outward Room. 1853
STOCQUKLER Mil.Encycl. 206/2 In wheeling time 120 paces. .

the outward file stepping thirty-three inches.

b. Directed or proceeding towards the outside
;

pertaining to what is so directed.

[Beowulf (Z.} 761 Fingras burston, eoten WJBS utweartl.]

1700 UKYDEN Xigism. fy Guise. 61 The fire will force its out-
ward way. 1884 G. \y,R. Time Tables July 86 The first or
Outward Halves of Return Tickets. 1898 Outward postages
hee INWARD a. 7]. 1899 AltbntCs Syst. AIcd.\'\l. 282 Some
downward and outward displacement of the left eye.

f C. Known outside, generally known, public.
1430-40 LYDG. Bochas in. v. (1554) 77 b, The death of Mer-

gus outwarde was not Nor plainly published in that region,

f d. Done outside, out-of-door. Obs.
i6zi BURTON Anat. Mel. n. ii. iv. (1651) 269 The most

pleasant of all outward pastimes.
2. Of or pertaining to the outer surface of the

body and its clothing; also to the body itself as

opposed to the mind, soul, or spirit, and to bodily
as opposed to mental faculties ; external, bodily.
ceiMfj Ancr. TV. 100 peo ancre |>et schulde beon his

[Christ's] leofmon, 8: secheo" bauh utward ^eltinge & froure,
mid eie o'5er mid tunge. 14.. ll'hy I can't be a Nun 356 in

E. E. P. (1862) 147 As by owtewarde aray in semyng lieth
so wyth-in my ladyes dere. 1509 HAWES Past. Picas, xxiv.

(Percy
Soc.) 108 The eyen, the eres, and also the nose, The

mouth, and handes, inwarde wytle.s are none ; Hut outwarde
offyces. /bitt.

t
These outwarde gates to have the know-

ledginge, .. the inwarde wyttes to have decernynge. 1526
TISIJAI.E Gal. vi. 12 With uttwarde aperaunce to please
rarnally. 1548 9 (Mar.) lik. Com. Prayer, Communion
Collects, The wordes whiche we haue hearde this day with
our outwarde eares. 1603 SHAKS. Mcas.for M, in. ii. 286
Oh, what may Man within him hide, Though Angel on the

OUTWARD.
outward side? 1713 YOUNG Force Relig. I. (1757"

1 50 When
charms of mind With elegance of outward form are join'ii.

1867 MAURICE Patriarchs fy Lawg. viii. (1877) 159 Tlic
vision was not to the outward eye.

b. Said of medical applications or treatment

applied externally; = EXTERNAL a. i c.

161* WOODAI.L Surf. Mate Pref., Wks. (1653) 6 Some..
would,, confine the Surgeon onely to outward medicine, and
outward healing. 1710 Annisos Taller No. 221 P 5 lly
inward Medicines or outward Applications. Mod. (Label
on Liniment.)

' For outward application only.'
c. Outward man (77/Ci?/.), the body as opposed

to the soul or spirit; humorouslyt
Outward guise,

clothing.
1526 TIN-DALE 2 Cor. iv. 16 Hut though cure vttward

fWYCLlF 1388 vtter] man perisshe, yet the inwarde man i^

renewed da>-e by claye. a 1555 I.ATIMKR Let. to .Sir I-..

Kaynton in Foxe A. fy J/. (1583) 1747/2 Kytticr my Lord of
London wil itulge myn outward man onely. . or els he will

be my God, and nidge mine inwarde inannc. 1664 [sec
INWARD a. 2]. 1678 KUM.KK //W. in. iii. 94 Til! he began
To scruple at Ralph's < hit ward Man. 1848 DICKENS Dinbcy
iv, The only change ever known in his outward man, was
from a complete suit of coffee-colour., to [etc.],

f3. External to the country ; foreign. Obs.

1467-8 Rolfs <]/ Pai-H. V. 623/1 Called uppon . . by out-
ward Prynces, as ttie Duke of Burgoyn, 1470 Pasion Lett.
II. 409 Our auncient ennemyes of Frannce and our outward
rebel Is and traitors. 1503-4 Act 19 Hen. /'//, c. 4 Preamb.,
Honour Vietone ha the bun sot en ageyne utwarde
enymyes. a 1548 H AI.I. Chron., Ediv. II' 237 Affaires of
nntwardc warres. 1675 tr. Caiittlcris Hist. Elh., TJiese
Perils . .would be either inward or outward. Outward, either
from the Hi-hop of Rome, .or from the French King.

t b. Lying outside some sphere of work, duty,
or interest ; external. Obs.
c 1375 .SV. Lfg. Saints ii. (Paulus} 939 Owtwart Illinois,.

Owtane, bat wes ^e besynes pat lie had of all J?e kirk. 1535
COVFRMAI.K Xch. ^i. 16 The chcfe of the I.iniites in the
outwarde busynes of y house of (iod. 1611 HIIH.K i Chron.
xxvi. 29 Chenaniah and his Counts were for the outward
biisines oner Israel, for officers and Indies.
4. Applied to actions, looks, and other externally

visible manifestations, as opposed to internal feel-

ings, spiritual or mental states or processes, etc.;

of or pertaining to outer form as opposed to inner

substance ;
formal.

1526 Pilgr. Pttrf. (W. Je W. 1531") 122 In all y' outwarde
\vnrkes that man ou^hteth lo do for his Saluacyon. 1533
GAU Rii/it I'ay 19 God lukis nocht the wtueii lichtusnus

<]iihilk inony keipis and dols wttiertlie in tlie sicht of men.

1604 ftk. Com, Prayer, Catechism^ Q. What meanest thou

]>y
this word Sacrament? A. I mean an outward and

visible sign of an inward and spiritual grace. 1667 MILTON
/'. /-. MI. 534 The rest.. Will deem in outward Rites and

gpeciotfs formes Religion satisti d. a 1703 lli:n[\n i On +Y, T.
Mark ii, 28 The good of man is to be preferred before the

outward keeping of the sabbath. 1813 Scon Kokeby \. ii,

While her poor victim's outward throes Hear witness to Ins
mental woes. 1856 FROUUK Hist. /-i'. I. ii. 96 The church,
to outward appearance, stood more securely than ver.

1871 FKKKMAN Xonn. Conq. IV. x\ii. 54 It was the

master-piece of William's policy of outward legality. 1871
MORLKY I'oltairc {1886) 8 To reduce the faitli to a vague
futility, and its outward ordering to a piece of ingeniously
reticulated pretence.
5. Applied to things in the external or material

world, as opposed to those in the mind or thought.
1573-80 UAKKT Ah'. O 212 I>y means of our bodie, images

come from outward things into our mind. 1803-6 Wonnsw.
Otfc Intint. hninort. ix, Those obstinate questionings Of
.sense and outward things. 1875 JOWKTT Plato (ed. 2) IV.

'^73 WG cannot think of outward objects of sense or of out-
ward sensations without space. 1881 HKSANT RrcE ChapL
ofFleet I. 3 When we are in great griefand sorrow, outward
things seem to affect us more than in ordinary times.

b. Applied to tilings that are external to one's

own personality, character, or efforts, or that con-
cern one's relations with other persons and external

circumstances
; extrinsic. Rarely in relation to

a thing (quot. 1756).
1607-12 BACON Ess., Fortune (Arb.) 374 Outward Acci-

denies conduce much to a Mans fortune; favour; oportunc
death of others; occasion fitting venue. 1685 SOUTH Serin,,
II'illfor Dccii (17151 380 Supi>ose we now, a Man be bound
Hand and Foot by some outward Violence. 1709 BKKKKI.KY
Th. I'ision Dcd., The outward advantages of fortune. ^756
C. LUCAS Ess. U'aters I. 39 The different heat or cold of
water Is owing to outward accidents. 1869 J. MARIINKAI*
Kss. II. 72 The law must define men's outward rights and
relations. 18^5 JOWKTT Plato (ed. z I. 116 Man, who in his

outward conditions is more helpless than the other animals.

fc. Outside, superficial. Obs.

1658 SIR T. UROWSK Hydriot.^ Attsiv. Dug-talc's Quxrc
0736) 51 Upon a single View and outward Observation, they
may be the Monuments of any of these three Nations.

6. fa. Unspiritual, secular. Obs. b. Dissipated,
wild or irregular in conduct, dial.

1674 OWKN Holy Spirit (1693) 130 After a while they have
fallen into an outward stale of things, wherein, as they

suppose, they shall have no Advantage by [spiritual gifts]-

1875 Miss POWLHY Echoes CumHa. i49iE.D.JU In wild

out wart days I spent time. 1893 SNOWDKN Tales Yorks.

\\~olds 95 He had led a very outward life that is to say, he

had been a drunkard and a reputed wife-beater.

B. sb. (ellipt. or absol. use of the adj.)

1 1. An outer part (of anything^. Obs.

(-1470 HKNRY ll'a/lace ix. 1076 Thre hundreth in place
About hym stud. .Defendand him,..Quhill all the owtwait
off the feild was tynt. ll'id. x. 718 Off the outward thre

thousand thair thai slew. 1545 RAVNOLD Hyrth Mankytide
Prol. B iv, An absolut & perfeict knowledge, of all the

inwardes & outwardes of mans and womans body.



OUTWARD.
2. Outward appearance ;

the outside, exterior.

1606 SHAKS. Tr. ft Cr. III. ii. 169 Out-iiuing beauties out-

ward, with a minde That doth renew swifter than blood

decaies. 1611 Cynib. \. i. 23 So faire an Outward,
and such stuffe Within. 1644 rf.

VAUGHAN Serm. 19 The

specious outwards of a whited Sepulchre. 1884 J . PAVNE
Tales fr. Arabic I. 106 O vizier.. make thine inward like

unto thine outward. 1885-94 R. BRIDGES Eras ft Psyche
Mar. iii, Vet in their prime they bore the palm away ; Out-

wards of loveliness.

3. in //. Outward things, circumstances, or con-

ditions; externals.

1627-77 KELTHAM Resolves I. xxxviii. 63 Nature, .makes

us all equal : we are differenc'd but by accident and out-

wards, a 1655 VINES Lord's Su/>p. (1677) 78 Of the outwards

of this ordinance of the supper. 1721 WODROW Hist. Stiff.

Ch. Scatl. (1829) II. 295 They wanted not their discourage-

ments as to outwards.

4. That which is outside the mind ;
the external

or material world.

1832 TENNYSON Elcanorc i, There is nothing here, Which,
from the outward to the inward brought. Moulded thy baby
thought. 1849 SEARS Regeneration l. iii. (1859) 31 As man
sinks lower and lower into the outward he loses the power
of spiritual sight and intuition. 1878 GEO. ELIOT Coll.

Break/. P. 521 Since human consciousness awaking owned
An outward.

C. Comb. + Ou'twardshi'ne [perh. two words],

outward show or appearance (o/>s.).

1549 E. ALLEN tr. Paraph. Leo Jude Kev. ^ Nohipocrisye
nor outwardeshyne of godnes..is of any value before god.

Outward ^atrtjwgjd), adv. Forms: see the adj.

[OE. titan-, iitc-, iit-weard: cf. OHG. Atpicrt.]

1. Of position or situation : On the outside ;

without.
c 950 I.iiniisf. Gosp. Matt, x.xiii. 25 gie ctensas baet utaword

is calces. Luke xi. 39 J>a;t utteweard iscalices & disces

Sie clznsaS. -1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xl. (Ninian) 1139
In my mouth be heft bou set & outwart be blad of a

knyfe. 1398 TREVISA Barth. De P. A'.xvn. l. (M95) 59 2 A
tree hath somwhat that longeth therto outwaide : as the

rynde. 1471 RIH.F.Y Comp. Alch. vi. ix. in Ashm. Theatr.

Cliem. Brit. (1652) 163 The Mater ys alterate, Both inward

and outward substancyally. 1534 TINDALE Matt, xxiii. 28

Whited tombes which appere beautyfull outwarde. 1719

DE FOE Crusoe II. xv, Sheepskins, with the wool outward.

b. Of motion or direction: From the inside to

or towards the outside of a space or thing.

1:1290 Bccket 2167 in A
-

. Enf. Leg. I. 168 Heom boujte

euere ase heo eoden outward, -bat be eorbe openede under

heom. 1393 LANGL. P. PI. C. x. 85 Bobe a-tyngrede and

a-furst to turne be fayre out-warde. c 1475 Kan/ Coilyar
608 As he went outwart bayne, He met ane Porter swayne.

1497 .\'av. Ace. lieu. I'll (1896) 149 They myght have their

costes owteward & homeward. 1562 [see OUTWARDLY i b].

1601 SHAKS. Twel. N. in. i. 14 How quickely the wrong
side may be turn'd outward. 1859 TENNYSON Guinevere

105 I,ancelot . . rushing outward lionlike Leapt on him.

1879 HAKI..VS fyfsight vi. 88 One eye is turned outward

by the opposing muscle, forming an external squint.

1 2. Outside (of a specified or understood place);

out of one's house ;
out of one's country, abroad.

1387 TREVISA Jligden (Rolls) III. 469 ,e. .werre)) outward

ajenst men. 1413 Pilgr. Soivlc iv. xxxiii. (Caxton 1483) 82

That by them his counceylle be nought shewed ne publysshed
outward. 1428 in Surtees Misc. u8S8) 9 For other occu-

pacions that he had to doo utteward. c 1450 St. Cuthbert

(Surtees) 1612 Bathe outeward and als at hame. 1673 PENN
The Chr. a Quaker iii, Men's Minds, .being Outward and

Abroad, God was pleased to meet them.. in some External

Manifestations.

t 3. On, or with reference to, the outside of the

body, as opposed to its internal parts ; externally.

1523 FITZHERB. Hust. 108 The stryng halte is an yl

disease..and doth not appere outwarde. 1532 Du WES
Intrad. Fr. in Palsgr. 901 Membres longyng to mannes body
aswell imvarde as out warde. 1542-3 Act 34 4- 35 H' VIII,
c. 8 title. An Acte that persones being no comen Surgeons
maie mynistre medicines owtwarde.

t b. On the visible outside of the body or person,

esp. as opposed to the inner nature or character ;

in the body as opposed to the mind or spirit; in

outward appearance as opposed to inner reality ;

outwardly, externally ; publicly. Obs.

c 1386 CHAUCER Pars. T. ?86i A woman to haue a fair

array outward and in hir self foul inward, c 1400 AV;;/. Rose

5755 Outward shewing holynesse Though they be fulle of

cursidnesse. 1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 327 b/2 That he myght
haue alle the rewle aboute the kynge as wel secretely as

outward. 1526 TINDALE 2 Cor. vii. 5 Outwarde was fightynge,

in warde was feare. 1534 WHITINTON Tullycs Offices \.

(1540) 21 Which semeth rather to ryse of pride outwarde

shewed than of lyberal wyl. 1603 SHAKS. Meas.for M. in.

1.89 This outward sainted Deputie .. is yet a diuell. 1673
PENN The Chr. a Quaker xvi, As Abraham outward and

natural was the great Father of the Jews.
c. From the soul or mind into external actions

or conditions.

1805 FOSTER Kss. i. vii. 87 He will endeavour to trace him-

self outward, from his mind into his actions. 1849 SEARS

Kcgeneration\. vii. (1859)56 Superabundant life unfolding
from within outward.

4. Comb., as oittwanl-benl, -parting, -set adjs.

Also OuTWAItll-BOUNIl.

1597 MIDDLETON Wisd. of Salomon iv. xv, With outward-

fac'd eye and eyed face. 1836 GLADSTONE Coiiuriunion

Hymn tin C.ovd Words July 1898), As Thy temple's portals

close Behind the outward-parting throng. 1871 PALGRAVE

Lyr. Poems 119 Free from outward-set control.

Out-ward (airt|WgMd), sb.- [OfT- I.]

1. An outlying ward ;
a ward outside the original

bounds of a borough.
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1871 ll'iu.fsor fr Elan Expr. 4 Nov., In the Out-Ward the

election has terminated in the only way that could have

been anticipated.

2. A ward of a hospital detached from the main

building, or having a separate outer door.

1890 in Cent. Viet.

t Out-wa-rd, Oh. rare. [OUT- 15.] trans.

To ward off, keep out.

1596 SPENSER F. Q. v. i. 10 Ne any armour could his dint

out-ward.

On'tward-bou'iid, . !>*) [f. OUTWARD adv.

+ BOUND ///. a. 1
] Directing the course outward,

esp. going from a home port to a foreign one : of

a ship, or a person ; trattsf. of a voyage. Also

absol. as sb.

1602 [see HOMEWARD-BOUND]. 1668 CLARENDON I'inii.

Tracts 11727) 7 Six or seven merchant ships, whereof some

were outward-bound with merchandize. 170* Loitd.^ Gaz.

No. 3811/2 Our outward-bound Brasil Fleet will sail in few

clays. 1755 MAGENS Insurances II. 238 If an Accident

happen to Ship or Cargo on the outwardliound Voyage.

1838 \V. Ku.is Mcuiagascar iii. (1858)63 Sighted by out-

ward-bound ships to India. 1887 Pall Mall G. 6 July 5/1

There is no precaution taken against outward-bounds

meeting homeward-bounds ?

b. fig. Departing this life, dying.

1809 MALKIN Gil Bias it. v. T 6 The mistress joined the

outward-bound colony of my patients. 1890 HALL CAINE

Bondman x, He's really past help. He's outward bound,

poor chap.
c. fig. Bent on wandering or straying.

1741 YOUNG Xt. Th. v. 149 Thought outward-bound, .flies

off in fume and dissipation. 1860 WARTEH Sea-board II. 128

An outward-bound youth, and difficult to handle by reason

of his carelessness.

Hence On'tward-bou-nder (coUoq.),
an outward-

bound vessel.

1884 CLARK RUSSELL Jack's Courtship xi.v, An outward-

bounder she was from the vane above the truck [etc.]. 1888

Daily .Yews 27 June 5/5 Outward-bounders to the Colonies,

East Indies, China, Japan, and the Java Seas never go
within three hundred miles of Cape L'Agulhas.

Outwardly (au-t|WgjdH), adv. (a.} [f. OUT-

WAKl) a. + -LY -.]

1. On the outside or outer surface; externally.

c 1480 HENRVSON Test. Crcs. 509 The idole of ane thing in

cace may be Sa deip imprintit in the fantasy, That itdeludis

the wittis outwardly, a 1547 SURREV Dcscr. Fickle Affect.

Lo-ce 20 When in my face the painted thoughtes would out-

wardly apere. 1634 SIR T. HERBERT Trar. 209 The tree is

outwardly couered with barque. 1660 BARROW Euclid m.

xii, If two circles touch one the other outwardly. 1671

SALMON Syn. Mcd. in. xxii. 422 Penyroyal, .. outwardly it

is good against cold affections of the Nerves and Joynts.

1796 MORSE Amer. Geog. I. 206 Nothing appears outwardly
but its hands and feet. 1866 J. G. MURPHY Camm. Ex- xxiv.

10 The spectators, .only describe the outwardly visible glory.

b. Towards or in the direction of the outside ;

in an outward direction.

1561 J. HKVWOOD Proi: f, Epigr. (1867) 204 My wife doth

euer tread hir shooe a wry. Inward, or outward? nay, all

outwardly. 1597 HOOKER Eccl. Pal. v. Ivi. 5 Otitwardlie

issuing from that one onely glorious deilie. 1822-34 Good's

Study Meet, (ed. 4) I. 63 Before the end of another month

the ulceration stretched outwardly under the upper lip.

2. In outward manifestation or appearance ;
in

external action or observance : often as contrasted

with inward spirit or character.

1509 HAWES Past. Pleas, xix. (Percy Soc.) 92 He wyped
our chekes our sorowe to cloke, Outwardly fayning us to be

glad and mery. a 1533 [see OUTWARDi a. 4). a 1548 HALL

Chron., Hen. I' 64 b, Outwardly reioysyng what soever

inwardly thei thought. 1605 SHAKS. Mack. I. iii. 54 Are

ye fantastical!, or that indeed Which outwardly ye shew?

1724 SWIFT Drafter's Lett. Wks. 1755 V. n. 07 But since

my betters are of a different opinion..! shall outwardly
submit. 1883 FKOUDE Short Stud. IV. n. iv. 207 The

country was outwardly quiet, but there were ominous under,

tones of disaffection.

B. cllipt. or alti-il'. as aJj.
= OUTWARD a.

a 1642 SIR W. MONSON Na-'al Tracts v. (1704) 457/2 No
Road. .with an outwardly Wind, is able. .to give him con-

veniency of. .Landing. 1656 SANDERSON Serin. (1689) 264

God giveth to no man all the desire of his heart in these

outwardly things.

t Ou'twardmost, a. 06s. [(.
OUTWARD a. :

see -MOST.] Most outward, outermost.

1598 R. HAVDOCKE tr. f.amnsia l. 116 When you would

make a lanke, slender, and swift horse, you shall draw him

li|ion the outward-most line. 1654-66 EARL OKRERV Part/ten.

(1676) 691 Behind theoutwardmost divisions. .1 placed some

of our best Archers. 1685 BOYLE Effects of Mat. v. 56 The
outwardmost were of (what they call) Chagrine, and the

innermost of Gold. 1707 SLOANE Jamaica I. 260 The out-

wardmost calicular leaves inclosing the flowers.

Ou-twardness. [f. OUTWARD a. + -NESS.]

1. The quality or condition of being outward ;

externality, outward existence ; objectivity.

1580 HOU'YBAND Treas. Fr. Tang, ExtMcurett, outward-

nesse. 1678 CUDWORTH Intell. Syst. I. v. 829 Magnitude or

Extension as such is meer outside or outwardness, It hath

nothing within. 1815 COLERIDGE Aids Re/I. (1848) I. 19

These, .give an outwardness and sensation of reality to the

shapings of the dream. 1856 R. A. VAUGHAN Mystics (1860)

II. MIL vi. 68 Whatsoever I could bring into outwardness

that I wrote down.
. .

2. Occupation with, concernment or belief in

outward things ; csp. as opposed to that which is

introspective or arises from within.

?ci835 J. STERLING in Courtney Mill (1889) 73 He has

been gradually delivered from this outwardness.. individual

reform must be the groundwork of social progress. 1840

OUTWEAR.
CAKLYLE Heraes'iu. 1 1872)87 He dwells in vague outwardness,

fallacy and trivial hearsay. 1840 Bladsw. Mag. XLVI1I. 270
The outwardness, or materiality of Vecelli. 1891 Wesley,
Meth. Mag. Jan. 68 Owing . . to his native volatility and out-

wardness, he did not come to the crisis of his spiritual

history until 5 years after leaving school.

Outwards x ou't|W.idz), adv. (a.) [OE. iil-

veardes, f. titweanl OUTWARD adj., with advb.

genitive -es. Cf. OHG. Aiwtrtes (Ger. auswiirts*),

MDu. utwaerts, Du. uilwaards.]
1. In an outward direction ;

towards that which

is outside or without.

897 K. ALFRED Gregory's Past. xi. 70 Su<E bi3 sio

costung serest on oaem mode, & oonne fserefi utweardes to

3<ere hyde. a 1225 Alter. K. 92 Euer so be wittes beoo

more ispreinde utwardes, se heo lesse wendet inwardes. IS1?

TORKINGTON Pilgr. ( 1884) 68 We..spendyd owtwardes l>e

twyne Venyce and Jaffe on Moneth and ij Dayes. 1583

[see INWARDS adv. i b]. 1677 MOXON Mccli. Excrc. (1703)

205 Do not direct the cutting Corner of the Chissel inwards,

but rather outwards. 1712 STEELK Sped. No. 485 P 3 A new

night gown, either side to be worn outwards. 1828 P.

CUNNINGHAM K. S. H'alcs (ed. 3) II. 155 To embark his

capital outwards in a mercantile speculation. 1846 BRITTAN

tr. Ma/gaigne's Man. Oper. Surg. 203 To cut a semicircular

flap from within outwards.

1 2. In an outward position ; outwardly, outside
;

externally. Obs. rare.

1436 Pol. Poems (Rolls) II. 158 To werre oughtwardes and

youre regne to recovere. c 1530 TINDALE Pathway Holy
Scripture Wks. (Parker Soc. 1848) 14 Vet are we full of the

natural poison,, .and cannot but sin outwards,.. if occasion

be given.

B. attrib. (as adj.}. For outward goods.
1878 F. S. WILLIAMS Midi. Railw. 638 We pass on . . to the

'Outwards' department of the great goods shed. This
' Outwards

'

platform ..runs the length of the shed.

Out-waste: see OUT- 15.

Outwatch (au-t|Wg:tf),.r*.l rare. [Our- 7.] The
act of reconnoitering or watching the enemy.
^53 LYTTON My Novel ix. iii, He occasionally sallied forth

upon a kind of outwatch or reconnoitring expedition.

OutwatchtuutiWg'tjV'. [OUT- 18,17.] trans.

To outdo in watching, watch longer than ; to watch

(an object) till it disappears; to watch through
and beyond (a period of time).
1626 [see OUTWALK). 1632 MILTON Pcnserpso 85 Or let my

Lamp at midnight hour, Be seen in som high lonely Towr,
Where I may oft out-watch the Bear. 1728 YOUNG Life

Fame vii. 175 His eye..inur'd to wake, And outwatch

f oet LireaKf.-t. iv. 17 i ne oia m: n esi v,amuiiu&c, wjiu

outwatched the rest so long after they had gone to sleep in

their own churchyards.
Hence Outwa'tch s62, the act of outwatchmg.
1865 SWINBURNE Poems, St. Dorothy 58 Nor with outwatch

of many travaillings Come to be eased of the least pain he

hath.

Out- water, -wave: see OUT- 12, 14.

t Outwaxing, i>bl. sb. Obs. rare. [OuT- 9 ;

after L. ex-crcmcniuin, tx-criscentia, f. ex-crescfre

to grow orwax out
;
cf. Ger. aitswttchs, Du. uitwas.]

a. Fxcrement. b. An excrescence, outgrowth.
1541 R. COPLAND Galyens Terapeutyke 2 E lij, That all

the body muste lie emplyed and purged of all his out-

waxynges. 1562 TURNER Herbal n. 31 Laser .. healeth ..

outwaxynges or to growinges in the fleshe.

t Ou-tway, sb. Obs. [OUT- 6.]

1. A way or passage leading out, an outlet.

1571 GOLDING Calvin on Ps. x. 9 Like as theeves beset y
outwayes of villages. 1633 P. FLETCHER Purple Isl. iv. xxvn,

In divers streets and out wayes multipli'd. 1644 [see OUT- 6).

2. A by-way lying off the main route.

1566 ADLINGTON Apuleius gin greate feare, I rode through

many outwaies and deserte places. 1597 BEARD Theatre

God's Judgem. (1612) 402 He betooke him to flight, and hid

himselfe in an outway amongst thornes and bushes.

tOu-t-way,a. Obs. rare. [Our- 12.]
= OUT-

OF-THE-WAY. Out-way going, going out of the

way, deviation.

1387-8 T. USK Test. Lcve\. viii. (Skeal) 1. 15 As the sorowe

and anguisshe was greet in tyme of thyne out-waye golnge.

1615 CHAPMAN Odyss. ix. 166 We.. still with sad hearts

sail'd by out-way shores.

Out-wealth, -weapon, etc. : see OUT-.

Outwear (aut,we->j), v. [Oui- 15, 15 b, 18.]

1. trans. To wear out, wear away ;
to wear down

to nothing, or to an end ;
to consume by wearing.

a 1541 WVATT Poet. Wks. (1861) 17 Though . .Change hath

outworn the favour that I had. 1596 SPENSER f. C iv. II. 33

Wicked Time that. .doth., workes of noblest wits to nought
outweare. 1665 J.WEBB Stone-Heng^j^}^ The Characters

..were, .wholly outworn by Time. 1711 Let. to itaclicvcrcll

13 Subjects are insulted, and their Patience outworn. 1851

MRS, BROWNING CasaGuidi Windows I. 76 The.. clay From

whence the Medicean stamp's outworn.

b. To exhaust in strength or endurance : chiefly

in pa. pple. outworn = worn out, exhausted.

1610 HOLLAND Camdcn's Brit. l. 690 He being outworne

with travell and labour, died in peace. 1654 G. GODDARD in

Introd. to Burton's Diary (1828) I. 20 As if he had served

so long that he had been outworn. 1828 WORDSW. Wishing-

gatr viii, Some, by ceaseless pains outworn. Here crave an

'easier lot. 1887 li'oWEN Virg. JEneid 111. 78 The crews out-

worn by the sc;i.

t C. inlr. To become worn out or exhausted.

1614 C. BKOOKE Ghost Rich. Ill Poems (1872) 86 Life

(sencible of pleasure) now feeles paine, Earth must to earth ;

as Nature's course outweares.



OUTWEARY.
2. trans. TO wear out, spend, pass (time).
1590 SPKSSF.R /'. Q. in. xii. 29 All that day she outwore in

wandering And gazing on that Chambers ornament. 1603
DKKKEU Grissil (Shaks. Soc.) 15 You and your son,.. Shall
live to outwear time in happiness. 1725 POI-K Odyss, v. 601
Here by the stream, if I the night out-wear. 1821 KEATS
Isal'ella iii, And with sick longing all the night outwear To
hear her morning-step upon the stair.

b. To do awny with or get over (something) by
process of time ; to outlive, outgrow.
159* Nobody fy Sinncb. in Simpson Sch, Shaks. (1878) I.

347 It joyes me that you have outworne your pride. 1643
FULLER Hotyfy rrof.St. \\. xxii. 144 The merits of Posterity
have outworn the disgraces of their Ancestours. 1698 FRYER
Ace, E. India y P, 349 As soon as he hath outworn his

Dose, he with most greedy haste returns to his Vomit before
he comes to himself. 1830 TKNXYSON Sonnet Poems 122

L'puld I outwear my present state of woe With one brief
winter. 1900 H'cstin. Gaz. i Aug. 2 i He.. may outwear
those unattractive qualities of character.

f 3. To hollow out or excavate (marks) by wear-

ing away a surface. Obs.
1600 FAIRFAX Tasso xx. cxxii, Her palfraies feete signer in

the grasse outware.

4. To wear longer than, to outlast in wear.

1379 St-KNSEK She/>h. Cat. Dec., Epil. 2 Loe I haue made
a Calender for euery yeare, That steele in strength, and time
in durance, shall outweare. 1684 T. HUKNLI- T/t. Earth i.

180 Stone and iron would scarce out-wear them. 1893 KATH.
I* BATES Eng. Relig. Drama 88 Like teaspoons that have
outworn their set.

Outweary (aut|Wi*ri), v. Chiefly/*?*-/. [Our-
15 b.] trans. To weary out; to tire or fatigue
utterly, to exhaust in endurance.
1609 HOLLAND Aiutn. Marcell. 75 Outwearied at last with

so much painefull toile. 1683 A. D. Art Converse g Others
do out-weary your patience, a 1732 T. BOSTON Crook in
Lot (1805) 145 Unl>elievers may soon be outwearied, and
give it over for altogether. 1861 M. ARNOLD South. Nt. in
i ictoria Regia 181 Some youthful Troubadour, . . Who here
outwearied sank and sang A dying strain.

Hence Outwea'ried ///. a.

1853 RUSKIN Stones I'tn. II. iii. i. 27 The decay of the

city of Venice is. .like that of an outwearied and aged
human frame. 1885-94 R. BRIDGES Kros 4- Psyche Jan. xix,
Thou wilt o'ertake a lame outwearied ass.

Outwea've, v. [OUT- i$b, 15.] trans, a. To
weave to an end or completion, b. To weave
from within outwards.
a 1640 DHL- MM. OF HAWTII. Poems Wks. (1711) 36/1 May

j

never hours the web of day out-weave j May never night
rise from her sable cave. 1890 J. ^Mlfi&XBLoyalty toCkrist \

I. xi All the trees of the wood throb with new life, and out-
weave their lovely attire.

Out-weed; see OUT- 15.

Outweep autiwrp), v. [OUT- 16, 18.]
1. trans. To weep out, to expel or emit by weep-

ing, poetic.
I59;r LYLV Worn, in Moone iv. i, Sighing my breath, out-

weeping my heart bloud. <* 1649 DKUMM. OF HAWTH. Poems
Wks. (1711) 25/1 These eyes,.. Their trait'rous black before
Thee here out-weep. 1821 -SHELLEY Adonais x, With no
stain She fatfed, like a cloud which had outwept its rain.

2. To outdo or surpass in weeping.
a 1631 DONNE in Select. (1840) 133 To set Christ Jesus

before him, to out-sigh him, put-weep him. 1632 MASSIM.KK
6 FIELD Fatal Dowry n. ii, You have outwept a woman,
noble Charalois. 1767 W. L. LEWIS Statins' Thebaid vi.

44 The childless Mother raves, And far out-weeps her Lord.
1865 SWINBURNE Atalanta 1866 Lo mine eyes That outweep
heaven at rainiest.

Outweigh (aut,w*i-), v. [Our- 18, iSb.]
1. trans. To exceed in weight; jig. to be too

heavy or onerous for.

"597 SHAKS. 2 lien. IV, i. iii. 45 Then must we rate the
cost of the Erection, Which if we tinde out-weighes Ability,
What do we then, but draw a-new the Modell In fewer
offices? 1646 Sm T. BROWNE Pseud. Ef. 382 The taile of
an African weather outweigheth the body of a good Calfe,. .

according unto Leo Africanus. 1718 PEMBERTON Newton's
I'hilos. 76 The weight . . will outweigh it, and draw the beam
of the lever down. 1875 JOWETT 1'lato (ed. 2) I. 171 Weigh
them, and then say which outweighs the other.

2. To exceed in value, importance, or influence.

1631 HEYWOOD ziui ft. Iron Age \. i. Wks. 1874 III. 361
Hate will out-way my loue. a 1703 KUKKITT On N. T. Acts
xxiii. ii The presence of God with his suffering servants

outweighs all their discouragements. 1835 THIRLWALL Greet::'

I. viii. 297 This variation, .cannot be allowed to outweigh
the concurrent testimony. 1866 G. MACDONALD Ann. Q.
Neighb. xxxiii. 582 With you, position outweighs honesty.
Out-well (uut|\ve-l), v. [OUT- 15, 14.]
fl. trans. To pour forth. Obs.

1590 SPENSER f. Q. i. i. 21 His fattie waves doe fertile

slime outwell. 1591 I'irg. Gnat 502 When . . Simois and
Xanthus blood outwelde.
2. intr. To well out, to gush or flow forth.
1600 FAIRFAX Tasso ix. Ixxxvi, Midst his wrath, his manly

teares outwell. 1748 THOMSON Cast. Initfl. n. 320 From
virtue's fount the purest joys outwell. 1830 TKXSVSON
Claribel 18 The slumbrous wave outwelleth.

Hence Outwe'lling vbl. sb. and///, a.
1811 LAMB Elia Ser. i. Quakers Meeting, Sitting . . in

deepest peace, which some out-welling tears would rather
confirm than disturb. 1878 DOWDEN Stud. Lit. 158 A fresh,
quick outwelling of thought. 188* 1'af. Sci. Monthly XX.
358 Fissures formed during the outwelling of igneous ma-
terials from below.

Out-wend to Outwhore : see OUT-.

Outwick(au-t|Wi:k),f*. Sc. Curling, [f. OCT-
7 + WICK v. (?)] A shot that cannons off the out-
side of another stone so as to impel it nearer the

j

279 OUTWORK.
' tee ; practised when a well-guarded adversary's

> cheat or, rather fas the Quakers word it) to Outwit his own
stone is hi, and an ' inwick '

cannot be taken '
* atner an <i Brother. 1846 TRENCH Mirac. v. (1862) 178
There reveals itself here the very essence and truest character
of evil, which evermore outwits and defeats itself. 1857
BUCKLE CtvtfiB. I. iv. 197 Kvery commercial treaty was an
attempt made by one nation to outwit another.
flence Outwi'tted ///. a. ; Outwi'tting- vbl. sb.

and ppl.a. ; also Outwi'ttal iwine-'Mcl.}, the fact
of outwitting; Outwitter, one who outwits.

1805 MclNDOE Poems 56 (K. D. D.) Moiiy a nice out-weik's
been ta'en.

Outwi'Ck, v. Sc. Curling. [f. OlT- 14 +
\\ ICK

z/.] intr. To take or make an outwick
;

to strike the outside of another stone so as to send
it within either circle.

1831 Blackm. Mag. XXX. 970 Out-wicking, is to strike
the outer angle of a stone, so as thereby to put it into the

spot. Though a much more difficult operation, it can some-
times be practised with effect when in-wicking cannot.
Jig. c 1806 A. BENVIE Raiiiof I'iclonello ii. in A'. Caleilon.

Curling Club Ann. (1897-8) p. clxviii, Alas, his wits Are
wandered, and his tongue makes sport of words Outwickins;
from the sense, the mind elsewhere.

Out-wile, v. : see OUT- 18.

tOut-wrn, v. Ots. [OUT- 14, 15. (Two
words in ME.)] 1. intr. To get out.

1340 HAMPOI.E J'r. Consc. 4462 A qwene..bat haldes )>am
in, Thurgh strengthe, bat bai may nogbt out wyn.
2. trans. To get (something) out.

1400 Alexius (Laud 463) 450 pat writ he drow & seme
ley, He ne myght it out winne. 1:1400 Melayne 1582 lie
that tyme he niyghte note wele a worde owt wyn.
3. To get out of. rare.

1598 SPENSER /'. Q. iv. i. 20 It is a darksome delve farre
under ground, With thornes and barren brakes environd
round, That i.one the same may easily out-win.

t Out-wind (otrt|Wi.-nd), sb. Obs. [Ot'T- I.]
A wind from the offing; a wind blowing inshore.

1676 C. JE.UTRESON Lett, in 1 'tig. S<ir. lyf/i C. (1878) I. 173
(Near Funchal there is] a rock, a small distance from the html,
between which and the shoar, ibe Porteguise ships ride in

out-windes. a 1703 H. WINSTANI.EY in Smiles Eir^im-crs
(1861) II. 17 The sea would be so raging about these rocks,
caused by outwinds and the running of the ground seas
coming from the main ocean. 1754 T. GARDNER Hist. Ace.
Dunwich 214 Choaked by most boisterous Outwinds.

tOutwind,-w3i-nd),i'.l Obs. [Our- 1
4, 15,24.]

1. intr. To wind off or become unwound. In

quot./i'.
111562 G. CAVENDISH IWetr. Visions, ll'eston Poems 1825

II. 30 Which caused my welthe full soon to outwynd.
2. trans. To unwind ; to disentangle, extricate.

1596 SPENSER F. Q. v. iiu 9 They have him enclosed so
behind, As by no meanes he can himselfe outwind. 1647 H.
MORE SongofSoul i. n. Ixxi.When shah thou once outwind
Thy self from this sad yoke?
Outwind (out,wi-nd\ z>.-

[f.
OUT- 26 + WIND

f/'.] trans. To put out of wind or breath.

1708 OCKLEY Saracens (1848) 121 Your enemies are two to
one ; and there is no breaking them but by out-winding
them. 1721 DCDI.KY in Phil. Trans. XXXI. 167 A Moose
soon outwinds a Deer. ,1825 L'IIOVCE Log Jack 7rtr(i89i)
94 Several more men., soon came up with two more of our
number, who were out-winded.

t Ott't-wi:ng, si. Sc. Ots. [OUT- 3 ] A wing
(of an army) ;

= L. ala.

153* BELLEXDEN Cron. Scot. (1821) I. 268 At last the out-
wingis of Romanis, be multitude of pepil, ouirsut thait
ennimes fornens thaim. 1596 LODGE .Marg. Ainer. 8
Kmbattailed in due order, the pikemen in a Macedonian
phalanx, the horsemen in their outwings.

Outwiug ;uut|Wi-rj), v. [OUT- 21.]
1. trans. To exceed in swiftness of wii

pass in flight ; to fly beyond.
1717 GAKTH Ovid's Mctain. xiv. Picas <$ Cancns 42 His
ourser springs O'er hills and lawns, and ev'n a wish out-

wing, to sur-

wmgs. 1747 Gentl. Mag. 538 Fame flies before, Out-wings
the wind ! 1898 Advance (Chicago) 6 Jan. 23/1 Mr. Morse's
robins must have despaired of their effort to out-wing the
limit of snow.

2. Mil. Of an army : To extend with its wings
beyond (the enemy's) ; to outflank.

1648 CROMWELL Let. 20 Aug. in Carfyle, Colonel Dean's
and Colonel Pride's [regiments] outwinging the Enemy,
could not come to so much share of the action. 1755 Mrut.
Caft. J'. l)rakf\\. ii. 28 ISoth the Enemy's Lines out wing d
ours considerably. 1876 BANCROFT Hist. U. S. III. xii. 189
His right came in contact with the enemy's left, outwingcd
it, and attacked it in front and flank.

Out-wi'nterer. [OUT- 8
; from winter out.]A beast that winters out.

1770-4 A. HUNTER Ctorg. .Ew.(i8o3) IV. 351 Out-winterers,
as they are called, or cattle kept out all winter.
Out-wish, v. : see OUT- 18.

tOtrtwit, sb. Obs. [Our- 3.] The faculty
of observation or perception ; an external sense.

1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. xm. 289 A Iyer in soule i With
Inwit and with outwitt ymagenen and studye, As best for
his body be. 1:1380 WVCLIK Wks. (1880) 291 Sum good
iugement is of mennes out- ittis, as bei iugen whiche mete
is good ft whiche mete is yuel, and sum men iugement is of
mennes witt wibinne, as men iugen how bei schal do, by lawe
of consience.

Outwit (ciut|\vH), v. [OUT- 21.]
1. trans. To excel in wit

; to surpass in wisdom
or knowledge, arch.

1659 GAUDEN Tears Ch. II. xxxi. 253 What arts did Church-
men in former times use, when they did so much out-wit and
out-wealth us. 1694 HOWE friac. Oracles Coif xvii, A thing
whereon the wisdom of the Creator hath infinitely outwitted
us, and gone beyond us. 1847 EMERSON Poems (1857) 138
i hou . . Shalt outsee seers, and outwit sages.
2. To overreach or get the better of by superior

craft or ingenuity ; to prove too clever for.

1651 KIRKMAN Clerio i, Lozia 114 Her Uncle was out-
witted. 1705 Hiounimiu Priest^r. in. Wks. 1716 III.
164 Rebekkah that club'd with her beloved Son Jacob.. to

]

Met. rhilos. IV. iv. 2. 96 If he can outwit the great out-
witter. 1865 TYI.OR Karly /list, ilia a. i. n The outwitted
beast. 1875 Coiitemf. A',-.. XXV. 750 The tricks of Sir
Robert. .and their outwittal by Matilda. 1891 Atheiixum
9 May 509/3 This perpetual outwitting of examiners.

Outwith. (mrtiwib), prep, and adv. Chiefly
north. ;

now only Sc. Forms : a. 3 'Onn^ utenn
wij>p, utwijjp ; 3 utewrS, 4 utewit, -wid, utwit,
-wyth ; oute-, out-wip, 4-5 utwith, 4- outwith
(6 owt-, oute-;. e. Si: 4 ututh, 4-5 owtouth,
outhouth, otouth, otow, 4-6 utouth.

[f. OUT
adv. + WITH prep. : cf. IXWITH, and WITHOUT
(in which the same elements are transposed).]
A. prep. 1. \\ithout; outside of. a. Of position.

f izoo OII.MIN 13116 5ho wat bait utwibb Crisstenndom
Niss nobht tatt Crist 111333 cwemenn. a 1300 Cursor .]/.

20922 (Cott.) Vt-wit {Cott. vtewid, Eilin. outwib, fair/.
wib-out, Trin. wiboute] be toun apon be est side. Itill. 588
(Cott.) Vtewit [J-'airf. Oute-wibJ paradis (was adam] wroa'ht.
i 1400 Knrgli Lavs vii. (Sc. Stal. I.) Ututh be burgh.

i 1420 I'alLtd. on 1J'list. i. ;i 7 Knlarge it half a foote Out-
with the wough. 1536 BELLKNDEN Cron. Scot. (1821) I. 87
Takin utoulh thair munitions. 1591 BRUCE Eleven Serin.
II va, lesus Christ .. otit-with whome there is nather com-
fort

^nor consolatioun. 1640 />'/.-. War Conini. Covenanters
133 The awners quhairof aic outwith the kingdome. 1875
I'roc. Soc. Antii/. Scot. X. 286 It is only probable thai*
oulwitfi this row there had been an outer course of piles.
1885 Lau- K,-f. 10 App. Cas. 457 Any Court or tribunal
outwith Scotland.

b. Of motion : Out of, out from.
1375 BARROLR Bruce vni. 90 He, but swerd, his vayis raid

Weill otow [.MS. E. otowth] thame. //>/</. 448 Kicht as thai
wald to lanrik fair, Otow |J/.S". E. owtouth I quhar the en-
buschenieut var. 1^1375 .SV. Lei;, faints 1. \l\aterine- 1104
petyrand gert hir furth be had outhouth be 3eittis of be cite.

"553-4 Reg. I'rhy Council Sea.'. I. 155 Thai sail nocht evaid
nor eschaip owtuith this burcht of Edinburch.

t 2. Of time: licyond. Obs.

13.. Cursor M. 10346 (Cott.) Bath bam bar tua wimnieu
geld t>at vte-wit [oilier texts out of] birth o barn was teld.

1479 Act. Doin. Cone. 36/2 Gif ony personis .. before or

eftir, vtwith be said iiij yens [etc.].

B. adv. 1. Of position: Without; on the out-

side; outwardly.
(i2oo OK.MIN 4778 All biss wass utenn wibb unnhal f>urrh

swibe unnride unnhxle. -1230 Hali Meut. 39 Hit ne
fared nawt swa as [ha] weneo bat iseoo utewid. 13 . . E. E.
Ailit. /'. A. 968 Vt-wyth to se bat clene cloystor, J>ou may,
bpt in-wyth not a fote. 1:1400 Destr. Troy 12201 This
Vlixes, bat vtwith annterit hym neuer. c 1520 M. NISBEI
N. T. in Scots Mark iii. 32 Thi modere & thi brethire out-
with seekis thee. 1582-8 Hist. James 1 7(1804) 147 That
thair iuterpryse should nather be devulgat in the tonne nor
outewith.

2. Of direction : Out.
J375 BARBOUR Bruce II. 299 Till thaim wtouth send thai

sone, And bad thaim herbery thaim that nycht. 1768 Ross
Helcnore 11. 78 Colin her father, who had outwith gane.
1871 W. ALEXANDER Johnny Gibb xli. (1873)233 The two
being.. only 'freens fae the teeth ootwuth '.

Out-woe, Out-woman : see OUT- 21, 22.

Ou'twoO'd. [Oui- i, 3.] a. A wood lying
outside a park or demesne. b. The outer border
of a wood or forest.

1449 Lett. Marg. Anjouff Rf. Reckingtoii (Camden) 98,
X oks of tymbre, to l)e taken in yo r outwods of Kenelworth.
1485 Rolls oj 1'arlt. VI. 359/1 The Grannie of Kepyng of
the Parke called the Moote Pare, with the Oute Wodes of
C'rambourne, within the Forest of Wyndesore. 1523 Fnx-
HERB. Surf'. 4 The thirde maner of commen pasture is in >
lordes out wodes that lye commen to his tenaiuites, as com-
men mores or hethes, the whiche were neuer errahle landes.

1883 STEVENSON Black Arro-.u (1888) 52 The two lads ..

hurried through the remainder of the outwood.
Out-word, v. : see OUT- 21.

Outwork (ou-t,wjk), sb. [OUT- i, 3.]
1. Any part of the fortifications of a place lying

outside the parapet ; any detached or advanced
work forming part of the defence of a place ;

an
outer defence or outfort.

1639 MASSINGER Unnal. Combat v. ii, Our outworks are

surprized, the sentinel slain. 1642 CHAS. 1 Message to Botk
Houses ii July, Out-works to defend the Town. 1748
Ansons Voy. n. vi. 190 This fort .. had neither ditch nor
outwork. 1766 ENTICK London IV. 327 The tower is light,

supported by outworks at the angles. 1855 MACAULAV Hist.

F.ng. xvi. III. 679 Cork was vigorously attacked. Outwork
after outwork was rapidly carried.

b. transf. andjfy.
f 1615 BACON Advice toSirG. I'illicrs v. 7 Wks. 1871 VI.

44 The care of our out-work, the Navy Royal and shipping
of the kingdom, which are the walls thereof. 1622 DONNK
Lett. (1651) 134 All our moralities are but our outworks,
our Christianity is our citadel. 1872 LIDDON Elem. Relig-

ii. 65 Belief in creation is a necessary outwork of any true

theism whatever.

t 2. An extra dish served as a relish ;
a hors-

iftenure . Ots.



OUTWORK. 280 OVAL.

1693 EVELYN DC la Qidnt. Conipl. Card, I. in. 69 A pretty
Basket well til I'd with.jhe choice eating Fruits of the Season,
..which in the Courts of Kings and Princes, is called the

IIors-<foeui>rc t or the Out-work. 1727 BttADUY Fatit. Diet.

s. v. A nchoi 1

i',
You may. .serve it up to Table for an Out-

work, with Orange and fry'd Parsley.
3. Work upon the outside or exterior of anything.
1691 Lond. Caz. No. 2655/4 A Golden Sword draw.i with

some Outworks upon the Head and Shell. 1716-17 in

Willis & Clark Cambridge (1886) II. 223 For the workemen
in fitting up the six chambers their out work, in his new
Addition to his Refronting the Coll. w tl> freestone.

4. (out-work.'} \\ork done outside, i.e. out of

doors, out of the house, out of the shop or factory,
elc. ;

in Cricket OUT-FIKLDING.
1793 SMFATON Edystone L. Contents 10 Commencement

of the Outwork of the ensuing Season. 1813 R. KERR.-/T/V-.
Surz>. fiet~u'. xv. 420 What is called out-work, as helping
to fill muck carts, spreading the muck, setting and hoeing

potatoes [etc.], 1899 ll'estttt. Gaz. 3 June 7/1 He cordially
joined in I 's pa:an over the out-work of the 'Varsity.
' The fielding of the Oxonians has been grand.'

Outwork anit|\vzluk),z
(

. [OuT- 15, 150,21,18.]
1. trans, fa. To bring out as a result of work,

to produce (ofis.}; b. To work out to a conclusion ;

to complete, (poetic.')

ri2$o Gen. $ Ex. 4144 Ydolatrie. .ofte ut wrojte hem
sor}es dref. 1590 SfKNSKH /'. Q. \\. vii. 65 For now three

dayes of men were full outwrought, Since he this hardy
enterprize began. 1901 T. HAKDV Mute Opinion 14, I saw,
in webunbroken. Its history outwrought.

\ 2. To excel in work or workmanship. Obs.

1599 XASHR Lenten Stujfe Wk.s. (Grosart) V. 253, I do not
thinke but all the Smiths in London, Norwich, or Vorke. .

would eniiy him, if they could not outworke him. 1606
SHAKS. Ant. <y Ct. n. ii. 206 She did lye In her Pauillion..

O're-picturing that Venus, where we see The fancie out-work
Nature. 1781 HAN. MOKK Bt'lshazzar\\. Dramas 175 Thou
hast out-wrought the pattern he bequeath'd thee, And quite
outgone example.
3. To surpass or outdo in working; to work
more strenuously or faster than.
1611 B. JOSSON Catiline in. in, I'ut, in your violent acts,

The fall of torrents and the noise of tempests, .. Be all out-

wrought by your transcetidant furies. 1647 THAI>I- Connn.
Rev, xii. 12 He makes all haste he can to outwork the children
of light. 1880 A. H. HUTH Buckle II. 171 Captain Cook
found that his sailors could outwork the islanders.

Otrt-wo^rker. [OUT- 2.] One who works

outside, i. e. out of doors, out of the house, out

of the shop or factory for which he works.

1813 R. K.F.RR Agric. Szir~ r
. />Vra'. xv. 420 Their occu-

piers [were] bound to shear at the ordinary wages, and to

supply certain outworkers when wanted. 1856 KANE Arct.

Expl. II. ix. 95 Then the few tired outworkers were regaled
by the groans and tossings of the sick. 1894 Daily News
24 Mar. 3/4 The lists of out workers which are now required
to be kept by the manufacturers of all kinds of wearing
apparel, cabinet and furniture making Letc.J.

Ou'two rkiiig, t'bl. sb. [OUT- 9.] The action

or process of working out ; practical operation.
"8^3 J- ^*- MURPHY Cotinu. Gen. v. i, z The generations,

evolutions, or outworkings of the skies and the land. 1880
T. C. MURRAY Origin J's. ix. 286 The outworking of this

applied force m the physical phenomena of life.

Ou't two:rld, out-world,'''. [OUT- 3.] The
external or outside world ; the world external to

a person's mind, sphere of action, etc.; an out-

lying or outer world.

1647 H, MORE Resolution 60 And long acquaintance with
the light Of this Outworld. 1840 BROWNING Sordello i. 755
Forth glided not alone Each painted warrior, every girl of

stone, . . But the entire out-world. 1899 BARIMG-GOCILD
Vicar Aforwcnstow vii. 193, I hope to hear from you what
is going on in the out-world.

Ou't-WOrld, <*. [Our- 12.] Out-of-the-world.

1884 MAY CKOMMKLIN Brown-Eyes in. 28 Sometimes.,
came a foreigner or two from far lands,. .attracted, by hear-

ing at Amsterdam of this strange out-world spot.

fOutwo-rldish.tf. Ol>s.rare.

Fairfax's word for Kxtramundane.
1674 FAIRFAX Bulk <V Xeh\ 58 If outworldjsh boak l>e

yielded at all, it must needs be yielded infinite to bout.

Outworn, out - worn (outiw^jn, attrib.

mrt|W(jjn),///. a. [OUT- n, from wear OH/.]
1. Worn out, as clothes; wasted, consumed, or

obliterated by wear or by the action of time ;
hence

Jig. of beliefs, customs, institutions, etc., that have
ceased to be useful ; obsolete, out of date.

1565 JRWKL Def. Apol. (1611) 362 To seek to procure vs
enuie only with stale and outworne Lies. 1624 SANDERSON
Scrm. I. 226 In old marbles and coins and out-worn in-

scriptions. 1806 WOHDSW. Sonn. %

' The world is too much '

10 I'd rather be A Pagan suckled In a creed outworn. 1822
SHEI.LKY Hellas 1063 The earth doth like a snake renew
Her winter weeds outworn. 1897 CKEIGHTOJ* Hist. Papacy
VI. vi. i. 15 The out-worn ideals of feudalism.

2. Of living beings, their faculties, etc.: Exhausted
as to physical vigour or vitality ; spent.
1597 HOWSON Serin. 24 Dec. 31 A spent and outworne life.

1671 MILTON Samson 580 Better at home lie bed-rid, .. In-

glorious, unemployed, with age outworn. 1817 UVRON
Lament '1"asso viii, The Powers of Evil can. .prevail Against
the outworn creature they assail. 1884 J. PARKER Afiost,

Life III. 273 We pray for the. .sated and outworn man.

Out-worth, v. : see OUT- 21.

Outwrangle (aut,rce-rjg'l), v. [OuT- 18.]
trans. To outdo or surpass in wrangling, quarrel-
some disputing, or altercation.

1589 Pappe 7c, Hatchet 11844) 15 Thinkst thou..as none

can putwrangle thee ? 1618 ROWLANDS Sacr. Mem. 5 You
Coniurers . . That boast you can the fiends of hell out-

wrangle. 111659 OSBORN OfaftT. Turks (1673) 292 If Law
did not out-wrangle Nature.

Out-wrench, v. : sc-e Our- 15.

tOutwre'St, '. Obs. [OuT- 15.] trans. To
draw out or extract as with a forcible twist; to

extort ;
to extract by superior force.

1590 SPENSER F. O. u. iv. 23 My engreeved mind could
find no rest, Till that the truth thereof I did out wrest.

a 1631 DONNE Bait Poems (1650) 38 Let coarse bold hands,
from slimy nest The bedded fish in banks out-wrest.

Outwre-stle, v. [OUT- 14, 18 b.]

f 1. intr. To escape by wrestling, to struggle free.

1562 PHAKR sEneid\\. Cc iij, Loke how the tempest storm,
whan winds ouUvrastling blowes at south.

2. trans. To overcome in wrestling ;
to grapple

or strive successfully with
;
to wrestle better than.

1559 Mirr. Mag, (1563) Aaij, Where other vnlyke in

workyng or skyll, Outwrestle the world, and wyeld it at

wyll. 1657 S. PUKCHAS Pol. Flying-Ins. 99 If they [bees]
out-wrastle all these difficulties, yet they will scarce swarm
that year. 1854 R. OWEN in Lire. Sci. (1865) II. 62/1 It

can outwrestle the athlete.

Ontwri'llg, ?'. [OUT- 16.] trans. To force

out (liquid) by or as by wringing.
c 1385 CHAUCER L. C. if. 2527 Phillis, Voure teres falsly

out wronge. 1562 PHAER sEneid ix. C c iij, Whan god from
skies. .His watry showres eutwrings.
So Ont-wrirng ppl. a., outstretched and wrung.
1850 MRS. BROWNING Isobers Child x^ I am not used .. to

prayer With shaken lips and hands out- wrung.

Outwrite (uut,rei-t), f. [OUT- 18, 17, 15 b.]
1. trans. To surpass or excel in writing ; to write

better than.

1643 T. COLEMAN Serin, in Kerr Covenants fy Cm. (1895)
180 You outwrite your copy. 1671 SHADWELL Humorist
Kpil. 30 He would with ease all Poets else out-write. 1711
STEELE Sfiect. No. 96 F4 My half-Education and Love of
idle Books, made me outwrite all that made Love to her by
way of Epistle. 1888 [see OUTREAD 2].

2. To get over or beyond by writing.
1837 DISRAELI Venetia iv. viii, These wild opinions of his,

..He will outwrite them. 1852 Miss MITFOKDIII L'Kstrange
Friendships Miss Af. (1882) II. x. 168 It was a miserable

feeling. At last I out-wrote it.

3. reft. To write oneself out, exhaust one's powers
of writing, rare.

1883 Manch. Exam. 22 Nov. 5/5 The music . . has all Offen-
bach s charm of tone and melody. He has clearly not out-
written himself yet.

Ou-twri'ting, vbl.sb. [Out- 9.] The action

of writing out or at length.
1871 HAWTHORNE Sept. Felton (1879) lS4 This was the

full expression and outwriting of that crabbed little mystery.

Outwrought, pa. t. and pple. of OUTWOKK. z\

fOutwry, v. 0/>s. rare 1
, [app. f. OUT- 24 +

\VRY7 1

.
1 to cover: cf. BEWRY.] trans. To discover.

13. . A". Alls. 6483 Now haj> he in Egipte y-seyje, Al bat

any mon can outwry^e \Bodley MS. bywreye].

Out-yard: see OUT- i.

Outyell, z>. rare. [Our- 14, 18.]

1 1. /;//;-. To yell out, utter a yell. Obs.

i573T\vvNK sEneidy.. Ddivb, Tryton.. blew with whelkid
shell Whose wrinckly wreathed flue, did fearful shril in seas

outyell.

2. trans. To outdo in yelling ;
to yell louder than.

1825 HOGG Queen Hyndey)^ Dire echoes that outyell The
grovelling, bellowing sounds of hell. 1866 I'LACKMORK
Cradock N. xxxviii, Every engine outyelling its rival.

tOutye't, v. Obs. [f. OUT- 15 + YET (y?iet t

jet) z'.] trans. To pour out, diffuse, shed. Hence

fOutye'tting vhl.sb.

1340 HAMPOLE/V. Consc. 7110 In helle, ..out-yhetted salle

be. Ma teres ban dropes er in pe se. c 1340 Prose Tr. i

Oyle owt-^ettide es thi name, c 137$ Sc. Leg. Saints xxxiii.

(deorge) 805 Thru J?e out^etyng of nyre blude.

Out-zany, Out-Zola: see OUT- 22, 23 b,

Ouu-, obs. spelling of om>-, w-,ow-, as in Outien,

Ouuerage, Omirage, < Huierture, obs. ff. OVKN,
OVERAGE, OVERTUUE.
Ouver, Ouvert, Ouverture, obs. ff. OVER,

OVERT, OVEBTURE.

Ouwe, Ouwer, obs. forms of OWE, YOUR.
Ouwhar, ouwher(e, var. OWHERE Obs.

Ouyr, Ouyrley, obs. forms of OVER, OVERLAY.

Ouze, obs. form of OOZE.

Ouzel, Ousel (w*z'l). Forms : a. i 6sle, 4
osul, (hosel), 4-5 osel, (5 owsille, osill, -ulle,

-y lie), 6 ose 11, -yll, os^il, oozel, owsell, -yl, ousil,

syl, -zell, 6-7 ousell, 6-8 owsel, 7 ou-, owsle,

7-8 ouzle, 6- ousel, 8- ouzel, (9 dial, uzzie,
usselX 0. 4 (?)wesel, 6-7 woosell. [O1C. 6sle

wk. fem. : *$msla ~ OHO. amsala (MHG., Ger.

amsel} ;
talterior etymology unknown. The form

ivesel in Trevisa is prob. an error for wosel.~\

1. A name of certain birds of the genus Titrdns,

a. An old name of the blackbird or merle (T.

meruld]. This is app. the original application of

the name (although sense b may have been in-

cluded) ;
it is now mainly a literary archaism, but

appears to be in local use in the qualified form
black- or garden-ouzel. Also attrib. in ouzel-cock.

d-joQ Kpinat Gloss. (O. E. T,) 665 flfern/a, oslae. a 725

Corpus Gl. ibid. 1306 Osle. cioooAgs. I'oc. in Wr.AViilcker
260/26 Mernla. osle. c 1315 Gloss W. de Kihbesu: in Wright
\7oc. 164 F.n hraunche seet la merle, an hosel-brit. 1387
TREVISA Iligden (Rolls) I. 187 f>e wesels [L. mcrnfa^ CAXT.
ousels] be Uak among vs ; )>ere [Arcadia) bey beeb white.
Ibid. 237 In towne, as it

longes, pe osul twytereb mery
songes. c 1450 Bk. Haivkyng in Rel. Ant. I. 296 Owsilless,
and breaches, and other smale briddes. 1533 ELVOT Cast.
Helthe (1541) 20 b, Klacke byrdes or ousyls, amonge wylde
fowle hath the chiefe prayse. 1590 SHAKS. A fids. N. in. i.

128 The Woosell cocke, so blacke of hew, With Orenge-tawny
bill. 1594 R. BARKFIELO Affect. Shefh. u. x, Gins and
wyles, the Oozels to beguile. 1746 W. IIIOMPSON Hymn to

Jfay xxvii, The ouzle sweetly shrill. 1842 TENNYSON Unr-
deners Dan. 93 The mellow on/el fluted in the elm. 1843
JAMES Forest Days x, It is difficult there to know a carrion
crow from an ousel. 1875 Lane. Gloss.. Black-ousel, the
blackbird.

b. Applied to the allied species T. torquahts^

usually distinguished as Hing-ouzel ; also known

locally as crag-, moor-, mountain-, rock-^ tor-ouzel.
The earlier quots. under a may have included this ; in the

following it is distinguished from the merle or otherwise
identified.

1450 HOLLAND H&wlat 713 The Maviss and the Merle
syngis, Osillis and Stirlingis. 1549 Compl. Scot. vi. 39 The
maueis maid myrtht, for to mok the merle.. the lyntquhit
sang cuntirpoint quhen the os^ilgelpit. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny
x. xxiv. 284 Ousles, Throstles, Blackbirds, and Stares, . .

depart aside from us, but goe not farre, a 1705 RAY Synods.
Meth. At'ium (1713) 65, Meritla (orgieata, The Ring-Ouzel
or Amzel. 1768 t!. WHITE Selborne xx. 57 The ousel is

larger than a blackbird, and feeds on haws. 1885 SWAISSOS
/'/w. Nattics

ftjrds
8 Ring ouzel . .so called from the white

gorget on the bird's breast.

t c. transf. Applied to a person (prob. of dark
hair or complexion). Obs.

1597 SHAKS. 2 Hen. JV, in. ii. 9 ShaL And how doth.,

your fairest Daughter, and mine, my God-Daughter Ellen?
.SV/. Alas, a blacke Ouzell. 1628 FORD Lovers Mel. \\. i,

J\/te. . . What new ouzle's this? Thavi. ..This stranger, an

Athenian, named Parthenophill.
2. Applied with distinctive adjuncts to other

birds, popularly associated with the prec. a.

Brook Ouzel, the \Vater Rail (A'a//u$ aquatifus],
1611 COTGR., Mere des cailles, a Rayle ; or, a brooke-

Owseil. 1678 RAY tt'ilfaghty's Ornith. 314 The Water-Rail
called by some the Hilcock or Brook-Ow/el. 1885 SWAINSON
Frm>. Names Birds 1761

b. Rose-coloured Ouzel, the Rose-coloured
Pastor or Starling, Pastor

(
Turdus Linn.) roseus.

1766 PENNANT Zool. (1768) II. 489 The rose colored ouzel.

1831 JOHNSTON in J'tvc. Berw. Nat, Club \. No. i. 4 It was
mentioned that a male bird ofthe rose-coloured ouzel (Pastor
roseits) had been shot at West Ord.

c. "Water Ouzel, the DIPPER (Cine/its aqitati-

ens) ; also the American Dipper (C. mexicamts).
1622 DRAYTON Poly-alb, xxv. (1748) 366 The water-woosell

next all over black as jet. 1793 O. WHITE Selborne \\. vii.

(1875) 156 The water-ousel is said to haunt the mouth of the

Lewes river. 1849 KINC;SI,EY N. Devon Misc. II. 243 The
startled water-ousel, with his white breast, flitted a few yards.

1874 ALLEN in Coues Birds N. W. 12 The American Ou/el

(Cinclns mexicamts) is doubtless a frequent inhabitant of

nearly all the mountain-streams of Colorado.

Ova, plural of OVUM.
Oval <''val), tf.

1 and sb^ Also 6 ovalle, 6-7
-all, 7 -ale. [prob. ad. mod.L. ft'tlf-is, -e, f.

ovum egg. (The ancient L. word was in-af-its,}

Hatz.-Darm. cite Y.wal ndj. from Rabelais 1546.]

A. adj. 1. Having the form of an egg; egg-

shaped ; approximately egg-shaped, ellipsoidal.
1577 DEE Relat. Spir. \. (1659) 398 She standeth as in a

hollow shell, or Oval figure concave. 1599 T. M[oi FKT]
Silki\'oriiie$ 18 [They] spinne

silke . . Leaning their oual
bottoms there behind. 1693 J. KDWARDS Author. O. <$ A"
Test. 264 It was from the oval or round figure of the world
that they represented it by an egg. 1796 H. HUNTER tr. .SV.

Pierre's Stud. Nat. (1799) I. 531 Suspending. .sometimes
the oval date, and sometimes the rounded cocoa-nut. 1866

Treas. Bot. 292 Of the cultivated varieties [of the Citron]
some are oval, others round. . . The Lemon . . fruit oval or ovate.

2. 1 laving the outline of an egg as projected on
a surface; having more or less the form or outline

of an elongated circle or ellipse; elliptical.
Oval window. 1

! \hefinestra or-a/i'sof the ear: see WINDOW.
1610 I*. JONSON Alch. n. ii, Mine oval room Fill'd with surh

pictures as Tiberius took From Elephant is. 1634 SIR T.

HKRBKKT Trav, 95 The Caspian Sea is.. in forme Ouall.

1716 LADY M. W. MONTAGU Let. to C^tess Mar 14 Sept., At

proper distances were placed three oval pictures. i8oz

PALEY Nat. Theol. i. i Does one man in a million know
how oval frames are turned ? 1834 MRS. SOMERVILLF. Connex.

Phys. Sc. ii. (1849) 6 The planets describe ellipses or oval

paths around the sun.

3. Of or pertaining to an egg. rare.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. in. vii. 121 Their ovall
__.* r.t:_ .L_:__ i i: *: M i .....

14 Apr., Never before probably was there so much done ii

the way of oval confectionery.

4. In specific names of tools, etc. :

Oval chuck elliptic chuck: see quot. 1842; oval

compass, a compass for describing ovals ; oval file, a file

whose cross-section is elliptical or oval ; used sometimes as

a gulleting file (Knight Diet. Alech,) ; oval lathe, a lathe

for turning ovals,

1779 Specif. Taylor's Patent No. 1232. 2 The turning of

potts is performed by an oval lathe made for that pnrpoe.
1842 FKANCIS Diet. Arts, Oval CJiuf&, an appendage to a

lathe, of such a nature that the work attached to it and cut

by the tool in the usual manner becomes of an oval form.



OVAL.

6. Comb, (in senses I and 2). a. parasynthetic,
as oval-arched (having an oval arch), oval-berried,

-bodied, -bored, -faced, -figured, -headed, -leai'ed,

-shaped, etc.
; b. with another adj., expressing an

intermediate or blended form, as oval-lanceolate,

-truncate, etc. Also oval-wise adv. and adj.
1884 HARRIS in LitlelCs Living Age (U. S.) CLXI. 9! A

magnificent *oval-arched gateway. 175* SIR J. HII.L /fist.

AitiiH. 181 The greenish, *oval-bodied Cochlea. 1858
GREENER Gunnery 115 The gun has since been made two
inches larger in the bore, and even *oval-bored. 1698 KF.ILI.

Exam. Th, Earth (1734) 51 The Theorist's "Oval-figured
earth not being sufficient for such an effect. 1752 SIR J.
HII.L Hist. Anitn. 113 The great *oval-headed Testudo.

1751 Hist. Plants 292 The "oval-leaved Rhamnus. 1835-6
TODD Cycl. Anat. I. 765/1 The first of the .. masses is *oval-

shaped. 1856 W. L. LINDSAY Brit. Lichens 160 The spermo-
gones are oval or "oval-truncate. 1689 Lflntt. daz. No. 2483/4
One John Allen, . .*Oval-Visaged, .. run away from his

Master. 1611 SPEED Theat. Ct. Brit, xxxiii. (161^1 65/1
For forme long and *ovall-wise doubling in length twice her
bredth. 1625 LISI.K Du Bartas 73 A young wood's whizzing
boughs that..oual-wise bewal'd the flowre embossed field.

B. st.

1. A plane figure resembling the longitudinal
section of an egg ; a closed curve having the chief

axis considerably longer than the one at right angles
to it, and the curvature greatest at each end

;

strictly, with one end more pointed than the other,
as in most eggs, though popularly applied also to

a regular ellipse ; in mod. Geom. applied to any
closed curve (other than a circle or ellipse), esp.
one without a node or cusp.
Carpenters oval, a figure formed of two pairs of unequal

circular arcs joined alternately where their tangents coincide,
so as to form a continuous closed curve, approaching an
ellipse. Cartesian crval, or oval of Descartes : see quots.
1842, 1877 ; for Cassinian, conjugate &i>al, see these words.

1570 DEE Math. I'ref. A iv b, A Perfect Square, Triangle,
Circle, Ouale..and such other Geometrical! figures. 1615
G. SANDYS Trav. 31 The principal! part thereof riseth in an
buall surrounded with pillars admirable for their proportion.
1672 COLLINS in Rigaud Corr. Sci. Hfen (1841) I. 201 Possibly

they_ might not at London know one of the best ways of

making a carpenter's oval to any ratio of diameters. 1795
HUTTOX Math. Diet, s.v., 0/denotes also certain roundish
figures, of various, .shapes, among curve lines of the higher
kinds. 1842 BKANDE Diet. Sci. etc. s.v., The Ovals of
Descartes are a species of geometrical curves. . . They may be
defined as the locus of the vertex of a triangle on a given
base, one of whose sides has a given ratio to the sum or
difference of a given line and the other side, c 1865 LD.
BROUGHAM in Circ. Sci. I. Introd. Disc. 12 The planets move
in_pvals, from gravity. 1877 B. WILLIAMSON Int. Calc. (ed. 2)
viii. 166 The Oval of Descartes, .consists of two ovals, one
lying inside the other. IHd., The arc of a Cartesian Oval.

b. An egg-shaped or ellipsoidal body.
1898 P. MANSON Trap. Diseases i. 25 The gradual evolu-

tion of the flagellated body from crescent through oval and
sphere can with patience be easily followed.

2. Applied to various things having an oval or

(usually) elliptical outline
;

e. g. an oval picture
frame, an oval window ; the CARTOUCHE in which

royal names are phonetically represented in Egyp-
tian hieroglyphics ;

an enclosure or piece of ground,
water, etc., of elliptical shape.
Kennington Oval, in athletics

' the Oval ', an open space
at Kenningion in South London (opened in 1846), where
cricket-matches, etc., are played.
1654 GAYTON Pleas. Notes iv. viii. 226 Alwut his breast

hung her Picture, set in a rich Ovall. 1677-8 in Willis X;

Clark Cambridge (1886) III. 23 A new ouall to give light to
the starecase. 1703 MOXON Mech. Exerc. 03 The Oval is

fitted stiff upon the Staff, that it may be set nearer or farther
from the Tooth. 1755 Monitor No. 9 I. 71 It is a fine

political picture in miniature :. .in an oval of an inch square.
1857 CHAMBERS Inform, far People 686/1 The Surrey Club
at the Kennington Oval, .keep cricket going throughout the
season. 1877 A. B. EDWARDS Up Nile vii. 183 The royal
oval in which the name of Cleopatra (Klaupatra) is spelt
with its vowel sounds in full.

f b. Arch. An ornament in the shape of an egg,
often carved upon an echinus or ovolo: see OVUM ;

also the OVOLO itself. Obs.

1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey) s.v. Echinus, This Ornament
is now made use of in Cornices of the lonick, Corinthian,
and Composit Orders, being Carved with Anchors, Darts,
and Ovals or Eggs. Ibid. s. v. Oval, In Architecture Oval
or Ovolo is the same as Echinus.

fc. One of the seven balls (ova} used in the

ancient Roman circus to indicate the number of

rounds run in a race. Obs.
1600 HOLLAND Lhy XLI. xxvii. 1114 The Ovales to marke

and skore up the number of courses.

t O'val, a. 2 and sb.'L Obs. rare. [ad. L. oval-is

belonging to an ovation.]
A. adj. (See qnot. 1656.)

1430 LYDG. Bxtias iv. i. (1494) n v, The crowne also which
called was Ouall Toke first name of ioye and gladnesse.
1656 HLOUNT Gl., Oval, belonging to the triumph called Ova-
tion. 1658 SIR T. BROWNE Card. Cyrus ii, The Triumphal,
Oval, and Civicall Crowns of Laurel, Oake, and Myrtle.
B. sb. An oval crown (L. corona ovalis}, i. e.

that conferred in an ovation : see OVATOR.
1614 SYLVESTER Par!. I'ertues Royall 768 Yet hundred

Laurels never widow-curst, And hundred Ovals, which no
skin hath burst; Prove I haue often Conquer'd without Thee.

Ovalbunien, -in (JuvSlbi?<-men, -in). Chem.

[f. L. mi albumen (Pliny), white of egg.] The
albumen or white of egg ; egg albumen.

VOL. VII.
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1835-6 TODD Cycl. Anat. I. 89/2 Coagulated ovalbumen,
when long boiled in water, becomes bulky and falls into

piece*. 1857 MILLKR Elem. Chem. III. 652 The reactions
of albumen from the white of the hen's egg (ovalbumen),
therefore, differ in some respects from those afforded by
albumen contained in the serum of blood (seralbumen). 1892
Syd. Sac, Lf.r. s. v., Ovalbumin is not precipitated by ether.

Ovals-scent, a. [f. OVAL a. 1 + -ESCENT.]
Approaching an oval form: approximately oval.

1890 in Cent. Diet.

Ovali-, comb, form of mod.L. ovali-s oval, as in

ovali-globosc adj.

1775}. JESKINSON Brit. PI. Gloss,, Ovali-glol>os?, a globose
leaf partly oval.

Ova-liform, a. [f. mod.L. ovali-s OVAL <z.i +

-FORM.] = OVAL a.1 i.

1826 KIRBY & Sr. EntonoL IV. 264 QvaUfor)n t whose
longitudinal section is oval, and transverse circular.

O'Valish,^. rare 1
. [-isH

1
.] Somewhat oval.

1690 Lond. Gaz. No. 2578/4 A Rose Diamond of an Ovall-
ish shape.

Ovally (<?u-vali), adv. [-LY -.] In an oval
manner or form.

1664 POWER Rxf. Philos, \. 5 The Common Fly., her eyes
are most remarkable, being exceeding large, ovally protu-
berant, 1882 VINES Sacks' Bot. 336 Delicate papilla; which
become spherically or ovally dilated at their free ends.

OvalneSS <>''valnes,\ [-NKSS.] The quality
of being oval.

1727 UAILKY vol. II, Ovalness, the being in the Form of an
Egg. 1882 LKDGER Sun 118 Of different degrees of oval-
ness. 1892 Leisure Hour Oct. 851/1 The '

eccentricity' or
ovalness of Mars's orbit.

Ovaloid, a. [-OID.] Resembling an oval
;
im-

perfectly oval.

1890 in Cent. Diet.

t O'vant, a. Obs. [ad. L. ovans, ovant-em
t pr.

pple. of ovdre to have an ovation.] Celebrating
an ovation

; triumphing in or as in an ovation ; of

the nature of an ovation.

1598 GRENEWEY Tacitus' Ann. in. ii. (1622) 65 That for..

exploits done the sommer past, hee should enter the citie,

ouant, or with a small triumph. 1600 HOLLAND Li-.y iv.

xliii, 166 A Generall was said to enter Ovant into the citie,
when ordinarily without his armie following him, he went
on foot, or rode on horsebacke only, and the people in their

Acclamations for joy, redoubled Ohe, or Oho. 1631 W.
SALTONSTALL Fief, Loquent. Exijb, [In a horse-race] the
forerunner is receiv'd ovant, with great acclamations of joy.
1652 HKNI.OWES Theoph. vi. v. 82 The-^e ovant souls, Knights
of Saint Vincent are For high achievements gajn'd. 1658
HUKTON Itin. Anton. 161 Whatsoever stuff or

provisions
Suetonius Paullinus.. might design for a triumphal, or an
ovant shew at Rome.

Ova'rial, a. rare.
[f.

OvARi-tiM + -AL.]
=

OVARIAN*.

1822-34 Good*s Study Mtd. (ed. 4) IV. 324 note, An ovarial

dropsy. 1888 ROLLESTON & JACKSON Anitn. Life 297 De-
velopment of ovarial tubes in Insecta.

jla. Path. Also ovaralgia. [f.
OVA-

RIUM + -algia> f. Gr. aA-yo?pain.] Ovarian neuralgia.
1857 in MAYNE Exj>os. Lex. 1878 tr.von Ziemsseris Cycl.

Med. XIV. 502 This phenomenon (which has been desig-
nated ovaralgia..) is one of frequent occurrence in the

hysterical.

Hence Ovaria'lgic #., pertaining to or affected

with ovarialgia (Syd. Soc. Lex. 1892).
Ovarian Ove-rian), a. [f. OVART-UM + -AN;

in mod.F. ovarienJ\ Of, pertaining to, or of the
nature of an ovary or ovaries, a. Anat. and Zool,
Ovarian vesicle, (a) a Graafian follicle (Syd. Sec. Lex. 1892);

(h) = GONOPHORE 2.

1840 E. WILSON Anat. Vade M. (1842) 350 The Ovarian
veins communicate with the uterine sinuses. 1872 THOMAS
Dis. l\'oni<_'nfa-$ Ancient literature is singularly barren upon
the subject of ovarian diseases. 1877 HUXLKV Anat. Inv.
Anhti, iv. 185 In some .. the embryos are developed in the
ovarian sacs, or in the cavity of the body.

b. Bot.

1857 HKNFRCT Elem. Bot. 122 In true compound pistils
the union does not always extend to the summit of the
ovarian region.

Ovarie-ctoruy. Surf. [f. as prec. + Gr. IKTO^TJ

excision.] Excision of an ovary ; oophorectomy.
1889 Lancet 27 Apr. 854/2 Professor d'Antona gave a list

of thirty-two successful ovariectomies.

Ovario- (OVCTW), combining form of OVAKI-
UM, combined with adjs. to express the participa-
tion of the ovary with some other part, as ovario-

abdominal, -lumbar, -tubal
;
also with sbs. in sense

'ovarian', as ovario-insanity.
1872 PEASLEE O-.iar, Tumours 18 Delicate muscular fibres

.. which he calls the ovario-lumbar ligament. 1874 BUCKNII.L
& TUKE Psych. Meit. {ed. 3) 346 Utero- or ovano-Insanitv.

Ova'riole. [ad. L. type *ovCiriol-um, dim. of
mod.L. ovarium : see below.] A small ovary ;

one of the tubular glands of the compound ovary of
some insects.

1877 HUXLEY Anat. Inv. Anita, vii. 417 The finely taper,
ing anterior ends of the ovarioles of each side are continued
forwards by delicate cellular prolongations.

Ovariotomy Ove<>:ri<rtomi). Surf. [f. OVARI-
UM + Gr. -Tofua cutting, f. -TO^-OS cutting, cut.

In mod.F. avariolomie (1878 in Diet. Acati.}.}
The operation of cutting into an ovary to remove
an ovarian tumour

; also, oophorectomy.
1851 J. MILLER I'ract. Surg. xxvii. (ed. 2) 342 As yet, they

[certain methods of cure] have mostly proved even more

OVATE.
fatal than ovariotomy. 1863 N. Syd. Sac. Year-Bit. Mcd.
393 This instrument is devised for the purpose of more
readily separating the adhesions encountered in ovariotomy
operations. 1891 Lancet 3 Oct. 761 Ovariotomy, which was
so condemned fifty years ago, is now daily performed with
but comparatively little risk to the patient.
So Ova-riotome, an instrument for cutting out

an ovarian tumour
, Ovarioto'mics, the theory or

practice of ovariotomy ; Ovario 'tomist, one who
practises ovariotomy.
1872 PKASI.FK O-.'ar. Tumours 34 The incision made by

the oyariotomist. 1881 llrit. jlfeit. Jrnl. 28 Jan. 184 At last

listerism was applied to ovariotomies.

Ova'rioas, a. rare.
[f. Ov-UM : see -ARIOUS.]

Of, pertaining to, or of the nature of eggs.
1730-46 THOMSON Autumn 875 Here the plain harmless

native. .to the rocks Dire-clinging, gathers his ovarious
food. 1830 lilaclm'. Jlng. XXVIII. 114 The ovarious state
of their [birds'] future offspring.
O'varism. Jliol. [a. F. ovarisme.]

= OVISM.
So Ovarist = Ovi.ST.

1842 Di-XULISOS Jleif. Lex., Orarist. 1891 Syit. Sac. Lex.,
Ovarism.

I! Ovaritis (t>"varai-tts). Path. [f. OVAKI-UM +
-ITI.S.] Inflammation of the ovary.
1857 in MAYNE Expos, Lex. 1860 TANNICR Pregnancy ii.

58 Sub-acute ovaritis. 1889 DIM AN- Ltd. Dis. ll'om. xxvii.
(ed. 4) 217 Ovaritis is a disease eminently liable to relapses.

II Ovarium ,ve>ri/iin). PI. -ia. [mod.L. (16-
I7'h c.) f. ovum egg: see -ARIU.M. L. had yi'arius

egg-keeper ;
Du Cange cites ovaria fern., the ovary

ot a bird, from 131)1 c.]
1. Anat. and '/.ool. = OVAUY r.

1692 tr. Klancants Pliys. Diet. 153/1. 1730 Hist. Lit-
teraria \. 33 The Kggs made two clusters like the Ovaria
of Birds. 1797 M. HAII.UE .!/,>>/'. Anal. (1807) 401 Con-
veying the ovum from the ovarium to the uterus.

2. Bot. = OvAKY 3.

[1750 LIXX.IUS 1'hilos. Botan. 146.) 1760 J. LKF. Intivd.
Bot. Gloss., Ovariwtl, the German. 1830 LINDLEV Nat. Syst.
Bet. Introd. 30 An ovarium either consi.sts of one or several
connected pericarpial leaves, arranged around a common
axis, or of several combined into a single body. 1862
DARWIN l-'crtil. Orchids iv. 131 In all Orchids the labellum
. .assumes its usual position as the lower lip, by the twisting
of the ovarium.

Ovary (cu'vari), s!>. [ad. mod.L. Ovari-tiiii :

see prec. In F. ovaire masc. (1690 Furetiere).]
1. Anat.z.\\&Zool. The female organ of reproduc-

tion in animals, in which ova or eggs are produced.
1658 SIR T. DROWSE Pseud. Ep. in. xxviii. (ed. 3) 225 The

ovary or part where the white involveth it, is in the second
region of the matrix. 1677 H. SAMTSON in /'////. Trans.
XII. looi The right Testicle or Ovary was but small. 1774
GOLDSM. Nat. Hist. 1,1776) VII. 42 The oigans of generation
..consist in each muscle of two ovaries, which are the
female part of its furniture. 1840 K. WILSON Anat. I'aite

M. (1842) 559 The Ovaries are two oblong flattened and
oval bodies of a whitish colour, situated in the posteiior
layer of peritoneum of the broad ligaments. 1878 HL'XLKY
Physiogr. xiv. 226 The female bird possesses an organ termed
the ovary, in which nucleated cells, the primitive ova, which
correspond with the embryo cells of the plant, are developed.
2. Bot. The organ in which the ovules of an

angiospermous plant are produced, being the lowest

part of the pistil in the flower, consisting of one
or more carpels, which ultimately becomes the
fruit or seed-vessel

;
the germen.

When separate from the calyx, it is termed a superior
ovary; when adherent to the calyx, an inferior ovary.
1744 J. WILSON Syuaps. Brit. PL, Bot. Diet., Ovary, K the

rudiment of fruit. 1783 MAHTVN Rousseau's Bot. i. 25 The
Pistil, .is divided into, .the swollen base with three blunted

angles, called the Germ or Ovary, ..the Style, . .the Stigma.
1835 LINDI.F.Y Intmi. Bot. (1848) I. 363. 1872 OLIVER Elem.
Bot. I. iii. 23 The ovary contains a minute seed-bud, the
ovule.

3. A'-
1849 SEARS Regctierat. i. v. (1859)42 There is a sensuous

nature which includes the ovaries of the worst of vices.

fO'vary, a. Obs. tErroneolls f'' L-

OVAL a. 2 ] Of or pertaining to an ovation.
ni68i SIR T. BROWNE Tracts ii. (1683) 91 Their honorary

Crowns triumphal, ovary, civical, obsidional, had little of
Flowers in them.

Ovate (C'vift), s/>. [f. an assumed Latin plural
Ovaies, representing Oi>aT<fs, vales, soothsayers,

prophets, mentioned by Strabo, along with A/n'/ocu
'

Druids', and BcipSoi 'Bards', as a third order in

the Gaulish hierarchy. Cf. EUHAGES.]
A term used as the English equivalent of Welsh

ofyJJ, now applied to an Eisteddfodic graduate of
a third order, beside ' bard

' and ' druid
'

;
the name

and its
application being artificially affiliated to

those of the Gaulish Ouarefs mentioned by Stralo.
Note. OuaTfts was Strabo's Greek transliteration of the

Proto-celtic *vateis (Stokes), pi. of *vdtis (or ^ivatis} 'sooth-

sayer, prophet' L. ratis, Olr. faitk, mod. Ir. and Gael.

jfaiaii. Ofydd occurs in Middle Welsh as a second element
in some compounds, where it appears to have the sense of
'

lord
'

(app. for ddo/ydd, mutated form of dofydii). It is

also the Welsh form, in Mth c. bards, of the proper name
Ovid. It has no connexion, etymological or historical, with

ouoreis. The imaginary connexion appears first in Henry
Rowlands in 1723. From him it was taken up by Edward
Williams (lolo Morgannwg) and W. Owen (Pughe) who
introduced fft'ate as the English equivalent, 1 792-4.

1723 H. ROWLANDS Mona Antiqua 65 Different Classes

and Fraternities, which, as Strabo (lib. iv) reckons, were

three, that is4pvi'Sat, Dntdau or Drudion ; OvartiS.Otfuyr
36
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or OJfyddion\ and Bopfioi Beirdd. Arnmianus Marcellinus

]

(lib. xv) gives the same reckoning. .' inchoata per Bardos, j

Euvates, & Druidas ', i.e. . .begun and set by Bards,Eut>ates,
and Druids. Ibid. Of these, says Strabo, the Bardi were

Singers; the Ouvates, Priests and Physiologers ; and the

Druids to Physiology added Ethicks and Moral Learning.
Ibid. 251 Their Ovates, so call'd by Strabo and Ammianus
Marcellinus, ..must express some Name they had at that

Time on one of their Orders, sounding like Ovydd or Ojffydd.

1792 W. OWEN (PucHE) Eleg. Llywarc Hen, Introd. xlii,

Bardtl, Ovydd, a Deruyddfta.rd, Ovate, and Druid. 1794
E. WILLIAMS Poems II. 230 There are three orders of the

Primitive Bards. The Ruling Bard, or Primitive Bard

positive. . : the Ovate (or Euvate..} whose avocation it is to

act on the principles of inventive genius: and the Druid
j

[etc.]. 1834 PLANCHE- Brit. Costume 1 1 The Priesthood, .was
divided into three orders. The Druids, the Bards, and the '

Ovates. ..The Ovate or Ovydd, professing astronomy,
medicine, &c., wore green, the symbol of learning. 1877
RHYS Lect. Welsh Philol. vi. 314 Ofydd. .is defined to be

an Eisteddfodic graduate who is neither bard nor druid,
and translated into ovate.

Ovate (tm-vA), a. Chiefly Nat. Hist. [ad. L.

ovat-us egg-shaped, f. ov-um egg: see -ATE *
2.]

1. Egg-shaped, a. In reference to a solid body,
j

1775 J. JENKINSON Brit. PI. 113 The fruit is a hard, ovate,
\

fleshy berry. 1807 J. E. SMITH Phys. Bot. 114 Root ..
,

growing with an ovate juicy bulb on the top of a dry wall. !

1816 YV. SMITH Strata Ident. 8 Ovate Echini . . may be
|

found anywhere on the surface of Upper Chalk. 1874
COOKE Fungi 62 Pear-shaped or ovate asci.

b. In reference to a superficial figure.

1760 J. LEK Introd. Bot. i. xiv, (1765) 36 Ovate, Egg-shaped.
Note, Ovate is used to express an elliptical Figure, when
it is broader at one End than the other ; and. .Oval for the
same Figure, when the Ends are alike. 1825 Greenhouse
Comp. I. 65 Long ovate leaves. 1828 STARK Elem, Nat.
Hist. I. 337 Legs short, covered with ovate scales. 1880
GRAY Struct. Bot. \\\. 4 (ed. 6) 95 Ovate, when the outline
of leaf-blades is like a section of a hen's-egg lengthwise.

2. In combination with another adj., indicating
a modification of the form denoted by the latter,

inclining to ovate : as ovate-acuminate, -conical,

-cordate, -cuneate, -deltoid, -elliptic , -lanceolate,

-oblong, -rotundate, -serrated, -triangular, etc.

1819 Pantoiogia, Ovate-lanceolate leaf, between these two
forms, but inclining to the latter. Ibid., Oi>ate-snhulate !

capsule, between ovate and awl-shaped, but most tending to
j

the latter. Ibid., Ovate-oblong. 1845 LINDLEV Sell. Bot. v.

(1858)67 Lower leaflets ovate-cuneate. 1847 W. E. STF.KI.E i

Field Bot. 199 Fruit ovate-acuminate, as long as the lanceo- :

late scales. 1870 HOOKER Stud, Flora 268 Leaves.. sessile,
j

ovate-rotundate or oblong.
Hence O'vately adv., in an ovate way, with an

j

ovate form
;
= ovate-, ovato-.

1865 Reader No. 145. 408/3 Ovately dolichocephalic.

O'vate, v.1 rare. [f. OVATE a.: see -ATE 3.]

trans. To render ovate.

1878 Erasers Mag. XVII. 128 A sphere flattened by
gravity and other resistance, and ovated by the forward

!

movement.

Ova'te, v.i journalistic, [repr. L. ova-re to exult, ;

rejoice, celebrate an ovation ; but prob. immed.
from ovation : cf. orate.] trans. To give a popular \

ovation to ; to greet with public applause.
1864 SALA in Daily Tel. 24 May, As to the manner in which i

Garibaldi might be 'ovated' here [America]. 1870 [see

OVATOR]. 1890 Sat. Rev. 3 May 521/1 Mr. Stanley returned
to England, and was ' ovated

'

at Dover.

tOva'ted, a. Obs. [-ED
1
.]

= OVATE a.

1752 SIR J. HILL Hist. Anim. 566 The head is large, |

and of a kind of ovated figure, large and broad at the temples,
and smaller to the mouth. ^1755 GARDEN in Phil. Trans.
LI. 930 The leaves are ovated.

t Ova'tic, a. Obs. rare~~. [ineg. f. L. 0v-umJ\
1623 COCKERAM, Ouatike season, the time when Hens lay.

Ovation (0v^'Jbn), sbl [ad. L. ovation-em,
lit. rejoicing, n. of action f. cruare to exult, rejoice.]
1. Rom. Hist. A lesser triumph characterized by

less imposing ceremonies than the triumph proper,
and granted to a commander for achievements con-

sidered insufficient to entitle him to the distinction

of the latter. Also, allusively.

1533 BELLENDEN Liiy iv. (1822) 367 The triumphe wes

denyit to him; yit becaus he put away the schame and dis-

honoure that fell afore be necligence of Sempronius, he gat
the loving of ovacioun. 1579-80 NORTH Plutarch (1676) 265
At the second Triumph called the Ovation, he onely sacri-

ficed a Mutton, which the Romans call in their tongue
Ovein, and therefore it was called Ovation. 1682 SIR T.
BROWNE Chr. Mor. i. 2 Rest not in an Ovation, but a
Triumph over thy Passions. i77oLANcnoRNE Pitttarek(i$jg)
I. 348/1 When a general, without fighting, gained his point
by treaty and the force of persuasion, the law decreed him
this honour, called ovation, which had.. more of the appear-
ance of a festival than of war. 1841 BREWSTER Mart. Se.
in. iv. (1856) 112 His was the unpretending ovation of success,
not the ostentatious triumph of ambition. 1842 ARNOLD
Hist. Rome (1846) HI. xlvi. 322 He entered Rome with the

ceremony of an ovation, walking on foot according to the

rule, instead of being drawn in a chariot in kingly state, as
in the proper Iriumph.

f 2. Exultation. Obs.

1649 LOVELACE Poems 122 When his fair Murdresse shall

not gain one groan, And He expire ev'n in Ovation. 1659
HAMMOND On Ps. xc. Paraphr. 453 We may have some
matter of ovation and rejoycing, 1710 T. FULLER Phartn.

Extemp. 117 It operates primarily, .upon the Stomach.,
raising up the Spirits into a kind of Ovation. 18x8 MILMAN
Samor 306 And bounds in wild ovation down the vale.

3. transf. An enthusiastic reception by an assembly
or concourse of people with spontaneous acclama-

tions and expressions of popularity; a burst of

enthusiastic applause,
1831 SOUTH EY in Q. Rev. XLIV. 299 Gale Jones the

veteran seditionist, whom Sir Francis Burden so unkindly
disappointed of an ovation in the year 1812. 1847 Illustr.

Lond. News 10 July 27/1 The ovations to the artists., were

highly complimentary. 1860 FROUDK Hist. Eng. VI. 87
He [Pole] still clung to his conviction that.. he had hut
himself to set his foot upon the shore to be received with an
ovation. 1885 Durham Univ. Jrnl. 27 June 132 Dr. Stainer
received the ovation that was his due.

Hence Ova-tion v. colloq., trans, to give an

enthusiastic reception to; Ova'tional a. } of or

pertaining to an (ancient Roman) ovation ; Ova
1-

tionary a., of the nature of an ovation.

1894 Punch 26 May 245/1 Druriolanus, watching the pro-
ceedings from a stall, .. was of course recognised, and
ovationed. 1868 MJI.MAN St. PanCs xviii. 474 Before their

ovational pomps. 1893 J. H. TURNER Hist. Brighouse 241
Charles . . received an ovationary welcome as king.

f Ova'tion, $h.'~ Obs. rare~~. [f. ~L.&vum egg.]
16^6 !!LOUST Glossogr., Ovation, the season when hens lay

eggs, or a laying of eggs.

Ovato- (0vi'U), combining aclvb. form of L.

ei'tit-us OVATE, used in same sense as '

ovately ',

' ovate- ',
as ovato-aainrinate, -conical^ -cordate,

-deltoid, -ellipsoidal, -globose, -lanceolate, -oblong,

-orbitiilar, -pyriform, -quadrangular, -rotundate,

-triangular, etc,

1753 SIR J. HILL Hist. Anim. 284 The body of the
Ostracion is of an odd figure . . it is oval, or ovato-oblong ; or,

finally, ovato-quadrangular, or approaching to conic. 1785
MARTYN Rousseau's Bet. xxvi. (1794) 400 The leaves are
ovato-cordate or egg-shaped. 1838 BABINGTON in Proc.
Benv. Nat. Club 1. No. 6. 177 Leaves ovato-triangular,
unequally sinuato-dentate. 1852 DANA Crust, i. 05 Horns
ovato-lanceolate, acute, entire. 1882 Nature XXV. 572
Ovato-acuminate implements, scrapers, flakes and nuclei.

Ova'tor. [ngent-n. in L. form from ovare : see

OVATK f.^] fa-- Rom. Hist. One who receives

an ovation (<?Ay.). b. colloq. One who takes pail
in a spontaneous enthusiastic welcome.
1661 MORGAN Sph. Gentry in. iv. 35 The Triumpher had

a Lawrel crown, the Ovator one of Fir, being different in

their pomp. 1870 Even. Standard 22 Oct., The probable
termination of the scene by a grand pyrotechnic display, in

which ovators and ovated would alike be grilled alive on
the rails of the flaming station.

Ovelty, variant form of OWELT v, equality.

t O'vemest, a,, superl. Obs. Forms: a. 1-3
ufemeat, 3 uuemest, -mast, 5 umast, 6 umest,
owmest. &. 3-4 overnest, 4-5 ovemast, omast,
omest, omyst. [OE. wfemcst, superl. of it/era,

-re, coinp. (also yfera, yf(fjmest\ OVER a. \ f. root

uf- in adv. ufan above, from above, itfe-iveard up-
lying, top-,

= Goth. /{/"* beneath ', in comb. * from
beneath ',

*

up-*. For the later change to oue- t cf.

OVER a.~\ Highest, upmost, uppermost, topmost.
a. c IOOO.I'LFRIC Horn. II. 76 On midne dar^ bifl seo sunne

on 3am ufemestum ryne stizende. c izoo Trin. Coll. Hotn.

219 f>e huuemeste bou of pe treuwe springed of the nej>e-
ineste rote.. . Alse J>e uuemeste bou is sib )>e nebemeste role.

(11225 sixer. A". 328 Heo . .doS an alre vuemeste [v. r. uue-

maste] on viterokes al to torene. c 14*5 WYNTOUN Cron.

yiii.
xxxi. 48 Endlang the wode war wayis twa ; The Erie

in the umast lay off tha. 1535 LYNDESAY Sat. 3900 Thay
salbe..denudit, Baithof cors present, cow, and umest claith.

. c 1290 St. Michael 414 in S. Eng. Leg. I. 31 r pe Oue-
meste is pe rijtte heutiene. 13. . Minor Poems fr. I'ernvn
AIS. xxxviii. 815 And seppen pe ouemaste Bayle Bi-tokneb
hire holy sposayle. c 1430 Art Nombryng 3 Write the
nombre wherto the addicioun shalle be made in the omest
ordre by his differences, so that the first of the lower ordre
be vndre the first of the omyst ordre, and so of others.

1470 HENRY Wallace vi. 458 Atour a bray the omast [?'. r.

vpmest] pot gert fall, Brak on the ground.

Oven (Vn), sb. Forms : a. 1-2 ofn, 1-3 ofen,

(hofen), 36 ouen, 3- oven, (4 ouin, 4-5 cue,
ouene, houen, 5 ovuen, oven(n)e, ovon, owen,
5-6 ovyn(e, owyn, 6 ouuen). /3. Sf. 4-6 oyne,
(hoyne), 6 une, 8-9 oon. [Com. Teut. : OK.

ofn, ofen = OLG. *ov(e}n (MLG., MDu., l)u.

oven), OHG. ovan (MLG. oven, Ger. ofen}, ON.
ofn, ogn (Sw. ngn, ONorw. ognt Da. wn\ Goth.
anhn-s : OTeut. *ohno- : pre-Teut. *nqno- ; cf. Gr.

invos oven, furnace, also Skr. itkhd-s cooking-pot,

orig. perh.
*

something hollowed out*. JIeof(o]ne
in Lindisf. G. must be a scribal error

;
Sc. oyn, oon

(pronounced d\\, tin), is like aboon from aboven]
1 1. A furnace. Obs.
a goo O. K. Martyrot. 3 May 70 J*a het he sendan hi ealle

pry on hyrnendne ofn. c 950 Lindisf. Gosp. Matt. vL 30
Gers weI he$ londes past todse^ is & tomorgen in heofone

[Rnshw. in ofne] bi5 gesended. Ibid. xiii. 42 And sendas
hia uel fta in ofn fyres. c 1200 I'ices <y Virtues (1888) 73 Al
swo is te pott 5e is idon on Se barnende ofne. a 1300
Cursor M. 2926 Als it war a brinand ouen [v. r. ouin]. 13. .

Minor Poems fr. I'crnon MS. xxix. 93 In to the houene
the child he caste, c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xxxi. (Eugenia}
860 [Men] put hyr in ane oyne brinande. i 1450 Mironr
Salnacioun 3055 The aungels sent in to the oven toconfort
the child re. 1535 COVEKDALE Song 3 Childr. 22 The kynges
seruauntes. .ceassed not to make the ouen hote with wylde
fyre, drye strawe, pitch & fatjottcs. 1642 J. EATON Honey-c.

Free Jnstif. 128 The three Children of Israel cast into the
hot fierie Oven. 1722 SEWEL Hist. Quakers (1795) I. 52
The day of the Lord is coming that shall burn as an oven.

fig. and transf. 0900 tr. Bxda's Hist. iv. xi. (ix.](i8oo) 288

gr
dr

pffitte eal baet se ofn baere smgalan costnunge asude. 1590
SPENSER F. Q. \. y\. 26 [The Dragon] from his wide de-

vouring ouen sent A flake of fire.

2. A chamber or receptacle of brick, stonework,
or iron, for baking bread and cooking food, by
continuous heat radiated from the walls, roof,
or floor. Variously distinguished as bakers,
brick, domestic> out- (-outside) oven\ and, with
modern mechanical appliances, as eontimio?tst reel9

revolving, rotary', travelling oven.
Dutch wen, (a) a large pot heated by surrounding it with

fuel, and placing hot coals on the lid ; (/') a cooking utensil
made of sheet-metal, placed in front of a grate and heated
by radiation and by reflection from the back of the chamber.
^Egyptian oven, a large earthenware vessel sunk in the

round, and heated from the inside by fuel which is with-
rawn before introducing the articles to be baked.
(iooo ^ELFRIC Exod. viii. 3 Hi..gaJ..on Jiine ofnas.

< 1200 OUMIN 093 BulUedd brad J>at bakenn wass inn
ofne. <"'375 -^- Leg* Saints xxii. (Lanrentivs) 589 He
saw ..In his awne hoyne . . A laf quhyt as snaw. 1432-
50 tr. Higtien (Rolls) I. 405 Whete that is baken in an
oue. 1477 Tintinh-ull Churehw, Ace. (Som. Rec. Soc.)

193 It. for the owyn..viij. 1486 Bk. .S/. Aibans B vu'j, A
whyte looff. . sumwat colder then it commyth owt of the

|

oouen. 1313 Ld. Treas. Ace. Scot. IV. 488 To the baxtaris

j

of the greit schip for clay to make an une in the greit schip.
1 1 1532 Du WES Introd, Fr. in Palsgr. 916 To put in the

; ouuen, enfonrner, 1555 EDEN Decades 197 Rested or
stewed in an ouen. 1583 Leg. Bp. St. Androis 305 Had

'

carcit hame heather to the oyne, Gutted off in the cruik of
the inoone. 1627 tr. Bacon's Life $ Death (16501 47 Bread
. .which is baked in an oven thorowly heated. 1766 WESLEY
Jrnt. 1 7 J uly, I preached . . in a house as warm as an oven.

1769 MRS. RAKFALD t.ng. Honsekpr. (1778) 129 Put them in

a Dutch oven to brown. 1824 SCOTT Sf, Ronan^s ii, I will

make better confections than ever cam out of his oon. 1838
T. THOMSON Chew. Org. Bodies 1030 The mean heat of a
baker's oven, as ascertained by M. Tlllet, is 448. 1849
DICKENS Dai'. Copp. xxiv, I'll toast you some bacon in a
bachelor's Dutch-oven that I have got here.

fig- '593 NASHE Christ's T. Wks. (Grosart) IV. 186
Damme vp the Ouen of your vttrance, make not such a

bigge sound with your empty vessels.

b. In various proverbial sayings,
n 1250 thvt fy Night. 292 pat me ne chide wib J>e gidie Ne

wlb ban ofne me ne ^eonie. 1546 J. HEYWOOD Prov. (1867)

69 No man will an other in the ouen seeke, Except that
him selfe haue beene there before. 1577 [see GAPE v. ij.

1596 NASHK Saffron W. 151 Of the Good-wife, .finding her

daughter in the ouen, where she would neuer haue sought
her, if she had not been there first her selfe. a 1677 BARROW
Scrm. III. 394 To gape against an oven, to blow against the

wind, to kick against the pricks. [So Du. tcgen een oven-

ftrfen,]
1856 READK Never too late xiv, It is no u^e now

've been and gone into the same oven like a fool.

3. A chamber, fixed or portable, for the heating
or drying of substances in chemical, metallurgical,
or manufacturing processes ;

a small furnace, kiln,

etc. Often with defining or descriptive addition,
as air-

y anchor-, annealing-^ bee-hive-, coke-^ dry-

ing-i heating- ^ porcelain- 1 proving- ^ tile-wen, etc.

1753 CHAMBKKS Cycl. Snpp., Oren,oi Assaying Oven, in

metallurgy, is the particular sort of furnace, used by the

assayers in their operations on metals. 1823 P. NICHOLSON
Pract. Build. 360 An inclosed closet, with an iron grating,
for the tin to stand on, called the Proving Oven. 1881

Porcelain Works, Worcester 26 A china oven .. is built pi
fire bricks. 1884 F. J. BRITTEN Watch <fr Clockin. 65 The
'oven '

is a box made of sheet copper or iron, generally with
a water-jacket to the bottom, the exterior of which is heated

by a gas jet.

4. attrib. and Comb., as wen-bat, -blast^ -fork,

-house, -keeper, -maker, -month, -rake, -stirrcr,

-sweeper, etc.; oven-baked {-bakeii), -like, -shaped
adjs. ;

oven-wise adv. and adj. Also oven-bread,
-cake, bread or cake baked in an oven ; oven-coke,
coke obtained by heating coal in a closed retort

;

oven-man, a man who attends to an oven
;
oven-

mouth, the mouth or entrance of an oven
; fg.

a wide or gaping mouth ; oven-peel, a baker's

peel ; oven's-nest, the nest of the great titmouse,
also = OVEN-BIRD (Swainson) ; oven-stone, a

stone which closes the mouth of an oven
;
stone

used for building ovens; oven- wood, wood for

heating an oven. Also OVEN-BIHD, -BUILPKU.
c iooo J&LFKIC I'oc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 127/27 Formentum,

"ofenbacen hlaf. 1682 DKVDEN Dk. oj Guise in. i, You
*Oven-Bats, you Things so far from Souls, Like Dogs,
you're out of Providence's Reach. 1849 AYTOUN Poems,
.S'i hcik ofSinai iv, The dark defile is blazing Like a heated
*oven-blast. 1600 J. PORY tr. Leo's Africa n. 45 Neither
shall you finde many in Hea which eate "ouen-bread. 1771
GRAVES Spir. Qitix. vn. ii, He might have offered us a
bit of his "oven-cake. 1821 COMBE Dr. Syntax, Wife ill.

1020 And he did such a breakfast make On new bak d loa(

and oven-cake. i854RoNALD.sS: RICHARI>SONCA*W. Technoi.

(ed. 2) I. 117 Coke, which is much more porous and less

dense than *oven-coke. 1611 COTGR., Ftitrgon, an *Ouen-
forke . . wherewith fuell is both put into an Ouen, and stirred

when it is (on fire) in it. c 1425 1'oc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 670/22

HocfttrniwM) *ovenhouse. 1886 ii. HARTK Snawbound 26

*Oven-Hke canons in the long flanks of the mountains. 1483
Cath. AngL 263/1 An *Owen maker or keper, clibanarins.

1832 G. R. PORTER Porcelain fy Gl. 63 The *oven-man places
trial pieces in different parts of the oven. 1593 HARVEV
Pierce's Super. Wks. (Grosart) II. 231 To stoppe thy
*Ouen-mouth with a lidde of Butter. <z 1845 HOOD To
Grinialdi ix, Thy oven-mouth, that swallow'd pies. 1660

HKXHAM Dutch Diet., Een School, ofte Oven-paelt
an

*Oven-peele to set-in bread. 1877 B, R. MAJOR Discov. Pr,

Henry \\, 17 Brites d'Almeida, the baker's wife, slew with

her oven-peel no less than seven Ca^tilian soldier 1
;, c iooo



OVEN.
^LFKIC i'oc. in Wr.-Witlcker 106 39 fftffefa&MV, myxforce,
ncl *ofenraca. 1380 HOLLYBAND Trcas. F>\ Toug, I'n

/burton, a makon, an Ouen rake. 1865 KINGSLEY //crew.
I. ii. 85 Within the old *oven-shaped Pict's house. <i 1825
FOR BY I'oc. E. Aiiglia, *Ovcns nest

t
the nest of that very

pretty bird [the oven-birdj. It is otherwise . . called a.pndding-
poke's nest. 1611 COTGK., Fonrgonncur, an Ouen-tender, or

"Ouen-stirrer. 1602 Hmv Man may Chuse good Wife in.

iii. in Hazl. Dodslcy IX. 54 Bid the cook take down the

*oven-stone, [lest] the pies be burned. 1838 1^1itrray's
Hand-bk. N. Germ. 271 The cave-like excavations of Hell,

whence oven-stone (pierre aitfour] is obtained. 1580 HOLLY-
BAND Treas. Fr. Tong, Escalation, an *Ouen sweeper. 1715
LtoNi Palladia's Anhit, (1742) I. 60 Their Arches round
or "oven-wise. Ibid. 63 The great Rooms are arch'd with
a Fascia, the square ones Oven-wise. 1794 COWPER Needless
Alarm 12 Oaks . . that had once a head But now wear crests

of *oven-wood instead.

Oven O'v'n), v.
[f. prec.]

f 1. trans. To bake in an oven. Obs. or dial.

1685 Lintoun Green (1817) 65 (E. D. D.) The first I bought
. .Was o'ened and buttered weell. 1688 R. HOLME Armoury
in. 293/2 A Jannock. .is Ovened very soft.

2. To shut up as in an oven.

1596 NASHE Saffron Walden Wks. (Grosart) III. 203 One
angle or corner, .to hide him in..& brickil & ouen vp his

stinking breath. 1864 Gd. Words 100/1 The earth's own
temperature, not now radiated into the celestial spaces,
is shut in it is ovened, or muffled up.
Hence Oveued (rVnd), ppl. a.

}
dial, dried up,

shrivelled, sickly. (Halliwell.)
1866 J. E. BROGDEN Prov. Words Lincolnsh. (E. D. D.),

The eddish is very ovend.

O'veix-bird. A name given to various birds

which build a domed or oven-shaped nest.
a. Applied by ornithologists generally to the genus Furna-

rius, of the neotropical Faonly Dendrocolaptidx, esp. F.

rufus. b. Locally applied to (a) the Willow Wren, in

Norfolk also oven-tit and ground-wen ; (/') the Long-tailed
or Bottle Titmouse, also oven-builder M\& bush-oven; (c) the
American Golden-crowned Thrush (Seturus auricapillus\
n 1825 FORBY Voc. E. Anglia, Oven-bird, the long-tailed

titmouse.. .The allusion is to the nest. 1848 Zoologist VI.
2186 Sylvia Trochilusis the 'oven-bird

', so called., from the

shape of its nest. 1867 WOOD Illnst. Nat. Hist. II. 259
The oven-birds derive their name from the peculiar form of
their nest. 1882-5 W. H. D. ADAMS Bird World 455 In
the neighbourhood of the South American rivers is found the

oven-bird, one of the Certhiid<e, or creepers. 1892 W. H.
HUDSON Nat. La Plata. 63, I could not endure to see the
havoc they were making amongst the ovenbirds (Furnarius
rufus). 1893 Advance (Chicago) 18 May, The oven-bird or

accentor, announcing his presence with his startling song.

Oven-builder, a local name of the Long-tailed
Titmouse : see prec. b.

Ovenchyma (ove'rjkiina). Bot. [f. L. ov-um

egg + Gr. <7xuA*a infusion.] Plant tissue consist-

ing of oval cells, oval cellular tissue.

1866 in Treas. Bot.

t Ovenon, -an, adv. and prep. Qbs. Forms :

1-3 ufenan, -on, 3 uuen-, ouenan, -on, 4 oven-
on. [f. OE. ufan adv. from above, above + an t

on, ON. Cf. ANOVEN (where the same elements
are reversed) and ANOVENON.]
A. adv. From above.

c 1000 Ags. Gosp. John iii. 31 Se fle ufenan com se is ofer

ealle. a 1013 WULFSTAN Horn, xvi, (Napier) 97 He deft, ^aet

fyr cym3 ufene [JAS*. Cot-pus ufenon], n.. O. E. Chron.
an. 1052 (MS. C), Seo landfyrd com ufenon and trymedon
hix be bain strande.

B. prep. Over and above
; upon, down upon.

a looo He Domes D&ge 144 Ufenan call bis. c 1*05 LAV.

18090 He smat hine uuenen [^1275 ouenon] ^at haeued.
a 1300 A". Horn 1485 (Harl. MS.) Ouen o jje sherte hue
gurden huem wib suerde.

Over (^1'va.i), adv. Forms: a. 1-3 ofer, (i

ofor, 3 Qrm. oferr, offr), 2-7 ouer, 3- over,

(4 ouur, ouver, owver, 4-5 ouir, -yr, -ere, -ire,

4-6 ovir, -yr). . north. Eng. and Sc. 4- ower,
(4-5 owur, owyr, 4-6 our, oure, 6- owre). 7.
ontr. 4 or, (6 ore, 7-8 o're), 6- o'er. The con-
tracted form o'er (o^j) is now poetic and rhe-

torical. [Com. Teut. : OE. ofer adv. and prep.
-OFris. ovtr

t OS. ooar, (MDu., MLG., Du., LG.
over), OMG. obar (MG. ober) t

OHG. itbar prep.,
ubiri adv. (MUG. tiber^ Ger. uber, ober\ QN.y/tr
adv. and prep. (Sw. ofver, Da. over)^ Goth, tifar

prep, and adv. prefix,
=^ Gr. &vtp t

Skr. npari adv.

and prep., locative form of itpara adj. 'over, higher,
more advanced, later ', comparative formation from

upd) in Teut. ttfa- t uf-, whence the adverbial ufan
(see OVENAN, ANOVEN), and be-ufant bttfan, with
the compound a-bufan, ABOVE. Over was thus

in origin an old comparative of the element ufa t

ove, in ab-ove. Besides its uses as a separate word,
over- is in all the Teut. langs. an important ad-
verbial prefix : see OVEU-.]

I. \Vith. sense Above, and related notions.

1. Above, on high.
The first o,uot. shows the adv. becoming prepositional :

' be
to us the brightness over

', Le. be the brightness over us.

ciooo Ags. Ps. (Th.) Ixxxix. 19 Wese us beorhtnes ofer
blioan prihtnes urcs. a 1300 Cursor M. 21639 Ouer and
vnder, right and left, In bis compas godd all has left. 1819
BYRON Juan \. cliii, Search them under, over.

t b. Above on a page ;
on a previous page.

1456 SIR G. HAVE Law Arms (S. T. S,) 33 We have our
sene how the kirk and the cristyn faith has bene.
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c. After hang, project^ jut, lean, and the like

(in reference to the space beneath : see OVER//T/.
i); hence ellipt. projecting, leaning, or bent for-

ward and downward (quot. 1887),
1546 LANGLEV Pol. \7crg. De Invent, in. x. 773, The

plomline whereby the Euenes of the Squares bee tried
whether they batter or hang ouer. 1780-1836 J. MAYNE
Siller Gnn in Chambers Pop. Scot. /Wwj(i862j 132 Beneath
yon cliff, high beetling ower, Is chaste Diana's Maiden-
Bower. 1869 FH/.WYGKAM Horses $ Stables (1901) ix. Ix,

901 Horses, which stand over at the knees, generally do
so from effect of severe and constant work. 1880 C. B.

i BERRY Other Side 244 The ship is so beamy that she don't
i

heel over much. 1887 MKS. RIODELL A'un's Curse I. iv. 66
The knight's knees were a little

'

over ', after the fashion of
a horse that has been hard driven. Mod. Don't lean over

I too far, or you'll fall over.

2. Above so as to cover the surface, or so as to

affect the whole surface: with such verbs aa brush,

cover, clothe, daub, dust, furrow, paint, plaster,

powder, rub, scribble, strew, stud, sweep, varnish.

See also ALL OVEU i.

c 1400 M.-\UNDKV. (Roxb.) viii. 29 A faire kirk all ouer whyte
blaunched. a 1440 5;> Degrev. 1470 The floure was. .overe

keveryd with a pal. 1567 Gttdc ty Godlie Kali. (S. T. S.) 50 And
war the warld..CIed ouer with gold, a 1611 BKAUM. & FL.
Maid's Trag. i. i, She. .will, .make her maids Pluck 'em

[flowers], and strew her over like a corse. 1667 MILTON /'. /,.

viii. 83 Gird the Spbear With Centric and Eccentric scribl'd

o're. 1701 ROWK Amb. ^tep-nwtk. t. i, Thy function too
will varnish o're our Arts. 1871 R. KLLIS Catullus Ixiv. 293
Whereto the porch wox green, with soft leaves canopied over.

1891 Leeds Mercury 27 Apr. 4/7 The.. sleeves studded

thickly over with tiny silver sequins.

II. With sense To or on the other side.

3. Indicating a motion or course that passes or

crosses above something, usually rising on one
side and descending on the other

;
as to climb,

jump, run, flow, boil over, to look over, shoot over,
throw something over; sometimes (b) esp. with

the sense of passing above and beyond, instead of

reaching or hitting, and so fig. of going beyond,
exaggeration.
^893 K. /ELFRED Oros.v. xii. 8 He eodc to <5ajre burje wcalle,

and rteah ut ofer. a 1225 Ancr. R. 266 Nule he nout, lie suid,

wendenouer,auh wulesitten ful ueste. 1440 /><?////. l'aw.
43/1 Boilyn ouyr, as potty.s on the fire, 1560 BIBLE (Genev.)
/V. xxiii. 5 My cup runneth oner. 1641 FRENCH Distill.

ii. (1651) 50 Distill them,. and there will come over a water
of no small vertue. 17^4 Dr, FOE Mem. Cat-alter (1840) 99
The king, .lays over his bridge. 1841 MARKYAT roachcr i,

If we were to toss him . .over the bridge. . Shall we over with
him? Mod. Climb over into the garden. lump over and

j

escape. There is a high wall to prevent people seeing over
;

into the grounds.
(b) 1599 SHAKS. Ifen. I

7
,
in. vii. 133 You haue shot ouer.

j

1626 K. HARRIS Hezekialis Rccov. 4 The Orator spake
not over, when hee intimated that Ingratitude was a kinde
of Unjustice. 1681 DRYDEN Sp. J-riar i. i, They're all

corrupted with the Gold of Barbary To carry over, and not
hurt the Moor. 1796 in Nicolas Di$p. Nelson (1846} VII.

p. xxxiii, Many shot went over, but none struck us.

4. Hence used of the latter part of the motion
or course described in 3, corresponding to the ,

position in i c = over the edge or brink and i

down, forward and down, as in to fall,jump, throw
oneself, push any one over (cf. over a precipice,
OVER prep. 12). Also, b. of a similar movement

!

from the erect position, without reference to any
brink, as in to fall, tumble, topple, knock a person,
a vase, etc. over; and C. in to bend, double, fold,

turn, roll a thing over, in which the upper surface

is turned forward ^or laterally) and downward, so

as to become the under, i. e. is turned upside down,
i

To roll or turn over and over, i. e. so that each

part of the surface in succession rolls forward and

downward, and is alternately up and down.
a. c 1400 Laud Troy Bk. 5743 Tner hors fel doun and

thei gede ouer, Bothe were besy up to couer. 1814 SCOTT
Ld. of Isles in. xv, For from the mountain hoar.. Loose

crags had toppled o'er. Mod. Do not go too near the edge
of the precipice ; you might fall over. It is on the very
brink ; a very slight push would send it over.

b. 1649 G. DANIKL Trinarch., Hen. II7
, ccciii. One single

Gunne, tumbles the whole tpwne ore. 16613 H. MOKE Mysi.
Godl. viii. xvii. 441 The leaking vessel of this mortal Body. .

ready to sink or topple over. 1694-1826 Fall over [see FALL
v. 95]. 1814-93 Knock over (see KNOCK v.

13], 1853 KANE
Grinnell E.rp. xxiv. (1856) 196 When these [ice-piles] attain

their utmost height, . . they topple over.

C. aiS48HALLC/i>tf.,/?/cA,///29b, Hetournedover the

leffe, and began an order of a new life. 1662 GLANVILL/.WJT
Orient. Pref. (1682) 10 If they turn o're Libraries. 1674 R.
GODFREY Inj, fy Ab. Physic 6 We. .who have tumbled over
so many Volumes. 1710 AUDISON Tatlcr No. 243 F 3 He
turned himself over hastily in his Bed. 1736 SWIFT 6W//EW
n. v, Expecting every

moment to-. fall..and come tumbling
over and over from the ridge to the eaves. 1807 Mcd. Jrnl.
XVII. 176 note,\vry few. .have thought it worth their while
to tumble over the dirty pages of this publication. 1840
LAKDNEK Gcont. xxii. 309 If the curve VP were folded over
on VP', the point P would fall upon P'. Mod. Turn him
over on his face.

6. From side to side of an interjacent surface or

space : in early use esp. said of crossing the

surface of the sea or other water (closely akin to 3),
a street, a common, or other denned tract

;
in later

use often said merely of traversing the space or

distance between two places, and so adding some

OVER.

notion of completeness to go, come, run, take,tiz.\

e.g. 'Take this over to my friend's house'.

^893 K. /ELFRKD Qros. \\. v. 6 An fiscere . . uneabe hiene
asnne ofer brohte. c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 141 Sunnedei smat
Moyses be rede see, and f>e see to-eode and bet iraelisce folc
wende ouer, c 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron, (1810) 59 Whan be
erle was exiled, nis sonnes tille Irland ouer. 01400-50
Alexander 1028 In-to be coste of Calodone he comes him
ouer first. 1567 MAI-LET Gr, Forest $7 To scmle ouer Owles
to Athens. 1591 SMAKS. i Hen. VI, v. iii. 167 He ouer then
to England with this newes. 1676-7 MARVUI.L Corr. Wks.
1872-5 II. 523 Whu.se opinion was, that he ought to be sent
for over. 1869 Contemp. Rev. XI. 65 The Duke., had
asked him over. 1894 A. ROBERTSON Nuggets, etc. 156 My
mother will send over every day to inquire how Miss
McLean is. 1895 Scottish Antiquary X. 81 He. .darted for
the ford, and gut over before they came up to him.

b. Of measurement : Across from side to side ;

in outside measurement.
1585-6 KARL LKYCKSTEK Corr. (Camden) 477 The bread the

therof, in the narrowest place, is a mylle over. 1624 J. POKY
in Capt. Smith I'irginia. iv. 142 The land is not two dales

iourny ouer in the broadest place. 1660 F. BKOOKK tr. Lc
Hlancs Trav. 279 On the West they had deserts of fifteen

dayes over. 1663 GERBIER Counsel 69 If the Ballistic be
two inches over, it is two shillings a doozen. 1719 DE FOE
Crusoe i. ,\ii, The cave.. might be about twelve feet over.

1872 RoHtledge's I-'.-'. Boy's Ann. 10/1 A small sixty siztd

[flower] pot, which is about three inches over.

C. Cricket. The umpire's call for the players to

pass to the opposite places in the field, on a change
of the bowling to the other end of the wicket, after

a certain number of balls (4, 5, or 6) have been
bowled from the one end. (Hence OVER sb.** 4.)
17. . Laws of Cricket in Grace Cricket (1891 P 15 When ye

4 Balls are bou led he [the umpire] is to call over, 1849
Laius of Cricket in

' Bat '

Cricketer's Man. (1850) 59 After
the delivery of four balls the umpire must call

' Over '.

6. From one person, side, party, opinion, etc.,

to another: expressing transference or transition;

esp. in deliver, hand, bring, make, take over, go,
come, pass ova'. Give over : see GIVK v. 63.
1585 'J'. WASHINGTON tr. Nicholay's Voy. i. ii. 2 b, For-

getting, .that whiche duty & fidelity commanded him, [hej
went ouer to the king of Spayne. 1593 SHAKS. 2 Hen. I'/,
i. i. 60 [The Duchies of Anjou and Maine] shall be released
and deliuered ouer to the King her Father. 1595 'John
in. i. 117 And dost thou now fall ouer to my foes? 1608
WILLET Hc.vapla Kxod. 461 So might the seruant be sold
ouer. 1766 GOLMSM. Vic. IV. ii, The profits of my living,. .

I made over to the orphans and widows of the clergy of our
diocese. 1776 Trial i'fNitndocotnar 104/2 The balance., is

brought over into this [account], 1894 Temple ttar Mag. CI.

62, I made over, .every farthing of the fortune. Mod. Part
of the auxiliary forces went over to the enemy.
7. On the other side of something intervening,

e. g. a sea, river, street
; hence, merely, on the

other side of some space, at some distance.
c 1330 K. BRUNNK Chron. (iSio) 219 Whan Edward was

ouere graciously and wele, He hoped haf recoucre at Wigc-
more ca^tele. 1513 DOUGLAS AZneis i. i. 22 The mouth of

lang Tibir our fprgane. 1823 LOCKMART Span. Ball., Song
ofGalley vi, It is a narrow strait, I see the blue hills over.

1845 BROWNING Hoiu they brought the Good Ncu<s vii, Over
by Dalhem a dome-spire sprang white. Mod. He has been
over in America for some time.

b. Over against (prep. phr.}\ opposite to. So
ffver-anenst dial., -\overynentcs obs.
c i4ooM;\UNDEv. (Roxb.) .\i. 46 Ouerynentesbe forsaid well,

es ane ymage of stane. 1517 TOHKINGTON Piigr, (1884) 19
Over a gens the forseyd ylc of Cirigo. 2526 TINDALK Marx
xiil. 3 As he sate on rnounte olivete over agenst the temple.
1632 LITHGOW Trav. iv. 139 Perah is ouer against Constan-

tinople. 1710 STKKLE Tatlcr No. 261 ? i The Wheat-Sheaf
over-against Tom's Coffee-house. 1855 ROBINSON IVhitby
Gloss. % O'lvcr-anenst, over-against, opposite. 1864 PUSEV
Lett. Daniel \-\\\. 475 It exhibits the vain tumults of men,
and, over-against them, the calm supremacy of God.

III. With the notionof exceeding in quantity, etc.

8. Above or beyond the quantity named or in

question, a. Remaining or left beyond what is

taken, b. Present beyond the quantity in question ;

in excess, in addition, more. Over or under, ^over
or short : more or less.

a 900 tr. Bsdas Eccl. Hist. \. xvi. [xxvii.] (1890)66 Eall 5et
ofer bi& to lafe is to syllane, swa swa Crist laerde Quod
supcrest date elecmosynam : ?teet ofer si and to lafe sel!aj>

aelmessan. 4:1050 Byrhtfcrtli's Hatuiboc in Anglia (1883)
VIII. 303 Ryf baer by3 an ofer. "1340 HAMI-OLE Psalter
Cant. 495 Eftere his seknes &. grauntynge of life fyften 3ere

ouyr. 1393 Test. Ebor. (Surtees> I. 184 If there be oght
over. 1412 20 LYUG. Chron. Troy Sob, An hundred men
of armes them beforne, And twenty over. 1596 DANETT tr.

Couiines (1614) 330 At the selfe same time within two
moneths ouer or vnder. 1603 SIR C. HEYDON Jud. Astro/.

v. 147 To come neare to it ouer or short is commendable.

1613 SHAKS. Hen. /"///, iv. ii. 151 That they may haue their

wages,. .And something ouer to remember me by. 1657 W.
RAND tr. Gassendi's Life Peircsc i. 130 A certain rare Aloes

tree, which, .shot up 32 feet high, .and near half a foot over.

1777 MACBRIUE in /'A/7. Trans. I.XVIII. 129 A score of

pounds over or under making no., difference in the strength,

1854 DicKtNS Hard T. i. ii, The principle that two and
two are four, and nothing over. 1856 Titan Mctg. Dec. 499/1
Twelve will go once in fourteen, and leave two over.

9. Remaining or left unpaid, unsettled, or uncom-

pleted after the time of settlement ; remaining for

the time being; left till a later time or occasion;

esp. with remain^ lie, stand, hold^ leave.

1647 [see HOLD <. 42 a]. 1848 CRAIG, To lie over, to remain

unpaid, after the time when payment is due. 185* &
HOLD v. 42 b]. 1861 TROLLOFE Qrlty F, I. xix. 144 The
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OVER.
matter was allowed to stand over till after Christmas. 1884
Mil. Engineering (ed. 3) I. n. 51 The front ditch, .may be
left over, in the absence of strong enough working parties.

flO. Beyond or in addition to what has been
said

; more than that, moreover, besides ; further.

(.-1380 WVCI.IF Sel. Wits. III. 163 Bot se we owver how (?is

synne is partid in J?o Chirche. 138* I Mace. ix. 55 Nether
he mi^te spek overe [1388 more] a word, c 1430 Pilgr. Lyf
Mankodei.ciu. (1809) 58 And ouer j sey (>ee,..who so hath
[etc.]. 1509 Act i Hen. VIII, c. 3 And ouer, that it be
ordeined [etc.].

b. .So \ aver and besides; also OVER AND ABOVE.
1583 STOCKER Civ. Warres Lmie C, in. 101 a, Ouer and

besides, they fortified them selues sundry dayes with many
Fortes, or trenches. 1594 R. ASHLEY tr. Lays le Roy 75 b,

They had 200000 men . . a_nd ouer and besids iij hundred
thousand harnesse of prouision. 1622 MABBE tr. Altaians
Guzman d'Alf. i. 127 And you must over and besides, allow
her her wine into the bargaine.

11. Beyond what is normal or proper ; too much
;

excessively; too. Cf. OVER AND ABOVE B. 2.

Modifying adjs. and advbs., and now usually hyphened
or combined, as over-anxious, overmuch : see OVER- 28, 30.
In Sc. and north. Eng. dial, (owtr, mure) the regular word
for

'

too ', and always written separate, as ower muckle.
a 1225 A Her. A". 86 Nis hit nout nu, ..so ouer vuel ase me

hit makeS. 1:1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. (1810) 36 Bot it was
ouer litelle, in alle maner way. 13.. Cursor M. 26251 (Cott.3
pi plight es owur vgli. 1456 SIR G. HAVE Law Arms
(S. T. S.) 36 Na man suld..be our blythe, na..be our dis-
confourt or aferde. 1470-85 MAI.OKY Arthur x, Ixxxv, That
one repenteth . . for he is ouer good a knyghte to dye suche a
shameful dethe. 1475 Pnston Lett. III. 122, I thynke it

wolde be to yow ovyr erksom a labor, a 1568 ASCHAM
SchoUiK. i. (ArbJ 57 It is ouer greate a ieopardie. 1625
BACON Ess., Delays (Arb.) 525 To teach dangers to come on,
by ouer early Buckling towards them. 1627 E. F. Hist.
Edw. II (1680) 12 Some few days pass, which seem'd o're

long. 1766 FORDVCI; Serin. Yng. Wow. (1767) I. vii. 297
You are over hasty in your apprehension. 1786 BURNS Two.
Dogs 140 Still it's owre true that ye hae said, Sic game is

now owre aften play'd. 1804 WORDSW. Kitten fr falling
Leaves 38-9 Over happy to be proud, Over wealthy in the
treasure Of her own exceeding pleasure ! 1868 ATKINSON
Cleveland Gloss, s. v., He is ower fond for owght. 1874
BLACKIE Self-Cult. 22 Be not over anxious about mere style.

1875 IOWKTT Pinto led. 2) I. 93 Do you understand now
what 1 mean ? Not over well.

IV. Of duration, repetition, completion, ending.
12. Through its whole extent

;
to the end ; from

beginning to end : esp. with read, repeat, say, tell,

reckon, count ; with talk and think, this passes into
the notion of detailed consideration.

1399 LANGL. Rich. Redelcs Prol. 55 If it happe to gowre
honde beholde )>e book onys,. . And if ?e sauere sum dell, se
it forth ouere. 1560 DAUS tr. Sleidane's Coinni, 102 He
toke great displeasure to reade over the whole discourse.
Ibid. 231 Let the poorer sorte pftymes saye over theyr Pater
noster. c 1680 Doubting Virgin in Roxb. Ball. IV. 344 Stay
and hear 't o're, before you go. 1782 Miss Bl'KNEY Cecilia
ix. x, Cecilia . . took the letter, and ran it over. 1871 R. ELLIS
Catullus Ixi. 215 (203! He shall tell them, ineffable, Multi-
tudinous, over. 1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) III. 605 We
talked the matter over. 1884 G. ALLEN Philistia III. 166
Let's talk it over and think it over. 1892 Law Times XCII.
146/1 The indorsement was read over to her.

b. For temporal phrases of the type 'all the year
over', which partly belong here, seeOvKBprep. 1 7 b.

13. Expressing repetition.
a. orig. ozw again, or with numeral adv., as

twice or thrice over.

<ri5So Jyl of Brentford's Test. (Ballad Soc.) 41 Pray doe
it over again ! 1596 SHAKS. Atercfi. I*', in. it 309 You shall
haue gold To pay the petty debt twenty times ouer. 1682
SIR T. BROWNE Chr. Mar. m. 25 Men would not live it

over again. 1766 GOLDSM. FiV. W. xiv, He read it twice over.

1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) I. 218 This is the old, old song
over again. 1884 SIR W. B. BKETT in La-w Times Rep. 10
May 315/2 To be verbose and tautologous, and to say the
same thing twice over.

b. Over in the sense ' over again '.

^1588 SHAKS. L. L. L. \. \. 33, I can but say their protesta.
lion ouer. 1592 Rom. ff Jul. \. ii. 7 But saying ore
what 1 haue said before. 1601 Twcl. N. v. i. 276 All
those sayings, will I ouer sweare. 1611 Cymt. \. vi. 165 And
shall makeyour Lord, That which he is, new o're. 1704 SWIFT
T. Tub Apol., He had however a blotted Copy, -which he
intended to have written over with many Alterations. 1872
H. W. BEECHER Lcct. Preaching II. 39 Perhaps he maybe
able to make himself over. 1889 Scribner's Mag. Aug.
217/2 Old iron rails .. are worked over at the rolling mills
into crowbars and shovels [etc.].

c. Overandover, over andover again, repeatedly,
many times over.

1598 SHAKS. Merry W. m. Hi. 18, I ha told them ouer and
ouer, they lacke no direction. 1637 GILLESPIE Eng. Pop.
Ccretii. iv. L i Vpon this string they harpe over and over
again. 1647 R. STAI-YLTON Juvenali\s Let rich men do it,
ore and oreagen. 1707 HEARNE Collect. 21 May (O. H. S.)
II. 14 Nothing.. but what has been observ'd over and over.
a 1860 J. A. ALEXANDER Gospel Jesus Chr. iii. (i860 44 He
has over and over refused to accept God's invitation. 1869
FREEMAN Norm. Cong. III. xii. 188 The name . .appears over
and over again.
14. Past, gone by, finished, done with, at an end.
[<r330 R. BRUNNE Chron. (1810) 282 A prophecie sais he

salle die, & whan he is ouere, After (>at day Scotlond may
haf gode recouere.] 1611 BIBLE Song Sol. ii. n For loe, the
winter is past, the raine is ouer [CovKKD. awaie, Geneva
cange, an gone. 124 I'AKLES iv. Poems, Job x. 105O that thy Hand would hide me close .. till all thy Wrath

"\CON EM., Anger (Arb.) 565 To looke
'hen the Fitt is throughly ouer. 165(7
. in. 345 Nor when the War is over, is

"OE Crusoe I. xv, His astonishment was

backe vpon Anger, when the Fitt is throu,
DRVDEN Virg. Georg.
it Peace. 1719 DE F<
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a little over. 1802 MAR. EDGEWORTH Moral T. (1816) I. i.

5 The ceremony of dinner is over. 1865 BARING-GOULD
Hymn, Now the day is over, Night is drawing nigh. 1875
STUBBS C. H. II. xiv. 149 The struggle was not yet over.

15. In addition to the prec. senses, over is used

idiomatically with many verbs, as GIVE, PASS,
PUT, THROW, WALK, etc. See these verbs.

Over (OT'vaj), prep. Forms : see prec. [The
same as OVEH adv. with object.
OE. ofer was const, with dative or accusative, the former

prig,
in the sense of position, the latter in that of motion to.

There are however several uses of ofer in which these
distinctions are not clear, which app. led to looseness in the
use of the cases generally, so that in many senses either case
was used with no apparent difference of sense, the pre-
ponderance being in favour of the accusative.]

I. In sense above.

1. Above, higher up than. Said either of position
or of motion within the space above

; also, after

hang, project, jut, lean, etc., in relation to anything
beneath.
t-888 K. ALFRED lioeth. xl. 4 Hi wuniap nu ofer osem

tunglum. <:893 Oros. I. iii. i Eter waes standende waiter
ofer pam lande. ciooo Sax. Leecltd. II. 38 Breed bonne
bzt heafod hider & jeond ofer bast fyr. a 1225 A tier. R.
400 Ich holde her hetel sweord ouer bin heaued. c 1420
LYDG. Assembly of Gods 1608 Ouer her heede houyd a
culuer..whyte. c 1425 Cursor M. 11489 (Trin.) Ouer be

hpus stood be stern. ,11548 MALI. Chron., Hen. VI n6b,
(They] received hym with a Canapie of blewe velvet, ..and
bare the same over hym, through the toune. 1:1590 [see
LEAN v. 4]. 1676 HOBBES Iliad \\. 394 The Entrails o're the
fire they broiled. 1736 BERKELEY Discourse Wks. III. 424
Having his house burnt over his head. 1805 WORDSW. Prelude
vin. 95 Mountains over all, embracing all. 1821 KEATS
Isabella xxiii, He leant. .o'er the balustrade. 1864 DASENT
Jest ff Earnest (1873) I. 42 Flitting about like a petrel over
those stormy isles. Mod. The upper story projects over the
street.

b. In variousyf,f. uses.
<r888 K. /ELFRED Boeth. xli. 5 (MS. B.) Ne baet ne sec3

bat him ofer is. ^897 Gregory's Past. C. xvii. 108 Eower
e^e and bro^a sie ofer ealle eoro'an nietenu. a 900 Ags. Ps.
(Th.) xxxii. 18 Sy, Drihten, bi mildheortnes ofer us. c 1000
jELKRlc Num. xvi. 46 Codes yrre is ofer hij. 1549 LAUMKH
yd Strut, bef. Edw, 1/1 (Arb.) 95 He loketh hye ouer the

poore. 1593 SHAKS. Rich. //, n. i. 258 Reproach and dis.
solution hangeth ouer him. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Kng. \.

I. 72 A grave doubt hung over the legitimacy both of Mary
and of Elizabeth. 1887 Times (weekly ed.) i July 2/1 The
best part proved to be a little over the heads of his audience.

C. Over (one's) sigiiattire, name, etc. : with one's

signature, etc. subscribed to what is written.

1857 N. ff Cj. 2nd Ser. IV. 87 He says, over his own
signature:

'
If in passing the comet [etc.] '. 1875 STEDMAN

Victorian Poets 261 Who relieved his eager spirit by
incessant poetizing over the pseudonym of

'

Spartacus '.

1 2. To a position above. OE. (w. ace. or (fat.}.

agoo Ags. Ps. (Th.) xxiii. 2 He
jjesette ba eorban ofer

ba;re 52. c 1000 /Eu'HIc Gram. xlviL (Z.) 274 Se (>e astah
ofer heofenas.

3. Idiomatic use. In (or into) a position in which
water, or the like, rises above one's shoes, boots,
ears, head, etc. Also_/?-. See also OVER SHOE.
1503 HAWES Examp. Virt. x. 7 He must nedys into this

water fall Ouer the heed and be drowned with all. 1530-
1867 Over head and ears [see H EAI> 39 b). a 1553- Over the
ears [see EAR st'.l i c). "1555 PHILPOT Exam. <$ Writ.
(Parker Soc.) 227 Now I am over the shoes: God send me
well out! 1589 R. HARVEY PI. Perc. (1590) 8 Another.,
puls him ouer the pumpes into the same puddle. 1591
SHAKS. Two Gent. \. i. 24-5 He [Leander] was more then
ouer-shooes in loue. Vol. Tis true; for you are ouer-
bootes in loue. 1677 GILPIN Demonol. (1867) 80 To go on
and enjoy the fulness of that delight which we have already
stolen privately : over shoes, over boots. 1768 WESLEY
Jrnl. 23 Sept. (1827) III. 336 My horse got into a ditch
over his back in water. 1834 D. MACMILLAN in Hughes
Mem. (1883) 66, I am always over head and ears with one
trouble or another.

4. The spatial sense ' above '

passes into other
notions: the literal notion is a. combined with
that of purpose or occupation, as in over the fire,
a bowl, a glass ;

b. sunlc in that of having some-

thing under treatment, observation, or considera-

tion, as in to watch, or talk over, make merry over.

(897 K. ALFRED Gregory's Past. C. 1. 391 Mid hu micelre

giefe ofer him wacaO se Scippend & se Stihtere ealra
xesceafta. Ibid. Hi. 411 Mara gefea wyrS on heofonum..
oonne ofer nigon & hundnisontig ryhtwisra. a 900 tr.

Basda's Hist. I. vii. (1890) 4opa*t he ofer him deadum gefe^e.
c xooo Ags. Gosp. Luke xix. 41 He weop ofer hlz. ( 1000
/ELI-BIC Horn. I. 36 pa:t he symle wacol sy ofer Codes
eowode. CI2OO Trin. Coll. /four. 31 l>e herdes . . wakeden
ouer here oref. 1483 CAXTON G. de la Tour F v b, That
none may haue enuye oner hym. 1579 FULKE Refut.
Rastel 735 The Lords praier. .was not said ouer the sacra-
ment. 1592 SHAKS. Rom. ff Jul. m. v. 175 Vtler your
grauitie ore a Gossips Iwwles. 1593 Liter. 421 As the

grim lion fawneth o'er his prey. 1600 A. V. L. 1. ii. 139
The poore old man.. making such pittiful dole ouer them.

1657-83 EVELYN Hist. Relig. (1850) I. 137 The Almighty's
especial vigilance is over the greater societies of men, . . yea,
and over whole nature. 1711 STEELE Spect. No. 52 r 6
When you did me the Honour to be so merry over my
Paper. 1791 Givtl. Mag. 20/2 Those hours.. which others
consume.. over the bottle. 1811 LADY GRANVILLF. Lett.

(1894) I. 29 If you had seen us. .sitting over the fire with
Mr. Hughes. 1847 HKLVS Friends in C. (1851) I. 3 Over
this he had wasted two days. 1865 MRS. CAKLYLE Lett. III.

286 We sit down to breakfast, and talk over it till eleven.

1874 FARKAR Christ I. 408 Let us pause a moment longer
over this wonderful narrative. 1875 JOWETT Plato III. 389
Apt to yawn and go to sleep over any intellectual toil.

OVER.

t c. With reference to, regarding, concerning,
1 about (a subject of discourse, thought, feeling, etc.).

c looo JLFRIC Gen. xvii. 20 Ofer Vsniahel eacswilce ic

jehirde be. 1340 H AMI-OLE Prose Tr. 36 Thow may..
thynke ouer thi synnes before donne. l53sCovERDALE/><'.
xi. 46 This is the laweouer y* beestes amlfoules. iC/iron.
xx. 2 He sent messaungers to comforte him ouer his father.

II. In sense on, upon.
5. On the upper or outer surface of; npon :

sometimes implying the notion of supported or rest-

ing upon, sometimes (now more frequently) that
of covering the surface.
In Her. said of a charge placed npon others so as partly to

cover them (distinguished from above on a higher part of
the shield). Usually over all.

c 880 Laws 0/sEl/redc. 36 (Schmid) jif mon hafaS sperc
ofer eaxle. cggo Liiuiis/. Gosf. Matt. xxi. 5 Sittende ofer
\Ruslivj. on, Ags. G. uppan] asal. 971 Blickl. Hoin. 71
Sittende ofor eoselan folan. /Hit. 79 Her ne bifl forlaeten
stan ofor stan. c 1435 Torr. Portugal 2100 Ffader, than
have thou this ryng, Tffound it over this swete thing 1592
SHAKS. / 'en. ^ Ad. 31 Over one arm the lusty courser's rein.

1766 POKNY Heraldry v. (1787) 156 The twelfth is Azure,
a Chief Gules over-all a Lion rampant double queued Or.
1870 TROLLOPF. Phineas. Finn 39 Sitting with his hat low
down over his eyes.
6. To a position on the surface or top of, or so

as to cover
; upon (with verbs of motion).

5:897 K. /ELFRED Gregory's Past. C. xlix. 383 Daet mon
\

his sweord doo ofer his hype, a 900 tr. Bxda's Hist. It. ii.

(1890) 100 Nimad re min yeoc ofer eow. 971 Blickl. Horn.
93 ponne hie cwe{>ab to baem dunum : . .Feallab ofor u.
c looo Ags. Gosp. Matt. xi. 24 Se hys bus ofer stan setim-
brode. c 1470 HENRY Wallace I. 241 A soudly courche our
hed and nek leit fall. 1560 DAUS tr. Sleidane's Coinm. 353
They had all put over their harnesse white shirtes. 1652

i C. B. STAPVLTON Herodian xiv. 114 Thishit the Alexandrians
o're the Thumbs. 1704 GIBBER Careless Husk. v. ii, Throw
my Night-Gown over me. 1861 Temple Bar Mag. I. 307
Let us draw a veil over this dismal spectacle.

b. fig. Upon, down upon, as an influence.
a 900 tr. Bxda's Hist. \. xi. [xiv.) 50 jestihtad wes bjet

yfell wrasc come ofer 3a wibcorenan. It'id. IV. xxv[i]. 354
On Sinum da;um 3is wile ofer 3as burg ne cymeS. c 1000
^ELFRIC Hotn. I. 182 Da tacna be he worhte ofer da un-
truman men. c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 93 De haliegast com ofer
ba apostlas mid furene tungen. 1588 SHAKS. L. L. L. v. ii.

278 Lord Loncauill said 1 came ore his hart. 1834 MACKAY
Tubal Cain iii, But a sudden change came o'er his heart.

t c. Up to the top of, up to. (OE.)
0897 K. ALFRED Gregory's Past. C. xiv. 80 Astej ofer

heaiine munt. t 1000 ^ELFRIC Gram, xlvii. (Z.) 274 Ofer
healice dune astih ou.

7. a. (Position) on all parts of the surface of;

everywhere on
; here and there upon. Often

strengthened by all, now esp. all ever.

1:893 K. ALFRED Oros. II. vi. 3 Ofer call Romana rice
seo eorbe waes cwaciende & berstende. Ibid. vi. vii, pa
wear5 eft sibb ofer ealne Romana anwald. 1175 Lam/:
Horn. 3 pa wes hit cud ouer al be burh. c 1430 Syr Tryam.
349 Ovyr alle the wode they hur soght, But..fonde hur
noght. 1456 SIR G. HAVE La-M Arms iS.T. S.) 2 [He] is

Infit and redoubtit our all the warld. 1624 CAPT. SMITH
Virginia m. 58 They.. sell it all ouer the country. 172*

more or less raised all over India. 1895 Scot. Antiq. X. 79
Around the firesides of the cottages, which were studded
over the moor.

b. (Motion) from place to place on the surface

of; to and fro upon; all about; throughout. Often
ail over,

agoo tr. Breda's Hist. n. xii. (1890) 128 Monijra fceara
tida ofer ealle Breotone ic flymawais. c 1000 ^ELFRIC Exod.
viil. 5 Alted upp ba froxas ofer call Egipta land. 1568
GRAFTON Chron. I. 156 In the Wynter he used to ryde
over the lande. 1600 SHAKS. A. Y. L. i. iii. 134 Heele goe
along ore the wide world with me. 1735 SOMERVILLE Chase
in. no The hunter crew wide straggling o'er the plain ! 1843
RLSKIN Mod. Paint, I. n. ii. 6. 406 We may range over

Europe, from shore to shore. Mod. They travel all over the

country.
C. Through every part of, all through. (Some-

times including the notion of examination or con-

sideration : cf. 4.)

1647-8 COTTEKKI.I. Davilas Hist. Fr. (1678) 29 They might
purposely be carefully looked over. 1773 JOHNSON Lett.
\VTvs. 1825 1. 321 A wild notion, which extends over marriage
more than over ajiy other transaction. 1830 MOORE Mem.
(1854) VI. 108 Took Miss Macdonald to see over new
Athena-urn. 189* MRS. OLII IHANT Marr. of Elinor III.

-\\.\iv. 20 She would have liked to go over all his notes
about his case,

d. In the above senses (esp. a and b) often placed
after its object, esp. when this is qualified by all or

the like. (Cf. through^
a 1400-50 Alexander 18 pat a^te euyn as his awyn all the

werd ouire. c 1590 MARLOWE Fanst. iv. 53, I should be
called kill-devil afi the parish over. 1657 SPARROW Bk. Com,
Prayer (1661) 164 Christ is riscn^ the usual Morning saluta-

tion this day, all the Church over. 1675 Lend, Gaz. No.
1039/3 This inundation is almost general Holland over.

'795 BUKM Fora' That v, That man to man, the warld o'er,

Shall brothers be for a' that. 1832 HT. MARTINEAU Life in
W'ilds ii. 23 A test which holds good all the world over.

For the corresponding u^c in reference to time,
'

as in all

the year over ', in which over may be explained adverbially,
see 17 b. Even in the local use, in

'

all the world over
'

and *

the like, it is difficult to separate the preposition from the

adverb: cf. 'you may search London over ( London from
end to end) before you find another like it'.

III. Above in authority, degree, amount, etc.



OVER.

8. Above in authority, rule, or power ;
with sbs.,

as king, lord over; jurisdiction^ rule, triumph,

victory over \ adjs., victorious over \ vbs., to reign,

rule, triumph, appoint or set any one over.

^893 K. ^LKRED Ores. I. ii. 3 Hio ^esette ofer call hyre
rice (2et nan forbyrd naere [etc.]. Ibid, Hi. i. 5 For baein

lytlaii sije be hie ba ofer hie hxfdon. 1(900 tr. Bsedas
Hist. ii. v.(i8oo) 108 Sehzfderice oferealle Hreotone. Ibid.

v xi. [x.] 416 pKtte hio onsende to 5a?m aldormen be ofer

hine wa;s. 900 --J^. /'j. (Th.) xvii. 48 J>a haelo ba:s cynges
oe du fcesettest ofer folcum. 971 Blickl. Ham. 35 Gif he
mere soj> God ofer ealle Resceafte, c 1000 Ags. Gasp. Luke
xix. 19 Beo bu ofer fif ceastra. c noo ORMIN 590 Alls iff itt

wiiere laferruflocc Offr alle bo^re fiockess. c 13*0 Casl. Love
ino Nou ouer be nabbe I no niihte. 1423 tr. Sccrcta,

Secret., Priv. Priv. 210 Show thy Victor! ouer hym. . 1558
KNOX First Blast fArb.) 37, I will not, that a woman haue

authority, charge or power ouer man. 1611 BIBI.K Ps, xii.

4 Who is Lord ouer vs? 1678 WANLKV tt'ond. Lit. World
v. ii, 83, 472/2 Over this Emperour the Christians were
Victorious in. .the Battel of Lepanto. 1709 STEELE & Anni-
SON Tatler No. 147 ? 3 Venus, the Deity who presides over
Love. 1796 JANE AUSTEN Pride fy Prsj. I. xxiv, Oh that

my dear Mother had more command over herself. 1849
MACAULAY Hist. Eng. i. I. 2 Ireland, cursed by the domina-
tion of race over race, and of religion over religion. 1896 Law
Times Rep. LXXIIL 690^1 This court has no jurisdiction
over the property in America.

0. Above or beyond in degree, quality, or action ;

in preference to
;
more than.

^893 K. ALFRED Oros. i. iv. i loseph, se be jingst wses
..Si eac gleawra ofer hi ealle. 4:897 Gregory's Past. C.

xviii. 132 Da^l gold be is swae deorwierde ofer eal o3er
ondweorc. <t 900 Solil. i. (1902) n pe anne ic lufige ofer

aealle oSre bing. Ibid. 43 Hine ic lufi^e ofer eallnm ooTum
bing. 971 Blickl. Hom. ii Lufian we time Drihten. .ofer

ealle opru bing. Ibid. 13 Heo waes seo ead^este ofer call

wifa cynn. a 1000 Ps. 1. (Cotton) 75 (Gr.) Ofer snawe self

scinende. c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 39 "et bu luuie bine drihten
ofer bin wif, and ofer child, and ofer alle eorSliche bing.
a 1300 E. E. Psalter cxviii. 103 Over hony to mi mouth ere

bai. 1340 Ayenh. 170 He tie bolef> bet no vyend ous uondy
ouer oure mi^te. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xvi. (Magdalena)
472 f>ane wes I fule or be lafe. 1388 WYCMF 2 Cor. L 8 For
ouer nianer we weren greued ouer my^t [supra. virtuteni\,

1398 TREVISA Barth. De P. R. vn. Iv. (1495) 269 Ouer all

tnynge the dyete shal be temperate. 1526 Pilgr. Perf.
(W. de W. 1531) 8 b, He neuer sufTVcth man or woman to be

tempted, ouer that they may resyste. 1590 SHAKS. Mids. N.
i. i. 226 How happy some ore othersome can be ? 1650
TRAPI- Comm. Dent. xvi. 10 So good-cheap is Gods service
to us, over what it was to them. 1749 COLLINS OdeSnperst.
Highlands, 155 But, Oh ! o'er all, forget not Kilda's race.

1796 JANE AUSTEN Pride fy Prej. II. xxiv, I cannot help
giving him the preference even over Wickham. 1802

jWttSKOt Aitfobfof. fy Writ. (Kprd'sed.) VIII. 133 Virginia
is greatly over her due proportion of appointments in the

general government. 1855 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. xiv. III.

413 The preference given to him over English captains,

t b. Conjunctively (by ellipsis). Above or be-

yond what .... Obs.

1450 Paston Lett. I. 127 The world is changed gretely
over it was. 1627 SANDEKSON Serm. (1681) I. 274 Natural
conscience . . will boggle now and then at a very small matter
in comparison over it will do at some other times. 1644
MILTON Areop. (Arb.) 55 What advantage is it to be a man
over it is to be a boy at school ?

f 10. In addition to, further than
; besides, be-

yond. Overthis
) overthat^ moreover, = L. prxterea.

c88o Laws of JEIfred Introd. c. 32 (Schmid) Se be god-
geldum onsa:cge ofer God anne, swelte se dea'fle, c888 K.
ALFin Boeih. xxiii. (MS. B), Du ne wilnast nanes oSres

binges ofer ba. c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Mark vii. 12 And ofer

bat JC ne UetaS hine aenfo bing don his faeder o<SSe meder.

11350 Cursor M. 311 (Gott.) And ouyr bat him seluen

wroght All thinges quen b;it bai war noght. ^1380 WYCLIF
Sel. Wks, III. 356 It were for to wite over bis, how popis
?yven bes beneficis. 14x3 Pilgr. Sowle iv. viii. (Caxton
1483) 61 Nought only they owen this restitucion but also they
owen ouer this for to payen hym amendys. 1509 in Willis
&: Clark Cambridge (1886) I. 477 And ouerthat the saide
Provost and scolers covenaunteth and bindeth theym and
their successours. 1577-87 HOLINSHKD Chron. II. 43/2 Over
his exact knowledge in the common lawes, he was a good
orator. 1592 WEST \st Pt. Symbol. 103 C, And ouer this

the said H. M. for him .. doth couenant .. that he [etc.J.

1760-72 H. UKOOKE Foot of Qual. (1809) II. 114 (He) has

plunged you a thousand pounds in debt, over the large sums
that we carried with us.

b. So *( over and besides) -\ <yvcrand beyond. (See
also OVBB AND ABOVE A. 3.)
CI449 PECOCK Repr. 280 Ouer and bijomle alle be xlviij.

citees wib her seid sulnirbis. Ibid. 281. 1533 CRANMER Let.
in Misc. l('nt. (Parker Soc.) II. 260 Over and beMdes the
xvi 1 ' with iiii 1 ' more. 1607 K. C[ARK\V] tr. tistiettHe's ll'orltt

of Wonders 44 Ouer and besides those which they kept at

home. 1659 H. L'ESTKAN<,E Alliance Dii\ Off. 25 Over
and besides the Canonical Scriptures.
11, In excess of, above, more than (a stated

amount or number).
[ci33p Art/i, f? Merl. 6648 To a castel .. Thennes ouer

thre mile.] 1405111 Roy. <V Hist. Lett. Hen. /K(Rolls) 1. 158,
I have

1

nought ylafte with me over two men. 1519 SIR T.
BOLEYN in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. 1. 1. 147 His realme was to

hym six millions yerely, and over that, in value. 1640
FULLER Joseph's Coat (1867) 179 Had Naaman washed.,
under or over seven times, would so small a matter have
broken any squares? 1660 SHARKOCK I'cgetables 18 Hy that
means you shall gain a year in the growing, over that you
should doe if you-*owed it the next spring. 1858 KISGSLKY
Prose Idylls 92 Besides several [fishes] over a pound [in

weight]. 1868 M. ARNOLD Sch. fy Univ. Cont. 99 His
diploma. .has cost him a little over ^50. 1896 Law Times
/?r. LXXI 11.615/1 A distance of over 700 yards.

IV. Across (above, or on a surface).
12. Indicating motion that passes above (some-

285

thing) on the way to the other side. Sometimes

expressing only the latter part of this, n& mfalling
I

ot jumping over a precipice, i.e. over the edge or
brim and down.
c88S K. ALFRED Boeth. xxxvi. 3 (MS. B) p?et ic mseg

fliogan ofer bone hean hrof baes heofones. c 897 Gregory's
1 Past. C. xiii. 76 Dylaes he ofer 3one fterscold. .staeppe. a 900
:

Ags. Ps. (Th.) xvii. 28 Ic utgang ofer minre burge weall.

ci2os LAV. 9420 Ouer bene wal heo clumben. 1399 LANGL.
1 Rich. Rcdcles w. 82 pey had be ^rowe ouere >e borde
: backewarde ichonne. 1567 Ps. Ixxix. in Gndc fy Godlie
1 B. (S. T. S.) 118 Walter, [that] fast rinnis ouer ane lin.

1568 GRAFTON Chron. I, 152 He lept ouer the table and
I plucked that theefe by the hearc of the head to the ground.

1621 SANDERSON Serin. I. 188 Like an unruly colt, that

\

will over hedge and ditch. 1794 Rigging <y Seamanship
247* By the Board. Over the ship's side. 1824 SCOTT Red-
gauntlet Let. v, Our guest made a motion with his glass, so
as to pass it over the water-decanter. ., and added, 'Over
the water '. 1827-35 WILLIS Lord Ivon % Dan. 133 A winter,
and a spring, Went over me. 1843 Erasers Mag. XXVIII.
230 The sun is peering over the roofs. 183* DICKENS Bleak
Ho. xviii, She turned, .and spoke to him over her shoulder
again. 1896 .V. <y Q. 8th Ser. IX. 160/1 The room looking
over Nightingale Lane.

13. From side to side of a surface or space ;

across, to the other side of (a sea, river, boundary,
etc.) ; from end to end of (a line), along.
4:893 K. /ELFRKD Oros. n. iv. 10 fa Cirus for ofer past

londseimere, ofer ba ea be hatte Araxis. 898 O. E. Chron.
an. 896 (Barker MS.) pa forleton hie hie, and eodon ofer
land, c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Mark v. i Da coinen hi ofer J>a;re
Sees mu5an on (?;tt rice. 1154 O. E. Chron. an. 1135 (Laud
MS.) On bis geare forse king Henri ouer sa;. 1375 Cursor

\

M. 6957 (rain.) Quen [losue} passed ouere be flume iordan.
c 1400 MAUNDKV. (Roxb.) viii. 32 Men gase ower a grete
valay till anoper grete mount. 1:1440 Proiup. Pan'. 372/2
Ovyr, ultra, trans. 1697 DRVDKN I'irg. Georg. in. 315
Thus o'er th' Elean Plains, thy well-breath'd Horse Impels
the flying Carr. 1775 S. J. PRATT Liberal Opin. cxxix.

(1783) IV. 167 Gim me my daughter, I say, or I'll send you
over the herring-pond, take my word for 't. 1894 Tinu-s

(weekly ed.) 9 Feb. 113/2 A free pass over this company's
lines of railways. 1899 Pall Mall Mag. Mar. 326 A report
has come over the wire that [etc.].

f 14. fig. In transgression or violation of; in con-
travention of, contrary to. Obs.

1:893 K. /ELFKED Oros. \\. xxxv. g 2 On J<em dajuin
Securon Hrettanie Maximianushem to casere ofer his willan.

^900 tr. Keedas Hist. n. xvi. [xx.] (1800) 148 Se aefter fa;ce

from him . .nnrihttice ofsle^en wa;s ofer aoas and treowe.

971 Blickl. Hom. 91 Pa bing be we aer ofor his belxxl

zedydon. 10.. O. , Chron. an. 1015 enam baet wif ofer
bes cynges willan. ^1380 WVCLIF Sel. Wks. III. 392 pei
bynden hom ouver bo comaundementis of Gotl. 1502 Ord.
Crysten Men (1506) n. i. 86 We may offende our neyghbour
in desyrynge his goodes ouer reason & ayenst lustice.

15. On the other side of; across (of position).
^893 K. /ELFRKD Oros. \. \. 12 Be nprbam him ofer J>a

westenne is Cwenland. Ibid. 23 Se 5ridda [lio] norSwest
. .ongean Scotland ofer done sacs earm. a goo tr. Bxdtts
Hist. i. xi. [xiv.] (1890) 50 p^et hi Seaxna beode ofer J?am ,

sielicum dselum him on fultum gecygdon. c 1440 York
\

Myst. xxxiv. 65, I haue bene garre make pis crosse, . , Of bat i

laye ouere fc>e lake. ? a 1500 Peblis to the Play v, When
they were ower the wald. 1517 TORKINGTON Pilgr. (1884)
64 Ovyr the watyr on the other syd,..ys the yle of Cecyll.
1769 GHAV in Corr. w. Nicholls (1843) 92, I have a bed over
the way offered me at three half-crowns a night. 1820 KF.ATS !

St. Agnes xxxix, For o'er the southern moors I have a home
j

for thee. 1855 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. xxi. (1871) II. 556
The less warlike members of the [Jacobite] party [in 1696]
could at least take off bumpers to the King over the water.

1898 Tit-Bits 3 Sept. 446/3 At a wedding over the herring-
pond. Mod. Our neighbours over the way.
V. Of time.

16. Beyond in time
; after. Obs. exc. dial.

11900 O. E. Chron. an. 878 Her hiene bestsl se here on
midne winter ofer tuelftan niht to Cippanhamme. a 900 tr.

Bxdtts Hist. v. vi. (1890) 402 Da:t is an tid ofer midne da;g.

971 Blickl. Hojii. 93 py feor^an daeje ofor undern. c 1000
ytLFRic Gen. iii. 8 He code on neorxena wange ofer midday.
noi->3 O. E. Chron. an. 1101 And se eorl syoo'an oo'o'et ofer
See. Michaeles inaesse her on lande wunode. 13. . Coer de L.

5949 Ovyr this ilke dayes thre Myself schal thy bane be.
a 13 Cursor M. 15944 (Gott.) Hi \ns, was time of night
passid ouer midnight and mare, c 1380 WVCLIF IVks. (1880)

57 ^if ^ salt e fonnyd it is not worthi ower >is. (,"1400
Dcstr. Troy 265 pat no tarying shuld tyde ouer a tyine set.

1535 COVI.RUALE 2 Chron. x. 5 Come to me agayne ouer thre

dayes. Mod. (Mid-Essex groom to master)
'

Sir, we shall
want some hay over a few days.

1

17. During, all through. (In mod. use transf.

from space.)
855 O. E. Chron., Her hajbne men aerest on Sceaptge ofer

winter sect tin. c 893 K. /ELFRKIJ Oros. iv. x. 10 Sibban
he hi slox ofer ealne bone daeg fleonde. c 1000 Sa.v. Leechd.
III. 270 J>a seofon steorran Je..ofer ealne winter scina5. ..

Ofer ealne sumor hi gaft on niht Here tide under )?is.sere
eor&an. c 1000 Ags. Treat. Astron. in Wright Treat.
Science 16 He went adune and hwilon up ofer dajg and ofer
niht. 1886 Act 49 <y 50 Viet. c. 44 <j 13 The repayment.,
should be spread over a series of years. 1895 /,<ZTC Times
Rep. LXXII. 817/1 The case is governed by a line of i

authorities extending over a century.
b. The OE. use, in quot. 893, is sometimes ex-

pressed in ME. and mod. Eng. by over following
'

the time phrase ; as in all the year over
y the whole

j

day over. Cf. the corresponding local use in sense

7 d. In the temporal use, over, being appended to i

a phrase which is itself an adverbial adjunct, may
with equal propriety be viewed as an advb.: cf.

'he works in the field all day*, with 'he sings at his

work all day over', i.e. all day from beginning to end.

OVER.
c 1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) xv. 71 He gert his men wake all

J?e nyght ouer {MS. Cott. Titus C. xvi, wake all nyghte].
c 1475 RaufCoifyar 330 Ane thousand, and ma, of fen.sabill
men War wanderand all the nicht ouir. Mod. I remained
the whole day over near the spot. Some persons bathe in
the Serpentine daily all the year over.

f!8. During or in course of the (eve or night)

|

preceding; on the preceding (evening or night).

I

Obs. except in OVEKMGHT.
1399 LANGL. Rich. Redeles iv. 55 Some had ysoupid with

Symond ouere euen. c 1420 Liber Coconun (1862) 51 Kyr>t
; sly \jy capon over JJQ ny^ght, Plump hym in water wher he
; is dyst. c 1430 Two Cookery-bits. 20 Take fowre pounde of
1

Almaundy.s, & ley in Water ouer eue, an blanche hem. c 1500
Lichfield Gild Ord. (E.E.T.S.' 15 The days next folloyng
that they haue monyshion by the t>ell-man ouer Kvyn. 1528
TlNUALt Qbcd. 67;;-. Man Wk.s. (Parker Soc.) I. 182 Other-
wise are we disposed .. over even, and otherwise in the

morning: yea, sometimes altered >ix times in an hour.

19. Till the end of; for a period that includes.

1806-7 J- IJKKKSI-OKD Miseries Hion. Life (1826) vn. Ixii,
To stay over the farce after a play. 1817 Parl. Deb. 213 It
was agreed that the House should adjourn over to-morrow,
it being Her Maje*iy's Birthday. 1845 E. NOEL Richtcrs
Flower Pieces 79 If we only live over to-day. 1858 MKS.
CARLYLE Lett. II. 346 In case you should stay over

Wednesday,
t Over, OVre, $l> Obs. [Com. \V. Ger. :

OE. ofer
= OKris. owa, were (mod. Kris, wer,

EFris. over, cfcr\, MI.G.c?rv;-, MI)u., Du. oever,
MUG. itover, Ger. ttfer ;

ulterior relations obscure :

see Kluge.] A border or margin; spec, of the sea

or a river: the shore, the bank.

Beowulf^Z,} 1371 ^Er he feorh seleo1 aklor on ofre. c 1000
/KLI-RIC Gt-n. xh. 3 And hi [seofon oxan] eodon be 5a;ri; ea
ofrun. < looo Sax. Leechd. II. 108 Smire mid ba ofras \fxr
hit readige. c 1203 LAV. 8584 He ferde ut of Doitre bi be
ss oure [c 1275 ofre]. 1:1300 Hti-'clok 321 And dede leden
hire to doure, pat standeth on ^e seis oure. c 1330 R.
BKUNNK Chron. ll'ace (Roll.s) 4336 Cas>ibola[n] was redy at
Douere & rcnged his men by be oucrt-.

O'VCr, sb.~ [Absolute use of OVKK adv.]
1. (nonce- use f. OVER adv. u.; That which is

excessive; an excess, extreme.
a 1584 MoNiGO.MKKiKC//(.vm''V .V/</t

-

435 All ouirsare reptiit
to be vyce j Ore hich, ore law, ore rasch, ore nycc [<jtL.]-

Mod. Sc. A' owres is Ul (i. c. All e.xce^es are evil).

2. An amount in excess, or remaining over
;
an

extra.

1882 Pall Mall C. 10 Oct. 3 It d<*s not appear in the

accounts, nor does 'overs '. 1886 Rep. of Sec. of Treasury
(U. S.) 180 (Cent.) In counting the remittances of bank-
notes received for redemption during the year, there was
found $25,528 in overs, being amounts in e.xce.ss of the

amounts claimed, and $8,246 in shorts, being amounts le^
than the amounts claimed.

3. An act of going over or across something ;
a

leap over a fence, etc. in hunting.
1883 Pall Mall G. 30 July 5/1 The downfall of the front

rank at an over.

4. Cricket, (f. OVKK adv. 5 c.) The number of

balls (four, five, or six) bowled from either end of

the wicket before a change is made to the other

end ; the portion of the game comprising a single
turn of bowling from one end.

1850
' BAT '

Crick. Man. 48 Some clubs make it a rule to
mark the number of '

overs
'

that each bowler gives, at the
foot of the scoring papers. 1859 All Year Round No. 13.. .

305 He caught two of the town off my first
'

over '. 1899
Westm. Gaz. 18 Nov. 2/3 The first alteration proposed
the substitution of six balls for five in an over.

Over (J"'v&i) F
a. Forms: a. i ufera, -e, 2-3

ufere, 3 vuere (
= uvere) (mod. dial, uvver).

. 3-5 ouere, 4-7 ouer, 5- over. [OE. had

t{fer(r)a> -e
t yfer(f}a^ ~e adj., the former of which

survived in early ME. ufere t uvere ..written vuere ^

uucre}, for which in writing oi'er'e was substituted

bef. 1 300. (Cf. OHG. olwo, MUG. obere, Ger. ober,

which represents an OTcut. *ut>aro-, while the OE.
forms repr. the types *ut>arozo-

1 *ttt>irozo-.}

Dialectally, the form z/7'cr (W3J) is still widely current
for the adjective (see E. D. D.) ; so that the ME. spelling
<n>er(e (as in the later Layamon text for the earlier tevere) may
originally have been only graphical, <ru (on) for '(, r/wj,

as in above, dwe, Itn-e, etc. But in ME. the adj. fell

together in use with OVKK- adv. in comb., from which indeed
it cannot always be separated, many important examples
being written either way; thus, the OE. it/era lippa, in

mod. dial. itvverlipt
occurs in Chaucer MSS. as over( lippe

and oi>crlippc. This would naturally tend to level the pro>
nunciation of over from ufera with that of over, from OK.
ofer., a result prob. completed in Standard Eng. during the

ME. period. And this identification led further to the adjec-
tival use of the adverbial prefix in other senses : e.g. 3, 4.

Although originally itself a comparative form, over having
no positive of its own has been in some respects treated as

positive, and has been compared OVEKER U\KRtST(soOHG.
obar6r0 t obarost, mod.Ger. obcrcr, obcrst^, and OVKKMORE,
OVERMOST, only the last of which is now in (occasional) use.

See these.]

1. The upper, the higher in position.
Only attrib., prec. by the or an equiv., and used of one of

two things, the other being t/u1 nel/ur, lower, or undo:
Now obs. or dial. exc. as preserved in comb., and in place-
names of villages, farms, fields, etc.

a. c 897 K. ALLVKV.D Gregory's Past. C. iii. 32 Done wisdom
5ara ulerrena gasta. agoo tr. Bdtdtis Hist. v. ii, On 3am
uferan daele ^aes heafdes. a 1125 Ancr. R. 332 pe two

grindstones : J>e neoere )?et lift stille . . t>e vuere ston bitocneO

hope, c 1*75 X! p<"s ofHell 08 in O. K. Misc. 150 Summe
..stonde)> vp to heore kneon And sunune to heore myd-
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heyh And summe to heore vuere bieyh. 1788 [see OVER-
LIP). 1879 IVfiss JACKSON Shropsh. Word-bk. s.v., 'Who
lives i' the uvver 'ouse now? 1

& a 1300 Sat. People Kildare iv. in E. E. P. (1862) 153
Hit is at \>t ouir end crokid as a gaffe, a 1300 Cursor A/.

539-40 pe ouer fir gis man his sight, pat ouer air of hering
might. 1387 TRKVISA Higden (Rolls) I. 125 pe ouer Galilea
and J neper Galilea. 1398 JBmrtA. De P. R. iv. vii. (1495)

90 In the nether paries of the body blode is blacker than in

the ouer paries, c 1450 Bk, Curtasye 36 in Habees Bk, 300
Pare by bredeandkerue in two, Thoouer crust bo nether fro.

13-. Sir A. Barton xxv. in Surtees Misc. (1888) 71 He
shoott throughe his over decke. 1526 R. WHVTFORD Marti-

loge(\Zg^> 161 Theyr ouer telhe knocked out. 1551 ROBINSON
tr. Mores Utop. n. v. (1895) 163 The ouer ende of the halle.

1596 DALRYMI-LK tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. 1. 14 In vuir Clydis-
daleand in nethir ClidUdale. 1610 IARROUGH Mctk. Physick
\. xxxi. (1639) 51 With your left hand lift up the over eyelid.

1715 PENNKCUIK Descr. Tivecddale, etc. 13 Here stands..
Rommano Grange, Over and Nether.

b. Placed so as, or serving, to cover something
else; upper, outer.
Now usually written in comb., as over-garment, overcoat',

see OVER- 8c and the Main words.
c 1000 Sa.v. Leechd. II. 224 J>set uferre hrif. c 1050 .9///.

sEt/rfc's I'oc. in \Vr.-Wiilcker 188/15 Epcndcton, cop, uel

hoppada, w/ufrescrud. r 1386 [see * )VKRSLOP]. 1535 COVER-
DALE Exod. xxviii. 25 The two shulders of the ouer body
cote. 1598 Knartsborougk Wills (Surtees) I. 216 One paire
of over britches. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny \. 518 The ouer rind

or barke would be taken away. 1889 Jo/in Bull -2. Mar. 150/1
A skirt of black satin with over drapery of guipure lace.

%. fig. Higher in power, authority, or station;

upper, superior.
In existing words usually written mcomV).^^ over-superior,

overlord \ see OVER- 2 and the Main words.
c 1205 LAV. 1520 Whether ich ma^e he ufere [c 1275 ouere]

bond habben of ban kinge. Ibid. 1289 Ah Brutus hefde ba
ouere bond. 1297 R. Gi.ouc. (Roll-;) 5152 pe king of west
sex adde euere bu ouere bond, c 1485 Digby Myst. (1882)

v. 300 Se that the nether parte of reason In no wyse ther-to

lende, than the ouer parte shall haue fre domynacion. 1570
Satir, Poems Reform, xxiii. 90 His Kirk sail haue the

ouer hand. 1780 I'cy. to Japan in Phil. Trans. LXX.
A pp. 2 These Over Banjoses may be compared to the

Mandarins of China. ..They inspect every thing. 1874 Act
37 & 38 net. c. 94 7 No consolidation.. shall, .extend the

rights or interests of any over superior.
3. That is in excess or in addition

; remaining
beyond the normal amount ; surplus, extra, (See
OVER adv. 8, OVEB- 19.)
1494 Aft n Hen. I'll, c. 13 The half-deal of the over

Price of her, being above v\.s. viii. tf. to be to the King.
1832 Hi. MARTINEAU Homes Abroad v. 74, 1 am soon to

begin building you a house at over hours. 1896 DailyNews
21 Nov. 3/3 He knew nothing about the practice, .whether
over or spoiled copies were given to the employes.
4. That is in excess of what is right or proper;

too great, excessive.
Now mostly written in comb., as over-hastiness

', over-
care: see OVKR- 29 and the Main words.

1561 I")ACS tr. Bullingcr on Af>oc. (1573) 69 b, Through our
owne ouer curiousnesse in scarchyng and siftyng Gods
workes. 1596 DAI.RVMPI.E tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. i. 105
Thair ouir hais tines, and ouer bent to reuenge. 1710 E.
WARD Brit. Hud. 38 To .. cool him after two Hours
sweating, With over Pains, and over Prating. 1758 S.

HAYWAKD Serttt. xvi. 469 Occasioned by an over thirst for

government. 1801 tr. Gabriclli's Myst, Husb. IV. 45 Had
my over precautions rendered you . . miserable. 1849 RUSKIN
Sev. Lamps \\, i. 29 Without over care as to which is

largest or blackest.

f5. Later, after. (In form if/era, uvere.) Obs.

^893 K. ALFRED Oros. iv. v. 2 py Ises hit monn uferan

dojsore wraecce. c 1000 SAX. Leechd. III. 438 Eallum baeni

pe pa stowe on uferum tidum ^eseoS. c 12O5 LAV. 27794

pat
he mihte an uuere da}e[n] [c 1275 par after] ^elpen uor

pere dede(n)i

O*ver, v. Also north, and Sc. our, ower, owre.

[f. OVER adv. Cf. L. supenlre.}]
fl. trans. To make higher (in amount); to raise,

increase. In qnot. 1602 absol. To go to a higher

figure i, by so much). Obs.

1546 Supplic. ofFoore Commons (E. E. T. S.) 80 Oueryng
both fynes rentes, beyond all reason and conscience. 1550
CROWLEY Epigr. 1206 To leauye greate fines, or to ouer the

rent. 1602 C\KK\V Cornwall 37 b, They will rather take

bargaines,at the-^eexcessiue fines, then a tolerable improved
rent, being in no sort willing to ouer a penny,
2. To leap or jump over ; to clear.

1817 DICKKNS Pickiv. xxix, Playing at leap-frog with the

tombstones :. .'overing' the highest among them, one after

the other, with the most marvellous dexterity. 1882 Society
28 Out. 19/1 You never made mud pies, or played at tipcat,
or

'

overed
'

a post.

f 3. To get the better of, to master. Sc. Obs.

1456 SIR G. HAVE Law Arms (S, T. S.) 228 A seke man
that may nocht our himself in syk a rage and malady. Ibid.

271 Gif onyof lhamc may our his falow, be ony habilitee or

strenthe, or suteltee.

4. ellipt. To get over ; to pass over. dial.

18*5 JAMIESON s.v.,
' He never over'd the loss of that bairn '.

f8*s BROCKKTT ft. C. Gloss. s.v., I'm sadly afraid she'll never
over it. 1855 ROBINSON Whitby Gloss, s.v., 'It ower'd
a bit ', it ceased a little, -the rain. [See E. D. D.]

Over- is used with adverbial, prepositional, and

adjectival force, in combination with sbs.
;

with
adverbial and prepositional force in comb, with
verbs ; with adverbial force in combination with

adjs., advbs., and prepositions. Its combinations
are therefore exceedingly numerous, and, from the

wide range of its meaning, very diverse in character.

The following are the chief classes; but many

words have senses tailing under two, three, or

more of these, and there are individual words in

which the original sense of the prefix is so modified
that it is difficult to assign them to any class. In

some of its uses, moreover, over is a movable ele-

ment, which can be prefixed at will to almost any
verb or adjective of suitable sense, as freely as an

adjective can be placed before a substantive or an
adverb before an adjective. Although usually

hyphened or even written as one word, such com-
binations are hardly dictionary facts

; they are really

syntactic combinations which make the use and
construction viewer in the particular position more
clear and obvious. In some of these combinations,

however, there is a closer unification of sense, and
others have a long history which it is desirable to

show. All important combinations of over-, there-

fore, including such as occur in more than one

sense, and all such as seem to require explanation,
are treated as Main words in their alphabetical

places ; of the unimportant or obvious ones, ex-

amples are here given under the classes to which

they belong, with a few illustrations; but no

attempt is made to enumerate all that have been

used, much less all that are possible.
Ofer- (like ufar- in Gothic, ubar- and ober- in OHG.,

ofar in OS., iiber in Ger., oi'er in Du., yfer-, ofr-, of- in ON.)
was already in OK. used in comb, with vbs., as oferclimban,
ofercuman, oferdJn, oferdrincan, oferlibban \ with sbs., as

oferealdonnan, ofcrbrft, ofirsegl, oferslop, oferwrit, oferlufit,

ofcrbitcmes ; with adjs., as ofergylden, ofertnsete, ofirmddig,
oferblfSe, oferftill, ofermicei; also in advbs. formed from

adjs., and m derivatives of phrases, as ofcrsxUc, ofers&wisc
from ofer sx. Many of the OF., compounds are still in use,
but the more part failed to live into ME., and the great
majority of existing over- combinations are of later forma-

tion, chiefly since c 1550.
For the original stress of verbal nnd nominal compounds

respectively, and later modifications, see OUT-. As over is

of two syllables, there is necessarily a subordinate stress on
0, even in verbal compounds, where the main stress is on the

root syllable. This rises in sense 27 to a distinct secondary
stress distinguishing e. g. o'-ver-be'nd

' bend too much
'

from
ovcrbe nd * bend over'. In verse, the unstressed over- is

often reduced to o\'r-, a single stressless syllable, as ocr-

be'tui, o'ers/ta'd<nv ; but o^'er- with main or secondary stress

is not properly reduced to o'er- unless the position allows
the stress to be retained, as in o'e'-r-ena'nionrcd, o'e'r-in-

cu'rioits, oe'-r-assu'tnption, o"e'-r-replc'tion. See senses 27-30.

I. Over- in spatial and temporal senses, and in

uses directly related to these.

1. With verbs, or with sbs. forming vbs., in the

sense ' over in space, on high, above the top or

surface of, as OVERBROOD, -CANOPY, -I>ROP, -HANG,

-SOAK, etc. Also (b} in sense of '

rising above,

overtopping*, asOvEK-RiSE, -TOP, -TOWER; and (c]

with the sense of position implying other notions

of which it is a condition or element, as OVEREYE,
OVERLOOK, OVERJOY, OVEKWEEP, which see.

The compound verb is equivalent sometimes to the simple
vb. with over adv., as in OVERLAY, to lay (something) over ;

or, more frequently, to the simple vb. (usually intr.) with
over prep., as in OVI.KHANG, to hang over (something), OVKR-

LIK, to lie over or above (something); but in many cases, as

OVLRARCH, it is difficult or impossible to distinguish these.

Examples : overbi'llow, -bra'nch, -cap, -cluster,

-crown, -dangle, -dome, -droop, -frown, -glint,

-helm, -hover, -leer, -pentise, -plumb, -spire, -stoop,

-surge, -tip, -turret, -vista, -wave, etc.

1814 COLERIDGE Lett., to J. Afurr.iy (1895) 626 Any more

peccant thing of Froth, Noise, and Impermanenee, that

may have *overbillowed it on the restless sea of curiosity.

1850 MRS. BKUWNING Island xv, With trees that "overbranch
The sea. 1839 l-'rascr's Mag. XX. 44 The moon, rising with

unclouded refulgence, "overcapped the cresl of eternal

forests. 1871 B. TAYLOR Faust (1875) I. iii. 60 Lo ! in a
shower Grapes that *o'ercluster Gush into must. 18. . G.
MERKDITH Poems, Lark A set-tiding, Kike water -dim pies
down a tide Where

ripple ripple *overcurls. 1869 BROWSING
A'/Hi.'''V && xi- '814 Like bubble that *o'erdomes a fly. 1881

H. JAMKS Portr. Lady xxiii, High-walled lanes, into which
.. blossoming orchards "overdrooped and flung a perfume.
1861 M. ARNOLD Southern Night, There, where Gibraltar's

cannon 'd steep *O'erfrowns the wave. 1805 \V. TAYLOR in

Ann.. Rev. III. 544 Like the star which "over-hovered the

manger at Bethlehem. 1850 MKS. BROWNING \\-'hie ofCyprus
ti, Cyclops' mouth might plunge aright in, While his one

eye "over-leered. 1631 BRATHWAIT Whimzics, Gamester 42
A broad-brim'd hat *o'erpentislng his discontented looke.

1888 STKVKNSON Rlack Arrow 189 A piece of ruinous cliff.,

almost
*
overpimnbed the deck. 1844 MRS. BROWNING

Crowned Sf Buried iii, Altars "overstepped By meek -eyed
Chribts. i6to WILLET Hexapla Daniel <$\ Set in a plaine,
where no hils were, that it might not be "ouertipped by them.
1810 W. TAYLOR in Monthly Mag. XXIX. 418 Shall. .No
golden cloud of praise *O'erwave his way?

b. Some verbal compounds occur chiefly or

only in the pples. or gerund : cf. c. Such are

over-ba'nded, -be'ing, -placed* -shrined, etc.

a 1653 G. DANIKI. Idy tl iii. 89 The Lust of Tyrants ("over-

banded still By hooded Law) carnalls the world at Will.

1382 WYCLIF i Kings vi. 18 And with cedreal the hows with

ynforth was clothid, hauynge. .grauyngis *ouerbeynge [1388

apperynge aboue, L. crninottes], a 16x8 SVI.VKSTER Mysterie
ofMyst., Father 8 Over All things, not *over-plac't. 1895
J. W. POWELL Physiogr, Processes in Nat. Geoff. Monogr.
1. i. 14 The overplaced materials brought down by the floods.

1559 Mirr. Mag* (1563) Aaviij, Standynge on a ladder,

*ouershryned wyth the Tyborne, a meets trone for all suche
. .Trayters.

c. So in ppl. adjs. and vbl. sbs., as OVERHANG-
ING, -SHADED, over-awning, -beetling, -bellying,

-boding, 'furling, -greeting, -Jutting, -pending,
-shelving, -swinging, etc. t^These may be formed
to any extent.)
1801 SOUTHEY Thalaba xn. xiii, Above the depth four

*over-awning wings. .Bore up a little car. 1854 H. MILLER
Sc/t, $ Sc/itn. iv. (1857) 78 A small stream came paltering.,
from the *over-beetling precipice above. 1895 REYNOLDS in

Expositor Nov. 3^6 The strange and *overboding sense of
man's life after death. 1895 J. MUIR m Century Afag. June
238/2 [Snow] in massive *overcurling cornices. 1799 H.
GURNKY Cupid $ Psyche x\v. 31 From that Verjutting crag.
1812 ANNE PLUMPTRE tr. Liehtensteins Trav. I. 132 It pre-
sents theappearance ofa high sunken *overshelving wall. 1859
DICKENS T. Two Citiesv\, Under the *over-swinging lamps.

d. with sbs., in sense *
situated above 'or 'higher';

also, 'the upper' of two (or more) things :
= OVER

at. i : as OVERBKIDGE, -BROW, -CHEEK
;
so o'vercord,

-dey-house, -half, -park, -pool, -world.

1513-14 Durham Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 663, j long Roppe
for the kyln, iiiji

1

., et j *overcorde, \yi. 1421-2 Ibid. 303 Pro
cariagione feni ad le *Oveideyhous, iiiji. c 1450 Mironr
Saluacioitn 1463 On the *overhalf the Arche the watere no
ferthere ramie. 1533 in Weaver ll'ells Wills (1890) 205
Keper of his 'overparke. 1535 COVKRDALE Isa. xxxvi. 2 By
the condite of the 'ouerpole. 1858 v.hv& Athanasia in. ix.

325 They [primitive men] believed there was an ^overwork!
where God resided in space, and an underworld where all

departed spiriLs weie gathered together.
e. In transferred senses ot

*

higher, upper*, e.g.
in pitch, as OVERBLOW v., OVKRSOTJUD, OVERTONE.
2. \\ith the sense 'above in power, authority,

rank, station'. In verbs, as OVERGOVERN, -LEAD,

-LORD, -MASTER, -KULE, -SWAY, etc. q.V. ;
SO 0-Ver-

(omma'nd, -o'rder, etc.

a 1600 HOOKER Eccl. Pol. vin. ii. 3 There is no higher
nor greater that can in those causes *over-command them.

1839 BAILEY /V^wj 1.1852) 521 May He who *over-orders all,

Speed thee upon thy quest !

b. So in sbs. and adjs., derived from or related

to vbs., as OVERRULE, -RULER, -RULING, -SEER,

-SWAY, etc.; also in other sbs., in sense of '

higher,

superior', as OVER-KING, OVERLORD, etc. ;
soo'ver-

cha-ntcr, -chief, -dignity^ -god, -plot, -shepherd.
1535 Goodly PrimerYs. xxil (title}, It is the soug of David,

committed to the *overchaunter. 1853 J. STEVENSON tr.

liedas Keel. Hist. 505 If they should come into the presence
of their ^over-chief". 1607 DAY Trav. Eng. Bro. (1881) 49
Though my humillitie (I vow by heauen) Doth not affect

that *ouerdigniiie. 1847 KMEKSON Poems (1857) 122 Speaks
not of self that mystic tone, But of the *Overgods alone.

1882-3 SCHAFF Kncycl. Relig. Knowl. III. 1933 The lawful

*overshepherd [Ger. ooerhirt] of the Protestants living m
his see [Paderborn].

3. \Vith the sense of inclination to one side so

as to lean over the space beneath. In vbs., as

OVERBEND, -BIAS, -LEAN, -SAIL 2
, -WEIGH, q.V.

Also in derived sbs. and adjs., asOvERBiAS, OVER-

LEANING, etc.

4. \Vith the sense of passing across over head,
and so 'away, off'. Jn verbs, as OVERBLOW,
-CARRY, -DRIVE, -GIVE, -GO, -PASS, etc., q. V. So
in derived sbs. and adjs.

5. With the sense of surmounting, passing over

the top, or over the brim or edge. In verbs, as

OVERCLIMB, -BOIL, -BRIM, -FLOW (q.v.), overbu'bble,

-btrrst, -well, etc. Sometimes (/>) implying 'pass-

ing over without hitting, missing*, as OVERLEAF,
-LOOK, -SHOOT. Also (c) fig. of surmoxmting or

getting over an obstacle, an illness, a calamity, or

the like, as OVERCOME, b. Also in derived and
related sbs. and adjs., as OVERFLOW, -FLOWING,
-SIGHT, overbidbbling, crversplash, etc.

1896 Godey'sMag. Feb. 158/1 They showed such an "over-

bubbling of good-nature. 1856 MRS. H. U. CONANT Eng.
Bible Trnnsl. i. (1881) 3 Outraged humanity has *overburst
the bounds of discreet submission. 1888 SPURGEON Sertn. in

Voict (N- Y.) 31 May, A sort of "over-splash of the great
fountain of mercy. 1869 BLACKMORE Lorna D. xix, The
water *overwelled the edge.

6. With the sense of motion forward and down,
and hence of overturning, inversion. In verbs, as

OVERBALANCE, -BEAR, -BEAT, -BLOW, -CAST, -SET,

-THROW, -TURN, etc. So in derived sbs. and adjs.,

as OVERBEARING, -FALL, -SET, -TURN, etc.

7. With the sense 'down upon from above*. In

verbs, as OVERCOME, -FALL, -GANG, -GO, -LEAP,

-LOOK, -SEK, etc., q. v.

8. With the sense
'

upon the surface generally, all

over, so as to prevail or abound over, cover, hide*.

In verbs, as OVERCLOUD, to cloud (a thing) over,

cover over with cloud, OVEUCLOTHE, -COVER, -GLAZE,

-GROW, -HEAP, q. v. So overba'lm, -bepa'tch, -black,

-blind, -cheer, -curtain, -dark, -darken, -dash,

-drench, -dust, -encrust, -file, -fling, -fioiver, -froth,

-fruity -gall, -gird, -gloss, -hurl, -husk, 'ink, -lace,

-letter, -moss, ^-noinf. -prick, -rust, -scatter, -scent,

-scourge, -scratch, -scribble, -sculpture, -seal, -shower,

-silver, -spangle, -spatter, -stain, -stud, ~web, -wheat,

-wipe, -wound, etc.



OVER-.

a 1851 MOIR Child's Burial v, That
' the joy of grief (as

Ossian sings) *o'erbahn'd the very air. a 1657 LOVELACE
Poems (1864) 164 Me thought she look'd all "ore-bepatch'd
with stars. 1613-18 DANIEL Coll. Hist. Eng. (1626) 6 iGijdas]
*ouer-hlacks them [the Britons] with such vgly deformities.

1613 F. ROUARTS A' ev, Gosp, 78 If self-Ioue and couetousnesse
did not "ouerblind and entangle the men of this age. 1555-8
PHAFR JEneid \. liivb, His mother .. with a roset youth
his eies and countnaunce *overcheared. 1577 Test. 12 I'atri-

archs (1706) 52 If you be *overdarkned with wickedness.

1589 GKKKNK Orpharion Wks. (Grosurtl XII. 70 Lina-

meuts, wherevpon this native colour was *ouerdasht. 1590
Orl. Fur. Wks. (Rtldg.) m/i, I stand ama/'d deep

*over-drench'd with joy. 1606 SHAKS. Tr. ff Cr. m. iit.
(

179 And giue lo dust, that is a little guilt, More laud
,

then guilt "oredusted. 1632 LITHGOW Trav. x, The Hats..
:

most exquisitly *ouer-filed, and indented with Mosaicall
worke. 1876 BROWNING Nat, Magic i, Embowered With
who knows what verdure, "o'erfruited, *o'erflowered ? 1606
SHAKS. Tr. fy Cr. v. iii. 54 Their eyes "ore-galled, with
recourse of teares. 1641 MILTON Ch. Govt. vi. (1851)
125 When the gentle west winds shall open the fruitful!

bosome of the earth thus *over-ginled by your imprison- ;

ment. 1673 HICKEKINGILL Gregory Father Greybeard 145
'

This realm was. .*overhurl'd with the new modern orthodox.

1824 BKDDOKS Let. Dec. in Poems p. xxxvi, Lost to German
and all humane learning, *o'erhusked with sweet do/ing
sloth. 1855 BROWNING Clean 2 The sprinkled isles, Lily on
lily, that *o'erlace the sea. 1827 POLLOK Course T. vn. (1860)

187 *O*erletter'd by the hand Of oft frequenting pilgrims.
1610 G. FLETCHER Christ's Tri. I. xx, Our ships so *over-

moss't, and brands so deadly blown, c 1550 LLOYD Treas.
Health (1585) X ij, *Over noynt the burned place therewith, i

for it healeth wonderfullye. 1535 LATiMER.SVrw. zist Sund.
Trinity Wks. I. 28 How hath this truth *over-rusted with
the pope's rust? 1655 FULLKR Ch. Hist. vii. i. i *Over-
sented with the fragrant ointment of this Prince's memory.
1535 COVERDALE 2 Ksdras vi. 2o Whan the worlde..shalbe

*ouersealed, then wyl I do these tokens. 1608 SHAKS.
Per. iv. iv. 26 Pericles . . With sighs shot through, and
biggest tears *o'er-shower'd, Leaves Tarsus, a 1628 F.

,

GREVIL Sidney (1652) 176, I beheld this grave subject..
]

*over-spangled with lightnesse. 1595 SHAKS. John m. 1.236
[

Our hands.. besmear'd and *ouer-stalnd With slaughters
;

pencil!. 1532 MORE Confut. Barnes vui. Wks. 797/2 Those
synnes onely whiche are with the pencell of daily prayer ,

*ouerwyped.
b. So with ppl. adjs. and vbl. sbs., as OVER-

GROWN, -GROWTH, -LAYER, -LYING, etc. I SO OVr-

no'ting, -wooded adjs. ;
o'vcrscri-bble sb.

1567 DRANT Horace B ij, Correcting and perfyting them
with "ouernotyng hand. 1890 E. JOHNSON Rise Christendom
39 We may distinguish in this great palimpsest the old
Roman Scripture from the monkish *over-scribble. 1797
COLERIW;E Lime-tree Boiuer 10 The roaring dell, *o er-

,

wooded, narrow, deep.
c. \Yith sbs. in the sense *

overlying, covering,
worn over or above

1

, 'upper or outer' (7f. OVER
a. i b) ; as in OVERBODY, -CLOTH, -COAT, -DRESS,

GLAZE, -SHOE, etc. ; so o*ver-bo'-dice, -ca-pe, -cloak,

-collar, -gaiter, -gown, -jacket, -shirt, etc.
;

also i

attrib. or adj., as OVERCUP.
1470-85 [see OVER GARMENT!. 1869 Routledge's Ev. Sty

f

s
'

Ann. 347 He wore a bright scarlet over-shirt. 1893 Amer. !

Missionary Oct. 325 Many of the people wear cotton over-
cloaks. 1895 Daily News 5 Feb. 6/6 The elaborate over-

jacket of the Louis XV period. 1897 Westm. Gaz. 15 July ,

3/2 A design demanding some skill m the arrangement of its

overbodice. Mod. U. S. Advt., These leggings are a sort of

overgaiter made of waterproof material

9. With the sense of motion over a surface i

generally, so as to cover in whole or part ;
also of

motion to and fro upon or all over; as in OVER-

BLOW, -BREDE, -GANG, -GLIDE, -RIDE, -RUN, -SWEEP,
etc. So overbrea'k, -browse, -circulate, -range, -riot,

-rush, -scour, -skim, -slur, -trail, -twist, -whisper^
etc. Also with derived sbs. and adjs., as OVER-
THRUST.
1850 BROWNING Easter Day xvii, A final belch of fire . . :

"Overbroke all heaven. 1850 Mt<s. BROWNING Soul's Travel-

287

*over-tempted and cast away. 1749 FIELDING Tout Jones I

xvni. ii, A small breach of friendship which he had been '

over-tempted to commit.

b. So with derived sbs. and adjs., as OVKR-

rERsuAsioN, and other sbs. as f OVKK-MONEY.
12. With the sense of across a boundary '; hence,

of transgression ; as in OVEBGANG, -GO, -LASH, etc.

Also in derivatives, as OYEKLASHING.
13. With the sense '

beyond a point or limit, .

farther than'; in vbs., as OVERFLY, -GO, -GKOW,
-IUACH, wer-cla'sp, etc. Also in derivatives, as

OvKBooure.
1775 An.\iR Anter. fmf. 310 The hunter.. makes; off to

a sapptinti, which the bear by over-clasping cannot climb.

14. With tlie sense as in OVERTAKE, q. v. So in

OVERCATCH, -GET, -HALE, -HAUL, -KENT, -HIE, -SIM.

15. With the sense as in OVERHEAR, q.v. So in

OVKRMSTEN, OVERSKE 4.

16. With the sense 'all through
'

(something
'

extended),
'

through the extent of', 'from begin-
ning to end'; in vbs., as OVERLOOK, -NAME, -PASS,

-RE.U>, -VIEW, etc.

17. With the senses 'through', 'to the end of
in time; 'to an end or issue', 'to extinction' (

=
OUT- 15 b) ; in vbs., as OVERPASS, -RUN, -SEY

;
so

overtired'm, -du-re, -last, -waste.
1818 MILMAN Saiiwr 171 As though they had "o'erdream'd

The churlish winter. 1633 J. DONK Hist. Septnagint 197
Hut this story of Aristeus hath *overdured those flames.

1885-94 K- J!KIIH;KS Eros <V rsyclm Jan. x, She begs but
what shall well 'o'erlast a day. 1603 DRAYTON Bar. Wars
VI. Ixxiii, None regarded lo maintaine the light, Which being ;

"over-wasted, was gone out.

18. With the sense '

beyond
'

in time,
' too long ',

'too late'; in vbs., as OVERRIDE, -KEEP, -LIVE,
j

-STAY, etc. ; so overta'rry. In sbs. in the sense

'surviving', as o'ver-Mie'f, -structure.

1843 LVTTON Last Bar. iv. iv, I have ovei tarried, my lord.

1901 W. W. PEYTON in Contcmp. Re;>. Dec. 838 Some of them
are over-beliefs, preserving the traditions of their great past.

19. With the sense '

remaining over
'

or '

in

addition or excess ', 'surplus', 'extra'; as in vb.

OVERLEAVE
;

in sbs. as OVERDEAL, OVERTIME ; so

over-hours, -matter, -wages.
1832 *Over hours [see OVER a. 3]. 1887 ROGERS in Con-

temp. Rev. May 686, I was astonished at discovering where
the worst cases of over-hours were. 1887 fall Mall G.

5 Feb. 5/2 It contains seven pages of ' "over-matter
'

put in

type for
' Fors

'

but never before published. 1856 OI.MSTKD
Slave States 103 All that they choose to do more than this

they are paid for . . ; and invariably this 'over-wages is used
by the slave for him^lf. . . Nearly all gained by overwork $5
a month.

20. With the notion of repetition, 'over again';
in vbs., as OVERACT, -HEAR, -READ, -SAY

;
in sbs.,

a OVERCOME, -WORD. So overqiiea-th, OE. ofcr-

cwefan, to say over again, repeat; O'ver-fou'ght

ppl. adj.

971 Blickl. Hom. 15 We hit sceolan eft ofercweban. 1901
Wcstin. Gaz. 3 Dec. 4/2 There is something of an over-

[

fought battle, and a slaying of the slain.

21. With the sense of overcoming, putting down,
or getting the better of, by the action or thing

expressed ;
in vbs., as OVERAWE, -BRAVE, -DARE,

-FACE, q. v. ; so overbray, -clwke, -cow, -daze,

deave, -drowse, -fright, -fume, -noise, -stifle, -war,
-wrestle. So in verbal derivatives, as overcmved, etc.

It is possible that overburden, overcark, orerloatt, over-
;

OwfaLand the like, belong originally here, rather than to 27.

1876 HLACKIE Songs Relig. % Life 202 To "overbray The
voice of grave authority. 1603 FLORIO Montaigne I. xxjk

(1632) 102 We have altogether "overchoked her [Nature].
1834 PKINGI.F. A/r. Sk. x. 312 note. One feels oneself fairly

ling viii, Banks too steep To be Verbrowzed by the sheep.
' overcowed ', and dare not even aspire to be heard. 1631

1632 I.iflioow Trap, v. 229 That Orient maiesty arising to QUAKI.ES Div. Fancies n. xxxii. (16601 64 She smiles, she

ouercirculate the earth. 1840 BROWNING bordello I. 216
i

wonders, being overdaz d \Viih his bright teams, stands

silent, stands amaz d. 1817 WORDSW. / 'ernal Oife iv, To lie

and listen till *o'er-drowsed sense Sinks, hardly conscious
of the influence. 1711 SHAETESB. Charac. (1737) I. 88 This
. .cou'd never have been acted by other than mean spirits,
such as had been held in awe, and "over-frighted by the

magi. 1794 J. WILLIAMS Shrove Tuesday 3 When .. lesser

planets Prirebus had "o'erlumed. a 1667 COWI.EV Great-
ness in Verses fy Ess. (1687) 126 No Mirth or Musick "over-
noise your Fears. 1666 W. BOGHURST Loimographia 25
"Overstifling and weakening people with too much sweating.
1589 WAKNRR Alb. Kng. v. xxv. Q ij b, The chiefe and grauest
of the Peeres, did "oner-warred flye Into the Woods. 1590
SPKNSER F. Q. I. vii. 24 When life recover 'd had the raine,
And "over-wrestled his strong enimy.

II. Over- in the sense of ' over or beyond
'

in

degree or quality ; hence, of surpassing, excelling,

exceeding, excess.

22. With the notion of doing some action over or

beyond another agent, of going beyond, surpassing,
or excelling in the action denoted by the simple
vb. In verbs, as OVERBID 2, OVERLEAP 4, OVER-
RUN 9; so overa-mble, -ba'ttdy, -bark, -blaze, -cackle, \

-chant, -cry, -perk, -ring, -ruff, -scream, -smite,

-squeak, -stare, etc.

1582 STANVHURST sEneis I. (Arb.) 28 Herpalicee, sweeft
queene, steeds strong "ouerambling. 1591 NASHK /'.

I'enHiletse D ij b, He so far outstript him in vilanious words,
and "puerbandied him in bitter tearmes. 1652 SCLATER Civ.

Magistracy (1653) 2 The sparkling of the one, "overblazed
the duskishnesse of the other. 1562 "Ouercakill [see OVER-

Too sure to *over-riot and confound . each brilliant islet

with itself, c 1590 GKKENE Ft; Bacon xv. 4 To scud and
"ouer-scour the earth in poast. 1811 SHTLLEY in Hogg ;

Life (1858) I. 38.3 Without, .employing any kind of declama-
tion, *overslurnng, or sophistry. 1833 TKNNVSON I.ady of
Shalott Poems 10 The little isle is . . *overtrailed With '

roses. 1806 J. GRAHAMF. Birds Scot. 40 Ivy close, that 'over- !

twisting binds.

10. With the sense *

across, from side to side, to
j

the other side (L. trans}'; as OVERBRING, -CARVE, i

-CROSS, -DRAW, etc. So cn'er-festoo'n, -li'nk, -send,
j

-

splitt etc.

1840 BROWNING Sordello i. 662 Thus thrall reached thrall :
;

He *o'erfestooning every interval. 1599 HAKLL'YT Voy, II.
]

n. 77 A bridge made of many barges, *oueninkedal together
with two mightie cheines. 1382 WYCLIF Judg. iii. 28 The !

foordis of Jordan that *ouersenden [Vulg. transwittunt] in
;

to Moab. 1593 Tell-Troth's N. Y. Gift 29 Loyalty re-
|

covereth a world of *oversplit infirmities.

b. So in derived sbs. and adjs., as OVEBCUT, etc.

11. With the sense of bringing or gaining over
to a party, opinion, etc. In verbs, as OVEK-
BRIBE, -INTREAT (-entreat}, -PERSUADE, q. v. So

over-fa' rce, -influence, -pray, -tempt.
1603 DRAYTON Bar. Wars vi, Ixit, Phcebus (she said) was

*over-forc'd by art. 1762 Life Sprat in Biogr. Diet. X. 486
He owns himself to have been *over-influenced to it by the

powers above. 1610 G. FLETCHER Christ's Viet. \. xxvii, ;

Thejudge might partial! be, and *over-prayed. 1643 MILTON
|

Divorce \. xiv, Lest the soul of a Christian, .should be

OVER-.

CROW], 1628 SHIRLEY IVitty Fair One \. il, An hundred
nightingales Shall fall down dead.. For grief to be *o'er-

chauted. 1571 GOLDING Cah'in on Ps. xlvtu. 3 That that

gor^eousnesse or that loftines *overperk not Gods power.
1604 T. M. Ant fy Nightingale C iv, He walkt the chamtier
with such a pestilent Gingle, that his Spurs *ouersqueakt
the Lawyer. 1596 SHAKS. Mcrch, I '. n. i. 27, I would
*ore-stare the sternest eics that looke : Out-braue the heart
most daring on the earth.

b. In verbs formed on sbs., with tlie sense of

surpassing in, or in the role of, as wer-bit'lk,

-mirltititde
; csp. in nonce-phrases, as wergospel

thegospel,wer-Macpherson Macpherson^over-puppy,
etc. Cf. ()I:T- 21, 23.
1606 SHAKS. Tr. fy Cr. i. iii. 320 The seeded Pride. . muit

or now be t.ropt, Or shedding breed a Nursery of like euil

To ouer-bulke vs all. 1634 MH.ION Counts 731 The herds
Would over-multitude their Lords. 1647 WAKU.S/;;//. Coblcr

17 He will outlaw the Law, .. over-Gospell the Guspcll.
1735 SHKKIDAN in Swifts Lett. (17681 IV. 124 My two
puppies have, .overpuppied their puppy^hips. i826SouiHEY
Lett, (1856) IV. 17 Thisis over-Macpher.soning Macpherson.
23. In reflexive vbs., with the sense of surpassing

oneself, i.e. one's former or ordinary achievements,
one's capacity, strength, etc.

;
ofien with the sense

of exhausting oneself by the action
; sometimes

merely of doing to excess or too much, as in 27 :

as OvKRiaooM itself, OVERDRINK, -KAT, -SLKKP

oneself; so over-bowl, over-plo'f, over-polk, etc.

1886 Daily .\'ws 6 Sept. 3/4 He will 'over-howl himself
if he is not very careful. 1748 Kicn.utnsox Clarissa (1811)
IV. 57, I have *over-plottt;d myself. 1853 Miss YONGK Heir
of Rcdcl. xil, She lias "over-polked her>elf in London, and
is sent hure for quiet and country air.

24. In sense ' more than
'

: with verbs, as OVER-

BALANCE, -FILL, -MATCH, -MATE, etc. ; so wer-

compensatt, -conquer f

-

empty, -equal, -fit, -overcome,

-parallel, -satisfy.

1768-74 TLCKKK Lt. Nat. 11834) U- 678 A damage., which
will be *over-compensated by its produce to the party
sustaining it. 1602 CARKW Cornwall 64 b, The women
would be verie loth to come behinde the faction, in new-

fanglednes .. if not in costlynes, ,. which perhaps might
*oucT-enipty their husbands purses. 1716 M. DAVIKS A then.

Brit. II. i6 liona is ~over-equall'd by Hishops Kidder and
Ken. 1726-31 WALDRON Isle of Man 11865) 7'-* Shoes . . of
sucli a monstrous length and bigness, that they would

infinitely have "over-fitted the feet of the giants set up in

Guild-hall. 1647 TRAPP Comtu. Rom. viii. 37 We do *over-

overcome, because through faith in Christ we overcome
before we fight. 1620 FOKD Linea I ''. (Shaks. Soc.) 68 Nor
shall [itj tuer [be] "oner-paralleled by any age succeeding.
1609 BP. HALL No Peace TC. Rome 12 Who can abide that

any mortall man should *ouer-saiisfie God for his shines '',

b. So in derivatives; also in other ndjs., as OVER-

DUE, OVERFULL, ovei complete, ower-iwrnanly.
1868 G. STEPHENS Runic Aloit. I. 280 The alphabet thus

Inscribed being occasionally incomplete or *o\ trcomplete.
1682 UKYDEN Dnke of Guise I. iii, Such an habitual 'over-

womanly goodness.
25. With the sense 'exceedingly, beyond measure,

lavishly*. In verbs, often rendering L. super-, as

OVERABOUND, -FLOURISH, -GLAD, -GKIEVE, -HIGH,

-HOPE, -JOY, etc. In adjs., as OVERDEAR, o--ver-

exce'Hing, o'-ver-glo'rioits. Now obs. or arch., the

sense having usually passed into 27.
a 1656 P>r. HALL fun's. World in. i, 7 hose *over-excelling

glories of the good Angels. 1633 FORD 'Tis Pity v, v, How
"over-glorious art thou in thy wuunds, Triumphing over

infamy and hate !

26. \Vith the sense 'to a greater extent, or at

a greater rate, than is usual, natural, or intended
;

too far '. In verbs, as OVERACT, -BID, -BUY,

-CARRY, -COUNT, -ENTER, -ESTEKM, -ESTIMATE,
-HOLD, -LAUNCH, -LET, -PAY, -PRI/.E, -RATE, -HELL,
etc. In adjs., as OVERAWFUL, etc.

27-3O. \Vith the sense ' in or to excess, too

much, too*. Now a leading sense of over- in

combination with verbs, adjectives, substantives,
and adverbs.
In mod.Eng. very common with a negative (esp. in adjs.

and their derivatives), as in not wer-brave, not ovcr-obliginff,
' he ivas not tn.<er-pleasedivith the result '; in which not wo'-
is said by litotes for 'not quite enough', 'somewhat de-

ficiently
'

: not over-wise = rather wanting in wisdom.
This sense was approached in Gothic by the adj. ttfarfulls

'full to overflowing', and the vb. itfanvahsian 'to grow
exceedingly

'

(repr. Gr. iiirepavfafcu'i ; it was frequent in ON.,
expressed by ofr-, of-, before adjs ,

nouns of quality and

action, rarer with vbs. ; occasional in OHG. (ul>a>-e#a>i,

ubartrinchan, -trenkan> uharfulli : cf. MHG. iihervob. In

OE. it occurs in many adjs., a few vbs., and numerous
derivative or other sbs. In OE. and the cognate langs.,
over was in true combination ; its generalized use in mod.

Kng. renders it much more a distinct element, often merely
in syntactical combination, so that, except in a few words
of old standing, it is usually hyphened to the word which it

qualifies.
In verbs, there is a distinct secondary stress on Wfr- which

may, in case ofantithesis or emphasis, become the main stress.

Adjectives, substantives, and adverbs have normally even

stress : oi<er-a'pt, o'ver-abste'mious, o'ver-wo'rry, o'ver-

o'ftcn ; either stress being liable to be subordinated, ac-

cording to the construction and emphasis. Thus, an o'ver-

a:pt scholar, we think him o'ver-a'pt ; we want culture,

not o'ver-cu'lture. In this sense, over- is rarely contracted

in verse to o*er.^ and properly only where the stress can be

retained, as in o'e'-r-ena'moured.

27. With verbs (or with sbs. or adjs. forming

verbs). A few occur in OE., e.g. oferdfa, -dren<:ant



OVER-.

-drincan, -fyllan, -sitman, -sprecan (some of which

however only approach this sense, or can be other-

wise explained). ME. added to these, 01300,
OVKBCABK, -CHARGE (F. sure/larger] a 1400

OVERHEAT, -LADE, -PRAISE, -RUN, over-dread,

-sup; 01500 OVERDRIVE. In the i6th century

they began to abound, as OVERBLOW, -BOIL,

-BURDEN, -BUSY, -CLOY, -CRAM, -DARE, -EAT, -FEAR,

-GORGE, -LABOUR, -LOAD, -LOVE, -PLEASE, -REACH,

-ROAST, -woo, over-bake, -black, -cull, -dull, -itch.

By 1600 it had become allowable to prefix over-

to any vb. whose sense admitted of it, so that we

find, l>esides those entered as Main words:

a 1 700 ovcr-affli'ct, -argue, -cherish, -chill, -cleave,

-commend, -confute, -creed, -doze, -engage, -expect,

-fancy, -feel, -fix, -gird, -grace, -grasp, -honour,

-know, -linger, -loath, -magnify, -marl, -meddle,

-mix, -moisten, -multiply, -nourish, -oblige, -pam-

per, -preface, -promise, -prove, -reward, -sauce, -sot,

-store, -thick, -till, -vilify, -worship, etc.

a 1800 o-ver-a-gonKt, -boast, -digest,-gratify,-nurse,

-pepper, -plot, -possess, -relax, etc.

1(1900 over-bid'me, -book, -borr(nti, -bowl, -breed,

-cultivate, -damn, -dance, -decorate, -doctrinize,

-edit, -educate, -egg, -emphasize, -enjoy, -enrich, -ex-

aggerate, -express, -fag, -fatten, -feast, -fee, -flatten,

-flg> -3<"l>tt, -generalize, -gun, -hate, -horse,

-humanize, -inflate, -influence, -insure, -job, -kick,

-land, -learn, -mill, -objectify, -organize, -pack,

-peacock, -pet, -plum, -puff, -quarter, -race, -rap-

turize, -represent, -scare, -scrub, -slander, -staff,

-teach, -worry, etc.

1645 BH. HALL Remedy Discontents 69 Hee that "over,

afflicts his body, kills a Subject. 1598 Kpiilario L ij, But
let them not bee*ouerbaked. 1593 NASHE CJirhts T. Wks.

(tiiosurO IV. 91 Shuld I *ouer-blacke mine Incke, perplexe

pale Paper. .with thesadde tedious recitall? |896NB\VTON
Diet. Birds Introd. 35 We must not "over-blame those who
caused it. 1657-83 EVELYN Hist. Relig. (1850) I. ^31 En-
deavour that we do not "over-cherish their emotions and
solicitudes. 1664 Kal. Hort. Jan. in Sylva etc. (1729)

191 Such seeds are in peril of being. .*over-chill'dand frozen.

1616 SrRH,. & MARKH. Country Fanne 352 Take heed,
not to *ouer-cleaue the stocks of your trees. 1605 SYLVESTER
Jftt Btirtas, Sonn. late J'eace xxxvi, One *ouer-Creeds,
another Creeds too-short. 1593 NASHE Four Lett. Conf.
Wks. (Grosart) II. 251, I do not "overcull my own workes.

1809 HAN-. MORE Calebs I. xxi. 318 Such a fear of *over-

cultivating learning, that [etc.]. 1303 R. BRUNNE Hamll.

.Synne 5166 Holde |>e evene hem betwene Nat *over-drede

ne overwene. 1597 J. PAYNE Royal Exch. 31 The multi-

tude of there worcks *over dulleth and burdeneth. a 1680

CHAKNOCK Attrib. God (1834) II. 127 He never "over-

engageth himself above his ability. 1633 Bi>. PETERBOKO'
in BvccltuchMSS. I. 275 Your Lordship., might well judge
me otherwise, if I should 'over-fancy that way. 1611

BEAUM. & FL. King ff No King I. i, You think to *ouer-

grace me with The marriage of your sister. 1755 Ulan
No. 10. 4 The drunkard, who seeks his pleasure in drink,

over-gratifies his appetite. 1805 NELSON 2 Jan. in Nicolas

Disf. (1846) VI. 313 The Ventura.. is "over-gunned. 1813
WELLINGTON in Gurw. Desp. X. 77 Great care must be

taken.. not to "overhorse any [regiments]. Too many
horses are worse than too few. 1599 SANDYS Eiiropge Spec.

(1632) 93 So huge a multitude of. .works as in this over-

ranke age mens finger *over-itchiug have produced. 1639
FULLER Holy ll'ar in. xiv. (1647) 133 Neither ignorant of

his greatnesse, nor "over-knowing it. 1874 L. TOLLEMACHE
in Fortn. Rev. Feb. 238 A lesson which .. most Englishmen
have already "overlearnt. 1642 FULLER Holy $ J'rcf. St.

IV. i. 242 He loves not to ^over-linger any in an afflicting

hope, but speedily dispatcheth the fears or desires of his
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-represented, -restored, -retched, -rigged% -sated
t

-saturated^ -scented^ -seasoned, -seeded, -settled^

smitten^ -soaked, -stalled, -stent, -stored, -st<noedt

-stuffed^ -sweated, -thronged, -tippled, -tutored,

-vexed, -withered, etc.

1649 UP. HALL Cases Consc, in. vii. 290 What is fit to be
determined in a business so *over-agitated. 1851 RUSKIN
Stones I'en. I. App. viii. 364 They (plates], .are *over-bitten,

they are hastily drawn, 1659 GAUDEN Tears Church Pref.

14 *Over-bred, and too much Gentlemen. 1806 A. HUNTER
C11Una (ed. 3) 117 Take care that it be not *overbrowned.

1561 HOLLVBUSH Horn. Apotk. 21 It is good for the stomake
that is *ouerchafed. 1616 SUKFL. & MARKH. Country Farme
666 Nature will not be *ouer-chased. 1565 JEWEL Def,
Apol. (1611) 620 To be too careful, and *ouercombred about
the Judgements of mortal Men. a 1600 HOOKER Serm.
Pride i. Wks. 1888 III. 598 The fearful estate of iniquity
*over-exalted. 1643 FULLER Holy $ Prof. St. v. xviii. 14
The city, .was instantly conquered, whose strength was much
*over-famed. 1602 BRETON ^lothers Blessing xliii, And
neuer be with flatterers *ouerfawnd. 1703 COLLIER Ess.

BACON Syfoa 422 It will *over-Moisien the Roots, so as

tbe Wormes wilt eate them. a. 1656 BP. HALL Rent, tt'ks.

(1660) 13 Our Romanists exceed.. both in "over-multiplying
and over-magnifying of it. 1658 OSBORN Adv. Son Wks.

(1673) 80 If it be dangerous to ^over-oblige a King, it is

mortal in relation to a Free-State. 1633 BP. HALL Occas.

Medit. (1851) 123 Who would *over-pamper a body, for the

worms ? 7*> R. M EAD Plague Pref., Wks. (1762) 233 Wrong
notions, .may sometimes "over-possess their minds. (11754

Fevers ii. ibid. 482 That very warmth.. becoming pre-

judicial, by 'over-relaxing the fibres. 1682 WHELER Jonrn.
Greece 312 We had like to have *over-sawc'd it [the Supper]
with wine, a 1643 J. SHUTE Jndgem* fy Mercy (1645) 119
Men have so "overtoiled themselves, that., they have turned

the courses of men. 1393 LANGL. P. PI. C. vn. 429 Ich

gloton. ,*ouer-sopede at my soper. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny
1. 555 Nothing is lesse profitable, and expedient, than to

labor a ground exceeding much, and to *ouer-lil it. 1651
BAXTER Inf. Bapt. 345, I quickly found too many over-

valuing it, and some *overvilifying it. 18. . in Macm* Mag.
(1880) XLI. 225 Overworked, *over-worried, Over-Croker'd,

over-Murray'd. 1635 "Over-worship [see OVERPRAISE].

b. This use is often found with pa. pples., when
the other parts of the verb occur with over- rarely

or not at all : as in over-agitated, -answered, -as-

sessed, -bitten, -bred, -browned, -bntshed, -chafed,

-chased, -chidden^ -coached, -corned, -culled, -cum-

bered, -delighted, -disciplined, -discounted, -dungedt

-exacted^ -exalted, -explained, -fagged, -famed,

-fawned^ -furnished, -goaded, 'handicapped, -ha-

rassed, -helped, -hurried, -imported, -instructed,

-iodized, -listed, -mortgaged, -muckedt -pained,

-pointed^ -polished^ -protracted, -provokedt -ravished.

Col. Rcc, (1852! II. 23 Mr. Edward Palmes appeales to this

Court . . for being *ouerlisted by James Rogers and Gary
Latham. 1868 Dublin Univ.Mag.,'Y\& travelling histrionics

commemorated, or rather *over-over-coloured by Crabbe.

1589 GREENE Menaphon (Arb.) 25 When thou art *over-

pained with passions. 1715 I.LACKWALL Sacr. Class. 1. 1. ii.

5. 85 A judicious ear would be offended with a style *pver-
polish'd. 1633 Bi-. HALL Occas. Medit. (rSsi) 149 It grieves

him, to be *over-provoked to our punishment* 1900 Daily
News 17 Oct. 4/5 1 n Wales the Liberals are "over-represented.
In the predominant partner the Tories are over-represented.

1627 CAPT. SMITH Seatnans Gram, v, 18 Shee is *ouer-

rigged. 1819 SHELLEY Cyclops 507 I'm. .With the young feast

*over-sated. 1621 FLETCHER Pilgrim u. ii, Had I been
*over-season'd with base anger, And suited all occasions to

my mischiefs. 1615 W. LAVVSON Country Housew. Card.

(1626) 22 One could not thriue for the throng of his neigh-
bours., like a Corne-field "ouer-seeded, or a towne ouer-

peopled. a 1639 W. WHATELEY Prototypes \\. xxvi. (1640)
82 Be not *over-setled in a purpose about things of this

nature. 1628 GAUI.E Pract. The. (1629) 153 '1'hat we are

either vnacquainted, or "ouerstalled with it. 1786 Harst
Rig in Chambers Pop. Hum. Scot. P. (1862) 46 Frae this

they tell, as how the rent O' sic a room was *overstent.

a 1677 HALE Prim. Orig. Man. 11. ix. 208 The Ocean it self

would have been long since "over-stored with Fish. 1610

28. With adjectives, simple or derivative.

These appear already in OE. and the cognate langs. In

OE. nearly 30 examples are recorded, including ojerblifie,

oferceald, oferealtl, oferfiftt, oferfull^ ofergrsdi$, qfcrheah,

ofirhliid, ofermicel, <\ferranc ; oferxte, ~etol> ofersprccol,

ofcrglcnged, oftrm6dig,oferin6dttc, etc. In OE. these were
treated as true compounds. In ME. over was often written

separately, and its use began to be extended beyond ihe

words handed down from OE. Since c 1500, the tendency
has been to treat over as a movable element which can
be prefixed at will to any adj. ; and in Sc. and north. Eng.
dialects, where tnuer, owrc is the regular equivalent of

Standard Eng. too, it is always written as a separate word.

In literary English it is usually hyphened, exc. in a small

number of combinations ofancient standing and frequent use,

which are usually written as single words: e.g. OVERFOND,
OVERFULL, OVERMUCH, etc. But even in literary Eng^tfW
is sometimes treated as a separate word, and the conscious-

ness that it is such is seen in the colloquial strengthened
form over and aboi-e,

' not over and above particular '.

The more important of these are treated as Main
words : see OVEHACTIVE, -BITTER, -BOLD, -BUSY,

etc. Other examples are : Of OE. age werbHthe.

01400 o'ver-sou'r, -steadfast, -wroth,

a 1 500 o'ver-Mi'nd, -covetoits, -dainty, -delicious,

-felon, -foul, -good, -huge, -mighty.

a\foo'ver-a'pt,-base, -battle, -capable, -captions,

-charitable, -childish, -corrupt, -deep, -extreme^

-faint, -faithful, -fierce, -foolish, -frail, -gamesome,

-general, -gentle, -greasy, -gross, -hanght, -heinous,

-idle, -insolent, -lightheaded, -lofty, -meek, -merry ^

-ordinary, -painful, -passionate, -pert,-piteous,-plau-

sible, -plentiful, -politic, -potent, -presumptuous,

-prolix, -prone, -rife, -rude^-russet , -sapless, -severe,

-slack, -small, -soft, -stale, -stately, -timorous, -true,

-'vehement, -young, etc.

#1700 o'ver-abstrmioiiSi -apprehensive, -barren,

-big, -bookish, -bounteous, -careless, -circumspect,

-copious, -courteous, -coy, -distant, -exquisite, -fac-

tious, -fcllowly, -fit, -frequent, -fruitful, -godly,

-grateful, -guilty, -haughty,-heady, -hollow, -homely,

-honest, -inclinable,^ -just, -lascivious, -laityerlike ,

-laxative, -lewd, -licentious, -lively, -logical, -loose,

-malapert, -mean, -merciful^, -mild, -moist, -nimble,

-obedient, -obese, -obsequious, -open, -orthodox,

'Oscitant, -peremptory, -pervicacious, -plain, -plen-

teous, -polemical, -ponderous, -popular^ -positive,

-precise, -pregnant, -public, -puissant, -resolute,

-rough, -sad, -saucy, -scrutinous, -serious, -servile,

-sick, -silent, -simple, -slavish, -slight, -slope,

-solemn, -spacious, -steady, -stiff, -sublime, -super-

stitious, -sure, -terrible, -thrifty, -tight, -uberous,

-unsuitable, -valiant, -venturous, -voluble, -wanton,

-wary, -wayward, -wily, -woody, and others.

OVER-.

a 1800 o*ver-ba'shful, -diligent, -elegant, -famous,

-jealous, -judicious, -learnedt-luxuriant, -neat, -new,

-notable, -pensive, -provident, -rational, -ready,

-righteous^ -sanguine, -tame, -tart, -tense, -thick,

-vigorous, and many others.

a lyooo'ver-clea'n, -conscientious, -conscious, -fas-

tidious, -genial, -incurious, -mellow, -particular,

-patient, -prompt, -quiet, -squeamish, -studious, and
others without limit.

1699 BENTI.EY Phal. 240 Mr. Selden was not *over accurate

in copying the Inscription. 1598 DRAYTON Heroic Ep.
(1637) 332 By each temptation *over apt to slide. 1548
UDALL, etc. Erastu. Par. Pref. 5 All temporal!, .rewardes
were incomparably *ouer basse. 1597 HOOKER Kccles. Pol.
.. ::: c

j n tke Q)urch of God sometimes it commeth to

passe, as in *ouer battle grounds, the fertile disposition
whereof is good, c 1412 HOCCLEVE Dt Reg. Princ. 86x pey
hat nat konne lerned be ne taght By swkhe ensaumples..
Me Jnnkeb, certes, *ouer blynde been. ^897 K. /ELFREH

Gregory's Past. C IxL 455 Oft 3a *oferbliftan weor3a3

gedrefdeforun^emetlicreonetunga. 17x1 J. GREENWOOD Eng.
Gram. 196 Over-blith or (merry). 1633 FORD "J'is Pity \\. vi,

You must forsake This *over-bookish numour. 1594 HOOKER
EccL Pol. Pref. in. 10 Men credulous and *ouer-capable of

such pleasing errors. 1649 MILTON fii&fltt.Vtks. 1738 1.442 In

an argument *over-copious rather than barren. 1481 CAXTON

Reynard (Arb.) 95 *Ouer couetous was neuer good. (-1440

Jacob's Well 144 Pe iiij. fote brede of wose in J>is glotony
is, for to etc *ouyr-deynte metys. 1598 SYLVESTER Dn Rartas
11. i. i. Eden 404 When the pencill of Cares "over-deep Our

day-bred thoughts depainteth in our sleep. 1711 SHAFTESB.
Charact. (1737} III. 30 The very reading of treatises. .of

melancholy has been apt to generate that passion in the

*over-diligent and attentive reader. 1634 MILTON Counts

359 Peace, brother, be not *over-exquisite To cast the

fashion of uncertain evils. 11591 H. SMITH li'ks. (1867) II.

486 Hence, *over-faint, or over-full; Too-pined, or loo-

plentiful. 1819 SHELLEY Cenci Pref., An *over-fastidious

and learned choice of words. 1626 DONNE Strut. Ixxviii. 691
That is by not being *over-fel lowly with God, not over homely
with places and acts of Religion. 1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg,

136/1 ^Ouer felon and cruelle tyraunt hast thou noo shame.
a 1600 Praise ofMeasure Keeping (R.), Nor overmeke nor

*overferce he was. 1482 Monk cf Ewshani (Arb.) 77 The

whyche dede specialy yn a byshoppe, was *ouerfowle and

abhomynable. a 1625 FLETCHER Fair Maid Inn \. i, You are

Observ'd ..to be "over-frequent In giving or receiving visits.

1668 DRYDEN Kss. Dram. Poesie (R.), The labour of rhyme
bounds and circumscribes an *over-fruitful fancy. 1560 DAUS
tr. SleidantsConnn. 194 He hym selfe hath bene *ouer-gentle
to hym. 1754 H. WALPOLE Lett. (1846) III. 80 You are

"over-good to me., in., telling me. i&jGoLD^GDeA/ornaj'
xl. 150 A manifest guyle, or at leastwise an *ouergrosse

_,_ G. HARVEY Four Lett. Wks. (Grosart) I. 200 The
Grecians generallie were "ouer-lightheaded. 1641 MILTON
Animadv. iii, They have, .thought him, if not an "over-

logical, yet a well-meaning man. 1832 TENNYSON Lotos-

eaters 78 The full-juiced apple, waxing "over-mellow. 1596
SHAKS. Tain.Shr. Induct.!. 137 Haply my presence May well

abate the *ouer-merrie spleene. (1460 FORTESCUE Abs. <y

Lim. Man. ix. heading, Perellis that mey come to the Kyng
by *ouer myghtye subgettes. 1626 ^Over-moist [see OVER-
DRY a.}. 1861 DICKENS Gt. Expect, xvii, I am not "over-

particular. 1599 SANDYS Europx Spec. (1632) 130 The
dreames..of some "over-passionate desires. 1624 DONNE
Serm. ii. 16 Be not overvehement *Overperemptory. 1592
NASHE four Lett. Wks. (Grosart) 1. 193 Whilest I am be.

moaning his "ouer-pitteous decay. j56iI)Austr. Rultingeron

/4/<)i-.(i573)iiib,Exceedingly*ouerplentifullwasthisdarnell
throughout the vniuersall church. 1599 SANDYS Kuropse Spec.

(1632) 102 This "over-politick and too wise Order. 1644

M ILTON 1-ducation i An unfit and "over-ponderous argu-
ment. 1684 T. BURNET 7/4. Earth n. To Rdr., The greatest

fault . . is to be "over-positive and dogmatical. 1594 HOOKER
Eccl. Pol. I. x. 14 The priuate intents of men "ouer-potent
in the Commonwelth. 1597 Ibid. v. xlvi. 3 Rash, sinister,

and suspitious verdits, whereunto they are "ouer-prone. 1828

Lights ff Shades 1 1. 184 An old "over-provident housekeeper.

1782 Miss BURNF.Y Cecilia ix. vi, We are all "over-ready, .to

blame others. 1791
'

G. GAMBADO ' Ann. Horsetn. ix. (1809)

105, I suspected my Divine was none of the "over-righteous.

1633 FORD Broken H. n. i, She is so "over-sad. 1668 H .

MOKE Dili. Dial. \: xvii. (1713) 464 To unbewilder some
"over-serious Souls. 1586 T. B. La Printaud. Fr. Acad. I.

(1594) 559 U falleth out so, that an "over-severe magistrate
becommeth odious, a 1600 HOOKER Eccl. Pol. vi. v. 7

Men are commonly "overslack to perform this duty. 1616

HIERON Wks. I. 586 *Ouer-slight, too loose, and superficiall.

1581 CAMPION in Confer, i. (1584) F iv b, The print was *ouer

small. 1393 LANGL. P. PI. C. xvi. 49 Here sauce was "ouere

soure and vnsauerliche grounde. a 1300 Cursor M. 27999
If bou. .loked wit "ouur stedfast sight. 1671 MILTON P. R.

II. 143 Perswasion "over-sure. 1589 NASHE Pref. Greene's

Menaphon (Arb.) 14 Their "ouertimerous cowardise. 1597

HOOKER Eccl. Pol. v. Ixv. 16 We have by "over-true ex-

Wks. 1753 11. 400 Ine L,ora Lisle nis over-vauani sun.

a 1637 B. JONSON tr. Horace A rt o/Poetrie 358 And nere the

hall reherse Their youthfull tricks in "over-wanton verse.

1614 RALEGH Hist. World v. ii. 3 The one being so 'over-

wary, and the other so hasty. 1390 GOWER Conf. I. 298, I am
therfore So "overwroth in al my thoght.

b. with pres. pples., forming ppl. adjs. ;
as OVEK-

ABOUNDING, etc.; also, over-bragging, -boasting,

-dazzling, -depressing, -exciting, -itching, -laugh-

ing, -nipping, -soothing, -sparing, -staring, etc.

(Can be formed at will.)

1576 TI-RBERV. I'tnerie 93 Those "ouerbragging bluddes

Amusde your mynde. 1707 NORRIS Treat. Humility u. 20

The "over-dazzhng glory of their own perfections, a 1600

HOOKER Serm. Pride Wks. 1888 III. 610 Shake off that

"over-depressing heaviness, c 1400 RnleSt. Benet (E.E.T.S.)



OVER-.

14/31 Bidis J>at ye ne sal noght be *ouir-la;and. 1586 J.
HOOKER Hist. Irel. in HolinsJied II. 104/2 Albeit their

wether were bitter and "ouernippmg. 1598 J. DICKENSON
Greene in Cone, (1878) 131 Valeria, whose *ouersoothing
humor made her interprete flatterie for truth. 1603 KNOI.LES

staring frounced lied. 1647 CLARENDON Content}
Tracts (1727) 455 Like over-skilful musicians, who by an

*over-warblmg desire to make the voice not intelligible, are

without that vociferation which he expects.

C. with pa. pples. in -ed, -en, etc., forming ppl.

adjs., as OVERACTKD, -CIVILIZED, -CROWDED, -DONE,

GROWN, etc. So over-apprehended, -blesseti (blest],

-contented^ -cooked, -cultured, -dignified^ -dis-

tempered, -ditbbed, -educated, -emptied, -enamoured,

-enlarged, -formed, -franchised, -handled, -inter-

ested, 'jaded, -offended, -oiled, -packed, -pampered,
-ravished, -reserved, -restrained, -stuffed, -swilled,

-tamed, -tossed, -twisted, -vitrified, -womanized,
-wrested, etc. (Unlimited in number.)
1663 BOYLE Use/. Exp. Nat. Pliilos. \\. App. 347 By the

*over-apprehended unpleasantness of the suit: II. J ^43
MILTON Divorce Ded., Wks. (1847) 122 To put a garrison
upon his neck of empty and *over-dignified precepts. 1650
B. Discolliminhtm 50 Our late *over-dubb'd Justices of

Peace, and under-bred Committee-men. 1586 A. DAY Eng.
Secretary n. (1625) 22 To shroud their lauish and *ouer-

emptied expence, by whatsoeuer kinde of lucre. 1742 YOL-XG
Nt. Th. v. 092 Some, *o'er-enamour'd of their Hags, run
mad. 1594 HOOKER Keel. Pol, i. xi. 6 With pressed and
heaped and euen *ouer-inlarged measure. 1647 WARD.?/////*.
Coblcr 51 *Over-franchised people are devills with smooth
snaffles in their mouthes. 1592 SHAKS. / 'en. <V Ad. 770 You
will fall againe, Into your idle *ouer-handled theame. (21744
PofvLet. Mrs. Blottnt'vn Ayre Mem. (1754) 11.56 Methinks,
it shews an *over-interested Affection to be sad, because she
has left us to better her Condition. 1613 BRATHWAIT
Strappado (1878) 49 May you Hue, Till you haue nought to

take, nor none to giue, For your *ore-iaded pleasure. 1712
STEELS Spect, No. 266 P i Will. Honeycomb calls these
*over-offended Ladies, the Outragiously Virtuous. 1583
GOLDISG Call-in on Dent. iii. 17 They play the *ouer-

parnpered lades which fall to kicking against their maisters.

1594 NASHR Terrors of Nt. Wks. {Grosart) III. 268 Too
much sodaine content and *ouer-rauUhed delight* 1688
Lr>. DELAMER Wks. (1694) 21 You ought not to be ''over-

reserved to any .. Company. 1597 HOOKKR Eccl. Pol. v.

xlviii. ii An *ouer-restrained consideration of prayer.
1789 MRS. PIOZZI Jonrn. France I. 186 Like *over-swil!ed
voters at an election. 1782 WEDGWOOD in Phil. Trans.
LXXII. 306 At some times an unvitrified mass, and at

others an *over-vitrified scoria. 1860 O. W. HOLMES Elsie V.
vii. (1891) 105 This *over-womanized woman might well have
bewitched him. 1606 SHAKS. Tr. <y Cr. i. iii. 157 Such to be

pittied, and *ore-rested seeming He acts thy Greatnesse in.

d. with adjs. in -ed from sbs.
(
= provided with

too much, or too many, of what is denoted by the

sb.); as over-ambitioned, -brained, ~commentaried,

-garrisoned, -hopped (ale), -leisured, -melodied,

-mettled, -officered, -provendered,
-renneted (cheese),

-sorrowed, -timbered, -tongued, -iveaponed, etc.

(Can be formed at will.)
1661 BOYLE Style of Script. 175 Out of a Criminal fond-

nesse of the *over-ambition'd Title of a Wit. 1650 B. Dis-
colluninium 17 *Over-brain'd Burrow-headed Men, restlesse

in studying new things. 1888 FROUDE Etig. in W. Indies

357 If she [England] decides that her hands are too full, that
she is *over-empired and cannot attend to them. 1572 J.

JONES Bathes Rnckstone 10 Meane Ale, neyther to new,
nor to stale, not *ouerhopped. 1640 Bp. HALL Chr. Moder.
(ed. Ward) 30/2 An *overleisured Italian hath made a long
discourse, how a man may walk all day through the streets

of Rome in the shade. 1760-72 H. BKOOKK Fool of Q/ial.

(1809) IV. 136 The fractured harness of an *over-mettled
horse. 1641 MILTON Prel. Episc. 27 Reducing into order
their usurping and *over-provendered episcopants. 1643

Divorce Pref. (1851) 18 The much wrong'd and *over-
sorrow'd state of matrimony. 1674 PETTY Disc. Dupl.
Proportion 46 If the Ship of 50 Tuns were not *over-
timbered. 1596 NASHE Saffron Walden Wks. (Grosart)
III. 134 Wherein he.. so farre outstrips *ouer-tunged Bel-
dam Roome. 1593 Four Lett. Con/ut. ibid, II. 214 His
inuention is *ouerweapond.
29. With substantives.

(Of these OE. shows examples under b,c, d; e. g. o/erxt,

oferdrynCiOfersprxc; oferbiterncs, oferetolnes. ofcrseocnes;
oforcrxft, oferield, ofertufu, ofirneod, ofcryS.)

a. Verbal sbs. in -ing, from vbs. in over- (27),
or formed independently by prefixing over- to sbs.,

as OVERABOUNDING, -CROWDING, -DOINO, -FEEDING
',

o'-ver-a'ggravating, -belling, -boasting, -cleaning,

-cockering, -deeming, -descanting, -fasting, -judg-

ing, -liking, -meddling, -pinching, -ploughing,
-pruning, -striving, etc. (Unlimited in number.)
a 1639 W. WIIATKLEV Prototypes n. xxiv. (1640) 12 An

"over-aggravating of faults to make ourselves seem no
children. 1575 TURBERV. Faulconrie 245 The *overbelling
of a falcon puts hir to a greater payne and trouble than
needes. - ^ **- " f * ---*-- ' "' i ' "

and simplicity of an holy style. 1626 BACON Syfoa 831
*Over-fasting doth (many times) cause the Appetite to cease.

1640 Bp. REYNOLDS Passions xxvii, The overflowing of their
fears seems to have been grounded on the *overjudging of
an adverse power. 1597 J. PAYNK Royal Exch. 6 To
increase your, .longinge vpwards, and to decrease all *over-

lyking here beneathe. ^1591 H. SMITH Wks. (1866) I. 30
VOL. VII.
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! Her *overpinching at last cause! h her good housewifery to
' be evil spoken of.

b. Nouns of action or condition, formed from
i vbs., or from sbs. belonging to vbs., or on the type
;

of snch. These have often the same form as the
vb. or a modification of it, as OVERCHARGE,

;

OVERISSUE, OVEBSPEECH ; or such endings as

-ion, -ment, -ure, -nee, -age, -ice, as OVERACTION,
-EXCITEMENT, -PAYMENT, -EXPOSURE, -ABUNDANCE,
-CONFIDENCE, etc. So o'ver-abu'se, -broil, -claim,

-concern, -demand, -discharge, -drain, -exercise, -or-

nament, -self-esteem, -worry, o'ver-accumula'tion,

-addiction, -assumption, -attention, -consumption,
-decoration, -devotion, -distension, -exaltation,

-extension, -Jlexion, -imitation, -importation, -in-

flation, -lactation, -laudation, -legislation, -provi-

sion, -regulation, -repletion, -representation, -specu-
lation, -tension', o'ver-atta'chinent, -enrichment,
-treatment ; o'ver-expe'nditure, -rapture ; o'ver-

insvstence, -reliance", o'vcr-drai'nage; o*ver-se"rvice,
etc. (Unlimited in number.)
1867 M. ARNOLD Celtic Lit. 177 Her *over-addiction to

the Ilissus. 1871 R. KLLIS Catullus xxix. 6 Shall he in

*o'er-assumption, o'er-repletion, he Sedately saunter every
dainty court along? 1833 J. H. NEWMAN Arians \. i. (1876)
21 An "over-attachment to the forms. 1597 MIDDLE-TON'
IV'isd. Solomon ix. 18 The one doth keep his mean in

*overbroil. 1880 MUIRHEAD Gains iv. 53 There is *over-
claim in respect of amount. 1865 M. ARNOLD Ess. Crit,
Pref. (1875) 13, 1 thought this 'over-concern a little unworthy.
1813 J. THOMSON Lect. InJIain. 45 The pain., depends partly
on the *over-distention of the vessels and fibres. 1758 Herald
No. 24(1758) II. 144 Weakened by an incautious "over-drain
of the vital moisture. 1860 FORSTKR Cr. Retnonstr. 76 The
supposed enrichment of the country by the *over-enrichment
of himself. 1655 FULLER Ch. Hist. ix. iii. 38 Tell me
whether the Ape did not well deserve a whip for his *over-
imitation therein. 1837 EMERSON Misc. (1855) 78 Genius is

always sufficiently the enemy of genius by "over-influence.

1836-48 B. L>. WALSH Aristopk. j'&note, Every nation has
been addicted, more or less, to "over-legislation. 1685
EVELYN Mrs. Goiiolphin 143 O with what . . "over rapture
did I hear her pronounce it. 1897 W. P. KFH Epic <V Rom.
2.15 That touch of "over-reflexion and self-consciousness.
1866 Ch. Times 19 May, "Over-speculation has been checked.

1865 SWINBURNE Atalanta 1200 Keep ye on earth Your lips
from "over-speech.

C. Nouns of quality or state, formed from adjec-

tives, or from sbs. belonging to adjs., or on the

type of these. The endings are such as -ness,

-ity, -ty, -nee, -ncy, -acy, -titde, -ism, -ry, -ure,

-th, as in OVEK-BJTTEKNESS, -CREDULITY, -ANXIETY,

-INDULGENCY, -LENGTH, -HEIGHT. Other examples
are o'ver-aeu'teness, -cheapness, -coyness, -diffuse-

ness, "exactness, -keenness, -learnedness, -precise-

ness, -promptness, -proneness, -quietness, -readi-

ness, -righteousness, -seriousness, -squeamish-ness,
-
truthfulness,

- venttiresomeness
; o'ver-abi'lity,

-complexity, -facility, -fertility, -intensity, -loyalty,

-security, -severity, -simplicity, 'susceptibility,

-variety ; o'ver-di'ligence, -luxuriance, -negligence ;

o'ver-bri'lliancy,-complacency, -elegancy, -frequency ;

o'ver-a'ccuracy ; o'ver-gra'titude, -magnitude, -pleni-
tude ; o'ver-indivi'dualism, -realism, -scepticism,
-sentimentalism ; o'ver-bra-very, -knavery ;

o'ver-

moi'sture ; o'ver-stre'ngth, "Wealth, etc. (Unlimited
in number.)
1726-31 WALDRON Descr. Isle ofMan (1865) 40 The "over-

cheapness renders them frequent. 1743 AYRE Mem. Pope
II. 170 Daphne, ..she can no longer bear with this "Over-

coyness of Sylvia to a Lover. 1870 LOWELL Among my
Bks, Ser. i. (1873) I ^4 The bias of the former is toward
over-intensity, of the latter toward "over-diffuseness. 1639
FULLER Holy War iv. vii. (1840) 189 A great error, and ..

a neglecMn "over-diligence. 1642 Holy % Prof. St. iv.

xv. 316 The affected "over-elegancy of such as prayed for
her by the title of defendresse of the faith. 1727 BRADLEY
Fatii. Diet. s. v. Burning of Land, To abate the "Over-

fertility caused by the Fire there. 1583 GOLDING Calvin on
Deut. cxi. 683 Y* pride or "ouerheaddinesse of y deceiuers.

1604 HIERON Wks. I. 505 Religion, which.. the world is

pleased to call *ouer-holinesse. 1640 FULLER Joseptts Coat
(1867) 118 Out of an *over-imitativeness of holy precedents.
1677 BAXTER Let. in Ansiv. Dodwetl 118 The Lord forgive
the Presbyterians their "over-keenness against Sects. ci6n
CHAPMAN Iliad xm. Comm. 30 A man may wonder at these
learned Critics "overlearnedness. 1860 FKOUDE Hist. Eng.
xxx. VI. 47 Her chief embarrassment, .was from the "over-

loyalty of her subjects. 1626 BACON Syh>a 603 The "over-
moisture of the brain doth thicken the spirits visual, a 1677
\\K\jE.Print.Orig. Man. 215 A Natural Consequence of the

"over-plenitude and redundancy of the Number of Men in

the World. i6u MALYNKS Anc. Laiu-Merch. 329 The
"ouer-precisenes therm may breed a great inconuenience to
the Common-wealth. 1643 SIR T. BROWNE Chr. Mor. i.

33 To strenuous minds there is an inquietude in "over-

quietness. 1711 SHAFTESB. Charac. (1737) III. 262 An
"over-regularity Is next to a deformity. 1658 OSBORN
O. Eliz. Pref., An "over-remissness or excess in Sanctity or
Profaneness. 1882 Miss BRADDON Mt. Royal II. x. 239
She did not know how much selfishness. .was at the bottom
of her "over-righteousness. 1741 RICHARDSON Pamela I.

222 His 'Over-security and Openness, have ruin'd us both !

1697 COI.LIKR Ess. Mor. Suhj. \. (1703) 184 The "over-
smoothness of an argument is apt to abate the force. 1768-
74 TUCKER Lt. Nat. (1834) I. 176 An "over squeamishness
and nicety oftaste, which renders the imagination toodelicate.

1684 BURNET Th. Earth n. 47 Disproportion and "over-

sufficiency is one sort of false measures. 1596 Prayer ly

OVER-ABOUND.
Queen in Liturg. Sen: Q. Eliz. (1847) 666 That no neglect
of foes, nor "over-surety of harm, a 1661 HOLYDAY Juvenal
260 They will serve ye up, in an 'over-variety, the dainty
birds called the fig-eaters.

d. Various sbs. denoting action, condition, state,

quality, or anything subject to degree (often in

sense, if not in form, agreeing with those in b or c) :

as OVER-CARE, -CAUTION, etc. ;
so o*vcr-cicltitrt',

-custom, -democracy, -dogmatism, -effort, -emphasis,
-faith, -force, -majority, -opinion, -plenty, -religion,
-saliva, -sorrow^ -weal, etc.

1830 WORDSWORTH in Chr. Worclsw. Mum. II. 221 Free
from, .that *overculture, which reminds one. .of the double
daisies of the garden, compared with their modest and sen--i-

.71700 DRYDEN Meleager % Atalanta 112 His [Jason's]
javelin seemed to take, But failed with 'over-force, and
whizzed above his [the boar's] back. 1628 KARLE Micro-
cosm., Scepticke (Arb.) 67 His *ouer-opinion of both spoyls
all. 1377 LANGL. P. PL Ii. xiv. 73 *Ouer-plente maketh
pruyde amonges pore & riche. 1795 Jemima \. 87 The.,
opinion, that *over religion, as \ve called it, shut the door of
the heart. 1871 R. ELLIS Catullus xxiiL 16 Thee sweat frets

not, an *o'er-saliva frets not. 1885 BorderLances^ Beware
lest in thine "oversorrow thou lo>e the true profit thereof,
a 1300 ( 'jn-sor M. 2901 Mani man, for *ouer-wele, pain-self
can nober faand ne fcil.

30. \Vith adverbs, simple or derived from adjs.:
as OVERMUCH, <)VKR-IH>U>LY, OVKR-DARINT.LY,
OVER-SOON. (A few examples occur in OE., as

oferswt'Qe, ofermodlice. ) So o'ver-fa'st, -nigh, -often ;

over-casualty, -cheaply, -deeply, -diligently,

-honestly, -merrily, -wantonly, and many others.
c 1450 tr. DC linitationc in. xix. 86 He stondib *ouer-

casuely it like to falle. 1606 KRYSKETT Civ. Life 53 Hauin?
regard not to vse them either 'ouer-curstly, or ouer-fondly.
c 1440 York J/. xx. 19 To so *ouere fast we haue be-gonne.
1586 T. B. La rrimauii, J-'r. Acfui. r. (1594) 676 When he
saw the Hebrewes increase over-fast amongst his subjects.
1612 BRINSLBV I.ud. Lit. 254, I feare indeede..that this is

*ouer-generally neglected. i697DKvn?N tr. Virgil, A ends
Ded. civ, He.. left them there not *over-honestty together
1807 COLKRIDGE Lett., to I\ . Soitthey (1895) 523, I did not

*overhugely admire the '

Lay of the Last Minstrel ', c 1530
Crt. Lone 406 See that thou sing not *ouermerely. a 1500
Sir Bates 3304 (Pynson) For he.. cam a lytel *ouer-nye.
155^4 HOOKEH Eccl. Pol. i\'. vii. 4 Tertullian ^ouer^often

through discontentment carpeth iniuriously at them. 1603
B. JONSON Sejtinus n. iv, Which . .may 1'y the over-often,and
unseasoned use Turn to your loss. 1571 GOLDING Calrin
on Ps. Iii. 2 Doeg. .behaved himself 'overstoutly. 1601
HOLLAND Pliny I. 219 Toying and dallying "ouerwantonly
with the king her husband.

III. Combinations consisting of OVER prep, (in

any of its senses) with object. These naturally
form advbs. and adjs. ; exceptionally they give rise

to sbs. and vbs. As advbs. they are often written as

two words, as over all or overall, over board or

overboard.

31. Forming adverbs: as OVERALL, OVERBOARD,
OVERCROPS, OVERHAND, OVERHEAD, OVEULAXD,
OVERNIGHT, OVERSEAS, etc. ; so o-vercha-nnel,

overfie'lds, ovcrhip, overleg, overshipboard, etc.

1885 G. MEREDITH Diana oft'rossways I. i. 13 Critic ears
not present at the conversation catch an echo of maxims and
aphorisms *overchannel. 1585 FETIIEHSTONE tr. Calvin on
Acts xiii. 50 They do coldly and as it were *ouerfields play
with God. 1785 BURNS Scotch Drink xi, The brawnie,
banie, ploughman cbiel, Brings hand "owrelup, wi' sturdy
wheel, The strong forehammer. 1858 HAWTHORNE fr. ff

It. Jrnls. II. 132 Men and horses, wading not *overleg.
1600 ABP. ABBOT E.rp. Jonah 156 That they had . . induce-
ments inough to throw him *overship-boarde.
32. Forming adjs. : as OVER-AGE, OVERCROSS,
OVERGROUND, OVERHEAD, OVKRHILL, OVER-KNEE,
OVERLAND, OVERSEA, etc. ; so o'ver-day-, o'ver-

deck, o'ver-wi-nter.

1883 VfMXnfriskFishcrus 14 (Fish. Exhib. Publ.) Making
the fish (what is called)

' over day ',
or stale fish. Ibid. 16

Superior speed, extensive over-deck room, and the removal
of the engines and boilers. 1900 CHENEY in Eng. Hist.
Rev. XV. 38 Doing all the ploughing in the autumn for

over-winter crops.

33. Forming sbs. : as OVEB-ALL, OVERALL, OVER-

DOOR, OVER-MANTEL, etc.

34. Forming vbs. : as OVERBANK, OVERHAND.
Over-ability: see OVER- 29.

O:ver-abou-nd, v. [OVER- 25, 27, 22, 8.]

1. intr. To abound more, be more plentiful :

rendering L. sttperahitndfire. arch, or Obs.

1382 WYCLIF i Tim. \. 14 Sothli the grace of oure Lord
ouerhabounde [Vulg. supfralntndavit, 1388 oner aboundide,
1526TINDALE was more aboundaunt]. iwjSt. Aug. Alanual

(Longman) 68 Whereas sinne hath abounded, there hath

grace overabounded. 1604 T. WRIGHT Passions v. 4. 237
As Saint Paul witnesseth. .where sinne abounded, grace
over-abounded \Vulg. Rom. v. 20 superabiinda-'it gratia}.
2. To abound too much with or ;';/ something ;

also, of things, to be too abundant or plentiful.

1597 HOOKER Eccl, Pot. v. Ixxii. 16 As the World ouer-

aboundeth with malice. 1620 FORD Linea V. (1843) 66 Hee
is a physitian . . by purging such as ouerabound. a 1744 Por-E

overabounds in those details.
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f 3. trans. To surpass in abundance, Obs.

1590 A. CONHAM To Reader in Babingtoris Exj>. Cent'

inandm^ The haruest ouer-abounded his labour, and ex-

ceeded his hope.

+ 4. nonce-use. To abound all over. Obs.

1612 R. SHELDON Serm. St. Martin's 28 O damnable
custome ouerfipwing Italy ! O wretched practise ouer-

abounding Spaine !

Hence O :veraboirnding vbl. sb. and///. a.

1608 WII.LET Hexapla Exod. 492 He calleth it super-

efftnentem iustitiavt, ouerabounding iustice. 1683 J. HOWE
Let. to Lady Russell in H. Rogers Life (1863) 203 That
there is sin in an over-abounding sorrow. 1726 LFONI
Albert?s Archit. II. 101/1 Those overabounding channels

of water were..stopt. 1757 MRS. GRIFFITH Lett. Henry fy

Frances (1767) II. 178 The overabounding of his civility.

Over-abstemious: see OVER- 28.

O:ver-abu*ndance. [OVER- 25, 290.] Too

great abundance ; superabundance, excess.

1382 WVCLIF Ezek. xviii. 17 [If he] shal not take vsure and
ouere-aboundance [Vulg. superabundantiam\. ^1400 tr.

Secreta Secret,, Gov. Lordsh. 53 Man awe gretly eschewe

ouerdoynge and ouerabundance of despensz. 1615 HIKKON
Wks. I. 608 Lest I should.. dul you by theouer aboundance
of that matter, by which my desire is to quicken you. 1760-

72 H. BROOKE Fool of Qual. (iSooMII. 125 You .. blessed

me with an over-abundance of blessings.

So O-'veralm'ndant a., too abundant, excessive ;

O'verabn'ncLantly adv.^ superabundantly.
1503 Kalendar ofShcfih. D vij, To be owerabondant wyth

owt necessyte. 1862 GOULBURN* Pers. Relit*. 159 No one ever

. .with overabundant show and overlittle comfort.

Over- abuse to Over-accuracy : see OVKR- 29.

Overact (Ju
:

v3rj:e-kt), v. [OVER- 26, 27, 20,

22, 21, 13.]

1. intr. Toactinexcessofwhatispropcr,requisite,

right, or lawful ; to go too far in action.

z6ix B. JOSSON Catiline n. iii, You over-act, when you
should under-do. 1671 MARVELI, Corr. Wks. 1872-5 II. 383

Indemnity, .for those who have bin punished by the former
law as for them who have overacted in the execution of it.

1885 MABKL COLLINS Prettiest Woman ii, She is a grand
creature, but she over-acts.

2. trans. To act or render (a part) with exag-

gerated or unnecessary action or emphasis ; to

overdo in action.

1631 MASSINGER Beleeve as you list \. i, You disgrace

your courtship In overactinge it, my lord. 1660 WOOD Life
(O. H. S.) I. 370 So zealous a worshipper towards the east

in his College chappell, that, overacting it, he became
ridiculous. 1760 LLOYD Actor in Ann. Reg. 218 Of all

the evils which the Stage molest, I hate your fool who
overacts his jest. 1849 MACAUI.AY Hist. Eng. x. II.

6^59
Afraid of not sustaining well a part which was uncongenial
to her feelings, she had overacted it.

t b. To act (a part) over and over again. Obs.

1653 J. HALL Paradoxes 44 Hee that killed himselfe, out

of a wearinesse of overacting the same things.

f3. To go beyond or surpass in acting; to outdo.

1643 /V/ English 6 Wise as they take themselves, [they]

may be over-acted in their own designs. 1647 Case Kingd.
5 To supplant the Bishops, .and over-act them at their owne

game. 1657-61 HEYLIN Hist. Rcf. 43 Candidianus, a Count

Imperial.. over-acted any thing that Cromwel did.

f 4. To actuate or influence too powerfully ;
to

overcome. Obs*

1663 J. SPENCER Prodigies (1665) 287 The true fears thereof

would be ready to fly away (like the Spirits of over-heated

liquors) if overacted by such strong and continued jealousies
of heaven. 1669 W. SIMPSON Hydrol. Chym. 149 The one

by its greater proportion, over-acts or overcomes the other.

1677 GILPIN Demonol. (1867) 238 By overacting their fears,

or astonishing their minds.

5. To act beyond or in excess of. nonce-use.

1858 BUSHNELL Serm. Neiv Life xiL (1869) 169 As he once

overacted his will in self-conduct, so now he Is underacting
it in quietism.
Hence CXvera'cted///. a., overdone.

1665 J. SPENCER V-ulg. Proph. 90 To become ridiculous by
an over-acted imitation. 1777 ROBERTSON Hist. Amer.

(1783) I. 214 Over-acted demonstrations of regard.

O:ver-a'Ction. [OVER- 29 b.] Excessive or

exaggerated action.

1741 MONRO Anat. (ed. 3) 173 A spasmodic Overactjon of

the Muscles. aiQ6z BUCKLE Civiliz. (1873) III. ii. 48
Overaction on one side produces reaction on the other.

1899 AllbutCs Syst. Med. VII. 573 Auditory over-action or

hypersesthesia occasionally occurs In hysteria.

O'ver-a'ctive, a. [OVER- 28.] Excessively

active, too much given to action. So O'ver-a'ctive-

ness, O'ver-acti'vity, excessive activity.

1647 JER. TAYLOR Lib. Proph. xvi. 215 His opinion may
accidentally disturbe the publick peace through the over-

activenesse of the person. 1854 J. S. C. ABBOTT Napoleon
(1855) I. xxvii, 436 The over-active, precipitate dispatch of

others. 86$ MANNING in Ess. Relig. <$ Lit. Ser. i. (1865)

37 Like the mental over-activity ofmen dying of consumption.
Over-acute to Over-afflict: see OVER-.

O:ver-affe*ct, v^ [f. OVER- 27 + AFFECT z>.i]

trans. To affect or care for unduly, to have too

great regard for.

1628 BP. HALL To Bp. of Salisbury Wks. 1837 IX. 410
God so love me, as I do the tranquillity and happiness of

his Church, yet can I not so overaftect it that I would
sacrifice one dram of truth to it. 1641 MILTON Ch. Govt. I.

(1851) 13 Those that over-affect Antiquity.

O:ver-affe'ct, v.* [f.
OVER- 27 + AFFECT z>.

2
]

trans. To affect or influence too much.

'645 EP- HALL Remedy Discontents xxi. 127 How can he
be over-affected with triviall profits, or pleasures, who is

taken up with the God of all comfort?

tO'verage,^. Obs. Forms: 5ouur-( = ouvr-),

ouuer-, oeuur-, 6 our-, ouerage, 7 overage,

(ourage). [a. AF. 0z>erage(Gov/er), Y.ouvrage, f.

oitvr-er\\j. operare to work : see -AGE.]
1. Work, workmanship ; achievement.

1490 CAXTON Eneydos \. 14 The yate was made of soo hye
and excellente ouurage, that it passed alle other, a 1529
SKELTON Hmu Dk. Albany, etc, 418 A prince to play the page
It is a rechelesse rage, And a lunatyke ouerage. i6s6IjLOiNT
Glossogr.) Ouragf, a work ; also work or labor.

2. A piece of workmanship ; a work.

1474 CAXTON Chesse in. i, Than hit behoueth to deuyse the
1

oeiuirages and the offices of the werkemen. 1481 Godejjfroy

(1893) 237 They of the toun brake all theyr ouurages. a 1533
LD. BERNERS Huon ex. 380 The .ii. leuys of the gate were

coueryd with fyne gold intermedelyd with other rych ouer-

, agis. 1648 J. RAYMOND II Mt-rcurio Italico 87 Stupendous
Pillars . .

,
besides other diversity of Overages.

O'ver-a'ge (stress var.), adj.phr. [OVKB/r^.
ii, and AGK sb. 4 ; see OVER- 32.] That is over

a certain age or limit of age.
1886 C. SCOTT Sheep'Farmingin Rather keep a good over-

i age ewe than a bad young one. 1893 Academy ii Mar.

i 221/3 He was elected to an exhibition at Merton College,

Oxford, being over age for a scholarship.

Over-aged (w-var^'dged, -^'d^d), a. [OvEii-

26, 28.] Over a certain limit of age ;
too old. b.

Out of date, antiquated.
1483 CAXTON G. de la Tour G vlij, A quene of Cvpre

whiche was ouer aged so that she myght haue no children.

1:1489 Blanchardyn xxi. 69 How well he ys ouerraged,
take no hede and care not therfoie. 1623 LISLK jfclfric on
O. fy N. Test. Pref., It Is far from a fault, to know these

over-aged and outworne dialects, especially of our own tongue.
1668 G. C. in H. More Div. Dial. Pref. (1713) 25 Laugh 'd

at. .by an over-aged Sarah, 1884 H. GERSOSI tr. Titr-

genieJjTs Diary Superfluous Man 24 Mar. (N. Y.)78 His
wife was somewhat like an over-aged chicken.

Over-agitated to Over-agonize : see OVEK-.

Overall (0*v3rgl), sb. [OVER- 33: lit. 'over

i everything'.]
1. An external covering ;

an outer garment such

as a cloak, ulster, or waterproof ;
a tunic, blouse,

or the like worn over the other clothing as a pro-
tection against wet, dirt, etc.

xSisSiMOxn TonrGt. Brit. II. 286 My companions, dressed

in the costume of the place, a flannel over-all. 1831 CARLVI.E
'

Sart. Res. i. i, The vestural Tissue., which Man's Soul wears
as its outmost wrappage and overall. 1888 J. PAVN Myst.
Mil-bridge xxii, Protected from the pouring rain by water-

proof and overall. 1895 Strand ftlag. Oct. 395/1 Outside

stockings are worn, also a canvas overall to protect the dress,

attiib. 1883 Act 46 fy 47 I-'let. c. 53 Sched. 5 An overall

j

suit with head covering. 1884 K. ltfGERSQti.in Harper*fMaf.
Aug. 402/2 A manufactory for canvas '

overall
'

clothing.

2. spec, in //. a. Trousers of strong material,

worn, with a similar shirt, as an outer garment by
travellers, explorers, soldiers, cowboys, etc. : app.

orig. U. S. b. Trousers worn by cavalry soldiers,

riders, etc. as an outer garment, esp. as a protec-
tion of the ordinary dress in riding ; hence, a

cavalryman's trousers. C. Long leather or water-

proof leggings reaching to the thigh, d. Loose-

fitting trousers of canvas, etc., worn by workmen
and others over the ordinary ones to protect them
from stains, dirt, wet. etc.

1782 in Bancroft Hist. U. S. (1876) VI. Ivii. 462 Our men
are almost naked for want of overalls and shirts. 1797 F.

HAII.V Jrnl. Tour N. Amer. (1856) 332 We had each of us

furnished himself with a proper dress for travelling the

wilderness : it consisted of a pair of coarse brown overhauls,
and a shirt of the same materials. 1807 SIR R. WILSON Jrnl.

17 July in Life (1862) II. viii. 322 He looked at the king's

over-alls, which were fastened down the leg with numerous
I buttons and made to fit very close. 1811 WELLINGTON in
1

Gurw. Desp. VII. 478 All the regiments of cavalry should

be supplied with cloth overalls by the Colonels. 1816 SCOTT
Bl. Dwarf i, Having a hat covered with wax-cloth,.. boots,

' and dreadnought overalls. 1828 WEBSTER, Overalls^ a kind

oftrowsers. 1848 ALB. SMITH Chr. '1 'adpoUy\v, Christopher,
in a common velveteen shooting jacket and overalls. 1860

All the Year Round No. 64. 331 The Wellington boot at

present worn by our dragoons under their trousers or
' over-

alls
',
as cavalry men call them. 1863 A. BLOMFIELD Ment.

Bp. Blomfield I. ii. 38 He used to ride to the petty sessions

. .equipped in yellow overalls to protect him from the mud.

t O:vera'U, over-all, adv. Obs. (exc. as two

words =over everything). [OvKR- 31.]

1. Everywhere; in every direction.

<:iooo >LFRIC Saints Lives (1885) I. 514 J>Kt mann us

: toniht ofer call sohte. ciioo Trin. Coll. Horn. 163 pat lond

|
..bicam waste, and was roted oueral and swo bicam wilder-

nesse. a iaz$ Ancr. R. 50 Pine is oueral ^urh creoiz idon

to understonden. a 1300 Cursor M. 12610 loseph and maria

turnd a-gain To seke him ,. Ouer all a-bute. 138* WYCLIF

JK&rf.ii.gOuerallefeweesignesofgladnesse. ci^oProvip.
Parv. 372/2 Ovyral, ubique, utrobique. 1525 LD. BERNEKS
Froiss. II. 681 The marchauntes of Gennes..are knowen

1 over all. 1596 DALRYMTLE tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot, \, 86 In

i
thir lattir dayes, .the Inglise toung is leirned ower all.

b. In every part ; all over, all through.
a 1215 Ancr. R. 42 J>eo ureisuns bet ich nabbe bute imerked

beoo iwriten oueral, bute one \>e laste. ? a 1366 CHAUCER
Rom, Rose 1580 The place overalle, Bothe foule and tree,

and leves grene, And alle the yerde in it is scene, a 1440
Sir Degrev. 1470 The floure [

= floor] was paned over-al With
a clere crystal. 1590 SPENSER F. Q. i. xi. 9 And over all with

brasen scales was armed, Like plated cote of steele.

2. Beyond everything ; pre-eminently ; especially.
c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 57 pet is and wes and efre seal beon

iblecced ofer al. a 1300 Cursor JIS. 10356 Maria sal J>ou do
hircall Fild wit godds grace ouer-ail. c 1400 Destr. Troy 23(3$

Kepe hom from company and comonyngof folke, And over
all there onesty attell to saue. 1483 CAXTON G. tu la Tonr
Ajb, Many tymes they wolde haue oueral deduyte. 1687
Sc. Alefr. Ps. xvi, I set the Lord still in my sight And trust

him over all.

O'Ver-a'll (stress var.), adj. phr. [The phrase
over all (OVER prep, 13) used attrib^\ Including

everything between the extreme points.
[1876 S. Kens. Mus. Catal. 2159 The length of the

' Lemster 1

is 350 feet over all.] 1894 It'tstm. Gaz. n May
4/3 A fine steel cruiser, with an '

over-all
'

length of 335 ft.

tOtver-allwhe-re, adv. Sc. Obs. [Cf.
OVERALL and ALLWHEUE.] Everywhere.
c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xviii. {F.gipdaiie) 379 pe takine of

J>e croice scho lad One hyr body ouralquhare. 1563 WINJET
ll'ks. (1890) II. 6 That is, quhilk ouer-alquhar, quhilk at al

tymes .. hes bene beleuit. 1570 St. Andrews Kirk-Sess.

Reg. (1889) 345 Content to remain wytht hym oure-alquhair.

Overamble : see OVER- 22.

Overance: seeOwEKA^cE/lominion^uperiority.
Over and above, phr. [The two words,

over and alnyvet used pleonastically for emphasis.]
A. as prep, 1. Above in rank, in a superior

position to; OVER prep. 8. rare.

c 1449 PECOCK Repr. 418 Ech preest is ouer and aboue a

deken..and ech deken is ouer and aboue a lay persoon.

1765 BLACKSTONB Cotntn. I. vii. 239 That special pre-emi-
nence, which the king hath, over and above all other persons.

2. In addition to, besides; = OVER/?V/. 10.

1521 St, Papers Hen, VUI, I. 23 The Kynge, over and
above thys, signifieth unto Your Grace oon of hys owne
secrete devisis. 1585 T. WASHINGTON tr. Nicholays Voy. i.

vii. 7 Ouer and aboue all that it had cost him. 1654 BEAM-
HALL Just Vind. vi. (1661) 123 Over and above all the

former grounds which the Romanists themselves do in some
sort acknowledg. 1766 BLACKSTONE Connn. II. vi. 86 Both
were.. subject (over and above all other renders) to the oath

of fealty. 1885 Manch. Exam. 5 June 5/3 There ought.,
to have been an army over and above these garrisons, ready
to be moved . .to a threatened point.

3. More than : = OVEK /;/. ii. rare,

1568 GRAFTON Chron. 1 1. 1 35 There be (saith Fabian), . . or at

those dayes were, over and above ,xl. thousand knightes fees.

B. as adv.

1. In addition, besides; = OVER adv. 8, 10.

1588 PARKE tr. Mendosas Hist. China 391 They had so

great affection vnto them, that ouer and aboue they sent

them good charity. 1681 R. L'ESTRANGE Tilly's Offices

1 20 Not that I would serve a good man ever the less, for

being Rich over and above. 1723 DK. WHARTON True
Briton No. 25 I. 217 Alexander not only forgave the Affront

..but gave the poor Fellow his Freedom over and above.

1849 F. W. NEWMAN The Soul \\. 175 When that other, who
is the sole teacher, is, over and above, younger than many
who are to be taught.

2. (^Qualifying an adj.) Overmuch, too much, too
;

<= OvKUaofc. ii, OVER- 28. Obs. exc. dial.

1749 FIELDING Tom Jones \\\. vi, Mrs. JJH61 ..was not over

and above pleased with the Behaviour of her Husband. 1809
MALKIN 6V/ Bias x. ii. FS Your mother, is not over and
above hale and hearty herself. 1824 MRS. CAMERON Marten

% Scholars v. 31 May be Dainty won't let his mule go, he

is so over and above particular.

b. attrib. or as adj. Overmuch, too great, ex-

cessive; = OVER a. 4, OVEK- 29. rare.

1865 LESLIE & TAYLOR Sir J. Reynolds II. vii. 257 His
over-and-above attention to his fame.

t Over-a'ne, adv. Sc. Obs. Also 6 ourane. [f.

OVER prep. +ane ONE.] On one and the same

footing ;
in common ; together.

1513 DOUGLAS &nei$ vi. x. 104 Certane duelling nane In

this countre haue we, hot al our ane [ed. 1553 ouer ane]

Walkis and lugis in thir schene wod schawis. Ibid. x. vii.

89 Than schame and dolour, mydlit baith ourane.

O'ver-a'nxious, <?. [OVER- 28.] Excessively

or unduly anxious, too anxious.

1741 RICHARDSON Pamela II. 182 That over-anxious Solli-

ci tude which appears in the charmingesi Face in the World.

tiSzo S. ROGERS Italy (1839) 205 Almost all men are over-

anxious. 1874 [see OVER adv. n].

So O'ver-anxi-ety sb.^ O'ver-a'nxionsly adv.

1852 ROGET Thesaurus, Over-anxiety. 1775 ASH, Ouer-

an.i'toitsly.

Over-apt, etc. : see OVER- 27.

Overarch. ^"V3r ia'atj)>
s&> [OVER- i, or f.

next.] An arching over, an arch overhead.

1884 J. TAIT Mind in Matter (1892) QI There is .. the

ordinary over-arch of blue sky or gray cloud. 1889 F. M.
PEARD Pan?s Sister I. ix. 236 He.. knew the warm red of

the banks ; the over-arch of the trees.

Overarch, (^'varjautj"), v. [OVER- i.J

1. trans. To arch over, to bend over in or like

an arch, to form an arch over.

1667 MILTON P. L. i. 304 In Vallombrosa, where th'

Etrurian shades High overarch 't imbowr. Ibid. ix. 1107 A
Pillard shade High overarch

1

!, and echoing Walks between.

1784 COWPEK Task vi. 71 Under oaks and elms, Whose out-

spread branches overarch the glade. 1878 SpUHGBOM Trtas.

Dav. Ps. cviii. 4 As the heavens over-arch the whole earth.

2. intr. See OVERARCHING///, a.

So Overa-rching vbl. sb., an arching over.

1893 K. L. WAKEMAN in Columbus (Ohio) Disp. 20 Apr.,

High overarchings of ancient ash trees.

Overa*rching, ///. a. [i. prec. + -ING 2
-j

Arching over
; forming an arch overhead ; bending

over as an arch.



OVERARM.
1710 GAY Dione in. ii, Hast thou yet found the over-

arching bower, Which guards Parthenia from the sultry
hour? 1735 POPE Qdyss. ix. 216 A fence of marble from the

rock, Brown with o'er-arching pine, and spreading oak.

1845 HIKST Poems 32 From the valley dark and deep To
the over-arching sky.

Overargue : see OVER- 27.

O'vera rm, a. U. S. Cricket. OVEKHAXD a.

1864 Realm 13 July, We have long been discussing at our
cricket meetings the lawfulness of overarm bowling.
Over-assess to Over-attention : see OVER-.

f Over-Atlas, v. Obs. nonce-wd. [See ATLAS

v."\ tran\ To load or burden more than Atlas
;
to

overburden; =out-At!as (OUT- 19).

1593 NASHE Christs T. Wks. (Grosart) IV. 176, I will not
bee so vmveaponed-ieopardous, to ouer-throwe both thy cause
and my credite at once, by ouer-Atlasing myne inuention.

Overawe (^"varijj*), v. [OVER- 21.] trans.

To restrain, control, or repress by awe ;
to keep

in awe by superior influence.

S579 SpKXSER.S'Ac/A.CVi/. Feb. 142 The Oake.. with shame
and greefe adawed, That of a weede he was ouerawed {ed.

1597 ouercrawed]. 1591 SHAKS. i Hen. VI. \. i. 36. 1683
Itrit, S#ec. Pref. 8 Acknowledged by all our Ancient Parlia-

ments, that were neither over-awed by Force, nor seduced by
Faction. 1754-62 HUME ffist. Eng. (1806) V. l.vx. 273 That
he might, .overawe the mutinous people. 01832 MACKINTOSH
Rev.

<5/

r
i688, Wks. 1846 II. 23 The jury were at length over-

awed into a verdict of
'

guilty'.

Hence Overawed (-'d) ///. a.\ Overawing
vbl. sb. and ppl. a.

1593 Tell-Troth's N. Y, Gift 37 They say that overawing
makes fooles. 1625 BP. MOUNTAGU App. Caesar \\. ii. 125
Councils have no such over-awing power. 1805 FOSTER Ess.

i. iv. 57 Over-awed timidity. 1899 J. STALKER Christol. of
Jesus ii. 83 tiote, The effect is overawing in a high degree.

t Overawful, a. Obs. [OVEK- 26.] Exces-

sively reverential, too full of awe.

1641 MILTON Animadv. iv. Wks. (1847) 64/1 To free

ingenuous minds from an overawful esteem of those more
ancient than trusty fathers.

Over-awning, Over-baked : see OVER- i c, 27.

Overbalance (J"V3jbarlans), sb. [f. next.]
1. Excess of weight, value, or amount ; preponder-

ance.

1659 HARRINGTON Lawghnng i. i. Wks. (1700) 387 The
overbalance of Land, three to one or therabouts, in one
Man against the whole People, creates Absolute Monarchy.
1659-60 PF.PYS Diary 14 Jan., I . . heard exceeding good argu-
ment against Mr. Harrington's assertion, that overbalance
of propriety [i. e. property] was the foundation of govern-
ment. 1736 BUTLER Anal. i. vii. 127 An Overbalance of '

Good will, in the End, be found produced. 1853 DE QI/INCEY
J

Autobiog. Sk. Wks. I. 339 Amongst all the celebrated letter-

writers of the past or present times, a large overbalance

happens to have been men.

fb. Commerce, spec. Excess in the value of the

exports over the imports of a country. Obs.

1641 Decay Trade i The profit or losse which is made by
the over or underbalance of our Forraigne Trade. 1691
LOCKE Lower. Interest Wks. 1727 II. 71 An Over-balance
of Trade, is when the Quantity of Commodities which we
send to any Cpuntry do more than pay for those we bring
from thence. 1721 C. KING Brit. Alerch. II. 6 The French
Trade exhausted our Treasure. ..By bringing in upon us

a great Over-bal!ance of the Manufactures of that Country ;

and by taking from us the liallance in Money.
c. In overbalance ; as a preponderating element

or consideration.

1724 SWII-T Draper's Lett. it. vii. Wks. 1761 III. 127

Putting our interest in overbalance with the ruin of the

country.

2. Something that turns the scale, outweighs, or

overbalances.

1658-9 Burtons Diary (1828) III. 217, I am not willing,
nor free to trust him with your militia. I speak plain. The

army will be an overbalance.

Overbalance (^nvaibse'lans), v. [OVER- 24,6.]

1. trans. To do more than balance ;
to outweigh.

1608 SYLVESTER Du Bartas n. iv. in. Schism 117 My
little finger over-balanceth My Father's loynes. 1690 CHILD
Disc. Trade (ed. 4) 169 When the Exports over-ballance the

Imports. 1726 SHELVOCKB \'oy. round World̂ 432, I had
vexation enough to over-ballance the satisfaction of that.

1855 Cornwall WL The expenses overbalanced the profit.

fb. To prove more influential than. Obs.

ai6jo SPALDING Troub. C/ias, I (1851) II. 96 In end he

over-ballanced the erll, do what he could, and wan his poynt.

c. absol. To preponderate, to have greater power
or influence.

1658-9 Burtons Diary (1828) IV. 40When they had great i

estates they did overbalance. 1736 PI-LTENEY in Swift's \

Lett. (1766) II. 245 Learning and good sense he hath, .if the
\

love of riches and power do not overbalance.

1 2. To bias by superior weight or numbers.

1647 CLARENDON Hist. Rc.b. i. 184 The number of them
;

[Bishops] was thought too great, so that they Over-ballanced

many Debates.

3. To destroy the balance or equilibrium of ; to

capsize ; rejt. and intr. To lose one's balance.

1834 LYTTON Pompeii HI. ii, Permit me to move opposite
to tnee, or our light boat will be overbalanced. 1861

Times 25 June 9 A man alone in a boat, .reaching out.. I

overbalanced, and fell into the water
r
and was drowned.

1881 J. F. KEASE Jmtrn. Medinah \. 16 You may over-

balance and bring down the whole concern. 1884 PAE
,

Eustace g He overbalanced himself, and the next moment,
he, too, was in the river.

Hence Overbalancing vbl. sb. and///, a.

11586 SIDNEY Arcadia (1622) 463 But when they did set .

it to the beame.. they could not but yeeld in their hearts, i

291

there was no ouerballancing. 1648 Eikon Ras. i, Tly the

weight of Reason I should counterpoize the over-ballancings
of any factions. 1719 W, WOOD Snrv, Trade 85 Unless
the Goods \ve import from an over-balancing Country be
Re-exported. 1805 FOSTER Ess. i. iii. 32 A gigantic and
overbalancing strength.

O:verballast, v. Also 7 -ballise. [OVER-
27.] trans. To overload (a ship) with ballast;
to overload,
1601 SIR \V. CORNWALLIS Ess. 11. xl. (1631! 171 A shippc

over-ballasted in the middest of the ocean. 1607 WALKING-
ION Opt. Glass 58 If wee doe not overballise our stomachs
with superfluity. 1895 Westm. Gaz. 31 Dec. 5/1 The other
charges.. apart from the allegation of overballasting.
Over-balm to Overbanded : see OVEK-.

O'Verbank, a. Artillery, [f. OVER prep. +
BANK sb.] Applied to a kind of gun-carriage for

muzzle-loading guns, so constructed as to allow of

the gun's being fired over the parapet,
1879 Man. Artillery E.rerc. 8 The adoption of overbanfc

carriages, jointed rammers, &c., for our siege guns. 1884
Mil. Engineering^ I. n. 54 The guns of the siege train being
adapted for overbank fire, embrasures are not required.

Overba'llk, v. Watch and Clock-making.
[OvEK- 34.] intr. See qnot. and cf. BANK z/.i 4.
1884 ,F. J. liRiTTtN WatJi t( Clockm. 132 There is no fear

of over-banking, which is often observed after careless wind-
ing. Ibid, 181 When.. the ruby pin pushes past the luvcr
from the outside of it, the escapement is said to overbank.
A chronometer escapement is said to overbank when from
the same cause the escape wheel is unlocked a second time.

tOver-ba'iV'. Obs, [OVER-S] trans. Tocovcr
with bars or a barrier.

1589 GREENE Tullics Lone \Vks. (Grosart) VII. 214 ttut

Loue . . had ouerbard hir heart with such former fancies. 1600
NASHE Summers Will Wks. (Grpsart) VI. 150 He (Winter]
over-bars the christall streames with yce.

t Overba-rish, a. Obs. Honce-woni.

JSecond element uncertain.] app. Excessive fin some direc-

tion : perh. over-bearish \ the language is ironical.)

1579 G. HARVEY Letter-bk* (Camden) 50 Uehoulde how
highelye I esteeme of your good mastersnipps overbarisli
and excessive curtesy.

Over-bark to Over-battle : see OVEK-.

Overbear (^vsjbe-'-j), v. [OVER- 4, 6, 22.]

+1. trans. To carry over, transfer, remove; to put

away. (In Wyclif rendering L. transferred. Obs.

1382 WYCLIF Dent, xxvii. 77 Cursid that ouerberith the
teermes of his ncijbore* 2 Sam. xii. 13 The Lord hath
overborn thi synne. thou slialt not die. fsa. xxxiii. 20

A plenteuous cite, a tabernacle that shal not moun ben
ouerborn [1388 borun oner].

2. To bear over or down by weight or physical
force ;

to thrust, push, or drive over; to overthrow
;

to overwhelm, break or crush down.
1535 COVERDAI.K Ezek. xxvii. 26 But y* easte wynde shal

ouerbeare the in to the myddest off the sea. 1559 Mirr.

vl/f., Rich. Dk. York (1563) G vij b, See how force oft

ouerbereth ryght. 1608 SYLVESTER Du Rartas \\. iv. iv.

Decay 600 Whose numbrous Arms .. Have over-born as

many as with-stood. i?*J) Freethinker No. 121 P 2 The
Mounds of their ancient Discipline, over-born by the Inunda-
tion of foreign Luxuries. 1859 TENNYSON Lancelot fy Elaine
484 As a wild wave, .overbears the bark, And him that helms
it, so they overbore Sir Lancelot and his charger.

t). fig. To overcome, put down, or repress, as by
power, authority, or influence

;
to overpower,

oppress; to exercise an oppressive influence upon.
1565 T. STAPLF.TON Fortr. Faith 69 The vsurpers haue

puerboren the right inheritours. 1590 MARLOWE Ediu. //, in.

il, The barons ouerbear me with their pride. 1599 SHAKS.
Alitch Ado n. iii. 157 The extasie hath so much ouerborne

her, that my daughter is somtime afeard she will doe a

desperate out-rage to her selfe. 1676 GLASVILL Seasonable

Reflect. 180 The friends of Truth and Reason . . are liable to

be still over-born, and out-nois'd by the Tumult. 1705
HEARNE Collect. 17 Nov. (O. H.S.) I. 82 This was overbore
so y* it came not to y Question. 1861 TRENCH Coinin. Ep.
Seven Ch. in Asia (ed. 2) 26 What we may call the mystical
or symbolic interest overbears and predominates over the

actual. 1864 I). G. MITCHELL Wet Days at Edgewood 116

They overbear one with the grand air they carry.

3. To surpass in weight, importance, cogency,
etc.; to outweigh.
1712 ADDISON Spect. No. 412 F i The Horror or Lothsom-

ness of an Object may over-bear the Pleasure which results

from its Greatness, Novelty, or Beauty. 1884 American
VIII. 347 The interest of the subject is so great that it might
overbear even more serious deficiencies.

Overbearance (-beVrans). [f. prec. + -ANCE :

cf. abearance, forbearance,]
t 1. The action of bearing or weighing down ;

preponderance. Obs.

1639 Ln. DIGBV, etc. Lett. cone. Relig. (1651) 121 A con-

fession of the ballances being so equally poysed in this affaire

. .that theoverbearances of either scale is hardly perceptible.

2. Overbearing behaviour; imperkmsness.
1760-73 H. BROOKE Fool of Qual. (1850) I. ix. 216 Will

this benevolent and lowly man retain the same front of

haughtiness, the same brow of overbearance ? 1863 J.
SHERMAN in Mem. 152 The overbearance of one ruling spirit
made it pretty plain that I must either sacrifice my own
opinion of right and wrong, or be ever at war. 1884 Law
Times 20 Sept. 347/1 A judge who has not either of these

checks may acquire an inveterate habit of overbearance.

Overbea'rer. rare. [f. as prec. + -KB *.] One
who or that which overbears.
.'1618 SYLVESTER Mem. Mortalitic IT. xl, Self-swelling

Knowledge, wit's own Overbearer, Proves Ignorance, and
finds it nothing knowes.

OVER-BIASING.

Overbearing, vbl. sb. [f. as prec. + -ixc 1
.]

1. The action of the vb. OVERBEAR; a bcaiing
or thrusting over by force ; overpowering, forcible

subversion.

1596 Acts Prhy Cmmc. XXVI. 106 If we should accept

your wordes of overbearinge to have bene done or suffered
, by us. 1661 GLANVILL I'an. Dogiu. .\.\iii. 227 The Judge-

ment.. if it be led by the over-bearings of passion .. the

practice will be as irregular, as the conceptions erroneous.

1691 T. H[ALE] Ace. Nc-w Invent, p. Ixii, The over-bearing

2. Imperious or dictatorial action; an arrogant
exercise of superior power.
1729 BUTLER Serm. Wks. 1874 II. 165 Wrath and fury and

J

overbearing upon these occasions proceed . . from men's
feiling only on their own side. 1849-53 ROCK Ch. ofFathers
III. x. 423 The English people's spokesman against the
feudal overbearings.. of the Anglo-Norman dynasty. 1890

I Spectator c, Aug., The man of whose overbearing and coarse-
ness history and tradition tell us that they must have
known enough.

Overbearing (<7uvaabcJTiij), ///. a. [f. as

prec. + -IXG
-.]

f" 1. Bearing or weighing down; overpowering,
overwhelming, oppressing. Obs.
a 1677 HALE /'rim. Orif. Man. i. i. 33 1'y conviction of

some Truths, and this may be. .by a strong and over-bearing
presenting of them to the Understanding. 1736 BI'II.KF.

Anal. n. vi. 313 Evidence acknowledged real, if it be not

overbearing. 1806 BERESFORD 1'rocla.in. Buenos Ayres in

Lond. Gaz. No. 15956 He will then make such Reductions
in the overbearing Duties as may seem most conducive to

the Interest of the Country. 1822-34 Gootfs Study Med.
(ed. 4) I. 630 That they could force the system to yield toils

powers by the overbearing arms of weight and measure.

t b. Overruling, preponderating. Obs.
a 1708 HEVERIUGE Priv. Th. I. (1730) 9 Tis natural for all

Men to have an overbearing Opinion and Esteem for that

particular Religion they arc born and bred up in.

2. Disposed to repress or overrule others
;

im-

perious, domineering, bullying, masterful.

1732 BERKELEY Alcipkr. vi. 32, I see a bigot wherever
I see a man overbearing and positive without knowing why.
1841 ELI'IIINSTONE Hist. Ilid. II. 255 His temper was harsh
and severe, his manners haughty and overbearing. 1880

MCCARTHY Ou'ii Times \\ . Ixiii. 414 He was an effective

and somewhat overbearing speaker.

Overbearingly, adv. [f. prec. + -LY 2
.]

In

an overbearing manner; domineeringly.
1824 AVrt' Monthly Mag. XII. 427 The most overbearingly

despotic. 1888 BvRaoH Lives 12 Gii. Men I. iii. 347 [He]
behaved himself somewhat overbearingly at dinner.

Overbea'ringness. [f.
as prec. + -NKSS.J

The quality or character of being overbearing.
a 1797 H. WALPOI.E Mem. Ceo. Ii (1847) II. 358 [He waq

no match for the art of the one, or the overbearingness of

the other. 1824 Examiner 66/1 The overbearingness of his

temper. 1860 MILL Kept: Goz't. (1861) 328 Filled with the

scornful overbearingness of the conquering nation.

Overbea't, v. rare. [OVEK- 6.] trans. To
beat down

;
to put down, overthrow, overpower.

1618 BOLTON Florus iv. iv. (1636) 296 Antonius.. lastly,

enterprised a warre for over-beating the yong noble gentle-
man. 11652 BRO.MI-; City ll'it in. iv, Or has not my Mother
overbeaten you, Father ? 1881 Daily A'c'.m 22 Aug. 5, 7

He soon warmed up and was able to not only overheat

hostility, but to command general and enthusiastic applause.

Over-beaten, ///. a. [OVER- 9.] Beaten down

by treading over.

1896 WesttH. &iz. ii May 2/3 The men are likely to be a

little off the over-beaten track.

Overbearing, vl>l. sb. [OVER- 20, 29.1.]

1 1. The action of beating over, or dwelling with

iteration upon (a subject). Obs.

1628 in Rushw. Hist. Coll. (1659) I. 521 We must take

heed of too much repetition, and over-beating of Grievances.

2. Excessive beating (of the heart;.

1819 BYRON Venice i. The overheating of the heart, And
flow of too much happiness.

Overbeetling to -bellying : see OVER-.

Overbe-nd, v. [OVER- 3, i, 27.]

1. (Only in pplcs.) a. trans. To bend (some-

thing') over or to one side. b. To bend over

(something). C. intr. To bend or stoop over.

1617 HIERON Wks. II. 359 Like some bulrush that is ouer-

bentwith the strength and violence ofa storme. 1845 HIRST
1 Poems 168 Like Kndymion, over-bent By dazzling Dian.

1856 WHITTIER Ranger i\ Overbending, till she's blending
With the flaxen skein she's tending.. Sits she.

2. trans. To bend too much or to excess.

1624 DONNE Dcvot. 290 Vpon misplacing, or ouer.bending
our natural! faculties, a 1656 BP. HALL Christian 3 Meet
relaxations to a mind over-bent. 1897 E. L. TAUNTON /:<: .

Monks St. llcncdict I. 86 The bow cannot be kept over-bent.

Over-bepatch : see OVER- 8.

Overberg (''"'vaibajg), a. S.Africa, [f.
OVER

prep. + Du. berg mountain, hill.] Over a moun-
tain or mountains; that passes over the mountains.

1879 ATCHERI.EY Rotrland 61 The sale of rum to over-berg

travellers. 1900 Blachi'. Mag. Mar. 324/2 A railway which

derives the bulk of its revenue from the overberg trade.

t Over-bras, v. Obs. [OVER- 3 or 6.] trans.

To bias to one side. Hence Over-bi-asing ppl.a.

1659 GAUDEN Tears of Ch. n. x. 180, I find some men of

worth .. over-awed by the vulgar, or over-biassed by their
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OVERBID.

Overbid (^vaabi-d), v. [OVER- 26, 22.]

f 1. intr. To bid more than the value, to bid too

high. Obs.
a 1616 BEAUM. & FL. Scornful Lady n. iii, Take it, h'as

overbidden by the sun : bind him to his bargain quickly.

2. trans. To go beyond (a person j in bidding ;

to outbid.

1645 RUTHERFORD Tryal <$-
Tri. Faith (1845) 99 None

could over-bid him in his market for souls. 1850 GROTF.

Greece n. Ixvii, The poor citizens were overbid, and could

not get places. 1882 Athenmtm 15 July 71 The English
could always overbid the Russians in bribing Afghans.

b. To bid or offer more than the valae of (a

thing) ; to overpay.
1646 EVANCE Noble Ord. 13 The benefits.. outvye, and

overbid all the.. service of the Creature. 1681 DRVDEN
Spanish Friar n. i. 20 A Tear ! You have o'erbid all my
past Sufferings, And all my future too! 1793 in Vesey, jr.

Rep. (1801) II. 55 The sum overbid is larger. .amounting to

one-fourth part of the original price.

t Overtorde, v. Obs. [OVEK- 18.] trans. To
remain over or after; to outlast, outlive, survive.

1050 in Thorpe Charters (1865) 583 ?;if ichire ouerbide,. jlf
he me ouerbide. a 1300 Cursor M, 22687 l'e men J>at

bat dai sal ouerbide, Under a fell bai sal |ain hide. 13..

Seityn Sag. (W.) 1731 He hadde i-wedded two jolif wives ;

He liuede and bothe hem overbod. c 1386 CHAUCER Wife's
T. 404 Grace touerbyde hem bat we wedde.

b. intr. To remain over the time, to tarry.

13.. Cursor M. 3008 (Cott.) O birth sco moght not ouer-

bide. Ibid. 26627 (Cott.) pi scrift agh noght at ouer bide.

Over-big to Over-bitten : see OVEB-.

O'ver-bi'tter, a. [OVER- 28.] Too bitter.

So O'ver-bi'tterly adv.
; O'ver-bi'tterness, ex-

cessive bitterness.

ciooo Ags. Ps. (Spelm.) xiii. 6 Amaritndinc, oferbyter-

nysse. 1340 HAMTOLK Pr. Consc. 3474 When (>ou spekes
over bitterly Til any man with noyse or cry. a 1586 SIDNEY
Arcadia (1622) 45 Musidorus had ouer-bitterly glaunced
against the reputation of womankind. i6a6 in Rushw. Hist.

Colt. (1659) ! 360 His overbitterness in the Aggravation
upon the whole Charge.
Overblack to Overblithe : see OVER-.

Overbloom (Ju-vaiblwm), sb. [OVEK- 8 b.] A
bloom covering the surface.

1883 SVMONDS Ital. Byways iv. 67 Chivalry, .was fast

decaying in a gorgeous overbloom of luxury.

Overbloo m, x>. [OVER- 23.] rejl. To bloom
or flower beyond its strength. ^

1849 Florist's Jrnl. 198 Calceolarias. Do not let them
overbloom themselves to the destruction of the plants.

Overblow {^"vaibltfu-), z/.l [f. OVER- 4, 6, 9, 27,
26 + BLOW z>.i]

1. trans. To blow (a thing) over the top of any-

thing, over one's head, etc. ; to blow off or away.
1387 THEVISA Higden (Rolls) VI. 95 But al be creein and

fatnes.se of bat mylke. .schtilde be overblowe and i-take

awey. 1471 RIPLEY Comp. Alc/i. Rec. iv. in Ashm. Thcatr.
Client. />>//. (1652) 187 Than clouds of darknes be overblowyn
vS: all apery th faire. 1601 H. JONSON Fort-st, Epode 36
This doth from the cloud of Error grow, Which thus we
ouer-blow. 1659 FULLER App. [nj. Intioc. (1840) 363 The
best way to over-blow this fear is, to confute the five argu-
ments. 1718 WAITS Ps. \.\\\. i, Hide me beneath thy
spreading wings, Till the dark cloud is over-blown.

2. intr. Of a storm : To blow over, to pass away
overhead

;
to abate in violence ; hence Jig. of

danger, anger, passion, etc. : To pass away, to

be past. Cl)erf- tenses often with be.\

c 1385 CHAUCER L. G. IV. 1287 Ditfy Thehote ernest is al

ouerblowe. 1390 GOWER Con/. II. 396 The colde wyndes
overblowe, And stille be the scharpe schoures. 1503 HAWES
Exawp. I'irt. v. 8 Sythens that your wyldnes is ouerbiowen.

1575 CHURCHYARD Chippes (1817) 193 But all those blasts, in

fine did ouerbloe. 1690 DnYDKH Don Sebastian, v. i, The
tempest is o'erblown, the skies are clear. 1829 CARLVLB
Misc. (1857) II. ii There lies land-locked till the hurricane
is overblown.

3. trans. To blow (a thing) over, to overthrow
or upset by blowing ;

to blow down.
1562 J. HEVWOOD Prov. <y Rpigr. (1867) 163 This winde

will ouer blow vs first I trow. 1585 LUPTON Tlwus. Notable
Tk. (1675) 2 A certain Poet did wear leaden soles under his

shoos, lest the wind should overblow him. 1608 HIERON Def.
Ministers* Reasons Refits. Subscr. u. 171 Which neither.,

the windes nor waves of his answeres will overflow or over-
blow. 1631 R. H. Arraignm. M'ltole Creature xii. 4. 128
To overthrow, and overblow her strongest IJuKvarkes.

4. trans. To blow over the surface of; to cover

by blowing over (as sand or snow does).

6-1420 Pallad. on Uusb. I. 808 So shal ereither werk ben
ouerblowe With coold or hoot vndir the signys twelue.
c 1630 RISDOS Surv. Devon 328 (1810) 338 The Sand . . hath
overblown many hundred acres of land. 1794 HUTCIIINSON
/fist. Cumberld. I. 258^^/4:, Sheep.. when overblown and
buried in snow by a storm. 1830 TKNNYSON Ode to Memory
v, A sand-built ridge. .Overblown with murmurs harsh. 1872
WHITTIKR Penn. Pilgrim 514 The music the wind drew.,
from leaves it overblew.

1 5. intr. Naut. Of the wind : To blow with
excessive violence ; to blow too hard for lop-sails
to be carried. Obs.

1599 HAKLUYT Voy. II. 185 To get out the ship. .was
vnpossible, for the winde was contrary and ouerblowed.
1622 R. HAWKINS I'oy. S. Sea. (1847) 20 If the wind had not

over-blowne, and that to follow them I was forced to shut
all my lower ports, the ship I undertooke. .had never endured
to come to the port. 1627 CAIT. SMITH Seaman''s Gram. x.

46 It ouer blowes when we can beare no top-sailes. 1726
SWIFT GuHirer \\. i, Finding it was like to overblow, we
took in our sprit-sail. 1823 in CKAIJU Technol, Diet.
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6. trans. Music. To blow or play (a pipe or wind-

instrument) with such force as to produce a har-

monic or overtone instead of the fundamental note.

Also re/I, (of the pipe or instrument).
1851 SKIDKL Organ 79 The pipe will over-blow itself, that

is it will sound an octave higher. 1880 E. J. HOPKINS in

Grove Diet. Mus. II. 575/1 An organ thus supplied with
wind could not be over-blown. 1898 STAINER & BARRETT
Diet. Mus. Terms (ed. 2) s. v. Harmonic stofis, They will

take a very strong pressure of wind without overblowing.
Overblow, v.* rare. [f. OVER- 8 + BLOW .-]

trans. To cover with blossom.

1856 MRS. BROWNING Aur. Leigh vn. 58 He overblows an
ugly grave With violets which blossom in the spring.

Overblown, ///. #.1 [From OVERBLOW z>.i]

1. Blown over ; that has passed away.
1596 SHAKS. Tarn. Shr. v. ii. 3 To smile at scapes and

perils ouerblowne. 1601 WEEVER Mirr. Mart. E vij, The
Clergie's mallice (not o're-blowne) will haue me.
2. Inflated, swollen to excess (with vanity, etc.).

1864 KINGSLEY Rom. fy Teut. in. (1875) 83 Overblown with
self-conceit.

3. Metallurgy. In the Bessemer steel process :

Injured or burnt by continuance of the blast after

all the carbon has been removed from the metal.

O'verblpwn,///. a.- [f. OVER- 28 c + BLOWN
///. <z. 2] Too much blown, more than full blown.
1616 II. JoNSON JZpigr. xcvii, His rosy ties and garters so

o'erblown. a 1625 BEAUM. & FL. Knt. Malta \. i, Thus
over-blown, and seeded, I am rather Fit to adorn his chimney
than liis bed. 1821 SHELLEY Adonais x.vxiii, His head was
bound with pansies over-blown.

Overboard (0vaiboMd), <w& [f. OVER /;<#.
12 + BOARD sb.

t q.v, for Forms. Usually treated

as two words to <ri6oo; hyphened to triSoo; as

one word from late in i8th c.]

1. Of motion : Over the side of a ship or boat,
out of or from the ship into the water.
c 1000 ,/ELKRIC Iloin. I. 246 Hi 3a wurpon heora warn

ofor bord. 13.. E. E. Allit. P. C. 157 [>er watz busy
oner borde bale to kest. c 1386 CHAUCKR Ulan ofLaw*s T.

824 The theef fil ouer bord al sodeynly. '.'1/1400 Klorte
Arth. 3703 Alle be kene mene of kampe, knyghtes and ot^er,

Killyd are colde dede, and castyne over burdez ! 1495
Naval Ace. Hen. VII (1896) 278 Rotteyn And for their

ffeblenes cast ouer Borde. 157* GASCOIGNE liearbes^ I'oy.
Holland Wks. (1587) 168 Whych cast the best fraight ouer-
boord away. 1610 SHAKS. Temp. n. ii. 126, I escap'd vpon
a But of Sacke, which the Saylors heaued o're-boord. 1623
Bp. HALL Best Baigaine Wks. (1625)520 At last turnd ouer-

boord into a sea of Desperation. 1745 P. THOMAS Jrnl.
Anson"s Voy. 17 The Pearl, .had thrown about 14 Ton of

Water over board. 1762 FALCONER Shipojrtck n. 266 In .such

extremesf no moment should be lost But over-board, the
cumb'rous cannon tost 1869 FREKMAN Norm. Cong. III.

xii. 98 He fell overboard and was drowned.

b. Beyond the side of the ship, outside the ship.
1823 J. BADCOCK Dom. Amusem. 80 He rigged out a spar,

one end of which projected overboard.

2. Jig. esp. in phr. To throw overboard, to cast

aside, discard, reject, renounce.

1641 J. JACKSON Trite Evang. T. in. 193 That Religion
which is more turbulent, seditious, and stormy, let it be
throwne over-board to lighten the ship of the Church. 1679
Establ. Test 9 They threw over-board all their Loyalty.
1831 LAMB Elia Ser. n. To Shade of Elliston, The judge's
ermine ; the coxcomb's wig ; the snuffbox a la. Foppington
all must overboard.

3. = ABOVE-HOARD
; plainly and openly.

1834 H. O'BRIEN- Round Towers frt-l. 327 To speak over-

lx>ard, the lapses, .were to him ethically unavoidable.

IlenceOverboa'rd v. (iionce~wd.} t
to throw over-

board.

1585-6 F^ARL LEVCKSTER Corr. (Camden) 312, I will rather
be pverthrowne by her majesties doings then overborded by
their churles and tinkers.

Overboast to Over-boding : see OVER-.

O*verbo:dy, sb.
[f. OVER- 8 c + Bom 6.] An

upper or outer bodice.

1573 Richmond. Wills (Surtees) 235, I give vnto ye wyfu
of Kobart my soon my browne kyrtle with ye chainlet

overbodye. 1615 in N. Riding Rec. (1884) II. 98 Two men
presented for stealing a woman's overbody value 8tf. 1845
E. H. NOEL Ric/tters Flower Tiecesll. xix. 241 The first and
last army whose uniform was a kind of fine over-body.
So f Overbody coat Obs., an ephod.
1535 COVERDALE Exod. xxv. ^ Onix stones and set stones

for the ouerbody cote and for the Brestlappe. i Sam. ii.

1 8 The childe was gyrded with an ouer body cote of lynuen.

fO'verbo'dy, v. nonce-wet, [f. OVER- 27 +
BODY sb. or

z>.]
trans. To give too much body

to, make excessively material.

1641 MILTON Ch. Govt. i. (1851)2 Till the Soule by this

meanes of over-bodying her selfe, given up justly to fleshly

delights, bated her wing apace downeward.

Overboil tanwori), v. [OVER- 5, 27.]
1. intr. To boil over ; to boil so as to overflow

the pot, etc. Chiefly^.
1611 SPEED Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. xx. (1623) 972 Which made

her spirits ouer-boyle with impatience. 1816 BYRON Ch.
liar. in. Ixix, To keep the mind Deep in its fountain, lest it

overboil. 1868 BROWNING Ring fy Bk. vi. 1119 No word,
lest Crispi overboil and burst.

f b. trans. To cause to boil over. Obs.

1687 MONTAGUE PRIOR l/iiuf $ /'. Trasr>. 12 Till Pride
of Empire, Lust, and hot Desire Did over-lx>ile him, like

too great a Fire.

2. trans, (over-ltoi'l.} To boil too much.
1584 COGAN Haven Health (1636) 131 Fine meats in hot

stomacks, be, as it were, over-boiled, when the grosser are

OVER-BREATHING.
f

but duely concocted, a 1643 W. CARTWRICHT Ordinary i.

i iii, They are A little over-boyl'd or so.

p:yerboi'ling, -vbl. sb.
[f. prec. + -ING i.] A

'

boiling over; an ebullition.
a 1774 HARTE Vision ofDealIi Poems (1810) 371/1 Or wild

: o'er-boiling of ungovern'd health. 1861 W. S. PKKKY Hist.

\
Ck. Eng. I. iii. 126 This may perhaps have been a little over-

j boiling of spite.

So Overboiling' ppl. a., boiling over
; fig, exces-

;

sively ardent or fervent.

1594 NASHE Terrors of Night Wks. (Grosart) III. 257
XVith anie ouerboyliiig humour which sourseth hiest in our
stomackes. 1670 DRYDEN \st Pi. Cony, ofGranada Ded.,
A hero., of an excessive and over-boiling courage. 1682
Dk. Guise v. iii, Do these o'erboiling answers suit the Guise ?

1726 LEONI Albertfs Archit. III. 19/2 A proof of the over-

boyling genius of the Painter, a 1814 Spaniards i. ii. in New
Brit. Theatre III. 209 Restrain Thy over-boiling wrath.

O'Ver-bO'ld, a. [OVER- 28.] Too bold, un-

warrantably or unduly bold
; presumptuous.

c 1530 Crt. ofLove 360 That I and alle Should ever drede
to be too overbold Her to displese. 1605 SHAKS. Alacb. in.

v. 3 (Beldams) as you are, Sawcy, and ouer-bold, how did

j you dare To Trade and Trafficke with Macbeth? (11791
I WESLEY //W. $ Wives \l 4 Wks. 1811 IX. 84 ^Vhy should

a woman be so over bold as to call her husband, Tom^ Neif,
I Dick'*. 1883 STEVENSON Treas. Isl. v. xxii, I was going to

do a foolish, over-bold act.

O'Ver-bO'ldly, adv. [OVER- 30.] In an over-

bold manner, with too much boldness.

1547 Homilies i. Fallingfrom God n. (1859) 89 They do

overboldly presume of God's mercy and live dissolutely.

1684 Scanderbeg Rcdiv. iv. 60 [They] Killed two Gentlemen
;
upon the place, who spake over-boldly against their Choice.
1860 TRENCH Serin. H'estm. Abb. vii. 73 It is not over-

boldly said.

O'ver-boldness. [OVER. 29 c.] Excessive

i boldness, presumption, audacity.
1583 GOLDING Calvin on Deut. xlix. 292 God also would

put me to shame for mine ouerboldnesse. a 1668 DAVENANT
Epil. Wks. (1673) 301 An over-boldness, rais'd from too

much fear. 1846 TRKNCH Mirac. xvii. (1862) 284 What of
carnal overboldness there was in it.

Overbook, -bookish : see OVER-.

Overborne(-bO^un),///. a. [pa. pple. of OVER-
BEAR

z'.] Borne down by superior force or pressure ;

oppressed : see OVERBEAR v.

1611 SPEKO Hist. Gt. Brit. vn. vii. 222 And euer bare as
hard an hand ouer the ouerborne Britains. 176* J. WOOL-
MAN Wks. (1840) 225 An overborne discontented reaper.

t Over-boirnd, v.\ Obs. rare-' 1
, [cf. BOUND

z^.3 = ABOUND.] intr. Tosuperaboimd; = OVER-
I ABOUND v. Hence *f Overboirnding vhl.sb.

1587 GOLDING De Mornay xiv. 223 An ouerbounding of
some melancholike humour.

Overbou'nd, v.~ rare. [f. OVER- 5 + BOUND
!

vP\ trans. To bound or leap over.

1813 SHELLEY Q. Mab ".94 All-prevailing wisdom .. o'er-

bounds Those obstacles, of which an earthly soul Fears to

attempt the conquest.

t Over-bound, adv. Obs. rare 1

. [OVER- 10.]
Bound over or across (the sea).
1669 N. MORTON Netv Eng. Mem. 124 (Cent.) They went

. .away, the greater ship towing the lesser at her stern all

the way over-bound.

Over-bounteous, etc. : see OVEE- 28.

Over-bow (-bar), v. [OVER- 27, i.]

1. trans. (over-b(nv} To bend in excess.

1639 FULLER Holy U'ar in. xx. (1647) 142 The best way
to straighten what is crooked is to over-bow it.

2. (overbow} To arch over.

1878 DOWDKN Studies in Literat. 271 These poems are..

overbowed with the firmament of adult thought.

O-ver-bowed (-b^-d), a. [f. OVER- 28 +
BOWED ///. .-] (See quot.)
1875 Encycl. Brit. II. 378/2 An archer is said to be over-

bowed when the power of his bow is above his command.

Overbower, v. [OVER- i.] trans. To form

a bower over ; to overarch.

1807 SOUTH KV Esfiriellds Lett. II. 220 A part [of a road]
which was almost completely overbpwered. 1813 Hist.

Potitts. Jl'ar II. 440 Long and wide avenues were over-

bowered with elms.

Over-bowl to Overbranch : see OVER-.

O'ver-bra've, a. [OVER- 28.] Too brave;
! very brave (in negative constructions); fexcessively

! splendid or showy (obs.\
a 1653 GOUGE Coimit. Hcb. \\.

^7 (1655) 230 This sheweth
the vanity of over-brave and costly apparel 1. Mod. U wasn't

over-brave of him to attack such a little boy.

t Over-bra've, v. Obs. [OVER- 21.] trans.

To play the
* brave ' over

;
to treat with bravado.

1624 FORD Sutfs Darling \. I, Knaves over-brave wise

men, while wise men stand with cap and knee to fools.

1631 13 RATHWAIT lVkiiitzieS)Ga)iiester$, Hee so over-braves
and abuseth the poor dice.

Overbray to Over-break : see OVER- 21, 9.

Over-brea-the, *'.
[f.

OVER- 22, 8.]

f 1. trans. To put out of breath. Obs.

1589 WARNER Alb. Eng.) sEneidos 165 Least (perhaps)
I ouer-breathe thy tickled Conceite with more selfe-liking

than is expedient, a 1783 H. BROOKK Fox-Chase Poems
(1810) 438/2 O'er-breath d we come where, 'iwixt impending
hills, Ran the joint current of two gurgling rills.

2. intr. To breathe over. Hence Overbrea'th-

ing vbl.sb.

1802 W. TAYLOR in Kobberds Mem. I. 419 YpUTtgacofytOT
were sweetening with incense the warm over-breathings of

thronging devotion.



OVERBREDE.

Over-bred, Overbreed: see OVEK- 27 b, 37.

tOverbre-de, v. Obs. [OE. ofcrbrxdan, f.

ofer- OVER- 8 + br&dan, BREDE, to spread out.]
trans. To overspread, cover all over.

c897 K. ALFRED Gregory's Past. C. xiv. 336 Swa5 se
fiiebeam ofersceadoS dfet land..ac oset land bid call unnyt
SWEE he hit oferbra:t. c 1205 LAY. 19045 Wes bat kinewuroe
bed Al mid palle ouer bra;d [^1275 ouer sprad]. c 1400
Sege Jems. (E. 1C. T. S.) oo So was be bent ouer brad,
blody by-runne With ded bodies aboute.

t Over-bri'be, *'. Obs. [OVER- 11,20.] trans.
To gain over by bribery ;

to bribe over again.
1618 BOLTON Florus (1636) 162 lugurtha so over-bribed his

Army also, that.. he got the Victory. 1748 RICHARDSON
Clai-issa (1811) III. n6 He who would be bribed to under-
take a base thing by one, would be over-bribed to retort the
baseness.

Overbri'dge, v. [f. OVER- 5 + BRIDGE
z>.i]

trans. To make a bridge over
;

to bridge over.
c 1000 >ELFRIC Horn. II. 304 pa hct Maxentius mid micclum

swicdome oferbricgian 6a ea, eal mid scipum. 1803
WORDSW. Prdiule v. 348 These mighty workmen. .Who,
with a broad highway have overbridged The froward chaos
of futurity. 1874 F. H. LAING in Ess. Retig. ,5- Lit. Ser. in.

246 An infinite gulf, which can never be overbridged.

O"Ver-bri:dge, sb. [OVER- i d.] A bridge-
over a railway, as distinct from a subway or
a road over which the railway crosses.
1878 F. S. WILLIAMS Midi. Raihu. 174 There were many

of the overbrldges that would need to be rebuilt 1898
Engineering Mag. XVI. 77 The access would be by a sub-
way, and, if in cutting, by an over-bridge.

O-ver-bri-ght, a. [OVER- 28.] Excessively
bright ; too bright.
1587 GOLDISG DC Mornay xiv. 209 We forbid them to

benolde the thmges that are ouerbnght. 1830 TENNYSON
Isabel i Eyes not down-dropt nor over bright. 1861 Miss
BRADDON Lady Lisle xxiv, I don't see that you're any of
,you such an over-bright lot.

Overbri'm, v. [OVER- 5.]
1. intr. To overflow at the brim

; to brim over.

(Said of the liquid or the vessel.) Mostly fig.
1607 BARKSTED Mirrha (1876) 57 And ere night you will

orebrim with your teares. 1817 SCOTT Harold in. viii,When gins that rage to pver-brim. 1826 Woodst. xxix
I f the pitcher shall overbrim with water. 1880 WEBB Goethe's
J-'aust III. viii. 172 Whene'er he drained its measure, His
eyes would overbrim.

2. trans. To flow over the brim of.
1818 KEATS Endymion i. 137 Each having a white wicker,overbnmm d With April's tender younglings. 1871 BKOWH.ING Pr. Holienst. 563 The liquor that o'erbrims the cup.
Hence Overbrrmmed///. a., Overbri-mming

vbl. sb. and///, a.
*y

i,
TENNYSON Confess. Scnsit. Mind 113 That graceWould drop from his o'erbrimming love, As manna on mywilderness 1839 BAILEY Fcitus (1852) 58 Through his

misty, o erbrimmed eye. 1858 HAWTHORNE Fr. t, It. Jrnls.
II. 197 I he overbrimming of the town in generations sub-
sequent.

p-verbrrmmed, a. [OVER- 3.] Having a
brim that projects or hangs over.
1814 SCOTT Wm. xxxv, He . . touched solemnly, but

shghlly, his huge and overbrimmed blue bonnet.

tOverbri'ng, v. Obs. rare. [OVER- 10.]
trans. To bring over or across. (Prop, two words.)a 1300 Cursor M. 6959 Til he be folk had ouerbroght [;t.r.
ouer brojt] In-to be [and bat bai soght. 1615 CHAPMAN
Oiimf. XVI. 633 What in my way chanced I may over-bring.
Over-broil : see OVER- 29 b.

Overbroo'd, v . [OVER- i.] trans. To brood
or hover over.
1818 MILMAN Samor 115 To rise, .and o'er-brood The dim

and desert beacon of revenge. 1865 WHITTIER Eternal
Goodness 25 Ye see the curse which overbroods A world of
pain and loss.

t O'Verbrow:, sb. Obs. [OVER- i d.] Eyebrow.
c \taoSax. Lecchd. III. 188 Mreden [haifdj tacn on ofer.

brawe swibran. 1555 EUEN Decades 287 A foule of darkc
coloure with redde ouerbrowes. 1561 HOLLYUL'SII Horn.
Af'ot/l. 2 Good to use, specially for ouerbrowes and eye liddes

Overbrow, v. [OVER- i.] trans. To over-

hang like a brow. Hence Overbrowing ///. a.
1742 COLLINS Ode Poet. Char. 58 Strange shades o'erbrow

the valhes deep. 1814 SOUTHEY Roderick xiv. 58 Beneath
the overbrowmg battlements. 1824 LONGF. Woods in Winter
i, 1 he hill 1 hat overbrows the lonely vale
Overbrowned to Overbubble : see OVER-.
Overbuild (ouvaibHd, <?u:V3j-), v. Pa. t. and

pple. overbuilt. [OVER- i, 8, 27.]
1. trans. To build over or upon ; to cover or

siiHnount with a building or structure. Chieflyfig.
1649 G. DANIEL Trinarch., Hen. IV, ccxci, When lustice,

by Ambition over-built, Is fronted with new Turretts 1784
COVVPER Task ill. 193 Sage, erudite, profound, Terribly
arch d, and aquiline his nose, And overbuilt with most
impending brows. 1857 WII.L.MOTT Pleas. Lit. xi. 47 Somemen overbuild their nature with books.
2. To build too much or to excess.
1642 FULLER Holy t, Prof. St. in. vii. 168 Who by over,

building their houses have dilapidated their lands. 171:1
CTE-SS WINCHBLSEA Misc. Poems 124 'Twas not to save
the Charge : That in this over-building Age, My House was
not more large.

3. To build too much upon ;
to erect more build-

ings than are required upon (an area).
1601 HOLLAND Pliny I. 554 Prouided alwaies, that a mans

laud be not ouer-built. 1864 WKBSTER, Overbuilt, built
too much ; having too many buildings ; as an overbuilt part
of a town. 1895 Chicago Advance 21 Nov. 737/ t A city
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which has been over-built, which has '

superfluous
'

houses
and flats by the block and mile.

Overbulk: see OVER- 22.

O'verbu-rden.-btirtlien,^. [OvER-29d,i.d.]
1. Excessive burden

; excess of burden.
1579-80 NORTH Plutarch (1657) 42 The vitall spirits not

being.. kept downe, or spreade abroad by the quantity or
over-burden thereof [meat], do enlarge themselves, a 1618
SYLVESTER "Job Triumphant IV. 440 Who hath dispos'd
the upper Spouts and Gutters, Whereby the Aire his over-
burthen utters? 1893 Daily News 8 Feb. 5/1 The overburden
of work in the House of Commons makes the effort to get
real business done a mere struggle and scramble.

2. Mining, etc. The overlying clay, rock, or
other matter which has to be removed in quarry-
ing or mining, in order to get at the deposit worked.
"855 J. R. LEIFCHILD Cornwall Mines 25 The quantity of

'overburtheu
',

or waste, removed, has been upwards of
200,000 tons. 1894 'J'iincs 27 Feb. 10/3 The overburden is

a reddish clay soil of an average depth of 10 ft.

O:verbu rden, -bu rthen, v. [OVER- 27.]
trans. To put too great a burden or weight upon ;

to burden too much
;
to overload, overcharge.

1532 MORE Con/nt. Tindale- Wks. 824/1, I neither wil for
so plain a matter ouerburdein the reader in this boke, with
the .. rehersyng of euerye place. 0:1584 MONTGOMERY;
Ckerrie $ Mac 1041 The walk anes that oreburdenit belli.

1725 POPE Oifj-ss. xi. 379 The earth o'erburthen'd groan'd
beneath their weight. ljl6lxQmAlliertr$Ankit. I. 56/1To avoid over-burthening the Arch. 1881 RAYMOND Mining
('/ess., 0"'crburdcn, ..to charge in a furnace too much ore
and flux in proportion to the amount of fuel. 1885 .Spectator
25 July 976/2 Mr. Leland does not overburthen his.. myths
and legends with comment.
Hence O^verbu-rdened, -bu'rthened ppl. a.

;

O'verbu-rdening-.-tou-rthening' vbl.sb. and///..;
whence O'verbu'rdeningly adv.
1713 C'TESS WIN-CHELSEA Misc. Poems 240 The Miser . .

fears the "over-burthened Floor. 1871-4 J. THOMSON- City
Drcadf. Nt. ix. ii, The hugeness of an overburthened wain.
1580 HOLLYBAND Trcas. Fr. Tong s.v. AJfaissemciit, \
shrinking vnder a great burthen, an 'ouerburthening. 1851
K. NESBIT in J. M. Mitchell Mem. xii. (1858) 303 Mr. James
Mitchell's ^overburdening duties. 1865 MRS. WHITNEY Gay.
'.aorthys xxiii, Not officiously or "overburdeningly ; there
were kindnesses accepted, even asked for, in return.

O'ver-bu-rdensoine, -bu rthensome, a.

[OVER- 28.] Excessively burdensome.
1614 RALEIGH Hist. World iv. iii. n. 230 Eumenes did

not onely thinke all carriages to be ouer-burdensome, but the
number of his men to be more troublesome than auaileable.
1820 SCOTT Mtmast. Introd., The shopkeeper, .his custom
was by no means over-burdensome. 1883 W. MORRIS in
Mackail Life (1899) II. 99 All men may live at peace, and
free from over-burdensome anxiety.

Overbrrrn, v. [OVER- 21, 27.]
fl. trans. To burn down ; to overthrow by fire.
1616 T. ADAMS Forest of Thorns Wks. 1862 II. 471A strong engine set to the walls of purgatory, to overturn

them, and overburn them with the fire of hell.

2. (p-ver-bu-ni) To burn too much or to excess.
1707 MORTIMER Hush. (1721) I. 82 In burning of the Turf,

you must take care not to over-burn it . . for the over-burnin"-
of it to white Ashes, wastes the nitrous Salt, c 1865 LETHEBY
in C ire. Sc. I. leg/! The supply of. . air is too great, and the
gas is overburnt.

So O-verbu-rningr vbl. sb. ; O-verbu-rniug ///.
!

ff., excessively burning or ardent (whence O'ver-

bu-rninrly<wfo.,over-ardently); O'Terbn-rnt///.a.
1707 "Over-burning [see sense 2]. 1849 JOHNSTON Exj>.

Agric. 260 By over-burning, clays lose their fertilising virtues.
1586 T. B La Primaud. Fr. Acad. (1389) 449 When a man
seeketh after any of them with an 'everburning desire
1303 R. BRUNNE Handl. Synne 7203 And oujier spyces hab
glotonye, To ete by mete 'ouer brennynglye. 1834 Brit,
f/nso, 1.305 Lime., if burnt with too violent a fire. .will not
slake, and becomes useless, or what is termed 'over-burnt
and, in some places, dead-lime. 1837 J. T. SMITH tr. Vicat's
Mortars 115 A dark red, or purplish colour, similar to that
of an over-burnt brick.

Overburst : see OVER- 5 b.

Oyerbusy (<wvwbi-zi), a . [OVER- 28.] Ex-
cessively busy; too much occupied; esp. that
busies himself too mnch or is obtrusively officious.

!

1340 HAMPOLE Pr. Consc. 1095, 1 hald bat man noght
'

witty, pat about be world is over bysy. 1612 WOODALL
i>nrg Mate Wks. (1653) 5, I wish young Artists not to be
oyer-busie

in.. raising the fractured Cranium, a 1641 Bp.
MOUNTAGU Acts f. Man. (1642) 264 She should doc well not
to be over-busie in matters that concerned her not. 1770
LANGIIORNE PMarck (r879 ) II. 764/1 A troublesome and
overbusy man.
So O'verbn-sily adv., too busily.
c 144 Jacob's Well 142 pis wose of glotonye is v. fote

brede, bat is, ouyrtymely, outeragely, ouerhastely, ouyr-
deyntuously, & ouerbesyly. 1668 Land. Ga^. No. 281 /4 The
t rench. .at -Madagascar, having, .overbusily engaged them-
selves.., in a war between the Neighbouring Princes.

O:verbU'Sy, v. [OVER- 27.] trans. To busy
too much

; to engage or occupy too assiduously.
Hence Overbvrsied ///. a.
1586 KERNE Blaz. Centric 142 Had not our Cuttor ouer- I

busied himself. 1644 MILTON Jd/;,,,. ISucer 159 Bucer is
more large than to be read by overbusied men. 1863 MBS.
WHITNEY Faith Gartn-y xxxvi. 330 The erraud-lwys in the
shops were overbusied and uncertain

Overbuy z, [OVER- 2 f
(| 23, 4, n.]

fl. trans. lo buy at too hiirh a price; to pay
too much for. Obs.

< 1430 Pi/gr. LyfManhode iv. ix. (1869) 180 If men made
ol you saale, mihte no man livinge ouerbigge yow, ne loue
yow to michel. 1530 PALSGR. 647/2, I overbye, 1 bye a

OVERCARRY.
thynge above the price it is worthe. 1639 FULLER HolyWar iv. xxxiii. (1840) 239 Conceiving so convenient a
purchase could not be over-bought. i66a PETTY Taxes 21
J'he farmer for haste is forced to under-sell his corn, and the
King.. is forced to overbuy his provisions. 1700 DKYDKN
F.{>.

to J. Driden 138 And he, when want requires, is truly
wise, Who slights not foreign aid, nor over-buys.
2. rejl. and intr. To buy beyond one's means, or

to too great an extent.

1745 De Foe's l:ng. Tradesman vi. (1841) I. 37 Ifthe trades-
man overbuys himself, the payments perhaps come due too
soon for him, the goods not being sold.

t 3. To buy off
;

to procure the release of (any
one) by payment. Obs.

15.. Priests of PcHis in Pinkerton Scot. Poems Rcfr. 1.

12 Ihetheif fulweill he wil himself overby; Quhen the leill
man into the lack wil ly.

1 4. To buy over to one's side. Obs.
1709 MKS. MANU.Y Secret Mem. (I736) III. 169 The

Emperor had no Money.. to bestow upon Theodccta, by
which they might have over-bought the Km press.

O'Ver-byy/tfo. Sc. and north. Jin/. Alsoower-,
owre-by. [f. OVER adv. 7, 5 + liv a,/v.} Over or
across the way ;

at or to a place at a short distance

across; at or to the house or place opposite.
1768 Ross llclcnore 76 (Jam.) Quo' she unto the shea!,

step_ye Derby. 1816 Sircrn- HI. D~,varf\\, Some canny boys
wailing for me clown aniang the shaws, owerby. 1825
BHIK-KETT.V. C. f,V,).,i., Ovcr-ly, over the way. 1896 MUNKO
Lost Pibracli 279 (K. I). D.) They told me at the ferry o\cr-
by. Mmt.Xc. Our neighbours owi-r-by have lent us a hand.
Overcaokle v. : see OVER- 32.

Overca-nopy, T. [OVEK- i.] ti-.-.ns. To
form a canopy over; to extend over or cover as or
with a canopy.
1590 SHAKS. Mids. X. n. i. 151 ( t)uite ouer-cannoped with

luscious woodbine, With sweet muske roses, and with
Eglantine. 1623 COCKKRAM, Oucrcanofic, to cotter. 1742CRAY On

Sfriltg ii, Where'er the rude and moss-grown
beech O'er-canopies the glade. 1870 BRYANT ///Wxin. 28
On the summit of th

l

Olympian mount He sat o'ercanopied
by golden clouds.

Overcap, -capable, -cape: see OVEH-.

O:ver-ca-pitalize, v. [OVER- 27.] trans. To
fix or estimate the capital of (a joint-stock com-
pany, etc.) at too high an amount; to give or
ascribe too great a capital value to (an industrial

undertaking, etc.), esp. when forming it into a joint-
stock concern.

1890 Pall Mall C. 22 Feb. 1/2 Was the business over-

capitalized or was it not 't 1897 Rivicw of Rev. 55 The
prevalent habit of overcapitalizing such corporalions.
Hence O^verca-pitalized ///. a., O :vercapital-

iza tion.
1882 Rep. to Ho. Rcpr. Prec. Met. U. S. 437 The over-

capitalization of wholly undeveloped and but imperfectly
opened mines. 1898 Daily News 9 June 3/2 His over-
capitalised companies began to decline.

Over-captious, etc. : see OVER- 28.

O'ver-ca're,rf. [OVER- 29 d.] Too much care,
undue or excessive care.

1599 SANDYS Einvpx Spec. (1632) 206 The world having
extinguished the care of the pubiike good, by an over-care
of their private. 1751 KI.I/A HEYWOOD Betsy Thoughtless
III. 7 It was only his over-care to please her.

O'ver-ca-reful, a. [OVER- 28.] Too careful,

excessively careful. Hence Overcarefully, -ness.
"'59' H. SMITH Serin. (1592)988 Ifwe bee careful!, wee are

ouer careful], 1597 SHAKS. 2 Hen. 11 ', iv. v. 68 The foolish
ouer-carefull Fathers. 1648 Petit. Eastern Ass. 31 We
are not overcarefull, whether we live, or whether we die.

1842 MANNING Serin. (1848) I. 359 Over-careful about money,
or fretful in a low estate. 1852 THACKERAY Jtsmond in. i'i.

1881 Chicago Advance 18 May 312 Without over-careful-
ness as to the future.

Over-careless, etc. : see OVER- 28.

O'ver-ca-ring, a. [OVER- 28 b.] Caring too
much

; excessively anxious.

1766 CHALKLEY Wks. 442 He would have us without an
incumbered and over-caring Blind.

tO'Vercark, sb. Obs. [OVER- 29.] An over-

charge ;
an extra load or burden.

a 1300 Cursor M. 9843 Ouercark o kind had be tan, And
kind was to be tober wan.

t Overca-rk, v. Obs. [OVER- 27.]
1. trans. To overcharge, overweight.
a 1300 Cursor M. 9834 Man mai find a bam ouercarked

sua wit kind, pat [has] thre fete and handes tlire.

2. To burden with excessive charges ; to oppress.
"393 LANGL. P. PI. C. iv. 472 Shal nober kyng ne fcnyjt,

constable ne meyre Ouer-cark be comune.
So tO'ver-oa-rkfnl, O-ver-ca-rkingaiX/'j-., troub-

ling oneself too much, over-anxious.
c 1449 PECOCK Repr. III. xv. 377 Ouer thou;tful and ouer

carkful_and ouermyche louyng toward them. 1655 FULLKK
Cli. Hist. vm. iii. 23 Disswaded . . from being solicitously
over-carking for the future.

Overcarry (-karri), t<. Nownr/r. [OVER- 10,

13, 26.]

f 1. traits. To carry over or across ; to convey
to the other side

; to transport. 06s.
1382 WYCLIF ll'isd. x. 18 He ouercariede them [1388 bar

hem ouerj thur? fill myche water. 1513 DOUGLAS /Kncis vl.

xi. 30 How mony seis ourcareit in thi barge.
b. To carry or convey beyond the proper point.
1897 MARY KINI;SLEV W. Africa 193 We stop to pick up

cargo, or discharge over-carried cargo. Mod. (Railway
Guard)

' Are you the gentleman that was over-carried to

Louth this evening?'



OVERCARVE.

2. To carry (action or proceedings) too far,

overdo ;
to do more than carry.

1606 BIRNIE Kirk-Buriallv\. Biv, According to the forked

foly vsed in buriall, which either is contemned, or else

ouercaried ill pomp. 1823 CHALMERS Pauperism Wks.

1839 XVI. 236 The point has not only been carried; but

greatly over-carried.

t 3. fig. To carry (a person) beyond the bounds

of moderation, or into error, etc. ;
to carry away.

'579 FESTON Guicciard. (16181 280 Publike respects fell

not so strongly into consideration, but that they were ouer-

carried with priuate interests. 1648 _Bp. HALL Select

Thoughts 89 Their appetite over-carries them to a mis-

conceit of a particular good.
absol. 1617 HIERON U'ks. II. 275 Zeale, not guided by

knowledge, may soone ouer-carry.

t OvercaTVC, '<' Obs. In 4 -kerve. [OVER-

10.] trans. To cut across, intersect.

c\y)i CHAUCER Astral. \. 21 This zodiak. .ouer-kerueth

the equinoxial ; and he ouer-kerueth hym again in euene

parties.

Overcast (*>-vaikast), sb. [f.
OVERCAST v. or

///. a.]
1. A person or thing that is cast away,

' thrown

over ', or rejected ;
an outcast. Obs. exc. dial.

1569 GOI.DISG Ileminges Post. Ded. 3 All Estates, from

the Magistrate to the poore afflicted overcast among men.

1868 SALMON Gowodean 70 (E. D. D.) Gipsy ow'rcast.. found

stickin' in the fen.

2. Something cast or spread over; a covering,

coating ;
a cloud covering the sky or part of it, as

in dull or threatening weather (also _/?.).
1686 GOAD Cclest. Bodies i. iii. io[If not a Fog] something

cognate to it, a little Frost perhaps, or thin Overcast.

1798 MITCHELL tr. Karsten's Min. of Lcskcan Mus. 284
Red Scaly Iron Ore as a very thin overcast. 1809 MALKIN
Gil Bias v. i. p 25 The lowering overcast of his swarthy

aspect. 1895 Daily News 27 June 3/1 The dangerous
formation of clouds that fringed the overcast of steel blue.

t 3. A reckoning or calculation above the true

amount. Obs.

1771 Connect. Col. Rec. (1885) XIII. 482 There was an

overcast made by the listers upon the grand levy of the year

1761, of the sum 0^427 op. 1772 Ibid. XIII. 579 Abate-

ments for over-cast of the list, .shall be made.

4. Alining. A bridge which carries one subter-

ranean air-passage over another.

1867 Morning Star 12 Jan., We went up the board-gate
to the overcast or archway supporting a roadway above, and

we found that standing, but an overcast farther on near the

ending was blown down.

5. Needlework. = OVERCASTING, overcast work.

1891 Weldons Pract. Needlevjk. VI. No. 68. 12/1 When
working the overcast be careful to make each stitch as nearly
as can be the same in size.

6. Comb. Overcast-staff (see quot.); overcast-

stitch (see OVERCAST v. 7).

1769 FALCONER Diet. Marine (1789), Over-casl-staff,:*. scale,

or measure, employed by shipwrights to determine the

difference between the curves of those timbers which are

placed near the greatest breadth, and those which are situated

near the extremities of the keel, where the floor rises and

grows narrower.

Overcast (<?uv3jkcrsr, v. Forms: see OVER
and CAST. [OVER- 6, etc. : see below.]
1. /rails. To overthrow, overturn, cast down, upset

(lit. and/.). Obs. exc. dial. [OVER- 6.]
a 1225 Ancr. R. 275 pet nis .. nout monlich, auh is wum.

monlich, eS to ouerkesten. (11300 Cursor M. 14733 [lesus]

bair hordes ouerkest, bair penis spilt. CI44O IScctus (Laud
MS. 559 If. 10 b), His travaylle thus was ouer caste. 1548

UUALL Erasm. Par. Pref. 5 b, Honey is waloweish and

ouercasteth the stomake, if it be plenteously taken by it

selfe alone. 1710 SWIFT On Lit. House ly Churchyard 6

Once on a time a western blast, At least twelve inches over-

cast. 1873 MURDOCH Doric Lyre 7 (E. D. D.) Theekit

stacks the bangster blast Had shaken as 'twad them owrecast.

t b. To turn over. Obs.

c 1430 Two Cookcry.His. 49 Opyn hem a-bowte be myddel ;

and ouer-cast be openyng vppon pe lede [ _lid]. lyfuSafyr,
Poems Reform, xx. 46 Auld bukis quha will ouer cast.

2. To cast or throw (something) over or above

something else. Now rare. [OVER- I, 8.]
CIMO R. BRUNNE Chron. (i8to) 70 To bank ouer be sqnd,

plankes bei ouer kast. 1470-85 MALORY Arthur vi. xvi, A
Faucon .. fiewe vnto the elme to take her perche, the lunys
ouer cast aboute a bough, c 1580 SIDNEY Ps. xvi. iv, Night
with his black wing Sleepy Darknes doth orecast. 1742
POPE Dune. iv. 289 Thro School and College, thy kind

cloud o'ercast, Safe and unseen the young /Eneas past.

188. R. G. H[ILL] Voices in Solitude 12 Thou .. on my
brightest days dost overcast A pleasing melancholy.

3. To cover, overspread, overlay (with some-

thing). Now rare in general sense. [OVEK- 8.]

1390 GOWER Con/. I. 325 Thei lie mihte his hand ascape,
That he his fyr on hem ne caste : . .her herte he overcaste

To folwe thilke lore, c 1440 Promp. Parv. 372/2 Ovyr
caste, or ovyr \ty\\^A,pretectus, contectus. 1497 Churchiv.

Ace. St. Mary If ill, Land. (Nichols 1797) 94 A lode of lome

to ovircast the floore. 1577 HANMER Anc. Keel. Hist. (1619)

427 There is a loft overcast with the like rourfe. 1608

SYLVESTER Du Bartas II. iv. m. Schism 1045 Her head..

With dust and ashes is all over-cast. 1706 PHILLIPS (ed.

Kersey), To Over-cast,, -to case or line a Wall with Stone,

etc. 1807 J. BARLOW Columb. \. 21 He saw the Atlantic

heaven with light o'ercast.

4. spec. To cover or overspread with clouds, or

with something that darkens or dulls the surface.

Most frequently \npa.pple. ; usually of the weather.

CIMO Bcket 1379 in 6
1

. Eng. Leg. I. 146 Ouer-cast heo is

with pis cloudene. c 1305 St. Edmund^ in I:. L. P. (1862)
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50 pe grislikeste weder bat mi^te beo . .ouercaste al ban toun.

1530 PALSGR. 648/1 Se howe soone the sonne is overcaste for

all the fayre mornyng. 1559 w - CUNNINGHAM Cosmogr.
Glasse no The skie is ouer cast with cloudes. 1635-56
COWLEY Davideis II. 684 But Prophets angry Blood o'er-

cast his Day. 1722 DF. FOE Plague (Rtldg.) 270 A dark

Cloud .. overcasts the Air. 1846 GROTE Greece (1862) II.

xi. 349 The fair sky was immediately overcast.

b. fig. To overshadow, render gloomy, darken.

51386 CHAUCER Knt.'s T. 678 Right so kan geery Venus
over caste The hertes of hir folk. 1571 GOLDING Calvin on

Ps. xi. 5 When sorowfull confusion of thinges overcasteth

them with darknesse. i6i4.RALF.iGH Hist. World III. (1634)

51 Xerxes, .prayed Artabanus not to over-cast those joyes. .

with sad remembrances. 1715 POPE Odyss. xvnl. 181 Stung
to the soul, o'ercast with holy dread. 1850 W. R. WILLIAMS

Kelig. Prog. (1854) 210 It is his loss of this [holiness] that

overcasts the eternal world and makes the expected vision

of God one of terror.

5. iitlr. To become overspread with clouds ;
to

become dark or gloomy. ? Obs. exc. dial.

c 1400 Destr. Troy 13157 All the calme oucast into kene

stormes, Full wodely the windes wackont aboue. 1511

GUVLFORDE Pilgr. (Camden) 67 The wether bygan to ouer-

caste with rayne, wynde, thondre. 1655 GURNALL Chr. in

Arm. I. 342 What day shines so fair, that over-casts not

before night? 1725 DE FOE Voy. round H'orld (1840) 333
In the evening it overcast and grew cloudy. 1900 Norfolk
Dial. (E. D. D.), It's overcasting for rain.

f 6. trans. To transform. Obs. [OVER- 10.]

1387 TRKVISA Higden (Rolls) I. 225 pere was at Rome a

boie of bras in be schap of lupiter ouercast and schape.

7. Needlework. To throw rough stitches over

a raw edge or edges of cloth to prevent unravelling ;

to sew over and over ; also, to strengthen or adorn

such an edge by buttonhole- or blanket-stitch ;
in

Embroidery, fo cover overlaid threads or outlines

by smooth and close oversewn stitches. [OVER- ;.]

1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), To Over-cast,. .\avM\f a Seam,
as Taylors do. 1819 Metropolis II. 116 Whilst a tailor, and

in the act of over-casting a button-hole. 1879 ATCHERLEY
Boerland 258 The vein [is] closed by passing a pin trans-

versely through the cut edges, and overcasting it with a hair

plucked from the beast's tail. 1891 H'eldon's Pract. Needlewk.

VI. No. 69. 8/2 Run a thread of cotton in_darning stitch

ipon the line of tracing . . ,
and overcast this in tiny close

pea
ING

stitches of even size. 1893 Ibid. VIII. 90. 9/2 A narrow

margin . . is filled with threads darned tolerably thickly .., and

these threads are afterwards overcast, or sewn smoothly over.

8. To sum up in excess of the correct amount ;

to over-estimate. 1 Obs. [OvER- 26.]
1622 BACON Hen. VII 17 The King, in his accompt of

eace, and calmes, did much ouer-cast his fortunes. 1765 J.

_NGERSOLL Lett. Stamp-Act (1766) 49 "I'is most likely we
rather under than overcast the probable Amount of it.

9. To throw off (illness or misfortune) ;
to get

over. Sc. [fig. from OVER- 5.]
1810 SCOTT Monast. .xiv, See that . . the red stag does not

gaul you as he did Diccon Thorburn, who never overcast

the wound that he took from a buck's horn. Mod. Sc. She
hes gotten what she'll never owercast.

10. Bowls. (?//>-.) To cast beyond the jack.

(Also pass, in same sense.) 1 Obs. [OVER- 13.]
1611 COTGR. s. v. Passe, le suis passe, I am gone, or ouer-

1

cast, I haue throwne ouer, at Bowles, etc. 1681 W. ROBEKT-
SON Phraseol. Gen. (1693) 964, I am overcast at bowls ; ultra

i metamjeci. 1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), To Over-cast,, .to

throw beyond the Jack in Bowling.

O"verca'St(stressvar.).///.a. [Pa.pple. ofprec.]

1. Cast away, overthrown, etc. : see the verb.

1569 [see OVERCAST sb. i]. 1688 R. HOLME Armoury in.

243/1 A Spaniel.. licking of the overcast Cream from the

i Churn-side. 1839 1. TAYLOR Anc. Chr. I. ii. 221 Invited..

I to accept the overcast Christianity of Chrysostom.

2. Of the weather : Clouded over, dull, gloomy.
1625 BACON Kss., Gardens (Arb.) 564 For the Morning,

and the Euening, or Ouer-cast Hayes. 1835 W. IRVING

Tour Prairies 284 It was a raw overcast night.

3. Needlework. Sewn or embroidered by over-

casting. Overcast stitch, the stitch by which

overcasting is done : see prec. 7-

1891 Weldon's Pract. AWA-avC-. VI. No. 68. 12/1 Overcast

outline. Overcast stitch is a favourite outline for fine work.

Ibid. No. 69. 10/2 The outline is embroidered in smooth

overcast stitch.

4. That is in excess of the correct amount.

1892 Daily News 17 Dec. 7/4, I generally kept the over-

cast money for a few days and then gave some of it to Mr. H .

Overcasting, -M. sb. [f.
OVERCAST v. +

I

-ING !.] The action of the verb OVERCAST.

1. The action of casting over or upon, or of

covering or coating with something; spec, the

coating of brick or stone work with plaster.

1483 Catk. Angl. 26V 1 Ouercastyng, obdnccio, obditctus.

1599 in Willis & Clark Cambridge (1886) 0.478 For the

overcasting of., the stone wall. Ibid. 486 For the over-

casting of the greate Tower 10 dayes xxj. 1601 HOLLAND

Pliny 1.314 Some are busie in building, others in plaisterlng

and ouercasting.

f b. Used to render L. intersectio, intersection

| (
= throwing over or across). Obs.

1398 TREVISA Earth. De P. R. vin. xl. (Tollem. MS.), By
oute castynge, andstrecchynge andouercastynge. .of bemis,

1

Iy3t bryngej? forbe all binges.

1 2. The action of overthrowing or casting down ;

upsetting. Obs.

1497 Naval Ace. Hen. VII (1896) 129 Poudre .. brent in

the botom of the Tour of Aiton for the spedy ouercasting of

the same. 1552 ELYOT Diet., Malachia . . the longyng of

women with childe, and ouercastynge of theyr stomacke, if

thei haue not that they longe for.

OVERCHARGE.

3. A covering with or as with clouds
;
an over-

shadowing, darkening (lit. and Jig.}.

1598 FLOKIO, Nebkia, a cloude, an ouercasting of the skie.

1610 BARROUGH Mcth. Physick vin. (1639) 446 Qualming
and overcasting of the heart. 1875 BEDFORD Sailor's Pocket

Bk. iv. (ed. 2) 86 An overcasting of murky vapour.

4. Needlework. (See OVERCAST v. 7.)

1885 BRIETZCKE & ROOPER Plain Nccdlcu'lt. I. 20 Over-

casting is used to prevent raw edges of materials from

getting unravelled. 1893 Weldou's Pratt, ttccdlruik. VIII.

No. po. 9/2 The outline of this pretty leaf is defined in

raised overcasting. 1894 Ibid. IX. No. 106. 6/2 It is the

custom to put an overcasting of buttonhole stitch round

the edge of blankets to ensure against unravelling, .and also

to add to its good appearance.

Overca'sting, ///. a. [f-
as prec. + -ING -.]

That overcasts : see the verb.

1837 WARE Lett.fr. Palmyra xvi. (1860) 409 No over.

casting shadows which at all disturb your peace.

Over-casual, etc. : see OVEK- 28.

Overca'tch, v. Obs. exc. dial. [OVER- 14.]

1. trans. To overtake,
' catch up '.

1570 LEVINS Afanip. 38/21 To ouercatche, asscqui. 1596
SPENSER F. Q. IV. vii. 3t She sent an arrow forth with mighty

draught, That in the very dore him overcaught. 18..

LAHEK O-.vd Yem (Lancash. Dial.) 9 (E. D. D.) It ud o tak'n

a hunter to o'ercatch him.

f 2. fg. To '

catch', ensnare, deceive, outwit. Obs.

1577 WHETSTONE Life ofGascoignc, Hypocrisie a man may
over catch. 1621 BRETON Strange Newts (1879) 13/1 For

feare the Ducke with some odde craft, the Goose might
ouercatch.

O-yer-catrtion. [OVER- 29 d.] Too great

caution, excessive caution.

1775 MRS. DELANY in Life ft Corr. Ser. 11. II. 108 My
over-caution.. prevented my doing just what you wanted.

1886 American XII. 189 A strange commentary on their

habitual overcaution.

O-yer-cau-tious,
a. [OVER- 28.] MOM

cautious than is needful, too cautious.

1706 PHILLIPS, Over-cautious, too wary, too heedful. 1712

ADDISON Sped. No. 295 F 7 It is observed of over-cautious

Generals, that they never engage in a Battle without securing

a Retreat. 1836-41 BRANDE Chem. (ed. 5) 55 An over-

cautious modesty which marked all his proceedings.

Hence Over-cautiously adv. ; Overcautious-

ness.

1847 WEBSTER, Overcautious!?. i8s$Fiink, Overcautious-

ness.

t O:ver-CC'SS, a- Obs. [OVER- 27.] To rate, or

assess too highly. Hence fO^ver-ce'ssing vbl.sb.

1611 COTGR., Surtaux, an ouer-cessing, ouer-rating .. Sur-

taxc, ouer-cessed,.. surcharged.

Over-chafed: see OVER- 27 b.

t Overcha-nge, v- Obs. [OVER- 10.] trans.

To change into something else, or into another

condition; to transmute. Hence f Overcharging
vbl. sb., transmutation.

Love in. ii. (Skeat) 1. 49 As mater by due ouerchaunginges
foloweth his perfection.

Over-channel to -chanter : see OVER-.

Overcharge (<J>'v3.i|tJa.id,2,),
sb. [OVER- 29 b.]

An excessive charge ; the fact of overcharging.

1. An excessive charge or load; an
exc^sive

supply, an excess, a surplus.
,11611 BEAUM. & FL. Maids Trag. \: ii, A thing out of

the overcharge of nature ; Sent . .to disperse a plague Upon
weak catching women. 1803 Ji;n KKSON Autooiog. r writ.

(1830) IV. 9 These circumstances have, .produced an over-

charge in the class of competitors for learned occupation.

1864'WEBSTER, Overcharge, . . 3 An excessive charge, as of a

gun. Mad. The bursting of the gun was due to an over-

charge.
2. A pecuniary charge in excess of the right or

just amount ;
the act of demanding too much in

payment, or the sum demanded in excess of the

proper amount ; an exorbitant charge.

1662-3 PEPVS Diary 19 Feb., Drawing out copies of the

overcharge of the Navy. 1668 Ormoxdt MSS. in loth Rep.

Hist, MSS. Comm. App. v. 81 A respit until your petitioner

be eased in the overcharge. 1765 Act 5 Geo. Ill, c. 49 S 5

Action . . for repetition of any overcharge. 1861 HUGHES
Tom Brnun at Oxf. xxviii, The landlord . . looking as Ii

he had never made an overcharge in his life.
t

attrit. 1866 RUSKIN in Spielmann Life (toco) 50, 1 shouldn t

mind placing the over-charge sum at her bankers.

Overcharge (o^vajitja-jda), v. [OVER- 27 ;

cf. F. turthargtr,] To charge in excess.

1. trans. To load, fill, furnish, or supply to

excess (with something) ;
to overload, overburden ;

to fill too full
;

to overstock.

1398 TREVISA Bart/l. DC P. K. xiv. Iv. (1493) Fiij/2 Ofle by

<*rete heuynesse of the erthe those pylars in mynes ben ouer-

chargyd and fall, a 1425 Cursor M. 9834 (Trin.) Men may

fynde a childe ouer charged so with kynde bat [hab] feet or

hondes bre. 1531 Dial, an Lavs Eng. II. Ii. (1638) 157 II

he throw them [goods] out for feare that they should over-

charge the Ship. 1569 Towncley Novxll MS. (Grosart.1877)

384 A poor man ouerchardged with children. 1681 i.

MURPHY State Ireland g 30 The said Cormucke having.,

over-charged one of his Pistols. 1771 CAVENDISH in / Ul
Trans. LXI. 586 If the body contains more than this

quantity of electric fluid, I call it overcharged. 1836 HOR.

SMITH Tin Trump. I. 9 If the wielder of the weapon. .

overcharge his piece, he must not be surprised if it explode.

b. To place, lay on, or apply in excess, rare.



OVER-CHARGEABLE.
1849 RfSKIN Ser. Lamps i. 15. 25 Ornament cannot be

overcharged if it be good, and is always overcharged when
it is bad.

c - fig- T make, or represent as, greater than
the reality; to magnify too much, overdraw, ex-

aggerate, overdo.
. 1711 ADDISON Sfect. No. 86 P6 A little overcharging the

likeness. 1782 Miss BLRNEY Cecilia ix. v, In both the
assertions there was some foundation of truth, however . .

basely over-charged. 1822-34 Good's Study Med. (ed. 41 I.

331 This account may be rather overcharged, from the
ardent mind of its intelligent inventor.

f 2. To lay an excessive burden (of trouble, care,
responsibility, etc.) upon ; to press hard, oppress,
distress, overtax

; to overbear by superior force.

<"375 Joseph A rim. 552 He nedde bote fourti men. .And
\K\ were weri of-foujten and feor oner-charged, Of be peple
afurst and be pres after. 1444 Kelts of Parlt. V. 107/2
Longe tyme hath ben oppressed and overcharged by
Sheryffs. 1549-62 SIEKXHOLD & H. Ps. xxxi. 8 Thou hast
not left me in their hand, that would me overcharge. 1604EDMONDS Otttro, Cxsar's Comm. 97 Our men being ouer-
charged on all sides with the losse of sixe and fortie Cen-
turions, were beaten downe from the place. 1711 L!"ht to
Jllind in iot/1 Kef. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. v. 163 After
fighting a while he was overcharged with numbers.

t b. To accuse too much or extravagantly. Obs.
1626 DONNE Sen,,, iv. (1640) 36 Neither doth any one thing

so overcharge God with contradictions, as the Transubstantia-
tion of the Roman Church. 1636 MASSINCKR Ct. Dk. Flat:
IV. ii. Treason ! 'tis a word My innocence understands not. . .

I must be bold To tell you, sir,.. 'tis tyranny to o'erchargeAn honest man.
3. spec. To overburden (a person) with expense,

exactions, etc.; to put to too great expense; now,To charge (anyone) too much as a price or payment.
1303 R- BRUNNE Handl. Synnt 6848 He seyde he wulde

hym ouercharge, To wete wheber seynt Ihoun were large.
1401 Pol. Poems (Rolls) II. 30 What charitie is this, to
overcharge the people by mightie begging, under colour of
preaching! IS85 T. B. La Primaud. J-'r. A coil. I. (1594) 675
1 hey were over-charged with exactions, c 1613 ROWLANDS
Patre Spy-hnavcs 23 Madam, you ouercharge me with ex-
pence. 1712 PRIDEAUX Direct. Ch.--.vardcns (ed. 4) 57 If
any be overcharged, or others undercharged, the Ordinary
will condemn the Wrong done. Mod. No one likes lo be
overcharged for what he buys.

b. To charge (so much) as a price or payment, in
excess of the amount that is justly due.
1667 Ormonde MSS. in lor/j Rep. Hist. JlfSS. Comm.

App. v. 39 We require.. their Deputy.. to suspend so much
as the petitioner alleages to be over charged accordingly.
J733~4 BERKELEY Let, to Priory Feb. in Fraser Life vi.
(' 87') 2'5 The 20 pounds overcharged for the widows.
Mod. Ihe Company have overcharged fifteen shillings on
the carnage of the goods.
Hence O vercha rg-ed ///. a., overloaded, exag-

i

gerated, overburdened, oppressed, etc.
; O'ver-

cha-rtfing
1

vbl. sb., overloading, imposition of too
i

high a price, etc. ; also O vercha-rg-er, one who
overcharges or makes an overcharge.
1593 SHAKS. 2 Hen. VI, in. ii. 331 These dread curses . .

like an *ouer-charged Gun, recoile, And turnes the force of
them vpon thy

selfe. 1766 GOLDSM. ric. IY. xviii, Those I

overcharged characters, which abound in the works you
mention. 1822 LAMB Elia Ser. n. Confess. Drunkard,
Persons . . may recoil from this as from an overcharged
picture. 1611 COTGR., Oppresscnr, an oppressor; oner-
charger, ouerlayer ; extreame dealer. 1529 MORE Dyatoge
in. xiii. Wks. 229/2 As though sainct Poule had leuer that
the priest had twenty [wives] sauefor *ouerchargyng. 1612
HKINSLEY Lad. Lit. ii. (1627) 12 Not any way overloaded or
discouraged, nor yet indangered by the overcharging of their
wits and memories.

tO-ver-clia-rgeable, a. Obs. [OVER- 28.] ;

Too burdensome or troublesome ; too costly.
, '5'3-'4 Act 5 Hen. I'll!, c. j Preamble, Compelled to ..

buy. .Ledder.. with overchargeable price. 1539 TAVERNER
Gard. Wysedome n. 25 To greuouse and ouerchargeable to
the commons, a

1639 W. WMATELEY Prototypes i. xi. (1640) i

141 Decent, not flaring not over-chargeable garments.
So t O'verchaTg-eful a. Obs. =

prec. ; f O'ver-
cha'rg-ement - OVERCHARGE sb.

145' Rolls of Parlt. V. 218/1 Overchargefull and noyus
unto youre people. 1686 Chardin's Coron. Solyman 94 They
pleaded that they were not obliged to that over-chargement.
Over-charitable to -cheapness: see OVER-.
t O'Vercha:ving. Obs. [f. OVER- 1 9 + (having,

f. CHAVE v. ; cf. ravings s. v. CAVE z'.
4
] Refuse

of threshed com
;

'

cavings'.
1607 MARKHAM Caval. i. (1617) 6 Maungers, in which you

may cast the ouerchawinges of Wheate, Barley, or other
white corne. 1614 Cheap Itusb. vu. xviii. (1623) 149 A
little Barley, or other ouer-chauing of corne.

O'Vercheck, a. (st>.) [OVER- 5.] In over-
check rein, a rein passing over a horse's head
between the ears, so as tp pull upward upon the
bit ; overcheck bridle, a driving bridle having an
overcheck rein.

1875 in KNIGHT Diet. Mecli.

t O-vercheek. Obs. rare.
[f. OVER- i d + CHEEK

sb. 9.] The lintel of a door.
,11420 ll'ycli/'s RMc Exod. xii. 7 (MS. Norwich Libr.)

Lyntels [gloss ether hi;er threschfoldis, v.r. either ouer-
checkis].

Overcheer to -circumspect : see OVER-.

O'ver-ci'vil, o. [OVER- 27.] Too civil, show-
ing excessive civility. (Usually ironical, with
negative expressed or implied.)
1680 H. MORE Afocal. Afoc. Pref. 19 You may think me

295

not over-civil. 1741 RICHARDSON Pamela (1824) I 188 I
know my sister's passionate temper too well, to believe she
could be ovei-civil to you. 1855 MRS. GATTY ParaH,-s/r
Nat.^er. I. (1869) 69 \o\\ are not over-civil with all your
learning.
So O'ver-civi'lity, excessive

civility.
1766 GOLDSM. Vic. ir. xxi, I dont believe she has got any

money, by her over-civility.

O-ver-ci-vilized, a. [OVER- 28 c.] Too
highly civilized.
1812 SHELLEY fiss. f, Lett. (1852) II. 282 The arts and

(

conveniences of that over-civilised country. 1881 Atlantic
Monthly XLVIII. 515 The uncivilized and the over-civilized
are brothers.

t Overcla-d, v. Obs. rare.
[f. OVER- 8 -i CLAD

t'.] OVERCLOTHE V.

1591 LODGE Hist.Rol't. Dk. Normandy (Hunt. Cl.i ;i The
vale of heauinesse ouercladdeth me.

Over-clad, -cled, pa. t. and pple. of OVEKCLOTIIE.
Over-claim: see OVER- 29.

Over-cla-mour, v. [OVER- 21.] trans. To
overcome, subdue, or reduce by clamour.
1713 C'n:ss WINCHKI.SEA Misc. Poems 240 Contention with

its angry Brawls By Storms o'er-clamoured. shrinks and
falls. 1853 DE QUISCKY AuloHog. Sk. Wks. 1. i JQ She
allowed herself to be over-clamoured by Mr. Lee . into
a capital prosecution of the brothers.

Overclasp to Overcleave : see OVER-.
Overclimb ;-kbim\ v. [OVER- 5.] trans.
To climb over; to get over by climbing, surmount.
1:893 K. ALFRED Ores. in. ix. 1 14 Alexander .. hradlice

hone weall selfoferclom. n 154.7 SuHSEY^iinrfii. (1557) l!j b,
ihis fatall gin thus ouerclambe our walles, Stnft with anml
men. 1607 Lingua I. v, The .. childhood of the cheerful
morn Is almost grown a youth, and overclimbs Vender "ill
eastern hills.

Overcloak : see OVER- S c.

Over-clo'g, f. [OVER- 25,2;.] trans. To clog
to excess.

1660 BOYLE A jcf. Phys. Mich. xli. 332 The Air was
over-cloggd by the steams of their liodies. 1768-74 Trc KI K
Lt. Nat. (1834) I- 72 The palate being over-clogged, no
longer receives the flavour in the same manner.

Over-close (('"'vajkl^-s), a. and nth: [f.
OVER- 28 + CLOSE a. and adv.] Too close. So
O'vcrclo-seiiess.
1812 SIR J. SINCLAIR Syst. llusb. Scot. i. 380 Evils arisingfrom over-closeness of texture. 1851 MHS. BROWSING Cas'a

l.nid: ll'iu,/. i. 777 Best unbar the doors Which Peter's
heirs keep locked so overdose.

t Overdose N
-kl,m- z

,,
v. Obs.

[f. OVER- s +
CLOSE

z'.] trans. To cover over or shut in so as
to hide

;
to cover up.

1393 I.ANCL. P. PI. C. xxi. 140 pe cause of bis eclipse bat
ouer-closeb [MS. I (1400) ouerclobeth] now be sonne
r 1430 LYDG. Min. Poems (Percy Soc.) 24 The night doth
tolowe, . . Whan \\ estern wawu his stremys overcloie.

O-ver-cloth. [OVER- 8c.] A cloth placed
over or upon something ; spec, in Paper-making
(U. S.),

' The blanket or endless apron which con-
veys the paper to the press-rolls in a straw-paper
machine ', called in Great Britain

blanket-felt.
1888 Xci. Amer. n Aug. 81/1 It is highly requisite that

the paper be well pressed and dried on the cylinders of the
press and that the '

overcloth
'

be neither too dry nor too
damp.
Overclothe (-kl^-o), r. Pa. t. and pple.

-clothed, -clad (Sc. -cled . [OVER- S.] trans.
To clothe over; to cover over as with clothing.
c 1400 [see OVERCLOSE v., quot. 1393]. ijg, N. T. (Rhem.)

2 (.or. \: 2 tor in this also do we grone, desirous to be
ouerclotlied with our habitation that is from heauen 1585
JAMES I ss. Poesie (Arb.) 15 Fra tyme they see The earth
and all with stormes of snow owercled. 1631 LITHCOW Trail.
ill. 87 Mount Ida is . . ouer-cl.-id euc-n to the toppe with Cypre
trees. 1724 RAMSAY Health 368 Fertile plains . . O'ercLl
with corn.

O'verclo:thes (-kl<mSz), sb. pi. [OVER- 8 c.l
'

Upper
'

or outer garments.
1856 KANE Arct. Exfl. I. xxix. 382 Under our wet over-

clothes.

Overclothing. [OVER- 8
c.] a. (o-ver-

clothing). 'Upper' or outer garments collectively.
b. (orerdo-tlung). The putting on or wearing of
too much clothing.
14*5 in Entick London (1766) IV. 354 That the over-

cloalhmg..be dark and brown of colour. 1882 Society2i Oct. 24/2 The evils of tight lacing, tight shoeing, or over-
clothing.

Overcloud (-klau-d), v. [OVER- 8.]
1. /rans. To cloud over

; to overspread or cover
with a cloud or clouds, or with something that
dims or conceals like a cloud.
1592 KVD J,>. Trag. n. iv, To ouer-cloud the brightnes of

the bunne. 1697 DRYDEN sEntid XI. 1193 A gathering mist
o erclouds her cheerful eyes. 1794 SULLIVAN / Y Nat. 1 1.

403 i he dull, heavy, terreous parts, which overclouded the
expansum 1869 PHILLIPS Vesuv. ii. 27 This dust was so
abundant that. .it overclouded the sun.
2. Jig. To cast a shadow over, render gloomy ; |

to make obscure or indistinct to perception, or
deprive of clearness of perception ; to obscure
'593 N*SE Christs T. Wks. (Grosart) IV. 115 Yea, the

Chiefetames of them, were ouer-clowded in conceite. 1660
tr. Amyraldus Treat, cone. Rclig. in. viii. 482 The Specu-
lations of our Scholastics .. will overcloud our Religion.COWPEH Conversation 339 Yet still, o'erclouded with I

a constant frown, He does not swallow, but he gulps it I

OVERCOME.
1 down. 1842 MANNING Serm. ii. (1848) I. 23 The passing

thoughts of evil which overcloud his soul.

3. inlr. To become overclouded
;

to cloud over.
1862 Main:. Mag. July2i 7 He had not been long in offirc

till tins fair scene began to overcloud.
Hence Overclou-ded ///. ., Overolou'ding

vbl. sb. and ppl. a.

1603 FLORIO Jfantaifne n. xii. (1624) 320 In earthlv

ignorant, and overclouded man. a 1845 Hooi) CaptainsCmu xlx, At last with overclouding skies A breeze again
began to rise. 1880 G. MEREDITH Tragic Com. (1881) 8'i It
came to an overclouding and the.i a pa'nic.

_Overcloy (-kloi-;, v. [OVER- 25, 27.] trans.
i'o cloy excessively ; to surfeit, satiate.
1576 FLEMINO Paiwfl. Epist. 383 A tertaine sycophant,nd false varlot . . ouercloyeth me with many and continuall

weal o'ercloyed.
"

Hence Over/cloyed. Over-cloying///, adjs.
1594 SIIAKS. Rich. ///.'v. iii. 318 Base Lackey Pezants,Whom their o're-cloyed Country \omits forth To desperate

Aduentures. 1594 J. I ) KKNSON Aristas (1878) 62 To winnemm with ouer-cl. lying kindnes.e.

Overcluster, v. : see OVER- i.

Overcoat Vu-vajkoiit). [OVER- 8 c.] A large
coat worn over (he ordinary clothing, esp. in cold
weather

; a gieat-coat, top-coat.
1848 CKAK;, Ortrcaat, a greatcoat or topcoat. 1852 MRS.

STOWE Uncle Tom's C. xxxv, Saddles, bridles, several soils
of harness, riding-whips, overcoats, and various articles of
clothing. 1887 l.owiu. Democr. if, The only argument
available with an c:ist wind is to put on an overcoat.
traitsf. 1894 J'aify iVra'i 17 Jan. V> The Russian bears

have magnificent overcoats.

Hence O'vercoated a., wearing an overcoat
;

O'vercoating-, material for overco'ats.
1886 Tins/.-fs Mag. July 49 It was the 2olh May.. and

still.. discreet men were over-coated. M<d. Aifz'f., Winter
stock of new overcoatings.

O'ver-coil. [OVER- 8 c.] (See quots.)
1884 F. J. P.RMTEN ll'atcA H Cleckm. 16 Rules for the

form of curve best suited for ovtrcoils. IHd. iSi (An]
Overcoil..[is] the last coil of a Brc'guet spring which is bent
over the body of the spring.

O'ver-CO'ld, si: [OVER- 29.] Excessive cold.
ClUnPallad, on II us/', xi. 54 Ffor ouer cold do dowues

donge at cue Aboute her roote. 1626 BACON Sylra 411Ihe Earth doth.. save it from over-heat and over-cold.

O'Ver-cold, a. [OK. ofn-ceald: see OVER- 28.]
Too cold, excessively cold (lit. and

_/%'.).
aiaooKtinicPocmx.!, Is by3 oferceald,unsemetum slidor.

1608 BP. HALL Char. Verities f, V. \\. Envious 169 Whom
bee dares not openly to backbite, nor wound with a direct
censure, he strikes smoothly with an ouer-cold praise. 1652-62
HEVI.IN Cosmogr. Introd. (1674) 19/2 The two over-cold, or
frigid Zones. 1726 I.EONI Alterti's Archil. I. 7/1 Soma-
times too hot and sometimes over cold. 1823 BVRON Juan
vi. xv, Over-warm Or over-cold annihilates the charm.

O:verCO'loUT (-klai\ v. [OVER- 27.] trans.
To colour too highly (usually Jig.} ; to represent
too strongly or in an exaggerated way. So O :ver-
co-louring' vbl. sb.

1823 SCOTT Romance (1874) 8r To overcolour the import-
ance and respectability of the minstrel tribe. 1843 PRKSCOTT
Mexico (1850) I. 325 It was this, too, which, .led him into
sross exaggeralion and over-colouring in his statements.
1858 J. B. NORTON Topics 16 He has no motive for over-
colouring or distorting facts.

Overco-mable, -comeable, a. [f. OVER-
COME v. + -ABLE.] Capable of being overcome;
that can be conquered or surmounted.
1483 Cat/I. Angl. 263/2 Ouercomabylle, e.rpii^>i\aHlis.

"549 LATIMM 7//< Serm. lief. Ed. F/lArb.) 192 Christ dyd
suffer. .to sygnifye to vs, that death is ouercomable. a 1586
SIDNEY Arcadia in. (1622) 331 That they were mortal!, & . .

both ouercomeable by death. 1880 BURTON Reign Q. Anne
I. i. 56 It overcomes all overcomable opposition.

O'vercome, sl>. Sc. Also 6- our-, ower-, 8-
o'er-. [OVER- 19, 20, 7, 5, 10 b.]
fl. That which is left over; a surplus, excess. Obs.

- ng was paid.
2. A phrase that comes over and over again ; the

burden of song or discourse
;
a hackneyed phrase.

?ai8oo Jacobite Relics Ser. u. (1821) 192 And aye the
o'ercome o' his sang Was ' Waes me for Prince Charlie !

'

1814 Saxon ff Gael I. 109 The grace o' a grey bunnock is

thebakingo't. That was aye her o'ercome. i893STEVENso.\
Catriona xvii. 190

' We'll ding the Campbells yet ',
that

was still his overcome.
3. Something that overwhelms or prostrates a

person ;
a sudden attack or shock.

1821 GAI.T/J?/. Parish xviii. i74Mrs. Balwhidder thought
that I had met with an o'ercome, and was very uneasy.
4. Outcome, issue.

1822 GALT Sir A. Hylic 1, Heaven only knows what will
be the o'ercome o' this visitation.

5. A crossing, a voyage across.
1880 JAMIESON,

' We had a wild ourcome fae America.'

Overcome (ovaik-m), v. I-'orms: see OVER
and COME v. [OE. o/ercuman, f. ofer, OVFR-
+ cuman, COME : in MLG., MDn., Du. tn'er-

komen, OHG. jtbcirqueuian, MIIG. iiberfcomen,(jei.

iibeikommen, Da. overkomme, Sw. iifverkomma^



OVERCOME.

fl. trans. To come upon, get at, reach, overtake.

Obs. (Only OE.) [OVER- 7.]
715 Corpus Gloss. 1,0. E. T.) 1420 Obtinttit^ ofercuom.

a 900 tr. Baffin's Hist. iv. i. (1890) 252 Se Wi^heard & lytestne
alle his eferan..J>y ofercumendan woole fordiljade wairon
& forSgeleorde. a goo Judith 235 (Gr.) Nanne ne sparedon
J>is herefolces . . \>e hie ofercuman mihton. c 1050 Cot'f.

Cleopatra Gloss, in Wr.-Wiilcker 459/8 Obtinitit, ofercom.

2. trans. To overpower, prevail over, overwhelm,
conquer, defeat, get the better of in any contest or

struggle. Since I7th c. chiefly with non-material

object. [OVER- 2, 21.]
Beowulf (Z.) 1274 He bone feond ofer-cwom. "893 K.

ALFRED Oros. 11. iv. 3 ponne hie hwelc folc mid gefeohte
ofercumen hzefdon. c 1000 Sax. Leechd. III. 1 70 Ofercymej*
he Eelle Ms feond. ^1175 Lamb. Houi. 155 Mid bis wepne
wes dauid iscrud f>a he goliam J>e fond oner-corn, c izoo
ORMIN 6275 Forr bu mihht cwemenn swa \>\\\ Godd & ofcrr-

cumenn deofell. a 1300 Cursor J/. 16338 Wit na word
ouercum him he mai. 1382 WYCLIF John xvi. 33 Triste }e,
I haue ouercome [1388 ouercomun] the world. 1456 SIK
G. HAVE Lato Arms (S. T. S.) no [To] ourcum malice
with vertu of pacience. 1573 G. HARVEY Letter-bk.

(Camden) 3 Miht had alreddi overcumd riht. 1579 LODGE
Repl. Gossan's Sch. Abuse (Hunt. Cl.) 12 Pindarus colledg
is not fit for spoil of Alexander ouercome. c 1648-50
BBATHWATT Barnabces Jrnl. iv. xxvii, But their purpose
I o'ercommed, 1651 HOBBES Leviath. Concl. 391 He. .that
is slain, is Overcome, but not Conquered, a 1703 BURKITT
On A7

". T. Mark xiv. 72 His fears overcame his faith. 1825
J. NICHOLSON Operut. Mechanic 82 The quotient will be the
resistance overcome at the circumference of the wheel.

1875 MANNING Mission //. Ghost x. 268 Unless we have
fortitude to overcome these temptations, they will over-
come us.

T~ b. To be victor in, gain, win (a battle). Obs.

'1205 LAV. 31684 And gif Oswy..bat feht ma^en ouer-
cumen we him sculle3 to luktm. c 1330 R. BRUNXE Chron.
(1810) 6Tuenty grete batailes Ine ouerkam. 1574 HELLOWES
Gueuaras Fain. Ej>. \ On the day they had ouercome any
battaile. 1585 T. WASHINGTON tr. Nicholay's b'oy. in. iii.

73 [They] haue gotten & ouercome diuers battels.

c. absoL or intr* To be victorious, gain the

victory, conquer.
a 1325 Prose Psalter l[i]. 5 pa-tou be made ryjt-ful m J>y i

wordes, and
j>atou ouercum whan J>ou art mged. 1382

WVCLIF Rez>. iii. 21, I shal 3tue to him that shal ouercome,
for to sitte with me in my troone, as and I ouercam, and sat

,

vyith my fadir in his troone. 1489 CAXTON Faytes of A. in. i

Hi. 171 They of the chyrche ought not to reuenge hem but !

ought to ouercome by suffraunce. 1561 DAUS tr. Bullingcr
on Apoc. (1573) 74 A Lion of the tribe of luda hath ouer-
commed. 1652 F. OSBORNE Plea Free State coatp. iv.

Monarchy 4 Making that arbitrary and at the will of the

Vanquished, which is imposed without exception, on all that
Overcame. 1842 TENNYSON Godiva 10 But she Did more,
and underwent, and overcame.

3. Of some physical or mental force or influence : .

To overpower, overwhelm; to exhaust, render help-
|

less; to affect or influence excessively with emo-
!

tion. Chiefly in pass. const, with, rarely ^y. In

pa. pple. sometimes ^euphemistically) = overcome i

by liquor, intoxicated. [OvEK- 2, 21.]
cioS/oCott. Cleopatra Gloss, in Wr.-Wiilcker 374/1 Con-

'

sternati, ofercymene. Ibid. 458/24 Obstipuit^ forhtode, !

ofercymen wses. 1297 R. GLOCC. (Rolls) 6290 He ne dorste

Efeblesse

telle Edmond, vor fere Laste, gyf he vnderjete,
t he were so ouercome, pat he nolde fine ar he adde is lif

n binome, c 1386 CHAUCER Millers Prol. 27 Thou art
a fool, thy wit is ouercome. c 1430 Life St. Katlu (1884) 33

|A merueylous lyght wherof (?e holy virgyn was ny$e ouer-
\

come wyth wonder and merueylynge. c 1450 Mirour
Saluacioun. 2897 She was so feynt and ouercomen for
sorowe. 1530 PALSGR. 648/1, I ranne so faste that I was

'

almoste overcome with ronnyng. 1590 SPENSER F. Q. \\.

i. 23 And now exceeding griefe him overcame. 1658
A. Fox Wurts? Surg. \\. \. 48 A strong Medicine is to ,

ppwerfull for a weak body, and overcomes his nature. 1756
i'oLDERVY Hist. 2 Orphans IV. 30 In a very short time
this female was (what good women term) overcome. 1844
DICKENS Mart. Chuz. xxx, The architect was too much

I

overcome to speak. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. iv. I. 500 \

' )ne of the proscribed Covenanters, overcome by sickness, !

had found shelter in tbe house of a respectable widow,
j

1882 UE WINDT Equator 116
'

Schnapps'. .had. .been too
much for them, and ere dinner was over they were all to

1

use a mild expression overcome.

T b. To obtain or have sway over (the mind or

conduct) ; to dominate, possess. Obs. rare.

1377 LANGL. P. Pt. B. xm. n How HS coueitise ouercome
clerkes and

prestes. 1568 GRAFTON Chron. I. 61 He was so
overcome with wrath and cruelnesse, that commonly he was
the death of any that angred him, 1607 SHAKS. Cor. iv. vi.

31 A worthy Officer i' ih' Warre, but Insolent, O'recome
with Pride,

t c. fig. (with a thing also as obj.). To be too
much for

;
to exhaust or surpass the capacity of;

to overload, overflow. Obs.

1697 DRYDEN / 'irg. Georg. \\. 748 Till . . A Crop so plenteous,
as the Land to load, O'ercome the crowded Barns. 1708 I.

'

PHILIPS Cyder \. 34 Th* unfallow'd Glebe Yearly o'ercomes ;

the Granaries with Store Of Golden Wheat.
4. To 'get over'; to surmount (a difficulty or

obstacle) ; to recover from (a blow, disaster, etc.).

[OVER- 5.]
c 1205 LAY. 1934 pa haefde J?a Troinisce men Ouer-comen

[c i7S ouercome] heora teonen pa weoren heo bli&e. 1648
Hamilton Papers (Camden) 244, I found that all the con-
siderable difficult ie I wold meet with wold be in point of the
Divine worship, and I was threatned to purpos that that
was not to \x overcome. 17*5 DE FOE I'oy. round World
(1840) 255 The more difficult.. it was. .the more it would
please me to attempt and overcome it. 1846 GREENER Sc.

Gunnery 261 We have studied long and hard to overcome

296

f
those objections. 1860 TVNDALL Glac. i. x. 66 Enormous

j

difficulties may be overcome when they are attacked in

|

earnest. 1884 D. GRANT Lays North 22 (E. D. D.), I do
believe 'twis full a raith Ere we owercam' the blow.
5. To go beyond, exceed, surpass, excel, out-

strip (in quality, measure, etc.). arch. [OVER- 1 3.]
CI220 Bestiary }$& Ut of his I5rotetume5asmel. .Sat ouer-

cumeo haliweie wii$ swetnesse. 1340-70 Alex. $ Dind. 583
But oure kinde konninge ;ou ouur-comej> noube In alle
dedus ^>at ge don. 1387 TREVISA Higdtn (Rolls) VII. 149
His bodyovercome )?e heist of >e wal. ci6ro ll'omenSaints
197 To goe forward and to ouercome precedent vertuous
actions with better. 1643 BuBROUOHEfl Kxp. Hosea ii. (1652)
176 The idols they had. .did even overcome the Egyptian
idols in number. 1859 TENXVSOX Elaine 448 IJut there is

many a youth Now crescent, who will come to all I am And
overcome it.

f 6. To get over, get through or lo the end of;
to master, accomplish. Obs. FOvKK- 17.]
a 1225 Ancr. A*. 116 Nu

bepfl,
Crist haue J>onc, J>e two dolen

ouercumen. Go we nu, mid Codes helpe, up o5e |ridde.
Ibid. 198 J)eo bet nimeS more an bond Jen heo mei ouer-
cumen. 1573 TuBSKR Husb. li. (1878) nS If meadow be
forward, be mowing of some ; but mowe as the makers may
well ouercome. 1598 W. PHILLIPS Linschoten in Arb.
Garner III. 434 With great misery and labour, they ouei-
came their voyage. 1652 DOR. OSBORNE Lett, to Sir II'.

Tempte (1888) 32, I am extremely glad.. to find that you
have overcome your long journey. 1697 DRVDEN Virg.
Georg. in. 538 Thus, under heavy Arms, the Youth of Rome
Their long laborious Marches overcome.

f7. To come or pass over, traverse (a road,
space, etc.). Obs. [OVER- 10.]
CI2SQ Gen. fy Ex. 1633 Longe weie he siSen ouer-cam.

c 1540 tr. Pol. I 'erg. Eng. Hist. I. (Camden No. 36,1 42 After
thei hadd overcomme the Alpes. 1697 DRYDEX Virg. Past.
ix. 82 Already we have half our way o'ercome.
8. To come or spread over; to overrun; to cover.
Now rare. [OvEK- 9.]
c 1386 CHAUCER Knt.'s T. 1942 Vp to his brest was come

The coold of deeth that hadde hyrn ouercome. c 1475
Lament Mary Magd. 129 With blood ouercome were bothe
his iyen. 1588 SHAKS. Tit. A. \\. iii. 95 The Trees.. Ore-
come with Mosse, and balefull Misselto. 1607 NORDEN
Surc>. Dial, v, 240, I haue a peece of land, ouercome with
a kind of weed that is full of prickles, 1855 HROWNING
Grammar. Fun. 18 All the peaks soar, but one the rest

excels; Clouds overcome it.

fb. Tocomeoversuddcnly,takebysurprise. Obs.
1605 SHAKS. M'acb. HI. iv. m Can such things be, And

ouercome vs like a Summers Clowd, Without our speciall
wonder ?

f 9. intr. To come about (in the course of time) ;

to happen, befall; to supervene. Obs. [?OvR- 14.]
CI374 CHAUCER Troylus iv. 1041 (1069) Thinges alle and

some That whylom ben byfalle and ouer-come. 1382 WYCLIF
Prov. xxvii. i Vnknowende what the dai to ouercome [Vulg.
superventura} bringe forth.

10. intr. To * come to
',

* come round
', recover

from a swoon. Now dial. [?OVER- 17.]
1375 BAKBOUR Bruce xvin. 134 Schir philip of his desynaiss

Ourcome, and persauit he wass Tane. c 1430 .Syr Gener.
(Roxb.) 8399 A swoun she fel as she stoode ; . .Clarionas at
last ouercam And of hir ring grete hede she nam. ?rt 1550
Freiris ofBeruuik 575 in Dttnbur's Poems 304 Fra the wind
wes blawin twyiss in his face, Than he ourcome within a
lytill space. 171^ THOMSON Cloud of Witnesses (1871) 420
(E. D. D.}, I fell into a sound ; and when overcame again,
they were standing about, looking on me. 1768 Koss
HeUnore 20 When she o'ercame, the tear fell in her eye.
Hence Overco'me (f overcomen, ovcrcomed)

ppl.a., conquered, vanquished : also used absoL
1470-85 MALORY Arthur ix. xi, An ouercomen knyghte I

yelde me vnto yoiu 1530 PALSGR. 320/1 Overcome, espris..
mat. 1549 CHEKK Hurt Sedit. (1641) 63 The overcommed
cannotfly,theovercommercannotspoile. 1585!". WASHINGTON
tr. Nicholay's I'oy. i. XXL 26 b, Two great figures of the
ouercome. 1607 TOPSELL Four-f. Beasts (16581 40 The
poor over-corned beast, with shame retireth from the nerd.

Overco'mer. [f. prec. + -ERI.]
1. One who overcomes

;
a conqueror, vanquisher.

c 1340 HAMroLE/Vtw Tr. 30 pan sail bou be..ouerganger
and ouercommere of all synnes. c 1450 tr. De Imitations n.

iii. 43 He ^at can wel suffre, shal finde most pes ; he is an
ouercomer of himself. 111548 HALL Chron., Rich. /// 55
Other stode stil and loked on, entendynge to take parte wl

the victors and overcommers. 1687 J. RENWICK Serin, xxviii.

(1776) 339 The Saints are overcomers and they have palms
in their hands. 1861 TRENCH 7 Ch.Asia 48 Christ sets him-
self forth here as the overcomer of death natural.

2. An appellation assumed by a religious sect

which was started in U.S. in 1881 and founded
a colony at Jerusalem in Palestine.
The name is derived from their interpretation of the

promises made to * him that overcometh' in Rev. ii, iii.

1882-3 in SchaJjTs Encycl. Relig. A'tunvt. III. 1889 De-
velopments of the same kind [as Millerites and other pre-
millennialists] may be instanced in the so-called 'Over-
comers

'

of America.

Overco'ming, vbl. sb. [f.
as prec. -f- -ING i.]

The action of the vb. OVERCOME ; a conquering,

overpowering, overmastering.
<z 1300 Cursor M. 25175 Thoru ouercuming o J>at faand.

1398 TREVISA Barth. De P. R. ix. xxxi. (MS. Bodl.) 99 b/i

Ouercomynge of dej>e and openynge of Paradise. 1585 T.
WASHINGTON tr. Nicholay's I'oy. iv, iii. 115 b, The armie of

Darius, at the ouercomming of Grecia, were armed after this

manner. 1859 J. BROWN Rab <y F., Eyes. .full of suffering,
but also full of the overcoming of it.

Overcoming, ppl. a. [f. as prec. + -ING 2
.]

That overcomes ; overwhelming, overpowering.
1704 NoRRisA&a/ \Vorld\\. v. 303 We. .shall wish to shade

our eyes from thy too powerful and overcoming light, a 1716

OVER-CRAMMED.
' SOUTH&rut. (1717) IV. 63 Crushed to Death under Heaps

of Gold, stifled with an overcoming Plenty. 1824 Miss
FEKKIEK Inher, Ixix, My cloak would be quite overcoming.
Hence Overco-mingly advn in an overcoming

manner
; presumptuously ; oppressively.

1653 H. MORE Conject. Cabbal. iii. 73 That they should
so boldly and overcomingly dictate lo him such things as
are

^not fit. 1840 Taifs Mag. VII. 195 Smelling over-
comingly of musk.

Over-command to Over-commentaried :

see OVER-.

O-verco*mmon,fl. [OVER- 28.] Too common,
excessively common. So O ver-co-mmonness,
too great frequency.
1480 CAXTON Ovid's Met. xiv. iv, The entre [to helle] is

ouercomune.., but fewe oi them that goon theder fynde the
retourne. 1594 HOOKER Eccl. Pol. n. vi. 4 Objecting that
with vs Arguments taken from authorise negatiuely are
ouer-common. 1604 HIERON M'ks. 1.537 They say the ouer-
commonnesse of preaching will breed contempt of preaching.
1690 DRYDEN Amphitryon Ep. Ded., Vertues not over-
common amongst English Men.

Over-compensate to -concern : see OVER-.
O'ver-co*nfidence. [OVER- 29 b.] Too great

confidence, excess of confidence.

1700 LOCKE Hum. Und. iv. xiv. {ed. 3) 394 To check our
over-confidence and presumption, we might by every day's
Experience be made sensible of our short-sightedness. 1862
Miss MULOCK Mistress ff Maid xxiv, In the over-confidence
of her recovery some slight neglect had occurred.

O'ver-CO-nfident, a. [OvEK- 28.] Too con-

fident, having excess of confidence.

1617 HIERON }\'ks. (1619-20) II. 321 Not being aware of
the euill of that oner-confident humour which was in him.
a 1677 HALE Prim. Orig. Man. in. i. 250 Aristotle himself
seems not to be over-confident of this Opinion. 1836 W.
IRVING Astoria I. 67 Mr. Astor was not over-confident of
the stability and firm faith of these mercurial beings.
So O ver-co nfidently adv.

1847 m WEBSTER.

Over-conquer to Overcooked : see OVER-.

O:ver-COO'l, ^ [OVER- 37.] trans. To make
too cool, to cool below the proper temperature, to

chill. So O'ver-coo'led ///. a.

1597 SHAKS. 2 Hen. //*, iv. iii. 98 Thinne Drinke doth so
ouer-coole their blood. 1616 SIRI-I.. & MARKH. Country
Farine 137 The ouer-cooled Horse is cured by giuing him
to drinke Swines bloud all hot with Wine. 1700 FLOVEK
Cold Baths I. ii. 42 Heat helps the Parts over-cooled.

t Overco-pe, v. Obs. rare. [f. OVER- ? 23 +
COPE

T>.~] intr. To exceed one's power of coping.
1628 JACKSON Creed vi. i. xii. 5 Whilst the chief ringleader

of this rebellious rout sought to satisfy this infinity of his
desire, .his capacities did overcope.

Over-copious to Overcorned: see OVER-.

O:ver-corre'ct, v. Optics. [OVER- 24.] trans.

To correct (a lens) for chromatic aberration to such
an extent that the focus of the red rays lies beyond
that of the violet. Opposed to under-correct. So
O :ver-corre*cted ///. a.

1867 J. HOGG Micros, i. ii. 47 The effect., of projecting the
blue image beyond the red ..is called over-correcting the

object-glass. 1884 Science III. 487/2 An over-corrected

object-glass may be adjusted to any desired extent, while
one that is under-corrected can only be used in the state in

which it left the maker's hands. Ibid., Ifwe suppose a person
to be blind to tbe extreme blue and the violet rays only of the

spectrum, to him an over-corrected object-gUss would be

perfect.

O'ver-co'stly, a. [OVER- 28.] Too costly,
that costs too much ;

too expensive.
[1305 PURVEY Rentonstr. (1851)95 If freris bildeoulrcostlew

bousis,] 1603 FLOKIO Montaigne \\. xii. (1632) 309 If it be

over-costly to be found. 1641 KL LLER Holy <$ Prof. St. in.

xiv. 188 Overcostly toinbes are only baits for Sacriledge.

Overcount (-kuu'nt), v. [OVER- 22, 26.]
1. trans. To exceed in number, outnumber.
1606 SHAKS. Ant. $ Cl. \\. vi. 26 At land thou know'st How

much we do o're-count thee. 1858 Penny Cycl. and Suppl.

360/2 Compared with the population of these cities.. the

whole of them little over-counting London alone [etc.].

2. To count or reckon in excess of the reality ;

to overestimate.

1593-4 SYLVESTER Profit Imprisonnt. 350 Nor hurt they
any one, but him that over-counts them. 1897 Review of
Rev. Nov. 547 It is not overcounting to say that millions

are convinced.

Overcourt to Overcoyness : see OVEK-.

Overcover ^>vo.ik#'V3j), v. [OVER- 8.] trans*

To cover over; to cover up completely, bury.

138* WYCLIF Judith v. 9 Whan hungir hadde ouercouered
al the lond, thei wenten doun into Egipt. ^1450 LONELICH
Grail Ivi. 433 As sone as vnder the jate was he gon, On hym
there fyl a gret kernel of ston, And Ouercovered hym bothe

tope and to. 1500-20 DmOA^/VMCf xii. 15 Wel th, warIdly
gloir, and riche array Ar all bot thornis . . Ourcowerd with

flouris. 1540 HYRDE tr. Vires' Instr. Chr. Wont. (1592)
F iij, Why then dust thou overcover it with dirt and mire?

1691-* WOOD Fasti Qxon. II. (R.), The bags were old and
overcovered with dust as if they had lain there 40 years. ,

a 1814 Prophetess n. iii. in Ne^v Brit. Theatre \. 105 Turret,

dome, and spire Are all o'ercover'd with the human swarm.

O:ver-cra'm, v> [OVEK- 2 7.] trans. To
cram or stuff to excess or too much, esp. with food,

and/.f. with information. Hence O'ver-cra'mmed

///. a. So O-ver-cra-m si). : cf. CRAM sb. 4.

1599 A. M. tr. Gabelhouers Bk. Physicke 28/2 Take a good
Capone, which hath binne choackede, & overcrammed.

1683 THYON H'ay to Health 316 Many there are, that be not



OVER-CREASE.
content to Over^ram Nature with too great a Quantity of

Food, but they will needs drown her too, with a deluge of

Drink. 1828 S. R. MAJTLANH Let. to C. Simeon 30 The
miserable, inadequate, and now over-crammed tenement.

1895 ANNA. M. STODDART y. S. Blackie II. 89 Pedantry
hallowed by the dry-rot of ages, or jubilant over-cram, its

mushroom product.

Overcraw, obs. form of OVKKCROW.

f Over-crease. Obs. [f. OVER- + CREASE j/j.i]

An overgrowth, increase causing overflow.

1615 LISLE Du 7>ar/a.v, Xae 121 Some great man of

authority or cunning Pilot.. led the over-creases of some
people thither.

O'ver-credu-lity. [Oro-apc.] Too great

credulity ; the quality of being over-credulous.
1688 2'ittyit-Sayings 22 An over-credulity in matters of

Piety and Devotion. 18*7 SCOTT Let. 14 Sept. in Lockhart

Ixxiv, If I have been guilty of over-credulity in attaching
more weight to General Gourgaud's evidence than it

deserves.

O'ver-cre'dulous, a. [OVER- 28.] Too
credulous, too ready to believe.

1605 SHAKS. Macb, iv. iii. 120 Modest Wisedome plucke-^
me From oner-credulous hast, 1651 WITTIK tr. Primrose 's

/'<>/. Err, To Rdr. 2 Cheating the over-credulous people
l>oth of their Money and Health. 1688 Pulpit-Sayings 22

In such things as these it is the Papists are condemn d for

over-credulous.

Overcreed, etc. : see OVER- 27.

Overcree'p, ?' [OVER- 9.] trans. To creep
over.

1640 SIR J. CUI.PEPER in Rushw. Hist. Coll. in. (1692) I. 33
A Nest of Wasps, or Swarm of Vermin, which have over-

crept the I^uid. 1810 CRABBK Borough \, Faint lazy waves

o'ercreep the ridgy sand. 1854 WHITTIFR Frntt-gifl 17
Its parent vine. .6'ercrept the wall.

t O*ver-crrtic. Obs. [OVER- 29 d.] One
who is critical to excess ; a hypercritic.
a 1661 FULLER Worthies^ Devon 11662) 269 Let no over-

critick causlesly cavill at this Coat.

So O*ver-cri'tical a. [OVER- 28], too critical,

hypercritical ; O'ver-cri'ticism, the practice of

being over-critical, hypercriticism.

1859 HELPS Friends in C. Ser. n. II. v. 102 The habit ofover-

criticism, a hindrance to pleasantness. iSg^C/ticagv Advance
31 Aug., Hampered by. .an over-critical spirit.

O:ver-cr<rp, v. [f. OVER- i, 27 + CROP v.

or sb.]

I. fl. trans. To rise above, overtop. Obs.

1567 MAPI.ET Or. Forest 38 The old Prouerbe is herein
verified : the ill weede ouercroppeth the good corne.

1 2. To crop or lop the head of (a plant).
Obs.

fig* '5^3 GOLDISG Calvin on Dent, cviii. 667 That.. all

our affections be subdued to him and that our lust be oner-

cropped when they would carie vs here and there.

II. 3. To crop 'land) to excess, to exhaust by
continuous cropping.
1789 Trans. Soc. Arts VII. 43 In over-cropping the land.

1850 J[AMES Old Oak Chest I. 283 The eternal cultivation of
the mind is like overcropping a field. 1881 W. BESCE JONES
in Mactn. Mag* XLIV. 128 The bad tenant has taken the
value out by over-cropping and little manure,

b. reft. See quot. (U.S. local.}
1860 BAKTLETT Diet. After. s.v., A planter or farmer is

said to overcrop himself when he plants or
'

seeds
'

more
ground than he can attend to.

So O'ver-cro'p sb. t an excessive or too large crop.
1878 Lumberman's Gaz. 26 Jan., The fears entertained. .

that there would be a ruinous over-crop of logs, .harvested
this winter may be dismissed.

t Over-cro'ss, adv. .prep., a. Obs. [f. OVER
prep. + CROSS ; cf. on cross, across, CROSS sb. 22.]
A. adv. Crossing over something or each other;

across, crosswise.
c 1450 HOLLAND Howlat 345 Syne twa keyis our croce, of

siluer so cleir In a feild of asure flammit on fold. 1601

HOLLAND Pliny I. 74 The com passe of this arme of the sea

is So miles, the cut ouer-crosse 20 miles.

B. prep. Across, over, from side to side of.

i6iiCoTGR.,C/*<wWrtV/&vi/, the woofe of cloth ; the thread
which in weaning runs overcrosse it. 1657 THORN'LEY tr.

Longus' DaphmstfCMotib Laying over-crosse the Chasm,
long, dry, and rotten sticks.

C. adj. (p-vercross]. Lying or placed across;

extending from one side to the other; transverse.

1634 BRERETON Trar. (Chetham) 3 Birch twigs, or bushes,
which they hang upon overcross poles, into the cisterns.

Overcross, v. rare. [OVER- 10.] trans. To
pass or lie across; to cross. lit. and_/".
1567 BAFU(T(2r.Jiferf#X3Thal other black Lead .. groweth

next by siluer, and ouercrosseth his values with it. Ibid. 70
Vnlesse he . . escapeth . . by often turning and ouercrossing
the way. c 159* Greenes Vision G.'s Wks. (Grosart) XII.

244 If my constant thoughts be ouercrost. 1870 Miss
BROUGHTON Red as a Rose (1878) 288 Wet nettles and faded
bents overlie, overcross each cold hillock.

Overcrow (^vaikrff'i") ( v. Also 6 -craw.

[OVER- 2, 21.] trans. To crow or exult over; to

triumph over ; to overpower.
156* J. HKVWOOD Pror. .y Kpigr. (1867) no Whan euer

thou wouldest seeme, to oner crow mee, Than will I surely

ouer^cakill thee. 1590 SIM.NSF.K /'. Q. I. ix. 50 Then gan tin-

villein himtoovercraw. 1597 [see OVERAWE quot. 1579!. 1602
SUAKS, Ifant. v. n. 364 The potent poyson quite ore-crowes

my spirit. 1616 STRFL, MARKEI. Country Farme 85 The
Cocks also doe l>eat one another for the Hennes..and he
that ouercommeth, ouer-croweth the other which is oner-
come. 1642 ROGERS Naaman 329 Shall I endure such a

, base fellow to overcrow me? 1818 SCOTT Rob Roy xvii, I

sunk it and my head at once, fairly overcrowed^ as Spenser
VOL. VII.
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would have termed it. 1843 BORROW Bible in Spain li.

293/2 The coasts are exceedingly high and bold, especially
that of Spain, which seems to overcrow the Moorish. 1889
' R. BoLDBBWOOO '

Robbery under Arms viii, There wasn't
another man living that could overcrow me.

Overcrowd (^vDikrau-d), 7-. [OVER- 27.]
1. trans. To crowd to excess; to overfill with or

as with a crowd.

1766 SMOLLETT Tra?>. II. xxxi. 122 It does not, on the

whole, appear over-croucled with ornament*. 1848 W. H.
KKLLV tr. L. ftlances ///W/. Ten J'. I. 603 To prevent the

hospitals being overcrowded. 1883
' AMXLK THOMAS '

Mod.
Housewife 86 He sure you don't overcrowd your rooms...
There is nothing more disagreeable to my mind than a crush.

2- ////;. To crowd together to excess, or in too

great a number.
1899 Daily Xcws 24 Jan. 3/3 These people overcrowd into

the already overcrowded smaller properties that He around.
Ibid. 7 Apr. 4/7 The Council's practice of turning out of the

municipal dwellings all families who overcrowd.

Hence Overcrowded ///.#., crowded too much;
Overcrowding rbl. sb. and ///. a.

1861 HFRESF. HOPF Eng. Cathcdr. iqtk C. 204 The risk

with chairs is that of overcrowding. 1862 Maciu. Mag.
Nov. 62 The overcrowded ranks of greedy aspirant*'. 1888
MMS. H. WARD A*. Klsmcre vii. xlix, Her restless and over-
crowded mind. 1894 // 'csttn. Gaz. n Sept. 4/3 The pilgrims,
who attended in overcrowding numbers.

Overcrown, Overcry, etc. : see OVER- i, 22.

OvercrU'St, v. [OVEE- 8.] trans. To cover
over with a crust or layer. Chiefly in pa. pple.
Overcru'sted. Hence Overcru'sting vol. sb.

1603 FI.OKIO Montaigne n. xxxvii. (16321 434 Keeping our
b(xlies all over-crusted, and our pores .stopt with grease and
filth. 1670-98 LASSELS I'oy. Itnly I. 62 The church of S.

Ambrosio. .is neatly overcrusted with marble. Ibid. 104
The roof is to be vaulted all over with an overcrusting of

Lapis Lazuli. 1848 CI.OUGII Amonrs de I'oy. i. in Here,
overcrusting with slime, perverting, defacing, debasing,
Michael Angelo's dome.

Over-culled to -cultivate : see OVER-.

O'ver-ctrnning, sb. [OVER- 29(1.] Excess
of cunning ; too great knowingncss.
1603 FLOHIO Montaigne ut. i. (1632) 446 Truely they make
my cunning overcunning. 1616 Rick Cabinet So Knauery
is an ouercunning of wit and craft, which hath twenty
tricks to cozen others. 1640 HABINGTOX Kdiv. fV^i This
I believe an overcunning in conjecture.
So O'ver-cai'nuing

1

a., too cunning; O-ver-cu*n-

ning"Z'. trans, (nonce-ivd.) ,
to manage too cunningly.

a 1634 MARSTON (Webster), Unadvisedly overcunning in

misunderstanding me. 1801 KARI. MALMESBTRY Diaries

<$ Corr. ly. 5 Loughborough and Auckland appear to have

over-cunning'd the business.

O'vercup, a. [OVER- 8c.] Applied to oaks
in which the acorn is covered by the cup, as in

two N. American species, Qnercits niacrocarpa ,

also called Bur or Mossy-cup Oak, and Q. lyrata.
the Swamp Post -oak or Water \Vhite Oak.
"70S Jrnl. of A. Michanx 15 June, Quercus glandulibus

magnis, capsula includentibus, nommc Overcup \VhiteOnk.

1817 J. BRADBURY Traz>. Amcr. 288 Of the oak only, there
are fourteen or fifteen species, of which the over cup (Quercus
juacrocarpa) affords the best timber. 1865 aftchaujc's
A1 A mer. Syfoa I. 40 Qncrcus lyrata . . is called the Swamp
Post Oak. Overcup Oak, and Water White Oak. .the acorn
is covered by the cup. The name 'Overcup Oak

'

is most
common in South Carolina.

Overcure, obs. form of OVEBCOVER.

O'ver-ctrrious, a, [OVER- 28.] Excessively

curious; fa. Too careful, fastidious, or particular

(pl>$.) ; b. Too inquisitive.
1561 PAUS tr. Bullingcr on A/>oc. (1573"! 76 Who dares be

ouercurious hereafter in searching out the wurkesand iudge-
nientes of hym, whom [etc.]. 1579 G. HARVKY Letter-bk.

(Camden) 63 The commendation ofaneloquenteand orator-

like stile by overcurious and statelye enditinge. 1684 T.
BUKNET Th. Karth n. Pref., To whom therefore such dis-

([iiisitions seem needless, or over-curious, let them rest here.

1773 BURKM Corr, (1844) 1.425, I would not have that care

degenerate into an effeminate and over-curious attention.

1885 Harper's Mag-. Dec. 86/2 May I ask, without seeming
overcurious. .has it any regular haunt?
Hence O'ver-cu'riously adv., in an over-curious

manner; f too particularly or carefully (pbs^}\ too

inquisitively ; O'ver-cn'riousuess.
1561 PACS tr. Bullinger on Apoc. \ 1573! 154 But when this

wo shal l>e . , is knowen lo the fattier alone, and therfore must
not lie searched of vs ouercuriously. Ibid. 69 b, Ouer
curiousnesse [see OVER a. 4]. 1624 DOSNK Serin. \\. (1640)
16 A.ske not thy selfe overcuriously, when this mystery
was accomplished. 1714 MANDFVILLE Fab. Bees (1733) II.

16 It is an incivility strictly to examine and over-curiousl^
to look into matters.

Overcu rtain, t'. rare. [OVER- 8.] trans.

To cover as with a curtain ; to shadow, obscure.
1621 BRATHWAIT Xat. J-^nbassic, Odes Ded. (1877) 287 To

see how sin's orecurtained by night.
Over-custom : see OVER- 29.

O'vercut. [OVKK- 5,1.] f a. A cut or direct

way over a hill, etc. Obs. b. A cutting or incision

from above or on the upper surface.

1636 Boston JVft-.(i877)II. 13 All the ground lying l>etweene
the two brooks. .and soe to the other end unto shortest over-
cut beyond the hill towards the north west. 1883 E. ISYIER-

SOI.L in Harper's Mag. Jan. 202/1 A big two-handed saw
[was] set at work to make the overcut.

Over-dainty to -dangle : see OVER-.

(Xverda're, v. [OVKK- 27, 22, 21.]
1. intr. To be too daring ; to dare too much.

OVER-DELICACY.

1586 WARNER Alb. Eng. in. xvi. (1589! 68 And Danger ouer-

dares, if it from lust ice disagree, a 1592 H. SMITH Wks.
(1867) II. 483 The young man stalks, the old man stoops,
That over-dares, thi^ ever droops. 1599 II. Joxsos Cynthia's
Re->. \. i, We should be said to overdare in speaking to your
nimble deitie.

f 2. frans. To surpass in or overcome by daring ;

to daunt. Obs.

1590 MARLOWK wtd /'/. Tatnbnrl. in. v, I am come, As
Motor did Into the Grecian camp, To overdare the pride i>f

(iraecia. ci6n CHAPMAN Iliad xx. 116 Let not the spirit

of^Eacides, He puer-dar'd ; but make him know, the mightiest
deities Stand kind to him.

So O'verda-ring- ?'///. $/>., the action of daring too
much or being too rash

; presumptuous boldness.
1614 R. TAII.OK Hog hath lost Pearl u. in Dodsley O. /'/.

(1780) VI. 405 That pride cost them the loss of a limb or two,
by over-daring. 1630 ii. JON SON* .AVic Inn iv. iii, Over-
daring is as great a vice As over-fearing. 1656 KAKL
IMoxM. tr. Hoccalinfs Aiivts. fr. Tarnass. \. Ixxviii. (1674)
iffi To (juell the over-daring of those Courtiers.

O-ver-da-ring, ///. a. [OVKK- 28 b.] Too
daring; unduly or imprudently bold ; foolhardy.
1590 MAKI.OWK ]-'chi<. //, i. iv, Meet you for this? proud

over-daring peers ? 1656 KARI. MONM. tr. Boccaliui's Ad^-ts.

fr. J'arr/ass. I. Hi. (1674167 I'y the over-darini; IjoKlness of
dissemblers. 1879 DoWDEN SoittJicy ii. 37 A mild reproof
on over-daring speculation.
Hence O'ver-daTingly adv.

1652 (iAui.r Magastrow. 129 Vea, have not their astro-

logical! falsehoods too often prevailed both to instigate
over-daringly '.'

Overda-rk, adv. [OvF.n- 31.] Till after dark
;

in the dark. (Better as two words : cf. over night.}
18.. .V. Brit. A'tv. (Ogilvie), \Vhitefitld would \\ander

through Christ-Church meadows overdark.

Overdark, -darken, v. : see OVKR- S.

tOverda-ted, a. Obs. [OvKii-iS.] Of \\hich

the date is past ; antiquated ;
out of date.

a 1641 I!i'. Moi N] AfiU Acts .V Man. iv. (1642) 251 I'ut the
man. .had forgotten those out-worn and over-dated courtesies
of Antipatcr. 1641 MII/JON Reform, i. (1851)1 The ^"Sj.el . .

winnow'd, and sifted, from the chafTe of overdated Cere-
monies. 1649 Eikon. xi, Had he also redeem'd hi-; ovt-r-

daled minority from a Pupillage under liishops. [1850 J.

BROWN Disc, our Lord 11852) I. vii. 415 Where is 'over-

dated Judaism
'

and its magnificent temple?]

Over-day to Overdazzling : see OVER-.

t O'verdeal, sh. Obs.
[f.

OVKH- 1 9 + DEAL sb.
]

A part left over or in excess ; surplus, overplus.
1600 HOLLAND Li~>y xr.. .\\.\\i, ioS-5 The over-deale of

twelve thousand footmen of I .alines, and sixe hundred horse-

men. 1610 Caiitden.i Brit. I. 818 Concerning Herwicke
haue heere now for an Ouerdeale, these verses of Malster 1.

lonston.

O:ver-deal, "'. [OVKU- 27.] inir. To deal

too much.
1789 WOLCOTT (P. Pindar) Subj. for Painters Wks. 1812

II. 126, I come not to impute to thte the crime Of over-

dealing in the true Sublime,

O'ver-dea'r, a. [OVER- 25, 27.] Excessively
or exceedingly dear (in various senses) ;

too costly.

[1197 K. (ii.ouc. (Rolls) 8008 per ne ssplde nometenedrinke,
hole it were ouer dere, Come wi}>inne is wombe, ne C\Q\> oner
is suere.] 1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg, 117/1 O my overderest
sones that were the sustenance and staf of myn old age.

1619 T. MILLES tr. tVe.via's Treas. Anc. ff Mod. Times II.

965/2 Which (to my greefe) I fmd now by ouer-deare

experience. 1655 FULLER Ch. Hist. vin. ii. 34 Queen
Mary.. not over-dear to her own husband. 1895 Forum
(N. Y.) Nov. 280 Kven success .. may be bought at a price
over-dear to pay.
as adv. \c 1500 DUNBAR Poems xxxiv. 49

*

>ett ', quod the

Deuill,
' thou sellis our deir '].

Hence O'ver-de'arness.
1680 J. COLLINS Plea Irish Cattle 6 His Majesty loseth

much, .by the Over-dearness of Provisions for his Navy.
Over-deaved: see OVKR- 27 b.

Orverde-ck, v. [OVER- 8, 27.]

fl. trans. To ' deck
'

or cover over. Obs.

1509 BARCLAY Shyfi oj Folys (1570)63 If that he her suspect,
With a hood shall ne unwares be overdect. 1599 A. M. tr.

GabclhoneSs Bk. Physicke 114/2 He causeth the sayede
Image to be overdeckede with an Oxenyde.
2. To deck or adorn to excess.

1712 STEELE Spect. No. 282 ? 6 Our Clerk . . has this

Christmas so over-deckt the Church with Greens, that he
has quite spoilt my Prospect. 1866 Cornh. Mag. Nov. 633
Their heads and necks are overdecked with jewels, feathers,

and flowers.

Hence f Overde'cking vbl. sb. (see quot.).

1605 VKRSTEGAN Dec. Inttll. iii. (1628) 61 The ouerdecking
or couering of beere came to be called berham and after-

ward barme. 1658 PHILLIPS, J3arin> yest, the flourring, or

over-decking of IJeer.

Over-deck, a. : see OVER- 32.

t O'verdeed, sb. (a.) In 3-4 -dede. [OVER-

29 d. Cf. Du. oi'crdaad excess, MHO. iibertat

transgression.] Overdoing; excess, intemperance.
c 1200 Trirt. Coll. Horn. 55 On two wise on drinke, untinie-

Hche and on ouerdede, and on swiche drinkeres cumeS godes
curs. 1340 Ayenb. 55 Me ssel euremo habbe drede, J>et me
ne mys-nytne Ije ouer-dede.

B. adj. Excessive, intemperate.
12. . in O. E. Misc. 103 Inne mete and inne drinke ic habbe

ibeo ouerdede.

Over-deeming, -deep, etc. : see OVER-.

O'ver-delicacy. [OVER- 290.] Too great

delicacy.
1751 SMOLLETT Per. Pic. (1779^

IV. xcv. 162 An over-

delicacy in this respect.. I shall look upon as a disapproba-



OVER-DELICATE.
tion of my own conduct. 1768-74 TUCKER Lt. Nat. (1834)
J. 42 A fantastic air, and an over-delicacy of expression.

O'Ver-delicate,^. [OVER- 28.] Too delicate;

excessively delicate.

1630 R. Johnson*s Kingd. fy Commw. 183 Hee was over-

delicate in his dyet. 1640 BP. HALL Chr. Motifr. i. vii. 62
We should not be wanton, and over-delicate in our content-
ments. 1828 P. CUNNINGHAM N. S. Wales (ed. 3) II. 36
They are not over-delicate in their food at any time.

Over-delicious to -descanting: see OVER.-.

O'Ver-desi're. [OVKE-29d.] Excessive desire.

a 1635 NAUMTQN Fra$m. Reg. (Arb.) 54 Carried and trans-

ported with an over desire and tbirstinesse after fame. 1795
Jemima 1. 196 By her over desire to spare my wife's

fatigue. 1838-9 HALLAM Hist. Lit. III. in. viii. 413 note,
It seems, .to have been ibis over-desire to prove his theory
orthodox, which incensed the church against it.

O'ver-desvr<ms,tf. [OVER- 28.] Excessively
desirous ; f exceedingly desirable (obs.}.

1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg, 132 b/2 What ioye . . that they haue
in the ouerttesirous syght of our lord. 1647 TRAIT Marrow
Gd. Auth. in Comm. Ep. 604 Over-desirous of those dainties.

O:ver-develop, ?'. [OvKii- 27.] trans. To
develop too greatly or to excess; spec, in Photogr.;
see DEVELOP v . 5 b.

1869 Eng. Meek. 19 Nov. 238/3 He would be likely to

over-develope it. 1884 Century Mag. XXV 1 1. 945 A
principle as good as this may be over-developed.
So O'ver-deve lopment, too great development ;

spec, in Photogr. development continued too long
ur with too strong a developer (q. vA
1842 MANXIS-G Serin. (1848) I. 157 Over-development of

peculiarities iu the individual character. 1861 Photogr.
JVfws Aim. in Circ. Sc. (186;) I. if>o/2 'J'here is great
danger of over-development, as some photographers are not
content until the sky is.. black.

Over-deyhouse to -digest : see OVER-.

t Overdi'ght, v. Obs. [OVEK- 1,8.] To cover
overhead

;
to clothe or deck all over. (\\\pa.pple.}

1590 SPKNSFJI /". Q. ii. vii. 53 A silver seat, With a thick
Arber goodly over-dight. 1596 Ibid. iv. viii. 34 Soone as

day discovered heavens face To sinful I men with darknes

overdight. 1607 ttarhy-Breake (1877! 30 And pittied as a
Deare amongst an heard, When he with soyle haih al him
ouer-dight.

p:yer-discha*rge, v. [OVER- 27.] trans.

To discharge too greatly: spec, in Elcctr.^ to dis-

charge an accumulator or storage-battery beyond
a certain limit, an operation injurious to the battery.
So O ver-discha rge sb., the act of" over-discharg-

ing or fact of being over-discharged.
1893 SIR D. SALOMONS Managentt. Accumulators 133 The

causes may.. be traced, .more generally to the cells having
been habitually over-discharged, or left standing for a long
period with little charge in them. 1890 Cent. Diet., Over-

discharge^ sb. Mod. The sulphuiing of the plates was due
to over-discharge. Frequent over-discharges had caused
the plates to buckle.

Over-disciplined to -distant : see OVER-.

Overdo (^vojd//*, Juvajdw'), v. Forms: see

Do. [OE. oferddn OHO. ubarhian, MHG.
iibertnon^ f. ofcr- t

OVER- (26, 27; 21, 22, 24, 17) +
Do z>.]

1. trans. To do to excess or too much
;

to carry
to excess

;
to overact ; to exaggerate.

ciooo /ELFRIC Horn. II. 532 ponne sceal his steor beon
mid lufe Semetegod, na mid wjelhreawnysse oferdon. a 1*25
Artcr. R. 286 Euerich bing me mei, J>auh, ouerdon. Best is

euer imete. 1393 LANGL. /'. PI. C. xiv. 191 The! ouer-
don hit day and nygbt. 1602 SHAKS. Ham. in. ii. 22

Any thing so ouer-done, is from the purpose of Playing.
1638 CHU.LINGW, Relig. Prot. i. vi. 73. 381 Often what
he took in hand, he did not doe it but over doe it. a 1770
JORTIN Serm. (1771) I. v. 87 A disposition and behaviour
which may be overdone as well as underdone. 1871 FRER-
MAN Hist. Ess. Ser. I. iv, 106 With the zeal of a new convert
he overdid matters.

2. intr. or absol. To do too much ; to go to

excess ; to exceed the proper limit.

1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls) VII. 317 Kut he passede and
over dede in gadringe of money. 1539 TAVKUNKR F.rasm.
Prozt. (1552) 21 Some can not do but they overdo. 1657
W. RAND tr. Gassendis Life Peiresc I. 12 Wherein I con-
ceive he overdid. ^1711 GREW (J.), Nature so intent upon
finishing her work, much oftner over-does than under-does.

1890 Univ. fie?'. 15 June 214 He overdoes in both the
burnt-sienna glow of the ' Venetian

'

hair and the unctuosity
of the body-colour.
3. trans. To treat or affect in some way to

excess ; to carry too far.

1623 State Papers, Col. 182 [Lilly was dismissed! because
he would sometimes be overdone in drink. 1847 L. HUNT
Jl/eM, Wet/ten, fy if. I. xiii. 217 Don't you see that it overdoes
your argument? 1875 GREEN Lett. ,1901) 403, I wish he
didn't overdo his case.

4. To cook (food) too much. (Most frequently
in pa. pple. overdone?)
1683 TKVON Way to Health in That it [roast flesh] be

neither over nor under-done, but of the two, it is better that
it be under-done. 1841 GHKSLEV B. Leslie (1843) 254
Aristotle tells of a baker, who asked his employer whether
he liked his meat overdone or underdone.
5. To overtax the strength of; to fatigue, exhaust,

overcome.
1822 LD. KENYON in Li/eA. Bell (1844) III. 283 Dr. Russell

..was quite overdone with his labours. 1858 lir. S. WJLIJKR-
FORCE in R. G. Wilberforce/.//^Ci88i) II. ,\i. 385 At night
ran down too fast, and overdid myself. 1897 W. H.
THORNTON Remin. ll'.-Co. Clergyman vii. 233) I have never
overdone a horse in all my life.
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6. To surpass or exceed in performance; to

I

outdo, excel, arch.
a 1625 FI.KTCHKR Double Marriage iv. iii, Are you she,

That over-did all apes with your honour? 1658 CLEVELAND
Rustic Rampant Wks. (1687) 392 One who could overdo
all Men in Dissembling. 1859 TENNYSON Elaine 468 Wrath-
ful that a stranger knight Should do and almost overdo the
deeds Of Lancelot.

7. intn To do more than suffice : cf. Do v. 20.

1710 PRIDEAUX Orig. Tithes i. 7 In large Towns.. this

provision of a Tenth part will not do; and in other places.,
it will over-do.

[8. Rendering L. transigere-. To pass, spend
;time). Obs.

1382 WYCLIF Ecclns. xxxviii. 28 Eche.smythe. .the whyche
the ny^t as the day ouerdoth [1388 that passith the 11131 as
the dai].

HenceO ver-do (the vb. stem taken as) adj. (notice-
use} ;

Overdoer -d/7'aa), one who overdoes.
1681 BAXTER Answ. Dodwell 150 It is an easie Matter for

Overtloers to add hut a clause or two more to their Oaths
and Subscriptions. 1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa (1811) II. 6
Your overdoer* generally give the offence they endeavour
to avoid. Ibid. VIII. 362 A good deal of blunder of the
over-do and under-do kind.

Over-doctrinize, Over-dogmatism, etc. :

see OVER-.

O:verdoing,T'/. sb. [f. prec. + -ING*.] The
action of the verb OVERDO

; doing to excess.

1340 Ayenl'. 260 Sobrete lokeb mesure ine mete and ine

drinke, bet me ne maki ouerdoinge. c 1400 tr. St-creta

Secret., GiTi>. Lordsh. 53 Man awe gretly eschewe ouer-

doynge and oueralmndance of despens/. 1643 NKTHKRSOLK
Proj. for Peace 11648) 22 In amendment of. .our failings,
and over-doings. 1891 Athenxum 2 May 563/1 The short-

comingsor rather the overdoing of the author are only
too apparent.

O'verdoing, ///. a.
[f.

as prec. + -ING 2.]
That overdoes or does too much.
1612 CiiAi-MAN // 'idowes T. iv. i, This strain of mourning. .

like an overdoing actor, affects grossly. 1614 H. JOXSON
Bart. Fair i. !, You grow r.o insolent with it, and overdoing,
John. 1756 \V. Dono Fasting ted. 2) 9 The very extra-

ordinary and over-doing hypocrite-;. 1858 BI-SHNEI.L Serin.

jV(T7y/.i/9xxii.^1869)318 The one thing needful, quite passed
by in her overdoing carefulness.

Overdome, v. : see OVER- i.

Overdone (^*v3jd-n: stress var.),///. a. (a<fc>.,

sb.}. [Pa. pple. of OVERDO
i-.]

A. ppl.a. Done too much (in various senses of
OVEKDO v.} ; carried to excess

; exaggerated ; over-

cooked ; exhausted
; overcome.

c lopo ./ELFRIC Saints' Lives I. 20 Ontnia nimia nocent,
ba:t is ealle ofer-done Jing daeriaS. c 1175 Lamb. Honi.
101 J>et is on englisc alle ofer done bing deriaS. ^1430 fffr.u

ll'~ise Man tan$t Sonne 87 in Halves />'X-. 50 For ouer-doon
bing vnskilfully Makifc> giijf to growe whanne it is no nede.

1774 MAD. D'Aimi.AY Early Diary 18 Oct., With an over
done civility. 1870 FRKEMAN Norm. Conq. (ed. 2) I. App.
698 The studied obscurity and overdone piety of the .special

panegyrist.

fB. adv. Excessively. Obs.

13.. Minor Poems fr. Vernon MS. (E.E. T.S.) 609/631
J>e ouerdon gredi mon lieggeb ofte his bred, c 1440 Jacob's
li't'll 106 Sumtyme bou art to ouerdone mery, & sumtyme
to ouyr-done sory & to ouyr-done bevy, 1496 Divt-s <y Paup.
(W. de W.) vn. xxviii. 320/2 Moche of our nacyon is gylty
in theft, & ouerdone moche blent with false couetyse.

f C. sb. in phrase at overdone, at an excessive

rate, to excess. Obs.

cxioo OKMIN 2575 Swa ^att nan J>ing alt oferrdon Ne
keppte ^ho to foll^henn. Ibid. 4592 All batt iss att oferrdon
Itt drife}>b fra bin herrte.

Hence f Overdo'nely adv., excessively.
i 1440 Jacob's IVclli-y] 5ifJ>ou gyvejti stodye toouyrdonly

to temperall occupacyoun, for lucre.

O'ver-dOQ:r, sb. and a. [OVER- 33, 32.]
A. sb. A piece of ornamental woodwork, etc.,

placed over a door.

1884 Health Exhib. Catal. 89/2 Mantels, doors, overdoors.

screens, and various articles of furniture, &.C. ornamented
with Lincrusta. 1899 fall Mall Mag. Apr. 461 The State

Ante-room, with its over-doors and over-mantels by Gibbons.

B. adj. Placed over a door.
Mod. An over-door light.

tO'verdorne. Obs. rare 1
, [f. OVER- i d +

dome DUKX.] The lintel of a door.
c 1325 Gloss, Jf. de Bibbesw. in Wright foe. 170 [see DURN].
Overdose u'i'vaid<m's),.tf. [OVER- 29 a.] An

excessive dose, too large a dose.

1690 LOCKK Hum. Und. \\. xxxiii. g 7 Had this happen'd
to him by an Over Dose of Honey, when a Child, all the
same Kffects would have followM. 1762 FKKWKN in Phil.
Trans. LI I. 454 One . .who had taken an over-dose of opium,
and died of it. 1858 W. ARNOT Liitvsfr, Heaven II. xxiv.

197 We shall not be spoilt by over-doses of loving kindness.

O:verdo se, <-. [OVER- 27.]
1. trans. To administer (medicine, etc.) in too

large a dose.

1727 SOMERVILLC Martial Epigr. 47 in Occ. Poems 128
A merry Bottle to engender Wit, Not over-dosed, but

Quantum siijfiffcit. 1777 WRIGHT in Phil. Trans. 1,XVII.

511 Fatal accidents have happened .. from over-dosing the
medicine.

2. To dose (a person, etc.) to excess; to give
too large a dose to ; also transf. of the admixture
of an ingredient, the issuing of stock, etc.

1758 REID tr. Macqners Cheiu. I. 228 As apt to take fire
'

as common Sulphur, if it were not over-dosed with the Acid.

1822-34 Good's Study Med. (ed. 4) 1. 151 If we over-dose the

OVERDREDGE.
'

patient at first, we add to the disease. 1893 Daily Ntws
13 Feb. 2/6 Neither Paris nor London has been overdosed
with new issues of foreign stocks for years past.

Overdose, v. : see OVER- 27.

Over-drafe, -drave, obs. pa.t. OVER-DRIVE.
O'verdra:ft (-draft). [OVER- 27.]
1. Banking. The action of overdrawing an account;

a draft on a bank in excess of the sum standing
to the drawer's credit

;
the amount by which a

draft exceeds the balance against which it is drawn.
1878 JKVONS Prim. Pol. Econ. xiii. 114 A banker naturally

takes care not to allow overdrafts, unless he has great con-
fidence in his customer, or has received a guarantee of

repayment. 1891 Pall Mall G. 22 Aug. 6/2 The company
has a banking overdraft of^i35,ooo.
2. An excessive draft ol men, esp. for military

purposes, alsoy^.
1902 ll'estw. Gaz. 5 Feb. 3/2 So it went on, "until the

country was exhausted by these overdrafts.

Over-drain : see ( )VEK- 29 b.

O'verdrau'ght, -drarft (-draft). [OVER- i.]
A draught passing over or admitted from above
a fire, furnace, kiln, etc. attrib. in Overdraft kiln,

a form of brick- or tile-kiln in which the heated

products of combustion are made to pass down
through the contents of the kiln before escaping by
the chimney flue or Hues.

1884 DA\ is Manuf. Bricks^ etc. vi. 278 The circular, domed
'over-draft' kilns are

largely
used for burning fire-bricks

and terra-cotta products. Ivid. vii. 323 The principal gain
in the circular overdraft kilns is, the impartial and equitable
distribution of heat.

O'VCrdraw, sb.
[f. next.] 1. An act of over-

drawing ;
an excessive draft or demand.

1873 H. SPENCER Shtd. Sot'iol. viii. (1874) 197 There is

such an overdraw on the energies of the industrial popula-
tion [of France] that a large share of heavy labour is thrown
on the women.
2. (In full Overdraw check?)

= OVERCHECK rein.

(U.S.)
Overdraw Vavajdr^*, #>:v3jdr'), v. Forms:

see DRAW v. [OvKR- 10, 4, ii, 27.]
I. fl. trans. Todraw over or across. (Separable

cunib.) Obs.

1375 HARBOUR Bruce xv. 286 In-till a Hull spass, Thar flot

all weill our drawyn wass. c 1400 Smtfdone Bab. 2183
Cheynes he didde ouer drawe That noo man passe myght.
fb. To draw off into another vessel. Obs.

170^ Art ff Afyst. I'intners 34 Overdraw the Hogshead
of Wine some five or six Gallons. Ibid. 56 If the Claret be
not sound and good, overdraw it 3 or 4 gallons, then

replenish the Vessel with as much good Wine Red.

f2. intr. To draw or move over or across; to

pass over or away. Obs.
t 1400 Destr. Troy 673 Sone the day ouenlroghe & the

derke entrid. Ibid. 7630 When the derke ouerdrogh, & f>e

dym voidet, The stourme wex still, stablit the course, a 1415
LVDG. Temple of Glas 610 Alas ! when shal J>is tempest
ouerdrawe, To clere be skies of myn aduersite.

1 3. trans. To draw over or induce to some
course : see DRAW v. 26, 28. Obs.

1603 FLORIO Montaigne \. xlvii. (1632) 155 A higher power
forsooth us over-drawes, And mortall states guides with
iminortall lawes.

II. 4. Banking. To draw money in excess of

the amount which stands to one's credit, or is at

one's disposal. Const. To overdraw ones account

(allowance^ salary, etc.) ; formerly, ones banker ;

also absol.
i
to make an overdraft.

1734 BLRKELEV Let. to Prior 30 Apr., Wks. 1871 IV. 227,
I hope Skipton's first payment hath been made, . . otherwise
I have overdrawn, c 1766 COWPER Let. to J. Hilt Wks.
1837 XV. n, I am sorry my finances are not only exhausted,
but over-drawn. 1798 Geraldina I. 195 He was my banker,
..and used to give me a lecture whenever I overdrew him.

1848 THACKERAY I'an. J-'air xliv, How the bankers and
agents were overdrawn. 1878 JEVONS Prim, Pol. Econ.
xiii, 113 One of the simplest ways of lending money is to allow
customers to overdraw their accounts. 1890

' R. UOLDRI:-

WOOD* Col. Reformer (i8yi) 263 Don't overdraw., more than

you can help.

5. To draw too far; to strain.

1889 Electrical Rev. XXV. 574/2 Mr. A. has. .overdrawn
the bow in endeavouring to make out [etc.].

6. To exaggerate or overdo in drawing, depicting,
or describing.
1844 K. K. N.M'IKK ]\'ild Sports, /iw/v/t

1

,
etc. I. 204 Are not

all these yarns about India rather overdrawn? 1850 F. W.
NEWMAN Phases Faith 210 Many biographies overdraw the
virtue of their subject.

Hence Overdrawing i*bl. sb.
t Overdrawn

(stress var.) ///. a.

1413 Pilgr. Sowle (Caxton) i. iv. (1859) 5 Smertely was
my syght derkyd by ouer drawynge of a grete corteyne.

1463 Mann, fy llouseh. /;>/. (Roxb.) 235 Payd for pesynge
on oowys and ovyrdrawynge off bow is. 1846 MRS. GORE
Sk. Eng. Char. (1852) 134 On the first overdrawing of his

account. 1866 CRI;M[- Banking Hi. 76 With overdrawn
accounts only the sum required is drawn, and on that alone
interest is charged. 1883 SCHAFF Hist. Church I. iv, 268
The dramatic account of James by Hegestppus is an over-

drawn picture.

Over-dread, -dream : see OVER-.

t Overdre-dge, z 1

.
1 Obs. [f. OVER- 8 +

DREDGE v.~"\ trans. To sprinkle powder over.

1594 NASHE Terrors of Nt. Wks. (Grosart) III. 226 Vpon
a haire they [spirits] will sit like a nit, and ouer.dredge a bald

pate like a white scurffe.
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Over-dredge Owvaadre-dg), v? [f. OVER- 27
+ DKEDGE

v.^~\ trans. To dredge (for oysters, etc.)
too much, so as to deplete the beds or waters.

Hence O'ver-dre'dging vbl. sb.

1862 ANSTED Channel /si. iv. xxii. (ed. 2) 509 M. Costa..
has repeopled a number [of oyster bedsj. .exhausted by over-

dredging. 1882 Standard 18 Feb. 5/2 The beds were over,

dredged, undersized oysters were brought to market.

Overdreep, obs. variant of OVERDRIP v.

Over-dress, sb. [OVER- 8c, 29 d.]
1. An outer dress

;
a dress worn over another.

1812 SIR R. WILSON Priv. Diary I. 247, I hurt myself..
by falling on a pocket pistol which I carry in my over-dress.

b. The outer part of a gown made to appear as

if one dress were worn over another, showing in

parts the underdress; the two parts being of different

material or colour.
1881 Truth 31 Mar. 446/1 The second [dres^] is of dark-

blue Genoa velvet, with Pompadour overdress of palest
blue. 1891 Ibid. 10 Dec. 1240/2 A superb dinner-gown,..
The under-dress., has a front of white satin, . .The over-dress
is in velvet of.. dahlia red.

2. (o'ver-dre'ss). Excessive display in dress.

1824 Body $ Soul (ed. 4) I. 60 An absurd aim at pre-

posterous over-dress.

O:verdre;ss, v. [OVER- 27.]
1. trans. To dress to excess ; to dress with too
much

display
and ornament. Also intr* fat refl.

1706 WALSH in Pope's Lett. (1735) I. 58, I have seen many
Women over-dress'd, and several look better in a careless

Night-gown, with their hair about their ears. 1731 POPE
J--P. Burlington 52 Treat the Goddess like a modest fair,
Nor over-dress, nor leave her wholly bare. 1880 Daily Tel.

4 Nov., Servants waste their wages. ., they overdress and
squander. 1883 American VII. 169 They don't overdress
themselves.

2. To embellish too elaborately.
1866 Sat. Rev. 7 Apr. 421/1 Theocritus. .never overdoes

his subject or overdresses his language.
3. To dress or cook (food) too much.
1775 ADAIR Anicr, fnd. 412 In order to destroy the blood,. .

they over-dress every kind of animal food they use. 1802
IJhDDOfcs liyffcia iv. 31 To overdress the meat till it is unfit
to be eaten.

t Over-dre'VC, v. Obs. rare. [In form from
OVER- 8 + DUEVE v., but the sense appears to be
connected rather with DRIVE f.] trans. To stud
as with nails driven in over the whole surface.
c 1400 Rowland fy O* 1205 Alle his armours was ouer

dreuede With stones of grete renoun.

O:ver-dri'nk f
v. [OK. oferdrincan = OHO.

itbartrinchan, MUG. iibertrinken^ Du. (zich} over-

drinken\ f. ofer-, OVER- 27 -* drincan to DRINK.
The i6th c. use may be a new formation : cf. OVER-
EAT v.~\ intr. and refl. To drink too much, drink
to excess or to intoxication.

0897 K. /ELFKED Gregory's Past. C. xlix. 381 Swa hwa
swa ooerne drenc5, he wiro self oferdruncen. c 1000 Eccl.
Inst. c. 40 in Thorpe Laws II. 438 Ne oferdrincao" Se eow
uines. 1577 Test. 12 Patriarchs (1706) 69 Ashamed to
over-drink himself. 1598 SVLVKSTER Du Bartas n. ii. i. A rk
541 Noah.. One-day, .making merry drinking, over-drunk.
1626 BACON Sylva 462 Cucumbers, .doe extremely affect

Moisture ; And over-drinke themselves. 1730 BURDOH/Votf/
Farrier (1735) 21 If he. .is hot, he will over-drink himself.

1865 MILL in Even. Star 10 July, It did not say that they
were to over-eat and over-drink themselves.

So fO'verdrlnk^., drinking to excess, drunken-
ness. Obs.
U 897 K. ALFRED Gregory's Past. C. xviii. 129 Behealdaft

eow oict se ne xehefejien eowre heortan mid oferajte &
oferdrynce.] ^1175 Lamb. Ifoitt. 153 Hwenne be mud.,
sune^ed on muchele etc and on ouer drinke.

tOverdri'p, v. Obs. Also 6 -dreep(e. [f.

OVER- i + DRIP v. : cf. OVERCROP z\] trans. To
drip over ; to overhang, overshadow

; also_/
r
.

1587 GOLUINO De Mornay xi. 157 When thou seest it [the
Sea] ouerdreepe the earth, and threaten it with drowning.
1592 NASIIK/'. Penilcsst: I ij, The aspiring nettles with their

.shadie tops shall no longer ouer-dreep the best hearbs, or

keep them from .. the sunne. 1601 SIR W. COBVWALUl Ess.
11. Hi. (1631) 332 These.. plants, that grow in the shadow,.,
since greatnesse cannot so overdrip them. ai6$9\$i: BKOWN-
KIG Semi. (1674) I. ii. 25 They may sometimes over-drip us,
but they are a shelter to us.

Overdrive (see below), v. [OE. oferdrifan
= MHG. iibertribtiii\)\\.overdrijveny Lofer- OVKK-

4, 5, 17, 10, 27 -f drifan to DRIVE.]
tl. trans, {overdrive). To drive away, disj>el ;

to overthrow. Obs.

<igS<> Durham Ritual (Surtees) 38 God (5v 5e 5io&tro

gidvoles wordes ftines lehte oferdrifest [L. depellis\. c 1000
/ti.i KIC Saints Lives (1885) I, 232 O'dbait se eadija petrus
hone arleasan ofer-draf. 1375 HAKBOUK Bruce iv. 661 Hot
feill anoyiithoill^lie sail, ..lioi ^Iieball thame ourdriffilkane.

iS7$Safir. Poems Reform, xxxix. 22 And, as I dout not, wil

ourdryue thir dangeris.

f2. trans. To cause (time) to pass; to bring to

an end ; to pass, spend. Sc. Obs.

1375 BARBOUK Bruce xix. 481 Qwhen thai [that] day
ouidtivyn had. 1528 LYNDKSAV Dream 32 More pleasandlie

weeping, but sleeping, The nichts I ouerdryve.
t b. intr. Of time : To pass away, elapse. Of

a person : To let the time pass ; to delay. Obs.

1375 HARBOUR Bruce v. 3 Quhen vyntir tyde Vith his

blastis.. Wes ourdriffin. 01400-50 Alexander 1505 Sone

|re dyrke ouer-drafe &
J>e day springez. c 1450 St. Cuthbert

(Surtees) 5253 pus |>ai our draue som what lange. 1513
DOUGLAS j'Eneis xin. ix. 51 Thelang-.nycht Gan schape full

fast to mak schort and ourdryve. 1533 BKLLENDEN Liry
v. (1822) 437 The time wes lang oure drevin but ony inclina-
cioun of victorie to athir side.

f3. trans. To drive over. Obs. rare.

-1420 Sir Amadace (Camden) xlviii, Stithe stormes me
ore-drofe.

4. (twvaidrai'v). To drive too hard; to drive or

work to exhaustion ; to overwork. Alsoy?^.
a 1450 MYKC 1813 When bat he ys so ouer-dryue[nj pat he

may no lengur lyue[n]. 1551 BIBLE Gen. xxxiii. 13 Kwes
and kyne with yong.. wliicli yf men shoulde otieidrytie but
euen one daye, the hole flocke woulde die. 1677 GIU-IN
Detmmol. (1867) 341 Satan is gradual in his temptation-., .and
is very careful that he do not over-drive men. 1703 COLI.IIIR

Ess. Mar, Suf>j. n. (1709) 176 They don't over-drive their
Business. 1884 Expositor Jan. 26 He.. ruins his analogy
by overdriving it.

Overdriven i>rvo.idri-v'n : stress var. ),///..
Also 8 -drove. [Pa. pple. of prec.]
1. That is driven too hard.

1767 Ann.Keg.g6 An over-drove ox, entering the Guildhall,
threw the whole Court into consternation. 1849 MACAULAY
Hist. Eng. x. II. 60 1 The .sufferings, .of an overdriven post-
horse. 1884 ANNIE S. SWAN Dorothea Kirke iii. 30 The
wandering of an over-driven brain.

b. fig. Used to excess, hackneyed.
iSSS'W. MINTO in Encycl. Brit, XXIV. 670/2 The banish-

ment of a few overdriven phrases and figures of" speech from

poetic diction.

2. Driven or made to project beyond the general
line.

1830 Edin. Encycl. IV. 503 An overdriven Keystone, or

Console, as it is termed, is one of the most iiMial ornaments
of the Archivolt.

Overdroop, -drowse, etc. : see OVKK-.

t OverdrO'p, v. Obs. [OVER- i.] trans. To
drop over or upon ;

to overhang, overshadow.
1608 DOD& CLLAVER Expos. Prvv. xi-xii. 135 Their toppes

aloft, and braunches broad, and ihercl)y ouerdroppe all that
is under them. 1677 in Cleveland's Gen. Poems Kp. I>cd.

A iv, How enviously our late Mushrom-wits look up at him
because he overdroppeth them.

t Overdrown, v- Obs. [OVEH- 8.] trans.

To flood with water
;

to submerge, inundate
;
to

drench or wet excessively. Hence f Overdrowned
///. a., f Overdrowning vbl. sb.

c 1400 tr. Sccreta Secret., Gov. Lordsh. 59 Yn rayns fallys
thondres i^; leuenynges, it ouer-drownynges fjurgh flotlcs.

1579 FKNION Cuicciard. (1618) 255 Subject to raines, which,

by reason of the lownesse of the place, do so ouerdrownc it.

1615 BROWNE Brit. Past. \\. \. 7 Casting round her ouer-
drowned eyes. 1633 FOKD I.ovcs Sat'r. n. iv, Those eyes,
Which lately were so overdrown'd in tears.

O'ver-dry, a. [OVKK- 28.] Too dry. So
O ver-dryness, excessive dryness.
1591 SVLVLSTER Du Bartas \. ii. 396 The better so, with a

moist cold, to temper Th' one's over-drinesse, th' other's hut

distemper. 1616 SURI-L.& MARKH. Country Earing yx> That
brings it [hay] to a rottennesse or ouer-drinesse, which is

verie ill for milke. 1626 BACON Syfca 706 Either by an

over-dry heat, or an over-moist heat.

O:ver-dry, v. [OVER- 27.] a. intr. To
become too dry, dry up. b. trans. To dry too

much, make too dry.
1495 Trei'isa's Burth. DC P. R. xvii. clxxx. <W. de W.)

V vij/2 In grauely londs . . the vyne ouerdryetli \Bodl. J/.V.

fordrie^] and faylleth. i6zi BURTON Anat. Aid. I. ii. i. i.

(1676)43/1 Buttered meats, condite.powdrcd, and over-dryed.
Overdue (o"-\3i<\\fr : stress var.), a. [OvEii-

24 b.] More than due; past the time when due.

a. ( )f a bill, debt, etc. : Remaining unpaid after

the assigned date. b. Of a ship, train, etc. : That
lias not appeared, or arrived, at the lime fixed.

1845 STKPHKN Coiniu. Laws Eng. (1874) 11.97 Overdue
bonds for the payment of money. 1858 SIMMONUS Diet.

Trade, Overdue, . .as an unpaid account or bill of exchange- ;

a vessel, train, etc. past time. 1884 H'eekly Notes 17 May
124/1 JNIortgage debentures of the company, the interest on
which was overdue. 1899 Daily News 2 Mar. 9/1 It is of
vast importance, when an overdue bhip is reported to be

safe, that those concerned should know it. Mod. The train

is already half an hour overdue.

Over-dull, -dure, -dust: see OVEK-.

fO'ver-dyed,///. a. Obs. [OVER- 8.] Dyed
over with a second colour.

1611 SIIAKS. Wint. T. \. ii. 132 But were they false As
o're-dy'd Blacks, as Wind, as Waters.

O'ver-ea -

ger, a. [OVEK- 28.] Too eager,

excessively eager or keen.

1575 TUKULRV. Eaulconrie 333 [Shel feedeth so greedily
upon it by reason she was kept overeager and sharp. 1684 J.
(JOOHMAN Wint. Ev. Co'if. \. (1705)20 Extravagance in ttie

more modest and private, but over-eager pursuits of these
Recreations [games of chance]. 1865 DICKENS Mitt. />. n.

xii, Over-eager for the cause of justice.

Hence O'ver-ea'gerly adv., O ver-ea-gerness.
a 1600 HooKtK Ecd. Pol. vii. xvii. 4 Of such nature,

that to himself no man misht over-eagerly challenge them,
without blushing. 1670 MILTON Hist. Eng. v. Wks. (1847)
532 Pursuing themovereagerly into York, a i7aoSnhFHLi.D
(Dk. Buckhm.) Wks. (i753J II. looSuch an over-eagerness,. .

instead of hurting me, only exposes themselves. 1885
Spectator 25 July 063/2 Over-eagerness for office had com-
pelled them to sacrifice all their respectable principles.

O*ver-ea*rly, adv. and a. [OVEK- 30, 28.]
Too early ; premature ; prematurely.
[ci4oo Rule St. Benet (E. E. T. S.) u J>e barne M is

done fra his modir milke ouir arlike.] 1605 BACON Adv.

\ Learn, i. v. 4 Another Errour..is the ouer-eariy and per-

emptorie reduction of Knowledge into Arts and Met nodes.

1856 MKS. BROWNING A to-. Leigk \. 56 Children learn by such
Love's holy earnest in a pretty play And get not over-early
solemnised.

O'ver-ea'rnest, - [OVER- 28.] Too earnest.

So O'ver-ea-ruestly adv., O ver-ea'rnestness.
(1581 PKITIK tr. Gttazzds Civ. Com1

. \. (1586) 6 It is not

good . . to occupie your minde ouer earnestlie.] a 1586
SIDNEY j4rcdYa (1622) 285 His men following ouer-earnestly.
1601 SHAKS. Jul. C. iv. iii. 122 Yes Cnssius,.. When you are
ouer-earnest with your Brutus, Hee'l thinkc your Mother
chides, and leaue you so. 1774 BI/KKE Amer. Tax. Wks.
II. 392 Some mischief happened .. from this over-earnest
zeal. 1864 WKHSIKK, Ovcrearnestness,

O'Ver-ea'Sy, a. [( )VEU- 28.] Too easy. So
O ver-ea'sily adv., O'ver-ea'siuess.
1597 HOOKLR Eccl. Pol. v. .\.\i.v. 2 S. lerorne, whose

custome is not to pardon ouer-easily his Aduersaries. 1626
DONNK Serin. \\. ;,j Him that is ovcr-easie to be scandalized.

1843 J- ^- NI-:\VMA\ Miracles 34-.) 'J'he historian had no
leaning towards over-easiness of belief.

t O'VCreat, sb. Ol>s. [OE. ofcrxt masc
,

f.

*oferetan\ cf. OS. cvardt, OIIG. u&ant;.] The
action, or an act, of overeating ;

a surfeit.

6-897 K. /ELl'Ki;i> Gregorys Past. (.'. .\viii. 129 Behealda3
eow o^el ^e ne ^eliefe^ien eowre heortan mid ofera:te iX

oferdrynce. c 1200 I'rin. Coll. lloin. 63 Wi^^m.; of c.-t-

metes, and oueretes, and unlimliche etes.

Overeat (J^vorirt), v. [OVEK- 27, 22, $.

(An OK. ^ofCretan \ )IIG. ubarezzftn, MHO. iiber-

c^i'tt, is not recorded.)]
1. To cat too much, eat to excess, surfeit oneself

with eating, a. intr. (Now rare.} b. rejl. (The
usual construction.)

1599 T. M[OUFKT] Silkwonnes 43 Vet bath your fruit tliis

blotte, to ouer-eate, And glutton-like to vtjmit vp their

nieate. 1678 ^!RS. BHHN .V/;- /'. l-'aiuy iv. iii, Nay, Sir, he
hath overeaten himself at breakfast. 1848 THAI.KK KAY I'tin.

J-'nir \\v, She has only overeaten herselfthat is all.

f 2. trans. To eat more than (another) : inquot.,

hy his cattle. Obs. (Cf. I'^AT v. 6 b.

1523 t'lTZHERBt llusb. 123 Than .shall not the ryche man
ouer-eale the poore man with his cattell.

t 3. To eat or nibble all over or on all sides.

fig. 1606 SHAKS. Tr. fy Cr. v. ii. 100 The fragment--. -< i ,ip -,

tne bits, and grea/.ie relique,s, Of her ore-eaten faith ate

bound to Diomed.
Hence Overea'ten ///. a. (see 3) ; Overea'ting

vbl. sb.

1828 Miss MmoRM I'illusc Ser. in. (1863) 105 She. .sent

me cakes, wit Ii cauliuns against over-eating, and needle-cases
with admonitions to use them. 1892 Spectator 19 Mar. 40j
J'he greedy dog, which continually falls ill from over-eating.

Over-edit to Over-encrust : see OVKK-.

t O'ver-e'nd, overend. Obs. [OVER a. +

END st>., written as one word
;

see OVKK- i d.]
The upper end, the top.
[a 1300 See OVKR a. i ft. c 1440 Jacob's Well 214 Syttyn.^e

on )>e ouer ende of a laddcre.] 1448 in Willis & Claik

Cambridge (i886J II. 8 At the netlierend squar vij inch and
at the overend vi inches. 1551 [see OVKK a. i ft]. 1725
in S. O. Addy Hall of It 'alt/u-o/^ifyy 155 A place, .called

Campo Lane, being the overend of the said croft,

Over-engage to -enrichment: see OVEK-.

O:ver-e-nglish, v. Obs. rare" 1
. [OVEK- 27.]

trans. To overdo in English ;
to exaggerate in

description< (Cf. Shaks. JMcrry IV. i. iii. 52.)
1599 B. JOXSON* Ev. Alanoufo/Huiu. (Dram. Pers.,Puntar-

volo.t, A vain-glorious knight, over-englishing his travels.

O^ver-e'Hter, v. [OVER- 26 or 27.] trans.

To enter (an item in an account; in excess of the

j)roper amount. So O'Ver-e'ntry, an excess entry.
1769 KruKK Prcs. St. A'tit. Wks. II. 74 Every thing which

the author can cut off with any appearance of reason for the

over-entry of British goods. 1812 1. SMYIH Pntcf.Cvsfotrjs

(i8iM) 337 The over entry must be obtained in the following
manner: On the back of the Warrant, at the bottom, must
lie certified the quantity of the goods over entered, thus :

Upon examination, we find the merchant has over entered

sixty-seven pounds of thrown bilk. //'/>/., t/ctc, Explanation
of the London mode of making out Over Entry Certificates.

Overeorninde, -ernne, obs. ff. OVEKHINNING,
-EDK.

tO'Verer, a. and j&l Obs. [Comparative of

OVEII a. : cf. OllG. obcroro^ MUG. oberert and

Kng. INNKKKH.]
A. adj. Upper ; higher in position.

ij[88 WYCI.M-- Job xxxviii. 30 The ouer \v. r. ouerer] part of

occian. f 1430 Art Noud>ryng (E. E. T. S.) 12 That the last

uf the lower nombre may not Ijc witli-draw of the last of the

ouerer nombre for it is lassc than the lo\\er.

B. sb. i^the adj. used elliptically).
1. The upper part or region.

1x1340 HAMTOLK Psalter Prol. 3 An instrument, .of ten

cordis, and gifes J?e soun fra he ouerer, tliurgh touchynge of

hend. Ibid. ciii. 3 J>ou bat hilis \\\\> \\:itirs Je ouerer of it

[L. superiora. fius]. Ibid. 14 Wetand hilles of his ouyrerc
[ L. dc supcrhribus sui's}.

2. The upper of two things.
c i^o Art Nouibryng (E. E. T. S.) 10 In the place of the

ouerer sette a-side, rite a digit that is a part of the com-

ppnt-de. Ibid. 16 Suche a digit founde and withdraw fro

his ouerer.

3. A person higher in station, a superior.

^1449 PKCOCK Kefr. Pro!, i Correccioun .. longith oonli

to the ouerer anentis his netherer, and not to (he netherer

anentis his ouerer. Ibid. 299 Forwhi in twomaners ouerers

mowen holde and vse her ouerte vpon her vndirhngis.
3S 2



OVERER.

Overer (Ju'varaj), sb? local, [f. OVER adv. +
-ER.l See quot.
1892 E. B. JAMES Lett, /. of Wight (1806) II. 347 The

local and familiar word 'overers', by which the people of

the Isle of Wight designate such of the inhabitants as are

not born natives. 1892 Edin. Rev. July 237 The list of

'overers' whose connection with it has enriched its fame,
is longer and more brilliant.

t O verest, ., sb., adv. Obs, [Superlative of

OVKU adj. and adv.: cf. OHG. ohardst, MHG.
obcrest) Ger. oberst ;

also the Eng. utterestJ]

A. adj. 1. Highest in position, uppermost ;

outermost, covering all the rest.

1381 WYCLIF Exod. xxxix. 21 And thei maden..a hode in

the ouerest [1388 hi5ere, Vulg. superhri} parti a^ens the

myddel. c 1386 CHAUCKK fro/. 290 Ful thredbare was his

ouereste courtepy. 1481 CAXTON Godcffroy cv. 161 The
ouerste part of hym fyl to the ground and that other parte
abode styll syttyng on the hors. 1483 Gold. Leg. 81 b/i
Anon she wente in to ouerest parte of her hows.

2. _/# Highest in station, quality, etc.

1481 CAXTON Reynard (Arb.) 68 Who that wylle taste of

the ouerest wysehede. .he muste faste and make hym redy

aycnst the bye festes. 1567 Gude <y Godlic B. (S. T. S.) 43

They straif quha suld be ouerest. [1894 F. S. En, is

Reynard 214 For they who overest wisdom love, Must fast

against the festals high.]

B. sb. 1. The uppermost part or region.
a 1300 E. E. Psalter cm. 3 pat hiles with watres overestcs

fL. superiora] his. 14. . Stockh. Med. MS. \. 137 in Anglia
XVIII. 298 Scome of te ouerest twye or thrye, And J>anne
late itstonde kole & drye,

2. A person supreme over others ; a ruler.

1474 CAXTON* Chesse in. ii. (1883) 85 As sone as the masse
is doon he deliuerith hit to his ouerest or procuratour. 1483

Gold. Leg. 376 b/i By the commaundemente of his oueryst
and requests of the kynge he was sente in to . . Englond.

C. adv. In the highest or uppermost place;
over all, so as to cover all the rest.

<T 1450 Le Morte Arth. 846 An Appllle ouereste lay on

lofte, There the poyson was in dighte. a 1450 Cov. Myst.
(Shaks. Soc.) 307 (Stage Direct.) Thei xal don on Ihesus

clothis, and overest a whyte clothe.

O:ver-estee'iu, v. [OVKR- 27.] trans. To
esteem too highly, or beyond the true worth ;

to

think too highly of.

a 1639 W. WHATELEV Prototypes i. xix. (1640) 239 Pride

is a vice., in this, that it causeth a man to over-esteeme
himselfe. 1745 J. MASON Self Know!, n. x. (1853) J 58 He
does not overe.steem them for those little accidental Ad-

vantages in which they excel him.

p-.ver-e'stimate,
v. [OVER- 27.] trans.

To estimate too highly ;
to reckon or value at too

high a rate.

1840 R. H. DANA Bef. Mast xxiii. 73 Like most self-

taught men he over-estimated the value of an education.

1858 LD. ST. LEONARDS Handy-bk. Prop. Laiv xx. 155
A man over-estimating the value of his property, or not

allowing for its depreciation.

So O'ver-e'stimate sb. t too high an estimate ;

O'ver-estima'tion, the action of over-estimating.
1809 HAN. MOKE Ccelebs I. xix. 275 An over-estimation of

chaiacter. .is an infirmity from which even worthy inen are

not exempt. 1846 WORCKSIKR, Overestimate^ too high an

estimation. Norton. 1856 LEVER Martins ofCro M. 124.

1899 Westin. Gaz. 15 Feb. 8/1 The loss through systematic
over-estimates, .will probably amount 10^200,000.

Over-exact to Over-excelling : see OVER-.

O:ver-exci'te, v. [OVER- 27.] trans. To
excite too much.
1825 J. NKAL tiro. Jonathan I. 25 If he were over excited.

1865 Pall Mall G. 4 Aug. 3/1 The whole principle^of the

cure is to excite, and not over-excite, the organic activities.

So O'ver-exci'ted, O'ver-exci'ting-ppl. adjs. ;
also

O'ver-excitabi'lity ; O'ver-exci'table^.; O'ver-

exci'tement.

1836 SIR H. TAVLOR Statesman xi. 78 One who should

feel himself to be over-exciteable in the transaction of

business. 1847 Wr.usTLK, O^ >erexcitt:ment. 1849 H. MAYO
Pop. Superstit. v. 81 France appears to be . . a product of

over-excitability, which time blunts. 1856 LEVKK Martins

of Cro
1 M. 376 The mere wanderings of an overexcited

mind. 1884 J. SULLY Outlines of Psychol. xi. 466 All

transition from states of over-excitement to modes of quiet

activity is agreeable.

Over-exercise: see OVEH- 290.

O:ver-exe*rt, v- [OVER- 27.] trans. To
exert too much

; usually reft, to exert oneself

beyond one's strength, to put forth too much effort.

So O'ver-exe'rtion, excessive exertion.

1837 Lett.fr. Madras (1843) 66 He fell a victim to over-

exertion of mind and body. 1848 DICKENS Dotnbey ii,
4 Don't you over-exert yourself, Loo', said Chick. 1882 Miss
HKAUDON Mt. Royal II. Hi. 46 Be sure that she doesn't

over-exert herself.

Over-expenditure, etc. : see OVER-.

O:ver-expo'se, v. [OVER- 27.] trans. To

expose loo much; spec, in Photogr. to expose (a

sensitized plate) to the light for too long a lime,

so as to produce a faulty negative. So O'ver-

expo-sed///. a., O'vcr-expo'sure,
1869 Eng. Aleck. 3 Dec. 281/3 ^V judicious management

of the developer, an over-exposed and under-exposed plate
can be made to work equally well. 1873 Ktntttetfgtfs Yng.
Gent1. Mag. Sept. 615 My portraits will suffer from over-

exposure. 1889 Atlantic Monthly Nov. 586 Passion cannot

possibly hold out. It gets chilled by over-exposure. 1890

Anthony's Photogr. Bull. III. 287 The best negatives are

not those taken the quickest; sooner over expose, than

under expose.

300

Over-express to Over-extreme : see OVER-.

t Over-eye', v. Obs. [OVER- i (c).] trans. To
cast one's eye over, have an eye to

;
to watch,

observe
;
to look after, watch over, take care of.

1588 SHAKS. /.. L. L. iv. iii. 80 Here sit I in the skie,

And wretched fooles secrets heedfully ore-eye. 1638 I''OKD

Fancies v. i, 'Twere better live a yeoman, And live with

men, than over-eye your horses, Whilst I myself am ridden
like a jade. 1681 RYCAUT tr. Gracian's Critick 64 A Woman,
. . who diligently over-eyed, and watched her Charge.

t O'Verfa:ce, sb. Obs. [OVER- i d.] Upper
face, surface.

c 1400 Apol. Loll. 91 Wene we not J?e gospel to be in

word is of writingls, but in wit; not in oner face, but in be
merowe. 1561 T. NORTON Calviti's lust. iv. xx. 169 The
lining creatures that are on the ouerface of the earth.

Overfa ce, v> Ol>$. exc. dial. [OVER- 21, 8.]

1. trans. To look out of countenance, to abash

or overcome, c$p. by boldness or effrontery ;
= OUT-

FACE v. i . (Now dial.)

CIS35 R. LAYTON Let. to Cromwell in Jfcsfs Antlq.
Fttrness (1805) 144 Nor then we cannot be our fayssede, nor
suffer any maner injurie. 11587 FOXK A. <y M. (1847;
VII. xi. 149 The lord chancellor earnestly looked upon hint,

to have, belike, over-faced him. 1607 MARKHAM Caval. \\.

(1617) 206 If you make a strange horse stand before him, as

it were to ouer-face him. 1831 EVEKETT Blacksmith (1834)

99 (E. D. D.) The parson, poor young man ! was overfaced
wiih us, and could not preach.

fb. To brazen out, to carry off with a bold face;
= OUTFACE 4. Obs.
1600 AIIP. ABBOT Exp. Jonah 530 Boldly to over-face that,

winch justly may be reprooved.

f 2. To cover the face or surface of. Obs,

1632 LITHGOW Trai>. x. 498 The delectable planure of

Murray.., ouerfaced with a generous Octauian Gentrye.

Over-facility, -fag, -faith : see OVER- 27-29.
Overfall (<>'ve.ifl), sb, [OVER- 5, 6.]

1. Naut. A turbulent surface of water with short

breaking waves, caused by a strong current or tide

setting over a submarine ridge or shoal, or by the

meeting of contrary currents.

1542 UDAI.L Erastit. Apoph. 1190, A daungerous goulfe,

makyng sore Querfalles by reason of the meetyng of soondry
streames in one pointe, 1599 HAKLUYT I'oy. II. n. 36 Cer-

ta'me Currants, which did set to the West Southwestward so

fast as if it had bene the ouerfall of a sand, making a great

noyse like vnto a streame or tide-gate when the water is

v..st head and overfall of water. 1774 M. MACKENZIE
time Snt. Plate iv, Overfalls; or rough, breaking Seas.

1867 J. MACGREGOR \
7
oy. X^t'(iS68) 75 All over the British

Channel there are patches of sand, shingle, or rock . . even
without any wind they cause the tide-stream to rush over

them in great eddies and confused bubbling waves. ..These

places are called.. in some charts overfalls.

2. A sudden drop in the sea-bottom, as at the

edge of a submarine terrace or ledge.
1798 S. WILCOCKE in Naval Chron. (1799) II. 61 It is

broken ground, and overfalls of about half a fathom, every
cast of the lead. 1804 A. DUNCAN Mariner's Chron. I. 300,
I heard that he had very great overfalls, from twenty seven

to thirteen fathoms at one cast, when he was standing in

the bay towards the village of Felix. 1817 Chron. in Ann.

Reg. 562/2 The channel, .is perfectly clear of shoals, but the

overfalls ;ire sudden from 15 to 21 and 12 to? fathoms. 1859
R. F. liuitTON Centr. Afr. in Jrnl. Geog. Soc. XXIX. 236
The shingly shore shelves rapidly, without steps or overfalls,

into blue water.

f3. A waterfall in a river, a cataract or rapid. Obs.

1596 RALEIGH Discov. Gviana 67 Marched oner land to

view the strange ouerfals of the ruier of Caroli, which rored

so farre of. . .There appeared some ten or twelve ouerfals in

sight, every one as high ouer the oilier as a Church tower.

1600 J. POKY tr. Leo's Africa Introd. 44 It is reported that

Nilus doth the like at his Cataracts or ouerfals. 1613 / Vr.

Guiana in Uarl. Misc. (Malh.1 III. 195, I travelled up the

river of Vv'iapoco, to view the overfalls.

4. A structure to allow the overflow of water from

a canal or a lock on a river, when the water

reaches a certain level. (Also used to keep the

water up to the required level.)

1791 W- JKSSOP Rep. River M'itham 15 Culverts and

Overfalls, 90. 1805 Z. ALLNUTT Navig. Thames 22 The
new constructed open Weir at Windsor, . . it will be per-

ceived how trifling, .stop or pen, it can possibly make when
tlie moveable Gates, Overfalls, and Rimers are taken away.

1829 SOUTH KY Inscript. Caled. Canal 2 in Anniversary 196

[Thou nast seen] the rivulet Admitted by its intake peace-

ably, Forthwith by gentle overfall discharged. 1846 RANK
tr. Riihlinan on Turbines 23 In the watercourse, ..is to be

built up a partition of boards, or, as it is termed, an overfall.

1881 TAUN i Thames Map 13/2 The village [Streatley], with

the weirs and overfalls in the foreground.

5. C0w&.
t
as overfall-mill, a mill worked by

an overshot wheel
;
overfall-weir, a weir which

water passes over.

1615 G, SANDYS Trav. 127 So plentifull a streame, as able

to turn an ouerfall mill. 1861 SMII.KS Engineers II. 467
A little above it was an ancient overfall weir.

Overfall (^vsjfj 1), v. [OE. oferfeallan
=

MHG. iibo-vallen, Ger. iiberfallcn ; MDu., Du. over-

valltii to attack, surprise : see OVER- 7 &]
1. trans. To fall upon or over.

c 1200 OKMIN 4799, & txr fell dun J>att hus hurrh wind, &
oferrfell heiiun alle. 41425 Cursor M. 16661 (Trin.) pe
hilles shul M bidde ouerfalle vs. 1895 A. Nuir Voy, Bran

190 A thick mist overfell them.

OVER-FAVOURABLY.
b. To fall upon, attack, assail.

971 ttlickl. Hoiu. 20j Hie . . oferfeollan ^a <$e J>a . . yrm^o
en;eson. 138* WYCI.IF Lev. xx. 27 With storms men shulen

overfalle hem. 1837 CARLVLE Fr, Rev. I. in. viii, Silence?
which some liken to that of the Roman Senate overfallen

by Brennus.

2. intr. To fall over.
|< 1300 E. E. Psalter Iviifi]. 9 Over fel Je fire sa bright

(1382 WYCI.IF, fyr fel ouer'.] 1530 TINDALE Pract. Prelates
\\ ks. (Parker Soc.) II. 251 It cannot be chosen but thai

many shall overfall. 1844 MKS. BKOWNING Duchess May
,\cv, Horse and riders overfell.

Hence Overtoiling vbl. st>., a falling over.
18 . . J. WILSON Trees in Bfackw. Mag., The shape being in-

distinct in its regular.. over-fallings, and over-foldings, and
over-hangings, of light and shade.

Over-famed : see OVKR- 27 b.

O'Ver-fami'liar,tf. [OVER- 28.] Too familiar.

So O'ver-familia'rity, loo much familiarity;

O'ver-fami'liarly aifo.
t
too familiarly.

1491 CANTON Vitas Pair. (W. de W. 1495) i. clviii. 164 a/a
Pardonne..yf I ouerfamylyerly do declare my pouertee
unto you. 15x9 MORE Dyaloge \. Wks. 127/1 The pore man
..had founde ye priest ouer famyliar with his wife. 1601
H. JOSSON Poetaster in. i, His over-familiar playing face.

1631 MASSINGKK Enip. East
y. i, His confirmed suspicion,..

That you have been over-familiar with her. 1676 TOWEKSON
Decalogwt 74 The extreme in excess, which is an over-

familiarity
with our Maker. 1862 C. J. VACGHAN Bk. cS-

Life., Triple I 'ailj-> The ignorance of over-familiarity HHP.L

be grappled witli even like that of non-acquaintance.
Over-famous to Over-fancy : see OVER-.

O'Ver-fa*r, adv. [OVER- 30. In ME. and mod.
dial, written as two words.] Too far

;
to too great

a distance, extent, or degree.
[a 1300 Cursor M, 4894 Ar Jjai ouer far be on |>eir fare.

c 1400 Destr. Troy 6123 And ouer fer on \>\ fose fare by \i\

seluyn ! c 1450 St. Cutlibert (Surtees) 454 We won our farr

fra J?e wode.'J 1523 LD. HKKNKKS Froiss. I. ccxxxii. 322 They
durst nat aduenture ouerfarr. 1597 HOOKER Eccl. Pol. v.

ix. 2 Such rules are not safe to be trusted ouer-farre.

1634 W. TIRWHYT tr. Balzac's Lett. 154, I fear lest my zeal

should over-far transport me. 1720 STRYI-E Stwo's Sun:
(1754) I. i, xxx. 323/2 That the poor might not go over-far to

Church. [Mod. Sc. Dinna gang owre ferr.]

t Overfa-re, v. 06s. [OE. eferfentn
= OHG.

u&arfaran}
]AG. aberrant) Ger. tiberfdkrtnt MDu.,

Du. overvaren: see OVER- 9, 10.]
1. intr. To pass over, across, or through.
c 1000 Ags. Ps. (Spelm.) x. i Oferfare on munt swa swa

spearwa. c 1250 Gen. ff Ex. 2487 To flum iurdon. .he ben

cuinen, And ouer pharrm til ebron. *3-. Guy ll'
r
arw. (A.)

1241 Anober 3er JJQW mijt ouer fare.

2. trans. To pass over, to cross, traverse.
a loQadedmtmsGen. iSoi(Gr.)Hi..for3oferforan folcmaero

land, a 1023 WL-IJ-STAN Hom. (Napier) 210 Moyses oferfor

Ja readan saj. a 1250 Oivl 3- l\'ig/it. 387 An over-vareth fele

theode. a 1300 E. E. Psalter cxxiii[i], 5 Over-faren had
our saule swift-Iik Watre [>at was un-tholand-lik.

Over-fast, -fastidious, etc.; see OVER-.

O'ver-fa't, a. [OE. oferfset \ see OVER- 28.]
Too fat. ///. andyS^.
c\Q*pSuppl. JElfric's I'oc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 172/10 Ol>esnst

oferfajt. a 1568 ASCIIAM Scholem. n. (Arb.) 112 As certaine

wise men do, that be ouer fat and fleshie. 1609 C. Ik'TLER
A*-///. Mon. v. (1623) K. iij, If they be oner-fat, or want a

Ruler, undoubtedly they will not prosper. 1897 AUl-ult's

.^yst. Med. IV. 614 The over-fat are certainly a bad class.

O'ver-fati-gue, sl>. [OVER- 29.] Too great

fatigue ;
excessive fatigue.

1727 HKADLKY Fam. Diet. s. v. Bee, Many of them die

thro' their Over-fatigue and Labour. 1768-74 TUCKER /,/.

Nat. (1834) II. 617 Some over-fatigue, or cold, or external

accident. 1899 Allbutt's Syst. Med. VII. 257 In states of

over-fatigue, .the arterial blood is. .run at high pressure,

O:ver-fati'gue, ?'. [OVER- 27.] trans. To

fatigue too much, to overtire. Hence O'ver-

fati'gued ///. a.

1741 WATTS Impnw. Mind \. xiv. 12 Do not over-fatigue
the spirits. 1838 LYITON Alice i. vii, You are pale, you
have over-fatigued yourself. 1897 Allbuit's Sjrst. Med. IV.

494 The tremor, .which may be observed in over-fatigued
muscles.

Overfault ^'
u 'v

p

'">-ifyU).
Geol. [OVER- 3 + FAULT

sit. 9.] A *erm applied to a fault of which the

inclination or hade is in the opposite direction to

what it is in a normal or ordinary fault, that is,

towards the upthrow side (hence also called in-

verted or reverse fault).
The result is that the dislocated strata, instead of slipping

down the fault-plane (as in a normal fault), have been pushed
or slidden up and over the fault-plane : see OVKKTHKUST.

1883 LAI-U-OKTII in Geol. Mag. X. Aug. 342 The various

.stages of rock deformation under lateral pressure (folds,

overfolds,overfaults,andoverthrusts). in Letter to Editor,

An overfanlt issometimes produced by the development ofan

overfold until it has a plane of dislocation or *

thrust-plane
'

in lieu of its middle limb.

O:ver-fa'VOUT, v. [OVER- 27.] trans. To

favour, like, or take to (a thing) too much.
1610 HOLLAND Caindcns l>rit. i. 315 King Henrie the

third, ouer-favouring forrainers, granted the Honor de

Aquila..to Petre Karle of Savoy. 1867 OLIUA C. Castle-

itniine (1879) 9 She did not over-favour her exile in the

western counties.

O-ver-fa'VOTirable, . [OVKR- 28.] Too
favourable. So Over-fa'vourably adv.

1538 STAKKEY England \. iv. 140 Seyng they are ouer-

fuuerabyl therin. 1617 HIICKON Wks. II. 164 Fearing, .tliut

he should deale somewhat, oucr-fuuotiruhly with himselfc.



[OVER- 27.] intr.'Yo

vbl. sb.

OVER-FEAR.

1877 RAYMOND Statist. Mints f, Mining 4 The conditions
of such a test are usually overfavorable to the process,

t O-ver-fea-r, sb. Obs. [OVEB- 29.] Too
great fear ; excess of fear.

1639 FULLER Holy War v. xii. (1647) 251 In such over-fear
they were no less injurious to themselves than to the western
Pilgrimes.

t O:ver-fcaT, v. Olis.

fear too much. So O ver-fea-ringr
a 1591 [see OVER-LOVK]. 1630 B. JOXSON New Inn iv. iii,

Over-daring is as great a vice As over-fearing.

O'verfea-rfol, a. [OVER- 28.] Too fearful.

-So O'verfea-rfully adv.
;
O verfea rfulness.

a 1626 W. SCI.ATER Strut. Expcr. (1638) 32 Over-fearful-
nesse, dismaying to approach unto the Throne of Grace.
11639 W. WHATEI.EV Prototypes IT. xxvi. (1640) 82 Take
heed of being so fond and over-fearefull of your children.

O'Ver-fe'd (stress var.), ffl.a. [OVER- 28 c.]
Fed too much, fed to excess.

1579-80 NORTH Plutarch (1676) 42 These gross, corpulent,
and oner-fed bodies do encounter Nature. 1608 SIIAKS. Per.
ill. Prol. 3 Snores.. Made louder by the o'er-fed breast Of
this most pompous marriage-feast. 1825 J. NE.\L firo.

Jonathan I.^ioo Like an overfed infant. 1899 AllhitCs
Syst. Med. VIII. 557 The worst instances of psoriasis are
found in the overfed.

O'ver-fee-'ble, a. [OVER- 28.] Too feeble.
1:1449 I'ECOCK Kefr. 147 Thilk proces is ouerfeble forto

weenie ymagis to be had & vsid. .

t Over-fee'ble, v. Oh. rare- 1
. [OVER- 21.]

trans. To overcome with weakness ; to enfeeble.
1398 TREVISA Barth. De P. R. \. xxviii. ( I4Q5 ) 138 The

homles ben drye in men that ben . . ouerfebled with aege,
traueylle and dysease.

O:ver-fee'd, v. [OVER- 27.]
1. trans. To feed too much, or to excess.
1609 J. DAMES in Fan- i'. P. Jas. /(i84 8) 183 The London

lanes.. Did vomit out their undigested dead,. .For all these
lanes with folke are overfed. 1616 SUKH.. & MARKH. Country
Farnie 105 The Husbandman is of opinion, that you cannot
ouer-fe,.d or make your Swine too fat. 1714 MANDEVILLE
//.. Bees (1725) I. 349 If he keeps but one [horse], and
overfeeds it to shew his wealth, he is a fool for his pains.
1896 Allbntt's Syst. Jiff,/. I. 399 It is a common error to
over-feed and over-stimulate in this condition.
2. intr. (for 7V/7.) To feed to excess, take too
much food.

1774 GOLDSM. Xat. Hist. V. 1 13 When they [vultures] have
over-fed, they are then utterly helpless. 1836 KANE Arct.
Exfil. I. xxix. 399, I have seen pups only two months old
risk an indigestion by overfeeding on their twin brethren.
Hence O'ver-fee'ding vbl. sb.

1836 F. MAHONY Ret. Father front, Afol. Lent (1859) '9
Gibbon.. notices this vile propensity to overfeeding. 1881
MICHEU in Jfaciu. Mag. XLV. 41 You must hit off exactly
the golden mean between overfeeding and underfeeding
Overfeel to Over-festoon : see OVER-.

O'ver-few, a. NowrfiVt/. [OVER- 28.] Too few.
[1470-85 M AI.OKY .4 r//;i- v. x, Ouer fewe to fyght with soo

many.] 1538 STARKEY England n. ii. 191 Of them [i.e.

Over-fields to Overfile : see OVER-.

Overfill, v. [OE. oferfyllan, f. ofer-, OVEK-
24 Jffyllan to FILL : cf. MHG. iiberfulle*^
1. trans. To do more than fill

;
to fill to over-

flowing.
c 1230 Ifalt Mciit. 19 He earneS him ouerfullet ful & oner,

eorninde met of henenliche mede. 1495 Trcvisa's Barth. DC
P. K. vl. xx. (SV. de W.) 207 The stomak is ouertilled, and is

stretchid abrode. 1575-85 A up. SumnSlrm. (1841)9 They
who are over-filled with works of supererogation, a 1700
DRYUEN (J.), The tears she shed, Seein'd . . to discharge her
head, O'er fill'd before. 1869 PIIILLIIS I'csuv. iii. 56 On
the 1 3th the lava overfilled the great fissure.

2. intr. To become full to overflowing.
1615 CllAi'MAN Odyss. xill. 358 Water'd with floods, that

ever over-fill With heaven's continual showers. 1676 Hoinn-.s
Iliad (16771 63 Suddenly the river overfills, Supply'd by
Jove with mighty showers of rain. 1684 T. UURNEI Tk.
Earth II. 77.

Hence O verfHled ///. a.
1606 SVI.VESTER Da Kartas n. iv. 11, Magnificence 867 Th'

over-burdned Tables bend with weight Of their Ambrosial!
over-filled fraight. 1900 Daily KC-MS 6 July 3/3 Overfilled,
undermanned hospital, without medical necessities.

Overfi'lm, v. [OVER- 8.] trans. To cover with
a film, to put a film over.

'593 NASBE Christ's T. (1613) 57 Their eies were ouer-
filmed or blinded. 1854-6 PAT.MORE An^cl in Ho. n. x.
Last Nt. at II. 38 Fear O'erfilms her apprehensive eye.

O'ver-fi-ne, a. [OVER- 28.] Too fine
; super-

line ; over-refined.

'577 tr. Bullmgcr's Decades (1592) 243 Pure flowre for
ouerfine breade. 1668 H. MORE Div. Dial. iv. xx. (1713) 339
1 Ins fetch of yours is over-fine and witty. 1707 NORRIS
Treat. Humility vi. 273 Aiming at hard words, or an over-
fine pronunciation of such as are common. i86 Athememn
8 Nov. 588 The phrases 'Our Feathered Families', and
J,irds of Song

'

are, we submit, affected and over-fine.

Hence O ver-fl neness.
. '859 TENNYSON 1'ivien 645 (794) In the mouths of ba^e
interpreters, From over-fineness not intelligible. . Is thy while
blamelessness accounted blame !

O:ver-fi're, v. [OVER- 27.] trans. To fire

or heat too much. (Used in Ceramics.)
1626 BACON Sylva 327 Gold might be made but the

Alchymists over-fired the Work. 1875 Ure's Did. Arts
III. 628 The risks in the oven of being 'over-fired', by

301

which it [porcelain) would be melted into a mass, and of
being

'

short-fired ', by which its surface would be imperfect.
1885 LOCK Workshop Receipts Ser. in. 207/1 Great atten-
tion is required in this operation to prevent the enamel
from being over-fired.

O:ver-fi sh, v. [OVER- 27.] trans. To fish

(a stream, etc.) too much
; to fish to depletion.

Hence O^ver-fi'shing -'/</. sb.

1867 (?. Rev. Apr. 328 If any trawling-gronnd should be
overfished. 1871 Echo 15 Dec., Some .. asserting that the
falling off was due to overfishing. 1902 Daily Citron.
27 Feb. 3/6 A species which might speedily be over-fished,
to the lasting detriment of the industry.
Overfit to Overflag: see OVER-.
t Overfla-me, v. 1 Obs. [OVER- 5, 25.] intr.
To flame over, or beyond measure.
1634 f>oili/rtents against 1'rynnc iCamden) 2- This man's

/cale hath soe overflamed, that there is not by him any
recreacion alt all lefte for Christians.

fOveraa-me, v: Obs. rare-'. [Derivation
obscjjre.] (app.) To smear or plaster over.
c 1420 l\illad. on Ifust: I. 1 1 ;g Make hit lyk a salue, and

OUerflame [1.. a/line] Vche hole and chene.

tO-ver-flap. Ol>s. [OVER- 6.] A pasty or
turn-over.

1692 TKYON Good Ifotise-w. xi. 87 The best fashion to make
these Pyes in, is that of Pasties, which in some countries
tliey call Overflaps,

tOverfleeV'. Obs. \()\\.ofcrJUon to flee over,
also for

*oferjl,'ogan to fly over : see OVERFLY, and
cf. FLEE, FLY r.J
1. a. intr. To flee over

;
to escape, b. trans. To

escape from, flee.

Jieowulf'2525 Nelle ic beorges weard ofer fleon fotes trem.
(-1330 O'.fayn Miles 46 The child that was y-burn to night
Kr the soule be hider y-dight The pain schal oner fle. 1382
WYCLIF 2 Kings xxv. n 'i'he thoi? fleers, that ouerfiowen
[1388 hadden fled oner] to the kyng of llabiloyn.
2. [In sense of FLY

z>.]
To fly over.

c 1000 /ELFRIC Gram, xlvii. (Z.i 276 Sufcriutla, ic oferfleo.

1382 WYCLIF ll'istt.v. it As a brid that ouerfleth [1388 flielh

oner] in the eir.

3. - OVEUFLY V. 3, q. V.

Overflee ce, v. poet. [OVER- S.] trans. To
cover with or as with a fleece or fleeces.

1717 FKNTON Odyss. XL Poems 102 lolcos, whose irriguous
\ ales His grazing Folds o'er-fleec'd. 1725 Porr: Odyss.
xix. 280 Short woolly curls o'erfleeced his bending head.
t Overflee't, v. Obs. [f. OVER- 5, 9 + FLEET
'

OK. Jleotan: cf. OIIG. iibarjli'o^an, MHG.
en, Ger. ilberflicKen, MDu. avervlieten.]

1. To flow over, overflow, a. intr. b. trans.
a c 1250 Gen. ft Ex. 586 Fiftene elne il ouer-flel, Ouer ilk

dnne, and oner ilc hil. 1:1320 Cast. Lo-se 849 porw whom
he grace bat oner-fleot Socoureb al be world gut. a 1586
MoNTGOMF.RIE Misc. Poems 1. 46 Waill, and wit of woman-
heid, That sa with vertew dois ouerfleit.

b. 1513 DOICLAS sEua's ix. i. 78 Vmquhile ihe fertill

fluide, Nylus, Ourtletand all the feildis, bank and bus.
2. trans. To cover with floating things, rare.

1513 DOUGLAS. -Eneis x, v. 135 And saw ihe navy cum and
mekill osL Semand the sey of schippis all our flel.

Overnexion, -fling, etc. : see OVER-.
t O'verfloat, sl>. Obs. Also -flote. [OVER- 5 b.]= OVERFLOW sb.

1610 J. DYKE Conntcrpoyson 42 Men., bailing enough,
should lay vp no more, but make the onerfloate of their cup
seruiceable to the maintenance of Gods worship. 1652-62
HKVLIN Cosmogr. i. (1682) 267 Occasioned by the divided
streams of Nen and Ouse, with the over-flotes of other Rivers.

Over-floa't, v. Also -flote. [OVER- 9.1. In
sense I perh. for

cn>erf2eet, through confusion with
its pa. pple. m-crjlotcn.]
1 1. trans. To overflow : = OVERFLEET v. i b.
1601 HOLLAND Pliny II. 405 The water .. giueth a stonie

coat or crust to all the earth that it either ouerfloteth or
runneth by. 1610 Camden s Krit. i. 690 Done that often
riseth beere and ouerfloteth the fields. 1697 DRYDI.N .End,/
x. 34 The town is fill'd with slaughter, and o'erfloats, With
a red deluge, their increasing moats.
2. To float over. lit. andyijy.
1658 W. BURTON Ilia. Anton. 175 But it o're-floated rides,

And still dolh keep its constant tides 1844 Mu s - BKOWNIXC,
Latly Gfraldinc's Courtship xxii, Heard.. her pure voice
o'erfloat ihe rest. 1878 Masque Poets 66 This frail yacht,
that like a flower Overfloats the rolling foam.

t O'ver-floa-ty, . Obs. rare 1
, [f. OVER- 28

+ FLOATY a., buoyant.] Too buoyant, as a ship
under-ballasted and so unsteady in the water.
1706 PiiiLLire S.Y. K'ct-l, When a Ship is over-floaty, and

rolls loo much.

Overflood (<'uvaifl'd), v. [OVER- 5, Q.]
trans. To pour over in a flood

; to inundate.
1821 HYUON Sanfan. v. i. 194 The Euphrates. .O'erfloods

its banks. 1882 H. S. HOLLAND Logic ty Life (1885) 306 An
answer which over-floods our senses with its fulness and
compass. 1890 T. W. ALLIES Peter* Rock 341 The Arabians,
overflooding Gaul after the conquest of Spain.
t Overflo'ten,///. a. Obs. [pa. pple. of OVER-

FLEET v., in OE. oftrfloten] Overflowed, flooded.
11400 Laud Troy ISk. (E. E. T. S.) 4306 Many a darte was

ther cast and schotyn, And many a bodi ouer-floten. 1469
Pluntpton Corr. 21 The corneland is overflotin wilh water.
1601 HOLLAND Pliny II. 13 Fresh-water Spunges, which
commonly are scene vpon ouer-flolen medowes.

Overflou-rish, v. [OVER- 25, 8, 27.]
1 1. intr. To flourish exceedingly. Ods.
1587 GOLDING DC Mornay xix. 302 They that worship ..

God, . .dwelling in Paradise alike ouerflorishing green.

OVEHFLOW.
2. trans. To cover with blossom or verdure.
1601 SIIAKS. T-wel. N. ni. iv. 404 Verlue is beauty, but the

beauteous enill Are empty trunkes, ore-flourish 'd by the
detnll. iWl LYTTOM & FANE Tannhaincr 114 A wither d
staff o'erflourish'd with green leaves.

t3. To eml>ellish too greatly; to set forth with
too much embellishment. Obs.

even paint to the Life, the Happiness of those who never
check Nature.

Overflow (<m-v3iN>), sb. [OVER- 9, 5.]
1. The act or fact of overflowing ;

an inundation,
a flood. AIsoy%.
1589 GIU:I:KL Mciuiflwn f.\rb.) 62 Ouerwhelnied with the

ouerflowe of a second aduersitie. 1600 J. POKY tr. Leo's
AJrica vm. 299 The inundation or ouerflow of Nilu.-,. 1610
HOLLAND Cuillden's Brit. i. 130 Some, by overflowed and
flonds, are gioiven to be that sea, which at this day they
call Zuider-bea, 1849 Muncinsox Siluria iii. 53 The rcla-
tioiis are obscured by an.. overflow of igneous rocks.
2. A flowing over from a vessel which is too

full
;
that which flows over. lit. anclyf^. : applied

esp. to an excess of attendance or population.
1640 J. STOI-GHTOS De/. Divinity i. 53 From the overflow

of this place all parts of the kingdom are full of knou led^e.
1823 Examiner 89/2 The house, full to overflow. 1825
SOUTHEY iii Q. Rev. XXXI. 384 Every garden has its tank
..the overflow of one being conducted.. to another. 1852
Miss YONGE Cameos I. i. 4 The overflow of Teutons came
very early thither.

b. j'rosody. (See qttot. 1885.)
1885 E. GOSSE />. Shaks. to I'ofc 6 Mr. Austin Dob.-on

has proposed to me the term overflow fur these verses in
which the sense is not concluded at the end of one line ur uf
one couplet, but straggles on, ..until it naturally closes; ..

equivalent to the vers enjaml'e of the French. lUd 55
In thirty two lines [of Waller's 'To the King'] we find but
one overflow. 1894 VERITY Milton's /'. /,. Introd. 59 1 in -

ther it [blank verse] never extended till Marlowe, .broke up
the fetters of the couplet.fonn, ami by the process of over-
flow carried on the rhythm from verse to verse as the sense
required.

3. Such a quantity as runs over; excess, super-
Unity, superabundance.

';-,/ Grcenc'sMciiaplwii (Arb.'6'l'hc ingrafted
overflow of some Kilcow conccipt. 1595 SIIAKS. Kicfi. //,
v. iii. 64 Thy ouerflow ofgood, cunueru lu bud. 1725 KKUOMI
in Pope's Odyss. Notes (J.), The expression may lie ascribed
to an overflow ofgratitude. i8i7MissMn i oKi>in L'Estrang-j
1. iff (1870) II. i. 5 A prodigious overflow of stupid face:-,

royal and other.

4. Short for trcerjlow-pipe or -drain, a pipe or
drain for carrying off excess of water.
1895 nily_ .Vi'i 17 Oct. 2/6 When ihe rainfall is more

than ordinarily heavy, the storm overflows carry off the flow
of water with sufficient rapidity to prevent any overflow
into houses from the sewers.

5. attrib. and Comb., as ovetjlmv condition, in-

continence, meeting, population, work
; averflmi'-

basin, -gauge, -pipe; overflow-bug U.S.}, acara-
boid beetle, J'lalynits waculicollis, occasionally
appearing in vast swarms in southern California.
1869 E. A. PARKKS Pract. Hygiene (ed. .;) 08 When the

overfluw-pipeof a cistern opens intothe sewers. 1875 KNIGM r

Diet. Mi-c/t., OverflawJtasin, one ha\ing a pi|>e to convey
awaj- excess of water and prevent it runniiiL: over the brim.
1880 Daily .Vra 4 Feb. 3/1 llenglc-r's as filled to the
brnn. .and an 'overflow

1

meeting was immediately organised
at the Drill Shell hard by. 1897 ll'estm. (Yrtj. 15 ^i.^r. ;/ ,

'I heir great want was new territory fit for the overflow popu-
lation to setlle in permanently. 1898 Engineering Mug.
XVI. 107/1 The shallow, widespread overnow.floods which
occur in some parts of India c an hardly be controlled at all.

1899 Alllnitfs Sys/. Mcd. VII. 15 If the distended bladder
be left unrelieved, the sphincter yields, and the excess of
urine comes away, forming the so-called 'overflow incon-
tinence '.

Overflow ..iwvsafU'ir), v. ra.pplc. 1-7 -floweii,

6-9 -flown, 6- -flowed : sec FLOW t p

. [OK. ofer-

Jlmaan = ^\\.(^.ovcrvlujen, MDu., Du. oi't'rz'locien :

see OVKII- 9, 5.]
I. traits. 1. To flow over; to overspread or cover

with water or other liquid; to flood, inundate.
Said of water

; inquot. 1741 causatively of a person.
6-893 ^- -^ELl-RED Ores. i. iii. i Seo ea sice scare jwet land

middeweard oferfleow mid fotes bicce flode. c 1250 Gen. <V

A'.r. 556 Do wex a flod ois werlde wid-hin, and ouer-flowjed
inen

t

deres kin. -1400 MAUMJEV. (Roxb.) xvi. 72 It cs
like as it schuld ouerflowe all be land. 1477 J. PASTON in

P. Lett. III. 175 The causey, .is so over flowyn that ther is

no man that may on ethe passe it. (1585 in Willis & Clark
Gz////'/vV4'<.'(i886i II. 411 Trinitie Colledge greene..is in the
u inter lime overflowne with water. 1600 J. PORY tr. Leo's

Africa \ n. 290 At the inundation of Niger all the fields of
this region are ouerflowed. 1673 RAY Joitm. Low C., Rome
385 Ravenna .. lies indeed very Tow, yet I believe nowadays
is never overflown. 1741 Conipt. j-'ain. Piece II. iii. 524 Over-
flow Meadows, and drain your Corn-fields by cutting Water-
furrows. 1863 HATES Nat. Amazon ix. (1864) 263 The
l>eaches. .during most months of the year are partly over-
flown by the river. 1886 HALL CAINE Soft ofliagar n. xv,
The river had overflowed the meadows.

t b. To flow over or across. Obs.
c 1400 Destr. Troy 10660 Myche watur he weppit of his

W'ale cue, Ouer-flowet his face, fell on his brest.

2. transf. and jig. To pass or spread over like

a flood, so as to pervade, fill, cover, submerge,

overwhelm, etc.

'533 MOKE Apol. 266 The fayth of Cryste shall never be
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.
^^ u -ipi t,'o\ . i Mo\

IntpMklngofll i;i r- l VMOI^ :.,. ^s , l \sv.tis
.n- l*rlo\v Ami the Mud-. ,'\i-iil.-.

Hi iuc Overflow bl ,,
1

., iMp.tt'K* ot KMIU;
(lo\M-il ; OvrAow4 /A'. .1 ; Ovtrttow *r J^,,

I'll,' \\ti,' 01 tll.ll \\hu ll OM'lili'U .

111. U Tltc liuul- 't I

,\i'i. lying \,i\ lo\\
. ,u\,; i

,\i ilU'.\Mf t8J \j
t ,-,-,:.,.N ,' I i-|, Hi,'

,-M i (1,n\. ,1 s>\.unp. .il ||\ (rot. 1848 Hi i Kl I \ /.';../ ;^J '1'llC

I't.uu \\.is .ill hllv,i \uili ill,- ,-v , i il.M. , ,| M.iU'i. 1809 \V.
i \MI -. 111 , .1. v ,

, />!, kt-ts i* /\t\ A*A j.s The final owr-
n.usi'ix of out uu.i-iiu

Overflower \,
iKm-M. ilau-.u\.- [MU .-;..

S.] //*,>', ft. To ilcplrte l'\ tlo\\i lino uo nutoli-

b. To v 0\i I \\ I'll tK'\v .

1850 Art Jk't .'/.',.' Si-pi -i ; 1'hi \ .in- Oi\ I;IO\M ix, ,,u,l .ipl

lv> oM'iflowu llu-ii Ntu-n^lli. 1884 M \\ v

Overflowing ^t'css \&r\ t^/. jA
[i.

o\ IK

rt o\\ . < IN.. '

|

1. Tlic .u-tiou ot tlu- \rtl' O\ mnow; nn o\ci

^I'lv'.ullll:;
v'l lOXClill;; \\lt1l \V.lt(M , .Ul illUlhl.ltlO I.

1530 I'M-., .1; ,.- i OvtrifowVM \itli \\itU-r, tMMMt/tttit'*.

Ifrjg
'

, [164] ' ;
.

''I MtilJ.'MC--, i-\, 1 !i
'

\vill .!,'< i;.'.sl iRift t'.i.oii 4 -...,- >.::,"' 11 ss. /

OVWll^tUll^s v'l llu N '.

an
/If. I51or.mil /'... \\iii. i Tin- ..<. II. .,,'il.K< s

I
o-' i ll '-I

II, in -. ,,' in. nli in.- ,.h. i\. , I.

15. Iln- iielion ol lloiti|; ou-t lieeiutse (he ,011-

l.llnill|; \es.el is too lull; :il:.o, th.il V Iliell (lows

0,11
; llcnee, exei'.s, sllpel'Illlily, Sll|'i

i .ilnind.ince.

157380 ItM.'li I.'.'. lli;.| An iiii,-illo\Min-.. ., sup. l llll. ills

lllllllulillK. l6lj I .Mil AM /'>!/. .
>

I '111' ] ll I"
I

III, olll-lllowillH

,,f till- nil. IM th..l most ll.iuk.-s ..llins, Mil, i.

1778 (VV. M ,l:-.n M I
I

I/-1

'. .'..''. - -'

- \" I .0011.1-

OM I ll. iu III:; s ot , IOM I, I 01 1 1. -I.-. I to hi- III.,, I, mlo .1 s,
|ll. Ill'

Cock Im lli, i nl lioo.s 1857 t'. HIM, Nil' /''.'/I'.,.,.'' i, I

.inn, 1
1

MI, ,i no overflowing* ol ii.uiii.il i.'ii.li-inrss.

Overflowing , sires* \-.\\.}. ppl.tt [-1x0*.]
Th.il o\eillo,,s: in (he senses nl the veil.; ll.minj;

over tile limn
; sii|iel;ilioiindin^, e\liln t.uit, ele.

. inio A'n/r M. ISfHi-l Ki. (l.o-i iii.nil i .11 hi.N A, iinl

,. I, , II. n. . ml, o.VV l, .ihl, -i lull. . 145011. I*,- Itni!. ifl, "It- III.

Kill l
,!-.

I nllllli.l l, i|. MI Kll'l lull l- ol |n :'..., Ill, -ill \ '.oolll-l-

lloniiu: 10, Iftn r.n i l '',' vl>". \V sii. upoiilot
iii, ,, iiii, .111,1 sh.iil h. IM overflowing flood. 6i4DotiKi
Iti ..(I i IK .

i
"

| ,

i |88 I o i \
|'i

i -..' Ill,- .1 1 'II II, 1.1 n I .,, 1. 1 0,11

II...1UI , h. u >l n ol on. S.niom. 1876 I! ,Ni KOI I Hist. I'. .V.

II. >\ll. I I , I'" 111 M.l, II, 1-
'-.II sill ,1 |-lo,lil'..lll,' It OKI Ills . M I

... i 1 ll.:, Ill :
In .0 I.

Ill nee Overflow intfly ,:,/.'. ; Overflow inffn*ll
in Ml 1

'.. luxury. e\lr:iv:tj; .Hli-eV

, 1175 / ,tm,': II,'!!.. iis ,il h.-o i-iliuo.liu-ssr ti.il.l-i-.
1

, .in, I

oll|-|l(,'l,M-|l.l,l. '' loll, I.I.V Ift48l'.o,ll .S,,.|/>',. /,..., viv,

III, .- Ix, which In I
M illounn'.l, .il.ouii.ls ,, ilh. i8j4

,
l/...-; XXI. m Wilson ,..is himilnll,. II.IM OV

ll,.,, in -.1, .
unl'1,,-,1 \.iih lli.

|i...
n, ,1, 111. nl.

verflow U, ,","'
a. <// . /;. i >r ifia.'.

[
The oi iojiKil

|..i |.|.le.
ot OM-un.o,, .-.

|

i >\ i iti i.own i >//>/. n.

1579 \\ . \\'|, KIS-...S ('.";/,,' ,'.l-'.'

I. il.. Who-....-in i i,. n I. ih oi 1 1,,- , ,ui-i M..U in- word ...i.ili

nn.l, Iln- ll- sh ol I hn-,1. 16.SJ K I-. II /'...,"/'.. ///../.

II .';./'. ,,li \ .l|'omsolll ol III, S Blld KIM ! ...ill. I,., . I llonili-

M.uisln-s. 1707 11 Mom IMI u Hnsi\ 11 ;.'0 I. --17 l''onl l''ooil,

.is ..,i-|ll..ll 11,1,. Cl.iss loll,-, I hv III.' lo.lH sl.lli.liu-- .'I

U ,il. i on il in ,,.! Suiiiiuris. i8i8Soi mi \ mi' Kl ..XIX.
l I i ... in.; .m u, i- 1 tlo,\ II stli'.ilil on lilt- ,,.!,- to HoulOBllfli

O'ver-flu ent, .' [OM it JN.] Too fluent.

So O'vor-flvrnoy, loo ;;ieal Ihieney.

111671 ANSI In: \ps i i;i l l ." -. - , ;. I ilo ;! llil^i' ihr

luiisi". ill, I not p.ul I ,M\l him [Hill tin lli.il oMtlliniil

.I,.,, ,gi X... , i llonhlliss tin lit.lll.l.

-.l.,n,,-.ol IHi. h.i n. ill's III.- li.i.l "in, limn;, li.iy Illlll It, to .lo

,'lll, this ,, I llll. -II, ,.

Ovi-rtlii-.li. . [Hvm- J7.S.] trans, a. To
Hush too iiiin-h. b. To llush over, co,et with

.1 iliis.li. rart. SoO'vorfln hd/y/.n. ; nlsoO'vor-
'

ftuh ..'.. -.ii|,etlhiitv ; O-vrflu'h ,<., too llttsh.

1381 Mil, o.iii; /'.'.,.-.''. '.-. \hii n:- M 'MI. h .m ourl-

llnsli ot ls."l..s ,..,,, ,-.. , li.iu'.i-.ihli' lo lln- |,ilnli-i. , I 1651

I. SMI in ,SW. ''

' o :' \ |. 'II, til ol Ins OMI tlnsli.,1 null

lu : , l.m, , 1711 AOIHSOS ' X '
. .1 \ I .1, i- ,,hi, ll

l . ,-M i lln-.ln ,1 ,i|,|>r.ns lo .,.1, .ml., ;.- in til,- il.t-p.-sl S,.nl,i

.1 iS>5 I'KKI.I I ,v. : . ,

'

. lunrflulty. 1835
UKOU sis,, .''.i ..i, , .'., ., m ,-;,,, r,, ,.,,-, ihi-.h thoM hlt-iiiislii-s

,,ith.lll t'lli- lo,, i,|' KI-II, l.tl K"0'lm-ss ll..-\ ihstlllU i860

I'll ,. 1,1 v\ IV
,

\ oil .loll I look .is il \oll

, u- o, i i Ihi-.h ot' money.

Overflu'tter, .". [Ovi:i;- t.] trans. To (hitler

0,11 .

1.1631 I'oS-.' \lll.lllv this hot link ill

hush .m.l IH'i-, In tii'lil mill li'iit oillniU'is In. n, ,t Inn.

1869 |li:o\, sis,. A';'./,.' .V A'*. M. ;;. \\olll.l l.t-lli^n.llll I iivs.

p. I ill, i p. ... l , i linn r. us ,, ilh lu-.iliii^ in lu-i

t O verflnx. < '"'
|

( >* i >> s
]

t >, t ui i ow st>.

1633 1'o.m '/';.,' /'/'/.' til. ii. M.,\ In-, 'll-. hnl tin- in. .1,1.

,i ilui , -I ,oiilh. 1660 1'. M. ///. /././.'../.

IMI''. Iln OM I llns ol ' in h .1 smUl, :l, \ I |o, llll . ll.,: -

Overfly v
.'"v.'ill'i \ .'.

[I.
OMI; |.eie. t I

1

1 \

.'.I; el. Ml 111. .' .
lii-i nlv> f/iiyi-ii, I'u.

l-'oi tins, t 'I . .uui M I. hiiil .',-/.'',',

i'll,i/l<-: see OM in l . i
|

1. liiim. To lly OMI. l,. i-to-.s .'i put o,ei li\

Hy'l'K- [OVKIt- A.]
IMS I'M ,i K /'..:,.- i, K , I'. Xon oil,, t M I-., M- i, m in-- . .

1 lfiTstli-.il tin ,\ in, I-., .mil on, i ll<-\\ ll- -.lion . ol I ,1-1 s. nil Is,

1693 I h., oi -. - " \ .nil"
|

K '

.,', i l!\ 'i m m ,i 1 >.,, .,n,l X i ;hl. i-iji( I'oi , ,

ill n A I, n -.III ot I >, MUI .in.l imh, 'llll, Uil sk, ,
\\ lli, h s, -u. .'

llll SMI lo,. 1 in .1 M .11 o't-i ll, . 1*85 I. M,l.lisi,l

Ktk, y'i*. 1, i I'M:I\,IIIJ; il >,llli .1 .Lin;.;, ions ti.ui.

, nt.,1 ,,iu>i.

tb. ft\f. 'lo
|>ss over, omit, skip. <>fo.

1J9(;'. ll,K,i-y f-'.-M'- I ell. \Vks. ( t;ios.ul> I, i .Soul, hi,,

. :ils of .lislik.' loi h,, ii'l, I on, Iti, ,011111; hlolul is hill.

0. To lly l*yonil. [OM u i .-
|

1876 I. M IK1IM ,1 "
.: I 1\ ' \\'|- MlllllOt OM 111,

inn o,. n . on. .

2. To suquss in I1ij;lit ; to lly higher, raster, or

l.iitln i tlun ; to outsoiir. [OviiU-JJ.]
isgj SHAKS l'tn. .V .i.i. ;.-< t'm -lii|'inin; crows lli.n

- . : ll, til. Ill l.SOS ^1 VI - KU VM -S -V ,

, \v\ii, Thin,' liotioiit. f.'inui honoms omilU.s 1815
loiiMis. i .li.it A'^vf. lisas' I. MS U . ,, I i,..,. I, t, -i .

iii>;s to ..Mill, in, o,,
^ IHUU.III n.ituii-. 1870 1 .,',, i i i

ll'ii,/., /',-.--. Gray, ,.h,"-< 'l'i.-.'' --I

1',-,'t' ,
' OM l lli, s .ill ol h, l I ii-hstl 1, ii, s liki .III i-.i>;h-.

1 8.'To ll, ,.i h.u,l,Mooiuiii-li. i '.'-.>. |OMK J7-]

(1573 Tl Kin i., I . hi,;lui tli-rin,; tli. il

.1 h.oikr is. thf iiiou- n, . ,!, lo i, :;.u,l,- ih.il \on om-ilK-i- hu

HOt.l l6l6 Si Kl l \ M IKMI. l^.-K'.'.'' . .'.I'- . -1. lll-

O,M-I-I ..in s. Kloini- on, -i il,,- him. no. i!ioui;ti hv IU i- linn

MM- 01 Sl-m-ll thrills ill .1 lllolllin.i:.

Ovei-foldV"',."!''"!,! .
i-

'

[t
OMK .;,

6+ I'oll' .'.'.. ilttei llel. ...'-.',...'..'.% ^lo

SiJHriii-te EtHgt*).] A fold ol stt.iu in \, lueli

the axes of the component anticline .mil suicliiie

OVERFRET.

li .IM- I .nth lifen lilted or pushed over beyond (ho

,, -tti. ..1, so Ihnt the *tr:.l:i invohed in the mid, lie

third of the fold nre turned n|,.nli d..n. i Also

iiii/iiii-tt, f.'f i tiii-iii-,1, iin-i-r/fil, oi >f/lf.\,J /olil.}

1883 I ,i\,oi,in in l,',v/. Mai;. X. M.iv I'W A si t;lli.il,lr\

or siKinoiiliil fi'lil (tK.iiol.l oi irtfnr). HU. Aug. 340

.nil. i. i i mo! .- l n;'.. I. t In- 1 1 on:;h hmh, hi-lnr. I'lni.il nnilri

Illoll- th.lll ilouhh- llli- hlllilrll, is III, ,11- llmlilf. ll'ill. 343

|si-i- I I, in ,11 i
1. 1896 V,N MISI: A'. Amrr. I'rr ('iMii.-l'tian

I .',,'/. 1 1
1

. S. ( M-ol. Sin \ i-
i

ll h.i-. h.'.'ii lonv; it-i o^ni/ril (lull

til I II .1 t.llllls .11, oil, II I, l.il, ,1 to l-M'ltol.ls. . . Till- O, I'll"!'! .

m.i, h.- hioki n .iloiu; I hi- u-,. is.il Imihs, ami llir an h limh.

hi iliiusl OM-I tin- noiiiih liml' .

Overfoia ... ,..,..if,...-ld), P. [<
>\ KII- K, 3, 6.]

1. /.!,. To I, ,1.1 ovei, oi s., MS to eover.

a 1400 JO .1 .', ,.t.l,-i' ..)<' ; l.'m-'i II v,.r. hi',, \ n .ll hi . h. I

,. llll li,':'.:'l. oim, I. 'lil, -ll, ('.in ,-nIli-. Ill ot his clh-s. . 1410
r,\lla,t. I'll l/lif/'. t. ; 1 A slon.l, UK most hi' IU.,.,,1 .m.l ,

I'.l, I,- Ami i oin-u-il , I Ith shim;ll. Ill,', oi h.oom. 111814

I',,'?'!, t, ,., II. ii. ill .Vi'.'l' /.'//. / lli'.ti'i- I. I'l
' I'r.n r, \\ 1 10 .,-

Chwrlllg ploU^'l o'rllol.l . ill.' llloo.l) ll.uk Of Ilis jlllf t i.'ll

.-I \\'.u 's| tin. -ii, h.il.in.; i Iniliots.

2. i/iv/. Ol lol.le.l sttiitii ; \\\\ /i;u/;r. To be

pn-.hed over Leyond the-vcitkal, so tis lo ovcrhnni;

ot ovellie the sll.it:! on the other side ol tile a*W;
., , ( >\ l lil m.l. .,/'.

1883 I , ,i-\, oi; i n in f ,,,/. -Vii^'. X. Anj;. \4 : I hi- . .nr i .uui

l, -.nil-, ol OM-I lolilmi' ol lo, 1.- mill, l l.m.;, nil. ,1 llll list . 1896
\ ,s ih. i A. i.-,/. /',,--<',i..'-i.,. (.',,/. ,r. s. i;r,,i

Sin ,.i Is.^ A I'ol.l is o,.-itiiiut-il oi o, i-ifohlr.l ,, h.-n tin- :, \ial

J'knu-
is in, lim-il -mil tin- Imih- h.i,. , ,|n.il oi mi, nu.il ilips

In tin- s.,1111- ilui-i lion .u i i 't i ,
|>
"nil in:; pom Is.

O'ver-fo'iid, i'. [O\KU- js.j Too loud.

1. Too silly or loolish. C/M. exe. r//'ii/.

l 1585 fill r 'Km III. l l ', I .ill 111
-. \- 'II I KII, 'I. I'N o, ,-llonil

.illn liu.i; .1 ni.lli so liollih ss. 1599 .1
,s. I. IliuiiA. Aui|i. III

h. A-. I,. i iii. ( li.ss,-, I think il liui-i Ion, I,, h., .m-i- it is

' , ,\ I'llllo 0|.|||,
k .1 loll,. |l868 -.,'. -.1,1 K ,1.1'.-. I.

|

2. Too iilli'i'tioiiale ; h.i\ mo. too
;.;n

.il .111 .illection

or likini; lor n petson in tlnnt; eoitsi. ," \

l6ll Sll ,KS. It 'tut 1'. \ . ii. 1 .'fi Ourl -loin! of thr Si n-| i|u .11, Is

lljuiKhlci. 1774 l'-,ioii t'i'St-Mi-'-s III. Wks. 1799 11

I l:, M I u.l. ,-MI lollll ot IIIV hril 1876 Miss |:i:,li|'0\

I'sliouKfU-'oi'i-ilomiol hi,' I

I I , n, e O ver-to nilly aid: ;
O vet -to iiiliu-Mii

1614 K ,i i n.n //.-../. ll'pr/J IV. \ii. S 4 (10.141
|;,tS

To rs-

. (s I .ill' t I It'll (III IOIIS . 1 10 1. I , h, llll, 0111 I lolls ,11, Is 01 lls,\^l-

. ., ,nlin. h.nl OM iton.ll, .lolil-. l6ool.oiKI 11 Mill. I' Hit.

IM x. S ; Out ol .m HM-I loinlmssol lfi.it il.iilini; lii,i-ulion.

1841 M,S.MM. *,'!. \\ii. ii'
:

i'
: I ;

" \\h.,t lhi->' o\ri-

|..|l,ll, ,lo.,ll,loll, Ml-h.lM-lol.lU (UrgOtKn. l870l.. Sll Kill S

/ Hi;.' !':,* I, t iSM 1'fnt. II. 54 0, 1 1 loli.lnrvs loi .-in

hi..' o,. l lomlurss loi 1 1 ill,In n iu.,\ ili'li'.U It* OWQ obJWt
O vor-fo ndle,

' [o\m -;.] dans. To
ton. He too much.

1714 MAN... ,111. /. i. '/-', i 1 i
i : Inf.. uls lh.it .in'

tiou.ml, .111,1 hy h.'ini; iivi-i.toiiilli-il m. nli' hmiiinn.some.

Over-foolish to Ovor-foroo : see OVKII-.

t Overforth, <>,! -. I'/", ran: [I.
OVKH dift'.

t I.'OIITII.] \'ery fnr forlh, Ion, :ud, ot oinv.tt.l.

111115 .li.i: K. .'SS lluoii |v .Mil i,V hisli- is i^on so

om nnrfl 1-. t ti-i ms uou -
-

- uoito

t'lllfullt'li |s' ,''

O'verfoTward, a- [o\ KU- .*s.] Tooforwud.
1631 I;OM.I t.,ii".> .in..-,'., in. i, iii. MI sin h .1.

loi.ii,l lo ,1.1111-. 1749 liiii'is.. /.--.'). "i,., IV. x, Inltci

to s, V ,i I
l

. uu; In, i OM l in. ,1,
-

1
. llt.in o, .'I loi , l 111.

So O'verfo'rwiirdly a.:';: : O'vrfo'rwrdn.
1593 /'.l.,... .!/.'/..- U--.;f> ;s II., o, , t loi u.n.lli.

t.ioMil.iy hi-i lo,i-is ,,ll,, IK-II. 1669 /.lil'. (.'.i No ^,,74
U !,.. h.i. OMI loin. .1,11, .i.K.niiiil ill. X, :;oti. ,11011. 1741

KiiintiosoN /-.i.-'.-i.ii 111. ui)S Wh.u sli.ill I do, il I I'.o.

ill. HIM, I Ml. 11. s 'ill:-.!-! l'\ 111, tMI tolu.lt. 111.

Overfonglit to -tWvnohised : see ( i\ i K

O verft-an ght, ///. a. [Ovn; -r - s
]

Too
h, ,i\ tly Itciojitid or laden.

1589 x >s,,i'.'-'. I.-.. .
- \ii-. i. riu-ii ouw

li.ilii;ht Sliuiiis, ,, uli liillmn l'oiii|irinli.uif. in-m li'slilu-.

1634 Mn ios , - I In- Si ,. o'i.'ti.iiiL;lil ,\ou!.l s,,ill

!8i7 I'oi , . , I - mils, lh.it ..I.IMS I'

.C.uuly t.il.-, Xot o\,ili.m.;ht ,,ith srnsi-.

O'verftee 1

,
'. (o\m- js.] Too dec. So

O vrfl-e dom, excessive or too j;ieat lieedom .

O vcr!V ly ,.- .'.. too Iteeh.

1639 I'l I l I K /:'.'. I II .1' 111 M, llS|o) I ;.| His \.llolll ,1 .IS

IIOl l,,l'l-ll.-.-, hill ,M'lll.l ,,,11 ,.1I--,M I ill, spin ,,!l.-ll Ilt-Cll

l,i|llill-il, 1648 I'o, II .\V>,l/4. t .', . I,. U , in ,, - , ll, I'l.l,

tin- i>io,li:
,,U lil l-.unii.; -n'l 0111 uitls. 1671

I.KM-. ,' " i \\ kl 1808 U. .1 i 'lh.it fu.,,11

.ISMIUS 111,' 1 h.i, i- nth I. ill', I. I', '1, -'Ml I:,, Join. 174"

Kl, 11,1,'I'SOS /'.I'.'.l.'.l 1\'. IJ
All OM". Il,, 01 IKgllgWIt

O verfrei'ght i-fr.
7
t),r. [Ovtii- a; ]

r,. o, , ! lo.i.i.

1530 I', is,, u <-|t: i. I o,ritu,t .1 xli>| p- ,
-

'' '.I'.;''.

l6ojv'Mi>, \ 1'o.u om-il'i. ,,-;!, I, ,lnli !

..,,,,s, |,, th,' .Mil-tin- Mi-.ilhn. suuk. 1711 Sii'iiis:-.

("*.l. i.. U ;' 111 fa I'll. \ lh,iu-il,is .n, o,.l ll..

,,uh tins m.-i , h.niiii ,- ,-t thought
So O v*rflg-ht .>.'., iin oM-ilo.ul.

1850 lli.ous \ - ".: MM Ilii- ,, hil,

Sli-ph, stri.. ,li hU-t.iti-, I'. cittiiunn'sovei i

.,'l'hi- h.oik iios.,1 hmh ,lii-i-k hou.,1 I'lohsso,. 1883 rail

si-|t. ii .- H.- h.i.l i, -i Kb -M r Ii , M.US IK

Illlll ,,nhoul ii-sull .u;.iinsl .ill o\.'i ti.'i:;ht ot - 1'' ol t.it.

Over-tVoinionoy,-frequent : .,. OMK jS.jg.

tOverfre't, //.'.
-- Wo [f.

OVM- 8 +

fret. y.\. pple. ol I KI r .

1 Covered with em-

'lnoii!eied\,oil. ; o\eispu.ul \,ith itch ornaineiit.



OVERFRET.
a 1440 Sir Dcgrev, 626 Sche come in a vyolet With

why?the perl overfret. 1535 STEWART I ran. Scat. III. 23-.'And all the feild with fynest gold ouirfret. 1560 HOLLAND
Crt. I'enns i. 05 With Emeraudis so michtelie ouirfret.

Overfre't, i. [f. OVKR- 21, 23 + FRET
r-.i]

trans. To wear clown with fretting; reft. To fret

beyond one's power of endurance.
1563 Myrr. for Mag., Buckingham xl, Yet was his hart

wyth wretched cares orefret. 1831 HKLPS Ccmf. Solil. x.

(1874) 182 Do not uverfret yourself

t Overfrie'ze, -a. Ohs.
[f. OVER- S + FRIE/K

z'.
2
] /rails. To embroider over with gold.

.11548 HALL Chron. (1809) 519 On their heddes were
honnettes opened at the iiij quarters overfrysed with Hat
gold of I lamaske.

Overfright to Over-frolic : see OVER-.

O'verfront, s/>. [OVEK-SC.] A piece which
hangs over the front of a cloak, and covers the
arm instead of a sleeve.

1889 Daily News 23 July 7/2 The travelling mantle. .is

provided with over-fronts which fall straight from the
shoulders, and protect the arms without embarrassing their
movements. 1891 Ibid. 19 Sept. 2/1 The sleeves being
formed by the over-fronts, which fall over the arms.

t Overfro-nt, v. Obs. [OVKR- 22, 24.] trans.
a. To extend in front beyond (another army), b.
To stand over against the front of, confront.
1623 BINGIIA.M Xenophon 75 That the out-most companies

mayouer-front, and be without the points ofthe enemies wings.
1643 MILTON Dh'orcelo Parl. Kng., When things indifferent
shall beset to over-front ns, under the banners of sin.

Over-froth, Overfrown: see OVER- 8, i.

OverfrO'zen, ///. a. [OVKK- 8, 10.] Frozen
over the whole surface, or from side to side.

1494 F\B\'MsC/iroa. vil. ccxxxiii. 267 The ryuer of Thamys

the world.

Overfruit, -fruitful: see OVER- 8, 28.

t Overfulfil, z<. Obs. [OVER- 24.] trans. To
fill more than full, fill too full.

1398 TREVISA Earth. De P. R. vi. xx. (liotll. MS.) If. 42/2
In suchedoinge,.be stomake is ouere fnltilde and istrei^te
to swibe. 1538 STABKKY England I. iii. 76 Thys body ys
replenyschyd and ouerfulfyllyd wyth many yl humorys.

O-verfn-11, a. [( )K. eferfull
= OHG. utarfol,

intoxicated, Goth, ufarfulls: see OVER- 24, 28.]
Excessively full, too full.

a 1000 Lamb. Ps. Ixxvii. 65 (Bosw.) Crafulatus (glossed)
oferfull. a 1225 A net: K. 160 peos breo mailer men habbeS
ine heouene mid oner fnlle niede. 1590 SHAKS. .Itii/js. N. I.

i. 115 But being ouer-full of selfe-affaires, My minde did
lose it. 1813 J. NKAL Hro. Jonathan III. 317 His heart
was overfull. 1897 Allbutfs Syst. Med. III. 560 The
stomach dilates and becomes over-full.

Hence O verfirllness.
1612 WOODALI. A'urg. Mate Wks. (1653) 199 Repletion or

overfnlnesse, as well as too much fasting is to be avoided.
1884 M. D. CONWAY in blanch. Exam. 2 July 5/4 His great
heart burst with its overfullness of emotion and energy.

t O'Verfyll, sb. Obs. [OE. ofcrfyll, -fyllo =
OHG. ubarfiilli intoxication, Ger. iiberfiille, Goth.
iifarfnl/ei, f. iibarfnlh + abstr. suffix -ei, -t, -e :/";/.]

Overfullness, esp. in reference to eating or drink-

ing; surfeit, repletion.
t888 K. /F.LFRED Roeth. xxx!. r Seo oferfyll simle fet

unbeawas. <riooo Sax. Lcechd. II. 178 WiS manesum
adlum. .3e be cumaS of oferfyllo. a 1250 Owl A .Vie/;/. !<u
Over-fulle maketh wlatie.

Overga, etc., obs. forms of OVEEGO, etc.

Over-gaiter to -gamesome : see OVER-.

Overga-ng, -a. Now Sc. and north, dial.

[OE. ofcrgangan = OHG. iibargangan, Goth.
iifargaggan : see OVER- in various senses.]

J.. trans. To tread over, trample upon, conquer,
overpower, get the better of. [OVER- I, n.]a 1000 Riddies xli. 10 (Gr.) Mec . . slp ofergongeo. a 1000
Cmomon'l Exod. 561 (Gr.) pact se feonda geliwone forS
ofergangao. 1200 ORMIN 10228 To werenn hemm wibb
wiberrbeod patt wollde hemm oferrganngenn. a 1300
Cursor M. 5505 (Cott.) loseph kin oner-gauges all, pat to
our eldres was a thrall. 1567 Guile /f- Godlie K. (S. T. S.)
141 AUace ! ^our grace lies done greit wrang, To suffer

tyrannis in sic sort, Daylie ;our liegis till ouergang. 1715
PENNECUIK Many's Truth's Tniv. in Poems 94 For fear
that Truth should clean ou'rgang them. 1795 BURNS Old
Sexf,

' O ay my wife ',
If ye gie a woman a' her will, Guid

faith, she'll soon o'ergang ye.
t 2. To go over, cross, overstep ; to transgress ;

= OVERGO v. t, 2 b. (OE. and.WE.} [OVER- 12.]
a 1000 Soetk. Metr. xx. 71 Heora xn\z oores ne dorste

mearce ofergangan. c laooAgs. /V. (Spelm.)xvii. 31 Ic ofer-

gange weall. a 1275 Proa. .-Elfrcd 444 in (>. /.'. Misc. 129
panne sal bi child pi forbod ouer-gangin.
3. To go over: to overrun, overspread. [OvER-Q.]a 1300 Cursor .If. 22132 iCott.) Ouer all bar cnst was wont

to ga, [Anticrist] bairn sal oner-gang aUua. 1570 Satir.
Poems Reform, xvi. 36, I thinke the holkis ouergangis }our
ene. _iso6 DALRVMI-I.K tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. I. 122 Quha
..lattisgude ground, .ouirgang w< weidis. 1766 PITCAIKN
Assembly 13 (E. D. D.) That place is all overgrown with
briers and thorns, and they'll soon o'ergang Scotland too.
1828 Cratwi Gloss, (ed. 2), Owtr-gang, to over-run.
4. To go beyond, exceed. [OVER- 1 3.]

1737 RAMSAY 'Prov. (1750) 95 The pains o'ergangs the
proht. 1822 GALT Provost xxxv, The outlay 1 thought as

likely to o'ergang the profit.
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Hence f Overga'ngrer, a. one who overcomes,
a conqueror; b. an overseer, superintendent (Sc.~).
c 1340 HA.uroi.fi Prose Tr. 29 By Jacob in Haly Writt es

vndirstande ane ouerganger of synnes. Iliid. 30 Ouer-
gangerand ouercommere of all synnes.

O-ver-ga:rment. [OVER- 8
c.] A garment

worn over the others, an outer garment.
1470-85 MALORY Arthur ix. i, His oner garment sat oner-

thwartly. 1882-3 SCHAFF Kncycl. Kelig. Knowt. I. 500 '1'he

over-garment . .which was thrown around the person. 1884
BROWNING Fcrishtah, Two Camels 17 Thou hast already
donned Thy sheepskin over-garment.

Over-garrisoned: see OVER- 28 d.

tO'vergart, s/>. Obs. [app. f. OVER- + the
radical part seen also in AXGARD, -garf, OOAHT,
ongart, app. from ONorse, but the ultimate deriva-
tion is uncertain.] Arrogance, presumption, pride.
c 1200 OR.MIN 8163 Ace bar wass mikell oferrgarrt & modi;-

nesse shsewedd. Ibid. 15770 Kra vierelldshipess oferrgarrt.a 1225 .\t. Marhcr. 16 Hvven a meiden ure muchele outi-
gart bus afalleS. Ibid. ioHismucheleouerg.it. [Cf. Cursor
M. 478, where anc'i.fnrt in Colt, may he error for onfreart
or for ongart; F. has wfart, G. & I'r.fride. In I '7518
Cott. has ougarddt onward), K. awganlf, G. & Tr. cimy.\
t O'Vergart, a. and adv. Obs. [Cf. prec.]
A. adj. Immoderate, excessive, presumptuous.

C13IS I'ocin Times Ktl-w. II 391 in Pol. Sotifs (Canulen)
341 For tho God seih that the world was so over gart, He
seme a derthe on earthe, and made hit ful smart.
B. adv. Immoderately, excessively.

c 1320 Cast, /.on- 993 pat al he bi-comeb ouergart proud,And mis-dofi his nei;ebors bobe stille and loud, c 1350 // 'ill.

Palenie 1069 pe dou?ti dnk of saxoyne drow to pat londe
Wib ouer gart gret ost godmen of armes. 13.. in Kel. Ant.
II. 226 Ich am overgard agast, and quake al in my speche.

O'vergate, sl>. Also S -gait. [f. OVKR- 5 1, +
GATE rf.-J A way over a wall, stream, etc. north,
dial. b. Mining. An overhead air-passage.
1796 \V. MARSHALL i'orts/t. (ed. 2) Gloss. (E. I). S.),C?ti '<;-.

fait, (accented on the first syllable), [a] stile-place, or im-
perfect gap, in a hedge. Also a '

stepping.place
'

across a
brook. 1851 in GRKKNVVELL Coal-trade Terms Northiuiilr.
ff Durh. i8ss ROBINSON U'hitly Gloss., Omr-gate, a
stepping-style in a field. 1894 NortlmmHd. Gloss., Or-cr.
gaff, an air-way overhead in a pit, where one air-course is

carried by a bridge over another.

t O'vergate, adv. Obs. rare.
[f. OVEB//V/. 9

+ GATE sb.- 9 b.] In the way of excess, excessively.
01450 MVRC 1307 Hast bow I-coueled ouer gate Worldes

worschype or any a-state ?

Overga ze, v. rare. [OVER- 23, 5.]
1. reft, and />ass. To dazzle oneself with gazing.
1600 BRF.TON Melanchol. Hun:. (1879) 13/2 Oh that . "his

eyes [were] not ouergazed In Minervas excellences.
2. To gaze over, overlook.
1816 BYRON Ch. Jfar. HI. xu. His altar the high placesand the peak Of earth's o erga/ing mountains.

Over-general, -genial, -gentle : see OVER-.

Overget (<rav3.ige-t), v. [OVER- 14, 5.]
1. trans. To overtake. Now only dial.

1330 R. BRUNNK Citron. (Kaar(Rolls) 12708 5if by felavves
be ouer gete, Sey,

' be messegers vvente liere for^ god spede '.

'1450 Merlin 276 Thei slough and maymed alle that thei

myght ouer-gete. 1530 PALS<;R. 648/2, I made suche
dylygence that at the laste I ov ergate hym. 1591 HARINGTON
Orl. Fur. xxix. Ixiv, Orlando still doth her pursue so fast
That needs he must ov'rget her at the last. 1787 GROSK
Provinc. Gloss, s. v., He is but a little before ; you will soon
over-get him. 1825 BROCKETF, Overgft, to overtake.

2. To get over, surmount, recover from the effects

of (an illness, shock, etc.). (A midland dial, sense,
which has recently passed into literary use.)
1803 SOUTHKY Lett. (1856) I. 230 Kdith cannot sleep, and

till she overgets this, she cannot be better. 1862 MRS. H.
WOOD Mrs. llallib. II. 60 She had overgot the temporary
indications of illness. 1886 Charity ( Irganis. Rev. Feb. 75
The difficulties to be overgot are great.
3. ' To get the better of; to overreach, to outwit.'
1886 in Casselfs Kncycl. Diet.

Overgild 0"ivojgi-ld), v.
[f. OVER-

Forms).] traits. To gild over, coverv. (q. v. for Forms).] trans. To gild over, cover
with gilding ; fig. to tinge with a golden colour.

Chiefly m pa.pple.
c 1200 OBMIN 2612 Butt iff itt beo burrh bildess gold All

full wel oferrgildedd. c 1290 S. F.ng. Leg. I. 96/159 An
ymage, brijt and scheneOuer-guld and quoynte i-nov. 1387
I RKVISA Iligilcn (Rolls) V. 445 A combe of yvorie somdel- - 445
overgilt. 1420 in R. E. n'itls (i 82) 46 Also a spyce disshe
'f seluer, & ouerguld. 1508 DvtWu'CeAAn Tarfe 27 The
purpur hevyn our scailit in silvir sloppis Ourgilt the trcis

branchis, lef[isj and barkis. 1592 NASHE P. Peni/esse(ed. 2 1

27 All cunning drifts ouerguylded with outward holine.sse.
1612 \\'. PAUKU Curtaint Dr. (1876) 22 Those golden words
that so ouerguild such bitter pilles. 1821 BVRON Foscari
III. i. 65 The full sun, When gorgeously o'ergilding any
towers. 1861 TRENCH Coiiiin. Kp. to 7 Ch. 149 Royal sceptres
arc not usually of iron, but of wood overgilded.
Hence Over-griding vbl. sb., Overgilt///, a.
?I366 CHAUCER Koni. Rose 873 In an overgilt sam.-i

Cladde she was. 1477 Rolls o/Parlt. VI. 184/2 The thyn"
in which any such overgildyng shal be.

t Overgi-lted./a.///^. Obs. = overgilt, pa.pple.
c 1400 MAUNDEV. (Rpxb.) i. 4 Ane ymage o'f Justinyane be

emperour. wele ouergilted. uloCAXTDM Chron. Eng. VH.
(1520) 136 b, Two basyns of sylver and overgylted.
Overgird : see OVER- 8.

Oyergi-ve, v. Obs. exc. dial.
[f. OVER- (in

various senses) + GIVE v. In sense 2 corresp. to
OE. oft/an.}

OVERGLUTTED.
1 1. trans. To give over, to expend. Obs. rare.

, (rendering L. suptrimptndfre^
1382 WYCI.U.- a Cor. xii. 15 Forsoth I moost wilfully schal

3yue.and I my si If schal be ouerjouun for Joure soulis.

t2. To give over or up, hand over, surrender.
'444 Keg. Magni Sif. (1882) 63/2' Wit yhe us. .till have

renonnsit ouregevin quyt clemyt . .all richt . . inor to all landis
[etc.]. 1591 SPENSER M. HiM-erd 249, 1 am a Souldieie, . .

And now, constraint! that trade to overgive, I driven am
to seeke some meanes to live. 1682 in Scott. Attti,;. (1901 1

Jnly 8, I. demitt and overgive my place of dean of facultie
in the said wmversaty.
f3. intr. To give over, desist, cease. Obs.l2 WARNER.///.. F.ng. vn. xxxvi. (1612)175 The Hound

at l.osse doth oner-giue. 1591 SVIA I:SIKR Du Hartas \. iii.

804 And never over-give Till tliey both dying give Man leave
to live.

b. in//: To give way as frost, to thaw. dial.
a 1825 in FORIIV / 'oc. E. Anglia.
4. train. To give in addition.

,
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.
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' u ' Conlema. O. T. XVII, Salomon's C/ioiee. So
cloth Uod lone a good choyce, and bee reronipenres it \vith

ouer-giumg.
Hence f Overgi'ving ;/</. sl>., handing over,

surrender. Ol>s.

iS46/'Yy. Prhy Council Seal. I. 66 At the onrgeving of
tile said Lastell it wes convenit that [etc.]. 1571 in Spottis-wood Hist. Ch. Scot. v. (16771 25., The said pretended
Dimission, Renunciation and.Overgiving of the Clown la-
the Queen.

O'ver-gla-d, a. [OVKR- -5, 28.] Excessively
glad ;

too glad.
1390 COWER Can/. I. ry Anon he vvext of his corage So

overglad, that [etc.]. 1845 DISRAELI Sybil iv. v 1 am
not surprised at your opinion,.. 1 should not be over-glad
to meet you in a fray. 1870 MORRIS Earthly Par. 1 1 1'. iv.
186 To make more mirth, For folk already overglad.
t Over-gla'd, r. Obs.rare. [OvKB- 25.] tram.
To gladden exceedingly.
1631 C.vi'-r. SWIIH Adv/s. Plant,;.! 2 If it over-glad me to

sec Industry.. make use of my aged <-ndevoms.

tOvergla-nce, T'. ()/'... [OVKK- 16.] /ra<.
To glance over, cast the eje over.

1588 SIIVKS. /.. /.. /.. iv. ii. 115, 1 will ouerglanre the
superscript. 1599 //,,/. r, v . ii. 78, I haue but uiih a
curselane eye O're-glanc't the Article,,. 1883 Century
Mag. XXV. 859 The eye that overglances the.. sunny
leagues of surrounding distance.

Overglase, obs. form of OVKRCLAZE v.

O ver-gla:SS, sb. [OVKK- i.] A glass or
mirror placed over a mantelpiece.
1898 Tit- Hits 26 Mar. 490/2 A chimney-piece and over.gla^s.

Overgla ss, r. rare. [OvKH- S.] trans. To
cover over as with glass.
1883-4 MRS. WHITNEY in Chicago A,i-.-ance 10 Jan.. The

brook. . overglassed With icy sheathing.

O'Verglaze,^. Ceramics. [OVKU-8.] A second

glaze applied to a piece of pottery, e. g. when the-

first glaze has been painted on.

1884 American VII. 217 Enthusiastic amateurs have
grappled with the pottery question, and the mysteries of
overglaze

'

and '

underglaze
'

have engrosse 1 [etc.].

O'Verglaze, a. [OVKR- S.] a. Of painting :

On or connected with a glazed surface, b. Suit-
able or used for painting on glazed surfaces.

1883 Harper's .Mag. July 259/1 The overglaze painting
of tea-cups.

Overgla ze, v. Also 6 -glase. [OVKR- S.]
trans. To glaze over, to cover with a glaze or

polish ; hence, f to coat or plate with a thin cover-

ing of something better, to veneer (obs.}.
1592 GREENE Upst. Courtier F iii. The Sadler, he stuffes

his pannels with straw or hay, and ouer glaseth them with
haire. Ibid. Fiij b, Vou sell him a swoorde or rapier newe
ouerglased, and sweare the blade came either fiom Turkic
or Toledo.

Overgli'de, v. poet. [OVER- 9.] trans. To
glide over, pass over gently or smoothly.
^a I54 1 WYATT Ps. .\xxii, That sonne.. whose glannsing
light the cords dyd ouer-glyde. 1598 SYLVI s i ER Du liartas
II. i. ill. Furies 761 We plainly call the Fever, Ferer, The
Dropsie, dropsie : over-gliding never, With guile-full llourMi
of a fained phra/e, The cruell Languors lhat our bodies
craze. 1844 MRS. BROWNING Drama of l-'.file Poems 1850
I. 12 Ideal sweetnesses shall overglide you.

Overglint, -glorious, -gloss: see OVKK-.

OvergloO'm, v. [OvKH- 8.] trans. To
cover with gloom, to overshadow

;
to cast a gloom

over, to sadden.

i?9S COLERIDGE To Author Poems pntl. Bristol 20 The
cloud<!iml>ed rock.. That like some giant king o'erglooms
the hill. 1812 Lelt.,toMrs.Colerid.fe(i&9$so Nothing
intervenes to overgloom my mind. 1883 L. MORRIS Son^s
Unsnnff, St. Christopher 154 A dark road stole to it O'er-

gloomed by cypress, and no boat was there Nor ferry.

O ver-gloo miness. [OVER- 29.] Excessive
or too great gloominess.
1742 RICH VUDSON Pamela III. 264, I said that this Over-

gloominess was not Religion.

Overgln't, '. [f. OVER- 25, 27 + GLUT v.*]
trans. To glut to excess. Hence Overgltrtted
PPI. a.

1589 Pi'TTENHAM F.ng. Poesie 1. iv. (Arb.) 24 By that
occasion the eare is ouerglutted with it. 1600 BRETON
Meldiicholike Hum. (1879) 9 While epicures are over-

glut, I ly and starue for foode. 1660 SHARROCK I'tgetables
108 Some caution is to be had that by too much water you
do not chill or over-glut the ground. 1792 FKSSKI. Pro-

ceedings at Paris 390 Blood, rubbed from the murdercis'



OVERGO.

over-glutted hands, a 1814 Sulicmaa i. v. in New Brit.
\

riiialre II. 1 8 The sword O'erglutted with the blood of

Hassems fiiends.

Overgo (('"V3jg<>u'),
v. Forms : see OVER adv.

and Go v. Pa. t. a. I ofertode, 4 -jede, -Jide,

-yod(e, Sc. 6 -3eid, 8 -yeed ; /3. 4- overwent.

[OK. ofer^an
= OLG. *ot>argan (MDu. overgaen,

Du. pvergaan), OHG. tibarglin (MUG. iibcrgiin,

-gPii, Ger. iibe.rgelie~) : see OVER- in various senses.]

I. Transitive senses.

f 1. To come upon suddenly ;
to overtake ; to

catch, apprehend, detect. Obs. [OVER- 7, 14.]

,11000 Andreas 821 (fir.) Hine ..slaip ofereode. c 1000

^Ei.FRlc Hoin. (Th.) I. 86 Wajter-seocnyss hine ofereode.

a 1300 Cursor M. 4721 (Colt.) Qualm hasbeistes al ouergan.

13 . Guy H'ar-.v. (A.) 3277 5ifbe be may oner-go, He wd be

bren ober slo. (11425 Cursor M. 13700 (Trin.) A wif pat

wib horedome was ouergon. 1581 MARIIKCK A'i. ofNotes

346 This bird [the ostrich], .cannot mount vp to flie aloft,

but flickereth in such wise as he cannot be ouergone.

2. To pass over (a wall, river, boundary, or line) ;

to surmount; to cross. Ol>s. exc. dial. [OvEH-

5, "2.]
r825 I'esf. Psalttrxm. 30 [xviii. 29] In gode minum ic

ofergaa wall, c 1000 JKt.i Ric Ham. (Th.) II. 200 KxfKH Be

hi jia Readan sa: ofereodon. c 1000 Sax. Leechd. III. 252

On langiendum da,%um he ofer gajb 8one SUOran sunnstede.

c 1250 Gen. ft Kx. 3490 (iod bad hem Sat merke oner-gon.

1381 WVCLIF Dent, xxvii. 3 Jordan ouergoon. 1609 DAXIEI.

Ci~'. Wars iv. i,
The bounds once oner-gone, that hold

men in, They neuer stay. 1657 W. RAND tr. Gasscndis

J.ife Ptirctc n. 50 When Druentia, or Rhodanus over-went

their banks. 1789 Ross Hclcnre 31 Ere I bridle drew,

O'cryeed a' bounds afore I ever knew.

t b. Jig. To pass (a moral limit), to transgress.

Tlir. To overgo the balance (see quot. 1539); to

overgo one's bed, to break wedlock. Obs.

,-950 Liiulisf. Gas/'. Matt. xv. 2 Forhuon Sennas Sinne

Ilia ofergffis. .setnesaoara a;ldra. 1382 Wyci.lF Ecclus. xxiii.

25 Eche man that oucrgoth his bed [/'l<4'. transgreditur

lectum]. 1539 TAVEKXER Email. Prov. (1545) 141 Ouergo
not the beanie or balaunce. That is to say, do nothynge

besyde ryght and equilie.

f3. To go or rise higher than, or over the top
j

of ; to surmount. Obs. [OVER- i.l

1381 WYCI.II- Ps. xx.xvii(i). 5 For my wickidnesses ouerjiden

[1388 ben goon ouer] myn hed. 1613-16 W. BBOW.NK Brit.

I'ast. ii. v. 692 Springs. .swelled forth and overwent the

top. a 1619 FoTHEKBY.-iMiw;/. I. ix. 3 As much as loftiest

Cedars show, The lowest Shrubs doe ouergoe.

&.fig. To go beyond .exceed, excel. [OVKR- 13.]
c 1230 IIall Meiii. 23 Maidenhad wi5 hundred fald ouer

gea3 baoe. CI375 Xc. Leg. Saints xxxvi. (Bfiptista) 179
For he oure-gais prophetis al & patriarkis bat we cal.

1471 RIPI.KY Coaif. Alcfi. Rec. viii. in Ashm. Thcatr. Clicm.

Brit. (1652) 188 Pekoks fethers in color gay, the Raynbow
whych shall overgoe. a 1586 SIDNEY Arcadia in. Wks.

1724 II. 509 Abhorring to make the punishment overgo
the offence. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny II. 499 Euthycrates his

third sonne ouerwent his brethren, a 1718 PENN Tracts

Wks. 1726 I. 617 English Custom has very much overgone

English Law in this Business of Oaths. 1825 JEFFERSON
Auloliiog. App., Wks. 1859 1. 113 He so far overwent the

timid hesitations of his colleagues. 1825 HOGG Queen Hyndc
151 Threatening their force to overgo.

5. To overcome, overpower, get the better of;

to oppress, overwhelm. Now dial. [OVER- 21.]
c 1105 LAY. 7712 Whxr is be ilke mon pat me ne ma;i mid

mede ouer-gan ? c 1400 Rom. Rose 6821 The stronge the

feble overgoth. c 1430 flow Good Wife taug/U Dau. 97 in

llafrees Ilk., For with
jiftis

men may wommen ouer goon.

"535 COVERUALE llao. i. 3 Tyranny and violence are before

me, power ouergoeth right. 1596 SPENSKR F. Q. v. ii. 7 With
his powre he all doth overgo, And makes them subject to

his mighty wrong, a 1611 BKAUM. & FL. MauFs Trag.
in. ii, I am so o'ergone with injuries Unheard-of,

f b. To '

get over ', overreach, cheat. Obs.

CI205 LAY. 15183 For nis natter nan mon pat me ne mai

mid swikedome ouergan. 1382 WYCLIF i Thess.
iy.

6 That
no man ouergo [so 1582 Rhem.] nether disseyue his brother

in cause, or nede. 1587 TURBKKV. Trag. T. (1837) 139 The

simple minde will soone be overgone.

t 6. To go or spread over so as to cover. Obs.

[OVER- 8, 9.]
ciooo Sax. Leeclid. III. 272 Lyft is lichamlic gesceaft

svvyoe bynne, seo ofer ga;ft ealne middaneard. 1390 GOWF.K

Conf. II. 183 A large cloude hem overwente. r 1450 tr. De
Imitatione III. xlii. 113 Derknesses shul not ouergo be.

^'595 J- DICKF.NSON Sheth. Compl. (1878) 8 As when a

blacke thicke Meteore doth ore-goe Heau'ns light, a 1634
CHAPMAN CI'.), Rather, that the earth shall overgo Some one
at least.

7. To overrun, overflow, pass or spread over in

a hostile or injurious way. Now dial. [OvEK-9.]
c looo O. E. Chron. an. 993 (Parker MS.) [Unlaf] for. .to

Sandwic, and swa oanon to gipeswic, and bset call ofereode.

a 1122 Ibid. an. 1070 (Laud MS.) pa:t land folc. .waendon

ba?t he sceolde bet land ofer gan. a 1300 Cursor M. 10524

loseph begode..wel witstode pe hunger bat egypte ouer-

yod. Ibid. 11820 pe scab ouer-gas [Trirt. ouergoop] hisbodi

all. 1546 in W. H. Turner Select. Rec. Oxford 186 So that

the water may not overgoo and destroye thegrounde. 1607
NORDEN Stlrv. Dial. V. 233 It is. .good pasture, hut so ouer-

gone with Thistles, as we can by no meanesdestroy them. 1675
R. BURTHOT.GE Causa Dei 95 Persons overgone with Wicked-
ness and Vice. 1808-18 JAMIESON, Toovrgae. i. To overrun.
' He's ourgane with the scrubbie '. 1814 NICHOLSON Poet.

ll'~/ts. (1897) 95 (K. D. D.) If no o'ergane wi' information, At

least quite free frae affectation.

8. To go or pass over the surface or extent of ;

to travel through, traverse. [OVER- 9, 16.]

13.. Guy IVanu. (A.) 1777 Mam lond he hadde ouergo,

To seche bit lord, wib sorvve & wo. 1387 TREVISA tligiien
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(Rolls) VII. 83 pis Ive. .overjede be spaces of many landes.

a 1425 Cursor M. 22132 (Trin.) Ouer al bere Crist was wont

to go He [Anticrist] shal ouer gone hem also. 1513 DOUGLAS
sEneis VI. xiii. 99 Nevir . . Hercules . . Sa meikle space of erd

or land our^eid. 1588 SHAKS. /,. L. L. v. ii. 196 How manic

wearie steps, Of many wearie miles you haue ore-gone. 1850 >

BROWNING Easter Day xiv, I overwent Much the same
|

ground of reasoning. 1854 Miss BAKER Xorthar/ipt. Gloss.

s. v., It is often said, when a person wishes to inspect I

a house or church,
'
1 should like to over-go it '.

fb. To tread over: = OVEUHASG it. i. Obs.

f 1470 HENRY Wallace vi. 725 Stampyt in moss, and wiilr

rud nors olirgayne.

f9. To pass, live through, spend (time); also,

of time, to pass over (a person). Obs. [OvKR-17,4.]
a 1300 Cursor M. 2640 Abram had ban Sex and fourscor

j

yeir ouergan. 1588 FRAI'NCK Lawiers Log. Ded., There
j

l>ee almost seaven yeares now overgone mee since first 1

l>egan to lie a medler with these Logicall meditations.

f 10. To go faster than, leave behind in going,

outstrip, overtake. Obs. [OvEK- 22.]

1530 PAI.SGR. 648/2 He is so lyght a man that he wyll sone

overgo me. ri6n CHAPMAN Iliad x. 298 If it chance, that

we be overgone By his more swiftness, urge him still to run

upon our fleet. 1635 QUARLKS F-mH. v. xi. (1718) 290 At

length by flight, I over-went the pack.

1 11. To pass over, pass by, let alone, omit. Obs.

[OVEU- 5 (/.).]

1609 DANIEL Ck'. Wars vin. Ixxvii, But, I must ouergoe
these passages; And hasten on my way. 1622 WITHER
Klislr. Philar. Wks. (1633) 623 Her faire eyes doe checke

me now, That 1 seem'd to passe them so, And their praises

over-goe.
II. Intransitive senses.

12. To go or pass by ;
to pass over or away; to

pass (in time). Now dial. [OVER- 4.]

c893 K. /Ei.FRED Oros. v. ii. 5 Hie witon beah bait bael

ilce yfel ofereode butan seblote. c 897 - Gregory's Past. C.

lix. 447 Hu hncdlice se eorolica hlisa oferg.-eO. a 1250 I'M'/

-V Xight. 952 pe nihteGale hi understod, An over-gan lette

hire mod. 1330 R. BRUHNR Clirm. (1810) 220 pe erle

ansuerd nouht.he lete bat word ouer go. 1:1374 CHAUCER

Troyliis 1. 790 (846) That as here loyes moten ouer gone

\v. r. ouergon) So mote hire sorwes pas^en euerychone.
c 1430 Hymns I'irg. (1867) 51 Ful myche ioie haddist Boil

tho;..Iiut ri}t soone it was ouer-goo. 1580 llmuers of
Bless. I "irg. 98 The yeeres of men, which so soone overgoe.

1623 BINGIIAM Xenoplwn 64 They gladly remembred their

trauel ouer-gone. 1871 W. ALEXANDER Johnny CM ilia,

The time's lang owregane.

1 13. fig. To pass on to another part of a narra-

tive, etc. (sometimes with implication of omission).

Obs. [OVER- 4, 5 (A).]
c 1250 Gen. ft Kx. 1903 Hear haued moyses ouer-gon,

Dor-fore he wended eft agon. 1430-40 LYDG. Kochas I. ii.

(155^) 4 Mine aulor lightly overgoeth, Maketh of y age no

special lemembrannce.

1 14. To go or pass over (to another place) ;
to

cross. Obs. [OVER- 10.]

(-1330 R. BRVNXE Chron. (1810) 69 Edward is dede, alias!

messengers ouerwent To William.

Hence Overgo'ing'r/'/. sb., a going over; fn.

transgression; a crossing; the point of going over,

the brink ; Overgo-ne ///. a., gone out of use,

obsolete ; gone beyond bounds, far gone.

1382 WYCLIF Lam. iii. 19 Recorde of pprenesse
and of myn

ouergoing. 1581 PETTIE tr. Guazzo's Civ. Coiiv. III. (1586)

i27b, He is so overgone in fatherlie affection towardes

them, ..he cannot abide to see them trauaile and labour as

he hath done. 1613 W. SCI.ATER Christians Str. 9 What
availes it. .whether.. by overgoing, or vndergoing; we be

deprived of salvation? 1634 RlTTHMTOMJ Lett. (1862) I. 126

A man who was at the very overgoing of the brae and

mountain; but (iod held a grip of him. 1654 GATAKEK
Disc. Apol. 85 To be scandalized with these overgone, or

overgrown expressions.

Overgod to Over-good : see OVER-.

O'VergO'rge (-gf'-'dj), v. [OVER- 27.] trans.

To gorge to excess, to cram with too much food,

to glut. Hence OvergoTged ///. a.

1575 TURBERV. Ftmlcoiu-ie 285, 1 warne all falconers to

beware howe they overgorge their hawkes. 1641 EARL
MONM. tr. liiondfs Civil Warns v. 96 Like unto Rivers

overgorged with raine, which when flood of water cease

returne to their former channell. 1784 COWPER Task I. 737

Thieves at home must hang, but he that puts Into his

overgorg'd and bloated purse The wealth of Indian provinces,

escapes. 1814 BVRON Lara u. vii, Such as long power and

overgorged success Concentrates into all that's merciless.

Overgospel : see OVER- 22 b.

Over-govern (-go-vain), v. [OVEB- 2, 27.]

f 1. trans. To rule over. Obs.

1470-85 MALORY Arthur i. vi, It was grete shame vnto

them all.. to be ouer gouernyd with a boye of no hyghe
blood l)orne.

2. To govern too much ;
to subject to too much

government interference.

1863 LOWTH Waiul. W. France 205 He overgoverns his

people, and so.he makes them discontented.

SoOver-go -vernment, a. excessive government,

too much government interference; b. higher

government or control.

1861 M. ARNOLD Fop. F.diic. France n, I l>elieve, as every

Englishman believes, that over-government is pernicious

and dangerous. 1894 Rep. Unif. London in Westiii. Gas.

29 Sept. 5/1 Besides the over-government of the future

Corporation, there must be subsidiary bodies to discharge

local highway, sanitary, and other duties.

Overgown, Over-gratify, etc. : see OVER-.

Overgrarn, v. [OVER- 8.] Irons. To grain
- over (a surface that has already been grained), so as

OVERGROW.
to put on additional lights and shades. Hence

Overgrai-ning vbi. sb. ; Overgrafner, one who
or that which overgrains ;

an overgraining brush.

1873 SPON Workshop Receipts Ser. i. 420/1 Ovcrgrain-
;>/;.. This operation is performed in the same manner both

upon work which has been oil grained or spirit grained. In

overgraining, water-colours are used. Ibid. 420/2 There are

several descriptions of overgraining brushes in use. . . The
knots and figures must he lightly touched up w;ith

the over-

grainer, and the whole gone over quickly with a badger

softening brush. The overgraining dries quickly, and the

varnish may he then applied.

t Overgra-ssed, pa. pple. Obs. In 6 -grast.

[OVER- 8.] Covered or overgrown with grass.

1579 SPENSER Sheph. Cal. Sept. 130 For they bene like

fnnle wagmoires ouergrast.

O'ver-grea't, a. [OVER- 28.] Too great,

excessive.

1^1386 CHAUCER Can. Yeom. Frol. f, T. 95 Ffor whan
a man hath oner greet a wit fuil oft hym happeth to mysusen

it.) 1489 CAXTON Faytes of A. i. xii. 3* an ouergrete

quantite is confusion. 1583 Proclam. Prky Council 14

Jan., Inconueniences happening by the ouergreat hbevtie

of late vsed in riding poste. 1774 FOOTE Cozeners n.

Wks. 1799 II. 179, I am at no time an over-great eater.

1870 EMEKSON Sac. t, Solit. xi. 237 In good hours we do

not find Shakspeare or Homer over-great,-only to have

been translators of the happy present.

So O-ver-grea-tly adv., too greatly, excessively;

O-ver-grea-tness, excessive greatness.

[1433 Rolls rfParlt. IV. 425/2 Over gretly empoverysched,
or enes..over gretly charged.] 1579 FENTON Guicciard.

(1618) 75 They feared the ouergreatnesse of the vantgard,

and that they were more neare to the maine army. 1599

S\NDYS Eurofx Spec. (1632) 142 Two. .horse-leeches which

neuer lin sucking it, will never suffer it to swell over-greatly

in treasure. 1675 tr. Camden's Hist. Elis.ni. (1688) 415

By reason of the Over-greatness and Sluggishness of the

Spanish Ships.

O-ver-gree'd. [OVER- 29.] Excessive greed.

1880 DIXON Windsor IV. xii. 115 That over-greed had

been his great mistake in life.

Over-gree-dy,a. [OE. ofergneJj^.
seeOvER-

28.] Too greedy, excessively greedy.
a 1023 WULFSTAN Horn. xiii. (Napier) 81 Men . . beofl ofer-

graxlije woruldjestreona. 1535 COVERDALE I'rm: xxm. 3

Be not ouer gredy of his meate, for meate begyleth and

disceaueth. 1597 SHAKS. 2 Hen. If, I. iii. 88 Their ouer-

greedy loue hath surfeited. 1642 MILTON Apol. Smcct.

Introd., Wks. (185.) 261 While he is so overgreedy to fix

a name of ill sound upon another. 1741 WATTS Iinprovcm.

Alimi l. xvii. Wks. 1813 VIII. 123 An over-greedy grasp

does not retain the largest handful. 1887 RUSKIN Przlerita

II. v. 176 Some meat for the over-greedy foreigners.

So O-ver-gree-dily adv., too greedily.

c 1450 tr. De Iniitatione HI. vii. 72 pou failest in binges

taken, and ouergredely sekist consolacion. 1584 COGAN

llaaen Health (1636) 215 To eat overgrecdily . . is hurtful],

and hindereth concoction. 1668 1.ond. Gaz. No. 246/2 Then

infected Goods . . lieing oyer-greedily
seised on by some

persons, twelve of them . . died of the Contagion.

fOvergree-n.z'. Obs. rare. [OVER- 8.] trans.

To cover with green, clothe with verdure ;
hence

fi" to cover so as to conceal a defect, embellish.

ciooo SHAKS. Sonn. cxii, For what care I.. So you ore-

greene my bad, my good alow ?

O'ver-grie-ve,!'- [OVER- 25, 27.] a. trans.

To grieve or afflict excessively, b. tntr. 1 o grieve

too much, to feel excessive grief.

1603 KNOLI.ES Hist. Turks (1621) 1176 The citizens over-

grieved with the insolent outrages of these men of war.

1631 BP. WEBBE Quietn. (1657) 32 Not to overjoy our grief,

nor over-grieve our joyes. 1648 T. HILL Spring of Grace

1 1 We are apt to overgrieve or undergrieve at crosses.

Hence Over-grie-ved///. a. ; O^ver-grie-vmg

v/il. sb. and ///. a.

1601 Downf. Earl Huntington i. iii. in Hazl. Doaslty

V 1 1 1. 1 1 3 Bridle this over-grieving passion, Or else dissemble

it to comfort her. 1618 WITHER Motto, Nee Habeo Wks.

(1633) 525, I have not their base cruelty, who can Insult

upon ail over-grieved man. a 1684 T. LYE in Ireas.Dar.

Ps Ixii. 8 Now is a time, not for overgnevmg, murmuring.

b-ver-grie-vons,. [OvM-a;.]
Tooenewm

1480 CAXTON Quid's Met. xii. xx, Let Menelaus tak another

wyf ; ffor this is overgrevous for to conquere.

Over-gross, etc. : see OVER- 28.

t O-VCrgrou:nd (-ground), sb. Obs. [OVER-

1 1 An upper or higher ground.
1600 ABP. ABBOT F.xp. Jonah 569 Looking downe upon

the city from some hill-side or overground.

Overground, a. [OVER. 32.] Situated over

or above ground, raised above the ground; opposed

to tindersrotuul.

,879 SIR G. G. SCOTT Led. Arcliit. I. 182 The chapel is ..

elevated on an overground crypt. 1894 estm. Gaz. 19 Nov.

2/1 An underground railway is preferable .. its construction

is far less expensive than would be an overground line.

1897 Naturalist 23 Overground stolons rooting at the nodes.

Overgrow i^uvaagrtf"-), v. [OVER- 8, etc.]

1. trans. To grow over, to cover with growth ;

to overrun, overspread. (Now chiefly m pa. pple.}

Cam * Gr. Knt. 2190 pis oritore is vgly, with erbez

oueV-growen. ^1440 Partonope 4338 Wyth here hys vysage

was ouergrow. ,535 COVKRIIALK fios. ix. 6 I he nettles

shall ouergrowe their pleasaunt goodes. 1599 T. M[OUn
Silk".vormes 33 Hence leprosie the Cuckoes ouergrew. a IOC

FULLER Worthies, York (1662) 228 He was .. kept so long

,
in Prison, Manicled by the wrests, till the Flesh had over-

grown his Irons. 1725 BRADLEY Fam.lhct. s. v. Pruning,

The best time to prune Trees is in February that so the

Tree may easily overgrow the Knot. 1855 KINCSLEY
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f/t'tves, Theseus i. 196 He found a great flat stone, all

overgrown with ivy.

b. (rOHsf.uidJff.: sometimes with the notion

of '

overcome, overburden '.

1471 KIPLEV Com/>. Alck. vn. it. in Ashm. Thca.tr. Ckent,
Frit. (1652) 169 That watry humors not overgrow the blood.

1565 T. STAPLEION Fortr, Faith 84 b, Heresy can not con-
tinew and owergrow the true church. 1643 TRAPP Conini.
Gen, xxiii. 2 Here Jacob fory.it himself, when so overgrown
with yrief for his Joseph. 1701 GIBBER Lore makes Man
i. 5 To Huy and sell my stock to ihe best Advantage, and
Cure my Cattle when they are over-grown with labour. 1861

GEO. ELIOT Silas M. i, Their imagination, .is all overgrown
by recollections that are a perpetual pasture to fear.

f" C. intr. To be or become grown over. Ohs.
<j 1643 J. SHUTE Judgcm. fy Mercy (1645) 102 The HeM

uuplowed over^rowes with weeds.

2. trans. To grow over so as to choke ; to grow
more vigorously than. Alsoyfy. [OVER- 21, 22.]
15*3 FITZHF.RB. Hitsb. 146 [The garden] must be weded,

or els the wede wyll ouergrowe the herbes. 1605 CAMDEM
Kent. 13 But the Britishe overgrewe the Latine. 1633 T.

SCOT Highly. God do The tares ouergrow the wheat. 1896
F. B. JKVONS Introd. Hist. Kelig. viii. 89 It overgrows
healthy social tendencies and kills them.

3. intr. To grow too large ;

'

to grow beyond
the fit or natural size* (J.); to increase unduly.

(Perfect tenses often with A?.) [OvEK- 26.]
1490 CAXTON Eueydas xxxviii. 129 Siluya had norlsshed

a herte [
= hart] tyll that he was ouergrowen and grete.

1581 MAKBECK A'XF
. ofNotes 326 She Hueih long: but at the

length hir beake ouergroweth, so as she cannot receiue

meate, but onelie is fatne lo sucke in the bloud of it. 1619
\V. SCLATER Exp. i Thcss. (1630) 58 Before Atheisme quite
ouergrowes. 1659 WOOD !,ifc ((). H. S.) I. 282 One..
Kmaston, a merchant, ..with a long beard and haire over-

grown, was at the Miter-Inn; and faigning himself a
Patriarch. 1709 ADDISON Tat Ifr No. 100 P 3 Many others,
who were overgrown in Wealth and Possessions. 184*
MANNING Serin, viii. (1848) I. 108 To him the world is

overgrown, and all its cares are swollen to an unnatural

greatness.

f b. To grow too much or too luxuriantly. Obs.

1523 FITZHERB. Hush. 124 The wedes yf they ouergrow
wyll kyll the settes. 1541 R. COPLAND Lialyen's Terafeit-
tyke 2 Fiij, They that are purged as it behoueth .. in them
the flesshe ouergroweth nat.

4. trans. To grow over, above, or beyond ;
to

grow too big or tall for; to outgrow (clothes,

etc.). To overgrow oneself̂ to grow beyond one's

strength, proper size, etc. [OVER- 13, 23.]
c 1536 SIR A. WINDSOR in M. A. E. Wood's/A R. 4-

/VVwi/. Ladies II, 217 She hath overgrown all that ever she
hath. 171* MORTIMER Husb. 11. 231 If the [hop] Hinds be

very strong, and much over-grow the Poles, some advise
to strike off their Heads with a long Switch. 1833 HT.
MARIINEAU Tale of Tyne iii. 63, I think governmentsnould,
while giving privileges, take care that they do not overgrow
just bounds. 1868 MRS. WHITNEY P. Strong ix, We don't

outgrow, but only overgrow, many things. 187* Routledges
l;v. I*oy*s Ann. 102/1 The plant apparently overgrows itself.

T" b. fig. To grow beyond, surpass, or exceed in

some quality. Obs.

1399 LASCU Rich. Redeh$\\\. 344 This was a wondir world
..Pat gromes ouere-grewe so many grette maistris. 1578
Ckr. Prayers in Priv. Prayers (1851) 465 So she may over-

grow in reigning the reign of her father. 1655 FULLKR Ch.
Hist. HI. vi. 37 No wonder then, if easily they did over-

grow others in wealth.

Hence Overgrowing vM.sb. and///. a,

1541 R. COPLAND Galycns Terapeittyke i V ij, In the moste
pane of them come none ouergrowynge nor superfluyte of
ilesshe, 1612 WOODALL Sitry. Mate Wks. (1653) 2I 3 I

'"or
the overgrowings of the gums in the Scurvy. 1677 (i.

MOUNTAGU in Bitcdeuch MSS. (Hist. MSS. Comm.) I. 326
Right measures .. against this powerful and overgrowing
interest of France. 1795-1814 \Voimsw. Excursion \. 930
That secret spirit of humanity Which, 'mid her

plants, and
weeds, and flowers, And silent overgrowing, still survived.

O'Vergrown (stress varies), ///. a. [pa. pple.
of OVERGROW p.]
1. Grown over (with vegetation, weeds, etc.).
1634 RAINBOW 7.a0vr (1635) 40 Todraine and secure this

fenny and viciously over-growne. .ground.
2. That has grown too much ; too big, abnormally

large, of excessive size.

1398 TREVISA Barth. De P. R. in. xix. (1495) 66 The vertu

ofsmellynge is lette somtyme by stoppynge by ouergrowe
flessh. 1603 SHAKS. Meat. /<>r M. \. iii. 23 Like an orc-

fciowne Lyon in a Caue That goes not out to prey. 1627
CAPT. SMITH Seaman's Cram. x. 47 An ouer-growne Sea
I is] when the surges and billowes goe highest. 1711 AUPISON
S/tfcf. No. 65 p 4 He calls the Orange-Woman, who.. is

inclined to grow Fat, An Over-grown Jade. 1807 Aftd.

Jrnl. XVII. 193 Travelling from ihe one end to the other
of this overgrown metropolis. 1888 Miss URADDON Fatal
Three \. i, She is a great overgrown girl.

Hence t O'vergrrownly adv. t in an overgrown
degree, excessively. Obs.
1668 World's Mistake Cronnvell in Select. /r. Harl. Misc.

''793* 395 Their king, .overgrownly great and rich himself.

O'vergrowtn. [OVER- 29, 8.]
1. Kxcessive or too rapid growth, growth beyond

the normal amount; also, the result of this, ovt-r-

hixurinnce or abundance.
i6oa SIIAKS. }fam. i, iv. 27 So, oft it chances in particular

men, ..By the o'ergrowth of some complexion. 1667 MILTON
/'. L. xil. 166 A sequent King, who seeks To stop thir

ovet growth, as inmate guests Too numerous. >86z MFKI-
VALE Ram. Km/t. (1865) V. xl. 43 The Forum and othffr

public places were deliberately thinned of theirovergrowths
of sculpture. 1885 Law Times LXXIX. 187/2 To trim the
road:.ide hedges and prevent their overgrowth.
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2. A growth over or upon something ;
an accre-

tion.

1883 H. DRUMMOXB A'at. La. in Spir. W. Pref. (ed. 2) jq
; The monstrous overgrowths which conceal the real lines of

truth. 1893 LTDUON, etc. Life Pitscy I. xvi. 361 To separate
original Christianity- .from the over-growth of later ages.

Overguilty, Overgun, etc. : see OVER-.

Overhair (^'-vor|he-a). [OVER- 8.] In fur-

|
bearing quadrupeds, the long straight hair that

| grows over or beyond the fur.

1879 M. M. HACKUS in Encycl. Brit. IX. 836/2 Certain
animals. . have a covering upon the skin called fur, lying
alongside of another and longer covering, called the over-

hair. 1880 Libr. Ufit'v. Kntywt. (N.V.I I. 353 [Kurs] differ

: widely in elegance of texture, delicacy of shade, and fineness

of overhair.

tOverhale,?'. Obs.
[f.

OVKR- 8, etc. + HALKZ/.I]
1. trans. To draw over something as a covering.
1579 SPKXSER Sheph. Cal. Jan. 75 The frosty Night Her

mantle Mack through heaven gan ouerhaile [ff/oss, drawe
oner], a 1641 HP. MOUNTAGU /If/f fy Mon. ii. (1642' 117 He
was as a guide by night, so bee the starres of heaven, in

overhauled darknesse.

b. To cover, as with something drawn or laid

over; const, with.
c 1470 HENRYSON Mor. Fab, in. (Cock $ F0jr) xxvii'i, Now,

wortliie folk, suppois this t>e a f;ibill,And out-rheiliit with
I typis figurall. 1510 DOVCI.AS A". Hart \. xii, '1 hat duis

tliame quhile ourhaill with snavv and skit.

2. To pull or drag across. [O\'KH- 10.]
1581 J. P.ELI. Uadtfans Answ. Osor. 452 b, So doe they

also.. with their owne cable overhale themselves into an

\
unrecoverable gulfe.

3. To turnover or revolve in the mind. [OVER- 6.]
1423 JAS. I Kingis Q. x. All myn auenture I gan oure-

, hayle. Ibid, clviii, Strau- ht furth the ran^e I held a way,
oure-hailing in my mynd From quhens I come.
4. To overtake. Cf. OVKRHAUL ?'. 3. [OVER- 14.]
1536 BELLENDEN CTVM. i^co/. Proheme Cosmogr, 318 For he

I

that nold aganis his lust is striae.. Kildis ilclit fast, and deth
him sone ouir hailis.

5. To pass over, disregard, overlook. [OvER- 5.]

1571 Sati>-. Poems Reform, xxvi. 65 And gif 5e clrt-id yat
! sum will aithis ouirhaill, And will not kelp nor ;it obscrue

thair bands. <r 1600 MONTGOMKHIE Cherrietf S/aeStf Th;iir

be mae sences than the sicht ; Quhilk ^e owre-hale for haste.

6. To harry, harass, molest, oppress. See HALE
! -v.

1 2 b. [OVER- 9.]
a 1575 Dmrn. Occurr. (1833) 217 Albeit the said qitene of

Ingland wald owirhaill for ane tyme ane pairt of this

cuntrie. a 1578 I.ISDESAY (Pitscottie) Chron. Siot. xxi. ii.

(S. T. S.) I. 284 The realme was ewill gvdit and o\ver haillit

[MS. f. ovirharllitl be my lord of Angus and his men. 1611
SPF.I-D Hist. Gt. ttrit. ix. iii. 20. 444 So that his ouer-Iialed

subjects fled daily out of the Realme.

7. To overpower, overmaster. [OVER- 21.]
1581 RICH Farewell (Shaks. Soc.) 3 'J hough harebrained

youth overhaled me for a tyme. Ibid. 203 That our fathers

. .should bee so overhaled with the furie of their fonde and
unbrideled affection*. 1596 HARJNGTON Ulysses upon Ajax
(i8i4J54 Either passion devoureth him, ambition overhaleth
him. 161* DKAYTON Poly-olb. iii. 40 Hounds.. That cold

doth sildome fret, nor heat doth ouerhaile.

8. Naut. - OVERHAUL f. i.

1692 Capt. Smith's S'-nman's Gmm. xvi. 78 To over HaU\
is when a Rope is haled too siifT", to hale it the contrary-

way, thereby to make it more slack.

9. .A/aw/., etc. To examine thoroughly: =- OVER-
HAUL v. 2.

1742 Ansotfs Voy, I. v. 42 Our next employment was..

overhaling our rigging. Ibid, it, ii. 134 Our best hands were
sent.. to overhale and fix her ringing. 1806-7 J- HKRF.SFOKD
Miseries Hum. Life xiv. Introd., I want as. . much of your
ear as you please, while I overhale my tablets of Misery here.

Hence f O'verhale sb. Obs. = OVERHAUL sb.

1748 Ansons Voy. n. ii. 133 We deferred the general over-

hale, in hopes of the daily arrival of the Gloucester.

Over-naif, upper half; see OVER- i d.

t O'ver-ha:nd, over hand, sb. Obs. [Pio-
! perly two words, OVER a. and HAND sb. Cf.

i
M HG. li&er-, olerhant, Ger. ofar-

t iiberhand.~\ The

j

'upperhand'; mastery, victory, superiority. (Usually
: obj. to#?/, have, or the like.)

(izoo ORMIN 5458 To winnenn oferrhannd off uss. c 1205
LAY. 2482 Guendoleine haefde ba vfere hond [c 1175 ouere

I hond]. a 1300 Cursor M. 2508 <Cott.) Fra bai had geten be
! puer hand \Gdtt. ouerhand]. ^1470 HAROING Chron. cxvn.
: iv, Eyther of them tryste the ouerhande to gette. 1524

WOI.SEY Let. to Pace in Strype Eccl. Mem. I. App. xii. 25

|

If he may have an overhande in Italy. 1535 COVEKI>ALU
Hos. iv. a Theft and aduoutry liaue gotten the ouerhande.
i6oj WARXF.R Alb. Eug. t h'pit. 368 [They! had sundrie
ouerhandsof the Northumbrian Danes. 1828 Craven Gloss.

(ed. a) s. v.,
' To have the over-hand ', to obtain the mastery.

Overhand, adv. and a. [f. OVER prep, and
cuiv. + HAND sb.]
A. adv.(o-verha'nd}. f 1. Over, upside down.

1579-80 NORTH Plufarck (1676) 171 A man that aspired to
be King, and would subvert and turn all oveihand.

f2. Out of hand, aside. 06s.
1816 J. WILSON City of Plague \\. iii. 146 The poor Or

I

niggardly, I put them overhand In a somewhat caieless way.
o. With the hand over or above the object which

|

it grasps; with the knuckles upwards in holding
\ or throwing something; in Crifkct and Baseball
i (with reference to bowling or pitching), with the

|

hand raised above the shoulder : see H. 2.

1861 DICKENS Gt. Exprtt. xxii. The vpoon is not generally
used over hand, but under 1863 Mut, h'r. \. vi, He now
clutched his knife overhand and struck downward with it.

4. Afining. From below upwards (in reference
to the working or '

sloping
'

of a vein).
5. Needlework. In to sew overhand= OVERSEW.
B. adj. (o'verhand}. ( 1. Characterized by

bringing the hand from above downwards. 0/>s.

1656 KAKL MONM. tr. Hoccalini's Advts.fr. Parnass. i.

x.xxvii, Men., ofgenerous hearts, did usually write injuries re-

ceived from mean men, in Sand; hut over-hand blows given
by men of power, in Characters never to be blotted out.

2. Cricket and Hasehall. Of bowling or pitching :

Done with the hand raised above the shoulder : see

BuWL 7'.
1
4.

1870 ULAINI-: Encycl. Rur. Sports i. in. 454 The overhand
bowling would appear likely to admit of dangerous abuse.
1901 A. LAM; in Blackw. Mag. Oct. 4^/2 Kngiand added
the third stump, the straight bat, oveihand bowling and
other es-eiitials.

3. Mining. Of the working of a vein: Performed
from below upwards.
4. Overhand knot : a simple knot made by pass-

ing the end of a rope, string, etc., over the standing
part and through the loop or bight so formed.
1840 R. H. OASA Bef. Mast xxxv. 134 Riggers' seizings

and overhand knots in place of nice seamanlike \vurk. 1841
Seaman's Man. (1863) 36 An Overhand Knot. J';i-,s the

end of a rope over the Banding part, and thiough the bight.

Overhand, v. Needlework, arch.
[f. phr. to

sew overhand (,piec. A. 5 .] To oversew, sow over
and over.

1871 BUKROUGIIS Wake-Robin, Bhds Xests (1884) 163 The
mouth [of the llaltimure oriole's ne>t] is hemmed or over-
handed with horse-hair. 1897 MARY Si, LIGHT in Chicago
Advance 8 Apr. 452/2 All little maids in our grandmother'*
day .. [learned] the art of hemming and ' ova handing ',

stitching and felling;.

O*ver-h,a'naed, a. [OVEK- 2Sd, OVEU adv. i.]
1. Supplied with loo many

* hands
1

or workers.
1765 Museum Kusticum IV. i. 5 Those children, .are nuw

set out to trades. .by wi.ich means ino-t trades aie o\'er-

handed. 1886 /'all Mall C. 27 Aug. 11/2
'

'J he trade is

over-handed', the men cry.

2. (o'ver-ha nded}. With the hai.d over the object

grasped; in quot. as adv. = OVKKHANI> adv.
t̂ .

1840 HI.AINE Enfycl. Rur. Sports 454 Howled by ;m
over -handed twist. 1852 DICKKN^ l>!eak Ho. xxvi, The
person .. tosses the money into the air, catches it over-

handed, and retires.

Over-handicapped, -handled : see OVER-.

O'Verha:ng',J/'. [f.
next. Cf. MIIG. iiberhanc^\

The fact of overhanging, or the extent to which

something overhangs; a projection, a jutting out ;

also concr. an overhanging or projecting part.

Chiefly A'aut. the projection of the upper parts of

a ship, fore and alt, beyond the water line.

1864 Daily Tel. 19 Nov., There was just time for the

lieutenant to lower the torpedo from its spar and pull the

trigger, exploding it right beneath the over-hang of the Albe-
marle. 1883 Standard 3 Aug. 5/6 The amphibious reptiles
are prevented from escaping by the overhang of the rim of
the basin. 1892 Field 19 Nov. 793/1 She [a yacht] has a con-
siderable overhang of bow. Such overhang, .is only of

advantage in rough water sailing.

Overhang (<v3rha."ij., v. Pa. t. and pple.

overhung. [OVER- i, 3, 8. Cf. l)u. over-

hangeH) Ger. Uoerhangen^
1. trans. To hang over (something) ;

to be

suspended above
;

to project or jut out above.

(Also said hyperbolical ly of a steep slope or hill,

etc., in relation to what is at the foot of it.)

1599 SHAKS. Hen. /*, in, i, 13 As feaiefully, as doth a

galled Rocke O're-hang and iutty his confounded liase.

i6a8 SIR W. MUKE Doomestiay 426 Caught vp, when on
immortal! wings, To aire this stage which ouerhings. 1725
POPE Odyss. xiv. 4 With cliffs and nodding forests over-hung.

1805 WOKDSW. Jvaggvtier i. 165 Sky, hill, and dale, one
dismal room, .overhung with gloom. 1875 JOWETT Plato

(ed. 2) III, 327 Ascend the hill which ovei hangs the city.

b. Jig. To be as if about to fall upon ; to

impend over; to threaten.

1653 N'tssena q6 What mischiefe might overhang him and
Nissena. 1890 tyectnttfr 17 May, As if life were always
overhung by a possibility almost as dipt easing as a known
liability to madness.

2. intr. To hang over ; to project beyond the

base ; to jut out above.

1667 MILTON /'. L. iv. 547 The rest was craggie cliff, that

overhung Still as it rose, impossible to clim.be. 1703 T. N.
City C. I'lti-chaser 29 When it leans towards you, they
say it over-hangs. 1887 HISSKY Holiday on Road 174 The
sea keeps eating the eliffi away here. Do you notice yonder
how they overhang?
3. trans. To cover or adorn with hangings.
1831 CARLYI.K Sart. Res. \. iv, Neither is any Drawing-

room a Temple, were it never so begill and overhung.
4. To support from above; see OVERHTNI; 3.

Hence Overha'nging I'bl.sh., the action of the

verb, also concr. something that overhangs ; ///. a.,

that overhangs.
1548-67 THOMAS /(/. Diet., Ptndicc, ihe ouerhangynge

or holowe of a rocke. i6oa SHAKS. Hani. \\. ii. 312 ixwk

you, this braue ore-hanging, this Maiesticall Roofe, fretted

with golden fire. 1778 1\V. MARSHALL] Minnies Agric.

13 Oct. 1776, He tiiinmed-back the over-hangings of the

outside furrow of a field of wheat. 1860 TVNIIAI.I. Glac. r.

ix. 6), I descended, and found my friend beneath an over-

hanging rock.

O'ver-ha-ppy, a. [OVER- 25, 28.] Happy
beyond measure ;

too happy.



g
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OVER-HARD.

'577 ' A uf. Manual (Longman) 24 But overhappyshuld
1 be, might I once atteine to sing a song myself. 1602

SIIAKS. Ham. il. ii. 232 Happy, in that we are not oner- .

happy. 1741 RICHAKUSON Pamela III. 119 What Pleasure |

can those over-happy People taste, who never knew that of
j

Hunger or Thirst? [1804 see OVER adv. n.]

Over-harassed, etc. : see OVER- 27 b.

O'ver-ha'rd, and adv. [OVER- 28, 30.]

A. adj. Too hard ; excessively hard.

1538 STARKEY England u. iii. 197 How be hyt, thys

semyth ouer-hard to punnysch the chyld for the fatherys

offence. 1587 GOLDING De Mornay Ep. Ded. i A right

great enterprise, and (in the judgement of most men) over-

hard. 1851 TRENCH Stud. Words v. 149 Ben Jonson is

overhard on 'neologists '. 1854 WIIITTIER r'aica 25 Thy
task may well seern over-hard.

B. adv. Too hard.

1677 GILPIN Dcmonol. (1867) 46 He will not urge it over-
,

hard. 1826 SCOTT Woodst. xxii, That the party had been !

over-hard travelled.

So O ver-lia-rdenf. ; O'ver-ha'rdlyao'z'. ; O'ver-

ha'rdness.
(a 1568 ASCHAM Scholeni. I. (Arb.) 39 Not stamering, or

ouerhardliedrawingforthwordes.] 1581 T. WATSON Centum
of Lone xxxvi. heading, He blameth her oueihardnes of

|

heart, and the froward constellation of his owne natiuitie. !

1610 HOLLAND Ccimden's Brit. (1637) 6 Not onely too farre
!

fetched, but also over-hardly stremed. a 1691 BOYLE (J.),

It was brittle like over-hardened steel.

O'ver-ha'rdy, a. [OVEB- 28.] Too hardy;
overbold. So O'ver-liaTdiness.

[c 1330 R. BKUNNE Chron. (1810) 23 Bot Alfride his broker
j

rede to be bataile, He was ouer hardy, be Danes he gan
assaile. 1393 LANGL. P. PI. C. tv. 300 Ich halde hym ouer

hardy ober elles nouht trewe.] 1589 Rare Tri. Love $
Fortune it. in Hazl. Dodsley VI. 162 Hid under cloak of

over-hardy love, a 1592 GREENK Sctinnts 823 To resist

them, were over-hardiness. 1623 MILTON Ps. cxxxvi. 70 And

large-lim'd Og he did subdue, With all his over hardy crew.

t Overha'rl, v. Sc. Obs.
[f.

OVER- 9 + HARL v^\
1. trans. To harass; to oppress ;

to handle roughly.
'

1535 STEWART Cron. Scot. II. 20 Tane wes the toun

that tyme and all ouirharld. 1570 Satir. Poems Reform.
xiii. 27 Sum time be tratouris ar Innocentisouerharld. a 1578

|see OVF.KHAI.E 6]. 1581 SIR J. MEI.VIL Diary (1820) 88

Thair liread winner, thair honour, thair estimation, all was

gean, gift" Aristotle sould be sa owirharled in the heiring of

thair schollars.

2. ' To handle, treat of, relate (Jam.).
a. 1500 Colkelbie Sow I. 429 iBannatyne MS.) Thay v.ar in

the est warld, As is heir breuely ourharld.

t Overha-rry, v. Obs. [OVER- 9, 25.]

1. intr. or absol. To pass over with devastation.

1600 R. C. Finiiee's Hist. Hungary 22 Though the

enemies should ouerharrie from Mohacz vnto Poson.

2. trans. To harry or worry beyond measure.

1579-80 NORTH Plutarch (1895) II. 74 His army was con-

tinually turmoyled and overhauled. 1665 J. WF.UB Stone-

//,. (172=) 167 The English over-harried with the former

long Troubles.. submitted willingly to his Power.

Over-ha-rsli, a. [OvEit- 28.] Too harsh.

So O'ver-ha-rslily adv. ;
O'ver-ha'rslmess.

a 1639 WHATELEY Prototypes i. xi. (1640) 144 Good people
are apt to be overharsh to them that wrong them. Ibul. xx.

203 Overharshnesse towards others for faults which we finde

in them. 1668 H. MORE Div. Dial. il. xvi. (1713) 136

That they be not over-harshly censorious. 1867 TROLLOPE

Clavcrings xxxv, He took.. a delight in being thus over-

harsh in his harshness to her.

O'ver-ha'ste, sb. [OVER- 29 b.] Too great

haste, excessive haste.

c 1374 CHAUCER Troylus l. 972 But if drerines Or over-

hast our bothe labour shend. 1626 BACON Sylva 525 We
would not have [readers], .account it strange or thinke that

it is an over-haste. 1860 TYNDALL Glac. \. xii. 89, 1 escaped
with a wounded hand, caused by over-haste.

So O'ver-lia-ste v.
;

O^ver-lia-sten v .

1390 GOWER Con/. I. 335 Yit sit it wel that thou eschuie

That thou the Court noght overhaste. ifloS TorsF.Li.iVr/fw/*

To Rdr., If I had not been overhastened in the busmesse.

1896 Daily News 10 Jan. 5/7 Not to overhasten matters.

O'ver-ha'sty, a. [OVER- 28.] Too hasty;

rash, precipitate.
[c 1400 tr. Sccreta Secret., Gov. Lordsh. lit Be noght ouer

hasty yn bi werkys.] 1571 GOLDING Calvin on Ps. xxxvii. 2&

Least any man should bee overhastie and swift in judgment.
1602 SIIAKS. Ha:n. II. ii. 57 Our o're-hasty Marriage. 1615

CROOKE Body ofMan 254 The safest way is not to be ouer-

hasty to burie women . .lor some hauebeene knowne solong
after their supposed deaths to reuiue. 1864 BOWES Logic ix.

288 The Fallacy of over-hasty generalization is very frequent.

So O'ver-ha-stily adv. ; O -ver-ha'stiness.

CI440 Jacob's Well 144 Whan bou etyst ouer-hastely, as

it were an hownd, 1571 GOLDING Cah'irt on Pi. lv. 23 '1 he

vyce of over-hastynesse cannot otherwyse bee corrected.

1577-87 HOLINSHKD Chron., Hist. Eng. vm. xi. heading,
Manie of the Normans pursuing the Englishe ouerhaslilie

procure their owne death. 1844 STANLEY Arnold (1858) I.

lii. 147 The defect of occasional over-hastiness. 1862 AWTSD
Channel Isl. 522 When he over-hastily condemns it.

Over-haught, -haughty: see OVER- 28.

Overhaul (s-n-arhg-l), v. [OVER- j, 14.]

1. Naut. trans. To slacken (a rope) by pulling
in the opposite direction to that in which it is

drawn in hoisting ;
to release and separate the

blocks of (a tackle) in this way.
1626 CAPT. SMITH Accid. Yng. Seamen 28 Hawle off your

Icy sheats, overhawle the ley bowlin, ease your mayne brases.

'793 SMEATON Etiystone L. 158 Having so many times to

stop overhawl, and flit,.. the work could not go on very

peedily. 1867 SMYTH Sailor's Word-Ilk F. v., A
when released is overhauled. To get a fre-.h pu

306

ropes are overhauled. To reach an object, or take off strain, 1

weather-braces are overhauled. i88a NARES Seamanship
(ed. 6) 61 Overhaul the bights down.

2. Naut. and general. To pull asunder for the

purpose of examining in detail
;
to investigate or

,

examine thoroughly (e. g. with a view to repairs,
j

etc.). Cf. HAUL v. \ b.

1703 J. LOGAN in Pa. Hist. Sac. Mem. X. 63 To appoint

any person to overhaul these papers and accounts. 1743
BIJLKELEY & CUMMINS Yoy- S. Seas 4 The People were

j

generally employ'd in over-hauling the Rigging. Ibid. 89
j

To-day I over-haul'd the Powder, and told the Lieutenant
;

that I had twenty-three half Barrels in Store. 1800 JEFFEK-
SON Writ. (1859) IV. 324 We have, .decided in Senate on i

the motion for overhauling the editor of the Aurora. 1830 t

DE QUINCEY in Blackw. Mag. XXVIII. 673 His own ex-
]

pressions of ' overhaul ',
for investigate, and ' attackable ',

are in the lowest style of colloquial slang. 1884 MRS. C.

PRAED Zero xiii, The drains, .are being overhauled.

3. Naut. (rarely transf.) To overtake, come lip

with
;
to gain upon. See OVERHALE v. 4.

1793 SMKATON Edystone L. 266 The tide had overhauled

us, and driven us to the eastward of our proper mooring-

place. 1836 MARRYAT Alidsh. Easy xix, We shall fall in

with plenty of boats and vessels if we coast it up to Palermo,
and they may overhaul us. 1867 SMVTH Sailor's Word-uk.

s. v., A ship overhauls another in chase when she evidently

gains upon her. 1886 PallMall G. 27 Sept. 10/2 The empty

carriages were . . overhauled by a down fast goods train,

which ran with great violence into the excursion train.

Hence Overhau'ler ; Overhauling vbl. sb.

1769 FALCONER Diet. Marine (1789), Overhauling. 1809

MALKIN Gil Blas\'\\. xv.(Rtldg.) T ii The most aggravating
circumstance, .was the overhauling of his accounts. 1860

TOMLINSON Useful A rts, Textile Fair., Paper 12 The rags

undergo another careful examination by women called over,

lookers, or over-haulers. 1893 Chicago Advance 21 Dec.,

The wholesale overhauling and threatened turning upside
down uf existing tariff conditions.

Overhaul (J-varhgl), sb.
[f. prec.] The

action, or^an act, of overhauling; a thorough
examination or scrutiny, esp. with a view to repairs.
1826 CAPT. B. HALL \"oy.

Loo-Choo I. i. 28 In the course

of this overhaul, to which I most willingly submitted, they

lighted on a pocket compass. 1891 Labour Commission

Gloss., Overhaul, the survey made by the Board of Trade

inspector or oiher Government Official when a ship is about

to undergo repairs.

tO-ver-ha-ving,///. a. Obs. [f. OvEU-aS +

HAVING ///. a.] Having or inclined to have too

much ; greedy, avaricious.

a 1600 HOOKEK Keel. Pol. vil. xxiii. 5 No cause there

was, why that which the clergy had should in any man's

eye seem too much, unless God himself were thought to be

of an over-having disposition.

Overhead (see below), adv., sb., a. Forms :

see OVER and HEAD. (The phrase over head

written as one word: see OVEB- 31, 32, 33-]

A., adv. (tf'ivorhe'd).

1. Above one's head ;
on high, aloft

; up in the

air or sky, esp. in or near the zenith ;
on the floor

|

or story above. (See also HEAD sb. 37 a.)

1532 in W. H. Turner Select. Rec. O-rford 109 Tymler
j

owerhedde, as rafters and lathes. 1667 MILTON /'. L. i. 784

Over head the Moon Sits Arbitress, and neerer to the Earth

Wheels her pale course. 1769 FALCONER llict. Marine (178?)

Yyiv, It is.. hung over-head in the. .cabin. 1884 W. C.

SMITH Kildrostan n. i. 49 Like the merle That sees a gled

b. 'So that the water or other surrounding sub-

stance is over one's head ;
so as to be completely

submerged or immersed ;
also jig. (See OVER

prep. 3 ; HEAD sb. 37 b, 39 b.)

1653 [see HEAD si. 37 b]. 1706 Reft, "pan Ridicule no
Her Husband was over-head in Debt. 1782 PKIESILKY

Corrupt. Chr. 1 1. vn. 69 (They thought] it indecent to plunge

persons over-head in water. 1816 J. WILSON City ofPlague
u. v. 20 This standing overhead within a grave Hath made

me colder than an icicle.

t2. In each case, one with another, together.

Obs. (Cf. Ger. iibcrliatift.} esp. b. Taken together,

or one with another ;
reckoned per head. Sc.

c 1000 /ELFIUC Iloin. I. 30 pa;t aelc man ofer heafod sceokle

cennan his ^ebyrde. 1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxh.) xxv. 119

Sum tyme it fallcz,..bat (>e..childer wendez togyder in a

company, and baire men menged owerheued [MS. Colt.

Titus her folk ben all medled in fere]. 1504-6 Ld. Treas.

Ace Scot. III. 89, xxvj elne carsay blew, rede, quhit and

:allow ; ..ilk elne iiijj. viijiT
1

. our hede. 1547 '" w - Hunter

'Bigrar t, Ho. Fleming xxiv. (1862) 312, xxxij score vnj

sheep, price of the piece overheid. 1799 J- ROBERTSON

4fr& Perth 516 The rent, over-head.. was under is. 6d.

pe"r acre. 1824 SCOTT St. Ronan's i, Just a Scots pint

overhead . .and no man ever saw them the waur o t.

t3. Headlong, precipitately. Obs.

(11578 I.I.SDESAY (Pitscottie) Chron. Scot. iS. T. S.) I. 77

Quhat mischeif befallis them that runes owerheid to ony

porpois witht out regaird or foirsight to god or man.

t B. sb. Old term of Fence : app. A blow over

the head. 0(>s.

13.. K. A/is. (Laud MS.) 7385 Wel hij fijtMnoo be pleyn

Wi|> tresgat, wib reremeyn Wib ouerheued k wib stock

Ai^er on obere ^e swerd so shook.

C. adj. (<w-v3rhed).
1. Placed or situated overhead, or at some distance

above the ground. (In mechanics also applied to

driving mechanism placed above the object driven,

or to a machine having such mechanism.)
tackle 1 1874 Trans. A mer. Inst. Mining Eng. 1 1 . 68 The bell and

.rchase, ] hopper are suspended from an overhead railroad track. 1875

OVERHEAT.

which tne cylinder is aoove tne cranK, uie uirusi nuuvn
being downward. 1884 Law '1'imes Rep. LI. 160/2 A
telephone conipany were the owners of certain overhead

wires. 1895 Funk's Stand. Diet., Overhead check, same as

Overchfck. 1898 Westm. Gaz. 26 Feb. 6/3 Efforts are being
made to introduce overhead wire electric tramways into

London and the suburbs.

2. Applicable to one with another; 'all-round ;

general, average : see A. 2.

1891 Law Times XCII. 188/2 To give a fair overhead

sample of the wheat. 1891 Pall MallG. 3 Aug. 3/3 An over-

head charge of so much per ton [for parcels] leaving Euston.

Over-heady : see OVEB- 28.

t Overheal, i>. Obs. [f.
OVEU- 8+ HEALI/.*]

trans. To heal (a wound or sore) over the surface.

Hence f Overliea-ler Obs., one who or that which

heals superficially.
1550 DK. SOMERSET in Coverdale's Sfir. Perle Pref. (1588)

Aivb, All Medicines of the soule. .not hauing that denser

with them, be but overhealers. 1560 A. L. tr. Calvin's Fame
Serin. Songe Ezech. Epist., Which so overheale the wound
that it festreth and breaketh out afresh. 1601 HOLLAND

Pliny II. 265 When any wound or sore is ouer healed.

Overheap (Juvsrh/'p), v. [OVER- 25, 8. Cf.

Ger. iiberhiiufen.]
1. trans. To heap up or accumulate to excess.

c 1450 tr. De /mitatione in. xxxv. 103 To .restore all binges,

not only holy, but also abundantly & ouerhepid. 1830 PfSEY

Hist. Enquiry n. 433 Its dicta classica (overheaped as they

are) were published by Reineccius.

2. To overlay with a heap or large quantity; to

load, charge, or fill to excess by or as by heaping.

1549 COVERDAI.E, etc. Erasnt. Par. Titus 3 Y knowledge
of trueth which among y Ethnikes was ouer heaped with

the inuencions of mans wysedom. 1610 HOLLAND Catndcn's

Brit. i. 522 Ouer-heaped with honourable benefits. 1831

CARLVLK Sart. I. viii, Overheaped with shreds and tatters.

Overhear (Jv3rhi-j), v. [OE. oferhiyan :

see OVEK- ?5, 16, 15, 20.]
In OE. cferUiran appears as (i) = hear (simply), (z)=not

listen, disregard, disobey ;
the latter sense is found also

with MHG. iiberhcercn and MDu. overhtrcn; Kilian has
' mier-hooren audire

'

(hear), mod.Du. crverhooren hear, hear

one his lessons, mod.G. iiberho'ren miss heaving, fail to

hear or catch ; also, hear (a lesson) through. Mod. Eng. over

hear was app. a new combination in i6th c., meaning perhaps
' hear over or lieyond the intended reach of

the_
voice ; or, in

excess <y"the usual degree ': see quot. 1579-80 in sense 3.)

I 1. trans. Not to hearken lo ;
to disregard, dis-

i obey. (OE.)
893 K. ALFRED Or.is. ill. x. 3 Svva he aer. .bara goda

biscepum ofeihirde. Ibid. iv. xii. 2 Hie..burh his late

j

oferhierdon baem godum.
f 2. To hear ; to hear through. Obs.

c 893 K ALFRED Oros. i. xii. 4 And eac t>Kt se a:beling

.-ES8er harfde, je his pieman je his sewill, bonne he bara

manna tintrego oferhierde. a 1300 Cursor M. 11332 (Colt.
\

For gladnes he gaf a cri pat all ouerherd | at stode him bi

(Gait, ouer herde ; Tr., L., herde]. c 1325 Childhood cj

Jesus 443 His Maister schal l>eo Zacharie, pat him schal

techen of clergie ;
Al ore lawe he hauez ouer herd. Of him

he may beo wel i lered. c 1400 Dcstr. Troy 11004 Panta-

: silia the pride of Pirrus ouer herd.

3. To hear (speech or utterance) that is not

intended to reach one's ears ; to hear (a speaker)

without his intention or knowledge.
1549 LATIMER 4//I Serin, tef. Edw. VI. (Arb.) 117 He (Ld.

Seymour befoie his execution] turnes me to the lc-.ii-

tenauntes seruaunte, and sayeth
'

Hyd myseruaunte spede

the thynge that he wottes of. Wel, the worde was ouer

heard. 1579-80 NORTH /yfanr/i( 1676) 658 Cato over-heard

them, for indeed his hearing was very quick. 1588 SIIAKS

L L L IV. iii. 130, I should blush. .To be ore-heard. i(*o

F. BROOKE tr. Lelllanc's Trail. 312, I fell into lamentations,

till my Brother-in-law over-heard me. 1712 SIEELE Sped.

No 422 r 2 He whispered a Friend the other May, so as to

be overheard by a young Officer. 1858 FKOUDE Hist.Stf.
III. xv. 310 The English government had agents ill Kerne

whose business was to overhear conversations.

4. nonce-use. To hear told over, or over again.

1588 SIIAKS. L. L. L. v. ii. 95, I stole into a neighbour

thicket by, And ouer-heard, what you shall ouer-heare.
^

Hence Overhea-rd///. a., Overhea'ring vbl. sti.
;

also Overliea'rer, one who overhears.

1652 LOVEUAY tr. Calpiencde's Cassandra n. 88 To avoid

overhearers in a matterof that secrecy. 1832 Miss MITFORD

VUagt Ser. v. (1863) 503 This is the third time.. that I have

appeared in the very equivocal character of an over-hearer.

l&*l>aily -Vra25 Sept. 2/2 The overhearing [in telephones]

. is due to the (act that the electric current passing over one

wire induces a similar current in its neighbour in a reverse

direction.

Overheat (^-varhi-t), sb. [OVEB- 29.] Too

irreat heat excessive heat ;
overheated condition.

Bio T MtouFET] Siltwarmes 59 Colde sometimes kills

them\ sometimes ouer-heate. 1626 Isee OVKR-COLD si:]. 1885

Pall MallG.ii Mar. 9/^The
cause of the hre is attributed

to
' overheat of gas stove '.

b. fig.
Excessive ardour, fervour, vehemence,

etc. (cf. HEAT sb. u).
1:1640 J. SMYTH Lives Berkeleys (1883) I. 379 The

"J'"'
heat and boldnes of whose ill-guided manhood. 1756 MKS.

F BROOKE Old Maid No. 10. 72 An over-heat of temper.

1870 J H. FRISWEI.I. Mad. Men y Lett. iv. 85 This author

has an overheat and vigorous fertility in his invention.

Overheat (^vorhrt), v. [OVEB- 27 ; cf. Ger.

iiberheizen.] traits. To heat too much, heat to

excess, make too hot.

1398 TKEVISA Dartk. DC P. K. vn. Kw. (1495) 281 1



OVERHEATED.
leprous* pacyent shall beware of meetes. .that ouerheetyth
the blood. 1580 SIDNEY Ps. xxn. ix, Whose hart,, .like wax
oreheated, Doth melt away. 1657 North's Plutarch, Add.
Lives (1676) 76 Fearing lest he should endanger his life by
overheating himself. 1785 MRS. ASTLEY Let. in Airs, Delany's
Corr. Ser. n. III. 408 You will be discreet, and not over-
heat yourselfin dancing. 1866 MRS. CARLYLK Lett. III. 333
Furnaces overheated in casting I,andseer's 'great lion '.

b.yf^. To excite to excessive warmth offeeling, etc.
j

11 1667 COWLEY Ode Ld. BroghilCs l'erses v, When it were
!

dangerous for me To be o'er-heat with praise ! i68a N. O. !

fiot'can's Lutrin i. 133 So storm 'd the Prelate, with his

Dream o're-heated.

Hence Overhea'ted///.#. ; Overhea'ting vbl.sb.

1612 WOOUAU, Surg. Mate Wks. (1653) ^8 An overheating
or boyling in the blood by reason of the hot humors. 1660

INGF.LO Bentiv. <$ Ur. n. (1682) 115 To give the over-heated
Karth leave to cool it self. 1871 LIDDON Elan. Relig. v.

183 Like children, with overheated imaginations. 1875
KNIGHT Diet. Mec'i., Overheating-pipe, a pipe through

'

which steam is caused to pass in order to be superheated.

Overheave (Jvarhrv) ,
v. [O K, had ofcrhfbban

(only in sense 'to pass over'); cf. OIIG. ubarhepjan,
-heven to pass over, leave out, refl. to exalt one-

self, Goth, (refl.) ufarhafjan to exalt oneself; f.

OVER- ?5 + HEAVK v. The mod. sense 4 (OVER- i

21) has no connexion with the eailier senses.]

fl. trans. To pass over, neglect, omit. Obs.
c 893 K. /ELFKED Ores, i. viii. $ 4 Ic wat jeare, baet ic his I

sceal her felaoferhebban \pryterire\, f924 Laws ofEdward
c. 8 (n) (Schmid) Gif hit hwa oferhebbe, bete swa we XT

'

CwmJOO. 13.. Body <V Soul 61 in Map's Poems (Camden) i

341 The pore eoden al besyde For ever hem thou over-haf.
|

*. 1330 R. BRUSNK Chron. (1810) 245 Rightfulle dome he gaf
on foles for her misdede, No man be ouerhaf, bot alle bor<;h

:

Uvve ^ede. Ibid. 296 Oure Kyng Sir Edward oner litille he

gaf, Tille his barons was hard, ouerhipped bam ouerhaf.

~\ 2. (?) To overcome, conquer. Obs.

1303 R. BRUNNR Handt. Synnc 6911 A sykenes hym ouer
hat, c 1330 Chron. H-'ace (Rolls) 13754 So harde .strokes >

Je Bretons gaf, pc Romaytis route al oner-haf.

1 3. To lift or raise above something else
;
to

i

exalt. Obs. [OVER i (\]
aiy>o E. E. PsalUr\\\\\^\. i6Over-hovensalbeOver\'L>an

Iiis fruyte.

4. refl. To overstrain oneself in heaving or lifting,
\9t& fried, yrnl. XIX. 502 A Hernia, .which was. .increased

. .by overheaving himself, in carrying water.

O'ver-hea-yy, a. [OVEU- 28.] Too heavy;
of excessive weight. So Over-heaviness.
[1508 DUNBAR Tua Mariit \V. 165 [It] wes berdin our

hsvy. 1533 MORE Debell. Salem Wks. 993 If ihiy be not
ouer heauy they may beare theim home, and those that be
to heauy. .tye ropes to theyr tailes and draw them home.]
1611 SPEED llis.t. Gt. Brit. vn. xxv. j. 308 King Kthelred I

..set his seeming ouer-heauy Crowne vpon his Nephew
Kenreds head. 1622 MAJ.YNES Anc. Law-Merck. 417 The

I

reformation of the ouerheauinesse of our pound weight Troy
in the Tower. 1657 [see OVER- HOT].

Overheghere, -he;ere : see OVER-HIGH.

O-yer-herglit, sb. rare. [OVER- 29.] Kx-
;

cessive height. Also fO ver-hei/ffht v. Obs. :

[(.)VER- 33 D], trans, to surpass in height, Jig. to

excel; O'ver-hei'ghten v. [OvEH- 22, 27], fa. i

= prec. (0AO ; b. to heighten too much.
1611 SPEED Hist. Ct. Brit. vn. xi. (1623) 263 Thegreatnesse

of his Port, that much in her eyes ouer-heighted her
husbands, 1611 CHAPMAN Iliad it. 411 So Agamemnon
Jove that day made over-heighten clear That heaven-bright
army. 1664 POWER Exp. Philos. \. 63 Subterraneous Damps
do sometimes. .grow to that over-height of fermentation,
that they fire of themselves. Mod. Such expressions do not

merely heighten the effect, they over-heighten it.

Over-heinous: see OVER- 28.

t Overhe'ld, v. [f. OVER- 3,6 + HIELD ^.]
1. intr. To bend, slope, incline, or fall over.
a 1400-50 Alexander 726 Full hi^e bingis ouer-heldls to

held ojnrr-quile [Ditbl. MS. The hyest thyng rabest heldes

ot>er while],

2. trans. To pour over or across.

1382 WYCUF Jer. xlviii. n He restede in drestis, ne U
ouerhcld [1388 sched out] fro vessel in to vessel.

Overheld, pa. t. and pple. of OVERHOLD.

tOverhe'le, v. Obs. Also Sc. -heild. [OK.
oferhelian to cover over, conceal, f. ofer-, OVKK-
8 + HKLE r., HEILD v.] trans. To cover over.

Hence fOverhe-ling vbl. sb.

a 1050 Liber Si infill, xliii. (1889) 144 Reaf..na to fejer-
tiysse ac for nedbchefe oferhelincge. c 1*00 Trin. Coll.

11out. 73 Min shamfastnesse . . ouer-helefl min bend ofte.

c 1470 HENKYSON Mar. Fab. in. (Cock ff Fox} xxviii, Ane
fabill, ..ouerheillit with typis figurall. 1513 DOUGLAS Atncis
i. iv. 17 Ane wode abuife ourheildis with his rank bewis.

Overhelm, -helped, etc. : see OVER-.

t Overhe*nt, v. Obs. [f.OvER-
trans. To lay hold upon ; to overtake.

ci33o R. RRUNNE Chron. Wace (Rolls) 9115 (Petyt MS.)
j

Wlien al were slayn bey mot ouerhent, To Wynchestre sire

Vter went. 1590 SPF.NSEK F. Q. n. x. 18 But she so fast

purscwd, that him she tooke..Als his faire Leman flying
'

through a brooke She overhent. 1596 Ibid. v. x. 36 The
f

hindmost in the gate he overhent. 1714 Orig. Canto Spencer
xxv, When Phosbus.. clears the Sky with Vapours overhent.

t O'verhe:r, -herre. Obs. [f. OVER- 2 b +
:

HKR sb,, lord.] Superior lord, overlord.
c 1230 Hali Meid. 19 H-tre ouerherren witiS ham.

Overhie(<3"V3rh3i'),v. IQbs. [f, OVER- 22 (14), ;

4 -t- HIEZ;. to haste. (OE. had oftrhi&ian in sense
* overreach '.)]

307

1. trans. To overtake by hastening after. Sc.

1375 HARBOUR Bmce in. 737 Bot the kingis folk that.. war
Deuuer off fute, thaim gan our-hy. c 14*0 Avow. Arthur
xix, He prekut oute prestely, And aure-hiet him radly.
1535 STEWART Cron. Scot. (1858) I. 145 Quhome lha ouir-

hyit into ony place, Tha dang thame doun as dourlie as
tha docht. 1634-5 MARY SPENCKR Evfdetice in Cat. State
Papers, She would run along after it to overtake it, and did
overye it sometimes. 1652 UKQL-HART Jen-el Wks. (1834)
182 >Vhich of us should overhye the other in celerity. 1749
CKOOKSMANK Hist. I. 395 (Jam.) At last one of the best
mounted overhighed the postilion. 1854 HOC;G in Fraser's

Mag. IX. 276 Angus, .with his long strides began to overhie

Campbell.
b. To leave behind by hastening on. rare.
ri6zi FLETCHER Wild-goose Chase \. i. Within this eight

hours I took leave of him, And over-hied him, having some
slight business That forced me out o' lh' way.
2. inlr. To pass over svviltly (as time), rare.

1581 STANYHURST AZneis in. 86 Nor yeet was mydnight
overhyed, when tliat Palinurus, From bed nimblye fleeili.

O:ver-hi'gh, a. and adv. [OK. oferheah : see

OVER- 25, 28. Cf. MMG., Ger. Uberhock^ Ex-

ceedingly high ;
too high (//'/. andyf^.

1

).

a. adj. iooo/?w/c/'wa6(Gr.)-^scbyJ>oferheah.eldum
dyre. c 1200 ORMIN 12061,& tatt wass oferrheh & all Unnfxle

inpdisnesse. 1508 DUNKAR Flyting 188 And oft beswakkit
with ane ourhie tyd. 1587 GOI.DINC De Mornay xxxiv. 541
To esteeme more the bookes that are darke by reason of
their oner high siile. 1642 I,D. MOUNTAGU in Bucclcitch
MSS. (Hist. MSS. Comm.) I. 300 Things may be carried
with an over-high hand. 1897 Daily News 31 Dec. 8/3
Uefore the sun was overhigh in tlie heavens.
b. adv. 1597 HOOKI-.R Keel. Pol. v. Ixxvi. 5 Men OIKT-

hinh exalted either in honor, or in power. 1627 DKAYTON
Miseries Q. Ulargt. 70 Their Ambition looking ouerhie.

.So fOverhigher (-he^ere a., used to render
I... superior ; Over-hi'ghly adv.

1382 WYCLII- Job xxxi. 21 What I sa} me in the ;ate
overhe'iere. 1614 RALEIGH Hist. World 596 Neither of these
two Authors is ouer-highly commended of tritetinesse.

t Overhrgh, v. Obs. [OVEK- 27, 25; ct. MUG.
iiberhoehen.] trans, a. To lift or raise too hi^h.
b. To exalt supremely (tr. L. snperexaltare Vuljj.)
^1340 HAMPOI.E Prose Tr. (1866) 8 J>at sche be noghte

lyghtly ouer-heghede in the nyre of wynde. ^1380 WVCUF
Stf, Irks. III. 6-2 (Benedicite) Heri-i }e and overe-hi^e 50
him in al tyme..^at ['ing overhi}^ anofm" Hng bat sei[> it

passib
alle obere cieatuiis: and so overhitinge, propirly is

lovynge propnd to God. Ibid, 66, etc.

Over-hill, <* and adv. [OvEK- 32, 31.]
A. adj. (o'ver-hill). a. Situated or dwelling

beyond a hill or hills, b. The route ot which is

across the hills, B. adv. (over-hi'll). Over the hill.

1765 H. TIMBFRI.AKE Man. Title-p., Illustrated with an
Accurate Map of their Over-hill Settlement. 1895 I. WIXSOR
Mississ. Basin 183 To prepare the way for a revival of this

over-hill trade. 1901 Dundee Advert. 7 June 4 This ridge
divides ihe underbill and the overhill men. Overhill, to the

south, they raise corn and sheep; underbill, to the north,
they are graziers and dairy folk.

t Overbi'11, v. Obs. [f. OVER- 8 + HILL
z-.i]

trans. To cover over, cover up ;
= OVEKHELK v.

a 1300 K. E. Psalter xliii. 16 Schenschipe of mi face over-
hild me ai. c 1440 Anc. Cookery in llvuseli. Ord. (1790)460
Overhillethe fiesshe with thesyrippe. 1553 BAI.K Gardiner's
De rera Obed. G vj b

;
He..thinketh he lyeth closely in

couert, as though his sides were overhilled. 1608 H. JONSON
Masque Beauty, Thy haire, thy beard . .orc-hil'd with snow.

tOverhi'p, v. Obs. [f. OVKR- 5 + HIP f. 1

Cf. MUG. iibcrhiipfen^\ trans. To hop over
;

always fig. to pass over, pass by, omit, miss, 'skip'.
c 1330 K. BRUSNE Chron. Wace (Rolls) 64 For Mayster

Wauc t>e I^atyn alle rymes, J>at Pers ouerhippU many tyines.
i 1440 rroinp. Parv, 372/2 Ovyr liyppyn, or oner skyppyn,
. .ontittn. 1513 DOUGLAS sKiu'is \. Prol. 154 The thre first

bukis he hes ourhippit quyte. 1600 HOLLAND Livy v. xiv.

189 Excellent men .. whom to passe by and ouerhip, they
thought the people would have bcne ashamed. 1608 T. HUT-
TON -2nd Pt. Drf. Ministers' Keas. Kef. Subscr. 65 When
they come to the genealogies in S. Matthew & S. Luke, over-

hipp the places, pretending they are a ranck of hard words.

b. absol. or intr.

c 1300 in Langtoffs Chron. in Pol. Songs (Camden) 303 For
he haves overhippede, hise tipet is typpede, hise tabard cs

tome. 1377 LANGL. /'. PI. B. xv, 379 Wher-fore 1 am
afered of folke of holikirke, Lest ^ei ouerhuppen as other
don in offices & in houres. 1483 CAXTON Qnatnor Serin.

(Roxb.) zi They must also in the quere red and synge wyth
..deuocion of soule, not ouerhippyng ne momblyng.
Overhip, adv. : see OVER- 31.

O:ver-hi't, v. [OVER- 27, 13.] trans, a. To
'hit' or affect unduly (with adversity, etc.). b.

To hit beyond the mark aimed at
;
to go beyond

instead of exactly hitting.
1816 Sporting Mag. XLVI 1 1. 173 The Captain . .being

over-hit with bets, rushed into the presence of his Creator.
1868 13ROWS INC Agamemnon 796 How ought I revere lh*-f,

nor yet overhitting Nor yet underbending the grace that
is fitting?

Overhohe, variant of OVKRHOW, Obs.

t OverhO'ld, v. Obs. rare. [OK. had oferheal-
dan to hold over, delay to do, neglect ; but the

i~th c. senses were new formations,]
1. trans. To over-estimate ; to hold at too high

a rate. [OVER- 27.]
1606 SHAKS. Tr. <f Cr. \\. Hi. 142 If he ouerhold his price

so much, Weele none of him.

2. Toholdback. withhold, restrain. (Cf.OFHOU).)
1627 SANDKRSON Strut, I. 258 It was God that over-held

him from doing it.

OVER-INDULGENT.

Over-hollow to Over-honour: see OVER-.

t O'verhope, sb. Obs. [OVKR- 29.] Too great

hope or confidence ; presumption.
ci33pR. HRUNNE Ckron. Wace (Rolls) 6289 (Petyt MS.

Bot D1S ouerhope \v. r. ouerwenyng] gan faille, a 1400
Rriig. Piecesfr. Thornton MS. (1^67) 10 Ne we s..ll noghte
com so ferre in-to ouerhope for to trayste so mekill in Goddti
gudnes bat we sail hope to haue bat blysse with-owttene

gude dedys. < 1440 Jacob's ll
r
elt%$ Oon is presumpcyoui;,

bat is, ouyr-hope.

t Overho'pe, 7'. Obs. [OVER- 25.] To hope
exceedingly : rendering L. supcrsperare.
a 1300 F,. E. Psalter cxviii. 43 For in bi domes over-hoped

I ai. 1382 WYCLIF Ibid,, For in thi tlomps I outr hopidc.
a 1669 TRAPP in Spurgeon Treas, Dav. Ps. cxix. 74 The
Vulgate rendereth it supersperavi, I have over-hoped.

Over-hopped : see OVER- 28 d.

OTTer-h-O't, a. [OVER- 25, 28.] Excessively
hot; too hot.
c 1386 CHAUCER Can. Yeom. Prol. $ T. 402 Another seyde

the fir was ouer hoot [T. r. ouerhool], 1575 TIMUIKKV. Fan!-
conrie 295 Make it in manner redtle whote in the fire, but

yet not ovei whole : (for yjon is very violent if it be too much
bet). 1652-61 HKYI.IN C^sm^r. Introd. (1674! 19/2 The
Over-hot, or Torrid Zone, is betwixt the two Tropicks. 1657
Divine Lwer 166 Cloths.. ouer heauy, & ouerhoU for the

summer. Mod. The greenhouse U over-hot.

Overhours: sec OVER- 19.

Overhouse (^'varhaus), a. [f. OVER prep.,
OVKK- 32 + Hou^E

sb.'} Passing over and suj-

ported by the roofs of houses (instead of posts) :

&aid of telegraph or telephone \viics.

1859 To^vn Talk 26 Mar. 566/2 The completion of tfie

over-house line of telegraph uniting her Majesty's Printing
Office, Fleet Street, ;uid the. .House of Lords. 1876 PKFEX K

Si SIVEWHICHT Telegraphy 2^6 In large touns, \\
p liere it

becomes impossible to plant poles for the support of the

wires, overhouse telegraphs are had recourse to.

Over-housed (''"^'^rlicurzd).///. a.
[f.

OVEK-
28 d + HuusKn ppl. a.y\ Hn\ing house accom-
modation in excess of one's requirements or means.

1887 Spectator 5 Mar. ^i$/;> A doctor is always over-

boused from professional necessities. iSSyjESSOPP A ready
i. 15 The rural clergy. .too many of them find themselves

quite overhoused.

t Overho-ve, -'. Ol<s.
[f. OVEK- I + HOVKZ;.]]

trans. To hover or float over or :tbovc.

1362 LANGL. /'. PI. A. in. 201 pat is (*: Kicchejite reatne

I'aL Rcyn ouer houe|>! 1377 Ibid. \\. x\i;i. 169 \\hat \\^

ligte bymeneth, )>at ouer-houeih liellc Jnis. c 1420 Pallad.

on Hnst>. I. 974 Whcnnti other seen derkecloudisouerhowue.

Overhoven, obs. (a. pple. of OVERUKAVE.

Overhover, v. : see OVKK- i.

tOverhow,!'. 06s. \QQ,oferko%ian > f.ofei'- t

OVKI:- 7 + ho^ian. How Z'.' to think, consider : cl.

OHG. tibarhngen, Goth, ufarhugjan to despise.]
trans. To despise, disdain.

r888 K. /ELFUKD Bre'.h. vii. 2 Orerhoga hi and acirif hi

fram 3e. 971 Blicld. Hfftn. 49 Se J?e Liodcs hebod ofcr-

hoj;at>. a 1250 Prov. .^Klfri'ii 445 in O. E. Misc. 128 panno
dej> hit sonc pat fx; bib vnyqueme Ofer-howeb bill ibod.

rt 1250 (hut <V Nighf. J4c6 An ovLT-hoheb (?anne lasse.

Over-humanize : sec OVER- 27.

Overhung (stress variable),///, a. [pa. pple.
of OVKBHANC t'.]

1. Placed so as to project or jut out above.

1708 [.ond. Gaz. No. 4400/4 Taken out of the Stable...

a bay Nag.., his fore Tteth a little over-hung.

2. Having something (as a cloud, darkness, etc.)

hanging over it.

1845 /'. Parley's Afiti.Vl. 280 The dark^ overhung streets.

3. .Suspended or supported from above.

1887 I>. A. Low Machine Diaw. (1892) 43 A wrou.eht.iron

overhung crank. 1890 Cent. Pict. S. v. Door, Over/iunf
door, a door supported from above, as in some forms of

sliding barn- and car-doors.

4. [OVER- 18.] That has been hung. too long

(see HANG v. i b).

1895 Punch 1 1 May 222/3 An over.hung hare.

Over-hurl to -importation : see ( IVER-.

t Over-increase. Obs. [OVER- 5, 19.] A
surplus, an overplus.
1579-80 NORTH Plutarch (1676) 27 He .. made Colony of

it (as a place to send the over-increase of Rome unto). 1600

HOLLAND Livy xxxn. i. 809 To cause all the treasure taken

out of the temple of Proserpina, to bee restored thither

againe, with an ouer-encrease to make satistaction.

O'VOr-indvrlge, v. [OVER- 27.] trans. To

indulge too much or to excess. Also intr. for

refl. So O'ver-indu-lged ///. a.

1741 RICHARDSON raniela (1824) I. 228, I shall., teaze

him like any over-indulged wife. 1759 SARAH FIELDING

C'tfss of Dellivyn II. 29 Their own over-indulged Imagina-
tions. i86a LVTTON .SVr. Story II. 175 The character.,

over-indulges it^ own early habit of estranged contemplation.

1898 Voice (N. Y.) 24 Feb. 4/2 To tempt and induce young
men to over-indulge in strong drink.

O'ver-indtrlgence. [OVER- 29.] Excessive

indulgence. So t Over-indu'lgency ; also Over-

indu'ljjentrt., too indulgent; indulging too much

(in something).
a 1631 DOSNK Serin, li. 516 Sleepe not lazily in an over-

indulgeucy to these affections. 1853 MOODIK Life Cleanngi

13 They may spoil your children by over-indulgence. 87

J. ORTON Amies 4 Amazons n. lv. 11876) 618 Ovi

indulgence in stimulating food isafruiiful source of disease.

1879 Al. George's llasf. Kef. IX. 90 The former of these

patients was over-indulgent in tea.
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Over-inflation to -influence : see OVER-.

O:ver-infb'rm, v. [OVER- 27.] traits. To
inform, actuate, or animate to excess. So Over-
info'rmed ppl. a.

1681 DRYDEN Ahs. $ Achit. i. 158 A fiery soul, which.,
o'er-informed the tenement of clay. 1779-81 JOHNSON Z.. /*.,

Congrere Wks. III. 159 Wit so exuberant, that it o'er-

informs its tenement. 1870 LOWELL Among my Bks. Ser. I.

(1873) 184 Shakespeare's temptation is.. to make a passion
over-inform its tenement of words. 1899 Daily News 5 July
9/3 A rest.. for over-strained nerves, over-worked brains,
and over-informed minds.

Over-ink to -intensity: see OVER-.

t Over-inspe-ction. Obs. [OVKK- i.] Over-

looking.
1655 FULLER Hist. Caib. vi. 14. 94 The Students when

writing private letters, were used to cover them with their

other hand to prevent over-inspection.

tOver-intrea't,^. Obs. [OVER- 1 1, 10.] trans.

a. To prevail upon by entreaties {to do something) ;

to over-persuade, b. To persuade to come over.
a 1639 W. WHATELEV Prototypes n. sxvi. (1640) 81 Either

over-Jnireated, or by threatenings overborne, to doe some
evil! thing at a superiours motion. 1658 IVhole Duty Alan
viii. 19 They have at the first been over-intreated to take
a cup, after that another, a 1661 FULLER Worthies^ Bedford-
shire (1662) 117 John Coles Esquire of Somerset-shire over-
intreated him into the western parts.

Over-issue (#-
I

var,rJ
l
**I -i-si), sb. [OVER-

29.] An issue in excess : see next.

1803 Edin. Rev. III. 252 A general depreciation of the

currency, by a universal over-issue of notes, 1861 GOSCHEN
For. .vt/i. 63 When, through the over- issue of paper
money, a general rise of prices ensues, the price of gold, as
measured by paper money, rises with the rest. 1886 Law
Times LXXX. 280/2 The personal liability of the five

directors upon an over-issue of debenture stock.

CXver-i'SSUe, v. [OVER- 27.] trans. To issue

in excess; e.g. to issue legal tender notes, stocks,

shares, or debentures of a joint-stock company,
beyond the amount authorized by law or by the

articles of association ; to issue any notes in excess

of the issuer's ability to pay them on demand.
Also to print or (

issue
'

postage-stamps beyond the

needs of the postal service.

1837 CALHOUM ll'ks. III. 64 The banks had over-Issued,
it is true, but their over-issues were to the Government.

1879 LUBUOCK Add)-. Pol, <V Educ. ii. 41 The bank directors

ought not to over-issue notes.

Over-itch to Over-jaded : see OVER-.

O'ver-joy, sb. [OVER- 29.] Excess of joy,
too great joy. So O'ver-joyful a., too joyful;

O*ver-joyous a., too joyous.
[1593 SHAKS. 2 Hen. VI, i. i. 31 Terines, such as my wit

nffoords, And ouer ioy of heart doth minister.] a. 1631
DONNE f.ctt. (1651) 299 The over-joy of that recovered mee.

1711 J. GREENWOOD Eng. Gram. 196 Overjoyfull. 1791
MAD. D'ARBLAV Diary Aug., Tears shed-. all for over-joy.

1856 MKS. BROWNING A tir. Lcigk i. 47 Born To make my
father sadder, and myself Not overjoyous. 1870 SI-URGEON
Treas. Dav. Ps. xxxii. n One who died at the foot of the
scaffold of overjoy at the receipt of his monarch's pardon.

Overjoy v^va-iidsoi-),^. [OVEII- 1(^,25, 27, 21.]
1 1. To rejoice over (rendering L. supergaudere).
1382 WVCLIF Ps. xxxiv. [xxxv.J 19 Ouerio;e not to me that

cnemyen to me wickeli [I'nlg. Non supergatideant mini].

2. trans. To fill with extreme joy ; to transport
with joy or gladness. (Now chiefly in pa.pple.}
1571 GOLDING Calvin on Ps. xxiii. i ProRperitW maketh

many so drunken, that they, .overjoy themselves. 1678
SHADWI;U, Timon it. Wks. 1720 II. 320 You over-joy me
with your presence ! 1768-74 TUCKER Lt.Nat. (1834) II. 527
I.. should be overjoyed to lend him a helping hand. 1844
DICKKNS Mart. Chuz. xii, I. .have been perfectly charmed
and overjoyed to-day, to find you just the same as ever.

b. intr. To rejoice too much.
i7zo BOSTON Fourf. State (1797) 208 We are apt to overjoy.

y3. To 'overcome or overwhelm with joy. Obs.

1631 UP. WEBBE Qnietn. (1657) 32 We shall-.be so far
master over our passions as not to overjoy our grief, nor

overgrieve our joyes.

Hence Overjoyed ///. a.
t
whence Overjoyed-

ness.

1634 B. JONSON Low's ll'elc. Bolsoiicr, The overjoyed
master of tlie house. 1647 W. BROWNE Polex. v. 4 His
oveijoyednesse, his transports, and extasies, at the sight of
tliat beauty. 1720 DE FOE Cafit. Singleton, xiii. 11840; 223
'J he poor overjoyed men were in haste to go back.

Over-judging, -judicious : see OVEU-.

Overju'mp, v. [OVEH- 5, 26, 23.]
1. trans, and intr. To jump over ; Jig. to pass

over; to transcend.
1608 SVLVKSTER Du ftartas n. iv. iv. Decay 798 A stiff-

throw'n Howl, which running down a Hill, Meets in the way
some stub,., but instantly it hops, It over-jumps. '11634
MAKSTON i Webster 1864), We can not so lightly overjump
bis death. 1877 BLACKIK Wise Men 233 If there be gods,
or if there be not, overjumps my ken.

2. trans. To jump too far over. b. refl. To jump
too far for one's strength.
1861 WIIYTK MELVILLE Mkt. Harb. 72 Slie [a mart] was

prone to overjump herself when she didn't run through
them [fences]. 1894 Daily News 11 Dec a/6 If he has a
fault it is a tendency to overjump his fences.

Over-just, -jutting, etc. : see OVER-.

O'Ver-kee'p, v. [OVER- 27, 18.] trans, a.

To keep or observe too strictly, b. To keep too

long. Hence O'ver-ke'pt ///. a.

1608 Br. HALL Pharisaism Wks. (1627) 410 God would
haue a Sabbath kept: they ouer-keepe it. 1679 O. HEY-
WOOD Diaries (1881) II. 265 It [flesh] was good for nothing
being over-kept. 1816 Sporting Mag. XLVIII. 258 If birds

are overkept their legs will be dry. 1837 LOCKHART Scott

xli, An over-kept haunch of venison.

O*ver-krnd t
<z. [UVEK- 25, 28.] Excessively

kind, too kind. So O'ver-ki'ndly adv.\ O'ver-
bi'ndiies s, excessive kindness, too great kindness.

1476 SIR J. PASTON Jn P. Lett. III. 153 They leyhe to

me onkyndenesse fibr ovyrkyndenesse. *599 SHAKS. Much
Ado v. i. 302. 1601 SIR W. CORNWALLIS Disc. Seneca

(1631) 61 How subject the people are to take over kindly,

upon the actions performed for iheir good by great men.
1611 SHAKS. M'int. T. i. i. 23 Sicilia cannot shew himselfe

oner-kind to Bohemia. 1824 Miss MITFORD Village Ser. i.

(1863)9, I ' ve them, 'not wisely, but too well
1

, and kill

them with over-kindness. 1899 CROCKETT Kit Kennedy 38
To such, Miss Keturah was often over-kind.

O'ver-king, O'verkmg. Hist. [OVER- 2 b.]
A superior king ; a king who is the superior of other

rulers having the title of king.
c 1200 ORMIN 6906 Onn^aen hiss a^henn oferrking Itt birrde

himm wel abiggenn. a 1300 Cursor J/. 11194 To mak
knaulage wit sum-thing Til Sir august, bair ouer-king, 1851
SIR F. PALGRAVE Norm, fy Eng. 1. 516 His brother Gonn
quarrelled with their King or 'Over-king'. 1874 GREEN Short
Hist.v\\. 8. 433 The King ofConnaught.whowas recognized
as overking of the island by the rest of the tribes. 1885
FREEMAN Alfred in Diet. Nat. Biog. I. 160/2 The over-

king at Winchester [Alfred] understood the position of the

over-king at Mykene [Agamemnon] so much better [etc.].

Over-knavery, etc. : see OVER ,

O'ver-knee, a. [OVER- 32.] Reaching above
the knee.

1858 CARLYLE Frcdk. Gt. \. i, High over-knee military
boots. 1880 Plain Hints Needlework 28 There are ten

distinct parts in a full-sized over-knee stocking. 1895

Century Mag. Aug. 573/2 Ample over-knee boots.

O:ver-know*, ?'. [OVER- 27.] trans. To
know or recognize too much.
1639 FULLER Holy War in. xiv. (1840) 140 His humility

was admirable; as being neither ignorant of his greatness,
nor over-knowing it.

.So O'ver-knowinjj ///. a., too knowing.
a 1656 Rp. HALL Gt. Imposter (R.) The heart of man is

wholly set upon cozenage ; the understanding over-knowing,
mis-knowing, dissembling.

O'ver-la'bour, sb. [OVER- 29.]

fl. Rhet. Kxcessive elaboration in literary style,

loading with too much detail (rendering Gr. irfpi-

fpyia ;
cf. L. cttriosttas}.

1589 PUT TEN HAM Eng. Pi't'si't' in. xxii. (Arb.) 265 The
Greekes call it Periergia^ we call it ouer-labor, iuinpe with
the original!.

2. Excessive labour or toil.

1814 Sporting Hldg- 147 The weariness of over-labour.

Over-labour (-l^-baj), v. [See below.]
1, trans. To overwork ; to overcome, fatigue,

or harass with excessive labour
;

to overburden.

[OVER-2I(?), 2 3 ,
2 7 ]

1530 PAI.SGR. 6,}8'2, I overlabour, je me sitrlahoure, . .

he overlaboured hym selfe yesterday. 1598 GRKNEWEY
Tacitus^ Gerntanie j!L (1622) 262 It is a rare matter
to beat their slaues, or ouer-labour oremprison them. 1671
MILTON Samson 1327 With shackles tir'd, And over-

labour 'd at thir publick Mill, a 1718 PI-;NN Maxims Wks.
1726 I. 848 If any Point over-labours thy Mind, divert and
relieve it, by some other Subject. 1803 J. KENNY Society
ii Those careful thoughts that oft O'er labour Reason to

untimely ruin. 1842 MANNING Serin, xiv. (1848) L 105
Those who cannot wait on God daily, because they are so
over-laboured in doing the nothingnesses of society.

2. To labour excessively at, take too great pains
with

;
to elaborate to excess. [OVER- 27.]

1588 GREENE Perimedes 29 Nature in them seemeth to be
onerlaboured with arte. 1797 BURKK Regie. Peace iii. Wks.
VIII. 304 Over-labouring a point of this kind, has the direct

contrary effect from what we wish. 18*3 Examiner 673/2
Earl Grey does not. .over-labour a part of a subject.

f3. To surpass in labour. Obs. [OvEii- 22.]
1607 MARKHAM CavaL i. (1617)67 The good stond horse

will euer beate and ouerlabour the good Gelding.

f4. V To belabour. Obs. [OVER- 8(V).]
1632 LITHGOW Trav. vin. 373 These Sauages . . oner-laboured

vs with Bastinadoes.

Hence Over-la'boured///.^., -labouring i7<V.j/>.

1604 EDMONDS Observ. C&sar's Comm. 123 The wearied
and ouerlaboured were seconded by fresh supplies. 16x6
BKRNARO Isle of Man (1627) 174 Covetousnesse . . cnuseth

I. 205 The poor working man wrings a scant livelihood out
of an over-laboured week.

Overlace : see OVER- 8.

Overla'de, v.
[f.

OVER- + LADE w. In sense 2

OHG. nharhladan, Ger. iiberladen^\

f 1. trans. To lade or draw water out of. Obs.

a\zz$Ancr. K. 368 Pot |>et walled" swuo'e, mile he beon
ouerladen, o5er kold water iworpen berinnc and brondes
wiSdrawene?
2. trans. To load with too heavy a burden, to

overload; to overburden. [OvKR- 21, 27.]
(Chiefly in pa. pple. OT.>erlatien, in ME. -lade t in i6-J7th. c.

also -laded.}
c 1385 CHAUCER L. G. IV. 621 Cleo^atras^ Men may ouer-

lade a schip or barge. ? a 1412 LYDG. Two Merchants 610
And yiff a tre with frut be ovirlade..lioth braunche and

bough wol enclyne and fade. 1531 TINOALE Exf>, i John
('537)-7 The byshoppes. .solde theyr p_-naunce to the riche,

and ouerladed the poore. 1587 FI.F.MING Contn, Iloliiished

III. 1969/1 One of the kings ships. -was drowned in the
middest of the haven, by reason that she was overladen with

ordinance, a 1618 KAI.KIGH J\gw, (1664) 44 Their fleece

taken from them lest it overlade them, and grow too heavy.
1856 MKS. BROWNING Aur. Leigh \\. 806 Since friend Bttwixt
us two, forsooth, must be a word So he;ivily overladen.

Hence Overla-den ppl. a.
; Overla'ding vbl. sb.

1494 FABYAN Chron. vn. ccxxxi. 263 He was vnweldly by
reason of ouer ladynge of flesshe. 1654 GAYTON 1'leas.

Notes iv. vi-vii. aoq Will you like an overladen Tree, be

propt up with a fork? 1811 Two Rep. Thames Navig, 28

To prevent the overlading of barges. 1866 RUSKIN Crtnvu
Wild Olive iv. (1898) 195 Help up the overladen horses.

Overlaid, ppl. a. : see under OVERLAY w.

tO'Verlaii. Obs. Also-layke,-lake. [f.OvER
adv. + -XAIK.] The fact or quality of being over;

superiority.
a 1400-50 Alexander 1861 To olle ay on his vndireling for

ouer-laike [v. r. puerlayke] a quyle. Ibid. 3101 pinke Jj.it

allanely of ^od bis ouirlaike [v. r. ouerlakc] bou haucs.

Overlair, obs. form of OVERLAYEK.

O'verla:nd, sb. local. Land held by a parti-
cular tenure in the west of Kngland : see quote.
1769 Eng. Displayed $$/-2 The tenuresare copyhold-lands,

over-lands, and reve-lands. Over-lands are subject to fines,

but not to heriots, suits and service. 1801 Enclosure Com-
missioners of Cheddar Moor (K. D.D.), By Overlands or

Overland Tenements are to be understood all lands whether

open or inclosed, wliich do not, nor at any time heretofore

did belong to auster, or ancient tenements, and for which no

right of common in the moors or on the hill have been
allowed. 1885 T. S. HOLMES Hist. Wookey ii. 53 Overland
-.1 rather think that under that head was included such
villein holdings as fell into the hands of the lord by way
of escheat from time to time. These, .would after a time be

regranted to other villeins. 1886 ELWORTHY W. Somerset
//

0r</.^r. > 0?r>'/a</,..landhaving no farm-house upon it. ..

Any piece of land let without farm buildings is called 'a

overland'. 1894 Tablet 16 June 942 Lord Bute, .inherited

certain ancient feudal overlands in Glamorganshire.
attrib. 1796 W. MARSHALL /K. Eng. I. Gloss. (E. D. S.\

Overlandfarm,.. A parcel of land, without a house to it.

1817 Tre-ninans Exeter Flying-post ^ Aug. 4 To be let. .

an Overland Tenement.

Overla nd, over land, <"&. [Properly two

words, OVER prep, and LAND sb. : often hyphened
or written as one.] Over or across land

; by land

(as opposed to *

by sea '). f In Langland :

* over

the country *.

[136* LANCL. P. PL A. v. 258 J>at Pcnitencia bis pike
schulde polissche newe. And lepe with him ouerlonci al his

lyf tyme. 1393 Ibid. C. x. 159 Lolieres lyuyng in sleuthe

and ouer londe [?'. r. ouerlond J strykers. ] 1589 HORSEY Trav.
(Hakl. Soc.) App. 317 None of the Companies servauntes
shuld be suffered to gue oveiland with letters. 1611 SHAKS.

Cynib. in. v. 8, I desire. .A Conduct ouer Land, to Milford-

Hauen. 1664 PHTYS Diary 29 Oct., That De Ruyter is

come overland home. 1748 A nson's Voy. n. iv. 165 The
account sent over land by Pizarro.

1786
Lr>. COKNWALI.IS in

Corresp. 28 Dec. (Y.) The packet that was coining to us

overland, .was cut off by the wild Arabs between Aleppo
and Bussora. 179* Misc. in Ann. Reg. 452 Observations
on the Passage from India, commonly called Over Land.
Note. This expression, though extremely incorrect, is war-
ranted by general use. 1871 YEATS Techn, Hist. Cointu.

61 The traffic being overland by way of Malacca. 1889
'

R.

BoLURtwooD '

Robbery underAnns xn, I'll go back overland.

Overland (J^'vajlxnd), a. [Attrib. use of

prec. with change of stress: see OVER- 32.] Pro-

ceeding or lying over or across land ; performed

by land
;

for or connected with a jouincy over land.

Overland route, a route entirely or partly by land, as

opposed to an alternative route by sea; spec. 11) the route

to India by the Mediterranean,
* which in former days in-

volved usually a land journey from Antioch or thereabouts

to the Persian Gulf
'

(Yule s. v.), but of which in later times

the Isthmus of Suez was the only overland part left; (2)111

America, any route westward from the Atlantic to the Pacific

Ocean across the continent.

1800 Asiatic Ann. Reg.* Ace. Bks. 51/1 The present esta-

blishment for the conveyance of over-land dispatches. 1803
CASTLFREAGH in Wellesley's Desp. (1^77) 581 You will

probably hear from me, by an overland express. 1857 GEN.
P. THOMPSON Audi Alt. (1858) I. xxi. 75 [In 1822] I travelled

..in Arab vessels, by what was nevertheless called the

Overland route, from Bombay to Alexandria. 1861 \V.

KAIRBAIRN Addr, Brit. Assoc., That country [India] may
be reached by the overland route in less than a month.

Overla'nd, v. Australia, [f. OVERLAND a</z/.]

a. intr. To go overland from one colony or part
of Australia to another. b. trans. To drive

^ stock} overland from one market to another.

1873 RANK EN Dotnin, Australia xiii. (1874) 232 Herds
used to be taken from New South Wales to South Australia

across., the deserts of Riverina. That used to be called
'

overlanding '. 1885 MKS. C. PRAED Head Station (new
ed.) 1 16, I can't imagine you overlanding cattle ! 1900 Daily
JVe^i>s 8 Oct. 3/1 He has gone exploring from South Australia

to the Carpentaria, overlanding.

t O'VCrlamder 1
. Obs. [a pp. a. Du. Over-

lander = Ger. ObcrlandcT) i. e. a dweller in the

Oberland or uppei country.] A dweller in the

uplands of a country, a Highlander ; spec, one

dwelling in the higher lands of Germany, as opposed
to a Netherlander or Low German.

<; 1548 HALL C/iron., Hen. I'll 17 King Maxtmillaen
assembled a company of Almaynes and Overlandcrs. 1555
W. WATKEMAN Fardle Facions i. iv. 38 Two countreies

there ware of that name [Ethiope],Ouerlancleis, and Nether-
landers. 1603 VRRSTKGAN Dec. Intell. x. (1628) 315 The
Germans or ouerlanders.
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Overlander -. Australia. [f. OVERLAND:;.]
One who journeyed overland from one Australian

colony or capital to another (obs. exe. J/ist.} ;

3j>ec. one taking cattle from one colony to another
or over a long distance.

1843 \V, PRIDDEN Australia 335 (Morris) The class of men
culled Overlanders must not be omitted. Their occupation is

to convey stock from market to market, and from one culuny
to another. 1848 (-'. STURT Ccntr. Australia I. 45 Conflicts
between the natives ami overland t-rs. 1877 M. CLARKE Sih,
///. Australia 60 An expedition was planned \vith the

purpose of reaching Western Port. Thus began the First
Overlanders. attrih. 1889' K. BOLDRKWOOD' Robberyunder
sinus xii, Puts 'cm in mind of Hawdon and Evelyn Slurt
in the old overlander days.

Overlap (ffwuep), sb.
[f. OVERLAP^.] An

occurrence or instance of overlapping; a partial

superposition or coincidence
;
the part or place at

which one edge or thing overlaps another
; spec, in

Geol. (see next, 3).

1813 S. SMITH Agric. Sum. Galloway 85 (Jam.) When the
stones are small, the dykes should !)C proportionally narrowed,
to make the two sides connect more firmly, and afford more
overj.ips. 1852 Jrnl. R. Agric. Sec. XIII. n. 298 The nails
..are driven through the overlap of both sheets at a time.

1857 J.UKKS Stud. Man. Geol. vii. 262 Overlap may take

place in a perfectly continuous series, merely proving the
fact of a depression of the area contemporaneously with that

deposition. 1880 DAWKINS Early Man \. 4 What we may
term the overlap of history [on archaeology].

b. attrib. Overlap joint, a joint in which one

edge overlaps the other, instead of merely butting
ngainst it.

Overlap (^vailse-p), v. Also S -lop. [f. OVER-
8 + LAP v* (cf. esp. sense 7, lap over}. In sense 4
partly at least from LAP #.']
1. trans. To lap over; to lie or be situated so

as partly to extend over and cover part of ''some-

thing else) ; to overlie partially. Also fig. To
extend over part of the (non-physical) territory,

period, etc., occupied by (another thing) ;
to

coincide partly with.

1726 A. MUNKO Aitat. Bones n. 74 An Infant, one of
whose Ossa parit-talia overloped the other. Ibid. (1782)
82 These cells. .are overlopped by the maxillary bones.

1813 S. SMITH Agric. Surv. Galloway %%(]a.m.)\t is essential
..that the stones frequently overlap one another. 1871
NICHOLSON Pakeont. 323 Ganoids in which the .scales are
rounded and overlap one another. 1887 SAINTSHUKY /list.

Hlizab. Li!, v. (1890) 159 Their lives overlapped each
other considerably. Mod. The lead overlaps the uppermost
row of slates.

b. absol. or /////., usually in reciprocal sense.

1799 KIRWAM Geol. Ess. 285 In the Pyrenees, they some-
limes overlap. 1886 STUBBS Lect. Kled. $ Mod. Hist. xiii.

296 Three conjoint systems of jurisprudence, .overlapping.
C. trans, in causal sense.

1846 GKKHSKR Sc. Gunnery 149 As a brazier would over-

lap the edge of a tin pipe, for lx>ys to blow peas with.

fd. Fencing, (absol.'] ?To cross one's own blade
over one's adversary's. Obs.

1692 SIR W. HOPE Fencing'Master 71 When you over-

lapp, do it with the broad side of your blade, and not with
the Edge.
2. To cover and extend beyond (///. andyff.V
i8oa PALEY Nat. TheoL xvi. 4, 301 The upper bill of

Ihe parrot is so much hooked, and so much overlaps the

lower, that [etc.]. 1853 KANE Grinnell Exp. xxii.(i856) 175
The plantigrade base of support overlapped by long hair

heightens the resemblance. 1875 J. F. CLARKE in N. Anier.
Rev. CXX. 48 A demand which continually overlapped the

.supply. 1879 DIXON Windsor I. xxiv. 246 He perceived the

enemy overlapped and covered by his mighty host.

3. GeoL baid of a newer formation which extends

beyond the area or edge of the older one on which it

mainly rests, and thus partly overlies a still older

one below that, trans, with either of the lower
formations as obj. (= sense I or 2), or absol.

1832 I .IK LA HECHE Geol. Man, 265 The great European
s>heet of chalk and green sand, produced at the cretaceous

epoch, .overlapped a great variety of pre-existing rocks
from the gneiss of Sweden to the Wealden deposits of south-
eastern England inclusive. 1871 I .YELL Eletii. Geol. v. 72
Overlapping strata. Strata are said to overlap, when the

upper bed extends beyond the limits of a lower one. 1885
ibid. v. 69 Sediment spread over a region of subsidence has
the area of deposit gradually increased, and the newest
formed strata will overlap the next below them.
4. To '

Jap' or ripple over (see LAP ^.1 4, 5).

1863 A. C RAMSAY Phys. Geog. xxxiv. (1878) 581 It has
leen sj largely overlapped and worn away by succeeding
waves of Celtic invasion. 187* UROWNING Fi/tne Ixxxi. 24
No lift of ripple to o'erlap Keel, much less, prow.
Hence Overlapping ///.<z.
1849 FHI.KMAS Arc/tit, i. i.i. 37 Overlapping stones cut into

the semblance of an arched form. 1869 GILLMOKE Reptiles
ff Birds i. 7 The surface of the body is. .smoothly covered
with overlapping scales. 1871 [see 3 above].

Overla pping, vbl. sb f [f. OVERLAP v. +
-JNG 1

.] Tne action or condition expressed by the

verb OVERLAP
; partial overlying or coincidence.

In Fencing (quot. 1692) : see OVERLAP v. i d.

1692 SIR \V. HOPE Fencing-Master 71 If he slipp my
overlapping, I.. make use of Binding. 1802 PAI.KY Nat.
Theol. xvi. 4. 302 This hook and overlapping of the bill

could not be spared, for it forms the very instrument by
which the bird climbs. 1851 TURNER Dont. Arc/tit. I. i. 3
One of the periods where an overlapping of styles must be
looked for. 1872 Spectator 5 Oct. 1264 The foldings and
overlapping* of strata in mountainous regions.

b. <oner. A part that overlaps.
1858 G. MACDONAI.D Phantasies xxi, 265 His body-armour

was somewhat clumsily made, .. the overlappings in the
lower part had more play than necessary.

Overlard (tfvajlaud),z/. [f. OVER- 8 + LAUD
v.\ trans. To Jard over, smear over; to interlard

or garnish copiously or to excess.
1820 W. IRVING Sketch Bk. I. 235 So completely had the

bard . . been ovcrlnrded with panegyric. 1862 T. C. GRATTAN
Beaten Paths II. 147 We have not that overlarding with

quotations [etc. J which form the staple ofordinary authorship.

O'ver-laTge, a. [OVKK- 28.] Too large ;

of excessive magnitude or extent
;
excessive.

153* MOKI-: Confut. Tindale Wks. 373/2 Whoso do intcr-

prete his necessitie ouer large, ordifferrelelc. ]. 1561'!'. HUBY
tr. Castigliont's Cou>'iyi:r \. (1577) Diij, This is ouerlnrge
a scope of matters. 1647 Dices Unlawf. Taking Arms ii.

47 This immunity is overlarge by our owne confession.

1890 Spectator 31 May, A big shop, an over-large estate.

So O'ver-la'rgely adv.
; O'vex-la*rgeuess.

1576 FLEMING Panopl. Epist, 8t To be parciall of my pen,
and to do that 1 did not oner largely. 1867 UUSMNELI. Mor.
Uses Dark Tk. 89 He will not let us keep ourselves on hand
over-largcly. 1725 CHKVNI-; Health ii. i Viridity in the

Juices, or the over-largeness of iheir constituent particles.

Overla'Sk, v. Obs. exc. dial. [f.
OVKK- 12

+ LASH &.1J intr. To '

lash out
'

excessively (see
LASH z/. 1

5) ;
to break out into excess (in conduct,

or esp. in language) ;
to go beyond bounds, be

extravagant; to exaggerate, (.'f. OUTLASH.
1579 TOMSOX Calvin's Serin. Tim. 143/1 The wordc..

Mgntneth moderation and gravitie, as when men doe not
overlashe and give them selves to all wickcdnt--s.se, a 1656
UssnERxJ. vi. (1658) 257 Who. .thinks,. . in this reckoning,
lie did overlash. 1701 J, SAOI: / 'ind. Cyprianic Age Wks.
1847 II. 50 The excellent rlietorick they were endowed with
made them overlash sometimes in their expression,

b. trans. To go beyond, txcced.
1601 DICACOS & W. Ans-v. to DareI Ded. 2 That either

they, or on r se lues, should ouer-lash the limits alotttd vnlo vs.

Hence f Overla sliing
1

vbl. sb., extravagance,

exaggeration ; ///. a., extravagant, exaggerative

(whence t Overla shingly adv.}.
i579GossoN Sc/t. Abuse (Arb.) 39 Ouerlashing in apparel

is so common a fault, that .. very hyerltngs .. jet under
Gentlemens noses in sutes of silke. 1579 LYI.Y En/>hites
(Arb.) 105 To the intent he might bridle the ouerlashing
affections of Philautus. 1612 URKRI-.WOOU Lang. $ Retig.
viii. 74, I be far from their opinion, which write too over-

lashingly, that the Arabian tongue is iti use in two third

parts of the inhabited world. 1710 tr. W'creufelss Disc.

J.ogont. 221 It would be overlas'ning to say with Seneca,
Nutlitm intra se manet Itcdit I-'itinut.

Overlast v. : see OVER- 17.

O'Ver-la'te, a. and adv.
[f.

OVKK- 28, 30 + LATE
fl. 1

, adv.] Excessively late ; too late. a. adj.

(f Also in sup. oi'cr-latcst.) b. adv.

574 tr. Marlorat's Appoili/>s 14 But this ouerlate repent-
ance shall nothing auayle them. 1640 HP. H.u.i. Episc.
i. i. 5 Such an act, as can scarce be expiated with floods of
overlatest teares. 1649 MILTON Eikon. liilj, These overlate

Apologies and Meditations of the dead King.
fj. 1340 HAMPOLE Pr. Crnsc. 3455 And comes overlate

tyl
Goddes servise. 1548 UDALL Erasm, Par. Luke xxiii.

193 b, ludas ouerlate repenting him of his facie, honge him-
selfe. a 1641 BP. MOUNTAI;U Acts <y Man (1642) 77 Nor can
it be said to have been accomplished over late.

So O'ver-la'tely adv.

1556 OLDE Antichrist 158 This mater is more newe and
ouer lately done than to be denyed.

Ofer-laudation, -laughing, etc. : sccOvEii-.

Overlau-nch, v. [OVER- 26,8.]
|

-
1. /;///-. To ' launch out

'

excessively, go to

excess, act extravagantly. Obs.

1579 TOMSON Calvin*
s^
Serin. Tim. 1007/1 One that oner-

launcheth so farre to withstand God.
2. trans. Shipbuilding. (See qnots.)
1711 W. SUTHKKLAND Shipbuild. Assist. 162 Overlauncb-

ing ; splicing or scarfing one Piece of Timber to another, to
make firm Work, c 1850 Rndim. Navig. (Weale) 135 To
oi'cr-launch, to run the butt of one plank to a certain
distance beyond the next butt above or beneath it, in order
to make stronger work. Ibid. 147 Disposing the butts of
the planks, &c. so that they may over-launch each other.

O'Ver-la*vish, a. [OVER- 28.] Too lavish;

excessively profuse or extravagant.
1584 LODGE Alarum Ep, Ded., Those who are like by

overlavish profusenesse to become meate for their mouths.
1611 SPEED Hist. t. Brit. vm. 387 The ouer-lauUh report
thereof. 1898 H'estm. Gaz 17 May 8/i Thecompanydid not

enjoy an over-lavish appreciation by the investing public.
So O'ver-la'vishly adv.

?593 Bacchus Bountie in Harl. Jtfisc. (Malh.) II. 272
Licking vp ouerlauishly the small cruins that tumbled out
of his tunne.

t O:verla*yisli, v. Obs. [OVER- 27.] intr,

To be too lavish ; to exaggerate.
1607 Schol. Disc. agst. Antichr. \\. ix. 131 Others censure

Prudeniius and Ephreem as overlavishing in their speeches
about the crosse. 1625 lip. MOUNTACU App. Cxsar n. iii.

1^8 To overlavish transcendently in their commendation.

t Over-law:, sb. rwme-wd. [OVER- 2 b.] A
higher or overruling law.

1883 BP. BROWNE in Guardian 1457 Well, .may we believe
the over-law of the Papacy to be the forerunner of the
un-law of Antichrist.

tOverlaw, v. Obs. [OVER- 31.] trans. To
overcome by law ; to defeat in an action at law.
156* J. HKYWOOD Prtrv. fy Kpigr- (1867) 193 Pray fair to

let fall thaction at law now, Or els. .she will ouerlaw yow.

Overlay (^vajl^-). v. Pa. t. and pple. over-
lai'd. I'orms: see OVER and LAY v.\ [Not in

OE.
;
but cf. Goth, ufarlogjan to lay upon, MH(.

tibctlegen, MDu. ojirltgghm* In several of its

senses equivalent to OVERLIE (which, during 17-
i8th c. it entirely displaced} : cf. LAV v. 43.]

I. To lay over.

1. trans. To lay or place over, above, or upon
something else; to put on the top; to sujicr-

impose. fare. [OvKit- i, S.]
1570 LEVINS Alanip, 197/20 To ouer lay,.vw^?/(7c/r. 1641

MILTON Ch. Gwt. IL Introd., If . . what it wanted of bein>;
a load to any part of the body, it did not with a hea\y
advantage overlay upon tiie Spirit ! 1760 Ai/n. A'tg. 136
A guard, .forced us into the hold, and o\erlaid the hatches.

b. To sin mount or span ivitk something extend-

ing over. rare. [OvKH- i.]
c 1611 CIIATMAN lliati\\. I v

Ii, The hoi-se-haire ])hime,wi;h
which he was so oner laid. 1671 MILTON /'. A*, in. 333 'Jo..

overlay With bridges rivers proud.
2. To cover the suifacc of (a tiling ivith some-

thing spread over it; to deck all over.
[<

)VKK- 8.]
a 1300 Cursor Hf. 13464 pe dales was \\'it folk oner-

laid. 1482 iMonk of J^reshnin (Arb) 21 .-Vs a manne had
ouyr leyde hem with mekyl lilti-A-:. 1590 SPRSSI:K /'. @. I.

vii, 34 Phoebus golden face it did attaint, As when a cloud
his beames doth otK-r-lay. 1647 CRASH \u f Poems 102 Ki t-

J It-be '* hand had overlaid His smooth cheeks with a downy
shade. 1780 SIK J. KKVSOLOS Disc, x. (1876) 17 The def-.i t

..of being overlaid with drapery. 1857 KI.SKIN Pol. F.cc-n.

Art 30 You may make kin^\ thrones of it, and overlay
temple gales with it.

b. Printing. To put an overlay upon (Vee next,

2) ; also absol. to use an overlay.

f 3. To cover snperfluously or excessively, or so

as to encumber, smother, or extinguish; spec, to

cnerstock ;\T pasture zf/V/4 cattle, etc.X [OvKK-8, 27.]
1523 FnzHEKB. Ilu^h. 70 I'.eastes alone, .wyll not eate a

pasture euen, but leaue many tuftes and h\gh gras*,e i:i

clyuer-s places, excepte it be OIU.T lajde ui:h cattcll. 1538
STAHKEV England \. iii. 74 A pa>tur y> on- i la\d wyth catt!,
when tiierin be mo then mav be conuenyently nuryschvcl
and fed. 1633 lir. HAM. Medit. $ I'tnrs

(iB^i)
16 Mere" is

a tree overlaid with blossoms, a 1733 ShetlandActs vaPwe.
Soc. Ant. Scot. (1892) XXVI. 35 '1 hat all horses. .nppres.si:j.;
and overlaying the neighbuurhuud, be instantly removed.

b. To lay in excess ; to impose too much of.

rare. [OvEit- 27.]
1836 JAS. GBANT Rand. Rc.o'l. Ho. Lords .xiii. 270 He

was. .ample in his illustration^ \\Jthout overlaying them.

II. To lie over.

4. To lie over (something else^ : more property
OVEKLIE. (Cf. I,AY V.I 43.") [OVEK- 8.]

13.. Cursor jlf. 59,4 (Colt.) Krosse bat na tung moj;i.l
t' ll-.al J>e land ouer-laid a-boute. 1793 SMKATON Kdy?>tonc
L. 143 note, A piece of strong timber overlaying the bo-.\ s

of a vessel. 1806-7 J- I'KKKSIOKD Miseries Hunt, Life ufi-c
xvn. iv, Overlaying one of your arms till it is cramped, ami

exposing the other till it is frost-bitten. 1860 '\ YND.M.I- Glac.

i. xvi. 107 Loose shingle and boulders overlaid the mountai:!.

6. spec. a. To lie over or upon (a child, etc.

so as to suffocate it; to smother by lying upon;
= OVERT,TE 2 a.

'557 NORTH Guettaras Diall Pr. 170 When the weorr.cn
are heavy a sleepe .. they many times overlay the poorr
infant, and so smother it alive. 1573-80 HARF.T Air. U i;o
Sowes Ouerlate and squise to death their piggcs. 1741
KICHARDSON Pamela (1824) I. Ixxi. 414 He would hire the

nurse to over-lay him. 1863 KINGSI.KY l\
f

<itcr fial>. v, All

the little children who are overlaid.

fb. To lie with (sexually); OVERLIE 2 b. Obs.
a 1450 Cov. Alyst. xiv. 138 Hut if sum man the had ovyr-

lajd, '1 hi woinbe xulde never be so gret i-wys.

1 6. Jig. To extend over, include in its scope,
' cover '. Obs. rare.

13. . Cursor M. 27096 (Colt.) To min on his ouer-sight J\U
al wranges lias to right, On biskin sight J?at al ouer-lais.

7. 'i'o affect like or as with a superincumbent

weight (with various implications and shades of

meaning). [OvKR- S, 21.] fa. To press severely

upon, press hard with annftOT exactions; to distress;

to overwhelm, overpower, crush by force. Oi'S:

13.
. CursorM. 27883 iCott.^ Fleesouerlaid wit drunkenhede.

Ibid, 29339 raa ^at pouer men ouer-lais, and herijs bam.
c 1450 Merlin 161 The peple of Phat ien were sore ouei leidt.

1549 COVF.RUAI.K, etc. Ernsw. Par. 2 Cor. 50 We are on

euery syde puerlayed with adut-rsitte. 1593 Q. Et.iz. tr.

Boeth. \. Pr. iv. 12 Me thinkes I see.. euery wickrdst m;ri

overlayeng me with new frauties of accusation. 1678
MARVRLL Growth Popery Wks. 1875 IV. 309 They were
overlaid by numbers. 1769 Ann. Reg. 21 The shattered

remains of Prosorowski's army.. were continually overlaid

and oppressed by the Turkish cavalry.

b. To press upon so as to impede the working
or activity of; to overburden, encumber, weigh
down ; to crush, smother, stifle.

1609 HOLLAND Amm. Marcfll. D iij b, Diocletian and
Maximian being overlaied with businesse, adopted unto

them two Cae^irs. 1663 CHAS. II in Julia Cortwrifht
Henrietta of Orleans (1894) 137, I have been overlayd with

businesse. 1744 UERKELEV Sirt's 298 Men in those early

days were not overlaid with lanyuaces and literature. 1844

Ln. BKOUGHAM A. Lunel III. ix. 266 He neither overlnjs

you with his books nor with his adventures.

8. To conceal or obscure as if by covering up ;

to render indistinct or imperceptible by addition

of something figured as superimposed. [O\'EK- 8.J

1719 YOUNG Ritsiris Pro!., Nor wou'd these scenes in empty
words abound Or overlay the sentiment with sound. *84>



OVERLAY.
HEP.SCHEL Ess. (1857) 535 Sufficient, .to overlay and conceal

tnat minute quantity of which astronomers were in search.

i886Sv.\iONDs Renaiss.lt., Cath. React. (1898) VII. xii. 198

Though the words were more intelligible, the fugal artifices

overlaid their clear enunciation.

9. Naut. To cross the cable or anchor of another

vessel so as to cause chafing or obstruction.

[OVER- 10.]

"1796 NELSON in Nicolas Disp. (1046) VII. p. xciv, The

damage a Swedish Vessel's cable sustained by the Peterel's

overlaying her. 1854. G. IS. RICHARDSON Univ. Code v.

v e<l. 12} 419 You will overlay my anchor.

flence O-verlard (stress var.)///. a.

iSsSGEs.P. TnoMpsoN-4rtV Alt. II. Ixxi. 14 These under-

ground or overlaid classes. 1901 W. W. PKVTON mCo*ttfttp.
Rev, Sept. 445 An overlaid germ which has been saved from

death by the healing virtue of the Unknowable.

Overlay (o*'\ail
l

j* sb. [f. prec. : see OVER- 8.]

1. A cravat, necktie i'cf.OvEBLAYEH( quot. 1635").^.
1715 RAMSAY Gc'itlc Sheph. \. ii, He falds his owrelay down

his breast with care. 1816 SCOTT An'.iq. xxxvi,The Captain

h.iys a three-nookit handkercher is the maist fashionable

overlay. 1884 C. ROGEHS Soc. Life Scotl. I. vii. 245 The
usual necktie or overlay was a square t weeling of coarse yarn.

2. Printing. A piece of paper cut to the required

shape and pasted over the impression-surface of

a printing-press in order to make the impression
darker in particular places, as in a woodcut.

1824 ]. TOHNSOS Typogr. II. xv. 521 Should any woodcuts
be in the form, . .if too low, they may be humoured a little

by means of an overlay.

3. Something laid as a covering over something
else

;
a covering, a superincumbent layer, etc. ; esp.

in various special senses (e. g. a coverlet, a small

cloth laid upon a table-cloth, etc.) : alsoy?^.

*794 [see OVERLAYFR quot. iSii]. 1828 Craven Gloss.

(ed. 21, O'erlay, a coverlet or cloak. 1844 Jrnl. R. Agric.
Soc, V. i. 171 Two or three harrows are kept together by
a rider, or overlay, and the horses draw abreast. 1881

MKS. LYNN' I.ISION My Loz'r II. i\. 170 She had determined

to brave her memories a'id suppress them by the overlay of

a new association. 1884 H'cst. Morn. News 3 Sept. 1/2

Kolding spring mattress, wool overlay. 1893 J. PULSFOKD

Loyalty to Christ II. 307 Christ clothed Himself with the

overlay of our flesh
1

, in order to meet us on our own ground.

O p

verlay:er. [f.
OVERLAY v. + -ER'.] One

who or that which overlays or overlies something ;

fin Sf. =
prec. i (0/>s.\

1611 COTGR., Oppresscitr, an oppressor; ouercharger,oner-

layer. 1635 IJREKKTON Trav. (Chethanii i83 We call here

|iii Scotland].. a band an ourlayer. 1725 BRADLEY Fam.
Diet. s.v. tt'ashing of Hemp of //*!,r, You must .. lake

u!Y the Gravel, Stone, and over-layers uf Wood, that keep
'em together in the Water. 1735 1'roittpter 17 Jan. 2/2
What a Providence it is. that these bloody-minded Over-

layers happen'd to be so Light in their Pressure. 1811 T.

DAVIS Agric. Wilts, xxxviii, The waggons . . seldom have

a-iy overlaytrs \ed. 1794 overlays] or outriggers,

Overlaying, M- sb. [f. OVERLAY v. + -ING ]

,]

The action of the verb OVEKLAY, in various senses

(in early quots. fig. oppression) ;
concr. that with

which something is overlaid, a covering.

1-1380 WYCLIF Sel. II'ks. II. 212 In J>e world shulen ^e

haue over-leiynge [MS. Dome 321 over-lyinge; John xvi.

;3 in the world }e schulen haue pressing, gloss or ouer-

i-iying], 1611 BIBLE Exod. xxxviii. 17 The overlaying of

their chapiters of silver. 1862 R. H. PATTKKSON Ess. Hist.

^ Art 135 Marked.. by an overlaying rather than by any
displacement of the native population. 1890 Nmcastlc

overlaying of types . . to correct inequalities of impression.

tOverlea'd,^- Obs. \Q\L.oferlxdan to oppress:
see OVER- 2

; cf. OIIG. itbarleitan *

transducere'.]
1. trans. To overwhelm; to oppress; to domineer

or tyrannize over.

971 Blickl. Horn. 203 Da waes Garganus se munt..mid

niycclum brogan and mid ongryslan call oferladed. 1377
LANGL,. P. t'l. B. in. 314 Shal neither kynge ne kny^te
constable ne Meire Ouer-lede J>e comune to don hem pli^te

here treuthe. c 1400 Stnvdone Bab. 2502. 1413 Pilgr.
Sowlc (Caxion 1483) iv. xxxiv. 83 That the poure peple be

nought ouerled with tyrannye. C 1440 /V<w/. Parv. 37.V 1

Ovyr ledyn, or oppress-yn, oppriino.

2. To lead as a superior ; to rule, govern.
t 1440 CAPGKAVK Life St. Ka!h. iv. 1060 Thys mayde wil

ouere-leede us, sirs, we are caught In oure artes, be we
neuere so proude. Ibid. v. 975. ^1450 Merlin 122 For
that he may not hem now Instice and ouerlede. 1720
IIiiiswMi'ist 92 Shewing how little his best Actions are

overled by what ought to be his Standard of Action.

3. To lead over, across, or to another place ;

fig. to lead into some way of acting or thinking;
to lead astray, mislead; to *

carry away', impel.

[OVER- 10, ii.]
138* WYCLIF Isa. xxiii. 13 In to caitifte thei ouerladden

[1388 ledden ouer] the stalwrthe men of it. 1447 BOKEN-
11AM Seyntys (Roxb.) 107 Wyth the rage of woodnesse

ovyrled. 14. . in Babccs Bk. (1868) 332 I,elte neuer by
wylle py wilt ouer lede. 1636 HEVWOOD Challenge u. i,

Could opportunity have mov'd, words templed, . .or griefes
have o'relud, Beneath my much importance she had falne.

Hence t Overlea ding vbl. sb. oppression ; also,

leading over ; also f Overlea'der, an oppressor.
1382 WYCLIF Wisd. ii. 14 He ts mad to vs in to ouerleding

iVulg. in traductionem\ of oure tho^tis. r 1440 Jacob's
Well 86 Because he is pi uddere, }>e more teraunt, ^e more

ouerledere, be more cursyd lyvere. c 1440 P>otp. I'arv.

:-73/* Ovyrlcdare (or ovyf settar, infra), oppressor. 1496

310

Diva ft Panf. (W. de W.) v. vii. 203/2 Mansleers that by
extorcyon.raueyneandouetledynge. -robbemenofthergood.

Overleaf (o!vailrf),<Kfo. [Properly twowords,
OVER prep, and LEAF sb. : see OVER- 31.] On the

other side of the leaf (of paper, esp. of a book).

[1613-39!. JONES in Leoni Palladia's Arcftit. (1742) II. 49
As I have noled over leaf.] 1843 J. H. NEWMAN Miracles

163 note, Dr. Robinson, as is said over-leaf, cannot escape
a bend. 1893 SIR R. BALL Stoiy of Sitn 259 The picture
overleaf exhibits the mare ciisium on the Moon.
attrib. 1829 SOUTHEY in L'arr. <w. C. Bowles (1881) 154

These overleaf lines are the very bad reason why I have
j

been silent so long.

O'ver-lea'n, a. [OVER- 28.] Too lean.

1657 M. LAWRENCE in Spurgeon Treas. Decv. Ps. cvi. 15
We look on it as an affliction to have an over-lean body.

Overlean (cwvsjlf'n), v. [f. OVER- 3 + LEAN
j

.l] trans. To lean over.

1827 HOOD Hero ff Leander xxii, The drowsy mist, o'er-

leans the sea. 1875 LANIEK Symphony 87 Where many
boughs the still pool overlean.

So Overlea-nin? z-l>l. sb. and ppl. a.

1762 DUNN in Phil. Trans. LII. 467 All forms and shapes,
as sloping, perpendicular, overleaning. 1865 CAMERON
Malayan [ndia 53 They are two stories high, -with heavy
overleaning eaves. 1896 D. L. LEONARD Cent. Congregat.
0/ii'' 74 The Welsh churches, which had stood quite aloof

with over-leaning towards Independency.

Overleap (<?'vsjU"-p). v. [OE. oftrhlfapan ;

answering in form to MDu. overlopcn, Du. over-

loopcn, MHG. iiberloufcn, Ger. iibtrlaitfen ,
'to run

over, overrun, overflow'; OHG. had a deiiv.

tibarhlaiipnissi prevarication, transgression.]

1. trans. To leap over, across, or to the other

side of. [OVER- 5.]
a 900 tr. Bxaa's Hist. v. vi. (1890) 400 WJES bzt hit sume

sloh on b;em wxje mid swio^ran rsese oferhleop and ofer-

st;elde. 1605 SHAKS. Afuct. I. iv. 49 That is a slep, On
which I must fall downe, or else o're-leape, For in my way |

it lyes. 1667 MILTOS I'. L. iv. 181 Th' arch-fellon. . At one

slight bound high overleap'd all bound Of Hill or highest
Wall. 1860 MOTLEY Nttherl. (1868) I. i. 5 The ambition of

the Spaniard, which has overleaped so many lands and seas.

b. fig. with immaterial obj. (usually bounds,

limits, or the like).

1775 DE LOLME Eng. Const. I. xii. (1853) 118 Procuring a

public advantage by overleaping restraints. 1875 JOWETT
Plato (ed. 2) V. 247 His ingenuity does indeed far overleap
the heads of all your great men.

t c. intr. To leap over. Obs. rare.

1382 WYCLIF F.cclus. xxxviii. 37 [33] In to the chirche

thei shul not ouerlepen \\~ulg. transient].

2. trans. To pass over, pass by, omit, leave out,

'skip*. (Now only as consciously^/^, from O
c rooo .SVi.r. Lcdfiti. III. 264 Se da? is gehaten saltus

Inna?, bt is 3a:s monan hlyp, for ban be he oferhlypo a:nne

da:^. 1303 R. BRUNNE Handl. Synne 2916 V wyl no\v ouer

lepe hyt here. < 1425 Craft Noml'tynge (E. E. T. S.) 25
Ouer lepealle besecifers&sett bat neber 2 bat stondes toward
be ryght side. 1589 PUTTENHAM Eug. 1'itsit II. x. (Arb.)99
Your rime falleth vpon the first and fourth verse ouerleapmg
two. i64iS.Mi-:crvMNUusl 'intt.Answ.i. 5 Whateverobjection
made by us, he finds too heavy to remove, he over-leaps it.

1846 TKENCII Mii-ac. i. (1862) 10} All the intervening steps
of these tardier processes were overleaped.

t b. intr. To turn aside from the main dis-

course ; to digress. Obs. rare.

1393 LANGLAND P. PI. C. XXI. 360 A lytel ich ouer-lep for

lesynges sake.

f3. To leap or spring upon. Ob!. rare. [OVER- 7.]
T 377 LANr.i.. /'. PI. B. Prol. 150 For a cat of a courte caei

whan hym lyked, And ouerlepe hem Iy5tlic!i andlau^te hem
*at his wille. Ibid. 199 pat cat . .bat can }ow ouerlepe.

t 4. To leap farther than, surpass in leaping;

fig. to surpass, excel. Obs. [OVER- 22.]
ti 1340 HAMTOLI; Psalter\x\. i PC halyman ouerlepand in

thoyht of heuen all warldis Infers. 1603 FLORIO Montaigne
I. xx. (1632) 41 Leaping, and straining himselfe to overleape
another.

b. refl. To leap beyond one's measure or mark,
or beyond what one intends ; to leap too far.

1605 SHAKS. Alacb. I. vii. 27 Vaulting Ambition, which ore-

leapes it self, And falles on lh' other.

So fO'verleap sb. Obs., a leaping over; omission.

1610 BP. HALL Apol. Bnmnists 34 We like not these bold

ouer-leapes of so many Centuries.

Overlearn, -learned, etc. : see OVER-.

Overleather (^rvajle:tSaa). [f.
OVEK adj. +

LEATHER. So Ger. obcrlcder, Du. tverlefr.] The

upper leather of a shoe.

1408 Xatting/iam Rec. 1 1. 54 Viginti paria de ovurlethres.

(-1440 Prowp. Parv. 373/1 Ovyr lethyr of a schoo (ouer-

ledyr //.). 1569 Wills ff Inv. N. C. iSurtees 1835) 307, ij

dakers of soles x 1
. vij dakers of ou'lethers, xvj

1
. x\ 159^

SHAKS. Tarn. Shr. Induct, ii, 12 Such shooes as my toes

parte of Calves Leather. 1641 J. TKAIM'I: Theol. Tlieol. 164

To stretch.. their greasie overieathers with their teeth.

fOverlea'Ve, v- Obs. In 4 -leeue, pa. t.

-lafte. [ONorthuinlj. oferl&fa
-^ OE. *ofertirf<iii,

f. off- OVER- 19 + LEAVE K. 1
12.] a. traits. To

leave over. b. intr. To be left over, remain.

c 950 Lindisf. Gasp. Luke xi. 41 patte ofer-hlaefe3 vet baitte

woiiais seallaS almissa. 1:975 Rus/iit: Cosp. Luke ix. 17

ginimen wxs ?a;tte ofer-la:fed wa;s him. 1382 WYCLIP
Kxod. viii. 31 There overlafle not oon forsothe. Lev.

xxv. 46 Thur; ri;t of crytage ;e shultn ouerleeuen htm to

the after comers.

OVBBLIFT.

Over-leaven (-leVn), v. [OVEB- 27.] trans.

To leaven too much
;

to imbue to excess with

some modifying element ; to cause to rise or swell

too much, to '

puff up'.
1602 SHAKS. //;. I. iv. 29 Some habit, that too much o'er-

leavens The form of plausive manners, a 1644 CHILUNGW.
Serin. (1664) vii. 48, 1 beseech you . . to free yourselves from
the burden and weight of other men's riches, lest they over-

leaven and swell you so immeasurably. 1648 HERKICK

Hesper., To Bk. (1860) 3 Come thou not neere those men,
who are like bread O re-leven'd.

So f O'ver-lea-ven a., having an excess of leaven.

Obs. nonce-wd.

1648 HERRICK Hesper., To M. Jo. Wicks (1869) 344 Vet
sho'd I chance, my Wicks, to see An over-leven look in thee,

To soure the bread, and turn ihe beer To an exalted vineger.

Overleer, -leg, -legislation, etc. : see OVER-.

t Overle'nd, v. Obs. [f. OVER- 12+ LEND v. }

]

trans. To pass over or beyond.
a 1400-50 Alexander 5069 Qua list bis lymit ouir-lende,

lene to be left hand.

O'ver-le'ngtli. [OVER- 29.] Too great length.

1829 BESTIIAM Tuttiet f, Cod. Petit. 89 The time allowed,

is it too long ? If yes, then by the overlength is created so

much needless delay. 1902 Daily Chron. 17 May 3/3 Over-

length means necessarily a surplus of the inessential.

fO-verlet,.!*. Obs. rare. [f.
OVEK adv. LET z>.' :

cf. outlet^ An overhanging or projecting pan.
1656 HEYLIN Stint. France 19 The houses [are] without

juttings or overlets, four stories high.

Over-letter to Over-lewd : see OVER-.

O'VCr-li'beral, a. [OVER- 28.] Too liberal.

So O-ver-libera-lity ; O'ver-li'berally adv.

[1513 MORE in Grafton Chron. (1568) II. 756 In his later

dayes with oucr liberall diet, somewhat corpulent.] 1601

HOLLAND Pliny XIX. vi. 44 It hurteth the stomach, over-

liberally take-i. 1621 SANDERSON Serm. I. 203, I . . would
chuse rather by an over-liberal charity to cover a multitude

of sins. 1641 MILTON Aniinadv. xiii. Wks.
(1847)^71/2

A man would think you had eaten over-liberally of Esau's

red porridge. 18x4 Miss MITFORD Village Ser. i. (1863)

223 To protect her from the effects of her over-liberality.

Overli'ck, v. rare. [OVER- 9.] trans. To lick

all over, pass or rub the tongue over.

1567 TURBERV. Epitaphs &c., Epil., The worst he wild in

couert scrole to lurke Untill the Beare wereouerlickt afresh.

1614 COOK Greene's Tit Quoqiie in Dodsley O. PI. VII. 90
Such food As. .children, nay sometimes, full-paunched dog
Have overlick't.

Overlie (ouvsjlai-), v. Pa. t. overlay ; pa.

pple. overlain. Forms: see OVER and LIE v.l

[Early MK. oftrliggen : O E. type *oferlicgan:
see UVER- 8. Cf. MHG. uber'ligea, Ger. iiber-

liegen. In use from uth to i6lhc. ; in 17-1 8th

displaced by OVERLAY; reintroduced in igth c.,

chiefly in geological use.]
1. trans. To lie over or upon ;

in Geol. said of

a stratum resting directly upon another. Also^y.
CII75 Lamb. Horn. 53 peos ilke elite be beos bus ouer-

Iiggc3. 1387 8 T. USK Test. Love in. vii. (Skeal) 1. 39 Wei
the hoter is the fire, that with ashen it is ouerlein. 1552

HL'LOET, Ouerlye, snpercubo.

1813 BAKEWKU. Intro.t. Heal. (1815! 362 Beds. .which are

part of the regular coal formation, and overlie coal. 1851

\VIIITTIER To Old Sctoo/w. 95 Shapes the dust has long

o'erlain. i88sj. BALLiu Jrnl. Linn.Soc. XXII. 27 Where
the Palaeozoic rocks do not appear to be overlain by recent

marine deposits.

2. spec. a. To smother by lying upon. (Cf. OVER-

LAY v. 5 a.)

13.. Propr. Sanct. (Vernon MS.) in Herrig's Archk'
LXXXI. 301/200 pis is ajeyn beos wymmen pat ouciliggen
heor children. 1382 WVCLIF i Kings iii. 19 The sone of

this womman is deed to ny}t, for slepynge she ouerlaye

hym. a 1450 MVRC 1769 pe modur bat )<e cbylde oucr lylh.

1530 PAISOK. 648/1, 1 overlye, as an oversene noryce dothc

her chylde. (1557-1741 cf. OVERLAY.] 1800 SOUTHF.V Lett.

(1856) I. 126 The mothers and the nurses who over lie the

children. 1856 MRS. BROWNISI; Aur. Leigh iv. 63 The old

idiot wretch Screamed feebly, like a baby overlain.

tb. To lie with, have sexual intercourse with

.(a woman). Obs. (Cf. OVERLAY ,5 b.)

1422 tr. Sucreta Secret., Prh'. Prh: 160 Oone of ham ilia:

as callid absolon..ouer-lay his fadyr Concubynes. 1480

CAXTON Chron. Eng. iv. (1520) 35/2 Whan he sawe them so

fayre he and his company wolde have overlayiie them.

1 3. fis- To oppress. Obs. (Cf. OVERLAY v. 7.)

1390 Gowm Conf. III. 224 The comun poeple is overlein

And hath the kinges senne aboght. 1430-40 LYDG. Boclims

VIll. xviii. (1558) 12 b, By the romayns he was so oucrlainc.

1530 PALSGH. 648/2, I overlye, as a tyranne or myghty man

overlayeth his subjectes.

Overlier (<M'vailaiv>j (stress var.)). [Agent-n.
from OVEKLIEK., or Heaver: see LIE v.1 and -El'. 1

.]

fl. One who lies upon or encumbers; applied

to beggars who exacted lodging at farmhouses.

1449 Sc. Act! jfas. If, c. 9 (1814) It 36/1 For be away

putting of sornaris ouerlyaris & masterful beggaris.

2. That which lies over or upon something else.

b. spec. A horizontal timber in a scaffolding ;
=

LEDGER sb. 2, LIGGER sb. 2. (Cf. OVEKLICGKK.

1614 Jltt.V. at Stralford-on-Avon (N.), Item, x. peccs of

woode callyd overleers, xx.rf. 1620 MARK HAM f'arfu'. Hush.

(1625) 91 Then shall you take strong ouerlyers of Wood, and

lay them foure-square from one board to another. 1868 <.l.

STEPHENS Runic Man. I. 355, 3 flat stones, the two standing

as sides while the third was an'overlier.

Overli'ft.z'. [Cf. OVER- 23, 26.] a. intr. Tolifi

a weight too heavy for one's strength, b. tram.



OVER-LIFT.

To lift too high, raise beyond the proper point.
Hence O verlift s/>., an act of overlifting ;

a device

whereby the bolt is secured, on one of the tumblers
of a lock being overlifted.

'745 Oe Foe's Eng. Tradesman vi. (1841) I. 36 Over-trading
is among tradesmen as overlifting is among strong men.
1850 CHUBB Locks

, Keys 27 If the tumbler was lilted any
higher, it caught the bolt anew, and (by what was called
'

overlift ') detained it as securely, as if the tumbler had not
been lifted h ;

gh enough.. .If the step was too long, the
tumbler would be overlifted, and thereby detain the bolt.

t Overli-gger. 06s. [SeeLiGGEUrf.J = OVICH-
I.IER 2 b.

1511 Nottingham Kec. III. 330, iiij. ouerlyggers for a
scaffold. 1616 Ibid. IV. 348 For ouer liggers and trasinges
for y^ same bridge.

O'ver-li'gnt, si. rare.
[f.

OVER- 29 d + LIGHT
s/i.]

Too much light, excess of light; also^s'-
.So O-ver-li-ghted pa.pple. ; O-ver-li-glitsom'e a.

[LIGHTSOME a.-].
a 1586 SIDNEY Arcadia in. (1633) 230 Her chamber was

over-lightsome. 1626 BACON Syi-ja 871 We see that an
Over-light maketh the Eyes dazxle. 1847 MliinuN Shelley
II. 302 Had full time been allowed for the over-light of his

imagination to be tempered by the judgment. 1874 MICKI.E-
THWAITE Mod. Par. Churches 184 Most churches are now
either over-lighted or under-lighted.

p-ver-li-ght, a.
[f. OVER- 28 + LIGHT a.i]

Too light (in various senses) ; of too little weight ;

too frivolous
; too easy, etc.

; see LIGHT a.l

[c 1400 Rule St. Benet iE. E. T. S.) 1064 Not 10 lagh with
ouer lyght chere.] 1538 STARKEY England \. iv. 122 Our law
ys some what ouer-lyght agayn the accusarys. 1583 Pi EI.K
Ctmmnd. Verses in /'. ll'atson's Ccnturie of Lone, If
grauer headdes shall count it ouerlight, To treate of Loue.
a 1656 USSHER Ann. vi. (1658) 331 Giving over-light credit
to this report. 1707 Curios, in Hush. A> Ga.nl. 126 Such
Soils are over-light, and very apt to be. .parch'd up.
So O'ver-li-grhtly adv. kin early use chiefly in

sense ' too easily ').

11340 HAMPOI.E Pr. Come. 3482 When bou ert over lyghtly
wrathe, Or sweres and may noght hald bin athe.J 1422 tr.

Secret* Secret., I'm: Priv. 222 The x'. is ouerlyghtely
mevynge ofcoloure and semhlante. 1586 T. B. La Primaud.
IT. Acad. i. 434 They overlightly give credit to backbiters.
1843 II. ROGERS Ess. (tSco) III. 82 To charge us with
treating grave subjects over-lightly.

Overline (-lai'a), z>.<
[f. OVER- i + LINE si.-,

z/.-J trans. To draw a line over or above (a piece
of writing : opp. to underline) also, to insert an
interlinear translation or the like above.
1853 ROCK Ck. of Fathers III. n. 14 Latin hymns over.

lined with an Anglo-Saxon translation. 1801 DRIVER Inti-od.
Lit. O. T. 75 The reader who will be at the pains to under-
line (or, if he uses the Hebrew, to ozuHine) .. the passages.
igooAt/ie,LTUi:i?i July 84/2 The latest (redactional) changes
in the respective documents, .are marked by overlining.
Overli-ne, 11* nonce-wet, [f. OVER- 8 -t- LINE

f.l] tram. To 'line' on the outside; to cover
with a second layer of material.

1853 KANE Grinnell K.rf. xl. (1836) 365 Rough Guernsey
frock, overlmed by a red flannel shirt.

t O'verliness. 06s.
[f. OVERLY a. + -NESS.]

The quality of being 'overly'.
1. Superficiality ; carelessness.

1653 WATEKHOU.SK Afal. Learn. 221 We lament the Over-
liness of Preaching.. many Ministers imbasing themselves
and their Message by trite and impertinent discourses.

2. CoiHemptuottsness, haughtiness.
1610 P.p. HAI.L Apol. Hroivnists ii. 4 Would God ouer-

linesse and contempt were not yours. 1633 Hard Te.rts,
-V. T. 37 A proud overlinesse and insolent domineering over
your brethren.

tO'verling. 06s. [f. OVER ativ. + -LING. Cf.

iimieiiing.] One who is over others ; a superior.
1340 Ayeno. 8 To bam bet habbe)> be lokingge ou to teche

..ase byeb be ouerlinges of holy cherche. 'la 1400 MorteA rth. 289Thowaughte to be overlynge over alle ober kynges.
Over-linger, -link, etc. : see OVER-.

O'VCr-li'p. NowuYa/. [Oiig. two words; in

MK. overt iippi:*tifera lippa (cf. niSera lippa),
mod. dial, uwer Up, but from 1400 often conjoined, j

or in later use hyphened. Cf. Ger. oberlippe]
The upper lip.
c *3*5 Gloss II-'. tie Bitiesm. in Wright I'oc. 146 I.a lias

leitere et ta levere snseync, the overe lippe ant the nethere.
i. 1386 CHAUCER Pral. 133 Hire ouer \Camb. ouere] lippc
\IIarl. overlippe] wyped she so clene 1480 CAXTON Descr.

r-lip's swelled as big .

Overlapping, ///. a. St.
[f. OVER- 5 +

lipping, from Lip
z>.lj 'Lipping' or brimming

over isee LIP v.\ 3 a), overflowing; superfluous.
1836 R. M. M eCilKYNE in Mem. (1872) 295 The overlipping

drops of love. 1871 J. BALLANTINE H'inter Promptings,
Gie your puir neighbours your owrelipping share.

Overlistea (-li's'n), v. [f. OVER- 15 + LISTEN,
after OVERHEAR q. v.] tram. To listen so as to

overhear; to listen to (a speaker, or what is spoken)
'

without the speaker's knowledge or consent.
1609 ROWLEY Starch for Money (Percy Soc.) o As wee

were but asking the question, steps mee from over the way
(overlistninguslanews.searcher. 183*;. WILSON in Klaclr.i:

*&'
1 ^ 2 ^'ke an eavesdropper, overlistening our soliloquy.

O'ver-li-ttle.a.andmfo. 06s.e\z.dial. [Ovjui-
2, 30.] Too little.

311

[c 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. (1810) 36 It was ouer litelle in
alle maner way. 1340 HAMTOI.E Pr. Cause. 1459 Now haf
we or htel, now pas we mesur.] c 1440 Prump. Pari'.
373/1 Ovyrlytyl(l)e, minus, iiel nimis modicum.

'

a 1568ASCHAM Scholem. n. (Arb.) 116 If they giue ouer moch to
their witte, and ouer litle to their labor and learning.
Overlive (/"vaali'vj, v. Now somewhat rare :

cf. OUTLIVE. [OE. oferlibban, f. cfer- OVER- 18 +
LIVE v. ; cf. MHO. iiberlcben, MDu., Dtt. over-

leven.] trans. To live longer than, or after the death
of (a person) ; to live alter or beyond (an event,
etc.) ; to survive, outlive. Alsoyfo-. of things.
830 in Thorpe Charters (1865) 465 Wes hit (Set Ion,]]

becueden Osbearte his brooar suna, ,if he Cyneoryoe ol'er-
hfde. c 1330 R. URUNNE Citron. (1810) 254 If Blanche Mier
lyue Edward, scho salle haf hir lyue liascoyn afterward.

5:1450
Miniir Saluacioun 3785 Howe lange marie ouer

lyved hire sons Ascensionne. 1513 DOUGLAS .Kneis xl. iv.

49, I, allace, allace ! Ourlevit hes my falis prolitable. 1551
BIBLE Josh. xxiv. 31 And Israel served the Lorde all the
dajes of losua, and all the daies of y" elders that ouirliued
loshua. 1650 R. HOLLINGWORTH Exert:. Usurped Powers
19 These oathes binde..to an allegiance over-living bis
Majesties person. 1818 CRUISE Digest (ed. 21 VI. 297 If
his three daughters.. should overlive their mother.

b. intr. To survive, continue in life.

ciooo /ELFKIC Gram. ix. 26. (Z.) 51 Suferstes laf oA.'ie

oferlybbende. 1422 in E. E. Wills 11882) 50, I will bat j>e
mony..turn to b" use of her susters ouerljuyng. 1450 l\plls
ofi'arlt. V. 208/1 Such of theyme as shal over lyf seveially
emongs theyme. 1524 .V//- A'. Sultan's Will in Churton

flwApp.543, I will that these iii that overlyve make a new
feoffment. 1667 MILTON P. L. x. 773 Why do 1 ovcrli\e,
Why am I mockt with death, and length 'nd out To de.vtli-
less pain? 1897 Sag-a-llt. of diking Club Jan. 371 These
divisions have overlived to the present time.

C. rc/f. To live beyond one's proper date or
time ot action, live too long. [Cf. OVER- 23.]
1861 M. PATIISON Ess. (1889) I. 42 The Hanse had over-

lived itself.

Hence O'verli'vinsr (stress var.1///-, surviving ;

living too long; O'verli'ved ppl. a., nonce-wci,,
made to live too fast or under too high pressure.
f Overli-ver Ufa., a survivor.
c 1440 Promp. Pan. 373/1 Ovyrlevare after a nober,

superstes. 1568 GKAITON Chron. II. 375 And if any of them
happened to die, the over lyvers should doe the same
1578 T. PROCTOR C.org. Gallery in Heliconia I. 172 A sure
beleefe did straight invade his overlyving Minde. 1622
BACON Hen. /'// Ig i To continue for both the kings lines,
and the oucr-liuer of them, and a yeare after a 1683
OI.DHAM Poet. Ifks. (1686) 101 All the Kill of Maladies,Which Heaven to punish over-living Mortals sends. 1856
MRS;. BROWNING Aur. Leigh in. 4,1 Overtasked and oier-
strained And overlived in this close London life !

Over-lively, etc. : see OVER-.
Overload O'vojlJu-d), sb. [OVER- 29.] An

excessive load or burden ; too great a load.
Overload s-.ailch (E/ectr.), an electro magnetic switch con-

structed to disconnect the circuit automatically, when too
large a current is passing.
1645 RUTHERFORD Tryal X, Tri. Faith xx. (1845) 270 Can

the father see the child sweat, wrestle under an over-load till
his back be near broken? 1772 Phil. Trans. LX1I. 491
Phlogiston, an overload of it may infect air. 1856 Mus
BROWNING Aur. Leigh vn. 20 A beaten ass Who, having
fallen through overloads [etc.).

Overload (<wva.il<Ju-d), v. [OVER- 21 (?), 27.]
trans. To load with too great a burden or cargo,
to put an excessive load on, to overburden; to

!

overcharge (a gun).
'5S3 T. YVlLSON Rhet. (1580! 79 Thei died in failh. not

wearie of this worlde, nor wishyng for death, as ouerloden
with smne. 1612 BIUWUY Lud. Lit. v. (1627) 51 So that
the memory be not overloaden. 1669 STURMV Mariner's '

Mug. v. xii. 57 Take care of over-loading your Piece. 1727Swirt ffaxorKf+'l House 4 A verse would draw a stone or
beam, That now would over-load a team. 1883 P. STIMFF
Hist. Clir. Ch. I. i. ix. 65 They overloaded the holy
Scriptures with the traditions of the elders.

Hence Overloaded, -loaden (stress var.) ///.
aiijs. ; Overloa'ding vol. sb. and ///. a.
a 1586 SIDNEY Arcadia III. (1622) 372 Made their pillowes '

weake propps ol their overloden heads. 1576 GASC.JIGNE
Me^le (jl. i Arb.) 77 Pray you to god, the good be not abusde
With glorious shewe, ot ouerloding skill. 1821 LAMB Elia.
Ser. i. My Relations, An over-loaded ass is his client for ever
1896 Allbult's Syst. Mcd. I. 400 Overloading of the stomach
. . may cause or aggravale some of these [disorders].

Overlook (ov3jl? -k),w. [OVER- 1,24.] trans.
a. To interlock or intertwine above; to cover
with intertwined growth, b. To turn (the bolt of
a lock) beyond the point at which it is locked
1632 LITHGOW Trav. ix. 4 r 5 ,

I found the .. Vines ouer i

locking the trees. 1882 SIR K. BECKETT in Eucycl. ISrit.
XIV. 746/2 1 he way to open it then is to turn the key the
other way, as if to overlock the bolt. Ibid., It is set right
by overlockmg the bolt as before.

Over-lofty, -logical, etc. : see OVER-.
O ver-lo ng, adv. and adj. [f. OVER- 30, 2$ +

LO.NG a. 1
, LONG adv.] Too long.

A. adv. For too long a time.
[a ntpO-wlt, ffight. 450 pe more ich singe, be more i mai !

. . Ac nobles noht ouer longe.] 1377 LANGL. P. PI. K. xx.
358 He lat hem hgge ouerlonge, and loth is tochaun"e hem
1526 I INHALE A, Is xxvii. 9 Because . . we had overlonge I

fasted. 1617 HIERON Wks. (1620) II. 230 Not to remaynea Pr

oijer-long. 1892 STEVENSON & L. OSBOURNE Wrecker
xi, I his characteristic scene, which has delayed me overlong.a. adj. Ol too great length or duration, too long.
'377 I-ANGU p. PI. B. ](,. 2l6 j, ;s ouer |onge ar logyte any

lessoun assoille. 1560 DAUS tr. S/eidane's Com,,,. 23 The
|

OVERLOOK.
decree is ouerlonge, but the summe is this. 1614 RAI Ln.it
Hist. Warldm. (1634) 51 The shortest life doth oftentimes
appear unto us over-long. 1887 J'all Mall (,'. 12 Oct. :,'t
The voyage to Lcchlade is overlong for a single day.
t Over-lo-ng, prep. Obs. [f. OVER prep. 4-

long, aphetic f. ALOXG prep. Cf. overthwart.]
Along, over the length of.

1470-85 MAI.ORV Arthur x. Ix. 515 Sir Tristram bchelile
the maronners how they sayled ouer longc humber.
Overlook (.w-vsjluk), sb. [OVER- 16, 7, 5.]
1. The action or an act of overlooking (see next,

3-6) !
a glance or survey ; inspection or superin-

tendence.

1584 LODGE Hist. Forl-onius f, Prise. (Shaks. Soc. 1853)84Our noble young gentleman, having past over many persoi -

ages with a slight over looke. 1865 MRS. WHITNKV Cav-
ui^rthys I. 226 This typified properly her social position of
overlook and scrutiny.

b. A look down from a height upon the scene
below

; a place that affords such a view.
1861 L. L. Nnr.i i: Iccl-crgs 37 Paths wound among rocky

notches and grassy chasms, and led out to dizzy 'over-looks'
;

and '

short-otfs '. 1884 Lit. World (U. S.) 23 Feb. 51 3
High overlooks upon the smiling valley.

c. Name in Jamaica for the leguminous plant
Canavalia ensiformis : see qimt.
1837 MACFADYE.M Flora of Jamaica I. 292 They arc

Commonly planted, by the Negroes, along the margin of'iheii
piovision grounds, from a superstitious notion.. that the
Overlook fulfils the p.irt of a wauhmnn, and ..protects the
provisions from plunder. 1866 Treas. Bat. s. v. Cnitai'a/i,:.
2. An act ol overlooking (.see next, 2); a failure

to see or notice something; an oversight.
1887 T. I!AVNE in Athcnxum 9 July Ca j When his atten-

tion is thus called to a manifest overlook. 1897 R. ML-.; o
Preflist. Prcl'. 164 Simply an overlook on my part.

Overlook f^ivorlu-k), v. [f. OVER- + LOOK
;<.]

1. trans. To look over the lop of, so as to see
what is beyond. [OVER- 5.]

I559"6o Csti. Lilr. Cat. B. i.v. Use ws as a fote stole to
uvcrluke 5u\v. 1610 GITIJ.IM Heraldry II. vii. Ii66t-) S-1
1 he walls of townes were but low, ..the walls of Winchester
..were overlooked by Colebrand the Chitflaine of the I)ane
1863 HAWTHORNE uur ( </dll<>me (1083) I. 215 The na:l was
just too high to be overlooked.
f'S- 1636 RnitiiRFORD Lett. (1862) I. 160 If great men be
kind to you, I pray you overlook them;.. Christ but borrowed!
their face

to_
smile through them upon Hi.-, afflicted sei var.t.

b. Jig. To rise above, ovcitop.
1567 TURIIF.RV. Kfitaf/is &c., 'lime conqi,erclh all Tliiaf<

70 b, It makes the Oke io ouerlooke the slender shrubs byloVi .

1599 SHAKS. Hen. I', III. v. 9 Our Syens.. Spirt vp so suddenly
into the Clouds, And ouer-looke their Grafters. . 1700
DRYDEN Iliad I. 827 The laughing Nectar overlook VI the
Lid. i74BS.MOM.Eii-Rod. Ran,!, iii. ,1804) io A . .hat, whose
crown over-locked the brims about an inch and a half.

2. To look over and beyor.d and thus not see ;

to fail to sec or observe
;

to pass over without
notice (intentionally or unintentionally); to take
no notice of, leave out of consideration, disregard,
ignore. (The chief current sense.) [OVER- 5.]
1524 Q. MARGARET to Hen. /'///[MS. Colt. Calig. Ii. i,

If 216 b) (cf. Mrs. Wood Lett, lllust. Ladies I. 326) Wylke
wol be grett danger to ye Kyng my sonis parson, and thys
t) me be owr lokyd. 1570 Satir. Poems Reform, xvi. 9 Our
Lordis ar blinde and dois ouerluik it. 1691 IiicN"m.Y
l->iijle Lect. v. 147 He ovei looks those gross Absurdities
that are so conspicuous in it. 1762 HUME Hist. Eng. \.

iii. 98 The French . found it prudent to overlook this
insult. 1829 K. LliGllv Jiroadsl. Hon., (.n\lf/r:diis 1. 240
Agesilaus punished great men for the same faults which he
overlooked in their inferiors. 1872 Si'URGioN Treas. JJai:
Ps. Ixvi. 7 He oversees all and overlooks none.

t b. refl. t To fail to perceive one's duty ; to

forget oneself; = OVERSEE v. 7. Obs.

1723-4 DK. WHARTON Ttue li'itan No. 65 II. 550 Vex'il
that 1.. should have overlooked myself so far as to h;.."

given any Room [etc.].

3. To look (a thing) over or through ; to ex-

amine, scrutinize, inspect, 'survey'; to peruse, read

through. Now rare or arch. [OVER- 16.]
c 1369 CHAUCER Dethe Blaunche 232 Whan I had re<li!e

thys tale wel And ouer loked hyt euerydel. 1546 Stipplie.
J'oore Commons (E. E. T. S.)6y Youre Highnes. .appoynted
two of them to ouer loke the translation of the Bible. 1591
SHAKS. T-.VO dent. l. ii. 50 And yet I would I had ore-look tl

the Letter. 1674 JF.AKE Arith. (1696) 249, I have.. transited
Decimals, .and shall now.. overlook Logarithmes. 1744-91
WESLEY Wks. (1872) VIII. 319 To over-look the accounts cf
all the Stewards. 1870 BRVANT Iliad I. iv. 115 Carefully
O'erlooked the wound and cleansed it from the blood.

4. To look down upon; to survey from above;
or from a higher position. [OVER- 7.]

I42S Cursor M. 8211 (TriiOGod bat al hab to kepe Ar.d
al ouerlokeb in his si5t. 1530 PALSGR. 648/1, I overlooked
regardepar dessns. 16^7 URVDEN WildGailant\\\. i, Ha\e
you^no more manners than to overlook a man when he's a

writing? 1741-3 WESLEY Extract of Jml. (1749) 60 At
dinner their little table, and chairs were set.. where they
could be overlooked. 1852 IDA PFEIEFER Jouru. Iceland 3.,
1 went on deck and overlooked the boundless waters.

ftg. 1631 MAY tr. Barclay's Alirr. Mindes I. 284 From
hence, hee. .began with a scornefull pride to ouerlooke the
wealth of Kurope.

b. Of a place : To afford or command a view of.

1632 LITHGOW TriiT. x. 494 Coalfield Hill..ouer-!ooketh
ourWesterne Continent. 1634 BKEKETON 'l'rav. (Chetham)



OVERLOOKED.
social or intellectual position; to despise ;

to treat

with contempt, to slight. Obs.

1399 LANC.L. Kick. Redeles n. 35 Thus leuerez ottere-lofced

}oure liegis.,busshid with her brestis, and bare adouue the

pouere. < 1412 HOCCLEVE De R(g. l*ritic. 429 pogh he iette

fjrth a-mong be prees, And ouer loke euerey pore wight.
1534 MOKK Conif. agst. Trib. u. Wks. 1200/1 An whole
i

1 mil of all vnhappy mischief, arrogant maner . . ouerlookmg
the poore in woorde and countenance. 1646 H. LAWKEXCK
Cenmn. A tigflls 170 To be superciliou.-., tooveilookemen.and
little things. 1794 G. AUAMS Nat. fy Exp. ritil. 1 1. xxi. 420
The success of the present age .. U very apt to elate the
minds of men, and make them overlook the ancients.

6. '1 o watch over officially, keep an eye on,
look after, superintend, oversee. [OvER- 7.]
153* HEKVET Xt-nophon's Honseh. (1768) 20 They that

occupy houvebandrye. .with ouer lokynge and takynge hede
la other niens warkes. 1605 Way Sttectey in Simpson Sc/t.

Sftatss, I. 260 And lest they loiter we ourself in person Will
overlook them. 1650 EARL MONM. tr. Renault's Man bee.

Guilty 340 He was overlooking his harvest men.,judging their
labour by their sheave*. 1798 WASHING TON Writ. (1893) XI V.

3-, For overlooking this farm I would stretch the wages to

4-5. ^1830 MRS. CAMEKUN \'illage Nurse 2 Mary Read
had little else to do than overlook the other servants.

7. To look upon with the 'evil eye'; to bewitch.

(The most common word for this in popular use.)
1596 SHAKS. Merck. I7, in. ii. 15 Beshrow your eyes, They

hftue ore-lookt me and deuided me. 1598 Alerry ll
r

, v.

v. 87 V'ilde wonne, thuu wast ore-look d euen in thy birth.

1697 DAMPIKK in Phil. Trans. XX, 51 They .. told them,
they were Over-look'd by some unlucky Person. 1825
Sorting Mag. XVI. ^42

'
I wish ', saul the man, ' we may

not be overlooked '. 1887 JESSOI-P A ready \\. sg [The] firm
belief in being

'
overlooked is very much more common.,

than is generally .supposed. 1895 KLWORTHY Evil Eye i. n
In England, of all animals the pig is oftenest

* overlooked '.

8. To look or appear more than, nonce-use.
iSza UVROM Let. to J. Murray 2^ Sept., My mind misgives

me that it [the bust] is hideously like. If it is, lean not be
long for this world, for it overlooks seventy.
Hence Overlooked (-Urkt) ppl. a. (usually in

sense 2) ; Overloo'king vbl. sb. and ///. a. (in
various senses of the vb.).
1483 Caih. An*!. 264/1 An Over lokynge, h&roscophtm t

.!, iu'raruni specnlacio. 1601 SHAKS. All's ll'tll i. i. 45 His
^ole childe my Lord, and bequeathed in my ouer looking.
1674 BOYLE Excell. Thcol. \, L 45 Unheeded prophecies, over-
looked mysteries, and strange harmonies. 1676 WVCIIF.KI.KY
/'/. Dealer i. i, I wou'd just lea proud, strutting, over-looking
t'jxcomb, at the head of his Sycophants. 1711 AI>DISONF

y>pect. No. 16^ P 10 This Part of Good-nature.. which con-
sists in the pardoning and overlooking of Faults. 1856 KANE
A ret. Exfil, II. i. 14, I found an overlooked god-end this

lUMrning. 1898 MUL:I.E Coloss. Stud. ii. 22 Habituated to
the scenery ol its. .rushing river and. .overlooking lulls.

Overlooker (Juv-Mhrkai). [f. OVERLOOK v.

+ -KB 1
.] One who overlooks.

1. One who surveys, watcher, or inspects from
a position of vantage ;

an observer ; a spy.
1483 Cal/t. Angl, 264/1 An Over luker, horuspav^.Jutro-

ffjfrttt, 1523 LD. BKKNI-:KS Fruiss. I. cccciii. 700 Phylip
I >:utvvell, the regarde and ouerloker uf Klaundeis. 1598 in

Haringtons Nugv Ant. {ed. Park 1804) I. 242, I know
there are overlookers set on you all, so God direct your
discretion. 1651 FULLER Abel Rcdiv. (1867) I. 361 He was
a careful overlooker and strict observer. 1862 MKS, H.
\V"ooi> Mrs. Hnllib. in. i. (i883j 3.14 A shaded walk,.. very
little fear there of overlookers.

2. One whose business it is to overlook or super-
intend ; a superintendent, overseer.

1387-8 T. USK Test. Love \. iii. (Skeati 1. 128 Soche people
should haue no maistrie, ne been ourlookers, ouer none of
thy seruauntes. 1494 FAHYAN* Citron. YJI. 586 The duke of
Glouceter, Sir Humfrey, was that daye ouerloker, and stode
Ixifore the quene ban bedvd. 1576 K. CUKTEYS Tivo Serni,
K vj, The holy Ghost hath made you Episcopos* ouerseers,
oueriookers, and watchmen ouer the flock of Chris te. 1798
WASHINGTON Writ. (1893) XIV. 86 The present Overlooker
of my Carpenters. 1868 ROCKHS /V. Econ. ii. (1876) 14 An
unnecessary number of overlookers or foremen.

Overloop, -lop, -lope, -loppe, obs. ff. OB-
LOP j.i Over-loose, etc. : sec OVEH-.
t Oyerlop, sb. Obs. rare. [f. OVEK- 5 b + LOPE

j/'.l (if not a scribal error for overlcp, OVEKLKAL*

j/>.).] An act of overleaping, an omission.
( 1325 Alefr. Horn. 32 And als I red, far gan I drede, For

uuenop moht I mac nan [Vt-rnon text Ouer lepe mihti
make non],

OverlO'p, -v. rare. [f. Ovhit- S + LOP
.-']

trans. To Top or hang loosely over.

1893 R. KIPLING Many Invent. 130 His cap ovti lopped
one eye.

Overlop, early variant of OVKKLAP v.

Overlord (<>''

i

v9jl^j<l),,r/\ [OVER- 2 b.] A lord

superior ;
one who is the lord of other lords or

rulers; a lord paramount, supreme lord.
-i-izoo OKMIN 6903 Biforr be RomanLssIie king patt wass
hiss oferrlaferrd. 13.. Coer at L. 4592 Kyng Rychard
was her ovyr-lord. c 1470 HENKV WaUact\.fa liyschope
Robert ..said that

' we deny Ony our lord, bot the gret God
abuff '. 1547 Reg. Privy Council Scot. I. 78 SiiJik of all
uthair ourlordis. . baith of vassal! is and subvassallis. 1609
KKENK Reg. Mnj. 17 The ane sail be over-lord, and the
other sail be vasal 1. 1647 DIGGKS Unlawf. Taking Arts
82 As holding of an over Lord, or Lord paramount, who is

the King. 1814 SCOTT Wav. liii, The command of his king
and overlord. 1844 LD. I'KOUGHAM AV/V, Const. x'i. (1862) 146
The King, the universal overlord of the realm.

Overlord (0 'vajlpud >, v. rare. [OvEit- 2.]
ffany. To lord it over, domineer over; to lule as

au overlord or superior authority.

312

ri6*9 LAY TON Syons Pica (ed. 2) 8 Overlording Prelacy,
sitting in the Temple of God is Popish Prelacy. 1644
MAXWELL frerog. Chr. Kings 144 When Zedekiah was
over-lorded by his Nobles, he could neither save htmselfe
nor bis people. 1881 A. ROBERTS Lomp. Rev. {''. A'. T, n.
iv. 74 His will overlorded . . by an alien might.

O"verlo:rdsliip,^. [f. OVEHLQRD j. + -snir.]
The position or authority of an overlord.

1867 FRF.EMAV Nortn. Cony. I. it. 60 Eadward's .. over-

lordship extended over the whole island. 1877 HROCKEIT
Cross fy Cr. 318 After the brief over-lordship of Stephan
Dusban. 1892 Daily News 15 Mar. 5/1 The overlord puts
[into the mine] .. nothing but his overlordship, his right of
fixing the price of his permission to bring every tun of coal
to the surface.

t Overlo'rdship, v. Obs.
[f. OVER- 2 +

LORDSHIP
?'.]

trans. To exercise dominion over.

_
? a 1412 Lvix;. V'-Wif Merchants 340 As yif a man haue deep

impressioun, That ovirlordshipith his imagynatif.

O'Ver-loU'd, a. and adv. [OvEit- 28.] Too
loud ; t exceedingly loud. So O*ver-lou*dly adv.

.r 1000 Gfass. in Wr.-Wiilcker 2^5/25 Clamosa, oferhlud.

1470-85 MALORY Arthur \\\. xii, She cryed ouer lowde,
hi'lpe me knyghte for crystes sake. 1819 SHT.LI.EV Mask
xvii. Like a had prayer not over loud, Whispering 'Thou
art Law and God !

'

1870 MOKKIS Earthly Far, \ 1 1. iv. 379
His armour's clinking seemed An overloud and clean un-
looked for sound. i887Cl. MKKKIHTH Balladsfy P. 81 Then
the warriors, each on each Spied, nor overloudly laughed.

O'verloup, owerloup. Sc. and north, dial.

Also our-, owre-.
[f.

OVKII- 5 b + Loup j.,leap.]
1. An overleaping, a leap over a barrier or over

bounds
; hence, encroachment, transgression.

1776 Ln. HAILES Annals \. 319 In Scotland, an occasional

trespass of cattle on a neighbouring pasture is still termed
oitrlop. 1819 W. TENXANT Papistry Xtonifd ill. (1827) 100
Though I'm a man o' little drink, I wadna been sae doons
perjink. lut taen an over-loup fr sport. 1824 SCOTT St.
Ronati's iii, How could she hinder twa daft hempie callants
from taking a start and an owerloup V 1894 Korthwnbld.
Gl0ss. t Oivcrloiip, an overleap.
2. The change of the moon, i.e. new or full

moon ; the spring tide occurring at that lime.
a 1710 A. WRIGHT in Sibbaltl Hist. Fife n. 1(1710)39^1

the Stream, which is at the Change of the Moon, which is

call'd the Overloitp. 1750 /'////. Trans. XLVI. 413 In the

Spring Tides which happen upon the Change of the Moon,
called by the Commonalty, the Overloup.

O'ver-lo'Ve, sb. [In OK. ofcrlufu : see OYEII-

29 b.] Excessive love, too great love.
<r 1023 Wi-Li-'STAS Horn. xxx. (Napier) 149 Swa Uene ys seo

oferlufu eordan jestreona. 1806 WOKUSWOKTH in Chr.
Wordsw. Mem. (1851) II. 168 Subject to fits of over-love and
over-joy. 1895 J. M. MATMI-:K Lancashire ldyllst \\'ould
her over-love be punished by the child's death?

O:ver-lo'V6, v. [OVKH- 2;.] To love too

much, love to excess, (trans, and intr^]
xS8j -91 H. SMITH Wks. (1592) 988 If we lone, \ve do

ouer-loue, if we feare, we doe ouer feare. 111639 W-
WHATELKY Prototypes n. xxvi. (1640) 81 This is a weak-
nesse of Parent-*.. to over-love some child above the rest.

1685 P.AXTKR Ptimphr. N. T. Matt. v. 4 The common
fruits of overloving some Creature, and distrusting God.
189* LADY GREVILLI; in Nat, Rti: May, Don't worry men,
and don't over-love them.

SoO'ver-lo'vinjr 7'/. j. and ///.#.; O ver-lo ver,
one who loves too much.
1561 T. HOBY tr. Ciisttgliones Cottrtyer in. (1577) Pjb,

See for that shoe was ouerlouyng she didde yll to hirselfe,
to her husband, and to hir chyldren. a 1661 FULLER
Worthies (1840) 1 1 1. 485 Indeed some souls are over-lovers
of liberty, a 1668 I.).\VI-.NANT Dying Lover \Vks. (1673! 318
Who kindly ai h.s Mistress feet Does die with over-loving.

O'VCr-low, (i. and adv. [OvEK- 28, 30.] Too
low. So O'ver-lowness.
c 1374 CHAUCER Bocth. HI. nietr. ix. 63 (Cumb. MS.) Ne \>i\\

the heuyny-se we drawtn nat a-down ouer lowe the ertlies.

1496 Dives $ Pai(p. (\V. de W.) j. xiv. 46,2 By flaterye and
ouerlowenes-ie of the people, .many worshyppes that longeth
sometyme to god a I lone, ben now used in the wor.shyppynge
of synfull man and woman. 1647 WARD Sunp, Cobier 5-2

Deifying you so over-much, that you cannot he quiet in

your Spirit, till they have pluckt you down as uver-low.

Overlume, v. \ see OVER- ai.

O'ver-lirscious,rt. [OVEK- 28.] Too luscious.
1626 UACON Sylva 624 Because Honey, .will give them a

Taste Overlusiuous. 1681 GLANVILL Saeithicisinus I. (i7z6j
28 Warm Imagination and overluscious Self- flatter}*.

O'Ver-lu'Sty, a. [OVKK- 28.] Too lusty :

see LUSTY. So O-ver-lu'stiness.

1583 GOI.DING Calvin on Dent. iii. 13 That fancie of theirs

carytth them into so fund or rather furious ouerlustim.-s.st;.

1587 De Mi>rn<iy\\\, 184 Sometimes also when \\e beeouer-
lustie, God suffereth vs to fall into some sinne. 1605 SHAKS.
Lear n. iv. 10 When a man's ouerlustie at legs, then he
weares wodden nether-stocks.

Overlu'te, v. rare. [f. OVER- 8 + LITTE r.2]
trans. To lute over

;
to smear or coat with some

adhesive substance.

1527 ANDREW BrimttvyMs D'tstyll. Wafers II j b. It is

necessary, .to overlute them more than halle the parte of
the glasse with the fornamed lome or claye.

Over-luxuriant, etc. : see OVEK- 28.

Overly (Ju-vajli), a. Obs. exc. dial.
[f.

OVEK
adv. + -LY l

. (Cf. ON. ofrligr excessive.)]
fl. Supreme. Ohs.

1340 Ayenb. 123 Hope [y-z!^ "me gode] ouerlyche he^ne&se
and ouerliche mageste. Charite ouerliche guodneshe.

|-2. Superficial ; slight, careless, cursory. Obs.

^1425 St. MaryofOtgnies J'rol. in Anglia VTII. t34/;;-'!

perfore I lecue aile (?at proheme, excepte |>is >hoite ouerly

OVERMAK.
touchynge. 1597-8 UP, HALL Sat. in. iii. 2 The courteous
citizen bade me to his feast, With hollow words, and overly
request, a 1668 J. ALLKINE in Life (1838) v. 51 Have not
I neglected or been very overly in the reading of God's
holy word V a 1769 RiccALTOUN6"rt/a//rtj 11772) 258 On an
overly view, it maybe thought nearly the same sense which
way we take it.

3. Supercilious, imperious, overbearing, haughty.
Now only dial.

1627 UP. HALL ffeauen vpon Earth 5 27 Wks. 07 Our
answers are coy and ouerly. 1633 Hard Texts, N. T.

360 In an overly and imperious manner tyrannizing over
the Church. 1707 HUMFREY Jitstif. Baxter. 4 The whole
..is so overly, and appears proud, slighting, and does me
wrong. 1820 CoLKRiixiE in Lit. Rein. (1839) IV. 140 The
somewhat overly and certainly most ungracious resent-
ments of Baxter. 1895 Gloss, E. Anglia, Overly, aibitrary,

tyrannical.

Overly (Ji-v^li), adv.
[f.

OVER adv. + -I,Y-.

1C. had oferlice excessively; cf. prec.]
1. Above or beyond the proper amount or degree;

overmuch, too much, too, excessively; OVEK
adv. ii. In OE.. t St., arfd U. S.
IO..WULFSTAN Ifont. xiii. (Napieri 83 Nu 3a yfelan and

i\;i swicelan swa oferlice swy?le brsedao on worulde. 1014
Ibid, xxxiii. 166 note, Hu hi mid lieora synntnn swa oferlice

swyfte god gegrajmedon. 18*7 J. F. COOPER Prairie I. ii.

28 To my eye it seems not to be overly peopled. 1830
GALT Laivrie T. n. vii. (18491 ^3, I thought he was a little

overly particular in his questions. 1833 Erasers Mag.
VIII. 286 Klina was not overly pleased. 1860 BAKTLK'I r

Diet. Ainer. 305 'Is old man lioone rich?
1

'Why, not

overly so.' Western. 1891 Harper's Mag. Aug. 346/2
Mr. H. was not of an overly sensitive organization. 1894
CKOCKKIT Lilac Sunbtmnct 50 Half an hour of loneliness.,
was overly much for her.

T 2. Superficially, slightly, carelessly. Obs.
c 1440 Pronip. Pa>-u. 373/1 Ovyrly, s^pfrfii. ialt'tft: a 1564

Ki-.cos Couip. bt'tiv. Load's Supper ff Pile's Mass Prayei'S,
etc. i Parker Soc.) 374 Keholding them as it were by the

way, or overly. 1649 BLITHE ng. Iiifprcv. fwpr.(if>$$ 52
If that men drain those Lands wherein they are like to have
an interest, throughly, and tho>e the Commoners have,
more overly. 1710 R. WARD Life //. More 143 Other things
he look'd upon more overly and sparingly, as he saw Occa-
sion. 1832-53 A. MACLAGAN in H 'histle-Binkie (Scot.

Songs) Ser. ii. 1*7 He o'erly just speer'd for the men, Uut
he cadgily cracket wi' aunty.

b. Incidentally, casually, not intentionally. Sc.

i8zs jAMiiisoN, Overly, .. by chance. Mod. Sc. (Roxb.)
1 happened overly to say that I had seen him there.

fil. In position over, on the surface. Obs.

1567 MAPLET Gr. Forest 43 It then ariseth vp againe to

the waters top, and so keepeth ouerKe and aboue the waters

highest superficie. 1573 TUSSER Hnsb. xxiii. (1878) 64 The
strawberies looke to be couered with strawe Laid ouerly
trim vpon crotchis and bows.

f4. Haughtily, superciliously, slightingly. Obs.
1610 lip. HALL Apol. Brmvnists L 3 'I hey vse to behold such

as they oppose too ouetlie, and not without contempt. 1650
HRINSLEV Antidote 27 To look overly upon others, despising
and contemning them.

f6. (?) Moreover : =OvERm/r'. 10.

1599 Life Sir T. More in Words w. Eccl. Biog. (1853) II.

165 And overlie this worde mnliciouslie is in this statute

matcriall.

Overlying (tfuvailai-irj), vbLsb.
[f.

OVERLIK T-.

+ -ING i, or i. OVKU- 8 + LYING vM.fb.1
] The

action of the verb OVERLIE.
f 1380 [see OVERLAYING J. 1871 tr. Schellen's Spectr. Anal.

xlv. 173 Produced by the overlying of the reversed spectra
of such substances as are to be found in the earth. 1891

Daily ffews 31 Dec. 5/3 The proportion of de:ilhs from

overlying is more than twice as nigh on Saturday night as

on any other night in the week.

O'verlying (stress var.% ///. a. [f. OVERLIE
v. -f -ING ^, or f. OVER- 8 + L.YLNG ^J/. rt-.

1
] That

overlies; superincumbent.
1871 LYELL Prim. Gtol. II. 244 The proximity of Uuv>

overlying bodies of water. 1878 HUXLEY fhysiogr. 35 The
water having been absorbed by the overlying loo>e limestones.

Over-Macpherson, etc. : see OVER-.

Overman ((J''v?jma'n), sb. Chiefly north.

Forms: see OVEK. (Also OVEKSMAN.) [OVER- 2 h.]

j' 1. A man having authoiity or rule over others;

a superior, leader, ruler, chief. Obs. exc. as in 3.

c 1150 6V. fl-
Ex. 3424 And if he ri^ten it ne can. He taune

it al his oner-man, a 1300 Cursor M. 6968 (Cott.) Ilk

klnredd o be tuelue Had pair ouer man ham selfe. c 1375
Sc. Leg. Saints xxxii. (Justin) 598 Hot seiie Jw Jw kirk i-*

in As oure-mau saulis to wyne. 1456 SIR G. HAVE Lau>
Anns (S. T. S.) 113 Redy at bidding of his our-men to do
his honour and charge of his lord. 1625 in Cosins Corr.

(Surtees) t. 61, I shall wholy and totally make you overseer,
and overman to, of my book at presse.

2. An arbiter, arbitrator^ umpire.
^1470 HKNKY Wallace vin, 1332 Throuch 11 clemyt, thar

liapnyt gret tJebait, . . 5our king thai ast for to be thair pur-
man. 155* Reg. Privy Council Scot. I. 127 Hes chosin . .

George Commendatour of Dunfermling, odman and ourman
in the saidis materis. 1884 Pall Mail G. 5 Dec. 2/1 The
two having the power to call in the services of an overman.

3. The man who is over a body of workmen ; a

foreman, overseer
; spec, in a colliery (see quota.).

1708 J. C. CoinpL Collier (1845! 36 It is the Over-Man's
Hnsiness to place the Miners in their Workings. 1789
I'KAM> Hist. Newcastle II. 682 The overman's Office is to

go through the pit to view the places where the men have

wrought, to see that the pit is clear of sulphur, &c. 1805
Tr(,ns. Soc. Arts XXIII. 33 My over-man belli;.- unac-

quainted wiih the drill husbandry. 1867 Colliery Ruttf in

W. \V. Smyth Coal ff C0al-tmning 231 None but the over-

man, or similar officer, to be allowed to carry a lamp key.



OVERMAN.
Overman (<?uv3.imEE-n), v. [OVER- 21, 27.]
1. trans. To overcome, overpower, rare. [

= Du.
mermantun, Ger. ubermannen.~\
1607 ROWLANDS Famous Hist. 28 Tie never dread I shall

be over man V! While I have hands to fight, or legs to stand.

1865 Reader No. 144. 366/3 Every foe is overmanned.
2. (o'ver-ma'n) To furnish with too many men.
1636-7 Let. in Crt. $ Times Chas. I (1849) II. 269 All the

ships were overmanned which had infection among them.

1774 FRANKLIN Lett. Wks. 1887 V. 371 Three ships of the
line are fitting out for America, which are to be over-manned.

1899 Daily Neil's 12 Sept. 6/4 In my times, .some depart-
ments were .overmanned and some were undermanned.

Overmantel (<w-va.imte:nt'l). [OVER- 33.]
A piece of ornamental cabinet-work, often includ-

ing a mirror, placed over a mantelpiece.
1882 J. HATTON in Harper's Mag. Dec. 23/2 The over-

mantel is ornamented with some trophies of the chase. 1899
Q. Rfi>. Apr. 389 The plain panelling of the walls is relieved

by an elaborately carved overmantel.

Overma'ntle, v. [OVER- 8.] trans. To cover
over like a mantle.

1827 CARLYLE Misc., German Lit. I. 50 Flowers and
foliage, as of old, are . . overmanning its sternest cliffs. 1831
MOIR in Blacfav. Mag. XXIX. 327 Snow o'ermantles hill.

O'VCr-ma'ny, a. [OVER- 28; but usually two

words.] Too many.
[1484 CAXTON Fables i>f,<Esop v. iii, Kepe thy self fro ouer

many wordes.) 1538 STARKKY England n. ii. 191 Of them
are ouer-many. 1586 T. Ii. La 1'rimaitd, !'>: Acad. \. 409We know by over-many experiences. 17 . . Seng-, Tibbie

Fowler, Tibbie Fowler o* the Glen, There's ower-mony
wooing at her. [1894

' IAN MACLAREN '

Bonnie Brier Bush
VM. i. 243 He's been eatin' ower mony berries.]

Overmarch (-ma-Jtf), v. [OVER- 26, 13.]
1. trans. To march (soldiers, etc.)too far or too

long ; to overpower or exhaust with marching.
1660 PHILLIPS in Baker's Chron. (1696) 532 The Prince his

Horse were so over-marcht, and the Foot so beaten off their

Legs by long Marches. 1823 SOUTHF.V Hist. Penins. H'nr
I. 707 His men had been over-marched.

2. To march over or beyond, pass over in marching.
1807 J. BARLOW Columb. in. 137 They journey'd forth,

p'ermarching far the mound That flank 'd the kingdom on
its Andean bound.

Overma'rk, v. (Chiefly in pa. //&.) [f. OVER-
26, 8 + MARK sb. or z.]

1 1. trans. 1 To furnish with too distant a mark
(to aim at). Obs.
c 1560 T. Li'cv Let. in Halliwell Shots. (1887) II. 388 Take

hede that Burnell be not over-marked, for he is hable to
shute no farr grounde.
2. To mark over, make marks upon the surface of.

1838 Voice from Pant 3 Drawn and rubbed out, marked
and overmarked diagram upon diagram.
3. Horsemanship. (See quot. 1875.)
1866 Land. Rev. 28 Apr. 471/1 Sometimes..the noble animal

is overmarked, and falls a victim to his own spirit and the
stupidity of his owner. 1875

' STONEHENGE '

Brit. Sports n.
I. v. 7. 442 The overmarked horse is detected by his dull

heavy eye. Ibid., pvermarking is the effect produced upon
the horse constitutionally, as well as locally upon the legs,
by overwork and overfeeding.

Over-marl, etc. : see OVER-.

t Over-ma-rry, v. Obs. [OVER- 23.] re/I.
To marry above one's station or means.
1610 HOLLAND Camdeti's Brit. i. 368 John, .repudiated his

wife and passes her over, with the Honor of Glocester, to

Geffrey Mandevil, for 20,000 markes, who thus ouer-

marrying himselfe was greatly impoverished.
Overma- sic, v. [OVER- 8.] trans. To cover

or conceal as with a mask.
<TIOO Battle of Balriitnes in Child Ballads (1861) VII.

218 Owermaskit was the moone. 1885-94 R- BRIDGES Eros
ff Psyche June xxv, They with outward smile O'ermask'd
their hate, and called her sweet and dear.

Overmast (-ma-st), v. [f. OVER- 26 + MAST
.t(U] trans. To famish (a ship) with too high or
too heavy a mast or masts.

1627 CAPT. SMITH Seaman's Gram. iii. 15 If you ouermast
her, either in length or bignesse, she will lie too much downe
by a wind.

1697
DHYDEN ,neid v. 202 Cloanthus better

mann'd, pursu'd him fast, But his o'ermasted gaily check'd
his haste. 1769 FALCONER Diet. Marine (1789).

Overmaster (^"vsimo'staa), . [f.
OVER- 21

+ MASTER v., q. v. for Forms.]
1. trans. To make oneself master over; to master

completely ; to gain the victory over, get the better

of, overcome, conquer, overpower. (Chiefly fig.
with abstract subj. or obj., e.g. a feeling, faculty,

condition, force, etc.)
1340 Ayenb. 15 To vijte wy(> )>e haljen an his to ouercome

and to ouermaistri. c 1489 CAXTON Sonnes ofAytnon xvii.

392 The one cowde not overmayster the other. 1532 MORE
Confut. Tindalc Wks. 696/1 So shall neuer any mannes
tale, .ouermaister that inward mocion of God. 1581 SIDNEY
Apol. Poftrie (Arb.) 40 Where once reason hath so much
ouer-mastred passion. 1607 HIERON Wks. I. 178 His
strength is such as can not be ouer-mastred. 1631 LITWMW
Trav. in. 104 He ouer-maisterd a Turkish towne and.,
put two thousand Turkcs to the sword. 1800 COLERIDGE
Christabel 11. xxiii, O'er-mastered by the mighty spell.
1879 M. ARNOLD Democracy Mixed Ess. 26 English
democracy runs no risk of being overmastered by the State.

+ D. To surpass, excel,
' beat '. Obs. rare.

1617 SPEED England xxxviii. o It ouer-masters all the
other places of this Country for fairenesse.

t2. To be master over; to dominate; to hold in

one's power or possession. Obs.
VOL. VII.

313

c 1550 CHEKE Matt. xx. 25 Je know y' y princes of y
heyen do overmaster y">. 1595 SHAKS. John n. i. 109
Lining blood doth in these temples beat Which owe the
crowne, that thou premasterest. 1648 GAGE West 1ml.
xviii. (1655) 136 A hill which discovereth all the City, and
standeth as overmastring of it.

Hence Overmastered ///. a., Overmastering
t'bl. sb. and///, a., Overma-steringly adv.
1645 RUTHERFORD Tryal ft Tri. Faith iii. (1845) 37 There

is an overmastering apprehension of Christ's love. 1649 M IL-

TON Eikon. xxvi, A weak and over-master 'd enemy. 1816
SCOTT Old

'

Mort. vi, One in whom some strong o'ermastering
principle has overwhelmed all other passions and feelings.
8l8 BYRON C/i. liar. iv. xvi, The car Of the o'ermaster'd

victor stops. 1866 DOWDEN in Contemp. Rev. 1 1. 539 The
blinding gladness of life was overmasteringly strong. 1899
Daily News lojune 7/4 It would result in the immediate
overmastering of the old citizens,

O'ver-ma'sterful, a. [OVER- 28.] Master-
ful to excess, too masterful. Hence O'ver-ma-ster-
fulness.

1883 A. FORBES in Fortn. Rev. i Nov. 663 The German
strategy was daringly overmasterful. 1899 Month Sept. 242
One fault . .amongst them at that time was overmasterfulness.

tOver-ma'steryv*. Obs.
[f. OVERMASTER!'.]

Superiority or ascendancy in a contest.

f '375 Cursor M. 6420 (Fairf.) pe quilest moises helde vp
his hende..had goddis folk be oner maistri.

So f Overmaster? v. Obs. = OVERMASTER v.

1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. iv. 176 Mede ouer-maistrieth lawe,
and moche treuthe letteth. 1477 EARL RIVERS (Caxton)
Dictes 57 If the witte of a man ouermaistrie not his frailte.

1483 CAXTON G. de la Tour Avj, To thende that . . none
euyll temptacions ouermaystrye you not.

Overmatch (#>vaimse-tf), sb. [OVER- 24.]
( 1. The condition of being overmatched

;
a con-

test in which one side is more than a match for

the other. Obs.

1541 UDALL Erasm. Apoph. 311 b, Tenne eagles to seuen
is an ouermatche. 1581 SAVILE Tacitus' Hist. iv. xii. (1591)
177 Yet were they not, as it happeneth in such ouermatches,
spoiled of their riches. 1590 MASI.OVVE ind Pt. Tambwrl.
in. v, Thou wouldst with overmatch of person fight.
2. A person or thing that is more than a match

for some other. Const, with genitive orfor.
1589 R. HARVEY /Y. Perc. (1860) 4

S
l'he greatest quarrellers

OVER-MODESTY.

Over-mea'sure, v. [OVER- 26, 10.] trans.
a. To measure or reckon above the proper amount.
b. To measure across, to traverse.

.-.,-. 332 T
alone are quite an Over-match for. .the British Navy. 1845
NAPIER Cong. Scinde ii. v. 229 Having to deal with a man
his over-match in policy.

Overma'tch, v. [OVER- 24, 2.]
1. trans. To do more than match; to be more

than a match for
; to be too powerful, skilful, or

crafty to be overcome by ; to defeat by superior
strength, skill, or craft

; to surpass, excel.
c 1350 Will. Palertte 1216 So was he ouer-macched pat bei

wi(> fyn force for-barred his strokes And woundede him
wikkedly. 1470-85 MALORY Arthur x. lix, Be a man neuer
soo valyaunt nor soo bygge, yet he may be ouermatched.
1568 Q. ELIZ. Let. in H. Campbell Love Lett. Mary Q.
Scots (1824) App. 56 Ye have not any in loyaltie and faith-
fulnes can overmatch him. 1^88 in llarl. Misc. (Malh.) II.

73 Ships of war . . whose service was seen this year to have
overmatched the great Armadas and castles of Spain and
Italy. 1641 J. TRAPPE Theol. Theol. 81 A treasury of

heavenly comforts, such as no good can match, no evill
overmatch. 1715 POPE Odyss. n. 280 The valiant few o'er-
match an host of foes. 1870 ROCK Text. Fabr. i. 206 The
combination . . of its two colours in such a way that neither
overmatches the other.

t b. To furnish with what is more than a match.
1567 GOLDING Ovid's Met. vm. 187 He knits A rowe of

feathers one by one . . overmatching still ech quill with one
of longer sort.

2. To give in marriage above one's station, rare.
1621 BURTON Anat. Mel. in. ii. VI. v. (1651) 579 If a Yeo-

man have one sole daughter, he must overmatch her, above
her birth and calling, to a gentleman forsooth.

HenceOverma'tched, Overma 'tchlng///. adjs. ;

so also f O'ver-ma'tellable a., too matchable, too

comparable; fOver-ma'tchful a., that is more
than a match, excelling.
1591 SHAKS. i Hen. VI, iv. iv. n Our ore-matcht forces.

593 3 Hen. VI, i. iv. 21 With bootlesse labour swimme
against the Tydc, And spend her strength with ouer-
matching Waues. 1607 ROWLANDS Famous Hist. 5 We
toyl sojnuch in other Nations praise, That we neglect the
famousing of our own, Which over-matchful unto them were
known. 1611 SPEED Hist. Gt. Brit. VI. vii. 8. 66 Putting
them in remembrance of their wonted valours, which now
was farre ouermatchable vnto a fearefull flock of weak
women. 1633 Bp. HALL Medit. $ Venus (1851) 88 None, but
thou,. .canst relieve his distressed and over-matched soul.

1660 HICKERINGILL Jamaica 90 Poor men . . that are thus
o're-mated.

Overmatter, -mean, etc. : see OVER-.
Over-measure (0-v3ime-tf\u, -331), sb. [OVER-

19, 29 d.] Measure above what is ordinary or
sufficient ; excess, surplus.
(1581 SAVILE Tacitus n. xxiv. (1591) 67 An ouer measure

if fortune harmed to go on their side. 1607 SHAKS. Cor. IIL
i. 140 Enough, with ouer measure.] 1641 MILTON Reform.
Wks. 1738 I. 29 Where they. .shall clasp inseparable hands
with Joy and Bliss, in over-measure for ever. 1710 PALMER
Proverbs 294 They rarely fail of over-measure in the return
of an injury. 1851 TRENCH Poems 77 (God) had answered
all her prayers With such an overmeasure of his grace.

to Kearefull and Pusillanimous Counsells." 1896 C/iicafo
Advance 18 June 905/2 Their gloomy shadow would twice
have over-measured our country's expanse.

O'Ver-mea'SUre, advb. phr. [Properly two
words, OVER/;?/, ii and MEASURE

sb.'] Above
the proper measure or amount

; in excess.
1387 TREVISA Higdcn (Rolls) II. 257 [pey] preysede be

dedes nugeliche and ouermesure \ltntailnu nimiuni ertule-
runt]. 1483 CAXTON C. lie la Tour H iij b, Wyn taken ouer
mesure Doublet!) the syght. 1656 H. PHILLIPS Parch, f'att.
(1676) 164 Allow rather a little over-measure than any thing
under. 1703 STANHOPE t'araplir. II. 404 If he give more, all
that is Over-measure.

Over-melodied, -merry, etc. : see OVER-.

O'ver-me-rit, sb. [OVER- 29 d.] Excessive
merit. So Over-me'rit v. trans. [OVER- 22],
to exceed or surpass in merit.
1622 BACON lien. VII 133 Those Helpes were ouer weighed

by diuers things that made against him. ..First, an Ouer-
merit; for conuenient Merit, vnto which Reward mayeasily
reach, doth best with Kings. 1658 BAXTER Saving Faith
iv. 22 If bulk might go for worth and weight, 1 had over,
merited you in this Controversie.

t Overme'te, a. and adv. Obs. [OE. ofcrmxtc
adj. excessive, f. ofer OVER adv. + mxte measured,
moderate, ablaut deriv. of mel-an to measure.]
A. adj. Above measure; immoderate, excessive.

^893 K. /ELFHED Oros. i. vii. 2 God..hyra ofermztan
ofermetto RenySerode. ^897 Gregory's Past. C. Ixiii. 459
Moyses behelede oa ofermaetan bierhto his ondwliutn. c 1200
ORMIN 10720, & tiss meocnesse iss oferrmett Swa }>att itt

oferflowebb. c 1200 Trin. Coll. lloin. 137 Wioteo bi lichame
fro orguil, and idel and ouer mete wede.
B. adv. Immoderately, excessively.

a 1225 Atict: A'. 296 So sone so bu euer ivele^t bet bin
heorte mid luue ualle touward eni monne, ouermete.

t Overme'te, v. Obs.
[f.

OVER- 4, 10 + METE
v., OE. tnetan to measure, traverse, pass over.]
a. intr. To pass over, pass by, elapse, b. trans.
To pass over, cross, traverse ; --OvhRMEASfHEz/.b.
c 1250 Gen. <y Ex. 1665 Quanne a mone5 was ouer-meten.

c '375 Sc. Leg. Saints xxxi. (Eugenia} 461 As I sal prowe
it is alsa Be lugment of yrne hat. ..And scho on it with fet
bare But abaysing it ouremet, Vnhurt or hafand ony lat.

O'ver-mi'ckle, a. and adv. Now Sc. and north,
dial. [OE. ofermicel adj.

= ON. ofrmikill: see
OVER- 28.] Too much, overmuch.
^893 K. ALFRED Oros. i. vii. 3 On bare tide was sio

ofermycelo ha^to on ealre worulde. cy6i Rule St. Benet
xli. (Schr. ) 65 Butan hy ouermicel geswinc habben. a 1300
Cursor M. 13066 (Cott.) lohn, ouer mikel (Tr, to muche]
has bou spoken, c 1400 Rule St. Bcnet 8 Ne ete our-mikil ;

Ne drinc ouir-mikil. 1482 Monk of Eveshain (Arb.) 99 Sche
louyd her kynnys folke ouermekyl carnaly. 1483 Cath.
Angl. 263/1 Ouer mekylle, nimis. 1552 ABP. HAMILTON
Catech. (1884) 48 Thai quhilkis traislis owyr mekle in thair
awin wisdome. 1825 BROCKETT N. C. Gloss., Overmickle,
mvermickle, overmuch. Mod. Sc. 1 1 wad be ower muckle fash.

Over-mild, -mill, etc. : see OVEII-.

t O:yermrnd, v. Obs. [OVER- 27.] trans.
To mind too much, think too much of, attach too

great importance to.

1571 GOLDING Calvin on Ps. xxii. 2 Least by overmynding
their owne infirmitie theyr hartes should fayle them. 1649
G. DANIEL Trinarch., Hen. f'ccci, Soe much a Monarch
overminds what they By Loans and Subsidies bring in.

t Overmi-rth, v. Obs. rare- 1
. [Cf. OvER/r<r/.

4 b.] To make merry over (tr. L. ituultare).
a 1300 E. E. Psalter xxxiv.

io_ Noght over-mirthe bai to
me for-bi, pat wiber-bretes me wickeli.

Over-mix, etc. : see OVER- 37.
r O'vermod, sb. Obs. [OE. ofcrmtd = OHG.

ubarmuot (MHG. tibermuot, Ger. iibermulh), MDu.
overmSd (Du. overmoed): cf. OS. otarmSdi; f. ofer
OVER -H mid Moon.]

'

High-mindedness ', pride,

haughtiness.
993 Battle of Maldon 89 Da se eorl ongann for his ofer-

mode alyfan landes to fela laSere beode. a 1000 Caedmons
Gen. 272 (Gr.) Feala worda jespraec se engel ofermodes.
c U7S Lamb. Horn. 9 For his ouer-mod, ooer for his prude.
c 1200 ORMIN 4720 Hete & nib & awwermod.
So t O'vermod a. [OE. ofermiid], proud, haughty ;

fOvermo-dl a. [OE. ofermfdiQ
=

prec. ; fOver-
mo dines s [OE. oferm6digness\.
071 Blickl. Horn. 61 pa oformodan men. c 1000 Ags. Gosp.

Alark vii. 22 Sceamleast, yfel xesihS, dysinessa, ofermodij-
nessa. c 1000 Sax. Leechd. III. 191 Maeden tacnon neccan
haefS o3Se on beo, ofermodij, bancfull, briste on lichaman
mid mane^um werum. c n Lamb. Horn. 5 Ne beo bu
bereuore prud ne..ouer modi. Ibid. 19 Prude and ouer-
modinesse. c 1275 Sinners Beware 269 in 0. E. Misc. 81

And wo is benne pe ouermode pat er bar-of ne rouhte. c 1300
Regret Maximian 57 (MS. Digby 86 If. 135/1) Ich wes to

overmod [rime blod],

O'ver-mO'dest, a. [OVER- 28.] Too modest.

So O'ver-mo destly adv.
; O'ver-mo'desty.

1614 RALEIGH Hist. World v. v. 4. 659 Doubtfull how to

order the matter, in such wise as they might neither too

rudely.. nor yet ouer-modestly . . forbeare the occasion of

making themselues great, a 1656 HALES Rem.,Serm. Luke
xviii. i. (1673) 143 It is the Courtiers rule, That over modest

suitours seldom speed. 1742 RICHARDSON Pamela L IV. 66

Over-modesty borders so nearly on Pride. 1899 LVTTON



OVERMONEY. 314 OVER-PARTIAL.

Devercux \. viii, A fine youth, but somewhat shy and over-

modest in manner.

Over-moist, -moisture, etc. : see OVER-.

t Overmo'ney, v. Obs. iionce-wd. [OvEn-
1 1 b ;

after undermine^ trans. To prevail over

with money ; to win by means of a bribe.

a 1661 FULLER Worthies, Lanes. (1662) 124 Some suspect
his Officers trust was undermined (or over-moneyed rather),

1665 D. LLOYD Stale Worthies (1670) 197.

t O'Vermorei a. Obs. [f.
OVER adv. or adj.

r MoREfzaJ?'.; used as a compar. of over: cf. INNER-

MORE, OUTERMORE, etc., and see OVERMOST.] Upper,

higher ;
= OVERER a.

1382 WVCLIF Josh. xvi. 5 The possessioun of hem a?ens
theest..vntotheouermore[p. r. ouere; isSShhere] Betheron.

1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls) VII. 125 William evermore
i-Dore awey be overmore and be hy^er hond. c 1400 MAUNDEV.
(Roxb.) x. 40 Egipte, bathe be ouermare and be neber mare.

t O'VermO're, adv. Obs. [f. OVER adv. +
MORE adv."] In addition, furthermore, moreover.

1390 GOWER Conf. I. 155 This Maiden., hise charitees

Comendeth, and seide overmore My liege lord [etc.]. 1393
LANGL, P. PL C. ix. 35 And ?ut on poynt..ich praye }ow
ouermore. 1473 Bk- Noblesse (Roxb.) n And overmore the

said KingEdwarde first kept under subjeccion bothe Irelond,

Walls, and Scotland, a. 1547 SURREY SEneid n. 813 Yet
"

overmore, against the Trojan power He doth provoke the

rest of all the gods.

b. Further, longer.
171450 MYRC 159 Tho bat bydeth oner more, The fader

& be moder mote rewe hyt sore.

c. 'I Farther up, farther away.
1375 HARBOUR Bruce n. 440 To this word thai assentyt all,

And fra thaim walopyt owyr mar [Hart's ed. vppermere].
Ibid. vi. 632 The twa that saw sa suddanly Thair fallow

fall, effrayit var And stert a litill ouirmair.

t Overmo'rrow, adv. Obs. [Cf. OVER- 18:

prob. after (Jer. (and MUG.) ubermorgen, Du.

ovemiorgen.'] The dayafter to-morrow. Alsoattri/i.

1535 COVERUALE Tobit viiL 4 Vp Sara, let vs make oure

prayer vnto God to daye, tomorow, and ouermorow. 1577
tr. BuLtiiiger's Decades 11592) 280 Thou needest not by thy
morrowe and ouer-morrowe delayes to augment his dis-

commoditye.

Over-mortgage to Over-moss : see OVKR-.

O'vermost, a. (sb.} Obs. exc. dial. Also 4
-mast(e, -mestfe, -mist. [f.

OVER adv. or adj.

+ -MOST : cf. OVERMORE. Perh. an alteration of

OVEMEST ; but overmest does not appear so early
as the northern over>ast(f = midl. and south.

-mast.'] Uppermost, highest ;
= OVEREST a.

a 1300 Cursor M. 395 In be ouermast element of all. Ibid.

22232. 11350 St. Andrew 168 in Horstm. Altengl. Leg.
(1881) 6 His ouermast clothes ban of he did. c 1380
WYCLIF Serin. Sel. Wks. I. 340 In be overmeste part of be
eir. r 1380 H'ks. (1880) 340 An harpe habe bre partis of

hym ; be ouermost in which ben strmgis wrastid. 1308
TREVISA Rarth. De /'. R. lit. xvi. (Tollem. MS.), In pe
ouermist party of a man. c 1410 LOVE Bonavent. Mirr.
xliii. (Gibbs MS.', Whanne he come up to J?e ouermoste ende
of bat schorte laddere. 1590 RECORDE, etc. Gr. Artes

.(1646) 235 Take the overmost line. .as if it were the lowest

line. 1649 BLITHE Eng. Improv. Impr. (1653) 115 To plant
it in the Over-most and Fattest Earth.

B. absol. or as sb. The uppermost part ;
=

OVEREST sb. i.

a 1300 E. E. Psalter ciii[i]. 13 Fra his overmastes [L. de

superiorit<us\ hilles watrand. 1382 WYCLIF Isa. xiii. 5 Fro
the ouermost of heuene. 1413 Pilgr. Soivle (Caxton) l. iii.

(1859) 4 The ouermost of the erthe was moost clere.

Overmotmt (<?"v3imau-nt), v. [OVER- i, 26.]
1. trans. To mount or rise above, transcend.
? 1370 Root. Cicyle 63 For pryde wolde . . Ovyr-mownte

Goddys dygnyte. 1551 HULOET, Ouermounte, transcendo.

1613 SHAKS. Hen. I'///, n. iii. 94 With your Theame, I could
O're-mount the Larke. 1804 J. GRAHAME Sabbath (1839)5/1
While from yon lowly roof, whose curling smoke O'ermounts
the mist, is heard at intervals The voice of psalms.
2. inlr. To mount too high.
1591 SHAKS. i Hen. VI, iv. vii. 15 And in that Sea of

Blood, my Boy did drench His ouer-mounting Spirit. 1592
HARVEY Four Lett. Wks. (Grosart) I. 193 How many.,
youthes, haue in ouermounting, most ruefully dismounted ?

Overmount ,<-v3jmau:nt), sb. [OVER- 8.] A
piece of stiff paper or board cut to correspond with

the margin of a picture, so as to fit round it when
framed and glazed ;

a mount.
1890 in Cent. Diet.

O-ver-mou-nts, advb. fhr. [Properly two

words, O\'Ev.fref. and mounts, pi. of MOUNT sb. ;

after It. oltramonti.] Beyond the mountains.
1840 BROWNING Sordello in. 476 This lion's-crine From

over-mounts (this yellow hair of mine). 1884 Ferishtah,
A Bean-stripe 239 Though, over-mounts, to trust the

traveller, Snow, feather-thick, is falling while I feast.

OiVer-mOUTn, v. [OVER- 27, 23.] To mourn
too much

;
to lament excessively, (irons, and intr. ;

in quot. 1607 rejl.
in intr. sense.)

1594 KYD Cornelia Argt., Hauing ouer-mourn'd the death
ofherdeere husband. 1607 TOPSELL Four-f. Beasts (1658)

237 Lest the Mare over-mourn her self for want of her foal.

1650 BAXTER Saint's R. x. (1656) 281 When he dies we
mourn and usually overmourn.

Overmuch. (<-v3.imi>-tf, with shifting stress),

a. and adv. [OVER- 28, 30. Cf. OE. ofermicel

OVERMICKLE.] Too UlUch.

A. adj. Too great in amount ; excessive, super-
abundant.

1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 10788 pou sucst [=seest] bis folc

ouer muche bat a}e be is, And bin owe ouer lute [= little].

c 1450 I'oc, in Wr.-Wulcker 597/40 Tfimius, overmyche.
1568 GRAFTON Chron. II. 193 He gave himselfe also to over,

muche drinking. 1641 PRVNNE Antip. 17 The Kings
over-much earnes_tnesse. 1745 De Foe's Eng. Tradesmitn
vi. (1841) I. 41 This was the effect of giving overmuch credit.

1814 CARY Dante, Paradise xxll. 24 Fearful of o'er-much

presuming, a 1875 HELPS Ess., Org. Dnily Life 134 Listened
to with overmuch credulity.

b. absol. (rarely as sb.) Too great an amount
;

too much
;
excess ; superfluity.

1303 R. BRUNNE Handl. Synne 6518 Ouermoche ys abomin-
able t stynk. 1541 R. COPLAND Galyens Terapentyke 2 B ij,

In an other place we shall speke of the ouer moche or

lacke of ye
partyes. a 1568 ASCHAM Scholcm, (Arb.) 115

That is, by way of Epitome, to cut all ouer much away.
1784 R. BAGE liarham Downs \. 166 In short, this over,

much of it is the weakness of the mind. 1847 EMERSON
/tow* (1857) 52 The world hath overmuch of pain.

B. adv. To too great an extent or degree;

excessively.
c 1380 WYCLIF Sel. Wks. III. 364 pes newe ordris and ber

fautours fallen ouer myche in charite. 1490 CAXTON Eneydos
,

xxv. 92 Hym thought ouer moche diffycile and to longe a

I thinge to make the walles. 1560 DAL-S tr. Sleidane's Comm.
381 b, If they see themselues ouermuche aggravated. 1653
GATAKER I'ind. Annot. Jer. 3 For one to be over-much seen
in geomancie, palmistrie, . . or aruspicie. 1788 Trifler No. 14.

189 We are commended not to be religious overmuch. 1850
TENNYSON In Mem. Ixxxv, I woo your love : I count it crime
To mourn for any overmuch.

Hence Overmu'cJiness [cf. OE. ofennicelncs\,
the condition of being overmuch ; excess, super-
abundance.

1636 K. JOSSON Discov. Wks. (Rtldg.) 758/2 Superlation
and over-muchness amplifies. 1660 tr. Paracelsus'Archidoxis
II. 80 Sulphur.. rules over that which is the overmuchness or

superfluity of the other two. 1867 DE MORGAN in Athiuxuiii

19 Jan. 90 The omitted words, which Mr. Reddie..no doubt
took for pleonasm, superfluity, overmuchness.

Over-muck, -multitude, etc. : see OVER-.

t O:vernm'Se, v. Obs. rare. [OVER- 21, 23.]
1. trans. To overcome with bewilderment.
c 1400 Beryn 3481 But yee shul fele in every veyn bat ye

be vndirmyned, And I-broujt at ground, & eke ovir-musid.

2. reft. To muse too much ; to weary or bewilder

oneself by excessive meditation.
a 1652 UROME City Ifit in. iv, Have you not overmus'd,

or overthought your selfe ?

tO'vername, st>. Obs. [Rendering Sg. sobre-

noinbre = F. siimom] An additional name, sur-

name.
1574 HEI.LOWES Cueuara's Fain. Ep. (1584) 4 Nero the

Cruell, .. Antony the Meeke. The which ouernames the

Romanes gaue them. 1577 Gvenara's Chron, 254 lulianus

would take that ouername of Commodus.

Overna'me, v. rare. [OVER- 1 6.] trans. To
name over or in succession.

1596 SIIAKS. Merch. V. \. ii. 39, I pray thee ouer-name

them, and as thou namest them, I will describe them.

Over-neat to Over-new : see OVER-.

Overne t, v. [OVER- 8, 27.]
1. trans. To spread a net over ;

to cover with or

as with a net.

1837 CARLYLE Fr. Rev. II. v. v, Calonnes, Breteuils hover

', dim, far-flown, overnetting Europe with intrigues. 1881

I

PALGRAVE I'isions Eng., P'cess Anne 160 As a bird by the

fowlers o'ernetted.

2. To use nets to excess in fishing.

1899 Westm. Gaz. 19 May 2/2. Over-netting is chiefly re-

sponsible for the unsatisfactory slate of many salmon rivers.

O'VCr-ni'Ce, a. [OVER- 28.] Too nice ;
too

fastidious, scrupulous, or particular.
c 1315 SHOREHAM Poems iv. 313 pys senne [pride] hys ouer-

nyce, ..pe senne of meste malice A}eyns charyte. 1577 l
.

n

Bitllinger's Decades (15921 452 Their.. ouernice brauerie in

gawdy apparell. 1687 SIMDWEI.L Juvenal Ded. A ij, These

Nymphs though they are so over nice in words, may perhaps,

overnice to separate What's element from what's convention.

So O'ver-ni'cely adv.
;
O'ver-ni-ceness; OTer-

nixety.
a 1693 LD. DELAMER Wks. (1694) 86 The fierceness of the

High Church-Men will be abated, and the overniceness of

the Dissenters taken off. 1700 CONGREVF. Way o/World i.

vi, You don't take your friend to be over-nicely bred? 1748
RICHARDSON Clarissa (1811) V. 8 Overniceness may be

underniceness. 1897 CROCKETT Lads' Love xxv. 258 It was

no time for over-nicety in regard to the fifth commandment.

Over-nigh : see OVER- 30.

Overnight, over night (JnvamH), adv.

p/ir. (sb., a.) [f. OVER prep. 18 + NIGHT sb.]

1. Before the night (as considered in relation to

the following day) ;
on the preceding evening ; the

night before (with implication that the result of

the action continues till the following morning).
c 1374 CHAUCER Trpylns II. 1500(1549) Deiphebus had hym

prayed ouer nyght To be a frend and helpyng to Criseyde.

CI440 Gincrydes 2028 They..dressid all ther harnes ouer

nyght, That they myght on the morow . . be redy to Bated.

1548-9 (Mar.) Bk. Com. Prayer, Baptism, The parentes shall

geue knowledge ouer nyght or in the mornyng. 1599 SHAKS.

Much Ado III. iii. 174 Claudio ..swore hee would ..before

the whole congregation shame her with what he saw o're

night. l6ia BRINSLEY L-ud. Lit. 296 Their exercises which

were giuen ouernight. 1711 ADDISON Sped. No. 105 Pi
His Head ached every Morning with reading of Men over-

night. 1886 J. K. JEROME Idle Thought'1(1896) r24 We had

ordered a duck for dinner over night. 1888 BURGON Lives
12 Gd. Men II. ix. 227 His fire was laid overnight, and he

lighted it himself when he pleased.
2. During the night, through the night (till the

following morning).
1535 COVERDALE Neh. xiii. 20 Then remayned the chap-

men and marchauntes once or twyce ouer nighte without
lerusalem. 1591 SHAKS, T-.tio Gent. iv. ii. 133 And so, good
rest. Pro. As wretches haue ore-night That wait for execu-
tion in the morne. 1879 Scrifaurs Mag. XIX. 682/2 If

I feel tired. . I'll stay overnight. 1894 H. GARDENER Unoff.
Patriot 49 He preferred to stay overnight with the family.

B. sb. The preceding evening. (Now chiefly L'.S.)

1581 MULCASTER Positions xxxii. (1887) 117 Before the

ouernightes diet be thoroughly digested. 1601 SHAKS. Airs
Well in. iv. 23 If I had giuen you this at ouer-night, She

might haue beene ore-tane. 1607 Timon iv. iii. 227 To
cure thy o're-nights surfet. 1705 S. WHATELY in W. S.

Perry Hist. Coll. Amer. Col. Ch. 1. 170 Came to Town the

over night before that general meeting. 1824 Compl. Hist.

Mvrd. Weare App. 19 He had heard the report of a Gun
in the lane on the overnight. 1871 HOWELLS Wedd. Journ.
(1892) 28 The air,, .freshened by the over-night's storm.

C. attrib.oradj. Of or belonging to the previous

evening; done, happening, etc., overnight.
1824 GALT Rothelan I. n. xi. 250 He found no other traces

of the Scottish army there, than the broken weapons of the

overnight assault. 1859 LANG Wand. India 19 The result

of the two over-night glasses of brandy. 1870 Daily Nc^vs

25 Nov., The limit of my overnight journey.

t Overni'm, v. Obs. Pa. pple. overnome. f f.

OVER- 14 + NIM v. to take. See OVERTAKE. (OE.
had oferniman in senses

' take by violence, violate,

cany off by force'.)] trans. To overtake.

c 1325 J'oem Times Edvj. II (Percy) i, Hunger & derthe The
poor hath overnome. c 1430 Syr Gener. ^oxb.) 8156 To the

Citie or that thdl come, Many good knightes wer ouernome.

Overnoint to Over-nourish : see OVEK-.

t O'ver-mrinber, sb. Obs. [OVER- 29 d.] An
excessive number. So O :vernu-mber v. trans.

[OvER- 22], to exceed in number, to outnumber;
O'ver-nu-merons a. [OVER- 28], too numerous.

1599 SIR E. WATSON in Buccleuch MSS. (Hist. MSS.
Comm.) I. 234 The 'over number of people. 1681 Whole

Duty Nations 50 In such a proportion of number, .that the

principal Duties may not be defeated by the over-number.

1654-^6 EARL ORRERY Parthen. (1676) 268 Those Divisions

..being infinitely *over-numbered . . were totally routed.

1805 SOUTHEY Madoc II. xv, In tenfold troops Their foemen

ovemumbering. 1701 GREW Cosm. Sacra iv. viii. 43. 246
These Precepts. .are not *overnumerous. 1735 SOMERVILLE
Chase in. Argt., Censure of an overnumerous pack.

Over-nurse to Over-offended : see OVER-.

t Over-o-fflce, v. Obs. nonce-wd. [Cf. OVER

prep. 8, OVER- 2.] trans. To lord it over by
virtue of one's office ; to exercise one's office over.

1602 SHAKS. Ham. v. i. 87 It might be the Pate of a Poli-

titian which this Asse o're Offices : one that could circum-

uent God, might it not ?

O'ver-offi'cious, a. [OVER- 28.] Too
officious. So O'ver-offl-cionsness.
a 1610 HEAI.EY Theophrastus (1636) 51 Impertinent dilli-

gence, or over-officiousnesse. 1647 H. MORE Song ofSoul
To Rdr. 7/2 Some sportfull or over officious spirit. ^1703
COLLIER Ess. Mor. Subj. u. (1709) 75 To fortify him In an

Errour by an Over-officiousness. 1842 SVD. SMITH Locking
in an Kaihti. Wks. 1859 II. 322/2 Nothing .. can be more

utterly silly. . than this over-officious care of the public.

Over-often : see OVER- 30.

O'Ver-O'ld, <* [OVER- 28.] Exceedingly old,

too old, antiquated. Hence O'ver-oldness.
c 1374 CHAI-CKR Koeth. i. pr. iii. 6 (Camb. MS.) Of which

foolk the renon nis neyther ouer old ne vn-solempne. 1561

DAUS tr. Bullinger on Apoc. (1573) 78 b. We who . . haue

departed from the oueroldness of the lawe written, and
walke in newnesse of life. 1611 COTGR., Svragf, decrepite,

ouer-old, growne farre in yeares.

Over-open to Over-painful : see OVER-.

Overpaint (-pr'-nt), v. [OVER- 8, 27.]

1 1. trans. To paint over, cover with another

colour. Obs.

611 SPEED Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. xii. 135. 702 To ouer-

int his collusions and deuises for sauing his honour. 1614
_ALEIGH Hist. World n. xvi. r (1634) 394, I shall not need

to over-paint that which is garnished with better colours

already, than I can lay on.

2. To colour or depict too highly.
a 1750 A. HILL (T.), Him whom no verse overpaints. 1870

J. H. FKISWELL Mod. .Men Lett. iv. 84 It is doubtful

whether he over-paints the truth.

Over-pamper, -park, etc. : see OVER-.

t O'Verpa:rt. Obs. [prop, two words : see

OVER adj. i.] The upper part.

1398 [see OVER a. i]. 1562 TURNER Herbal ll. 77 b, It

groweth not depe in y-' grounde, but in the ouerparte of it.

1562 Baths 6 It weakeneth the ouerparte and nether-

parte of the stomack. 1623 COCKERAM l, Horizon, a circle

diuiding the ouerpart of Heauen from the other liiilfe.

Overparted (i^vsipa'Jted), a. [f.
OVER- 26

+ PART sb. + -EH-.] Having too difficult a part,

or too many parts, to play.
1588 SHAKS. L. L. L. v. ii. 588 He is a maruellous good

neighbour insooth, and a verie good Bowler: but for

Alisander, alas you see, how 'tis a little ore-parted. 1614

B. JONSON Rarth. Fair in. iv, How now, Numps ! almost

tir'd i' your Protectorship? ouerparted ? ouerparted? 1896

Nation (N. Y.) 16 July 56/2 Viewed in comparison with the

magnitude of the results, he is distinctly overparted.

O'ver-pa'rtial, a. [OVEE- 38.] Too partial ;

unduly partial.

\<



OVERPARTY.

11586 SIDNEY Arcadia (1622) IOQ Shee would,, .clasping
with him, come downe together, to be parted by the ouer-

partial! beholders. 1668 H. MOKK Div. Dial. i. 12 (1713)

23, I cannot but deem you an over-partial Mechanist.
a 1710 SHEFFIELD (Dk. Buckhm.) H-'ts. (1753)

II. 20 The
Court was inclined before, not to be overpartial to Prince

Rupert. 1895 Cliamb. Jrnl. XII. 784/1 This person . . was

overpartial to whisky.

Over-particular: see OVER- 28.

t O'verpa'rty. Obs. [See OVER a. i.]
=

OVERPART ; upper part ; surface.

1398 TREVISA fiarth. DC /'. 7!. vm. xxviii. (Tollem. MS.),
Also he. .often clobep- and renewed be ouerparti of ^e erbe

with herbes. 1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 75 b/i Y" cyte of

Neptalym whiche is in the ouerpartyes of galylee.

Overpass (Jv3ipa/s), v. Now somewhat
rare. 1'a. t. and pple. overpassed, -past. [f.

OVER- 9, 10, etc. + PASS v.]

I. Transitive senses, in which over- stands in

prepositional relation to the object.
* Literal or physical senses.

1. To pass over, travel over, move across or along.
1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 228 And

subjje
he ssulde mani lond

over passi and wende. 1495 Trevisa's Bartlt. /V P. R.
xill. v. (W. de W.) Cvb/i The ryuer Nilus makyth the

londe that he ouerpassyth be full plenteuous of come and

fruyte. 1571 GOLDING Calvin OH Ps. IxL 2 He overpassed

y" distance that was betwixt him and it. 1891 R. KIPLING

Light ttiat Failed ii, The stream was falling and . . the next
few miles would be no light thing for the whale-boats to

overpass.

2. To pass across, to the other side of, or beyond ;

to cross.

a 1340 HAMPOLE Psalter xvii. 32 In my god i sail ouerpasse
l?e wall. 1422 tr. Sccrcta Secret., Priv. Priv. xii. 141 The
ryuers and wateres [the rain] makyth ouer-Passe _har
boundys. 1399 THYNNE Animadv. Ded. (1865) 2 He whiche

xxiii. (1862) 342 At no time.. does our Lord seem to have

overpassed the limits of the Holy Land.

3. To rise above ; to extend or project beyond.
a 1415 Cursor .M. 1838 (Trin.) pe newest hille . . pe flood ouer

passed seuen ellen & more. 1737 BRACKEN Farriery Iinpr.

(1756) I. 323 If the upper overpass the under Teeth.

4. To pass by ;
to come up to or alongside of

and go beyond. [OVER- 13.]

1530 PALSGR. 649/1, I overpasse, as a man dothc..a com-

panye that he overtaketh. 1553 KDRN Treat, pfeive Ind.

(Arb.) 38 Saylinge farre beyond this Region, and ouer-

passinge manye countreyes . . we came to another nacion.
**

Figurative senses corresponding to prec.
6. To pass through, get through, get to the end

of (a period, or an action, experience, etc.) ; often

including the notion '
to get through or out of

successfully or safely, get over, surmount
'

; more

rarely, to pass, spend (time). [OvJER- 16, 17.]
a 1300 CursorM. 24280 pis ilk pine es for me dight, . .Ouer-

pas it sal i son. ^1375 Ibid. 26633 (Fairf.) Ouer-passe Jx>u

11031 be lentin-tide. ^1470 HENRY H 'allace v. 369 Wallace
him herd, quhen he his slepe ourpast. 1577 NORTHBROOKE
Dicing (1843) 44 Halfe of the year, and more, was ouer-

passed. .in loytering and vaine pastimes. 1645 MRQ. WORC.
in Dircks Life viii. (1865) 125 Having overpassed many
rubs and difficulties. 1831 COLERIDGE in Lit. Rent. (1838)
III. 101 Having now overpassed six-sevenths of the ordinary
period allotted to human life. 1876 T. HARDY Ethclbcrta

(1890) 161 It became imperative to consider how best to

overpass a more general catastrophe.

tb. To pass through in one's mind. Obs.

rtSfi J- WEBB Cleopatra vm. t. 10 The faire Princesse
sensible at this remembrance could not overpasse it in her

spirit without sighs and sobbs.

1 6. To come over or affect, as an influence,

emotion, etc. ; in quot. 1679, to overspread. Obs.
a iyM-Cursor ^f. 8987 (Colt.) Ouer passed {Trin. Ouer-

Eassed
him] has ^at caitiue kind, And mad king salamon al

lind. 1500-20 DUN BAR Poems Ixxiv. 18 Sicdeidiie dwawmes
. . Anehundrithe tymeshesmyhairt ouirpast. 1679 KING in

G. Hickes Spirit of Popery 47 The horrid Prophanity that

has overpassed the whole Land.

7. To go (or be) beyond in amount, rate, value,

excellence, etc.
;
to extend or lie beyond the range

or scope of; to exceed, excel, transcend, surpass.
i3<x> Cursor M. 12707 Sent Ion, }>e wangelUt. . All be

appostelU he ouer-past. c 1374 CHAUCER Boeth. v. pr. vi.

135 (Camb. MS.) The science of him J?at ouer passeth al

temperel moeuement. 1530 PALSGR.^ 649/1, I overpasse, I

excede in value or in any other thyng. 162* MALYNES Anc.
Law-Merck, in A Factor is bound to answere the losse

which happeneth by ouerpassing or exceeding his Com-
mission. 1835 I. TAYLOR Spir. Despot, iii. 103 A generous
enthusiasm . . will probably overpass the necessities of the

occasion. 1871 DIXON Tower IV. vii. 63 He overpassed 1m
sire in comic power.

t b. To go beyond the limits or restrictions of,

to transgress. Obs. [OVER- 12.]
c 1399 Pol. Poems (Rolls) II. 7 The \verre makelh the grete

citee lasse, Anddothe the lawe his reules overpasse. 1450-80
tr. Secreta Secret, n He ouyr passith the \vey of trouthe,
he settith at nought, .goddis lawe. 1597 BEARD Theatre
God's Jndgem. (1612) 527 This neither ought nor can be
done . . without ouerpassing the bounds of his limited power.
8. To pass over, leave unnoticed or unmentioned,

leave out, omit. Now rare. [OVER- 5 b.]
1382 WYCLIF Gen. xviii. 4 Lord, if I have foundun grace in

thin eyen, overpasse thow not thi servaunt. 1494 FABYAN
Chron. v, Ixxvih. 57 But for the names . . be derke to Englysshe
vnderstandynge, therfore I ouerpasse theym, and folowe the

Storye. 1559 MORWYNO Evonym. 284 Manye other thinges

315

which for brevities sake I overpas. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny
II. 627 The bloud-stone Haematites. .a stone that I must
not ouerpasse in silence. 1779-81 JOHNSON L. P., Dryden
XVks. II. 336 The reason which he gives for printing what
was never acted, cannot be overpassed. 1831 SIR W. HAMIL-
TON Discuss. (1852) 233 Some lesser errors. .we overpass.

tb. Of a thing: To pass by, leave unaffected,

'escape' (a person). Obs.

1535 CoviiRDAi.K Ecclns. xiv, 14 Let not y porcion of y*

good daie ouerpas the.

II. Intrans. senses, in which over- is adverbial.

9. To pass over, pass across or overhead.
a. 1340 HAMKJLK Psalter x. i How say }e til my saule,

Ouerpasse in til be hill as a sparow? 1:1400 Rom. Rose 5343
Till whan the shadow is ouerpast. 1797 SOUTHEY Triumph
of Woman 288 And birds o'erpassing hear, and drop, and
die. 1874 F. E. ABBOT Little Margaret, When the shadows

overpass.
10. Of time, actions, experiences, etc. : To pass

away, come to an end
;

to pass, pass by, elapse.
Most often in pa, pple. At an end, past, 'over'.

^1325 Song Deo Gratias 54 in E. E. P. (1862) 125 And
sumtyme plesaunce wol ouerpas. 1494 FABYAN Chron. \\.

clxxxi. 179 The monkes. .layde it in the churche of seynt

Anyan tyll the persecucion were ouerpassed. 1514 BARCLAY

Cyt. <*i- Uplondyshm. (Percy Soc.) p. Ixxii, No day over-

passeth exempt of busynes. c 1592 MAKLOWE Massacre
Paris n. vj, Come, my lords; now that this storm is over-

past. 1603 KNOLLKS /list. Turks (1621) 54 Afterwards the

furieof the people overpassed. 1874 H. R. REYNOLDS JoJtn

Bapt. ii. 91 The strange eclipse of His beams is overpassed.

1895 Eilin. Rev, July 162 The crisis was virtually overpast.

fb. To 'pass', take place, happen. Obs. rare.

1530 PALSGR. 382 The partyculer actes S: cyrcumstances
whiche overpassed in the ineane whyle.

f- II. To exceed, go to excess ; to be in excess, be

over. Obs.
c 1400 tr. Sccrcta Secret.^ Gov. Lordsh. 67 Who so ouer-

passys yn ful or voyd, yn slepynge or wakynge,. .he mowe
noght eschewe maladyes. 1530 PALSGR. 649/1, I overpasse,
I remayne besydes the juste nombre and quantyte . .7*
surabonde. This somme is nat just yet for this overpasseth.

f!2. To pass or remain unnoticed, to be let

alone or omitted ; chiefly in phr. to let it overpass
to let it pass, take no notice of it (

= sense 8).
c 1350 IVill.Palernc 4113, I leued hire ban lelly and left it

ouer-pase. .1400 Destr. Troy 5084 Laghe at it lightly and
let it ouer pas. 1525 LD. BKRNKRS Froiss. II. Ixxxv. [Ixxxi.]

ouerpasse.

Hence Overpa'ssed, -past///. </., that has come
to an end, past; Overpassing vbl.sb., a passing
over or across, excess, etc. ; Overpa'ssing///. a.,

surpassing; poet, as adv. exceedingly,
'

passing'.
-1340 HAMPOLE Prose Tr. (1866) 38 To behalde J-e verttis

and beouer-passande grace of be saule of Ihesu. 1382 WYCI.IF

Obad. i. 19 And transmygracioun, or ouer passynge. I552

HuLOET,Ouerpa.ssynge,/nz.rcv/r,iv/.r. 1582 T. WATSON Cent.

Louc xcviii. Argt., The present title of his ouerpassed Loue.

1898 S. EVANS Holy Graat 107 So overpassing rich was it.

Overpassionate a. : see OVER- 28.

Overpay , v. [OVER- 26.] To pay
too highly, pay more than is due.

1. trans. To pay or recompense (a person, a

i service, etc.) beyond what is due or deserved ; to

i

give, or be, a more than sufficient recompense for;

i

Jig. to do more than compensate ;
to make up for

superabundantly. Also absol. or intr.

1601 SHAKS. Alls Well in. vii. 16 Let me buy your
! friendly helpe thus farre, Which I will oner-pay, and pay
! againe When I haue found it. 1611 Cymb. u. iv. 10

Your very goodnesse, and your company, Ore-payes all

;
I can do. 1702 PEPYS Let. 3 Oct., I cannot but think

myself already overpaid. 1709 PRIOR Henry ff Emma 8 And
with one Heav'nly Smile o'erpay his Pains. 1855 MACAU*

'

LAY Hist. Eng. xv. III. 539 His services were overpaid with
honours and riches. 1859 TENNYSON Enid 1069 My lord,

you overpay me fifty-fold.

2. trans. To pay more than (an amount or price) ;

to pay (money) in excess of what is due.

1664 ATKVNS Orig, Printing 15 Sell the Impression for

i6oo/. ..which Impression alone over-payes them all the

Moneys they are out of Purse. 1679-88 Seer. Seru, Money
Chas, fy Jos. (Camden) 130 To reimburse him so much
money he hath overpaid for fee-farme rents, 1784 COWPER

!
Task vr. 860 Thou hast made it thine by purchase,..
And overpaid its value with thy blood.

So O'ver-pay sl>. ; Over-payment.
.1702 PEPYS Corr. Diary, etc. 1870 VI. 249, 14 Nov. .. I beg
their believing me most sensible ot this their over-payment.
a 1816 KFNIHAM Ojfic. Apt. Maximized^ Introd. View
(1830) 21 Supposing, indeed, the over-pay derived from
crime obtained, for example, by false pretences. 1884

* Weekly Notes 26 Apr. 105/2 Whether there had been an over-

payment to the society by one of its members.

Over-peacock v. : see OVER- 27.

Overpeaze, obs. form of OVERPOISE.

Overpeer (^'vajpieu), v. [OVER- 7, i (). In

|

sense i 7. PEER v. to look
; but in 2 app. associated

I

with PEER sb. equal, etc., or its derived vb. PEER
1 to equal, rival, vie with : cf. OUTPEER v., of which

overpecr is in some cases a synonym.]
1. trans. To peer over, look over, look across

', from above, look down on.

1589 GHKKNK .Mcnaphon Wks. (Grosart) VI. 36 A hill that

! ouer-peered the great Mediterraneum. 1391 SHAKS. i Hen.
V/t I,

iy.
ii To ouer-peere the Citie, And thence discouer,

|

how with most aduantage They may vex vs with Shot or

OVERPITCH.
with Assault. 1596 H. CLAPIIAM Brie/e Bible i. 63 Moses. .

mounteth the Mount Nebo: from whence overpeering lordan,
he beholdeth the land of Promise. 1898 Daily Citron. 17
Oct. 5/1 The nymph . .fancied that an officer overpeering her

garden wall like that must necessarily be on horseback !

tb. To 'look down upon', treat with contempt,
domineer over. Obs.

1583 GOLDING Calvin on Deut. xxxv. 209 If we be so high-
minded that euerie of vs could finde in his heart to ouer-

peerc his Neighbour. 1590 MARLOWE Edw, If, r. iv, We
will not thus be faced and over-peered.
2. To rise or appear above

;
to tower over

; to

have a higher position than ; to excel, outpeer.
1565 GoLUiNG Ovid's Met. in. (1593) 60 Phoebe was of

personage so comely and so tall, That by the middle of her
necke .she over-peerd them all. 1586 KYD H'ks.

(1901} 339
With thy Rosehke, Royal peace(O Prince' all other princes
thou must ouer-peere. 1596 SHAKS. Merck. I", i. i. 12 Your
Argosies, with portly saile, Like Signiors and rich Burgers
on the flood, ..Do ouer-peere, the pettie Traffiquers That
curtsie to them. 1599 NASHE Lenten Stujffe (1871' 26 Fur
a commodious green place, .. not Salisbury Plain or New-
market Heath, .may overpeer, or outcrow her. 1647 THAN-
Narrow Gd. Authors in Cotmn. Ep. 652 Like the Ivy
which rising at the foot, will over-peer the highest wall.

1899 J. SMITH Chr. Charac.as Soc. POKWIV$ Generous and
unMilnMi principles overpeer the coarser and more self-

regarding impulses.
Hence Overpee'ring vhl. sb. and ///. a.

1598 J. 1 >K:KKNSON Greene in Cone. ('1878) 150 Wind-tossed
waues which with a gyring course Circle the Centers-* mur-

pt*ji ing nun ne. 1611 CoTGR., Sitrsaillt:, . .an ouerpeering, or

nurr^n>\\ in-. 1615 < i, SANDYS Trav. 188 This v;ilicy of

Iehosaphat..tO the East of the City, Luiitracted bctweenc
it and the ouer-ptaring hils of the opposite Oliuet. 1895
Q. Rev. Apr. 343 The penalty of overpeering science.

Overpending, -pentise : see OVER- i.

O:ver-peo'ple, v. [OVER- 2;.] tmits. To

people too much, overstock with people. X'hicfly
in pa. pple.} So (Xver-peo'pled///. a.

1683 Apol. Prot. France Pref. 2 Now that we should be

over-peopled, I think there is no danger. 1711 SHAFTESB.
Charac. (1737) III. 42 Nothing more dangerous than the

over-peopling any manufacture. 1821 BYRON Cain i. i. y>
The unpeopled earth and the o'er-peopled Hell. 1830 Miss
Mm-OKii Village Ser. iv. (18631 262 That fair dunifMie of

theirs, which is to say, over-peopled. 1832 Hr. MARTINEAU
Weal <y Woe \\. 83 The half-starved multitudes of an over-

peopled kingdom.

t Overpe'rch, v. Obs. [OVER- $.] trans.

To surmount as by perching upon ;
to f]y over.

1592 SHAKS. Rom. -\ Jul. n. ii. 66 (Qo. 2) With loucs light

wings did I orept-arch the.se walls.

Over-peremptory, -perk, etc. : see OVER-.

Over-persua'de, v. [OVER- u.] trans. To

bring over by persuasion, persuade effectually ;

esp. to persuade (a person) to some action or course

against his own judgement or inclination.

1624 mCAPT. J. SMITH (K. O.)- 1639 FULLKR Holy M'ar
in. xxvi. (1840) 166 They overpersuaoed him not to starve

an army by feeding his own humours. 1749 FIELDING To)ii

Jones in. ii, Nor had he done it now, had not the younger
Sportsman .. over-persuaded him. 1897 HI-MV On Irra-

waddy 350, I had proposed to myself not to marry . . but

your sister overpersuaded me.

So Over-persua'sion. -

1741 RICHARDSON Pamela II. 158, 1 drank two Glasses by
his Over-persuasion. 1755 MAGENS Itisur. II. 242 Made
Use of in any over-per.suasion, or hazardous Inducements.

t CXver-pe'rted,/o:.///f. Obs. [OVEK- 27 b.]
Made too pert or saucy.
1614 RALEIGH Hist. World ir. .\.\ii. 10 (1634) 474 A thing

of dangerous consequence ; especially when an unable spirit,

being over-perted with so high authority, is too passionate
in the execution of such an office.

t O:ver-pe-ster, v. Obs. [OVEK- 27.] trans.

To '

pester', i. e. crowd or encumber, excessively.
1599 DANII;I. M'iisophilits Wks. (1717) 388 No marvel

then, tho' th' over-pebter'd State Want Room for Goodness.

1614 RALEIGH Ilist. World n. (1634) 309 Hiram allowed

him 'limber, ^sith which Libanus was, and yet is over-

pestered. 1675 J. LOVE Clftvis Mfd. 42 Let no house be

over-pestered with too many Lodgers. 1720 SrRYrE vSV^rcV

Suru, (1754) II. v. xx. 405/1 Their Over-pestering of small

rooms with many of them.

O'verpick, a. [OVEK- i d.] Said of a loom in

which the shuttle-driving arrangement, or picking
arm, is placed above the loom.

1884 in KNICHI Diet. Mccli. Suppl. 650/2. 1888 R. BEAU-
MONI Woollen Mannf. viii. 229 There are three distimt

kinds of picking mechanisms: first, the cam and cone
motion ; second, the over-pick motion ; and third, the under-

pick motion. 1894 F. W. Fox Mech. Weaving x. 278 When
some portion of it projects above the boxes the motion
becomes an over-pick.

Over-pi'cture, v, [OVER- 26, 8.]

1. trans. To represent or picture in excess of the

reality ;
to depict or describe with exaggeration.

1606 SHAKS. Ant. <V Cl. n. ii. 205 She did lye In her

Pauillion, cloth of Gold, of Tissue, O're-picturing that Venus,
where we see The fancie out-worke Nature. 1856 OLMSTFD
Slave States 406 The beautiful rural cemetery .. which

Willis has. .a little over-pictured.

2. To picture over ; to cover with pictures of.

1850 Svo. DOBELL Roman vii, The future years.. with the

unborn dead o'erpictured.

Overpitduoi-vaipi-tf), v. [OVEK- 26. (Chiefly

in pa. pple.)]
1. Cricket, trans. To pitch (a ball) too far in

bowling, so that the batsman can hit it before it

touches the ground.
40 - i



OVER-PITCHED.

1859 All Year Round No. 13. 306 The first ball they
bowled me was slow, overpitched, and to leg. 1897 RANJIT-

SINHJI Cricket 170 These on-drives should be kept for rather

overpitched balls.

2. Jig. To pitch too high ;
to exaggerate.

1886 F. H. DOYLE Retain. 193 These praises appeared to

me a little overpitched.

O'ver-pi-tched (-pitjt), a. [OVER- 26.] Of
a roof: Having a greater than ordinary pitch;

having an excessive slope.
1677 PLOT Oxfordsh. 274 Roofs., whereof some are flat or

under-pitched,, .others due proportion'd, or over-pitched.

Overplaced, -plain, etc. : see OVEK-.

O-verplacement. rare. Superposition.
1895 J. W. POWELL Physiographic Processes, Nat. Geogr.

Monogr. \. No. i. 14 The lowlands have a great overplace-
ment of these rock materials.

O:verpla
-

nt, v. [In sense I, ONorthumb.

oferplontta, f. ofer- OVER- 10 +planlian to PLANT.

In sense 2 f. OVER- 27 + PLANT z>.]

f 1. trans. To transplant. Obs.

C95o Lindisf. Gasp. Luke xvii. 6 Ofwytrumia & ofer-

plontia on sae. 1388 WVCLIF Ltl/ttxvu.
6 Be thou drawun

vp bi the rote, and be ouerplauntid in to the see.

2. To plant too much or to excess.

1770 ARMSTRONG Misc. II. 239 Some gardens .. are so

smoothly regular, so over-planlod. 1887 Fisheries U. S.

Sect. v. II. 527 The high price of oysters caused overplanting,
which led to the impoverishment of the planting-grounds.

fO'verplaw. Obs. rare~. [f. OVER- 5 +
PLAW sb.] A boiling over.

c 1440 Promp. Pan'. 373/2 Ovyrplaw, elnillicio.

O:ver-play, v. [OVER- 27, 22.]
1. trans. To play (a part, etc.) to excess

;
to play

too much. So O'ver-played///. a., O'ver-play-
ingf vbl. sb.

16.. Sale HoushoU-StuJf\\. in yd Collect. Poems (1689)

27/1 Here's a Pack of nasty Court "Cards, Much foul'd with

over-playing. 1819 Metropolis I. 183 John offers to box, in

a most ridiculous, overplayed manner. 1896 Pt-terson's

Mag. Jan. 9^/1 He had overplayed his part in a way that

was unpardonable.
2. To surpass or overcome in playing ; to play

better than, and so gain the victory over.

1892 Pall Mall G. 4 Aug. 5/2 As in the game at Trent

Bridge, they steadily overplayed their formidable opponents.

O:ver-plea'se, v. [OVER- 27.] trans. To
please too much. So O'ver-plea'sed, O'ver-

plea'sing fpl. aiijs.
1611 SPEED Tliea!. Gt. Brit. (1614) 132/2 An over-pleasing

repose, and ever flourishing happinesse. 1626 BACON Syfra.

835 The Senses love not to be Over-pleased ; But to have
a Commixture of somewhat that is in it selfe Ingrate. 1664
DRVDEN Rival Lotties Ded., That eagerness of Imagination
which by over-pleasing fanciful Men, flatters them into the

Danger of Writing. 1766 FOKDYCE Serm. Yng. Worn. (1767!
II. x. 130 The insinuation., will not. .be over-pleasing. 1888

F. A. GASQUET Hen. VI11 f, Eng. Mottast. I. 81 He was not

overpleased at the difficulties that had been raised.

Over-plenty to -plumb : see OVER-.

t Overplow, v. Obs. rare. 1 To plough over.

1596 W. SMITH Chloris (1877) 19 Content my selfe in silent

shade to sit In hope at length my cares to ouerplow.

Overplume (-plw'm), v. rare. [OVER- I, 27.]

a. trans. To hang over or surmount as with a

plume, b. reft. To plume oneself to excess.

1854 J. D. BURNS I'ision Prophecy 07 Orange-groves Over-

plumed here and there by some tall palms. 1890 Temple
Bar Mag. Nov. 429 Determined that I should not over-

plume myself.

t Overplu-nge, v. Obs. rare, trans. To plunge
over head and ears, submerge.
i6oa ROWLANDS Greenes Ghost 43 Least thou in time be

..ouerplunged in a deeper bog.

Overplus (o-i'vajplzis), sb. (adv., a.} [app.
a partiaftranslation of V. surplus (i2thc. in Hatz.-

Darm.), f. stir over 4- K.and Is.plus more.] That
which is over in addition to the main amount, or

to what is allotted or needed ; an additional or

extra quantity ; an amount left over, a surplus.
1387 TREVISA Higilcn (Rolls) I. 407 And alle the ouer

pluse He kepe)> to his owne vse. 1410 in K. E. Wills (1882)

42 The overe-plus of alle thys. 1555 W. WATREMAN Ifardle
Facions I. iii. 36 Hercules passyng the seas .. and bringyng
an ouerplus oi people thence with hym. 1610 HEALEY St.

Aug. Citic of God 545 Wee read two hundred yeares and
the overplus. 1736 BUTLER Anal. It. vi. 299 To balance

pleasure and pain, .so as to be able to say on which side the

overplus is. 1875 MAINE Hist. Inst. 262 The landlord is p.ii-1

out of the proceeds. The overplus is returned to the tenant.

f b. catachr. That which remains in the mind,
conclusion. Obs.

1536 BOORDE Let. in Introd. Know!. (1870) Forewords 58
Vnto the tyme you haue seen them, & knowyng be ouerplus
of my mynd. 1547 Brev. Health 8 384 The ouerplus of

my mynde in this matter . . I do commyt it to the industry
of wyse & expert Phisicions.

C. loosely. Excess, superabundance.
1850 B. TAYLOR Eldorado ii. (1862) 14 An idea of the

splendid overplus of vegetable life within the tropics. 1870
LOWELL Among my Bits. Ser. I. (1873) 274 The imagination
is so much in over-plus, that thinking a thing becomes
better than doing it.

B. as aJv. or predicate : In addition, in excess,

besides, over. Now rare or Obs.

1388 WVCLIF Luke xi. 41 Netheles that that is ouerplus,

;yue 3e ahnes, and lo ! al thingis ben cleene to ?ou. 1560
WHITEHORNE Orii. Sonldiours (1573) 5 b, Parting the roote

into 3, there remaynethe ouerplus onelye one. 1398 Arch-

316

priest Conirav. (Camden) II. 157 Wee adde this wishe over-

plus that yow had not made this edicte. 1606 SHAKS. Ant.

*r Cl. iv. vi. 22. 1655 MRQ. WORCESTER Cent. fnv. Ded. ii. 9
Whatever should be overplus or needless for the present day.

C. as adj. in attrib. relation : Remaining over,

additional, extra, surplus.
1640 Boston Rcc. (1877) 11.51 Sargient Savage his demand

to have the overplus land at Hogg Hand. 17*6 BERKELEY
Let. to T. Prior 24 Aug., Wks. 1871 IV. 133 Transmit the

third part of the overplus sum to Swift and Company.
1883 W. MORRIS in Mackail Lift: (1899) II. 107 If they can

;

only learn the uselessness of mere overplus money.

Overply (J:vajplai
-

), v. [OVER- 27.] trans.

To ply or exercise too much ; to exhaust by too
j

much exercise. So O'verpli'ed ///. a.

c 1655 MILTON Sonn. Cyriitck Skinner upon his Blindness,
The conscience . . to have lost them overply'd In libertyes

'

defence. 1858 Nat. Rco. Oct. 490 Her overplied strength
j

worn down, .by his children and the impossible problems of
i

his house. 1863 KINGLAKE Crimea (1877) II. xvi. 270 He
j

overplied the idea of discipline.

Overpoise (0'vaipoiz), sb. [f. next.] The
act or fact of outweighing ;

that which outweighs;

'preponderant weight' (J.).

1697 DRVDEN Virg. Georg. (1721) Ded. 179 His Judg-
ment was an Overpoize to his Imagination. 1841 MANNING
Serin. (1848) I. xxiv. 361 In the concerns of this life, the

lightest overpoise of probability determines our strongest

resolutions. 1856 MRS. BROWNING Aur. Leigh VH. 1056 The

moths, with that great overpoise of wings.

Overpoise (^vaapoi-z), v. Forms : a. 6-7
overpoise, (6 -peaze, -paise, 7 -peyse). 0. 7-8

'

-poize, (7 -poyse, 8 -poyze), 6- overpoise, [f.

OVEB- 3, 22, 27 + POISE v. (earlier perse).}

1. trans. To weigh more than, outweigh : mostly
'

fig. In quots. 1598, 1652 causatively: To make

something outweigh (something else''.

a. c 1555 HARPSEIELD Divorce Hen. F/// (Camden) 218 Nor !

the man's oath shall overpeise the woman's denial. 1598

J. DICKKNSON Greene in Cone. (1878) 133 To ouerpeaze the
;

feare of danger with the care of dutie. 1652 H. L'ESTRANGE
Auicr. no Jcivcs 12 Nor will the weight of his experience.,
be overpeised by any.

ft. a 1600 in BodcnJuillft Bcl-vcderc 22 False faith is 1

ouer-poisde with weakest weight, The ballance yeelds vnto

the lightest feather. 1608 Don & CLEAVER Expos. Prov. \

ix-x. 17 The gaine .. wil counteruaile and ouerpoi.se the

losse. (11711 KEN Cnristofhil Poet. Wks. 1721 I. 438 One
minute in my Jesu's Arms Will an Eternity o'repoise Of

your false Joys. 1884 Bp. THOROLD Yoke Christ 5 The

joys of matrimony may be overpoised by its cares,

b. intr. or absol.

1684 T. HOCKIN Gafs Decrees 245 The best deserving, or

whose merits overpoize, is chosen. 1717 DESAGULIERS in

Phil. Trans. XXX. 575 All the while the Plummet was

falling, the Water descended rather than rose ; and when
the Lead was at the bottom, the Water overpoiu'd.

f2. trans. To overweight, weigh down, over- I

load (lit. and/,f.\ 06s.

1581 J. BELL lladdons A HSU'. Osor. 115!), There was no I

mortal creature but was overpaised, and pressed doune with

this heavy burden. 1655 Moui ET & BENNET Health's

Iniprov. (1746) 378 A full and troubled Body, over-poised
with Variety and Plenty of Meats.

t 3. To overbalance (in qnot.yfo). Obs.

1641 M. FRANK Serm. ii. (1672) 534 If your honours puff

you up, overpoise you.

O=ver-pO'le, v. [f.
OVER- 27 + PULE v.]

Chiefly in pa. pple. over-poled.
1. trans. To furnish (hops, or a hop-ground)

with too long a pole or poles.
1707 MORTIMER Hust. 133 The Hop will soon run itself

out of heart if over-poled : more especially be sure not to .

over-pole them for length the first Year. 1758 R. BROWN

Comfl. Farmer n. (i6o) 113 Neither can you expect a crop

fof hops] from an over-poled ground.
2. To pole (copper) too much in refining, so as

to remove too much oxide and render it brittle.

1861 J. PF.KCV Metallurgy 274 One of the most charac-

teristic properties of commercial overpoled copper is brittle-

!
ness. 1890 Sci. l-'..\t>acts 171 The terms, underpoling, over-

puling, and lough pitch. /l>itt., The removal of this small

quantity of oxygen will suffice to render copper overpoled
and useless.

Over-polemical, -popular, etc. : see OVER-.

fOverpo-nderate,^. Obs. rare. To overweigh. ;

1719 GREENWOOD in Phil. Trans. XXXVI. 189 lieing then

in .'Equilibria to so great a Degree of Exactness, that half

a Grain would over-ponderate on either Side.

O'ver-po-pulate, v- [OVER- 27, 22.]

1. trans. To overstock with people, over-people.

(Chiefly \npa.pple.}
1870 EMERSON Xx. ff Xolit. vii. 132 When Europe is over-

populated, America and Australia crave to be populated.
1882 in A. R. Wallace Land National, (ed. 3) 83 By theclear-

ances one part is depopulated and the other over-populated,
j

2. To exceed in population.
1868 BUSHNELL Mar. Us<s Dark Th. vii. 152 The new

j

solidarity in good . . wil! thus overpopulate and virtually live

down the more corrupted families.

So O'ver-popula'tion ; O'ver-po'pulouB a.

(whence O'ver-po'pulousness).
1798 MALTHUS Papal. (1817) I. v. 117 Over-populousiiess

would at all times increase the natural propensity of savages
to war. 1862 RI-SKIN Unto this Last 99 There is not yet,

nor will yet for aiies be, any real over-population in the world.

Over-positive to Over-potent : see OVER-.

t Overpo'st, v. Obs. [f. OVER- 9 + POST v.~\

traits. To 'post' over; to get over (the ground,
or any matter) quickly and easily.

OVEKPBEACH.
1597 SHAKS. 2 Hen. IV, ' " 171. You may thai ike the

vnquiet time, for your quiet o'rc-posting that action.

O:ver-po
-

t, v. [f. OVER- 27 + POT .] trans.

To plant in too large a pot,
1825 Greenhouse Cotnp. 1. 170 Caution is necessary to avoid

over-potting such kinds as grow in peat soil. 1897 Garden
24 July 63/1 Nothing is gained by overpotting the plants.

Overpour (-po*u), v. rare. [OVER- 5.] trans.

To pour over from one receptacle into another,
transfer by or as by pouring, transfuse.

1585 LUPTON Thous. Notable Tit. v. 84 (1595) 130 It is

certain.. that daungerous and many effects.. are turned, or

overpowred into him.

Over-power, sb. rare. [OVER- 29, 2.]
1. (o'ver-power.) Too great or excessive power.
1625 BACON Ess., I'iciss. Things (Arb.) 574 When a State

growes to an Oner-power, it is like a great Floud, that will

be sure to ouerflow.

2. (o'ver-pow^er.) A superior or supreme power.
1887 H. R. HAWEIS Light ofAges vi. 176 No flight or fall

of birds could take place without the ken and guidance of
the '

Overpower '.

Overpower (<?uv3ipauu) ,
v. [OVER- 2 2 b.]

1. trans. To overcome with superior power or

force (physical or moral) ; to reduce to submission ;

to subdue, defeat, vanquish, master.

1593 SHAKS. Rich. //, v. i. 31 The Lyon dying .. wounds
the Earth, if nothing else, with rage To be o're-powr'd.
i639*FfLLER Holy War iv. x. (1840) 195 The Christians ..

though overpowered in number, made a great slaughter of

their enemies. 1778 Miss BURNEY Evelina (1791) II. xxvi.

158 Mrs Selwyn quite overpowered me with the force of her

arguments. 1855 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. xi. III. 39 Those
officers who attempted to restrain the rioters were over-

powered and disarmed.

2. To render (a thing, agency, quality, etc.,

material or immaterial) ineffective or imperceptible,

by excess of force or intensity.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. 4 Whether the efficacie of

the one had not overpowred the penalty of the other, we
leave it unto God. 1748 GRAY Alliance 65 Can . . suns ..

O'erpower the fire that animatesour frame? 1806 A. HUNTER
Culina (ed. 3) 187 Strong sauces that overpower the natural

flavour of the fish. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. iv. I. 463 All

such sympathieswere now overpowered by a stronger feeling.

3. To overcome by intensity (as fatigue, emotion,

etc.); to be too intense or violent for, 'be too

much for
'

; to crush, overwhelm.

1667 MILTON P. L. vm. 453 My earthly by his Heav'nly
overpowerd .. sunk down. 1775 SHERIDAN Duenna it. i,

Lord ! Lord ! I am afraid I'shall be overpowered with her

beauty. 1791 MRS. RADCLIFFE Rom. f~,>rcst i, The violent

agitation of mind and fatigue of body, had overpowered her

strength. 1832 I.YTTON Eugene A. \\. iv, The
shy

and
secluded student, whom it was his object to dazzle and over-

power. 1881 BISANT & RICE Chapl. of Heel I. 91 We
might be overpowered with the grandeur of the house.

Overpowering, ///. a. [f. prec. + -ING -'.]

That overpowers ; so powerful as to subdue or

overcome ; irresistible, overwhelming.
1700 DRVDEN Palamon fy Arc. i. 235 Struck blind with

overpowering light he stood. 1884 A. PAUL Hist. Reform
v. 101 The demand. .was too overpowering to be success-

fully resisted.

Hence Overpoweringly adv., in an overpower-

ing manner or degree; irresistibly, overwhelmingly.
1812 -/i-rYZ/w/w^r 7 Sept. 571/2 Overpoweringly droll. 1828

MACAULAV in Life t, Lett. (1880) I. iii. 153 Sleep conies on

him overpoweringly. 1886 SVMONUS Krrniiss. It., Cath.

React. (1898) VI I. xiii. 218 One ofhis overpoweringly virulent

invectives,

Overpowr, obs. f. OVERPOUR, OVERPOWER.

Overpraise v<7""v3Jpr<"i'z), sb. [OVER- 29 b ]

Excessive praise ; praise beyond what is deserved.

1694 DKYUEN Lore Triumphant I. i, This over-praise
You

give his worth, in any other mouth, Were vi&uaytp
me.

1875 EMERSON Lett, q Six. Aims i. 58 Our overpraise and

idealization of famous masters.

Overpraise (a--\-3ipr^, v. [OVER- 27.]

traits. To praise excessively ;
to praise more than

one deserves.

1387 TREVISA /ligtteu (Rolls) V. 339 It may wel be hat

Arthur is ofte overpreysed. 1635 A. STAFFORD l-'em. Glory
(1860) Ep. Ded. 60 As we cannot over-worship the True

Deity, so wee cannot over-praise a true Piety. 1733 Po
Let. toXtvift Wks. 1751 IX. 250, 1 like much better lo be

abused and half-starved, than lo be so over-praised and

over-fed. 1858 J. B. NORTON Topics 116 The Company's

petition, .appears to me to have been singularly over-rated"

and over-praised.

So O'verprai-sed///. a.
; O'verprai'sing vbl.sb.

a izzs Ancr. R. 86 He hit heueo to heie up mid ouer-

preisunge & herunge. 1667 MILTON P. L. IX. 615 Serpent,

thy overpraising leaves in doubt The vertue of that Fruit,

in thee first prov'd. 1826 SYD. SMITH Wks. (1859) II. 106/2

A very great blot in our over-praised criminal code. 1863

J. C. JEAFFKESON Sir Kvcranfs Dau. 121 The rather mean
and very much over-praised quality, called common-sense.

Overpray: see OVER- u.

Overpreach (<wvsjprf tj\ v. [OVER- i e, 23.]

1. trans. To preach above or beyond.
1659 GAUDEN Tears Ck. I. xiv. 117 Many of us so over-

preached our peoples capacities, that [etc.].

2. To overdo or exhaust with preaching. (Chiefly

refl.}

'1865 Pall Mall G. 6 Oct. 5 Dr. Hook, .was not present,

having, as it was said,
'

overpreached himself '. 1899 Daily
AVwi 19 May 9/3 Both..had this in common that they

would not
'

overpreach
'

themselves a vice into which

apparently all modern preachers..seem to fall.



OVEBPRESS.

Over-precise, -pregnant, etc. : see OVER-.

Overpress (<?u:v3ipre's), v. Now somewhat
rare. [app. orig. a variant of OPPRESS, repr. L.

opprinii!re\ afterwards associated with more literal

senses of PRESS v., with various senses of OVER-.]
I. 1. trans. To oppress ; to burden or afflict

with severity or cruelty ;
to oppress beyond

endurance.

1382 WYCLIF Gen. xlvii. 13 In al the world breed lackide,
ana hungur oppresside \-<.r. ouerpressid] the erthe. 1496
Dives $ Paup. (W. de W.) vir. xxviii. 318/2 Thou shalt not

therfore..ouerpresse hym with usurye. 1525 LD. BERNERS
Froiss. II. Ixxxiii. flxxix.] 247 He wolde ouerpresse them
with taxes and subsydyes. 1644 M^ILTON ydgm. Bucer
Testimonies, P. Martyr, My mind is overpressed with grief.

1744 ELIZA HEYWOOD Female Spect. No. 7 (1748) II. 49
Her heart, overpressed beneath a weight of anguish, refused
its accustomed motion.

f2. To press upon with physical force, so as to

overthrow or overwhelm. Obs.

1489 CAXTON Faytes of A. i. xii. 32 They ouerpresse and

ouerstep one ouer that other. 1523 L.D. BERNERS Froiss. I.

ccxxxvii. 338 He was closed in amonge his enemyes, and so
sore ouerpressed that he was felled dpwne to the erthe.

i6ia DRAVTON Poly-olb. viii. 116 His valiant J>ritansslaine..

(o'represt with Roman power). 1654-66 EARL ORRERY
Parthen. (1676) 680 He and all that followed him, over-

pressed with multitudes were every one kill'd or taken.

f 3. To press down with a heavy weight ;
to

overburden, overload. Obs.
a 1577 GASCOIGNK Fl<nvers Wks. (1587) 169, I sawe the

boat was overprest. 1634 ERKRETON Trav. 5 The ship ..

was heavy laden with merchants' goods, and more over-

pressed with passengers. 1713 SWIFT XFn&rWks. 1755 III.

n. 74 A pedlar overpress'd Unloads upon a stall to rest.

II. 4. ' To overcome by entreaty ; to press or

persuade too much*, rare.
1818 in TODD (with no quotation).

5. To press or insist upon (a matter) unduly.
1865 M. ARNOLD Ess. Crit. x. (1875) 426 The motives of

reward and punishment have come.. to be strangely over-

pressed by many Christian moralists. Mod. He sometimes
overpresses his point.

6. To put too much pressure on (a person).
1886 C. BROWNE in fall /I fall G. 16 Sept. 11/2 To educate

a half-starved child at all is to over-press it.

So O'verpre'ss sb. = OVER-PRESSURE ; O-ver-

pre-ssed, -pre'st ///. a., oppressed, overcrowded,
etc. ; O'verpre'ssinjf vbl. sb.

1523 FITZHF.RB. Husb. 51 For feare of murtheryng or
ouer pressyng of their felowes. a 1586 SIDNEY Arctuiia
(1622) 272 Care vpon care .. To ouer-pressed breasts, more
grieuous waight. 1846 K. FORBES Let. in Wilson & Geikie
Mem. xii. (1861) 394 This weather, and the overpress of
work.. impede a fair recovery. 1871 Daily News 6 Jan.,
Horses which had succumbed under overpress of work.

t Overpre'SSOr. Obs. rare. [f. prec., after

oppressor^ An oppressor.
1610 HOLLAND Cantdens Brit. i. 352 Fitz Stephen calleth

him Violentus Cantii incubator, that is, the violent over-

pressor of Kent.

O'ver-pre'ssure. [OVER- 29 b, c.] Excessive

pressure ; the act of pressing or fact of being pressed
too hard (esp. with study or intellectual work).
(644 VICAUS God in Mount 147 Being forced at la^t .. by

over-pressure of numbers. 183^4 HT. MARTINEAU Moral n.

37 The over-pressure of the people upon its food. 1899
Allbutfs Syst. Med. VII. 470 Overpressure in education
has also been alleged as a factor.

attrib, 1884 KNIGHT Diet. Mech. Suppl., Overpressure
I'alve, a valve which opens when a predetermined pressure
in a boiler has been reached. A Safety Valve.

O've*pri:ce. ? Obs. [OVER- 29 d.] Excess of

price ; an excessive price.
1622 MALYNKS Anc. Law-Merck. 247 Omitting to reckon

the ouerprices, which were made and gotten by the sale

thereof in forraine countries. 1680 OIWAY Orphan H. iv,
Pride. .will usurp a little, Make us. .Pay over-price. 1702
FARQUHAR Twin-Rivals \. ii, My assiduity beforehand w^is
an overprice.
So O'ver-pri'ced a., having too high prices.
1881 A. iwx. Neiv Playgr. (1883)56 Over-populated, over-

priced Mustapha.

tO'ver-pri'de. Obs. rare. [OVER- 29 d.]
Excessive pride.
a 1x50 Prov. sElfred 286 in O. E. Misc. 120 Idelschipe and

ouer prute J>at lerej* yong wlf vuele Jrewes. 1484 CAXTON
Fables ofAuian .\.\vi, I knowe wel thy ouer pryde.

O'verprint, sb. [OVER- io*j
= OFFPRINT sb.

1892 Ck. Times n Mar. 245/2 The paper sent to you was

only an overprint from the
*

Archaeologia '. 1898 R. C.
CLEPHAN (title} Notes on the Defensive Armour of Medieval
Times. Overprint from the Archseologia Aeliana, Vol. xx.

O:Ver-pri*nt,^. Photogr. [OVER- 26.] trans.

To print (a positive) darker than it is intended to be.

'853 Family Herald 3 Dec. 510/2 He must over-print, or

allow the positive to become very much darker than he
intends it to be when finished, as in the. .fixing, it will become
much lighter. 1861 Photogr. News Aim. in Circ. Sc. (c 1865)
I. 155/2 It is necessary that the prints be considerably over-

printed.

Overprize (-prai-z), v. [OVER- 26, 22.]
1. trans. To prize, esteem, or value too highly ;

to over-estimate, overrate.

1589 NASHE Almondfor Parrat 15 You, like Midasses,
haue ouerprised his mtiMcfc. 1663 BP. PATRICK Parab. Pilgr.
xix. (i668 191 Overprizing what they have already acquired,
they make no further search. 1761 YOL*NG Resignation \. xlvi,

Blind Krror. .Bids us for ever Pains deplore, Our Pleasures

overprize. 1813 COLERIDGE Remorse i. ii, I am much be-
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holden to your high opinion, Which so o'erprizes my light
services.

2. To exceed or surpass in value. Obs. or arch.

1593 B. BARNES PartJten. Madrigal xxiii, Those tresses,
Whose train .. Apollo's locks did overprize. 1610 SHAKS.
Temp. i. ii. 92 That, which but by being so retir'd Ore-

priz a all popular rate. 1669 ETHEKEDGE Love in Tub v. i,

These tears.. which for me you shed, O'erprize the blood
which I for you have bled.

Hence Overpri'zer, one who overprizes.
1611 SPEED Hist. Gt. Brit. vni. lit* 15. 385 To conuict

these his fawning ouer-prizers.

O:ver-produ-ce, v. [OVER- 27.] trans. To
produce (a commodity) in excess of the demand or
of a denned amount
1894 H. D. LLOYD H'ealth agst. Cominw. 155 If the owner

of a well over-produced only the one-hundredth of a barrel,
he got a notice to go slower. 1899 Daily News 24 Apr. 3/4
Pig iron has been over-produced, .in recent years.

O'ver-prodtrction. [OVER- 29 b.] Excessive

production ; production in excess of the demand.
1822 COBBKTT Weekly Reg. 9 Mar. 607 You insist upon

over-production. 1863 FAWCETT Pol. Econ. in. xiv, Over-
j

production has two meanings; it may either signify that '

commodities produced cannot be sold at remunerative prices,
or it may signify that commodities are produced which are

really not wanted.

Over-prolix, -promise, -prone : see OVER-.
\

O'ver-proof, a. (s&.) [OVER- 32.] That is

'above proof ; containing a larger proportion of ,

alcohol than that contained in proof-spirit : see

PROOF. Also elHpt. as sb. = over-proof spirit.

1807 T. THOMSON Chem. II. 390 The strength oi spirits

stronger than proof, or over-proof as it is termed. 1840
DICKENS Barn. Rudge liv, Show us the best the very best

the over-proof that you keep for your own drinking, Jack !

O'yer-propO'rtion, sb. [OVER- 29 c.] Ex-
cessive proportion; excess 0/"one thing in propor-
tion to another.
1666 S. PARKER Free % Impart. Censure (1667) 143 ly the

j

Over-proportion of one of them [Pleasures against Misery],
he may rate the value of himself. 1805 R. W. DICKSON
Pract. Agric. I. 291 The over-proportions of moisture.

So (Vver-propo'rtion v. trans., to make or esti-

mate in excess of the true proportion ; O'ver-pro-
po rtionate, -propo'rtionated, -propo'rtioned

adjs.) that is above the proper or ordinary proper- i

tion, excessive, disproportionate ; O ver-propo-r-
tionately adv., in excessive proportion, out of

proportion to something. (All rare or Obs.)
1642 FULLER Holy^ <$ Prof. St. iv. xiii. 302 He that should

have guessed the bignesse of Alexanders souldiers by their

shields left in India, would much
overproportion

their true

greatnesse. 1647 H. MORE SongofSoul To Rdr. 7/2 Would
it not be an overproportionated engine ? 1662 Philos.
Writ. Pref. Gen. (1712) 11 Where men have an over-pro-
portioned Zeal for or against such Things in Religion, 1671
GREW Anat. Plants \. 20 The Parenchyma.. is so far over-

proportionate, as to make at least nine Tenths of the whole
Lobe. 1676 H. MORE Remarks 165 A greater sign that there
is no such Tension . . than that in the Pump should be so over-

proportionately tended. 1697 COLLIER Ess. filer. Snbj. \.

(1709) 231 Misapprehensions conveyed into them by over-

proportioned Respect.

O'Ver-prOU'd, a. [Late OE. ofer-priit\ see
\

OVER- 28.] Too proud; excessively proud.
(21050 Liber Scintill. Iviii. (1889) 183 Willa on him sylf

oferprut ys. 1340 HAMPOLE Pr. Consc. 589 Whar-for I hald
a man noght witty pat here es over prowde and ioly. 1592
Nobody $ Soineb. in Sch. Shaks. (1878) I. 315 Insulting,

over-proude, ambitious, woman. 1606 SHAKS. Tr. % Cr. \\.

iii. 132 We thinke him ouer proud, And vnder honest.

Over-prove, -provoke, etc. : see OVER-.

tOverpry*,^. Obs. rare. [OVER- 7.] trans.

To look over pryingly ; to examine inquisitively.
1566 DRANT Horace, Sat. iv. Cb, Not Tygille nor such

alecunners my workes do overprye. 1590 GREKNE Never
\

too late \Vks. (Grosart) VIII. 48 When my father like Argos
setteth a hundred eies to ouerpry my actions.

O'Ver-prying, a. [OVER- 28 b.] Excessively

prying ; too inquisitive.

1655 FULLER Ck. Hist. ix. ii. 21 It is a bad signe, when
suspicious persons are over-preying to know the windows,
doors,, .and contrivances of their neighbours houses.

Over-public, -puissant, etc.: see OVER- 28.

t O*ver-pu!l. Obs. [OVER- 29 b.] An ex-

cessive or too strong pull ; excessive extortion.

1615 T. ADAMS White Devill 53 To racke the poore with

over-puls, al (but Devils) hold monstrous.

O verpu llisll (-pzrnijj, v. [OVER- 27.] trans.

To punish to excess or more than one deserves.
a 1639 W. \VHATKLKY Prototypes i. xix. (1640) 224 For his

inferiours he is likely tyrannical, .and cares not how he over-

punisheth them. 1823 DE QUINCKY Lett, on Ediic. i. \\'ks.

i86pXIV. 9 The evil is.
.overpunished by the mortifications

which attend any such juvenile acts of presumption.

Overpuppy, v. : see OVER- 22 b.

O:ver-pu-rcliase, v. [OVER- 26.] trans.

To purchase at too hi^h a price ; to buy too dear.

1651 Fru.KR Abel Rcdiv. (1867) II. 82 Unwilling to over-

purchase his safety at the price of a He. 1703 COLLIKR Ess.
Afor. Subj. ii. (1709) 191 He that buys his Satisfaction at
the Expence of Duty and Discretion, is sure to over-purchase.
So O :ver-pu rchase s/>.

1697 COLLIKR /tumor. Stage (1698) 161 Mirth at the
ex pence of Virtue is an Over-purchase.

Overjm't, v. Sc. and north, dial. [O\EK- 4.]
trans. To throw off, '^et over', recover from.
c 1400 Desir. Troy 160 His pride well ouerput, past into

i

OVER-RATE.
elde. 1586 Durham Dcpos. (Surtees) 318 The said Luke
did aske him. . how he did : he answeared,

( Sore sicke, but I

hope to God to overputt it '. 1725 RAMSAY Gent. Sheph. v.

i, Alake ! I'll never be mysell again; I'll ne'er o'erput it.

1825-80 JAMIKSON, To ovrutt to recover from, to get the
better of; applied to disease or evil.

So f Overpu-tting- vbl. sb. (in Hunting] t running
beyond the proper point, so as to lose the scent.

1590 COCK A i\TB Treat. Hunting Bivb, At euery ouer putting
off the hounds, or small stop, euery huntsman ..ought to

begin his rechate, and . . the hounds will be in full chase
againe.

Over-qua-ntity. [OVER- 19.] Quantity in

excess, surplus amount.
1596 BACON Max. Com. Law v. (1636) 26 The overquantity

is not forfeited. 1669 WORLIIXJE Syst. Agric. (1681) 85 Till
..the over-quantity of the Soil in the Pit ..oblige him to
remove it. 1805 R. W. DICKSON Pract. Agric. I. 281 It may
exist in such over-quantities.. as to prove highly injurious.

Over-quarter, -queath: see OVER-.
t Over-qua't, v. Obs. [f. OVEB- 27 + QUAT z;.*]

trans. To oppress with too much food; to over-

fill, glut.
a 1250 Owl $ Night. 353 Mid este Jm J>e mi^t over-quatie,
And over-fulle makeb wlatie.

t Overque'll, v. Obs. [OVER- 21.] trans.
To quell, crush, overcome, overpower, subdue.
("1450 St. Cut/il't'rt (Surtees) 6301 When he wakend, sone

he feld pat a serpent him our qweld; his nek full' sare it

grepyd. 1549-62 STKRNHOLD H. Nimc dimittis, The
Gentiles to illuminate, And Sathan overqudl. 1604 KUMOMXS
Obscrv,

Caesars^ Cottun. 97 Much to be pitied, that vertue
should at any time be ouerquelled with a greater strength.
[Cf.

'

Oitcrqncilt'd, Overrun, as with vermin
'

(Jam.).]

Overquelm,-qwert:seeOvKR\vHKLM,-THWAKT.
O'ver-qui'Ck, a. [OVER- 28.] Too quick.

So O'ver-qui'ckly adv., too quickly, too readily.
1538 STABKEY JEr^/aMflTt. iv. 132, 1 somewhat feare that we

admyt ouer-quykly thes fautys in the Church. 1560 DAUS
tr. Slcida tie's Cotnnt, 6l>, He graunteth that he was ouer
(jiiicke. 1663 BOYLE Use/. E.rp. Xat. Philos. \\, ii. 166
The fire . . must be kept pretty quick, and yet not over-

quick, least the oyle boil over. 1859 TENNYSON Vivien 724

Uyerquick art thou To catch a loathly plume fall'n from the

wing Of that foul bird of rapine.

Over-race, v. : see OVER- 27.

t O:ver-ra*ck, "<-'. Ols.
[f. OVER- 27 + RACK

zf

.3] trans. To rack or strain to excess; to over-

strain. Hence f O-ver-ra*cked///. a.

1589 NASHE Pref. Greene's Menaphon (Arb.) 8 So shoukle
. .their otier-rackte Rhethorique, bee the Ironicall recreation
of the Reader. 1598 SYLVKSIKK Du Bartasu. i. i. Eden 293
A drooping life, and over-racked brain, a 1623 BLAUM. &
FL. faithful Friends in. i, I'm over-racked with expecta-
tion Of the event.

Over-rack, variant of OVEK-RAKE v.

Overrad(de, obs. pa. t. and pple. of OVERHEAD.

Overrade, -raid, obs. pa. t. of OVERRIDE.

Over-raft, -raght, obs. pa. t. of OVERREACH.
t Oyer-rai'se, v. Obs. [OVER- i

(/>).] trans.

To raise or exalt over or above.
a 1300 Cursor M. 2373 (Cott.) par sal bi nuiu ouerraised be.

+ Over-ra'ke, v. Naut. Obs. Also 7 -rack.

[f.
OVER- 5, IO + KAKE v.^\ trans. To rake or

sweep over, or from end to end : said of waves

breaking over or of shot traversing a ship.
1599 E. WRIGHT Voy. in Arb. Gamer III. 389 The raging

waves, .over-raked the waist of the ship. 1624 CAFT. SMITH
Virginia 56 Such mighty wanes ouerracked vs in that Sinai!

barge. Ibid. 128 [The Spaniards} followed with their great
Ordnance, that many times ouerracked our ship. 1706
PHILLIPS s. v., The Waves are said to over-rake a Ship,
when they break in and wash her from Stem to Stern, or
from one end to the other. 1867 in SMVI H Sailor's Word-bk.

Over-range, v. : see OYKK- 9.

O'Ver-ra*nk| & [OE. ojerntnc: see OVER- 28.]
Too rank or vigorous in growth ; too gross.
a 1023 WULFSTAN Ifont. vi. (Napier) 46 God..reafjan Ia^te3

eowere dohtra heora gyrla and to ofcrrancra heafoaxewaeda,
a 1568 ASCHAM Scholcm. (Arb.) n j If Osorius would leaue
of., his ouer rancke rayling against poore Luther. 1609
DRAYTON Leg. T. Cromwell cxvii, Things ouer ranck doe
neuer kindly beare, As in the come the fluxure when we
see Fill but the straw when it should feed the eare. 1689
SWIFT Ode to II'. Sancroft v, Our British soil is over rank,
and breeds Among the noblest flowers a thousand pois'nous
weeds. 1712 MOKTIMEK Hush. \\. 228 If your [Hop] Ground
..be apt to produce over-rank Binds.

Hence O'ver-ra'nhness.
1626 BACON Syh'tt 670 Over-Ranknes^e of the Corne ;

Which they use to remedy, by Mowing it after it ii. come
up; Or putting Sheepe into it. 1707 MOKTIMER Husb.
(1721) I. 81 Wheat, about the hitter end of October is best

[sowed] because of preventing the over-rankness of it.

O'ver-ra'Sh, a. [OVER- 28.] Too rash.

1554 in Holinshed Chron. III. 1117/1 Forgiue ^t forget

my ouerra.sh !>oldnesse. a. 1653 GOUGK Coniin. /fed. \\. 32

Jephthah's vow is on all j-ides granted to be over-rash.

So O'ver-ra'shly atfv.

a 1653 fJOUGK Comm. Hcb. xi. 35 Not over-rashly to censure
them. 1818 ScoiT//r/. Atidl. xliv, Marriage.. over-rashly
coveted by professors, and specially by young ministers.

O'ver-ra:te, $l>. [OVER- 29 d, 19.] a. An
excessive rate. b. An extra rate.

1614 MASSINGKR Pa-rl. L&ve v. i, Which might witness for

me, At what an over-rate I had made purchase Of her loni;-

wi.-h'd embraces. 1682 J. COLLINS Salt in. Kng. 94 To which

may be added the Overrate and profit in Foreign Countries.

1757 Jos. HARRIS Coins \\. vii. 25 Silver bullion will get up
as much above coin, as this over-rate amounts to.
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Overrate ^ : vair^*t) f
v. [OVER- 26, 27.]

trans. To rate too highly or above the real value

or amount, to over-estimate ; to give to (coins)
a forced currency as legal tender beyond the in-

frinsic value.

1611 SHAKS. Cymb. \. iv. 41 Sir, you o're-rate my poore
kindnesse. 1674 Essex Papers (Camden) I. 226 Essex HOUJ.C
is now to be sold, & valued at about 70oo/...it seemeth to
me not to be overrated. 1788 J. AIKIN Eng. Delineated 248
Its population has been greatly over-rated. 1858 Lp. ST.
LEONARDS Handy-Bk, Prop. Law xx. 155 In disposing of

your residue, neither overrate nor underrate its value.

b. To assess too highly for rating purposes.
1884 SIR E. FRY in Law Rep. 13 Q. Bench Div. 376 A

person who considers that he has been overrated by the

quinquennial list.

SoO'verra-ted///. ., O'verra-tingz^/. sb. ,ppl. a.

1589 WARNER Alb. Eng.^ Prose Add. (1612) 339 The re-

pentant payment of mine ouer-rated pleasure. 1651 HOBUKS
Leviath. n. xxvii. 154 A foolish over-rating of their own
worth. 1790 BEATSON Mav. fy Mil. Mem. I. 30 In regard to

overrated and unjust claims. 1804 ANNA SEWARD Mem.
Darwin 114 A convalescent, .. full .. of overrating thank-
fulness to Miss S. for the offer she had made. 1879 M.
ARNOLD Falkland Mixed Ess. 208 Horace Walpole pro-
nounces him a much overrated man.

Over-rational, -ravished: see OVER-.

Over-raucht, -raught : see OVEKREACH v.

Overreach (j-i-vairaj), sb.
[f. next.]

1. A reaching over some thing or person, b.

Too great a reach, stretch, or strain ; an excessive

reach. C. Exaggeration.
1556 J. HEYWOOD Spider fy F. Ixx. 116 An ouer-rech

aboue the weake wittes cure. 1644-7 CLEVELAND Char,
Land. Dinrn. Poems (1677) 101 It is like over-reach of

Language, when every.. Quack must be called a Doctor.

1815 Sporting Jfag. XLVI. 21 In an over-reach by Harmer
a close took place, and Harmer was thrown.

2. In reference to a horse : The act of striking
one of the fore feet with the corresponding hind
foot

; the injury so caused. (Cf. OVERREACH v. 4.)

1607 TOPSELL Four-/. Beasts (1658) 309 If he halt . . in the

heel, as by over-reach or otherwise, then he will tread most
on the toe. Ibid, 313 An upper attaint, or over-reach, upon
the back sinew of the shanke, somewhat above the joynt.

1735 BURDON Pocket Furrier 12 If your Horse is Lame,
occasion'd by an over-reach of his Hind-Foot. 1737 BRACKEN
Furriery /;/*/-. (1757) II. 210 A Horse is said to have

jjot
an Over-reach when he has cut his Fore-heel with the Point
of his Hind shoe. 1900 Trans. Highl. <y Agric. Soc. 275
Some writers confine the term '

over-reach '. .to that form in

which the hind foot over-reaches the fore one to such an
extent as that the toe of the hind shoe comes in contact
with the heel or the hollow of the heel of the fore-limb.

3. An act of overreaching in dealing ; the gaining
of an advantage by deception. (Cf. next, 6.)

1615 CHAPMAN Odyss. xiu. 425 Thou still-wit-varying
wretch! Insatiate In over-reaches! 1859 \V. CHADWICK
Life De Foe vi. 323 No possible overreach could . . be perpe-
trated on the other.

Overreach, (^vajrrtj), v. Also in pres.t.
t -reche, -retche, -reke, -reik

; pa. t. and pple.
-reached; also t-raght, -raucht, -raught, -raft,
etc.: see REACH v. [OVER- 5, 14, 9, 13, 21,23, 2 ^-]
1. trans. To reach or extend over or beyond ;

to rise above ; to stretch beyond in space or time.
a 1300 Cursor M. 1838 (Colt.) pe heiest fell bat was our -

quare {>e flod ouer raght [v.r. -ra^t] seuen eln and mare.

1596 SPENSER F. Q. v. xii. 30 Her hands were foule and
durtie, never wa>ht In all her life, with long nayles over-
raucht. 1610 MAKKHAM Mastcrp. \\. clxvii. 478 His vpper
teeth will ouerreach, and hang ouer his nenther teeth.

-11677 HALE Prim. Orig. Man. it. iii. 144 That number ..

will arise to above 40000 Years, which will over-reach the
Creation of Mankind. 1793 BKUDOKS Matk. Evid. 22 The
other end will neither over-reach nor fall short of the other
end of the lower. 1890 ABP. BENSON in Life II. 295 They
did realise that there was a knowing and a thinking which
far overreached themselves.

2. To reach or get at (a person, etc.) over an

Intervening space, to get within reach of; to over-

take, come up with, attain to. Now dial.

(11300 Cursor M. 22375 paas ober all he fanticrist] mai
ouer-reke Wit suerd he sal apon Jam wreke. ^1330 R.
HBUNNE Citron. (1810) 170 Alle to dede he brouht, fat his
Galeie ouer rauht. V (11400 Morte Arth. 1508 Raunsone
me resonabillye as I may ouer-reche, A(tyre my renttez
in Rome may redyly forthire. 1596 SPENSER F. Q. vi. iii.

50 So that at length, after long weary chace, ..He over
raught him. 1602 SHAKS. Ham. in. 1. 17 Certaine PlayersWe ore-wrought on the way. 1748 Alison's I'oy. in. viii.

379 Mr. Anson overreached the galeon, and lay on her bow.
1874 G. MACDONALU Malcolm I. v. 34 The rising tide
had overreached and surrounded her. 1885 MUCKLKBACKIT
Rhymes 235 (E. D. D.), I overreached the couple, just as

they were passing through the first gate beyond the village.

fb. To overtake, overpower. Obs.

CI400 Destr. Troy 13898 pan he braid to the buerne ..

Ouerraght hym full roioly, reft hym his swerd. c 1430 Free*
masonry 114 But he be unbuxom to that craft, Or with
falssehed ys over-raft. 1513 DOUGLAS sftneisv. vi. 122 War
nocht the sain misfortoun -me ourraucht Quhilk Salyus
betyde? 1586 A. DAY Eng. Secretary \. (1625! 59 Oner-
reached with the tediousnesse of the enterprise. 1638
DRUMM. OF HAWTH. Irene Wks. (1711) 163 So did. .[they]
find themselves surprised and over-reach 'd with unexpected
and inexpressible joys.

t C. intr. To reach over or across a boundary ;

to encroach. Obs.

1377 LANGL. P. PL D. xni. 374 And if I repe, ouer-reche
or 3af hem red J?at rcpui, To seise to me with her sykel J>at
I ne sewe neure.

3. trans. To extend or spread over (something)
so as to cover it. Also absol. or intr. (OvEB- p.)
?<zi4oo Mortc Art/i. 921 pey rootle by bat ryver, pat

rynnyd so swythe, pare |>e ryndez ouerrechez with realle

l)owghez. 1565 JEWEL Reply Harding (1611) 184 The
Kmpire of Rome, which then ouerreached a great part of
the world. 1643 BAKER Chron. n. 73 All favours from the

King and Queene must passe by him, and the extent of his

power over-reacheth all the Councell. 1838 MAURICE h'ingd.
Christ II. 14 This book .. should overreach the feelings,
notions and decisions of each particular mind.

4. intr. Of ahorse or other quadruped : To bring
a hind foot against the corresponding fore foot in

walking or running ; esp. to strike and injure the

heel of the fore foot with the hind foot. (Cf.
OVERREACH sb. 2.) b. Also, generally, to bring a

hind foot in front of or alongside a fore foot.

1523 [see OVERREACHING vbl. sb.]. 1589 R. HARVEY PI.
Perc. 5 A horse may ouer reach in a true pace, 1601 HOLLANO
Pliny I. 350 Lions and Camels only.. keep pace in their

march, foot by foot, that is to say, they neuer set their left

foot before their right, nor ouer-reach with it. 1706 PHILLIPS,
To Over-reach,, .to hit the Fore-feet with the hinder, as
some Horses do. 1737 BRACKEN Farriery Inipr. (1757) II.

48 They are also apt to over-reach, or hit their Hind-Shoes
against their Fore-Shoes.

fc. trans, (from b.) Obs.
1616 SCRFL. Si MARKH. Country Farme 693 The elder

Harts in their gate doe neuer ouer-reach the former foot

with the hinder, .but it is not so in young Harts, for they in

their gate doe ouer-reach and set the hinder foot more
forward than the fore-foot, after the manner of the ambling
Mule.

5. To reach beyond, to overshoot (a mark, etc.).

1540 COVEKDALE Fruitf. Less. v. Wks. (Parker Soc) 1. 414
Whereas there be some men which 'overreach and go beyond
this mark. 1877 BARING-GOULD Myst. Suffering 79 The
infant will grasp at the moon and overreach an apple.

6. To gain an advantage over, get the better of,

outdo: a. in early use, in a neutral sense; b. now
always in a bad sense : to circumvent, outwit,
cheat in dealing.
a. 1577 HANMEK Anc. Reel. Hist. (1619) 240 How he over-

reached their sleights and subtle combats. < 1590 GREKXE
Fr. Bacon x. 82 Think'st thou with wealth to overreach
me? 16*3 BINCHAM Xenophon 46 It behoueth vs. .to be no
more ouerreached by them. 1702 PENS in Pa. Hist. Soc.

Man. IX. 172 Watch him, out-wit him, and honestly over,

reach him.
b. 1596 Si'ENSEK F. Q. iv. ii. 10 For that false sprighr,. .

Was so expert in every subtile slight, That it could over-

reach the wisest earthly wight. 1611 BIBLE i Thess. iv. 6

That no man goe beyond and defraud his brother. Afftrg. t

Or, oppresse, or, ouerreach. 17*7 DE FOE Syst. Magic \. iv.

(1840) 1 18 An evidence how shrewedly the Devil overreached
mankind. 1754 FIELDING Jonathan Wild n. ii, He never
made any bargain without over-reaching (or, in the vulgar
phrase, cheating) the person with whom he dealt. 1848 MILL
Pol. Econ. \. vii. 5 (1876) 68 There is in all rich communities,
a predatory population, who live by pillaging or over-reaching
other people.
7. refl. To reach, stretch, strain oneself, or ad-

vance beyond one's strength, beyond one's aim, etc.

a 1568 ASCHAM Scltolem, n. (Arb.) 09 Some men of our

time, ..haue so ouer reached them seiues, in making trew
difference in the poyntes afore rehearsed. 1607 BEAUM. &
FL. // 'otnati'1later iv. ii, Prove it again, sir ; it may be your
sense was set too hiijh, and so over-wrought itself. 1689
WOOD Life 16 July (D. H. S.) III. 306 A terrible fit of the

crampe above the ancle. .occasion'd. .by over-retching my
self. 1886 QuALTRoi'GH Boat Sailer's Man. 138 A common
error when working to windward in a race for the purpose
of rounding a weather mark-boat, is for a boat to overreach
herself.

b. refl. and intr. with admixture of sense 6.

1589 WARNER All\ Eng. v. xxii. 09 The Parasite doth

ouer-reach, And beares away the game. 1727 GAY Fables
i. xxvii. 10 But all men over-reach in trade. 1847 JAMES
J. Marston //<r//x, The first thing that excited suspicion
in my mind that I had overreached myself. 1855 MACAULAY
Hint. Eng, xv. III. 566 Their cupidity overreached itself.

i859TnACKERAV I'irgin. xii, Tis known that American folks

have become perfectly artless and simple in later times, and
never grasp, and never overreach, and are never selfish now.

t 8. trans. V To turn over and examine
;
to over-

haul. Obs.
c 1400 Destr. Troy Prol. 69 The whiche bokes barely bothe

as J>ai were, A Romayn ouerraght & right hom hym-seluyn,
That Cornelius was cald. 1513 DOUGLAS /Ettcis vi. ix. 136
Ane hiddeous grip \vultitr\ with busteous bowland beik
His maw [jecur] immortale doith pik and ourreik.

9. intr. To reach too far (&'/. andy?^.) ; t to go
beyond limits, go to excess ; to exaggerate (obs.}.
a 1568 ASCHAM Scholem. n. (Arb.) 116 They will sonest

ouer reach in taulke, and fardest cum behinde in writing.
1600 HOLLAND Liiy x. xxx. 374 But some have overreached
a little, & written, that the enemies were 40330 foot, and
46000 horse strong. 1619 WILLET Hexapla Daniel 311 The
first account commeth short . . so the other ouerreacheth
aboue 60 yeares. 1638 CHILI. ING\V. Rslig. Prot. i. vii. 35.

408 You overreach in baying they cannot. 1896 /W/y AVrcj
6 Aug. 7/3 A small boy.. overreached and fell from an orna-

mental bridge into the stream.

f b. trans. To exaggerate, overrate. Obs.
1610 BP. HALL Apol. Brotvnists 55 That this Leprosie

infects all persons and things is shamefully ouer-reacht. 1822
PETERKIN AWt'si6o(E. D. D.) His Lordship's rents are over-

reatched in the fast valuation.

c. trans. To stretch out (an arm, etc.) too far.

1890 Lancet i Feb. 241/1 She 'over-reached' her right
arm and felt pain in the shoulder.

Overrea'cher. [f. prec. + -EB *.] One who
or that which overreaches, f a. One who exag-

! gerates; hence (in Puttenham) ^ HYPERBOLE, b.

One who gets the better of another by craft or

fraud, c. A horse that overreaches (see prec. 4 .

1589 PUTTKSHAH Eng. Pocsit! ill. xvHi. (Arb.) 202 The
figure which the Greeks call Hiperbolc, the Latines De-

' wenttens or the lying figure. I for his immoderate excesse

,

cal him the ouer reacher. 1589 R. HARVEY PI. Perc. (1590*
ii Is there no penaltie to represse such lauish ouerreachers
as offer legends of lies to the presse? 1611 COTGR., Surpre-

; ttffer,. .ouerreacher, cheater, cousener, craftje dealer. 1879
FAKRAR Sf. Paul II. 67 Nor thieves, nor over-reachers, nor

drunkards,., shall inherit the kingdom of God.

Overrea'ching, vbL sb.
[f.

as prec. + -ING *,]
! The action of OYEBHEACH v. in its various senses.

1523 FITZHERB. Huso. us Atteynt is a sorance, that

commeth of an ouer rechynge. 1573 TI:SSER Hnsb. Ep. to

W. Paget ii. ii At first for over reaching, And lack of taking

j

hid. 1607 MAKKHAM Caval. n. (1617) 83 Over-reaching is a
I fault incident to young horses, weake horses and euill trotting
f horses. 1768-74 TUCKER Lt. Nat. (1834) II. 321 Quarrels,

thefts, over-reachings, amours, and partialities among them.
attrih. 1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mech.^Over-reacking device^..

an attachment to the leg or foot of a horse toprevent the catch-

ing of the toe of the hind foot upon the heel of the fore foot.

Overreaching, ///. a. [f. as prec. + -ING ^.]

That overreaches
; reaching or extending over ;

cheating; f exaggerating (ofts.).

1579 FUI.KE Heskins's ParL 340 He must note an hyperbole
or ouerreacbingspeach in this sentence. 1603 SIR R. WILBRA*
HAM Jrnl. (1902) 59 By reason of her great reading and over-

reaching experience. 1782 Miss HURNEY Cecilia ix. i, The
character of Jiriggs, ..rapacious, and over-reaching' 1890
L. C. D'Oyi.E Notches 159 Not a breath . .swayed the over-

reaching pines upon the silent cliffs.

So Overrea-chingly adv.^ Overxea'chingness.
1571 GOLDISG Calvin on Ps. xxxv. 9 Although hee speake

overreachingly. 1611 COTGR., Cantcteuseinentt
. .cunningly,

..craftily, deceitfully, ouerreachingly.

Over-read (-r/'d), v. [OE. oferr%dan\ see

OVER- 16, 20, 22, 23.]
1. trans. To read over, read through. ? Obs.

ciooo &LFRIC Horn. (Th.) I. 166 O3bset we ftone^traht
mid Godes fylste oferrsedan magon. Gram. xxviiL (Z.)

\-]b Perlcgo icoferrfede. c\yj$St.Augustin 1102 in Horstni.

Altengl. Leg. (1878) 81 No mon miht' . . His bokes alle ouer-

rede. 1390 GOWER Conf. I. 191 Sche tok the lettres whiche
he hadde, Fro point to point and overradde. 1509 BARCLAY

Skyp of Folys (1570) PFJ, Let euery man behplde and ouer-

rede this Booke. 1601 SHAKS. jfttl. C. HI. i. 4 Trebpniuis
doth desire you to ore-read (At your best leysure) this his

humble suite. 1648 HERKICK llesper,^ Dtp. Gd. Dxmon,
Nothing now but lonely sit, And over-read what I have writ.

f 2. To read over again, re-read. Obs.

c 1489 CAXTON Blanchardyn xxxvi. 135 All yuough she
red and ouered the sayd letters. 1636 EARL OF COKK in

Lismore Papers (1888,1 Ser. n. III. 255 He told me, he had
read, and overread them, and weighed euery word in them.

1 3. To exceed or outdo in reading. Obs. rare.

1651 SHIRLEY To Edmund Prestivich, When you.. speak
your own free muse, My admiration over-reads my eye.

4. refl. and intr. To read too much, to injure

oneself with too much reading.
1805 H. K. WHITE Let. to Neville White 16 Dec., I have

over-read myself and I find it absolutely necessary to take

some relaxation. 1884 G. ALLEN Pkilistia I. 129 To let him
run the chance of over-reading himself.

So O'ver-rea'd (-red) ppl.a., that has read too

much
; f Overrea'der, one who peruses.

c 1449 PECOCK Rej>r. \. xx. 130 Of tho bokis the ouerreder
and attentijf studier. 1545 RAYNOLD Byrth Matikynde
Prol. Bj, The vtilite & proffet whiche maye ensue, to the

dyligent and attentyfe ouerreader therof. 1889 Academy
4 May 305/1 For him, as for few in this overread age,
literature meant the time.tested masterpieces. 1895 R. LK

GALLIENNE in Westm. Gas. 22 Oct 2/1 An age that is over-

read and over-fed.

Over-realism : see OVER- 29 c.

O:ver-re*ckon, v. [OVER- 27, 22.]
1. trans. To reckon, calculate, or estimate in

excess ; to overestimate. Also absol.

a 1646 J. GREGORY Terrestr. Globe Posthuma (1650) 290
Here the proportion of 60 miles to a Degree will over-reckon
the Distance almost by the half. 1691 tr. EtniliaJtne's Obscrt'.

Journ. Naples 102, I found my share to be overreckon'd,
and that the Hostess had a mind to make up the Expense of

her Charity, .out of my Purse. 1704 HEARNE Duct. Hist.

I. 3 In allowing six Hours every Year, he over-reckon'd
eleven Minutes. 1833-5 LANE Mod. Egypt. (1849) II. xv. 301
O God, if he were a doer of good, over-reckon his good deeds.

f2. To overcharge in a reckoning. Obs.

1615 T. ADAMS Blacke Dcvill 74 Thus the great Parasite

. .now takes him in the lurch and over-reckons him. 1634
BRERKTON Trai'. (Chetham) 134 The knave tapster over-

reckoned us in drink, a 1680 BUTLER Rcm. (1759) II. 274
He over -reckons the Parish in his Accompts.
t 3. To exceed in a reckoning or amount, rare.

a 1635 CORBETT Her Bor. 120 William is hee, Who, though
he never saw three score and three, Ore-reckons us in age.

tOver-re'd, #. Obs. [OVER- 8.] trans. To
cover over with red, redden over.

1605 SHAKS. Macb. v. iii. 14 Go pricke thy Face, and ouer.

red thy feare Thou Lilly-liuer'd Boy. [18*6 SCOTT Woodst.

xxxi, Fill too, a cup to thyself, to over-red thy fear, as mad
Will has it]

f Over-re'de, v. Obs. rare. [Ovn-aa.j trans.

To surpass or outdo in counsel.
c 1450 Chaucer's Troylus n. 1456 (1428) (MS. Harl. 3943)
Men may fce olde ouer-renne & nat ouer-rede [west J/i'.S.

at-renne, at-rede].

O:ver-refine (-r^fai*n), v. [OVER- 27,] trans.

To refine too much or with excess of subtlety ; in

quots. absol. to make over-fine distinctions.



OVER-REFINED.
1832 LYTTON Eugene A. HI. iii, Perhaps I over-refine. 1845

P. M. LATHAM Lect. Clin. Med. xii. I. 239, I am not over-

refining in this matter.

So O'ver-refi-ned ///. a., too refined (whence
ver-refl'nedly adv.') ; O^ver-refi'nement, ex-

cessive or too subtle refinement; CKver-refrniiig-
vlil. sb., the action of refining too much.
1711 SHAFTESB. Charac. (1737) II. 185 Fur some intricate

or over-refin'd speculation. Ibid. III. 261 Over-refinement
of art and policy. .naturally incident to the experienc'd and
thorow politician. 1830 PUHKV Hist. Kmj. n, 304 A certain

necessity, .of speaking over-refinedly on all subjects. 1876
BLACKIE Lang Sc. Highl. 1.65 Over-refinements, and there-
fore corruptions and degradations, of the Latin language.
Over-regulate, -reliance, etc. : see OVKR-.

Over-reik, -reke, obs. forms of OVERREACH v.

O'ver-re:nt, sb* [OVER- 19, 29 d.] A higher
or extra rent.

1546 Yorks. Chantry Surv. (Surtees) 341 For a rent, called
over rent, x<'. 1754 in Picton L'pool Rec. (1886) II. 166
Persons who. .after they quitt sitting in them. .do take upon I

them to sett the said seats for an over-rent to themselves.

O:ver-re'nt, ?- [OVER- 27.] trans. To rent
1 land, etc.) too highly; to charge (a tenant) too

high a rent. Hence O'ver-re-nted ///. a.

1589 WARNER Alb. Eng. v. xxii. 99 The Lords and Landed
ouer-rent,..The Parasite doth oner-reach. 1622 MABBE tr.

Aleinans Guzman (PA If, \\. 293 We were ready (being thus
over-rented) to perish for want of food. 1770 MASSIF. Kens.
agst. Tax on Malt 4 Unless he hath over-rented his Land.
1846 M CCULLOCH Ace. Brit. Empire(&$$ I. 393 The occu-

'

pier of any over-rented patch . . never fails to get a con-
siderable sum for the '

tenant's right '. 1886 Manch, Exam.
\

18 Jan. 5/6 The farmers, .are overrented to an extent quite i

incompatible with the reduced prufits of farming.

Over-repletion to Over-reward: see OVER-,
i

O'ver-ri'Ch, a. [OVER- 28.] Too rich. Hence
O'ver-ri-chness.

1583 GOLDING Calvin on Dent, xlvii. 282 We see howe
euen Salomon was afraide to bee ouerriche. 1622 MALYNES
Anc. Law-Merck. 417 The ouerrichnesse of our sterling
standard of moneys. 1855 BROWNING Bp. Blongram's Apol.
332 An uniform I wear though over-rich.

t O:ver-ri'ch, v. Obs. rare. [OVER- 27.]
trans. To enrich too much.
1616 SURFL. & MARKH. Country Farme 155 Should you

let it rest, and bestow meanure vpon it . . you would so much
ouer-rich it, that it would either mildewe and spoyle your
Giaine, or else choake and slay it with. .Weeds.

Override (^vwrai-d), v. [OE. oftrridan to
ride across : see OVER- 5, 9, 22, 14, 27.]
1. trans. To ride over or across

;
to cross by

riding, lit. exfig.
a
poo

tr. Bxda's Hist. in. xii. [xiv.] (1890) 106 Geaf he &
sealde \>set betste hor* . . Saet he hwzedre on \fsem meahte
fordas oferridan, bonne he to hwelcere ea cwome. 1801
SOUTHEV Thalaba xi. xl, Now is the ebb, and till the ocean
flow We cannot over-ride the rocks. 1825 LONGF. Spirit of
J*0etrjt ^ When the fast ushering star of morning comes
O'er-riding the gray hills with golden scarC

b. To ride all over (a country), esp. with an
armed force, so as to harry, crush opposition, etc.

tr 1350 Will, t'alerne 4147, I wol Jat reaume ouer-ride &
rediliche destrue. 1375 BARBOUR Bruce v. 471 J>ai durst
nocht ?eit tak on hand Till our-ride \>e land planly. 1470-85
MALORY Arthur v. x, He hath ben rebelle vnto Rome and
ouer ryden many of theyr londes. c 1500 Three Kings'
Sons 144 They counselled the kynge to tary not, but to
ouir-ride his reaume.

2. To ride over or upon (the fallen); to over-

throw and trample down by riding.
c 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. (1810) 18 Bituex vndernon & nocn

was \>e feld alle wonnen, For alle Jwt wild abide were ouer
riden & ronnen. c 1386 CHAUCER Knf.'s T. 1164 The Car-
tere ouer ryden with his Carte Vnder the wheel ful lowe he

lay adoun. 1470-85 MALORY Arthur \x. xxxiii, Thenne foote
hole syr Palomydes cam vpon sir Tristram as he was vpon
foot to haue ouer ryden hym. a 1557 Diurn. Occurr. (1833)
45 The lord Gray with the bairdit horss .. ordaynit to have
OBrriden the wangaird of the Scottis. a 1845 HOOD Desert-
Born xii, Twas my unhappy fortune once to over-ride a
youth !

3. fig. To
(

trampleunderfoot',set oneself forcibly
above (an ordinance, right, etc.) ;

to set aside arro-

gantly, set at nought, supersede ; to assume or have

authority superior to, to prevail in authority over.
To override one's commission : to go beyond one's com-

mission, exceed the power granted under the commission, dis-

charge one's office in a high-handed and arbitrary manner.

1817 HALLAM Canst. Hist. (1876) I. vi. 349 The uncon-
siitutional and usurped authority of the star-chamber over-
rode every personal right, a 1850 CALHOUN Wks, (1874) III.

589 The Constitution must override the deeds of cession,
whenever they come in conflict. 1857 GEN. P. THOMPSON
Audi Alt. I. xxi.76 Such difficulties.. occur only where men
are not wise, or where the wise are over-ridden. 1874 H. R.
KF.VNOLDS John Bapt. v. i. 296 Some of the methods used
to over-ride or solve this obvious difficulty. 1888 BRVCE
Atner. Commit'. \. xxviii. 434 note, These provisions are
overridden by the fifteenth constitutional amendment.

b. To prevail or dominate over.

1867 F. FRANCIS Angling \. 29 Owing to these causes, they
[dace] soon considerably outnumber and override the trout.

f4. To pass beyond or come up to by riding
faster; to overtake by or in riding ; to outride. Obs.
1441 Pluntpton. Corr. (Camden) p. Ivi, The souldiers..

thought to have overridden and slayne this said forty persons.
i558PHAER^'rt(/.iv. liijb, Askanius. .somtyme these, and

sometyme^ those, w* swift course ouerrydes. 1597 SHAKS.
2 Hen. //-', i. i. 30 My Lord, I ouer-rod him on the way.
1642 Lane. Tracts (Chetham) 64 We over-rode our Foote
being carried with a fervent desire to overtake the enemie.

319

5. To ride (a horse) too much, to exhaust by
excessive riding.
1600 [see OVERRIDDEN below], c x6 in Hore Hist. New-

market (1885) I. 355 These gentlemen's horses, .being over-

rid, past their strength and breath. 1773 JOHNSON Note on
Shaks. Hen. /', in. v, It is common to give horses over-
ridden or feverish.. a mash. 1890

'

R. BOLDREWOOD '

Col.

Reformer (1891) 273 He discovered that there was no other

stage available without over-riding Osmund.
6. To extend or pass over; to slip or He over, to

be superimposed on
; Surg. to overlap, as when a

bone is fractured and one piece slips over the other.

1853 WIGGINS Embanking 236 The tendency of these land-

slips to override any such footing. 1882 GEIKIE Text Bk.
Geol, vi, v. (1885) 892 A northern ice-.sheet which overrode
Canada. Ibid. 898 As the ice-sheet h;id overridden the
land. 1886 WILLIS & CLARK Cambridge II. 218 The parlour
. .retains its ancient ceiling of molded beams over-riding the
intrusive partitions.

Hence Overridden ///. a., that has been ridden

too hard, exhausted by excessive riding ;
Over-

ri'ding vbL sb. and ///. a. : sec the vb.
1600 HEYWOOD i Edu>. //", Wks. 1874 I. 27 Like a troop

of rank oreridden jades. 1830 H. N. COLERIDGE Grk. Poets

(1834) 186 The supremacy of the Jupiter of the Iliad does
not seem openly incumbered by any overriding fate. 1876
Fox BOURSE Locke I. vi. 276 Its avowed overriding of the
decisions of parliament. 1883 LAI'WORTH in Geol. Mag. Au^.
338 The advancing movement of the over-riding and under-
thrust masses. 1892 Syd. Sac. Lex,. Overriding-, . .the dis-

placement of the fractured ends of a bone, consisting in one

lying over or upon the other. 1894 DOYLE J/v//..S\ Holmes
61 You are to have an over-riding commission of i per cent,
on all business done by your agents.

Over-rife, -rigged, etc. : see OVER-.

O'Ver-ri'gllt,^^'. and/;r/. NowrtYa/. [f.OvER
adv. and prep. + RIGHT advl\ Over against, right

opposite (to).

1565 COOPER Thesaurus, Adncrsnm, E rcgione. Plin.,

Ouerright agaynst. 1798 J. JEFFERSON Let. to Jonathan
Boucher 19 Mar. (MS.', [Hampshire words] Over-right for

ovcr-against. 1826 Miss M ITFORD / 'illage Ser. 11. (1863) 328
He lived exactly over-right our house. 1886 KLWORTHV
\V. Somerset tt'ord-bk. s. v., You turns into a gate over-right
a blacksmith's shop.

O'ver-rigid (-ri-d^id), a. [OVER- 28.] Too
rigid. So O'ver-rigrdity, excessive rigidity.
c 1630 H. R. Mythontystes 28 In the meane between the

whining Heraclke, and oner-rigid Democritus. 1866 Ch.
Times 2 June, Over-rigid formalism in Divine worship. 1884
W. F. CRAFTS Sabbathfor Man (1894) 620 That the desecra-
tion of Sunday is a reaction from Puritan over-rigidity.

O'ver-ri'gorous, #. [OVER- 28.] Too rigorous.
So O'ver-ri'g-orously adv.

1583 GOLDIXG Calvin on Dent, cxliv. 888 Hee will punislie
them which haue vexed vs, and dealte ouerrigorously with
vs. 1597 HOOKER Eccl. Pol. v. Ix. i Wee thereupon
inferre a necessitie ouer-rigorous and extreme. 183^ J. H.
NEWMAN Par. Serin. (1837) I. xx. 302 An over-rigorous
bond upon Christian liberty.

Over-ring, -riot, etc. : see OVER-.

O'Ver-ri'pe, a. [OVER- 28.] Too ripe.

1671 MILTON J'. R. in. 31 Thy years are ripe, and over-

ripe. 1760-72 H. BROOKE Fool o/Qua I. (1809) III. 8 [She]
began to decline, and.. dropped, like over-ripe fruit. 1882
Miss MULOCK Mistress $ Maid xxiv, She refuses to drop .

into his mouth like an over-ripe peach from a garden wall.

Hence O"ver-ri-peness.
1824 Miss MITFORD JY//a?Ser. i. (1863) 51 They are so

;

full too, we lose half of them from over-ripeness.

O'Ver-ri'pen, v. [OVER- 27.] To ripen too
\

much. So O'ver-ri'pened ///. a., ripened to !

excess, too ripe.

1593 SHAKS. 2 Hfn. K7, i. ii. i Why droopes my Lord like
i

ouer-ripen'd Corn, Hanging the head at Ceres plenteous
'

load ?

Over-ri'se, "-. Nowwv. [OVER- i (/>).] trans,
\

To rise over or above (a certain point).
1350 Cursor M. 1838 (Gutt.) pe heiest montayn bat was '

aware [= awhare] pe flod ouer ras [Cott. ouer raght, Trin. '

ouer passed] seuen elne and mare. 1862 MRS, CROSLAND
Mrs. Blake II. 223 A sort of fixed high-water mark of their

'

capabilities, which. .they will never 'over-rise *.

O-ver-rrsen, ///. a. [OVER- 28 c.] That has
'

risen or is raised too much or too high.
1647 WARD Simp. Cobler 49 Over-risen Kings, have been

\

the next evills to the world, unto falne Angels. 1867 SMYTH
Sailor's Word-bk.

t Over-risen, when a ship is too nigh out
|

of the water for her length and breadth, so as to make a
;

trouble of lee-lurches and weather-rolls.

O:ver-roa*st f
v. [OVER- 27.] trans. To i

roast too much. Hence O ver-roa-sted ///.., \

O:ver-roa'stiug vbl. sb.

i58TiNDALE Obed. Ckr. Man 130 Vf thepodech lie burned
..or the meate ouer rosted, we saye, the bysshope hath put
hisfote inthepotte. 1596 SHAKS. Tani.Shr.i\.\. 178 Belter
. -Then feede it with such ouer-rosted flesh. 1712 ADDISON
Spect. No. 482 F 4 The over-roasting of a Dish ot Wild-Fowl.
1822 LAMB Elia Ser. i. Roast Pigt The crisp, tawny, well-

watched, not over-roasted crackling.

Overroll, v. [OVER- 6, 8,1,4.] trans, a. To
roll (something) over, to push over. b. To cover

up with a roll or by rolling; to envelop, c. To
revolve over or above (something).
1513 DOUGLAS sEnei's xui. v. 50 With quhou grct fard our- ,

rollyt and doun cast So haste ly bene thir fatis, behald ! a 1548
HALL Chron.

t Hen, *///8oTheyr hosen of riche gold satten
called Aureate satten, ouerrouled to y* kne with Skarlet.

1865 Macin. Mag. July 275 Seeing the stars, .overroll me.

1892 Harper s Mag. 396 His honey tongue .. overtoils the
bitter of his words As . . honey deadens nauseous drugs.

OVERRULINGLY.
Hence Over-rolling vbl. sb., rolling over.

1883 LAPWORTH in Geol. Mag. Aug. 340 An overfold with
gradual development of a middle limb, which has originated
in the over-rolling of the beds at the apices of the curves.

OverroO'f, v. [OVER- 8.] trans. To roof

over, cover as with a roof. So Overroo'fing- />//. a.

1855 BAILEY Spir. Legend \\\ Mystic, etc. (ed. 2) 91 Walls,
O'er-roofed with sparkling spires and pendent stars. 1875
BROWNING Aristoph. Apol. 3642 These domes that over roof,
This long-used couch, I come to. 1877 Agam. 378 Thou
who didst fling on Troia's every tower The o'erroofing snare.

Overroo'ted,///. a. [OVER- 28 c, 8 b.] t a-

Too deeply rooted (obs.}. b. Covered over with
roots (poet.}.

1587 GOLDI NO DC Mornay xxii. (1617)365 Notwithstanding
that ouerropted custome haue like a waterstreame carried
folk away. 1855 BROWSING Love amon^ Ruins iv, The
single little turret that remains On the plains, By the caper
overrooted, by the gourd Overscored.

Over-rought, obs. pa. t. of OVERREACH v.

Over-rude, -ruff, etc. : sec OVER-.

O'Ver-rnrle, sb. [OVER- 2 b.] Superior rule ;

the rule of a higher or supreme power.
1893 J. PULSFORD Loyalty to Christ II. 341 The only

possible way in which men can rid their souls of Christ is

by persistently refusing His over-rule. 1891 CAISE in rail
MallG. S Jan. 3/1 It is nut British over-rule that is becoming
intolerable to Kducatcd India, but Brahman over-rule.

Overrule (Jnvaar//-!,, v. [OVER- 2.]

fl. trans. To rule over, have authority over. Obs.

1581 M.\Riii-.i K />'. o/ Soft's 839 It is so necessary a thing,
that oneonely man, ouer rule the whole Church. 1582 N. T.

i (Rhem.) Matt. xx. 25 You know that the princes of the
Gentiles ouerrule them. 1640 BP. HALL tipisc. \\. xvii. 180
Those Presbyters must have an head, thftt head is to over-
rule the body.
2. To govern, control, or modify the rule of (a

person, a law, etc.) by superior power or authority.
1576 GASCOIGN-F SteeU Gl. (Arb.1 57 Realms and townes. .

Where mighty power, doth ouer rule the right. 1596 in

Bucclcitch J/.V.V. (Hist. MSS. Comin.) I. 229 To overrule
them in their prices, so as the same be not sold at any dearer
rates. 1606 BRYSKETT Civ. Life 85 Vet did he not onely not
seeke to ouer-rule the law, but became a law to himselfe.

1702 l:ng. Theophrast, 194 There is a secret order and con-
catenation of things directed and overruled by Providence,
1860 HOOK Lives Abps. I. ii. 43 Shaping all things to his

own wise ends, and overruling the actions of men.

3. To prevail over (a person) so as to change or

j

set aside his opinion. Also absol.

1591 SHAKS. i lien. I '/, 11, ii. 50 When a World of men Could
not preuayle with all t heir Orator ie, Vet hath a Womans kind-
nesse ouer-rul'd. 1594 GIBSON in Lett. Lit. Men (Camdenl
222 If a good reward could over-rule the doctor. 1622 F.
ANNESLEY in Fortescue P. (Camden) 184, 1 was overruled by
most voyces to subscribe therunto, eaven against my will. 1719
DE FOE Crusoe n. i. (1840) 22, I over-ruled him in that part.

1853 C. BRONTE l-'illettexx, I found myself led and influenced

by another's will, unpersuaded, quietly overruled.

4. Of a thing : To
prevail over, overcome.

a 1586 SIDNEY (J.), Which humour perceiving to over-rule

me, I strave against it. 1662 R. MATHEW Unl. Alch. 31. 27
How speedily and effectually this Pill in few hours doth

,
over-rule the disease, and in a little time doth cure them.

1748 HARTLEY Observ. Man i. i. 78 The violent Vibrations
soon over-rule the natural Vibrations. 1877 OWEN in

Wellesley's Desp. p. xlvii, The general causes that overrule

personal aims.

6. To rule against, set aside, as by higher

authority ; spec, in Law : a. To set aside or reject
the authority of (a previous action or decision) as

a precedent ;
to annul, pronounce invalid, b. To

rule against, reject (an argument, plea, etc.); to dis-

allow (an action).
1593 NASHE Christ's T. 67 Sutes in Lawe ouer-ruled by

Letters from aboue. 1611 BIBLE Transl. Pref. 6 Therefore
he [Clement VIII] ouerruleth and frustrateth the grant of

Pius the fourth. 1660 Trial Regie. 52 This Plea, which you
have spoken of, it ought to be over-ruled, and not to stand

good. 1855 MACAULAY Hist. ting. xvi. III. 629 Schomberg
..when his opinion was overruled, retired to his tent in no

very good humour. 1875 STUBBS Const. Hist. III. xviii.

140 note., The chancellor overruled the objections.

C. To rule against (a person;, to disallow or set

aside the arguments or pleas of.

1660 R, COKE Power $ Sitbj. 208, I myself have seen
Chief Justice Littleton overrule the Ordinary .. after the

Ordinaries Deputy had pronounced legit Jit ctcricus, and

give sentence of death upon him for his non legit. 1667
POOLE Dial, betw. Protest. $ Papist (1735) 109 You will

needs overrule the Apostle. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. vi.

II. 19 Sir John Ernley.. insisted that the delay should not

exceed forty-eight hours: but he was overruled.

Hence Overruled ///. a. \ Overruling vbl. sb.

and ppl.a.\ Overrtrlingly adv. (Webster 1847).
1586 B. YOUNG- Guazzo's Civ. Conv. iv. 208 b, We are not

inueagled with those ouerrulinge passions, as youthes are.

1615 BACON Let. Jas. I 12 Feb., If you take my lord Coke
. .your Majesty shall put an overruling nature into an over-

ruling place. 1622 Hen. I'll 135 It was a plaine and
direct ouer-ruling of the king's title. 1806 SURR Winter in

Loud. (ed. 3)
I. 154 Both have been decreed by an over-

ruling Providence. 1842 MANNING Serrn. BEvC (1848) I.

402 There shall be strange overrulings of our blind judg-
ments. 1898 H'estm. Gaz. 17 Oct. 3/2 Mr. R. C. Lehmann..
is part author of a '

Digest of Overruled Cases '.

OverrU'ler. a. One who overrules, controls,

or directs, fb. (o'verru-lcr) One who has rule

over the laws or ordinary rulers (0AO.
1581 SIDNEY Apol. Poetrie (Arb.) 30 Then loe, did proofe

the ouer ruler of opinions, make manifest, that all these are

but seruing Sciences. 1647 WARD Simp. Cobler 23 btales



OVERRULY.
are unstated. Rulers growne Over -rulers. 1695 J. EDWARDS
Perfect. Script. 358 The wise Over -ruler of the world. 1874
HELPS Soc. Press, xxv. (1875) 400 He that hath a fellow-

ruler, hath an over-ruler.

f Over-ru-ly, a. ? That tends to overrule.

1657 S. PUHCHAS Pol. Flying-Ins, u. 311 Contributaries to
the commands of over-ruling and over-ruly lusts.

Overrun (Jirvainm), sb. [OVER- 22, 5.]

*t*l. Excess or superiority in running. Obs.
a 1225 Ancr. R. 398 Asaeles swiftschipe, bet strof w!5

heortes ouervrn.

2. Amount carried over as balance or surplus.
1899 Daily News ip May 2/7 This is inclusive of over-run

previous to 3oth April.
3. Print. An instance ofoverrunning: seenextn.
Overrun (0"vaanrn), v. Forms : see OVEB and
RUN v. [OVKB- 4, 5, 9, 10, 16, 17, 22, 13, 23,]

I. To run over (something).
fl. frafts. To run over or across (a line or

surface) ; to cross or traverse by running ;
to pass

over quickly. Obs.
c 1000 Sax. Leechd. III. 240 He [se mona] naefS hasre

sunnan leoht [>a hwile be he baere sceade ord oferyrn'A.

13.. Guy Warm, (A.) 6730 He ouer-ernnes dounes & cuntre

PC brod lond, and be valays. 1597 A. M. tr. Gwllemeatts
Fr. Chirurg. q/i The prevet or searchinge iron ..should
not pretermit iS: ouerrunne a smalle dilaceratione, without

perceavinge and staying therat. rti649DnuMM. Poems 5 In

vain, love's pilgrim, mountains, dales, and plains I over-run.

b. To How over, overflow.
r 1470 Got. fy Gaiu. 855 The blude of thair bodeis..As

roise ragit on rise. Our ran thair riche vedis. 1596 SHAKS.
Tant. Shr. Ind. ii. 67 Til the teares that she hath shed for

thee, Like enuious ftouds ore-run her louely face. 1684-90
BURN'ET Th. Earth (J.), A general flood of waters would
necessarily over-run the whole earth. 1791 NKWTE Tour
F.ng. fy Scot. 160 The Spey occasionally overruns a tract

of ground of about fifteen hundred acres. 1856 KANE Arct.

Kxpl. II. xxvii. 272 One torrent.. overran the icefoot from
two to five feet in depth.

f 2. To run through or go over (a book, etc.) in

reading, (a subject) in writing, speech, or thought ;

to pass in rapid review, glance through rapidly,

pass over lightly (sometimes implying omission).
c 1000 /ELFRIC Horn. (Th.) I. 104 Nu wille we eft oferyrnan

ba ylcan godspellican endebyrdnysse. Ibid. I. 202 We
wyllaS scortlice oferyrnan da dijelystan word. a 1300
Cursor M. 268 (Cott.) Cursur o werld man aght it call, For
almast it ouer-rennes all. 1538 STARKEY England i. iii. 71
To put me also in remembrance of such fautys. . wych you
schal perauenture see me ouerrun and, by neclygence, let

pas. 1577 VAUTROUILUER Luther on Ep. Gal. 255 Of this

commaundement I haue largely entreated in an other place,
and therefore I will now but lightly ouerrunne it. 1656
STANLEY Hist. Philos. v. (1701) 223/1 Having first over-run in
our Thoughts that our Senses are all entire, and that we
behold this waking, not in a dream.

\~B. To run over destructively, to overwhelm (as

waves) ;
to run over (as a horse or vehicle), run

down, trample down, crush. Ohs.
c 1000 ^ELFRIC Horn. (Th.) II. 194 Moyses 8a astrehte his

hand on^ean 5aere sae, and heo oferarn Pharao. c 1330
[see OVERRIDE v. aj. 1546 BALE Eng. Votaries \\. (1550) N iv,
Peters little ship.. was very like.. to be ouer rowne and
drowned. 1596 SPENSER State Irel. Wks. (Globe) 645/1
Pasture, that nowe is all trampled and over-runne. 1606
SHAKS. Tr. <y Cr. in. iii. 163 Like a gallant Horse falne in
first ranke, Lye there for pauement..neere Ore-run and
trampled on. 166? Lond. Gaz. No. 197/1 Yesterday a Hoy
laden with Bay-salt, .was unfortunately over-ran by another
ship,and lost. absol. 1596 SPENSER F. Q. iv. viii. 32 Despisd
and troden downe of all that over-ran.

fb. fig. To overwhelm, overpower, crush. Obs.
<r 900 tr. Baedas Hist. v. ix. (1800) 410 Mid by .. ic mine

limo on beddstowe strehte & me lint slep oferorn, ba aeteaude
me mm giu majister. c 1460 FORTESCUE Abs. fy Lim.
Mon. iii. (1885) 115 Ellis all his enymes myght ouerrenne
hym. 1586 J. HOOKER Hist. Irel. in Holmshed II. 27/1
That hauing his aid he might ouer-run his owne father, and
shorten his old yeares. c 1654 WALLER Panegyric Ld. Protr.
xlv, Tell of towns stormed, of armies overrun. 1667 PEPYS
Diary 31 Oct., It troubles me that we must come to contend
with these great persons, which will over-run us.

4. To ride or rove over (a country) as a hostile

force and so to harry and destroy ; \ to harass (a

people) by such ravages, to spoil (a city, etc.).
1395 PURVEY ^Remonstr. (1851) 62 Thei myghten lightli

ovirrenne us cristene, as bi mannis power, t 14*0 Antttrs
of Arth. 263 (Thornton MS.) How salle we fare, .. That
riche rewmes ouer rynnes agaynes the ryghte? Ibid. 280
}ete salle be riche Romaynes with ?ow bene ouer-ronnene.
1456 SIR G. HAVE Law Arms (S. T. S.) 160 IThey] may for
occasloun of the weris . . ourryn the landis . . and tak the pure
labouraris prisounaris. 1551 ROBINSON tr. Mores Utop.
i. (1895) 49 Cityes .. haue riene ouerrunned. 1631 GOUGE
God's Arrows iii. 95. 363 The Northerne parts were over-
run and harried by the Scots. 1756 MRS. F. BROOKE Old
Maid No. 31. 256 It must be confessed . . for fame he
[Alexander] over-run whole nations unprovoked, 1841 W.
SPALDING Italy ,5- //. /si. III. in. v. 52 The invaders,
pouring from the highlands, over-ran Lombardy.
5. Of vermin, weeds, etc. : To spread and swarm

injuriously over
; also, of ivy or other vegetation :

To grow or spread over rapidly, to cover. Chiefly
in pa.pple.) and const, with.

1669 STURMY Mariner's Mag. b, Briars and Thorns my
Grave shall over-run. 1709 STEELE Tatler No. n P 5 That
Swarm of Lawyers, Attorneys, Serjeants, and Bailiffs, with
which the Nation is over-run. 1791 MRS. RADCLIFFE^CW.
Forest i, It was sometimes overrun by luxuriant vegetation.
1820 \V. IRVING Sketch Bk. I. 20, 1 saw the mouldering
ruin of an abbey overrun with ivy. 1887 Pall Mall G.

14 Dec. 14/1 To sleep in a small cell overrun with mice.

320

6. In various y^. and transf. senses (from 4 and
1

5) : To spread over injuriously, infest, infect widely,
: etc. Now chiefly in

pa.pfle., const, with.
1538 STARKEY England n. i. 165 So many affectys and

vycyouse desyrys, ..that (except man wyth cure, dylygence
I
and labur, resyfs]te to the same) they ouer-run reson.

I rti547 SURREY &neid \\. 152 The chilling cold did over-
' runne then; bones.

_ 1586 T. P.. La Primaud. Fr. A cad.
I (1580) 43 Vice alwaies watcheth to over-run us so soone as
we let ourselves loose unto idlenes. 1699 BENTLEY Phal,
405 The Latin Names of Offices, and Terms of Law, &c.
over-run the old Greek Language. 1711 ADDISON Spect.
No. 128 P 10 The Wife is over-run with Affectation. 1806-7
T. BERESFORD Miseries Hum. Life (1826) vi. Conclusion, I

nave . . been over-run with cards ofinvitation without number.

1809 MALKIN Gil Bias XL ii. (Rtldg.) 396 Overrun with im-

patience to inquire what the king had been talking about.

7. intr. To run over, to overflow (said of a liquid
or the containing vessel) ; to be superabundant or

excessive.
c 1230, 1870 [see OVERRUNNING///, a.], c 1430 Two Cookery-

bks. 36 pan hang be croddys . . in a fayre clobe, and lat it ouer-
renne. ^1710 E. SMITH (J.), Though you have left me, Yet
still my soul o'erruns with fondness towards you.

f 8. intr. Of time : To run to an end, run out.
c '375 $c - Leg. Saints xviii. (Egipdane) 1136 Quhen

be-gonnyn was j>e fastine, ^e sere our-[r]unnyne, & cummyne
was be fyrst sonday. 1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531)

(

267 b, Whan the vij yeres were ouerronne & past.
II. To surpass in running, to run beyond, etc.

9. trans. To run faster than, outdo in running
OUTRUN; hence, to overtake or leave behind by

or in running ; also^. to surpass. Now ran.
a 1400 Sir Perc, 342 The moste mere he thare see Smertly

over-rynnes he. c 1450 [see OVER-REDE], c v.$ioGesta ROM.,
Addit. Stories (1879) 429 No man sholde haue her to wyfe,
but sucheasmyght ouer renne her, and take her by strength

i of foot. a. 1586 SIDNEY Arcadia n. (1598) 124 Pyrocles..
|
seemed so to ouerrun his age in growth, strength [etc.).

I

a 1618 RALEIGH in Gutch Coll. Cur. I. 79 The sun over-

i

runneth the moon in light. 1653 BAXTER Meth. Peace
Consc. 25 Suffering their zeal to over-run their Christian
wisdom and meekness. 1857 DUFFERIN Lett. High Lat.
(ed. 3) 150 It would seem . . a pity to neglect such an oppor-

I tunity of overrunning the time that has been lost.

b. To escape from by running faster than, to

! run away from
; hence, to overrun one's creditors^

\
the CONSTABLE, q. v.

; also fig. to run away from

(duty, etc.); to desert, leave undone or unfinished.

Now only dial.

1583 STUBBES Anat. Aons. ii. (1882) 06 These fugitiues,
that ouerrun their flocks in time of infection. 1602 F.
HERING Anatomyes A uj, Euery Bankerupt who hath ouer-
runne his Creditors. 1737 WHISTON Josephus, Antiq. v. i.

26 Impossible it is to over-run his power or the punish-
ment he will bring on men thereby. 1847 HALLIWELL,
Over.run, to leave unfinished. West. 1859 GEO. ELIOT

i

A. Bede iv, I shall overrun these doings before Jong. 1884
Cheshire Gloss., 0"tr-run. .. to go without permission;..
* He's o'er-run his work '.

10. To run farther than or beyond (a certain

, point, a limit, etc.) ; fig. to exceed. To overrun
the scent: see quot. 1886.

1633 BP. HALL Hard Texts, N. T. 44 Ye will rather over-
rbn"me precept of God. c 1640 J. SMYTH Lives Berkeley*

! (1883) II. 284 Having, in his first fower years after his

marriage, much over ranne his purse. 1703 DE FOE Reas.
agst, War France Misc. 183 Away they go with it, like

Hounds on a full Cry, till they over-run it, and then they
are at a Halt. 1859 WHITTIER For Autitmn Festival 27
The bounty overruns our due. 1884 Cheshire Gloss., O'er-
run one's country, . . to run away from creditors, or to

escape being imprisoned, or called to account for any
misbehaviour. 1886 ELWORTHV W. Somerset Word-bk.
s. v., The hounds are said to over-run the scent, when they
continue running past a point where the hare or fox turned

off, and thus have lost the scent. 1895 Funk's Standard
Diet., Overrun. In baseball, to continue in a straight
course beyond (a base) ; allowed at first base.

b. 7o ffverrun oneself: to run beyond one's

mark, or beyond one's strength ; to run too far ; to

exhaust or injure oneself with running. Alsojff.
1633 SHERLEY in Bradford's Plymouth Plant. (1898) 368

By Mr. Allertons faire propositions and large promises,
I have over rune my selfe. 1810 Naval Chron. XXIV. 439
He over-ran himself, and fell into the area. 1883 Manch.
Guardian 22 Oct. 5/6 Probably both men have a little

overrun themselves, and may never be at their best again.
C. To extend or project so as to overlie.

c 1850 Rudim. Navig. (Weale) 147 The butts may overrun
each other, in order to make a good shift.

d. intr. To extend beyond the due or desired

length, or beyond any prescribed or desired limit.

1864 in WEBSTER, and m later Diets.

11. Printing, (trans, or absol.} To carry over

words or lines of type into another line or page
to provide for the addition of new matter or the

removal of matter already composed ;
to cause to

run over.

1683 MOXON Meek. Exerc., Printing xxil P 8 If there be
a long word or more left out, he cannot expect to Get that
in into that Line, wherefore he must now Over-run; that

is, he must put so much of the fore-part of the Line into the
Line above it, or so much of the hinder part of the Line
into the next Line under it, as will make room for what is

Left out. Ibid.) If he Left out much, he must Over-run

many Lines, either backwards or forwards, or both, till he
come to a Break. 1896 T. L. DE VINNE in Moxon's Meth.

xerc. t Printing 424 The practice of overrunning matter
in the form. 1900 SOUTHWARD Pract. Print. I. 225 A very
simple insertion may cause a whole page to be overrun, if

the type is large.

OVEKSALTED.

Overru'nner. [f. OVERRUN v. + -ERI.] One
who or that which overruns (in senses of the vb.).
a 1350 Cursor M. 270 (Gott.) Here endis the prolouge of

bis boke J>at es cald ouerrener of be werld. a 1657 LOVELACE
Poems (1659) 83 Vandall ore-runners, Goths in Literature,
Ploughmen that would Parnassus new manure. 1742 FIELDING
y. Andre^vs HI. vi, Ringwood the best hound . . no babbler,
no over-runner, respected by the whole pack. 1898 G.
MEREDITH Odes Fr. Hist. 44 Gallia's over-runner, Rome's
inveterate foe.

b. The shrew-mouse, dial.

1883 Hampshire Gloss.* Our-runner, for Over-runner^ ..

a shrew-mouse; which is supposed to portend ill-luck if it

runs over a person's foot.

Overnrnning, vbl. sb. [-ING i.] The action
of the vb. OVERRUN in its various senses.

'555 J* PROCTOR Hist. Wyafs Rebell. in Arb. Garner
VIII. 75 To defend the Realm from our overrunning by
Strangers. 1617 SPEED England xix. 4 The Danes also
in their ouerrunnings, sought to stay themselues in this

Shire. 1867 SMYTH Sailor's H'ord-bk. t Over-running, ..

Applied to ice, when the young ice overlaps and is driven
over. 1882 SOUTHWARD Pract. Print. (1884) 148 This kind
of correction is called

'

railroading' or overrunning.

Overrunning, ppL a. [f. as prec. + -TNG y
.]

That overruns
; overflowing.

c 1230 Hali Meid. 19 He earneS him ouerfullet ful and

puereorninde met of heuenliche mede. 1611 BIBLE Nahiun
i. 8 With an over-running flood he will make an utter end
of the place thereof. 1870 SWINBURNE Ess. $ Stud. (1875)

90 The passion of overrunning pleasure.
Hence t Overrvrnningly adv. : see OVERRUN v. 2.

1561 T. NORTON Calvin s Inst. \. xul. 43 Such thinges ..

he doth either leaue wholly vnspoken, or but lightly, and
as It were ouerrunningly touch them.

Overman, -rust, -sad, etc. : see OVER-.

Oversaid, ///. a. [OVER- i
;

cf. abwcsaid^
Mentioned previously ; abovesaid.

1840 E. E. NAPIER Scenes $ Sf. For. Lands I. ix. 268 Still

could we boast of. .our leg of mutton, our oversaid ten or
twelve couple of the finest snipe.

Oversai 1, z'.1 [f. OVER- 5, 10, 6 + SAIL z;.i]

1. tratis. To sail over or across, to cross in a sail-

ing vessel. (In OE. intr.}
c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Matt. xiv. 34 And Ja his ofer-se^elodon

[c 1160 Hatt. Gosp. ofer-seijledun] hi comon on J>eet land
Genesareth. 1375 BARBOUK Bruce \\\. 686 Till our-salle

thaim [stremys] m-to schipfair. 1491 CAXTON I'itas Pair.

(W. de W. 1495) ii. 251 b/i We shall oversaylle the peryllous
and myserable see of this worlde. 1864 SKEAT Uhland's
Poems 164 Together Ithey] had o'ersailed the tossing sea.

f2. To run down or sink (a vessel) by sailing
over it. Obs.

1449 Paston Lett. I. 85 But [ unless] he wyll streke don the

sayle, that I wyld over sayle ham by the grace of God. 1480
CAXTON Chron, Eng. ccxxxii. 250 A stronge vessel of hir

[the Danes] nauye that was ouersailed by the englysshmen
and was perisshed and dreynt. 1601 SIR W. CORNWALLIS
Ess. n. (1631) 53 Like a barke oversayled he turnes himselfe

under water, and sinkes.

t Oversai'l, z>.2 Obs. rare. [f. OVER- 7 + SAIL
z>.2 , aphetic f. ASSAIL. Cf. OF. sursaillir to leap

upon.] trans. To overthrow.
c 14*5 Eng. Cong. Irel. 16 On euery side smytyn^e vp the

host, as they wolden in wode raas ferly ouersaill hame
[L. tanguam in impetufuroris sui cuncta devorantium\

Oversai'l, ^. a dial. [app. f. OVER- i, 3 + F.

saillir to project, be salient : cf. OF. sursaillir to

project over. The form oversaifyie in sense i

answers phonetically to the Fr., but the sense seems
to connect it rather with CEIL >.]

1. trans. To roof or ceil over (an open passage
between houses).
1673 FOUNTAINHALL in M. P. Brown Stttyl. Decis.dtety III.

16 Robert Lermont. .obtained, .an act giving him liberty to

oversailyie the close, having both sides thereof, and cast a

transe over it for communicating with both his houses.

2. intr. To project beyond the base, as when
a stone or brick is laid so as to project beyond or

overhang that on which it rests.

i8a8 Craven Gloss, (ed. 2), Ou>er-sait, to overhang, to pro-

ject beyond the base.

b. trans. To lay (stones, bricks, etc.) so that

each projects over that on which it rests.

1897 Archxol. sEHana XIX. u. 177 A pointed doorway. .

formed by oversaving the horizontal ashlar courses.

O'Versail, sb. techn. [f. OVERSAIL .3] The

projection of anything over its base; overhang.
1688 R. HOLME Armoury HI. 101/1 Over seile, is when

one part of a Cornish stands further out than another. Some
term it a Project, or Projecting. 1778 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 2)

I. 618/1, a represents the oversail of the step. 1828 Craven
Gloss, (ed. 2), Oiver-sail) projection.

' Let them slaates hev

plenty of ower-sail '.

O'versa:le- [OVER- 29 d.] Speculative sale

for future delivery to a greater amount than can be

supplied; pi* sales beyond the available supply.
1889 Daily News u Dec. 2/2 This artificial price was

probably due to large oversales by
* bears

',
and the advance

may have been brought about by the struggle to secure

warrants to cover these sales. 1899 Ibid. 10 May 2/5 This
alarmed the

' bears ', who rushed in to cover their oversales.

O-ver-salt, a. [OVER- 28.] Too salt.

1584 COGAN Haven Health (1636) 25 It must be temperately
salted ; for . . bread over-salt is a drier. 1885 Harper's Mag.
I.XX. 221 These [oysters} we thought were oversalt.

O-versa'lt, v. [OVER- 27.] trans. To salt

to excess, make too salt. So Oversa'lted///. a.t

too much salted, too salt.



OVERSAY. 321 OVERSEEN.

1575 TURBERV. Fanlcenrie 297 Put thereto Larde that is

neither restie, nor ouersaltetl. a 1610 HHALKY Theophrastus
(1636) 56 Hee . . so oversalts them that they cannot be eaten.

1837 M. DONOVAN Dom, Econ. II. 237 The common method
of freshening oversalted meat.

Over-sanguine, -sauce, etc. : see OVER-.

tO'Versay, v. Obs. rare. [OVER- 27, 20.]
a. itifr. To say too much. b. trans. To say
over, repeat (Ogilvie, citing Ford, I7thc.)
1655 SANDERSON .SV/v//.(,i6Si) II. Pref. 10 How hard a thing

it Is. . to do or say all that is needful in a weighty business,
and not in some thing or other to over-say, or over-do.

t Oversea pe. v. Oh. [f.
< )VKU- 5 + SCAPE

:>., nphetic f. KSCAPE.] trans, a. To escape from.

b. To escape the notice of. c. To pass over or fail

to notice ; to overlook.

1390 (lowiut Conf. I. 117 As thing which thou miht over-

scape. Ibid. 296 Him mai som lilit word overscape, And
yit ne meneth he no Cheste. 1534 WHITINTON Tnllycs
Offices (1540) 4 To defyne what is orfyce, whyche to be over-

scaped of Danecus, I mervayle. 1581 J. UKLL Haddon*s
AIISW. O$o>\ 416 b, An Exposition of this place hath over-

scaped so many sliarpe sighted Dociours of Divinitie.

Hence fO'verscape st>. t omission, oversight.
1581 J. BELL Haddon s Answ. Osor, 328, I began to be. .

in some doubt: whether this were an overscnpe of your
penne, or the oversight of Theobald your printer.

Over-scare, -scepticism, etc. : see OVER-.

f Overschi'ppen, v. Obs. [a. Du. overschepen
to load into another ship.] trans. To transfer

(goods) from one ship to another
;
to trans-ship.

1759 Ann. Reg. 71 The Dutch West-India ships, .took hi

their cargoes in the manner called OOerscJiiffleit, Ibid.,
St. Eustatia has but one road where the ships have no other

way to take in their cargo hut that of PtfffycAi/^gn}
that

is, to take the goods out of the French boats to put them
on board the Dutch vessels.

t OverSCO'rch, v. Obs. rare~ l
. [Oviai- 8:

cf. SCORCH t'.~] trans. To hew over, to rough-hew.
1382 \VYCMF i h'itig-sv. 18 The gret stoonus. .the masouns

of Salomon, and the masouns of Yrum han overscorchide

[r
j
. i, slascht, 1388 hewiden, Vulg. dola~'erunt\.

Oversco're, v. [OVER- 8.] trans, a. To
score over ; to cover with scores, cuts, or deleting
lines, b. To obliterate by scoring across.

1849 POE Assignation Wks. 1856 I. 379 It had been origin-

ally written London, and afterwards carefully overscored

not, however, so effectually as to conceal the word from a

scrutinizing eye. 1855 BROWNING fjttiv among Ruins iv, The
single little turret. . By the caper overrooled, by the gourd
Overscored. 1875 H. JAMES R. 11nelson vi. 210 The soft

atmospheric hum was overscored with distincter sounds.

Overscour, -scrub, etc. : see OVER-.

O'ver-scru-ple. [OVER- 29 b.] Excess of

scruple ; the being too scrupulous.
1894 FROUDE Life fy Lett. Erasmus 41 You may even dis-

please God by over-scruple.

O'ver-scru'pulous, a. [OVEK- 28,] Too
scrupulous, excessively scrupulous.
1597 HOOKER Eccl, Pol, v. xxix. 4 Their oner-scrupulous

dislike of so meane a thing as a Vestment, a 1711 KEN
Man. (if Prayers Wks. (1838) 382 Be not over-scrupulous,
to make yourself guilty of more sins than you really are.

1836 H. ROGERS J. Howe iv. (1863) 113 Without supposing
the recusants to be.. over-scrupulous fools,

So O'ver-scrupulo'sity, -scru'pvilousness.
1741 RICHARDSON Pamela II. 160 Try to subdue this Over-

scrupulousness and unseasonable Timidity. 1856 Q. Rev.

Sept. 505 The man cannot be taxed with an over-scrupulosity.

Oversculpture v. : see OVEK- 8.

Overscivrf, v. [OVEK- 8.] trans. To cover

over with or as with scurf.

1881 SWINBURNE Mary Stuart n. ii, O'erscurfed with

poisonous lies. 1887 Locrlne n. ii, Such tongues as fraud

or treasonous hate o'erscurfs With leprous lust.

tOverscu-tched,///. a. Obs.
Taken by Nares as - 'whipped, probably at the cart's tail',

f. SCUTCH ;'., and by some equated with Ray's
' Overswitcht

housewife, i. e. a whore ; a ludicrous word
'

(N. C. Wds.) ;

Malone, 'perhaps with more propriety' (Schmidt), suggests
4 worn in the service ', in which sense it is used by Scott.

1597 SHAKS. 2 fffn. II', in. ii. 340 (Qo., 1598) A came oner
in the rereward of the fashion, and sung those tunes to the

ouer-schutcht huswlues, that he heard the Car-men whistle.

18x3 SCOTT Trierm. in. Introd. v, For Harp's an over-

scutched phrase, Worn out by bards of modern days. 1827
Two Drovers Introd.

Oversea, a. and adv. [f.
OVER prep. + SEA.

(OK. had oferstvwisc transmarine, foreign.}]
A. adj. (p'versea}. 1. Of or pertaining to move-

ment or transport over the sea ; transmarine.

1553 HULOET, Ouersea, transmartnus, as well in goynge
as commynge. 1570 BUCHANAN Chamxlcon Wks. (1892) 46
The oursey trafficque of mariage growing cauld. 1710 I.o<L
Gaz. No. 4674/1 An Act. .for taking ofl" the Oversea Duty
on Coals exported in British Bottoms. xSix Ii, CUM. \iius

Djnt. Econ. Gf. Brit. 416 The . .amount of the Irish over-sea

trade. 1894 C. N. ROBINSON Brit. Fleet 6 The Navy.. for

oversea attack is plainly essential.

1 2. Imported from beyond the sea ;
of foreign

make ; made abroad ; foreign. Obs.

1509 Test. Ebor. (Surtees) V. 5 To Sir Thomas Pilley my
wedding rlnge and a overse bed. 1552 Inventories (Surtees)

14 One crosse of leade of oversee wotk. 1600 Acc.-Bk. II'.

It 'ray in Antiquary XXXII. 279 Item, one over sea

coveringe, X\M. a 1651 CALDERWOOD /list. Kirk (Wodrow
Soc.) III. 360, His new opinions, and over-sea dreams

touching discipline and policie of the Kirk.

3. Situated beyond the sea ; connected or having
to do with countries beyond the sea ; foreign.

1645 RUTHERFORD TryaZ fy Tri. Faith (1845) 6 The wife

VOL. VII.

i of youth, that, .expects he [her hu>band] shall return to her
from over-sea lands. 1881 GLADSTONE Sj>. at Knowsley
27 Oct., The questions of what I may call over-sea polky
in Europe, Asia, and America. 1893 Tiniest July n/i They
were. .betrayed by their oversea accents.

B. adv. (o'ver sea') Across or beyond the sea
;

on the other side of the sea ; abroad.

[a 1450 tr. fligden, Cent in., Rolls VIII. 485 All o|>er castells

and towres over see longynge to the crowne of Ynglonde.]
1616 SIR G. HAY Let. in J. Russell //aifs vii. (1881- 146
If he be not found there [at Court], it is likely that he pre-
tended Court, and meant over-sea. 1641 MILTON Reform, n.

11851) 50 And what though all this go not oversea? 'twere

better it did. 1760-72 H. BROOK K Foot o/Qnal. (i8oy) 1\'.

2 By the help of canvas wings, .[he] proposes to fly over-

sea from Dover to Calais. 1895 lenity C/tron. 16 Jan. 3/3
Now living oversea in a quiet farmstead.

Overseal, 7-. : see OVEH- S.

O'verseam. sb. A'tcdlewor/;. [OVEK- 5.] A
seam in which two edges are sewn together by
oversewing or overcasting. So Oversea'm ~'.

In some mod. Diets.

t O'versearch, sb. Obs. rare. [OVER- 9.]
A thorough search.

1490 CAXTON Eneydos xiii. 47 But what ouerserche [Fr.

recherc/u'] nedeth more to be enquered,

OverseaTCh, z-. [OVEK- 9, 16.] trans. T<>

search all over or through, examine thoroughly.
iS3z MORI-' Conftt t. 7VWrt/fWks. 423/2 When I had oner-

searched all my booke and ransaked vp the verie bottom
of tuy bresi. 1590 GREKNK Off. Fur. Wks. (RtldgJ 89/2
The matchless beauty of Angelica,. . Forc'd nie to ci u-s and
cut th' Atlantic seas, To oversearch the fearful ocean.

O'Ver-sea'S,a</7'. [t". OVER/;Y/>. + seas
(apjO

sb.pl. ^cf. 'the narrow seas', 'the four seas );

though the -s may have originated as advb. genitive :

cf. half-seas-over,]
= OVERSEA adv.

1583 STV&BEaAnat. Alms. n. (1882) 22 These [goods] they
transport oner seas, whereby they gaine infinit sumines uf

mony. 1631 WKF.VMR Anc. Fun. .Won. 253 He fled oner
Seas into Denmaike. 184* TENNYSON Walking to Mail id

He.. sick of home went overseas for change. 1886 Long-
man's Mag. Mar, 552 Our brethren of the pen over-seas.

Over-seasoned, -secure, etc. : see OVEH-.

Oversee (^v3Jsr). t 1

. Forms: see OYEU and
SEE. [OK. oferston

= OS. otwsehan (MDu. over-

sttu, Du. overzien}. OHG. ubarsehan (MHG., Ger.

nbersehen}, f. ofer- OVER- + SEE v. Cf. OVERLOOK.]
I. 1. trans. To look down upon, look at from

(or as from) a higher position, overlook ; to survey ;

to keep watch over; to watch. [OVEK- 7.]
r888 K. ALFRED Boeth. iv, Eala min Drihten, bu ^e ealle

^esceafta ofersilist. a 1200 Moral Ode 75 Houene and horbe
he ouer sich. a i25o(':c/<V Xight. 30 The 11131 ingale In i-se^,

Andhibi-hoklaiido\'er-se?. 1603 HLCRO8SR / ertuesCoutmw.

(1878) 31 Such men . . are duly watcht, and attentiuely oner-

scene. 111628 F. GRKVIL Sidney xvi. (1652) 202 Even hee
who oversaw the rest, might have his pwne greatnesse over-

seen. 1796 BURKE Let. Nobfe Ld. Wks. VIII. 49 As long
as this awful structure shall oversee and guard the sub-

jected land.

2. To look over, look through, look into the

various parts of; to inspect, examine ; to peruse,

esp. by way of revision for the printing-press. Obs.

j

or arch. [OVER- 16.]
1362 LANGI- /'. /V. A. vii. 106 Perkyn lette J^e plouj stonde.

While bat lie ouer-se^e him-self ho ^at best wrouhte. 1377
Ibid. B. x. 328 That J>is worth soth, seke ?e J>at oft ouer-se

\>e bible, c 1420 LYDG. AsstHiiMyUods 772 [He] prayed hym
hertyly hit to ouerse. 1490 CAXTON Eneydos ProK i, I

wrote a leef or tweyne, whyche I ouersawe agayn to cor-

ecte it. 1528 in l-'icarys Anat. (1888) App. xiv. 249 (Com-
mittee] appoynted to pervse and oversee suche Bookes of

Actes ^ ordynaunces as heretofore were given. 1588 Mar-
f>rel. Epist. (Arb.) 4 John Cant, ouersawe euery pro-)fe. 1655
FULLER C/i. Hist. in. n. v. 14. 62 The Legate .. fearing to

be poisoned, appointed his Brother to over-see all food for

his own eating. [1895 F. S. ELLIS in Daily News 2 Nov. 6/5,
I used the word 'overi-een' in preference to 'edited',.,
because it indicates exactly all I had a right to claim.]

fb. To examine mentally, consider. Obs.

c 1477 CAXTON Jason nt So alle thing well ouerseen hit

is better to the that thou retorne.

3. To see to officially, as one holding a position
i over those who do the work

;
to supervise, super-

intend
;
to see after, look after, attend to the doing

or working of. (Cf. OVERLOOK v. 6.)
c 1449 PKCOCK Repr. 416 And aboue . . alle Patriarkis is oon

Pope forto ouerse and reule and amende the Governauncis
of Patriarkis. 1485 in lot/t Rep. Hist. MSS. Comtn. App.
v. 320 To rule and oversee the crafte undre the Maire. 1495
Act ii Hen. 1*11, c. 22 6 Any persone assigned to comp-
troll and oversee theym in their werking. 1596 H. CLAPHAM
liriefe tiible \, 67 Othoniel was chosen ludge, whooversawe
them for 4oyeares. 1611 BIHLK i Citron, lx.29- 1665 Sutv.

Aff. Netherl. 25 The four Bishops .. were unable to oversee

effectually the 17 large Provinces of Belgium. 1735 SWIFT

Ep. Corr. Wks. 1841 II. 745 Can I oversee my workmen and
a school too? a 1864 N. HAWTHORNE Little Dajfyd<nvn'
dilly Tales 1871 II. 155 He. .is overseeing the carpenters.

tb. \Vith obj. clause (or obj. and compl.) : To
see, see to it (that something be done). Obs.

1470-85 MALORY Arthur xviu. xx, Hit wyl be your wor-

shyp that ye oner ee that she be entered worshypfully. 1569
in \V. H. Turner Select. Kec. Oxford 327 The Baillies ..

shall .. oversee that every man shall kepe his stynt of

l>eastes. 1697 View Penal Laws 202 Power to search all

( >yls. .and to oversee that the same be not mixed.

c. absol. To superintend, act as overseer.
a 1548 HALL Chron. Introd. 81), Being an euil sheperd or

herdeman before time, dyd not plie, kepe and. diligently

ouerse. 1647 X. BACON Disc. Govt. Eng. i. v. (1739) 13 The
liishop of Caerleonupon Uske, who is to oversee under God
over us. 1798 W. HUTTON Anttihiog. 34 But I, who had no
land near, no team to assist, or servants that could oversee,
was obliged to hire all the work.

4. To see against the intention or without the

knowledge of the person seen
; to catch sight of;

to have a sight of. Cf. OVERHEAR 3.)

1742 FIELDING J. Andrews in. ii, Fanny, not suspicious of
be in i* overseen by Adams, K*IV *-' -1 loose to her passion. 1862
WKAXAI.L Jingo's Mi$frabTe& i. Ii. (1877) 24 A moment after
he blew out his light, for. .he fancied he might be overseen.

f5. To look at with the 'evil eye', bewitch:
= OVERLOOK v. 7. Obs. rare.

1641 \V. HOOKK .VCTC Kng. Tears 7 When any are be-

witched, it is a phrase of speech among many to say, they
are oVer-seene, i.e. lookt upon with a malicious eye.

II. 6. To fail or omit to bee or notice 'through
inattention, or intentionally) ; to neglect, pass over,

disregard ;
= OVERLOOK v. 2. Obs. exc. dial.

a 1023 WfLKSTAN /foiu. 1. (Xapier) 270 Dencnn Jra, nu ..

t'ait In's god oferseoS, 1500 20 DLNHAH Poems Ixiii. 77 And
gar me mony fait ouerse, That now is biayd befoir myn E.
I53S COVERDALE Rihlc Prol., Thynke y'..it is happlye ouer-
stjne ol y

a
interpreters. 1613 JACKSON Creed II. i. 2. 239

Many things he cannot see, and many things he may over-
?~ee. 1700 CONOREVE ll'ny of World \\. iii, "I'was for my
ease to oversee and wilfully neglect the gruvs advances made
him by my wife. 1774 PKNXANT 'lour Scot, in 1772, 200

Adding numbers of remarks over-seen by him.

7. reft. To fail to perceive what is befitting or

right for one to do, or what is the truth or fact of

a matter; to forget oneself, act unbecomingly; to

fall into error, make a mistake, err, blunder, act

imprudently. Also intr. (quots. 1615, 1639: cf.

OVKBSKEN O Obs. exc. dial.

1377 LANGL, /'. PI. B, v. 378, I, glotoun .. gylti me 5elde,
For 1 haue. .ouer-seye me at my sopere, and some tyme at

nones. 1529 MOKE Dyalvge iv, Wks. 255/1 Luther .. dothe
so madly ouersee himselfe, tliat fie discloseth vnware cer-

tayne folies of him selfe. 1615 JACKSON Creed iv. 111. v. $ 2

Who notwithstanding mightily oversee in prognosticating
of a joyful harvest by this gladsome or forward spring.

1639 MAVNF, City Mntch \\'.\\\
t Aur. Sir, please you, partake

Of a slight banquet ? . . Plot . . lie sure you do not oversee.
a 1677 HARROW Strut. (1810) II. 564 Immoderate selfishness

so blindeth us, that we oversee and forget ourselves.

III. 8. nonce-use. To see too strongly or vividly.

[OVER- 27.]
a 1600 HOOKER Strut. Habak. it. 4 Wks. i833 III. 607 It

then maketh them cease to be proud, when it causeth them
to see their error in overseeing the thing they were proud
of. 1856 KANE Arct. Kxpl. II. iii. 47 We had so grovelled
in darkness that we over>aw the light.

Hence Overseeing rbl. sb, and///, a. (in various

senses : see above).
1513 in iotk Rep. Hist. -V5.V. Connn. App. v. ^95 That no

honie be brought to town but it be good and merchantable,

by overseinge of such as shalhe.-chossen by the Maior.

1651 JER. TAVLOR Ctents Dow. 48 In the overseeing provi-
dence of thy rich mercies. 1709 WoRDSW, ' Three years she

grttv' ii, The girl .. Shall feel an overseeing power To
kindle or restrain. 1890

' R. fiOLDREWoon 1

Col, Reformer
(1891) 68, I have jobs of overseeing now and then.

Over-seeded: see OVER- 276.
t Oversee-k, -seche, v, Obs. [OVER- 9. (OE.

had ofcrsJcan in sense 'exact too much '.)] trans.

To search through.
c 1415 /iV/f. Cong. Irt-l. 138 Me may rede & ouerseche the

boke of kynges, J>e prophetes.

t Oversee-ming, sb. Obs. rare. Used to render

Gr. firupavtia outward appearance.
1398 TRKVISA Earth. De P. R. xrx. viii. (Bodl. MS.) If.

293/2 Pictagoraci ..cleped coloure ephipania, bat is ouer-

semynge bat is vtteinoste partie of a clere bodie J?at is

termynyd.
f Oversee-ming, a. Obs. Appearing above,

supereminent (rendering L. supcrtminens] ;
seem-

ing to be over or higher.
1382 WVCI.IF Eph. i. 19 Which is the ouersemynge [1388

excellent, I'nlg. supereminens] greetnesse of his vertu into

vs that han bileuyd. a 1635 NAVXTON Fragm. Reg. (Arb.)

30 A room in the Queens favour, which eclipsed the others

over-seeming greatnesse.

Overseen (^"vajsrn), ///. a. Forms : 4 ouer-

seie, 4-6 -seyn(e, 56 -sayne, -sene, 5-7 -seene,

5- -seen, (6 -sayne, -scan). [Pa.pple. of OVER-
SEE. In part with active meaning : cf. mistaken,]
1. That has ( overseen himself (see OVERSEE 7) ;

betrayed into a fault or blunder ; deceived, de-

luded, mistaken, in error; acting imprudently,

hasty, rash v
in an action). Now arch, or dial.

1390 GOWER Conf. III. 373 It were a thing unresonable,
A man to be so overseie. Forthi tak hiede of that I seie.

1491 CAXTON I'itas fair. (W. de W. 1495) in. iii. 318 b/i
1 ney that wyll saye that he was an heretyke ben fooles &
ouerseen. 1519 Interlude Four Elements in Hazl. Dodsky
I. 33 Methink you far oversayne. 1535 COVKRDALE Prot\

xxiv. 10 Vf thou be ouersene & necligent in tyme of nede,

then is thy strength but small. 1608 WILLFT Hexapia
Exod. 151 How Rupertns was so much ouerseene toaUeage
a text no where extant. 1786 NKLSOS Let, June in Nicolas

Disp. (1845) I. 177 However Mr. Adye might have been

overseen in his Opinion as to the right of Seizure. 1873

St. yatitfx' Mag: May 164 She . . had been so overseen as to

encourage the young man's visits.

b. Overseen with (or in} drink, also simply

0verseen : Drunk, intoxicated. Obs. exc. dial,

c 1475 Hcnv Good Wife taught Dau. 164 in Q. Rltz. Acad.

49 Syte not to longe vppe at euene, For drede with ale fwu
41



OVERSEER.
be ouer-sene. 1532 ELYOT Let. in Gov. (1883) Life 78 Men '

callyth him overseene, that is drunke, whan he neither

knowith what he doeth, nor what he owght to doo. 1628

KARLE Microcosm., Colledge Butler (Arb.) 37 Hee is a very
sober man considering his manifold temptations of drinke,

. .and if hee be ouer-seene, tis within his owne liberties, and
no man ought to take exceptions. 1678 Robin Hood in

Thorns Prose Rom. (1858) II. 122, 1 cannot well tell whether
he was overseen with wine or rage.

f 2. That has looked into or studied a subject

(cf. OVERSEE 2); versed, skilled,
* well seen* in

some department of knowledge. (Cf. well-read.}
1533 MORE Answ. Poysoned Bk. Wks. i<xj4/i The man is

a wyse man and wel ouer sene in arguing. 1550 BALE

Apol. 51 Ye are a great wise prelate & wel overscan in

matters. i6loGi;iLUM Heraldry n. vi, (1660) 68 They would
be thought to be well overseen in Heraldry.

f3. Overlooked, unnoticed : see OVERSE! 6. Obs.

1608 KP. HALL Char. I'irttics $ /"., Honest Man, He
bewraies the fault of what he sells, and restores the ouerseene

gaine of a false reckoning,

Overseer (<7u-v3jsia.i), sb. [f. OVERSEE + -ER 1
.]

1. One who oversees or superintends, a supervisor ;

esp. one whose business it is to superintend a piece
of work, or a body of workmen; a superintendent

'^of workmen, slaves, convicts, etc.).

1523 FITZHRRB. Sun>. 34 The name of a surueyour is

a frenche name, and is a-i inoche to say in Knglysshe as an
ouerseer. 1530 TINHAI.I. .-ltts;>.>. More Wks. (1573) 252/1
Those ouersears which we now call liyshops after theGreke

word, were alway bidyng in one place to gouerne the con-

gregation there. 1644 Vie \RS /:*// Mount 206 Over-seers
of tne Out-workes of the City. ^ogSrEELE Tatler No. 144.

f 4 The Overseers of the Highway and Constables. 1766
W. STORK Ace, East Florida 62 The overseer, and other
white servants, will, .be hired much cheaper in a plentiful
and good climate, than in a scarce and sickly one. 1845
S. AUSTIN Ranke s Hist. Rff III. 423'fherewas a disturb-

ance in Gottingen, because the overseers of the commune
were at first hostile. 1882 OUIDA Maremma I. 24 Saturnino
to be., set to work with an axe or a spade in dockyard or on

highway, and cowed with the whip of the overseer. Mod.
Advt.

t
To Printers. Working Overseer wanted in a country

news and jobbing office. Must be a good disciplinarian,
sober and capable.

t b. A person (formerly) appointed by a testator

to supervise or assist the executor or executors of

the will. 0/>s.

1395 in /:. E. JF/7/j(i8S2) n Myseketour, William Kyllct
of Kssex, ..John Cosyn of London, ouerseer, J?at my wylle
be fill fylyd in be worschtp of god. 14.. Prov. in AY/. Ant.
I. 314 Too secuturs and an overseere make thre theves.

153* KLVOT Let. in Cm 1
. (1883) Life 77 The Busshop..is in

the case that overseers of te?tamentes be in England, for he
shall have leve to looke so that he meddle not. 1612 J. MORE
in BnccUuch -1AV5. (Hist. MSS. Comm.) I. 124 The great

pains he hath taken., to strengthen his will with so powerful
overseer-^, and to make so cunning executors. 1666-7 ^*-

HENRY Diaries $ Lett. 21 Jan., For mourning clothes for

myself, my wife, my son John, and Cosin Martha Warter,
as was thought fit by the overseers of the will 12. 6. 8.

c. (In full, Overseer of the poor.) A parish
officer (appointed annually) to perform various

administrative duties mainly connected with the

relief of the poor.
The office was created by Act 43 Eliz. c. 2, and the duties

were defined to include causing able-bodied paupers to work,
giving relief to the disabled poor, putting poor children to

work, apprenticing them, etc., and raising by rate the

necessary funds for these purposes; the chief duties now
are to assess, collect, and distribute the 'Poor Rate' (the
actual relief of the poor in most cases now belonging to the

'guardians of the poor': see GUARDIAN i b), to make out
the lists of voters for parliament and for municipal and other

councils, jury lists, etc. The office belongs to England and
Wales, and is gratuitous, but, where the duties require it,

paid or assistant overseen are appointed. Officers having
the same name, whose duties are restricted to the administra-
tion of relief to the poor, exist in some of the United States
of America.
1601 Act 43 Eliz.c.t i Be it enacted.. That the Church-

wardens of euery Parish, and foure, three, or two substantial!

householders, .to be nominated yearely in Easter weeke. .

shall be called Ouerseers of the Poore of the same Parish.

1625 MASSINGER New Way i. i. The poor income .. hath
made me .. Thought worthy to be scavenger, and in time

May rise to be overseer of the poor. 1690 CHILD Disc. Trade
(ed. 4) 97 All constables, churchwardens, overseers, or other
officers in all parishes. 1711 PRIDEAUX Direct. Ch.-ivardcns
(ed. 4) 23 The Churchwardens were anciently the sole Over-
seers of the Poor. 1866 GEO. ELIOT /'. Hott Introd., The
inhabitants.. were in much less awe of the parson than of
the overseer.

t 2. One who looks down upon or at anything ;

a beholder, onlooker, spectator. Obs.

1551 ROBINSON tr. Mare's Utop. 11. ix. (1895) 279 Hauing a
trust and affiaunce m such ouerseers [the dead, called just
above 'beholders' and 'witnesses']. 1562 TURNKH Baths
Pref., If that I write not so perfitly of it, as sum perfit idle

overseers would that I shuld have done, a 1656 HP. HALL
Kent, \ks, (1660) 252 Study, .to be approved of so glorious
witnesses and overseeres.

1 3. One who ' oversees
'

a book for the purpose
of criticism or revision; variously critic, censor,
reviser, editor. Obs.

'597 HOOKER Ecct. Pol. v. xxxu 3 There are in the world

certayne voluntarie ouer-seers of all Bookes, whose censure in

this respect would fall as sharpe on us. 1624 BKDF.LL Lett,
vii. 116 In the M argent,, .the ouerseers of Plantines edition,
set this note. 1641 ROGERS Naaman To Rdr., That I may
be the overseer of mine owne Bookes. 1685 WOOD Life
27 Feb. (O. H. S.) III. 133 Half the verses that were made
for the said hook were cast aside by the overseers, Dr.
Aldrich and Jane.
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Hence O'versecT v. trans. , to net as overseer

over; O'verseeding vbl. sb.
t acting as overseer;

O verseerism, the system of overseers.

1709 THORF.SBY Diary II. 50 Both days entirely spent with

labourers directing and overseering the sows[
' sews ', drains)

to drain water. 1870 Athenxum 3 Dec. 721 A dark and

melancholy wild, where . . Absenteeism, Overseerism, all sorts

of other
'

isms' gather griffin-like around the porches of the

proud. .land-proprietors. 1892 Daily A'ews 25 Jan. 5/4 The
forest is, at present, overseered and cared for by the., deputy
surveyor, with three assistants [etc.]. 1893 F. F. MOOKE I For-
bid Banns 11899) 72 t

I did a little in the overseering line.

O'verseership. [t. prec. + -SHIP.] The
office or position of an overseer.

1647 X. I'ACOX Disc, Goi't. Eng. i. xlix. (1739) 85 Leaving
to the King only an overseers-hip. 1813 Examiner 8 Feb.

91/2, I was.. appointed Overseer of the parish; and. .six

months before my overseership terminated, I received another

paper. Mod. Advt., To master printers. Overseership or

Clickership required by good practical Printer.

t Oyersee'the, ?-. <-^s. [OVKR- 5.] trans.

and inlrt To boil over.

1633 F. FI.KTCHKR Ptsc. Ed. HI. vi, Your stately seas

(perhaps with love's fire) glow, And overseeth their banks
with springing tide. 1656 TKAPP Comm. 3 John 10 It is

a metaphor taken from over-seething pots.

Oversell : see OVEUSILK.

Oversell, o:ver-se*ll, v. [OVKR- 26, 27.]

1 1. trans. To sell at more than the real value. Oes,

1580 Hol.l.YUAND Treas. J-'r. Tong, Sinvemh-, to oner-

sell. 1697 DRYDES ,7;r/V/ix.265 The thing call'd life, with

ease I can disclaim, And think it over-sold to purchase fame.

1768 M'tunan of Honor III. 247 If he waits to do it, for his

asking him, he oversells the benefit.

t 2. To fetch a higher price than. 06s. rare.

1618 FI.KTCHKR Chances \\. i, A distressed Lady. .whose
beauty Would over-sell all Italy.

3. Speculation. To sell more of (a stock, etc.) than

one can deliver, or than is in existence. Also rcfl.

1879 \Vt:usTKR Suppl., Oversell,. .(Stock Kxchange), to sell

beyond one's means of delivery. 1881 Daily News 14 Sept.

4/6 He secured nearly 500,000 bales, or, in fact, considerably
more cotton than was actually in existence, the market thus

being what is termed * oversold '. 1891 Pair Mall G- 14

Sept. 6/2 The state of affairs, .is due to. .cultivators ba\ 111-4

oversold the paddy crop. 1897 Daily .\'t."ii's 26 Feb. 8/7 For
mohairs there is a good many inquiries, some merchants

having apparently over-sold themselves.

Hence Overselling ?'/>/. s/>.
;
Oversold ///. a.

1583 UAUINCTOX Coininandm. viii. (1637) 71 It condemneth
all over-selling: I meane knowne and wilful ouerselling of

any thing. 1879-90 WKBSIKK s. v. Oversell, Oversold market,
a market in which stocks have been sold

'

.short
'

to such an
extent that, .it is difficult to obtain them for delivery.

t OverSC'me, v. Obs. [< )K. ofersieman, f.

ofer-j OVER- + sieman* SKME ?'., to load.] trans.

To overload, oppress.
^961 ^ETHKLWOLD Rule St. Renet Ixiv. (1885), J>xt..ba

unstrangan ofersymede heora J>eowdoni ne forfleon. a 1050
Liber Sctntill. x. (1889)50 jif Defter bam mettaoferfylle oooe

ofermicclnyssQ saw I by ft ofersymed. < 1200 Trin, Coll.

Horn, 65 panne unbinde we be burden be he hadde us mide
ouersemd.

Oversend, v. : see OVKR- 10.

O*ver-se'nsible,. [OVER- 28.] Too sensible;

f too sensitive. So O'ver-se'nsibly adv., too

sensibly ; f in an over-sensitive manner.

'579 G. HARVEY Letter-bk. (Camden) 66 Doist thou not

oversensll>ely perceive that the markett goith far otherwise

in Inglande? 1601 HOLLAND /'////yxxiil. ii. 156 It hardeneth
the throat and the mouth of the stomack which is over-

sensible. 1748 RICHARDSON* Clarissa (1811) III. viii. 63
A mother over-notable ; a daughter over-sensible; and their

Hickman, who is over-neither. 1813 LAMB EHa (1860) 93
His nation in general have not over-sensible countenances.

O'yer-se'nsitive, a. [OVEK- 28.] Too
sensitive. So O'ver-se'nsitiveness.
1846 MRS. GORE Eng. Char. (1852) 101 A mere * cook

'

would never have.. lost his place in the royal kitchen from
over-sensitiveness. 1857 HUGHES Tom Brown Pref. (1871) 8

Excitement to nerves that are over-sensitive.

Over-sentimental to -service : see OVER-.

O'verset, sb. [f.
OVERSET v.~\

The act or fact of oversetting, iu various senses

ofthevb.: fa. Overthrow, defeat. Oi>s. b. Over-

turn, upsetting, upset, f c. Putting off, postpone-
ment. Obs. fd. Overload, excess. Obs. e. Print-

ing. Matter set up in excess of space.
1456 Sc. Acts Jas. If (181$) 45^2 Quhen ony gret ourset is

lik to cum on the bordouraris ^ai think |>e Inland men sulde

beredy in ^>ar supple. 1456 SIR G. HAVE Law Arms (S.T. S.)

238 He wald nocht pay, bot geve him delayis and ourset t is.

c 1470 HUNRV // 'allace\'\\\. 1628 [The king of France] knew

rycht weill schortly to wndyrstand The gret supprys and
ourset off Ingland. a 1715 BURNKT Own Time (1823) I. n.

321 With this overset of wealth and pomp. .they, .became

la/y and negligent. 17*7 Philip Quarll 239, 1 . . was over-set

with the same Sea, under the fiat bottom'd Boat, where you
found me. That was a happy Overset for thee. 1789
TWINING in Select. Papers T. Family (1887) 193, I suppose
you have heard from my brother of my downfall?.. A
thundering overset such as might have been felt, I conceive,
at the Antipodes. 1864 WKBSTKK, Overset,. .An upsetting j

ruin ; overturn. 1895 Funk's Stund. Diet., Overset. .Print.

Excess of composition. 1896 JI/.V. Let. from printer^ We
had some overset from Feb. number.

Overset .Juvaise't), v. [OVER- 7, etc. An
OE. *ofers$ttan is not cited : cf. however OHO.
nbarsezzan, MHG. iibersetsen, to set (any one) over

(e. g. a river), to set (with), to overburden, oppress ;

some of which senses also occur in ME.]

OVERSET.

fl. trans. To oppress; to press hard. Obs.
r 1200 Trin. Coll. Hom. 51 And bat lond folc hem ouer-

sette mid felefelde pine. 1398 TRF.VISA liarth. DC P. R. \\.

xix. (Tollem. MS.), Also ryjtful lordshipe ouersette^ not \non
opprimit\ his subiectis by tyraundes. 1422 tr. Secreta Secret,,
Priv. Priv. 182 This Prynce Dermot, Seynge hym-Selfe..
hugely ouersette with enemys .. flow ouer the See into

Normandy. 1549 Compl. Scot. xv. 127, I am sa violently
ouerset be them. 157* KOSSF.WELL Armorie n. 59 b, The
harte. .whan hee is overset with houndes.

1 2. To overcome, overpower by force or violence.

overthrow, overwhelm, discomfit. Obs.

c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xxix. (Pfacidas) 772 A lyone.,oure-
set In his mouth hynt me. c 1440 /'romp. Parv. 373/2 Ovyr
settyn, or ovyr comyn, supero. vinco. 1470-85 MALOKV
Art/turxx. xii, To wayte vpon sir launcelot for to ouersette

hym and to slee hym. 1568 (JKAFTON Chron. I. 116 Ktbel-
fride king of Xorthumbeilande overset the Britons at the

Citie of Chester, and forced them to flee. 1618 BOI.TON
Elonts (1636) 51 Decius .. over set in the bosome of the

Valley, tooke upon his own head . .all the wrath of the Gods.

transf. c 14*0 Pa Had. on ffusl>. I. 144 Yet yf that vvynd
Vulturnus ouersette A vyne in heete.

1*b. fig- '^ overcome (the mind, feelings, etc.).

1390 GOWKK Cotif. II. 218 Thus he, whom gold hath over-

set, Was trapped in bis oghne net. 1413 JAS. 1 Kingis Q.
Ixxiii, Ourset so sorow had bothe hert and mynd. 1567
Cnide fy Codlie B. (S. T. S.) 27 Quhen sadnes hes ouerset my
hart. 1698 NORKIS Pract. Disc. IV. 99 A Man whose
Mind is fill'd and overset with these great Ideas.

3. To cause to fail over ; to upset, overturn , capsize ;

to turn upside down. Now rare. [OVER- 6.]

1592 SHAKS. Rom. $ Jul, in. v. 137 The Barke thy body
is.. the windes thy sighes, Who. .will ouer set Thy tempest
tossed body. 1669 PEPYS Diary 8 Mar., The King and the

Duke of York went by three in the morning, and had
the misfortune to be overset ;.. the King all dirty, but no
hurt. 1719 DE FOE Crusoe i. v. (1840) 83, I overset my raft.

1755 J. SHKBBKAKE Lydia (1769) II. no Ru>hing forward,

[hej overset the table, the bottles and glasses accompanying
him in the fall. 178* Miss BURNEY Cctilia viii. v, The

postilion, in turning too suddenly, .overset the carriage.

1842 M. KVSSKLL Polynesia vi. (1849) 22 3 Their small vessel

being overset, hope itself nearly deserted them.

b. intr. To turn or fall over, capsize ; to be

overturned, upset. Now rare.

1641 KARL MONM. tr. Hiondis Civil M'arres i. 4 He was
like a ship which not fit to beare so great sayle, oversets.

1707 Loud. GHZ. No. 4305/3 The Hastings.. Struck on the

Sands, and.. over-set. 1793 SMF.ATOS Edystone L. 318 So
violent a storm of wind, that he thought the house would
overset. 1879 STKVENSON Trtiv. Cevennes 1 1 It will assuredly

topple and tend to overset.

4. trans. Jig. To upset or subvert the order or

condition of (an institution, state, or the like); to

cause to fall into confusion. Now rare.

1679 CROWM-: Auib. Statesman i. 8 I'le make 'em glad to

i^i\ e me Sea-room enough, or I'le oreset the Kingdom. 1719
DE FOB CrvAV I. xix. The sudden Surprize of Joy had over-

set Nature, and I had dy'd upon the Spot. 178* CuVEOEUI
Lett. 79 Their ancient conquest had been a great detriment

to them by over-Betting their landed property. 1831 CARLYU:
Sart. AV-r. n. v, A certain Calypso-Island . . as it were falsifies

and oversets his whole reckoning.

b. To overturn the normal mental or physical
condition of (a person) ; to overcome mentally or

physically; to discompose, disorder,
*

upset* (the

stomach, etc.).

1583 Leg. tip. St. Androis 1061 His contagious slomack
Was sa owersett with Burdeous drummake. 1703 COLUKR
fcss. A/or. Snbj. n. 195 A glorious appearance from the other

world has often over-set the best men. 1814 .Miss FEKRIKK

Inht'r, ix, The smell of Lord R.'s boots and shoes was enough
to overset her. 1861 TENNYSON Let. in Life (1897) I. -\-\ii.

476 France, I believe, overset me, and more especially the

foul ways and unhappy diet of. . Auvergne. 1870 DICKI.NS

ti. Drood x\\\, The news is sure to overset him.

c. intr. To lose one's balance or ordered con-

dition
;

to be upset, fall into disorder.

1749 LAVINUTON Knthns. Met/i. $ Papists u. (1754) Pref

16 You was in Danger of oversetting from a Torrent of

Popularity and Contempt. 1702 Gouv. MORRIS in Sparks

Life $ Writ. 11832) II. 244 1 he late constitution of this

country has overset. 1830 TKSNVSOS Talking Oak 257
While kingdoms overset, Or lapse from hand to hand.

f 5. trans. To set (a surface, a garment, etc.'

over imth (jewels, ornaments). Obs. [OVER- S.]

14.. Tundale (Wagner) 1879 The whylke wer alle over

sette and dight With besandes of gold and silver bright.

1755 J. SHKHBEAKE Lydia (1769) I. 107 As bright as ivory
overset with sapphires.

f 6. trans, and intr. To put off, postpone. Obs.

14x2 tr. Secreta Secret., Priv. Prh\ 162 That a prynce
Sholde execute thedynte of Swerde in his enemy, .not ouer-

settynge the houre of fortune. 1500-20 DL NBAR Poems M:.

62 The synfull man that all the 5eir our settis, Fra Pasche

to Pasche, rycht mony a thing forjettis.

f7. trans. To lay upon as an impost or burden,
to impose. Obs. [OVER- 7.]
c 1500 Melusine 301 The trybut that thou hast ouersette

vpon the peuple of my lord.

t 8. a. To overcharge, assess excessively, b.

To overload. Obs. [OVER- 21, 27.]
i53 TINDALE Exp. Matt, v-vii. Wks. (Parker Soc.) II. 71

The usurers and publicans, .bought in great the emperor's

tribute, and, to make their most advantage, did overset the

people. ^1645 HOWELL Lett. iv. x. 12 Coming (for more

frugality) in the common Boat, which was oreset with

Merchandize, and other passengers, in a thick Fog the

Vessell turn'd ore, and so many perished.

1 9. a. To pass or get over. b. To set or settle

over. Obs. [OVER- 5, i.]

1536 UELI.KNOEX Cron. Scot. (1821) I. 151 Na litil honour



OVERSET.

apperis to us quhilkis he% ouirset sa mony strait montanis,
woddis, fluiiis, and dangerus firth is of this region. 1649
HOWELI. PrC'Cin. Parl. 4 This fatal black Cloud, which now
oresets this poor Island.

10. To get over (an illness, etc.), recover from.

dial. [OVER- 5.]

1535 STEWART Cron. Scot. II. 48 This Planctius. .Throw
sair seiknes that tyme .. Set him so soir that he micht nocht

ouirset, To God and nature quhlll he payit his det. 1866
UROGDKN Provinc. Words Line. (K. D. D.), He has overset
his last ailment. 1877 N. H r

. Line. Gloss. 1886 A". U'.

Line. Gloss. s.v., I shall have to have some medicine before
I overset it. It upset me, and she never seemed to overset it.

f 11. In various uncertain senses, now Obs.
c 1470 HARDING Chron. CXLV. i, At Lancastre, y yere of

Christ then wrtten, A thousand whole twoo C. and fourty
mo, And one therto, in Flores as is wryten, And in the ytre
next after then ouersetten. ^1547 SURREY *-Kneid\\. 152
And whiles they raunge to overset the groves. 1622

MALVNKS Anc. Lan'-Merch. 89 He that dealeth in barter

must be very circumspect, and the money giuen in barter

cannot be ouerset. 1739 CA^T. W. WRIGI.ESWORTH MS.
Log-bk. of the '

Lyell' 13 Dec., At i afternoon overset the

Sheat Cable in the Hold, then Veered away.
12. (o--ver-se*} To set up (type) in excess.

1897 W. T. STEAD in Review of Rev. Jan. 75/1, I have
arrived at a chronic state of over-setting. On the last day
of the month a piteous scene of. .slaughter takes place.

Hence O'verset ppl. a. Oversetting
1

///, a. (in

quot. 1456 =
off-putting, dilatory) ;

also Over-
se'tter, one who oversets, ti" oppressor.
c 1440 Promp. Par?.'. 373/1 Ovyrledare (or ovyr settar 1

,

opprtssor. 1456 SIR G. HAVE Law Arms (S. T. S.) 243
And he be lathe, and our settand, and favourable in puny-
cloun of mysdoari.s. 1665 BOYLE Occas. Re/I, iv, xi. (1848)

230 One of those easily over-set lioats.

Overse-tting, vbl. sb. [f. prec. + -ixe 1
.]

The action of the vb. OVERSET; upsetting; f op-

pression ; f off-putting.
1398 TRL:VISA Barth. De P. R. u. xii. (1495) b vj b/2 Thise

angellis . . ben free of alle manere oppressynge and ouer-

settynge. c 1440 Promp. Paw. 373/2 Ovyr setiynge, or ovyr
syttynge_of dede or tyme, omissio, 1499 Ibid. (ed. Pynaon),
Ouersettinge, oppressio. 1626 CAPT. SMITH Virginia i. 15

Vpon the oversetting of their boat. 1869 MRS. WHITXKY
Hitherto ix, Augusta Hare told me something . .which nearly
completed my mental oversetting.

Over-severe, -severity, etc. : see OVER-.

Oversew (^-vajsJu:), v. [OVER- 5.] trans.

To sew overhand ; to sew together two pieces of

stuff, by laying them face to face with the edges

coinciding, and passing the needle through both

always in the same direction, so that the thread
between the stitches lies over the edges. Sometimes
called overhand, werseam, or overcast : see these

words. In Embroidery, OVERCAST T. 7. Hence
O'Tersewing vbl. s/>., O'versew'n///. a.

1864 in WEBSTER. x88*CAULFEiLD& SAWAKD Diet. Needle-
ivork

t Over-serving, a method of Plain-sewing, otherwise
known as Seaming, or Top-sewing, and executed somewhat
after the manner of Over-casting. But the great difference

between Over-sewing and Over-casting is that the former
is closely and finely executed for the uniting of two selvedges
or folds of material, and the latter is very loosely done, and

only for the purpose of keeping raw edges from ravelling-
out. ..In olden times this stitch was known by the name of
Overhand. 1905 Tregasfcis' Catal. Jan. n/i Six Hand-
kerchiefs, hemstitched, very small cobweb border and over-

sewn ornament in the corners.

t Oversey*, v. Obs. rare. (Better oversie.)

[f. OVER- 4, 1 7 + ME. sijen t
OE. si'gan, to pass, as

time : see SIE z'.] intr. To pass by, elapse.
13.. E. E. Allit. P. B. 1686 t>us he cotintes hym a kow,

bat wau a kyng ryche, Quyle seuen syjwz were ouer-seyed
someres I trawe.

Oversey, obs. f. OVERSEA ; obs. infl. OVERSEE.
Overshade (^vaipi-d), v. [OVER- 8.]
1. trans. ^OVERSHADOW v. 2.

'iooo Ags. Gosp. Luke i. 35 J>es heahstan mint |>e ofer

sceadaS \c 1160 /fatten G. ofer-sca;deft ; / 'nig. obumbrabit ].

1594 GREENE & LODGE Looking-Gl. Wks. (Cirosart)XIV. 113
The hand of mercy ouershead her [the Church's] head.

2. To cast a shade over ; to render gloomy or

dark
;
to overshadow, shade. Also absoL

1588 SHAKS. Tit. A. \\. iii. 273 The Klder tree Which ouer-
shades the mouth of that same pit. 1667 MILTON P. L. v. 376
I.cad on then where thy Bowre Oreshades, 1670 DRMJKN
Tyrannic Loi'e i. i, The monster of the wood ; O'ershadinR
all which under him would grow. 1717 DKSAGULIERS in Phil.
Trans, XXXV. 323 Plants which are ovt/shaded .. cannot
so well imbibe Air. x8iz WOHDSW. Song for Spinning
Wheel 5 Dewy night o'ershades the ground.
fiff' *593 SHAKS. 3 Hen. I

7lt ti. vi. 62 Darke cloudy death
oreshades his beames of life. 1823 LAMB Elia Ser. n. Old
China, A passing sentiment seemed to overshade the brows
of my companion.
Hence Oversha'ding///. a.

1601 CHESTER Laz-e's Mart., Dial. Ixi, Pleasant ouer-

shading bowers.

Overshadow (<?"v3jjard<?'>) ,
v. [OE. ofer-

sceadwian : see OVER- 8. So MHG. iiber-

schatewen^ MDu. overschaduwen, Goth, u/ar-

skadwjan, all rendering L. obitmbrare in N. T.]
1. trans. To cast a shadow over; to cover or

obscure with shadow or darkness, overcloud ;
to

overshade, shade over.
c 1000 A^s. Gosp. Mark ix. 7 Seo lyft hi ofer-sceadewude.
Luke ix. 34 Da wearft genip tS: ofer-sceadude hig [c 1160

Ifatton t ofer-scadede]. c 1050 Sitppl.sElfrics l
r
oc. in Wr.-

Wiilcker 178/44 Obumbr\ ic ofersceadewise. 1388 WYCLIF

928

|

Luke ix. 34 A cloude was maad, and ouerschadewide hem.
JS35 COVKHDALB Baruch \. 8 The woddes & all pleasaunt
trees shal ouershadowe Israel. 1600 J. PORY tr. Leo's Africa
ix. 345 The moone" being ouershadowed with clouds. 1791
KoswfcLL Johnson 2 Aug. an. 1763, A long narrow paved
court in the neighbourhood, overshadowed by some trees.

1883 S. C, HALL Retrosp, II. 143 The dark cloud thus early
cast on her life continued to overshadow it for many years.
fig. 1574 tr. Marlorafs Apocalips 5 Wrapped in myslicall

figures, and ouershadowed with images. 1856 FROUDI: Hist.

Kng. II. vii. 141 Those misfortunes which were soon to over-
shadow her. i864Pi:sKY Led. Daniel v. 255 One prophecy
of woe overshadowed all the later years of David.
2. To cover or overspread with some influence,

as with a shadow
;
to shelter, protect.

c825 I'esp. Psalter cxxxix. 8 Dryhten megen haelu minre
ofersceadwa heafud min in deje jefehtes. 1388 Wyci.ir
Lnke i. 35 The Hooly Goost schal come fro aboue in to thee,
and the vertu of the Higeste schal ouerschadewe thee. 1578
Chr. Prayers in Priv. Prayers (1851) 502 Overshadow me
in the day of battle. 1662 STM.I.INGM . prig. Sacr. n. v. g

-

It may seem that when the Divine Spirit did overshadow
the understanding of the Prophets, yet it offered no violence
to their faculties. 1859 SINGLKTON I'irgil II. 433 The
queen's high name O'ershadows him.

3. To tower over so as to cast its shadow over;

hence, to rise^bove, 'cast into the shade', diminish

the apparent eminence or importance of. [OVJCB- I.]

1581 LAMBARDE Eiren. m. i. {1588) 327 The authorise of
the undershirife, is ouershadowed by the Shirifes presence.
1601 DENT Pathiv, Heaven 244 Faith and infidilitie. .stride

to oner-master and oner-shadow one another. 1611 STKKD
Theat. Gt. Brit, iv, (1614) 7/2 All their monuments . . over-
shadowed by the height of I'eckett's tomb. 1624 CAI>T.

SMITH Virginia \\. 24 A low pleasant valley overshaddowed
in many places with high rocky mountaines. 1870 DICKKNS
K. Drood xi, Xo neighbouring architecture of lofty pro-

portions had arisen to overshadow Staple Inn. a 1862 BlICKLE
Civiliz. (1873) III. i. 42 It was natural that the Crown, com-

pletely overshadowed by the great barons, should turn for

aid to the Church.

4. To shade or darken too much. [OvEK- 27.]
1642 FULLER Holy fy Prof. St. iv. xx. 348 If Authonrs in

painting his deeds do not overshadow them, to make them
blacker than they were.

Hence Overshadowed ///. a.
;

also O'ver-
sha dow '. rare\ OversUa'dower.
1618 KACOM Let, to King 2 Jan. in Cabala (1654) 9 ^' op-

pressors of the people, no overshadowers of the Crown. 1849
<_'. BRONTK Shirley ii. 22 The period . . was an overshadowed
one in British history. 1875 McI.KAN Gosp. in Psalms 330
Round about it, not a literal overshadow of mountains. 1878
MOZLKY Ess. I. Carlylc's Cromwell 262 A man . . who
always would be his rival and overshadower.

Oversha'dowing, vbl. s!>. [f. prec. + -IN<; *.]

The action of the vb. OVERSHADOW.
1388 WYCLIF Jas. i. 17 The fadir of li^t'is, anentis whom is

noon other chaungyng, ne ouerschadewyng of reward. 1665

{.

SPKNCKR Vnlg. Proph. Pref., That the Minds of Holy
leu should conceive (like the Virgin Mary) by the sole

overshadowing of the Holy Ghost. 1860 PrsKY Min.
Proph. 326 The visible kingdom of God .. underwent an
almost total eclipse by the overshadowing of earthly power.

Oversha-dowing, ///. a. [-IJTG -.] That
overshadows. Hence Oversha'dowingly ath\^ in

an overshadowing manner.

1667 MILTON P. L. vii. 165 My overshadowing Spirit and

might with thee I send along. i8ox SOUTHEY Thalaba vii.

xviii, Large as the liairy Cassowar Was that o'ershadowing
Bird. 1824 LANIJOR hung. Con? 1

., Southey ff Person Wks.
1853 I. 81/2 Which rarely happens to literary men over-

: shadowingly great. 1856 STANLEY Sinai # Pal. viii. 11858)

319 Those mysterious hills, which close every eastern view
with their overshadowing height.

fOversha-dowy, a. Obs. [f. OVEESHADOW
+ -Y.] Having the quality of overshadowing.
1601 HOLLAND Pliny I. 474 The Fig tree, which hath lier

Figs aboue the leaf, because it is so large and ouershadowie.

tOvershake, r. Obs. [OVER- 4, 27.]
1. trans. To shake off or away ;

to dispel.
c 1330 K. BKLNNK Chron. (1810) 224 pe Juerie misferd, ber

tresone ouerschaken. (.1412 HOCCLKVE De Keg. Princ.

1655 Whan hir luste is ouerschake, And bere-with wole hir

louesheteasswage. 1530 PA I.SGK. 649/2, Iovershake,/fjtff0.y.
b. intr. To become shaken off, pass away, abate.

1412 20 LYDG. Chron. Troy m. xiii. (1513) H vj b/z Wherfore
I rede to let ouershake All heuynesse. a 1415 Temple of
Gifts 614 Alas when wil bis turment ouershake [z>. r. over-

slake] ?

2. trans. To shake overmuch. [OVER- 27.]
1634 W. TIRWHVT tr. Balzac s Lett. 40 The Pope, a body

over-shaken, and trembling with age.

O'VCr-sha-rp, a. [OVER- 28.] Too sharp,

excessively sharp. Hence O'ver-sha-rpness.
1477 NOHTON Qrd, Alc/t. v. in Ashin. Theatr. Cheat. Brit.

(1652) 73 Abhominable sower, Over-sharpe, too bitter. 1586
T. B. La Primaud, />. Acad. (1580) 503, I would not that

fathers should be over-sharpe and hard to their children.

1795 SF.WARD Anecdotes III, 38 They. .were not over-sharp
in discovering the intrigues and artifices. 1896 T. L. DE
VINSE in Moxotfs A/ech. .rtrc.

} Printing 404 1'he superior
beauty of over-sharp hair-lines.

O'ver-shave. {/,S. A shave or drawing-knife
used by coopers for shaping the backs of barrel-

staves. 1875 in KNIGHT Diet. Mech.

Overshelving, -shepherd: see OVER- i, 2.

Overshine (-J3i'n\ v. [OE. ofencinan-. see

OVER- 7, 8. So OHO. nbarskinan, MHG. uber-

sckincn, Du. overschijneti.']
1. trans. To shine over or upon, to illumine.

971 Blickl. Horn. 129 Naes na Jwet an Jast \>x\. leoht ba
dune ane oferscineb . . ac eac s\vylce..ba burh. c 1000 Ags,

OVERSHOOT.

Gosp. Matt. xvii. 5 Ucorht-woicnliij ofer-scean. 1593 SHAKS.

2
Hen. I'/, n. i. 38 That wee.. Should notwithstanding

loyne our Lights together, And ouer-shine the Earth, as
this the World. ^1711 KI-:N Sion Poet. Wks. 1721 IV. 400
It kindled in Me heavn'ly Flame, I felt it gently over-shhie

my Breast. 1832 Erasers Mag. VI. 392 A ruddy sun was
overshining his face.

2. To surpass in shining, to outshine ; chiefly _/^.
To surpass or excel in some quality. [OvEK- 22.]
1588 SHAKS. Tif. A. \. i. 317 (Qo.) That . . Dost ouershine the

gallant'st Dames of Koine. '1590 GRKKNE Fr. Bacon i. 139
And ouer-shine the troupe of all the ma'ide.s. 1643 TRAIT
Conim. Gen. xxxvii. n Others precellencies, whereby we
are over-shined. 1827* CARI.VI.K Germ. Rom. III. 86 She
would so gladly, .have, .overdone many a female dignitary.
Hence Overshrning vhl. sb.

1587 GOLDING De Mornay'\\\. 30 Like as the Moone shineth
not, but by the ouershining of the Sunne vpon her,

Over-shipboard to Over-shirt : see OVER-.
O'vershoe (-]}, sb. [OVER- 8c; cf. Du.

over$choe
i
Ger. iiberschuh.] A shoe of india-rubber,

felt, or other material, worn over the ordinary shoe
as a protection from wet, dirt, cold, etc.

1851 MELVILLE U'hale viii. 42 Hat, coat, and overshoes
were one by out- removed. 1862 Catal. Into fiat. E.vhib. \ I .

xxvii. 55 The Kensington Golosh, or solid leather over-shoe.
1882 Ccnhoy Mag. XXIV. 842/2 The peasants are bundles
done up in fur caps, coals, and overshoes.

Over-shoe, over-shoes (,<> =vajj-z; , adv.

phr. [orig. two words: see OVER prep. 3.] Of
water, mud, etc. : So deep as to cover the shoes,

shoe-deep; hence, to be, gv 9
run over-shoes, e.g.

in water, mjtg. in any course or enterprise.
1579 Gossos; Si h. A buse (Arb.) 75, I beseech them to looke

to their footing, that run overshooes in al these vanities.

1590 SHAKS. Coin. Krr. in. ii. 106 A man may goe ouer-shooes
in the grime of it. 1778 ISRAEL ANGELL Diary (1897) 31 It

cleared off in the niyht with Snow about over Shoe. 1891
T, HARDY Tess (1900) 55 'i The result of the rain had been
to flood the lane over-shoe, [See other examples, a 1555
1677, s.v. OYKK/M-A 3.]

Overshoot (dhvaifS't), v. [OVER- 13, 4. c. ;,

22, 23, 27. Cf. MUG. itberschie^n, Ger. iiher-

schieszen, Du. ovenchieten]
1. trans. To shoot, dart, run, or pass beyond

(a point, limit, stage, etc.).
c 1369 CHAIXKR Dethe Blannche 383 The houndes had

ouershette hym alle And \\ere vpon a defaulte y-falle. 1592
SMAKS. I'en. ^ Ad. 680 The purblind hare, .. to ouer-shut
his troubles, How he outruns the wind, and with what care,
He crankes and crosses with a thousand doubles. 1755 |.

SHEBBEARE Lydia (1769) II. 94 Dogs, who running fleeter,

over-shoot their game. 1822-34 Good's Study Mtd. (ed. 4)

II, The first stage of inflammation.. must have been over-

shot in the violence of the action. 1885 Law Times LXXX.
135/2 In consequence of the train overshooting the platform.

t b. Naiit. To sail past (a port, etc.). Obs.
c 1565 Sir J. /fawkins"s -2nd \'t<y. to II'. hid. in Arb.

Garner V. 113 A Spaniard, who told him how far off he was
from Rio de la Hacha: which, because he would not over-

shoot, he anchored that, night again. 1599 HAKI.UVT I'oy.
II. I. 106 Wee were short So miles of the place, whereas we
thought wee had beene ouersliot by east fiftie miles. 1711
l.ond.Gaz. No. 4912/2 This Vessel . .hath over-shot her Port.

l&KS^NaoalChrott. IX. 160 She overshot herportinthe night.

t c. To pass over (a period of time) ;
to allow

^time) to pass by. Obs.
a 1584 MONTCOMKKIE Cherric fy S/ae 556 Persawis tliou

nocht quhat precious tyme Thy slewthing dois outi'sdmle 'i

1610 WILI.KT Hexapla. Dan. 312 The first beginning right,
ouershoote the 70 weeks. 111617 BAYNK Lect- (16341 206 If

wee have overshot time wherein wee might have saved
some twenty pound matter, what a griefe is it to be *o

overshot ?

2. To shoot a missile, etc., over or above (the
mark or thing aimed at) and so to miss ; to shoot

beyond ; also, of the missile : To pass over or

beyond (the mark).
In quot. a 1400-50 the sense is uncertain : pern.

-
ifthon

over-shoot (the) shot.

\a 1400-50 A lexander 1767 (Dubl. MS.) Yf bun shote oner
sheet bou shendes bl flayne.] a 1548 HALL Chron., Hen. I '//

iSb, Their enemyes discharged their ordinaunce..and outr.

shot them. 1555 KI>EN Decades 108 So to ouershute them
that none myght be hurt therby. a 1674 CLARENDON Hist.

Kei>. ix. 39 [They] discharged their Cannon at them, but

over-shot them. 1897 Chicago Advance g Sept. 327/3 Thii

charge goes wide from the mark. It hits some, but it over-

shoots the body.
b. Jig. esp. in overshoot the mark, to go or ven-

ture too far, or farther than is intended or is proper.
1588 FRAUNCE Lawiers Log. Ded., See how farre I have

overshot my marke. 1670 MILTON Hist, Eng. Wks. 1738
II. 5 In this, Diana overshot her Oracle. 1701 Eng. Theo-

fhrast. 303 The greatest fault of a penetrating wit is not

coming short ofthe mark but overshooting it. 1835 HKOWMNG
Paracelsus v. 135 Your cunning has o'ershot its aim. 1871
FREEMAN Hist. Ess. Ser. i. vii. (1875) 196 We have somewhat
overshot our mark in order to complete the history of the

English dominion in France.

c. ahsol. lit, andy?^.)
1625 MAHKHAM Soitldiers Accid. 9 The hindmost must

;
.

shoot their fellowes before through the heads, or els will

overshoot. 1733 POPE Ess. Man in. 89 But honest Instinct

conies a volunteer, Sure never to o'er-shoot, but just to hit.

1897 Outing (M. S.) XXX. 330/1 If I happened to overshoot

I was bound to bag a heifer.

3. To overshoot oneself: to shoot over or beyond
one's mark ;

to go farther than one intends in any

course ; to overreach oneself, miss one's mark by

going too far
;
to exaggerate ;

to fall into error.
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1530 PAI.SGK. 649/2, I never wyste wyseman over^hote

hymselfe thus sore. 1538 CKOMWKLL in Merriman Life fy

Lett. (1902) II. 165. i6i BIBLE Trans I. Pref, n He
was the first in a maner, that put his hand to write Com-
mentaries,, and therefore no marueile, if he ouershot him-

selfe many times. 1678 NOKRIS Coll. Misc. 11699) 84 So
th' eager Hawk makes sure of's prize, Strikes with full

might, but over-shoots himself and dyes. 1748 RICHARDSON
Clarissa (1785) IV. 214 And there she stopt ; having almost

overshot herself; as I designed she should. 1831 CARI.YI.E

Sart. Res. in. x. (adfin.}^ His irony has overshot itself; we
see through it, and perhaps through him.

t ^- fig* To be ovcrsttot : to have overshot one-

self, to be wide of the mark
;

to be mistaken,

deceived, or in error. Obs.

1535 CROMWELL in Merriman Life <$ Lett. (1902^ II. 44 Ye
arfarre ouershotte. 1584 R. SCOT Discav. Witchcr. xiv.

v. 11886) 306 Even wise and learned m :n hereby are shame-
fullie overshot. 1599 SHAKS. /fen. I', in. vii. 131 "lis not

the first time you were ouer-shot. 1656 JEANES /'*,/. Christ
20 Then are they much overshot and deeply to be blamed,
who. -harden their hearts against Gods, .calling.

t 4. fig. To shoot too hard, utter (a word) too

violently, throw out or allow to escape unguardedly.
1549 COVERHAI.!-:, etc. Erasin. Par. 2 John 53 As whan by

occasion we ouershote a worde agaynsteoure frende, whiche
we are sory for by and by that it ouer shot us. 1621 KURTON
Anat. Mel. it, iii. in. (1651) 325 A word overshot, a blow in

choler, a game at tables . . may make us equal in an instant.

5. To push or drive beyond the proper limit.

1668 CuLi'EPFKR & COLE Barthol. Anat. \\. vii. 109 Least
in the Contractions of the Heart, the Valves being forced

beyond their pitch and over-ihot, should be unable to retain

the Blood. 1795 HKRSCHKL in Phil. Trans. LXXXV. 392
This method will even throw back the figure upon the dial,

if it should have been overshot a little.

6. To shoot or dart over or above.

<zi774 HARTE(T.), High rais'd on fortune's hill, new Alpes
lie spies, O'ershoots the valley which beneath him lies. 1784
COWPER Task I. 496 While yet the beams Of day-spring
overshoot his humble nest. 1887 G. MEREDITH Ballads fy

P. 114 She, with the plunging lightnings overshot.

f 7. intr. To shoot or rush down from above. Obs.

c 1400 Destr. Troy 7620 A thondir with a thicke Rayn.,
Ouershotyng with shoures thurgh )>ere shene tenttes.

f* 8. trans. To surpass in shooting. Obs-

a 1628 F. GREVIL Sidney (1652) 85 [Sir Philip] over-shoots

his father-in-law in his own bow. 16730. HF.YWOOD Diaries,
etc. (1882) I. 357 Who knows but god may overshoot the

devil in his oun bow,

9. reft. Toexhaust oneself with toomuch shooting.
1883 COL. HOWARD in Times 26 July 7/6, 1 think, perhaps,

there was a little conspiracy. .to offer us so much practice
that we should overshoot ourselves.

10. trans. To shoot too much over (a moor, etc.)

so as to deplete it of game. [OvEB- 27.]
1884 Manch. Exam, i Aug. 5/3 Disease, together with

overshooting by greedy lessees, had played such havoc with
the moors.

Hence Overshoo'ting vbl.sb, and///, a.

a 1586 SIUSKY Arcadia v. (1622) 452 To require you, not

to haue an ouershooting expectation of mee. 1795 HEKSCHKL
in Phil. Trans. LXXXV, 392 The point of the angle sinking
down between the two teeth.. prevents their overshooting.
1897 naily News 4 Sept. 6/5 The cause of the accident was
the overshooting of the points, owing to the driver not

pulling up in time.

O'ver-sliO'rt, a. [OVER- 28.] Too short,

f b, as adv. Very abruptly. So O'ver-sho'rtly

adv., too shortly, too briefly.

13. . Cursor *)L 12399 Fe knaue bat bis timber fett Heild

nught graithli his inett, Hot ouer scort [z>. r. schorl] he broght
a tre. 1538 STARKEV England n. i. 162 Wherfore me thynke
you passe them ouer-schortly. 1587 GOLDING De Mornay
xx. 318 Here they stoppe ouershort euerychone of them.

1704 SWIFT 7*. Tub \Vks. 1760 I. 91. 1899 A. BALFOUK To
Anns \. 8 A steed some two sizes overshort for his long legs.

O:ver-sh.OTten, v. [OVER- 27.] trans. To
shorten too much.
1642 FULLER Holy fy Prof. St. iv. xxi. 353 To maintain his

ju^t Prerogative, that as it be not outstretched, so it may
not be overshortned.

Overshot (d**TOJbOi a > (^0 [In origin the

same as OVEKSUOT/^/. a.
y
with change of stress.]

1. Driven by water shot over from above.
Overshot wheelt a water-wheel turned by the force of water

falling upon or near the top of the wheel into buckets placed
round the circumferetice. i^vershot tnill, a mill to which
the power is supplied by an overshot wheel.
^ XS35 'V//;-E'. Vurfcsh. Monast. in Yorksh. Anhxol. jfr/t/.

(1886) IX. 209 Item there is a litle ouershot mylne goynge
w a litle water. Ibid. 328 Item the ouershot water mylne
hardby the gate. 1673 ^- BROWN Trav. Germ. (1677) 164
An Overshot-wheel in the Earth, which moves the Pumps
to pump out the Water. ci7ioCiii.iA FIENNES Diary (1888)

227 They have only the mills wl> are overshott, 1805 R. W.
\)\QKSQnPraet.Agric. I. Plate xiv, An overshot water-wheel
fourteen feet diameter.

2. Supplied or ' fed
'

from above : see quot
1884 KNIGHT Diet. Mech. Suppl., Over-shot Separator

{Agric.}, one in which the sheafgrain is fed into the threshing
machine above the cylinder.

B. sb. The stream of water which drives an
overshot wheel.

1759 SMEATON in Phil. Trans, M. 1 38 An overshot, whose
height is equal to the difference of level, between the point
where it strikes the wheel and the level of the tail-water.

Oversho't,///. a. [pa. pple. of OVERSHOOT z;.]

1. Shot or forced over or across a surface, etc.

1797 HQLCKQVT Stotterps Trav.(ed. 2) III. Ixxxiii. 328 This

earthquake gave birth to lawsuits. . between the proprietors of
the overshooting and the possessors of the overshot earth.

2. Carried too far or to excess ; exaggerated.

324

1774 MAD. D'AKHLAV Early Diary (1889) I. 324 Tie pre-
'

sented his plate to me, which, when I declined, he had not

the over-shot politeness to offer all round.

3. Intoxicated, slang.
1605 MARSTOX, etc. Eastward Ho iv, i, Death ! Colonel,

I knew you were overshot.

4. Said of a partially dislocated fetlock joint, in

which the upper bone is driven over or in front of

the lower bones.
1881 Times 18 Jan. 12/1 The horse was suffering from an

overshot fetlock joint, which was incurable, 1897 Daily
News 26 Mar. 7/2 The fetlocks were only overshot.

5. Having the upper jaw projecting beyond the

lower.

1885 in C. Scott Sheep-farming 11886} 196 The skull of the

collie should be quite fiat and rather broad, with, .mouth
the least bit overshot.

6. Of the leaves vijungcrmanniw : see quote.
1884 K. E. GOEBEL in KncyJ. Brit. XVII. 67/2 Overshot

leaves., are those in which the anterior margin, turned
towards the vegetative point of the stem, stands higher than
the posterior one, and thus the anterior margin of each leaf

overlaps the posterior margin of the leaf which stands before

it. Ibid,, If the growth of the upper side preponderates,
then we have the overshot, in the opposite case the undershot
mode of covering.

OvershrOTl'd,f. Pa. pplc. 6 -schroud. [OvER-
8.] trans. To cover over as with a shroud.

1513 DOUGLAS ,Eneis XL xi. 139 Persand the ayr wyth
body all ourschroud And dekkyt in a watry sabill cloud.

1592 HREION C^tess of Pembroke's Lout (1879) 23/1 What
shadowes here doe ouershroude the eie?

t O'vershut, sb. Obs. rare, [for wcrshoot.']
That which shoots over or overhangs.
1630 R . yohnsoiis fCtngd. f? Cfftttftnv, 120 The residue [of

Ltindy Isle] is inclosed with high and horrible overshuts of
Kocks.

Overshut, obs. form of OVKRSHOOT v.

Over-sick, etc. : see OVER- 28.

t O'VCr-si:de, sb. Obs. [f. OVER a. + SIDE sb. :

properly two words.] Upper or superior side.

1398 TKKVISA ttarth. DC P. A', xni. i. (Add. MS. 27944^
Water .. resteth neuere of meuyng tit the ouere syde therof
be euyn. 1479 Searchers' I'eniicts in Surtces Misc. (1888)
20 The salde grounde conteyneth . .at the ovirsyde in breede,

..vj yerdesane ynche lakk.andeat the nej?ere syde vyerdes,
halfe yerde and halfe quarter, c" 1530 LD. BERNERS Arth.

I,yt. Bryt. cix. (1814) 520 Than King Alexander rode on
the ouer side of King Emendus, and the Duke of Britaine

on the other side. 1691 tr. Emilianne's Journ. Naples 263
The one of them having rudely thrust the Fryer to the over-

i side of the Street, the other laid hold upon the Basket.

Overside, adv. and a. [Short for over the side :

cf. OVERBOARD.]
A. adv. (Juvalsai'd). Over the side of a ship

: (into the sea, or into a lighter or boat).
1889 Engineer 13 Sept. 232 The bulk of the cargo.. is dis-

charged overside into lighters. 1896 Daily News 19 Oct. 4/6
;

The proposed agreement as to unloading 'overside' in the
Port of London.

B. adj. ^Jii'vaisakl). Effected over the side of

a ship ; unloading or unloaded over the side into

lighters ; discharging over the side.

1884 /,(iti/ Times Rep. 12 Jan. 580/1 The consignee de-
manded overside delivery into lighters. 1895 Daily Tel.

15 Feb. 3/1 No overside work is being carried on in the
! docks. 1899 // 'estnt. Gaz. 23 Nov. 1 1/1 When the Dock
Company obtained their charter, the right for barges to over-
side delivery of goods was specially reserved.

Oversight ^.rvajsait), sb. [OVER- 7, 5.] The
action of overseeing or overlooking.
1. Supervision, superintendence, inspection; charge,

care, management, control.

13.. Cursor AT. 27094 (Cott.) To min on his oner-sight pat
al wranges has to right. 1413 Pilgr. Smulc (Caxton 1483)
iv. xxxiv. 83 The shyrreue sholde haue the pryncipall ouer-

sight for to see and knowe that eueriche doo his deuoyre.
1526 Pilgr, Perf. (W. de W. 1531) 108 To haue the ouer-

syght & instrucyon of nouyces. 1647 N. BACON Disc. Govt.

Eng. \. xii. (1739)23 The smallest Precinct was that of the

Parish, the oversight whereof was the Presbyters work, ijzx
SEWEL Hist. Quakers (1795) I. Pref, 23, 1 have been fain to

: trust the oversight and correction of my work toothers. 1887
ABP. BENSON in Times 23 Mar. 11/5 The episcopal oversight
of the clergy and congregations, .in Palestine,

t b. An examination, review, survey. Obs.

1550 Hooi'ER (title) An ouersighte and deliberacion vppon
the holy prophet lonas.

2. The fact of passing over without seeing ;

omission or failure to see or notice, inadvertence.

1477 Rolls of Parlt. VI. 176/1 Youre seid suppliant, of

grcte overflight of him self and simplenesse, did and com-
mitted ayenstyoure Highnesgretetresonsand offences. 1549
COVKRDALK, etc. Erasiii. Par. Tit. 2 Suche faultes as were
therin eyther by the printers neglygence ormyne ouersyght.
1676 TKMIM.K Let. to A mhossatlors France Wks. 1751 II. 406
It is all rather owing to Oversight, than to any ill Intention.

1868 E. EDWAKUS Ralegh I. xxv. 600 A similar piece of over-

sight had befallen one of the captains.
b. An instance of this; a mistake of inadvertence.

1531 Dial, on Laws /!?" " xn >- ( IO3S) 135 He shall

answer as well for an untruth in any such clerk as for

,
an oversight. 1666 PEI-YS Diary 31 Jan., There being
several horrible oversights to the prejudice of the King.
1748 Anson's I'ty. Introd. 6 In so complicated a work, some
oversights must have been committed. 1865 LIGHTFOOT Gal.

\
(1874) 121 It [the omission] may have been an oversight.

Hence f Oversight v. intr.
t

to commit an

oversight. Obs. nonce-U'd.

1613 F. ROBAKTS Rev. of Gosp. 143 (To Rdr.) The Printer

,

hath faulted a little ; it may be the author ouersighted more.

OVERSKIPPING.

t Oversi'le, v. Obs. .Cfiiefly Sc. Also 6 -syle.

[f. OVER- 8, i (b} + si/e, syle, obs. forms of CEIL #.]
1. trans. To cover over ; to conceal, hide.
a 1510 DorcLAs A". Hartu. xxxix, My solace sail I sleyUe

thusoursyle[r////fi-begyle,quhyle}. 1535 STEWART Ovw-^SVt'/.

I. 359 Wodis wyld, And ron and roche with mony rammall

ouirsyld. i584Hii)soN Du Bartas Judith i. in Sylvesters
It 'fa, (1621) 695 Ere I my malice cloke or oversile.

2. To obscure or dim the physical or mental

sight ; hence, to blind mentally, delude, beguile.
< 1560 A. SCOTT Poems (S. T. S.) iii. 40 Be the wy that all

ihe warld wrocht, Maist witt hes hie that moniest owrsylis.
a 1584 MONTGOMEKIE C/terHe <Y Sloe 418 Fuil-haist ay al-

maist ay Ouirsylis the sicht of sum. 1631 LITHGOW Trttv, \.

34 Sathan, thou Prince of darknesse, hast so ouer-sylled tlie

dimmed eies of their wretched soules.

3. ?To overtop, exceed, surpass.
1584 HUDSON Du Bartas' Judith i. in Sylvesters Wks.

{1621)691 The height and beauty did surpass, And overseilde

the famous work of Pharie, Kphesus Temple.
Hence f OversHing z( /. sb., overarching, arched

roof; ///. a. y overarching, covered in.

1632 LITHGOW Trav. vi. 267 The ouersilings loaden with

Mosaick wurke. Ibid. x. 440 Faire Arbors, spacious ouer-

siling walkes, and incorporate Trees ofinterchanging growths.

Oversilent, -silver, -simple : see OVER-.

t Oversi't, v. Obs. [OE. ofersittan: seeOvEU-

1,4,2. Cf. MHG., Ger. nbersitzen, Du.ovcrziMeit.]
1. trans. To sit over or upon ;

to occupy, possess.

c8zs I'esp. Psalter Iviii. 4 Korflon seh8e ofersetun [/-.

occupaverunt] sawle mine. c888 K. /EM-RED Boeth. xviii.

i fone mEcstan heefft sai oferseten. c 1205 LAY. 8035 For
auere to ure Hue we ma^en ouer-silten bis lond.

2. To refrain, abstain, or desist from ; to omit.

Beowulf (Z.) 684 Ac wit on niht sculon secge pfer-sittan.
Ibid. 2528 paet ic wiS bone guo-flogan gylp ofer-sttte. c 1000

/ELFRIC Gram, xlvii. (Z.) 276 Supersidco, ic ofersitte. 1303
K. URUNNE liandl. Synne 10284 3>'f hou forgete or ouer-

syttes Tyme of housel ^at bou weyl vvytes. t 1440 Promp.
Pan>, 373/2 Uvyr settynge, or ovyr sj-ttynge of dede or

tyme, omissio. 1456 SIR G. HAVK Law Arms (S. T, S.) 132,
I may nocht tak it agayne. ,gif I oursytt ony (jnhile.

3. trans. To sit over or above, preside over.

158^ GOI.DING DeMornay iii. 31 His power and prouidence
ouersitting them from aboue.

O'versi^ze, sb. [OVER- 29 d.] A size in excess

of the proper or ordinary size.

1849 \V. A. SCOTT in Nat. Preachtr Mar., A statue placed
in an elevated niche, that must be cut somewhat rouybly
and of a proportioned oversize to produce the proper effect.

tOrversi'ze, ^- T Obs. [OVER- 22 b, 26.]
1. trans. To exceed in size.

1615 G. SANDYS Travels i. 3 [People] bred in a mountanous

countrey, who are generally obserued to ouer>ize those that

dwelt on low leuels. Ibid. 63 Little copped caps.. he the

greatest that weareth the greatest, the Mufties excepted,
wtiich ouer-sizes the Emperours.
2. To increase (something) beyond the usual

size ; to make too large.
1648 Regall ApoL 41 They have, .brought in a Garrison

of strangers, and laid aside or over-sized the ordinary Guard.
1688 in Harwood Lichfield (1806) 70 His error in oversmng
the eight bells he has cast.

Oversi'ze, v.%
[f. OVER- S, 27 + SIZE v.-]

fl. trans. To size over, cover over with si/.e. Obs.

i6oa SHAKS. //am. n. ii. 484 And thus o're-si/ed witli

coagulate gore.

2. tyver-srse) To size too much.
1878 AHNF.V Photogr. (i88it 167 A great point is the

selection of the paper. It will be found advantageous to

use rather a porous kind, not over-sized.

Hence O :ver-si'zing vbl. sb., excessive si/ing.

1884 Manch. E.vam. 5 Sept. 4/6 Resolutions were.. passed
against the over-si/ing of cotton yarns. 1900 Daily News
10 Aug. 2/1 The defect in the cloth was due to over-si/ing.

O'versrzed (stress shifting),///, a. [f. OVKB-
SIXE sb. + -ED -.] Over or above the normal size,

abnormally large.
1853 KANE Grinnell Exp. xxxL (1856) 274 Can read ordinary

over-sized print. 1869 COLKRIDOK Mem, Keblc\\. 310 The

parish was a country one, not over-si/ed. 1885 k- 1^- GKKAKO
II 'aters Hercules x iii, An undersized man or an oversized boy.

Overskim : see OVER- 9.

tOverski-p, v. Obs. [OVER- 5, 13.]

1. trans. To skip or jump lightly over.

1558 PMAKK sKncid vi. R j, Whan fir^t that fatal 1 horse

our contrey walls did ouer^kippe. 1594 HOOKER Eccl. Pol.

Pref. iii. 2 Neither seeke yee to ouer-skip the fold.

2. fig. To 'skip over', pass over without notice,

omit, pretermit.
1369 CHAUCER Dethe lUattnche 1208 Many a worde I

ouer skipte In my tale. 1432-50 tr. Iligticn (Rolls) V. 65
Marcus Aurelius Antonius. .oversckippedenot eny kynde of

lecchery. 1526 Filgr. Perf. (W. de W. 1531) 179 Ouei-

skyppyng many wordes y
l

pleased hym not. 1602 Narcissus

(1893) 404 How can I oversklppe To speake of love to such
a cherrye lippe? 1605 SHAKS. Lear in. vi. 113. 1675 Art
Contentm. \. xv. (1684) 180 Not . . confin'd to some few

particular persons, and wholly overskipping the rest.

rtAiW. 1607 ROWLANDS Famous hist. 55 Tell me .. In

reading rashly, if I over-skip.

8. To overleap ; to go beyond in skipping, ran.
1628 GAULK Pract. The. (1629) 89 We would faine ouer-

skip euen Nature in her seuerall passages.
Hence t Overskrpper, one who overskips or

omits; fOverski'ppinjf t'/'/.j^., omission. Obs.

1377 LANGL. P. PL B. xr. 302 In ^e sauter seyth dauyd to

ouerskippers. c 1440 Jacob's Well 108 In syncopyng, in

ouyr-skyppyng, in omyttyng. 158* T. WATSON Centitrie of

Lone Ixxx. Poems (Arb.) 116 Transilition or ouer skipping
of number by rule and order, as from i to 3, 5, 7, and 9.



OVERSKIRT.

O'verskirt. [OVER- 8 c.] An outer skirt;

a second skirt, worn over the skirt of a dress.

1883 Phiiad, Press 7 June 4 Underskirt concealed, or very
nearly concealed, by a light overskirt. 1884 M. K. WILKINS
in Harpers Mag, Oct. 788/1 There was a green under-skirt,
and a brown over-skirt.

Over-slack, -slander, etc. : see OVKR-.

f O-verslaht. Obs. [OVER- i : cf. OE. skaht

siege stroke : cf. OVEHSLAY.] = OVER.SLAV.
c 1175 Lamb. Ifom. 87 pet heo sculden. . inerki mid ban

blode hore duren and hore ouersleaht. Ibid. 127 Mid his

blode we sculen..ba postles and bet ouerslaht of ure huse..

bisprengan.

tOversla-ke, v. Obs.
[f.

OVER- 4 + SLAKE v.~\

intr. To slacken off, become allayed or quenched.
c 1400 Land Troy Bk.

31^1
2 Iff thow haue cause suche dole

to make, Lete it passe ami ouer-slake ! a 1415 (see OVI:R-

SIIAKI-: i b].

Overslaugh. (tf'v3jslg

v

), sb. Also 8 -slagh,
-slaw. [ad. Du. overslag^ f. ovcrslaan (see next) ;

or (in sense i) from the Kng. vb.]
1. Mil. The passing over of one's ordinary turn

of duty in consideration of being required for a

duty which takes precedence of it.

1771 SIMES J////V. Guide Diet, s.v., The three blanks [in a
form of Roster] shew where the ffversietffu take effect. 1777

Miltt. Course 25 The Nature of a Table for Overslaghs.
c 1785 J. WILLIAMSON Elem. Milit. Arrangcmt. II. Notes

51 In a roster, therefore, of eight column^, the smaller corps
will be allowed two overslaughs. (This overslaugh is a
Dutch expression signifying to leap, or skip over.) 1802
in JAMES Milit. Diet. 1859 Musketry Jnstr. Army 8.

1868 Regul, $ Ord. Aruiyt'&tf When an Officer's tour of

duty comes along with other duties, he is detailed for that

duty which has the precedence, and he is to receive an

overslaugh for any other duties. 1901 King's Regulations
F 243 When an officer is on duty, he will receive an ' over-

slaugh
'
for all other duties which may come to his turn.

fig- J857 GEN. P. THOMPSON Attdi Alt. (1858) I. xiii. 45 In

something of this kind it is, that the Working Classes should
look for what soldiers call their 'overslaugh ',

or compensa.
lion for extra duty done.

2. 6". S. A bar or sand-bank which impedes the

navigation of a river; spec, that on the Hudson
River below Albany.
1776 C. CARROLL Jrnl, .Miss, Canada in B. Mayer I\!ent.

(1845) 42 Having passed the overslaw, had a distinct view
of Albany. 1796 MOUSE Amer. Geog. I. 479 Ship naviga-
tion to Albany is interrupted by a number of islands, 6 or 8

miles below the city, called the Overslaugh. 1860 UARTLETT
Diet. Amer., OverslaugJi. A bar, in the marine language
of the Dutch. The overslaugh in the Hudson river, near

Albany, on which steamboats and other vessels often run

aground, is, I believe, the only locality to which this term is

now applied among us.

Overslaugh. (Ju'vajslj), v. [ad. Du. overslaan

to pass over, omit, pass by, f. over- OVER- 5 +
slaan to strike

;
Ger. iiher$chlagen,~\

1. trans. To pass over, skip, omit. a. Mil* To
pass over, skip, or remit the ordinary turn of duty
of an officer, a company, etc., in consideration of

his (or its) being detailed on that day for a duty
which takes precedence.
The officer does the higher duty, and skips his turn for the

lower, which is taken by him whose turn comes next.

1768 SI.MKS Milit. Diet, [not in ed. i, 1766] Overslagh,
originally derived from the Dutch language, signifies to-s^v/
over. For instance, suppose four battalions [etc.].. If, in

the Buffs, the second Captain is doing duty of Deputy-ad -

jutant-general, and the fourth and seventh Captain in the

King's are acting, one as Aid-de-Camp, the other as Brigade-
major, the common duty of these three Captains must be

overslaghed ; that is, equally divided among the other cap-
tains. A sketch of the table formed for this purpose may
. .help still further to explain the term overslagh. 1777
Milit. Course 128 Captain C. . . having leave of absence is

over^Iaghed. 1779 in CAPT. G. SMITH Milit. Diet. 1802 in

JAMES Milit. Diet.

b. V. S. To pass over in favour of another, as

in nomination to an office ; also, generally, to pass
over, omit consideration of, ignore.
1846 in A". York Com. Adv. 21 Oct. (Harriett), It was found

that public opinion would not be reconciled to overslaughing
Taylor, and he was nominated. 1848 N. \'o>'k Courier ( y

/;</. Oct. (ibid.), The attempt to overslaugh officers entitled

to rank in the highest grade in the service, is about to be

repeated in a somewhat different way in a lower grade.
1881 Content^. A'tz-. Mar. 434 The other [province] is so
small that it is tempted to pursue an obstructive course, .to

prevent its being overslaughed altogether.
2. To stop the course or progress of, to bar,

obstruct, hinder. [Cf. OVERSLAUGH sb. 2.]
1864 WKHSTER, Overslaugh... '& hinder or stop, as by

an overslaugh or unexpected impediment ; as, tQffOerstoMgn
a bill in a legislative body, that is, to hinder or stop its

passage by some opposition. 1865 Mtv-tring Star 15 Mar.,
The Gulf States or their representatives in Congress,, .killed

the bill or overslaughed it for the time by voting against it.

1872 W. MA-THEWS rt//W<w I \\~orld 89 (Cent.) Society
is everywhere overslaughed with institutions.

tO'verslay. Obs. [OE. ofenl^get f. ofc-r-
OVEK- id + sifge stroke, blow, (in comb.) benm,
bar : cf. ON. sld beam, cross-bar.] The lintel of

a door.
f 1000 ^ELHRIC Gram. ix. 12 Limcn, ofersleje o55e Jerex-

wold. e 1000 ./ELFRIC Exod. xii. 23 ponne he^esihb ^t blot!

on }?am ofersleje. (1250 Gen. <y /i*-r. 3155 De dure tren and
de uuersla^en, wi5 ysope 5e blod ben dra^en. c 1425 Voc. in

Wr.-Wiilcker 668 '5 Hoc sttperlimtnare, ouverslay. i 1440
Promp. Parv. 374/1 Ovyrslay of a doore, superluninaie.

325

Oversleep (<>v3jslrp), v. [OVER- is, 23.]
1. To sleep too long ;

to sleep beyond the time

at which one ought to awake, a. intr.

1398 TRKVISA Bartk. DC P. R. xvu. lv. (1405) 636 Meue
thy body leest that thou ouerslcpe. 1602 WARNICK All1

. I'.ng.

XH* 4xxiv. (1612)306 His man fain d feare to ouer-sleepe, and
would not downe him lay. 1881 MRS. H. HUNT Childr.

yerus. 158, I will not let you over-sleep, be sure.

b. rcjl. In same sense.

c 1430 Syr Gencr. (Roxb.) 2646 That she her self not ouer-

slept. 1571 Cioi-piNG Calvin on Ps. xvii. 15 Although he
never overslept himself, yet . . after long forwerying, he lay
as it were in a slomber. 1719 Di; FOE Crusoe n. iii. (1840*

51 They were weary, and overslept themselves. 1893 I,I:LA\U

Mem. I. 218 Which sight I missed by over-sleeping myself.

2. trans. To sleep beyond (n particular time).
1526 Pilgr. Perf. (W. de \V. 1531) 133 b, To be ware, that

we ouerslepe not our tyme. 1828 WEHSTKR s. v., To over-

sleep the usual hour of rising.

Oversleeve (^-vsisttv). [OVER- S c.] An
outer sleeve covering the ordinary sleeve.

1857 MRS. MALCOLM tr. Preytag's Debit $ Credit 11858) 21

The Clentleman . . pulled off his grey oversleeve, folded il

carefully, and locked it up with a parcel of papers in his

desk. 1888 Daily Xfivs i May 5/7 The sleeves are made
entirely of white cloth, with an oversleeve of ottoman falling

partly over the top of the arms, but not hiding the gold
embroidery.

Overslide (<>uv9isbi*d), v. [Ovm- 4, 5.]

T 1. intr. To slide or slip away (in Jig. sense/;
to pass by, pass unnoticed. Usually with let. Obs.
c 1350 W ill. Palerne 3519 pe broli (jou^t bat him niened

Jjer-oi |?at ilk time Sone he let oner-slide, c 1420 LVDG.

Storyqf Thebes :i. in Chaucer s // 'ks. (1561) 363 b/i For tacke

of tyme, I lat oner slide, c 1560 A. SCOTT Poems (S. T. S.)

xxi. 41, I slip, and lattis all ourslyd Aganis the feid of the.

f 2. trans. To pass lightly over, let alone, leave

unnoticed (= to let overslide in i). Obs.
c 1470 HENRY Wallace iv, 415 This matir now herfor I will

ourslyde. 1570 1>. GOOGE Pop. Kingd. in. 43 The re>t

I ouerslide.

3. trans, (lit.} To slide, slip, or glide over (a

place or thing). Also intr. or ahsol.

1513 DOUGLAS sEneis \. xi. 31 Of thir salt fludis sa braid
ane way Remanis 5it for till ourslyd and saill. 1648 HERRICK

i>,) Ring presented to Julia iii. (1860)67 And be, too,
such a yoke, As not too wide, To over-slide ; Or be so strait

to choak. 1855 WHITTIER Drea
'

such a

15 The goodly company
..One by one the brink o'erslid.

Over-slight, etc. : see OVER-.

Overslip (0<*vaisli'p),v, Xow ;';.
1. trans. To slip or pass by (y^

r
O> Pass over

without notice ; to let slip, let pass ;
to fail or

neglect to notice, mention, use, or take advantage
of; to leave out, omit, miss. Common in i6th

and i;th c. ; now rare or Obs. [OVER- 4, 5.]
a. 1425 Cursor M. 12900 1.1'rin.) But mi^te he neuer oner

slip pat him self seide of warship. 1513 DOUGLAS sEncis x.

xiii. 81 Forsuyth, I sail nocht ourslyp in this steyd Thy
hard myschance, Lawsus, and fataledeyd. 1535 COVERDALK
Esther\x.. 28 The dayes of Purim, which are not to be ouer-

slipte amonge the lewes. 1599 THVSNK Animadv. (1875) 6.>,

I must speake of one woorde in the same, deservjnge cor-

rectione, whiche I see you ouerslipped. 1672 Essex Papers
(Camden) 20 That ye Advantages of y Crowne by this

Regulation bee not overslipt. 1755)
BROWN Compl. Fanner

98 A little before Michaelmas, or, if you have overslipt that

time, then about the end of February. 1860 MOTLEY
Xcthol, (1868) I. vii. 446, I had overslipt the good occasion
then in danger.

f* b. intr. or absol. To act inadvertently, make
a slip. Also refl. in same sense. Obs.
1600 W. WAI SON Dccacordon (1602) 148 Ouerslipping him-

selfe at vnawares in his words, 1609 ROWLANDS Knaiie of
Clitbbes 28 Hut see how wise ingenious men, Do often ouer-

slip ! 1641 MILTON Animadv. (1851) 214 The easines of

erring, or overslipping in such a boundlesse and vast search.

\ 2. intr. To slip or pass by ;
to pass unnoticed

or unused
;

of time, to elapse (usually implying
the missing of an opportunity"). Obs. [OVER- 4.]
1470-85 MALORY Arthur vm. xiv, For sire Segwarydes

dur^te not haue ado with sir Tristram, .therfore he lete it

oner slyp. 1513 [see OVERSMI-MSG j>pl. a. below). 1603
KNOI.LMS Hist, TVmfcrfifaz) 1002 Being very desirous not
to let such an opportunitie tooverslip. 1607 in Hist. Wake-
ficld Gram. Sell. (1802) 65 If (upon time overslipped) the
election ..shall be in the Maister and Fellowes of Emanuel
Colledge.

f 3. trans. To slip away from, escape (a person) ;

usually fig. to escape the notice of, pass unnoticed
or unused by, be missed by. Obs.

*574 WHITGIKT Dcf. AHSIV. L Wks. 1851 I. 178, I think it

hath but overslipped you, and that upon belter advice you
will reform it. 1593 SHAKS. Liter. 1576 Which all this time
hath overslipp'd her thought. 1630 WADSWORTH Pilgr. viii.

82, I would not let any occasion ouerslip me. 1688 HOOLE
Sch.*Colloqmes 394, I had rather write it my self lest any
thing should perhaps overslip me.

4. To slip past or beyond (lit.} to pass beyond,
esp. secretly or covertly. [OvEii- 13.]
6-i595C.M'T. WYATT A'. Dudleys Voy. W.'lnd. (Hakl. Soc.)

19 It was thearefore concluded secret lie. .that in the night
they shoulde overslip them [the islands], 1616 SlSKFI. &
MAKKH. Country Farms 687 Hiding hi nisei fe therein, and
letting the dogges by that means to ouerslip him, as not

being able to find the sent of him. 1628 DIGUV /
T

oy. Medit.
(1868) 26 And shortened saile, least before morning I might
puerslippe them. 1660 INGELO Benin: % Ur. n. (1682) 8 That
is not my house said [he] you have over-slipt it a League.
f 5. To slip beyond or outside of (jig*} ;

to trans-

gress through inadvertence. Obs.

OVER-SOLICITUDE.

1534 WnniNTON Tullyes Offices i. (1540) 13 Many causes
; are wont to be.. of ouerslyppynge of marines offyce and

dulie. 1590 GREENED-/. J-'ur. Wks. (Rtldg.) 02/1 Lest. .My
choler overslip the law of arms, a 1592 Poems i-jo She
[Nature] over-slipped her cunning and her skill, And aimed
too fair, but drew beyond the mark.

6. intr. ? To slip or slide beyond the proper
i point in stepping : said of a horse. ? Obs.

1706 Loud. Ga^. No. 4212/4 When he trots out he over-

slips, and is shod short before fur it.

Hence Oversli'pped///. a., Oversli'pping vbl.

sb. and///, a.

1513 DOUGLAS sJZueis xiii. ix. 50 The lang cleclinand and
ourshppand nycht (Ian schape full fast to mak schort and

ourdryve. 1582 SIANYHUKST sEneis Ded. (Arb.) 7 Thee
ouerslipping of yt were in effect tbee chocking of tbee poet
his discourse. 1616 R. C. Times' H'/iistte, etc. Ad Lectorem
(E. K. T. S.) in, I had noe competencie of time, .to correct

any easily overslipped errour.

tO'Verslip, sb. Obs. [f. prcc. vlj.] An act

of
'

overslipping
1

or inadvertence
;
a slip.

1593 Pass. Morriee ( 1876) 82, I let not them passe in

whom I discouei not many ouer-slippes. 1650 T. BJAVII >)
// <v<.v/fA'V Af>of>k. 94 After that he had seen him express
so much of sorrow for that over-slip.

tO'VCrslop. Obs. [Oli. oferslop (in ON. yfir-

sloppr}, f. OVEH- S C + SLOP a smock.] A loose

upper garment; a cassock or gown; a stole or

surplice.

_ cgtftLtxdisf.foslj&exx.46[dtH&uta>viftst0tu)%CQna
in stolum ->el on oferslopnm. c 1000 Sn.v. Leeckd. 111. 200

Oferslop hwit habban blisse getacnaS, oferslop bleofah hab-
ban acre tide fullic getacnaft. c 1386 CHATCLU Can. Ycoat.

Prol. <y T. So (Kllesm.) His ouetslope [Pt'tin. ouersclopc,
other JAS".S". ouer(e sloppe] nys nat worth a myte ..It is al

baudy and to-tore also.

Over-slope : see OVKU-.

O'ver-slow, a. [OVER- 27.] Too slow,

unduly slow. So Over-slowness.
1571 (loi.DiMj Calvin on Ps. xxxvii. n The understanding

of the flesh thinketh him to bee then overslow. 1896 MKS.
CAFFYN Quaker Grandmother 140 The consciences of the

two appear to have been especially created for their present
fluctuating state of being. For hers was as over-slow, as

his was over-sure. 1902 // 'estm. t"rt-. 29 May 3/1 The weak
spot will come from the over-slowness and air of calculation.

t Overslow, v. Obs. rare. [Cf. OVER- 21.]

trans. To make slow, slacken down, retard.

a 1660 HAMMOND Seri t F.zck. xvi. 30 Wks. 1684 IV. 563
To perswade our selves, that there is no means on earth

,.abl? to trash, or overslow this furious driver.

Overslur to Over-small : see OVER-.

Oversman (^u'vojznuvn). Sc. and north, dial.

[A variant of OVERMAN, prob. after words formed

on a genitive, such as daysman, toiwisman, etc.]

1. A man having authority, or holding an official

position, over others; = OVERMAN i.

1596 DALRYMPLE tr. Leslies Hist. Scot. i.
127 In euerie

prouince ar owrismen quhome of ane aid titil we cal

Schirreifis. [1894 HEWAT Little Scot. U'or/dS* The earliest

provosts or ouirsmen of Prestwick.]

2. An arbiter, umpire; = OVERMAN 2.

1540 Deereet Arbitral in $t/t Rep. }tist. MSS. Couun.

600/1 Robert Abbot of Khiloss, oversman chosen by the

said parties. 1593 in Row Hist. Kirk (1842) 153 Kach shall

choose so many out of his awin Presbyterie with an oversman.

1874 Act 37 <y 38 I 'iff. c. 94 35 A decree of division of

commonty. . pronounced ..by arbiters or by an oversman.

3. A foreman in a colliery;
= OVERMAN 3.

1863 Mining- Rep. W. Set'/., Knforced by the occasional

visit of the underground oversman, particularly in long-wall

working.

fOversmi-te, v. Obs. [OVER- 13.] trans. To
exceed or go beyond in smiting.
a 1450 Fysshynge w. Angle (1883) 18 Se J?ui ?e neuer ouer

smyt be strynght of ?owr lyne for brekyng.

Oversmo-ke, v- [OVER- 8, 23, 27.]
1. trans. To cover over with smoke or the like.

1855 BROWNING Up at I'ilia v, The hills over-smoked
behind by the faint grey olive-trees.

2. intr. and rejl. To smoke too much.
1890 Cornh. Mag. Oct. 417, I work as hard as I can and

oversmoke myself and am happy. 1895 Wcstni. Gaz. 1:6 Oct.

3/1 [He] may have drunk too much tea. .or oversmoked.

OversnOW, v. poetic. [OVER- 8.] trans. To
whiten over with or as with snow.
c 1600 SHAKS. Soitn. v, Sap check VI with frost and lusty

leaves quite gone, Beauty o'ersnow'd, and bareness every
where. 16^7 E>EYDEN .Kneid\. 553 Ere age unstrung my
nerves, or time o'ersnow'd my head.

Oversoa'r, z>. [OVER- i, 5.] trans. To soar

above, fly over the summit of.

1591 SYLVESTKK Du Bartas i. vii. 623 As the wi>e Wilde-

geese, when they over-soar Civilian Mounts. 1821 SHKLU-.Y

Epipsyeh. 16 It oversoared this low and worldly shade. 1839
BAILEY Festits (1848) xxi. 268 My mind o'ersoars The stars.

fOver-sob, r. Obs. rare. [f.
OVJSB- 26 + SOB

'.]
trans. To charge with excess of moisture.

1664 EVELYN Syfoa. (1776) 41 That you cast no seeds into

the earth whilst it either actually rains, or that it be over-

sobb'd, till moderately dry.

Over-soft, -solemn, etc. : see OVER-.

O'Ver-SOli'CitoUS, a. [OVER- 28.] Exces

sively or unduly solicitous. So O'ver-soli'citude.

1664-5 Pti-Ys Diary 28 Feb., My being over-solicitous

and jealous and froward and ready to reproach her do make

her worse. 1711 SHAKTUSB. C/tarac. (1737) !I 5? The over-

sollicitous regard to private good. 1768-74 TUCKM Li.

Nat. (1834) II. 507 An over-solicitude retards the speed and

, misguides the judgment.



OVER-SOON.

O'ver-soo'n, adv. (>.) [OVEH^O: cf. OVER
adv. n.] Too soon

; f too quickly or readily (pbs.\
1340 H.\Mroi,t Pr. Cause. 3907 Penance, .done Parchaunce

over reklesly and over sone. c 1440 Jacob's Well 153 As
whann a man sweryth ouersone, .. & whanne he hath don,
he repentyth hym. a 1586 SIDNKY (J.), The lad may prove
well enough, if he oversewn think not too well of himself.

1634 \V. TIRWHVT tr. Bahtics Lett. (vol. I.) 97 Having
over-soone desired them. [Now usually two words.]

t B. adj. Too early ;
too ready or quick. Obs.

ii 1586 SIDNEY Arcadia iv. 11622) 415 Lamenting.. such as
the turtle-like lone is wont to make for the euer ouer-,soone
losse of her onely loued make.

t O'verso're, adv. Obs. [f. OVER- 30 + SOKE

adv.] Too * sore' ; too severely or violently.
1297 R. GLOUC. (1724) 280 (MS. lit pys Edwyne was bus

kyng J?re ;er, and somdel more, And bat lond vor ys debe
ne wep no}t ouersore \v. r. no ping sore], c 1460 FORTKSCCK
Abs. i Lint. Man. x. (1885) 133 It is not good a kynge to
oner sore charge his peple. a 1568 ASLHAM Scholem. (Arb.)

34 Thies sciences, as they sharpen mens wittes ouer moch,
so they change mens maners oner sore.

Over- sorrow to -sour: see OVER-.
O'Ver-SOul. [OVER- 2.] Emerson's name

for the Deity regarded philosophically as the

supreme spirit which animates the universe; used

by later writers in the same or an analogous sense.

1841-4 KMERSON Ess,, O~~cr-soul 270-1 That great nature
in which we rest as the earth lies in the soft arms of the

atmosphere ; that Unity, that Over-soul within which each
man's particular being is contained and made one with all

other. 1856 R. A. VAV/GHAN Mystics (1860) II. 19 With the
American [Emerson], every elevated thought merges man
for a time in the Oversoul. 1887 H. R. HAWKIS Lt. ofAges
\. i. 4 The Divine Spirit, the Great Oversoul has always
been in contact with the human spirit.

OverSOU nd, v. Mit$. [OVER- i e.] (See quot.)
1852 SKIDEL Organ 43 If the wind be too strong, the pipes

oversound (or produce the higher octave of the tone they
ought to sound).

Oversow (0uv3js0\, v. [In OE. ofersdwan,
f. ofer-i OVER- + Sow v. ; cf. OS. ofarsth'a/t, ( >IIG.

iwarstleti, all repr. late L. supersimindre (Vulg.).]
1. trans. To sow (seed) over other seed, or a

crop, previously sown. [OVKR- i, 8.]
t 975 Rush. Gosp. Matt. xiii. 25 Cuom feond his and ofer-

seow weod \superscmi)iauit zizania} in midle ba:s hwjetes.

1565 W. ALLEN in Fulke Confitt, Purg. 11577) 409 It was
long after ouersowen. 1581 X. T. (Rhein.) Matt. xiii. 25
His enemy came and oversowed cockle among the wheate.
1610 BOYS H'ks. (1629) 182 In Heaven Lucifer oversowed
Pride. ..In Paradise Satan over-sowed disobedience. 1887
T. W. ALLIES Throne Fisherman 487 Enemies, who while
men sleep, oversow tares upon'that good seed.

2. To sow (ground) with seed in addition to

some already sown. [OVER- S, 20.]
<: 1000 Ags. Gost>. Matt. xiii. 25 pa com his feonda sum and

ofer-seow hit mid coccele on middan bam hwete. , 1616
T. ADAMS Soul's Sickness Wks. 1861 I. 480 Whilst he sleeps,
the enemy over-sows the field of his heart with tares. 1882
(J. F. PENTECOST Out of Egypt viii. 195 The Devil .. came
by night and oversowed the field with tares.

3. To scatter seed over, to sow with seed. Also

fg. in pa. pple. Strewn over with something,
bestrewn, besprinkled, spotted (F. parseM^.
[OVER- S.]
n 1618 SYLVESTER Panarctus 125 An Azure Scarf, all over-

sow'n With Crowned Swords. 1648-60 HKXHAM, Ecu O~'r~

zaeyt, oftc Gortigh vcrckcn, an Over>owne or a Meazled
Hogge. 1891 G. F. X. GRIFFITH tr. Foitants Christ 1.303
He likened it to a land which, being once oversown,

'

pro-
duces its fruit of itself.

4. To sow too much of (seed) ; to sow too much
seed upon (land). [OvER- 27.]
1890 Cent. Diet, s.v., To oversow one's wheat.

Overspan (^vajspae-n), v. [OVER- 10, 22.]
1. trans. To extend above and across (something

else) from side to side, as a bridge or the like
;
to

span ;
in quot, 1513, to cross over,

1513 DOUGLAS sEneis in. iii. 19 Wnder thy gard to schip
we ws addres Ourspannand \perincnsi\ inony swelland seis

salt. 1854 OWKS in Circ. Sc. (^1865) II. 87/2 They overspan
and protect, .the. .blood-vessels. 1884 Expositor Feb. 100
The heavenly arch that overspans the earth.

f2. To exceed in width of span. (In quot.y?^.)
1649 G. DANIEL Trinarch.^ Rich, //.cccxvi, Mighty Czsar:

Hee who overspan'd All Souldiers in his conduct.

f3. a. To span (a space) with an arch or crossing

structure, to 'throw* (an arch, bridge, etc.) over
a space. Also absol^ \\\ spec, use : see q not. Obs.

1703 T. N. City ff C. Purchaser 49 Before it is closed up
at the top, it is almost filled with Wood.., and then they
over-span the Arch. Ibid. 109 The Place to receive the
Fuel .. being over-span'd like an Arch. //<, Instead of

Arching, they truss-over, or over-span^ as they phrase it,

i. . they lay the end of one Brick about half way over the
end of another, and so, till both sides meet within half a
Bricks length, and then a bonding Brick at the top finishes
the Arch. 4:1817 FUSF.I.I in Lect. Paint. x\. (1848) 541
Michelangelo,., by the perpetual use of a convex line, over-

spanned the forms.

Over-spangle, -spatter, etc. : see OVER-.

CVver-spa rred (-spa-id), a. [f. OVER- 28 d +
SPAR si). + -ED-.] Of a ship : Having too many
or too heavy spars (masts, yards, etc.), so as to be

top-heavy. Hence fig, {Naut. slang) , unsteady.
1871 Echo 1 8 Jan. , They say that our ships draw too much

water, are over-sparred. 1890 CLARK RussKLtCVfaw Trag.
I. i. 8 He could have carried a whole bottle .. without ex-

hibiting himself as in the least degree oversparred.
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Overspeak ('wvwsprk),^. Now/wr. [OVEK-
27, 22.]
1. fa. trans. To speak of, or proclaim, too

strongly ;
to overstate, exaggerate. Obs.

1628 UP. HALL Old Rclig. (1686) Ded., If fame do not over-

speak you there are not many soils that yield either so

frequent flocks or better fed. 1681 R. FLEMING Fulfill,
Scripture (1801) II. ii. 16 A truth which none can overspeak,
\ ea where no possible hyperbole can ever be.

b. intr. To speak too strongly ;
to speak ex-

travagantly, exaggerate. Also rcfl. in same sense.
a 1656 HALES Gold. Kern. (1673) 229 [He] extremely over-

worded, and over-spake himself in his expression of it. a 1661
FULLER Worthies^ Hants. (1662) 5 Seing ill usage. .may
make a Sober man Overspeak in his passion.
2. trans. To surpass or outdo in speaking.
1826 Svp. SMITH Wks. (1859) II. 97/1 Mr. Jackson strives

to out-paint Sir Thomas; Sir Thomas Lethbridge to over-

speak Mr. Canning.
So O'verspea'king- vbl. si'., too much speaking ;

exaggeration; O'verspea'king
1

///. a., that speaks
too much.
1609 OVERBUKY Sfatc of France (1626) 28 In their Con-

uersation, the Custome [of] shifting, and ouerspeaking, hath
quite oiiercome the >hame of it. /ii6io HKALKY Tkco-

phrastus (1636) 28 Of Loquacitie or Over-speaking. 1611
KACON Ess., Judicature (Arb.) 454 An ouer.-.peaking ludge
is no well tuned Cymball.
Over-speculate, -speech, etc. : see OVER-.

Overspend (J:vajspe-nd , v. [OVER- 17, 13,

26, 23.]
1. trans. To '

spend
'

or use till no longer fit for

service
;
to exhaust, wear out. Usuajly in pa. pple.

overspent: Completely 'spent', worn out; ex-

hausted with fatigue, tired out. arch.
a 1618 RALEIGH Royal Xary 27 They make their Ocum . .

of old seere and weather-beaten ropes, when they are over-

spent and growne. .rotten. 1636 DKKKER W'onderof Kingtl.
Wks. 1873 IV. 239 Now I see th'art too farre gone, this

lady hath overspent thee. 1697 DRYDEN I'irg. Past. n. 10
Harvest Hinds o erspent with Toil and Heat. 1877 L.

MORRIS Epic Hades n. no Where ofttimes overspent I lay

upon the grass.

b. In reference to the force of a storm, life,

time: (in /a. pple.} Spent, at an end.
1826 K. IKYING Babylon II. vi. 100 Till this last storm of

tlie terrible ones being overspent [etc.]. i8 BAILKV Festtts

^848) 6 '2 When this vain life o'erspent r-arth may some
purer beings' presence bear.

2. a. To spend more than (a specified amount) ;

to exceed in expenditure.
1667 PEI'VS Diary 10 Apr., It is plain that we do overspend

our revenue. 1895 Daily News 26 Apr. 2/4 At present they
were over-spending their income of 6o,ooo/. by Q,OOO/. a year.

b. To spend in excess or beyond what is necessary.
1857 GEN'. P. THOMPSON Audi Alt. I. x.xiv. 89 The principal

argument . . that what one man over-sj>ends, some other must
gain ; in short the old argument in favour of luxury.

c. re/I, and intr. To spend beyond one's means.
1890 Spectator 7 June, Although Italy has not overspent

herself like France.

Hence Overspe-nt (t overspended) ///. a.
a 1586 SIDNF.Y Arcadia^ (1622) 241 Such whom any dis-

contentment made hungrie of change, or an ouer-spended
want, made want a ciuill warre. 1760-7* H. BROOKE Fool
ofQunl. (1809) I. 66 Slowly leading their over-spent horses.

O verspill, sb. [OVER- 5.] That which is

spilt over or overflows
; usuallyfig.) esp. of surplus

population leaving a country.
1884 Pall MallG. 8 Nov. 12/1 A colony capable ofreceiving

the overspill of her population, or of furnishing her with all

tropical produce. 1802 RAKING-GOULD Trag. Caesars I. 206
In the middle ages the overspill of the men became merce-
naries to foreign courts. 1899 Edin. J\ev. Oct. 289 This
stream is an overspill from the main river.

Overspill, T'. [OYEK- 5.] trans. To spill
over the edge of the containing vessel.

1855 BAILEY Mystic 7 Ere earth Like the libation of a
crowned bowl, O'erspilled the depths of the unknown abyss.

1887 G. L. TAYLOR Centennial Toan 13 Apr., Her Newton,
born a quart cup not o'erspilling.

tOverspi-n, v. Obs. rare. [OVER- 18.] trans.

To spin out, protract too much.
1643 CARTWBIGHT On Death Sir B. Grewitt 34 Things

were prepar'd, debated, and then done, Not rashly broke, or

vainly overspun.
Overspire to Oversplit: see OVER-.

Overspread (^vaispre'd), v. [OE. ofer-

sprxdan^i. ofer- ,
OVER- 8 . 9 ;

inM HG. iiberspreiten^\
\. trans. To spread (something) over or upon

something else; to diffuse over a place or region.
cq6t Knit St. Benet liii. ^hroer 1885)84 Beon J>a:rsymble

bead ^enihtsumlice oferspraedde.
c 1375 Cursor M. 5486

(Fairf.) |>e ospring J>at of loseph bred was mykil in lande

ouerspred. 1567 Gude fy Go<ilie B. (S. T. S.) 173 This nycht
I call Idolatrie, The elude ouerspred, Hypocresie.
2. To spread something over (something else"

;

to cover with something spread upon the surface.

(1386 CHAUCER Knt.'s T. 2013 After this, Theseus hath
i yseni After a beere, and it al ouer spradde With clooth of

gold. 1608 SIIAKS. Per. i. ii. 24 With hostile forces he'll
'

o'erspread the land. 1860 HAWTHOKNK Marb. Faun (1878)
II. ix. 104 Dealers had .. overspread them with scanty
awnings. 1879 BKOWMXG Ivan Ivanovitch 222.

b. in passive with with (the subject being left

indeterminate).
c 1275 LAY. 190*5 Was bat kineworjte bed Al mid palle ouer

sprad. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints vii. {Jacobus minor) 813 Al
i

be feld. bat wes our-sprad With fare quhyte dew a-bout |>at

OVERSTATEMENT.
sted. 1563 Alirr. jlftig, t Buckingham vi, Northampton
fyeld with armed men orespred. 1647 MAY Hist. Par/, in.
iii. 55 The whole Kingdome..was now overspread with a

i generall Warre. 1748 A nson's Voy. ii. xh. 261 High
! mountains overspread with trees. 1870 URYANT IHad I. n.
I 70 Pyrasus Sacred to Ceres and o'erspread with flowers,

3. Of a thing: To spread or extend over (some-
i thing else) ; to diffuse itself over ; to cover com-

pletely, lit.
and^f.

ciaoj LAY. 14188 Swa muchel lond. .Swa wule anes buJe
hude niches weies ouer-sprieden. 1297 K. GLOUC. (Rvll*)

[ 7803 He wende him in to france, & Je contreie ouer spradde,
it robbede N: destruede. c 1330 Assitaip. I'irg. 864 (B, M.
MS.) A lyjt cloude . .ouer-sprad hem euery man. 1426 Lvix;.
De Guil. Pilgr. 14555 My mantel overspredeth al. 1594
T. B. La Pritnmtd. Fr. Acad. n. 9 Keing heires of that

corruption that hath ouerspread the whole nature of man.
1697 DRVOBM / 'irff.Gcorg.i\. 254 Here wild Olive-shoots o'er-

spread the Ground. 1748 SMOLLKIT Red. Rand. xvii. (1804)
99 You Scotchmen have overspread us.. as the locusts did

Egypt. 1863 Gi:o. ELIOT Rontola vi, A pink flush over-

spread her (ace. alsol. 1651 C. CARIWKICHT Cert. Relig.
To Rdr., Surely, if Popery overspread againe, barbarism and
illiteratene>s is a most likely means to effect it.

Hence Oversprea'din? vbl. sb.. the action of

spreading over
; ///. a. that spreads over. Also

verspread sh. t the fact of spreading over ; cotter.

that which is spread over.

1563 MAN Miesculus' Coitnnon/>l. i6b, The beginning of

sinne, and the ouerspreading of it abrode. 1610 WILLV.T
Hexapla Dan. 64 In the bedchamber there was an ouer-

spreading vine made of gold. 1617 SANDI:RSON Serin. I. 265
i '1 hose general truths, which by the mercy of God were
, preserved amid the foulest overspreadings of popery. 1826
,

R. HALL Wks. VI. 34 The overspreading of thick darkness.
1866 Reader 31 Mar. 331 The main contour of surface., was
acquired prior to the overspread of the glacial series.

Oversprrng, v. [OVER- i, 5: cf. OHG.
nharspringan, MHG. & Ger. iiherspringen^\ trans.

To spring or leap over ; Jig. to surmount.
c 1386 CHAUCKR Frank!. T. 332 That fyue fadme at the

leeste it ouersprynge The hyeste Rokke. 1801 W. TAYLOR
in Monthly Moff. XII. 583 An Arabian wildness of fancy,. .

which seldom shakes off the costume, or oversprings the

range of Arabian idea. 1847 EMERSON /Wwj, Hafiz Wks.
(Hohn) I. 479 Bring wine, that I overspring Both worlds at

a single leap.

Oversprrnkle, v. [OVER- 8.] trans. To
sprinkle over, besprinkle.
1563 Homilies n. Rebellion vi. (1859) 593 So is there no

country .. which .. hath not been oversprmkled with the
blood of subjects. ^1576 GASCOIGNE DevylCs li^ili, Item
1 geve to the Uutchers new freshe blood to ouersprinkle
their stale mete that it may seme .. newly kylled. a 1849
POE Bells Poems (1859) 73 The stars that oversprinkie All

the heavens.

t Overspxrrn, v. Obs. rare. [OVER- 6.] trans.

To kick over, overturn with the foot.

c 1495 Epitaffe etc. in Skelton's ll'ks. (1843) II. 392 Caused
to surrendre Lyfe vp to Delh that a! ouerspurneth.

Oversqueak, -squeamish : see OVER-.

t Oversta*d,/a.///<;. Obs. [f.
OVER- 21 + statl,

later STED, placed : cf. BESTED pa.pple. sense 4.]

Overset, overwhelmed.
c 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. 1 1 'ace (Rolls) 12770 Anojwr strok

he scholde haue had, But wi| be Romayns )>ey were ouerstad.

Overstaff, -stain, -stalled : see OVER-.

t Oversta-nd, v. Obs. [OVER- i, 17: cf.

MUG. iibo'stan^ Ger. iibcrstehenl\
1. trans. To stand over; to stand beside.

c 1330 Amis <V Awil. 1986 Y bad him fain Forsake the

lazer in the wain, That he so ouerstode [cf. 1970 ouer him

,

stode a naked swain].

2. To stand, endure, or stay to the end of; to

get through ;
to outstay, overstay.

1600 AIJP. ABBOT E.\p. Jonah 168 If they can over-stand

I
that journey and escape well from danger. 1666 BusVAN

!

Grace Ab. P66 How, if you have overstood the time of
i

mercy? 1784 J. POTTER 1'irtnous Villagers I. 51 She was
too nice and particular, .and so overstood her market.

t Oversta'rt, ^. Obs. rare. [OVER- 5.] trans.

To overleap, miss, 'skip
1

,
omit.

c 1420 LVDC. Assembly ofGods 1593 Som of the felyshyp
that I there say, In all thys whyle, haue 1 ouerstert.

Overstate (I'^vajstfi't), v. [f. OVER- 27, 26
1

+ STATE sb. and
z/.]

1 1. To over-state it : to assume too great
' slate

'

1 or stateliness ; to play the grandee to excess. Obs.

1639 FL-U.ER Holy ll'ar iv. .\ix. (1647) 202 Or else that

they should over-state it, turn Tyrants, and only exchange
their slavery by becoming vassals to their own passions,

2. trans. To state too strongly ;
to exceed the

limits of fact in stating; to exaggerate.
1803 W. TAYLOR in Ann. Rev. I. 397/2 If Sir Francis

IJurdett has overstated the missovernment of a prison, ap-
, propriated for the seditious, he [etc]- 1837 SYD. SMITH Let.

Arc/id. Singleton Wks. 1859 !! 279/2, I nate to overstate

my case. 1873 SYMOSUS Grk. Poets x. 324 To say that the

Greeks had no conceits, isjierhaps
overstated.

Overstatement (^"vs.isU'Hment). [OVER-

29 b.] The action, or an act. of overstating;

statement which exceeds the limits of fact ; exag-

geration.
1803 W. TAYLOR in Ann. Rev. \. 397/2 It does not appear

that "his account was an overstatement at the time. 1848
MILL Pol. Econ. 1. 168 This, .is one of those over-statements

of a true principle, often met with in Adam Smith. 1874

GLADSTONE in Contevip. Rev. Oct. 673 In commenting on

over-statement I do not seek to understate.
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Overstay (t^vaast^'), v. [OVER- 18.] trans.

To stay over or beyond (in time).
1646 BP. HALL Satan's Fiery Darts quenched \. vi, Now

that he onely over-stayes the time of our mUgrotmded
expectation. 1668 Ormonde J/.YJ>\ in loth AV/. Hist. MSS.
Comm. App. \'. 71 Overstayed leave fof absence], caused by
illness. 1858 MKS. CARLYI.K Lett. II. 369 Kear ofover-staying
one's welcome. 1862 11. TAYLOR Home fy Abroad Ser. n. II.

,\. 194 We had already overstayed by a fortnight the time
which we had allotted to our visit.

Overstayed .^vaist^'d;, a. Aattf. [OVKR-
28.J Too heavily stayed; having the stays too rigid.
1880 Times 25 Dec. 7/4 Ship's efficiency not what my

recollection of such a ship should be ; masts overstayed.

t Oversta-ys, adv. phr. Obs, [f.
OVER prep.

+ STAY s/>. : cf. OVER- 3 1 .] Over to the other tack :

in quots.y?^.
1637 GiLi.KSt'iF, Rug. Pop. Ceretu. n. iii. 17 Are their mindes

so aliened from us ? and must we be altogether drawne over-

stayes to them? Ibid. vii. 27 When they had both spoken
and disputed against them ; what drew them overstayes to

contend for them ?

Over-steadfast to -stent : see OVKR-.

Overste^ing : see OVEKSTY v. 0/>s.

Overste'p, ^. [OE. ofcrsteppan, f. ofer- OVKR-

5, 12; = O1IG. ubarstephen^ Du. overstappen.]
trans. To step over or across ; to pass beyond or

to the other side of (a boundary or thing material

or immaterial). Also intr.

a \QQoLawl\Ps. xvii. 30 (Bosw.) Icofersteppe weall [trans-

grediar witnun}. 1489 CAXTOS Faytes ofA. i. xii. 32 They
ouerpresse and ouerstep one ouer that other. 1592 I'IHEKNK

Philomela. Wks. (Grosart) XI. 126, I will ouerstippe the

conceit of mine own folly. 1871 R. ELLIS Catullus Ixxxviii.

7 Infamy none o'ersteps, nor ventures any beyond it. 1875
BHVCE Holy Rom. Emp. xx. (ed. 5) 363 France.. by the

annexation of Piedmont, had overstepped the Alps.
So O verstep sl>., an act of overstepping or pass-

ing beyond a limit.

1812-34 Good's Study filed, (ed. 4) III. 64 This apparent
overstep, be it what it may, in the march of insanity beyond
that of the population of the country, is a real retrogression.

Overstien, -stihen : see OVERSTY v. Obs.

Over- stiff, -stifle, etc. : see OVER-.

O:ver-strmulate, v. [OVER- 27.] trans.

To stimulate too much or excessively ; to over-

excite. (Chiefly mpa.pple.} So O'ver-stimulated

ppl.a,\ O'ver-stimula'tion.
1798 EncEwoRTii Pract. Ednc. (1822) I. 331 It is the

debility of an over-stimulated temper. 1835-6 TODD Cycl.
Anat. I. 678 Over-stimulation . .of the minute vessels of the

lungs by the dark blood. 1865 DICKKNS Ahet. /''t: n. xii,

Over-stimulated by them feelings which rouses a man up.

t Oversti'nk, ^. Obs. [OvKR- 22, 21.] trans.

To stink more than
;
to drown the stench of.

1610 SHAKS. Temp. iv. 1.^184,
I left them I' th' filthy

mantled poole,. .There dancing vp to th' chins, that the

fowle Lake Ore-stunck their feet.

Overstock >i-vajstpk), sb. [OVER- 8 c, 29 d.]

f 1. //. Knee-breeches ; cf. nether-stocks. Obs.

1565 Richmond Wilts (Surtees) 177 Item to Samuall

Pullayne a pare of black overstocks, cult in long paynes.

1573-80 BAKET Afo. B 1160 Breeches, or mens ouerstockes.

2. A superabundant stock or store
;
a supply in

excess of demand or requirement.
1710 STEELE Tatter No. 195 P5 This over-stock of Beauty,

for which there are so few Bidders, calls for an immediate

Supply of Lovers and Husbands. 1757 Herald No. 12

(1758) I. 196 This drain of an overstock of corn can lie no
other than that of exportation to foreign countries. 1885
HOWKLLS Silas Lapham (1891) I. 158 There's an overstock
in everything, and we've got.. to shut down.

Overstock (<wvajst-k), v. [OVER- 27.]
trans. To stock to excess; to supply with more
than is required ; to fill too full, overcharge, glut.

1649 BLITHE Eng, Improv. Impr, (1653) Ded., Every man
Inies on at random, and as many as they can get, and so

Overstock the same. 1676 TOWKKSON Decalogue 536 Some
of those fish, wherewith I find his ponds to be overstock!.

1788 JKKI-ERSOS Writ. (1859) !* 539 ' n conse<llience f die

Knglish treaty, their oils flowed in, and overstocked the

market. 1842 in Bischoff Woollen Manuf. II. 382 Kv.jry

judicious fanner will be careful not to over-stock his land.

Hence (Xversto'cked ///.., -sto'cking vbl.sb.

1719 W. WOOD Sun- 1
. Trade 298 The overstocking of a

Country with goods may lessen the gain of particular Mer-
chants. 1865 Saf. KfZ'. 5 Aug. i6r/i The treatment which
fish bestow on each other in an overstocked pond.

Over-stoop, -stowed, etc. : see OVER-.

Over-sto-ried,/a.//A'. [OVER- 8.] Covered
with stories or historical pointings.
1855 BROWXIN-G Clton ^3 The Precile, o'er-storied its whole

length, .with painting, is mine too.

t O'verstO=ry. Arch. Obs. [f.
OVER a. +

STORY.] An upper story ; spec, a clerestory.
a 1490 BOTOSBR Itin. (Nasmith, 1778) 78 Item m le ovyr-

historic sunt rofenestrae. Ibid. 82 Et quielibet fenestra in le

ovyrstorye continet 5 panellas glaseatas.

Overstrain (Ju-vajstr^-n), sb. [OVER- 29 b.]
Excessive strain

; the act of overstraining or fact

of being overstrained.

1754 RICHARDSON Grandison (1812) VI. 144 (D.) It was
such an overstrain of generosity from him that it might well
overset him. 1854 H. MILLER Sch. fy SC/IM. {18581 5 Such
was his state of exhaustion, in consequence of the previous
overstrain on every nerve and muscle. 1878 HOLBROOK Hyg.
llrain 101 How is the merchant to avoid mental overstrain?

Overstrain ^vajstr/'-n), v.

fl. trans. To strain, stretch, or extend (some-
thing) over or across. Of>s. rare. [OVER- 10.]
'575 LANEHAM Let. (1871) 51 Which, with a wire net..

eeuen and tight, wax al ouerstrnined.

f2. To go beyond in straining or exertion; to

surpass in effort. Ol>s. rare. [OvEK- 22.]
1590 GREENE jV. too late {16001 18, I haue. .sought to ouer-

match thy father in pollicie, as he ouer^traines vs in iealousie.

3. To strain too mucli, subject to excessive strain ;

to stretch or exert (an organ or faculty) more than
it will bear. [OvKR- 2;.] a. lit. or in physical sense.

1589 R. HARVEY /Y./Vrf. (1590)2 Neuer will I ouerstraine

my strength. 1640 I!r. HAI.I. Chr. Mi'itfr. (ed. Ward) 28/2
He so overstrained his lungs, in calling upon his troops, that
he presently died. 1745 De IfoSs fctig. Tradesman -vl,(i%4i)
1. 36 At last . .[they] overstrain their sinews, .and are cripples
ever after. 1873 HAMERTON Intfll. Life t. vii. 11875) 4 ^ 1 '

must not sacrifice your eyesight by overstraining it.

b- fig.
1633 BP. HALL Occas. Medit. (1851) 148 His justice will

not let his mercy be overstrained. 1782 Miss BUKNKY
Cecilia vii. v, Those scruples.. she herself thought might be
overstrained, 1863 J. G. NICHOLS Herald $ Ccncal. I. 497
This argument is greatly overstrained.

C. absoL or intr.

1703 COLLIER A*M, A for. Su/'j. ii. (1709) 76 To endeavour
not to Please is Ill-nature ; altogether to Neglect it, Folly ;

and to Over-strain for it, Vanity and Design. 11742 OLD-
Mixosin SouthcysCojiuii.-pl. I>k. IV. 261/1 Writers ofcomedy
are very apt to overdo and overstrain, in complacency to the

judgment of their audience.

Hence O-verstrai'iied ppl. a. (whence O:ver-

strai'nedness) ; O-verstrarning- vbl.sb. and///.;/.
1599 THVNNE Auimadv. (1875) 57 Vt inaye, after a harde

anoouerstreyned sorte, bears spmme sence. 1671 F. PHII.LII-S

Reg. Necess. 417 An overstraining conjecture which is not
here endeavoured to he asserted. 1695 DKYDEN Obscri',
Du Frcsnoy's Art^ofPainting 54 \Vith overstraining and
earnestness of finishing their pieces, they often did them
more harm than good. 1839 I!AILI;V Festns (1852) 74 That
eye which. .Beams close upon me till it bursts from *heer

O'erstrainedness of sight. 1859 TENNYSON I'ivien 372 As
some wild turn of anger, ur a mood Of overstrain'd affection.

O'ver-strai't, a. [f. OVER- 28 + STRAIT a.]

fa. Too strict or severe. Obs. b. Too narrow.

1538 STAKKEV England IT. iii. 197 Dethe ys ouer-strayte

punnyschment for al such theft pryuely conimyttyd. 1561 T.
HOH\ tr. CastiglionesCourtyt r m.(i577)Pvij b, Kepte vnder

withouerstreight looking to, or beaten of their husbandesor
fathers. 1645 lli>. H.M.I. Remedy Discontents 91 For the

enlarging of their over-strait lodgings, hard at work.

SoO ver-strai*tlyrtaV. ; O'ver-strai'tness. AUn
O ver-strarten 7%

1571 GoLDING Calvin on /V. xvii. i Some take the woorde
overstreightly. 1580 HOLLYHAND Treas.Fr. Tong,Scvcritet

crueltie, ouerstraightnesse. 1679 PULI.EK Moder. Ch. Eng.
(1843) 160 The fourth Commandment doth not bind Christians

over-streightly. 1735 Phil. Trans. XXXIX. 58 To prevent
the Juice, that re-unites the Wound, .fromoverstreightening
the Canal.

Overstream (/wvajstrf-m). v. [OVER- 9.]
trans. To stream over or across

;
to flow over in

a stream. Hence Overstreainiug ppl. a.

1616 HAVWARD Sand. Troub. Soul I. v. (1620) 74 When
an vniuersall (loud of fire shall ouer-streame the whole
world. 1860 PUSEY Jl/tn. Propk. 478 The fulness of the

over-streaming Love of ( lot). 1864 TI-.NNYSON Islet 20 Over-
stream'd and silvery-streak'd With many a rivulet high
against the Sun.

Over-strength : see OVER- 29.

Overstretch, v. [OVEK- 27, 10
;

in sense 2

= MHG. iiberstrecken.}
1. trans. To stretch too much, or beyond the

proper length, amount, or degree, lit. 2^ fig.
Qferstreit in quot. 1330 appears to be for werstreiht

( overstretched); but may possibly be - averstrait.
c 1330 R. BKUNNE Chron. IVace (Rolls) 13270 How |?eir hap

was ner ouer-streit. And how Vtred was J?er socour. 1388
WYCI.II 2 Cor. x. 14 For we ouerstretchen [sjtpere.vtendinnts\
not forth vs, as not stretchinge to 3011. 155* Act $ $ 6

dw. /-"/, c. 6 i Clothiers, .practise Falshood..by over-

stretching them upon the Tenter. 1590 MARLOWE Edit*. If,
n. ii. 158 The murmuring Commons, overstretched, break.

1735 BRACKEN in Bnrdon Pocket Farrier 26 ?iotc, The
Muscles of the Shoulder being overstretched or relaxed.

1868 MILMAN St.^Paufs 269 This supremacy, however it

may have been overstretched by Elizabeth herself.

2. a. To stretch (something) over or across, b.
To stretch or extend across (something).
1423 JAS. I Kingis Q. clxiv, And on the quhele was lytill

void space, Wele nere oure-straught fro lawe vnto hye. 1883
Century 3Iag, XXVI, 821 That line of arches which over-
stretches London.

So O-verstretch sb.
; O verstre tched (-stre'tft)

ppl. a.
', O'verstre-tcMng

1

i'bl. sb.

1631 SANDERSON Serm. (1681) II. 9 The preeminence of a
good name thus far just, beware ye make not unjust by
over-stretching. 1676 WISEMAN Chirurg. Treat. \. xxi. in
The Tumour was. . gangrened by reason of the overstretching
of the Skin. 1760-71 H. BROOKE Fool o/Qnal. (1809) II. 101
The already over-stretched thread of his age and infirmities.

1769 De Foe's Tour Gt. Brit. \. 257 The prodigious Compass
of this great Arch .. appears like an Over-stretch, or an
Extreme. 1806 H. K, WUITK Let. to Maddock 17 Feb., A
very slight over-stretch of the mind in the daytime. 1861
W. S. PKKRV Hist. C/t. Eng. I. xiv. 519 One of the suicidal
counsels of an overstretched and impossible conformity.

Overstrew (-str;?, -str^u-), ?. Forms: see

STREW. [<)VKK- 8: cf. MHO. iiberstrouiven, G.

t, Du. tnwstrooijen.]

OVERSTRUNG.
1. trans. To strew or sprinkle (something' over

something else.

1570 LKVINS Manip. 181/6 To Ouerstrowe, supersternerc,
1798 (i. MITCHELL tr. Karsten"$ Min. Lcskcan Museum 294
Iron Ore, with overstrewed Crystals of Cupper Pyrites.
2. To strew or sprinkle something over (some-

thing else) ; to oversprinkle u'ith. (Chiefly in

1578 LVH-; Dodoens v. i. 545 The leaues be. .as if they were
onerstrowen with meale or flower. 1592 SIIAKS. I'cn. \ Ad.
1 143 The top o'erstraw'd With sweets, a 1661 FCLI.KR
ll'orthies I. (,1662! 20 Were the Subject we treat of over-
strewed with Ashes, (like the floor of Bells Temple). 1708
J. PHILIPS Cyder i. 27 The clammy Surface all o'er-strown
uilh Tribes Of greedy Insects. 1868 I.tn KVI;K Guillemhfs
Heavens ied. 3) 400 Brilliant spirals, u\<_-i>trewii with a multi-
tude of stars.

O'ver-stri'Ct, a. [OVER- 28.] Too stiict.

1607-12 BAC UN /:.v.f.. Ctfjf/(Arb.) 320 Where there h:uh
li^nc, cither an pvergreatnesse in one [Counsellor], or an
over-strict Combinacion in diuerse. 1862 (.lorj.nf^N /'[>.-;.

fietig, 147 The fear of being accounted over-strict, method-
islical, puritanical or what not.

So O ver-stri'ctly adv.
;
O ver-stri'ctness.

a 1653 OUUGE COIUM. Ht'b. i. 6 (1655) 50 A faithful! Inter-

prefer stands not overstrictly upon the letter. Ibid, xii, 25.

366 Misconceit of the over-strictnesseof the Gospel, terming
it

'

cords ',

' bonds '. 1818-60 WHAII-.LV Connnpl. Hk. (1864)
179 Over-strictness may have led to a rebellious reaction.

Overstride (,-strai-d), v. [OVER- 5, 10, 13.

22, 26; cf. MLG. oz'erstrtdcn.']
1. To stride over or across, a. trans. To pass

or move across (something) by striding.
c izoo Trin. Coll. Iloni. in Here he cumeiS stridende fio

dune to dune, and ouer strit pe cnulles. 1576 Ti'RiiKKv.

I'cncrie 68 You must looke . . amongest the feaines and
Miiall twines the whiche he hath overstridden. 1590 Sn NSFK
/'. {\ in. \ i. 31. 1861 Ail Year Round \ . 14 A man o'er-

stride^ the tomb, and drops beneath.

b. To stretch the legs across ; to stand or sit

with one leg on each side of; to bestride.

1508 DrxiiAK Flyting 209 Strait ("libbonis air, that nevir
ourstred ane horse. 1591 SH-:NSI;K Ruines ofTinte $^\ From
the one he could to th' other coast Stretch hi-; strong thinhes,
and th' Ocean overstride. 1855 BROWSING //*. Blougranfs
Apol. 393 You see one lad o'erstride a chimney-stack. 1875
JOWI-.TT Plato III. 107 The Great Protector, .overstrides

uthers, and stands like a colossus in the chariot of State.

t C. intr. To pass or cross over. Obs.
a 1400-50 Alexander 5477 Quire-stride bar any strange

man, . . J'ai dro^e J>am doun in-to |>e depe.
2. trans. To stride or extend beyond ; f^. to go

heyond, surpass.
1637 (iiLLF.sriE Eng. Pop. Cerent. \\. vii. 28 Now our

Opposites doe farre overmatch us and overstride us in con-
tention. 1641 BKST Farm. Bks. (Surtte-^

1 50 Such a ^fe<U-

man doth overstride his cast, and thereupon comet h the

lande to bee hopper-galde.
3. jntr. To take longer strides than is natural.

1899 Hu.t.iF.K in Westm. Gaz. 5 Jan. 9/1 For the first couple
of miles I thought he was 'over-striding', but I soon found
that the stride was his natural one.

Overstri'ke,?'. [OVER- 7, 23.]

j* 1. a. trans. ? To bring down a stroke upon ;
I).

r.'Jl.
to strike too far. Obs.

1375 HARBOUR Srufev,6yaVhh J>e ax he him ourstrak.
a 1486 SIDNEY Arcddia in. (1590) 317 b, The forsaken Knight
ouer-strake himself so, as almost he came downe with hi-,

owne strength. 1596 SPENSER /"'. Q. v. xi. 13 For as he in

his rage him overstrooke, He, ere he could his weapon
backe repaire, His side all bare and naked overtooke.

2. Pianoforte-making (in over-striking rvV. $b.

or ppl. a.}. See quot.
1880 HII-KISS in Grove Diet. Mns. II. 6467^ [Pitpe] repeated

the old idea, .of an overstriking action that is, the hammei N

descending upon the strings. Ibid. 712/1 Both o\*erBtiiking
and understi iking apparatus had occurred to Marius.

Overstri ng, v. Pianoforte- making. [OvEH-
i, 10.] trans. To arrange the strings of (a piano)
in two (or three) sets crossing over one another

obliquely. So Overstri'nging vbl.sh.

1880 HII-KTNS in Grove Diet. Mns. II. 720/2 The invention

of* overstringing has had more than one claimant. 1896
1

Pianoforte 21 In overstrung grand pianos., the bars and

|

scale are so adjusted as to overstring the bass at an angle
which opens out in a double curve fan shape from the

,
hammer striking-place down to the hitch-pins. Ibid. -21

Overstringing (sometimes double overstringing* prevails in

the larger upright instruments of America and Germany.

O'ver-strO'Ug, a. [OVEK- 28.] Too strong,
'

excessively strong (in various senses : see STRONG).
a 1215 Ancr. R. 294 Ne J>erf hit nout beon so ouerstrong

ase his [saluej was. 1477 NORTON Ord. Alch. v. in Aslim.

1 hcatr. Chem. Brit. (1652) 73 Or Venamous, slinking, or

over-stronge. 1671 MILTON Samson 1590 O lastly over-
1

strong against thy self! 1897 Pop. Sci. Monthly Nov. 74
This is not an overstrong statement.

So O'VM-stro-ngly adv.

1711 ^JWFTESB. Charac. (1737) III. 370 Shou'd this effort

be overj(trongly express'd. .the figure wou'd seem to speak.

Overstriicture : see OVER- 18.

O'VeVstnrng (stress shifting), pa. pple. and

ppl. a. [OvKR-28c; andpa.pple. of OVKRSTRING z*.]

1. Too highly strung ; intensely strained.

1810 SCOTT Lady of L. ill. vi, With fired brain and nerves

; o'erstrung. 1892 ZANGWILL /ft Alysttry 114 The overstrung

j

nerves of the onlookers.

2. Of a piano: Having the strings arranged in

two (or three) sets crossing obliquely over one

another.



OVERSTUDY.
1880 HIPKINS in Grove Diet. Mns. II. 720/2 [In] 1835..

Theobald Boehm.. contrived an overstrung square, and an

overstrung cottage piano. 1894 Westm. Gaz, 15 Mar. 3/3
In '59 the overstrung scale in which the strings are disposed
in fan-like form was invented.

Overstud, -stuffed, etc. : see OVER-.

O:verstU'dy (-stvdi), v. [OVER- 27, 23.]

trans.) re//,, and intr. To study too much.

1641 MILTON Ch. Govt. Concl., Wks. (1847) 53/1 Fondly
over-studied in useless controversies, a 1652 BROME City
H'it in. iv, Alas, he has overstudied himself! 1871 FKASI:R

Life Berkeley vii. 229 He had overstudied, we may suppose.
So O'verstn'dy sl'.j excessive study.
1855 U't-stw, A'eT 1

. July 101 It is proved that students ruin

their health by over-study. i85i H. SPENCER Educ. i. 15

Kyes spoiled for life by over-study.

tOversty, v. 0/>s. [OE. oferstigan, i. ofer-

OVER- i (b)-$tigan to mount, ascend: = OHG.
nbarstigan, Goth. ufarsteigan.~\ trans. To rise or

mount over or above (Jit. andyi^.) ;
to surmount

;

to transcend, surpass, excel. Hence f Overstying
vbl. sb. (in quot.

= passing over or across}.

c893 K. ALFRED Oros. iv. vj. 4 He.. on anre diegelre
stowe bone munt oferstaj. 11900 tr. Bxdas Eccl, Ifist, u, ix.

[xii.J (1890) 130 Kalle ^>ine y]dran..Jni in meahte and in rice

feor ofersti?;est. a 1175 Colt. Horn. 225 pat flod wex f>a

and . . hit ofer-stah ielle duna. c 1150 II
7
ill <y Wit i in ( '. E.

Misc. 192 Hwenne so wil wit ofer-stieS, penne is wil and
wit for-lore. 138* WYCLIT /sa. xvi. 2 In the ouerste^yng
( i 388 passyng oner] of Arnon.

p:ver-subscri'be,
'. [OVER- 27.] trans.

To subscribe for ,a loan, shares, etc.) in excess of

the amount required.
1891 Daily AVnw 5 Nov. 2/2 Doth Preference and Ordinary

shares.. being largely oversubscribed. 1894 M'estni. Gaz.
22 Sept. 3/3 The fourth and cheap edition. .was much over-

subscribed before publication.
So O'ver-subscri ption.
1896 Current Hist. (Buffalo N. Y.) I. 131 The large over-

subscription to the loan was a surprise to tiie country.

O'ver-SU'btle, [OVER- 28.] Too subtle,

excessively subtle. So O'ver-sirbtlety.
c 1489 CAXTON Sounds of Aynton vii. 171 He weneth well

hymselfe to be over subtyll. 1728 T. COOK Hesiod, Wks. <y

l^nys i. 77 Son of lapetus, o'er subtle, go, And glory in thy
artful Theft below. 1833 J. H. NEWMAN Arians iv, ii. (1876)

297 Resisting .. the orthodox doctrine from over-subtlety,

timidity, pride, restlessness, or other weakness of mind. 1870
LOWKI.I. Among my fi/cs. Ser. 1. 11673) 205 If they have been
sometimes over-subtile, they.. had the merit of first looking
at his works as wholes.

t O'ver-SU^m, sft. Ol>s. [OVEK- 19.] A sum
over and above a defined amount

;
a surplus.

1587 HARRISON England i. xviii. (1878) in. 137 The bishop
there had yearelie three or foure tunne at the least giuen
him Nomine decimal, beside whatsoeuer ouer-sninme of the

liijuor did accrue to him by lenses and other excheais.

t O:ver-SU'm, z>. Obs. [Ovm- 27] trans.

To estimate too highly, overrate.

16*7-47 FELTHAM A't'-^j/rvj i. xxii. 79 To let them goe with-

out sorrowing or over-summing them.

Over-superstitious: see OVER-.

O'Ver-SUpply, sl>. [OVER- 29 b.] An ex-

cessive supply; a supply in excess of the demand
or requirement.
1833 HT. MARTINEAU Cinnamon ff Pearls vi. 102 A com-

pensation for the loss occasioned by an over-supply. 1848
MILL Pol. Econ. n. xv. 4 (1876) 250 Kither from over-supply
or from some slackening in the demand for his commodity.
So O ;ver-supply v. trans., to supply in excess.

1878 JKVONS Print. Pol. Econ. it. 20 Nothing must be over-

supplied, that is manufactured in such large quantities that

it would have been better to spend the labour in manu-

facturing other things. 1890
' R. BoLDKBWOQD

1

Col. Reformer
(1891)221 We are not over supplied with resources. .as yet.

Over-sure, -susceptible, etc. : see OVER-.

f Overswa'llow, v. Obs. [OVKR- 6.] trans.

To swallow down.
1486 Bk. St. Allans Cviij, Cut it and depart it as the

hawke may ouerswolow it.

Overswarm (-swgum), v*

1. /;///-. and rcfl. To swarm to excess ; to

assemble in or grow to too great a swarm or

crowd. [OVER- 27, 23.]

1587 GOLDING De Mornny viii. (1617) 113 As folke ouer-

swarmed in a place. 1679 M. KUSDEH Further Disc. Bees

25 That is the cause that Bees so often ovei swarm themselves.

2. trans. To swarm over (a place or region) ; to

spread over or cover with a swarm or multitude.

Also absol. or intr. (qnot. 1875). [Ov*:u- 9.]

1632 LITHGOW Trav. x. 443 These Klockes of Studientes..

ouer-swarme tht_- whole land with rogueries, robberies, and

begging. 1851 H. MKI.VILLB Whale xiv. 70 Let the Knglish
nverswarm all India. 1875 BROWNING Aristof/i. Apol. 26
When wave broke and overswarmed,and, sucked To bounds

back, multitudinously ceased.

3. To swarm beyond or in excess of. [OvEii- 13.]

1897 MAKV KINGSLRV //'. Africa 678 If you destroy the

things that prey on them, they are liable to overswarm the

food-producing power of their locality.

So Overswa'rminff vbl.sb. ^from sense 2).

1598 GRKNEWEV Tacitus' Ann. i. Procme (1622) i Untill

they were by the ouerswarming of flatterers utterly dis-

couraged. 1894 Etiin. Rev. Oct. 400 The successive over-

swarming of Bulgarians, Magyars, Seljukian Turks.

f O* verswarth, sb. Obs. ? The surface sward.

1649 BI.ITHI; ting. Improv, hnpr. (1652) 144 The Mud of

old standing pooles and ditches, the shovelling of Streets,

and Yards, and Highwaies, the Overswarths of Common
Lanes, .is very good [for the land].

328

Overswarth (-swj-jj)), v. [f. OVER- 8 +
swart'/i, var. of SWART a.] trans. To darken over,
cover with blackness
1822 W.TAYLOR in Monthly Mag. LI 1 1. 403 When towering

cloud* o'erswarth the sky.

Oversway (^vaow^), sb. rare:- [OVER- 2.]

Sway or command over any one, ascendancy ;

superior sway or command ; overlordship.
1702 DK FOE Mere Reform. 453 Where it gets a liltle

oversway It hurries all our Honesty away. 1902 W. WATSON
in \\'cstm. Gaz. 13 June 9/7 Kingdom in kingdom, sway in

oversway, Dominion fold in fold.

Oversway (^"v^iswt
7
''), v. Now rare. [OvEK-

2, 22, 21, II, 3, 6.]

1 1. trans. To exercise sway over, rule over, govern ;

esp. to exercise power or dominion over one who or

that which itself rules or ought to rule
; to domineer

over, overrule, overmaster, overpower. Obs.

1577-87 HOLINSHED Chron. (1807-8) II. 299 The perplexed
state of princes, chieftie when they are overswaied with
forren and prophane power, a 1600 HOOKER Keel. Pol. vn.

viii. 5 A number of captains, all of equal power, without
some higher to oversway them. 1649 MILTON Eikon. ix, The
parliament .should oversway the King and not he the parlia-
ment. 1680 FII.MER Patnanha ii. 6 (Rtldg.) 29 Three

parts of five, .have power to oversway the liberty of their

opposites.

fb. To surpass in commanding quality; to prevail
over by superior authority. Obs.

1601 UP. W. BARLOW Defence 188 Not ouer-swaying the

scriptures by authentic and nomber. 1602 SHAKS. Ham. v.

i. 251 Her death was doubtful!. And but that great Command,
o're-swaies the order, She should in ground vnsanctilied

haue lodg'd, Till the last Trumpet, a 16x9 FOTHERHY
Atheom. i. ii. 3 (1622) 13 This Authority . . ouer-swayeth
both all their reasons and authorities together. 1878 .V.

Amer. Rev. CXXVII. 171 To oversway all other authority.
absol. 1594 HOOKER Eccl. Pol. i. vii. 7 As oft as the

preiudice of sensible experience doth ouersway. 1648 MILTON
Tenure Kings Wks. 1738 I. 319 Had not their distrust in a

good Cause, and the fast and
Divines overswayM.

nd loose of our prevaricating

t c. In reference to physical qualities : To over-

power by superior strength or intensity. Obs.

1605 TIMME Qitersit. i. xiii. 54 The sulphur, .doth exceed
in qualitie the other two beginnings, and doth ouersway
them. 1658 tr. Porta's Nat. Magic xx. 3^6 Hot-waters of

salt-waters.. have a lightness that oversways the weight of

the salt.

f2. To lead, influence, or persuade into some
course of action ; to prevail upon. Obs.

1581 SIDNEY Apol. Foetrie (Arb.) 69 Ouer-swaying the

memory from the purpose whereto they were applyed. 1601

SHAKS. Jnl. C. n. i. 203 If he lie so resolu'd, I can ore-sway
him. 1619 VISCT. DOSCASTER Let. in Eug. fyGerni. (Camden)

136 The reasons which overswayed me to adventure on the

transgression, c 1710 SWIFT Cnange in Queen's Ministry
Wks. 1841 I. 280/1 His ungovernable temper had over-

swayed him to fail in his respects to her majesty's person.

3. trans, and intr. To sway over
;
to cause to

swing, lean, or incline to one side, or so as to be

overturned ; to swing or incline thus.

i6az F. MAKKIIAM Bk. War I. iv. 4. 15 If honor suffer or

hang in the ballance, ready to bee ouerswaied with the

puyze of iniurie. 1664 J. WEBB fAmf-/fe^f (1795) 15 Such

ponderous Masses be subject to overswaying. 1741 H.

IJKOOKU Constantia Poems (1810) 397/2 By his bulk of

cumb'rous poise o'ersway'd, Full on his helm receiv'd th'

adverse blade.

Hence Overswayed///. a., Overswaying vbl.

sb, and ///. a.

1601 SIR W. CORNWALLIS Disc. Seneca (1631)11 When any
affection of the m'mde.-. usurps an over-swaying authority.
1611 SPEED ///V/. <//. Brit. tx. ix. 105. 626 Permitting the

depredation of Irimselfe and his whole Kingdome^by Papall

ouer-swayings. 1613 BEAUM. & FL. Coxcomb v. i, Such an

overswayed sex is yours. 1705 in W. S. Perry Hist. Coll.

Amer. Col. Ch. I. 150 Now deliver'd from that Mighty
overswaying Power.

Over-sweated, etc. : see OVER-.

Oversweep (-swrp), v. [OVER- 9, 12.] trans.

To sweep over or across (a surface, boundary, etc.); ,

to pass over with a sweeping motion.
1611 SPEED Theat. Gt. Brit. (1614) 123/1 The Sun to dis-

solve them and the windes to over-sweepe them. 1820

BVRON Mar. Fal. i. ii. 147 To see your anger, like our ,

Adrian waves, O'ersweep all bounds.

O*ver-SWee't, a. [OVER- 28.] Too sweet.

So O ver-swee'ten v. ; O'ver-swee'tuess.

1584 COOAN Haven Health (1636) 25 Bread over sweet is

a stopper, and bread over-salt is a drier. 1759 SARAH
FIELDING C'tess ofDelkvyn 1. 287 Whomsoever Over-sweet-

ness disgusted. 1901 U'fsttH.Gao.BJan.2/1 For a genera-
tion which h;is discarded sugar, are they not over-sweetened ?

Overswell, v. [OVER- 25, 27, 5, 13.]

1. trans, or intr. To swell unduly, or to excess.

CChiefly \\\fa.pple. overswollen.)
1586 A. DAY /:<. Secretary n. (1625) 49 Ouer-swolne with

your humours, a 1619 KOTHKBBY Atheoui. i. vi. 4 (1622)

48 Monstrously ouerswolne with pride and vanity, c 1745
H. BROOKE Last Sp. John Good m Coll. Pieces (1778) II.

101 Hence the Earth ..grew animated, .and, through its

emptiness, it became overswoln and overweening.

2. trans. Of a body of water, etc. : To swell so

as to overflow or cover.

1595 SHAKS. John 11. i. 337 The currant. .Whose passage. .

Shall leaue his natiue chnnnell, and ore-swell., euen thy con-

fining shores. 1633 BP. HALL Hard Texts Amos v. 8. 554 I

Who causeth the waters of the sea to over-swell their banker !

1846 POE J. H'. Francis Wks. 1864 III. 40 A natural. .flow
j

of talk always overswelling its boundaries. |

OVERT
b. absol. or intr.

1599 SHAKS. Hen. /', n. i. 07 Let floods ore-swell, and
fiends for food howle on. 1640 KP. REYNOLDS Passions xxx.
320 The Latter resisting the natural course of the streame..
makes it. .to overswell on all sides.

Hence Overswe'lling vbl.sb. and pp!.a.\ Over-

swo'llen///. a.

1594 NASHE Terrors ofNight\i\& (Grosart) III. 268 The
ouerswelling superabundance of icy and greefe. 1652 I-

WRIGHT tr. Camus' Nat. Paradox ix. 189 The burthen of
her overswollen Heart. 1695 J. HOWARDS Perfect. Script.
563 Yirc'poyta . .may better be rend red over-swelling.

O'ver-swi'ffc, a. [OVKH- 25, 28.] Too swilt

or rapid ; excessively swift.

ci374 CHAIT.KK ttoeth. iv. metr. v. 103 (Camb. MS.* \\'hi

J>at coetes the sterre vnfoldith his ouerswifte arysynges.
1638 tr. Bacons Life ty Death 221 A good strong Motion ;

Hut not over swift.

Over-swilled, etc. ; see OVER-.

Overswi'm, v. [OE. oferswimman = MHO.
uberswimmen : see OVER- i, 8, 9.] trans. To
swim or float over, across, or upon. Hence Over-
swi miner ; Overswimming1 vbl. sb.

a 1000 Beowulf 2367 Oferswam 'Aa siolefla bigong sunn
Ecgfleowes. i 1374 CHAUCER Boeth. v. metr. v. 132 (Camb.
MS.) Oother beestis. . betyn the wyndes, and ouerswymmyn
the spaces of the longe eyr, by moyst fleeynge. 1621 S.

WARD Life ofFaith 81 The Oile that euer ouerswims the

greatest quantitie of water you can poure vpon it. 1633 1*.

FLKTCHICK Purple Isl. n. xlv, The first from over-swimming
takes his name. Note^ Epiploon (or overswimmer) descends
below the navill. and ascends above the highest entrails, of

skinny substance ;dl interlaced with fat. a 1834 COLERIDGK
Picture 133 Dimness o'erswum with lustre.

t O'verswi'the,'?^. Obs. InsouerswirtJe,//}.

[OK. 0/ers'wide, f. ofer- OVER- 30 + switie very

much, exceedingly.] Too greatly, too much
;
ex-

ceedingly, excessively ; very greatly.
<i iioo O. E. Chron. an. 1086 Se cyng & ba heafod men

lufedon swi3e and ofer swioe ^itsunge on golds and on
seolfre. a 1*25 A tier, ft, 408 So ouerswuSe he luued luue

J>et he makefl hire his efning. a 1250 Owl <5- Night. 1518
Overswijie bu hi herest.

t Overswi've, v. Obs. In 2-3 -swifen.
[f.

OVKR- 2 + SWIVE, OE. swifan to move, ON.

svifa to rove, turn, sweep.] trans. To overcome,

overpower.
(izoo ORMIN 1848 patt Godess Sune shollde wel pe deofell

oferrswifenn. Ibid. 1884.

t O'VCrt, sb. Obs. rare. [a. OF. overt opening,
sb. use of overt pa. pple. and adj. : see next.]
1. An opening, aperture.
1340 HAMPOI.E Pr. Consc. 627 What comes fra J>e What

thurgh mouthe, what thurgh nese, . . And thurgh other overtes

of his body.
2. ? An opening, introduction.
c 1440 CAPGRAVK Life St. Kath. HI. 1302 pe song bat J>ei

sungen..Was bis same: Sponsits amat spansant\ )?e ouert

ber-too: Saluator nisitat Ulain.

3. The open. In overt OF. h t
j

ouvert openly.
1599 T. Mfoi'rr.T] Silkwormes 50 Let mountame mice

abroad in ouert lie.

Overt (tf'i'vait), a. Also 4 overte, 7-8 ouvert.

[a. OF. <n>ert, I3th c. owert, pa. pple. : see next.]

1 1. Open, not closed ;
uncovered. Obs.

.-1384 CHAUCER H, Fame \\. 210 The aire therto ys so

overte.. That euery sovne mot to hyt pace, a 1440 Sir

Dcgrev.byz All of pall workfyn,.. Anerlud with ermyn, And
overt for pryde. 1460 Lybeans Disc. 126 Hys surcote was
overt. 1551 HL'LOET s. v. Abrod^ That whyche is abrode,

ouert, or without coueryng.
b. Her. (See quot.)

1828-40 HKKRY Encycl. Herald. I. Diet., Overt ^
or Over-

ture
^
terms applicable to the wings of birds, &c. when spread

open, .as if taking flight. . . It is, likewise, applied to inani-

mate things, as aANRM overt
t meaning an open purse.

2. Open to view or knowledge ; patent, evident,

apparent, plain, manifest; performed or carried

out openly or publicly, unconcealed, not secret.

13. . E. E. Allit. P. A. 592 In sauter is sayd a verce ouertc

pat spekez a poynt determynable. 1594 CAREW Tasso (i88ij

96 She faines . . Not see the mind whose words it ouert made.
1600 HOLLAND Liiy n. xiv. 53 Any open and ouvert sale of

the kings goods. i6z8 T. SPENCER Logick 49 Parts.. more

overt, and better knowne. 1705 STANHOIT: Pnrnphr. I. 87
The General Judgment shall extend, not only to Mens

Overt, but even their most secret Acts. [1813 KYRON in

Moore Life (1875) 347 His vanity is onvertf, like Erskinejs,
and yet not offending. | 1874 SIUBBS Const. Hist. II. xvii.

511 The overt struggle* of the fourteenth century.

b. Overt act (Law}: an outward act, such as

can be clearly proved to have been done, from

which criminal intent is inferred.

f 1351-2 Act 25 Edw. Iff, Stat. v. c. 2 De ceo provablement
soit atteint de overt faite [Rastell 1527, 1542 'open

dede 'J

par gentx de lour condicion.] 1533 MORE Debt'll. SaL-m
Wks. (1557) 959/1 Than 1*: such wordes yet no treason,

without some maner of ouert & open actual dede thei-with.

a 1631 UONNK Serin. ,\i. 107 Fides Ti'sa, Faith which by an

ouvert act was declared and made evident. 1660 'I mil

Jfffic. 36 Tis the Thought of the Heart, which makes the

Treason: the Overt-Act is but the Evidence of it. 1769
HLACKSTONE Comnt. IV. ii. 21 In all temporal jurisdictions :ui

overt act, or some open evidence of an intended crime, is

necessary.. before the man is liable to punishment. 1855
MACAULAY flist.fing.xx. IV. 419 One argument, .was that,

as the art of printing had been unknown in the reign of

Kdward the Third, printing could not be an overt act of

treason under a statute of that reign.

3. Letters overt = letters PATENT (q.v.). Market



OVERT.

overt, open MARKKT; Pound overt, open or public
POUND: see these words.
[i3zj-a Rolls of Farlt. I. 413/2 Com les lettres overtes

1'Evesqe tic Salesbuyrs lour tesmoigne.] 1717 BlounCs Law
Did., Letters Patent. . . They are sometimes called also
Letters Overt.

t Overt, /</.///*?. 06s. [a. OF. overt, pa. pple.
of ovrir, F. onvrir to open.] Opened, laid open.

':',/ 1412 LYDG. Two Merchants 519 To hym Fortune hir
falsnesse hath overt . . For he is fallen and plonget in povert.

Overtake (0 v3it'k) v. [Early ME. f. OVEH-
14 + TAKE v., q. v. for Forms.
Overtake is the earliest exemplified of a small group of

synonymous vbs., \Kf^deaxgff&erJtim^0Derhent,o^rget^{fuer-
cafc/i, in all of which the second element means take or

_. .. f . * w* 1

jmgiii cAjjiiij.ii it art iu ttiKC uy truer*

running, or by getting aver the intervening space', and
compare overreach reach over or across a space. But it

is doubtful whether this was the original notion. Beside
these -take verbs, a fig. sense of overtake (viz. 4 below) was
expressed before 1000 by a>ergang &x\& overgo \ but in these
over- can be explained in the sense 'down upon' (OvEU- 7),
so that their orig. sense would be ' descend

'

or '

fall upon '.

The sense of ' overtake
'

was expressed later also by overhie^
overrun, ovcrhale, overhaul', but these prob. imitated overw
or overtake. In Early MM. overtake and overgo had the

parallel forms OFTAKE, OFGO, which seem to have been the

strictly southern equivalents (oftake being actually exempli-
tied earlier than overtake) : the relation between of- and over-

here, as well as in OFTHINK, OVEHTHINK, has not been clearly
determined.]

1. trans. To come up with (a person or thing
going

1 or running in front of one and in the same
direction) ;

to come up to in pursuit ;
to

'

catch up '.

t Well overtaken, a traveller's greeting to one he has over-
taken : cf. iuell met, Obs,
a 1225 Ancr. R, 244 |)e veond . . wearS ibunden [hete]ueste

mid te holie monnes beoden, J?et of-token [MS. T. ouer-
token] him ase heo clumben upward tonward te heouene.
cugo Gen. % Ex. 1756, vij. nijt forS-jeden . . Or laban iacob
ouer-toc. Ibid. 2313 losep haueS hem after sent. Dis sonde
hem ouertakecS raSe, 1297 R. GLOUC. (1724) 64 He ouer
[v. r. of] tok hym at an hauene & slo; hym ry}t Jrere,

13.. E. J. Aim. /*. C. 127 Bot, I trow, fit! tyd, oner-tan bat
he were, c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xliii. (Cailc) 76 In a rew,
callit 'via apia ', Syndry poure men }>u sal ourta. c 1386
CHAI-CER Friar's T. 86 (Harl. MS.) Sir, quod bis sompnotir,
heyl and wel ouertake. c 1400 MAUXDKV. (Roxb.) xxii. 100

pai will ovvertake wylde bestes and sla (jam. 1413 SIR T.
GREY in qyd Deputy Kpr.'s Rep. 584 per cum Luce and
awrtoke me and bade gode morow And said I was wil awr-
taken. 1583 STUBBES Anat. Abns. \\, (1882) i God blesse

you my friend, and well ouertaken. 1596 SHAKS. ftlerch. V.
iv. ii. 5 Faire sir, you are well ore-tane. 1653 WALTON Angler
i, You are wel overtaken Sir ; a good morning to you ; I have
stretch'd my legs up Totnam Hil to overtake you. 1738
WsatR WHS* (1872) I. 89 We were overtook by an elderly
gentleman, a 1771 GRAY Dante 39 His helpless offspring
soon O'erta'en beheld. 1888 ANNIE S. SWAN Doris Cheytie
viii. 134 She woultl walk along the Keswick Road.. until
the coach should overtake her.

absol. 13.. Cursor J/. 3925(0011.) Laban it mist, ouer-
tok and soght. 1601 SIR W. CoRNWALUB ss. n. H. (1631)

327 They have the start that are borne great, but hee that
overtakes hath the honour.

b. fig. To come up with in any course of action
;

esp. to get through or accomplish (a task) when
pressed for time or hindered by other business,

etc.; to work off within the time. In quots. c 1330,

1375 with inf.
c 1330 R. ERUNNE Chron. (1810) 133 [f>eij Ouertok It to

}eme, & saued ^at cite. 1375 HARBOUR Bruce vm. 190 Gif
he mycht nocht weill our-iaTo met thame at the first. 1402
HoGCLBVB Let. ofCupid 146 Reson yt [the tongue] seweth
so slowly and softe, that it him neuer ouer-take may. 1575-85
ABP. SANDYS Serin. (1841) 292, I must here make an end, for

the time hath overtaken me. 1602 Ku I.BECKE Pandectes Ded.
i To ouer-take euerie thing which they vndertake. 1752
J. LOUTHIAN Form ofProcess (ed. 2) 237 Straitened in point
of Time, so that they could not overtake the whole Trials.

1856 MAXWELL Let. in Life ix. (1882) 255, 1 have two or three
stiff bits of work to get through this term here, and I hope
to overtake them. 1893 STEVENSON Catriona ii. 16 It's

a job you could doubtless overtake with the other.

t C. To take in hand
, proceed to deal with ,

' tackle '.

1581 J. BELL Haddon's Answ. Osor. 247 This Objection
must be overtaken after this manor. 1585 ABP. SANDYS
Strut. Ep. to Rdr.,To meet with and overtake all practices
and inconveniences,

t2. To get at, reach, get hold of;
1

to reach with
a blow. Obs.
c 1300 llavtlok 1816 The fifte that he ouertok, Gaf he a ful

sor dint ok. 1375 HARBOUR Bruce n. 381 He all till-hewyt
that he our-tuk. 1456 SIR G. HAVF, Law Arms (S. T. S.)

205 To tak ony man of that contree..that he may ourta.
c 1532 Du WKS Introd. Fr. in Palsgr. 938 To bitte or ouer-
take, attaindre. 1673 ^ 'edderbuni's Voc. 28 (Jam.) Percussit
ate pugnO) he overtook me with his steecked nieff. 1680

Life Ettw. //in Harl. Misc. 1.87 The bruit of this novelty,
like a Welch hubbub, had quickly overtaken the willing
ears of the displeased Commons.

f- b. intr. To get as far as, reach. Obs. rare,
a 1225 Juliana 56 Hit as hit turnde ne ouer teoc nowffer

abuuen ne bineoSen to J>er eorSe.

fc. absol. or intr. Of fire: To 'catch', take
hold. Obs.
a 1300 Cursor M. 6759 (Cott.) If fire be kyndeld and ouer-

tak Thoru feld, or corn, or mou, or stak.

f3. To 'take', 'catch', surprise, or detect in

a fault or offence ; to convict. Obs.
a 1300 Cursor J/". 8644 (Cott.) Parfai ! hou lighes, wik
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I womman, And bar-wit sal Lou be ouer-tnn. Ibid. 1941!!

I

(Edin.) In worde mo^t tai him neuir ouirtac. 1375 DARDOUK
Bnicc XIX. 55 Thir ihre planly, War with ane assies thar
ourtane. 1:1400 Rule St. liciiet (E. K. T. S.) 1232 If sche
;it be ouer-tayu, .. Sche salbe ctirsid for frit same bnl S'
1551-3 Keg. Privy Council Scot. I. i2j Thaim. .at . .beis
ourtane and convict.

4. ( )fsome adverse agency or influence, as a storm,
night, disease, death, misfortune, punishment (rarely,
as in quot. c 1630, of something good or favourable;:
To come upon unexpectedly, suddenly, or violently;
to seize, catch, surprise, involve.
c "375 Cursor .!/. 4721 (Fairf.) Qualme has bestes alleouer.

tane [atlier MSS. ouergan]. 1^1420 rallail. on Husli. i. 51
The stomak als of aier is ouertake. 1500-20 DUNHAH l\>etns
l.vxiii. 14 And the deith onrtak the in trespas. 11560 A.
SCOTT I'aenis (S. T. S.) ii. 192 N'yclit .had thame ourtane.
1606 SHAKS. Ant. fy Cl. HI. ,\. ii Von ribaudred Nagge of

^gypt* (\\'hom Lepro.sie o're-take). 1611 BIBLE i Tlitss. v. 4
That that day should ouertake you as a thiefe. c 1630
MILTON Time 13 And Joy shall overtake us as a flood. 1794
SULLIVAN ViewNat. II. 58 So unfortunate as to be overtaken
by a thunder storm. 1878 liosw. SMITH Carthage 22*2 The
magnitude of the disaster which had overtaken him.

f5. To apprehend mentally; to comprehend,
understand. 06s.

(11300 Cursor M. 575 (Cott.) Godd.AVit nankyn creature
mai be vnderfanged ne ouertan, And he ouertakes f>am
ilkan.

7<W.^ 10787 Had he ani-wais ouertaine A child be
born of a maiden.

1 6. To take up or occupy the whole of (a space) ;

to extend over, cover. Sc. Ohs.

'375 BARBOL'K Bruce XI. 125 Men that mekill host mycht
se Our-tak the landis so largely. ll<i,t. xn. 439 That folk
our-tuk ane UK-kill feld On breid.

7. To overcome the will, senses, or feelings of;
to win over, captivate, ensnare, 'take'; to over-

power with excess of emotion. 0/>s. or dial.
c 1375 Cursor M. 24824 (Fairf.) pa )>at he had na giftis

tllle Wi> hotis faire he ouer-toke (wire wil. 1422 tr. Secrcta
Secret., Przv. I'riv. x.\.\vi. 192 A fole in flesly thyngis is

ouer-taken. 1535 COVEUDALI; Gal. vi. i Vf eny man be ouer.
taken of a faute. ais&6 SIDNEY Arcadia II. (1590) 107 If
her beauties haue so ouertaken you, it becomes a true Loue
to haue your harte more set vpon her good then yourowne.
1620 J. PYPER tr. Hist. Astrca \. x. 335 Your Neece is so
ouertaken with Celadon, as I know not if Galathee be more.
1666 PEI'VS Diary 6 June, We were all so overtaken with
this good news, that the Duke ran with it to the King. 1822
GALT Pr(K>ost xxxvi, At first I was confounded and over-

taken, and could not speak.

t 8. To overcome the judgement of; to deceive,
'take in'; in pa.pple. deceived, mistaken, in error.

1581 W. CHARKE in Confer, iv. (1584) Aaiv, Here you are

manifestly ouertaken : for they are worde for worde in the

9. Chapter. 1584 R. SCOT Discov. M'itchcr. vn. iv. (1886)
107 The preestes were so cunning as they also overtooke
almost all the godlie and learned men. 1623 I!IXGHAM
Xenophonifz The other sought to circumuent him, as being
easie to be ouertaken. 1702 S. PARKER tr. Cicero's De
Finibus iv. 261 Tis certain, you were strangely overtaken,
in supposing that [etc.].

9. To overcome or overpower with drink, intoxi-

cate, make drunk. (Chiefly infassive.} Nowrf/a/.
1587 HARRISON England n. vi. (1877) i. 152 [These] are

soonest overtaken when they come to such bankets. 1602
SHAKS. Htttti. n. i. 58 There was he gaming, there o'retooke
in's Rouse. 1659 WOOD Life (O. H. S. ) I. 298 They would.,
tiple and smoake till they were overtaken with the creature.

1712 STEEI.E Spect. No. 450 p 6, I do not remember I was
ever overtaken in Drink. 1770 FOOTE Lame Lover in.

Wks. 1799 II. 91 To be sure the knight is overtaken a little ;

very near drunk. 1869 KENNEDY Evenings Duffrey 282
(E. D. D.) Better luck, sir, next time you let yourself be
overtaken.

Hence Overtaking' vbl. sb. and ///. a.
; also

Overta-kable a., that can be overtaken; Over-
ta ker, one who or that which overtakes.

1591 PERCIVAI.L Sf. Diet., Alcance, ouertaking, obteining,
pursuing, reaching. 1599 MINSIIEU Sf. Diet., Alcanfudor
. .an ouertaker. 1798 COLERIDGE Ane. Mar. I. xi, He struck
with his o'ertaking wings. 1838 CHALMERS Wks. XII. 213
One assigned and overtakeable district. 1885 MRS. LYNN
LiNTON Chris!. Kirk/and II. viii. 259 He is looked on as
a fossilized kind of Conservative by his successors and over-
takers. 1897 W. E. NORRIS Clarissa /''itriosax\xvii. 328 No
more, .than a spent fox can escape the overtaking hounds.

Over-talk f-tg-k), v. [OVKK- 27, 23, ii.] a.
intr. and re/I. To talk too much. b. trans. To
gain over or overcome with talking, to talk over.

1635 A. STAFFORD Fern. Clary (1860)^94 If in this rude
speech of mine I have over-talked my selfe, or under-spoken
thee, impute it to my declining and doting yeares. 1859
TF.S-NYSON / 'ivien 963 For Merlin, overtalk'd and overworn,
Had yielded, told her all the charm, and slept.
So O'ver-ta-lk sb.; O'ver-talkative a. ; O'ver-

ta. Ikativeness ; O :ver-talker ; O'ver-ta Iking-
vbl.sb. [OvKR- 2S, 29.]
1649 MILTON Eiknn. viii. (1851) 393 By his overtaking of

it, [he] seems to doubt either his own conscience, or the hard-
ness of other mens belief. 1670 BROOKS Wks. (1867) VI. 302
There are many over-talkers ; and they are such who spend
a hundred words when ten will serve the turn. 1685 BAXTER
Para-phr. ff. T. i Tim. ii. n Let them use silence. .and
not be over-talkative. 187* Miss YONGE Ifoi/iautitui xxviii.

247 Everybody agrees as to the evils of over-talkativeness.
IHd., Perhaps it is only those who had rather hold their

tongues who are safe from over-talk.

Over-tame, -tarry, -tart : see OVER-.

O:verta-sk, v. [OVER- 27.] trans. To task-

too severely ; to impose too heavy a task upon.
Hence O'verta'sked ///. a.

OVEBTHINK.
1628 Dp. HALL Serin, at Westminster 5 Apr., \Vks. (1634)

in. 309 Many a good Husband over-taskcs himselfe, and
undertakes more, then his eye can over-looke. u 1711 KKN
Dirtct. /or Prayer Wks. (1838) 341 If you should overtask
them, religion should seern to them rather a burden than a
blessing. 1875 STUIIHS Const. Hist. 111. xviii. 129 Work
which had overtasked the greatest kings. 1895 A. 1. SUAND
Life Gen. Sir E. B. Hiunley I. iv. 93 The sufferings of the
starved and overtasked horses.

O'Verta'X, v. [Ovr.it- 27.] trans. To tax too

greatly or heavily; to exact or demand too much
ot

; esp. to overburden or oppress with taxes; to

impose taxes upon beyond what is equitable.
1650 [see OVERTAXED below]. 1774 GOI.DSM. -\'(/. Hist.

VI II. 87 Their abilities may be over-taxed. 1835 TAI.FOI'RI>
Ion iv. ii, Hast thou beheld him overtax his strength? 1835
LYTTON Rienzi iv. ii, I know that poor men won't be over-
taxed. 1842 TKN-NYSON Gotiiva 9 We . . have loved the people
well, And loathed to see them overtaxed.
Hence O'verta-xed///. a., O^verta'xing- rvV. s/>.

;

so also O'vertaxa'tion.
1650 B. Discoltiminium 48 They.. grow too heavy for my

pyer-tax'd leggs. a 1859 MACALLAY Hist. Eng. xxiv. V. 181
The most ravenous of all the plunderers of the poor over-
taxed nation. 1881 Education Feb. 26/2 Anything.. which
avoids the overtaxation of the memory with useless matter.
1897 Daily .Vt-Ti's 20 Jan. 8/7 A question to Ministers con.

cerning the overtaxation of Scotland.

tO'verte, -tee. Oh. rare.
[f. OVERO. + -/ ',-Ty,

after words from Fr. such as porerty^\ The con-
dition of being over or above another; superiority.
f 1449 PECOCK Refr. III. iv. 299 Preestis oilmen not haue

ouerte among hem silf. . neither eny preest on^te haue onerte
upon eny lay persoon. Ibid. 426 Sithen it is now bifure

proued that preesthode and bischophode. .ben ouertees to
hem for which tliei ben had and usid.

Over-teach, etc. : see OVER- 27.

O'ver-te'dious, a. [OVKR- 28.] Too tedious.

1591 SHAKS. r Hoi. l~f, in. iii. 43 Speake on, but be not
ouer-tedious. 1668 in //. Alore's Oh: Dial. Pref. (1713) 15,
I have too long detained thee by an o\er-tedious Preface.

O:vertee'm, v. [OVER- 26, 21.] a. intr. To
teem or breed excessively, be excessively pro-
ductive

;
also Jiff. b. trans. To wear out or

exhaust by excessive breeding or production.
Hence Overtee'med. O vertee'ming///. acljs.
1602 SHAKS. Ham. II. ii. 531 For a Robe About her lanke

and all ore-teamed Loines, A blanket. 1818 KEATS Emfyn.'.
i. 575 Such a dream, That never tongue, although it overteem
With mellow utterance, like a cavern spring, Could figure out.
1818 SHELLEY Let. T. L. 1\ 22 Dec., Ess. etc. 1852 II. 142
The overteeming vegetation. 1828 MACAL'I.AY Misc. Writ.
(1860) I. 255 His mind is a soil which is never overteetned.

1877 BARINC;-GOULD Mjst. Suffering- 32 If productiveness
were conceivable without death to check the increase, the
world would overteem.

Overtell, v. [OVER- 26, 16.]
I. trans. To tell (count, or narrate) in excess of

the fact
;

to exaggerate in reckoning or narration.

1511 in W. H. Turner Select. Kec. Oxford 3 Thomas
Foster dyd overtell hymselfe in the gsy'ti hall xx li voyces.
1755 AMOKV Mem. (1766) 1 1. 98 There may be some things
overtold, ..that would bear mitigation.

t 2. To count over. Obs.
c 1610 ROWLANDS Terrible Battett n We came vnto a

Marchant in this towne That mighty bags of money ouer-tels.

Over-tempt, -tension, etc. : see OVEK-.

O'ver-te'nder, a. [OvEU- 28.] Too tender;

excessively or unduly tender. So O-ver-te'nderly
adv. ; O'ver-te'nderness.
a 1631 DONNE Strm. ix. 95 By abusing an over-tendernesse

which may be in thy conscience then. 1683 KAXTF.K

Paraphr. N. T. Matt. xxvi. 67-68 Why should we look
for better, and be over-tender of our Flesh or Reputation?
1795 ANNE SEWARD Anecdotes (1796) IV. 8 A child, who
by the carelessness or overtenderness of his parent was
brought up to no trade or profession. 1836 KF.DLE Serin.

(1848) 177 Do not shrink thus overtenderly from the thought
of losing me. 1889 SKKINE Mem. Thriiig 137 A moral
sensitiveness which made him over-tender,

t Over-tenth, Obs. [OVER- 19.] An increased
or additional tenth or tithe.

ci5so CROWLF.Y Inform. Wks. (1872) 171 The Cleargie of
the Citie of London haue .. optayned by Parliament
authoritie to ouertenthes euen after the exemple of the
landlordes and leasemongers.

t Over-te'rve, 7-. Sc. Obs. Also -tarve,

-tirwe, -tyrve, -tyrfe, -tyrwe. [f. OVER- 6 +
TERVE z>., to turn round, roll.] trans. To overturn,

overthrow, upset.
(Often misread owrterne, and mistaken for overturn.)
c 1330 R. BRI'NNE Chron. Wace (Rolls) 4627 pe mastes

faste to-gidere burte, & somme ouer terued \r. -ternedj,
& lay on syde. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xvii. {Martha) 33
As fysche wald he dwel in ^ find & our tyrwit batis )>at

rowyt J>are. c 1375 BARBOUR Troy-bk, \\, 908 The Cite..
brent Ande oure-tyrvede of fundement. ci4S Cursor M.
18266 (Laud) With the kyng of blisse hast fcou werrid
And so thy-self ovyr-tarvid. t 1440 LVDG. Nightingale
(E. E. T. S.) 208 Elles all oder . . In that gret flood were

dreynt and ouer-terved. ^1470 HARDING Chron. xx. ii,

They durst no thing ouer terue Againe his lawe nor peace,
but theim conserue. a 1500 Ratis Raving \. 1608 Our
tyrfand kindly cours Ilk day.

Over-thick, -thicken, etc. : see OVER-.

Overthrnk, v. Obs. in I
;
now rare in II.

I 1. = OE. offyttcan.

f 1. intr. To seem not good ;
to displease, vex,

cause regret or repentance ;
= OFTHINK ; cf. also

FOBTHINK. Chieflv vnpers. with dative of person.
42



OVERTHINKING.
c 1200 ORMIN 8920 Ta Je^ misstenn ^5^re child, jtt

hem offerrbuhhte. Ibid. 19596 lohan Kapptisste wisste ill

wel & itt himm oferrbuhhte. c 1330 K. BRL'NNE Chron.
/fjurf (Rolls) 2350 Hure ouer-K>ghte mykel more pe wrabihe

of huie fader fe kyng. a 1350 Cursor M. 2732 (Guti.> If

schoe did it, hir ouerthoght {other MSS. for thoghtj.

1387-8 T. USK Test. Love i. ii. (Skeati 1. 69, I se well (and
that me ouerthinketh) that wit in thee faileth.

fb. trans. To regret, repent. Ol>s.

c 1430 Syr Getter. (Roxb.) 1721 Nou it is to late to ouer-

think, As I haue brew, so most I drink, c 1440 CAPGRAVE

Life St. Kath. v. 951 Thei shul it ouerethynke If it be proued
thei ^oue hir mete or drynke. c 1440 Gcsta Rom. xviii. 332
(Camb. MS.) One of hem seyde, 'herith my counceill, 8:

ye shull not ouerj>ink it
'

{Addit. MS. forthynke].

II. From senses of OVER-, i (c*), 26, 27, 23.

2. To think over, to consider. 06s. or arch.

c 1477 CAXTON Jason 13!^, Whan I haue ouerthought these

saide thinges I answere yow. c 1489 Sonncs of Ayinon
xix. 418 Vf ye overthynke wel al, ye shall fynde that [etc.].

f3. To think too highly of, over-estimate. Ohs.

a 1618 SYI.VESTKR Job Triumphant iv. 147 What m;m,
like Job, himselfe so over-thinks? 1645 RUTHERFORD Tryal
fy Tri. Faith xxvi. (1845) 398 You may over-think and over-

praise Paradise.

4. refl. Toexhaiistoneself withtoomuchthinking.
a 1652 HROME City M'it in. iv, Have you not overmusd

or u\erthought your selfe?

So O'ver-tM-nkingr vbl. sb., too much thinking.

1711 SIIAFTESB. Charge. ''1737) III. BCO It was never their

over-thinking which oppress'd them.

tOverthOTTght,//^- Obs. rare. fpa. pple.
of OVKKTHIXK t'J Grieved, vexed.

f 1250 Gen. .y /-"-f. 2219 Oc alle he weren ouer Sojt, And
haiicii it so to iacob brojt.

Overthought .J
-

v3j^*t\ sb. [OVER- 29 b.]

Excessive thought, too much thinking. So O'ver-

thou'ghted a., filled with excess of thought, over-

weighed with thinking.
1839 KAILEY Fcstus ii. (1852) 17 This strange phantom

comes from overthoiight. 1877 Ri SKIN Let. to I-aunthor/x-
i. (1895) 5, I . . being in every way overworked and over-

thoughted. 1892 K. P. HARROW At'gtii Kvnngt-l. iii. 73
Hecause overthought for the morrow is deprecated, is fore-

ihought, therefore, discouraged?

Over-thou-ghtful, a. [OVER- 28.] Too

thoughtful, too full of thought, too anxious.

'1449 PECOCK Repr. in. xv. 377 Ouer thou^tful and ouer
carkful and ouermyche louyng toward them. 1678 NORRIS
Coll. Misc. (1699) 93. 1741 RICHARDSON Pamela II. 156

Only the foolish Weakness of an over-thoughtful Mind.

t Overthra-11, z-. ^. Obs. [OVEK- 21.]
trans. To enthrall, take captive.
1536 BKLLKNDEN Cron. Scot. (1821) I. Proheme Cosmogr.

10 Thoucht thay may no wais me ouirthrall.

+
O-yerthre'shold. Obs. [OVER- i d.] A

door-lintel.

1382 WVCI.IF Kxod. xii. 22 Sprengith of it the ouerthreswold

[ij88 lyntel], and either post.

Over-thrifty, -thronged : see OVER-.

Overthrow (/"-vaibnTu), $i>.

I. [from OVERTHROW z-.j

1. An act of overthrowing ; the fact of being
overthrown; defeat, discomfiture

; deposition from

power; subversion, destruction, ruin.

1513 MOKE in Grafton Chron. (1568) II. 758 Sundry
victoryes had he, and sometyme ouerthrowes. c 1560 A.

SCOTT Poems (S. T. S.) xxi. 31 This is not J>e fir>t ourthraw
That thow hes done to me. 1593 SHAKS. Rich. //, v. vi. 16

Two of the dangerous consorted Traitors, That sought at

Oxford, thy dire ouerthrow. 1669 GALE Crt. Gentiles I.

in. XL 115 Their often recoveries from so many Overthrows
and Captivities. 1774 Chesterfield's Lett. I. xx. 87 Camil-
las ..came upon the Gauls in the rear .. and gave them
a total overthrow. 1853 J- H - NKWMAN Hist. Sk. (1876) 1.

III.] i. ii. 91 Mere material power was not adequate to the
overthrow of the Saracenic sovereignty.

f b. Phr. To give the overthrow, to defeat, over-

throw ;
to have the overthrow, to be defeated.

X553 KUEN Treat. Nttue Ind. (Arb.) 16 In this fight the

Klephant had the ouerthrowe. 1564 HAWARD F.utropius
vn. 61 When these three capytaines were gone forthe

againste Antonius they gave him thouverthrow. 1591 SHAKS.
i Hen. I'/, in. ii. 106 We are like to haue the ouerthrow

againe. 1601 Jnl. C. \. ii. 5 And sodaine push giues
them the ouerthrow.

t c. That which overthrows or brings down.
1581 Mui.cASTER Positions vi. (1887) 44 These foure ouer-

throwes of our bodies and health, olde age, waste, aire, and
violence. 1607-12 BACON Kss.

t /-////S/rt'lArb.) 298 Vespasian
asked him what was Neroes ouerthrowe.

2. Geol. An overturning or inversion of strata.

1891 DK. ARGYLL in ig/A Cent. Jan. 19 The overthrows
and the overthrusts, the sinkings and the underthrusts,
which have inverted the order of original formation.

3. Anything thrown overboard, nonce-use.

1885-94 R- I^KIDGES Eros
fy- Psyche Nov. xxiv, Like twin

sharks that in a fair ship's wake Swim constant, .and hasty
ravin make Of overthrow or offal.

II. [f. OVER- 13.]
4. In Cricket : A return of the ball by a fielder

in which it is not caught or stopped near the

wicket, giving the batsman opportunity of making
further runs. In Baseball : A throwing of the ball

over or beyond the player to whom it is thrown.

1749 in Waghorn Cricket-Scores (1890) 43 Five of Adding-
ton Club challenge any five in Kn^fand for 50 guineas,
to play bye-balls and overthrows. 1640 Laws ofCricket in
' Hat

'

Crick. Man. (1850) 60 Neither byes nor overthrows
shall be allowed. 1891 W. G. GRACE Cricket 258 He must
back up the wicket-keeper to save overthrows.
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Overthrow 0?vajj>r<;-), v. [f. OVER- 6 +
THKOW v. , q. v. for Forms. Takes the place of OVER-

CAST, as that did of OVERWARP, OE. oferweorpan.]
1. trans. To throw (a person or thing) over upon

its side or upper surface; to upset, overturn; to

knock (a structure) down and so demolish it.

c 1330 ( \vayn- Miles 23 So bitter and so cold it blewe That
alle the soules it ouer threwe That lay in purgatory. 1362
LANGL. P. PI. A. ix. 31 pe wynt wolde with be water be

Hot ouer-browe. c 1400 Soivdone Bab. 388 Every man
Shulde withe Pikeys or with bille The Wallis over throwe.

1484 CAXTON Fables of sEsop v. xii, The wulf ouerthrewe
the dogge vpsodoune to the ground, a 1533 LD. BERNKRS
Hiton Ixxxi. 242 He ouerthrewe cuppes and dysshes upon
the table. 1535 COVERDALE Jonah iii. 4 There are yet
xl. dayes, and then shal Niniue be ouerthrowen. 1627
CAPT. SMITH Seaman's Gram. xi. 54 To ouerset or ouer-

throw a ship, is by bearing too much saile you bring her

Keele vpwaids, or on shore ouerthrow her by grounding
her, so that she falls vpon one side, a 1704 T. BROWS On
Dk. Onnomfs Recvv. Wks. 1730 L 49 Your sacred seats by
cruel* rage o'erthrown. 1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) I. 159
One who is already prostrate cannot be overthrown,

f b. To turn (a wheel) upside down. Obs.
B

1390 GOWER Conf. I. 8 After the tornynge of the whiel,
Which blinde fortune overthroweth.

2. fig. To cast down from a position of pros-

perity or power; to defeat, overcome, vanquish;
to ruin, destroy, or reduce to impotence.

(- 1374 CHAUCER Boeth. n. metr. i. 22 (Camb. MS.) A whtht
i.*, seyn weleful And ouerthrowe [by Fortune] in an houre.

c 1449 PKCUCK Repr. 208 Alle the repugners ben openlj
ouerthrowe. 1470-83 MALORY Arthur I. xvii, Yonder xj

kynges at this tyme wyll not be ouerthrowen. a 1548 HALL
Chron., Edw. II' 204 b, Hys partye was ouerthrowen and

vanquyshed. i6oa WARNER All: Eng. ix. Iii. 233 For peace
\\e warre, a peruerse warre that doth our selues ore-throe.

1712-14 POPE Rape Lock HI. 61 Mighty Pam, that Kings
and Queens o'erthrew. 1894 Times (weekly ed.) 19 Jan.

57/1 He., was overthrown with Thiers seven days afterwards.

3. To overturn .any established or existing con-

dition or order of things, a device, theory, plan,

etc.) ;
to subvert, ruin, bring to nought, demolish.

(1374 CHAUCER Troylus iv. 357 (385) Who wolde haue
wend fat yn so lytel a browe Fortune oure loye wolde ban
ouer-browe. -11548 HALL Chron., Rich. Ill 49 b, Suche
thinges as were, .to be set forward, were nowe dasshed and
ouerthrowen to the grounde. 1591 SHAKS. i Hen. J-Y, i. iii.

65 Here's Gloster, . .That seekes to ouerthrow Religion.
1611 BIBLE 2 Tim. ii. 18 Who. .ouerthrow the faith of some.

1798 MALTHUS Popitl. (1817) II. 75 This overthrows at once
the supposition of any thing like uniformity in the propor-
tion of births. 1868 LICHTKOOT /'////. (1873) 94 He deter-

mined to overthrow the worship of the one true God.

b. To bring down or put an end by force to (an

institution, a government).
1578 LISDESAY (Pitscottie) Chron. Scot. (S. T. SJ I. 27

His authoritie sould be contempnit and the commonweill..
ovirthrawin. 1585'!'. WASHINGTON tr. fricholays I'oy. in.

iii. 74 This Oriental empire, .shall one day be cleane ouer-

throwen. 1727 I>E VosSyst. Magic i. ii,The Persians, .over-

threw their empire. 1847 MRS. A. KKRR Ser-via 422 Thus
was overthrown a government raised up by the force ofevents.

4. f a. To cast down or upset in mental or bodily
state (obs.}. b. To overturn or destroy the normal
sound condition of (the mind,'.
c 1374 CHAUCER Boeth. i. pr. iv. 13 (Camb. MS.), I se J>at

goode men beth ouerthrowen for drede of my peril. 1561
TURNER Baths i They [brimstone baths] undo and ouer-

throwe the stomack. xfioa SHAKS. Ham. m. i. 158 O what
a Noble minde is heere o're-throwne ! 1621 BURTON Anat,
Mel. n. ii. vi. iii. 11651)306 They, .contract filthy diseases,. .

overthrow their bodies. 1816 J. WILSON City ofPlague m.
i. 321 O misery ! His mind is overthrown.

*] 5. intr. To fall over or down, tumble
;

to

throw oneself or be thrown down. Obs.

13 . . Sir Bettes (A.) 2850 Tweies a ros and tweies a fel, pe
bredde tim ouer-brew in be wel ; par inne a lai vp ri^t. 1387
TREVJSA Higden (Rolls) IV. 269 Whan Crist entrede into

Kgipt, be mawmettes overbrewe and fil doun. c 1450
Merlin 53 His palfrey stombled on his knees, and he oner-

threw, and brakke
hys neke. 1509 HAWKS Past. Pleas.

xl. (Percy Soc.) 44 Warre ones begon, it is hard to know
Who shall abyde and who shall overthrowe. 1546 J. HEY-
WOOD Prov. (1867) 29 The best cart maie ouerthrowe.

Hence Overthrowable
., capable of being

overthrown.

1653 BOYLE Let. to Mallet 23 Sept., Wks. 1772 I. Life 53
Which.. I found, though hardly overthrowable in equity,

yet to be questionable in strictness of law.

Overthrower. [f. prec. + -ER 1
.] One who

overthrows.
a 1548 HALL Chron., Edw. II7 205 He was the ouer-

th rower and confounder of the house of Lancastre. 1650
S. CLARKE Eccl. Hist. i. (1654! 8 This is that Doctor of

Asia, the Overthrower of our Gods. 177* Hist. Eur. in

Ann. Reg. 99/2 The overthrower of Boljngbroke. 1836
LYTTON Athens (1837! II. 332 Plato rightly considers

Kphialtes the true overthrower of the Areopagus.

Overthrowing, vbl. sb.
[f.

as prec. + -ING *.]

The action of the vb. OVERTHROW
;
a throwing

down
; overturning, destruction, ruin,

4:1374 CHAUCER Boeth. \\. metr. iv. 31 (Camb. MS.) Al

thowgh the wynde trowblynge the see thondre with ouer-

throwynges. 1535 COVERDALE Ecclns. xiii. 13 Thou walkest
in parell of thy ouerthrowinge. 1675 tr. Camdens Hist.

Eliz. i. (1688) 127 The overthrowing of the Duke. 1850
TENNYSON In Mem. cxiil, With overthrowings, and with

cries, And undulations to and fro.

Overthrowing,///, a. [f.
as prec. + -ING 2.]

That overthrows, fa. Headstrong, headlong, prone

(pbs.}. b. Overwhelming, overturning, upsetting.

OVERTHWART.
a. 1374 CHAUCER Boeth. n. metr. vii. 47 (Camb. MS.)
Who so bat with ouerthrowynge thowght oonly seketh

glorye of fame. Ibid. iv. pr. vi. 109 The nature of som
man is so ouerthrowenge to yuel.
b. c '374 CHAUCER Boeth, i. metr. it. 3 ^Camb. MS.) Tlie

thowt of man dreynt in ouerthrowynge depnesse. Ibid. HI.

metr. xii, 84 Tho ne was nat the heuedof yxion I -tormented

by the ouerthrowinge wheel. 1592 G. HARVEY New Letter
Wks. (Grosart) I. 261 Take away that overthrowing or

weakening property from Truce : and Truce may be a diuine

Scammony. 1839 HAILEV Ftstus \. ^1852) 8 The overruling,
overthrowing power.

O'Verthrown (shifting stress), ///. a. (sl>.)

[pa. pple. of OVERTHROW
z'.]

1. Thrown over on its side, face, or upper surface;

upset; overcome; vanquished, demolished.

1579-80 NORTH Plutarch (1676) 35 Some easie medicine,
to purge an overthrown body. 1667 MILTON P. L. vi. 856
The overthrown he rais'd. 1814 SOL'THEV in Q. Rev. XII.

189 The ruins of overthrown edifices. 1877 X, Ii'. Litre.

Gloss., Faru'elted, overthrown ; said of sheep.

f2. Thrown too strongly. Obs. [OVER- 28 c.]

1642 FULLER Holy fy Prof. St. \. ii. 29 A rubbe to an over-

thrown bowl proves an help by hindering it.

f B. sb, A supine (in grammar). Obs. rare.

c 1531 Du WES Introd. Fr. in Palsgr. 935 The over-
throwen or supins which ben called reverses.

Overthrusttt'u'va-ibizJst),.^. Geol. [OVER- 1,9.]
The thrust of the strata or series of rocks on one

side of a fault over those on the other side, esp. of

lower over higher strata, as in an OVEBFAULT or

faulted OVEBFOLD. Used more particularly in

reference to the distance through which the mass
of dislocated strata has been thrust or moved for-

ward over the thrust-plane.
1883 [see OVERFAULT]. 1885 C. CALLAWAY in Daily

AVwj 8 Jan. 3/5 The extraordinary overthrust of old rocks

on to newer strata in Sutherlandshire. 1888 Q. Jrnl. Geol.

Soc. 385 Confirming Nicol's conclusions .. that the line of

junction of the unaltered Palaeozoic rocks is a line of fault

and overthrust.

attrib. 1890 KOYD DAWKINS in Nature 31 July 320 The
coal-measures are folded, broken and traversed by great
1 overthrust

'

faults. 1892 LAPWORTH Pres. Address Brit.

Ass. Kdin.) The overlhrust plane or oveifault, where the

septal region of contrary motion in the fold becomes reduced

to, or is represented by, a plane of contrary motion, 1894

Jrnl. R. Agric. Soc. June 390 Kastbourne, where on the

foreshore the Cretaceous strata are repeated by faults and
overthrusts.

So Overthru-st ; .
;
hence Overthm'stinff 7 r

/V.j/'.

1883 LAPWORTH in Geol. Mag. Aug. 339 In many cases this

overthrusting effect is due to the relief of downward pres-
sure caused by the erosion of the brow of the arch.

Overthwart (vaibw6'Jt) ,
adv. and prep.

Now Obs. or rare exc. dial. Also 4 ouerthuert,

4-5 -thwert(e, -J>wert(e, -twert, 4-6 Sc. our-

thwort, 5 ouerepwart, ouerjwwert, ouertwart,

-twarde, overhwarte, orthward, (auerthwert,
-thward, aurthwart, -thewert, awrthwert,
awterwart), 5-6 ouerthward(e, -thart(ef

Sc.

ourthort, -thourth, ouerthort, ouirthort, 6

ortwharte,orewharte,6-7(9^'a/.) overwhart(e,

8-9 dial, overwart, overquart. [ME. f. OVER
adv. + fwert adv., a. ON./tw/ neuter Q{]nwr =

QILfweorh cross, transverse; see THWART adv.}
A. adv.

1. Over from side to side, or so as to cross some-

thing; across, athwart ; crosswise, transversely.
c 1300 Havelok 2822 And demden him to binden faste

Vpon anasse. . Andelong, nouht ouerthwert. i375l>ARBOUR
Bruce vm. 172 Thre dykis ourthwort he schar Pra bath the

mossis to the vay. ( 1400 MAUNUEV. ii. 10 The pece [o(

the Crois] that wente overthwart. f 1489 CAXTON Sons oj

Ayinon ix. 238 They, .layed hym vpon a Htyll horse over-

hwarte like as a sacke of corne. 1513 DOUGLAS sEneis v. vi.

84 Hut kest hym evin ourthortour Salyus way. 1600 HOLLAND

Livy i. xiii. 10 Then the Sabine dames, ..hailing thrust

themselues violently overthwart betweene them, began to

part these bloodie armies, 169* tr. Sallust 168 The Yoke
was two Spears fixed in the Ground, and a third fastened

overthwart from one to the other, like a Gallows. 1764
Museum Riisticmn 1 1 1. Ixxiv. 321 Third ploughing, ribblmg
it overwart. a 1825 FOKBV I'oc. E. Angiia s.v., To plough
overwhart is to plough at right angles to the former furrows.

b. Overthwart and endlong \ crosswise ami

lengthwise, in breadth and length, transversely

and longitudinally ; hence fig. wholly, completely.
1340 HAMPOLE Pr. Consc. 8582 pe devels sal, ay, on )am

gang To and fra, over-thewrt and endlang. 1417 Surtees

Misc. (1888) 13 All the aide stuffe of lede that lay thare

before, endelang and overthwart. < 1460 Twvneley Myst.
xii. 48 He saue you and me, ouertwhart and endlang.

1 2. fig. Adversely ; wrongly, amiss, perveisely ;

angrily,
'

crossly '. Obs.

13.. Cursor M. 12084 (Cott.) A muster .. Wit ioseph
wordes spak ourthuert [l''airf. ouer-thwert]. c 1330 K.

RRUNNE Chron. H'acc 2318 pat word tok he yuel til nerte,

He vnderstod hit al ouerjjwerte. < 1430 Syr Gener. (Roxb.)

2104 And answerd the king ful ouertwert. 1535 Goodly

Primer, Exp. Ps. Ii. (v. 18) With the wicked shall thou play
overthwart. 1556 J. HKVWOOO Spider $ F. xxxiii. n; Run
thei right : run thei ouertharte, Out wyll I powre them.

f3. Over against something else, opposite, rare.

1596 SPENSER F. Q. iv. x. 51 And her before was seated

overthwart Soft Silence, and submisse Obedience.

f4. Here and there, all about. Sc. Obs.

1596 DALKYMI'LK tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. iv. 211 S. Palladie

Hischope, and vthires., ouirthort [L. sparsim\ in his king-

dome, he promouet thame to sleddings and feildes.



OVEETHWART.
B. prep. 1. From side to side of; so as to

cross
; across, athwart.

c 1380 Sir Fcrumb. 3721 Vs body was tornd ouer-thwart

J>e way. (1391 CHALCEK Astrol. \. 5 Ouer-thwart this

for-seide longe lyne, ther cresseth hym a-nother lyne. c 1470
HENRY Wallace iv. 234 A loklate bar was drawyn our-
thourth the dur. 1551 ROBINSON tr. Mores Utof. \\. (1895)
163 That table standeth ouer wharte the ouer ende of the
halle. 1610 BARROUGH Meth. Physick i. xx,\i. (1639) 51
Cause him to sit overthwart a stoole in riding fashion. 1663
GENTLER Counsel 43 Lay Bridges overtwhart the Joyses,
1736 BAILEY Honsch. Diet. 116 Cut it into collars overthwart
both the sides. 1892 MORRIS Yorksh. Folk-talk s. v., He
ran owerquart t' clooas.

t 2. Over against, opposite. Obs.

1588 PARKE tr. Mcndozas Hist. China 353 They.. twentie

leagues ouerthwart the port. 471592 GRKKNE Alpkonsus
i. Wks. (Rtldg.) 228/2 Dost thou know the man That doth
so closely overthwart us stand? 1630 WADSWORTH Pilgr.
iii. 15 Disputing. .in two pewes one ouerthwart the other.

3. On the opposite side of
;
across, beyond.

1784 COWPER Task i. 169 Far beyond, and overthwart the

stream.. The sloping land recedes into the clouds. 1854
Miss BAKER Northamft. Gloss, s. v., He lives o'erwart
the way.

Overthwart (#"vaifw4t), a. and sb. Obs.

exc. dial. Forms: see prec. ; also 5 authwart,
awthwert, ouerqwert. [f. prec.]
A. adj. 1. Placed or lying crosswise, or across

something else ; transverse, cross-.

13.. E. E. Allit. P. B. 1384, & }nker J>roweti vnihc J>our
with oner-invert palle. (.-1400 MACSDEV. (Koxb.) ii. 6 pai
made ^e ouerthwert pece of palnie. c 1540 tr. /'c/. I'erg.
Eng. Hist. (Catnden) I. 72 Suetonius . . camm throughe an
overthwarte waye to London as to a place of >afetie. 1545
RAYNOLD Byrtji Mankynde 7 Nominatyd the ouerthwart

muskles, in latin : mnscnlitransnersi. 1623 T. SCOT Highiv.
God S Two crosse or ouerthwart wayes. 1796 MORSE Amer.
Geog. II. 112 The transomes, or over-thwart stones [at Stone-

henge], are quite plain.

fb. Crossing the right line; oblique, slanting;

wry, skew: cf. OVERTHWAKTLT 3. Obs.

1594 BLUNDEVIL Exerc. iv. Introd. (1636) 435 There is

another great stooping and overthwart Circle, called the

Ecliptique line.

fc. fig. Indirect: cf. OVKKTHWAKTLY 4. Obs.

1545 ASCHAM Toxoph. fArb.) 88 You wyl haue some ouer.
twhart reason to drawe forthe more communication withall.

1656 KARL MONM. tr. Boccalini^ Pol* Toitcltstone (1674) 283
[They] take impious and overthwart revenge of even those
that would not be stcure.

f 2. Situated or residing across or on the opposite
side of something intervening ; opposite. Obs.

1555 EDEN Decades 264 The soonne leaueth those regions,
and goth by the contrarye or ouerthwarte circle lowarde the
south in wynter. 1692 DRYDEX Cleomcnes v. ii, We whisper,
for fe;ir our o'erthwart neighbours should hear us cry,
Liberty.
3. fig. Inclined to cross or oppose ; perverse,

froward, contrarious; contentious, captious, con-

tradictious, quarrelsome, testy, 'cross'; adverse,

contrary, hostile, unfriendly, unfavourable.

'1325 Poem Times Edw. II. (Percy Soc.) Ixxviii, When
God Almy^ty seth The work is overthwart. 1382 WYCLIK
2 Tim. iii. 4 Traitours, proterue, or ouerthwert, bollun with

proude thou^tis. c 1400 Destr. Troy 1960 He onswaret hym
angerly with Awthwert wordis. c 1530 tr. Erasmu? Serin.

C/t. Jfsus (1901) 20 A. .kynde of chyldren, which is cleane
ouertwart. 1595 DANIKL Civ. Wars \. xxvi, Of a Spirit
averse and over-thwart. 1647 CLARENDON Hist. Rcb. \.

(1702) I. 64 That overthwart \ed. 1888 174 thwartover]
humour was enough discover'd to rule in the breasts of

many. 1868 ATKINSON Cleveland Gloss., Owrquart, Over*
thwart

i .. perverse, contrary, contradictory or contentious.

fB. sfi. [Absolute use of adj.] Obs.

1. A transverse or cross direction. In phrases
at an oiwikwai't, to overthwart : in a transverse

direction, crosswise, across.

1470-85 MALORY Arthur \\\. viii, At the last at an ouer-
thwart beaumayns with his hors strake the grene knyghtes
hors vpon the syde. Ibid, xvii, The reed Icnyghte. .at an
ouerthwart smote hym within the hand. 1562 TURNER Herbal
II. 86 b, Phu . .hath litle rootes growyng to ouerthwart.

b. A transverse passage, a by-way, a crossing;
a transverse line.

1580 ll'itt in Gentl. Mag. Sept. (i860 258,
I leave my

eldest sonn . . also the newe overthwarte in the cittie of

Corcke, and all the lands east of it to the Queenes walls.

n 1631 DONNE Poems, Atiat. World 256 T--* finde out. .Such
diuers downe-right lines, such ouerthwarts, As dispropor-
tion that pure forme.

c. ( )pposite point.
1674 N. FAIRFAX Bulk ft Seh. 02 It cannot be meted l>y a

streight line drawn from it to its overthwart.

2. An adverse experience; a *

cross', a rebuff.
a 1547 SURREY Praise ofmean Estate 12 A hart well stayd,

in ouerthwartes depe Hopeth amende*. 1587 OOLDING DCMornay xxvi. 406 The ouerthwartes that Abraham indured
for Sara his wife in Aegypt. 1609 F. GREVIL Alaham in.

iii, I feare the cariage : it hath many parts, And Hazards
courses may finde ouerthwarts.

b. Contradiction; a rebuff; a repartee.
c 1555 ABP. PARKER P$. xxxiv. 86 Keepe ye hys long from

ouerthwart. 1595 COCI.RV Wits, Fits, <V /**- 147 For these
wittie ouerthwarts the Gent, entertain'd the boy into his

seruice.

Overthwart (^ivajj)wut), v. Now rare or

Obs. Also 5 -twert, 5-7 -whart, 6 -twhart, 8

-wart,
[f, prec. adv. or adj.]

1. trans. To pass or lie athv

q
C

lie athwart or across ; to

traverse, cross.
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1426 LVDG. DcGitil. Pilgr. 12072 At wyketysorwyndowy.s
..Ouerthwerlyd with no latys. (1430 Rcas. <V Sens.
(E. E. T. S.) 4786, I Gan to cro.sse dovne and dale And
ouer twerten hille and vale. 1545 RAYNOLII Byrth Mankyndc
iS The one embrasynge, compassyng and ouerthwarting
thother. 1552 hw. C/t. Goods (Surtees, No. 97) 31 Two
lunacies of whyt bustian . .overthuarde withe read vorsted.

1632 LITHGOW Trav. x. 504 Kach Tide ouerthwaning
another with repugnant courses. 183* TENNYSON (I'.nonc

137 Her clear and bared limbs O'erthwarted with the brazen-
beaded spear Upon her pearly shoulder leaning cold.

b. To lie across, or place something across, so

as to stop the way ; to obstruct.

1654 tr. Martinfs Cong. China 135 These places might
have been easily defended if they had but. .overthawrted
the ways by any incumbrances. 1719 D'URFEY Pills (1872)
VI. 89 If the Seas should overthwart him, He would swim
to the shore.

t c. To plough across. Obs.

1764 Museum Rnsticittu III. Ixxiv. 320 Ploughing up the
t;fre land, ..Overwarting another clean earth.

2. Jig. To act in opposition to ; to cross, oppose ;

to hinder, thwart. Also absol.

_ rti5*9^SKEi.TON IVare llauke 230 He sayde, for a crokid
intent Thewordes were parutrted: And thishe ouerthwarted.

1611 SPEKD Hist. Gt. Brit. vn. xviij. ii. 292 They..en-
deuored to ouerthwart and gainsay whnlsoeuer he proposed.
.11640 \V. FKNNKR Sacrifice 1-aithfidl ii. 11648) 62 Sinne

may be said to be civili/ed, when it is overwharteil by
a higher principle.

f b. To render 'overthwart '; to pervert, rare.

1430-40 LYIX;. Kochas \\. xxvii. (1554) 62 b, A \vuluishe

thyrst to shede marines blood, Whych ouerwhaited .. Hi-
royal corage, into tyrannye.
Hence OverthwaTting vbl. so. and ///. a.

1552 HCLOET, Ouerth \\a.rl\t\z.J>t:ruicatia.pra'i'itas. ffa't/.,

Ouerthwartynge knaue,/tf^*rrKj. 1616 Rich Cabinet Zvj,
All quarrelling, wrangling, and ouerthwaning must be
auoided. 1632 LITHGOW Trar. ix. 421 Their . .heads are. .

couered with ouerthwarting strokes of crooked shables.

t Overthwa-rter. Obs. [f. prec. + -EH^.]
One who '

overthwarts
*

;
an adversary, opponent.

a 1450 Knt. tic la Tour (1868) 53 Usureres, bariters, over-
thwarteres and lyers. 1596 NASHK Saffron M'aldcn 96 M.
Wat he his ouer-wharter (betwixt whom and him there was
such deadly emulation).

t Overthwa'rtly, adv. Obs.
[f. OVEUTHWAUT

a. + -LY-.] In an 'overthwart' manner.
1. In a direction across

; transversely.
<:i44o Prontp. Parv. 374/1 Ovyrthwer(ti!y (J/.V. A", oner-

qwertly), transverse. 1597 A. M. tr. Gnillcmeau's I''r.

Chirnrg. 16 b/i Both the endes of the threde wherwith the

lugulare Vayne is ouerthwartely tyede. 1652 WHARTON tr.

Roilimatis Chiromancy Wks. (1683) 553 Many Lines in the

uppermost Joynt, and they proceeding overthwartly.
2. At diagonally opposite points.
1621 AINSWORTH Annot. Pentat. Lev. i. 5 Upon the two

corners of the Altar overthwartly, on the norlheast home,
and on the southwest home.
3. Obliquely ; askew, awry.
1470-85 MALORY Arthur ix. i, His ouer garment sat ouer-

thwartly. 1591 HARINGTON Orl. J-'ur. xxii. Ixvi, The stroke
fell overthwartly so, That quite beside Rogeros shield it

slipt. 1597 BEARD Theatre Gods Jadgem. (1612) 67 Euen
when the quenchlesse torch, the worlds great eye, Aduanc't
his rayes orethwartly from the skie.

4. jfi$. In oblique terms ; indirectly.
1571 GOLDING Cahnn on Ps. ii. 10 When he biddeth them

to be lerned, he overthwartly taunteth their fond trust in

their owne wisdome. 1579-80 NORTH Plutarch (1676) 993
The boy of Laceda:mon set out to accuse Plutarch over-

thwartly with a lie.

5. Adversely, perversely, frownrdly; contrari-

wise;
'

crossly'.
1387-8 T. USK Test. Love in. vii. 1. 155 (Skeat) Pray her. .

that for no mishappe, thy grace overthwartly tourne, a 1450
A'tit. tfc la Tour xix. 28 She shulde not ansuere hym ouer-

thwartly atte euery worde. a 1568 ASCHAM Scholem. (Arb.)

35 Wrought as it should, not ouerwhartlie, and against
the wood, by the scholemaster. 1603 KNOLLES Hist. Turks
(1621) 1063 Seest thou not how overthwartly. .they, .have
dealt with thee and thy father?

t Overthwa'rtness. Obs. [f. as prec. +

-NESS.] The quality or character of being 'over-

thwart
'

; perversity, frowardness ; contrariness.
c 1400 Apol. Loll. 107 Wat ouer^wartnes is fris to wil not

obey to |>e lesson? 1533 St. Papers Hen. I-'///, II. 170 A
perpetual! discourage to others, that doo use overthwartnes
and contrario"iiie. c 1643 LD. HKKBERT //(i886) 81 My
younger sister, indeed, might have been married to a far

greater fortune, had not the overthwartness of some neigh-
bours interrupted it.

t Overthwa*rtwise, adv. Obs. [f. as prec.
+ -WISE.] In an 'overthwart' direction

; crosswise,
athwart. So f Overthwa'rtways adv. Obs.

1594 PI.AT Jewcll-Iw. in. 24 Fasten this bar ouerthwart-
\\ise in the middle point of the ouen mouth. 1656 RIUGLEY
Pratt. Physic 44 If the Artery be cut long, or over-thwart-
waies.

Over-tight, -till : see OVER-.

tOvertilt, v. Obs. [OVER- 6.] trans. To
tilt over, upset, overthrow.

1377 LANcr* P. PL B. xx, 134 He. .ouertilte [C. ouertuhej
al his treuthe with '

take bis vp aniendement '. c 1430 Pol.
Rel. $ L. Poems 197 As a traitour J>ou schatt be ouer tilt.

Over-timbered, -timorous : see OVER-.
Overtime (^'vajtaim), st>., adv. [OVER- 19.]
A. sb. Time during which one works over and

above the regular hours
;
extra time. Also attrib.

[1536 //'"//<? G?MrX<rt/.r.
1Carpentersworkyng their owre

tymes and drynkyng tymes uppon thffonte in thchappell.]
1858 SIMMONDS Diet. Trade, Orer-time^ Orer-work, extra

OVERTONE.
labour done beyond the regular fixed hours of business.
1861 Times 23 July, The grievance seems reduced to the

single point of overtime, as it is allowed on both sides, that. .

io hours is to be the standard. attril>. 1861 &at. Rev.
20 July 60 The lo>s of the overtime bonus. 1870 RQGLKS
Hist. Gleanings Scr. n. 132 Piecework or overtime labour.

B. adv. During extra time ; over hours.

1873 HAMKRTON Intcll. Life \. ii. (1876) 6 She worked
over-time. 1894 Urit. Jrnl. Photogr. XLI. 5 Sixty hand^..

working overtime.

p:ver-ti'me, v. Photogr. [OVEII- 27.] trans.
To time too long; to give too long a lime to an

exposure or other process.
1889 Anthony s Photogr. Knll. II. 211 Should a negative

be overtimed and developed flat. 1896 Kodak AVii-.v Sept.
36/1 As much difl~emice..as there is between an oveitimeil
and an undertimed negative.

tO'verti/mely, adv. and a. Obs.

A. adv. Too early, before the proper time, pre-
maturely ; untimely, unseasonably. [OvKR- 30.]

J33 K. UUUNNK Ilamil. Synnc 6613 ^yf bou any day
shuldtr.st fa-t, And (>uu ouurtymely (> mete aske. c 1374
CIIALX-KK />,'ft/t, i. nittr. i. i iC'atnb. MS.i H ceres booream
scliad ouertymeliche \poti myn lit-uerl, c 1440 Jaccb's tt'cll

142 |'e fersl fote hreile "f \-.<>-<; in glotonye is, to ete or

drynke oucrtymcly, ouei-soiie ur ouyrlate. 1532 HI.RVKI

,\tno/>/ions Housch. (1768) 77 Suffreth his werkt-iuen to
lie Hie their wnrkc am! go theyr way ouer tyiiidy. 1655

Mi;Ln-,rit BKNHET//irw/iEAy/w/r.(i746) 343 NouriNhment,
wliich el>e being too liquid would turn to Crudities \>\-

parsing overtiinely into tlie < '-ut>.

B. aJj. Too-early, premature, untimely. [Uvtu-
2.S.]

1548 UDALL, el--, l-.ni^i;;. Par. Mark 4ob, Lamentably
bewaylyilg lier oiierlyuiuly dt.-.itl.e. 1577 87 HOMNSHI I-

L'hriiH. I. -_'5/i The \aiiie yuiiihfull fantasie and oueitimelie
tleath of thy fathers and thy brethren.

Overtip, -tippled: see OVEII-.

Overtire (.J^vojtai^u ,
v. [OVKII- 21, 27.]

trans. To tire out, exhaust with fatigue ;
to tire

excessively. licncc O^verti Ted ppl-a.,
'

tired out,'

excessively tired
; Overtri'ing vbl. sb. and///, a.

1557-8 I'HAI-:R sKncM vi. Sj, Though lie with dart the
\v y ml yfooted hinde did uuertyer. 1599 H.\KM;vr I'oy. I,

613 Marching with al possible speede on foote, notwith-

standing., the- ouerlirin<; tediuus deepe sand--. 1634 \V.

TIRWHYT lr,S&/sac's Lett. 117 Such rest, as wearinesse and
weakne-s affordeth to over-tired bodies. 1641 lip. HALL
Serin. Ps. Ix. 2. Wks. i3;7 V. 442 Which, .mubt be, for fear
of your over-tirim;, the last of our discourse. 1671 MILTON
Samson 1632. 1870 Rontlcd^t's /:'-'. l>oy s Ann. June ^^o
You'll overtire yourself. 1897 MANY KINGSLI.Y IV. Africa
6Sq When you have got very chilled or over-tired, take an
extra five grains with a little wine or spirit at any time.

tO'Ver-ti'tle, v. Obs. [OVER- ^6.] trans.

To [jive too high a title to; to style or denominate

by too high a name.
1620 BP.HALL Hon. .Mar. Clergy m. S 3 The Uishop of

Rome is stileil Supreme Head and tiouenjour of the Whole
Church.. When he that so humbly oiier-iiilt.s the person
resists the Doctrine. 1639 \\ I.I.MK Holy 11 'fir \. \ii. (1840]

264 Diverting the pilgi ims, and over-titling his own quarrclb
to be God's cause.

Overtly (<'<' vojtli), adv.
[f.

OVEKT a. + -LY -.]
In an overt manner.
1. Openly, manifestly, without concealment or

secrecy; in quot. 1614, Outwardly, publicly.
CI3Z5 Mcir. Hoin. 137 Us au to thinc'na ferlye Thoh GotUl

it warnes ouei tlye. 1579 J - Si UBBES Gaping GitlJ D v, 'J In-

king could not, for bewraying that cuunsail, declare his wj 11

ouertly. 1614 RAI.KIGH Hist. M'orld Pref. Cj b, For what-
soeuer hee ouertly pretended, Hee held in secret a con-

trary councell \\ith ihe Secretarie. 1703 ^"ol'NG Scrt/i. II.

389 Good men are never overtly despised, but that they
are first calumniated. 1859 Times 2 Sept. ist Leader :

A position with which no European Power could overtly

quarrel.

f2. So ns to be or lie open. Obs.
1601 HOLLAND Pliny I. 525 The plot wherin you mean to

haue Chestnuts grow must be ouvertly broken vp aloft, from
between Noueniber and Februarie.

O'VertneSS. [f.
as prec. + -NESS.] Openness,

want of reserve or concealment.

1887 T. HAKDV ll'oailanders III. .xiii. 258 My success with

you,. has not been great enough lo justify such overtness.

O'ver-toi'l, sb. [OVEH- 29.] Excessive toil.

1872 TALMACK Strm 198 These died of overtoil in the

Lowell carpet factories.

Overtoil (0vaitorl), v. [OVER- 21.] trans.

To wear out or exhaust ly excessive toil ; to over-

work, fatigue. Hence Overtoiled///, a., Over-

toi'ling vbl. sb.

1577 NORTH BROOKE-: Dicing (1843) 52 Wearied nature's oner-

toyled bodies. 1607 MARKHAM Caral. m. (1617) 59 Seeke to

ouertoile him, ami make him glad to giue ouer striuing to

get the leading. i6ia URIXSLKY Lud. Lit. v. (1627) 51 To
prevent the overtoyling and terrifying of Schollers with it.

1727 BRADLEY J*'aw. Diet. s.\.Gir<tt<: H'hccl, Ladies that

love not to overtoil themselves. 1847-8 H. MILLER First

Impr. xviii. 325 An overtoiled young man in delicate health.

1859 TKNN-VSON Enid 1225 Ovcrtoil'd By that day's travel.

f Over-torse, v. nonce-wi. [f. OVER- 10 +
TOISK

.f/'.] trans. To measure out in toises.

1840 l!Ko\vM\'r: .\\>ritt-lfa n. 828 Implements It sedulous

employs To umlei lake, lay down, mete out,o'ertoise Sordello.

Overtone u7n'vOJt^"Ji), st>. Acoustics and Mtts.

[ad. Gcr. ofart0n
t
\\se<\ by HelmboH/, as a contrac-

tion for cl>trpartialton t upper partial tone : cf.

OVER- i e.] An upper partial tone ;
a harmonic :

see HARMONIC B. 2.



OVERTONE.

1867 TYXDALL Soutui tit. 117 The Germans embrace all

such sounds under the general term Ohrtime. I think it

wilt be an ad tantage if we, in England, adopt the term

overtones as the equivalent. 1879 G. PRESCOTT Sp. Telephone

7 Helmhollz succeeded in demonstrating that the different

qualities of sounds depend altogether upon the number and

intensity of the overtones winch accompany the primary
tones of those sounds. 1880 in Grove Diet. Mas. 11. 616/2

The word Overtones is rejected by the Knglish translator
,

of Helmholtz's work as not agreeing with English idiom.

Overtone (d>:vaA&*-n), t'. [OVER- 22, 27.]

1. trans. To drown (a tone with a stronger one.
;

1861 MASSOS in Macm. Mag. 323 A prayer, the general

solemnity of which so overtones the discords from common
belief which the expert ear may nevertheless detect in it.

2. rhotogr. To ' tone' too much, give too deep
a tone to.

1889 Anthony's Pho'.ogr. Bull. II. 333 Overtoning is a

common fault which gives a gray photograph, and causes it

to lose its brilliancy.

t O-ver-tongue. Obs. [A literal repr. of Gr.

finy\cuTris.'] The epiglottis.
1615 H. CROOKE Body o/Man 766 Galen is of opinion that

t'ne motion of the Epyglottis or ouer-tongue is in a man not

voluntary but naturall.

Over-tongued: see OVEK- 28 d.

O:vertO'p, adv. rare. [f. OvEH/;r/>. + TOPJ/\: \

cf. OVER- 31.] Over the top, overhead.

1776 W. NIMMO Stirlingsli. (1880; I. xxi. 392 Trees, magni-
ficent in foliage and limb, meet overtop.

Overtop (0iv3Jtf>-p\ v. [OVER- i, 3.]

1. trans. To rise over or above the top of; to

surpass in height, surmount, tower above, top.

1593-4 } DAVIES in Sylvester's ll'ts. (1880) II. 67 Lo here

a Monument admir'd of all. .O'r-topping Envie's clouds.

1622 R. HAWKINS l'oy. S. Sea (1847) 128 The crabbed

mountainet which overtopped it. 1784 COWPER Task i. 558,

I see a column of slow-rising smoke O'ertop the lofty wood.

1855 MACAULAV Hist. Utig. xviii. IV. 173 He . . showed his

brazen forehead, overtopped by a wig worth fifty guineas, in

the ante-chambers. 1884 CHILD Eng. ff Sc.
/'of.

Kail. II.

xxx. 279/1 Charles overtopping Hugo by fifteen inches.

2. fig. a. To rise above in power or authority;
to be superior to ;

to override.

1561 T. N[ORTOX] Cak'in's Inst. iv. xi. (1634) 602 marg.,
The time when the Pope began first to overtop the Emperour.

1649 MILTON Eikon. xxviii, If Kings presume to overtopp
the Law by which they raigne for the public good. 1859
GROTE Greece n. Ixxxiv. XI. 199 That intense antipathy

against a despot who overtops and overrides the laws.

b. To rise above or go beyond in degree or

quality; to excel, surpass.
1581 MfLCASTER Positions x\\i\. (1887' 272 So the height

of their argument ouertop not their power, a 1680 CHAKHOCK
Attrib. God\ 1834! II. 297 None can overtop him in goodness.

1747 CARTE Hist. Eng. I. 176 This prince much over-topping
the other Scotch chieftain, in power. 1876 LOWELL A manf
my Bks. Ser. n. 276 In them the man somehow overtops the

author.

1 3. To render top-heavy. Oh. [OVER- 3.]

1643 [ANGIER] Lane. Vail. Action If the height of the

Sail did not overtop the Ship.

Hence Overto-pped///.n.;Overto-ppingi'*/.iA.
and ///. n.

1610 SHAKS. Tettip. i. ii. 81 Who t'aduance, and who To
trash for ouer-toppmg. 1611 SPEED Hist. Gt. Brit. vii. xliv.

5 14. 360 The Saxons, whose ouer-tppped Monarchy, and
w cake w alles now wanted props to hold vp the weight. 1675
BKOOKS GalJ. Key Wks. 1867 V. 203 Look that ye love the

Lord Jesus Christ with a superlative love, -with an over-

topping love. 1897 D. H. MADDEX Diary Silence 38 The

overtopping hound is not necessarily a bawler, or even a

babbler.

Overtopple ;-tr
-

p'l.,
-' [OVEK- 6, 3.]

1. trans. To cause to topple over ; to overthrow

(something in unstable equilibrium).
1543 litcox -V. i'. Gift Wks. (1843) 335 1h' s one 'ext. .is

able to subvert, overtopple, and throw down all the building.

1864 'ANNIE THOMAS' Denis Donne III. 355 Joy o'er-

toppled all his prudence.

2. intr. To topple over
;
to overhang as if on

the point of toppling over.

1839 CLOUCH Early Poems ii. 3 And vanity o'ertoppling
fell. 1855 BAILEV Mystic 70 Higher than lark can soar, or

falcon fly. .Lamalmon's pass, O'ertoppling.

Hence Overto-ppling rbl. sb. and ///. a.
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Overtra;ce,
'' Also 5 -trase. [OVER- 8, io.]

trans, a. To trace over ; to cover or mark with

tracery or tracings, b. To trace one's way over,

pursue the track over.
n 1440 Sir Dcgrci: 636 With topyes and trechoure Over-

trasyd that tyde. 1573 Twvxn .Eneid x. Ffij b, Tarience

none he makes, but bridges hie doth ouertrace. 1826 MIL-

MAX A. Bfteyn 108 The. .walls Are all o'ertraced by dying
hands.

Overtrade 'tr^-d), f. Comm. [OVER- 26, 23.]

intr. and reft. To trade in excess ol one's capital,

beyond one's means of payment, or beyond the

requirements of the market, b. trans. To do

trade beyond (one's capital, stock, etc.).
a 1734 NORTH Li-'cs (1826) I. 427 A famous builder that

overtraded his stock about 1000 per ami. 1745 DC Foe's

Eng. Tradesman vi. (1841) I. 36 For a young tradesman

to over-lrad himself, is like a young swimmer going out

of his depth. 1805 W. TAVLOR in Ann. Ket: III. 299

Glasgow . . had overtraded, and was visited with diffusive

failure. 1894 l-\n-ui:i (N. Y.J Nov. 384 There may be doubt

whether particular firms have not been overtrading.

So O vertra'der, one who trades too much
;

O vertra-ding I'bl.sb., fa. a surpassing in trading,

getting the balance of trade (obs.} ; b. trading in

excess of one's capital or the needs of the market.

1622 BACON Hen. VII 60 Whereby the Kingdomes
stocke of Treasure may be sure to be kept from being

diminished, by any ouer-trading of the Forrainer. 1776
ADAM SMITH /('. ^V.

iv. i. (1869) II. 15 This occasioned.,

a general overtrading in all the ports of Great Britain. 1846

M'CL'LLOCii Ace. Brit. Empire (18541 " 4 1 That these or

any other measures., would wholly prevent unsafe specula-

tion and over-trading. 1846 WORCESTER, Overtrades, ..one

who trades too much. Baker.

Overtrail r. : see OVER- 9.

O:ver-trarn (-tn'i-n ,
r 1

. [OVER- 27.] trans.

a. To train or cultivate the powers of (a person,

etc.) too much, to injure by excessive training, b.

To train (a creeping plant) too much or too high.

Hence O ver-trai'ning i-bl.sb.

57 You may1872 H. W. BEECHER Led. Preaching viiL i

over-train a man, so that he is carried beyond his highest

sixteen, or in some localities fourteen, feet are exceeded.

Mod. The decrease in weight suggests over-training.

Overtra-mple, v. [OVER- i
, 9.] trans. To

trample over or upon, tread down; also fig. So

Overtra-mpled ///. a., Overtra-mplintf vbl. sb.

1589 Coor-tR Admon. 250 That the beastes of the fielde

may ouer trample vs. 1593 NASHE Christs T. Wks. ilirosarl.i

IV. 93 The irruptive ouer-trampling of the Romans. 1610

HOLLAND Camden's Brit. i. 792 Under foote they over-

trample it. as if it had bin standing corn ready for harvest.

1744 A. HILL Let. 24 July, Wks. 1753 II. 305 Ovntnunpliog
all propriety, a 1845 HOOD Monkey Martyr i, He could

not read Of niggers whipt, or over-trampled weavers.

t O'VCr-tra'Vail, sb. [OVER- 29.] Overwork.

1496 Dircs IT Pauf. (W. de W.) x. v. 377 Let not your
horse .. be to feble for mysfare & ouertrauayle.

t O:vertra-vail, <' Obs. Also -eil(e, -eyl.e,

-el(L [OVER- 27.] trans. To work too much,

oppress or harass with toil ; to overwork.
c 1340 HAMH>LE/V<W Tr. 17 He. .ouertrauells byymagyn-

acions his wittes. 1382 WVCLIF Exod. i. n He bifore putte

to hem maystris of werkis, that thei shulden ouertraueylen
hem with birthens. 1563 GOLDIXG Cxsar vii. (15651 203 b,

Ouertrauelling cure men wyth continuall toyle.

O'ver-tra-vel, sb. [OVER- 29.] Excessive

travel, too much travelling.

1856 KANE Arct. Expl. I. xxviii. 365 If the rest of my
team had not been worn down by over-travel.

So O ver-tra-vel v. [OVER- 23] rejJ. to travel or

journey beyond one's power of endurance.

1654 in F. L Hawks Hist. A'. Carolina (1858) II. 19 The

interpreter, with over-travelling himself, fell sick.

Overtrea-d, v. [OK. ofertredan : cf. MHG.
iibertretea, Du. vvertredtn : see OVER- i, 9, 13.]

trans, a. To tread over, trample under foot ; fig.

to crush, oppress, subdue, b. To step beyond.
a xooo Gloss, to Prudcntiits 9 a (Bosw.), Se geleafa ofertret

froth of feminine silliness.

O:verto'rture, i'. [OVER- 25, 27.] trans. To
overcome with torture ;

to torture beyond endur-

ance. I lence O vertcvrtured ///. a.

cisjo MARLOWE Faust. Wks. (Rtldg.) 133/2 This ever-

burning chair Is for o'er-tortur'd souls to rest them in. 1818

BVHOX Mazeppu xiii, O'ertortured by that ghastly ride,

I felt the blackne_ss come and go. 1896 BLACK Briseis xx,

To gain some quiet for his overtortured spirit.

Overtower, v. [OVER- i
(/>).] traits. To

tower over or above, to overtop.
1831 JANF. PORTER Sir E. Seawards Narr. I. 58 The

high rock which overtowered our vessel. 1850 Pique (1875)

184 Money was the grand desideratum which enabled people
to overtower their fellows.

So Overtowering ///. a.

1639 FULLER Holy H'ar n. xxx. (1840) 89 To abate their

overtowering conceits of him. 1685 COTTON tr. Montaigne

(1877) 1. 71 The proud and overtowerin heights of our

lofty buildings. 1872 A. J. GORDON / Christ vi. (1888) 130

Under the shadow of some overtowering greatness.

,
.

deofolgyld. <ri*oo ORMIN 12493 pa;r)jurrh be Laferrd

olerrcomm & oferrtradd te deofell. 1422 tr. Sccreta Secret.,

Priv. Priv. 168 Traiane his Sonne rode an hors vndauntdid,

that ouer-trade a weddowes Sone in the strete. 1576 GAS-

toiGNE Steele Gl. (Arb.'49 When wrong triumphes and right

is overtrodde. c 1620 Ho-.v Good in Farr S. J'. Jos. /\i848)

99 Yet must we not this circle overtread.

Hence O'vertread sb., O'vertrea'ding I'bl. sb.,

the act or action of treading over ; oi'erlreaJ(ing)

plough, the foot-plough used in primitive hus-

bandry ; Overtro'dden///. a., trodden down.

<iis86SiDNEV^nW/<z ill. Wks. 1724 II. 625 The footsteps

of my over-trodden virtue lie still as bitter accusations unto

me. 01843 SOUTHEV Comm..pl. Bk. III. 748 The land

before his time having been tilled only with a mattock and

overtread plough. 1893 A. C. FRVER Llantn'it Major 26

To cultivate their ground with the mattock and over-

treading plough.

tOvertrea-t, '. Obs. [OVER- n.] trans.

To prevail upon by entreaty;
= OVF.R-JXTREAT.

a iS47 SURREV Aineidn: 563 Why lettes he not my wordes

sinke in his eares So harde to overtreate '! 1593 Printer's

I'os.'scr. in Han'ey's Pierces Super. Wks. (Grosart) II. 341.

1 was finally entreated, or rather ouertreated, to giue them
also their welcome in Print.

OVERTRUTH.
Over-treatment : see OVER- 29 b.

Overtri'm, o:ver-tri*in, v. [OVER- 6, 27.]

1 1. trans. To overbalance (a boat). Obs.

1591 HARINGTON Orl, Fur. xxxix. Ixxxii, But on another
bark while they take hold, They now full fraught, and

fearing overtrimming, With cruell sword ..Cut of their hands.

2. To trim (a dress, etc.) too much, or with

excess of trimming. Hence O'ver-tri'mmed

///. a., O'ver-tri -mining vbl. sb.

1893 GEOKGI ANA HILL///J/. Eng. Dress II. 229 A tendency
to over-trim. 1895 Daiiy Neivs 2 Aug. 6/6 Over-trimmed
bodices with absolutely plain skirts. 1897 Ibid. 17 Apr. 6/6
The over-trimming.. of the early Victorian era.

t Oyertri-p, v. Obs. [OVER- 5, 10.] trans.

To trip or skip over ;
to pass lightly over.

a 1583 GRINUAL Fruit/. Dial. Wks. (1843) 49 As touching
St. Augustine, he not only overtrippeth it, as no wonder,
but by plain and express words testifieth that there i-^ no

marvel in it. 1596 SHAKS. Merck. I'. \. i. 7 In such a night
Did Thisbie fearefully ore-trip the dewe.

p:ver-troTrble(-u*b'l),z>. [OVER- 27.] trans.

To trouble excessively. So O'ver-trotrbled///.<z.,

excessively troubled.

1582 T. WATSON Ccnturit ofLouc xxxviii. headitig, Howe
fondly his friendes onertrouble him, by questioninge with

him touching his loue. 1646 Bi'. HALL Balm CiL 172 Why
art thou over-troubled to see the great Physttian of the

world take this course with sinfull mankind ?

O'VertrOW:, sb. [See next.]

1 1. Over-trust, over-confidence. (O.E.}
^941 Laws sEthdstan vi. c. 8. 7 (Schmidt Menu ne

reccean, hu heora yrfe fare, for fc>am ofertruan on J?am fricVe.

t 2. Distrust, suspicion. (ALE.}
ciysfl irill, Palertte 1402 He ne durst openly for ouer-

, trowe of gile.

3. (See quot.) nonce-use. [OVER- 29.]

1891 ATKINSON Moorlawi Par. 6j What I would willingly
call overtrow or believing overmuch, not superstition.

t O:vertrow ,
*'.' Obs. [OVER- ? 4, 27.]

1. trans. To mistrust, distrust.

1175 Lamb. Hom. 21 Leofe bro3re ne ouertrowi3e cristes

milce . . al swa monimon seid and weneo. H u mei ic efre ibete.

2. ititr. To trust overmuch, be too confident.

1422 tr. Stcrcta Secret., Priv. Prh'. 169 Thow arte a fole

dotdrat I dottard] and ouer-trowes.

Hence t O vertrowinjr vbl. sb., over-confidence ;

pfl.a., over-confident; tO'vertrowship, fO'ver-

trowth, over-confidence.

1423 tr. Secreta Secret., Priv. Priv. 187 Who-sp suche

losengeris belewyth othyr trowyth, they shal falle in Pride

and ouerlrouth. 1425 Eng. Cong. Ircl. lix. 142 Euery
wysman vnderstond hym by Roboain, Salomones sone, how
in j ch harme falleth of pryde & ouertrowshype. c 1430 Pilgr,

Lvf Manhode II. v. (1869), Serteyn, .. the dibturblaunce

Cometh of thin ouertrowinge [oultrecuiilam'c].

t OvertrOW, ^. 2 Oh. [app. an erroneous

expansion of ORTROW v., due to the frequent reduc-

tion of original mer- to o'er-, ore-, or-.] trat/s. (with

obj. cl.). To suspect ; to believe, suppose.
c 1305 Si. Kenelm 292 in E. E. P. (1862) 55 f>e contrai men
..bat vnder-5ete bat cas Ouertrowede [1:1290 Laud MS.
ortreweden] wel whar hit lay. 1382 WVCLIF i Kings xxii. 32
Thei ouertroweden [1388 suposiden, I'ulg suspicali bunt]

that he hadde ben kyng of Irael.

Hence t Overtrowable a., to be suspected,

suspect; t Overtrowing ///. a., suspecting.

[1382 WVCLIF Ecclus. xxv. 9 Nyne vnouertrowable thingus

[
/ "vlg. noveni insuspicabilia) of the herte I magnefiede ] 1388

i Cor. iv. 4, Y am no thing ouer trowynge to my silf

[ / 'ttlg. niliil. .mihi conscius sum].

Over-true, -truthful, etc. : see OVEB-.

O.vertru'mp (-tr'mp), i'. [OVER- 22.] ti-ma

To tnimp with a higher card than that with winch

an opponent has already trumped ;
also absol. and

Jig. Hence Overtru'mping vbl. sb.

1746 HOYLE U'hist (ed. 6) 27 Do not over-trump him.

1862 'CAVENDISH
'

H'/tist (1879) 109 Ifyou refuse to overtrump

..your partner should conclude either that [etc.]. 1885

Manch. Exam. 17 Feb. 5/3 There is a widespread opinion
that he has over-trumped the Protectionists.

O'vertra^st, sb. [OVER- 29.] Excessive trust ;

over-confidence, presumption.
a 1225 Ancr. R. 332 peos two unSeawes. untrust and ouer-

trust, beo3 bes deofles tristren. c 142$ /./. Cony. Ircl. vii.

22 We haue for vs..ayeyn har boldenesse and ouer-truste,

inekenesse and maner. 1852 TEXNVS.OX Ode Death Dk.

ll'cllinfton vii. 20 But wink no more in slothful overtrust.

O:vertm-st, v. [OVER- 27.]

1. intr. To trust or confide too much; to be

|

over-confident.
a 1325 Ancr. R. 332 Dred wiftuten hope makeS mon un-

trusten : and hope wioute dred makefl ouertrusten. 1553

GRIMALDE Cicero's Offices l. (1558) 40 Unbridled with |>ios-

peritie and ouertrusting to themselues. 1667 MILTON /'. L.

ix. 1183 Thus it shall befall Him who to worth in Women
overtrusting Lets her Will rule.

2. trans. To trust (a person or thing" too much.

1649 BP. HALL Cases Cause, in. ix. (1650* 249 Some there

are that doe so over-trust their leaders eyes, that they care

not to see with their own.

t O'ver-trtrsty, a. Obs. [OVER- 28.] Over-

confident, presumptuous.
a 1225.1110: R. 334 Alre uormesl hecleopefl beouertrusti,

tO'vertrntll. Obs. rare. [OvEit- 24.] A state-

ment in excess of the truth.

1638 CHILLIXCW. Relig. Prat. I. vi. 23 Who know how

great over-truths men usually write to one another in letters.



OVERTUMBLE.

Overtu'mble, v. [OVER- 6, 5.]

1 1. intr. To tumble or fall ovei
;
to capsize. Obs.

1375 iJARnot'R Bruce xvi. 643 In sum bargis sa feill can iza.

For thair fals thame chasit hwa, That thai ounummyllit,
and the men. .all drown it then, a 1649 DKUMM. OK HAUTM.
I\unts Wks. (1711) 33 The ocean in mountains .. over-

tumbling tumbling over rocks, Casts various rain-bjws.

2. trans. To cause to fall over; to upset, over-

throw. Now o\\\y poetic.
1600 ABP. ABBOT E.vJ>. 'Jonah 404 Vet the breath of one

mortall man . .doth overtumble all. 1639 DRL'.M.M. OF HAWTH.
Speech Wks. (1711) 218 The whole frame built on it is ready
to be over-tumbled. 1875 BROWNING Artstoph. Afol. 45.36
That.. I, with my bent steel, may o'ertumble town !

f3. trans. To tumble or fall over (something .

c 1630 RISDON Sun'. De-son 225 (1810) 238 Ock, Whi- h.

for more haste, o'ertumbleth many a rock.

f Overtu-rcased, ///. a. Obs. [OVER- 8.]
'

Over-turcjnoised
1

, covered with turquoises.
1647 WARD Sinip.Coblcr^ Ilut now our Roses arc turned

to Flore de lices, . . our City-Dames, to an indenominable

Qtiseinairy of overturcas'd things.

Overture '/'"'vojtiiu}, sb. Also 5-8 ouver-
ture. [a.

( )K. overture^ mod.F. ourerttire opening,
t ouvcrt oi>en, OVERT.]
fl. An opening, aperture, orifice, hole. Obs.

13. . K. /;. AlliL P. A. 218 Vche a hemme, At honde, at

?yd, at ouerture. 1422 tr. Secreta Secret., Priv. J'rh:

239'1'hay men wyche..haue throgh al the body the outrtures

laige, that clerkys callyth Pores, a 1548 HALL Chron.,
/fen. /'"s6b, Diuers ouertures and holes were made vnder the
foundacion by the pyoners. 1611 COTGR., Escoutiilcs, . .

th' ouertures, or trap doores, whereat things are let downe
into the hold. 1714-21 POPE Let. to Dk. Buckhin. \\"k>.

1737 VI. 27 The Kitchin [at Stanton Harcourt].. being one
vast Vault to the Top of the House ; where one overture
serves to let out the sinoak and l?t in the light. 17*7 SWIFT
Country Post Wks. 1755 III. i. 176 To possess themselves of
the two overtures of the said fort. 1749 MRS. R. GOADKV
Care-itr (1750) 105 The false Uelly, in which the Female

[OfXMtam] carries her Young. .In the hinder Part of it is

an Overture big enough for a small Hand to pass.
fig. 1603 HOLLAND Plutarch's Mor. 49 [This] will make
an overture and way unto the minde of a yopng ladde.

1643 M't.Tos Sovcraigne Salve 31 Deluges of sinne breake
in at this so great an overture of the faith.

f b. An open or exposed place. Obs. rare~ }

.

1579 SPENSER Shefk. Cal. July 28 The wastefull hylls vnto
his threate Is a playne ouerture \gloss an open place].

C. Her. The state of being expanded: said of

the wings of a bird so represented: see OVERT a. i b.

t 2. The opening up or revelation of a matter
;

a disclosure, discovery, declaration. Obs.
a 1548 HALL Chron.^ Hen. F// 34 The kyng had know-

ledge of the chief Capitaynes of this tumulte by the ouerture
of hys espyes. 1605 SHAKS. Lear in. vii. Sg It was he That
made the ouerture of thy Treasons to vs. 1654 H. L'ESTKANGI,
Chas. I (1655) 4 Upon the prime overture of his message
at the French Court, he found so ready and fluent an in-

clination in king Lewes.

3. An opening of negotiations with another

person or party with a view to some proceeding
or settlement ;

a formal proposal, proposition, or

offer
;

e. g. an overture of marriage, overtures

ofpeace.
1433 Rolls of Parlt. IV. 425/1 [He] made hem yer'mnc

diverse faire overtures and offris. 1453 Paston Lett. I. 261

In case ye make not to me ouverture of justice upon the

styd caas. xtoi in Lett. Rich. Ill $ Hen. /''//(Rolls) I.

154 The whiche overture.. [was] for the renovelling of the
said amitie. 1601 SHAKS. All's Well iv. iii. 46 Cap. E. I

heare there b an ouerture of peace. Capt. G. Hay, 1 assure

you a peace concluded. 1653 DIGGES Cornel, Ambass. 101

Any time these five years there have been overtures of

marriage made unto him. 1752 FIELDING Amelia xe. iii,

She was not one of those backward and delicate ladies, who
can die rather than make the first overture. 1885 Law Times
Rep. LI I. 648/1 They had had overtures from several persons
to purchase . . the trust property.
4. a. In the Scottish Parliament or Convention

of the Estates : A motion introduced to be made
an Act. Obs. exc. Hist.

1561 Reg. Priiy Council Scot. 193 It wes thocht gude and
expedient be hir Hienis that aneGenerall Conventioun suld
be appoint it the xv day of December instant,. .and be the

avyise of the hale, ane ressonable overture maid and ordotire
takin for. .quieting of the hale cunt re. 1641 Sc. Acts Chas. I
V. 625 Agreed by the whole estates that when an overture
is proposed, every estate have 24 hours to advise the same
before he be urged to answer thereto. 1707 Vulpone; or
Remarks Proc. Scot. Union 2 In the first Session of this

present Parliament in 1703 .. the E[arl of Marchmont] ..

u.ivi: in an Overture (as they call it) by way of Act, for

Settling the Succession upon the foot of Limitations.

b. In the General Assembly of the Church of

Scotland, and in the supreme court of other Pres-

byterian churches : A formal motion proposing or

calling for legislation.
In current use, an overture is a proposal to make a new

general law for the Church or to repeal an old one ; to
declare the law; to enjoin the observance of former enact-

ments; or generally to take any measure falling within the

legislative or executive functions of the Assembly, Such
a proposal must first l>e made in an inferior court (presbytery
or synod), and, if there adopted, is transmitted by that court
as its overture to the supreme court. If adopted by the

supreme court as an overture, it is submitted to the various

presbyteries
for approval by them or a majority of them

before it can be passed as an act.

1576 Reeds, of -^yd Gen. Assembly in Bk. of Unh>. Kirk
of Scotl. (1830) 155 Brethren appointed to make ane overture
of the polic'ie and jurisdiction of the Kirk. 1676 W, Row

333

' Contn. Blairs Autolnog ix. (1848) 143 Mr. Living>tone
proponed an overture. 1713 \\-'odrow Corr. (1843) HI. 52
Some very good overtures, if put in practice, against Popery,
were passed, and Synod-books were taken in. 1737 j.
CHAMBBRLAYNH St, Gt, Brit. n. it. iii. 358 Matters of great
weight that bind the whole Church [of Scotland] are
first brought in by way of overtures, and then debated
in the house. 1864 BVRTON Scot Abr. I, v. 273, 1871 H. Mox-
CRIKFF Pract. F. C. Scot. (1877) 65 It is competent for any
Presbytery to transmit what U called an Overture, either

to the Provincial Synod or to the General Assembly, with
the view of inducing the Superior Court to adopt any measure
within its legislative or executive functions.

1 5. An '

opening
'

for proceeding to action. Ol's.

1610 DONNE Pseudo-martyr 128 To vnderstand ..where
any oucrture is giuen for the Popes aduantage. 1617 MOKY-
SON Itin. n. 10 They . . escaped out of prison, being all

prisoners of great moment, whose inlargement g.iue ap-
parant ouerture to ensuing rebellion. 1679-1714 BI/RNET
Hist. Kef.) He was casting about for new overtures how to

compass what he so earnestly desired. 1768 ll'oman of
Honor III. 65 If 1 had seen the least glimpse of an overture
of succeeding witli the invincible Clara.

t 6. An opening, beginning, commencement
;

tsp. a formal opening of proceedings; a first indi-

cation or hint 0/" something. Oh.
1595 DANIEL Cir. Wars it. \\\iv, If the least iinagin'd

overture Hut of conceiv'd mvult men once espic. 1612
DAVIES M'hy Ireland etc. (1747) 78 Let us therefore take
a briefe view of the seueral impediments which aro^e in

euery Kings time since the ouerture of the Conquest. 1656
KINETT For. Anibass. 154 The next day being that of the

overture of parliament. 1658 JI:K. TAYLOR Let. in izth Rep.
Hist. MSS. Comm. App. v. 5 If ever you have noted or
heard of any overtures of unkindnesse betweene them.

1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl. s. v., The overture of the jubilee, is

a general procession, etc.

7. Mits. An orchestral piece, of varying form
and dimensions, forming the opening or introduc-

tion to an opera, oratorio, or other extended com-

position ;
often containing or made up of themes

from the body of the work, or otherwise indicating
the character of it.

Also applied to a similar piece i mended for independent
performance ; and, rarely, to the introductory piece of a
series for a single instrument, as a harpsichord.

1667 DAVKNANT it DKYHEN Tempest i. i, While the over-
ture is playing, the curtain rises. 1706 PHILLIPS, Overt ttrf \

;
.also a Flourish of Musick, before the Scenes are opeu'd

in a Play-house, especially before the beginning of an Opera.
1729 GAY (title} The Beggar's Opera . . The third edition :

With the Ouverture in Score, the Songs, and the Basses.

1797 Monthly Mag. III. 149 The overture, which is in the
favourite overture key, D major, is bold and dashing. 1880
H. J. LINCOLN in Grove Diet. Jl/tts. II. 618 Overture.., i.e.

Opening. This term was originally applied to the instru-

mental prelude to an opera, its first important development
being due to Lulli, as exemplified in his .. French operas
and ballets, dating from 1672 to 1686.

b. fig. ;Cf. prelude.}
E&M WOLCOTT (P. Pindar) Ld. Belgrade \Vks. iSu IV.

523 Soon as the Winds begin to sing, Or rather play their

overture to thunder. 1847 W. IRVING in Life fy Lett. (1864)
IV'. 18 Unless you come up soon, you will miss the overture
of the season the first sweet notes of the year.

C. The opening or introductory part of a poem.
1870 SWINBURNE Ess. % Stud. (1875) 269 The., verses

headed '

Tears in Solitude 'exquisite as is the overture,
faultless in tone and colour, and worthy of* a better sequel.
1881 Suxisui'RV Dryden 98 Dryden's overtures are very
generally among the happiest parts of his poems.

*; 8. Erroneous obsolete use, app. due to associa-

tion with over : Overturning, overthrow.

1591 GRKEXE Disc. Coosnage Pref. (1592) 3 No man
knoweth . . better which waie to raise a gainefull commodity,
and howe the abuses and ouerture of prices might bcc
redressed, 1593 NASHE Christ's T. 27 Consider, howe his

threats were after verified in lerusalems ouerture. 1616
UULLOKAR En*. Expos.^OucrturCyW^ ouerturning, a sudden

change. 1633 PRYSXE Hhtrioinastix 2 The very fatall

plagues, and ouertures of those States and Kingdomes
where they are once tollerated.

O'verture, v .
[f. prec. sb.]

1. trans. To bring or put forward as an overture

or proposal ; to offer, propose.
1637-50 [see OVERTIRED below], a 1665 J. GOODWIN Filled

7t-. the Spirit (1867) 486 He shall not only want one of the

greatest arguments and motives to persuade men and
women unto ways that are excellent, but also overture
such a thing which would be a snare and temptation to

fight low. 1880 SID. SMITH in Daily Nev-'s^ 7 Apr. 3/3 A
prominent Tory overtured to a leading Liberal that the

party of the latter need not further trouble themselves with

precautions against Tory opposition.
2. In the supreme court of a Presbyterian Church :

To bring forward as an overture
; to introduce as

1 a motion.

1671 Trut Xonconf. ico It had become you rather, who
would be accounted a kindly child of the Church of Scot-

land, to have overtured a way how the Church Patrimony
. . may be recovered from the Harpyes who devoure it. 1715
M'cdroiv Corr. (1843) II. 36 The sub-committee overtured
the form of an act anent it. 17*6 Ibid. III. 241 We over-
tured that either the act might be repealed or execute. 1898
in n r

cstm. Gaz. 3 Mar. 4/3 It is therefore hereby humbly
overtured to the Very Reverend the Synod of the Presby-
terian Church of England , . to take the premises into con-
sideration.

b. To present or transmit an overture to i_a

church court) ; to approach with an overture.

1864 BURTON Scot Abr. I. v. 273 A motion is made in a

presbytery 'to overture
'

the General Assembly. 1895
ll'fstw. Ga;. 17 June 2/1 The Free Presbytery of Skye

I

' overtured
'

the General Assembly to take into its serious

OVERTURN.
consideration 'the views of man's origin propounded by
Professor Drummond in bis work on the ''Ascent of Man ".'

3. To introduce with, or as with, a musical over-

ture or prelude ;
to prelude.

1870 J. HAMILTON- Moses vii. 122 Needing no thunder
nor trumpet to overture Hi-, diic-jur-e and a>toni>h His
audience.

Hence Overtured///. a., proposed.
1637-50 Row Hist. AY;vfe(iS42; 83 A little more or le>s r,.jr

ttie overtured sunimes, according to the abilitic and extent
of the rents in the place.

Overturn (J'l-vaitwn}, sb. [OY.EK- 6, ?4, jo.]
1. The act of overturning or fact of being over-

turned
; an upsetting; a revolution.

( 1592 BACON Conf. Pleasure (1870 25 Her intentiue win
. in contriuing plotts and oucrtournes. 1658 (_ i.KYKHNH
Rustic Rampant \Yk-. K?;' 392 A Marius .. fitter l<.

remove things, to overturn overturns, than for Peace. 1789
MAD. D'ARBLAY Diary IQ Nov., He was still rather lame.
from a dreadful overturn in a carriage. 1823 SCOTT J-'aur.

J.ctt. ii Feb., How we ha\e e-caped overturn i-. to JTHJ

wonderful. 1868 L. )-,IA\\KI.S Ral--^h I. \\vii. 631 The
<!':;tth uf young Ralegh tlrcw after il the u\<jrturn of the

expedition.
2. f/Vt?/. ~ ( UTKK 'i.i,.

1877 '' Osn Elcm.Gcol. \. 1/7, 176 \Vln i I _;

fjklin^s tht: >trata iiic pu>ti.,d tj\,: r beyond lh-: ]". rpelidiMiKir,
. . v.<j have what U called an wcrtttrn dip.
3. The burden or refrain of a song. .SV.

1825 I AMIESOS, Overturn ofa sang, that part of it whit.li i-

re;.t:;ited, or sut::z in (_h-..ii:>. 1827 M"i iu.m\ 1.1.1. ll'tc II if
Man viii, And aye the i-wreturn o' their tune \Va> (_>ur

%\t;c wcc man lia> beu:i Ian:: awa !

4. The act of turning o\ c-r in the course of trade.

circulation of books, etc.; turn-over.
1882 ALKXAXUER A in 'Folk 99 (K. D. D.) Lyin' \ the bank

wi' nae owreturn. 1901 Academy 7 I >cc. 5 ^?/2 Thx:
hi.irantjs. where fiction i^ always 70 to So ]>er cent, of tlic

t-.'tal uvurturn, run uj> t'j a circulation of 4oo,'-">j volumes of
ikliuii a month in Amcri',a;n.itie-.

5. A turn-over, as of voters or voles from one
side to the other.

1894 ll'cstn:. L,az. 3 May -./- A reduction of the Liberal

niajoi ity by o\ per a thousand . . It is certainly a tretncnduu>
overturn which lias been effected.

Overturn (^"vaiuvjn _, v. fOvKu- 6, ?4. 10.]

fl. intr. Of a wheel, andy^. of time: To turn

round, revolve. Ohs.
a 1225 A net-. R. 356 Hto beoft her liweolinde ase hweoles

J>t-t ouerturne^ sone, and ne lesteS none hwult. 13.. /:. I-'..

A Hit. /J
. II. 1192 f>ay fe^t & )>ay fende of, S; fyller togcd^r

Til t\\o ;er ouer-torned. 1387 TRHVISA Iligdcn (Rolls) VII.

14^ Suche a day be ^ere ouertorned \anno rci'oluto\ J>ey

hope deide. a 1450 Lc Mortc Arth. 3186 Hym thowht he
satte .. vpon A whele . . The whele over-tomyd ther \\ytli

Alle. And eueryche by A lymme hj'm caught. 1649 T. F"):ii

Lustts Fort. 83 Neither Power nor Riches can M,otch the

over-turning wheel of fortune.

2. trans. To turn (anything"; over upon its side

or face, esp. to throw over with violence
;
to upset,

overset, overthrow
;

to cause to fall over or down.
13.. Life yesit 857 pe Muteres Money e he schedde al,

and J>e hordes ouer turnde. 1377 LASGL. /'. PL 15. xvi. 1 31
I shal ouertourne bis temple and adown throwe, And in thre

dayes after edifye it newe. c 1400 Dcstr. Troy 4775 My-
nour>.. Ouertyrnet the toures S: the tore walles. 15*6
Pilgr. }\r/. (\V. de \V. 1531 1 138 b, Man hath .. subuerted
or ouerturned his citees. 1555 KDI:N Decades 7 They ouer-

turned their Canoa with a great violence. 1604 E. G[RIM-
STONE] D*Aco$ta?s Hist. Indies in. xxvL 198 Vpon the

coast of Chille . . there was so terrible an Karthquake, as it

overturned whole mountains. 1687 Lend. Gaz. No. 2240/4
A Hackney Coach .. overturned in Fleetstreet. 1774
GOLDSM. Nat. Hist. 11776) VI. 207 The whale sometime*
overturns the boat with a blow of its tail. 1850 PRKSCOIF
Peru II. 149 Men and horses were overturned in the fury
of the assault.

fb. To turn over (a lying stone, a leaf of a book,

etc.) without throwing down. Obs.
c 1330 Assinnp. I'irg. 765 (U.M. MS.) Thei ouerturned ^at

ilke stone, Bodi J>ei founde her none. 1390 COWER Conf.
III. 67 [He] overtorneth many a bok, And thurgh the craft

of Artemage Of wex he forgeth an ymage.
C. intr. To turn over, capsize, upset; to fall.

1393 L.XNGL. P. PI. C. xvm. 209 For couetyse of J>at croys
clerkes of holy churche Schullen ouerturne as templers

Diet. Marine (1789), Over-setting^ . . the movement of a ship
when she over-turns. 1856 KANE Ant.Exfl. II. x. 98 The

sledge is portable, and adapted, .to overturn with impunity.

3. trans. To overthrow, subvert, destroy, over-

whelm, bring to ruin (a person, institution, prin-

ciple, etc.)*
c 1374 CHAUCER Boeth. n. pr. ii. 23 (Canib. MS.) The ded-.-.

of fortune |>at with a vnwarstroke ouertorneth realmes of

grete noblye. 1430-40 LVOG. Bechas VIM. xviii. (1558) 12 b,

His power short was ouerlurnedbliue. a 1548 H.\u.Ckron.,

Hen. I'll 43 b, Assone as Kyng Henry had subdued and
ouerturned his adversaries. 1596 SHAKS. i Hen. flf,

iv. i. 82

If we., can make a Head To push against the Kingdome ;

with his helpe, We shall o're-turne it topsie-turuy downe.

1667 MILTON P. L. VL 463 But pain is perfet miserie..and

excessive, overturnes All patience. 757 BURKK Subl. tf B.

(ed. 2) Pref.. This can never overturn the theory- itself.

1802 MAR. KIJGEWORTH Moral T. (1816) I. xiv. liz Without

overturning all existing institutions. 1859 TF.NNYSON Ertttt

1678, I schemed and wrought Until I overturn d him.

fi. To 'upset', disorder (stomach, brain, etc.).

1300 COWER Conf. 111. 5 So drunke I am, that my wit

faileth And al mi brain is overtorned. 1578 LMI. DffdftHS

in. xxviii. 355 It will not ouertturne nor torment the stomacke.



OVERTTTRNABLE.

1579 L.\xiiiiAM C,,i>,f. //ivi/t'/i(i633)232 It bringeth headach,
and ouerturneth the stomacke. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny II.

1 74 Yet there is a wine of Myrtles . . which wil neuer ouerturn
the brain or make one drunk. 1704 SWIFT T. Tub iv, A
person whose intellectuals were overturned.

f 5. To turn in the opposite direction. Obs.

1387 TKEVISA Higden (Rolls) I. 83 In som hulles of Vnde
beej> men ^at haueji soles of hir feet ouertorned \Higd, ad-
versas plantas habentes]. 1398 Barth. De P. R. xvm.c.
(1405) 846 Some bulles .. hauynge theyr heere ouertornyd :

and growyth towardes theyr eyen.

f6. To turn over from one thing or side to

another; to turn away ;
to pervert.

1382 WVCLIF Ecclns. iv. i Ouerturne thou not thin e^en fro

the pore [1388 turne not ouere; I'ulg, transvertas]. 1390
GOWER Conf. III. 384 [Love] which many an herte hath

overtake, And ovyrturnyd as the blynde Fro reson in to lawe
of kynde. a 1568 ASCHAM Scholem. i. (Arb.) 75, I know.,
many worthie -lentlemen of England, whom all the Siren

songes of Italic., nor no inchantment of vanitie [could]
ouerturne them, from the feare of God, and loue of honestie.

1587 GOLDING De Mornay xvi. (1617) 283 Seeing that man is

so ouerturned, whereof can he brag.
Hence Overttrrned ///. a., Overtu'ruing vbl.

sb. and ///. a.
; also Overtu'rnable #., capable of

being overturned.

1387-8 T.UsK Test. Love i. ix.(Skeat) 1. 83 Sothlie none age,
none ouertournyng tyme, but hitherto had no tytne ne power,
to chaunge the weddyng, ne that knotte to vnbinde. 1393
LANGL. /'. PI, C. xix. 164 pe ouerturnyng of be temple by-
tokned J>e resureccion. 1645 MILTON Colast, \\'ks. (1851)356
The overturning of all human society. 1649 [see sense i].

1757 T, BIRCH Hist, Rcyal Soc. IV. 323 A commodious
land -carriage .. far more secure than any coach, not being
overturnable by any night, on which the wheels can possibly
move, a 1758 HOWARDS Hist. Redeinpt. i. vi. (1774) 141
There were three great general overturnjngs of the world
before Christ came. 1809 PINKXEY France 38, 1 fell in with
an overturned Chui-e.

Overtu'rner. [f. prec. + -ER 1
-] One who

or that which overturns.

1591 PKRCIVALL Sp. Diet., Rckolvcd>>r, an ouerlurner. 1599
SAN-DvsA'w>'c'/,'rA)*tr. (1632) 97 Underminers ofgovernment,. .

overturners of Christendome. aiji6 SOUTH Scrtti. (1727)
VI. ii. 54 By. .which these Overturners of all above them
have clone such mighty Execution. 1820 Examiner No. 619.
119/2 The only sure and final overturner of abuses. 1898
IlouLtiY France II. 274 The Overturners of the Monarchy.
Overturret to -tutored : see OVER-.

Overtwart, -twert: see OVEBTHWAUT.
Overtwine (-twai'n), v. [OVER- 8.] trans.

To twine over or round about, wreathe.

iSigSHKLLKV Let. to /YvnvXr 23 Mar. in Dowden Life II.

262 Masses of the fallen ruin overtwined with the broad
leaves of the creeping weeds. 1821 Prometh. Unb, \\\ 272
Like swords of azure fire, or golden spears With tyrant-

quelling myrtle overtwined.

Overtwist, v. : see OVKB- 9

Overtype (^>'v3Jt3ip\ a. Elcctr. [OVKH- i.]

Said of a bi-polar dynamo in which the armature
is situated above the yoke of the field-magnets.
1892 S. P. THOMPSON Dynamo- Electric Mac/t. 487 The

latest and best construction of 2-pole machine is .. of the
' over' type with the armature and shaft at the summit of
the field-magnet. 1894 Bon ONE Elect. Instr. 206 Overtype
drum armature dynamo.

Overtyrve, variant of OVERTERVE v. Obs.

Over-uberous, etc. : see OVER- 28,

Over-use (^''vaj|y*s), sb. [OVER- 29 b.] Ex-
cessive use, too frequent use.

1862 ASSTKD Channel Isl. iv. xxii. fed. 2) 509 The oyster
beds are becoming impoverished, partly by over-use. 1880
Fortn. Km. Apr. 488 Invective may be a sharp weapon : but
over-use blunts its edge.

Over-use O^vaiiy/Z'z), v. [OVER- 27.] trans.

To use too much ;
to injure by excessive use.

1677 GALE Crt. Gentiles II. iv. 21 When ever we overuse

any lower good we abuse it. 1873 M. ARNOLD Lit. fy Dogma
(1876) p. xxili, Without the use of so many books that he
can afford not to over-use and mis-use one. 1897 Allbutt's

Syst. Med. IV. 824
'

Singer's nodules
'

often seen in singers
and actors who have over-used, their vocal organs.

O'Ver-U'SUal, a. [OVER- 28.] Too usual,
too customary. So O'ver-u'sually adv.

1605 UACOS Adv. Learn, n. xix. i. 60 In Annotacions and
Commentaries .. it is ouer vsual to blaunch the obscure

places, and discoarse vpon the playne. 1668 H. MORK Div.
Dial, iv. xxxvii. (1713) 396 A Softness over-usually ac-

tompanied with a I-'alsness and Perfidiousness to all Truth
and Vertue.

Over-vail, -vaill, -vale, obs. ff. OVER-VEIL v.

tOver-vavn, a. Obs. [OVEU- 25.] Super-
fluously vain or worthless (rendering L. supcr-

vacuus}. So f Over-vai'nly adv., superfluously,

utterly in vain, without cause (rendering L. super-
vactie).

1382 WVCLIF Wisd. xi. 16 Summe errende her'ieden doumbe
edderes, and ouer veyne l>estes [1388 superflu, /'/?. bestias

Mipervacuas]. Ps. xxiv. [xxv.] 4 Confoundicl be nlle doende
wickid thingus ouer veynly [1388 superfiuH, / 'ulg. iuiqua
agentes supervactie]. Ibid, xxxiv. [xxxv.] 7 Ouer veynly
t/'*4r- supervacuej the! acuseden my soule.

O*vervalua-tion. [OVER- 29 b.] The action
of overvaluing.
1622 MALYSF.s/Jf. La-.v-.lfcrch. 4 19 To imbase our coynes

1

as they do theirs, and to imitate ouerualuation of gold and
siluer as they do. 1661 BOYI.K Style ff Script. 113 When
. .the Peoples fondnesse and Overvaluation of themproduc'd
a Neglect of the Study of the Bible. 1850 GHOTE Greece
11. Ivii. VII. 188 That foolish overvaluation of favourable
chances so ruinous even to first-rate powers.

334

Over-value ',o-\-3i\x liw).

29 d.]

fl. Excess or surplus of value.

(1592 BACON Conf. Pleasure (1870) 18 The ouervalue,
besides a reasonable fine, lefte for the releef [of tenants] and
rewarde of seruantes.

2. A value or estimate greater than the worth of
a thing; more than the value.
1611 COTGR., Sun'aleur, oner-value. 1623 DONNE Serin.

xviil. 175 He doth not pamper them with an overvalue of

them, he lets them know their Worst as well as their I'-est.

1754 FIELDING Jonathan Wild i. v, I am not insensible of

my obligations to you... for the over-value you have set on
my small abilities. 1884 Law Rep. 26 Ch. Div. 119 [They]
induced the directors, .to join in the purchase of the Park

Company's property at an overvalue. 1890
' R. BOI.DKK-

\voor>'CW. Reformer (1891) 97 You'll get over-value fur this

bit o' paper some day.

Overvalue (#=vaivse'lfy*), v. [OVER- 26, 22 b.]
1. trans. To value (a thing) above its true worth

;

to value too highly, overestimate.

1597 HOOKER Eccl, rot. v. xxii. 7 By thus ouervaluing
their Sermons, they make the price and estimation of Scrip-
ture. .to fall. 1651 HORBKS Leviatk. i. x. 44 If he resolve

not, he overvalues little things, which is Pusillanimity. 1876
(IROTF. Etk, Frngm. vi. 230 Aristotle never overvalues the

advantages of riches.

b. To put too hiijh a money valuation upon.
1641 T. LECHFORD Note-Kk. (1885) 432 John Seberry

against Walter Merry for 15 w*h he over-valued the house
he bought of him. 1656 H. PHILLIPS Pttrck. Patt, (1676) 15
The long Lease is much over-valued. 1847 C. G. ADDISON
Contracts n, iv. 2 (1883) 676 If the policy be enormously
overvalued, that will be evidence of fraud, 1885 Law Times
7 Feb. 269/1 There was a strong reason why Mr. Thomas
should over-value rather than under-value the goods.

t 2. Of a thing : To surpass in value. Ohs.
1608 DOD& CLEAVER Expos. Proi'. xi-xii. 190 A little gold

ouerualueth much leade or yron. a. 1657 R. LOVEDAY Lett,

(1663) 107 A single remembrance over-values it. a 1701
SKDLEV Tyrant ofCrete i. i, Such a jewel would overvalue
all the rest. 1760-7* H. BROOKE Fool of Qual. (1809) IV.

105 She gave me a look that overvalued the ransom of a
monarch.

Hence O verva'lued///. a. ; Overvaluing!^/.
sb. and ///. a.

1627 HAKI.\\ ILL ApoL iv. xi. 8. 425 The partiall overvaluing
of their manhood by their owne Historians. avj\\ KEN
Ilymnothco Poet. Wks 1721 III. 123 [He) On his own Deeds
sets over-valuing Rates. 1805 M. A. SHKE Rhymes Art
(1806) 107 To crown th' o'ervalued skill of foreign skies.

1885 Athenaeum 30 May 690/3 Cases where an overvalued

coinage has passed current for a long period of years because
of the careful limitation of the quantities issued.

Over-variety : see OVER- 29 c.

Overvault (tf'n-a.nylt), z'.
1 Also 7 Sc. -voit.

[OVER- i.] trans. To vault or arch over. Hence

Overvatrlted, Overvairlting ///. adjs.
a 1610 SIR J. SEMI-ILL in Scntpill Rallates (1872) 242 His

deere and Loving sweit Ouervoited with the vaille* of

balme-rebaiting trees. 1801 SOUTH KY Thalahct ix. xxvii,

Polycarp of old. .By the glories of the burning stake O'er-
vaulted. 1833 TKNSYSON Pal. ofArt 54 That over-vaulted

grateful gloom, Thro' which the livelong day my soul did

pass. 1866 Corn/i. Mag, Nov. 547 The snows and over-

vaulting clouds which crown its mountains shine all day.

Overvault (^nraivj'lt), v [OVER- 5.] tram,
To vault or spring over. Also^/?^. Hence Over-

vairlting///. a,

1879 P.AIN* Etinc. as Science via. 270 An over-vaulting and

premature attack on the citadel. 1886 Homilct. Rev. Aug.
i IQ All this comes of the endeavor toovervault deliberation.

Over-vehement : see OVER- 28.

Over-veil (tfHVAnv
1

'!), v. Also 6 -vayl, 7

vail, -vale. [OVER- S.j trans. To veil over;
to cover, shroud, or obscure with or as with a veil.

(Chiefly/0O
1591 SHAKS. i Hen. /'/, 11. ii. 2 Night is fled, Whose pitchy

Mantle ouer-vayl'd the liarth. 1606 BIKNIE Kirk'Buriall

(1833) o, That natures obscenities be decently couered and
oueruailed with her mothers mouldes. a 1639 WOTTON Ps.

civ. vi t
Thou mak'st the Night to over-vail the Day. a 1849

MAXGAN Poems (18591 354 l ne thin wan moon, half over-

veiled By clouds.

Over-venturesome, -vexed : see OVER-.
Over-vert, the trees in a forest (as opposed to

the undergrowth) : see VERT $bl

t Overview, ?. Obs. [OVER- 7, 16.]
1. trans. To view from a superior position, look
down upon, survey. Also, of a place: To afford

a view over, overlook.
1 5(S4 J- RASTEI.L

I'onfut. Jewcirs Sertn. 20 Euery contrie,
Which the glorious light of the Ghospell hath now ouer-
uewed. c 1600 Timon i. iv, A man of greate acconipt, that
hath oreveiu'd Soe many countreyes. (11627 MIUDI.ETON

Sf. Gypsy in. (1653) Fij, It (the Window] over-views a

spacious Garden. 1640 Bi. REYNOLDS J'assionsxxiv, A lame
man placed upon some high Tower can overview with his

eyes more ground than (etc.].

2. To look (a thing) over or all through ; to

examine, inspect, peruse.
1549 CHAI.OSKR Erasm. on Folly L ij, How they are faine

to writhe their wittes in and out . . in oueruewyng it againe.

1577 HfiLLOWKSd'tteuara's C/tron, 752 Coinmodus had ouer-

\iewcd and ransack! their store. 1632 SIR S. D'Ewis
Antobio^. (1845) II. 71, I spent the remainder of this month
in overviewing and sorting them [coins].

Hence f Over-viewing vbl. sl>,

1590 Q. ELIZ. in Tolstoy \st 40 Yrs. Interc. Eng. <y A'/.'.^v.

(1875) 364 We refferre the efTect of all thos causes generall
to your h[ighnes]s delyberat overvewing againe.

OVERWALT.

[OVER- 19,
'

tO'Verview,^/'. Obs. [f.prec.] Survey, inspec-
tion; supervision; overlooking.

I>OOKS anu ine overview 01 tnem to my cnaplains,

Overvigprous, -vilify: see OVER-.

O'Ver-vi'Olent, a. [OVER- 28.] Excessively
violent, too violent. So O'ver-vi olently adv.,
too violently.
1594 MARLOWK & NASHE Dido iv, The motion was so

over-violent. 1614 RALKIGII Hist. World n. (1634)527 To
draw all matters over-violently to mine owne computation.
1681 J>RYI>KN Abs. ff A chit. $57 So over violent, or over
civil, That every man with him was God or Devil. 1826
SCOTT Wvodst. xxx, We are called to act.. neither luke-

warmly nor over-violently.

t Overvi-sor. Obs. rare~-\ [A partial render-

ing of L. supervisor.'] A supervisor.
1653 LD. VAUX tr. Godeaus AV. Paul A iij b, Great Saint

Augustine.. who desires severe judges as over-vi>ours of his
learned works.

Overvista to Overvitrified : see OVER-.

tOvervoi'd, a. Obs. [OVER- 25.] Vain,

superfluous (rendering L. supen'acttits]. So fOver-
voi-dness, vanity (rendering L. supcrvacttitas).
1382 WYCI.IF M'isd. xiv. 14 The oueruoidenesse [Pvjp

supervacuitas] forsothe of men these thingis fond in to the
roundnesse of erthis. Ibid. xv. g For thingus ouervoide

(1388 superflu, Vitlg. res supervacuas] he maketh.

f OvervO'lve, v . Sc. Obs. rare~ '. In 6 ouer-,
cure-, our-. [?f. OVER- + L. volvcre lo roll,

turn : cf. L. supervoh'ere.] ? To turn over or aside.

(But the reading is doubtful : the original may have been
'

Onrevolvtt (L e. not turned over) this volume lay ane space '.)

1513 DOUGLAS sEneis vn. Prol. 154 For byssines, quhilk
occurrit on cace, Oun'oluit [r.rr. oure-,ouer-] I this volume,
lay ane space : And, thocht I wery was, ne lyst nocht tyre.

tO:vervO'te, v. Ohs. [OVER- ^22.] trans,

To defeat by a majority of votes ;
= OUTVOTE.

1641 Exam. Answ. Reas. Ho. Cotmn. I'ofes ftps. Parl. 65
How easily Uishops may bee over-voted in Parliament. 1664
PILPYS Diary 18 Nov., Four all along did act for the

Papists, and three only for the Protestants, by which they
were overvoted. 168 . in Somers Tracts I. 324 Let us sup-

pose now, that all this should be over-voted (for I am sure

it can never be answered.1 .

tOverwa'de, ^. Obs. [OE. ofenvcutan -. see

OVEK- 10, and cf. OHG. itberwateit (Notker).]
trans. To wade across.

^893 K. /EI.FRED Qros. n. iv. 6 Da xebeotode Cirus..ba;t
hie mehte wifmon be hiere cneowe oferwadan, }>xr heo ar
wa:s nigon mila brad. 1382 WYCLIF Ezek, xlvii. 5 Deep
waters of the streme of reyn wexiden grete, whiche may not
be ouer wad [I'ulg. transvadari], 1456 SIR G. HAVE Laiu

./rws(S. T. S.) 37 He stild mak that ryver sa lytill that a

wyf. .Mild nocht wete hir kneis till ourwade it.

tOverwai't, v. 0!>s. rare. [OVEK- I (<>]
irans. To watch over, supervise.
c 1449 PKCOCK AV/r. iv. v. 449 Aboue manye to gidere of

tliese . . hi?er lordis. .be oon other to ouer waite hem.

t Overwa'ke, v. 0/>s. [OE. oferwadan, I.

ofer- OVKB- I (f) t waciau to wake: cf. mod.
Ger. iiberwachcn. See also OVER- 22, 23.]
1. trans. To keep watch over. (O.E.)
c 1000 yEi.FRic Saints' Lives (1885) I. 66 lulianus wycode

wi3 }>a ea eufraten and him oferwacedon syfanfealde eardas

[text weardes].

2. a. trans. To remain awake longer than

(another), b. rcjl. To keep oneself awake too

long.
1590 GUFKNE Never too /rt/*-(i6co) 17 Thus watching thee,

lie ouerwaketh hiraselfe. 1609 DKKKER KtK'tu's Aim. U iv,

If I ouerwake him then he puls jne by the haire of the head,
and saith I watch to cut his throat when he is asleepe.

Overwa-lk, v. [OVEK- 9, 10, 23.]
1. trans. To walk over, traverse by walking.
1533 MORK Con/tit. Barnes Wks. 770/1 Ye saye shee is

some where abrode in the wylde world, whych worlde is

a place to wyde . . for a woman to ouerwalke well. 1596
i SHAKS. i ifen. II', i. iii. 192 As full of perill and aduenturous

Spirit, As to o'rewalke a Current, roaring loud On the vn-

stedfast footing of a Speare. i789%VoKnsw. Evening Walk
165 Some. .O'erwalk the slender plank from side to side.

2. re/I. To walk too much or too far ; to fatigue

oneself with too much walking.
1661 STBVPE Lei. in Wordsw. Sclial. Acad. (1877) 292 note,

Be carefull of y'selfe and do not over walk yrselfe for yl

j

is wont to bring y upon a sick bedd. 1799 JANE AUSTEN
Lett. (1884) I. 212 My uncle overwalked himself at first, and

can now only travel in a chair. 1816 SCOTT Diary 26 Aug.
in Lockhart, I rather overwalked myself yesterday,

So O'ver-wa'lking- vbl. sl>., walking too much.

1870 DICKENS Let. K.S. Kalston 16 May, Violent neuralgic

attacks in the foot. That originated in over-walking in deep
snow. 1894 Obit. Rcc. Graduates Yak Univ. 266 By over*

walking during vacation, he injured one foot.

t Overwa'lt, v. Obs. [f. OVER- 6,9 + WALT v.,

to roll : cf. OVEBWELT.]
1. trans. To roll or turn (a thing) over; to over-

turn : = OVEKWKLT v. a.

13.. 6"sc. tr Cr. Knt. 314 Now is \K reuel & he renoun of

|>e rounde table Quer-walt wylh awordeofon wygesspeche.
i 1400 Deiti: Troy 8155 Tyll the toim be otiertertiyt, .t

tumblid to ground ;. .And the wallis onerwalt into \K wele

dyches.
2. To roll or flow over

;
to over/low.

13.. E. E. Allit. P. B. 370 (>e flod ryses, Ouer-waltez vclie

a wod and be wyde feldez.
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Overwa-nder, r. rare. poet. [OVER- 9.]
trans. To wander over. So Overwa'ndered,
Overwa-ndering ///. adjs.
a 1547 SURREY sEncid \ \ . 378 After time spent in thouer-

wandred flood. 1833 *'ENXYSON tEtwne Poems 56 Above,
the overwandering ivy and vine., in many a wild festoon

Ran riot. 1886 HUKTON Arab. Nts. (abr. ed.) I. 3 Let us
overwander Allah's earth.

Over-wanton, -war: see OVER-.

t Overward, adv. and prep. Ohs. [In form
= OVER adv. + -WARD; but app. perverted from
OVERTHWART

;
cf. the variant overwart.]

A. cu/v. In a direction over or across a surface,
an intervening space, etc. ; across, transversely.
c 1290 S. Kng. Leg. 1 268/246 He ne miste finde no schip,

him ouer for-to lede. he sat and weop and bi-heold ouer-

ward. 1393 LANGI.. P. PI. C. v. 128 And alle rome-renners
.. Bere no suluer ouer see .. Vp furfeture of be fee he so

fynt hym ouerwarde. c 1420 Pallad, on Hitsb, in. 139
(Colch. MS.) Overward [Fitzw. MS. orthward, i.e. o'er-

thwart] and afterlonge extende a lyne.

B. prep. Across, from side to side of, athwart.

1486 Rk. St. Albans Aviij b, Ther gooth blacke barris

ouerwarde the tayle.

O'ver-wa'rd, sb. [prop, two words : OVER a.

and WARD sb.~\
The upper ward.

1485 Rolls of Parlt. VI. 384/2 The Forster of the Over-
warde of our Forest of Inglewoode. 1547 Keg. Privy Council
Scot. \. 71 And with him the oulr ward of Cliddisdaile.

1773 ERSKINE Instit. \. iv. 5. 54 In the shire of Clydesdale,
Lanerk is the head borough of the overward, . . Hamilton
is the head borough of the nether ward. 1862 J. GRANT
Capt. ofGuard i, David Liberton, sergeant of the overward
of the constabulary of Edinburgh, in the time of David II.

O'Ver-wa'rm, a. [OVER- 28.] Too warm.
So O ver-wa rmth, too great warmth.
1713 ADDISON Cftto i. vi, Marcus is over-warm. 1822

BYRON Jitatt vi. xv, A sincere woman's breast, for over-
warm Or over-cold annihilates the charm. Ibid, xvi, For
over-warmth, if false, is worse than truth.

O'Ver-wa'rm, v. [OVER- 27.] trans. To
warm too much.
1598 SYLVESTER Dn Bar/as n. i. in. Furies 352 Manie and

Phrenzie . . th'one drying, th'other over-warming The feeble
brain, a 1633 AUSTIN Medit. (1635) 291 There shall no Sumie
nor Weather overwarme him. 1630 TRACI- Comm, Lev. x. i

Over-joied haply of their new emploiment, and over-warmed
with wine.

t Overwa'rp/ v. Obs. [OE. oferweorpan, f.

ofer- OVKR- 6 -t- weorpan to throw, WARP: cf.

OHG. ubarwerfan, Ger. iiberwerfen to overthrow,

upset. Cf. OVERCAST, OVERTHROW.] trans. To
overthrow, throw or cast down.
cfy? K. ALFRED Gregory's Past. C. xxvi. 180 Du be art

mid oy storme . . onwend & oferworpen. c zooo Sax. Leechd.
I. 384 Nim eorban, oferweorp mid binre swibran handa
under fnnum swibran fet. a m$Ancr.K. 142 Uorteholden
bet schip, bet uden ne stormes hit ne ouerworpen. c 1330
R. BKUNNE Citron. Wace (Rolls) 8197 (Petyt MS.) When
bey [the dragons] hadde longe to-gyder smyten .. Wippedwn uenges, ouerwarpen & went.

Overwart : see OVERTHWART.
Over-wary, Overwaste, etc. : see OVER-.

O'Verwash.(-woJ), $b. Geol. [f. next.] The act

or fact of washing over
;
the material carried by

running water from a glacier and deposited over
or beyond the marginal moraine. Also attrib., as

ovenvash gravel9 plain ,
etc.

1889 LF.VERETT m Nature 3 Oct. 558/1
In the newer moraines

the terminal loops meet on opposite sides of large interlobate

moraines, and correlation is made only after critical study
of their connections, over-riding, overwash, etc. 1890 F. W.
PUTNAM in Century Mag. Mar. 698 '2 At least ten times ten
centuries have passed away since the implements of stone,
fashioned by this early man, were lost and covered by the
overwash of the glacial gravels.

Overwa-sh ^-w^-J), v. [OVER- 5, 9.] trans.

To wash or flow over (something) ;
to lave or

bathe by flowing over.

1577 HARRISON England n. xi. (1877) T. 229 Pirats and
robbers by sea are . . hanged on the shore at lowe water
marke; where they are left till three tides haue ouerwashed
them. 1589 GREKNK Menaphon (Arb.) 77 Her lips like

roses ouerwasht with dew. 1593 SIIAKS. Lucr. 1225 But
durst not ask .. Why her two suns were cloud-eclipsed so,
Nor why her fair cheeks over-wash'd wj'h woe. 1837
CARLVI.E />. Rtv. III. vii. v, The ship of the State again
..overwashed, near to swamping, with unfruitful brine.

t O'ver-watch, sb. Obs. [OVER- 18, 29, i
(<:).]

a. A watching too long or too late, too much
watching, b. A person who watches over another.

1399 LANGL. Rich. Reticles in. 282 And euere shall |>ou

ffynde. .That wisdom and otiere-wacche wonneth ffer asun-
dre. 1494 FABYAH Chron. vi. clxx. (1533) 98b/i Tyred ..

wyth ouer watche and laboure. a 1650 Egcr ty Grine 944
in Furniv. Percy Folio I. 383 Gray-steele he'd ouer-waches 2.

They went & told their Master anon right.

Overwatch (^voiwo-tj, ^mvai-), v. [OvEii-
i(0. '7. 2I

-]

1. trans. To watch over, keep watch over.
1618 Hist. Perkin Warbeck in Select. Harl. Misc. (1

66 To attend the arrival of his enemies abroad; yea, per-
adventure, to overwatch the actions of his friends at home.
1661 R. 1,'EsTRANGE Relapsed Apostate (1681) 18 It was his
Part to overwatch their Appetites. 1784 COWPER Tiroc.
262, I blame not those, who with what care they can O'er-
watch the num'rpus and unruly clan. 1865 SWINBURNE
Atalanta 1360 Olive and ivy and poplar dedicate And many
a Well-spring overwatched of these.

793)

f2. To watch all through (a night). Obs.

1590 SIIAKS. Mids. N. v. i. 373, \ feare we shall out-sleepe
the comming morne, As much as we this night haue ouer-
watcht. 6-1590 GREKXE Ft: Bacon xi. 26 If Argus livd.and
had his hundred eyes, They could not over-watch Phobetors

night.

3. To fatigue or wear out with excessive watch-

ing ; to weary or exhaust by keeping awake or by
want of sleep. Now chiefly \\\pa.pplc.
1563 FOXK A. ff M. 750/2, I answer and saye, that this

bishop belike had ouerwatched hym selfe in this matter.
For. .he neuer slept til he red it. 1591 UNTON Con: (Roxb.J
235, I crave pardon, beinge overwearyede and overwatched
in the trenches. 1607 MAKKIIAM L'a^<al. i. (1617) 77 Some
horsmen aduise you.. to keep your horse from sleep, and so

byouerwatching him.tomake him tame. 1760-72 H. BROOKE
Fool of Qual. (1800) II. 100 Overtoiled and overwatched,
I fell into a deep sleep. 1821 SCOTT Keniliv. xv, Tressilian,

fatigued and over-watched, came down to the hall.

Hence O verwa'tched ///. a., wearied with too

much watching; O ver-watching'z/A/..^., too much

watching; too long vigil. Also Overwa'tcher,
one who watches over.

1568 GKAKTON Citron. I. 138 His knightes and Souldiours
were tyred, and weried with ouer watching and labour.

1582 T. WATSON Centnrie ofLout Ixxix, The belly neither

cares for meate nor driuke, Nor ouerwatched eyes desire to

winke. a 1656 lit-. HALL Christian iii, His [the Christian's]
Recreations, .are., like unto a sweet nap after an overwatch-

ing. 1821 SCOTT Pirate iv, She was up early, and down
late, and seemed, to her overwatched and overtasked

maidens, to be as * wakerife
'

as the cat herself. 1846 ELIZ.
U. BARRETT in Lett. R. Browning $ F.. B. B. (1899) II.

426 Perhaps you will go home through it but I shall not
see I cannot watch, being afraid of the over-watchers,

Over-wa^ter, v. [OVER- 25, 27, s : cf. Du.
crserwaetercn to inundate (Kilian).]

fl. trans. To water thoroughly. Alsoyf^. Obs.

1645 RUTHERFORD Tryal fy Tri. Faith Ded. (1845.) n A sea,
and boundless river of visible, living, and breathing grace,. .

to over-water men and angels, a 1682 SIR T. BROWNE Tracts

165 The river gave the fruitfulness unto this valley by over-

watring that low Region.
2. To water too much. (Chiefly in /a. />//c.)
1828 Miss MITIORD I'il/age Ser. in. (1863) 51 Myrtles

over-watered, and geraniums, trained as never geraniums
were trained before. 1879 BEERBOHM Patagonia vii. 117

They proceeded to taste the liquor, in order to see whether
it had been overwatered. 1898 tt'estm. Gas. 15 Jan. 2/3
The extent to which the streets of London are over-watered
is known only to cyclists.

3. To cover with water, rare.

1890 L. LEWIS Proving of Gennad 47 Brave sights, now
over-watered, quenched and stilled.

O'ver-wa'tery,<7. [OVER- 28.] Too watery;
containing too much water.
1626 BACON Sylva 509 They are all overwatry,

Overwave, v. : see GVEK- i.

t Over-wa'X, v. Obs. \<^}L.ofeni}caxan^.ofer-
OVEB- 8 + wcaxan to grow, \V.\x : OIIG. ubcr-

wahsen, Ger. iibenuachsen. See also OVER- 25, 27.]
1. trans. To overgrow, grow over. (O.E.}
971 Blickl. Horn. 159 Cwebende bat his sad oferweoxe

ealle bas woruld. c 1000 /KLFRIC Hom. I. 508 pa:s muntes
cnoll wiSutan is sticmaelum mid wuda oferwexen.

2. intr. a. To wax or grow exceedingly, b. To
grow too large, to overgrow.
138* WYCI.IF 2 Thess. \. 3 5oure feith ouerwexith [Vulg.

supercrescit]. 1413 Ptlgr. SowU \. xx. (Egerton MS. 615),
And if thi conscience had be more streite, this taile ne schuld
haue be so ouerwaxen. 1 1450 A'. Gloucester s Chron. (1724)
482/1 note (MS. Coll. Arms) In a too of his foot the naile

groweth ouer to the flesshe, and in harme to the foot huge-
Hche ouerwexethe.

t O'ver-way. Obs. [OVER- i d.]
1. (prop, two words). The upper or higher way. Sc.
c 1575 ///j/. James K/d8o4) 171 Hegaue command tothrie

hundrethe horsmen to pas ye ouerway, and to cum in.. be
a priuey furde.

a. OVERSLAY. (Pan error.)
1674 N. FAIRFAX Bulk $ Sefo. Ep. Ded., Castles in the

Ajr,
whose Groundsils are laid with Whims, their Overwayes

with Dreams, and rooft with Cream of thinking. 1692 in

Athenseum (1895) 20 Apr. 505/3 A timber-beam called ye
Overway of ye house which on yt side that is towards ye
street is adorned with ancient carved works and beareth
this date 1372.

O-ver-wea'k, a. [OVER- 28.] Too weak.
1565 JEWEL Repl. Harding \ 1611)2 That yee haue hitherto

shewed vs,. .is ouerweake, and will not serue. 1651 C. CART-
WRIGHT Cert. Relig. \. 137 This reason is over-weak. 1840
DICKENS Barn. Ritdge xix, Warm brandy-and- water not
over-weak.

(Xver-wea-ken, v. [OVER- 27.] trans. To
weaken too much, make too weak.
1747 tr. A struct Fevers 308 Bleeding, when it is moderate

. .and not so
plentiful as to over-weaken him. 1880 District

Order; Pretoria 16 Dec., Never to endanger the safety of
their posts through over-weakening their garrison.

Overweal, -wealth, etc. : see OVER-.
Overwean, obs. form of OVERWEEN.
Overwear (<>'VMWC-U), v. [OVER- 21, 17.]
1. To wear out or exhaust (with toil, etc.). Chiefly

in pa.pple.
1578 Chr. Prayers in Priv. Prayers (1851) 470 We have

endured much punishment, being overworn with so many
wars. n6oo SHAKS. Sonn. Ixiii. 1655 Tht'ophania 152
Being overworn with sorrow, she ended this life before I had
attained to the thirteenth year of my age. 1801 SOUTHEY
Thalal>a iv. xxv, At his feet the gasping beast Lies, over-
worn with want. 1879 H. SPENCER Data ofEthics x. g 64.

1 78 Limbs over-worn by prolonged exertion, cannot without

aching perform acts which would at other times cause no

appreciable feeling.

2. To wear out clothes, etc.", wear threadbare.

1630 J. TAYLOR (Water P.) Water Cormorant Wks. in. 6/1
And yearely they vpon their backes orewenre, That which
oft fed fine hundred with good cheare. 1671 MILTON Samson
123 In slavish habit, ill-fitted weeds O're worn and soild.

1819 SHKLI.KY Cenci in. i. 208 That you put off, as garments
overworn, Forbearance, and respect, remorse, and fear.

3. To wear (something) away or to an end ; to

outwear.

1581 (see OVERWORN 2], 1605 VKRSTKGAN Verses in Dec.

lutell.) Time ouerweares what earst his licence wrought.
1636 SAN-DEKKO N Serin. II. 55 A man, tliat, having gotten
some sore bruise in his youth, and by the help of Mirijery and
the strength of youth overworn it, may yet carrya grudging
of it in his bones or joynts.
4. To cease to wear as having outgrown.
1887 J. HASCOM Sociology vi. 142 (Funk) A corrupt political

party.. may have lo^t t.r overworn itb principles.

O'ver-wea:r, sb. L'.s. [<M-EU- Sc.] The
action or fact of wealing over other clothes; gar-
ments so worn, outer clothing. '^Opposed to

underwear.}
1890 in Cent. Diet.

Overweary <~" Vo.n\i..-ri\ r. [OVKR- 21, 27.]
trans. To overcome with weariness; to \veary to

excess.

1576 TuKiiMRV. / 't'tit-rii 72 Recomfort their nienil;ers wliii.li

are sore overwearied. 1612 KKINSIJ.Y Lud. Lit. 269 \Vht-n
the ma^tur is compelled to diuide hi- pains both amonyst
little and great, he may much ouer-wtarie himsdfe. 1821

SHKLI.KY Prowt'tk, Unl>. iv. 271 Like to a child o'erwearied
u ith sweet toll. 1875 Dental Cosmos X\'II. =1 ^ Rather than

over-weary the patient, .. one sitting may be L;i\cii tu lin-

preparation of the cavities.

Hence OverweaTied, Overwea'rying
1

///. atijs.

So Over-wea'ry a., overcome with weariness ;

excessively weary, too weary to hold out.

1591 Mwrther of Lcl. Ih-oitgh^ Overwerying plaints abre-
\'Iate the libertie of speach. 1677 Gi LI-IS Dcwonol. (iS6;) i yj
Satan so molested Job. -that, a^ an overwearied man, lie tries

out he had no quiet. 1794 SOUTIU-.Y Poems Stai'c 1'rade
Sonn. iii, Ueneath thy hard command O'erwearicd nature
sinks. 1851 C. L. SMITH tr. Tasso vi. ex, Give rest to her

o'erweary mind. 1888 SIKVKSSON tilack Arrow K^ Half

starvedandover-wearyas they were, they laywithout moving.

tOverwea'thered, ///. a. Ohs. rare 1
. In

quot. ouer-wither'd. [Ovj;u- 21.] \\'orn or

damaged by exposure to the weather.

1596 SHAKS. Merck. I '. n. vi. 18 How like a pnxli^all c!uth

she returne \\ itli ouer- \\ it her d ribs and ragged sailts, Leai.'.-.

rent, and begger'd by the strumpet winde?

Overwea've, '
poet. [(JVEK- i, 8.] trans.

To weave over the top or surface. (In /.//&. '.

1818 KHATS Endytttion \, 431 An arbour, overwove IJy

many a summer's silent fingering. 1869 l!i..v KMOKK Lormt
D. vii, I found it strongly over-woven.

t Overween, -wene, sb. Obs. rare.
[f.

OVEH-

29 b 4- ME. wene, OK. ivttn thought, opinion. Cf.

OHG. uberwdn, -ivAni arrogance, pride.] Over-

weening, presumption.
c 1220 Bestiary 335 Giuernesse and \vi>ing, Pride and

ouerwene ; Swilc alter i-mene.

Overween (Jv3Jvvfn), v. Now chiefly in

vbl.sb. and///. a. OvKEWEKNINO. [OVER- 26, 27.]
1. intr. To have too high expectations, or too high

an opinion of* oneself; to be conceited, arrogant,

presumptuous, or too self-confident
;
to presume.

1303 R. BRUNNE Handl. Synne 5164 Nat ouerdrede ne
ouerwene. ^1532 Du WES Introd. /*>. in Palsgr. 955 'J'o

ever wene, surcuider. 1593 SHAKS. 3 Hen. VI, in. ii. 144
My Eyes tooquicke, my Heart o'rt-wcenes too much. 1597

2 Hen. //", iv. i. 149 Mowbray, you ouer-weene to take
it so. 1642 MILTOM Apol. Smcct. Wks. 1738 I. 127 Is there
cause why these Men should overwean.and be so queasy of
the rude Multitude, lest their deep worth should be under-
valu'd for want of fit Umpires? 1701 Eiig. Theophra&t. 192
We all of us naturally overwean in our own favour. 1866
J. I. ROSK tr. Ovitfs Fns/i 156 Happiest of mothers Niobe
had been Had happiness not caused her to o'erween.

f 2. To think too highly, have an exaggerated
or conceited opinion (of}. Ol>s.

'555 I-see OVLKWEKSING vbl. sb.
2]. 1605 CAMDKN- Rein. 94

Whatsoever some of their postentie doe overweene of the

antiquitie of their names. i6ai BURTON Anat. Mel. t Some
are too

partial, as friends to overween, others come with
a prejudice to carp, vilify, detract, and scoff.

f3. trans, (and re/I.
=

i). To think too highly
of, over-esteem, huld an exaggerated opinion of

(usually oneself, or something of one's own).
1588 FKAUSCE Launers Log. n. ix. 101 b, The disputers

. . must [not] overweene themselves, or bee obstinate and
singulerin conceipt. 1621 S. WARD Happiness of Practice
(1627) Ep. Ded., It was a pride in M on tan us to ouerweene
his Pepuza and Tymium, two pelting Parishes in Phrygia,
and to call them Hierusalem. 1674 N. FAIRFAX Bulk <y Sefo.
10 To make it likely . . that the doctrine of atoms is not wound
up in those darknesses that some metis understandings have

may-hap over-weened.

1 4. To cause to overween (sense i
) ; to render

presumptuous or arrogant. Obs. (See also next.)
1590 GREKNE Mourn. Garni. Ded. (1616) i While wanton-

nesse . . ouer-weaned the Niniuites, their sur-coates of bi?se

were all polished with gold. i6ao FoRD^irtta V. (Shaks.

Soc.) 66 Injuries can no more discourage him, than applause
can ouer-weene him.

t Overwee-ned, ///. ^. Obs. [f.prec. + -n>]
Conceited

; overweening ; presumptuous, arrogant.
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1600 W. WATSON Decacordon (1602) 8 Their owne ouer-

weend conceit. 1622 T. S TOUGH ION Chr. Sticrlf. viii. 107

.Many.. are so ouer-weened and puft vp with a conceit uf

their owne knowledge. 1646 UUCK Rich. Ill, 1. 15 Presuming
upon the strength of it [his castle] and the peoples affection,

but over-weaned in his opinion and hope.

Overwee'iier. ? Obs. [f. as prec. + -ER i.] One
who overweens; a conceited, presumptuous, or

arrogant person.
1340 Ayenb. 21 pe proude and J>e ouerwenere wenej> more

by worb,oj>er more conne : morebanne enieoj>re. 1588 Kvn
Honseh. Phil. Wks. (1901) 269 Substance, .in the manurance
and (Kindling of an ignorant, or ouerwcener, dooth not only
decrease but perisheth. 1625 UP. HALL \o peace w. Rome
9 What insolent over-weeners of their owne workes arc

these Papists, which proclaime the actions which proceed
from themselves, worthy of. .heaven. 1647 TRAPP Cotnm.
Matf. xxi. 31 These over-weeners of themselves.

Overwee iiing, vbl. sl>. Now rare. [-IXG '.]

The action of the verb OVERWEEN.
1. Too great expectation, or opinion as to oneself;

excessive self-importance ; presumption, arrogance,
self-conceit.

c 1330 R. BKI/XXE Chron. (1810) 97 Als Anselme be strif

gan pes of be duke & |>e kyng, Coin Roberd de Beleyse,

borgh his ouerwenyng, & passed hider ouer be se. 1340

Ayenb. 17 pe uerste bo} of prede : is ontreujrc. . . pe bridde :

ouerweninge. pet we clepeb
1

presumcion. 1484 CAXTON
Fables of sKsop IT. xv, The Jaye .. by his oultrecuydaunce
or ouerwenynge wold haue gone and conuersed among the

pecoks. 1592 DAVITS Iminort. Soul xxxiv. viii. (17141 131
Take heed of Over-weening, and compare Thy Peacock's
Feet with thy gay Peacock's Train. 1671 MILTOX /', A*, i.

147 He [Satan] might have learnt Less over-weening, since

he fail'd in Job. 1742 RICHARDSON I'aincla IV. 8 Half the

Misunderstandings among marry 'd People are owing to.,

mere Words, and little captious Follies, to Over-weenings,
or unguarded Petulances.

2. A thinking too highly <?/" something; excessive

esteem, over-estimation.

^555 J- PHOCTOR Hist, ll'yafs Reb. in Arb. Garner VIII.

72 Such overweening had they of themselves. 1614 RALEIGH
Hist. l\'orld\\\. (1634) in Who. .failed at the last through
too much over-weening of his owne wisedome. 17*0 WELTON
Suffer. Son ofGod 1 1. xvii. 467 By a too great over-weening
oftheirown perverse Will. i8o8COLERiDGK Lett., to J''. Jef-

frey (1895) 536 An honest gentleman . - having over-hurried
the business through overweening of my simplicity and
carelessness. 1827 J. FICARN in liarker Parriana (1828) I.

557 note, Any overweening of my own strength to fly alone.

Overwee-ning
1

, ///. a. [f. as prec. + -ixn -.]

1. Of a person : That thinks, expects, or has au

opinion, beyond what is reasonable or just; over-

confident or sanguine in one's own opinion ; con-

ceited, arrogantj presumptuous, self-opinionated.
1340 Ayenb. 169 Mochel is he fol and ouerweninde, bet

wyt>-oute ouercominge abit to habbe be coroune. 6-1489
CAXTOX BlanchardyH xlviii. 186 Olde vnfamouse myschaunl,
how arte thou soo folyshe and so ouerwenynge as for to

wene to haue her. 1591 SHAKS. TIUO Gent. in. i. 157 Goe
base Intruder, ouer-weening Slaue, liestow thy fawning
smiles on equall mates. 1605 Play Stnclcy in Sch. ShaJes.

I. 238 But generally I censure th' English thus Hardy but

rash, witty but overweaning. 1690 LOCKE Hum. Und. iv.

xix. 7 The Conceits of a warm'd or over-weening Brain.

1703 ROWK Ulyss. i. i, O'erweening, Insolent, Unmanner'd
Slave. 1873 M. ARNOLD Lit. $ Dogma (1876) 185 Its pro-
fessors are nevertheless bold, overweening, and even abusive,
in maintaining their criticism against all questioners.

fig' '599 Brough ton's Lett. iv. 14 Your, .attendant.. doth

play her part, with a cup of ouerweening liquour, hauing. .

intoxicated your..braine.
2. Of opinion, estimate, pretension, desire, etc. :

Conceited; excessive, exaggerated, too high.
1489 CAXTON Blanchardyn xxii. 72 Crete foly it is to

youre doughters to haue such an ouerwenyng [Fr. oultre-

cnidant] wylle. 1595 DANIEL Civ, Wars in. xxxvi, Whose
mind not wonne With th'over-weening thought of hot
excesse. 1604 E. G[RIMSTONE] D'Acosta's Hist. Indies vn.

xiv. 535 The vanquished, .with many teares craved pardon
of their overweening follie. 1640 BP. HALL Episc. in. viii.

260 To be led by the nose, with- .an over-weening opinion
of some persons, whom you thmke you have cause to honour.

1711 BuDOttL^taA No. 307 F 14 The over-weening Fondness
of a Parent. 17*9 FRANKLIN Ess. Wks. 1840 II. 43 An
overweening desire of sudden wealth. 1850 PKESCOTT Peru
LI. 355 Pizarro.. cannot be charged with manifesting any
overweening solicitude for the propagation of the Faith.

1879 M, ARNOLD Democracy in Mixed Ess, 15 Her airs of

superiority and her overweening pretensions.

Hence Overwee'ningly adv. ; -wee'niiiguess.
1611 COTGR., Onltrecuidatmnenti ouer-weeningly, pre-

sumptuously, arrogantly. x6ax BP. MOUNTAC u Diatribae 28

By turning our fingers home vpon our selues . . make our selues
for ouer-weeningnesse, the ordinary by-word of other mens
tongues. 1634 C. DOWNING State Eccles. Kingd. 27 The
Florentine is so overweaningly wise. 1877 MORLEV Crit,

Misc. Ser. n. 390 It is over ween ingness and self-confident
will that are the chief notes of Macaulay's style. 1882

Society 30 Dec. 18/2 You are sometimes described as over-

weeningly self-sufficient.

Overwee'p, v. poet. [OVER- 20, i
(<-).]

1. trans. To weep over again.
1598 ROWLANDS Betraying Christ 29 Weepe Christs denial),

worst of all thy crimes, And ouerweepe each teare tenne
thousand times*

2. To weep over (something), shed tears over.

1844 MRS. BROWNING Catarina to Camoens xvi, Feeling,
while you overweep it, Not alone in your despair. 1853
Sleep iii, A little dust to overweep.

Overweigh (Juvajw^), v. Forms : see OVER
and WEIGH. [OVER- 22, 21, 26; cf. OHG. ubar-

ivegan, MTIG. //Ywrtr^v/;, Du. ffVenueg&t,]

1. trans. To exceed in weight ^physical or moral);
to be heavier or weightier than

; to preponderate
over, overbalance, outweigh.
a 1225 Ancr. K. 386 peo bet mest hi tried, beo schullen

beon mest iblisced, nout beo bet lede'6 herdest lif, nor luue
ouerweiS hit. 1549 COVKKPALE, etc. Erasm. Par. Rom. 12
In all point e.s Christes goodnes ouerwaigheth the offence of
Adam. 1603 SHAKS. Meas.for M. IL iv. 170 Say what you
can; my false ore-weighs your true, c 1620 A. HUME Brit.

7*otigve (t9&5) 9 This auctoritie wald over-weegh our reason.

1672 SHADWF.LL Miser i, One kind look from you will over-

weigh a thousand such small services. 1818 MRS. SHKI.LF.V
Frankenst. viii. (1865) 106 If their testimony shall not over-

weigh my supposed guilt, I must be condemned.

2. To overcome with or as with weight ;
to weigh

down, overburden, oppress.
1577 VAUTROUILLIER Luther on Ep. Gal. 78 Blessed is

]

he.. which can say, when sinne ouerwayeth him, and the '

lawe accuseth him: what is this to me? 1641 R. BAKEK
!

Chron. (1660) 56 One Raynerus,. .crossing the Seas with his :

Wife . . so with his iniquity ovenveighed the ship, that in the
midst of the stream, it was not able to stir. 1760-72 H.

,

UROOKE FoolofQual. (1809) IV. 105 The grief of her heart ,

over-weighed her spirits. 1849 M. ARNOLD Strayed Reveller^ \

Who is he That he sits, overweighed By fumes of wine and
j

steep, So late, in thy portico?
3. intr. To weigh more than something else, to I

preponderate ; to be over weight, weigh too much.
1862 F. HALL Hindu Philos. Syst. 47 Intellect, when dark-

|

ness overweighs in it, is torpid. 1887 Chicago Advance 20
j

Sept. 613 If a letter overweigh, we are fined one shilling and
eleven pence.
Hence Overwei'ghing" ///. a.

; Overwei'gh-
ingly adv.

1586 MAKI.OWK ist Pt. Tamburl. v. i,The means the over-
|

weighing Heavens Have kept to qualify these hot extremes.

1595 rdimantcia (1881) 23 If.. I ouerweyingly valew you \

at too high a rate. 1896 W. BLACK Briscis xvii, This over* I

weighing war of the elements that distracted his attention.

Overweight J"'v3jwP^t), sb. [OVER- 19, 29 c : i

cf. MLG. werwicht) Du. averwicht. Da. overvsegt.] i

1. Something over or beyond the exact or proper
weight ; extra weight ; excess of weight.
1552 HULOET, Ouerweyght, superpondhtnt. 1639 HORN &

ROB. Gate Lang. L'ul. Ixxv. 768 If any thing l>e put to,
above the over-weight, allowance or remedy ; it is a vantage,
a surplusage cast in over and besides, a 1661 FULLKK I

Worthies i. (1662) 64 They are cast in, as Svptrpondntm^ or

Overweight, our work being ended before.

2. Greater weight (than that of something else) ;
j

preponderance ; preponderating weight, power, in-
'\

Iluence, or importance.
1626 BACON Sylva 773 Sinking into water is but an over-

!

weight of the body put into the water in respect of the

water. Ibid, 708 If you take so much the more silver as i

will countervail the over-weight of the lead. 1683 DRVDEN
'

Life Plutarch 107 Cicero and the Klder Cato, were far i

from having the overweight against Demosthenes and '

Aristides. 1805 W. TAVI.OR in Ann. Rev. III. 68 [HeJ had
j

greatly the overweight of popularity.
3. Too great weight; an excessive weight or

burden ; alsoy%
r

.

a 1S77 <JASCOI<;NK H'orkes, Hearbcs (1587) 183 A
p_eece

which shot so wel, so gently and so streight, It neither

bruised with recule, nor wroong with ouerweight. 17^70
Chron. in Ann. Reg. 113/2 A scaffold.. broke down with

thfbover-weight of the spectators. 1891 H. HAI.IBURTON
Ocitil Idylls 136 With overweight of care on my mind.

1 4. An alleged name of avoirdupois weight. Obs.

1656 H. PHILLIPS Purch. Patt. (1676) 210 There are two
sorts of weights used by us in England, the one is called

Ti oy-weight, the other is called Avoir-du-polz, or over-weight.

Over-weight (J
u:vaiw^*t), a. [OVER prep +

\YEIGHT sb.
;
see OVER- 32.]

Above, or in excess of, the proper or ordinary

weight ; too heavy. Also fig. a. As predicate,
or following the sb. (Better as two words.)
1638 BAKER tr. Balzac's Lett. (vol. II.) A b, The Authors

Gold is so much over weight. 1670 COTTON Espernon \\.

viii. 415 His Majesty would yet make her overweight, by
giving her himself two hundred thousand Crowns in Dowry. |

1852 MRS. CARLYLE Lett. II. 203, 1 wonder if my letter will i

be over-weight. 1856 KANE Arct. Expl. I. ix. 97 We found !

. .that a very few pounds overweight broke us down.

b. attrih. as adj. (Ja'vww^t).
1639 FULLER Holy War n. xlii. (1647) 101 He displaced !

Guy, because he found him of no over-weight worth. 1888

Pall Mall G. 22 June 6/1, I was charged for a few pounds
of overweight luggage,

O:verwei'glit (-w^-t),^. [OVER- 27.]

1 1. trans. To give or attach too much weight
to, exaggerate the importance of. Obs.

1603 FLORIO Montaigne 11. viii. 220 We also overweight
such vaine future conjectures, which infant-spirits give us.

2. To weight too heavily ; to impose an excessive !

weight or burden upon ;
to overburden, overload. !

lit. andyff. (Chiefly inpa.pple.}
1819 SVD. SMITH H'ks. (1850) 253 note. There should be

two or three colonial secretaries instead of one ; the office is

dreadfully overweighted. 1879 F. G. LEE Ch. under Q.
Eliz. I. p. liv, The author., has thought it wise to avoid over-

weighting..an
' Historical Sketch

'

with too many of such

quotations. 1897 Daily Neivs 22 Feb. 8/6 Their boat was

overweighted with household produce. ..It is supposed the

craft foundered.

Hence O'verwei'ghted///. a. ; -wei'g-htedncss.
c 1860 FADER Old Labourer iv, To take to God their over-

weighted hearts. 1878 Ar
. Atner. Rev. CXXVII. 189 An

overcharged and overweighted people. 1895 Dublin Rev.

Apr. 308 The historic overweightedness, to which the Jews
were succumbing. i

Overwei-ghtage. [f. prec. vb. or sb. + -AOK.]
Amount of overweight, or a charge for this.

1841 Blackw. Mag-. L. 333 How much have they not to

pay for carriage, porterage, ovenvelghtage, custom-house
ulficerage ?

O'ver-werghty, a. [OVER- 28 : cf. Du.

ovei~iuichtig^\ Too weighty or heavy ; of excessive

weight.
1627 HAKEWILI, Apel. m. i. 7. 156 The pressing ofNature

with over-weighty burdens.

O'ver-well, adv. [f. OVER- 30 + WELL adv.]
Too well.
c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xl. (AY/<z) 1335 pat is oure-weile

kydoneme. 1492 \*. Secreta Secret,,Prii\ Priv. 199 Whan
he was in his goodnes, ouerwel atte ayse. 1587 GOLDING
De Momay xvi. 268 To thinke ouerwell of our selues. 1709
STRYPE Ann. Rcf, I. Hi. 522 A proclamation, .which was
not overwell regarded in most parts of the realm, a 1803
S. ADAMS in Bancroft Hist. U. S. (1876) V. xx. 566 Not. .over-
wtll pleased with what is called the Fabian war in America.

Overwell, v. : see OVER- 5 b.

Overwe'lt, v. St. and north, dial. [f. OVER-
6 + \VELT ^., to turn: cf. OVERWALT.] a. trans.

To overturn, upset; in pass, said spec, of a sheep
when fallen on its back so as to be unable to rise :

cf. AWALT, FAR-WELTED, b. intr. To tumble
over. Hence Overwelt sb. dial, (see cjuot. 1788).
1513 DOUGLAS ALneis vm. xii. 37 Ourweltit wyth the ben-

sell of the ayris. Fast fra the forstammis the flude swouchis
and raris. Ibid. x. viL 105 Ourweltis Retheus in ded
thrawis atanis, And with hys helys smayt the Rutilian

planis. 1788 W. MARSHALL Vorksh. Gloss. (E. D. S.) s. v.,

A sheep which gets laid upon its back in a hollow is said to

be in an owerwelt. 1828 Craven G/oss.(ed, 2.)t Owt'r-iveltedt

overturned. 1876 Gloss. Mid-Yorks. s.v., A cart is welted,
or upturned, in order to discharge its load; but it is wer-
ivt'lted when entirely overturned for repairs, or by an act of

mischief.

t Overwe'lter, f. Obs. rare. In 6 Sc. -waiter.

[OVER- 9.] trans. To roll over and over.

1513 DOUGLAS sKneis vn. Prol. 18 The rageand storm
ourwalterand wall}' seis.

t Overwe'nd, v. Obs. Pa. t. and pple. -went.

[OVER- 8, 9, 13.]
1. intr. To go over, pass over. rare.
r 1250 G<-n.

<5- E.r. 2285 Him ouer wente his herte on-on ;

Kinde luue gan him ouer gon.
2. trans, a. To pass over, go over, traverse,

cross, b. To pass beyond, exceed, c. pa. pple.
overwent, overgone, covered ; overwhelmed.

1330 R. BRL-NXE Chron. IVace (Rolls) 7800 Bot bei dide

nought his comandement ; pe dedes conseyl ys sone ouer
went, c 1150 ll'ilt. Palerne 2140, & loke Jat hirde-men
wel kepe pe komune passage & eche brugge her a-boute
bat burnes overwende. 1390 GOWKR Con/. I. 317 Whan 1

my wittes overwende, Min hertes contek hath non ende.

14.. Tundale's Vis. 1908 With all oder rycties hit wa-i

over went. 1579 STEXSKR Sheph. Cal. Mar. 2 Why sytten
we soe, As weren ouerwent \gloss ouergone] with woe,
Upon so fayre a morow? a 1649 DRUMM. OF HAWIII.

pilgrim,. ..When he somePoems Wks. (1711) 30/2 As a pilgri

craggy hills hath over-went.

Overwene, obs. form of OVERWEEN.

O'ver-we't, a. [OVER- 28.] Too wet. So
O'ver-we't s/>., O'ver-we'tness,too great wetness,

excess of moisture. Also O :ver-we't v. trans. y
to

wet too much.
1626 BACON Syh'a 669 Another ill accident is, over-wet

at sowing time. 1703 T. N. City (J- C. Pun/iascr 205 When
you slack the Lime, you must.. not over-wet it. 1715 BRAD-
LEV Fam. Diet. s. v. Sycamore^ They are also propagated
by Roots and Layers in moist Ground, not over-wet or stiff.

1812 SIR J. SINCLAIR Syst. Hnsb.Scot. \. 380 Over-closeness

of texture, producing over-wetness and infertility.

Overwhart : see OVEKTHWART.
Overwheal : see OVER- 8.

Over-whee-1, v. [OVER- 6, 26.]

fl. trans. To overturn, turn upside down. Obs.

1599 T. M[OUFET] Sillnvortnes 50 Yea. .whisprings soft of

men or falling floud, Doth so their harts and senses ouer-

wheele That often headlong' from the boord they reel.

2. Mil. \intr. and trans.} To wheel too far, or

beyond the proper point.

1832 Regitl. Instr. Cavalry in. 98 They are to allow their

Troops rather to over-wheel on approaching the Line.

Ibid. 99 They wilt thus be somewhat over-wheeled.

So O-ver-wheel sb. (J///.).

1796 Instr. <V Reg. Cavalry (1813) 14 The leader must take

care to lime his words, Halt ! Dress ! the instant before the

wheel is completed, otherwise an overwheel or reining hack

will be the consequence.

Overwhelm, sb. rare. [f. next.] The act

of overwhelming, or fact of being overwhelmed.

i74j YOUNG Nt. Th. ix. 685 In such an overwhelm Of

wonderful, on man's astonish 'd sight, Rushes Omnipotence.

1863 MRS. WHITNEY Faith Gartiiey xxxiv. (1869) 318 The
first overwhelm of astonishment.

Overwhelm Vuvoihwe'lm),^'. Also 5 -qwelm,
6 -quelm, 6-7 Sc. -quhelm. [f. OVER- 6, 8 +

WHELM v. to roll.]

1. trans. To overturn, overthrow, upset ; to turn

upside down. Obs. exc. dial.

^1330 R. BKUSNE Chron. (1810.1 190 He smote him in be

helm, bakward he bare his stroupe. pe body he did ouer-

whelm, his hede touched l>e croupe. 1513 DOUGLAS MUftt
vn. Prol. 18 Quhen brym blastis of the northyne art Our-

quhelmit had Neptunus in his cart, a 1547 SURRKV sEne'id

iv. 585 Like to the aged .. oke The which .. the Northerne

windcs.. Betwixt them strive to overwhelme with blastes.



OVERWHELMED.
1600 J. PORV tr. Leo's Africa ix. 344 Barkes and botes . .

sayling downe the riuer of Niger are greatly endangered by
this sea-horse, for oftentimes he ouerwhelineth and sinketh
them. 1796 MORSE Anter. Geog. I. 85 The earthquake..
overwhelmed a chain of mountains of free stone more than
300 miles long.

f b. To turn (a wheel) round, cause to revolve.
?rtX4oo Morte Arth. 3262 A-bowte cho whirllide a whele

with hir whitte hondez, Over-whelme alte qwayntely J?e
whele as cho scholde.

t c. To throw (something) over in a heap upon
something else

;
to turn or wind (something) about

something else. Obs.

1634 HEYWOOD Maidenhead well lost it. Wks. 1874 IV.
120 Thou hast ouerwhelm'd vpon my aged head Mountaines
ofgriefe. 1684 PAWN in Birch Hist. Roy. Xoc. (1757) IV.
288 Then I overwhelm a broader pipe about the first.

t d. intr. To turn over, revolve ; to roll or

tumble over. Obs.

1387-8 [see OVERWHELMING '!</. sfr.]. c 1400 Rom. Rose 3775
The see may never be so stil, That with a litel winde it nil
< Jverwhelme and turne also, a 1400-50 Alexander 560 All
flames Je flode as it fire were, ..And pane oner-qwelmys in
a qwirre and qwatis euer e-like.

2, trans. To cover (anything) as with something
turned over and cast upon it

; to bury or drown
beneath a superincumbent mass

;
to submerge

completely (usually implying ruin or destruction).
c 1450 St. Cuthkcrt (Surtees) 4964 J>e erthe sail' jiaim ouer

whelme. 1573-80 BARET Ala. O 201 To Ouerwhelme : to

rouer_cleane ouer and ouer with earth, or other things, to
hide in the ground. 1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 116
Adrian, .dedicated another Temple to lupiter, that former
being oner-whelmed with earth. 1736 LUCAS Ess. Waters
1. 32 Large tracts . . are every winter over-whelmed with
an inundation. 1878 HUXLEY

Pliysiogr. 192 Pompeii was
overwhelmed by a vast accumulation of dust and ashes.

t b. To overhang so as to cover more or less. Obs.
1592 SIIAKS._ Veil. Sf Ad. 183 His louring brows o'erwhelm-

ing his fair sight, Like misty vapours when they blot the
sky. S99 Hen. V, in. i. n Then lend the Eye a terrible

aspect : . .let the Brow o'rewhelme it, As fearefully, as doth
a galled Rocke O're-hang and iutty his confounded Base.
3. fig. To overcome or overpower as regards

one's action or circumstances ; to bring to ruin or
destruction ; to crush.

1529 MORE Dyaloge \. Wks. 157/2 Certayne conclusions
of the lawe of nature, whiche (their reason ouer whelmed
with sensualyte) hadde than forgotten. 1573-80 BARET
Ala. O2ot To be ouerwhelmed with businesse, or to haue
more to do than he can turne himselfe to. 1692 tr. Sallust
29 We Starve at home, abroad our debts ore-whelm us. 1751
JOHNSON Rambler No. 153 p 10 Neither my modesty nor. esy nor
prudence were overwhelmed by affluence. 1843 PKESCOTT
Mexico (1850) I. ii. iii. 217 Such an event must over
him in irretrievable ruin.

Mexico (1850) I. ii. iii. 217 Such an event must overwhelm
im in irretrievable ruin.

b. To overcome completely in mind or feeling ;

to overpower utterly with some emotion.
'535 COVERDAI.E fs. liv. 4 An horrible drede hath ouer-

whelmed me. 1721 DE FOE MolU-'landers (1840) 309, I was
overwhelmed with the sense of my condition. 1872 W.
BLACK Adv. I'hacton xxxi. 410 Here a shout of laughter
overwhelmed the young man.

c. To treat with an excess of something (figured
as '

heaped
'

upon one) ;
to '

deluge
'

with.
1806 SURR Winter in Loud. (ed. 3) I. 255 He found him..

surrounded by the whole party . . who were overwhelming
him with praises. 1819 LADV MORGAN Aiitobiog. (1859) 39The Baron Bonstetten overwhelms us with hospitality and
kindness. 1853 KINGSI.EY Hypatia xvi, He began over-
whelming the old man with enquiries about himself, Pambo,
and each and all of the inhabitants.

Overwhelmed (-hwe-Imd, poet, -hwe-lmed),
///. a. [f. prec. + -ED'.] Overturned (obs.], sub-

merged, overpowered, etc. : see the verb. Hence
Overwhe'lmedness.
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 374/1 Ovyr qwelmyd, or ouer hyllyde,

olniolntus. 1616 J. LANE Cant. Sgr.'s T. (1888) 169 note,
Whose teeres .. weare his seaes .. in which o'rewhelmd
experience [etc.]. 1860 PUSEY I\fin. Proph. 253 No image
so well expresses the overwhelmedness under affliction or
temptation.

Overwhe liner. [f. as prec. + -ER VJ One
who or that which overwhelms.
1513 DOUGLAS .Kneis xn. ix. loS Fers Achilles. .That was

ourquhelmar of king Pryamus ring [ =kingdomj. 1807 ANN \
SEWARD Lett. (1811) VI. 357 It is not in the power of that
universal overwhelmer [time] to push him fro[. my memory.

Overwhelming, vbl. sb.
[f. as prec. + -J.NT, 1

.]
The action of the verb OVERWHELM; -(-turning over,
revolution (0Ar.) ; submersion, overpowering, etc.

1387-8 T. USK Test. Love in. iv. (Skeatl 1. 143 The course
of the pianettes, and overwhelminges of the sonne in dayes
and nightes. 1645 MILTON Tetrach. (1851) 195 The over-
whelming of his afflicted servants. 1883 AtknUMm 4 Aug.
'34/3 A story of a sharp fight for existence and an ultimate
overwhelming,

Overwhe Iming, ///. a. [f. as prec. + -ING 2.]
1. That overwhelms, overthrows, overturns, or

submerges utterly; so powerful as to overcome
utterly by strength of numbers, influence, etc.

'**7 limplied in OVERWHELMINGLY below). 1742 YOUNG
o ,

' '"' 2 '9 O'erwhelming Turrets threaten ere they fall.
*rt LADV MORGAM AuteUaf. (1859) 217 The concourse of
people of all nations that assemble here, on a Wednesday
evening, is overwhelming. 1845 DARWIN I'ay. Xat. xiv.
(1879) 303 Ihe island itself .. showed the overwhelming
power of the earthquake. 1855 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. xv.
111. 536 Iwo Tories were returned by an overwhelming
majority. 1887 Spectator 8 Oct. 1337 The temptation to
close the Canal against our troopships may be overwhelming,
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| f2. Overhanging. Obs.

1592 SHAKS. Rom. q- fill. v. i. 39 An Appothecarie . . In
tattred weeds, with ouerwhelming browes.

t 3. ? Overpowered with emotion. Obs.
('? For overwhelmed or over/Iosuin f,)
1571 DK. NORFOLK in 14/7; Rep. /list. AfSS. Comm. App.

iv. 574 Prayinge. .with an ouerwhelminge harteand watered
cheekes.

Hence Overwhelmingly adv., in an overwhelm-
ing or overpowering manner; Overwhe'lming-
ness.

1667 Decay Chr. Piety (1671) 142 Light and trivial ; . . indeed
in respect of the acquest, but overwhelmingly ponderous in

regard of the. .pernicious consequents, a 1834 COLERIDGE
Lit.^Rem. II. 174 You see in him .. the overwhehningness
of circumstances, for a time surmounting his sense of duty.
1881 Blai'hv. Klag. May 570/2 Its force, its overwhelming-
ness, and its harshness, found a more congenial place in the
colder regions. 1885 Maiic/i. Exam. 13 Jan. 5/3 The
probabilities in their favour are overwhelmingly great.

tOverwhe'lve,!'. Obs. [f. OVER- 6 + WHELVE
v. to roll.]
1. trans. To overturn

;
to cause to roller tumble,

as waves. (Cf. OVERWHELM v. i.)

CIJ74 CHAUCER Boet/i. n. metr. iii. 39 (Add. MS.) fe
horrible wynde aquilon moeuebboylyng tempestesand oner
whelweb [v. rr. whelueth, welueeth, -welueth] be see. c 1420
Pallad. on Jfitsl'. i. 781 In the somer do thy cure Vppon
Septemtrioun to onerwhelue Hit vpsodoun.
2. Jig. To overthrow, bring to ruin. (Cf. OVER-
WHELM v. 3.)

CI420 Pa/lad, on llnslt. i. rot (Colch. MS.) For harme
and stryffe of that upon thi self May ryse, ye and per-
chaunce the over whelve [Fitziv. /l/.S'. ouer thee whelue].
a 1618 SYLVESTER Tobacco Battered 128 A Burthen able . .

to sink The hngest Carrak ; yea, those hallowed Twelve,
Spain's great Apostles, even to over-whelve.

t Overwhi'rl, t'. Obs. [OVER- 6.] trans. To
whirl or hurl over.

"577-87 HOLINSHED Chnn. II. 26/2 Their ship was
dasht . . against the rocks, and all the passengers over-
whirled in the sea. 1591 SYLVESTER Du Bar/as i. iii. 1094
His wandering Vessel!, reeling to and fro, On th' irefull
Ocean. .With sudden Tempest is not over-whnrl'd.

Overwhisper : see OVER- 9.

t Overwie'ld, v. Obs. Also 6 -weld. [OVER-
2.] trans. To gain the mastery over, overcome,
subdue. Ho f Overwie'ldinjr vol. sb.

1592 WYRLEY Armorie, Ld. Chandos 106 No fretting time
shall yet decay my name, Thou strengthles art bright glory
to oreweild. 1597 BEARD Theatre God's Jitdgcm. (1612)
266 The pacifying of Spaine, and the ouerwelding of I he
commotions that were therein.

tO'Ver-wi:lled,. Obs. [OvER-28d.] Having
an excessively strong will

; imperious.
1650 B. Dis^oUiiiiiniitm 17 Over-will'd Men, who .. will

spurgall all possibilities to the Bones.

p-yer-wi'lling, a. [OVER- 28.] Exceedingly
willing, too willing. So O -ver-wvllinjrly adv.
a 1600 HOOKER Eccl. Pol. MI. xvi. 6 Their malicious

accusations he over-willingly hearkened unto. 1701 CIBBER
Love makes Man v. ii, Lou. Nay, if you are so over-
willing. Car. Speak, and I obey you. 1861 L. L. NOBLE
Icebergs 205 We whiled away, not ovenvillingly, the best
part of two hours.

Overwrn, v. Obs. exc. dial. [OE. ofer-
uiinnan, f. ofer- OVER- 2 +WiN : cf. OHG. ttbar-

ivinnan, Ml)u. and Du. ovenvinnen to conquer.]
1. trans. To overcome, conquer, vanquish.
^893 K. /ELFRED Oros. i. ii. i He Ninus Soroastrem

OVERWORK.

i me witerli, And ouerwonnen me selwilli. c 1440 York
Myst. xxxii. 104 What ! wenys J>at woode warlowe ouere-
wyn vs (ms lightly? 1535 COVERDAI.E 2 Esdras xi. 40 And
the fourth came, and ouerwanne all the beastes that were
past, a 1568 Ghostly fs. f,- Spit: Sonfs Wks. (Parker
Soc.) II. 563 There was no man that coulde overwynne The
power of death, nor his myght. 1876 IITiit/ty Gloss, s. v.,
' Will he

pwerwin, think you '!

'

gain his point in the matter.

f2. To gain (one) over; to persuade. [OvER-n.]
1654 WHITLOCK Zootomia 324 Seconding it with an over-

winning them to Pacification.

Hence f Overwi'nner, conqueror, overcomer.
"535 COVERDALE i Sam. xv. 29 The ouerwynner in Israel

also shal not lye.

Over-wind (iwvajwsi-nd), v. [OVER- 26.]
trans. To wind too tight, as in tuning a musical
instrument

;
to wind (a watch, or other mechanism)

beyond the stop or point at which it is fully wound
up; to wind too far; in Mining, to wind (the
rope or chain bearing the cage) above its proper
place so that the cage is drawn over the drum.
1682 DRYDEN Dk. of Guise in. i, Love to his tune my

jarring heart would bring, But reason over-winds and cracks
the string. 1717 Kutertaiurr No. 19. 128 Like a Watch
over-wound he strains his Voice. 1816 L. HI-NT Rimini in.

529 His wearied pulse felt over-wound. 1883 liRK.si.KV Gtoss.
Coal Mining, Overwind, to draw a cage or bow k up into
the Deadstocks.

Hence Over-woirnd (-wotrnd), erron. Over-
wi-nded ///. a. ; Overwi'nding iVV. sb., also
attrib. Overwinding (heck (see quot. 1884). Also
Overwinder.
1858 MORRIS Geffray Teste-.\~oirt Poems 145 So piercing

sharp 1 hat joy is, that it marcheth nigh to sorrow, For ever,
like an overwinded harp. 1884 KNIGHT Diet. Mecli. Suppl.,
O-,ier--Mmding Check, a device to cast loose a cage from the
hoist when a certain height is attained, to avoid accident by i

carrying the cage over the drum. Ibid., In th overwinder
check at the Justice mine on the Comstock . . the cage moves
a lever and half the steam is shut off at the engine. 1896
H'estm. Gaz. 20 Feb. 5/1 Eight miners have been killed
through the overwinding of a cage at the West Lei"h
Colliery Lancashire.

Overwi'ng, v. [OVER- 22, 12.]
T" 1. traits. To extend the wing oi an army be-

yond that of (the adversary), to outflank. Obs.
1623 BINGHA.M Xenoplion 19 He wound and turned his

oattell to the left hand, to the intent to ouerwingand enconi-
passe in his aduersanes. 1654-66 EARL OKKKKY Part/ten.
(1676)691 The Enemy did much over-wing us. 1670 MILTON
Hist. Kng. n. Wks. (1851) 60 Suetonius, .. had chos'n a
place narrow, and not to be overwing'd, on his rear a Wood.
2. To pass on the wing, fly over, {poet.''
1818 KEATS Endymion n. '816 My happy love will over-

wing all bounds !

Over-wi-nter, v. [OVER- 17, 34. In OE.
;

with which however the mod. use has no historical
connexion, but is app. after Norw. and Da. over-

vintra, Sw. iifvervintra ; so Du. ovenuiiitercn

(Kilian), tier, iiba win/em to winter, L. /liemtire.']
fl. inlr. To get over or through the winter. ((?/:'.)a tooo /EI.FRIC Colloquy in Wright I'oc. g Nan eower nele

oferwintran \liieinare1 buton minon crafte.
2. In mod. use : To pass the winter, to winter

(in high latitudes).
1895 tr. Let. /ram j\'ansetl (17 July 1893) in Daily Ife'.i's

10 July 6/4 In that case we shall have to over-winter some-
where on the North Asian coast. 1900 ll'eslm. Gaz. loSept.
6/3 Southern Cross Fjord is .. another place where an ice-
vessel might over-winter with a scientific party.

Over-winter, a. : see OVER- 32.

Over-wipe, v. : see OVER- 8.

O'ver-wi-se (-waiz), a. [OVER- 28: cf. MHG.
iiberwise.] Too wise, exceedingly or affectedly
wise. A'ot over-wise, rather deficient in wisdom.
['535 COVERDALE Eccl. vii. 16 Be thou nether to rightuous

ner ouer wyse.] 1588 A. KING tr. Canisius' Catccn. 54 Gif
we be nocht ouerwyse in our awin conceit, a i6n BEAU.M.
& FL. Pldlaster iv. iii, Fear it not, their overwise heads
will think it but a trick. 1711 ADDISON Sped. No. 170 r it
Who are so wonderfully subtle and over-wise in their Con-
ceptions. 1864 TE.NXYSOX Grandmother 3 And Willy's
wife has written : she never was over-wise, Never the wife
for Willy : he wouldn't take my advice.

Hence O'ver-wi'sely adv., too wisely; O'ver-
wi'seness, O'ver-wi'sdom, the condition, fact,
or affectation of being overwise.

1596 RALEIGH Farewell viii, Tell Wisdome she entangles
Herself in ouer-wiseness. 1842 MANNING Serin, xxiv. (1848)
' 357 They that slight the prophecies of Christ, and they
that over-wisely expound them, alike fall into the same snare.
1845 J. H. NEWMAN Ess. De-M/ofm. 87 Both sacred and
profane writers witness that overwisdom is folly. 1865
KINGSLEY tlcrcw. vii, Behaving, alas for her! not over
wisely or well.

t Overwi't, v. Obs. [OVER- 21.] trans. To
overreach or get the better of by craft or acuteness

;

to outwit.

1647 CLARENDON Hist. Kelt. iv. 48 Some .. disdaining to
be overwitted by them [the Scots] . . resolved to do the same
things with them. 1671 BAXTKR Po'.ver ofMag. f, Church
P. I. 8 The Popes Agents are commonly bred up in Learning,
and so are made able to over-wit the Laity, a 1745 SWIKT
Ansm. Paulas 60 Yet well they merit to be pitied, By clients

always overwitted.

t O^ver-wi-tted, a. Obs. rare. [OVER- 28 d.]
Over-furnished with wit or sense ; too acute.
a 1716 BLACKALL ll'ts. (1723) I. 333 This poor Man may

(if he is not over-witte<!) be apt to think that surely this

blustering Hector is not one of the Sons of Adam.
Over-womanized, -worsted : see OVKK- 28.

O'verword, sb. Chiefly Sc. Also owerword.
[OVER- 20.] A word or phrase repeated again
and again ; esp. the burden or refrain of a song.
(Cf. OVERCOME sb. 2.)

1500-20 DUNBAR Poems Iviii. 4 Ay is the ouir-word of the
geist, Giff thame the pelffe to pairt amang thame. 1585
JAMES I Ess. Poesie (Arb.) 69 Gif ;e lyke to put ane ower-
word till ony of thame, as making the last lyne of the first

verse to he the last lyne of euerie vther verse in that ballat.

1724 RAMSAY Tea-t. Misc. (1733) II. 120 Ay the o'erword ol

the fray Was ever.alakemyanldgoodman. 1786 BvKKBLiaes
li'ritten at London Manse 7 And aye the o'erword o' the

spring, Was Irvine's bairns are bonie a'. 1870 MORRIS
Earthly Par. II. III. 126 Muttering as o'erword to the tune,
East of the Sun, West of the Moon. 1895 CROCKETT Men
of Mt>ss /faffs xiii. 96 This was a favourite overword of my
mother's that suffering was the Christian's golden garment.
tO:ver-wo-rd, v. Obs.nonce-wd. [OVER- 23.]

refi. To express oneself too wordily.
a 1656 HALES Gold. Kern. (1673) 229 Describing a small fly,

[he] extremely over-worded, and over-spake himself in his

expression of it ; as if he had spoken of the Nemean Lion.

Overwork (see below), sb. [OE. oferweorc, i.

ofer-, OVKR- i : cf. Du. wet-work in sense 2.]
I. ((Tu'vajwf'ak). f 1. A work placed or raised

over something, a superstructure; spec, in OE. a

sepulchral monument. Obs. [OVER- i.]
|. looo /KI.KHIC Horn. II. 404 Wa eow hiwerum, je sind

elice seniettum ofer-
j;eweoi cum.] riooo Aldhelm t;li'ss.

i Napier) 3501 Sarcofagi, i. tumba, [gloss] oferweorces. i 1200

OKMIN 1035, & ta;r oferr halt arrke wass An oferrwerrc wel

timmbredd, J>att wass Propitiatoriumm O Latin spa.-che

nemmnedd. Ibid. 1046, & ta;r uppo |?atl oferrwerrc pesj
haffdenn liccness metedd Off Cherubyn.
2. Extra work, work beyond the regular or

stipulated amount. [OVER- 19.]
43
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OVERWORK.

1858 SIMMONDS Diet. Trade, Over-time, Over-work, extra

labour done beyond the regular fixed hours of business.

1883 St. James's Ga:. 23 ScpL (Cass,ell), The injustice and

mischief of the exaction of overwork.

II. (oi''v3iwz>'jk).
3. Excessive work, work

beyond one's capacity or strength. [OVER- 29 b.]
1818 J. W. CROKERin C. Papers (1884) 8 Dec., My complaint

is an uneasiness in the head, .from overwork. 1860 MRS.

CARLVLE Lett. III. 36 A sleepless, excited condition through

prolonged over-work- 1874 RUSKIN Hortus Inclttsiis (1887)

12, 1 am a little oppressed just now with overwork.

Overwork (Jovww^'Jk, ^U; V3J-), V. Pa. t. and

iple. -wrought, -worked. [OE. oferwiercan,
':. OVER- 8 : cf. Du. owtrwerken. See also below.]

I. 1. trans. To work all over, to figure or deco-

rate the surface of. >

Only m pa. pple.} [OVER- 8.]

a jooo Snl. ff Sat. (Kemble) 150 Sy fram oornm to 3am
midle mid oy gulliscan seolfre pferworht. 1579 DEE Diary
(Camden) 6 .My dream of being naked, and my skyn all

overwroui-ht with w.irke like some kind of tuft mockado,
with crosses blew and red. 1658 SIR T. BROWNE Hydriot.
18 Long brass plates overwrought like the handles of neat

implements. 1711 PorE Temp. Fame 120 Of Gothic struc-

ture was the Northern side, O'erwrought with ornaments of

barb'rous pride. 1836 S. ROGERS Inscript. in Crimea 4

This cistern of white stone, Arched, and o'er rought with

many a sacred verse.

f2. To work upon successfully; to influence,

gain over to a certain course. Obs. [OVER- Ii.]
I593 NASHE Christ's T. Ded. 2 The cunning courtship of

faire words, can neuer ouer-worke mee to cast away honor

on anie. 1634 SANDERSON Serin. II. 202 In that, he is over-

wrought by craft; in this, over-born by might. 1661 Sir

II. l-'iint's Policies 14 These I over-wrought, won, and made
mine own.

II. 3. trans. To cause to work too hard; to

impose too much work on ; to work (a man, horse,

etc.) beyond his capacity or strength ; to weary or

exhaust with work. [OVER- 27, 21.]

1530 PALSCR. 650/1 Whan I overworke myselfe I am the

werier two dayes after. 1574 HELLOWES Gltenarfi's Fam.

Kp' (>577> H3 Seeing my maister so continually to chide

me, . . so to ouerworke me, and so cruelly to deale with me.

1666 PF.PVS Diary 13 Dec., I perceive my overworking

my eyes by candlelight do hurt them. 1725 DE FOE I'oy.

round World (1840) 103 To keep our men fully employed. .

and yet not to overwork them. 1870 Daily News 8 Dec.,

To overwork and starve the horses confided to them.

b. To fill too full with work.

1876 LONGF. Terrace of Aigalades iii, My days with toil

are overwrought. 1880 MCCARTHY Ovin Times IV. Ixii. 374
His life had been overwrought in every way.

c. intr. To work to excess, work too much.

1894 O. W. HOLMES in Daily NnL'S 10 Oct. 6/4 For a man
who has all his life been overworking, I can at eighty-five

but be sincerely thankful for my many mercies.

4. To work too much upon, spend too much
work on (a book, speech, etc.) ;

to elaborate to

excess. (Only in pa. pple.) [Ovsii- 27.]

1638 ROUSE Heav. Unhi. (1702) Pref., That such Christians

may abound, is the end of this Work ; which for ought
I know hath not been over-wrought. i683SoAME& DRVDF.N

tr. Boileau's Art Poetry I. 4 Sometime_s an Author, fond of

his own Thought, Pursues his Object till it's over-wrought.

1884 Daily News i Apr. 4/7 Mr. Gladstone's speech was ..

not overwrought, it was not a sentence too long.

5. trans/, andyff. To work into a state of excite-

ment or confusion, to stir np or excite excessively.

1645 MILTON Colas/. Wks. (1851) 368 By overworking the

settl'd mudd of his fancy, to make him drunk, and disgorge
his vileness the more openly. 1816 BVRON Ch. Har. ill.

vii, Till my brain became, In its own eddy boiling and o'er-

wrought, A whirling gulf of phantasy and flame. 1855
TFNNYSON Maud n. I. viii, Strange, that the mind, when

fraught With a passion so intense . . should, by being so

overwrought, Suddenly strike on a sharper sense For a shell,

or a flower, little things Which else would have been past by.

Hence Overworked (-wy-jkt) ///. a., worked

too hard or to excess, worked beyond one's

strength ; OverwoTking vbl. sb., working or

being worked too hard ; OverwoTking ///. a.

1833 J. MACL. CAMPBELL in Mem. (1877) I. iv. 107 As to

the overworking of mind . . I have been myself sensible of it.

[bid.. The demand which dear Mr. Erskine's overworking
mind makes on others. 1849 H. CRAWFORD Time's Peerless

Gem 36 The triumph of the over-working system. 1859
LONGF. in Life (1891) II. 384 Agassiz has got run down with

overworking. 1864 Social Sci. Re7i. 4 Time was when the

very phrase overworked men would have been considered

foolish and out of the question. 1865 Public Opinion 4 Feb.

112 The overworking of the service we believe to be the

chief cause of the late accidents.

O'ver-wo'rking, sb. [f. OVER- 19 + WORK-
ING vbl, sb.'} Working beyond or in excess of a

specified amount ; pi. in Coal-trade : see quots.
1851 GREENWELL Coal-trade Terms Northntno. <fr

Durh.
62 Colliery rent consists of a fixed or certain rent, in con-

sideration of which a certain quantity of coals is allowed to

be annually worked and vended. .. Excess above the certain

quantity is called 'over-workings'. 1894 Northnmbld. Gloss.,

Overworking*, the excess beyond the quantity of coal fixed

as the standard to be annually worked from a royalty.

Overworld : see OVER- i d.

Overworn (<?uvajwjn, shifting stress), ppl. a.

[f.
OVEK- 21, 17 + WORN///, a.; or pa. pple. of

OVERWEAR z\]

1. Much worn, the worse for wear ; that has lost

its original freshness ; shabby, threadbare ;
faded.

*S*5 Wills f Inv. N. C. (Surtees 1835) 221 One overworne
fether bed w< a good hosier x". 1594 SHAKS. Rich. Ill, 1. i.

81 The iealous ore-worne Widdow, and her selfe, . . Are mighty

338

Gossips in our Monarchy. 1609 HOLLAND Amm. Marcell.

400 Come there once over their head a coat of some over-

worne colour, it never goes off nor is changed. 1631 WEF-VER
Anc, Fun. Alon. 49 A beaten out pulpit cushion, an ore-

worne Communion-cloth. 1657 W. COLES Adam in Eden
cxxviii, The first of the Vipers grasses hath long broad leaves

. .of an overworn green colour. 1817 COLERIDGE Biog. Lit.

157 Alas ! even our prose writings.. trick themselves out in

the soiled and over-worn finery of the meretricious muse.
a 1825 FORHY I'oc. A". Anglia s. v., Apparel worn as long as

is thought fit, thrown aside, and given to servants, or the

poor, is called
' overworn clothes '.

t b. fig. Spoilt by too much use ;
stale. Obs.

1579 LVLV Euplmes (Arb.) 44 You shal assoone catch a

Hare with a taber as you shal perswade youth with your
a>;ed and ouerworn eloquence. 1601 SHAKS. Twel. N. in. i.

66 Who you are, and what you would are out of my welkin,
I might say Element, but the word is ouer-worne.

f"2. Grown out of use or currency, obsolete. Obs.

1581 SAVII.E Tacitus Hist. I. ix. (1622) 32 They sware, To
the Senate and people of Rome, a stile long ago ouerwome.

1603 KNOLI.ES Hist. Turks (1638) 123 To defend the oner-

worne right that his father and grandfather had vnto that

lost kingdome. 1610 HOLLAND Camdens Brit. i. 314 Rude
verses in an old and ouerworne character.

3. Worn out, exhausted, spent (with age, toil, etc.).

1592 GREENE Upst. Courtier in Harl. Misc. (Malh.) II. 247,

I espied, a far off, a certaine kind of an ouerworne gentle-

man, attired in veluet and sattyn. 1593 SHAKS. I 'en. y Ad.

13;; Oerworn, despised, rheumatic and cold. 1611 SPEED
Tlieat. Gt. Brit. xxii. (1614) 43/1 The Romans, .whose over-

worne empire ending in Britaine, the Saxons by strong hand
attained this province. 1650 EARL MONM. tr. Settanlt's Man
bee. Guilty 390 This overworn mother shall be freed from

her care of nourishing man.

4. Spent in time; passed away.
159* SHAKS. Ven. >$ Ad. 866 Musing the morning is so

much o'erworn, And yet she hears no tidings of her love.

1850 TENNYSON In Mem. i, Behold the man that loved and

lost, Hut all he was is overworn.

Over-worry to Overwound : see OVEK-.

Overwound (-wairncl), pa. t. and pa. pple. of

OvKiiwixn v. Over-wove, -en, pa. t. and pa.

pple. of OVERWEAVE v.

Overwrap ^"vajrse-p), v. [OVER- 8.] trans.

To wrap over or round
;

to fold over, bind up,

envelop. Alsoy?f.
1816 KIRBY & SP. Entomol. (1843) I. 393 Overwrapping

each other like the tiles of a house. 1880 L. WALLACE Ben-
llur vill. ix. 530 Priests. .in their plain white garments over-

trapped by abnets of many folds. 1887 BROWMING/ferAry/qfj',
/''. fUfifttix, Ignorance overwraps his moral sense.

Over-wreatle, -wroth : see OVEIS-.

Overwrite (<>vairai-t, <wv3j-), v. [OVER- 8,

i, 27, 23, 20.]
I. 1. a. trans. To write (something) over other

writing, as a palimpsest. b. To write over (a

surface), to cover with writing.

1699 LISTER Joiirn. Paris 108 This (MS. of St. Matthew]
was cut to pieces, .and another Book overwritten in a small

Modern Greek Hand, about 150 years ago. 1830 BYRON To

.Murray 23 Apr., They have overwritten all the city walls

with
'

Up with the republic !

'

1856 MRS. BROWNING Attr.

Leigh V. 1219 The EUevirs Have fly-leaves overwritten by
his nand.

1 2. To write over or above ;
to superscribe,

entitle. Obs.

1761 STERNE Tr. Shandy IV. i. This [tale] .. is over-

written 'The Intricacies of Diego and Julia'.

3. To write over again, re-write.

1874 NICHOLSON in New Slinks, Soc. Trans. 123 When
overwriting plays, he left or worked in words and phrases
that he found in the original.

II. 4. a. intr. To write too much ;
b. refl.

To injure or exhaust oneself by excessive writing ;

c. trans. To write too much about (a subject).

1837 Edin. Rei'. LXIV. 312 Paul de Kock never over-

writes. 1883 Pall Mall G. 8 Nov., It is a pity that the

publishers induce so many young authors of promise to over-

write themselves. 1895 Athenxnm 3 Aug. 160/3 Golf is

over-written as well as over-played now.

Overwrought (owairp-t), ppl. a. [pa. pple.
of OVERWORK v. :

= OVERWORKED.]
1. a. Worked to excess, exhausted by overwork.

b. Worked up to too high a pitch ;
over-excited.

1670 G. H. Hist. Cardinals I. n. 51 This poor over-wrought
creature comes in. 1825 LVTTON Falkland 12 Even the

most overwrought excitation can bring neither novelty nor

zest. 1886 HALL CAINE San of Uagur II. xiii, Not one
moan of an overwrought heart escaped him.

2. Elaborated to excess ; over-laboured.

1839 I. TAVLOR Anc. Chr. I. iv. 404 One cannot read these

overwrought passages.

t Overwry, v. Obs. [OE. ofenarion (:

I -wrihati) : see OVER- 8 and WRY .]
trans. To

cover over ; to overspread, conceal, clothe.

(-825 \~esp. Psalter x.\xi[i]. 5 Unrehtwisnisse mine ic ne
: oferwrah [L oferm']. //'id. ciii[i]. 9 Ne bio3 forcerde ofer-

wrean eoroan. ciooo Ags. Gosp. Matt. vi. 29 FurSon

]
Salomon on eallum hys wuldre naes ofer.wrisen swa swa an
of Syson. c 1320 Cast. Lcfi'e 716 |>e J>ridde hen? an ouemast

Ouer-wri^eb al. c 1420 1'allad. on Husb. iv. 260 And smale

yf seedis he, sprynge hem in loud, And ouerwrie hem afu-r

with a rake.

Overye, obs. form of OVERHIE,

tOver-yea-r, v. Obs. [OVER- 34.] trans.

To keep over the year or over years ;
to load with

years, superannuate, make old. Hence Over-

yea-red ppl.a. dial., kept over the year, or from

the preceding year.

OVICELL.

our countrie they do not ouer yeare other things than their

bacon, which they will eate, and their store wine which they
will drinke. 1600 FAIRFAX Tasso It. xiv, Among them
dwelt . A maide, whose fruit was ripe, not oueryeared. 1615
TOMKIS Allmmai.ar IV. xiii. in Hazi. Dodsley XI. 401 O,
what a business These hands must have when you have

married me, To pick out sentences I hat over-year you ! 1883
Cheltenham Exam. 19 Sept. Suppl. 1/3, 200 over-yeared
ewes 6os. a head.

t Overyear, a. 1 Obs. [OVER- 32.] That has

lasted over some years; superannuated, antiquated.

1585 JAMES I Ess. Poesie (Arb.) 37 No more into those

oweryere lies del) te, My freinds, cast of that insolent archer

Over-year, adv. (a.
2
) dial [OVER- 31, 32.]

a. ath'. pfir. Over the year, till next year. b. adj.

Kept over the year or till next year.

1790 GROSE Proviuc. Gloss, (ed. 2) Suppl. s.v., Bullocks.,

kept . . to be fatted the next winter, are said to be kept over-

year, and are termed o\er-year bullocks. 1813 BAJCUELOR
Agrif. 507 (F. D. D.) Those who choose to give it [dung]

repeated turnings, and keep what is called over year muck.

1877 Holder ness Class., O".ver-year, .. till next year or season ;

i. e. over the current year.
' Ah'll keep that pig ower-year '.

Overyede, -yode, obs. pa. t. of OVERGO.

f Overyo'ke, v. Obs. In 6 -yock. [OVER-

i.] trans. To put a yoke upon, to subjugate.

1545 BRINKLOW Compl. 4 Whan so euer any persons be

^reuyd, oppressyd. or ouer yockyd. Ibid. 62 The comynaltye
i* so oppressed and oueryocked . . by wicked lawes, cruel

tyrannes.
Over-young : see OVER- 28.

Over-zeal ^w-vaiz/'-l). [OVER- 29 d.] Too

great yeal ; excess of zeal.

1747 Met/!. Nntrebian Crt. I. 02 An over-zeal to serve his

friend. 1840 CARI.VLF. Heroes i. (1872) 36 King Olaf has

been har>hly blamed for his over-zeal in introducing Christi-

anity. 1886 P.ROBINSON l-'alley^
Teet. Trees 143 He.. has

never been accused of any excessive over-zeal for work.

So fO-ver-zealed a. Obs. [OVER- 28], too much
influenced by zeal,

' ruled by too much zeal
'

(T.).

1639 FULLER Holy ll'ar iv. xxvi. (1647) 214 Thus was this

good Kings judgement over-zealed.

Over-zealous (('"'vajze'las), a. [OVER- 28.]

Too zealous; actuated by too much zeal.

a 1635 NAI'NTON Fragm. Keg. (Arh.) 25 They two were

ever of the Kings Religion, and over-zealous professors.

a 1703 BURKITT On N. f. John xviii. 28 When persons are

i.\er-zealolls for ceremonial observations, they are often-

times too remiss wilh reference to moral duties. 1860

FROUDE Hist. Ktig. V. xxiv. 33 The overzealous curates

were committed to the Tower.

So O'ver-zea'lonsly ailr.. O'verzea'lonsness.

1667 Land. Gaz. No. I29/.; 'I he Bishop is remembred . . to

have over-zealously pursued the French interest. 1849 H.

MAYO Truth in Pop. Superstit. ii. 41 Cases.. in which the

anxiety of friends or the overzealousness of a coroner is liable

to lead to premature anatomization.

Ovese, obs. form of EAVES.

t Ovet. Obs. exc. dial, (ovest). [OE. obet, ofet,

a Com. WGer. word : = OHG. oba^ (MHG. of'ts.,

Ger. obsl}, OLG., MLG. ovet (MDu., Du. ooft, ;

ulterior relations uncertain.] Fruit ;
in mod.

dial.
' the mast and acorns of the oak '

(E.D.D.).
a 700 Efinal Gloss. (O. E. T.) 421 Fraga, obet [MS. obit,

Elf. ohea]. ^725 Corpi.s Gt. 919 Fraga, obet. a 1000

Cxdmon's Gen. 655 Adam frea min, \nf, ofet is swa svvete.

,11000 C. /;. Glosses in Wr.-Wiilcker 244/8 Fri(ges,/rn-

menta, ofet, wa;stm. c 1000 sKlfric's I'oc. ibid. 148/34

Legnmen,ofel. 1340 Ayenl'. 262 Y-blissed bou ine wymmen,
and Y-blissed bet ouet of ^ine wombe. 1866 BLACKMORE

Cradock Nmxll xxxi. (1883) 176 The hogs skittered home

from the ovest.

Ovi- !, combining form of L. Miim egg.

Ovi- 2
, combining form of L. oris sheep.

t O'viary. Obs. rare-", [ad. L. oriiiria flock

of sheep, f. ovis sheep.] A flock of sheep.

1623 COCKERAM, Ouiarie, a flock of sheep. 1656 in BLOI'NT.

Ovibovine (('"vib^'vain), a. and sb. 7.ool. [ad.

mod.L. Ovibffi'iiix fem. pi., f. Crcibos the musk-ox

(the typical and only extant genus), f. oris sheep +

bos ox.J a. adj. Belonging to the subfamily On-

bavinie of the family Bovi&t, having characters

intermediate between those of sheep and oxen. b.

sb. An animal of this subfamily ;
a musk-ox.

Ovicapsule (<?"vikre'psiz<l).
Anat. and Zool.

[f.
Ovi-i + CAPSULE : so in mod.F.] A capsule

or sac containing an ovum (e.g. a Graafian follicle

or a number of ova (e.g. the egg-case of various

fishes) ;
an egg-case, an ovisac. Hence Ovi-

ca psular a., pertaining to an ovicapsule.

1853 in DfNGLisoN Med. Lex. 1859 TODD Cycl. Anat. \ .

io6Vi Those ova which have left the ovicapsule. 1877

HUXIEY Anat. 1m. Anim. vii. 442 But in the larger ova

which succeed these, the cells of the ovicapsule rapid y

enlarge. IHd., The indifferent tissue . . gives rise not only

to ova and ovicapsular epithelium, but to large vitelh-

genous cells.

Ovicell (c'-visel). Biol. [f.
Ovr- 1 + CELL, or

ad. mod.L. oricella.]

1. A receptacle for the ova in certain Polyzoa ;

also called oocyst or cxecintn.

1870 ROI.LF.STON Anim. Life 71
Broad-leafed Hornwrack.

..The ovicell, a sort of marsupial pouch, ..is inconspicuous

j
in this species. 1877 HUXLEY Anat. Im. Anim. viu. 458



OVICELLULAR. OVO-.

They sometimes.. undergo the first stages of their develop-
ment in dilatations of the wall of the body, termed ovicells.

2. A cell which when impregnated develops into

a new individual ;
an egg-cell ;

a germ-cell ;
an

ovum or ovule.

1875 HUXLEY & MAKTIN Elem. BioL (1877) 47 The first

product of the germination of the impregnated ovicell is a

hypha-like body, from which the young (Jhara is developed.

1893 Syd. S. /.., C?:wt*//, the one-celled Mammalian ovum.

Hence Ovice'llular a., pertaining to an ovicell.

1890 in Cent, Diet,

Ovicide (Ju'visaid). humorous, [f. Ovi- 2 +
-CIUE 2.] The killing of a sheep; sheep-slaughter.
So O'vicidal a., sheep-killing.
a 1845 BAKHAM Ingol. Leg. } Jerry Jarvis (1882) 409 There

it [the wig] lay the little sinister-looking tail impudently
perked up. . . I -arceny and Ovicide shone in every hair of it !

1847-9 SIK J. STEPHKS Keel. Biog. (1850) I. 144 An ovicidal

wolf, .rebuked by this ecclesiastical Orpheus for his carni-

vorous deeds. 1880 Daily News 15 Nov. 5/5 The mutton-
boncs which tell of unauthorised pvicide, 1883 STEWART
Nether Lochaber .xlv. 285 His ovicidal tendencies.

Ovi'culaiv- wt- U" med. or mod.L. ovicttl-

unt (dim. of ovum egg) + -AB.] Of the shape or

nature of an egg.
1774 J. BRYAN iMytkol. II. 352, I invoke Protogonos, who

wandered .. inclosed hi an ovicular machine. 1816 G. S.

FABKK Grig: ragan Idol. 11.252 The tempest -tossed egg or

ovicular arkite machine.

Ovi'Ctllated, <z. Arch.
[f. med. or mod.L.

ovUulum (seeprec.), in Arch, sometimes = OvoLo.]
Adorned with egg-shaped ornaments.

1789 SMYTH Aldriciis Arckit. (tSiS) oo It is termed ovicu-

lated, because artists imagine the sculpture to represent eggs.

Ovicyst (0-i'visist). ZooL [irreg. f. Ovi-! +
CYST

; cf. OOCYST.] A receptacle in which the

ova are hatched in some ascidlans. Hence Ovi-

cystic a., pertaining to an ovicyst.
1877 HUXLKY Anat. Inv. Aniut. x. 622 The incubatory

pouch maybe termed the ovicyst. 1890 Cent. Dict.^Ovicystic.

Ovidian (0vi*dian), a. [See -IAN.] Belonging
to or characteristic of the Latin poet Ovid (Publius
Ovidius Naso, B.C. 43-A.u. 17), or his poetry.
1617 MOHYSON Itin. i, 113 It hath no light, ..but like twi-

light, or the Ouidian light which is in thicke woods. 1713
ADDISON Guardian No. 122 F 4 They had no relish for any
composition, .not.. in the Ovidian manner. 1809 MAI,KIM
Gil Bias iv. vii. io, I carried an Ovidian letter from my
master to Euphrasia. 1876 GLADSTONE in Contcmp. Rev.

June i I [..recalls the Ovidian account of chaos.

Oviducal (<>"

-

vidi/7kal), a. Anat. and ZooL

[irreg. f. Ovi- 1 + L. ditccre to lead : after oviduct]

Serving to convey the ova or eggs from the ovary;
of the nature of an oviduct.

1839-47 TODD Cycl. Anat. III. 1010/1 The lining membrane
of the oviducal canal. 1877 HUXLKY Anat. Inv, Anim, x.

622 A single uterine sac, the outer or oviducal half of which
applies itself to the wall of the ovicyst.

So Oviducent V0i'vidi$ent), a. [L, dftccnt-em %

pr. pple. of ditc$re to lead.]
^

prec.
1890 in Cent, Diet,

Oviduct (^'vidtfkt). Anal, and 7,ool. [ad.
med. or mod. anat. I- oviductus = 6vT diictus y

DUCT or channel of the egg.] The duct or canal

forming a passage for the ova or eggs from the

ovary, esp. in oviparous animals, as birds; less

commonly used of the corresponding structure in

mammals (Fallopian tube, uterus, and vagina), or

of its upper portion (Fallopian tube) alone.

1167* Phil, Trafis. VII. 4052 The extremity of the Ovi-
ductus or Egg-channel ends in a membranous expansion in

Hirds. 1706 PHILLIPS, O-viductus (in Anat.), the Egg-
passages, the same as Tuby Faltopiaiix,} 1757 1'- BIKCH
Hist. Roy. Soc. III. 498 Its [the torpedo's] ovarium is near
the liver and double oviduct and womb, wherein the young
ones swim free. 1788 JENNKR in Phil. Trans. LXXVIII.
232 The membranes which had discharged yolks into the

oviduct. 1851-6 WOODWARD Mollusca. 49 Viviparous repro-
duction happens in a few . . gastropods, through the retention

of the eggs in the oviduct.

Hence Ovidnxtal ., pertaining to or of the

nature of an oviduct, oviducal.
1860

*y. Sytf. Soc. Ycar-Bk, Med. 117 On the Aquiferous
and Oviductal Systems in the Lamellibranchiate Molluscs.

Oviferous (0vrferos) f
a. Anat. and ZooL [f.

Ovi- 1 + -FEiioL'.s.] Producing, carrying, or con-

veying ova or eggs ; egg-bearing ; applied esp, to

special receptacles in which the ova of some crusta-

ceans are carried.

1828 SIAKK Klein. Nat. Hist. II. 189 Anthosoma, .. ex-

tremity of the abdomen with two oviferou.s cylindrical and

elongated tubes. 1836-9 Touu Cycl. Anat. II. 408/2 In the

oviferous classes. 1844 Goousw in Proc. />Y;-a'. Nat. Club
II. 114 The oviferous legs are very strong. 1880 GUNTHKR
Fishes 159 In Rhodeus the oviduct is periodically prolonged
into a long oviferous tube, by means of which the female

deposits her ova.

Oviform (^vifiam), a. 1 [f. Ovi- l + -FORM :

cf. mod.L.c>r'//"^7-/V,F.^'//i>;-w^(Littre).] Having
the form of an egg; egg-shaped.
1684 T. EuRNKr Th. Earth i.v. 65 This notion of the Mun-

dane Egg, or that the World was Oviform, hath been the.sence
and Language of all Antiquity. 1769 W. HKWSON in Phil.
Trans. LIX. 212 That in the human subject each lacteal

forms an ampullula or oviform vesicle. 18x6 G. S. FABKU
Orig, Pagan Idol. III. 186 A large orbicular or oviform
stone. 1879 J. J. YOUNG Ceram. Art 179 A set of three
small oviform vases.

fb. Consisting of small particles like eggs or
'

the roe of fishes, as oviform limestone = OOLITE.
1799 KIRWAN Gcol. Ess. ii. 234 Oviform Limestone. This ,

is not common ; the balls or globules have for the most part
a grain of sand in the middle. i8i6\V. SMITH Strata Ident.

29 Freestone, calcareous, soft, oviform.

O'vii'orm, a* rare. [f. Ovi- 2 + -FOUM.] Of
the form of a sheep, or (qnot. 1900) of that proper
to the sheep.
1890 in Cent. Diet. 1900 Proc. ZooL Soc. 155 Its \tobt4s

spigelii\ form in the same species may be either
'

rusiform
or ' oviform '.

Ovigenous (tfvi'dgftios), a. Anat. [f. Ovi-
1 +

-genotts taken in sense *

producing': cf. -GEN i.]

Producing ova or eggs.
1892 Syd. Soc. f,t:r., Origcwns layer, the peripheral por-

tion of the ovary in which the ova are produced.

Ovigermt(' ii

'vi,d^5.uu ;
. IHoL [f.Ovi-i + GEKM.]

A female germ; an (unfertilized) ovum.
1851 DARWIN Monogr, Cirripedia. I. 58 These, .closely

resembled, in general appearance and si/e, the ovigerms,
with their gewmnal vesicles and spots. 1881 MIVAKT Cat
251 The incipient ovum or ovigerm.

Ovigerous ^vi-d^eras), a. Anat. and ZooL

[f. Ovi-1 + -QEROUS.] Bearing or carrying eggs.

Ovigerousfrxnutn: see quot. 1859.
1835-6 TODD Cycl. Anat. I. 36/2 A long filamentary organ,

ovigerous, rises from the root of the central mass. 1852
DANA Crust, n. 809 The ovigerous females are readily dis-

tinguished. 1859 UAKWIN Orig. Spec. vi. (1872) 148 Pedun-
culated cirripetles have two minute folds of skin, called by
me the ovigerous frena, which serve, through the means of
a sticky secretion, to retain the eggs until they are hatched.

fO-vil. Obs. rare~. [ad. L. ovile.]

1674 ULOUNT Gloswgr.i Ovil, a sheep-coat, or sheep-fold.

Ovina'tion. Med. rare.
[f.

L. orin-tts (sec

next) after vaccination^
* Inoculation with the

lymph of sheep-pox
1

{Syd. Soc. Lex.}.
'1888 W. WILLIAMS Princ. -\ Pra,t. Vet. Med. (ed. 5) 222
Inoculation or ovination is recommended by very high
authorities.

Ovine iV^'vain), a. (sb^ [ad. L. ovin-ns
t

i.

ovis sheep: see -INK I; cf. F. ovine.'}

1. Of, pertaining to, of the nature of, or char- i

acteristic of, sheep or a sheep ;
in Zoo!, belonging

to the Oz'iii&t a subfamily of Ruminants, com-

prising the various kinds of sheep.
1828 WEBSTKR, Ovine, pertaining to sheep; consisting of

sheep. 1865 Sat. Rev. 7 Oct. 4=55/1 The ovine small-pox of
last season. 1874 HKLPS Soc. Press, xxiv. 375 That most
notable instinct of the ovine race to follow thoughtlessly.
2. /7;

r
. Resembling a sheep; sheeplike, sheepish.

1832 CARLYLE Misc. (1857) III. 68 Ponder well these ovine
i

proceedings. 1887 Daily Tel. -2 May 3/1 Scarcely, we think,
should this amorous and ovine youth be Strephon.

B. sl>, A member of the Ovin& ; a sheep,
1890 in Cent. Diet.

t Ovi'paral, a. Obs. [f. as OVIPAROUS + -AL.]
= OVIPAROUS.
1660 R. COKE Justice I 'ind. 39 All oviparal creatures more

\

wisely distribute to their young ones, then the wisest Man
\

can to his Children.

Oviparity (J'>vipreTiti). ZooL [f. L. ovipar-
us (see next) + -ITY.] The condition or character

j

of being oviparous; in quot. 1858 loosely, Repro- .

duction by ova.

1858 LKWES Sea*side Stud. 293 The production of Medu^c
..being sometimes a process of budding, and .sometimes a

process of oviparity. 1884 Athenxuin 25 Oct. 533 The
discovery by Mr. Caldwell of the oviparity of the Mono-
tremata..was considered sufficiently important to be tele-

graphed from Australia to the Uritish Association in Canada.

Oviparous (<nrparas\ a. Zool.
[f.

L. ovipar-
tts egg-laying (f. Ovi-1 + -pants producing, laying,
f. parjfrelo bring forth) + -ous. &F.0v?fare ( ! 7 13

in Hatz.-Darin. .] Producing ova or eggs ; applied
to animals that produce young by means of eggs
which are '

laid
*

or expelled from the body of the

parent and subsequently hatched. (Opp. to VIVI-

PAROUS; see also OVO-VIVIPAROUS.)
1646 SIR T. BROWNEAttt Ef>. 297 In creatures oviparou>,

as bird> and fishes. 1684 T. DVRMBT Th. Earth \. 187 All

sorts of creatures, whether oviparous or viviparous. 1796
MOKSK Anicr, Gcog. I. 217 The alligator is an oviparous
animal. . .They lay from one to two hundred eggs in a nest.

1858 LKWES Sea-side Stud. 285 The Aphis produces each

year ten larviparous broods, and one which is oviparous.
Hence Ovi'parously adv., Ovi'parousness.
1822-34 Good's Study Med. (ed. 4) IV. 3 In the warmer

summer months the young [of the dtiplmia pulex} are pro-
duced viviparously, and in the cooler autumnal months
oviparously. 1853 DUNGLISON Med, Lex.^ Oviparousness.

Oviposit (Juvipjrzit), v. Zool. [f. Ovi- ] + L.

posit-, ppl. stem of ponere to place: cf. deposit. ~\

intr. To deposit or lay an egg or eggs ; csp. by
means of a special organ (ovipositor] ,

as an insect.
1816 KIRBY & SP. Entoinol. iv. (1828) I. 89 An insect which

lie informs us gets into the feet of people as they walk.,

oviposits in them and so occasions very dangerous ulcers.

(.Vc/V. It is to be hoped this new word may be admitted ; as
the laying of eggs cannot otherwise be expressed without a

peripbruift. For the same reason its substantive ovlposition
will be employed.) Ibid, xix. (1818) II. 147 After her great
laying of male eggs in.. May .she [queen bee] oviposits in

the royal cells.. which the workers have in the mean time
constructed. 1851-6 WOODWARD Mollusca 67 The females

oviposit on sea-weeds, or in the cavities of empty shells.

b. tyans. To deposit or lay (an egg).
1847 in WEBSTER. 1871 T. R. JONES Anim. Kingd. 879.

363 The ova are developed, impregnated, and oviposited.
Hence Ovipo'siting vbl.sb. and///, a.

1833 LYELL Frinc. Geol, III. 317 The shores of those
islands may have been frequented, during the ovipositing
season, by the turtles and crocodiles. 1887 Athcnmtm 7 May
612/1 In the beehive all the eggs were usual))* laid by the

queen, and in her absence no ovipositing occurs. 1890 Cent.
Diet. s. v. Ovipositor, The ovipositing organ with which
many . .insects are provided.

Ovipptttion (ouvip&i-Jan). ZooL [f. Ovi-l +
\.,positicn-ent placing: see OVIPOSIT.] The action
of depositing or laying an egg or eggs, esp. with
an ovipositor.
i8i6[seeOvii'osn]. 1816 KIRBY &

Si;.
Entomol. xvii.(iSiS)

II. 36 When the business uf oviposition commences. 1862

Zoo!ogist$Ki. i. XX. 8194 On the Oviposition of the Cuckoo.

Ovipositor ^mvip^vitai). Enlom. [f. Ovi- 1

+ L. positor, agent-n. from pdnci'C to place.] A
pointed tubular organ at the end of the abdomen
of the female in many insects, by means .of which
the eggs are deposited, and (in many cases) a hole
bored to receive them.
1816 KIKBV & Si-, l-'ntotiiol. (1843) I. 226 15 y means of her

long ovipositor [the Ichneumon] reaches the .. grub .. and
deposits in it an egg. 1828 SIAKK Elan. Nat. Hist. II, 334
Abdomen . . of the femalo provided with a borer or ovi-

positor. 1877 Hr\i i-.v Anat. fur. Auii;i. \ii. 4^1 'I'li-j >a\v.,

uf the Saw-flies and the stings of other II\ nitiujptera are to
be regarded as specially modified ovipositors.

OvisaC ^u'visick . Anat. and ZooL [f. Ovi- 1

+ SAO. So in mod.F. (Littrt-).] A sac, cell, or

pouch containing an ovum (as a Graafian follicle),
or a number of ova (as the investing membrane of

the roe in some fishes) ;
an egg-case.

1835-6 TODD Cyt.1. Anat. I. 559/1 The o\ isacs [in tlic

Octopods] are. .connected in bunches. 1872 I'KASLEE Oi'tir.

Tumours 7 Kach mature ovisac contains a mature ovum.
1877 HUM. i.v Anat. Inv. Anim. vi. 271 The eggs are carried
about in the ovisacs until they are hatched.

Oviscapt (('u'vjjbkcept). Enlom. [ad. K. ovi-

scapte (De Series), hybrid f. Ovi- 1
-f Or. OKairr-fiv

to dig (Littic).]
= OVIPOSITOR.

1870 ROLUCSTON Anim. Life 83 Common Cockroach, . . Tlic

[oviducal] infundibula of the two sides.. pass beneath the

terminal nerve structures and the '

ovibcapt
'

to furm a
common vagina.

Ovism (^viz'm). KioL [f. L. oi'-uni egg +
-18M : in mod.F. ovitnic ^I.ittre .]

The old theory
that the ovum or female reproductive cell contains

the whole of the future organism in an undeveloped
state, and that the male cell or spermatozoon
merely acts as a stimulant to its development :

opposed to spermism or animalculistn. (Also

OVAKISM.) 1892 in Syd. S<>c. I.c.r.

Ovispermary /'"vispo-jmari), &b. and a. '/.oo!.

[f. Ovi- * + Si'EKM + -AKV.] a. sb. An organ which

produces both ova and spermatozoa : = OVOTKSTIS.
D. adj. Pertaining to such an organ. So Ovi-

spe-rmiduct, a duct which conveys both ova and

spermatozoa.
1888 Roi LES i os & JACKSON Anim. Life \\-j The ovi-spermi-

duct [in Pulmonate Molluscs] is lined by a ciliated epi-
thelium. 1890 Cent. Diet., Ovifapermary.
Ovist (('"'vistX Biol.

[f. as OV-ISM + -1st:

in mod.F.<wiJ/tf(Littr^).] One who holds the theory
ofOVISM : opp. to spermist or animalcuUst, (Also
OVARIST, OVULIST.) So Ovi'stic a.

1836-9 TODD Cycl. Anat. II. 427/1 According to., the

Ousts, the female parent is held to afford all the material-;

necessary for the formation of the offspring. 1889 GLDDKS
iS: THOMSON Evol. Sex vii. 84 A. . controversy, .between two
schools, who called each oilier

'

ovists
'

and '

animalculists '.

The former maintained that the female germ element was
the more important, and only required to be as it were
awakened by the male element to begin the process of

unfolding. 1893 YIUCIIOW in U'estni. Gaz. 17 Mar. 7/1 The
great gap was closed which Harvey's ovittic theory had left

in the history of new growth.
Ovi-viviparous : see OVO-VIVIPAKOUS.

Ovivorous (ovrvoras), <z.
1

[f. Ovi- * + L.

-vorus devouring + -ous. In mod.F. cvivore

^Littre).] Egg-devouring, egg-eating.
1812 SoL'THiiY Omniana II. 321 He was a great eater of

eggs; one of his rhyming friends, .expresses his astonish-

ment at the Friar'sovivorous propensities. 1896 Brit. Birds
Nests $ Eggs \. 20 Some individuals of the species have
ovivorous tendencies.

Ovi*vorous, a.- rare. [f. Ovi--: cf. prec.]

Sheep-devouring, sheep-eating.
1865 Sat.Rcz 1

. 12 Aug. 20^/2 The present dearth [of meat]
is supposed . .to be partly due to an increased development
of the bovivorous and ovivorous quality in our countrymen.

Ovo- (#uv0), used in some words as comb, form
of L. ovum egg ; see most of these in their alpha-
betical places. Sometimes used with adjectives of

form to denote an approach to an oval shape, as in

Ovo-elli'ptic, Ovo-pyriform, Ovo-rhoml)oi'dal.
1861 HULMK tr. Mo'jinii-Tandon n. vi. i. 292 The head [of

the Head I-ouse] is ovo-rhomboidal. 1885 BKDIIOK Races
Brit. 236 Elliptic and ovo-elliptic forms prevail in the east ;

pyriform and ovo-pyriform ones in the west.

Ovo-albu-min. Cheni. = OVALBUMIN.
1873 KALFE Phys. Client. 28 Ovo-Albumin is coagulated

by ether ; iero-albumiu ib not.

43-3



OVOGENESIS.

V . UB ........ xJv0|d,3e'n/sis). Biol. [mod.L.
'

(Weismann), f. Ovo- -t- GENESIS; the etymological

form is OOGENESIS.] The production or formation

of an ovum. So Ovogne'tic, Ovo-genous adjs.,

contributing to the formation or growth of the

ovum.
1886 A. THOMSON ing. Jrnl. Micros. Sc. June 598 According

to Weismann, the parallel would be between the surplus
'

ovogenetic
'

polar vesicles and the surplus spermatogenetic
basal protoplasm and nucleus. 1887 Anter. Nat. XXI. 947
The interest which attaches to the development of the

spermatozoon .. is not less than that which attaches to the

development of the ovum (ovogenesis). 1889 GEDDES &
THOMSON E-i'ol. Sex viii. 107 [Weismann] distinguishes in

the nucleus of the ovum two kinds of plasma, (i) the ovo-

genetic or histogenetic substance, which enables the ovum
to accumulate yolk, [etc.]..and (2) the germ-plasma, which

enables the ovum to develop into an embryo. 1890 WEIS-

MANN in Nature** Feb. 322/1, I have interpreted the fir>t

polar body of the Metazoan ovum as a carrier of ovogenons

plasm, which has to be removed from the ovum in order that

the germ-plasm may attain the predominance.

Ovoid (Ju'void), a. and sb. Chiefly Aat. Hist.

[ad. mod.L. ovoides, in F. ovo'ide, f. L. ov-um egg :

see -oil).]

A. adj. 1. Resembling an egg, egg-shaped ;

oval with one end more pointed than the other.

a. Of a solid body. (The regular use.)
1828 STARK Elcm. '.\'at. Hist. II. 274 Dacnf.. .Antennas

short, terminating abruptly in a perfoliated ovoid club. 1834
M'.MfKiuiE Cnvicr's Anini. Kingd. 362 The female.. con-

structs an ovoid cocoon. 1880 BASTIAN Brain ii. 28 The term

ganglion is . . commonly applied to any round or ovoid nodule

containing nerve cells.

b. Of superficial figure.
1828 STARK Elcm. Nat. Hist. I. 210 Nostrils basal, ovoid,

lateral. 1880 H. A. A. NICHOLLS in Mature 19 Feb. 375/1
The crater is ovoid, with its long axis running in a direction

from west-south-west to east-north-east.

2. Comb.: esp. with another adj., denoting modi-

fication of the form expressed by the latter, as

ovoid-oblong.
1870 HOOKER Stud. Flora 337 Salix Caprxa. .catkins

silky, male ovoid-oblong. 1892 Daily \c;i's 14 Sept. 3/2

Among the curiosities in this department are bugles of paper
and gutta-percha,. .Hatsany's ovoid-shaped trumpet.

B. sb. A. body or figure of ovoid form.

1831 K. KNOX Cloqitct's A nat. 413 The circumference of

the cerebellum presents a distinct lobule, resembling a cunt-i-

form segment of an ovoid. 1897 Alllnttt's Syst. Med. IV.

300 Oxalates are deposited in the urine in the form of oxalate

of lime, which tends to crystallise either in octohedra or as

dumb-bells or ovoids.

Ovoidal (ovoi-dal), a. [f.
as prec. + -AL.]

=

prec. A. i a. f Ovoidal limestone, oolite (ol>s.) :

cf. OVIFORM a.l b.

1799 KIRWAN Gcol. Ess. i. 217 Shistose mica, with com-

pressed ovoidal limestone. 1831 K. KNOX Cltyuct's Anat.

525 This ganglion.. is ovoidal or fusiform, broader at the

middle than at the extremities. 1874 COUES Birds -V. //'.

373 The greater number [of eggs] are truly ovoidal.. one

extremity is narrower and more pointed than the other.

OvolO (o"-\o\o). Arch. PI. ovoli (-h'l. [ad.
]t. -^ovolo, now uovolo, dim. of ^ovo, uovo:L.
ovum egg.] A convex moulding of which the

section is a quarter-circle or (approximately) a

quarter-ellipse, receding from the vertical down-

wards; also called quarter-round or echinus.

1663 GEREIER Counsel 32 The List, the Ovolo, the Cima-
tium. 1688 R. HOLME j4r//;/rc III. 112/2 O--olo isa quarter
round under a projecting square. 1847 SMEATON Builder's

Alan. 216 There are eight mouldings introduced in the

orders : the ovolo, the talon, the cyma, the cavetto, the

torus, the astragal, the scotia, and the fillet. 1862 RICKMAN
Gotli. Archil. 9 The enriched ovolo of the Ionic capital.

b. attrib.

1832 J. L. \jCKtto-sEncycl.CottapcArchit. Gloss. (1836) 1129
Ovolo moulding . . generally applied to Doric columns. 1858

Skyring's Builders' Prices <ed. 48) 30, i^ inch deal ovolo

sashes. 1875 KNIGHT Diet. MecH., Ovolo-plane, a joiner's

plane for working ovolo mouldings on sash, or elsewhere.

Ovology (ovp'lod.^i). [f. Ovo- + -LOGY. (The
etymologically regular OOLOGY is app. not used in

this sense.)] That part of biology or embryology
which treats of the formation and structure of the

ova of animals. So Ovolo'ffical a.
, pertaining to

ov

Caztanx' Midvjif. 198 Investiga

interesting point of ovology. Ibid. 243 In the present state

of ovological knowledge. 1859 TODD Cycl. Anat. V. 216/2
The researches of modern ovologists . . enable us to assert . .

the . . similarity of structure in the ova of animals.

Ovon, obs. form of OVE.V.

Ovoplasm (<J"-v0|plaez'm). Biol. [ad. mod.L.

oi'oflasma (Haeckel), f. Ovo- + Gr. vKaaiia any-

thing formed or moulded ; after protoplasm. (The
etymologically regular form would be opplasm)~\
The protoplasm of the unfertilized ovum. Hence

Ovopla'smic a., pertaining to ovoplasm.
1890 in Cent. Diet.

Ovo-pyriform, Ovo-rhomboidal: see Ovo-.

HO:VO-te'stiS. Zoo!. [mod.L., f.Ovp- + TESTi.s.]
A reproductive organ in certain invertebrates

combining the functions of ovary and testis, i. e.

producing both ova and spermatozoa; a herma-

phrodite gland.
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1877 HUXLEY A nat. Inv. A nim. viii, 496 The duct of the ovo- '

testis may remain single to its termination. 1888 ROLLESTON
& JACKSON A Hint. Lije 113 The hermapliiodite gland or

ovo-testis [in the Edible Snail].

Ovo-viviparOUS (<'" v|Vivi'paras), a. Zoo!.

Also ovi-viviparous. [f. Ovo- + VIVIPAROUS.

(The form in ovi- is much less frequent.) In F.

ovo-vivipare (Dumeril 1818).] Combining ovi-

parous and viviparous characters ; producing eggs
which are hatched within the body of the parent,
the young being thus born alive, but not developed
in direct (placental) connexion with the parental

body as in viviparous animals proper. Such are

some reptiles and fishes, and many invertebrates.

1801 HOME in t'/iil. Trans. XCII. 82 Lizards which form

an egg that is afterwards deposited in a cavity corresponding
to the uterus of other animals, where it is hatched; which
lizards may therefore be called ovi-viviparous. 1826 KIRBV
& SP. Entomol. III. 63 The ovo-viviparous tribes at present
known are scorpions; the flesh fly and several other flies

[etc. J. 1835-6 Toon Cycl. A nat. 1. 106/1 The viper .. is ovo-

viviparous. 1883 F. DAY Indian Fish 37 .(Fish. Kxhil .

Ptlbl.) None of these fish are ovi-viviparous.

Hence O vo-vivi'parism, O ;vo-vivipaTity, the

condition or character of being ovo-viviparous.
1865 .Vrt/. Hist . Rev. Index, Ovoviviparism in Tinea, 268.

1800 Cent. Diet., Ovovi-'iparity

Ovular (0"'vilaj), a. Biol. [ad. mod. L.

tn-uliins, f. crviil-um OVULE : see -AH.] Of, per-

taining to, or of the nature of an ovule.

1855 KAMSBOTHAM Oostctr. Med. 68 The foetal surface lias

. . a smooth, glistening appearance, which it obtains from the

two ovular membranes. 1857 MAYNE Exp. Lex., Owlaris,
. .applied by Turpin to a leaf which. .constitutes the ovule

of plants : ovular. 1879 Syd. Soc. I.ex., Abortion, ovular,
abortion occurring before the twentieth day of pregnancy.

Ovulariaii (<wviz<les>Tian ,
a. and s6. Zoo!, [f.

mod.L. Ovularia neut. pi. (Haeckel) + -AX.] a.

adj. Belonging to the Ovularia, a group of Pro-

tozoa in Haeckel's classification, which remain

throughout life in the condition of a single cell,

thus resembling the ovules or ova of higher animals.

b. sb. An ovularian Protozoon. 1890 in Cent. Diet.

Ovulary ("'vilari), a. [f. mod.L. ovulum
OVUI.K + -ART.] = OVULAB.
1864 in WEBSTER. 1892 Syd. Soc. Lex., Ovulary, same as

( tr'iilar. O. spore, same as Megaspore.

Ovnlate (w'i'vittU't), a. [f. mod.L. ovul-um

OVULE + -ATE 2
.] Having or containing an ovule

or ovules. (Chiefly in comb, with an element

indicating the number of ovules in the ovary of a

plant.)
1861 BEXTLEV .Wan. Bat. 329 They [ovules] may be very

numerous, when it [the ovary] is said to be multi-ovulate or

indefinite. Ibid. 330 When the ovary . . has two ovules (bio-

vulate). 1892 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

Ovulate (<<"-vittk't ,
v. [f. as prec. + -ATE :;

.]

intr. To produce ovules or ova
; to discharge ova

from the ovary. 1890 in Cent. Diet.

Ovulation (*vil*Han). Physiol. and Zoo!.

[f. OVULE or mod.L. ovul-um + -ATIOX : so in mod.

Fr.] The formation or development of ovules or

ova, and (esp.) their discharge from the ovary, as

occurring in female mammals ; rarely, the develop-
ment and laying of eggs by oviparous animals.

1853 DUNGLISON Alcd. Lex., Oyitlation. . .The formation of

ova in the ovary, and the discharge of the same. 187*
PEASLEE Ovar. Tumours 5 The ovary assumes a cicatricial

appearance in consequence of repeated ovulations. 1887
F. H. H. GUILLEMARD Cruise Marchesa II. 197 The instincts

of the bird have been made to suit its unusual ovulation.

Ovule (<"m-vil,i. [a. F. ovule (Mirbel 1808),
ad. mod.L. ovulum, dim. of m'tiin egg.]
1. Hot. The rudimentary seed in a phaneroga-
mous plant ; the body which contains the female

germ-cell, and after fertilization becomes a seed;

usually formed as a rounded or oval outgrowth of

a carpel, and in nngiosperms inclosed x
one or more)

in an ovary.
1830 LINDLEY Nat. Syst. Bot. 75 Its ovarium contains,

instead of three ovules adhering to a central placenta, one

only, which is pendulous. 1841 GRAY Struct. Bot. \ i. i

(i 880) 166 The Ovary . . contains the Ovules, or bodies destined

to become seeds. 1854 S. THOMSON Wild Fl. i. (ed. 4) 72
The young seeds, or ovules, as they are named before they
have been subjected to the fertilizing influence of the pollen.

2. Zool. and Physiol. The ovum or female germ-
cell of an animal, esp. when very small as in

mammals ; spec, the unfertilized ovum.
1857 BULLOCK Cazcanx" Midori/. 71 The ovule is com.

pletely formed in the ovary during the earlier years of life.

1871 T. R. JONES Antnt. King-d. (ed. 4! 131 The ovules have

been seen to escape by the mouth ; and this, -appears to be

the general mode of parturition in all the Actinoid polyps.

b. Ovules of Naboth : dilated mucous follicles

in the neck of the uterus, supposed by the Saxon

physician Martin Naboth '1675-1721) to be ova.

[1831 : see Ovfl.UM 2.] 1892 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

OvnliferOUS (<"'vili'fer3s), .
[f.

mod. L.

6vulu.ni, ovuli- + -FERGUS.] Bearing or producing
ovules.

ow.

Ovuligerous (-i-djeras), a. [f. as prec. +

-uERofs.J
=

prec. ;
also Path, 'applied to cysts

containing hordeiform bodies' (tyd. Sot. Lex.\%i)i.).

Ovnline (<>"-vilsin), a. Zool. [f. OVULUM 3 +

-IKE'.] Belonging to the family Ovtilinse of gastro-

pod molluscs, of which the typical genus is Ovulum

^see OVULUM 3). 1890 in Cent. Diet.

Ovulist (y"'vilist). Biol. [f. mod. L. ovul-um
+ -IST.]

= OVIST.

1879 tr. Ilacckcts E-.'ol. Man I. 37 The Ovulists (Ovists)

or Uelievers in Kggs. .maintained that the egg was the real

animal germ, and that the seminal animalcules.. only gave
the impulse which caused the unfolding of the egg in which
all generations were encased one in the other.

Ovulite (('"'vitflait;. Palxont. [f. as prec. +

-ITK '.] A fossil egg of a bird or a reptile.

1848 in CKAIG. 1859-64 PAGE Iland-bk. deal. Terms s. v.,

< Ivulites have been found in the stratified rocks from the

Oolite upwards.
II Ovulum (<i'vittlz>m). PI. ovula. [mod.L.

dim. of ffi'um egg.]
fl. Bot. = OVULE I. Obs.

1830 LINHLEV l\
r
at. Syst. Bot. 174 Ovarium. -containing a

single erect ovulum.

2^ Zool. and Physiol. ~ OVULE 2, 2 b. ? Obs.

1822-34 Good's Study Med. (ed. 4) I. 263 The myriads of

invisible ovula with which the atmosphere swarms. Ibid.

IV. 16 The ovulum is seldom found, even in the fallopian

tulje, till some time afterwards |i. e. afler copulation). 1831
K. KNOX Cli'yuct's Au,it. 826 Frequently.. these crypt-.,
assume the form of small semitransparent vesicles projecting

into the interior of the uterus. An old author, Naboth, took

them for ova, and for this reason these small bodies are some-

times designated by the name of Ovula of Naboth. 1855

KAMSBOTIIAM Ofrstetr. Mcd. 44 A minute body of sphe-
roidal shape, the ovulum.

3. Zool. A genusof gastropod molluscs, including

the Egg-shell (0. ovum) with an egg-shaped shell.

1837 1'ennyCycl. VIII. 259/1 Lamarck enumerates eighteen
fossil species of Cyprsea, and two of Ovulum. 1851-6 WOOD-
WARD Mollusca 34 A posterior siphon, generally less de.

veloped, but very long in Ovitliun -coli'a.

|| Ovum (<">-\vm). PI. ova (erron. 8 ovas, 8-9
ovse\ [L. ovum egg.]
1. Biol. a. Zool. The female germ or repro-

ductive cell in animals, produced (usually
1

, by an

ovary, and capable when fertilized or impregnated

by the male sperm (and in some cases without

such fertilization^) of developing into a new indi-

vidual ;
an egg in the widest sense, including the

eggs of birds (the largest of all animal cells), but

more commonly applied to the extremely small

germs of female mnmmals, or to the eggs of ovi-

parous animals when of small size, as in fishes,

insects, etc.

1706 Pnii.Lirs, O-'unt, an Egg; also the Spawn of Fish.

1722 DE FOE 1'lagve (1884) 102 Poisonous Ov;e. or Eggs,
which mingle themselves with the Blood. 1784 TWAMLEY

Dairying 129 By burning the Moss, you destroy at the same

time, the Ovas or Eggs, the Chrysalis and grubs. 1797 M.

BAILLIE Mart. Anat. (1807) 403 This arises from the ovum

being stopped in its progress from the ovarium to the uterus.

1861 J. K. GREENE Man. Anim. Killed., Calent. 14 True

reproduction, by contact of ova and spermatozoa. 1879

Casscirs Techn. Educ. IV. 154/1 T"e number of germs or

ova brought forth by a single mature oyster exceeds one

million. 1889 GEDDES & THOMSON Evol. Sex xiii. 169 What
we now mean by parthenogenesis, or the development of

ova without union with sperms.

t b. Hot. The ovule or seed of a plant, rare.

1760 J. LF.E Introd. Bot. II. XX. (1765) 119 When the Ova
are hatched, the Cotyledons preserve the Form of the halved

Seed. 1866 Trfas, lift., (.h'u/e, Ovum, the young seed.

2. Arch. An egg-shaped ornament or carving.

1717-41 CHAMBERS Cycl., Ova, in architecture, are orna-

ments in form of eggs, carved on the contour of the ovolo, or

quarter-round ; and separated from each other by anchors,

or arrows heads. 1823 P. NICHOLSON Pract. Build. Gloss.

589/1 Ora, an ornament in form of an egg. 1851 E. J.

MIULINGTON tr. Didron's Chr. Iconogr. 316 Immediately

below the ovai of the cornice.

3. attrib. and Comb., as ovum-cycle, -proiimt;

often with the pi., as ova-bearing, -containing adjs.,

(
-duct ( OVIDUCT), -hatching.

1781 SMEATHMAN in /'Ail. Trans. LXXI. 172 natc,Tvio

ovaria, in each of which are many hundred ova-ducts. 1846

DANA 7.oopli. v. $ 85 (18481 87 The distinction in plants of

budding and ova-bearing individuals. 1883 P. GEDDES in

l-'ncycl. Brit. XVI. 843/2 The genealogical individual of

Gallesio and Huxley, .may be designated with Haeckel the

Ow, OU, int. ME. and mod.Sc. Also 4 0113 ,
owe

owh. [The mod.Sc. interjection historically written

ow, ou. is (ft) ;
from the ambiguity of the spelling

on, ow in ME., it is not certain whether this is the

same word.] An exclamation expressing surprise,

or some allied emotion. On ay (mod.Sc.) O yes

(in concessive sense).
a. 13.. Guy ll-'anu. (A.) St. l.xxxii, 'Owe ', seyd ]x king,

'artow Inglis knijt, pan schuld y t>urch skil and ri?t Hale

be euer more', a 1330 Otncl 475 'Ou;', qua]> roulond,

blame me nou^t '. c 1380 WYCLII Set. Wks. III. 404 Owe,

wheber we shal be Anticriit so myghly ! Ibid. 405 Ow,
1864 in WEBSTER. 1878 MASTERS llcnfrey's Bot. 211 Four wheber we shal M Antfcrnt so mygnty ! Iota. 405

irpels.two of which are ovuliferous. 1880 GRAY Struct. wheJKr God, bat is treube ordained Cnsten men to M
;nt vi S ,. ,RR The normal dehiscence of a carpel is bv marred ! 1393 LANGL. P. PI. C. _xm. 19 Owh ! how .

Bot. vii. i. 288 The normal dehiscence of a carpel is by
its inner, ventral, or ovuliferous suture.

marred ! 1393

quab ich bo, and myn hefd waggedc.



OWDELL.
t
P. 1768 Ross HcUnore 74 He . . says come ben, ow Bydby

is that ye? 1814 SCOTT ll'av. xxxi.v,
'

Ow, ay, sir! a bra'

night', replied the lieutenant. 1818 -- />>. Laiiuii, xxiv,
' Reasonable charges !

'

said the sexton :

'

ou, there's grund-
mail and_ Ijell-siller. .and the kist and my day's wark
and mj; bit fee' [etc.J. 1865 U. M ACDONALD A. Forks 20

Ow, bairn, are ye there yet?

Ow, obs. form of OWE, You. Owai, oway,
Owayward, obs. ff. AWAY, -WARD.
Owar, var. OWHERB Obs., anywhere. Owar,

obs. Sc. f. WOOER. Oware, obs. f. HOUR.
Owch(e, obs. form of OUCH sl>.

Owcht, obs. or dial, form of AUGHT, OUGHT.
Owd, obs. and dial, form of OLD.
ii
Owdell (airdTi. [Welsh mudl a rime or

assonance (pi. odlau) ; also in sense given below

(pi. awdlatt].] A poem consisting of compositions
in all the 24 strict metres.
1612 DRAYTON P<'ly-oll<. zv. 59 Some Makers . . Rehearce

their high conceits in Cowiths : other some In Owdells theirs

expresses as matter haps to come, l/'id. 67 Note, Owdells
are couplets of variety in both time and quantity.

Owdir, obs. form of OUTHER, either.

Owe (<
7u

), V- Forms : see below. [Comrn.
Tent. : OE. dgan, pres. if ah, pa. ic ahte = OFris.

XV<z), ach 'Jiachi, tichte, OS. c'gan (IK), fhta, OHO.
eigan, ON. eiga, a, atla, Goth, aigan, aih, aihta :

one of the original Teutonic preterite-present verbs

(see CAX, DARE, Dow, MAY). The OTeut. aig-,

aih-, answers to a pre-Teut. aik-, ablaut-grade of

ik-, the original stem of the present : cf. Skr. ic

to possess, own. This vb. now survives only in

Kng. and the Scandinavian langs. (Sw. aga, ega,
Da. tie to own, have). In Eng. it has undergone
much change both of form and sense. The original

preteritive inflexion of the present tense (ah, tihl

dhsl, alt, av>n) began in late OE. and early ME.
to be supplanted by the ordinary pres. tense forms

(e.g. 3rd sing., d/iS, a-jucji, oviep, awes, owes, pi.

<i&ai, ajep, o)efi, oweth, etc.) ;
and in mod.Eng. the

tense is entirely thus levelled, owe, invest, owes,

-eth, owe. The OE. pa. t. Ahte, ME. dhte, dhtc,
survives as ought ; but before 1 200 this began to be
used (in the subjunctive) with an indefinite and hence

present signification, in a special sense, and thus

gradually came to be in use a distinct verb from
owe (for which see OUGHT v.) ;

its function as pa. t.

of owe being supplied in ifth c. by owed. The
orig. pa. pple. in all the Tent, langs. became an

adj., of which the mod. Eng. form is OWN a. ; but
as a pa. pple. OE. a^en was still used in 16-1710 c.

as owen, oune. A later pa. pple. audit, ought,
conformed to the orig. pa. t., is found from the

I4th c. : see OUGHT v. 7. The current pa. pple. is

owed; so that the whole verb has now the ordinary
weak conjugation owe, owed, owed. The change
of signification from habere to dibcre can be best

traced in the scheme of senses below; but the

primitive sense
'

have, possess
'

is not yet extinct in

the dialects, which use awe or cnue = <nvn, and have
not entirely lost the connexion of owe and ought.
OUGHT, being now in Standard English practically a distinct

word, has been fully treated in its alphabetical place, and
is not dealt with here; but, for the historical development,
the two articles OWE, OUGHT, should be read together.]
A. Inflexional Forms.

1. Infinitive, a. \ ajan, 2-3 a^en, (3 a^henn,
ajsen, a^e), 3 awen, 3, north. 4-5 agh(e, 3-6
north, awe, 6- aw. P. 3 o}e(n, 3-4 owen, 3-
owe, (6 ough, 7 ow).
a. <r888 A*an [see B. i]. c izoo ORMIM 8173 Off |>e bettste

pall J?att ani} mann maft a^henn. c 1*05 LAV. 11781 pu scalt

..has riche ajen [r 1275 ojej. Ibid. 32085 No most bu nauere
maire ^ngle-lond a^e. c 1300 Awe (see B. I b]. c 1400 Agh
[.see B. ic]. 1535 STEWART Cliron. Scot. II. 470 For na
dett that he can aw.

ft. c 1175 LAV. 4149 Ne mai neuere mansipe leng o}e
[ci205a3en]. Ibid. 18574 5ef he nolde Jis owe. c \yoCast.
Lcrsc 132 How mi^te he him more !oue schowen pen h] ; oune
liknesse habben and owen? 1483 CAXTOV Gobi. Leg. 34/2
To haue cure and owe to wake. 1580 LYI.Y Eitphnes (Arb.)

415 Who should owe the calfe. 1649 LOVELACE Poems 143
What your whiter chaster brest doth ow.
2. Pres. Indie, a. \stsing. a. I ah, as, 2-3 ah,

(2 auh, ach, 3 ash), 3-4 'agh, (aghe), 3-6 aw,
4 au(e, 4-6 awe. 0. 3-4 05, oh, 3 oh}, ouh. ou,
3 5 Bh, (4 oghe), 4-5 owje, 4-7 ow, 4- owe,
(? howe).
n. a 1000 fyr/i/Hot/iijs(Gr.) Nuicahmaesletearfe. c noo

ORMIN 11815 patt I me sellf all ah itt wald. 13.. Cursor
-I/. 13825 (Cott.l Wit-stand his biding agh [a 1425 Tr. ow] i

noght. 13. . /Mil. 5145 (Fairf.) Bi (>e faythe I aghe [C. aw,
Tr. owe] to ?ou. c 1400 ] 'ivainc f, 6Yi'. 720, I aw the honor
and sen ysc.

ft. 1197 R. GI.OUC. (Rolls) 636; Bi be treube ich ou to be.

<ti3io in Wright f.yric /'. xxv. 70 The more oh ich to lovie
the. a 1415 Cursor .]/. 10248 (Tr.) pat I no chirche owje
com nine. 1416 LYIXJ. DC Guil. Pilgr. 22677 So I howe.
c 1430 .s>rCn;n(Roxb.) 7422, I wil worship as I ow. 1530
r.\i SGR. 650/1, I owe dette. a 165* BKOME Qnctncs E.i-ili.

V. Wks. 1873 III. 548, I ow thee a just reward.
b. ind sing. a. i ahst, ant, ast, 2-3 a5es(t,

ust, 3 ahes(t ; 3-4 ahe, 4 agh, aghe, au, 4-5 (6-
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1

Sc.} aw, awe. 0. 3- owest, (4-5 owist, 5 -yst,

7- ow'st) ; 4 ogh, 5 ow, owe.
<z. a 900 CYNLWL-LK E/cnc 726 Du 3e ahst doma Rewcald.

^950 Aht [see B. 2]. Clljs Latub. Horn. 15 Heore unel. .bu
ajest to hetiene. < iioo I'ifts *, 1'irlucs 41 Du aust te

fol^in "dane . . onfald lob. a 1225 Juliana 48 Ne ahestu nan
habben. c 1230 Hali Meid. 39 pat bu ahes to don. a 1300
Cursor M. 23181 (Cott.) pou agh \Ed. ahe, Gott. au] to min.

1375 BARBOUR Bruce tx. 733 As }>ou aw. c 1460 Tou'titlcy
Myst. iii. 171 To luf me welle thou awe.

/S. a. 1225 Ancr. K. 126 pe dette bet tu owest me. '3-.
Cursor Af. 26965 (Cott.) Ne. .pi-self ogh sai bot soth o "pe.
a 1425 Ibid. 4589 (Tr.) perfore owe {earlier JAS'.S". au, aghe]
bou bi ri;t. 1483 Vnlgaria al's Tercntio i6b, Do as thow
owyst to do. 1502 Ord. Ctysten Men (W. de W. 1506) I. iii.

33 Y u owest to meruayl! and fere. 1651 HOHBES Lcviatk.
ii. xx. 106 Thou that owest me obedience.

c. yd sing, (i) Original: a. I ah, as, 2-3 ah,
(2 auh, ach, 3 ash), 3-4 agh, -e, 3-6 aw, 4 au,
aue, 4-5 awe, (5 augh). 0. 3-4 oh, 03, 3 ohj,
ouh, ou, 3-5 ogh, 4-5 owje, ow, owe. (2) A'ew

formation : y. 2 ahU, awep, (3 haht), 4 aws, 5

awip, (awthe). 8. 3-4 03}), ojep, (ojet), 3-5
owep, (3 howe*), 4- oweth, (4-5 -ij), -yf>, j

-ith(e, howyth) ; 6- owes, ("6-7 ows).
a. a 1000 Andreas 518 (Or.) Ah him lifes gewenld. r 1000

Ags.Ciosp. Itatt. xxiv. 47 Eall ban he ah. Cli6o //niton
G. ibid., Eall baet he a3- ^1175 Lamb. Horn. 139 Man ach
to wurben bis halie dei. Ibid., Sunnedci ah efri. .Mon...to
chirche cume. c 1200 / 'ices ff I 'irtitcs 35 Dat god 5at he aw
te donne. Ibid. 45 De hlanerd..5e oat scip auh. ' 1200
Triti. Coll. Horn. 17 Ne noman ne agh werne. c 1205 LAY.
J 3479 Pes king <'eh [c 1275 haht] al bis lond. 13.. CursorM .

267 (Giitt.) Coursur of be werld men au [Cott. aghl] it call.

Ibid. 4380 He aue to thinck apon be ending. 1432-50 tr.

Higdcn (Rolls) IV. 461 A man awe not to departe. 1513
DOUGLAS sEncis ix. xii. 51 He that aw this swerd.

ft. c 1200 Moral Oil* 2 (Triii. .MS.) Mi wit oh to be more.
rl2oo Trin. Colt. Hont. 155 Al chirche folcoh3 to ben gadered
in chirche. Ibid. 189 pat ilke wei ogh al mankin to holden.
c 1220 Bcstiaiy 370 Ne 05 ur non ooer to sunen. a 1225
. / ncr. R. 64 pet he ouh to siggen. c 1308 Pol. Sotig's (Canul.)
204 The wreche was hard that ow the gode. c 1325 A'nou>

Thyself af> in E. E. P. 131 penke on bi god as be wel owe.
( 1400 Dcstr. Troy 5357 As ogh myn astate. a 1425 Cursor
M. 0686 (Tr.) Hit ow?e tried to Ije. ? 1490 CAXTON Kule St.
Bcnet (E. E. T. S.) 139 He owe to fall dpwne prosstrate.
y. c nfio Hatton Gasp, Luke \i. 21 pa bing be he aho \Ags.

<.!t>s/>. ah]. 13.. Cursor J/. 9636 (Gtitt.) Dede he aws to
thole for-bi. c 1400 Apol. Loll. 30 Awib he not to ble>>|t]
be jieple? 1486 Bb. St. Albans Aij b, As she awlhe to be.

S. c 1205 LAV. 3465 pe man bat lutel o-jeb. c 1250 Gen. <*i-

Ex. 324 yuat o;et nu dat for-bode o-wold? 1303 R. UKI'NM.
llnndl. Syntic 954 Pray, .to oure lady bat owyb bys day.
1340 Ayenb. 9 pe wyl of him bet hit 03}?. 13-. CursorM .

6161 (Gott.) pis owes [Tr. oweb] euer to be in mind. 1382
WYCLIF Eccl. xi. 8 He owith to han mynde of the derke
tyme. a 1450 Cm'. Myst. (1841) 97 To whom the mayd
howyth to be maryed. 1530-1 Act 22 lien. I'111, c. 12 Lyke
as a trewe man oweth to do. 1563-87 FOXE A. <v M'

. (1684)
I. 534 No bishop ows lo let a true priest, cifao SHAKS.
Sonn. Ixxix, What he owes thee. 1651 HOBBES Leviath. \\.

xxx. 181 The debt that every man oweth.

d. plural, a. I fison, -uu, (asaU), 2-3 a^eu,
aje, aweS, 3 ahen. ajeV, -eeU, awe* ; 4 agh e,

an, (h)aoh, 4-5 aue, awe, 4-6 au, aw, 5 augh.
e. 2-3o;en, 030*, 3 oheu, 3-5 owen, (5 -in, -yn,
-ne), owep, -eth, ouwe. 4 oen, howen, oghe,
ouh, 4-7 ow, 4- owe, (5 howe. S ough).
a. c 1000 Ags. Gosj*. Matt. v. 4 (5) Hi eorSan a^nn. c 1200

Vices <V 1'irtues 35 Swo awed to donne alle. c 1200 Trin.
Coll. Hoin. 41 Swo we a;eo to don. Ibid. 57 We ajen to
cumen. a 1240 Sa.i'lcs ll'tiriff in Lamb. Horn. 245 Hu we
ahen wearliche to biwiten us seoluen. 13. . Cui'sor J\[.

23824 (Edin.) We agh it noght to hald in were. Ibid. 11618

(Cott.) pe lauerd agh \G. aue, Tr. owe, L. ow] yee worthli
to lufe. a 1540 HAMI-OI.K rsaltcr ii. 4 Wele aghe we to
brek. 1389 in Eng. Gilds (1870) 39 Pe ligeaunce bat bei

awe. CI5OO Lancelot 3447 Vhe aw to De comniendil. 1552
Anr. HAMILTON Catech. (1884) 8 The trew service, .([tiliilk
we aw to him. 1588 A. KING tr. Caiiisius' Catech. 57 Sa
we au faith.. to the kirk.

ft. a 1175 Cott. Horn. 235 Ure king we o}e5 wurhomint.
. 1200 Trin. Coll. Iloin. 57 Alse we o^en to don. a 1225
Aucr. R. 68 Uor bi owen be gode .. to habben wittMBW
c 1275 LAV. 25110 Al bat we beie owep [c 1205 a5;e5\ Ibid.

25319 pat we oweb [c 1205 a^en] cleane. c 1330 R. liiiUNM-
Chron. (1810)313 pe whilk aesalle &ouhtomaynteli. 1380
WVCMI- .SV/. Wks. III. 197 pei owen to use bisdoynge. 1380
Lay I'olks Catech. t Lamb. MS.) 978 We owe to loue onre
euyn-cristyn. 1444 Rolls of Tartt. V. 124/2 Profiles that

Cometh, or oweth to come. 1463 MAKG. PASTON in /'. Lett.
II. 142 I)o as ye owe to do. 1473 Rolls of 1'arlt. VI. 86/1
The which VI marcs, the seid Prlour..and his successour.-.. .

owyn to pay. 1647 COWLI.V .Mistfcss, Sleep ii, All my too
much Moystnre ow. 1711-1868 Owe [see B. 4].

3. Past Indie, (i) Original: ahte, ohte, etc.:

see OUGHT v. (2) New formation : 5 awede, 5-
owed, (5 -id, -yd, 7 ow'd) ;

2nd sing, owedst,
v/ owd'stX
a 1425 Cursor M. 14045 (Trin.) Wheber owed to loue him

Iwltur J>o. >572 R. H. tr. I.auatcriis Ghostes (1596) 147 This
man that owed the apparel. 1604 SHAKS. Ot/t. III. iii. 333
That .sweete sleepe Which thouowdVt yesterday. 1627 MAY
Lucan v. (1631) 18 The man that ow'd, and kept This boate.
1801 STRUTT Sfrrts >t fast. Introd. 3. 3 He owed his

knowledge of letters to accident.

4. Pa. pple. a. I ftsen, 5-9 owen, (5 owyn,
6 oune) . 0. aht, aught, ought, etc. : see OUGHT v.

y. 4- owed, (6 oughed. 7 owd, ow'd\
a. 1460-4 Owyn fsee B. 3], 1570 LEVINS Manip. 220/1 2 Oune,

Jel-itm. 1642 rifta Print. Ilk. int. Otscrrat. 9 The King
the supreame head .. unto whom a body politique..been
bounden and owen next to God. Ibid., Bounden and owen

,

OWE.

|
to beare.. obedience. 1803 W, TAYLOR in Robberds Mem.

i I. 458, I have owen him a letter still longer.
y. ci374CHAL'cr;R/WM. iv.pr.v. 102 (Camb. MS.) Torment 7

of laweful peynesben rather owed tofelonosche/cins. a. 1643
W. CARTVVKIGHT Ordinary HI. iii, All broken sleeps, are ow'd
Only to you. 1715-20 Porv. Iliad ix. 827 Strength consists
in spirit and in blood, And those are owed to generous wine
and food.

6. The negative ne blended formerly with this

vb., making the OE. forms ndh^ndgon t nahte^ ME.
Hajen, nou<en, nonh, nowest, etc.

a 1225 Ancr. A'. ^56 Heo..nouh non uorle mmen Godes
fiesch it his blod. Ibid. 380 $e nowen nout unnen. a 1240
LofsougiD Cott. /fo'it. 215 pu nowest none mon nowitht.

B. Signification.
I. To have

;
to possess ;

to own.
fl. trans. To have; to have belonging to one,

to possess; to be the owner of, to own
;
= OWN

p

. 2. Obs. (since c 1680) exc. dial.
For illustration of the original pa. t. see OUGHT :*. i.

("888 K, /KLI in-j> /ioct/i. xtv. 2 pa micies beburfon be
mice! agan willab. < tooo Ags. Gosp. Matt. xiii. 44 Se man
. .gs3 and sylbeall bjul he ;Ji, and gebigb bone <ecer, c 1175
Lamb, Hoin, 103 f"e mon ne ah his modes iwald. 1297 K.
GLOLC. (Rolls.) 8890 Ne let me nomon owe, Hole he abbe an
tuo-name. i 1386 CIIATCER Parti. T. 33 The gooilc man
that the beesto oweth. i 1460 FORTESCUK A'fa. <V Lint.
Mon. xi. 118351 1 16 The eyres off thaim bat i-uiue tyme owed
it. 1526 /Y/i,*;-. Perf. i ijjij i'7 He that of very ryght owed
y cappe. t 1611 CIIATMAN Iliad xxm. 325 The horse The
Gods bred, and Adrustus ow'd. 1628 T. SI-LNU-.K Logiik
117 The Oxe. . kno\ve-, who owes him, and feedes him. 1664
I'ti'Ys Diary (1879) III. 7 Fine storehouses,., but of no
great profit to him that oweth them, a 1825 FOR BY I ~oc, /:.

Anglia s. v., Mr. Urown owes that farm.

fb. To get or take possession of; - OWN y.

i
; HAVE v. 14. Obs.
c 1205 LAY. 28423 pe frond hine a;e ! c 1300 llm-elok 1292

Als I sat upon that !owe, I bigan Denemark for to awe.

fc. To acknowledge as belonging to oneself;
= OWN v. 3 a. Ols.
c 1400 Dcstr. Troy 8956 The ost for to honour & a^h hym

as lord. 1613 Wmu:i; Abuses Stript \. \iii, Their fore-

fathers.. would not know them, (If they \\ere living) or fur

shame not owe them. 1622 Mis.sKi.m.N Free Trade ,u Him
that wrote a little treatise.,which it seemcs fur modesty he
refuseth to owe.

II. To have lo pay.
This branch and the next were expressed in OK., a> in the

other Teutonic I.'ings., by the vb. scea/, pa. t. stec/eh, int.

sen/an (Goth. skal,skt<lda.$kitlan), mod. Kng. SHALL,SHOULD.
The first traces of the mod. use appear in the Lindisf. Glu^-,
which renders L. debt-re iwhere the Kushu.. like the later

Ags. Gosp., uses.r/rt>/> by the phrase d'^an to gcldanne
'
to

have to pay'. Examples are wanting during the following
two centuries to show the siage>by which thi*. was shortened
to the simple it^titi, which is found by 1175 in full use. both
in the sense 'to owe i money) ', and 'to have it as a duty',
'to l>e under obligation (to do something' ',

in both taking
the place of OK. sciilan. (See also OUGHT r>. 2, 5.) The
result was that shall gradually ceased to have the sense

'owe', retained that of obligation with a weaker force, and
became mainly an auxiliary of the future tense ; while ti~an,

a$cn, o$en, owen, vzue, in taking dcbere as its main sense,
has in Standard Eng. lost that of habere, or handed it over
to the cognate OWN, which shares it with have and such
Romanic synonyms -*~>po$sfss.

2. To be under obligation to pay or repay (money
or the like) ;

to be indebted in, or to the amount

of; to be under obligation to render (obedience,

honour, allegiance, etc.). Const, with simple dat.

or to. (The chief current sense.)
For illustration of the pa. t. in earlier form see OUGHT z 1

. 2.

[' 950 Lindisf. Gosp. Matt, xviii. 28 eld bxt Su aht to

eldanne \l'ulg. debes, Rus/ttv. and Ags. G. scealt, lltitt.

seek]. Luke x\L 5 Huu micel aht o"u to sddanne
hlaferde minum? \l'nlg. debes domino meo, Ags. G. scealt

J?u minum hlaforde]. Ibid. 7 Huu feulo aht Su to? [/ ul^-

debes, Ags. G. scealt bu].J a 1175 (,'ctt. Hoin. 235 LTrc kini;

we o5e5 uuijmiiit \te.vt wrhmintl, hur sceappend al J>at we
bie'A. ( izoo OK.MIS 16529, <^ ^iff bu litell dost forr Godd,
Godd ah J?e litell ntedc. 1258 t'we/am. Hen. ///, 1. 4 We
hoaten alle vre treowe in be treowbe bxt heo vs o;en. 1382
WYCLII-" Luke \\\. 5 He seide to the firste, Hou moche owist

thou to my lord? HjfaCAXJOHFaMtSff/At/itHce vii, He is

wyse that payeth that that he oweth of ryght. a 1533 ^D -

UERNKRS Gold. /?X% M. Aurei. (1546) Hviijb, The people
owe obedyence to the prynce. 1588 A. KING tr. Canisin^'
Catech. 38 In it chyldrene ar taucht quhat thay aw vnto
thair parents. 1735 SittkiuAN Let. to Swift 16 July, Swift's

I>ett. 1768 IV. 102, I cleared off the rent which I owed him.
1801 in A. H. Craufurd Gen. Craujttrdfy Light Dip. (1891)
10 You owe it to yourself to prepare against this. 1860

TYNUALI. Glac. i. iii. 29, I paid him what I owed him. 1871
FREEMAN Norm. Cong. IV. xviii. 140 On behalf of the land

to which they owed a temporary allegiance.

b. absol. (or with indirect obj. only) : To be

indebted, be in debt.

1460, 1483 [see OUGHT f. 2 b]. 1607 HLYWOOIJ Wont. Kild
w. Kindn. Wks. 1874 II. 143, I haue. .n-.thing left, I owe
euen for the clothes vpon my backe. 1865 MKS. CARI.YI.K

Lett. III. 285, I owed for my summer bonnet and cloak.

1894 Outing(\3. S.J XXIV. 256/1 She says she owes me for

the preservation of her life on the island.

3. transf. a. To have or cherish towards another

(a feeling, regarded as something which is yet to

be paid or rendered in action); to bear (good or

ill will). Ql>$. exc. in to owe a grudge, b. To
have or bear to some one or something (a relation,

as dependence, etc., which has to be acknowledged) ;

to 'own*, rare. ( For earlier pa. t. see OUGHT 3,3 b.

a. c 1385 [see OUGHT 3]. 1460-4 fasten Lett. II. 81, 1 ..have

owyn to your person ryght herty love. 14*" /** 62 ifaey



OWE.
wold owe yow ryth. good wyll, so that ye wold owe hem
good wyll. a 1533 Lu. BURNERS Hiton Ixx. 240 Ye do me
Create wionge to owe me youre yll wyll. a 1548 HALL
Ckron., Hen. I 'III 70 To whom the Cardinal! did not owe
the

best_
favor. 1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 2oy They. .

will wait two or three houres for some to whom they owe
some speciall grudge, to bestow their curse vpon him. 1726
SWII-T Gulliver n. i, Being afraid the boy might owe me
a spite. Mod. The act of one who owes us a grudge.
b. 1644 [H. PARKER] Jus Top. 59 Monarchyand Aristocracy

are derivative forms and owe a dependance on Democracy.
1855 Moi LKY Dutch Rep. i. iii. (1866) 107 There was nothing
in his character or purposes which owed affinity with any
mood of this jocund and energetic people.

4. Jig. To have to ascribe or attribute (some-
thing' to, or acknowledge as derived from (some
person or thing) ; to have, as received from or
caused by some one or something ;

to 1 indebted
or beholden for. Const, to (or simple dative). Cf.
DUE a. 9. (For the earlier pa. t. see OUGHT v. 4.)
1591 SYLVESTER Du ISar/as i. iii. 115 But, th' Earth not

only th' Oceans debter is For these large Seas ; but owes
him Tanais [etc.]. 1605 SHAKS. Lear in. iv. 108 Thou
ow'st the Worme no Silke ; the Beast, no Hide. 1702 POPE
Jan. \ .May 71 Abusive Nabal ow'd his forfeit life To the
wise conduct of a prudent wife. 1711 AUDISON Speet. No. 60
! 3 It was to this Age that we owe the Production of
Anagrams. 1816 J. WILSON City ofPlague m. i. 325, I owe
my life to thee. 1838 J. L. STEPHENS Trav. Greece 13/1
Corinth owed her commercial greatness to the profits of her
merchants in transporting merchandise across [the isthmus],
1868 LOCKYKR Elein. Aslron. vi. (1879) 228 We owe the

discovery of the prismatic spectrum to Sir Isaac Newton.
t b. Without direct object : To be indebted or

beholden (to a person or thingfor something). Obs.
1611 BEAIM. & FL. King .$ no A'inf I.

i,
I think,We owe

thy fear for our victory. 1638 JUNRS Paint. Ancients 46
Accurate Artificers .. owe more unto Doctrine than unto
Nature. 1653 MARVKI.L Corr. Wks. 1872-5 II. 4 In this
both he and I ow infinitely to your Lordship. 1686 tr.

C/tardiil's Trav. Persia
9_3

Others assert, That they owe
fur their knowledge of Christianity to one Cyril.

III. To have it as a duty or obligation.
t 5. To have as a duty; to be under obligation

(to iio something). (Followed by inf. with or
without to.) Ol's. (For the pa.t. seeOi'CHTzi. 5 a.)

(a) with to and infm. = OUGHT v. 5 b (a).
r 1175 Lamb. Horn. 21 Swilcne lauerd we a^en to dreden.

Ibid. Sr Her me ah to understonden for whi hit seio [h]alf
quic. C1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 57 Alse we O3en to don.
1303 R. BRUNNK }[andl.Syniu%T$ pe seruyng man.-Oweb
to come when he hab leysere. 1386 Rolls of I'arlt. III.

226/1 As we ben and owe to ben. 1432-50 tr. Iligdcn. (Rolls)
II. 21.13 Thei awe to be namede raper Agarenes. c 1500
Melusine 108 Therfore it oweth not to be refused ne gayn-
sayd. 1534 MORE Treat, on Passion Wks. 1314/1 Y'ou owe
also one to weshe an others fete. 1537 Let. in Cramner's
Misc. Writ. (Parker Soc) II. 352 As obedient.. as a true
Christian oweth to be.

(l>) with simple infin. = OUGHT v. 5 b (*).
c 1200 Trin. Coll. Iloin. 53 Nu aje we alle. .nime forbisjie.

13.. Cursor M. 5104 (Colt.) All your bidding agh be til vs
als comanding. c 1470 HARDING Chron. cctx. v, As prysollers
owe home agayn repeire. a 1500 Chaucer's Drcinc 1405
Forgotten was nothing That owe be done. 1524 HEN. VIII
Let. lo Pace in Strype Keel. Mem. (1724) I. n. App. xiii. 28
They shuld & owe, not oonely forbere to geve ayde.
fb. In weakened sense :

= Shall. Obs. rare.
1250 Gen. <y 7i'.r. 1944 Quat-so bis dremes owen a-wold.

1 6. tyuat-imfen. (usually with inf. clause as

subject) : (It) behoves, is the duty of, befits, is

due (to) ; e. g. him owe (or oweth) it behoves him,
he ought ; as him owe as befits him, as is due
to him. Ol's. (For the pa.t. see OUGHT v. 6.)
CI220 Kestiary 350 Anofter kinde. Dat us 05 alle to ben

minde. 61375 Cursor M. 18791 (Fairf.) Wele vs agh to
loue him. 1382 WYCI.II-- Kxed. xxi. 13 Y shal ordeyne
lo thee a place whidyr hyin awe to flee, e 1440 1 'ork Myst.
-vxiii. 49 Full glad and blithe awe vs to be. 1:1450 Mirour
SaliuKioun 4486 llym awe serue and luf godde with his
hert alle & some. 1470-1500 [see OUGHT z>. 6 a, bj.

f7. pa. pple. owen ^- under obligation, obliged,
bound. Obs.

I54I-2 Act 33 //<*. /"/// in Bolton Slat. frel. (1621) 211
'J o give money in alines, in as large a maner and forme as
they are bownden or owen lo doe. 1642 [see A. 4 a],

tOwe n., shortened ME. form of OWN a.

Owe, obs. form of How adv., You pron.
t Ow-edness. Obs. nonte-wd. [f. owed pa.

pple. of OWE v. 4- -NESS.] The quality or fact of

being possessed or owned.
1585-7 T. ROGERS 39 Art. (1607) 354 Among the Familists

(saith H. N.) none claimeth anything proper to himself for
to possess the same to any owedness or privateness.
Owel, obs. form of AWL.

Owelty (ou-elti) Law. Also 6-8 ovelty, 8

ovealty. [a. AF. oweltt, earlier atltel (Oxf.
Psalter) :-L. Kqualitat-em, f. Kqual-is (OF. eival,

owel, oel, etc.) equal.] Equality.
(The AF. adj. mvtl 'equal' (BRHTON I. 25r, II. 79, etc.),

does not appear to have come into Eng. use.)

'579. RASTEI.L E.rpos. Termcs Lame. Owcltie, is when
there is Lord, mesne, and tenant, and the tenant holdeth of
the mesne by the same seruices, that the mesne holdeth ouer
of y lord aboue him. 1596 BACON Max. Coin. Law iii.

(1636) i4 >
There shall be ten shillings onely reserved upon the

gift entatle as for ovelty. 1727-41 CHAMBERS Cyel., Owclty
or ovelty of services, .. an equality of services; as when the
tenant paravail owes as much to the mesn, as the mesn
does to the lord paramount. 1818 CRUISE Digest (ed. a)

II. 524 Called a rent for owelty or equality of partition.

342

' Owen, obs. f. OVEN ; obs. inf., etc. of OWE v.

t Owen, pa. fple. Obs. obliged : sec OWE v. 15. 7.

Owen, owene, obs. forms of OWN a.

Oweilian (<w~'nian), a.
[f. surname Owen +

-IAN.] Of or pertaining to Robert Owen (1771-
1858), a social reformer who advocated the re-

organization of society on a system of communistic

co-operation, which he endeavoured to carry into

practice in various industrial communities. So
Owenism (yu'i-niz'm), the theory or system of

Owen ; Owcuist, an adherent of Owenism ; also

attrib, ; Owenite (Juvnait), a follower of Owen ;

Owenize v. trans., to bring under the influence of

the system of Owen ; to convert to Owenism.
1833 Edi'n. Ke-.i. LVI. 484 It is folly to expect that the

u hole nature of the problem is lo be changed by the

perfectibility of Owemstd man. 1848 MHS. G.\SKtu. fll.

Burton xxxvii, You mean he was an Owenite ; all for equality
and community of goods. 1870 At/ieingitm 5 Feb. 187 That
Owenism and Founerism failed to accomplish their ends in

the Old World the socialists allow. Ibid., Glancing at the
list of the Owenist associations, we see that the Forrestville

community (Indiana) .. died in its second year . . and that
New Harmony .. came to an end in its third year. 1880
T. FKOST Forty Yrs. Recoil. 14, I .. knew nothing of the
Owenian ethics and social economy.

Ower (ou-3i). [f. OWE v. + -EK i.]

t 1. A possessor, an owner. Ol>s.

(1440 Pronrp. Pari*. 375/1 (Harl. MS. 221) Owcre of a

schyp, or schyp.lord. 1447 Rolls of Tai-lt. V. 139/2 The
owers of the seide Catell may never come to have replevyn
of them. 1637 l!i\ HALI. Serin, at Ei-iestcr 24 Aug., \Vks.
(1662) m. [iv.l 95 He.. will purchase with money that which
the great ower of heaven gave him freely.
2. One who owes, a debtor, rare.
ti 1637 B. JONSON Uiutenvoods .\xxiv. i They are not, sir,

worst owers that do pay Debts when they can.

Ower, obs. f. EWEK -, OAK, OVEK, YOUR.

Owerance, OWrance (tfi'arans, un-rans}. Sc.

and north, dial. [f. ower, owre, north, dial, form of
OVEK + -.WE.] The position of being over;
superiority, ascendancy, mastery, control.

1552 Aid-. HAMILTON Cutech. (18840 r54 To slay syn and
dede quhilk had ouerance apon us. 1818 HOGG Brownie

1. iii. 39 Or it get the owrance o' aukl Wat I.aid-

pletely rules him. Ma,/. Sc. She's his wife, but she hasna
the owrance o' a penny ! [Also in Northumbld., Cumbld.,
Ulster.]

t Owes, owse, obs. forms of OO/K '.

1575 i" Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. n 1 1 1. 30 The owse of Ashen
barke dronke, is an extreme purgacioti.. All the..connyngof
a Tanner concistethe in the skillfull making of his owes.
O wey, Owfe, obs. forms of AWAY, WOOF.
t Owgel, var. of OI'GLE a., Obs. ugly, horrible.

VCI400 I.YDG. /Esofi Fat. i. 32 The owg'el [v.r. vgly]
blaknes of the derk nyght.

Owje, obs. f. OWE. Owght, Ow;t, obs. ff.

OUGHT, OUT. Owgly, obs. f. UGLY a.

tOwhere, aiiv. Oh. Forms: a. I ihwrer,
ahw6r, ahwar, 1-3 awer, 4 awher, aware, 5

(?) awre. 0. 3 Orin. owwhar, owwhffir, seower),
3-4 owhar, ouwhar, 4owhore,ouwhere, ouwar,
owar, 4-5 owher, -e, (ouwher, oughwhere, our,

5 ou^wher e, owjwhere); [f.
OE. rt'ever, Oath.

+ hwxr WHEBE: cf. anywhere, aywhere, every-
where, somewhere.] Anywhere.
a. t888K./ELFiu-;D/>'(j('M. vii. 3 Habbe icbeawerbemimen

binia gifenaV c 1000 yEl.t-Klc Jos. i. 18 Se man be wibcwib
binum bebodum ahwar, beo he deabes scildi^. ciooo Ags.
Ps. (Th.i l.\i. 6 Ne n\K7, ic hine ahwa:r befleon. ciooo Laios
l''.dw. fr Gittli. c. 1 1 Ahwar on laude. a 1300 Leg. Rood 30

|'at
holt trc was fairest bo bat hi my;te awer [c ijsoowhere]

ise. 13.. Cursor M. 1837 (Gfitt.) pe heiest montayn bat
was aware ['/'. owhore, C'. our-quare, /'. awreHHiare). 1390
GOWKK Conf. II. 349 For if mi fot wolde awher go.

ti. i 1200 OKMIN 650.; To witenn jiff be;? haltdenn Crist
Owwhar onn eorbe fundeun. tbid. 6921 }iff be}} hinini
owhar wisstenn. .1205 LAY. 8231 And ?if tch hine mai
eower U 1275 owha] ifon. ,11225 Ancr. R. oo Ham ..bet
ouoer o<Vr lioudlie, ooer ouhwar ivele ofter. c 1320 Cast.
f,07>e 1278 Owher that he }ode, Folk him sewed, bothe evyll
;iud ^'iode. c 1325 Lai Ic Frcittc 15 Wlurn kinges might our
y-here Of aui meruailes that ther were, c 1350 // "ill. i'aterne

2-251 What man vpon molde mi}! ouwar finde tvo breme
wiie lieres. c 1380 WVCI.IK Serin. Sel. Wks. 1. 262 If a man
have al bilevebatGoddis lawe techib ouwher[''. r. ow^where].
(1400 Rule St. lienet (K. E. T. S.) 90/1540 In bakkows,
brewhows, or ourels [

= owher els], r 1449 I'KCOCK l\epr. 211
It is not founde ou}where in Holi Scripture. 1483 CAXTON
iiotd. l,eg. 395/2 The beste grasse and herbys that is owhere.

t Owhither, ativ. Obs. Forms : 3 ohwider,
ouhwuder, 4 o whydre. [f. M'K. c! Oli,. a ever

-r liwider \VniTHER : cf. OwHKKK.and GS^te^HwUtr
everywhither.] To any place, anywliilher.
a 1225 Alter. R. 172 5if he ouhwuder weude ut. (( 1240

Sawfcs Wardew Cott. IFom. 247 Hwon bat he slepe o'Aer

ohwider [fare] from haine. 1382 \\'VCLH 2 Kings v. 25
Thi seruaunt 5eede not o \\-hydre [1388 to ony place].

Owing (/"'in), vU.it. [f. OWE v. + -INGI.]
The action of the verb OWE (sense 2) ;

that which
one owes

; obligation to pay, indebtedness ;
debt.

1552 HULOET, Owyuge, or the act of owynge, dclntio. 1628
GAULE Pract. The. (1629) 109 Ca;sar inuades the Fortunes
of his Subjects, cither to vphold his Honours, or absoluc his

OWL.
i )u

iug.-,. 1839 I'K. A. KliMbLi; 7i*a. Later Life I. 235 Being
in the mind to pay my owings, I proceed to do so.

Owing ("""'in.), ///. a.
[f.

as prec. + -ING a.

Almost always used predicatively, or after its noun.]
1. That owes (see OWE v. 2, etc. ; that is under

obligation, bound (to do something) ; indebted,
bounden, beholden (to a person for something).
Now rare or Obs.

1362 LANCL. P. PI. A. x. 69 penne is holy chirche a-signet
\v.rr. owynge, awyuge] to helpen hem and saucn. 1678
I'KI'VS Corr. 292, I am greatly owing to your Lordship for

your last favour. 1691 T. H[.\Lli] Ace. NC-M Invent. 13 One
Instance, .of what this Company is owing for, to the..

Thoughlfulness of its Accusers.
2. .Said of the thing : That is yet to be paid or

rendered; owed, due. Const, to or simple dat.

(The usual current sense.
1

;

The origin of this use is obscure, there being no corre-

sponding sense of the vb. ; it might possibly be reflexive,
'owing itself, hence '

being owed '.

1411 in E. , Wills 19 Of whiche sonune ys owynge to
me, to be payd, an.C. Mark by b" handes of my lady louell.

"435 Kails of rar/t. IV. 493/1. Certeyn dette, which they
clayme to be owyng hem by.. ye Kyng. 1570 Wills % Itw.
-V. t'. (Surtees 1835) 344 Dettis awand me. 1596 DANKIT tr.

Comings (ifiij) 179 At the yeeres ende there is not one penny
owing them. 1782 Miss BURNKY Cecilia ix. v, She dis-

charged all that was owing for the children.

3. Jig. Owing to : a. prett. That owes its exist-

ence to; attributable to; derived or arising from,
! caused by, consequent on, 'due to' (see DUE a. 9).

1655 STANLEY Hist. Pliilos. i. (1701) 43 i VVise Cleobultu'i
Death, the Lyndian Shoar, To which his Birth was owing,
doth deplore. 1695 WOODWARD Nat. Hist. Earth i. 11723)
17 These are the very Exuvia; of Animals, and all owing to
the Sea. 1706 HKAKNK Colle,t. (O. H. S.) I. 173 As to the
Notes . . they are in a great Measure owing to Mr. Potter.
1812 SIR H. DAVY Chcnr. Pkilos. 2 The effect is owing to
the presence of light. 1858 DUCKI.F. Ch'iliz. (1873) II.

yiii.
582 It is to a knowledge of the laws and relations of things
that European civilization is owing.

b. Hence, as prepositional phr. : In consequence

w.y j.i.
*tij VSWUIM *o iiifc dii~uiii3L(Uicc:i, uiuwil ICIuanieu

several days in Allonhy without any answers whatever.
1839 STONKMOL'SE A.fliolnie 163 Where the lands are divided
into a great manyselipns, and,owing to thenumber ofowners,
are continually passing from one

pjerson to another. 1865
LltiHTKOOT Cotiim. Got. (1874) 151 This rendering obtained

currency, -owing to the untoward circumstances ofthe times.

Owir, obs. north, dial. var. OVEK.
Owirhaill, Sc. variant of OVEKHALE v. Obs.

tOwirloft, obs. Sc. form of ORLOP 1.

1564 AY;*-. Prr,y ContLcil Scot. I. 281 The sey watlir to
half interes into thame, to the owirloft.

Owk, obs. Sc. variant of oiii; wouke, WEEK.
Owl (mil), sb. F'orms: a. 1-3 vile, 4-6 oule,

5-7 owle, (-, owele, 5~6owll e, 7 oole), 6- owl.
13. 5-6 howle, 5 howylle, 6 houle. [Com. Tent. :

! OE. Ale wk. fem., = OLG. */Mz(MDu., M1.G..LG.
(lie, Du. uil):-*uKn, from *fiwlCm: cf. OHG.
fiwila ^MHG. iuwel, title, Gcr. eule, mod.Kl.

nwele), ON. itgla. These point back to OTeut.

*iiwwalil, *uwwil&, dim. of an echoic *nu"ioti,

derived from the voice of the bird. Cf. OHG.
hftwo, Ol.Ci. lino. MII(>. hfane, also mod.G. uliii,

names oi the owl of similar echoic origin ; also J,.

ii/u/a owl, iilulare to howl, and Howl,, HoWLKT.]
1. A nocturnal bird of prey, well known by its

doleful 'hoot', having a large head, small face,

raptorial beak, and large eyes directed forwards,
beset by a disk of radiating feathers; feeding on

mice, small birds, and the like, which it can

approach noiselessly by reason of its soft plumage.
The name has app. been applied in English from
the beginning to all the native species, esp. the two
or three common ones : see b.

c 723 Corpus Gloss. (O. E. T.) 1382 Noctua, u/iila, ule.

[/'id. 2150 Ulitla, tilae. t 1000 wtLFRic Lev. xt. 16 Ne etc

Se nan }>itr; hafoccynnes lie earncynnes: Ne ulall. 01250
Owl <"r Night. 4 Iherde ich holde grete tale Ane ulc and
one nighlegale. f 1385 CHALCKR L. G. H7

. 2249 rhilo-

mene, The oule \v.r. owle]. .That prophete is of wo & of

myschaunce. e 1440 rroiiip. J'art 1

. 374/2 Owle, or howle,

byrde, Intbo. 1535 CO\'LHUALK 7V. ci. 6 Like a Pellicane in

the wildernes, and like an Oule in a broken wall. 1590
SHAKS. Mitts. A", n. ii. 6 The clamorous Owle that nightly
hoots. 1663 BOYI.K Use/. E.vp. Nat. Philos. I. iv. 66 As the

eyes of owls are to the splendor of the day. 1714 GAY Shcph.
II 't'ek vi. 53 For Owles, as Swains observe, detest the Light.
1826 DISKAKI.I l''ii'. C,rey \. xv, The screech of the waking
owl. 1887 KLSKIN I'raetcrita 1 1. 363 Whatever wise people
may say of them, I at least myself have found the owl's cry
always prophetic of mischief to me.

b. The common British species are the Karn
Owl (White, Silver, Yellow, Church, Hissing,

Hobby, Screech Owl); the Tawny Owl (Brown.
Grey, Beech, Ferny, Hoot, Hooting, Ivy, Wood
Owl) ; the I.ong-careJ or Horned Owl (Long-
tufted, Mottled-tufted Owl).
Less common are the Short-cared O'.vl (Fern, Hawk,

October, Red, Short-horn, Woodcock Owl 1

,
the Eagle Owl

(Stock Owl of Orkney), Little Owl (Bare-toed, Little Night
Owl), Snovy or Great White Owl.
1390 GOWICK Conf. II. 265 Sche caste in . . A part ek of

the horned Oule. 1500-20 DLNUAR Poems xxxiii. 74 Tbo
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myttane, and Sanet Martyms fowle, Wend he had bene the

hornit hovvle. 1611 COTT;K., Lncheran> a scrich-owle. 1623
WODRORPHK Marrow Ft: Tongue ^99/2 With Stockt-s,

Wood, Wolues, and Scrick-Ooles. 1674 RAY ColU\ t. /r<W.v,

Eng. Birds 83 The common gray r Ivy-Owl. 1678
ll'idughby's Ornitli. 101 Our Church Owl and brown Owl
. .delight in lower and plain countrys. 1770 (i. WHITK .SW-

borne xxix. 81 To Pennant, I liave known a dove-house
infested by a pair of white owls, which made great havock

among the young pigeons. 1830 TENNYSDN Song Owl j
Alone and warming his five wits, The white owl in the

belfry sits. 1882 J, HARDY in Free. />VrH*. A'at. Club IX.

428 The horned, white, and brown owls have here an undis-

turbed refuge. 1882 A. Hi i-r.rN AW. 504 The Long-Kared,
Tawny, and Barn Owls, were permanently resident.

C. Ornzth. Any bird of the sub-order Striges.
These comprise the families Aluconinse (Strigiifa of

Sharpe) and Striginx or Strigidx {ttiibonida
1 of Sharpe),

typified respectively by the Screech or liarn Owl (.(//.'

flfimmcHs Fleming, Stri.v I. inn.), and the Tawny or Brown
Owl (.S'. stridula I.inn.); and including, among 19 genera,
those typified by the Hawk Owl (Snrnia)^ Snowy Owl
(Nyctfa) which are diurnal in habit, the Horned or Eared
Owls (Asio), Ragle Owl (/fata), Cue Owl (.SYo/j), Little

Owl (Cartne noi-fita\ and American Burrowing Owl
(Sfaotyto cunicitlaria}. The known species are about 200.

1706 PHILLIPS s. v., In Virginia there is a sort of Owl as

big as a Goose, that kills the Poultry in the Night. 1802

BiXGLKY Aniin. /^i'off. (1813) II. 62 The Great Horned or

Kagle OwK.whiih is common in many pans of Greece, was
even considered as a favourite bird of Minerva. 1859 TKN-
NENT Ceylon II. vn. vii. 257 Across the grey sky the owl
flits in pursuit of the night moths. 1869 tr. Poitcltet's Uiri-

verse fed. :i) 219 This species abounds in the Mississippi
regions, where it shelters itself in subterranean abodes
several yards in depth . . It is called the bnrrowmg-owl (SirLv
ctmicittnria). 1884-5 Stand. A'/. Hist. (1888) IV. 345 The
great gray owl, Syrninm ciuereuw, an extremely rare

winter visitor to the northern United States. 1894 NKWTOS
Diet. Birds 675 Among Owls are found birds which vary
in length from 5 inches as GftutCttthttn cobanense^ . . much
smaller than a Skylark to more than 2 feet. .[A] characteristic;

of nearly all Owls is the reversible property of their outer
toes. 1896 Daily News 6 June 8/1 In Valdivia, Dr. 1'lau-

observed the remarkable earth owl, which digs long shafts

in the steppes, and is distinguished for its terrible scream.

d. In various proverbial sayings.
(To carry or send oiuls to Athens, after Gr. y\nvK

t

A0(ji'e ayetv (Aristoph. Birds 301), to
'

carry coals to New-
castle ', to take a commodity where it already abounds ; the

owl being the emblem of Pallas Athene, the patron goddess
of Athens, and represented on Athenian coins, etc.t

1390 GOWER Conf. I. 299 Hot < )ule on Stock and Stock on
Oule ; The more that a man defoule, Men witen wel which
hath the werse. 1590 SWINHURNR Testaments Pref, I may
be thought to powre water into the Sea, to carrie owles to

Athens, and to trouble the reader with a matter altogether
needlesse and superfluous. i6oz SHAKS. Ham. iv. v. 41

They say the Owle was a linkers daughter, a 1611 BEAI'.M.

& Ft.. I''our Plays in one, Induct., Could not you be content
To be an owl in such an ivy-bush? 1622 MALYXES AHC.
Lau-Merch. 426 There is a Custome that no Officer may
arrest after Sun set ; such therefore as goe abroad but at

those times, are said to Fly with the Owle, by a common
Pioueibe. 1738-1869 [see IVY-BUSH], 1764 H. WALPOLK
l*?t to Karl of Hertford 15 Feb., The noise, which made
me as drunk as an owl. 1787 GROSE Prov. Gloss, s. v., To
take oiol, to be offended, to take amiss. 1840 MARRYAT
Poor Jack xxxvi, The. .men will be as drunk as owls.

2. transf. andy?^. Applied to a person in allusion

to nocturnal habits, to literal or figurative repug-
nance to light, to appearance of gravity and wisdom

(often with implication of underlying stupidity),
etc. Hence = wiseacre, solemn dullard.

1413 Pilgr. Smvle (Caxton) i. xxvii. (1859) 31 Peple,
whicne the wretchyd horrible owle of belle had drawen out
of iheyr nest. 1508 KENNKMIE Elyting 7c. Ditnhar 36 Fan-
tastik fide, .. Ignorant elf, atp, owll irregular. 1579 FULKK
Heskinss Parl. 15 The Owles and IJattes of our time,
either can not, or will not see it. 1598 SYLVESTER Dn Bartas
\\. i. it. Imposture 377 In heav'nly things .. more blinde

then Moals, In earthly. Owls. 1606 SHAKS. Tr. $ Cr. \\.

\. 09, I bad thee vile Owle, goe learne me the tenure of the
Piotlamation. 1694 ECHAKO Plantus 172 But without

flattery, I was a great Owl for not falling in love before

now. 1847 L. HfNT Men, \\'om t -n, fy /_>'. II. ii. 32 It vexes
one to see so fine a poet make such an owl of himself.

3. a. A name for the Lump Fish, more fully
Sea Owl. b. A variety of Ray. the Oivl-Kay.
1601 HOLLAND Pliny II. 428 The Lompe, Paddle or sea-

Owle. 1862 Corcii Brit. J<'islt?$ I. 115 Sandy Kky, Owl,
Kaia circularis. Ibid. II. 183 Sea Owl, the Lumpfish.
1863 KiNGSLKY Water Bah. iv, Where the great owl-rays
leap and flap, like giant bats, upon the tide.

4. A fancy variety of the domestic pigeon dis-

tinguished by its owl-like head and prominent
ruff; also called Owl-pigeon.
1725 BRADLEY fan/. Diet. s. v. Pigeon^ There are.. main-

sorts of pigeons, such as..Petiis, Owls, Spots, Trumpeters,
Shakers, &c. 1765 Treat. Don, Pigeons 125 The owl is..

a small Pigeon, very little larger than a jacobine. 1899
Q. i\fi>. Oct. 415 He crossed a white fan tail cock with the

offspring of an owl and an archangel.

5. A local name ( in South Kng.) of certain moths.

^53 W. T). COOPER Sussex G/oss. 1883 Ilampsh. Gloss.,

Ow/..(i) The tiger-moth.. .(2) Any small white moth.

1 6. Name of some game. Obs.

1653 URQI'IIART KaMafs i. xx'ii. 95 There he played. .At
the billiards, At bob and hit, At the owle [Fr. au hybon\.
1660 HOWEM. Lexicon xxviii, To play at the Owl, alia
.ii'i'tta \ a la choueite.

7. atfrib. and Comb., as owl barn
t belfry, flight \

owl- eye, -hole, -shooter^ -sight ^ ffarfs head, win^.
etc. ; instrumental, as owl-frequented, -haunted

adjs. ; parasynthetic and similative, as owl-downy^

-eyed, -faced, -headed, -sighted^ -winged nfifi. ;
also

owl-like \ f owl-blasted a., bewitched
;

owl-

catchers, gloves of stout leather; owl-train

(f. S.}, a train running during the night.
1603 HARSNKT Pop. Import, xxi. 137 No doubt but mother

Nobs is the witch, the young girle is *owleblnsted and pos-
sessed. 1879 Ji:i I'KKiF.s A inatcnr Poacher, A pair of l *owl-

catchers', gloves of stout while leather, a 1849 ' >OK l-'nignta.
Petrarch,

stttjf
Poems (iB$g) 79 *Owl-downy HUIIM-HM:. 1868

BROWNING /\/ff\ lik, \ 1. 1786 With a wink of the *owl-eyes
if yuii. 1640 SIR K. DKKINT. Carmelite (1641) 16 Oihtrs of

your l>ent who are. ."uwle-eyed in Sunshine. 1843 CAKLVI.K
Past ^- Pr. u. \\ii, Valiant Wisdom, .escorted by owl-cyt-d
Pedantry. 1542 L'OALI. fcrnsui, Apofilt, yx) li, To beget te

Millie foule babits it 'oule f;ic<-d doude-^. a 1529 SKKLTON
J>k. Albany 312 He ran away by nyght Jn the 'owle flyglit

Lyke a cowarde kny.yht. ^1839 PKM.D Poems (1865) 11. 38
Things hid In *o 1-frequenteil pyramid. ^1795 N"or\f; in

Ann. Agric. XXII I. 376 Wool on the cheeks and throat (but
not to i he degree they term *owl*headed) [sheep]. 1898 Hoard
ofAgric. Leaflet No. 51 In many old Itarns.. there are 'owl-
holes just under the eaves, formed with ledges specially made
for ingress and egress, a 1618 SYLVESTER ^Maiden's ttlitsh

1063 *Owl-likc in a Clotul involvM. 1844 H. KOCKKS /.V.v.

I. ii. 84 The owl-like gravity of thousands of common
readers. 1530 PALSCJR. :>5o/i *Oult;s heed, hitre, \Littrc;

//?(;(.', tOle herissce et en dcsordre.l 1596 FlTz-GKFFHAV Sir
/''. Drake (1881) 31 'Oule-siglued eies, that da/led are with

light, Iut see acutelie in the darksome night. 1871 HKOWN-
is<; /';-. Hoheust. 188 An outspread providential hand
Above the ""owl's-wing aigrette. 1882 McC.Mti-: JVtic }'ork

190 (Fanner) The Third avenue line runs its trains all night,
..These arc the y

ow]-trains. a 1822 SHEU.EY Def. Poetry
Pr. Wks. 1888 II. 32 Tliose etecnal regions where the *owl-

winged faculty of calculation dare not soar.

b. esp. in names of animals, as owl-butterfly,
a large South American butterfly (Calico citryh-

iJms'} with large ocelli, likened to owls' e\vs, in
the posterloi wings ;

owl -faced bat, the hat

Chihnycfcris Macleayii, a native of Cuba and

Jamaica; owl-faced monkey = o~vl-moiikey\ owl-

fly, an angler's name for Sialia lutaria
;
owl-

gazelle, Su'tnmering's Gazelle, the native name
of which is aoul

\ owl-gnat, n. gnat of the tribe

Noctuiformes, family Psychodidw \ owl-monkey,
a South American monkey of the genus Kycti-

pithccifs ; owl-moth, a very large Brazilian moth

(Erebus strix) resembling an owl in its colouring
and in the appearance of its hind wings ; owl-

parrot = KAKAPO
; owl-pigeon: see 4; owl-

ray : see 3 ; owl-swallow, a bird of the family

J*odargittot
akin to the night-jars. c. Also owl's

crown, a composite plant Filago germanica ;

(? erroneously) Wood Cudweed ^Cnaphalium syfca-

ticum\
1884 Stand. Nat. Hist. (1888) II. 489 C. euryloc/ius or the

*

'owl-butterfly', .being common throughout South America.

1863 BATES Nat. Amazon II. 102 The nocturnal, "owl-
faced monkey \Nyctipitlu\us trivirgatits). 1676 COT ION

Angler n. 335 Late at ni^ht is taken the *Owl-fiy. 1799 (>

SMITH Laboratory II. 298 The yellow-miller, or owl fly. 1862
T. W. HARRIS insects injur. l-'eget. (ed. 3) v. 338 The "owl-
moth (Ereinis Strix) has wings which, though not so broad,

expand eleven inches. 1880-1 l.ibr. Univ. Knowl. (U. S.)

XI. 141 "Owl-parrot.. in New Zealand, the kakapo or night-

parrot. 1890 \V. P. UAI.I. Effects of Use fy Disuse 69 The
rudimentary keel of the sternum In the owl-parrot of New
Zealand. 1869-73 Casseir* Kk. Birds II. 136 The *Owl
Swallows (Podargi). 1787 W. MARSHALL Norfolk Gloss.,
*( Jwlscrown, . . gnaphalium syfoaticniit, wood cudweed.
1880 WRITTEN & HOLLAND Piant-n,, Owl's Crown, Filago
germanica,

Owl, z'- 1
[f- OWL jy>.] intr. To behave, hoot,

look, or go about like an owl ; to pry about, prowl,

esp. in the dark. Now chiefly tfial.

1542 UDALL Krasm. Afioph, 248 1'y reason of an oule,

breakyng his slepe. .with hir oughlyng. 1656 HOBBUS AVa*

Lessons Wks. 1845 VII. 278 Is it not therefore.. well owled
of you, to teach the contrary? 1778 WOLCOTT {P. Pindar)

Kp. to Reviewers xxviii, Mousing for faults or, if you'll have

it, owling. 1893 ll'ilts. Glo$s.,Oivl about, to moon about
out of doors in the dark.

t Owl, z'-2 Oto. [app. a back-formation from

O\VLER, OWLIXC.] trans. To smuggle (wool or

sheep) out of England ;
to carry on the trade of

an owler.

1738 Ol>s. British M'oot Title-p., A Scheme for preventing
our \Vool from being Owled
in Practice.

ed Abroad for the future, if put

Owlate, Owld, obs. ff. OWLET, OLD, WOULD.
Owldom. nonce-wd. The domain of owls.

1850 CARLYLE Latter-d. Pamj>h. \\\. (1872) 120 Owldom
shall continue a flourishing empire.

t Owldron, var. OLERON Obs.
t a coarse fabric.

1550-1600 Cnsfivt/s Duties tB. M. Addit. MS. 25097*,
Owldrons, the bolte, containing xxx yards xi'ijs. iiijW.

t Owlebie. Obs. [cf. -BY suffix 2.]

1653 K. G. in Bulwers Anthropowet. Pref. verses **ij,
Men were swine and turn'd to Owlebies.

t Ow'ler. Obs. exc. Hist. [Goes with OWLISG :

app. f. OWL sb. : see -EB 1 i.

To prevent the exportation of wool it was made illegal by
Act 14 Chas. II, c. 18 8 to transport it in the night-time ;

and it is probable that it was in reference to the fact that

the smugglers of wool carried on their work, like owls, under
cover of night, that the terms m^ter and &ivlig- arose : cf.

qtiot. a 1700. Some have considered the words tol>e formed
on the north, dial, form of tvool ('ool\, but from the district

with which they were specially associated (Kent and Sussex)
this is very improbable.]

One engaged in the illegal exportation or 'owling
'

of wool or sheep from Kngland ; also, a vessel so

employed, an owling-boat.
1696 Ltn'TRKLL BriefRel. 11857) '\r

- 2^ A messenger has
seized the Owler, who carried over the duke of Barwick to

France, a 1700 11. K. Diet. Cant. Ov.c, O?i</>-rs, those who
privately in the Ni^ht carry Wool to the Sea-Coasts, ne;u

Kutnney-Marsh in Ktnt, and some Creeks in Sus.sex, jtr.

and Ship it oft" for France against Law. 1701 T. BROUN
.Ith'/ci' in Collect. Ptn'titx 106 Tn Gibbets and (lallow's your
Owlcrs advance. That, that's the sure way to Nfoitifie

France. 1778 A'wj.'. (la-ettecr i'fd. 2) s. v. Rummy Marsh,
This marsh is the place from whence the owlers have for so

many ages exported our wo-il to France. 1893 I'tackii 1
.

Mag. July 3j Ailesbury crowed the Channel in an ' uu lei
'

or smuggling vessel.

Owler, dial, form of AI.DKR, the tree.

Owlery (oirlori). [f.
OWL s/t. + -KUY.]

1. A place where owls are kept ;
an anode or

haunt of owls.

1817 Spirting Mag. I. q The Owlery at Annulet Castle.

1850 CAKLYLK f,a.tter.d. Pa ;/////. in (iS72'o i Kngland . .sunk
now lo a dim owlcry. 1866 Mt->i. ^>tn> \\ l*ec.. Others
made a dart ai tht> o\\ lt;ry, ami saved some uf its nraip:uil-
[fn>m the fire],

2. The quality or characteristic of an owl; owlish-

ness. -X'l. tomfoolery?)
1831 CARLYI.E Sart. AV.f. in. iii, Perhaps too of all the

owleries that ever possessed him (man], the most owlish.,
is that of your actually-existing Motive-Millwrights. 1865

Fredk. Cf. x\ i. i. 1187-1 VI. 133 The multiplied f>nm ui'

stupidity, cupidity and human owlery.

Owlet (oirK't). Also 6 oulette, owlate. [dim.
of OWL: see -KT

; proh. altered from the earlier

HOWI.ET.] An owl
;
a young owl or little owl.

1542 UDALL Krasni. Afioph. 248 He tooke veraye eiuill

reste in the nightes, by reason .if an oule \ launrt-kni^lit
. .tooke the peines to catche this oulette. 1567 M \ri.i i (,'>.

J-'orcst 94 b, There is a cerlaine Shrickou It or Owlet which
when s'he crieth, she shrii kuth. 1589 Pi in \n\\i /.'//<.

/W.v/V in. xix. (Arli.) '.'4-.'
As r^t.-s eyes to owlates si^ht.

1798 WORDSw. Iditit I!* 1

]
1

Iviii, The owlets through the lung
blue night Are shouting to each otlu-r still. 1832 W. IKVIM;
Alhambra II. S3 He loved his children too even as an owl
loves its owlets.

b. attrih. and Comb., ns oivkt-hauntcJ adj.,

ow/et wing\ owlet light = OWL-LH;HT; owlet-

moth, an American name for any moth of the

genus Noctita or family Xoctttitfa.

1821 SHELLEY Ej>ij>$ych. 221 Whose fliglit Is as a dead
leaf's in the owlet li.^bt. 1831 C \KI.YI.I: in Froude Life (\^:^
II. 207 Ignorance eclipses all limits with iis oulet win^-..

1862 T. \V. HAKKIS Insects injnr. i ,'gff. ed. 31 \". 4^5 The
injury done to vegetation by the caterpillars of the Noctuas,
or owlet-moths. 1880 NIMMO Hist. S'.hiin^sh. I. \i. 99 Its

owlet-haunted wall*.

Owl-glaSS. l
;orms : 6-7 Ho(w)leglas, 6

Howliglasse, 7 Owli-, Owlyglasae, Owl glass.

See also HOLLIGLAS.S. [f.
OWL sb. + GLASS sb. S.]

The English rendering of Eulcnspiegel, the name
of a German jester of medieval times, the hero ot

an old German jest-book translated into English

(-1560; a prototype of roguish fools; hence, A
jester, buffoon.
c 1560 (title) A merye lesle of a Man that wa^ called

Howleglas; and of many nieruaylous Thinges and lestcs

that he dyd in his Lyfe, in Eastlande and in many other

Places. Ibid. Contents, How Holeglas was made a paryshe
clarke. 1589 NASHK Anat. Absurd. 18 These. .beeing in

their priuate Chambers the expresse imitation of Howli-

glasse. 1601 1>. JONSON roetastcr in. i, What, do you laugh,

Howleglas !.. you perstemptuous varlet. 1630 J. TAYLOR
(Water P.) Coriats Commend. Wks. u. 91/2 Then shall the

fame which tliou hast won on foot, .. Ride on my best

Inuention like an asse To the ama/ement of each Owli.

glasse. 1890 K. K. H. MACKENZIE (////) The Marvellous

Adventures of Master Tyll Owlglass.

Ow'1-liead. a- local See quot.) b. local L '..S'.

'The black- l>ellied plover, Squatarola helvetica*

(Cent. Diet.}.
1854 WOODWARD Moltttsca \\. 222 Internal casts of [the

fossil bivalve] Producta gigautca are called
' "owl-heads

'

by
quarrymen in the North ofEngland.

tOw'ling, I'M. sb. Obs. exc. Hist. [Goes with

OWLER: app. f. OWL sh.\ see -INT. i c.] The

practice of smuggling wool (and sheep) out of

Kngland; the trade of an owler. Also attrib.
,
as

owling boat^ trade.

1699 LuTTRti.L BriefR el. (1857) IV. 548 The owling trade

is in a manner supprest by the diligence of the officers

appointed for that purpose. 6-1728 EARL OF AlLESBURV
Mtnt. (1890)316 That owling boat coming in generally twice

a week with commodities. 1738 Obs. British \\'ooi 6 By
the Owling of Wool into Foreign Countries, we enable

their own Manufacturers to make much better and finer

Stuffs. 1769 BLACKSTONE Conini. IV. xii. 154 Owling, so

called from it's being usually carried on in the night, which

is the offence of transporting wool or sheep out of this

kingdom, to the detriment of it's staple manufacture. 1887

LKCUV y-,'-r. in iSM C. VI. xxiii. 236.

Owlish ;u'lij ,
a. [f. OWL sb. + -ISH 1.] Owl-

like ; resembling an owl, or that of an owl.

1611 COTGK., CaJittai/fe, a compante of Owles : an Ow-lish

companie. J\ al>[elajs\. 1613 PI-RCHAS Pitffriinage 2 Whose
owlish eyes are da/led with the brightnesse of this light.

,^1764 LLOVU Poet Poet. Wks. 1774 II. 20 But eminence

offends at once The owlish eye of critic dunce. 1880 MAKC.

IXJNSDAI E Sister Dora viii, Her owlish habits of wandering

at unearthly hours in all weathers. 1895 ZANGWILI. .Blaster

in ii 300 The little man with his most owlish air of wisdom.



OWLISHLY.
Hence Owlishly adv., in an owlish manner ;

Ow lislmess, the quality of being owlish.
1888 Boston i.M:i*s.) Transcript 7 July 5/5 It is very

interesting to see him appearing for once in the guise of the

newspaper correspondent, whose ordinary owlishness he so

effectively ridicules. 1901 C. G. HARI-FR Gt. North Roatt
1 1. 40 Old gabled houses that . . seem to nod owlishly to

Neighbours ju--t as decrepit across the cobble-stoned path.
Owlism. nonce-ivd. [f. Owl

owlish characteristic or practice.

toned pa 1

-IBM.] An

1843 CARLVLK J'ast ft Pr. 11. xvii, Lawyers too were poets,
\vereneroes..TheirO\vlisins, Vulturisms..wil! disappear by
and by, their Heroisms only remaining;.

Owlk'e, obs. .Sc. form of WEEK.
Owl-light. Also 9 owl's light. [1.

OWL sb.

+ LIGHT
s/>.] The dim and uncertain light in

which owls go abroad
; twilight, dusk

;
also (in

early use) the cloud of night, the dark.

1599 NASIIR Lenten Stnffi (1871) 67 Which drove Leander,
when he durst not deal above-board, .to swim to her, nor
rhat in the day, but by owl-light. 1630 J. TAYLOR iWaler
P.) Merry l\'li,rry.Ferry-\'oy. \Vks. n. 8/2 When sodainly
'twixt Owle-lijiht and the darke, We pluck'd the ISoat

beyond high-water mark. 1675 COTTON- Staffer Sco/t 83 He
has that won't endure the Hun, Kut is by Owl-light to be
doTie. 1776 MKS, UKLANY Lifeff Corr. Ser. n. II. 213, 1 must
finish to-morrow, for I have written thus far by owllight.
1826

J.
R. BKST 4 \'rs. France 332 He. .arrived at Heau-

caire m time to lead his ladies about both by owls-light and
lamp-light. 1877 SIR P. WAI.I.IS in lirighton Metn. (1892)
199 As 1 am now writing by owl's light, I must call a halt.

fig. 1761 WAHHL-KTON Charge, to Clergy Diocese Gloucester
Wks. 1787 V. 592 The Antiquarian, \\tio delights to solace
himself in the benighted days of Monkish Owl-li^ht.

t Owl-Spiegle, sb. Obs. rare. [After Ger.

Eulespiegel\ = OWL-GLASS. HenceOwlspiegle
v. (nance-wj.), to make into an owl-spiegle.

he:

nether parts Are goblinlzed and Owlspiegled.
t Owly, a. Obs. [f. OWL sb. + -v, or (in

oulelie , -LV
1.]

= OWLISH.
a 1586 SIDNKY Arcadia, v. (1598) 445 Our owly eyes, which

dimm'd with passions be, And scarce discerne the dawne
of cpmming day. 1647 Strange Newsfrom Campania 54
Whilst Treason and Rebellion start aside, And in each hole
'.heir Owly faces hide. 1654 GAYTON j'leas. Xt'U's m. ii. 72
Her face was flat, and very much like an Owles, if not more
Oulelie \printcd Oulebie].

b. Comb., as t owly-eyed a., having eyes like

an owl's, in respect of seeing badly in daylight.
a 1586 SIDNEY .\rcadia in. (1622) 303 Their wicked mindes

blind to the light of vertue, and owly eyed in the night of
wickednesse. c 1630 DHUMM. OF HAWIH. flynin on Fairest
Fair, Shadows of shadows, atoms of Thy might, Still owly-
ey'd when staring on Thy light.

fOwlyst, a. Obs. [app. of Scandinavian origin ;

cf. Norw. nlyst, mod. Icel. lilyst, 6!yst want of

desire or appetite, Alystug unwilling, uneager.
f. it- or 6- = tin- -t- lyst desire, liking.] Listless,

sluggish, slothful, inert. Hence f Owlysthede.
^1440 Pronip. 1'arv. 374/2 Ow'lyst, desidic-sjts, scgtiis.

Ibid., Owlyst man, or womann. ., descs. Ibid., Owlysthede,
desidia, segnicifs.

Owman, obs. form of WOMAN.
t Owmawt, v. Obs. rare. [cf. ON. iimattr

'

unmight ', faintness, t'liiicgna to swoon. The sb.

may formerly have been in Eng., whence the vb.]
intr. To swoon, to faint.

c 1440 Protitp. fan'. 374/2 Owmawtyn, or swownyn . .
,

sincopiso. O(w)ma\vtynge (or swownynge), sincopis.

Owmbre, obs. form of UMBKK.

Owmlys, Owmpere, owmpre, Owmple,
obs. ff. UMBLES, UMPIKK. WIMPLE.
Own (0

Q
n), a. Forms : a. i asen (-an), dejen ;

2-3 a}en, sejen, 3 ahen, a5wen ^ajein, hajen,
ah;en, a^hen, Orm. -enn

; infected a}ne, ahne
;

3-5 awen, (4 auuen, ane, hawne, 4-5 aghen,
aughen, awenn(e, aune), 4- north. Eng. and
Sc. awn, (4-6 auin, 4-7 aueu, aun, ; avne,
auwen, awyn, -e, 5-7 awne, 5-8 awin, 6

awine) ;
8- Sc. ain. 0. 2-4 o;en, (3 hojen).

3-6 ("7) owen, (3 howeu, owin, 3-4 owun, 3-6
oime, 4 ouen. owhen, oghue, on, 5 owyn(e,
6 howyn), 4-7 owne, (5 oughne, ouu, oon,
honue, 6-7 one , 7- own. 7. 3 aje, (aeje,

neh^e, ah}e . 3-5 awe. 8. 2-4 056, 3-0 owe, (3
howe). f. 5 naweii, nowun, noun, 5-7 nowne,
6-8 (dial.) nown, 8-9 dial, nawn, nain. [OE.
*'> alf>i = OFris. t-gen, eigen, tin, ain, OS.

tgan (MLG. (gen, MDu. fg/iia, eig/ien, Du. eigen^,

possess, OE. Alan, OWE v. The primary sense

was thus '

possessed, owned '

: cf. Goth, aigin sb.
'

property '. The Early ME. ajen, besides yielding
the north, awen, awn, midl. and south, owen,
own, was shortened a 1 200 (chiefly in the south)
to Ajt, a)e (parallel to the southern pa. pples. in

which - was dropped), giving later au>e, owe,
which last survived to the i6thc. Inflected forms

both of the full and apocopate types, repr. OE.

344

agues, dgenre, dgnum, agenne, were used in early
ME., and owne as definite form still in Chaucer ;

tnvne as a traditional spelling came down to early
1 7th c. The erroneous division of min o~cn as my
nown led also to his nown, her nown, still occa-
sional in dialect use, esp. in north, form nain, etc.]
That is possessed or owned by the person or

tiling indicated by the preceding sb. or pron. ; of
or belonging to oneself, or itself; proper, peculiar,

particular, individual.

1. Used after a possessive case or adj., to em-

phasize the possessive meaning. (The usual con-

struction.)
In his, her, jfst their tw, the pronoun is usually (but not

always) reflexive.

a. a 900 tr. Byda's Hist, in, xii. [xiv.] (1890) 192 His

a^eii sunn Alhfrid & yK'delwald his brodor suini, sear him
riice haifde. a 1000 Cxdmons Satan 10 (lodes a^en beam,
r looo Affs. Gosp. Malt. xxv. 15 Aihwilce be his a^ene
ma;gene. c 1175 Lamb, Horn. 109 purh his ahjene ehte.
a 1200 Moral Ode 161 We sculen alre monne lif iknaiuven
..alse ure ahen. cizoo I 'ices $ I'irtnes 9 Godes a^wene
name, riaoo ORMIN 6899 He wollde gifenn all Hiss a^henn
Mine hiss riche. c 1205 LAY. 66 For his awene \c 1275
owene] saule. Ibid. 253 His ahne [c i275owene] sune seo|>en
hine sceat to dea^e. Ibid. 18133 Pin ae^en. a 1250 Owl #
Night. 1284 Thu fallest mid thine ahene Iwenge, 13..
Cursor )[, 462 (Cott.) Al sal l>e at inyn auen \G. aun, /''.

awen, 7". owne] weild. IHd. n 16 J'at vnurf>ered sua [h]is ane I

[(r. aun, /". awen] ymage. Ibid. 1214 pat caym his aghen \

[G. aun] brojjer slogh. Ibid. 12371 Efter his aun \G. auuen
\pr. aunen], F. awen, T. owne] ymage. Ibid. 17288+413
Ah it was his aughen wille. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints ,\.\,\vi.

(/laptista) 336 His hawne bruthir. a 1400 Sir Fere. 320 To
wete his awenne [wille]. < 1400 Destr. Troy 9847 The laike

is your avne. < 1440 York 3Iyst, xxx. 226 He wende J?is

\\'orlde had bene haly his awne. c 1450 Pol. AY/. <*(- L. }'oews
(1866) 105, I am he warke of bin aghen hende. 1462 Fin-
chalc S'ri<>ry (Surtees) 95 With his auwen stuff and upon
his auwen costez. 1486 Hk, St. Albans D

ij b, Looke if the
hawke can espie it by hir awyn corage. 1526 TINDALL:
i Cor. xi. 21 His awne Supper. i6ogSKi:SE^?^. Maj. n. 172
The trespassour convict, and condemned to the death, at

his awin hand, c 1620 A. HL'.ME Brit. Tongue (1865) n If

Koben Hud wer nou leving, he wer not able to buu his
aun bou, or to bou his aun boau. a 1657 J. BAI.HILH Ann.
Scot. (1824-51 II. 17 Thesse are the Lord Chancelers auen
words to his Maiestie. 1816 SCOTT Old Mori, v, If ye be of
our ain folk, gangna up the pass the night.

jS. a 1175 Cott. How. 235 Ma^ie wiman fp^eten his o}e
cild, j?at hi ne milsi hire barn of hire o^en innoS ? c laoo
Trin. Coll. Horn. 173 Here owen sinnes. Ibid. 189 Mid
his o^ene dea3e. a 1240 Ureisun \\\ Cott. J/OHI. 197 Ich am
. . Sin owune hine. a 1300 Sarmun liv. in E. E. P. (1862)

7 A man sal know is owin frend. 1303 K. HKUNNI-: HandL
Synne 872 [>e satyrday may here oune Tte. c 1315 SHOKKHAM
52 Tafonge per-inne godes 03611 flesch. 136* LANGL. P. Pi,

A. x. 75 pe wit is his oune. -1380 WVCLIK Scl. tt'ks. III.

328 Bi here owene dom. c 1386 CHAIXKH Pars. T. F 131
Who so hateth his owene \v. rr. owen, oughne] soul. 1405
Rolls cf Parlt. III. 605/2 As hyt were don and accorded
IK; our self in our owne propre persone. c 1425 Seven
Sag. (P.) 2144 And love hyre as hys ouen lyfe. 1559
iVirr, Mag.) Jack Cade v, The shame our owne, when so
we shame her. 1603 H. PKIOWK in Fair S. P. Jas. I (1848)
108 Seal'd by Truthe's one hand. 1618 HOI.TON Flams iv.

iv. 296 At that time liee did nobly with his own hand. 1637
Decree ofStar Chamb. 8 Thereon Print and set his and
their owne name or names. 1764 GOI.DSM. Trow. 30 And
find no spot of all the world my own. 1885 Lain Times
LXXX. 10/1 The ripe thoughts of such a writer have a
value all their own. 1895 Kookiuan Oct. 23/1 To the reader
who loves history for its own sake. 1896 Si. FIMI.D Attila.

iv. 104, I saw him dead With my own eyes.

y.
c 1205 LAV. 308 pe fader heo bi-eode ; to his a3re unneode.

Ibid. 4565 He po&te heo to habl>en ; to his a were hihoue.
Ibid. 22099 Piram, bu a;rt min a^e prcost. c\yjp Arth* <y

Merl. 2672 Ac to the quen be nought biknawe That that

child lie thine awe. c 1440 York Myst, x. 240X0 se myn
uawe dere childe.

JS. cii7S p^e [see /3J. a 1250 /'nn: /Elfred 85 in O. E.
Misc. 106 Kueruyches mounts dom to his owere [T. r. oje]
dure churreb. r 1250 Kent. Sertn. ibid. 30 Ase godes oghe
nuidh hit seid. 1:1275 ^jAV - 8238 And in to Kent wende; to
his owe castle, a 1300 A*. Horn 669, 1 schal me make J>inowe.

1340 Ayenb. 17 Prede is b dyeules o;e dorter, a 1450 Cov.

Myst. 11841) 28 O tre I kept for my owe. 1586 WHKTSTONE
Eng. Mirror 69 He was., come thither for. .his owe and the
name of the Genowaines honour.

t. 1:1420 Sir Ainadace (Camden) Iviii, Is he comun,..my
nowun true fere ? 1444 in Paston Lett. I. 50 The matier that

is cause of your noun coniyng hedir. 1512 Will Tho. Jenyns
(Somerset Ho.), Scribile w l my nowne hande. a. 1652 BROMI:
New Acad. i. i, His nowne natural brother. 17*1 AMHKKST
Terrx Fil. No. 8 (1754) 38 Twenty chose rather to be fondled

up, and Call'd mother's nown boys. 1828 SCOTT /*'. M, Perth

\.\\iii, If her nainsell l>e hammer-man hersell, her nainsell

may make her nain harness.

b. Expressing tenderness or affection ; also

rarely in super?. very own.

.71386 CHAI-CEK Friar's T. 269 Heere may ye se, myn
owene deere brother, c 1430 LVDG. Min. Poems (Percy) no
My nawen hony swett. c 1530 RKDFORDB Play l\ 'it <y Sc,

(1848) 38, I wylbe bolde wyth my nowne darlyng ! Cum
now, a bas, my nowne proper sparlyng ! 1598 SHAKS. Merry
If', n. i. 15 By me, thine owne true Knight. 1691 SHADWF.LI.
Scourers 1. 1, Some wise lecture from nown daddy. 1855
TKNNYSON Maittti. xviii. 74 My own heart's heart andownest
own, farewell.

c. Phr. To be one's oivn man : to be master

of oneself; to be independent; to have the full

control or use of one's faculties.

1300 GOWER Cotif. II. 349 If 1 be noght myn oghne man
And dar no.uht usen that I can. 1598 B. JONSON Kv. Man
in Hum. iv. vi, A tall man is never his own man till he be

angry. 1610 SHAKS. Temp. v. !. 213 Prospero [found] his

OWN.
Dukedome In a poore Isle : and all of vs, our selues, When
no man was his owne. 1664 COTTON Scarron. iv, For though
full light, when her own woman, Vet, in this heavy Dump,
was no Man Could raise her up. 1685 LOVELL Gen. hist.
Relig. 135 They are wholly their own Men, having no spiritual
Exercise in Common for the service of their Neighbour. 1773
GOI.DSM. Stoops to Conq. v, So, Constance Neville may marry
whom she pleases, and Tony Lumpkin is his own man again.

d. Own in the predicate sometimes has the force

of se//m the subject, as in 'I am my own master*
= *I myself (and no other) am my master*; where

'my own master' is not opposed to 'some one
else's master ', but '

I
*

to ' some one else \
1551 in Tytler Ed-.v. l'I (1839) II. 44 If they would keep

their own counsel, he, for his part, would never confess any
thing to die for it. a 1631 DONNE Poems (1650) 57 Not that
I shall be mine owne officer. 1692 PRIOR Ode hnit. /lor.
in. u. 146 Virtue is her own reward. 1767 T. MAWF. (////*')

Every Man his own Gardener. 1800 WIHDHAH Sp. Part.
18 Apr., Gentlemen, who in the game-season,..become their
own butchers and poulterers. 1848 tr. Iloffineisters Trm>.

Ceylon fy fndia
t Cherishing it into a small fire, we boiled

our own chocolate, the cook being ill

2. Without possessive preceding. Now rare, and

usually with an or in //., esp. in reference to re-

lationship (e. g. an <nvn brother^ as distinguished
from a half-brother or brother-in-law, or one who
is only figuratively a brother ; own tonsttts, first

cousins), f Oune hyne : see HOGHENJUNE.
looo Hymns vii. 66 (Gr.) (>u sea;5elodest \>e ealle Je*

sceafta, and.,sealdest selcre gecynde ajene wisan. a 1000
Boeth. Metr. xx. 14 pu be unstilln ajna ^esceafta To binum
willan wislice astyrest. c 1000 ^LI-'KIC Horn. I. 112 God.,
forgeaf him ajenne eyre, a 1175 Cott. Horn. 221 God. .let

ham habba awenne cire. 1292 BRITTON i. xiii, i La premere
nuyt..cum uncouth, le autre ntiyt geste, et la terce nuyt
oune hyne. 1340 Ayenb. 109 Zuo bet he ne heb ne osene wyt
ne ojene wyl. c 1375 Cursor M. 18708 (F.) Fra ben walde
ihe>us wib opin dede Conferme his trau|> til awin sede.

1546 J. HEVWOOD Prov. (1867) 53 Alwaie owne is owne, at

the recknyngis eend. 1632 Womens Rights 196 The owne
pen of so great a lawyer. 1671 Atttobiog. C^tess Warwick
(Percy Soc.) 2 My lady Claytone,..giew to make so much
of me as if she had been an own mother to me. 1690
S. SEWAI.I. Diary 21 Nov. (1878) I. 335 Mr. Laurence, Capi.
Davis's Son-in-Law, is buried this day; so that Five own
Sisters are now Widows. 1737 WHISTON yosephns^ Hist.
vi. iii. 4 This horrid action of eating an own child. 1862
MERIVALE Rom. Emp. (1865) III. xxvii. 248 Octavia was
own sister to Oclavius- 1875 WHITNEY Life Lang. ii. 14
He does not see why each should not have an own name.

1895 OLIVER tr. Kerner's Nat. Hist. Plants II. 406 We may
now proceed to discuss. .the prepotency of foreign pollen
over own pollen . . ;

' own
*

pollen . . is applied to such as has

originated in one of the anthers of the same flower.

ft). The own was used, 141!* to 17th c.. in the

sense of
'

its own' (instead of ft is own, it oicn ,.

1340 H AMI-OLE Pr. Coitsc. 3133 Als it may be with be awen
body. 1526 Pilgr. Per/. i\V. de W. 1531) 268 b, The soule. .

hath suchc aboundaunce of ioye, whan it seeth the owne
saluacion. 1578 Ps. Ixxvii. \i\Scot. Poems \bthC. II. no As
water that fast rinnes oner a Hn, Do'is nat returne againe to

tlie awin place. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny II. 71 As for Orach
there is a wild kind of it, growing of the owne accord. 1643
THAI-I' CotH/M. Gen. i. 4 If ye would pronounce it according
to the own letters.

3. absoL (mostly with preceding possessive) :

That which is (one's) own ; property, possessions;

(one's) own goods, kinsfolk, friends, or whatever is

implied by the context. Somewhat arch. (exc. in

some phrases).
(Sometimes erroneously classed as a sb. ; it is really the

adj., invariable m plural.)
c 950 I.indisf. Gosp. John i. n In a$an cuom. a 1035

Cttftfs Secular Laws c. 24 (Schmidt A^lfe man bam a^en-
frigean his agen. 12.. Moral Ode, (Egerton MS.) 263 And
of his owen nolde ^iueu. a 1300 Cursor M. 8168 Sir, wel-

cum to bin aun. ///./. 14342, I haf tan flexs emang mine
aun, And bof i am noght wit bam knaun. 13. . Settyn Sag.
(W.) 1610 To do bi me as bi thin awe. 1340 Ayenb. 21

Huanne he deb to moche despense,ober of Ins o?en ; ober of

obre manne. 1467-8 Rolls of Parlt. V. 572/1 V purpose lo

lyve uppon my nowne, and not to charge my Subgettes.
c 1520 King <y Barker 115 in Hazl. E.P.P. \. 9 Tho the

barker had hes howyn, theyrof he was fayne. 1534 TINDALE

John i. ii He cam amonge his awne and his awne receaved
him not. 1611 SHAKS. H'int. T. v. iii. 123 Tell me (mine

owne) Where hast thou bin preseru'd? 1839 \v.o\\v.\-\. A >/c.

Urit. Ch. ix. (1847) 92 He gave freely of his own. 1869
TENNYSON Holy Grail 47 The cup.. from which our Lord
Drank at the last sad supper with his own.

b. Of (one's] own (also f of the own} : that is

one's own ; belonging to oneself. (Cf. OF 44.)
13. . Coer de L. 4475 like lord his baner gan uplifTte. Off

kynde armys off hys owen. 1490 CAXTON Eneydos xxiii. 86

With alle his habilimentes and other t hinges, his of owne.

1568 GRAFTON Chron. I. 84 The Scots.. had no money of

their awne. 1610 HOLLAND Camden s Brit. (1637) 138 Euery
Kingdome..had a .special I name of the owne by it selfe.

1743 BULKELEV & CUMMINS I'oy.S.'Sfas 102 Two Swords
of the Captain's own. 1800 HELENA WELLS West Indian
\ . 302 A cousin of her own. Mod. A great friend ofmy own.

C. Special phrases. To hold (f -maintain} one's

oum \ to maintain one's position or standing against

opposition or rivalry; not to suffer defeat or dero-

gation, t To tell one his own : to tell him the

plain truth about himself; to give him the reproof
he deserves (obs.}. On one's own (slang or colloq}'.

on one's own account, responsibility, resources, etc.

c 1350 Will. Pal. 3642 His men mijt 1101131 meyntene her

owne. 1526 Pilgr. Perf. (W. de W. 1531) 98 Be neuer oner-

come in ony mater, but holde thyne owne. 1601 HOLLAND
. 482 There is not a better Reed growing for to make



OWN.
shafts, .. it will hold the owne and stand in the weather.

1679 Hist. Jetzer 17 He gave them a round rattle, and
spared none of his course Kloquence to tell them their own.
17*1 AMHERST Terra? HI. No. I (1754) 2 The famous satur-
nalian feasts.. at which every scullion and skipkennel had
liherty to tell his master his own, as the British mobility
emphatically style it. 1846 YOUNG Naut. Diet. 151 A vessel
is said to

'

hold her own '

when she makes no progress, but
yet does not lose ground. 1895 // 'estin. Gaz. 4 Dec. 3/3 One
can greet the play

' on its own ', to borrow a popular phrase.
1900 Last' \fltes Dec. 355/2 The Times.. appear to have
inserted the notice on their own.

4. Comb. a. with nouns, as own-wi'll. self-

will; usually atlrib,, as own-form (sec quot.; ;

own-root, growing from its own root
;
b. with

pa.pples., forming aJjs. . as own-born, horn one's

own, indigenous; own-grown, grown by oneself;

own-invented, invented by oneself; own-look-
ing, looking or seeming one's own, resembling
oneself; own-named, having one's own name,
named after oneself. (All rare or nonce-uses.')
1849 ROCK CA. ofFathers I. i. 13 Every., hamlet had its

*own-born patron saint. 1877 DARWIN Forms of Ft. i. 24
The fertilisation.. of either form with its "own-form pollen
(may ! called] an illegitimate union. 1591 SYLVESTER Dn
llartas l. 111. 1148 He is warm wrapped in his *owne-grow'n
Wooll. 1641 J. EATON

ffoney-c. Free Jnstif. 242 His 'owne-
invented signe of washing by water of Baptisme. 1647 H.
MORE Songof Sonl i. i. xlii, Th' "own-litter-loving Ape, the
Worm, and Snail, a 1814 Looe, Hemor If Interest in. iii.

in New tSrit. Theatre III. 283 Your *own looking child
The very__mind and picture of yourself. 1612 DRAY ION
Poly*>lb. ii, By this her *own-named town the wand'ring
Froom had past. 1881 Gar,/. Citron. XVI. 851 When Roses
are

properly budded and properly planted they strike out
from the point of union, and become "own-root Roses. 1625
Bl'. MOUNTAGU App. Caesar 68 Thus hee fell to transgresse
through his wicked *owne-will. 1893 J. PULSFORD Loyalty
to Christ II. 297 For the crucifying and dying out of every
vestige of own-will.

Own (OTH), v. Forms : a. i agnian, ahnian,
3 ahnien, (<>/.) ahnenn, (pa. t. ahnede, e}e-
nede). 0. 3 ohni, (pa. t. ohuede, hop^enede,
hojmode (J> for p = w), +ger. o3niuge), 7 owne,
6- own. [OE. tignian, f. tigen OWN a. : so OHG.
eiginen (MHG. eigenen, Ger. eignen), MDu.
eechmen, ON. eigna (Sw. egna, Da. egnt).
Used in OE. and early ME. in senses i and 2; but after

this scarcely found till the i7th c. The derivatives <nvtitr
and <nwp-are however found in the interim in sense 2. It
seems as if the verb itself went out of use before 1300, but
w^s restored from the derivative tnuner, when mve in its

original sense of '

possess
'

was becoming obsolescent. Senses
3-6 are all of the later date.]

1 1. trans. To make ;'a thing) one's own, appro-
priate, take possession of; to seize, win, gain; to

adopt as one s own. Obs.
c888 K. ALFRED Boeth. xiv. 5 i Hu miht bu bon |>e ajnian

heoragod? 1:950 Limits/. Gasp. Matt. v. 4 Badge bioon fta
mdde foroon oa axnejao eoroo. ci2<x> OKMIN 5649 piss
seollbe ail heoffness ierdess land pe winnenn shall & ahnenn
ciaoj LAV. 4031 Al Logres bat lond He a:;enede [<ri2 75
hobnode] to his a.'5ere hond. /Hit. 11864 He anan sone
Ahnede [c 1275 ohnede] him al Rome, e 1175 IHii. 2483 Gwen-
doleine hnfde |>e ouere hond And hobjenede hire al f>is lond.

2. To have or hold as one's own, have belonging
to one, be the proprietor of, possess.
a 1000 Kiddles Ixxxviii. to Done gleawstol brooor min

ajnode. ciioj LAV. 1932 Nu wes al bis lond iahned a
Brutus hond. 1340 [see OWXF.R].
1607 SHAKS. Cor. i. viii. 3 Not Affricke ownes a Serpent I

abhorre More then thy Fame and Enuy. 1662 PEI-YS Diary
20 May, It is not so well done as when Roxalana was there,
who, it is said, is now owned by my Lord of Oxford. 1781
COMTEK Retirement 579 The estate his sires had owned in
ancient years. 1858 SEARS A than. n. ii. 185 Gardens owned
by the wealthier residents of the city. 1890 Spectator 19 July
77/2 Their [U.S. millionaires'] practice of 'owning', that is,

controlling, both the professional politicians and the press,

t b. To have as one's function or business. Obs.
1611 SHAKS. U'int. T. iv. iv. 143, I wish.. that yon might

euer do Nothing but that: moue still, still so: And owne
no other Function. 1711-14 POI-E Rape Lock II. 89 Of these
the chief the care of Nations own, And guard with Arms
divine the British Throne.

3. a. To call (a thing or person) one's ov>n ; to

acknowledge as one's own.
1610 SHAKS. Temp, v. i. 275 Two of these Fellowes, youMust know, and owne, this Tning of darkenesse, I Acknow-

ledge mine. 1611 Wint. T. in. ii.S9 Thy Brat hath been
cast out . . No Father owning it. 1691 WOOD A tit. Oxon. 1 1 .

642 He hath also published little trivial things.. which he
will not own. 1771 Ann. Reg. 249/1 At last, the bishops were
called to appear before the privy-council. They were asked,
If they owned their petition V

b. To acknowledge or recognize as an acquaint-
ance ; to give recognition to. Oh. exc. dial.
1650 FULLER Pisgah 11. ix. 192 Our eares and eyes quicklyown those objects far oft", with which formerly they have

been familiarly acquainted. 1661 PEPVS Diary 27 Apr., I. .

met my Lord Chaimberlaine. .who owned and spoke to me.
1773 JOHNSON Let. to Mrs. Thrale 21 Sept., I was owned
at table by one who had seen me at a philosophical lecture.
1868 ATKINSON Cleveland Gloss., Awn, to own or acknow.
ledge, as_a

friend or acquaintance, that is, to visit.

t c. To claim for one's own ; to lay claim to. Obs.
1655 STANLEY Hist. Philos. in. (1701) 123/2 Menedemus

accuseth him of owning many Dialogues of Socrates. 1658-9
Burton's Diary (1828) III. 5, I move to choose your clerk.
The person in place maybe deserving, ..but own your privi-
lege in choosing. 1711 STKELE Sfect. No. 555 p 3, I might
have owned these several Papers with the free Consent of
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these Gentlemen. i8isC/;ro. in Ann. Reg. 51/2 Both bodies
. -were carried to the bone-house to be owned,
t d. To attribute ;a thing) to some source, rare.

1740 tr. De Mouhys Fart. Country.Maiil (1741) I. 51, I
found no Difficulty in owning to them the Occasion of this

dangerous Illness.

4. To acknowledge as approved or accepted ;
to

declare or manifest one's acceptance or approval
of; to countenance, vindicate. Somewhat unit.
c 1610 SIR J. MELVII. Mem. (1683) 55 The too much owning

of Rixio, a known minion of the Pope, would give ground
of suspicion. 1649 MILTON Kikon. 79'1'iracy become a pro.
ject own'd and authoriz'd against the Subject. 1758 S. HAV-
WARD Serin. Introd. 13 We might hope to find our labours
more owned. 1853 CoNYBKARH Ess. l-'.ccl. 8f Sc-c. (1855) 92 A
preacher is said in this [Kecordite] phraseology to be 'owned'
[i.e. ofGod J when lie makes many c< inverts, c 1860 SI'UKCF.ON
in Daily Nc-.vsia, Aug. (1898) 6/2 God has owned me to the
most degraded and off-cast ; let others serve their class ; these
are mine, and to them I must keep.
5. To acknowledge (something) in its relation

to oneself; also, more generally, to acknowledge
(a thing) to be what is claimed, or to be the fact

;

to confess to be valid, true, or actual; to admit.
(a) with simple ol>j.

1655 STANLEY Hist. Philos. i. (1701) 6/2 Which Aristotle
hath borrowed from him, not owning the Author. 1662
STILLINGPL. Orig. Sacr. m. iv. 8 Writers and historians,
which did not own the authority of the Scriptures. 1666
PEPYS Diary 27 Oct., How high the Catholiques are every-
w'here^and

hold in the owning their religion. 1711 Lond.
Gaz. No. 4795/4 Stoln or strayed,, .a. .Mare,, .lately paced,
but does not freely own it. 1749 FIFI.DING Tom J,<:ies xv.
xi, Her Age was about thirty, for she owned six and twenty.
1814 CAKY Uante, Paradise vm. 134 Nature.. no distinc-
tion owns Twixt one or other household. 1876 J. PAKKFK
Paracl. I. viii. 114 The world has never cared to own its
need of the Son of man.

(/') with obj. and contpl.
1665 BUNYAN Holy Citie 90 The Servants of Christ are

here owned to be the foundations of this Wall. i684/V//;/.y/r
p

.

Archives I. 87 [To] yeilde obediens to the Lord Balltemore
and owne him for theire Proprietor. 1709 Tatler No. 63 p s
There are few, very few, that will own themselves in a Mis.
take. 1758 S. HAYWARD Strut, iv. 114, I readily own myself
at a loss. 1815 W. H. IRELAND Scribilcomania 256 To the
labours of Lindley Murray the rising generation will own
itself highly indebted. 1818 SCOTT /'. Rl. Perth xix, Sin .

prised at last into owning thyself a woman.
(c) with olij. clause (rarely inf.).

1665 PKI-YS Diary 31 Oct., She would not owne that ever
she did get any of it without book. 1718 LADY M. W.
MONTAGU Let. to Ctcss of Mar 28 Aug., I hope you will
own I have made good use of my time. 1745 ELIZA HEY-
wood Female Sfirct. No. 14 (1748) III. 70 You will here-
after own to be guilty of an injustice you will be ashaim-d
of. 1760 C.JOHNSTON Cnrysal(\iTj) III. 70 What the chief
commanders, .owned to have reserved for each of themselves.
1873 HELPS Anim. S, Mast. v. (1875.1 115, I own to you that
I have a great fear of the damage that ridicule might do.

b. intr. To confess (to something).
1776 GAKRICK in G. Co/man's Posth. Lett. (1820) 324 Jewel

only owns to a treaty, but no bargain yet struck. 1814
BYRON ll'lts. (1832) III. 39 He owns to having reprinted
some sheets [etc.). 1853 Miss YONGK Heir Redclyjfc\\, He
owns to disliking the Doctor. 1869 J. MARTINF.AU Ess. 11.214We own to a feeling of shame and grief, when we rind [etc.].

c. To own up: to make a full admission or
confession (esp. when challenged or pressed) ;

to
confess frankly, (intr. with or without to, or with

obj. clause.', colloq.
1880 TROLLOPS Duke's Children xxxv, If you own up in a

genial sort of way the House will forgive anything. 1883
GILMOUR Mongols xxiii. 285 If his two companions in accusa-
tion would not own up, he would take the responsibility of
the loss. 1889 M. E. yitaanaJndtt. Thinker in Far-away
Melody (1891) 146 Then I asked him, an' he owned up it

was so. 1890 Jioston (U. S.) Jml. 23 May 1/6 On being
arrested he owned up to his crime.

6. spec, t a. trans. To acknowledge as due (to a

person). Obs. rare.
Perh. an error for ou>e : see OWE v. 2.

1560 DAL-S tr. Sleiifaiu's Camiii. 43 He must take his othe
to owne him his faith and obeidience. 1699 BENTLEY Ptial.
Pref. 6, 1 said enough to make any Person of common
Justice and Ingenuity have own'd me thanks for preventing
him from doing a very ill Action.

f b. To acknowledge as due to oneself, to hold
ns deserved or merited ; to merit, deserve, rare.
a 1643 LD. FALKLAND, etc. Infallibility (1646) 108 Guilt

enough to owne that severity.
c. To acknowledge as having supremacy, au-

thority, or power over one; to profess, or yield,
obedience or submission to (a superior, a power, etc. X
1695 BI.ACKMORE Pr. Arth. I. 55 The Prince of Darkness

.:

owns the Conquerour, And yields his Empire to a mightierPowr. 1:1709 PRIOR first Hymn Callimachns 09 Man
owns the power of kings ; and kings of Jove. 1814 SHELLEY
Slimmer-evening Churchy, ii, Silence and twilight, .breathe
their spells . Light, sound, and motion own the potent sway
1870 ELLEKTON Hymn, ' The day 'Jhov gmvst

'

v, Till all

Thy creatures own Thy sway. 1874 GREEN Short Hist.
l. S 3. 23 Wessex owned his overlordship as it had owned
that of Oswald.

Own, owne, obs. forms of ONK numeral aJj.
tOw-nage. Obs. rare.

[f. OWN v. + -ACE.]
The fact of owning, ownership.
1576 FLEMING Panofl. Epist. 148 All my commendations

and titles of digmtie (if I haue, at least, any in owneage).
/ u '?

8
'

' challenge that vnto me by right of ownage,
which the Atheniens. .made oner with assurance to Codrus.
1633 T. ADAMS Exp. 2 Peter iii. 10 A general distinction
ol ownages was added by the law of nations.

Ownce, ownche, obs. forms of OUNCE.

OWNNESS.

Ownded, Owndynge, Owndy : se

Owndir, obs. form of UXIIKK.

Owned (<'n<r,///.a. [f.
OWN v. + -Ei>l.]

1. Possessed, held ns one's own property.

t-UIU, LMIOH O

Daily News 24 Nov. 3/2 Occupying an employer-owned
cottage, with no other available house in case t'he tenant
for any offence loses work and home.
2. Acknowledged.
1674 N. FAIRFAX Unit fg Seh. 178 A more owned truth

than that which this is brought to strengthen. 1817801 THEY
Lett. (1856) IV. 49 Theirs is an owned language.Owner f/u'naj). Kornis : a. 4 ojenere,

i ownere, (5 ownour, 5-6 owener), 5- owner.
0. 5 awener, fawenner), 5-7 awner, (7 awiner).
[f. OWN ->. + -EH

l.] One who owns or holds some-
thing ns his own

;
a proprietor ; one who has the

rightful claim or title to a thing (though he may
not be in possession).
1340 Ayenb. 37 Zuych is be zenne..of ham of religion bet

byeb o^eneres, uor hi behoteb to libbe wy[b]-oute oanillge
1387 THEVISA Iligdcn (Rolls) VI. 345 pinges. ,be)> now
more i-wasted in glotenye and outrage of honures [:.*>-.
ouners, owneres, /. . possessorumj. 1432 Rolls of/'arlt. 1 V.
390 The seide Merchauntz. .aweners of the seid Merchaun-
disez. ( 1489 I'tiiinpton Corr. 84 The awenners of the same
cattcll. 1491 Act 7 Hen. \''ll c. 2 5 5 Suche persons as
the same feofloure or ownour shall depute and assigne. 1552
Aup. HAMILTON Catech. 11884) 24, 1 am thair only awner,
Lord and mnister. 1598 SHAKS. ilerry II'. v. v. 64 Worthy
the Owner, and the Owner it. 1631 Tyninghame Sess. K, -c.

in Ritchie CA. St. Baldred (1880) 226 The awiners of the
seittis wer not willing heirto. 1781 Miss BURNEV Cecilia x.

iv, She now lived upon an estate of which she no longer was
the owner. 1844 Wn HAMS Kcal Prop. (1877) 17 No man is

in law the absolute owner of lands. He can only hold an
estate in them.

b. atlrili. and Comb.
1885 Daily Xc-.vs 14 Oct. 6/1 The owner vote must be

given at municipal elections. 1891 Ibid. 10 Jan. 3/1 Where
that which the Hoard of Agriculture call 'owner-farming

'

is

common.

Ownerless (c^'nailes), a. [f. prec. +
-I.E.SS.]

Having no owner, without an owner.
1806 W. TAYI.OK in Ann. /wf. IV. 227 A maroon gypsey-

like population of ownerless negroes. 1865 Sat. AY: p

.

24 June 757/2 Inconveniences arising from ownerless dogs.
1886 J. PAVN IlcirofAges II. xxiii. 89 She will turn out to
be heiress of long-forgotten and ownerless millions.

Ownership (<7"'naij"ip). [f.
as prec. + -SHIT.]

The fact or state of being an owner
; legal right ol

possession ; property, proprietorship, dominion.
'583 GOLDING Cah'in on Dent, xxxix. 235 One that hath but

onely the laying out of them, and not the ownership of them.
1651 NEEDHAM tr. Selden (title) Of the Dominion, or Owner-
ship of the Sea. 1831 AUSTIN Jitriipr. (1870) I. xiv. 382
Ownership or Property may be described accurately enough
in the following manner : 'the right to Use or deal with some
given subject in a manner, or to an extent, which, though it

is not unlimited, is indefinite '. 1863 FAWCETT Pol. Econ.
n. vi. (18761 191 There are many advantages associated with
the ownership of land, attnb. 1880 Daily .\~ews 6 Nov.
5/6 If allowance for ownership votes were made, the majority
of voters were with him.

Ownest, obs. erron. form of HONEST a.

tOw-nhede. Ol-s. rare.
[f.

OWN a. + -hede

-HEAD.] Right of possession ; ownership.
1483 Cath. Angl. 16/1 An Awnhede,/r<>/>vV/rts.
Ownhood (("i-nhiid). [f.

OWN a. + -HOOD:
rendering Bellmen's eigenlicit.] The condition of

being, or considering oneself, one's will, etc. as
one's own or at one's own disposal ; also (in quot.

1856) selfhood.

1649 J. E[LI.ISTONE] tr. Behmens Ep. x. 4. in Who.
soever will attain to Divine contemplation and feeling
within himselfe ; he must mortify the Antichrist in his sonle,
and depart from all ownehood of the will. [Sofassim.] 1691
E. TAYLOR Rchmctfs Theos. Philos. 369 What he possessed)
as an ownhood. 1856 R. A. VAUGHAN Afyjtiavtn. viii. (1860)
11-93 With Hehmen, . .redemption is our deliverance from the
restless isolation of Self, or Ownhood, and our return to
union with God. Ibid. 238 The proprium, or ownhood of
every angel, spirit, or man, is only evil. 1893 J. PULSFORD
Loyalty to Christ II. 297 Only through the extinction of

all_ ownhood, can you become channels of the Father's
universal sympathies.

Owning (/
u'nin), vbl. sl>. [-ING 1.] The action

of the verb OWN. (Now rare exc. as gerund.)
1. Possession, holding of property.
1340 [see OWNER]. 1580 HoLLYBANDVm!.r. Fr. Tong,

Propriety / appertcttance, proprietie or owning. 1607
HIERON ll'ks. I.I04 Although the heire . . come to the

owning and fingering of that which hee hath prepared.
1657 W. DILLINGHAM in Sjr !'. I 'erc's Comtn. Pref. A iv,
A copy.. in the owning and possession of Major General
Slcippon.

2. Acknowledgement, countenancing, etc.

c 1610 [see OWN v. 4]. 1654 CROMWELL Sp. 12 Sept. in

Carlyle, Some owning of your call. 1695 LOCKE Rtas. Chr.
(R.), The owning, and profession of one God. 1701 Life
Chas. /. 71 Too great an owning of the Scots.

Ownness (i'

-

nines). [f.
OWN a. + -NESS.] The

fact or quality of being one's own or peculiar to

oneself.

1642 R. HARRIS Sernt. L-nke xviii. 6-8. 32 Gods adversaries

are some way his owne ; and that Ownenesse works Patience.

1838 CAHLYLE Misc. (1872) VI. 97 Napoleon ..with his own-



OWSELL.
ness of impulse and insight .. with his originality. 1873
MRS. WHITNEY Other Girls xviii. (1876) 254^ I would have
rooms for them here, that they should feel the own-ness of.

Owns, ownsce, obs. forms of OV.NCE sA.

Ownself, erroneous writing of cnvn self, after

himself, oneself: see SELF.

1633 GtKAKD fart. Dcscr. Somerset (1900) 26 Hated of

all, and hateful to their loured and ownselves. 1646 FII.LKR
n'ouniieil Coiisc. (1841) 322 Every man is best judge of his

ownself, if he be his ownself.

Owranee, variant lorm of OWEHAXCE Obs,

Owre, obs. f. HOI-K, ORE 2
, OCR, UKK, YOUR.

Owre. Owre- (in comb.), obs. and northern
form of OVKK, OVER-.

tOwreke, var. of AWREAK v., to avenge. Obs.
c 1205 LAV. 4402 To o-wreken be uppon I'eline.

Ows, obs. f. Us. Owae, Owsey, obs. ff. OOZE,
OOZY a. Owsel 1, -ille, -le, -yl, obs. ff. OUZEL.
tOwsell. Oh. rare. [Etymology and sense

obscure.]
1609 J. MELTON Slxcfold Politician v. 73 Neither the

touch of conscience, nor the sense.. of any religion, euer
drewe these into that damnable and vntwineablc traine and
ousell of perdition.

Owssn, owssen.dial. ff. oxen, pi. of Ox.

[Owser. A misprint for fuse, OOZE rf.l 2, per-

petuated in various Diets.

(1688 R. HOLME Armoury lit. 350/2 A Tanners Pooler, or
Poler .. is .. to stir up the Ouse, or Hark and Water.] 1704
Diet. Rust,, Pooler, or Polcr; it is an Instrument used about
Tanners Pits, wherewith they stir up the Ouser [ecf. 1726
Owser], or liark and Water. 1715 KKRSKV, Owser, the Hark
and Water, in a Tanner's Pit. 1730 6 in BAILEY (folio'.

1775 ASH, Oivser .., the mixture of bark and water in a

lanpit. 1823 in CRAUB Technol. Diet. II. etc.]

Owt, Owt-, Owte- ;in comb) : see OUT, OUT-.

Owt;e, obs. forms of OUGHT.
Owtake, Owtane : see OUT-TAKE, -TAKEN-.

Owtas, Owter, Owth, Owtrage (owte-
rage), Owtray, Owtred, etc. : see OUTAS,
OUTEB, OUTH, OUTRAGE, OUTRAV, OUTRED, etc.

Owtherquedaunce, erron. f. OUTRECUIDASCE.
Owtour, owttour, obs. forms uf OUT-OVER.
Owtouth, obs. Sc. form of oittoiith, OUTWITH.
Owtsept, Owtt, obs. variants of OUTCEPT, OUT.
Owul, Owur, Owyn, obs. ff. AWL, OUR, YOUR,

OVEN. Owyr, obs. f. HOUR, OVER.
Owze, obs. form of OOZE.

Ox (pks). Forms : I oxa, 2-7 oxe, 4, 7- ox,

(5 box, 6 oxce
, 7- (iiorth. and -S'c.) owce, owse.

PI. I oxan, (cexen, exen). 2- oxen, (3 ocseii,

oxene, 4-6 -in, -yn, -yne, 5 -one, exin, exon, 6

oxesom, north, and Sc. 6 oussin, 7- owsen,
owssen, ousen. 0. 4-6 oxes, (4 -is, 5 -ys .

[Com. Teut. : OE. oxa wk. masc. = OKris. oxa,
OS. o/iso (MLG., I.G. osse, MI)u. osse, Du. .r),

OHO. ohso '^MIIG. ohse, Ger. ochse , ON. uxe,
oxe (Sw., Da. oxt

, Goth, auhsa : OTeut. *o/is-n-

: pre-Teut. *ttkstn- (found also in \Velsh ycli,

pi. ychyn, Skr. ukslidn).
Ox is the only word in general Kng. use which retains the

orifi. plural -en, OK. -an, of the weak declension. An older
umlaut pi. tvxen, cjcen occurs in O.Northumb., whence app.
exin, exon in 15th c. A new pi. oxi-s occurs i4-i6th c., but
has not_survived. The genitive sing, oxt-s for oxan appears
in Lindisf. Gosp. With the northern tnusc, on'ssen, cf. Du.
and Flem. os, ossen.}

1. The domestic bovine quadruped (sexually dis-

tinguished as^//and cow); in common use, applied
to the male castrated and used for draught purposes,
or reared to serve as food.
Often with a word prefixed indicating breed, use, etc., as

Devon, domestic, draught, Hertfordshire ox.

c8*5 res/>. Ps. viii. 8 Seep and oxan..and netenn feldes.
c 9Sf> Hindis/. G'is/>. John iL 14 Bebycgendo exen & scipo.
ini. Luke Pref. Iv, MiS bisseno oxes. /<W. Iviii, Asales
oS5e oxes. a 1000 Kiddies xxiii. 13 (Gr.), Svva hine oxa na
teah ne esna niEegen ne fact hen^est. 1016 20 Chartt-r
of Godwin? in Thorpe Cod. Dipt. IV. 10 prittig oxna and
twentij cuna, and tyn hors. a noo O. /:'. Chron. an. 1085
An oxe ne an cu ne an swin nses belyfon. c 1200 7 'rin. Colt.
Horn. 195 Half hundre ^iokes of ocsen. c 1290 .V. En%. Leg.
I. 39/169 Finde ?e moiven ^ere Oxene, and ISolen.

'

a 1300
Cursor M. 6745 (Cott.) Oxen (v. r. oxin] fiue for an he pai.
Ibtd. 11272 And j>e child ..Lai in crib mix ox and ass. 1375
HARBOUR Bruce x. 388 [ He] has left all his oxyne out. 1 1400
Destr. Troy 568 Fro )K> proude exin, pat with flamys of
fyre ban so furse hete. ,1410 Palla,/. an llusb. I. 513 For
vche yok of exon in thi plough, a 1440 Sir Degrev. 147
Husbondus. .He lent hem oxone and wayne Of his owne
store. CI47J 1'ict. Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 757/41 Hie et /iff

Mr, a box. 1483 Cath. An*l. 49/1 A Buse for a noxe,
liocetum. cisn tsi Eng. Bit. Ainer. (Arh.) Introd. 28/2
Iher bynde they ther oxeson with Arabic gold about thcr
homes, and erys. 1520 ANDREW Noble Lyfe \. xiv. Cj,A bull lyueth .xv. ycre, and a oxce .xx. yere. 15015
DALRVMPLE tr. Leslie's Hist. Siot. I. 29 margin, Ky Oussin
and wylde bullis. 1607 TOPSELL Four-f. Beasts (1658) 197
If the bloud be fallen into an Oxens legs, it must be let

forth, a 1653 GOUGE Coinni. Heli. n. vii. (1655) 131 An oxes
eating of the corn. 1667 MILTON /'. L. xi. 647 A herd of
Beeves, faire Oxen and faire Kine. 1671 SALMON Syri. M?d.
in. Ixxxi. 707 Mix with it a little Gall of Oxe. 1683 G.
MERITON Yorks. Dial. 67 (E. D. S. No. 761 Ta see me Owse
dead at me feet. 17*5 BRADLEY Fain. Diet. s. v., A Bull-
Calf gelt in Time becomes an Ox. 1792 BI/KNS Afy Ain
f\inti Dearie O, Owsen frae the field come down. 1825
BKOCKETT .Y. C. Gloss,, Ousen, Owsen, oxen. 1870 BRYANT
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Iliad I. ix. 289 Many a slow-paced ox with curving horns
They slew.

0. 1388 WVCLIF i Kings \. 25 He. .offride oxis [1382 oxen]
and fatte thingis. Kcclus. xxii. 2. 1390 GOWKR Con/. II. 63
In stede of Oxes He let do yoken grete foxes. 14*6 Lvixi.

i

De Guil. Pilgr. (E. E. T. ^J.)45i Haue my pasture ther with
Rude Oxys. 1542 UJXON Illation for Lent K, He should

j
restore and gyue hyni fyue oxes for an oxe.

2. ZooL Any beast of the bovine family of rumi-

nants, including the domestic European species, the
* wild oxen* preserved in certain parks in Britain,
the buffalo, bison, gaur, yak, musk-ox, etc.
With distinctive prefixed word : American oxt the Ameri-

can bison or buffalo; Cape ox. Bos coffer; Galla. o.v, the

sanga of the Galla country ; Grunting ox^ the yak ; Indian,
Brnhmin^Qi Dwarf o.v, the Zebu (S. j'tidicHs); Musk c.r,
a ruminant of arctic America, O^'ibos moschatns,
(iooo ^LFRIC Gloss, in Wr.-W flicker 118/39 Bitbalus^

tt-il<Te oxa, 1388 WYCLIF Dent. xiv. 5 An hert, a capret, a
wielde oxe [1'itlg. bubalum]. 1607 TOPSELL Foitr-f. Beasts
(1658) 53 The name /?<, or an Oxe as we say in English,
is the most vulgar and ordinary name for liugils, Bulls,
Cows, LtufTes, and all great cloven -footed horned beasts.
1611 IJiBi.K Dent. xiv. 5 The Pygarg, and the wilde oxe
[1'iifg. orygem], and the chamois. 1744 A. DOBBS Httd-
sons Bay 41 The American Oxen, or IJeeves, have a large
I '(inch upon their I'acks. 1785 tr. Bttjforis l\'at. Hist.
VI. 240 The Zebu, or Dwarf Ox. 1816 HKACKENRIDUE Jrnl.

; V'oy. Missouri 175 The hump in a large ox, is about a foot
'

in length. 1836 renny CycL VI. 378/2 The small Hindoo
ox with a hump on the chine, and the African Cape ox.

1847 CARPKSTER Zool. 260 None, .are so remarkable as the
Zebu or Hrahmin Ox. Ibid, 271 The Musk-Ox, which
is an inhabitant of the coldest regions of North America.
1860 GOSSE Rom. Nat. Hist. 119 The gaur, the gayall, and
other great wild oxen of India. Ibid. 203 fn the forests
of Lithuania there yet linger a few herds of another enormous

, ox. .the European bison.

3. transf. An ancient coin bearing a representa-
tion of an ox

; also attrib.^ as ox-coin, -unit.

1607 TOPSELL Foitr-f. Beasts ('1658) 53 The Cryer in every
publick spectacle made proclamation, that he which deserved

well, should be rewarded with an Oxe, (meaning a piece of

inony having that impress upon it). 1892 I. TAYLOR in

Academy 10 Sept. 220/2 These ox coins to which Pollux
refers have been identified with certain silver coins with a
bull's head struck in Euboea. Ihid.) We must therefore
take the value of the ox in Delos at two silver drachmas.
Ibid.,

^

The theory ofa universal ox -unit of 130 grains of gold
is. .difficult to reconcile with such evidence as we possess.

4. Jig. f a. A fool ; esp. in phr. to make an ox of
(any one). Obs.

1566 Ani.iNGTON Apuleins 90 He by and by (being made a

very oxe) lighted a candle. 1598 SHAKS. Merry Jl ', v. v. 126
I-'al. I do begin to perceiue that I am made an A>.se. Ford.
I, and an Oxe too. 1606 Tr. $ Cf. \. i. 65 Hee i.s

both Asse and Oxe. 1640 H. MILL Night Search 126 At
last he findes she made an Oxe of him.

b. 77ic black ox^ misfortune, adversity.; old age :

in proverb, the black ox has trod on (/its, etc.) foot.
1546 J. HEVWOOD Prw. (1867) 14 The black oxe had not

trode on his nor hir foote. 1581 ML-LCASTKK Positions xxxvi.

(1887) 139 Till the blacke oxe tread vpoii his toes, and neede
make him trie what mettle he is made of. 1591 I.YLY Sappho
iv. ii, She was a pretie wench, .. now crowes foote is on
her eye, & the black oxe hath troad on her foote. a 1700
Ii. E. Diet. Cant. Crew s. v., The bla^k Ox has not trod

upon his Foot, of one that has not been Pinch 'd with Want,
or been Hard put to it. 1748 RICHARDSON Cla>issa(i%u) I.

344 The common phrase of wild oats, and black oxen, and
such-like were qualifiers, 1850 L. HvtFTAtttoMjK I. iv. 171
The ' black ox

'

trod on the fairy foot of my light-hearted
cousin Fan.

5. attrib. and Comb. (In some of these the pi.

oxen also occurs.; a. Appositive, in sense 'male'

(cf. liiLL $b\ 9), as ox-calf^ ox-stirk^ attrib., of

or pertaining to an ox or oxen, bovine, as ox-

-blood, -dung, -fair, ~flesh t -gitt t -hoof, -market,

'sh'/t, -/earn, -track; drawn or worked by an ox
i

or oxen, as ox-cart, ^convoy, -plough, -sled, \

-transport, -wagon t
-wain

;
for the use, equipment,

'

housing, etc., of an ox or oxen, as ox-bell, -boose^

-close, -common, -goad, -lays, -loom, -pasture, -prod,

-iiwg, -shoe, -whip, -yoke ;
b. objective and obj.

genitive, &$ ox-bud hering, -driver, -driving, -hunt-

ing, -loosing, -roasting, -slayer, -whitening, -wor-

ship; instrumental, as ox-drawn (also oxen-drawn ,

-/i'^adjs. ;
similative and parasynthetic, as ox-size

ox-faced, -horned^ -jawed, -red, -shaped adjs.

1707 Curios. Hush, fy Card. 350 Feed them with *Ox-Blood.

1674 RAY Ar
, C. Words 36 An *

Ox-boose: an Ox-stall, or
j

Cow-stall, a. 1849 H. COLERIDGE Ess. (1-851) II. 23 The sheep
and *ox -butchering, at which theHomeric heroes are so expert.

1398 THKVISA Barth. De P. K. xvm. cx[i]. (MS. Bodl.) If.

208/2 The *oxe calfe hatte Vitulus. 1523 FITZHERB. Hush.

67 It is tyme to gelde his oxen calues in the olde of the

monr, whan they be ,x. or ,xx. dayes olde. <ri8*o Glove.
Farm Rep. 17 in Libr, Use/. Know!., Hnsb. Ill, Six ox-
calves of the Hereford breed. 1877 M. M. GRANT Sttn.

Maid i, And then emerged .. an *ox-cart. 1546 Yks.

Chantry Sttrzt. (Surtees, 91) 113 Parkes, parockes, and the
*oxcloses. 1641 in J. Merrill Hist. Awesbury t Afctr.(x88o)

19 Three hundred acres of upland inclosed for an *ox
common, i 1820 S. ROLENS Kaiy, Como 47 Wains *oxen-
drawn. 1900 DOYLE Koer IVar'i. 9 In their huge ox-drawn

waggons.. they had vehicles and homes and forts all in one.

1870 BKVANT Iliad \. vi. 188 Beating them with an '"ox-

driver's goad. 157* MASCALL Plant. <V Gruff. (1592) 43 Couer
it with *Oxe dunge. 1483 Cath. Angl. 265/1 An *Oxfayre
..locus i'ln boues vendnntur. 1803 Kdin. Rei.'. II. 132
[Animals] which the "ox -fed rustic never molests. 1611

BIRLI: fitdg. iii. 31 Shamgar. .which slew ..sixe hundred
men with an *oxe goad [1535 COVKRUALF Oxes gadd).

OX.

1658 ROWLAND Monfefs Theat. Ins. 1023 They set in the
utmost void places "Ox-hoofs, Hogs-hoofs, or old cast thingsthat are hollow. 1850 Mus. BROWNING Prom. /toww^Poems
I^i66 ^Hearest ihou what the *ox-horned maiden saith?

Keg. ii. 3 Their chief employment at first was
-X-nuilCHlfT.

7/1

ox-hunting. 1601 URKTON II 'amftrs worth Hearing (1870)
'/I Thou olde mangy, fiery faced, boltle nosed, horse lippeilOx lawed lascall. 1701 in K. Steuart />> Allan Waterm.

: pasture, bovarhnn. 1815 SIR J. SINCLAIR Syst. Hnsb. Scot.
i. 371 Old grass certainly feeds large cattle better In
Northumberland it is the ox pasture. 1513 FIIZHF.RB. Jfnsh.
6 In some places, an *oxe-ploughe is better than a horse-

plough. 1765 A. DICKSON Treat. Agric. (ed. 2) 177 The
beam.. may be made shorter in a two-horNC plough, or an
ox-plough. 1879 E. ARNOLD Lt. Asia 10 His slate of

*

ox-
red sandal-wood. 1817 COBBKTT Pol. Reg. 8 Feb. 162
Alter all the "ox-roasting and temple-building in com-
memoration of that glorious triumph. 1875 KNIGHT Diet.
Meek, s. v., An "ox-shoe consists, of a flat piece of iron with

traders call buffalo-robes. 1483 Cath. Angl. 265/2 An *Oxe
Bitter, bovicida. i88a FISKE in Harpers Mag. Dec. 122/1
There were the ox-cart for summer and the *ox-sled for

l8ao H. MA'ITHKUS Diary ofInvalid (ed. 21 18 Abundance
of "ox-wains. 1831 J. MACQI-EKN in Black-*.. Mag. Nov.
752/2 With a good rattan or Mauritius *ox whip. 1650whip. 1650
JULLF.R f'isfa/i iv. vii. 129 Others, .conceive "Oxe-worship
in Egypt of far greater antiquity. 1573 'Oxyokes (see OX-
BOW ij. 1688 R. HOLME Armoury ill. 244/1 In the Cart-
House .. Oxeyokes, Horse Collars.

6. Spccialcomb.: ox-antelope, abovine antelope;
in the Kevised Version (A'tiw. xxiii. 22) a marginal
reading for ' wild ox

', rendering Heb. CN-> t'fm

(' unicorn 'in 1 6 1 ]
) , identified as Bos primigenins ;

oxback, in phr. on oxback, sitting or riding on
an ox

; ox-ball : see qiiot. ; ox-beef, the flesh of

the ox used as food
; ox-bile = ox-gall; ox-biter,

a bird: (a) = ox pecker, q.v. ; (b) U.S. the cow-
bird, Rlolobnts ater or M. pecoi'is; ox-bot, the
larva of the gad-fly, infesting the skin of cattle;
ox-bot fly, the fly producing this larva

; ox-boy,
a boy who tentis oxen

;
a cowboy ; ox-brake :

see quot. ; ox-coin (see 3 above) ; f oxen and
kine (also kyet, a local name of some sea-fowl,
as the ruff, Machetes pitgnax, or the dunlin, Tringa
alpina; ox-feather (humorous}, the 'horn', as
the symbol of cuckoldry : cf. bulls feather v

Bi'LL

! lib); ox-feller (jocular'} ,
a butcher ; ox-fence, a

strong fence to confine cattle ; spec, one consisting
of a hedge with a stout railing on one side, and

i^often) a ditch on the other ; hence ox-fenced

adj. ; ox-fish, a S. American sea-fish ; ox-fly,
ox gad-fly, the gad-fly or bot-fly, (F.stnis tovis;

ox-foot, (a) the foot of an ox, esp. as used
to make ox-foot jelly ; (i) (see quot. 1 730-6) ;

ox-gall, the gall of the ox, used for cleansing

purposes, also in painting and pharmacy ; so ox-

gall-stone ; ox-god, Apis, the sacred bull of the

Kgyptians; fox-grass (-girse';. pasturage for an
ox

;
ox-heart a., heart-shaped and of unusual

size ; applied esp.
to a variety ofcherry ;

also as SP. ;

fox-hunger, the disease Bulimy or Dog-hunger;
oxlaud = OXGANG

; also, plough-land ; oxman,
a man who looks after oxen, a herdsman

; ox-

money, a tax levied on oxen; ox-noble, a variety
of potato ; ox-pecker, the genus Biiphaga of

African birds, feeding on the parasitic larva' that

infest the hide of cattle ;Craig 1848; ;
also called

beef-eater; ox-penny = ox-money; fox-pith, the

marrow of the ox's bones
;
ox-rail =

ox-fence ;

ox-ray, a fish, the large horned ray, Cepha-
loptera giorna i^Cuvier) ;

ox-rein : see quot. ; ox-

runner, a kind of runner for a sleigh; ox-sole

(Irish), the whiff, *a. flat fish; ox-spavin: see

quot. ; ox-stone, a name for jade ; ox-vomit,
corruption of tm.v voinica (dial.); ox-warble, (a)

the tumour or swelling in the back of an ox caused

bytheox-fly; (/<;thegad-flyproducingthis; oxyard,
n measure of land (? =ojclaiui). See also OXBANK,
-BOW, -CHEEK, -EVE, -GANG, -GATE, -HARROW, etc.

1857 LIVINGSTONE Trav. iv. 75 That I might be able to

visit Sebiluane on *ox-back. 1851 S'l KKXHHKC; Dial. Noyth-

(imft. (K. D. I). ', *O.i'-l>all
t
a round, hairy ball often found

in the stomach of an ox. 1590 SHAKS. Mitis. A', in. i. 197
Bvt. . .Your name I beseech you sir ? Mits. Mustard-.seede.
../>'<'/. ..That same cowardly gyant-like *Oxe-beefe hath
deuoured many a gentleman of your house. 1819 BRANDK
Man. Cltein. 440 "Ox-bile, .this secretion [etc.]. 1826 HKNKY
KUtn. Client. II. 438 When submitted to heat, ox-bile.,

deposits a portion of coagulated matter. 1885 J. CORVELL
in /Farmer's AFnff. Feb. 420/1 The red-beaked *ox-biters

(Buphaga crytlirorhyncn), more popularly known as rhino-

ceros-birds. 1841 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 7) XXI. 627 The *Ox-
bot, f-2-.strjis bovis, ..is a Cllticular insect, the eggs being
deposited externally in the skill of cattle. i86a 'J

1

. W.



ox.

HARRIS Insects injitr. I'egctation vii. (ed. 3) 624 The mag-
gots.. of the (Jistrits bovis, or *ox bot-fly, live in large open
boils. .on the lacks of cattle. 1573 TL'SSKR Jfusf.lxm. (1878)
143 The *oxboy as ill is as hee, Or worsen, if worse may be
found. 1875 KNTCHT Diet. Meek., *Ox-brake. The ox-brake
resembles that used for shoeing refractory horses. 1602
CAREW Cornwall 35 Amongst the first sort, \ve reckon the . .

Sea-larkes, *Oxen and Kine, Scapies, Puffins, Pewets. 1623
WHITUOURNK Newfoundland 8 There are also Godwits,
Curlew'es, and a certaine kinde of fowle that are called Oxen
and Kine. 1894 NEWTON Diet. Birds 680 The Dunlin.. in

connexion therewith Mr. Harting.. reasonably refers Oxen-
and-kine, by which name some apparently small wildfowl
were of old times known in the west country. 1615 SWETNAM
Arraignm. Worn. (1880) p. .\xv, She will make thee weare
an "Oxe feather in thy cap. 1856 R. A. VAUGHAN Mystics
(1860) I. 281 He stands aloof. .when grave doctors shake
hands with 'ox-fellers. 1829 Sforting Maf. XXIII. 372
Many "ox-fencesand two rasping brooks. 1875

' STONEHENGI:
'

Brit. Sports I. ii. iii. 3. 160 Horses and men make light of

ox-fences, brooks, or gates in the first frenzy of their charges.

1851 1'raser's Mag. XLV. 539 The "ox-fenced pastures of
Leicestershire, a 1641 SIR W. MdHaoH Naval Tracts vi.

('704 1 534/1 The *Ox-Fish,. .esteem'd above all Fishes;., it

eats.. like Beef. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny II. 391 The little

grubs or worms whereof come the *oxe.flies. 1809 \V.
IRVING Kniekerb. (1861) 225 Victory, in the likeness of
a gigantic ox-fly, sat perched upon the cocked hat of the
gallant Stuyyesant. 1730-36 BAILEY (folio), *Oxfeet (in

Horses) is said of a horse when the horn of the hind-feet
cleaves just in the middle of the fore-part of the hoof from
the coronet to the shoe. 1887 I. R. Lady's Raiiehe Life
Montana. 29 My next venture was pancakes ; and the crown,
ing success, *ox-foot jelly. 1802 BINGLEY Anint. Biog. (1813)
III. 304 The *ox gad-fly. 1799 G. SwtH-J.aboratory I. 98
Take 'ox-gall..and some water; mix together and with it

rub your gold or silver. 1816 J. SMITH Panorama Sc,

1844 AI-B. SMITH Adv. .Mr. Lcdbury (1856) I. x.x. 155 The
embankment . . beyond the *ox-rails. 1860-5 COUCH Brit,

l-'ishcs, *Ox Ray, horned Ray. 1858 SI.MMONUS Trade
Diet., *0x-reims, narrow strips of prepared hide, about 9
feet long, extensively used in the Cape colony for halters
for horses, for passing round the horns, close to the head, of
draught oxen, to keep them together. 1835 C. F. HOFFMAN
Winter in West I. 295 Our sleigh (%vasl a low clumsy
pine box on a pair of *ox-runners. 1717-41 CHAMBERS
Cvctoftxdia s. v. Spavin, *Ox-Sj>tivin, which is a callous
tumour, at the bottom of the ham, on the inside ; hard as a
bone, and very painful. 1877 F. G. LF.E Gloss. Liturg.
1 erms 167 Jade, a mineral of a greenish colour; sometimes

termed^ ^ox-stone '. 1772 T. SIMPSON I'crmin.Killer 2 Mix
up a little flour witli honey, and a little *ox-vomit till it

comes to a paste. 1887 Daily News 3 May 3/6 Miss Orme-
rod has issued another warning on the subject of *ox-warble,
a pest that is doubly injurious, for the warble maggots. .by
the holes they leave in the hides, lessen the value of the latter
to the tanner. 1897 Mem. of Tennyson I. i. i To Margaret
his wife he devises one *ox-yard of land.

b. In names of plants (in some of which ox-,
like

' horse-
'

in similar use, denotes a coarse or
"

large species, or means 'eaten by' or 'fit for oxen'):
ox-balm, the N. American plant, Colliiisonia.

caiiadeiisis; also called horse-balm (Miller Plant-n.

1884) ; ox-berry, (a) the Black Bryony or

Lady's Seal, Tamils cominunis ; (/>] the fruit of
the Wake-Robin, Aram maciilatum

; ox-daisy
= Ox-eye daisy ; ox-heal or -heel, Bear's-foot or
Fetid Hellebore, Hdlebonis fatidiis ; ox-hoof:
see quot. ; ox-mushroom, a name for very large
specimens of the common mushroom (Cent. Diet.}.
1859 CAPEHN Kail, ff Songs 168 Rich as the cornelian, with

its ruby sheen. Is the *ox-berry wreath round the bramble
seen. 1881 W. ll'orc. Closs., Oxberry, the berry of the A ruin
inoculation. The juice is used as a remedy for warts. 1819
Pattt^Ugtm. *Ox daisy, in botany. ..Chrysanthemum. 1597
GnARDE Herbal li. ccclxi. 825 The fourth kinde of Blacke
Hellebor, called . . in English *Oxeheele, or Setterwoort. '

1776-96 WITHERING Brit. Plants (ed. 3) 11. 511 Bears-

foot, Setterwort, Oxheel, Stinking Hellebore. 1846 LINDLEY
,

Veg. Khigd. 550 The leaves of Caulotretus .. and various
Bauhinias are used in Brazil under the name of Unhade Boy,
or *Oxhoof, as mucilaginous remedies.
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Ox-, a formative of chemical terms.
1. - OXY- from oxygen; as in Ox- or OXY-

ACETIC, -ACID
; O.XANTHKACENE, O.XIODIC, etc.

2. A shortening of OXAL-, as in OlAMIc, OX-
ALDEHYDE, OXAMIDE, OXAXILIC.
Oxahverite Min. : see OXHAVEKITE.
Oxal-, combining element in chemical terms,

used in the sense
'

derived from or related to
oxalic acid', or '

containing the radical oxalyl'.
([Oxalfemia (jfeaU-mia) Path. fmod.L., f. Gr.

aifia blood] : see quot. Oxa lamide = OXAMIDE.
O-xalan [-AN 2

; cf. alhxan~\ = OXALI'KAMIIIE.
Oxala'ntin [cf. alloxantin~\ : see quot. Oxal
e'thyline, a poisonous oily liquid of compo-
sition C 6H,(,N2 ; also, a general name for the
series to which this belongs, as chloroxalethyline
CjHjClNo. Oxalhy dric acid, a former name
for SACCHARIC acid; hence Oxalhydrate. a salt

of this acid, a SACCHAKATE. O'xalite Miu. =
HrsiBOLDTiNK. Also OXAI.URAMIDE, OXALYL, etc.

1892 Syd. Soc. Lex.,
:

Oxnlvinia, the presence of oxalates
in the blood ; a doubtful condition. 1836-41 KRANDE Chem.
(ed. 5) uSi When oxalate of ammonia is distilled, .the liquid
which passes over contains a flocculent substance, . .to which

acid, and choloidic acid, with small portions of cholesterin.
1610 HEALEY St. Aug. Citie of God 663 All adored this

*Oxe-god. 1568 // 'ills f, Inv. N. C. (Surtees 1835) 297, I giue
vnto my seruant Will Sparrow an *oxe glrse [=grass]
yerelye in the Millfielde. 1846 J. BAXTER Likr. fract.
Agrt'c.led. 4) 1 1. 335 "Ox-heart yellow [turnip], 1870 LOWELL
Cathedral Poet. Wks. (1879) 442 And pulled the pulpy ox-
hearts. 1884 ROE Nat. Ser. Story ix. The moist stdtriness
..finished the ox-heart cherries. 1623 BINGHAM Xenophon
79 One, who had experience, told him, that it was a plaine
*0xe-hunger, and that they would immediatly stand vp, if

they had any thing to eat. i387TnEvisA Higiitu (Rolls) II.

97 Danegeld . . bat was bre pans of eueriche bouata terrse,
tat is, of eueriche *oxeland. 1603 OWEN Pembrokeshire
(1892) 135, viij acres make an Oxelande..viij oxelandes make
a ploweland..x plowlands make a knightes flee. 1663 in
S L. Bailey Ifist. Sk. Andover, Mass. (1880) 13 All those
my two parcells of oxland or ploughing ground on the
westerly side of ye Shawshin river. 1:1830 Gloite. Farm
Rep. 19 in Libr. Use/. Knowl., Husb. Ill, Three *ox-men
to work the oxen. 1616 Maxell. Crt. Lect Rcc. (1885) II.

3^3 Paide to Mr. Houlte..*oxe money for his masters pro-
vision of howsehould. 1821 HIBDERT Descr. Shetl. Isles
321 All landholders.. pay the ox and sheep money. ..The
average of scat, wattle, and ox money, is said to be about Z(t.

sterling. 1799 A. YOUNG Agric. Surv. Line. 145 Kidneys do :

not take from the soil so much as *ox-noblfis. 1793 Statist.
Ace. Scot. VII. 583 The parish also pays to Sir Thomas

M. Dumas has given the name of *oxalamide. 1866-77
WATTS Diet. Chem. IV. 248 'Oxalan, syn. with Oxalura-
mide. ll-id., *Oxalantin, CsHiNiO.-,. .is related to para-
banic acid in the same manner as alloxantin. .to alloxan.
1881 Ibid. VIII. 1450

t
Oxalethylines. 1838 T. THOMSON-

Client. Org. ISodies 75 The 'oxalhydrate of lead which fell

was collected on a filter and thoroughly washed with water.
Ibid., The 'oxalhydric acid is a new and peculiar acid. 1866 -

77 WATTS Diet. Chem. IV. 277 "Oxalite, native ferrous

oxalate, also called Humboldline.

Oxalate (p-ksaUt). Chem. [a. F. oxalate (G. de
Morveau and Lavoisier, 1 787 ,

f. OXAL- in oxalique
OXALIC + -ATE 4

.] A salt of oxalic acid.

1791 HAMILTON tr. Btrtliollefs Dyeing I. 243 The acidulous
oxalate of pot-ash may also he employed for this purpose,
[bid, II.37iO.xalats. 1807 MARCKT in I'liil. Trans. XCVII.
303 The lime was precipitated by oxalat of ammonia. 1869
ROSCOE Elem. Chem. (1874) xxxiv. 314 Oxalic acid is a
dibasic salt, and forms two classes of salts, called Normal
Oxalates, and Acid Oxalates.
attrib. 1889 Anthony's Photogr. Bull. II. 207 Time .. is

required for the development of a good negative, both with
the pyro and oxalate developer.
Hence Oxala'tic a., relating to oxalates.
1853 in DUNGLISON bird. Lex. 1892 Syd. Sac. Lex., Oxa.

latic diathesis, the oxalic Diathesis. [See OXALIC c.]

Oxa-ldehyde. Chem.
[f. Ox- 2 + ALDEHYDE :

= oxalic aldehyde.] A synonym of GLYOXAL.
Oxalic (fksEe'lik), a. Chem. [ad. F. oxalique

VG. de Mon'eau and Lavoisier, 1787), f. L. OXALIS :

see -1C.] Of, derived from, or characteristic of
the Oxalis or Wood Sorrel : spec.

a. Oxalic acid: a highly poisonous and in-

tensely sour acid (C 2H,2O, ""C 2O2-2HO), the first

member of the dibasic series having the general
formula C,,H.,n _ 2O,.
It exists in the form of salts (potassium, sodium, or calcium

oxalate) in Wood Sorrel and many other plants, and is also
obtained chemically from sugar, starch, sawdust, and other
organic substances; it crystallizes in transparent colourless
crystals, readily soluble in water or alcohol.
Oxalic series (of acids) : the dibasic acids derived from the

glycols, which differ from the lactic or monobasic series by

and Roccellic acids (Roscoe Klein. Chem. (1874! xx.xiv).

1791 HAMILTON Berthollet's Dyeing I. i. n. i. 123 Nitric
acid . . forms oxalic acid, with part of the hydrogen and
charcoal. 1800 tr. Lagrangc's Chem. II. 210 Oxalic acid.,
is extracted from sugar by combining the oxygen of Ihe
nitric acid with one of its constituent

principles. 1847 K.

Tuaimltm.Cttm.Jll Oxalic acid. Discovered by Scheele
in 1776. It occurs as a mineral Humboldite combined
with oxide of iron. 1873 [see OXALYL]. 1876 HARLF.Y Mai.
Med. (ed. 6* 313 Oxalic Acid derives its name from the wood
sorrel . . which, like all the genus, abounds in oxalic acid in
combination with potash.

'

b. Oxalic ether, a name for neutral ethyl oxalate
"

(C,H 10O, = C,0..2C,H 3.O?); also extended to the
oxalates of the alcohol-radicals in general.
1838 T. THOMSON Chem. Org. Bodies 328 Oxalic ether was

mixed with sulphuret of potassium. 1866-77 WATTS Diet.
Chem. IV. 268 Oxalic Ethers. ..Only those of methyl, ethyl,
amyl and allyl have.. been yet obtained.

C. Oxalic diathesis (fath.\ that condition of the

system in which there is a tendency to formation
of calcium oxalate in the urine; also called oxalatic ,

diathesis, oxalic acid diathesis.

1843 SIR T. WATSON Lect. Princ. t Pract. Paysic Ixxvi.
II. 548 There is yet another diathesis sufficiently common
and important to claim your best attention. I mean the
oxalic: in which there is a tendency to the formation, in
the kidney, of the oxalate of lime, or mulberry calculus.

II Oxalis ,'fksalis). Bot. [L. oxalis, oxalid-

(Pliny), a. Gr. ofaAi't vDiosc.), f. u^-m sour, acid.
In mod.K. oxalide.] A large genus of plants (type
of N.O. Oxalidacav, otherwise reckoned as a tribe,

Oxalitlex, of Geraniacez?) , mostly ornamental herbs,
with delicate five-parted dowers of various colours,
and leaves usually of three leaflets

; the common
British species is 0. Acetosella, Wood Sorrel.

OXANILIDE.
f [1601 HOLLAND Pliny xx.xxi, Touching the Docke.. there

is a wild kind theieof, which some call Oxalis in Greeke. (/.

I

wild Sorrell, or Soure-docke'.] 1706 PHILLIPS, Oxalis, wild
Sorrel or Wood-Soirel, an Herb. 1797 WOLI.ASTON in Phil.

j

Trans LXXXVII. 399 Thesaccharlneacid isknown to be a
natural product of a species of oxalis. 1856 RUSKIN Mod.
Paint. IV, v. xx. 5 The exquisite oxalis is preeminently a

I mountaineer.

Oxalo-, combining element = OXAL-, used before

consonants; as O xalo-ni'trate, a salt of oxalic
and nitric acid. Oxalovinic (p:ksal<7|V3t'nik) acid:
a. synonym of ethyloxalic acid, the acid oxalate of

ethyl ',C,II,O 4
= C aII(C2 H.)O,) ; hence Oxalo-

vinate Vksal0,v.-ii-n<
r
t), a salt of this acid, an ethyl-

oxalate.

1873 WATTS J-'xviics' Client, (ed. 11) 427 A basic 'oxalo-
nitrate is obtained by adding ammonium oxalate to the
oxynitrate. 1838 T. TH...MSON Clicm. Ory. Bodies 172 'Oxalo-
vinic acid. .was discovered by Mitscherlich. ..It decom-
poses carbonates of baryles and lime, forming soluble *o.\alo-

yinates capable ofcrystallizing. From oxalovinale of baryles
it is easy to obtain pure oxalovinic acid.

Oxaluramide (?ksal'u'rSm9id), Chem. [See
OXALUBIC and AMIDE.] The amide of oxalnric acid

(CjH-NjO;,), obtained as a white crystalline powder
-

by the action of ammonia and hydrocyanic acid on
alloxan ; also called oxalan.

1866-77 WATTS Diet. Chem. IV. 277.

Oxaluria (pksal'u-ria). Path. [mod.L., f.

OXAL- + -L'RIA.] The presence of an excess of
calcium oxnlate in the urine.

1844 CJ. Uinn L'riu. Deposits vii. (headingl, Chemical
pathology of oxalate of lime (o.valuriat. 1899 CAGNLY tr.

JakscKs Clin. Diagn. vii. (ed. 41358 It [i.e. oxalic acid in
the urine] is subject to very great increase in certain morbid
slates, and the condition is then called Oxaluria.

Oxaluric (pksaliu-rik), a. Chem.
[f.

OXAL-
+ URIC.] ]n Oxalnric acid: a monobasic acid

(C,H <N2O,\ which may be regarded as consisting
of oxalic acid and urea minus water, obtained as

a white crystalline powder of a very acid taste.

Hence Oxalu rate, a salt of oxnluric acid.

1836-41 DiJAsni: Chem. (ed. 5) 1381 Oxaluric acid is formed
by the union of 2 atoms of water with parabanic acid. Ibid.,
With excess of ammonia, oxalurate of lime yields a gelati-
nous precipitate. 1866 ODLING Anim. Chem. 135 These
dumbbells may consist of oxalurate of calcium. 1892 Syd.
Soe. Lex

,
Oxalitiic atid.. .the analogue of alloxanic acid,

being uric acid in which one atom of hydrogen is replaced
by one atom of the radical of oxalic acid.

Oxalyl (( >-k>.alil.. Chem.
[f.

OXAL- + -YL.]
The hypothetical radical (CXOj) of oxalic acid.

1859 FOWNI-H Man. Chem. 308 One molecule of CiH^
(ethylene) and CtOt (o.xalyli. 1873 RALFE Pltys. Chem. p.
xxi, Oxalic acid, CaHjOi, is a double molecule of water in

which half the hydrogen is replaced by oxalyl.

Oxamic (.pksie'inik';, a. Chem. [f. Ox- i =
OXAL- + AMIC.] In Oxamic acid: a monobasic
acid. CjHjNOs (= NH 2<C 2O..,.OH}, produced by
the dehydration of acid oxalate of ammonium, and
in other ways ;

its salts are Oxamates. Oxamic
ether: an ether in which one or other of the

hydrogen-atoms of oxamic acid is replaced by an
alcohol-radical

; e. g. ethylic oxamatc or Oxame-
thane, C 4H-NO3

- NII.,.C 2(
>
2.O.C 2H 5 ; ethyl-

oxamic acid, C 4
H TX()3

= NH.C,HyCjO,.OH.
1838 T. THOMSON Chem. Org. Bodies 592 Of Oxamethane,

or Ktheroxamide. 1857 MILLKR Elem. Chem. III. 172 This
body,, .originally termed oxamctliane,..\$ now admitted to
he oxamic ether, or the ether of amidated oxalic acid. 1873
RALFE Phys. Chem. p. xxvi, Thus we have Oxamic Acid.
Silver Oxamate, Methyl Oxamate.

Oxamide (c'ksamaid). Chem.
[f.

Ox- i +
AMIDE.] The diamide C^O^NjlI,, representing
two molecules of ammonia in which two atoms
of hydrogen are replaced by oxalyl, CoO 2 ; also

called oxalaniidc. Extended generically to the
amides which also contain alcohol-radicals, as di-

inethyloxainide, C,O a-N2H 2-(ClI 3
N

;; , etc.

1838 T. THOMSON Chem. Org Bodies 590 Oxamide. This
substance, the first of the series of amides, was discovered

by Dumas, in the year 1830. 1866-77 WATTS Diet. Chem.
IV. 284 Oxamides containing Alcohol radicles. 1869 ROSCOF.
Elem. Chem. xxxiv. (1871) 367 By heating neutral ammonium
oxalate, a white powder called Oxamide is left.

Oxammite vC'ksamait). Mm. [Named 1870,
from Ox- 2 + AMM(ONIA + -iiu 1

.] Native oxalate
of ammonium, found in yellowish-white crystals or

crystalline grains.
1870 Amt-r. J>-nl. Sci. L. 274 Oxalate of Ammonia, which

Professor Shepard names ( )xammite. 1892 Dana s 31in 094
Oxammite. .[is] found with mascagnite, which it resembles.

Oxaiiilic v('ksani'l'k), a. Chem. [f.
Ox- 2 =

OXAL- + ANILIC.] In Oxaiiilic acid ( phenyl-
oxamic acid) : a crystalline substance (CgHjNO,)
obtained by heating aniline with an excess of

oxalic acid
; its salts are Oxa nilates. So Ox-

ani'laniide (
= monophenyloxamide ,

a snow-
white flaky substance (CBH 8NaO2) obtained in the

decomposition of cyaniline by hydrochloric acid;
Oxa-nilide

(
= diphenyloxamide), a substance

(CnH,jN2Oj\ crystallizing in white scales, ob-

tained by heating aniline oxalate, or in the decom-

position of cyaniline by dilute hydrochloric or

44-2



OXANILINE.

sulphuric acid ; Oxa niline, a base (CCH,NO)
obtained by heating amido-salicylic acid, forming
a white inodorous mass, which dissolves in hot
water or alcohol, and separates on cooling in

slightly coloured crystals.
1857 MILLER F.lent. Chan. III. 241 Oxanilide. 1866-77

WATTS Diet. Chcm. IV. 287 Oxanilamide. .Oxanilic acid. .

Oxanilide. .Oxaniline.

Ox-antelope : see Ox 6.

Oxanthracene 'fks,vnjirasi). Client. Also

oxy-. [f.
Ox- i + ANTHRACENE.] A neutral sub-

stance, C,,HgO 2 , derived from anthracene.
i86 MILLER Elem. Client. III. 670. 1866-77 WATTS Did.

Chctn. IV. 352 [It] forms light reddish-yellow crystals of

oxanthracene, fusible, volatile without decomposition, and
subliming in long needles.

Oxarde, obs. form of OxHEiin.
Ox-bane. [f.Ox + BAXEJ*.I] A plant injurious

to cattle ; now, applied to the Poison-bulb of
South Africa, Bnphane toxicaria.
1611 COTGR-, M<>rt aux bieufs, ox-bane ; an hearbe whereof

ifan Ox eat, he dies forthwith ol the Squinzie. 1706 PHILLIPS,
Ox-l<ane, a sort of Herb.

Ox-bird, oxbird. [f. Ox + BIRD 2.]
1. A name applied to various British small wild-

fowl ; esp. the Dunlin
( Tringa. variabilis) ; also,

locally, to the Sanderling ^CaliJris arenaria\
Ringed Plover (.-Kgialitis hiaticitla'. Common
Sandpiper ( Tringoides hyfoleitcus).
11547 in Honseli. On/. (1790) 223 Prices of Foule- Oxe-

birds, the doz. 1591-4 LANCASTER t'oy. to . Indies (i\u)
II. 590 A certaine kind of foule called oxe birds, which are
a gray kind of sea-foule, like a snite in colour but not in

beake. 1699 J. JONES in Misc. Cur. (1708) III. 393 Plovers,
Snipes, Ox-birds, Pipers, ..and a hundred other son of
Fowl. iSoj G. MONTAGU Ornith. Diet. (1833) 144 Ox-bird,
a name for the Stint. 1813 COL. HAWKER Diary (1893) I.

89 Killing., i jack snipe and 5 ox-birds. 1863 J. R. WISE
AYoj Forest 312 Ringed Plover . . known . . in the neigh-
bourhood of Christchurch and Lymington, as the

'

oxbird '.

1883 in Hanipsh. Gloss.
, Ox-bird, the common sand-piper.

1884 WOOD in Sunday Mag. May 306/2 The Dunlin.. on
the Medway Creeks. .is known as Ox-bird. 1885 SWAINSOS
Prov. Xames nirds 195 Sanderling (C'rt//(/>v>>r<zr/<z), also
called ..Ox bird (Essex; Kent). 1886 R. C. LESLIE Sea-

painter's Log i. 1 1 The tiny broad -arrow mark of the oxbird.

2. Applied to a. a species of Weaver-bird,
Textor aleclor b. the African ox-pecker or

-biter (Cent. Diet.).

1883 List Aniin. /.ool. Sac. 246. 1896 Hid. (ed. 9) 258
Textor alector, Ox-bird.

Ox-bOW, oxbow (g-kS|b<7u). [f. Ox + Bow sl>}\
1. The bow-shaped piece of wood which forms

a collar for a yoked ox and has its upper ends
fastened to the yoke ;

= Bow sb.^ 5.
13689 Durham Ace. Rolls (Surtees t 575 III hercis ct

Oxoouys emptis..xix<j'. ob. 1530 P \LSGK. 250/2 Oxebowe
that gothe about his necke, collier de be:tf. 1573 TLSSI.R
Ifusb. xvii. (1878) 36 With ox bowes and oxyokes, and other

things mo, For oxteemeandhorseteeme, in plough for to go.
1669, 1721 [see Bow i/'.

1

5; 1876 ll'hitby Gloss., On'ce-hnu,
an ox-collar ; the wooden one for the neck when the animal
is yoked.
2. '..$". A semicircular bend in a river; hence,

the land included within this. Also allrib., as ox-
bow bend.

1797 J. A. GKAHAM Pres. St. I'ennoiit 148 In this town
[Newbury, Vt.J are those extensive intervales known by the
name of the great Ox-How, which form the River assumes
in its course at this place. 1845 HAKBEK & HOWE Hist.
Coll. N. York State 201 Oxbow, on the Oxbow of the

pswegatchie river. 1858 O. W. HOLMES Ant. llrcatf^t. x,
The Connecticut . . wantons in huge luxurious oxljows about
the fair Northampton meadows. 1875 TEMPLE & SHELDON
Hist. Northfield, Mass, iz The high plain here trends to
the west, and turns the course of the Connecticut so that it

makes an ox-bow bend.

Ox-boy, -cart, -close, etc. : see Ox 5, 6.

O x-cheek. The cheek of an ox, esp. as an
article of food. Also attrib.

1591 GREENE
Ufst.

Courtier (1871) 44 He useth him as

courteously as a butchers cur would an ox-cheek when he
is hungry. 1693 DKYUEN Juvenal iii. 461 Wilh what Com-
panion-Cobler have you fed, On old Ox-cheeks, or He-
Goats tougher Head? 1709 Rrit. Apollo II. No. 61. 2/2
Ox-cheek-Women, Costermongers. 1769 M us. RAFFALD Eng.
Housekpr. (1778) 5 To make an Ox Cheek Soup.

II Oxea (p'ksia). Zool. [mod.L., f. Gr.o(v-s sharp.]
A needle-shaped sponge spicule, pointed at both
ends. Hence O'xeate<z.,havingthe form of anoxea.
1886 R. VON LENDENEELU in Proc. Zoo!. Soe. 585. 1887

SOLLAS in Encycl. Brit. XXII. 416/1 (Sponges) By far
the commonest form is the oxea, a needle-shaped form
pointed at both ends and produced by growth from a centre
at the same rate in opposite directions along the same axis. . .

By the suppression of one of the rays of an oxea, an acuate
spicule or stylus results. tMd. 416/2 The spicular rays
often become cylindrical ; usually pointed (oxcate) at the
ends, they are also frequently rounded off (strongylate\.

Oxen, pi. of Ox. Hence fl-oxned fa. fpie.
(MK.1, furnished with oxen.
c 1105 LAY. 31812 per cheorl draf his fulje I-oxned switSe

faeire.

Fox-hunting slang. [See-ERli.]Oxer
An ox-fence.-.
1859 I-WRENCE Sword AT drum vi. 67 A rattling fall over

an 'oxer'. 1861 WIIVIE MELVILLE Mitt, llarb. 51 The
fence. .was an 'oxer ', about seven feet high, and impervious
to a bird.

348

'

Ox-ye, oxeye Q>'ksi3i). Also 5 oxie, oieghe.
6 oxei, Sc. oxee, 6-8 oxey.
1. The eye of an ox

; an eye like that of an ox,
a large (human) eye.
1688 KOVLE Final Causes A'at. Things, I'itiated Sight

258 If she had not had that sort of eyes, which. .some call

ox-eyes ; for hers were swelled much beyond the size of
human eyes. 1869 C. GIBBON A*. Gray viii, His ox eyes
were rolling more stolidly. 1891 M. WVXMAN My Flirta-
tions i, A sallow, undersized Italian, with handsome ox-eyes.
2. A popular name of various birds : a. esp. the

Great Titmouse (J'arus major] ; also locally, the
Blue Titmouse (/'. avruleus} or Blue Ox-eye, and
Cole Titmouse (/'. liritannicus) or Black Ox-eye.
1544 TUKNKR Avium Gvb, Primuin pantm, Angli

iiocant the great titmouse or the great oxei. 1549 Cotnp!.
Scot. vi. 39 The oxee cryit tueit. 1655 MOL'FET & HEXXKT
Health's Imprtn'. (1746) 188 Oxeys or great Titmice, feed,
as ordinary Titmice do, upon Caterpillars, Blossoms of Trees,
Dark-Worms and Flies. 18:7 Sporting Mag. L. 142 A bird
of the oxeye species has this year built its nest in the valve
of a pump.

b. Also, locally applied to the Ox -bird or Dunlin,

'J'nnga variabilis; the Tree-creeper (also Ox-eye
Creeper), Certhiafamiliaris; the Chiff-chaff, Pliyl-

loscopns nifus ; the Willow Warbler, /'. trocliilus
;

in X. America, to the Black-bellied Plover,

Squatarola helvetica, and the American Dunlin,
1'elidna americana.
1589 RIDER fSil't. Schol., Birdes 1703 An Oxeye, or creeper,

Certhia, 1649 1 'erf. Deser. Virginia (1837) 17 Ducks..
Widgeons. .Dottrefls. .Oxeyes. 1668 WII.KINS Real Char.
ii. v. 4. 147 Those other Birds. .a litlle bigger then a
Wren called Ox-eye-creeper. 1806 COL. HAWKER Diary
11893) I. 4 A wild duck, ox-eyes, rails, fieldfares. 1885
SUAIXSOX Prer.'. Xames Kirds 193 Dunlin. .Ox bird or Ox
eye i Essex; Kentt. 1886 FLWOKTHY //*. Somerset ll'ora-

bk., Ox-eye, only name for both the chiff-chaff and the
willow warbler. 1896 I'. A. BRUCE KCOH. Hist. Virginia I.

115 There was.. the duck in all those varieties so well
known to modern sportsmen, the canvas-back, the red head,
the mallard, the widgeon, the dottrel], the oxeye.
3. Applied to various plants : a. A species of the

genus Buphthalmum (N.O. Comfositat}, of which
the Central European species ii. grandiflormn
and B. cordatum, herbaceous perennials with bright
yellow radiate flowers, are often cultivated in

gardens, b. The British wild plants Chrysanthemum
segetum, the Corn Marigold or Yellow Ox-eye,
and C. Leiicanthcinum, the White Ox-eye, Ox-eye
daisy, Dog-daisy, or Moon-daisy; sometimes also

(app. by confusion) applied to species of Anthcniis
with yellow or white flowers resembling these.

c. Applied by l.yte to Adonis vernalis (N.O.
Ranunculaccm), d. The American composite
plant Heliopsis hvvis with large yellow flowers.

e. The West-Indian composite plants, Creeping
Ox-eye or West Indian Marigold, Wedelia camosa,
and Sea-side Ox-eye, Borrichia arborescens. ( Treas.

l>ot. 1866.)
a. a 1400-50 Stt'ckh. Med. MS. 210 Oxeye : ocitlns bottis.

c 1450 Alphila 24/21 r*ntal>ni'n\K\ Inttalmos, oculus bouis

idem, anglice oxie \v. r. oxeghe). 1551 TURNER Herbal
I. G v, Buphthalmus or oxey. .hath leues iyke fenel and a
yellowe floure greater then Camomill, Iyke vnto an ey,
x\ herilpon it hath the name, c 1588 SPEXSER / 'irg. Gnat 678
Oxeye still greene, and bitter Patience. 1597 GERARDE
Herbal II. ccxlv. 606 The plant which we haue called

Buphthalmum, or Oxe eie, 1760 J. LKE Iutrod. Jiot. App.
321 Ox-eye, J!np/ithalimtm.
b. 1615 B. JONSON- fan's Anni~:, Bring corn-flag, tulips,

and Adonis' flower, Fair oxeye, goldy-locks, and columbine,
1688 R. HOLME Armoury \\. 69/1 A wild Field Marygold. .

this is also termed an Oxe-Eye if Yellow, and a Wild Daisie
if White. 1706 PHILLIPS, Ox-eye, . . also an Herb otherwise
call'd Great Margaret, good for Wounds and the' King's
Evill. 1753 CHAMBERS Cyel. Supp. App., Ox-eyt-daisy, a
name sometimes given to the I.eneantheinnin of botanical
writers. 1760 J. I.KE Infrod. Hot. App. 321 Ox-eye of old

Authors, Antheinis. a 1795 AIKIN j-^'cn. at Home xvi, One
of the great ox-eye daisies in the corn. 1846 Sou i KKY Brit.
Riit. (ed. 3), CJreat White Ox-eye. 1870 Miss BROUGHTON

' Red as Rose I. 204 Her lap full of decapitated oxeyes. 1892
Syd. So:. Lex., Ox-eye chamomile, Antheinis tincloria.

C. 1578 LYTE Dodoens ll. xxxil 189 This herlre. . is called
in Latine Rttphthalinmn and Ocnlus bouis. . .This is the

right Oxe eye described by IMoscorides, 1741 Ct'inpl. Fam.-
I'iccen. iii. 380 Oriental Ox-eye with red and white Flowers.

4. Applied to a sparoid fish, Box or Boi'ps rii/-

gnris ; also to an elopoid fish, Megalops cypriuoides.
a 1649 SIR W. MOXSON JVii~'al Tracts vi. (1704) 534/1 The

Ox-Eye, is like the Tunney, an excellent Fish; and looks
like the Eye of an Ox [coast of Brazil).

5. Applied to several things likened to the eye
of an ox, as a. A drinking cup in use at certain

Oxford colleges ; b. Naitt. A small glass bull's

eye (Smyth Sailor s Wonl-bk. 1867) ; c. 'A small

concave mirror made, especially in Nuremberg, of

glass" (Cent. Diet. 189x5); d. An oval dormer
window = CElL DE luni'K Knight/)/V/. Mcch. 1875).
1703 in Hfame's Collect. (O. H. S.) 1 1. 461 Abest Creedus,

quia bibit Ox-Eyes cum Bedelli uxore. [See also Note to

this.] a 1843 SOL-THEY Coinin.-pl. Rk. IV. 425 Oxford, All

Souls.. .Their silver cups at the college are called ox-eyes,
and an ox-eye of wormwood was a favourite draught there.

18 . . O.\fe>rd during Last Cent. 65 At Corpus Christi were

drinking-cups and glasses, which, from their shape, were
called ox-eyes.

OXFORD.
6. A'aut. = BULL'S KYE 10 : see quots.
1598 PHI LLIPS,tr. Linschcten i Hakl. Soc. ) 1 1 . 240 A cerlayne

cloude, which in shew seemeth no bigger than a mans fist
and therefore by the Portingals it is called Olho do Koy
(or Oxe eye). 1705 C. PURSHALL Meek Macrocosm 172
Those Dreadful Storms on the Coasts of Guinea, which the
Seamen call the Ox Eye, from their Beginning ; because at
first it seems no bigger than an Ox's-Eye. 1867 SMYTH
Sailor's Word-ilk., Ox-eye, a small cloud, or weather-gall,
seen on the coast of Africa, which presages a severe storm.

7. Comb. Ox-eye arch, a pointed or Gothic
arch

; ox-eye bean =
horse-eye bean : see HORSE

sb. 270 (Simmonds Diet. Tratle 1858) ; ox-eye
camomile, daisy (see 3 b); ox -eye torn-tit see 2 a

, .

1736 DRAKE Kboraatm ll. ii. 532 In the Anglo-Norman
age, all their arches, .were nearer to the Roman taste, than
the acuter oxey arch.

Ox-eyed (<--kf ,apd), a.
[f. prec. + -ED-'.]

1. Having large full eyes like those of an ox.
i6 BURTON Anal. Mel. in. ii. ii. ii. (1676) 390/1 Homer

Useth that Epithite of Ox-eyed, in describing Juno, because
a round black eye is the best. 1791 GIBBON Misc. H'lts.

(1814) II. 476 Your friend is. .not quite so great a vixen as
the ox-eyed Juno. 1856 R. A. VAUGHAN Mystics (1860) 1. 3
Eyes of hazel, . .such for size and lustre as Homer gives to

ox-eyed Juno. 1895 ll'estm. Gaz. 13 Aug. 7/1 How stclid
he looks ! How ox-eyed !..How mildly ruminative !

2. ( >f the form of a pointed or Gothic arch.

1736 DRAKE Eboracuin App. p. xxxiii, Theacuter.oxeyed,
arch coming then into fashion.

Ox-feather, Ox-foot : see Ox 6.

Oxford (c'ksfojd), the name of a University
town in England [in OK. Oxena-, Oxnaford

' ford
of oxen', ME. Oxnefonl, Oxenfonf], used attribu-

tively in numerous expressions : Oxford chrome,
ochre, yellow ochre, formerly dug at Shotover,
near Oxford; Oxford clay (Geol.], a deposit of
stiff blue clay underlying the 'coral rag of the
Middle Oolite in the midland counties of England,
and esp. in Oxfordshire

;
Oxford corners, in

Printing, ruled border lines enclosing the print of
a book, etc., crossing and extending beyond each
other somewhat at the corners

; Oxford frame, a

picture-frame the sides of which cross each other
and project some distance at the corners

;
Oxford

man, a man who has been educated at the Uni-

versity of Oxford ; Oxford mixture, a kind of
woollen cloth of a very dark grey colour; called
also Oxford grey, pepper-and-salt, tlninder-and-

lightning; Oxford Movement (Ch. Hist.}, the
movement for the revival of Catholic doctrine and
observance in the Church of England, which began
at Oxford about 1833; Oxford Oolite (Geol.}.
the middle division of the Oolitic system :

see OOLITE 2; Oxford School (C/i.Hisl.], the
school of thought represented by the Oxford
Movement

;
the body of persons belonging to this ;

Oxford shoe, a style of shoe laced over the

instep ;
Oxford Tracts, the ' Tracts for the

Times' issued 1833-41 in advocacy of the prin-

ciples of the Oxford Movement, whence the move-
ment and school are also known as TKACTAKIAN.
1875 L're's Diet. Arts (ed. 7) 111.465

*
Oxford chrome, an

oxide of iron used in oil and water-colour painting. 1837
i:.ne\-el. Krit. (ed. ^ XV. 203/2 The Coralline Formation. .

hower group.. "Oxford clay. 1865 PAGE llamil'k. C,eoL,

Oxford clay, the lower member of the Middle Oolite, so
called from its Ijeing well developed in Oxfordshire. 1874
MicKLEiim.uiE Mixi. 1'ar. Clnireltes 322 The barbarism,
called an "Oxford frame. 1590 NASIIE j'ttsouifs Apol. i.

11 iij. You that are "Oxford men, enquire whether Walpoole
were not a PuritaneV 1890 GLADSTONE Sp. at Oxford
Union 5 Feb., To call a man a characteristically Oxford
man is, in my opinion, to give him the highest compliment
that can lie paid to any human being. 1837 DICKEXS /ViXr.'.

xli, His legs. .gract-d a pair of 'n.xford-inixture trousers,
made to show the full symmetry of those limbs. 1868 HOLME
LEE />'. dedfrcy iii. 18 He wore a long Oxford mixture
coat. 1841 J. RATHIIOKNK {tit/c} Are the Puseyites sinceie ?

A letter most respectfully addressed to a right reverend
catholic lord bishop on The "Oxford Movement. 1864
\. H. NEWMAN Apol. iv. 107 But there was another reason

still,, .which severed Mr. Ruse from the Oxford Movement.
a 1890 K. F. LITIT.H)ALE in Chaml'crs's Kneyel. (i<yoi) IV.

350/2 The factor variously known as the Oxford or Tracl-

arian movement, or by its advocalts as the 'Catholic

Revival: 1891 CHUKCH Oxford Me.vt ment i What is called

the Oxford or Tractarian movement !>egan..in a vigorous
effort for the immediate defence of the Church against
serious dangers, arising from the violent and threatening

temper of the days of the Reform Bill. 1854 "Oxford ochre

[see OCHKE s/>. i]. 1875 Ure's Diet. Arts (ed. 7) III. 430
A section of the ochre-pits at Shotover Hill, near Oxford,
where the Oxford ochre is obtained. 1838 I'enny Cycl. XI.

138 Oolitic System.. s Portland oolite. 6. "Oxford oolite.

7. Bath oolite. {1711 AMHEKST Ternt /'//. No. 46(1754)

247, I have met them with Iwh-wigs and new shoes, Oxford-

cut.) 1847 AYsv Monthly Mag. LXXX. 11, 457 High-lows
(now called "Oxford shoes). 1870 Miss BKIDGMAN l\o.

Lynne I. xiit. 213 Patent-leather Oxford shoes. [1003 ll'cstirt.

Gaz. 27 Aug. 8/ 1 The shoes would be low-cut, black calf, laced

oxfords.) 1839 HOOK in Liddon, etc. Life Pnsey II. 467 Let

it be erected by contributors to the "Oxford Tracts and their

friends or by any other title by which you would prefer
to have yourselves called. 1870 ALLIHONE Diet. Eng. Lit.

1709/1 Dr. Pusey had given great offence to some, and

equal satisfaction to others, by his connection with the

Oxford Tracts movement.
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Hence Oxfordian a., pertaining to Oxford; in

Geol. applied to the lower division of the Middle
or Oxford Oolite.

1885 ETHHRIUGE Stratlgraph. Geol. 441 The Middle

Jurassic rocks comprise two complete and distinct groups
i. The Oxfordian; 2. The Corallian. i. Oxfordian divisible

into two sections, a. and
,
the Kellaways Rock and the

Oxford Clay.

Oxfordism V'ksfoidiz'm). [f. prec. + -ISM.]
1. An Oxford habit or trait ;

the characteristics,

habits, or peculiarities of Oxford scholars.

1830 CARLYLK /!//><:., Kiehter(i%$i) IV. 138 note, Burschen-
ism is not without its meaning more than Oxfordism or

Cambridgeism. 1895 Daily *VVn.'J 9 Jan. 6/3 The word
*
festive' is good English, but to work the word very hard

was, at one time, an
' Oxfordism '.

f2. Ch.Hist. The principles and practices of the

Oxford Movement (see OXFORD). Obs.

1847 G. B. CHKKVKR U'and. PHgr. x\v. 165 It was heart

cheering to hear a liishop of the Church of England, in the

midst of the prevalence of Oxfordism. .take these simple
themes. 1849 O. J.ROWNSON Wks. VII. 145 He might,
perhaps, write a passable essay or article for a magazine
in favour of Oxfordism.

So tO-xfordist Ch. Hist., an adherent of the

Oxford Movement. Obs.

1836 ARNOLD in Stanley Life fy Corr. (1844) II. viii. 67
This the Romanists and the Oxfordists say is a view
required to modify and add to that of the Scripture.

Ox-gall : see Ox 6.

Oxgang (r^Stgaerj). Obs. exc. Hist. Chiefly
northern ; also 7-8 dial, osken, -in

; ox-going,

[f. Ox + GANG sb.3 In OE. two words with oxan

gen. sing, or oxcita gen. pi.]
1. The eighth part of the CARUCATE or plough-

land varying from lo to 18 acres, or more widely,

according to the system of tillage, etc. ; a bovate.
The carucate being the extent of land ploughed by one

plough, with its team of eight oxen, an eighth of this was
considered as the share of each ox of the team. Holders of
less than a carucate united with their neighbours in the use
of a co-operative plough, to the team ofwhich each furnished
as many oxen as ne held oxgangs : see quot. 1425. (In quot.
c 1375 strangely used to render L*ittfemm JUGER.)
963 in Birch Cartul. Sa-i:(i8S^ III. 346 On hillum twegra

oxena gang, and on Lundby twegra oxena gang. 972-92
Ibid. 370 An hide buton anes oxan gang, c 1375 Sc. Leg.
Saints xvii. (Martha) 49 Of ane oxgange hale J>e space
[orig. per spatinm jugeris\ pat twa hundreth fet in lynth
has And twenty, and in bred alsaSewyne schore of fute and
na ma. 1:1425 WYNTOUN Cron. I. 400 Yhwmen, pewere
Karl, or Knawe That wes of mycht an ox til hawe, He gert
that man hawe part in pluche;..Swa than begowth, and
eftyr langOf land wes mesure,ane ox-gang. 14. . Nominnle
in Wr.-Wijlcker 737/9 Hec bovaga, a noxgang, [t 1475
Pict. I'oc. ibid. 796/7 /fee bovata, a hoxgangyn lond.] 1532
Test. Ebor. (Surtees) VI. 33 An oxgang of land and meadow.
154* ti8 July) Aeta Dow. Concilia, et Scssiones (Register
Ho. Edin.) XVI. If. 51 b. Because ilk Oxenfi[ang[SKESE(:6o'j)
oxengate] is estemyt jierly to twentie shillings in all dewities.
1610 W. FOLKINCHAM Art of Survey it. vii. 59 The Oxe-
ang, or Oxengate . . called Bouata terrae containes after the

riginall repute 13 acres. 1639 in .V. Riding Rec. IV. 121

According to an auncient rate of i8J an oxgange of lande.

1703 THORESBV Let. to Ray (K. D. D.), An oxgang contains
10 acres in some places; in others sixteen, eighteen, twenty-
four ; and fifty in some parts of Bradford parish. 1788 W.
MARSHALL Yorksh. Gloss. (E. D. S.), Oskin, an ox-gang.
1891 ATKINSON Moorlamt Par. 431 In the year 1272 there
were fifty-six oxgangs or bovates in villauage in the town-
ship of Uanby.
2. As a measure of length : ?a furlong.
1569 SrocKER tr. Diod. Sic. n. viii. 52 The Kiuer of Tygre

..commonly aboue foure oxgangs broade.

tO'Xgate. Chiefly A:. Obs. Also 6-7 oxen-
gate, [f. Ox + GATE s&.v, GAIT j.i] A measure
of land; the same as the OXGAXG (for which this

name appears to have been substituted after 1550).
1583 Decree ofScotch Exchequer in E. W. Robertson Hist.

Ess. (1872) 136 Thirteen acres extendis and sail extend to
ane oxgait of land, and four oxgait extendis and sail extend
to ane pund land of auld extent. 15. . /far/. MS. 46-.8 The
Lords fand that 13 aikers sail be ane oxengate of land. 1609
SK KM-: [see OXGANG, 1541]. 1628 COKE On Lit'. 5 An
oxgange or oxgate of land is as much as an ox can till. 1672
AV. ActsChas. //(iSso) VIII. 147/1 The threttietwoo: ingaite
of land of old extent . . with the tower fortalice maner place . .

walkemilnes and cornemilnes of the saniyn milnelands.

Ox-going, dial. synonym ofOxGANt:: sec E.D.D.
O'X-h.a:rrOW, sb. A large and powerful harrow

Museum Rusticum III. xxi. 89 A pair of ox-harrow.s, or the
heaviest of all, in iinny counties called drags. 1766 Ibid.
VI- 373 Were I to have two ox-harrows,.. I should be
obliged to have a much stronger team than four stout horses.
1813 A. Youwa AfTK. Essex I. 147 Very large and powerful
harrows for their strong land, which they call ox harrows.
Hence Ox-harrow v. trans., to harrow with an

ox-harrow.

1778 [W. MARSHALL] Minutes Agric. 15 Aug. 1775 Ox-
harrowed A. 2 [a certain field], and gathered it up into
live- bout lands.

t Oxha-verite.
*

Min. Obs. Also (more cor-

rectly) oxahverite. [Named 1827 from Oxa~ or
Uxa-hver in Reykjadal, Iceland.] A pale green
variety of Apophyllite, found in small green
crystals on silicified wood.
18*7 BRI;\VSTEK in Edin. Phil. Jrnl. VII. 115 Oxhaverite.

|

1829 Art/. Philos. I. Polaris. Light ix. 36 (U. K. S.) Some '

[
years afterwards he discovered the remarkable mineral of

|

oxhaverite. 1837 L)ANA Min. 276 Oxahverite. 1868 Ibid. 416
Oxhaverite. 1896 CIIKSTKR Diet. Nantes .!//., Oxhaverite
. .an obs. syn. of apophyllite.

Ox-head (^-ks.hcd). [f. OX + HEAD.]
1. The head of an ox, or a representation of one.

,

In quot. 1595 with allusion to HORSING vbl. sb. 3.

1595 SHAKS. John u. i. 292, I would set an Oxe-head to

your Lyons hide. 17*03 MAUXDKKLL Journ. Jems. (1721)
12 The Chests were carved on the outside with Ox-heads.

2. transf. A stupid person; a dolt, blockhead;
also attrib. or quasi-*//, stupid.
a 1634 MARSTON (W. 1864) Dost make a mummer of me,

ox-head? 1806 FKSSENDEN Democr. I. 93 Could equal ox-
head celebration In honor of the frantic nation.

3. dial. HOGSHEAD.
1886 KLWORTHY W. Somerset IVord-bk, s. v., Plase, sir, I

be come arter th
1

empty oxhe'ad.

O'xherd. [f. Ox (in OE. in gen. sing, oxan
or gen. pi. oxena] + HERD sb.-] A keeper of

oxen; a cowherd.
L 1000 /Ei.KRic Colloij. iii Wr.-Wiilcker 90 '9 Bnlntlei^ oxan-

hyrdas. Ibid. 91/12 O Bubttlce, eala oxanhyrde. a 1100

Ags. I'oc. ibid. 274/28 Av&fffattcits.Qxnahyrde, 1398 TKI:\ ISA

Karth. De I\ K. xvin. xiv. (MS. Bodl.) If. 255 b/2 An oxe
heerde hette Uubulcus, and is iordeyned bi office to kepe
oxen, c 1425 I'oc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 669/5 Hie bubulcus,
oxarde. 1875 Jou KIT Plato (ed. 2) I. 329 The art of the

oxherd is the art of attending to oxen.

O-x-hide, o'xhide. The skin of an ox.
c 1470 HEN-HYSON Mor. Fab. x. (Fo.v $ ll'olf) xiii, The

wolf will not forgif the ane ox hide. 1497 Naval Ace. Hen.
I'll (1896) 229 An Oxe hyde all Kedie coryed & Tanned.
1640-1 Kirkcndbr. ll-'ar-Coinm. Min. life. (18551 M$ That
the best ox hyde lie sold for viij merks, and inferior sorts of
oxen hydes for v libs.,vij merks. 1887 HOWI;N Virg. .Eiteid
i. 367 They.. Bought such measure of land as an oxhide
measures. attrib. 1848 IH CKI.KY Iliad 67 He drew
together the notch of the arrow and the ox-hide string.

[ erroneously. 'A measure of land, as much as

could be encircled by a hide cut into narrow strips'

(Simmoncls Diet. Trade 1858 : so in mod. Diets.).
(An error arising from confusion of HIDE j/'.

1 with HIUK :

'.)

Ox-horn (pks,h^in). [f. Ox + HOHN.]
1. A horn of an ox. (Sometimes used as a drink-

ing,vessel.)

[,'iooo .'ELi u ic Saints Lives xxxi. 776 Com se deofol ..

and haifde ;cnne oxan horn on hancle.] 1601 HOLLAND rihty
\. 402 In the deep sea they light on certain little tree?,

branched and full of boughes, in colour of an Ox home.
1626 I.ACON Syfoa 549 Hartshorn is of a fat and clammy
substance, and it may be, Ox-horn would do the like [yield

mushrooms]. 1868 BLACKMORF. Lorna D. xxii, He took the

large ox-horn of our quarantine-apple cider.

2. A name of the Black Olive or Olive-bark

(Jhtcida Bitceras} of Jamaica, the wood of which
is not liable to the attacks of insects.
1866 Treas. Hot. 831/1.
3. Ox-horn cockle^ a bivalve mollusc, the heart-

cockle^ Isocardia cor.

Oxh.ou.se (f'ks)haus). Now local. A house for

the sheltering or stabling of oxen : cf. cow-house.
14.. Xout, in Wr.-Wiilcker 727/2 Hoc bostare, a nox-

hows. 1523 FlTZHERB. Surv. 35 b, Two barnes and an oxe
house, a hey house and a stable. 1533 Test. Ebor. (Surtees)
VI. 39 All the haie that is in the ox house lathe. 1577 B.
GOOGE Heresbaclts llusb. 12 An entrie..to the Oxhouses.
1876 Whitby Gloss.) Oiuce-honse, the stable for the oxen.

t Oxi. Obs. Abbreviation of OXYGON.
1703 MOXON Mech, Exerc. 269 Fig. 3. is described b> the

Oxi in this manner. Ibid. 279 The Straight Arch may be
described ^as its vulgarly said) from the Qxi. which Iwing
but part of a Word, is taken from the wurd Oxigoniuiii^
signifying a. .Triangle, with three sharp Angles. 1715 W.
HALI-TLNNV Sound Building S A Gothick Arch, or Oxi.

Oxi, obs. ME. inf. of ASK v.

Oxi-, earlier spelling of many words, chiefly

chemical, now spelt OXY-.

Oxidability (^ksidabi-lfti). Also oxy-. [f.

next: see -ITY.J The quality of being oxidable;
oxidizability.
1803 CHKNKVIX in I'hil. Trans. XCIII. 297 All those of

easier oxidability than mercury. 1866 R. M. KKKUUSON
Klcctr. (1870) 122 The greater the disparity in oxidability. .

the greater is its power.

Oxidable (f*ksu}&b1), a. Chem. Now rare.

Also ory-. [a. F. oxidable (Lavoisier, 1789^,
now oxydable, f. oxider to OXIDATE: see -ABLE.]
Capable of being oxidated ; oxidizable.

1790 R. KKKK tr. Lavoisier s Klein. Chem. n. 179 Table
of compound oxydable and acidifiable bases. 1796 Pi;ARSON
in rhit. Trans. LXXXVI. 435 Perhaps also the tin was
added to render the copper le*s readily oxidable. 1866
K. M. FKHGUSON Electr. (1870) 122 Silver being less oxidable
than copper.

Oxidailt G'-ksidant). rare. [a. F. oxidant

(1806 in Hatz.-Darm., no-wojcytfti/ify, jipl. adj. from
oxider to OXIDATE.] An oxidating ngent ;

a sub-
stance that readily gives off oxygen.
1884 Health Exhib. Catal. 62/2 Antiseptic.-., disinfectants,

oxidants, and air-purifier^

Oxidate (^ksidc-'t), v. Chem. Now rare. Also
oxy-. [f.

K. oxid-er (G. de Morveau and Lavoisier
1 787 ; oxyder in Diet. Acad. 1835) + -ATE ^.]
1. trans. To cause to unite with oxygen; to con-

vert into an oxide; = OXIDI/E J.

1790 R. KFRR tr. Lavoisier s Elem. Chem. n. 14. 221
,

lion and zinc, .decompose the water, and become oxydated j

at its expcnce. 1822 IMISON Sc. fy Art I. 386 The oxygen
unite.-* with, and oxydales the wire. 1866-77 WAITS Diet.
Client. IV. 302 It [oxone] oxidates black sulphide of lead
into white sulphate of lead. i88a Xaturc XXVI. 2j2/j
Make the red lead to be hydrogenated much smaller in

amount than that to be oxidated.

2. intr. To unite with oxygen ; to become con-
verted into an oxide; ^ OXIDI/.E 2.

1807 I >.\vv in Phil. Trans. XCVI 1 1. 44 The basin of pota.sh
..oxidates in carbonic acid and decomposes it. 1825 |.

NICHOLSON Opcrat. Mechanic 352 The roleaus of wirt,..

being still red, would oxydate quite as much as if they had
been heated in the midst of the flames without the least

precaution. 1875)
^' ^KKSCOI i $P> Telephone 115 The

harder metals which do not oxidate readily, being preferred.
Hence O'xidated ppl. a. (in quot. 1855 humor-

ously for
*

rusty
J

) ; O'xidating vl>l. sb, and ///. a.

1791 HAMILTON tr. Bcrtlwllct's Dyeing I. 27 note, The
oxydated (calcined) part of the MI rface of the tin. 1793
DEDDOES OifcuiMS 236 It is to this oxygene .. that th'.-

effect produced by oxidated mercury is owing. >8oo J/.v/.

Jrnl. IV. 121 The oxydating wire, namely, from the zinc

side, was tiie lowest in the tube. 1853 O. W. HOI.MKS Poems
iyS Where conversation runs Through mouldy toasts to

oxydated puns, c 1865 Wvi.ni: in Cin\Sc. I. ^06/2 The vi>j

uf the oxidating flame may . . be tried un metals'.

Oxidation (^ksid^bn). Chem. Also oxy-.

fa. F. oxidation (G. de Morveau and Lavoisier,
i 787 ; oxydation in Diet. Acad. 1835" ,

n. of action
from oxider', see prec.] The action or process of

oxidating; combination with oxygen; conversion
into an oxide or oxygen-compound.
1791 HAMILTON KcrtholUfs Dyeing \.\. \. i. 10 The regular

succession of colours in iron, according to its degree of oxy-
dation (calcination). 1816 J. SMITH J'anoratita Sc. ff Ait
II. 301 Oxidation, or oxygenation, or oxidizement, the com-
bination ofany other body with oxyytn. i86z DANA Man.
tn'ol. 52. 51 The processes of oxydatlun juul deoxydation
..give a degree of activity even to the world of rocks. 1871
ROSCOE Eleui. (.'hem. 13 In this act of combination, which
is termed oxidation, heat is always, and light is frequently
given off? 1885 GOODAI.F, Physiol. Hot. (1802' 355 The re-

ception of oxygen, the oxidation of the oxidizable matter.,
etc. ..are collectively called respiration. attril'. 1839 UKE;
Diet. Arts 1162 [He] scrapes its entire surface clean and
free from oxidation-scale or tire-strain.

b. In extended use- : sec quot.
1892 MORLKY & MLIK M'atts Diet. Cheat. III. 657 The

term oxidation has been widened until at present it is

applied to all chemical changes which result in an addition
of a negative radicle, simple or compound, to elements or

compounds, or a decrease in the relative quantity of the

positive radicle of a compound, whether this is or is not

accompanied by substitution of a negative radicle, .e.g. the

following change : 4>'e +*3pa aKejO*.
Oxidative (pksidf'tiv), a. [f.

as OXIDATK v.

+ -IVE.] Having the property of oxidizing.
1878 FOSTKK rhys. IT. ii. 5. 286 The blood itself removed

from the body has practically no oxidative power at all over
substances which are undoubtedly oxidi/ed in the body.
1898 Allbutt's Sj'st. Med. V. 398 Carbonic anhydride is only
one of the several products of the oxidative metabolism.

Oxidator ffksidt^toj). Also oxy-. [Agent-n.
from OXIDATE v. : see -OK 2c.] a. Something that

oxidates; an oxidizing agent, b. An apparatus for

directing a stream of oxygen intothe flameof alamp.
a 1864 GKSNKR Coat, retrol. etc. (1865) 167 It is supposed

that hot air is a better oxidator than cold, c 1865 LLTHKBV
in Circ. Sc. I. no/i Common Lamp, with Oxydator.
Oxide O'ksaid, (?*ksid), sb. Chew. Also oxid

(now chiefly C.S.}, oxyde, oxyd. [a. F. oxide

(i 787^, nowoxydc, f. oxy-gene + -/(/t^aftertheending
of acide : cf. Sp. oxido, Pg. oxydo^ It. ossido.

Cf. 1787, G. de Morveau & Lavoisier Nomencl. Chlmiquc
56

' Nous avons forme le mot o.vuie, (\\\\ tl'une part rappelle la

substance avec laquelle le metal est nni, qui d'auire part
annonce suffisamment que cette combinaison de I'oxi^ene
ne doit pas etre confondue avec la combinaison acide,

quoiiiu'elle ,s'en rapproche a plusieurs e'gards.' This anti-

thesis of acide and o,vide was no doubt the reason why
some early writers in Eng. used oxid (like au'd), a spelling
now favoured by American u;e. O-vyde and o.\yd represent
a feeling for closer written conformity to o.vy^en.\

A compound of oxygen with another element, or

with an organic radical.

1790 K. KKHK tr. Lavoisier s Elem. Chem, n. 187 Red oxyd
of mercury. . the oxyds of silver. 1793 BEDDOEi Calculus

236 The oxid of mercury, in passing through the human
body, parts with its Oxygene. 1795 PKAKSON in rhii. Trans.
LXXXV. 331 Wool/, from the surface of which oxide, and
any other extraneous matter, had been carefully rubbed off.

1799 Med. Jrnl. I. 61 Substances, such as the oxydes of

mercury, zinc, &c. 1800 HKNKY Kpit.Chem. (1808) 67 Every
substance, capable of union with oxygen, affords, by com-
bustion, either an oxide or an acid. 1864-71 WAITS Diet.

Chem. II. 508 Simple ethers., are the oxides of the alcohol-

radicles, 1878 A. H. GKKEN Coal ii. 65 The red colour of

the rocks, .is caused by every grain being coated by a thin

skin of ferric oxide. 1879 DANA Man. Geol. (ed. 3) 50 The
oxyd of the metal calcium is common quicklime. 1890 Cent.

Diet., Oxid, oxide.

So fO'slde v. [ad. F. oxider (* metaux oxides',

Nomencl. Chitn. 17X7). now oxydfr\ = OXIDIZK.

1798 Nicholsons Jrnl. Jan. 458 The iron does not form
ink with the gallic acid, but in proportion as it is oxided.
1806 Mfd. Ji-nl. XV. 274 Some of the mercury is, by the

action of the air, . .oxyded.

t Oxidi-gerence. Obs. rare. [f. as if from

*oxidigercnt,i.f)\\\)Y. + \ J.grens.gerent-ni) bear-

ing, carrying.] Surface oxidization, rusting.

1831 STEPHENSON in J. Holland Manuf. Afetall.iS3 On no

malleable iron railway has oxidegcrence or rusting taken

place to any important extent.



OXIDIMETRY.

Oxidi-metry. [f. OXIDE + -METBY.] Measure-
ment or estimation of the amount of oxide formed.
1894 Invention 25 Jan. 50/1 It represents a special branch

of oxidtmetry.

Oxidizable (fksidauab'l), a. Client. Also
oxy-. [f. OXIDIZE v. + -ABLE.] Capable of being
oxidized

; capable of combining with oxygen so as
to form an oxide or oxygen-compound.
1801 CHENEYIX in Phil. Trans. XCII. 336 The easily oxi-

Hence O-ridiiability.
1876 tr. II'aftier's Gen. Pathol. (ed. 6) 301 Those peculiari-

ties by which it is distinguished from other fats, e. g. easier

oxidizability. ittAAt&twrttm 8 Mar. 314/3 Researches on
the oxidi/abilily of iron and steel.

Oxidization ^'
:ksid3iz "i-fon). Chcm. Alsooxy-.

[n. of action from OXIDIZE v.] The action of oxidi/-

injj or process of being oxidized ; oxidation.
1817 J. BRADBURY Trav. Amer. 287 note^ Iron ore.. In a

continued state of oxydi/ation. 1885 J. R. ALLEN in Mag.
Art Aug. 456/2 Objects of bronze, being less liable to oxldi/a-
tion than iron, have been preserved.

Oxidize ^'ksidoiz;, v. Chcm. Also oxy-. [f.
OXIDE + -I/,E.]

1. trans. To cause to combine with oxygen ; to
convert into an oxide or oxygen-compound. (In
the case of a metal, often = to cover with a coating
of oxide, to rust, make rusty.)
180* [implied in OxiDizA8LE,OxiDizeMBNT]. 1806 HATCHETT

in Phil. Trans XCVI. 119 Coal is apparently nothing more
than carbon oxidized to a certain degree. 1872 HlJXLEY
Phys. vi. 138 It is highly probable that the amyloids and fats
are very frequently oxidised in the blood. 1875 H. C. WOOD
Thcrtip. (1879) I23 There, .must be a limit to the powers of
the system to oxidi/e alcohol.

b. humorously for
'

rust
'

in Jig. sense.

1895 l-\irum (N. V.t Jan. 602 The naif enthusiasm of the

elderly traveller who>e own Greek is oxidized an inch thick.

2. inti;. To enter into combination with oxygen ;

to take up oxygen; to become converted into an
oxide. (Of a metal, often to become coated
with oxide; to rust, become rusty.)
1826 HKSRY Elan. Chem. 1. 166 A piece of zinc, immersed

under water which is freely exposed to the atmosphere, oxi-
dises very slowly. 1864 Daily '('el. 17 Mar., There they
[iron rails] lie, and oxidise tranquilly. 1871 Roscoi; Klein,
( hem. 199 Allowing thin pieces of the metal to oxidize in

dry air.

Hence Oxidized ///.</.; -izing vbl. s!>. and///, a.
Oxidized sifaer

t
in silver>mith's work, a name erroneously

given to silver with a dark coating of silver sulphide.
1839 G. BIRD Nat. Philos. 203 'The paper.. will be found

stained of a deep purple hue from the oxydizcd gold. 1842
PAKNKLI. {.'hem. Anal. (18451 37 1 Heated with rather a.strong
ovidi/ing flame. 1855 J. R. LEiicHiLoCVrwrtw// 233 A long
series of processes, alternately of an oxidizing and a deoxi-
dizing character. 1871 Giant 31 The new invention of oxy.
dised silver. 1893 Athenaeum i Apr. 412/1 This reddening
. . is due to the oxidi/ing action of moist air.

t O xidizemeiit. Chem. Obs. Also oxy-.

[f. prec. + -MENT.] ^ OXIDATION, OXIDIZATION.
i8o CHKNEVIX in Phil. Trans. XCII. 333, I can attribute

their difference of colour only to the different state of oxidize-
ment of the iron. 1836 BRANDK Chem. (ed. 4) 3^0 The terms
o.iidizement and oxidation imply the combination of oxygen
with bodies. 1849 NOAD Electricity {ed. 3) 154 Iron, coated
with brass or copper, as less liable to oxidizement.

O xidizer. Also oxy-. [f. as prec. + -EB 1

.]

1. A Mbalance that oxidizes, or gives off oxygen
to, another; an oxidizing agent.
1875 H. C. WOOD Therap. (1879) 575 Chromic acid is a

very active oxidizer. 1883 Ha-rdwiclts Photogr. Chem. (ed.
Taylor) 257 Experiments performed with various oxidizers,

2. A workman employed in making
' oxidized

silver
1

: see OXIDIZED.
1884 Birmingham Daily Post 23 Feb.3/4 Gilders. Wanted

an experienced Parcel Gilder and Oxydiser.

tOxi'dulated,///.'*. Chcm. Obs. Alsooxy-.
[f. obs. K. oxydtiU^ f. oxydule,

* lowest degree of

oxidation, protoxide', dim. of oxyde\ after 1

acid-Hs,acidul-us; cf. acidulated^ acidulous.] Com-
bined with a smaller proportion of oxygen than
in another compound; as in oxidulated iron, a
former name for the magnetic oxide of iron "(Kc3O4 )

as distinguished from the peroxide (Ke._,O a ).
So

t O'xidule (oxydul) [a. obs. K. oxyditle\^ an oxide

containing a smaller or the smallest proportion of

oxygen ; f Oxi dulous a. = oxidulated.
1806 htiin. Rev. IX, 71 Those portions of the ore which

contain the least quantity of oxygen. .are consequently de-
nominated *oxytlulated. 1852 TH. Ross Hnmbiiltit''s Trav.
1 1. xxiv. 512 ValHes, which contain magnetic sands (granu-
lary oxidulated iron). 1818 HKNRV Elcm. Chem. (ed. 8) II.

55 [In the case] of only two oxides. .we might have applied
the term oxide to the metal fully saturated with oxygen,
and of *oxitiuJe to the compound at an inferior stage of
oxidizement, as has been done by several of the French
chemists. 1814 Edin. Rev. XXIII. 68 "Oxidulous iron ore
forms a rock. 1869 PHILLIPS l'esnv. x. 282 Magnetite, oxy-
dulous Iron, occurs in blocks in Somina.

Oxie, obs. form of OX-KYK.

O'xify, v. nonce-wd. [f.
Ox + -(I)FV.] trans.

To make an ox of, turn into an ox.

1804 SOUTH I;Y in Robberds Mem. It'. Taylor I. 515 Instead
of oxifying or assifymg myself, and crying wonderful ! ut

every action of my perfect prince.

: or oxen,
these ox-
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Oxigen, -gon, etc., obs. ff. OXYGEN, -GON, etc.

Oxime (fksaim), oxim (p-ksim). Chem. [f.
. Ox- i + -iw, shortened from IMIDE (the imides
1

containing the radical : NH, the oximes : N(OH)).
Introduced by the German chemists V. Meyer and

Janny in 1882.] A chemical compound containing
the divalent group : N(OH)joined to acarbon atom,
esp. in the combination C,,H2n : as acetoxime
C 2H 4 :N\OH),>;-w<m;/? = CH a :N(OH). Also
called Oximide.
1891 A thenxitm 23 May 669/3 The large class of substances

known as the oximes, which have been so much investigated
of late, has just been enriched by the discovery of its simplest
possible member, formoxime, CHsrN.OH. 1893 Ibid.

13 May 608/3 [A paper was read on] 'Organic Oximides ;

a Research on their Pharmacology ', by Dr. H. Pomfret.
Oximel 1, obs. form of OXYMEL.
Oxindole fksi-nd^ul). C/iem. Also -ol. [f.Ox-

i OXY- + INDOLE.] A colourless crystalline sub-
stance (C 6H 7NO), becoming an oil when heated,

consisting of indole combined with one equivalent
of oxygen. Hence dioxindole

t containing two

equivalents of oxygen (C 8 II 7NO2

y

: see Di-2 2 c.

1872 WATTS Diet. Cheat. VI. 733 ///*>/. -is produced. .by
passing the vapour of oxindol over heated zinc-dubt. Ibid.

736 The oxindol. .forms long colourless needles or feathery
groups,, .and at higher temperatures distils. .as a colourless
or reddish oil which immediately solidifies in the crystalline
form. . . On exposure to the air, it is partly converted by
oxidation intodioxindol. 1881 Nature XXIV. 229/1 A body
called oxindol, from which isatin, and therefore indigo, can
be obtained. 1892 MOKI.KY& Mum Watt? Diet. Chem. III.
661 Oxindole. .dioxindole.

Oxiodic: see OXY-IODIC.

O xless, a. [-LESS.] Without an ox or

1819 BYRON Juan n. cliv, But beef is rare within t
less i^les.

O*x-like, a. and adv. [-LIKE,] Like, or "re-

sembling that of an ox; after the manner of an ox.
1616 W. I-OKDK Serin. 37 To exempt yourselves from this

supine and uxelike secuntie. 17*8 POI-K Dune. \\. 164 His
be yon Juno of majestic size,With cow- like udders, and with
ox-like eyes. 1847 CARPENTER Zool. 268 Boviform or Ox-
like Antelopes, . . species that present various degrees of

relationship to the Antelopes and Oxen respectively.

O'xlip. Forms : i oxanslyppe, -sloppe, 6

oxelip pe, oxslip, 7- oxlip. [OK. oxanslyppe
wk. fern., f. oxan genit. sing, of oxa, Ox + slyppe
slimy or viscous dropping : see COWSLIP.]
The name of a flowering herb: applied (at least

from 1 6th c.) to a plant intermediate in appearance
between the Cowslip {Primula veris) and Primrose

(P. vulgaris), agreeing with the former in having
a common scape bearing an umbel of many flowers,
but in the colour and form of the individual

flowers resembling the latter
;
now ascertained

to be a natural hybrid between the cowslip and

primrose; by some 17-1 8th c. writers extended to

include the cultivated varieties of many colours

commonly comprised under the name Polyanthus.
b. IJy recent botanists appropriated to Primula
clatior (Jacq.), a species having the appearance of
a luxuriant pale-flowered cowslip, found in Europe
from Gothland southward, and in Britain only in

Essex and parts of the adjacent counties.
The latter, discovered at Bardfield in Kssex in 1842, by

Mr. H. Doubleday, is sometimes distinguished as the Bard-
field or True Oxlip; in Kssex it is included, with the hybrid
oxlip, under the name 'Cowslip', the cowslip of English
literature being there called

'

Paigle '.

(iooo Sajc. Leechd. II. 32 Wip slie, oxanslyppan nijje-

wearde, & alor rinde wylle on buteran. Ibid. III. 30 genim
. .^earwan & wudubindan leaf. & cuslyppan & oxsanslyppan.
1568 TLKNKR Herbal lit. 80 Coweslippe is named in.. Latin
herba paralysis, and there are two kinds of them, ..the
one is called in the West centre of some a Cowislip, and
the other an Oxislip, and they are both called in Cambridge-
shyre Pagles. 1578 LYTK Dodoens i. Ixxxiii. 122 I'erbascn-
lum album, Oxelippe [Figure). Ibid. 123 The Oxelip .. is

very like to the Cowslippe, sailing that his leaues be greater
and larger, and his floures be of a pale or faynt yellow colour,
almost white and without savour. Ibid., The petie Mulleyns
are called, .in Knglish Cowslippes, Primeroses, Oxelips.
1590 SIIAKS. Mids. N. n. i. 250, I know a banke where the
wilde time blowes, Where Oxslips and the nodding Violet

growes. 1611 ll't'nt. T. iv. iv. 125 Pale Prime-rones,..
bold Oxlip-., and The Crowne Imperiall: I.illies of all kinds.

1686 PLOT Staffonlah. 350 Having improved the seed of
Primula veris or common \\ ild primrose to that height, that

it h;is produced the Primula polyantHos or Oxlip. 1688 K.
HOLME Armoury u. 70/2 The Oxlip Cowslip is like those
of the field, but of se\ eral red colours. 1776 WlTHOUHO
Hrit. Plants (1796) II. 233 Mr. Curtis tells us, that by cul-

tivation it [primrose] may be brought to throw up a long
common fruit -stalk like the Oxlip; which countenances the

idea of the latterbeing a variety of this. 1830 TENNYSON
Talking Oak 107 As cowslip unto oxlip is, So seems she to

the boy. 1884 MILLKR Plant-n.* Ox-lip^ also applied lo

I\rimnla\ rariabilis and /'. inilgaris caulescens.

b- 184* Gard. Chron. 12 Mar., The German Oxlip, the true

/'. elatior,. .which is not yet known to be a native of Kng-
land. 1841 H. DOLULI.DAY in Phytologtst I. 204, I send you i

some oxlips from Bardfield in Kssex which, .appear to me
to be identical with the true Primula elatior of Linnaeus
and the German botanists. ..Pagefs or cowslips also occur
iu the neighbourhood. 1844 Ibid. I. 975 The Bardfield Ox- \

Up. 1897 Pall Mall G. 19 May 3/2 If you are a bit of a
\

botanist you will notice that all through Zeeland the oxlip I

takes the place of cowslip and primrose, a form intermediate

OXTER.
between both, stalked like a cowslip, but with larger flowers.

190* Speaker 23 Aug. 555/2 I n Kast Anglia the true Oxlip ij>

found.

llOxo-leon, Oxo-leum, obs. latinized forms

(after L. oleum oil) of Gr. ofcAaiop *a sauce of

vinegar and oil
', f. oft/j sharp, sour + cAaio? olive oil.

1699 KVELYN Acctaria 94 The discreet choice and mixture
of the CAtWtw* (Oyl, Vinegar, Salt, &c.). iTagBuDUCY/**,
Diet. s. v. Lettuce* With the usual Oxoleum of Vinegar,
Pepper, and Oyl.

Oxonian i^ksJ'i-nian), a. and sb. [f. Oxonia,
latinized form of Oxenford, Oxford + -AN.]
A. adj. Of or belonging to Oxford.

1644 SIR E. BERING Prop. Sacr. e, The Oxonian comple-
ments grow up close to this. 1716 Pol. Ballads ( 1 860} II.

175 Th' Oxonian doctors farther went. 18x0 Edin, Rev.
\ XVI. 172 We call them [according as, classified, classifica-

tion} Oxonian barbarisms; because we know no other title

j

descriptive of them. 1851 MAYHEW Load. Labour (1861)
II. 43/1 I've been selling Oxonian button-overs (' Oxonian'
shoes, which cover the instep, and are closed by being but-
toned instead of being stringed through four or five holes).

B. sb. A native or inhabitant of Oxford
; more

I usually, a member of the University of Oxford.
c 1540 Pilgr. T. 676 in Thynne^s Animadv. (1865) App. I,

I Then he asked me and I were cantibrygion. I sayd no, I

was an oxonian. 1701 FARQL-HAR Sir H. Wildair\\. i, I'm
, priveleged to be very impertinent, being an Oxonian. 1878

-V. Amer. Rev. CXXVI 1.512 Oxonians and Cantabs twitted
; the Scotch with knowing no Greek and little Latin.

b. A kind of shoe : see qnot. 1851 in A.
1848 THA< KFKAY Van. Fair Iviii, Then the sleepless Boots

went ..gathering up. .the Kluchers, Wellingtons, Oxonians,
which stood outside. 1851 MAYHEW Lond. Labour (1861)

j

II. 42/2, I had a pair of very good Oxonians that had been
1 new welled.

So Oxo-nianixe z:, to make Oxonian in character,
imbue with the ideas of Oxford ; Oxono latry [see

1

-LATRY], worship of or devotion to Oxford.
1885 Athenaeum 26 Sept. 400/1 He was. .as little OxODUJfe*

i/ed at the core.. as a true son of Oxford could well be.

1893 SwnUKKB.S
>

/<&/Vvif$ Poetry {\fy$ 34 The effusive

Oxonolatry of Mr. Arnold.

OxO'nic (fksfrnik\ a. Chcm. [f. Ox- 2 +

carb^onic.] In Oxonic acid.
CjHtNjOt,

a substance
formed by the gradual oxidation of uric acid in an
alkaline solution, and yielding on decomposition
glyoxyl-urea and carbon dioxide. Its salts are
O'xouates.
(The name had previously been applied by Schulze to the

,

acid obtained by the action of nascent hydrogen on pure
I

oxalic acid. Watts Diet. Chew. IV. 288.)
1881 WAI TS frict. Cht-m. VIII. 1458 Oxonic acid,

\ CtH^NflO.). An acid discovered by Strecker, who obtained
it by the action of atmospheric oxygen on uric acid iu alka-
line solution. It forms two series of salts.

Ox-pecker, -ray, etc. : see Ox 6.

Oxsi, obs. inf. of ASK v.

t Oxskin. Obs. In 7 oxe skinne. App. a per-
version of the dial, osktn OXGANG, facilitated by
popular association of HIDE j<M and -.

1610 HOPTON Sue. Geodxt. i. ii. 21 Foure akers (saith he)
make a yard of land, fine yards of land contain a hide.. in

Vorkeshire and other countries they call a hide an Oxe skinne.

Oxspring, oxpring, obs. forms of OFFSPRING.
Ox-stall (fksstpl). Also 4-5 oxen-, 8 St.

owsen-staw. A stall or stable lor oxen.

-1386 CHAUCER Clerk's T. 342 She was born and fed in

rudene>se As in a cote, or in an Oxe [r. rr. oxes, oxsis, o\]
Sialle. 1492 RYMAN /W///^xxxii. 4 in Archil* Stud. neu. Spr.
I,XXXIX. 199 A childe they founde In an oxe static in

raggis wounde. 1530 PAI.SOK. 250/2 Oxestale, creche. 1599
MARSTON Sci>. I'llfattie \\.\-. 194 Liu'd he now, he should

lack, Spight of his farming Oxe-stawles. Ibid, HI. Proem.
210 To purge this Augean uxslall from fuule sinne. 1776
Herd's Sc. Songs II. 146 She sought it in the owsen-staw.

O'X-tail. The tail of an ox ; esp. as an article

of food. Also attrib. in ox-tail soup, etc.

( 1460 Touweley Alyst. xii. 225, I haue here in my mayll
sothen and rost, Kuen of an ox tayll that wold not be lost.

1681 COLVII. H-liigs Supplic. (1751) 17 Some had .slings, some
had flails Knit with eel and oxen tails. 1837 MAKRYAT />(>;-

ju-nd xxx\ iii, To make soup of. . ; he can't afford ox-tail. 1882

Standard 23 Aug. 5/2 It was the Royalist refugees who
taught us to prepare soup of the ox tails, which until then
were tossed to the dogs.

Oxter Q'-kstai), sb. Sc. and north, dial. Also

6, 9 ox(s)tar(e, 6-7 oxster, 7-8 ockster. [A
modified or extended form from OK. fata, 6hsta,

from same stem as OK. oxn :*ohsna = OHG. uoh-

sana and ttochasa, othasa, MHG. nohse
t uehse\

stem 8ks-
t $hs~, whence also Du. oksel (OKSELLE)

: OLG. *oks/a, 6hsla\ also, with weak grade afcs-
t

a/is-, OHG. ahsala, Ger. achsel\ so L. axilla
t

dim. of *axula
t
and Olr. oxal; all in the same or

on allied sense.] The armpit.
15. . Sir A. Karton in Surtees 3Hsc. (1888) 73 He shoote

hime in at the left oxtere, The arrowe quiett through t: harie.

1597 I.owh Chirurg. (1634) 81 There is a sort of it that

apueareth under the oxter and jawes. 1637-50 Row Hist,

A'/V(i842> 145 Being sent for to the castell, [he] went up
with his Bible under his ockster, affirming that would plead
for him. 1674 RAY N. C. Words 35 An Oxter : an Armpit,
. \.villa. a 1745 SwiFi Direct. Servants^ fr'ootman. This will

keep it at least as warm as under your arm-pit or ockster,
as the Scots call it. 1818 SCOTT fir. Lamm, xxiv, Let her

leddyship get his head ance under her oxter. 1881 R.
BrcHAXAN <rWA>,l/aIII. 214 Johiibtone..had the telescope
under his o.\ter.



OXTER.

b. More loosely, The under side or inside of the

upper arm.

1500-20 DUNBAR Poems xiii. 17 His fa sum by the oxstar
leidis. 1715 RAMSAY Christ's Kirk Gr. ll. xvii, Twa sturdy
chiels, He 's oxter and be 's coller, Held up. .The liquid
logic scholar. 17.. Jenny Nettles i, Bag and baggage
OH her back, And a baby in her oxter. 1852 A. ROBB Poems
*r Songs 115 Grip me in your oxter. 1893 STEVENSON Catriona
xi. 125, I would be blythe to have you at my oxter.

Hence O'xter v. trans., to support by the arm,
walk arm in arm with ; to take or carry under the

arm
;
to fold the arm round.

1780 J. M.\YN'E.SY//<r Gun n, Lads oxter lasses without fear,
Or dance like wud. 1793 BURNS Uli'g o" tlte Afill, The
Priest be was oxter'd, the Clerk he was carried. 1894
NorthuiHl'ld. Minstrt'ls' ftiiifgt't in No>-tlnunl>ld. Gloss, s.v.,
When this master of minstrelsy oxtered his blether.

Ox-tongue, oxtongue '.V'
1^ 1 '' y

1. The tongue of an ox.

(1420 Liber Cocoruw (1862) 26 Take tho ox tonge and
schalle hit wele, Sethe hit, broche hit in lard yche dele. 1601
HOLLAND Pliny II. 279 The leaves.. resemble an ox tongue.
1894 \\'cstm. Gaz. 26 Oct. 6/3 He amassed a considerable
fortune by the ox-tongue trade.

2. Popular name of several plants: = LANGUE
DE BOiUF I. ta. orig. applied to various plants

having rough leaves, more or less tongue-shaped ;

chiefly species of bugloss, borage, and alkanet. 06s.
c 1325 Gloss. /K de Bibbesiu. in Wright I'oc. 162 E bucle

[gloss oxe-tunge] ausy, une herbe seyne. a 1400-50 Stotkh,
Mcit. -l/.S

1

. 196 Langdebef or oxtunge, lingua bouis. 1483
Cath. A ngl. 265/2 Oxtonge, t'ltgbssa, kerba rst. 1578 LVTF.
Dodoens I. vi. 12 The auncient Fathers called it [Borage] in

Greeke SouyAwcrtroi', . . iu English Oxe tongue. 1597 GF.RARDF.
Herbal ll. xxxii. 235 Sharpe Haukeweede hath leaues like

to those of Langue de beefe or Oxetoong. 1611 COTGR
,

Langite de b&uf,,. Ox-tongue, rough or small Buglosse.
b. In modern Botany : A composite plant, /fW-

mHUkia (Picris Linn.) echioides, growing on clayey
soTl ; also called Prickly Ox-tongue.
1760 J. LEE Introd. Bot. App. 321 Ox-tongue, ricris. 1858

Penny Cycl. 2nd Suppl. 3oi/r There is but one species [of
the genus] inhabiting Great Britain, H{elminthia.\ccliioides,
the Ox-Tongue. . .The branches, stem, leaves, and involucre
are covered with strong prickles springing from white tuber-

cles, and with 3 minute hooks at the apex. 1885 Pall Mall
G. 28 Oct. 4/2 In the long, dry grass at the foot of the hedge
stands out the yellow

'

bristly oxtongue
'

stem and leaves
all frosted with white glands.
3. A name occasionally applied to obsolete

weapons with broad blades : = LANGUE DE BCEUF 2.

1890 in Cent. Diet. 1894 in Funk's Stand. Ltet.

Ox-vomit, -wagon, -warble, etc. : seeOx 5, 6.

O'xy, a. rare- 1
. [-Y.] Of or belonging to an ox.

c 1611 CHAPMAN Iliad iv. 139 He took bis arrow by the

nock, and to his bended breast The oxy sinew close he drew.

Oxy, obs. ME. inf. of ASK v.

Oxy- (pksi), repr. Gr. ofu-, combining form of
ous sharp, keen, acute, pungent, acid ; used in

various words, chiefly scientific. The more im-

portant of these will be found in their alphabetical

places ; others follow here, in two groups.
1. Words of various kinds, in which oxy- stands

for 'sharp', 'acute' (in lit. txfig. sense) : as

Ozyacanthous (-akoe'njias) a. Bot. [Gr. axavBa.

thorn], having sharp thorns fMayne Expos. Lex.

1857). || Oxyeesthesla (-eshf-sia) Phys. and Path.

[mod.L., f. Gr. alaOrjats feeling], abnormal acute-

ness of sensation, hypenesthesia (Mayne). i| Oxy-
aphia (-re-fia) Phys. and Path. [mod. L., f. Or.

dip?/ touch], excessive acuteness of the sense of

touch (Mayne). Oxya ster Zool. [Gr. darrip star],
a sponge-spicule having acute rays' radiating from
one point. II Oiyble psia Phys. [mod.L., a. Gr.

uu;3A<y/ia, f. 0\(TT(iv to look], acuteness of sight,

sharp-sightedness (Mayne). Oxyca rpous a. Bot.

[Gr. xapirus fruit], having pointed fruit (Mayne).
Oxycephalic (s/farlik) a. Anthropjl. [Gr. xe^otAiJ

head], having a skull of pointed or conical shape ;

so Oxyce'phaly, the condition of being oxy:epha-
lic. O'zyclad Zool., a branched form of sponge-
spicule: see quot. Oxydactyl Zool. [Gr. OO.KTU-

Aos finger or toe], a. belonging to the division Oxy-
dactyla of 13atrachians, characterized by slender toes

;

rf. an oxydactyl batrachian. fOxyde-rcicala. Obs.

[Gr. ou5f/wci*os], sharpening the sight. Oxydi act
a. and sl>. Zool. [Dl--; Gr. awn's ray], (a sponge-
spicule) having two acute rays. |1 Oxyecoia
(-/kyu-ia) Phys. and Path. [mod.L., a. Gr. v^vrjxoia,
f. aitovHv to hear], abnormal acuteness of hearing,
acoustic hypercesthesia (Mayne). f Oxygal [ad.
L. OXygala, Gr. ofii-yaXa], sour milk. Oxygeusia
(-giw'sia) Phys. and Path, (also anglicized -geusy)
[mod.L., f. Gr. ffvais taste], excessive acuteness
of the sense of taste (Mayne). Oxygnathous
(pksi'gnabas) a. Zool. [Gr. yvaffos jaw], having the

jaws of the shell quite or almost smooth, as certain

pulmonate molluscs. Oxyhe xact a. and si'. Zool.

[Gr. '/i( six, d*ris ray], (a sponge-spicule) having six

acute rays ; so Oxyhexa ster, a hexaster with acute

rays (?
=

prec.). Oxyklinocephalic (-klarnosf-

f-lik), a. AnthrofoL, ?said of a skull combining
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the oxycephalic and klinocephalic forms.
|| Oxy-

o-pia Phys. (anglicized oxyopy) [mod.L., f. Gr.
air- to see], abnormal acuteness of sight (Mayne).
II Oxyosphresia (-^sfrrsia) Phys. [mod.L., f. Gr.

oirifpri/rfi smell], excessive acnteness of the sense of
smell (Ihmglison 1842). Oxype-ntact a., sli. Zool.

[Gr. Trivrt live, d/m's ray], (a sponge-spicule)
having five acute rays. Oxype talous a. /lot.,

having pointed petals (Mayne). || Oxypho'nia
Phys., Path, (also anglicized oxyphony) [mod.
L., a. Gr. bv<j>cavia. {. <j>uvr] voice], excessive acute-
ness or shrillness of voice (Dunglison 1842). Oxy-
phyllous (-frbs) a. Bot. [Gr. <j>i>\\ov leaf], having
pointed leaves (Mayne). O'xyr(r)liine, Oxyr-
r)hi nous adjs. Zool. [Gr. pis, ply- snout], sharp-
nosed, sharp-snouted. Oxystomatous (-st<v-

matas) a. Zool. [Gr. aru^a mouth], having the

mouth-parts sharply projecting, as the division

Oxystomata (Milne Edwards) of crabs
;
so O'xy-

stome a. =
prec. ; sk. a crab of the division

Oxystomata. Oxystroiigyle (-strp-ndgil), -stron-

gylus Zool. [STROXOYLE], a sponge-spicule
like a strongyle but sharp at each end

;
hence

Oxystro'iigyious a., of the nature of an oxy-
strongyle. Oxyte'tract a. and sb. Zool. [Gr. -rirpa-

four, O.KTIS ray], (a sponge-spicule; having four acute

rays. Oxytylote (fiksi'tilyt) Zool. [Gr. rv\os

knob], a simple sponge-spicule sharp at one end
and blunt at the other; hence Oxytylotate (-ti'10-

te'f) a., having the character of an oxytylote.
1886 R. VON LKNDENFF.LD Sponges in Proc. Zool. Soc. 561

"O.iyaster. With long, slender, pointed rays. 1878 BAKTLKV
tr. Topinard's Antlirop. \. 176 ^Oxycephalic, elevated skull.

1890 _H. ELLIS Criminal iii. 50 There is a generally re-

cognised tendency to the pointed (oxycephalic) or sugar-
loaf form of head. 1895 Fornin (N. V.) Sept. 36 Among
these anomalies were . . '*oxicephaly '. 1888 SOI.LAS in

Challenger Rep. XXV. p. Iv, *O.\yclad (icAoSos, a young
branch). The esactine is oxeate, tbe ecactine terminates in

two or more secondary actines or '

cladi '. 1657 't O^ILINSON
Rcnon's Disp. 195 Make an *oxydercical colfyrie of such
medicaments as cure caligation. 1886 LF.NDKNFELD (as
above) 562 *O.vydiact. Four rays rudimentary, only two
rays lying in one straight line remain. [1706 PHILLIPS,
*Oxygala, Sower Milk.] 1745 tr. Coluntella's Husk xn.
viii, Make oxygal, or sour milk, after this manner. 1886
LENDENFF.LD (as above) 562 *O.vyhexact. With six pointed
rays, the ends of which form the corners of a double, square
pyramid. The rays represent the crystalline axes. 1886
LENDF.NFELD (as above) 562 Hexaster. A star with six,

generally equal rays : a. *O.vyJu'xaster. Rays pointed.
b. Discohejcaster. Rays terminated by disks. 1878 BARTLF.V
tr. Topimird's Anthrop. v. 177 A certain deformed skull found
in Silesia is *oxyklinocephalic. 1846 SMART, *0.vyo'J>y,

preternatural!)' acute vision. 1886 LENDENFFLD (as above)
562 *Oxypentact. One ray rudimentary, representing the
axes of a simple square pyramid. 1846 SMART, *O.v'y-
plwny, acuteness of voice. 1890 Cent. Diet., *Oxyrliine.
1892 Syd. Soc. Le.r., *O.vyrrhinons, 1857 MAYNE Expos.
Lex., Oxystontatns, .. *oxystomatous. i8$z DANA Crust.
I. 62 The triangular mouth of the *Oxystomes. 1888 SOLI.AS
(as above), "O.iy.ttroujy/c.The esactine is oxeate and the
ecactine strongylate. . . *O.\ytylote. . . The esactine is oxeate,
and the ecactine tylote. 1886 LKNDF.NFELD (as above) 562
*O-vytetract. Two rays rudimentary, representing the

edges of a square pyramid.
2. Chemical words, in which oxy- is taken as

the combining form of OXYGEN (cf. HYDBO- d) ;

denoting either simply the presence of oxygen, as
in OXYACID, OXYSALT, f oxybase, or the addition
of oxygen to the substance denoted by the simple
word, and thus practically = oxygenated or oxi-

dized. For special uses, see OXYCHLORIDE, OXY-
SULPHATE, and other main words. A looser use
is seen in oxy-aloohol (or oxy-spirit), oxy-ooal-
gas, oxy-house-gas, oxy-ether, terms applied
(after OXYHYDROGEN, OXYCALCIUMI to the flame

produced by mixing the vapour of a spirit lamp.
ordinary house-gas, or sulphuric ether, with oxygen;
so oxy-alcohol blowpipe, lamp, etc. ; oxy-paraffln
a., applied to a paraffin lamp with arrangement for

complete oxygenation of the flame.

But the most frequent use of oxy- is as a prefix to

names of organic substances, to denote a derivative

or related compound in which an atom of hydrogen
is displaced by one of hydroxyl (HO) ; in which
sense the more accurate hydroxy- is now often pre-
ferred : see OXYACID 2.

In earlier use often spelt oxi-
',
before a vowel sometimes

reduced to ox- : see Ox- I.

Tile more important of tbe oxy. compounds are treated as
main words ; the oxy- or rather hydro.vy- organic compounds
are unlimited in number, including e. g. oxy- or hydroxy-

OXYACID.
Also in the names of oxy- or hydroxy- acid.-;, as oxy-acetic

(- GI.YCOI.LIC); -amygdalic*, -benzoic (CiHeOri); -butyric''-
-cuitrinatnic (NH^.CiuHioO.OH) ; -citvn'nic (C] WHiaO:;) ;

-gumiuic (C^H| Oii) ; -Iiippuric (CjHyNO^i; -isouvitic

(CgHxOr,) ; -//-rtr/Vacid (-- pur[jurin); 'inandelic(~ phen>l-
lic) ; -tncsitylenic (QiHn><.)::) ; -naplithoic (Ci,,H(;(OH i

ir or -benzol{= phenol,
C'sH.-.OH); -benzyl; -camphor (CioHioOs); -cannabin
(CjoHajNjOT) ; -caproainine (=leucine); -choline (= }K-

taine) ; ^inclwnine (CltHsaNsOa) ; ^ymene (= carvacrol,
C'loHisOH); -dhnorphine (CaiHyeNjOo) i -gnauine; -gly-
colyl-iirca ( allanturic acid' ; -lantliopine ; -methyl; -mctky*
lenf( = formic aldehyde); ->/w>^A(C, 7Hi9NOi); -naph t/iy-
lamiiie (or -naplithylidine, CioHsNO), -narcotine (C'jsHsa
NOg); -nriirine (=betaine); -phenol (= pyrocatechin) ;

-phenyl (^CcHaOH) ; -quinine ; -qtiinoline (= carbostyril) ;

-strychnine (C2|H 28N2O6); -sulphobcnzide ; -thymoqitinone
(Ci Hi;O;) ; -Matnt (- cresol, CvHsO) ; -tolvyl. etc.

-/(7//c(C7H GO.); -toluamic\ -toinic (-cresotic, CeH (CH )

(OH)CO,H) ; -tnmesic ; -uric, etc.

1864-71 WATTS Diet. Chew. II. 909 GlycoUic ncuL
CL>H4p;i. ,*O.racetic acid. 1873 Fownes' Chen/, (ed. 11,1

681 Nitrous acid converts glycocine intogljcollic oroxyacetic
acid. 1892 Syt/. Si>t: Lex. s.v., *O.\yalcohol blowpipe.,
invented by Marcel, in which the flame of a spirit lamp is

urged by a blowpipe transmitting ox>yen. 1899 CAGSKY tr.

Jaksdis Clitt. Diiign. vii. (ed. 4) 351 The aromatic o.xy-acids
which have been proved to exist in the urine are paroxy-
phenyl acetic acid,, .^oxyamygdalic acid. 1866-77 WATTS
Diet. Chan. IV. 352 "O.vanthracenf. C]iH HO-^ .. When
anthracene is boiled for some days with nitric acid, a resin is

formed winch becomes granular on cooling, and. .forms light
reddish-yellow crystals uf oxanthracene. 1892 MORLF.Y &
Mum Watts' Diet. III. 670 Ui-oxy-anthracene C]4Hs(OH}-,
Chrysazol. 1865 MANSMI:LD Salts 45 An ^Oxybase hears
to tlie general idea of a salt and to 0\ygen a relation just
the converse of that which a Hydrostyle bears to that idea

,
and to Hydrogen. The term Oxybase includes the Alkalies,
commonly so called. i866<)ni.i\o Anitn. Chein. 121 Ampelic
or *ox'i-benzoic acid. 1873 WATTS Fownt's Chew. 616
Quartene or butene glycol is converted by slow oxidation
with nitric acid into *o.\ybutyric acid. 1897 A Hint it's Syst.
Altti. IV. 310 In diabetes, .acetone and oxybutyric acid, ar<-

u^ially present with the sugar. 1882 jV/ii'w^rXXVII. 118/2
By the action of boiling 60 per cent, nitric acid, cellulose is

converted into an amorphous substance CiaHseOjtM
v
oxy-

ceilulose. 1878 KINGZKTT Auini, C/it'm.gg lly oxidation of
a milder character, .a white amorphous acid, termed *oxy-
cholic, is produced. 1889 LOCKYKK in Harder s Mag, Mar.
582/1 Hy means of the *oxy-coal-gas flame, we can determine
tbe spectrum of any vapor given otT. 1877 WATTS I-cnviies'

CJit'in, (ed. 12) II. 490 Cat~i'acrol
t *Oxycy}nciu\ or Cytneno/.

is.. a thick oil. 1873 KALFE Phys. Chen/, 93 By oxidation
with potassium permanganate, guanin is converted into

urea, oxalic acid, and
"'

oxy-jiuanin. 1879 Casselts Tcchn.
Ethic. IV. 407/2 If the oxy-spirit, *oxy-house-gas, or o\\-
hydrogen jets, or the magnesium lamps.. are to be used.

1866-77 WATTS Diet. Client. IV. 313 *Oxyinethyl-carbonic
add, a name applied by Kolbe..to glycolMc acid. 1875
/bid. \'l\. 886 *O.ryui'rttie. This base.. is identical with
betaine from beet-juice. 1870 ting. Mfch. 21 Jan. 4^^ ?.

*Oxy-paraffin oil lamps. 1857 W. A. MII.I.KK l\lem. Client.

III. 572 *Oxyphenic Acid or Pyrocatechin {Ci-.H eOj) the
formula of Oxyphenic differs from that of pi.enic acid liy
two equivalents of oxygen. 1873 WATTS fawnes' Chan. 683
Nitrous acid converts alanine into lactic or *oxypropionic
acid. 1879 *O.\y-spirit [see oxy-liMtse-gas\. 1866-77 WATTS
Diet. Chan. IV. 321 O.vyMic acid, C7H 6O:;. An acid,
isomericwith salicylic and oxybenzoic acids. ..It is produced
by the oxidation of toluene. 1873 Foiunes' Client. 704
Atnylene glycol yields oxybutyric instead of *oxyvaleric acid.

Oxyacanthiii (p:ksi (ak0e'nj)in). Ckem. [f.

botanical L. Oxyacantha, specific name of the Haw-
thorn, a. Gr. i>vaKav6a lit. 'sharp-thorn', a shrub,

prob. Crativgus Pyracantha (Persoon) : see -IN 1
.]

A name given to a bitter neutral substance obtained

by Leroy from the Hawthorn.
1866 WATTS Diet. Cfie.ni. IV. 288.

Also Oxyacanthine(^ksi,aka:"nJ)3in) Chew, [see

-INK-"'], an alkaloid obtained from the root of the

Barberry, Berberis ru/garis.
1866-77 WATTS Diet. C/tem. IV. 288 Oxyacanthinc.

CssH4flN2Oii? / ~inetine. . . An alkaloid existing, together
with berberine, in the root of Berberis vulgaris.

"

Ibid.

289 Oxyacanthine, when pure, is a white powder ordinarily
with a yellowish tinge... It has a kilter taste.

Oxyacanthous, etc. : see OXY- i.

Oxyacid, oxy-acid{f>ksi,ce'sid). Chem. Also

oxi-, ox-acid, [f. OXY- 2 + ACID.]
1. An acid containing oxygen (e. g. carbonic

acid, CH2O3) as distinguished from a hydracid
formed by the union of hydrogen with a halogen

(e.g. hydrochloric acid, HCI).
1836-41 BRANDE Chem. (ed. 5) 1032 It is obvious .. that

there are no salts, properly so termed, in which theoxy-acitU
are combined with silica, but that silicium forms haloid

compounds. 1849 NOAD Electricity (ed. 3) 224 The hypo-
thesis of Davy developing the general analogy of all salts,

whether derived from oxyacids or hydracids. 1882 ROSCOK
Klein. Chem. vi. 56 All acids contain hydrogen, combined
either with an element, or with a group of elements, which
almost always contain oxygen, and in this case the sub-

stances are termed oxy-acids.

b. attrib. or adj. Of or belonging to an oxyacid.
1854 J. SCOFFKRN in Orrs Circ. Sc., Chem. 352 The attempt

to assimilate oxyacid salts with the type of hydracid salts.

2. Organic Chem. In plural, a name given to

several series of acids derived from those of the

fatty or the aromatic series, by the substitution of

one or more hydroxyl for one or more hydrogen
atoms ; hence called more exactly hydroxy-acids.
The diatomic monobasic acids derived from the fatty acids

(C.HJ.OJ) have the formula CnH^O,, and constitute the

fatty'dxy-, (Jiydr)oxy-fatty,
or UCXttTMriM, The diatomic

monobasic acids derived from the aromatic group or benzene

derivatives (CnH..^^) have the formula CnH^-gO,, and
constitute the aromatic oxy-acids or (hydr^oxy-aromatic
series.

1877 WATTS Fownes' Chem. (ed. 12) II. 317 These acids

are called lactic acids, after the most important member of

the series, and oxy-fatty acids, because they may be derived

from the acids Ca H.,nO.. by substitution of OH for H ; thus:



OXYAMMONIA.
CHj.CCXH Acetic acid; CH2OH-CO-jH Oxyacetic acid.

Ibid. 534*These aromatic oxy-acids, like the corresponding
acids of the fatty series (the lactic acids), exhibit alcoholic

as well as acid characters. 1885 RKMSKN Introd. Organ.
Chem. 155 The first class which presents itself is that of the

alcohol acids or acid alcohols ; that is, substances which
combine within themselves the properties of both alcohuls

and acids. They are commonly called oxy-acids or hydros j*. ,

acids.

Oxy-alcohol : see OXY- 2.

t Oxyammo-nia. Chem. Obs. synonym of Ily-
\

droxyfamine. (Syd. Soc. Lex.
t 1892.)

Oxyard : see ( >x 6.

Oxy-aroma-tic, a. Chem., in oxy-arowatic acid
= aromatic oxyacicl : see OxYACYD.
1887 A. M. UKOWN Anint. Alkaloids 23 This U .. washed

repeatedly with tther to get rid of the oxy-aromatic acids.

II Oxybaphon (pksi'b&Jjifa). Greek Antiq. PI.

-bapha. fa. Gr. uv@a<}>ov vinegar-saucer, f. ou-

acid, vinegar + #a<-, stem of 0am civ to dip,a(/5
dipping, etc.] \Vith classical archix-ologists: ,A
bell-shaped wine-cup or vase.

1850 LRITCII tr. C. O. Mutter's Anc. Art 358 (ed. 2) 440
An oxybaphon from Armentum at Naples. 1857 BIRCH Anc.

Pottery (1858) II. 161 Deep bell shaped craters, called

oxybapha, having on them mystic and Uionysiac subjects.

O-xy-bird. dial. = OX-BIRD.
1887 Kentish Gloss. (E. D. S.), O-rtirtf, the common dunlin.

'

..Called Oxybird in Sheppy. 1887 K. Cow PER Cacdivalla

f 1888) 87 The tide was nearly low, and a flock of oxy birds

were.settled on the mud-banks.

Oxyblepsia, etc. : see OXY-.

Oxybro'inide. Cketn. [f.
OXY- 2 4- BROMIDE.]

A bromine compound analogous to the oxy*

chlorides; as phosphonts oxybromide, POBr3 , pro-
duced by the decomposition of the pentabromide

(PBr,,) in moist air.

1866-77 WATTS Diet. Chan. I V. 5 10 Oxybromideofphospho-
rus .. POBrj, 1873 I-'invnes Chcm. (ed. n) 227 Two
bromides of phosphorus, an oxybromide and asulphobromide,
are known, corresponding in composition and properties
with the chlorine compounds.

Oxy-calcium (fksikx'lsitfm). Chcm. [f.
OXY-

2 + CALCIUM.] In oxy-calcium light = LIMELIGHT, i

c 1865 J. WVLDK in O">r. Sc. I. 61/2 The oxy-calcium light
is a very simple and useful contrivance. ityyCasselCs Tec/iti.

Educ. IV. 232/2 The sources of light have been improved ,

on by the adoption of the oxy-calcium, oxy-hydrogen..and
electric light.

t Oxyca*rbonate. Ckem. Ol>s. A compound ,

of a carbonate and an oxide ; a hydrate carbonate.
|

1819 BKASIJK Man. Cheni. 306 These are probably the
'

carbonate and the oxycarbonate. 1876 HARLKV Mat. Med.
(ed. 6) 29 The caustic alkalies,

'

lime and magnesia ',
are

converted into carbonates or oxycarbonates fiom absorption
of carbonic anhydride.

t Oxyca'rburetted, a. Chem. Obs. \\\oxy-
carburetted hydrogen : see quots.
1807 T. THOMSON Cheat, (ed. 3) II. 132 The first species is

;

composed of carbon and hydrogen; the second, of carbon,
:

hydrogen, and oxygen... He [Berthollet] calls the first car-

bureted hydrogen; the second, oxycarbureted hydrogen.
1812 SIR H, DAVY Chem. Phiios. 310 What have been called

,

different oxicarburetted hydrogene gasses are merely mix-
,

tures of olefiant gas.carburetted hydrogene, carbonic oxide,
and hydrogene gasses. 1892 Syd. Sac. Le.r., Oxycarburetted \

hydrogen gas, an old term for Carbonic oxide.

t Oxyce'dar. Obs. [ad. L. oxycedros (Pliny\
a, Gr. vvKf8po$ (Theophr.),

' the red juniper with

pointed leaves' (Liddell and Scott).] A species
of Juniper (Juniperus Oxyccdms}.
1646 SIR T. BROWSE Pseud. Ep. 335 Bellonius afllrmeth

that Charcoals made out of the wood of Oxycedar are white.

Oxycephalic, etc. : see OXY-.

O'xychlor-, O'xychloro-. Chem. Contain-

ing oxygen and chlorine, asoxychlor-ether, a liquid,
CH 2C1.CII(OH)(OC,H 5), obtained by the action

of water at high temperature on bichlor ether.

So f Oxychlo rate ofpotash, old name of Potas-

sium chlorate, KC1O3 . f Oxychlo-ric acid, old

name of Perchloric acid, HC1O 4 . Oxychlo'ride,
a combination of oxygen and chlorine with another

element, as Phosphorus oxychloride t
POC1 3 ; also,

a compound of a metallic chloride with the oxide

of the same metal. Also called Oxychlo ruret.

^Acetic oxyckloride chloracetic acid.

1818 SIR H. DAVY in Brande Chem. (1841) 99, I mentioned
to you.. Count Stadion's Oxychloric acid. Ibid., I have
used detonating powder .. made with the oxychlorate of

Potassa, to use Stadion's name. 1856 W. A. MILLKK Elem.
Chem. 11.717 I n the bodies termed oxychlorides, oxyiodides,
and oxycyanides . . one equivalent of the chloride, of the

iodide, or of the cyanide of the metal is united with one or
\

more equivalents of the oxidje of the same metal. Turner's !

yellow .. is an oxychloride of lead (PbCl, 7 Pb.O). 1857
Ibid. III. 313 Oxychlorides of the Monobasic Acids. The
acids of the lower members of the series HO, CnH n_iO3, can

readily be made to furnish volatile compounds in which one

equivalent of oxygen, as contained in the anhydrous acid,
has its place supplied by chlorine. With acetic acid

(HO, OHijO-il an acetic oxychloride may be obtained con-

sisting of CiHaOaCl. 1866-77 WATTS Diet. Chem. IV. 506

Oxychloride of phosphorus is a colourless fuming liquid

having a specific gravity of 1-7 and boiling at no j
. 1880

FRISWELL in Soc. Arts 447 The scarlet obtained by dyeing
cochineal in the presence of oxichloride of tin.

f Oxychro'mic, a. Chem. Old synonym of

Perchromic. Oxy-coal-gas : see Oxv- 2.

352

tO'xycrate. Ofo. Also 6-8 oxicrate, 7
'

oxicrat, 7-8 oxycrat. [ad. Gr. 6vKpdT-ov, f.

ov- acid+ -Kparos (in comp.) mixed.] A mixture

of vinegar and water.

1597 A. M. tr. Gnillemcau's Fr. Chirurg. 27/2 Cause the

patient to washe his mouth with a little Oxycrate. 1601

HOLLAND Pliny II. 422 If a man be poisoned with taking i

venomous mushroms, he shall find means to auoid the
,

danger thereof by drinking nitre in oxycrat or vineger .

water mingled together. 1747 WKSI.HY Prim. ]*/iysic {ijte)
68 Cover the body with Cloths dipt in Oxycrate.

|| Oxycro-ceum. Oh. [mod.L., f. Gr. ofu- sour,

vinegar + L. croceits of or pertaining to saffron

(crocus}.] (See quot. 1696.)
1646 SIK T. BROWNE Pseud. KJ>. 78 The same attraction

wee finde not onely in simple bodies but such as are much
compounded, as the Oxicrpceum plaster. 1696 PHILLIPS

(ed. 5), Oxycroceitm, a Plaister made of Saffron, Vinegar,
and other Ingredients.

Oxycyauide. Chem. [f. OxY-a+CTAHiDK.]
A combination of oxygen and cyanogen with another

element, or of the oxide and cyanide of a metal,
as oxycyanide of mercury > Hg"Cy2

- Hg"O.
1854 J. SCOFFERS in OrrsCirc.Sc., Chem. 500 Oxycyaiiide

of mercury is formed, 1864-72 WATTS Diet. Chem. II. 255 ;

Warm aqueous cyanide ofmercury dissolves a large quantity
of mercuric oxide, forming an alkaline solution, which

deposits small needles of oxycyanide of mercury.

Oxydase (p-ksid^s). Chem. [mod. f. oxyd,
OXIDK + -ase (ad. Gr. -curts) in names of ferments,

as diastase.] An unorganized ferment or enzyme
having the property of causing oxidation in certain

organic substances.

1900 Nature 8 Feb. 339/1 The oxygen-carrying power of

certain enzymes known at the present time as '

oxydases '.

Oxyd^e, Oxydate, etc., var. ff. OXIDE, etc.

Obs, in general usage, though still preferred by some.

Oxydercical, -diact, etc. : see Oxv- i.

Oxy-ether: see OXY- 2.

Oxy-fatty acid: see OXYACID 2.

Oxyflu'oride. Chem. [f.OxY- 2 + FLUOHIUK ]

A fluorine compound analogous to an oxychloride.

Formerly also called Oxyfluo'ruret.
1868-77 WATTS Diet. Chem. V. 813 The Difluoride [of tin]

or Stannous fluoride, SnKj . .when heated in the air, ..takes

up oxygen, and forms stannic oxyfluoride, Sn'^OFa or

SnOa'SnKi. 1880 CLEMINSHAW Wurtz Atom. The. 146

Marignac .. regards as isomorphous the double fluorides

of titanium, the double oxyfluorides of niobium and of
i

tungsten.

Oxygal, etc. : see OXY- i.

Oxygen ffksijd^en. Chem. Also 8- oxi-,-gene,

[a. F. oxygene, intended to mean 'acidifying (prin-

ciple) ', principe acidifeant (Lavoisier) : see OXY-
and -GEN i ; oxygen being at first held to be the

essential principle in the formation of acids.

Lavoisier's original term, proposed in 1777, v-ss^n'nci^e
0-\ygine, changed 1785-6 to principe o.\ygene\ thence in

1786 oxygi'tie as sb., spelt in Nomenclature of 1787 oxigene\ \

admitted in Diet. A cad, 1835 as oxyene.\
1. One of the non-metallic elements, a colourless

|

invisible gas, without taste or smell. Symbol O : ;

atomic weight 16.

It is the most abundant of all the elements, existing, in the
\

free state (mixed with nitrogen^, in atmospheric air, and, in

combination, in water and most minerals and organic sub-
'

stances. It combines with nearly all other elements (forming
oxides^, the process of combination being in some cases so

|

energetic as to produce sensible light and heat (coinhtstion},
in others very gradual, as in the rusting or oxidation of

metals. It is essential, in the free state, to the life of all
|

animals and plants, and is absorbed into the organism in
;

respiration: hence it was formerly called 7'iVrt/fl/r. Priestley, I

who isolated it in 1774, holding it to be common air deprived
of PHLOGISTON (q.v.), called it dephlogisticated air.

[1789 J. K[KIR] \st Pt. Diet. Chem. Pref. 18 Lavoisier..
[

having endeavoured to show that vegetable and other matters .

..consist of air, charcoal, and inflammable gas, or, in his

language, oxygene, carbone.and hydrogene.] 1790 R. KKRR
tr. Lavoisier s Elem, Chem. \\. iv. 185 Oxygen forms almost

a third of the mass of our atmosphere. (1791
KKDHOES in

Phil. Trans. LXXXI. 176 Cast iron, .contains a portion of

the basis of vital air, the oxygene of M. Lavoisier.] 1791
HAMILTON Berthollefs Dyeing 1. 1. 1. i. 3 Mercury, combined
with a small quantity of oxygen is black. 1794 Europ, Mag.
XXVI. 5 Dephlogisticated Air, or (as they are now pleased
to call it) Oxygent; 1709 Med. Jrnl. \. 373 Opponents
particularly object, that the base of vital air does not deserve

the title of oxygen, as many combinations of it are far from

being acids. 18x1 DAVY in Nicholson's Jrnl, XXIX. 112

Combinations of Oximuriatic Gas and Oxlgen. 1845 W.

covery. 1871 HUXLEY Phys. K 17 It is oxygen which is the

great sweeper of the economy.
2. A manufacturer's name for bleaching-powder,

i. e. so-called 'chloride of lime'. fSimmonds 1858.)

3. attrib. and Comb. a. attrib. or adj. (see ety-

mology above), in f oxygene air (pbs.} t oxygen
gas, names for oxygen in the free or gaseous state.

1790 K. KERR tr. Lavoisier s Elem. Ckem. \. \. 54 The
oxygen gas, or pure vital air. 1794 G. ADAMS Nat, <y A'.t/.

Phiios. I. xi. 440 Vital, Dephlogisticated, or oxygene air.

1794 PEARSON in Phil. Trans. LXXXIV. 388 White lac

burned in oxygen gaz without . .any smoke.and with a beauti-

fully bright flame. 1843 J. A. SMITH Product. Farming (^.-2)

19 Oxygen, in union with latent heat, forms Oxygen gas.

1896 Daily News 31 Oct. 5/3 The oxygen treatment is the

application of oxygen gas to wounds and ulcers.

OXYGENIZE
b. The sb. in attrib. use or in combination

; as

in oxygen acid (
=^ OXYACID i), -carrier

t inhalation,

supply',
treatment

; oxygen-breeding, -carrying adjs.
1842 PAKNKLL Ckem. Anal. (1845) 89 The combinations of

oxide of gold with oxygen acids are almost unknown. 1874
tr. LonnneFs Light 5 Termed the oxygen lamp or burner.

1878 ABNEY Photogr. (1881) 64 Any other oxygen-absorbing
medium. 1897 Daily News 12 July 5/3 The work of the

Oxygen Home, opened by Princess Louise last May, appears
to be progressing very satisfactorily. 1897 Alllnitfs Syst.
Med. IV. 643 [The b Iood-corpuscles] cannot perform such
an active part as oxygen-carrier-;. 1898 Ibid. V. 46 For
this [shortness of breath] there is a remedy in oxygen
inhalations.

Oxygenant (pk-si-d.^nant
1

). ? Obs. [a. F. oxy-

gtnaut^r. pple. ol
'

oxygfnertoi. )XVGENATE.] A sub-

stance that oxygenates another; an oxidizing agent.
1802 Kdin. A'tT'. I. 242 Oxygen, and particularly the

gaseous oxygenants, evidently produce two effects, of the
same tendency. 1803 I>KDIK>KS liygfia xi. 52 Air destroys
contagion by acting as an oxygenant. 1866 OULING^M////.
Chem. 149 As an oxidising agent, there are many more
energetic oxygenants than the [nitric] peroxide.

t Oxygenate, a. Obs. In 8 oxi-.
[f.

F.

oxygtne pa. pple. : see -ATK -
2.]

= OXYGENATED.
1797 Monthly Alng. III. 351 Moistened with muriatic oxi-

genate acid.

Oxygenate (fksicljcn^t, pksrd^n^t),?'. Also

8 oxi-. [f.
F. oxyghi-er (G. de Morveau and

Lavoisier, 1787), f. oxygens-, see -ATE :I

>.]
trans.

To supply, treat, or mix with oxygen ; to cause

oxygen to combine with (a substance^ ; to oxidate,
oxidize ; esp. to charge (the blood) with oxygen by

respiration.
1790 KERR tr. Berthollet's Bleaching in. 36 By decomposing

common salt in the same process which is performed for

oxygenating its acid. 1703 BEDDOKS Sea Scurfy 53 Whether
we oxygenate the blood uy the lungs or the stomach. 1794
G. ADAMS Nat. fy Exj>. Phiios. I. xi. 462 To oxygenafe a

substance, or make it combine with vital air. 1875 W.
HOUGHTON .S',t. Brit. Insects 58 To draw fresh currents of

water to oxygenate the blood.

Hence Oxygenating vbl. sb. and ///. a.

J794 ! HUTTON Phiios. Light, etc. 149 To explain all

appearances in those burning and oxigenating bodies. Ibid.

385 Vegetables secrete and emit that very oxigenating sub-

stance, when growing in the sun. 1890 Pall Mall G. 4 Aug.
i /j A much needed oxygenating of the life-blood ofthe nation.

Oxygenated (see prec.\ ppl.a. [f. prec. +
-ED 1

.]
Mixed or combined with oxygen.

t Oxygenated muriatic acid: = OXYMI-RIATIC acid (i.e.

chlorine). %
1790 K.KEUK(l//S<0 Essay on the New Method of Bleaching,

by means of Oxygenated Muriatic Acid, from the French ot'

Berthollet. 1812 DAVY Chem. Phiios. Introd. 46 A theoretical

nomenclature is liable to continued alteration; oxygenated
muriatic acid is as improper a name as dephlogisticattd
marine acid. 1871 ROSCOK Elem. Chem. 48 Hydrogen Di-
oxide has received the name of oxygenated water, as it

easily decomposes into oxygen and water.

Oxygenation (fUdgn*jaa). [a. F. oxy-

gtnatiotii noun of action from oxygtner to OXY-

GENATE.] The action of oxygenating or condition

of being oxygenated ; mixture with oxygen ; com-
bination with oxygen, oxidation.

1790 R. KKRR tr. Lavoisier's Elfm. Chem. \\. iv. 186 Some-
times oxygenation takes place with great rapidity. 1794
(J. ADAMS Nat. $ Exp. Phiios. \. 461. 1796 HATCIIKTT in

Phil. Trans. 336 It [Molybdaena] appears to me to suffer four

degrees of oxygenation. The first is the black oxyde;
the

second is the blue oxyde ; the third is the green oxyde, which
1 am inclined to call molybdous acid, according to the dis-

tinction made by the new nomenclature ; the last and fourth

degree is the yellow acid, or that which is supersaturated
with oxygen. 1865 LIVINGSTON K Zambesi xxii. 454 Not only
is the most perfect oxygenation of the blood secured.

Oxy'genator. [Agent-n. from OXYGENATE

if.]
a. A substance that oxygenates another ;

= OXIDATOB a. b. (See quot. 1875.)
1864 in WF.BSTKR. 1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mech.,p.rw>iat,>r,

a contrivance for throwing a stream of oxygen into the flame

of a lamp.

t Oxygene-ity. Obs. rare~\ [irreg. f. Oxv-

C;KN + -E)ITY: cf. homogeneity, etc.]
= OXYGEMTY.

1801 W. TAYLOR in Monthly Mag. XI. 645 The most prob-
able [theory] is that which hints at the oxygeneity of light.

Oxygeiiic (^ksidge'nik), a. rare. [f.
OXYGEX

+ -icj Of the nature of, or consisting of, oxygen.
1850 CLOUGH Let. to T. Arnold 3 Jan., Poems, etc. 1869 I.

167 Consider. .the long preparation of this strange marriage
of coal and oxygenic air. 1885 Sat. Rev. 12 Dec. 781/2 You'll

breathe an air ignored l!y oxygenic gases.

Oxygeniferous (^ksid^cni-feras),
a. rare. [f.

as prec. + -FERGUS.] Hearing or conveying oxygen.
1838 Blackw. Mag. XLIII. 653 Kit for the entry of a great

host of oxygeniferous particles.

Oxyge-nity. nonce-wd. [f. OXYGEN + -ITY.]

The quality of being oxygen, or oxygenous.
1894 Contemp. Rev. Aug. 294 They. Jose their 'oxygenity

'

and 'hydrogenity '.

p-xygeni:zable,- [f.next + -ABLK.] Capable
of being oxygenized or oxygenated.
1802 CHKNKVIX in Phil. Trans. XCII. 166 Besides its acid

properties,
this substance has others, common tooxygenizable

bodies.

Oxygenize .fksid^enaiz, ^ksi'd^enaiz), v. [f.

OXYGEN + -IXE : cf. carbonize.] trans. = OXY-
GENATE v. Chiefly in pa. pple. (or ///. a.} Oxy-
genized = OXYGENATED.



OXYGENIZEMENT.
1802 CIIENEVIX in Phil. Trans. XCII. 126 That the pro-

portion of oxygen, .was greater in the salt than in uncom*
bined oxygenized muriatic acid. 1822-34 Good s Study Mid.
led. 4) II. 465 Unless the supply furnished by the food to

the blood-vessels be sufficiently oxygenized by ventilation.

1895 Pop. Sci, Monthly Aug. 473 The food.. is then passed
through the oxygenizing process in the lungs.

Hence f Oxyg-enizement = OxYGENATiON, OXI-
DATION ; Oxyg-eiiizer = OxYGENATOR.
1801 CIIENEVIX in Phil. Trans. XCII. 165 Of the oxy-

genizement of fluoric and boracic acids, we have no proof.
18x6 J. SMITH Panorama Sc. ty Art II. 419 The next degree
of oxygenizement is expressed by the termination ic, thus
we say sulphuric acid. 1882 OGILVIE, Oxygenizer.

Oxygenous (pksi'd-jftias), a.
[f. OXYGEN, or

F. o.\-ygt')te + -ous.] f a. Producing acids,

acidifying : oxygtnotis gas t oxygen ; oxygenous

principle, Kirwan's rendering (1/87) of Lavoisier's

principe oxygine (1777-84). Obs. b. Of the

nature of, consisting of, or containing oxygen.
1787 KIRWAN Essay on Phlogiston ii. 22 The vitriolic ai:id,

according to them [I^avoisier, etc.] consists of sulphur as its

base, and pure air, in a concrete state, as its acidifying
or oxygenous principle. Ibid. (fias$ii>i\ The oxygenous
principle. 1788 PKIESTLLY in Phil. Trans. 157 The term

phlogiston, .may still be given to that principle or thing,
which, when added to water, makes it to be inflammable
air ; as the term oxygenous principle may be given to that

thing which, when it is incorporated with water, makes
deplilogisticated air. 1794 SULLIVAN View Nat. I. 233 On
account of this property, .the denomination of oxigenous
gas has been given to vital air. iSza IMISON Sc. # Art II.

47 The reason of this is, that the oxygenous part of the air

has united to the metal. 1875 MAINE Village Communities
(1876) 213 The exclusive food of the natives of India is of
an oxygenous rather than a carbonaceous character.

Oxygon (?'ksig(Jh), a. and sb. Gcom. Now
rare or Qbs. Also 6-7 oxi-. [f. I,, oxygotti-ns,
a. Gr. ov-fu>vtos acute-angled, f. 6iJ-y sharp + ycwia

angle: perh. through F. oxygone (1611 in Cotgr.).]
a. adj. Having acute angles, acute-angled, b. sb.

An acute-angled triangle : in early use also in L.

form Oxygonium (-us).
1570 EILLINGSLF.V Euclid L def. xxix. 5 An oxlgonium

or an acuteangled triangle, is a triangle which bath nil his
three angles acute. 1598 SYLVESTER Du Bartas n. ii. iv.

Columnes 199 Moreover, as the Building's Ambligon May
more receive then Mansion's Oxigon. 1685 R. WILLIAMS
Euclid 10 Oxygone, or Acutangle triangle is that whose
angles are all acute. 1688 J. S. Fortification 3 [These
figures] are called Oxygoniums. 1838 SIR W. HAMILTON
Logic xxv. (1866) II. 24 not?, Oxygon, i.e. triangle which
has its three angles acute.

Hence Oxygoual (dksi*gdh&l), f OxyffO'nial,

Oxygenous adjs.> having three acute angles.
1706 PHILLIPS, Qxygonial, belonging to an Oxygon, Acute-

Angular. 17*7-41 CHAMBERS Cycl. s. v. TriangL\ If all the

angles be acute.. the triangle is said to be acutangular, or

oxygenous. 1842 FRANCIS Diet. Arts
t Oxygonal^ acute

angled.
O xyhfiBmocyanin, the oxidized blue form of

H.EMOCYANIN, q. v. (Syd. Soc. Lex. 1892).

Oxyhsemoglobin, -hemoglobin (^ksihf-

mogltfu bin). Chem. [Oxv- 2.j
' The form in

which haemoglobin exists in arterial and capillary
blood where it is loosely combined with oxygen.

'

(Syd. Soc. Lex.}.
1875 RALFE Phys. Chem. 178 Oxygen on entering the body

chemically combines with haemoglobin, forming oxy-hEerno-
globin, which gives the scarlet colour to arterial blood. 1875
H. C. WOOD Therap. (1879) *%4 The spectroscope shows

plainly that the haemoglobin exists in the blo^d either in its

pure state, or else as oxyhsemoglobin.

Oxyhydrate. Chem. A hydrated oxide or

hydrate of ainetal, as oxyhydrate ofiron. So Oxy-
hydrio <z., consisting of oxygen and hydrogen com-
bined

;
as oxyhydric acid, a descriptive term for

water (HaO). t Oxyhydrocarbon a., consisting of

oxygen combined with a hydrocarbon.
1876 tr. Wagners Gen. Pathol. (ed. 6) 88 If the water

contains iron in solution, this is readily precipitated as an
oxyhydrate. 1891 Lancet 23 May 1165/2 Carbonic acid
unites with oxyhydrate to form carbonate of lead, which is

soluble in excess of the gas.

1852 MORFIT Tanning $ Currying (1853) 158 In modern
chemistry water is known as oxy-hydric acid, or protoxide
of hydrogen. 1866 OOLINC Anim. CJum. 55 The building
up of the primary oxihydrocarbon molecules.

Oxyhydrogen (?ksi,hai dnW^en), a. [f.
OXY-

2 -t- HYDROGEN.] Consisting of, or involving the

use of, a mixture of oxygen and hydrogen.
Oxykydrogen blowpipe; a compound blowpipe In which

two streams, of oxygen and hydrogen, meet as they issue
',

used to produce an extremely hot flame by the burning of
the hydrogen in the oxygen. Oxyhydrogen light \ the bright
white light obtained by directing such a flame upon lime;
the lime-light. So oxyhydrogenflaunt) jet^ lamp, etc. Oxy~
hydrogen microscope, etc. : one in which the object is illu-

minated by an oxyhydrogen light.

1827 E. TURNER Elem. Chem. 160 An apparatus of this

kind, now known by the name of the oxy-hydrogen blow-

pipe, was contrived by Mr. Newman. 1854 M EDWIN Angler
in Wales II. 5 The microscope .. notwithstanding all its

oxyhydrogen improvements. < 1865 LETHEBY in Ctrc. Sc.
I. 134/2 1'he Oxy-hydrogen Light. .was first introduced to

public notice by Lieutenant Drummond. 1871 \r. Scfallen s

Spcctr. Anal. 16 note, The light of magnesia heated in the

oxyhydrogen flame.

t O xyi ode. Chem. Obs.
[f. OXY- a -f IODE.]

Obsolete name for an IODATE.
VOL. VII.

353

1813 HENRY Elan. Chem. II. 32 The metallic bases called

by Sir II. Davy, o.tyiodfs, and by Cay Lussac,. .iodatt-s,

So f Oxyio die a. = lolMC. Oxyi odide, an
iodine compound analogous to an oxychloride.
t Oxyi'odine, Davy's name for lodic anhydride,
I 20.,.

1815 SIR II. DAVY in Phil. Trans. I. 213, I venture to pro-
pose a name.. that of *oxyiodic acid. 1815 HENRY Elem.
Chem. (ed. 7} II. 32 For the watery solution of oxyiodine Sir

H. Davy has proposed the name of oxyiodic acid, and is

disposed to regard it asa triple compound of i jdine, hydrogen,
and oxygen; or an oxyiode of hydrogen. 1868-77 WATTS
Diet. Chem. V. 815 Insoluble *Oxyiodides of variable com-
position. 1815 DAVY in Phil. Trans. I. 213, 1 venture to pro-
pose a name.. *

oxyiodine for the new solid compound.

Oxymel (frksimel). Also 4-7 oxi-, -mell.

[a. L. oxymel (also oxymelt), a. Gr. ovp(\if f.

uu-$ sour + /'At honey.] A medicinal drink or

syrup compounded of vinegar and honey, some-
times with other ingredients.
Oxymel ofsquills^ oxymel made with 'vinegar of squills'.

[c lopo Sa.r. Lecchd. \\. 212 Eacsceal mon oxumelUs sellan

baet bi6 of ecede & of huni^e geworht drenc su}erne.] 1398
TKKVISA Barth. DC P. R. xix. !x.[xlvi.](MS, Bodl.) If. 304 6/2
Oximel is i3eue wib hote water to defiynge and naisschinge
of hard mater t; and to open pores. 1400 I.anfrancsCirvrg.
189 Tempere hem \\i\t oximel. r 1460 Play Sacram. 584
A drynke made full well wyth scamoly and w l oxymell [ JAS'.

oxennell]. 1533 KI.YOT Cast, Itelthe (1541) 36 Oximell is,

where to one part of vyneger is put double so moche of

honye, foure tymes as moche of water. 1684 KAHI. ROSCOM.
Ess. Transl. I'erst 130 And all, goes down like Oxymel of

Squil*. 1831 J. DAVIES Manual Mat. Mcd. 39 Oxymels are
other species of syrups made from honey and vinegar.

Oxymeter (fksi-mftsj). rare~. [ad. mod.L.

oxymetrum : see OXY- 2 and -METEB.J
= KUDIO-

MKTEH. So Oxyme trie a., measured in regard
to the amount of oxygen.
1857 MAYXE Expos. Lcx.^ Oxywctruut, a measurer of

oxygen: an oximeter
; another name for the instrument

called a eudiometer. 1876 tr. Schittzenbergcrs Ferment.
in We may previously determine the oxymttric value of
the hyposulphite, the volume of oxygen which is required
to saturate the unit of volume of the solution.

[[ Oxymoron (pksimo->T/u). Khet. [a. Gr. ov-

^wpoF,sb.use ofneuter of o^v^wpoy pointedly foolish,
f. vv~ sharp + pcupos dull, stupid, foolish.] A rhe-

torical figure by which contradictory or incongru-
ous terms are conjoined so as to give point to the

statement or expression; an expression, in its super-
ficial or literal meaning self-contradictory or absurd,
but involving a point. (Now often loosely or

erroneously used as if merely = a contradiction in

terms, an incongruous conjunction.)
[1640 BP. REYNOLDS Passions xvii. 186 It was a bold but

true ofu'Mwpoy of Seneca. Mortibus znvninis.] 1657 J.
SMITH Myst. Rhet. 121 Oxymoron, ofv/iupor, Acutifatunm
aut stulte acntitm, subtilly foolish, a 1677 HARROW Serin.

(1826) VI. 132 Some elegant figures.. lofty hyperboles, para-
nomasies, oxymorons .. lie very near upon the confines of

jocularity. 1792 W. ROBKRTS Lookcr-On No. 30 (1794) I.

427 These contradictory gentlemen, .were thus pressed to-

gether in a forced kind of union, like the figure oxymoron.
1890 Q. Rev. CI-X. 289 Voltaire, .we might call, by an oxy-
moron whichhas

plenty
oftruth in it, an' Epicurean pessimist '.

t Oxymuriate Q7ksimiu*Ti&). Chem. Obs.

[f. next : see -ATE 1 i c.] A salt of '

oxymuriatic
acid': applied formerly to compounds now called

either chlorates or chlorides, as oxymuriate of
mercury, of tin, mercuric and stannic chloride,

OJcymuriate ofpotash
= potassium chlorate.

1797 PEARSON in Phil. Trans. LXXXVI1. 149 To this

residue was added half its bulk of oxygen gaz, obtained
from oxymuriate of potash. 1816 ACCUM Chem. Tests (1818)

124 Add. .a quantity of oxy-muriate of mercury. 1830 M.
DONOVAN Dom. Econ. I. 261 A small quantity of chloride
of lime, or, as it was formerly called, oxymtiiiate of lime.

So | OxymuTiated a. Obs., as in oxymitriated
acid = OXYMURIATIC acid, oxymiiriated quicksilver

OXYMUUTATE of mercury.
1796 KIRWAN EU>m. Min. (ed. 2) II. 215 An effervescence

..arising from the production of Oxymuriated Acid. 1822-

34 Goad's Study Med. (ed. 4) IV. 503 Dissolving a drachm
of oxymuriated quicksilver

in half a pint of water.

t Oxymuriatic (p-'k-simiuariioe-tik), a. Chem.
Obs. [f. OXY- 2 + MURIATIC.] Oxymuriatic
acid (also oxymuriatic gas} : a former name of

chlorine, as a supposed compound of oxygen
and 'muriatic' (hydrochloric) acid. Oxymuriatic
matches', matches tipped with chlorate of potash.
1796 KmWAN Elem. A/in. (ed. 2) II. 328 Oxymuriatic Acid

and Aqua Regia scarcely affect it. Ibid. 462 He observed
it to yield oxymuriatic Gas. 1807 T. THOMSON Chem. (ed. 3)

II. 225 Oxymuriatic acid was discovered by Scheele in

1774. ..He gave it the name of dephlogist Seated muriatic

acid, from the supposition that it is muriatic acid deprived
of phlogiston. The French chemists, after its composition
had been ascertained, called it oxygenated muriatic acid;
which unwieldy appellation Kirwan has happily contracted
into oxymuriatic. 1835 SIR J. Ross Narr. znti I'oy. xxi. 517
Procuring a lightby means of the oxymuriatic matches which
he had seen us use.

Oxyni trate. Chcm. [f. OXY- 2 + NITRATE.]
A compound of the oxide and nitrate of a metal.

1809 GRECOR in Phil. Trans. XCIX. 109 The colourless

liquid oxynitrat of lead. 1819 CHILDREN Chem. Anal. 440
Oxynitrate (qu. Nitrate?) of silver, and nitrate of mercury,
dropped in excess into a dilute solution of any hyposulphite,
give a precipitate of their respective metals in the state of

OXYSULPHIDE.

[
sulphuret*. 1873 WATTS Fozvnes' Chcm. fed. n) 426 The

! normal [platinammonium] nitrate N2HfiPi(NO:i)i,isobtair,ed
by dissolving the oxyniti-ate[NaHePt(NOa)2O] in nitric acid.

t Oxyni'tric, a. Chem. In oxytritric and, oxy-
: nitric gas ) obs. names of nitrogen peroxide.

1805 W. NISBKT Diet. Chcm. 369 Oxy-nitric gas. 1815
HENRY Etcm. Chew. (ed. 7) I. 361 It will appear that
the oxygen in nitrous gas is very nearly both in weight ar.d
volume a multiple of that in nitrous oxide by 2 ; in nitrous
acid by 3 ; in nitric acid by 4 ; and in oxynitric acid by 6.

Oxyntic (pksi-ntik), a. Physiol. [f. Gr. type
*owr-os, verbal adj. from uvr-cfi/ to sharpen,
make acid, f. ui>s sharp : see -1C.] Rendering acid,

acidifying: applied to certain glands of thestomach,
I or to cells in them, supposed to produce the

; hydrochloric acid of the gastric juice.
'1884 A. GAMUKE in Etuycl. Brit. XVII. 674/1 The glands

which possess these acid-forming cells have of late been
; termed (Langley) oxyntic glands. 1891 Syd. Ssc. Lt.i.,
; Oxyntic cells.

Oxyplul (p'ksifil), a. Biol. [f. Or. o^u- sharp,
acid + -0iXoy loving, -PHIL(E.]

'

Acid-loving'' :

apjilied to certain white blood-corpuscles or other
cells having an affinity for acids.

1896 Allbutt's Syst. Med. I. 79 Their [i.e. Kanthack nr-d

Hardy's] coarsely granular oxyphile cells are tht: eosinophiic
cells uf most writers. Ibid. 80 Feeb'e oxyphile reaction.
Ibid. 117 Other cells containing oxypliil granules.

f Oxypho-sphate. Chem. An obs. name kr
a metallic phosphate containing a larger propor-
tion of oxygen, as cxyphosphatt of iron = ferii^-

phosphate.
1815 HKNRV Elem. Chem. (ed. 7) II. 116 The phosphate cf

iron is almost insoluble in water. 'Ihe oxy-pliospba*.c cf
iron is, also, an insoluble salt.

Oxyrhynch ( (rksiiiijk). [f. OXY- i 4- Gr.

fivyx-os snout, beak.]
1. Any crab of the group Oxyrhyncha^ charac-

|
tcrized by a triangular cephalothorax with project-

i ing rostrum ; the group includes the spider-crabs.
1839 Penny Cycl. XIV. 297/2 The first Joint of the c xter. .".!

' antenna;, .being cylindrical, .in nearly all the Oxyrhynch c
.

1840 Il'id. XVII. 109 The O.\yrhym.hs are all essentially
marine.

2. A fish
;
= next, i.

Oxyrhynchus (^ksiri-qkz/s).
Zool fad. Cr.

ovppvyxcs sharp-snouted, epithet of a fish.]

1. A iish (^fonnynts oxyrhynchus} found in the

Kile, esteemed sacred by the ancient Kgjptians.
1706 PHILLIPS, O.vyrinchns^ the Spit-nose, a sort of Ri'.cr-

fi->h. 1851 I\Insnm JVat. //ist. II. 152 The oxyrhinchus is

very commonly represented in the paintings of Thebes, Ikni-
Hassan and MemphLs. 1865 J. H. INGKAHAM Pillar of Fite
(1872) 223 The oxyrhincus, the eel, the lepidotus, and son-.e

other kinds of fish are sacied ; and at Thebes they are em-
balmed by the priests.

2. Qrnith. A genus of American tyrant fly-

catchers-, characterized by a long straight shaip-

pointed bill.

1868 Rug. Cycl. s. v. ricidaf) Neither does the intervention
of the Wryneck with its wormlike tongue, or of Oxyrhyncus
with its acute bill, do more than indicate the broken links of
the chain.

t Oxyrrhodin, -ine (pksi-nTdin). Ohs. Also
in L. form oxyrrhodinum. [ad. mod.L. o.\y-

rrhodinum^ ad. Gr. ofvppoStvov (f \atov), 'rose-oil

mixed with vinegar* (LiddelI and Scott).] A pre-

paration of vinegar and oil of roses, formerly used

medicinally. Also f Oxyrrhod, || Oxyrrhodon.
1639 J. W. tr. Cttibert's Char. Physic. \. 31 Oyle of Rw-es,

..Rose water, and a spoon full of vineger, mixe them well

together, and youroxirrhod is done. iy. . FI.OYFH Humours
(J.), The spirits, opiates, and cool things, readily compose
oxyrrhodines. 1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl. t O.rynhod&i^ cr

Qxyrrhodinum, 1754-64 SMFLLIE Alidivi/, 1. In trod. 19 A
cloth dipped in oxyrrliodon must be laid on her abdomen*

!i Oxysaccharum (^ksisa.-kari'm). Also 6

oxi-. [Late L., a. late Gr. ov<rdKxapv, f- i(v-

sharp, acid + aa.K\apov sugar.] A medicine com-

pounded of vinegar and sugar.
c 1550 LI.OYU Treas. Health (1585) X viij, Let tbe matter

be preparid with oxisaccharum in thre partes therof. 1727-
41 in CHAMBERS Cycl.

Oxy-salt (^-ksiisylt). Chem. Also oxi-. [f.

OXY- 2 + SALT.] A salt containing oxygen; a

salt of an oxyacid.
1836-41 BRANUE Chem. fed. 5) 593 The oxidizement of a

metal is an essential preliminary to the formation of its ox-y-

salts, or, in other word-;, to its combinations with oxy-.icic!';.

1841 ScuOsBEiN in Rep. Krit. Assoc. 210 Mixed with chemi-

cally pure, .sulphuric acid, with phosphoric acid, nitric acid,

potash, and a series of oxi-salts. i88z VINES Sachs's Boi. 698
Oxygen is introduced into the plant in the form of water,
carbon dioxide, and oxy-salts.

1 0xysu'lpKate. Chem. An ol.s. name for

a metallic sulphate containing a larger proportion
of oxygen, as oxysufphate of iron ferric sulphate.
1802 fifed. Jrnl. VIII. 550 It has been proposed to dis-

tinguish them [iron sulphates] by ttrming that salt which
contains the metal more highly oxydatect, an oxysulphat.
1815 HENRY Elem. Chem. fed. 7) II. 109 This salt has been

called, but not with strict propriety, oxy~snlphatc. Its

legitimate name would be sulphate ofperoxide p/iron; but,
as this is inconvenient from its length, it may be called the

red sulphate of iron.

So Ozysu'lphide, a compound of an element or

positive compound radical with oxygen and sulphur;



OXYSTTLPHION.

generally restricted to compounds of the oxide
and sulphide of a metal, f Oxysu'lphion Obs.
'
Daniell's term for the acid compound of an oxy-

salt containing sulphur which is set free at the

positive pole of a galvanic battery, but which
cannot exist in a free condition

'

(Syii. S<x. Lex.} ;

= the group SO4 ,
now called SULPHION. t Oxy-

su'lphnret O6s. = Oxysulphide.
1854 J. SCOFFERS in Orrs'Circ. Sc., Client. 408 A mixture of

insoluble *oxysu!phide of lime and carbonate of soda. 1845
TODD & BOWMAN I'/tys. A nut. I. 6 A compound, .called by
Prof. Daniell *oxysulphion. 1849 NoAf> Electricity ved. 3)

22^5 Oxysulphion of hyd_rogen. 1854 J. SCOFFEKN in Orr's
Circ. Sc.

t
Chew. 472 Oxide and sujphuret of antimony com-

bine in many proportions, forming many *oxysulphurets-

Oxytocic (fksit(7'sik), a. and sb. Afed. [f.
Gr.

!>VT&XIOV = oxytocic s!'., f. o(v-, OXY- I + TU*OS

childbirth.] a. adj. Serving to accelerate parturi-
tion. b. sb. A medicine having this property.
1853 DUNGLISON Jfeif. Lt.r., Oxytocic,..* medicine which

promotes delivery. 1873 K. BAKNF.S Dis. Women xviii. 187
Indian hemp., is credited, .with oxytocic properties. Ibid.,
Trie powers of galvanism as anoxytoc:c T and even in origin-
atinguterine contraction. 1875 H. C. Wooi> Thcraf>. (1879)
6i) T'he oxytocic action of quinia was believed in many
years ago by numbers of our Southern practitioners.

Oxytone (fksitonn ,
a. and ///. Gram., chiefly

Gr. Grant. Also oxyton. [ad. Gr. o^urov-os

having the acute accent, f. i>(v- sharp, acute +
ravoi pitch, tone, accent] a. adj. Having an acute

accent on the last syllable, b. sb. A word so
accented.

1764 W. PRIMATT Accentns redivivi 109 Aristarchus . . has
pronounced it [uymai ] as an oxytone. 1869 J. HADLEV^W.
(1873) in On the last syllable of an oxytone word, when ..

its higher pitch changes to a lower, the lower pitch is repre-
sented in. .the same way as in the latter part of the circum-
flex accent. 1881 WKSTCOTT & HURT Crk. N. T. II. App.
6/2 They are not independent or strictly final oxytones,
Ijiing treated as fragments of a clause.

Hence Oxytone, O'xytonize vbs. trans., to

make oxytone ; to pronounce or write with the

accent on the last syllable.
1887 .SV/cwtt- 29 Apr. 412/2 There is also a tendency to oxy-

Ionize many words, ..although the accent shifts, as in other
Indian languages.

Oxytrichiue (cksi-trikain), a. and sl>. Zool.

[f. mod.L. Oxytrichina neut. pi., f. Oxytricha, the

typical genus, f. Gr. ofu- sharp + 9pi, rpix- hair

(of. Gr. tvTfnxos adj.): see -INE 1
.] a. adj. Be-

longing to the family Oxytrichina or Oxylrichidas
of infusorians. b. sb. An infusorian of this family.
Also Ozytrl'diinons a. = a (Maync 1857).

Oxytrope (fksitrep). [ad. mod.L. Oxytropii,
f. Cir. bv- sharp + rpoirif keel ; from the pointed
keel of the corolla.] A plant of the genus Oxy-
/ropis (N.O. Legiiminosse], closely allied to Astra-

ga.'tis, the species of which are chiefly alpine ;

they have pinnate leaves, and flowers of various

colours in spikes or racemes; several are cultivated

as ornamental rock-work plants.
1865 BRNTHAM Brit. Flora 215 The point of the keel is

f.hort and straight as in the yellow oxytrope. 1883 G. ALLES
in Longm. Mag. Feb. 418 In the same exposed Clova range. .

the closely-related yellow oxytrope still grows in diminishing
numbers; while its ally the Ural oxylrope holds its own
manfully over all the dry hills of the Highlands.

\\ Oxynris cksii'ue-ris). Zool. PI oxyu-rides
(-id/"z . [mod.L. (Rudolphi, 1809), f. Gr. <5v-

sharp + ovpd tail.] A genus of small thread-worms
of the family Ascaridx, inhabiting the rectum of

various animals; O. vermuiilaris is frequent in

that of man, especially of children.

1864 Reader IV. 66y/3 The minute oxyurides, so fre-

quent a source of weakness and irritability in children.

1868 AVi^r. Cycl. s. v. Entozoa, Oxyuris is characterised by
being subulate posteriorly, having the mouth orbicular.

Hence Oxyirric a.
[-!(.'], pertaining to or pro-

duced by an Oxyuris, as 'oxyuric irritation' (Cent.

Diet.) ; Oxyu ricide (-said) [-CIDE i], 'a medicine

which destroys Oxyurides' (Syd. Soc. /.), an

anthelmintic; Oxyu'rifuge [-FUGE]
=

prec.
1864 T. S. COBBOLD Entezoa MM. 372 There is one Indian

drug which appears to be very valuable, because it . . is . . a
true Oxyuricide. 1881 in Jrnl. Linn. Soc. (1883) XVI.
187 The practical efficiency of the drug [milk of Papaw] as
an oxyurifuge has been attested by Dr. Peckolt.

Oxyurous <>ksi,iu<-r3s), a. rare-", [f.
mod.L.

oryfir-iis (cf. prec.) + -ous.] Having a pointed
tail.

1857 MAVNE Expos. Lcjc., Ojcyurus. .having a tail ending
in a point . .

,
or the body attenuated and subulated to the

posterior extremity ; oxyurous.

Oy, oe (oi, 6'). Sc. Forms: 5 o, 5- oy, oye,
8- oe. [a. Gael, ogha, also written odfia, pro-
nounced (o

-

a)
= Ir. iia grandson, Oir. an descen-

dant. and oe appear to be etymologically the

original forms in Lowland Sc.
;

in many parts of

Scotland the diphthong oy is pronounced (oe or

A grandchild.
c 1470 HENRY Wallace I. 30 The secund O he was of gud

Wallace. 1508 KESNEOIE Flyting w. Dunbar 308 Belze-

bubbis oyis, and curst Corspatrilcis clan. 1564-5 Rfg- Privy
Ctuncil Scot. I. 326 Jane Campbell, oy and ane of the airis

354

of umquhile Finla Campbell. 1640-1 Kirkcndlr. ll'ar-

Contm. Min.Bk. (1855)131 James Lindsay ofAuchenskeoch;
Andro Lindsay, his sone ;.. Charles Lindsay, his oy. 1718
RAMSAY Christ's Kirk Gr. in. v, Auld Bessie.. Came wi'
her ain oe Nanny. 17*8 General Mistake 193 Counting
kin, and making endless faird, If that their granny's uncle's

oye 's a laird. 1818 SCOTT Hrt. Midi, iv, There was my
daughter's wean, little P^ppte Daidle my oe, ye ken. 1868
G. MACDONALD R, Falconer v, What's theauld leddygaein'
to du wi' that lang-legglt oye o' hers ?

f b. A nephew ; a niece. 06s.

1596 DALRYMPI.E tr. Leslie s Hist. Scot. ix. 150 The ;oung
prince his oye with him was in als sret affectlone, as he of
his awne body had bene gottne. Ibid. x. 282 The Erie of
Lennox brocfit with him his wyfe, Lady Margaret King
Henrie his oy. 1673 IVedderburn's b'o<.ab. n (Jam.) Ni-posj
a nephew or oye.

Oy, variant of HOT v.

1816 \V. TAVLOR in Monthly Mag, XI.I. 527 There let them
burr and oy, while tow'd aside.

Oyapock, a Brazilian opossum : see YAI-OCK.

Oyas, obs. f. OYEZ. Oyce, var. OYSE.

Oych(e, obs. forms of OUCH, clasp.

Oye, app. alteration of oyes, OYEZ int. and sb.

(Perh. meant as a sing, of eyes; possibly for OF. imper.
sing, oi

' hear (thou) ',
or for oyes with z mute as m mod. I

1

'.)

a 1450 C'cT 1
. Alyst. (Shaks. Soc.) 94 Oy 1 al nianer men

takyth to me tent. 1480 CAXTON tr. Higden (Rolls) VIII.

530 Thenne this lac Strawe lete make an oye in the felde

that all his peple shold come nere and here his crye and wyll.

O^B' t
variant of ajtt ayJ, obs. form of AGAIN.

13. . Guy IVaw. fA.) 3207
' Bi-leue bou here, ..Al what ich

Come now son 036 '.
' Auon

', seyd Gij,
*
it schal so be '.

Oyer (oiui). Law. Forms: [3 oyer, 4 oier,

oir], 4- oyer; also 5-7 oier, 1,5 oyeer, 6 oir.

6-7 oyre). [a. AFr. 0jw-(Britton I. i. 3)
*= OK.

oir, oyr:odir, aitJit". L. audire to hear, mod.F.

ouir\ an infinitive used snbst.]
1. Short for Oyer and terminer a criminal trial

under the writ so called (see below).
1432-50 tr. Higden, Harl. Contin, (Rolls) VIII. 486 That

paste, y schalle speke with oon of theym after an oyer.
a 1568 ASCHAM Scholew. n. (Arb.) 137 Seing so worthie a
lustice of an Oyre hath the present ouersiglit of that whole
chace. 1651 N. BACON Disc, Govt. Eng. n. Ixvi. 227 Upon
security to appear before the Justices in Oyer. 1858 M,
PATTISOS Ess. (1889) II. 2 Some mighty issue has been trying
in the great historical Oyer of the Reformation against the
See of Rome. 1864 Standard 31 Oct., The great oyer of

railway assassination came to a close on Saturday, and
resulted in a verdict of guilty.

2. In Common Law, The hearing of some docu-
ment read in court

; esp. of an instrument in writ-

ing, pleaded by one party, when the other party
* craved oyer

'

of it. Abolished 1852.
160* FULBECKK -2nd Pt. Parall. 33 The defendant de-

maunded oier of the Testament. 1607 Cow ELL Inter6r., Oyer
de Record (Audire recordnm), 1671 Ibid. s. v., When an
Action is brought upon an Obligation, the Defendant may
pray Oyer of the liond ; or if Kxccutors sue any one, the

Party sued may demand Oyer of the Testament. 1670 Tryai
ofPenn <$ Ulead 12 If you deny me Oyer of that Law, 1768
BI.ACKSTOSE Comtn. III. xx. 299 He may crave oyer of the

writ, or of the bond, or other specialty upon which the

action is brought ; that is to hear it read to him. 1852 Act
15 ff 16 l-'i\-f. c. 76 55 If Profert shall be made it shall not
entitle the opposite Party to crave Oyer of or ;-et out upon
Oyer such Deed or Document.

Oyer and terminer (oi'3r and tauminaj). Law.
The Anglo-Fr. phr. oyer et terminer ( to hear and
determine

'

partly anglicized, a. In Anglo-Fr.
used in proper verbal construction, and also, in

commission cToir et de terminer, as a sb. phrase =
'hearing and determining

'

(cf. -ER 4). to. In

English chiefly in the latter construction, as in

Commission of oyer and terminer (^ofoyer and
determiner^ of oyer determiner^ = AFr. de termi-

ner) t
a commission formerly directed to the King's

Judges, Serjeants, and other persons of note, em-

powering them to hear and determine indictments

on specified offences, such as treasons, felonies, etc.,

special commissions being granted on occasions of

extraordinary disturbance such as insurrections :
]

also called Writ of oyer and terminer. Now, the

most comprehensive of the commissions granted to
'

judges on circuit, directing them to hold courts

for the trial of offences. Hence in such phrases as

Commissioners orJustices of (or f/) o. & f., writ,
|

court of o. & t.
;
and f (c) elliptically, for 'com- !

mission or court of oyer and terminer'.
a. [>78 Rolls of Parti. I. 3/2 Furent assignes Justices,

\

deenquere, oyer.e terminerselum la leye e la custume. 1x93
BRITTON I. i. i Pur ceo qe nous ne suffisums mle en nostre

;

propre persone a oyer et terminer totes les quereles del
'

poeple. Ibid. 3 Estre ceo volums nous, qe lusticeserrauntz
'

soint assignetz de mesmes les chapitres oyer et terminer en
j

chescun counte' eten chescune frmmihise de vii aunz en vii.

aim/. 1314-15 Rolls ofParlt. 1. 290/1 II forge trespas vers
j

luy . .et purchace Commissions d'oir & de terminer as gentz
j

favorables a li.|

b. 1414 Rolls of Parlt. IV, 58/1 A Commission of Oyer I

and termyner, after the fourme of a Statut mad. 1433 Ibid. \

458/1 Upon which Riot aforsaid, was graunted,.writt' s of

Oyer and Termyner. 1455 Ibid. V. 332/2 Tyll your Com-
mission of Oier and Determyner be direct to endifferent

Commissioners. 1587 FLEMING CVff. Holinshed\\\. 1389/1
In the

w place where the court commonlie called the Kings i

bench is vsuallie kept by vertue of hir majesties commission
of oier and terminer. 1633 T. STAFFORD Pac. Hib. i. i. (t8io) \

OYSTER.
16 The Lo. President and Councell shall have Commission,
power, and authoritie . . of Oyer, Determiner, and Goals
deliverie. 1644 [H. PARKER] Jus 1'op. 5 When discords
arose.. they might have been qualified and repressed by a
friendly association, and either one or both might have had
the oyer and terminer thereof. 1681 Trial S. Coiledge i

The Judges and Commissioners of Oyer and Terminer and
Gaol-Delivery, met at theCourt-House in the City of Oxford..

. MATHER Wonders Im'is. JK<wV(i862)6 Considering
the Place that I hold in the Court of Oyer and Terminer.
1769 ULACKSTONE Comm. IV. xix. 269 The courts of oyer and
terminer and general gaol delivery. 1846 M'CfuocH Ace.
Brit. Empire (1854) II. 177 The commissions which confer
the criminal jurisdiction are three in number : i, a com-
mission of peace ; 2, a commission of oyer and terminer ;

and, 3, a commission of general gaol delivery.
C- 1469 J- PASTON in P. Lett. II. 357 When hys jugys

sat on the oyeer detcrmyner in Norwyche, he beyng ther.

1480 CAXTOS tr. Higden iRolls) VIII. 578 Anone after cam
doune one Over determyne, for to doo iu>tyce on alle them
that soo rebel lyd in the cyte. 1494 FA BYAN Chron. vii. 630
The mayre..by vertu of ye

sayd comyssyon, callyd an oyer
deiermyner, and a day was kept at Guyldhall. 1577 FLEET-
WOOD in Eliis Qrig. Lett. Ser. n. III. 55 Upon Saturday last

in the after noone we had an Oier and Determiner in the

Guyld Hall, the which we use to hold in the vacation tyme
to kepe the people in obedience.

d. Jn some of the States of the American Union :

A couit of higher criminal jurisdiction.
1888 BKVCE Atner. Cowtniv. II. xxxvii. 24 The governor

is directed to appoint judges, commissioners of oyer and
terminer.

Oyer, obs. spelling of ofer, OTHER.

OyeK, oyes C^'iye-s), int. (sb. t .) Forms: 5-
Oyes,O yes, (5 Oyas,6Oies,Ois, Oys, ooyess);
6-7 Sc. hoyes ; 7- Oyez, (7 oiez, O yea, oh yea,
O ace, 7-9 oyess). [OF. oiez, oyez, hear ye!
imperative pi, of oir to hear: L, MfJK&fit, pres.

subj. ; orig. pronounced oyfts, but snbseq. reduced
to eye's, and so identified in sound with the two
words O yes I and hence often so written.]
A, imperative verb, and interjection.

*

Hear,
hear ye

'

;
a call by the public crier or by a court

officer (generally ihrice uttered), to command
silence and attention when a proclamation, etc., is

about to be made.
[f 1286 S/at. Exccstre in Stat. Realm I, 211/1 Ceo oyez

vus A. e li. . . Re jeo dirrai verite.] 1*1440 Yo*-k Myst. xxx.

369 Pil. I'ry, Oj'as ! Be. Oyas ! Ibid. xxxi. 319 Do crie

v e all on hym at onys, Ojes ! O~jes ! O3es ! Ibid. 360 O yes !

if any wight with bis wriche any werse wate Werkis. 1567
Triall Treas. (1850) 21 O yes, O yes, I will make a pro-
clamation. 1584 LYLY CMnfa$j>e in. ii, O ys, O ys, O ys, all

manner of men, women, and children. 1654 E. JOHNSON
Wond.-wrkg. 1'rovid. \. 2 Oh yes ! oh yes ! oh yes ! All you
the people of Christ that are here Oppressed. 1682 N. O.
JStontfmrj Lvtrin iv. 212 With Stentors Voice he make loud
>*roclamation O yez ! I 'th' Chapter House, A rare Collation
Stands ready dress't. iSaa T. MITCHELL Aristoph. II. 257
Oyes t oyes ! in virtue of my office Waits any member of
the court without? 1841 BARIIAM Ingot. Leg., Misadv.

Margate x\ r

i, But when the Crier cried, O Yes !

'

the people
died, 'O No!'

B. as sir. A call or exclamation of *

Oyez !

'

Plural i- oyesses, also "^oyes.
Quot. 1635 has O's nee, an eccentric plural of O ace (pro-

nounced in the north O yas or 0MMJL
1494 FABYAN Chron. vn. 615 The sayde tayllours. .wold

nat cease for speche of the ma>re nor oyes made by the

mayres sergiaunt of armes. a 1548 HALL Chron. t Hen.
VttI 4 And there with all, commaunded his Heraulde to

make an Oyes. 1589 R. HARVEY PI. Ptrc. (1590) 13 Crier,
make an o yes, for Martin to come into the Court. 1598
SHAKS. Merry IV. v. v. 45 Qni. Crier Hob-goblyn, make tMfc

Fairy Oyes. Pist. Klues, list your names ; Silence you aiery

toyes. 1600 W. WATSON Dfcacordon (1(^2) 131 Going with

oyesses vp and downe the streets. 1619 DALION Countr.

Just. xxii. (1630) 61 He may cause three oyes for silence to

be made.
1635 BRATHWAJI- A read. Pr. n. 196 Having fir>t

commanded Cletor the pretorian cryer with three O's ace to

command silence. 1751 J. LOUTHIAN Form ofProcess (ed. 2)

88 After the crying of three several Oyesses. 1873 H. SPENCKK
Stud. Social, v. 1 10 The oyez shouted in a law court to

secure attention.

b. Erroneously confused with OUTAS (in Latin

form huesinni],
1597 SKENE De I'erb. Sign,, Huesiini:, Jtoyesinm . ane

hoyes, or crie vsed in proclamations. 1609 Rfff- Maj. 4
Ouhen ane man is slane,. .or is found dead in any place; in

this case, the finder sail raise the hoyes, as said is.

t C. as vb. trans. To proclaim as by cries of

'Oyez!' Obs. rare.

1599 NASHR Lenten Stujjfc 3 \\ lien the high flight of his

luies in common brute was ooyessed.

Oygnement, Oyke, obs. ff. OINTMENT, OAK.

Oylet, -ett, etc., obs. forms of OILLET.

Oynct, Oyne, obs. ft". OIKT v. to anoint, OVEN.

Oyneon, -ion, -yon, etc., obs. forms of ONION.

Oyns, obs. form of OUNCE s/>.*, a weight.

Oynt, Oyntuose, -ture : see OIJ.T, etc.

O ys, obs. form of OYEZ.

Oys, oyse, oyss, obs. ME. and Sc. ff. USE sb., v.

Oyschere, Oyser, -ier, obs. ff. USHER, OSIER.

Oyse, Oyst(e, obs. ff. OOZE, HOST sb.

Oyster (oi'stsj). Forms : 4-5 oystre, -ere, 4-6
oistre, (4 holster, -re), 5 oystur, -yr, (hoystyr,
.er) f 6_8 oister, 4- oyster ; also 4-5 ostre, 5 ostur,

-yr, oestre, 6 oster. [ME. a. OK. oistre, nistre,

huistrt, mod.F. hnitre Pr., Sp., Pg. ostra, obs.



OYSTER.

It. ostrca, ad.L. ostrea fern., beside ostreum neut.,

a. Gr. oarpcov oyster.]
1. A well-known edible bivalve mollusc of the

family Qstreidx ; esp. the common Kuropean
species, Ostrea edttlis^ and the North American

species, 0. virginica of the Atlantic, and 0. htrida,

the Californian oyster, of the I'acific coast.

Green nyster^ an oyster which has fed on confervac in tanks.

Hardoysteri
the native northern oysterof U.S., distinguished

from the Soft oyster found from the Chesapeake Bay south-

ward. Mangrove oyster, an oyster growing on the sub-

merged trunks or roots of mangroves, as m Florida. Kock
or sea oystert

^.\\ oyster growing on rocks or natural beds, as

opposed to those which are artificially cultivated.

1357-8 Durham Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 124 In Oystres empt.
\}s. a 1377 Abingdon Ace. (Camden) 38 In ostreys ixs.

( ij86 CHAUCER Sompn. T. 3^2 Many a Muscle and many
an oystre [v. rr. oystere, oyster] Whan othere men hath ben
ful wel at eyse Hath beenourefoode. ^1420 Liber Cocontm
(1862) 17 For to make potajje of oysturs. 1483 Catk. Angl.
262/1 An Ostyr, . . ostreum, quidam piscis. 1555 EDEX
Decades 95 The (isshe it selfe is more pleasaunte in eatynge
then are owre oysters. 1674 T. FLAT.MAN lielly God 57 Your
Wall fleet Oysters no man will prefer Before the juicy Grass-

greea Colchester. 1756 Mangrove oyster [see oyster-irab
under sdj. 1806 WoLComP. Pindar) Tristia Wks. 18^' V.

244 Who first an oyster eat, was a bold dog. 1817 J. F.VAXS
l-'.xcitrs. Windsor, etc. 451 The green oyster,eaten at Paris,
is brought from Dieppe. 1838 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 7) XVI.
633/2 I* abounds with small rock-oysters. 1883 MOLONEV
// '. Afr. Fisheries 43 (Fish. F.xhib. Publ.) Women go in for

the collection of mangrove-oysters. 1883 E. P. RAMSAV
l*'t)'.*d Fishes N. S. Wales 37 (ibid, i Recent experiments tend
to prove that the Rock-Oyster of our shores . . which is left

dry by every tide, is only a variety of the Drift-Oyster.

*>/
(In allusion to the fable of the monkey who, as judge, kept

the oyster and gave a shell to each of the disputants.)

1839 THACKERAY Major Gahagan ii, The oyster remained
with the British Government.

c. Phrases and proverbial expressions.
t To drink to one's oysters, to fare accordingly. \A

stopping or choking oyster, a retort which puts a person to

silence. As like as an. apple to an oyster (and similar

phrases), i. e. totally different.

1472 J. PASTOS in P. Lett. III. 41 For and I had not delt

ryght corteynlyupon Holy Rood Day I had drownk to myn
oystyrs. a 1529 SKKLTOX Bowge of Conrte 477, I haue a

stoppynge oyster in my poke. 1532 MOKE Confut. Tinda'e
Wks. 724/1 Hys similitude of grammer likened vnto fayth,
is no more lyke then an apple to an oyster. 1542 UDALL
Krasin. Apoph. (1877)61 To a feloe laiyn:; to his rebuke,
that he was ouer deintieof his mouthe and diete, he did with

this reason giue a stopping oistre. 1546 J. HEYWOOD Prov.

itSoy) 36 His wife, .deuiseth to cast in my teeth, Checks and

chpkyng oysters. i648jENKYN' BlindGnide 71 Why do you
bring him in speaking of apples, when you speake of oysters?

2. Commonly applied also to other bivalve

molluscs resembling the oyster, as the PEARL-

OYSTKK, Meleagrina margaritifera^ of the family
Avifttlid'A ;

also with qualifications, as Thorny
oyster of the genus Spondylus, Boat-oyster, a

fossil of the genus Gryphcea, Saddle-oyster, etc- :

see quots.
1398 TKEVJSA Barth. De P. R. xi. vt (1495^, By nyghte..

o>stres open theymselfe ayenst dewe,..And that dewe..

bredytha full precious gemma, astonethathyghte Margarit;u
1600 SHAKS. A. y. L. v. iv. 63 Rich honestie dwels..in a

?pore
house, as your Pearle in your foule oyster. 1755

'ot'NG Centaur v. Wks. 1757 IV. 226 If we sho-.dd find a
small pearl in one oyster of a million, it would hardly make
us fishers for life. 1828 G. YouNCi GeoL Snrv. Yorksh.
Coast 241 Gryphcea. Boat-oyster, or Miller's thumb. 1840

Penny Cycl. XVI 1. 363-4Placuna l'la ~enfa, vulgarly known
dS the Chinese Window Oyster,., and P/acuna. Selfa, known
to collectors as the Saddle-Oyster (from Tranquebar, etc.).

1869 WOOD Comm. Shells 85 We come now to the remark-
able Saddle Oyster (A nontia ephippinni) . . recognized by Its

Hat lower valve, in which is a large and nearly oval hole,

just below the hinge. 1883 E. P. RAMSAY Food Fishes N. S.
ll'tt/fs 36 (Fish. Exhib. Publ.) The ' Hammer-head Oyster

'

(Mtiflcus a/bus, Lam.), &c., are found on our coasts.

fb. Long Oyster. (See quot.) Qbs
1674 RAY Collect. Words, Sea Fishes 105 Long Oyster,

Sea-gar, Red Crab : Loi usta marina. The name long
Oyster is no doubt a Corruption of Locust a. [Rather of

Sp., Pg., Pr. langosta, OF. langostc\\^. locustn.}

3. The morsel of dark meat in the front hollow
of the side bone of a fowl.

1883 H. P. SPOFFORD in ITamper s Mag. Aug. 456/1 He
rolled under his tongue the sweet morsel of the oyster out
of a side bone. 1890 Miss BRADDQN One Life II. 103 That
particular morsel out of a fowl's back which epicures have
christened the oyster.

4. Vegetable oyster', the salsify (also called

oyster-plant : see 5 d).
1884 MILLKK Plant-n., Tragopagon Porrifoliits, Jerusalem

Star, Salsify, Vegetable Oyster.

5. attrib. and Comb. a. simple attrib., as oyster

family, kind^ spat connected with the taking,

breeding, keeping, selling, or eating of oysters, as

oyster bar, -barrel, cry, -culture (hence cttltttrisf} J

-iiredgct -fishery, -fork, -ground, -industry, -keg,

-monger, -net, -shop, -smack, -tavern, voice ; made
of oysters, as oystfr-patty, -pic, -sauce, etc.

1682 T. FLATMAN Heraclitus Rjdcns No. 74 (1713) II. 201
As much a Mock t' Esquire, "midst all his Ruff, As empty
* OUter-Barrel to a Muff, 1714 GAY Trivia \. 28 When..
d:imseU first renew their "oyster cries. 1874 Chambers'
Kncycl. VII. 178/2 In such situations,. 'oyster-culture can
be most, .profitably carried on. 1882 Daily Tel. 18 Aug.
4/3 'Oysterculturists are becoming alarmed lest the superior

355

oysters known as natives should be contaminated by the near

presence of the inferior sort. 1796 MOKSK Attter. Geog. II.

126 About 10000 people are employed in the *oyster-fishery

along the coasts of England. l774GoLnsM. Nat. Hist. (1776)
VII. 41 Of Bivalved Shell-Fish, or Shells of the 'Oyster
Kind. i7aoSTKVj'f-:^Vt77<''j Srtrv. Lontt. (1754) 1. 1. v. 26/2 One
Rufe de Reines, *Oystermonger, took a Custom of all Men
and Women that washed their Clothes, .there. 1726 LKONI
Albert?* Archil. II. 122/2 You may take up the Mud from
the bottom by means of an *Oy.ster-Net. 1599 M. JONSON
Cynthia s Rev. II. i. ( ), Hercules, 'tis your only dish ; above
alt your potatoes or *oyster-pies in the world. i8i6'(Jt'iz'
Gran,j Master vtl. 24 To partake Of *oy>ter-s.iuce and
a beef-steak, xfiia R. DABURXK Clir. ttirrid '1'itrke 350
Affrighting of whole streetes With your full

*

Oyster voyce.

b. objective and obj. gen., as oyster-cultivator,

-dredger, -eating, -fishing, -grower, -lover, -opener,

-planting, -rearing, -seller, -trawler; oyster-breed-

ing adj.

1697 DUVDRN I'irg. Ceorg. I. 297 Thro' Helle's stormy
Streights, and 'Oyster-breeding Sea. 1508, 1783 'Oyster-
dredger [see DKEUGKRIJ. 1853 FORBES it HANLKY Hist,
Hrit. Mollitsca 11. 320 Irish oyster-dredgers have a notion
that the more the banks are dredged, the more the oysters
breed. 1891 W. K. BKOOKS Oyster 127 In some of the

Northern States 'oyster-planting has been in existence for

many years. 1483 Cain. Angt. 26^/2 An *Ostre seller,

oslrearius,

c. similative, Hi oyster-lip', oyster-grey, -white

adjs. ; oyster-coloured, as oyster brocade, satin.

1667 MARVKU. lnst>: rainier Dutch H'ars 61 Paint her

I

with Oyster-Lip. 1805 XctvalCliron. XV. 35, I remained in
1 an oyster state, between asleep and awake. 1893 Daily
i Ncius 10 May 6/4 Lady F. 's dress was made of oyster

brocade trimmed with old point. 1894 Ibid, n May 6/5
The train was in brocade of an oyster -grey ground shot with

mother-o'-pearl. 1901 H'estm. iiaz. 5 Sept. 6/3 Miss V. (J.

wore an oyster-satin skirt with swathed bodice.

d. Special combinations : oyster-bank, a bank
of oysters, an oyster-bed : see BANK j/'.l 5 ; foyster-
barrel muff, a muft having the form of an oystei'-

hairel; oyster-bed, (a) a layer of oysters covering
a tract of the bottom of the sea, a place where

oysters breed or are bred: see BED sb. 14 b; (6) a

layer or stratum containing fossil oysters ; oyster-
bird = OYSTER-CATCHKH

; oyster-biscuit (see

quot.) ; f oyster-board, a long narrow board or

table of the kind used for displaying oysters for

sale
; applied contemptuously to the communion-

tables introduced by the early Reformers and the

Puritans ; oyster-boat, a boat (in U. S. also a

floating house built on a raft) used in the ojster-

fishery or oyster cultivation
; t oyster-bread (see

quot. ; oyster-brood, the spat of oysters in its

second year; foyster-callet ^oyster-wench ; oys-

ter-oellar, a shop, orig. in a basement, \vhere

oysters are sold; oyster-crab, a small crab living
as a commensal with an oyster, esp. Pinnotlieres

ostreum ; oyster-farm, a tract of sea-bottom
where oysters are bred artificially ; hence oyster-

farming; oyster-field = oyster-bed; oyster-fish,

t(fl) an oyster; (t) the toad-fish {Batrachus fan);

(c) the tautog {Taittoga. onitis}; oyster-green,
a name of the seaweed Clva lactuca, also U. lalis-

sima (broad-leaved o.) ; oyster-knife, a strong
knife adapted for opening oysters ; foyster-lay

oyster-bed (cf. LAYING vbl. so. i c) ; oyster-like a.,

resembling an oyster, esp. in sticking inside one's

'shell'; oyster-man, a man engaged in taking,

breeding, or selling oysters; oyster-meter, an
officer appointed by the Court of the Fishmongers'
Company to supervise the oyster industry ; oyster-

mushroom, an esculent fungus, Agaricus ostreatus;

oyster-park, an oyster-bed or oyster-farm; oyster-

plant, (a) the sea-lungwort (Atertensiamarilimd),
so called from the oyster-like flavour of its leaves ;

(/>} the salsify ( Tragopogon forrifolhis] \ Spanish
oyster-plant, Scolynius hispanicus, the edible roots

j

of which are used like salsify ; oyster-plover =-

!
OYSTER-CATCHEK

; oyster-rake, a rake with a long
handle and tines from six to twelve inches in

length, usually well curved, used for gathering

oysters in deep water ; oyster-scale, the scale-

insect .\f,'ti/aspis pomonim; f oyster-scalp, a

scallop or bivalve mollusc of the oyster-family, or

its shell; oyster-seed, oyster spat; also, young
oysters suitable for transplantation to artificial

beds
; f oyster-table, a table inlaid with mother-

of-pearl ; oyster-tongs, an instrument used for

gathering oysters in shallow water, consisting of

a jointed pair of hinged rakes with inward-bending
teeth and long handles

; oyster-tree, the man-

grove ; \ oyster-wench, -wife, -woman, a girl or

woman who sells oysters.
1612 PrffC. l>'ir%itua ro2 in Capt. Smith's U'ks. (Arb.) 168

Hee.. forced them to the *oyster banks. 1831 Eitcycl. Brit.

(ed. 7) IV. 284 The oyster banks produce the finest pearls in

the world. 1703 DE FOE Re/ortn. Manners Misc. 101

Knights of the Famous *Qyster-Uarrel Muff. 1591 PKRCIVAI.L

Sp. Diet., Osliario, an "oister l>ed. 1833 LVELL Princ. Gcvl.

III. 354 The strata of sand which immediately repose on the

oyster-bed are quite destitute of organic remains. 1898

OYSTER-CATCHER.

Daily N'c'd.'S 13 May 5/2 The ration . .consists of. .16 oz. of

hard bread (called *oyster biscuits in the Stales). 1554 in

Latimer'sSerm. fy Rein. (Parker Soc.) 11.275 Wfston. 'In the

same place he proveth a propitiatory sacrifice, and that upon
an altar, and no *oyster-board '. 1849 MACAI;LAY Hist. Lng.
i. (1871) I. 40 Tables which the Papists irreverently termed

oyster boards. 1419 Liber Albus (Rolls) I. 343 Item, de

*oystrebot, quantum dabit. 1538 BALE Thre Waives 1344
He was sellyngeof a Cod In an oyster bote a lyttle beyonde
Queue hythe. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny I, 556 *Oister-bread,
so called for that it uas good with oisters. 1817 Act 7 <y 8

Gto. /!', c. 29 36 If any Person shall steal any Oysters or

*Oyster Brood from any Oyster I'ed. 1621 BRATHWAIT Nat.
Etnbassie, etc. (1877) 302 *Oister-callet,slie Vpholster. 1889
R. BKYDALL Art in Scot. vi. 96 The then popular *Oyster-
cellars in Edinburgh. 1756 P. BKOWNF. Jamaica (1779) 420
The *

Oyster-Crab. 'Ihis little species is generally found
with the Mangrove oysters, in their shells. 1888 Ania:
Anthropologist I. No. 4. 297 The *oysterfield. .would supply
a bounteous repast. 16x1 FLOKIO, Ostrcca, any *oyster-fisb.

1597 GERARDK Herbal \\\. clix. 1377 lAingwoort. .groweth
vpon rockes . . especially among Oisters . . ; this Mosso
they call "Oister greene. 1866 Trcas. Bot. 837/1 Oyster-
green, a name commonly given to Uh>a Lactitca from its

bright-green tint, and its being frequently attached to the
common oyster. 1694 MOIIKUX Rabelais iv. x,\x. (1737) 124
Like an 'Oyster-knife. 1703 Loud. Gnz. No. 3897/4 'I he

*Oyster-I,ays in the Hundred of Rorhford, in the County
of Essex. 1784 R. BA<;E Barhaui Downs I. 229 How I

acquired any ^oyster-like disposition . . I know no more than
a coach-horse. 155* Ht'Lotr, "Oyster man, ..ostrearins.

1891 \V. K. HKOOKS Oyster 141 No particular set of oyster-
men are to blame. 1780 Citron, in Ann. Reg. 201/1 Tried
and learnedly argued between the *oyster-meters of London
and the proprietors of oyster-beds in the county of Kssex.

1875 COOKK I-ungi\\. 86 The "oyster mushroom, included
in almost every list and book on edible fungi. 1862 ANSU D
Channel /si. iv. xxii. (ed. 2) 509 About 250 men and women
are employed in the *oyster parks in sorting, li ading, and

unloading oysters. 1858 Ht>G(; l'?g. Kingd. 542 .Wfrtensi'i

nta>-iti})ia i> a native of the sandy sea-coasts of Scotland anil

the north of England, where it is called *Oystcr Plant.

1705 /'residence A'ec. (1894! VI. 247 "Oyster Rake 3 hammer
and a hand Hill. 1900 J'icld 7 July 45/2 The prevalence of

*oyster scale on the gooseberries. 1552 HCLOKT, *()yster

scalph, ostrrfcr. 1610 Altko*p J/.V. in Sinipkinson H'as/:-

iugtons (ilJ6o) App. p. ii, The Parlor. Impr. ij tables a cup-
bard.. a round ^oyster table. 1716 Providence Rec. (1894)
VI. 161 To Iron Teeth for "Oyster Tongs and Carpenters
Adds 00-05-00. 1593 SHAKS. Rich. //, i. iv. 31 Off goes hU
bonnet loan 'Oyster- wench. 1825 UROCKF.TI ' N. C. Glass, s. v.,

Ee-shcC'lcc-le-kaut-cr-OystecrS) the famous cry of tlie elder

oyster-wen< lies in Newcastle. 1562 _[.
HKVWOOD Prov. ^~

Eigr. (1867) 113 On whom gape thine Oysters so wide,

i597(lFRARDE Herbal in. clix. 1377 The poore
'

*oysterwift
*Oisterwoni wlu'ch carrie Oisters to sell \p and down.

'

1663 liuTi.FK IIuti.\. ii. 540 The Oyster-Women lock'd theit

Fish up, Ai:d tnid^'d away to cry No Ilishop.

Hence Oyster v
,
to fish ior or gather oysters ;

so Oysterer, one \vho gathers or sells oysters;
a boat eniplo)ed in tlieo)ster-fishery ; Oystering
ubl. sb. Also (all more or less notuc-ivonis]

Oysterage, an oyster-bed ; Oysterdom, the

domain or realm of oysters ; Oyster-fall a.,

replete with oysters ; Oysterhood, the condition

ot an oyster, habitual seclusion or reserve; Oyste -

rian a. t of or pertaining to oysters; Oysterlsh
a., of the nature of or resembling an oyster (hence

Oysterishness) ; Oysterize z>.,to make r.n oyster

of, treat as an oyster; Oysterless a., having no

oysters, devoid of oysters ; Oy sterling, a young
or small oyster.
18 . . E. INGERSOLL (Cent.\ Many more are "oystering now

than before the war. 1896 t'oice (N.Y.) 13 Feb. 3/3 Being
near the Gulf some would oyster and fish. 1866 Morn.Star
4 Jan., The Saltash *oysterage will .. be found a valuable

acquisition by the company. 1865 J. G. UI-:RTRAM Ilat~'t'st

Sea xi. (1873)242 The lie de Re .. in the Hay of Biscay..
may now be designated the capital of French 'oysterdom.
a 1618 SYLVESTER Tobacco tiattircd 267 lakes-farmers,

Fidlers, Ostlers, *Oysterers. 1828 UANIM Angle-Irish 11.

188 Be it in. .merchantman, collier, oystt-rer, skiff, or open-
boat. 1855 SINGLETON I'irgil I. 83 Pontus and *oyster-full

Abydos' straits Are tempted. 1854 LOWELL Cambr. 30 )'?\f.

Ago Pr. Wks. 1890 I. 90 He came out of his "oysierhood at

last. 1838 New Monthly A/ag; HI I. 545 We are now
approaching the paradise of the "oysterian Adam and Eve. .

the locality of the first fossil occurrence of the ostrca

Icvinscnla, 1662 Virginia Stat. (1823) II. 140 The poore
Indians whome the seating of the English hath forced from
their wonted conveniences of 'oystering. 1860 My I:x-

periences in Australia 66 In summer .. oyslering. .used to

be a favourite amusement with the young folks of Sydney.
1834 HK<:KFORD ltaly\. iii. 31 A certain *oysterishnessof eye
and flabbiness of complexion. 1793 SOUTHEV Let. in Life
I. 196 Poor Southey will either be cooked for a Cherokee,
or *oysterised by a tiger. 1865 ^>at. Rev. 2 Dec. 710/2 'Ihe

awful vision of an *oysterless generation [may] be prevented
from becoming a fact. 1867 Times 15 Oct. 5/6 Not one
of the young "oysterlings of the previous summer's spat was
known to have been killed by the cold weather or frost.

Oyster-Catcher. [Cf. Kris, otsteii'isscher,

Ger. austermann^ attsi'ernjist'her; and Linnaeus* L.

name oslrategus, mod.F. huftrier.] A maritime

wading bird of the family Ha>Matofodid# with

black-and-white or black plumage, and bill and
feet of a brilliant red.
The common European species is /Ixtnatoflns o^tralegiis

Linn., the earlier Eng. name of which is Sea Pie ; the N.
American species is //. palliattts. As an English name
'oyster-catcher' appears first in connexion with the latter;

it was used genencally by Pennant Genera of Birds (1773)

p. xxxi.

1731 M. CATESBY Nat. Hist. Carolina (1754) I. 85 Ifxwa-

topus. . .The Oyster Catcher. 173* MOBUMEU in Phil. Trans,
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OYSTERLOIT. 356 OZYAT.

.8//arwa/<v*wj. . .The Oyster-Catcher, so called,

^because it feeds upon Oysters, which it finds gaping when
left dry on the Banks at low Water. 1846 STOKES Discov.

^Australia II. vii. 254 Our game-bag was thinly lined with

^mall curlews, oyster-catchers, and sanderlings.

t Oysterloit. Also -loyte, -loite. An old

name of bistort, Polygonntn Bistorta.

[Perh. an error in Lyte for
*
oysterfayce: cf.

' Oosttr!ucyet

ArMtalocfcktAvrfe, Ger. osterlucey' (Kilian 1

. According to

Turner Xames of Herbes (1881) 83 'Bistorta is called. .in

the South countrey Astrologla
'

-. see the various forms of

this word under ARISTOLOCHIA and ASTROLOGE.)

1578 LYTE Dodoens T. xiv. 23 The small Bistorte..is

called in some places of England Oysterloyte. 1611 COTGR.,
Ci'titeuvree, Snakeweed, Oysterloit.

OysteroUB,<z. [f.
OYSTER + -ous.] Of the nature

of, or full of, oysters.
1836 T. HOOK G. Gnrney III. 239 The conversation .-

of tho^e oysterous, boisterous convivialists. i38a H. C.

MERIVALE Fancit of Bali. II. n. iv. 192 A little pair of

oy>terous eyes of no particular colour.

Oyster-shell. A shell of an oyster.

(1450 Pol. Poems (Rolls) II. 239 Falsehed and sche byn
bothe of oon substaunce, Alle be they not worth an oyster-
schelie. 1553 EDKN Treat. Newe Ind. (Arb.) 16 Theyr fete

are round.. of the bignes of great oystershelles. 1607 TOP-
SHU. Four-/. Beasts (if>$$) 104 Harts marrow, . .mingled with
the powder of oyster shels,. . cureth kibes and chilblanes.

1875 BUCKLAND/,<-. 124 The black markings or Wampum-
spots in the American oyster-shell were. .cut out, made into

beads, and used as money or ornaments by the Indians.

b. attrib. Oyster-shell stains {Photogr^^
stnins on the plate in the collodion process.
1757 WHVTT in Phil. Trans. L. 387 He put the first in

oystershell lime-water. 1835 Court Mag. VI. 188/1 Career-

ing it in Bath, in his oyster-shell phaeton. 1868 LEA Photo^r.
247 MarbledStains. '

Oyster-shell
'

stains ofreduced silver.

with a gray metallic surface and in curious curved and
arabesque patterns occasionally make their appearance.

Oystery, a. [f. OYSTER + -v.] Characterized

by or abounding in oysters; having the quality of

nn oyster.
1844 DICKENS Lett. III. 59, 1. .opened the dispatch with

a moist and oystery twinkle in my eye. 1871 R. ELMS
( 'atullits Fragm. ii, A sea-shore Helle^pontian, eminent most
of oystery sea-shores.

Oystre, oystry, obs. Sc. forms of HOSTBY.

Oystreche, -ege, -ige, -yche, obs. ff. OSTRICH.

Oyther, obs. form of OTHER.
Oz. [a. It. oz or oz, ijth c. abbreviation of

onza, ouze.] An abbreviation used for
' ounce ',

' ounces ', esp. after a number, as in 3 Ib. 8 oz.

(For Italian MS. forms of the abbreviation, see Cappelli
Dizionario di Abbreviature, Milano, 1899. In MS. the z
had the lengthened form, its tail being usually carried in

a circle under, round, and over the o, so as to form the line

of contraction over the word. Cf. the analogous (is-isthc.)

ways of writing It), for libra, libre pound, pounds.)
a 1548 HALL Chron.^ Hen. J '/// 257 b, A C. liii. ounces in

golden plate, and ,i\.\. M. iii. oz in gylte plate. 1891 Penny
Postage Jubilee 173 A letter of k oz. to Hong-Kong is

..-2\d.

Ii Ozaena, ozena (0zrna). [L. ozxna (Pliny),
a. Gr. ofatva a fetid polypus in the nose, f. ofav
to smell. Cf. F. oztne (1603 in Hatz-Darm.).]
1. Path. A fetid muco-purulent discharge from

the nose, due to ulcerative disease of the mucous

membrane, frequently with necrosis of the bone.

1656 ULOUNT Glossogr., Oz.-na .. a disease or sore in the

nose, causing a stinking savour. 1661 LOVELI. Hist. Anim.
<V Min. 347. 1741 MONKO Anat. (ed, 3) 113 An Ozxnii is. .

ill to cure. 1822-34 Good's Study Med. (ed. 4) III. 204 The
first variety . .is often found as a sequel in oztenas.

f2. Oid name for the Cuttle-fish. Obs. [=Gr.
Gfatva a strong-smelling sea polypus.]
1591 SYLVESTER Du Bartas i. v. 238 The subtle Smell-

'trong-Many-foot [margin The Ozena], that fain A dainty
feast of Oyster-flesh would gain. 1706 PHILLIPS, Ozxna, a
sort of the Fish Pourcoutrel or Many-feet, so call 'd from the

rank Smell of its Head.

Hence Ozze nic a., pertaining to ozscna.

1857 in MAYNE Expos. Lex.

Ozanna, obs. variant of HOSANNA.
Ozarkite Oza-jkait). Min. [Named 1846

from Ozark + -ITK
1.] A white amorphous variety

of Thomsonite, from the Ozark Mountains, Ar-
kansas.

1846 C. U. SHEPHARD in Atner. friil. Sc. Ser. n. II. 251.

Oze, obs. form of OOZE.

Ozen-, Ozin-, Oznabrig, var. OSNABURG Obs

Ozey, var. OSKY Obs., a sweet wine. Oziar,
ozler: sec OSIER. Ozie, obs. f. OOZY.

f Ozimus, ozymus. Obs. App. some error for

OSMUND 1, iron imported from Sweden.
1550 Eow. VI Jrtil. in Lit. Rent. (Roxb.) 261 If he [Kin^

of Suethen] brought ozymus and stele, and cooper, etc., he
shuld haue our commodites and pai custom as an English-
man. 1657-61 HF.YLIN Hist. Ref. (1849) I. 232 (D.) If he
sent ozimus, steel, copper, &c. 17^1 HUME Hist. Eng. II.

xxxv. 277.

Ozocerite, OZOkerit e (^'strait, cz^-kerit,
-3it

; 0az<7sie-rait, -kl'rait). Min. [a. Ger. ozokerit

(Glocker, 1833), arbitrarily f. Gr. cf-cc to smell

(ofwl smell) + tcrjpos bees-wax + -ITE 1
.]
A wax-like

fossil resin, of brownish-yellow colour and aromatic

odour; a mixture of natural hydrocarbons, occurring
in some bituminous coal-measure shales and sand-

stones. Also called native paraffin ^mineral tallou^
or mineral wax.

Originally found by Meyer in Moldavia; subsequently in

Galiciaand other countries. Used to make candles, and for

insulating electrical conductors, etc.

1837 DANA Min. 441 Ozokerite, a variety of black bitumen

lately discovered by Meyer. 1846 WORCESTER, Ozocerite^ a
mineral resembling resinous wax in consistence and trans-

lucency. 1884 Blafk-w. Ma^. Sept. 341/2 The ozokerite or
earth wax of Galicia is found in great abundance.
attrib. 1871 SCOFFERS in Btlgrazria Mag. Feb. 450 An

entirely new source of candle-making material has been

developed, from the exploration of the ozokeril mines border-

ing the Caspian Sea. 1885 \V. ! CARPENTER S0afl t Candies
etc. 328 Ozokerit Candles.

Hence Ozo'cerited, ozo'keritsd ppl.a.^ covered
or treated with ozocerite, as ozocerittd core. (U.S.)
Ozona'tion. = OZOMZATION.
1854 J. SCOFFERS in Orrs Circ, Sc.

t
Chein. 286 Ozonation

of the . . oxygen . . takes place.

Ozone (("'z0"n). Chem. [a. F. ozone (1840), f.

Gr. 6-tu> to smell + -ONE.] An allotropic or

altered condition of oxygen, existing in a state of

condensation (having three atoms to the molecule,
Os\ with a peculiarly pungent and refreshing odour.
It is produced in the electrolysis of water, and by the silent

discharge of electricity or the passage of electric sparks
through the air (whence it is sometimes perceived after

a thunderstorm) ; it is more active than ordinary oxygen, is a

powerful oxidizing agent, liberates iodine from potassium
iodide, and, when heated, breaks up into ordinary oxygen,
expanding by half iis volume.

1840 ScHiiNBF.iN in Rep. Brit. Assoc. (1841) 214, I shall. .

consider the odoriferous principle as an elementary body
and call it

' Ozone ', on account of its strong s-mell. Ibid.

217, I do not, therefore, hesitate to ascribe the familiar

electrical odour to ozone. 1871 M. COI.LIXS Mrq.tf Merck.
1 1. vii. 195 Exhilarated by the fresh ozone of the mountains.
1880 CLBHINSHAW \Vurtz Atom. The. 119 Ozone Is, as we
all know, condensed oxygen.

b.fig.
1865 Cornh. Mag. Apr. 450 The aristocratic ozone being

absent from the atmosphere, there was a flatness about the

dancing of all those who considered themselves above the

plebeian ranks of the tradespeople. 1896 Codecs Mag.
Apr. 357/1 In the artistic ozone of that zealous body of

workers her ambition received its first definite impulse.
C. attrib. and Comb. ,

as ozone apparatus, carrier,

generator^ machine^ season ; ozone-bearing, -infus-

ing adjs. ; ozone-box, -cage, a box containing
ozone test papers, used lo indicate the presence
and relative amount of ozone in the air ; ozone-

hydrogen, Osann's term for hydrogen evolved by
electrolysis from sulphurated water, said to have

more active properties than ordinary hydrogen ;

ozone (test) paper (see quot.); ozone scale, a

scale of tints with which to compare ozone papers
after exposure ; ozone-water, a solution of ozone

in water.

1890 Daily News 25 Jan. 5/7 The want .. of ''ozone-

bearing south-westerly wind-;. 1861 N. Syd. Soc. Year tik.

Med. 124 A new *Ozone-box and Test-Mips. 1872 C. B.

Fox Ozone 20 A modification of Beane's "Ozone generator.

1866-77 WATTS Diet. Chem. IV. 323 *Ozone-hydrogen. 1864
KKMP in Times 12 Oct., The discoloration of "ozone paper
..did not at any time during the month reach the maximum
observed here. 1874 Chauibt-rs's Encycl. VII. 180/2 The
effect, .produced by the air on. .*ozone-tea papers papers
steeped in iodide of potassium, .which are rendered brown
(or blue) by the liberation of iodine is ,. due to ozone.

1866-77 WATTS Diet. Chem. IV. 323
*
Ozone-water^ an

aqueous solution of ozone, which, according to Meissner..,
exhibits in certain cases an act ion opposed to that of peroxide
of hydrogen.

O'zoned, a. [-ED
2
.] Supplied with ozone

1902 Scotsman 3 Sept. 6/8 The finely ozoned air in the

Highlands has a gloriously recuperating power.

Ozoneless, a. [-LESS.] Having no ozone.

1887 All Year Round 29 Jan, 36 It allows of really
beneficial exercise when it carries its rider out .of. an ozone-

less region. 1893 F. ADAMS New Egypt 17 That ozoneless

lake, immemonally stagnant in its depths, which we call

the Mediterranean Sea.

Ozonic (07frnik), a. [f. OZONE + -ic.] Of, of

the nature of, or containing ozone.

Ozonic ether, a solution of hydrogen peroxide in water
with ether.

1840 SCHUXBEIN in Rep. Brit. Ass*c. (1841)218 The elec-

trolysis of our ozonic compound. 1872 C. B. Fox Ozone 28

The action of Dr. Richardson's Ozonic Ether on the Iodide
of Potassium tests is due to the Peroxide of Hydrogen wlndi
has been mixed with it. 1878 FOSTF.R Phys. n. ti. (1879) 320
The oxygen in combination with haemoglobin was in an

active, or ozonic condition.

O'zonide. [-IDE.] (See quot. 1872.)
1867 N. Syd. Soc. Retros. Med. 464 Oronides, such fis^er-

manganate of potash and the persalts of iron, turn the resins

blue. 1872 C. B. Fox Ozone n Schonbein called thoe
bodies containing Oxygen in a negatively active condition
Ozonides.

Ozoniferous (tfoz^ni-feras), a. [f. OZONE +

-(I)FEROUS.] Bearing or generating ozone.

1858 T. GRAHAM Eteni. Chew. II. 640 Passing the czoni-

ferous oxygen .. through a tube containing pumice-^tone
soaKed in sulphuric acid, to dry it. 1881 Sti. Antcr. XLI V.

265 Plants supposed to produce or evolve ozone, and hence
called ozoniferous plants.

Ozonify (w^nifoi), v.
[f.

OZONE + -'I)FT.]
trans. To convert into ozone

;
to ozonize.

1866-77 WATTS Diet. Chew. IV. 301 By means of platinum
wires,, .electric discharges are passed through the oxygen,
whereby it becomes ozonified. 1896 Pop. Sci. Monthly 573.

Hence Ozonifica'tion. 1864 in \VI.LMJT.

Ozoiiization (^:z<?n3iz^'j3n). [n. of action f.

next : see -ATION.] Conversion into ozone; charging
with ozone.

1866-77 WATTS Diet. Chem. IV. 300 Processes . . attended
with ozoijisation of the air. 1872 C. H. Fox Ozone 18 A
powerful ozonisation of the Oxygen .. is immediately pro-
duced.

Ozonize (<7'z<m3iz), v. [f. OZONE + -IZE.]
1. trans. To convert (oxygen) into ozone.

1858 T. GRAHAM EUin. Chan. II. 641 Ozonised oxygen
was freed from ozone and aqueous vapour by passing
through sulphuric acid [etc.]. 1866-77 WATTS Diet. Chew.
IV. 300 Dry o^'gen . . ca*be only partially ozonised by
electric discharges. 1893 Titties 19 July 2/6 A condenser

charge is obtained by means of which the oxygen around
the points is condensed or ozonized.

2. To charge or impregnate with ozone ;
to treat

or net upon with ozone.

1850 T. GRAHAM Eitiit. Chem. I. 304 In ozonized air, paper
impregnated with a solution of iodide of potassium imme-

diately becomes brown from the liberation of iodine. 1881

Nature XXIII. 363 The slip had been ozonized by exposure
. . to the air.

Hence Ozonized, O'zonizing///. adjs.
1850 Ozonized [see 2 above]. 1873 RALI

"E Phys. Chem. 165
This blue colour may be developed by guaiacum and ozon-

izing substances. 1878 FOSTKR Phys. u. ii. 3 278 A mix-
ture of ozonized turpentine and tincture of guaiacum.

Ozonizer (<?"V<?naiz3.i). [f. prec. -f -R ]
.J An

apparatus for producing ozone.

1875 WAITS /?./. Chem. VII. 887 Houzeauhas constructed

an apparatus called an '

ozonlser ', by which ozone is pro-
duced in considerable quantity. 1893 Titi.es 18 July 2/6
Other forms cf ozonizers are also employed.

Ozcrnograph. [f.
OZONE + -o + -CRATH.] A

registering or self-acting ozonoscope.
1890 in Cent. Diet.

Ozono-grapher. [f.
as prec. + -GRAPHER.]

One who observes and records the amount ot

atmospheric ozone.

1890 in Cent. Diet.

Ozonometer (o-wnpmndi). [f. OZONE : see

-51ETKB.] An instrument or device for ascertain-

ing the amount of ozone in the air.

It consists of a graduated scale uf tints with which ozone
test papers, after exposure for a fixed time, are compared.
1864 Times 13 Oct., Schcenbein's ozonometcr is graduated

from zero to 10 deg. 1868 Eng. Cycl. s. v., An ozor.ometer

by which a strip of ozone-paper 24 incites in length is

exposed successively for an hour to the action of the

atmosphere.
So C-zouome'tric a., pertaining to the measure-

ment of ozone ; Ozono'metry, the measurement
of the amount or proportion of ozone in the air.

1857 SIR T. WATSON Lcct, Prhtc. ff /'rait. /'/n.v.V ed. 4)

(L.), He got several physicians at Basle to compare their

lists of catanhal patients with his table of atmosphero-oyo-
nometric observations. 1864 WKBSTER, Ozonometry. 1867
BRANDE& Cox Diet. Set., etc., Ozonometry. This term has
been applied to the means of detecting the presence and pro-

portion of ozone in the atmosphere.

Ozonoscope (ozo^'ti^kop}. [f. OZONE + Gr.

-<r/coiroy viewing : see -SCOPE.] An instrument for

showing the presence or amount of ozone in the air.

18720. B . Fox Ozone 4 1 Discussions, .as to whether or n-H

Schiinbein's ozonoscope solely registers Ozone. Ibid. 4 3 This
test appeared to him, then, to be useless both iis> an ozo-

nometer and an ozonoscope.
So Ozonoscopic (tfz^>D^lk^pQc) a.

t serving to

indicate the presence or amount of ozone.

xSyaC. B. Fox Ozone 17 If positive and negative electricity
be allowed to impinge on ozonoscoplc paper .. there is no
difference in the effects of the two kinds of electricity.

OzonOTIS (^"'z<?n3s), a. [f. O/.oxi: + -ous.] Of
the nature of or containing ozone.

1890 in WEBSTER.

t O'zyat. Obs. An illiterate spelling of ORGEAT.
1769 MRS. RAFFAI.D Eng. Housekpr. 312 To make Ozyat.

Blanch a Pound of Sweet Almonds, and the same of Bitter,
beat them very fine [etc.]. 1778 Ibid. (ed. z), To make O/yat
a second way. /to/., Send it up iti ozyat glasses.. quite
culd.



p.
Pthe

sixteenth letter of the alphabet in English
and other modern languages, was the fifteenth

in the ancient Roman alphabet, corresponding in

position and value to the Greek Pi, TT, f"l, earlier

P, I
, originally written from right to left 1, and

identical with the Phenician and general Semitic

Pe, forms of which were *~\ ,
1. During its whole

known history the letter has represented the same
consonantal sound, viz. the labial tennis, or lip
unvoiced stop, to which the corresponding sonant
or voiced stop is B, and the nasal, M. In English,
the simple / has always this sound ; but it is

sometimes silent, as initially in the combinations

/-, ps-, pt- (representing Greek TTV-, \f/-, TTT-), and

medially between m and another consonant, as

in Hampslead, Hampton, Sampson, Thompson,
Dempster, Tompkins, where it is not etymological,
but has the function of indicating for the preceding
m the short and semi-sonant value which m natur-

ally has before pronounced/ : cf. Simpson, crimson

(si'msan, kri'mz'n), with wimple, wimble. In
words from Latin, such as exempt, tempt, peremp-
tory, assumpsit, consumptive, redemption, and some
others, as Humpty-Dumpty, where the/ is (so far

as English is concerned) etymological or con-

sciously derivational, there is generally in careful

utterance an intention to pronounce it, resulting in

an incomplete /, which we indicate thus temp
t,

r!de'mpj3n ; but, in rapid or careless utterance, the

/ disappears, just as in Hani(p}ton, Thom(p]son.
The digraph PH,/A, is used, in continuation of

Latin usage, to transliterate the Greek letter *, 0,
the phonetic value of which is now identical with
that of F. The words beginning with PH have
thus the same relation to the P words proper that

those in CH have to the C words; that is, they
constitute an alien group, which, only for alpha-
betical convenience, occupy a place in the midst
of the P words proper, between Pe- and Pi-.

Original P in Germanic or Teutonic represents an

Indo-European B. But, initially, B was of rare

occurrence in Indo-European, and it is not certain

that any of the words in which it so occurred were
retained in Teutonic, where initial P was con-

sequently very rare. Of the OE. words in P,
a few were apparently Common West Germanic,
a very few, Common Teutonic; of many of the
remainder the origin is quite obscure, but the

majority were manifestly adoptions within the
historical period from other languages, chiefly
from Latin. Notwithstanding these extraneous

additions, P remained the smallest initial letter

(the exotic K, Q, not being counted) in the Old
English or Anglo-Saxon vocabulary, occupying
less than half the space of I, and little more
than two-thirds of that of Y. Its relation to the
other mutes, C

(
= K) and T, and to its own

sonant B, is seen by the pages which these occupy
in Toller's edition of Bosworth's Anglo-Saxon
Dictionary, which are C 50, T 64, B 78, P 8|
pages. P might be expected to comprise a corre-

spondingly small part of the modern English
vocabulary; on the contrary, it is actually the
third largest initial, being surpassed only by S and
C, with which it forms a triad of gigantic letters,
which include nearly a third of all the words in
the dictionary. This result is mainly owing to
the vast accessions from Greek, Latin, and the
modern Romanic languages (chiefly,of course, from
French), and especially to the enormous number
of words formed with the Latin prefixes per-,
post-, pre-, pro-, and the Greek para-, peri-, pro-,
along with the PH group already referred to. But,
besides these, P has received great additions, not

only in later times from Oriental, African, American,
and other remote languages, but, during the Middle
English and Modern periods alike, of a multitude
of common, familiar, or lower-class words from
sources which cannot be traced, often apparently
from fresh word-formation. P thus presents prob-
ably a greater number of unsolved etymological
problems than any other letter.

VOL. VIL

I. 1. The letter (pn. Plural Ps, P's, p's (p/z).
attrib. 3& p-language^ a language which preserves original

/, or substitutes it for other sounds, as Greek which has
fffire against \,.qninqi(e, or Welsh which has ficdiuar against
Olr. cether, from *get?vert

L. quatuor,
ciooo [see B]. 1530 PALSGR, 33 The sounding of this con-

sonant /'. /* in all thynges folioweth the generall rules..
without any manner exception. Ibid. 21 Excepte/j whiche

. they sounde but s, sayeng \fycpsdlme.psaltere^ salute, saltere.

15.. HEYWOOD (///&) The playe called the foure P. A new
and very mery enterlude of A Palmer. A Pardoner. A Poti-

cary. A Pedler. 1573-80 BARET A to, s. v., This letter p
seemeth both by his name and forme to be of kind to b,
and as it were a b turned vpside downe. 1601 SHAKS. Tivel.
N. n. v. 97 By my life this is my Ladies hand.. thus makes
shee her great P's. 1612 DEKKER If it be not good Wks.
1873 III. 329 Three Pees haue peppered me, The Punck,
tlie Pot, and Pipe of smoake. 1863 A. M. HI-LI, Prhic,
Sficeck 161 With reference to the letter P, we observe, that
it is not made by the conjunction of the lips, but by their

separation ; and this of course implies previous contact,

languages. .. ine /> group, \\eisn, Jfictisn, Cornish, &c.
1900 Contemp. Rev. Feb. 272 Greek may be called a
/-language, Germanic a ^-language.
2. Used, like the other letters, to indicate serial

order, as in the 'signatures' of the sheets of a
book, the Batteries of the Horse Artillery, etc.

3. PandQ,. a. To be P and Q (Pee and Kew\
According to Round Provincialisms as quoted in Ens^.

Dial. Diet., this was used in 1876 in Shropsh. and Herefordsli.
in the sense '

to be of prime quality '.

1612 ROWLANDS Kntive^ of Harts (Hunterian Cl.) 20
Bring in a quart of Maligo, right true : And looke, you
Rogue, that it be Pee and Kew.

b. To mind one's P's and Q's (peas and cues] ,

to be careful or particular as to one's words or
behaviour. So to be on (in} one's Ps and Q's.
1779 MRS. H. COIVLF.Y ll'/io's the Duff? i. i, You must

mind your P's and Q's with him, I can tell you. ?i8oo
W. B. RHODKS Bomb. Fur. iv. 30 My sword I well can use
So mind your P's and Q's. a 1825 FORBV I'oc. . Angela
266 'Mind your p's and q's', q. d. 'be nicely observant of
your language and behaviour '. 1866 G. MACDONAI.D Ann.
Q. Neighb. x. (1878) 181 Well, I thought it wasn't a time to
mind ones peas and cues exactly. 1893 W. S. GILBKKT
Utopia. I, He minds his P's and Q's, And keips himself
respectable.

i8i4 Apollo's Choice it. ii. in Mod. Brit. Drama IV. 208,
1 must be on my P's and Q's here, or I shall get my neck
into a halter. 1888 C. BLATHF.RWICK Uncle Pierce i, He
was rather on his p's and q'-.. 1893 W. A. SHEE My Contcmp.
vi. 149 In a well-dressed crowd you are in your p's and q's.

C. One's P's and Q's, put for '
one's letters '.

1820 COMBE Consol. i. 30 And I full five-and-twenty year
Have always been school-master here; And almost all you
know and see, Have learn'd their Ps and Qs from me.
[Note. As to the origin of these nothing has been ascer-

tained. An obvious suggestion is that b. (for which the
evidence does not go far hack) refers to the difficulty which
a child beginning to read has in distinguishing the tailed
letters p and q ; others have conjectured some cryptic
reference to the words peculiar, or particular. There is no
necessary connexion between b. and a., which belongs to an
earlier date. In a still earlier passage from Dekker 1602,
' Now thou art in thy pee and cue

', pec means the coat so
called (see PEE so.), and cue app. either queue, or CUE sb.-
sense 3 or 4 ; but there may have been a punning allusion
to the expressions here considered, if they were then current.]

II. Abbreviations. P. = various proper names,
as Peter, Paul, etc.; P., p.

=
past, post; P (C&em.)= Phosphorus; P (chess) = pawn ;

P (Mechanics} =

pressure; p- (C/iem.) = para-; p.
= page ;p (Music)

-

piano, softly; p. (in a ship's log)
=
passing showers;

n
(i. e. Greek ft) (JlfatA.) continued product ;

n-

"(Math.') = pi, the ratio of the circumference to the
diameter of a circle, the incommensurable quantity
3-14159265...; Pa. (U.S.) = Pennsylvania ; P.
and O., P. & O. = Peninsular and Oriental Steam
Navigation Co.; P.A. = Post Adjutant; Vb(Chem.~)-

plumbum, lead
; P.C. = Police Constable, Privy

Councillor; A(Ckem.) = Palladium; P.M., p.m.
= post meridiem, afternoon

; P.O. =
post office

;

P.P. = palish priest ; p.p. per procurationem, by
proxy ; pp or/// (Music) =pianissimo, very softly ;

P.P.C. (written on cards, etc. )
=pourprendre congi,

to take leave ; p.p.i.
= policy sufficient proof of

interest; P.K.A. = President of the Royal Academy
of Art; P.R.S. = President of the Royal Society;
P.S. -post scriptum, postscript; P.S.A. = Pleasant

Sunday Afternoon
; Pt. (C/tem.) = Platinum ; pt.= part, pint; P.T.O., p.t.o.,

= please turn over.
1666 HOOK in Phil. Trans. 242 March 28" 3

h -

p.m. 1681
Crew's Anal. Plants (Order Roy. Soc.), Chr. Wren P.R.S.
1809-12 MAR. EDGEWORTH Absentee xvi, I shall make my
finale, and shall thus leave a verbal P.P.C. 1833 MARRYAT

P. Si9HjU]x9, The.. count announced his departure by a
P.P.C. <:i8so Kudim. Navig. (Weale) 14 With the astro,
nomical day it is always P.M. 1880 Standard 15 May 5/3The trim mates of P. and O. liners. 1892 MRS. CLIFFORD

policies, that is to say, wherein it was stipulated that the
policy should be deemed sufficient proof of interest. 1899
Daily A'CVJS 27 Nov. 8/3 The P.S.A. or, to give it the full

title, the Pleasant Sunday Afternoon movement has now
become pretty well known. 1900 PERKIN & KIPPING Organic
Ckciii. 316 The most usual course in the case of the di-
derivatives is to employ the terms ortho-, meta-, and para-,
or simply a, m, and /, . . para-nitrophenol or^-nitrophenol.
P, variant of PEE Obs., short coat, pea-jacket.
Pa (pa). A childish short form of 'papa'.
Hence Pa v. trans, nonce-ii'd,, to address as '

pa'.
1811 L. M. HAWKINS C'tfss , Gertrude (1812) II. 219 The

elder sat down [to the piano-forte] and. answered 'Yes, Pa','
to every thing that Pa 1

said. 1823 E . Moon Suffolk II ords,
Pti, an abbreviation of pa-pa. Pretty get cral perhaps. It
is sometimes rather comic to hear a great chuckle-headed
lout /rtrt-ing his father or iuaa-\ng his mother. 1829
Censor 225 These exhibitions, affording wonderons delight
to affectionate Pas and J\fas. 1880 Miss HRADI.ON Barbara
vi, With the exception of that decayed female, I have never
seen a mortal in pa's offices.

Pa, var. PAH sb. Paa, var. ME. Po. peacock.
Paage, obs. vnr. PKAGH, toll paid by passengers.
Paal>ve, obs. forms of PALK a.

Paalstab, -staff, -stave, var. of PALSTAFF.
Paame, obs. form of PALM, name of a game.
Paan: see PAGNE cloth, PANE.

Paarche, Paarforrn, Paark, Paart, obs. ff.

PAKC'ir, PKHFOUM, PAUK, PART.

Paas, Paast, obs. ff. PACE, PASCH, PASTE.
II Faauw (pa?/). S. Africa. Also 9 paow.

[Du. paauw peacock.] The name applied gener-
ally in S. Africa to species of Bustard.

1830 R. O. CHIMING Hunter's Life S. Afr. (1502) 18/2,
I. perceived a large paow or bustard walking on the plain
before me. 1879 A. FOHBES in Unity Ntntfs 28 June 5/7
Among the game of the veldt is a noble bird called a panuw
a species of wild turkey. Ibid., The paauw combines

the flavours of the grouse and the turkey. 1804 NFWTON'
Diet. Birds 683.

Pab, Sc. dial. var. of POD, refuse of flax.

Fabble (pK'b'l), v. Sc.
[Echoic.] intr. To

make a sound like that of boiling liquid.
1832 J. WILSON in Blackv.>. Mag. XXXI. 879 The hissing,

and the fiz7ing, and the pabbling of the great pan in which
the basted trouts are writhing. 1834 Ibid. XXXV. 789We hear them pabbling in the pan.

II Fabouch. (pab-f). Also 7 pabouteh. [See
BABOUCHE, PAPOOSH.] A heelless Oriental slipper.
1687 A. LOVF.LL tr. Thevenot's Trap, i. 30 The heel . . is shod

with a piece of Iron made purposely half-round, and these
Shoes they call Paboutches. 1813 MOORE Post-bag it. 64
All sorts of dulinums and pouches, With sashes, turbans, and
pabouches. 1824 SCOTT St. Ronan's xxx, I always drink my
coffee as soon as my feet are in my pabouches ; it's the way
all over the East.

t Pa-bular, a. Obs. rare-". [ad.L. pabular-is,
f. pabulum fodder : see -AK 1.]

= next.

1656 BIOUNT Glossogr., Pabular, Fabulous,. . pertaining to

fodder, Provender, forrage. [So in PlliLLU'S, BAILKV, etc.]

Pabulary (parbittlari), a. [ad.L. pabulari-us
having to do with fodder : see prec. and -AKY.]
Of or pertaining to pabulum, fodder, or aliment.

1835 J. S. FORSVTH (title} A Dictionary of Diet, being a
Practical Treatise on all Pabulary and Nutritive Substances.

1839 G. RAVMOND in New Monthly Mag. LVII. 409 His
gleanings had done, .credit to his pabulary diligence.

Pabulation (paebiwlJijan). rare-", [ad. L.

pribulation-em ,
n. of action from pdbulari to eat

fodder, seek for food, forage.] (.See quota.)
1623 COCEERAM, Pabulation, grasing, feeding. [So in

BAILKY.] 1755 JOHNSON, Pabulation, the act of feeding or

procuring provender. 1846 WORCESTER, Pabulation, act of

feeding, fodder. 1864 in-WEBSTER.

t Pa-bulatory, a. Obs. rare-", [ad. L. pabu-
laiari-us, f. pabulaldr-em fodderer, forager: see

-OHY.] Of or pertaining to pabulation.
1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Pabiilatory, the same [with Palntlar,

pal-uloits\. (So in BAILEY.]

Fabulous (parbizlHos), a. rare. [f. late L.

pabulos-us abounding mpabulum fodder; see-OUS.]
Abounding in or affording pabulum or food.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. in. xxi. 160 Wee doubt
the common conceit, which affirmeth that aire is the pabulous
supply of fire. i755joHNSON, Pabulous.., affording aliment.

II Pabulum (pre-birtlwm). [L. pabulum food,

nourishment, fodder, f. stem pa- oipa-sc-fre (pd-vi}
to feed.] Anything taken in by an animal or

plant to maintain life and growth ; food, aliment,



PAC.

nutriment. More usually said of the
' food

'

of

plants, or of animal organs or organisms ; rarely

in reference to higher animals.

nil TL-I L Horse-Hoeing Hush. i. 7 Roots must search out

andetcl themselves all the Pabulum of a Plant. 18,3 SIR

H DAW Agric. Chem. i. (18,4) 18 No one principle affords

the >*/..; of vegetable life. 1826 KIRBY & b,-. P-nto.nol

xliv IV 216 Affording a pabulum to these animals. 1845

Torn. & BOWMAN Phys. Anat. \. 43 The blood ,s the imme-

dia pabulum of the tissues. 1860 MAL'RY Phys L,eog. Sea

S 43-. The rivers bring down and pour into the sea con-

tinually the pabulum which those organisms require.

b. That which supports or
'

feeds tire.

1678 CUDWORTH Intel!. Syst. i. i. 46 Fire . . needs a Pabulum

to prey upon, doth not continue alwaies one and the same

Numerical Substance. I744 BERKELEY .fmi ,97 Oil, .air,

or any other thing that vulgarly passetl, for a
pabulum

or

food of that element [lire]. 1860 FARRAR Orig. Lang- v - I05

A necessary pabulum of combustion.

c. Jig. That which nourishes and sustains the

mind or soul ; food for thought.
176s STERNE Tr. Shandy VII. xxxi, Such a story affords

more%.W,,; to the brain, than all the Frusts, and Crusts,

and Rusts of antiquity. 1819 CRABBE f. ofHall x. 393 An

age when tales of love Form the sweet pabulum our hearts

approve. 1888 M. ROBERTSON Lombard St.Myst. ill, lo

furnish, .more pabulum for reflection and rumination.

Pac, pack (pick). [Origin uncertain.

Thought by some to have been North American Indian ;

others Suggest Frenchified spelling of Eng. pack-, but it is

not easy to connect it with any sense of PACK sb. J

A moccasin having a sule turned up and sewed

on the upper; also applied to a heavy felt half-

boot worn by lumberers in winter.

1875 KNIGHT Diet. .IfecA. s.v., The pac, as used by the

Indians of the Six Nations, for instance, was made of hide

boiled in tallow and wax; or of tawed hide subsequently

stuffed with tallow or wax. 1893 ScrOnuft Mng. June,715

Loggers' Footgear [Figures of] India-rubber l.rogan. Old-

fashioned bool- pack. Modern rubber-soled boot-pack. Buck-

skin and lealher mocca-in.

Paca (pae'ka). Zool. [a. Pg. and Sp. paca, a.

1\\mpaca, the native name (in Guarani, patg)._
Obriel Soares in his Noticias do Brazil 1587 Spells it (in

P>4-) fagua, Claude d'Ahbeville Mission en Maragnan

(1614) 25*1, has (in r'r.) pac.}

A genus [Calogenys of large dasyproctid rodents,

nocturnal in habit, native to Central and South

America; the common species (Ccelogtnyfpacd) is

called also the spotted envy and water hare.

[1648 MARCGRAVE Hist. Nat. firasil. II. 224 Paca Brasi-

liensibus, cuniculi otiam est species.] 1657 S. CLARKE Gecg.

Deicritt. 179 Their Pacas are like Piss, their flesh is

plea-ant 1796 STEM.IAN Surinam II. xxn. 152 1 he Paca,

or Spotted Cavey, called in Surinam the Aquatic Hare.

1871 Routledffi's -'. Boys Ann. Sept. 517 When pacas and

oilers are in question, an Indian will do anything to kill

'

Pacable (p^'kab'l), a. [ad. I,, pacabil-is, f.

pafilre to appease, pacify, f. pax, pac-em peace.]

Callable of being pacified or appeased ; placable.

a 1834 COLERIDGE Church <J-
State (1839) 166 Reasonable

men are easily satisfied: would they were as numerous as

they are pacable ! 1860 THACKERAY Round. Papers vu

Screens in Din. Rooms, That last Roundabout Paper .was

written in a pacable and not unchristian frame of mind.

Pacadila, bad form of PICKAPIU..

tPa-cal,rt. Obs. rare. [ad. l^.piual-is peaceful.]

1656 BI.OUNT Glossozr., />/.., that brings or signifies

peace, peaceable. 1730-6 in BAILEY (folio).

Paean, pacane, obs. forms of PECAN.

t Pa'Cate, a. 0!>s. [ad. L.pacat-ns, pa. pple. of

pile-are to make peaceful, quiet, pacify.] Pacified,

brought into a state of peace and calm, tranquil.

1644 I GOODWIN Innoc. Triumph. (1645) 40 How pacate,

flourishing, and free from disturbance this Stale hath been.

a 1652 J. SMITH Sel. Disc. vii. i. (1821) 309 A pacate, humble,

and self-denying mind. 1681 H. MORE /;.r/. Dan. vn, A
man of a pacate mind and quick understanding.

Hence f Pa'cately adv., quietly ; t Pa'cateness,

the state of being
'

pacate
'

or peaceful.
a 1652 J. SMITH Sel. Disc. vi. 220 A gentle vocal arr, such

a one as breathed in the day-time more pacately. 1666 UP.

REYNOLDS Sir,,,, in Westm. Abb. 7 Nov. 13 This pacate-

ness and serenity of Soul. 1681 H . MORE Kxf. *>*** Io

There was not that pacateness nor tranquillity m the Medo-

Persian Empire that there was in the Babylonian.

t'Paoa-ted,///.a. Obs. [f.
as prec. + -ED.]

1727 BAILEY vol. 1 1, Pacated, . . appeased, made peaceable.

Hence in ASH and mod. Diets.

Pacation (pakvi-Jan), [ad. L. fiedOfn-tm, n.

of action from pac-arc : see PACATE <r.]
The

action of pacifying or tranquillizing ; the condition

of being peaceful and tranquil ; pacification.

1658 PHILLIPS, Pacation, a stilling or appeasing. 1730-*

BAILEY (folio). 1820 COLERIDGE in Lit. Rein. (1839) Iv- J 52

It was this that . . prevenlei the pacation of Ireland.

t Pa'Cative, . Obs. rare. [f. L. pacat-, ppl.

stem of pac-are: see -ATIVE.] Stilling, sedative.

1684 tr. Sonet's Merc. Compit. xix. 752 The pacative

vertue of Vitriol [seems extended] to the effervescent bile.

II Pacay (pakai-, pak^i-). Also Paccay. [a.

Peruv. pacay, in Sp. pacaya.] A Peruvian legu-

minous tree (Inga Feuillei) of sub-order Mimosex,

cultivated for its large white pods, which are

esteemed as an article of food. Also applied to

a tree of the genus Prosopis.
[1748 Earthi'i.akc of Pen, iil 210 The . . Pacayas . . are

therevery plennful ] 1866 Trias. Bot., Inga Fcuillei, a
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native of Peru, is cultivated in the gardens about Lima,
where the inhabitants call it Pacay. 1880 C. R. MARKHA.M

Perm: Bark xvi. 167 The paccay (Mimasa Inga), with its

cottony fruit, was drooping over the bubbling waves.

Paecage, Paccan, obs. ff. PACKAGE, PECAJJ.

Pacche, obs. form of PATCH, PASH v.

Pacchionian (psekiou-nian), a. Anat. [f.

the name cf the Italian anatomist Pacchioni (1665-

1726) + -AN.] Of or described by Pacchioni.

Pacchionian body, corpuscle, gland, granulation, one of

the granular enlargements or outgrowths of the arachnoid

membrane of the brain in the neighbourhood of the longitu-

dinal sinus ; P. depression, fossa, line, a depression on the '

inner surface of the skull for the reception of the Pacchi-

onian bodies.

1811 HOOPER .licit. Diet., Pacchionian glands. 1839-47

Toon Cycl. Anat. III. 644/1 The Pacchionian bodies are

found principally along the edge of the great hemispheres
of the brain. 1843 1'oDD & BOWMAN Phys. Anat. I. 255

The Pacchionian glands or bodies are whitish granules, com- ,

posed of an albuminous material. 1893 Syd. Sac. Lex. s. v.,

They increase in size as the years advance, passing through ;

holes in the dura mater and projecting into the sinus or

lying in the Pacchionian fossae of the skull bones.

Paccioli, variant of PATCHOULI, the perfume.

Pace (P<?X>, r*- 1 Fos: 3-5 pas, 4-5 paas,

passfe 4-7 pase, 5 pasce, 5-6 Sc. pais(s, 6 Sc.

paioe, 4- pace. [ME. a. OF. fas:-L. passum

(nom. passus) a step, pace. lit. a stretch ,oftheles\

tfnss-, ppl. stem olpanctere to stretch, extend.]

I. A step, and derived senses.

1. A single separate movement made by the leg

in walking, running, or dancing; a step.

13.. Coir de L. 536, I bad hym ryde forth hyswey
|

Ageyn he com be another pas. a 1375 I.ay 1-olksMass hk

Arm! iv. 105 Eueii fote bat bou gas pyn .Angel poyntep

hit vch a pa*. ;i4o MAUXDEV. (1839) xvi ,74 Summe

at etiery thrydde pas bat bei gon . . K-I knelen. 1489

CANTONW ofA. i. xvi. 47 [They] shal marche paas byo . i. xv. 47 e

paas 1593i
SHAKS. Lucr. 1391 Pale cowards marching on

will, trembling paces. 1634 [see .PACE v. i d] 1667 MILTOS-

P L x 589 Behind her Death Close following pace for

pice.' i83z TENKYSON Lady of ShaMt in. v, She made

three paces thro' the room.

+ b fir. A
'

step
'

in any process or proceeding.

filW^l'sio Myrr. our I.ady'e 227 Her fete she suffered

neuer to raoue one pase, but yf she dyscussed fyrste what

profyte shulde come therof.] a 1628 PRESTON New C<r.-t

(1634) 210 We are not to be judged by a few actions, and

a few paces, but by the constant tenor of our life, a 1698

TEMPLI i}.\ The first pace necessary /or his majesty to

make, is to fall into confidence with Spam.

2. The space traversed by one step ; hence as

a va<nie measure of distance.

1182 Wvci IF 2 Sam. vi. 13 And whanne thei hadden sued

ouer, that baren the arke of the Lord, sexe paas thel

offreden an oxe and a wether. 1485 CANTON Ct:as. Gt. 60

Olyuer..came a foure pans nyghe vnto Fyerabras. 1587

FLEMING Contn. Ilolinshed III. I33-'/- On his left hand

somewhat more than halfe a pase beneath him. 1667

MIIT N P. I*. VI. 193 Ten pacts huge He Kick recoil

,703 MANDREL!. Journ. Jerus. (17.2) 106 five hundred

ami seventy of my p-.ccs in length. 1879 Cecils I echmc.

K,li'ic. IV. 92/2 In many cases the pace of the surveyor

used for determining distances.

3. A definite but varying measure of length o:

distance; sometimes reckoned as the distance from

where one foot is set down to where the other is

set down (about 2J feet), as the military pace ;

sometimes as that between successive stationary

positions of the same foot (about 5 feet), as the

geometrical pace.
M K.Atts: 78o4Anc.pasishyghthewal. laoSTREVis*

Earth De P. R. xix. cxxix. (M95) 937 1 ne Pace. coiueyneth

fyne fete and the perche enleuen pace and ten fete, c 1400

MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) xi. 4* A c. pascez beine..es be charnell

of be hospi.ale. 1555 KDKN Veca.ies 323 lo measure the

earth by furlonges, pases and feete. 1693 Caft Smiths

Stamaft Gram. . xxvi. 13, (At one deg. of Mounture,

'she conveyed her Shot 1 125 Feet, or 225 Paces 1756-7 tr

'Keysler'sTrav. (.760)
II. 282 An open walk of an hundred

and eight paces in length leads to the fountain. 1841

LFVER C. dValley vi. (The Man for Galway),To kiss your

wife, Or take your life At ten or fifteen paces. 1842 LRASI.K

Diet Sci. etc. s. v., The ancient Roman pace . . was five

Roman feet, . . hence the pace was about 58-1 English inches,

and the Roman mile, the
'

miUiJottta , equal to 1614 yards.

II. The action of stepping, and derived senses.

4. The action, or (usually) manner, of stepping.

in walking or running; gait, step, walk, way of

walking or progression. (See also 7.)

1297 R- GLOUC. ' Rolls) 5635 Fr some meschannce of

kinghe made so glad pas. c 1386 CHAUCER MMcrs _T. ;

And Absolon gooth forth a sory pas. 142* tr. Secret*

Secret., Prh. frit. 235 Whoso hath the Paas large and

slow, he is wyse and wel spedynge. _ I5'3.
DOTGLAS/>>*

x 76 Lille lulus. .With wnmeit paiss his.
fader fast

followand. 1586 C'TESS PEMBROKE Ps. L. vu. But loe,

thou see'st I fnarch another pace. ,697 DRVOF.N J

Gttrr. in. 708 I^te to lag behind, with truant pace. 1769

SIR W. JONES Palace Fortune Poems (177?) f
N w c^rn.e.

an aged sire with trembling pace. 1840 DICKENS Old

r flio6 i The little creature accommodating her pace

to mine' i8Si LONC.F. Gold. Leg >. Kativity u. ., I steal

with quiet pace, My pitcher at the well to fill.

+ b Course, way (in walking or running). UOs.

Cursor M. 19076 (Edinb.) To be tempi! he sped his

Jj
' '

I390 GowER Conf. 1 1 1. 6 Wherof ml limes ben so dull,

fmai ur^thes gon the pas [rime was]. ..460 rwneky
Mvst xxviii. 364 To lerusalem take we the pace. 1608

T&rSiriSi (.658- 77 H is a small creature to see lo,

keeping on the pace very fearfully. 1657H*J**N*

PACE.

87 We will direct our pace downward now. 1717 GAY
Fables i. xvii, In vain the dog pursu'd his pace.

f c. transf. znAJig. Movement, motion
;
manner

of going on. (Cf. 7 b.)

(-1386 CHAUCER Man of Law's T. 208 O fieble Moone

vnhappy been thy paas [z>. r. pas). 1603 T. WILSON in Ellis

Orif. Lett. Ser. ll. III. 201 Our English affayres goe on

with a smooth pace and a smilinge countenance. cl6n
CHAPMAN Iliad i. 394 The Pow'r whose pace doth move

The round earth, heav'n's great Queen, and Pallas.

1 5. A walking pace, walking (as distinguished

from running, etc.). Obs.

a 1300 Cursor M. 15^92 iCott) Fra ban he ran him ilk fote,

ne yode he noght be pas, til he com him til bat in. Ibid.

15872 iCott.) His hend bai band and ledd him forth A-trott

and noght be pas [so Giitt. ; Fairf. S, Triii. a pas], c 1386

CHAUCER Can. Ycom. Prol. S, T. 22 His hat heeng at Ins

bak doun by a laas (Tor he hadde nden mooie than trot or

paas. 1390 COWER Can/. III. 41 Withmne his chambre . .

He goth now doun riou up fulofte, Walkcnde a pass.

6. Any one of the various gaits or manners of

stepping of a horse, mule, etc., esp. when trained.

Also _/%-., esp. in such phr. as to put through his

paces, referring to the various accomplishments or

actions of which a person or thing is capable.

1589 R. HARVEY PI. Fere. (1590) 5 A horse may ouer

reach in a true pace. 1600 SHAKS. A. V. L. in. li. 327 Time

trauels in diuers paces, with diuers persons: lie tell you
who 'lime ambles withall, who '1 ime trots withal, who lime

gallops withal, and who he stands stil withall. 1667 Lond.

(,az. No. 200/4 A dark brown Gelding., having all his paces.

1713 laid. No. 5127/12 Stoln or stray'd.., a brown bay

Gelding, ..his Pace, Trot and Gallop. 1727-41 CHAMBERS

fitV. s.v., The natural paces of a horse are three, viz. the

Walk, trot, and gallop : to which may be added an amble ;

because some horses have it naturally. 1766 GOLDSM.

1'ic. II'. xiv, I had. put my horse through all his paces,.,

at last a chapman approached. 1856 EMERSON Eng. Traits,

Vtv Eng ,
The captain affirmed that the ship would show

us 'in time all her paces. 1871 B. TAYLOR Faust(ify$ II.

I. vii. 81, I see she means to put him through his paces.

b. A particular gait of the horse (or other

quadruped) ; usually identified with amble, but

now sometimes used as equivalent to rack (cf.

PACE v. 3).

1663 BUTLER Hud. i. ii. 46 They rode, but Authors having

not Determin'd whether Pace or Trot. ..We leave it, and

go on. 1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl., Pace is more particularly

understood of that easy low motion wherein the horse raises

the two feet of ihe same side at a time; called also amole.

1840 BIAISE F.nc^cl. Ktir. Sfort^ 1036 The walk may he

irregular, though'laterally conducted, as we see in the walk

of the pace, which, if expedited, produces the amble. 18

S i KICKLAND FREEMAN Hid., The poise being altered by the

will of the horse, the off fore (leg] seemed to begin, and not

to be succeeded by the off hind-foot being set down at the

same time after it, as in the walk of the pace. 1885 FuU
17 Oct., Col. Dodge's definition of a rack is that it is halt-

way between a pace and a trot.

III. Rate of movement, etc.

7. Kate of stepping; rate of progression (of a

person or animal); speed in walking or running.

Usually with qualifying adj. (Cf. also 4.)

c 12900-. Eng. Leg. I. 393/'5 P's best orn with gret pas.

^1730 R. BRUNNK Clmm. U'ace (Rolls) 3515 Ne go swy|.er

ban sufle paas. c 1489 CAXTON Sonnts oj AymoK xiv. 315

He sette hymselfe for lo goo the waye so gret pase that no

horse towde not have waloped so fast. <i 1533 LD. BEKNERS

lluan Iv. 185 The hor>e wold nother trot nor galop but

go styll his owne pase. 1642 FULI ER Holy r t
r.'/^t.

xxi. 211 Their ordinary pace is a race. 1693 DRYI.I N

Juvenal*. (16971 246 The Beggar Sings, ..and never mends

his pace. ,743 J. DAVIDSON ^Kneid vii. 185 Set forward

with quick pace. i863 GKO. ELIOT Koinolaxx, He quickened

his pace, and took up new threads of talk.

b. transf. anAfig. Rate of movement in general,

or of action figured as movement; speed, velocity.

ci430 LVDG. Min. Paems (Percy Soc.) 216 Fro silver

welly's Comethe cristal water rennyng a gret pas. 1599

SHAKS. Much Ado ill. iv. 93 What pace ts this that thy

tongue keepes. iMar. Not a false gallop. 1659 bnrt,m s

Diary (18281 IV. 3,7 If they go the pace of their ancestors

I would tell them" plainly they would not sit long. 1788

FRANKLIN Atobiog. Wks. 1840 I. 223 While we stood there

the ship mended her pace. 1835 URE rh,los._ Manuf. 29

Had British industry not been aided by Watts invention,

it must have gone on with a retarding pace, in consequence

of the increasing cost of motive power.

C. Pace of the table (Billiards), of the wicket

(Cricket) : the degree of elasticity of the cushions,

or of the ground, as affecting the velocity of

motion of the ball. (Cf. FAST a. 9.)

1871 BENNETT & CAVENDISH Billiards 77 The pace of the

table makes a material difference in the strength with which

this stroke should \x played. 1897 Dally A fM i N ov. 7/2

He took four hours and fifty minutes to get his runs, and

said that the extreme pace of the wicket bothered him.

8 Phrases, a. To keep {^f hold } pace : to main-

tain the same speed of movement ;
to advance at

an equal rate ; to keep up with. (lit. tsAfg-)

1590 SHAKS. Midi. X. '" 445 My .legs
can keeps no

pacfwith my desires. ,5oi HOLLAND rimy I. 35 L|ns
and

amels only keep pace in their march, foot by foot, that is

u, "ay they never set their left foot before their right nor

oue? each with it. 1647 WARD Si,,,f. Cokler 61 Who have

held pace., will, you in our evill wayes. 1762 GoLMM.

Cit W. xv His luxuries kept pace with the affluence of his

fortune 1776 ABAM SMITH IV. N. it. iv. (1869) I. 359 The

nerest' of money, keeping pace always with.the prohts of

stork 1782 Miss liuKNF.Y Cecilia v. XH, [He] walked so

fa ihaJthsy could hardly keep pace with him. .876

QuxtB*nsck. 5.n.xiii. 355 Boys, .found mcapable

of keeping pace with the rest of their fellows.



PACE. 359 PACHY-.

b. To go the pace ; to go along at great speed ;

fiS' *- Procee(l with reckless vigour of action
;

to

indulge in dissipation ;
to *

go it '. 70 set the

pace: to fix or regulate the speed.
1829 Sporting Mag. XXIV. 47 The hounds went the pace

over the heath towards Lymington. 1854 in Brasenosc

Ale 126 Each man will say you made them go the pace.
1866 MRS. HENRY WOOD St. Martin's Eve x\i, He went

the pace.. as other young men do.

IV. Special senses.

9. A step of a stair or the like ; a part of a floor

raised by a step ;
a stage, platform. Cf. FOOT-

PACE 2, HALPACE.
a 1300 Cursor M. 9948 (Cott.) A Iron of iuor graid . .

Ctimband vp wit seuen pass [?'. rr. pas, pace]. 1535 Hampton
Court Accts., 104 fotc of hardston rought pose, for the

steppes in the Quere. 1845 PARKER Gloss. Archit. (ed. 4)

I. 267 Pace, a broad step, or slightly raised space about

a tomb, etc. ; a portion of a floor slightly raised above the

general level.

f 10. A passage, narrow way ; esp. a. a pass
between mountains, rocks, bogs, woods, etc.; b.

a narrow channel at sea, a strait. Obs.

a 1300 Cursor 3f. 23735 We agh be bun at bide to pass
be pase Jat es sa herd. 1377 LANGU /'. /'/. 15. xiv. 300 }c,

pOCW }>e pas of altoun Pouerte my^te passe with-oute p-jiil

ofrobbynge. 1470-85 MALORY A rthur vn. ix, Thou shalt

As lay her iuurney, through that perlous Pace, a 1604
HANMER Chron. Irel. (1633) i Making paces thorow woods
and thickets. i6iz Stat. Irel. (1765) I. 444 The high-ways
and cashes and paces and passages throughout the woods
of this kingdom. 1617 MORYSON Itin. n. 81 He caused, .the

woods to be cut downe on both sides of the Pace.

fH. a. In a church: A passage between the seats.

b. Middle pace : the nave ; of one pace ^ of a nave

only. Obs.

1499 ll'ill of J. Robert (Somerset Ho.), To be buried in

the myddell pace before the high crosse. 1507 Will of
Cornell (ibid.), In the pace aye us t saint Kateryn Chapell
dore. 1518 Will of llopkynson (ibid.), The middill pase of

the church. 1772 MUILMAN Hist. Essex VI. 164 The church
consists of a middle pace and two aysles, but the chancel
hath only a north aysle, all leaded. 1828 J. HUNTER South
Yorkshire I. 84 The church is of one pace, with a tower at

the west end. Ibid. 89.

f!2. A passage ^in a narrative or other writing);
a section, division, chapter, canto, etc. Obs.

a\yto Cursor M. 18583 Nu haf yee herd be laid be pas,
Hu pat he harud hell a:id ras. 4:1400 Destr. Troy 663 The
lady. . Past to hir priue chamber : & here a pas end is. 14. .

A BC Poem on Passion 44 in Pol., ReL $ L. P. 245 Lystyn
a lytyl pas. i6ai T. WILLIAMSON tr. Goulart's Wise
I'icillard 24 Philosophers haue vsed to diuide old age as

it were into certaine spaces, paces, or progresses.

1 13. A '

company
'

or herd of asses. Obs.

1486 Bk. St. Alhans Fvjb, A Pase of Assis. 1688 R.
HOLME Armoury n. 132/1 A company of . .Asses [is] a Pace.

14. attrib. an L Comb.) &* pace-goer,
-setter

\ pace-

aisle, pace-board ^cf. senses 9, n); pace-stick,
a stick used to measure (military) paces. See

PACE-MAKER.
1877 LEE Gto*$' Liturg. Terms,

*
Pace-aisle, the ambula-

tory round the back of a high altar.
*
Pace-board, a plat-

form of wood before an altar. 1870 MEADE Ne~v Zealand
328 A pair of legs which looked like 'pace-goers by land or

water. 1895 Westm. Gaz. 25 Nov. 2/2 With Mr. Redmond
as *pace-setter, there will, we may be sure, be a lively com-

petition between him, Mr. Dillon, and Mr. Healy. 1833
Rt'gul. Instr, Cavalry \. 16 The "pace stick must be used
to measure .. his step. 1876 ALBEMAKLF. 50 Yrs. Life II.

219 Drill-sergeants followed them everywhere, to prove by
the pace-stick whether they had accomplished the regula-
tion number of inches at each stride.

Pace (p/s), j.- Sc, and north, dial. Also 5

(9) paas, 5-6 pase, Sc. payee, paiss. [In ipth c.

paas from earlier pask\ cf. northern as, ass, from

ask, ASH sbP, etc. In Washington Irving perh.
from Du. paasch, pronounced paas.~] Easter,

Easter-tide; = PASCH. Pace eggs, dial, paste-
eggs $& paascfojfjf.wft dcpdqucs] Easter eggs;
hence pace-cggtr^ -egging \ see Eng. Dial. Diet.
c 1425 WYNTOUN Chron. vin. i. 3 The sextene day efityr

Pase. c 1440 York Myst. xxvii. 4 Here will I holde . . The
feeste of Paas. 1500-20 DUNBAK rotBU xxxvi. 19 And nevir
is glaid at jule nor Paiss. 1530 PALSGR. 805 At Pace, a
Pasques. 1568 Durham Dcpos. (Surteest 87 He wold stand

up upon paysunday. c 1570 Ibid. 239 Upon Pase monday
was a twelmonth last past. 1579 G. GILFIN tr. Rabbotems
Kee-Hh'e Rom. Ch. ii. (1580^ 15 Holy ashes, holy paceegges,
& flames, palmes and palme boughes. 1611 COTGR. s.v.

Pasyue, Oeufs de Pasqucs, Paste-egges. 1809 W. IRVING
Kntckfn, vn. ii, There was a great cracking of eggs at Paas
or Easter. 1872 HARDWICK Trad. Lane. 73 [They] sallied
forth during Easterweek 'a pace-egging

'

as it was termed.

1876 Prayer Bk. Interleaved 117 The custom of asking for
Pace., eggs.

tb. Extended, like med.L. pascha (see Du
Cange) to other great church festivals, e. g. Christ-

mas. (Cf. OF. pasque de Noel, Sp. pascua de
Natividad or simply Pascua.} Obs.
c 1450 St. Cuthbert ( Surtees) 3393 Done solempnite ofpace.

Pace (p^s), v. Also 6-7 pase. [f. PACE sb. l
~\

1. intr. To move with paces or steps ; to walk
with a slow, steady, or regular pace; to step along.
1513 DOUGLAS ,'fineis xit. Prol. 161 The payntit povne,

pasand with plomys gym, Kest vp his tailL 1570 LKVINS

I A/anip. 7/3 To Pace, gnuii. 1587 GKKI-,NE Eupkucs his

Censure Wks, (Grosart) VI. 164 Hector pa/ing hand in hand
;

with Achilles, Troilus with Vlisses. 1611 SHAKS. Wiitt. T.

I

iv. iii. 120, I will euen take my leaue of you, &: pace softly to-
'

wards my Kinsmans. 1769 GRAY Install. Oat^S 1'acing forth

With solemn steps and slow. 1814 GARY Dante, //Cxxiv.
; n There paces to and fro, wailing his lot, As a discomfited
and helpless man.

b. transf. and Jig. To proceed or advance in

speech or action.
1611 SHAKS. \Vint. T. iv. i. 23, 1 . . with speed so pace To

speake of Perdita. 1639 W. SCLATKR Worthy Commun. 49
Let not the inoone pace over the Zodaick ottner . . then we
performe, if possible, our course this way.

c. Also to pace it. (See IT 9.)

1597 IIP. HALL Sat. i. vi. 8 The nimble dactyls striving to

out-go, The drawling spondees pacing it below. 1652
i PEYTON Catastr. //<?. Stuarts u?jO 23 Charles insted of

', pacing it, ran violently to destroy his subjects.

d. trans, with cognate or adverbial object.

1598 SHAKS. Merck. I'. \\. vi. 12 Where is the horse that

I

doth vntrcad aeaine His tedious measures with the vnbated
'

fire, That he did pace them first? 1634 Documents agst.
i Prynne (Camden; 20 Soe many paces as a man paceth in

daunceinge soe manye steppes hee is forward to hell. 1849
MACAULAV Hist. Eng.\y.. II. 438 Sentinels paced the rounds

day and night.

e. With away : To spend (time) in pacing.
1820 KKATS Hyperion \. 194 He paced away the pleasant

hours ot ease.

2. trans. To traverse with paces or steps ; to

walk with measured pace along (a path) or about

(a place) ; hence, To measure by pacing.
1571 HIGGKS Pantom, n. xi. Njb, You mayu .. measure

euery side, and line. .as exactely as with corde, or pole, ye
should paynfully pase it oner. 1693 in ffeame's Collect.

(O. H. SJ III. 342, I paced it, and found it to bee 70 of my
Paces in Length. 1791 MRS. RADCLIFFE Rom. Forest v,
Louis was pacing the room in apparent agitation. 1801

SOUTHEV Thalaba v. nott', It ..is, as far as I could judge by
my pacing it, a large quarter of a league. 1878 J\Ia$que
Poets 195 She rose and paced the room like one distracted.

3. intr. Of a horse, etc. : To move with the gait
called a pace (see PACE j<M 6 b) : (a) to amble ;

() in recent use (chiefly U. S.}, to rack (RACK r.4 ).

1614 B. JONSOS Barth. Fair n. Wks. (Rtldg.) 317/2 I'll.,

have thy pasterns well roll'd, and thou shalt pace again by
to-morrow, c 1620 Z. BOYD Zions J-lowi-rs (1855) 137 Men
for a space pace in prosperity, But at the last trot hard in

misery. 1673 Loud. Gaz. No. 819/4 Stolen, .one Bay Mare
..paces naturally. 1677 find. No. 1222/4 A Sorrel Cliesnut

Gelding . . walks well, paces little, but trotteth high. 1709
Ibid. No. 4543/4 Stray 'd or stoln..a Sorrel Gelding.. does
not pace. 1833 H r. MAKII\I:AU Klanch. Strike 42 The
procession, .overtook Mr. W., .. pacing to business on his

gray pony. 1895 l-'unk's Stand. Diet., Pace, to move, as

a horse, at the pace, by lifting the feet on the same side

synchronously. 1903 Daily Mail 11 Mar., A horse trots

when his off fore and near hind legs strike the ground
simultaneously, and he paces when the legs of a side move
in unison, like tho^e of two riders on a tandem cycle.

b. trans. (With cognate or adverbial object.)
1607 MARKHAM CttvaL (1617) 148 In this ring you shall

exercise your horse, .makinghim pace it, and doe his changes
first uppon foote pace onely; when he can pace them per-

fitely, then you shall make him trott. Ibid. 152 You may
begin with the two distinct or several rings, which after he
have pac'd, trotted and gallopped, then. .stop.

4. trans. To train (a horse) to pacej to exercise

in pacing. AIso_/g.
1603 SHAKS. Meas.for Jlf. iv. iii. 137. 1606 Ant. fy Cl.

n. ii. 64 The third oth' world is yours, which with a Snaffle,
You may pace easie, but not such a wife. 1607 MARKHAM
Ca~'al. n. (1617) 82 You must then leaue exercising him in

any lesson.. and onely pace or trott him fairely fortli right.

17*4 Land. Gaz. No. 6258/3 A bay Mare,.. lately paced.
5. To set the pace for (a rider, boat's crew, etc.)

in racing or training for a race.
.oaf nr !,* IT u : f / .* _ M

,
assistance of a Thames Rowing Club eight to pace them,

^f Q. A corruption of or blunder for PAUSE. Obs.

(Showing that/a<Y was pronounced as pass.)
1594 LYLY Moth. Bomb. i. iii, I am no Latinist Cand.

|
you must conster it. Can. So I will and pace it too ; thou
shalt be acquainted with case, gender, and number.

Pace, an early (14-15111 c.) spelling of PASS v.

Pacebil, obs. form of PEACEABLE a.

Paced (pi^st), a. [f.
PACE sb. and v. -f- -EI>.]

1. Having a (specified) pace, gait, or rate of

I walking or going : chiefly in parasynthetic comb.
'S^GKKKNK Mainillia\\. Wks. (Rtldg.) 316/1 Dames now-

i a-days. .Pac'd in print, brave lofty looks, not us'd with the

vestals. 1594 J. DICKENSON Arisbas(\^^ 78 An high-pac'd

I

Muse, treading a lofty march, c 16x1 CHAPMAN Ilieui xnt. 24
i His brazen-footed steeds, All golden-maned, and paced with
i wings. 16.. DRYDEN (J.), Revenge is sure, though some-
' times slowly pac'd. 1899 Academy 15 July 60/2 The best

of life comes to the even-paced.

2. Traversed or measured by pacing.
1869 LD. LYTTON O>val 169 The primly-paced saloons of

Art and Science. 1882 FLOYER Unexpl. Baluchistan 177

Hills, each with a paced base of from half a mile to a mile.

3. Racing. Having the pace set by a pace-maker.
1890 Daily News 8 Apr. 8/6 The National Cyclists' Union

..forbade all riders holding its licences. .to attempt a paced
ride of any description on the road.

Pace-gard, -guard, var. PASSE-GARDE.

Face-maker. [PACE j^. 1]
1. A rider (boat's crew, etc.) who makes or sets

the pace for another in racing or training for a race.

1884 Pall Mall (/'. 29 Mar. 2/2 The same scratch-crew
acted as pace-maker for both the university eights. 1891
Ibid. 6 Aug. 1/3 To establish a record for a mile without
pace-makers, in order that comparisons may be drawn
between the times of an unassisted ritier and one paced.
1900 J>~icidZ Sept. 384/1 The value of the pacemaker a> a
mere leader who set a racing pace, .was lost sight of \vhtn
his utility as a wind-shield became recognized.
2. An apparatus fixed to a bicycle to indicate

when the rider is going at the required pace.
1896 Godcys Mag. Apr. 377/1 On the same lines is a pace-

niaker that can be set at any desired rate.. .\Vhile this rate
Ls maintained, it rings a bell.

Pacenient, obs. form of PASSEMENT.
Pacer v p^'S3j}. [Agcnt-n. from PACK

z>.]

1. gen. One who paces ; one who walks with
measured step ;

one who traverses or measures (a

path, distance, etc.) by pacing.
1835 L. HUNT Capt. Sivcrd ii, Pacer of highway and

piercer of fuid. 1886 DOWDKN Shdl<y JJ. ^_-o The pacers
on the ten-ate descried a strange sail rounding the point.

2. A horse that paces, or whose ordinary gait is

a pace : see PACK sl>.
1 6 b, v. 3.

a 1661 FI-LLILR // 'orthicS) Ilnntin^ton. (1662) 51 It is given
to thorough-paced-NaggJt, that amble naturally, tu trip
much vhile.st artificial pacers goe surest on foot. 1708 J.
t'liAMin-.KLAYNE -S/. Gt. l>rit. L I. iv. (I73/J 32 Your Nvw
Kngland Pads are esteemed as the swiftest Pacers. 1740
}} \VNARU Health (ed. 6) 31 Be your horse a pacer, or a trotter.

1809 W. \Wf\KGKnickerb. V. vi, He entered Ni-\\ -An..-ti r-

darn as a conqueror, mounted on a. Naraganset \
acer. 1817

Sporting Mag. L. 25 The parson of tfie parish., mounts the
old pacer. 1829 Sporting Mag. XXIII. 266 The Nairn-

ganset pacer is extina. 1884 E. KGGLICSTON in Ccnituy
.If'ig. Jan. 445/1 'J he awkward but 'prodigiously

1

r. : pi<l

natural amble of ihe American pacer. 1900 Field June A
pacer .. canters with his hind legs, and truts with his foie leg-;.

b. One\\ho trains a horse to pace; a trainer.

1656 KARL MON.M. tr. Boccalini's Ad-'ts.fr. Parnass. \. xli.

(1674) 54 Coults might not put TraincU upon their Pacers.

3. kacing. = J'ACK-MAKEB i.

1893 Pall Mall G. 10 July 10 2 In the content of Saturday
the riders were permitted to Lave pacemakers; but the

innovation was not entirely successful, the competitors
several times overrunning the pacer.

4. colloq. Anything that goes at a great pace.
1890 Cent. Diet. 1901 FARMER Slang.

Pacha, Fachalik, var. ff. PASHA, PASHALIC.

Pachche, pache, obs. ff. PATCH. Pache,
obs. var. PASCHE, Laster. Pachemia = pachy-
hxmict s. v. PACHY-.

Pachent, obs. form of PAGKAXT.

|j Fachisi (patjrsi). Also 8 pacheess ; 9
pachchisi (cn'un.farchesi, -chisi). [a. Hindi/t2(7/-

(fk*j2sl, lit.
t

Qipack{ch\is\ i.e. twenty-five.] A four-

handed game jiluyed in India, on a cruciform board
or (more often) cloth, with six cowries for dice: so

named from the highest throw, which is twenty-five.

(A simplified form is known in Pairope as litdo.}

1800 Asiatic Ann. Reg.) Hfisc, Tracts 314/2 In one square
Court the pavement is worked with squares, in the manner
of the cloth used by the Indians for playii.g the game called

Pacheess. 1867 A. F. BKLLASIS in E. Falkener Games AJIC.

$ Orient. (1892) 258 There ! a gigantic pachishee board at

the palace at Agra where the squares are inlaid with marble
on a terrace. 1892 KITTING & IJAJ.KSTIER Xaulakka 78 It

seemed to him no extraordinary mark of court favour tu play
pauhisi with the King. 1892 K, FAI.KI-XKR Games Anc. <y

Orient. 257 Pachisi is the national game of India.

Facinielite (parkn^Uit). Alin. [Named 1863,
f. Gr. iraxwi hoar-frost + -LITE.] Hydrous fluoride

of aluminium, calcium, and sodium, occurring on

cryolite in small white crystals.
1866 Ai>ier. yml. Sci. XLI. 199 Knop lias named the new

species Pachnolite. 1868 DANA Min. (ed. 5) 129 Found
with paclmolite on the cryolite of Greenland.

Pachometer (pak^-mAoa). Physics. = Pachy-
nieter : see PACHY-.

1857 MAYNE Expos. Lex., An instrument invented by
Benoit for measuring the thickness of the glass of mirrors :

a pachometer. 1875 in KNIGHT Diet. Meek.

Pachy- (p^e'ki, paki'), before a vowel also

paeh.-, combining form of Or. uaxv-s
*

thick,

large, massive ', used in the formation of zoological,

botanical, and pathological terms :
|| Pachysemia

pachyhxmia. || Pachyblepharosis (-blefar^'-sis)

Path. [Gr. p^t(papov eyelid], chronic inflammatory

thickening of the eyelid (Mayne .>/<?*. Lex. 1857).

Fachycardian (-kaudian) a. Zool. [Gr. tcapbia

heart], of or belonging to the Pachycardia, or

main body of the vertebrates having a thick

muscular heart; sb., a vertebrate of this group.
Pachycarpous (-ka'-ipas) a. Bot. [(ir. /capiros

fruit], having large thick fruit (Mayne 1857).

Fachycephalic (-s/fse'lik) a. [Gr. K<t>a^-rj head],

having a very thick skull, exhibiting pachycephaly.

Facbycephaline (-se'falain) a. Ornith. t of or per-

taining to the Pachycephalitis?)
the thick-heads or

thick-headed shrikes. Fachyceplialous (-se-falss)

a. = pachycephalic ; spec., of or pertaining to the

Pachycephala, a division of parasitic Crustacea or

fish-lice. Fachycephaly (-se'fali), thickness of

the skull. Fachycholio (-kp-lik) a. Path. [Gr.

XoA^ bile], relating to pachycholia or morljid

thickness of the bile (Mayne 1857). Fachydao
46-a



PACHY-.

tyli -yls (-darktil) a. Zool. [Gr. SaKTV\os finger],

having thick fleshy digits; sl>., an animal with

thick toes (Webster 1864). Fachyda'ctylons a.

[-ous], prec. a.
\\ Paehydermia Path. [Gr.

Sippa skin], thickening of the skin
; hence Pachy-

de'rmialtf. Pachye'my=/a<7y/;av;'<z; sopachy-
einic, pachyemous, adjs. (Mayne 1857). Fachy-
glo'ssal a. Zool. [Gr. f\uiaaa tongue], of or

pertaining to the Pachyglossx, lizards with short or

thick fleshy tongues, or the Pachyglossi, a tribe of

Parrots ;
so Pachyglcrssate. Fachyglo'ssons

a., thick-tongued(Maynei857). Fachygnathous
(paki'gnaj>3s) a. [Gr. yvaS-os jaw], thick-jawed

(Cent. Diet.}. || Fachyhse'mia [Gr. af,ua blood],
thickness of the blood ; so Pachylise'mic a.,

relating to pachyhsemia. Pachyliae mous a. , having
thick blood (SyJ. Soc. Lex. 1893). || Fachy-
hyme-nia, Fachyme'nia Path. [Gr. v/tiyi' mem-
brane], thickening of the skin ; hence Fachy-
me'nic,-hyme'nicrt., thick-skinned (Mayne 1857).

|| Pachylo'sis (also pacha-) : see quot. Fachy-
meningitis (-menindgai'tis) Path. [MENINGITIS],
inflammation of the dura materof the central nervous

system, cerebral or spinal. l| Pacliyme'ninx

(-mrninks) [Gr. /i^'Yf membrane], the dura mater

(Syd. Soc. Lex. 1893). Pachymeter (paki'mftai)

-METEB] (also pacho-), an instrument for measur-

ing the thickness of glass, metal plates, paper, etc.

Pachyodont (pje'kwdjmt) a. [Gr. 65ot!s, 65o'fT-

tooth], having massive teeth. Fachyo'pterous
=

pachypterous. Faohyote (pEe'ki^i't) a. [Gr.

out, car- ear], having thick leathery ears ; sl>., a
thick-eared bat, of genus Pachyotus; so Faohy-
o'tous a. (Syd. Soc. Lex. 1893). Fachyphyllous
f-fi'bs) a. Bot. [Gr. $\i\Kov leaf], having thick

leaves (Mayne). Pachypod (pre'kip^d), Fachy-
podous (paki'padas) adjs. [Gr. irovs, iroS- foot],

having a large thick foot. Pachypterous (paki'-

ptsras) a. [Gr. irrfpuv wing, feather], having thick

wings or fins, as an insect, a bat, or a fish. Pachy-
rliyiichous (-ri-nkaa) n. [Gr. Traxvppv^xoy i f.pvyx *

snout], having a large thick bill. Fachysanrian
(-sg'rian), a thick-skinned saurian. Pachysti-
chous (paki-stikDs), a. Bot. [Gr. rrnx-os row, line],

thick-sided, applied only to cells (Treas. Bot.

1 866). Pachytrichous (-Hrikas), a. [Gr. Opif,

rpix- hair], having thick hair (Mayne 1857).

tS^BBMtnxvtT.TfffftanfsAtttAr'iJf.
v. i77*Pachycephalic,

skull with thick hypertropbied parities. 1858 HITCHCOCK
Ichnsl. Mass. 81 We should infcra larger number of *pachy-
dactylous than leptodactylous animals to have made the
tracks. 1897 AMutt's Syst. Me,/. IV. 832 Chronic inflamma-
tion of the mucous membrane of the larynx . . may exist with
the "pachydermial affection. 1893 ^yd. Soc. Lex.,

*Pathu-
losis, . . Sir Krasmus Wilson's term for a skin disease in which

[-

1899 AUl'h
d. VI. 854 A certain degree of compression of the cord

caused by pachymeningitis. 1884 KNIGHT Diet. Me.h.

Suppl., ^Pachymeter, a Viennese instrument which deter-

mines the thickness of paper to the i-icooth of an inch. 1842
BRANDEZ>IC/. Sci. etc., *Pathyotes, . . the name of a family of

bats, . .including those which have thick external ears. 1864
WEBSTER, Pachyote. 1857 MAYNE Exp'^s. Lex., Parity-

podus, . . applied by Gray to an Order [of molluscs] corre-

sponding to the ConchiferaCrassipedcs of Lamarck: *pachy-
podous. 1881 FREWER tr. Holao's-j Yrs. S. Africa I. 140 In

the abdomen of this *pachysaurian there is found a collection

of lobulated fatty matter.

Pachyderm (px'kidaim), sb. and a. [a. F.

pachyderme sb. (Cuvier 1797), ad. Gr. TraxvSfpn-os

thick-skinned, f. waxv-s thick + S'p/t skin. In

a general sense, paclmdenne adj. occurs casually in

Fr. c 1600 (Hatz.-Darm.).]
A. sb. Zool. A thick-skinned quadruped ; spec,

one of the Pacliytieri/iala of Cuvier.

1838 Penny Cycl. XII. 415/2 That the quadruped under
Consideration [Hyrax] is a true Pachyderm. 1853 KANE
Grinnelt Exp. xx. (1856) 160 That marine pachyderm, the

tusky walrus 1880 HAUGHTON Phys. Geog. ii. 53 England
was inhabited by herbivorous pachyderms. .previous to the
elevation of the east and west chain.

b. fig. Cf. PACHYDERMATOUS 2.

1867 GARFIELD in Century Afag. (1884) Jan. 417/2 Like all

politicians he seems to have become a pachyderm. 1894
\V. T. STEAD in Kevieiv of Rev. <Amer. ed.) Apr. 428 To
shrink from the rude shocks and jars which tough pachy-
derms bear with unruffled composure.

B. adj. Zool. - PACHYDERMATOUS a.

1868 Ar
at. Encycl. I. 821 Anthracotheriunt, a fossil genus

of pachyderm mammals.
HencePachyde'rmal, Pachyde'rmic, adjs. Zool.

1847 ANSTED Anc. World ix. 197 The gigantic living

pachydermal mammals, such as the elephant, rhinoceros,
and hippopotamus. 1838 Penny Cyd. XII. 416/2 The
general balance of resemblance . . is strongly in favour of the

Pachydermic relationship of the animal. 1840 Ibid. XVII.
151/2 These and other Pachydermic forms.

II Pacliydennata(p;ekid5'jmata),j/>.//. Zool.

[mod.L., f. Gr. Tra^tJ-s thick + ctipua, Sip/jar- skin.]
An order of Mammalia in Cuvier's system of

classification, consisting of the hoofed or ungulate

360

quadrupeds which do not chew the cud, as the

elephant, rhinoceros, hippopotamus, hyrax, horse.
Disused by recent zoologists; its constituents being dis-

tributed into various orders.

1823 I'UCKLAND Rcliq. Dilnv. 37 It is foreign to the habits
of the hyaena to prey on the larger pachydermata. 1847
VOUATT Horse v. 107 The horse does not ruminate, and
therefore belongs to the order pachydermata.

Pachyde-rmatocele. J'at/i. [f.
as prcc. 4-Gr.

KTJ\T] tumour.] A tumour arising from hypertrophy
of the corium and subcutaneous areolar tissue.

1854 V". MOTT in Mt-d.-Chirurg. Trans. Ser. n. XIX. 155
{title? On a peculiar form of tumour of the skin, denom-
inated

'

Pachydermatocele '. 1900 Lancet z June 1593/2.

Paohyde-rmatoid, a. [See -DID.] Akin to

the Pachydermata.
x88 in OGILVIE.

Pachydermatous (paekida-jmatai), a. [f.

PACHYDERMATA + -ous.]
1. Of or belonging to the Pachydermata.
1823 BUCKLAND Reliq. Dihiv. 1 8 Teeth of the larger

pachydermatous animals are not abundant. 1874 Woou
JVat. Hist. 245 The last on the list of the pachydermatous
animals is the well-known Hippopotamus, or River Horse.

2. fg. Thick-skinned; not sensitive to rebuff,

ridicule, or abuse ; not easily affected by outside

influences.

1854 LOWELL Keats Prose Wks. 1890 I. 229 A man cannot
have a sensuous nature and be pachydermatous at the same
time. a. 1876 M. COLLINS Tk. in Garden 11080) II. 299, 1 doubt
whether the poet might not find better employment than

lashing pachydermatous fools.

Hence Pachyde j

rmatously adv., Fachyde'rma-
tousness.
1854 WOOD Axtrtt. Life (1855) 367 [An animal] of whose

pachydermatousness, if we may com such a word, there is

no doubt. This is the Giraffe, whose hide is more than an
inch in thickness. 1865 MORLEY Mod. Characteristics 35
The conditions of social and intellectual pachydermatousness
are in themselves equally wonderful. 1900 Wcstm.Gaz. I Oct.

1 1/3 Ly being able pachydermatously to withstand the pro-
tests to which we have referred.

Paehydermia, -dermial : see PACHT-.

Pachyde-rmoid, a. = PACHYDEKMATOID.
1856 KANE Arct. Expt. II. i. 16 The frost-tempered junks

of this pachydermoid amphibian [walrus]. 1877 LK CONTE
Elan. Geol. in. (1879) 547 The L>iprotodon . . a pachydcr-
muid Kangaroo as big as a rhinoceros.

Fachydermous (pa-kido-jmas), a. rare. [f.

as PACHYDERM -t- -ous.] Thick-skinned, pachy-
dermatous, b. Hot. Thick-coated.

1836 En^ycl. Brit. (ed. 7) XIV. 146/2 The removal of the

genus Equus. .would enable us to simplify our definition of
the pachydermous tribes.

Pachyglossal to Pachymeter : see PACHY-.

Pachyntic (psekhitik ,
a. J\Ied. [ad. Or.

TTO.\VVTIK-US of thickening quality, f. ira\vv-tiv to

thicken.] a. Having the power of thickening the

bodily fluids, b. Fleshy, fat.

1890 BILLINGS .Vat. Mud. Diet. 1893 Syd. Soc, Lex.

Pachyodont to Pachytrichous : see PACHY-.

Pachytic (packi'tik ,
a. Med. [f.

Gr. na\vT-i]s
thickness + -1C.]

=
prec.

1857 MAYXE Expos. Lex., Pachyticns,. .of or belonging to

racltytes: pachytic. 1890 J. S. BILLINGS Xat. Med. Diet.

II. 276 Pachytic. .1 Thick, obese, 2 Pachyntic.

Paci, obs. inf. of PASS v.

Paciable, -ibil, obs. forms of PEACEABLE.

Pacience, -ent, etc., obs. ff. PATIENCE, -ENT.

t Paci'ferous, a. Obs. [f. L. pacifer peace-

bringing + -ous.] Peace-bringing. Hence fPacr-
ferousness.
1656 BI.OUNT Glossogr., Paciferous. 1727 BAILEY vol. II,

Paiiferousness,. .peace bringing quality.

Facifiable (parsifoiiab'l), a. [(.
PACIFY +

-ABLE.] Capable of being pacified or appeased.
1618 T. ADAMS Fool !, his "sport Wks. 1861 I. 251 The

conscience.. is not pacinable whiles sin is within to vex it.

Pacific (pasi'fik), a. and sb. [ad. L. pdcific-us

peace-making, peaceful, f. pax, pac-em peace;
see -FIC : perh. through H.pacifiqite, -ficcjut{\^\.\\ c.

in Godef. Compl.}.]
A. adj. 1. Making, or tending to the making

of, peace ; leading to peace or reconciliation ; con-

ciliatory, appeasing.
111548 HALL Chron., Edvi. IV 248 b, Sore lamentyng..

that I did not performe and finally consumate, suche pol-

litique diuises..in my long life and paciffique prospentie.

1581 MULCASTEB Positions xxxix. (18871214 He appointed
the pacificque, and friendly Embassages. 1667 MILTON
P. L. XI. 860 An Olive leafe he brings, pacific signe. 1786
W. THOMSON Watson's Philip ///(i839) 275 The marquis
of Spinola. .had strenuously supported the pacific counsels

of Prince Albert at the court of Madrid. 1855 MIL.MAN f.at.

Chr. in. vii. (1864) II. 135 The pacific influence which

Gregory obtained in this momentous crisis.

2. Of peaceful disposition or character, not

belligerent, peaceable.
1641 J. JACKSON True Evang. T. m. 189 See whether is

more pacifique and charitable, and by consequent whether
is the more Euangelicall. 1751 JOHNSON Rambler No. 185

r 10 This pacifick and harmless temper. 1774 J. ADAMS in

Fam. Lett. (1876) 40, I saw tlie tears gush into the eyes of

the old grave pacific Quakers. 1879 DIXON Windsor II.

xii. 132 In the end he brought them to a more pacific view.

3. Characterized by peace or calm, peaceful, at

peace ; calm, tranquil, quiet.

PACIFICATION.

1633 T. JAMES l^oy. Iv, Pacificke and open Seas. 1865
CARLYLE Fredk. Gt. xvm. xii. (1872) VIII. 26 The road has
hitherto been mainly pacific.

b. Pacific Ocean, Sea, the 'Great Ocean' stretch-

ing between America on the east and Asia on the
west

; so called by Magellan, because found to be

relatively free from violent storms.
1 1S5S EDEN Decades 220 The sayde sea cauled Pacificum

that is peaceable.] 1660 F. BROOKE tr. Le Blanc's Trav. 332
The great pacifick gulph, which may be said one of the
calmest Seas of the world. 1777 ROBERTSON Jlist. Ajiier. v.

Wks. 1826, VI. 19 They enjoyed an uninterrupted course of
fair weather, with such favourable winds, that Magellan
bestow'd on that ocean the name of Pacific.

4. phr.
'

Pacific iron, m iron band round a lower

yard-arm into which the boom-iron screws
'

(Cent.
Did. 1 890). f Pacific Letters (also Letters Pacifi-
cal = L. literie pacifies, Gr. (mcrro\ai itpqrueaft,

orig. letters of commendation to the church in

another city or country recommending the bearer

as one in peace and communion with the Church ;

later, esp. letters recommending the bearer to the

alms of the faithful.

I79 J- JOHNSON Clergyw. I'ade J7. n. 85 Let no foreigner
be received without pacifick letters. Note. Pacifick Letters
were those given to any whether bishop, clergyman, or lay-
man on any occasion he had to travel to another city. 1725
tr. Dupiris Eccl. Hist. ijt/i C. I. v. n. 69 By Letters pacifick,
we understand, those which the Bishops gave lo the Poor
who were unjustly oppress'd or had need of Relief.

B. sfi.

1 1. a. //. Peace-offerings [rendering L. facifica,]
b. An offer or overture of peace, a^n Hirenieon. Obs.

1609 BIBLE (Douay) Ezek, xlv. 15 One ramme of a flocke

of two hundred.. for holocaust, and for pacifiques. 1687
Let.from Country 10 If.. she persists obstinately to refuse

i this national Pacirfick; the Dissenters, 1 hope, will consider
i their honest Interest.

2. The Pacific Ocean.
a 1821 KEATS Safin., On first looking into Chapman s

Homer 12 Like stout Cortez, when with eagle eyes He
stared at the Pacific. 1835 MAURY Phys. Gcog. Sea 54
'J he Atlantic is the most stormy sea in the world, the

Pacific the most tranquil. 1894 n'estni. Gaz. 4 Dec. 8/1
Because Keats made a mistake, is the real discoverer to

be defrauded to all time ? The Pacific was discovered

September 26, 1513, by Vasco Nunez de Balboa.

b. attrib.
' of the Pacific Ocean ', as Pacific slope,

State. Comb., as Pacificwards.
1855 MAUKY Phys. Geog. Sea 276 The great chain [of

mountains] that skirts the Pacific coast. Ibid. 283 On the

Pacific [Aleutian] islands there is an uninterrupted rain-fall

during the entire winter. Ibid. 355 The dry season on the

Pacific slopes. 1897 Daily News 30 Dec. 6/5 Russia's pro-

gress Pacificwards. 1902 WEBSTER, Pacific slope, that part
\j{ North America, -lying west of the continental divide.

Hence Faci-ficness (Bailey vol. II, 1727).

t Paci'ficable, a. Obs. [f. L. pacifica-re to

pacify + -BLE.]
= PACIFIABLE.

1621 Bp. HALL Heai'en upon Earth 4 The conscience is

not pacificable, while sinne is within to vex it.

Pacifical (pasi-fikal), a. [f. L. pacific-us (see

PACIFIC) + -AL.] Of pacific or peaceful nature;

peaceable. Letters pacifical : see PACIFIC a. 4.
c 1485 Digby Myst. (1882) lit. 1593 Bed hyraxkeof his good

be weyys pacyfycal. 1609 -'. Woman in Hum. I. i. in

liullen O. PI. IV, Sir. be pacificall, the fellowe was possest
\vith some critique frenzie. 1876 G. MEKEUITH ticauch.

Career I. xiii. 197 He had to think of what was due to his

pacifical disposition. 1883 Canons ofAnlioch vii. in Fulton

Index Canoimm 237 No stranger shall be received without

letters padfical.

Paci'fically, adv. [f. prec. + -LY-.] In a

pacific manner ; peacefully, peaceably.
1793 Residence in France (1797) I. 231 A few dragoons

have arranged the business very pacifically. 1865 CARLYLE

Fredk. Gt. iv. x. (1872) II. 33 Friedrich Wilhelm's first step,

of course, was to remonstrate pacifically.

Pacificate (pasi-fikeU), v. [f. L. pdcificdt-,

ppl. stem ofpacificdi e to make peace, to pacify.]

fl. intr. To make peace (with}. Obs. rare.

1646 Unliapfy Game at Scotch % Eng. 22 What is this

other then to pacificate with him without their joynt advice

aed consent?

2. trans. To give peace to, to pacify.

1827 SOUTIIF.Y Hist. Penins. ll'arll. 388 He would now

pacificate Roncal and the vallies of Aragon. 1865 CARLYLE

Fredk. Gt. XIV. v. (1872) V. 222 There is one ready method
ofpacificating Germany. 1884 SIR C. WARREN Memorandum
on Bcchtuinaland 29 Oct., The object . . is to remove the

filibusters from Bechuanaland, to pacificate the territory.

Hence Paei floated ppl. a.

1885 Munch. Exam. 14 Feb. 5/1 To make it [Khartoum]
the capital of a pacificated or subjugated Soudan.

Pacification (psessifikfl-fan). [a. F. pacifica-

tion (I5thc. in Hatz.-Darm.), ad. L. pacification-

em, n. of action from pacificare to pacify.] The

action or fact of pacifying or appeasing ; the con-

dition of being pacified ; appeasement, conciliation.

Edict of Pacification, an ordinance or decree enacted by
a prince or state to put an end to strife or discontent ; esp.

in French hist., one of the royal edicts in the i6th ce_ntury

granting concessions to the Protestants; e.g. those issued

in 1563, 1570, and the Edict of Nantes in 1598.

1490 CAXTON Entjdotvd. 77 That theswete wyndesshalle

putte hemselfe vp in pacifycacion
of the see. a 1548 HALL

Chron., Hen. VI 158 To begyn a shorte pacificacion in so

long a broyle. 1573 E. VARAMOND Rep. Outrages France

in ffarl. Misc. (Main.) I, The King . . gave his faith, that he

would for ever most sacredly and faithfully observe his
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They went into the Fort, .professing their desire for a

pacification. 1881 SHOKTHOUSE J. Inglcsant I. xiv. 204
[This] had much helped towards the pacification of his mind.

b. A treaty of peace.
1560 DAUS tr. Stcidancs Cojiiin. 458 b, In the meane season

tlie pacification of Passawe to remayne in full strength. 1655
G. LANK in Nicholas Pagers (Camden) III. 225 They haue
made noe provision for their recepi ion in the pacification. 1874
GREEN Short Hist. viii. 5. 516 The pacification at Berwick
was a mere .suspension ofarms. 1874 STUBBS Const. Hist.
I. xii. 522 The pacification was arranged on the isth of May.
Pacificator (pasi-fik^taj). [a. L. pacificator,

agent-n. from piicijicare to pacify. Cf. F. p'acifi-

cateur(c\spQ in Godef. C0w//.).] Oncwho pacifies
or brings to a state of peace ; a peace-maker.
1539 CROMWELL in Merriman Life fy Lett. (1902) II. 203

His nighnes remitteth the conclusyon of thair affaires with
any Ambassadours or pacificatours there. 1622 BACON
Hen. /*//5o He had in consideration the point of honour,
in bearing the blessed person of a pacificator. 1750 H.
WALVOLB Lett. //. Mann, (1834) II. 359 As he is a good
pacificator.. we may want his assistance at home before the
end of the winter. 1847 LEWKS Hist. Philos. (1867) I. 25
Greece, .drawn into the contest as pacificator and arbiter.

Pacificatory (pasrfikatari), a. [ad. 'L.padfi-
cdtori-itS) f. pacificator : seeprec. and -OUY.] Tend-

ing to make peace.
Pacificatory Letters Letters Paclftcal.
'583 FoxE-4.

($ Af. 2154 '2 Whervpon a certeine agreement
pacificatory was concluded betwene them. 1659 HAMMOND
On Ps. cxx. 7 Paraphr. Cz/^My words l>e never so friendly
and pacificatory. #1677 BARROW Unity ofCh. ix. Wks.
1831 VII. 497 All churches did maintain intercourse and
commerce with each other by. .pacificatory, commendatory,
synodical epistles. 1893 Times 27 Dec. 3/-> It will maintain
in its political tendencies a pacificatory policy.
Hence Faci'ficatoriiiess (Bailey vol. II, 1727).
Pacifi-city. rare.

[f. PACIFIC + -ITY.] The
quality of being pacific, pacific character.
1800 W. TAYLOR in Robberds Mem. (1843) I. 35^ We are

..trusting with the old confidence in Air. Pitt's pacific! ty.

tPaci'ficous,^. Obs. [See -oi;s.]
= PACIFIC.

1608 J. KING Scrtft. 24 Mar. 20 Salomon the pacificus,
king of Salem, prince of peace. i6n COTGR., Pacifeque,. .

pacificous. i57o HACKET Abp. Williams r.(i6g2) 7.) Such
as were transported with Warmth to be a fighting, prevail'd
in Number, before the Pacificous.

Pacifier (ps'sifgiaj). [f. PACIFY + -EK 1.] One
who or that which pacifies or appeases.
1533 ^'OKE Apel. xiii. 94 Yf this pacyfyer of this dyuysyon

wyl say that this is nothing lyke the present mater. 1748
RICHARDSON Clarissa iSn) III. xxxii. 191 It looks as if lie

withheld them for occasional pacifiers. 1846 Ti?ENCH-I//ro<:.
v. (1862) 169 The pacifier of the tumults and the discords in
the outward world.

Pacify (pre-sifai), v. [a. F. pacifi-er (icfti. c.

in Littre, OF. paccfier 1250 in Godef.), ad. L.

pacificare, f. pdcific-us PACIFIC: see -FT.]
1. trans. To allay the anger, excitement or agita-

tion of (a person) ; to calm, quiet; to appease.
(In first quot. facySett is app. an error for pacifee.)
1460 G. ASIIBY Dicta Philos. 841 To pacificie [orig.

facificare] your enemye, be studious, Thaugh of youre
strengh empower ye be seure. 1484 CAXTON Fables t>f
Alfonce viii, Thenne was the kynge wel appeased and

ficyfyed.
1347 BOOKDE Introd. Knowl. xxiv. (1870) 181,

haue money in my pooke To pacyfye the Pope, the Turke,
and the lue. 1601 SMAKS. Tivel. N. in. iv. 309 He will not
now be pacified. 1717 LADY M. W. MONTAGU Let. taC'tcss
Alar 16 Jan., Pray say something to pVifyher. 1861 GEO.
ELIOT Silas M. iii, You drain me of money till I have got
nothing to pacify her with.
absol. 1548 UDALL Erasm. Par. Lvfic xv. 328 Eueri

vain & void pleasure of the world, _which dooeth but for
a -shorte space pacific.

b. To calm or appease (passion, etc.).
1528 ROY Safe me (Arb.) 85 Howe be it ye do pacify The

rigoure of god almighty. 1628 WITHER Brit. Rememi. 111.

T575 Thy selfe apply Gods just incensed wrath to pacific.
1758 JOHNSON Idler No. 2 f 4 How skilfully I can pacify
resentment. 1875 JOWKTT Plato (ed. 2) I. 161 If they have
wronged him and he is angry, he pacifies his anger and is

reconciled.

2. To bring or reduce to a state of peace ;
to

calm, quiet : a. strife, contention, rebellion, etc'

1494 FABYAN Chron. vi. clix. 149 The which was lyke to
haue turnyd the pope to great trowble, if he by polytyke &
wyse meanes had not shortly pacyfyed the mater. 1563
Homilies n. H'ilful Retell. I. (1859) 560 "All domesticail
rebellions being suppressed and pacified. 1759 HUME Hist,

f-"^- (1812) IV. xxix. 40 [The Emperor] in ten days arrived

in_ Spain, where he soon pacified the tumults which had
arisen in his absence.
atsol 1829 S. TURNER Mod. Hist. Eng. III. it. v. 171 The

diet that was intended to pacify, broke up in July, leaving
everything as unsettled and as discordant as before,

t b. parties at strife : to reconcile. Obs.
cisoo Klelusine xxxvi. 245 He dyscomfyted the Due in

batayll, and made hym to be pacyfyed with the kynge of
Anssay. 1571 CAMPION Hist. Irel. n. i. (1633) 57 Certaine
Bishops resciant there . . pacified the Townesmen to their

King. 1800 Asiat. Ann. Kef., Misc. Tracts 107/1 Having
made choice of Abubekre, who had greatly exerted himself
in pacifying the two parties.

c. a country or district : to reduce to peaceful
submission, to establish peace and tranquillity in.

11548 MALI. Chron., Hen. VIII 19 All the pillage almoste
was restored, and the

countrey pacified. 1565 Keg. Privy
Council Scot. I. 394 To send fourtie .. men of weir to the
West Bordour for helping to pacific the cuntre. 1651

I HOBBES Leviath. \. x. 46 Counts . . were left to govern and

J

defend places conquered, and pacified. 1899 Westm. Geiz.
18 Apr. 7/1 It would take 100,000 men to pacify the islands.

d. Jig. and transf. To calm, appease.
1526 Pilgr. Perf. (W. dc W. 1531) 149 b, It ihall pacifyc

the senses, quenche euyll thoughtes. 1582 T. WATSON
( 'cntnrie of Lone c, Poems fArb.) 137 But somewhat more
to pacyfle my minde. 1738 JOHNSON London 197 Swift o'er
the land the dismal rumour flies, And publick mournings
pacify the skies. 1846 TRENCH Mirac. iv. (1862) 147 First

bl.iminc; their want of faith, and then pacifying the storm.

3. ititr. To become peaceful, calm down.
1509 HAWES Past. Pleas, xxxviii. (Percy Soc.) 198 My

dolorous herte began to pacyfy. 1880 BARING-GOULD \Mcha-
lak vii. (1884) 94 She is a Pacific Ocean when not vexed
with storms. She will pacify presently.
Hence Pa'cified ///.., Pa'cifying

1

v&/. sl>. and

///. a., Pa'cifyingly adz 1

.

I
537.in W. H. Turner Select. Rec. Oxford 146 For the

| pacifying
and determination of which variance. 1552

|

Hi LOI-.T, Pacified, dettniins. Ibid., Pacifyinge, or whyche
doth pacifye, fticiJicatoHus. (71652 J. SMITH Sel. Disc.

J
x. 511 A pacifying and quieting of all those riots and
tumults. ^1704 T-rP.Kowx Pleasant Ep. \Vks. 1730 I. m

j

Write a few pacifying strains. 111708 BEVEKIDGE 7/'; ( .v.

T/ifol. II. 371 Is it not a blessed tiling. .to have a pacified
conscience? 1843 D. JERROLD Punch's Lett, xviii. Wks.
1864 III. 486 The wine . . spe:iks pacifyingly, soothingly.

r Pacing (ivi-siij), vbl. sb. [f. PACK v. + -ING!.]

|

The action of the verb PACK. q. v.

1706 Lend, Gaz. No. 4285/8 Stolen or strayed.. a roan
Mare.. all her Ways, except Pacing. 1785 G. FUKSTKK tr.

Sfarrmatt's I'oy. Cafe G, II. (17861 II. 293 The beast

[a rhinoceros], .kept on an even and steady course, which,
in fact, was a kind of pacing. 1824 GALI Rothelan II. iv.

iv. 126 He now and thtm turned, or paused in his pacing,
to look over the battlement 1876 'J'. HARDY Jlthelberta.

(1890) 304 The .. horse's pacing made scarcely more noise
than a rabbit would have done in limping along.
attrib* 1681 \V. KOBKHTSON* Phraseol. Gen. (1693) 97A pacing saddle; Ephippium totutarium, 1896 DailyNews

28 Oct. 7/6 The suggested new rule and its sub-sections on
the pacing question were favourably received.

Pacing, ///. a. [f. as prcc. + -IXG-.] That
paces (see PACE z'.

v

; spec, of a horse (see PACK v. 3\
1652 EARL MONM. tr. Bcntivoglio's Hist. Relat. 152 When

the Coach-horses were tired ; he and his wife got upon the

pacing geldings. 1828 SCOTT F. M. Perth viii, First

appeared Simon Glover on a pacing palfrey.

Paciiiiail (pasi'nian), a.
[f.

name of the

Italian anatomist Paeini (1812-1883) + -AX.] Of
or described by Paeini.
racinian body, corpuscle^ one of numerous oval seed-like

bodies attached to nerve endings, esp. of the cutaneous
nerves of the hand and foot.

1876 DUHKIXG Dis. Skin 27 Paciman corpuscles, are quite
large, well-defined, oval or olive-shaped bodies. 1899 All-
butfs Syst. Med. VI. 252 It may be that the Pacinian
corpuscles, .are susceptible to painful impressions.

Pack (p^lO, sb^- Forms: 3-7 packe, 4-5
pakke, (4 palke', 4-6 pak, ',5-6 pake), 4- pack.
[ME. packe, pakke pearly i3th c.) corresponds to

early MFlem./ zc(i2thc.), MDn. (a 1300), MLG.,
Dm, LG./a; (late) MUG. and Ger. pack ; also

\cdLpakki (1337), Sw. packa, Da., Norw. pakke ;

obs. F. pacque (^1510 in Godef.), AngloL. (15-
i6th Q,^} paceus ; mod. It. pacco ;

mod. Ir. pac.
t App. immediately from Flemish, Dutch, or Low German
in i2thc. The earliest instance of tlie word yet recorded is

of 1199 at Ghent, in \Varnkunig-Gheldolf Hist, dc Gaud 236
* Omne pac, quod 'in curru fertur, sive parvum, sive rnnii-

num, si fuerit funiculatum, debet quatuor denarios '. Pac
occurs also at Utrecht in 1244 (Hcihlbaum Hans. Urknn-
dcnlntch I. 109). The verb (PACK f. 1

) appears at an early date
in connexion with the wool trade, and it is known that the
trade in English wool was chiefly with the Low Countries.
The Fr. examples ofpacque and Pacqhuns packhouse (at
Ghent and Lille) are prob. from Flemish. Ulterior history
and origin unknown. The conjecture (in Diez, Kurung, etc.),
that /.re is Romanic, seems ill-founded ; the '

late \S pctccns
being merely Anglo-Latin, i.e. the latinized form of Eng.
Pack', the word is quite late in It. Irish fiaca, pac is from
Eng. (Senses 8-12 below, esp. 10-12 are rather from PACK v.)]

1. A bundle of things enclosed in a wrapping or
tied together compactly, esp. to be carried by a
man or beast

;
a package, parcel, esp. one of con-

siderable size or weight ;
a bale

; spec, a bundle of

goods carried by a pedlar.
a 1225 After, R. 166 Noble men & gentile ne bere# nout

packes. 1313-14 Durham Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 512 In vj
cordis pro Pakkis empt. 5*. 1377 LANGL. /'. /'I. B. xm. 201
Me were leuer, by owre lorde and I lyue shulde, Haue
pacience perfitlich ban half \n pakke of bokes ! Ibid. xiv.
212 pere >e pore preseth bifor >e riche with a pakke at his

rugge. M7a-5 Rolls of Parlt. VI. 155/2 To doo unpakke
there tho Pakkes and Fardels. 1579 SI-KNSER Sliepk. Cal.
May 240 A pedler . . Bearing a trusse of tryfles at hys hacke,
As bells, and babes, and glasses in hys packe. 1643 Deciar.
Lords <y Comm. t

Reb. Ireland 49 Having taken out of her
[a ship] eleven packs of Cloth. 1784 COWPER Task i. 465A pedlar's pack, that bows the bearer down. 1803 WELLING-
TON in Gurw, Desp. II. 20 Letter. .from the Military Board,
upon the subject of packs for bullocks. 1844 Regul. <y Ord,
Army 157 The Pack is to be invariably on when fitting the
Accoutrements. 1884 H. SPENCER in Contemp. Rev, Feb.
161 There is a Pedlar's Act.. giving the Police power to
search pedlars' packs.

fb. Bundle of money", stock of cash
; cash-box.

CJ394 P. PI. Crcde 399 per is no peny in my pakke [JlfS.

palke] to payen for my mete. 1578 Reg. Privy CouncilScot.
Ser. I. III. 39 Having wairit thair haill pak thair-upoun.

c. fig. (Usually with conscious reference to the
literal sense.)

1568 T. HovfXiLAr&.AMttiedfyp) 73 Bicause thou cleane
dcliuered art, of great and heauie pack. 1581 J. )!FM.
ILiddoris Answ. Ospr. 128 There is no- .skill in the learned
that is not in Osoiius packe. 1633 G. HERBERT Temple^
C'/t. Porch xxiv, Man is a shop of rules, a well-truss'd pack

j

Whose every parcell tinder-writes a law. 1798 SOUTHEY
I To Jlfarg-, Hill 17 Like Christian on his pilgrimage, I bear

|

So heavy a pack of business.

2. As a measure, definite or indefinite, of various
commodities: see quots.
1488-9 Act

_4 Hen. VII, c. 22 The gold packed .. weyeth
not above vij unces, and sold for iij li. sterling the pack.
1545 BRINKLOW Compl. ii. (1874) 12 Whan he sold his clothys
fnr a resonable price the pack. 1706 PHILLIPS, Pack of
//>(>//, a Horse-load, consisting uf se\enteen Stone and two
Pounds, or 240 Pound weight. 1778 hng. Gazetteer (ed. 2)
s. v. ,\ orwzcA, The weavers here.. use many thousand packs
of yarn spun in other counties. 1805 FOKSYTM J>fntttr\'s
Scot/. II. 127 Of wool. . . A pack is 12 stones ; that is, 24 lib.

I of white, and 25 j lib. of. ./arV/ wool to the stone. 1812.Sin (i.

PHEVOST in Examiner 5 Oct. 630/1, yco packs of furs.

1847-78 HALLIWELL, PaJt..i\ measure of cuals, containing
about three Winchester bushels. 1858 SIMMONDS Diet.
Trade I*rodu<.ts s v., A pack of flour or Indian-corn meal,
flax, etc. weighs 280 Ibs. ; of wool 240 Ib>. net : formerly, in

many parts of the country it was 252 Ibs. 1890 Cent. Dut.,
i'ack. .. A package of gold-le-if containing 20 'books' of
^5 leaves each.

3. a. A company or set of persons ; generally
1

implying low character, or association lor some
tv;l purpose, but often merely expressing contempt
or depreciation, and formerly sometimes without
such implication; a 'gang *,

(

lot '.

13 . . Cursor M. 2212 (GfHt.) Fra est he brohut ane euyl
pack \Cott. felau.scap] .. Se.xti werkenien ^ai wtr. c 1385
CiiAfCKK L. G. II'. 2(jg Vit they were helhcne al tl;c pak.
c 1450 St. Cuthbcrt (Surlees) 3752 pou hase de^truyed v.s, ;i|

j <j pak. 1548 VDALL, elc. fcrasnt. Par, Mark vii. 50 The
Scribes, Phaiistis, >ea, and almoste all the whole packc of
the lc\\'es. 1578 UANIS'IKK Hist. Mau VIM, in The uholu
j ackc of the principal] Anathomistes liaue .. affirmed liue

pajTe of sinewes to the loyn.-s. 1652 SIR K. Xi< MOI.AS i:i

,"\ . r<i/'crs (Camden) 316 Mr. Whitelocke is as mischievous
to the K. and all his friend^ in England as any among the

pack of rebels. 1698 FRVI-R Ace. 1\. India .y /'.
p 7 A l\'u.l:

of Thieves that had infested the Roads a long time. 1768
(jot.ns.M. Gosd-n. Man i. i, A pack of drunken <^ervam>.
1820 hcoTT Monast . ,\, An the whole pack of ye were slain,
there were mure lost at Flodden. 1885 UUNXKLKV in A/atti //.

Exa.ni. 23 Mar. 6/1 The House. .resembles in many respect.i
a pack of schoolboys.

b. A large collection, or set (of tilings, esp.

abstract) ; a ''heap', 'lot'. ^Usually depreciative.)
1591 SHAKS. Two Gent. 111. i. 20 Rather. .Then (by con-

cealing it) heap on your head A pack of sorrow es. 1633 (j.

HERBERT Temple, Mitcric ix. No not to purchase the u hole

pack of starres : There let them shiiii-. 1638 /V//. Conf.
vii. (1657) 123 That ridiculous pack uf hrresie.s amassed by
the Council of Constance. 1693 Humours T<.nun 86 An
endless pack of Knaveries 1763 JKII-I.KSON Corr. \\'ks.

i5Q I. 185 Would you rather that I should write you a

pack of lies? 1862 MRS. CAKI.YLH Lett. III. 140 What
a pack of complaints ! 1880 GEN. SIK K. II. HAMLEY in

Shand Life (1895) 11. xvi. 17 Pack of nonsense.

1 4. Applied to a peison of luvv or worthless
character; almost al\\nys with naughty. Obs.

1526 Pilgr. Pof. iW. de W. 1531) 37]), Al though they be
wrached lyuers & noughty packes amonge. 1540 HYRUI-:
tr. I'irt-s' Instr. Chr. ll'om. i. vii. (1557; iS Callc hir a

naughtie packe : withe that one woorde thou haste taken all

from hir, and haste lufte hir bare and foulu. 1638 ROWLF.Y
Shoomaker a gentleman iv. (livb, Heti-.e you Whore -

master knave, . .Tlion naughty packe. 1725 DAILKY Jirnsu;,

Colhq. (18781 I. 76 What docs this idle Pack want? 1738
Swu-'i I'ol. Conversaf. 106, 1 never heard *he was a naughty
Pack. [1855 KINGSI.EY Wttstiu. Ho! ,\\

r

ii, Drake sent them
all off again for a lot of naughty packs.]
5. A number of animals kept or naturally con-

gregating together; applied spec, to a company of
hounds kept for hunting, and to those of certain

beasts (esp. wolves), and of birds (e.g. grouse)
which naturally associate for purposes of attack or

defence.

1648 Hunting of Fox 26 All joyn (like so many dogs in
a pack) in pursuing these Foxes. 1688 R. HOLME Armoury
n. 311/1 A Pack of (irous, or Heath-cock>. 1735 SoMi: KVII.I.E

Chase n. 100 So from the Kennel rush thu joyous Pack.

1774 GOI.US.M. Rctal. 107 He cast off his friends, as a hunts-
man his pack, For he knew when he pleased he could whistle
them back. 1795 Sou IIIKY JoanofArc\J\L<.. 1837 1. 179 When
from the mountains round reverberates The hungry wolves'

deep yell ; . .The famish*d pack come round. 1862 JOHNS Brit.
Birds 357 Coveys of Ptarmigan unite and form large packs.

b. 'The shepherd's portion in a "
hirsel", or

flock of sheep, grazed on the farm as his pay for

looking after the whole herd
'

(Jieslop AorthntttMd.
Wds. 1894) a ^so one of these, a pack-sheep.
[By some viewed as a distinct word and connected with

PACT, for which however no evidence has been found.]
1825 JAMIESON, Pafks^ the sheep, ofwhatever gender, that

a shepherd is allowed to feed along with In's master's flock,
this being in lieu of wages. 1831 StttJierland fa>-in Refi. 77
in Libr. Use/. Knowl., Husl\ III, Employing eleven
married shepherds and eight young men, this gives the
number of twelve hundred and fifty shepherds' sheep or

packs mingled among the master's flocks. 1886 C. SCOTT

Sheep-Fawning 148 If the shepherd is allowed a 'pack',
then of course the

*

pack sheep
'

have marks totally different

from the flock. 1888 Scott. Leader 23 Mar. 4 The '

pack
'

consisted of 50 sheep.
6. A complete set of playing-cards, varying in

number according to the game and the country

(see CARD sb* i).
c 1597 HARINGTON On Play in Nttgx Ant. (1804) I. 312 To
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skorne that gayne that is got with a packe of cards and dyce.

1653 H. COGAN tr. Pinters Trav. xxxviit. 151 \Viih three

of the worst cards in the pack. 1684 Lond. Gaz. No. 1925/4
The very best Cards shall be sold in London by the last

Retailer, at four Pence the Pack. 1711 ADDISON Sped. No.

93 p 8 Shuffling and dividing a Pack of C;irds. 1801 STRUTT

Sports <y Past. iv. ii. 291 The pack or set of cards, m the

old plays, is continually called a pair of cards. 1816 Sisxinu

Hist, Cards 38 The Spanish Pack consists, like the German,
of forty-eight cards only, the tens in the former, and the

aces in the latter, being omitted. 1878 H. H. GIBUS Ombre
7 A pack of forty Cards having no eights, nines, or tens,

among them.

7. A large area of floating ice in pieces of con-

siderable size, driven or 'packed' together into

a nearly continuous and coherent mass (as found

\\\ polar seas).

1791 Trans. Sac, Arts IX. 164 Close to a pack of ice.

1820 SCORKSBY in Ann. Keg. n. 1324/2 A pack is a body of
drift-ice of such magnitude, that its extent is not discernible.

1824 PARRY North ll'cst Passage i. 4 We came to the edge
of ttie

'

pack
'

in the course of the forenoon. 18 . . in Borth-

wick />>. Amer. Kdr. (1860) 264 If the field [of ice] is

broken into a number of pieces none of which are more than

forty or fifty yards across, the whole is called a pack.

8. Coal-mining. A mass of rough stones, etc.,

built up into a wall or pillar to support the roof.

1867 W. W. SMYTH Coal fy Coal-mining 142 Such stone,
and what breaks from the

rp-.f,
is often built up in packs, ur

masses of dry rubble walling; and the roads which pass

through the gob have thus to be protected by a pack wall

of some feet thick on either side. 1881 RAYMOND Mining
Glass., Pack, a wall or pillar built of gob to support the roof.

9. A pyramidal pile of fish set to dry.
18.. PKRLEY 'Cent.), After a fortnight's drying, the fish

should be put into a pack or steeple, for the purpose of

sweating.
10. An act or the action of packing (in various

senses: see PACK z/. 1 ).

i6i2 HARINGTON Ef>>gr, (1633) n. xcix, And thus what
with the stop, and with the pack, Poore Marcus, and his

rest g jes still to wrack, a 1700 IJ. E. Diet. Cant. Crewt

Pack, ..Pack of Juries, Packing of Cards. 1745 H. PKLIIAM
in W. Thompson R. .V. Advoc. (1757' n Let William

Thompson be continued as lately, in overlooking the Pack
[of meat in casks], and Pickling. 1760-72 H. BROOKE Fool

o/Ouat. (1809 IV. 125 All was hurry, pa^-k, and dispatch.

11. Hydropathy. The swathing of tne body in a

wet sheet, blanket, etc. (PACK v. 1 6 b) ;
the state

of being so packed ;
the sheet, etc., in which a

patient is tints packed. Also dry-pack: see qtiot.

1849 MRS. CARLVLE Lett. I. 47 The bath-woman should

have stayed with me during the fir^t
'

pack '. 1859 J. .S.MF.u-

I.KY Pr,i. tico.l Hydrop. 4 ; Wet packs may be repeated
several times in the space of twelve hours. Ibid. 45 The
dry pack is to produce a greater degree of perspiration,
and is useful in chronic nieamatism L-tc.]. Ibid, (1870)

87 It is not safe to leave a patient in pack without an
attendant near. 1899 Alllwtt's tyst. Mcd. VIII. 160 Wet
sheets, packs, sitz-baihs, and douches are of great value.

12. Ttie quantity (of hsh, fruit, etc.) packed in

tins or cans in a particular season or year.

1889 Pali Mall G. 20 Sept. 6/3 The value of this year's

pack, exclusive of salted fish and fresh salmon shipped, will

be. .
:>,^40,000 dols. 1896 Living Topics Cycl. (N.Y.) II. 189

During the year the canned fruit pack amounted to 1,280,000
cases. 1901 Scotsman 26 Mar. 5/1 Canadian fisheries, .the
'

pack *,
or quantity ca.nn.ed amounted to 16,403 tons.

13. Sho.t im pack-horse, pack-beast.
1887 MRS. DALY Digging fy Squatting 154, I had two

horses, one which I used as a 'pack ',
and the other I rode.

14. attrib. and Comb. a. attrib. Constituting or

serving lor a pack or bundle, as pack-bag^ -basket,

-box, -load, -paper \
loaded with or used for carrying

a pack, as paik-animal, -ass, -beast, -bullock^ -cow,

-donkey, -mule, -ox, -pony. b. objective and instru-

mental, as pack-bearer, -bearing adj., -carriage,

-driver, -laden adj. c. Special Combs. : pack
and prime way [cf. PRIME a,], local name lor

a way by which packs may be carried on horse-

back, etc., a bridle-way; svpack andprime bridge,

road\ pack-cinch (U.S.}, a wide 'cinch* or girth,
with a hook at one end and a ring at the other,

used with a pack-saddle ; pack-draper, an itine-

rant draper carrying his goods in a pack; pack-

drillj a military punishment (see quot. 18901;
pack-duck [DucK sb,'-'>\ (see quot.) ; pack-fork

(see quot.) ; pack-ice, ice forming a pack (sense

7) ; t pack-line, packthread ; pack-moth, a

species of clothes-moth {Anacampsis sarcitelld) ;

fpack-paunch,?a paunch like a pack, a big belly
or big-bellied person; pack-rat, a large American

species of rat; pack-road, a road along which

pack-animals are driven; pack-sheet, (a) a sheet

for packing goods in
; (t>) filed, a wet sheet for

packing or wrapping a patient in
; pack-train,

a train of pack- beasts with their packs; pack-
twine, twine used for tying up a pack, packthread ;

pack-wall (Coal-mining} : see sense 8
; pack-

ware, 'ware' or goods carried in a pack (in quot.

Jig.}', pack-way = pack-road; pack-wool, wool
done up in packs. Also I'ACK-HOBSE, -HOUSE, etc.

1628 COKE On Lilt, 56 A foot way and horse way,,
vulgarly is called a *pack and prime way. 1798 in Yorks.

N. $ Q- I- '89 A carriage bridge would be more convenient

to the public, than repairing the present pack and prime
bridge. 1888 Sheffield Gloss., Pack-and-prime road, a

packhorse road across the moors. 1884 J. COLBORNE Hicks
Pasha 44 The *pack animals we sent on as before. 1643
PRYNNE S0u. Power Part. \. (ed. 21 4 *Packe-asses with
P>els about their neckes. 1656 KARL MOXM. tr. Boccalints
Advts. fr. Parnass. I. xxix. (1674) 33, I should be baser
than a *

Pack-bearer, if I did not arrogate to my self the
whole power. 1603 DANIT.L Philotas \. \. Poems (1717) 322
Still they preach to us *Pack-bearing Patience, that base

Property. .of th' all-enduring Ass. 1877 BESANT & Rice
Son of I'ulc. I. 24 Myles .was sitting on an inverted box,
his own *pack-box, in front of the fire. 1845 STOCQUELER
Handbk. Brit. India 118541 38 *Pack-bul locks, camels,
pack-horses. 1707 J. CHAMBER LAYNK St. Gt. Brit. \. i. iv.

45 No where greater plenty of horses. .for Plough and

*Pack-Carriage. 1880 Miss UIRD Japan II. 268 *Pack-
cows with velvet frontlets embroidered in gold. 1880 Pall
Mii/l G. 10 July 7/2 He had. .five well-trained horses,
.sixteen *pack donkeys. 1880 JKI-TERIES Hodge -y M. II.

168 The *
pack-drapers come round visiting every cottage.

1845 W. H. MAXWELL Hints to Soldier I. 13 A full guard
house, dozens at *pack-drill. 1890 R. KIPLING So/dit-rs

Three (1891) 76 Mulvaney was doing pack-drill was com-

pelled that is to say, to walk up and down in full marching
order, with rifle, bayonet, ammunition, knapsack, and over-

coat. 1846 WORCESTER,
* Pack-Duck, a coarse sort of linen

for pack-cloths, etc. 1648-60 HEXHAM Dutch Diet., Ken
Rcft\ a *Pack-forke which Travellers use to carry their

packs upon. 1485 Naval Ace, Hen. I'll (1896) 38 Shanke

nokes..nj, *Pakke hok.es . . iiij, Leche hokes . . liij. 1876
DAVIS Polaris Exp. iil. 71 At 5 a.m. of the 26th, close

*pack-ice was a^ain encountered. 1901 Daily News 4 Mar.

7/4 They saw the patient but wily mule *pack-laden with
the sleeping bags and other impedimenta of the travellers.

1440 Eton Accts. in Atken. (1887) 63/1 [Purchase of string]
voc. paklynes [for measuring foundations of the college].

1858 SLMMONDS Diet. Trade, *Pack-load, the average load

an animal can carry on its back. ..The pack load for a man
is about 60 Ibs., for a pony 125 Ibs., for a bullock 210 Ibs.,

and for an elephant 1000 Ibs. z86z T. \V. HARRIS Insects

injur. / 'eget. (ed. 3) v. 493 The *pack-moth (Anacampsis
sarcitellii\ which is very destructive to wool and fabrics

made of this material. 1895 Outing (U.S.) XXVII. 246/2
The Indians, with their *pack mules laden with kegs and
canteens of water, were sent back over the trail. 1785 G.
FORSTER tr. Span-man's I'or. Cape G. H. (1786) I. 238

j

These oxen are by the colonists called *pack-oxen. 1585

J. HIGINS Jitnins* Noiften'lator 6 * Packe paper, or cap
paper, such paper as Mercers and other occupiers vse to

wrappe their ware in. 1582 STANYHURST sEnds iv. (ArbJ
ioi A foule fo^ *pack paunch. 1885 ROOSEVELT Hunting
Trips i j These rats were christened *pack rats, on account
of their curious and inveterate habit of dragging off to their

holes every object they can possibly move. 1881 GREEN
Making of Kng. ii. 64 A wild region of tumbled hills,

traversed but by a few *pack-roa<ls. 1858 SIMMONKS Diet.

Trade
i
^Pack-sheet, a baling material, a large cover for

goo U in a wa^on. 1872 RAYMpNu..SV<f//y/. Minesfy Mining
2-7 Several Mexican "pack-trains and wagons were engaged
transporting ore. 1852 W. WICKKXDES Hunchback's Chest

Pief. 7 A roll, .appeared tied round with a piece of coarse

^pack-twine. 1583 FOXE A, $ Af. 1527/2 Desirous to vtter

such Popishe peife and *packeware as he brought wnh
l-im, 1754'!'. GARDNER Hist. Punwich 39 A *Pack Way,
now destroyed, wt-nt to Westleton-Walks. 1690 Lond.
Gaz. No. 2558 '4 Three Bags of Cotton-yarn .., four of

*Packu-ooll.

t Pack, sb.- Obs. [Goes with PACK ^.- of

which it may be the n. of action.

In quot. 1605, either pack or pact may be a misprint]

A private or clandestine arrangement, pact, or

compact ; a secret or underhand design agreed

upon by two or more persons ;
a plot, conspiracy, ,

intrigue.
1571 CAMPION Ifist.Ircl. u. i. (1633^65 Reymond. .lingered

:

not for Letters Patients, but slept over presently, and made
liis packe. 1579-80 NORTH Plutarch (1595! 455 It was found

straight that this was a grosse packe betwixt Saturninus

and Mariua. 1600 O. Ii. AY//, to Libel \\. v. QQ Vpon
pretence of some prick against the Romish state. Ibid, in.

|

v. 29 This conference was nothing but a packe with the ,

popes Nuncio for the aduancing of the popes credite.

1605 OANIKI. Qvcines Arcadia i. ii. (1623) 333 A. Was't not
]

a pack agreed twixt thee and me? C. A pact to make thee
;

tell thy secrecy. 1649 G.DANIEL Tn'narch., Kick, //celix,
Gl tester, \\

'

' the Cheife of his Complices, Indited are of

Treason ; for the Packe Was broken.

Pack, a. Sc. [Origin obscure; perh. related to

PACK sb.'2 or z/.
2
] On terms of close intercourse ;

confederate or leagued together, intimate;
* thick '.

Also as adv. Intimately.
1786 BURNS Two. Dogs 38 Nae doubt but they were fain

o* ither, An' unco pack an' thick thegither. a 1824 Gypsie
Laddie xii. in Child Ballads vn. (1890) 6g/i Sir, I saw this

,

day a fairy queen Fu pack wi a gyp^e la.ldie. 1863 JANET
[H \MILTO* Poems ff Ess. 37 John an' me hae lang been
I

pack. 1893 SIIVI.NSMN Catriomi ^w Hta and me were

never onyways pack; we used to girn at ither like a pair of

pipers.

Pack (pct-k), z*.1 Forms : see PACK sb. ; also

J'a. t. and pple. packed (pa.-kt) ; pple. in 6-7 ,

pact. [f.
PACK sb. : so Anglo-Fr. packer (2433),

eiipaker (.1294), Anglo-L. pakkare (c 1341), impac-
'

care (1280). Cf. MDu., MLG,, Du., LG./MMi \

late MUG., Ger. packen\ late Icel. pakka^ Norw. i

ka-i Sw. packa, Vz.pakke ; Y.pacqttier (1530 in i

(1600 in Godef.).

Early examples in Anglo-Fr. and Anglo-L. :

1280 Memoranda AW/(L.T.R.) 7&8Edw. I. in. 13 (PJUX)
Inueniet sarpellarios..ad predictam lanam impaccandam.

1294 Ace. Exch.i K. R. Bundle 126 No, 7 12) m. 4 E le

apariller de ceste leine e les sarpellers a mesme la leme

enpaker nous vnt couste cest an .. iij.lL ij.s. vj.d. 1341

Durham Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 542 Pro bum pakkanda.

1409-10 Rolls ofPtirlt. III. 626/1 Certeyns Merchantz. .en

mesmes les packes sotelment enpackent layn fyne, or et

argent. 14*3 Act 2 Hen. /*/, c. n Le Barelle de Harank
danguilles [sil ne contiegnent] xxx. galpns pleinement
pakkex. idth c, transl. Nor barrell of Herring nor of Kelcs
vnles they contayn 30 gallons fully packed.]

I. 1. trans. To make into a pack, package, bale,
or compact bundle

;
to put together compactly as

a bundle, or in a box, bag, or other receptacle,

esp. for convenience of transport or for slot ing.

13. . E. E. A Hit. P. B. 1282 Nowhatz Nabuzaidan nomen
alle byse noble bynges, And pyled J>at precious place and
pakked bose godes. 1444 Kelts ofParlt. V. 104/2 There is

grete plenty of Wolle Yerne, daiHy pakkede and shippede.
1494 Act ii Hen. I'll, c. 23 The same Herring should be

well, truly, and justly layed and packed. 1580 in J\ec.

Conz'ent. Roy. BurgJis (1870) I. 100 He sail pak. .no grilses
with salmound, hot sax grilses in ane barrell at the maist.

1598 HAKLUVT I'oy. I. 210 So many folders to fold their

clothes, and so many packers to pack their packs. 1693
I >RYDKN Jttvnal\\\. 1 8 My Friend, just ready to depart, Was
packing all his Goods in one poor Cart. 1776 ADAM SMITH
//'. A', iv, viii. {1869 II. 213 It cannot be packed in any box
[etc.].. or any other package, but only in packs of leather

or p;ick-cluth. 1863 Gfeo ELIOT Rontola xxxvi, The con-
tents of the library were all packed and carried away.
al'scl. 1865 TROLLOPE Bclton Est. xx. 234 He threw a heap

of clothes into a large portmanteau, and set himself to work
packing.

b. In Commerce. To prepare and put up in suit-

able receptacles, so as to preserve fresh or sound

for use, or in a foim suitable ior the market.
An extension of the use in sense i, as applied to herring,

silmon, eic-, now used to include the whole process of

pickling or otherwise preparing, and tinning or canning, or

otherwise putting up, meat, fish, eggs, fruit, and other com-

moditie.s, so as to preserve them for future or distant sale

and consumption. Hence PACK sb. 1
12, PACKER* 2b, uses

of PACKING vbl. so.
1

and///, a., etc.

[1494. 1580: see sense i ) 1725 Di- FOF }'cy. rftnid M'orld

(1840) 7 The beef being also well pickled or double packed
that we might have a sufficient reserve for the length of our

voyage.
2. \\ ith up : To put ;// in a pack or packs.
1530 PALSGR. 651/1, I wyll packe up my stufTe. .. Je

faiqueray ines besoignes. 1671 R. MONTAGU in Jyitccleuch

MSS. (Hist. MSS. Comm.) I. 498 Thomas Ilond has made
an end of packing lip all the pictures. 1753 FOOIE Eng. in

Paris n. \Vks. 1799 I. 52 So pack up a few things, and we'll

off in a post-chaise directly. 1809 MALKIS Gil B.as n. vii.

F 27, I should be a great fool to pack up my alls when the

prize was falling into my hands. 1860 IYNIMLL Glaciers I.

xvi. 107 We.. packed up our provisions and instruments,

fb. fig. To put up wilh; to
'pocket'.

1624 T. SCOTT I'otivae Aiiglix Diijb, Too generous
sencible and delicate or digest to packe upp the least affront

ur injurie \\hatsoeuer.

c. ahsol. To pack clothes ar.d other necessaries

for a journey. Often with up.
1684 BUKYAN Pilgr. ii. 5 They packt up and are also gone

after him. ^1714 LADY M. W. MONTAGU Let. to Mrs.
J/.wt x<..viii. 160 One who has nothing at present in her

head but packing up.

3. To put together closely or compactly ;
to form

into a compact mass or body; to crowd together.

1563 GOI.DING Cxsar 122 He was fayne to packe vp his

sou Ichers in lesse roume closer together. XS^WHETSTONE
Gascoigne \*> iij b. God graunt his woords, within your harts

be pact. 1784 COWTEK Task i. So Two citizens who take

the air, Close pack'tl, and smiling, in a chaise and one.

1864 TI-.NXYSUN En. Ard. 178 Almost as neat and close as

Nature rJacks Her blossom or her seedling. 1887 Spectator

15 Oct. 1373 Audiences so packed as to be dangerous.

b. Naut. To pack on all sail: to put on or

hoist all possible sail for the sake of speed ;
to

crowd sail. Also?Af0/. in same sense.

1562 J, SHUTE Cntitbinfs Turkish ll'nrs 34 b, -The

Captaine commaunded to packe on all the sayles. (-1594

<'\rr. WYATT A'. Dudley's I'oy. U7
. Ind. (Hakl. Soc.) 9

Wee might . . perceave a ship pack on all the saile they
weare able to make after us. 1706 E. WAKD H'wden
tt\-ld Diss. (1708) ii He flies at her with all the Sail he

can pack. 1805 NELSON in Nicolas Disp. VI. 479, I shall.,

be ready to pack after them, if they are gone to the Bay.

1850 SCORESHY Checi-ers \\'hale>n. Adv. xii. (1859) 168

They packed on all sail. 1884 H. COLLINGWOOD Under
Meteor Flag 32 Turn the hands up, and pack on her.,

discretion is the better part of valour with us just now.

t c. Gardening. To graft in a particular way :

see quot. Obs.

1615 W. LAWSON Country Ilousew. Card. (1626) 30 Pack-

ing on, is, when you cut aslope, a twig of the same bigness

with your graft, either in or besides the knot, . .and make

your graft agree jump with the cyon, and gash your graft

and your cyon in the middest of the wound length-way,

a straw breadth deep, and thrust the one into the other . .

then tye them close.

d. To press (anything loose) into a compact or

solid mass.

1890 L. C. D'Ovi-E Notches 80, I packed down the snow,

and climbed out on to the roof. 1893 Outing iU. S.)XXII.

134/1 The rain., had but little effect on the heavy dust ; ..it

would probably take a week's constant rain to pack the

road hard again.

e. Mining. In the process of washing ore: lo

cause the denser material or ore to subside to the

bottom by striking (the tub or keeve) with mallets

or hammers.

1875 Ure"s Diet. Arts II. 153 The tub Is then packed by

striking its outside with heavy wooden mallets, .. The

lacking hastens the subsidence of the denser portions. Ibid.

154 This tub is packed by machinery. . .The hammers, .are

mounted upon iron bars., and violently driven upon the side

of the kieve by means of springs.

4. To form into a 'pack
1

,
in special senses ot



PACK.

the sb. a, To form (hounds) into a pack ;
b.

To place (cards) together in a pack ; c. To drive

(ice) into a pack : usually passive.
1649 G. DANIEL Trinarch., Hen. IV cclxviii, Soe may

Hounds well-pack't Pursue the Prey. 1681 W. ROBERT-
SON Phraseol. Gen. (1693) 971 To pack the cafds; com"

Ponere chartas. 1824 PARRY North West Passage \. g
A very inconsiderable quantity of loose ice is sufficient to

shelter a ship from the sea, provided it be closely packed.
c 1887 Miss \V. JONES Games Patience ii. 9 As the aces turn

out, you place them below these heaps, packing on them at

every opportunity, Ibid. xix. 44 You are not bound to

pack on the side packets.

5. intr. for refl. a. To collect into a body ; to

come together or assemble closely ;
to crowd

together, esp. To collect into or form a pack :

said of animals, as wolves, grouse, etc., also of ice

in the polar seas: see PACK sb. g, 7.
1828 Craven Gloss, (ed. -2) t Pack, to collect together. 1845

Zoologist III. 1170 The young follow their parents in a
'covey' till .. autumn, when several coveys 'pack', i.e.

become gregarious. 1855 KINGSLEY ll'estw. Ho ! xvi,
Sailors packed close in those days. 1858 GEIKIE Hist.
Boulder ii. 10 The ice is then said to pack. 1884 Pall Mall
G. 12 Aug. 4/1 In the Hebrides the grouse, .will decline to

pack.
b. In passive sense : To admit of being packed

in a bundle, or pressed into a compact mass.

1846 GREENER Sc. Gunnery 83 When the small balls did
not pack perfectly tight. 1867 JrnL R. Agric. Soc. Ser. n.
III. n. 591 It all takes to pieces, packs up easily.

6. trans. To cover, surround, or protect with

something pressed tightly around.

1796 C. MARSHALL Garden, viii. (1813) 102 Trees properly
packed (i. e. the roots well covered) may live out, of ground
ten days or a fortnight in autumn. 1882 BUCKLAND Notes
i<f Jottings 282 They [beavers] seem to have packed, re-

paired, and continually attended to the tender places which
the stream might make in their engineering. 1890 Daily
News 26 Dec. 7/1 Navvies are 'p.icking' the line as it

crosses the deep valleys which they have .filled up with the
chalk and gravel from the cuttings. 1896 Allbutt^s Syst.
Med. I. 428 If the surgeon be not at hand, the dressing
should be '

packed ', that is pads of absorbent wool bandaged
over the points where the discharge appears.

b. Med. In hydropathic treatment : To envelop
(the body or a part of it) in a wet sheet or cloth,
with or without a dry outer covering.
1849 MRS. CARLYLE Lett. I. 46 The Doctor proposed to

'pack' me. ite SMBDLEY Pract. Hydropathy 43 It is

important, in packing, . .that the patient be tightly packed
in the sheet and blanket. 1896 Alllnttt's Syst. Med. I. 345
The diaphoretic methods by packing with woollen blankets
or wet sheets are often found to be useful.

7. To fill (a receptacle or space) with something
packed in (e.g. a bag, box, trunk, etc., with clothes
or goods of any kind compactly arranged ;

-a crevice
or interstice with something fitting tightly, as in

making a vessel air-tight, water-tight, etc.) ; to

cram, stuff. Also with up.
1581 J. BELL Heuidon's Answ. Qsor, 41 b, You packe up

your trunekes, and returne to your former course of exhorta-
tion. 1583 Leg. B/>. St. Androis Pref. 124 Packand thair

penchelyk Epicurians. iSzsJ. NICHOLSON Operat. Mechanic
297 The head being often packed up with elastic substances,
such as pasteboard, or even cork. 1884 G. ALLEN Philistia
II. 75 Ernest had packed his portmanteau.

b. transf. andy^. To fill (any space) as full as

it will hold
;
to cram, crowd (with people or with

something immaterial). Usually in passive; also

predicated of that which occupies the space.
1857-8 SKARS Athan. xi. 96 [A passage] crowded and

packed with meaning. 1886 S. G. \V. BENJAMIN in Harpers
Mag. LXXII. 463/1 They opened a lane through the crowd
that packed the great portal.

8. To load ^a beast) with a pack.
1596 SHAKS. i Hen. IV, n. L 3 Charles waine Is ouer the

new Chimney, and yet our horse not packt. 1837 W.
IRVIMG Capt. Bonneville III. 243 It was I that packed the
horses, and led them on the journey. 1894 H. NISBET
Bitsk Girl's Rom. 121 The bushrangers . . packed a couple
of spare horses with what he was likely to require.

9. To carry or convey in a pack or packs.
1850 CULBERTSON in $th Smithson. Kep. (1851) 91 Joe killed

an antelope. . .We packed the hams and shoulders to camp.
1877 RAYMOND Statist. Mines fy Alining 19 The ore ..

having been packed a distance of ten miles on mules. 1886
Fortn. Rev. Jan. 52 The [gold]

'

dust '..filled the buckskin
pouches.. to such plethoric dimensions as to require the
assistance of a sumpter horse to

'

pack
'

it down from the
mines.

II. 10. refl. and intr. To take oneself off with
one's belongings, be off; to go away, depart, esp.
when summarily dismissed, fa. refl.
[So in Du. zich iveg pakkeni Plantijn, 1573, has hem

-tvech packet^packt v van Jiier, packt v /' huys.]
1508 KENNEDIE Flyting iv. Dunbar 442 For fault of

puissance, pelour, thou mon pak the. 1601 CHESTER Love's
Mart. Ixxxiv. (1878) 21 Enuie go packe thee to some forreine
soyle. #1634 CHAPMAN Alphonsus Plays 1873 III. 255
Pack thee out of my sight. 1865 CARLYLE Fredk. Gt. xi. iv.

(1872) IV. 63 Voltaire .. lost no time in packing himself [cf.
Germ, sich packen],

b. intr. Also to be packing. 7"0 send packing,
to send away, dismiss summarily ( sense ii).
1526 SKELTON Meignyf. 1797 As for all other let them trusse

'

& packe. 1567 Trial Trcas. in Hazl. Dodsley III. 294 Will i

--e be packing, you ill-favoured lout? 1594 NASHE Unfort.
'

"rav. 9, I would . . send him packing. 1612 CHAPMAN
.,

.,4,.^^-u T. Plays 1873 HI* 35 For your owne sake,
I advise you to pack hence. 1681 W. ROBERTSON Phraseol. I

363

Gen. (1693) 514 Let us be packing, We'll dwell no longer
here; migremns A inc. 1766 GOLDSM. We. W. xxi, Out
I say, pack out this moment. 1842 TENNYSON Vision ofSin
iv. xii, Let the canting liar pack! 1842 BROWNING Pied
Piper 32 Sure as fate, we'll send you packing. 1893 STKVKN-
SON Catriona ii. 13, I had scarce breath enough to send my
porter packing.
11. trans. To send or drive away, order off,

!

send about his business, dismiss summarily, get

j

rid of. Now usually with off.

1589 RIDER Bibl. Schol. 1047 To packe, or driue forwarde.
. 1602 WARNER *4/. Eng. x. Iv. (1612) 243 Lord William
j

Graie. .Did with an armie hence pack thence our dangerous
neighbour Guise. 1643 LIGHTFOOT Clean. .>. (1648)24 He

I

was packed away. 1662-3 Pi;rvs Diary 19 Jan., My Lord

j

did presently pack his lady into the Country. 1737 linAcurx
j Farriery linpr. (1757' II. 79 They are pretty sine of pack-
'

ing him off to one or other that does not understand them.
c 1817 HOGG Tales <$ S&. V. 187 As soon as day-light
appeared, I was packed about my business. 1894 NOKKIS
in Cornh. Mag. Mar. 227 He packed her off to bed at once.

12. 7!? pack ajury ^
cards : see next.

tPack,^. 2 Obs. [Origin obscure : cf. PACK sl>2

The sense, both in vh. and sb., suggests some connexion
with PACT sb. (also COMPACT s/>. 1

c); the implication here

being however always bad. As to the form, though final

-ct is commonly reduced in Sc. and in some mod.Kn^. dial.

to c or k (e. g. ack, facie, corrt\k, dircck, etc.), \ve havo i>o

evidence of such change in Standard Kng. of ]6-i;th c. ;

yet a confusion between fact and pack' t, pack"d, is conceiv-
able. On the other haiul, no connexion is apparent between
sense i and any .sense treated under PACK z-.

1
; hence this

has bee-n provisionally ranked as a separate woid. Hut the
later sense-*, esp. 4 and 5, appear to arise from a Lk:. Ii 4
of this with PACK v. 1

,
with which they are now in feeling

associated. So with PACK s/>,~]

fl. fl. intr. To enter into a private arrange-
ment, to agree in a secret or underhand design ;

to plot, conspire, scheme, intrigue.
a 1529 [see PACKING vbl. sb:1 }. 1582 STANYHURST .-Kneis

iv. (Arb.) 97 With two Gods packing one womman sellye lo
coosen. 1588 SHAKS. Tit. A. iv. ii. 155 Goe packe 'with
him, and glue the mother gold. And tell them both the cir-

cumstance of all. 1602 CAKKW Cornwall 14 b, [This want of
profit] they impute it partly to the Easterne buyers packing,
partly to the owners not venting, and venturing the same.

f2. To bring or let (a person) into a plot, to

engage as a conlederate or conspirator; \npass. to

be an accomplice or confederate in a plot. Obs.
1590 SHAKS. Com. Err. v. i. 219 That Goldsmith there,

were he not pack'd with her, Could witnesse it. 1509
MttckAdov, i. 308 Margaret.. I beleeue was packt in all

this wrong, Hired to it by your brother, c 1600 DAY AV^.
Hednnll Gr. \. ii. (1881) 18 Do you but send away Sir Walter
Playnsey, Let me alone to pack the Cardinal.

t 3. trans. To contrive or plan (something) in

an underhand way; to plot. Obs.

1613 [see PACKING vbl. s?>:'}. 1614 SYLVESTER Bcthulias
Rescue iv. 209 Their Marriage then as neither stoln, nor
packt, Nor posted. 1655 FULLER Ch. Hist. n. ii. 10 She
had purposely before-hand packed and plotted the same [his

death]. 1694 F UKAGUE Disc. Parablesxu. 417 Had it been
a pack'd business, they would have been careful not to have
differed in a tittle.

b. intr. or abs.

1590 NASHK Pasqnhis Apol. (Gros. I. 225), My Reformer
doth nothing but play the lugler : he packs under-boord,
and shewes not how farre forth the Archb. hath affirmed it.

II. 4. To select or make up (a jury or a deliberat-

ing or voting body) in such a way as to secure a par-
tial decision, or further some private or party ends.
1587 HARRISON England n. ii. (1877)1. 53 Gricned, that

she had. .wrested out such a uerdict against him, and therein

packed vp a quest at Mr owne choise. 1643 [see PACKED 2
J.

1665 J. WEBB Stone-Hen^ (1725) 159 What by impannelling
of ignorant Jurors, what through packing and suborning
Them. 1681 DKYJJKN Abs. <\ Ac/tit. 607 He packt a Jury of
dissenting Jews, a 1715 HURNKT Own Time iv. (1724) I.

626 AH people saw the way for packing a Parliament now
laid open. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Ettg. vi II. 98 He had
packed the courts of Westminster Hall in order to obtain
a decision in favour of his dispensing power. Ibid. viii. 317
Having determined to pack a parliament, James set himself
energetically and methodically to the work.
5. To arrange or shuffle (playing cards), so as lo

cheat or secure a fraudulent advantage. Hence fig.,
to pack cards with (any 0tie], to make a cheating
arrangement with. (Cf. sense i.") Obs. or arch.

1599 MixsnEU-S
1

/./)/^., Barajar, to packe cards, to shuffle
cards. 1606 SHAKS. Ant. $ Ct. iv. xiv. 19 Shee, Eros has
Packt Cards with Caesars, and false plaid my Glory Vnto an
Enemies triumph. 1615 BACON 5'/. al'out Undertakers Wks.
1879 I. 498/1 Some shall be thought practisers that would
pluck the cards, and others shall be thought papists that
would shuffle the cards. . .The king were better call for a
new pair of cards, than play upon these if they be packed.
1667 DICNHAM Direct. Paint, iv. ix. ii in Third Collect.
Poems 19/2 How to pack Knaves 'mongst Kings and Queens.

|

1753 Scots Mag. Oct. 492/1, I learned to pack cards and to
j

coga dye'. 1890 MCCARTHY French Revol. II. 76 The poor !

King tried.. to pack cards with fortune.

Packable (parkab'l), a. rare. [f. PACK v.i +
|

AIU.K.] Capable of being packed.
1880 Blackw. Mag. Mar. 368 Guns packable on the backs

of mules.

Package (parked.^). Also 7 paccage. [f.

PACK v.1 + -AGE.]
1. The packing of goods, etc. ; the mode in wjiich

goods are packed ; f spec, the privilege formerly
held by the City of London of packing cloth and
other goods exported by aliens or denizens (obs.).
1611 COTCR., Ambaltaget package. 1640 2nd Charter

PACKED.
Chas. f to London (cf. LufTman Charters (1793)), Ofikium
Sarcinacionis sive Paccacionis, Anglice Pticcagc^ omnium
Pannorum [etc.]. [Confirmation of Charter 18 Edw. IV (1478)
which reads: Officia sive occupaciones paccacioms omui-
modorum Pannorum, etc.] 1691 House of Lords MSS.
(18921 299 The offices and duties of Bailliage, Paccage,
Scavage, Portage. 1748 Anton's I 'oy. n. vii. 209 The whole
was a very extraordinary piece of faUe package; and ..

there was concealed amongst the cotton, in every jar, a
considerable quantity of double doubloons and dollars. 1800
COLQUHOUN Coiinn. Thames xi. 332 The privileges of the

Package of Cloths and certain other outward-bound Goods
,

of Foreign Merchants, Denizens, or Aliens, .are confirmed to
: the City by Charter of. . 16 Charles 1. 1849-52 TODD Cycl.
Anat. IV. 1127/2 Artificial arrangement .. contributing to
facilitate their package.

f 2. The whole or mass of things packed together;
a cargo. Obs.

1669 STTRMY Mariner's Mag. t Penalties # Forf. 7 If any
..Person taking Charge of the Ship, shall permit any sort
of the Package therein to be opened. 1802 PAI.KV Nat.
Tlu-ol. ,\i. ii. 7. 209 The spleen may be merely a stuffing, a
soft cushion to fill up a vacancy or hollow, which unless

occupied, would leave the package loose and unsteady,
3. A bundle of things packed up, whether in

a box or other receptacle, or menly compactly
tied up; esp. such a bundle of small or moderate

size, as an item of luggage ;
n packet, parcel. (The

chief current sense.)
1722 DK FOK L'oi. Jack 11840) 328 Cases, packages, and

bales of European goodx 1810 CKABIII-. borough \. 70
; Package, and paicel, hogs-head, chest, and case. 1837 U'.

IRVING Ca/W. BonniT-iltc II. 24 Their innumerable horses, ..
1

sonic burthened \\ith packages, others following in droves.

1897 (ihN. 11. PUKTKK in Lentnry Mag. Jan. 351 At noun
a package of despatches, .reached head quaiiei>.
4.

(
a. Means, material, or

re'.]u;siic.->
lo; packing.

1751 R. PALTOUC /'. U'i/kins (1^84) II. xviii. 202 My
greatest concern was having Lmke up so many of my
chests, to find package fur the things.

5. A case, casing, box, or other receptacle in

which goods are packed.
Originalpackage ^

the package or ca-c in which goods are
sent out from the pjace of manufacture.
1801 \V. TAYLOR in Monthly .\Li^. XII. 580 The method

of prizing, or squeezing. -the article into its package, so as
to reduce its hulk for stowage, a 1827 /V/. to Ho. Conuti.
in lii.sc.hoff n-'oolicn Mamif, II. 60 Your petitioners, there-

1

fore, humbly pray your Honourable llou^e to . . place the
holders of woo!, duty paid .. upon the same footing a--

importers and holders of silk in original package*. 1890
Dai/y Ntivs 28 June 6/2 Judse Fi'vtt r [of Kansas] recently
decided that liquor could only be ^ld in 'oiigiual package- ',

which is construed as meaning one <..r more bottles of Leer
or u-hi>ky. The merchants, .are not allowed to sell beer or

whisky by the glass.

Hence Packaging1

, the action of making up into
1 a package ;

also at/rib.

1875 KNIGHT Diet. Meek.) Packaging-machine^ machine
for bundling yarns or goods into compact ^hape fur trail:,,

portation ; a bundling-press.
t Packald.' Obs. Al?o 5 pakald. [f. PACK sbl
The nature of the suffix is not clear: Jamieson suggests a

corruption of -et in packet, and compares^tfA/^ for l''.\i,c;oi.

But the first quot. is earlier than any \\e have of/<?/.]
A pack, bundle; a buiden, load

;
a packet.

c 1440 \~ork Myst. xviii. i6g \>is pakald here me bus, Of all

I piege and pleyne me. 1516 Inv. R. ll 'aidrobe .1815,) 25
Item ane pakkald of lettrez with ane obli^atioun with vi

soverties for Alexander lioid for the landis of Kilmarnok.

1637 RUTHERFORD Let. to Laixi of tally Lett. (1671) 257
U how loath we are to forgoc our packalds and burdens.

Packall, variant ot PEGAI.L, Indian basket.

Pa'ck-cloth. [f.
PACK sh^ + CL< TH

; cf. Dn.

pack-kleed (Kilian 1599).] A stout coarse kind of

cloth used for pncking ; a piece of this.

14.. I\Tetr. l-'oc, in Wr.-Wiilcker 629/17 Bunibicinium
t

kotyn or pakclothe. 1565-73 Co.'i'KK J /u'saurns, Coactl.'iii,
skinnes wherin clothes were packed in carriage : packe
clothes. 1698 Lond. Gaz. No. 3363/4 Pack'd up in a Ilundle
of Packcloth. 1776 [see PACK vl i]. itof] Perils$ Captivity
(Consta,ble's Misc.) 230, 1 had no sort of clothing, but a piece
of packcloth about my middle.

Packed vp?ekt;,///. .t Also packt. [f. PACK
V.l + -ED 1

.]

1. Put or pressed together closely in a bundle or

mass, crowded in, etc.
; put into a package or

packet : see PACK vl 1-3.
1777 G. FORSTEK I'oy. round M'orld I. 102 We sailed

through a great quantity of packed or broken ice. 1851 HT.
MARTINKAU Hist. Peate (18771 HI- IV - xlv- M^ A closely-

packed assembly of business-like men. 1876 GEO. ELIOT
Dan. Dcr. in. xxiii, The packed-up shows of a departing
fair. 1897 R. KIPUNI; Captains Courageous 160 The packed
mass ran from the cabin partition to the sliding door.

2, Filled with something packed in
;
as full as it

will hold; stuffed, crammed, crowded : seePACKZ'.y.
1883 Scotsman 30 July 4/5 Packed trains were despatched

every few minutes. 1886 K. KIPLING Departm. Ditties,t\.c.

(1899) 69 How shall the women's message reach unto her
Above the tumult of the packed- bazar?

Packed (paekt), ppl.a* [f. PACK v2 + -ED.]
Selected or manipulated to serve party ends, as a

deliberative assembly, a jury : see PACK v2 4.

1643 PRYNNE Sov. Ptnver Parl. \. 12 It was by this packed
over-awed Parliament, and Act, annulled, revoked, and
holden as none. 1648

' MEKCUKIL'S PRAGMATICUS' Plea for
King 5 By the subscription of a packt grand jury. 1693 J.
EDWAKUS Author. O. <V N. Test. 80 The pack'd Council of
Trent. 1736 NEAL Hist. Purit. III. 530 This. -met with
some opposition even in that pack'd assembly. 1844 TUPPER
Heart xi. 119 Loaded dice, packed cards. 1867 BRIGHT Sp.
Reform 8 Aug., U was not a packed meeting.



PACKER.

Packer 1
(pae'kai). Also 5 pakker, -our. [f.

PACK z/. 1 + -ERl; = D\\. pakker (Kilian/<zf&r).J
1. One who packs ; one who puts up some-

thing in a bundle or receptacle ; with qualifying

adj., one (well or ill) skilled in packing.
T598 [see PACK r. 1

i]. 17*2 DE FOE Col, Jack (1840) 328
They were . . repacked by . . packers of their own. 1882 M iss

BRADDON Mt. Royal III. i. 2 Some valets are bad packers.
2. spec, t a. An officer charged with the packing

or supervision of the packing of exported goods
liable to custom, etc. : cf. packing-officer in PACKING-

vbl. sb.^ 3 and PACKAGE i. Obs. (The earliest sense :

1353 Rolls of Parlt. II. 251/1 Certein noumbre des

Poriours, Packers, Gwynders, Overours, & autres Laborers
des Leines. 1450 Ibid. V. 200/1 Surveyours of the serche,
Packers or eny other Officers. 1488-9 Act 4 Hen. /'//,
c. 1 1 No manner of persone beyng sworn to be a wolle

pakker. 1535 Act 27 Hen. VIII, c. 14 2 Euery porte..
where no tellers nor packers at this present time be.

"b. One whose business or trade it is to pack
goods for transportation ; one who prepares and

packs provisions, as meat, fish, fruit, etc. for future

or distant markets.

1692 LVTTRELL Brief Rtf. (1857)0. 449 Severall bundles of
cloaihs. .seized at a packers in Coleman street. 1817 W.
SELWYN Law Nisi Prius (ed. 4) II. 1175 Goods had been
sent by orders from the vendee to a packer ; the packer was
considered as a middle man between the vendor and vendee.

1885 Manch. Exam. 7 Jan. 5/2 The closing of these markets
caused a serious loss to the American breeders and packers.

c. One who packs people in seats.

1898 C. RALEIGH in Daily News 7 Nov. 2/3 The gentle-
man called the packer, whose business was to cry,

* Move
up, please ; sit closer, please '.

Ji. One who transports goods by means of pack-
beasts. (U.S. and Australia?}
1694 MoriEfx Kal'dtu's (1737! V. 216 Burthen-Bearers,

Packers. 1788 M CUTLER in Life, etc. (1888) I. 402 Here
we met a Packer with ten pack-horses. 1881 Cheq. Career
76 A packer offered me higher wages to drive pack-horses
down the south coast.

b. A pack-horse, pack-mule, etc. {Australia.)
1875 WOOD & LAPHAM Waitingfor Maily) A horse, some

old packer he looked like. 1890 Melbourne Argns 7 June
4/i Starting back from one of the Flemington hotels with
his saddle horses and packers.

4. A machine or contrivance used for packing.
1890 Cent. Diet.

,
Packer. ..7. The variously constructed

mechanism by which the grain cut by a reaping-machine is

packed or compressed on the binding-table and held till

embraced and bound by the twine. 1894 Labour Com-
mission Gloss., Packers-, laths used for packing calicoes in

bales.

5. A device to make a gas-tight packing between
the tubing and the sides of an oil-well. U. S.

Hence Packership, the office of a packer: see 2 a.

1495 Letter Bk, City of London I. If. 317 b, Thoffices of

Pakketship and Gawgership t>f the said Citee.

Packer 2
.

[/.
PACK v* + -ER *.] One who

'packs' cards, juries, etc.; fa confederate in a

fraudulent design, a conspirator, plotter.
1586 NEWTON tr. Daneatu's Diceplay vi, As manyfoysting

coseners and deceiptfull packers in playing, .use to do. 1599
MIXSHKU Sp. Diet., !>arajador, a packer of cards, a shufler

of cards. 1771 T. HULL Sir W. Harrington U7Q7) II. 165
A packer is one who is in league with a parcel of smart

young fellows that are rather destitute of fortune, and for

that reason are pushing for everything which can make it.

1807 E. S. BARRETT Rising Sun, \. 95 Associating with

Coggers of dice, packers of Cards.

Packery (pce'kari). rare. [See -ERY
;
= Du.

pakkerij.] a. A place where goods are packed ;

a packing establishment, b. A collection of packs
or packages.
1880 Libr. Univ. Knowl. iN. Y.> X. 447 Broom factories,

pork packeries, soap-works. 1891 Miss DowiB Girl in Karp.
xii. 158 On his back his marvellous baggage was strapped. ..

A pair
of boots and his coat were tied with pieces of cotton-

string to the whole packery.

Packet (pae'ket), sb. Also 6-9 pacquet, 7

paquette, 8-9 paquet. [Dim. of PACK sbj- Cf.

}f . p.icqnd 1530 in Palsgr,), paquet (1539 in R.

Estienne), \\.pacchetto (Florio 1611), Sp.pa0U4&,
The Fr. and En#. forms appear together in Palsgrave

1530; Hatz.-Darm. say the Fr. was from the Eng., and as

Paquet is masc., it could hardly be the dim. of obs. F.

pacque fern., which would have been pa(c]quette. Possibly
the Eng. was orig. an AngloFr. dim. vipack. The It. and
Sp. forms are late, and app. from Fr.]

1. A small pack, package, or parcel : in earliest

use applied to a parcel of letters or dispatches,
and esp. to the State parcel or

' mail
'

of dispatches
to and from foreign countries.

1530 PALSGR. 250/2 Pacquet of letters, pacquet dt httres.

1533 BRIAN TUKE Let. to Cromwell 17 Aug., I wrote unto
my Lorde of Northumberlande, to write on the bak of his

pacquettes the houre and day of the depeche. a 1548 SIR
E. HOWARD in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. HI. I. 151, 1 send
you in this paquet a lettre to my wife. 1599 J. FKAUNCIS
(Chester Postj in Cecil Papers (Hist. MSS. Comm.) IX.
377, I cannot hear of any passage .. out of Ireland, saving
the post bark which brought over two packets. 1604
E. G[RIMSTONE] D'Acosta's Hist. Indies vi. x. 452 How the

Kings of .Mexico and Peru had intelligence .. seeing they
hail no vse of any letters, nor to write pacquets. 1653
in Hatton Corr. (Camden) 8 Your great packuitt is come
to my hand. 1693 Klassachus. P. 0. Ac/, A pacquett shall

be accounted 3 letters at the least. 1716 LADY M. W.
MONTAGU Let, to C'tess Mar 21 Nov., I foresee I shall swell
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my letter to the size of a pacquet. 1762 Genii, Mag. 53 His
Excellency was making up a pacquet, which was to be sent
to Berlin by his running footman. 1803 in 1\I. Cutler's Life^

! etc. (1888) II. 304 We., present you a paquet of plants. 1849
!
MACAULAY Hist. Eng. in. I. 393 The difficulty and expense

j

of conveying large packets from place to place. 1871 T. T.
COOPER Pioneer Commerce ix. 250, 1 . . produced a packet of

photographs of friends. 1875 lire's Diet. Arts II. 728 Thus
,

the packet [of
^
leaf gold] becomes sufficiently compact to

i bear beating with a hammer of 15 or 16 pounds weight.
k* fiS' A sma ll collection, set, or lot (of things

i

or persons) : cf. PACK sbl 3.
Sometimes (with obvious reference to a packet of letters

I or news), a false report, a falsehood, a 'packet of lies': cf.

(

GALLEY-PACKET. To sell one a packet (colloq.) : to tell him
a falsehood, take him in, 'sell

'

him.

1589 NASHE Pref. Greene's MenapJton (Arb.)6The Italic-

nate pen, that of a packet of pilfries, affoordeth the presse
a pamphlet or two. 1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 93

,
The Heathenish and Popish, and., other packets of miracles.

1766 in J. H. Jesse Geo. Selwyn <y Contemp. (1843! II. 72,
I thank you, my dear George, for including me in your
Pacqnet of friends. 1796 GROSE Class. Diet., Packet, a false

report. 1828 SCOTT /'. M. Perth xix, Dorothy had .. pos-
sessed herself of a slight packet of the rumours which were
flying abroad. 1886 'i'. HARDV Mayor Casterbridgey^\\\, It

j

never crossed my mind that the man was selling me a packet.
c. As title of a periodical publication containing

1

news, etc.

1678-9 (title] The Weekly Pacquet of Advice from Rome.
1683 T. HOY Agathocles 6 The loathsome Crk-s Of daily
Letters, Pacqueits, Mercurys. 1735 H. Scougats Life of

\
God, etc. Pref., The .. Society tor promoting Christian

i Knowledge judged it worthy a place in their Annual
i Packet to their corresponding members. 1851 (title) The
|
Monthly Packet of Evening Readings.

d. transf. Applied to natural formations.

1658 EVELYN Ft: Gard. (1675) 104 Caterpillars are easily
gathered off during all the winter, taking away the packets
which cleave about the branches. 1822-34 Good's Study
Med. (ed. 4) I. 513 The texture of the heart is fleshy, ..con-

: sisting of packets of fibres, more or less oblique.
e. A small pile or set of cards, rare.

1887 Miss W. JONES Games Patience ii. p The object. .is

j

. .to build up packets from the ace to the king.
2. Short for PACKET-BOAT.

1709 STEELE Tatler No, 107 F i You may easily reach
Harwich in a Day, so as to be there when the Packet goes
off. 1800 WELLESLEV in Owen Dcsp. 667 Monthly packets

\

should be established to sail regularly both from Europe and
India. 1874 \V. E, HALL. Rights $ Duties Neutrals 72
Vessels of the type of the packets plying between Dover and
Calais.

3. attrib.&n&Comb. Carrying a packet or packets,
as packet-bark^ -ship, -vessel ( PACKET-BOAT);
packet-carrier, -horse ; put up or sold in packets, as

packet good's, tea, tobacco
; packet-day (see quot.) ;

t packet-mail, a ' mail
'

or bag containing letters

or papers, a mail-bag (obs.} ; packet-note, a size

of note-paper, 9 by 1 1 inches the sheet.

1806 HOWLES Bamvell Hill \. 320 The gay
*

packet-bark,
to Erin bound. 1606 DEKKKKATfWHS/r, ffgUWltt. (Grosart)

i
II. 122 The *Packct-caryer (that all this while wayted on

1

the other side), cride A boate, a boat. 1858 Si.Mtfoxos
Diet. Trade,

*
Packet-day, the mail-day; the day for post-

ing letters, or for the departure of a ship. 1689 Lond.
Gaz. No. 2485/4 Three Persons on Horseback set upon
the Chester Mail, .taking the

*
Pacquet- Horse and Pacquet

into an adjacent Wood. 1663 GKKBIER Counsel 8 Postil-

lions hasten with the *Packet-Maile to the Post Office.

1664 BUTLKR Hud. ii. i. 6 1 About her neck a Packet-

Male, Fraught with Advice, some fresh, some stale. i84z

|

DICKKNS in Harper's Mag. (1884) Jan. 217/1, 1 made
'

arrangements for returning home in the George Washington
*packet-ship. 1894 Westnt. Gaz, 14 Feb. 2/1 Twenty years
ago there were scarcely a dozen *packet tobaccos; now they
are innumerable.

Pa'cket, v. [f. PACKET sb. : cf. F. paqneter
(Cotgr. 1611).]
1. trans. To make up into, or wrap up in, a packet.
1621 Summary ofDu fiartas To Rdr. *ivb,,So many won-

ders as I behold ens ta ted and packeted vp in a paucity of
Verges, a 1745 SWIFT Lett. (R.), My resolution is to send you
all your letters well sealed and packeted. 1753 H. WALPOLE

|

Lett. 11846) III. 157 When Mr. Miintz has done, you will

be so good as to pacquet htm up, and send him. to Straw-
! berry. 1853 Miss E. S. SHEPPARD Ch. Auchester i, There
was unction in the packeted, ticketed drugs.

f2. trans. To dispatch by packet-boat. Obs.

1638 Foun Fancies i. i, The young lord of Telamon, her

husband, Was packeted to France, to study courtship;

fb. intr. To ply with a packet-boat. Obs.
1806 WEBSTER Diet., Packet, to ply with a packet.

1813 /ioston Daily Advertiser o Mar. 3/4 The subscribers

respectfully inform the publick that they continue the

packeting business between Providence and New York.

Packet-boat, [f.
PACKET^. + BOAT. Hence,

^.paquebot, in 1654/OMM&Wf (CldrtftC Termesde
Marine 35), in Diet. Acad. \i\^ paquet-bot.^
A boat or vessel plying at regular intervals

between two ports for the conveyance of mails,
also of goods and passengers ; a mail-boat. (Often
shortened to packet : see PACKET sb. 2.)

Orig. the boat maintained for carrying 'the packet 'of State
j

letters and dispatches. Cf. 1598-9 (in Rept. Secret Com- \

'mittee on Post Office % 1844, 37) Postes towardes Ireland . .

Hollyheade, allowance as well for serving the packett by
lande as for entertaining a bark to carie over and to returne
the packet, at x H. the moneth'. An early official name for

this was POST-BARK (in State Papers as late as 1651), also

POST-BOAT, q.v. In 1628 (S. P. Dom, Chas. /, CXXIV.
n8b, P.R.O.) 'Hollyheadfor keepinge a Boate .. to Trans-

port the Packetts to Ireland. Margin, this to bee performed
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by the pacquets postmaster '; this
( Boate to Transport the

Packetts
'

was prob. already familiarly known as the '

packet-
boat ', since this term was so well-known as to be borrowed
in French before 1634. (In 1637 the '

Speedy Post
'

to carry
the packet to and from the Continent was known as the
'Postmaster's Frigate

1

(Cal. S. T?,passitn).

1641 EVELYN Diary n Oct., I marched three English
miles towards the packet-boate. 1649-50 Commons' Journal
21 Mar., The Charge of the Packet Boats for Ireland. 1657
Acts $ Ordin. Parl. c. 30 8 (Scobell) 513 Rules . . for the
Settlement of Convenient Posts, and Stages .. and the pro-
viding and keeping of a sufficient number of Horses, and
Pacquet-Boats. 1668 Lond. Gaz. No. 267/4 The passage
is re-establist between Harwich and Helvoet-sluyce, with
able and sufficient Pacquet-boats of 60 Tuns. 1693 G. COL-
LISS Gt.Brit. Coasting Pilot i. 14/1 Holyhead-Road...The
Pacquet Boats for Ireland use this place. 1718 LADY M. W.
MONTAGU Let. to AbbeConti 31 Oct., I arrived this morning
at Dover, after being tossed a whole night in the packet-
boat. 1774 PENNANT 7^our Scot, in 1772, 295 A pacquet*
boat, . . sails every fortnight. 1879 BLACK Maeltod of D.
xxx, The big open packet-boat that crosses the Frith of Lorn.

Packfong, erroneous form for PAKTONG, Chinese
nickel-silver.

Pack-full, a. [f.
PACK vy\ As full as can be

packed.
1858 MRS. CARLVLE 16 Jan. in N&u Lett. <$ Metn. (1903)

II. 172 Her head has been pack-full of nonsense.

Pa*ck-ho:rse. [f.
PACK sll + HORSE sb.] A

horse used for carrying packs
or bundles of goods.

CX475 Pict. Voc. in \Vr.-\Viilcker 757/38 Hie saginariiis,
a pakhors [/rz'w/fi/palhors]. 1552 HULOET, Packehorse or

mule, clitellariits. 1630 A'. Johnson*s Kingd. iff Commw.
481 Two hundred Horsemen in Moscovie, require three

hundred Packe-horses. 1745 De Foe's Eng. Tradesman
xxvi. (1841) I. 260 Carriage by packhorses and by wagons.
1859 THACKKRAY Virgin, i, Strings of pack-horses thai had
not yet left the road.

b. Jig. A drudge.
1594 SHAKS. Rich. ///, r. iii. 122, I was a packe-horse in

his great affaires. 1693 WOOD Life 27 Nov. (O. H. S.) III.

436 He has been a packhor^e in the practical and old

galenical way of physick., 1768 GOLDSM. Good-it. Man n.

i, I'll be pack-horse to none of them.

C. attrib. and Comb.
1593 NASHE Ckrists T. 65 b, Violent are most of our

packe-horse Pulpit-men, a 1703 POMFRF.T Fortunate Compl.
44 He .. pack-horse like, jogs on beneath his load. 1791
W. BARTRAM Carolina 384 1'he heat and the burning flies

. .such, .as to excite compassion even in the hearts of pack-
horsemen. 1872 JENKINSON Guide Etig. Lakes (1879) 53
The old packhorse track from Kendal to Whitehaven.

Backhouse (pa-khaus). [f.
PACK sb. 1 + HOUSE

sb.
;
=Du. pakhuis tKilian packhuys}, Ger. pack-

haus
;
obs. F. pacqhuus.\ A building in which

packs or bundles of goods are stored
;
a waiehouse.

1601 J. WHEELER Treat, Comm. 16 [They] did let out the

best of their houses to. .strangers for chambers, and pack-
houses. iyy$Ann. Reg. 65 Several hundred persons., at

Dundee . . carried off 400 sacks of wheat and barley, from the

packhouse. 1893 Daily News 4 May 5/4 The. .company's
packhouses are just now overstocked with Russian cotton.

Packing Cpse'kiq),^/.^.
1
[f.PACKz;.

1 + -IXG 1
.]

I. The action of PACK v. 1

1. The putting (of things) together compactly,
as for transport, preservation, or sale

;
the filling

(of a receptacle) with things so put in.

1389 Act 13 Rich. //, c. 9. i Null merchant nautre
homme achate ses leynes par celles paroles Goodpakkyng ne

par autres paroles semblables. 1391 Earl Derby's Exped.
(Camden) 35 Pro pakkyng dietorum pannorum. 1494 Act
ii Hen. J-7/, c. 23 Neither the Tale-fish nor small Fish

should be laid double in packing. 1506 Burgh Rec. Edin.
(Rec. Soc.) I. 109 Throw pakking and peling of merchant!

gude in Leith to be had furth of our realme. 1760-72
H. BROOKE 1-oclofQnal. (1809) IV. 101 The night was em-

ployed in hastening and packing. i8oa MAR. EDGEWORTH
Irish Bulls iv. 161 Little Dominick heaved many a sigh
when he saw the packings up of all his school-fellows. 1841-

71 T. R. JONES Anim. Kingd. (ed. 4) 755 A circumstance

which much facilitates the packing of the abdominal viscera.

1897 Longmans Geog. Ser. II. The World 3$$ Meat-curing
and packing is a very important industry at Chicago and
Cincinnati. [Cf. PACK v.l i b.J

b. The assembling of gregarious beasts or birds :

see PACK t/.
1

5.

1879 JF.FFERIKS JI'tM Life in S. C. 303 The packing of

birds is very interesting.

c. Med. Wrapping in a wet sheet.

1874 BLACKIE Self-Cult. 51 The wet sheet packing, one of

the most bruited of the hydropathic appliances.

II. 2. concr. Any material used to fill up a

space or interstice closely or tightly ; filling, stuffing.

Applied, e.g-., to a piece of some substance inserted in

a joint, around a piston, etc., so as to render it air-tight or

water-tight; a contrivance (such as abagof flax-seed, which

swells when wetted) for stopping the opening between the

tube and the side of the boring in an oil-well ; small stones

embedded in mortar, for filling up the inside of a wall ; in

Printing a cloth, board, or the like, placed between the

Impression-cylinder
and the paper, for equalizing the

impression.
1824 R. STUART Hist. Steam Engine 160 The ends of the

wheels are made to move round steam-tight by packings or

stuffings. -&yj Civil Eng. $ Arch. Jrnl. 1. 12/1 They. .form

a perfectly secure water-joint, without any assistance of

packing, lead, or other material. 1842-76 GWILT Archil.

Gloss., Packing, small stones imbedded in mortar, used to

fill up the interstices between the larger stones in rubble

work. 1858 SiMMpNDS Diet. Trade, Packing, a quantity
of wood or coals piled up to support roofs in a mine or for
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thick blanket or cloth between the impression cylinder and
the paper.

III. 3. attrib. and Comb. a. Used for, in, or

in connexion with the packing of goods, as packing-
awt, -cloths-crate , -crib, -house

, -knot, -paper , -shed,

-stick, -wood* -yard. b. Pertaining to or used in

the packing of a piston, a joint, etc., as packing-
block j -bolt^ -expander> -gland, -leather

, -mit^

-ring. C. Packing-board : see quot. ; packing-
box, (a) a box for packing goods in ; (b} a stuffing-
box around the piston-rod of a steam-engine ;

packing-case, a case or frame-work in which
articles are packed or securely enclosed, for con-

veyance to a distance ; packing-needle = PACK-
NEEDLE

; packing-officer (see quot.); f packing-
penny, a penny given at dismissal ; (o give a

packing-penny /0, to
'

send packing ',
to dismiss

; i

packing-press, a strong press, usually hydrau- ;

lie, used to compress goods into small bulk for
|

convenience of carriage; packing-sheet, (a) a
|

sheet for packing goods in
; (6) filed, a wet sheet

in which a patient is enveloped in hydropathic
treatment

; f packing whites, name for a kind of

woollen cloth.

1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mech.,*Packing-aivl^ one for thrusting
a twine through a packing cloth or the meshes of a hamper.
Ibid., *Packing~bolt {.Steam-engine}, a holt which secures
the gland of a stuffing-box. 1881 Archit. Publ. Soc. Diet.,
*
Packing-board, the term applied to the boards used with

poling boards over the intended soffit of an arch in tun-

neling, to the top of the heading wherever the earth shows
symptoms of falling in. 1842 SELBY Brit. Forest Trees
212 The wood is soft and spongy, and only fit for *packing-
boxes. 1791 in Picton L'pool Mimic. Rcc. (1886) II. 268
The frames, *packing cases and carriage. 1893 SF.LOCS
Trav, S. E. Africa 26 A large open packing-case, in which
had been stowed the trading goods. 1890 Cent. Diet. s. v.

Lenticel, The outer (not corky) cells of a lenticel are termed

*/>acking or complementary cells. 1859 W. S. COLHMAN
Woodlands (1866) 44 For making *packing-crates. 1884
KNIGHT Diet. Mech. Supp.,

*
Packing Gland, an annular

piece, the cover of a stuffing box, which is screwed or other-

wise forced into the stuffing box to expand the packing
against the piston. 1871 Rontledge's Ev. Boy's Ann, May
300 *Packing knots are used for binding timber together.
1662 in Pitcairn Crim. Trials III. 607 A sharp thing lyk
a "paking neidle. 1858 SIMMONDS Diet. Trade,

*
Packing-

officer, an excise-officer who superintends or watches the

packing of paper, and other exciseable articles. 1598 B.

JONSON Case Altered in. iii, Will you give A *packing
penny to virginity? 1825 BROCKETT N. C. Gloss., Packing-
penny-day, the last day of the fair; when all the cheap
bargains are to be had. 1825 J. NICHOLSON Operat. Mechanic
292 A very ingenious and useful *packing-press has been
-invented by Mr. John Peek. 1545 Rates of Customs cj,
Olde shetes called *packinge shetes the dossen. 1869
CLARIDGE Cold Water Cure 81 Had this gentleman been

subjected to the Packing-sheet followed by Tepid-bathing.
1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mech.,

*
Packing-stick, a woolding

stick ; one used in straining a twine around a rolled fleece

of wool in tying. 1483 Act i Rich. Ill, c. 8 4 Eny
Clothes called *Pakkyng whites. 1816-30 BENTHAM Offic.

Apt. Maximized, Extract Const. Code (1830) 64 note,
Should peradventure any *packing-worthy occasion happen
to take place. 1883 A. J. ADDERLEY Fisheries BaJtamas
6

(,
Fish. Exhib. Publ.) The sponges are taken to the *packing-

yard, where they are sorted, clipped, soaked in tubs of

lime-water, Und spread out to dry in the sun.

Pa-cking, vbl.sb*
[f.

PACK 0.2]

fa. Private or underhand arrangement ; fraudu-

lent dealing or contriving, plotting: see PACK v2
a 1529 SKELTON Death Earl Northumbld. 71 Ther was fals

packing, or els I am begylde. 1587 HARRISON England n.

iii. (1877) i. 77 Such packing. .is vsed at elections, that. .he
that hath most friends, ..is alwates surest to speed. 1603
DEKKER Bachelors Banquet Wks. (Grosart) I. 208 Then
fals hee into a frantick vaine of lealousie; watching his

wiues close packing. 1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 225
The forging and packing of miracles, c 1656 HRAMHALL '

Rfplic. ii. 103 If there be no miscarriage, no packing of

Votes, no fraud used. .like that in the Councel-of Ariminum i

for . . rejecting homo-onsios.

b. Corrupt constitution or manipulation of a

deliberative body, etc. : see PACK v ,
2

4.

1653 [F. PHILLIPS] Consid. Crt. Chanceryzo Suborning or

packing or laying of Juries. 1821 BENTHAM (title) The
Elements of the Art of Packing as applied to Special Juries,

particularly in cases of Libel Law. 1855 MACAULAY Hist.

Engt xv. III. 512 About the packing of the juries no evi-

dence could be obtained. 1884 Pall Mall G. 23 July i/i
The packing of Parliaments hardly secured to the Stuarts
a perpetual lease of power.
Pa eking, ///. a.

[f. PACK v. + -ING 2.] That

packs or is engaged in packing : see the verbs.

1636 DAVENANT Wits v. i, The nimble packing hand. 1890
Boston (Mass.) Jml. 25 Sept. 2/3 One large packing-firm [m
S. California] will this year lose 50,000 on prunes alone.

fPa-ckishness. Obs, nonce-word. The con-

dition or quality of being a pack.
167* EACHARD Hobbss State Nat* 22 If any one trangam

be taken out or missing, the pack then presently loses its

packishness, and cannot any longer be said to be a pack.

Packman (parkmaen). [f.
PACK st>. 1 + MAN j.]

j

A man who travels about carrying goods in a pack .

for sale ;
a pedlar.

a 16*5 SIR J. SKMPLE (title) A Pick-tooth for the Pope: or
the Pack-mans Pater-Noster, set down in a Dialogue l>e-

twixt a Pack-man and a Priest. Ibid, i The Priest said,

Pack-man, thou must haunt the Closter, To learn the Ave,
and the Pater noster. 1753 StKvart's Trial 89 James . .

immediately dispatched Alexander Stewart packman. fi8i7

VOL. VII.

365

HOGG Tales % S/c. V. 166 Auld Ingleby, the Liverpool pack-
man. 1869 BLACKMORK Lorna D. ii, I hoped that he would
catch the packmen.
Hence Pa ckmanship, the office of a packman.
1831 Blackw. Mag. XXX. 251 Denying the truth of his

picture of packmanship.

Packmantie, obs. Sc. var. POCKMASTEAU, etc.,

portmanteau. Pack-moth : see PACK sbl

Paxk-nee-dle. Forms: see PACK and NEEDLE.
[f. PACK j^.i + NEEDLE

; cf. Ger. packnadel, Du.
paknaald (Kilian packnaelde}.] A large strong
needle used for sewing up packages in stout cloth.

13*7 Wardrobe Ace. 20 Edw. II 26/10 Unus penner cum
paknedlls. 1341 [see PACKTHREAD]. 1362 LASGL. P. PL A.
v. 126, I . . Brocbede hem with a pak-neelde [v.rr. pacneld,
pakke nedle]. 1545 Rates Customs c ij b, Packenedels the
thousand iiij. \\\\d. 1634 T. JOHNSON- Parey's Chirutg. x.

xxiv. (1678.1 255 A long thick Triangular needle of a good
length like to a large Pack-needle. 1736 AMVAND in Phil,
Trans. XXXIX. 337 Thrusting close to the Bone a Pack-
Needle armed with a strong Packthread. 1866 ROGERS
Agric. ff Prices I. xxi. 551 Sacks were made in the house,
and pack-needles and thread were bought for the purpose.

Packsaddle 'pK-k,sre:dT;. [f.
PACK sbl +

SADDLE sb. cf. Du. pakzadel (Kilian

1. A saddle adapted for supporting a pack or

packs to be carried by a pack-beast.
1388 WVCLIF 2 Mace. iii. 27 In a pakke sadil ether hors

litir. 1530 PALSGR. 250/2 Packesadyll, l<atz, has. 1598
B. JONSON Ev. Man in Hum. i. iv, born for the manger,
pannier, or pack-saddle. 1641 MII.TOS Ch. Govt. n. (18511

149 Ye may take off their packsaddles, their days work is

don. 1773 NUGEST tr. Hist. Fr. Gerund I. 348 He will as
much apply to scholastic studies as it now rains pack-
saddles. 1859 MARCY Prairie Trat: iv. 98 The Mexicans
use a leathern pack-saddle without a tree.

2. Short for pack-saddle roof: see 3.

1848 B. WEBB Continental Eccles. 130 A point commands
eight spires at once : two being pack-saddles.
3. attrib. and Comb,, as pa'cksaddle-ma ker\

packsaddle roof (see quot.) ;
so packsaddle tower.

1599 MINSHEU Sp. Diet., A Packe-saddle maker, .. alhar-
dero. 1720 Lomi. Gaz. No. 5904/4 William Milward, Pack-
saddle-maker. 1845 PARKER Gloss. Archit. fed. 4) I. 381
A very common .. termination [of the church towers in

Normandy] is a pack-saddle roof with gables on two side*.

1848 RICKMAM Archit. App. 43 The tower on two sides has

high gables, and is roofed from these with a common house
ridge roof. This sort of roof is called a pack-saddle roof.

Packstaff (prc'kstaf). [f.
as prec. -f STAFF.]

A staff on which a pedlar supports his pack when

standing to rest himself. In proverbial phrase
f as plain as a packstaff (o\y&. ;

now pikestaff).
154* BECON David's Harp Early Wks. (Parker Soc.) 276
He is as plain as a pack-staff. 1597 Br. HALL Sat. in.

Prol. 4 Not, riddle like, obscuring their intent ; But, packe-
staffe plaine, uttring what thing they ment. 1691 DRYDKN
Amphitryon in. i, O Lord, what absurdities ! as plain as

any packstaff. 1760-72 H. BROOKE Fool of Qital. (1792) I.

iv. 153 Poundings of packstaves. 1881 DUFI-IELD Don Qui.v.
I. 310 The benedictions of the pack-staves.

j* b. attrih. (expressing contempt;. Obs.

1598 MARSTON Sco. Villanie i. i. B vij, O packstaffe rimes.
Ibid. n. v. E v, A packstaffe Epeihite, and scorned name*

Packthread (parkbred). Forms: see PACK
and THREAD,

[f.
as prec. + THREAD sb.] Stout

thread or twine such as is used for sewing or tying

up packs or bundles.

1541 Durham Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 542 In Paknedel et

PaTctrede emp. pro lana pakkanda, viijr 1392-3 Earl
Derby's Exped, (Camden) 158 Pro pacthred pro dictis

ligandis. 1442 in Willis & Clark Cambridge (1886) I. 387,

xvj Skaynys of grete packethrede for the masons for mesours.

1592 SHAKS. Rom. $ Jitl, v. i. 47 A beggerly account of

emptie boxes, . . Remnants of packthred. 1604 T. M. Blatk
Bk. in Middleton's H'ks. (Bullen) VIII. 22 Apparelled in ,

villanous packthread. 1712 ADDISON Spect. No. 407 p 5 !

There was a Counsellor who never pleaded without a Piece
of Packthread in his Hand. 1865 CARLYLE Fredk. Gf. xn.
xi. (1872) IV. 239 His big Austrian Heritages. .elaborately
tied by diplomatic packthread and Pragmatic Sanction.
attrib. and Comb. 1720 Lond. Gaz. No. 5868/9 Shift . .

ruffled with a Packthread striped Muslin with looped
Mechlin Edging. 1723 Ibid. No. 6175/6 William Burdock..,
Packthread-Spinner. 1863 FR. A. KEMBLE^V^^W. in Georgia
27 A pack-thread bell-rope.

Packtong, var. PAKTOXG, Chinese nickel-silver.

Packwax : see PAXWAX.
II Paco (pa

-k0\ Also pacos. [Sp. paco y a.

Quichua paco, the native name in Peru.
Cf. Domingo de S. Tomas Lex. Leng. Pern, 1560, Oveja^

llama, 6 paco, o guaca, 6 guanaco, d vicuna.]

1. = ALPACA.
1604 [see ALPACA i, GUANACO]. 1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage

(1614) 873 The Sierras yeeld . . Pacos, a kinde of sheepe-asses,
profitable for fleece and burthen. 1752 SIR J. HILL Hist.
Anitn. 575 The Camelus, without any gibbosity. The
Pacos. . It is anative of Peru, and is sometimes employed, as
the (ilama, in carrying burthens. 1774 GOLDSM. Nat. Hist.
II. 415 The natural colour of the paco is that of a dried rose

leaf. 1834 Nat. Philos. III. Pkys. Geog. 55/2 The paco,
which in its domestic state is called bicunia or vigonia.

2. Mitt. An earthy brown oxide of iron, contain-

ing minute particles of silver.
|
From its colour.)

1839 URE Diet. Arts 915 Paco, or Pacos, is the Peruvian ,

name of an earthy-looking ore, which consists of brown i

oxide of iron.
^
1854 J. D. WHITNEY Metallic Wealth U. S.

iii. 160 The principal ores [at Cerro de Pasco] are \he. faces
so called, analogous to the colorados of the Mexican miners :

they are ferruginous earths, mingled with argentiferous ores. ,

PACTOLIAN.

Pacock, north, form oipocock, PEACOCK.

t Pa'COlet. Obs. Name of a dwarf in the old

romance of Valentine and Orson, said to have
, made a magical horse of wood by which he could

instantly convey himself to any desired place.
Hence allusively, esp. in Pacolefs horse (F. tc

cheval de Pacolet}^ and Pacolet for a swift steed.

1581 SIDNEY Apol. Poetrie (Arb.) 64, I may speake..of
Peru, and in speech, digresse from that, to the description
of Calicut: but in action, I cannot represent it without
Pacolets horse, a 1613 OVEKBURY Characters (N.\ The
itcli of bestriding the presse, or getting up on this wodden
Pacolet. 1694 ECHARU Plauttts 53 If I had got Pacolet's
Horse, I cou'dn't ha

1

came sooner. 1738 RAMSAY Monk
$ Miller's Wife 230 I'll gar my Pacolet appear.

Pacquet, obs. form of PACKET.

Pact (psekt), sb. [a. OF. pact (i4th c.), later

pacts (in OF. also pat, pac, pag^ pi. pas], ad. L.

pactum agreement, covenant, neuter sb. f. pactits^

pa. pple. of pac-isc-ere to agree, covenant.] An
agreement between persons or parties, a compact.
Nnde^ bare, or naked fact, an agreement without con-

sideration, which cannot therefore be legally enforced.

1429 Rolls of Parlt. IV. 361/1 No Merchaunt ..shall. .

bynde any of ye Kynges Lieges, be pact, covenant nor

!

bond. 1485 CAXTON Chas. Gf. 216 He was contente to make
a pacte and couenaunte wyth Charles. i$4x HKNRvVlII
Declur. Scots H ij b, That is due vnto vs by right, pactes,

!
and leages. 1671 MILTON P. K. iv. 191 As offer them to

me., on such abhorred pact, That I fall down and wor-

ship thee as God. 1790 I.I-RKK Fr. Ret 1
. Wks. 1808 V,

\ 57 The engagement and pact of society, which generally
goes by the name of the constitution. 1846 BROWNING Lett.

! (1899) I. 462/4 His pact with the evil one obliged him to

drink no milk.

tPact (pa*t), v. Obs. [f. prcc. Cf. obs. F.

pacter (i6thc. in Godef.).] a. trans. To stipu-

late; to agree to, conclude (something) with a

person ;
to enter into a pact with (a person), b.

intr. To enter into a pact, bargain (for a thing).
Hence f Pa-cted///. a.

I535 CROMWELL in Merriman Life fy Lett. (1902) II. 45 To
pay the saide money. . uppon suche conuenauntes as they
slial pacte ( ondibcende and conclude. 1567 TUKBERV. Ovitfs

Epist. 63 Thy pacted spouse I am. 1646 GAULE Cases
Consc. 35 The pacted witch is one only operative, .by verlue
of a superstitious compact or contract made with the Divell,

1654 VILVAIN 'Iheol. Treat. \\. 41 A Covenant of Grace.,

freely pacted with Man a sinner.

Pact, obs. f. packed, from PACK v.

Pacthred, obs. form of PACKTHREAD.

Faction (pSB'kfwi), $A. Now chiefly Sc. Also

5-6 paccyon, 5 pactyon, 6 -tione, 6-7 -tioun.

[a. ( )F, paction^ paccion (i4th c. in Godef.), ad. L.

pactidntfrt) n. of action from paciscere to agree,

covenant.] The action of making a bargain or

pact; a bargain, agreement, compact, contract.

1471 CAXTON Recuyell (ed. Sommer) 8 The paccion and

promys that he maad to his broder Tytan. 1484 Fables

of sEsop n. xi, The convenaunce.s and pactyons made by
drede and force oughte not to be holden. 1566 R_eg.

Privy Council Scot. I. 489 Ony setting, promeis, taking,

pactioun, or conditioun. 1657 \V. MORICE Coena quasi
Kou-yj v. 51 He entred into paction with man. 1754 EBSKIKK
Princ. Sc. Law (1809) 82 The provisions that the wife is

entitled to, either by law or by paction. 1865 MAFFKI
Brigand L ifo II. App. 311 Such pactions with the assassins

as the Bourboni^t kings were not ashamed to enter into.

b. Those leagued together, a confederation.

1877 BLACK Green Pat. xx, And fight the whole paction
of your enemies in Knglebury.
Fa ctioii, v. Si. [a. F. pactioner^ -onner

(i4th c.}, f. paction: see prec.] a. trans. To
covenant or agree to (something) ; b. ;;///-. To
make a paction.
1640 R. BAILLIE Canterb. Self-convict. Postscr. 8 The King

of Scotland is obliged at his coronation to paction under his

great oath the preservation of the established Religion. 1725
MACFARLANK Genealog. Collect, (1900) II. 87 John Bisset..

pactioned with Brisius Bishop of Murray anent the Trans-

portation of Ecclesia St. Mauri tij to Balbray. a 1839 GALT
Demon Destiny in, 27 When they had paction 'd to pro-
ceed together.

Factional (pce'kJanSl), a. Chiefly Sc. [f.

FACTION sb. + -AL.] Of, pertaining to; or of the

nature of a pact or covenant.

1624 F. WHITE Repl. Fisher 405 A relatiue, Factional!,
and Sacramentall Vnion. a 1659 BP. BROWNRIG Serin. (1674)
1 1. ii. 22 The Promises . . are . . not simply free, but pactional
and federal. 17*6 E. ERSKINE Sertn. Wks. 1871 I. 126 In

a way of pactional debt. 1893 Law Rep., Weekly Notes

130/2 The contract, .was pactional, and not testamentary.

Hence Fa'ctionally adv., by pact or agreement.
1884 LD. WATSON in Law Rep. 9 App. Cases 541

An
estate, .which was being pactionally secured to the issue of

the marriage into which she was entering.

fPactrtious.a. Obs. rarer*, [f. L. pactici-us,

f. pact-us pa. pple. : see PACT sb. and -ITIOUS.]

Characterized by being agreed upon or stipulated.

1656 in BLOUNT Glossogr. 1658 in PHILLIPS. 1755 JOHN-
SON, Pactitious, settled by covenant.

t Pa'Ctive, a. Obs. rare 1
* [ad. L. type

*pactlv-us, f. ppl. stem/Bc*-: see PACT sb^\ Pac-

tional, settled by covenant.

1633 T. ADAMS Exp. 2 Peter L 8 Heaven is . . often called a

reward ; not factive, but pactlve ; of covenant, not of merit.

Pactolian (paektJu-lian), a. [f. L. Pactdlus,

Gr. Ila/muAoj + -IAN.] Of, belonging or relating



FACTORIAL.

to, the river Pactolus in Lydia, famed in ancient I

times for its golden sands
; golden.

1606 SYLVESTER Du Bartas n. iv. n. Magnificence 275 I

With either hand, .shee pours Pactolian surges and Argolian ;

showrs. a 1618 Christians Conflict 98 The sacred hunger
j

of Pactolian Dust, Gold, Gold bewitches mee. 1796 Modern
'

Gulliver's Trav. 170 Kach page invites to the pactolian
coast, a 1845 Hooo Black Job ii, Flimsy schemes, For '

rolling in Pactolian streams.

Pacto'rial, a. Sc. Laiv. rare. [f. as next +
-AL : see -ORIAL.] = next.

1884 Law Rep. 9 App. Cases 332 The deed.. contains no
i

pactorial contract to do anything except for the marriage.

t Pa'Ctory, #. Obs. rare. [ad.L. type *pactori-

tts, f. pact- : see PACT sb. and -OBT.J Of the

nature of or pertaining to a pact or covenant.

1633 T. ADAMS E.\-p. 2 Peter \\. 10 Thine is a service..

Factory ; undertaking such a work for such wages.
Pacu (pak/7

1

, pa'kft). Zool. Also pacou, paco.

[a. Tupi/drw.] A fresh-water fish, Myletes pacu^
of Brazil and Guiana.
i8i WATEKTOX U'aud. S. Amer. (1882) 35 The Pacou

the richest and most delicious fish in Guiana. 1827 GRIFFITH
'

tr. Cttvfer X. 424 The Pacu. 1869 R. F. BTHTON Highl.
Brazil 1 1. xvi. 240 The Pacu . . The Carp-like body averages
2 to 3 palms in length.

Pad (psed), s/>. 1 Obs. exc. dial. Forms: 2, 5

pade, 3pode, 5~7padd(e, 6 pod; 5- pad. [Late
OE. pade or Ipad, akin to OX. padda \vk. fern.

(S\v./tfi#/7, Dan,/<&) -*OFris. and MDn./&/<&,
Du. pad, padde, MLG. padde, pedde, LG. pad, ,

mod.Fris. dial, padde, podde, podd, pod, all in

sense * toad '. Cf. LG. or Du. schildpad tortoise, \

Ger. schildpatt tortoise-shell. Hence the diminn-
:

live PADDOCK, frog. Relations outside Teutonic

unknown.]
1. t A toad (obs.', ; but in mod. dialects, the same

as PADDOCK, a frog.
1154 O. E. Ckron. an. 1137 Hi dyden heo in quarterne J>ar

nadres 8: snakes & pudes wjeron inne 8: drapen heo swa.
r 1150 Gen. <y A'.r. 2977 Pulheuedes, &: froskes, & podes
spile Bond harde egipte folc in sile. c 1420 AntnrsofArth.
115 On be chef of be cliolle A pade \MS. Thornton tade,
MS. Ingilby padok] pikes one be pulle. f 14*5 WYNIOUX
Cron. \. xv. 1346 As ask or eddyre, tade or pade. (11450
CeT'. Myst. xvii. (Shaks. Soc.) 164, I xal prune that paddok
and prevyn hym as a pad. 1470 HEXRYSON Mor. ]<'ab.

XHI. (Frog <V Mouse) xiv, The fals ingyne of this foull

carpand pad [rime bad]. 1570 LEVINS Manip. 7/33 A Padde,
totle, bttfo. a 1585 MOHTGOHERIB Flyting 431 That this

wornie..some wonders may wirk; And, through the poyson
of this pod, our pratiques prevaile. 1876 W'hitby Gloss.

^

Pads, . . frogs. 1876 Mid. Yorks. Gloss. , Pad, . . a fron.

fig* JS93 HARVEY AVru Let. Wks. (t'.rosart) I. 291" The
abiectest vermin, the Vilest padd, that creepeth on the earth.

2. A star-fish.

1613 Hovjiird of
'

Naworth Househ, Bks. (Surtees) 28 Mr.
Sennoye's man bringing sea pads [note, the star-fish] and
wilkes. 1661 LOVELL Hist. Anim. 4- Mitt, 283 Suepadde.
Stella marina. 1834 SIR H. TAYLOR ArtevcMe n. v. iii,

Sea-hedgehog, madrepore, sea-ruff, or pad.

j-3. Apad in the straw, a lurking or hidden danger, i

1530 PAI.SGR. 595/1 Though they make never so fayre a !

face, yet there is a padde in the strawe. 1575 CHURCHYARD !

Chipf-L's 11817) 136 Syr William Drury, (smelling out a pad
in the straw). 1579 GOSSON Sch. Abuse (Arb) 63, I haue..'

poynted to the strawe where the padd lurkes, that euery
man at a gliinse might descry the beaste. 1590 NASHK
Pasqittfs Apol. i. C ij b. 1650 FULLER Pisgak in. 11. viii;

3 Latct angiiis in herba^ there is a pad m the straw, and
invisible mischief lurking therein. 1652 PKYTON Catastr.
Ito. Stuarts (1731) 22 Altho' there lay a Pad in the straw.

4. Comb, f pad-pipe paddock-pipe ; f pad-
stool = paddock-stool : see PADDOCK sb^ 3.
c 1450 Alphita (Anecd. Oxon.) 24/1 Boletus^ . . angl.

tadestol [<'. r. paddestol]. Ibid. 37/5 Cauda. Pulli crescit in

aquis. angl. padpipe. 1570 LEVINS Manip. 161/16 A Pad-
stoole, tuber. 1607 TOPSKI.L Fonr-f. Beasts (1658) 384 A
kind of Mushrom, or Padstoole.

Pad (paed), sb Also 7 padde, (Sc. 8 pead, 9
paid). [A word orig. of vagabonds' cant, introduced
like other words of the class in i6th c. : cf. CRANK
sb.^-t a. Du. or LG. pad OHG. pfad, cognate
with Eng. PATH, q.v.]
1. A path, track

;
the road, the way. Orig. slangy

j

now also dial.

1567 HARMAN Caveat 84 The hygh pad, the hygh waye. j

16x1 MIDDLETON& DaBtt*X*ar&lfGrJ**i\U, 1873 1 1 1. 216, i

I am. .a maunderer vpon the pad. 1625 Ii. JONSON Staple of
N, n. v, A Rogue,A very Canter, I Sir, one that maunds Vpon
the Pad. 1666 BuNVAN^rac^ Ab. 12, 1 must say to the puddles
that were in the horse pads, He dry. 1768 Ross Helcnore
21 For her gueed luck a wie bit aff the pead \ed. 1812 paid],
Grew there a tree wi' branches thick an' bred. 1790 W.
MARSHALL Midi. Counties Gloss. (E. D. S.), Pad, .. path.
1870 Ii. PEACOCK RalfSkirl. II. 109 Slip ower Owse an' go
by trods an' pads. 1898 J. A. BARRY S. Brown's Bunyip,
etc. 21 Striking a well-beaten pad, he followed it

fig. 1647 H. MORE Song of Soul i. n. cxxxii, The equal 1
;

pad Of justice now, alas ! is seldome trad.

2. a. Phr. On the pad, on the road, on the

tramp ; To standpad, to beg by the way ; Gentle-
\

wa/t, knight, squire of the pOii, a highwayman, j

b. Robbery on the highway, slang.
1664 ETHEREDGE Comical Revenge \. iii,

I have laid the

dangerous Pad now quite aside. 1699 R. L'ESTRANGK
jErasm. Colloq. 43 A troop of lusty Rogues upon the
|

Pad. 1700 T. BHOWN Aimtsein. Ser. <V Com. 105 Some-
times they are Squires of the Pad, and.. borrow a little

Money upon the King's High-Way. 1706-7 FARQUHAR I

[K

366

Keaux* Strat. \\. ii, D'ye know of any other Gentlemen
o' the Pad on this Road? 1851 MAYHEW Land, Labour
1. 246 He subsists now by

'

sitting pad
'

about, the suburban
pavements. Ibid. 416 Her husband was on the pad in the
country, as London was too hot to hold him. Ibid. III.

24 Beggars ,. who 'stand pad with a fakement
'

[remain
stationary, holding a written placard].

t 3. A highway robber
;

a highwayman. Cf.

FOOTPAD. Obs.

1673 R. HEAR Canting Acad. 88 The High-Pad, or

Knight of the Road. 1695 CONGRF.VE Lovefor /,. i. iv, 16
Two suspicious Fellows like lawful Pads, that would knock
a Man down with Pocket Tipstaves, a, 1700 B. K. Diet.
Cant. Crew, High Pad, a High-way Robber well Mounted
and Armed. Ibid.) H'ater-Pad, ont that Robbs Ships in
the Thames. 1716 C'TESS COWPER Diary (1864) 100 Mr.
Mickelwaite was set upon by nine Footpads. . . His Servants
and he fired at them again, and the Pads did the same. 1823
BYRON yuan xi. xi, Fourpads, In ambush laid, who had per-
ceived him loiter Behind his carriage. 1834 H. AISSWORTH
Rookivood in, v, Hi_;h Pads and Low Pads.

4. A road-horse, an easy-paced horse, a pad-nag.
1617 MORYSON Itin. ii. 47 He delighted in study, m

gardens, ..in riding on a pad to take the aire. 1690 in izt/t

Rep. Hist. jl/SS. Coint't. App. vn, 272, 60 sumpter horses,
6 war-horses, and 16 padds. 1703 SIR J. CLKKK Mem,
(18951 46, I was mounted on a fine gray pad belonging to
the Duxeof QueensberrVi 1708 [see PACER 2]. 1788 GIBBON
DecL 4- F, Iviii. (1869) III. 434 He quietly rode a pad or

palfrey of a more easy pace. 1832 TENNYSON Lady Shalott
n. iii, An abbot on an ambling pad. 1858 R, S. SURTEES
Ask Mamma xiv. 46 The very neatest lady's pad I ever set

eyes on !

5. attrib. and Comb.
t as (sense I ) pail-horse, -mare,

-ram (humorous after pad-horse\ \ -thief \ (sense

4) 'boy* -groom \ %\so pad-clinking, pad-like adjs.

1633 Ii. JONSON Tale Tub iv. iii, Oh for a pad-horse, pack-
horse, or a post-horse, To bear me on his neck, his back, or
his croup. 1690 SHAOWELL Am. Bigot ii, De Pad-thief of
the road. 1708 Lond, Gaz, No. 4478/8 Stoln or Stray'd..,
a Padlike Mare light coloured in the Face. 1714 ADOISON
Spect. No. 623 F 5 Finding it an easy Pad-Ram .. she pur-
chased it of the Steward. 1725 T. THOMAS in Portlatut

Papers VI. (Hist. MSS. Comm.) 81 A little pad mare. 1826

Sporting Mag. XVII. 378 These, with the squire's pad-
groom . . made a respectable appearance. 1865 H. KINGSLEY
Hiliyars <$ Burtons xix, My bonny, pad-clinking [note

Alluding to the clinking of their spurs].. bucks, Good day.
1870 KLAINE Encycl. Rur. Sports 1074 The pad groom is

employed in the hack stable and to follow his master.

Pad (psed), j.3 Also 6-7 padde, 7-8 padd.
nown from middle of i6th c.

; origin obscure.
It is not certain that all the senses here placed have a com-

mon origin : 8 and 9 esp. seem to have little connexion with
branch I. The only senses appearing to have relationship
outside Kng. are 6 and 7, with which cf. i6th c. Flem. (now
obs.)

*

pad, pattc (vet us) palma pedis, planta pedis' (Kilian)
i. e. sole of the foot, and LG./rtrf

'

sole of the foot
'

Bremisches
Wl^ch. 1767 ; but the history of the continental word is also

unknown, it did not mean ' cushion ', and it could not possibly
be the starting-point of the Kng, senses.]

I. f 1. A bundle of straw or the like to lie on.

1554 UP. HOOPKK in Fox's A. <y .!/. 11631} III. XL i^o/r
Hauing nothing appointed to me for my bed, but a little

pad of straw, and a rotten couering. 1598 I )H.\YTOS Heroic.

/:/>., Elcnor Cobhaut to Die. Humphry Poems (16051 5? k,

(Had heere to kennell in a pad of straw. 1641 BROMK
Jovial Crew m. \Vks. 18^3 111. 394, I left 'em .. sitting
on their Pads of straw, helping to dress each others head-;.

1719 DK FOE Crusoe n. iii, They lay ., upon Goat-skins,
laid thick upon such Couches and Pads, as they made for

themselves.

2. A soft stuffed saddle without a tree, such as

are used by country women or by equestrian per-

formers, and by children in learning to ride; that

placed on an elephant.
1570 LEVINS Manip. 7/32 A Padde, saddle, penulatum,

1600 DVMMKHC Ireland (1843) 7 The horsemen . . ryde upon
paddes, or pillows without styrups. 1603 OWEN Pembroke-
shire (1892) 280. 1633 T. STAFFORD Pac. Hib. in. xiii. (1810)

624 A choise Irish horse with arich pad, and furniture. 1639
SHIRLEY Ball v. i, The pads, or easy saddles, Which,our
physicians ride upon. 1792 WOLCOTT (P. Pindar) Odes of
Condol. Wks. 1792 III, 197 'Tis better riding on a pad, Than
on a horse's back that's bare. 1813 MARIA GKAHAM Jrnl.
India 75 On his [the elephant's] back an enormous pad is

placed.. upon this is placed the howda. 1875 ** SIDNEY
Bk. ofHorse 303 The best saddle for commencing is a pad,
without a tree. 1879 F. POI.LOK Sport Brit. Burmah 1. 199,
I was on a pad, as I found that I could shoot far better off

it than out of a howdah.

b. That part of double harness to which the

girths are attached, used in place of the gig-saddle ;

sometimes, also, a cart-saddle.

1811 Sporting Mag. XXXVII. 304 Arms and crests, .will

be introduced on the winkers, pads, nose-bands and breast-

plates. 1875 S. SIDNEY Bk. ofHorse 489 The pad or saddle
of a four wheeled carriage has no weight to sustain beyond
the shafts. 1894 ARMATAGE Horse vi. 88.

3. Something soft, of the nature of a cushion,

serving esp. to protect from or diminish jarring,

friction, or pressure, to fill up hollows and to fill

out or expand the outlines of the body, to raise

a pattern in embroidery, etc.

a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Padds, worn by the Women
to save their Sides from being Cut or Mark d with the

Strings of their Petty-coats. 1799 tr. //. Meister's Lett.

Kng. 224 Some ladies make useoi artificial means to procure
this kind of deformity of shape. This gives rise to pads
and padded ladies, of which you have lately [1791] read so

many aukward pleasantries. 1850 J. F. SOUTH Honseh.

Snrg. 151 Surgeons have a brass tourniquet with a bandage
and a pad, the action of the pad being to press specially

upon the artery. 1873 BKSANT & RICE Little Girl 11. iii. 70
Her wealth of hair wanted no artificial pads to set it up and .

PAD.
1 throw it off, as it lay,.. upon her head. 1884 Health Exhib.
\

Catal. 83/2 Patent Woollen Pads for laying under stair-

carpets, landings, &c.
b. A cushion or stuffing placed beneath a saddle

or gig-tree, or any part of a horse's furniture or

harness, to prevent galling, or under the foot to

keep the sole moist ; a cap of leather stuffed to

protect a horse's knee.

1843 YOUATT Horse xxL 428 In the better kind of stables
a felt pad is frequently used. ..It keeps the foot cool and
moist, and is very useful, when the sole has a tendency in
become flat. 1894 AKMATAGE Horse 259, 263.

c. In Cricket and other sports: A guard or

protection for parts of the body, as the leg or shins.

1851 LILLYWHITE Guide Cricketers 14 Pads, .to guard the

club.. won eternal fame because the players insisted on
wearing their pads on tlie wrong leg. 1882 Daily Tfl.

17 May, Watson was bowled off Ins pads.
d. = PADDING vbl. sb.- 2.

1860 THACKERAY Four Georges iv. (1876) 101 That outside,
I am certain, is pad and tailor's work.

4. A number of sheets of blotting-, writing-, or

drawing-paper fastened together at the edge so as

to form a firm block, from which the sheets may
be removed one by one as used ; called also

blotting-^ drawing', or writing-pad.
1865 DICKENS /!//. Fr. \. viii, A pen, and a box of wafers,

. .andawriting-pad. tMPBEKKfi SIVEWRIGHT Telegraphy
282 On the service of the Post Office Department. . . Every
[telegraph] circuit is supplied with pads of these forms, and
in order that the clerk who is about to receive a message
may know what particular form to use, every message is

indicated by a prefix, which is the first signal always sent.
1880 BKSANT & RICE Seamy Side xx. 168 The massive pad
of blotting-paper . reminded the boy of his uncle. 1888 M .

ROBERTSON Lombard St. Myst. xv, This, .sheet, .had been
torn off a blotting pad.

II. 5. Any cushion-like part of the animal

body. Optic pad', see OITIC A. 2.

1878 BELL tr. Gegenbaurs Comp. Anat. 117 The septa of
the gastrovascular system.. terminate as elongated bands
or pads. 1881 ,M IVAKT Cat 36 The adjacent surfaces of the
bodies of the vertebra are nearly flat, and are connected
together by the intervention of a fibrous pad. 1883 //.

Grays Anat. led. 10) 492 Posteriorly, the corpus callosum
forms a thick rounded fold, called thespleniumorpad. 1897
Al/butt's Syst. Mfd. II. 690 In the mouth, the vesicles ..

occur most frequently on the inside of the lips, the pad of the

upperjaw, and the tongue. 1898 P. MANSON Trop. Diseases
i. 21 Prick the congested finger pad with a clean needle...
Then gently with finger and thumb squeeze the finger pad.
6. 'Ihe fleshy elastic cushion forming the sole of

the foot, or part of it, in various quadrupeds, as

feline and canine beasts, the camel, etc. Also,
a fibrous cushion at the bottom of the tarsus in

a bird's foot ; also, one of the tarsal cushions of an

insect, a pulvillus.
1836-9 TODD (.'yd. Anat. II. 61/2 The elastic pad placed

beneath the foot of the dromedary. 1871 STAVELEY Brit.
Insects ii. 38 Feet of insects., of two claws with one, two, or
three soft pads ; but the pads are often wanting. 1874 Heel-

pad [see HEEL j^. 1 26 c]. 1881 MIVART Cat 14 The skin of
the fleshy pads beneath the paws. 1895 NEWTON Diet.
Birds 866 They are soon buried in the fibrous interarticular

pad, and in the majority of birds ultimately vanish.

7. The foot or paw of a fox, hare, otter, wolf, or

other beast of the chase
;
also the footprint of such.

1790 NAIKSK 7^/^(1824) 99 (E. D. D.) His pads alternate

play. 1859 JKPHSOS Brittany vi. 79 Nailed against a barn-

door, I observed thf '

pads
'

(pattest or feet of a wolf. 1865
R. S. SURTEES Romfortfs Hounds if* Off went the brush,
head, and pads. . .

* Bm>h is bespoke '. . . He then distributed
the pads. 1878 JEITERIES Gamekctpfr at H. 27 Country
housewives still use the hare's 'pad' for several domestic

purposes. 1891 MRS. J. GORDON Eunice Anscotube 170 A
smart little felt hat ornamented at one side with a silver-

mounted otter-pad. 1901 ll'ide World Mag. VI. 447/2 Not
a trace of cart-rut, hoof-mark, or camel-pad could I discern.

III. 8. Afech. The socket of a brace, in which
the end of the bit is inserted; a tool-handle into

which tools of different gauges, etc., can be fitted,

as in a pad-saw.
1688 R. HOLME A rmou>y in. 368/1 (Joiner's tool) Pad> is the

square piece of Wood in which the Bit is fixed. 1703 MOXON
Mech. Exerc. 04 You ought to be provided with Bills of
j-everal sizes, fitted into so many Padds. 1812-16 J. SMITH
Panorama Se. <y Art I. 115 In the end of one of these

limbs, which is called the pad, the piece of steel by which
the boring is performed, is inserted. \ty$Carpentry $ Join.
22 It also goes by the name of the pad saw. on account of
the handle in which it is inserted. This handle, or pad, after

being turned, is bored quite through and is fitted with a long
brass ferrule. 1881 YOUNG Every Alan his own Mechanic
319 The

pads
or patent tool-handltjs with tools contained

within, and varying in number from 12 to 20, are very useful.

9. Watch- and Clock-making. A pallet.

1704 W. UKRMAM in /'////. Trans. XXV. 1789 It is necessary
. .that the Power, .do at all times exert the very same force

upon the Pads or Pallets. 1884 F. J. BRITTEN Watch 4-

Ctockm. 183 [The] Pad.. [is] the pallet of the Anchor recoil

escapement for clocks.

10. A package of yarn of a definite amount or

weig-ht. local.

1746 Exmoor ,5V.W(#,-(E.D. S.) 113 Tha tedst net carry
whome thy Pad. 1828 Craven Gloss, (ed. 2), Pad% a small

pack or bundle. i886Et.woRTHV W.Somerset Word-bk.^Pad
. . (By sellers of woollen yarn.) The square-shaped package
of yarn in which it is generally made up for sale, consisting
of twelve bundles or hanks, and each bundle consisting of a
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great many skeins varying, .according to the fineness of the

yarn a skein being always a fixed number of yards, and
the pad a fixed weight. Jfa'd., (By spinners.) A bundle of

yarn consisting of twenty.four small hanks, each consisting
of four skeins, each skein measuring 360 yards ; consequently
a pad of yarn always represented the same number of yards,
whatever its size or weight.
1L Shipbuilding, ^ee quot.)
1867 SMYTH Sailors IVorti-bk., Pad, or Pati-piece, in ship-

building, a piece of timber placed on the top of a beam at
its middle part, in order to make up the round of the deck.

12. (More fully lily-pad^} A broad floating leaf

(of the water-lily). U. S.

1858 O. W. HOLMES Aut. Break/--'- (883 ) 33 Pickerel

lying under the lily-pads. 1891 Anthony's 1'hotogr. Hull.
IV. 46 The Indian canoe. .stealing along sedgy lake shores,
and through the lily pads of the long ponds. 1895 Month
Aug. 499 There are no lily pads about.

13. A trade term for a thick double-faced ribbon,
used as a watch-guard, and in masonic decorations ;

also for an extra-thick ribbon used for stiffening
the waists of women's dresses, etc.

IV. 14. attrib. and Comb., as : sense )pad-back,
electrode, -foot ; fail-like adj. ; (2 b) pad-housings,
-screw, -terret

; (7) pad-mark, -scent ; (S) pad-
hole

; pad-bracket i^see quot.) ; pad-cloth, a

housing-cloth extending over the horse's loins
;

pad-crimp press, a press on which damped
leather is pressed into shape between convex and
concave surfaces ; pad-elephant, an elephant
having on its back a pad only (not a howdah), on
which to carry burdens, baggage, game killed in

hunting, and the like
; pad-hook, a hook on the

harness-pad (see sense 2 b) of a horse, for holding
up the bearing-rein ; pad-piece : see sense 1 1 ;

pad-plate, a metal plate on which a harness-pad is

made; pad-play (Cricket), the use of the leg-pads
to protect the wickets ; hence pad-player ; pad-
saddle, a treeless padded saddle

; pad-saw : see
sense 8

; pad-side, a strip of leather attached to

the harness-pad and to the girth ; pad-top, an
ornamental leather piece finishing off a harness-pad
at the top ; pad-tree, a frame of wood or metal

giving shape and rigidity to a harness-pad.
1897 Daily AVtus g Nov. 6/5 White and gilt Louis XV [

standard chairs, seats and *pad backs in blue striped brocaded
silk. 1884 KNIGHT Diet. Mec/i, Suppl.,

*Pad bracket, a
stable-wall bracket having a shape adapted to receive the
saddle which rests thereon. 1870 BI.MNE Encycl. Rur.
Sports (ed. 3) 1087 The full set [of clothing for race-horses]
comprises .. breast -cloth, 'pad-cloth, and fillet-cloth, \vilh
rollers to secure them. 1896 AMntfs Syst. Med. I. 369
An accessory wire [may be] led from the foot-plate to a *pad
electrode placed under the thigh. 1833 Etiin, Rev. LVII.
367 With twenty *pad-e!ephants to beat the covert. 1864
TREVELYAN Compet. Wal/ah 11866) 151 We found the pad
elephants, forty-four in number; which, with the howdah-
wallahs, gave us a line of four dozen. 1688 R. HOLME
Armoury in. 368/1 Busli or ''Pad Hole, a four square hole
in which the Hit is placed, so as it cannot turn. 1901 Scrib.
tier's Mag. Apr. 413/2 To stand there and see those mincing
cobs go by, their *pad-housings all a-glitter. 1849 Sk. Nat.
Hist., Mammalia IV, 216 (Maitis) The hind-feet have five

short, thick, blunt claws, edging a T

pad-like sole covered with
coarse granular skin. 1880 GUXTHKR Fis/u'S-$y> The lateral
teeth are large, pad-like. 1900 Klackw. Mag. Mar. 393/2
Here again is the ^pad-mark of a tiger. 1888 PaliMaUG.
12 Apr. 5/2 Have you any intention of dealing with '

*pad-
players"/ i6az SIR R. BOYLE in Lismon Pafers (1886) II.

60, I receaved from Thomas Taylor . . a fair *padd saddle
and ffurneture. 1877 W. MATTHEWS

Ethiiogr. ffidatsa. 19
They.. make neat pad-saddles of tanned elk-skin, stuffed
with antelope-hair. 187$

' STONEHKNGE '

Brit. Sjtvrts I. n.
v. 8. 182 Some can pick out a cold **pad scent'. 1894
AKMATAGE Horse vi. 89 The leaders of a .. four-in-hand ..

their reins are passed . . through the upper half of the *pad
terret.

Fad, sb* FA variant of Pun, perhaps affected in

form by prec.J An open pannier, usually of osiers ;

a measure of fish, fruit, etc., varying in quantity
according to the commodity, a ' basket'.

1579 E.'K. Gloss. Sfnoser's Kkc/-h. Col. Nov. 16 A haske
is a wicker pad, wherein they vse to cary fish. 1787 W.
-MARSHALL Norfolk Gloss. (E. 1). S.>, Pads,, .panniers. 1851
MAYHKW Loud. Labour I. 57 He may buy a pad of soles for
is. &/., and clear 5^. on them. 1858 SIMMOSDS Diet. Trade,
Pad,, .a fish measure, whii h varies in number 60 mackerel
go to a pad. 1887 Daily .Ym's t Dec. 2/8 Apples, 4$. to oj.

per pad. 1891 Times 3 Oct. 1 3/3 Crabs, 2cw. to 251-. per pad.

Fad, rf.5 (adv.) [Partly echoic, partly asso-
ciated with PAD t>.l] The dull firm non-resonant
sound of steps, or of a staff, upon the ground ; also
the repeated step or footfall producing this sound.
In earliest example used advb. fad, pad, = with

repetition of this sound or action.

1594 NASHE Unfort. Trav. Wks. (Grosart) V. 150 As in
an earthquake the ground should open, and a blind man
come feeling pad pad oner the open Gulph with his stafie.

1879 BROWNING Ivda Imitumitck 125 "1'is the regular pad of
the wolves in pursuit of the life in the sledge ! 1890 KIPLING

(Pad, j/;.6 Obs. A shortened form of PADLOCK. :

(In Rogers Agric. 4- Prices II. 519/1, 3, 520/4, of 1294,
j

1307, citcdi M /W:_in 520/4 of 1392 'a pads & chains for I

horses '. But frle original words are in no case given.] 1573
TUSSER Hash. (1878) 38 Soles, fetters, and shackles, with !

horselock and pad. I
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Fad (peed), z.i [Related to PAD s&.l; cf. LG.
and E.Fris. fadden ='OHG. pfadCm, OE. pieSSan,
to tread, go along (a path). Also LG. (Bremisch.
Wbch.) padjiin to run with short steps: said of
children ; pedden to step, step often. But in some
senses associated with the sound, like PAD

sb.->~\ _

I. 1. trans. To tread, walk, or tramp along
(a path, road, etc.) on foot.

1553 BRADFORD Lett. Wks. (Parker Soc.) II. 46 Other your
brothers and sisters pad the same path. 1727 SOMERVILLE
]'~ablcs_ xiv. ii, Two Toasts with all their Trinkets gone,
Padding the Streets for Hatf-a-Crown. 1882 (Glasgow Nev's
17 May4 Many an honest man. .is forced to. /pad the road '

in search of work.

b. intr. To travel on foot, to walk; to tramp
or trudge along, esp. as a vagrant or person seeking
work. Also, to pad it.

1610 ROWLANDS Martin Mart-all E iv b, Two Maunders. .

wooing in their natiue language. O Ben mort wilt thou pad
with me. 1796 MRS. M. ROIIINSO.V Angelina II. 158 You
can't be any great things, padding it at this time of the

morning. 1824 SCOTT St. Konims vi, [He] might have been
made to pad^on well enough. 1837 MRS. SIIKKWOOP 11,-nry
Milner in. ii, Footsteps were heard padding along. 1883
W. C. SMITH North Country Folk 108 We padded, barefoot,
to the school.

c. To pad the hoof, to go on foot, tramp : cf.

HOOF sb. 4. slang.
1824 W. IKYING T. Trim. I. 225 Stout fellows to pad the

hoof over them. 1860 THACKKRAY Lr.'el the II 'id. i, Bearded
individuals, padding the muddy hoof in the neighbouring
Regent Street. 1894 S. J. WI:YMAN .Man in Black 21 '

If I

knew, I should not be padding the hoof, said he.

2. intr. (with reference to the manner ofwalking),
fa. Of a horse: To pace. b. Of other quadrupeds-:
To walk or ran with steady dull-sounding steps.
(In this sense partly echoic with reference to the sound.]
a. ijz+Lond.Ga-. No. 6239/4 Stolen. ., a.. Mare, ..it Trots
and Pads. 1737 BRACKI-.N l'~arnery hnpr. (1757* 11.41 This
Sort, .are soonest taught to pace or pad well.

b. 1871 G. MACDONALO Ltr.'c's Ordtal xxiii, A hound,
Padding with gentle paws upon the road. 1898 G. W.
STEEVKNS ll-'it/i Kitchener to Khartum-]? When my camel
padded into their camp by moonlight.
3. trans. To tread or beat down by frequent

walking; to form (a path) by treading, dial.

1764 Museum Kiistiaim III. xxi. 88 Whether the eartli
be in such a state of cohesion as to be padded under the
horses feet. i&nSporliHg Mag. XL1 1 1 . 242 The cottagers' . .

gardens, .have been padded like sheep-folds. 1855 BROWNING
Childe Rolatut x\\\. Whose savage trample thus could pad
the dank Soil to a plash. 1888 Sheffield Gloss., Snow is said
to be well padded when a path has been trodden thereon,

t b. fig. (?) To render callous, as if by treading.
(But the sense is doubtful ; cf. PADDED///, rt.')

1607 Sckol. Disc, agst. Antichr. i. iv. 194 As for them
whom this heresie has so paded and benummed, that they
thinke they are well.enough.

II. f4. inti: To rob on the highway; to be
a footpad. Obs.

1638 FOKD f.atfy's Trial \. i, One Can.. cant, and pick a
pocket, Pad for a cloak, or hat, and, in the dark, Pistol
a straggler for a quarter-ducat. 1680 I'intt. Conforming
Clergy (ed. 2) 38 What should they do then? but. .go a
padding upon the High-way. 1730-6 BAILEY (folio), To
/Vif/, . . also to rob on the road on foot.

Fad, v
[f. PAD sb. 3 in various senses. Recent ;

not in J., Todd 1818, nor Webster 1828.]
I. 1. trans. To stuff, fill out, or otherwise

furnish (anything) with a pad or padding ;
to stuff

(something) in or about, so as to serve as a pad.
1827 LYTTON Pelham xliv, But, sir, we must be padded ;

we are much too thin ; all the gentlemen in the Life Guards
are padded, sir. 1846 LANDOR fmag. Conv. Wks. II. 105
What falsehoods will not men put on, if they can only pad
them with a little piety ! 1856 KANE Ant. Expl. I. xxviii.

373 Dry grass was padded round their feet. 1866 ROGERS
Agric. tf^Prices I. xxi. 532 The saddle-tree must have been
padded in the house. 1885 H. O. FORBES Nat. IVand.
E. Archip. 158 Lichens and mosses padded every stone.

b. absol. or intr.; also for re/I.
1821 BYRON Juan y. cxi, Eastern stag's

are little made to

pad, So that a poniard pierces if 't is stuck hard. 1873
BESANT & RICE Little Girl n. v. 80 Fellows said he padded.
2. trans. To fill out or expand (a sentence, story,

etc.) by the insertion of unnecessary or useless

words or matter : see PADDING vbl. sb? 2 b.

1831 MACAULAY Ass., Ros-MelFs Johnson (1887) 195 His
[Johnson's] constant practice of padding out a sentence with
useless epithets, till it became as stiff as the bust of an
exquisite. 1870 F.iig. Mali. 4 Mar. 600/3 The rest of the
almanac is. -not padded with matter from the pages of other
journals. 1891 Spectator 12 Dec. 855 Conversations and
descriptions with which the rather thin story is padded out.

3. To impregnate (the cloth) with a mordant in

calico-printing.
1839 URE Diet. Arts 227 The goods are to be padded in

a solution of the sulphate or muriate of manganese.
4. To clue the edges of Cleaves of paper) together

so as toToiTn a pad.
18. . U'riter III. 82 (Cent.) A half-pint of the cement will

pad a vast quantity of sheets.

II. 5. East Indies. To place or pack (big
game, etc.) on the pad of an elephant.
1878 J. INGLIS Sport * W. xx. 276 While game is being

padded the whole line waits. 1879 F. POLLOK Sport Brit.
Burmali I. 189, I.. killed the deer. We padded it, and
continued our way. Ibid. II. 143 Whilst we were padding
this tiger, one of my elephants, .walked off.

III. 6. To track by the pad or footmarks.

PADDING.
1861 (i. F. KtKKEi.Ev Eng. Sportsman v. 70 Hurnct, \vlio

.. was well up to any sort of woodcraft, padded a 'skunk '

and a racoon.

IV. 7. To perforate with small holes, as in

making the '

rose
'

of a nozzle.

1889 Engineer u Jan. 39 In order to prevent .1 false

reading of the water gauge, it was *

padded ',
that is to say,

the end of the tube in the top of the upcast shaft was per-
forated with numerous small holes.

[Padar. Admitted by Johnson with the passage
here cited, and thence in later diets., but evidently
an error of some kind.
The form suggests PODUI-.K, Leans and pease, but the sense

appears to be that of POLLAKD, ihe coarse part of flour, q. v.
n 1639 WOTTOM Lift l)k. JiucMtui. in A'e/iy. (1651) 103 In

the bolting and sifting of near fourteen years.. all that came
out could not be expected to be pure, and white and line

Meal, but must needs have withall among it a certain
mixture of Padar and IJran.]

Padasha, Padasoy, obs. var. PAJH.SHAH,'

PADUASOY. Pad-bracket, -cloth, etc.: see
PAD j.3 Padd e, obs. ff. PAD.

Pa'dded,///. a. 1 [f.PAi^.l] Trodden, beaten
firm and hard by treading; fig. (?) hardened or
rendered callous as by treacling.
1583 BABIXGTON Comniandm. iv. (1637) 36 They.. who

; with benummed snules, parched, padded, senslesse, and
every- way most hardned hearts.. lie and sleepe on the one

i
side idle. 1821 CI.AKK / 'ill. Minstr. II. 199 Only a hedge-
row track, or padded balk.

Fa/dded, ///. a.- [f.
PAD sb;\ ?:*] Furnished

,
or filled out with pads or padding; expanded by
the insertion of needless or extraneous matter

;

i
treated with a mordant in calico-printing. Padded
cell or room^ a room in a lunatic asylum or prison,

having the walls padded, to prevent the person
confined in it from injuring himself against them.
1799 [^ee PAU .r/>.

:;

-j|. 1823 I.OCKHAKT Reg. Dalton n. vi.

. (1842) 155 A paddtrd foot-stool sustained fn advance \\\.^

gouty left leg. 1839 UKK Diet. Arts 655 This mode of

drying the padded calicots. 1846 TICNNYSON Arfw Timou,
What \ it's you, The padded man, that wears the stays,
i86z SAI.A S<.->cn Sons III. i. 5 Who is so sane but he may
need.. the padded room some day? 1880 Miss BHADDON
Jlai-bani \ ii, In the padded corner of a Pullman car.

Paddee, Paddell, Padde lock, obs. ft. PEDEE,
footman, footboy, PADDI.K, PADLOCK.
Padder (pse'dai), sl>.l [f. PAD sb~ or &.i +

-EH 1
.] A footpad, highwayman, robber.

1610 ROWLANDS Martin Mark-all 50 Such as robbe on
horse-backe were called high lawyers, and those who robbed
on foote, he called Padders. 1678 DRYDKN I^inilwham
Kpil., Lord, with what rampant gadders Our counters will

be thronged, and roads with paddeis ! 1719 YOUNG Busiris
iv. i, Jiut sweep his minions, cut a padder's throat. 1889
DOYLE A/ica/i Clarke 237 We are not a gang of paddeis
and michers, but a crew of honest seamen.

fig. 1667 DRVDEN Sir Martin Mar-all iv. i, If she had
stirred out of doors, there were Whipsters abroad, i' faith,

padders of maidenheads. 1708 Brit. Apollo Xo. 86. 3/2
Three Padders in Wit, Who must steal all they get.

Fa dder, $h2 One who pads (sec PAD v.'- i b\
1827 LYTTON Pelham xi, Sir H. M. was close by her,

carefully packed up in his coat and waistcoat. Certainly,
that man is the best padder in Europe.

f^Pa-dder, v. Sc. Obs. [Freq. of PAD z-.l :

see -Ell 5.] trans. To tread, trample down.
1789 DAVIDSON Seasons 87 Less valid, some, Though not

less dext'rous, on the padder 'd green ..shoot forth the penny-
stane. 1824 MACTACCART Gallffvid. Encycl. s. v., A road

through the snow is fatiderd^ when it has been often trod.

Padderee*n, -ine. Irish. Also 9 padhereen.
[a. Ir. paidrin rosary, dim. ofpaidir Lord's prayer,

paternoster, ad. \^. pater^\
A bead of the rosary.

In quot. 1689 app.y%". a bullet.

1689 Apol. Fail. Get. Walkers Acct. Siege of Derry 26
While the Hand of the Church is preparing Mandates, with
a Present of Leaden Padderines to be sent Post by the
French and Irish to Saint Patrick in Purgatory. 1849
S. LOVKR Kory O^More 107 Padhereens is the name the
Irish give to their beads, upon which they count the num-
ber of Paters (or Fathers) they repeat, and hence the name.

Fa'dding, vbl. sbl [f. PAD z/.i + -ING 1.] The
action of PAD r.l

; robbery on the highway, etc.

1674 yacts0H*s Recantation Title-p., That Wicked and
Fatal Profession of Padding on the Ruad. 1820 L. HUNT
Indicator No. 13 (1822) 1. 102

' He [Claude du Val] took'

says his biographer
' the generous way of padding '.

b. Comb.,, as padding-crib, -kea (slang).
1851 MAYHKW Lftttf. Labour I. 243/2 Others resort to the

regular
'

padding-kens ',
or houses of call fur vagabonds.

Fa-dding, vbl. sb* [f. PAD z/.2 + -ING 1.]

1. The action of PAD v.-, in its various senses.

1839 URE Diet. Arts 222 In padding, where the whole
surface of the calico is imbued with mordant, the drying
apartment. . should .. afford a ready outlet to the.. exhala-
tions. 1874 HELPS Soc, J'rcss. vii. (1875) 82 All padding is

an abomination to me. 1890 D. S. MARGOLIOUTH Place <>/

Ecclus. 8 Padding is not disapproved by the Orientals as it

is by us.

attril>. 1839 URE Diet. Arts 915 Padding machine, in

calico-printing, is the apparatus for imbuing a piece of
cotton cloth uniformly with any mordant. 1875 Ure's Diet,
Arts fed. 7) I. 641 A section of the padding flue used in

mordanting.
2. coitir. a. That of which a pad is made ;

material, such as cotton, felt, hair, used in stuffing

or padding anything.
1828 Lights ^ Shades II. 66 They put a padding in to

make them sit on one side. 1844 G. DODD Textile Mann/.
47-2
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iv, 138 The fabric produced is only used for drugget, padding,
and other inferior purposes. 1874 BURNAND My Time iii.

28 Chairs, without leather or padding of any sort. 1875
WHYTE MELVILLK Riding Recoil, vl (1879) 101 Formerly
every saddle used to be made with padding about half an

inch deep. fig. 1867 TROLLOPE Ckron. Barset I. xxxv. 302
There is something imposing about such a man till you're
used to it, and can see through it. Ofcourse it's all padding.

b. Extraneous or unnecessary matter introduced

into a literary article, book, speech, etc., to fill up

space and bring it up to a certain size
;
whatever

has the effect of merely increasing the size without

enhancing the value of writing ; in magazines, the

articles of secondary interest (which would do

equally well in any number), as distinguished from

those of immediate importance and the continuous

stories which ' run
'

in the publication.
In Painting,

'

figures or accessories not regarded as essential

to a picture
'

(Funk).
[1861 Ilttatr. Lond. .\~cws 26 Jan. 80/1 'Padding' signi-

fies the lumping together of the contents of a monthly
magazine, classing apart the serial stories.] 1869 M. COLLINS

Ivory Gait II. xvii. 235 To write .. two or three articles

of magazine 'padding' a month. 1877 R. H. HUTTON in

Fortn. Rev. Oct. 482 It was he [Walter Bugehot] who
invented the phrase

'

padding ',
to denote the secondary

kind of article.. with which a judicious editor will fill up
perhaps three-quarters of his review. 1896 C. PLUMMEK
Rede I. p. xlvi, He amplifies the narrative with rhetorical

matter which can only be called padding.

Pa'dding, /// a. [f-
PAD a. 1 + -ING 2.]

tl. That practises highway robbery. Inquot._/S^.

1671 EACHARD Hobbs's State^ Na.t. 73 That Humane Nature
in general is a shirking, rooking, pilfering, padding Nature.

2. That pads or paces on
; that walks or runs

with steady dull-sounding footfall.

1684 BI-NYAN Pilgr. n. 105 Mercy. -saw, as she thought,

something most like a Lyon, and it came a great padding
pace after. 1888 A. RIVES Quick or Dead vL (1889) 80 She
. . began to move up and down the room with the long,

padding gait peculiar to her. 1891 ATKINSON Last ofGiant
Killers 158 The dread Goat .. tramping round and round
the Castle with padding, dull-sounding steps.

t Pa-ddist. Sc. Obs. [f.
PAD vl 4 + -1ST.] A

padder, a professional highwayman.
1671 ANXASD Jfyst. Pitlatis 85 A paddist, or Highway-

man, attempting to spoil a preacher, ordering him to stand.

Paddisway, obs. f. PADUASOY, kind of silk.

Faddle (paed'l), sb. 1 Also 5 padell. [Origin
obscure ; see also PADLE, PATTLE.
The implement in sense I was sometimes in T7-i8th c.

also called SPADDLE, which has been taken by some as the

original form, and viewed as a dim. of spade. But spaddle
is not known nearly so early as paddle, and may be altered

from it, or the words may be unconnected.)

I. 1. A small spade-like implement with a long

handle, used for clearing a ploughshare of earth

or clods, digging up thistles, etc.

1407 in Rogers Agric. ff Prices III. 545/3 Padell for

J
lough /3. 1560 BIBLE (Genev.) Dent, xxiii. 13 Thou shalt

aue a paddle among thy weapons [1611 upon thy weapon],
and when thou woldest sit downe without, thou shalt dig
therewith. 1679 C. NESSE Antid. agst. Popery Ded. 9 To
turn it as easily as the ploughman doth his water-course

with his paddle. 1733 TULL Ilorse-Horing Huso, xxiii. 380
Him that follows the Drill, whose chief Business is, with a

Paddle to keep all the Shares and Tines from being clogged

up by the Dirt sticking to them. 1850 Jrnl. R. Agric. Sac.

XI. I. MI Thistles removed by women with paddles. 1900

Daily News 17 Sept. 7/2 By paddle I mean a small, sharp,

spade-like instrument, with a handle long enough to serve

the purpose of a walking-stick.

II. A spade-shaped oar, or something having
a like function.

2. A sort of short oar used without a rowlock,

having a broad blade which is dipped more or less

vertically into the water, and pulled and pushed
backward so as to propel a canoe forward : origin-

ally applied to those used by Indians, South Sea

Islanders, etc. The name is applied more generally
to any form of oar used without a rowlock.
Double paddle, one having a blade at each end.

1634 CAPT. SMITH Virginia n. 32 Instead of Oares, they
vse Paddles and stickes. 1711 E. COOKE Voy. S. Sea 336
Short Paddles, made like an Oar at each End. 1716 SHEI.-

VOCKE Vry. round World (1757) 281 On these the rower sits

looking forward, with a double paddle. 1837 W. IRVING

Capt. Bonntville II. 276 An Indian .. plying the paddle,
soon shot across the river. 1860 WHITTIER Truce Pisca-

tayua n Let the Indian's paddle play On the unbridged

Piscataqua 1

3. fa. One of a series of paddle-like arms or

spokes, radiating from a revolving axle, drum, or

wheel in a ship or boat, so as to enter and push
on the water in succession (orV.) ; hence, b. One
of the boards or floats which perform the same

function more effectively in the '

paddle-wheel
'

of

a steamer
;
a paddle-board ; also, c. A float of an

undershot mill-wheel, d. Short for PADDLE-WHEEL.
6. Short for paddle-boat or -steamer: see 10.

1685 PETTY in Fitzmaurice Life (1895) iv. 122 On each end
<rf the Axis.. a wheele of alxmt 7 foot diameter, with 12

Stemms issuing out of each wheele and a Paddle or Oar at

the end of each Stem of 3 feet square. 1685 [see PADDLE-

WHEEL). 1698 T. SAVERY Navigation Impr. mThisengine
is the least lyable to be injured by a shot. . : for tho' it

break some of the paddles, you suffer no inconvenience.

1758 EMERSON Mechanics (cd. 2) Gloss. 278 Paddlts, . . The
Uddle boards on the edge of a watcrwheel. 1784 S. T.

E!

WOOD Patent Specif. No. 1447. 16 A wheel and axis is made
to revolve, which in its revolution carry with it vanes,
leavers or paddles, that are fixed to the extremity of the
axis. 1786 J. FITCH in Columbian Mag. (Philad.) I. Dec.,
Each evolution of the axis moves twelve oars or paddles
five and a half feet; they work [like] the strokes of a

paddle of a canoe. 1809 FULTON U.S. Patent Specif. n Feb.,
I give the preference to a water wheel or wheels with

propelling boards. . . Previous to adopting wheels I made
experiments upon paddles. 1811 H. JAMES Patent Specif.
No. 3426 The oars, paddles, or propelling boards, .. revolving or

turning in the direction of the lengthways of the boat or vessel.

1816 R. BUCHANAN Propelling Vessels 24 The paddle-
wheels ., are 9 feet dia. and 2 feet n ins. wide. This boat
has 10 paddles. 1819 LAMBERT in J. Nicholson Operat.
Mechanic (1825) 72 The great advantage, .is not only the

superior hold and pressure which the water takes on the

paddles or floats of such wheels, but the very little back-
water which they create. 1833 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 7) X.
549 Soon after this [1787], Mr. -Miller built a boat with two
keels, between which he introduced a propelling paddle;
and Mr. William Symington of Falkirk applied the steam-

engine to it. 1840 DICKENS Old C. Shop v, A great steam-

ship, beating the water . . with her heavy paddles. 1890
1 R. BOLDREWOOD

'

Col. Reformer (\ty\) 154 A stately ocean

steamer, with throbbing screw or mighty paddle. 1897 Daily
News 23 Sept. 5/3 The first steamers to cross the Atlantic

were paddles. There were even paddles in the Royal Navy.
4. Zool. A limb serving the purpose of a fin or

flipper ;
as that of a turtle, whale, ichthyosaurus,

or plesiosaurus ;
the foot of a duck

;
the wing of

a penguin ; one of the ctenophores or ciliated

locomotive organs of the Ctenophora ;
one of the

natatory feet of Crustacea.

1835 KIRBY Hab. & Inst. Anim. II. xviL 143 Paddles,
by which term the natatory apparatus of the Chelonian

reptiles, and of the marine Saurians. .are distinguished.

1850 H. Mn.i-ER Footpr. Creat. iii. (18741 33 The sweeping
paddles of the Ichthyosaurian genus. 1860 HARTWIG Sea
<V H'ond. vi. 73 The pectoral fins or paddles are no more
than 6 feet long. 1871 Subterr. IV. ii. 14 Arms., re-

sembling the paddle of the turtle. 1894 NEWTON Diet.

Birds 705 In the water they [the wings of the penguin] are

most efficient paddles. 1894 G. EGERTON Keynotes 33 The
twelve weeks' ducklings . . with . . such dainty paddles.
5. An artificial disk or plate attached to the foot

to increase its hold of the water in swimming, etc.

1823 J. BADCOCK Dom. A musem. 208 The paddles, which
are fastened to the soles of the feet or boots, . . are made of
block-tin four or five inches wide below.

III. Applied to various things shaped or used

more or less like a paddle (senses i and 2).

6. A sliding panel or sluice in a weir or lock-gate
which can be raised or lowered to regulate the

quantity of water allowed to flow through ; b. a

panel regulating the amount of grain running out

of a hopper.
1795 J. PHILLIPS Hist. Inland Navig. 361 The water in

the lock is drawn off. .by means of the paddles in the gates.

1815 Pocklington Canal Act 45 Any paddle, valve, or

clough in any of the lock gates. 1837 WHITTOCK, etc. Bk.
Trades (1842) 202 The lower gates are loosened, and the

'paddles' of the upper gates are gradually raised which
allows the water to rush into the chamber of the lock.

b. 18*5 J. NICHOLSON Operat. Mechanic 158 A paddle,

regulating the quantity of corn to be delivered to the mill,

and by raising or lowering which, a larger or smaller pro-

portion of gram may be furnished.

7. A paddle-shaped instrument or tool, used in

various trades: e.g. a. in Glass-making, for stirring

and mixing the materials; b. in Brickmaking and

similar industries, for tempering clay; c. in

Puddling, for stirring the molten ore.

1662 MKRRFTT Nert's Art of Glass App., A Padle to stir

and move the Ashes and Sand in the Calcar, 1753 in

CHAMBERS Cycl. Suppl. 1815 J. NICHOLSON Operat.
Mechanic 460 The clay .. is then cut into small pieces
with a paddle, not much unlike a spade. 1868 JOVSSON
Metals 73 The metal has now to be kept constantly stirred

by the puddler with an iron tool called a paddle. 1884
W. H. GREENWOOD Steel $ Iron xiv. 280 The tools used by
the puddler are. .a long straight chiselled-edged bar called

a 'paddle
'

[etc]

8. An instrument with a flat blade or surface,

used a. for beating clothes while they are being
washed in running water ; b. for administering

corporal punishment to slaves, etc. ; hence, a blow
inflicted with this instrument.
1818 Cherokee Phornix 10 Apr. (Bartlett s. v. Cobb\ Such

negro, .shall receive fifteen cobbs or paddles for every such

offence. 1856 OLMSTED Slave States 281 The paddle is

a large, thin ferule of wood, in which many small holes are

bored ; when a blow is struck, these holes, from the rush and

partial exhaustion of air in them, act like diminutive cups,
and the continued application of the instrument .. pro-

duce[s] precisely such a result as that attributed to the strap.

9. The long paddle-shaped snout of the paddle-
fish : see 1 1. 1890 in Cent. Diet.

IV. 10. attrib. and Comb., as (sense 2) padille-

blade,-dip,-man, -stroke \ also paddle~like t -shaped

adjs. ; (sense 3) paddle arm, -crank, -gitard\
(

having,
or propelled by, paddles', as paddle-boat', -sloop,

steamer ; (sense 7) paddle tool.

1839 R. S. ROBINSON Naut. Steam Eng. 87 The ends of

the *
paddle arms pass through the centres. 1891 Month

J,XXIII. 28 Leaving space enough between the "paddle-
blades to admit his head. 1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mech. I594/2

The arrangement of the *
paddle-cranks is intended to

equally divide the weight of the controlling frame between
the paddle-wheel and the paddle-wheel guard. 1899 E. J.

CHAPMAN Drama Two Lfofs, Canadian Summer-nt, bU

With noiseless "paddle-dip we glide. 1847 CARPENTER Zool,

458 The Penguin, .. aided by its 'paddle-like wings,.,
swims and dives with great facility. 1861 J. R. GKEENE
Man. Anim. Kingd., Ceelent. 165 A row of strong cilia is

attached in such a manner as to form a paddle-like plate,
or comb. 1863 A. ROBB Heathen World ff Duty ofCh. i.

19 We hear the song of the "paddlemen. 1898 J/ "esttn. Gaz.
20 June 10/2 The *paddle-shaped limbs are '

fringed '. 1889
Academy 27 July 52.3 He was in command of the *paddle-
sloop Argus. 1895 Model Steam Engine 80 The paddles
in the *paddle-steamers act as outriggers. 1868 JOYSSON
Metals 58 The iron . . at a certain stage is collected at the
ends of the

'

*paddle' tools into balls or lumps.
11. Special Combs. : paddle-beam (Shipbuild-

ing}^ one of two large beams lying athwart a ship,
between which the paddle-wheels revolve

; paddle-
board, one of the floats or boards fitted on the

circumference of a paddle-wheel (
= 3 b) ; paddle-

box, the casing which encloses the upper part of a

steamer's paddle-wheel ; hence paddle-box boat,
a boat forming, when inverted and stowed, the

upper section of a paddle-box ; paddle-crab, a

swimming crab, esp. the edible crab of N. America,
Callinectes has/atus\ paddle-end, in decoration,
an oval enlargement of a line or band, like the end

of a paddle ; paddle-fish, a ganoid fish, Polyodon
or Spatularia spatula, having a long flat paddle-

shaped bony snout, abundant in the Mississippi
and its tributaries

;
called also spoon-billed cat or

sturgeon \ paddle-hole, a sluice-hole in a lock-

gate to admit or discharge water (cf. sense 6);

paddle-row, the ctenophore of a ctenophoran (cf.

sense 4) ; paddle-shaft, the revolving shaft which
carries the paddle-wheels of a steamer

; paddle-
tumbler, in leather-making, a tank in which skins

are thoroughly washed by being kept in motion in

water by means of a paddle-wheel ; paddle-wood,
the light elastic wood of a S. American tree, Aspi-

dosperma excelsum, from which the Indians make

canoe-paddles. Also PADDLE-WHEEL.
1864 WEBSTER,

*Paddle-beam. 1869 SIR E. J. REED Skip-
build, xv. 278 Paddle-boxes are usually built upon a framing,
of which the patldlebeams form the athwartship, and the

spring-beams the longitudinal boundaries. 1790 RUMSEY
Patent Specif. No. 1738 The floats or *paddle boards.,

may hang on hinges. 1830 KATER & LARDNER Mech. xiv.

179 In the paddle-wheel .. the power is the resistance

which the water offers to the motion of the paddle-
boards. 1837 Civil Eng. .5-

Arch, Jrnl. \. 13/1 Her
extreme breadth athwart the *paddle-boxes 46 feet. 1879
BLACK Macleod of D, xxxix. 351 When we get on to

the paddle-box .. he will not know what to do to welcome

you ! 1859 F. A. GRIFFITHS Artil. Man. (1862) 133 *Paddle-
box boats answer extremely well, c 1860 H. STUART Sea-

watt's Catech. 9 Paddle box boats stow on the top of the

paddle boxes. 1807 JANSON Stranger in America 191 The
*paddle-fish . . is four feet and four inches in length. The
snout resembles in shape the paddle used by Indians in

crossing rivers. 1891 J. A. THOMSON Ouil. Zool. 430 (Ga-

noidei) The paddle-fish or spoon-bill of the Mississippi. 1815
DICKENSON Patent Specif. No. 3932 A small pinnion upon
the *paddle shaft. 1837 Ciril Eng. ff Arch. Jrnl. 1. 55/1
Each paddle-shaft, after being turned, weighs 6J tons.

1895 Model Steam Engine 72 Motion is imparted to the

paddles by connecting the top of the piston-rods directly
with the cranks on the paddle-shaft. 1883 HALDANE Work-

shop Receipts Ser. n. 373/1 The skins are now a second
time washed in the '*paddle-tumbler ', first in cold and
then In tepid water. 1866 Treas. Bot. 103/2 Aspidosperma
excelsum, called by the colonists *Paddle-wood, is remark-
able for its singularly fluted trunk, composed of solid pro-

jecting radii, which the Indians use as ready-made planks.

Pa-ddle, sb? Sc. Also 6 paddill, padill,

8-9 padle, paidle. [Origin unknown : Jaraieson

compares haf-podde
' sea-toad ', a name mentioned

by Schoneveld.] The common Lump-fish, Cyclo-

fterns lumpus ;
also called paddle-cock, CocK-

PADDI.K.

1591 Aberdeen Reeds, in Cadenhcad New Bk. ofBOH Ace.

(1866) 64 Parlins and paddillis, with other sort of schell fish.

1601 Hoi.LANit Pliny II. 438 The Lom[>e, Paddle or sea-

Owle. 1805 G. BARRY Orkney 1st. in. i. 295 The Lump
Fish (cyclopterus litmpvs. .), here denominated the Paeidlc,

frequents the harbours and sand-banks. 1810 NEILL List

Fishes 23 (jam.) The male (called by our fishermen Cock-

p.iddlf), is for the table, at the season, much preferable to

the female, (the //>/*, Hen-paddls, and in Fife the Bagaly}.

1838 Proc. Benu. Nat. Club 1. 174 The Paidle spawns
towards the end of March. 1881 OGILVIE, Paddle-cock, a

name given in the north of Scotland to the lump-fish.

Faddle, -r*.3 St. [?dim. of PADJiM]
1. A little leather bag.
a 1568 Wowing of Jok f, Jyany vii. (Bannatyne MS.),

Ane auld pannell of ane laid sadill, Ane pepper polk maid
of a padill. 1887 Suppl. to Jamieson, Padill, Paidle,

J'edttle, lit a little pad or pack : a small leathern bag, pouch,
or wallet used by packmen;.. also, the leathern pouch worn

by country housewives.

2.
I,
See quot.)

1895 Daily A'ftus s July 5/3 The nets are set at low-water

point, . . and have pockets or
'

paidles
'

in the corners, into

which the fish, mostly flounders, are carried with the ebbing
tide. .of the SoUvay.

t Pa'ddle, "''* rare. [f.
PADDLE z'.l] Fuss, ado.

1641 ROGKRS Naaman 865 That paddle and adoe wfiich

you have made to soder and play the Hypocrite.

Pa'ddle, sbfl [f.
PADDLE v~} The act of

paddling, or of rowing lightly. At the faddle, at

the rate onemoveswhen paddling; with easy rowing.



p
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PADDLE.
1861 HUGHES Tom Brown at O.rf. ii. (1889) it An old

band just going out for a gentle paddle. 1882 DE WINDT
Equator 97 We arrived . . at the mouth of the Sarawak river,
. .after a hard paddle. 1897 Daily News 13 Mar. 6/5 The
practice consisted of a paddle down to Hurlingham and
back .. to the Leander Hard .. stopping short of Hammer-
smith, and coming back at the paddle to Putney.

Paddle (pwd*!), v. 1 Also 6 paddyll, 7 padle,

8-9 Sc. paidle. [Origin obscure : the form is

dim. and frequentative.
The radical appears to be the same as in PAD v. 2

t though
only sense 4 seems directly derived from that. Cf. LG.
padJeln to tramp about (panneih, from padjen, pedden to

tread. The special association of the word with mire or
water in sense i is not explained.]

I. 1. intr. To walk or move the feet about in

mud or shallow water
;

to wade about in play or

for pleasure ; to dabble with the feet, or the feet

and hands, in shallow water.

1530 PALSGR. 651/1, I paddyll in the myre, as duckes do or

yonge chyldren, / pestille. I pray the, se howe yonder
lytell boye padleth in the ftiyre, . .pestille en la bone. 1611

COTGR., Patouiller^ to slabber; to padle, or dable in with
the feet; to stirre vp and downe, and trouble, or make foule,

by stirring. 1637 G. DANIEL Genius of Isle 164 Whole
Shoales of Carren Crowes,.. Paddle in the warme blood of

people slaine. 1655 FULLEH Ch. Hist. n. iii. 7 Could those
infernal Fiends., take any Pleasure, by padling here in

Puddles. 1706 PHILLIPS, To Paddle, to move the Water
with Hands or Feet, to dabble. 1781 COWI-ER Rctirem. 499
Ducks paddle in the pond before the door. 1788 BURNS
A u

ld^ Lang Sync iii, We twa hae paidl't i
1

the burn, From
mornin sun till dine, 1816 SCOTT Antiq. xi. Paddling in a
pool among the rocks. 1840 R. H. DANA Bjf Mast xiv. 33
The second mate. .has to roll up his trousers and paddle
about the decks barefooted. 1848 THACKERAY Trav. Lond.
Wks. 1886 XXIV. 350 Look at the shabby children paddling
through the slush. 1880 \V. S. GILBERT Pirates i, Suppose
we take off our shoes and stockings and paddle.
fig. i6ai QUARLKS Esther viii, That take delight To
bathe, and paddle in the blood of those Whom jealousies.,

oppose. 1635 Embl. i. Invoc. (1718) 2 Wherein Thy
children* leprous*fmgers, scurf'd with sin, Have paddled.
1703 COLLIER Ess. Mor. Sul'j. n. 78 An odd sort of bog for

fancy to paddle in, 1870 SWINBURNE Ess. fy Stud. (1875)
239 Boys and girls who paddled in rhyme or dabbled in

sentiment.

2. intr. To play or dabble idly or fondly (/';/, on,

withy or about something) with the fingers; to toy.
ifcoa SHAKS. Ham. in. iv. 185 And let him [the King] for

a paire of reechi^ kisses, Or padling in your necke with his
dam n 'd Fingers, Make you to rauell all this matter out. 1604

Oth, n. i. 259 Didst thou not see her paddle with the

palme of his hand ? 1746 Exmoor Courtship 374 (E. D. S.)
He takes hold of her and paddles in her Neck and Bosom.
1824 GALT Rothelan i. vii, Adonijah. .paddled, as it were
unconsciously, with his fingers on the gems. 1837 THACKKRAY
Ravenswing v, He. .let her keep paddling on with his hand.

fb. trans. To finger idly, playfully, or fondly.
16x1 SHAKS. Wint. T. i, ii. 115 To be padling Palmes, and

pinching Fingers, As now they are, and making praciis'd
Smiles As in a Looking-Glasse. 1622 in Arber Story of
Pilgr. Fathers 414 There was also a heap of sand, .newly
done. We might see how they had paddled it with their hands.

f3. a- trans. To trifle away, waste, squander.
b. intr. To trifle

;
to deal in a petty trifling way.

(Cf. PEDDLE, PIDDLE.) Obs.
1616 J. DEACON Tobacco Tortured'62 Tell me in good sad-

nesse, whether it be not a superfluous waste, for any man of

great place, to paddle forth yearely one hundred pounds at
the least, for an hundred gallons of filthy fumes? a 1620

J. DYKE Sel* Serm. (1640) 160 Hee may be padling with
these playsters and poulteyses that men in the world seeke
ease by. 1642 ROGKRS Naainan 176 Eating and drinking,
padling in the world or about carnall objects. 2840 GEN. P.
THOMI-SON Exerc. (1842) V. 86 In the small way, they keep
a perpetual paddling wiih the poor man's drink.

II. 4, intr. To walk with short, unsteady, or
uncertain steps, like those of a child

; to toddle.

1791 BURNS The Deuk's Dango'er vty Daddie i, He paidles
out, and he paidles in, An' Tie paidles late and early, O.
1805 ANDR. SCOTT Poems (1808) 164 AfT the spat she wadna
stir, But prance an' paidle. 1817 HOGG Tales fy Sk. III.

286 Old Sandy paddled away from the stable towards the
house. 1836 T. HOOK G. Gurney III. 1767 1 hear the sound of
feet pattering and paddling over the floor. 1860 THACKKRAY
Four Georges in. (1876) 66 A hundred little children are

paddling up and down the steps to St. James's Park.

b. trans. (in<&z/.nse). (a] To trample down by
treading over ; to mark with wet or muddy feet.

(/') To lead or support a child learning to walk.
1805 STAGG Misc. Poems 144 (E. D. D.) Sauntrin' pace

the paddled green. 1824 MACTAGGART Gallovid. Encycl. 371
These circular spots then shorn of grass are termed paddled
rounalls. 1828 Craven Gloss, (ed. 2), Paddle, to support
or lead achild by the hand in its first attempt to walk. 1877
Ifolderness Gloss., Paddle^ to trample over, tread down.
1889 A*. IV. Line. Gloss, (ed. 2) s. v., Them bairns hes been
paddlin yon clean floor fra end to end.

Hence Pa'ddling vbl. sbl and ///. a. 1

1643 ROGERS Xaaman 367 How shall I speake to this
wofull place for the padling out of her season of ease ? 1679
JAS. POLLEY Will, Pay all my small padling debts. 1714GAY Sheph, Week v. 155 While padling ducks the standing
lake desire. 1828 Craven Gloss, (ed. 2), Paddling-strings,
strings fixed to the frock f a young child to assist it in

walking. 1840 [see sense 3]. 1884 Athenxum 22 Nov. 652/1
Thisundignified paddling recalls the fairy days of childhood,
when paddling itself was a venturesome feat. 1895 CROCKETT
Men of Moss-Hags \. 358 A paidling bairn of seven years.

Paddle, ?'-
[f. PADDLE j/M]

I. 1. ////;-. To move on the water by means of

paddles, as in a canoe. Also said of the canoe.

1677 W. HrnBARD Narrative 129 He accidentally met wilh
j

369

a Canooe.. turned adrift, by which means he padled by some
shift or other so fair out of the harbour. 1719 DE FOE Crusoe
i. xiii, I saw them.. row (or paddle, as we call it) all away.
1751 J. BARTRAM Obscrv. Trav. Pennsylv., etc. 17 We
Iwrrowed a canoe, and paddled up the West branch. 1784
Cook's I'oy. I. iv. 141 We had not long anchored, when two
canoes paddled towards us. 1853 W. IRVING in Life <$ Lett.

(1864) I. iii. 60 Paddling with them in Indian canoes on the

limpid waters of the St. Lawrence.
b. transf. To row with oars lightly or gently ;

technically applied to the rowing of a racing crew
when not exerting their full power.
1697 DAMPIFR I'oy. I. 247 Because they would not be

heard, they hal'd in their Oars, and paddled as softly
as if

they [etc.]. 1737 M. GREKN Spleen 360, He paddling by
the scuffling crowd, Sees unconcern'd life's wager row'd.

184* BelCs Life 31 J^ily 1/5 (Eton v. Westminster), The com-

petitors paddled to their stations. 1861 HUGHES Tom Brown,
tit O-vf.y\. (1889^97 Being summoned to the boat, they took
to the water again, and paddled steadily up home. 1866

Oxf. Undergr. Jrnl. 18 Apr. 38 Paddled to Barnes Railway
Bridge, and rowed hard from there back to Hammersmith.

c. Of a paddle-steamer, etc. : To move by
means of paddle-wheels.
1844 W. II. MAXWELL Sports % Adv. Scot!, xxxv. (1855)

279 The '

Sovereign
'

wa.s paddling out of the harbour. 1847
TENNYSON Princ. Pro!. 71 Round the lake A little clock-
work steamer paddling plied And shook the lilies.

d. Of birds or other animals: To move in the

water with paddle-like limbs. Hence paddling-
crab paddle-crab : see PADDLK sb.l u.
2. /rafts. To propel (a canoe, boat, etc.) by
means of a paddle or paddles ; also, to transport

(a person) in a canoe.

1784 BELKNAP Tour to White Mts. (1876) 20 Our horses
swam after a canoe, in which. .an old woman paddled us
over, 1863 FR. A. KKMRLE Resid. in Georgia 54, I met
many of them paddling themselves in their slight canoes.

1875 T. W. HIGGINSON Hist. U. S. iii. 17 The canoes were

very light, and could be paddled with ease.

b. Phr. To paddle one's own canoe, to make
one's way by one's own exertions.

1844 MARRYAT ^V/7/<: in Canada viii, I think that it much
better that as we all go along together, that every man
paddle his own canoe. 1854 SARAH T. BOI.ION Song

l Paddle
Your Oivn Canoe

'

i,
Where'er your lot may lie, Paddle your

own canoe.

II. 3. trans. To beat (a person) with a paddle
or the like; to 'spank*,

* smack'. U.S.

1856 OLMSTKD Slave States 189, I thought it was . . sulki-

ness, so I peddled him, and made him go to work. 1896
STEVENSON Ii

r

eir of II*nnist^n iv. 108 She had known him
in the cradle and paddled him when he misbehaved.

Hence Paddling vbt. sb.z and///, a."

1719 DE FOE Crusoe r. x, I was. .fatigu'd with Rowing, or

Paddling, as it is called. 1855 KINGS LEY ll'fsiw. Ho xxix,
Lazy paddlings through the still lagoons. 1856 OI.MSTED
Slave States 189*, I sent them word to give him a good
paddling, and handcuff him, and send him back to the rail-

road. 1875
' STONEHENGE' Brit. Sports n. vm. it. i. 648

Paddling is the portal to excellence in rowing of all kinds.

1894 Outing (U. S.) XXIV. 422/1 A small fleet of paddling
canoes and row-boats.

Paddle-beam, -boat, -box, -crab, etc. : see

PADDLE sb\ Paddle-cock : see PADDLE st>.'
2

Paddled (pas-did), a. [f. PADDLE jj.i + -ED 2.]

Furnished with paddles.
1870 J. OlTQXAndes $ Amazons\\\. (1876) 114 Monstrous

Saurians, footed, paddled, and winged.

Paddler 1
(pK'diai). [f. PADDLE r.1 + -EB 1

.]

One who or that which paddles or dabbles in mire
or shallow water. (In quot. 1882, a wild duck.)
1611 COTGR., Patouillard) a padler, dabler, slabberer ; one

that tramples with his feet in plashes of durtie water.

rti6S P.EAUM. & Fu Wit at Sev. Weapons i. i, Well, he

may make a padler 1' th' world, From hand to mouth, but
never a brave swimmer. 1822 Bloclew. Mag; XI. 163 Those
paddlers in sewers, with their mud-ammunition. i88z
SIR R. P. GALLWBV Fowler in Iml, 33, I have . . seen a
string of young paddlers tumble ofTa bank into the river.

Pa'ddler 2
. [f. PADDLE v* + -ER!.]

1. One who paddles a canoe or the like.

1799 Naval Chron. III. 63 The paddlers are directed by a
man who stands up. 1861 Di; CfUILLU Egitat. Afr. xiv.

218, I had twelve stout paddlers in my canoe.

2. fa. = PADDLE sb^ 2 (oh.} ; b. A paddle-
steamer [coUoq\\.
1682 WHKLKR Jourtt. Greece \. 38 They.. Row with two

Padlers, or little Oars. 1890 Star 2 Apr. 1/7 In command
of H. M.S. Bulldog, a paddler.

Fa'ddle-sta:ff. [f. PADDLK sl^ + STAFF sb.]
1. = PADDLE sd.i i.

1609 C. BUTLER Fern. Moti. (1634) 126 You may make a
shift with any ordinary Spade or Paddle-staff. 1622 in

Naworth Househ. Bks. (Surtees) 195 For lying yron on a
paddle stafTe for the warriner. 1668 Diet. Rust., Patidle-

staffi a long Staff with an Iron Bit at the end, like a small

Spade, much used by Mole-catchers. 1806 J. GRAHA.MI;
Birds of Scot. 3 Listening, leans Upon his paddle-staff.
2. Brewing. A wooden spade-shaped implement

used in mashing. (Cf. PADDLE sbj- 7.)
1703 Art ff Myst. Vintners 41 Beat them together with a

Paddle-staff for half an hour. Ibid. 48 Put this mixture
into the Wine, and mix them with a Paddle-staff.

Pa'ddle-wheel. [See PADDLE sbl 3.]
1. A wheel used for propelling a boat or ship:

as originally tried, consisting of or having a series

of paddles or paddle-like spokes inserted in an

axle, drum, or wheel, whence the name
; but,

eventually, having floats or paddle-boards fitted

PADDOCK.
; more or less radially round the circumference, so
i as to press backward like a succession of paddles
against the water. These wheels rotate on a

1 horizontal axis, so that only the lower padtlle-
!
boards are under water

; they are generally arranged

j

in pairs one on each side of the vessel
;

in liver-

steamers, sometimes single and placed in the stern.

Petty called his suggested wheel with actual paddles a

| paddle-wheel', but the term was app. avoided by the
, inventors and theorists of the i8th c., who wrote simply of

* the wheel
', 'water-wheel ',

'

rowing-wheel ',

'

revolving oars',
etc. And at the eventual employment of the wheel with
float-boards instead of paddles, the name 'paddle-wheel'
was at first felt to be inappropriate, but it gradually came
in after 1815.

1685 PETTY in Fitzmaurice Life (1895) iv. 122 To make
i this Axis and the Paddle wheels turn round, so as the

,

Paddles may take hold of the water in the nature of Oars
one after another successively. IHd. 123 The men betwixt
decks heaving one way, the men on the upper deck must

1
heave the other way, to give the Axis and Paddle wheels

!

motion. 1805 O. EVANS Yng. Steam Kitg. Guide p. viii, To
propel a boat against the stream the paddlewhrcl may be
attacked to the shaft of the flywheel. [1808 Specif.
Tiwithick $ Dickinson's Patent No. 3148 A rowing

;

wheel . . furnished with floats or pallets, but which we
i call our propelling boards.) 1815 Specif, of Dickinsons
' Patent No. 3932 A more efficient method of applying the

power or strength of men to turn paddle wheels fixed on the
sides, .of ships, boats. 1824 R. Si L

PART Hist. Steam Engine
83 Mr. Jonathan Hulls, is entitled to the honourable notice
of having proposed [1736] the application of paddle-wheels

\

moved by a Steam Kngine, to propel ships, instead of wind
! and sails. 1840 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 7) XX. 687/1 In this boat

he [Jonathan Hulls] had two paddle-wheels suspended in a
frame projecting from its stern. 1841 T. Ox LEY in Mec/t.

Mag. XXXV. 72 Sif Joseph [Banks] and I both called them
oars, or revolving oars; I believe the word 'paddle-wheel'
was not known at that time [iSoS]. 1868 A. K. H. )k>vu
Less. Mid.Ageyzc) The frith.. is today unruffled by a single
paddle-wheel. 1897 Dally Aws 23 Sept. 5/3 The old paddle-
wheel is already, for regular and rapid service, doomed.
attrib. 1857 G. MUSGRAVE Pilgr. Dauphin? II. i. 22 The

Saone is., the most favourable to paddle-wheel locomo-
tion. 1863 P. HARRY Dockyard Econ. 275 The celebrated
/ 'ladimir, so well known during the Crimean war, a paddle-
wheel boat, and remarkably swift. 1875 KNIGHT Diet . Mec/i.

1592/2 On the axis of each paddle is an arm from which
! a rod proceeds to an eccentric on the paddle-wheel shaft.

2. A wheel fitted with paddles (PADDLE sbl ~

used to keep skins in constant motion in water, in

the manufacture of leather, and in similar processes.
1883 HALDANE \\~crkshop Receipts Ser. u. 373/1 The skins

j

. .are., finally brought into a tank of water, not too cold, and

j
kept in constant motion with a paddle-wheel.
Paddle-wood: see PAUDLE j.l u.
Paddo,paddow, also padda. paddie, northern

forms of PADDOCK, frog, load
; so paddo-pipe.

c 1375 S:. Leg. Haiti's u. (Patdits'' 770 A fowle padow at

J>e laste tie keste, at wes laythe to se. a 1568 Lyndfsay's
Play 976 (Hannatyne MS.) Quhat and thepaddois{ Satyre
1381 padoks] nipt my taU? 1706 PHILLIPS, PatidoW'pij>e,
a sort of Herb. 1776 WITHERING Brit. Plants (1796) II. 5

Hippuris, .. Common Mares-taii. Paddowpipe. 1870 R,
CHAMBERS Pop. Rhymes Scot. 88 A Paddo then came loup-
loup-louping out o' the well.

Paddock (prc-dak), jiU (Also Sc. 9 poddock,
i 8-9 puddook.) [f. PAD sb + dimin. suffix -OCR.]

1. A frog. (Now Sc. and north, dial.}
c 1350 in l\el. Ant. I. 8 Ra>;a, a paddoke. 1388 WVCLII

E.\'fd. vfii. 2, 3, Y sclial smyte alle tbi termys with pacldoks
[1382 frogges] ; and the flood schal buyle out paddokis
[1382 froggis], 1530 PALSGR. 502/2 My bely crowleth,
I weue there be some padockes in It, . . ties grenottiltcs
dedans. 1608 TorsiaL Serpents (1658) 725 There be three
kindes of Frogs .. the first is the little green Frog: the
second is this Padock, having a crook back., and the
third is the Toad. 1607 DRVDEN Virg. Georg. in. 812 The
Water-Snake, whom Fish and Paddoclfs fed. 17*4 RAMSAY
HealtJi 65 Hak'd puddock's legs. 1825 UROCKETT A*. C.
Gloss.

, Paddick) or Paddock^ a frog. ..Never a toad. 1854
H. MILLER Sch. ff Schnt. xii. 126/1 Are we eels or puddocks,
that we are sent to live in a loch?

fb. A toad. Obs. (exc. as literary archaism.)
13. . A", Alis. 6126 Kvetis, and snakes, and paddokes brode,

. . Al vermyn they eteth. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints ii. (Paulits}

750 J>an J?ai. .a padok gert hym drink in by. c i^oProntp.
Parv. 376/2 Paddok, toode, bufo. 1530 PALSGR. 250/2 Pad-
docke, craf>a7'lt. 1579 SFEN8ER Sheph. Cal. Dec. 70 The
grieslie Todestoole. . And loathed Paddocks lording on the

same. 1656 ULOUNT Glosscgr., Paddock, ..a Toad. 1870
MORRIS Earthly Par. II. in. 240 O'er his head the bat

Hung, and the paddock on the hearth-stone sat.

c. transf. Applied in obloquy to a person.
In quot. 1605 a familiar spirit in the shape of a toad?
a 1450 Coi>. Myst. .\vii.(i84i) 164, I xal prune that paddok

[ frog], and prevyn hym as a pad [= toad]. 1^63 WINJET
H'ks. (1890) II. 31 Certane padokis, filthy vermmg,. .of the

quhilk sort are the Pelagianis. 1605 SHAKS. Afac&. I. i. 9
Padock calls anon : faire is foule, and foule is faire. 1893
STEVENSON Catriona xv. 174 But there was grandfaith er's
siller tester in the puddock's heart of him.

2. A kind of rude sledge used for carrying large
stones. Sc.

1824 MACTAGCAKT Galltwitl. EncycL^ Paddock. . . a machine

shaped like a frog, for carrying large stones. 1815-80 in

JAMIESON. 1887 BULLOCK Pynours vi,The slip, sled, or pad-
dock came into use. It was a sort of strong wooden cradle.

3. attrib. and Comb, (chiefly <///.), as paddofk-
hrood) -face ; paddock-cheese = paddoek-stoo? ;

paddock-hair, the soft down or hair on unfledged
birds and on new-born babies; paddock-pipe,
a species of Eqnisetum (Horse-tail), esp. E. limo-



PADDOCK.

sum ; also Mare's Tail, Hippnris wtlgaris ; pad-
dock-ride, -rod, -rud, -spew, frogs' or toads'

spawn; paddock-spindle, Orchis mascula (Britten
& Holl.) ; paddock-stone TOAD-STONE; pad-
dock-stool = TOADSTOOL.
a 1627 MIDDLETON Witch i. ii, Here's a spawn or two Of

the same *paddock-brood. 14.. HarL MS, 1002, If. 1441^/2
Hie bolctits, a *padokchese. 17/4 RAMSAY I'ision x.\i,

Uatavius, with his *paddock-face. 18*7 TAYLOR Poems 67
(E. D. D.), I foun' sax bare wee things Wi' *paddock hair

upon their wings. 1830 GAI.T Laivrie T. i. vi. (1849) T 7 ^"or

nearly thirteen years I had sat on my hunkers in the paddock
hair, under the wing of a kind parent. 1673 Wtdderbtirris
Vocab. 18 (Jam.) At'guisctum, a *paddock-pipe. 1778
LIGHTFOOT Flora Scotlca 1179:'-) 648 Marsh Horse-tail, ..

Paddock-pipe. 1710 RAMSAY Rise $ Fall ofStocks 114 A
shot starn ..found neist day on hillock side, Na better seems
nor *paddock ride. [Cf. JHLLY sb. -z\)\ fallen star $>.\. FALLEN
pt>l.a~\ 1508 KEWKDIE Flytingw. Dunbar 342 And thou

come, Fule ! in Marche or Februere, Thair till a pule, and
drank the

v

paddok rod [v, rr. rude, roid]. 1488 /?/. R.
Wardrobe (1815) 10 Item a ring with a *paddokstane, with
a charnale. 1700 K. LHWYU in Rowlands idona Antiqita.
(1723) 338 Besides the Snake-stones.. the Highlanders have
their Snail-Stones, Paddoc-Stones. .etc. to all which they
attribute their several Virtues. 1450 Alpltita (Anecd.
Oxon.) 70/7 Fungus agaricus crescit in arbor i bus. .*paddoc-
stol. 14830*^. Angl. 265/2 A PaddokstoleyWt'/jw,^/^^-
.. asparagus. 1787 HURNS I'crses written at Selkirk iv,

Xow gawkies, tawpies, gowks, and fooU, . . May sprout like

.simmer puddock-stools. 1824 ^>\.\ci \GG.\x.vGallavid. Encycl.
s. v. Hillfinvk) As rotten as a yellow puddock stool.

Hence Pa'ddocky a., abounding in frogs.
i8z8 J. WILSON in Blackw. Mag. XXIV. 284 Over all the

j

water-cressy and puddocky ditches.

Paddock (pardak), sb* Also 7 puddock.
[app. a phonetic alteration of PARROCK : &poddi$h
\m porridge, etc.]

1. A small field or enclosure ; usually a plot of

pasture-land adjoining or near a house or stable.

[1547 in Hunter Biggar <$ IIf>. Fleming xxiv. (1862) 313
Item in the Boghall, that draws in plough and paddock
xiij oxin.] 1622 MAHBE tr. Alemans Guzman d'Alf. \. 82
A fierce Bull, which .. they had let out of the Paddok. 1669
WOKLIHCE Syst. Agric. (1681) 330 A Puddock, or Purrock;
a small Inclosure. 1759 WKSLKY IVks. (1872) II. 471 A rijde
multitude quickly ran together, to a paddock adjoining to
the town. 187* YOUATT Horse iv. (ed. 4) 86 Let him [the
hunter] therefore have his paddock as well as his loose box.

1885 Miss BRADDOS liyilartfs Weird I. ii. 69 There was
only the extent of a wide paddock and a lawn between the
hall-door and that grand old gateway.

b. spec. Such an enclosure forming part of a
stud farm.

1856 H. H. Dixps Post ff Paddock iii. 59 For downright
breeding. . RawcHffe Paddocks quite bear the palm, laid.
62 The strength of the pasturage, and the beautiful combina-
tion of hill and dale make these paddocks a perfect paradise
for blood-mares and foals. 1804 ABMATACB Horse viii. 1 15
The colt may be mounted In the paddock.

c. In the Australian Colonies, the general term
for any field, or piece of land enclosed by a fence,

.irrespective of size, whether in pasture or tillage.
1832 BISCHOFF I'an Dicmens Land vi. 148 There is one

paddock of 100 acres, fenced on four sides. 1869 Tow SEND
Remin. Australia 180 The church, .stood by itself in the
middle of a paddock. 1881 Gentl. Mag. Jan. 67 The bullock

paddock . .contained 6000 acres, and was securely fenced in

with the usual post and raiU. 1891
l

Cco~ee\ Tales Austral.

Life 121 The fields, or paddocks, as they call them here [in

Australia], were pretty. 1900 F. CAMPBELL Three Moons ~$\\
Mrs, Tredwin cantering across the ten-mile paddock.

A. fig.
1841-4 EMERSON Ess.) Mature Wks. (Bohn) I. 226 Estates

of romance, compared with which their actual possessions
are shanties and paddocks. 1875 DOWUEN Shaks. 22 Keble
was born and bred in the Anglican paddock. 1880 G.
MKRKDITH Tragic Com. (1881) 21 A country where litera-

ture is confined to its little paddock, without influence on
the larger field. .of the social world.

2. spec . a. (See quots.)
1678 PHILLKS, PaJaocfa .. a walk or division in a Park.

1706 Ibid.) Paddock or Piiddock-cs:i>s<\ a place in a Park

pal'd in very narrow on both sides, for Hounds or Gray-
hounds to run Matches. 1783 AISSWOKTH Lat. Diet. (Morell)

i, A paddock in a park, septum, circus vcnatoriits.

b. Horse-racing. A turf enclosure near the

race-course, where the horses and jockeys are

assembled in preparation for the race.
1862 All Yr. Round Mar. 29 Three and thirty thorough-

bred colts have dipped down from the paddock to the post.
1881 Daily News 2 June 5 The genuine public , . drove

thoughtlessly past the paddock..and disposed itself either

in the cords near the winning-post or on the slope of the hill.

3. Mining. (Colonial.} a. An open excavation
in a superficial deposit, b. A store-place for

ore, etc.

1869 R. B. SMYTH Gloss. Mining Tcrins, Paddock^ an exca-
vation made for procuring washdirt in shallow ground. A
place built near the mouth of a shaft where quartz or wash-
dirt is stored. 1876 W. J. J. SPKY Cruise Challenger vi.

{ed. 7) 85 Next the lime tufa was bored into, and now large
'

paddocks
'

are sunk to a depth of over 20 feet in the decom-
posed igneous rock. 1895 Otago Witness- 21 Nov. 22/5
(Morris) A paddock was opened at the top of the beach,
but rock-bottom was found.

4. attrib,) &?> paddock-course, -critic, -gate.

1704 F. FULLKR Med. Gymn.(\i\i) 234 Horses run without
Riders upon 'em something after the manner of a Paddock-
Course. 1707 J. CHAMBKRLAYXE St. Gt. Brit. in. vii. 313
The Nobility and Gentry have their . . Paddock Courses,
Horse-Rases [etc.]. 1800 MRS. HERVKY Mourtray Fatn. I. .

109 They were v. itliin a hundred yards of the paddock gate.

370

1897 Daily News 21 June 10/6 His brilliant form, .made a
great impression upon the paddock critics.

Fa'ddock, v. [f. PADDOCK st>.-]

1. trans, a. To enclose or fence in (a sheep-run,

etc.) {Australia), b. To shut up or enclose in or

as in a paddock.
1873 TROLI.OPE Australia I. xx. 302 When a run is

'

pad-
docked

'

shepherds are not required ; but boundary-riders
are employed. l873[seeP.\DUOCKKn///./z.]. 1884'!. WALDKX
in Hat-pt'r's Mag. LXIX. 433 Droves of oxen, sheep, and
swine were paddocked close by.
2. Mining. (Colonial.) To store (ore, etc.) in a

paddock (see PADDOCK s/>.- 3 bl.

1899 .V. Queensland Herald 8 Feb. 31 They have gathered
and stacked surface stone till they have paddocked sufficient

for a crushing in the mill yard.
Hence Pa'ddocked///.o., Pa ddooking vbl.sb.

1873 RANIU-:N Dom. Australia, v. (1874) 91 This will com-
pletely loosen the little dirt found in paddocked sheep. z88i
A. C GRAXT Bnsh-Llft; Queensland II. 175 Gathering up
the paddocked horses, he caught and saddled his own and
his master's. 1900 E. A. HILL (of N. S. Wales) in Binu.
Weekly Post 25 Aug. 5/4 Paddocking was not universal, as
is now the case.

fPa-dduck. Obs. In 6 paduek, padduke.
Some kind of cloih. (CLpaekdtuk, s.v. DUCK st>*)

1545 Kates of Customs cjb, Padduke the c. elles \xs.

1583 Itui. D v b, Paduek the c. elles xxiiijf.

Paddy (pardi), rf.l Forms : (a. 6 batte,
~

batty.) 0. 7 paddie, 8-9 paddi, 8 pady, f patty),

9 padi, paddee, 7- paddy, [a. Malay padi rice

in the straw, in Javanese and other Malay lanjjs.

parl. The identity of this with Cannrese batta,
bhatta rice in the hnsk, whence the batte, batty
of early authors, is uncertain.]
1. Rice in the straw, or (in commerce) in the husk.

[1598 W. PHILLIPS I.iiischoteti 70 Rice, of a lesse price and
slighter then the other Ryce, and is called Batte.] 1623 St.

1'apers, Col. 146 The people addict themselves wholly to

the planting of paddie for their maintenance. [1698 FKYKK
Ace. E. India fif P. 67 The Ground between this and the

great lireach . . bears good Batty. ]
Ibid. 244 Furlongs loaded

with Rice or Paddy, being courser than the Indian. 1782A nn.

Reg. 65 Collecting paddy and beating the rice from the straw.
1818 J,\s. MILL Brit. India 1 1. v. v. 490 His only remaining
resource was in the paddy in the fields. 1879 CtissclFs Techn.
Editc. i. 18/2 Rice which comes to us in the husk is called

by its Indian name '

paddy '.

2. Short for PADDY-BIKD ; ellipt. its feathers.

1777 G. FORSTER }'cy. round U'orld II. 568 Rice-birds,

commonly called paddies. 1891 Times 24 Oct. 13/2 Feathers.
..Short selected are dearer, white and gray paddy firm.

3. attrib. and Comb., as faddy-boat, clearing,

crof, -field, flat, -grinding, -ground, -founder,
tax, etc.

; paddy-insect, a Chinese species of

silkworm from Hainan.

1698 FRYF.R Ate. E. India $ P. 162 Two hundred Pacldy-
lioats with their Convoys. 1762 WOOD in Phil. Trans. I,II.

4rj You descend into the paddy, or rice fields. 1871 .-Ithcn^'uiu

27 May 650 Mr. Cooper.. was upset into a newly-flooded
paddy-field by the great man's outriders. 1880 C. R. MARK-
HAM Perttv. Bark\\. 354 They call these low swampy valleys
on each side of a stream paddy flats, whether they are

actually cultivated or not. 1892 Daily News 15 Mar. 3/1
The Secretary of State hns informed the Governor of Ceylon
that, .the time has arrived for abolishing the paddy tax.

Paddy (pre'di), sl>& [Irish pet-form of 1'adraig
or J'atriik.)
1. Nickname for an Irishman.

1780 A. YOUNG Tour fret. I. 116 Paddies were swimming
their horses in the sea to cure the mange. 1826 DISKAKLI
i~h>. Grey IV. iv, Paddy was tripped up. 1899 ll'cstm.Cas.
18 Mar. 8/1 We were surprised to see that our entire stuff

of office-boys had suddenly turned Paddies, wearing the

green with a most becoming bonhomie.

b. Phr. To come the faddy over, to bamboozle,
humbug, slung,
1821 fitacktv. JFag. 608 Fairly came the paddy over him.

2. A bricklayer's or builder's labourer.

3. An unlicensed almanac, called more fully

I'tiddy's Watch and Paddywhack almanac.

1876 Mid-Yorks. Glass., Pajdyamtch, . . or J'aifify,.. an
almanac. 1886 A'. ^ Q. -th Her. I. 478/1, I have often heard

[a. 1834!. .' Have you an almanac ?
'

and the answer has been,
' We have a Paddy '.

4. A passion, a temper : also paddywhack, co/loij.

1894 Hmw Dorothy's Doitbte I. 132 Theygoesoutlooking
red in the face, and in a regular paddy.
5. 'A well-boring drill having cutters that ex-

pand on pressure; paddy-drill' (Funk).
6. A name in North Carolina of the ruddy duck,
Erismatura ntbida. (Also paddywhack. )

Hence Pa ddyisin, an Irish peculiarity, Irishism.

1801 SOUTHEV Lett. (1856) I. 167, 1 have discovered two
tricks of pure Paddyism. 1890 CLARK Ri'SSKLLcV<vw Traf.
I. iv. 87, I could see, by hearing her (to use a Paddyism), the

pout of her lip.

[Paddy, a., an error for baddy in Motley, fol-

lowed by recent diets. : see List ofSpurious Wonts.]

Pa'ddy-bird. [f.
PADDY rf. 1 + liiun.]

1. The Javasparrow, J'adda 'or Mania} orysirora.

1727 A. HAMILTON AV:i' Act. E. Ind. \. xiv. 161 The Paddy-
bird is also good in their Season.

2. Anglo-Indian name for species of white egret,

which frequent the paddy-fields.

PADISHAH.

1858 R. HUNTER in Mitchell Mini, R. Ne'sMt 406 Egrets
or white herons, by Anglo-Indians with little taste termed
paddy-birds. 1884 Miss C. F. G. CUMMING in Mactii. Mag.
Feb. 303/1 Multitudes of spirit-like white cranes, or paddy,
birds, paddle about
3. A species of Sheathbill, Chionis minor.
1894 NEWTON Diet. Birds 832 note, The cognate species of

Kerguelen Land is named by the sealers
'

Sore-eyed Pigeon ',

. .as well as
'

Paddy-bird 'the last perhaps from its white
plumage resembling that of some of the smaller Egrets.

Paddynielon qxs-dimc'bn).
Als paddy-

malla; pad-, paddi(e"-, pade-, pady-, -melon,
-mellun. [A corruption of an aboriginal name,
the first element of which has been conjectured to

be the same as in pata-gorang (in Sydney dialect)
'

kangaroo
'

: see Morris Austral Eng. 336/2.]A small brush kangaroo.
1827 P. CUNNINGHAM N. S. Wales (1828) I. 289 The walla-

bee zn& pttddywalla. .inhabit the brushes and broken hilly

country. 1830 R. DAWSON / 'res. St. A nstratin 212 (Morris)
Had hunted down a paddymelon (a very small species of

kangaroo). 1897 Outing (U. S.) XXX. 138/1 Get a pady-
melon, hare, or any coursing game. 1898 Wcstm. Gas.
23 Feb. 8/1 Kangaroos, Wallabies, Kangaroo rats, Wombats,
Bandicoots, Pademelons.
atlrib, 1851 J. HENDERSON Excurs. N. S. Wales II. j?9

(Morris) These are hunted in the brushes and killed with
paddy-mellun sticks. 1885 MRS. C. PRAED Head Station
313 The plains, .riddled with paddymelon holes.

Paddywh.a-ck,-wack. colloq.
1. An Irishman.
1811 Le.r. Balatr. s. v. ll'hack, A paddywhack ; a stout

brawney Irishman. 1846 Stif'u\ S/aut? Diet. (1873), I'm
Paddy Whack from Ballyhack, Not long ago turn'd soldier.

b. Paddywhack almanac PADDY sb? 3.
1886 JV. f, Q. 7th Ser. I. 388, 477.

2. A rage, passion, temper.
1899 R. Kn-LiNG Stalky 25 He's a libellous old rip, an* he'll

be in a ravin' paddy-wack.
3. dial. A severe thrashing (Etig. Dial. Diet?).
4. The ruddy duck : = PADDY si? 6. (U. S.)

Pade, obs. form of PAD ji.i, toad, frog.

tPadelion. Obs. [Corruption oC$.pied(pif)
de lion lion's foot.] The plant Lady's Mantle.

1578 LYTE Dodoens i. xcviii. 140 The latter wryters do call

this herbe in.. Latin Acliiniilla,. .Pes leonis..m English
Ladies mantell, .. Padelion. 1611 COTGR., Pied de. Lion,
Lions foot. Lions paw, Ladies mantle, . . Padelion.

Padell, obs. form of PADDLE sb?-

II Padella (pade'laX [H.padella flat pan, frying-

pan, etc. -.^.patella flat pan or dish : see PATELLA.]
A shallow metal or earthenware dish in which oil

or fatty matter is burnt by means of a thick wick
;

used esp. in Italy for illuminations ; also attrib.

[1858 SIM.MONUS Diet. Trade, Padella (Italian), a small

frying-pan ; a kind of oven.} 1882 Society 1 1 Nov. 6/2 The
ivy-covered nooks, .were lighted with padella lamps.

Pademelon, variant of PADDYMELON.

Paderero, obs. var. PEDRERO, piece of ordnance.

Padesoy, obs. form of PAPUASOY.
Pa'd-foot. dial. [f. PADZ/.I (*5.i) + FOOT s6.]

1. A dialectal equivalent of FOOTPAD.
1847 TOM THEDDLKHOVLE Eairnsla Ann. 41 (E. D. D.)

Sitha, Bobby's catch't a padfooit. 1892 J. S. FLETCHER
IVlien Chas. was Kins' (1896) 209 Here 1 am, winged in this

way by some vile padfoot.
2. One of the dialect names of the goblin called

the BAHGHEST. (Chiefly in Yorkshire.
1

!

1736 DKAKE Eboracum i. ii. 58 The Padfoot of Pontfrete,
and the Barguest of York. 1828 Craveu (jtoss. (ed. 2),

rad-foot, A Ghost. 1865 BARING-GOULD IVereivolvcs viii.

106 The Church-dog, bar-ghast, pad-foit, wash-hound, or by
whatever name the animal supposed to haunt a churchyard
is designated. 1883 Alinondbiiry fif lluddersjicld Gloss.,

Pad/not, . .described as being something like a large sheep,
or dog ; sometimes to have rattled a chain, and been
accustomed to accompany persons on their night walks,
much as a dog might ; keeping by their side, and making a
soft noise with its feet pad, pad, pad whence its name.
It had large eyes as big as '

tea-plates '.

Padgeant, -gion, obs. if. PAGEANT. Pad-
groom,-horse,etc.: seePAnrf.2 -;. Pad-hook:
see PAD rf.3 14. Padill, obs. f. PADDLE st.s

Ii Padishah, padshah (pa-dija, pa-dja).
Forms: 6padenshawe, 7 padasha, (potshaugh,

-shaw), pad vi)schaoh, 7, 9 padischah, 8 pade-
shah, -shau, 9 padichaw, padisha, 8- padishah,

padshah. [a. Pers. slioU padshah, in poetry

pad"--, padishah (in Turkish padishah} : Pahlavi

pata-)t}a or pata-gah : OPers. *pati\saya6iya, f.

pati = Skr. pali master, lord, ruler + 5a/i king,

SHAH. (P. Horn Grundr.Netipers. Etymol. 1893-)]
A Persian title, taken as equivalent to

' Great King
'

or '

Emperor
'

; applied in Persia to the Shah, in

Europe usually to the Sultan of Turkey, in India

(where often pronounced badshali) to the Great

Mogul, and now by natives to the sovereign of

Great Britain as Emperor of India; also extended

by Orientals to other European monarchs.
1612 /:. /. C. Letlers(eA. Danvers) I. 175 He acknowledges

no Padenshawe or King in Christendom but Ihe Portugals

King. 1613 PoRciiAs/V/i-r/wMjr.: (16141 543 This Selim Pada-

sha rebelled against his father Either. 1614 SELDEN Titles

Hon. 103 The Grand Signior rather hath in later times vsed

the title of Padischah Musulmin i. Great King of the Musul-

mans..and they call the German EmperorUrum Padiscbab,



PADLE.
the French King Frank Padtschah. 1634 SIR T. HICRBKRT
Trar. 97 At the end sate the Potshaugh or great King [the
Shah of Persia]. 1665 Ibid, 11677) 211 Here we met the

or rather Padeshan, . . in the old Persic tongue, denoting King.
1800 Hull Advertiser 30 Aug. 4/2 Recognized by several

Hindoos., to be
' Padshaxv ', i. e. the King. 1823 BYRON

yuan vi. xxxix, Whom, if they were at home in sweet Cir-

cassia, They would prefer to Padisha or Pacha. 1896
Peterson's Mag. Jan. 47/1 The Padishah [Sultan] is sup-

posed to speak no language but Turkish or Arabic.

Padle, paidle (p<?'dT),-tf
; - Sc. Also6paiddill,

7 pedle. [app. Sc. form of PADDLE sbj- : cf. Sc.

pronunciation of doddle, saddle (drd'l, s^'d'l).]
A field or garden hoe; a scraper of this shape.
a 1568 Anon, in Bannatyne MS. 3-25/33 Ane pluche, ane

paiddill,and ane palme corss. 1644 Register Unh>. Edinb.
49 (MS.) Duties of the Bursars. To make clean the stairs

from dirt and dust with a pedle and a Besome. a 1800 Old
Scottish Song (Jam.), The gardener wi' his paidle. 1812
FOKBKS Poems 144 (E. D. D.) Spades an' padles an' a*. 1819
THOMSON Poems 109 (E. D. D.) A coal-rake an' a paidle.
Hence Padle, paidle v. Sc. trans., to hoe; to

loosen (the ground) , scrape or ' harl
'
with a hoe.

i8as JAMIESON, To Paidle^ v.a.
t
to hoe. 1884 SIR A. GRANT

Story Univ.Edin. 1. 141 The bursars., were also to 'paidell
'

the stairs and entrances to the schools [cf. 1644 above].
Mod. Sc. Alt the cottagers were employed paidling turnips.

Padle, obs. form of PADDLE.
Padlock (pce'dlpk), sb. Formerly often as two

words, pad lock, or hyphened, pad-lock. [f. pad,
of uncertain meaning + LoCKj^. 2

An obvious suggestion is that the first element is PADS/'.*,
basket, pannier, hamper. But therein no early evidence that
3. pad~lock was orig. used to fasten a pannier. Also, if Pad.
in Rogers

1

Agric. <$ Prices, cited under PAD sb.
d

, occurs in
the orig. documents, these are much earlier than any in-

stance yet found of pad, /W,
'

basket', which is besides of
rare and local occurrence.]
A detachable or portable lock, designed to hang

on the object fastened, having a pivoted or sliding i

bow or shackle, which can be opened to pass
'

through a staple or ring, and then locked so as to

engage a hasp, the links of a chain, etc.

Deadpadlock, a simple padlock having no spring.
[1453 m Rogers Agric. <y Pricts III. 554/4 Padlock /3-]

1478-9 in Swayne Sarum Chitrchiv, Ace. 366 A Padlokke
to the Church, \$d. 1508111 Kerry St. Lawrence's^ Reading
(1883) 24 Payed for a padlok to the font, iijrf. 156* J. HEY-
WOOD Prov. ff Epigr. 1.1867) 170 Beware it breede not apad-
locke on thy heele. 1569 Nottingham Rcc. IV. 134 A pad
locke for the Coppy yatte. 1649 C. WALKER /list. Independ.
n. 56 The Zealots of the Commons were very angry at the
Lords, and threatned to clap a Pad lock on the Dore of their
House. 1663 GERBIER Counsel

<jf> Hung at the one end in
an iron ring, at the other end in a like rinij, both united with
a strong Padlock. 1686 tr. Chardin's Trav. Persia 159 In
a Portmantle lockt with a Padlock. 1703 MOXON Mecli.
Exerc. 22 Trunk-Locks, Pad-Locks, etc. 1874 MICKLE-
THWAITE Mod. Par. Churches 219 These may be fastened
with staples and padlocks.
fig. 1658 GUKNALL Chr. in Arm. Verse 14. in. v. (1669*
84/1 The light of a holy conversation hangs as it were a
padlock on profane lips. 1741 POPE Dune. iv. 162 We hang
one jingling padlock on the mind. 1822 BYRON Werner
iv. i. That Word will, I think, put a firm padlock on Hts
further inquisition. 18.. LOWELL Capture Fugit. Slaves, \

Put golden padlocks on Truth's lips.

Padlock (piirdlfk), v. [f. prec. sb.] trans.

To fasten with or secure by means of a padlock.
1645 MILTON Colast. Wks. (1851) 353 Let not.. such an

unmercifull ..yoke bee padlockt upon the neck of any
Christian. iy UK FOE Plague (Rtldg.) 71 The Officers
had Orders to Padlock up the Doors. 1828 SCOTT F. M.
Pert/i vii, My mouth shall never be padlocked by any noble
of them all. 1884 Law Rep. 13 Q Bench Div. 455 The dock
company, .padlocked the doors.

Hence Padlocked (pordl^kO ///. a.

1760-71 H. BROOKE Fool of Qual. (1809) III. 70 A little

padlocked chest. 1856 EMERSON' Eng. Traits, Wealth Wks.
(Bohn) 11-73 High stone fences and padlocked garden gates.
Fadmelon: see PADDVMKLON.

Pad-nag (pa."d|narg), sb.
[f.

PAD sb.- + XAG.]
An ambling nag; an easy-going pad-horse.
1654 WHITELOCKE Jrnl. Sived. Emb. (1772) II. 220 A sober

..well-paced english padde nagsje. 1684 DR. W. POPE Old
Mans Wish ii. (Roxb. Ball. VI. 507^, With a spacious plain,

'

without hedge or stile, And an easy pad-nagg to ride out a
mile. 1770 FOOTE Lame Lo^>er \. Wks. 1799 II. 60 To buy
a pad-nag for a lady, a 1845 BAKHAM Ingot. Leg. Ser. in.

House-wanning, As horse-litter, coach, and pad-nag, with
its pillion. . Defiled from the Strand. 1849 MACAULAY Hist.
Eng. vii. II. 172 To procure an easy pad nag for his wife.

Hence Pa^d-na'g- v. intr., to ride a pad-nag, ride
'

at an easy pace, amble ; also Pa:dna-ggingr///.a. |

1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa (iSn) III. xl. 235 Will it not. .

'

give him pretence and excuse oftener than ever topad-nag !

it hither? iSjdCoL. HAWKKK D&vy (1893) II. io7Thegreen .

sub. of some padnagging regiment had walked off with my I

portmanteau instead oP his own.

Padock(e, padok, obs. ff. PADDOCK j^.1

11 Padou (padw). [F. padou ;in same sense),

formerly Pmhm. i.e. Padua in Italy.] (See quot.)
1858 SIMMONDS Diet. Trade, P<idon, a sort of silk ferret or

ribbon. Hence in mod. Diets.

II Padouk (padau'k). Also padowk, peduk.
[Burmese native name.] A Burmese leguminous
tree, Pttrocarpui macrocarpns, yielding a kind of

rosewood; also the wood itself (padoiik-wood ).

1858 in SIMMONDS Diet. Trade. 1892 Blacfciv. Mag. Sept. i
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*

384 Thick among the huge 'padouks' the gray-stemmed
'gurjuns' gleam. 1893 Westm. Gas. 20 Apr. 3/3 Peduk is

;

darker in colour than the other woods generally used. 1895
Daily News 3 June 5/6 There is at least one thing which
Cedric the Saxon never heard of the Indian padouk wood
of the fittings. 1900-1 PKAIN Ann. Report Bot. Gard. Cal-
cutta, The true or Burma Padouk is the timber Q$ Ptcro-
carpus macrocarpus, a species that occurs only in Burma.
' Andaman Padouk

'

or ' Redwood '

is the timber of /*. dal-

bergioides.. found only, in a wild state, in the Andaman*.

Pad-piece, -plate, -play: see PAD- sb.'* 14.

Padpipe: see PAI> sf>. 1 4.

Ii Padre (pa-dw). [It., Sp., Pg. /W;v:-L.
patre-m, ace. of pater father.] 'Father': a title

; applied in Italy, Spain, Portugal, and Spanish
America, to the regular clergy ;

in India (from
: Portuguese), to a minister or priest of any Chris-

tian Church; and by natives (in speaking to Euro-

peans) to native priests ; hence, applied by English
soldiers and sailors to a chaplain.
1584 in Hakluyfs I'oy. (1810) II. 381 We found there 2

Padres, the one an Englishman, the other a Hemming.
1698 FRYER Ace. E. India $ l\ 8 A ChappeL.ihe Rural
Seat of one of their Black Padres. 1751 Affect. Nan: of
Wager 7 A blind Subjection to the Padres, and a con-

temptuous Abhorrence of Heretics, c 1813 MRS. SHERWOOD
Ayah ff Lady iv. 25 Now there was in the place where 1 lay
ill a Christian padre. Ibid. Glossary, Padre, a Christian
minister. 1865 LIVINGSTONE Zambesi ii. 47 The Goanese
padre of Tette. .appointed a procession. 1898 Daily News
7 Apr. 6/2 The 'fighting padre' is by no means an unknown
figure in British wars.

attrib. 18.. Sin T. L.UVKKNCK Label (in Kew Museum),
Very fine quality Tea called Padre Oolong, prepared by the

Chinese for their Priests. Ibid., Pudra Tea. [1858 SIM-
Moxns Diet. Trade Prod. 271 I'adra, a black tea.]

Padrigon: see PKBDKIGOX, a variety of plum.
Fadroadist (padr<?,S-dist). [f. Pg. padro-

ado patronage + -isr.] A Roman Catholic who
favours or supports the padroado or ecclesiastical

patronage claimed by the King of Portugal in Indin.

1890 Tablet 10 May 739 Padioadlsts and Propagandists
Are regarded as two distinct sects. [1896 Ibid. 15 Feb. 258
At present the ' Padroado '

is a veritable incubus on the
Catholic Church in India.]

II Padrone (padr^n^. [It.: cf. med.L. patro,
-onein for cl. L. patronus PATKOX] An Italian

term meaning, primarily, Patron, master; applied
to fa. the Prime Minister of the Papal Curia

(Cardinal Patron); b. the master of a trading-
vessel in the Mediterranean ; c. an Italian labour-

contractor, an employer of street musicians, beg-
ging children, etc. ; d. the proprietor of an inn in

Italy.

1670 G. H. Hist. Cardinals i. in. 79 The Cardinal Nephew,
whom they call Padroiu\ Ibid. ii. in. 178 Heexercis'd the
office of Padrone. 1678 DRVDKN Lintberhani v. i, I shall
never make you amends for this kindness, my dear Padron.
c 1751 GKAY Let. to Walpole Nov., Wks. 1814 I. 546 As to

my Eton Ode, Mr. Dodsley (the publisher] is padrone. 1804
\V. IRVING in Life % Lett. (1864) I. v, 86 Our padrone imme-
diately displayed the Genoese flag, and hailed the vessel.

1836 MARKYAT Midsh. Easy .\i.\, The crew consisted of the

padrone, two men, and a boy. 1860 Once a tt'eek 14 July
72/1 They had not earned money enough in the day to
secure them a favourable reception from the/rtrtVtww at night.
Hence f Pa'drouancy, t Pa dronage, t Pa dron-

ship, the office of (Cardinal) Padrone, or First

Minister in the Papal Court
; Pa'dronism, the

system of bringing Italian children into a foreign

country to perform street music or beg for the

profit of l\\t padrone or taskmaster.

1670 G. H. Hist. Cardinals n. n. 154 He will fall out of
the hands of the Papacy, as he fell out of the Padrtmage.
Ibid. in. 175 The declaration of a Cardinal Padrone., in the

beginning of his Padronship. Ibid. 178 He shew'd himself

diligent enough in bis office of Padronancy. Ibid. 206 They
apply themselves immediately to the Pope, till they shall
see the Cardinal a little more setled in his Padronancy. 1880

Daily News 15 Apr. 5/2 The King of the padroni, .was
arrested under the United States law against 'padronism

'

passed in 1874. .which makes the bringing of such {Italian]
children into the States a felony.

Pad-saddle, -saw, -tree, etc. : see PAD sW
Padshah, another form of PADISHAH.
t Pad-staff. Obs. PADDLE-STAFF.
a 1661 FULLER Worthies (1840^ III. 203 With his pad-staff

he did dig a square hole about it, and so departed.
Padstool : see PAD sb 4.

Faduan (pardi/^an), a. and sb. [f. Padua name
of a city of northern Italy, in It. Padova, L. Pata-
viutn + -AN. Cf. PATAVINITY.]
A. adj. Of or pertaining to Padua.

1801 D. STEWART Life ff Writ. W. Robertson 152 An
admixture of Paduan idioms.

B. sb. 1. A native or inhabitant of Padua.
1842 BRANDS Diet. Sci. etc. 867/1 The talents which these

Paduans possessed to engrave dies.

2. One of the coins or medallions, in bronze and

silver, forged in the i6thc. in imitation of ancient

pieces, by two Paduan artists, Cavino and Bassiano. '

1769 Misc. in Ann. Reg. 196/2 In a separate case are con-
j

tained the Paduans and other counterfeit medals. [Note. \

A Paduan . . is a modern medal struck with all the marks
\

and characters of antiquity.] 1842 BKANDF, Diet. Sci. etc.

3. A kind of dance; the PAVAX.
1880 Grwe's Diet. AIns. II. 627/2 Padua gave its name to

j

the ancient dance Paduan, or Pavan.

PJEAN.

4. A make of violin-strings.
1884 H. R. HAWKIS Musical Afeiu. iii. 94 Paduans arc

strong [violin-strings], but frequently false.

Hence Pa duanism, the dialectal characteristics
of Patavium or Padua, of which Livy was a native,

Patavinity ;
the use of patois.

"594 K. ASHLEY tr. Lays le Roy 24 b, Pollio objected
Paduanisme vnto Liuie.

Padymelon, variant of I'ADDYJIELON.

Fadnasoy (pse'di|soi). Forms : a. 7-8 pou-
desoy, (ypoodesoy, S pudisway). @. --padua-
soy ; 8 paduasuay , ijpaddi-, pattissway), pada-,
padesoy, 9 padusoy. [1'ondesoy (poodesoy, pu-
disway} is F. pon-de-soie (1667 Littrc', pout de

soye, pojil de soic (1389-94 in Godef. C '///.), of
unascertained origin ; in recent F. spelt pont-dc-soic
and POULT-DE-SOIE, the latter also in Kjthc.
English. The forms in -sway, -snay represent the

i7~iSth c. F. pronunciation of sofe as jvv, souc,
soul; the rimes show this still in 173,0 when the

spelling was paduasoy. Paditasoy is, in appearance,
a combination of J'adiia, Eng. name of the Italian

city*-F. soie silk. (Padua has long had manu-
factures of silk and other textiles, and a kind of
narrow silk ribbon is thence named in F. padou,
in 1(142 padoiie: Oudinot). But Padua soy could
not well be of Kng. formation, since soy , soye, soie,
was never in Kng. use. Nor could it originate in

French, where 'Padua silk' would be soicdePadoiic,
not Padoue soic. The probability then is that

paduasoy was an Eng. corruption of poti-de-soie
or poudesoy, app. by association with Padua say,
a kind of SAY or serge, actually from Padua, which
had been known in England since 1633 or earlier :

1633 Naivortk Ilousch. Hks. (Surtees) 300 For five yeardes
of Padua saye for a pcticote for my Ladle, xxjy. viij</. 1676
l.ond. Gaz. No. 1093/4 Stolen. ..A Padua Say Peticoat and
Wastecoat. Cf. 1710 Ibid. No. 4706 4 Padua)- Serges, and
other Stuffs.]

A strong corded or gros-grain silk fabiic, much
worn in the iSth c. by both sexes, of which POULT-
DE-SOIE is the modern representative. Also attrib.,
and ellipt. a garment of this material.
o. 1663 S. FOKTKEY >i. Interest % Ii>i/>r. 22 In silk stuffs,

taffeties, poudesoyes, armoysins, clothes of gold and silver.,
silk ribbands, and other such like silk stuffs as are made at
Tours. 1689 Loud. Gaz. No. 2425/4 Also 3 Pieces of

Checquer'd Silk,, .all Silk like a Poodesoy. 1694 CH.\MEU:K-
I. AVNI: rr,-s. St.

J-'.itff. i. vii. 65 We yearly imported from
France.. Silks, Sattins, Tafleta's, Stuffs, Armoysins, Pou-
tlcsoy's [so all edd. to 1710; then 1716-1748 Paduasoys].
1704 Lt'itii. (raz. No. 39^2/3 Also East-India Goods. .. con-

sisting of. . Pudisways. 1728-9 in Mrs. Delany's Life \ Con:
I. 193 Princess Royal had white poudesoy, embroidered
with gold, and a few colours intermixed. 1733-4 H''^- 4 L'^

A pink plain poudesoy. [Obs. by 1750, but re-introduced
from Fr. c 1850 in the form POULT-DK-SOIF q. v.]

P. 1672 Accl. Earl qfShaftesbmy's U'an/robe (Stanf.), A
black velvet coat, paduasoy suit laced. 1704 Land. Gaz.
No. 3984/4 An Olive-colour'd Gown and Petticoat strip'd,
lin'd with a muddy-colour'd Patli^sway. 1727 FiKl.niNt;

Love in Sev. Masques I. ii, Two girls in paduasuay coats
and breeches. 1727 GAY llegg. Op. n. iv, A Piece of black

Padesoy. 1730 JKXVNS Art of Dancing i. 66 Let him his
active limbs display In camblet thin, or glossy paduasoy.
1730 SWIFT Robin fy Uarry 47 Clad in a coat of paduasoy,
A flaxen wig, and waistcoat gay. 1741 RICHAKDSON Pamela
(18^4) I. 223 A fine laced silk waistcoat, of blue paduasoy.
a 1845 HOOD Hiancas Dreatn iv, In vain the richest padusoy
he bought. 1869 MRS. OLIPHANT George II (1879) U- 237
The pale primrose-coloured paduasoy.

Padyan, Padjean, etc., obs. Sc. ff. PAGEANT.
Paean (p*~an), sb. Also 6-7 pean. [a. L.pipim,

a. Gr. Traidc a hymn or chant, properly (see below)
one addressed to Apollo invoked under the name
P:van (ncuav, Attic Ilaiurt', Epic naii/wi-), origin-

ally the Homeric name of the physician of the

gods. The invocation being by the phrase 'Iw

naiai', Jo Psean (see Io), the song or hymn came
itself to be called the pn>an.~\

1. In reference to Greek Antiq. : A hymn or chant
of thanksgiving for deliveiance originally addressed
to Apollo or Artemis; esp. a song of triumph after

victory addressed to Apollo, also a war-song in

advancing to battle addressed to Ares ; hence any
solemn song or chant. The full phrase Io psean
occurs poetically as a sb. in same sense.

159* LYI.V Midas v. iii, Io paeans let us sing, Tophysicke's
and to poesie's king. 1603 HOLLAND Plutarch's Alor. 1251
The Poets that composed the songs of victorie, named
Pajanes. ci6n CHAPMAN Iliad L 457 That day was. .spent
in paeans to the Sun. 1770 LANGHOKNK 1'liftarcli (1879) I.

60/2 The King, .himself began the paean, which was the

signal to advance. 1873 SYMONDS Grk. Poets v. 118 The
Paean, sung to Phoebus, .was the proper accompaniment of

the battle and the feast. 1878 GLAUSTONK Print. Homer
xiii. 151 The triumphal hymn of praise, or paian, is com-
memorated in the Iliad, as already established in use.

2. In modern use: A song of praise or thanks-

giving ;
a shout or song of triumph, joy, or exul-

tation.

[1544 E. GOSVNHYLL (r>V/<0 The Prayse of all Women, called

Mulierum Pean.] 1599 MARSTON Sco. l-'illanie in. viii. 210

Tut, rather Peans sing Hermaphrodite. 1604 DRAVTON Oivl

1133 The warbling Mavis mirthfull Peans sung. 1646 BUCK



PJEA.N,

joyful Paean clear ..Waiting to strive a happy strife. ,
LD. LVTTOS Qrval 198 The paean of the people's Liberty !

attrib, 1839 MRS. HDMANS Tombs c/Platea ix, Where the

paean strains were sung.
Hence Fae'an v. lrans. y to sing in or as a pxan.

So P'anism [Gr. wcuavta^-us], the chanting of

the pcean ;
Pae anize v. intr. [Gr. nuearl(-4ant to

chant or sing the pzean.
i8ao T. MITCHELL Aristoph. 1. 186 Notes of vict'ry *pauan*d

high ! 1669 GALE Crt. Gentiles \. it. iv. 40 For the Victories
..Io Paean was sung to Apollo ; at least hence *Paeanismes. .

had their rise. 1701 C. MATHKR Magn. Chr. vn, vi. (1852)

579 The Grecian eAAew lou lou used in their Paeanisms.

aiBty W. MITKORIJ cited in Cent. Diet.) Paganism. 1628
HOBBES Thucyd. (1822) 123 The Peloponneseans . . were

'paeanizing as if they had already the victory.

Paean, variant of P^EON. Paedagogic, P-
dant, etc. : see FEDA- . Paedarchy: seeP,Eix>-.

P8Bderasty,ped-(prd-,pe'dera.
i

sti). [ad.mod.
L. Pdederastia,) a. Gr. natStpaffrta, f. TrafStpaffTTys, f.

iraiV, iraiS- boy -f- (paarr}* lover. In Fr. ptdtrastit.]
Unnatural connexion with a boy ; sodomy.
1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 293 He telleth of their

Pacderastie, that they buy Boyes at an hundred or two
hundred duckats, and mew them vp for their filthie lust.

175* HUME Ess. fy Treat. (1777) II. 382 Solon's law forbid

paederasty to slaves. 1788 GIBBON Decl. $ F. (1846) IV. 233
The same penalties were inflicted on the passive and active

guilt ofpaederasty. iBtigRAWUxsoN/iw. ///s/. 529 Hence the
laws against infanticide, against adultery, against paederasty.

So Pse'derast [Gr. iratStpaaTrjs], f Peedera stist,
a sodomite

;
Psedera'stic a. [Gr. 7rmSepa<7Ti6s],

pertaining to or practising sodomy; hence Pseder-

a-atically adv.

1730-6 BAILEY (folio),
*
Pederast . .

, a Sodomite, a buggerer.
1738 WARBURTON Div. Legat. I. 171 As the detestable
Paederasts of after Ages scandalized the godlike Socrates.

[i593 G. HAKVEY Xew Letter Wks. (Grosart) I. 290 That
penned . . atiother [Apology] of Pederastice, a kinde of har-

latry, not to be recited.] 170$ SWIKT 7*. Tub Pref., There is

first the *paederastic school with French and Italian masters.

1864 tr. Caspar's Hand-bk. Forensic Med. III. 333 note,
Dohrn..has observed this appearance in his old pasderastic

hospitallers. Ibid. 332 A boy alleged to have been abused

^pasderastically. 1684 T. GODDAKD Plato's Demon 29 The
little respect which he had for that Sex, and great love fur

the other, which made him so great a *Paederastist.

PsBdeuticsCp^U??tiks); rarely sing.pssdeutic.
Also paid-, [f.

Gr. ircufavTi/cos of or for teaching,

77 iraiStvrtKri (sc. Tt'xcTj) education: see -ics.] The
science or art of education.

1864 WEBSTER, Paideittics. 1885 Life ofSir R. Christison
I. 28 Was it an error or not in the paedeutics of those times?

1885 Sat. Rev. 3001.459/1 Wefcould wish such ugly barbar-
isms or neologisms as . . 'paideutics

' and the like had been
eschewed. 1899 Hlackiv. Mag. Aug. 25 ^ The one sub-
stantial contribution.. made to the paideutic of the game.

Psedo-, pedo- (p*"'<te\ occas. paido- (pai-da),
before a vowel paed-, ped-, combining form of

Gr. Trot's, TratS- boy, child, an element in several

words, scientific and technical, of which the more

important will be found in their alphabetical places.

Peedarchy (prdajki) [Gr. -apx*a > &PX'n rule],
rule or government by a child or children. Psedi-

atric (pfdijartrik) a. [see IATRIC], having to do
with the treatment of the diseases of children

;
so

Paediatrics sb. pi., the treatment of children's

diseases. Feedo'cracy, paid- [see -CRACY], govern-
ment by children. Psedog-enesis (p/'d^dje'n^sis)
Zool. [see GENESIS], production of offspring by an
animal in an immature or larval condition, as in

certain amphibians, fishes, and insects
;
so Psedo-

geiie tic a., pertaining to or characterized by
pcedogenesis. Paedology, paid- [see -LOGY], the

study of the nature of children
;
so Psedolo'gical,

pertaining to paedology ;
Psedo legist, Peedolo-

gi-stical a., Psedologi'stically adv. (see tjuot. .

Psedo'meter, an instrument for measuring the

weight and length ofa child ; hence Pasdometric a.

Psedonosology (-n^sp'lod^i) [Gr. vfoos disease :

see -LOGY], the study of the diseases of children.

Psedonymic (pfd^ni'mik) [after patronymic^ a
name given to a person from that of his or her child

;

so Pwdo-nymy, the giving of such a name.
1830 Hist. Enr. tn Ann. Reg. 245/2 The government was

called the *paedarchy lor the regime of children). 1893 Syd.
Soe. Lex.) *Pxdiatric. 1894 Lancet 3 Nov. 1065 Professor

Johann Uokai, the well-known p^ediatric physician. 1896
(title of a New York periodical),

*
Pediatrics. 1647 J. NOYES

Temple Measured 34 Some are . . unseasonable, ignorant,
youthful". This is a *Pedocracy as well as a Democracy.
1888 ROI.LESTON & JACKSON Anitn. Life 507 *P2edogenesis
or the production of ova by the immature animal is rare,
and in Insecta always parthenogenetic. 1895 Ceitnbr, l\'at,

Htst. V. 142. 1889 Athenaeum 15 Apr. 471/1 A partheno-
genetic and *paedogenetic generation occurs in the life-cycle

[of the blood-worm]. 1900 Speaker 5 May 131/2 Miss Vernon
of the *Paidological Bureau. 1894 Ednc. News $3. S.) 14 Apr.
233 A *

paidologist is one wlio studies boys. *Paidologisticat

pertains to *paidology, and *f>aidolpgistically
is the adverb

that refers to the acts of a paidologist while he is treating of

paidology paidologistically. 1853 DUNGLISON Med. Lex.
t

,

*Pdfdowetert baromacrometer. 1889 JmL Educ. i Feb.
;

75/2 The terrors of a cast-iron Code and Inspectors with
J

372

their *paedometric apparatus. 1857 MAYNE Expos. Lex.,
Pxdonosologia^ term for a description or consideration of
the diseases of children : *pedonosology. 1883 \V. LKAF in

Jrnl, Phiiol. No. 24, 286 Prof. Geddes quotes as a similar

'*Paedonymic
'

the expression
* Althaea Meleagris'. Ibid*

287 Whether or no the custom of *Paedpnymy has left any
other trace.. must be left to anthropologists to decide.

Faedobaptism (p/~d0baq>tiz'm). Also pedo-.

[f. P.EDO- + BAPTISM; cf. mod.L. pxdohaptisinus

(i6thc.), F. ptdobaptisme (i/th c.).] The baptism
of children ; infant baptism.
1640 Bp. HALL Episc. i. 10 Where is there express^

charge for the Lord's day? Where for paedobaptism ? 1651
CARTWRIGHT Cert. Relig. ii. 38 The administration of Pedo.
baptisme. 1755 JOHNSON, Pedobaptism. 1872 Westm. Rw.
July 81 Persons who denied that paedobaptism is to be
found in the New Testament . . were allowed to rot . . in gaols.

Paedobaptist (pfibbserptist). Also pedo-.

[f. P.EDO- + BAPTIST, after prec.] One who prac-
tises, adheres to, or advocates infant baptism.
1651 BAXTER Inf. Baft. 173 He might have called us Anti-

pxdobaptists, as being against Infant-Baptism. 1755 JOHN-
SON, Pedohaptist

i
one that holds or practises infant baptism.

1772 in Urwick Nonconf. Worcester (1897) 215 Y Paedo-
baptist Congregation is of late years much reduced. 1891
F.W. NEWMAN Card. Newman 62 'I'he only part which I took

was, to support Union with Pado-Baptists, not to divide.

Pffldomancy, erron. form of PSDOVAXOT.
Psedonom (prd<m^m). Gr. Antiq. [ad. Gr.

iraiSoyo/ios.] A magistrate who superintended the

education of youths.
a 1871 GKOTE Eth. Fragm. Vi. (1876) 224 Under the super-

intendence of the Paedonom.

Paedotribe (prdotraib). Also pedo-. Gr.

Antiq. [ad. Gr. iratSoTpi&Tjs.'] One who taught
wrestling and other exercises; a gymnastic master.

1594 R.ASHLEY tr. Loysle Roy 29 b, Gymnasts, pedotribes,
athletes. i6y&^LOV^TGf0ss&fr, ) Pftfefrf^t, aiSaz SHELLEY

ss. <5-
Lett. (1852) I. 256 Herodicus being paedotribe. .united

the gymnastic with the medical art.

Psedotrophy (pzd^tr^fi). [ad. Gr. iratSorpo-

<ta.] The rearing of children. So Psedotrophic

(pzd0trp*fik) a.j relating to the rearing of children
;

Ptedo'tropliist, one skilled in rearing children.

1857 MAYNE Expos. Ltx., Psedotrophia, old term .. pedo-
trophy, 1890 J. S. BILLINGS Nat. Med. Diet. II. 271
Psedotrophy . . The hygiene of the rearing of children. 1889
J. SULLY in Harper s Mag. June 102/2 Piedotrophic
Partnership, the term by which the new Socialism designated
a particular and relatively permanent variety of sexual
attachment. Ibid. 108/2 They could, .pronounce the plaintiff
a properly qualified paedotrophist.

Paen, -ene, var. PAYEN Obs., pagan. Paene,
obs. f. PANE sb. Pffinitence, obs. f. PENITENCE.

II Psenula (pnii;?Ia). [L.] In Roman Antiq.
A sleeveless cloak having an opening for the head

only, and covering the whole body. Hence, An
ecclesiastical garment of the same kind, an early
form of the chasuble.

[1170-1 ripe Roll 55 Hen. Ill m, I d
t Pro..xxxiii penulis

de Lindeseye Ermyne & Coruelyne.]

1753 CUAMKKKS Cycl. Supp., Pynula, among the Romans,
a thick garment fit for a defence against cold and rain. 1868
MARRIOTT 1'est. Ch>~. p. Ixii, We have abundant evidence in

Roman literature of the uses to which the Pscnula served,
and of its gradual exaltation from a garb of slaves or of

peasants to one which even emperors might wear in travelling,
and which was expressly prescribed in the fifth century of
our era as the dress of senators.

Paeon (pr^n). Prosody. Also 7-8 paean, [a. 1,.

/>ft'0tt t
ad. Gr. -aatujv : see P.EAN.] A metrical foot

of four syllables, one long and three short, named,
according to the position of the long syllable,
a first, second, third, or fourth pseon.
1603 HOLLAND Plutarch Explan, Words, Paeon or Pireon,

the name of Apollo, and of a metricall foot in verse, of

which Paeans are composed. 1699 BENTLEY P/ial. 459 The
Poet was constraint! of mere necessity to use a Paeon instead

of a Dactyl. 17*7-41 CHAMBERS Cycl., Paean or Paeon..
so called, as commonly supposed, because appropriated to

the hymn Pxan; though Quintilian derives the name from
its inventor Paeon, a physician. 1867 R. C. JEBB Sophocles
Rlectra (1870) 125/2 The antistrophic verse has a paeon.. in

the first place.

PcCOliic (p/ifnik), a. (sb.} [ad. L. pxonic-us,
ad. Gr. ircuwviicos of or belonging to a paeon.] Of
or pertaining to a paion or prcons; composed of

paeons; having the pedal ratio (2 : 3) of the paxm.
b. as sb. A pzeonic verse or foot.

1830 J. SBACER tr. Hermann's Metres \\. xl. 104 The
ancient Greeks themselves appear not to have completely
distinguished between Cretic and paeomc numbers. . . Paeo-

nics catalectic on two syllables, and having an iambic ana-

crusis, are rarely met with. 1879 J. W. WHITE tr. Schmidt's

Rhythmic Class. Lang. 21. 66 Paeonics and bacchii. Ibid.

22.69 Paeonic sentences are rare in Aeschylus.

Pseonin (pr<?nin). Chem. [f. L./aw/zVz, PEONY

(in reference to colour) + -IN ]
= CORALUN.

1866 in WATTS Diet. Chem. IV. 324. 1878 tr. Ziemssen's

Cycl. Med. XVII. 520 The same holds good as regards
corallin or pzonin, a red colour composed of rosolic acid.

PfiBony, var. PEONY. Paeyn, var. PAYEN Obs.,

pagan. Paffle, var. POFFLE Sc.
t
a small holding.

II Pagador. Obs. \Sy.pagadon med.L./rtta-
tor~em payer.] A pay-master.
1591 Carrara's Art Warrt^ The Treasurers and Paga-

dores Colateraly. 1596 SPENSER State Irel. Wks, (Globe)

657/2 This is the manner of the Spanyardes captaynes, whoe
..scorneth the name as base to be counted his souldiours

PAGANICALLY.

pagador. 1604 DIGCKS 4 Parad. n. 46 The Captaines are
become.. the Pagadores or Pay-Masters of their Uandes.

Pagan (p^'gan), sb. and a. Forms: 4 paygane,
5 pagayne, ft-0 pagane, 5- pagan, [ad. \*.pagan-
iis

t orig.
'

villager, rustic '; in Christian L. (Tertul-
lian, Augustine)

' heathen
'

as opposed to Christian
or Jewish ; indicating the fact that the ancient

idolatry lingered on in the rural villages and
hamlets after Christianity had been generally ac-

cepted in the towns and cities of the Roman
Empire ; see Trench Study of Words 102

; and
cf. Orosius i Prref.

* Ex locorum agrestium compitis
et pagis pagani vocantur.' Cf. PAYEN.]
A. sb. 1. One of a nation or community

which does not hold the true religion, or does not

worship the true God; a heathen, (tin earlier

use practically
=

non-Christian, and so including
Mohammedans and, sometimes, Jews.)
c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints viii. (Pfiilepits) 6 Payganis, J>at war

dwelland bare. 1432-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) II. 281 The
fioddes, that paganes do worshippe, were men some tyme.
1456 SIR G. HAVE Law Arms (S. T. S.) 8 The hard hertis,
and untrewe treuth of the pagans. 1593 SHAKS. Rich. I/,
iv. i. 95 Streaming the Ensigne of the Christian Crosse,
Against black Pagans, Tnrkes, and Saracens. 1596 Merch.
I', ii. iii. ii Adue, ..most beautifull Pagan, most sweete
lew. 1727 DE FOE Syst. Magic \. iii. (1840) 69 The emperor
Julian.. was perverted from Christianity, and confirmed a

pagan, by Maximus a Magician. 1805 SOUTHEY Matr. T.,

Yng. Dragim \. j, Pithyrian was a Pagan, An easy-hearted
man, And Pagan sure he thought to end As Pagan he

began. 1846 WRIGHT Ess. Mid. Ages I. iii. 99 The later

Saxons, after the crusade, used the word 'Saracen' in the
sense of 'pagan ',

and . .applied it to the pagans of the north.

2. fig- or allusively. A person of heathenish

character or habits, or one who holds a position

analogous to that of a heathen in relation to a

Christian society.

1841 EMERSON Lect.
t
Man Rtf0rnur\]\&. (Bohn) II. 247

Love would put a new face on this weary old world in which
we dwell as pagans and enemies too long. 1877 BLACK Green
Past. xv. (1878) 122 ' Hut what are his politics?' said Lady
Sylvia to this political pagan. 1879 Macleod of D. xv,
That bloodless old Pagan, her father.

f b. spec. A paramour, prostitute. Obs.

1597 SHAKS. 2 Hen. IV, n. ii. 168 What Pagan may that be?

163* MASSINGEK City Madam n. i, In all these places I

have had my several pagans billeted For my own tooth.

3. COM&.J as pagan-like adj.
1608 H. CLAPHAM Errtntr Left Hand^ The formes of

them be Pagan-like. 1668 H. MORE Div. Dial. iv. xxxv.

(1713) 387 A wicked Apostacy into Pagan-like Superstitions.

B. adj. 1. Not belonging to a nation or

community that acknowledges the true God
;

"

worshipping idols ; heathen.
c 1586 C'TESS PEMBROKE Ps. xuv. i, Thy hand the Pagan

foe Rooting hence, . . Leavelesse made that braunch to growe.
1634 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. 200 The women here [Sumatra]
(not differing from all other parts of the Pagan World)
are much vnchast. 1765 BLACKSTONE Contm. I. 93 The
antient and Christian inhabitants, .retired to those natural

intrenchments, for protection from their pagan visitants.

1865 M. ARNOLD Ess. Crit. vi. 201 The ideal, cheerful,

sensuous, pagan life. 1894 J.T. FOWLMR Adamnan Introd.

39 'I'he first Christian architecture was .. a continuation of

the pagan work.

2. ftg. Of heathen chnracter, heathenish.

1550 W. LYNNE Cartons Cron. 279 To the pagane Papistes,

arrogant Anabapt isles, licenciouse lybertines. 1606 CHAPMAN
Monsieur D'Olive Plays 1873 I. 215 Said t'was a pagan
plant, a prophane weede And a most sinful smoke [i.e.

tobacco], a 1704 T. BROWN Sat. Marriage Wks. 1730 I. 58

Thispagan confinement . . Suits no order, nor age. nor degree.

t Pagana'lian, a. Obs. rare~ Q
.

[i.
L. Pagan'

alia neut. pi. (see below) + -AN.] Belonging to

the Paganalia or annual festival celebrated in each

pagits or rural district of ancient Italy. So
i
Pa gaiials sb.pl. (anglicization of Paganalia)*
1656 J'.LOI'NT Cilossogr., Paganalian, ..of or belonging to

Wakes or Plough-mens Feasts, Country Holy dales, and
the like. 1658 PHILLIPS (s. v. Paganical), Paganals /. Wakes,
Country-Holidayes, Ploughmens Feasts.

Pagandom i p^-gandam). [f.
PAGAN + -DOM.]

The realm or domain of pagans ;
the pagan world

^as opp. to Christendom^ ; heathendom.

1853 Eraser's M<ig. XLVII. 295 It regarded Pagandom
as its common foe. 1868 J. A. WYLIE Koad to Koine xvii.

213 The one supreme deity of Pagandom. 1886 A. T.
PIKKSON Crisis Missions 194 Joining the centres of Christen-

dom and Pagandom.

f Paga'nic, "' Obs. [ad. L. paganic-itSj i.

pagan-u$ PAGAN : see -1C.] Of, belonging to, or

characteristic of pagans ; pagan.
1676 MARVCI.L Gen. Councils Wks. 1875 IV. 145 Churches,

that with paganick rites they dedicated to Saint Mary. 1685

H.'blQKE.Paratip.Pmp/tet. xxxii. 293 It is indeed a Paganick
Oracle. 1773 J. Ross Fratricide in. ii (MS.) All The
black paganmc Worship of the East.'

t Paga'nical, *. Obs. [See -ICAL.] = prec.

1573 L. LLOYD Marrow ofHist. (1653) 149 Pagan ical rites

and fond foolish observations. 1678 CCDWOKTH Intell.fyst.
i. iii. 138 [They] are not so much to be accompted atheists,

Vs spurious, paganical, and idolatrous i heists.

Hence fPaffa'nically adv.

1664 H. MORE Antid. Idolatry ix. 96 Whereby it is depre-
hended to be still more coursly and Paganically Idolatrous.

1678 CUDWORTH Intell. Syst. \. iv. 279 The one and only
God (saith Clemens) is worshipped by the Greeks Paganically,

by the Jews Judaically, but by Us newly and Spiritually.



PAGANISH.

Paganish (p^'ganij), a.
[f.

PAGAN + -ISH *.]

f 1. Of or belonging to pagans ; pagan. Obs.

1583 HAYES Narr. Gilbert's Voy. in Haklnyt's Voy.

(1809-12) III. 192 Those Paganish regions. ly^Broieg/ifoti's

Lett.xii.+o Thatsence which in Paganish writers is. .vsuall.

a 1641 Hi-. MOUNTAGU Acts fy Mon. (1642) 204 Paganish and
Idololatricall rites. 1718 HP. HUTCHINSON Witchcraft 167

Paganish and Popish Superstitions.

2. Resembling or befitting a pagan ;
of pagan

character or quality ; heathenish.

1613 BP. HAI.L Serm. Rev. xxi. 3, 4 Wks. 1837 V. 70 Not
to hope for it, is paganish and brutish. 1676 R. DIXON Two
Testaments 208 To use Rites is comely, ..but to multiply
them, .is Jewish and Paganish. 1795 W. MASON C/t. MHS.
238 He would not suffer verse to be . . sung as verse . . because
it was gay and paganish. 1871 HLACK Daughter Hcth(ify6)
34 Variations, which lie regarded as impudent and paganish.
Hence Pa'ganishly adv.

1815 SCOTT Betrothed xiii, Mahound (so paganishly was
the horse named) answered by plunging.

Paganism (p^'-ganiz'm). [ad. eccles. L. pa-
ganism-ns (Augustine), f. pagan-its PAGAN: see

-ISM. Cf. F. paganisme (1611 in Cotgr.),]
1. The religious belief and practices of pagans;

the condition of being a pagan ; heathenism.

1433 LYDG, St. Edmund ir. 417 That goddis creatoure..
Sholde in helle eternal peyne endure Thoruh mysbeleue for

paganysme rage. 1561 T. NORTON Cah-in's Inst. iv. xix.

11634) 729 They goe about a wittie thing, to make one
Religion of Christianize, Jewishnesse, and Paganisme, as it

were of patches sowed together. 1602 WARNER Alb. En<f.
ix. li. (1612 1 230 Peruse all Lawes, euen Paganizme. 1781
GIBBON Decl. <y F. xxi. (1846) II. 248 The divisions of

Christianity suspended the ruin of Paganism. 1833 J. H.
NEWMAN A Hans i. iii. ("1876) 80 The IJook of Genesis con-
tains a record of the dispensation of Natural Religion, or

Paganism, as well as of the Patriarchal*

fb. The Pagan world ; pagandom, heathendom.
1640 tr. Verderes Rout, ofROM. \. xxvii. 123 The revenge

of those outrages, which from time to time all Paganisme
had received from the Emperours of Greece, f 1650 Don
Bellianis 18 The great destruction made of his people by
you, and in all Paganisme.
2. fig. or allusively. Pagan character or quality ;

the moral condition of pagans.
1874 FERGUSSON in Contemp. Rev. Oct. 765 Views opposed

to the Paganism of St. Paul's or to the attempt to inedl-

aevalize it. 1876 J. PAKKF.R Paracl.ii. xix. 356 The paganism
of his logic should not be taken for more than it is worth.

b. A pagan or heathenish feature, rare.

1883 A thenxuni 15 Dec. 783/1 Their crowning features are
mere paganisms, quite out of keeping with the designs they
deface.

Paganity (p&gse'nlti). Now rare or Ol>s. [ad.
late L. paganitas (Cod. Theod. 438), f. pagan-its
PAGAN : cf. Christianity. Cf. Q\f

.paieneU
f

.\ The
condition or quality of being pagan ; paganism.
1548 UDALL, etc. Krasm. Par. Mark Pref. 5 Rome, which

coulde not forget her old paganitie. 1678 CUDWORTH Inteil.

Syst. i. iv. 561 There is something of imperfection . . some-

tiling of paganity likewise necessarily consequent thereupon.
1837 CAKLYLE Let. to Sterling 25 Dec., What Christianity
is to us and what Paganity is, and all manner of other
an! ties. 1866 J. B. Rose Eel. <y Georg. Virg. 142 Britain in

primitive paganity is not
' almost divided from the world '.

Paganize (jv^ganoiz), v. [a. F. paganise-r

(1551 in Hatz.-Darm.) or med.L. paganizare : see

PAGAX and -IZE.]

1. trans. To make pagan ;
to give a pagan

character or form to.

1615 BRATHWAIT Strappaiio (1878) 151 A Christian Pagan-
is'd with name of Punke. 1678 CUDWORTH Inteil. ^yst. i.

iv. 36. 628 Christianity .. was thereby itself Paganized and
Idolatrized. 18x2-29 COLF.RIDGE in Lit. Rent. (1838) III. 126
Even as early as the third century the Church had begun to

Paganize Christianity.

2. intr. To become pagan ; to act as a pagan ;

to assume a pagan character. Also to paganize it.

1640 CHILMEAD tr. FerraneTs Love Melancholy 176 They
paganize it to their own damnation. 1641 MlLTON.*4ttfnMbft',

(1851) 206 This was that which made the old Christians

Paganize. 1875 MRS. CHARLES in Sunday Mag. May 512
When Christendom begins to speak of her golden age as in

the past, she paganises,

Hence Paganized ppl.a., Paganizing- vbl.sb.

and ppl. a. ; also Pa-g-aniza'tion, the action of

paganizing or fact of being paganized ; Fa'ganizer,
one who paganizes.
1863 DRAPER Inteil. Devel. Europe x. (1865) 228 The

*pa^anization of religion was in no small degree assisted by
the influence of the females of the Court of Constantinople.
1898 F. I. ANTROBUS tr. Pastor's Hist. Popes V. 9 Whether
..the paganisntion of all the relations of life [was] so uni-

versal as ha-; been maintained. 173* WATERLAND Chr. Vind.

Charge 74
*
Paganized Christianity. 1873 IfoSLKJteitttffU

1. 194 The paganized Catholicism of the renaissance. 17*7-41
CHAMBERS Cycl. t Ethnophronesy ..(\.&. *paganizers, or per-
sons, whose thoughts, or sentiments were still heathen or

gentile. 165* GAULE Magastrom. no To take heed of..

Judaizing, "Paganizing, of idolatry, atheism, superstition.

1855 MILMAH Lat. Chr. \\\. ii. (1864) I. 328 Christianity
made some steps toward the old religion by the splendour of
its ceremonial, and the incipient paganising, not of its creed,
but of its popular belief. 1631 R. H. Arraignm. Whole
Creature xi. 1.96 Called abusively by Pagansand Heathens,
and *Paganizing Christians, the Goods of Fortune. 1826
G. S. FABEH Diffic. Romanism (\%s$ 347 The Bible knows
nothing of those paganising distinctions between relative

worship and positive worship.

Faganly (p^-ganli), adv. [f. PAGAN a. + -LY2.]
In a pagan manner or degree ; like a pagan.
1659 H. MORE Immort. Sottl i. xiv. (1662) 53 This.. I am

VOL. VII.

373

1 not so paganly superstitious as to believe one syllable of.

1835 in Southey Comm.'pl. Bk. IV. 581 The Irish Papists
]

are paganly superstitious.

Faga:iio-chri stian, a. and sl>. \i. pagano- %

comb, form of L. paganus PAGAN + CHKLSTIAN.]
a. adj. Christian in a pagan way, or with an
admixture of paganism, b. sit. A Christian cor-

rupted by paganism. So Pagaiio-chrrstianism ;

Pag-ano-chri'stianize r.

1667 J. CORBET Disc. Relig-. Eng. 17 That new kind of

Paganism, or Pagano-Christianism. 1668 H. MOKE Div.
Dial. iv. xxi. (1713) 341 The Pagano-christian Tyranny of
the Pope. 1680 Apocal. Afioc. ii. 23 These People . .

shall at the end. .get the Nations under them, that is, the

Paganuchristians. 1681 EJC. Dan. ii. 38 The Empire
. . was beginning to Pagano-Christianize and grow Idola-
trous again. 1685 Paralip. Prophet, xxvi. 229 The
Pagano-christianizing Cue.sars or Emperours.

Paganry (p^'ganri). [f.
PAGAX sb. +-RY; cf.

popery] Pagan condition or practice; heathenry.
1583 STL* HUES A fiat. Alms. r. (1879) 144 It is all one, as if

they had said, bawdrie, hethenrie, paganrie. 1866 J. K.
RosEtr. OTU?S /''asti Notes 259 The memory of this paganry
did not disappear when all traces of lake and solar rites had
passed away.

tPa'gany. Obs. [Refashioning of PATENT,
alter pagan. Cf. Tuscany.] = PAGANDOM.
#1533 Ln. BERNERS Huon Iviii. 197 He slew Sorbryn, the

moost valyant knyght in all pagany. 1594 CAKKW Tasso
(1881) ii Where midst vnnumbred troopes of Paganie. ,few
of his Countrey are.

Page (p^;5\ sbl Also 5 payge, 6 Sc. pege.

[a. Qti.page ~ It. pagglo, mtd.L. pagius (4:1300,

I)uCange): cf. Sp. page, Vg.pagem in same sense.
The origin of the Romanic word is unsettled, Diez con-

jectured for It. piiggio derivation from Or. TDuSioc boy,
which is very doubtful ; Littru suggests that med.L. pagius
is from fdgtts the country, a country district, comparing
Pr. pages villain, rustic :-! pilgtiisis^ and cites the state-

ment of Fauchet (1601), that down to the time of Charles VI
and VII, 1380-1461, page in Fr. seems to have been applied
solely to de z>ile$ personncs.\

I. tl- A boy, youth, lad. Obs.
a 1300 Cursor M. 7499 Quat bot to lese Jn lijf, leue page.

Ibid. 10295 War pages nan for hirdes sett, Hot stalwoilh
men (?air bestes gett. 1375 BARBOUR Bruce \. 289 He had
A Sone, A litill Knave, J>at wes ^an bot a litill page, c 1386
CHAUCKR Reeve's T. 52 A child jat was of half yeer age In
Cradef it lay and was a propre page, c 1440 York Myst.
xviii. 101 pat yonge page [tlie infant JesusJ lifTe bou mon
for-gange, But yf J>ou fast flee fro Ins foo. 1582 STANY-
HL'HST sEneis ir. (Arb. ) 46 My father vnwelthy mee sent,
then a prittye page, hither.

f2. A male person of the Mower orders', or

of low condition or manners: a term of contempt
and sometimes of opprobrium; cf. KNAVE 2, 3. Obs.

13.. K. Alis. 6461 So wex yalow is heore visages, In the

world no buth so foule pages! ^1386 CIIAUCMR Frankl.
Prol. 20 He hath leuere talken with a page Than to comune
with any gentil wight There he myghte lerne gel]tille^se

aright. ^1430 Hyarns Virg. 62 He [Satan] woide haue

peerid with god of blis; Now is be in belle moost loobeli

page, c 1440 York Alyst. xxix. 381 Sirs, we muste pre-
sente Hs page [Jesus] to ser Pilate. 1508 DUNBAR Tiia
Mariit IVemen 313 That page was neuer of sic price for to

piesome anys Wnto my persone to be peir. a 1529 SKRLTON
Dk. Albatiy 416 A prince to play the page It is a rechelesse

rage, And a lunatyke ouerage.
o. A boy or lad employed as a servant or at-

tendant ; hence, a male servant of the lowest grade
in his line of service, corresponding to an apprentice
in trade ; one whose part it is to assist and learn

from an upper or more experienced servant or

officer, a. Formerly in the most wide and general

use; also with special qualifications, as page of the

kitchen, scullery (= scullion), stable ( stable-

boy), etc. Obs. in general use
;
but b. Still applied

in East Anglia to a shepherd's attendant, whether

boy, lad, or man. (Cf. modern uses of boy, as in

cabin-boy', cow-boy, post-boy, stable-boy, etc.)
a 1327 Pol. Songs (Camden) 237 Palefreiours ant pages.

13. . Guy \Varw. (A.) st, 283 WiJ> him he hadde J>er a page
pat serued him in bat hermitage. 14. . Metr. Voc. in

Wr.-Wiilcker 623/2 A payge of the keschyn. c 1440 Promp.
P,if~'. 377/1 Page of a stabylle, equarius. 14 . . Customs of
Alalton in SurteesMisc. (1888) 61 pai schall haffe in b" sayd
mylnes two mylners and j page. 1470-85 Kechyn page [see
KITCHEN sb. 53]. 1530 PALSGR. 250/2 Page a servaunt,

Page. ?<zi55O Freiris of Beriwk 447 in Dunbars Poems
(1893) 300, 1 haif ane pege .. will .. bring to me sic thing
as 1 will haif. 1707 CHA.MBERLAVNE St. Gt. Brit. 539 (The
Queens Officers and Servants) Scullery .. Yeoman . . Joint
Grooms . . Page . . Servant . . Child.

b- 1819 RAINBIRD Agric. (1849') 297 {Eng. Dial. Diet.).

a 1825 FORBV I'oc. E. Anglia, Page, the lad attending on a

shepherd. 1847-78 HALLIWKLL, Page, the common and
almost onlyname ofa shepherd's servant, whether boy or man.
. . Extensively used through Suffolk, and probably further.

4. Chivalry. A boy or lad in training for knight-
hood, and attached to the personal service of a

knight, whom he followed on foot, being not yet
advanced to the rank of squire. ,{.* foot-page
(FOOT j.), FOOTMAN 3. Now only Hist. Hence
fb. Afoot-soldier, f C. A camp-servant. Obs.

13 . A'. Alls. 6022 Fyve hundred thousand Kny^htis to

armes, so Y fyude, Withowte pages and skuyeris. 1:1440

Generydes 5460 With hir went ij squyers and noo mo, Save
ij pages to kepe ther horses also. (1847 JAMES J. Marsfon
Hall vit, If we place you as pace to any one else, it must
solely be with a view to your military promotion hereafter.

PAGE.

1858 TREXCH Sytum. IV. 7. viii. (1876) 30 Like that of the

squire or page of the Middle Ages.]
b, c. <--i33<> K. HRUNNE Chron. (1810) 163 A hundreth

knyghtes mo..& four hundreth to bole, squicres of gode
aray, & fine hundreth o fote, to whilk I salle pay Knyght,
squier & pages, ^>e termes of two Jere. c 1440 /V<w//. Parv.
337/1 'xg,paeta,pedisscquus,pcdes. 1480 LAXTON t /iron.

E'ig.\\\. ^520) 120/1 Whyle thisduynge lasted the englysshe
pages toke the

pylfre of the Scottes. 1563 GOLUING Csesar
(1565)60 Learning by the flyght of oure horsemen aiid pages
[talonuw] in what case the matter stood. 1632 SHERWOOD,
A souldiers page,&v/a/.
5. A youth employed as the personal attendant of

a person of rank. (In earlier times often himself
of gentle birth, and placed in this position in order
to be trained in the usages of good society.)

-1460,7. RUSSELL Jifc. Nurture 1123 Ycff he be a., page,.,
receve hyrn as a. grome goodly in fere. 1585 T. WASHINGTON
tr. i\ichoLiys I'oy. ii. xviii. 51 A place for yong children,
which are pagts. 1592 SHAKS. Rom. fy Jul. in. i. 97.
1606 CHAPMAN .Monsieur D'Olive Plays 1873 I. 197 Pages
and Parasits [live] by making leg^e*. 1727-41 CIIAMBKRS
CycL, Page, a youth of state, retained in the family of a
prince or great personage.. to attend in visits of ceremony,
do messages, bear up trains, rubes, etc. and. to have a
genteel education, and learn his exercises. 1756 tr. Keyslcr's
Trav. (1760) I. 455 A lady of considerable rank, who .. is

allowed a page, or ragazzo^ and he mu^t not exceed fourteen

years of age. 1808 SCOTT Mann. \. xv, Where hast thou
left that page of thine, That vised to serve thy cup of wine ?

1855 MACAULAY llist.hng. x.xii. IV. 789 Many coaches and
six, attended by harbingers, footmen, and pages.

b. Hence, a title of various officers of a royal
or princely household, usually with some dis-

tinctive addition, as page of honour, page of the

back-stairs
', of the chamber

, of the presence, etc.

c 1386 CHAUCER Knt.'s T. 569 A yeer or two he ua-, in

this seruyse Page of the chamhre of Kmelyc the i'li^liic.

1450 Rolls of Parlt V. 193/1 I'-ryan \Va_er, page of oure
Robes. 1509-10 Act i lien. /"///, c. 14 Yunien Grumes
and pagys of the Kynges Chambre. a 1562 G. CAVENDISH
Wolsty (1893) 81, xii goodly ypng gentilmen, called pages
of honour. 1664 tiild) Comedies and Tragedies. Written

by Thomas Killigrew, Pa.^e of Honour to King Charles the
First. 1698 LI;TTI:ELL Brief AW. (1857) IV. 416 A son of
Mr. Secretary Vcrnon is made page of the presence to the

duke of Glocester. 1707 CHAMIILRLAYNE St. (it. Brit. 544
(The Queen's Officers and Servants). .Pages of the Hack-
Stairs [6]..Their Salary 8o/. per Annum each. Pages of
the Present e-Chamber [4] . . Their Salary 25/. per Annum
each. Grooms of the Great-Chamber [10] ..Their Salary
4o/. Ibid. 551 (The Master of the Horse, and his Officers).,

Equerry of the Crown Stable . . 2567. Pages of Honour
[4!. . is6/. each. Gentleman of the Hurse. 256^. 1899 Ptitt

i\ialt Alag. Apr. 514 Loudon..was made a page of the

backstairs to Queen Mary. 1900 Win taker's Aim. 87 (Her

Majesty's Household). .Pages of the Hack Stairs [4]. State

Pages [2], Page of the Chambers.. . Pages of the Presence

[5]. Pages, Men [3]. Ibid. 88 Master of the Horse..;
Ciown Equerry,. ; Pages of Honour [4],

c. Hence, in mod. usage, often applied to a boy
or lad (usually in ' buttons* or livery ; employed in

a private house, a club, hotel, large shop, etc., to

attend to the door, go on errands, and the like
;
a

foot-boy; in U.S. to an attendant upon a legis-

lative body. d. Also applied to lit lie boys fanci-

fully dressed at a wedding ceremony to bear the

bride's train.

1781 COWPKR Truth 146 She yet allows herself that boy
behind; ..His predecessor's coat advanced to wear, Which
future pages yet are doomed to shar*. 1829 LYTTON
Devereux \\. i, There. .a page, in purple and silver, sat

upon the table, swinging his legs to and fro. 1833 T. HOOK
Parsons Daughter (1847) 222 A small white faced boy who
was called 'page' to Aunt Eleanor, .. superseding what

commonly-minded persons were accustomed to consider

foot boys. 1897 W. W. JACOBS Skipper's Wooing xi. 127
And Henry'U be a little page in white satin knickers holding

up the bride's train.

II. Transferred uses.

6. A clip or other contrivance, for holding up
a woman's skirt in walking,
1864 SALA Quite Alone xxvii. 185 The artful arrangement

of hooks and strings, known as '

ladies' pages '.

7. Entom. Collector's name fora black and green
South American hawk-moth of the family Uraniidx.
1886 in Casselfs Encycl. Diet. 1901 Westin. Gaz. 30 Nov.

4/2 During the last two years swarms of a singularly hand-

some butterfly,
with dark green wings and white tails, have

been noticed in Trinidad, ..it is now known that they are

the
'

green pages
'

of the Venezuelan forests.

8. Brick-making. (See quot.)

1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mech., Page> the track carrying the

pallets, which support the newly molded bricks, and on
which they are slipped to the off-bearing boy. .at the end.

[Fr. P<igc was formerly applied to the brickmaker's boy
who carried the newly moulded bricks on the pallets.]

9. Comb.) as page-boy, -work; page-like adj.

1623 MASSINGER Dk. Milan in, i, All the dangers That,

page-like, wait on the success of war. 1888 LIGHTHAI.L

J 'n%. Seigneur 53
'

So, then, do your own page-work ', said

Haviland. 1902 Spectator 8 Feb. 201/1 Loitering in the

division lobbies as if they were untrustworthy page-hoys on

around of morning errands. \yQ^DailyChron. 10 Mar. 7/2
There are large numbers of page-boys employed in West-

end clubs and hotels.

Page (p^dg), sb2 [a. F. page fem. (izth c. in

Hatz.-Darm.) a page : L. pagina a leaf of a book,
a written page, f. stem pag- of pangtre to fasten,

fix in, fix together.]
1. One side of a leaf of a book, manuscript,

letter, etc.

48



PAGE. 374 PAGEANT.
FullPage, a page containing its full complement of printed

lines, or containing an engraving or illustration which

occupies the entire page; alsoa/lr/^. : cf. FULL a. 12. Page
forpage\ corresponding in the paging ; also attrib.

ISS^NASHE Pref. Greenes Menaphou (Arb.) 9 Seneca let

bloud line by line and page by page, at length must needes

die to our stage. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny xiu. xii. 393 If one

leafe of this large Paper were plucked off, the more pages
tooke harme thereby, 8: were lost, 1656 BLOUXT Glossogr.
s. v.. Some confound y&//0 and/<ztf ; when as a folio or leaf

properly comprehends two pages. 1791 MRS. RADCLIFFE
Row. Forest ix, Intending only to look cursorily over the

few first page*. 1860 TYNDALL Clac. n. i. 224 The pheno-
mena referred to in the foregoing pages. 1889 H. O.
SOMMER Malory's Arthur Pref. 8 Caxton is reprinted page
for page, line for line, word for word. 1896 in .l/<uv//',j

Mech. Exerc.^ Printing p. xviii, A line-for-line and page-

for-page reprint of the original text.

b. Printing. The type set up, or made up from

slips or galleys, for printing a pnge.
1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl. s. v. Printing^ The page, then,

composed and ranged in the galley, he ties it up therein with
a cord or packthread, and sets it by. 1824 J. JOHNSON
Typogr. II. 193 A few observations on the method of tying

up a page. 1891 \V. MORRIS in Mackail Life (1899) II. 254,

I will set up a trial-page of the GLolden] L[egend].

c. Type-founaing. One of the parcels into which

new type is made up by the founders, to be sent

out : usually 8 inches by 4.
i88a J. SOUTHWARD Pract. /V///-(i884> 15 Type is sent

from the founders in parcels. ..The parcel is called a page.

1903 H. HfRT Let. to Editor, Moxon calls these type-
founders' pages

'

cartridges '.

2. jig. a. Any page, or the pages collectively, of

a writing; hence, rhetorically,Writing, book, record.

b. An episode such as would fill a page in a

written history ;
a single phase of the

' book of

nature', or of the 'book of life* (see BOOK sl>. 4).

1619 DRAYTOS Past. Eel. v. viii, On the world's idols I do
hate to smile, Nor shall their names e'er in my page appear,

1750 GRAY Elegy xiii, Her ample page Rich with the spoils
Of time. 1752 Bentley v, That .. inspiration .. That
burns in Shakespeare's or in Milton's page. iSza SOUTH EY
Ode King's Visit Scot, xi, A deeper tragedy .. hath never

rill'd The historic page. 1851 TKENCH Poems 54 Nor merely
in the fair page nature shows, Hut in the living page of

human life To look and learn. 1885 Daily TfL 24 July,
A bright page in her military history.

3. attrib. and Comb,, as page-head, -heading

-picture, -titrning\ page-cord, -gauge (see quots.

1858, 1875); page-paper, a piece of stiff paper
on which a page of type is placed before being
fastened up with others in a forme

; page-proof,
a pull taken from type made up into paged form.

1824 J. JOHNSON Typog>'- II. 193 The compositor, .takes

a page paper into the palm of his hand, and puts it against
the bottom of the page. 1858 SIMMONDS Diet. Trade, Pagt:~

cord, thin twine used by printers to tie together the pages or

columns [of type] previous to printing. 1875 KNIGHT Diet.

Meek., Page-gage, a standard of length for the pages of

a given piece of work. 1901 Daily Citron. 15 July 3/2 The
most continuous feature in this book is the series of attractive

pae-pictures.

Page (p^3\ v.l [f.
PAGE j. 1

] a. trans.

To wait on, attend, or follow, like a page. b. To

page it, to act as page.
1596 H. CHF.TTLK in Nashe Saffron ll'alden Wks. (Grosart)

IIL 195 He square and set it out in Pages, that shall page
and lackey his infamie after him. 1607 SHAKS, Timon iv.

iii. 224 Will these moyst Trees, .page thy heeles And skip
when thou point'st out? 1638 FORD Fancies v. ii. Nitido

has paged it trimly too. 1819 KEATS Otho i. i. 79 Go, page
his dusty heels upon a march.

Page (p^d.?), v* [f.
PAGE sb2]

1. trans. To put consecutive numbers upon the

pages of (a book, manuscript, etc.) ; to paginate.
16*8 PKYNNE Ce'is. Cozens 53 The first part of his Booke . .

is not paged. MijCoMett's Weekly Pol. Pamphlet 22 Mar.

353 The former part, .is paged in such a way as to fit with

the paging of Number Fifteen. 1878 EBSWORTH in Brath-
tuaifs Strappado Pref. 17 Even when consecutively paged,
his volumes are often composed of several distinct works.

2. Printing. To make up (composed type) into

pages.
1890 in Cent. Diet.

b. Type-founding. To pack up (new type) in

pieces for sending out.

1903 H. HART Let. to Editor, When type has been cast,

it is set up ; then dressed ; then paged ; t. e. packed up in

convenient pieces. The founder will, if requested, page his

type otherwise than to the standard width.

Pageant (pse'dgent, p*1
'-)* sb. Forms: 0.4-6

pagyn, (6 pagen, -eon, padgin, -ion, paidgion,
5V:. pad3(e)ane,-yan),6-7pagin. . 5pagend(e,
padzhand, pachand, paiande, pageimt, pa-

jant, padgeaut, -iant, pacent, pachent), 5-6
pagent, 6 pageaunt, (-ia(u'nt, -lent, -y;a)nt,

pageyond, paia(u)ut, -auntt, Sc. pad3and),6-7
pageante, (7 paygend, pagiente), 5- pageant.

[Late ME. pagyn, padgin^ etc., in contemporary
Anglo-Latin, pagina ; subset], with accrescent ~t

or -dt as in ancient, etc. : see -ANT 3. Origin and

history obscure: see Note below.]
1. A scene acted on the stage ; spec, one scene or

act of a mediaeval mystery play. Obs. exo. Hist.

1380 WYCLIF Wks. (1880) 206 He bat kan best pleie a

pagyn fz'.n pagent] of Je devyl..suhal haue most pank of

pore&riche. 14.. Ct>v. Myst. Prol. 'passim) Pagent. 1427-8

Coventry Leet Bk, If. 45 b, The smyihes of Coventre..

shewen. .how thei were discharged of the cptelers pachand
be a lete in the tyine of lohn Gote then meire. 1457 Ibid.

173 b, She [Q. Margaret] >ygh then alle the pagentes pleyde
save domesday, which myght not be pleyde for lak of day.
1467 in Eng. Gilds (1870) 372 That v. pageunts be hadd
amonge the craftes. 1468 J. PASTOMJr. in Lett. 11.317 Many
pagentys wer pleyed in hyr wey in Hryggys to hyr welcomyng.
1500-20 DL'NBAR Poems xxvi, 109 Than cryd Mahoun for a
Hcleand padsane \v, r. padjeane]. 1523 SKKLTON Garl.
Lnurel 1383 Of paiauntis that were played in loyous Garde.

1530 PALSGR. 250/2 Pagiant in a playe, mistcre, 1548

UDALL, etc. Erasm. Par. Mark 21 a, I haue rehersed vino
thee . . the persons of this scene or pagcaunte. a 1603
T. CARTWRIGHT Confnt. Rhem. N. T. \ 1618) 477 As they
haue multiplyed the number of their Stages, so thus they
multiply their pagins and parts. 1641 MILTON Animadv.
(1851) 213 His former transition was in the faire about the

Jugglers, now he is at the Pageants among *he Whifflers.

1801 STRI/TT Sports $ Past. in. ii. 137 The prologue.. con-

tains the argument of the several pageants, or acts, that

constitute the piece. 1828 SCOTT /''. M. Perth xx, The
morris-dancers.. again played their pageant.

b. Jig. The part acted or played by any one in

an affair, or in the drama of life; performance; esp.
in to play ones pageant^

to act one's part. Obs.

or arch.
c 1380 WYCLIF Serin. Sel. Wks. I. 129 J>es pagyn playen

J>ei Jat hiden ^>e treu}>e of Goddis lawe. 1470-85 MALORY
Arthur x. Ixxix, How now, said Launcelot vnto Arthur,
yonder rydeth a knyght that playcth his pagen ts. 1478 SIR

J. PASTON in /'. Lett. III. 235 As ffor the pagent.. the Erie
off Oxenforde hathe pleyid atte Hammys..he lyepe the

wallys, and wente to the dyke, and in to the dyke to the

chynne. a 1529 SKKLTON Death l-'.dw. IV 85, I have

played my pageyond, now am I past. 1548 UDALL, etc.

Rrastn. I*ar. Matt. vi. 44 Ye must not playe your pageant
in the sight of menne. 1574 STI-DELEY (title) The Pageant
of Popes, contayninge the lyuesof all the Bishops of Rome.,
to the Veare of Grace 1555. .written in Latin by Maister
liale [etc.], 1878 BROWNING Poets Croisic Ixiii, We must

play the pageant out.

fc. A part acted to deceive or impose upon
any one ;

a trick. To play one a pageant, to play
him a trick, to impose upon or deceive him. Obs.
c 1380 WYCLIF Wks. (1880) 99 In bis manere J>ei pleien be

pagyn of scottis; for as scotils token be skochen of armes
of seynt george & here-bi traieden englischemen, so )>es

anticristis prelatis taken name & staat of cristis apostlis. 1530
PALSGR. 658/2 He had thought to playe me a pagent, //

me cuyda. donner le bout. 1582 STANYHURST sEneis i.

(Arb.) 22 This spightful pageaunt of his owne syb luno

remembring [Nee latnere doli fratrein lunonis e! ir&\,

1607 R. C[ARE\V] tr. Estiennts World of Wonders 88 This

pageant was plaid by a Hollander.

T d. A scene represented on tapestry, or the like.

1557 Morels ITAs. E ij b, Mayster Thomas More in his

youth deuysed in hys fathers house in London, a goodly
hangyng of fyne paynted clothe, with nyne pageauntes, and
verses ouer euery uf those pageauntes: which verses, .de-

clared what the ymages in those pageauntes represented.

f2. A stage or platform on which scenes were
acted or tableaux represented ; esp. in early use, the

movable structure or 'carriage', consisting of stage
and stage machinery (MACHINE sb. 6), used in the

open air performances of the mystery plays. Obs.

[1392-3 Cartulary of St. Mary's, Coventry If. 85 b (in

Sharp Diss. Cov. 3Iy$t. 66), Domum pro le pagent pannari-
orum Coventre.] 1450 Coventry Smiths' Acct. (Ibid. 20)

Spend to bryng the pagent in-to gosford-stret \d. 1453 Ibid.

15 J>e kepers of the craft shall let bring forth be pajant &
find clothys that gon abowte be pajant, and find rushes

Jjerto. 1483 Cath. Angl. 266/1 A Paiande, lusorhtm. 1500
Hi York Myst. Introd. 35 The cartwryghts [are] to make iiij

new wheles to the pagiaunt. 1535 Covent. Weavers Accts.,
Paid to the wryght for mendyng the pagent iiji. \}d. a 1595
ARCHD. ROGKKS in Sharp Diss. 17 The maner of these

playes weare, euery company had his pagiant, or parte,
which pageants weare a high scafolde with 2 rowmes, a

higher and a lower, vpon 4 wheeles. 1691 tr. Emiliannc's
Frauds Rotnisk Monks (ed. 3) 344 Judith was one of the

ng Women of Italy, and .. round about
her (upon the same Frame or Pageant) they had placed..

most beautiful young Wo

Musicians. 1698 FRYER Ace. E. India <y P. 44 On a Pageant
over-against tiie Pagod they had a Set of Dancers handed
like Puppits, to the amusing of the Mobile. 1739 GIBBER

Apol. (1756) II. 155 Pageants, that
js, stages erected in the

open street, were part of the entertainment.

f b. A piece of stage machinery ; also, a me-

chanical contrivance or machine generally. Obs.

1519 HORMAN Vidg. 238 Of all the crafty and subtyle

paiantis and pecis of warke made by mannys wyt, to go or

moue by them selfe, the clocke i one of the beste. 1611

FLORIO, Peg-ina, a frame or pageant, to rise, mootie, or goe
it selfe with vices, a 1719 ADDISON (J.), The poets con-

trived the following pageant or machine for the pope's
entertainment; a huge floating mountain, that was split in

the top in imitation of Parnassus. 1661 WRIGHT Ess. Archxol.

II. XXL 173 Pageant ^a word. -subsequently in general use

to denote stage machinery of all kinds.

3. A tableau, representation, allegorical device,

or the like, erected on a fixed stage or carried on a

moving car, as a public show; any kind of show,

device, or temporary structure, exhibited as a

feature of a public triumph or celebration. D^lmb

pageant
= dumb show. Obs. exc. J/ist.

(This sense, in which 'scene
1

and 'stage' are combined.

may have been the intermediate link between i and 2.'

[1438 Let. in Mwiim. Gildh. (Rolls) III. App. 459 Para-

batur machina, satis pulchra, in cujus medio stabat gigas
mine magnitudinis .. ex utroque latere ipsius gjgantis in

eadeni pagina erigebantur duo animalia vocata 'antelops'.]

1511 GUYLFORDK Ptlgr. (Camdeii) 8 Bytwene euery of the

pagentis went lyiill children .. gloryously and rychely

dressyd. 1533 Coronation Q. Anne in Arb. Garner II. 47
A rightly costly pageant ofApollo with the Nine Muses

among the mountains. Ibid.) A sumptuous and costly
pageant in manner of a castle wherein was fashioned a

heavenly roof and under it uponagreen was a root or stock,
whereout sprang a multitude of white and red roses [etc.].

1560 DAUS tr. SIt-idling's Comm. 330 At Millan. .were set

up.. triumphant arkes, pageons, and images, with honour-
able posies written. 1611 COTGR., Pe^inate^ a stage, or
fiame whereon Pageants be set, or carried. 1642 ROGERS
Naanian 55 To stand as a dumb pageant, without saluta-

tion. 1706 PHILLIPS, Pageant^ triumphal Chariot or Arch,
or other pompous Device usually carry 'd about in Publick
Shews, a 1745 in Swift's /tf.(i768) IV. 27 You would have

put me to an additional e.\pence, by having a raree-shew (or

pageant) as of old, on the lord-mayor's day, Mr. Pope and
1 were thinking to have a large machine carried through the

city, with a printing-press, author, publishers, hawkers, devils,
&c. and a satirical poem printed and thrown from the press to

the mob. 1875 A. W. WARD Eng, Drain. Lit. (1899) I. 145
Those pageants, in the generally accepted later and narrower
use of the term, which consisted of moving shows devoid of

either action or dialogue, or at least only employing the aid
of these incidentally, by way ofsupplementing and explaining
the living figures or groups of figures brought before the

eyes of the spectators.

4. Jig. Something which is a mere empty or

specious show without substance or reality.
1608 CHAPMAN Byron s Con&pir. Plays 1873 II. 239 With-

out which love and trust ; honor is shame; A very Pageant,
and a propertie. 1635 QUARLMS Emhl. \. ix. (1718) 37 Think

ye ihe Pageants of your hopes are able To stand secure on

earth, when earth itselfs unstable? 1781 GIBBON Decl. # F-

(1069) II. xxxviii. 396 It was a name, a shadow^ an empty
pageant. 1818 JAS. MILL Brit. India II. v. ii. 354 The
sovereign, divested of all but the name of king, sinks into an

empty pageant.
D. V A specious tribute or token.

1750 JOHNSON Let. to Printer Gen. Advert. 3 Apr. in Bos-

well Lif^ Many, who would, perhaps, have contributed to

starve him when alive, have heaped expensive pageants upon
his grave.

5. A brilliant or stately spectacle arranged for

tffect
; esp. a procession or parade with elaborate

spectacular display; a showy parade.
1805 Sot'THEY Madoc in H'. xv, Embroider'd surcoats and

emblazon'd shields,. .Made a rare pageant, as with sound
of trump, Tambour and cittern, proudly they went on. 1820

W. IRVING Sketch Bk. I. 299 Few pageants can be more

stately and frigid than an English funeral in town. 1852
TENNYSON Ode Dk. Wellington iii, Lead out the pageant
pad and slow, . . Let the long long procession go. 1855
PRESCOTT Philip //, I. I. ii. 17 The glittering pageant
entered the gates of the capital. 1868 KRI I-:MAN Norm. Cong.
II. vii. 6 The consecration of a King was then not a mere

pageant.
6. a. attrib. passing into adj. Of or acting ma

pageant; stage-, puppet- ; specious.
1659 ParL Speech Other Ho. 4 To these we are to stand

bare, whilst their pageant stage Lordships daign to give us a

conference upon their lireeches. 1701 Lomi, Gaz. No. 3758/3
We will. .Assist Your Majesty against the French King, his

Pageant Prince of Wales, and all others. 1736 HKRVEY
Mem. I. 73 France and England the pageant mediators in

a quarrel.. which was made up without their privity, c 1800

H. K. WHITE Poet, ll'ks. (1837) 36 The pageant insects of a

glittering hour. 1868 J. H. BLUNT Kef. Ch. Eng. I. 55 Cam-

peggio was made to feel that he was a mere pageant-legate.

b. Comb., v&pQgeant-master, -play, -plot, -tableau,

-wheel
\ pageant-loving *A}. ; pageant-car, the car

\\hich carried, or served as, a stage for acting in

the open air
; fpageant-house, the house in which

the stage and piopcrties for the play were kept;

t pageant-idol, an idol which is a mere 'vain

show'; fpageant-money, -pence, -silver, money
contributed for the mystery-play ; pageant-thing,
a thing that is a mere l vain show ', an idol.

1893 G. S. TYACK in Andrews Bygone Warwick. 66 The

stages of the *pageant-cars. 1420 in York Plays Introd. 36
Le 'pagent-howseptllipariprum. 1531 OrderofLett in Sharp

pl
fo

-.
Cov. Myst. (1825)43 A pagiaunt, with the pagiaunt house &
playing geire. 1626 in } 'ork Myst. Introd. 36 Of the skinners

for the pageante howse farme yerely due, xijrf. 1696 TATE
it BKADY /'f.xcvii. 7 All who of "Pageant-Idols boast. 1899

Academy 12 Aug. 157/1 He provided 'Trionfi
'

for the delight

of a 'pageant-loving folk. 1479 in York Myst. Introd. 41

To chuse searchers and *pageant master. 1535 in Sharp
Weavers' Pageant 20 Rec. of the masters for the *pagynt-

money xvu. \\\\d. 1551-2 in Sharp Diss. Cov. Myst. 22

23 note, "Paiaunt silver. 1696 TATF. & BRADY Ps. cxv. 6 The

*Pageant-thing has Ears and Nose, But neither hears nor

smells. 1584 in Sharp C<n\ Myst. (1825) 38 Payde for sope
for the *pagent wheles myd,
[Note. The word in the preceding senses is known only in

of these is not certain; but, so far as instances have been

found, the sense
'

scene
'

appears first. The Anglo-L. pagina.
is in form identical with the known ancient L. pdeina leaf

(of a book), PAGE sb? ; and ii is noteworthy that from

pagina French had, beside the popularly descended page^
a literary form^i^ie,^ag-ette, 'page of a book', which also

came into Eng. in the forms PACINI-, pasyn(e, pagen, and

even (in isth c.l pagent, forms which are identical with

some of those of pageant. There is thus no difficulty so

-

play, might have passed into that of ' scene
'

or
'
act

'

; but

direct evidence connecting the two has not been found. On
the other hand, some, who lake '

stage
'

as the earlier sense,

have suggested for pagina a possible passage of sense from
'

tablet or slab (for inscription )

'

to
' board ', and so to

'

stage
'

;

or have seen in the 14-151!! c. Anglo-Latin pagina a more



PAGEANT.
or less independent formation from the stem fag- of L.

fiangere to fix, cognate with L. cowpdges, conipAgo^ com-

fiagina 'fixing together', 'joining', compagin&ta 'fixed

together
'

(whence perh. 'framework'); or have thought it

a representative, in some way, of L. pegma, Gr. n-TJ-yjua 'a

framework fastened or joined together ', spec.
' a movable

stage or scaffold used in theatres '. This last exactly gives
the sense of pdgina>

'

pageant
'

; and not only has Du Cange
examples of med.L. pegma as 'a wooden machine on which
statues are placed ', but Cotgrave has F. pegmate

' a stage
or frame whereon Pageants be set or carried '. Thus it is

indisputable that 'pageant' in the sense 'stage' would

exactly render L. Pegnta^ and it is further true that the stem

Pag- oXpagina is cognate with Trrjy- of irijy^a ; but of any
actual historical relation between tlie forms of these words,
or any passage o pegtita \\\\.Q pilgina in med.L.

,
there is no

trace. It had been supposed that an earlier Anglo-L.

example ofpagina^ in a sense like
'

boarding ',
existed in the

final paragraph of the i2th or i3th c. treatise of Alexander
Neckham De Utensilibus, printed (very inaccurately) in T.

Wright's I'ol. of \~ocabularies 1857, pp. 96-119, from MS.
Cott. Titus D. 20, If. 48 h, where Wright has 'ut lingnum
hujus pagine forti aderat tegminibus

1

; but the actual read-

ing of the MS. is
'

ut lingnum hie c^wpagine forti ad[h]ereat

tegminibus'; so that the supposed pagina 'boarding' has

no existence.]

Pageant (pae-cl^cnt, pi*'-), v. [f, prec.]

fl. trans. To imitate as in a pageant or play;
to mimic. Obs. rare.

1606 SHAKS. Tr. fy Cr. r. iii. 151 With ridiculous and
aukward action, (Which Slanderer, he imitation call's) He
Pageants vs.

2. To carry about as a show or in a procession,
1641 MILTON Reform, i. (1851) 4 Even that Feast of love

,

and heavenly-admitted fellowship .. became the subject of .

horror, and gloiiting adoration, pageanted about, like a
!

dread ful I Idol. 1660 Free Coimniv. Wks. (1851) 429 To !

pageant himself up and down in Progress among the per- ,

petual bowings and cringings of an abject People.
3. To honour with a pageant.
1891 Murray's Mag. Oct. 599 She who once pageanted

}

with sumptuous pomp victorious Doges returning trophy- ;

laden.

Hence Pageanting vbl. sb.> display of pageantry. |

1873 MASSON Drumm. of Haivtk. iv. 54 One may guess
the amount of pageanting, banqueting, and speechifying.

Pa'geanted, a. [f. PAGEANT sb. + -ED-.]
t a. Adorned with '

pageants
'

or scenes ^in tapestry
or the like: see PAGEANT s/>. id). Obs. b. At-

tended with pageantry and pomp.
1539 in Arckseol. Jrnl, (1852) VII. 279, iv alter clothes n

pagented alter clothes. Ibid., Pagented he[njgyngs. 1902
\V. TOYNBEE in W'estiit. Gaz. 15 Feb. 2/3 Well might his

worth the final fee Of pageanted sepulture reap.

t PageanteeT. Obs. rare. In 7 -gen-, [f.

PAGEANT sb. : see -EER.] A player in a pageant
or mystery-play : in quot.y?^.
i6*4GEE AVw Shreds 16 Me thinkes these lewd pagenteeres

should be questioned . .in some Kccltsiasticall Court for

Prophanation of heaven and holy things.

Pageantic (pad^ivntik), a. rare.
[f.

PAGEANT
sb. + -1C : cf. gigantic.] Of the nature of or belong-
ing to a pageant or pageants.
1825 T. SHARP Di'ss. on Co~'. Mysf, 25 Illustration of the

form and construction of Pageantic structure-.

Pageantry (pae-dajentri, p^--). [See -RT.]

fl. Pageants collectively; the public acting of

scenes or display of tableaux. Obs.
1608 SHAKS. Pet: v. ii. 6 What pageantry, what feats, what

shows, What minstrelsy, and pretty din, Tlie regent made..
]

To greet the king, a 1656 UMBBB Ann, vi. (1658) 437, 80
women gloriously decked.. were carried in litters, having
legs of gold, and 500 more in others, whose legs were of
silver ; These things were most remarkable in the Pageantry.
1714 J. WYETT Ell-wood's Antobiogr. Suppl. (1765) 391 The
Pageantry of which Day's Work, a^acted there by himself
he hath since published with his Name to it.

2. Splendid display, gorgeous spectacular show;
pomp. Also in//.
1651 JER. TAYLOR Serui.for Year\\. viii. 99 To prove that

,

we are extreamly proud in the midst of all this pageantry.
1673 [K-- I-EIGH] Iransp, Reh. 10 Not less ignoble then
Cardinal Campejus his Pageantry. 1727 GAY Fables \. xi.

6 A peacock with the poultry fed, All view'd him with an
envious eye, And mocked his gaudy pageantry. 1795
SOUTHEY Joan ofArc Wks. 1837 I. 186 Blazon'd shields and
gay accoutrements, The pageantry of war. 1856 FROUDE

,

Hist. Eng. (1858) I. v. 389 Experience . . had probablysubdued
their inclination for splendid pageantry.

3. Mere acting or show, empty or specious dis-

play, show without substance. Also with //.
1687 BURSET Contn. Reply to I'arillas 114 After a weeks

Pageantry of her Queenship, she was kept there till her
Head was cut off. 1715 BKXVI.EY Boyle Lect. Serm. x.

">4 The standing Ceremony and continued Pageantry of
ransubstantiation. 11854 H. REED Lect. Eng. Hist. v.

(1855) 153 Chivalry had not yet declined to mere formal

pomp and pageantry.

Paged (rvid^d), a.
[f.

PAGE sb? or v? + -ED.]
a. Having the pages numbered, b. Having pages
of a specified kind or number, as yellow-paged.
1889 Athenseutn 21 Dec. 853/3 Left by Mr. Bradshaw in

a paged revise of 1877.

Pagedom (p^'d^dam
1

). [f. PAGE j/*.l *-
-DOM.]

The office or function of a page. Also attrib.

185* Miss YONGE Cameos II. vi. 68 The ladies could
instruct him in no graces of pagedom. 1856 Chauib. Jrnl.
VI. 61 Hyder's cow-boy belongings.. became useful in his

pagedom novitiate.

Pa'geful. [-FUL.] As much as fills a page.
1879 Q. Rev. Apr. 415 Virtuous indignation by the pageful. \

375

Fa'gehood. [-HOOD.] The state or condition
of being a page. b. The personality of a page.
1820 SCOTT Abbot rix, She bears herself like the very

model of pagehood. 1828 F. M. Perth xxiv, It is not so,
an it please your pagehood. 1890 E. J. LYSACHT Gold of
Opliir III. x. 172 He wore the buttons of pagehood.
Pagen, pagent, obs. ff. PAGEANT

; var. PAGINE.

Pager (iv'-d^ai). [f. PAGE v.2 + -ER!.] One
who pages (papers, blank books, etc.).

1901 Daily CArtitt. g Sept. 9/4 (Advt.) Pager and Per-
forator wanted.

t Fa-gery. Obs. [f. PAGE sh.i + -RY.] The
office or position of a page, service as a page.
1586 Cyuile % Vncyitilf Life (1868) 25 [In France] young

gentilnitn bee brought vp as Pages in Court : so soone as
their Pagery is past, they become souldiers in some Hand or
Garrison. 1630 H. JONSON AVw Inn \. i, These are the arts,
Or seven liberal deadly sciences Of pagery. 1641 EAHI.
MONM. tr. Biondi's Civil \\~arrts II. 86 A Dutchman, who
being come out of pagery, and not having whereon to ride,
followed him on foot.

Pageship (p^'dgjip). [f. PAGE j/'. 1 + -SHIP.]
The office of a page. Also humorously, as a title.

1835 IATTON Ricnzi YII. vi, May I wait on thy pageship
to-morrow? 1844 TCITKK Crock ofG. xxiii. 187 The house-

keeper had power to push her nephew on to pageship, foot-

manship to the final post of butler. 1891-1 LOUNSBURY
Stud. Chancfr\. i. 31 Jt was probably to lit the period of
this assumed pageship that the year 1340 was fixed upon as
the date of Chaucer's birth.

Pageunt, pageyond, obs. forms of PAGEANT.

tPa'ggle, ?'. Obs. [Deriv. uncertain.] inlr.

To bulge, swell out as a bag, hang loosely.
c 1590 GRLEXK />. />/nw/ x. 63 Forty kine,. With strouting

dugs that paggle to the ground.

Paggle, pagil, obs. var. PAIGLE, cowslip.
Pagh, obs. variant of PAH int.

Paghant, pagia(u;,nt, etc.. obs. ff. PA<;EANT.

fPagical, a. Obs. [f.
PACK j/;.i + -K-AL : cf.

magical.] Of or relating to the pages of a book.
1606 Sir G. Coosccappe n. i. in Kullen O. PL III. 37,

I yfaith will, and put their great pagicall index to them, too.

Pagin, obs. form of FAGEAKT, PAGINE.

|| Pagina (pard/.ina). Bot. [L. pagina leaf,

page.] A flat surface, as of a leaf.

1842 BRAN-UK Diet. Sci'., etc., Fagina, .. tlie surface of
a leaf. 1866 Treas. Bot., Pagina, the surface of anything.

Paginal (poyd^inal ,<J. [ad. late \..pfiginal-is,
i. pagina a page; see -AL.] Of or pertaining to

a page or pages ; consisting of or referring to

pages ; page for page.
1646818 T. BKOWNK /V(W. Ej>. v. vi. 244 He shut or closed

the booke, which is an expression proper unto the paginall
books of our times. 1811 Piittenhant's Etig, Potsic in

Haslewood Eng. Poets I. In trod. 15 The present edition is

a verbal and paginal reprint. 1888 Archxol. AY-'. Mar. 62
All quotations will be given in full with paginal references.

Paginary (pse'dginari), a. [f. 1-. pagina page
'

+ -AKY.] =
prec.

1823 T. G. WAIXEAVHIGHT Ess. ff Cr'it. (1880) 312 The
paginary amount of your lucubrations. 1824 DIBDIN Libr.

Coinj*. 247 Tlie paginary numerals recommencing at ch. xii. i

1864 T. WESTWOOU Chron. '

Ow///. Angler' 26 Hawkins'
second edition . .was but a paginary reprint of the first.

Paginate (pse'dgin^t), -v. [f. L. patina page :

+ -ATE 3, as if ad. L. type paginare^ which occurs

in med.L. in other senses. Cf. mod.F. paginer ',

(Diet. Acad. 1835).] trans. To mark or number
the pages of (a book) ; to page.
1884 .V. ^ Q. 6th Ser. IX. 4:

' '

of J-'rancc, and forms a small

Athenxitin 21 June 802/2 In
\

copies were wrongly paginated.

Pagination (paedgin^'jbn), [n. of action from

piec. : so in Fr. (JJict. Acad. 1835).] The action

of paging or of marking the numbers of the pages;
an instance of this ; the sequence of figures with

which the pages are numbered.
1841 D'lsRAKLi Amen. Lit. (1859) II. 181 _They at first

totally omitted the Troilns and Crcssida, which is inserted
without pagination, and with little discrimination in the

writings of Shakespeare. 1867 DEUTSCH Keni. (1874) 41
Twelve folio volumes, the pagination of which is kept uni-

form in almost all editions. 1882-3 SCHAFF Encycl. J\e!ig.
A'nojc.'/. I. 280/1 The Apocrypha was to be placed at the end
of the New Testament, with a distinct title and pagination.

tPa'gine. Obs. Also 4-6 pagyn(e, 4 pagen
(5 pagent). [ad. L. pagina PAGE sb

t directly or

through OF, pagene^ pagine (i2thc. in Godef.),
a learned adaptation of the L. word, of which the

inherited form was/oj,^.] A page or leaf; transf.

pages collectively, book, writing.
ai.**$Ancr.R. 286 peholie pagine \pagina sancta\ a 1300
Cursor jlf, 21295 (Cott.) pe stile o matheu, water it was,
And win ^e letter o lucas, And marc pagine \Trin. pagyn]
it was milk, And John honi, suet als suilk. 1382 WVCLIF
Jer. xxxvi. 23 Whan Judi hadde rad thre htle pagens
[1388 pagyns, I'ulg. pagellas], or foure, he kutte it with a
s- raping knyf. c 1475 Partenay Prol. 79 The philosopher..
Which declarid in hys first pagent, hys methephisike off

noble corage. 1552 UUALL tr. Gewinus* Anat. I ij/2 We
comprehended all the fyguresof the heade in foure pagines.

Paging (p^-d.^irj), vb/. sb.
[f.

PAGE v2 + -ING ^.]

The action of PAGE z>.~ ; the consecutive numbering
of the pages of a book

; pagination.
Paging machine, a machine for printing or stamping the

consecutive numbers of the pages of an account-book, etc.

1884 X. % Q, 6th Sen IX. 428/1 It is entitled The I'icvv

J-'rancc, and forms a small quarto, not paginated. 1890
Athenxuin 21 June 802/2 In printing the book, a number of

PAGODA.

1775 ASH Suppl., Paging^ the act of marking the pages.
1824 J. JOHNSON Typogr. \. 263 Throughout the volume the

paging is very irregular. 1858 SI.M.MONDS Diet. Trade,
raging-machine. 1884 H. SPENCER in Athenaeum 5 Apr.
446/3 The pagings of these extracts refer to the first edition.
J/fV/. Advt., Improved paging and perforating machines,
hand and treadle.

Pagle, variant of PAIGLE, a cowslip.

tPa-gled,///.rt. Obs.
[Cf.

PAOGLB p.] Made
or become pregnant ; big with young : cf. KAGGKD.
1599 NASHE Leu/en Siuffe 46 Hero, for that she was

palled and timpanized. 1615 H. CROOKE Bcdy of Man 314
Other creatures when they are pagled as we say, do neuer
or very seldohie admit the Male.

II Pagne (pan*'). Also 8 pnne, 8-9 paan. [a. K.

pagne^ ad. Sp. patio
=

Pg., It. panno\\. * pannum
cloth. In the form/(7a, a.Du./rtr;/,ad. Pg. or Sp.]A cloth

;
the piece of cloth forming originally the

single article of clothing variously worn by natives

of hot countries
; spec, a loin-cloth, or a short

petticoat, worn by uncivilized races, or retained by
the more civilized as part of their costume.
1698 FROUER Voy, 14 The Marabous, cloath'd with a kind

of Surplice made of white Pag ties or Cotton-stuff, sacrifice
to Mahomet. 1705 BOSMAN 'Guinea 350 A Multitude of
Cloaths or Panes, heaped one over another. Ibid. xxi. 440
The Wives of tlie great Lords wear Calico I'aans. .beautifully

Chequered with several Colours. These Paans or Cloaths
are not very long. 1759 tr. Adanson's I'oy, Senegal in

Pinkerton / 'oy. (1814) XVI. 608 For their clothing they make
use of two paans, one of which gues round their waist, .and

supplies the
p!ace_

of an under-petticoat. 1789 tr, Sfinciu:'s

I'oy. I. n. 14 A simple piece of linen, called Pagne, is the

whole dre.s.s uf the women. 1863 BI'KTON 11^. Africa I. 1=4
A.. negro, dressed in. .scanty pagne or loin-cloth with ml
streamers [etc.]. 1901 Wcstui. Gas, 4 Apr. 3/2 The lotc-i.

tunic, over which is worn the quaintly shaped pagne, which
. .is draped tightly round the figure, and only just permits the
free movements of the wearer.

Fagod (p^'gf'd). arch. Also 6 8 pagode, 7

pagothe. [ad. Pg. pa^o'de (1516 in Yule, : cf. 1'.

pugo'de ^1609 in Hat/.-Daim.) : see next. The

stressing pa'god occurs in Butler's Hudibras
; Pope

has pago'd as well as /<*</.]
1. An idol temple; next, i.

1582 X. I.HHEI 1KI.D tr. Castanhedas Conq. E. Ind. I. ,\i\'.

34 All the Kings due dye in one Pagode, \\ltich i-^ tlie house
of piaiers to their IdolLs. 1588 PARKK tr. Mcmio-a's Hint.
China 402 Like a munasterie, the which the natural! people
doo call Pagode. 1630 LORD Display Sects J:. Ind. |V.),

That he should erect pagods for (Jod's worship. 1653 11.

CuGAN tr. rinto's Trar. 114 A number of Temples, \\hidi

they call Pagods. 1735 Pon; Donne .Sat. iv. 239 1'he mosijuc
of Mahound, or .some queer Pagod. 1829 TI-.NNVM>N Tim-
/;ci (<>>, Her ])agods hung with mu^ic of sweet Ijells.

2. An image of a deity, an idol f'csp. in India,

China, etc.;. (Often associated with .^W,
1

)

1582 N. LICHEFIELD \~c.CasictnhedasConq. E. hid. Ixviii.

140 And it is possible that, .the Pagodes \\\\\ not aide nor

helpe me as they hauedone before time. 1634 SIR T. HEKBEIU
Trav. 38, I have scene some of their Pagothes or Iduls, in

wood, resembling a man. 1664 BUT I.LK tlitd. \\. \\. 5^4 Their
Classick-Model prov'd a Maggot, Their Direct'ry an Indian

Pagod. 1755 J. SHEBBEAKE Lydia (1760) I. 322 His lord-

ship admired the lions and pagods, and all the chimney
ornaments. 1892 J, PAYN J/Vv/, D. \\'hitti>igton I. 33 Ht;

looked more like some pagod than a man at all.

b. Jig. A person superciliously or extravagantly
reverenced, or otherwise likened to a heathen deity;
an ' idol'.

1719 D'URFEY Pills II. 315 Like the mad Pagod of the

North, the Swede. 1738 Poi'ic Kpil. Sat. i. 157 See thronging
Millions to the Pagod run, And offer Country, Parent. \Vife,
or Son ! 1814 BYRON /J/VirySApr., [I] find my poor little

pagod, Napoleon, pushed off his pedestal. 1861 Tcm^U Bar
Mag. I. 254 .The most hideous pagod of cruelty, vn.e, and

depravity, that ever lived.

3. A gold (or silver) coin : next. 3.

1598 \V. Pun. \AVS Linschoten. i. xxxv. 69/1 They are Indian
and Heathenish money, with the picture of a Diuell vpon
them, and therefore are called I^ag^des. 1667 H. OLDEN-
BURG in Phil. Trans. II. 430 Esteemed at 20 old Pagodes
in India, each Pagode being about 10 shillings English.

1698 FRYER Ace. E. India $ P. 34 The Coin current here

[Gulconda] is a Pagod, 8s. 1704 Celled. I 'oy. (Churchill)

111.822/2 A Pagode was formerly no more than 84 Stivers

but is since raised to 120. a 1845 HOOD To Lady on Dcp.
India x, Go to the land of pagod and rupee.

4. = Pagoda sleeve : sec PAGODA 5.

1890 in Cent. Diet, (t'agotie).

5. attrib. and Comb.

1719 J. T. PHI 1. 1 ITS tr. Thirty-font- Confer. 82 The
Absurdities of the Pagod-worship. Ibid. 193 If they knew
the Pagod-Gods they had in their Temples. 1814 BYRON
Ode to Nap. iii, Those Pagod things of sabre-sway. 1859
SALA Gas-light ff D. \\. 29 busily stitching . .sedent, and not

squatting Pagod-like, all of a row.

Pagoda (,pag('u-da). Also 7 pagotha, pogodo,
8 pagodoe. [ad. Pg./ttflM&, \\. pagodcs (1516 in

Yule), It. pagode^ pi. -/'; app. a corruption of

a name found by the Portuguese in India. (Yule
has no example of the form pagoda in i6th c. Pg.
or It. ; the -a appears to have been an Eng. repre-
sentation of final -e.}

The native form imitated by the Pg. pagode is disputed :

whatever it was, the Pg. appears to have been a very imper-
fect echo of it. Many take it to have been Pers. bitt-kadah

idol-temple, f. but idol + kadah habitation ; some suggest Skr.

bhagtwat holy, divine, or some current modification of that

word ; see Yule & Uurnell s. v.]

1. A temple or bacred building (in India, China,
48-2



PAGODA-TREE.
and adjacent countries) ; esp. a sacred tower, usually
of pyramidal form, built over the relics of Buddha
or a saint, or in any place as a work of devotion.

1634 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. 190 The place where the great
Pagotha stands. 1638 W. URCTON in Hakluyfs I ~oy. (18:2)
V. 49 At a great Pogodo or Pagod, which is a famous
and sumptuous Temple. 1681 R. Ksox Hist. Ceylon 72 The
Pagoda's or Temples of their Gods are so many that I can-
not numher them. 1779 BURKE Corr. (1844) II. 270, I could
not justify to myself to give to the synagogue, the mosque,
or the pagoda, the language which your pulpits so liberally
bestow upon a great part of the Christian world. 1803
WELLINGTON in Owen Desp. (1877) 369 Harcourt dispatched
a letter to the principal Bramins of the pagoda of Jugger-
naut. 1899 F. T, BULLEN LogSeaivaifi%-)'\:\\t lofty shining
summit of the great pagoda dominated everything else.

b. fig.
= Temple.

1762 CHURCHILL Prophecy of Famine 69 In Love's Pagoda
shall they ever doze.

c. A small ornamental building or structure in

imitation of an Oriental pagoda.
1796 MORSE Amer. Geog. 11.492 Their towers, the models

of which are now so common in Europe under the name of

Pagodas. 1816 T. L. PKACOCK Headlong Hall iv, Pagodas
and Chinese bridges, .shall rise upon its ruins. 1860 All
Year Round No. 52.34 Purchased, .at one of the little glass
advertising pagodas.. on the Boulevards.

t 2. An idol or image ;
=

prec. 2. Obs. rare.

1634 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. 235 Pagothaes, Idols or vgly
representations of the Deuill, adored by the Indians. 1665
Ibid. 375 Many deformed Pagothas are here worshipped.
3. A gold (less commonly a silver) coin formerly

current in Southern India, of the value of about
seven shillings.
i68iR.KNOX///j/.Co'^iv.ii. 126 A Gold Ring, a Pagoda,

and some two or three Dollars and a few old Cloths. 1727 A.
HAMILTON Neiv Ace. E. Ind. I. xxix. 365 They also coin
Gold into Pagodoes of several Denominations and Value.

1774 A tin. Keg. 115 Each pagoda being worth about eight
shillings on the par, with a rupee valued at two shillings and
three pence. 1831 TRBLAWNY Adv. Younger Son I. xxt. 170
He shook my hand, threw a bag of pagodas on the table.
i85a BEVERIDGE Hist. India I. n. vii. 344 Held of the King
uf GolconJa at a quit-rent of 1200 pagodas, or about 430.
4. Short for pagoda sleeve', sec 5.

1900 Daily Mail 21 Apr. 7/4 The freshest fancy in sleeves
is called the pagoda,
5. aftrib, ami Comb., ^ pagoda -like adj., -shaped

adj., -structure
\ pagoda-tlower, the flower of the

PAGODA-TREE, q.v. ; pagoda sleeve, a funnel-

shaped outer sleeve turned back so as to expose
the lining and inner sleeve, fashionable in the iSth
and early igth century; pagoda-stone, (a)

PAGODITE; (b) see quot.
1837 Lctt.fr. .Madras (1843) 62 The flowers have no per-

fume, except the *pagoda-flowers, and those are sickly.
1860 O. W. HOLMKS Elsie K. xiii, Their boughs disposed in
the most graceful "pagoda-like series of close terraces. 1874
LiSLt CARK Jud. Giuynne I. vii. 174 A fanciful pagoda-like
cage. -Ayi Outing (U. S.) XXIX. 586/2 Crowned with tall,

"pagoda-shaped spires. 1889 Daily IVtws 12 Nov. 3/1 It

has '''pagoda', or 'bell sleeves, now reappearing after a
lun.; i Herval. John Leech's pretty women in Punch wore
bell sleeves. 1900 U'csttn. Gas, 28 Sept. 3/2 The wide
pagoda sleeves are not, in my opinion, nearly so pretty as
the narrow little open sleeve with clo<e-fiuing sleevelets.
1868 KINGSMILL Ceol.

f
China, in Q. Jrnl. C,eol. Soc. XXV.

126 At least one species of Orthoceratite..They are much
prized by the Chinese under the name of *pagoda stones',
and sold at fancy prices. 1845 G. MURRAY Islaford 26 The
light *pagoda-stract tire of the larch.

Fago'di-tree.
1. Name given to several trees found or cultivated

in India, China, e:c. : a Sophora japonica, an
ornamental leguminous tree with white or cream-
coloured flowers, cultivated in China and Japan ;

b. Plumeria actitifolia, a native of the West Indies,
cultivated in India, with fragrant flowers ; c. Finis

indica, the Banyan-tree of India.

1876 Treas. Hot. (new ed.) 836/1. 1884 MILLEK Plant-n.

2. fig. A mythical tree humorously feigned to

produce pagodas (sense 3). To shake the pagoda-
tret', to make a fortune rapidly in India.

1836 T. HOOK G. Gurney I. 45 The amusing p-.irsuit of

'shaking the pagoda-tree' once so popular in our Oriental

possessions. 1869 Ech > 6 Feb., The fruits of the pagoda
tree are no longer to be had for the mere shaking. 1886
MRS. LYNN LISTON- Paston Carrw III. ii, The service of

John Company, under whose flag, as we know, the pagoda-
tree was worth shaking.

Pagodlte (px'g&Uit). Min. [a. F. pagoditc
(C. A, G. Napione 1798), f. pagode PAGOD -f- -ITE'.]
A soft mineral carved by the Chinese into figures
of pagodas, images, etc.

;
also called agalmatolite.

1837 DANA .!//'. 254 Agalmatolite. . Pagodjte. 1842 BRANDE
Diet. Sci., etc., Pngoditc, a species of steatite or serpentine,
which the Chinese carve into figures.

fPagO'dy. Obs. [ad. It. pagodi, pi. of pagodc,
in transl. of Viaggio di Cesare de Federici,]

=
PAGODA i, 2,3.
1588 T. HICKOCK tr. C. Frederick's Voy. 8, 42. Pagodies

for euery Horse which Pagody may be of starling money
6 shillings 8 pence: they be peeces of gold of that valew.
Ibid. 10(11) The Pagodies which are Idoll houses. .made
with lime and fine marble. Ihid. 33 b, Their Idoles, which
they call P'tgody, whereof there is great abundance.

Pagri: see PUGGREE.

Pagurian (pagiuVrian), a. ami sb. Zool. [f.

L. pagurus, a. Gr, vayovpos a kind of crab, in

376

mod. Zoology the name of the typical genus of the
'

family Pagitridx or Hermit-crabs ; sec -IAX.] a.
i adj. Belonging to the genus Pagiints or family
Pagurids& of decapod crustaceans. b. sb. A
crustacean of this genus or family, a hermit-crab.
So Faffu-rid; Fagrvrine, Pag"irroid adjs. and sbs.

1840 Penny CycL XVII. 130/1 Pagurians, a tribe, .of the
Anomurous family of crustaceans. 1876 Beucdens Aniiti.
Parasites ii. 25 Naturalists have given the name of Ceno-
bitae to some pagurians inhabiting the seas of warmer
latitudes. 1893 STUBBING Crustacea xi. 162 Many of the

Pagurids are very beautifully coloured. 1899 I.. A. BORRA-
DAILE in Proc. Zool. Soc. 937 On the Hatching-stage of
the Pagurine Land-crabs. Ibid,

t
The land-pagurmes miglit

also have lost the whole or a part of their larval life. 1851
DANA Crust, i, 53 Three distinct grades of degradation,..

[

1. e., the Dromioid, the Lithodioid, and the Paguroid.

Pagyant, Pagyn, obs. ff. PAGEANT, PAGINE.

Fab, (pah, pa,, int. (a.) Also 7 pagh. A
natural exclamation of disgust.
1592 KYD Sp. Trag. in. xiv, Pah : keepe your way.

1604 SIIAKS. Ham. v. i. 221 (Qo.,i Doost thou thinke
Alexander lookt a this fashion i'th earth?.. And smelt so,

pah. 1605 Lear \\-.\\. 132 Fye, fie, fie ; pah, pah: Giue
me an Ounce of Ciuet ; good Apothecary sweeten my
immagination. 1676 Doctrine of Devils 55 Pagh, this is

but a pcor trick. 1828 SCOTT /''. J/. Perth ,\ii, Pah ! I

scorn a tale-bearer. 1880 MRS. FORRESTER Rov ff /". I. 38
It was a horrid, .thought, it made one's flesh creep. Pah !

b. attrih. or as adj. (in childish lang.) Nasty;
hence, Improper, unbecoming.
rti654 SELUKN Tabtc-t. (Arb.) 118 Like a Child that will '

continually be shewing its fine new Coat, till at length it all I

bedawbs it with its Pah-hands. 1835 Court .1/ag: VI. 239/1
But to pass o'er the rail was considered pah, pah.

!! Pah, pa (pa), sb. [Maori pa, f, pa vb. to

block up. The form kippah arose from taking'
the prefixed definite article he as part of the worcl.J
A native fort or fortified camp in New Zealand.
1769 COOK Jrnl, \st I'oy. (1893) 157 They have strong- :

holds or Hippos, as they call them which they retire to ,

in time of danger. 1777 G. FORSFKR I'py. round H'orld \.
\

194 A hippah, or strong hold of the natives. 1842 W, R.
WADE Joum. in N. Zeal. 27 (Morris) A native pa or enclosed
village. 1845 Ann. Reg. 350 Our troops .. attempting to

carry the pah or fortified camp of Hekc. 1859 A. S.

THOMPSON Story .V. /.cal. 132 (Morris) The construction of ,

the war pas. 1884 BRACKEN Lays of Maori 25 Come, oh '

come, unto our Pah.

i Pahlavi (pa-lavi\ a. and sb. Also Pehlevi '

(pe'lev*), Pehlvi. [Persian Pahlavi, Parthian, f.

Pahlav. Parthava,) Panhia.] The name given ,

by the followers of Zoroaster to the character in

which are written the ancient translations of their

sacred books and some other works of the same
|

aye; now used generally to designate a kind of
written language, or rather a mode of writing the

language, used in Persia under theSasanian kings;
loosely, Old Persian.

' The hot strife which raged till recently as to whether
Pahlavi is Semitic or Persian has been closed by the dis-

covery that it is merely a way of writing Persian, in which
the Persian words are partly represented to the eye not to
the ear by their Semitic equivalents'. Thus 'for bread
they wrote LHMA, i.e. the Aramaic laJtmd, but they pro-
nounced nan, which is the common Persian word for bread. .

Similarly BSKA, the Aramaic besrd flesh, was pronounced as
the Persian g6sht '. The alphabet actually used was derived
from the Old Aramaic. Prof. Niildeke in Encycl. Brit.

1831 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 7) III. 691/1 About the era of
Mahomet, .the learned had a language of their own, whkh
had the name of the Pahlavi, 1840 Penny Cycl. XVJ I. 479/2
A history of Persia in the Pelilvi dialect- 1855 LEPSIUS

;

Stand. Alph. (1863) 120 It approaches most nearly to the i

Pehlevi writing. 1859 FITZGERALD tr. Omar vi, In divine .

High piping Pehlevi .. the Nightingale cries to the Rose.

1885 TII. NULUI- KE in Encycl. Brit. XVIII. 134/2 At first

sight the Pahlavi books present the strangest spectacle of
;

mixture of speech. Ibid. 136/1 Very little profane literature
still exists in Pahlavi; the romance of Ardashir has been

;

mentioned above. Ibid. t A Pahlavi grammar is of course
i

an impossibility.

Pai, obs. f. PAY. Pai: see PIK (Indian copper
coin). Paian, var. PAYEN 06s, t pagan.
Paice, obs. Sc. form of PACE.

Paid .pvid),///. a. [Pa. pple. of PAY r.l]

tl. pred. Pleased, satisfied, content. Obs,

^1230 Hali Meid. 27 EiSer is alles weis paied of o3er.
c 1330 R. BKUNNE Chron. (1810) 70 William was not paied,
J>at falle mad him ofright. r 1400 Rowland $O.6*a Dame-
sell, arte thou payed of me ? c 1400 MAUNDKV. (Roxb.) xii.

52 Here es my son )>at I luffe, of wham I am wele payd.
1480 CAXTOM C/iron. Eng. ccxliv. (1482) 295 Sore agreued
and light euyll payed toward the frensshmen. 1483 Cat/i.

'

Angl. 266/1 rayde,/aca/ttr, contentus. 1825-80 JAMIESON !

s.v. Paid,
' I'm weel paid wi' the bargain '...' I'm verra ill

;

paid for ye ',
I am very sorry for you ; Aberd.

fb. Intoxicated, drunk. Ohs. slang.
1638 SHIRLEY Royal Master u. L D iijb, Jaca. Heele be

drunke presently. .. \Bombo drinks on} ,. Pict. Hees paid,
the King will come this way.. . Bout. Dee heare no body say
he saw me, I wonnot Be scene yet. (He reelcs in.)

2. Remunerated or recompensed with money ;
in

receipt of pay : see PAY #.1 2, 4.
i86a All Year Round 18 Oct. 133 The machinery of paid

officials. 1866 DORA GREENWELL Ess. (1867) 60 The exchange
of paid for voluntary labour.

3. Given, as money, in discharge of an obliga-
tion

; discharged, as a debt
;

for which the money
has been given, as a bill, a cheque : see PAY 7 1

.
1

5.

PAIL.

1866 CRUMP Banking iv. 96 The law . .seems to be that a
paid cheque is the absolute property of the customer. 1892
ZASGWILL Bow Mysf. 134, I. .found a paid cheque made
out for ^25 in the name of Miss Dymond.
4. \Vith prep, or adv., %& paid-far, paid-off, paid-
up : see various senses of PAY v. l

Paid-up capital', that part of the subscribed capital of an
undertaking which has been actually paid.
1817 BROUGHAM in Parl. Deb. 776 '1 he legal, professional,

hired, and paid for dicta of two officers.' 1874 TKOLLOPK
Lady Anna xxxvii. 290 They are paying twenty per cent,
on the paid-up capital. 1883 Pail Mall G. 7 Sept. 2/2 The
annual repairs.. would amount to at least / 10,000, and the

paids-out above mentioned to about ,25,000. 1883 Daily
News 10 Sept. 2/5 The consignor, when he has not been
paid for his goods, instructs the carrier to collect for him the

price thereof, and this is called the 'paid on'. 1886 R.
KIPLING Dt/artm. Ditties (1899) 27 Steer clear of Ink Save
when you write receipts for paid-up bills in't. 1894 H.
NiSBEr Bush GirCs Row. xi. ico They were mostly the

paid -off shearers and extra stockmen whom he had met.

Paideutics : see P^DEUTICS.

Paidgion, obs. f. PAGEANT. Paidle, var.

PAPLE, hoe
;
Sc. f. PADDLE v. Paie, obs. f. PAY.

Paien(e, var. PAYKX, 06s., pagan.
Paier, obs. form of PAIK sb., PAYER.

Paigle, pagleCp^'g'l;- dial. Also6pagyll,
paggle, 8-9 pagil, ^9 dial, paagle, paugle,
peagle, pegle, peggle, peggall: see E. D. D.)
[In i6th c. pagyll, f>ag/e, pagglc, of uncertain

origin ;
but cf. J'AGGI.K i\

See many conjectures in N. # Q. 7ths. VII, VIII, 1883.]
A local name for the cowslip, Primula verts

;

sometimes including theOxlip; also applied locally
to some other flowers, as the buttercup.
1530 PALSGR. 250/2 Pagyll a cowsloppe. 1548 TURNER

Xamcs Ht-rbes n88i> 79 There are iij Verbascula.. .The
fyrste is called in barbarus latin Arthritica, and in englishe
a Primerose. The seconde is.. Paralysis, and in englishe a
Cowslip, or a Cowslap, or a Pagle. 1568 Herbal in. 80
A Cowislip, and. .an Oxislip. .are both call [sic] in Cam-
bridgeshyre Pagles. 1573 TUSSEK Httsb. xlii. (1878) 95
Strewing herbes of all sortes . . 5. Cousleps and paggles. Ibid.
.\liii. 96, 25. Paggles, greene and yelow. 1597 GKHAKDK
Ha-bal n. cclx. 7. 637 Called for the most part Oxelips
and Paigles. 1629 PARKINSON Paradisi xxv. 247 In some
countries they call them Paigk-s, or Palsieworts, or Petty
Mulleins, which are called Cowslips in others. 1691 RAY
S. % E. C. H^rds (E. 1 1. SJ, Paigle..'^ of use in Essex,
Middlesex, Suffolk, for a cowslip : cowslip with us signifying
what is elsewhere called an o.rs!ip. 1760 J. LEE Introii.

Bot. App. 321 Pagils or Paigles, Primula. 1866 Trcas.

Bot., Paigle, Pagle, or Peagle, Primula veris,

Paijama: see PVJAMA.
Paik (p^k), sb. Sc. and north, dial. [Goes with

T.viK v. : origin unknown.] A firm stiff blow,

esp. on the body ; ones faiks, the thrashing due
to one, or that one comes in for.

1508 IX'NBAK Flyting 70 How that thow, poysonit peloi,

gat thy paikis {rime aix]. 1571 Satir. Poems Ke/brm. xxv.

ii2 Cum J?at heir, J>ir tuo yeir, They sail not misse J?air

Eaikis.
1768 Ross Ht'lenore 42 While monie a paik unto

is beef they led, Till wi' the thumps he blue an' blae was
made. 1819 W. TENNANT Papistry Sionnd (1827) 48 Ilk

clapper gaif ilk bell sic paiks. 1822 HVKON To Scott 4 May,
He got his paiks having acted like an assassin. 1895
( KOCKETT ,Vf ofMoss Hags 282 We always got our paiks
for what little we had.

Paik (p^k), v. Sc. and north, dial. [See prec.]
trans. To hit with something hard or solid, as the

knuckles, a stick, a stone
;
to beat, pummel, thrash.

Hence Fai-king
1

, Pai kment,athrashing; Fai'ker,
a beater; causey-paiker^ a street-walker.
a 1555 LVNDESAY Tragedy 378 Nor . . Off Rome rakaris,

nor of i ude Ruffian is, O calsay Paikaris, nor of Publycanis.
(1639 R. UAILLIE Lett. (1775) I. 74 That day Mr. Armour
was well paiked. 1807 STAGG Misc. Poems (Cumberld.) 94
Weant heame was paick'd age.in by lh' weyfe, 1822 SCOTT
AVt,

rc/ xxxvii, If she comes to dunts, I have twa hands to

paik her with.

Paik, obs. Sc. form of PAWK, trick.

Pail (p^l), sb. P'orms : 4-7 payle, 5 paille,

(payelle), 6-7 paile, 7-8 pale, 6- pail. [Of
uncertain origin : cf. UE. //*<?/' gill, wine-measure

'

(Sweet), and Q^.paelle, payeUe^paiellc frying-pan,

brazier, warming-pan, bath, liquid measure, salt-

pan '.^.patella small pan or dish, plate, dim. of

patina broad shallow dish, pan ;
see Note below.]

1. A vessel, usually of cylindrical or truncated

obconical shape, made of wooden staves hooped
with iron, or of sheet-metal, etc., and provided
with a bail or hooped handle

;
used for carrying

milk, water, etc. ^The sense in quots. c 1000 and

1423 is doubtful. In the latter the word appears
lo be OF. paycUe, frying-pan, brazier, or flat-dish.)

\c 1000 ^KLFRIC Gloss, in Wr.-Wiilcker 124/2 Gillot psegel

\mispr. waegel]. 1392-3 Earl Derby 's Expcd. (Camden) 174
Pro

ij payles Hgneis, ij^. [1423 in Rolls of Parlt. IV. 241

Item, xxxi Pottez dn l'>ras..Iiem t
xix Pnilles de Bras,..

Item, xxvn Failles de IJras rumpu/ .Item, xn Pailles ovtc

longe handels, pris le pece vmrf.] '1425 1'0c. in Wr.-

Wiilcker 666/16 Hcc wniti-a, payle. (1440 Promp. Parv,

377/2 Payle, or mylke stoppe, untilrale
^

. . -'t't multra. 1530
PALSGR. 250/2 Payle a vessel!, st'au. 1577 13. GOOGE Htrts-
farc/t's Husb. 66 1'he Gardners in the end of Sommer, do
take the rootes and set them in pannes, pottes, or payles.
a 1636 FITZ-GEFFRAV ftkss. Rirthd. (1881) 153 Had they
not come their empty pailes to fill At wisdomes well, they
had beene empty still. 1697 DKYUEX I'irg. Past. n. 28 New



PAIL.

Milk that.. overflows the Pails. 1703 MOXON Mcch.Exerc.
259 Dip eveiy Brick yon lay, all over in a Pale of Water.
1798 SOUTHEY WetltfSt. Keyne v, There came a man from
the house hard by At the Well to fill his pail. 1882 Ross in

Sunday Mug. Feb. 96 A sea In which we children dip our

tiny pails.

b. A pail full (of water, etc.) ;
a pailful.

1600 HAKLUVT Voy. \\1. 418 Skins of those scales, con-

tayning ech of them aboue a great paile of water. 3703
MOXON Mcch. E.ifrc. 259 They may throw Pales of Water
on the Wall after the Bricks are lay'd. 1886 HALL CAINE
Son of^Hagan. v, Crossing the garden with a pail of water
just raised from the well.

c. In phrases relating to the milk-pfll.
1617 MORVSON ///';/. in. 2.86 They pay . . two stiuers weekely

for each Cow for the Paile. 1758 R. DROWN Comfl. Farmer
( J 759) ] 9 The best sort of cows for the pail. 1886 KLWORTHV
If. Somerset M'ord-lik. s. v., A cow is said to be

'

a come'd
in to pail

' when her calf is gone, and all her milk becomes
available for the dairy. 1888 T. HARDY Wessex Tales I. 57
The cows were '

in full pail '.

f2. A shallow pan, such as is used for obtaining
salt by the evaporation of brine

;
a salt-pan. O/>s.

(So OF. faielle.)

_ 1481 CAXTON Myrr. ii. xxi. 112 Nygh vnto metz the cyte
is a water that reuneth there, the whiche is soden in grete
payelles of copper, and it becometh salt fayr and good.
3. altrib. and Comb., as pail-bottom, -brush,

-handle, -lathe, -machine, -maker, -nail, -stake.

1723 Land. Gaz. No. 6224/6 Thomas Gibbons, Pailmaker.
1789 W. MARSHALL Clone. Gloss. (E. D. S.), Pailstake . . a
bough, furnished with many branchlets, is fixed with its

hut-end in the ground, in the dairy-yard. The branchlets
being lopped, of a due length, each stump becomes a peg to

hang a pail upon. 1858 SIMMONDS Diet. Trade, Pail-brush,
a hard brush to clean the corners of vessels. 1884 KNKJHI
Diet. Mccti. Suppl. 653/1 The workman., in an instant
moves

another_ chisel to form the groove for receiving the
chine of the pail-bottom and chamfers the upper edge.
Hence Pail v. (nonce-ivd.), to pour out in pailfuls.
1807 W. TAYLOR in Ana. Rev. V. 559 The well-head of all

the clear water which the Lockes and Hartleys have pailed
abroad.

[Note. The OK. form /<('/ suits the mod. Eng. pail (cf.

hail, sail, tail, etc.), but does not explain the final -t' always

E
resent from I4th to I7th c., which is better accounted for

y the OF. word. Neither source is quite satisfactory as to
the sense: the OF. word being applied in all cases to a
shallow dish; while QlL.fipgel appears to have been a small
measure: cf.

\M.J,egel,
Da. f,rgcl, fxl, half a pint. The

Dutch pegel is difficult to bring into line. Kilian 1509 has
pcglul

'

capacity or measure of a vessel '; Hexluim 1678 h.-.s
' the concavity or the capacity of a vessel or of a pot '. Hut
mod.Du. pegel, peil has the sense '

gauge, scale, mark
',

which was also the sense in MBu., going back, according to
Franck, to an ODu. *pagil

'

little peg or pin ', esp. one
' used

as a mark
', to be compared with Eng. peg and Dn. dial.

pegel icicle ; an original sense remote from that of Eng. pail
or even OE. /<.'/.]

Pail, v? -dial. [Origin unknown : see also
1'ALEZ'.4] trans. To beat, thrash. Hence Palled
///. a., beaten

; Failing vbl. sb., pailing-hammer.
1:1746 J. COLLIER (Tim Bobbin) l-'icat 'Lane. Dial. Wks.

(1862) 53 He begun o possing, on peyling him. 1833 in
Cornwallis New IVorld (1859) I. 377 One shingle hammer,
one pailing hammer. 1872 HARTLEY Yorks. Ditties Ser. l.

81 He's fit to pail his heead agean th* jaumstooan.
Pail, Paile, obs. forms of PALE, PALL, PKEL.

[Pailer, mispr. for pailet, PALLET, in Holland

Pliny, ed. 1634, XIX - i. included by Davies 1881,
whence inserted in later diets.]
Pailet, obs. form of PALLET $l>.'~, small bed.

Pailful (p^lful). [f. PAIL IP. + -FUL.] As
much as a pail holds.

1591 LYLY Endym. iv. ii, He is resolved to weepe some
three or four palefuls. 1607 MARKHAM Caval. v. (1617) 38
You shal! take a Peals-full of colde water. 1707-12 MORI IMEK
Hush. (1721) II. 284 Bestow a Pale-full of Water on every I

Tree. 1853 MACALLAY in Life !, Lett. (1880) II. 373 The
rain was falling by pailfuls.

Paill, obs. Sc. f. PALE rf.l and a., PALL.
Paillard, etc., var. PALLIARD, etc.

Paillasse, palliasse (p^lyje-s, pct-liaes).
Forms: 6 Sc. paillyeis, (pavilyeas, pales); 8-
paillasse, palliasse, -ass. [a. f .paillasse (ijth c.

in Hatz.-D.), f. faille straw : L. palea chaff, straw.

_ App. adopted in Sc. in i6th c.; then in Eng. in i8thc., first
in Fr. spelling, and subseq. &spalliass(e.}
A sack or mattress of stout material filled with

straw and serving as an under-bed
;

a straw

mattress; now, Usually, an under-mattress stuffed

with straw or similar material.
a. 1506 Ace. Ld. }Iigh Treas. Scot. III. 267 Item, for

Ixx elne Bertane clath to be four pair pales schetis. 1562
in Maitl. Clul< Misc. (1833) 31 Debursit . . for paillyeisis
to the Gaird. 1566 in Hay Fleming Mary Q. ofSeats (1897)
499 Auchtein eFnis of camves to be the pavilyeas and the
cuvering of the pavilyeas.

ft- '759 >r. Adanson's I'oy. Senegal in Pinkerton I'oy.
(1814) XVI. 6o3 Over this they throw a mat, which serves
them for a paillasse or straw bed. 1842 LOUISA S. COSTELLO
Pilgr. to Anvcrgne I. 95 A paillasse and two mattresses
on the floor. 1868 Re-gut, ff Ord. Army r 929 The paillasse
is to be rolled up in a Circular form. 1883 ll'ar Office
Advt. in Pall MaltG. 15 Sept. 15/2 Tenders for the Supply
of Forage and Straw for Paillasses, for Military Services.
y. lj& Army Mat. Board in W. Blair Soldier's Friend ,

84 Where mails cannol be made, some fresh slraw should
be placed under each palliass. 1809 WELLINGTON in Gurw.
/ 'esp. V. 291 To provide the palliasses for the hospital. 1834
L. RITCHIE M'and. by Seine 81 They found no one but a
man lying on a palliass. 1888 Standard. 21 May 3/3 The

377

Prisoner was found in bed., with the watch and chain under
the palliasse.

Paille, Paille Maille, obs. f. PAIL, PALL-MALL.
Paillet(t, obs. f. PALLET so.*, small bed.

Paillette (pa-lye-t). Also -et. fa. F. paillette

(pa'ye't), dim. of paille straw, chaff, scale of grass.]
1. A piece of coloured foil or bright metal, used

in enamel painting.
1878 F. W. RUDLER in Encycl. Brit. VIII. 184/2 The

lights were picked out in gold, while the brilliant effect of
gems was obtained by the use offa!Unites, or coloured foils.

,
mi Tims 7 Apr. 9/5 A triptych, of Limoges enamel ..

I in brilliant colours, with paillets of foil, date about 1490.
2. A small piece of gold or silver foil, mother-of-

pearl, or some glittering material, used to orna-
ment a woman's dress

;
a spangle.

1890 in Cent. Diet. 1897 \Yestin~. Ga~.. g Nov. 7/3 The
dress is. .embroidered in a design of Wisteria, carried out in

paillettes of burnished silver. 1898 Daily Citron. 24 Sept.
8/2 Bodice., of lace, with the design traced with paillettes.
Hence Paille'tted a., spangled.
1902 H'estm. Gaz. i May 4/2 It is made of cream-em-

broidered mousseline, pailletted with mother-o'-pearl.

t Paillole. Obs. [a. Q^. paillole (i3thc. in

J.ittre'\ in med.L. faleola, dim. of palea scale of

chaff.] A thin scale or grain of metal, as of gold.
1481 CAXTON Myrr. II. viii. 85 Ffro this parte toward

thende of egypte cometh to vs the paillole whiche is of fyn
golde.

Paillon (pa'yoii, pnrlysn). [Fr., deriv. of

paille scale of chaff.] A scale or small bit of bright
metal foil used in enamelling and decorative art.

1890 in Cent. Diet.

Paillyeis, obs. Sc. f. PAILLASSE. Pail^eoun,
pailyeoun, -50011, -5011, -501111, etc.. obs. Sc. ff.

PAVILION-. Pail-mail, Paiment, Paimistris,
obs. ff. PALL-MALL, PAVMKNT, PAYMISTKKSS.
Pain (pJin ,

rf. 1 Forms: 3-6 peyne, 3-7
peine, 4-; paine, payrte, payn, 4- pain, (4-6
Sc. pane, 5-6 pein, peyn, pene, Si. pan. 6
peane, pcene). [ME. a. OF. pcinc (iithc. in

Littre) Pr., Sp., It. pena : 1.. pa-no, penalty,
punishment. Cf. also PINE, an earlier form of
the same word from L.]
1. Suffering or loss inflicted fora crime or offence

;

punishment; penalty; a fine. Obs. exc. in phr.
pains and penalties, and as in 1>.

1297 R. GLOL-C. (Rolls.! 7742 per to he nom gret peinc of
horn. 111300 Cursor M. 6691 If he Hue a dai or titin, |'e
lanerd sal vnderli na pain. 1387 TRKVISA Iligdcn i,KolU)
II. 231 Crist J?at payed a payne [pa'nam solvit] for vs alle

1433 in lat/i Kef. Hist. 31SS. Ciuiim. App. v. 295 He shal
pay the same payne as afor is saide. 1482 I'aston Lett.
III. 297 Wrytles of subpena..made upon gret peynys were
delyvered to the seid William. 1577 tr. liullingers Decries
U592) 45 Condemnation vnto death set as a peine upon our
heades, because of the transgression. 1689 Col. K ec. 1'cnnsylv.
I. 309 Which Ordinances. .shall be observed inviolably.,
under paynes therein to be expressed. 1770 JtHiiiis Lett.
xxxvu. 189 note, The courtiers talked of.. a bill of pains and
penalties. 1859 MILL Likcrty \. 23 Compulsion, either in
the direct form or in that of pains and penalties.

p. esp. in phr. on, upon, under (f up, f of, f in)
pain of : followed by the penalty or punishment
incurred in case of not fulfilling the command or
condition stated, as onpain ofdeath; also, formerly,
that which one is liable to pay or forfeit, as on
pain of a hundredpounds, on pain of life, or the
crime with which one is liable to be charged, as
on pain of felony. Formerly sometimes with

ellipsis of on, etc. (pain of = 'on pain of).
c 1380 WYCLIF in Todd Three Treat. 133 Crist bad preche ;

pel bidden leue in payne of prisonyng. (1386 CH.WCER
Knt.'s T. 849 Namoore vp on peyne of lesynge of youre
heed. Ibid. 1685 No man ther fore vp peyne of los of lyf No
maner shot.. In to the lystes sende. 1389 in Eng. Gilds
(1870) 4 Of peyne of a pond wax to )>e bretherhede. c 1430
LYDO. Mia. Poems (Percy Soc.) 151 Ther dar noon officeer

Peyne of his lyff do noon extorcioun. c 1449 PECOCK Kept:
(Rolls) I. 99 Vndir great payne of horrible death suffring.
1461 Pastan Lett. II. 58 A writte chargyng hym in peyne
of c /;' to brynge me in to the Kynges Lienche. 1472 Pre-
sentin. Juries in Surtees Misc. (1888) 24 Opane of vji. viij,/.

p 1 to be forfyt. 1529 RASTELL Paslyme, Hist. Pap. (1811)
55 That none shulde ley no violent hande upon a clerke,
payne of cursynge. 1599 B. JONSON Cynthia's Rev. v. ii,
Doe it, on pcene of the dor. 1650 HOWELL CirttgS'l A'ti:

^iifles i. 98 That every one upon paine of life shold return to
their houses. 1652 Ibid. n. 19 That every one should open his

Shop Bunder pain of Rebellion. 1690 HEM-LEY Phal, 439 He
order'd every man upon the pain of death to bring in all the
money he had. 1752 J. LOUTIIIAN Form of Process (ed. 2)

92 To pass upon the Assize of C. D. each under the Pain of
One hundred Merks. 1829 SOUTHEY in Fur. Kn>. tf Cant.
Misc. III. 30 They shall be commanded, on pain of per-
petual bondage, to depart out of the said kingdoms. 1884
Times (weekly ed.) 17 Oct. 14/1 A proclamation ordering
the tribes to join him under pain of death.

fc. Pain fort ami dure: see PEINE.
td. in//. Judicial torture. Obs. rare.

1533 CROMWELL in Merriman Life ff Lett. (1902) I. 361 !

They . . wolde confesse sum grete matier if they might be
examyned as they ought to be that is to sey by paynes.
2. A primary condition of sensation or conscious-

ness, the opposite ofpleasure; the sensation which
one feels when hurt (in body or mind^

; suffering,
distress. With a and //., a single feeling of this

,

PAIN.

' nature. In early use esp. suffering inflicted as
I punishment. (Cf. sense i.)

the peynes and tormentes. 1481 CAX i ox Reynard (Arb.) 32
Reynert the foxe . .saide to Isegrym, shorte my payne. 1598
CHAPMAN Illimt Beggar Alexandria. Plays 1873 ' *9 Hut
every pleasure hath a payne they say. 1601 SIR W. CORN-
WALLLS Kss., [His] furthest wish being but to bee out of his

paine. 1736 BUHKE Snbl.
,5- />'. i. ii, Pain and pleasure are

simple ideas incapable of definition. 1883 A. BAKRAIT

<"ing Pleasure and avoiding Pain. 1892
WESTCOTT Gospel <tfLife 162 The most universal fact in life
is pain.

tb. .t/tv. The punishment or sufferings of hell

(or of purgatory). Obs.

1340-70 Alex, tf Dind. 747 }e schulle be punched and put
in paine for euere. 1:1400 K<,-ivland f, U. 1440 His saule
wentc vn-to payne. 1344 DALE Chrmi. Sir J. Oldcastell in
/far/. Misc. (Main.) I. 261 Euery man . . is a pilgrym, eyiher
towardes blesse or els towardes payne. 1568 GRAI;TO.N
Clnvn. II. i.| 5 Whusoeuer dyed in that time, and gaue his
goodes to further that voyage, he was cleane absolned from
paine and from sinne. 1598 DAKCKLI-.Y I-'elu. Man (1631)
183 Ar now cast downe into paines lowest ab}>se.

c. To put out of (one's) fain. etc. : to put to

death, dispatch a wounded or suffering person or

animal).
1572 FORREST 1'lieitpliilns 1233 in Anglia VII, God tookc

him owte of this carcerall payne. 1596 SI-KNSKR /'. Q. v.

.\ii. -' ; He lightly reft his head to ea-.e him of his paine.
1639 SHIRLEY Maid's Rev. v. iii, I would I were hanged, t.)

be out of my pain! 1783 AIXSWOKIH Lat. Diet. (Morell)
iv. s. v. Lysuuaclius, Lysiniachus..at his request gave him
a cup ofpoison to put him out of his pain. 1808 MAKCHIONESS
OK SIAMORU 15 Sept. in C A". Sharpc's. Carr. (1888) I. 346A C". of Snth a ...was half drowned, .and after coming on
shore, put out of pain by Andrew Uavy, a fugitive.

3. In specifically physical sense; Bodily suffering;
a distressing sensation as of soreness (usually in a

particular part of the body .

1377 I.AXGI. /'. /'/. B. xvii. 187 For peyne of the puumc
powere hem [the fingers] failleth To clucche or to claue.
1486 ISk. St. All'ans C vij b, Hawkys that haue payne in theyr
croupes. 1590 Si'KNSKR /'. Q. i. xi. 37 Loud he yelled for ex-
ceeding paine. 1697 DRYDKN I'irg. Georg. in. 64 Envy her
self at last. .The Pains of famisht Tantalus shall feel. 1722
R. Womiow Sujf. Ch. Scot. (1837) II. II. xiii. 5. 458/1 At the
ninth [stroke in the torture of the boot) Mr. Mitchel fainted

through the extremity of pain. 1841-71 T. R. JO.NES Anim.
Kingd. (ed. 4} 438 In Man, the power of feeling pain indubi-
tably is placed exclusively in the brain ; and if cummuniui-
lion be cut off between this organ and any part of the body,
pain is no longer felt, whatever mutilations may be indicted.

1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. iv. I. 433 The king was in great
pain, and complained that he felt as if a fire was burning
within him.

b. spec, (now always //.) The sufferings or
throes of childbirth; labour.

<il3<jo Cursor M. 3488 (Colt. I In tranelling.. Ful herd it

was }>air moder pain [Triii. Muchel was be modir peyn ].

1388 \Vyci n' John xvi. 2t Jiut whanne sche hath borun a
sone, now sche thenkith not on the peyne, for ioye, for a man
is borun in to the world. 1539 BIBLE (Great) i Sam. iv. 19
She bowed her selfe, and traueled, for her paynes cam vpon
her.' 1547 BOORDH rcv. Health ccxlii, Wei she may be
named a woman, for as niuche as she cloth bere chyldren
with wo and peyne. c 1611 CHAPMAN Iliwi iv. 509 Feeling

] suddenly the pains of child-birth, a 1704 T, BROWN u/
Stit. Persius Wks. 1730 I. 53 Here some pert sot, with six
months pain, brings forth A strange, mishapen. and ridi-
culous birth. 1797 SOUTHKY Eng. Eclogues, Hannah 19
She bore unhusbanded a mother's pains. 1889 J. M. DUNCAN
Clin. Lcct. on Dis. It 'omen xi. (ed. 4) 68 Brought about . . by
the contractions of the uterus in

'

pains '.

t c. //. A disease of the feet in horses. Obs.
CI440 Promf. Part'. 390/2 Peynys, yvyl yn horsys fete.

1598 FLORIO, Resit, a disease in a horse which w-e call the

paines. 1610 MARKHAM Master//. 11. Ixxviii. 350 The paiues
is a certatne vlcerons scabbe growing in the pastornes of a
horse, betwixt the fetlocke and the heele.

4. In specifically psychical sense : Mental suf-

fering, trouble, grief, sorrow.
1375 HARBOUR Bruce n. 517 [Thai] wald partenerys off

thar paynys be. c i386CilAi:cEi< hCnt.'s T. 957 Syn I knowe
of loues peyne. CI43O Syr Tryain. 607 Hyt dothe the

kyng mekylle payue When he thenkylh how sir Roger
was slayne. c 1560 A. SCOTT Poems (S. T. S.) xxviii. i To
hive vnluvit it is ane pane. 1656 COWLEV Misc., Gold, A
Mighty pain to Love it is, And 'tis a pain that pain to miss,
Hut of all pains the greatest pain It is to love, but love in
vain. 1754 RICHARDSON Uramtison IV". 51, I remember with
pain the pain I gave to your generous heart, c 1850 Arab.
Xts. (Rtldg.) 85 Their absence would cause me much pain,

tb. spec. Distress caused by fear of possible
evil, anxiety ; anxious desire or apprehension. Obs.
1668 R. MOUNTAGU in Buccleuch MSS. (Hist. MSS.

Comm.) I. 420, I am in a great deal of pain to know how my
horses have performed the journey. 1758 Ann. Reg. 113/2
The public was in great pain for the Admirals . . left .. in

sight of six large French ships of war. 1789 G. WHITE
Sclbornc (18751 3*8 The foster mother [a cat] became jealous
of her charge [young squirrels], and in pain for their safety.

f5. Trouble as taken for the accomplishment of

something (
= pains, sense 6); also, in early use,

trouble in accomplishing something, difficulty.

(F. peine.) Phrases. To Jo one's fain; to take

pain ; to lose one's pain. Obs. in sing. : see 6.
a 1300 Cursor M. 14480 Fra ^at time forth J?ai did hair

pain pat he and lazar war bath slain, c 1330 R. BRL-XXP
CArtm. lYace (Rolls) 12174 P )" oacaped, hit was wyj>



PAIN.

payn. 1375 BARBOUR Bruce vm. 350 Quhen he saw he tynt
his pane, He turnit his bridill, and to ga. c 1410 HOCCLEVE
Mother of God 108 Now do your bysy peyne To wasshe

away our cloudeful offense. 1476 Pasttm Lett. III. 165,
I have moche payne to gete so moche mony. 1481 CAXTON

Myrr. in. L 131 Whiche may moche proufiyte to them that

109
pane, As that I suld, to mak it 'braid and plane. 1533
BONNER in St. Papers Hen. /'///, VII. 410 After that,

with moost great peane and difficultie, 1 was arryved at RSe.

pain. 170* En^. T/teop/irast. 305 A man would not employ
the least pain in the acquisition of sciences, if [etc.], 1768
Woman of Honor I. 23 Taking some pain to excuse the

girl's carelessness.

6. pi. Trouble taken in accomplishing or attempt-

ing something ; labour, toil, exertions, or efforts,

accompanied with care and attention, to secure

a good or satisfactory result. Most freq. in phr.
to take pains, to be at (the) pains.
1528 TINDAI.E Wks. (Parker Soc.) I. 260 To make them

think that they must take pains, and do some holy deeds.

1538 STARKKY England i. ii. 55 Apply themselfys to theyr
laburys and paynys for the susteynyng of the hole body.
1589 NASHE Pref. Greeners Menaphon (Arb.) 8 They haue

nought but.. their paines for their sweate, and.. their labour
for their trauaile. 1608 CHAPMAN Byron's Conspir. Plays
1873 II. 229 What idle paines have yoii bestowd to see

A poore old woman? 1708 SWIFT Sacramental Test Wks.
1755 II. i. 121 The university was at the pains of publishing
a Latin paper to justify themselves. 1774 GOI.DSM. .\'at.

Hist. (1776) II. 176 A person born deaf, may, by time, and
sufficient pains, be taught, .to speak, and, by the motions of
the lips, to understand what is said to him. 1808 SCOTT
Warm. \, xiii, Yet much he praised the pains he took, And
well those pains did pay. 1865 DICKENS Mut. Fr. Postscr.

292, I foresaw, .that a class of readers., would suppose that

1 was at great pains to conceal exactly what I was at great

pains to suggest. 1887 RUSKIN Prseterita I. xii. 426 He.,

spared no pains on his daughter's education.

b. In this sense the pi. pains has been freq.

construed as a sing. (Cf. means
> IKWS.}

'533 CRANMER Let. to Better in Misc. Writ. (Parker Soc.)
II. 269 Ye will be contented to take this pains. 1542 UDALI.
Erasm. Apopk. 51 Margin^ The peines of teachyng is

woorthie great wages. 1671 tr. Krasnt. Colloq, 2^0 Recom-
pensing one pains with another. 1766 FORDYCE Serin.

Yn%. Wan. (1767) II. viii. 25 Why be at all this pains?
1884 SIR J. C. MATHEW in Law Rep. 13 Q. Kench liv. 4

He . . took every pains to arrive at a proper conclusion.

c. For (one's) pains', in return or recompense
for one's labour or trouble; now usually sarcastic

or ironical, implying that the labour is misspent
or futile, or that the return for it is the contrary of

what was desired.

1538 HALE Brcfe Comedy in Harl. Misc. (Malh.) I. 208

For your peynes ye haue appoynted by the emproure your
stypende wages. 1598 SHAKS. Merry Ifr'. in. iv. 103 Giue

my sweet Nan this Ring: there's for thy paines. 1599
CHAPMAN Humorous Day's Mirtk C iv, Now she stops . . and
rates him for his paines. 1650 Overseers' Acc.

t Holy Cross,

Canterb.) Paid Goodwife Bayly for paines o. o. 8. 1713
ADDISON Guard. No. 112. P2 When I talk of practising to

fly, silly people think me an owl for my pains. 1778 Miss
Bt'RSEV Evelina (1791) I. xxi. 99 If you hadn't come, you
might have staid, .and been a beggar for your painr-. 1801

MAR. EDGEWORTH Castle Rackrent Wks. 1832 I. 77, I had

my journey for my pains, 1889 CORBETT Monk ,\i. 154 The
old general, in a fit of exasperation, publicly gave him
a sound thrashing for his pains.

7. attrib. and Comb. a. attrib., as pain-sensa-

thfij 'Sense, -sensibility ; b. instrumental, as pain-

afflicted, 'bought, -chastcned
% -dimmed, -distorted,

~draw)i) -racked, -stricken^ -wont, -wrung adjs. ;

c. objective, as pain-assuaging^ -bearing -dispel-

ling^ -inflicting, -producing adjs. ; pains-hating

adj. [after PAINSTAKING: see 6] ;
d. pain-free/?.,

free from pain ; pain-killer, one who or that

which does away with pain ; spec, name of a

medicine for alleviating pain ; f pain-piss Obs. t

painful urination, strangury. See also PAINS-

TAKING, etc., PAINSWORTHY.
UABLES SoL Recant, ii. 35 And like a *pain -afflicted

stripling, play With some new Toy, to while thy grief away.
1597 A. M. tr. Guiilemeaus ft: Chirurg. 49 b/i 'Payne-
assuaging clisteryes, made of fre-^he milcke. 1870 BRYANT
Iliad I. v. 153 Paean with his 'pain-dispelling balms Healed
him. 1889 DOYLE Micah Clarke 149 The line of white
*
pain-drawn faces. 1628 GAULE Pract. The. (1629) 176
Men neyther shrinke, nor shrike, .when they perceiue their

Bodies pierce-free, or *paine-free. 1864 PL'SEV Lect. Daniel
ix. 562 Indolent, conceited, soft, *pams-hating. 1803 J.
KENNY Society 5^ And Sickness. .Awhile forgets her *pain*

inflicting task. 1886 N. Zealand Herald 28 May 5/1 His
wife gave him some hot water amLjnilk with a little *pain-
killer. . .Subsequently he died. i&& DailyNews i Mar. 6/3
The late Sir James Y. Simpson, the inventor of chloroform,
and great painkiller of his day. 1614 MARKHAM Cheap
Hush. i. xxix. (1668) 55 Of the pain in the Kidneys, *pain-

piss, or the Stone. 1897 Trans. Amer. Pediatric Soc, IX.
68 Touch, temperature, and *pain sense are normally
developed. 1857 GEO. ELIOT Sc. Cler. Life, Janefs Re-

pent, xviii, The sight of the "pain-stricken face. 1834 Taifs

Mag. 1. 134/2 Above the little *pain-worn thing The sailor's

widow wept. 1838 ELIZA COOK Truth iii, When the oozing

"pain-wrung moisture drips.

t Pain, sb.z Obs. Forms: 4-6 payn, 5 payne,

peyn, (8 pain' . [a. F. /<'#: T>. paneni bread.]
1. Bread. (Frequent in Piers Ploughman?}
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1361 LANGL. P. PL A. vin. 106 pe prophete his payn eet
in penaunce and wepyng. 1377 Ibid. \>. xiv. 76 J'orw plente
of payn, & of pure sleuthe. 1393 Ibid. C. x. 92 Ther is payn
and peny-ale as for a pytaunce y-take. < 1460 [. RUSSELL
Bk. Nurture 339 pan take you re loof of light payne..and
with the egge of be knyfe nyghe your hand ye kett.

2. Old Cookery. Applied, usually with qualifying

word, to various fancy dishes, mostly containing
bread; as pain fondu [= dissolved], pain perdu
[ lost], pain ragon, pain regitson\ pain puff,
a kind of puff or small pie with soft crust.
c 1390 Form of Cwry No. 59 in Antiq. Cnlin. (1791) 13

Payn fondew. Take brede, and frye it in grece, otlier in

oyle. . . Grynde it with raisons [etc.]. Ibid, No. 67. 14 Payn
ragonn. c 1430 Two Cookery-bks. 42 Payn pur-dew, c 1450
Ibid, 68 This is the purviaunce made for Kinge Richard ..

the xxiii day of September [1387]. ..The thirde course. ..

Payne puff. Ibid. 112 Pcynreguson. Nym resons and do
out ye stones, and bray it in a morter with pepir and
gingiuer, and salt and wastel bred [etc.]. 14.. Noble Bk.
Cookry (Napier 1882) 46 To mak payn pardieu tak payn-
mayne or freshe bred and paire away the cruste fete.]. 1513

, Bk. Kemynge in Babces Bk. 271 For standarde, venyson
roste, . . pecocke with his tayle, . . plouer, rabettes, grete
byrdes, larkes, doucettes, paynpuffe. 1615 MAKKHAM Eng.
Hoiisew. iL 46 To make the best Panperdy, take a dozen

egges [etc.]. 1706 PHILLIPS s.v., In Cookery, Pains siginfie
certain Messes proper for Side-dishes, socalt'd as being made
of Bread, stuff'd with several sorts of Farces and Ragoos.

Fain (p^n), v. Forms: see PAIN sl>. 1 [a. OF.
, pentr, 3rd sing. *pr. pcinc (lothc. in Littre) = Pr.,

Sp. penar* It. penare, med.L. pcware. f. \^pxna^
f.peinc, PAiN^.1 Cf. also PINK v., OfLflman.]

I. "f*
1. trans. To inflict a penalty or punish-

ment upon ;
to punish ; to torture by way of

punishment ; to fine. Obs.
c 1350 //*///. Palerne 2898 And putte hem in hire prisoun

to peyne hem ai hire wille. 1495 Trwisas Barth. DC P. R.
xiV. x. E iij b/2 Many deme that the hylle Ethna is a place
of payne and some soules ben paynyd therin. a 1533 Li>.

I'ERNERS Gold. Bk. M. Aurel. (1546* Nnv, Thou naste
iusticied the lustyce, and none dare peyne the. 1601
HOLLAND Pliny I. 499 That whosoeuer..cut downe any
trees growing in another mans ground, should be peined in

the court for a trespasse don.

fb. To enjoin under penalty. Obs.

1607 Hcnley-in-Ardcn Rolls (1890), Wee paine all the
Alehowse keepers, that they and euery of them make hol-

some & good drinke bothe ale & Beare. 1620 J. WILKINSON
Of Courts Baron 148 If there was any thing pained at the

last court to be done, and as yet is not done, you must

enquire who hath made defalt therein.

II. 2. To inflict pnin upon, cause to suffer; to

hurt, distress. B,. gen. or mentally: To inflict suf-

fering upon, to afflict, give pain to ;
to grieve, to

hurt the feelings of. AlsoaAw/. to cause suffering.

13. . Cursor M. 23261 (GuttJ Bot a point es bairn pames
\v. n'. pines, pinis] mar, pan ellis all bair ober fare, c 1450
tr. De Iinitationc \\\. xxxv. 105, I peynyng ^ wib sorwes

spare [x: not. r 1586 CTESS PEMBROKE Ps. LXIX. x, Whome
thou painest, more they paine. i6xx BIBLE Joel'\\. 6 Before
their face the people shall be much pained. 1780 A. Yoi'NG
Tour Irel. (Nat. Libr. Ed.) 85 There is not a single view but
what pains one in the want of wood. 1807 CRABBE Pur.

Reg. Wks. II. 155 Transports that pain'd and joys that

agonized. 1838 I,vi TON Alice \\. ii, These gifts Caroline could
not refuse, without paining her young friend.

b. To inflict bodily suffering upon, to torment;
to cause bodily pain to, to hurt. (In quot. 1377,
To put to physical inconvenience, incommode.)
1377 LANGL. P. PL B. XIL 247 Ri^t as be pennes of be

, pecok peyneth hym in his fli^te, c 1386 CHAUCER Monk's T.
! 614 Many a mannes guttes dide he peyne. 1426 LYDG.
' De Gntl. Pilgr. 11958 A body vp on a croxs dystreyiied,

; And, as me thouhte, gretly peyned. 1530 PALSGK. 651/2 It

; payneth me very sore to speke, I am so horse. 1590
SPENSER /'. Q. i. ii. 33 Cold and heat me paines. c 1624
CHAKMAN Batrachoin. n So I lay Sleepless, and pain'd with

headache. i8s8 SCOTT F. M. Perth xxx, But your arm, my
| lord,.. Does it not pain you? 0:1864 HAWT&ORNE Amer.

Note-Bks. (1879) I. 152 Pained with the toothache.

f 3. intr. To suffer pain or distress ; to suffer.

c 1315 SHOKEHAM 38 And seue ?er thou scholdest, man, O
dedlyche senne peyny. 1393 LANGL. /*. PL C. xxn, 324 pe

: croys. .J>at crtst. .for mankynde on peynede. c 1440 Proinp.
|

Parv. 390/2 Peynyn, or pynyn yn wo or sekenes.se. a 1536
, Calisto .y Me/if, in Hazl. Dodsley I. 81 Where is the patient

that so is paining? 1591 DANIEL in Sidneys Astr, <y Stella

I

etc. Sonn. xi, So shall thou cease to plague, and 1 to pain.

III. 4. reft. To take pains or trouble ;
to exert

'

oneself or put forth efforts with care and attention
;

to endeavour, strive. Obs, or arch,
<i 1300 Cursor J/. 19027 Petir pa'mid him ful gierne in

cristis lai bat folc to lerne. 1377 LANGL. /*. PI. B. vn. 42

!

Pledours sholde peynen hem To plede for swiche and helpe.

1481 CAXTON Godeffny xxx. 64 The other that cam aftir

1 peyned them moche for to goo more wysely. 1596 SPENSER
/''. Q. iv. vi. 40 She her paynd with womanish art To hide

;

her wound. 1614 RALEIGH*///.^. World \\. iii. 9 Eumenes
, pained himselfe to carrie succour to his left wing. 1700
i DRYDEN Cock ff Fox 669 While he pain'd himself to raise

]

his note. 1870 LOWELL Study Wind. 217 Men still pain

;
themselves to write Latin verses.

f b. intr. for reft.
=

prec. Obs.
c 1440 Partonope 2190 They peyned freshly to fyght bothe.

PAINFUL.

f5. trans. To take pains about, endeavour. Obs.
(11300 Cursor M. 28166 (Cott.) Quen I sagh my neghbur

welefare,..! paind oft at him vn-spede, bath in will and
word and dede.

Pain, variant of PAYE.V Obs., pagan.
t Pai liable, a. Obs. rare. [f. PAIN si. or r.

+ -ABLE : cf. comfortable. Cf. penible] Painful.

1649 EVKLYN Liberty $ Servitude iii, The manacles of

Asiyages were not therefore the lesse weighty, and payn-
able, for being composed of gold or silver.

Painch^e, Painct, obs. ff. PAUNCH, PATNT v.

t Farn^rleniai ne. Obs. Forms : 4 painde-
meine, 4-5 payn(e)demayn(e ; 5 payn(e)-
mayne, -main, paynman, payman, 6 payne
mayue. [AF. pain denieinc, demaine^ med.L.

panu dominicits '

lord's bread '. Also called

simply DEMEINK.] White bread, of the finest

quality ;
a lonf or cake of this bread.

[c 1330 Durham Ace. Rolls 17 In pane dominico et melle

5^. 1378 Mwtiin. Gildh. Loud. (Rolls' III. 424 Etiam cum
uno payndemayn.] (1386 CHAI'CKR Sir Thomas 14 Whit
was his face as Payndemayn Hise lippes rede as rose, c 1420
4farGMWrWN>U8M)4O Takefloure of payndemayn. a 1440

Sir Degrev. 1393 Paynedemaynes \Catnb. MS. paynemayn)
prevaly Scho fell fra the pantry, c 1440 Douce AIS. 55 If. 9
Then cast feyre pecy.s of paynemayns or elles of tendre
brede. c 1475 Pict. I 'oc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 788/32 Hicpanis,
brede. .. Hec placcncia, a payman. 1530 PALSGR. 250/2
Payne mayne, payn de bonche.
Comb. a. 1377 Hoitseh. Kdv. Ill in llouseh. Ord. (1790) 19

William Brynklowe Yoman Paymenbaker.
Pained (p^'nd, p^-nerf), ///. a. [f.

PAIN v. +
-ED I.] Affected with pain (physical or mental) ;

hurt, distressed, grieved, etc.: see the verb; ex-

pressing or indicating pain.
1340-70 Alex, fy Dind. 268 To oure pa'mede peple in-

possible hit semeb. 1545 RAYNOLD fiyrth Mankynde \\. vi.

(1634) 122 Which may be applyed to the pained places,
1608

SHAKS. Per. iv. vi. 173 The pained 'st fiend Of hell, a 1661
FLLI.KR I Forthits (1840) III. 92 Others repairing thither.,
the poor for alms; the pained for ease. 1873 BLACK Pr.
Thnlc xviii. 299 There was a pained look about the lips.

Painem, -en, obs. forms of PAYNIM.
Painful (panful', a. Forms: see PAIN sbj-

[f. PAIN s/'. 1 + -Fi'L.j
1. Full of, characterized by, or causing pain or

suffering; hurting, afflictive, distressing, grievous;

annoying, vexatious, a. In general, or mentally.
c 1340 HAMPOLE Prose Tr. 33 A gastely syghte of it how

foule how vggly and how paynfuU J>at it {sin] es. 1410 LOVE
Bonavent. Mirr. x\. 87 (Gibbs MS.) J>e paynfnll pa^syoun
of Ihc. 1548-9 (Mar.) At, Coin. Prayer^ I'isit. Sick, After

this painful! lyfe ended. 1658 Whole Duty of31an vii. i

c 1440 Partonope 2190 They peyned fresly to ygt ote.

1484 CAXTON Fables of Alfonce vi, In vayne thou hast

ayned and laboured, a 15*9 SKELTON
' Now synge we

'
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tand fast in faylhe,..And payne to lyue in honeste.

c. pass. To be put to trouble or exertion ; to be

obliged to put forth effort. ? Obs.

1785 CRABBY Newspaper 310 We. .Are pain'd to keep our

sickly works alive.

l>een more painful to an idle mind. 1829 LANDOR Imag.
Com'., Maid of Orleans

fy Agnes Sortl \\'ks. 1853 II. 39/1
Salutary pangs may be painfuller than mortal ones.

b. Physically.
1544 PHAKK Regim. Lyfe (1560) H j b, Nephretica is pain-

fuller afore meat. 1611 CMATMAS H'idiwes '/. Plays 1873
II I. 73 Alas shee's faint, and speech is painefull to her. 1703
Rows Uljyss. i. i. 228 Midnight Surfeits, Wine And painful

undigested Morning Fumes. 1860 TVNDALL Glac. i. xxv.

178 A sky the brightness of which is painful to the eyes.

c. Of a person : Inflicting pain or punishment ;

tormenting, rare.

< 1450 Cursor M. 18223 (l-aud) Satan that paynefull {Cott.,

Gott.) pinful; Trin. pyneful] prynce he lawght And vnder

myght of helle by-tawght. 1870 G. MEREDITH France vi.

in Odes Fr. Hist. (1898) 60 The painful Gods might weep,
If ever rain of tears came out of heaven.

2. Suffering or affected with (physical) pain.

(Usually of a part of the body which has been

wounded or hurt.)
1590 SPENSER F. Q. in. ii. u The loving mother, that nine

monethes did beare In the deare closett of her painefull syde
Her lender babe. 1612 BI-. HALI. Contcntpl., O. T. iv. iv,

They see themselves lothsome with Lice, painful and de-

formed with Scabs. 1794 MRS. KADCUFI K Myst. Udolpko
iv, His wound was painful. 1877 *" ^I KRIS &P*C Hndes \.

7 He wore a crown Upon his painful brow.

3. Causing or involving trouble or labour;

troublesome, difficult, irksome, toilsome, laborious.

Now rare or merged in i.

c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xxvii. (Machor) 1342 It sail lie done
. . How paynefull or how hard it 1>e. 1535 j. MASON in Ellis

Orig. Lett. Ser. u. II. 55 Itt [Toledo] is the paynefullist
towue that ever maim duellyd in. Itt is through so up
hyll and downe hyll. 1604 E. G[RIMSTONK] D'Aeostas
Hut, Indies in. x. 152 These eighttene leagues of laud.. is

more painefull and chargeable then 2300 by sea. 1665-6
Phil. Trans. I. 90 The way of winding off the silk, .which

is the painful lest and nicest of all the rest. 1676 DRYDEN
Aurengz, \, i, By quick and painful Marches hither came.

1858 FKOUDK 'Hist. fcng. III. xiii. 97 Sums of money would
be frequently offered them in lieu of a painful hospitality.

4. Characterized by painstaking ; performed with

labour, care, and attention
; diligent, assiduous,

laborious, careful. Obs. or arch.

(1380 WYCUF n'ks. (1880) 124 To holde sich pore lif

and nieke and peyneful in resonable abstynence. c 1400
MAUNDEV. (1839) xvii. 184 He lost much peynfulle labour.

1565 T. STAPI.ETON tr. Bede*$ Hist. Ch. g. 70 In considera-

tion of their vertuous sermons and painefull preaching.

1638 in if>t/t Rep. Hist, MSS. Comm. App. v. 486 The long,

paynfull and profitable service donne unto us by James
Lynch. 1775 E. ALLEN in Sparks Corr. Atner. Rn>. (1853)

I. 464 This is the situation.. according to my most painful

discoveries. 1834-43 SOUTHEY Doctor vi. (1848) 18/2 The



PAINFULLY.

painful chronicle of honest John Stowe. 1894 Nation (N.Y.) i

21 June 470/3 The little book, .will reward a not too painful

reading.

5. Of persons : Characterized by taking pains ;

working with labour and care; painstaking, labori-

ous, assiduous, careful, diligent. Obs. or arch.

1549 LATIMER yd Serm. bef. Kdiv. /'/ (Arb.) 91 We haue

some as painfull magistrates, as euer was in England*. 1612

CAPT. SMITH Map ! 'irginia 22 The women l>e verie pamefull
and the men often idle. 1702 C. MATHER Magn. Chr. i. v.

(1852) 76 The more learned, godly, painful ministers of the

land. 1802 MKS. RADCLIFFE Gaston de Bloiulcville Posth.

Wks 1826 I. 46 The patience of a painful antiquary. 1877
PEII.F. Philat. i. 14. 16 The laws of etymology, which

painful students have discovered.

Painfully (pci'nfiili), mh>. [f. prec. + -LY -.]

In a painful manner.

1. In a way that causes or is accompanied by

pain or suffering ; distressingly ;
with pain.

1568 GRAFTON Citron. II. 857 Men were so sore handled,
and so painefully pangued, that [etc.]. 1657 R. LIGON

Karl'adoes (1673) 10 P.eing painfully and pipeing hot,

arriv'd at this exalted mansion. 1795 SOUTHEY Soldier's

2. In a way that gives trouble ;
with difficulty.

0/>s. or arch.

1533 EI.YOT Cast. Helthe (1539) 85 Yf it were easily ex-

pulsed, or peynfully. 1573-80 HARET Alv. P 29 Painefully,

hardly, laboriosl. 1835 I. H. NEWMAN Par. Serin. (1837)

I. iii. 32 A depth of meaning.. hardly and painfully to be

understood. 1842 ALISON- Hist. Europe (1849-50) X. Ixy.

55. 51 Macdonald was thus painfully maintaining his

ground in upper Catalonia.

3. \Yith great pains, painstakingly, laboriously,

with care and effort. Obs. or arch.

1555 BRADFORD Let. in Coverdale Lett. Martyrs (1564) 270

Lyuyng therein not so purely, louyncjlye, and painfully as

I shoulde haue done. 1631 WEEVUR Anc. /'. Alon. 316

Painefully and expensfully studious of the common good.

1709 HEARSE Collect. (O. H. S.) II. 200 He ..painfully
collected the works of Geffrey Chawcer. 1853 MILMAN I. at.

Chr. H. iv. (1864) I. 270 That no private man could hope to

arrive at a sounder understanding. .than had been painfully
attained by so many holy bishops.

Painfulness ; pi^nfulnesV [f. as prec. +

-NESS.] The quality of being painful.

1. The quality of being fraught or attended with

pain ; distressingness. Also in passive aspect : The
condition of suffering pain ; distress, affliction.

c 1485 Dig/y Myst. III. 608 C) lord ! wo xall put me from

\>k peynfulnesse? 1516 TIXDAI.K i Jo/in iv. 18 For fear

hath paynfulnes. 1662 SOUTH Sena. I. 27 No Custom can

make the Painfulness of a Debauch easy. 1777 J. RICHARD-
SON Dissert. East. Nations 2 To soften the extreme pain-
fulness of incessant labour. 1884 PAK Eustace 79 Forget
the painfulness of our situation, and think of its romance.

2. The quality of causing trouble or labour; diffi-

culty, troublesomeness, irksomcness. Obs. or arch.

1526 Pilgr. Perf. (W. de W. 1531) 230 For the vncertainty
of the same, and also for the paynfulnes and tedyousnes
therof. 1631 R. BYFIELD Doctr. SiM. 32 Ordinary labour

with festival! services to God can neither easily concurre,
because painfulnesse and joy are opposite, nor decently.

3. The quality of taking pains ; laboriousness,

careful industry, painstaking. Obs. or arch.

1531 ELYOT6*0z/. III. x, In theim which be either gouernours
or capitaynes . . Paynfulnesse, named in latyne Tollcrattlia,

is wonderfull commendable. 1597 HOOKER Eccl. Pol. \.

Ixxvii. isTo testifie loue by painefulnesse in Gods seruice.

1658 A. Fox H'urtz Snrg. i. ii. 3 A Skill in Surgery is

obtained with great painfulness.

Painim(e, obs. form of I'AYNIM.

Paining (p<?<-nin), vbl.sb. [f.
I'AI.N ''. + -ING 1.]

The action of the verb TAIN.

L The action of causing or condition of feeling

pain ; pain, suffering. Now rare.

1:1440 Pol. Rel. >r L. Poems 151/15, I askyd hym how he

had paynyng, he said,
'

Qitia antore tanfiieo . 1596 SPENSER
/". Q. IV. li. 41 To wype his wounds, and ease their bitter

payning. 1760-72 H. BROOKE Fool of Qual. (1809) IV. 107
It was too much of joy, it was pleasure to paining. 1812

J. J. HENRY Camp. agst. Quebec in These subsequent
annual painings uniformly attacked me.

t 2. The taking of pains. Obs.

1633 P. FLETCHER K/isa i. xliii, There doth it blessed sit,

and. .Laughs at our btisie care and idle paining.

Pal ning, ///. a. [f.
as prec. + -IXG 2

.]
That

pains ; causing pain or suffering.

1698 M. LISTER in Phil. Trans. XX. 246 A paining Grief

towards the bottom of their Bellies, which did grind and
torment them. 1891 Eastern Daily Press 24 July 4/6

Beyond a slight paining sprain and some cuts aoout the

mare, no harm was done.

Painless (p<"-nles), a. [f. FAIN s/i. 1 + -LESS.]

f 1. Free from pain ; not suffering pain. rare.

1570 LEVINS J/<zty*. 91/10 Paynlesse, indolens. i675HoBBEs
Odyssey (1677) 158 That he should be brought home thus . .

Asleep, and painless.

2. Causing no pain ; not accompanied with pain.

1591 SYLVESTER l)u Bartas i. i. 500 With pain-lesse paine

they tread A sacred path that to the Heav'ns doth lead.

a 1700 DRYDEN(J-), Is there no smooth descent? no painless

way Of kindly mixing with our native clay? 1795 SOUTHEY
l-'is. Maid Orleans II. 234 Then did they not regard his

mocks Which then came painless. 1887 F. DARWIN Life
Darwin III. 202 Dr. Wilder advocated the use of the word
'
Callisection

'

for painless operations on animals.

Hence Pai'nlessly adv., without pain ;
Pai'n-

lessness, freedom from pain.

379

1634 Rp. HALL Contempt., N. T. iv. vii. Bloody Issue
|

heaUd, Could tlie Physicians have given her, if not health,

yet relaxation and painelessnesse, her meanes had not been
nTisbestowed. 1861 BUMSTEAD yen. Dis. (1879) 672 These

swellings are usually developed . . painlessly. 1864 MRS.
CAKLVLE Lett. III. zcxj Shall I ever more have a day of ease,

of painlessness ? 1880 Miss HKADDON Harbara xlv, His
disease was one in which death does not come painlessly.

t Pai-nliness. 06s. rare.
[f. *painly adj. (f.

PAIN sii. 1 + -LY!) + -NKNS.] The condition of
]

being in pain ; distressful state.

14^5 Misvs Fire of Lwe n. v. 78 Paynlynes. .me down
castis & prykkis to go to ^e of qwhome onely I trow solas

& remedy I sal see.

t ParnOUS, a. Ol>s. rare. In 5 peynous. [a.

OK. feints, -as, later feincus = \\.., Sp. penoso;
late Ij.panos-us (Pseudo-Aug.) painful, f.fa-ua: see

PAIN si.]] Painful ;
severe.

1:1400 Bcryn 2609 Peynous ordinaunce Is stnllid for hir

falshede. Ibid. 3766 She hath many a day led a peynous lyff.

Fainstaker 'p^nzl^kaa). Now rare or Obs.

[f. fains (.PAIN rf.l 6) + TAKEB.] One who takes

pains ; a painstaking person.
1618 CHAPMAN llesiodil&nolc, Fit for mental painstakers,

students [etc. 1. 1666 Vf.n-s Diary 24 June, He was no great

pains-taker in person. 1711 ADUISON .S/<vA No. 61 ] 5 '1 here

are actually such Pains-takers among our liritish Wits.

Painstaking (p^nzti^kirj), s/>. [i.fciins, pi.

of PAIN .t/'.
1

'.sense 6) + taking, gerund oi TAKKP.]
The taking of pains ;

the bestowal of careful and

attentive labour in order to the accomplishment of

something ; assiduous effort.

1556 OLDE Antichrist 85 This is their paynes taking and
trauaile. 1623 LISLE .-Elfric on 0. ff X. Tfst. 5 Their pos-

terity haue liued in sorrow and pajnes-taking euer since.

1737 \VHISTON Jost-phns, Hist, i. xviii. 2 (1777), They did

not shew any want of pains-taking. 1888 BUKGON Lives
12 Gd. Afai II. v. 44 That mastery of the art of preaching
w Inch results from laborious painstaking.

Painstaking .p^'nztt^kin), a. [f.
as prec. +

taking, pr. pple. of TAKE
i'.]

That takes pains;

bestowing attentive effort for the accomplishment
of some result

;
careful and industrious ;

assiduous.

1606 TRVOS Misc. i. 23 The Richer sort, .[are] much more

Distempered than the Ordinary pains-taking People. 1711
COOKI; b'oy.

S. Sea 399 The Natives are. .industrious, and
Pains taking. 1882 SKRJT. BALLANTINE Exj>cr. xi. 116 The
case was tried . . before, .a most painstaking jud^e.

b. Of actions, productions, etc. : Marked or

characterized by attentive care.

1866 (Jt:o. ELIOT/''. //tf//xxiv, The satisfaction of receiving
Mr. Sherlock's painstaking production in print. 1895 J. W.
liuDD in La'M Tinu-s XCIX. 544/2 The .. painstaking
manner in which they superintend, .this department.

Hence Painstakingly adv., with careful and

attentive effort, assiduously.
rti86i CLOUGH Poems, etc. (1869) I. 318 Setting himself

laboriously and painstakingly to work. 1891 Sat. Rci>. 19

Dec. 705/2 This little book has been painstakingly prepared.

Painsworthy (pt"
i-

nzwi>:jfSi1, a. rare. Also 7

pain-worthy. \i. pains, PAIN sl>.
1 6 + WOUTHY.]

Worthy of trouble
;
worth taking pains about.

1650 FULLER Fisgah in. ii. i It will be pain-worthy to

enquire[etc.]. 1861 MAX MUl.LER.SV. Lang. Ser. I. vi. (ed.4)

222 There is no painsworthy difficulty nor dispute alx>ut

declension, &c., of nouns.

Faint (p^'nt), sb.
[f.

PAINT v.]'

1. The act or fact of painting or colouring.
1602 MANSION Antonio's Rev. III. ii, Her cheekes not yet

slurd over with the paint Of borrowed crimsone. Mod. Give
it a paint, and it will look all right.

2. That with which anything is painted.
a. A substance consisting of a solid colouring

matter dissolved in a liquid vehicle, as water or

oil, used to impart a colour by being spread over

a surface; also applied to the solid colouring
matter alone, or to a cake of it, as in a box of

faints ; a pigment.
1712 AHDISON Spect. No. 416 F 2 Expresses were sent to

the Emperor of Mexico in Paint. 1735 BERKELEY Querist
118 A modern fashionable house,..daubed over with oil

and paint. 1816 J. SMITH Panorama Sc. <V Art II. 829
When two coats of this paint have been laid on, it may be

polished. 1833 J. HOLLAND Manuf. Metal II. 250 Paint is

commonly ground by means of a stone muller. 1881 BESANT
& RICE Chapl. of Fleet I. 90 The timber had once been

painted, but the paint had fallen off.

b. Colouring matter laid on the face or body
for adornment ; rouge, etc.

c 1660 DRVDEN To Sir /i. Howard 76 His colours laid so

thick on every place, As only showed the paint, but hid the

face. 1718 LADV M. W. MONTAGU Let. Lady Rick
_io

Oct
; ,

I have seen . . beauties . . monstrously unnatural in their

paint ! 1817 BYRON Beppo Ixvi, One has false curls, another

too much paint. 1865 PARKMAN Huguenots iii. (1875) 31

[The Indians] were in full paint in honor of the occasion.

C. Med. An external medicament which is put
on like paint with a brush.

1899 Allttitt's Syst. Mtd. VIII. 582 Both tar and pyro-

gallol work better as paints and vanishes than the chrysa.
robin. Ibid. VIII. 727 Trichloracetic acid may be substituted

[for tincture of iron] as a paint. Mod. Iodine paint is a

good application in some cases.

d. (See quot.)
1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mech., Paint, .. stuff mixed with

caoutchouc. -intended to harden it, [e.g.] Sulphate of zinc,

whiting, plaster-of-paris, lampblack, pitch.

3. fig. Colour, colouring; adornment, esp. such

PAINT.

as is put on or assumed merely for appearance;
outward show, fair pretence.
1647 COWLEY Mistress, Written in Juice of Lemon v, A

sudden paint adorns the trees. 16^0 HUBBERT Pill for.

juality 43 Even then shall thy paint appear and be dis-

covered. 1681 W. PENN in Hist. Soc. Pennsylv. (1826) I.

n. 204, I have forborne paint and allurement, and writt

truth. 1728 YOUNG Love I'ame v. 522 Virtue's the paint
that can make wrinkles shine.

f 4. A painting, a picture. Obs. rare.

ci7io CELIA FIENNES Diary (1888) 299 On the Leftside
is a summer house w" 1

paints of the seasons of y* yeare.

5. Indian faint : a name for two N. American

plants, whose roots yield colouring matters for-

merly used by the Indians ; yellow Indian paint,

yellow puccoon, or yellowroot (Hydrastis cana-

densis~], and red Indian paint, red puccoon, or

bloodroot (Sanguinaria canadcnsis).
1893 in Syd. Soc. Le.v.

6. attrit. and Comb., as paint-cistern, -cloth,

mark, -oil, -'Mater, -work; paint-grinder, -mixer,

-remover; paint-beplastered, -removing, -stained,

-worn adjs. ; paint-box, a box of solid paints or

pigments, usually water-colours ; paint-bridge

(T/u-af>:), a platform, capable of being raised or

lowered, on which a scene-painter stands;, paint-

brush, a brush for painting with ; paint-burner,
an apparatus for burning or softening paint by
a flame directed upon it, so that it can be removed

(Knight SHct.Jifecfi.iS'is); paint-frame(77fa/r.},
a movable iron framework for moving scenes from

the stage to the paint-bridge; paint-mill, a

machine for grinding paints or pigments ; paint-

pot, a pot in which oil-colour is contained, while

being laid on ; paint-room, (a) a room where

paints are stored ; (/<)
a room in a theatre where

the scene-painter works; paint-root, the Carolina

redroot (Lathnanlhes tinctoria}; paint-strake,

A'aut.
' the uppermost slrake of plank immediately

below the plank-sheer' (Cent. Diet.).
a 1843 SOUTHEY Comm.-pl. lik. IV. 272 Thy 'paint-be,

plaster'd forehead, broad and bare. 1858 SIMMONDS Diet.

Trade,
*
Paint-box, a child's box containing cakes of water-

colours. 1879 BLACK MacleodofD. xl, A poor_creature
a

woman-man a thing of affectation, with his paint-box, and

his velvet coat, and his furniture. 1827 J. WOODMAN Patent

Specif. No. 5476. 2 My 'paint brush is of bristles. 1842 J.

COLE Patent Specif. 'No. 9228. 4 The paint brush, after

it is formed is soaked. 1882 YOUNG L\: Man his cxi'n

Mech. 1576 The hair of this brush is longer than that

of the ordinary paint brush. 1898 Atlantic Monthly
I.XXXII. 497/2 The exquisite vernal iris and the scarlet

painted cup, otherwise known as the Indian's paint-brush
and prairie fire, splendid for color. 1815 BUKNEV Falconer's

Marine Diet., 'Paint-Cisterns, in ships of war, are

cisterns made of wood, and lined with lead, to contain

the different kinds of paint. 1886 All the Year Round
38 Aug. 79 Snuffboxes, too, were found among the perfumes,

*paintcloths, and washes. 1894 OutingCU. SJXXIV. 118/2
The tramper may leave the highway with impunity.., fol-

lowing the little signs and 'paint-marks on the trees. 1825

J. NICHOLSON Operat. Mechanic 454 Curriers' shavings,
which are used for cleaning "paint-mills. 1885 HOWELLS
Silas Lapham (1891) 1. 17 I've got a whole 'paint-mine out
_ .t__ r .00. Lr .-. -~ />.'.-* 1W*,-1, ^i,r\nl *f>al*f

curn. se to mx pan w n , ,

[etc.]. ci86o H. STOAKT Seaman's Catech. 62 The paint

and *paint oil is stowed in the paint-room. 1840 R. H.

DANA Be/. Mast viii. 18 We sat, with our brushes and

'paint-pots by us. 1890 Cent. Diet.,
*
Paint-remover, a

caustic alkaline paste used to take off old paint in order to

prepare the surface for repainting. 1866 DARWIN Orig. Spec.*-
(1871) 83 Snow-while s ar more orce tan mere pant-

white, or ceiling-white. 1888 M. B. HfiSH in Art Jrnl. LI.

177/1 No expensive "paintwork, in feeble imitation of the

wood it covers. 1859 SALA Gas-light , D. vii. 85 That com-

fortable *paint-worn manginess about the handle.

Faint (p^nt), vl Forms: 3-6peint(e,peynt(e,

4-7 paynt(e, (5-6 pant(t, poynt, 5-6, 9 dial.

pent(e, 6 painot, paynct, peignt, Sc. pynt, 6-7

peinct), 4- paint, (6 painte). J'a.pfle. 3 i-,

y-peint, 3-4 y-, i-peynt, 4 peynt, paynt, paint ;

4-5 y-, i-paynted ; peinted, peynted, -id, 5-6

paynted, -yd, -yt, 4- painted. [ME. ad. OF.

feintl-re (3rd sing. pres. feint, pa. pple. feint)
=

Pr. fegner. It. fignere, fingere :-L. fingers (3rd

sing, pingit, pa. pple. finct-us) to paint. The

early ME. pa. pple. feint, yfeint, was a direct

adoption of F. feint, and may have been the

earliest part of the vb. adopted ; cf. ATTAINT.

Otherwise the natural form of the word in Eng.
would be fain as in complain, distrain, etc.

But the earliest evidence for the vb. yet found vs, peintunge,

PAINTING M. sir., in Ancren R. a 1225.]

1. trans. To make (a picture or representation) on

a surface in colours ;
to represent (an object) to the

eye on a surface by means of lines and colour; to

depict, portray, delineate, by using colours.

To paint (an object) klaek, white, red, etc. : to depict or

portray as of that colour.

c 1290 Btltet 2127 in i'. Eng. Leg. I. 167 For jwane men

peyntiez an Anletnesse \Harl. MS. an halewe] : y ne seoth

ft noujt bi-leued pat bere nis depeint (v. r. ypeint] a Roundel :



PAINT.

al-a-boute be heued. 1197 R. GI.OUC. (Rolls) 3613 Peron

ypeint
was. . J>e ymage of vre leuedy. 13.. Coer de L. 5728

In his blasoun, verrayment, Was y-paynted a serpent, c 1375
Sc. Leg. Saints xi. (Symon <$ Judas) 69 He send til hyme
bane a paynteore, bat rycht sle wes in portratore, to paynt
his fygur propirly. 1387 TREVISA Higdeti (Rolls) I. 13

Gregorius..seib, 'I haue peynt a wel faire man, and am my
self a foule peyntour '. c 1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) vii. 24 pai
wald paynt J>e aungell black and J>e fende qwhite. 1456 SIR
G. HAVE Law Anns (S. T. S.) 41 This story is payntit in

mony placis. 1517 TORKINGTON Pilgr. (1884) 3 He shewyd
the pepyll a pictur poyntyd on a clothe, of the passion of

our lorde. 1653 H. COGAN tr. Pinto*s VravAxi. 257 A little

child [who]- .appeared in the same fashion as we are accus-
tomed to paint Angel Is. 1805 SOUTHEY Pious Painter \. i,

Kut chiefly his praise And delight was in painting the Devil.

1875 HAMERTON Round iny House ii. (1876) 31 Picturesque
old houses, . .which an artist would be glad to paint. Mod.
His portrait is to be painted for the Reform Club.

b. To adorn (a wall, tapestry, window, etc.)

with a painting or paintings. (Mostly in passive.)
(.1386 CHAUCER Knt.'s T. 1112 Al peynted [v.r. peinted]

\vasthewal in lengthe& brede . . Ffirst on the wal was peynted
a forest. 1387 TKEVISA Higden (Rolls) II. 313 His schippe
f>at was i-peynt wib a dragoun. 1511 GuVLFORDE Pilgr.
(Camden) 37 All the body of the churche .. paynt id witli

storyes from the begynnynge of the worlde. 1784 COOK
yd Voy. II. iii. 267 A kind of additional prow painted with
the figure of some animal. 1813 MAR. EDGKWORTH Patron.

(1833) I. vi. 105 To paint a new window for the gallery.

fc. Said of writing (as a kind of painting). Obs.

1561 Reg. Privy Council Scot. I. 174 Quhillds markis nor

descriptioun..is on na wyise speciiht. discrevh, nor payntit
in nor upoun the said libell as aucht to haue bene. 1638
BAKER tr. Balzac*s Lett. (vol. II) 142 These are not words
that one reades, and are painted upon paper, they are felt.

d. transf. Said of the effect of coloured light.

1831 BREWSTER Optics u. 6 The green light from G..and
the blue light from B will fall upon the paper, .thus painting
upon the paper .in inverted image.. of the object. 1851
RUSKIN Stones Ven. (1873) II. v. 150 Like the Iris painted
upon the cloud.

e. intr. or absol. To practise the art of painting ;

to make pictures.
c 1386 -CiiAi'CER Knt's T. 1229 Wel koude he peynten

lifly that it wroghte. 1530 PALSGR. 651^2 He can paynte
and portrer as wel as any man in al this countray. 1669
STURMY Mariner's Mag. vn. xxxiv. 50 To grind Gold to

Write and Paint. 1821 CRAIG Lect. Drawing- viii. 417 To
paint also implies to draw.

f. intr. (for neuter-passive). To form a (good,
bad) subject for painting.
1860 READE Cloister $ I/, xliii. (180,6) 123 War was always

detrimental.. . But in old times., it pain ted well, sang divinely,
furnished Iliads

2. Jig. a. To depict or display vividly as by
painting.
1561 T. HOBY tr. Castigliones Cpnrtyer in. (1577) Q iv,

[He] meeteth her in the teeth, with such heauy passion
paincted in his eyes. 1780 BENTHAM Princ. Legist, xiv. i

If even each atom of your pain could be painted on my
mind. 1814 GARY Dante, Par. iv. n Desire Was painted in

my looks. 1875 JOWETT Plato (eel. 2) IV. 85 The bad have

pleasures painted in their fancy as well as the good.
b. To depict or describe in words; to set forth

as in a picture; to present vividly to the mind's

eye, call up a picture of.

1406 HOCCLEVE Misrule 247 Thogh fauel peynte hir tale in

prose or ryme. 1560 DAI'S tr. Sleidaue's Comnt. ii9bt

Oh unsatiable woulves : howe ryghte..have the Prophetes
and Apostles, .paynted and set you forth in your colours.

1605 ist Pt. leronimo (1901) Hi. hi, Reueng, giue my toong
freedom to paint her part. 1766 FORIJYCE Serm. Yng. Worn.

(1767) I. i. 13 What words can paint the guilt of such a
conduct? 1783 CRABBI: Village \. 53, I paint the Cot As
Truth will paint it, and as Bards will not. 1865 GOSSE /,<
*t Sea (1874) 308, I try to paint, in poor and feeble words,
a few of the features and objects.

3. To colour with a wash or coating of paint ; to

cover the surface of (a wall, door, etc.) with paint ;

to colour, stain ; hence, to adorn with colours.

a intflOwl fy Night. 76 pine e^en beo|> colblake and brode
Riht swo hi weren ipeint mid wode. a 1300 Cursor M.
9912 pis castelL.es painted..O thre colurs o sundri heu.
Ibid. 9924 pe thrid [colur].,bat be kirnels ar paint [r'.rr.

paynt, peynt] wit-all. ^1400 MAI/SDEV. iRoxb.) xxx. 137

Many faire halles and chaumbres, paynted with gold and
azure. 1610 HOLLAND Camden s Brit. \\. 30 Their ancient

maner and custome of peincting their bodies. 1617 MORVSON
Itin. (1903) 83 Commonly paynting the mayne and taile. .of

their horses with light coulers, as Carnation and the like.

1704 J. PITTS Ace. Mahometans viii. (1738) 163 The Women
..paint their Hands and Feet with a certain Plant call'd

Hennah. 1875 HAMERTON Round my House ii. (1876) 35
Wainscoted with old oak that had been painted grey. Mod.
Are you going to paint or varnish the wood-work ?

b. transf. To colour by any means.

1377 LANGL, P. PL B. xix. 6 Pieres be plowman was paynted
al blody, And come in with a crosse. c 1385 CHAUCER
/.. G. ifr. 875 Tisl>e

t
How withhise blod hire selue gan sche

petite,
c 1586 C'TESS PEMBROKE Ps. LXXI. x, Ages snow my

head hath painted, a 1698 SOUTH Sen/i. IILxi. 420 If God
so cloaths the Fields, so paints the Flowers. 1814 Sporting
Mag. XLI 1 1, 70 His eyes were much swollen and painted.

1851 TRENCH Poems 155 Where the sunbeam. .wuiind.. to

paint With interspace oflight and colour faint That tesselated

floor. 1876 GEO. ELIOT Dan. Dcr. Iviii, Seeing the young
faces '

painted with fear'.

' fig' To adorn or variegate with or as with

colours
;
to deck, beautify, decorate, ornament.

1377 LANGL. P. PL B. xv. 176 He can purtreye wel |>e

pater-noster and peynte it with aues. 14. . Sir Beues 1132
(MS. M.) All the wyndowes and all the wallis With cristall

was peynted. 1509 HAWES Past. Pleas, xxvi. (1845) 114
A ryall playne, With Flora painted in many a sundry vayne.
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1533 GAU Richt Vay 16 Thay that payntis thair body with

precious clais. 1667 MILTON P. L. v. 187 Till the Sun
paint your fleecie skirts with Gold. 1750 SHENSTONE Rural
Elegance 60 Or humble harebell paints the plain. 1866 K.

TAYLOR Pine Forest Monterey, Spring, that paints These

savage shores.

4. To put colour on (.the face in order to beautify
it artificially; ;

to rouge; also rejl.

1383 WVCLIF 2 Kings ix. 30 Forsothe lezabeL.peyntyde
hyre ee^en with strumpettis oynment, and sche anournede

hyre heued. c 1400 Destr, Troy 434 Wemen haue wille in

bere wilde youthe to fret horn with fyn perle, & baire face

paint. 1599 CHAPMAN Hum. Day's Jfirth Plays 1873 I. 77
She is very faire, I thinke that she be painted. 1678 HKX-
HAM Dtt. Dict. t

To Paint ones face as Gentle-women do,
Blancketten. 1712-14 POIJK Rape Lock v. 27 Since painted
or not painted, all shall fade, And she who scorns a man,
must die a maid. 1852 THACKERAY Esuiond n. vii, 'She's
not so so red as she's painted ', says Miss Beatrix.

b. intr. for refl.

13.. Cursor M. 28014 (Cott.) Yee leuedis. .studis hu your
hare to heu, hu to dub and hu to paynt. c 1532 Du WES
Introd. /*>. in Palsgr. 945 To paynt as women do, farder.
1602 SHAKS. Ham, v. i. 213 Let her paint an inch thicke, to

this fauour she must come. 1712 ARBUTHNOT John Bnll\\\.

i, She scorned to patch and paint. 1862 W. COLLINS A'o

Name iv. iii. II. 187 'Shall I paint?' she asked herself..
' the rouge is still left in my box '.

f c. intr, (_/?.) To change colour ;
to blush.

To paint white, etc. : to turn pale. O/>s.

^1613 MIDDLETON +Y0 Wit like Woman s n. i, Look to

the widow, she paints white. Some aqita ceelestis for my
lady ! 1616 B. JONSON Devil an Ass n. vi, You make me
paint Sr

. Wit. The' are fair colours, Lady, and naturall !

1623 MIDDLETON More Dissemblers Besides Women i. i,

I'll KISS thee into colour : Canst thou paint pale so quickly?
5. Jig. (trans.'} To give a false colouring or com-

plexion to
;
to colour highly, esp. with a view to

deception. Now rare or Obs.

c 1386 CHAUCER Pars. T. p 948 Thow shall nat eek peynte
thy confession by faire subtile wordes to couere the moore

thy synne. a 1400-50 Alexander 4427 He can practise &
paynt & polisch his wordis. 1551 T. WILSON Logike (1580)

2!), Rhetorike at large paintes well the cause, And make
that seeme right gaie. 1601 SIK W. CORNWALLIS ss.

t
So

are most of the actions of the last ages; but painted with
counlerfeite colours. 1778 SIR J. REYNOLDS Disc.

yiii. (1876)

443 The writers, .where taste has begun to decline, paint
and adorn every object they touch.

f6. intr. To talk speciously ; to feign; to fawn;
b. trans. To flatter or deceive with specious words.

1430 //ore Il'ise Man Tau$t Sonnc 105 in Kabees Bk. 51
Y wole neihir glose ne peynt, But y \vaarne bee on \.e obir

side. 1513 BRADSHAW St. Werbiirge i. 52 Other to flater,

and paynt the company. 1530 PALSGR. 655/2, 1 peynt, I

glose or speke fay re, je ad'ile. 1588 SHAKS. /-. L. L. \\. i.

16 Nay, neuer paint me now, Where faire is not, praise can-

not mend the brow. 163* LITHGOW Trav. x. 488 You leye,

you paint, you faine.

7. trans. To apply with a brush, as an external

medicament ; to treat (any part) in this way : see

PAINT sb. 2 c.

1861 HEADLAND Mcd. Handbk. 233 The vinegar of can-
tharides..is painted over the part with a camel hair brush.

1899 Allbutt's Syst. Med. VIII. 524 Liquor potassae, diluted

with an equal part of water, should be painted on. Mod.
The part affected should be painted with iodine.

8. /;//;'. (slang.'} To drink.

1853 WHYTE MELVILLE Dlgby Grand ii. I. 70 Each hotel

we passed.. called forth the same observation, 'I guess I

shall go in and paint '. 1857 KINGSLEY Tiyo Y. Ago xxiv,

Pegasus doth thirst for Hippocrene, And fain would paint
imbibe the vulgar call Or hot or cold, or lung or short.

9. Phrases. To paint (any one) black', to repre-
sent as evil or wicked ;

so not so black as he is

painted. Topaint the town red (slang, orig. U.S.) :

to cause an excitement or commotion, to go on a

boisterous or riotous spree.
1596-1837 [see DEVIL sb. 22 cl- a 1686 SOUTH Senu. II. ix.

356 Do but paint an Angel black, and that is enough to

make him pass for a Devil. 1894 SIR E. SULLIVAN Woman
112 These husbands are . . not always so black as they are

painted. 1884 Boston (Mass.) Jrnl. 20 Nov. 2/4 Whenever
there was any excitement or anybody got particularly loud,

they always said somebody was 'painting the town red
1

.

1897 Chicago Advance 15 July 74/3 The boys painted the

town [New York City] red with firecrackers [on Indepen-
dence Day]. 1900 CAPT. M. H. HAYES Among Horses in

Ritssia\. 36, I have found them, .in no way inclined to paint
town and country red on the slightest provocation.

flO. Withadbfo. Paint forth - Paint out 1 1 a.

1558 KNOX First Blast (Arb.) 12 Nature I say, doth paynt
them furthe to be weake, fraile. .and foolishe. 1615 CHAPMAN
Odyss. xix. 684 My information well shall paint you forth.

1649 in Nicholas Papers (Camden) 148 lit is of very great
concernment towards the painting forth of the Presbitery.

11. Paint out. a. fTo express or display by

painting; to execute in colours (obs.}\ fig. to

depict as in a painting or vivid description.
1556 in Robinsons transl. Mores Utofi. (Arb.) i64Drawen

and painted oute with master Mores pen.silk, 1581 J. BELL
Haddorts A nsw, Qsor. 461 b, Emongest many pictures of

our Lady.. the very same which Luke did painte out for

hUowne use, and reserved with great reverence. 1633 Am 1
.

WILLIAMS in Laud's Wks. (1857) VI. 336 [They] have with

their deceitful colours.. painted me out as ugly unto your
grace as they have done your grace formidable unto me.

1718 MORGAN Algiers I. vi. 177 That notable Amazon .. is

painted out as a very Masculine Lady. 1809 MALKIN Gil

Bias iv. vi. r 12 Some good-natured friend in the dark has

painted ^ou out for a reprobate,

fb. To copy in colours. Obs.

1670-98 LASSELS l-'oy. Italy II. 33 Tho. Earl of Arundcl

got leave to have it painted out, Ibid. 52.

PAINTED.
c. To blot out or* efface by covering with paint.

i86a WILKIE COLLINS No Name iv. vii, I am going to give
the lie direct to that she-devil Lecount, by painting out your
moles. IQOI Daily Chron. n July 9/7 The btar . .has carried
those of the Starfish, with the last four letters painted out,
but so faintly that the painted-out letters could be read.

t Faint, fc'.- Obs. A'attt. [app. back-formation
from PAINTER -.] trans. To make fast (an anchor)

i on a ship with a '

painter*.
1485 Naval Ace. Hen, I'll (1896) 68 Holies to paynte

thankers with.

t Faint, ///. a. Obs. In ME. peint, peynt.
[a. F. peint-. see PAINT t'.

1
] Painted.

[1340 Aycnb. 26 Berieles ypeynt and y-gelt.] c 1394 P. Pi.
Crude 193 Y-paued wib peynt til. 1399 LANGL. Rick. Kedeles
in. 196 No proude peniles, with his peynte sieve.

Faintable(p^
-

ntab'l),a. [f.PALNTz/.
1 4- -ABLE.]

Capable of being painted ;
suitable for a painting.

1833 lilacfav. Mag. XXXIII. 957 If he would call the

picturesque whatever is not beautiful nor sublime, yet
, paintable, (pardon the horrid word,) well. 1833 New Monthly
Mag. XXXVIII. 162 This great poet is ouen more paint-
able than his brethren. 1862 W. W. STORY Roba di R.
(1863) I. ii. 10 The new and (.lean is not so paintable .. as
the tarnished and soiled, 1900 HKKKOMEK title (Romanes
Lecture) England Lovable and Paintable.

Hence Fai'utableness.
1894 Athenseum 23* June 810/1 A good example of that

aspect of nature for the discovery of which and of its paint-
ableness the world is greatly indebted to Mr. Whistler.

1 Pai'ii-ta:king. Ubs. [i.
PAIN sb.* + taking,

gerund of TAKE
?'.]

1. Receiving or suffering of punishment.
1382 WveuPACttAu. v. 17 [14] Vp on a theef is confusioun,

and peyne taking [1388 penaunce, Vulg. pcenittntia\.
2. = PAINSTAKING^.; sometimes including the

;
notion of enduring pain.
1528 TINDAI.E Obed. Chr. Man 108 b, They thinke also that

God . . reioyseth and hath delectation in oure payne takynge.
1556 OLIJK Antichrist 92 b, Silvester the ^econde, who. .was

promoted to be pope by the devilles diligent payne taking.

1567 MAPLET Gr. Forest 80 The other by his paine taking,

sleepe quietly and" take their rest.

Fainted(p^'nu'd) f ///.<z. [f.
PAINT v.i- + -ED 1

.]

1. Depicted in colours, represented in a picture ;

executed in colours as a picture, likeness, or design.
a 1300 Cursor M. 23215 Painted fire-.bat apon a wagh war

wroght. 1552 HULOET, Paynted ymages in silinges and
tables, anaglypha. 1601 SIK W. CORNWALLIS Ess, xlvii,

What is [this] but to feed the auditory with dishes by the

Painter, not the Cooke? when examined .. it proues a

painted shoulder of mutton. 1708 COLERIDGE Anc. Mar.
n. viii, As idle as a painted Ship Upon a painted Ocean.

2. Coated or brushed over with colour or paint ;

ornamented with designs or pictures executed in

colour; having the face artificially coloured.

1420 LYDG. Assembly of Gods 1341 Kesydyuacion gooth
Toward Macrocosme, with a peyntyd fa.se. 1526 TINDALE
. lets xxiii. 3 God shall smyte the thou payntyd wall. 1604
E. G[RIMSTONE] D'Acosta's Hist. Indies v. ix. 354 It carried

vpon the head, a pointed myter of painted paper. 1769
OKAY Install. Ode 8 Let painted Flatt'ry hide ner serpent-
train in flowers. 1^84 COOK yd l

r
oy. I. Introd. 8 When

Great-Britain was hrst visited by the Phceincians, the in-

habitants were painted Savages. 1851 KUSKIN Stones I 'en.

(1873) II. iv. no The traditions annealed in the purple

burning of the painted window.

b. Jig. Coloured so as to look what it is not
;

unreal, artificial ; feigned, disguised, pretended.
1377 LANGL. /'. PI. B. xx. 114 With pryue speche and

peynted wordes. c 1380 WYCLIF IVks, (1880) 271 Prelatis of

j>e world & peyntid foolis of religion. 1426 LYDG. DC Guil.

Ptlgr. 10947 I1 f r a ' tn >' peynted wordys swete, My staff in

.sotlil wylnatlete. ifai^Us^G Debates Ho. Lords\^.s>mfav\)

46 Sir Ed. Villiers his paynted friend, and Mompesson an
obdurate enemy. 1728 SHERIDAN Pershis v. (1739) 67 Nor
are you to be deceived by painted Expressions. 1852
ROBERTSON Serin. Ser. i. xix. (1866) 326 The life of men was
a painted life.

J. fig. Adorned with bright or varied colouring,

highly coloured, variegated.
CI470 HENRYSON Mor. Fables v. (ParL Beasts) xv, The

peyntit pantheir, and the vnicorne. 1526 Pilgr. Per/.

(W. de W. 1531) 63 The pecockes paynted fethers. 1714 L.

FlusDF.N Speech of Pluto in Pot-t. Misc. 140 And painted
Meads smile with unbidden FlowY*. 1844 Lu. BftOUCHAM
A.Lunel\\\. vi. 189 The cattle, and painted birds, stretched

their weary limbs, .and soothed their hearts.

4. In specific collocations : often used to form

the specific name of an animal or plant of con-

spicuous colouring, as painted duck, goose, honey-

eater, mallow, ray, etc. ; painted bat, an East

Indian bat {Kerivoiila picta) with brilliant orange

colouring ; painted beauty, a brilliant American

butterfly {Vanessa huntcra ; painted bunting,
name for two birds : (a] the Nonpareil, Cyanospha
art's; (b}

=painted longspur\ Painted Chamber
(in contemporary AF. cha^mhrepeynte], a chamber

in the old Palace of Westminster, in which in early

times Parliament often assembled (first recorded in

1339", an(^ m wmcn tne Sovereign sometimes met

the two houses: its walls were painted with a

series of battle scenes (see Stubbs Const. Hist.

(1875) xx. 748 ; Brayley and Britton Westminster
i 401) ; painted clam, an edible porcelainlike

bivalve (Callista gigantca} of the southern United

States ; t painted cloth : see CLOTH 5 ; painted

cup, t a name for ^a) the plant Bartsia viscosa ;
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(6} any species of the N. American genus Castilleia,

having bracts more brilliant and showy than the

flowers; painted finch, 'one of several species
of Passerina or C'yanospiza, the nonpareil, the

Indigo-bird, or the lazuli-lmch : so called from
their brilliant -and varied colors'

; painted grass,
the striped variety of Fhalaris aninJiiiacea, Lady's
laces ; painted ground : see quot. ; painted
hyena - HYEXA-DOG {Lycaon piftus) ; painted
lady, (a) a species of butterlly ( I'anessa or jyra-
meis cardui) of orange-red colour, spotted with
black and white; (b) a party-coloured variety of

Pink or Diantlnis
; (f) also painted lady pea,

a variegated species of Lathyrits, esp. of the Sweet
Pea

; painted longspur, a North American bird,

Centrophane.s piclits (Cones Key A'. Anit'r. liirds

(1884) 358); painted mischief (slang), playing
cards ; painted quail, a name applied to several

birds allied to the quail, esp. to those of the genus
Excalfactoria; painted snipe : see qtiot. 1896;
painted tortoise, turtle, an American mud-
turtle ( Chiysemys picta) brilliantly marked on the
under surface with red and yellow.
1893 NEWTON />:/. ISirJs 459 The..;gaudy "Painted Hunt-

ing or Nonpareil. [1339 Rolls of Purlt. I. 106/1 En la

'Chaumbre de Peynte. 1350-1 //'/>/. 225/1 En la Chaunibre
BlaunchepiesdelaChaumDrePeynte.] ^1543111 Parker Doin.
Arc/lit. 1 1 1. 79 The parlement chambre & paynted chambre.
1654 (title} Speeches of His Highnesse the Lord Protector
to the Parliament in the Painted Chamber. 1875 STUBBS
Canst. Hist. III. xviii. 129 He [Hen. VI] had been brought
into the painted chamber to preside at the opening of parlia-
ment. 1488 in Ripon Ch. ^c/'JfSurtees) 286, j *pantid cloth
cum pictura S. Autonii. 1528 Test. AYvr. (.Surtees) V. 253
A paynted clothe w lh Chri.ste and ij thefes upon it, iiij^.

1542-1654 [see CLOTH st*. 5]. 1787 WITHERING lirit. Plants
(ed. 2) II. 632 Bartsia, *Painted-cup. 1866 Tretis. Bat.,

Painted-cup, an American name for Castilleja. 1730
MORTIMER in Phil. Trims. XXXVI. 431 Fringilla tricolor,
the *painted Finch .. ; its Head and Neck are blue; its
Hack green, and the Kelly red. 1597 GERARIIE Hcrl-al \.

xix. 2. 25 Usually of our English women . . called Ladies
Laces, or "Painted grasse. 1884 MII.LF.K Plant-n., Painted
Grass. 1881 Standard 3 Oct. 2/1 Designs, .which remind
the ancient spectator of that portion of the old Fleet Prison
once known as 'the 'painted ground ', because of the vivid
illustrations that distinguished it. 1868 WOOD Homes "with-
out //. xii. 220 Called the *Painted Honey- Eater on account
of the variety of its colouring. Its scientific name is Ento-
mophila. picta.. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Snpp.,

"Painted lady,
a term for a particular sort of carnations, the flowers of
which have all their petals red or purple on the out side,
and white underneath. 1760 J. LKE Intrcd. Bot. App. 321
Painted Lady Pease, Lathyrus. 1823 CRABB Techiwl.
rt:,j n-!.-i-j j f.. .L _ .

- --

1890 Daily News 14 Oct. 5/1 The butterflies of autum
admiral and painted lady, sail from bush to bush. 181^
Greenhouse Contp. II. 25 .Vlalva miniata, *painted Mallow,
a shrub introduced from South America in 1798. 1879
Daily News 8 Mar. (Farmer!, There are plenty of ways of
gambling . . without recourse to the '

*painted mischief'.
1895 LYDEKKER Roy. Nat. Hist. IV. 416 The common
*painted quail (Excalfactoria chinensis) inhabits the Indo-
Chinese countries, especially the lower hills. 1838 YARRELL
Brit. Fishes II. 433 The Small-eyed Ray, or "Painted Ray.
Raifi microcclla-la. i8u Sporting Mag. 63 Called the
"painted snipe. 1896 NI-IWTON Diet. Birds 886 The so-called
Painted Snipes, forming the genus Rostratnla, or Rhynchxa.
..Three species are now admitted, natives respectively of
South America, Africa and southern Asia and Australia.

Painter 1
(p^-mai). Forms: 4-5 peyntour,

peynteur, payntoure, -eore, 4-6 payntur, 5
paintour, payntor, peyntoure, poyntowre,
panter, 5-6payutour, peyuter, 5-7 paynter, (6
peyntar, penter, peineter), 5- painter. [ME.
a. A F. feintoiir OF. peintour, -tor (regimen-case
olpeintre = Pr. pinlor, Sp., Vg.pintoi; It.pintore)
: Com. Romanic pinctor-ein, for L. piclor-em,
agent-n. from fingers to PAINT. In i5-i6th c.,
the ending was conformed to the -er of native

agent-nouns.] One who paints.
1. An artist who represents or depicts objects on

a surface in colours
; one who paints pictures.

1340 HAMPOLE Pr, Const. 2308 Ne swa sleygh payntur
never nan was, .

.j'atcouthe. .paynt a poynt aftir bair liknes.
c 1375 Paynteore [see PAINT v. 1

i]. 1382 WYCLIF Esther \. 6
1 he whiche thing the peynteur with wonder diuersete made
fair, c 1440 Proiiif. Parv. 407/1 Poyntowre, or peyntoure,
factor. 1538 in yicary's An.it. (1888) App. xii. 238 Payde
to Hans Holbyn, one of the Kingis paynters. 1561 T. HOBY
tr. Castiglione's Courtyer I. K b, A most excellent peineter.
1634 W. TIRWHYT tr. Balzac's Lett. 223, I avoid the sight
of all Paynters. .lest they shew me the patterne of ray pale
visage. 1759 JOHNSON Rassclas xxix, A painter must copy
pictures, 1870 RUSKIN Lect. Art v. 121 The greatest of
English painters.. our own gentle Reynolds.

b. Jig. One who describes something in a

pictorial or graphic style; a pictorial describer.
1570 DEE Math. Pref. 37 To describe, .how, vsuall howers,

may be (by the Sunnes shadow) truely determined: will be
found no sleight Painters worke. 1774 GOLDSM. Rctal. 63A flattering painter, who made it his care To draw men as
they ought to be, not as they are. a 1877 BAGEHOT Lit.
Stud. (T&V)) 205 The great works of the real painters of
essential human nature.

2. A workman who coats or colours the surface
of things (as woodwork, ironwork, etc.) with paint.
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c 1400 Destr. Troy 1591 Ofall!>ccraftes. .Parnters, painters, 1

pynnersalso; Bochers, bladsmythis, baxters amonge. 1483
Act j Rich. Ill, c. 12 i Artificers of the said Realm.. I

Spurriers, Goldbeaters, Painters, Sadlers. c 1515 Cocke
LorelCs />. 9 Fyners, plommers, and penters. 1711 Act
10 - Inne c. 18 57 All.. Printers Painters or Stainers of any
such Paper. 1862 Alt ]>. Round 18 (Jet. 133 Orphans of

parents bricklayers, painters, carpenters' who had never
been upon the parish '. 1891 E. PEACOCK .V. Brendon I, 26
We are compelled to call both the President of the Royal
Academy and the man who paints our carts and hot-bed
frames by the common name of painter.

b. \\ ith of, or in objective comb. : One who
paints (i. e. either '

depicts ',
or ' adorns with

colour') what is indicated by the context. Alsoyfy.
1844 LD. BROUGHAM A. Lnnel III. iv. 125 She has some

pretensions as a painter of still life. 1853 W'IHTTIKR Garden
i O Painter of the fruits and flowers, We own Thy wise

design. Mod. He was a famous painter of lions.

f 3. (See quot.; Obs.
1688 R. HOI.ME . \rmoury in. 152/1 Colours, of which there

is only seven used in Glass-painting .. Black, called Painter

by them.

4. altrib. and Conih., chiefly appositive, ys,painter-
husband, -minister, -muse, -saint; painter-like adj. ;

painter's brush ; painter's colic, a form of colic

to which painters who \vork with poisonous pre-

parations of lead are liable, lead-colic; fpainter's
gold, orpiment ; tpainter's oil, linseed oil.

1821 CR \IG Lect. Druii-'ing ii. 138 The form will scarcely
ever be forgotten.. that has ever been looked on with a
'painter-like feeling. 1693 WATTS On Death Aged Rela-
th'-- v, The "painter-muse with glancing eye Observ'd a
manly spirit nigh. 1899 Month Jan. 38 The *painter-saint of
Fiesnle. 1685 G. \lEKnon Notirencl. Cler. ^6 A 'Painter'-,

Brush or Pencill, Penicillum. 1822-34 food's Study Mi d. ] .

173 Two cases of violent
'

painter's rolic. 1899 . / lllnttt's Syst.
Med. VIII. 7 'Occupation neurones' snchas painter's coli>: or
mercurial tremor. 1872 Rl'SKiN l'^i^L-'s X. 199 When the

English gentleman becomes an art-patron, he employs his

"painter-servant only to paint himself and bis house. 1591
PEKCIVALL Sf>. Diet., Oropel, leather gilt, 'painters gold [1599
Minsheiiadds: Orpin or base gold for painters]. 1611 COTGK.,
Oripeau, base gold, leafe gold, false gold, Orpine, Painteis

gold. 1545 Rates ofCustoms c ij, 'Paynters oyle the barrel.

1583 lliid. Dvj, Painters or Linsed Oyle.

Fainter 2
(p^-ntei). Kant. Also 5-9 paynter.

7-9 penter. [Derivation uncertain. Connexion
with PAXTEK sb.-, net, snare, K. pantiere, has been

conjectured; but no corroborative evidence has
been found. Cf. P.U.VT v.-
Cf. also OF. pentoir, pemloir anything for hanging things

on, of which Godef. lias one isth c. instance glossed as
'

cordrige de forte resistance '.]

1. The rope or chain with which the shank and
flukes of the anchor, when carried at the cathead,
are confined to the ship's side. Now always

'

SHANK-PAINTER, q. v.

iffrl
Naval Ace. Hen. /7/(i8,6)44 Paynters for the ankres

iiij. I r495 Ibid. 258 Bowpayntours for destrelles feble j

Shankpayntors for destrelles worne & feble ij.] 1661 J.
TATIIAM London's Tryuinphs in Heath Grocer's Couip.
(1869) 478 Stand ready by the Anchor Let go your open
Penter, and hold fast your Stopper. [1769 FALCONER Diet.
Marine (1789), Shank-Painter, a short rope and chain
which hangs the shank and flukes of an anchor up to the

ship's side, as the stopper fastens the ring and stock to the
cat-head.]
2. A rope attached to the bow of a boat, for

making it fast to a ship, a stake, etc.

1711 W. SUTHERLAND Shipbiiild. Assist. 154 For the Long,
boat. . . Painter, J the Boat Rope and i of the Le(ngth).
1757 ROBERTSON in Phil. Trans. L. 34 The skiff was . . let

down ; but the painter not being fast, the rope run an end,
and the skiff went adrift. 1790 WOI.COTT (P. Pindar) Adv.
to

Fut.^
Laurcat Wks. 1812 II. 338 Just like the Victory or

Fame That by its painter dra<;s the Gig or Va\\ 1. 1806
Naval Chron. XV. 462 This, .allowed time to cut the boat's

penter. 1831 TKKLAW.VKY Adv. Younger Son (1890) 311,
I.. slipped the painter which held the boat. 1861 HUGHES
Tom Bro-Mti at Oxf. ii. (1889) 15 [He] jumped out with the
painter of his skiff in his hand. 1876 BESANT & RICE Gold.
Butterfly xv. 130 Painters in London boats are sometimes
longish ropes, for convenience of mooring.

b. To cut (or slip) the painter (Jig.) : to send
a person or thing

'
adrift

'

or away ;
to clear off ;

to sever a connexion, effect a separation.
a 1700 B . E. Diet. Cant. Crew s. v., /'// Cut your Painter

for ye, I'll prevent ye doing me any Mischief. 1785 GROSE
|

nict. I'ulg. Tongue s.v., I'll cut your fainter fc>r you, I

I'll send you off. 1867 SMYTH fSailm-'s ll'ord-bk. s. v.,
' Cut

your painter ', make off. 1888 T. W. REID Life W. E.
Forster II. 99 The sooner we 'cut the painter' and let the
Greater Britain drift from us the better it would be for
Englishmen. 1891 1C. KINOLAKE Australian at H. 4 On
the contrary, the idea of '

cutting the painter
'

is not popular.
Fainter :!. [Variant of PANTHER, prob. from

i6thc. Eng. panter or F. 'pant/tire (pronounced :

pantire).'] Name in some parts of N. America for
the American panther or cougar <Felis concolor}.
1823 J. F. COOPER Pioneers xxviii, It might frighten an

older woman to see a she painter so near her, with a dead
cub by its side. 1901 ROOSEVELT in Scribntr's Mag. Oct., '

The cougar. .. In the Eastern States it is usually called
panther or painter ; in the Western States, mountain lion,
or, toward the South, Mexican lion. The Spanish-speaking
people usually call it simply lion.

Fai'nterly, a. (adv.) rare. [f. PAINTER! +
-LY 1, -.] Like, or pertaining to, a painter ;

characteristic of a painter, artistic, b. adv. In
a way proper to a painter, artistically.

PAINTING.
a 1586 SIDNEY Arcadia I. (1590^ 55 It was a very white and

red vertue, which you could pick out of a painterly glnvse
of a visage. 1822 T. G. WAINF.WRIGIIT Ess. <y Crit. (1880)
248 A painterly arranged exclamation of this kind. Hid. 261
How well made up how painterly !

Pai-ntership. nonce-red, [f as prec. + -smr.]
The function or position of a painter.
1553 \I- WOOD tr. Gardiner's True Obedience G viij, Let

him striue also to continue stil in his chief paintour-hip,
lea^t another

pa~.se him in conning, & so haue the name
of the cheif painter from him.

Fainter-Stainer = PAIXTI:MI i and 2.

The name by which the members of the City of London
Livery Company of Painteis luhich included painters in
senses i and 2', are designated in their charier, in win. h
connexion it has continued in use to the present day. The
restriction of meaning stated in quot. i;c6. and repeated in
later Uicts., doe's not seem to be in accordance with fai is

1504 Deed in J. G. Cra..e Coinf. I'ainter-Ktaincrs (lESo'

Steyners. 1582 Grant ofByelauis, 'I he . . fellowship of the
arte of paynters, alias paynters stayners of the City of
London. 1604 Act i Jas. /, c. 20 Xo manner of per-<xi
. . .shall . . make any manner of worke or workes, or lay
any manner of Colour or Colours. Tainting or Paintin-js
wbatsoeuer, in the sayd Art or Mysteiy of I'ainlers Stainers
aforesaid . . vnlesse [etc.]. 1706 J 'i iii.i ii s' ed. Ker-ey\ Painter-
St.iincr. one that makes draughts of, and paints all si its
of (.'cats o] Aim-., with other Devices belonging to the Art
of Heraldry. 1709 SIKVI^E Ann. Ref. (1824) I. xiii. -AJ,

Forced to become an apprentice for ten years to William
Gardiner, painter stainer of London. i8'8o ). (',. CUACK
[Ma-ter] '////<' S.>me Account of the \Vor.-hipful Company
of Painter-Stainers. U-id. ad I'm., This Company may lairly
appeal to all good citizens to join in the v, \~\\ expressed in
their lime-honoured toast 'May the Pninter-SlainetV CMII-
pany flourish root :md branch for ever '.

Paint-house, obs. variant of PKNTHUI'SK.
Faintiness . pt-i-ntines). [f. I'AINJY a. +

-XKSS.] The quality of being painty.
1884 ISazaar 22 Dec, 663/3 Faults of feeble colouring and

splashy painliness. 1885 Bri.i.ci H 6'. JanicS'-ne v. 5^ With
bow little painliness they shine forth fi\ m their frames.

Fainting u^-mir),, -M. il>.
[f. PAINT v. +

-ING!.] The action of the veib PAINT, or that
which is painted.
1. The result or product of applying paint or

colour; colouiing; pictorial decoration.
a 1225 Ancr. R. 392 Ine schelde beofi brt-o binges, }

et

treo, and bet leSer, jv. In peinttinge. 1495 V'nr-isa'i l'-aitli.

De P. R. xvi. xcix. 587 Glasse is amonge stones as a fole

amonge men fur it taky tb al manere of colour and pa> ntyng.
1607 biiAKS. Timoii \. i. 155 A peice of Painting, which I do
beseech Your Lordship to accept. 1760-1 in Willis ,v Ciaih
Cambridge 11886) II. 496 Repairing the painting of the
room. 1817 J. EVANS E.iciirs. II 'indsor eic. -22 A rich piece
of painting in enamel, a 1859 MAC.UT.AY Hist. En,^. \.\iii.

^'. 112 (_Jaxers who admired the painting and gilding of
his Excellency's carriages.
2. (oner. A representation of an object or scene

on a surface by means of colours
;
a picture.

1388 in WyclifsSel. M'ks. III.462.-\lleinenworschipynge

- painting. 1639 X. ..

Bosq s Coinpl. ll'oniani. 10 To refresh the eyes with their

paintings. 1809 W. ULAKK Descr. Catul. f 2 The distinction
made between a Painting and a Drawing. 1859 GUI.LICK
& '1'l.MBs Painting 275 Perhaps the most remarkable painting
of the eighteenth century in France.
3. The representing of objects or figures by
means of colours laid on a surface

; the art of so

depicting objects.
1440 Promp. Paiv. 390/2 Peyntynge, or portrature . .

pictura.. 1638 JUNIUS Paint. Ancients 12 The facultie of
Painters.. knoweth no end in painting. 1770 SIR J. REY-
NOLDS ins. (1855) 329 There are excellencies in the art of
painting beyond what is commonly called the imitation of
Nature. 1841-4 EMERSON Ess., Art Wks. (Bohn) I. 148
Painting and sculpture are gymnastics of the eye.

b. Jig. The depicting in words, representation in

vivid language.

of it is so lively, and the words so moving. ^'1877 riAGEHOT
Lit. Stud. (ifc79) 207 Few things in literary painting are
more wonderful.

4. The action of colouring or of adorning with

paint ;
the colouring of the face with paint ; an

instance of this. Alsoyf^.
1497 N,m. Ace. Hen. I'//(iBg6) 237 Workyng abougbt the

payntyng of the seid ship. 1579 W. WILKINSON Cartful.
I-am. Lone 48 These his vayne payntynges of his margent,
shall hereafter make his cause more odious. 1650 FULLER
Pisga.li iv. vi. 116 Painting was practised by Harlots,
adulterated complexions well agreeing with adulterous con-
ditions. 1715 SOUTH Serin. IV. i. 46 Like the Plaistering
of Marble, or the Painting of Gold. 1880 OUIDA Cloths iii.

17 It is all cant to be against painting.

t 5. coiur. Pigment, paint. Obs.
1591 PERCIVALL Sp. Diet., Mudas, painting for womens

faces, I'ncus. 1594 GREENE & LODGE Looting-Class Wks.
(Grosart) XIV. 27 The costly paintings felcbt fro curious
Tyre, Haue mended in my face what nature mist. 1608
TOPSELL Serpents (1658) 695 Adulterated with meal, chalk,
white-earth, or painting. 1650 BULWER Anthrcpomet. 158
Thou defacest the features of God, if thou cover thy Face
with painting.
6. attrib. and Comb., as painting apron, -cleaner,

-room, etc.; f painting-cloth = PALNTED cloth.
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PAINTING. 382 PAIR.

1668 R. HEAD Eng. Rogue n. 112 Old painting Cloath ..

Dives in the flames .. the Prodigal on Horse-back. 1769
C. LEADDETTEH Mcch. Dialling xxvii. 148 Painting Brushes

of Several Sizes. 1804 Enrop. Mag. May 329/1 The back
offices and painting-room abutted upon Landlord's . . auction-

room, 1837 MRS. SHERWOOD //. Alilner I. xiii. 57 Bits of

broken plates, which Henry used as pallets and painting-
stones. 185* THACKERAY Esmond i, As one has seen un-

skilful painting-cleaners do. 1876 LOWELL Among my
Bks, Ser. n. 311 He would come to the painting-room and
sit silent for hours,

Pai'iiting", ///. a, [f. as prec. + -ING *.] That

paints : see the verb.

1628 EARLE Microcosm.
, Player (Arb.) 42 He is like our

painting Gentle-women, seldome in his owne face, seldpmer
in his cloathes. 1752 FOOTE Taste n. Wks. 1799 I. 23 That

gentleman.. that we see'd at the painting man's.

Hence Fai'ntingness (i
f

are) t pictorial quality.
1801 W. TAYLOR in Robberds Mem. I. 374 One cannot

enough praise the expression and paintingness of the style.

Paintless (pintles), a. [f. PAINT v. and $b.

+ -LESS.]

f 1. Incapable of being painted or depicted.
1729 SAVAGE Wanderer n. 246 By woe, the soul to daring

actions swells ; By woe, in paintless patience it excels.

2. Destitute or devoid of paint.
1859 HELPS Friends in C. Ser. n. (ed. 2^ I. n Sordid, ..

paintless, blackened houses. 1868 DILKE Greater Brit. I.

i. xi. 122 We met them with peaceful paintless cheeks.

t Fai ntment. Obs. rare. [f. PAINT v. -f

-MENT.] Painting, adornment with colours.

1597 BEARD Theatre God's Judgein. (1612) 67 Along the
verdant fields all richly di'deWith Natures paintments, and
with Floraes pride. 1622 ROWLANDS Gosd NewesQ Bad X,
15 Where, .natures paintrnents, rud, and yellow, blew, With
colours plenty round about him grew.

Paintress (p?*ntres). [ad. F. peintresse, in

1 5-1 6th c. also paintresse (Godef.), fern, ofpeintre
painter.] A female painter ;

a woman who paints.
1 1. A woman who paints or rouges her face. Ol>s,

1633 T. ADAMS Exp. 2 Peter iii. i AS the cunning paintress
deals with her face.

2. A woman who paints pictures ;
a female artist.

1741 Corr. bctw. Ctess Hartford $ C'/ess Pom/ret (1805)
II I. 225 We went to see the paintress Rosalba, who is now
old. dM4aefor. Mag: XXXIX. 353 Nature .. adorning
and touching up, like a paintress, her choice works. 1884
H. S. WILSON Stud, Hist. 160 She was a paintress of repute.

b. With of, or a genitive, or sb. atlrib.

1790 H. WALPOLE Let, to Miss Berrys 10 Oct. (1846) VI,
370, I long to hear that its dear paintress is well. 1826
KIRBY & SP. EniomoL (1828) III. xxix. 72 This admirable

paintress of natural objects. 1880 C. K.F.ENE Let. in Life
(1892) x. 314 A friend .. a rattling fine animal paintress.
3. A woman employed in painting pottery-ware.
1825 J. NICHOLSON Operat. Mechanic 474 As both males

and females are employed in this branch, the men are called

painters, the women paintresses: but in blue-painting,
where no men are employed, the women are called bhtc-

painters. 1893 E. L. WAKKMAS in Columbus (Ohio) Disp.
4 May, One [daughter] maybe a 'paintress ', coloring the

cheaper wares.

fParntrix. Obs. rare. [Sec-TRix.] =prec. 2.

'547 in I'icarys Anat. (1888) App. ii. 117 Item to Misteris

levyn Terling, Paintrix, x li. 1762 H. WALPOLE Vertue's
Anccd, Paint, v. Wks. 1798 III. 90.

tPai'ntry. Obs. Also 6 -tre. [ad. obs. F.

peintrie (i5tnc. in Godef.): see -BY.] The action

or product of painting ; alsoyf^.
1511 Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scot. IV. 296 For certane

colourls [etc.] boght be him for the paintre of the Kingis
gret schip. 1533 GAU Richt Vay 16 Ymagis or payn tre.

*573 G. HARVEY Letter~bk. (Camden) 103 No bombast or

paintry to helpe deformity. 1653 M ANTON Exp. James i.

ii When . . you walk in a garden or field . . think thus with
yourselves : Here is a goodly show and paintry.

tFainture. Obs. Forms: 3-8 pein-, 4-5
peyn-, 5 paynture, -toure, 5-8 painture. [ME.
a. OF. peinture, painture (nthc. in Godef.) =*

Pr., Sp., It.pintura (beside Pr. pictura^ It. pit-

turd} : late L. *pinctura for pictftra painting, f.

pingfrc-j piet-, pinct- to paint: see -URE. Fainture
is thus ult. a doublet of PICTURE.]
1. The action or art of painting, or depicting

objects in colours ; style of painting. Also _/?.
c 1386 CHAUCER Doctor's T. 33 With swich peynture She

peynted hath this noble creature. 1398 TREYISA Barth. De
P. R. xix. xxxvii. (1495) 879 The Egypciens fonde fyrst
paynture. 1593 G, HARVEY Pierces Super. Wks. (Oosart)
II. 118 The next peece, not of his Rhetorique, or Poetry,
but of his Painture. 1668 DRVDEN Ess. Dram. Poesy
59 Shall that excuse the ill Painture or designment of
them? ^1718 PF.NN Tracts Wks. 1726 I. 482 The primi-
tive Christians abhorred Painture. [1846 LANDOR Wks.
(1876) IV. 226 We have suffered to drop away from us the
beautiful and commodious word, .painture,)
2. That which is painted; painting, pictorial
work

;
a painting, picture.

/i 1225 A tier. K. 242 Al nis bute ase a scheadewe al nis
bute ase a pemture. 1381 WYCLIF i Chron. vi, 29 He made
in hem cherubyn, and palmes, and dyuerse peynturis. if 1400
MADHDBV. (Roxb.) viii. 29 To fordo >e paynture and be

ymages >at ware purtraid on be walles. 1496 Dives $ Paup.
L iiL 34/2 The lewde man sholde use his bookes, that is

ymagery and paynture. (11533 LD - BERNERS Gold. Bk.
M. Aurel. (1546) Y ij b, The whiche paintures were sayed to
bee of the handy warke of the expert Appelles. 1668
DRYDEN Ess. Dram. Poesy 69 The shadowings of Painture
..being to cause the rounding of it.

3. A substance used in painting ; a paint, pigment.
1387 TREVISA Hidden (Rolls) I. 387 pey wolde .. make ..

dyuers figures..and peynte hym wib ynke ober wib oj>ir

peynture and colour, c 14.49 PKCOCK Refr. n. ix. 193 Graued
and ourned with gold and othere gay peinturis, 1620
THOMAS Lat. Diet., Atrajiuntunt. . .Inke, blacke painture.

Painty (p^'nti), a. [f.
PAINT sb. +-Y.]

1. Of, belonging to, or abounding in paint.
1873 W. MORRIS in Mackail Life (1899) I. 292 The big

room is bare and painty. 1891 C. JAMES Rom. Rigmarole
181 Do you mind this painty smell?

2. Of a picture: Overcharged with paint; having
the paint too obtrusive.

1870 Athenaeum 21 May 680 Being rather opaque, not to

say painty, in some of its less important parts. 1884 Ch.
Times 410/1 A telling landscape, too painty, but the com-
position is good.

Pain-worthy : see PAINSWORTHY.

Painy, Painym: see PAYEN Y, PAYNIM.

t Paiocke. [Known only in the passage cited.

It has been variously viewed by editors as a mis-

print for pacocke, pecocke, or other obs. form of

PEACOCK, or as some dialect form of that word, or

as being the older spelling (with i for/) ofpajock,
for an alleged northern Sc. pea-jock =

peacock,
Various other conjectures have been offered.

The spelling Peacock or pcacocke is found in the First

Folio in the 5 other places where the word occurs, and
there seems no reason why Hamlet should here use a stray
dialect word. The context suggests that Hamlet was going
to say

' A very, very Ass ', but checked himself at the last

word and substituted this.]

1602 SHAKS. Ham. in. ii. 295 Hani. For thou dost know :

Oil Damon deere, This Realme dismantled was of loue
hhnselfe, And now reignes heere, A verie verie Paiocke.
Hora. You might haue Rim'd. I Pope reads: For thou
dost know, O iJamon dear, This realm dismantled was Of
Jove himself; and now reigns here A very very peacock,]
[Hence 1899 Hlackw. Mag. Feb. 354^1 We think of Beau
Biummell rather as a 'very, very pajock

'

than a man of
bones and sinews.]

Faip, pape (p<
T
p). Sc. Also pep (Jam.), [var.

of PIP.] The stone of a cherry, sloe, plum, or

other stone fruit; an orange pip, etc. The faips,
a game played by schoolboys with cherry-stones.
1721 KKLLY Sc. J*rov. 2 A Head full of Hair, a Kirkle full

of Hips, and a Briest full of Papes, are three sure Marks of
a Daw. 1808-25 JAMIESON, JPaip t

s>. cherry-stone. . .Three of
these stones are placed together, and another above them.
These are called a castle. The player takes aim with a

cherry-stone, and when he overturns this castle, he claims
the spoil. [But in some districts the missile is a large flat

metal button, a bit of slate, or a marble.] 1821 Klackw,
Mag. IX. 401 note, Papes are cherry-stones, which are
collected with care by the boys, and furnish them with
numberless sources of amusement. 1885 SIR R. CHRISTISON

Autobiog. I. ii. 33 Cherry trees in my young days were
robbed as much for the papes as for the cherries.

Paip, Paiply, Sc. ft". POPE, POPELY.

Pair (pe*.f, sbl Forms: 3-5 peire, peyre,
4-7 paire, payre, (4-5 (9) pare), 4-6 payr, 5

peyr, (peyer, payir, 5-6 par, payer, 6 paier,

parre, pero), 4- pair. [MK. a. .paire: ~L.pariat

pi. neut. of pCir, pari- equal, taken as sing. fem.

Cf. L. par sing. neut. (more than 50 examples in

Durham Ace. Rolls^ Surtees), It. f/<zr, pato, Sp.,

Pg. par, OF. par, pair\ also Ger., Du. paar
(OHG., MHG./<zr),Da.,Sw.,Icel./tf>; the form

par, pare, was in use also in ME.
; pair, payr,

without final -e, is occasional in 14-1 5th c.

Pair is now followed by of, as in 'a pair of gloves'; but of
was formerly omitted, as 'a pair gloves

r

t cf. Ger. ein paar
handi-chuhc. After a numeral pair was formerly used in

the sing, form; 'three pair (of) shoes' Ger. drei paar
schuhe; this is still retained colloquially, and in certain

connexions ; but the tendency is now to say
* three pairs '.]

I. Two associated together; a set of two.

1. Two separate things of a kind that are asso-

ciated or coupled in use, usually corresponding to

each other as right and left (less frequently as

upper and under). Such are things worn on or

adapted to the right and left limbs or sides of the

body, as ' a pair of gloves, leggings, shoes, stock-

ings, spurs, stirrups, fetters, sculls
', etc. ; also

(colloq. and somewhat Immorously} the two bodily
members themselves, as 'a pair of eyes, ears, lips,

jaws, arms, hands, heels, legs, wings ', etc.
; also,

other things used side by side, as 'a pair of folding
doors, curtains', etc.

[1278 in Durham Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 487 In 2 paribus
arsuns.] c 1290 Beket 20 in S. Eng. Leg. I. 107 Ake euere he
hadde ane peire feteres faste him up-on. 1375 BARBOUR Bruce
xni. 465 Seven hundreth paris of spurls rede War tane of

knychtis that war dede. 1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. v. 256 And
haue ymade many a kny?te bothe mercere & drapere, pat
payed neuere for his prentishode nou;te a peire gloues.
c 1386 CHAUCER Wife's Pro!. 597 He hadde a paire Of legges
and of feet so clene & faire. IJ^TRRVISA Barth. De P.R.
v. xx. (Bodl. MS.) If. ipb/2 Somme [teeth] bene pares twey
ouer and tweyne nebir. 1478 W. PASTON jr. in P. Lett..

Ill, 237 Ij. schyrtes,and a peyer of sclyppers.
hain Rec. IV. 184 A pere of shows for the neytar boye.
1647 WARD Simp. Ca&ttfJS Truth [doth] best, when it is

spoken out, through a paire of open lips. 1678 BUTLFR//W.
in. L 701 Our Noblest Senses act by Pairs, Two Eyes to

see, to hear two Ears. 17x1 BUDGEI.L Spect. No. 425 F i

Thro' a Pair of Iron Gates. 1865 DICKENS Mitt, Fr. i. i,

The girl rowed, pulling a pair of sculls very easily.

b. Hence various colloquial or familiar locutions :

Pair ofhands)
a man; to take or show a clean or fair

pair of heels: see CLEAN a, 3 d, FAIR a. 8 d ; pair of laivn
sleeves, a bishop ; pair ofoars ; see OAR s&, 3 a ; another or
a different pair of shoes or boots, a different matter j pair
ofwheels, a two-wheeled vehicle.

iS98FLORios.v. yratf/^//(mra, As we sale the cushions
inapaireofoares. i6z3CocKERAM r. s.v. Fenchmonth, Which
fee, for a paire of Wheeles is foure pence, and for Paniers
two pence. 1630 R. Johnson*s Kingd. fy Conimw. 592 Her
enemies brought ten hundred thousand paire of hands to

pull downe the wals of Jerusalem. 1844 MACAULAY Ess.,
Earl of Chatham (1887) 817 At every levee, appeared
eighteen or twenty pair of lawn sleeves. 1859 THACKERAY
I'irginians II. xvi. 130 If Mr. George had been in the army,
that., would have been another pair of boots. 1865 DICKENS
Mut. Fr. i. xv, 'That, sir

', replied Mr. Wegg,..'is quite
another pair of shoes '.

2. In the names of single articles of clothing,
instruments, or tools, composed of two corre-

sponding parts, which are not used separately, and

consequently are named only in the plural : e. g.
* a pair of breeches, trousers, or stays ;

a pair of

scissors, tongs, bellows, compasses, spectacles,
balances, stocks*.

1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 8013 Amorewe uor to werle a peire
of hosen \y.r. a peyre hose] of say. 1390 GOWER Conf. II.

318 Out he clippeth also faste Hire tunge with a peire
scheres. ^1425 Eng. I'oc. in Wr.-Wiikker 657/16 Hie
culigna, Ae

pare belovvs. 1530 PALSGR. 182 Suche instru-
mentes or toles as we in our tong use to name by payres..
a payre of bellows, a payre of stockes, a payre of spectacles.
1563 SHUTE A rehit. IJ j b, Take a paire of compasses and
set the one poincte of the compasses . . vpon ye line vnder the
Abacus. 1671 LADY M. BEKTIE in \-zth Rep. Hist. MSS.
Cotnm. App. v. 23 She was so ill with wearing a paire of

perfumed bodyes that she was forced to goe to bed. 1784
COOK yd Voy. II. vii. 351 Our new visitor had on a pair of

green cloth breeches. 1870 DICKENS E. Drood it, Two
pairs of nut-crackers.

3. Two persons or animals of opposite sexes.

a. A man and woman united by love or marriage ;

an engaged or married couple.
1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. ix. 164 Many a peire sithen the

pestilence, Han plight hem togideres. 1590 SPENSER F. Q.
in. x. 16 A wanton payre Of lovers loosely knit. 1590 SHAKS.
Mids. N. iv. i. 96 There shall the paires of faithfull Louers
be Wedded, with Theseus, all in iollity. 1667 MILTON
P. L. iv. 534 Live while ye may, Yet happie pair. 1727-46
THOMSOM Swinner 1172 Young Celadon And his Amelia
were a matchless pair. 1807 CRABBE Par. Reg. \\. 105 Next
at our altar stood a luckless pair. 1869 A. B. EDWARDS
Debcnhams K0sflxiii,Thenewly-rnarried pair were installed

in a compartment by themselves.

b. Two partners in a dance.

1770 GOLDSM. Des. I'ill. 25 The dancing pair that simply
sought renown By holding put to tire each other down.
1781 COWFKR Hope 13-14 As in a dance the pair that take
the lead Turn downward, and the lowest pair succeed.

1844 DICKENS Christmas Carol ii, Three or four and twenty
pair of partners ;. .people who would dance.

C. A mated couple of animals.

13. . E. E. Allit. P. B. 335 Of vche horwed, in ark halde
hot a payre. la 1366 CHAUCER Rom. Rose 107 The smale
foules. .They peyned hem, ful many a peyre, To synge on
bowes blosmed feyre. 1567 MAPLET Gr. Forest 6 b, There
is a paire of them, Male and Female. 1795 COWPER Pair-

ing Time 44 All pair'd, and each pair built a nest. 1838
ncycl. Brit. (ed. 7) XVI. 733/1 They [eagles] not only

pair, but continue in pairs all the yearround ; and the same
pair procreates year after year.

4. A set of two
;

two individuals (persons,

animals, or things) of the same kind taken together;

esp. when associated in function, purpose, or posi-
tion ; a couple, brace, span. Sometimes said of

two objects of different kind when intimately asso-

ciated and viewed as a group.
a 1300 Floriz $ BL 566 Swiche him serueb a day so faire

Amoreje moste ano^er peire. 1418 E. E. Wills (1882) 32,

ij peire of my best shetes. r 1430 LVDG. Min. Poems (Percy
Soc.) 236 [He] Took out of helle sonlys many a peyre.
c 1430 Keas, fy Sens. 218. c 1470 HENRY Wallace vn. 225
Vpon the bawk thai hangit mony par. 1486 />'<&. St. Albans
F vj, A Couple or a payer of botilHs. 1575 LANEHAM Let.

(1871)8 A payree of great whytesyluer lyuery Pots for wyne.
1638-9 in Swayne S'arum Chnrchw. Ace. (1896) 210 Paire
of Sawyers for 29 dayes. a 1703 BI/KKITT On N. T. Mark vi.

13 The Jesuits send forth their emissaries by pairs. 1776
WITHERING Brit. Plants (iyq(>) III. 639 [/ 'icia lutia\ Flowers
sometimes in pairs. 1800 WORMY. Pet Lamb 14, 1 watched
them with delight, they [maiden and lamb] were a lovely

pair. 1856 WHYTE MKLVII.LE Kate Co~s. xii, The pair [horse
and rider] looked what the gentlemen call 'all over like

going'. 1873 PROCTOR Elcin. Astron. xiii. 121 The stars of
the pair are seen to circle round each other. The very fact

that they so circle shows not only that they form a real pair,
but that they attract each other.

b. Short for pair of horses, two horses harnessed

and running together.
1727 FIELDING Love in Sev. Masques v. xiii, Six Flanders

mares the former drives^
The latter but a pair. 1782 COWPER

Gilpin 12 All in a chaise and pair. \H&-$Chambers's Bk.

Days I. 554/2 Who would dare to call two horses anything
but a pair when they are harnessed to a carriage, though
they maybe two in any other situation? 1866 MRS. RIDDELL
Racefor Wealth xxiii, Let. .Mrs. Robinson drive out with
a pair.

C. In Parliamentary language, Two voters on

opposite sides who mutually agree to abstain from

voting in order to be absent from a division with-

out affecting the relative position of parties.
1845 DISRAELI Sybil iv. i,

' We want a brace of pairs ',
said

Lord Milford. 'Will you two fellows pair?' 1889 Daily
News 5 Apr. 4/7 The actual majority, however, would
have been the same in any case a pair is a pair; one for,

one against. 1894 Ibid, n May 5/2 Sir John Gorst . . was



PAIR.

originally paired with Mr. Robertson, . . the pair being
'

off',

Sir John Gorst was available for pairing with the Home
Secretary. A still later arrangement shifted the pair to
another member of the Opposition, leaving Sir John Gorst
free to vote.

d. Short for '

pair of oars
'

: see OAK s&. 3 a, b.

1885 Whitakers Aim, 400/1 The two old Oxonians,
Lowndes and D. E. Brown, were undoubtedly the best pair.

1890 Ibid. 590/2 Looker and Clark of the Thames won the
Senior Pairs.

e. In other connexions : e. g.
Pair of cards, two of the same value (see also 6) ;///

ofcolours )
two flags belonging to a regiment, one the royal,

the other the regimental flag ; hence, the position or com-
mission of an ensign; cf. COLOUR 70; pair of dice, a set of
two ; pair ofindentures, knives, etc. : see these words.
^ 1386 CHAUCER Pant. T, 295 The kyng..Sente him a

paireof dees of gold in scorn. 1680 COTTON Comfl. Gamester
in Singer Hist. Cards (1816) 348 A pair is a pair of any two,
as two kings, two queens, &c. 1745 SWIFT Direct, Servants,
Footman, From wearing a livery, you may soon probably
carry a pair of colours. 1747-1871 fsee COLOUR sb. 7 c].

1870 HARDY & WARE Mod. Hoyle 80 (Cribbage) If the

adversary were then to play another five, he would . . score
two for the pair.

5. Sometimes a mere synonym for two, and

formerly used loosely for a few, two or three. Now
mostly superseded in this use by a couple.

1599 MASSINGER, etc. Old Law n. ii, What is't to bide
A little hardness for a pair of years, or so? 1611 SPEED
Hist. Gt, Brit. ix. xii, (1623) 704 Fewer by a paire of
thousands. 1629 SHIRLEY Wedding i, I may be compeld
within A pair of minutes to turn ashes. 1630 B. JONSON
New Inn ii. ii, To entertain you fur a pair of hours. 1837
LANDOR Peutameron, $t& Day's Interview Wks. 1853 II.

348/2 Your mention of eggs ..has induced me to fancy
I could eat a pair of them.

II. A set, not limited to two.

1 6. A set of separate things or parts forming
a collective whole ; e. g. a set (of gallows, harness,

mimbles, etc,); a suit (of armour); a string (of

beads) ; a pack (of cards) ;
a complex musical

instrument, as * a pair of organs, clavichords, vir-

ginals, bagpipes'; a chest (of drawers). A pair of \

arrows, a set of three arrows (Cent. Diet. 1890).
AH O&s., or only dial. (But see b, c.)

13.. Cursor M. 7896 (Cott.) pe king a pair o letters

[v. rr. a letter, lettres] writte Did, and gaf hini-self to ber.

1340 Ayenb. 258 pet on wyfman ssel habbe uor hare body
ine one yere zuo uele payre of robes. 1377-1697 Peyre
bedes, pare of bedes, etc. [see BEAD sb. 2]. c 1385 CHAUCEK
Knt's 'I. 1263 And somme woln liaue a paire plates large.
1426 Paston Lett. I. 12 Certeyns mafTaisours . . tiie seyd :

John Grys. .by the space of a myle to a payre galwes ledden. '

1493 in Cliappell Pop. Mus. (1879) I. 49 Delivered to a
merchaunt for a pair of Organnes 30^. 1513 DOUGLAS
sEneis vn. iv. 74 Apoune the postLs also niony ane payr Off

\

harne; hang. 1530 PALSGR. 182 1'ites cartes, a payre of
card.s to playe with. 1558 WillqfHinion (.Somerset Ho.),
A paler of virginalls. 1632 LITHGOW Trav.\\. 285 Fourty
paire of Chaplets. 1656 EARL MONM. tr. Boccalinfs Advts.
Jr. Parnass. i. ii. (1674) 3 A pair of Cards, which the ,

Serjeants, .found in his pocket. 1706 E. WARD Wooden
Woild Diss. (1708) 62 He's as proud of these, as a High-
lander is of a Pair of Mag-pipes. 1825 JAMUCSON.S. v., 'A pair
o' Carritches

',
a catechism ;

' a pair o' Proverbs
',
a copy of

!

the Proverbs, used as a school-book; 'a pair o
1

pullisees',
a complete tackle of pullies, etc. 1852 THACKERAY Esmond
in. vii, We had a pair of beautiful old organs in Castlewood
Church. 1853 CAKLKTON Traits <y Stories (1860) I. 263A thin, sallow little man, -with a pair of beads, as long as
himself. 1894 Northumbld. Gloss, s. v. Pair^ *A pair (

chest) of drawers.' ' A pair of cards '. . .

' A pair o' pipes '. . .

All these terms are in common general use.

b. Pair of stairs : a flight of stairs. Often used
as equivalent tojlooroi story, as two pair of stairs

,

or shortly, two pair, the second floor or story.
Also attrib., as in a one (or two] pair (of stairs}

lodging, room, window, etc.

IS3 PALSGR. 182 Viigz dcgrez,i\. payre of stayres. 1628
EARLE Microcosm. t Tanerne (Arb.) 33 A Tauerne Is a !

degree, or (if you will) a paire of stayres aboue an Alehouse, i

1662 J. STRYPE in Lett, Lit. Men (Camden) 178 One
[Chamber], which is a very handsome one, and one pair of
stairs high. 1710 Loud. Gaz. No. 4668/4 Numb. 5. in

I

Brick Court in the Middle Temple Lane, two pair of Stairs,
on the Right-hand. 1749 FIELDING Tom Joites xiv. vi,

\

That Nightingale should procure him either the Ground :

Floor, or the two Pair of Stairs. 1761 MRS. F. SHEKIDAN
Sidney Bidulph III. 127 Working for my bread in a two '

pair of stairs room. 1844 DICKENS Mart. Chuz, ii, Mr. Peck-
sniff, .turned him loose in a spacious room on the two-pair
front. 1853 CLOUGH in Longfellow's Life (1891) II. 257,
I stay in there, up two pair, ..from eleven to five daily.

c. Pair of steps : a flight of steps; also, a port-
able set of steps used in a library, etc.

1755 in Picton L'pool Munic. Rec. (1886) II. 155 A breast
wall and pair of steps from the shore or road up to the
Ladies' Walk. 1761 COLMAN Genius No. 2. in Prose Sev.

\

Occas. (1787) I. 25, I could as easily have scaled the monu-
ment, as have come at the tip of her chin without the help
of a pair of steps. 1884 \V. ALOIS WRIGHT Bible Word-bk.
(ed. 2) s.v., We still speak of a 'pair' of steps or stairs.

7. (Also written pare.) A company of miners

working together (Cornwall, America) ;
a team of

mules carrying tin.

1846 J. TRENOODLE Spec. Dial. 26 (E. D. D.) Ef P'ranky's

peere
wornt drunk. 1855 J.

R. LEIFCHILD Cornwall 146
Though the takers or one pitch vary from two to twelve in
number. ..This partnership is termed a pair of men, what-
ever the number may really be. 1871 Trans. Amer. Inst.

Mining Eng. I. 202 One 'pair
1

(two or more men working
in common) may be losing money. 1882 ]V. Cornw. Gloss,,
Pair of moyles (mules), usually about thirty, for carrying

383
'

tin. 1883 Standard 28 Sept. 3/6 (Cornwall) A '

pare
'

of ten
men were working at a night shift underground.

III. 8. attrib. and Comb. : pair case (see quot. ) ;

pair-skating, skating performed by pairs ; pair-
toed a. Ornith., having the toes in pairs, two
before and two behind

; pair-wise adv., in pairs.
1884 F. J. BiuTTEN Watch $ Clockm. 183 [The] *Pair

Case [was] the old style of casing watches with an inner
watch case containing the movement and an outer case

quite detached from the inner. 1903 Daily Chron. 14 Feb.

4/7 To this event succeeded the 'pair-skating competition.
1868 Proc. Zool. Soc, 316 A few Cuckoos represent the
"Pair-toed Coccygomorphae. 1831 CARLYLE Ess., Nibcl-

ungenlied\i.'&-i?) HI, 122 Such as continued refractory he tied

together by the beards, and hung "pair-wise over poles.

fPair, sb* Obs. rare" 1
, [f. PAiRf.^; but the

text is doubtful.] Impairment, abatement.
c <375 Cursor M. 7382 (Fairf.) lesse welcomed him ful faire

Samuel him talde wib outen payre.

Pair (pe-u), t'.i
[f. PAIR sbl]

1. trans. To make a pair by matching (two
persons or things or one with another) ; to place
together as adapted or suited to each other

;
to

provide with a *

fellow' so as to make a pair.
1613 SIR E. SACKYILI.E in Guardian No. 133 My lord, .had

not paired the >wurd I sent him to Paris ; bringing one of
the same length, but twice as broad. 1695 WOODWARD Nat.
Hist. Earth i. (1723) 26, I can pair, with Sea-Shells, several
of these Fossil ones. 1849 HKYANT Innoc. Child, Innocent
child and snow-white flower ! Well are ye pair'd in your
opening hour. 1855 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. xii. III. 231 The
French ambassador and the French general were well paired.

fb. To be a match for; to match, equal. Obs.

1603 DRAVTON Odes xvi. 8 That Shee which I adore,
Which scarce Goodnesse selfe can payre.
2. intr. To 'go' with, so as to match.
i6n SHAKS. IVint. T. v. i. 116 Had our Prince.. scene this

houre, he had payr'd Well with this Lord ; there was not full

a moneth Between their births. 1756 HO.MK Douglas n. i.

24 He might have..palr'd with him in features and in

shape. 1879 E. GAKKKTT House by Works I. 52 There was
no other figure which could pair with Barbara's.

3. trans. To arrange (two persons or things" in

a pair or couple; to associate or bring together as

mates or antagonists; to pair off (a number of

persons or things), to put two by two or in pairs.
1607 BEAUM. FL. Woman-Hatenv. ii, Virtue and grace

are always paired together. 1706 E. WARD M'ooden World
Diss. (1708) 24 Thus these two [Captain and Lieutenant] are

generally pair'd like marry'd Couples. 1711 STEELE Spect,
No. 113 F 4, I made new Liveries, new-pair'd my Coach-
Horses, 1881 TYLOR AnthroJ>ol. ix. 223 Each warrior is

j

paired with an opponent.
b. To arrange in couples of opposite sexes, as

for dancing, dinner, etc.
; esp. to unite in love or

marriage ; to mate (animals).
1673 DRYDRH -2nd Pt. Cong. Granada nr. in, Ye gods,

'

why are not hearts first paired above ? 1702 POPE Sapfilio
44 Turtles and doves of d iff'ring hues unite, And glossy jett
is pair'd with shining white. 1828 SCOTT F. M. Perth
xxix, Itjsonly whilst the timid stag is paired with the doe, ,

that he is desperate and dangerous. 1895 MAKIE COKELLI
Sorrows Satan xi, The Earl proceeded to 'pair' us all.
4

Prince, you will take Miss Fitzroy, Mr. Tempest, my
daughter falls to your escort '.

4, intr. To come together in couples ; to form a

couple; to become companions or associates
; esp.

Part, to make an agreement with an opponent
that both shall abstain from voting on a given
question or for a certain time (see PAIR sb. 4 c) ;

also to pair off.

ai-jn KEN Sion Poet. Wks. 1721 IV. 393 And tho' no
Marriages are there, We yet may, like the Cherubs, pair.
1810 G. ROSE Diaries (1860) II. 464 Several members had
paired. 18:7 Parl. Deb. 744 Sir B. Hobhouse paired off in
favour of the motion with General Thornton. 1852 MACAULAY
in Trevelyan Life (18761 II. 352, I went down to the House
and paired. 1885 Times (weekly ed.) 6 Mar. 14/2 Sir E.
Watkin neither voted nor paired on Friday night.

b. To unite with one of the opposite sex; to be-

come mates in love or marriage ;
to couple or mate.

1611
SHAKS._ Wint. T. iv. iv. 154 Your hand (my Perdita:)

so Turtles paire That neuer meane to part. 1775 SHERIDAN
Rivals n. i, There never can be but one man in the world,
whom a truly modest and delicate woman ought to pair
with in a country-dance. tTMCoWFBK^ Tale 15 A chaffinch
and his mate. ..They paired, and would have built a nest.
1828 SCOTT F. M. Perth ii, Hawks, far less eagles, pair not
with the humble linnet. 1877 A. B. EDWARDS Uf JVi/exxii.
680 The pigeons are pairing ; the time of the singing of birds
is come.

c. To pair off, to go off or apart in pairs ;

also to pair off with (colloq.), to marry.
1827 LYTTON Pelham xxi, This couple soon paired off,

and was immediately succeeded by another. 1860 EMERSON
Cond. Life, Consid. Wks. (Bohn) II. 415 Suppose the three
hundred heroes at Thermopylae had paired off with three
hundred Persians. 1865 Miss BRADDON Sir Jasper xxxv,
[If they] would only make a match of it, I should be free to

pair-oft with the lively widow. 1881 Mns. A. B. CHURCH
Cecily's Debt III. i, The other guests. -paired off amongst
themselves.

Hence Pai 'ring ///. a.

1838 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 7) XVI. 733/1 Pairing birds, .flock

together in February, in order to choose their mates.

Pair, v. 2 Obs. or dial. Forms: 4-5 peire,
(pere, 5 peiere, pey(e)r), 4-6 peyre, payre,
4-7 paire, 3-7 (dial. -9) pair, (dial, and Sc. 4-9
pare, 5-6 par, 6 payr, peare). [Aphetic f.

apeyre) apayre, AFFAIR, q. v.]

PAIR-OAK.

i f 1. trans. = AFFAIR i, IMPAIR r
; to make worse ;

to lessen. Obs.
a 1300 Cursor M. 8407 He that better can mend ben perc

\i<.r. paire, payre, peire]. 1362 LANUL. P. /'/. A. in. 123 V'r

Fader Adam heo falde wib Feire biheste ; Apoysende Popes
and peyre^ holy chirche. 1387 TREVISA Hidden (Roll*) VI.
399 He bulde newe citees and amended citees bat were
i-peyred. 1503 HAWES E.ramp. I'irt. v. 26 For that wyll
payre and yll thy name. 1546 J. HEYWOOD Prov. $ Epigr.
(1867) 73, I will., mend this house, and payre an other.

1573 TYKIE
Refit.

To Rdr. in Cath. Tractates. (S. T. S.) 10
Nother eikand nor pearand ane word. 1635 BACON Ess.,/?. (Arb.) 527 Euer it mends Some, and pairts Other.
2. intr. = AFFAIR 2, IMPAIR 2

;
to become or

row worse, to deteriorate, to fall off. Now dial
1320 Cast. Love 228 (Jud whrowght never that thyng

But hit peyred thowrgh his wonnyng. c 1330 R. BKUNNE
Chron. (1810) 296 Now alle be cuntre peires, vnnebis ouht
bei left. 1380 WVCI.IF -SW. ll'ks. III. 438 pis is cause whi

'

)-e world peyrtj?. c 1400 7 and Troy Bk. 11206 It was dight
wel & fair That he myght neuere rote nepair. c 1470 HENRY
M'allacc \, 14 Bot God abuff has maid thar rnycht to par.
1491 CAXTON Vitas Pair. (\V. de W. 1495) i. vii. lob/i The
whiche vestymentes neuer payred in desert. 1530 PALSGK.
655/2) I peyre, ^ waxe wor.se. 1597 Bi 1

. HALL Sat. vi.

i. 64 Somewhat it was that made his paunch so peare, His
girdle fell ten ynches in a yeare. 1650 T. FKOYSELL Serin*
11652) 41 So doe his gifts begin to flag and paire in him.
1828 Craven Gloss, (ed. at, Pare, to give a less quantity of
milk.

' T'cow pares feafully '. 1870 R. CHAMBERS Pop,
Rhymes Scot. 364 Februar. an ye be fair The hoggs '11

mend, and naething pair.

Pair, obs. form of PARE v.

Paired (p5jd), ppl.a. [f.
PAIR z'.

1 + -ED!.]
Associated together in pairs or twos; coupled.
1611 COTGR., Apparii') paired, coupled, matched. 1711

STEELE Spcct. No. 2-4 3 A very loving Couple most
happily paired in the Yoke of Wedlock. 1728 POI-E Dune.
i. 66 Figures ill pair'd, and Similes unlike. 1880 A. WILSON
in Cicntl.dfag. CCXLVI. 44Thelancelet..has no paired fins

or limbs.

tPai'rer. Obs. rore, 1
.

[f.
PAIR ?-.- + -Kill :

cf. AITAIHKK.] One who impairs.
c 1400 ll'yclif's Bible, Jas, Prol. (MS. Fairfax 21 Enuyouse

men.. which seyn bat y am a peirer \v.r. apeirer] of holi

scriptures.

Pair-horse pe^rfyJ.is', a. [Condensed from

pair of horsc.(s used attrib. : cf. two-horse
^ four-

korse* four-wheel^ etc.] For a pair of horses.

1854 C. D. YONGK tr. Athenxus III. ^35 Bringing with
him Glycera, the daughter of Thalaims in a pair-horse
chariot. 1875 KNIGHT Diet. Aleck., Pair-horse //art/ess,
the general name given to double harness in England. 1900
Daily AVmr 27 Sept. 9/1 His attempt to beat the one mile

pair-horse English record of 2 minutes 35 1-5 seconds.

Pairial, obs. form of PAIR-ROYAL.

Pai'ring, vbl. sb
[f. PAIR v.i + -ING l.] The

action of PAIR v.^ in vaiious senses.
1611 COTGR., Appariati&n t

a matching, or pairing'. 1838
Encycl. Brit. (ed. 7) XVI. 733/^1

The instinct uf pairing is

bestowed on every species of animals to which it is necessary
for rearing their young, and on no other species. 1851 Hr.
MAKTINEAU Hist. Peace v. v. (1877) III. 259 The custom of

pairing in the Commons. 1900 Daily AVrtw i-j June 8/4
The pairings in the thirteenth round of the [Chess] tourna-
ment, .are as follows [etc.].

b. attrib. and Comb., as pairing- desk, a desk
in the House of Commons at which members

arrange pairs; pairing-season, -time, the season

at which birds pair ;
the age at which the sexes

begin to pair off.

1795 CowptK (title) Pairing time anticipated. 1860 O. W.
HOLMES Elsie V. xii, Does the bird know why its feathers

grow more brilliant . .in the pairing .season? 1899 Daily
News 24 Apr. 7/3 Seeing him approach the pairing desk,
1 asked,

' Bo you want to go away, Sir John ?
'

t Pairing, vbl. sb,~ Obs. [f. PAIE v? + -ING i.]

Injury, damage, impairment.
1382 WVCLIF Matt. xvi. 26 What profitib it to a man, ;if

he wynne al be world, trewly he suffre peyrynge of his

soule? Vaisoo Chester PI. (E.E.T. S.) 251 He should.,
suffer her not to come him nere, for payring of his fame.
c 1617 KARL OF SOMERSET Let. to K. Jas. in Cabala (1654) 3
That which is so little, as that it will suffer no pairing, or
diminution.

Pairmain, obs. f. PEAKMAIX, kind of apple.
Pai'riueilt '. Now only dial, fAphetic f.

apairment) AITAIRMEXT: cf. PAIK z'.-]
= Aft*Aiu-

MENT, IMPAIRMENT
; injury, deterioration.

1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. ll'ace (Rolls) 2395 After ^e
pelrement [v. r. after apeyrment] of his liuere. 1382 WYCLIF
2 Cor. vii. 9 That in no thing }e suffre pelrement of vs.

c 1440 Jacob's Well 205 3if J>e thyng be werse, when )>ou

restoryst it, ..be musle restore J>e peyrement. 1874 R. E.
LEADKR in Sheffield Gioss. (1888), A gardener will say his

plants will take no pairment under such and such conditions.

t PaiTment 2
. Obs. In 4 peyr-, 4-5 payre-

ment. [app. a. an AF. *pairement, f. pairer to

couple.] ? Coupling, consortship; in phr. to hold

(a woman} in pairment.
1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. (1810) 58 Engle his wife he

[Harald] drofe away, & held in peyrmen t Egyue, J?at was
an abbes, out of hir hous had Maugre hire wille [LANGTOFT
Kt 1'abesse Eggyve de sa niesun robbayt, I-a tynt cum sa

femme]. c 1400 Laud Troy Bk. 5969 His Aunte was

rauysched with Thelamon; He held here longe In payre-
ment And gat sir Ayax verament.

Pair-oar (pea*r,59j). [Condensed from pair of
oars : cf. PAIR-HORSE.] A boat rowed by a pair
of oars : see OAK sb. 3. Also attrib.

1854 (title) Our Cruise in the Undine j the journal of an



PAIR-ROYAL. PALACE.

English pair-oar expedition through France. 1870 M.
COLLINS I'wtatt II. xvi. 277, I declare there Is a punt, and
a pair-oar too. 1899 Rffwing Almanack 209 It is the usual

practice on the river for a pair-oar to give way to a four-oar.

Pair-royal ipe"j,roi-al). Also 6 parrrall, 7

paroyal;!, perryall, parrerall, 8 pairoyal,
pairi'al. parral, 9 pri'al.

A set of three of the same kind. a. In cribbage
and other card games: Three cards of the same de-

nomination, as three fives, qneens, etc. ; double

pair-royal, four such cards.
1608 DAY Hum. out of />r. i. Cij, Shew perryall and

take't. 1680 COTTON Compl. Gamester in Singer Hist.

Cards (1816) 348 A pair-royal is of three, as three kings,
three queens, c. 1749 MRS. OELANY in Life y L'orr.

(1861) II. 519 We had in playing a 15, a pairoyal, a double

peroyal, a second peroyal, and an end game, which was 27.

1801 STKI/TT Sports i^ Past. iv. i. 267 The game is counted

..by fifteens, sequences, pairs, and pairials. 1870 HAKDY
& WARI-; Mod. Hoylc 78 In play [at cribbage] you cannot
make a double pair-royal with any cards higher than sevens,
as they would then exceed thirty-one, the limit of the hand.

b. A throw of three dice all turning up the same
number of points, as three twos, three sixes, etc.

1656 [see RAFFLE -j^.
1

i]. 1880 HARDY Ret. Xativcm. vii.

225 The raffle began, and the dice went round. When it came
to Christian's turn, he took the box with a trembling hand,
shook it. .and threw a pair-royal. Three of the others had
thrown common low pairs, and all the rest mere points.

c. transf. A set of three persons or things;
three of a kind.

1592 XASHE Strange Neiscs Ciijb, He coupled them
both. .and. .thrust in the third brother, who made a perfect
parriall of pamplileters. 1633 FURD Broken //. v. ii, On
a pair-royal do I wait in death: My sovereign .. on my
mistress .. and on Ithocles. 1635 QUARLES Embl. v. (1777)
282 That great pair-royal Of adamantine sisters. 1650
FULLER Pisgah iv. i. 26 The Moabites. . concluded, .that

that parpyall of armies had smitten one another. 1803 \V.

TAYLOR in Ann. Rt~\ I. 352 The end., might also be attained

by vesting it in a prial of Kings.
d. attributepair-royrtlheadedwK}., three-headed.

1651 CLEVELAND On Sir T. Martin 19 Pair-royal headed
Cerberus his Cozen : Hercules labours were a Bakers dozen.

Pairt, Pairtlie, Sc. f. TAUT, PARTLY, PERTLY.

ii Pais [= OF. pat's, F. pays country], in the

phrase trialper pais\ see COUNTRY 7.

1664 Spclmans Gtoss. s.v., Trialper pais. 1706 in PHIL-
LIPS. 1766 BLACKSTONE Conun. II. xix. 294 Common as-

surances . . By matter in pais, or deed ; which is an assurance
transacted between two or more private persons in pais, in

the country, 1768 Ibid. III. xxiii. 349 The nature and
method of the trial by jury ; called also the trial per pais, or

by the country.

Pais, obs. f. PACE, PEACE. Pais, van PEISE.

Paisage, obs. f. PAYSAGE, landscape. Paisan:
see PAYSAX. Paisand, van PEISAXT.

II Faisano (pai*Va-n0). [Sp., ^peasant, rustic:

see PEASANT.] In Mexico and south-west of U. S. :

A name of the chaparral-cock or road-runner,

Ceococcyx Californiamis.

1885 Harpers Mag. Feb. 421/2 The paisano. .deserves.,

kindness from man. 1893 K. SANBOKN S. California 55.

Paisant, -aunt, obs. forms of PEASANT.

Paise, var. PEASE, to appease; PEISE.

Paishcush, var. PESHCUSU. Paishe : see

PASHE. Paishwa, obs. f. PESHWA. Paisible,
-yble, obs. var. PEACEABLE. Paiss(e, obs. Sc.

ff. PACE, PASS, PEISE. Paissaunte, obs. f.

PEASANT. Paiste, Paisterer, Paistrie : see

PASTE, PASTERER, PASTRY. Pait, obs. var. PATE,
a badger; obs. Sc. i. paid', see PAY v.

t Pai'tclaith. Sc. Obs. Also pet-, pait-. A
corruption ofpaitlet, '-lot, Sc. forms of PATLET, an

article of clothing ;
associated with claith, CLOTH.

15.. Aberdeen Reg. XXIV. (Jam.), Gwnes, collaris, Pet-

claythis, curschis, & slewis [sleeves]. Ibid. XXV. (Jam.),
Four paitclaythis. 1568 in Hay Fleming Mary Q. of Scots

(1897) 511 Item ane broun goun. Item ane salting pait-clcyth.

Paith, obs. Sc. form of PATH.

f Pai'thment. Sc. Obs. [app. a blending of

pavement and paith, PATH.] = PAVEMENT. (In

quot. c 1470 the earth's surface, the ground.)
ciyjl Si\ Leg. Saints xviii. (J$ffcia*f) 719 Done I fel

one pe paythment. c 1470 HKNRY ll'athice \\n. 936 Quhen
the paith merit was cled in tendyr greyn. 1538 Aberdeen

Reg. XVII. (Jam.), The paithtment of the kirk.

Paitlat, -let, Sc. var. PATLET, a partlet.

Faitrel, variant of PEITKEL, POITKEL.

Paitrick, Paive, obs. Sc. f. PARTRIDGE, PAVE.

Paize, variant of PEISE.

Pajamahs, -mas: see PYJAMAS.

II Pajero (paxe-n?). [Sp. pajero lit. dealer in

straw, f. paja straw.] The Pampas Cat of S.

America (Felis pajeros}*

Pajock, a modernized spelling of PAIOCKE, q. v.

Pak, pake, pakke, obs. ff. PACK.
Pakald : see PACKALD.

II Pakeha (pa'k^haO- Also packeah. The
Maori word used in New Zealand for awhile man.
[i8zo Gram, ff Vocab. Lang. N. Z. (Ch. Miss. Soc.) 187

(Morris) Pakeha, an European; a white man.] 1838 A.
EARI.E 9 Months' Resid. N. Z. 146 The white taboo'cf day,
when the packeahs (or white men) put on clean clothes and
leave off work. 1845 E. J. WAKEFIKLD Adv. N. Z. I. 73 We
do not want the missionaries from the Bay of Islands, they

|
are pakeha maori, or whiles who have become natives. 1854

;

COLDER Pigeotis Parlt. in. 44 Aiding some vile pakehas In

i

deeds subversive of the laws.

Pakisbrede, variant of PAXBBEDE.

Ii Paktong (pse'k|t^rj). Also paak-, packtong.

[Cantonese dial, form of Chinese peh t'ung, i,

peh white + fung copper, (fakfong is a mere
!

scribal or typographical error, which has passed
! from Ure's Diet. Arts into various other works.)]
\
Chinese nickel-silver ;

an alloy of copper, zinc,
and nickel, resembling silver.

1775 /4. Reg. ii. 34/2 A specimen of the orepaaktong, or

\\hite copper. 1839 URF Diet, Arts, Packfong. 1856 \\".

A. MILLER Elan. L'hein. II. 864 Owing to the remarkable

whitening power which nickel exerts on brass, it is now
much used in the manufacture of packfong. 1883 S. W.
WILLIAMS Middle Kingdom II. 19 The pehtung, argentan,

i or white copper of the Chinese is an alloy of copper, zinc,
nickel and iron;.. these proportions are nearly the same as
t Jerman silver.

Fal (peel). J/'. 1 slang or low colloq. Also 7-9
pall, 9 pell. [a. Kng. Gipsy pal brother, mate

(Smart & Crofton) = Turkish Gipsy pral, plat,
1

Transylv. Gipsy pcral brother.] A comrade, mate,
, partner, associate *chum*; an accomplice in crime

or dishonesty.
1681-2 HerefordDioc. Reg. Dcpos. 29 Jan. 51 Wheare have

you been all this day, pall ?. .\Vhy, .pall, what would you
have mee to doe? 178. PARKER Life's Painter 136 Pal,
a comrade, when highwaymen rob in pairs, they say such
a one was his or my pal. 1812 J. H. VAUX Flask Diet.,

|

Pall* a partner ; companion ; associate ; or accomplice. 1827
i Blackw, Mag. XXII. 693 Suppose me,, .my pells all around

me, fighting that day's battle o'er again. 1894 ASTLEY 50
J 'cars Life I. 331 He was a great pal of mine.

Hence Pallish, Pa'Uy adjs., on terms of fel-

lowship;
*

chummy'; Pa'lliness ; Fa'lship, the

relation of being pals, comradeship. (All slangy.)
1892 M. WILLIAMS Round London (1893) 127, I was at

I Eton with [him]. .and, as boys say, we were very 'pallish '.

, 1895 U'cstnt* Gaz. 27 June 3/2 A pleasant scene between
' Miss Brown ' and a school-girl from Demerara, who tries to

|

become '

pally
'

with her. 1896 Dlackiv. Mag. Mar. 300There
is no '

palship
' between a thief and his

'

fence'.

fPal, sh.~ Obs. rare. [ad. l^.pdla spade, blade,

shoulder-blade.] A blade.

1541 R. GOTLAND Guydiuis Quest. Chirnrg. Fivb, The
bone spatul.ire. .is lyke a pal, for it is large and thynne fro

the backe parte with an apparence holden by y* myddes.

Pal, v. [f.
PAL j.l] intr. To become or be

a 'pal' of another; to keep company, associate

(ivit/i). Often with in, on, up.
1879 Avtoi'iog. of Thief vn. Macm, Mag. XL. 500, I palled

in with some older hands at the game. 1889 MRS. L. Ii.

WALFORD Stiff-necked Gen. {new ed.) 95, I think you and I

'pal up' very well. 1899 E. PHILLPOTTS Hntnan Boy 84

llray bossed Corkey and palled with him.

Pal, obs. f. PALE, PALL. Pala: see PALAY.

II Falabra (pala'bra). [Sp.,
= word; cf. PA-

LAVER.] A word; speech, talk, palaver.
Chiefly in pi. Pocas palabras (Spanish) few words: a

phrase frequent c 1600, and variously corrupted.

1594 K.YD Sp. Trag. m. xiv. 118 What new deuice haue

they deuised, tro? Pocas Palabras, milde as the Lambe.

1596 SHAKS. Tarn. Skr. Induct, i. 5 Therefore Paucas pal-
/,i/''>-is, let the world slide : Scssa. 1611 MiODLBTON &
i 1 1 KKI;R Roaring Girl D.'s Wks. 1873 III. 221 Pacus pala-
/v-()j, I will coniure for you, farewell. iBzi SCOTT Kenilw.

xi, An ye mend not your manners, and mind your business,

leaving off such idle p.ilabras. 1837 CARLYLE ff. Rev. III.

v. vi, To concjuer or die is no theatrical palabra, in these

circumstances, but a practical truth and necessity.

Falace ^pse'lA), j^. 1 Forms: 3~6paleys, -eis,

-ais, 4-5 paleise, -eyse, -eice, -eyce, -as, -ys,

4-6 palays, -ayce, -es, -is, 5 palass(e, -aies,

-yce, -ijs, payleysse, -ays, 5-6 palaise, -ice,

-ois, -oys, 6 paliss, -ise, -ece, pal(l)aice, pallas(e,

-ays, -es, -ys, 6-8 pallace, 5- palace. /'/.

palaces: in 4 paleis, -eys, 5 -ice, -is, -yce, -ys,
-es

;
6 palacies. [ME. a. OF. palais, paleis^ F.

palais = Pr.J>a/ai, -ait, Sp., Pg.fla/acio, It. palazzo
: L. paldtittiti, orig. proper name of one of the

seven hills of Rome (also called Alons Palatines,
the PALATINE Mount), hence, the house of Augus-
tus there situated, and later the assemblage of

buildings which composed the palace of the Caesars,

and finally covered the whole hill ;
whence transf.

to other imperial and royal residences.

From the Fr. also Du. f>aleist Ger./a/a^/, l^G.palas, Da.

fialadst'&'w.palafs; but the word appears originally to have
entered the Teut. langs. in the form palantinmov palantia
(cf. Gr. waAAai'Tioi-}, whence OE. palgnt m.,///<*,,/d-
/Cnase wk. fem.,^OFris. palense, OS. paleticea, pa/inza,
OHG. pfalattza, -inza, MHG. phatoizc, ffalze, pfalz
fern. : cf. PALSGRAVE.]

1. The official residence of an emperor, king,

pope, or other sovereign ruler.

(12906". Eng.Lcg. 1.39/194 A-midde be paleys bis holi bodi

huy bureden with grete pruyte. a 1300 A". Horn 1256 Horn
him }ede with his To |>e kinges palais \v.r. paleyse], 1362
LANCL. P. PL A. n. 18 In be pope paleys heo is as prjue as

my-seluen. 1393 Ibid, C. XL 16 Bohe princes paleis \B.

paleyses] and poure menne Cotes, c 1430 Syr Tryatn. 488
The hounde, as the story says, Ranne to the kyngys palays.

1475 Nottingham Rec. II. 389 Yeuen vnder our Pnue Seal,

at our Palois of Westminster. 1500-20 DUNBAR Poems Hx.

4 Hes magellit my making, throw his maliss, And present
it into ;owr palisb. 1529 RASTELL Pastymt (1811) 13 He

was in his pales slayn by treason. 1549 CompL Scot. 42
Lyik as plutois paleis hed been birnand. 1555 EDEN Decades
259 The dukes pallaice. \*follay any Work (.1844) 69 Going
to the old pal las at Westminster. 1703 MAL.NDRELL Journ.
Jerus. (1732) 101 When David spied her from the Terrace
of his JPaliace. 1743 HULKELEY & CUMMINS Voy. S. Seas
no That the worst Jail in Kngland is a Palace to our present
Situation. 1851 RUSKIN Stones \'en. (1874) II. vii. 233 The
Ducal Palace stands comparatively alone.

b. The official residence of an archbishop or

bishop within his cathedral city, e. g. Fulham
Palace; in common parlance extended to any

episcopal residence, e. g.
* Lambeth Palace,

* Cud-
desdon Palace': see quots. 1886-96. (This use

does not seem to obtain out of England.)
(1290 Beket 1865 in S. Eng. Leg. I. 160 Seint thomas ne

hadde i-beo at is paleis nou^t longe. 1380 WVCLIF in Todd
Three Treat. 151 More bei shal be sett by . . whenne J>ei

comen to her paleices. c 1450 Merlin 105 The archebisshop
drough hem alle to liis paleis. 1547 BOORDE B-rev. Health,
Extrav. 4 b, All that Cardynalles palacis, be so sumptuously
maynteyned. 1556 Chron. Gr. Friars (Camden) 27 The
fest holden in the byshoppe of Londones palles. 1642-3
in Rushw. Hist. Coil. (1721) V. 109 To the Bishop of Lin-
coln's House,, .commonly called the Bishop's Palace. 1781
t'oui'F.R Truth 122 Not all the plenty of a Bishop's board,
His palace, and his lacqueys, and ' My Lord !

'

1845 J. F.

MURRAY Tour of Thames 36 The manor-house, or palace,
of Fulham has been, from a very early period the principal
summer residence of the Bishops of London. 1886 Daily
Ncivs 28 Dec. 7/1 The style of* palace

'

belongs strictly to

a bishop's residence within his cathedral city only. Lambeth
Palace was known correctly as Lambeth House within
the past 90 years; and letters of Bonner are extant dated

severally from his palace at Fulham and house at Lambeth.

1896 Spectator 22 Aug. 235 Even the most ordinary of villa

residences is a palace when lived in by a Bishop;, .the Bishop
will make anything short of furnished lodgings a palace.

c. In extended applications, chiefly due to

translation or adaptation of foreign usage.
In some versions of the Bible, loosely used for Gr. aiA>j,

L. atrium
', hall, court ; sometimes applied to a ducal

mansion, e. g. Blenheim Palace', Dalkeith Palace; like It.

Palazzo^ applied to the large mansions of noble families in

Italian cities, as the Farnese Palace ; in palace ofjustice ap-
plied, like F. palais de justice, to the supreme law-court ; etc.

1526 TiNu.tLK "John xviii. 15 [He] went in with lesus into

the pallys [1539, 1611 palace] of the hye preste[ctvAiji',a/r/K7//,
WYCLIF the halle of the bischop, Genera hall, RJicm., A*. I'.

court]. 1596 DALRYMPLE tr. Leslie*s Hist. Scot. I. 47 Vpon
the Riuer of Douern ar castelis, Touris, palices, and gentil
menis places nocht few. 1808 PiKRStnttttsMfssitt. m. (1810)
212 The public square is in the centie of the town ; on the

north side of winch is situated the palace (as they term it)

or government house. 1818 Bnrfs Left. N. Scot. I. Notes 6

People commonly denominate the house of a duke, as they
do an episcopal residence, a palace. 1823 ROGKRS Italy
xviii. 4 Stop at a Palace near the Reggio-gate, Dwelt in of

old by one of the Orsini.

fd. U.S. Fn allusive use : see quot. Obs.

1809 J. QUINCY in Life 174 The result was astonishing to

Campbell and the leaders of the Palace troops [supporters
of Jefferson's Administration]. Ibid. 185 Dawson, a man of

the palace.
2. In various figurative uses: e.g. the palace of

heaven, a fairy palace, etc.

a 1300 Cursor M. 412 He wroght J?e angels all of heuen
And sette bam in haly palais [r.r. pales]. 1361 LANGL.
/'. PL A. xi. 302 Percen \vi\> a pater noster J?e paleis of

heuene. c 1400 Rom. Rose 5002 Peyne & Distresse, Syknes.se

& Ire,.. Ben of hir [PHdes] paleys
senatours. 1526 PHgr.

Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 233 May..ouerthrowe y spirituall

hous or palays that he hath entended . . to rere vp. 1597
HOOKER Ecd. Pol. v. Ixv. 7 Which conceipt being entered

into that palace of mans fancie. ^1614 SIR W. MURE Dido

ff s&neas I. 501 Some waxen pallaces with paine do reir.

1778 Miss BURNEY Eveli'na(,i'j()i > I. xii. 33 Made me almost

think I was in some inchanted castle or fairy palace. 1898
WATTS-DUXTON Aylwin 11900) 65/1 The face of a wanderer

from the cloud-palaces of the sylphs.

3. A dwelling-place of palatial splendour; a

stately mansion.

1387 TREVISA Hidden (Rolls) I. 213 pere were meny paleys

[1432-50 tr. lligdcn palice] real and noble i-bulde in Rome
in worschippe of emperours and of o^ere noble men also.

c 1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) xv. 66 pai schall hafe faire palaycez
and grete and faire housez. c 1450.HOLLAND Howlnt 668

Past till a palace of pryce plesand allane. 1589 GREENE

Menap/ton (Arb.) 30, I will imagine a small cotage to [be] a

.spacious pallaice. 1740 DYCHE & PARDON s.v. Woodstock,
The Churchills. .for whom is built a most magnificent palace.

1856 EMERSON Eng. Traits, Wealth Wks. (Bohn) II. 73 A
hundred thousand palaces adorn the island.

4. transf. A building, usually spacious and of

attractive appearance, intended as a place of

amusement, entertainment, or refreshment : cf.

GIN-, CoFFKE-/fl/#<:, etc.

Crystal Palace, the name of the building of the Great

Exhibition of 1851, when removed and erected on Sydenham
Hill, near London, as a permanent place of entertainment.

1834 Oxf. Univ. Mag. I. 327 The gin palaces, (as they have

121 The new Crystal Palace. .is. .a permanent addition to

the means of amusement and instruction possessed by Eng-
land and the world. 1875 Chamb. Jrnl. No._i33. 66 The

gin palaces are filled with men, women, children, noise,

smoke, and gas. 1890 Pall Mall G. 4 Sept. 6/2
' The

Dockers' Palace
'

is the name of an institution . . in connection
with the parochial work of St. Matthew's, Stepney. 1894

STEAD If Christ came to Chicago 358 The coffee parlours

and cocoa palaces of many English towns.

f5. The astrological 'house' of a planet: see

HOUSE j.l 8. Obs.



PALACE. 385

c 1374 CHAUCER Compl. Mars 53 Mars shal entre as fast as

he may glyde In-to hir next paleys to abyde.

6. attrib. and Comb. : a. attrib.
' of or belonging

to, or of the style of, a palace ',
as palace-castle,

-chamber, -church, -door, -garden, -guard, -hall,

-life, -politics, -prison, -revolution, -yard, etc.

b. Instrumental, locative, objective, similative,

etc., as palace-covered, -like, -taught, -walking

adjs. c. Special Combs. : palace car, a railway-

carriage fitted up in luxurious style ; so palace
tramcar

; palace -crown, a counter used by
officers of the Palais Royal in France

; palace-

hotel, a hotel of palatial splendour.
1884 Pall Mall G. 9 Dec. n/r When you sleep in a

*palace car you are liable to be jerked up on end by the

sudden slowing up of the train. 1899 J. H. METCALFE
Earldom of Wiltes n A *palace-castle similar to SherilT-

Hutton. ^ 1374 CHAUCER Former Age 41 Yit were no

*paleis chaumbres, ne non halies. 1738 WESLEY Ps. $
Hymns civ. iii, God . . forms His Palace-Chamber in the

Skies. 1846 LOUISA S. COSTKLLO Tour Venice 290 That

forgeous
*palace-church, whirh it took ages to erect. 1865

. H. INGRAHAM Pillar of Fire (1872) 153 This *palace-
covered island. 1653 URQUHART Rabelais n. xxi. 148 A
great purse full of *Palace-cro\vns [Fr. d'escittz du Palais]
called counters. "1374 CHAUCER TryIns n. 508 (459) In with
>e *paleys gardyn by a welle. 1887 G. MEREDITH Ballads

# P. 46 The *palace-guard Had passed the measured rounds.

1833 TEXNYSON Poems 70 And richly feast within thy
*palacehall. 1847 MANY HOWITT Ballads 316 There were

*palace-homes around her. 1900 Westm. Gaz, 30 Aug. 8/1
The huge

*
palace-hotels appear to have suffered most.

1865 GLADSTONE Farc-w. Addr. Edin. Univ. 24 That system
exhibits a kind of royal or *palace-life of man. 1801 H.
SKRINE Rivers Gf. Brit. 46 Buxton where Hygasa has
created her *palace-like temple. 1608 SYLVESTER Du ftartas
n. iv. iv. Decay 197 These Palace-mice, this busie-idle sort

Of fawning Minions, full of sooths and smiles. 1896 Dublin
Rev. July 15 Eliakim is to succeed him as the king's *patace-

pi-efect. 1834 Tail's Mag. I. 232/2 The *palace-taught, and
college-fed, Brings scandal on the meek unhonoured head.

1819 SHEU.EY Cenci n. ii. 68 That *palace-walking devil

Gold. 1725 POPE Odyss. xvin. 123 He reels, he falls. Till

propped, reclining on the *palace-\valls.

t Palace, sb:2- Obs. Also 5-6 palas, -ys, -ays.

[a. ^.palais (i3thc. in Hatz.-Darm.), ad. \^.pala-

tinni) confounded with palatwn (Darmesteter).J
The palate or roof of the mouth : see PALATE.

1483 Cath. Anffl. 266/2 A Palace (~>. r, Palas) of a mouthe,
frimien, palaciuin. 1506 Kalcndcr of Shcph. Kviij. The
palys or rofe hone. 1541 R. COPLAND Guydon's Quest.
Chirurg. F ij. What is thepnlays?.. It is the hyghest place or

rofe of the mouth. 1547 BOORDE Bret'. Health xxvi. 16
Ulceration in the palace or the roughe of the mouth.

Palace, sb$ s.iv. dial. Also pallace. [Of
uncertain history; usually identified in spelling with

PALACE j&i, but perh. orig. a special use of PALIS

sb., in sense 'enclosed place', 'yard*.] (See quots.)
1506 Will of R. Holland (Som. Ho.), My place or howse

thatldwellinandalitell howse or paleys adiownyng [Exeter].

1703 Lease Corpo 'ation Totnes (in N. $ Q. ist Ser. (1850) I.

20^/1), All that cellar and the chambers over the same, and
the little pallace and landing-place adjoining to the river

Dart. 1719 Ibid. (ibid. 233/2* All that great cellar lately

rebuilt, ana the plott of ground or pallace thereto belonging
lately converted into a cellar. 1777 Horse Siibsecivx 317
(E. D. D.) At Dartmouth in Devon there are some of these

storehouses cut out of the rock still retaining their old name
of palaces. 1871 Quu.i,KR-CoucH Hist. Polpcrro 32. 1880

E. Cornwall Gloss.
t I'alacc, a cellar for the bulking and

storing of pilchards. This cellar is usually a square build-

ing with a pent-house roof, enclosing an open area or court.

1883 \V. BLAKE in Walsh Irish Fisheries 27 (Fish. Exhib.

Publ.), Even now in certain parts of the county of Cork there

were remains of what were called fish palaces, where the

Dutch used to cure the fish. 1890 QUILLER-COUCH Three

Ships iv. (1892) 66 The towns-folk live on their first storeys,

using the lower floors as fish cellars, or
'

pallaces *.

Fa'lace, v. rare.
[f.

PALACE sb?\ trans. To
place or lodge in a palace.
1873 BROWNING Red Cott. Xt.-cap 1588 Behold her palaced

straight In splendor, clothed in diamonds. 1875 Aristoph,
Apol. 5543 Elektra, palaced once, a visitant To thy poor
rustic dwelling, now I come.

Palace, erron. var. PALIS Obs.

Palace Court, palace-cou:rt. [= Court
of the or a palace.]
1. Name of a court formerly held at the Marshal-

sea and having jurisdiction in personal actions

arising within twelve miles of the palace of White-

hall, the city of London excepted : see quots.
1685 Termes de la Ley 525 Palace-Court, is a Court of

Record,. . held at Southwark, and is a Court of Common
Law. 1766 ENTICK London IV. 385. 1768 BI.ACKSTOXE
Connn, III. 76 King Charles I in the sixth year of his reign
by his letters patent erected a new court of record, called

the curia palatii or palace court, to be held before the
steward of the household and knight marshal, and the steward
of the court, or his deputy. 1773 W. Salkelds Rep. A". B.

439 This must have been to the Palace Court, where neither

plaintiff nor defendant must be of the king's household ; but,
in a suit in the Marshalsea, both must be of the king's house-
hold, [1849 Act i2<|- 13 I'ict. c. 101 14 From and after the

thirty-first day of December 1849 a" tne power, authority,
and jurisdiction of the said Court of the Marshalsea, and of
the said Court of the Palace of the Queen at Westminster
..shall cease and determine.] 1891 C. R. SCARGILL-BIHD
Guide to P. R. 0. Introd. 26.

2. The court-yard of a palace.
1801 SOUTHEV Thalaba vni. xxxv, Open fly the iron doors,

The doors of the palace-court. 1855 KINGSLEY Heroes^
Theseus \\. 211 His palace-court is full of their bones.

Falaced (pse'L&t), a. [f. PALACE s6.l and v. +

-ED.] Having a palace or palaces ; living in

]

a palace.
1817 W. TAYLOR in Monthly Mag. XLIII. 46 Dearer than

places of palac'd pride, a 1851 MOIR Dark II aggon iv, Till

Lythgo shows, in mirrored gold, Its palaced loch so fair.

1886 Arfter/cafiX.llI.21 The palaced rich and the homeless
and houseless poor.

Palace gate. The gate of a palace.
c 1374 CHAUCER Compl. Mars 82 Phebus, that was comen

hastely Within the paleys yates ful sturdily. 14. . Sir Bents
306 (MS. M), He ramie hym forth at the sate, Till he come
to the paleyse gate. 1523 SK ELTON Garl. Laurel s,(& Of ele-

phantis tethe were the palace gatis. 1725 Pors Odyss. \.

140 On, hides of beeves, before the palace-gate, . -the suitors

sat. 1841 DmvNTox Hymn, ''For Thy Mercy mid Thy Grace
',

.So within Thy palace-gate We shall praise, on golden
strings, Thee, the only Potentate.

Palaceous (pal^'Jas), a. Bol.
[f.

mod.L.

palace-us (f. L. pa/a shovel) + -ors.] Of a leaf:

Having a spade-like form, owing to the edge being
decurrent on the support.
1835 LINDLEY Introd. Bot. (1848) II. 379 Palaceous, when

the footstalk adheres to the margin.

Pa'laceward, -wards, adv. [See -WARD.]
Toward the palace. (O rig. t to, unto the pallace-

ivarde.}
c 1374 CIIAUCKK TroyIus n. 1252 (1203) (Campsall IMS.) As

was his wey to wende To paylaysward. 1587 TruuiCHV.

Trag. T. (1837) 227 That made into the Pallace\van!c, As
fast as shee mouglit flie. 1894 SALA London up to Date \. 9,
I. .advise you not to travel palacewards i:i a tramcar.

Palach, variant of PKLLOCK, a porj oise.

t Pala'CiouS, a. Obs. Also pall-. [f. L.

palati-um PALACE sb. 1 + -ous.] = PALATIAL.
1628 DUKKER Brittannias Honor Wks. 1873 IV. 99 Faire,

Spacious, and Pallacious Houses. i66z ("JR.-U'NT Bills of
Mortality vi. 41 The turning of great Palacious Houses
into small Tenements.

Palacye, obs. form of PALSY.

Paladin ^poe'ladin). Also 6 palladine, -yne,
7 paladine. [a. K. paladin (i6th c., Hatz.-Darm.),
ad. It. paladino =

S\>. paladin, palatino : L. paid-
tTn-ns o-f or belonging to the palace, palatine ;

;

introduced after the equivalent OF. palaisiii, -asin,

-azin (see PALASIX) had become obsolete. Mod.
F. has also, in another application, a third form
of the same word, palatin : see PALATINE.] In

i modern forms of the Charlemagne romances,
One of the Twelve Peers or famous warriors of

Charlemagne's court, of whom the Count Pala-

tine was the foremost; hence sometimes transf.
I a Knight of the Round Table; nlsoy^. a knightly
hero, renowned champion, knight errant.

1592 DANIEL Delia xlvi, Let others sing of Knights and
Palladines. 1598 BARNFIELD Poems (Arb.) 85 Angellh.a
the faire, (For whom the Palladine of Fraunce fell mad).
?ci6oo Distracted Enip. i. i, Of brave Orlando the great
palladyne. a 1649 DKUMM. or H.UVTH. Hist. Jas. /', Wks.
(1711! 165 They appeared upon the day armed from head to

foot, like ancient paladines. 1658 PHILLIPS s. v. Palatinate^
i Certain knights of this Island, in ancient times called

Knights of the round Table, were called Paladines. 1788
GIBBON Decl. $ F. Iii. V. 411 The true Peers and Paladins
of French chivalry. 1832 tr. Sisinondi's Ital. Rep. xiii.

283 Resolved on treading in the footsteps of Charlemagne
and his paladins. 1879 B. TAYLOR Stud. Germ. Lit, 65 The
' Chanson de Roland

'

is no longer read, except by scholars,
but the famous paladin still lives.

attrib. 1866 KINGSLEY Herew. xiv, The spirit of her old
Paladin ancestor.

Paladine, obs. form of PALATINE.

PalaB-, form of FALJSO-, used before a vowel.

Palaearctic (poslz'iauktik, p
L
), a. [f. PAL.E-

+ ARCTIC.] Belonging to the northern region of

the 'Old World' or eastern hemisphere; applied
to the zoo-geographical region including Europe,
North Africa, and Asia north of the Himalayas.
1857 P- L- SCLATER in Jrnl. Proc. Linn. Soc. (Zool.) II.

130. 1880 A. R. WALLACE A/. Life\\\. 30 Our first zoological
region, which has been termed the '

Palaearctic
'

by Mr,
Sclater. 1882 American V, 188 The '

Palasarctic
'

or Eur-
Asiatic division.

Palsechiiioid, pale- Cp^l/kai noid), a. and
sb. Zool. [f. mod.L. Pdlschtnoidea^ f. Patmchimts

\ (for Pal&echinus}, name of the typical genus, f.

Gr. TmXcuos (see PAL.EO-) + Ix^Vos sea-urchin,

ECHINUS.] a. adj. I3elonging to the extinct

division (Pal&chinoidea) of Sea-urchins (Echinoi-

dea\ whose fossil remains are found in palxozoic
rocks, b. sb. A sea-urchin of this division.

1889 NICHOLSON & LYDEKKER/W.JWZ/. I. 373 In all the

Palechinoids there is a large peristomial aperture.

Paleeethnology, -ichthyan, etc. : see PAL.EO-.

Falaeic (palrik), a. Ceo!, [mod. f. Gr. TraAtu-os

ancient + -ic; after Norw.pafaisk (Reusch 1900).]

Applied to the old land surface as it existed at the

close of the Tertiary Period, before the formation of

valleys of erosion and other recent surface changes.
1902 H. W. MONCKTON In Geol. Mag. Dec. iv. IX. 410 Dr.

,

Reusch*. classes this moorland as belonging to what he
I names the Palace surface of Norway. Ibid., In Norway,
i where the rocks are hard, we have the Pakeic hills and

valley, with its river still flowing through it, the whole, no

, doubt, much modified by ice-action.

Paleeo-, paleo- (px-li^, \>e
l

-\i\o\ before a
I vowel usually palse-, pale-, combining form of
i Gr. 7ra\ai6s ancient, used in various scientific

. words (often opposed to NEO-) ; for the more

important of these see their alphabetical places.
The spelling with x is preferred in Great Britain ; but

pale- (used by Webster, 1828) is common in America. When
the main stress is on a later syllable ofthe word, the secondary
stress is etymologically pal&o-, e.g. patae'-o\li'thic; but
the influence of pa'-lxo'graphy, pa'J&o'logy, etc., has made
pa'-lxo- common also 'mpa'-lxodi'thic, etc. : cf. ORNITHO.

Palaeethuolog-y, paleeo-, that branch of ethno-

logy which treats of the most primitive races of

men; so Palse(o)ethnolo'gical a., pertaining to

palseethnology ; Palge(o)ethnologist ( one versed
in pala?ethnology. Palseichthyan (-i'kjnan) Zool.,
a. belonging to the Palxichthyes [mod.L., f.

(Jr. ixOvs fish], a division of fishes comprising the

elasmobranchs and ganoids; sb. a member of this

division; so Palseiclithyic (-i-k])i,ik) a. False (o)-
ichthyology (-ikpi^'lodgi), that branch of ichthyo-
logy or of palaeontology which treats of extinct or

fossil fishes
;

so Palse (oichthyolo'g'ic, -al a.,

pertaining topalaeichlhyology; Palse'
vo^ichthyo'-

logist, one versed in palaeichthyology, Palseo-

anthro'pic a. [(Jr. av9pwnos man], relating to pre-
historic man. Palse'ocene a. Geol. [Gr. KO.IV-OS

new, recent : cf. Kocene, Miocene\ -
palixogene.

Palseoco'smic a. [Gr. Kua^os world], of or per-

taining to the first age of humanity upon the earth:

sec tjuot. Palseocri'noid ZooL, sb. a crinoid of

Ihe division Palxocrinoidca^ comprising the earlier

extinct crinoids
;

a. belonging to or characteristic

of this division of crinoids. Palae'offe-ne (-d^fn)
a. Gcol. [Gr. -yvi]$; see -GEN], a name proposed
for a division of the Tertiary strata including the

Koceneand Oligocene. Palseogene'tic [GENETIC]
a., characterised by the existence in the early

embryo of a germ which normally disappears, but

in certain cases undergoes development ;
as in

palseogeaietic atavism. Palse -

ogly:pli ,-glif) [after

]tierogiyp]i\) an ancient graven character or inscrip-
tion. Palseonerpeto

1

logy [HEUFETOLOGY], the

part of paleontology which deals with the extinct

i reptiles of earlier geological periods ;
so Palseo-

herpeto legist, one versed in palceoherpetology.
Palseolatry [-LATRY], worship of, or excessive

reverence for, what is ancient. Palseomachic

(-mae'kik) a. nonce-iud. [Gr. ^ax 7
? fign t) battle],

of or pertaining to ancient warfare. Palseo-

meta'llic a. noncc-ivd. [after PAL.EOLITHIC], of or

pertaining to the early part of the period charac-

terized by a knowledge of metals, antecedent to

the use of iron
;

of or pertaining to the Bronze
Period. Falaeoneme'rtean, Palseonenie'rtiiie

Zool., a. belonging to the division Pafaoneincrtca
or Pafaonetner'tini) comprising those nemertean
worms which have the lowest or most primitive

organization ; sb. a member of this division.

Falseoniscid (-^ni'sid) Zool., a. belonging to the

family Palseoniscidse of extinct lepidosteid fishes,

typified by the genus Pahwniscits [mod.L., f. Gr.

OVIOKOS a sea-fish of the cod kind] ;
sb. a fish of

this family; so Falseoniscoid (-<?ni'skoid) a.,

resembling or characteristic of the Patoonisadw.
Falseophilist (-ffilist) nonce-ivd. [Gr. -<pi\o$

loving], a lover of antiquities, an antiquarian.

Falseophysiolog'y, tlie physiology of early races

of mankind. FalseoTnithine a. Zool., belonging
to or having the characters of the Pafaornithinx

t

a group of parrots typified by the genus Palxornis

[mod.L., f. Gr. opvts bird: a bird of this kind

having been known to the ancient Greeks and

Romans]. Falseornitholog'y, that branch of

palaeontology or ornithology which treats of ex-

tinct or fossil birds ; hence Falseoruitliolo'gical
a., pertaining to palasornithology. Palse'osaur,
a fossil saurian reptile of the genus Patoosattrus.

Falseoselachian (sfl^i'kian) a., belonging to the

division PaJwoselachii of the Selachoidei [Gr.

(Te'Xaxoy shark] or shark tribe of fishes. Falseo'-

i sophy [Gr. ffotftia wisdom], ancient learning.
Falseotechnic (-te*knik) a, [Gr. T*'X'''? art], per-

taining to primitive art. Falseovolca'nic a. Geol.,

applied to volcanic rocks of n period older than
1 the Tertiary.

1882 OGILVIE, *Pal$octhnological . . *Palx0cthnotogist.

1883 American VI. 253 The views of the distinguished

English palae-ethnologist. 1868 Archxologia XLII. 103

i

'

Of great importance to the students of Italian *pala;o-

ethnologyand archaeology. 1881 GOsTHERin Encycl. Brit.

XII. 676/1 Remnants of the *Palasichthyic fauna exist in

the sturgeons and lampreys. 1880 Nature ^yil. 428 The
'

*palaichthyological treasures of [Scotland] began to attract

j

attention. 1890 Cent. Diet.,
*
Palcichthyologist. 1897 Proc.

Zool. Soc. 317 Sending his specimen again across the Atlantic

I for re-examination by British palajichihyologists. 1881



PAL^EOBOTANY.
Mature XXIII. 580 Sir P. Egerton, whose name will be
ever associated with that of Agassiz in *pal?eichthyology.
1877 Q. Jrnl. Geol. Sec. XXXIII. Proc. 83 1'he *PaUeocene
and other zones of European Eocene plant-bearing strata.

1899 Nature 26 Jan. 308/1 The PaUcocene Volga Sea must
have been a large sea extending northwards up the present
lower Volga, and westwards as far as the meridian of Penza.

1875 DAWSOS* Nat, $ Bible v. 155, I have suggested the
terms *Palaiocosmic and Neocosmic, and I would hold as
of the first age such men as can be proved to have lived in
time of greate-.t elevation of ihe Kuropean land in the Po-it-

gladal period, and of the second those who came in as their
successors in the Modern period. 1877 Ortg. World \\\\.

285. 1884 Leisure Hour Mar. 148/2 The second continental

period was that of palseocosmic, or '

palaeolithic
'

man. 187*
NICHOLSON Pafaont. 126 As a rule, also, the *Pala^ocrinoids
have a calyx. 1885 Athenxnm n Apr. 475/3 The particular
recent crinoid. .which shows ihe most marked affinities with
the palaeocrinoids is not a stalked form, but one of the Co-
matulidxe, Tkaumaiscrinus. Ibid., It has an anal cone
covered with plates all palaio. rinoid characters. 1882
OKIKIE Text-bk, Geol. vi. iv. Sj,6 Some writers, recognizing
a broad distinction between older and younger Tertiary
deposits, have proposed a classification into two main groups :

ist Eocene Older Tertiary or *Palaeogeiie. 1892 Athcnxiun
25 June 829/2 Researches on the British paleogene Bryozoa,
of which he recognized 30 species. 1886 J. B. SUTTOS in
Proc. Zool. Soc. 551 My object is to show that all examples
of atavism belong to the *Palceogenetic group and that

Xeogenetic Atavism has no existence. 18161 F. HALL in

Jrnl. Asiatic Soc, Bengal XXX. 7 Any the slightest con-
versancy with Sanskrit *paleoglyphs is incompatible with
a decision so indulgent. 1898 Natural Stienca Dec. 455
[In opposition to] certain guesses of an eminent *palaeoher-
petolo^ist. 1887 Athenzum 15 Oct. 498/2 A rare example
of conscientious and loving typography, and what for want
of a better word we must call ~pala;ulatry. 1877 Eraser's

Mag. XV. 541 Even to those who look upon war as., now
on its last legs, the reflections on military history will be
an interesting study of those *pala:omachic days. 1850
HUXLKV in \yth Cent, Nov. 770 The copper and early bronze
stage the

*

*palaeo-metallic
'

stage, as it might be called. 1888
RoLLtsTos & JACKSOM Anim. Life 636 In the *Palaeone-
mertean genera Carinella and Cephalrthrix. Ibid. 6^8
Snort longitudinal grooves present also in the Palseonemer-
u-an /'t'lia. 1883 H. DRUM MONO in Life viii. (1899) 204 This
is probably also a *pa!aeoniscid scale. 1890 Athenaeum 12

A[jr. 473/2 A specimen of a mesozoic pftlasonisod fish from
NVw South Wales. 1900 Nature 20 Sept. 507/1 Cheirolepis
is a fully evolved pala*onis<:id, :is*shown by its oblique sus-

pensorium. Ibid. 507 2 Both the head and shoulder-girdle
are of *pala;oniscoid type. 1822 Blackm. Mag. XI. 604
The gusto with which our zealous M'alseophilist listens

to the rattling sound of certain ancient leaves of the rare
volumes. 1880 tr. Geiger's Hist. D-.-velopm. Hum, Race 48
These questions.. fall within the province of physiology, or
if I am permitted to coin the term of *pala:ophysiology.
1871 H. MARSHALL For very Life II. vi. xi. 258 Ideas. .are
laid away in books, just a^ we find *palaeosaurs in the rocks.

1798 \V. TAYLOR in Monthly Mag. VI. 452 They [the Kddaic
p'jems] will afford a favourite text for commentary to all the

antiquaries who shall in future bu-y themselves with arctic

*paleosophy. 1806 in Ann. Rw. IV. 559 The whole
range of the original writers on northern paleosophy.

Palaeobotany, palep- (pre-l^b^-tani, p^
m

-\
[f. PAL.EO- + BOTAXV.] The botany of extinct or

fossil plants. (Correlative to PAEJEOZOOLOOT.)
Hence Palaeobota'nic, -ical adjs.^ belonging to

palseobotany ; Palseobo'tanist, one versed in

palaeobotany.
1872 NICHOLSON Palxont, 473 The subject of Palaeobotany

or
Palaeophytology. 1879 Ibid. (ed. 2) II. 4,7 Professor

Williamson, one of the ablest of living palieobotanists. 1895
Pop. Sci. Monthly Feb. 479 The preparation and study of.,

paleobotanic material. 1896 Naturalist Jan. 27 In that

year he published the first paUeobotanica] paper. 1896 J. P.

SMITH in Proc. Amer. Philos. Soc. Nov. 227 '1'he paleobotany
of the Coal Measures of Arkansas.

Palaeocosmic, Palseocrinoid : see PAL.EO-.

Paleeocrystallic (-kristarlik), a., more etymo-
logical form of next.

1893 SIR R. BALL in Fortn. Rev, Aug. 182 That pnla-o-
crystallic ocean which Arctic travellers have described.

1895 Times 23 Nov. 4/6 The hero and the villain are left

alone. .with very little food, in the palajocrystalllc ice.

Palseocrystic, paleo- (pw:l*>krrstik, jv^-}
a.

[f. PALJEO- + Gr. Kpvar(a\\os ice, Kpv<7r(aiv-fa0ai
to freeze + -ic. The name was given by Capt.
Nares during the Arctic expedition of 1875-6.]
Consisting of ancient ice

; applied to those parts
of the polar seas which are believed to have re-

mained frozen from remote ages.

severance. in Athenxum 16 Dec. 804/1 Baffin Bay..
can receive but little of the palaeocrystic ice. 1878 A. H.
MARKHAM Of. Frozen Sea xvi. 200 After some discussion,
Captain Nares decided tipon calling the frozen sea, on the
southern border of which we were wintering, the '

Palseo-

crystic Sea
', the name being derived from the two Greek

words TraAaios ancient, and KpvoraAAos ice.

FaUeogsean, -gean dwl/>|d:$ran, p' :

-), a.

[f. PAL.EO- 4- Gr. fata, yfj the earth.]
1. Belonging to Pal&ogxa, i. e. the * Old \Vorld

'

or eastern hemisphere considered as a zoogeo-
graphical region.
1857 P- L. SCLATER in Jrnl. Proc. Linn, Soc. (ZoQ\.}ll. 130.
2. (See quot.")

1865 PAGE Handbk. Geol. Terms, Palxogeatt) belonging to
the former conditions of the earth's surface as revealed by
geology, as distinct from the existing terraqueous aspects as
described by geography.
Palaeogene, -genetic, -glyph : eee PAL-EO-.

386

Palaeography, paleo- (paeUVgrafi, jv-h'-).

[ad. mod.L. palwographia ^Montfaucon, title ral&o-

graphia Gryca i/o8\ f. PAT..KO- + Gr. -ypa^ia
-CKAPHY. Cf. F. palcographie (1708).]
1. Ancient writing, or an ancient style or method

of writing.
i8zz Q. Rev, XXVI. 195 Dr. Young, .whose acutenessand

learning seem calculated to subdue the difficulties of Paleo-

graphy. 1857 BIRCH Anc. Pottery (1858) I. 197 Judging
from the paleography of the inscriptions, they may have been
in use from the age of Augustus to that of. . Severus. 1900
G. C. BRODRICK Mem. ft Impressions 255 Freeman . . thought
it a waste of time for an historian to grub in palaeography.
2. The study of ancient writing and inscriptions ;

the science or art of deciphering and determining

ography '. 1855)

deciphering ancient writings, or paleography. 1885 SIR E. M.
THOMPSON in Encycl. Brit. XVIII. 143 Palaeography is the

study of ancient handwriting from surviving examples.
So Palseograph (parl/i^graf, p<?''-) [tee -GRAPH],

(a) an ancient writing; () = next [= H.patto-
graphe\\ Palseo'grapher, one who studies or is

skilled in paleography ; Palseogra'phic, -ical

adjs.y of or pertaining to palaeography, or ancient

writing (hence Palseogra'phically adv.
,
in relation

to
palaeography) ; Palseo'graphist =pal&ographe)\

1864 WEBSTER, ^Paleography an ancient manuscript. 1894
A. LANG in Contemp. Rev. Aug. 169 The. great French
palaeograph and historian. 1850 C. T. NEWTON Ess. in

Arcjixol. 12 The researches of the *Pala:ographer of classical

antiquity embrace a far wider field than those of the
mediaeval Palaeographer. 1881 HARTSHORNK Glance 2o/7; C.
21 A Greek Codex, .believed by palaeographers to belong to
the third century. 1846 WORCKSTER,

*
Paleographic. 1858

I. PKINSEP \title) Essays on Indian Antiquities, Historic,
Numismatic, and Palaeographic. 1842 URANHE Diet. Sci.
>.v. Paleography^ The most valuable compilation of *pala2o-
graphical knowledge is to be found in the Traitl dc Diplo-
matique of the Benedictines of St. Maur, 6 vols. 410. 1748.
1846 ELLIS Eltin Marb. II. 135 One of the most celebrated

pauEOgraphical monuments in existence. 1869 DEUTSCH in

Academy n Dec. 83/2 Both these Phoenician characters,
though to be distinguished *palaeographically only by the

length and the bend of the tail, have a very distinct exist-

ence. 1882 Athen&um 29 July 139/2 The reading, .is. .

palaeosraphically impo^Si le. 1846 WORCESTER, *Palcn-

graphist, one versed in paleography. T. Rood, 1880 Anti-

ywa^yMay 227/1 MSS. ..de<larud by Roman palacographists
to be unpublished compositions of St. Thomas Aquinas.

Palaeolithic, paleo- (pa.>l/01i*j>ik, p^U'-), a.

(sb.} Archd>ol. [f, PAL.EO- + Gr. \iO-os stone + -ic.]
Characterized by the use of primitive stone imple-
ments ; applied to the earlier part of the prehistoric
* stone age' ;

also to things belonging to this

period. Opp. to neolithic.

1865 LUBBOCK Preh. Times 2 Firstly, that of the Drift,
when men shared the possession of Europe with the

Mammoth, the Cave bear, and other extinct animals. This
\ve may call the

'

Palaeolithic' period. 1873 GF.JKIK Gt. Ice

Age Prcf. 10 He considers that a glacial period has intervened
since the disappearance of paleolithic man.

B. sb. A
palaeolithic implement.

1888 Amer. Antiquarian Mar. 123 Information as to the

discovery of rude relics resembling paleolithics. Ibid. 124
(heading) Paleolithics and neolithics.

So Pa-lseolith, a primitive stone implement ;

Palseoli thical a. = PALEOLITHIC : Palseoli'thoid
a. [see -oin], resembling, or having the character

of, what is palaeolithic.
1879 WEBSTER Sufipl., Paleolith, a relic of the paleolithic

era. 1887 Boban Collect. Antiq. II. 8 (Cent.) Paleolithical.

1895 Folk-Lore Mar. 76 From underground palicolith to
e
vi] uisitely-shaped barbed arrow-head. 1896 SIR A. MITCHELL

in Proc. Soc. Antiq, Scotl. Sen in. VI. 357 Other things
show that

[this] palaeolithoid weapon is found in the hands
of a palasolithoid man.

Palaeology (pself'tp'lcVSjI, p^l/-). rare~. [f.

I'AI,.KO- 4- Gr. -\oyia, -LOGY : cf. TroAcuoAo-yfiV to

discuss antiquities.] The science or study of anti-

quities. So Palceologian (-Iju'd^ian) nonce-wd.^
an antiquarian; one who rests on the authority
of antiquity; Palaeolo g-ical a., relating to palce-

ology; Palseo*legist, one versed in palrcology.
1824 DIBDIS Libr. Camp. 248 Those of the latter are

palaeological or glossorial. 1828-32 WEBSTI-:R, Paleohgist
[citing GOOD]. Paleology^ a discourse or treatise on anti-

quities, or the knowledge of ancient things. 1880 BURTON

Reign^ Q. Anne II. xiii. 329 His profound pnlaeological
erudition. 1894 Miss COBBE Life II. 39, I classify both

parties.. as Pala:ologians.

Palaeomachic, -metallic, etc. : see PAUEO-.

Paleeontography, pale- (p?eUVnt^*grafi,
pJ':U'-). rare~. [f. Pujb-+Gr. VVTCL, pi. of &v

being + ~ypa<f>ia, -GRAPH Y.] The description of
fossil remains of extinct animals and plants; de-

scriptive palaeontology. So Pa Iceontogra'phical
a., relating to or engaged in palieontography.
1847 PalatontographicalSociety, Laws, i . That the Society

formed be called the Pala?ontographical Society, and that it

shall have for its objects the illustration and description of
British fossil organic remains. 1857 MAYNE Expos* Lex> %

Paleontography. 1861 WILSON & GEIKIE Mem. E, Forbes
i. 412 The origin of the Palaeontographical Society.

[f. PAL-EO- + Or. Cvra, pi. of wv being + -

PALJEOTYPE.

-LOGY.] The study of extinct organized beings ;

that department of geology or of biology which
treats of fossil animals and plants; often confined
to that of extinct animals (palreozoology).
1838 I.YEU, Elem. Geol. \\. xiii. 281 note. Palaeontology is

the science which treats of fossil remains, both animal and
vegetable. 1851 RICHARDSON Geol.

yiii. (1855) 207 Palaeon-

tology may be defined to be the science of fossil animals.

1857 H. MILI.KR Test. Rocks i Paleontology.. deals, as its

subject, with all the plants and animals of all the geologic
periods.

So Palaeontolo'gic, -ical adjs., pertaining to

paleontology; relating to extinct organisms; hence

Palaeontolo'g-ically adv.) in relation to palaeonto-

logy ; Palaeontologist, one versed in palaeon-

tology.
1854 R. G. LATHAM Xatire Races Russian

En/J>. 199 We
get at it by that *palaeontolo-ic line of reasoning which
characterizes geology and archaeology. 1846 WORCESTKR,
*Paleontological) relating to j'aleontolegy. Conrad. 1859
DARWIN- Orlg. Spec. ix. 287 That our palasontological collec-
tions are very imperfect is admitted by every one. 1854
R. G. LATHAM Native Knees Russian Ewp, 14 Upon the

principles of ethnological criticism; or, changing the ex-

pression, 'palaeontologically. 1876 PAGE Adr. Text-bk.
Geol. xviii. 350 Palaeontologically. 1846 WORCESTER, *Talc-

ontolcgi'st^on^ versed in paleontology. 1871 TVHDALL^Vttf'JRr.
Sc. (1879) II. ix. 172 The riddle of the rocks has been read by
the geologist and palaeontologist.

Palaeophilist, -physiology : see PAL.EO-.

tl Palaeophis ipalr^fis}. Falxont. [f. PALJE^O-
+ Gr. utpts serpent.] A genus of extinct Ophidians
containing the oldest known fossil serpents.
1863 \^\v.i^Antig. Afan xx. 402 The age of the Iguanodon

was long anterior to that of the Eocene palaeophis and
living boa.

FalBO])]iytic (-fi'tik), a. rare^.
[f.

PAL^O-
-f Gr. <pvr6v plant + -1C.] Of or relating to extinct

plants. 1890 Cent. Diet., Paleophytic.

Palseophytology, paleo- (-frit$rl6dgi). [f.

as prec. + -LOGY.] The science of extinct or

fossil plants; PAL.OBOTANY. So Palseophyto-
lo-glcal a. = PAL.EOBOTANICAL; Palseopliyto*-
logist = PAL.^OBOTANIST.
1857 MAVNF, Exfos. Lex., Paleophytology. 1876 PAGE

Adv. Text-bk. Geol. i. 29 To subdivide Palaeontology into
two branches palaeozoology . .and paleophytology. Ibid.
ix. 176 Under one or other of these divisions palaeophyto-
logists have attempted to arrange their fossil flora. 1885
'1 rans. Geol. Soc. 6 From paUeophj-tological reasons,

Falseornithine to Palceosophy : see PALJSO-.

Paleeo-talith. [app. for *pal&otatolith, f. Gr.

TraAmoTdTo-s oldest + MOoy stone.] (See quot.)
1897 T, M CKENNY HUGHES in Archxol. Inst. Jrnl. Dec.

3(14 The supposed occurrence of a more ancient group of

implements, for which the name Palaeotaliths has been pro-
posed. Ibid. 375 The term palseotalith seems, .unnecessary
nt present, as there is nothing to which it can be applied.

PalsBotliere,paleo-ti'^-]?>lv>j,pt
7
'-l/-}. Often

in L. form paleeothe'rium. [f. rAIuBO* -f Gr.

Orjpiov beast.] A perissodactyl mammal of the

extinct genus PateotktHum, comprising several

species of tapir-like form, varying from the size of

a horse to that of a hog ; their fossil remains are

found in Eocene and Miocene strata. (In the

Kng. form extended to other members of the extinct

family Palxotheriidaz?)
1815 W. PHILLIPS Ontl, Min. $ Geol (1818) 89 In the

gypsum, Cuvier discovered the hones of 5 varieties of an
extinct animal, which he calls falxotherium .. varying in

size from a sheep to a horse. 1833 LYELL Princ. Geoi. III.

317 On these lands we may suppose the Paleothere, Ano-
plothere, and Moschus of Binstead to have lived. 1854
Eraser's Alag. XLIX. 141 Cuvier predicted, from the frag-
ment of a jaw-bone, the yet undiscovered Palseothere. 1880
lUwKiss Early Man 143 Theanoplotheresand palaeotheres,
the deinotheres and the mastodons, .were either dragged in

by the carnivores, or swept in by the flow of water.

Hence Paleeothe'rian a., of or pertaining to the

palreothere ; characterized by the palosotheres ;

Palfeotlie'riodout [Gr. 68oiJs, 686vr- tooth] a.,

having teeth like those of the paloeothere; sl'. y

an animal having such teeth; Palaeothe'rioid,
-the'roid ndjs. t akin to the paloeothere.
1834 SIR C. I>ELL Hand 120 The lower layer of this

1

tertiary formation
'

is sometimes called the product of the

PalEcotherian period. 1868 OWKN Anat. I'ertcbr. III. 341
The tooth assumes more of the palsotherian pattern. 1887
COTE Orif. of Fittest vii. 253 Equits.,\\^s> been probably
derived from Palaeotheriodont ancestors. Ibid. 248 Pala;o-

theriodonts.

Palaeotropical, paleo- (pa;U>|tr^pikal,

p^:li-), a. [f. PAL.-EO- + TKOPICAL.] Belonging to

the tropical parts of the 'Old World' or eastern

hemisphere, considered as a zoogeographical region.
1857 P. L. SCLATER in yrnl. Proc. Linn. Soc. (Zool.) II.

138 ^Ethiopian or Western Palasotropical Region. Ibid, 140
Indian or Middle Palxotropical Region.

Palseotype (pae-lwtaip). [f. PAL.EO- + TYPE.]
A system ot writing devised by A. J. Ellis, in

which the * old types
'

(i.
e. existing Roman letters

and other characters), in their various forms and

combinations, are used to form a universal phonetic

alphabet. Also attrib. or as adj. Hence Palseo-

typic (-ti'pik) a.

1867 A. J. ELLIS E, E. Pronunc. i. i In order to be con-



PALJEOTYPOGRAPHIST.
venient to the Printer and Writer, the old types, TraAatol

run-oi. .should be used, and no accented letters, few turned,
and still fewer mutilated letters should be employed. The
system of writing here proposed to fulfil these conditions

will, in consequence of the last, be termed Palasotype. Ibid.

13 In order to fix the value of the palasotypic letters, they
are on p. 15 compared with those of Mr. Melville Bell's

Visible Speech. 1873 Ibid. iv. p. xii, The ori-inal list of

Palaiotypic symbols., has had to be supplemented and

improved. 1887 in Encycl. Brit. XXII. 389/2 There are

many more palaeotype letters and signs, here omitted for

brevity, but found necessary for phonetical discussions.

Palseotypograpliy (-taip^gvafi). [f. P.u^o-
+ TYPOGRAPHY.] Ancient typography, early print- I

ing. So Palseotypo'graphist, one versed in early !

printing.
1872 \V. SKEEN Early Tyfiogr. 80 One of the latest

authorities, Mr. Blades, the able palreotypographist. 1881

AtJienaemn 16 Apr. 522 Wheii the palaeotypography of our
own and foreign presses receives full and technical analysis.

Palaeozoic, paleo- (p& : \t\0zv"'ik, pt
71

:!/"-), a.

GeoL
[f.

PAL.EO- + Gr. far} life, fw-os living -i- -ic.] !

1. Characterized by, containing, or pertaining to
!

ancient forms of life. As introduced by Sedgwick,
j

in 1838, it was applied to the Cambrian and
j

Silurian strata; as extended by Phillips, 1841, it
j

comprises all the fossiliferous strata up to the
'

Permian, the higher strata being MESO/OIC and
CAIXOZOIC.
1838 SKDGWICK in Q. Jrnl. Gcot. Sac. II. 685 Class II or

Palaeozoic Series, This includes all the groups of formations
between Class I [Primary stratified rocks called by Sedg-
wick Protozoic] and the Old Red Sandstone, and subdivided
as follows : i Lower Cambrian ; 2 Upper Cambrian ; 3
Silurian System. 1840 PHH.UPS in renny Cycl. XVI. 489/2
We include in the term 'Palaeozoic', all the generally
argillaceous and arenaceous strata between the mica schist

and the old red-sandstone. Ibid. XVII. 154/1 The term
Palaeozoic may be retained, though it should be found that
the application of it ought to be extended so as to include
the carboniferous rocks or even the magnesian limestone.
This indeed is not unlikely. 1841 PHILLIPS Palxozoic
Fossils Devon 160, I have suggested the .. proposed titles;

Cainozoic Strata .. Mesozoic Strata .. Palaeozoic Strata;

Upper = Magnesian Limestone formation, Carboniferous

System; Middle = (Eifel and South Devon); Lower
Transition Strata; Primary Strata. 1856 DARWIN in Life
$ Lett, (1887) 1 1. 80 Not a fragment ofsecondary or palaeozoic
rock has been found. 1880 HAUGHTON Phys. Gcog. ill. 78
During the Upper Palaeozoic age, extensive land surfaces
were in existence.

2. Jig. and transf. Belonging to the most ancient,
or to the lowest, stage.
1851 D. WILSON Preh, Ann. (1863) I. i. 36 How far back

man is to be looked for in the palaeozoic chronicles of former
life.

_ 1864 LOWELL Fireside Trav. 117 Uncle Z. was a good
specimen of that palaeozoic class, extinct.., or surviving,
Hke the Dodo, in the Botany Bays of Socrety. 1869 FARRAII
j''am. Speech iv, (1873} 115 A large number of them belong
to the lowest, palaeozoic strata of humanity. 1889 JACOBS
Aesop 54 [In] the Jittakas, we., come upon a really Palaeozoic
stratum of the Bidpai Fables.

B. sh. ellipt. (pi.} 1'alceozoic rocks or strata.

1865 PHILLIPS in Intell. Observ, No, 40. 283 Below the
Palaeozoics.

Palaeozoology, paleo- (-z^-lodsi). [f.

PAL.EO- + ZOOLOGY.] That department of zoology,
or of palaeontology, which treats of extinct or
fossil animals. (Correlative to PAL.KOPHYTOLOGY.)
1857 'n MAYNE Exf>os. Lex. 1861 R. E. GRANT Tab.

I'zew Print. Div. Anim. Kingd. 8 The history of existing
animals belongs to Cainozoology, and that of extinct forms to

Palaeozoology. i86z BURTON Bk. Hunter (1863) 2 Get the

passive student once into palaeozoology and he takes your
other hard names, .for granted.
Hence FalsBozoolo'glcal a., belonging to palreo-

zoology.
1894 Nat. Science Sept. 175 A distinct revival of palaeo-

zoological interest in the Geological Society.

II Palaestra, palestra (palrstra, pale-stra).
Gr. Antiq. Also 5-6 pal;l)estre, palastre,
palester, palustre. [a. L. palsestra, a. Gr.

7ra\cu<7Tpa, f. ira\ai-tiv to wrestle ;
in form palestre^

a. ^.palestre (lath c. in Littre).] A place devoted
to the public teaching and practice of wrestling

j

and other athletic exercises; a wrestling-school, :

gymnasium : a. In Grecian antiquity.
1412-20 LYDG. Chron. Troy ir. xi, In Martys honour they

were dedicate And in palastre on wakes on the nyght. 1580
LYI.Y Eup.'mes (Arb.) 447 To wrestle in the games of

Olyinpla^ or to fight at Barriers in Palestra. 1684 BOWLES
tr. Theocritus in Dryderis Misc. i. 243 To morrow I'll to
the Palaestra go, And tell him he's unkind to use me so.

1776 R. CHANDLKR Trav. Greece xxiii. 112 Socrates passing
from the Academy to the Lyceum.. discovers, .an inclosure
..which was a palaestra or place for exercises lately built.

1839 THIRLWALL Greece Ivi. VII. 143 Among his monuments
were an arsenal, . .a gymnasium, a palaestra, a stadium.

b. In transferred use ; often put for the practice
of wrestling or athletics

;
also fig.

14.. LYDG. Balade Commend, our Lady 69 Laureat
crowne..To hem that putte hem in palestre for thy sake.
14.. C

'

ircuinsision in Tundale's Vis. (1843) g6 Myghty
champyons With won pallestre thorow hor hee renov

bold. 1840 GEN. P. THOMPSON Exerc. (1842) V. 52 When
the conduct of criminal justice is but a palaestra or course
of exercise, to be turned on occasion against perhaps the
most deserving members of the community.

387

Palffi'stral, pale'stral (see prec.), a.
[f.

prec. + -AL (prob. through OF. or med.L.).] Of or

pertaining to the palaestra, or to wrestling or

athletics ; athletic.

c 1374 CHAUCEU Troylns v. 304 The feste and pleycs
palestra! At my vigile. 1513 DOUGLAS /Eneis i. Pref. 174
The lusty gammys, and plais palustrnle. Ibid. in. iv. 136
Our fallowschip exerce palestrale play. 1827 HONK Kvery-
dtiy Bk. II. 1009 In the 'Cornish hug', Mr. Polwhele

perceived the Greek paljestra! attitudes finely revived.

If App. misused for 'palatial'.
1500-20 DUNBAH Poems Ixxxv. 73 Iniperiall wall, place

palestrall, Of peirless pulcritud.
So Palse'strlan, -e striaii, a. sb., one who prac-

tised wrestling in the palrcstra ; b. a. = PAL.-ESTRAL.

1599 R. LISCHK Anc. Fiction Q iv, The wrastlers, called
also Palestrians. i8z8 WKBSTER, Patcstrian, Palcstric.

Palsestric, -CStric (pah'strik, -e-strik), a.

[ad. L. pal&stric-ns, a. Gr. Tra^atarpiKos, f. Tra\ai-

arpa.']
=

prec.
1774 J. BRYANT Mytlwl. II. 46 They were so skilled in

the Paljestric art. 1823 DI-: QI/INCKY Lett. Langnage\lVs.
1860 XIV. 125 An activity too palestric and purely human.
So t False'strical a. Obs. (in same sense).
1579 TWYXE Phisicke agst. Fort. I. xc. 112 We entreated

of Palestrical exercises. 1658 PHILLIPS, Falestiical, or

Pal&strical, belonging to wrestling.

Paleetiology (palAi^'lodgi). rare. Also

palaitio-. [(.tor *pa!se,-Ktiology'), i. Gr. iraAaio?

ancient + /ETIOLOGY
; after paleumtologyl\ Used

by Whewell for the application of existing princi-

ples of cause and effect to the explanation of past
phenomena.
1837 WIIEWEI.L Hist. Induct. Sc. xviu. 111.481 The sciences

which treat of causes have sometimes been termed xtio-

logical . . ; a portion of that science on which we are about
to enter, geology, has. .been termed palxontology, since it

treats of beings which formerly existed. Hence, combin-
ing these two notions, the term palxtiology^ appears to be
not inappropriate, to describe thoNC speculations which thus
refer to actual past events, but attempt to explain them by
laws of causation.

So Palse tiolo'gical a., of, belonging to, or using
the methods of palretiology ; Palaeitio'logist, one
who investigates or treats of a subject in a palaetio-

logical way.
1837 WHEWELL Hist. Induct. Sc. xviu. III. 486 Patetio-

logical sciences, -undertake to refer changes to their causes.
Ibid. 487 The tendencies [etc.], .which direct man to archi-
tecture and sculpture, to civil government, to rational and
grammatical speech . .must be in a great degree known to
the paleetiologist of art. of society, and of language, respec-
tively. 1840- P/iilos. Induct. Sc: (1847) 1 1. 464. 1859 MAX
Muu.RR.SY. Lang. Ser, I. ii. (1864) 29 Dr. Whewell classes
the science of language as one of the palaitiological sciences.

II Palafitte (parlalit, || palafrt). Archseol. [F.

palafitte, ad. It. palajilla a fence of piles, f. pah
stake, pile ^Jitto fixed, driven in : (Florio, 161 1, has

palafitta
=

palificata
' a foundation of piles . . in

water-works' : see PALIFICATION).] A hut of

prehistoric age built on piles over the water of a
lake ; a lake-dwelling (in Switzerland or N. Italy).
1882 in I. Donnelly Atlantis 243 We must look, then,

beyond both the Etruscans and Phoenicians in attempting
to identify the commerce of the Bronze Age of our palarittes.

1893 Artier. Cath. Q. Rev. Oct. 727 About forty years ago
special attention was directed by Dr. Keller to the Palafittes
or Lake-Dwellings of Switzerland. 1899 BAKING-GOULD Bk.

of^
H'est \\. 87 In the lake is a cranogue, or subaqueous

cairn, on which was formerly a palafite dwelling.

Palagonite (paloe-gonait). A/in, [ad. Ger.

Palagonit (\Yaltershausen, 1846), f. Palagonia in

Sicily, one of its localities.] A volcanic rock of

vitreous structure, allied to basalt. Palagonite-
tuff, a 'tuff' or porous rock composed of frag-
ments of basaltic lava and palagonite.
1863 BARING-GOULD Iceland 208 The hill is composed of

Palagonite tuff. 1879 RUTI.EY Stud. Rocks xiii. 272 Under
the microscope palagonite appears as a perfectly amorphous
substance. 1896 CHESTER Nantes of Min., Palagonite ..a
basaltic tufa, formerly considered a mineral species.
Hence Falagonitic (-i'lik) a., pertaining to or

of the nature of palagonite.
1886 Encycl. Brit. XXI. 189/2 Lavas and scoriae of

anorthitic character, palagonitic tuffs, and basaltic ashes.

Palais, obs. f. PALACE
; var. PALIS Obs.

Palaisade, -ado, obs. ff. PALISADE, -ADO.
Palamede : see PELAMYD.
Palamedean (ptelanu-dian), a. Ornith. [f.

mod. L. Palamedea, fancifully f. Gr. naXa^ijS?;?,
one of the Grecian heroes at the siege of Troy.]
Of or belonging to the genus Palamedea or family
Palamedeidse, of birds, the type of which is the
kamichi or horned screamer, Palamedea cornuta.

fPa-lamie. Ols. [a. F. palamie (Liebault,
:6th c.),

' the bloudie rifts
; a disease, or impostu-

mation in the roofe of a horses mouth '

(Cotgr.).]
An abscess in the palate of a horse.
1600 SURFLET Ccmntry Farme I. xxviii. 193 margin. The

palamie or bloudie chops in the palate.

II Palampore (pse-lampo^j). Also 7-9 palem-
pore, 9 -pour. [Derivation uncertain.
Yule and Burnell suggest a corruption of a hybrid (Hind,

^nd Vzis.}palangpdsh bed-cover ; which occurs as palanga-
pnze in an Indo-Portug. Diet, of 1727. But Mr. Pringle
(Madras Selections ser. iv. 71) suggests derivation from

PALANKEEN.
Palanpur in Guzerat,' which seems to have been an emporium
for the manufactures of North India '. Perhaps these words
have been confused.]

' A kind of chintz bed-cover, sometimes of beau-
tiful patterns, formerly made at various places in

India" (Yule and BurnellV
1698 FRYER Ace. E. India

f,- P. 34 Staple Commodities
re C'alicuts white and painted, Palempores, Carpets, T

1786 tr. Hcckfords I 'athek (1868) 51 These were only

are Calicuts white and painted, Palempores, Carpets, Tea
tr. Ilcck/ord's I'at/uk (1868) 51 These were only the

dangling palampores and variegated tatters of his
retinue. 1813 BYKON Giaour 666 A stain on every hush
that bore A fragment of his palampore. 1837 Cinl Rug.
f,- Arch. Jrnl. I. 78/1 The chintz and palampore of
India long continued to be the prototypes of European
printed calicoes. 1880 BIKDWOOD Ind. Art II. 98 The
celebrated falainpores, or

'

becl-covers
',
of Masulipatam . .

which in point of art decoration are simply incomparable,

t Palailder (parlandaO. Obs. exc. Hist. Also
6 palandre, 7 paleudar; //. 6 palandrie, 7

palandarie. [app. ad. It. palandra, palandaria
M'lorio), 'a kind of flat bottomed Barges or Ships
vsed in time of war to transport Hor.-es', etc., Sp.
palandre, i6th c. F. palandrie, med.L. (i-jth c.)

falanjaria '

Jal). Origin unascertained.]
1. A flat-bottomed transport vessel used esp. (by

the Turks) for transporting horses.

IS7Z in Hakluyt I'oy. II. i. 122 margin, Palandrie be
great flat vessels made like Feriboats to transport horse.

1603 KNOLLES Hist. Turks 671 Solyman had by night sent
over certaine troupes of light horsemen, in great palendars.
1658 EARL MONM. tr. l\truta's Wars Cypi us 44 Al out fifty

Palandarie, which are made like small Gallies, . . much
covered, containing about a hundred Horse a peece. 1788
GIBBON Dccl. <y /'. Ix, The chargers., were embarked in the
fiat palanders. 1855 MII.MAN Lat. Chr. ix. vii, They [the
Venetians] would furnish palanders and flat vessels to

transport 4500 horses.

2. A fire-ship; and in I 7th c. a bomb-ketch.
15627. SHUTE CauMni's Turk. H'ars 34 b, They tawed

the palandre after them at y sterme of some of their

galleys. 1693 Land. Gaz. No. 2861/1 '1 hey [the French]. .

cuuld not.. bring on their Palanders, or Fireships, to make
I any attempt upon the Spanish Ships. Ibid. No. 2878/2, 4

Ketches or Palanders carrying Mortar Pieces.

II Pala'llk, -ka. [a. F. palanque, It. palanca
1 a defence made of great poles or stakes

'

;
so

Pol. palanka, \\oum.palanca, Turkish palanqah.
The med.L. hnr&palanga,$halanga (Du Cange, Kurting)

appear to be from Gr. itiAayf, ^aAayva trunk, log, pole.

The^W- forms may be influenced by L. palus stake.]
A kind of fortified camp : see quot. 1^53.
1691 LUTTRELL BriefR el. (1857) II. 302 [They] hop'd. .to

make themselves masters of the suburb and palauk on the
other side the river. 1853 STOCQUELER /!/;/. Encycl., Pa-
lankas, a species of permanent intrenched camp, attached
to Turkish frontier fortresses, in which the ramparts are
reveted wi:h large beams, . .so as to form a strong palisade.

II Palankeen, palanquin (p:elankrn), sb.

Forms: a. Opalanchin, pal v
l anchme.pallankiri,

7 palankiue, -q.uine, pallenkine, pallanqum,
(pollankan, p:;lamkin, -keen, palakin, palla-

quin), 7-8 pallankeen,palenkeen,S pallenkeen.

7- palankin, palanquin, 8- palankeen. Also
Ii. 7 palanke, -ka, 7-8 palankee, 8 palanque.
See also PALKKE. [orig. a. Pg. palanquim (1515
in Correa Lendas da India], whence also It. palan-
chino, Sp. and F. palanquin (161 1 in Hatz.-LKirm.),

repr. an E. Ind. vernacular word *palanki: cf.

Malay and Javanese palangki 'litter or sedan'

(Crawford), Hindi ^pa/aki, palkl 'palankeen', f.

Skr. paryahka. palyaiika couch, bed
,
Pali pallahko

'

couch, bed, litter, or palankin
'

(Childers), Hindi
and Marath! palang bedstead, couch. The final

nasal appears to have been a Portuguese addition

as in mandarin, and is often absent from the forms

given by early travellers, as also from PALKKK.
There^ is a curious resemblance between this and the Sp.

palanca. :-L. phalanga,^\^ to carry a burden, cowl-staff,

waence/a/an?ttw, 'a bearer, one of two who earry a burden
between them on a pole ',

which some earlier writers held to
be the source of the K. Indian word. Yule & Burnell

suggest that the Portuguese may have associated the two.}
A covered litter or conveyance, usually for one

person, used in India and other Eastern countries,

consisting of a large box with wooden shuttei s like

Venetian blinds, carried by four or six (rarely

two) men by means of poles projecting before and
behind.
a. 1588 T. HICKOCK tr. C, Frederick's Voy. 10 (n)

Making readye to depart, with two Palanchines or little

Litters, which are very commodious for the waye. 1598
W. PHILLIPS Linschotcn i. xv. 27/1 Great and thicke

reeds, which are vsed in India to make the Pallankins,
wherein they carry the \vomen. 1612 R. COVERTE yoy.
37 He is brought vpon an Elephant .. and sometimes
in a Pollaukan, carried by foure slaues. 16x3 PURCHAS

Pilgrimage v. ix. 416 Set it in a Palamkin, which was borne

by the chlefe men of the Towne. 1653 H. COGAN tr. Pinions
Trav. Ivi. (1663) 218 They caused themselves to be born in

PaHacjitins or Arm-chairs, upon the shoulders of other Priests

their inferiors. 1662 J. DAVIES Mandelslo's Trav. 82 Some-
times carried in Palanquines, which are a kind of Litters or

Sedans, carried by two men upon their shoulders with a bar.

1678 PHILLIPS (ed. 4), Palakin (from the Spanish Palan-

quino a Porter). 1704 Collect. Voy. (Churchill) III. 690/1
Then the Empress's Palankin or Litter. 1785 in European
Mag. (1786) IX. 177 They handed us each to a fly pallenkeen.

1883 BIBLE (R. V.) Song Sot. iii. 9 King Solomon made him-



T,

PALANKEEN.
stlf a palanquin. 1885 A. DOBSON Sign ofLyre 177 Behold '

the hero of the scene, In bungalow and palankeen.
3. 1633 TicKKY in Purchas 1'ilgriws \\. ix. vi. 3. 1475

Carried vpon mens shoulders.. in a slight thing they call a

I'lilankee. //>.</. $ 4. 1481 His [Great Mogol's] Wjues and
Women of all sorts., are carryed in Palankas or vpon
Klephants. 1738 [G. SMITH] Curious Relat. II. 504 He is

carried on a stalely Palanque. 1747 Gentl, Mag. 341 The

enemy, .lost. .2 chests of arms, their provisions, palankees.

b. attrib. and Comb., as palankeen-bearer, -boy,

-phaeton, -pole, etc.

1698 FRYER Ace. E. India $ P. 34 Ambling after these a

great pace, the Palenkeen-Boys support them. ci8i3 MKS.

SHERWOOD Ayak fy Lady \\\. 73 One uf the palanquin-
bearers came into the verandah. 1837 Lett. fr. Madras
(1843) 89, I have had all the palanquin-boys, who are the

best housemaids here, hard at work. Ibid. 163 He.. put
his shoulder under the palanquin-pole, and set off with his

song again. 1877 BLACK Green Past. xlvi. (1878) 368 The
roof of our palanquin-phaeton was of blue cloth.

Hence Palankee'n, -qui'n v. intr., to travel in

a palankeen : also to palankeen it.

1832 Examiner 340/1 They.. are content to hookah and
1

inquin it. 1840 E. NAI-IKK Scenes ff Sp. in For. Lands
n. 210 About one months marching, or rather palankeen-

ing, brought me to Madras. i845Hoon To Lady on Dep.
India vi, Go to the land of slaves and palankeening.

Palantine, -yne, obs. forms oi' PALATINE.

Palar (p^Ha-i), a. rare. [ad. L. palaris t
f.

pal-us stake : see -Ait.] Of the nature of, or

resembling, a pale or stake.

1708 J. CHAMBERI.AYNE St. Gt, Brit. n. in. x. (1737) 427 On
the Foot of the Palar Part of the Cross. 1857 MAYNE Expos.
Lex., Palaris,. .palar.

II Palas, pulas (pala-s). Also pa-, pulash.

[Hindi pala$,pala$ t
Skr. paldcd.] The DHAK-UCC

of India {Bittea frondosa and B. superba}. Palas

kino, the kino yielded by this tree, Bengal kino.

1799 COLEBKOOKK in Life (1873) 407 note, Butea frondosa,
named Palas, or Dhac. 1841 ELPHINSTONE Hist. Ind. I.

in. xi. 343 Spaces of several day>' journey across covered

with the pal;is or dak tree, which in spring loses all its leaves

and is entirely covered with large red and orange flowers,

which make the whole of the hills seem in a blaze. 1866

Trent. Dot. 183 The Dhak or Pulas of IncfflK 1883CVw#V
Fam. Mag. Oct. 685/1 The Palash tree.. isT:onsidered the

most suitable tree for the production of lac.

Palas, ob*. form of PALACE s&. 1 and -.

t Falasi'n, a. Obs. rare. In 5 -syn. [a. OF.

palasin, pahrisin, f. palais PALACE sb. 1
: cf.

PALADIN.] Ik-longing to the palace or court.

tri400 Rout. Rose 6862 Thise Abbessis and eke bygyns
These gret ladyes Palasyns [F. dames palashics}.

Palastre, obs. f. PAL.KSTKA. Palasy, -aie,

obs. ff. PALSY. Palat, obs. f. PALATE, PALLET.

Palatable (parlatab'l), a. [f.
PALATE sb. and

V. + -ABLE.]
1. Agreeable to the palate; pleasant to the taste;

having a good flavour ; savoury.
1669 W. SIMPSON Hydrol. Chym. 165 Spirit . .of harts-horn

. .is not very palatable, which makes some disgust it. 1748
Anson's Voy. \\ viii. 220 An almost constant supply of fresh

and palatable food. 1840 DICKENS Old C. Shop iv, Ask the

ladies to stop to supper, and have a couple of lobsters and

something light and palatable.

2. fg. Pleasing or agreeable to the mind or feel-

ings ; acceptable ; that is or may be ' relished *.

1683 KESXKTT tr. Erasm. on Polly 53 Truth.. is seldom

palatable to the ears of kings. 1782 Miss P.VRNEY Cecilia.

ix. i, This counsel [was] by no means palatable. 1831 CAR-
LYLE Sart. Res. in. vii. Such Fighting-titles will cease to be

palatable.
Hence Palatability ; Fa-latableness; Fa'la-

tably adv.
1886 I'oice (N.Y.) 16 Dec. (Advt.), Its medicinal value and

*palatabi!ity were not impaired. ci7zo\V. GIBSON barrier's

Dispens. n. iii. (1734) 112 These are seldom or never used

otherwise than in Substance,, .for *Palatableness. 1770 New
Dispens. 3^6/1 Greater regard being here had to palatable-
ness than medicinal efficacy. 1677 Vuy^Oxfordsk. 37 Other
waters.. that are *palatably salt. 1741 MIDDLICTON Cicero

I. vi. 426 A way of dressing mushrooms, .palatably.

Palatal (pje'latal), a. and sb. [a. F. palatal

(1752 Diet. Trevoux], f. "L. palat-um palate f -AL.]

A. adj. 1. Anat.) Zool., etc. Pertaining to the

palate :
= PALATINE a* i.

1828-32 WEBSTER, Palatal, pertaining to the palate. 1834
R. MUDIE Brit. Birds (1841) II. 19 Pill -. having the

palatal knob very large. 1874 LYKLL Elem. Geot. xxi. 358
A terrestrial reptile having numerous palatal teeth. 1888

ROLLESTON & JACKSON Anini. Life 360 [In Mammalia] The
praemaxtllary, maxillary and palatine bones possess palatal

plates which constitute the hard palate.

b. Conchol. (See quot.)
1854 WOODWARD Mollnsca \\. 165 Pupa Uva :.. Shell. .

aperture rounded, often toothed. (Dr. Pfeifler terms those

teeth '

parietal
' which are situated on the body-whirl ; those

on the outer lip, 'palatal '.)

2. Phonetics. Of a consonant or vowel sound :

Produced by placing the tongue against the palate,

esp. the hard palate. The palatal consonants are

formed further forward in the mouth than the velar

or gutturals, and are approximately our (k
y

, g
y

,

Xy
, "y

y
,
and y).

In the Devanagarl or Sanskrit alphabet the palatal con-

sonants are those of the second row c, ch, j\ }h, #, with the

semivowel y and sibilant f ; the name is also often given to

the sounds into which these have passed in modern Indian

languages. Palatltl vowels are our /, i, e, e, f, as, more

commonly called/rent vowels.
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1828-32 WEBSTER, Palatal,, .tillered by the aid of the

palate. 1844 KEY Alphalu /, etc. .5 In the Sanskrit alphabet,
the series of guttural, palatal, lingual, dental, and labial

consonants, have an belonging to each class. 1875 WHIT-
NEY Life ftc. Lang. iv. 46 A sibilant with following palatal
mute 1876 DOUSE Grimm's L. 60. 146 The palatal semi-

vowel (y).

B. sb.

1. Anal. Short for palatal bone:
= PALATINE ji.2 i.

1886 in CasseltsKncycl. Diet. itgoCent. Diet, s.v., In their

simplest form the palatals are mere rods or plates extending

horizontally from the pterygoids to the maxiliaries.

2. Phonetics. A palatal sound ; usually, a palatal
consonant. (See A. 2.)

1828-32 WEBSTKK, Palatal, a letter pronounced by the aid

of the palate. 1844 Kiev Alphabet, etc. 23 The other letters

..according to their organs : ist, the guttural and palatals,

..andly, dentals,, -srdly, labials. 186* MARSH Eng. Lang.
492 The combination^/* was originally a guttural or perhaps
a palatal.

Hence Palatalism, Falata'lity, palatal quality
or character.

1876 DOUSE Grimm's L. % 64. 171 Different destinies of the

combinations kya and kwa, according as the palatalism and

gutturalism represented by y and w, attack the consonant

or the vowel. 1864 F. HAUL in Lauder's Tractate Notes

11869) 32 A device for preserving the palatality of its g.

Palatalize (pai'latalsiz), v. Phonetics. [f.

PALATAL + -J/.E.] trans. To render palatal; to

modify into a palatal sound
; esp., to change the

gutturals k, g, etc., into kr
, g-

y
, etc., by advancing

the point of contact between tongue and palate.

Hence Pa'latalized ppl. a.

1867 A. J. ELLIS E. E. Pronunc. I. iii. I 4. 204 The older

French seem to have generally palatalized the Latin c be-

fure a as (lamp) from campus, whence afterwards (champ,
shan). 1886 Athenxum 25 Dec. 867/1 In Russian. .a vowel

like the final / palatalizes the preceding consonant. Ibid..

Traces of these palatalized consonants are seen in
'

singe
'

from sangjaii. 1887 COOK Stivers' O. E. Gram. no. Mod.
In OE. phonology, the palatalized c and g are often dis-

tinguished as c'tg
1

; by Biilbring as c, g.

Hence Falataliza'tion.

1863 LEPSIUS Stand. Alph. 159 The palatalisation of r has

..in several . .Sclavonic languages, passed into a slight as-

sibilation. 1867 F.LLIS E. E. Pronune. \. iii. 206 The pala-

talisation of a consonant.

Palate (.pse'Ut),
sb. (n.) Forms : 4-7 palat,

palet, 5 paiett, 6-7 pallate, / pallat, pallet, 5-

palate. [ad. L. falatutu palate. See also the

obs. PALACE sl>.- a. F. palais.'}

1. The roof of the mouth (in man and verte-

brates generally) ;
the structures, partly bony and

partly fleshy (see b), which separate the cavity of

the mouth from that of the nose.

1382 WVCLIF Lam. iv. 4 Cleuede to the tonge of the

oukende to his palet in thrist [a,i falattim cms in siti\.

1450-1530 Myrr. our Ladye 249 The anguysshe of harte

dryed so the tongue & palate of the vyrgyn. 1597 A. M. tr.

GuiUemem'i Fr. Chirnrg. 24b/2 The pallate or Vvula of

the mouth. 1668 WILKINS Real Char. m. xii. 367 (Ng) is

framed by an appulse of the Root of the Tongue towards

the inner part of the Palat. (11756 MRS. HAYWOOD New
Present (1771) 167 To fricasey Ox Palates, c 1817 HOGG
Talcs ff Sk. V. 112 My tongue and palate became dry and

speechless. 1844 KEY Alphabet, etc. 25 M, n, ng. .sounds

depending partly upon the nose, and partly upon the lips,

teeth, and palate, respectively.

b. Bony or hard palate : the anterior and chief

part of the palate, consisting of bone covered with

thick mucous membrane. Softpalate : the posterior

part of the palate, a pendulous fold of musculo-

membranous tissue separating the mouth-cavity

i
from the pharynx, and terminating below in the

I uvula; also called veil of the palate. Cleft palate:

see CLEFT ///. a. b.

1774 GOLDSM. Nat. Hist. (1776) VI. 161 In the bony palate
1 of fish . .all powers of distinguishing are utterly taken away.
i8u HOOPER Mcd. Diet., J'ala/um malic, the soft palate.

This lies behind the bony palate. 1890 SWEET Prim.
Phonetics 8 The roof of the mouth consists of two parts, the
'

soft
'

and the
' bard

'

palate.

t C. Falling down of the palate, the palate down,

etc. :

' a term for a relaxed uvula
'

(Syd. Sac. Lex.).
1618 FI.ETCHEK Loyal Suhj. III. ii, Your Pallat's downe

Sir. i64 PEPYS Diary 23 Sept., My cold and pain in my
head increasing, and the palate of my mouth falling, I was

in great pain. 1684 A. LITTLETON Lat. Diet., Columclla,
the swelling of the uvula, or falling down of the palate of

the mouth. 1687-8 G. MIEGE Gt. Fr. Diet. s.v. Litette,

The palate of the mouth down, la luette abattue.

2. Populaily considered as the seat of taste;

hence transf. the sense of taste.

1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 87 b, Breed to a sore

mouth is sharpe & harde, whiche to a hole palate is swete

& pleasaunt. 1596 SHAKS. Merck. V. iv. i. 96 Let their pal-

lats Be season 'd with such Viands. 1642 FULLER Holy t<

Prof. St. in. xiii. 184 As soon may the same meat please all

palats. 1712 ADDISON Sped. No. 409 p 2 Every different

Flavour that affects the Palate. 1823 J. BADCOCK Dam.
Amusem. 16 Meats that require salt, .. according to the

palate of the consumers. 1885 BIBLE (R. V.) Job xii. 11 Even

as the palate tasteth its meat.

b. fig. Mental taste or liking.

1435 MISYN Fire ofLave 90 pa haue. .jje palate of ))e hart

filyd with feuyr of wykkyd lufe, qwarfor Jjai may not fele

swetnes of heuenly loy. 1606 SHAKS. Tr. ff Cr. i. iii. 338

Heere the Troyans taste our deer'st repute With their fin st

Pallate. 1644 MILTON Areop. (Arb.) 39 Any subject that,

was not to their palat, they..condemn'd. 1742 YOUNG Nt.

Th. ix. 3067 Thou, to whose Palate Glory is so sweet. 1876

PALATIATELY.
GEO. ELIOT Dan. Der. vt. xlvi, I heard a little too much
preaching,, .and lost my palate for it.

3. Bot. A convex projection of the lower lip

closing the throat of the corolla of a personate

flower, as the snapdragon.
This curious use goes back to early botanists, e. g. Tourne-

fort, Dillenius, Linnaeus. It may have arisen from taking

paldtujn in the wider sense of Germ, gaumen, Sw. gom,
OHG. gonmo,

'

interior of the mouth, palate, throat, jaws '.

[1732 DILLEXIUS Hort. Eltham. 200 Labium. .inferius tri-

partitum cuius palatum grandiuscula productio-.occupat.]

1760 J. LEE Introa. Bot. in. xxii. (1765) 228 Palatiim, the

Palate, is a Gibbosity or bunching out in the Faux of the

Corolla. 1880 GRAY Struct. Bot. 248 A bilabiate corolla

is . . Personate, or masked, when the throat is closed, more or

less, by a projection of the lower lip called the Palate.

4. JLntom. The epipharynx of an insect, a fleshy

lobe beneath the labrum.

1867 J. HOGG filicrosc. \. iii. 220 Entomological specimens
such as.. tongues, palates, corneae, etc. show best in balsam.

5. altrili. and Comb., as palate-bone, -inyograph,

-plate, -pleaser, -pleasure ; palate-biting, -pleasing,

etc., adjs. ; f palate-man, a man given to the

pleasures of the palate, an epicure (so palate people.)
1812 W. TF.NNANT Anstcr F. n. viii, Some bring.. From

Flushing's port, the *pa!ate-biting gin. 1727-41 MONKO
Anat. (ed. 3) 138 Each *palate-bone may. .be divided into

four Parts. 1876 Clin. Soe. Trans, IX. 124 The hori-

zontal plate of the palate-bone. 1899 Allbutt's Syst. Mcd.
VIII. 207 The commonness of 'palate-defect .. appears
to be largely due to its correlation with some degree of

brain-deficiency. ai66i FULLER Worthies, Bucks. I. (1662)

128 Whether these tame be as good as wild-pheasants, I

leave to *PalIate men to decide. 1890 J. S. BILLINGS Nat.
Mcd. Diet. II. 277 *Palate-tnyograph, an instrument for

recording graphically the motions of the soft palate in

speaking, a 1661 Km-LKR Worthies, Cornwall ( 1662) 194

Our "Palate-people are much pleased therewith [garlic].

1782 MONKO Anat. 102 The *palate-plate is cribriform about

the middle. 1620 VKNNER / 'ia Recta iii. 52, 1 will here ad.

uertise all *pallat-pleasers, that they shall sooner surfet..

with pork, then with any other flesh. 1611 COTGR., Suave,
. . sweet, . .

'

palate-pleasing, delicious. 1657 G. STAHKEY Hel-

mont's I'ind. To Rdr., Ridiculous (barely palat-pleasing)

toyes. 1638 T. WIIITAKEH Blood of Crape 48, 1 speake not

phantastically, or from any 'palate-pjeasure.
1800 LAMB

Lett. (1886) 1. 286 The., "palate-soothing flesh of geese.

f B. adj. Pleasant to the palate or taste ; palat-

able. Obs. rare.

1617 HIEKON IVks. {1619-20! II. 210 The most perfit and

palate wine (they say) doth make the quickest vinegar.

Palate (pae-l/t), v. rare. [f. prec. sb.]

1. trans. To perceive or try with the palate, to

taste
;
to gratify the palate with, to enjoy the taste

of, relish. Also_/?f.
1606 SHAKS. Tr. 4- Cr. iv. i. 59 You. .that defend her, Not

pallating the taste of" her dishonour. 1739 R. BULL tr. Dede.

kiniius' Crobianus 32 What fairest seems and best, when

proud, unsullied family of Stuart, could not palate it at all.

1860 RUSKIN .Mod. Paint. V. ix. v. g 5. 247 Nothing was to

be fed upon as bread, but only palated as a dainty.

f2. To make palatable, to season. Obs.

1610 W. FOLKINGHAM Art of Sii>-.'ey Ep. Ded. 2 Labour-

ing, with invulgar Ingredients, to palate an ill seasoned

Seruice.

Palate, obs. or erron. form of PALLET.

Pa-lated, a. rare. [f.
PALATE sb. + -ED -.]

Having a '

palate' or taste (of a specified kind).

1804 COLLINS Scrijtscrap vi, If kindly palated, with Taste

unprejudic'd.

Palateless (parities), a. [f. as prec. + -LESS.]

Without a palate ; fg. void of delicacy of taste.

a 1831 A. THOMSON in Butler Bible ll'k. (1883) I. 122 Cries

came out from palateless mouths, .wildly imploring. 1860
'

RUSKIN Mod. Paint. V. ix. viii. 6 He delivers his . articles

. .to his ravenous customers ; palateless ; gluttonous.

Palatial (palpal), a\ [f.
L. palati-UM

PALACE + -AL.] Of the nature or character of

!
a palace ; pertaining to or befitting a palace ;

splendid, magnificent (as a building).

1754 A. DRUMMOND Trav. xiii. 271 A very magnificent struc-

ture, .builtinthepalatialstileofthosedays. iSsSHAwTHORNE
|

Fr. q It. Note-kks. I. 12 Palatial edifices, which are better

for a stranger to look at, than for his own people to pay for.

1884 Graphic 9 Aug. 134/1 Some of the most palatial hotels.

Hence Palatia'lity (-fite-lW) ; Pala'tially adv.

1894 Harpers Weekly Mag. 7 Apr. 317 In point of

I

'

palatiality
'

the newly . . reconstructed house . . leads the list.

1893 F. F. MOORE Cray Eye or So III. 130 Not palatially,

..but still pleasantly.

t Palatial, a. 2 , sb. ,
obs. irreg. form for PALATAL.

Palatial, pertaining to the palate; as, the palatial retrac-

tion of the tongue. Burrow.

Pala'tian, a. rare. [f.
L. palati-um + -AN.]

Of or belonging to a palace ;
= PALATIAL.

1845 DISRAELI Sybil \\. i, The. .easy chairs .. imparted
even to this palatian chamber a lively and habitable air.

t Pala'tiate, a. Obs. rare. Also -at. [f.
L.

palati-um + -ATE 2
2.]

= PALATIAL a. 1 Hence

t Pala-tiately adv.

1632 LITHGOW Trav. vil. 307 The great Palatial Mansion,

where the.. Vicegerent hath his residence. Ibid. vnt. 366

Palatial Tauernes, the worst whereof, may lodge a Monar-

chicke trayne. Ibid. iv. 139 External! decorements offabricks

palatiatly exlended.



PALAT1C.

Palatic (pake'tik), a. (sb.} rare. [f. L. paldt-
um PALATE + -ic.] Of or belonging to the palate ;

palatal, b. sb. = PALATAL B. 2.

1669 HOLDER Elcm. Speech 38 The 3 Labial B. P. M. are
Parallel to the 3 Gingival T. D. N, and to the 3 Palatick
K. G.Ng. iMBladMt.Maf, XXIII. 590(11] nullifies the

palatic susceptibility. 1889 J. M. ROBKRTSON Ess. towards
Crit. Method 69 Palatic taste is a matter of native bias.

So t Pala-'tical # Obs.\ f Palati-cian (psela-

ti'Jan) nonce-wd. [after politician^ one skilled in

matters of the palate.
1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Palatical, pertaining to, or that

pleaseth the palate. 1821 Edin. Rev. XXXV. 61 A profound
palatician, and mistress of the art of. .combining flavours.

Palatiforni ipalartif^.im), a. Entoni. [f. L.

palat-um + -FORM.] Applied to the tongue of an

insect when closely united with the inner surface

of the labium.
1826 in KIRBY 8: SP. Entomol. IV. 312. 1857 in MAYNE.

Falatinal i.palrc-tinal), a. [f.
L. palatm-M

PALATINE a. 1 + -AL.] Belonging to a palatinate.
1793 State Papers in Ann. Reg. 222/2 A continued corre-

spondence between the military commanders, the palatinal

confederations, ..and the general confederation.

Palatinate (palrc'tinA, pne'latin^t), sb. Also

7 -at. [f.
PALATINE sb.1 4- -ATK l; in Y.palatwat

; 1611 in Cotgr.).]
1. The territory or district under the rule or

jurisdiction of a palatine or count-palatine.
1658 PHILLIPS, Palatinate, the Country or chief Seat of a

Count Palatine or Paladine. 1669 Lond. Gaz. No. 420/1
The Deputies of the Palatinates of Eraslavie, Podolie and
Voliine have put in a claim for a reimbursement of their

Noblesse. 1684 Scanderbeg Rediv, ii. 20 The Realm [of

Poland] being divided into Thirty four Palatinates or Govern-
ments. 1768 Ann. Reg. 13/2 The Russian army. .formed a
line in the palatinate of Cracovia. 1864 BURTON Scot Abr.
I. v. 260 Over Europe there were inexhaustible varieties of

palatinates, margravates, regalities, and the like, enjoying
their own separate privileges.

b. In England or Ireland : A county palatine
or palatine earldom: see COUNTY! 7, PALATINE
a. 1 2 b. Also applied to American colonies the

Proprietors of which had palatine rights.
Such were Carolina, Maryland (1634-92, 1715-76), Maine :

see PALATINE d. 1 2 b, sb* 2 d.

1614 SELDKN Titles Hon. 247 These two [Chester and
Lancaster].. may be called Lay Palatinats with vs ; for also

of great autoritie are the other two of Durham and Ely, but
both Bishopriques. 1656 BLOUNT Glossogr.^ Palatinate, or

County Palatine, is a principal County or Shire, having as

it were the same authority, as the Palace or Kings Royal
Court hath. 1669 J. LOCKE Const. Carolina ix. in 33 Defi.

Kpr. Rep. 259 To every county there shall be three as ya

hereditary nobility of this pallatinate [Carolina]. 1827
HALLAM Const. Hist. (1876) III. xviii. 351 In all these

palatinates [in Ireland], .the king's process had its course

only within the lands belonging to the church. 1874 STUBBS
Const. Hist. I. ix, 98. 271 Two of these palatinates, the

earldom of Chester and the bishopric of Durham, retained
much of their character to our own days. i88z L. STEPHEN
Swift i. 2 Godwin Swift was made Attorney-General in the

palatinate of Tipperary by trie Duke of Ormond.
c. The Palatinate, Rhine P., a state of the old

German Empire, under the rule of the Pfalzgraf or

Count Palatine of the Rhine, one of the seven

original electors of the Empire.
It originally included the district immediately dependent

upon Aachen, the original imperial capital, but afterwards

comprised two districts higher up the Rhine, called the

Upper and Lower Palatinate, which are now absorbed in

Bavaria and other adjacent states.

c 1580 BACON State Europe Wks. 1879 I. 367/1 During the
life of the last elector, Ludovic dwelt at Ainberg in the higher
Palatinate. 1619 LUSHINGTON Repetit. Serin, in Phenix
(1708) II. 477 The Catholick is for the Spanish Match, and the
Protestant for restoring the Palatinate. 1637 Documents
agst. Prynne (Camden) 74 It is said that some messinger
shall be forthwith sent to the Emperour to demaund the
Palatinates and the Electorate, and to give his Imperial!
Majestic notice of this confederacy. 1791 MACKINTOSH
I'tnd. Gallicae Wks. 1846 III. 12 Who.. issues with calm
and cruel apathy his orders to butcher the Protestants of

I^anguedoc, or to lay in ashes the villages of the Palatinate.

1876 BANCROFT Hist. U. S. II. xxviii. 205 Germans, fugitives
from the devastated Palatinate.

2. An inhabitant or native of the German Pala-
tinate ; cf. PALATINH sb. 1

5.

1709 Loud. Gaz. No. 4561/3 Proposals . . for the Encourage-
ment of the Palatinates Transportation into the Province of
Carolina. 1890 Critic (U.S.) i Feb. 51/2 Washington.,
encouraged the importation of the Palatinates who fled from
Germany to find peace and comfort in the American colonies.

3. attrib. or adj. Of or belonging to a palatinate.
1672 PETTY Pol. Anat. \\. Tracts (1769) 326 There is also

a palatinate court in Tipperary. 1781 S. PETERS Hist. Con-
necticut 75 He. .procured from the incaution of Charles II.

as ample a charter as was ever given to a palatinate state.

1874 STUBBS Const. Hist. I. ix. 98. 271 note, The palatinate
jurisdiction of Durham was transferred to the crown in

1836. 1900 Q. Rev. Apr. 425 A chief reason for his accept-
ance of the Palatinate See.

Hence Pala'tinate v. trans, (nonce-wd.) ,
to make

into a palatinate or county palatine.
ai66i FULLER Worthies, Chesh. i. (1662) 171 Lancashire.,

relateth to Cheshire as the copy to the original, being Pala-
tinated but by King Edward the third, referring the Duke
of Lancaster to have his regal jurisdiction.

Palatine (pse-latain, -in), a. 1 and sbl Also 5
palatyn v e, 6 pallatyne, (7 -een), 7-8 pallatine.
palatin; 7 paladiue; 5 palen-, palyntyne, 6
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pallentine, 6-7 palentine, palantine, -yne. fa.
E. palatin, -ine (isth c. in Hatz.-Darm.), ad. L,

palatin-us of or belonging to the palatium or

PALACE, as sb. ' an officer of the palace, a
chamberlain *.]

A. adj. 1. Of or belonging to the imperial
palace of the Cassars; of or belonging to the palace
or court of the German emperors ; of or belonging
to a palace; of the character of or befitting a palace;
palatial.
1598 STOW Surv. 37 The Citie of London.. hath in the East

a very great & most strong Palatine Tower. i6o4R.CAWDRF,Y
Table Alph,, Palatine, belonging to a Princes Court, or

pal lace, a 1735 HKARNE tr. Petrns Blesensis in Agnes
Strickland Queens Eng. (1842) I. 317 Your king, .gave him-
self up to palatine idleness. 1819 KEATS Lamia 211 In
Pluto's gardens palatine. 1859 PARKER Dom. Archit. III.
ii. vii. 372 The pure palatine nature of these is shewn in

an excellent treatise abstracted by Pennant.
2. Possessing royal privileges ; having a jurisdic-

tion ^within the territory) such as elsewhere belongs
to the sovereign alone.

a. In Count, Earl (Lord) Palatine : see COUNT
sb.* 2 (also COUNTY sh2).
Count Palatine was sometimes used in i7th c. as = (Eng-

lish) Karl Palatine; but occurs in Eng. Hist, chiefly as the
title of the Pfalzgraf, PALSGRAVE, or Count Palatine of
the Rhine, and esp. of Frederick who married Elizabeth
daughter of James I, ancestress of the Royal House of
Great Britain, also called, as an elector of the German
Empire, Elector Palatine, and sometimes Prince Palatine.
a 1548 HALL Chron., Hen, I'lll 237 b. Came to London

Duke Frederyke of Bauyre Countye 1'alantyne or Pals-

fraue
of the Ryne. c 1580 BACON State Europe Wks. 1879

. 367/1 The elector palatine Ludovic, a Lutheran ; his
chief abode is at Heidelberg. 1596 SPKNSFR State Ire!.
Wks. (Globe) 621/2 A Palsgrave . . that is, an Earle Palentine.
1612 SELDEN Illustr. Drayton's Poly-alb, xi. 181 William
the Conqueror, first created one Hugh Wolfe a Norman,
Count Palatine of Chester. 1612 Harl. J/.S'. 5176, If. 212
[Ceremonial of the Marriage] On St. John day, the 27
of Decembre Frederick Count Palatin and Elector was
affianced and contracted in the Banquetting House at

White-hall, in the presence of the King sitting iii state,

1640 VORKE Union Hon. 106 Randolph, surnamed Blunde-
vile..the sixth Earle Palatine of Chester. 1658 PHILLIPS
s. v. Palatinate, One of the Electors of the Roman Empire
called the Palsgrave, or Prince Palatine of the Rhene, 1684
Scantierbcg Rediv. iii. 31 The Daughter of the Princess
Pallatine. 1786 W. THOMSON Watsons Philip III (1839)
331 Frederick elector palatine, a prince young, high-spirited,
and in power not inferior to any of the Protestants. 1818
BYRON Mazt-ppa viii, An angry man, ye may opine, Was he,
the proud Count Palatine. 1900 LAPSLEY County Pal.
Durham 2 To-day the queen -empress is also countess
palatine of Durham. Ibid. 218 n. 3 It was said by justice
Newton that the lord palatine, in producing a vouchee was
acting as the servant of the king's court ( I

r
earbk. 19 Hen. VI

Hil. 52).

b. In County Palatine, Palatine County : see

COUNTY 1
7 ; rarely used in sense of the (German)

PALATINATE. Palatine earldom, the territory or
dominion of an earl palatine - County Palatine.

1436 Rolls of Parlt. IV. 497/2 The Justices of our saide

Soveraigne Lorde of his Countee Palentyne. 1461 Ibid. V.
478/2 That the Counte of Lancastr' be a Counte Palatyne.
1620 BACON Draught of Proctam. Wks. 1879 II. 118/2
Neither can we think it safe for us. .that the county Palatine

carrying with itself an electorate, .should now become at
the disposing of that house [of Austria]. 1639 Charter of
Maine in Baxter Sir F. Gorges (1890) II. 127 Together with
,. as large and ample .. Prerogatives Royalties Liberties ..

within the said province..as the Bishop of Durham within
the Bishoprick or County Palatine of Durham. 1874 STUBBS
Const. Hist. I. xi. 124. 363 note, The first creation of a
palatine earldom under that name is that of Lancaster in 1351.

c. Of or belonging to a count or earl palatine,
or to a county palatine, or palatinate.
1638-9 Laws Maryland in Archives of M. (1883) I. 48

The Lord Proprietarie shall be allowed all . . the like pre-
rogatives and Royall Rights as are usually or of right due
or belonging to a Court Pallatine. 1824 GALT Rothelan I.

n. x. 229 The rich palatine city of Durham. 1827 HALLAM
Const, Hist. (1876) I. i. 7 In a few counties there still re-

mained a palatine jurisdiction, exclusive of the king's courts.

1874 Sir BBS Const. Hist. I. xi. 124. 364 He [Roger
Montgomery] also may have possessed palatine rights.

3. Of or belonging to the German Palatinate.

1644 in Neal Hist. Pin-it. (1736) III. 222 His Grace has
forgot his refusing to licence the Palatine Confession of
Faith. 1695 Lond. Gaz. No. 3139/3 The Palatin Troops
are returned from the Upper Rhine. 1755 CARTE Hist.

Eng. IV. i The Palatine alliance flattered James with the

expectation of acquiring a mighty interest in Germany.
1768 Chron. in Ann. Keg-. 64/1 The elector, .instituted a new
order of knighthood, entitled the order of the Palatine-lion.

b. Of or pertaining to the palatines : see PALA-
TINE 1 B. 5.

1710 Gov. R. HUNTER in N. V. Col. Docs. (1855) V. 165We want still three of the Palatin Ships and those arrived
are in a deplorable sickly condition.

B. sb. [elliptical uses of the adj. (which began
already in L.).]

I. 1. As proper name : short for Palatine Hill,
Mons Palathms, at Rome. (See PALACE s/>.

1
}

1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Palatine, . . may also be taken for
the Hill Palatinus in Rome. 1841 W. SPAI.DING Italy <V //.
Isl. I. 229 Of the Circus Maximus we can still trace the

shape, in the hollow between the Palatine and Aventine.

II. Repr. L. palatnms officer of the palace, and
senses thence historically arising.

PALATINE.

2. An officer of the imperial palace ; orig. the

chamberlain, the mayor or major of the palace;
a chief minister of the empire.
1598 BARCKLEY Felic. Man (1631) 313 Constantine the

I
Great. .caused this proclamation to be made: If there be

any^. .that assureth himself he can truly.. prove anything
against any of my Judges, PZarles, Friends or Palatines,, .let
him come safely, and informe me. 1614 SELDEN Titles Hon.
27 Publique Notaries are to bee made only by the Emperor,
his Palatines, or such like. 1679 EVERARD Prot. Princes
Europe 28 The Election of a Palatine or Major of the
Palace, who was the Consul and Head of the People.

b. Hence, by development of the authority
delegated to such officers of the palace : A lord

having sovereign power over a province or depen-
dency of an empire or realm

;
a great feudatory ;

: a vassal exercising royal privileges in his province.
Applied esp. in the Middle Ages to the rulers of Hungary,

the great lords of Poland and Lithuania, Counts Palatine
of Germany, Burgundy, etc.

1591 HORSKY Trav. (Hakl. Soc.) 260 To. .stir up the kinge
of Polland and greatest pallentines and princes of power in

;

Littuania. 1603 KNOI.LES Hist. Turks (1638) 73 Many
other great Princes. . namely,. .Henry Palatine of Rhine,.,
with some others. 1630 R, Johnson's Kingd. $ Commiv. 402
Saros Patak, where the Palatine or Earle-marcher of that
part of Hungaria, subject to Bethlen Gabor, usually keepes

is both Governed and Possessed by some very great Persons
or Potentates, called Palatines. 1693 Man. Cut. Tcckcly
i. 12 Francis Wesselini was then Palatine of the Kingdom
[of Hungary], 1710 WHITWORTH Ace. Russia (1758) 32
Descended from their Waywodes, or Palatines. 1830 Mus.
OPIE 7 Dec. in Mem. (1854) xviii. 271 The costume of a Polish

Palatine, who soon after entered. 1855 MII.MAN Lat. Chr.
ix. ii. IV. 38/212 There were besides . . Otho the palatine
of Burgundy, .the palgraves of Thuringia, Wittlesbach, and
numberless other counts and nobles.

c. In England and Ireland : An earl palatine ;

the lord of a county palatine.
1612 DAY IKS ir/ty Ireland, etc. (1787) 107 These absolute

Palatines made Barons and Knights, . . made their own
judges, . .so as the King's writ did not run in those counties.

1647 N. BACON Disc. Goz>t. Eng. i. Ixxi. (1739) 189 Divers
men had Prisons to their own use ; some as Palatines, others
of Lords of Franchise, and others by power and usuipation.
1867 FREEMAN Norm. Cong, I. v. 322 The spiritual Palatine
ofDurham and the temporal Palatine of Chester stood alone
in the possession of their extraordinary franchises.

fd. In some of the American Colonies, the title

of the Lord Proprietor or senior Proprietor of the

province. (Esp. in Carolina: see PALATINATE i b.)
Obs, exc. Hist,

1669 J. LOCKE Const. Carolina ii. in 33 Dep. Kp>: Rep. 258
1'he eldest of the lords proprietors shall be palatin, and upon
ye decease of ye

palatin ye eldest of the seven surviving pro-
prietors shall always succeed him. Ibid, xxvii. 261 Y t- Pala-
tin's Court, consisting of ye Palatine and ye other seaven

proprietors. 1707 J. ARCHDALE New Descr. Carolina 12.

1808 D. RAMSAY Hist. S. Carolina I. ii. 31.

3. pi. In reference to the later Roman Empire;
The troops of the palace; the praetorians.
4:1630 DRUM.M. OF HAWTH. Poems Wks. (1711) 26/2 With

joyful cries The all triumphing palatines of skies Salute thy
rising. 1781 GIBBON' DecL <$ ^F. xvii. (1846' II. 36 From the

reign of Constantine a popular and even legal distinction
was admitted between the Palatines and the Borderers ;

the troops of the court, as they were improperly styled, and
the troops of the frontier. 1788 Ibid. xli. IV. 21 Belisarius
was instructed . . to compute the military force of palatines
or borderers that might be sufficient for the defence of
Africa.

*t" 4. The territory ruled by a palatine ; a county
palatine or palatinate. Obs.

1586 J. HOOKER///^. IreL in Holinshedl 1. 142/1 He..vsed
his authoritie to decide matters in and throughout the

palantine of Kerne. 1600 DYMMOK Ireland (1%^ 18 This
cuntry [Kerry] was a Pallatyne to the Erie of Desmond, the

lyberties and royalties whereof, .caused him to grow insolent
aboue measure.

5. An inhabitant or native of a palatinate.
In quot. 1610, applied to inhabitants of Chester; in those

from 1709 onwards, to the refugees from the Rhine Pala-

tinate, in Great Britain and Ireland and the Colonies.
1610 Chester's Tri. Ded. 3 We (poore Palatines) from our

best hearts .. object to thy eye, The fruit of rich Loues
Industrie. 1708 Lond. Gaz. No. 4438/2, 10000 Palatines
are order'd to march towards the Moselle. 1709 in Pictoti

L'pool^
Mimic. Rec. (1886) II. 23 Thirty persons of the poor

Pallatines. Ibid., The Pallatines lately receiv'd into this

burrpugh. 1773 Hist. Brit. Dom. N. Amer. \\. i. 70 The
British Colonies have received many emigrant Palatines
and Saltzburghers from Germany. 1855 MACAULAV Hist.

Eng. xx. IV. 485 It was idle, they said, to talk about the

poor Huguenots or the poor Palatines.

III. 6. [a. F. palatine', so called (1676) from
the Princess Palatine, wife of the Duke of Orleans:
see Littre.] A fur tippet worn by women. Also

palatine tippet.
1686 Lotttf, Gaz. No. 2132/4 Lost. ., a black laced Palatin

with Diamond Tags upon black Ribon. a 1687 COTTON
Scarron., sEtt, n. (1692) 63 (D. ) With top-knots fine to make
'em pretty, -With tippet pallateen and settee. 1743 Genii.

Mag. 54 An ordinance has been published at Copenhagen. .

prohibiting the wear of all ribbons, palatines, womens hand-

kerchiefs, &c. ., imported from abroad. 1835 Court Mag,
VI. p. vi/i A sable palatine tippet, .should he worn with this

dress for the promenade. 1880 MRS. L. B. WALFORD Trouble-

some Daughters II. xvi. 72 Had not Mademoiselle, .per-
mitted Bertha to accompany her and Fraulein Lebrunn to

purchase their new muffs and palatines?
50
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Palatine (pce'latain, -in), a.2 and sb.- [a. F.

palatin,-inc (Cotgr. 1611), f. L./<7/r?/-;wPALAT>:.]
A. adj. 1. Anal., etc. Of or belonging to

the palate ; situated in or upon the palate.
1656 [see 2]. 1720 HALF, in Phil. Trans. XXXI. 7 These

Glands .. receive different Names, according to the Pi.rt

they belong to; as Labial, Buccal, Palatine. 1828 STARK
Eletn. Nat. Hist. I. 354 Angnis,.. no palatine teeth. 1881

MIVART Cat 73 The maxilla sends in\\ ards a large horizontal

process called the palatine plate.

b. Produced by malformation of the palate.

1822-54 Goods Study Mcd. (ed. 4) I. 429 The obscure pala-
tine voice, .can only be assisted by filling up the fissure in

the palate with a silver plate.

f 2. Phonetics. = PALATAL A. 2. Obs.

1656 BLOUNT Glossogr, , Palatine, of or belonging to
the Palate. Hence, Palatine letters are such as are pro-
nounced by the help of the Palate, as G. T. R. etc. 1711 J.
GREENWOOD Eng. Gram. 286 Guttural, Palatine and Labial
sounds. 1773iMoMBODDO Language (1774) L in. xiv. 675 In

Greek, y, <, f, \ . .are all palatine consonants.

B. sb. 1. Anat. (//.) Short for palatine bones :

The two bones, right and
left, which form the hard

palate.
1854 OWEN Skcl. <V Teeth in Circ. Sc., Organ. Nat. I. 178

The jrieurapophyses ^re called
'

palatines '. 1878 BKLL
Gegenbaurs Coinp. Anat. 461 In front uf the pterygoid He

. the palatines.

f2. Phonetics. = PALATAL 15. 2. Obs.

1696 IVaUis's Ace, J'liss. Life in Hearners J\. Brnnne
^17251 App. i. to Pref. 166 Sonie letters were Labials, some
1 )entals, some Palatines, and some Gutturals. 1776 f.

RICHARDSON Arabic Gram. 8. 1822-34 Good's Study Mtd.
ied. 4) I. 434 The consonants, .gutturals, compounds, pala-
tines, dentals, and labials.

Pa latineship. rare.
[f. PALATINE sb.^ +

-SHIP.] The office of a palatine or count palatine.
1671 F. PHILLIPS Keg:. Necess. 424 Our Nation \va< not

without its Local Count Palatines, .as those of Chester,
Lancaster, Pembroke, and the Palatmeships belonging to
the Bishopricks of Durham and Kly.

t Falatine'SS. Oh. [f. as prec. + -ESS.] A
female palatine ;

the wife of a (count) palatine.
T 559 AYJ.MKR Harborowe Fij, Conrad Palatin, left behinde

him one only doughter Agnes, which was Palatinesse. 1653

J. WRIGHT tr. Camus' Nat. Paradox xi. 288 The two Palati-

nesses strove .. which should render best Offices to tlie

Prisoner.

Pala'tinoid. ff.
as PALATINE a.- (from L. pala-

titm palate + -OIK] A proprietary name for a

particular form in which medicines are made up in

a cachet of soluble jujube, so as to render them
tasteless and easily assimilated.

1890 Land't i Nov. 38 i.Advt.) The new tasteless form of

administering Nauseous Drugs. Palatinoids convey to the

stomach Powders in their Natural free state.

Palatist. rare. [f.
PALATE sb. + -IST.] .A

person who studies his palate ; an epicure.
1620 YKXNEK I'ia Recta iv. 75, I will plainly deliuer my

opinion, whatsoeuer the sensuall Palatist shall deeme.

Palatitis (p-elatsi-tis). [f. L. falatuni palate
+ -ITIS.] Inflammation of the mucous membrane
of the palate ;

a form of stomatitis (JSyd. Soc. Lex.}.

Palative (pwlativ), a. rare. [f. PALATE sb.

+ -IVE.] Appealing to the palate or taste.

1682 SIR T. BROWNE Chr. Mor. \\. i Glut not thy sense
with palative Delights. 1880 Academy 21 Aug. 143/2 The
dirge., for female voices, is very pleasing ..; but the interest

is not maintained to the very end. The last few bars are

popular rather than palative.

Palato- pah?
1\o

, pcedaU"), comb, form of 'L.patd-
tum PALATE, in scientific words, chiefly anatomical.

Falato-de'ntal {Phonetics} a.
t pertaining to

palate and teeth ; applied to consonants produced
by placing the tongue against the palate immedi-

ately behind the teeth
; sb., a consonant so pro-

duced. Falato-glo'ssal a., belonging to or

connecting the palate and the tongue; sb., the'

palatoglossal muscle or falatoglossus. Palato-

giiathous
f

-g-gnabas) a. [Gr. yvd&oy jaw], affected

with cleft palate. Palato-ma'xillary a. [L.
maxilla jaw], belonging to or connecting the

palate and the (upper or lower) jaw or jaw-bone.
Falato-na'sal a.

t belonging to or connecting the

palate and the nose. Falato-pharyngeal (-fari'n-

d^'al) a. t belonging to or connecting the palate and
the pharynx; sb., the palato-pharyngeal muscle or

palatopharyngcus. Fa'latopla sty Surg. [Gr.
ir\daffftv to mould], plastic surgery of the palate.

Falato-pterygfoid x-pte'rigoid) a,, belonging to

the palatine and pterygoid bones; sb., a bone

composed of these united. Palato-pte 'rygo-
qua drate a., pertaining to the palatine, pterygoid,
and quadrate bones; sb.

t
a cartilaginous structure

representing these in certain fishes. Falato-

quadrate (-kwo'dr^t) a., pertaining to or com-

bining the palatine and quadrate bones; also sb.

(sc. bone, cartilage). Palatorrhaphy (pcelaty'rafi)

Surg. [(Jr. /5at^i7 suture] : see quot.
1844 KEY Alphabet* etc. 55 D. .is the medial letter of the

order of dentals, or "palato-dentals. Ibid. 99 T is the thin

letter of the dental or palato-dental series. 1893 Syd. Soc.

Lex,,
*
P\alatoglossal\fold, the anterior pillar of the fauces.

1782 MONRO Anat. 92 Each of the two *palato-tna.riilary

[sutures] is at the back part of the side of each nostril, li&o
GUNTHER Fishes 76 The palato-maxillary apparatus. 1878
BELL Gegenbaurs Com/>. A nat. 448 A firm framework for the

*palato-pharyngeal cavity, 1893 Syd. Soc. Lex., P\iilato-

Pharyngeat\ fold, the posterior pillar of the fauces. 1890
BILLINGS Nat. Mcd. Did. II. 278 *Palatoplasty. 1854 OWEN
Skel. <y Teeth in Circ. Sc., Organ. Nat. I. 235 The *palato-
pterygoid process. 1888 ROLLESTON & JACKSON Aniw.
Life 396 The palato-pterygoid of Urodela appears as a cun-

'

titiuous membrane-bone subsequently divided. //V/. 413 In
the latter \Holocephali among Pisces} the palato-pterygo-
quadrate cartilage is continuous with the cranium. .. The
palato-pterygo-quadrate is continuous with the cranium in

Dipnoi. 1870 ROLLESTON Aniw. Life 38 The *palato-

quadrate cartilages. 1871 HIXLKY Anat. Vert. 135 [In
osseous fishes] the palato-quadrate arch is represented by
several bones, of which the most constant are the palatine
in front and the quadrate behind and below. 1857 MAYNE
Expos. Lex., *PalatorapJiy, term for theoptration of uniting
by suture the cleft palate. 1893 Syd. Soc. Lex., Pala-
torrhaphy, the suturing of a cleft palate.

Palaulays : see PALLALL.

Palaver (pala'vai), sb. Also 8 palaaver, ^dial.
fa-, [ad. Pg. palavra word, speech, talk = Sp. /a-
labra (in OP. panivoa^ OSp. paraula, Diez), It.

parolctj F. parole : L. parabola parable, in early
med.L. '

story, tale, word *. Palavra appears to

have been used by Portuguese traders on the coast

of Africa for a talk or colloquy with the natives

(quot. 1735), to have been there picked up by
Knglish sailors (quot. 1771), and to have passed
from nautical slang into colloquial use: tf.fetish,
ffotten's Slang Diet, has nantee palai'er =

( cease talking ',

app. corr. of Pg. nao tem palabra =
' have or hold no

speech '.]

1. A talk, parley, conference, discussion : chiefly

applied to conferences, with much talk, between
African or other uncivilized natives, and traders or

travellers.

1735 J. ATKINS I 'oy. Guinea 103 He found it as the Fetish-
Man had said, and a Palaaver being called, Peter recovered
two Ounces of Gold Damage. 1771 GOI.DSM. Prol. to

(.'rad-K'k's Zobeide 28 {Spoken in the character of a sailor)

No doubt they're all barbarians .. I'll try to make palaver
with them though. 1824 SCOTT St. Rattan's vi, Next
morning a solemn palaver (as the natives of Madagascar
call their national convention) was held. 1835 MARRYAT
fac. Fait/if, xxix, Now take the other sofa, and let us have
a long palaver, as the Indians say. 1878 N. Amer. Rev.
CXXVI. 345 Like the word palaver, which Portuguese dis-

coverers lent to the dusky natives of Western Africa. 1897
MAKV KINUSLEY \V. Africa 252

' How long does a palaver

usually take to talk round here?' I ask. 'The last one
I talked

', says Pagan,
'

took three weeks'.

2. Applied contemptuously to (what is con-

sidered) unnecessary, profuse, or idle talk ; 'jaw*.
1748 SMOLLETT Rod, Rand. 1,1812) I. 265 Damme, said the

outlaw, none of your palaver. 1764 FOOTE 31ayor of G. I.

Wks. 1799 I. 173 Let's have none of your palaver here,

c 1817 HOGG Tales <y Sk. V, 272 It was probably as well

that I did not make too great a palaver. 1839 CAKLYLE
Chartistn ix. 170 One's right .. to send one's 'twenty-
thousandth part of a master of tongue-fence to National
Palaver '. 1885 R. GAKNKTT DC Quinceys Confess. Introd. 16

I DeQuincey's] besetting sin is palaver not hpwever imbecile

garrulity, but. .the. .expatiation of the princess whose lips

dropped diamonds.

b. Talk intended to cajole, flatter, or wheedle.

1809 MALKIM Gil Bias ix. ii. (Rtldg.) r 5 What is the

meaning of all this palaver ? 1837 HOWITT Rur. Life in. i.

(1862) 195 The peculiar style of palaver, .the unique flattery
. . with which the gipsy accosts you. 1887 S. Chesh. Gloss..

Falahver, unctuous politeness, exaggerated civility expressed
in words.

'

Hey'd sich a lot o' falahver with him '.

3. attrib. and Comb., as palaver-cottrt, -house,

-man, -room.

1735 J, ATKINS I'oy. Guinea 53 So much as he can prove. .

at the Palaaver-Court, to have been defrauded of. Ibid. 63

Every Town hereabouts had a Palaaver-Room. Ibid. 74
The Palaaver-Man [demands'] ipj. 1803 T. \VINTERBOTTOM
Sierra Leone I. v. 85 The Africans .. hold their meetings
in the burree, or palaver house. 1861 Du CHAILLU Eqitat.

Afr. vi. 50 The chiefs house and the palaver-house are

larger than the others.

Palaver i pala *vaj), v. Also 8 dial. fa-,
[f. prec.

(There is no corresponding vb. in Pg. or Sp.).J

1. intr. To talk profusely or unnecessarily ; to

'jaw*, 'jabber'; to talk plausibly or flatteringly.

(In quot. 1877, to hold a colloquy, to parley.)

1733, 1764 [see PALAVERING below]. 1778 Miss BURNEY
Evelina xvi, And palaver in French gibberish ? *79*-3 i' 1

Spirit Pub. Jrnls. (1799^ I. 372, I heard Mr. Thelwall

palaver one day. 1840 BARHAM Ingol. Leg., Spectre Tap-
pington (1882) 342 [1] had no time to stop palavering with

him any way. 1877 A. 15. EDWARDS Up Nile x. 285 The

worthy man, having spent all day in Assouan, visiting,

palavering, bargaining, was now going home.

b. trans, with what is spoken as obj.

1853 C. BRONTE Villette xiii, Telling her nursery tales and

palavering the Rule language for her benefit.

c. trans. To talk out of or into something ;
to

talk (any one) over, by palaver.
1767 Woman ofFashion II. 170, I won't be palaver'd out

of my Prerogative. 178* ELIZ. BLOWER Geo. Batewan II.

115 They easily palavers themselves into ladies favours.

1798 WOLCOTT (P. Pindar) Tales of Hoy Wks. 1812 IV.

418 No palavering me over with
* my dear friend '.

2. trans. To treat with palaver; to flatter, wheedle.

1785 GROSE Diet. V. T., Pallaver, to flatter. 1815 W. H.
lRELAND.5Vr/M/W#7a 149 To write silly odes, and palaver
the great. 1863 READE Hard disk I. VIL 214 Dodd never

spoke to his officers like a ruffian, nor yet palavered them.

Hence Pala'vering vbl. sb. and ppl. a.

1733 Revolution Politicks n. 53 Here's Bo-Peep. Pious

falavering. A Protestant Mask under two Faces. 1764
FOOTE Alayor of G, 11. Wks. 1790 I. 179 Have a.. caution
that [he] .. does not cajole you ; he is a damn'd palavering
fellow. 1778 Miss BUHNEV Evelina xx, A truce with all

this palavering. i88a Miss BRAUDON Mt. Royal II. v. 91,
I could, .sue to her as a palavering Irish beggar sues for alms.

Palaverer (pala'vara-i;. [f. prec. vb. + -ER 1
.]

One who palavers. So (itonce-wds ?) Pala'verist,
one given to palaver; Fala'verment, verbiage.
1788 J. MAY Jrnl. $ Lett. (1873) 31 They are Irish

palaverers, and the 'ruth is not in them. 1816 CHALMERS
Let. in Life (1851) II. iii. 66 Floundering its uncertain way
through amongst the palaverments of law. 1822 J. WILSON
in fifackw. Mag. XI. 485 He is contented to be a critic

that is, a palaverer. a 1873 LIVINGSTOXI-: in Blaikie Life xiii.

(1880) 268 See to what a length I have run. I have become

palaverist.

II Palay (pal?'). Also pala. [Tamil palay]
Name ot two East Indian shrubs or trees with

milky juice; a. Cryptostegia grandiflora (N.O.

Asclepzadacese\ which yields a flax-like fibre and

a kind of caoutchouc ; b. VVrightia timtoria

(N.O. Apocynaccx], which yields an inftrior kind

of indigo (pala indigo}.
1866 Treat, Hot. 836 Palay, an Indian name for Crypto*

stegiagrandijlora. Ibid. 1237 An inferior kind of indigo,

prepared from the leaves of W{rightia\ tinctoria in some

parts of Southern India, is tailed Pala Indigo, from Pala or

Palay, the Tamil name for this and some allied milky trees.

The wood of the Palay is beautifully white, close-grained,
and ivory-like, and is commonly used.. for making toys.

Palayl, erron. f. I'OLAYL, poultry.

Palays, obs. f. PALACE, var. PALIS Obs.

Palazado, obs. f. PALISADO.

Palde, obs. f. PALLED. Paldron
,
var. PAULDROX.

Pale Civ'l), sb. 1 Also 5 pal, payll, 6 paile,

payl, Sc. paill, 6-7 palle, pail, 7 payle. [a, F.

pal (i5th c. in Littre), ad. L. pains stake: =
It.,

Sp. palo, Pg. pao.]
1. orig. A stake

;
a pointed piece of wood intended

to be driven into the ground, esp. as used with

others t'o form a fence ; now, usually, One of

the upright bars or strips of wood nailed vertically

to a horizontal rail or rails to form a paling (cf.

pale-board, 1483, in S).

[1347 Rolls of Pa>lt. II. 169/1 Estopez 8: transversez

par goors, molins, piles, & pales par chescun Seignur contre
sa terre demeigne.j 1382 \VvcLiF2VtA. x. 4 Of hym corner,
and of him a lit it pale [Vulg. paxillus\, of hym bowe of
batel. c 1400 Destr. Xfiy 5610 Pals haue bai pight, with

pittis and caves, c 1440 Promp. Parv. 378/2 Pale, for vynys,
paxilhts. 1530 PALSGR. 251/1 Pale or a stake,//m 1555
KHEN Decades 177 Inclosynge it with stakes or pales as

his owne. 1675 HOBBES Odyssey (1677) 165 With a quickset-

hedge enclosed round, And pales of heart of oak the hedge
without Set close together, and stuck deep i' th' ground.

1760-72 H. BROOKE Fool of Qua!. (1809) I. Pref. n They
stand like pales about a park. 1807 CRABBF Par. Keg, in.

314 In that small house, with those green pales before. 1881

YOUNG Every Man his own Mechanic 181. 62 Pales, cleft

pales,T)r pale boards may be used to complete the fencing.

f b. The stake (patus) at which Roman soldiers

practised fighting (Veg. Mil. \. xi, n. xxiii.). Obs.

1622 UP. HALL Heaven upon Earth vi. 18 As therefore

good soldiers exercise themselves long at the pafe : and
there use those activities, which afterwards they shall practise

upon a true adversary.

2. A fence made of stakes driven into the ground,
or of upright bars or strips nailed to horizontal

rails supported by posts; a paling, palisade. Obs.

or arch.
c 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. li'acc (Rolls)583i An ouerthwert

dik..& Jwr-on a pale wel y-poynt. 138* WVCLIF Luke xix.

43 Thin enemyes schulen'enuyroune thee with pale [1388
with a pale). 1491 Act ^ Hen. VII, c. 14 The Abbas and
Convent of Berking were bounde torepaire. .the pale of the

parke of Haveryng. 15*3 FITZHERB. Husk. 40 To haue a

shepefolde made with a good hedge or a pale. 1607 TOPSELL
Four-f. Beasts (\f><$) 213 Richmen. .inclosed a piece of land

by pail, mud wall, or bush, storing the same with divers

wilde beasts. 1791 A. YOUNG Trav. France 535 Herds of

deer not confined by any wall or pale. 1810 Miss MITFORO
in L'Estrange Life (1870) I. iv. 94 We have received a
summons from the under-sheriff . . given over the pale to

William this morning.
b. transf. uAJfg* A fence or enclosing barrier

or line of any material. Obs. or arch.

1564 WittofH* Lacye (Morrison & Crimes 2, Somerset Ho.),

My standing Mazer of silver gilte, with a pale of silver

aboute the foote. 1615 CHAPMAN Odyss. i. no What words

fly, Bold daughter, from thy pale of ivory [i.e. tetth]? 1663
CHARLETON Chor. Gigant. 41 The exterior Muniment or

pale of great stones. 1869 TENNYSON Holy Gran ai Never
have I known the world without, Nor ever stray 'd beyond
the pale.

G. Jig. A limit, boundary; a restriction; a de-

fence, safeguard. Sometimes with direct reference

to the literal sense, as in lo break or leap the palet

to go beyond bounds, indulge in extravagance or

licence. Obs. exc. as in 5.

(1400 Destr. Troy 13874 The buerne .. Past ouer the pale
and the pale ythes. c 1460 Play Sacratn. 207 Myt we yt

gete onys w'in our pales I trowe we shtild sone affter putt

yt in a preve. 1585 T. WASHINGTON tr. Nicholays Voy. iv.

xx. 134 b, The Cordicque [mountaines] out of which the

[Riuer] Tiger groweth and extendeth vnto the pales of

Tospie the Taur. 161* T. TAYLOR Conttn. Titus ii. 12 This



PALE.

is the pale, and preseruatiue of pietie. 1671 F. PHILLIPS Reg.
Necess. 515 Nothing within the pale or verge of Reason, or
the fancy or imagination of any. 1751 JOHNSON Rambler
No. 163 p 14 When the pale of ceremony is broken.

3. An area enclosed by a fence
;
an enclosed

'

place ; an enclosure.
c 1400 Destr. Troy 8970 He. . No more in the mater mtllit

hym as then, But past furth to his pale. 1464 Rolls oj
Parlt. V. 543/2 Closure of certain parcell of the pale of ,

oure Park. 1587 CHURCHYARD Worth. Wales (1876) 77
Make Wales the Parke, and plaine Shropshiere the pale, ,

If pale be not a speciall peece of Parke. 1698 FRYEK
Ace. E, India <y /*. 180 They cut a whole Tree down.,
shoulder'd it. .brought it into the Pale of their Pagods. 1719
DE FOR Crusoe \. iv, I brought all my goods into this pale.
1871 B. TAYLOR Faust (1875) II. ii. iii, 154 One starts there
first within a narrow pale.

4. A district or territory within determined
;

bounds, or subject to a particular jurisdiction, 'e. g. !

f English pa/e, the confines or dominion of Eng-
,

land, the pale of English law; spec. b. the English
'

Pale in France, the territory of Calais (now only
Hist.} ;

c. the English Pale (also simply the Pale} \

in Ireland, that part of Ireland (varying in extent

at different times) over which English jurisdiction
was established, fd. the English Pale in Scotland
in 1545-9 (obs.}.

1560 DAUS tr. Slcidanc's Comin, 396 b, The Frenche I

king went out of his pwne pale. 1600 HOLLAND Livy vn. !

xii. 257 The Tarquinians overran all the marches of the
'

Roman pale. 1615 HEYWOOD Foure Prentises Wks. 1874 i

II. 199 To breake into my Soueraignes royal 1 pale. 1670
BLOUNT Law Diet. s. v. Palinginan, A Merchant Denizen; i

one born within the English Pale. 1683 Brit. Spec. 112 The I

Britains had also (even within the Roman Pale) for a time '.

kings of their own.
b. 1494 FABYAN Chron. vn. 539 A lytle beyonde Guynys,

w'in y- Englysshe pale, was another lyke pauylyon pyght
for Kyng Rycharde. 1547 BOORDE Introd. Kno^ul. i. (,1870)
120 The Cornyshe tongue [is spoken] in Cornewall, . . and

(

Frenche in the Englysshe pale. 1577-87 HOLINSHED Chron. \

III. 892/1 A great number of men of warre laie at Bullongne,
. .which diuerse times attempted, .tospoile the English pale. |

1622 BACON Hen. VII 75 Upon pretence of the safety of '

the English pale about Calais. 1893 Archmologia LIII.
!

289 The Pale extended from Gravehnes to near Wissant, I

and reached inland about six to nine miles.

C. 1547 BOORDE Introd. Knoivl. iiL (1870) 132 Irland..is
'

deuyded in ii. partes, one is the Engly[sh} pale, & the other,
the wyld Irysh. 1586 J. HOOKER Mist. Irel. in Holinshed
II. 95/1 The lord deputie.. marched with the English armie,
and the power of the pale to Mainoth. 1643 Declar.
Connn. Rcb. Irel. 10 Lord Gormanston and other Lords
and Gentlemen of the Pale, all now in Rebellion. 1724
SWIFT Drapicrs Lett. Wks. 1755 V. it. 52 A various scene
of war and peace between the English pale and the Irish

exercised authority.
d. 1549 J AS - HENRISOM Mem. to Somerset xviii. in Sf.

Papers Edw. VI, V. If. 53 (P. R. O.) Lands lying within the
j

English Pale of Scotland on this syde the strayte water of
i

muscellburughe.
5. fig. esp. in within (or outside] the pale of, in

which the senses 'limits', 'bounds* (see 2 c) and
'area' or 'region' (see 4) become indistinguishable. \

1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 414/1 The abbote . . and xxi i

monkes..went for to dwelle in deserte for to kepe more
straytelye the professyon of theyr pale. 1611 SHAKS. Wint.
'f. iv. iii. 4 The red blood raigns in ye winters pale. 1649
JER. TAYLOR Gt, Exeutp. n, xii. 53 The Diocese of Palestine,
which was afterwards enlarged to the pale of the Catholicke
Church. 1654 BRAMHALL Just Vindie. \. 11661) 2 For we
acknowledge that there is no salvation to be expected
ordinarily without the pale of the Church. i788jErFERsoN
Autobioj*. fy iyr,it' (^59) H. 418 The exercise of foreign
jurisdiction, within the pale of their own laws. 1822 HAZLITT
Table-t. II. xii. 270 She is out of the pale of all theories,
and annihilates all rules. 1867 FREEMAN Norm. Conq, (1876) |

I. ii. 31 The conversion .. brought England -. not only
within the pale of the Christian Church, but within the pale
of the general political society of Europe.
6. Her. An ordinary consisting of a vertical i

stripe or band in the middle of the shield, usually ,

occupying one third of its breadth. Formerly also
;

applied in pi. to a number of vertical stripes or

divisions on the shield : see PALLET sb.^ y PALY a.
\

In pale : said of a charge or row of charges in

the position of a pale ; formerly also more gener-

ally = in the direction of a pale, palewise, vertically.

{Party) per pale : said of the shield when divided

by a vertical line through the middle.

1486 Bk. St. Albatis, Her. D viij b, Iff the palys of bothe
the colowris ben not equall thoos armys be not palyt.

Ibid.) He berith gowlys and ij palis of golde. 1572 BOSSE-
j

WELL Armorie n. oo The fielde is of the Pearle, two i

Spurres in pale, Rubye. Ibid. 123 He beareth Vert and
Sable, parted per pale vndade, two Towers embatiled

j

Dargent. 1614 DAY Dyall vL 108 Ther 's party per pale, I

part of yron, and part of clay. 1677 PLOT O.vfordsh. To
Rdr. b ij b, If Gules, lineated perpendicularly, or in pale.

1709 HEAKNB Collect. 6 Nov. (Oxf. Hist. Soc.) II. 303 The
Third window hath Nevill's Arms in Pale with those of
the Sea of York. 1715 ASHMOLE Antig. Berks. (1723) I.

145 On a Chief Bar Nebule A Pale charg'd with a Pelican.

1810 SCOTT Lady ofL. iv. viii, I ..marked the sable pale of
Mar. 1867 BOUTELL Eng. Her. (1875) 34 A shield, .maybe
divided into any number of quarterings by lines drawn per
pale and per fesse, cutting each other.

f b. A vertical stripe on cloth, etc. Obs.

(1384 CHAT-CER H. Fame in. 750 But what art tliow that

seyest this tale, That werest on thy hose a pale?

391

f 7. Bot. a. The *ray
*

or outer set of florets in

composite flowers, b. Each of the parts or leaves
of the '

impalement'; a calyx-leaf or sepal, or (in

composites) a bract of the involucre : = IMPALER.
a. 1578 'LviE.Dodoensi.-xi. 19 Floures yellow in the middest,

and compassed aboute as it were with a little pale of small
white leaues. 1683 RAY Corr, (1848) 131 Whether .. natur-

ally a full or double flower, or only consisting of a pale or
border of leaves ?

b. 1676 GREW Anat. Flowers i. 4 In the Empalement
. .the Pales or Panniclesof every Under-()rder,strve to stop
up the Gaps made by the Recess of the Upper.
8. attrib. and Comb,, as pale-board (see sense i),

-cleaver (\vho makes cleft pales), -fence, -ro%v
;

pale-enclosed %.&]. See also PALEMAX, PALEWISE.
1483-4 Durham Ace. Rolls g", 12 plaustrat. de Icz payll-

bordes. 1577 B. GOOGE Hercsbaclis Husb. (1586) 106 The
Mastholme . . male also be made in Wainscot, and Paile
boorde. 1578 I-aversham Par. Reg. (MS.), Wyli'm Smythe,
a palle cleuer. 1645 QCARLES Sol. Recant. \\. 51 Take
pleasure in thy pale-enclosed Grounds. 1667 DUCHESS OF
NEWCASTLE Life of Dk. of N. (1886) II. 136 Only the pale-
row was valued at ^2000. 1889 STOCKTON in Cent. J\Iag.
Dec. 300/2 A high pale fence surrounded the house yard.

Fale, sbt Now rare or Obs. [f. PALE a.]

Paleness, pallor.
a 1547 SURKEY /Encid iv. 6^6 The pale her facegan staine,

1592 SHAKS. Ven. fy Ad. 589*A suddain pale, . . Vsurpes her

cheeke, she trembles at his tale. 1635 A. STAFFORD Fcni.

Glory (1860) 116 You. .on whose cheeks Solitude, Prayers,
Fasts, and Austerity have left an amiable pale. 1797 MRS.
A. M. BENNETT Beggar Girl (1813) III. 205 The deadly
pale of her countenance increasing. 1832 BOWLES St. John
in Patmos i. 236 The sun L> of an ashy pale.

Fale, sb$ Idial. [ad. L. pala spade, oven-

pale or -peel: see also PEEL.] a. A baker's

shovel, a PEEL. b. A cheese-scoop (Simmonds
Diet. Trade 1858").
1728 [sensel). is implied m PALE?/.*]. 1816 MCIR Minstrelsy

46 (E. D, D.) I'se gie a cheese., the very wale, To try it yc
may bring a pale. 1857 Centl. Afag. Aug. 181 The '

Pale
'

is the name given to the long wooden shovel on which the
bread is placed in order to be pushed into the oven.

Fale, J/'.
4 Bot. [ad. \.. palea chaff.]

= PALEA.
1866 Treas. Bot. 836/2 Paleas> or Pales.., membranous

scales resembling chalf. The inner scales of the flower in

grasses are pales. 1891 OLIVER Elent. Bot. 45 Wheat.. . Each
flower is enclosed between a flowering-glume and a pale.

[Pale, in cross-pale, error for SPALE, SPALL.]
Fale (p^'l', a. Also 4 pal, 4-6 paal(e, 5 palle,

payll, 5-6 Sc. paill, 6 Sc. pail e. [MK. a. OK.
palle, pale (mod. F. pale) : L. pallid-urn pale, f.

pal/ere to be pale.]
1. a. Of persons, their complexions, etc. : Of

a whitish or ashen appearance; not ruddy or fresh

of complexion ; pallid ;
wau (either naturally, or

temporarily as a result of fear or other emotion).
a 1300 Cursor I\L 24004 Ful pale [v. r. pal] wex al mi hide.

c 1350 Will. Palcrne 881 He cast al his colour and bi-com
pale. 1385 CHAUCER L. G. IV. 866 Thisbe, And pale as
box sche was. c 1470 HENRY II 'allace x. 565 Behaldand his

paill face, He kyssyt him. 1470-85 MALORY Arthur x.

xxxiv, He starte abak and waxed paale. 1545 JOVE Ejcp.
Dan. v. 69 Then was y* kynges face paal and his cogitacions
so ferefully troubled him that [etc.]. 1602 SHAKS. Ham. in. i.

85 The Natiue hew of Resolution Is sicklied o're, with the

pale cast of Thought. 1709 STEELE Tatter No. 23 F 2 The
Man grew pale as Ashes. 1828 SCOTT F. M. Perth xiv, The
Fair Maid of Perth's complexion changed from red to pale,
and from pale to red. 1870 MORRIS Earthly Par. I. I. 436
Then pale as privet, took she heart to drink.

b. generally. Of a shade of colour approaching
white; lacking intensity or depth of colour; faintly
coloured.

1382 WYCLIF Rev. vi. 8 And loo ! a paal hors ; and the
name Deeth to him that sat on him. < 1400 Sc^r Jems.
743 Sub putteb be prince ouer his pale wedes A brynye,
browded picke. c 1400 Dcslr. Troy 2004 Euer in point for

to perysshe in the pale stremys. 1560 DACS tr. Sleidanes
Comm, 360 b, Thre sunnes, ..one while of a pale colour, an
other while as red as bloud. 1630 MILTON May Morning 4
The yellow Cowslip, and the pale Primrose. 1699 LISTER
Joitrn. to Paris 108 The first Writing was turned so pale,
that they took no pains to rub it out. 1784 COWPER Task
in. 573 The ruddier orange, and the paler lime. 1868 J. E. A.
BROWN Lights thro Lattice 27 The pale Grey duskiness of
olive foliage.

c. Qualifying adjs. (or sbs.) of colour. (Usually
hyphened in attrib. construction.')

1588 SHAKS. L. L. L. i. ii. 107 Blushing cheekes by faults
are bred, And feares by pale white showne. 1717 PRIOR
Alma n. 332 Her scarf pale pink, her head-knot cherry.
1783 UGHTFOOT in Phil. Trans. LXXV. 12 The eggs . . of
a pale-blush colour. 1798 SOUTHEY Sonnets xi, And timidly
did its light leaves disclose, As doubtful of the spring, their

palest green. iSxz W. R. SPENCER Poems 54 Like thee,
whose pale-rose lips they press. 1876 GEO. ELIOT Dan.
Dcr. xxxv, The pale-golden straw.

d. Used to distinguish things of lighter colour

than others of the same kind: esp. of certain

liquors, and flowers or plants.
1708 Diss. on Drunkenness 6 Numbers of Pate Ales, nam'd

after the.. Brewers that prepare them. 1838 T. THOMSON
Chem. Org. Bodies 801 Three different kinds cf cinchona
bark.. the pale, the yellow, and the red. 1861 Miss PRATT
Flvivtr. Pi. VI. 162 Oak Fern . . is sometimes called Pale
Mountain Polypody.
2. Of something luminous or illuminated : Want-

ing in brightness or brilliancy; of faint lustre; dim.
c 1374 CHAUCER Boeth. \\. met. iii. 26 (Camb. MS.) Wan

the sonne Is rysyn the day sterre wexeth paale and leseth

PALE.
hir lyht. 14 . Circnmsision in Twiddle's Vis. (1843) 85
That lyght was pale and nothyng clere. 1549 Compl. Scot.

38 Also fayr dyana, the lantern of the nycht, be earn dym
ande pail. 1596 SHAKS. Merck. V. v. i. 125 This night
methinkes is but the daylight sicke, It lookes a little paler,
'tis a day, Such as the day is, when the Sun is hid. 1736
GRAY Statins \. 54 The Sun's pale sister, drawn by magic
strain. 1867 HAVNE Bk. Sennet II. 230 Rugged December
..Marshals his pale Days to the mournful dirge.

3. fig. (with various implications) : Dim, faint,

feeble; lacking intensity, vigour, or robustness;
fearful, timorous, etc.

r i53oL. Cox Rhet. (1890)53 Poetes haue..made many lyes
of the pale kyngdome of Pluto. 1599 SHAKS. Hen. V, n.
Prol. 14 The French, .shake in their feare, and with pale
Pollicy Seeke to diuert the English purposes 1820 SHELLEY
Ode Liberty xvi, That the pale name of Priest might shrink
and dwindle Into/ the hell from which it fiist was hurled.
1891 G. MEREDITH in Academy (1898 > 8 Oct. 14/2 My health
is of a pale sort at present.
4. Comb., chiefly parnsynthetie. as pale-cheeked^

-coloured, -eomplexiomdj -eyed, -hucd, -leaved,

-spotted, -tinted, -visaged ; sometimes fig. with

implication of fear, feebleness, etc., as pale-blooded^
-hearted, -livered, -souled, -spirited. Also advb.,
as -\ pale-dead (or ? two words), pale-glimmering.
(Sec also PALE-FACE, -FACED.")

1579-80 NORTH Plutarch 739 These pale vi^aged and
canon leane people, 1 feare them most, meaning Brutus and
Cassius. 1599 SHAKS. Hen. I-', iv. ii. 48 The gumme downe
roping from their pale-dead eyes, And in their pale dull
mouthes the lymold Bitt Lyes foule with chaw'd-grasse.
1605 Mad', iv. i. 85 That I may tell pale-hearted Feare,
it lies. 1624 MASSINGKR Part, Lore iv. ii, Whose cruelty

'

..Would with more horror strike ihe pale-cheeked stars..

1629 MILTON On Xativity xix, The pa!e-ey'd Priest from
1

the prophetic cell. 1688 Loud. Gaz. No. 2407/4 A . . Man
i cf a middle size, . .and pale Complexion'd. 1746 ttrit, Mag.

7 Yon overgrown pale-liver'd Ra:>cal. 1789 PILKINGTON
I'ieiv St. Dcrbysh. I. 417 Ranunculus hirsutits, pale-leaved
Crowfoot. 1876 GKO. ELIOT Dan. Dcr. II. xxv. i42Deronda,
who considered Grandcourt a pale-blooded mortal.

Pale (pt
Ti
l), 7-'-

1 Now rare. Also 5-7 payle,
6 Sr. peill. [a. OF. pale-r, f. pal PALE sbl : cf.

]-,. palare, i. pains slake.]
1. trans. To enclose with pales or a fence-; to

furnish with a fence; to encircle, surround, fence in.

ri33oR. IJK'.-NNK Chron. II 'ace (Rolls) 1055 pe kyng didc
}yt pale hit efte. 1469 Paston Lett. II. 337 They .. shulde
payle certeine of the Parke of Weverston. a 1548 HALL
Chron., Hen. K65b, The Frenchmen diched, trenched and
paled their lodgynges. 1610 HKAI.KY St. Aug. Citie ofGod

, 179 Curtius the Consul! payled it [the lake) about. 1667
, DUCHESS OF NEWCASTLE Life Dk. oj N. (1886) II. 137 He

hath stocked and paled a little park belonging to it. 1706
LONDON & WISE Retird Gardner 24 A Trelliss, or Pole-

Hedge, to pale up our Trees. 1778 F.ng. Gazetteer (ed. 2)
s. v. Makvood-Castle> K. Charles II. ordered it to be paled

1

in. 1831 Eastern Ross Farm Rep. 89 in Lib. Uscf. Kn.,
,

Hitsb. Ill, A hedge was planted, .. paled on that side to
. protect the hedge until it should be able to protect itself.

b. transf. andyS^. To encircle, encompass, hem
in

;
to enclose as a paling or fence. Const. /;/, up.

1563-87 KOXE A. $ M. ("1596) 7/2 Yet it becommeth euerie
man.. there to keepe him, wherein his owne precinct dooth

pale him. (71596 Declar. Fun. Lady K. Bo-kely in Gentl.

Mag. ^(1819) LXXXIX. i. 24 In the first aisle stood the
foresaid 70 poor women, paling the passage on either side.

1599 SHAKS. Hen. K, v. Prol. 10 Behold the English beach
Pales -in the flood ; With Men, Wines, and Boyes. 1650
O. SEDGWICK Christ the Life Ep. Ded., He still desired that

Justice might be as a River, and never coveted to pale it in

as a pond for his private use. 1766 GOI.DSM. I'ic. //'. xxvii,
All our possessions are paled up with new edicts every day.

C. With out : To shut out or exclude by a fence.

1597 J- KING On Jonas (1618) 106 All the ground of the
earth besides was paled out.

1 2. To fix or stretch by means of stakes, to

stake. Sc. Obs.

1584 Reg. mag. Sig. 28 Aug. (Rec. Ser. 1 225/2 To hail!,

schutt, peill and draw netus.

f3. To stripe, to aiark or adorn with vertical

stripes. 06s. (Almost always in pa. pple. : see

PALED///, a. 1
i, PALING vbl. sb.1 i.)

4. i^See quot.) [Origin uncertain.]
1703 NEVE City # C. Purchaser 194 The Method of

Paleing (as they call it,) or Soddering on of Imbost Figures
on Leaden Work. Ihid.^ Suppose a. . Head in Bass-relief,
were to be Pal'd on a Pump cistern for an Ornament . . the
Plate where it is to be pal'd on must be scrapM very clean.

1734 Builders Diet. II. B 7 b. 1881 Archit. Publ. Soc.
Diet. s. v. Paleing.

Fale (p^'l), v. 2 [ad. OF. palir (i2th c.), F.

p&lir to grow pale, make pale, f. pale adj. pale ;

cf. L. pall-ere to be pale, pallesc-ere to become

pale. See also PALL z/.1]

1. tntr. To grow pale or dim
; to lose colour or

brilliancy; to become pale in comparison. Alsoyf^.
13 . E. E. Allit. P. A. 1003 f>e calsydoyne benne with-

outen wemme, In J>e |>ryd table con purly pale, t 1430
Syr Gener. (Roxb.) 1559 Her colour gan to pale in hast.

1509 HAWES Past. Pleas, xix. (Percy Soc.) 92 Her gaye
whyte coloure began for to pale. 1637 G. DANIEL Genius
of Isle 140 The Red Rose pal'd, the White was soil'd

in red. 1822 BOWLES Graz>e of Last Saxon i. 72 The
morning stars Began to pale. 1860 J. W. WASTER Sea-
Koard fy DffV'ft II. 458 All other beauty pales before the

Beauty of Holiness. 1871 R. ELLIS Catullus Ixviii. 138
Must 1 pale for a stray frailty?

2. trans. To make pale, cause to become pale ;

to dim.
50-2



PALE.

1-1374 CHAUCER Boeth. n. met. iii. 26 (Br. M. MS.) Pe

sterre ydimmyd paleb hir white cheres by be flamus of )>e

sonne. 1602 SHAKS. Ham. \. v. op The Glow-worme showes

the Matine to be neere, And gins to pale his vneffectuall

Fire. 1709 PRIOR Solomon in. 26 To .. Pale it with Rage,
or redden it with Shame. 1883 S. C. HALL Retrospect II.

287, I can . . see his sunburnt face not yet paled by a month
..in London.

tPale, vfl Olis. rare. [Derived ult. from L.

palliare or F. pallier (i6th c. in Oresme).]
PALLIATE v. 3.
c 1400 Lanfrancs Cirurg. 91 It is an vnperfist cure, but

bou maist pale it [L. palliare}, & do it a\\ ey be stinche with

hony waischinge. Ibid. <,6 Sese fro be verreye cure and
turne ageyne to be forseyde cure of be oygnement of tuetye,

whiche bat palyth be cancre.

Pale, ''- 4 dial. [f. PALE sb^"\ trans. To cut

or scoop (cheese) with a cheese-scoop.
1728 RAMSAY Fables xi. 19 The cheese he pales, He prives,

its good ; ca's for the scales.

Pale, z'-5 Now dial. [Origin uncertain.

Darlington 6". Cheshire Folk-sp. has pale, a barley-

spike or awn : but cf. PAIL t'.'-]
trans. To beat

(barley) so as to detach the awns. Hence Paling
vbl. sb.

; paling-irons, an implement with which

barley is
'

paled '.

1688 R. HOLME Armoury in. 74/1 Paling of Barley, is

the beating of it, to get the beartls from it. 1847-78 HAI.LI-

WELL, Pale, to beat barley. Chcsh. 1887 DARLINGTON
South Cheshire Folk.sp., Piile v. to remove the awns of

barley with '

paling-irons '.

Pale, obs. form of PAIL sb., PALL.

||Palea(pi71
'l/a). Pl.-ese (-,;. [L.palea chaff.]

1. Bot. A chaff-like bract or scale; esp. the

inner biacts enclosing the stamens and pistil in the

flower of grasses (opposed to the glumes or outer

bracts) ; also, those at the bases of the individual

florets in many Composite, ;
the scales on the stems

of certain ferns.

1753 i see PALKACEOTS]. 1760 J. LFE Introtf. Bot. I. viii.

(1765) 16 Palea, a Chaff, is a thin Substance, springing from

the Receptacle to part the Florets. 1830 LINDLEY Nat.

Syst. Bot. 198 (Composite} Bractcz . . when present, stationed

at the base of the florets, and called palcx ofthe receptacle.

Ibid. 292 The palea! of Grasses approach the nature of a

calyx. 1847 W. E. STEELE FitU Bot. 179 Outer palea
awned from the base or centre.

2. Ornith. A pendulous caruncle on the throat

of a bird ; a wattle or dewlap. 1890 in Cent. Diet.

FaleaceOTIS 'p^l'i'"'
1

!95), a. Bot. [f. L. palea

(see prec.) + -ACEOUS.] Furnished or covered with

pale;t or chaff-like scales
;
of the nature or con-

sistence of chaff
; chaffy.

1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp. s. v. Rcceptaculum, Its surface

is som-,-tinies naked, and sometimes paleaceous .. all over

beset with narrow pointed palea;. 1816 Encycl. Perth. V.

639/2 The receptacle is paleaceous. 1825 Greenhouse Comp.
\. 99 Elichrysum . .Yellow paleaceous flowers of long dura-

tion. 1872 OLIVER Elem. Bot. n. 196.

Palearctic : see PAL.KARCTIC.

Faleate (p^-hVt), a. Bot. [ad. L. pakatus, f.

palea chaff: see -ATE 2
2.] Furnished with palea;

or chaffy scales
; chaffy.

1880 GRAY Struct. Bot. v. (ed. 6< 147 When they [the

bracts] are present, it [the receptacle] is paleate or chaffy.

So t Pa'leated a. Obs. rare ~ ".

1661 V,uwn-r Gtossogr. (ed. 2), Paleated.., made or mingled
with chaff, full of chaff or straw,

Paleee, obs. form of PALACE.

Paled (p<?'ld, poet, p^'led), ///. <z.l [f.
PALE v.1-

or sl>. 1 + -El).]

fl. Furnished or marked with (vertical; stripes;

striped ; in Her. = PALY. Obs.

1395 E. E. H'ills (1882) 5 A bed paled blak and whit, with
the tapites of sute. 1 a 1400 Morte Arth. 1375 Apreker..
That beres alle of pourpour, palyde with sylver. e 1530 Li>.

BERNERS Arth. Lyt. Bryt. (1814) 452 All in cotes of scarlet

paled with grene. 1572 BOSSEWEI.L Armoric Ii. 30 b, Such
Armes be called Armes pailed, for they bee made after the

manner of payles. 1596 SPENSER /'. Q. vi. ii. 6 Buskins he

wore. . Pinckt upon gold, and paled part per part.

2. Enclosed or furnished with pales ;
fenced.

1531 Nottingham Rec. III. 371 The paled garden in the

Narro Mersshe. 1602 2nd Pt. Returnfr. Parnass. n. i. 5^1

Musty mewes, where we haue spent Our youthfull dayes in

paled langushment. 1795 Fate of Sedlcy II. 20 A linle

paled garden fronting the cottage. 1821 CLARE Vill. Minstr.
I. 51 The paled road. .The only path that freedom's rights
maintain'd.

fb. Bot. Having 'pales' vPALErf.l 7~). Obs.

1704 Diet. Rust., Pated-FloTvers, .. those .. that have
Leaves set about a Head or Thrum, as in Marigolds.
1782 Chambers' Cycl. (ed. Rees), PaLdjloviers.
3. Constructed with pales or venical bars.

1816 Sporting Mag. XLVIII. 27 The poachers, .advanced
down the ride towards the paled gate.

Paled (as prec.), ///. a* rare. [f.
PALE v. 2

+ -ED 1.] Rendered pale. Hence Pa'lediiess.

1593 T. WATSON Teares Fancie xix, Eies in their teares

my paled face disclosed. 1594 R. CAREW Tasso (1881) 55

Seely children, and vnarmed old, And womens rout of feare

ypaled hew. 1648 J. BEAUMONT Psyche vn. Ixxi, Her
doubtful Look, Where Paledness and BlushesmutuallyTheir
timorous and graceful station took.

Paled, obs. form of pallea : see PALL v.

Pale-face QvHiPs). A person who has a

pale face ; a name for a white man attributed to

the North American Indians or ' red men '.

|

1822 in G. A. UrcCalfs Lett.fr. Frontiers (1868) 72 [At
a masquerade ball, a man dressed as] an Indian chief, .thus

accosted him, 'Ah, Paleface! what brings you here?'

1831 Ibid. 226. 1826 F. COOPER Mohicans iv, 'The pale
faces make themselves dogs to their women ', muttered the

Indian, in his native language. 1851 MAYNE REID Scalp
Hunters xxxviii. 292 They know it to be the war-trumpet
of the pale faces ! 1893 S. K. HOLE Tour in Amer. 237

Julius Berge was the first pale-face born here [Whitewater]
some fifty-four years ago.

Pale-faced (pfHifiF'st), a. Having a pale
face

; pale in complexion, or (fig.) in aspect.

1592 SHAKS. Via. 4- Ad. 569 Affection faints not like a

pale-faced coward. 1635 QUARLES Embl. n. ii. 15 The
pale-faced lady of the black -ey'd night. 1758 GOLDSM. Mem.
Protestant (1895) I. 192 He was humped-back'd, pale-faced

[etc.]. 1841 CATLIN N. Amer. Inil. (1844) II. Iviii. 229 The
Indian's inferiority to their pale-faced neighbours. 1893
Scribner's Mag. June 743/1 The vast wealth of pale-faced
lotos and shrinking water-lilies.

Palefrai, -fray, -frey, etc., obs. ff. PALFREY.

Palefrenier : see PALFKENIEB.

Paleiforni (p?'l'|if?jrn )> <* ffat. Hist. [f. L.

palea (see PALEA) + -(INFORM.] Having the form

or appearance of chaff
; chaffy. (Mayne, 1857.)

Paleis, obs. form of PALACE
;
var. PALIS Obs.

Palely (p^'Hi), adv. Also 6 paly. [f.
PALE

a. + -LY ^.] In a pale manner
;
with a pale look or

appearance; dimly, wanly.
11548 HALL C/iraii., Eihu. 11' 237 Ihon Cheulet .. there

stode so sadly and so paly, without any worde speakyng,
that [etc.], a 1718 PENN Sandy l-'ound. Shaken Wks. 1726
I. 250 T. V. came very palely down the Stairs. 1817 MOORE
Lalla R., J''ire-ivorshippcrs 358 The morn, .o'er the Green
Sea palely shines. 1880 L. WALLACE Bcn-llur IV. x. 225
If he looked up, it was to see the sky palely blue.

Palemaille: see PAI.L-MAI.L.

t Pa'leman. Obs. [f.
PALE sbl + MAX si:']

1. = PALKR.

1503 Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scot. II. 372 Item. .to the

pale men of the park of Strivelin . in drinksilver, xiiij s.

2. A man of the English Pale in Ireland.

1851 KELLY tr. Cambrensis Eversus III. 158 note, A
feeling for other Irishmen not unlike what the old palemen
had against the mere Irish.

Palempore, -pour: see PAI.AMI'HRK.

Palen (p^'-len), v . rare- 1
, [f.

PALE a. + -EX 5.]

trans. To make pale, cause to turn pale.

1790 W. TAYLOR tr. Goethe's Iph. in 7"<ZK7/s(R.), So turn'd

the sun His palen'd visage from the damned deed.

Palendar: see PALAXDEU.

Paleness ^i^'lm-s). [f.
PALE a. + -NESS.]

The condition or quality of being pale ; pallor.
a 1340 HAMPOLE Psalter lxvii[i], 14 }>e hyndire of hire bak

in palnes of gold [L. pallorc auri], c 1440 Promp. Parv.

378/2 Palenesse, of colowre, pallor. 1578 LYTE Dodoens
n. xcii. 273 [It] laketh away the colour, and bringeth such
a paalnesse, as is in dead bodies. 1661 LOVELL Hist.

Anim.ff .!//. Introd., Melancholick diseases, palenesse, and
smallnesse of pulse. 1797 MRS. RAnci.nib; Italian \. (1826)

8 Her countenance changed to an ashy paleness. 1835
URE Phil. Manuf. 395 Natural paleness, and that paleness

proceeding from bad health, are readily distinguished by
the town practitioner.
Comb. 1634 WHITI.OCK Zootomia 429 Their Palenesse-

breeding Labours wo'n't yeild Sack.

Palenkeen, obs. form of PALANKEEX.

Palenque (pale
-

rjk<;). Jamaica. [Sp.,
= en-

closure.] (^See quots.) ,

1707 SLOANE Jamaica I. p. xvii, A Palenque is here a

place for bringing up poultry. 1873 GARDNER Jamaica 80

The little farms called palenques.

Palentine, obs. form of PALATINE.

Paleo-: see PAL.KO-.

f Pa'leouS, a. Obs. rare. [f. L. palea chaff +

-ous.] Of the nature of chaff ; chaffy.
1646 SIR T. BKOWNE Pseud. Ep. \\. iv. (1686) 60 This

atliaction have we tried in straws and paleous bodies.

Palepuntz : see PUNCH sb., the beverage.

tPa'ler. Obs. [f.
PALEI/.I + -EH'.] One who

puts up a paling or fence ; an officer of a park

charged with keeping the fences in repair.

1464 .Mann. .( Househ. E-*p. (Roxb.)275 My mastyr payil
to the paler for wagys, vj. s. viij. d. 1647 HAWARD Crown
Rc-.-cnue 51 Paler of the Park. 1670 St. Papers, Dom. 14
The offices of Keeper of the Middle Park and Bushy Park,
and of paler thereof. 1800 IX LYSONS En"'. London, Suppl.

74 With the custody of the parks, has been held two other

offices, called paler of the parks, and mower of the brakes.

tPale'rmo. Obs. A wine from Palermo in Sicily.

1584 LVLY Campaspc \. ii. 89 O for a Bowie of fatt Canary,
Rich Palermo, sparkling Sherry. 1632 MASSINGKR ifmm
of Honour HI. i, Till I set my foot In Sicily again, and
drink Palermo.

Paleron, obs. form of PAULDROIT.

Pales, obs. f. PALACE ; var. PALLS Obs.

fPa'lesate, v. Obs. rnre~ l
. [f.

late med.L.

palezare (I)n Cange), ad. It. palesare
' to reveal,

bewray, publish' (Klorio), f. palese public, in open
view : L. type *palensis, f. palam adv. openly,

'

pnblicly. Cf. OK. palaiser, paliser and paleseinent

sb., and see -ATE :i
.] trans. To manifest, reveal.

1613 SHERLEY Trav. Persia 35 The counsell of the Turke
had not palesated itselfe openly.

Palesiuaii (pt^ Izmin). rare. [f. pale's (PALK
i/'.

1
,
sense 4) + MAX ; cf. dalesman] = PALEMAN 2.

1894 P. J. M^CAI.!. Irish Ndinlns, Green H'oods ofSlew 27
The Palesmen he vanquished ; they parleyed with you.

PALETTE-KNIFE.

Paless, Palesser, var. PALIS, PALISER Obs.

t Palester. Obs. [f. PALE v. 1 + -STER, or var.

olpalesser, PALISER.]
= PALEU, PALISER.

'574 in J. J. Cartwright Hist. Yorks. (1872) 74 Fees to the

keeper and palester.

Palestra, etc. : see PAL.KSTRA, etc.

Palesy, -ie, etc., obs. forms of PALSY.

Palet ,>-'-let). Bot. [f.
PALE sb* + -ET : cf.

f.pailletle, dim. of paille straw.]
= PALEA i.

1880 GRAY Struct. Bot. v. (ed. 6) 142 Palets, . . also called

Chaff, are diminutive or chaff-like bracts or bractlets on the

axis (or receptacle) and among the flowers of a dense

inflorescence, such asahead of Composite .. ; and the name
is also given to an inner series of the Glumes of Grasses.

Palet, obs. form of PALATE, PALLET.

Palethno'logy.shortenedformof/a/JKM/w/o.y:
see PAL.EO-.
a 1898 RRINTON in Haddon Study ofMan 493.

|| Paletot (pie'lt<, pie-lto"). [mod.F. pale-
tot (paltD, in verse paUto), formerly palletot (1403
in Godef. Compl.}, palletocq (1455), pallo (1505),

paletoc (i6th c.), palletoc (Cotgr. 1611) ; cf. pal/of

(1483 inGodef. N

; a\s,o^.paletoqiie, Breton paltok :

of uncertain derivation : see PALTOCK.] A loose

outer garment, coat, or cloak, for men or women.
1840 LOUISA S. COSTELLO Summer amongst Bocages II.

206 A man of alxmt five-and-twenty, attired in a kind of

furred palletot. 1844 ALB. SMITH Adv. Mr. Ledbnry vi.

(1886)20 Some wore dark blouses; others paletots a species
of light shooting-jacket. 1864 MRS. H. WOOD Trev. Hold
I. xi. 182 She wore a puce silk paletot, as they are called,

made coat fashion, and a brown hat. 1892 J.
KENT Racing

Life Ld. G. Cavemiish Bentinck i. 7 Wearing a light-

coloured zephyr paletot above his scarlet [hunting-] coat.

Palett, -ette, obs. forms of PALLET.

Palette (parlet). Forms : 7-9 pallet, (7-8

pallat), 8- palette. 9 (sense 2) pallette. [a. F.

palette (of which the painter's palette is one of

many stnses), dim. of pale shovel, blade of oar:

L. pala spade, shovel, baker's peel, shoulder-blade;

cf. H.pala spade, shovel, peel, blade, plate, etc.;

dim. paletta flat spoon, trowel, battledore, apothe-

cary's spatula. (The Ital. word for painter's

palette is tavolozza, dim. of tavola.)]

1. A flat thin tablet of wood or porcelain, used

by an artist to lay and mix liis colours on.

Its ordinary form is more or less oval, with a hole for the

left thumb.
1622 PEACHA.M Compl. Gent. xiii. (1634) 130 Having all your

colours ready ground, with your pallet on the thuinbe of

your left hand . . lay your colours upon your pallet thus. 1658

PHILLIPS, A Pallat [ed. 1706 -el], .. a thin piece of wood
which a Painter makes use of to place his colours upon.

1727 GAY Fables I. xviii. 34 All things were set ; the hour

was come, His pallet ready o'er his thumb, a 1783 H.

BROOKE Temple of Hymen Poems (1810) 406/1 On his left

hand a palette lay, With jnany a teint of colours gay. 1859
GULLICK & TIMBS Paint. 199 Artists differ greatly in the

number of tints they arrange on the palette.

fig. 1824 GAI.T Rothclan I. II. v. 188 The colours on our

pallet consist of the universal elements and properties of the

heart. 1868 J. E. A. BROWN Lights through Lattice?* And
now the Spring .. From her bright palette brought the

emerald of the young corn, and of the indigo.

b. transf. The set or selection ot colours used

by a particular artist or for a particular picture.
1882 HAMERTON Graphic Arts xxi. 238 It is impossible

to give Turner's palettes, which probably varied very much
at different times. 1890 Spectator 17 May 694/2 He has.,

a palette of his own that gives pleasure to a great many
artists.

2. A name given to a small rounded plate

formerly used in armour to protect lire armpit.
1814 PLANCIIK lint. Costume 186 Two circular plates

led,
~

FAIRHOLT Costume in Eng. (ed. 2) Gloss., Palettes.

b. The breast-plate by means of which pressure
is applied to the hand-drill : see BREAST-PLATE 3 b.

1875 in KNIGHT Diet. Mcch.

f 8. An instrument of wood shaped like a spatula
or palette-knife, formerly used for massage. Obs.

1857 'n DUNGLISON.

4. Zool. A disk-like structure in certain animals.

a. Conch. An accessory valve in some molluscs.

b. Eittoin. A flat expansion upon the legs of some

insects.

1834 McMuRTRlEfHt'/VrV^ nim. Kingd. 269 (Teredo) The
base, .is furnished on each side with a stony and moveable

kind of operculum or palette. 1863 HATES A'at. Amazon
viii. (1864) 229 The female of the handsome golden-and-
black F.ugtossa Surinamensis has this palette of very

large size.

5. A parrot of the genus rrioniturus (racket-

tailed parakeets) : from the appearance of the tail,

which with its two long spatulate central feathers

suggests a painter's palette and brushes.

1890 in Cent. Diet.

6. a/trib. and Comb.

1896 Cosmopolitan XX. 407/2 Art. .holds forth her willing

palette-laden hand to Youth. 1900 U'estm. Gas. 28 July

8/2 We have received a new Palette Album.., giving a series

of views in colours of scenery in the English Lake District.

Palette-knife. A thin flexible blade of steel

fitted with a handle, of various forms, used for



PALEW.

mixing colours on a palette, for distributing printing-
ink on a surface, and similar purposes.
1759 COLEBROOKE in Phil. Trans. LI. 46 When the ground

was near dry, I smoothed it with a pallat-kmfe. 1811 $g{f
Instructor 5 1 8 Take your pallet knife .. scrape your colour

together. 1859 GULLICK 8; TIMES Paint. 199 The Palette-

knife, or Spatula, has a pliable blade.

Hence Palette- knifing', the use of this tool.

1891 R. KIPLING Light that Failedv, I know what palette,

knifing means.

t Palew, a. (sb.} Obs. Also pallew. [app.
a derivative of PALE a. ; but the nature of the

formation is obscure. The later authors appear
simply to follow Recorcle.] Light or pale yellow.
1547 RECORDE Jndic. Ur. viii. 31 Palew and lyght safferne

. . are the best coloures. Ibii. 32. Ibid. 66 b, After it

followyth pallew, which isakynde of light yellow, sum thing
lyghter in colour then Crowne golde. 1607 WALKINGTON
Opt. Glass 108 The first is

-
t'itetlina I'ilis of the colour of an

egge yolke generated of palew choler. 1625 HART Anat.
Ur. n. iii. 62 This colour is caX\n&.,Snbnffvst sHlittureitst

or subcroceiis: in English, palew, or light saffron.

t Pa-leway, adv. Her. Obs. = next.

1705 Loud. Gaz. No. 4163/3 All engraved with 3 Escallop
Shells Pale-way.

Paleways (p^
l-
l^z),a(fo. Her. lObs. [/.PALE

sb.l + -WAYS.] - next. (In qttot. 1610 = PALY.)
1610 GUILLIM Heraldry v. ii. (1611) 243 To these will I

adde..an Italian Coat of rare use viz. pale\vaiesof six argent
and gules on a chiefe as the field is many cressants. 1691
WOOD Ath. Oxon., fasti I. 646 And hath behind it, pale-
ways {ed. 1721 palewise], an Abbats Cn-sier. 1769 AV?t'

Peerage I. 270 Two demi garters paleways, argent.

393

1297 Flacita cot-am Regc m, 39 (1897) 263 Ricardus le

Palfreyman. 1360-1 Durham Ace. Roils (Surtees) 562 Perot
palfraypage Pnoris. 1x1500 Mankind (Hrandl 1896) 240
And 56 were f*e kynges palfrey mare. 1502 Will Ep. Cicest.

(Somerset Ho.), Soluendum post decessum meas domino
Kegi debitas pro le palfray money. 1530 PALSGR. 251/1

t (p^'lwaiz), adv. Her. [f. P.'

+ -WISE.] In the direction of a pale ; vertically

(either in the middle of the shield = in pah, or in

any part of tbe shield).
1721 [see PALEWAYS, quot. 1691]. 1864 BOUTELI. Her. Hist.

if Pop. viii. 36 Paly Bendy . . is produced by lines drawu
palewise, crossed by others drawn bendwise. 1867 Eng.
Heraldry (1875) 142 Pale-wise, or In Pale.. that is, set

vertically, or arranged vertically one above another.

Paley, variant of PALY a.l

Paleyce, -eys, obs. ff. PALACE ; var. PALLS Obs.

Palfrenier (prclfrenloM
1
. ardi. Forms: 5

palfreynyer, -frenyer, 9 palefrenier, -freneer,
palfrenier. [a. F. palefrenier (1350 in Godef.

Comply, also pare-, palfrenier = It. palafreniere,
Sp. palafrenero, Pg. palafreneiro. med.L. pala-,
palefrenarins, -frctieritts, -fridiarins, orig. para-
veredarins (Lex Bahvai:, Capitulare de Villis, Du
Cange),^f. paravcredits : see next and -IER 2.] A
man having charge of horses

;
a groom.

-1489 CANTON Sonncs of Ayinon x. 257 Mawgys sayd to

y
e
palfreynyer that kepte bayerde 'frende, goo & set the

sadell vpon bayerde
'

. .

'

syr ', sayd ys
palfrenyer,

'

I may not
doo it '. 1820 Scorr Monast. xxxv, A legion of godless
Jackeys, and palfreniers, and horse-boys. 1840 THACKERAY
Paris Sk.-bk. (1872) 74 He calls his palefienier a groom.

'

1863 SALA Capt. Dangerous II. iv. 147 Palefreneers littered
him down with straw, as though he had been a Horse.

Palfrey (pg'lfri, pse-1-). Forms : 2-4 palefrai, !

3 -frei, -fray, 3-4 -frey, 4 palfre, 4-6 -frei, 4 7

-fray, 4- palfrey, (5 palfroy(e, 5-7 -freie,

-freye, -fraie, -fraye, 6 paulfrey, pawlfre, 7 pal-

fery, palefroy, palphrie, -frie, -fry, 8 -phry).
[ME. a. OF. palefrei, in nth c. palefreid (later

palefroy, -/rot): late L. falafred-its, by dissimila-

tion from parafredus, -vredits (in Capit. Charle-

magne"}: -late L. paraverediis (6th c.), f. Gr.

napa beside, extra + versus light horse, post-horse.

Cognate Romanic forms nre Pr. palafre, -frei, Sp.
\palafri!, palafren, Pg. palafrem, It. patafreno ;

in med.L. also parefredus, -fridits, palafridus,
pa/efredtts, -fridiis, palfredits, pala-, palffrenus :

see Du Cange. The forms in -frenus, -freno, -fren
(whence palfrenier*) ,

show popular association with
I*,fretutm , It. freno bridle, rein.

Parafredus also passed into German : OLG. parafrij,
parevrit; MLG. ffrid, \.Q.perii, MDu.Jiacit, Du.paani;
OHG.pfarifrid,ff(rfrit; MHG.^/fr// ; Gsr. f/erd ; the

ordinary word for horse '. )

A saddle-horse for ordinary riding as distinguished
from a war-horse; esp. a small saddle-horse for

ladies. (Now Hist., or in romantic or poetic lang.)
c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 5 He mihte ridan . . on riche stede and

palefrai. c 1200 Trin, Coll. Hoin. 89 NoSer stede ne palefrei,
ne fair mule, c 1330 R. URUNNK Chron. Wace (Rolls) 11184

'

.Many fair palfray & stede. c 1386 CHAUCER I'rol. 207 His
palfrey was as broun as is a berye. f 1450 Merlin xvi. 260

I

Thei lefte theire palfreyes and lepe upon stedes covered in !

maile. 1470-85 MALORY Arthur n. vi, A damoysel that
came ryde ful fast, .on a fayr palfroy. " 1547 HEN. VIII in
Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. I. II. 32 Some faire white, or white
gray palfieies, or geldings. 1556 WITMALS Diet. (1568) 16 a/I
A pawlfre, cant/ierins Candidas. 1614 CHAPMAN Maske
Inns of Crt. 2 Dwarfe Palfries, with yellow foot-cloathes.

1719 D'URKEY Pills (1872) IV. 10 A Palphry proud, prick 'd

up with Pride, Went prancing on the Way. 1803 SOUTHEY
Queen Orraca iv. vii, Upon her palfrey she is set, And
forward then they go. 1813 SCOTT Trierm. n. xiv, A maiden

squire awake and died,
' My charger and her palfrey '.

b. atlrib. and Comb., as palfrey-man, -mare,
, -page.

Hence Palfreyed a. [-ED
2
], provided with or

riding on a palfrey.
1713 TICKEI.L On Prospect ofPeace Poems (1790) 159 The

bard, that tells Of palfrey'd dames, bold knights, and magic
spells.

t Palfreyour. 06s. Forms : [3 palfreur,
palefreyurj. 4 palefreiour, 7 palfreour, palfrer.

[a. AF. palefreynr, -our, f, palefrei PALFKEY +
-OUH.] = PALFBEXIEK.
[1297 Placita coram Rcgc (1897) 72 Ricardum le Palfreur'.

1300 rat. AW/ 28 Eiiiu. /, m. 15 d. in Calendar 550 Adam
le Palefreyur, Henry le Palefreyur.] a. 1327 Pol. Songs
(Camden) 237 Palefreiours ant pages, Ant boyes with boste.
1601 F. TATE House/I. Ord. Ed. // 87 (1876) 52 Al pal-
freours & somters of the kinges house. Ibid. 90. 55 For
the palfrers coursers j herberger named.

Palgrave : see PALSGRAVE.
Pali (pa-li), si', and a. Also Pali, Pali. [Short

for pdli-bkdsa, \. e. language of the canonical texts

(as opposed to '

commentary '), f. pali line, canon
+ bhasa language.]
1. The language used in the canonical books of

the Buddhists, composed in North India. This
'Middle High Indian' was the literary form of
the language spoken in Kosala, the country now
called the United Provinces (Onde, etc.), which
was the lingua franca of North India from the 6th
or 5th to the 2nd century B.C. Also often used to

include b. The language of the chronicles, com-
mentaries, and other literary works of later

Buddhists, which bears the same relation to the

language of the canonical texts as mediaeval bears
to classical Latin

;
and c. The kindred language

used in the early Indian inscriptions.
[ 1693 A. P- tr' De la LouK'rc's Siam 9 The terms of Religion

and Justice, the names of Offices, and all the Ornaments of
the [Siamese] Vulgar Tongue are borrow'd from the Rtlie.

]

1800 SVMF.S Embassy to Ava 338 That the Pali, the sacred

language of the priests of Boodh, is nearly allied to the
Shanscrit of the Bramins. 1833 TANDY tr. SangermeiHo's
Burmese Emp. 141 The grammar of the Pali language or

Magata. lint/., All these books are written in the Pali tongue.
1837 G. TURNOUR Maluiwanso Introd. 22 Buddhists are

impressed with the conviction that their sacred and classical

language, the Magadhi or Pali, is of greater antiquity than
the Sanscrit. 1871 ALABASTER Wheel of Law 246 Others
believe that Pali, .was the vernacular language of iMagadha,
the Holy Land of Buddhism. 1877 RHYS DAVIDS Budd-
hism 237 A list of the Pali commentaries now extant. 1903

Buadkist India. 152 Pali is a literary language based on
the dialect of Kosala.

2. Pali plague : see quots.
1869 E. A. PARKES I'ract. Hygiene (ed. 3) 484 The Pali

plague differs from the Egyptian plague, in having a marked
lung disease. 1875 tr. von Ziemsscns Cycl. tied. I. 482
He thinks that he can recognise the black death of the
fourteenth century in the so-called Indian Plague or Pali

Plague, a disease which prevailed from 1815 to 1821 in the
East Indian provinces of Kutch and Guzerat.

Pali, plural of PALUS a
.

Paliard, Palice, obs. ff. PAI.LIAKII, PALACE,
PALIS. Palie, variant of PAL-LIE a. Sc.

Palichthyologic, etc., irregular form, of palx-
iclithyologii, etc. : see PAL.EO-.

1848 Q. jrnl. Gcol. Sue. IV. 302.

t Palifica'tipn. Obs. (Eri-on. palli-.) [ad.
med.L. palification-em, It. palificazione (Florio),
f. L. palificare to make a foundation of piles, f.

pal-us pile, stake, pale + -ficare to make.] The
action of driving piles or stakes into the ground in

order to render it more firm for building operations.
1624 WOTTOM Arcfiit. I. 26, I haue sayd nothing of Palli-

fication, or Pyling of the Ground-plot . . when we build vpon
a moist or marshy soile. Hence 1656 in BLOUNT, 1658 in

PHILLIPS, 1823 in NICHOLSON Pract. Builder.

Faliform (p/'-lifpjm), a. Zool.
[f. L. palus

stake, etc. + -(I)KORM.] Resembling, or having the
form of, a palus.
1890 in Cent. Diet. 1900 Prcc. Zool. Soc. June 126 A ring,

often incomplete, of larger septal teeth rises up.. or else one
large paliform tooth.

Palify, Palijs, obs. f. PALLIFY, PALACE.

II Falikar (pie-likaj). Also palleoar. [ad.
mod.Gr. Tra\tnapi, ira\\rjKapt lad, f. Gr. ira\\a[,

-r) youth ;
in F. palikare.~\ A member of the band

<fa Greek or Albanian military chief, esp. during
the war of Independence.
1812 BYRON Ch. ffar. n. Ixxi, Each Palikar his sabre from

him cast. 1826 Blaclrw. Alag. XX. 719 The remnant of the
Stiliot palikars. .were reduced to capitulate. 1853 FEI.TON
Fam. Lett. xxxv. (1865) 277 Two very handsome, genteel,
and civil pallecars, who were

very_
attentive to us. 1854

Blackvj. blag. LXXVI.4I7 The third prominent feature in

the social condition of the Greek population is the existence
of a military caste called Palikars.

Hence Pa'likarism, the palikar system or in-

stitution.

1854 Blacku: Mag. LXXVI. 418 Otho [was) re-established
in absolute power by the assistance of palikarism and muni-
cipal corruption.

PALINDROME.

I Palilogy, palillogy pali-lod^i). Rhet. Also
in Gr. and L. forms, [ad. L. palilogia^ -illogia,
Gr. ira\ik.\oyia, f. iraKtv over ngain + -\oyta speak-
ing.] The repetition of a word or phrase, esp. in

immediate succession, for the sake of emphasis.
l6S7 J :

SMITH Myst* Rhet. 160 This figure and Palalogia^
which signifies Repetition of the same word, are alike. 1678
PHILLIPS (ed. 4), Palilogia. 1731 BAILKY (ed. 5), ralilogy.
So t Falilog-e-tic a, [f. Gr. 7raA.iAA.o7fj>], charac-

i terized by palilogy. Obs.

1652 URQUHART 7c*'/Wks. (1834^292, I could have intro-
duced . . exargastick, and palilogetick elucidations

II Falimbacchius (pK=limb?ekai^s). Pros.

|

[L., a. Gr. TraAi^a/fxfos, f. -rraXtv back, backwards
+ aKxos BACCHIUS.] A metrical foot consisting
of two long and one short syllable; a reversed
bacchius: - ANTJBACCHIUS. AlsoPalimba'cchic.
1586 W. WEBBK Eg. Poetrie (Arb.) 69 Palimbachius, of

two long and one short, as w accorded. 1749 Xunibers
in Poet. Coiup. 19 Palimbacchic ~->~ Spondee and half

, Pyrrhic *.-. 1773 KKNKICK Rhet. Gram. Eng. Lang, in Diet.
22 When I hear an English prosodist thus talk of his

Iambics, his Trochtes..and his Palimbacchics.

Palimpsest (parlimpsest), sb. and a. Also 7-8
in L. or Gr. form. [ad. 1 ,. palimpsestus sb.,
a. Gr. TToXin^rjaTos scraped again, -naXiiityrjOTov
a parchment whence writing has been erased, f.

iroXtv again + I/STJOTOS, from ifidoj, ^j)v to rub smooth.]
A. so. fl. Paper, parchment, or other writing-

material prepared for writing on and wiping out

again, like a slate. Obs. [So \\.palimsesto (Florio}.]
1661 LOVKLL Hist. A nun. $ Min. 7 The chalked skinne

I

for a palimpsestus, serving in .stead of a table book. 1662

EVELYN Chalcogr. (1769) 52 In writing, the use of the

palimpsest us. .and the like. 1706 PHILLII-S, Palimpseston,. .

a sort of Paper or Parchment, that was generally us'd for

making the fir^t draught of things, which might be wip'd
out, and new wrute in the same Place.

2. A parchment or other writing-material written

|

upon twice, the original writing having been erased
: or rubbed out to make place for the second

;
a

manuscript in which a later writing is written over
an effaced earlier writing.
1825 Gent 1. Mag. XCV. i. 348 Monsignore Angelo Mayo.,

celebrated for his discoveries in the
'

Palimpsestes '. 1838
AKNOI.D Hist. Rome I. 256 note, The Institutes of Gaius. .

was first discovered . . in a palimpsest, or rewritten manuscript
of.. works of S. Jerome, in the Chapter Library at Verona.
1875 SCRIVENER Text N. Test. 18 To decipher a double

palimpsest calls for the masterhood of a Tischendorf.

fig. 1845 DEQLiNCtY^7^//r/rt Wk^. 1890 XIII. 346 What
else than a natural and mighty palimpsest is the human
brain? 1856 MRS. BROWNING Aur. Leigh i. 826 Let who
says 'The soul's a clean white paper

'

rather say A palimpsest
..defiled. 1879 LEWES Study Psyckol. viii. 153 History
unrolls the palimpsest of mental evolution.

3. A monumental brassslabturntdand re-engraved
on the reverse side.

1876 KncycL Brit. IV. 219/2 A large number of brasses in

England are palimpsests, the back of an ancient brass

having been engraved for the more recent memorial. 1877
L. JEWITT Half-firs, among Eng. Antiq, 132 They were
frequently laid down to other persons, or re-engraved on
the other side, and hence called palimpsests.
B. adj. 1. (Applied to a manuscript) Written

: over again ; of which the original writing has been
erased and superseded by a later : see A. 2.

1852 H. ROGERS Eel. Faitlt 11853) -37 A friend who used
to mourn over the thought of palimpsest manuscripts. 1875
POSTE Giiius Pref. (ed. 2) 5 The codex is doubly palimpsest,
i. e. there are three inscriptions on the parchment, 1898 R.
HARRIS in Expositor Dec. 402 It is useless to apply re-

agents in search of palimpsest writing where the vellum has

only been used once. fig. 1873 W. CORY in Lett, fy Jrnls.
(1897) 308 The pretty song, rising one will never know how,
from a palimpsest memory.
2. Of a monumental brass: see A. 3.

1843 Ardtteologia XXX. 124 Palimpsest brasses are also
found at Berkhampstead. 1877 J. C. Cox Ch. of Derbysh.
III. 241 This monument is a remarkable, .example of the

palimpsest or re-used brass.

Hence Palimpsest v. trans.
,
to make into a

palimpsest, to write anew on (parchment, etc.)
after erasure of the original writing ; Falim-
pse-stic a., that is, or that makes, a palimpsest.
1823 .\Vu? Monthly .Ifag. VIII. 13 Discoveries, .of Palimp-

sestic parchments had not yet furnished fresh matter for

research. 1836 F, MAHONY Rel. Father Pronf, Songs
Horace i. (1859) 376 Thy MSS. have come down to us unmu-
tilated by the ptimicestone of palimpsestic monk. 1900
Expositor June 420 We may wonder less at this Sinaitic

..codex having been palimpsested.

Palilial (parlinal), a. Physiol. [irreg, f. Gr.
naKw backward + -AL.] Characterized by or in-

volving backward motion, esp. of the lower jaw in

mastication.
1888 COPE m Amer. Nat. Jan. 7 note, The propalinal

mastication is to be distinguished into the proal, from be-

hind forwards, . .and the pahnal, from before backwards.

1896 Primary Factors^ Evolution vi. 321 Ryder is of the

opinion that the mastication of the Prohoscidia is palinal.

Palindrome (pce-lindr<7m), sb. and a. [ad. Gr.

TraXivftpop-os running back again : so in mod.F.

(Littre).] a. sb. A word, verse, or sentence that

reads the same when the letters composing it are

taken in the reverse order, b. adj. That reads

the same backwards as forwards.



PALINDBOMIC. 394 PALISADE.
c i6ao R. JOSSON Undenvoods, Execr. upon I'ulean 1640)

B j b, Had I . . weav'd fifty tomes Of Logogriphes, or curious

Pallindromes. 1638 PEACHAM Truth of our Times 123, I

caused this to be written over the porch of their free-schoole

doore, Sttbi dura. a. rndibns : It is Palindrome. 1706
PHILLIPS, Palindrome., as Lewd did I live, and evil I did
dwel. i8ai New Monthly Mag. II. 170 The Palindromes,
or Canorine, or recurrent verses, as they were called. Ibid.

171 In English but one Palindrome lire is known.

Hence Falindro'mic a., of the nature of a palin-

drome; Falindro'mical a. = prec. ; Falindro'-

mically adv., in a way that reads the same back-

wards as forwards
;
Fa lindromist, a writer or

inventor of palindromes.
1862 H. B. WHKATLEY Anagrams n A singularly appro-

priate Greek palindromic inscription ,. occurs upon very
many fonts in England. 1864 WEBSTER, Palindroniical.
a 1876 M. COLLINS Th. in Garden (1880) I, 226 A dear friend

of mine, poet and palindromist and archaeologist.

Paling '>
7il

lirj),
vbl. sht [f.

PALE v.l + -ING 1.]

t 1. Decoration with *

pales
'

or vertical stripes.
c 1386 CHAUCER Pars. T. F 343 The cost of embrowdynge,

. .barrynge, owndynge, palynge.
2. The action of constructing a fence, or of

enclosing a place, with pales ; fencing.
1469 Paston Lett. II. 337 They that ben possessioners..

sluildc payle certeine of the Parke of Weverston; and by
cause this is nat performyd.,thoo that ben possessioners
shall, .be amersid. And it is agreed that Sir William Yel-

verton, Sir Thomas Hoo..Wolfe pay the amercyment, and
to delyver the said Duchesse possession of the said service

and palyng. 1543 Act 35 Hen. I '///, c. 17 6 For..pailing,

railing, or enclosing of Parkes fete.]. 1667 DUCHKSS OK
NEWCASTLE Life Dk. of N. (1886) II. 153 The.. paling,

stubbing, hedging, &c., of his grounds and parks. 1703
T. N. City $ C. Purchaser 212 Much us'd in Essex. . ; but
in few other Countrevs, except for Paleing.
3. coney, a. Wood prepared for or made into

pales ; pales collectively ; fencing.
1788 Trans. Soc. Arts VI. 22 The firs answer for.. paling

for fences, c 1830 CARLYLK Four Fables iv, Thou art felled

and sawed Into paling. 1881 YOUXG Kvcry Man his own
Mechanic 181. 62 When park paling of cleft pales is made.

b. A fence made of pales, (with a and//.)
1558 Xottingham Rcc. IV. 120 The palyng for the sey-.l

pynfold. 1766 BLACK^TONK Cotnnt. II. lii. 38 It is not

every field, .which a gentleman pleases to surround with a
wall or paling.. that is thereby constituted a legal park,
1814 SCOTT \\~ai: l.v, Waverley groped his way the best he
could along a small paling. 1866 ROGERS Agric. <$ Juices
I. xviii. 425 Split oaken planks to be used for strong palings.

c. Each of the pales of which a fence is made ;

usually in//.
= a set of pales, a fence.

1834 H. AINSWORTH Roofavood in. i, A rough .. lane

which skirted ..the moss-grown palings, .of the park. 1861

MKS. H. Woou East Lynnc (1888) 195 He plunged .. over
some palings into a field.

4. altrib.) &$ paling board, feme.
1805 R. W, DICKSON Pract. Agric. I. no Plate xxx, Two

different sorts of paling fences. 1812 J. SMYTH Pract. of
Customs (1821) 282 A paling lluard is the outside or sappy
part of a tree, sawed off from the four sides, in order to make
the remaining part square. 1894 R. BRIDGES Feast of
ttacchus i. 179 The hedge and paling bounds.

Paling, vbl. sl>:* [f.
PALE v.% + -ING i.] The

action of oecoining or turning pale.
c 1410 LYDG. Life Our Lady (MS. Ashm. 39 If. 47), For In

here face alwey was the blode, With oute palynge or eny
drawynge doune. 1887 G. MEREDITH Ballads $ P. 158
Like the paling of the dawn-star.

Paling, ppt. tf- 1
[f.

PALE v.\ + -ING 2
.]

En-

closing, surrounding.
c 1630 Trag. Rich. II (1870) 34 That dost allowe thy

paleing flatterers To guild them selues with others misseryes.

Paling, ppl.a* [f. PALE z-.2 + -KTO *.] lie-

coming or turning pale.
i63 MIDDLETON More Dissemblers Besides II 'omen i. iv,

Your nice paling physicking gentlefolks. 1831 J. BRKE
St. Herbert's Isle 41 The sun looks downward with a paling

light. 18951 19/A Cent. Nov. 817 By the dual light of paling
moon and rising sun.

II Palingenesia (pae-lindgAnr4) [med. T

(969 in Du Cange), a. Gr. iraXiyyevcaia birth over

again, regeneration, f. tra.\w again + 7<Vc<ri? birth,

origination.]
** PALINGENESY.

1621 BURTON Anat. Mel. i. i. n. ix, The Pythagoreans hold

metempsychosis and palinpenesia that soules go from one
lx>dy to another. 1707 Curios, in llnsb. $ Card. 336 The
Pahngenesta or Resurrection of Plants from their Ashes.

18x9 SOUTHEY Sir T. More II. 245 We might then hope for

a palingenesia, a restoration of national sanity and strength.

1870 FARRAR \Vitn. Hist. v. (18711 172 This is why it became
the Palingenesia of a dead and miserable world.

Hence Paling-ene'sian^., relating to palingenesia.
1816 J. LAWRKNCE in Monthly Mag. XLI I. 296 Gaffarel . .

meditated a palingenesian experiment upon human bodies.

Palingenesis (pcelindge'nesis). [f. Gr. iroAic

again +*ftviai$ birth, origination: a modern com-

pound not on Greek analogy : see prec.]
1. PALINGENESY.
1818 HOBHOUSE Italy (1859) II. 351 A poem which he

[Montt) published, .and called the 'Palingenesis'. 1871
H. MACMILLAN True Vine iv. (1872) 169 The palingenesis
of creation is accomplished, not by the rooting-up of evil,

but by the sowing of good.
2. Biol. fa. The supposed production of animals

from putrescent animal matter. Obs.

1866 In BRANDS & Cox Diet. Sci\ etc.

b. 1 Faeckel's term for the form of ontogenesis
in which ancestral characters are exactly repro-

duced, without modification; true hereditarygenesis
or evolution

; the *

breeding true
'

of an organism
(opp. to kenogenesis}.
1879 tr. Haeckefs Evol. Man I. n This distinction between

Palingenesis or inherited evolution, and Kenogenesis or
vitiated evolution, has not. .yet been sufficiently appreciated
by naturalists.

c. Entom. = METAMORPHOSIS.
1886 in Casselfs Encycl. Diet.

Hence Faliiige'nesist, one who holds some
doctrine of palingenesy.
1860 All Year Round No. 43. 389 Monsieur Doyere, the

most ardent palingenesis! of the age, . . pretends that these

animals are able to support, .absolute desiccation, without

losing the faculty of resurrection. 1869 tr. Poitchcfs Uni-
verse (1871) 35 Our modern palingenesists.

Palillgenesy (pneHndge'nesi). Also 7 -ie.

[a. F. palingttusU) ad. med.L. palingenesia'. see

above.] Regeneration, birth over again ; revival,

re-animation, resuscitation. (Jit. andy?<^.)
I643-SMALLWOOU On Death Cartivright in C.'j Poems (1651)

**iii, Buried Ashes may as eas'ly see Theirs, as we this glad
Palingenesie. 1660 tr. Aiuyraldns Treat, cone. Relig. n.

vii. 258 There must also be another burning of the worh!,
and another Palingenesie or renovation of things. 1718

J. Fox U'anderer 57 While the World seems to rejoice in

a perfect Palingenesy. 1801 W. TAYLOK in Monthly Mag.
XI. 19 The. .doctrines of an imminent palingenesy, and
of the speedy coming of Antichrist. 1858 TKESCH On
Author. J-Vrs. (1859) 52 Nothing would so effectually hinder
this rejuvenescence, this palingenesy of words, as the putting
a ban upon them directly they pass out of vulgar use.

Palingenetic (-dgene'tik), a. [f. PALIN-

GENESIS: see GENETIC.] Of or belonging to, or

of the nature of palingenesis (sense 2 b). Hence

Falingene'tically adv.

1877 LANKESTKR in Q. Jrnl. Micros?. Set. XVII. 411
What he [Haeckel] terms '

heterochrony in the palingenetic

phenomena of ontogeny '. 1879 tr. Ifaeck<-l's tivol. Man I.

i. 10 It is. .most important to distinguish clearly and exactly
between the original, palingenetic processes of evolution,
and the later kenogenetic processes of the same.

Pali-ngenist. noncc-wd. = PALTNGKNESIST.

1839 Fraser^s Mag. XIX. 50 We are Palingenists, and
desire.. to reanimate the dead.

t Fa'lingnian. Obs. [n. Du. palingman, f.

paling zz\ + man.'] A man who deals in eels.

1482 Rolls of Parlt. VI. 221/2 Aswell Merchauntes, as
other sellers of Elys called Palyngmen. 1482 Act 22

Edw. //', c. 2 Ascu n tiel marchant ne palingeman. 1495
Act ii Hen. VII, c. 23 Noe sucli Marchaunte nor paling
man shuld sell nor put to sale any Klys by barell, itc.

Variously misunderstood; i6jo>\wx-r Law Diet., I'aling-

jnan, seems to be a Merchant Denizen ; one born within the

English Pale. Similarly 1706 in KKKSEY; 1711- BAILEY;

1823 CHAHII, etc. 1864 WKHSTKR, Paling-man, one born
within that part of Ireland called the Lnglish Pale : so in

later Diets.]

Palinode (pwlin^nd), sb. Also 7 palinod.

[ad. L. palinodia : see PALINODY ;
or a. obs. F.

palinod (i6th c. in Littre).] orig. An ode or

song in which the author retracts something said

in a former poem ; hence gen. a recantation; spec.

in Sc. Law (see quot. 1861).

1599 B. JONSON Cynthia's Rev. v. iii, You, two and two,

sinking a Palinode, March to your several homes. 1600

(title) The Palinod \cd. 1604 or recantation] of lohn Colvill,

wherein he doth penitently recant his former proud offences.

1636 G. SANDYS Par. Div. Poems, Job (1648) 62, I.. there-

fore in this weeping Palinod Abhorre my selfe, that have

displeas'd my God. 1814 SCOTT Wav. xiv, That Balma-

whapple [had given satisfaction] by such a palinode as

rendered the use of the sword unnecessary. 1861 W. BELL
Diet. Law Scot. s. v.. In actions for damages on account
of slander or defamation raised in the Commissary Court . .

,

it was formerly the practice to conclude not only for

damages, expenses, and a fine, but also for a judicial recanta-

tion or palinode by the defender. 1898 R. L. STKVENSON
St. Ives xiii, I . .abounded in palinodes and apologies.

Hence Pa'linode v. [cf. Gr. MfcOffeiV to recant],

to recant, retract (intr. and trans?).
1886 TUPPER My Life as Author 364, 1 have seen fit more

than once to 'palinode'. 1892 .Sat. Rev. 2 Apr. 392/1 The
first stanza. . being most ingeniously palinoded by the second.

Palino'dial, a. rare 1
, [a. F. palinodial

(Godef.), f. L./rt/i//^/iPALisoi)Y + -AL.] Of the

nature of a recantation.

1813 JEFFERSON [frit. (1830) IV. 188 Their Prince issued

a palinodial proclamation, suspending the orders on certain

conditions.

Palinodic (pseUn^'dik), a. Gr. Pros. [ad. Gr.

7raAii/a5t-as, f. naKwtptiia. \ see PALINODY and -1C.

In mod.F. palinodique^\ Applied to verse in

which two 'systems' of corresponding form, as

a strophe and antistrophe, are separated by two
others also of corresponding form but different

from the former.

1883 JEHU (Kdipus Tyrannus p. Ixx, This is called the

paltnodic period: meaning that a group of rhythmical
sentences recurs once, in the same order. 1885 Athenxntn

3 Oct. 432/3 Alterations make vv. 875.. to 882.. into a com-

plete palinodic period.

t PaliiiO'dical, a. Obs. [f.
as prec. + -AL.]

Making or containing a *

palinode
'

or recantation.

1602 DBWBM>?*ftrwvMJ&rWka. 1873 I. 234 Hor. I could

be pleas'd..to quaffe downe The poyson'd Inke, in which 1

dipt your name. Tuf. Saist thou so, my Palinodicall rimester ?

Pa-lino^dist. rare-*, [f.
PALINODK + -IST.]

The author of a palinode. In mod. Diets.

Palinody (poe'lin^udi). Now rare or Obs.
Also 6-7 -odie ; and in L. form palinodia
(paelinn'dia). [a. F. palinodie, ad. L. (It., Sp.,

1'g.) palinodia^ a. Gr. Tta\iv{p8ia singing over again,
repetition, esp. recantation, f. TrdXn/ back again,
over again + w$rj song :

( a name first given to an
ode by Stesichorus, in which he recants his attack

upon Helen
'

(Liddell and Scott).]
1. = PALINODE.
1589 PUTTENHAM Eng. Foesic i. xxiv. (Arb.) 62 So did the

Poet Stesichorus.. in his Pallinodie vpon the disprayse of

Helena, and recouered his eye sight. 1643 PRYNNE Sou.
Pwer Parl. in. 143(2) If I have over-shot my sel. .. I shall

promise them a thankfull acknowledgement, and ready
palinody. 1691 Woou Ath. Oxon. II. 359 He was.. .breed
to make his Palinody in a Declamation in the public
Hall. 1759 GOLUSM. On Butler's Kent. Misc. Wks. 1837 IV-

473 Then follows a palinody to the same gentleman. 1893
1 Columbus (Ohio) Disf. 5 Oct., The New York Sun says the

President should recall Mr. Van Alen'sappointment without

regard to Republican ridicule of palinody.
0. 1590 HARROW in Conferences \. 13 Some of your chief

Teachers haue preached palinoda concerning your ministerie.

1611 BIBLE Transl. Prcj. 9 Saint Augustine was, not cfraid
'

to exhort S. Hierome to a Palinodia or recantation. 1632
MARMIOX Holland's Leaguer v. iv, That he shall sing
a Palinodium, And recant his ill courses. 1837-9 HAI.LAM
Hist. Lit. (1847) I. iv. 46. 285 A limitation of his tyrannical
doctrine, if not a palinodia.

f2. Singing over again, repetition. Obs.

1599 Broughton s Let. x. 35 Nothing.. but a palinody,
I meane not a recantation, but a repetition. 1609 [Bp. W.
UARLOW] Answ. Nameless Cath. 196 His old Palinodie of
scorne and malediction.

fPali'ntocy. Obs. [a. obs. F. palintocic, ad.

Gr. nzAjrroK&x repayment of interest ;
in quot.

1693, taken in sense *

regeneration
'

; f. TOOS birth,

offspring, interest of money.] (See qnots.)
a 169? Urqitharfs Rabelais in. xviii. 147 In him is . .begun

a-ain the Palintocy of the Megarians, and the Palingenesie
of Democritus. [1847 GKOTE Greece \\. ix. III. 60 Passing
a formal Palintokia or decree, to require from the rich who
had lent money upon interest the refunding of all past in-

terest paid to them by their debtors.]

t Pa'linure. Obs. [f. the name of Palimlrns,
the pilot of ^neas (Virg. A:,n. iii. 202, v. 833,

etc.).] A pilot ; in quots.y%
r
.

1631 R. H. Arraigniit. Whole Creature \. ^ Wanting the

Pilute and Palinure of reason and Religion, they runne
themselves vpon the rocks. 1640 FULLER Josephs Coat^
Davids Sin xx. (1867) 209 The winding shelves do us de-

tain, Till God, the Palinure, returns again, [1849 E. B.

KASTWICK Dry Leaves 23 We were driven right across the

stream., leaving our Palinurus and his comrade standing up
to their middles in water.]

Palinuroid (pseUniu#Toid), a. Zool. [ad.
mod.L. Palinuroidea^ nctit. pi., f. Falinftnts : see

-DID.] Resembling or akin to the genus Palinurtts

(Spiny Lobster) ofdecapod crustaceans ; belonging
to the group PaUmtroidea or family Palinuridse^

of which this genus is the type.

Palione, obs. Sc. form of PAVILION.

t Palis, sb. Obs. Forms : 4 palice, 4-5 palais,

-ays, palis, -ys, 5 palaies, paleys, paless, palyce,

5-6 pales, [a. F. palis, OF. also palcis, and

paUsse^ in med.L. palicium, sb. neuter, from *fdli-

tins composed of stakes, i* palits stake, PALE. Cf.

also PALACE sb.'S]

1. A fence of pales, a palisade, paling.
13. . Gaw. $ Gr. Knt. 769 A park al aboute, With a pyked

palays, pyned ful bik. ^1374 CHAUCER Boeth. i. pr. iii. 7

(Camb. MS.) Warnestored and enclosyd in swich a palis.

Ibid. M. met. iv. 31 Thow that art put in quiete and weleful

by strengthe of thi palys \robore italli} shall leden a cler

age. 14.. I'oc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 599/45 Paliciuin
t -eij\est

quedani clausura facta ex palis\ a Palys. c 1475 Stans
Pner ad Mensani 200 in Q. Eliz. Aead. 63 Iff Jiou go with

any man. . Be wall o1 by hege, by pales or by pale.

2. A place enclosed by a palisade or fence ;
an

enclosure : see PALACE $b?>

(The first quot. is doubtful, and may belong to i.)

c \\toAntursofArth. 148 (Douce MS.' Ofpalaies [ Thornton
MS. Of pales], of parkes, of pondes, of plowes. 1581 STY-

WARD Mart. Discipl. i. 59 He that shall enter in or goe
foorth by any other gate, streete, or waie . . into the citie,

pales or lyst
or fort where y campe is lodged.

t Pa'lis, v. Obs. Forms : see prec. [f. prec.

or a. OF. patisser, f. palis, palisse.] trans. To
surround or enclose vvitli a palisade ; to fence in.

c 1330 R. BRUNNF, Chroti. li-'ace (RolLt) 0940 He. .palysed
hit [a wood] aboute ful Jjykke. c 1330 R. HRUNNE Citron.

(1810) no Withouten palaised parke. 0440 Stacyons Rome
in Pol. ReL <V L. Poems (1866; 122 note, That stoone is vndyr
an Awter Palysyd with Iren and stele.

Palis, obs. form of PALACE.

Palisade (p^HsJ'-d), sb. Also 6 pal(l)aisade,

7 palisad, pallasade, 7-9 pallisade. [a. F.

palissade (isthc. in Hatz.-Darm.), f. palisser to

enclose with pales: see -ADE. Cf. PALISADO.]
1. A fence made of pales or stakes fixed in the

ground, forming an enclosure or defence. Also

applied to a fence made of iron railings.
1600 HOLLAND Livy xxvin. v. 670 The avenues of the forest

Thermopylae . . were stopped up by the /Etolians with a

trench and pallaisadu. 1697 DRYDUN sStuidxL 78 Others

aid To ram the stones, or raise the palisade. 1788 GIBBON

Decl. % F. xl. (1846) III. 531 A ditch and palisade might be

suflicient to resist the. .cavalry. 1885 Miss BRAUDON Wyi~



PALISADE.

lard's Weird I. 4 The wooden palisade had been removed
in the progress of the work.

fb. Gardening. A light fence or trellis-work

on which trees or shrubs are trained, an espalier;
hence transf. a row of trees or shrubs so trained,

or a row of trees or shrubs forming a close hedge.
1658 EVELYN />. Card. (1675) 14 Concerning espaliers

(which I will C3\\ palisades) I will shew you several formes

of accommodating them. 1712 J. JAMES tr. Le Blond's

Gardening 21 When the Trees are spread, and the Palisades

grown up.
2. Mil. A strong pointed wooden stake, of which

a number are fixed deeply in the ground in a close

row, either vertical or inclined, as a defence.

1697 DRYDEN sEneid vn. 214 And Palisades about the

Trenches plac'd. 1777 ROBERTSON Hist, Amer. I. n. 102 The
ramparts were fortified with pallisades. 1828 J. M. SPEAR-
MAN Brit. Gunnery.-] Palisades are 9 feet long, and 6 or

7 inches square. When fixed, they are generally planted
3 feet in the ground and about 3 inches asunder. 1834
Tail's Mag. I. 188/2 They, .began to dig a trench, and to

heap up n mound, on which the palisades they brought
with them were to be driven in. 1853 STOCQUELKR Mil.

EncycL, Palisades, or Palisadot'S^ in fortification, stakes

made of strong split wood, about nine feet long.

3. Jig. Anything resembling or likened to a fence

of stakes ^or one of such stakes), a. gen.
1601 HOLLAND Pliny xvm. vii. 558 Seed . .contained.,

within eares. .defended (as it were) with a pallaisade of eales

I AIL sb2\. i7i3l)ERHAM Phys.-Theol. iv. ii. 109 Out of these

Cartilages grow a Pallisade of stiff hairs. 1831 CARLYLK
Misc. (1857) II. 325 To drive down more or less effectual

palisades against that class of persons. 1865 B'NKSS BUHSKN
in Hare Life (1879) II. vii. 351 The gigantic palisade of
mountains on each side. 1871 L. STEPHEN Playgr. Eur.

(1894) v. 122 A vast palissade of blue ice-pinnacles.

fb. A wire supporting the hair, a part of the

head-dress fashionable in the early part of the

1 7th century. Obs.

1690 EVELYN Fop-Diet. t Palisade, a Wire sustaining the

Hair next to the Dutchess, or first Knot.

C. //. Name for the lofty cliffs extending about

15 miles along the western bank of the Hudson
above New York. Also applied to similar forma-

tions elsewhere.

1838 N. P. WiLLiSv4;wr. Seen. 1. 14 The Palisades -Hudson
River. . .This singular precipice varies in height from fifty to

two hundred feet, and presents a naked front of columnar

strata, which gives it its descriptive name. 1861 N. A.
WOODS Pr. of Wales in Canada etc. 405 The mighty river

[Hudson] at first hemmed in by lofty cliffs, called the Pali-

sades, which, striped with thin red and black strata, look
like coloured palings erected by Nature to keep within
bounds the stream. 1886 A. WINCEU-:I.L Walks Gt-ol. Field
0,6 High cliffs of basaltic columns, like those exposed on the

Hudson and Columbia rivers, are often called palisades.

4. attrib. and Comb.
,

as palisade-hedge, -tree

(see i b) ; palisade-like adj. ; palisade-cell, a ct- 11

of the palisade-tissue ; palisade-parenchyma, the

parenchymatous palisade-tissue of leaves; pali-

sade-tissue, tissue consisting of elongated cells set

closely side by side, as the parenchyma imme-

diately below the epidermis of the upper surface in

most leaves; palisade-worm, name -for various

parasitic nematode worms, Gs^.Strongylusarmatus^
infesting the horse, and Eustrongylus gigas t

in-

festing various mammals.
1875 BENNETT & DYER tr. Sac/is' Bot. 657 These changes

are usually more complete in the
*

*pallisade-cells
'

on the

upper side than in the parenchyma which lies deeper. 1664
EVELYN Kal. Hort., Feb. Orchard 60 Trim up your* Palisade
Hedges, and Espaliers. 1897 Allhttt's Syst. Meti. II. 62
The rete mucosum between the cells of the *palisade and
other layers. 1877 ROSENTHAL Muscles fy Nerves 10 Cylin-
drical cells standing, *palisade-like, side by side. 1884
BOWER & SCOTT De Bary's Phaner. 407 Not inappropriately
designated palisade-cells, or *palisade-parenchyma. 1875
BENNETT & DYER tr. Sachs' Bot. 465 The chlorophyll-tissue
. . is developed on the upper side of the leaves . . as the so-

called *Pallisade-tissue. 1690 EVELYN Kal. Hort., Jan.
Orchard (ed. 91 15 Keep your Wall and *Palisade-Trees from

mounting too hastily. 1888 ROLI.KSTON & JACKSON Anim.
Life 685 Strongylits art/iafns, the *palisade. Worm .. is

a common cause of aneurism, . . in the Horse and Ass.

Palisade (pselis^'d), v. Forms : see prec.

[f. prec. sb.] trans. To furnish, surround, enclose,
or fortify with a palisade or palisades ; to fence in.

Also absol,
y andySg".

1632 LITHGOW Trav. vm. 349 The Ditch, .is mainly palla-
saded with wooden stakes. 1719 LONDON & WISH Contpl.
Gard. i. 2 There is daily some new Thing to be done, as to

Sow, Plant, Prune, Pallisade. 1796 H. HL-NTKR tr. St.-

Pierre's Stud. .Vat. (1799) I. 269 Jaws palisaded with teeth.

1850 Fraser's Mag. XLII. 10 The frowning cliffs that .

palisade the shore.

Hence Palisa'ded ///. ., enclosed or fortified

with a palisade; Palisa'ding vbl. s/>. t the action

of furnishing or surrounding with a palisade ;

concr. a palisade, paling.
1719 LONDON & WISE Coinpl. Card. 188 This Method of

Pallisading has seldom or never been us'd in England. 1804C B. BKOWN tr. I'olneys I'ieiu Soil U. S. ^56 Five palli-
saded forts..were the only stages in this journey. 1845
Jrnt. Asiat. S<x. Bengal XIV. 257 Running a light pali-

sading between two precipices. 1890
'

R. BOLUREWOOD
'

Miners Right (1899) 75/1 A stout palisaded fence was at
once run across the neck, .on the side facing the diggings.

Palisa'do, (''. Obs. march. Also6 palaisado,
6-8 palizado, 6- 9 pallisado, 7 palisadoe, -zadoe,
palysado, (pallaisada, -asado, pal 1 azado, pal-

395

lozado), 7-8 pallisadoe, -zado, palissado. [ad, !

Sp. palizada palisade : see -ADO.]
1. = PALISADE sb. i.

1589 IVE Fortif.-fi A palizado (placed at the outer edge of i

the parapet raysed vppon the sayd courtine or bulwarke) '

of sparres or such like. 1603 HOLLAND Plutarch's i\lor, 438 I

They . . plucked downe the pallaisada, mounted over the
'

rampar, entred the campe. 1625 PURCHAS Pilgrims n.

1369 A deepe Ditch, and a Pallizado of young Firre-

trees. 1725 UE FOE I'oy. round H'orld (ift^o) 65 They had
|

..a covered pallisadoe round where they lodged their

ammunition. 1780 COXK Russ. Disc. 212 The fortress. .is a i

square enclosed with palisadoes. 1816 F. H. NAYLOR Hist.

Germany II. xxiv. 426 They rushed into the trenches.. and
having torn up the palisadoes, made themselves masters of
the imperial batteries.

t b. Gardening. = PALISADE sl>. i b. Obs.

1604 K. G[RIMS'IONK] D'Acosta's Hist, Indies v. xiii. 362
In the midst of which walke was a Pallisado, artificially
made of very high trees, planted in order a fadome one
from another. 1689-90 TKMPLE Ess. Gardening Wks. 1731
I. 181 The best Fruits not ripening without the Advantage
of Walls or Palisadoes. 1725 HHADLEV l-'am. Diet. s. v.

Garden^ Tiie Space between the Bason and Pallisade should
be fill'd with Pieces of Embroidery, or green Plots adorn 'd

with Yew, Boxes and Flower Pots.

2. = PALISADE sb. 2.

1623 BINGHAM Xcnophon 113 They . .strengthened all the

Rampier with Palizadoes. 1635 BAKKIFI-I-; Mil. Discip. xcv.

(1643) 3^6 1 impale those parts.. with sharp-pointed palli-
sadoes. 1659 Pi-:ARSON Creed (1839) 289 They, .always take
it for a straight standing stake, pale, or

palisado. 1770
I.ANtmoKNR Plutarch (1819) VI. 48 To repair the wall, he
ordered each of the citizens to furnish a palisado. 1860 T.
MARTIN Horace 216 A Roman soldier.. A woman's slave,
her arms doth bear, And palisadoes now.
3. Jig.

= PALIHADK sb. 3.

1643 MILTON Divorce n. xvi. Wks. (1851) 103 No marvell

anything, if letters must he turn'd into palisadoes to stake
out all requisite sense from entring to their due enlarge-
ment. 1658 SlR T. KKOWSK Card. Cyrus iii. 47 The notable

palixidoes about the flower of the milk-thistle, a 1658
LOVKLACE Falcon 78 When now he turns his last to wreak
The palisadoes of his beak.

t b. = PALISADE sb. 3 b. Obs.

1607 Lingua\\. vi, Tires, Fannes, Palizadoes, Pufies, Ruffe-;,

c. = PALISADE sb. 3 c.

1840 Penny Cycl, XVI. 170/2 From Tappan to a distance
of about 8 miles from the town of New York, the Palisadoes,
as they are called, extend along the river.

4. attrib. and Comb.
1688 R. HOLME Armoury n. 86/2 Pallisado Hedg-.made

to uphold young Plants that they keep within pounds. 1720
STRYPE Stew's Sftrv. London in. 254 Freestone pavements
and palisado pales before the houses.

Falisa clo, v. Obs. or arch. Forms : see prec.

[f. prec. sb.]
= PALISADE v.

1607 Relat. Disc. Rkvr in Capt. Smith's M'ks. (Arb.)
Introd. 53 Thursday we laboured, pallozadoing our fort.

1608 CAPT. SMITH Trite Relation Wks. (Arb.) 8 With all

speede we pallisadoed our Fort, c 1710 CLLTA FIENNES Diary
(1888) 71 In ye middle is a Howling green palisado'd round.

1813 COLERIDGE Letf., to D..Stuart (1895) 615, 1 found Sou they
so. .pallisadoed by prei-ngagements that I could not reach
at him. 1823 BYRON Juan VMI. xlvi, The Greek or Turkish
Cohort! 's ignorance Had palisadoed in a way you'd wonder
To see in forts of Netherlands or France.

Hence Palisa-doed ppl. a. = PALISADED; Pali-
si doing vbl. sb. PALISADING.
1611 COTGK., Palisse^ palisadoed, staked, or paled about.

1624 CAPT. SMITH Virginia 60 They conducted us to their

pallizadoed towne. 1740 PINKDA Span. Diet., Empaliztida^
the Palizadoing that goes round any fortify 'd Place. 1851
C. L. SMITH tr. Tasso in. xxxii, Thus the huge bull in

palisadoed field Turns with his horn on the pursuing hounds.

Palise, obs. form of PALACE
;

var. PALIS Obs.

t Paliser. Obs. AIsopalHser, palesser, -aser.

[f.
PALIS sb. + -ER.] a. A maker of palings or

fences, b. One who has charge of a park.
[1368-9 Durham Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 575 Palicero de

Mugjeswyk et Joh'i Rogerson custodientibus duas portas
parci ibidem.] 1442 in Willis & Clark Cambridge (1886) I.

387 Thomas Combe paliser..to make the pale of the closure
of the college. 1536-7 Durham Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 703
Jacobo Foster, palaser de Heaurpark.

Palish (p^'lij), a.
[f.

PALE a. + -ISH 1.] Some-
what pale, rather pale.
I398TRF.VISA Earth. De P. R. xix.xi. (Bpdl. MS.) If. 295 b/i

Water i colour & melky coloure . . J>at is whitissche oper
palische. 1564-78 BULLEYN Dial. agst. Pest. (1888) 45 When
nature is so stronge to caste it forthe with a redde colour,

palishe or yellowishe. 1627 HAKEWILI. APol. (1630) 428
Palish and wanne as a sicke man. 1753 GOI.DSM. Let. Wks.
1881 IV. 475 Her face has a palish cast too much on the
delicate order. 1898 WATTS-UUNTON Ayhum (1900) 49/1
A little feathery cloud of a palish gold.

t Fa-lish, v. 0/>s. rare- 1
. [ad. F. paliss-,

extended stem oifalir to become or render pale.]
trans. To make pale.

1^83 CAXTON G. tie In Tour Lij, The cold was..grete the
whiche made her black and palysshed her colour.

II Palisse (pa-lise), a. Her. [F. pa. pple. of

palisser to furnish with pales or with a palisade.]
Said of a dividing line when broken into parallel
vertical pointed projections like a palisade; as,

party per fess palisst. b. Said of the field when
divided into vertical piles (see PILE) of alternate

tinctures: the same as pily paly.
1780 EDMONDSON Cmnpl. Body Her. II. Gloss., Palisse

is like a range of pallisadoes before a fortification, and so

represented on a fesse rising up a considerable length, and
pointed at the top, with the field appearing between them.

PALL.

tPa'liure. Obs. [ad. L. paliftnis, a. Gr.

naXiovpo? (Theophrastus).] Name of a thorny
shrub, prob. Paliurtts acitleatits or Christ's-thorn.

1382 WYCLIK Micah vii. 4 He that is best in hem, is as
a palyure [g/oss, that is, a sharp bushe,or a thistil, or frijse;

1388 as a paluyre, itiarg: A paluyre is a tasil, ether a scharp
buy.schj. [1785 MAHTYN Rousseau's Bot. xvi, Paliurus or
Christ 's-Thorn. .. Being common in Palestine, it is supposed
to be the thorn with which our Saviour was crowned.]

Palizado, obs. form of PALISADO.

Falk(e, erroneous form of pakke, PACK sbl

II Palkee, palki (pa-lkrj. East Ind. Also 7

pallakee, palleki^e. [Hindi -\palaki, pHlkl palan-
keen, litter.]

= PALANKEEN.
1678 J. PHILLIPS tr. Tawrnier's \

r

oy. n. n. 175 The
Princesses are carried in Palleki's. 1771 J. R. FOKSTKR
Toreetis I'oy. Surattc in tr. Osfac&s I'oy. etc. II. 201 The
greater nobility are carried in a palckee^ which looks very
like a hammock fastened to a crooked pole. 1828 Asiatic
Costumes 6j (Stanf.) The doolies., are, like the palkee, borne
only by two men. 1896 A. FOHUES Camps, Quarters^ fyc.
266 The ladies travelled in palanquins, or palkis, as they
are more familiarly called.

b. attnb. and Comb., as palkee-bearer ; palkee
dak : see DAWK ; palkee gharry vgharee)
[Hindi palki-garl) f. gfiri carriage]: 'a carriage

shaped somewhat like a palankin on wheels' (Yule).
1859 LANG ll'atid. India 121, I was stopped by a set of

twelve palkee hearers. 1872 K. ItUAimox Life in India iv.

121 The weak-springed. .box upon wheels (called a palkee
g/itirce'} of India generally. 1878 Life in the Mofussil
I. 38 (Y.) The Governor-General's carriage..may be jostled
by the hired '

palki-gharry ', with its two wretched ponies.
1882 MRS. Cui'i'LES Mem. Mrs. I'alcntine ii. 24 The jour-
ney at that time was performed by means of the palki-dak.

Fall i'.pj)l)
sb^- Forms: i psell, i, 4 pell, 3

pel, peal, 3-5 pelle, 3-7 pal, palle, 5 Sc. paulle,

5, 7 pale, 6 paule, pawl'e, Sc. paill, 3- pall.

[OE. //r//, /g// 'costly cloak or robe, purple robe,

purple', ad. L. paUi-itm pall, coverlet, curtain,
cloak

; a Greek cloak or mantle, the philosophers'
cloak ; in Tertullian, the garment worn by Chris-
tians instead of the Roman toga ;

later in various

eccles. uses: seeDu Cange. The historical order
of the senses in Eng. is not that of the develop-
ment of L.

I. Cloth, a cloth.

1. Fine or rich cloth (as a material'
; esp. as

i
used for the robes of persons of high rank

;
in OE.

! purple cloth,
'

purple*. Obs., exc. as poet. arch.

(900 tr. B&das Hist. I. i. (1890) 26 Of ham bio" ^eweorht
I se weolocreada txlgh [MS. B. pa;!], c 1000 /KLFRIC Colloquy

in Wr.-Wiilcker 96/19 Pielkts and sidan (purpurum ct

I sericuw) deorwyrpe gymmas and gold, c 1200 OKMIN 8173
& all Jatt waide patt tasr wass Uppo pe baere fundenn, All

i
wa^s itt off |?e bettste pall patt anij mann maj^ a^henn.
it 1225 Leg. Ktitli. 1461 I-schrud & i-prud ba wio" pel .S: wi5

purpre. c 1330 King of Tars 364 In cloth of riche purpel
palle. (-1400 Land Troy Bk. 2836 And in the temple..
Arne cluthes fele of gold and palle. 6-1430 Hymns \~irg.
86 Where is bicome cesar, bat lorde was of al, Or pe riche
man clobut in purpur S: in pal? c 1460 HOVL> a March,inde
etc. 197 in Hazl. E. P. P. 1. 205 Sche put on hur a garment
of palfe, And mett the marchand in the halle. 1579 SPENSKR
Sheph, Cal. July 173 They bene yclad in purple and pall,
a 1700 Little Musgrave in Ritson Eng. Songs II, 215 The
one of them was clad in green, The other was clad in pall.
1810 SCOTT Lady of L. iv. xii, If pall and vair no more
I wear. 1814 Ld. ofIsles iv. xxiii.

2. A rich cloth spread upon or over something ;

a coverlet, canopy, etc. Obs. or arch, in gen. sense.

13. . A'. AUs. 370 Hire bed was mad, forsothe, With pallis,
and with riche clothis. ^1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. H'ace

(Rolls) 11235 And in hurechaumbre vpona pal pey corouned
hure wyp a coronal. 1457 in Somerset Med. Wills (1901)

173 [A piece of clotfc of gold called] le palle. 1500-10
DUNBAR P&erttslxxvu. 13 To beir the paill of veluet cramase
Abone hir heid. 111529 SKKLTOS Col, Cloute 943 Hang-
ynge aboute the walles Clothes of golde & palles. a 1578
LiNDF.SAY (Pitscottie) Chron. Scot. I. 359 Ane paill of gould
sett witht pratious stouns sett abone the kingis heid quhene
he sat at meit. 1725 POPE Odyss. xix. 364 With splendid
palls the downy fleece adorn. 1794 MRS. RADCLIFFK Myst.
Udolpho xlii, Over the whole bedding was thrown a counter-

pane, or pall, of black velvet. 1858 MORRIS Judgnt. ofGod
170 He sat beneath a broad white pall.

3. Eccl. a. A cloth spread upon the altar, an

altar-cloth; esp. a corporal, arch. b. A cloth or

hanging for the front of an altar, a frontal, arch.

C. A linen cloth with which the chalice is covered.

(Cf. PALLA 2.)
CIOOO^ELFKIC Horn. I. 508 And paer stod .arwurSe weofod,

mid readum ptelle sescrydd, c 1290 S. Eng. Leg. I. 302/92
Weouedes buy founden preo, With rede palles buy weren
i-heoled. 1432-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) V. 33 A myncheon
scholde not towche the palles of the awter, 1480 CAXTON
Chron. Efig. iv. (1520) 32b/i A woman sholde not louche
the holy vessell of the auter, ne the palle. 1519 Chnrchii>.

Ace. St. Giles Reading"] Forcolerynged mendyng of the pall.

1699 tr. Dupins Eccl. Hist. \\th C. IX. 95 Why the Chalice
is usually cover 'd with a Vail or Pale before the Consecra-
tion? 1725 tr. Dupins Eccl. Hist, ijth C. I. v. 63 The
Linen with which they covered the blessed Eucharist, was
called Corporal, the Pall, the Shrowd, Co-opertoriutn or

Syndon. 1838 Coronation Service in Maskell Mon. Kit.

(1847) *H- 83 The Queen, .makes her first Oblation ;
which

is a Pall or Altar-Cloth of Gold. 1846 KEBLE Lyra Innoc.

(1873) 172 The Altar's snow-white pall.

4. A cloth, usually of black, purple, or white

velvet, spread over a coffin, hearse, or tomb.
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c 1440 Promp. Parv. 378/1 Palle, or pelle, or other clothe

leyd on a dede body, ..capularc. 1463 Burial Ord. in

Antiq. Rep. (1807) I. 315 The first herse coueryd with whit
within the pale & parclose. c 1515 Cocke Lorelfs B. 8

A ryche pal to ly on y* corse late fro rome is come. 1538
Croscombe Church-w. Ace. (Som. Rec. Soc) 43 Received of

Edyth Honythorne for a knylle and the pall vjA 11x674
CLARENDON Hist. Rcb. xi. 245 When the Coffin was put
in, the black Velvet Pall that had covered it was thrown
over it. 171* AOUISON Spect. No. 517 F 2 The coffin was
carried by six of his tenants, and the pall held up by six of
the quorum. 185* TENNYSON Ode Wellington 6 Mourning
when their leaders fall, Warriors carry the warrior's pall.

II. A garment, a vestment.

6. A robe, cloak, mantle; in early times, esp. of

rich stuff. Obs. or arch, in gen. sense.

c looo ALI.FRIC Gram, xliii. (2.) 257 Pallium^ pael,/<i///a/w,r,
mid pjelle gescryd. c 1205 LAY. 897 3 ei

"

us Pea l [^"75 Pal]>

3eue us hors, ;eue us haihe scrud. Ibid. 24597 ./Elc cniht
hafde pal on And mid golde bigon. 1382 WVCLIF Esther
viii. 15 Mar'doch . .schynede in kingis clothis.. wrappid with
a silken pal and purper. 1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 44/2
Anon she toke her palle or mantel covered her. 1575
LANKHAM Let. (1871) 5 One of the ten Sibills .. cumly clad
in a pall of white sylk. 1590 SI*ENSER /**. Q. \\. ix. 37 In
a long purple pall, whose skirt with gold Was fretted all

about, she wasarayd. 1652 NFEDHAM Seldeti's Mare Cl. 245
It is represented in the Figure of a woman, clothed with
a Pall or linen frock. 1745'!'. WARTON Pleas. J/V/Wwr//. 2 1 4
Divine Melpomene. .Queen of the stately step, and flowing
all. 1824 BYROX Juan xvi. xl. song. He sweeps along in

is dusky pall.

6. spec. a. Ecrl. A woollen vestment worn by
the Pope, and conferred by him on certain eccle-

siastics, esp. metropolitans or archbishops (such
conferment being a necessary preliminary to the

special functions of their office) ; it is now a narrow
band passing over the shoulders, with short lappets

hanging down before and behind, and ornamented
with crosses. (Now more usually called PALLIUM;
formerly also PALLION.) I lence transf. The office

or dignity of metropolitan or archbishop.
1480 CAXTON Descr. Brit. 25 Offa worshiped Adulph

bisshop of lichfeld with the archebisshops palle. 1494
FABVAN Chron. vn. ccxxi. 243 This palle is an indument
that euery archebysshop must liaue, and is nat in full

auctoritie of an archebysshop tyll he haue receyued his palle
of the pope. 1538 I,ELAND Itin. IV. 102 After such tyme as

the Pall of the Archb. of Lichfeild was taken from Lichfeild
and restored againe to Canterbury. 1563 Homilies \\. Agst.
Rebcll. (1859) 592 The Romish rag, which he calleth a pall,
scarce worth twelve- pence. 1650 SIRR.STAPYLTOX Stradas
Low C. \\~arres\\\, 54 Besides his Pall, the PopesChamber-
lain, brought him from Rome, a Cardinalls hat. 1726
AYLIFI-E Parergon 92 After Consecration he shall have the
Pall sent him. 1848 A. HFRBKRT in Todays frisk Ji'i'tinins

Notes 5 The copier places Vork and Canterbury, the two

palls or archiepiscopates of England, first and second.

b. A robe or mantle put upon the sovereign at

coronation; now called the 'royal robe*.

1643 BAKER Chron., Rich. II 2 After this, he [the Arch-

bishop] put upon him [Richard II] an upper Vesture called

a Pall, saying, Accipe l^atthim. 1847 MASKELL Mon. Rit.
III. 115 This now called 'Royal Robe' is the ancient

pallium ; the '

open pall
'

as it is called in the orders of
Charles II and James II.

7. Her. A bearing representing the front half of

an archbishop's pall, consisting of three bands in

the form of a capital Y? charged with crosses,

(Also called cross-pall.'}

(Party) per pall: said of the shield when divided into

three parts, of different tinctures, by lines in the directions

of those of a capital V.

1561 LKIGH Annorie 182 The fielde is Azure, a Paule Sable.
1610 GUII.UM }leraldry iv. ii. 193. 1766 PORNY Heraldry
(1777) Diet., Pal^ a figure like a Greek Y, about the
breadth of a Pallet: it is by some Heralds called a Cross-

Pall. x854 BOUTELL Her. Jlist. $ Pop. (ed. 3) xxi. 356
Surmounted bv a pall of the last.

III. 8. fig. ^Chiefly from 5, or now esp. 4.)

Something that covers or conceals, a 'mantle',

'cloak*; in mod. use esp. something, such as a

cloud, that extends over a thing or region and

produces an effect of gloom.
c 1450 tr. De hnttatione m. Iv. 130 There shal I yelde

glory & worship for shame & repreef, a palle of preuyng
for mornyne; (cf. Isa. Ixi. 3]. 1504 ATKYNSON tr. De Imita-
tione in. viii. 203 (heading) Howe grace is to be hyd vnder
the palle of humylyte. 15*6 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531)

154 Vnder the pall of very mekenes & symplicite. 1743
YOUNG Nt. Th. ix. 2110 By this dark Pall thrown o'er the

silent World ! c 1817 HOGG Tales $ SJt. V. 353 The sky
was overspread with a pall of blackness. 1866 B. TAYLOR
Winter Solstice Poems 301 Too cold to melt its pall of snow.
1882 F. HARRISON Choice Bks. (1886) 438 Overhead by day
and by night a murky pall of smoke.

IV. 9. attrib. and Comb., &spall-canopy t -chth^
-child ; pall'Hke adj. ; pall-bearer, -holder,

-supporter, one of those attending the coffin at

a funeral, to hold up the corners and edges of

the pall ; t pall work, work in
*

pa'l
*

or rich

cloth (0&r.).

1707 HEARSE Collect. 29 Sept. (O. H. S.) II. 53 *Pall

Bearers were Dr. Aldrich, Dr. Turner [etc.]. 1786 Miss E.
CLAYTON in Mrs. Delany's Corr. Ser. n. III. 411 Lord and

Lady Howard are gone to town this morning for poor P"-
Amelia's funeral. She is one of the pall-bearers. 1898
IVestnt. Gaz. 28 May 8/1 The pall-bearers had taken up
their position. 1875 S. HADES Earth to Earth 52 The old

English hearse or *pall-canopy. 1541 Yatton Church-w.
Ace. (Som. Rec. Soc.) 154 Payd for lij stavys to bere y"

'pawle cloth, a 1425 Cursor M. 5125 (Trin.) He dud on

him *pal closing And on his bond sett riche ring. 1886 I

CORBF.TT Fall ofAsgard II. 28 To raise the storm that was
to rive the *pall-cloud that hung over Asgard. 1814 M. <

CUTLER in Life, etc. (1888) II. 348 The other *pall-holders
Mr. Thurston, Dr. Worcester [etc.], c 1420 Antttrs ofArth. >

ii. Of purpure, and *palle werke, and perre to pay. a 1440
Sir Degree 1

. 632 All of pall workfyn, . . Anerlud with ermyn.

Fall (pgl), sb* rare. [f. PALL vl] A feeling
'

of disgust arising from satiety or insipidity.
1711 SHAFTESB. Charac. n. n. 2 (1737) II. 149 The Palls

or Nauseatings which continually intervene, are of the worst '

and most hateful kind of Sensation.

Fall (pgl), v-^ Also 6-7 pawl, paul. [app.

aphetic from APPAL v.
t
to which the early senses

arc parallel. But the literal sense of 'become* or
' make pale' is of rare occurrence, being expressed
by the cognate PALE v. from TALE a.]

I. Intransitive senses.

1 1. To become pale or dim. Obs.

1412-20 LVDG. Chron. Troy in. xxv, The name ofwhom shall

pallen in none age, But ever yliche without eclipsing shine.

f2. To become faint; to faint, fail (in strength,

virtue, etc.). Obs.

1390 GOWKR Conf. III. 13 That other biter as the galle,
\Vluch makth a man nes herte palle. 1540-54 CROKE Ps.

(Percy Soc.) 22 There-at his hert woll pall. 1562 PHAEK
.-1'~'.'c'i(i i\, E e ij, Vnuicted strengthes begin to p-il. 1602
SHAKS. Hani. v. ii. 9 When our deare plots do paule.

fb. To decay, waste away, rot. Obs. rare.

?< 1475 Sgr. loive Degre 1030 Thus have ye kept your
etK-niy hure Pallyng more than seven yere.

|- 3. Of fermented or aerated liquors : To lose

briskness or sharpness by exposure to the air
;
to

become Hat, vapid, stale, or insipid, b. Of blood:
To become pale

'

V) by separation of clot and serum.
c 1430 I,YDGATF,[seePALLED///. a. 1

2]. ci44o Promp. Pan-.
379/2 Pallyn, asale&drynke,. .onorior. i^i^Bk. Kentynge
in Babces Bk. 267 Also yf your swete wyne pale,draweit in to

a romney vessell for lessynge [cf. c 1460 J. RL-SSKLL Bk.
Nurture 116 5'fi" swete wyne be seeke or pallid put in a

Rompney for lesynge], 1530 PALSGR. 651/2, I palle, as

drinke or bloode dothe, by longe standyng in a tnynge,_/er

appallys. This drinke wyll pall (s'appallyra') if it stande
vncouered all nyght. 1596 NASHE Saffron \\~alden 115 A
cup of dead beere, that had stood pawling by him in a pot
three clayes. 1634 HABiNGTONC.r/rt>Yi(Arb.)63 Sooner., then
let pall So pure Canary. 1693 J. CLAYTON I'irginia in

Misf. Cnriosa (1708) III. 287 When the Weather breaks
the Blood palls, and like over-fermented Liquors is de-

pauperated, or turns eager and sharp. 1703 Art $ Myst.
I 'intners ii Lest such Wines should Pall and die upon their

hands.

4. transf. n&jig. To become tasteless, vapid, or

insipid to the appetite or interest.

a 1704!'. BROWN Sat. on Marriage Wks. 1730 I. 58 Oh, the

virtue and grace of a slirill caterwauling. Hut it palls in

your game. 1709 STEELE Tatler No. 2 F i Beauty is a

Thing which palls with Possession. 1748 JOHNSON I'anity
Hmn. ll'ishcs 265 Now pall the tasteless meats. 1868

FARRAR Seekers n. ii. (1875) 20^ Pleasure may pall or cease to

be obtainable. 1882 PMJOIIY f'-ng, Journalistnyi.\\\\, 137 His

position lost all its charm the instant the work began to pall.

b. Const, on, upon v
the sense, mind, or organ'.

1713 AonisoM Ciifc i. iv, Beauty soon grows familiar., and

palls upon the sense. 1846 RUSKIN Mod. Paint. I. n. I. iv. 2

They would satiate us and pall upon our senses. 1879 DIXON
ll'in<t.wr II. xxiii. 236 The pastimes of the tilt-yard, .began
to pall on him.

6. Of the person or organ : To lose relish

or interest
;
to become satiated or cloyed with.

1765 STERNE Tr. Shandy VIII. xxxiv, If thy stomach palls ,

with it, discontinue it from time to time. 1832 Examiner
673/2 The laity have done much wrong to the clergy in

allowing it to.. surfeit, and pall.. with forbidden \vealth.

II. Transitive senses.

f6. To make pale, to dim. Obs.

1533 EI.YOT Cast. Hclthe \\. xxi. (1541) 35 The men and
women have the colour of their vysage pallyd \edd. 1541-
1612 palled]. 1593 Q. ELIZ. Bocth. i. met. v. 12 And Luci^ar

palled by <l>ebus vpriseth.

f7. To make faint or feeble; to enfeeble, weaken;
to daunt, appal. Obs.

1390 GOWKR Conf. II. 311 Unkindeschipe..The trouthe of

mannes herte it palleth. 1423 JAS. I Kingis Q. xviii, The
prolixitee Off doubilnesse that doith my wittU pall. 1494
FARYAN Chron. vi. clxx. (1533) o8b/i His knyghtes and

soldyours were tyred & palled wyth ouer watche and laboure.

1556 J. HEYWOOD Spider fy F. Ixxiv. 62 Which, .did their

harts so pall, That they cride for peace. 1607 DEKKER
Hist. Sir T. H'yatt Wks. 1873 III. 119 Tis not the name
of Traytor Pals me nor pluckes my weapon from my
hand. 1686 F. SPENCE tr. rartllas" Ho. Mcdlcis 302 A
caprice which pawl'd fortune in such manner that she

utterly turn'd tale.

fb. To render (breath) inoffensive. Ohs.

1547 f,oc>KDE -Brev. Healthy^., 14 A remedy to pall or make
swete the breth.

t 8. To render flat, stale, or insipid ; to stale.

1625 MASSINGER Netv Way i. i, The remainder of a single ,

can Left by a drunken porter, all night pall'd too. 1662

OTWAY Venice Preserved n. i, I cannot think Of tasting any '

thing a fool has pall'd. 1725 UKADI.KY Fain. Diet. s. v.

Brewing^ Leaving your Vent-Peg always open palls it

[March BeoJ,
fig. 1700 DRYDEN Palainon fy Arcite in. 686 A miracle..

[

1'heir joy with unexpected sorrow pall'd. 1711 P. H. View
two last Parlts. 145 The fortunate issue of that Expedition
had pall'd the Enquiry. 1807 E. S. BARRETT Rising Snn. I.

j

154 He palls enjoyment by excess.

0. To deprive of one's relish for something; to

satiate, cloy (the appetite, senses, or sentient being).
1700 ADDISON Epil. Brit. Enchanters^ And pall the sense

with one continu'd show. 17*5 N. ROBINSON Th. Physick
321 For fear of too much palling his Appetite. 1797 GODWIN
Enquirer ii. xii. 479 He must not pall his readers. 1829
Examiner 355/1 Can even the choicest viands fall to pall
the stomach? i8s61'>AGKHOT/,/V. Stud., Shelley (i%7<))\. 113
Languor comes, fatigue palls, melancholy oppresses.

t Fall, v2 Obs. rare. [Origin obscure : cf.

PALE v*\
1. trans. To beat, strike, knock (dowti}.
a 1375 Joseph Ariin. 499 pei mi3te I-seo sone His polhache
;o and proude doun pallede. 1377 LANC;L. /*. PL Ii. xvi. 30

r

ith be firste pyle I palle hyn,nne with be firste pyle I palle hym down. Ibid. 51 panne
'iberum arbitrinm. .palleth adown J>e pouke.
2. intr. or absol. To fight (one s way) through.
r 1400 Destr. Troy 10022 pai met on the Mirmydons,

macchit horn hard, Pallit thurgh the persans, put horn beside.

Ibid. 11132 Dai .. Put horn doun prestly, pallit horn burgh,
Slogh horn full sleshly for sleght pat J>ai couthe.

Fall (pl), <
r

-
3

[f- PALL ^/;.l] trans. To cover

with or as with a cloth
;

to drape with a pall.
c 1400 Destr. Troy 8385 The halle. .was pight vp with

pilers all of pure stones, Palit full prudly. 1605 SHAKS.
Klacb. i. v. 52 Come thick Night, And pall thee in the

dunnest smoake of Hell. 1804 J. GRAHAME Sabbath 332

Why pall'd in state, and mitred with a wreath Of nightshade,
dost thou sit portentiously V 1854 DE QUINCEY Antobiog.
Sk. Wks. II. 226-7 Nature, .so powerless and extinct as to

seem palled in her shroud. 1869 TENNYSON Holy Grail^^
I saw the Holy Grail, All pall'd in crimson samite.

Pall, obs. form of PAL
;
variant of PAWL.

II Falla (porla). [L., perh. related to ////;;/.]
1. Rom. Antiq. A loose outer garment or wrap

worn out of doors by women (sometimes by men) ;

an outer robe, mantle.

1706 iii PHILLIPS. 1834 LYTTON Pompeii m. ix, The
slave ..divested herself also of her long palla. 1866 J. 1'.

ROSE tr. Ovid's Met. 72 Her palla to another she resigns.

1898 U'estm. Gaz. 24 Jan. 4/3 Calpurnia .. is robed m a

brilliant green palla over a long yellow tunic.

2. fad. An altar-cloth ;
a chalice-cloth.

1706 pHiu.ii'S Piilla,. .it is also often taken for an Altar-

cloth. 1885 Catholic Diet.. Palla, a small cloth of linen

used to co\er the chalice and usually stiffened with card-

board, &c. The upper part may be covered with silk.

Palla, variant of PALLAH, S. African antelope.

Pallace, obs. form of PALACE sbs.^ and 3.

Pallad- (] a-'lad), r/;tv//., used as combining
form of PALLAim'M, in names of certain com-

pounds, as pa'Uadamr-ne , palladanimo'niwn, pal-
laddi amine : see quots.
1859 FOWSKS Man. Chem. 329 Palladamine, NPdHg, O,

may be obtained from the chloride by oxide of silver...

Miiller also obtained another compound, .to which he gives
the name of palladdiamine ; it contains N 2PdHfi

. 1866-77
WATTS Diet. Chew. IV. 329 Hugo Miiller regards, .the yellow

[compound] as chloride of palladatnmonium, NiH6Pd".Clj.
The yellow compound . .yields the oxide ofpalladammonium,
or palladamine, N;>HePd"O.

Pallad, obs. erron. form of PALLET s6*

Palladiaii (pcelJ-'dian), a.1 [f.
L. pattadi-tis

of or belonging to Pallas + -AN.] Of or pertaining
to Pallas, the goddess of wisdom

; hence, pertain-

ing to wisdom, knowledge, or study.

1561 LKIGH Artnorie 20 b, Perseus the Palladian knight.,
when he had slayne. .Medusa, he consecrated y8 same

[shield] to the mighty Goddes Pallas. 1644 MILTON Areop.
(Arb.)s6 Unlesse he carry. .all his midnight watchings, and

expence of Palladian oyl,to the hasty view of an unleasur'd

licencer. 1803 GODWIN Life Chaticcr I. 470 (Jod.).

Falla'dian, a.- Arch. [f. Palladi-o + -AN.]

Of, belonging to, or according to the school of the

Italian architect Andrea Palladio (1518-80), who
imitated the ancient Roman architecture without

regard to classical principles.

1731 Poi'E Ep. Burlington 37 Conscious they act a true

Palladian part. And, if they starve, they starve by rules of

art. 1791 GIBBON Let. in Misc. Il'A-s. (1796) I. 696 To pass
some hours in the palladian Chiswick. 1838 Civil Eng. fy

Arch. JrnL \. 94/1 The thrust. .directed against that arch-

heresy of all, the Palladian style. 1874 MICKLF.THWAITE
Mod. Par. Churches 250 Europe has never seen a worse

style than the Palladian.

Hence Palla'dianism, the Palladian school or

style of architecture; Falla dianize :'.,
to make

Palladian in style.

1838 Civil Eng. $ Arch. Jrnl. 1. 94/1 The sworn champion
of Palladianism, and the bitter foe of all amateurs. 1851
KfSKis Stones I'en. I. App. xv. 386 We shall get nd of

(, hinese pagodas,
and Indian temples, and Renaissance

Palladiamsms, and Alhambra stucco and filigree, in one

great rubbish heap. 1893 GILTSI-L-R Church Street Stoke

Xi-i'-ingtan 27 The south front was Palladianised about the

middle of the last century.

Falladic (pa-lardik), a. Chem. [f.
PALLA-

i^iUM
1* + -ic i b.] Applied to compounds of

palladium containing a smaller proportion of the

metal than those called palladioits ;
as palladic

oxide or dioxide ofpalladium, Pd O2 .

1857 in MAYNF. Expos. Lex. 1866-77 WATTS Diet. Chem.
IV. 3^7 The tetrachloride or Palladic chloride, Pd'v

C].
Ibid. 328 Palladic salts are very unstable, being easily

reduced to palladious salts by heat, and by reducing agents.

fPalladie. Obs. = PALLADIUM i i.

1548 W, PATTEN Exp. Scotl. Pref. aiij, The well kepyngof
the Palladie in Troy was euer the conseruacion . .of the citie.

FalladiferOUSlpceladi-feras)^. [See-FEKOU3.]

Containing or yielding palladium.
1866-77 WATTS Diet. Chem. IV. 325 The palladiferous

gold of Brazil.
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Palladine, -yne, obs. forms of PALADIN.
Palladio- (psel^'dw), Chem., combining form

of PALLADIUM-, in names of certain compounds.
1841 BRANDE Chem. 1080, Palladlo-bichloride of Potassium.

Ibid.) Palladio-protochlonde of potassium. Ibid. 1090 Pris-

matic crystals of palladio-cyanuret of potassium. 1866-77
WATTS Diet. Chem. IV. 330 Chloride of palladio-phenyl-
ammonium.
Falladious (p0eU

7i
'dios), a. Chem. Also pal-

ladous. [f. PALLADI-UM 2 + -ocs.] Applied to

compounds of palladium containing a larger pro-

portion of the metnl than those called palladic : as

palladious oxide or protoxide ofpalladium, PdO.
1842 PARNKLI.C^^W. Ann/. (1845)95A solution ofpalladious

oxide. 1866-77 WATTS Diet. Chem. IV. 327 PalladiouB
salts are for the most part brown or red; their taste is

astringent, but not metallic.

Palladium 1
(pfe&*di0m). Forms : 4-5, 7

palladion, 5 palladioun, -dyon, -dian, -done,

-din, paladion,6- palladium, [a. \.. palladium y

a. Gr. ira\\a5tov, neuter of wa\\d5io$ of Pallas.]
1. Gr. and Lat. Myth. The image of the goddess

Pallas, in the citadel of Troy, on which the safety of

the city was supposed to depend, reputed to have
been thence brought to Rome.
c 1374 CHAUCER Troylus i. 153 (07) But bough bat Grekes

hem of Troye siietten, . . Thei hadde a relyk hight Palladion

[v. rr. palladioun, paladion] That was hire tryst a bonen
euerichon. 1390 GOWER Conf. II. 188 The Priest Thoas ..

Hath soflYed Anthenor to come And the Palladion to stele.

c 1400 Laud Troy Bk. 17865 Palladin that thing called is

Afftir Pallas .. Fro hir It come also, I wene. 1585 T.

WASHINGTON tr. Nicholays I'oy. u. xiii. 48 Diuers anti-

quities.., and amongst others the Palladium of antient

Troy. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny I. 178 Metellus. .lost his eies

in a skare-firc, at what time hee would haue saued and gut
away the Palladium. .out of the templeof Vesta. 1779 W.
ALEXANDER Hist. Women (1782) I. vi. 213 Vestals. .whose
office was to preserve the sacred fire of the goddess in

perpetual vigour, and guard the palladium. 1807 ROBINSON
Archseol. Crxca, i. xv. 69 The Palladium, or statue of

Minerva brought from Troy.
2. transf. andyf^. Anything on which the safety

of a nation, institution, privilege, etc. is believed

to depend ;
a safeguard, protecting institution.

1600 HOLLAND Livy Pref. 6 These 35 bookes [of Livy] . .

preserued as another Palladium out of a generall skarefire.

1621 BURTON Anat. Mel. n. iii.vn. (1676) 223/2 My Palladium,
my breast-plate, my buckler, with which I ward all injuries
[etc.]. 1761 HUME Hist. Eng. I. xiii. 321 This stone. .was

carefully preserved at Scone as the true palladium of their

monarchy. 1769 BLACKSTONE Comm. IV. xxvii. 343 The
liberties of England cannot but subsist, so long as this

palladium [trial by jury] remains sacred and inviolate,

1769-72 Junius Lett. Ded, 6 The liberty of the press is

the palladium of all the civil, political, and religious rights
of an Englishman. 1845 McCuuocH Ace. Brit. Emp.
(1854) II. 91 '1'he Habeas Ccrpus Act ..denominated the

palladium of art Englishman's liberty. 1888 M. BUKROWS
Cinque Ports iv. 62 The Charter of 6 Edward I (1278)
is the palladium of the Cinque Port liberties.

Falla'dium -. Chem. [a. mod.L., f. Pallas'.

cf. prec.
Named 1803 by its discoverer Wollaston, from the newly

discovered asteroid Pallas: cf. CERIUM.]
A hard white metal of the platinum group, re-

sembling silver, occurring in small quantities,

chiefly in association with platinum, in S. America
and elsewhere. Symbol Pd

; atomic weight 126.

1803 Phil. Trans. 290 A metallic substance late sold in

London as a new metal under the title of Palladium. 1805
WOLLASTON ibid. XCV, 316, I .. subsequently obtained
another metal, to which I gave the name Palladium, from
the planet that had been discovered nearly at the same
time by Dr. Gibers.

<
1884 F. J. BHITTKN Watch <y Clockm.

180 The balance spring is usually of palladium.
attrib. 1866 WATTS Diet. Client. IV. 329 Palladium-bases.

Hence Falla'diumize v. trans., to coat with

palladium.
rtiSsi Aft-ch. Mag. in Herrigs Archtv VIII. 268 This

process may be called palladiumizing with as much propriety
as we say, zinking, or gilding. 1864 in WEBSTER.
Pallah (pte la). Also palla, paala, pala,

phalla, phaala. [ad. Sechwana p'hala, Zulu

im-palaJ} An antelope {sRpyceros melampus}
inhabiting parts of S. Africa; it is dark-reddish

above, dull-yellowish on the sides, and white
beneath

;
the male has horns about twenty inches

long and spreading in a lyrate figure.
1806 SIR J. BARROW Joum. Lcctakoo 407 This species of

deer was called by the Booshuanasthe Palla. 1812 PLUMPTRE
tr. Lichtenstein s Trait. II. 324 That beautiful species of

Antelope.. which is called by the Beetjuans Phalla. 1822
BURCHELL Trav. II. xi. 300 Gne is called Paala by the
Bichuanas. 1857 LIVINGSTONE Trav. m. 56 The presence
of

t
the. .pallah. .is always a certain indication of water

being within a distance of seven or eight miles. 1896 KIRBY
Haunts Wild Game 546 Impala of the Swazis and Zulus,
Pala of the Basuto.

Pallaice, -as(e, obs. forms of PALACE.

Pallaisada, -ade, obs. ff. PALTSADO, -ADB.

Pallall (palcrl). Sc. and north. diaL Also

pallalls, palall, pallaly, pallaldies, palaulays,
pally-ully. [Derivation unknown.] A Scotch
and Northern English name for the game of HOP-
SCOTCH ; sometimes, the stone used in the game.
1808-18 TAMIF.SON, Pallall^ Pallalls, a game of children,

in which they hop on one foot through different triangular
spaces chalked out, driving a bit of slate or broken crokery

You VII,

: before them. 1828 MOIR Mansu- \Vattch i. 14 Some of her
1

companions took her out to the back of the house to have
a game at the pallalt. 1847 J. WILSON Chr. North \. 3
Pall-lall..or any other of the games of the school play-
ground. 1891 BARRIE Little Minister xxvii. 292 'I here
were .. girls playing

at palaulays. 1896 MELDKUM Grey
Mantle 2Si Mony's the time I've played the pallaldies
bare-fit wi' 'm on the plainstanes. 1898 R. BLAKKROROUGH
ll'it, etc. N. Riding Yorksh. (E. IJ. D.), Divisions are
chalked on the pavement, and the 'pally-allies' are im-

pelled within the lines by a hop on one leg and a side-shuflle

with the same foot.

Pallanchine, -kee'n, -kin, pallaquine,
obs. ff. PALANKEEN. Pallart, obs. f. PALLIAKD.

Pallasade, -ado, -2ado,obs.fF. PALISADE, -ADO.

Pallasite (.pse-lassit). Min.
[f. surname

Pallas (see below) + -ITE '.] Native iron contain-

ing embedded grains of olivine, such as that com-

posing a large meteorite discovered by P. vS. Pallas

in Siberia in 1772 ; hence also called Pallas iron.
1886 in Cas&dts EneycL Diet. 1890 in Cent. Diet.

Pallat, -ate, obs. forms of PALATE, PALLET.

Pallatine, -yne, obs. forms of PALATINE.

Palle, obs. form of PALL, PALY a.~

Failed (

,pgld), ///..! [f.
PALL T'.I + -ED^]

f*
1. Enfeebled, weakened, impaired. Obs.

c 1386 CHAUCER Manciple's Pro!, 55 So vnweeldy was this

sory palled goost. c 13816 Shipment's T. 102 (Corpus MS.)
Kny old palled \v.r. appalled] wi^ht. 1494 FAHYAN Chron.
vii. ccxlv. 288 Than began the trumpettys and labours to

blowe, whiche reuyued the palled hartys. 1601 HOLLAN'O
Pliny ML ,\ii. 364 The colour is more pallat and weake
[colors laitg!tido\ inclining to white. 1605 \st Pt. [eroninto
n. iv, Which strooke amazement to their pauled speeche.
1606 SHAKS. Ant. $ Cl. n. vii. 87 Ilo rieuer follow Thy
paul'd Fortunes more. 1668 CULVKFPF.R & COI.R Barthol.
Anat. \\. vi. 100 It receives the Liver blood., which, .is be-

come pauled and sluggish, anil has lost its heat.

2. Of fermented liquor, etc. : That has lost its

briskness or freshness ; flat, stale, vapid, arch.
r 1430 LVDG. Min. Poems (Percy Soc.) 168 Who for.sakithe

wyne and drynkithe ale pallid. 14.. Song temp. Hen. I'f

(Harl. MS.i, Bryng us home no sydyr, nor no palde wyne.
1565-73 COOPER Thesaurus, Mncidntn vinum, a palled
wine or dead. 1629 MASSINCER Picture v. i, With a spoon-
ful of palled wine poured in their water. 1711 E. WARD
I'ulgus Brit. v. 58 Or that the Turky. .Should. . He pall'd,
o'er-roasted, and unfit, For such a cine-mouth 'd Saint to
eat. 1884 Longm. Mag. Feb. 384 Her high spirits were as
flat as palled soda-water.

3. Deadened to pleasant tastes or impressions;
satiated, cloyed, disgusted.
1691 DRYDBN Amphitryon in. i, Palled in desires, and

surfeited of bliss. 1709 STEELE Tatler No. 54 F i Pall'd

Appetite is humorous, and must be gratify 'd with Sauces
rather than Food. 1795 SOUTEIEY I 'is. Ma^d Orleans n. 112
The epicure Here pampers his foul frame, till the pall'd
sense Loathes at the banquet. 1859 KINGSLEV Misc. (1860)
I. 222 The palled taste of an unhealthy age.

Palled (pld, poet, -ed), ///..-> [f.
PALL V.*

(or sb.^} + -ED.] Covered with or robed in a pall.

1839 BAILEY Festus xxiii. (1848) 289 Swathed in clouds As
though iti plumed and palled state. 1850 TKXNYSON In Mem,
Ixx, Palled shapes In shadowy thoroughfares of thought.

t Fallen, a. Obs. [OE. p&Uen, fallen, f. /#/,
PALL sbl + -EX 4

.] Made of 'pall' or rich cloth
;

in early use,
* of purple*.

ciooo /EI.FRIC Horn. I. 64 BicgaS eow paellene cyrtlas.
riooo Horn. In Leg. Rood (1871) 103 Se casere . .

dyde of his purpuran & his pellenan gyrlan. c 1205 LAY.

23762 A nef swioe deore. .& aenne pallenecurtel. a 1400-50
Alexander 1517 He plyes ouer be payment pallen webbes.

14.. Siege Jems. (E. E. T. S.) 322 Pi;ten pauelouns doun of

pallen webhes, With ropis of riche silk.

Pallenkeen, -kine, Pallentine, Palles,
obs. ff. PALANKEEN, PALATINE, PALACE.

Pallescent (pale-sent), a. rare. [ad. L.

pallascent-em, pr. pple. Qtpatlescere to become pale.]

Growing or becoming pale. So Palle-scence,
a blanching or paling.
1657 TO.MI.INSON Renou's Disp. 345 It beares Apples like

the masculine, but lesser and lutepusly pallescent. 1817
T. L. PEACOCK Nightmare Abbey ix, The spirit of black

melancholy began to set his seal on her pallescent counten-
ance. 1822 Maid Marian 11, An awful thought, which
caused a momentary pallescence in his rosy complexion.

Pallesie, -ye, obs. forms of PALSY.

Pallet, sb Obs. exc. Sc. Forms : 4-5 palet,

-ete, pallette, 5-6 palett(e, 6 pallat (t, 6 (9 6V.)

pallet, (7 -ed). [a. QP.jOJet, dim. ofpal stake.]

1 1, A piece of armour for the head, a head-piece

(usually of leather). Obs.

1374 hw. in Promp, Parv. 379 note, Item, ij. ketelhattes,
et ij. paletes, prec vj.j. viij.^. 1399 LANGL. Rich. Kcdeles
in. 325 A preuy pallette her pannes to kepe, To bille here
lewde heed in stede of an houe. 1405 in Proinp. Par-r:

379 note, Doublettes, jakkes, bas>-nettes, vysers, palettes,
aventailles. 1411 E. E. Wills (1882) 19 An aburioun of
stele with a pallette couerte with reede velwette. c 1440
Protttp. Parv. 378/2 Palet, armowre for the heed, pelliris^

galerus. ^1475 Pict. I'oc. in Wr.-\Vi'ilcker 782/34 Nomina
Armorum. . . Hee tetssis, a palett. . . galea.

2. transf. The head, pate. Now only Sc.

CI33O Arth. ff Mt'rl. 4016 On the helme he smot for soth,
Thurch helme and palet to the toth. a 1352 MiNOT Poems
vii. 131 Inglis men salL.Knok bi palet orpou pas, And mak
be polled like a frere. 1500-20 DUNBAR Poems xxxiii. 51

'

As blaksmyth bruikit was his pallatt, For battering at the
'

study, a 15*9 SKFLTON Elynour Rummyng 348, I shall

breake your palettes, Wythout ye now cease ! 1582 STANY-

IIUEST sEneis i. (Arb.) 21 Neptun .. his pleasing pallet \p-
heaning Hee noted Aeneas. 1506 NASHE Saffron Walden
50 Not a pitmes head or a moaihs pallet. 1638 BRATHWAIT
Barnabics Jrnl. i. C ij,

Till I brake a Blacksmith's palled.
1826 G. BKATTIE J>*hn o'Arnha' in Life (1863) 248 The ither

bore 1'he gausty pallet, grim with gore.

Pallet (pse'let),^.- Forms: a. 4-5 paillet(t,

4-6 payllet, paylet, 4-7 pallet, 5 palyet, 6 Sc.

pelat ; &. 5-6 palet(t, 6 -ette, 6-7 pallate, (6-8
-ad, 7 palate), /-Spallat, 6 pallet. [ME.///&/:
cf. dial. Y.paillet heap or bundle of straw, deriv.

of paille straw: L. palea chaff; also AF. paillete

straw, in Bestiary 475.]
1. A straw bed

;
a mattress

;
a small, poor, or

mean bed or couch.

^'374 CHAUCER Troylns in. 220 (180) On a pailet [?. r.

payletjal bat glade nyght liy Troylus he lay. ci^oProntp.
Pan: 379/2 Palyet, lytylle tjed, lectit a. c 1450 Bk. Ctirtasyc
435 Gromes palettis. 1505 Ate. Ld. High Treas.Scot. III.

150 Item, for stra to the Quenis pclat . .x\jtf. 1557 Order cj
Hospitalls Gij, Of Deddes. Holsters, Mattresses,.. Pallads.

1615 HP. HALL Contempt. ,
O. T. \i. iv, This man, though

great in Bethlehem, lays him down to rest upon a pallet.

1758 GOI.DSM. Mem. Protestant uSg.v I. 115, I perceived
the Water had soaked through the Pallet. 1827 MOORE
Hpicitr. xvi. (1839) J ^5 Content with a rude pallet of straw.

1883 FROUDE Short Stud. IV. i. xi. luS The monks then

sought their-pallets.

fig. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny I. 527 All this preuaileth not in

a leane and hungry ground, vnle^se falter earth he laied as
a pallet vnderneath. 1634 MILTON Counts 318 Ere. .the low
roosted lark From her thatch't pallat ro\\'-,e.

"b. Comb., as pallet-bed^ -chamber, -conch.

1513 MORH Rich. /// (1882) 82 King Richard, .came out

i

in to the; pallet chamber, on which he found in bed sir

James and sir Thomas Tyrela. 1618 SIK S. Wsxy&Antokiog.
(1845) I. i IT, I assi-stftl at her pallet-.4de, kneeling, weeping,
and praying \\ith others. 1707 CHAMIH KLAYNK St. Gt. Brit.
ir. xiv. 175 The Gentlemen of the Bed-Chamber .. whose
Office, .is to lie by tlie King on a Pallet- lied all Xight. 1814
SCOTT Ld. oflstesiv. x.\iii, That pallet -couch, and naked \\all.

f2. A'attf. See quots. (
]

/>s. (It is not certain

where this belongs ; some place it under the next.)

1704 J. HARRIS Le.v. Tcchn. I, Pallet is a Room within
the Hold of a Ship, closely parted from it, in which by
laying some Pigs of Lead, &c. a Ship may be sufficiently

ballasted, witliout losing room in the Hold ; which therefore
will serve for Stowing the more Goods. 1867 SMYTH Sailor's

\Vord-bk,, Pallet, a ballast-locker formerly used, to give
room in the hold for other stowage.

Pallet (prxrUM), sl>y> Also S palet, pallat,

(8-9 palate), [a. F. palette, dim. of pale spade,

shovel, blade, etc., a word of many senses, some
of which in English retain the form PALETTE, q. v.]
1. A wooden instrument consisting of a flat blade

or plate, with a handle attached; spec, that used,

in various forms, by potters and others for shaping
their work.

1558 WARDK tr. Alexis
1

Seer. 114 Styrynge it well fyrste
with a sticke, and than with a pallet broade at the ende.
1686 PLOT Siajfordfh. 390 A rodd of Iron fastned to a pallet,
that reaches out a little beyond the Anvil. 1725 BRADLEY
Fam. Diet. s. v. Ointment, Beat it with a wooden Palet,
and change the Water, so that it becomes as white as Milk.

1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl.^ Pallet^ among potters, crucible-

makers, etc., is a wooden instrument, .for forming, beating,
and rounding their works. They have several kinds; the

largest are oval with a handle; . .others, .in manner of large
knives. 1837 J. T. SMITH tr. I'leafs .Mortars 95 note

t
The

pallet or board (called the ( hawk '), used by plasterers for

mixing small quantities of stucco as they apply it.

2. An artist's tablet for paints ; a PALETTE, q. v.

f3. A flat board, plate, or disk
; e. g. the blade

of an oar, the Iloat of a paddle-wheel. Obs.

1721 Phil. Trans. XXXI. 244 There's no Improvement
to be made, either with respect to the Proportion of the

Oars, their Length, the Breadth of the Pallets. 1725 H. DE
SAUMAREZ ibid. XXXIII. 412 At each End of the Lines,
which constitute the Angle,. .are two Pallets not much
unlike the Figure of the Log. 1727 URADLKY Fam. Diet.

s. v. f0.v, The Fox. .will endeavour, .to pull out the Food
he smells in the Hole, .and cause the Pallet to fall. 1808

Specif. TrwitJiick fy Dickinson s Patent No. 3148 A rowing
wheel, .furnished with floats or pallets, but which we call

our propelling boards.

spec, b. Brickmaking. A board for carrying away
a newly moulded brick ; cf. PLANCHET. c. Each
of the series of disks in a chain-pump.
1839 URE Diet. Arts 189 As the wheel revolves, the piston

rods, .will cause the pistons to force the new-moulded bricks,
with their pallet or board under them, severally up the

mould. 1875 KNIGHT Diet. Meek., Pallet. ..3. One of the
series of disks or pistons in the chain-pump or chapelet. . .

7. (Clay.} a. A board on which a newly molded brick is carried

away to the hack. Ibid, [see PAGE sb. 1
8].

1 4. Gliding. A flat brush for taking up gold-leaf.
1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl. t Pallet, in gilding, is an instru-

ment made of a squirrel's tail ; used to take up the gold
leaves from the pillow, to apply and extend them on the
matter to be gilt.

5. A projection on some part of a machine, which

engages with the teeth of a wheel, and thus con-

verts a reciprocating into a rotary motion, or vice,

versd ; esp. a projection upon the pendulum or the

arbor of the balance-wheel of a clock or watch,

engaging with the escapement-wheel. [So in Fr.]

1704 DERHAM in Phil, Trans. XXV.
f
i788 It is scarce

possible to manage the Pallets so, as nicely to make the

same Vibrations as were in Vacua. 1730-6 BAILEY (folio).

PallatS) two nuts that play in the fangs of the crown wheel

of a watch. *X774 GOLDS.M. Sun 1
. E.rp. Pkilos. (1776) I.
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PALLET.

149 The pendulum has two palates,, .which at equal inter-

vals rise and fall, and let the teeth of the wheels pass under
them in equable succession. 1830 KATER& LARDNER I\lcc/t.

xiv. 194 The pallets are connected with the pendulum so
as to oscillate with it.

Q. In an organ : Any one of the valves in the

upper part of the wind-chest, each of which is con-

nected with a key of the keyboard, and, on being

opened by pressing down the key, admits the
' wind

'

or compressed air to a groove beneath the

set of pipes corresponding to that key.
Also applied to other valves, as waste-pallet, a valve

allowing escape of air from the storage-bellows when toofull.

1840 Penny Cycl. XVI. 493/2, E is the spring which keeps
the pallet in its place when not in use. 1852 SKIDKL Organ
48 Of various sorts of valves, .those called palates are the
most important ones. 1898 STAIXKR & HARRIETT Diet. AIns.
Terms 338 In order to prevent an undue rising of the bellows
when more wind is supplied than used, a ivaste-pallct is

placed in every bellows.

7. Bookbinding. A tool for impressing letters or

figures on the back of a book, consisting of a metal
block mounted on a handle and having the letters,

etc. engraved upon it, or the required types
fastened in it.

1875 Ure's Diet. Arts I. 425 The tools .. whether single
letters or figures, or '

pallets (that is, the tltl^ of a book,
&c., cut in a .sin.L;It: metal block) are mounted on wooden
handles, and applied before use to a gas burner, in order to
obtain the requisite heat.

8. Conch. = PALETTE 43.
9. attrib. and Comb., as pallet-frame t -spring,

-wheel
t
-wire ; pallet-arbor, an arbor on which

a pallet Jn a clock, etc.) is fixed
; pallet-board

*= sense 3 b
; pallet-box, in an organ, a box or

chest forming part of the wind-chest, containing
the pallets belonging to one keyboard; pallet-

eye, in an organ, a loop of wire at one end of

a pallet, to which is attached the wire by which it

is pulled down ; pallet-leather, in an organ, the

soft leather with which the inner surface of a pallet
is faced

; pallet-moulding, in Brick-making, a

process in which each brick as moulded is turned

out on a pallet, and the mould sanded to prevent
adhesion of the clay ; pallet-tail, each of the

rocking arms which bear the pallets in certain

escapements.
1883 SIR E. BECKETT Clocks ff Watches 185 In all clocks

of this kind the *pallet-arbors are set in small cocks. 1875
lire's Diet. Arts I. 529 {jyrick-making) This operation is

repeated each lime that a *pallet-board comes under the

hopper. 1898 Si'AiN'Eu & BARRETT Diet. Jl/ws. Terms 339
Attached to a loop of wire called the *paUet-ey<\ fastened to

the moveable end of the pallet. 1825 J. NICHOLSON Oferat.
Mechanic 521 That part of the 'pallet frame .. in which
is set the stone for receiving the action or impulse of the
small pin teeth, is formed into a rectangular shape. 1875
KNIGHT Diet. Mech. s. v., In "pallet-molding the molds are

usually sanded; in slop-molding they are wotted. 1876
PREF.CE & SIVEWRIGHT Telegraphy 84 The wheel has fifteen

teeth cut on its circumference ; its play is regulated by two
small pallets.. and two small steel "pallet-springs, 1884
F. J. BRITTEN Watch $ Clockm. 226 The 'pallet staff holes
are found to wear very much if not jewelled. 1793 SIR (J.

SHUCKBORCH in Phil. Trans. LXXXIII. 88 The index
that is carried round immediately by the pendulum, viz. on
the same arbor with the *pallet wheel. 1852 SF.IDF.L Organ
51 Muller has tried to put all the *palate-wires, belonging
to one manual, into one common hole.

Pallet (pse'Iet), sb* Her. Also 7 palett.

[dim. of PALE sb.^ 6.] An ordinary resembling
the pale (PALE s&J 6), but of half its breadth.

1572 KOSSEWELL Arnwrie 12 But it [the Pale] may be

diminished, as from a Paile to a Pallet which is ye halfe of
the Paile. 1661 MORGAN Sph. Gentry n. iii. 33 The pale,
whose content is the third part of the whole field, and is

divided again into the Pallet, which is half the pale, and the

Kndors
(
whicli is half the Pallet. 1864 BOUTEI.L Her. Hist.

i<f Pop. iii. 15 The arms of Raymond, Count of Provence

or, 4 pallets gules.

t Pallet, sbS> Ohs. [a. F. palette, OF. paettete

(Gloss, de Salins, 1 3~i4th c.), dim. oipaele shallow

pan : L. patella.] A vessel of a definite measure
used to receive the blood in blood-letting.
1627 HAKEWILL Apol. in. v. 5. 205 A.. Surgeon, .reports

that he drew from a patient, .in foure dayes twenty seven

pallets, euery pallet, .containing three ounces and more.

t Pallet, a. Obs. rare. [a. Qlf.palet (13-1 4th c.

in Godef.), dim. of pale PALE a. ;
but in reference

to wine, cf. vin paillct light or straw-coloured

wine.] Of a light colour between red and white;

pale red, flesh-coloured.

i565 COOPER Thesaurus, Heluns color, a pallet colour,
or a fieash colour of white and redde. 1573-80 BARET Alv.
C 792 Horseflesh colour, or pallet colour in wine, c 1600

.. are small apertures, about 20 inches square, formed by
the pallctting-beams and carlings in the fore-magazine.
(71850 Kudini. .Vavig: (Weale) 95 Palleting-Beatus are
those beams under the flat of the magazine, bread-room, and
powder-room, where there is a double palleting.

Palletot, Pallew : see PALETOT, PAI.KW.

Pallial (pre'lial), a. Zool. [ad. mod. L. pallid!'

M, f. PALLIUM : see -AL.] Of or pertaining to the

pallium or mantle of a mollusc (or of abrachiopod).
Pallial adductor

',
the anterior adductor muscle ofa bivalve ;

i pallial ca~*itj\ impression, line, bit. sac see quots. ; pallial
I

sinus, a sinus or recess in the pallial impression of certain

, molluscs, being the mark of their retractile siphons.
1836 Tonn Cycl. ,\>iat. I. 706/1 It is in this pallial sac that

j

the animal establishes a current of water. 1851-6 Woon-
|

WARD Mollnsca 26 The border of the 'mantle' is also

muscular; and the place of its attachment is marked in the
shell by a line called the *

pallial impression '. 1858 GKIKII;
Hist. Boulder vi. 96 The inner surface of each valve is

lined with a soft membranous substance, called the pallial
Ipbe. 1872 NICHOLSON Patoont. 216 The 'pallial line

1

or
'

pallial impression '. 1877 HUXLEY Anat. fore. Anim. \. 59
In some Mollusks (e. g. Pteropoda), the delicate lining
membrane of the pallial cavity serves as the respiratory

1

organ. i888RoLi.ESTON & JACKSON A nim. Life 698 (I'rachio-

poda) A circnmpallial sinus uniting the terminations of the

pallial sinuses is figured by Joubin in Piscina.

t Pa'lliament, Obs, [ad. med.L. palliament-

!

urn, i.pallidre to cloak.] A robe, gown : in quots.
the white gown of a candidate for the Roman
consulship.
1588 SHAKS. Ttt. A. i. i. 182 Titus Andronicus, the people

: of Rome . . Send thee by me . . This Palliament of white and
spotlesse Hue, And name thee in Election for the Empire.
1593 PEKLE Order of Garter 92 A goodly king in robes
most richly dight, The upper like a Roman palliament.

Palliard (prc'lyaid). Obs. or arch. Forms: 5

payllard, -art, 6 palyard, -^art, -yarte, pallart,

6-7 palyard(e, pallyard, 6-9 paillard, 6- pal-
Hard, [a. F. paillard) in I3th c. paillart, f.

paille straw : see -AKIX] A professional beggar or

vagabond (who sleeps on the straw in barns and

outhouses) ; transf. a low or dissolute knave j

!
a lewd fellow, a lecher, a debauchee.

1484 CANTON Isoldes of sEsop n. xviii, The foxe was but
a theefand a paylhut and a knaue' of poure folke. c 1500
Melitsine 294 Ye ou^ht not to meue your self for suche a theef
& palyard. 1525 LD. HERNI^US J'*>t>iss. \ I. clxix. [clxv.] 492

i

He was but a false palyarte. and atwayes agaynMe the

j

Crowne of Eraunce. 1561 AWDELAY Frat. Vacab. 4 A
Pal Hard is he that goeth in a patched cloke. 1567 HAKMAN
Caveat vii. 44 The worst and wickedst of all this beastly
generationarescarse comparable to these prating Pallyard es.

1614 RALEIGH Hist. World n. (1634) 476 A most luxurious
and effeminate Palliard he [Sardanapalus] was. c 1690
KIKKTON Hist. Ch. ScotI. ii. (1817) 84 Not only a debauched
paillard but a cruel murtherer. 1834 H. AINS\VORTH Rook,

v, Palliards,. .and Jarkmen. 1851 BORROWXOCWMP

Claret, wine. 1632 SHERWOOD, Pallet wine, vin baillet^ vin,

jaillet.

Pallet, obs. form of PALETTE, PALATE.

Palleting (pce-letirj). Naut. [cf. PALLET sb*

2.]
* A slight platform made above the bottom of

the magazine, to keep the powder from moisture
*

( Wealds Rudim. A'av. 1 36). Also attrib. y as

palletnig beam, -hatches.

1815 IJi KNKV Falconer s Diet. Marine, Pailelting Hatches

III. 315 The male part of the upper class are. .a parcel of

poor, shaking, nervous paillards.

b. attrib. or adj. Knavish
;
dissolute.

1484 CAXTON Fables of^Esop n. xvi, Ha a payllart Mule,
why goost thow not faster? 1581 N. Jitime's Dispnt. in

Cai/t. Tractates (S. T. S.) 170 Vsurpit Bischopis, apostat

preistis and palliard Ministeris. 1638 Sat. on den. Assembly
in Scott, Pasquils (1868) 42 A palyard drunkard charlitan.

t Palliardise. Obs. Also 6 -ice, 6-7 -ize.

[a. Y.paillardise (1539 in R. Estienne), f. prec. +

-ISE-,] Lewdncss, fornication, lechery.
1591 LODGE Diogen-.-s (Hunter. Cl.) 46 Nothing, .more

weakeneth an Armye. .than luxuritie and palliardize, 1614
RALEIGH Hist. World \. vi. 5 Hee [Jupiter] gave himself
over wholly to palliardizeand adultery. i64<>Bi

TCK A'zV//. ///
v. 136 Nor can they tax him with Palliardise, Luxury,
Epicurism.
So f Fa-lliardry, f Falliardy [

= F. paillardie

(Villon)], roguery, knavery; lechery, fornication.

1513 DOUGLAS sEneis iv. Prol. 178 ^e that list of sour

pal^ardry neuir blyn. c 1560 A. SCOTT Poems xxxiv. 82

Thocht sung perwersit natouris To pal^ardy applawddis.
1570 Satir. Poems Reform, xxii. 80 Thy subteltie and

pal^ardrie Our fredome bringis in thrall.

t Pa'lliardize, z>- Obs. [f. PALLIARD + -IZE.]
1. intr. To fornicate.

1619 T. MILLES tr. Mexia's, etc. Treas. A-nc. $ Mod. T.

II. 364/1 Chailemaigne, whose eldest daughter was found

paillardising with . . Eginhard, his Secretary. 1650 ANNK
BRADSTREET Four Mon. t As$yr., Sardan, 3 Sardanapalas . .

That palliardizing sot.

2. trans. To be a procurer of.

1644 PRYNNE & WALKKR Fiennes's Trial z To . . let the

Parliament see, they had not employed such a man as

would palliardise Lies, and become a pander unto Falshood,

Palliasse: see PAILLASSE.

Palliate (pce-li|tV), ppla. [ad. L. palliatns
cloaked, f. paUi-ttm cloak (-ATF

2
2) ; afterwards

pa. pple. of late L. paUiare to cloak, palliate.]

fA. ^ pa. pple. Cloaked, covered, concealed;

mitigated. Obs.
a 1548 HALL Chron.^ Hen. II", Introd. (1550) 4 b.They sente

the reuerent father Thomas Arnndell .. in habile pallyate
, and dtssimuled, into the citee of Paris. 1605 BACON Adv,
i iearn. ii. x. 5 The fault .. must be accommodate and

palliate by dyets and medicines familiar. 1637-50 Row
Hist.Jtirk (1842) 242 That was still the cloak under whilk
was palliat all the wicked plotts aganis the Kirk of God.

B. as adj. fl. Wearing a cloak (in quot., a

philosopher's cloak : see PALLIUM i). Obs.
1610 HKALF.Y S/.At/g

1

. CitieofGody.\\\. xvi. (1620) 457 Lest

the communication of this name with the vulgar, should
debase the pruud , .number of the Palliate.

PALLIATED.

1 2. Cloaked ; having its real nature concealed.
1612 R. FESTOS Usury 128 That.. may in matter bee a

palliat or clcaked vsurie. 1648 HAMMOND Serm. iv. Wks.
1684 jV

r
. 494 God may.. give us a treacherous settlement,

a palliate peace.

1 3. Of a cure : Superficial or temporary. Obs.
a 16*5 COPE in Gutch Coll. Cur. I. 131 All his industry

and sales, did in your estate make but a palliate cure. 1679
PKANCE Addit. Narr. Pop. Plot 30 Cardinal l'oolc..did
not.. absolve their Consciences from Restitution, but only
made a palliate Cure.

4. Zoo!. Having a PALLIUM 'sense sb); tecti-

branchiate. 1890 in Cent. Diet.

Palliate (pse'liif'O, v. [f. PALLTATK ///. a. ;

cf. late "L.patliare (Apuleius, 2nd c.) to cloak, F.

patlier, which may have aided the formation.]
fl. trans. To cover with or as with a cloak

; to

cloak, clothe, shelter ; to invest. Also /?-. Obs.
a 1548 HALL Chron., Hen. I'll 3? Surmyse set foprth

and palliated with the vesture . . of a professed veritee.

igh-gn
J63S GELLIBHAND I'ariatitm Mtign. Xeed/e 3 The Ocean,
which palliates the imperfect parts of the Earth. 1656
Hori/roN Medicina Ded. A ij b, It is the accustomed manner
of our modern Writers, alwaies to palliate themselves under
the Protection of some worthy Patron.

f2. Jig. To hide, conceal, disguise. Obs. or arch.

1598 I'ACON Sacred filedit* vii. (Arb.) 117 Hipocrites with
their dissembling holinesse towards God doe palliate and
couer their injuries towardes men. 1706 PHILLITS, To Pal'

liate, to disguise, daub, colour or cloak. 1795 Gouv. MOKRIS
in Sparks Life ty Writ. (1832) III. 58 The bankruptcy of
their India Company, long palliated, now stands confest.

1809-12 MAR. KDGEWORTH Almeria vii, Her name was

j

printed among the list of subscribers, and there was no
I

palliating the fact.

3. To alleviate the symptoms of a disease

without curing it; to relieve superficially or

temporarily; to mitigate the sufferings of
;
to ease.

In early use the notion was that of cloaking, disguising,

patching up; this passed gradually into that of alleviating
the symptoms: cf. 4.

1588 J. READ Compend. Method 60 They [bone-diseases]
eyther bee neuer cured, or else onelie so palliated that they
breake out againe. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny II. Explan. Words
Art Avb, So sweet Pomanders doe palliat a stinking breath.

I occasioned by a corrupt stomack or diseased lungs, and such

j

like. 1646 FULLER Wounded Consc, (1841) 351 Let mounte-
1

banks palliate, cures break out again, being never soundly
but superficially healed, a 1714 A HP. SHARP Serm. (1738) V.
ix. 284 He is but half a Physician; he hath palliated our

(

sores and diseases, but he hath not removed them. 1876
i
ROGERS Pol. Econ. xxi. (ed. 3) 281 That which cannot be
cured must be palliated.

4. To disguise or colour the real enormity of (an

offence) by favourable representations or excuses
;

to represent (an evil) as less than it really is ; to

cause to appear le.^s guilty or offensive by urging
I extenuating circumstances ;

to extenuate, excuse.
This has passed gradually from the sense of cloak (as in y\

disguise, colour, to that of extenuate, lessen the gravity of.

1634 W. TIRWHVT tr. Balzac's Lett. 317, I neede not seeke
colours to palliate my actions or words. 1653 H. COCAN tr.

Pinto
1

s Trav. ix. 27 This advice causing him to see his

fault.. he labored to have palliated it with certain excuses.

1777 ROBERTSON Hist. Amer. I. in. 215 They endeavoured
to palliate what they could not justify. 1856 FROL'DK Hist.

l:ng. (1858) II. vi. 83 The illegal imprisonment cannot be

explained away, and cannot be palliated. 1878 LECKV F.ng,
in i8//z C. I. i. 119 These coffiiderations only slightly pal-
liate his conduct.

b. To excuse (a person).
1862 M. R EDWARDS John $ I xxxi. (1876) 236 As well

endeavour to show that black is white, as to prove that any
temptations you may have had can in the smallest degree
palliate you.

f5. To make less emphatic or pronounced; to

moderate, mitigate, qualify or tone down (esp. one's

,

action or statement). Also alsol. or intr. To take

up a more moderate position, to compromise. Obs.

1665 PEI-YS Diary 31 Dec., The great evil of this year, is

the fall of my Lord of Sandwich, whose mistake about the

prizes hnth undone him..though sent (for a little palliating

it) Kmbassador into Spayne. 1672 MAKVKLL Reh. TransJ>. \.

223 Do you think the Christians would have palliated so far,

! and colluded with their Consciences? 1711 HKARNI: Collect.
1

(O.H.S-) III. 135 The Author, .is forc'd to palliate what he
i said about Mr. Harley 's being an Accomplice by an Advertise-
I ment he has in his Paper last Night. 1748 RICHARDSON

Clarissa (1749) II. xxxvi. 241 To obtain this time, you must

palliate a little, and come into some seeming compromise.
1796 MOKSK Amer. Geog. II. 489 This fanciful piece of

beauty [small feet} was probably invented by the ancient

Chinese, to palliate their jealousy.

+ b. To appease, please, or indulge (one's taste).

1631 WEEVER Anc. Fun. Mon. 154, I haue inserted these

parcels of the Psalter, that by this occasion my Reader might
palliate his taste with an Essay ofour Ancestors old English.
a 1632 T. TAYLOR Cod's Judgem, n. vii. (1642) no Next all

i

the Candies, Preserves, all the Junkets, .to palliate his taste.

fc. To moderate the hostility of. Obs. rare.

1678 BUNVAN Pilgr. Apol. 59 Yea, that I might them better

palliate [ed, 1684 altered to moderate], I did too with them
thus Expostulate.

Palliated (prc-lii^ted),///. a.
[f. prec. + -ED i

;

taking the place of the earlier PALLIATE///. #.]

1. Cloaked (lit. and Jig.) ; f covered over, con-

cealed ; f superficially healed ; mitigated, extenu-

ated : see the vb.

x6izSi;Li)i :N llhtstr. Drayton'sPoiy-olb.X) Merlin Ambrose



PALLIATING.

. .slighted that pretended skill of those magicians, as palliated

ignorance. 1643 PHYNNK .SVr 1
. Powtr fort, App. 192 That

they might act a certain palliated Fable. 1665 NKEDHAM
Med. Mcdicinx 400 The palliated Diseases return with more

severity than before. 1840 BARHAM Ingol. Leg. Ser. i.

Passage Life //. Harris^ '1'he half-avowed, and palliated

confession of committed guilt. 1857 MAVNE Exf>os. Lex.,
Pnilintits. .covered with a cloak ; veiled; mantled; applied
to pains subdued or lulled by the use of opiates : palliated.

2. Having the archiepiscopal PALLIUM.

1892 Tablet 6 Aug. 204 This very Vicarial and Palliated

See of Aries.

Palliating (pixrlii^tirjX ///. a.
[f.

as prec. +

-ING 2
.]

That palliates: in the senses of the vb.

1679 Gcntl. Calling Pref. 5 Palliating Medicines. 1710
in Somers Tracts II. 261 The Majority of that House were

..satisfied with a palliating Answer, jumbled up by the

Junto. 1758 JORTIN Erasm. I. 514 Luther, .discountenanced

and rejected all such palliating schemes, and.. was deter-

mined never to yield an inch. 1845 MHS. S. C. HALL
Whileboy ii. 14, I wish I could show those who cry out

against Irish outrage, .a few of the palliating circumstances.

Palliation (pooli^'Jan). [a. K. palliation (
1 3-

I4th c. in Littre), ad. med.L. palliation-em, n. of

action from palliare : see PALLIATE.]

fl. The action of palliating; the cloaking or

concealing (of an act, etc.) ;
that which serves to

conceal or hide ;
a cloak, covering. Obs.

1577 PATEKICKE tr. Gentillet (1602) 228 They make her

f justice] styve. .as a palliation or coverture, for all assassi[n]-

ments, murders, and vengeances. 1649 MILTON Eikon.
xxvii. 1660 H. MoRE^/j'J/. Godl. ToRdr. o The generality
of Christians make the external frame of Religion but a

palliation for sin. 1794 SULLIVAN / 'ieiv Nat.V. 344 Candour
would wish to throw a veil over the failings of an illustrious

character ; but deliberately perpetrated crimes have no
claim to palliation.

2. The action of disguising or seeking to make
less conspicuous, the enormity of (a crime, etc.) by
excuses and apologies; extenuation; excuse; often

in phrase in palliation of.

1605 IIACON Adv. Learn, n. xi. 3 Herein comes In

crookedly and dangerously, a palliation of a great part of

Ceremoniall Magicke. 1766 GOLDSM. i'ic. II'. xxx, This..

though not a perfect excuse, is such a palliation of his fault

as induces me to forgive him. 1867 FRKEMAN Norm. Cong.
I. vi. 570 He could not .. invoke even the tyrant's plea of

necessity in palliation of his evil deeds.

3. The alleviation of the symptoms and incidents

of disease without curing it
;
hence gen. alleviation,

mitigation, temporary relief.

1626 BACON Sylva 61 A wise physician will consider

whether a disease be incurable ; . .if he tind it to be such, let

.

necessary to the cure, and I know not any means of pallia-
tion. 1863 HOLLAND Lett. Joneses xxii. 314 You utterly
refuse to admit that there is any palliation of your misery.

Palliative (pce'liiativ), a. and so. [a. F.

palliatif, -ive (13-14^0. in Littre), f. L. type

*palliativ-m : see PALLIATE and -IVE.]

A. adj. f 1. Serving to cloak or conceal. Obs.
1611 COTGR., Paliatifi palliatiue ; cloaking, hilling ouer,

couering. 1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Palliative, that cloaketh,
covereth or concealeth.

2. Serving to relieve (disease) superficially or

temporarily, or to mitigate or alleviate (pain or

other evil).

1543 TRAHERON Vigors Chiritrg. 43 b/2 We wyll speake of
his cure aswel eradicatyue as palliatyue. 1651 BIGGS New
Disp. ^263 At the best a Fontanel is . . but a palliative
cure. 1750 JOHNSON Rambler No. 32 P 6 The cure for the

greatest part of human miseries is not radical, but palliative.

1889 AlWutfs Syst. Med. VIII. 887 These drugs at best

are no more than palliative,

3. Tending to extenuate or excuse.

1779 J. DUCHE Disc. (1790)
I. iv. 62 The palliative arts

they make use of to reconcile their duty with their passions.

1782 WARTON Rtnult-y Enq. 85 He openly ^defends his

new attempt, not in a palliative apology, but in a peremp-
tory declaration. 1849 C. BRONTE Shirley x. 148 If her

auditress ventured., to put in a palliative word, she set it

aside with a certain disdain.

B. so. 1. That which gives superficial or tem-

porary relief; that which serves to alleviate or

abate the violence of pain, disease, or other evil.

1724 SWIFT Draper's Lett, Wks. 1755 V. 11. 134 Those

palliatives which weak, perfidious, or abject politicians are . .

in all diseases, so ready to administer. 1803 Med. Jml. X. 549,
I., confined myself to palliatives, the principal of which was
laudanum. 1846 H. ROGERS Ess. I. iv. 179 We are promised
a cure of our malady, and we are treated with palliatives.

1877 OWEN M'ellesleys Desp. Introd. 27 A timely palliative,
if not a radical cure, for immediate and urgent evils.

2. An extenuating representation.
1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa (1811) II. .x.xi.v. 184 ^yhat shall

we think of one, who seeks to find palliatives in words?
a 1797 H. WAU-OLK Gto. // (1847) III. xi. 309 [This was] a

palliative of the latter 's obliquity, if justice would allow of

any violation. 18.. W. SCOTT (Webster 18641, He had been
what is called, by manner of palliative,a very gay young man.

Hence Pa'lliatively adv.) in a palliative manner;
in a way that serves to lighten or mitigate.
1714 MANDEVILLE Fab. /><? (1733) II. 345 The weakness

of the language it self may be palhativdy cured by strength
of elocution. 1822-34 Gootfs Study filed, (ed. 4) III. 490
In such cases we should proceed gently and palliatively.

Palliator (pwli|*HM). [agent-n. in L. form

from PALLIATE.] One who palliates or alleges

extenuating considerations ; au extenuator.

399

1792 M\n. D'ARBLAY Lett, 20 Dec., The worst. .will not
risk losing their only abettors and palliators in this kingdom.
1824 Examiner 435/1 He is. .a palliator of every powerful
and profitable abuse. 1878 SI-URGEON Treas. Dav. Ps. cvi.

30 Phinehas. .was no trimmer, or palliator of sin.

Palliatory (pie'liatari), a. [f.
as prec. + -OKY.]

Characterized by palliation ; having the function

or effect of palliating.
1665 M. NEEDHAM Med. Medicime 401 There remains no

more room for the like palliatory proceeding. 1845 BuNTINO
in B. Gregory Side Lights Confl. Aleth. (1898) 414 Some
explanations are very palliatory but not justificatory.

Pallid (parlid), a. Also 7 palid. [ad. L.

fallid-iis, f. root 'fall- in fall-cre to be pale, pall-or

paleness.] Lacking depth or intensity of colour,

faint or feeble in colour, wan, pale. (Said chiefly

of the human face as affected by death, sickness,

or passion, hence transf. of these causes them-

selves.) Chiefly /Ot'A before 1800, cxc. in Bot.

1590 SPENSER /'. Q. in. ii. 28 So soone as Night had with
her pallid hew Defaste the beautie of the shyning skye.

3591 Ruines Rome xv, Ye pallid spirits, and ye ashie

ghoasts. 1596 /<'. Q. v. xi. 45 Gainst which the pallid
death fmdes no defence, c x6u CHAI-MAN Iliad vni. 65
Pallid fear made boldest stomachs stoop. 1700 DRYDFCN'

Fables, Ceyx <y Alcyone 484 Then fiick'ring to his palid

Lips, she strove To print a Kiss. 1776 WITHERING Brit.

Plants (1796) III. 409 Involucrum slender, pallid, cloven

into segments. 1795 SOLTHEY Joan ofArc in. 3T5 A blush

suffused Her pallid cheek. 1816 KIKUV ec Sr. Jtntomol.

(iSi8) II. xi.\. 125 note, The dorsal segments are covered

with very short pallid, .hairs. 1876 BRISIOWE Tkc.ff 1'ract.

filed, (r878) 606 The symptoms due to loss of blood get

developed, .the patient.. becomes excessively pallid.

b. Comb., as pallid-faced, -looking, -totnentosc

adjs. ;
also in comb, with a word of colour, as

pallid-grey, -fuliginous, -ochraceotts, etc.

1887 W. PIMI.MPS Brit, Disconiycetfs 61 Cup subsessile,

contorted, pallid-fuliginous. Ibid. 185 Hymenium pale
umber or pallid-grey. Ikid. 265 Scattered or gregarious,

hemispherical, pallid-tomentose. 1897 P. WARUNU Tales

Old Regime 248 Among the crowd which lined the height
was a pallid-faced girl. 1897 Outing (\J. S.) XXX. 437/r
With the mullet came the pallid-looking suckers.

Hence Pa-llidly adv., Pa'llidness.

1636 Artific. Handsaw. 43 [They] sometimes appear
pallidly sail, as if they were going to their graves. 1838
POE A. G. Pym Wks. 1864 IV. 185 Gigantic and pallidly
white birds. i66t FKI.THAM Resolves II. Ixvi. (ed. 8) 328 Let

no man then be discouraged with the pallidness of Piety.
1826 SCOTT M'oodst. xvi, The stern repose of the eye, and
death-like pallidness of the countenance.

Pa^llicli-, combining stem of L. paltid-ns pale,

used in some terms of Nat. Hist., as Pallidiflo'rous

a., pale-flowered. Pallidipa-lpate a., having pale

palpi. Pallidita'rsate a., having pale tarsi. Pal-

lidive'ntrate a., having a pale abdomen.

1857 in MAVNE Expos. Lex.

Pallidity (paU'diti). [f.
L. pallid-its pale +

-ITY.] Paleness of countenance, pallor.
1808 W. HERBERT Ella. Rosenberg II. 185 Our looks indi-

cated the pallidity and languor ofsorrow. 1833 NtwMotftUy
Mat;. XLIV. 469 He. .sinks into pallidity and paralysis.

Pallie, variant of PAULIE a. Sc.

Pallie^oun, obs. Sc. form of PAVILION.

Pallification : see PALIFICATION.

t Pa'llify, vl Obs. [irreg. f. L. palli-are or F.

palli-er + -FY.] trans. = PALLIATE v. 3.

1544 PHAER Regiin. Lyfe (1553) B v, Remedy to pallyfie

the coppred face that is vncnrable. 1576 HAKKR Jewell of
JIialt!is<)\->, It..palifyeth or rather hydeth the forme of the

Leprie. Ibid. ro8a,It pallyfiethany contagious sore or griefe.

t Pa'llify, ?'.
2 01>s. rare 1

, [f.
L. palle-re to

be pale + -FY : cf. horrify] trans. To make pale.

1576 NEWTON Lemnics Complex. (1633! 148 So much had
the horrour of death, .within few hourespallified his colour.

t Pa-lliment. Natit. Obs. rare. [ad. obs. K.

palemente, also palniante, palamente, 1543 in Jal,
= It. palamento, Sp. palammt, the oars of a galley

collectively, oarage, f. It. pala blade of an oar, etc.

Cotgr. has 'fallamente, part of the Orelop or vi>]>er

decke of a Galley
'

; sopalamento in Florio.] The

oarage of a galley (or ? as in Cotgr. and Fl.)

1585 T. WASHINGTON tr. Nicholay's I'ty. n. x. 44 Hauing
mended and newe couered a peece of our palliment.

Falling (p^'lin
1

!, -obi. st.
[f.

PALL .i + -ING V]
The action of PALL w.l ; the losing of freshness,

flavour, or interest, etc. : see the verb.

1703 Artfs Myst. Vintners 5 The Palling or Flatting of

Wines. 1833 DISRAELI Cotit. Flcm. in. xvii, I know not the

palling of passion. 1873 SYMONDS Grk. Poets v. 129 To
prevent the palling of so much luxury on sated senses.

Pa-lling, ppl. a.1 [f.
as prec. + -ING 2.]

That

palls upon the taste, etc. : see the verb.

1666 DRYDEN A nn. Mirab. ccix, Their palling taste the

journey's length destroys. 1749 FIELDING Tom Jones vni.

xiv, The trifling amusements, the palling pleasures, the

silly business of the world. 1858 HAWTHORNE Fr, *f It.

Note-Bks. II. 180 The fresh fruit flavor; rich, luscious, yet
not palling.

Hence Pa llingly adv.
i8ji CAMPBELL in "New Monthly Mag. II. 236 Their sub-

jects remind us of fables rather pallingly familiar to our

school-boy memories.

Palling, ppl. a?- [f. PALL v. + -ING 2.] That
covers with, or as, a pall.

1832 R. CATTKKMOLE Bedkttt. etc. 175 Terror, first, In

frenzied haste withdraws the palling shroud.

PALL-MALL.

Pallio- (pa;-lio~, combining form of PALLIUM,
used in zoological terms relating to the pallium or

mantle of a mollusc, etc.
;

as PalliobrancWate

(-brse'rjkit't) a., belonging to the J'alliohraiifhiatu

or Brachiopoda, the tubes of the mantle being

supposed to be branchia or gills ;
Fallioca'rdiac

a., pertaining to the mantle and the visccro-peri-
cardial sac of a cephalopod ; Falliopedal (-pe'dal)

a., pertaining to the mantle and foot of a mollusc.

1851-6 WOODWARD i\lolUtsca 281 The only argument for

supposing the Riutisics to have been *palliobranchiate. 1883
E. K. LANKI-:STER in Kncycl. Brit. XVI. 677/2 Certain mem-
branes., and a curious muscular band the *pallio-cardiac
band traverse the sac. 1878 UF.T.I. GegCHbaiir's ( 'inp. A tint .

348 In Haliotis . .they [nerves] pass off from the Lonmnjii

pedal ganglionic mass (the *pallio-pedal ganglia).

tPa'llion 1
. Obs. Also 3 palliun, 3-6 -oun,

4 -ovine, [a. OF. pal/ion, -un (i2thc. in Godef.),
ad. L. pallium: see PALLIUM.] = PALL si/.* (usually
in sense 6 a), PALLIUM.
c 1290 ttecket 306 in .V. Eng. Leg. I. 115 Heo gonne sende

sone Aftur is palliun [Harl. MS. 248 pallioun] to rome.
c 1330 U. liin;NNi: Chivit. (1810) 148 liiside ham on ]?er schip
com a hisshop donn, pe mast in hand gan kip, with croiceit

pallioun. c 1450 St. CwMfor/(Surtees) 7793 With his pallion
his eyen he hidde. 1480 CAXTON Chron. Eng, xcvii. 78 Saynt
gregory . .sent toseynt Austyn hispallion i\: made hym primal
and Archebisshop of lui^l.nd. a 1510 DOL'GI.AS Kin^Hart
xli, Dame Danger lies of dolour to him drest Ane pallioun
that na proudnes hes without.

Pallion -
(pK'lyan). [Derivation obscure: cf.

Sp. pallon (pal'Vn), a quantity of gold or silver

from an assay, It. pallonc, augin. of palla ball.]
A small piece or pellet.
1727 Fhili/> Quarll 170 In the Manner as they make Pal-

lions on Board with old Cable Ends. 1799 G. SMITH Labora-

tory^
I. 101 Cut it into little bits, or palliuns, lay the bits or

pallions of solder upon it. 1884 BRITTEN Watck -y CYi'o^w.

243 Run small pallions of suitable solder evenly over it.

Pallion, -oun, obs. Sc. forms of PAVILION.

Pallisade : see PALISADE. Pallish : sec I'AL.

II Pallium (parlnmi). PI. pallia. \V.. pallium:
see PALL rf.i]
1. Airtiq. The Latin name for the large rectan-

gular cloak or mantle worn by men, chiefly among
the Greeks ; esp. by philosophers, and by ascetics

and others in the early Christian Church. (= Gr.

l^a-rwv, HIMATIO.N.)
1564 tirh-fE.vaiu. ***** *iiij, Paule . .sent for his rallinln.

1596 SH-NSER State Irel. Wks. (Globe) 630/2 The Greekes. .

afterwardes. .chaunged the forme therof into their cloakes,
called Pallia, as some of the Irish also doe. 1766 SMUI.I.K r r

Trav, xxviii. II. 61 He is larger than the life, cloathed in a

magnificent pallium. 1850 MRS. JAMESON Sacr. fy Leg. Art
44 Except in the wings and short pallium they lesemUe
the figures of Grecian kings.

2. Eccl. a. Tlie woollen vestment conferred upon
archbishops in the Latin Church : =P.VLL sb\ 6 a.

1670 LASSEI.S I'i'j'. Italy I. 227 Whose Bishop hath the

ensignes of an Archbishop, to wit, the vse of the Pallium,
and the Crosse. 1807 COXE Austria I. ii. 23 In order to

receive the confirmation of his office, and the pallium from
the hands of the Pope. 1851 HUSSEY Papal Pffiver III. i ;3

The first recorded instance of a grant of the pallium, the

consecrated scarf, which was the badge and certificate of

Metropolitan authority. 1874 GREEN Short Jlist. vii. 2.

359 Whatever had been his part in the schism, Cranmer had
received his Pallium from the Pope.

b. An altar-cloth :
= PALI. sl>.^ 3 a.

1865 KINC-ST.EV Ilerew. xxvi,The altar was bare; the golden

pallium which covered it gone.
3. t a. Anat. (See quot.) Obs.

1793 HOLCROET I.avatcr's Physiog. x. 60 Anatomists have
not.. bestowed any name on the curtain, or pallium, extend-

ing from the beginning of the nose to the red upper lip

proper.
b. Zool. The integumental fold or MANTLE of

a mollusc (or of a brachiopod).
1872 NICHOLSON Palxont. 2or The inner surface of the

valves .. is lined by expansions of the integument which
secrete the shell, ..called the 'lobes' of the 'pallium' or
' mantle '. 1880 BASTIAN Brain 85 These same contractions

of the pallium are also subservient.

c. Ornith. The MANTLE of a bird, i. e. the back

and folded wings taken together, when distinct in

colouring, etc. (rare.')

4. Uleteorol. A sheet of cirro-stratus cloud uni-

formly covering the whole sky.

1883 SCOTT Metcorol. i. vii. 126 For the uniform sheets..

M. Poe'y has proposed the name ofPallium, a cloak, but this

term has not met with general acceptance. 1885 T. W.
BACKHOUSE in Nature No. 799. 361 The nearest approach
here to a pallium of these singular clouds was on the morn-

ing of December 12,

5. aitrib.

1894 MOVES in Dublin Rev. Oct. 419 The Archiepiscopal
or Pallium oath was naturally held to be a sufficiently bind-

ing tie between the entire bishops of the province and the

Holy See. 1895 G. MEREDITH Amaz. Marr. x, They must
be the very ancient pallium philosophers, ensconced in tubs.

Pallizado, obs. form of PALISADO.

Pall-mall (pelimel). Also 6-7 palle-maillo,

7 pallemaile, paille maille, -mail, pale-maille,

pelemele, pelmel, pal-mall, 7-9 pell mell.

[a. obs. f,pallemaille,palinaiUe, palmail (i6th c.),

pailIcmail, palemail, -maille (I7thc.), a. \i. palla-

maglio ^Florio 1598-1611: see quot in sense i),

61 -z
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PALLONE.
lit.

' ball-mallet
', f. folia

'

any kind of ball, ballet,
or boule

', + maglio
' a mallet or a beetle '. \\..palla

is a variant of balla ball; maglio: L. malleus

hammer. Cf. also MALL.]
fl. A mallet for striking a ball; spec, that used

in the game described in sense 2. Obs.

1568 Cal. Scot. Papers (1900) II. 558 [Mar}' was play-
ing at Seton] richt oppinlie at the feildis with the palmall
and goif. 1605 ERONDIU. J-'r. G.inUn for Kng. Lad^-s
N iij b, If one had Paillemails. it were good to play in this

.Alley, for it is of a reasonable good length, straight and
euen. 1611 FLORIO, Ptilaiiiaglie. a pale-maile, that is a stick
with a mat let at one end uf it to strike and cast a woodilcn ball

with, much vsed. -in Italy. Also the game or play with it.

2. A game practised in Italy, Krance and Scot-

land, from the i6lh c., and in England in the
1 7thc., in which a boxwood ball was driven througli
an iron ring suspended at some height above the

ground in a long alley ;
the player who, starting

"rom one end of the alley, could drive the ball

through the ring with the fewest strokes or within
a given number of them winning the game.
1598 DALLINGTOX Afel/t. Trav. (16,6) Tivb, Among all the

exercises of France, I preferre none before the I'alU.inaillc.
..I maruell wee haue not brought this sport also into Eng-
land. 1599 JAS. I BaaiA. JiwpoF III. (1603) 121 The exercises
I would have you to use are., playing at thecaitcheortennise,
aichei-y,palle inaille. 1634 PEACHA.M Con/pi. Gent. .\ix. ^.

233 Their [the French] exercises are for the most part
Tenniseplay, Pallemaile [etc.]. 1647 I\->ft\-t O.'curr. 15-22
Oct. in Thoi'tasson Tracts (Hr. Mus.) XXIX. No. 42. 292
His Majesties [Chas. I] usuall Recreations are Hunting,
Pelmel, and Tennes. 1650 Sn< R. STAI'VLTON Strada's Low
C. H'arrcs v. 113 Playing at Pall Mall. 1656 BLOUNT
Glossogr. s. v. Pale Maillc, This game was heretofore used
at the Alley near St. Jameses, and vulgarly called Pel-Mel.
1661 PE?\sJ>iary 2 Apr., To St. James's Park, where 1 saw
the Duke of York playing at Pelemele, the first time that
ever 1 saw the sport. 1884 Chambers'* Jntl. i Nov. 69^/1A couple of the mallets and a ball used in the old game of
pall-mall. 1890 A. LANG in Gy(Badm. I.ibr.) (18175) n
The same of pell mell is probably older in Scotland than in

England, and was borrowed from our '

auld ally
'

of France,

tb. Applied to the Persian changan or polo. Obs.
1684 PHILLIPS tr. Tai't'rnicrs Trav. iv. v. 154 Here [at

Ispahan] the men play at Pall-mall on horseback, the
Horse-man being to strike the Ball running at full speed,
between the two Goals.

f3. The alley in which the game was played.
1644 EVELYN Diary 27 Feb., [St. Germains] a very noble

garden and parke, where is a pall-mail!. IHd. i May, At Blois
..we walked up into y 1'all Mull. 1663 V\,v\s Diary 15 May,
I walked in the Parke, discoursing with the keeper of the
Pell Mell, who was sweeping of it ; who told me of what
the earth is mixed that do floor the Mall, and that over all

there is cockle-shells powdered. 1671 /'/;//. Tra>is.\l. 2152
The Alleys are of the largeness of a Pal-mall. 1679-88 Sccr.
,SY?v. Money Chiis. ff 'Jos. (Camden) 133 To Lawrence
Dupuy, . .to be laid out and expended towards therepayring
the Pall Mall in St. James's Parke.

b. The name of a street developed from one of
these alleys in London, now the ctntre of London
club life

; also used as a synonym for the AVar
Office which is situated in Pall Mall.
[1650/1^?. Cointiiiss. CrownLands va Archxol. Jrnl. (1854)

XI. 256 Elm trees standing in Pall Mall Walk, in a very
decent and regular manner on both sides the walk, beins; in
number 140.] 1656-7 in P. Cunningham llandtk. Land.
(new ed.) 372/2 Down the Haymarket and in the Pall Mall.
1660 PEPVS Diary 26 July, We went to Wood's at the Pell
Mell (our old house for clubbing). 1661 T. KUGGE Diurnnll
Sept. (B. M. MS.), [The road] from Charing Cross to St.

James', by St. James' Park wall and at the backside of Pall
Mall, is now altered, by reason a new Pall Mall is made for
the use of His Majesty in St. James' Park by the wall. 1691WOOD Ath. Oxon. II. 573 He died in his house situated in
the Pall Mall within the Libertyof the City of Westminster.
1714 GAY Trivia, n. 258 O bear me to the path of fair Pall
Mall ; Safe are thy pavements, grateful is thy smell ! 1854WAY in Archxol. Jrnl. XI. 256. 1861 THACKERAY Four
Georges, Geo. Ill 71 Pall Mall is the great social Exchange I

of London now . . the mart of news, of politics, of scandal,
of rumour. 1893 Daily News 17 Apr. 4/7 It would be a
very strong thing for Whitehall or Pall Mall to overrule
the joint discretion of the military and municipal authorities.

4. Comb., as tpall-mall-beetle [BEETLE si. 1
],

the mallet used in the game.
1644 DIGBY Nat. Bodies ix. 73 We see a stroak with a

rackett vpon a ball, or with a pailemaile beetle vpon a boule
maketh it fly from it

Pall-mall, obs. form of PELL-MELL.
II Pallone (pMo-ne). [It. pallone foot-ball,

balloon, augm. of palla ball.] An Italian game,
somewhat resembling tennis, played with a large
ball struck with a cylindrical wooden guard, worn
over the hand and wrist.

1873
' Oui DA

'

Pascarll I. 33 Riding in the bullock waggons,
and driving the ball at pallone. 1883 New Bk. Sports 90
Pallone, though a far simpler game [than tennis], is, to the
layman, a pretty sight. 1886 SYMONDS Renaiss. It., Cat/i.
React. (1898) VII. xt. 166 Her [Italy's] lyrist had to sing of
pallone-matches instead of Panhellenic games.

Pallor (paHo-i). [a. L. pallor, n. of state
from root /a//- mpallere: see PALLID.] Paleness.
1656 Artific. Haitdsotn. 42 There is some little change

of the complexion from a greater degree of pallor, to a lesse.

Miss BRADUON liyi/arlfs Weirdl. i. 8 It was a pretty little

face, even in the pallor of death.
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\y. Comb., as pallor*dimined adj.
1857 J. L. TUPPEK in Ruskhi.: Rossetti (1899) 161 Pallor-

dimmed frozen, nakedling !

Pallour,var. PALOUII, a shell-fish. Pallozado,
obs. corrupt f. PALISADO. Pallsay, obs. f. PALSY.

Pally,variant of PALY a.- Her. Pally, a ., slang,

companionable, 'chummy': see PAL.

Pallyard, Pallys, obs. ff. PALLIARD, PALACE.
Palm (pam), sl>, 1 Also 4-7 palme, 9 dial.

paum. [OE. palm str. m., palitta \vk. masc., and

palme wk. fern. =
OS,^tf//WJ fern., OHG. palma

K-m., MIIG. palme fern, and masc., ON. pdlmr
masc., all a. L. palma\ MK. palme agreeing also

with F. palme (
1 2th c. in Littre), ad. L. palma

^instead of the inherited OF. form paitme}. L.

palma was a transf. sense of palma palm of the

hand, expanded hand ; see PALM sb.-]

1. Any tree or shrub of the Natural Order Pahmv
or Palmaceffi, a large family of monocotyledons,
widely distributed in warm climates, chiefly within

the tropics, remarkable for their ornamental forms
and various usefulness to man.
They have the stem usually upright and unbranched, a

head or crown of very large pinnate or fan-shaped leaven,
and fruit of various forms (nut, drupe, or berry). In different

species, the fruit-pulp, seed, pith, head of young leaves, or

young root is used as food {e.g. date-palm, coco-nut, sago-
palm, cabbage-palm, palmyra-palm) ; oil is obtained from
the fruit (oil-palm) or seed (coco-nut); wine (toddy) and
sugar (jnggery) from the sap ; fibre from the leaf-stalk (date-

palm, kittul) or fruit-husk (coco-nut) ; the wood is used for

building and other purposes; the leaves for thatching, and
for making paper, hats, baskets, etc.; with various other
uses. The palm of Scripture is the date-palm. The only
European species of the order is Chainserops hninilis

t
the

Dwarf Fan Palm of Southern Europe,
r8zs I'csp. Psalter xci. 13 Se rehtwisa swe swe palma

bluwto'. '950 in Kit, Dunclm. (Surtees) 65 Swailce puilm'
[/,. quasi palma]. Ibid. 95 Pa;lma' [L. palmarum]. 1950
Lindisf, Oosp. John xii. 13 genomon tuicgo Sara palmana& foerdon tonnes him. <: 1000 /ELFRIC Horn. II. 402 Se
palm is sije-beacen. c 1290 5. Eng. Leg: I. 379/113 A geord
of palm cam in is hond. a 1340 HAMPOLE Psalter xci[i]. 12

J'e rightwis as palme sail floryss. 1382 WYCLIF Lev. xxiii. 40
;

And }e shulen take to Sow. .the braunches of palmes. (1420
Pallad. on Husb. vi, 91 The palme ek now men setteth forth
to stonde. 1535 COVEKDALE Judg. iv. 5 She dwelt vnder y '

palme of Debbora betwene Rama 8: Bethel. 1613 PI:RCHAS

j^l^riinage (1614) 647 A pot of Wine of Palme, or Cocoa, ,

which they draw forth of Trees. 1635-56 COWLEV Dnvidcis \

i. Note 7* In the publique Game.-> of Greece, Palm was
made the sign and reward of Victory. 1727-46 THOMSON
Steamier 678 And from the palm to draw its freshening
wine ! 1870 YEATS Nat. Hist. Coinni. 102 Of the many
species of palms, the date and the cocoa-nut palm are the
most distinctive.

b. Applied^, to a person.
1500-20 DUXBAR Poems Ixxxvi. 21 Princes [= princess] of

pciss, and palme imperiall. 1607 SHAKS. Tinion v. i. 13
Yuu r-hall see him a Palme in Athens againe. 1860 WARTKR
Sea-board <$ Dawn II. 350 Hear what the palm and prince
of Knighthood said.

C. With defining words, denoting various species
:

of the order Palmx,, as Bamboo Palm, Broom
Palm, Catechu Palm, Dragon's-blood Palm,
Feather Palm, etc. (see quots.) ;

also occasionally !

plants of other orders, as Club Palm, the genus
Cordyline (N.O. LiliaccK}^ also called Palm-lily
(see 7) ; Fern-palm, a general name for the N.O.

Cycade&t from their resemblance to both palms
and ferns. See also CABBAGE-PALM, CCXXKNUT,
COHUNE, COQUITO, DATE, FAN, HEMP, ITA, IVORY,
OIL, SAGO-/<Z/;;/, etc., etc.

1866 Treas. Hot. 960/1 R\aphia\ vinifcra, the Bamboo
Palm. ..The Africans .. make very pliable cloth and neat
baskets of therundeveloped leaves. Ibid. 1147/2 'l\ln-ina.v\

argentea. is. .a native of Panama, where it is called Palnta
dc escoba.) or Broom-palm, its leaves being there made into
brooms. Ibid. 837/1 Catechu Palm, Areca Catechu. Ibid.

88/r A sort of Catechu is furnished by boiling down the
seeds of this palm. Ibid. 379/2 D\xmonorops\ Draco

\

(formerly Calamus Draco).. is called the Dragon's Blood
Palm, . . its fruits yielding a portion of the substance known . .

as dragon's blood. 1884 MILLER Plant-n., Cordyline, Club
Palm, Palm-Lily. Ibid., Ptychospernui^ Australian Ft-ather-

palm. Ibid., Cycadcx, Fern-Palms. Cycas rcvolnta, Fern-

Palm, or Sago-Palm, of Japan.
2. A ' branch

'

or leaf of the palm-tree, esp. as

anciently carried or worn as a symbol of victory
or triumph, and on festal occasions (as still in

the Roman and Greek Churches), or in mediaeval
times by pilgrims (PALMER sb.1 i). (See also 4.)
c ioo Trin. Coll. Horn. 89 pet folc com to;enes him nud

blostmen and mid palmes. 01300 Cursor Al. 20:61 Tak fris
'

palme her in bi hand. 1382 WVCLIF Rev. vii. 9 Clothid,\vith
whijtestoolis.and palmes in the hondis of hem. c 1420 LVDG. j

Assembly of Gods 1174 Hauyng in her hande the palme of

vyctory. 14.. Tundale's I 'is. 419 Butapreste, ^atapalmare
was A palme in his hande he hadde. 1645 EVELYN Diary
17 Apr.,

The Pope's benediction of the Gonfalone^ or
Standard, and giving the hallowed palmes. 1700 DRYDEN
Palamon <$ Arcite in, 396 And Mars.. With palm and laurel
shall adorn his knight. 1827 KKBLE C/tr. 1'., Holy Innocents
i. Their _palms and garlands telling plain, That they are of
the glorious martyr train.

3. jig. Put emblematically for Victory, triumph ;

supreme honour or excellence, prize ; esp. in such

phrases as to bear the palm , yield the palm> etc.

CI386 CHAUCER Sec. JVitn's T. 240 With the palm of

PALM.
! martirdom Ye shullen come un-to his blisful festc. 1483
CAXTON Gold. Leg. 382 b/2 He callyd clemente fro the bottom
of the see to the palme of vyctorye. 1601 B. JONSON Poetaster
v.

i, Well said ! This carries palm with it. Ibid., It still hath
, been a work of as much palm, .as to invent or make. 1606

j

SHAKS. 7V. q Cr. in. i. 170 What he shall receiue of vs in

duetie,Giues \ s more palme in beautie then we haue. c 1611
CHAPMAN Iliad .\xiii. 557 Actor's sons.. bore The palm at
horse-race. 1697 DRYDKN l~i>g. Georg. in. 153 In Peace
t' enjoy his former Palms and Pains. 1781 GIBBON Dec/, ff
/". xvii. 1 1. 33 As an orator, he disputed the palm of eloquence
with Cicero himself. 1827-35 WILLIS Parrliasius 160 Were
there no palm beyond a feverish fame. 1875 JOWETT Plato
(ed. 2) 1. 151 He cannot make a speech in this he yields the

palm to Protagoras.

4. A branch or sprig of any one of several trees

and shrubs substituted in northern countries, esp.
in the celebrations of 1'alm Sunday, for the true

palm ; also applied to the plants themselves.
Most commonly some species of willow (or its catkins),

esp. the goat-willow, Sati.r Ca^rf.i ; also, locally, hazel, yew,
laurel, larch, spruce fir, and (in America) hemlock spruce.
1375 BARijot'K Brute \. 312 The folk of the cuntre Assemblit

at the kirk vald be, . . thar palmys lo bere. 14. . Cott. MS.
Claud. A. ii, If. 52 For encheson we have non olyfe bat
beruth grene leves, we takon in stede of hit hew [yew] and
palmes wyth, and beruth abowte on procession, and so bis

day we callyn Palme Sonnenday. 1530 PALSGR. 251/2 Palme,
the yelowe that groweth on wyllowes. i$6a KULLEYN Def.
agst. Sickness, Compounds 40 Woolly knottes, growing
upon sallowes, common!)' called palmes. 1600 SHAKS. A. }'.L.
III. ii. 187 Looke heere what I found on a Palme tree. 1669
WOKLIDGE Syst. Agric. (1681) 330 /'alms, the white ex-
crescencies of Buds of Sallies or Withy coming before the
leaf. 1779 Gent/, flag. Dec. 580/1 (Yew-trees in East Kent
are] to this day universally called palms. 1864 HOLME LKK
Silver Age (1866) 475 The palms were budding downy and
gray in the narrow copse. 1880 Antrim ty Down Gloss.,

Palms, small branches of the Spruce fir, also budded twigs
of the willow. These are supplied on Palm Sunday to

persons attending service in the Roman Catholic Churches.

1896 A. E. H. ISMAX Sliropsh. Lad x, Afield for palms the

girls repair, And sure enough the palms are there.

t 5. A branch (of a tree); in quot. 1796,3 'branch'
or leaf of the palm-tree ( sense 2). Obs.

1559 W. CUNNIXGHAM Costnogr. Gliisse 2oi Couered with
leaues and palmes of trees. 1796 H. HUNTER tr. St.-Pierre's
Stud. j\at. (1799) I. 530 The stellated and radiating forms of
it's palms, likewise taken from the straight line, constitute
a very agreeable opposition with the roundness of it's stem.

f6. Short for palm-wine, or Palm-sack (see SACK").

1708 W. KING Cookery iv, Two bottles of smooth Palm or

Anjou white shall give a welcome. 1725 WELSTED Oiko-

grafihie 12 Nor Cyprus soft, the Lover's Balm, Is here ; nor
Vine sirnam'd the Palm.

7. atlrib. and Comb. a. attrib., as palm a-i'n-

ing, bark, bough, -fibre, -flower, -frond, -grove,

-nut, -sap, -stem, -thatch, -trunk, -tu>ig, -wood.

b. objective, instrumental, similative, etc., as

palm-bearing,-bowered, -crmvned, -fringed, -grated,

-like, -oersprcad, -rising, -shaded, -thatched adjs."

c. Special Combs.: fpalm-bag, the fibrous spathe
of the flower-spike of a species of palm, Ulanicaria

snccifera, of the Lower Amazon, which forms a bag
orcap;-also called palm-net and palm -sack; palm-
bark-tree, an Australian shrub, Melalntca ll'ilsoiii

^Miller I'lant-n. 1884); palm-bird, a weaver-bird

which nests in palm-trees; palm-borer palm-
grub ; palm-branch, a leaf of the palm-tree v ith

its stalk, used as a symbol of victory, as a decoration,
etc. (see 2) ; palm-butter, palm-oil in the solid

state
; palm-cabbage, the terminal bud or head of

young leaves in various species of palm, eaten as

a vegetable (see CAHBAGE-TKEE) ; palm-cat, (a) a

viverrine animal of the genus Paradoxurus or sub-

family ParadoxuriitK, which frequents palm-trees;

(/>)
the ocelot; palm-civet palm-cat, (a) ; palm-

colour, used to render Or. <t>oivi a dark-red colour

(first used by the Phoenicians), taken as if from

<l>oivt date-palm ; palm-crab, the tree-crab (tr-
gits latro), which climbs palm-trees for the fruit ;

palm-fern, a name for the Cyccufess ( fern-palm :

see i c) ; palm-grub, the larva of a palm-weevil ;

palm-honey : see quot. ; palm-house, a glass
house for growing palms and other tropical plants ;

palm-kale, a variety of cabbage with a stem 10

or 12 feet high and a crown of leaves like a palm ;

palm-kernel, the kernel of the drupaceous fiuit

of the Oil Palm (Elseis gitineeiisis), which yields
an oil (palm-kernel oil) ; palm-lily, name for the

palm-like liliaceous plants of the genus Cordyline
and allied genera (Miller 1884); palm-marten

palm-cat (a] ; f palm-net, palm-sack =palm-
bag; palm-sugar, the sugar procured from palm-
sap, esp. that of Caryota urens : see JAGGERY ;

palm-swift, a small Jamaican swift {Micropus

phcenicobia') which nests in palm-leaves; palm-
toddy : see quot. ; palm-viper, a venomous serpent
of South America (Lachesis or Craspedocephahis

bi/ineatus~) ; palm-warbler, a bird (Dendrceca

palmaruni) common in the eastern United States;

palm-wasp, a kind of wasp {Polybius palmaruni)
which makes its nest in palm-trees ; palm-wax,
a waxy substance produced by various species of
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palm, esp. Ctroxylon andicola
; palm-weevil, any

one of various weevils whose larva; bore into

palm-trees ; palm-willow, any species of willow

the sprigs of which are used instead of palm-
branches (see 4), esp. Salix Caprea\ palm-wine,
wine made from the sap of the palm-tree ; palm-

1l\Kby~*palm~wiUff1B\ palm-worm, (a) some large
American centipede; (I)} palm-grub. See also

PALM-CROSS, PALM-LEAF, PALM-OIL, etc.

1681 GREW Musxum n. 185 The Palm-Net or *Bag. . Origin-

ally, entire, like a taper 'd Bag commonly call'd HSppocrates's
Sleive..'Tis naturally sewed or woven together with admi-
rable Art . . Another Palm-Sack or Net, almost a yard long.

1865 TYI.OH Early Hist, Man. viii. 210 They catch them
in nets of *palm-bark. 1552 HULOET, *PaIme bearynge,
palmifer,palmiger. 1636 J. TRUSSELL in Ann, Dubrensia.

(1877) 7 Carnivalls, Palme and Rush-bearing;, harmlesse
Whitson-ales. 1866 J. B. ROSE tr. Ovid's Met. 297 Palm-

bearing Araby. 1828 SCOTT F. Maid Perth x.xxiv, Bearing
branches of yew in their hands, as the readiest substitute
for *palm boughs. 1804 J. GRAHAME Sabbath (1808) 29
How sweet the tinkle of the *palm-bowered brook ! 1535
COVERDALE Nch. viii. 15 Go vp vnto y* mount and fetch

Olyue braunches, Pynebraunches, Myrtbraunches, *Palme-
braunches. 1807 ROBINSON Archzeol. Gr&cam. xx. 319 The
token of victory was commonly a palm-branch. 1863 M. L.
\j\\\iv.\x Ragged Life in Egypt\, 31 Dusting furniture with
a palm-branch. 1878 H. M. STANLEY Dark Cont, 1 1. xiii, 387
They brought me a mixture of india-rubber and *palm-
butter. 1705 BOSMAN Guinea, xvi. (1721) 271 At the top grows
a Fruit, .. called *Palm-Cabbage, because it hath a sort of

Cabbagy Taste. 1827 Perils $ Captivity (Constable's
Misc.) 321 They were fain to subsist on a few seeds, wild
fruit and the palm cabbage. 1849-52 TODD Cycl. Anat. IV.

911/1 These Indian VwerridfU .. have been called
**'Palm-

cats'. 1859 TENNF.ST Ceylon (1860) I. 144 The palm-cat..
lurks by day among the fronds of the coco-nut palms, and
by night makes destructive forays on the fowls. 1893-4
LVDEKKER Royal Nat. Hist. I. 458 The *palm-civets are

purely nocturnal and thoroughly arboreal in their habits.

1774 J. BRYANT Mythol, I. 327 The horse was of a *Palm-
colour, which is a bright red; we call such horses bays.
1881 SKMPER Anim, Life Introd. 5 Diagram of the lungs
and circulation of Birgus latro, the *Palm Crab. 1895
CLODD Primer Evol. v. (1900) 54 The cycads or *pa!m-
ferns, so called from their resemblance to palms, for which,
with their crown of feathery leaves, they are often mistaken.
1801 SOUTHEY Thalaba in. xviii, As patiently the Old
Man Entwines the strong *palm-fibres. 1610 HEALEY St.

Aug. Citie of God 570 Some thinke they [Bees] doe not

ingeuder, but fetch their issue .. from the *Palme-flowre.

1859 KINGSLEY Misc. (1860) I. 86 *Palm-fringed islets. 1839
BAILEY Festus xx. (1848) 248 The *

palm-graced pilgrims of
truth's holy land. 1801 SOUTHKY Tka.la.ba i. ii, Nor ^palm-
grove, islanded amid the waste. 1856 STANLEY Sinai fy

Pal, ii. (1858) 145 From the palmgroves,. .came the name of
Phenicia or

*

the Land of Palms'. 1866 Trcas. Bot.b^q'i
In Chili, a sweet syrup, called Miel de Palma, or *Palm-

honey, is prepared by boiling the sap of [the Coquito Palm]
to the consistency of treacle. 1871 KINGSLEY At Last xi,
Let him transport his stream into the great

*Palm-house at

Kew, 1885 OGILVIE, *Pal:n~kale, a variety of the cabbage
extensively cultivated in the Channel Islands. 1863 R. F.
BURTON Abeokuta I. 129 The *Palm-kernel oil. ..so fast

becoming an important article of traffic, is of two kinds.

1899 MARY KINGSLEY U'. African Stud. App. i. 444 Two
tons of palm kernels should be counted to equal one ton of

palm oil so far as regards fiscal arrangements. xSig-SiiELLEY
Prometh. Unb. in. lit. 163 Distinct with column, arch, and
architrave, And *palm-like capital. 1884 MILLKK Plant-n.

t

Cordyline, Club Palm,
*
Palm-Lily. 1623 nWGHtMJCcnoffam

31 There was much Wheat, and Wine of Palme to be found,
and Vineger boiled out of "Palme nuts. 1855 KIN-GSLEY
Westiv. HQ I xxiii, From the ashes of those palm-nuts you
could make good salt. 1735 THOMSON Liberty 11. 10 Beneath
the rural Portal, *Palm-o'erspread, The Father-Senate met.

1598 TOFTE Alba 11880) 5 Whilst thou thy Noble House
noblest indeede.. through thy *Palmc-rising Fame. 1855
KINGSLEY West. Hoi xxiii, The nymph had .. darted
between the *p,ilm-stems to her canoe. 1866 Trcas. I>t>t.

158/1 Palm toddy is intoxicating, and when distilled yields

strong arrack, .but its most important product is jaggery, or

^palm-sugar. 1897 MARY KINGSLEY W, Africa 175 It had
a certain amount of "palm-thatch roof. 1871 C. KINGSLEY
At Last x, The two first settlers regretted the days when the
house was a mere *palm-thatched hut. 1857 LIVINGSTONE
Trav. xxi. 411 The men., spend most of their time in drinking
the *

palm-toddy. This toddy is the juice of the palm-oil tree

. . a sweet clear liquid, not at all intoxicating while fresh, but,
when allowed to stand till the afternoon, causes inebriation.
c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 89 [Hi] beren on here honde blostme,
sum *palm twig, and sum boh of oliue. 1896 List Anim,
Zool. Soc. (ed. 9) 646 Lachesis bilinnatus (Wied 1 . Two-
lined *Palm-Viper. Hab. South America. 1889 JEFFKRIRS
field fy Hedgerow 202 The *palm-willow bears its yellow
pollen. 1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 698 Their *Palme-

wines, which they draw out of the toppe of a kinde of
Palme. 1836 MACGILLIVRAY tr. Humboldfs Trav. xxii. 311
They found several inhabitants collecting palm-wine. 1609
C. BUTLER Fein. Man. (1634) 136 *Palm-withys, or other
trees whereon they [bees] gather. 1798 SOTHEBY tr. \Vic-

lancTs Oberon (1826) I. 179 Underneath the *palm-wood's
shelt'ring height. 1865 J. H. INGRAHAM Pillar of Fire

(1872) 207 This beautiful door was of palm-wood. 1706
PHILLIPS,

*
Palm-lVoryi, an American Insect half a Foot

long, .remarkable for its infinite Number of Feet, and two
Claws at Head and Tail, with which it wounds and poisons
Men.

Falm (pam), sb? Forms: a. 4-6 paume,
pawme, pame (also 8-9 dial.'}, 5 paame. . 5-6
paulme, 5-7 palme, 7- palm. [ME. paume, a.

F. paume \ "L.palma palm of the hand; subseq.
assimilated, through paulme (also in OF.), to the

L. The latter was cognate with Gr. iraAd/u;, Skr.

pani i,
from *palni\ OE. folm, OHG. folma str.

fern., palm of the hand.]

I. 1. The part of the hand between the wrist and
the fingers, esp. its inner surface on which the

fingers close, and which is nearly flat when ex-

tended. (In early use sometimes = hand.)
a. 13. . E. E. Allit. P. B. 1533 per apered a paume, with

poyntel in fyngres J?at wau grysly and gret, and grymly he

wrytes. 1377 LANGL. P. PL B. xvn. 175 pe paume hath

powere to put oute alle be ioyntes. I3&Z WYCI.II- Matt.

xxvi.67 Other gouenstrokls with the paw in of hondisin to his

face. 1387 TRKVISA Higden iRoll-0 III. 311 A childe drynke
of l?e pame of his hond. c 1475 Partenay 4306 Plain pawme
of hande the swerde made entre.

0. (1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) xxxli, 147 pe visage and J>e

palmez of f?e hend. 1484 CAXTON C'iriall 4 She lawgheth
..and smyteth her paulmes to-gydre. 1533 COYERDALK
2 Kings ix. 35 They founde nutliinge

of her, but the

^zkull and the fete, and the palmes of her handes. 1616
CHAPMAN Homer s Hymn to Apollo 305 But here the fair-

hair'd Graces,. .Danc'd, and each other's palm to palm did

cling. 1740 SOMEKYILLE Hobbinol in. 183 She of the Gypsy
Train.. artful to view The spreading Palm, and with vile

Cant deceive The Love-sick Maid. 1813 SCOTT Rokeby vr.

xii, He pressed his forehead with his palm. 1871 R. ELLIS

Catiillus Ixiv. 261 Part with a slender palm taborines beat

merrily jangling.

Jig. 1825 LONGF. Spir. Poetry 5 The leaves above then-

sunny palms outspread.
b. In various figurative phrases, esp. referring to

the receiving of money as a reward or bribe.

1601 SHAKS. Ji<l. C. iv. iii. 10 Let me tell you Cassius, you
your selfe Are much condemn'd to haue an itching Palme.

1807 E. S. BARRETT Rising Sun III. iv. 42 You would imply
that if we were greased in the palm, we should, like them,
be ready to turn a courtier. 1855 MOTLEY Dutc/t Rep.
uS6i)II. 347 He should believe that their palms had been
oiled. 1899 BARING-GOULD Bk. of W't-st I. xi. 178 Large
landed proprietors managed to get slices by a little greasing
of palms.

c. The part of a glove that covers the palm.
[Cf. quot. 1852 s. v. PALMED a. 3.] 1891 CONAN DOYLE

Adv. Sherlock Holmes, Speckled Band, I observe the second
half of a return ticket in the palm of your left glove.
2. In Zool. and Comp. Anat. (and occasionally in

wider use) extended to a. The corresponding part
of the fore-foot of a quadruped, f b. The claw
of a bird, etc. Qbs. c. The sole of the foot. rare.

d. Entom. The first joint of the fore-leg of an
insect when specially developed, e. A prehensile
structure on the tails of certain monkeys.
'ia 1400 I\Iorte A rth. 776 A blake bustous bere. .With yche

a pawe as a poste, and paumes fulle huge. i4z(5 LYDG. DC
Gitil. rilgr, 17480 Myn handys off merveyllous fasoun, Lyk
the pawmys off a gryffoun. 1460 Stacyons Rome 252 in

Pol. Rel. # L. Poems (1866) 122 In heuen to dwelle for emir
more, To be palme wylle we goo. i8zi Sinn.LEY Prome?h.
Unb. iv. 123 Our feet now, every palm, Are sandalled

'

with calm. Adonais xxiv, The invisible Palms of her

; [Urania's] tender feet. i8z6 KIKBY & SP. Entomol. III. 370
1 Palma. (the Palm). The first joint of the J\lanus, when
i longer and broader than the subsequent ones, or otherwise
, remarkable; answering to the Planta in the legs. 1843

(

BROWNING Returnof Druses in, A fire curls within us From
-. the foot's palm and nils up to the brain. 186.1 MAYHEW.^^/.
: Labour III. 150/1 They form a hollow in the palm of

the foot, or the waist of the foot as some call it. 1863 BATES
Nat. Amazon ii. (1864) 40 The South-American monkeys
. .which have a fifth hand for climbing in their prehensile

, tails, adapted for tins function by their strong muscular

i
development, and the naked palms under their tips.

3. The flat expanded part of the horn in some
! deer, from which finger-like points project.

13.. Ga.iv* .*r Gr. Knt. 1155 pe breme bukkez also, with hor

!

brode paumez. 1590 SIR T. COCKAtNE Treat. Hunt. Dj,
i

Diuers Buckes haue sundrie slots in their palmes. c 1611
CHAPMAN Iliad iv. 124 The forehead of the goat Held out a
wondrous goodly palm that sixteen branches brought. 1630
J. TAYLOR (Water P.) Navy Lands/tips, Horsemanship
Wks. i. 93/1 A Buckes homes are composed of Burre, Beanie,
Branch, Aduanuer, Palme, and Spelter. 1770 G. WHITE
Sclborne xxviii. To T. Pennant 80 :l*he horn of a male-

moose, which had.. a broad palm with some snags on the

edge. 1861 HULME tr. Moquin-Tandon ii. in. 181 In the
fourth year the horn terminates in an expansion termed the
*

palm '.

4. A flat widened part at the end of an arm or

arm-like projection, a. gen.
1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 304 b, than after they

..drewe the other arme to the palme of the crosse, & also
smote in it another nayle. 1844 H. STEPHENS Bk. ofFarm
I. 414 The arm c is furnished.. with an oblique palm or ear

upon which the fore-edge of the mould-board rests, and to
which it is bolted. 1869 SIR E. J. REED Shipbnild. iv. 66
The palm here spoken of was shaped like the palm of a vice,
and was run in underneath the iron flat of the lower saloon,
and riveted to it.

b. spec. The blade of an oar.

iS*3 DOUGLAS sEneis x. iv. 122 Quhil that the famy stour
of stremis le Vp weltis from the braid palmis of tre. 1867
Contemp. Rev. VI. 253 At length we marked our steersman
smile, And broadened the oar-palm to rest awhile.

fc. Applied to the hand of a clock. Obs. rare.

i6zg Z. BOYD Last Battell 519 The Palme turneth about,
and with its finger pointeth at the houre.

d. The broad triangular part of an anchor, the

inner surface of the fluke.

1706 PiiiLLipSj Palm, ofan A nchor^ the Flook or broad part
which fastens into the Ground. 1772-84 COOK I

7
oy. (1790)

IV. 1264 They were. .obliged to.. drag the anchor after

them, till they had room to heave it up, when they perceived
that one of its palms was broken. 1867 J. MACGREGOK Voy.
Alone (1868) 27 It needs a good scrubbing to get rid of it

from each palm of the anchor.

5. An instrument used by sailrnakers instead of
a thimble: see quot. 1769-76.

1769-76 FALCONER Diet. Mar., Palm, paumct, ..is formed
of a piece of leather or canvas, on the middle of which is

fixed a round plate of iron, of an inch in diameter, whose
surface is pierced with a number of small holes, to catch the

head of the sail-needle. The leather is formed so as to

encircle the hand, and button on the back thereof, while
the iron remains in the palm. 1897 R. KIPLING Captains
Courageous 108 Harvey spent his leisure hours.. learning to
use a needle and palm.

II. f 6. A game in which a ball was struck

with the hand ; palm-play (see 9), F. la panme,
jeit de la paume. b. The ball used in this game.

1440 J. SHIRLEY Dethe K. James (1837) 56 Whane he

playd there at the pawme, the ballis oft ranne yn at that

fowle hole. 1467 Eng. Gilds 372 Item, that no man pley at

tenys or pame w lyn the yeld halle. 1482 in Paston J.ett.

III. 303 At the Paame ther, ther plesure for to take. 1530
PAI.SGK. 252/2 Paume to play at tennys with, paulme.
7. A measure of length, equivalent either to

the breadth of the palm of the hand
(
= HAND sb.

20, HANDBHEADTH), i. e. about three to four inches,
or to the whole length of the hand from the wrist

to the finger-tips, i. c. about seven to nine inches.

1485 CAXTOX CVirtJ. Gt. 221 He had the face acubyte brode,
the nose a palme longe. c 1500 Melusine xlix. 325 Geffray
.. made his swerd to entre in his flesshe we! a palme deep.
1607 TOPSELL Four-f, easts(i6$8) i72'l'he tail is not above
two hands or palms long. 1625 BACON ss., Kmpire 'Ailj.J

303 During that Triumuirate of Kings, ..there was such a
watch kept, that none of the Three, could win a Palme of

Ground, but the other two, would straightwaies ba.jla.nce it.

1771 Ann. Reg. 78 The corpse. . was. .placed on a . .scaffold,

fifty-four palms high. 1801 A. RANKKN Hist. France I. i. v.

451 There was a circular window of five palms or three feet

nine inches diameter. 1857 C. GKIBBLK in Merc. Marine
Mag. (1858) V. 4 The Brazilian palm being reckoned at 8J

inches, not 9 as generally supposed.

III. [f.
PALM v.] 8. The act of palming a

card, etc.: see PALM v. 2.

1664 J. WILSON Cheats iv. i, Did not I .. teach you your
top, your palm, and your slur?

IV. 9. attrib.w&Comb.^palm-breadth. -mark-

ing', palm-reading, -tickling adjs. ; f palm-barley

(see quot.) ; palm-grease Jitif}torous'},mouty given
as a douceur or bribe (cf. i b) ;

so palm-greasing,

pt-tty bribery,
'

tipping
'

; f palm-pear (sec quot.) ;

palm-play [Fr. jeu dc la panme\, an old game
resembling tennis, in which the ball was struck

with the palm of the hand instead of a racket
;
so

palm-playing ; palm-veined a. Bot., palmatcly
veined

; palm-wise adv., with open palm ; palm-
worker, a person who works with a palm (sense 5).

1706 PHILLIES, Palmare Hordcum un old Records), *Palm-

Barley or Sprat-Barley ; . .a sort of Grain that is fuller and
broader than common Barley [cf. 1611 COTGR., Orge paume,
Beere Barlie, big Barlie, Barlie with the square eare]. 1597
A. M. tr. Guillemeaifs Fr. L'hirurg. 45/1 We must then

from palme to *Palmebreadthe, a little more than half

throughe cutt the same. 1897 'Ouux\' Massarcnes iii,

She'll want a lot of '"

palms? rease. 1886 BARING-GOULD Court

Royal J. iv. 56 The police . . were extortionate in their

demand for *palm-gre:ising. 1883 Longw. Mag, Sept. 497
Belief in fortunate *palm-markings. 1655 MOUFE i & HKNNKT
HealtJis Impr, (1746) 310 Wardens or *Palm-Pears, so

called, because one of them will fill the Palm of a Hand.
a 1547 EARL OF SURREY in Totteli's Misc. (Arb.) 13 The

*paltne play, where, dispoyled for the game, With dazed
eies oft we . . Haue mist the ball, and got sight of our dame.
1801 STRCIT Sports <5-

Past. n. iii, 85 The game of band-ball
is called by the French, palm-play. 1870 ROSSETTI Dante
a! I'erona xxviii, He comes upon The women at their

*[>alm-playing. 1867 CRAIG Palmistry 304 In Palmistry
and in chiromancy, many collateral circumstances often go
to read off an individual, as well as the mere *palm-reading.

1809 MALKIN Gil Bias vni. vii. (Rtldg.) F 3 *Palm-tickling

petitioners for the loaves and fishes. 1866 Treas. Bot. 83? -2.

"Palm-veined, having the principal veins radiating from
a common point. 111603 T. CAKTWRICMT Confut. Rheii:.

N. T. (1618) 514 The same hand . .being first stretched forth
*
palm-wise, is after gathered in tist-wi^e. 1889 Critic 27 July

65/1 *PaIm workers, .are obliged to do their work standing

up; sitting down they would not have enough force to

pass the long needles through the stiff canvas.

Palm (pam), v. Also 7 paume, pawme,
paulm, Jf-8 paum, 7-8 (9 dial.'} pawm. [f. PALM
sb2 : in most senses, orig. slang or low colloquial.
Cf. It. palmare to grip with the palm of the hand,
also, to stroke or smooth with the palm ; F.

paunterlQ stroke with the flat hand.]
1. trans. To touch with the palm, or pass the

palm across
;
to handle ; to stroke with the hand;

to take or grasp the hand of, shake hands with,

1685 CROWNE Sir C. Nice in. Dram. Wks. 1874 III. 294
Stet: Is there not salt enough in London for you? Sir Co.

Ay, stuff pawm'd by butlers and waiters, c 1704 PRIOR

fcpigr., Frank carves very ill, yet will palm all the meats.

1784 New Spectator No. 12. i And what with palming one

fellow, kissing another and coaxing with thousands, has
driven me almost hornmad. 1876 T. HARDY Kthclberttt

(1890) 268 He became gleeful, ..nervously palming his hip
with his left hand, as if previous to plunging it into hot
water for some prize. x88i Confess,frivolous Girl 176.

b. intr.

1678 DRYDEN Kind Keeper iv. i, I think in my conscience,
he is palming and topping in my belly. 1855 ROBINSON

Whitby Gloss., To Palm or Pawm, to climb, to ascend pro-

gressively by the use of the hands and feet, as a monkey
'

palming
'

up a pole with its paws and legs.

2. trans. To conceal in the palm of the hand,
as in cheating at cards or dice, or in juggling.

1673 [see PALMING vbl. sb. z]. 1680 COTTON Compl.



PALMACEOUS. 402 PALMELLOID.
Gamester xv, 96 He palms them as much as he can, ninthly

passing the last Card 1706 PHII.UPS, To palm, to juggle
in one's Hand ; to cog or cheat at Dice, a 1732 (JAY Fables
it. xii. 104 Is't I who cog or palm the dice? 1882 BESANT
All Sorts III. 34 He began to

'

palm
'

the egg in the most

surprising manner. 1882 Sat. AY?. LI V. 629 You may show
a dozen men how to

'

palm
'

a card, yet not one of them will

be able to do it.

b. ?To perform or play (a trick) by palming.
1717 PRIOR Alma it. 242 But Space and Matter we should

blame; They palm'd the Trick that lost the Game.

f3. intr. To play a trick, to cheat ; to impose
upon a person. Obs.
1686 F. SPENCE tr. J 'as-Hfas* Ho, Medicis 414 The Germans

paulm'd upon Francis the First, 1707 J. STEVENS tr.

Quevedo's Com. Wks. (1709) 204 The Dog paum'd upon us
so slily. 1724 J. MACKY fount, thro. Eng. I. iv. 68 At

Play. .the Ladies think it no Crime to pawm handsomely.
4. trans. To impose (a thing fraudulently (on

or jtpon a person); to pass off by trickoryor fraud.

1679 CROWSE Ainb. Statesman \\. 59 Thinking you cou'd

pawme such stuffe on me. 1711 ADDISON Sfiect. No. 117 f 4
She . . has m;ide the Country ring with several imaginary
Exploits which are palmed upon her. 1755 SMOLLETT
(P/>. (1803) IV. 160 My lord duke has palmed his lacquey
upon us, in lieu of my lawful husband. 1822 LAMB Klia
Ser. i. Dist, Corn's/., Have you not tried to palm off a

yesterday's pun? a 1862 BI'CKLE Civiliz. (1869) III. iv. 274
Pernicious notions palmed on the people.

b. with inverted construction : to put (a person)

off with (something), rare.

1830 lr.A>'istt>p/ianes t
Acharnianszi The Chorus, .should

stand by like fools, that I may palm them off with diminutive
words. 1894 Idler Sept. 168 The public . .cannot always get
the books it wants, .and is frequently palmed off with other
books which it does not in the least care about.

5. To 'grease the palm
'

of, bribe,
*

tip'.

1747 Advent. Kidn. Orphan 40 (F. Halli. 1812 J. H. VAI x
/'/ask Diet. s. v,, It is then said that the party who receives

it [the bribe] is palmed, or that Mr. Palmer is concerned.
1812 Spirit Pub. Jrnls. XVI. 345 A candidate in full

career. .Palming each greasy raggamuffin, 1890 Pali Mall
G. 6 Feb. 3/j The heads of this particular firm.. admit that

they
'

palmed
'

right and left. 1899 C. G. HARPER Exeter-
Road 135 Votes which would in other days have been

acquired by palming the men and kissing all the babies.

Palmaceous (paelm^fas), a. Bot* [f.
mod.

L. Palmacete fern. pi. (f.
L.

'

palma PALM jtf.l) +

-ous.] Of or belonging to the Natural Order Pal-

macesBj Palmx, or Palms.

1730 MARTYN in Phil. Trans. XXXVI. 385 The same
Botanists have placed the A/usa In the Palmaceous Class.

1857 in MAYNE Exj>os. Lex.

Falma Christ! (pcc-lma kri-sti). [The med.
L. name (also, in sense i, Fr., It., Sp., Pg.) for the

two plants (
= palm or hand of Christ

;
from the

hand-like shape of the leaves (in i), and of the

tubers (in 2). See also PALMCHRTST.]
1. The Castor-oil plant, Ricinus commimis.
1548 TURNKR Names of Herbs, Ricinus is called. .in eng.

lish Palma Christi. 1578 LYTE Dodoens in. xxix. 355 The
seedeof Palma Christi is hoateand drie in the thirde degree.

^1687 WALLER Battel Snmmer-Isl. i. Wks. (1729) 86 The
Palma-Christi and the fair papa, .. In half the circle of the

hasty year Project a shade, and lovely fruits do wear. 1736
BAILEY Honseh. Diet. 59 He may take an ounce of the juice
of the root of Palma Christi, with as much sugar, fasting,

1833 M. SCOTT Tom Cringle xviii, We applied an embroca-
tion of the leaves of the Palma Christi or Castor oil nut.

t 2. A name for species of Orchis having palmate
tubers, as 0. maculata and 0. latifolia. Obs,

1578 LYTE Dadoens n. lix. 225 Of Royall Standergrasse or

Palma Christi. [Three kinds described.] 1597 GEKARDE
Herbal \. ciii. 170 Roiall Satyrion or finger Orchis, is called

of the Latines Palma Christi.

t Palmaco'co. Obs. The coco-palm, Coco 2.

1681 GREW Mnssnm n. 201.

Palmar (pse'lma-T, a. and sb. [ad. L. palmar-
is, i, palma: see PALM sb.1 and 2

,
and -AH.]

A. adj. fl. (See quots.) Obs.rare~.
1656 HLOUNT Glossogr., Palmar (Palmaris), pertaining to

victory or to a hand breadth, or to the palm of the hand.

1658 PHILLIPS, Palmar^ belonging to a Palm.

2. Anat. Pertaining to, situated in, or connected

with the palm of the hand (or the corresponding

part of the fore-foot of a quadruped).
Palmar arch : name for the continuation of the radial

artery (deef> p. a.) and that of the ulnar artery (superficial

p. a.) in the palm.
1831 R. Ksox Clognet*s Anat. 211 Palmar or Anterior

Ligaments. 1840 G. ELLIS Anat. 408 The artery that forms
the superficial palmar arch is the continuation of the ulnar.

187* HUMPHRY Myology 37 The anterior or palmar part of

Mhe ulnar condyle. 1878 T. BRYANT Pract. Surg. I. 173
On the plantar surface of the foot or the palmar of the hand.

B. sb. 1. Anat. A palmar muscle, nerve, or

other structure. 1890 in Cent. Diet.

2. Zool. Name for certain joints in the ' arms *
of

acrinoid: see quot. 1888. (Also in Lat. form

palmdre, pi. -ia.}

1877 HUXLEY Anat. Inv. Amm. ix. 584 These again
bifurcate to give rise to the palmaria. 1879 CARPENTER in

Trans. Lin. Soc. II. i. 24 Complete series of distichals and

palmars. 1888 ROLLESTON & JACKSON Anim. Life 572 If

the arms [of a Crinoid] branch twice the joints between the

first and second places of division are known as distichals',

if thrice, the joints between the second and third places of

division are designated palmars.
Palmarian (p3elme**rian), a. rare. [f. L.

palmar-urn that which bears the palm, a master-

piece + -AN.]
= PALMABY a. 1

1815 T. KIDD \\\ Tracts $ Misc. Crit. of Parson Pref.

33 '1 he chief merit of this palmarian emendation. 1825
lUackw. Mag. XVIII. 212 The palmarian charge of all,

..the climax of his sins, negligences, and offences. 1889
Athenaeum 16 Feb. 206/3 [Theobald 'si palmarian emendation
of the passage in

'

Henry V.* describing the death of FaUtaff
should make his name dear to nil lovers of poetry.

t Palmary (parlmari),j. Obs. rare. [ad. L.

palmari-urn, that which carries off the palm of

victory, neuter sb. use dtpalmari-ns of or pertain-

ing to a palm : see next.] A token of victory or

supreme excellence, a prize : cf. PALM shl 3.

1657 THORNLEY tr. Loftg-ns
1

Daphnis 3- Chloe 163, I give
thee this, the palmary of thyne [sc. beauty],

Palmary (pse'lmari), fl.
1

[ad. L. palmari-its
that bears off the palm of victory, {.palma palm :

see -AKY.] "That bears, or is worthy to bear, the

palm (see PALM sl>.
1

3) ; holding the first or

highest place ;
of supreme or first-rate importance ;

pre-eminent, principal, chief.

1657 W. MoRICE Cocna quasi Koirij Dial. iii. 144 Three
favourite and palmary Texts. 1703 QUICK Dec. Wife's
Sister 23 Hut the Palmary Argument for these Marriages . .

is this, their great Kxpediency. 1879 KARRAR St, Paul
(1883) 38 That palmary truth of the Pauline theology. 1888
I. BYWATER in Class. Rev. II. 278 He has given us a goodly
number of emendations of the kind which in old days
would have been called

'

palmary'. [Cf. mod.L. emcndatio

palwaria.}

Fa'lmary, n.~ rare. [ad. L. palmar-ist f.

palma palm : see -ARY 2. Cf. F. palmaire (Pare
i6th c.;.] Pertaining to the palm of the hand;

palmar.
1696 PHILLIPS (ed. 5}, Palmary Muscle, the Muscle that

contracts the Palm of the band. 1897 Chicago Advance
21 Oct. 547/2 It began with ordinary palmary and pedal
applause.

Palmate (parlm^t' , sb. Chem. [f. PALM-IC +
-ATE *.] A salt of palinic acid.

1838 T. THOMSON Chem. Org, Bodies 432 Palmate of soda
is obtained by mixing palmic acid with a solution ofcarbonate
of soda. //>/</., Palmate of ammonia may be obtained in

the same way.

Palmate fp?e-Wt), a. Nat. Hist. [ad. L.

palmat-US) f. palma palm (of the hand) + -ATE^ 2.]

1. Of a form like that of an open palm or hand ;

applied to parts or members of a plant or animal

which have narrow or spreading divisions like

fingers, properly when these project or radiate from
an expanded entire portion like the palm.

sfifc. a. Bot. Of leaves having lobes or divisions (strictly

five in number) whose midribs all radiate from one point at

the end of the leaf-stalk, the sinuses being either shallow or

deep (see PALMATI-*, or even extending to the base so that

the leaf consists of separate leaflets (in this case more

properly called digitated ',
also of tubers having divisions

like fingers, as in some species of Orchis, b. /.ool. Of the

horns of deer when of broad flat form with lateral pro-

jecting points, as in the reindeer and moose. C. Enlom.
Of the antennae and legs of certain insects : see quot. 1826.

1760 J. LEE Iittrod. Bot. in. v. (1765) 179 Palmate. 1785
MAKTYH Roitsseaiis Bot. xxvii. (1794) 424 1'he leaves are

palmate or handed. 1807 J. K. SMITH Phys. Bot. 109
Globular or palmate knobs or bulbs. 1826 KIRBY & Sr.

Enttnnoi. IV. 321 Palmate. Very short antennae which
send forth externally a few long finger-shaped branches,

giving them some resemblance of a hand. Ihid. 329 Palmate.
When towards the apex the cubit is armed laterally with
several divaricate spiniform teeth. 1855 KINGSLEY IVestiv.

Ho! vi, The great palmate oarweeds which waved along
the chasm. 1880 GRAY Struct. Bot. iii. 4 (ed. 6) 101

Digitate (fingered) was the old name, when the term palmate
was restricted to a simple but palmately lobed leaf of this

type. But since the time of De Candolle the two names
have been used interchangeably.
2. Of the foot of a bird : Having the toes con-

nected by an expanded membrane ; webbed.
1826 GOOD Bk. Nat. (1834) II. 41 A palmate or web-foot,

formed for swimming.

Palmated (porlm^ted), a. Nat. Hist. [-ED 1.]

1. =
prec. I.

1733 CHAMBERS Cycl. Sitpj>. s.v. Leaf, Palmated Leaft

one in form of an open hand. 1794 S. WILLIAMS Vermont
82 His horns are palmated. 1851 MAYXE REID Scalp
Hunt. xx. 139 Thatched with the palmated leaves of the

yuca. 1881 B. DAWKINS in Nature 24 Nov. 85/2 Antlers

palmated in front, instead of behind the beam.

2. =
prec. 2

;
also applied to the foot of some

quadrupeds, etc.

1768 PENNANT Zool. I. 129 The Osprey. ..The left [foot] is

not at all palmated, as Linna-us. .asserts it is. vrfilbid. I.

119 Seal, .Five palmated toes on each foot. 1802 PALEY Nat.
Theol. xv, The strong short legs of that animal [mole],
the palmated feet armed with sharp nails. 1856 KANE
Arct. Ex/>l. I. xxiv. 320 A novel use of a palmated foot.

Palmately (pvlnJtii), adv. [f.
PALMATE a.

+ -LY 2
.] In a palmate manner. (^Chiefly 0t.)

1845 LINDLEY Sc/i. Bot. iv. (1858) 26 c, Leaves divided

palmately into many narrow lobes. 1870 HOOKER Stud.
Flora 153 Sanicula. ..Leaves palmately cut. 187* OLIVER
EUtn. Bot. ii. 175 A.. herb with palmately-lobed leaves.

Palmati- (pselnvHi, p?elma;'ti), combining
form of \* t pahnatu$ PALMATE, in botanical terms

relating to leaves. Palmatifid (-martifid) a.

[L. -Jidus split, divided], palmately cleft or divided

at least half-way to the base. Palmatiform

(-marti-) a., approaching a palmate form, or having
the ribs palmately arranged. Falma tilo'bate,
Palma'tilobed '

v-mt"'ti-) a., palmately divided with

rounded divisions or lobes. Palma'tipa-rted,
-pa'rtite (-m^':ti-) a. [L. partitits divided : see

PARTITE], palmately divided nearly to the base;
so Palma tisect, Palma'tise cted (-nu

7i

ti-) a. [L.
sccttts cut : see -SECT],
1840 WHEWKLI, Phil. Induct. Sci. I. 466 Leaves may be

called pinnatifid, pinnatipartite, pinnatisect, pinnatilobate,

palmatifidjpalmatipartite. 1857 vfcrs& Ejc$0s, Ltx., Palma-
tifid, .. palmatiform, .. palmatilobate, .. palmatipartite, ..

patoiatiMCted 1870 BKNTLEY Man. Bot. 155 When th^re
are more than 5 lobes, the leaf is palmatifid or palmately*
cleft. 1872 OLIVER Sum, Bot. \. vu. 76 If the segments be

separated nearly to the petiole, the leaf is palmatipartitu.
i88z VINES Sachs" Bot. 416 Lamina being usually pinnatifid,
but sometimes palmatifid.

Palmatioii (pa.>lnu
7i

-Jon). [n. of action from
PALM v., and PALMATE a. : see -ATION.]
1 1. The action of touching or feeling with the

palm of the hand. Obs.
1688 R. HOLME Armoury n. 387/1 Palpation, or Palmatioii

..by which the object is discovered to be either rough or

smooth, hairy or naked.

2. Nat. Hist. Palmate formation (as in the

horns of a deer, the feet of a bird, etc.) ;
concr.

each of the divisions of a palmate structure.

1883 Chambers' Encycl. s. v. Deer, [Antlers] are renewed
with increase of sl/e, and of breadth of palmation. 1884-90
CasselFsNat. Hist. III. 79 The gigantic Irish Deer, a species

originally included with the Klk, on account of the palma-
tion and outward inclination of its huge antlers. 1889 .V<7.

Amer. N.S. LXI. 2^6/1 The curious axis deer ..its horns,
when developed, will have no palmations. 1890 Couics
Ornith. n. iii. 194 The palmation is usually complete,
extending to the ends of the toes.

Falmato- (pselnw'ifc?), occasional advb. com-

bining form of L./*Z/;;M/KJPALMATE (cf. PALMATI-).

Faliua:to-pe*ltate a., peltate and palmately di-

vided. Palma:to-ramo se <?., palmately branched,

having branches spreading like fingers.
1846 DANA Zooph. (1848) 545 Cespitose, slenderly palnlato-

ramose. 1876 HARLEY Mat. Med. (ed. 6) 441 Leaves large,

palmate-peltate.

Palmclirist (pa mkrist). Also 7 palmecrist.

[Cf. mod.Ger. Christpalme\ obe-.F. pattlme de

Christ, pattlme Dieu (Cotgr.).] Anglicized form
of PALMA CHRISTI (sense i).
1611 BIBLE Jonah iv. 6 God prepared a gourd \marg.
lalmecrist]. 1860 PUSSY Min. Profit. 286 We have each,
ns own paimchrist ; and our palmchrist has its own worm.

Palm-CrOSS. t a. A cross, usually a monu-
mental cross in a churchyard, formerly decorated

with palm-branches (or substitutes for them) on
Palm Sunday. Obs. b. (See quot. 1855.)
1469-70 in Swayne Sarum Chnrck-w. Ace. (1896) 13 Pro

emend' de le Palmecros. 1525 in Glasscock A't-c. St. Michaefs,
Bp. Stortford (1882) 39 Pd. for quarter of lyme to set up
w'alle the palme crosse..xvj(/. i^..

/F/V/in RiponCh.Acts
(Surtees) 334 Palme Crose within the kirkegarth. a 1568
[see PADI.E]. 1855 ROBINSON M'hitby Gloss., Palm Crosses,
ornamental combinations of small crosses made of the peeled
willow palm, put together with pins and studded with the

blossoms. These memorials of the season are then suspended
from the top of the room.

Palmed (pamd),
a. [f. PALM sb? + -ED 2;

repr. L. pahnattts.]
1. Having a 'palm' or flat expanded part with

projecting points, as a deer*s horn ; palmate ;

carrying palmate horns. ? Obs.

1486 13k. St. Albans E iv, Too brawnchis first pawmyd he
most haue. 1575 TURBEKV. / 'encrie 56 This heade should
be called a palmed toppe. 1622 DRAYTON Poly-olb. xxiii.

(1748)355 The proud palmed deer Forsake the closer woods.

1697 Phil. Trans. XIX. 505 All of the Deer Kind, carrying
the same sort of Palmed Horns.

2. PALMATE as a leaf.

1766 J. BARTRAM Jrttl. 17 Jan. 40 Here we cut down three

tall palm or cabbage trees, and cut out the top bud, the

white tender part of the rudiments of the great leaves, which
will be 6 or 7 foot long, when full grown, and ihe palmed
part 4 in diameter.

3. In parasynthctic comb. : Having a palm or

palms (of a specified kind).
c 1400 Master ofGam-e (MS. Digby 182) iii, Of the bucks

i;

.. His heede is pamynge and longe pamed. 1611 COTCR. s. v.

l^aitmt, A full-paulmed Stags head. 1613 CHAPMAN Masque
;s. 1873 III. 115 She .. loves hounds and high palhnd

'i
c

,
A full-pau

- i873 in. i,,
harts. 1852 K. S. SURTEES Sponge s .*>/ I tntr (1803) 197
He carried the smart dogskin wash-leather palmed glove
of his right hand in his left one. 1889 Daily j\'t~ws 18 July
7/1 The average palmed, square tipped man is the average
man of sense.

Palmed (pamd),///. a. [f. PALM v.- + >!:]

Concealed in the palm of the hand.

1896 Daily News 3 June 8/3 Keeping the hand closed,

until the opportunity occurs for getting rid of the palmed
article.

Palmellaceous (pa-lmeli?' jas), a. Bot. [f.

mod.L. Palme/ldce-se fern. pi. + -ous.] Belonging
to the Palmellactse, a doubtful order of fresh-water

Alga: (typical genus Palmetto), consisting of

simple cells, of various colours, with thick jelly-

like integument, and multiplying by cell-division ;

supposed by some to be transitional states of some
undetermined higher plants. So Palme'llin [-IN 1],

a red colouring matter found iu Palmella cnienta
;

Palme-Uoid a. [-OID], resembling or apparently
akin to the genus Palmella.



PALMEOITS. 403 PALMI-.

1877 Q- y>'"t- Microsc. Sci. XVII. 185 On a
'palmellpid'

modification of Stigeoclonium. [1878 McNAB Bot. 54 The
algae were formerly known as the green gonidia of the

lichen thallus, and belong chiefly to the Palmellaceae with

chlorophyll. 1 1881 Philadelphia Rec. No. 3455. 6 Substances
which he had succeeded in extracting from fresh-water algae.

They ar-j palmelline,:xanthophyll, chlorophyll and characme.

1890 COOKK Frcshw. Algx iv. 41 Considerable surfaces are
covered with a palmelloid growth.

f Fa'llUGOUS, a. Obs. [f. L. pahne-its of or

made of palms + -ous.] Of palms or palmwood.
1657 TOMLINSON Renous Di$p. 722 They make the palmeous

Kmplaister after the form prescribed, agitating it alwayes
with a palmeous spatle. [/?>/</., Agitating it with a rudicle

of the Palm, or some other astrictive Tree.]

Palmer {pa'ma-i), sb\ Forms : 3-6 palmere,

4 paumer, 4-6 palmare, 6 paulmer, palmar,
4- palmer, [a. AF. palmer, paumer = OF. pal-
////V/*, paumier ( Sp. palmero, Fg, palmciro^ It.

Palm icre} : med.L. palwarins, f. palma palm.]
1. A pilgrim who had returned from the Holy

Land, in sign of which he carried a palm-branch
or palm-leaf; also, an itinerant monk who travelled

from shrine to shrine, under a perpetual vow of

poverty; often simply an equivalent at pi/grim.
a 1300 A". Horn 1027 A palmere he lar mette. c 1330 R.

BIIUNNE Chr,'ii. tt'ace (Rollsi 15834 A schurt staf he dide

hym make, Als palmeres in handcs lake. 1362 LAN<;I . /'. PI.
A. Prol. 46 Pilgrimes and Palmers Plihten hem to-gederes
For to seche ?eint I erne. 14.. Tundate's I'is. 418 He se
non. . But a preste, )?at a palmare was, A palme in Ins hande
he hadde, And in a sclaven was lie cladde. 1530 I

JAIX;K.

252/2 Paulmer a poore man, blistrc. 1592 SIIAKS. Rom. $
Jul. i. v. 102 For Saints hauo liands, that Pilgrims hands
do tuch, And palme to palme, is holy Palmers kisse. 1674
STAVKLEY Rom. ]forseleacJi 93 The Pilgrim bad some
home, or dwelling place, but the Palmer had none. The
Pilgrim travelled to some certain designed place, or places,
but the Palmer to all. The Pilgrim went at his own
charges, but the Palmer proftst wilful poverty, and went
upon Alms. 1808 SCOTT Mann. \. xxiii, Here is a holy
Palmer come, From Salem first, and last from Rome. 1856
STANLEY Sinai fy Pal. ii. 144 Hence too

| Phoenicia], at
least in recent times, came the branches, which distinguished
the pilgrims of Palestine, from those of Rome, Compostella,
and Canterbury, by the name of "Palmer^.

2. Name for a destructive hairy caterpillar.
[Orig. applied to those of migratory or wandering habits,

or that moved about in swarms : see PALMER-WORM.]
1538 ELYOT Diet., Cautfc, a worme which.. is callyd

:he

xxv.
palmer. /#/</., Centifeda^ a worme called a Palmer, w]
is heavy, and hath many feete. 1578 LYTI; Dodocns \\.

177 Whose leaves be holy as though they had bene eaten
with I.ocustes, Paulmers, or Snayles. 1613 PURCHAS Pilgrim.
ag\> (1614) 803 Mingling likewise with these ashes, scorpions,
spiders and palmers aliue. 1867 F. FRANCIS Angling xiv.

(1880) 501 Palmers. .are the. .caterpillars of various moths.

b. Angling. An artificial fly, of various kinds,
covered with bristling hairs like the caterpillar so

called ;
a hackle.

1651 T. BARKER Art ofAngling (1653) 5 There are several
kinds of Palmers that are good for that time. 1787* Uicsr

Angling (ed. 2) 93 Golden Palmer, or Hackle. 1884 St.

Jamess Gaz. 21 June 6/1 In certain waters a big red or
black palmer Is the best and best recognized lure for perch.

c. A wood- louse.

1725 BRADLEY Fam. Diet. II, Its held to be a great secret
to drink pounded Palmers found in cellars in some white
wine. 1847-78 HAI.I.IWKLL, Patutcr^ a wood-louse.

3. attrib. and Comb., as (in sense \} palmer-like
adj., -man, -staff, -weed; (in sense 2) palmer bob

(Bos sbl ty],Jly ; t palmer-serpent: see quot. ;

palmer-trout, a local name of the samlet.

1814 COL. HAWKEK Diary (1893) I. 94 My flies. .were the

yellow dun at bottom and red *palmer bob. 1651-7 T.
BARKER Art of Angling (18-0) 33 We will begin to make
the *Palmerflye. 1858 HAWTHOKNE Fr. % It. Notc-bks. II.

ii White head and "palmer-like beard. 1885 BURTON Arab.
Nts. (1887) III. 276 The *palmer-man drank the bitter

draught. 1608 To PS ELL Serpents (1658) 745 Unto this Por-

phyre I may add the *Palmer Sc-rpent, wfiich Strabo wriu-th
doth kill with an unrecoverable poyson, and it is also of a
Scarlet colour. 1623 WODKOEPHE Jf(it-row Fr. Tongue 460/2
The Pilgrimes of my Deseignes shall alwayes be furnishe;!
with the *Palmer Staffe of Courage. 1836 YARRELL />';//.

Fishes I. p. xxxvii, *Palmer Trout. 1865 Coucn Brit. Fix/its
IV. 245 Samlet, or Parr... Branlin. Palmer Trout. . .Salmo
Salmithts. 1845 G. MURRAY Islaford 33 He reached his
home in

* Palmer- weeds.

t Palmer, $b.- Obs. Also 5 pawmer, palmeir,
-yer, 6 palmier, [a. Y^pahtrier, panmier palm-
tree, date-tree (i2th c.) : L. palmari-ns, f. palma
palm. Cf. li.pahnerOj Sp./tf/wmn, Pg. palmeirvz.]
A palm-tree; a date-tree; the palmyra.
c 1470 HENRY Wallace ix. 1923 His handis maid rycht lik

till a pawmer \v.r. to ane Palmeir]. 1481 CAXTON Myrr. 11.

x. 88 In ynde gruweth a tree moclie grete and right fayr..
and is called palmyer and bereth dates. 1491 I'itasPatr.
(W. de W. 1495) ii. 261/2 The sayd Symeon. .was clommen
on a palmyer. < 1532 Uu WKS Introd. Fr. in Palsgr. 914
Palmier,, datiers. 1599 HAKLUYT I'oy. II. i. 252 Sugar
which is made of the nutte called Gagara: the tree is called
the palmer.

b. attrib. and Comb.', palmer-nut, ? coco-nut ;

palmer-tree, palm-tree (in quots. coco-nut palm).
14.. Xoniinale in Wr.-Wiilcker 711/17 Hie cucumitr, vel

-tms, a palmernutte. 1599 HAKLUYT I'ov. II. i. 218 There
come euery yeere from Cochin. .great shippes laden with
great Nuts cured, and with Sugar made of the sclfe same
Nuts called Giagra : the tree whereon these Nuts doe grow
is called the Palmer tree. Ibid. 264 Here are very many
palmer or coco trees.

1 Palmer, sb.z ? Obs. Forms : 4 pamere, 5 pau-
rnere, pawraer(e, palmare, 5-7 (?-g) palmer,

;' / paulmer. [a. OF. pannier in same sense, f.

i paume palm of the hand : cf. PALMEUY
!.] A flat

:

piece of wood used for striking the palm of the

hand as a punishment ; a ferule.

1387 TREVISA Higden i Rolls) VIII. 221 Seynt lohn be

Evangelist appered to hym in his slepe, and manassede
hym to smyte \vi( a pamere [v.rr. pawmere, paumere,
pawmer: 1452 palmer : L. ferula}. 1483 Cath.Angl. 267/1
A Palmare in be scole,_/i

-

>"/, , t pali)itito)iuiii. c 1500 in

Peacock Siat. Cambridge (1841) A pp. A. p. xxxvii, The
, Bedyll in Arte shall bring the Master ofGramer to the Vice-

|

chauncelar, delyveryng hym a Palmer witli a Kodde. 1561
, OACS tr. ftulliugcr on Afioc. (1573)61 Children are kept in

I

awe with the Palmer, least they forget them seines. 1611

|

COTC-K-, Ferule^ Ferula, or Paulmer vsed in Schooles for cor-

j

rection. 1658 PH ri.urs, Palmer^ a certain instrument wht_Te-

I with school-boys are struck on the palms of their hands.

Palmer , pa*mo.i ,
sb*

[f. PALM V. 2 + -EH*.]
: One who palms, or conceals in the hand fa card,
i die, or other object, in cheating, conjuring, etc.

;

one who practises sleight of hand.

1671 SIIAUWKLL Humourists \\\, I saw you,. .by help of a
dozen men, chastise one poor Topper or Palmer. 1706

i Pmi.i.irs, Palmer, . . one that deceitfully cozens or cogs at

Cards or I >ice, by keeping some of them in his I land unseen.

1885 Pall Mall G. 19 Mar. 5/1 The clever conjurer ..as a

palmer and a passer, .takes a high rank.

Palmer, v. Sc, and north, dial.
[f.

PALMER
j/'. 1

] /'////-. To wander about like a palmer or

vagrant ;
to go about idly from place to place.

1807 STAGG Poans 60 A palmer 'd out as chance wad heft,
An' till a neybors house a tuok. 1816 Sun r Anti</. x.xix,

Ony auld partnering body that was coming down the edge
of Kinblythemont. 1875 W. ALEXANDER A in Folk (1882^ 208

Up an' paumerin' aboot the toon o' the seelence o' the nicht.

Falllierin (porlmerin). [From ralmtrin dt

Olivet, the legendary illegitimate son of a IJyzanline

princess, whose name
(f. fyp.palmera palm-tree) is

said to have been derived from his exposure as an
infant in a wicker basket among palms and olives

on a mountain side. He was the oiiginnl hero of

the Palmerin romances which appeared in Spain
in the i6th c.] Any one of the knightly heroes of

the Palmerin romances; hence, allusively, any
redoubtable champion of the age of chivalry.
z6iz ULCAUM. & Fu Knt. Burn. Pestle m. ii, And, by that

virtue that brave Rosicler That damned brood of ugly giants
slew, And Palmerin Frannarco overthrew. 1640 GI.AP-
THOKNB Hollander in. Wks. 1874 I. no Ua, tliy arme in

sling, my Palmerin. 1823 SCOTT Peveril xv, To be an abso-
lute Palmerin of England is not in my nature.

Pa-lmer-wo:rm. [f.
PALMEB sbl 2 + AVcaor

sb.\ see quot. i6oS.] Name for various hairy

caterpillars destructive to vegetation ;
in North

America, the larva of a tincid moth, Ypsilophits

pouiclellus, destructive to apple-leaves.
In O.T. rendering Heb. CU gazam, prob. a kind of locust.

1560 I!IBLK (Geneva) foci i. 4 That which is left of the

palmer worme, hathe the grashupper eaten. 1608 TOPSELL
Serpents (1658; 667 There is another sort of tl.eseCaterpillers,
who have no certain place of abode, nor yet cannot tell where
to finde their food, but like unto superstitious Pilgrims, do
wander and stray hither and thither, . . these have purchased
a very apt name amongst us Englishmen, to be called Pal-

mer-worms, by reason of their wandering and roguish life,

(for they never stay in one place, but are ever wandering).
1660 BOYI.E Nnu E.\p. Phys. Mcc/i. Digress. 377 One of those

hairy wormes that resemble caterpillars, and are wont to be
call'd Palmer-wormes. 1668 AY?*- Rng. Hist. <s- Gen. Reg.
(1880) XXXIV. 298 It pleased God to restrain the Palmer
worm amongst vs in y Bay ami to spare our fruit trees.

#1817 T. DWIGHT Trnv. New Eag. etc. (1821) II. 400 The
palmer-worm, were it to appear annually, would, within a
few years, empty New-England of its inhabitants. 1880

Boys own Bk. 265 The palmer-worm, woolbed, or canker is

found on herbs, plants, and trees.

f Palmery 1
. 06s. In 3-4 paumerie, pameri.

[As PALMER 3, with change of suffix.]
= PALMEB :;

.

c 1290 S. Ettg: Leg. I. 437/219 Seint loan }>e Ewangelist to
him cam. .And a paumerie [T>, r. E. Eng. P. (1862) 76/208
pamerilbar on is hond : gret and strong i-noivjh ; Seint Ead-
mund he nam bi J>e hond : and is paumerie op drouth.

Palmery- (pa-mari). [f.
PALM j<M + -ERY;

Lftmtry,\ A collection of palm-trees ;
a place

or house in which they are grown, a palm-house.
In recent Diets.

Palmester, -try, obs, ff. PALMISTER, -TRY.

Palmeta, -to, obs. var. PALMETTO.
Palmette fprelme-t). [a. Y.palmette, in sense i

palmetto, palm-leaf ornament, dim. ofpalme\ in 2

dim. of I,, palma, K. paume palm of the hand.]
1. Archstol. An ornament (in sculpture or paint-

ing) with narrow divisions or digitations, somewhat
resembling a palm-leaf.
1850 LKITCH tr. C. 0. Mutter's A nc. Art 320 (ed. 2) 373

A stele on a vase from Volci, on which the painter represents
yellowish palmettes on a white ground. 1857 BIKCH Anc.
Pottery (1858) 1. 301 A peculiar floral ornament . . the antefixal

psnament, or palmette, appears at the handle. 1889 J. HIRST
in Archxol. Inst. Jntl. No. 181. 28 The artist having
wished thus to fill in every vacant space at his disposal with

,

a leaf, a palmette, or a flower.

2. Zool* An appendage of the head in certain

gastropod molluscs.

1843 Fenny Cycl. XXV. 379/2 There i- an internal pris- i

|

matic appendage, which MM. Quoy and Gaimard call a Az/-
I incite, because it is frequently digitated. Ibid. 380/1 The

head is red-brown and striated, with a narrow green band at
the base of the eyes and the palmettes.

Palmetto (iwlme-k>). Forms?" 6-7 (9) pal-

mito, 7 palmita, 7-8 palmeto, -ta, 8- palmetto.
1

[Originally a. Sp. palnrito dwarf fan-palm, dim. of

palma palm ; stibseq. conformed to diminutives in

-el/o from Italian.] Name for several smaller

species of palms, esp. the dwarf fan-palm, Clia-

mxrops Iiumilis, of Southern Knrope and North
Africa, and the cabbage palmetto, Sabal Palmetto,
of the South-easlem United States; also other

species of C/ianiitrofs, Sabal, and 7'hrinax. l!y

early writers used more vaguely.
1583 K. Gum* in Hukluyt 'l 'ay. (1589) 188 'I'he Palinilo

with his fruite inclosed in him. 1601 K. JOHNSON Kingii. fy
Cujnitrw. (1603) 204 The inhabitants Hue vp^n rice, palmito,
cattell and fish. 1613 Hi KCIIAS 1'ilgrimagi: (1614.1 649 The
Palmita is without branciies, the fiuit growes on the top,
which within is like Pomegranats, ful of grains, without of a
golden colour. 1624 L'AIT. SMITH 1'irgiuia v. 170 Plants of
vcucrall Kinds, .is. .Ced;irs, in tin it u stoit.- ofPahnetoes. 1631
H. H. ArraigJini. }\'!iolc Ctratnrt: .\ii. j. 120 Iletter than
the African and Spanish rootes : the Anici ic:ui Palmitos and
Potatos. 1634 Sin 'i'. HKKIIKKT TraT. 209 The most bene-
ficial! tree to Travellers is the I'almetu ; it growes like the
IJate or Coco-tree. 1727-46 THOMSON Snnnncrb-n ^ IK ' hi^h
palmettos lift their graceful shade. 17^0 J. I.I-.F [ntrotl. I'nit.

App. 321 Palmetto, (.'hantxrops. 1765 J. HARTKAM J> nl.

31 l)ec. in Stork Ace. I-'., l-'loi-itfa (1766: 18 \\\ crime now to

plentyofthe tree palmetto, which the inhabitants callcabhage-
tree. 1808 PIKIC St'ttrrt'S J/m/.^. in. App. 27 There is the

palmetto, which grows to the height of 20 ami 25 feet, \\ ilh
a trunk two feet in diameter. 1847 LoM.r. /-.>-. n. ii. 97 '1 hey
glided along,, .behind ascreen of palmettos. 1901 Scnluu'r's

J/rtjf. XXIX. 447/2 The only vegetatiuii U a Llump of
stunted palmettoo, marking the burial-place of some for-

g> ttui .\Ioorish saint.

b. \\ith qunlifjiiijj words, as Blue Palmetto,
Chatnetrops Hysti-ix, of Southern U. S.

;
Cab-

bage P., Sabal Palmetto (see above'
;
Dwarf P.,

Sabal Adansoni, of South-eastein U. S.
; Koyal P.,

Sabal umbracnlifcra and Thrinax fariijlora, of
the \Vest Indies; Saw P., C/tatitn-ivps serntlala

;

Silk top P., name in Florida fur 'J'hrinax pai'ci-

jlora; Silver-leaved or Silver-top P., Thrinax
argentea, of the West Indies, Panama, etc. Also
Humblfe P., Small P., names for the palm-like
genus Car/ndovica of Pandanaccx or Screw-pines,
ol S. Ameiica and the \V. Indies, esp. C. i/isig/i/s,

1756 P. BROWNL Jamaica 190 Palmtto Koj'al, or Palmeto
1 hatch. 'Ibis tree, .covers whole licliK in many parts of
the island, llutl. 330 The humble Palmelo with round foot-
stalks. 1866 '/'mis. Hot. 838/2. 1884 MIU.ICK riant-ii.

c. altrib. and Comb., as palmetto ground, hat,

leaf, palm, tree, wine ; palmetto-coi'ercd adj. ; pal-
metto basket, a basket made of palmetto leaves;
palmetto flag, the flag of the State of South

Carolina, which bears a figure of a cabbage pal-
metto tree ; so Palmetto State, a name for South
Carolina; palmetto thatch, the leaves of several
kinds of palmetto, esp. Thrinax argfiitca, used
for making hats, baskets, etc.

;
also the tree itself.

1813 SCOTT Tritnn. in. xxv, Their hands 'palmetto baskets
bare. 1883 J. MACGHEGOR in Sunday Mag. Nov. 6S6/2 We
passed vast palmito-covered and absolutely treeless plains.
1765 J. BAKTRAM jfrnl. 24 Dec. (17661 5 A perch or more
of*palmetto-groirnd. 1747 N. Jersey Archives XII. 364 The
woman .. Had on, .. blue worsted stockings, *palmeta hat,
scarlet red cloak [etc.]. 1763 W. ROBERTS Nat. Hist. Florida
9 The town, consisting of about forty 'palmetto houses.
1662 (JtKBiEK Frinc. 3 Wilde Indians, who have no other
Roofs but of "Palmilo-Leaves. 1825 SCOTT Talisu.: viii,
An umbrella of palmetto leaves. 1756 'Palmeto Thatch
[see bj. 1866 yV-tvi.v. Bot. 1147/1 'l\krina.\-\ argtnti:a,*.\\e
Silver Thatch-palm, is usually said to yield the young un-
expanded palm-leaves imported from the West Indies under
the name of Palmetto Thatch, and extensively employed
for making palm-chip hats, baskets, and other fancy articles.

(1565 J. SFARKE j?. llaiukins Sec. l-\y>. (Hakl. Soc.) 19
Mats, .made with the rine of 'Palmito trees. \TjZChron. in
Ann. Reg. 169 The device for the great seal of South-
Carolina : a palmetto tree supported by twelve spears.
1792 MAR. RIDDELI. / 'oy. Madeira 100 The pahua cauiae-
rops, or palmetto tree, rises to the height of fifty or sixty
feet. 1565 J. Si'AKKK J. Hawkins Sir. I'ay. (Hakl. Soc.)

19 *Palmito wine, .is gathered by a hole cutte in the toppe
of a tree, and a gorde set for receauing thereof.

|| Palmetum (p^jlmrtz;m). [mod. use of L.

palmetum palm-grove.] (See quot.)
1854 HOOKEK Himal. Drills. II. xxvii. 252 A large Palme.

tutu, or collection of tall and graceful palms of various kinds.

Palmful (pa-mful), sb. [f. PALM s6.- + -FUL 2.]A quantity that fills the palm of the hand
;

as
much as the palm will contain.
i8ia W. TF.NNANT Anster F. i. iii. 6 Some little palmfuls

of the blessed dew. 1823 LAMB Elia, Old Kcnchers Inner
Temple, He took it not by pinches, but a palmful at once.

Palmfnl (pa-infill), a. rare.
[f.

PALM j^.i +
-FUL I.] Full of or abounding in palm-trees.
a 1618 SYLVESTER Job Triumphant 6j Neer wher Idume's

dry and sandy soil Spreads palmful forests.

Palm gamete, obs. corrupt f. POJIEGEANATK.
Paliui- (ptelmi), combining form of L. palma

palm of the hand, palm-tree, etc. (PALM sl>.^ and '*),

"

occurring in scientific (chiefly botanical) terms, as

Palmi 'colons a. [L. -coins inhabiting], growing



PALMIC.

upon or inhabiting palm-trees; Falmiform a. ~
PALMATIFORM ; Pa-lmigrade a. Zool, = PLANTI-

GRADE; Pa'lmilobedfl., palmately lobed; Falnii-

iie rvate, Fa'lminerve, Fa'lminerved a., pal-

mately nerved or veined, as a leaf
;
FaImi-veined

a. =
prec. ; Falmi'vorous a. [L. -vonts devour-

ing], feeding on, or obtaining food from, palm-
trees.

1857 MAVSE Expos. Lev., *PaImicoIous . . *Pahniform.

1864 WiitisTKR, *Palniigratte [citing HITCHCOCK]. 1876
HAHI.EV Mat. Afed. (ed. 6) 711 Leaves alternate, more or
less *palmilobed. 1857 MAYNE Expos, Lfjt:.,

*Palminer.
vatc. 1880 GRAY Struct. Bot. iii. 4 (ed. 6) 93 Palmately,

Digitately, or Radiately Veined (or
* Pal minerved) class, of

which leaves ofcommon Maples and the Vine are . . examples.
1852 Tu. Ross//w;/Wrf/V Trav. II. xxii. 336 The assertion
of Linnaeus, that, .man is essentially *palmivorous.

Palmic (poe'lmik),^. Chem. [ad. ^.palmiqne
(Bouclet 1832), f.L./a/ff/rt(inPALMACHBlSTi) + -ic.]

Of or pertaining to castor oil : in Palmic acid,

(C 18 H.-j4O3; obtained by saponifying palmin and

decomposing with hydrochloric acid ;
it crystal-

lizes in white silky needles; = ricinelaidic acid,

1838 T, THOMSON Chem. Org. Bodies 431 Palmic acid when
pure, fuses at 122 [Fahr,].

Palmier, var. PALMER sl>2 Obs., palm-tree.
Palniiferous (pBelmvfifras), . [f.

\* t palmifcr
palm-bearing + -OLTS : see PALM j^.i and -FERGUS.]
a. Bearing or producing palm-trees. rare~~. b.

Bearing or carrying
'

palms
1

or palm-branches.
1656 BLOUXT Glossogr,, Palmiferous^ ..bearing or yeeldlng

Palm or Date Trees; also victorious. 1664 H. MOKE Myst,
Iniq. 376 Satan is bound, the Palmiferous Company tri-

umph**, and the Heavenly Jerusalem is seen upon Earth.
1866 NEALE Sequences $ Hymns 57 Christ's own Martyrs,
valiant cohort, White-robed and palmiferous throng.
Palmification (pcedmink^'-Jan). [f.

L. palma
palm, after caprifieation.*] (See quot).
1876 Encycl. Brit. IV. 72 The Babylonians suspended

male clusters from wild dates over the females ; . . the process
was called Palmification.

Palinill (pse'lmin). Chem, [ad. F. palmine
(Bouclet 1832), f. 'L.palma (in PALMA CHRISTI) +-

-IN.] A fatty substance obtained on treating castor-

oil with nitric peroxide. Now called ricinelaidin.

1838 T. THOMSON Chem. Org. Bodies 431 Palmin is very
soluble in alcohol and in ether.

Palming (pa-mirj), vbL sbl [-ING*.] The
action of PALM i).

1. Touching or grasping with the palm of the

hand. (In quot. 1686 with play on sense 2.)
1686 DKVDEN Sp. Fryar n. iii, (He strokes her Face] ..

Com. Hold, hold, Father,. .Palming is always held foul Play
amongst Gamesters. 1734 FIELDING Univ. Gallant in.

Wks. 1882 X. 75 There's no good ever comes of romping
and palming : I never gave my hand to any man without a

glove except Sir Simon.

2. The action of concealing something in the

palm of the hand, as in cheating at cards or dice,
or in conjuring.

1673 R. HBAD Canting Aca>f. 17 Spent .. in palming,
napping, with how to fix a Die for any purpose. 1710
H. BEDFORD Vind. Ch, Eng. Pref. 54 The palming by Re-
ligious Juglers. 1803 Sporting Mag: XXI. 326 Palming, or

handling the cards so called from the cards being secured
in the palm of the hand. 1899 Daily JNVzitf 6 May 8/5 Such
as are fond of palming and conjuring.
3. attrib.

i8iz IJvRON Wnltz xiii, Till some might marvel, with the
modest Turk, If 'nothing follows all this palming work?'
1812 J. H. VAUX Flash Diet., Painting-racket) secreting
money in the palm of the hand.

Pa-lming, vbl. s/>.* [f.
PALM j(M 4 + -ING !

; cf.

blackberrying) etc.] Gathering
'

palms'.
1825 HONE Evety-day Bk. 1. 396 It is still customary., to

go a palming., on Palm Sunday morning; .. gathering
branches of the willow or sallow with their grey. .buds.

Palming, ///. a. 1
[f.
PALM v, -f -ING 2

.]
That

palms ; touching or grasping with the hand.

1775 SHERIDAN Rivals n. i, But country-dances !..to run
the gauntlet through a string of amorous palming puppies.

tPalming,///.rt.2 Obs.
[f.

PALM sb* + -ING 2
.]

Of a deer's horn : Bearing palms.
c 1400 [see PALMKD a. 3].

Palmiped, -pede (pne'liniped, -pfd), a. and
s&. [ad. L. palniipes, palmiped-em ,

f. palma PALM
sb$ + pcs, ped-em foot.]
A. adj. Of a bird: Having palmate feet (see

PALMATE a. 2); web-footed.
1661 LOVELL Hist, Anim. fy Min. Introd., Birds which

are. .granivorous, as the. .barnicle.. palmipede daw. 1694
RAY in Lett. Lit. Men (Camden) 200, I fancied they were
no palmiped Bird. 1850 Frasers Mag. XLII. 28 She
would lead her palmipede brood to the water.

B. sb. A web-footed bird.

In pi. often as L. palmipedes (-d/z).

1610 GUILI.IM Heraldry in. Table (i66ot 95 Having their

feet Whole and plain, and are called Palmipedes* as the

Swan, Goose, Ducks. 1681 GREW Musxum 67 Of Palmi-

pede's, or Webfopted Fowles. 1691 Kw Creation (1692) 150
Water-Fowl, whicli are Palmipeds, or whole-footed. 1774
PENNANT Tour in Scot, in 1772, 312 The little Petrel

these are the last of the palmipeds. 1854 OWEN Skel. <$

Teeth (1855) 62 In the palmipedes or web-footed order.

So f Palmi'pedoua a, Obs. = prec. A.

1646 SIR T. BaownAtfM-2 P.p. v. i. (1686) 191 The Pelican

is palmipedous or fin-fooled like Swans and Geese.

404

Palmist (pre-lmist, pa-mist), [f. PALM s&.2 +
-IST; perh. back-formation f. PALMISTRY.] =next.
1886 i'all Mall G. 16 July 4/1 There is a Sibyl's cave,

where a hardened palmist will tell your fortune and your
future, 1892 Literary World 20 May 485 The phrenologist
and the palmist take infinite pains to dispel the prevailing
ignorance.

Falmister (parlm-, pjrmistai). Now rare,

Also 5-7 palmester, 6 -estrer. [In 15-1 7th c.

palmester) also palmestrert app. f. palmestry, PAL-
MISTKV ; cf. sorcer-er

t sorcer-y^ etc.] One who
practises palmistry; one who professes to tell

people's characters and fortunes by examining the

palms of their hands ; a chiromancer.
a 1500 P. JOHNSTON Thre Deid Pollis 42 Quhat phis-

namour, or perfyt palmester. 1561 T. HOBY tr. Castiglionc's
Courtyer iv. (1577) Xiij b, Palmestrers by the visage know
many times the conditions, and otherwhile the thoughts of
men. 1565 COOPER Thesaurus^ Chiromantes . .

,
a Palmester.

1578 BANISTER Hist. Man iv. 63 These three Muscles make
that fleshy part of the thom.be, which Palmesters do terme
the hill of Mars. 1594 CAREW Hitarte's Exam. \Viisy\\.

(1596) 183 Imagination, .inuiteth a man to be a witch, super-
stitious, . .a paimister, a fortune-teller, a 1670 HACKKT Cent.
Set'f/f. (1675) 424 No soothsayer, no Palmester, no judicial

Astrologer is able to tell any man the event of his life.

i8881KYcK Amcr. Commw. III. vi. cxiv. 639 note, Fortune-

tellers, clairvoyants, pahmsters, and seers.

Palmistry (pse-lm-, pa-mistri). Forms: 5

pawmestry, 6-7 palmestrie, palmistrie, (6

paulmistrie, palmastry, palrnesy, pampestrie,

-y, 6-8 palraestry), 6- palmistry. [ME. f.

pciitme, patme, PALM (of the hand) + an element

(oiig. -estrie, -estry) of obscure origin, which has

been gradually changed to -istry t
so that the

word now appears like a derivative of the I9th c.

palmist,'}
1. Divination by inspection of the palm of the

hand
; the art or practice of telling persons' char-

acters and fortunes by examination of the lines

and configurations of the palm ; chiromancy.
f 1420 LVDG. Assembly of Gods 870 Adryomancy, Orno-

mancy, with Pyromancy, Fysenamy also, and Pawmestry.
a 1425 Grower's Conf. III. 134 Gebuz and Alpetragus eke
Of I'lanisperie [?/. r. palmestrie] .. The bokes made. 1530-1
Act 22 lien. VIII) c. 12 Some of them feynynge them selfes

to haueknowlage in physike, phisnamie, palmestrie or other
craftie sciences. 1538 EI.YOT Diet., Chiromantia, palmestry.
1546 LANGLEY Pol, I

r
e>'g". De Invent. \, xviii, 34 b, Chiro-

mantle . .called commonly Palmistry. 1562 Lane. Wills i.

(1857) 183 On litle boke of palmesy. 1567 HAKMAN Caveat
(Shaks. Soc.) 23 Egiptians . . practising paulmistrie to such
as would know their fortunes. 1575 Mirr. ftlag., Bladud if) b,

For fooles . . And such as practise pampestry. 1613 PURCHAS
Pilgrimage (1614) 310 They proft-sse palmistry and fortune-

telling, a 1658 CLEVELAND Gen. Foetus (1677) 2 He tipples

Palmestry, and dines On all her Fortune-telling Lines.

1:1704 PKIOK Henry $ Emma 133 A frantic gipsy.. With
the fond maids in palmistry he deals. 1832 DE QUINCEY
Charlemagne Wks. XIII. 160 note, It is in fact upon this

infinite variety in the superficial lines of the human palm,
that palmistry is grounded.
attrib. 1899 Daily News 21 July 5/1 There were raffles,

a palmistry tent, and a cafe chantant. 1900 PINERO Gay Ld.

Qnc.i' IK 87 The palmistry profession is a flourishing one.

b. fig. (nonce-uses.}
1841 I>E QUINCEY Rhetoric Wks. 1860 XI. 407 The im-

possibility of finding any two leaves of a tree that should be
mere duplicates of each other, in what we might call the

palmistry of their natural marking. xfevSrUBMXtfcA Mcd.
fy Mod. Hist. (1886) 76 A science of historical palmistry.,
that attempts to refer . . every manuscript to its own country,
district, age, school, and even individual writers.

2. Applied allusively to the use of the hands in

applause (quot. 1698), or in pocket-picking (quot.

1711), or to bribery (quot. 1828 : cf. PALM sb.^ i b,

PALM v. 5) ; also used erroneously as =
sleight of

hand (cf. PALM v. 2).

1698 FARQUHAR Love <$ Bottle iv. ii, If you would tell a

poet his fortune, you must gather it from the palmistry of the

audience. 17x1 ADDISON Sfiect. No. 130^3 He found his

Pocket was picked : That being a Kind of Palmistry at which
this Race of Vermin [Gipsies] are very dextrous. 1828
Burton's Diary III. 535 note, If he would only, by an
allowed and well-understood palmistry, conciliate

' a king of
heralds

',
that prime officer in the court of honour, .would

presently discover among
'
old registers', arms., belonging

to the applicant's remote 'ancestors '. 1859 WRAXALL tr. A*.

Houdin lii. 26, I.. devoted myself to the manipulation of
cards and palmistry. Ibid, xii. 175, I had recourse to

palmistry to influence his decision.

f Pa'lmit. Obs. rare. [ad. L. palmes^ palmit-

emJ] A shoot or sprig of a vine.

1657 THORNLEY tr. Longus* Daphnis $ Chloe 48 The vines

protrude their palmits towards the ground. Ibid. 185
Bunches of Grapes hanging still upon their palmits.

Palmita, obs. f. PALMETTO ; see also PELAMYD.
Falmitate (pse'lmiwt). Chem.

[f.
PALMIT-IC

+ -ATE 4
.] A salt of palmitic acid.

1873 RALFE Phys. Chem. 49 The Potassium Palrmtate,
Stearate and Oleate are then removed. 1880 J. W. LEGG Bile

54 Some soaps, salts of the fatty acids, palmitate, stearate,
and oleate of soda are found in the bile.

Palmite (pae'lmait). [ad. Sp. and fg.palmito,
S. Afr. Du. palmiet: see PALMETTO.]
fl. Some kind of palmetto; in quot. 1595 ?the

fibre of some variety of palm. Obs.

1555 EDEN Decades 359 Theyr drynke is eyther water or
the iuse that droppeth from the cut hraunches of the barren

date trees cauled Patmiles. 1595 R. HASLKTOX in Arh, Gar~

PALMOSCOPY.
tier VIII. 382 Tying them [sheepskins] together over my
shoulders and under my arms with Palmite.. a weed like
to that whereof our hand-baskets are made [at Majorca],
2. A South African aquatic plant, Prionium
Palmita (N.O. Juncacese], growing in the beds of

rivers, and bearing a tuft of large serrated sword-

shaped leaves, affording a strung fibre.

[1824 Bi'RciiELL Trav. I. 91 Most of the rivers which we
passed, are choked up with the plant called Palmiet by the

colonists.] 1834 PRINGLK Afr. Sk. 25 Girt by the palmite's
leafy screen.

Palmitic (pcelmrtik), a. Chem. [ad. F. pal-

mitique (Fremy 1840), arbitrarily f. L.. palma PALM
j^. 1 (or ? F. palmite pith of the palm-tree) + -ic.

The natural formations from palma would have been
Palmic, palmin, etc. ; but these were preoccupied by deriva-
tives of Palma Christi (castor oil).]

Of or obtained from palm-oil ; m palmitic acid\ a

fatty acid v
i
C JGH3.,O2) contained in palm-oil and in

vegetable and animal fats generally; a colourless

substance, without taste or smell, lighter than

water, solid at ordinary temperatures.
1857 MIU.KK Elem. Chem. III. 394 Palmitic Acid, .is ob-

tained most readily from palm oil, the solid portion of which
consists chiefly of the glycerin compound of palmitic acid.

1871 ROSCOE Elem. Chem. 334 This palmitic acid bears ihe
same relation to cety! alcohol as acetic acid does to common
or ethyl alcohol.

Palmitin (parlmitin). Chem. [a. Y.palmitine
(Fremy 1840). f. as prec. + -ine, -IN 1.] A natural

fat contained in palm-oil and many other animal
and vegetable fats, obtained as a white solid,
the tripalmitate of glyceryl, CsH B(ClftHnO)f.
In //. applied to the palmitates of glyceryl or

glycerides of palmitic acid in general ;
the above

being distinctively called tnpalmitin.
1857 MII.LI-.R Elem. Chem. III. 368 Palmitin . . is con-

tained abundantly in palm oil, from which it has received
its name. 1866 ODI.ING Anim. Chem. 42' Palmitin is an
important constituent of palm oil or butter, and also exists

in human and other soft fats to a considerable extent. 1866-

77 WATTS Diet. Chem. IV. 335 Palmitates of Glyceryl or
Palmiiins. Monopalmitin, .. Dipalmitin, .. Tripalmitin.
1877 Fffwnes' Chem. \ I. 299 By cautious pressure it [palm-
oil] may be separated into fluid olein and solid palmitin.

Palmito, obs. form of PALMETTO.
Palmi-veined, Palmivorous : see PALMI-.

Palm-leaf (paTn-UT). A leaf of the palm-tree,
used for thatching, or for making hats, baskets,

etc., and esp., in the Southern U.S., as a fan.

1660 F. BROOKE tr. Le Blanc's Trav. 58 All the houses.,
are covered with palm-leaves. 1802 SOUTHEV Thaiaba. in.

xxiii, Knitting light palm-leaves for her brother's brow.

1871 KINGSI.EV At Last x, A small sugar-press . . under a
roof of palm-leaf.

b. Short im palm-leaf hat.

1852 MRS. STOWE Uncle TotttsC. vui, Sam soon appeared,
palm-leaf in hand, at the parlour door. 1854 MARY HOLMES
Tempest <$ Sunshine 15 So mounting Prince again, he gave
his old palm-leaf three flourishes round his head.

c. attrib. Made of a palm-leaf or palm-leaves.
1842 DICKENS Amer. Notes (1850) 34/1, I saw them first

at their work lbaskel-making,and the manufacture of palm-
leaf hats). 1897 MAKY KINGSLEY It7. Africa 427 Above all

is a roof of palm-leaf mats, in good old Coast style.

Falmless (pa-mles), a. [f. PALM j^. 1 + -LESS.]
Destitute of palm-trees.
1894 B. THOMSON S. Sea Yarns 185 The bitter winds and

the sterile palmless shore.

Palmiet (pa'mlet). Entom. [f. PALM sb.- 2 d
+ -LET.]

= PALMULA.
1826 KIRBY & Si 1

. Entomol. III. xxxiii. 370 Palmula (the
Palmiet). A minute accessory joint between the claws,
answering to the Plantula in the legs.

Palm-oil. [In sense i, f. PALM j//. 1 + OIL; in

2, f. PALM sb.%, with humorous allusion to sense i.]
1. Oil produced by various species of palm-tree ;

esp. that obtained from the fruit-pulp of the Oil

Palm (/seis guineensis] of West Africa, which in

cooler climates becomes of the consistence of butter

and of an orange-red colour ; it is used as food by
the natives, and elsewhere for making soap and

candles, lubricating machinery, etc.

1705 BOSMAN Guinea xvi. (1721) 267 The Palm-oil. .Is ob-
tained by Contusion and Expression. 1712 tr. Pomefs Hist.

Drugs I. 136 Palm Oil. .is an unctuous Liquor, as thick as
Butter. 1870 YEATS Nat. Hist. Coinnt. 204 Palm oil is used
in England principally in the manufacture of yellow soap,
hut with the Africans it is an article of food.

attrib. 1863 R. F. BURTON ll'and. //'. Africa II. 145

'Palm-oil-chop' is the curry of Western Africa. 1896 SIR
H. H. JOHNSTON in Daily News g Dec. 10/2 The sneered
at

*

palm -oil-ruffians
'

of the first half of this century, who
did more than anyone else to unconsciously abolish the

slave trade. 1897 MARY KINGSLEY W, Africa 208 The
Negroes cook uniformly very well, and at moments are in-

spired in the direction of palm-oil chop and fish cooking.
2. humorously. That with which the palm is

'greased' or 'anointed'; money given as a douceur
or bribe; a '

tip'.
a 1627 MIDDLETON Getitie at Chess in. I, Palm-oil will make

a pursuivant relent. 1867 Routledge"sEv. Boy's Ann. June
368, I had plenty of money, and '

palm oil
'

goes as far in

those latitudes as in our more civilized communities. 1896
E. A. KING Ital. Highways 190 Palm-oil will always pro-
duce temporary blindness in the officials.

Palmoscopy (pcelm^sk^pi). Med. [f. Gr. imA-

pus pulsation + -attoiria -SCOPY.] (See quots.)



PALM SUNDAY. 405 PALPAL.

1857 M.vvxt; Ex^os. Lex. ) Palmoscopia, Meet. Term for

divination or prognostication from palpitation, as of the

heart, arteries, bowels, or muscles : palmoscopy. 1890 J. S.

HILLINGS Xat. Med. Diet. II. 280 Palmoscopy. .(Observation

of the beats of the heart or of the pulse.

Palm sack : see SACK sb:-

Palm Sunday. The Sunday next before

Easter, observed m commemoration of Christ's

triumphal entry into Jerusalem ;
in the mediaeval

church, and still in the Roman, Greek, and other

churches,- by processions in which branches of

palm or (in northern regions) other trees (see PALM
sbl 2, 4) are carried.

c 1000 Ags. Go$p. Luke xlx. 29 margin, Dys jebyraft
feower wucon air middan wyntra & on palm-sunnandie^.
c 1x90 Bekct 1855 m $ Eng. f-e- I- : 59 Ase ore loucrd a-

palme-sonenday. c 1300 St. Brandnn 348 Abotite Palm-
sonede hi bihulde about faste. 1375 BAMKWRJ&rJHYXV. 103

{Thai} helde the sege full stalwardly Quhill palmesonday wes

passit by, c 1449 PECOCK Repr. (Rolls) 1.202 In eeldir dales,
whanne processioun was mad in the Palme-Sundai bifore

masse. 1530 PALSGH. 251 2 Palmesonday, pasqitcs Jl<'~>ry,
dimanche dc blanches. 1645 EVELYN Diary Mar., [At
Rome] On Palm Sunday there was a greate procession after

a
papal m.isse. 1828 SCOTT /'. Maid Pertk xxi, On tbe 3oth

of March next to come, being Palm Sunday.
attrib. 1563 FOXE A. .y M. 1712/2 Vpon Satterdaye

being Palme Sonday Euen. 16*7 DRAYTON Miseries Q.
Margaret in Batt. Agiucotirt etc. 99 Fatall Towton that

Palme-Sunday fight. 1874 in Ripon Ch. Acts (Surtees)

109 note. The battle of Towton, which was called Palm-

Sunday Field.

So f Palmsun even, the eve of Palm Sunday
(obs.}\ also PaTmsuxx a.

t occurring on or about
Palm Sunday (cf. IVhitsttn} ;

Palmsun v. dial.

(see quot. 1779).
1571 Satlr. Poems Reform, xxviii. 218 On Palmsoneum

this
papier

I compleit. c 1605 Acc.-bk. IV. ll'ray in Anti-

quary XXXI I. 213 The 21 day of Aprill, beinge palme sonn
even. 1779 Genti. 3/rt^XLIX.

-

58o With us in the North,
the children go out into the fields, .apalmsoningorpalmsning,
as they call it, and gather the flowering buds of the sallow.

1813 Sporting Mag. XI. 1 1. 43 The Palmsun Horse Show, at

Malton.

Palm-tree (pa-mitr/). A tree of the order
PalmacfK or Pafatm :

= PALM sb.l I.

(950 Lindisf. Gosp. John xv. 4 Suae 5io palm-treo [L.

palmes\ ne maige sebrenge ua:stem from him seolfum buta

^euunija in win^earde. c 1000 ^EI.FRIC Exod. xv. 27 peer
Weeron twelf wyllas and hundseofontij; palmtreowa. c 1250
Gen. fy Ex. 3305 An ten and sexti palme tren bi 3o welles
men mi^te sen. a 1300 Cursor J\l. 11660 A palme tre sco '

sagh hir bi. 1543 TKAHEHON I'igo's Chirnrg. iv. 147 Some
allowe, that the water be drawen out wyth the woode of a

palmetre, or drye elder. 1634 JACKSON Creed \\\\. xviii. 6
'1 he palmtree. .was as true an embleme or hieroglyphick of

righteousiiesse or justice, as the sword is of authority, and
power. 1842 I.ONHF. S/azv's Dream ii, Beneath the palm '.

trees on the plain Once more a King he strode.

b. Applied popularly to other trees : see PALM
sb 4.

1653 WALTON Angler iii. 92 You see some Willows or Palm
treesbud and blossome sooner then others do. 1736 PFGGK
Kenticisnts, Palm-tree, a yew-tree. 1887 Kentish Gloss. s.v.,
There is, in , . Woodnesborough, a public-house called 'The
Palm-tree

',
which bears for its sign a clipped yew tree.

C. attrib.

1781 SMEATHMAN in Phil. Trans. LXXI. 167 note. The
caterpillar or maggot of the Palm-tree Snout-beetle, Citrculio
Palmarum

% which is served up at all the luxurious tables
of the West Indian epicures, .as the greatest dainty of the
Western world. 1802 SOUTHEY Thalaba v. Notes, Wks. 1838
IV. 210 Houses made of palm-tree branches.

HPalmula (pse-lmirfla). Entom. [mod. L., dim.
of L. palma palm.] A process between the tarsal

claws in certain insects.

i8a6 KIRBY & SP. EntomoL III. xxxv. 692 You will find
between the claws [of I-amellicorns] a minute but con-

\

spicuous joint terminated by two bristles which seem to
mimic the ttngttla and its claws; these parts are what are
denominated the palmitla, plantula, and psendonychia.

1895 Cambridge Nat. Hist, V. 105 A lobe or process . . very
varied in different Insects, called empodium, arolium, pal-
mula, plantula, pseudonychium, or pulvillus.

Palmus Christi, variant of PALMA CHRISTI.

1530 PALSGR. 251/2 Palmus christi an herbe.

Palmy (pa-mi), sb. Sc. Also pammie, paw-
mie. [Corresponds to F, pauttitfc

*

coup dans la
i

main* (Littre) ; but Q)t,paume t palm4e = \\.pal- \

mata, Pr., Sp., Yg.palmada, had the sense ' a slap
with the palm'; cf. med.L. palmata (Du Cange), !

i. palma PALM sb? Cf. PALMER sb. 3] A stroke
on the palm of the hand, given as a punishment.
1785 R. FOKBES Poems (1812) 95 Nae school being in, Our

pammies o'er, syne aff we'd rin. 1826 GAI.T Lairds iv,
There was na a day I didna get a pawmy but ane, and on it i

I got twa. 1854 H. MILLER Sch. <V Schm. (1858) 142 The
|

same number of palmies, well laid on, were awarded to each.
'

1883 Q. Rev. Apr. 400 He got . . many a '

palmy
'

on his hand
with a thick strap of leather.

Palmy (pa-mi), a. [f. PALM //;.* + -Y.]
1. Containing or abounding in palms ;

of or per-
taining to a palm or palms ; palm-like. Chiefly/^/.
1667 MILTON P. L. iv. 254 Or palmie hilloc, or the'flourie

Jap
Of som irrigruous Valley. 1734 THOMSON Liberty n. 82 !

The neighbouring Land, whose palmy Shore The silver
j

Jordan laves. 1764 GOI.DSM. Trav. 70 The naked negro..
Boasts of bis golden sands, and palmy wine. 1819 HEBER
Hymn ' From Greenland's icy Mountains

'

i, From many
an ancient river, From many a palmy plain. 1866 B. TAYLOR
Pttlm fy Pine Poems 267 Her lithe and palmy grace.

VOL. VII.

2.^/tf-. Bearing or worthy to 'bear the palm',
triumphant, flourishing; esp. in palmy state (a

Shaksperian phrase), palmy days.
i6oz SHAKS. Ham. \. i. 113 In the most high and palmy

state of Rome. 1617 URUMM. OF HAWTH. Forth Feasting
\
Poems (1656) 152 And like August us palmy Kaigne be deem'd.

1796 HUKKK Regie. Peace i. Wks. VIII. 82 In the high and
palmy state of tbe monarchy of France, it fell to the ground
without a struggle, a 1854 H. REED Led. Brit. Poets (1857)

I
ix. 301 The period was a palmy one for men, who held a pen
of power. 1893 J. C. JEAFFKESON Bk. of Recoil. 1 1 894) I.

xiit. 218 Persons who belonged to the brotherhood in its

palmy days.

Palmyra (p^lmai-n-a). Forms: 7 palmero,
8 palrneira, palmira, y palmyra. [Formerly
palmeira, a. Pg. palmeira \\\. palmcro, Sp. pal-

mera] palm-tree : cf. PALMER sb? Fryer's palmero
may have been from an It. source. The mod.

spelling is app. erroneously conformed to that of

the ancient Palmyra^ Or. Ha\fivpa, a city of Syria.]
A species of palm \_Borassitsfiabcllifonnis}^ with

rounded fan-shaped leaves, and large roundish

drupes each containing three seeds
; commonly

cultivated in India and Ceylon, and impoitant for

its variety of uses.

The wood is used as timber; the leaves for thatch, matting,
hats, baskets, umbrellas, Tans, paper, etc. ; the sap yields

wine_(toddy) and sugar (jaggery); the outer pulp of the
fruit is eaten roasted or made into jelly; the seedling plants
are used as food, etc.

1698 FKYKR Ace. E.IndiaffP. 199 Tbe Poorer [Kuilding>l
are made of Houghs or Oleas of the Palmeroes, or Leaf, of
Teke. 1718 Propag. Gosp. in East III. 85 (Y.) Li\ es of
a Tree called Palmeira. 1778 K. ORMK Mitit, Tmns. /</.
II. 90 The interval . . wa^ planted with rows of palmira nii'l

coco-nut trees. 1828 Asiat. Costumes $$ (Stanf.) Th punk-
ha, or fan, represented in the plate, is the leaf of the palmyra.
1870 ANDERSON Missions Amer. ]>d. I. vii. 138 Sixty trees,

twenty-nine of which were fruitful palmyras capable of

supporting a native family.

b. attrib* and Comb.
1854 SIMMOSDS Commerc. Prod. I'eg. Kingd. 376 Eating

the bulb or root, which is the first shoot from the Palmyra
nut. 1857 HENFREY.0/. 394 BorossnsJlabtlliformis yields
what is called Palmyra-wood. 1858 HOGG / 'eg. Kingd. 752
The Palmyra Palm .. is the most common palm of India.

1900 G. SMITH Twrlvt* Pioneer Missionaries 196 Th pal-
myra-climbers make use of a sort of movable girdle to help
them in climbing the trees.

Palmyre (pre-lmaUi). rare. [ad. mod. I,.

Palmyra.} A sea-worm of the genus Pahnyra of
marine polychaetous annelida. 1890 in Cent. Diet.

Palois, obs. form of PALACE.

[| FalolO (palJ-i'b). [Native name in Samoa
and Tonga.] A nereid worm (Palolo viridis^

,

abundant in some parts of the Pacific, and esteemed
as food by the natives, who catch it when it

annually visits the shores to spawn.
1895 Edin. Rtf<. July 102 Thepalolo worm, greatly esteemed

as an article of food by the Pacific islanders. 1903 Daily
Chron. 31 Jan. 3/2 A very interesting account.. of tbe well-
known annual fishery of the Palolo worm.

II Falombino ;p?el;mbrn0). [It. palombino
(L. palumbjntts} dove-coloured, f. falomba^ -bo

pigeon, dove.] A greyish-white Italian marble.
1861 SIR G. G. SCOTT W'estm. Abbey (1863) 97 The palom-

bino is a white stone, not unlike clunch, only much harder.

fFalOUr. Obs. Also 6-8 pallour. [ad. F.

palourde\ late pop. L. pelorida t for cl. 'L.fefons,
'idem. a. Gr. irf^capis, -('5a giant-mussel.] A bivalve
shell-fish ; a kind of cockle or mussel.

1589 RIDER Ribl. Schol.
t
Fishes 1722 A pallour, a shell fish.

1601 HOLLAND Pliny II. 443 The Palours also doe mollifie
and soften the bellie [ Et pctoridcs cmoltinnt aluum\. 161 1

COTGR., Clonisse, tbe little, sharpe, and muddie cockle,
tearmed, a Palour. Ibid.^ Pallourde, a little, narrow, and
seldome-gaping Cockle, which we also call, a Palour. 1657
C. BECK Univ. Charac. I v, Pallour fish. 1694 MOTTEUX
Rabelais iv. Ix. (1737) 246 Chevins, Pallours.

Palox, Paloys, obs. ff. POLE-AX, PALACE.

Palp (pselp), sb. Zool. [a. F. palpe, ad. L.

palpus.] A feeler :
= PALPUS.

1842 HRANDE Diet. Set. etc.,s.v. Pnlpators, A family of
Clavicorn beetles, including those which have very long
maxillary feelers, or palps, 1870 ROLLKSTON Amm. Life
lutrod. 109 (Class, Insecta) The mandible has never even a
rudiment of a palp. 1880 HUXLEY Crayfish iv. 167.

Palp (pselp), v. rare. [ad. 'L.palpare to touch

softly, pat, caress, coax, flatter; cf. F. palpcr
(i6th c. in Hatz.-Darm.)

' to handle gently . . also, i

to Matter, soothe
1

(Cotgr.), It. palpare.]
trans. To touch, feel

; to handle gently, pat.

AlsoySJf. To speak fair to, flatter, cajole.
1534 St. Papers ffen. I'll/, II. 218 That they may palpe

and clayme, also handle as blynde men dothe in darknes.

1650 T. VAUGHAN Anthroposophia To Rdr., Aquinas palps
him gently, Scotus makes him winch. 1657 THORNLEY tr.

Longus' Dap/mis <V Chloe 187 He began to palpe him with
soft words. 1793 GIBBON Letl. Misc. Wks. 1706 I. 291, I sent
for Farquhar, who is allowed to be a very skilful surgeon.
After viewing and palping, he.. desired to call in assistance.

Palp, obs. Sc. form of PAP, teat.

Palpability (prclpabi-liti). [f. next + -ITY.

Cf. F. palpabiliti] The quality of being palpable ;

concr. a palpable person or thing.
1601 DE-LCON & WALKER Spirits * Divels 342 Concerning

the non visibility and palpability of spirits, c 1714 POPE, etc.

i .l/i';. Mart. Scriblerns xiv, He it was that first found out
i the Palpability of Colours. 1841 L. HUNT Seer (1864) 77 In

the shape of any Viola, or Julia, or other such flattering pal-

pability. 1873 M. ARNOLD Lit. ff Dogma (1876) 64 The word
Eternal has less of particularity and palpability for ihe

. imagination.

Palpable (pse-lpab'l), a. (adv.) Also 6 -abil,

-yble. [ad. late L. palpabilis (Orosius), f. palpare :

i see PALP v. and -ABLE. Cf. F. palpable (14-1 5th c.
'

in Hatz.-Darm.).]
1. That can be touched, felt, or handled

; appre-
hensible by the sense of touch

; tangible, sensible.

Palpable darkness (tenebrae tarn densa: ut palpari queant,
'darkness which may be felt' Exod. x. 21), thick, gross, utter
darkness (a strong figure of speech). \\\ palpable Jiit t the

orig. physical sense often passes into sense 2.

f 1384 CHAUCER //. Fame n. 361 That he may shake hem
be the biles, So palpable they shulden be. c 1450 Mirour
Saln<ni<>un 4355 Ferefulst dtrkne>se palpable. 1558 lip.

WATSON Sev.Sacraw.\\\. 39 The Sacrament, signifieth and
representeth the same visible, mortal], and palpable bodye
of Christe vpon the crosse. 1600 HOLLAND Lhy x. xxxii.

375 There chanced to be a foggie mist, which continued a

good part of the day, so thick and palpable, as men could
not see before them. 1602 SHAKS. Hutu, v. ii. 292 A bit, a

very palpable hit. a 1633 AUSTIN Medit.
(1655) 59 Such an

1

Object as shall bee palpable now as well as Visible ; nVsh of
our flesh. 1786 tr. Beckford's I'athck 42 Fur two whole
hours, a palpable darkne>s prevailed. 1799 (>. SMITH Labora-
tory I. 9 Nealed and beaten to a palpable powder. 1860
TVNDALI. Glac. i. ii. 18 The stones were palpable enough,

i
carried down by the eataract.

b. A/ed. Perceptible by palpation.
1897 Allbuifs Xyst. Med. II. 769 The spleen was not pal-

pable, Ibid. IV. 108 The edge of the liver being palpable.
2. transf. Readily perceived by some one of the

other senses, as the sight, hearing, etc.; peiceptible;

plainly observable, noticeable, pa:cnt.
1430 LYDG. Min. Poems (Percy Soc.) 206 Merciful

Leonard! gracious and beuigne ! Shew to thy servauntis
som palpable sygne. t 1450 LYDG. it KCKUH Secrets 2568
Kvident toknys and signes palpable. Of a fool nyce and
vai yable. 1659-60 PEPVS Diary 6 Jan ,

Dinner .. as vtry
good ; only ttie venison pasty was palpable bt.-ef, which was
not handsome. 1664 POWER E.\-p. Philos. I. 82 [Kyes of

spiders] which indeed are so palpable that they are clearly
to be seen by any man that wants not )ii-. own. 1766
FORDYCK Sft'ftt. }'ng. H'ow. {1767) 1. vi. 236 What is dancing
..but the harmony of motion rendered more palpable '! 1819
KVRON Juan n. xcvii, For >hore it was, and gradually grew
Distinct, and high, and palpable to view. 1880 Miss
IJRADDON Barbara xxvi, 199

' Head's very hot
',

said the

surgeon, a fact also painfully palpable to the patient.

3. fig. Kasily perceived ; open to recognition ;

lain, evident, apparent, obvious, manifest.

1545 JOYE p. Dan. iv. 61 b, In stormes and dcrkenes of
erroiirs more palpable then in the seruitute of egypt, 1576
Fi.r.MiNii Pan^pl. J'.pist. 281 The ignoiaunce of tbe world
is grosse and palpable. 1597 HOOKER Eci I, Pol. v. Ixv. 15
< Opinions of palpable idolatrie. i6ia BKINSI.EV Lud. Lit. xx.

(ibi-7) 227 Keeping all in palpable ignorance to be drawne
to dumb Idols. 1791 COWPEH Odyss. xiv. 440 Should'st

thuu invent Kilpr.ble falsehoods? 1864 HOWKN Logic ix. 295
A Circle so \ ah;able as this would, indeed, be committed by
no one. 1867 FRFHMAN Xonn. Cony. I. vi. 559 Rejecting
Culpable fables and contradictions.

T B. as ailv. - PALPABLY. Obs.

1583 T. WASHINGTON tr. Xicholays I'oy. Ep. Oed., To
exclude olde men. .[is] palpable en onious. 1607 Si hoi. Disc.

ftgst. Antichr. \. ii- 83 Those who. .see them daily with our

eyes, . .yea. . feele them palpable with our hands.

Pa Ipableiiess. [f. prec. + -NESS.] The
quality or fact of being palpable.
1608 D. T. Ess. Pol. $ Mor. 8b, Such is the palpablenesse

of their irregular enormities. 1793 JEFFERSON \Vrit. (1830)
IV. 481 Tbe palpableness of these resolutions rendered it

impossible the House could reject them. 1847 A. IJESNIE
Disc. iii. 39 Giving to the abstractions of feeling the pal-

pableness of sense.

Palpably (pse-lpabli), adv. [f. as prec. + -LY -.]

In a palpable manner
;

so as to be felt, plainly

sten, observed, etc. ; clearly, obviously, manifestly.
1584 R. SCOT Discov. Witchcr. v. viii. (1886) 85 Doo you

not see how reallie and palpablie the divell tempted and
plagued Job? 1699 BURNET 39 Art. xxii. (1700) 246
Things .. too palpably False to be put upon us now. 1793
SMEATON Edystone L. 184 The sea wilts . . render the wall

visibly and palpably moist. 1875 GLADSTONE Glean. VI. 195
For Italy it is palpably matter of life or death.

t Pa-lpabrize, v. Obs. [Arbitrary f. L. palpare :

see PALPATE v.~\ trans. To feel, touch, handle.

(With quot. 1623 cf. PALP v.)

'593 NASHE Christ's T. (1613) 119 They cannot grosly
palpabrize or feele God with their bodily fingers. 16*3
COCKERAM, Palpabrize^ to flatter.

Palpacle (psrlpak'l). Zool. [f. L. palp-us
feeler, after tentacle.] A tentacle-like organ in

the Siphonophora, belonging to a palpon.
1888 HAECKF.L in Challenger Rep., Zool. XXVIII. 18

Palpacles or Tasting Filaments. Under this designation
I include only the long, extremely contractile,' hollow,
simple filaments, which occur in the majority of Physonccta:
at the base of the palpons. 1898 SEDGWICK Student's Text-
bk. Zool. I. 139 The palpacles are similar organs of the

palpons, found in one order.

Palpal vpae'lpal), a. Zool. [ad. mod.L./<z#rt/z'j,
f. palpus : see -AL. Cf. F. palpal.'] Of the nature

of, pertaining to, or serving as a palp or feeler.

Palpal organ : a modification of the termination of the

pedipalp of a male spider, which serves as a genital organ.

1857 MAYNE Expos. Lex., Palpalzs, palpatust Entomol.^
applied to an insect having palpi,, .palpal : palpate. 1874
MOGCRIOGE Ants Suppl. 299 The terminal palpal claw has

52



PALPATE.
two teeth towards its base on the underside. 1893 SHIPLEY
iS: M.UJBRIDK Zool. 188 The spermatozoa are conveyed to the

palpal organs of the pedipalpi of the male.

Palpate (pce'lp^t), v.
[f. ppl. stem of L.

palpare to PALP.] trans. To examine by the

sense of touch ; to feel ; spec, as a method of

medical examination.

1849-52 TOPD Cycl. Anat. IV. 1151/1 The bird sifts and
strains . . the mud and water which it palpates in search of

food. 1898 Allbutfs Syst. Med. V. 655 Its [the spleen's)
rounded margin can be readily palpated.

Pa'lpate, a. rare, [ad. mod.L. palpat-us.]
Furnished with palps.
1857 MAYNE Expos. Lex. [see PALPAL).

Palpation (pselpf'fan). [ad. ^.palpation-em
stroking, flattering, flattery, n. of action Qlpalpare
to PALP; cf. F. palpation (i5th c. in Godef.,.]

Touching, feeling by touch, handling; gentle

handling; spec, medical examination by feeling.

1483 CAXTOS Gold, Leg. 19/2 Forthly by palpacion of his

very body. 1640 WATTS tr. Bacon's Adr. Learn. \. ii. 226
When a man essayts all kind of Experiments without

sequence or method that is a meere palpation [L, palpatio\
1656 BLOUNT Glossogr.^ Palpation^ flattery, cogging, fair

speaking, soothing. 1688 [*ee PAI.MATIOS* i]. 1853 Di x-

GLISON flfetit Lex., Pa'pation, the sense of touch. It is also

used for the mode of exploring disease by feeling . . the dis-

eased organ. 1879 G. MACDOXALD Sir Gibbie I. xxii. 320
A hairy thing lay by his side, which . . he examined by pal-

pation, and found to be a <!og.

aftrib. 1898 Alllnitt's Syst. Mcd. V. 898 The presence of

emphy*ema tends to mask tlie percussion and palpation signs

very considerably.

Pa'lpatory, a. rare. [f.
L. palpat-^ ppl. stem

of palpare (PAi.p v.} : see -URY -.] Of the nature

of or tending to palpation.
1876 tr. rv Ziemssens Cycl. Mcd. V. 76 Palpatory percus-

sion .shows a distinct increase of resistance at all points.

llPalpebra .pre-lp/bra,. PI. -ae. Anat. [L.]
An eyelid.
1706 PHILLIPS, Palpebrx, the Eye-lids, or Coverings of the

Eyes. 1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl. s. v., In quadrupeds the

lower Palpebra is moveable, and the smaller. 1875 WALTON
Dis. Eye 137 <Edematous swelling of the palpebra.

Palpebral pre-lp/bral), a. [ad. L. palpcbralis,
f. palpebra eyelid + -At. Cf. F. palptbral x

i 74S in

Hatz.-Darm.).] Of or pertaining to the eyelids ;

esp. in designating parts connected with these, as

palpebral arch, artery , muscle, nerve, vein, etc.

1840 G. V. ELI. is Anat. 76 The lachrymal artery perforates !

the palpebral ligament of the upper eyelid, . . and it divides

into branches that supply the lids, and anastomose with the

upper and lower palpebral arches. 1842 E. WILSON Anat.
I 'ade M. (ed. 2) 281 The Palpebral arteries, are given off

from the ophthalmic. 1859 (.). W. HOLMKS Prof, Break/. -t.

i. (1891) 14 What I should call a palpebr;d spasm, affecting i

the eyelid and muscles of one Mde. 1880 FLOWER in Nature
\

XXII. 99/1 Eyes black, the palpebral openings elongated.
[?An erroneous definition in Dunglison,

'

Relating to the !

eyebrows', is repeated in the American Dictionaries.]

Pa'lpebrate, "- rare. [ad. vdQ&.l^. palpebrat- ;

its, {.palpebra : see -ATE-.] Furnished with eyelids.

1857 in MAVSE Expos. Lex. 1893 .$*.>'</.
Sac. Lcx.

t Palpc- ,

bfate, having eyelids.

t Pa*lpebre. Obs. rare- 1
, [a. obs. F. palpcbre \

(i5th c. in Godef.), ad. L,. palpebra.'] An eyelid.

1541 R. COPLAND Gjiydon's Quest. Chirurg. D iij, The pal-

pebres or eye lyddes, the nosethyrlles, and eares.

Pa'lpebrous, a. rare. (See quots.)
1846 SMART, Palpebroiis, having large brows. 1857 MAYSE

'

Expos. Lex., Palpebrosas, applied to the Crocodilus palpe-
'

brositS) because it has its eyebrows converted into a single
'

osseous scutcheon . . ; palpebrous.

tPalped, ///. a. O6s. [f.
PALP v. + -ED V]

|

Felt; apprehended by the touch. Cf. PALPABLE i.
j

1609 HEVWOOD Brit. Tivy xv. xlii, Fearlesse he through i

the palped darknesse scowres. 16x3 Braz. Age Wks.
I

1874 III. 206 And bring a palped darknesse ore the earth.

111639 WI.BSTKR Aff>ius <y I'irf. m. i, His smooth crest >

hath cast a palped film Over Rome's eyes.

Palphrie, -phry, obs. forms of PALFREY.

Palpi, pi. of PALPUS. Palpicil: see PAI.POCIL.

Palpicorn (parlpikpjn), a. and sb.
[f. mod.L.

palpicornes, pi. of palpicornis, f. palp-us feeler -t-

cornu horn. Cf. \! . palpicorne (Cuvier).]
A. adj. Having palpi like horns or antennae;

spec, of or pertaining to the Palpicorncs, a tribe of

pentamerous beetles having slender palpi usually :

longer than the antennae
1881 in OCILVIK. 1886 in Casselts Encycl. Diet. .1/orf.

The palpicorn beetles are now classed a-i Philhydrida.
B. sb. 1. A beetle of the tribe Palpicornes.

[1834 GKIFFITH Cuvier's Anittl. Kingil. XIV. 424 The fifth

family of the Pentamerous Coleoptera -
I'alpicornes.] 1882

Ocitvit, ralpicorn. 1886 in Cassr/fs Eiuyd. Diet.

2. A long labial palp. {Cent. Diet.)

Palpifer. Entoni. [f.
L. palpus PALP sb. +

-fer bearing, bearer.] An outer lobe of the

maxilla, bearing the maxillary palp.
1841 NKWMAN Hist. Insects 162 The feeler-bearer or/W-

pifer, . . is usually placed above the stalk of the feeler-jaw.

1895 WATEKHOUSE Labiuin etc. 8 We need not expect the

division between the palpifer and stipes to be specially
marked here.

Falprferous, a. [f. mod.L. palpifer (f.

palpiis) + -ous : see -FERGUS ; cf. F. palpifire

(,Littre).J Ikaring pal]>s, esp. maxillary palps.
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1857 in MAYSE Expos. Le.\: t and in mod. Diets. 1890
Century Diet. s. v., Any insect which has palps is both palpi-
ferous and palpigerous, but mouth-parts of insects are either

palpiferous or palpigerous, according as they bear maxillary
or labial palps.

Palpiform ftwlpif^im),
a. [f. L. palpus

feeler +- -FOKM ; cf. V.palpifonne (Littre).] Having
the form of or resembling a pal]), palpus, or feeler.

1819 G. SAMOUELLE Entomol. Commend. 305. 1826 KIRBY
& Si1

. Entomol. III. xxxii. 341 A pair of Inarticulate palpi-
form organs, 1852 DANA Crust. \. 609 The palpiform nata-

tory appendage of the thoracic legs.

Palpiger (pse'lpid^w). Entom.
[f.

L. palpus
+ -ger carrying, carrier.] The part of the labium
of an insect which bears the labial palpi.
1841 NEWMAN Hist. Insects 160 The labial feelers or lalno-

palpi originate one on each side of the palpiger, 1877
HUXLEY Anat. Iftz<. Anim. vii. 403 Between the menturn

and the ligula, on each outer edge of the labium, a small piece,
the palpiger, is articulated. 1895 WATERHOUSE Labium etc.

6 The part that bears the labial palpi. ..called the palpiger
by Newman.

Palpigerous (padpivJg&w), a.
[f. as prec.

+ -ous.] Having or bearing palpi or ieelers.

1826 KIRBY &: SP. Entomol. xlviii. IV. 451 Eleutherata

(Coleoptera L.). Maxilla naked, free, palpigerous. 1870
ROLLESTON Anim. Life 75 A largely developed and palpi-

gerous labium.

Palpitant (porlpitant), a. [a. F. palpitant

(1519 in Hatz.-Darm.), ad. L. palpitant-em, pr.

pple. ofpalpitare\ see next.] Palpitating.
1837 CARLYLE Fr. Rev. II. v. iv, The Grocer, palpitant,

with drooping lip, sees his Sugar taxe. 1864 LOWELL
Fireside Trav. 195 Cascades, delicately palpitant as a fall

of northern lights. 1868 GEO. ELIOT Sp. Gipsy iv. 312 Pal-

pitant with memories From streets and altars.

Palpitate ^cc-lpi^, ?'. [f. L. palpitat-^ ppl.
stem vipalpitare to move frequently and quickly,

tremble, throb, freq. of palpare PALP v. Cf. F.

paJpiter (i6th c. in Godef. 6\w//*/.).]
1. intr. To pulsate or beat rapidly and strongly,

as the result of exercise, strong emotion, or as

a symptom of disease : said of the heart, and
transf. of the body or its members ; to throb.

1623 COCKKRAM ii, To Beate or leape like the heart, Pal'

pitate. 11715 BfRVET Owu Time HI. (1724) I. 511 His
heart .. continued to palpitate some time after it was on the

Hangman's knife. 1766 GOLDSM. I'ic. //'. (1876) 204 My
heart palpitating with fears of detection. 1838 DICKENS
Nick. A'icfc. ix,

'

I do so palpitate ', observed Miss Squeers,.

fig. 1871 M. ARNOLD Friendsh. Garl. viii. 67 [Burlesquing
the style of a popular newspaper] Researches concerning
labour and capital, which are hardly, as our Paris corre-

spondent says, palpitating with actuality. 1901 L,ntys
Realm X. 548/2 London may throb and palpitate with
functions and festivities.

b. gen. To move with a vibrating or quivering
motion

;
to tremble, quiver.

1849 NOAD Electricity 471 The limb [of the frog] traversed

by the direct current palpitated for a certain time. 1863
Losr.r. H'nysitk Inn, Stttit. T. 87 Fountains palpitating in

the heat. 1886 SHELDON tr. Flaubert's Salammbo 16 Her
thin nostrils palpitated.

2. trans. To cause to pulsate rapidly or throb.

1790 MRS. A. M. JOHNSON Monmo-uth I. 163 What strange
transporting sensations palpitated my heart. 1833 T. HOOK
M'idow <y Marquess vii, Ihese .. palpitated a bosom pure
and at rest from every fiercer passion.

Palpitating (pie*lpit^tiq\ ///. a. [f. prec.
+ -ING -.] That palpitates ; throbbing, quivering.
1791 COWPER Iliad xxu. 535 She rushed with palpitating

heart And frantic air abroad. 1863 LD. LYTTON Ring
Amasis I. i. n. i. 103 A pretty woman, bosomed in an airy
cloud of palpitating gauze. 1882 Rosstcm Ball.fy Sonn.
201 Some shadowy palpitating grove that bears Rest for

man's eyes and music for his ears.

Hence Fa'lpita tingly adv.

1849 Eraser's Afag. XL. 518 Heart-palpitatingly entered
he that well-remembered portal. 1891 G. MEREDITH One of
our Cong. II. x. 259 It lifts her out of timidity into an
adoration still palpitatingly fearful.

Palpitation (pxlpil^-Jan). [ad. L. palpita-

tion-em^ n. of action f. palpitare PALPITATE. Cf.

F'. palpitation (1545).] The action of palpitating.
1. The beating of the heart

; esp. a violent and

rapid pulsation resulting from exercise, strong
emotion, etc. ; throbbing ; spec, such increased

activity of the heart arising from disease of the

organ itself or other parts of the body.
1604 JAS. I Counterbl. (Arb.) 102 If ..a man would.. lay

a

heauy pound stone on his breast, for staying and holding
downc that wanton palpitation. 1656 RIDGLEY Pract.

Physic 273 Palpitation of the Heart comes first from some-

thing troubling the Heart. 1834 J. FORBES Laennecs Dis.
Chest (ed. 4) 553 The symptoms of this affection . . are a
soft and weak

pulse^ and feeble and indistinct palpitations.

1872 HUXLEY Phys. 11.53 Other emotions cause that extreme

rapidity and violence of action which we call palpitation.

2. gen. A trembling or quivering motion
;

a

tremble.

1677 GALE Crt. Gentiles m. 66 When any parts of their

members suffered a palpitation or leaping they foretold

something prosperous or sad to happen. 1778 MAD. D'AKdLAY
Diary 26 Aug., Mrs. Thrale..felt herself in a little palpita-
tion for me. 1827 LYTTON Pelham IxxxiiL (1853) 293 Dawson
trembled like a leaf, and the palpitation of his limbs made
his step audible and heavy. 1891 T. HARDY Tess (1900) ,

102/1 She heard a new strange sound among the leaves, ..

Sometimes it was a palpitation, sometimes a flutter; some-
times it was a sort of gasp or gurgle.

Teutonic lands to *palantinm, whence app.
pfalenza, MHG. pfalense (f/alze, $falz\
pallnza (Heliand), Q\L.pale>tte,palendse fem,,fa/t-nt masc.)

PALSIFY.

Pa'lpleSS, a.
[f. PALPJ/J. + -LESS.] Having

no palpi, palps, or feelers.

1880 BASTIAN* Brain 95 Two other nerves on each side are
in relation with the palpless mandibles.

Falpocil (parlp&il). Zool. Also palpicil.

[f. L. palpo-, taken as comb, form of L. palpus
YL+cilium eyelash.] A fine hairlike palp or

palpus ; a tactile hair.

1881 E. R. LANKESTER in Encycl. Brit. XII. 549/2 Tactil
hairs fpalpocils), however, occur on the ectodermal cells.

1888 ROLLESTON it JACKSON Anim. Life 806 (Porifera)
Nervouselements.. .There are twoformsoflhem.thepalpocil
and synocil. The former is a delicate free process, springing
from a mesoglaeal cell with one or more basal outrunners.

Palpon vpse-lpffa;. Zool. [mod, f. L. palp-its
feeler, after siphon.] An individual member of
a siphonophoran colony developed as a feeler;
a dactylozooid.
1888 HAKCKEL in Challenger Rep., Zool. XXVIII. 16

Palpons or Tasters. ..These are always simple, thin-walled,
very contractile sacs, in which the proximal portion com-
niunicates with the cavity of the stem, while the distal end
is closed. 1898 SKDGWICK Stud. Text-bk. Zool. I. 138 The
structures called palpons (hydrocysts, dactylozooid>J are to be
looked upon as mouth less manubria of medusoids.

II Palpus (psrlptfs;. /ool. PI. palpi (jwlpor .

[L. palpus a feeler, cognate with palpate \ see

PALP z>.J A jointed organ attached to the labia,
maxilla,1 and mandibles of insects, arachnids, etc.,

and sen-ing as an organ of sense
;
a feeler. Also,

each of the two fleshy lobes at the sides of the

mouth of bivalve molluscs.

1813 BiNCLEY Anivt. Bicg. (ed. 4) I. 41 The mouth. .has

also, in most instances, four or six palpi, or feelers. 1835
KIRBY Hab. $ fnst. Anim. II. xvi. 83 The Patpi,QT feelers,
which in some cases emerge from the side of the maxilla.

1852 DANA Crust, i. 41 The members of Crustacea con-
sist normally of three parts or branches, a tigellus, a palpus,
and a fouet. 1877 W. THOMSON I'oy. Challenger I. iv. 258.
Comb. 1880 BASTIAN Brain 97 Nerves .. from the two

pairs of antennae, and from the palpi-bearing mandibles.

Palsgrave (P9*lzgr3v)- Hist. Also 6-7
paltsgrave, 7 pauls-, palse- ; ft. 7-9 palgrave.

[a. 1 6th c. Du. paltsgrave (Kilian), mod. Du. falls-

g>-aaf= Ger. pfalzgraf, MUG. pfalzgnive, OHG.
pfalenzgrftvo, f. pfalenza palace + gravo count.

L. palatiitm PALACE appears to have been altered in
- .... . "U/"1 ji/~ /

r\\j.fjfilanzo ,

OS. palencea,
,,/a/.-H/masc.]

A Count Palatine: see COUNT sb* 2, PALATINE
a^ 2 a.

(11548 HALL Chron., Ifen. I'llI 237 b, Came to London
Duke Frederyke of Bauyre Countye Palantyne or Palsgraue
of the Ryne. Jbid. t

The PaUgraue was receyued & con-
ducted to Wynsore by the Duke of Suffolke, 1599 SANDYS
Europx Spec. (1632) 172 Though the Princes and heads of
the weaker side. ., both Paltsgrave and Lantsgiave, have. .

imposed silence in that poinct. 1612 SIR C. HoifJfTMMJ in

Bnccleuch MSS. (Hist. MSS. Comm.) I. 241 If my Lord of
Kxeter had gone with the King now to the Instalment of
the Paulsgrave [i. e. as a Knight of the Garter]. 1641 FRENCH
Distill, iv. (1651) loo John Casmire Palse-grave of the Rhene
..did alwayes drinke of it. 1656 BLOC NT Gtossogr., J'aits-

razv..the Title of the Prince Elector Palatine of the

Rheiue. 1700 DE FOE Dang. Prot.Relig. Misc. (17031 250
He had not Courage enough to break with Spain in the just

Quarrel of the Palsgrave, King of Bohemia. 18x9 SCOTT

J.eg. Montrose ii, I have myself commanded the whole stift

of Dunklespiel on the Lower Rhine, occupying the Pals-

grave's palace.
$. 1611 W. PVK in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. in. IV. 170, I

thought good to stay vntill I might advertyse you of tlie

Palgraves arryvall. 1855 MILMAS Lai. Chr. ix. ii. IV. 38
Otho the palatine of Burgundy . . the palgraves of Thuringia,
Wittlesbach, and numberless other counts and nobles.

So Pa'lsgravine \\)\\. paltsgravin
- Ger. pfah-

grafafy a countess palatine.
1833 in BOOTH Diet. Eng. Lang. 1846 in WORCESTER.

1894 U'estm. Gnz. 26 Sept. 3/3 Her children [were distin-

guished] as '

Rhinegraves' and '

Rhinegravines,' instead of

Palsgraves and Palsgravines respectively.

tPa'lsical, a. Obs.
[f.

PALSY + -ICAL.] Of
or pertaining to the palsy ; paralytic.
1716 M. DAVIES Athen. Brit. II. ToRdr. 9 Their Hands

are lyable to strange Paralitical Changes and Palsical

Motions. 1727 BAILEY vol. II, Palsical.. having the Palsey,

Hence t Pa isicalness Bailey vol. II, 1727).

Palsied (pg'lzid), ///. a. [f. PALSY sb. or v.

+ -ED.] Affected with palsy, paralysed ; Jig. de-

prived of muscular energy or power of action ;

rendered impotent; tottering, trembling.
1550 BALE Eng. I'otariea n. 96 As that so many sycke, so

many blynde, so many..palseyd, lepru-.ed . . were by them

[the Apostles] as by him [Becket] deliuered. 1603 SHAKS.

Meas.forM. in. 1.36 For all thy blessed youth Becomes as

aged, and doth begge the alines Of palsied-Eld. 1756 SMART

Hymn Supreme Being xi, He fix'd the palsied nerves of

weak decay. 1814 SOUTHEY Roderick v. 50 He did not feel

how Roderick's hand Shook like a palsied limb. 1868 FAKRAK
Silence <$

/ *. iii. (1875) 62 From the palsied hands of Greece,
Rome rudely snatched the sceptre. 1889 STLYENSON Edin-

burgh 58 Old palsied houses.

Palsify (P9'l/ifai% v. rare. [f.
PALSY + -FY.]

trans. To afllict with palsy, to paralyse; also_/^
r
.

1775 ASH, Piitsified).. diseased with the rxilsy. 1851 G.

OUTRAM Legal Lyrics, Annuity *i She's palsified an 'shakes

her head sae fast about, ye scarce can see't. 1882 J. WALKER
Jaunt to Auld Reekie 296 She'll palsify Industry's arms.

Hence Palsiflca'tion, paralysing action.



PALSTAVE.
1866 R. CHAMBERS Ess. Ser. 1. 138 Through the very palsifi.

cation of despair.

Palstave (pg'lst^v). Archxol, Also -staff,

|| paalstave, || paalstab. [ad. Da. paalstav :

Icel. pdlstaf-r, f, pall hoe or spade + staf-r stave,

staff.] A form of celt of bronze or other metal,

shaped so as to fit into a split handle, instead of

having a socket into which the handle fits.

1851 D. WILSON PreA. Ann. 255 Implements to which

archa;ologists are now generally agreed in applying the old

Scandinavian term Paalstab, or its recently adopted Knglish
synonyme, Palstave, originally . . designating a weapon
employed in battering the shields of the foe. 1877 LL.

JKWITT Half-hrs. among Eng. Antiq. 51 In others the

entire weapon is made thicker, with a groove (answering to

flanged sides, so far as it goes) on either side, and a stop-
ridge. These are generally denominated 'palstaves', from
the old Scandinavian \K\TX\. paalstaf. 1894 Notts $ Derbysli,
N. <y Q. Aug. no Sixteen socketed celts, four spear-heads,, .a

palstave with three ribs on the diaphragm above the stop-

ridge, a ferrule, and other objects.

Falster. Obs. or arch. [a. MDu. and Du.

palster stick with iron spike, pilgrim's staff : cf.

OIL. palstr, pa/ester spike: ?OTeut. *palstro-
'
stick with a thorn* (Franck); cf. MLG. palfe,
LG. patty palter, pull) Sw. palta tatter, splinter.]
A pilgrim's staff.

1481 CAXTON Reynard xix. (Arb.) 47, 1 desire of your grace
that I may haue male and staff \orig. palster ende mael]
blessyd, as belongeth to a pilgrym, . . he shal goo on pyl-

grymage, and gyue to hym male and staf [mael ende staf] . .

He hynge on the foxes necke a male couerd wyth the skynne
of bruyn the here, and a lytil palster [een cleyn palsterkijn]
therby, c 1489 Sonncs of Aytnon xxi. 466 To gyve me
a newe sloppe and a large hode, a palster well yrende. [1894
F. S. ELUS Reynard the Fox 147 Then in his hand a sturdy
palster He put.]

Palsy (pg'lzi), sb. (a.} Forms: a. 3-6 parlesie,

-esi, 3-5 parlasy, 4-5 parlesy(e, perlesy, 5

parlsy, perlocy. 0. 3-4 palasie, 4 -asye, -acye,
-esy, pallesye, 4-5 palesye, -sie, palasy, 5
pallesie, palysy. 7. 4-5 palsye, 4-8 palsie,

palsey, (5 pallsay, 6 pawsey), 4- palsy. See
also PARALYSIE. [ME. a. OF. paralisie, -lysie

(
1 2-1 3th c. in Hatz.-Darm.), ad. Romanic type

*paralysia (cf. It. paralisia, Pg. paralysia, Sp.

perlesia}) for L. paralysis, CJr. rraod^vo-iy, ace. -\vaivt

whence also OF. paralisin, paladn, palatine
(Littr^), Q\L para!isin \ cf. PARALYSIS.]
1. A disease of the nervous system, characterized

by impairment or suspension of muscular action or

sensation, esp. of voluntary motion, and, in some
forms, by involuntary tremors of the limbs;

paralysis.
. /i 1300 Cursor M. 19048 (Edin.) A man was criplid in

parlesie {Cott., Go'tt. parlesi, Trln. palesy, Land palsy].

1340 HAMPOLE Pr, Coiisc. 2996 Som for ire sal have als be

parlesy. c 1400 tr. Sccreta Secret., Gov. Lordsh. 76 Lightly
he ryimys yn-to perlesy. 1483 Cath. Angl. 269/2 pe Parlesy
(A. Parlsy), paralysis, c 1500 Rowlis Cursing 46 in Laing
A tic. Poet. Scot., Appostrum or the perlocy. a 1510 DOUGLAS
A'. Hart 455 Heidwerk, Hoist, and Parlasy. 1580 J. HAY
in Cath. Tractates (S. T. S.) 69 Miracolouslie delyveret
from ane Parlesie.

0. 1-1290 S. Eng. Leg. I. 16/514 Four men of strongue
palasie heore hele buy hadden. 1303 R. BRUNNE Hand!.
Synne 11922 A lymme ^at ys dede or drye purghe sykeues,
or smete yn pallesye. 1362 LANGL. /'. PI. A. v. 61 As pale
as a pelet, In a palesye [K. v. 78 palsye, patacye] he seemede.

1382 WYCLIF Mark ii. 10 Heseith to the sike man in palasie
. . ryse vp, take thi bed. c 1412 HOCCLEVE De Reg. Princ.

3735 A Romayn, smyten with f>e pallesie.

y. 13.. Cursor Jlf. 11817 'Gott.) pe palsy [Colt, parlesi;
Trin. palesy] has his a side. 1382 WYCI.IF Matt. ix. 2
The man sike in palsie. 14.. Norn, in Wr.-Wiilcker

708/32 Hec f>aralisis, pallsay. 1533 ELYOT Cast. Helthe
(1539) 26 b, Rosemarye . . helpeth agaynst palseys. 1552
HULOET, Pawsye. 1590 SPEXSER F.Q. i. iv. 35 The shaking
Palsey, and Saint Fraunces fire. 1673 RAY Jottrn. Low C.

70 To be drunjc by those that have the Palsie. 1757
FRANKLIN Lett. Wks. 1840 V. 360, I never knew any ad-

vantage from electricity in palsies, that was permanent.
1813 MAR. EDGEWOKTH Patronage (1833) I. x. 164 The
paralytic incumbent .. had just at this time another stroke
of the palsy. 1843 S' R T. WATSON Lect. Princ. Physic xxxi.
I. 528 That species of palsy which is called hemiptegia. 1860
THACKERAY Round. Papers, Carp at Sans Souci, Having
to lie out at nigh,t she got a palsy which has incapacitated
her from all further labour.

b. With defining words: Bell's palsy, paralysis
of the facial nerve; creeping p., gradually grow-
ing paralysis ; crossed p., paralysis affecting the

upper limb of one side and the lower of the other ;

crutch-p., paralysis of the arm caused by the

pressure of a crutch ; diver's palsy, paralysis of

the heart caused by diving ; lead -p., mercurial-p.,
that induced by lead or mercurial poisoning ;

scrivener's p. writer's cramp, see WRITER
;

shaking p., tremulous paralysis in the aged ;

transverse p. = crossedpalsy. Also DEAD PALSY.
iSsSCopLANn/^V/. Vract.Med. Ill r. 15/1 When the upper

limb of one side, and the lower of the opposite side is

affected, the palsy is usually called transverse or crossed

patsy. 1900 \\~estm. Gaz. 22 Nov. 8/1 A man engaged in

sinking an artesian well at Afcrton Abbey has been killed

by 'diver's palsy 'paralysis of the heart caused by the

change from high air pressure at a depth of 105 ft. to normal
pressure,

2. jig. Any influence which destroys, or seriously
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impairs, activity or sensibility ; a condition of

utter powerlessness ;
an irresistible tremor.

1433 LYDG. J>. Edmund in. 90 Hand and penne quake for

verray dreed . . Of which palysy, but grace be my leche, . .

I not who shal me teche. i6oz MARSTON Antonio's Rev, iv.

iv, I will live, Onely to numme some others cursed bloode
With the dead palsie of like misery. 1652 HOWELL Giraffi's
Kcz !

. Naples n. 150 The next morning the City had a hot

good morrow given her by the Castles, that put her in a

palsie for a great while. 1791 PAINE Rights ofMan (ed. 4)

35 Is the calmness of philosophy, or the palsy of insensi-

bility, to be looked for ? 1848 \V. H. BARTLETT E%ypt to Pal.
ii. (1879) 28 So thoroughly does the region now lie under the

palsy of Mohammedanism.
b. Gentlemaifs palsy : used allusively in refer-

ence to the shaking of the dice-box, nonce-use.
1608 Yorksh. Trag. i. iv, To. .draw thrice three thousand

acres into the compass of a little round table, and with the

gentleman's palsy in the hand shake out his posterity, thieves
or beggars.

f3. A palsied person, a paralytic. Obs.
a 1300 Cursor J/. 18543 (Cott.) 1 parlesi [Trln. palesie]

and to mesele, And to be \vode, gifand bair hele. 1483 Cath.
A ngl, 269/2 pe Parlesy, {A . Parlsy) . . 6araliticus qui habet

..infiriiiitatetn, 1526 R. WHVTKORD Martiloge 1,1893) 14 He
heled y" blynde & defe, lepres & palseys.

fB. adj. (always attrib.) and app. attrib. use

of sb. : cf. C.) Affected with palsy, palsied.

Alsoyfr. Obs.

1563 HYLL Art Garden, n. xlvi. (1608) 116 Thishearb eaten
doth strengthen the palsie members. 1607 TOFSELL Four-f.
Beasts (1658! 22 A palsie man will fall down if he taste of
the perfume made of the hairs of an asse or mule. 1635
SWAN Spec. M. vii, 3 (1643) 350 With what a palsie pace
[winter] .. cometh. 1703 KKLSEY Serin. 297 Aged Men,
whose Palsy Heads and fainting Powers are [etc.].

C. attrib. and Comb. a. attrib. of or of the

nature of palsy, as -^palsy-evil, -\-pine, -stroke;

used to cure palsy, as palsy drop, pill, water; b.

instrumental, as palsy-quaking, -shaken, -shaking,

-sick) -stricken, -struck adjs. , palsy-strike vb. c.

Also palsy-like adj.

13. . Propr. Sanct, (Vernon MS.J in Herrig^w/.
92/116 Mony he heled in bat tyme pat weren in be palesy
pyne. 1387-8 T. USK Test. Low in. vii. (Skeat) 1. 40 Me
thinketh the palse yuel hath acomered thy wlttes. 1581
MULCASTER Positions xvi. (1887) 73 Some palsilike trembling
from the legges. 1592 SYLVESTER Tri. Faith iv. xi, Ky Faith,
Saint Peter likewise did restore A Palsie-sick, i6o6SHAKS.
Tr. $Cr.\. iii. 174 With a palsie fumbling on his Gorget. 1648
HERRICK Ifesfer., Tofriend on itntnneable Times, Griefe..

has.. Wilher'd my hand, and palsle-struck my tongue. 1710-
ii SWIFT Lett. (1767) III. 91 Bid him tell you all about the

bottle of palsey water by Smyth. 1744 MRS. DKLANY Auto-

biog. <$ Corr. (1861) II. 293 Cannot you prevail with her to

take palsy drops? 1820 KEATS Eve St. Agnes xlii, Angela
the old Died palsy-twitch 'd. a 1837 CAMPBELL Dead Eagle
63 A palsy-stroke of Nature shook Oran.

Fa'lsy, v. [f. prec. sb.]

1. trans. To affect with palsy, to paralyse.

Chiefly_/%; To render powerless or inert.

1615 CHAPMAN Odyss. xviir. 558 Ask'd, if overcome With
wine he were, or, . . were palsied In his mind's instruments.
XMA SoUTHEY I'is. Maid Orleans \. 283 TwoGouls came on,
of form more fearful-foul Than ever palsied in her wildest
dream Hag-ridden Superstition. 1838 PRESCOTT Ferd. fy

Is. Introd. (1846) 9 These circumstances so far palsied the
arm of the Christians. 1874 BLACKIK Self~Citlt. 24 It lames
and palsies his utterance.

2. intr. To shake or tremble as if palsied (nonce-

use) ;
to become palsied (rare] : cf. PALSYING b.

1582 STANYHURST sKneis IL (Arb.) 63 With menacing
becking thee branches palsye beforetyme [L. trentejactft
contain concitsso vertice nutat\. 1834, 1849 [see PALSYING b].

Palsying (P2'lziij), pp?> a.
[/. prec. + TKG 2.]

That palsies or paralyses ; paralysing.
1803 Miss PORTER Thaddeus (1826) III. xii. 260 Thaddeus

gazed at him with a palsying uncertainty in his heart.

i898G. MEREDITH Odes Fr. Hist. 47 On fields where palsying
Pythic laurels grow.

b. Becoming palsied or paralysed.
1834 WHITTIER Hlogg Ulegone 171 Until the wizard's curses

hung Suspended on ms palsying tongue. 1849 C. BRONTE
Shirley x. 152 The heaviness of a broken spirit, and of

pining and palsying faculties.

fPalsywort (pg'lzijwwt). Obs. [f.
PALSY +

WORT]. A former name of the cowslip.
1597 GKRARDE Herbal \\. cclx. 7. 637 They are commonly

called, .in English pettie Mulleins, or Palsie woorts, of most

Cowslips. [Cf. Ibid. 638 The Cowslips are commended against
the. .slacknes of the sinewes, (which is the palsie).] 1629
PARKINSON Parodist xxv. 247 In some countries they call

them Paigles, or Palsieworts, or Petty Mulleins, which are
called Cowslips in others.

t Fait, sb, Obs. [f. PALT v. : by-form of PELT

st>%] A blow, a stroke :
= PELT sb*

1625 PURCHAS/V^AY/WJII, vi. vi.887 Lifting vp the woodden
weapon, he gaue him such a palt on the pate. 1630 Tinker

vfTnrvey (1859^ 17 Another gave me three palts on the head,

my scull was cracked.

t Palt, v.1 Obs. [By-form of pelt.pilt, PULT z'.]

trans. To thrust, put forcibly.
a 1380 Cristenc-nion fy Jew 99 in Min. P. Vtrnon AfS, 487
Men schal in prison be palt [rimes malt, for-talt] Aud putte

J>e to pyne.

fPalt, V? Obs. Also 6 pault. [By-form of

PELT v. The phonetic change is unexplained.]
1. trans. To drive with missiles.

1637 HEYWOOD Dial. iv. Wks. 1874 VI. 184 Yon hill, from
whose high crest 1 with more ease with stones may palt
them hence.

PALTEREB.
2. To strike with repeated blows of missiles

; to

assail with missiles.

1579 GOSSON Apol. Sc/t. Abuse (Arb.) 64 The dirty Cham-
pions that stoode a loofe, paulted the buckler bearers on the
shinties. 1653 H. COGAN tr. Pinto s Trav. iv. 8 The whole
multitude to the very children, pursued and palled them
with staves and stones. 1700 T. BROWN Amusem. Scr. <y
Com. no Their Father was palted with hundreds of them
[eggs]- -on the Pillory. 1740 DYCHE & PARDON, Patting ot

Pelting, the act of throwing stones, dirt, c. at a person.
b. fig. To assail with obloquy or reproaches.

1697 COLLIER Imtnor. Stage iii. (1698) in Do the Antient
Poets palt it in this Manner? 1701 M. Auret. (1726) 28
When the Emperor was once dead, he palts his memory to
some purpose.
3. intr. To deliver repeated blows

;
to discharge

missiles.

1606 SYLVESTER Du Bartas n. iv. n. Trophies 263 Am I

a Dog, ..To be with stones repell'd and palted at?
4. To go with effort

; to trudge.
_i5<x)

Nice IVanton in Hazl. Dodslcy II. 165 Now pretty
sister, what sport shall we devise? Thus palting to school,
I think us unwise.

Falter (p-ltai),z/. Also6-j-paulter. [Appears
first in 1 6th c. The form is that of an iterative in

-er^ like fattlter, totter , waver
\

but no suitable

primitive palt is known, and no corresponding vb.
is known in any other lang.]

I. fl. intr. and trans. To speak indistinctly or

idly ; to say or recite in an indistinct tone ; to

mumble, babble. Obs.

1538 BALE Thre Lawes 496, 1 neuer mysse but paulter, Our
blessed ladyes psaulter. 1575 Gammer GnrtotCs Needle n.

iii, One while his tongue it ran, and paltered of a cat.

f b. trans. To jumble z//; to patch itp v
a com-

position). Ohs. rare.

1588 GREENE Periinedcs To Rdrs., I keepe my old course,
to palter vp some thing in Prose, vsing mine old poesie still,

Omne tnlit punctnm.
II. f2. trans. To shift or alter (in position). Obs.

1577 HARRISON England n. ix. (1877) i. 209 Sith most of
them [ecclesiastical feasts] are fixed, and palter not their

place of standing.
3. intr. To shift, shuffle, equivocate, prevaricate,

in statement or dealing ; to deal crookedly or

evasively ;
to play fast and loose, use trickery.

Usually const, with,
1601 SHAKS. Jul. C. 11. i. 126 What other Bond [neecle we]

Then secret Romans, that haue spoke the word, And will not

palter? 1605 Macb. v. viii. 20 Be these lulling Fiends no
more beleeu'd, That palter with vs in a double sence, That
keepe the word of promise to our eare, And break e it to our
hope, 1606 Ant. $ Cl. in. xi. 63 Now I must, .dodge And
patter m the shifts of lownes. 1648 MILTON Tenure Kings 2

After they have juggl'd and palter'd with the World. 1706
PHILLIPS, Palter, to play fast and loo^e, to deal unfairly.

1813 MAR. EDCEWORTH Patron. (1833) I. xviii. 302 Oh !

Caroline, don't go back don't palter with us abide by
your own words. 1833 SCOTT Qucntin D. xxxii, If you
palter or double in your answers, I will have thee hung
alive in an iron chain. 1847 EMERSON Poems, Sphinx 52 He
creepeth and peepeth, He palters and steals. 1884 LD.
BLACKBURN in La<u Rep. 9 App. Cases 201 If they palter
with him in a double sense [i.e. by ambiguous expressions],
it may be that they lie like truth ; but I think they lie, and
it is a fraud,

b. To shuffle or haggle in bargaining; tohuckster,

bargain, or parley in matters of duty or honour.
1611 COTGR., Harceler^. .to haggle, hucke, hedge, or paulter

long in the buying of a commoditie. 1618 BOLTON Ftorus

93 But the Carthaginians paltring in the case, quoth Fabius,
..What meanes this delay? 1838 DICKENS O. Twist xlvii,
Hatred of the girl who had dared to palter with strangers.

1852 TENNYSON Ode Dk. Wellington 180 Who never sold

the truth to serve the hour, Nor palter'd with Eternal
God for power. Third of February 24 What ! have we
fought for Freedom from our prime, At last to dodge and

palter with a public crime? 1883 J. HAWTHORNE Dust I.

90 Only fools and cowards palter about morality.
C. To play fast and loose with (a matter or

thing) ; to dilly-dally, to trifle with.

1814 MRS. J. WEST Alicia de Lacy IV. 252 If my courage
palters with my duty. 1841 L. HUNT Seer (1864) 35 Time
will not palter with the real state of the case. 1877 L. MOKRIS
Kpic Hades n. 137 My good Lord Who loved too much, to

palter with the past. 1880 C. R. MARKHAM Peruv. Bark
428 He urged that nothing should be allowed to come in the

way of this great work, that it should not be paltered with.

fd. trans. To barter
;
to corrupt. Obs.

1641 MILTON Ch. Gffut. \\. iii. Wks. (1851) 173 Where bribery
and corruption solicits, paltring the free and monilesse power
of discipline with a carnall satisfaction by the purse.

1 4. trans. To trifle away, squander. Obs.

1625 FLETCHER Elder Brother n. i, 'Tis not to be a justice
of peace as you are, And palter out your time i' th' penal
statutes. 1706 PHILLITS, To Palter, . .also to squander away.
Hence fPa'ltered ///. a. Ods., ?gained by palter-

ing (sense 3 b).
at6zs SIR J. SEMPLE Picktoothfor Pope (1669) 13 Puft

vp with pampering pride of paltred pelfs.

Palterer (p^ltaraj). Also 6-7 paltrer. ff.

prec. + -ER!.] One who palters ; an equivocator;
a shuffler; one who plays fast and loose ; a haggler,
a huckster

;
a triller (with serious matters).

1589 J. RIDER Bibl. ScJtol., A Palterer, sordidus, vide

dodger. 1598 FLORIO, Miserdne,*. chuffe..a pinch-penny,
a paltrer, apenie-father. 1599 NASHE Lenten Stuffe 7 There
be of you. .that will account me a paltrer for hanging out

the signe of the redde herring in my titlepage and no such

feast towards for ought you can see. 1642 ROGERS Naamant
564 Turn our eyes off from all slighters and paltrers with
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PALTERING.
God. 1819 SHELLEY Ctnci iv. i, Vile palterer with the

sacred truth of God. 1860 MOTLEY Nctkerl. (1868) I. i. 20 Thu
well-known voice, which had so often silenced the Flemish

pallerers and intriguers.

Faltering (p$*torfa),
vbl.sb.

[f.
PALTER . +

-ING '.] The action of the verb PALTER: equivo-

cation, shuffling, playing fast and loose, trifling

(with serious matters).
1600 HOLLAND Livy xxxviu. xiv. 991, I can no longer en-

dure this paltering and mockerie. 1607 SHAKS. Cor. 111. i. 58
The people are abtis'd, set on : this paltering Becomes not
Rome. 1642 ROGERS Naaman 848 She cannot endure any
dalliance or paltring. 18*9 SOUTHKV Allfor I.ove \\. xxxii,

Hut, mark me!., on conditions, youth ! No paltering here

we know ! 1884 MRS. C. PRAEU Zero vii, There must be no

paltering with present duty.

fb. concr. A trifle, a worthless or paltry thing.
1611 FLOKIO, Ciabattarie, triflings, paltrings [cd. 1598

paultrie] not worth an old shoe.

Paltering, /// a. Also 6 paltring, 6-7
paultring. [f.

PALTEH v. + -ING ^
;
but in sense i

app. influenced by PALTRY
.]

(1. Trifling, worthless, despicable, pnltry. Obs.

1553 M- WOOD tr. Gardiner s True Obed. To Rdr. Anj,
Anidle belied carnal Kpicure, that for worldly honor and
paltring pelfes sake, hath euer holden with the Hare, and
run with the Hounde. 1556 OLDI-; Antichrist iSib, For
feare of losing of a littl paltring i>elfe. 1588 GREKSK Pan-
dosto 1 1843)2 The paultring poet Aphranius. 1602 NKWTOM
Tryal ofMart's <ynni Selfc 44 Hereunto is to be referred the

paultring mawmetrie. Ibid. 116 Whether by any secret

.sleight, ..or any .such like paltering instruments.

2. That palters : see the vb.

tPa'lterly, a. Obs. or dial. [app. altered

from PALTRY <z.,as if f. PALTEUZ/. + -LY *.] Paltry,

mean, shabby.
1666-7 P^pys r>iary -22 Feb., It is instead of a wedding-

dinner for his daughter, whom I saw in palterly clothes,

nothing new but a bracelet. 18*5 BROCKETT N. C. Gloss.,

Patterlcy, Palto-cy, paltry. .

t Pa'lterly, adv. Obs. rare 1
. In 7 paul-.

[irreg. f. PALTEUZ/. + -LY ^J In a paltering manner,
shiftily, trickily.

1598 R. BERNAKD tr. Terence^ Eunuch \. ii. iao Thou lewd
woman, . .dealing thus paulterly with me.

Paltery, -ye, obs. forms of PALTRY sb.

Pa'lting, ///. a. Ol>s. exc. dial. Also 6

paulting. [By-form of PKLTINQ///.B. ; cf. I'ALT

v'^\ Pelting, jietty, trifling, paltry.
1579 G. HARVEY Letter-Bk. (Camden) 63 As for this pault-

Inge letter 1 most affectionately praye the, retourne it me
back a^aine. 1580 Lett. Wks. (Grosart) I. 62 To send
me.. some odde fresh paulting three-halfepennie Pamphlet
for newes. 1895 Leeds Merc. Suppl. 7 Dec. (E. D. D.

',

Whativer he does it's allus a paltin' job he maks on't.

tFa'ltock. Obs. Forms: 4-6 paltok, -e, (//.

4 paltokes, 4-5 paltokkis, 5 paultockes, 5-6
paltockes), 6-7 paltocke, 7 paltock. [a. OF.

paltoc, patetoc, pallctoc (ViQVf paletot, final / always
mute), in Breton paltok, \>.paktoque.
By Diez considered a compound of palle cloak and toque

hood, cap. The Du. paltrok, in Planiijn 1573 paltrock^

paltsrok, is, according to Franck, a perversion of the Fr.

word, assimilated by popular etymology to rok coat, and
later to f>alts in paltsgraaf, etc., so as to be = 'palatine or

palace coat '.J

A short coat, sleeved doublet, or 'jack', worn by
men in I4th and i^th centuries.

1350-70 Kuloffiuin Historiartun (1863) III. v. clxxxvi. 230
Habent etiam aliud indumentum sericum quod vulgo dicitur

'paltok'. 1356,1378111 Riley Mem. London. 283, 418 PaU
toke, paltockes. 1375 in l\cl. Antiq. I. 41 Calhs, roketiis,

colers, lacis, jackes, paltokis \printed pattokis], with her

longe crakowis. 1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. xvni. 25 In Piers

paltok Je plowman pis priker shal ryde. c 1400 Land Troy
Bk. 13342 Thei schotte arwes & keste gauelokkis, Thei dyght
foule her paltokkis. (1460 Mi'dnlla Gram. (Promp. Parv.

380 (?/), Acupictd) i. vcstis actu texta^ a paltoke or a
doublette, 11529 SKELTON Poems agst. Garncsche Wks.

1843 I. 118 Ye cappyd Cayface copious, your paltoke on

your pate. 1530 PALSCIR. 251/2 Paltocke a garment, halcret.

1658 PHILLIPS, Palletoaite or Ptillecoat^ a cassock or short

cloak with sleeves, such as Pages wear.

b. Comb. Paltock-maker.
1378 in Riley Mem. London (1868) 418 [John Tilneye]

paltoke-maker.
from

1579 Go
blind village, in comparison of Athens a Paltockes Inne.

1582 STANYHURST JEncis in. (Arb.) 72 Swiftlye they deter-

mind too flee from a countrye so wycked, Paltocks Inne

leaning, too wrinche thee nauye too southward.

t Pa Itrement. Obs. rare. [? irreg. f. PALTER
v. or PALTUY a. + -MEXT.] Worthless stuff, rubbish.

1641 J. TRAPPK Theol. Theol. iii. 87 [The heart] a world of

contemplative wickednesse, a very pesthouse of all sorts of

paltrement. 1643 TKAPP Comm. Gen. xlviii. 19 Images and
other like popish paltrement, pressing in upon us again.

Paltriness (p'ltrinos). [f.
PALTRY a. + -NESS.]

The quality of being paltry ;
an instance of this,

1727 BAILEY vol. II, Paltriness, .. Pitifulness, sorriness.

1816 J. SCOTT I 'is. Paris (ed. 5) 93 Dirty walls a f l'l fire-

place,
and various other signs of paltriness. 1871 CARLVI.R

in Mrs. C.'s Lett. III. 298 Those new neighbours, and their

noises and paltrinesses. 1874 BLACKIK Self-Cult. 79.

fPaltripo-litan. Obs. Alsopaultri-,pautry-.
An opprobrious perversion of metropolitan ;

asso-

ciating it withpaltry. Hence fPaltripo'litanship.
1588 Marprel. Epist. (Arb.) 24 Against the vsurped state

408

1 of your Paultripolhanship. Ibid. 25 Such buggs words I

Wing in these dales accounted no lesse then high treason

against a PaltripoHtan. 1589 Marfrel. Epit. Fiij. 1637
BASTWICK Litany i. u, 1 will *oe thundcrthump Your

j

Pautry Politans,as. .1 will make them come tumbling downe
like Phaeton.

Paltry (p^'Itri), sb. Now only dial. Also 6 !

paultry, paltery(e, 6-7paltrie; see also PELTKY.

[Paltry sb. and adj. appear nearly together in

third quarter of i6th c. The sb. seems to be
a deriv. in -uv of a sb. palt, pelt, exemplified in

the latter form in Harman, 1567, and in Sc. dial.

(Banffsh.) 'a piece of strong coarse cloth, or of

a thick dirty dress; anything waste or dirty, trash'

(Jam.) ;
in the former in mod. Eng. dial. (North-

amptonsh.)/a// refuse, rubbish
;
which is perhaps

identical with Kris, palt, E.Kris. palte,palt, MLG.
and LG. palte, pulte a rag, MOu. ('Sax., Kris.,

Sicamb.', in Kilian 1599) palt broken or tnrn

piece, fragment, Da. pialt tatter, clout, rag, pi. ;

pialter%
Sw. palta, pi. pallor rags. See also the

adj. and PKLTRY.] Refuse, rubbish, trash; any-

thing worthless.

1556 .T.
HrLLiKR in Foxe A. fy M. (1583! 2004 '2, 1 thank

ye all, that ye haue deliuered and lightened me of all this
'

paltry. 1566 Pasqitinc in frauncc To Rdr., [They] use al the
j

fetches possibly how they may keepe all things vpright, and
|

cloute vp with stable straw, and such paltry, the reuynes, i

breaches, and decayes, of this their Chaos. Ibid. 52 How
the Popes paltrie must be estemed. 1577-87 HOLISSHKP
Chron. III. 1222/1 From thense to Donfri-e, which they
sacked and spoiled of sitch paltrie as the fugitiues had left.

1580 HOLLYBASD '/ rcas. J'r. Tong, Badinage^ paltrie or

peltrie, or riffe raffe, or ceremonies. 1586 FERNR Blaz.

Gcntrie 99 In those dayes, we leawd and vnlearned people
durst not passe by it in the Church yarde without bending
of a knee, now these paltryes..been taken away. 1589 URUCE
Scrm. (1591) Y iv, Gif a mans heart be set vpon the geare
of this warld, vpon the paltrie that is in it, greedines com-
inandeth that man. 1602 WARNED Alb. Eng, ix. h. (1612)

232 Your Pardons, pilgrimages, and your halowed paltries
vaine. a 1825 FOKHV I'oc. E. A>iglia t Pa/try, rubbish;
refuse or trash of any sort.

Paltry (pg'Itri), a. Also 6 paultery, pawltre,
6-7 paltrie, paultrie, 7-8 paultry. [Appears
in i6th c, nearly with prt-c. sb., of which it may
be an attrib. use, as in trumpery sb. and adj. ; cf.

also LG. paltrig, puttrig i^lirem. \Vbch.), K.Fris.

patting^ paltrig ragged, torn, f. dial. Ger. palter t

pi. -ern rag, MLG. palter-, potter- (in palter-,

polterlappen rags), E.Kris, palter, puller a rough
broken or splintered piece (e. g. of wood or stone),
derivatives ofpa/te, /a//sh., mentioned in prec.]

Rubbishy, trashy, worthless; petty, insignificant,

trifling ; contemptible, despicable ;
of worthless

nature, a. Of things.

1570 I!. GIKX;K Pop. Kingd. in. (1880) 30 For this such

strange religion haue they framde, and paultrie gere. 1573
G. HARVEY Letter-Bit. (Camden) 131 It gav then sownde
owte like a paultery bell. 1592 Nettingnam Rec, IV. 238
For byldyng a sort of pawltre howses wyche bathe downe
gret hurt to owar towne. 1678 R. L'ESTKANGK Seneca's M&r. .

(1702) 96 For every paultry Sum of Money, there must be

Bonds. 1692 BENTLUV Boyle l.ect. i. 7 Such a contemptible
paultry Hypothesis. 1751 SMOLLKTT Per. Pic. (1779) III.

Ixxx. 69 A paultry chamber in the third story. 1784 COWPER
Task v, 348 We love the man, the paultry pageant you.

1791 SIR J. MACKINTOSH Vind. Galliae Wks. 1846 III. 104
The most paltry and shallow arts of sophistry. 1867 FREE-
MAN Norm. Conq. I. v. 347 The paltry trick was successful.

1892 STEVENSON Across the Plains 222 Quite dead to all but
the paltriest considerations.

b. ( )f persons.
c 1592 MARLOWE jiv ofMaUa n. Wks. (Rtldg.) 159/1 My :

daughter here, a paltry silly girl. 1598 SHAKS. Merry W. \\.
'

1

i. 163 Our Messenger to tins paltrie Knight. 1603 -2nd Pt,

Return fr, Parttass. Prol. n Yon paultry Crittick Gentle-

men. 1642 MILTON Apol.S^ncct. Introd., Wks. 11851) 262 The
idlest and the paltriest Mime that ever mounted upon banke.

1704 SWIFT T. Tub Author's Apol.. He is a paultry imitating

pedant. 1773 GOLDSM. Stoops to Conq. \. i, A low, paltry
! set of fellows. 1828 SCOTT f1

'. M. Perth xxix, I .. showed
little of that paltry apprentice boy, whom you used to use

just as he deserved. 1874 I'I.ACKIK Self-Cult, 57 With all

this, if he is not good, he may be a paltry fellow.

Paltsgrave, obs. form of PALSURAVE.

Paludal (pal'w-dal, pae-litfdal), a. Chiefly Med.

and Path. [f.
L. palus, palnd-em marsh + -AL.]

Of or pertaining to a marsh or fen ; produced by
or arising from a marsh ; malarial.

1818-20 E. THOMPSON Cullens Nosol. Meth. (ed. 3) 317
Order II. Pyrexia:. Fevers. ..ig... Paludal. 1822-34 Good's

Study Meet. (ed. 4) I. 602 Dr. Young gives to inter-

mittentsand remittents the common name of paludal fever.

1856 TODD & HOWMAN Phys. Anat. II. 115 Persons exposed
to the paludal poison. 1896-7 Allbutfs Syst. Med. I. 47

Every variety of land-surface from Mount Olympus to the

paludal lakes of the plain. Ibid. II. 308 Lancisi pointed out
'

its [intermittent fever's] connection with paludal miasmata.

Paludanient (pal''dament). [ad. L. pain-
d&mentum (also in Eng. use) ; cf. F. paludament
(Cotgr. 1611).] A military cloak worn by Roman

! generals and chief officers ; hence, a royal cloak ;

I

a herald's coat.

1614 T. WHITR Martyrd. St. George B iv b, A Rich Palu-

,
dament is cast about The Mai tyres shoulders. 1656 ULOI NT

, Glossogr,, Pfilndaiucnt . . a Coat-armor or Horseman's coat, ,

i
a Soldier's garment, an Herald's Coat of Arms. 170*

1 Armisox Dial. Medals iii. Wks. (Bohu) I. 349 Our modern
,

PALUSTRINE
medals are full of togas and tunicas, tralviis and paluda-
mmtunis. 1821 DK QUIXCF.Y Cim/ea. Wks. 1856 V. 263
Immediately came 'sweeping by ',

in gorgeous paludaments,
Paullus or Marius. 18751 KARRAK St. 1'aut I. 485 The two
statues of Augustus, one in the paludament of an Imperator.
Hence Paludame ntal a., of the nature of a

paludament. rare.

1651 UROUIIAK i Jewel Wks. (1834) 239 Having apparelled
himself with a paludamental vesture, after the antick fashion
of the illustrious Romans.

tPalU'de. Obs. rare. [a. GV.palude (also

pallid}, i4th c. in Godef., ad. L. palus, palfid-em,
marsh.] A marsh, fen.

1419-30 I.VDC. Chron. Troy \. iii, The serpent Hydra he
slough eke in paUude. c 1420 Chaucer's Itoeth. IV. metr.
vii. 115 (L'amb. MS.) [gloss] In ]x palude of lyrne. 1480
CAXTON Ouitfs Met. xv. iv, That which was somtyme deep
paludcs & see is no:\- sandy ground. 1585 T. WASHINGTON
tr. Ni<-holay's I'fly. iv. xxix. 150 The Palude lerne wher
Hercules killed y- serpent Hidra.

Paludi- (before a vowel palud- and improperly
paludi-), a formative element from L. palfis,

palfid-eni marsh, in Pain die a., of or ]>ertaining
to marshes; FaHrdicole, Paludi coline, Paludi
colons adjs., inhabiting marshes ; Palndi'ferons

., producing a marsh or marshes; also erron.

Fain 'dial, Paln'dlan, ) Palu'diate, Palu dious

adjs. = palujic, PALUDAL, PALUDOUS.
1897 MARV KISGSLEV W. Africa 301 A personal acquaint-

ance with fluvial and "paludia! ground deposits. 1860 Ail
Year Round No. 53. 66 The true specific against *paludian
fever. 1632 LITHGOW Trav. X. 439 To choose his lodging . .

far from 'palludiat Ditches. Ibid. 493, I set face, .for Scot-

land, suiting my. .feete with the palludiat way. 1897 M. I..

HUGHES Medit. Fever \. z This endemic fever of the Medi-
terranean .. [is] distinguished from other diseases, more

particularly frm enteric and *paludic fevers. 1857 MAYNE
Kxpos. /.f.r.,*Paludicolous [/77/*'rf.culous]. 1656 HI.OUNI

Glossary., Taludi/croits . . that causeth a Fen. or Marsh.

1594 T. HKDINGFIELD tr. l\lachia-<clli's Florentine Hist.

(1595) 27 '1'he Cittie of Venice, seated in a place "paludious,
and vnwhole^ome. 1659 GAL-DEN TearsChurck \. v. 60 The
I.ions in Mesopotamia .. are destroyed by gnats; their

importunity being such in those paludious places.

II Paltidina (psel'd3rna). Zoo/, [mod. L., f.

L. pains, pallid- + -inns, -iita: see -INE 1
.]

A
genus of fresh-water gastropod molluscs, also

called pond-mails.
1833 I.Yi i.i. rrir.c. Ceol. III. 244 Where the same Plan-

orbe.s, Paludina:, and Liinnei occur. 1901 COKMSH Nat.
Thames 15 The paludinas being large, thick -striped shells.

Paludine (pai'l'Mdin, -ain), a. [f. L. palfis,

pallid- + -INE 1
.] Of or pertaining to a marsh. So

in same sense Palu dinal, Palu dinons adjs.

1858 BccKLAND Curios. A'at. /fist. (1859) 14 To prevent the

slumbers of the lords and ladies being broken by their palu-
dine neighbours [frogs). 1866 Morn. Star 10 July, A little

below Guastalla you come upon the paludinous tracts of land

along the river [Po],

Paludism (pa;'li<diz'm). Path. [f. L. palfis,

palild-em marsh + -ISM.] 'The condition of ill

health produced by exposure to marsh miasmata
'

(Syd. Sof. Lex.).
1890 J S. BILLINGS A'at. Med. Diet. II. z?a Paludism, the

morbid condition produced by exposure to marsh malaria.

1897 A llbutt's Xyst. Med. 1 1 . 308 The term ' malaria
'

is pre-
ferable to paludism. Ibid. 722 In Europe paludism has

gradually lessened.

Paludose 'pic'l'i/d^i's), a. rare~. [f.
as next:

see -"SE 1
.]

= next.

1866 Treas. Bot., Paltidost, . .growing in marshy places.

PaludouS (pal'w'dss), a. rare. [ad.L. palfidos-
tis marshy: see-ous.] Of or belonging to marshes,

marshy ; inhabiting marshes.

1803 Med. Jrnt. X. 462 Uncompounded with, either febrile,

or pafudous, or limose gas. 1857 in MAY.NE Expos. Lex.

f Palumbine, a. Ohs. rare~. [ad.L./(J//-
bin-tts, i.palnmbes, -is, -us wood-pigeon.] Belong-

ing to the wood-pigeon or ring-dove.
1656 in BLOUNT Glossogr. 1658 in PHILLIPS.

f PaluS '. Obs. rare. Also 5 palusohe.

palusshe. \3..O.paltts,paluz (i2thc. in Godef.),
ad. L. palfis marsh.] A marsh, a fen ; an abyss.

1471 CAXTON Rtcuyetl (ed. Sommer) 390 In myddis of this

palus was a grete lake or ponde. 1489 Faytes of A . I.

xiv. 38 A place . . fer from eny palusche or mares grounde.

1490 Eneydvs xi. 42 The depe palusshe mfernalle.

II Fains -
(ivi-lps). Uiol. PI. pali. [L. palus

stake.] In corals, one of the thin, upright, calca-

reous laminiv or plates, which extend up from the

bottom of acorallite to the calix, and are connected

by their outer edges with the septa. Hence the

dim. || Pa-lulus, pi. paluli.

1871 NICHOLSON Palxont. 92 The chief remaining ^true-
lures., are what are called 'palp, 'dissepiments', and

'tabula;'. 1877 HUXLEY Anat. ftiv. Anint. iii. 163 Small

separate pillars between the columella and the septa are

termed paluli.

Palus : see PALAS.

Palustral ipalirstral), a. rare. [f.
L. pa-

lustr-is pertaining to a marsh (f. palus marsh) -t-

-At,.] Pertaining to or inhabiting marshes ;

paludal. So Palu strian a. (sb^\ ;
Falu'strine a.

1607 TOPSF.LL Fonr-f. Beasts (1658) 162 The Palustrians or

Marishie Elephants are hair-brained and inconstant. 1787

\V. MARSHALL Norfolk I. 311 Palustrean productions. 1879
WEBSTLK Suppl., i'alustral, pertaining to a bog or marsh.



PALY. 409 PAMPHELET.
1882 OGILVIE (Annandale) Suppl.,

Palusirine. 1900 Brit.

Mcd. Jrnl. No. 2041. 301 All the palustral moMjuitos are not

malarial.

Palustral, -tre, obs. erron. ff. PAL.ESTKAL, -TBA.

tPa'ly,^- Obs. Also 5 paley, payly. [a. OF.

faille (i2th c. in Littre) : L. pa lea chaff.] Bran.

1:1440 Promp. Parv. 49/2 Bren, or bryn, or paley, canta.

brunt, furfur. Ibid. 379/1 Paly of brynne, cantabrum.
Ibid. 457/1 Syvedys, or brynne, or palyys,y rfur.

Paly (p^'H), a. 1 Chiefly /iw
1

. Also 6-7 palie,

9 paley. [f. PALE a. + -Y.] Of a pale kind or

aspect ; pale, or somewhat pale.
c 1560 A. SCOTT Poems (S. T. S.) xiv. 3 Honiit Dyane, with

hir paly glemis. 1584 LODGE Hist. Forbonius ff Prise,

iShaks Soc.) 105 Bloud forsooke His palie face. 1593 SHAKS.
2 Hen. K/, iii.ti. 141. 1742 GKAV Propertius \\. 20 Monthly
waning hides her paly fires. iyj8L\\GHOH^t.Ouvnn/'Carr0n
xn. iii, Fear O'er all his paly visage glides. 18. . J. H.
NEWMAN Verses on far. Occas. (1868) 210 See, the golden
dawn is glowing, While the paly shades are going. 1886
STEVENSON Prince Otto ii, You look paley.

Paly (p^'li), tf.
2 Her. Also 6 palie, palie.

[ad. F. pale (\$h. c, in Littre), f. pal PALE j^. 1

]

Said of the shield (or of a bearing) when divided

palewise, *'. ^. by vertical lines, into an even

number of equal sttipes of alternate tinctures.

Paly bendy,, divided both palewise and bendwise, i.e. ver-

tically and diagonally, with alternate tinctures. Paly pily,
see PILV.

1486 Rk. St. Albans, Her. Bivb, Whan a cootarmure is

paly of dyuerse colouris to the poynt. 1525 Li>. I'.KKNKHS

J''roiss. 1L xxv. 70 His armes are palie golde and goules.
1610 Gc'iLLiM Heraldry v. iv. (1611) 245 Pales and bends
born one ouerthwart the other, for which cause the same is

termed paly-bendy. 1769 AVa; Peerage I. 118 Arms. Paly
pf six, or and azure; a canton, ermine. 1892 C. K. NORTON
Dante's Paradise 109 note. His scutcheon was paly of four,

argent and gules.

Palyard'e, -jard, etc., obs. ff. PALLIARD, etc.

Palyce, -lys, obs. ff. PALACE; var. PALIS Obs.

Palyeon, -youn, -;eon, -;eown, -;on, obs.

Sc. forms of PAVILION.

Palyet, obs. form of PALLET sl>.~, small bed.

Fam (pa:m). [Corresponds in sense to Sc.

Pamphie, also Fawmie, ' a vulgar name given at

cards to the knave of clubs' (Jamieson), and to

K. pamphile name of 'the card game, and of the

knave of clubs in it (Littre"j ;
of which Pamphit*

Pawmie, Pam appear to be abbreviations. F.

pamphile is, according to Littre, ad. Or. personal
name Ila^t\os

' beloved of all', in L. Pampkilus.']
L The knave of clubs, esp. in the game of five-

card loo, in which this card is the highest trump.
1685 CHOWNE Sir Courtly Nice in. 22 Thou art the only

Court card^women love to play with ; the very Pam at Lan-
tereloo, the knave that picks up all. 1707 J. STKVKXS tr.

Quevedos Com. l^'ks. (1709) 338 The Apothecary is like Pam
at Loo, he is everything that is wanting. 1712-14 Port:

Kape Lock 111.61 Ev'n mighty Parn, that Kings and Queens
o'erthrew, And mow'd down armies in the fights of Lu.
a 1845 HOOD Storm at Hastings iv, A living Pam, omni-
potent at loo ! 1849 Chambers.' Inform. II. 671/1.

fig. 1706 ESTCOURT Fair Example I. i, Let me tell ye,
Madam, Scandal is the very Pam in Conversation.

2. Name of a card-game, akin to Nap, in which
the knave of clubs was the highest trump card.

1691 Weesils\\. n She wanted Counters too to play at Pam.
1713 ADDISON Guard. No. 120 P 6 She. .grows more fond of
Pam than of her husband. 1898 Longm. Mag. Nov. 58 A
sumptuous ball at the Pantheon, silver Joo with a princess,
' Pam '

with a duchess.

Hence t Pam-child, nonce-wd.
t

*
knave-child *,

male child.

1760 H. WALPOLE Lett., to G. Montagu 14 Jan. (1846) IV.

16, I have sat up twice this week.. with the Duchess of

Grafton, at loo, who. .has got a pam-child this morning.
Fam- 'paem-), repr. Gr. ira/t- the form of irav-,

PAN-, all-, before a labial, as in Paxnbrittanick,
obs. form of PAN- BRITANNIC.
Pame, obs. ME. form of PALM sb.~

II Fame (pa-m*), a. Her. rare. [F. ptinu^

formerly pasmt* pa. pple. of pamer, pasmer to

swoon : pop. L. pasmare for spasmare t lit.
*
lo

have a spasm' (Hatz.-Darm.\] Said of a dolphin:
Represented with gaping mouth.
1867 BOUTELL Eng. Heraldry 11875) 82 If their [Fishes']

bodies are bent, as the Dolphin is generally represented, they
are 'embowed ',..and if with open mouth,

'

panic' '.

Pament, obs. ME. form of PAVEMENT.
Pamfilet, pamflet, etc., obs. ff. PAMPHLET.
t Pamp, pampe, v. Obs. rare. Also 6 pompe.
[app. the primary vb. of which PAMPER is the

frequentative. Cf. Ger. pampen ''dial, and colloq.)
to cram, Bavarian pampfen^ sick voll pampfen to

gorge oneself (Schmeller) ; also Sw. dial, pampen
swollen up; Lith. pampti to swell. See below.]
trans. To cram

;
to pamper.

? a 1400 [Ox Christ** Temptation} in Wright Rel. Ant.\\.
41 He stirith him ("them] to pappe and pampe her flei.v he,

I found, so that its date is underlain, and the reading may
|

itself turn out to be an error for pampre^ PAMPKK. Pampe
I is however supported so far by the examples of pompe from
i Hawes, which appear to point to the same word. Prof.

j

Skeat suggests the existence of an ablaut series //-,
! panip-,pnjnp- t

to swell.]

i! Pampa (pae-mpa), usually //. Pampas
fpEC'rapaz, -as;, [a. Sp. pampa pi. pampasn ad.

, Peruv. bamba, a steppe, a flat : cf. the place-names
Moyo-bamha t Chuqui-bajnba, etc.]
1. The name given to the vast treeless plains of

South America south of the Amazon, esp. of
i Argentina and the adjacent countries. (The similar

plains north of the Amazon are known as llanos.)

f 1704 Collect. Voy. (Churchill) III. 46/1 There are also bred
in the Pampas. .many Hares. 1810 Kdin. Ren. XVI. 241
The pampas of Buenos Ayres are plains of the same kind [as
the llanos or savannahs], but still more extensive. 1837
Penny Cycl. XVIII. 210/1 In the direction due north ihe

pampa narrows between the Parana and a ridge, .called the
Sierra tie Cordova. 185* TH. Ross lluiabuldt's Trav. II.

I
xvii. 87 The Llanos and the Pampas. .are really steppes.
1880 C. K. MAKKHAM Penr>>. Hark 104 At length we came
i'j ;i rocky ridge which bounded the va.st panipu of Vilque,

b. Short IQT pawpa sheep, reared on the pamj>as.
189* W. H. HUDSON' Nat, I.a Plata 108 The pampa d.--

j

scends to us from the first .sheep introduced into La Plata
alxjut three centuries a^o.
2. attrib.SLsAComb.) as Pampas Indian ; pampas-

cat, a wild cat of the Pampas
fFdis fajcros], about

three and a half feet long, having lonjj yellow-grey
fur marked with oblique brownish stripes ; pampas
clay, an ossiferous bluish clay, beds of which
occur in many parts of the Pampas ; pampas deer,
a small deerof South America, Cariacns campestris,
the male of which has partly dichotomous antlers;

pampas rice, a name given in the southern U.S.

to a variety of the common Millet (Sorghum
. vtilgare}) with a drooping panicle.

1883 IMt Ain'ni. 7.ool. Soc. fed. 8) 56 "Pampas Cat. 1887
Hnj-i-ntN Geog. ^ Geol. Di$trit>. Anim. 3^3 Unspotted cats

ranging from Paraguay to the northern boundary ofMexico,
the Chilian colollo, the pampas-cat, and the lynx. 1886
CasselCs Encycl. Diet.,

*
Pampas-clay. 1883 f.i.\t. Anin/.

/.ool. Soc. fed. 8) 174 Cariacns cajiip<:stris F. Cuv.,
*
Pampas

Deer. 1894 LVDKKKFR Roy. .Vat. Hist. II. 388 The pampas
deer is the smaller of the two species, .standing about 2^ feet

at the shoulder. Ibid. 389, 1826 SIR F. I!. HK.M> Joitrn,
Pampas 9 The south part of the Pampas is inhabited by

'

the "Pampas Indians, who have no fixed alxxle,

Fa-mpaS-gra:SS. [f. prec.] The ])opu1ar
name of a gigantic grass, Gyncriuw, argenteum or

CortacUria argentea, having ample silky panicles
of silvery hue borne on stalks rising to the height
of twelve or fourteen feet ; a native of South

America, whence it was introduced into Kurope in

1843 as an ornament of lawns and shrubberies.

1850-1 PAXTON Flower Garden. I. 175. 1858 How I 'eg.

Kingd. 821 The beautiful Pampas j;ra.ss .. throwing out
leaves six or eight feet long. 1897 < ). STAI-I-- in Card. Citron.
Ser. MI. XXII. 3->6 The occurrence of C. argentea in the

pampas is by no means so general as to justify the name
*

Pampas-grass ', and the less .so as the Cortaderla is much
more common in the Andes, ascending there to high alti-

tude

Pampaylyon, obs. form of PA

Pampean, pampaeau (pa.-mpfan,

pr'ian), a. [f. PAMPA on analogy of

Scyllsr.au, European.
The pronunciation pa'mpcan is etymologically incorrect,

could not give a 'L.pai/ipeiis ; the L. adj. would

aunce. Ibid. xlii. The pomped carkes {printed clerkcsj.
w ith fode delicious Earth often feadeth, with corrupt glotony.
\Note. The existence of thb vb. is not altogether certain.

The MS. whence the first quot. comes cannot now be

. . .

I be pantpan-ns giving pampan, the Gr. vafj.irat-os giving
Pampxan^which, like Enropc'an^ might Ix: writlen/<a////^V7//.]
Of or ]>ertaining to the Pampas.
1839 DARWIN Jrnl. Researches Voy.

*

Beagle* vii. (1860)

130 In the Pampa;an deposit at the liajada. 1846 Geol.
Obs. S. Amer. iv. 76 The Pampean formation is highly in-

tcre^ting from its va^t extent, its disputed origin, and from
the number of extinct gigantic mammifers embedded in it.

Ihid. 77 For convenience sake, I will call . . the reddish

argillaceous earth, Pampean mud. 1887 Amer. Naturalist
XXI. 460 In the presence of various extinctforms. .it agrees
with the Pampean fauna of South America. 1892 Hiusox
Mat. La Plata 4 The humid, grassy, pampean country
extends, .halfway from the Atlantic Ocean.. to the Andes.

Pampelxnousse (also pample-, -mouse; : see

I'OMI'KLMOO.SK.

Pampelyon, obs. form of PAMPILIOX.

Pamper parmpaj), v. Also 6 pampyr, -ir,
-re. [Occurs a 1380 ; forpampred is in Chaucer's
Hoethius c 1374. - It corresponds in form and
sense with W. Flem. pamperen (De Bo;, and in

stem with the words mentioned under PAMP 2;., of
which it is in form the frequentative.]
1. trans. To cram with food; to over-indulge

with rich food ; to feed luxuriously. Pamper itp :

to feed up. Obs. except as included in b.

a 1380 Prov. ofS. Bernard(Vein. MS. 304/3. 1. 73) And J?at
is J>i flesch, . . pat J>ou pamprest and serves! so. c 1440
Jacob's Well 157 A man, Jwit hy# Theodoras, in glotonye,
euermore pamperyd his bely in execs of mete & of drynk.
1530 PAI.SOB. 652/1, I pamp>T,as a man dothe tltat Lringeth
up a horse or any other beest whan he fedeth hym to

i make hym spedely fatte. 1577 B. GOOGE Hertsbach's Hurt.
\

in. (1586) 120 b. Horse coursers. -do feed them with sodden
Rie, or beanmeale sod, pampering them up, that they may

1 be the fairer to the eie. 1614 BP. HALL Contempt., O. T.

[
v. ii, But now God will pamper their famine; and gives

I

them .. bread of angels. 1775 JOHNSON* Let. to Mrs.
Thralcrf) July, After dinner I went toSnowhill ; there I was

! pampered, and had an uneasy night. iSaoSvo. SMITH Wits.

(1867,1 I- 29 r Taxes on the sauce which pampers man's appe-
tite. 1870 KMKRSON Soc. ff Solit., Farming Wks. ( liohnj I II.
f>\ A* he nursed his. .turkeys on bread and milk, so he will

paiujHrr his peaches and grapes on the viands they like best.

b. To over-indulge (a pen-on) in his tastes and

likings generally ; to bring up daintily; to indulge
with what gratifies or delights the senses.

153 PALSCR. 651/2, I pamper, I bring up dayntely, as a
mother that loveth inordynately dothe her chylde. 1551
ROBINSON More's Uto/>. \. (1895) 47 Beynge deyntely an<l

tenderly pampered vp in ydilnes and pleasure. 1615 KRAI 11-

WAIT Strappado, etc. (1878) 338 Vaine is the flower, soone
fading,-' 01,-: foi^t, which you do pamper to your ouerthrow.
1687 tr. Sallust 1 1692) 29 They purchase Pictures, Statues,
><,u!pture-,. .to pamper their Lyes. 1829 LYTION Disowned
xx, Pelted and pampered from my childhood, 1 grew up with
a profound t*elief in my own excellences. 1870 KMKKSON
SoL.tf Solit.,Civiliz. Wks. (Bohn) III. 10 Where the banana
grows, the animal system is indolent and pampered.

c. Jig. To over-indulge or *
feed

'

^any mental

npjK-tite, feeling, or the like).

1576 Ki.i..\ns<; Panopl. Fpist. i?o Pamper ing their minds
with this imagination, 1628 PRYNNK Lorc-lockcs 37 Which
pampers the Vaine, and Sinfull humours, Lusts, and disposi-
tio: s of our carnal 1 He-arts. 1741 \'\\.\\>w. Conversation

i IX. 381 To pamper his ownvanityat the price of
another's shann-. 1892 XAN'.WM.I. />mi' Mystery 112 She had
-tinV'l

y_-t pampered ner grief by working hard at it (a por-
trait] .since his death.

t 2. /;///-. To indulge oneself with food, to fetd

luxuriously. 01>s,

1573 [see PAMI'ERING/^/.a.]. 1620 K' v,i.*Nl s Xight I\fi''- >t

i') 'In be at hor^t; i.-.xp<;:i<
: f.,r oatts an<l hay, Which idle-

stands and pamper:- in the stabU:. 1635 <J'.,M'i.i s hut/ 1. v.

ii. *7'/J <> day, ue pamper with a full repa-l Of luvj-h mirth ;

at ni^ht, \\e wec-pc- as fast.

f3. trans. (See quot. and cf. sense i, quot. 1577*.
1611 Oii f ; P., Rlangonisinej\b\^ craft of pampering, trim-

ming, or >e-ttin out cf '-altable tiling--. //'/</., Man^nnticr
to

pamper, trimme, sleeke, or sel out vrit-, the rye ale thirds

IIciiLe Pamperdom nonce-ivd.
, pampered con-

dition, state of luxury; Fa'mperer, one who or

that which pampers; Fa'mperize v. (nonce-iuil. _,

to pamper.
1847 in J. Sirs -<">t's ]Ior% Sit/'.', 'i^ci-j 410 When from ,-ucli

in exiled. 1775 AMI, PaiH^erer,. .one that pamper-,.

1781 COWM-.K Conversat, 48 A plea.. For making speech tfic-

pajuptrer of lu-t. a 1845 S\ D. SMTIH (Worcester J, Fatnperize.

Pampered 'pec-mpwd },///. a.
[f.

PAMPEK v.

+ -hi)
'.]

Over-fed 'obs.) ; luxuriously fed ; over-

indulged, sprjilcrl by luxury ; see the verb.
a 1529 .SKKI.ION l-'ppon Dcedinans /fed 25 For all ourc*

pamperde paunchys, Ther may no fraunchys . . Redeme v-.

from tiiii. 1576 (iAv:oK,NK Sitt.lt,' 6V. -f/> 'J heir siables. fnl

yfrau^lit with pampred lade-. 1641 MIUON C/i. (i^'f.

i. Wka. ("1851) 31 The knotty Africanisms, the pamper'd
iiietafors; the inlricat, and involv'd sentences of the Father-.

1697 I)KYIJKN* kirff, (tt'orjf. MI. 323 '1 he pamper d Colt will

discipline disdain. 1759 JOHNSON' Idler No. 52 F 2 A pam-
pered body will darken tl.e mind. 1805 M<d. "Jrnl. XJV.

276 A pampered and consequently distempered imagination.

1890 W. A. WALLACE Only a Sister 69 The spoilt and pam-
pered children of the present day.
IJencc Pa mperedness, pampered condition.
a 1618 SVLVKSILK Maydens Blush 1002 The fruits.. Of

wanton Pride, of wanefull Pamprednes>e. 1748 KICHACIJ-
SON Clarissa (181 1) II. xxxvii. 267 No crosses, no vexations,
but what we gave ourselves from the pumperednesb, as I may
call it. of our own wills.

Fa'mpering, vl>l. s&.
[f.

as prec. + -ING i.]

The action of the vb. PAMPEK; luxurious feeding;

over-indulgence.
15*6 Pilgr. Perf. fW. de W. 1531) 137 Paniperyng or outr-

moche cherysshyng of our Ixxlyes. 1555 W. WATRKMAN
I-'ardlt- Facions u. viiu 183 Not in the. .pamperinges of ihc-

Tjealy. 1623-4 MlDOLETON ^i: ROWLEY Sp. Gipsy iv. iii, Can
..tafteta girls look plump without pampering? 1844 J,K\i_k

'/'. linrke xxxi. (1857) 299 The animal fresh from long

pampering, sprang forward madly.

Fa'mpering, ///. a, [f.
as prec. + -ING -.]

That pampers : see the verb.

1573 L. LLOYD Marrow ofHist. (1653) ico A heap of vices

wait on pampering Princes. 1699 POMJKKI Choice 47
Pamp'ring food Creates diseases and inflames the blood.

1742 SiihNsioxE Schoolmistr. 301 With pamp'ring look draw
little eyes aside.

!! Pampero (pampe'rtf). [Sp. pampero* f. Peruv.

pampa + suffix -fro: L. -arins.] A piercing cold

wind which blows from the Andes across the

S. American pampas to the Atlantic.

1818 A mer. St. Papers, For. Rel. 11834) IV- ^77 ' Stanf.) The
keen blasts called the pamperos sweep over the houseless and
unsheltered plain. 18x6 Sm F. B. HEAD faum. Pampas 9
The pampero or south-west wind, which, generated by the

cold air of the Andes, rushes over these vast plains.
attrib. 189* W. H. HCDSOK Xnt. La Plata 132 Some-

times flying Tike thistledowns before the great pampero wind.

Pampestrie, obs. corrupt form of PALMISTRY.

FamphagOUS (parmfagas), a. rare.
[f. Gr.

ira/n/wi-ycs all-devouring (f. iraji-, irav- all +

eating, + -oi'S.] All-devouring, omnivorous.

1702 C. MATHER Magn. C/tr. ii. (1852) App. 194 He eat

with such a pamphagous fury as to cram himself with . .

eighteen biikeis at one stolen meal. (In some modern Diets.)

Pampharmacon, variant of PANPHABMACON.

t Pa'mphelet. Obs. rare -'. [Origin obscure:

perhaps a cant term formed from Gr. ira^iXoy
beloved of all, with dim. enHing. Sibbald Gloss.



PAMPHIL.

compared obs. Du. or Fl. pampoelie 'mulier

crassa'.] A courtesan, a wench.
1500-10 DUXBAR Poems Iv. 14 Dame Venus fyre sa hard

tbam steel, Thai brak vp durris, and raeff vp lockis, To get
ane pamphelet on ane pled.

t Pa*mphil. Obs. rare. [Cf. next.] A memo-
randum or note."

1571 SIR T. SMITH Let. to Ld. Bnrleigh 3 Mar. in Digges
Compl. Ambass. (1655) 192 The next day. .Mr. de Foix
came to us and brought us a draught of the whole League
in French, ..we perused it with our Pampluls, as Mr. Hall
termeth them, sehedix or adversaria, .(some other tho will

have them called pieces ( as some Frenchmen do name them).

Pamphlet (pae'mflet), sb. Forms: [4 pan-
jhtni\, 4-7 pamflet, (6 pamflete, -Settle. 5 pam-
filet,pampelet,paunflet, plaun-) ;

6- pamphlet,
(6 pamphelet, 7 -lett(e), pamphlete, -lette,

pampfelette. [Appears in I4th c. in Anglo-
Latin- (panfletits}, English \pamfet ^

l-Uh c. pam-
filet) paunflef) ; app. a generalized use of Pain-

philet or Panflet , a familiar name of the 1 2th c_
Latin amatory poem or comedy called Famphiltts,
sett de Amore (in OF. Paniphilet^ MDu. Fanjlct\
a highly popular opuscule in the ijthc. Cf. the

familiar appellations of other small works similarly
formed with dim. -/, e. g. Catonet the Distichs of

(pseudo-) Cato, Esopct^ the Fables of JE&oy t
etc.

(See note below.) Hence in I7~i8thc. adopted
in French and other langs.]
1. A small treatise occupying fewer pages or

sheets than would make a book, composed and

(a] written, or (b t since c 1500) printed, and issued

as a separate work
; always (at least in later use)

unbound, with or without paper covers.

In a general sense used irrespective of .subject (applied e.g.
in 1495, to a codicil to a will, of only about 170 words), and
in 1 7th c. including issues of single plays, romances, poems,
novelettes, newspapers, news-letters, and other periodicals;
still sometimes applied to chap-books, and the like ; but not
now usually to anything of purely literary character, or of

religious nature, even though issued 'in pamphlet form '.

(a) [1344 R. HE BURY Phiiobiblon viii, Sed revera Hbros
non Ultras maluimus, codicesque plus dileximus quatn
Morenos, ac panfletos exiguos incraisatis praetulimus pale-
fridis.1 1387-8 T. USK Test. Love in. ix.(Skeat)l. 54 Christe
. . grannie of thy goodnes to euery maner reder, full vnder-

standing in this leud pamflet to haue. 1:1412 HOCCLEVE De
Keg. Princ. 2060 pogh bat bis paml'ilet Non ordre holde, ne
in him include, c 1430 LVDG. Min. Poems (Percy Soc.) 180

My purpose, Out of the Krenssh a tale to translate, Wliiche
in a paunflet I redde and saw but late. 1490 CANTOS'

Eneydos Prol. 3 Slttyng in my studye where as laye many
dyuerse paunflettis and bookys. 1495 Test. Ebor. IV. 26
And this pampelet I will stand as parcell of my forsaid will.

(b) 1496 fysshynge with Angle (1883) 37 That this present
treatyse sholde not come to the hondys of eche ydle persone
whyche wokle desire it, yf it were enpryntyd allone by
itself & put in a lytyll plaunflet, therfore I haue compylyd
it in a greter volume of dyuerse bokys. 1523 SKKLTOS Gar/.
Laurel 1191 And of Soueraynte a noble pamphelet. a 1548
HAM, Chron., Edw. V 2 As I my selfe that wrote this

pamphlet [Chronicle of Edw. V] truly knewe. 1551 ASCHAM
Let. to Astely Wks. (1761) 5 Syr Thomas More_in that

pamphlet of Richard the thyrd, doth in . . these pointes so
content all men. 1559 Mirr. Mag. (1563) Hviij, I have
recounted thus much.. which if it should haue bene spoken
in hys tragedye would rather haue made a volume than
a Pamphlete. 1577 R. WILLKS Ederis Decades Epist. 7
R. Eden ..translated .. some other prety pamflettes con-

cernyng the Spanyardes and Portugalles voiages. 1582
SIANVHURST s-Etteis (Arb.) Ded. 4 Askam, .. in his goulden
pamphlet, intituled thee Schoolemayster. 1623 GOUGE Serin.
Extent God's Pravid. Ded., In regard of the smalnesse of it,

it [this Sermon] is indeed but as a little Pamphlet. 1681

LUTTRELL Brief Rel. 11857) I. 119 The publisher of the

Observator, Heraclitus Ridens, and the Loyal 1 Protestant

domestick Intelligence (three pamphlets that come out

weekly). 1778 JOHNSON 25 Apr.
in Boswell, A few sheets of

poetry unbound are a pamphlet ;

prose.

ire a pamphlet as much as a few sheets of

2. More specifically, a treatise of the size and
form above described on some subject or question
of current or temporary interest, personal, social,

political, ecclesiastical, or controversial, on which
the writer desires to appeal to the public.
This is merely a consequential specialization, arising from

the fact that works of this kind are those for which the

pamphlet form is now mainly employed.
15916. HARVEY $rd Lett, in S/iaks. Allusion Bks. i. (1874)

149 Were it not more for other, .. I would be the first, that

should cancell this impertinent Pamflet. 1606 CHAPMAN
Gentleman Usher Plays 1873 I. 294 Some words, pickt out
of Proclamations Or great mens Speeches ; or well-selling

Pamphlets. 1641 MILTON Ch. Gavt. i. Wks. (1851) 99 These
wretched projectors of ours that bescraull their Pamfiets

every day with new formes of government for our Church.

1683 CROWNK City Politiqucs iv. i, As paper in Holland

passes for money, Pamphlets with us pass for religion and
policy. 1714 SWIFT Prcs. St. Affairs Wks. 1755 II. i. 203
Systems that, .are supplies for pamphlets in the present age,
and may probably furnish materials for memoirs and his-

tories in the next. 1791 MACKINTOSH Vind. Gallics Wks.
1846 III. 20 Pamphlet succeeded pamphlet, surpassing each
other in boldness and elevation. 179* BURKE Corr. (1844)
III. 428 (J rattan's incomparable speech .. ought to make a
little separate pamphlet. 1824 J. JOHNSON Tyfiogr. II. xiv.

490 When pamphlets and other works of temporary and

urgent nature are required. 1841 D'!SRAFLI Amen. Lit.

(1867) 687 The age of Charles the First maybe characterised

as the age of pamphlets. 1874 GREEN Short Hist. vii. 5
The brief form of these novelettes soon led to the appearance
of the 'pamphlet'; and a new world of readers was seen

410

in the rapidity with which the stories or scurrilous libels

which passed under this name were issued.

3. attrib. and Comb. a. attrib.

1646 SIK T. BROWNE Pseud. Ej>. 34 We are to cast a wary
eye on those diminutive, and pamphlet Treaties dayly pub-
lished among us. 1715 M. DAVIKS A then. BrH. I. 4 Tracts
..often since published separately, in Pamphlet-Forms, as
well as mostly upon Pamphlet-Subjects. 1730 FIELDING
Author s Farce in. i,

The scribbler in a pamphlet war. 1899
Daily News 13 June 8/3 An Introductory Letter, .whicli

occupies sixty-nine pages, and is in pamphlet form, and
pamphlet spirit.

b. Comb.
t
as pamphlet-book, -history, -octavo,

-$hop)-stall. -1ifle, -writer, -writing; pamphlet-sized

adj. ; pamphlet-wise adv.

1716 M. DAVMCS A then. Brit. II. 86 Spending about six

Years more in composing such '
Pamphlet- liooks. 1715 //;/>

I. 5 The first Treatise . . publish'd. .at Milan, 1607, in a small

*Pamphlet-Octavo. 1750 Let. to A. Johnson 3 Nor have
I omitted to call at every skulking *Pamphlet-shop. 1778
Miss HUKNKY ETCUna (1791) II. xxv. 153 Mrs. Selwyn had
business at a pamphlet-shop. 1716 M. L)AVIKS At/ten. Brit,
II, i Several *Pamijhlet-siz'd Writings. 61720 Ibid. VI.
Conclus. Diss. Physick 32 He deals chiefly . . with the
Librarians of Morefields. *Pamphlet-stawls of old Books,
and poor Ushers and Head-Form-Hoys. 1613 UKAVM. &
FL. Honest Man's Fort. in. ii, Have copies of it posted on
posts, Like 'pamphlet-titles, that sue to be sold. 1716 M.
DA VIES A then. Brit. II. 30 Some of King Henry the 8th's,
and Queen Anne Helen's reciprocal Letters, were printed*
Pamphlet-wise, about two or three Yearsago. 1735 UOLING-

BROKKL? Parties Ded. 28 To follow the generous and equit-
able Advice of the 'Pamphlet-writer. 1751 Pope's Ditnciad
ii. 314 note, Not a Pension at Court, nor Preferment in the

Church,.. was bestowed on any man distinguished for his

Learning separately from Party merit, or
*
Pamphlet writing.

Hence nonce-wds,} Pa'mphletag-e, the aggregate
of pamphlets, pamphlets collectively ; Pamphlet-
c'tte, a small pamphlet ; Pa*mphletful, as much
as a pamphlet will contain ; Paniphle'tic, -ical

adjs. , pertaining to or of the nature of a pamphlet ;

Pa mphletism, an expression or manner of speech
characteristic of pamphlets ; Pa'mphletize v.,

intr. to write a pamphlet or pamphlets ; trans, to

write a pamphlet upon ; Pa'mphletless a., with-

out a pamphlet.
1896 A. LANG in Longw. Mag. July 1 10 The *pamphletage

of the subject must be vast. 1882 RUSSELL Hesperothen
I. 64 In a small "''pamphletette from Robinson's 'Epitome. .

',

there is a very pleasant account of some of the treasures.

1876 N. Amcr. Rev. CXXIII. 426 It included in ten words
a *pamphletful of political insight. 1715 M. DAVIES A then.
Brit. I. Pref. 8 Expressing the *Pamphletick Character,
and the Pseudonymous Inconsiderableness of those Libel-

ling Insults. Ibid, ip Of the same Pamphletick genuineness
is St. Barnaby's Epistle. i654GAVTON Picas. Notes in. viii.

122 Several! Editions of some small *Pamphleticall labors of
his. 1716 M. DAVIES At/ten. Brit. II. To Rdr. 4 Those
Libel-Granado's and Dragooning *Pamphletisms. 1652
CiAUi.E Magastrain. To Rdrs., IJooks of late .. crowded in

amongst us isome in their *pampheletizmg edition, some in

their voluminous translation). 18x8 Dlackw. Mag. XXIV.
21 Our Irish preacher. .did not intend to

preach. but merely
to pamphleiize. 1837 MARRVAT in *Viw Monthly Magi LI.

175 Martin. .has obtained a great celebrity in France. .. He
is lithographed, pamphletized [etc.]. 111845 SYD. SMITH
Sir G. C. Lewis in Hadest For ever and ever bookless,

essayless, *pamphletless, grammarless.
{Note, The amatory poem of Pamphilus appears as Pattflet

in the Middle Dutch Floris <V Blaitnchefleurt^ Diderikvan
Assenede (^1250) 1. 333, where it is said of the hero and
heroine

' Ende men se uec te lesene sette In Juvenale ende
in Panflette, Ende in Ovidio de Arte Amandi '

(And they
were set also to read In Juvenal and in Panflet, And in

Ovid on the Art of Loving). In French, Paniphilet appears
in the inventory of the Library of the Louvre (Chas. V, and
Chas. VI) dispersed by John, Duke of Bedford (L. Delisle

Cabinet des Mannscrits III. i6o\ As to its popularity,
the students of the University of Paris were rebuked because

they preferred this erotic production to more edifying reading.

Pamphilus was also well known in England, and is twice

quoted or referred to by Chaucer; also by Gower Mironr
14449 (where see Editor's note). To connect the work
with our *

pamphlet ', we have to suppose that here also, as

in France and the Low Countries, it was familiarly termed

Paniphilet or Patiflet, and that tins name was in course of
time extended to other opuscula produced or circulated 'in

pamphlet form ', i. e. as small detached works. This trans-

ference of sense must have been complete before 1340, when
the name was applied in Philobiblon to what were evidently
serious treatises, and before Thomas Usk, Hoccleve, and

Lydgate applied it to single works of their own.]

Pa-mphlet, v. ? Obs. [f. prec. sb.] a. intr.

To write a pamphlet or pamphlets, b. trans. To

report or describe in a pamphlet. Chiefly in

Pa'mphleting vbl. sb. and />//. a.

1591 G. HARVEY four Lett, ii, Who like Elderton for

Ballating: Greene for pamphletting: both, for good fellow-

ship, and bad conditions? 1591 NASIIK /*. Penilcsse Kp. to

Printer, To the Ghost of Robert Greene, telling him, what
a coyle there is with pamphleting on him after his death.

1613 JACKSON Creed it. six. 11. 370 A common place
trodden almost bare by the English pamphleting Papist.

1716 M. DAVIES At/ten, Brit. II. 42 This Discourse being

Pamphleted about, to Court, City, and Country. Ibid. 217
He bravely underwent above fourteen several Tryals and

Examinations, .. besides many other Conferences, which
were not written or pamphleted.

Famphletary (pre-mnV-tari), a. [f.
PAMPHLET

sit. + -AKY 1.] Pertaining or relating to pamphlets ;

of the nature of a pamphlet.
1600 NASHK Summers Last \\'ill\\\ Ha/1. Dodsley VIII.

73 For baldness a bald ass, I have forgot, Patch d up a

pamphletary periwig. 1815 Pat-is Chit-Chat (1816) I. 205

PAMPINATJON.
The pamphletary fever, which has spread during a few
months past. 1878 BAYNE Pitrit. Rev. Pref. 6 The Pam-
phletary catacombs of the British Museum.

Pamphleteer (peeaflttl*-*), sb. Also 7

-etteer, -etere, -etier, 7-8 -ettier. [f. PAMPHLET
sb. + -EER.] A writer of pamphlets; the author
of a pamphlet. (Often contemptuous.)
1642 / ~ind. King 1 3 Seditious Preachers and Pamphletteers.

1642 J. TAYLOR (Water P.) Seasonable Led. title-p., Henry
Walker, .. a late Pamphletere, and now a double diligent
Preacher. 1648 HKYLIN Relat. ff Obsen>. \. App. 12 Though

! you doe not speak plaine, your Pamphlettiers doe. 1771
'

Junins Lett. liv. 288 That miserable pamphleteer. .reduced
his argument, .to something like.. a syllogism. 1847 TENNY-
SON Princ. Concl. 89 A patron of some thirty charities,
A pamphleteer on guano and on grain. 1874 OREKN Short
Hist. iii. 1. 117 The pungent pen of the pamphleteer played
its part in rousing the spirit of the nation.

Pamphletee'r, ".
[f. prec. sb.] intr. To write

;

and issue pamphlets. Chiefly in PamphleteeT-
ing vbl. sb. and ///. a.

1715 M. DAVIKS A then. Brit. I. Pref. 2 The Jesuitical
Subornation of a Foot-Soldier's Pamphleteering against

I

a Protestant Vicar. 1763 THACHKR in J. Adams' Diary
5 Feb., I pamphleteer for him again? No ! I'll pamphleteer
against him. 1815 Edin. Rev. XXV. 188 Vulgar slander..

' eked out by pamphleteering declamation. 1885 BRODKICK
,

in 19/7* Cent. 920 The coarse pamphleteering literature of
; which Swift and Junius produced the choicest specimens.

t Fa'mphleter. Obs. Also 7 -etter. [f.

PAMPHLET + -EK 1.] A writer of a pamphlet, a
PAMPHLETEER.
1581 XOWELL & DAY in Confer, i. (1584) E iv, Here saith

, one of the Pamphleters, silence was the answere. 159*

j

G. HARVF.Y Pierce's Super. (1593) 181,! have seldom, .tasted
' a more unsavory slaumpaump of wordes and sentences in

i any shittish Pamfleter. 1679 J. SMITH Narr. Pop. Plot 17
Calling those Pamphletters to a further Account.

Pamphobia, variant of PANOPHOBIA.
1890 in KILLINGS Nat. Mcd. Diet. 1900 in GOULD Did.

Med. Biol.

Pamphract (parmfroekt), a. rare. [f. Gr. wa/-,
PAM- + <ppaKTus fenced, protected.] Completely
covered or

protected,
as with a coat of mail.

In recent Diets.

fPamphysic, a. Obs. nonce-ivd. [f. Gr. ira/t-

PAM- + <pvaiKus natural, f. <f>v<ri$ nature.] Of or

concerning all nature.
1610 IJ. JONSON Alch. IT. v, Is .. Spag'irica, Or the pam-

physick,pr panarchkk knowledge, A heathen language?

Pamphysical (psemfi'zffcJU), a. rare. [f. as

prec. + -AL.] Considering material nature as the

source of all phenomena.
1885 J. MARTINEAU Types F.th. The. I. Introd. 19 The

extreme points between which philosophy has oscillated.,

are the pantheistic and (if I may invent a phrase) the pam-
physical poles of doctrine. Ibid. II. Introd. 3 It may be

regarded as determined into existence either from God, or
from Nature. ..if from Nature, we take the pamphysical
[track], within sight of Comte.
So Famphysicism (pxmn'zisiz'm), the pam-

physical doctrine or theory.
1895 KAIRBAIRN Catholicism viii. (1899) 360 Under the im-

j

pulse given to pamphysicism by evolution, agnosticism be-

i
came belligerent and constructive.

t Pampilion. Obs. Also 5 pampaylyone,
6 -pelyon, -ion, -pilioun, -fan, -pillion, -eoun,
-pyllon, pawmpilyon. [Origin unknown.
According to quot. 1619 (supported by 1503, 1532) the name

of a fur-bearing animal. For sense 2, connexion has been

suggested with Pampellone, a town of France near Alby, and

Pampeluna in Spain: cf. OF. painpelutie 'etoffe fabriquce
a Fampelune* (Godef.).J

1. A kind of fur used in thei5th and l6th centuries

for trimming.
1487 (in Kalrholt (ed. Dillon) Costume Gloss. s.v.), Pam-

paylyones of bozy. 1501 I'riv. Purse E.vp. EUz. York (1830)

33 A gowne of cloth of gold furred with pawmpilyon. 1503
Ibid. 189 Two skynnes of pampelyon for the cufles of the
same gowne. 1505 Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scot. III. 43
Item, for xj skinnis of pampilioun to fill furth the lynynjj of
the samyn [goun]. 1532 Privy Purse E.\p. Hen. I "///, For
xxv dousin skynns offyne pawmpelion, l.\ H. 16x9 MIDDLE-
TON Lave $ Antiq. Wks, (ed. IJuflen) VII. 331 Those beasts

bearing fur.. .The ounce,, .ginnet, pampilion.
2. A coarse woollen fabric of rough surface.

1567 inSwayne*SVir;C/j!Kr/i-w. Ace. (1896) 113, ij yerdes
of Jene fustyan and ij yerdes of pampyllon to cast y [organ]

pypes vppon, ijj-. vjrf. 1580 HOI.LYBAMJ Trcas. Er. Tongt

I 'ft habillentent de Bureau^ on autre drap meslangt de.

petit fris, dont les serfs fy menu ptuple souloit estre

accotistrf, a coate of chaungeable colours for seruauntes,

slighte rugge, or pampilion. 1597-8 UP. HALL Sat. iv. ii.

19 Lolioes side-cote is rough Pampilian Guilded with drops
that downe the bosome ran.

Pampinary ^px'mpinari^, a. rare. [ad. L.

panipinarius, i.pampitws vine-shoot, vine-tendril.]

Pertaining to vine-tendrils or vine-shoots.
< 1420 Pallad. on /fnsb. in. 1 14 The squorges hie & graffes

from the folde,. .& scions pampinari. Ibid, 320 The secunde

yer to kitte of al yfere, That they or dede or pampinary, were.

b. Biol. ( Of or pertaining to a young shoot
*

(Gould Diet. Med. BUI. 1900).

tFampina'tion. Oh. rare. [ad.L/<zw//tf-
twn-em

9
n, of action f. pampinare^ f. pampinus:

see prec.] The pruning or trimming of vines.

1398 TREVISA Barth. De P. R. xvn. clxxvii[i]. (MS. Bocll.)

If. 234/2 Al^o vines.. nedeJpampynacion,J>at is to menynge
pulhnge awey of superfluite of leues. c 1420 Pallad. on
Husb. vi. 22 This mone ih ck for pampinacioun Conuenient



PAMPINATE.
void leves puld to be. 1656 in BLOUNT Gfassfgr. 1745

tr. Coninifllas Hits!', fy Rk. Trees IV. vi, All superfluities
may be plucked off them by frequent pampination.
So t Pa-mpinate, fPa'mpine vbs. Obs. [L.

pampindre], trans, to prune or trim 'a vine).
(1420 7W/<z7. on Hush. x. 198 A vyne \vho.s fruyt humour

wol putrifie, Pampyned is to be by euery side. 1745 tr.

Columella's Ihtsb. Kf lyk. Trees iv. xxviii, The time for

pampinating or pulling off the superfluous twigs and leaves.

tPa-mping. Obs. \?iorpampi>i(e,a.A.L.pam-
pin-us.] A tendril or young shoot of a vine. In

quot. attrib. or appositive.
1607 KEYWORD Fair Maid_E.rcli. Prol., Meane while shore

up our tender pamping twig That yet on humble ground
doth lowely lie.

Fampiniform(pa;mpi-nif(7jm),rt. Anat. [f.L.

pampin-us + -(I;FOBM, in mocl.F. pampiniforine]
Curled like a vine-tendril ; applied fsp. to a con-
voluted plexus of veins proceeding from the testis

or ovary 'also called spermatic or ovarian plexus}.
1668 Cui.ptrpF.ii & COLE Bart/iol. Aunt. i. xxi. 53 This

Intertexture of Veins and Arteries. . is by some called Corpus
varicosum, pampiniform, Pyramidal. 1836-9 TOUD Cycl.
Anat. II. 704/1 The corresponding vein .. forming the

pampiniform plexus. 1899 AllbtttCs Syst. tllt'ti. VI. 233 The
veins in which retrograde embolism., has been found are the

hepatic, the renal, the mesenteric, the pampiniform plexus.

t FampinO'Se, a. Obs. rare- 1
, [ad. L,.fam-

pinffsns, f. pampinus vine-shoot : see -OSE.] Pro-
fuse of twigs and leaves (said of untrimmed vines).
c 1410 Pallad. on Hush. Tab. 507 Vynys, pampynose and

not fructuose, to remedie.

t Pampi-nulate, v. Obs. nonce-wd. [f. L.

type *pampinu!atits, f. *panipimil-as, dim. ofpam-
pinus: see PAMPIXARY.] trans. To furnish or
deck with minute curling or convoluted threads.

1591 R. D. Hypiierotomachia 99 Hir starrie forehead pam-
pynulated with threds of gold.

Pampir, obs. form of PAMPER.
II Fampl6gia ^p^emplrd^ia). Path. Alsopan-,

and in Eng. form paraplegy. [mod.L., f. PAM- t-

Gr. TKrj-fi] stroke.] General paralysis.
1842 DUNGI.ISOX Mcd. Lex., Pamplegia [also Panpltgia],

general paralysis. Palsy of the body. 189)111 Syd. Sac. Lex.
Pamplemousse, etc., variants of POMPELMOOSK. i

Fampootie (p*mp?rti). local Irish. Also
pampooter, pampootee.
[Said in Folk-Lore Journal (1884) II. 261, to have been intro-

duced some two hundred or more years ago by an East
Indian ship-captain who settled on the South Isle of Aran :

possibly a popular corruption of some form of PAPOOSH, .

fapaitche, or Sp. babiicha ; cf. Jiapoitdtes, painpooties.\
A kind of slipper or sandal of undressed cow-skin

sewn together and tied across the instep. Used in
'

the Isles of Aran off the west coast of Ireland.
1881 Hnrpcr s Mag. 510 Sandals, called patnpootees, made

of untanned cowhide, universally worn by the inhabitants of
the Arran islands. 1884 Folk-Lore Jrnl. II. 261 The Ara-
nites and inhabitants of some of the other Galway islands
wear pampooters. 1892 ENULV LAWI.KSS Crania. I. ii. 13
Twisting her small pampootie-clad feet round a rope.

|| Pampre (Upahpr
1

, parmpa-i). Chielly Arch.

[a. F. pampre : L. pampinus : see PAMPIXARY.]
An ornament or decoration representing vine-leaves

and grape-clusters.
1841-76 GWILT Archil, (ed. 7) Gloss., Pampre (Fr.). 1886

SHELDON tr. Flaubert's Salaiiiinbo xv. 413 A tunic of violet,
brocaded with golden pampre.

Famprodactylous (paempuidre-ktilas), a.

Ornith. [f. Gr. ira/x-, PAM- all +
TT/JO before +

Sdxrv\os finger or toe -t- -ous.] Having a'.l the
toes pointing forwards, as the colics (Pampro-
liactylse of Murie), and a few other birds.

1899 Camb. Nat. Hist. IX. 10 Certain Swifts, and t^ a
less degree some Nightjars, have the whole number [of toesj

permanently pointing to the front (pamprodactylous'.

Pampyllon.Pampyr, obs. forms ofPAMPILIOX,
PAMPER.
Fan (pasn), s&. 1 Forms : 1-7 panne, i ponne,

4-5 ponne), 4- pan, (5 pon, 6 pane}. [OE.
panne, ppnne wk. fern. = OLG. panna (OFris.,
MLG., LG., MDu. panne, Du. pan), OHG.
phanna, pfanna (MUG., Ger. pfanne} ; cf. Icel.

panna (late 14th c.), Sw. panna, Da. pamie, prob.
from LG. ; not found in Gothic. From its occur-

rence in OE. as well as in Continental WGer., and
its having in OHG. pf for /, the word was evi-

dently Com. NVGer. in 4th or 5th c., but its

ulterior history and origin are uncertain.
Some think it a (prehistoric) adaptation of L. patina,

patena, in same sense (as '//', ^padna, panna), but there
are obvious difficulties. A med. (Ger.) L.panna occurs in

i2th c. (Du Cange), but this may be the German word, or
the result of associating it with L. pathut. The Ir. panna
was from med.L. or Eng. The Lith. pana and Slavonic
forms are admittedly from Ger.]
1. A vessel, of metal or earthenware, for domestic

uses, usually broad and shallow, and often open.
(Often in pi. in conjunction v/ilhpeis.)
1:897 K. ALFRED Gregory's Fast. C. xxi. 165 Mid oisse

pannan hierstinge waes Paulus onbscrned. ciooo ^LFRIC
K<*r. in \Vr.-\Viilcker 123/6 Patella, panne, a noo Gerefa
in Anglia IX. 264 Pannan, crocca, brandiren. 13. . K. Alis.

4939 Hy nymeth the fyssh, and eteth it thanne, Withouten
fyre, withouten panne. ^1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xx.xii.
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1 (Justin) 731 A gret pane gert brocht be sowne. Ibid. xlvi.

!
(Anastace) 181 Pottis or pannis vald he hynt in armys it kise.
c 1386 CHAUCER Reeve's T. 24 With hire he yaf ful many a
panne of bras. < 1420 Pallad. on Hnsb. i. 909 So hit be
thkke and pourid in a ponne. a 1529 SKKI.TON- Elynoi:r

Riiininyngc 317 A good brasse pan. 1543 Nottingham Rec.
III. 398, Ij. sawcers, one pane, one candyIstyke. 1552 H ULOKT,
Panne for coales, larcns. Panne to bake in, teshtx. 1596
DALKVMPI.E tr. Leslie s Hist. Scot. I. 94 To kane pottis, panis,
and vthir kitchine veshels. 1646 Ii. RVVES Mercur. Rust.
164 Theysteale his Pots, Pannes and Kettles. 1718 MRS. M.
KALES Receipts 3 Lay a thin Strainer in a flat earthen Pan.
c 1802 MAR. EDGEWORIH Ennui xv, Let him get home and
to bed : I'll run and warm it with the pan myself. 1871 M.
LKGRAND Cambr. I'rcshm. iii. 47 They sent a porter off for
the hot-water pans so often forgotten until applied for.

b. With defining words, indicating purpose, etc
,

e.g. bed-pan, bread-pan, frying-pan, milk-pan,
saucepan, slew-pan, 'warming-pan : see these.

C. As part of any apparatus.
1611 COTGR., Kttssin d sclle percSe, the pan of a closestoole.

Ibid., Le bassinet dun rtschaut, the pan of a chafing dish.
a 1693 L'rqithart's Rabelais in. xxii. 183. 1842 PAKNKLL,
Chan. Anal. (1845) 15 With the weights in the opposite pan
of the balance. 1869 E. A, PARKES Pract. Hygiene (ed. 3)

4 More water must be used for thoroughly flushing the pan
and soil-pipe.

d. ;

Originally the pan or bowl for the oil-lights
in a church : afterwards applied to the frame for

candles' (Gloss.). Sc,

1554 Burgh Rec. Etiinb. (Rec. Soc.) II. 345 Item, for xiiij
faddome of corde to hing the pan in the ineids of the kirk,
iiiji-. \\\yt. 1556 Ibid. 247 The >owme of xxs. for x half pund
wecht candill furnist be tham to the pane on the hie altar.

e. Phrases. ( To leap, fall} out of the pan into
the fire, to escape from one evil only to fall into

a greater one : cf. FRYING-PAN" i b
;

to savour of
the pan, to betray its origin ;

to turn the cat in the

pan : see CAT sb. 12.

f 1380 WVCLIF Sel, ll'ks. III. 332 Many men of lawe .. bi
here suteltes turnen |?e cat in \>z panne. 1554 RIDLKY in

Bradford's Writ. (Parker Soc.) II. 160 A work of .-Eneas

Sylvius,. . In the which., there be many things that savoureth
of the pan. 1596 SPENSER State Irel. Wks. (Globe) 659/1
This. .were but to leape out of the pann into the fire. 1645
OuARLESiW. Recant, ii. 60 Those Bellowt-s mount the blaze
the higher, Thou leap'st but from the Pan into the fire.

2. In many technical uses, applied to pan-like
vessels in which substances are exposed to heat, or
to mechanical processes : e. g.

^
a. An open vessel used for boiling, evaporating, etc. ; also

in Chcm. a closed vessel for evaporation, a vacuum-pan. See
also SALT-PAN, SL'GAR-PAN, etc. b. Metallurgy. A pan-
shaped vessel, usually of cast-iron, in which ores are ground
and amalgamated; also, a vessel in which ore is smelted.
C. Soap-making. A broad shallow iron vessel, usually form-
ing the bottom of a large frame into which the tallows or oils
are poured to be treated with soda lyes, etc., and from which
the spent lyes are drained off: see SOAP-PAN, d. Th/plate
Manuf, The fourth in a series of five cast-iron rect-

angular pots used in tinning, having a grated bottom, in
which the tinned plates are placed on edge to drain and cool.
6. A circular sheet-iron d^h in which gold is separated from
gravel, crushed quartz, etc., by agitation and washing.
a. 1674-91 RAY Coll. Words, Making Salt $L. D. S.), They

..leave about a pottle or gallon of brine in the pan, lest the
salt should burn, and stick to the sides of the pan. 1721
Loud. Gaz. No. 6006/4 A Moiety of Salt-work-;, containing 12
Pans. 1818 MARSHALL A'eview II. 91 (E.D. D.) The pans used
in Cheshire for the evaporating; of the salt brine, are now made
ofwrought iron. 1823 URE Diet. Chew. 436/1 The evaporat-
ing pan, or still, is a hemispherical dish ofcast-iron . . furnished
with an air-tight flat lid. 1854 RONALDS & RICHARDSON
Chem. Technol. (ed. 2) I. 280 Open pans . . are heated by the
waste heat of the pan-furnace. 1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mech.
1600/2 Overflow furnace-pans are used in concentrating
sulphuric acid.

.b. 1839 UKE Diet. Arts
ii33_(s.v. Silver) The crystalliza-

tion rehnery of Mr. Pattin*on is an extremely simple smelt-

ing-house. .. Each pan has a discharge-pipe, proceeding
laterally from one side of its bottom, by which the melted
metal may be run out when a plug is withdrawn. 1881
RAYMOND Gloss. Mining, Pan, . .a cylindrical vat of iron,

stone, or wood, or these combined, in which ore is ground
with mullers and amalgamated.
C. 1839 URE Diet. Arts 1142 The spent lyes, which are not

at all alkaline, are run off by a spigot below, or pumped off

above, by a pump set into the pan. Ibid. 1149 The apparatus
employed for making these soaps is a copper pan heated by
a water-bath ; in the bottom of the pan there is a step, to re-

ceive the lower end of a vertical shaft, to which arms or

paddles are attached, for producing constant agitation.
d. 1839 URE Diet. Arts 1253 A range of rectangular cast-

iron pots is set over a fire-flue in an apartment called the
sfoJit. ..The first rectangle in the range is the tin-pot; the
second is the wash-pot, with a partition in it ; the third is

the grease-pot ; the fourth is the pan, grated at bottom ; the
fifth is the list-pot.

6. 1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mech. 094/1 (Gold-wining) The
operator, dips his pan. .and then imparts to it a rotary and
oscillatory motion [etc.]. 1879 Encycl. Brit. X. 745 The
most characteristic [appliance] being the 'pan', a circular

i

dish of sheet-iron with sloping sides about 13 or 14 inches in '

diameter.

3. The contents of a pan, a panful.
[1674-91 RAY Coll. Words, Making Salt (E. D. S.t.Out of

two pans of forty-eight gallons they expect seven pecks of
'

salt.] 1762 GOLDSM. Cit. W. l.\x, He. .had found a pan of

money under ground. 1800 VI.NCE Hydrostat. xi. (1806) 116
By means of a pan of coals, we brought the water to the
same degree of heat. 1839 URE Dii~t. Arts 1142 Six or seven
days are required to complete the formation of a pan of hard

PAN.

1764 Mnscitm Kitstictttn III. tvii, 240 A spade made about
four inche.-i broad, and eighteen inches long in the hit, or
pan. 1823 P. NICHOLSON Pract. Build. 406 At the end of
the table, nearest to the copper, a box, called the Pan, is

adapted. 1852 SEIDEL Organ 38 Where the pedal comes in
contact with the beam, the latter has a deepening in the form
of a half-circle (called the pan). 1869 Eng. Mechanic 24 Dec.
352/3 On the top [of a harmonium] is the 'pan' containing
the reeds. 1869 HOUTELL Arms and Arm. vi. (1874) 89 This
boss, a kind of deep, circular pan made of iron, was fixed to
the front of the shield, where it had a considerable projection.

b. spec. In various obs. types of guns and pistols :

That part of the lock which holds the priming.
Flash in the pan : see FLASH sb.- To shut one's

soap.

4. A more or less pan-shaped depression or con-

cavity of any vessel, or part of any structure.

attempts to fire the Gun-powder in the Pan of the Pistol
succeeded not. 1662 GURNALL Chr. in Arm, verse 18. hi.
g 2 (1669) 427/2 Like false fire in the pan of an uncharged
gun, it gives a crack but hurts not. 17^1 Brit. Mag. II. no
The pistol flash d in the pan, and a spark flew into the ca.sk.

1809 MALKIN Gil Bias vn. x. 9, I was not remiss in com-
posing a fine compliment . . with which I meant to launch out
on her part ; but it was just so much fla^h in the pan. 1833
MARRYAT /J

. Simple xx, Shut your pan. 1864 A. LINCOLN
in Century Mag. (1889) Sept. 704/1, I --hall be very 'shut
pan

'

about this matter. 1871 W. H. G. KINGSTON On banks
of Amazon (1876) 368 If I had tinder I could get [a light]
with the help of the pan of my gun.

c. A socket, as of the thigh bone (obs.\ or for

a hinge, etc.

1598 FLORIO, Acceitabolo, . . Also the hollownes or pan
wherein the buckle bone turneth. 1605 WILLET Hexapla

1 in Gen. 335 We may name it acetabulum, the panne of the
hucklebone. 1875 KNIGHT Diet. JWcch. 1601/1 Pan, . . the
socket or sole for a hinge.
5. A hollow or depression in

tjie ground, esp.
one in which water stands; spec, a basin, natural
or artificial, in which salt is obtained by evapora-
tion of sea-water; a SALT-PAX. So oyster pan.
1573 AY<r. Privy Council Scot. Sen i. II. 286 It being

men it be the awnaris and pan maisterisof certane pann is on
thecoistsydes. /bid., The awnaris and pan maisterisof the salt

pannis. 1594 PLAT jeiuelt-ho. i. 32 Of all Channels, Pondes,
Pooles, Riuers, and Ditches, and of all other pannes and

j

bottomes whatsoever. 1706 Phil. Trans. XXV. 2265 The
i

Sea-Water being in hot Countries grained in Pans called
Salt-Marshes. 1790 Trans. Soc. Arts VIII. 88 Frequent
pools of sea- water in the middle of the Saltings. These are
not improperly called the Pans. 1836 BRAY Tainar fy Taiy
I. 57 (E. D. L>.) Mis-tor, a height on whose .. rocks there U

. found so large and perfect a rock-basin as to be called by
the peasantry

' Mis-tor Pan '. 1852 WIGGINS Embanking 96
Fill up the nearest of such hollows or 'pans', as they are

called, with the stuff out of the circular dyke. 1884 JPFFERIES
: RedDeerx, 199 Another kind of hollow in the hills is called
a pan.

b. spec, in South Africa, A shallow depression
containing water or mud, at least in the rainy
season; a dried -up salt-marsh or pool-bed.
1850 R. G. CL-MMINC Hunter's Life S. Afr. {10021 33/2

Heavy rains fill the pan or basin with water, and, the dry
season succeeding, the water disappears, and large deposits
of salt are found. These pans or salt-licks are met with in

several parts of South Africa. 1889 RIDKK HAGGARD Allaifs

Wife, etc. 321 A dry pan, or water-hole, which, .was densely
covered with reeds. 1900 Daily News 26 Apr. 5 6 The

IJoers.^
. surrounding the pan, opened a murderous fire.

6. The skull, especially its upper part; =BliAi\-

PAX, HAKX-PAN. Obs. or dial.

c 1330 R. BRUNNF Chron. Wace (Rolls) 10899 I" ^e forehed
Arbur he smot, porow f>e flesche, vnto be pan. 1362 LANGI..
P. PL A. iv. 64 Pees putte for)> his bed and his ponne blodi.
c 1386 CHAUCER Knt.'s T. 307 Loue is a gretter lawe, by my
pan, Than may be yeue of any erthely man. c 1440 Promp.
Parv. 381/1 Panne of an heed, craneuin. 1548-77 VICAKY
Anat. iii. (1888)27 They be numbred seuen bones in the pan
or skul of the head. 1658 A. Fox Wintz" Surg. \\. vi. 62 All
Wounds in the head are dangerous, .especially, .when the

pan or scull is broken. 1839 MOIR JMansie Wauch (ed. 2)

xxiv, 306, I feared the fall had produced some crack in his

pan, and that his seven senses had gone a wool-gathering,
t b. The patella or KXEE-PAX. Obs.

1657 Rf.MSEV Org. Saluiis xi. (1659)63 The said Pitch- .

plaister, applyed to cover the pans of both knees. 1753 A.
y\\:wwi Gray s Inn Jrnl. No. 53 Manifest Danger of. .hurt-

ing the Pan of the Knee, or some such Disaster.

t 7. A steel cap. Obs.

1638 W. MousTAGuin Buccfaich MSS. (Hist. MSS. Comm.)
I. 282 A pan for the head, back and breast piece, and gaunts.
8. A hard substratum of the soil, usually more or

less impervious to moisture: see HAKD-PAX.
[ 1630 A*. Johnson's Kingd. fy Commit}. 372 The soile barren :

. .being onelya flat Rocke with a pan of earth a foot or two
thicke,] 1784 BEI.KNAP in B. Pajtrs (1877) II. 180 It [the
water] descends to the hard stratum, commonly called the

pan. 1786 YOUNG Ann. Agric. V. 133 What Norfolk farmers
call the pan, or that subsidence of the marie or clay which
always forms immediately under the path of the plough.
1805 R. W. DICKSON Pract. Agric. 1. 413 Upon all light soils

it is necessary to preserve, at six or eight inches below the

surface, what farmers call a pan; that is, the staple, at that

depth, should be kept unbroken, a 1817 T. DWIGHT Traz'.
New E'lg., etc. (1821) I. 374 The stratum, lying immediately
under the soil; ..what is here called the hard pan, a very stiff

loam, so closely combined, as wholly to prevent the water
from passing through it. 1846 J. BAXTER Ltbr. Pract. Agric.
(ed. 4) II. 303 The pan, or old plough. floor, of this field.

1875 LyeIts Princ. Geol. II. in. xliv. 508 At the bottom of

peat mosses there is sometimes found a cake, or
*

pan 'j as it

is termed, of oxide of iron.

9. A small ice-floe.

1863 A. C. RAMSAY Phys. Geog, xxiv. (1878) 396 The pans



PAN.
rise over all the low-lying parts of the islands, grinding and
polishing exposed shores. 1883 Fis/i. Kxhib. Catal. (ed. 4)
175 Running across Channel over small pans of ice. 1892
W. PIKI: Xorth. Canada 240 Ice was running in large pans,
and steering was difficult.

10. The broad posterior end of the lower jaw of
a whale.

1887 Fisheries of U. S. Sect. V. II. 232 note, Canes made
full length from the ivory of the '

pan
'

of the sperm whale,
turned and polished, with a hand-piece of the same material.
11. attrili. and Comb. a. gen., as fan hand, pro-

cess, system ; pan-dish, -furnace, -house, -lid,

-metal, -sherd, etc.

1854 RONALDS & RICHARDSON Cheat. Technol. I. 280 The
open pans, .are heated by the waste heat of the 'pan-furnace.
1818 MARSHALL Kcvie-.u II. <j2(E. D. D.) There is a separate
'pan-house toeach pan. 1901 BARNES GRUNDY ThamesCamp
72 Jane polishes the 'pan-lids and scours the kitchen tables.

1551 In-.'. C/t. Goods York, etc. (Surteesi 65 One crosse of
*pane mettall, one challes of pane mettell gilt. 1669 STI'RMY
Mariner's Mag., Penalties fy Forfeit. 6 Bell-mettle, Pan-
mettle, Gun-mettle, or Shroof-mettle. 1877 RAYMOND
Statist. Mines r Mining 328 The Del Norte has yielded
exceedinaly rich *pan-prospects. 1851 MAYHEW Loml.
Labour II. 284 The potsherds and "pansherds, as the rub-
bish-carters call them. 1880 JKFKI;HIKS Gr. Estate 194 The
hives . were all in a row, each protected by large 'pansherds

'

from heavy rain. 1882 Rep. to Ho. Kffr. Free. Met. U.K.
609 The introduction of the Comstock *pan system.

b. Special comb. : pan - amalgamator, an

amalgamating pan : see 2 b
; pan-charge, the

contents of an amalgamating pan during the metal-

lurgical pan process; pan-closet, a water-closet

having a pan ; pan-cover, the piece covering the

priming pan in old fire-arms
; pan-head, a form

of rivet-head used in shipbuilding ; pan-ice, loose
ice in blocks which form on the shores of Labrador
and breakaway; pan -latrine pan-closet; fpan-
lieker, a parasite ; pan-loaf, a loaf baked in a

pan ; pan-maker, one whose business it is to make
pans ; pan-man, a man in charge of a pan in

a manufacturing process ; fpan-master, the owner
ofasalt-pan: see senses, quot. 1573; fpan-meat,
cooked food ; pan-mill, a miner's apparatus used
in separating gold from the alloy of earth, with
which it is found mingled (Farmer) ; pan-mug
(local'), a large earthenware vessel

; pan-pie -

PANDOWDY
; pan-pulp (Metallurgy}, the ground

ores and other materials in the amalgamating-pan ;

pan-rock, the rock-fish, ROCCHS lineatiis, when fit

for frying ; pan-sand, the sand-bottom of an

oyster-park or oyster-bed ; pan-scale, -scratch, the
scale that forms on the bottom of a pan ; pan-
washing, the separating of gold from gravel, etc.,

by stirring it in water in a pan ; pan-wood (see

quotA Also PANCAKE, PANTILE, etc.

1874 RAYMOND Statist. Mines tf /J///X4r 4 29 Dodge's *pan-
amalgamator and settler. 1881 Kef. to Ho. Repr. free. .Ifft.

U. S. 651 The "pan-charge is drawn into the settlers and
thinned down. 1884 Century Mag. Dec. 262/2 The absolute

inadmissibility of the almost universal *pan-c!oset. 1869
BOUTELL Amis q Arm. (1874) 246 This [flint of a flintlockj
is made to strike against a movable steel 'pan-cover. 1869
SIR E. RKCD Shipbuild. xvii. 328 The common form of rivet
head employed for shipbuilding is that known as a *pan head.
1874 TIIKAKLIC Xai'al Archil. 127 The pan-head rivet.. is

slightly conical under the head, [to] fill the hole made by the

punching tool. 1878 H. Y. HIND in Can. Xatnralist N. S.
VIII. 277 The gradual rise of the land .. brings the succes-

sively rising surfaces under the influence not only of *pan-
ice, but of snow-drifts. 1898 ll-'estm. Gaz. 2 Mar. 4/3 No
heavy vessels . . could have withstood the terrible pan ice,
which was frequently twenty to thirty feet thick. 1897
HUGHES Medit. Fever ii. 58 An inspection, .disclosed a leak-

ing "pan-latrine. 1641 Bullfrom AV/wAiij, 'Panlickersare :

those who are Flatterers of Kings, Princes. 1886 WILLOCK
Rosctty Knits (1889) 10 (E. D. D.) He lat drive at Simpson's
head wi' a *pan-loaf. 1483 Cath. Angl. 267/2 A M'anne
maker, patinariits, 1635-6 Canterb. Marriage Licences
(MS. t, Thomas Lashfeild of S. Mary Northgate,. . panmakLT.
1879 Spans' Encyst. Afannf. I. 108 This communication ..

is closed . .by a sliding damper.. under the ready control of
the *pan-man. 1892 Labour Commission Gloss., Pan-men,
men in the chemical industry engaged in boiling down the

liquor obtained from black ash. cioooAgs. l^oc. in Wr.-
Wulcker 281/7 Uiuertititm, "ponmete. c 1050 Ibid. 409/9
FerculitiH, apices cyimes panmete. 1888 Daily fnter-Ocean
(U. S.) 8 Mar., On their way to inspect the California *pan
mill.

^

1688 R. HOLMK Armoury n. 173/1 Cream, the top
of Milk standing in a pot or *pan-mug. 1901 -V. <y Q. gth
Ser. VIII. 406/2 A thick glazed earthenware vessel, .called

-.\pancficon in the Midland counties, . ,3.pan-mttg\n Cheshire,
and a kneading-pan in most cookery books. 1882 Rep. to
Ho. Kepr. Prec. Met. U, S. 651 This is found entirely suffi-

cient to heat the *pan-pulp. 1898 ll'es.'jii.Gtiz. 25 Nov. 2/1
Oyster culturists and connoisseurs would, .find, .giants from
the '*pan sands'. 1879 Casselfs Tec/in. Educ. IV. 338/1
The carbonate and sulphate of lime., gradually accumulates
on the bottom of the pan.. .This "pan-scratch has therefore
to be removed periodically. 1874 RAYMOND Statist. Mines
<y Mining 21 (It) will yield, under "pan-washing.. very often
a notable quantity of gold. zSSoSuTHKKLANU TalesofGold-
fields 4 They got a lesson in pan-washing. 1805 FOHSYTH
fieaitties Scotl. (1806) HI. 511 The small coal used in [the
salt-works] has, . . from time immemorial, received the singular
appellation of*panwood,.. which has suggested., a suspicion
that wood was formerly used as fuel in these works. 1808
BALL Coal-Trade 52 (E. D. D.) Great coals, chews, lime-

coal, and pan-wood or dross.

(psen), sli.'
2

[a. Gr. ndx.] The name of
a Greek rural deity, represented as having the head, j

412

'

arms, and chest of a man, while his lower parts
were those of a goat, of which he sometimes also
bore the horns and ears.

The original seat of his worship was in Arcadia, and he
\va.s supposed to preside over shepherds and flocks, and to

; delight in rural music; he was also regarded as the author
of sudden and groundless terror seizing upon leasts or men

;
(PANIC); in later times, from association of his name with
TO tta.v the all, everything, the universe, he was considered
as an impersonation of Nature, of which his attributes were
taken as mysterious symbols.
^1369 CH.UCER Dcthe Blaunche 512 Pan that men clepe

,

the go,l of kynde. f 1420 I,YOG. Assembly ofGods 324 The
rewde god Pan, of sheperdys the gyde. 1579 E. K. Gloss.
Spenser's Shcph. Cat. Apr. 50 Christ . . is the verye Pan and
God of Shepbeardeft, 1584 R. SCOT Discov. Witchcr. vit. xv.
(1886) 122 They have so fraied us with hull beggers, spirits,
. . elves, hags, fairies, satyrs, pans, fauns. 1606 SYLVESTER
Dn Bartas n. iv. n. Magnif. 870 Heer, many a horned
Satyre, many a Pan. 1678 NOKHIS Coll, Misc. (1699) 55 The
gentle God of the Arcadian plains, Pan that regards the

sheep, Pan that regards the swains, Great Pan is dead. 1844
MRS. HKOWNING The Deatt Pan, (Refrain) Pan, Pan is dead.

Fan (pacn), s&.z Also 5 panne. [
- F. panne,

med.L.fanna (DuCange) ;
of uncertain origin.

The med.L. word i* very frequent in the 131)1 c. Close
Rolls, in the forms (as printed) fauna and pnlna, which
are difficult to reconcile with panita and Y.fnitne. An OF.

1 pcnne t,Godef.) raises further difficulty.]

In a timber-framed house, the beam which rests

upon and is fixed to the posts, and which supports

;

the rafters, etc. See also quots. 1611, 1813.
Hence app. the phrase Post and pan, which however is

now taken in a different sense : see next.

[iazs Rot. Litt. Clans. II. (1884) 65/2 Habere faciat . .

, duos postes et duos paunas in l.o>co nostio. Ibid. t vm
i postes, vm trabes, vm palnas, et c cheuerones. Ibid. II.

104, c cheuerones, x postes, xn paunas. Ibid. 137, xx
,

cheuerones, mi trabes et mi palnas. $o passim.]
1420 St-ari/u-rs Verdicts in Swtees Misc. (1888) 15 In hys

tenement in Coppergate in York walles even uppe thurgh
fra the grunde uppe to the panne. 1483 (."///. Angl. 267 '2

A Patine of a howse, panna. 1501 Searchers I 'erdicts tn

Snrtees Misc. (iS88) 22 The sparre/ & tymbre of ye said

William, which is shot it hyngeth OVLT ye ground of y
same Ric

1

ther by viij
h ynchex & more anenst y* pan of his

house. 1600 Kurgk Kec. (rfasgtw (Rec. Soc.) I. 206 Sic
as biggis with poist and pan and layes with blak morter.
[1611 CoTGR., Panne dc Sois us particularly) tlie peece of
timber that sustalnes a gutter between the roofes of two
fronts, or house.;.] 1674-91 RAY jV.-C li'ortfs s.v. Pan v.,
It seems to come from pan in buildings, which in our stone
houses is that piece of wood that lies upon the top of the
stone wall, and must close with it, to which the bottom
of the spars are fastned. 1813 LESLIE Agric. Surv. Nairn
fy Momy Gloss., /',., the great timbers of a cottage laid

across the couples parallel to the walls, to support the laths
or kebbers la.d above the pans and parallel to the couples.

Fan, sf>.* Also pane. [a. F. fan pane, com-

partment, etc. : see PANE .r/'.
1
]

L In a timber-framed or half-timbered house,
a square or compartment of limber framework,
filled in with bricks or plaster.
1842-76 GWILT Arc/lit, fed. 7) Gloss., Pan, a square of

framing in half-timbered houses, the uprights being filled in

with work. It is called post and pan, or post and petrail

work, in the north of England. 1855 ROBINSON \\~hitby
Glass, s. v. Pvst tind Pan, The posts being the framing, and
the pan the fiat surface or plastering with which the framing
is filled up. 1886 Chesh. Gloss., /'am-, a panel of doab or of
bricks between the wooden framework of the old black-and-
white buildings.

f2. The space between the flanked or salient and
shoulder angles of a bastion, a face of a bastion.

1741 BAILEY, Pan of a Bastion, see Face ofa Bastion. 1813
in CKABB Techiwl* Diet,

11 Fan, pan 'pan), sb$ Also pawn, paun. [a.
Hind, pan betel-leaf: Skr. parna feather, leaf.]
The betel-leaf; hence the combination of betel-leaf,

areca-nut, lime, etc., used as a masticatory.
1616 Sm T. ROE in Purchas Pilgrims (1625) I. iv. xvi.

576 The King giuing nice, .two pieces of his Pawne out of
his dish. 1809 Ln. VAI.ENTIA I'oy. $ Trai>. I. 101 On our

departure, paun and roses were presented. 1885 Macm.
Mag. Nov. 78/2 All .. chew pan as a sailor chews his quid.
1891 R. KIPLING City Dreadf. Nt. 39 They grin and jabber
and chew pan and spit.

Fan (p^n), v [f.
PAN *M]

1. trans. To wash (gold-bearing gravel, sand,

etc.) in a pan, in order to separate the gold ; to

separate by washing in a pan. Const, off, out.

187*
' MARK TWAIN

'

Roughing it Ixi, He never could

altogether understand that eternal sinkiu' of a shaft an'

never pannin' out anything. 1879 AICHERLEY Bocrland
143 This [gravel-wash] was panned off in the dish. 1879
Eneycl. Brit. X. 745 The gold is finally recovered by
careful washing or 'panning out' in a smaller pan. 1880

Daily Tel, 3 Dec., They 'panned
'

the surface dirt for gold.

b. ahsol. or intr. To search or try for gold with

the pan.
1871

* MARK TWAIN' Roughing it Ixi, We had panned up
and down the hillsides till they looked plowed like a field.

1881 RAYMOND Mining Gloss., Panning. .. Washing earth

or crushed rock in a pan, by agitation with water. 1896

Daily Nt-ius 9 May 6/4 All tests made by dolly and panning
off gave me good results.

2. To separate (salt) by evaporation in a pan.
1877 OIMDA Pnck\\x\. 462 We might perhaps get our salt

panned, and our cotton carded.

3. transf. and Jig. (C'.S. and Colonial.} To
bring forth, yield (with out}.

1884 Melbourne Punch 4 Sept. 91/2 The department on

PAN-.

|

being searched only panned out a few copper coins, 1801
! Boston (Mass.) jfral. Nov., Their (jueer bee tree will pan
i out a good day's work after all

b. To yet by any process, capture, catch,
collo,/.

1887 Fisheries of U. S. Sect. v. 1 1. 477 The crew panned
'

about 10,000 seals.

4. intr. (usually with out.) To yield gold, as

gravel, etc. when washed in a pnn ; hence
Iraiisf.

of the vein or mine, to yield precious metal.
1874 ALDHICH Prna. 1'a/frey vii. 11884) '5= Though it did

not yield so bounteously as the silver lode, it Banned out
handsomely. 1893 Times 24 May 5 The new find . . proves
the reef to be 6ft. wide, and it pans well right through.
1898 Daily fftws 8 Aug. 2/1 Assuming that all the land
located on these creeks would pan out as well as the fe\v
claims that were opened.

b. fig. To yield good results, show to advantage,
i succeed.

1871 J. HAY Little Breeches, I don't pan out on the pro-
phets And free-will and that sort of thing. 1890 Athenyittn
2 Aug. 166/3 How disappointingly the product of antiquarian
digging will

'

pan out '. 1891 fall Mall C. 21 Nov. 2/3
Unfortunately this business did not

'

pan out
', to use the

American phrase.
5. trans. To cook or dress in a pan.
1871 NAPHF.YS Frcv. $ Cure Dis. I. ii. 64 Shellfish are pre-

ferable either raw, roasted, or panned. 1883 Axxik THOMAS
Mod. Hoitse^vife 75 Panned Oysters.
6. Agric. and dial. intr. Of soil : To cake on

the surface. Cf. PAN sbl 8.

a i8s FOHBV I'oc.E. A nglia. Pan, to be hardened, as the
surface of some soil is, by strong sunshine suddenly suc-
ceeding heavy rain.

Pan (pa.-n), z.2 Sc. and n. dial. [Derivation un-

ascertained.] intr. To fit, tally, correspond, agree.
157* Satir. Poems Refoi-tn. xxxiv. 30 Say and promeis

quhat thay can, Thair wordes and deidis will neuer pan.
1674-91 RAY A'.-C. WgftUsPmni to close, joyn together,
agree. Prov. ' Weal and Women cannot pan, but Wo and
Women can '. 1815 BKOCHETT N. C. Gloss., fan, to match,
to agree, to assimilate. 1877 }lolde>'ness Gloss, s. v., Jack
an his wife didn't seem to pan togither at fost, but noo they
get alang pratty weeL 1883 A/iiwnMury % Huttdersf.
C.loss. S.V., Boards pan when they lie close together.

b. trans. To tit, join, or unite together.
1884 Leeds Mircvry Suffl. 31 May (E. D. D.), Pan it

down press an article into its proper place. 1888 Sheffield
Gloss, s. v., To pan boards together.

Pan, obs. form of PANE
; obs. Sc. form of PAIN.

Fan-, combining form and formative element,
repr. Gr. nav- from Tray, neuter ol was all, which was

freely used in Greek, esp. with adjs. to which it

stood in advb. relation in the sense '

all, wholly,
entirely, altogether, by all, of all ', as in iravayaSos

altogether good, vavayios all-holy, irafatcrjs all-

healing, Trai/apioro! best of all, navapuwios suited

to all musical modes, irdi-Sr/^os pertaining to all the

people, public, TraKjirAos fully-armed, irayo-fAipos of
the full moon, iravatxpos all-wise; so from national

names, as TrayfAArjuos of all the Greeks, vaviuvtos

of all the lonians
; also in sbs., etc. derived from

these adjs., and some other sbs., as TTavdinTtjs an

all-receiver, MVfjMjtfe ruler of all, vavr/-yvpis a
universal or general assembly, iravoirbia panoply.
Hence fan- occurs in English in words taken or

derived fiom Greek, and in many others formed
more or less on the same analogy either in English,
mtd. or mod. Latin, or French. It is especially
common with national names, after Trai-jAAf/i'iot,

ironainos, etc., where it has become a living suffix,

prefixed whenever needed. Before a labial irai'-

became ira/i-, and before a guttural mry- (
=

fay-'),
as 7ra/<ipiAos, ira/^iAr/Toj beloved of all, vayxptai
true sweetbread, the pancreas ; the former of these
is retained in some English derivatives (see PAM-).
The following are examples of the uses of fan- ;

the more important words will be found in their

places as Main words.

1. With national names, and words formed in

imitation of them, with the sense '

Of, pertaining
to, or comprising all (those indicated in the body
of the word)'; with sbs. in -ism and -ist, generally

expressing the notion of or aspiration for the

political union of all those indicated, a sense

which also tends to colour the adj. Of modern
formations of this kind, PANSLAVISM and PAN-

SI.AVIST, with their related words, appear to have
been the earliest. Among others are : Pan-A nglo-
Sa-xon a., of or including all of 'Anglo-Saxon'
race. Pan-anthropolo gical a., of all anthropo-
logists. Fan-ato'mic a., consisting of all the atoms

(/iniiiorous). Pan-Btrddliist a., of or embracing
all Buddhists ; so Pan-Bu'ddhism. Pan-Celtic

a., of all Celts, or all the Celtic peoples ;
hence

Pan-Ce'lticism. Fan-Chrl-stlan a., universal

Christian. Pan-denomina'tional a., of or em-

bracing all religious denominations. Pan-eccle-

sia'stical a., representing a whole church or

ecclesiastical body. Pan-Go tluc a., common to

or including all the Gothic or Teutonic races or

languages, Germanic. Fan-htrman a., of or per-



PAN-.

taining to all human beings. Pan-Io'nian, Pan-
lo'nic aJjs., of or comprising all lonians. Pan-
I sraelitish a., of or pertaining to all Israelites.

Pan-La-tinist a., of or embracing all the Latin

races. Pan-O'rthodox a., of, pertaining to, in-

cluding, or representing all the Orthodox churches

of the East ; hence Pan-O'rtliodoxy, the principle
of a union of all the Orthodox churches. Pan-
Pro'testant a., of or common to all Protestants.

Pan-Sa-xon a. = fan-Anglo-Saxon. Pan-Teu-
to nic a., of or embracing all Teutonic peoples ;

hence Pan-Ten 'tonism, the principle of a union

of all Teutonic peoples.

1899 Dally Xcu's 8 May 8/4 The Admiral's
'

^Pan-Anglo-
Saxon

'

ideas are popular on the other side. 1883 WRIGHT
Sci. Scepticism 13 Were a *pananthropological congress
..to vote that [etc.]. 1883 Ci'ntcinp. l\ev. Dec. 800 One
great Kvolutionist is inclined to. -insinuate that the universe
is the product of a ^Pan-atomic Council. 1902 Ibid. Dec.

849 Something like a *Pan-Buddhist movement. Ibid. 851
*Pan-Buddhism and Eastern Russian policy are now in-

separahle factors on the political chessboard of Asia. 1895
Atlionsnin 6 Apr. 434/1 The president of various Young
Ireland and 'Panceltic societies. 1901 Scotsman 20 Sept.

3/7 [He] remarked that the Pan-Celtic Conference had laid

the foundations of an abiding intellectual and moral union
of the Celtic races. 1868 VISCT. STRANGFORD Select. (1869!
II. 291 An explanation .. from the "Pan-Christian point of
view. 1892 Scott. Leader 14 Mar. 7 The Carrubber's Close

Mission, which is thoroughly *pan-deno!ninational in its

character. 1897 Weshn. Gaz. 2 Nov. 9/1 LikeToynbee Hall,
the new settlement is pan-denominational, welcoming all

shades of opinion. 1888 Pall AlaU G. 6 July 1/2 Two of
these *pan-ecclesiastical assemblies are meeting this week
in our midst. 1880 EAKI.E Philol. Kng. Tongue (ed. 3) 236
Specimens . . which we derive from the old ancestral ^pan-
gothic stock. 1900 Conteinf}. Rev. Apr. 71 The *pan-
human type spreads. 1830 J. DOUGLAS Err. regard. Relig.
iii. 76 The *panionian Confederacy or the Amphictyonic
Council. 1878 Kiicycl. Brit. VIII. 675/2 The purification
of Delos..and the restoration of the *Pan-ionic festival

there, in 426 u.c. 1881 Ibid. XIII. 204/2 Pan-Ionic. 1891
CHB:YNF. Orig. Pso-lterly. 148 A fine monument of the *Pan-
Israelilish sentiment of the Persian period. 1882 Echo 29
Aug. 1/5 She regards it as highly important that a ' x Pan-
Latinist

' movement should be started, in order to oppose
and neutralise the advancing aggression of Pan-Germanism'
and ' Pan-lslamism '. 1888 Pall Mall G. 6 July 1/2 They
are endeavouring to hold a 'Pan-Orthodox Council in
Kieff. 1902 Q. Rev. Apr. 604 The principles which inspire
her rulers are those of Panorthodoxy and Panslavism.

1898 Q. Rev. Apr. 469 The old *pan-Protestant theories.

1901 A. BIRKEI.L in If. Amcr. Rev. Feb. 260 A *Pan-Saxon
Idea, to go down into the lists and strike the shields of
the Pan-Slavonic Idea,. .and of the Pan-Germanic Idea.

1884 Manck. Guard. 26 Sept. 5/2 An imaginary deep-laid
scheme . . a >v Pan-Teutonic or Pan-Africander combination

against the British power in South Africa. 1898 \Vestin. Gaz.
12 Nov. 5/1 The Organ of the Pan-Teutonic League. 1894
E. P. EVANS in Pop. Sci. Monthly XI.IV. 306 Germany has

long since outgrown the swacldling-clout of *Panteutonism.

2. Other words : Fana'nthropism [(Jr. avBpuinos

man, afterpantheisni\ : see quot. Pan-apo spory:
see quot. Pan-athle'tic a., of or pertaining to

the whole circle of athletic contests. Pana torn,
an atom of a supposed primary substance of which
all the elements are composed. Panbla'stic a.

Biol. [Gr. iiXacrros sprout], originating from all

:he germinal layers (Billings Nat. Med. Diet. 1890).
Panchti'stic a., identifying Christ with the

universe. Pancla'stic, an explosive that shatters

everything. Pan-concrliatory a., conciliatory to

all. f Pancra stical a. 1 for panchrestical [Gr.
m*7XWrTOS good for everything], good for all

diseases, of the nature of a panacea. Pancyclo-
pae-dic a., of or pertaining to the whole circle

of science, f Pan-daeda lian a. [Gr.iraj'Sai'o'aXos],
of all curious workmanship. Paii-clestnvction,
universal destruction. Pandia'bolism [after pan-
theisni\

= pan-Satanism. Pandynamo'meter :

see quot. Pan-e-ffoism, an extreme form of

subjective idealism, restricting reality to the per-

cipient ego ; solipsism ; hence Pane'g'oist, a

solipsist. Pane'ntlieism [Gr. iv in + 9(us God] :

see quot. Pan-evrloglsm, universal or indiscri-

minate praise. Panfrivo -linm lionce-wd. [from
frivolous, after pandemonium, etc.], a scene of all

frivolity. Paiige'rmism, a doctrine that attri-

butes all disease to germs; so Pang-errule a.

f Pan-gly-phic a. : see quot. Paugra-mmatist :

see quot. Pangra'phic a., writing on all subjects
or in all forms. Pangymna'sticon, a device

combining many gymnastic appliances (Funk
1895). Panhidro'sis, panid-, perspiration over

the whole body. Panhygrous a. rare [Gr.

nai>vypos quite damp or wet], damp over the whole
surface (Syd. Soc. Lex. 1893). Paii-hyperarmia,
general hypenemia or plethora of blood (/bid.).

Panhystere'ctomy, complete excision of the

womb. Pauichtliyo'phag-ous a., eating fish of

all kinds. Panidiomcrrphic a. JMin., having all

its components idiomorphic. Pan-materiali stic

a. [after pantheistic}, holding the material universe

to be nil. Pan-melo'dicon, -melodion: see

Vor,. VII.

413

quot. Pan-neuri'tis Path., general inflammation
of the nerves ; multiple neuritis (Syd. Soc. Lex.

18931. Pa'nnomy Philos.. the
' law of reason as

universal' (bunk 1895)! PaiiO|i'stic a. Entom.

[Gr. uiuv egg], having an ovary producing eggs
only without vitelligenous or other cells, f Paii-

o'lethry [Gr. -rravrnXtOpia utter destruction], general
destruction or slaughter. f Pano'rganon, a

universal instrument. Panoti'tis, inflammation

involving both the middle and internal ear (Billings
Nat. Med. Diet. 1890). Pa'npathy [Gr. Traflos

suffering], a feeling common to all. Panphe-
no'menalism Philos., a theory that the universe is

purely phenomenal. -fFanple'gia: see PAMPM-:<;IA.

Fanpnetrmatism : sec quot. Pa'npolism [Gr.
TToAi? city, TroAioyia community], equality of civil

rights. Pan-po'pish a., pertaining to universal

papal jurisdiction or power. Panpsychism : see

quot. Pan-Satanism [afterfaitt/ieisHi], the belief

or doctrine that Satan is the informing spirit of

the universe. Pansci'olism, universal sciolism or

smattering of knowledge. Fansclero'sis Path.,

complete induration of a part (Syd. Soc. I.ex. 1893).
I Panselene [Gr. TiavniXijvos full-mooned], the

full moon (Phillips 1 706, etc.). fPa nsperm: see

quot. Pansphygmojfrapli ~ CARDIOGRAPH, or

a combination of cardiograph and sphygmograph
(Mayne 1857). Panstereora'ma [Gr. ariptos solid

+ opapa sight, spectacle] : see quot. Pante'le-

grapli. a form of telegraph invented by Casseli in

1856, for transmitting facsimile messages and por-
traits along a line connecting two isochronously

vibrating pendulums, of which the first guides an

iron point over the original portrait or message,

setting up equivalent motions in the other. So

Pantele'graphy, 'facsimile telegraphy' (Funk
1895). Pante "lephone, a highly sensitive micro-

phone capable of reproducing minute sound-vibra-

tions at great distances ; hence Pantelepho'nic a.

Panthele'matism Philos. [Gr. Oe\r]par- will : see

-ISM], the theory of Schopenhauer that the Ultimate
and Absolute is Will. Fa iithelism [Gr. 6i\-tiv

to will]
=

prec. Panzo ism Biol. [Gr. fair; life],

a name given to a synthesis of all the elements or

factors of vitality. Fanzo'oty [Gr. fcuorjjs animal

nature], a zymotic disease affecting animals gener-

ally in a district or country ;
so Panzoo tic a.

and sl>,

1871 H. B. FOKMAN Living Poets 367 If Mr. Swinburne's
creed is describable in one word, that word must be made
for the occasion "pananthropism : . . he sees the spirit of man
(which be it borne in mind lie calls

' God ') everywhere
animating and informing the universe. 1892 Atlicnyunt
12 Nov. 667/3 A seedling . . showing prothalli developed
aposporously over general surface of frond (*pan-apospory).
1897 IVestm. Gaz. 27 Jan. 2/1 That Cambridge Under-
graduates, .are not all marching through a cycle of *pan-
athletic triumphs to double firsts. 1872 WATTS Diet. Chan.
VI. 896 *Panatoms .. the hypothesis that all the elements

conception. 1892 Times 2 Apr. 7/2 A *panclastic muie
terrible in its effects than any hitherto known. 1901 M.
J. F. MCCARTHY Fire Yrs. Ircl. xxvi. 383 That *pancon-
ciliatory gentleman. 1698 FRYER Ace. F.. India. <y P. 377
Their Prescriptions are *Pancrastical, a Salve for every
Sore, without respect had to difference of Temperament,
or Constitution. 1853 DE QUINCEY Sir W. Hamilton
Wks. 1863 XVI. 130 A *pancyclopffidic acquaintance with

every section of knowledge that could furnish keys for un-

locking man's inner nature. xoiS LITHGOW Pilgr. Fare-
well E iv, To see thy gallant Youthes, so rich arrayde, In

i mad enterprises, horrifying the

the work done by a steam engine, by means of the flexion

of the beam. 1896 BENN in Academy 25 Jan. 70/1 *Pan-

egoism (better known as solipsism the extreme form of sub-

jective idealism). 1898(7. Rev. Jan. 65 Secondly, a philosophy
of Immaterialism and Panegoism, in which, if consistent,
we become subjective idealists and solipsists. 1890 Eng.
lllnstr. l\Iag. Nov. 130, I am the great *Panegoist, the
would-be Conservator of Self, the inspired prophet of the
Universal I. i874tr. Uebcrwegs Hist. Philos. II. 230 Krause
(1781-1832) .. sought to improve upon the pantheism of the

System of Identity by developing a doctrine of *PanentheIsm,
or a philosophy founded on the notion that all things are
in God. 1891 tr. Amiel's Jrnl. 194 The panentheism of
Krause is ten times more religious than their dogmatic
supernaturalism. a 1864 National Rev. (Webster), Her book
has a trace of the cant of *paneulogism. 1834 Tai't's Mag.
' 597/ 1 Within the walls of that exquisite *Panfrivolium
the ball-room at Willis's ! 1887 A. M. BROWN Anim. Alkal.

prises and bacillar blnnderlngs. 1592 R. D. Hypneroto-
inachia 6 Fragments of strange histories, *Panglyphic and
Hemy-gtiphic. Margin^ Panglyphic be wholy carved from

PANACE.
the head to the foot In all member?. 1739 J- HERRICK Try.
fihiodorus p. xxvii, There is yet another style of Writers
which . . may not improperly be called *Pangrammatists.. .

It was not sufficient for them that their Poems consisted of
the proper feet and measure, unless all the letters of the

Alphabet were crowded into every single line of them, 1825
New Monthly Mag. XIV. 254 Rivalling the Pangram-
matists and Lipogrammatists of old in quaint and laughter-
stirring conceits.

_

1821 Blackw. Mag. VIII. 356 A sort of
Hermes Trismegistus in short, he may be reckoned omni-
:-.criptive or *

pangraphic. 1857 MAVNF: Expos. Le.v.,*Pan-
idrosis. 1893 Sy<i. Soc. Lex., Pafthictrosis. 1890 IJILUNGS
Nat. Med, Diet., *Panhysterectomy. 1900 Lancet 18 Aug.
500/2 Panhysterectomyand vagina! extirpation were favoured
in continental Europe. 1853 Erasers Mag. XLVII. 265
A dry coarse fisb, (it only for hungry boatmen and *pan-
icthyophanpus puss. 1888 W. S. BAYLEY in A mer. Naturalist
Mar. 209 When, .all of the constituents are idiomorphically
developed, the rock is *panidiomorphic. 1877 Eraser s Mag.
XV. 103 A most striking ponrtray, in pantheistic or *pan-
materialistic form, of the wondrous living guise of the
Unknowable. 1838 Encycl. Brit. md. 7) XVI. 789/2 *Pan-
iiieloilicon, an instrument invented by Lcppich at Vienna in

1810. l!y means of a conical barrel moved by a wheel, rods
of metal, bent to a right angle, were made to sound when
the ringer-keys were pressed down, 1890 Cent. Diet., Pan-
melodion. 1877 HL-XLKY Anat. Im>. Anim. vii. 443 So far

asis at present known, only the Orthoplera and the Pulici-
dae possess *panoistic ovaria. 1888 ROLI.KSTON JACKSON
Anim. Life In trod. 23 note, An ovary in which every ovarian
cell becomes an egg, may be termed panoistic ; one in which
some only become eggs, , .meroistic. The termsare Krandt's,
and were originally applied by him to Insectan ovaries.
1668 M. CARAUBON Credulity (1670) 58 Such persecutions,
confusing, internecions, and *Panoietliries as they have
suffered in most places. 1673 LF.YKOURX \title} *Pan-
organon ; or, a Universal Instrument performing all such
conclusions as are usually wrought by Spheres, Sectors,
Quadrants, Planispheres, etc., and to Solve Problems in

Astronomy, Dialling, etc. 1900 P. CAKUS Hist. Devil 462
There is., a mysterious longing, a yearning for the fulness of
the whole, a *pnnpatby which finds a powerful utterance in

tliu psalms of all the religions on earth. 1871 FKASFR LiJ'e

Berkeley x. 410 This philosophy of ultimately unintelligible

*pan-phenomenalism, 1897 Scotsman 25 Mar. 7/5 This

psychology . . leaves no room for reality anywhere, and can

only result in a panphenomenalism akin to that of Hume.
1901 Baldwin's Diet, Philos. 11.256/1 *Panpneuinatisfii,
a term used by v. Hartmann (only) to designate a 'higher

synthesis^ of Panlogism .. and Panthelism . . according to

which the absolute is both will and thought '. 1884 RAK
Contemp. Socialism 190 Equality of right was the mark of
the new period : Mario calls it *panpolism. 1883 ( !ir.

Commit). 6 Dec. 174/3 They have, while escaping from the

"pan-popish bondage,, .been led into metaphy-ical mazes of

divinity. 1901 Baldwins Diet. Philos. II. 256/1 *Pan-

fisychrsm, the theory that all matter, or all nature, is itself

psychical, or lias a psychical aspect; that atoms and mole-

cules, as well as plants and animals, have a rudimentary life

of sensation, feeling, and impulse which bears the same rela-

tion to their movements., that the psychical life of human
beings does to their objective activities. 1894 tr. //>-
nack's Hist. Jlogma iv. 257 note, Some Gnostics advanced
to *Pan -Satanism with regard to the Conception of the

World. 1868 Pall Mall G. 2 Dec. 12 The attempt at

pansophism, even in the arts, must end in *panscioliMii.

1731 BAILEY, *Pansperm, universal seed, also a mixture of
all sorts of seeds. 1842 BKANDE Diet. Sci,, etc., *Pansterco~

rajna, . . in Rilievo, a model of a town or country in cork,

wood, pasteboard, or other substances. 1889 in Public

Opinion 27 Apr., In place of a picture he shows us a

panstereorama. 1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mech. 1602/2 */'-
telegraph. 1881 Nature XXIV. 225 Of telephone-specialists
M. de Locht-Labye will show his "pan-telephone in auction.

1887 Sci. Amer. 28 May 343/2 When the diaphragm was
[affected] by damping either with the fingers or by placing
the ear directly against its surface, the molecular or 'pan-
telephonic vibration predominated, and all sounds were

beard, including the first harmonic. 1877 SHIKI.US Final
Philos. 293 Hartmann, endeavoring to reconcile the pan-
logism of Hegel with the *panthelematism of Schopenhauer
(or so called doctrine of universal will). 1901 Baldwin's Diet.

Philos. II. 257-8
*
Panthelism^ the doctrine that will is the

basis of the universe. 1878 A7
. Amer. Rev. CXXVII. 53

The gi eat world-powers, such as Evolution, Persistence of

Force, Heredity, Panxoism, and Physiological Units. 1890
BILLINGS Nat. Med. Diet.,

*
Tanzootic, an epizootic affect-

ing many different kinds of animals. 1893 Syd. Soc. Lex.)
Panzootic, relating to Panzootia. 1857 MAYNE Exj>o$.

Lex.) Panzootia, ..term for a disease which affects the

cattle and other animals of a country or district generally;
similar to Pandemia as applied to human beings: *pati2Ooty.

f Panabase (ps;-nab^s). Min. Obs. [irreg.

mod. f. Gr. -nav all + BASE sbJ- Named (in French)

by Beudant 1832.] A synonym of TETBAHEDRITE.
1847 in WEBSTER ; and in later Diets. 1896 A. H. CFIF.STF.R

Diet. Names Min., Panabase, .. because of the number of
bases which may replace one'another in its composition.

tPanabasite(panarbasait\ Min. Obs. = prec.
1870 J. ORTON Andes fy Amazons \\. xxxiii. 443 Native

silver witharsenuret of silver, panabasite pyrites and blende.

f Panacee-on, erron. form of PANACEA.
1684 tr. Bonefs Merc. Comfit, xvi. 563, 1 think I have found

a Panacaeon for all Scorbutick pains.

Fanace (p:vnasz). Also 6-7 panacea, S

panacee. [Adapted or adopted forms of L.

panax and panaces^ synonyms of panacea (see

below), as name of a plant. Panaces retains the L.

form
; panacee was prob. from Fr.

; Lyly's /###<,
if of two syllables, would represent L. panax.\
A fabulous herb to which was ascribed the power
of healing all diseases ;

* All-heal '.

Variously identified, as by Pliny, with Ligusticmti, Lovage,
and Opopanax, and by the i6th c. herbalists with several

other plants : cf. ALL-HEAL.

1513 DOUGLAS sEneis xir. vii. 91 The weill smelland herb

halt panaces. 1580 Lvr.y Eupkves (Arb.) 425 Where is that
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I
precious herbe Panace which cureth all disease.-*? 1611

BIBLE Transl. Pref. 3 Men talke of Panaces the herbe, that

it was good for all diseases. 1697 DKVJU.X .'1\.neid xn. 617
Venus.. brews Th" eMracteel Liquor with Ambrosian Dews,
And od'rous Panacee. 1740 C. PITT I'irg. *-Ent'id xn. 583
The queen. .Tempers with scented panacee the whole. 1866

CONINGTON sEneid xn. 424 With juices of ambrosia blent

And panace of fragrant scent.

Panacea (pcenftsTS). Also 6 -cheea, -chea,

7 -csea. [a. L. panacea, a. Gr. iravaKfta universal

remedy, f. vava/cr)$ 'all-healing',]
1. A remedy, cure, or medicine reputed to heal

all diseases ;
a catholicon or universal remedy.

1548 UDALL, etc. Erasm. Par. Luke Pref. 8 b, [That]
which they call panacea, a medicine (as they affirme) effec-

tual and of mu<-hevertue, but knowen to no man. 1599 NASHE
Lenten Stuffe Wks. (Grosart) V. 234 Physitions deafen our
eares with the Honorificabilitudinitatibus of their heauenly
Panachea. 16*5 HART Anat. Ur. Pref. B, This Panacjea
was a certaine medicine made of saffron, quick siluer, ver-

milion, antimonie, and certaine sea shels made vp in fashion

of triangular lozenges. 1653 KVKLYX St. France Misc. Writ,

(1805! 89 Phlebotomie, which is their panacea for all diseases.

1759 WESLEY tt'ks. 11872) XIV. 243 '1'here cannot be .. an
absolute panacea a medicine that will cure every disease
incident to the human body. 1867 MRS. H. Wooii t^T'/V/t'

College'(1876) 185 Coffee was his panacea for most ailments.

fig, 1616 Rich Cabinet 24 The godly Preacher", .procures
the general! panacea of patience, to ease all paines. 1755 P.

WHITEHKAD Kp. to Dr. Thompson Poems (1790) 160 What
sovereign med'cine can its course reclaim? What, but the

poet's panacea shame ! 1803 JANE PORTER TAa&ffttJf (i&o6)
III. vii, 151 A panacea for worse ills. 1884 SIR C. S. C.
liowi-iN in Law Rep, 26 Ch. Div. 711 There is one panacea
which heals every sore in litigation, and that is cost^

f2. Applied to a reputed herb of healing virtue,

vaguely and variously identified ; All-heal. Obs.

1590 SI-KNSER F. Q. in. v. 32 Whether yt divine Tobacco
were, Or Panachasa, or Polygony, Shee fownd, and brought
it to her patient deare. 1706 PHILLIPS, Panacea,., the Herb
All-heal or Wound-wort. 17*7-41 CHA MBERsCyc/.,/*,
..All-heal, is also applied to several plants, by reason of the

extraordinary virtues ascribed to them.

3. J\inacea of mercury \ see quot.
1823 J. BAIKOCK Doin. Amuscm. 96 Add what is called,

white panacea of mercury, (calomel washed in spirits of wine).

Fanacean (pa-nasran), a.
[f. prec. -f- -AN.]

Of the nature of a panacea ; all-healing.
1638-48 G. DANIEL ECbig. v. 102 Panacean Asphodil And

fresh Nepenthe. 1782 WHITEHEAD Ode$-x\\\, Still does re-

luctant Peace refuse To shed her Panacean dews. 1880Mcd.

Temp. Jrnl. July 145 Our slowness to believe the panacean
qualities of alcohol.

Fanaceist (paenSsfist). [f. as prec. + -IST.]
One who believes in or applies a panacea.
1803 COLERIDGE Lett., to Southey (1895) 438 If the coach-

man do not turn Panaceist, and cure all my ills by breaking
my neck. 1849 LEWIS Influence Authority x. 6. 382 The
panaceist .. [has] one principle, which he introduces every-
where, and which he expects to prove a complete and im-
mediate remedy for numerous political ills of the most
discordant natures.

Panache (pancrj). Also 6 pannach, 6-7
pinuaoh, 7 penaohe, -ashe, 7-8 pannache, 7-9
pennache, 8 panashe, (-ack). [a. }? .panache, ad.

\\.pennacchio, deriv. oilpenna feather.] A tuft or

plume of feathers, esp. when used as a head-dress

or an ornament for a helmet; t hence extended to

ornaments of similar appearance, as a tassel.

'553 i'1 Hakluyt Voy. II. i. 113 A little pinnach of white
Ostrich feathers. 1585 JAMES I Ess. Poesie (Arb.) 43 Like
as ane hors, when he is barded haile, An fethered pannach
set vpon his heid, Will make him seame more braue. 1601

HOLLAND Pliny I. 270 Their feathers so faire,that they serue
for pennaches. 1651 EVELYN Diary 7 Sept., He had in his

cap a pennach of heron. 1669 WYCHE Sfort Rel. River
Nile (1798.) 40 The tail is worn by children for a Penashe.

1719 D'URFEY Pills VI. 133 Like to a Panack it covers

my Face. >796STEixMAN Surinam II. xvit. 31 This bird [the

cockatoo] is crowned with a panache or bunch of feathers.

1819 H. HUSK / 'cstriad \. 428 The tow'ring panache sweeps
the chalky floor, a 1848 SIR S. MEVRICK in Cussans Her. vi.

(1882)94 The distinction between the Panache and Plume is,

that the former was fixed on the top of a Helmet, while the
latter was placed behind, in front, or on the side.

b. Astron. A plume-like solar protuberance.
1887 LOCKYEK Chew, of Snn 441 At the poles there is an

exquisite tracery curved in opposite directions, consisting of

plumes ot panaches.
c. Comb., as panache-crest.

1864 HOUTELL Her, Hist. $ Pop. xvii. 2 (ed. 3) 267 The
Garter-Plates.. display panache crests.

Fanached (pann-Jt), a. Also 7 pen(n)ached
[f. prec. + -ED 2

; cf. Y.panachfc\ Diversified with

stripes of colour like a plume.
1664 KVKLYN Kal. /fort. Apr. 65 Carefully protect from

violent storms of Rain .. your Pennach'd Tulips. 1665-76
REA tftottfad.a) 93 The flowers are white and red penached
like a tulip. 1719 LONDON it WISE Conipl. Card. ix. 286

Purple, violet colour'd and panached or striped yellow, and
violet Pansies.

tPa*nacy. Obs. rare 1
. = PANACEA.

a 1690 T.WATSON in Spurgeon Treas. Dav. Ps. cxix. 72 The
Scripture is . . the panacy, or universal medicine for the souL

Pa11ada 'pana'da). Also 7 pannada; /3. 6-9
panado. [a. Sp. Pg., Pr.) panada = It. panata y

F. panade PANADE -, f. It. pane, L. pane-m bread :

see -ADA, also -ADO.] A dish made by boiling
bread in water to a pulp, and flavouring it accord-

ing to taste with sugar, currants, nutmegs, or other

ingredients.

1625 K. HERING Cert. Rules Cb, Burnet will doe well, or

thinne pannada. 16*5 MASSINGER New U'ay\. ii, She keeps
her chamber, dines with a panada, Or water-gruel. 1732
ARBt'THNOT Rules of Diet \. 252 Mealy Substances and
Panadas, or Bread boiled in Water. 1782 JONES Let. in

Ld. Teignmouth Life (18041 218 The nation, .will be fed like

a consumptive patient, with chicken-broth and panada. 1881

J. A. SY.MONDS Shelley iv. 73 His favourite diet consisted of

pulse or bread, which he ate dry with water, or made into

panada. Jig, 1822 Biockw* Mag. XII. 12 [They] swallow,
without flinching, all the theological panada with which she

may think fit to cram them.
3. 1598 FLORIO, Panafla,d.\Cm<\e of meate called a Panado.

1617 MORYSON Itin, ii. 46 Before these warres, he vsed to

haue nourishing brackefasts, as panadoes, and broths. 1776
Phil. Trans. LXVI. 430 The regimen enjoined him.. was

gruel, panado,and sage-tea. 1835-40 J. M. WILSON Tales of
Borders 11851) XIX. 252 A ruined constitution, which sack,
and sago-pudding, and panado, could scarcely support.

Paiiade 1

. 06s. rare. [app. related in its

radical part to OF. pann-, pan-, penart, penard
1

cutlass, a kind of large two-edged knife, poniard
*

(Godef.), med.L. penardus (Du Cange), but the

suffix is different. Cf. also med.L. pcnnatus a kind

of sword i^Du Cange), \\..petuiato 'a kind of cutting-
hooke that gardiners vse

'

(Florio) ; also (for the

radical part'; L. bipcnnis a two-edged ax.] A kind

of large knife.

|i3-. Annales Paulini an. 1330 in Chron. Ediv. I $ If
(Rolls) I. 350 Quando episcopus erat rhoriturus clamavit et

praecepit
'

Occide, occide
'

; et ad hoc tradidit suum panade,
unde caput episcopi fuerat abscisum. 1883 S fruits ibid. II.

p. xcix,[ Bishop Stapleton was] stripped and beheaded with
a panade or butcher's knife, which one of the bystanders
offered.] cijKCHAUCKR/^fAvV T, 9 And by his belt he baar
a long panade \niispr. by Thynne panade]. Ibid, 40 \ViJ>

panade and wij* knyf or boyde'kyn.

Fanade -
(pan^-d). [a. f.panaJe.'] = PANADA.

1598 FLOKIO, Panadella, Panadina, a little messeof Panad.
1603 HOLLAND Plutarch's Mor. 714 They give pappcs
and panades unto their little babes. 1655 J. PHILLIPS Sat,

agst. Hypocr. (1674) 14 It was no Christmas-dish with Pruens

made, Nor White-broath, nor Capon-broth, nor sweet ponade.
1892 W. Ii. *$>w\i Autobwg.Note$\. 127 His [Leigh Hunt's]
own food seemed to be panade.

Panado, variant of PANADA. Panado dm Dis-
coUiminium (1650) 46 : see MARCH-PANADO v.

[a. Gr. wavfUff&Tjffia full vigour of the senses, f. vav-,
PAN- + aia&T)<n$ perception.] The total sum of the

perceptions of an individual at a given moment.
1884 M<DOWALL tr. A. Herzen in Jrnl. Mental Sci. Apr.

51 Kach [element] awakens its own quantum of conscious*

ness, which unites with that of the other elements simul-

taneously disintegrated, to form the panxsthesia of the indi-

vidual. Note. I propose this name oipanysthesia to express
'

the totality of what an individual feels at a given moment '.

Panaesthetism (pcene's-, psenrsjj/tiz'm). [f.

Gr. irav-, PAN- + a'tff&rjT-rjs one that feels + -ISM.]
1. The theory that consciousness may inhere in

matter generally.
1882 L. D. COPE in A wet: Naturalist June468 Pansesthet-

ism. ..The admission of the possibility of the existence of
consciousness in other forms of matter than protoplasm, and
in other planets than the earth.

2. = PAN/KSTHESIA.

1900 GOULD Diet. Med. Biol., Pancsthetisin, same as
Panest /tcsid.

Fan-A frican, a. [PAN- i.] All-African; of

or pertaining to all persons of African birth or

descent.

1900 Daily News 16 July 7/5 A pan-African Conference

wjll be held at the Westminster Town Hall on July 23,. .and
will be attended and addressed by those of African descent
from all parts of the British Empire, the United States of

America,Abyssinia, Liberia, Hayti, &c. Ibid. 26 July 4/4
A permanent Pan-African Association was formed to protect
the rights and aid the development of Africans and their

descendants throughout the world.

So Pan-Africa-rider a. [PAN- i], of or belonging
to all Africanders, or of a government or state

which should include all South Africans of Dutch
descent or sympathies. Hence Fan-Africa*nder-
dom (see -DOM).
1884 Manch. Guard, 26 Sept. 5/2 An imaginary deep-laid

scheme . . a Pan-Teutonic or Pan-Africander combination

against the British power in South Africa. 1890 T. SCHREINEK
in Daily News 29 Nov. 6/6 Their dream of a Pan-Africander

Republic. 1000 Ibid. 12 June 3/4 He never pretended to

hide his ideaf of Pan-Afrikanderdom under its own flag.

Panage, obs. f. PANNAGE. Panagia: see

PANHAGIA. Panagirick, Obs, f. PANEGYRIC.

Panama (pcofimft*). [The name of a town and
state in Central America, and of the isthmus uniting
North and South America.] attrib. Of or per-

taining to Panama ; spec. Panamafever: see qnot.

1890. Manama hat, a misnomer for a hat made
from the undeveloped leaves of the stemless screw-

pine (Carhtdovica palmatd} of tropical South
America ; now often applied to hats made in

imitation of this; also absol. Panama sb.

1833 MARRYAT P. Simple xxx, Men, with large panama
straw hats on their heads. 1858 SIMMONDS Diet. Trade,
Panama-hats, very fine plaited hats made from the fan-

shaped leaves of Carlwtovica falmata, which are generally
fetch

I 281 Panama fever. Sometimes malarial aud sometimes
! yellow fever. 1900 Jml. Sac. ofArts 17 Aug. 744 Jipijapa
: or Panama hats. Ecuador is the real home of the hais

wrongly designated under the name of 'panama'. .. Every-
where in Latin America the hat is known under the name of

'Jipijapa
'

in honour of the city where its manufacture was
first started.

1885 LADY BRASSEV The Trades 177 It is sometimes called
. . the hat -palm, the young shoots making excellent sombreros
or panama-'. 1900 Jrnl. Soc. ofArts 17 Aug. 744 In buying
a panama it is necessary to ascertain two things that the
straw is whole and that it is not stiffened.

Fan-American (pteatfacvikfa), a. [PAN-
i
.] Of or pertaining to all the states of North and

South America or to all Americans.

1889 }'.' cning Post (N.Y.) 27 Sept. 4/3 European Opinion
on the Pan-American Congress. 1901 Daily A'&ws ii Apr.
5/i The Buffalo Pan-American Exposition. 1901 H'estw.
Gaz. 23 Oct. 4/2 The Pan-American Congress was opened
at four o'clock yesterday afternoon at Mexico.

Hence Faii-Ame ricanism, the idea or senti-

ment of a political alliance or union of all the

states of North and South America.
1902 Monthly Rtx. 1

. Oct. 66 The French-Canadian, . .should
a change be forced upon him, would incline towards Pan-
Americanism.

worn in the West Indies and American Continent, and fet

a high price. In Central America where they are made, t

palm is called Jipijapa. 1890 BILLINGS Nat. Med. Diet. I

Fan-Anglican (pa'n^-rjglikan)^. [PAN- i.]

Of, pertaining to, or embracing the whole Angli-
can Church with its branches and related com-
munities, esp. Colonial and American.
[1679 Lynd'wood's Provine, , Const. Legat. 3 heading,

Concilium Pan-AngHcum Londini habitum. .Anno Domini

1236.] 1867 [A 'Pan-Anglican Synod', consisting of 75
British, Colonial, and American Protestant bishops, met at
Lambeth Palace from 24 Sept, to 10 Dec.]. 1868 W. S.

GILBERT Bab Ballads^ Bishop of Rum-ti-foo^ To synod
called Pan-Anglican. 1888 Pall Mall G. 6 July 1/2 The
Pan -Anglican Kpiscopal Council, which is sitting at Lambeth.

Pan-Anglo-Saxon, etc. : see PAN- i.

Panans, obs. form of PENANCE.

Pananthropism, -apospory: see PAX- 2.

Faiiaquilon (p&nse'kwil^n). Chtm. [i.panax
qmnquefolium (see PAXAX) + -ON.] An amorphous
sweet substance found in ginseng ^1'anaxSchiuseng]
by Garrigues, in 1854.
1859 FOWNLS Man. them. 355 Panaquilon, from Panax

quinquefol., very much resembles glycyrrhizin, but is not

precipitated from its solution by sulphuric acid. 1890
BlLUHG84fc& Med. Diet. II. 281 Panaquilon, CiaH^Oy.
tPana-rchic, a. Obs. nonce-wd. [f. Gr. trdv-

apX-os all-ruling + -ic.] All-ruling.
1610 B. JONSOM Alch. n. v, Is Ars sacra, ..Or the pam-

physick. or panarchick knowledge, A heathen language?

Fanarchy (parnaiki). rare. [f. PAN- -f Gr.

&PXhi -apxia rule, realm.] Universal realm.

1839 BAILEY Fcstus xlx. (1848) 208 The starry panarchy of

space.

fPa*naret. Obs. rare- 1
, [ad. Gr. Traya/jeros

all-virtuous.] An all-virtuous one.

1609 J. DAVIES Holy Rootle (1878) 13/1 Wilt haue our
ISodtes which tbou didst create? Then take them to thee
thou true Panaret

Paiiari ciuiu,-itium. < -. Also6-is. [late
\,. panariciuni, for paronych iuni^\ A whitlow.
c i^oo Lanfrancs Cinirg. 223 Panaricium is an enpostym

bat is in be heed of a mannes fyngir about J>e nail. 1597
A. M. tr. Gnillemeaiis J*'r. Chiriirg, 39/1 Ther commetne
in the endes of the fingers, somtimes a certayn vlceratione
callede Panarts or Paronichia. 1667 BOYLE; Usef. E.rf.
Nat. Philos. n. v. .\i. 229 A Counsellor's wife, who. .was
cured of a panaritium.

Panarmony: see PANHARMONY.

ltFanarthritis(pa-najbr3rtis). Path. [f. PAN-
+ AKTHBJTIS.] Inflammation involving the whole
structure of a joint.

1890 BILLINGS Nat. Med. Diet., Panarthritis. 1897 All-
butt's Syst. Mfd. III. 79 The disease [rheumatoid arthritis]
has been called a pan-arthritis, because it involves all the

parts of a joint cartilage, bone, and synovial membrane.

tFa'nary, sb. Obs. rare 1
, [ad. L. panarium

bread-basket, neuter of panarius : see next and

-ABY.] A storehouse for bread, a pantry.
1611 BIBLE Transl. Pref. 3 It (the Scripture] is a Panary

of holesome foode, against fenowed traditions.

Fanary (pa.
1-

nari),rt. [a. {...panari-tis, f./W/i-i'j

bread : see -ABY.] Of or pertaining to bread
;

esp. in the phfase panaryfermentation.
1818 COLKBROOKE Import Colonial Corn 128 That fer-

mentation, which takes place in the making of leavened or

raised bread, . .named the panary fermentation. 1844 H.
STEPHENS Hk. i''ann I. 41 Trying the relative panary
properties of different kinds of flour and meal.

Panashe, obs. form of PANACHE.

tFanate'L Obs. rare 1
, [ad. It. panatctta

or panadetta *a little messe of Panad' (Florio).]
A light panada.
1603 LODGE Treat. Plague (Hunterian Cl.) 55 If sharpe-

nesse be dtspleasant to his stomacke. . . Barly, creame,
Almond tnilke, and panatels, are fit nteates in this cause.

[17*7-41 CHAMBERS Cycl. t Panada, Putuita, or Panatella,
a diet, consisting of bread boiled in water, to the consistence

of apulp; given to sick persons whose digestion is weak.]

11 Fanathenaea (psenae)>/nra). Also -aia. [a.

Gr. jraraOrjvaia adj. neut. pi. (sc. Itpa solemnities),
f. irav- all + 'AOrjvai-os Athenian, f.

>l

AOrjvai Athens,
or *A&r)vr) Athene, Minerva, the patron goddess of

Athens.] The national festival of Athens, held,
in a lesser foim every year, in a greater every
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fifth year, to eelebrnle the union of Attica under

Theseus. It included a splendid procession to the

shrine ofthe goddess Athene, with gymnastic games
and musical competitions. Hence Panathence'an

a., pertaining to or characteristic of this festival.

1603 HOLLAND Plutarch Explan. Words, Panathenxa,
a solemnity held at Athens. ..Such games . . as were then
exhibited.. they called Panathenaik. 1727 I>AU.LY vol. II,

Panathcnaea. 1775 R. WOOD Aw. Hotter 240 Could Homer
have heard his Poems sung or recited, even at the Pan-
athemean Festival, a 1822 SHELLEY Ion Pr. \Vks. 1888 II.

114 You have now only to consider how you shall win the

Panathenaea. 1853 HICKIK tr. Aristof>h. (1872) II. 590, I was

quite spent with laughing at the Panatlienaia. i88a SWIN-
BURNE Tristram of Lyonesse, Athens 179 None so glorious

garland crowned the feast Panathensan.

Fanathenaic (prcnscjwn^ik), a. (sb.) [ad. Gr.

Trava0T)vaiK-6s t
f. vavaffqvata : see prcc.] Of or

pertaining to the Pannthenrca.
Panathenaic fric2#) a frieze, designed by Phidias, repre-

senting the procession at the festival, which surrounded the

exterior of the cella at the Parthenon.

1603 [see prec.J. 1638 Jrxius Paint. Ancients 152 The
pageants of their PanathenaTke solemnitie. 1835 Court

Mag. VI. 179/2 That unrivalled production of Greek art, the
Panathenaic procession. 1869 KUSKIN Q, of Air jcj The
earliest Panathenaic vase known the *

Burgon
'

vase in the

Uritish Museum. 1880 POYSTER & HKAD Classic <y Ital.

Paint. Pref. 13 The beauty which receives its full expression
in the Panathenaic friexe.

fB. sh.pl. The Panathenaic celebrations. Ol>s.

1678 CVDWOETH Intell. Syst. I, iv. 401 The Pepluni ur Veil

of Minerva, which in the Panathenaicks is with great pomp
and ceremony brought into the Acropolis.

Pan-athletic, Panatom : see PAX- 2.

II Panax (parnseks). [L. panaxt
ad. Gr. vav-

cutrjs, -Kts all-healing, navaKt-i the plant yielding

opopanax.l Panace, All-heal ;
now a Linmcan

genus of plants (N.O. Araliace& : , containing herbs,

shrubs, and trees, of tropical and Northern Asia
and America, some of them noted for real or sup-

posed medicinal virtues, esp. the Ginseng (P. Schin-

seng) and American species (P. quinqtufoliuni).
c 1617 MIDDLKTON ll'itc/i in. iii. 29 Marmaritin and man-

Hragora, thou wouldst say. Here's panax too. 1638 XABUKS
Kride iv. i

t
Panax Coloni Is known to every rustick ; and

Htpericun. 1819 Pantologia s. v., Ginseng was formerly
supposed to be confined to the mountains of Chinese

Tartary: it is now, however, fully ascertained that the

American panax quinquefolia is precisely the same.

Panblastic: see PAN- 2.

t Fa'11-boiie. Obs. rare 1
, [f. PAN j.i 6 -f

UONE.] The bone of the skull,

I545KAYNOLD fiyrth Klankynde Y vj, Vnsensybleswet tinge
euaporatith, and yssuyth furth of the poores in the hkyn
that coueryth the panbone.

Pail-Brita nnic, a. Also 8 Pambritannick.

[PAX- i.] fa. Of or consisting of all the Britons

or of all parts of Britain. Qbs. b. ( )f or com-

prising all the British dominions.

1709 ELIZ. ELSTOB Ags. Horn, on birthday St. Gregory
Pref. 17 And be it plain as to the Britain*, even from their

Behaviour at that most celebrated Pambritannick Council

at Augustine's Ac. 1900 Daily News 24 Mar. 4 '7 The
momentous outburst of pan-Britannic patriotism. 1902 Q.
Rev. July 329 A Pan- Hritannic Customs Union, if practic-

able, would prove efficacious in cementing the union of the

empire,

Pan-Buddhism, -1st, etc. : see PAN- i.

Pancake (pce'njk^k , sb. [f. PAN sbl i +
CAKE j/;.]

1. A thin flat cake, made of batter fried in a pan.

(Often taken as the type of flatness.)

c 1430 Tv.'t> Cookety-bks. i. 46 Putte a Htel of be Whyle
comade in ^e panne, & late flete al a-brode as bou makyst
a pancake. 1555 \V. WAIRKMAX Fardle Facions \. v. 53
For their meate they vse, moche a kynde of pancake made
of rye meale. 1611 MIDDI.KTON & DKKKEK Roaring Girl
n. i, A continual Simon and Jude's rain Beat all your feathers

as flat down as pancakes ! 1619 Ptisqittfs Palin. (1877) T S 2

And every man and maide doe take their turne, And tosse

their Pancakes up for feare they burne. 1757 SMOLLKTT

Reprisal \. ii, I'll beat their skulls to a pancake. 1828

Craven Gloss, (ed. 2) s. v. Pancake Tuesday, In some farm
houses the servants, according to seniority, fried and tossed

the pancake. 1860 Ln. P.i.ooMFiELoin LadyG. Bloomfields
Remin. (1883) 1 1. xiv. 97 The country is as flat as a pancake.
2. Applied to various objects thin and Hat like

a pancake, e. g.
a. An imitation of leather consisting of leather-scraps

glued together and stamped into sheets by hydraulic pressure,
used for in-soles (Knight Diet. Mcc/t. 1875). b- An arrange-
merit of six playing-cards in which one card is laid down
and another transversely across it ; round these are then

placed four others, held in their places by the overlapping
end* of the first two, and by overlapping each other, so that

all form one cohering whole. C. Poisont. (See quot. and
cf. the existing CAKK-URCHIN.) d. dial, (a) The leaf of the

Kidney-wort, Cotyledon Umbilicus (Devon); (b) The fruit

of the Common Mallow, Malva sylvestris (N, Line.), e.

Naut. A single cake of pancake-ice : see 3.

b- 1844 ALB. SMITH Adv. Mr. Ledbury I. ix, I'll bet you
. .that I make the whole of this pack of cards into

'

pan-
cakes ', c. 1843 HUMBLE Diet. Geol. $ Min., Pancake,
the name given by Klein to the Echinodiscus laganum,
a species of fossil echinus, belonging to the division

catocysti. d- 1886 URITTKN & HOLLAND Plant-n.^
Pancakes. 6. 18.. in Ilorthwick AV/V. Amer. R4r.(l86o)

floating rounded spots of snow ice, in the Arctic seas, and
reckoned the first indication of the approach of winter, in

August.
3. attrih. and Cotnb,

t
as pancake-making \ pan-

cake-likej -sliaped adjs. ; pancake-fashion, -wise

advbs.
; pancake day, Tuesday, Shrove Tuesday,

from the custom of eating pancakes on that day ;

pancake-ice, floating ice in thin flat pieces, forming
in the polar seas at the approach of winter; pan-
cake-plant dial., the common mallow (A* Line.].
a 1825 FORHY l-'oc. J'*. Anglia^

*
Pancake-day ^ Shrove

Tuesday. 1863 A.TKlHSQtlStan0ttGrattf-e(i86^ 164, 1 have
seen them [hares] work their way ""pancake fashion, I should
call it under a wire fence. 1817 ScORESBV in Ann, Keg.,
Chron. 556 Its exterior is always sludge, and its interior

*pancake ice. 1886 A. \V. GREELY A retic Service I. vi. 56 No
semblance of a pack was noted until about 5 p.m. It then
consisted of small pieces of pancake ice, which would in no

way interfere with the progress of an}' steaming vessel.

1887 \V. RYE Norfolk Broads 75-A mound, a considerable
one for this *pancake-like county. 1902 Daily Chron. 19
Nov. 8/5 She wears a 'pancake shaped silk hat on her head.

1825 HKOCKKTT. N. C. Gfass., *Pancake Tuesday, Shrove

Tuesday; on which it is a general custom in the North to

have pancakes. 1599 PORTER Angry ll'nn. Abingd, (Percy
Soc.J 50 [SheJ makes him sit at table 'pancake wise, Flat,
flat, God knowes.

Hence (nonce-wets?} Fa'ncake v. trans., to

squeeze Hat like a pancake ; Pa ncakish a., some-
what like a pancake ;

Pa ncakewards adv.,

towards a pancake.
1879 G. Mnm;nnn Egoist II. 226 These conquerors of

mountains pancaked on the rocks in desperate embraces.

1883 Blackw. Mug. July 62 A pancakeish omelette and wine
were very acceptable. 1867 Cornh, Ma*. Mar. 362 Her
allowance would not admit of . . a surreptitious egg, might
her desire pancnkewards be never so strong.

Fa'iicake-be'll. A bell formerly (still in some

places) rung on Shrove Tuesday at or about 1 1 a.m.,

popularly associated with the frying of pancakes.
Generally held to have been originally the bell calling to

confession. It was observed as the signal for the cessation
of work, and beginning of the holiday.
1599 Dr-KKF.K Shoemakers Holiday v. i, Upon every

Shrove-Tuesday, at the sound of the pancake bell, my line

dapper Assyrian lads shall clap up their shop windows, and
away. 1620 J. TAYLOR i \Vater-P.t Jacke-a-Lent \Vks. (1630)

115/1 Shroue-Tuesday, . .by that lime the clocke strikes

eleuen. which tby the helpe of a knauish Sexton* is com-
monly before nine, then there is a bell rung, cald The Pan-
cake Bell, the sound whereof makes thousands of people
distracted. 1640-1 in Swayne Saruin Church. Acc.(iZg6)
212 Making a frame for the Pancake bell. 1896 Leads Merc.
2Q Feb. Suppl. (K. I-). D.), Richmond and Darlington have
also their pancake bells, also Northallerton, at which place
the same bell is used as for the curfew. The pancake bell

called the people to be shriven before Lent.

tPanca*rpial,rt. Obs. rare 1

. \l.\*.pancarpi-
us, ad. Gr. naytapir-os, f. irav- all + nap-nts fruit.]

Composed of all kinds of fruits.

1592 R. D. Hyfinerotowachia 86 b, [Nymphs] with Pan-
carpiall garlands of all manner of Flowers, upon their heades.

tPa p

ncart.. Obs. [a. V.pancarte^ ad. med.L.

pancarta, pancharta : see PAXCHAKT.]
a. = PANCHART. b. A placard bearing a public

notification.

1577 HOLIN-SIIED Chron. II. 530/2 lohn Bouchet. .meruay-
leth of an olde Pancarte \ed, 1587 panchartl or Recorde,
whyche he had seene, by the tenoure whereof, it appeareth,
that this Otho entitled hymselfe Duke of Aquitayne.
1656 BLOUXT Gfassflgr. [from Cotgr.], Pancart^ a paper
containing the particular rates of Tolls or Customs due to

the King, etc. Thus termed because commonly hung up in

some publick place, either single, or with a frame. 1741 tr.

D1

Argens
1

Chinese Lett. xl. 310 The pooiest of them when
they die, leave Alms enough to pay for the spiritual Pancart.

Pance, obs. form of PANSE, PANSY, PAUNCH.
i Pa ncelet. Obs. rare. [?dim. of pance,

PAUNCE, cuirass : see -LET.] A kind of horse-shoe,

1607 MARKMAM CavaL vf, x. 64 The Pancelet to help the
weake heele. 17*6 Diet. Rust. (ed. 3) s. v. Horse Shooe,
Horse-shooe of. .several sorts, i. That called the Planch-
shoe or Pancelet.

Pan- Celtic, etc. : see PAN- i.

Pancer'e, -cher, variants of PAUNCEB Obs.

Panch, -e, obs. variants of PAUNCH.
i Pa'nchart. Obs. [ad. med.L. pancharta

('Carta], f. Gr. irav- all + L. charta leaf, paper, in

med.L. 'charter'.] A charter, orig. app. one of

a general character, or that confirmed all special

grants, but in later use applied to almost any
written record.

1587 [see PASCART, quot. 1577]. i6ai MOLLE Camerar.
Liz: Lil'r. v. \i. 361 The Constitutions of the Emperor
Charles the fourth, gathered together in the Panchart,
commonly called the Golden Bull. 1762 Ge'itl. Mag. 256
The consul's chaplain has shewed me a panchart of a great
Rabbin. ..This good Rabbin says in his Panchart.. that all

men should regard each other as brothers.

1! Paiicliayat, punchayet (pzmtja-yat). E.
Ind. Also panchaet, -ait, -aeet. [Hindi, f.

panch five, Skr. paflca five.] A council of five ^or
now usually more) persons, assembled as a jury or

court of arbitrators, or as a committee to decide on
matters affecting a village, community, or body.
1805 Asiatic Ann. Reg- Misc. 14/2 The panchaets are

anxious for the examination of collateral facts. 1812 MAK.
GRAHAM Jrnl. Resid. Ind. 41 The Parsees..are governed
by their own fanebait, or village council ..(it] consists

of thirteen of the principal merchants of the sec!. 1826
HOCKI.KV Pamhirang //aril. iii. 32 Assemble a/tf//yi/,
and give this cause paiiertt attention, seeing that Hybatty
has justice. 1844 H. H. WILSON Brit. India II. 515 The
fullest possible employment of the. .village courts, or Pan-
chayats, in the adjntlicature of civil suits. 1875 MAJNK
Hist. lust. vii. 221 The normal number of a Jury or Hoard
of Arbitrators is always fivethe panchayet familiar to all

who have the smallest knowledge of India.

aj-nJan). Also 7 paushin, -shion,

7 9 -chion, 9 -chin, -shin, -shoii.
[( )rigin

obscure : app. derived in some way from PAN j^.l

Some would identify it with paukin, which is known much
earlier ; but there are no other instances of the dim. -kin

becoming -chin. Influence tfpuncheon has been suggested.)
A large shallow earthenware bowl or vessel,

wider at the top than at the bottom, used for setting
milk to stand in to let the cream separate, and for

other purposes : sometimes applied to a bread-pan.
1601 Hoi LAND Pliny .\v, \i. 433 Pans and panchions of

earth. 1687 H. .MOKE Confti. Remark. Stw. (i68 y) 421
A great many Earthen Milk-pans or I'anchins, as they
call them. 1784 WKM.KV ll'ks. (iB?^ XIII. 502 A shelf
where several puncheons of milk stonl. 1829 '/YtrrrV Hist.

Derby i. 99 Pantheons, or shallow red .^la/ed pan-, for setting
of milk in dairies. zS^GVRDON Ulent,^ (K.I). U.) She was
pouring the new milk into the great earthenware panchions
that are brown without and cream colour within.

b. Humorously used for *

paunch'.
1804 ANNA SKWAKIJ Mem. Darwin 1.4^ I.aki:-. of milk ran

curdling into whey, within the ebon cuncavc of their [(.at;']

pancheons,

fPa-nchrest. Obs. Anglicized form of next,

1727 -41 CHAMBI-IKS Cj f/., / anchrext. /'n>ii lircsfos, . . a
anacea. 1753 Cycl. Supp., Panchrcstarii^ \\\\\\-, \\-.-.

omans, those who prepared the pancrcst, or universal

remedy.
,i Paiiclirestoil pankrrst^n . O/'.v. Also 7

-chrestum, -creston. "Perron panchrestos, -us
;

pi. -chresta. [a. Gr. TrayxP J
l
t7TOV ^j- neut. good

for everything*, whence L. panehrSstum medica-

imnlidn (Cicero and Pliny) sovereign medicine.]
A universal medicine, a panacea. Also ft^.

1632 WIMRRTON Drexelius
1

Consid. Kternity'^Q Rdi. 4
A pancresl'-n profitable for all thing-;. 1640 HARVI.V Sj >ia-

gogue, />'/'/'.'< iii, '1 he true Panchresti n 'tis for every
sore. 1654 WHUI.OCK Zootinnia 176 KmpiiiLks .. that

with some Panchrestum. Catholike Medicines, undertake

every thing. 1706 Fini.i.ii'S. Panchcstra, Medicines that

are good again>t all or many Diseases. [So in Kii;si;v

BAILI-.Y, etc.j 1727-41 Hanchre^tos [see prcc. j.

Pan-Christian, Panchristic: sec PAN- i, 2.

pa
Ro

E. Ind, Also S pauguay, ponsway, paunch-
way. [a. Hindi pansoi. Bengali pancoJ. faiici a

boat.] 'A li^ht kind of bont used on the rivers

of Bengal, \\ith a tilted roof of malting or thatch.

a mast and four oars* Yule .

1757 J. H. OKOSE I ~oy. E. Ind. 20 Their larger buats, called

panguays, are raised some feet from ihe side-, \\ith reeds

and branches of trees, well bound together with small-cord.

1766 Ibid. (ed. 2) (Moss., Pons-jjays, Guard-boats. 1793 W.
HODGKS Trav, India 39 The paunchways are nearly of the

same general construction [as budgerows]. 1823 HLUEK
Narr. Jonm. India (1828) I. 4 A Panchway, or passage
boat.. large and broad, shaped like a snuffer dish; a deck
fore and aft, and the middle covered with a roof of palm
branches.

t Fanchymagogue (psen*ki-mag?g). Obs.

[Formerly panchymagogoiij a. Gr. type *irayxv^-
yajyov, f. vav- all + \v^.a Muid, humour -i- aytuyus,
-ov leading.] (See quot. 1657.)
1657 Physical Diet., Panchyttiag'Ogon^swAi purgers as are

universal, purging all humors. 1671 SALMON Syit. J/('</. in.

xlix. 560 There are many Panchymagugons e.\tant. Ibid.

Ii. 570 Electuary of Turhith..is a good Panchymagogue.
1676 COOKP: Mellifieimn Cltirurg. vn. i. iv. 814 Of \Vater-

Purgers, Simple, Compound, and Panchymagogons. 1706
PHILLIPS, Pajtchymagoga. or Pancftyinagogjits^ . . Medicines
that disperseall Humours of the Body. i&)3 Syd. Sec. Lex. t

Panchymagogui^ a medicine anciently believed to drive out
all peccant humours.

Panclastic, -conciliatory, etc. : see PAN- 2.

Panclastite (psenkla-stait). [f.
Gr. irav- nil

+ tcXaffTvs broken, ~K\a<7TTjs breaker + -ITE 1
4.]

An explosive formed by mixing liquid nitrogen
tetroxide with carbon disulphide, nitrotolucne, or

other liquid combustible, in the proportion of

three volumes of the former to two of the latter.

1883 Eng. Mechanic 9 Mar. 9 A Parisian has invented

a new explosive which is more powerful than dynamite.
Panclastite, as he calls it, consists of hypoazotic acid ..mixed,

either with essence of petroleum or sulphuret of carbon.

1890 Daily Xews 31 May 5/7 An analysis, .shows that the

Nihilists were manufacturing.
'

panclastite '.

Pancosmic(p?enk^'zmik), a.
[f.

as next + -ic :

cf. cosmic.'] Pertaining or relating to the whole

universe ; of or pertaining to pancosmism.
1853 f-'raser's Mag. XLVIII. 459 In the most melodious

verse, illustrated by the most startling and pancosmic meta-

phors. 1891 Daily News 3 Apr. 5/2 Miss Naden's poetry

began to bear the burden of Pancosmism. . . She rejoices in

being
' One with the essence of the boundless world'..

;
A

microbe or a bluebottle fly is just as Pancosmic as anything
else, on this showing.

Pancosmism (fMeitktf
rUBU*m). Fhilos. [f.

Gr. vav- all + Koffpos world, universe + -l.sM, after

pantheism] The doctrine that the material

universe or cosmos is all that exists.
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PANCOSMIST. 416 PANDEAN.

1865 GROTE Plato I. i. 18 The fundamental tenet of Xeno
phanes was partly religious, partly philosophical, Pantheism,
or Pan-kosmism. 1876 FAIRBAIRS Stud. Pkilos. Rclig. fy

Hist. (1877) 302 Pantheism and Pankosmism are but the

ideal and real sides of the same thought. 1901 R. M.
WEXI.EY in Baldwin Diet. Philos. <V Psychol. I. 84/2 Pan-
cosmism is for orthodox theology, the sole atheism.

b. nonce-use. Ideal oneness with the whole world.

1891 [see PANCOSMIC],
Hence Panco'smist, one who holds the doctrine

of pancosmisra.
1876 FAIR BAIRN Stud. Pkilos. Rclig. $ Hist. (1877) 392 The

pantheist is a metaphysician, the pankosmist a physicist

Fancratian (paenkr^jian), a. [f. L.PANCKA-
TI-UM + -AN.] Of or belonging to the pancratium.
1810 F. LEE tr. Pindar s Isthmian Odes \. 474 To thee

and to thy Pytheas were decreed The garlands of the stout

Pancratian toil.

Pancratiast
(psenkr^'Jisestp. [ad. L. pan-

cratiastes, a. Gr. irayKpaTiaaTTjs, agent-n. irom

nayKparid^ctv to practise the irayKpaTiov, PAXCRA-
TII;M. Cf. mod. F. pancratiaste.\ A combatant
or victor in the pancratium.
1603 HOLLAND Plutarch Kxplan. Words, Pancratiast, one

that is bkilfull and professed in the said Pancration. 1610
MARCELLINK Triumphs yats. f i To plaite Wreathes, Chap-
lets, and Coronets uf honor for this worthy Pancratiasle.

1765 An! it}, in Ann. Reg. i8r/i An Olympian Paiicratiast.

1880 \V.\i usi KIN rythag. Rkeg-ion 15 This statue belongs to

the heavier genus of athletes, the boxer or the pancratiast.
So Pancratiastic [pseokr^Jlse'Stik), a. [ad. Gr.

TrayKpariaffTiK-us], of, pertaining to, or character-

istic of a pancrati&st.
1749 G. \\VsT Pindar's Ncmean Odes xi. Strophe ii, The

Wrestler's Chaplet . . Mix'd with the great Pancratiastick
Crown. 1875 JOWEIT Plato ;cd. 2) I. 194 They have at last

carried out tiie pancratias'.ic art to the very end.

Pancratic (psenkrse'tik), a. [ad. L. type
*pancratic-us(\i\ w\v.pancratice\ Sp. pancratico. F.

all-powerful + -ic.]

1. Of or pertaining to the pancratium ; hence,

fully disciplined or exercised in mind, having
a universal mastery of accomplishments.
a 1660 HAMMOND Scrm. Jer. xxxi. 18 Wks. 1683 IV. 488

Advanced and arrived already to a spiritual height, to a full

pancratick habit, fit for combats and wra^tlin^s. 1731 I'AILKV,

/'einiratiik, all-powerful, almighty. i&2o.in/i, Reg. n. 12^6
The evolutions and manoeuvres of the old Pancratic con-
tests. 1848 LOWELL Biglow J\, Notices Indcp. Prcss^ The
advantages of a pancratic or pantechnic education.

2. Of an eye-piece: Capable of adjustment to

many degrees of power.
1831 BREWSTER Optus xliii. 363 It .. has more iccently

been brought out as a new invention, . . under the name of
the Pancratic Eye Tube. 1878 LOCKVER Stargazing 113
This arrangement is called Dollond's Pancratic eyepiece.
1884 KNIGHT Did. Mech. Suppl. 654/1 Pankratic Micro-

scope. .has a sliding tube containing the eye-piece, by which
its distance from the object glass may be changed, and
various degrees of enlargement .. obtained without change
of glasses.

t Fancra'tical, a. Obs. [-AL.]
=

prec. i.

1581 MULCASTER Positions xvii. (1887' 76 Not to deale
with the catching pancraticall kinde of wrastling. 1646 Siu
T. BKOWSE Pseud. Ep. vu. xviiL 381 Milo ..was the most
pancraticall man of Greece.

Hence t Fancra tically adv. Obs.

1727 1J A i LEY vol. II, Pamratically, . .almigluily.

Pancratist (pre-nkratist). [cf. ll.pancratisla,
for L. pancratiast'es, with modification of suffix.]

PANCRATIAST.
1775 ASH, Pancratist) . . one skilled in gymnastic exercises.

1873 SVMOSDS Grk. Poets iii. (1877) 87 Boxers, pentathletes
wrestlers, pancratists. 1885 JANI- K. HAKRISON Stud. Grk.
Art iv. 191 A wrestler, a boxer, a pancratist.

II Pancratium (psenkr'fi#m), -ion (-i
J
n).

[L, pancratium, a. Gr. nayftpdnov an exercise of

all the forces, f. vav- all + Kparos bodily strength,

mastery :. cf. nayKpaTfjs all-powerful. As a plant-
name (see sense 2), in Dioscorides and Pliny.]
1. Gr. Antiq. An athletic contest, combining
both wrestling and boxing.
1603 HOLLAND Plutarch's Mor. 364 Feats of activity,., not

nnely in that general! exercise Pancration, wherein hand
and foote both is put to the uttermost at once, but also at
buffets. Ibid,, Another general Pancratium. 1749 G.
\Vtsi Odes Pindar, Pancratium (1753) II. 92 An Athlete
must borrow many Things from each of those Sciences to

render himself eminent in the Pancratium. 1837 WHKKL-
WRIGHT tr. Aristophanes II. 215 How could one, Arm'd
with a breastplate, fight in the pancratium? 1875 JOWETT
Plato (ed. 2) V. 402 The pancration shall have a counterpart
in a combat of the light-armed.
fig. 1807 Edin. Rev. IX. 3^5 Epic poetry has been con-

sidered by critics as a sort of poetical pancratium.
2. Bot, A genus of bulbous plants of the N.O.
Amaryllidace&t bearing an umbel of large white
(lowers terminating a solid scape.
1664 EVELYN* Kal. Hort. Dec. in Sylva^ etc. (1729^ 227

Lychnis double white, Matricaria double flo. Olives, Pan-
cration. 1767 J. ABERCROHBIE Every Man own Card. (1803)
47 Gladioluses, pancrathnns, frit i Maries, crown imperials.
1846 MRS. LEK African li'and. xviii. (1854) 314 Above that

exquisite white pancratium, attrib. 1890 Pall A/all G. 12

July 5/2 A magnificent pancratium lily.

Pancreas pcorjkr/Vvs). [a. mod. L.,a. (Jr. mry-
Kpfas (stem -tepfCLT-) sweetbread, f. vav- all -f ttptas
llesh. So T\ pamya$i It., Sp. pancrtus] A

lobulated racemose gland situated near the stomach,
and discharging by one or more ducts into the duo-
denum a digestive secretion, the pancreatic juice ;

called in animals,when used as food, the sweetbread.

1578 BANISTER Hist. Man v. 68 This body is called

Panchreas, that is, all carnous or fleshy, for that it is made
and contexed of Glandulous flesh. 1681 tr. Willis" Rein.
Med. Wks. Vocab., Pancreas^ called in a hog the sweet
bread. 1731 AKBUTHNOT Aliments i. (1735) 15 The Pancreas
is a large salivary Gland separating about a Pound of an
Humour like Spittle, in twelve Hours. 1831 R. KNOX Clo-

quefs Anat. 784 The Pancreas.. lying across the vertebral

column, between the three curvatures of the duodenum,
behind the stomach, and to the right of the spleen.

b. transf. ',See quots.)
1841-71 T. R. JONKB Aniin. Kingd. (ed. 41 475 To these

secreting caeca [of Rotifera], Ehrenberg has chosen to give
the name of pancreas; but. .the first rudiments of a pancreas
are only met with in animals far higher in the scale of
animal existence. 1883 E. R. LANKKSTEK in Encycl. Brit.
XVI. 676/2 Upon the bile-ducts in Dibranchtata are developed
yellowish glandular diverticula, which are known as 'pan-
creas

', though neither physiologically nor morphologically
is there any ground for considering Ithem] ;. equivalent to
the glands so denominated in the Vertebrata.

Pancreatic (pa-rjkr/',a"tik), a. [ad. mod.L.

pancreatic-ust f. Gr. nayifptar- : see prec. and -ic.

So mod.F. pancrtatique, Sp., It. pamrcatico.~\ Of
or belonging to the pancreas.
Pancreatic juice, the clear viscid fluid secreted by the

pancreas, forming an important agent in digestion.

1665-6 Phil. Trans. 12 Mar. 178 Produced by the conflux
of the said acid Pancreatick-juyce, and some Bilious matter.

1758 Ibid. L. 588 Two bodies or glands, one of which may
be called hepatic, and the other pancreatic. 1827 AHERNETHV
SnrA*. Wks, 1.31. 1872 HrxLEY Phys. vi. 153 Pancreatic

juice is an alkaline fluid not unlike saliva in many respects.

t Paiicrea tical, a. Obs. [-AL.]
-

prec.
1670 W. SIMCSON Hydrol. Ess, 158 The subacid ferment of

the pancreatical juyce.

Pancrea'tico-, combining form, as in Pan-
crea'tico-duode'nal

., connecting or pertaining
to both the pancreas and the duodenum.
1848 in CRAIG. 1897 Allbutfs Sj'sf. Meet. III. 724 T-oss of

blood due to ulceradon of the pancreatico-duodenal arteries.

Pancreatin (px-rjkr/,atin ,. Chew. [f. Gr.
stem irayKptar- (PANCREAS) + -IN

1.]
A proteid

compound, one of the active principles of pan-
creatic juice ; also, a preparation extracted from
the pancreas and used to aid digestion.
1873 RAI.FK Phys. Chcm. 145 Pancreatin is obtained by

rubbing down the pancreas of a freshly killed animal, in full

digestion, with pounded glass, .. from which the pancreatin
may be precipitated by alcohol. Pancreatin is an albu-
minoid substance which rapidly decomposes. 1883 (J. A'e? 1

,

July 21 The digestive ferments, as pepsin and pancreatin.

I: Pancreatitis (pserjkrz'iatai'tis). Path. [f. as

prec, + -iTis.J Inflammation of the pancreas.
1842 in DCNGLISON Med. Lex. 1866 A. FLINT Princ. A/ed.

(1880; 646. 1897 AUHttfs Syst. Mcd. II. 859 Chronic pan-
creatitis may be caused by alcoholism.

Hence Paiicreati tic a,, pertaining to or affected

with pancreatitis (Cent, Diet. 1890).
Fancreatize ;pccTjkr*',ataiz), v . [f. as prec. +

-]/,[;.] trans. To treat with pancreatin so as to

make digestible. Hence Pa'ncreatized, Pa~n-

creatizing///. adjs.\ also Fancreatization.
1890 Century Diet., Pancreatic. 18^7 Allbntfs Syst.

Mcd. III. 135 Reducing .. the pancreatising agent. Ibid.,
Pancreatised milk diluted with, .water. Ibid, 140 The milk

maybe pancreatised fora time and diluted the pancieati-a-
tion being gradually reduced. 1898 Ibid. V. 615 The process
ofpeptoinsation or pancreaiisation of milk.

Paiicreatoid ^pix-'rjkr^atoid), a. and sb. [f.

as prec. + -oil).] a. adj. Resembling the pancreas.
b. sb. A tumour resembling the pancreas.
1842 DUNGLISON Med. Le.v,, Puncreatoid, .. a tumour

resembling the pancreas in structure. 1867 C. A. HARRIS Diet.
Mcd. Terminal., raucrcatoid, resembling the pancreas.

Pancrea'tomy. [For *pancreatotomy^ f. as prec.
+ Gr. -TOJIW, -TOMY, cutting.] Excision or extirpa-
tion of the pancreas.
1890 in Cent. Diet, 1893 in Syd. Soc. I. ex.

Pancree-ctomy. [See ECTOMY.] =
prec.

1890 in Cent. Diet. 1893 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

Pancy, obs. form of PANSY.

Pancyclopsedic : see TAX- 2.

Pand vpKnd). Sc. Also dial, pan
1

, pawn. [Cf.
OF. pandre - pendre to hang, pend pendant.] A
narrow curtain or piece of drapery, hung hori-

zontally (usually box-pleated) from the framework
of a bed ; a valance.

1561 Inv. Royal H'ardr. (1815) 123 Item ane claith of
stait of blak velvet., with thre pandis (iiiliairof lhair is

ane without frenyeis. 1648 Inv. in Spottiswwde Misc.(\$>^$
I. 370 Ane stand of courtingis, with two piece of pantl. 1692
Inv. in Scott, N. <( Q, (1900) Dec. 92/1 Ane highe wan^cot
l*ed with purpure Innginsand pand furnished with silk fren-

zies. 1756 MRS. CALDLRWOOD Jrnl. (1884) 72 Commonly a
muslin or point ruffled pawn round it. 1818 Scon F>r.

Lamm, xxvi, Where's the. .beds of state, tvvilts, pands and
lestors, napery and broidered wark? .

Hence Pa'nded a.
t having a pand or valance.

1578 /r'. Roy. H'anfr. (1815) 210 Ane bed of claith uf

i^old and silvir double pandit.

Pand, obs. or dial, form of PAWN.
Panda (poc'uda). [Said to be one of the names

in Nepal.] A racoon-like animal ( 1-lhirus

of the south-eastern Himalayas, about the size of

a large cat, having reddish-brown fur and a long
bushy ring-marked tail

; the red bear-cat.

[1824 F. CUVIER Hist.des Matnmiferes livrais. 50 Panda.]
1835 SWAINSON Nat. Hist. Quadrupeds 107 The panda, .has
been discovered only of late years, in the mountamsof India.
It has been termed the most beautiful of all known quadru-
peds, 1861 J. G. WOOD Xat, Hist. I. 420 This beautiful
creature is a native of Nepal, where it is known under the
different names of Panda, Chitwa, and Wah. 1901 C; J.
CORNISH Living Anim. 126 The bear Cat or Panda.

Pan-ddalian, etc. : see PAN- 2.

Pandfflmonium : see PANDEMONIUM.
II Fandal (pse-ndal). E. Ind. Also 8 bandel,

pundull, 9 pandaul. [a. Tamil pcndal shed.]
A shed, booth, or arbour, esp. for temporary use.

1717 J. T. PHILLIPS Ac-:. Malabar 19 Water-Bandtls (which
are little Sheds for the Conveniency of drinking Water).
1800 SIR T. MUNKO in G. R. Gleig Life (1830) I. 283,
I would not enter his pundull, because he had not paid the
labourers who made it. 1810 SOUTHEY Curse ofKchawa ix.

Notts Wks. 1838 VIII. 259 The Pandal is a kind of arbour
or bower raised before the doors of young married women.
1815 M CK.ENZIE in Asiat. Res. XIII. 329 (Y.) Pandauls were
elected opposite the two principal fords on the river.

18513
H't'stw. Gaz. 18 Nov. 4/3 The town was gaily decorated in

honour of his visit, twenty pandaK having been erected

along the route to Government House.

Pandall, Her. : see SFJNDLB-CBOSa
II Pandall (pa-ndan). E. Ind. [Urdu paudan,

i. Hindi pan PAX j^.l + Pere. dan vessel, holder.]
A small box of Indian manufacture, generally of

decorated metal, used for holding pan (PAN j^.6).
1886 Catal. Colon, fy Ind. Exhib. 51 The articles shown

include hookahs, pandans or betel-nut boxes.

Paiidanaceous (pEendan^Jbs), a. [f. Bot. L.

/ >
rt;/</c7(I^- + -ous.] Pertaining to or connected

\\ith the.Natural Order PanJanacex or screw- pines.
1889 NICHOLSON & LYDEKKER Palxont. II. 1541 Fruits . .

which are regarded by their descrlber, Mr. Carruthers, as

undoubtedly Pandanaceous.
So Panda'nad, a pandanaceous plant ; Fanda'ne-
ous ., pandanaceous.
1857 MAYNB Expos. Lex., Pandaneous. 1892 Daily News

20 Apr. 5/5 The palms and pandanads which, with the Cycads,
now form the most striking feature of the large Palm House
at K<J\V,

Ii Palidamis prend^i'iuV. Bot. [mod.L., ad.

Malay ^jjj pandan (Marsden).] A genus of

plants (trees or bushes), type of the order Pan-

danatess, the screw-pines, found chielly in the East

Indian archipelago, having long tough prickly
leaves arranged in a triple spiral series forming
tufts or crowns resembling those of the pine-apple,
and bearing a roundish, edible, though somewhat

insipid, fruit. Also attrib.

[1777 G. FORSTER J 'oy. round ll'orld I. 270 The pandang
or palm-nut tree had given its long prickly leaves to thatch
the roofs of the buildings.] 1846 L. LEICHHAKDT in J. D.
Lang Cooksland 326 '1 he fruit of the pandanus forms
another apparently very-much-liked eatable of the natives.

1875 Miss BIRD Sandwich Isl. (1880)86 She wore.. a lei of

the orange seeds of the pandanus. 1885 G. S. FORBES Wild
Life Canara 216 Jackals and hyaenas occasionally lurked

among the pandauus thickets on the shore. 1894 Outing
(V. S.) XXIV. 354/2 On the pandanus-leaf mats.

Pandar, etc. : see PANDER, etc.

Ii Paildarani (panda-ram). E. Ind. [Tamil
/ajVfE&nMvJ A low-caste Hindu ascetic mendicant ;

also applied to the luw-caste Hindu priests of S.

India and Ceylon.
1711 in J. T. Wheeler Madras (1861) II. 163 The de-

struction of 50 or 60,000 pagodas worth of grain . .and killing
the Pandarrum. 1814 W. BiOWH Hist. Propag. Ckr. (1823)
1. 184 With the view of becoming a distinguished Pandaram,
he placed himself under the tuition of one of the most cele-

brated priests. 1859 TENSICST Ceylon \. m. vii. 373 A little

temple . . in which consecrated serpents were tenderly reared

by trie Pandarams.

Paudaric pd6ndse*rik)f a, rare. [f. Pandar-us
'.see PANDER A)+-ic.] Of, or similar to that

of, Pandams
;
of or pertaining to a pander.

\&$ Nation (N. V.) 26 Mar. 257/1 One might, .infer.. that

.. the servants and hangers-on of kings and princes are no

longer capable, in modem days, of discharging pandaric
offices for their masters.

Pandation (prend^jan). Arch. rare. [ad. L.

pandation-em l^Vitruv.), n. of action from /flm&frV
to bend, bow.] A bending, bowing, or warping.
1860 WEALH Diet. Terms, Pandation^ in architecture, a

yielding or bending in the middle.

Pandean, -dseau (psendran), a. and sb.

[irreg. f. PAN st>.~, on some mistaken analogy.]
A. adj. Of or pertaining to Pan. Pandean

pipe PAN-PIPE. Pandean harmonica, a mouth-

organ resembling the Pan's pipe.
1807 (title) The Complete Preceptor for Davies's new in-

vented Syrrynx or patent Pandean Harmonica. 1820 W.
IRVING Sketch Bk. II. ip6 Wandering musicians with pan-
dean pipes and tambourine. 1834 HOOD Tylney //a#(i8^o)
249 A pandean band in those days as fashionable. .asWeip-
parts' or Colinet's at the present time. 1864 PINKERTON m
^' 'V (? 3rd Ser. VI. 430 Their band, represented by one man
\\ith pandean pipe and drum.

B. sh. A member of a pandean band.
i 1845 Hoon To Mrs. l-'ry xiii, I like to hear your sweet

Pandeans play. 1880 in Grove Dit t. Mus. II. 644/1 At the

cuminenccment of the present century, .itinerant parlies of



PANDECT.
musicians, terming themselves Pandeans, went about the

country, and gave performance^.
Pandect (p;-ndekt). [a. F. pandecte, ad. L.

pandecta. or -tes, a. Gr. iravSfitTijs an all-receiver
;

esp. in pi. L. pandcctie,, Gr. imvOfKrai, in sense I.]
1. //. (rarely sing.', A compendium in fifty books

of Roman civil law made by order of the Emperor
Justinian in the sixth century, systematizing opinions
of eminent jurists, to which the Emperor gave the
force of law.

1531 ELYOT Gov. i. xiv, Called the Pandectes or Digestes.
1614 SELDEN Titles Hon. Pref. d iv, When Lothar took
Amalfi, he there found an old Copie of the Pandects or

Digests. 1758 BLACKSTONE Comm. Introd. i. 17 A copy of
Justinian's pandects being newly discovered at Amalfi, soon
brought the civil law into vogue all over the west of E_urope.
1765 Ibid. iii. 81 The present body of civil law. .consists of,
i. The institutes. . . 2. The digests, or pandects, containing
the opinions and writings of eminent lawyers, digested in
a systematical method. 1878 SMITH Diet. A ntio. 860/2 These
two works, the Pandect and the Code.

b. transf. andy%>. (Also sing.) A complete body
of the laws of any country or of any system of law.
1553 PAYNEI. (title) The Pandectes of the Evangylicall

Lawe, comprisyng the Whole Historye of Christes Gospel).
1611 BIBLE Trans!. Pref. 3 The Scripture is.. a Pandect of

._l.l_ , _. .1 .11" _

r
. , .,

nowrecev an practs n most European Nations. 1900
Expositor Oct. 264 Some of the Moslem codes are called
'Pandects' i.e. 'all containing'.
2. (sing.) A treatise covering the whole of a

subject ; a complete treatise or digest.
1591 SYLVESTER Dn Bartas i. i. 209 Therefore by Faith's

pure rayes illumined, These sacred Pandects I desire to
read. 1611 DONNE On Coryat's Crudities 50 Thus thon,
by means which th' Ancients never took, A Pandect mak'st
and universal book.

_
1701 SWIFT Contests Nckles ff Comm.

Wks. 1755 II. i. 46 That .. the commons would please to
form a pandect of their own power and privileges. 1813
MAK. EOGEWORTH Patron. (1833) II. xxi. 26 On these points
it is requisite to reform the pandects of criticism.

*". Catachr. for PCNDIT.
[Similarly in Fr. : cf. quot. 1791 in Yule s. v. /'////.]
'794 J- WILLIAMS Parental Didactics in Cabinet etc. 18

Pandects and Bramins, Molhas and C'antabs.

Hence Pande'ctist, one skilled in the Pandects.
1901 F. W. MAITLAND Rede Lcct. 26 Georg Beyer, a pan-

dectist at Wittenberg, set a precedent for lectures on Ger-
man law in a German university.

Pandee, variant of PANLIY sb.-

II Fandemia (pamdrmia). Also anglicized
Pa-ndemy. [mod. L., f. Gr. imvUrj^la the whole
people, jrai/5r}^ios of or belonging to the whole
people, public, general.] = PANDEMIC sb.

1853 DLNULISON fled. Lex., Pandemy, pandemic. 1857MAYMB Expos. Lex., randemia, pandemy. 1900 Guui.n
Diet. Mcd. Biol. etc., randemia, an epidemic that attacks
all persons. [Also] t'andem}:

Fandemian pandrmian), a.
[f. Gr. vav-

Syiu-os
of or pertaining to all the people + -AN.]

Vulgar, popular, human ;
= PANDEMIC 2.

1818 T. L. PEACOCK Rlwdodaphnc Wks. 1875 III. 158
UramanLove..is the deity or genius of pure mental passion
for

t

the good and the beautiful ; and Pandemian Love, of
ordinarysexual attachment, a 1822 SHELLEY I'r. 117,-s. (18881
1 1. 64 Ofnecessity must therealso be two Loves, the Uranian
and Pandemian companions of these two goddesses.

Pandemic (paende-mik), a. and sb.
[f. Gr.

TidvSrj/i-vs of or pertaining to all the people, public,
vulgar, f. jra?- all + Sjj/ios people, populace : in
sense 2 repr. Gr. vdvSr/^os ipus common, vulgar, or
sensual love, as opposed to oiipamos the heavenly
or spiritual ; so TravSri^os 'A^poSirr; the earthly or

human Venus, etc. Cf. Plato Synip. iSoE.]
A. adj. 1. General, universal, esp. Of a disease :

Prevalent over the whole of a country or continent,
or over the whole world. Distinguished from
epidemic, which may connote

.
limitation to a

smaller area.
i66 HARVEY Marl: Augl. i. 2 Some [diseases] do more

generally haunt a Country . . whence such diseases are termed
Endemick or Pandemick. 1799 HooreR Med. Diet., Pan-
demic, a synonim of Epidemic. 1873 MRS. WHITNEY Other
Girls xxviii, It is absolutely exceptional ; it will never be
pandemic. 1891 Times 2 Sept. 9/1 We are face toface with
a pandemic outbreak of cholera similar to those which fell

upon Europe in 1830, 1847, 1853 and 1866.

2. Of or pertaining to vulgar or sensual love.
i82* SHELLEY Pr. Ir'ks. (1888) II. 67 That Pandemic

lover who loves rather the body than the soul is worthless.
1883 Pail Mall C. 8 Sept. 5/1 It is the Pandemic not the
Heavenly goddess whose praises he chants.
B. sb. A pandemic disease: see A. i.

1853 DUNGLISON Mcd. Lex., Pandemic, . . an epidemic
which attacks the whole population. 1876 tr. Wagner's
Ijt'i.^Pat/iol. (ed. 6) 141 An epidemic exists in one com-
munity only, . . but in its greater extension, over a whole
land, It is called a pandemic. 1899 flMutt's Syst. Mcd.
VI. 192 Nearly all of our knowledge of thrombosis in in-
iluenza dates from the pandemic of 1889-90.

Pandemouiac (pa;ndz'm<7u'maek), a.
[f. as

PAN-HEMO.NI-IM, after demoniac.'] a. Of all divini-
ties, b. Of or pertaining to Pandemonium; infernal.
a. 1848 W. R.WILLIAMS Lord's Prayer (1854) 217 He.. in

whose Pandemoniac alembic all religions and all existences
are found to coagulate into one Being.

-dee-

417

1 b. 1849 E. E. NAPIER F.xcurs. K. Africa II. 239 To move
witli the restlessness ofcondemned spirits at some pande-
moniac feast. 1890 TALMAGE Fr. Manger to Throne 45
That awful struggle against pandemoniac cohorts which

1 rode up to trouble, bafile and destroy . . the Son of God.

Pandemoniacal (pse-ndmonai-4kil), a. [f.
as prec. after demoniacal] Characteristic of, or

like that of, Pandemonium: esp. of din or noise.
1862 Temple Bnr Mag-. IV. 502 A more fearful and pan-

demoniacal din arises. i87sRusKiN ForsClav. Ivii. 251 The
Pandemoniacal voice of the Archangel-trumpet thus arouses
men out of their sleep.

Fandemonian. (pzendimcu-nian), a. and sb.

[f. PANDEMONI-L-M + -AN.] a. adj.
=

prec. b.
sb. An inhabitant of Pandemonium.
'795 PIESTHAM Mem. % Corr. Wks. 1843 X. 313 He is pre-

paring *ome dishes for the entertainment of your country,
men, and my fellow-citizens, the Pandemonians. 1889
C. C. R. Up for Season 159 Shrieks and pandemonian
revels, Hell let loose.

Fandemonic (psradimpTiik), a. [f. as prec.
+ -ic, after demonic.] Of or pertaining to Pande-

monium, or to all the demons.
1879 M. D. CONVVAY Demonol. I. in. viii, Every constituent

feature. .rolled together in one pandemonic expression.
Pandemonium (ps::nd/m<ra-n"m. Also -

mon-. [In form, mod.L. f. Gr. nav- all

divinity, DEMON.]
1. The abode of all the demons

;
a place repre-

sented by Milton as the capital of Hell, containing
the council-chamber of the Evil Spirits; in common
use, - hell or the infernal regions.
1667 MILTON P. L. i. 756 A solemn Council forthwith to

be held At Pandemonium, the high Capital Of Satan and
his Peers. Ibid. x. 424 About the walls Of Panda-mouium,
Citie and proud seate Of Lucifer. 1713 ADDISON Guardian
No. 103 F 4 He would have a large piece of machinery re-

present the Pan-daunonium [of Milton]. 1743 CHESTER]-.
in Old England No. 3 Misc. Wks. 1777 I. no 'This .. is

certainly levelled at us
', says a conscious sullen apostate

patriot to his fallen brethren in the Paiid;umonium. 1831
CARLYLE Sart. Res. n. iii, And, in this hag-ridden dream,
mistake^ God's fair living world for a pallid, vacant Hades
and extinct Pandemonium.
2. transf. A place regarded as resembling Pan-
demonium : a. A centre or head-quarters of vict-

or wickedness, a haunt of wickedness, b. A place
or gathering of wild lawless violence, confusion,
and uproar.
1779 SvviNiii-RNE Tnn: Spain xlii. 367 Every province . .

would in turn appear a Paradise, and a Pandaemonium.
iSoo^CoLQUHOUN Cotum. Thames iv. 190 The various rami-
fications of this Pandaemonium of Iniquity. 1813 l-'xainincr
17 May 317/2 The Emperor Tiberius, .wrote to the Senate
from his pandemonium at Caprea:. 1816 BYRON Dciin, Pieces
n. ii, To make a Pandemonium where she dwells, And reign
the Hecate of domestic hells. 1827 LYTTON Pelham ,\lix,We found ourselves in that dreary pandaemonium, . .a Gin-
shop. _i876 BLACK Madcap I', vi. 47 She would turn the
place into a pandemonium in a week. 1897 F. 'I'. Uri.l.EN
Cruise Cachalot 155 Ribald songs, quarrelling, and blas-

phemy made a veritable pandemonium of the place. .

C. \Vilcl lawless confusion or uproar, a distract-

ing fiendish ' row '.

1865 P.VHKMAN Pioneers Fr. i. iv. (1885) 55 When night
came, it brought with it a pandemonium of dancing and
whopping, drumming and

feasting. 1897 Daily News
29 Nov. 4/5 On Saturday pandemonium again reigned in the
Keichsrath.

3. = HELL sb. 7.

1807-8 W. IUVING Salinas. (1824) 386 Which like a tailor's

Pandemonium, or a giblet pie, are receptacles for scientific

fragments of all sorts and sizes.

Pandemy : see PAXDEMIA.

Pan-denominational, etc. : see PAN- i.

Pander (parnd3a), sb. Also 6- paudar, 6-7-
pandare, pander. [Properly^tf</7;-,oritr. Pandare
Eng. or AFr. form of L. Pandarus, Gr. ndvUapos,
a proper name used by Boccaccio (in form Pan-
dan), and after him by Chaucer in Troilus and
Criseyde, as that of the man fabled to have pro-
cured for Troilus the love and good graces of

Chryseis, name and character being alike of me- '

'li^val invention : see Skeat Chaucer II. Introd.
Ixiii-iv. The later spelling pander is due, no doubt,
to association with agent-sbs. and freq. vbs. in -EH.]
1. As proper name.
1374 CHAUCER Troylus 1^548 A frend of his bat called

was Pandare [rimes care, fare). Ibid. 582 This Pandare,
hal neigh malt for sorwe and routhe. Ibid. 822 And how
bat hym soth seyde Pandarus. 1606 SHAKS. Tr. f, Cr. HI.
11. 210 Pandants. If etier you proue false one to another,
since I haue taken such paines to bring you together, let all

pittifull goers betweene be cal'd to the worlds end after my
name: call them all Panders.
2. A go-between in clandestine amours; one who

supplies another with the means of gratifying lust;
a male bawd, pimp, or procurer.
1530 LYNDESAY Test. Papyngo 390 Pandaris, pykthankis,

custroms, and clatteraris. 1579-80 NORTH Plutarch (1612)
03 He that was the Pandor to procure her. 1591 SPENSER
.]/.

Hubberd 808 Xe, them to pleasure, would he some-
times scorne A pandares coate (so basely was he borne"
1598 SHAKS. Merry /Kv. v. 176 One M' Broome,..to whom
you should haue bin a Pander. 1632 LITIICOW Prai: I. 2
Ruffian Pandora . . are now clothed .. and richly rewarded.
1791 MRS. RADCLIFFB Rom. Forest xiv, He now saw him-
self the pander of a villain. 1840 MACALLAY Ess., Clive
11851) II. 534 Squandering his wealth on pandars and

PANDEROUS.
1

flatterers. 1869 LECKV Kurop. .Mar. I. xi. 293 The Pander
and the Courtesan are the leading characters of Plautus.

b. Less usually said of a woman : a panderess.
1585 GREENE Planctomachia Wks. (Grosart) V. 77 Pasylla

smiling at the diligent hast of the old Pandar [Clarista),.com-
maunded she should be brought in. 1766 FORDVCE Serin.
Vug, Worn. (1767) I. vii. 304 Employed as a handmaid.,
if not as a pandar. 1853 KINGSLEY Hypatia xix. 223
Sorceress she was, pander and slave-dealer.

C. transf. nndy?f. Said of a thing.
1582 STANYHURST sEncis, etc. (Arb.) 139 Forgerye thec

pandar; thee messadge mockrye. 1622 HAKEWILL Da-Ms
I mum. 113 'I he Eye beeing as it were the Pandar or Broker.
11704 T. BROWN Sat. on Quack Wks. 1730 I. 63 Thou
church yard pimp,

and pander to the grave. 1791 BURKE
App. Whigs Wks. VI. 40 Make virtue a pander to vice.

3. One who ministers to the baser passions or
evil designs of others.

1603 KNOU.ES Hist. Turks (1621) 7 One of her Eunuches,whom she purposed to use as her pander for the circum-
venting of the Patriarch. 1682 DRYDEN Medal 256 The
Pander of the People's Hearts. 1751 JOHNSON Rambler
No. 195 f 12 In a place where there are no pandars to follyand extravagance. 1874 L. STEPHEN Hours in Library
(1892) II. iii. 92 He crowns a torrent of abuse by declaring
that Scott has encouraged the lowest panders ofa venal press.
t4. ? = BULLY 3, 4. Obs.

1592 G. HARVEY Pierces Safer. Wks. (.Grosarl) II. in He
would neuer dare me, like a hold Pandare, with such stout
challenges.

Pander (paj-iub.t; , z;. Also-ar. [f. PANDER sl>.]
1. trans. To act as a pander to

; to minister to
the gratification of (another's lust;. Also fig.
1602 SHAKS. Ham. ill. iv. 88 Since Frost it selfe, asactiuely

doth burne, As Reason panders Will. 1666 E. M. Con-
verted T-.fins ii. iii, Ah '. that a Lady's love should be Thus
pamlar'd by a Gypsie. 1827 R. H. DANA Buccaneer xlii,
Lust panders murder murder panders lust \

2. in/r. To play the pander ;
to subserve or

minister to base passions, tendencies, or designs.
( 'oust. to.

1603 [see PANDERING]. 1641 MILTON Ch. Gj-ct. n. (1051) 64
Excommunication servs for nothing with them, but to prog,
and pandar for fees. 1812 SOUTHEY Omniana II. 23 These
traitors . . who lampooned the noblest passions of humanity
in order to pandar for its lowest appetites. 1868 J. H.
BLUNT Rcf. Ch. I'.ng. I. 359 He pandered to the king's gross
immoralities. 1879 BLACK Alacleoti of D. xvi, Pandering
to the public taste for pretty things.
Hence Pa-ndering vbl.sb. w\&ppl.a. ; Pa'nderer,

one who panders ; PANDER sb. 2.

1603 I >i: K K KK II 'onderftdl Veare Wks. (Grosart) I. 90 To be
plaid neere liy English-men, ruffians, and panderin^slaues.
"839 John Hull 29 Apr., Pretenders, panderers, parasites,
hypocrites. 1875 JOWE i r Plato (ed. 2) V. 41 He should be
the enemy of all pandering to the popular taste. 1884 RlTV
/ routine iv. iv, Panderers to popular taste and popular error.

f Pa-nderage. Obs. nonce-wJ.
[f. PANDEK v.

+ -AGE.] The practice or trade of pandering.
i6ia CHAPMAN ll'ido-.i'es 'J'. Plays 1873 III. 21 Thou shall

hold thy Tenement to thee and thine eares for euer, in free
smockage, as of the manner of Panderage. 1675 I. SMITH
C/ir. Ketig. App. (Webster 1828).

FandereSS (parndsres . Now ran. Also 7-
pandar-, 7 paudresse, 8 pandress, -ass. [f.
PANDER sb. + -ESS.] A female pander, a bawd.
1606 WARXEU Alt. Kng. xiv. Ixxxix. 362 But all in vaine,

so opposite to I.one did she perseuer, As that vnto his
Pandresse Arte he was enforc't to leaue her. a 1652 BHOME
Mad Couple n. i, I have ingag'd my selfe for her to he your
Pandaresse. 1721 1 >TRIT:Y Operas, etc. 274 This Pandrass, . .

he charges to Timandra's Hand To give the .Scroll. 1859
'IRENCII Sff. Cfoss. 20 5<i:crfonce could have been applied
to pandar and pandaress alike.

Pauderism (pse-ndsriz'm). Also paudar-.
[f. PAXDEU sb. + -ISM.] The practice or trade of
a pander ; systematic pandering.

i,
1
,^ !

1 Dm'"fal1 /;'"'/ Huiiliugtou n. ii. in Hazl. Uodslty
VIII. 136 Suffering their lines To flatter these times Witli
pandarism base. 1604 T. M. Black Bk. in Middleton's
lr'ks. (Bullen) VIII. 24 He should excel even Pandarus

llane. 1818 Black. Mag. III. 453 His
paid panderism to the vilest passions of that mob.

t Pa'uderize, v. Obs. Also pandar-. [f. as

prec. + -IZE.] iii/r. To act the pander. Hence
tPa'nderizing vbl. sb. and///, a.

1603 FI.ORIO Montaigne (1634) 489 Venus.. who so cun-
ningly enhanced the market of her ware, by the brokage or
panderi/ing of the lawes. 1606 MAKSTON Faivne in, Your
father shall not say I pandarizde. 1616 R. C. Times'
Whistle vi. 2800 Incarnate devill ! pandarizing page !

Pa iiderly, a. Obs. or arch.
[f. as prec. +

-I.Y '.] Of the nature of or befitting a pander.
1581 B. RICH Farewell T iv b, She would make her

vnderstande. .how ill she could awaie with suche pandarly
practises. 1601 SHAKS. Merry II '. iv. ii. n 9 Oh you Panderly
Riuscals, there's a knot : a gin, a packe, a conspiracie against
me. i64oGi-:.\r Knave in Gr. To Rdr., Some [are] pimping,
some panderly knaves. 1813 SCOTT Quentin. D. .\.\vii, A
panderly barber.

Pandermite (pinda-jmait". Mia. [Named
1877, from Panderma in Asia Minor: see -ITE 1.]A variety of Priceite.
1886 in Cassell's Encycl. Diet. 1896 in CHESTER Diet.Aantes A/F/I. m

tPa-nderous, a. Obs. Also 6 -drous, 7
-darous.

[f. PANDER sb. + -ou.s.] Of the nature
of or characterizing a pander. In quot.



PANDERSHIP. 418 PANE.

c 1575 fialfours Tracticks\j.-]s} 378 He may be repellit fra

passing upon ane assise, or being witness . . that is ane

pandrous (i.e. /erto), or juglar (i. e. joculator). 1611 -znd

Maidens Tragt HI. i. in Hazl. Dodsiey X. 427, I set before

lliee, panderous lord, this steel, a 1627 MIODLETON lt'itt/i

in. ii, The same wary pandarous diligence Was then bestow 'd

on her. 1633 CostUc if 'hore iv. ii. in IJullen O. PI. IV, I dare
in single combat any knight, Any adventurer, any pandorus
hinde.

Pa-ndership. rare. [f. as prec. -f -SHIP.] The
function or trade of a pander.
1656 J. HKNTHAM Two Treat. ("1657)51 Calvin.. saith, That

mixt dancing uf men and women together, are notliing else

then panderships and provocations to whoredome.

Pan-destruction, -diabolism: see PAN- 2.

Pandi'Culated, a. rare. [f. L, pandicttltit-uS)

pa. pple. offlatttficvfarito stretch oneself, i.pandcre
to stretch + dim. element.]

* Stretched out, opened,
extended* (Ash, 1775).
Pandiculation (pendikUd*j3D). [n. of

action from l^.pandicularl'. see prec.] An instinc-

tive movement, consisting in the extension of the

legs, the raising and stretching of the arms, and
the throwing back of the head and trunk, accom-

panied by yawning ;
it occurs before and after

sleeping, also in certain nervous affections, as

hysteria, and at the accession of a fit of ague.
Sometimes loosely used for

*

yawning*.
1649 UUI.WKR Pathojnyot. u. ix. 225 Pandiculation is

a Deliberate Action of the other Muscles of the I tody.
1668 /'////. Trans. III. 812 About Sneezing, the Hickocke,
Yawning, Pandiculation, and their Causes, 1822-34 Good's

Study Med. (ed. 4) III. 33^ Pandiculation.. is an instinctive

exertion to recover a balance of power between the extensor
and flexor muscles. 1822-56 Dt QUINCEY Confess. (1862)

-17 IJy mere dint uf pandiculation, vulgarly called yawning.
Fandioiiine (pjendaivmain). Ornith. [f. Zool.

L. Pandion, generic name of the OSPUEV, L.

Pandion, Gr. TIav&ttuv, in Mythology the father of

Procne and Philomela.] Of or belonging to the

genus Junction or osprey. In recent Diets.

Pandit, variant of PUNDIT.

Pandle (pce-nd'l). Also S paudell. [Origin
unascertained ; app. the source of Leach's generic
name Panda/us,] A local name of the shrimp ;

applied by some writers to an allied crustacean,

perhaps Punjabis annulicornis, Leach.

1786 Gcntl. Mag. ii. 853 A small fish is caught on the
sands [at Hastings] which they call pandells ; they are bigger
than shrimps, smaller than prawns.. .'1 heir claws are not
like those of a lobster, but shut up like a knife with a short

blade. 1835 KIHBV I/a!>. <y Inst. An'mi. II. xv. 38 The
smaller Crustaceans, as the shrimp, prnwn, pandle. 1875
Sussex Glos-s., Pandle, a shrimp. Also used in Kent.

b. Cowt>., as pandle-whew, a local name of the

wigeon (Norfolk).
1885 SWAINSON Prov. frames Brit. Birds 154.

Pa-ndoor, -dore. 6V. dial. [See quut. 1796;
but proof of the alleged derivation is wanting.]
A kind of large oyster, found near Prestonpans.
1796 Statist. Ace. Scot. XVII. 70 Oysters caught nearest

to the town [Prestonpans] are the largest and fattest ; hence
the largest obtained ihe name of Pandoors, i.e. oysters

caught at the doors of the pans. 1805 FOKSYTH Beauties
Scotl. I. 458. 1894 H ALIBI-in ON fr'urth in Field 58 (E. I). D.)

With a dish o' mussel-brose at Newhaven, or with a prieviu'
o' fat pandores a little further east the coast.

Pandoor, Pandor: see PANJK>UK, PANDER.

Pandora 1
.psendoo'ra). Also 7 Paudore. [a.

(Jr. TlavSajpa lit. 'all-gifted', f. irav- all + Swpopgift.]
In Greek mythology, the name of the first mortal

woman, on whom, when made by Vulcan and

brought to Epimetheus, all the gods and god-
desses bestowed gifts.

16^3 J. FISHKK Fitimus Troes i. iv. in Hazl. Dodsley XII.

461 To frame the like Pandore, The gods repine, and nature
would grow poor. 1643 MIT.TOS Divorce \\, iii, The Acade-
mics and Stoics, who knew not what a consuimnat and most
adorned Pandora was bestow'd upon Adam.
Hence Pandora's box : the gift of Jupiter to

Pandora, a box enclosing the whole multitude of

human ills, which flew forth when the box was

foolishly opened by Kpimetheus ; according to a

later version, the box contained all the blessings of

the gods, which, on its opening, escaped and were

lost, with the exception of hope, which was at the

bottom of the box. Hence in fig. and allusive uses.

1579 GOSSON Sch. Abuse- (Arb.) 44, I cannot lyken our
affecton better than.. to Pandoraes boxe, lift vppe the lidde,
out flyes the Deuill ; shut it vp fast, it cannot hurt vs.

1610 B. JONSOS Akh. n. i. 92 Such was. .Pandora's tub.

167* SIR T. BROWNE Lett. Friend \ 14 And if Asia, Africa,
and America should bring in their List [of diseases], Pandoras
IJox would swell, and there must he a strange Pathology.
1679 J- GOODMAN Pttiit. Pardoned \\. \. (1713) 264 There

may be some hope left in the bottom of this Pandora's box
of calamities. 1840 CARLYLE Heroes v. 268 The Eighteenth
was a Sceptical Century; in which little word there is a
whole Pandora's liox of miseries. 1886 MRS. LYNN LINION
I^aston Carew xlii, Pandora's box was opened for him, and
all the pains and griefs his imagination had ever figured
were abroad.

Pandora- pftndo^rii), pandore(i>u--ndr>'-/.
Also 7-8 pandure, (S pando'a*}, y pandura,
pandur. [a. It. pandora (also pandura . Y. pan-
dore, ad. L. pandfira. a. Gr. ittfJovpo, a musical

instrument the invention of which was attributed to

Pan. (But the word was prob. of foreign origin.' ]

A stringed musical instrument of the cither type,
the same as the BAKDORK.
The original Greek and Roman pandura is described as

a kind of lute with three strings; such an instrument is

still used in some eastern lands under the name f>andiir.
But the original type has, at different times, and in different

countries, undergone many changes in form, in the number
and material of the strings, the use or non-use of a plectrum,
etc. Equally numerous are the modifications of the name :

cf. BANDORE, BANJO, MANDOLINE. The changes of thing
and name have not always gone together : the Neapolitan
pandura, for instance, retaining the ancient name, is

' a
musical instrument larger than the mandoline, strung with

eight metal wires, and played with a quill '.

a. 1597 MOKLEV Introd. A/us. 166 Take an instrument, as

a Lute, Orpharion, Pandora, or such like. 1762 SMOLLETT
L, Greaves iii. (1793) I. 51 Their raw red fingers .. being
adorned with diamonds, were taught to thrum the pandola,
and even to touch the keys of the harpsichord. 1825 Fos-
BROOKE Encycl. Antig. I. 628 The Orpharion was like a

guitar, but .. was strung with wire. ..The Bandore, nearly
similar, had a straight bridge ; the Orpharion slanting. The
Pandura was of the lute kind, the Mandura a lesser lute.

1838 Encycl. Brit. (ed. /t XVI. 788/2 Pandora, a small

kind of lute, with fewer strings than the ordinary lute,.,
believed to have originated in the Ukraine. 1880 A. J. Hie-
KINS in Grove Diet. Mns. II. 644 Pandora or Pandore.
A Cither of larger dimensions than the Orpharion.

. 1612 DRAYTON Poly-olb. iv. 63 Some that delight to

touch the sterner wyerie chord, The cytbron, the pandore,
and the theorbo strike. 1706 PHILLIPS, Pandore or Pandiire,
a kind of Musical Instrument. 1880 Grove's Diet. Mns. II.

612 A larger orpharion was called Penorcon, and a still larger
one Pandore. 1889 ABERCROMBIE East. Caucasus 171 Akim's

eyes ai once fell upon a pandur, or three-stringed lute.

Paiidour, pandoor (parndu>i . Also pan-
dur. [= .pattdoztr, Ger. pandur \ all a. Serbo-

Croatian pandur, 'a constable, bailiff, beadle, sum-

moner, or catchpole ;
a mounted policeman or

guardian of the public peace ; a watcher of fields

and vineyards ', having also in earlier times the

duty of guarding the frontier districts from the

inroads of the Turks. For ulterior etymology see

Note below. The sense in which the word became
known in Western Europe is involved in the history
of Trenck's body of pandours.]
1. In//. The name borne by a local force organ-

ized in 1741 by Baron Trenck on his own estates

in Croatia to clear the country near the Turkish

frontier of bands of robbers; subsequently enrolled

as a regiment in the Austrian Army, where, tinder

Trenck, their rapacity and brutality caused them
to be dreaded over Germany, and made Pandoiir

synonymous in Western Kurope with ' brutal

Croatian soldier *.

1747 (title) Memoirs of the Life of Francis Baron Trenck
..Colonel of a body of Pandours and Sclavonian Hussars.

Ibid. 15, I set out with a retinue of twenty pandour-tenants
of mine. Ibid. 16 My haram-bascha or captain of pandours.
1754 RICHARDSON Grandison (1781) II. iv. 51, I beheld six

Pandours issue from that inner part of the wood. 1791
HAMI-SON Mem. J. W'esley III. 124 His style might have
better suited a colonel of pandours than a Christian bishop.

1799 CAMPBELL Picas. Hope \. 352 When leagued Oppression
pour'd to Northern wars Her whisker'd pandoors and her
fierce hussars. 1843 Penny Cyd. XXV. 185/2 On Maria
Theresa's succession to the throne, Trenck offered his own
and the services of his men, his regiment of Pandours, as he
called them, to the young empress.
fig. 1768 FOOTE Devil on 2 Sticks n, The hussars and

pandours of physic., rarely attack a patient together.

||
2. In local use, in Croatia, Servia, Hungary, etc. :

A guard ; an armed servant or retainer ; a member
of the local mounted constabulary.
1880 Sat. Rev. 7 Feb. 178/2 A small body of guards,

called pandours, is, by immemorial usage, attached to the

establishment [the monastery of St. John of Rylo]. 1886

W. J. TUCKER E. Europe 155 The '

pandur*
'

came to fetch

him, and. .dragged him Ijefore the commission. Ibid. 169
These Pandnrs, your police, your mounted constabulary, or

whatever you call them, ate they of no use?

[Note. The word fa'ridfir, with all or some of the senses

mentioned above, is found in nearly all the South-Slavonic

(Servian) dialects, and in Magyar, also as pandu'r in

Roumanian j it has entered Turkish as pantin' I. Earlier

forms in Magyar and Serbo-croaiian were fai/trfur, handor^,
the former is still used in and near Rausa. The word is

not native either in Magyar or Slavonic, and the question
of its origin anil course of diffusion in these langs. is involved

in considerable obscurity. Uut Slavonic scholars are now
generally agreed in referring it through the earlier bandur%

bandar, to ined.L. banderhts, orig.
' a follower of a standard

or banner' (see BANNER), or to some Italian or Venetian
word akin to this. Among senses evidenced by Du Cange
for banderhts (and bantieriits}, are those of

'

guard of corn-

fields and vineyards ', alsO
*

summoner, apparitor', which arc

both senses tf pandur \ It. banditore (Venetian baiidion)
has also the sense of 'summoner '. The alleged derivation

of the word from Pandur or Pandur Puszta, 'a village in

I-ower Hungary', given in Ersch & Gruber's Cyclopedia,
and repeated in many English Dictionaries, is absolutely

baseless.]

Pandowdy (pfodotrdi). U. S. [Of obscure

origin ; perh. a compound of PAN sb^ Ilalliwell

cites from Up. Kennett's MS. pandonldc a custard

(Somerset) ; but this is now unknown in Eng.

dialects.] A kind of apple pudding, variously

seasoned, but usually with molasses, and baked in

a deep dish with or without a crust.

1846 WORCESTER, Pandowdy* food made of bread and
apples baked together. i8$a HAWTIIOKNK ttlithcdalc Rout.

xxiv, Hollingsworth {would] fill my plate from the great dish
of pandowdy. 1893 LKI.ANU Mem. I, 74 Pan-dowdy a kind
of coarse and broken up apple-pie.

Pandrass, -ess, obs. forms of PANDEBESS.

Pandur, variant spelling of PANDOUI.
Pandur, pandura, pandure: see PANDORA 2

.

Fandnrate (pwndittiJl), .
[f- I-. pandura

PANDORA - + -ATE*.] =next. AlsofPa'nduratedrt.
1775 ASH Suppl., Panduratcd, having a leaf in the form

of the pandore. 1847 WEBSTER, Pandurate. 1881 Gard.
Chron, XVI. 717 The lip is pandurate, undulate, emarginate
at the top. 1882 Garden 29 July 104/1 The large pandurate
labellum is pure white on its upper part.

Fandurifbrm Cpeenafo*Ti^im), a. [f.
I,.

pandura PANDORA- + -FORM.] Fiddle-shaped:

chiefly in Bot. and Entotn.

1753 CHAMBERS Cyd. S^ipp.
s.v. Leaf,Pandifriform Leaf,

one of the shape of a violin : . .larger at both ends than in

the middle, where it is deeply cut, in a rounded manner.

1760 J. I.KI: Introd. Bot. \\\. v. (1765) 178 Panduraejoriif,

Pandure-shaped. i8a6 KIRBV & Si1
, fcntoin. xxxv. III. 609

In. .Aclteta monstrosa they [the tegmina] are rather pan-
duriform. 1870 BKNTI.EY Mati. Hot. (ed. 2) 1 55 When a lyrate
leaf has but one deep recess on each side, it is termed pan-
durifortn or fiddle-shaped.

t PanduTist. Obs. rare. [f. as prec. + -IST.]
1656 Ituoi'NT Glossogr., Panditrist, he that plays on a

musical instrument called a Rebech, or on a Violin.

Fandy '

pre
r

ndi)J sfol Chiefly .S't. [Supposed
to be L. pande 'stretch out!', imper. vipandere to

stretch or spread.] A stroke upon the extended

palm with a leather strap or tawse, ferule, or rod,

given as a punishment to schoolboys ;
= PALMY sb.

1805 A. SCOTT Poems 12 But if for little rompish laits,

I hear that thou a pandy gets. 1865 O. MACUONALD A.
Forbes 30 The punishment was mostly in the form of

p;mdies blows delivered with varying force, but generally
with the full swing of the tag, as it was commonly called.

1876 (IRANI- Bttrgn Sch. Scotl. \. v. 204 IJreaches of order
and bad conduct . . at the Klgih academy [are punished] by
'

pandies '. 1895 W. HUMPHRFY in Month Oct. 230 The
pandies took their name from Pande mannvt^ Stretch out

your open hand '. [The usual So. explanation is from pande
palntain ! as the source at once Q^pandy and^a//v.]
Hence Pa'ndy v. trans. > to strike on the palm of the

hand with the tawse or ferule, as a punishment.
1863 KiNGSi.i'Y U'atcr-Bab. v, And she-.pandied their

hands with canes. 1875 A. R. HOPE My Schoolboy Fr. n
When he was going to be pandied.

Ii Fandy .p.u-'ndi), $bt
- E, Ind, Also -ee.

[According to Yule, from the surname J'ande, the

title of n.Jot orsubdivisional branch ofthe Brahmins

of the Upper Province, which was very common

among the high-caste sepoys of the Bengal army.
One of those bearing the surname was Mangul
r'aiides the first man to mutiny in the 34th

Regiment.] A colloquial name for a revolted sepoy
in the Indian Mutiny of 1857-9.
1857 H. GREATHED Lett. Siege Delhi (1858) 99 As long

as I feel the entire confidence I do. .1 cannot feel gloomy.
I leave that feeling to the Pandees. 1864 TKEVKLYAN

Compet. Wallah (1866) 247 He was separated from his

squadron, and surrounded by a party of desperate Pandit.

1893 FoRUi-:s-MiTCHEU. Kt'iiiin. Gt. Mutiny 164 We captured
those guns that the Pandies were carrying off. 1897 LD.

ROBERTS 41 Yrs. in India I. vi. 62.

Pan-dynamometer, etc. : see PAN- 2.

Fane (p^'O. sbl Forms: 4-5 pan, 6 paene,
paan, pein. 6-7 payn(e, 6-8 pain(e, 4- pane,

[a. F. pan (i ilh c. in Littre) Pr. pan, Sp. pafto,

Pg. panno, \\..pamw : L. pannum^ ace. ofpannits
a cloth, a piece of cloth.]

I. A piece of cloth.

fl. A cloth; a piece of cloth; any distinct

portion of a garment, a lap, a skirt. Obs.

d 1300 Cursor M. 4387 Sco drou his mantel wit be pan.. .

He drou, sco held, ^e tas^el brak. ^13*0 Sir Tristr. 994
Tristrem gan it \\\\> hald As prince proude in pan. 1387-8
T. USK Test. Love n.ji, (.Skeat) 1. 29 Among pannes moulcd
in a wiche [ WHITCH], in presse among clothes laid, c 1450
Merlin 501 Thei kneled to sir Gawein.and folded the panes of

her mantels, c 1475 Rauf Coilyar 234 (lif thow dwellis

with the Quene, proudest in pane. (71475 Partcnay 5654
Which so well was Anoynted indede.That no sleue ne pane
had he hole of brede. 1573780 HAKET Ah\ PS? A Pane of

cloth, panniculiis, st'gwen, pa*coi'.

f D. = COUNTEKPANE -. Obs.

13.. Gaiv. fr Gr. Knt. 855 per beddyng walz noble, Of
cortynesof clene sylk, wylh tier golde hemmez,& couertore/

ful curious, with comlych panez. 1459 Invent, in Paston
Lett. I. 484 Item, ij blankettys, j payre of schettys. Item,

j rede pane furryd withe connyngs. 1495 Ace, Ld. High
Treas. Scot. J. 226, iii ellis of scarlot to be a pane to the

Kingis l>ed. 1516 llid. III. 50 For ij cine lij quartaris

Inglis scarlet to be ane pane for the Kingis bede in the*

schip. 1578 In-'cnt. in Hunter Biggartf }Io. Fleming xxvi,
Ane pein of purpour weluot frein/eit w' blak and reid silk.

f2. A piece, width, or strip of cloth, of which

several were joined together side by side, so as to

make one cloth, curtain, or garment. Obs*

The 'panes' might be narrow pieces or strips of alternate

or different colours (e. g. red and blue) or different materials

(.e.g. velvet and cloth of gold), or pieces of the same colour

with lace or other trimming inserted in the seams, or (in later

use) strips of the same cloth distinguished by colour or

separated by lines of trimming, ft<-.

1480 U'an/r. Ace. AWcc. //'(i^oj nS, iiij c^tuings of

wool paled rede and blue with rooses sonnes and crownes in



PANE.

every pane. 1517 in Kerry .?/. Lmi'r. Reading (1883) 106
An Awter Cloth of panes of Cloth of gold & velwett im-
browdred w l

archangells & floures. a 1548 HALL Chron.,
Hen. I'll! 207 b, Another chamber was hanged wjlh grene
Veluet. .in the middle of euery pane or pece, was*a fable of
Quid in Matamorphoseos embrandered. 1592 GRKENE Upst.
Courtier in Harl. Misc. (Malh.) II. 219 A very passing
costly paire of veluet breeches, whose panes .. was drawne
out with the best Spanish saline. 1611 CORVAT Crudities

43 The Switzers weare .. doublets and hose of panes, inter-

mingled with red and yellow, and some with blew, trimmed
with lo'.ig pufies of yellow and blewe sarcenet rising up
between the panes. 1613 CHAPMAN Masque Plays 1873 III.

92 Hut betwixt every pane of embroidery, went a row of
white Estridge feathers, a 1639 T. CARI:W Ctrl. Brit. Wks.
(1824) 150 The curtain was watchet and a pale yellow in

paines. 1686 Lend. Gaz, No. 2170/4 One Green Satin Peti-
coat laced with Gold and Silver Lace, in Panes. 1694
MOTTEUX Rabelais IV. Hi. (1737) 212 Breeches with Panes
like the outside of a Tabor.

fb. pi. Strips made by cutting or slashing
a garment longitudinally for ornamental purposes ;

e. g. to show the fine stuff with which it was lined,
or of which an undergarment was composed. Obs.

1613 CHAPMAN Masque Plays 1873 III. 94 Wide sleeves cut
in panes. (71648 LD. HERBERT Life (1886) 166 Her .gown
was a green Turkey grogram, cut all into panes or slashes,
from the shoulder and sleeves unto the foot. 1653 URQUHART
A'aMais i. viii. (Rtldg.) 36 They [breeches] were, within the

panes, puffed out with the lining.

II. A piece, portion, or side of anything.
1 3. A section or length of a wall or fence. Obs.
e.g. the length between two angles, bastions, buttresses,

posts, etc.

c 1380 Sir Ferumb. 5188 By bat were Sarazyns .. come in-
ward .. At a pan |>at was broken. 1489 CAXTOM Faytes of
A. ii. xv. ny Closed rounde about with senen panes of
strong walles. 1524 Churckw. Ace. St. Giles, Reading 21
I1

'

or makyng of v panys of the church pale iiijV. 1525 LD.
BERNEKS Fraiss. II. xxii. 53 Than the knyght shewed me
a pane of the wall, and said, sir, se you yonder parte of the
wall whiche is newer. 1530 PAI.SGR. 251/2 Pane of a wall,
pan de niitr. 1672 DKVDEN Assignation n. ii, There's the
wall; behind yond pane of it we'll set up the ladder. [1795
SOUTHEY Joan Notes Wks. 1837 I. 200 (tr. Froissart) The
miners., overthrew a great pane of the wall, which filled the
moat where it had fallen.]

f4. A side of a quadrangle, cloister, court, or
town. Obs.

13.. E. E. Allit. P. A. 1033 Vch pane of kat place had
bre jatez. 1447 Will of Hen. VI in Carter King's Coll.
Cha. 13 A cloistre square the est pane conteyning in lenqthe
clxxv fete, and the west pane as muche. 1481 CAXTON Code-
ffroy clxxix. 264 Thyse threcastellys. .were alle square, the
sydes that were toward the toun were double, in snche wyse
that one of the panes that was without myght be aua'led

vpon the walles, and thenne it shold be lyke a brydge. 1560
ROLLAND Crt. Venus Ii. 490 Ane Closter weill ouir fret ..

Quhairin was all thir ten Sibiilais set In euerilk Pane set ay
togidder thre.

5. A flat side, face, or surface of any object
having several sides: e.g. (a) the dressed side of
a stone or log ; (b) one of the divisions or sides of
a nut or bolt-head

; (f) one of the sides of the

upper surface or table of a brilliant-cut diamond.
1434 Indent. Fot/icrinf/iey in Dugdale .Wonast. (1846) VI.

1414/2 [The steeple is to be square in the lower part, and
after being carried as high as the body of the church] hit
shall be diaungid, and turnyd in viij panes. 1530 in
Gutch Coll. Cur. II. 3 .>5 Gone odar Challes with a patten
gilte the foote of vj panes and in oone of theyme a Crucifixe.
1875 LASI.ETT Timber 74 note, Pane is the hewn or sawn
surface of the log. 1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mcch. 1601/2 Pane. . ,

the divisions or sides of a nut or bolt-head ; as, a six-paned
nut, i.e. a hexagonal nut.

III. A division of a window, and derived uses.
6. One of the lights of a mullioned window (ois.),

or a subdivision of this
; now, One of the compart-

ments of a window, etc. consisting of one sheet or

square of glass held in place by a frame of lead,
wood, etc.

;
the piece of glass itself, or of horn,

paper, or the like substituted for it.

1466 Paston Lett. 1 1. 268 To the glaser for takyn owte of
n. panys of the wyndows of the schyrche. a 1490 BOTONER
ItlH. (1778) 93 Item quzelibet fenestra . . continet 5 vel 6 pa-
gettas, anghce panys. c 1535 in Yorksh. Archxal. Jrnl.
(1886) IX. 322 One glasse wyndow w' iij panes of vij ffoote
longe and ij foote wyde euery pane. 1607 WALKINGTON
Opt. Glass 139 The glazier should .. haue vsed him for
quarrels and paines. 1662 GERBIEK Pritic. 17 Glass Win-
dows of small Payns. 1663 Counsel 47 Suffer no Green
paines of Glasse to be mixt with white. 1709 STFELE
Tatler No. 77 P 2 She had found several Panes of myWindows broken. 1799 G. SMITH Laboratory I. 179 Choose
such panes of glass as are clear, even, and smooth. 1801
SOUTHEY T/ialalui vl. xxiv, Silvering panes Of pearly shell
1816 J. SMITH Panorama Se. $ Art II. 754 Take now a

;

pane of glass, and place it upon the print 1836 MAC-
GII.LIVRAY tr. HumMdft Tra-n. \. 69 The windows being
without glass, or even the paper panes which are often sub-
stituted. 1898 G. B. SHW Plays II. 274 The ornamental
cabinet.. its corner rounded off with curved panes of glass
protecting shelves of. .pottery.

b. Fulminatingpane, see FULMINATING ///. a. ;

luminous or magic pane, a sheet of glass on which
pieces of tin-foil, arranged in some design, are made
luminous by the discharge of an electric condenser

|

through the foil.

1894 BOTTONE Electr. Instr. Making (ed. 6) 75 Fulmina- i

ting Panes, or '

Franklin's plates
'

as they are also called, are

easily made by coating both sides of a sheet of glass with
tinfoil, to the extent of half of the entire surface, leaving the
margins all round clear glass.
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7. = PANEL sb.i 9.
1582 STANYHURST sEncis i. (Arb.) 34 /Eneas theese picturs

woonderus heeded, And eccliu pane ihroghly with stedfast
phisnoinye marckecl. 1593 XASHK Christ's T. 79 b, False
counterfet panes in walls, to be opened and shut like a
wicket. 4x1625 FI.KTCHER Elder Bro. iv. iv, He had better
have stood between two panes of Wainscot. 1706 PHILLII-S,
Pane, a Square of Glass, Wainscot, etc. ci8$o Ritdim*
Navig. (Weale) 136 Panel, a square or pane of thin board.
8. A rectangular division of some surface; one

of the compartments of a chequered pattern.
Z555 EDEN Decades 198 Diuers shietes weaued of gossam-

pyne cotton of sundry colours, wherof two are rychely
frynged with golde and precious stones, . .and dickered lyke
the panes of a cheste horde. 1724 J. MACKY Journ. thro.
Eng. (N.), One wall .. took up the whole length of a street,
built of pains of this stone about a foot square. 1875 KNIGHT
Diet. Alcch. 1601/2 Panr,. . one square of the pattern in a
plaid or checker-work fabric.

b. Each of the blocks of burr-stone of which
a mill-stone is constructed.

1839 Uitt: Diet. Arts 829 The pieces of buhr-stones are ..

cut into parallelepipeds, called panes, which are bound with
iron hoops into large millstones. 1874 KNKJHI' Diet. Meek,
400/2 The separate blocks which are hooped together to
form a buhr-stone are known as panes.
9. A section or plot of ground more or less

rectangular in shape; spec, in Irrigation, a division
of ground bounded by a feeder and an outlet-drain.
[c 1480 HENRYSON Test. Cress. 427 Quhair is thy garding..

with . . fresshe flouris, quhilk the queue i'loray Had painted

plesandly
in every pane.] 1819 KAINHIHD Agric. (1849) 297

(E. D. DO/Vzwt*, . . a regular division ofsome sortsof husbandry
work, as digging, sawing, etc. Some are saffron-panes, where
saffron has been grown. 1848 W. BARNKS Poems Gloss.
(E. I). D.), Pane, a compartment of tedded grass between
the raked divisions. 1866 E. Anglian N. $ Q. II. 36^ Pane,
..used by cottagers for a garden bed, or any small piece
of ground, having a defined boundary. 1879 WRIGHTSON in
CasselFs Tec/in. Educ. vn. 23 The water trickles down the

'

sides of the ridges, finding its way into gutters between
the elevated

'

panes
'

or '

stetches '.

1 Pane, sb* Obs, [ME, a. OF. paune, pane,
penne, pcne, etc. (Cotgr. panne a skin, fell, or

in med.L. /;/#, penna fur, skin (l)u Cange).
Referred by Diez to L. penna. feather (the sense after

MHG.ftt/ere downy fur or peltry); others take it as a fern.
formation from L. pannus, but here the OF. form penne^
PCne, presents difficulty.]

1. Fur, esp. as used for a lining to a garment;
a fell or skin of ermine, sable, minever, or other
fur).

a 1300 Floriz
<$

1)1. no He lat bringe a cupe of seluere

PANEGYRIC.
2. To fit (a window) with panes.
i?z6 LKONI Attertfs Archil. II. 46/1 The Window must

be grated, tho not paned with scantling talc.

in Housth. Ord. (1790) 120 Item, On New-yeare's day, the
King ought to weare. .his pane of arms; and if his pane bee
5 ermins deepe, a Duke's ought to bee but fower. c 1500
Si. Poem Heraldry 177 in Q. Eliz. Acad., etc. (1869) 100
3hit sum haldis in arinis ij certane tbingis, Nothir metalHs
nor colouris to blasoune, Ermyne and werr, callit panis,
bestly furring, And haldin so without other discripcioune.
1503 Ace. Ld. High Tre.is. .Scot. II. 236 Payit to the
Quenis Maister of Wardrob for ane payn of mynever to
fdl furth the lynyng of the samyn..\]y. iS3oFALSGK. 251/2
Pane of a gray furre,/rtw/^ de grts.
2. A package or bundle of furs containing a

hundred skins: also called MANTLE.
(Hut this may belong to PANE s/>.

1

)

[1423 Kails ofParlt. IV. 136, iii panes de Foynes^chescun

the pane..x Ii., stag the pane.. viii,

Fane (p<
T
'n), sh.'-*> [Cf. F. panne, in same sense,

of uncertain origin.] The pointed or edged end of
a hammer opposite to the face; = PEEN.
1881 Metal ll'orld No. 12. 181 What writer . . has decided

the proper orthography of the top part of a machinist's
hammer ? Some call it the 'pane', some write it *pene',
and some 'peane'. 1883 CKANK Smithy # Forge 20 Some-
times the handle is nearer to the pane or narrow end,
the broad end_ being known as the face. 1902 MARSHALL
Metal Tools vi. 65 An engineer's ball-pane hammer. ..The
1

ball-pane' is the small round knob at the back of the
hammer-head, and is chiefly used for riveting.
Hence Paned a., in comb., having a pane of

a specified kind, as ball-paned^ small-patted.
1901 J. Black's Carp. % Build., Home Handier. 30 Give

|

every alternate tooth [ofa saw] a sharp tap with a. .small-

paned hammer.

t Fane, J'.
1 Obs.

[f. PANE sb?~\ trans. To
border or line with fur. Paned, i-pancd, furred.
c 1330 F-lorice tr Bl. (1857) i3> And a mantel of scarlet

Ipaned al wi^ meniuer.

Fane (p?n), z-.2
[f. PANE sb.i]

1. trans. To make up (a piece of cloth, a gar-
ment) of pieces or strips of different sorts or

colours, joined side by side. Chiefly in pa.pplc.
1504 ll'ilt of Gooiiyer (Somerset Ho.), iij curteynis paned

bluwe & red of stamen. 1509 Burgh Kec. Edinb. (1869) I.

122 That thair baneris of baith the saidis craftis be paynitt
with the imagis figuris and armis of the webstaris. 1552
Inv. C/i. Goods Surrey in Surrey Archseol. (1869) IV. 16
Item one aulter cloth of grene and yelow crewell pained.
1704 Land. Gnz. No. 4033/4 Lost ..,3 Damask Window-
Curtains, pain'd with Orange-colour Shagareen. 1774 Ann.
Reg. 117/2 A rich mantle of purple, paned with while. 1861
H. AINSWORTH Constable of '1'ower (1862) 17 He wore a
doublet and hose of purple velvet, paned and cut.

f3. To panel (a room). Obs.
1728 Brices Weekly Jrnl. 28 June 4 The other [room]

wamscotted and paned with fine Dutch Canvass.
Pane, obs. f. PAIN, PAN ji.i, PONY.
Pan- ecclesiastical, -egoism, etc. : see PAN-.
Fanedijv'ml},///. a. [f.PANK^.'^^.i) + -EI>.]
1. Made of strips of different coloured cloth

joined together, or of cloth cut into strips, between
which ribs or stripes of other material or colour
are inserted.

1555 in Wills Doctors- Com,,:. iCamden) 43 Item, a panedblue hanging for the same use. 1583 in North N Q 1

77 A payr of blew paynd liosse, drawin furthe w' Dewrance!
1607 BEAUM. & FL. Woman-Ilater i. ii, All the swarming
generation Of long stocks, short pain'd hose, and hugestuff d doublets, a 1658 FOHU, etc. H'iMi Edmonton iv. iOh ! my ribs are made ofa payn'd hose, and they break 1821
bcoTT ffigel ii, His paned hose were of black velvet, lined
with purple silk, which garniture appeared at the slashes
^1825 1-oKijY / oc. E. Anglia s.v. Pane, Paned curtains are
made of long and narrow stripes of different patterns or
colours sewed together. [1827 W. GILFORD Ford Introd. 177Paned hose.. were a kind of trunk breeches, formed of
stripes of various coloured cloth, occasionally intermixed
with slips of silk, or velvet, stitched together.)
2. Of a window or door: Having panes of glass.

(Chiefly with qualification.)
1756 MRS. C.M.DEKwoon Jrul. v. (1884) 127 The windows

are all of the small pained kind. 1814 Sportim? Jlfag.AUV. 43 A fox . . took a direction through a glass paned
door. 1888 F. HUME Mad. Midas i. ii, A quaint little

porch and two numerously paned windows on each side

Panee, Paneel, var. PAWNEE, PAXELE.
Panegas, obs. form ofpence, pi. of PENNY.
Panegurie, obs. variant of PAXEGYRY.
t Fa-negyre. Obs. [ad. Gr. vav^yupit PAXE-

GYKI.S : in sense I identified with panegyric]
1. A eulogy: = PANEGYRIC sl>. i.

1603 B. JONSON (title) A panegyre on the happy entrance
of James, our sovereign, to his first high session of Parlia-
ment, a 1618 SVLVKSI KK Mayden's Blush Ded. 4 Instead
of precious Gifts, of soleinne Panegyres : Accept a Heart.
2. A general assembly : = PANEGYRIS I.

'757 STUKEI.EY in Mem. (Surtees) III. 358 Here was in
British times the great panegyre of the Druids, the mid-
summer meeting of all the country round. 1763 Palvo-
graph. Sacra. 8 At public sacrifice, which they called
Panegyres ; a meeting of a side ofa country, a province.

Panegyric (pien/ilsi-rik) sl>. and a. Also 7
paiiegyrike, -gyrique. -giriek, paui-, panne-,
pana-, -gyrick, -girike, -gerickfe, 7-9 pace-
gyriok. [a. y.panigyrique^^i^ in Hatz.-Darm.\
ad. L. panegyric-us public eulogy, orig. adj., a. Gr.

navrjyvpiKus fit for a public assembly or festival, f.

TTavfifvpis PAXEGYKIS.]
A. sl>. 1. A public speech or writing in praise

of some person, thing, or achievement
;
a laudatory

discourse, a formal or elaborate encomium or

eulogy. Const, on, upon, formerly of.

i6o3D.\NiEl. (title} A Panegyrike Congratulatorie delivered
to the Kings most excellent Maiestie. 1620 in Fortesc.
Papers (Camden* 132, I also composed a panagirick of the
immortality of glorie. 1656 IjLOfN r Glossogr., Panegyrick, . .

a licentious_kinde of speaking or oration, in the praise and
commendation of Kings, or other great persons, wherein
some falsities are joyned with many flatteries. 1673 MARVELL
Kelt. Transp. 11.45 The Mountebanks. .decrying all others
with a Panegyrick of their own Balsam. 1697 POTTER
Antiq. Greece iv. viii. (1715) 227 The Company, .were some-
times entertain'd \\ ith a Panegyrick upon the dead Person.
1704 T. BROWN Pleas. Ep. Wks. 1730 I. 109 Write a pane-

gyric upon custard. 1791 Boswiiu. Johnson i. I profess to

write, not his panegyrick .. but his Life. 1836 Johnsoniana
I. 71 Had I meant to make a panegyric on Mr. Johnson's
excellencies. 1879 FHOUDE Cxsnr xxviii. 491 Aiter Cato's
death Cicero published a panegyric upon him.
2. Elaborate praise ; eulogy ; laudation.

1613 R. CAWDHEV Table Alph. (ed. 3), Panigirike, praise.
1702 EVELVN in 1'cpys' Diary (1879) VI. 255 Not doubting
but the rest which follows will be still matter of panegyric.
1762 GOLDSM. Cit. II'. I. Pref. 5 In this season of panegyric,
when scarce an author passes unpraised either by his friends
or himself. 1879 FARHAR St. Paul I. 6 He stands infinitely
above the need of indiscriminate panegjTic.

f3. = PANEGYRIST. Obs.
1600 W. WATSON Dccacordon (16021 13 Father Stanney, a

lesuit Priest, called (of the Panigericks) the lanterne of
England.
B. adj. fl. = PANEGYRICAL i. Obs.

1603 HOLLAND Plutarch Explan. Words, Pnnegyricke,
Feasts, games, faires, marts, ppmpes, shewes, or any :mch
solemnities, performed or exhibited, before the geuerall
assembly of a whole nation.

2. = PANEGYRICAL 2.

a 1631 DONNE Litanie xxiii. Poems (1654) 344 In Pane,
gyrique Allelujaes. 1706 MAULE Hist. Picts in Misc. Scot.
I. 17 The panegyrick author after a sort doth show. 1737POPE Hor. Epist. n. i. 405 I'm not used to panegyrick
strains. 1774 MASON Elegies i. Poems 46 Cautious 1 strike
the panegyric string.

Hence fPaneg-yric v. iiitr., to utter or write
a panegyric ; trans., to praise in an elaborate
oration or eulogium.
1708 DE FOE Review Affairs France IV. Pref., I am not

going about to panegyric upon my own Work. 1732 Gentl.
Instr. (ed. 10) 539 (D.), I had rather be. .lampooned for a
virtue than panegyrick'd fur a vice.



PAWEG-YKICAL.

Panegyrical, a. [f. as prec. + -AL.]
fl. Ofthe nature of a general assembly. Obs.
a 1617 BAVXE Diocesans Tryall (1621) 4 Their ordinary

meeting, as it is, Acts 2. 46, daily, could not be a Panegericall
meeting, a 1679 T. GOODWIN Govt. Ch. Christ iv. vi. Wks.
1865 XI. 231 In the primitive church the persons of the

bishops.. were chosen by all the people, and by panegyrical
meetings.
2. Ofthe nature of a panegyric or eulogy ; publicly

or elaborately expressing praise or commendation
;

eulogistic, encomiastic, laudatory.
1592-3 G. HARVEY Pierce's Super. Wks. (Grosart) II. 326

Toaddresse a plausible discourse, or to garnish a Panegyricall
Oration in her prayse. 1596 NASHE Saffron-ll 'alden Wks.
t Grosart) III. 76. 1616 BUI.LOKAR Eng. Expos., Pane-
Zyricall,. .spoken flatteringly in praise of some great person.
I7S5 J- SHBBBKARB Lydia (1769) I. 405 A dead lord .. is

always to receive honourable interment and a panegyrical
epitaph. 1858 J. H. NK\VMAN Hist. Sk. 11876) II. n. i. 222
The Dukeof Wellington's despatches.. tell us so much more
about him than any panegyrical sketch.

Hence Panegyrically adv., in or by means of

a panegyric; by way of elaborate eulogy.
1680 Religion ofDutch vi. 57 You must also Panegyrically

celebrate the Cantons, .fur their refusal. 1814 W. TAYLOR
in Monthly Re''. 1-XXI1I. 360 Winkelmann. .fell in love
with its sculptured reliquesof antient art, and undertook to
describe them panegyrically.

Panegyricize ;-sai/ , z-. rare. [f. PANECYUIC
sl>. + -IXE.] PANE<;YKIZE v. i.

1787 ANN HILDITCH Rosa de Klonlmorien II. xiv. 68 He
suffered me to panegyricize him in a dedication of a piece.

Panegyris ^panrd^iris, -e-d^iris
1

. [a. Gr.

jravrjyvpis, t. irav- all + dyvpis =
dyopct assembly.]

1. Gr. Antiq. A general assembly ; esp. a festal

assembly in honour of a god. In quots. 1647-79
in allusion to Ileb. xii. 23.

1647 TR.M'P Cotitm. Matt. iii. 12 Amidst a panegyris of

angels, and that glorious ampitheatre. 1679 J. GOODMAN
J'enif, Pard. in. v. 11713) 367 There shall be the glorious

Panegyrisi
the assembly and church of the first-born. 1775

CHANDLER Trav. Asia Minor xl. 143 A panegyris or

general assembly was held there yearly. 1879 C.T. NKWTOS
Art fy Archsol. viii. (iSSoj 330 The Olympic panegyris. .

was still a reality.

f2. = PANEGYRIC A. i. Ofa.

1646 CRASHAW Steps to Temple 23 Their silence speaks
aloud, and is Thy well pronounced panegyris.

Panegyrism (pae'nzdgiriz m). nonce-wd. [f.

PANEGYRIZE + -ISM. Cf. Gr. trafijyvpKTfia, -topus
celebration of a public festival.]* A panegyrizing ;

a composition of panegyrical character.

1894 T. SINCLAIR in Athenaeum. 17 Nov. 677/2 A work
which has been called a panegyrisin.

Panegyrist (pse*zmiirist). [f. next: see -i ST.

Cf. Gr. iTavrjyvpiaTTj^ one who celebrates a public

festival.] One who writes or utters a panegyric ;

one who elaborately praises ; an encomiast.

1605 CAMDEN Rent. (1637) 3 Adde,. these few lines out of
a farre more ancient Panegyri>t. 178* Miss BURNEY Cecilia
ix. iii, The panegyrist of human life ! 1815 W. H. IRELAND
Scribbleomania 25 Panegyrists, Errant Knights ! That
whitewash one as grim'd as Nero, And make him shine
abroad an hero. 1876 FRKEMAN Xorm. Cong. V. .\xiii. 156
The high-flown rhetoric of a panegyrist.

Panegyrize (pae-nKfgfcH'z),*'. [ad. Gr. vav^-
yvptf-ftv to celebrate navTjyvpts or a public festival;

to deliver a panegyric : see -IZE.]
1. trans. To pronounce or write a panegyric or

elaborate eulogy upon ;
to speak or write in praise

of; to eulogize.
1617 COLI.INS Def. Bp. Ely 11. vi. 250 Among so many

Saints, as he Panegyrueth in these Orations. 1791 MAD.
D'ARBLAY Diary 2 June, The friends of (iovernment..

panegyrised him while they wanted his assistance. 1833-6
J. H. NEWMAN Hist. Sk. (1876) I. it. ii. 251 Meanly pane-
gyrizing the government of an usurper.
2. intr. To compose or utter panegyrics.
a 1817 MITFORD cited in WKBSTER (1828!

Hence Pa'negyrized, Pa negyri
also Pa'neg~yri zer.

i8 Valperga II. 239 He w&s an earnest panegyrizer of

republics and democracies. 1852 DAVIES& VAUGHAN Plato's

Republic x. (1868) 341 More anxious to be the panegyrized
than the panegyrist. 1855 DOKAN Hanover Queens I. xi.

4^6 In his panegyrising epitaph on the monarch.

Panegyry (pan/"'-,pane*d/J
iri i pceiudglri). Also

7 pani-, panegery, panegury. [f. Gr. Travrjyvpis

PANEGYKIS, with change of suffix.]
1. Gr. Antiq.

= PANEGYRIS i. Also more

generally, A religious festival.

1641 MILTON Ch. Govt. n. Pref., That the call of wisdom
and virtue may be heard everywhere ;. .not only in pulpits,
but.. at set and solemn paneguries in theatres. 1659 H.
h'KsrKANGK Alliance Div. Off. 136 These dayes [the

Nativity, Kpiphany, Easter, Ascension and Pentecost] were
called. .The Christian Panegyrics, as a note of distinction

from those of lesser account. 1839 Eraser's ^lag. XX. 207
The. .panegyrics or great monthly festivals of the [Egyptian]
gods. 1894 G. RAWUNSON in Lex Mosaica 24 The institu-

tion of panegyrics or
' solemn assemblies '.

f2. PANEGYRIC A. i (if not mispr. in qttots.}
1600 W. WATSON Decacordon (1602) 72 Then would he

[Erasmus]. .sound foorth the Panigenes of their praises.

1636 HEYWOOD in Ann. Dnbrensia (1877) 6q Having the-^e

Panegeries now read over, To thy perpetual! fame.

Paneity (panf'iti). [ad. med.L. *paneitaSj f.

*pane-tis of bread, f. pan-is bread.] The quality
or condition of being bread,

* brcadne^s '.

p
hi

420

a 1687 S. PARKKR Reasons Abrogat. Test (1688) 22 They
could not onely separate the Matter and Form, and Acci-
dents of the Bread from one another, but the Paneity or
I'.readishness it self from them all. 1689 PKIOR Kp. Shephard
66 Romish bakers praise the deity They chipp'd, while yet
in its paneity. 1782 PRIESTLEY Corrupt. Chr. II. vi. 42
Innocent, .acknowledged that. .there did remain a certain

paneity and vmeity.

Panel (pse'nel), -f/'.
1 Forms: 3- panel ;

also

4-6 panell, -e, (5 -yll, -56!!, -ele, pannule,
penelle^, 5-8 pannal, 6 -ale, 6-7 -all, 6-S -ell,

6-9 -el, (7 -elle, -iell). [ME. a. OF. panel piece
of cloth, saddle-cushion, piece (of anything), etc.,

mod. ,panneau=-\\..panneilo, med. L. pannellus^
dim. ofpanmts cloth : see PAXK sbl (several senses

of which are found also underpanels. OF. had also

fanele f., piece, etc.. which in ME. would run

together with /aw/.]
I. A piece of clolh, and connected uses.

1. A piece of cloth placed under the saddle to

protect the horse's back from being galled (obs.} ;

now. the pad or stuffed lining of a saddle employed
for this

purpose.
a 1300 Cursor I\f. 14982 Eroght Jjai nober on hir bak Na

sadel ne panel, c 1400 I'waine fy Gau\ 473 Luke thou fil

wele thi panele, And in thi sadel set the wele. 1483 Cnt/i.

Augl. 267/2 A Panelle of a sadelle, panellus^ sitbsellittin.

1497 Xaval Ace. Hen. I'll (1896) 117 Cartsadell without
an dl. 1607 MAKKHAM Caval. vi. (1617) 56 The pannells of
is Saddle shall be made of strong Hnnen cloath. 1724 Die

FOE Mem. Cavalier (1840) 74, I cut a hole in the pannel of
the saddle. 1835 EticycL Brit. (ed. 7) XI. 621 Hunting
saddles should have their pannels well beaten and brushed
to prevent sore backs.

2. A kind of saddle : generally applied to a rough
treeless pad ; but formerly sometimes to an ass's

wooden saddle.

(1390-1 Earl Derby s Exped. (Camden) 46 Pro iij panellis
nouis pro cursore domino, xxs. pr.] 1530 PAI.SGR. 251/2
Paimell torydeon, l>atz,pan>ic<n<. 1573 '] 'USSEK Ihtsb. (1878)

36 A panel and wantey, packsaddle and ped. 1591 PKRCIVALL
.S/. Diet.) Acitdra de Silla, the pannell or the saddle tree,

Stragitlntii lignenm. 1597 BP. HALL Sat. \\. ii. 26 So rides

he mounted on the market-day, Upon a straw-sturTt pannel
all the way. 1617 MOKYSON /////. i. 215 Our Asses had
pannels in stead of saddles . . and ropes laid crosse the

pannels, and knotted at the ends in stead of stirrups. 1742
JARVIS Quix. i. iv. xliii. (1885) 243 Sancho Pan /a, stretched
on his ass's pannel and buried in sleep. 1869 E. A. PARKES
Pract. Hygiene (ed. 3) 419 Weight of Horse Appointments
. .51(1 Dragoon Guards i Pair pannels 5 Ib. 4^ ox.

f 3. In more general sense : A small piece of

anything. Obs.

(Common in OF. but of doubtful existence in Kng.)
1628 COKE On I.itt. ii. ii. 234. 158 b, A Pane is a part,

and a Pannel a little part.

II. A small piece or slip of parchment, and
related legal uses.

4. A slip or roll of parchment, esp. the slip on
which the sheriff entered the names of jurors an 1

which he affixed to the writ.

[c 1307 Writ to SheriffofSomerset Chancery File, New Ser.

i dorso, Responsum istius breuis est in Panello huic annexe.]
c 1440 Promp. Pat-'. 381/1 Panele, pagella, panellns.
1562 Act 5 Eliz. c. 22 i Vnlesse such person or persons so

making any pelts, or buying such skinnes, ..conuert the
same into semits, pannels, or other their owne necessary
vses. 1628 COKE On Lift. \\, ii. 234, 158!}, A Jury is said
to be im-pannelled when the Sheriff hath entred their names
into the Pannel, or little piece of Parchment, in Pannello
assisae. 1670 BLOUNT Law Diet., Panel, a Schedule or

Page; as a Panel of Parchment, or a Counterpane of an
Indenture: But it is used more particularly fora Schedule
or Roll containing the names of such Jurors, as the Sheriff

returns, to pass upon any Trial. 1752 J. LOUTHIAN Form of
Process Sc, (ed. 2) 202 Which Panel must be in Parchment,
intitled, The County ss. Nomina J/tr. ad Triand. inter
Dominant Regei t et- Prisonar. ad Karram. Ibid. t

The Panel must have Margin-room, to mark their Appear-
ances and Challenges. 1768 BLACKSTOSE Cotnin. 111. 353
He returns the names of the jurors in a panel (a little pane,
or oblong piece of parchment) annexed to the writ. 1875
STUBBS Const. H. III. xx. 408 Under the name of *pannel

'

the sheriff's return had been endorsed on or sewed to the writ.

5. A list of jurymen, the jury itself.

[1292 BRITTOM i. xxii. 10 Pur uns remuer hors des panels
et autres mettre. 1314-15 Rolls ofParU. I. 333/2 Ipsi panel-
lum debitum de probis & legalibus hominibus retornarunt.J

1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. in. 315 Ne put hem in panel To don
hem pli^te here treuthe. 1444 Rolls of Parlt. V. 127/1 The
Coronours. .have power to make the arrayof the enquestor
panell for the triell of the same ofTencers. 1543-4 Act 35 Hen.
/'///, c. 6 6 Persons so.. impanelled, .shalbe added to the

former panell. 1682 Enq. Elect. Sheriffs 24 The Pannel that

brought in an Ignoramus upon the Hill against the Earl of

Shaftsbury. 1730 FIELDING Rape upon Rape \\. i, I think
half of that pannel are bailiff's followers. 1827 HALI.AM
Const. Hist. (1876) II. xii. 458 The sheriffs, .had taken care
to return a panel in whom they could confide. 1862 BURTON
Bk. ffunter (1863) 136 A panel means twelve perplexed
agriculturists, who. .are starved till they are of one mind.

b. transf. A list of men, or (quot. 1575 1 of beasts.

1575 LANEHAM Let, (1871) 16 A great sort of bandogs
whear thear tyed in the vtter Coourt, and thyrteen bear/ in

the inner. Whoosoeuer made the pannell, thear wear inoow
for a Queast, and one for challenge, and need wear. 1716
M. DAVIKS A then. Brit. II. 242 If the following. .Pannel be

label I'd to the former Catalogue of that most August As-

sembly. 1888 Standing Orders Ho. Comni. (1897) 49. 13
The Committee of Selection shall nominate a Chairmen's
Panel to consist of not less than Four nor more than Six
Members, .the Chairmen's Panel shall appoint from among
themselves the Chairman of each Standing Committee.

PANEL.
6. Scots Law. In the phrase on or upon the

panel = upon (his, one's) trial. Also, in later use,
in the panely etc.

The original sense tfpanel here is conjectural. It seems
most probable that (on the analogy of sense 4) it meant a
slip of parchment, containing the indictment, or the name or
names of the persons indicted. To be on the panel would
thus be to be iniiicted, and so on one's trial. It would also
be easy to use the term elHptically for the name or names,
and so, the person or persons, on the panel, as in b, where
note that the word is collective. In later times,

'

the panel
'

has been sometimes understood as a place, viz. 'the bar of
the court

'

(so Jamieson), or the dock. Cf. the phrases in the

Panelt
to put or bring into the panel, to enter the Panel.

1557 Books of Adjoiirnal iHigh Court of Justic.) 8 Apr.,
The person is upone the pannell askit instrument is. 1560
HOLLAND Crt. Venus 111. 128 Thay callit the criminal!, With
ane twmesclieith set him on the Pannall. 1582 Reg. Privy
Council Scot. Ser. i. III. 502 Few complenaris hes offerit

thame to persew the personis enter it on pannell. 1660 DKJK-
sox Exp. Job x. Writ. 1845 I. 5 God has put the man on the

pannel, and is entered in a contest, and will condemn us.

? A 1700 in Kirktons Hist. Ch. Scot. (1817) 384 Mr. James
Mitchel was upon the pannell at the criminal court for

shutting at the Archbishop of St Andrews. 1714 THOMSON
in Cloud of Witnesses (1730) 134, I was brought and set in

the Pannel, with the Murderers, and they read over my
Indictment. 1752 J. LOUIHIAN Form of Process (ed. 2} 16
The Day of Compt-nrance being come, the Prisoner is sent

for, and enters the Pannal (from this the Prisoner is called

Pannel).

b. The person or persons indicted, the accused.

^The pi. form in quot. 1801 is a
'

foreigner's' error.)
1555 l)ks. of Ailjournal 7 Dec., The pannell protestit for

the panis conteiut in the actis of parliament. 1562 Ibid.

13 May, Imrandi as secund pannale, the laird of Wester
Ogill, etc. 1695 Ibid. 18 Nov., Ordains that for hereafter
the pannalls advocate in all their wryten debates title the
defenders by the name of pannall, as has bein always in use
before the Justice Court, and not by the name of defender.

1708 J. CHAMBERLAYNB St, Gt. Brit, n. u. vi. (1757) 386, 15. .

are chosen to be the Assize upon the Pannal (or Prisoner at the
liar*. 1795 Scots Mag. LVII. 479/1 He saw no marks of

insanity about the pannel, who always behaved with great
propriety. 1801 Sporting' 3lag. XVII. 30 Mr. Clark, Counsel
for the pannels, made no objection. 1883 KDKRSHEIM Life
Jesits (ed. 6} II. 169 On the assumption of their being the

judges, and He the panel.
III. A distinct piece or portion of some surface,

etc., usually contained in a frame or border.
'This appears to be the underlying idea in this group, but

the arrangement is tentative and provisional.)

1 7. The general sense of '

compartment
'

or
'

sec-

tion.' appears to be exemplified in the following:
c 1440 yaccb"s M 'ell 273 pis ground ofequyte is ij. panellys.

In be to panel equyte acordyth resoun wyth wyll, and be
ober panel equite acordyth wyll wyth resoun. Eyther of

bise ij. panys is iiij. fote brode.

8. A section or compartmtnt of a' fence or

railing ;
a hurdle. C'f. PANE j//.

1
3.

1489 CAXTON Faytes of A. n. xxiv, In the said forest . . to
be made palebordes called penelles. Ibid. II. xxx, To make
fyue penellys of palysses to be sette vp. 1530 PALSGK. 251 2

Panell of a wall, pan de itinr. 1658 KVELVN Er, Card.

(16751 J 38 A reed-hedge handsomely bound in pannels. 1882

Card. Chron. XVII. 809/2 Each panel is composed of
three vertical parallel posts, two longitudinal rails.. and two
boards attached to the posts between the rails. 1890
' R. BoLDREwoon *

Col. Reformer (1891) 226 A panel of

fencing is not quite nine feet in length.

9. A distinct compartment of a wainscot, door,

shutter, side of a carriage, etc., consisting usually
of a thinner piece of board or other material, nor-

mally rectangular, set in the general framework.
1600 SHAKS. A. Y. L. in, iii. 89 This fellow wil but ioyne

you together, as they ioyne Wainscot, then one of you wil

proue a shrunk e pannell, and like greeue timber, warpe,
warpe. 1688 K. HOI.MU Armoury ill. 100/1 Pannell, -little

cleft Hoards, about 2 foot high, and 16 or 20 inches broad, of
these Wainscot is made. 1703 MOXON Mech. Exerc. 109
Bevil away the outer edges of the Pannels. 1784 COWPER
Task I. 282 Rural carvers ..with knives deface The pan-
nels. 1825 COBBETT Kur. Rides 411 A stage-coach came
up to the door, with ' Bath and London '

upon its panels.
i 1850 Rudim. Navig. (Weale) 136 Paue/^ a square or pane
of thin board, framed in a thicker one called a stile. . . Such
are the partitions by which the officers' cabins are formed.

1866 (i-:o. ELIOT J'\ Holt xxxviii, She had ..seen herself

. . in the crystal panel that reflected a long drawing-room.

1874 KNIGHT Diet. Meeh. 720/2 A panel wider than its

height is a lying-Panel. ..If its height be greater than its

width, a standingpanel.
b. In architecture and other constructive arts:

A compartment of a surface either sunk below or

raised above the general level, and set in a mould-

ing or other border, as in a frame, sometimes of

different colour or material.

1693 TIGON (titIf) A New Book of Drawings, containing
Several Sortes of Iron Worke as Gates, ., Staircases, Pan*

nelles, etc. 1715 LF.ONI Palladia's Arc/lit. (1742) II. 27 A
large pannel occupying the whole Architrave and Frize to

place the Inscription upon. 1842 76 GUILT Archit. (ed. 7)

960 The tower of St. Peter Mancrot't, at Norwich, is a good
specimen of flint building with stone panels. 1874 MICKLE-
THWAITE Alod. far. Churches 214, I can see no reason why
the panels should not be formed of some of the concretes

which we are now able to procure.

c. Bookbinding. \a) A compartment of the

external cover of a book enclosed in a border or

frame. () Also, the space between the raised

bands on the back of a book.

1875 Urcs Diet. Arts (ed. 7) I. 425 'Raised bands' are

formed of strips of pasteboard or parchment at regular
intervals across the back of the book, leaving a space termed
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'panels' between them. 1880 ZAKHNSHORF Bookbinding
129 Panel mitred in gold, with title and small corners. ..

Small tail panel with date. 1903 Studio Aug. 175 A solid

leather outer binding with an inlaid, .panel in the centre to

contain coats-of-arms. .amid a framework of gold tooling.

d. A piece of stuff of different kind or colour,
laid or inserted lengthwise in the skirt of a woman's
dress

; also, the portion of the original material

enclosed between two such pieces. ($} A panel-

shaped piece of embroidery or applique work for

insertion in any drapery.
1889 John Bull -2 Mar. 149/3 The skirt, of grey silk, had

broad panels of dark grey velvet, on which a design of
feathers was embroidered in silver. 1899 W. G. P. TOWNSKSD
Embroidery iv. 43 Design for an applique panel, . .Worked
in the Windermere linens, in blues and green. /bid.

t Design
for,. a long panel for the back of a settee. 1903 ]Ve$tm,
Citiz, 19 Feb. 4/2 On the skirt these [flatly stitched inverted
box pleats] are set about five or six inches apart, except
in the front, where a wider space is left to give a panel
effect a space amounting to about twelve inches.

e. fig. Something resembling a panel in shape
and relation to the surrounding space.
1902 A. E. W. MASON Four Feathers xviii. 174 Through

the open window the moon threw a broad panel of silver

light upon the floor of the room.

10. f a. A window-pane. Obs. b. A compart-
ment in a stained glass window, containing a

separate subject.

1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl. s. v., Hence also Panels, or panes
of glass, are compartiments or pieces of glass of various

forms, square, hexagonal, etc. 1873-5 JAS. FOWLER in Yks,
Arch. Jml, III. 199 The arrangement is a succession of

panels, each containing a subject. 1891 J. T. FOVVI.F.R Ibid,

XI. 499 This panel certainly does not belong to the window.
11. Coal-mining, a. A piece of coal left uncut

in a mine. b. A compartment or division of

a mine separated from the rest by thick masses or

ribs of coal.

1747 HOOSON Miner's Diet., Pannell, a small Piece of
Wholes that is left uncut, either to support some Weight
from falling, or else .. left, because it is . . not worth the

cutting. Ibid. K iij, Huttrilt [is] any hard Pannel in a Vein
or Pipe.. bound up and cronild by mixt Stuff", as Chirts,
hard Tufts, Caukes, or Kevills. 1847 E - CRESY Encycl.
Civ. Eng. I. 695 Panel work . . is performed by dividing the
entire mine into

panels, separated by walls of coal from 40
to 50 yards in thickness. 1882 R. L. GALLOWAY Hist. Coal
Mining xv. 149 It occurred to Mr. Buddie [ciSio] that a

great improvement . . might be effected by dividing a colliery,
in the course of the first working, into districts, or panels,
surrounded on all sides by barriers of solid coal.

12. Gardening. A compartment of some design
in carpet-bedding.
1805 REPTON Landscape Card. 185 The pannel .. may be

removed in winter. 1892 Card. Chron. 27 Aug. 243/3 These
need frequent thinning out and clipping into shape, so as
to confine each colour to its own panel or boundary-line, so
as to properly define and preserve the character of the several

designs.
13. A compartment or division of a pavement.
1893 Daily News 21 Sept. 5/3 A 'panel' of karri wood

has been laid opposite the West Strand Post Office, where
the wear and tear is exceedingly heavy.
IV. A thin board, etc., such as might form a

panel in sense 9.

14. A thin wooden board used as a surface for

oil painting ; also, a painting on such a board.

1709 PRIOR Protogenes <y Afalles 59 He [Apelles] gave the
Pannel to the Maid. 1765 H. WALPOLE Otranto ii. (1798)

32, I am not in love with a coloured panel. 1821 CRAIG
Led. Drawing 11. 117 It was the custom of the first practi-
tioners in this process, to cover the pannels of their pictures
with grounds of thin plaster. 1859 CrOLUCX 8; TIMBS Paint..

217 For small cabinet pictures, panels of well-seasoned ma-
hogany are prepared. 1875 FOKTNUM Majolica, lii. 26 Were
they even painted in oil on panel.

b. A large size of photograph, of a height much
greater than its width. Chiefly attrib.

1888 Lndy 25 Oct. 374/3 Some of the most delightful panel
screens for photographs I ever set eyes on. /&'</., The two-
fold screens with, .sufficient space for p.'tnel portraits. 1891
Pall Mall G. 14 May 6/1 The panel photo is. .as much part
of the ceremony of presentation as, in the courtly times of
Sir Joshua Reynolds, a few sittings at his studio in Leicester-

square were part of the business of a fashionable marriage.
15. A board used by a baker, tailor, etc.

1612 in Naworth Househ. Bks. (Surtees) 42 A pannell for

the baker. 1658 J. JONES tr. Ovid's Ibis 120 Dominus
Mechanick that leaps from the pannel to the pulpit.

V. Unclassed senses.
'

16. (See qnot.)
1853 STOCQUELER Alilit. Encycl., Pannels^ in artillery, are

the carriages which carry mortars and their beds upon a
inarch.

17. Mining. (See quot.)
1858 SIMMONDS Diet. Trade, Panel

t
. . in mining, a heap of

ore dressed and ready for sale. 1881 RAYMOND Mining
Gloss.

,
Panel, i. A heap of dressed ore.

18. (See quot.)
1894 Northwnbld. Gloss., Panels, the several strata com-

posing a bed of stratified rock : chiefly used with reference
to the bands of a limestone, as ' Blue limestone with strong
panels '.

19. (See quot.) (A rendering of Fr. panneait,

perh. never actually in Eng. use : cf. PANE sb.l 5.)

1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl. s. v., Pannel in masonry, denotes
one of the faces of a hewn stone.

VI. 20. attrib. and Comb,, as panel-cupboard^

-Itdge^ -maker, -opener, -painting, -picture, -sleeve,

-van; panel- backed, -bodied, -lined wfys. ; panel-dea
VOL. VII.

= panel-house ; panel-furring, a furring to which
the external panels of a railway-carriage are

fastened ; panel-game, stealing in a panel-house
(Cent. Diet, 1890); panel-house, a brothel in

which the walls have sliding partels for the pur-

pose of robbery; panel-plane, 'a long stocked

plane having a handle or toat
*

(Knight Diet.

Meek. 1875); panel-planer, (a) a machine for

thinning the edges of panels so as to fit into the

grooves in the stiles ; () =^ panel-raiser ; panel-
raiser, a machine for forming a raised panel on
a board by working away the surrounding surface ;

panel-strip, a strip of wood or metal to cover the

joint between a post and a panel or between two

panels in a railway-carriage ; panel-thief, a thief

in a panel-house ;
so panel-thieving sb.

; panel-
truss, a truss having timbers or bars arranged in

rectangular divisions diagonally braced
; panel-

wheel, a wheel which cuts a groove with a flat

bottom and sloping or bevelled sides. See also

PANEL-WORK.
'835 Court Mag. VI. 10/2 Mark the perfectly self-com-

placent air with which he sits in his quiet *pannel-bodied
Tilbury. 1895 CLIVE HOLLAND Jap. H'ifo (ed. n) 63 She
goes to a 'panel cupboard, where we keep our . . English
biscuits. 1860 BARTLF.TT Diet. A trier, (ed. $),* Panel-house,
or *

Panel-den, a house of prostitution and theft combined.

1901 Academy 5 Oct. 293/2 On the *panel-ledge stands an
unframed sketch. 1591 PKRCIVAI.L Sp. Diet., Albardero,
a "pannell maker, Clitellarhfs. 1896 Westin. Gaz. 24 Oct.

4/1 [A] collection of burglar's tools, including a fine brace
and centre-bit, and a '

patent *panel-opener ', shaped much
like the common or domestic tin-opener, but on a larger scale.

1890 W. J. GORDON Foundry 157 Trucks do not want up-
holstering or glazing or *panel-painting, 1880 LITTI.EDALE
Plain Reas. vii. 16 We should disprove the genuineness of
a *panel picture declared to be four hundred years old, if we
showed it to be painted on mahogany. 1873 J. RICHARDS
Wood-working Factories 182 To these standard planes may
be added a *

panel, plough, and right and left rebate planes.

1875 KNIGHT Diet. Afec/i. 1602/1 A double-bead ^panel-
raiser, working upon two edges of the board at once. 1812-16

J. SMITH Panorama Sc, <V Art I. 106 The *pannel-saw. .is

used for cutting very thin boards in any direction which

may be required. 1825 J. NICHOLSON Operat, Mechanic
584 The panel-saw, either for cross-cutting, or cutting very
thin boards longitudinally. 1884 Daily News 27 Oct. 2/1
The sleeves are of a different material from the other por-
tions. . .The brocade of which these long *panel sleeves are

..made deserves description. 1860 BARTLETT Diet. Ainer.
(ed. 3),

*:

Panel-thief, a thief, who . . enters the room by a secret

opening, and abstracts [the victim's] money, watch, etc. 1868
M. H. SMITH Sunshine $ Shad. N. York 306 She was one
of the most notorious panel-thieves in New York. 1707-12
MORTIMER Hnsb. (1721) II. 202 Those Walls which are
built *Pannel-wise, with square Pillars at equal distance, ..

look much handsomer.

t Fa'iiel, sb? Obs. [Origin obscure : treated

by some as a sense of prec.] The fundament or

lower part of the alimentary canal of a hawk.
c 1375 Perf.Bk. Kepinge Sparhaivkes (1886) 7 Meates Wh

endew sonest and maketh the hardest panell are best. Ibid.

26 Tokens of Wormes. Strayning sodaynly on the fyste, . .

champphige w' her beake, ofTeringe her beake ofte to the

panell, mutes smotty [etc.]. 1611 COTGK., Bretyeul^ the

parts, or feathers, about a hawkes fundament, called by our
Faulconet s the brayle in a short-wingd, and the pannell in

a long-win^d, hauke. 1678 PHILLIPS (ed. 4), Pannel, in

Faulconry, is the Pipe next to the Fundament of the Ha\\k,
there she digesteth her meat from her body.

Panel (pre-nel), v.
[f.

PANEL j.l]
I. 1. trans. To empanel (a jury).

1451 Paston Lett. I. 208 The SherefTwille panell gentylmen
to aquyte the Lorde, and jowroures to a quyte his men. 1530
PALSGR. 652/1, I panell a quest of men after the lawes of

Englande. 1599 MASSINGKR, etc. Old Law v. i, The jury's

panell 'd, and the verdict given Ere he appears.

II. 2. Sc. Law. To bring to trial ; to indict.

1576 Reg. Privy Council Scot. Ser. i. II. 567 That the

cuntre men arreistit. .may. .certanelie knawatquhat day to

be pannellit. 1660 DICKSON Serin. Isa. xli. 14-15 Writ.

1845 1. 138 Thou art a rotten hypocrite, thou hast never pan-
nelled thyself before God's tribunal for sin. 1721 WODROW
Ch. Hist. in. viii. (1830) IV. 124 Some country women were

pannelled for being helpful to the wife of one of the persons
alleged to have been concerned. 1814 SCOTT Wav. Ixvi, He
. . was soon to be panelled for his life.

III. f3. To furnish (a saddle) with a panel
or pad. Obs. rare.

1508 Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scot. IV. 135 For grathing of
foure sadilles, new pannalit.

4. To put a panel on (a beast, esp. a mule or

ass) ;
to saddle with a panel.

1530 PALSGR. 652/1 Panell my horse, I wyll ryde to market.

1742 JARVIS Qnix. \. iv. xlvii. (1885) 257 They ordered him
to saddle Rozinante and pannel the ass. 1881 DUFFIELD
Don Quix. I. 144 Don Quixote, .ordered Sancho to saddle
and pannel at once.

IV. 5. To fit or furnish (a room, wall,, etc.)

with panels ;
to adorn with panels.

1633 \Vilmslov3 Churcfiw. Ace. in Earwaker East Cheshire

(1877) I. 108 Paid for pannelling the churche in the toppe.

17. . PENNANT (T.), A very handsome bridge, the battlements

neatly pannelled with stone. 1823 P. NICHOLSON Pract.
Build. 192 Where the principal stairs were constructed of

wood, it was customary to panel the soffit. 1890 W. J.

GORDON Foundry 73 We look into the saloon, which the

cabinetmakers are panelling with satin-wood.

6. To fit or place as a panel in its frame.

1832 I.VTTON Eugene A. i. v, A few old pictures were

i panelled in the open wainscot. 1858 Wliat will he do ?

i. vi, Panelled in wood that bad once been painted blue.

7. To ornament (a skirt or piece of drapery) with
a panel or panels : see PANEL j^.l 9 d.

1901 ll'cstm. Gaz. n July 3/1 A lace flounce might border
a skirt of net, or . . the lace might panel a skirt of net.

8. Telegr. To arrange (wires) in parallels.
1890 in Cent. Diet.

Panel, dial, form of PARXEL.

t Panele. Obs. Also 6-7 panell, pannel, 7-8
penele, 8 paneel, panial. [a. Sp. panela ; cf. Ger.

panelle] Brown unpurified sugar from the Antilles.

1562 BUI.LEYN Bk. Simples 72 Although Suger can not bee

simply made, from the panell, or sande whiche cometh from
the Cane. 1592 in Acts Privy Council N. S. XXII. 465,

9 chests of sugar muscovathes.. 10 chests of sugar pannels.
1657 R. LIGOS Barbadoes (1673) 91 They make Peneles, a
kind of Sugar somewhat inferiour to the Muscavado. 171*
tr. Pouiet's Hist. Drugs I. 56 A Sort of duski^h, pale-grey
Sugar called Paneels. 1740 Hist. Jamaica 229 Muscovadoes
and Panial Sugar, 6s. per Hundred. 1774 Ann. Rrg. 215/1
Molasses, syrups, paneles, ..from the British plantations.

Paneless (ponies), a.
[f.

PANE J&I + -LESS.]
Of a window : Having no panes, lacking panes.

1763 SHENSTONE Economy in. in The shifts enormous
that in vain he forms To patch his paneless window. 1886
W. J. TUCKER E. Europe 220 To keep out the cold by-

fastening our towels securely across the paneless window.

Fanellation (psenel^-Jan). [n. of action f.

med. ^Anglo-) L. pannelldre, f. pannellus PANEL
sbl 4, 5.] The empanelling of a jury.
a 1695 WOOD Hist. Uniz'.O.rf. '1796) II. 9 They in the said

pannellation did put Rich. Wotton . . and other privileged

persons, which were not wont anciently to be impannelled.
1848 in WHAKTON Lain Lex. -,

Panelled, paneled [pse'neld), ///. a. [f.

PANEL v. + -ED.]
1. Sc. Law. Brought to the bar, put on trial.

1636 W. SCOT Apol. Aferr.(i84<!>) 153 Many were unknown
to the pannelled.
2. Fitted or made with panels ;

divided into

panels or decorative compartments.
1760-72 H. IfRooKF. Fool ofQual. (1809) IV. 123 A fold-

ing door of pannelled looking-glass. 1819 SHKLI.KY Lett, Pr.

Wks. 1888 II. 285 Within this arch are two panelled alto

relievos. 1902 HESANT J'ive Yrs.' Tryst 95 The dark panelled
old room that they called Oliver Cromwell's Library.

Panelling, paneling (parneliij). [f. PANEL
Sb. + -ING 1.]

1. Wood or other material made into panels,

panels collectively, panel-work.
1824 SCOTT Rcdganntlet ch.v, The very old wainscot which

composed the floor and the panelling of the room. 1851
LAYARD Pop. Ace. Discov. Nineveh xiii. 343 This alabaster,
cut into slabs, served as a kind of panelling to the walls of

sun-dried bricks. 1875 W. S. HAYWARD Love agst. World 1

The oak paneling, of a sombre but rich brown.

2. Mining. t,See PANEL j/>.i 1 1.)

1900 Daily News 26 Nov. 2/1 Ground .. opened out and
drained preparatory for panelling.

Pa-nel-work.
1. \Vork in wood, stone, etc., consisting of or

containing panels; esp. panelled woodwork.
1874 PARKER Gothic Archil. \. vi. 195 The windows fre-

quently appear to be only openings in the panel-work. 1886
WILLIS & CLARK Cambridge II. 510 The spaces between
the windows . . are decorated with panelwork.
2. The working of a mine by division into panels.
1847 E. CRESY Encycl. Civ. Eng. I. 695 Panel work was

introduced, fifty years ago. [See PANKL $/>,lji.] 1882

GALLOWAY Hist. Coal Mining xv, 149 Panel-work, .was first

introduced [at Wall send] in the year 1810.

So Panel-working
1

.

1883 GKESLEY Gloss. Coal-mining^ Panel-working,
a system

of working coal seams, .in the North of England.

Panemye : seePAYNiMY Obs. Panence, obs.

f. PENANCE. Paner, -ere, obs. ff. PANNIER.

Panes, obs. {.pence, pi. of PENNY.
Panentheism, Pan-eulogism : see PAN- 2.

Paneter,-tre,-trie, obs. ff. PANTERj&i, PANTRY.

Panewes, -;es, obs. ff. pennies, pi. of PENNY.
Pa nfish. U. S. [f. PAN sb + FISH j.i]
1. A fish suitable for frying whole in a pan.
1890 in Cent. Diet. 1894 Outing (U. S.) XXIII. 403/2

The cat-fish, also a good pan-fish. 1899 B. W. GREEN Vir-

ginia H ord-bk.

2. A name for the king-crab (Limu!us} t
from its

supposed resemblance to a saucepan. (Cent. Diet.}

Panful Cpae-nful). [f. PAN *M + -FUL.] The

quantity that fills a pan.
1874 RAYMOND Statist. Mines $ Mining 319, I preferred

to calculate upon the result of 40 panfuls worked by rocker.

1887 I. R. Lady's Ranche Life Montana 167, I often used
to take a panful of salt, and get the whole band round me.

1804 Outing (U.S.) XXIII. 356/2 A panful of water.

Pang" (pasrj), sb. Also 6-7 pangue.
]

sb. and vb., are known only after 1500, the vb.

being exemplified first (which may be accidental).

Origin uncertain.
It has been suggested that pang sb. was a phonetically-

lightened variant of an earlier P>'ang (cf. speech, OE. sprxct

where however three consonants came together), and thus

identical with a word occurring twice aspronge a 1450, and
once as prange c 1530, app. in the same sense as pang; see

below. These have naturally been viewed as fig. uses of

PRONG s6.
t a stabbing or piercing point ; the difficulty is that

this has not been found in the literal sense till much later

(1567), and is not frequent before 1600.



PANG.

1447 BOKENHAM Seyntys (Ro.\b.) 151 As thow the prongys
of deth dede streyn Here hert root, a 1450 Cov. Myst.
(Shaks. Soc.) 287 These prongys myn herte asondyr thei do
rende. c 1530 Crt. of Love 1150 The prange of loue so

btraineth them to crie.]

1. A brief keen spasm of pain which appears

suddenly to pierce or shoot through the body or

any part of it ; a shooting pain.
In i6thc. chiefly in

'

pangs of death'; also
* of childbirth '.

1526 Pilgr. Perf. tW. de W. 1531) 242 b, In the pnnge &
distresse of deth. 1530 PALSGR. 251/2 Panges of detbe, les

traicts de mort. a 1548 HALL Chron., Edit*. II' 250 The
pangues and fittes of his slckenes. c 15816 C'TKSS PEMBROKE
Ps. XLVIII. ii, The wife, whose wofull care The panges of

child bed fmdes. 1601 F. GODWIN* Bfs. ofEng. 338 This man
being very olde, died in a pang. 1603 SHAKS. Meas.for M.
in. i. 80 The poore Beetle that we treade vpon In corporall

sufferance, finds a pang as great, As when a Giant dies.

1609 liiBLE (Douay) 2 Kings xxil, 5 The pangues of death
have compassed me. i6u KIBLK Isn. xxvi. 17 Like as a
woman with childe. .is in paine, and cryeth out in her pangs.

1709 STEEI.E TatUrHo. 27 F 2 The Man in the Pangs of the

Stone, Gout, or any acute Distemper. 1833 HT. MARTISEAU
Cinnamon % Pearls vii. 118 The pang which shot through
her yesterday. 1851. CARPENTER Man. rhys. (ed. 2) 288
The attempt to allay the pangs of hunger by filling the

stomach with non-nutritious substances.

2. jig. A sudden sharp mental pain or feeling
of intense mental anguish.
i57oDEE.l/rtrrV/. Pref.i, I am in no little pang ofperplexitie,

1590 SPENSER F. Q. n. i. 48 The bitter pangs that doth your
heart infest. 1601 SHAKS. Twel. N. n. iv. 94 Say that some
Lady.. Hath for your lone as great a pang of heart As you
haue for Uliuia. 1687 DRYDEN Hind fy P. in. 287 O sharp
convulsive pangs of agonizing pride ! 1749 SMOLLETT Regi-
cide i. iii, Keen are the pangs Of hapless love. 1808 SCOTT
Mann. in. xiii, High mit^Is, of native pride or force, Most
deeply feel thy pangs, Remorse ! 1877 BLACK Green Past.
xxxviii. (1878) 303 Cheerfully and without a pang sacrifice

the dollars you have paid.

f3. A sudden access of keen feeling or emotion
of any kind; a sudden transitory fit. Obs.

154* UDALL Erasm. Appph. ii7b, This pangue or guierie
of love dooeth especially . . invade & possesse suche persones.
1548 UDALL, etc. Erasm. Par. Luke iv. 54 There bee in

vs certayne affeccionate pangues of nature, whlche we are
not aide to cast awaye from vs. 1565 JEWEL Def. Apol.
Wks. (Parker Soc.) III. 392 O, what a merry pang was
this, M. Harding ! 1642 ROGERS Naaman 6 Only to amuse
their minds, and stirre up pangs of affection. 1643 TRAPP
Cotnm, Gen. xix. 32 [He] does that in a drunken pang. 1693
Humours Town 138 Among their Fits of Devotion they
shall have such Amorous Pangs for Heav'n, that one
wou'd think [etc.], 171694 TII.LOTSOS Serm. (1743) VIII.

3417 Galen . . when he had anatomized man's body, and care-

fully surveyed the frame of it. .fell into a pang of devotion
and wrote a hymn to his Creator.

Fang pa.-rj),
a. Sc. [cf. PANG r.2] Packed

tight, stuffed, crammed. Also pang-full.
ci$6o A. SCOTT Poems (S. T. S.) ii. 178 Thair avairis fyld

vp all the feild, Thay wer so fow and pang With drafe.

1807 R.I:ICKBIK Wayside Cottager no (K.U.D.) The bench
is nll'd, the house is pang. 1895 CROCKETT Men of Moss
Hags 367 A rude man, and pang full of oaths.

b. Tight, compactly framed.
1813 HOGG Queens M'ake (1871) 27 Sae pang was our

pearily prow Quhan we cudna speil the brow of the wavis
We needilit them through below.

Pang (pserj), vl Now rare. [See PANG s&.]
trans. To afflict with pangs ; to pierce or penetrate
with acute physical or mental pain. Also absol.
c 1501 Joseph Aritn. (E. E. T. S.) 47/323 His chylde in the

pestylence was in leopardy, And sore panged, a 15*9
SKELTON P. Sfiarotue 44 What heuynesse dyd me pange.
a 1548 HALL C/tro/t., Hen. I'll 3 b, By the tormentyng. .of
which sicknes, men were so . . peynfully pangued. 1598
FLORIO, Accorare, to pang or pinch at the hart. x6i3SHAKS.
Hen. VIII, n. iii. 15 Tis a sufferance, panging As soule and
bodies seuering. 1748 SMOLLETT Rod. Rand. (1817) II. Iii.

177 The news of your misfortune panged me to the very
intrails. 1838 Eraser's Mag. XVIII. 531 May the mortal
stroke Re balanced well, and pang not.

fb. To move by any sudden feeling. Obs.

1613 PL-RCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 526 Heere the kinde-
hearted lesuit is panged with a fit of Charitie to yoke the
Lutherans with them.

Hence Pa'nged///. a.. Pa-nging vbl. sb.

1827 HOOD Mids. Fairies Ixxviii, Like a pang'd nightin-
gale, it made him pause. 18760. WELI.S Joseph ft Brethren
i. vi, But he is dead, and I am left to mourn, And tire on
panged recollection. 1863 LD. LYTTON Ring A mast's I. i.

11. ii. 124 Never shall the panging of your spirits be at re^t.

Fang (pserj), v.~ Sc. and north, dial. [Origin
uncertain : perhaps onomatopoeic.
Identity with Goth, fraggan, i. t.prangan to press, with

loss of r, has been suggested.]
trans. To pack tight, fill by pressure, stuff, cram.
1637 RUTHERFORD Lett. 14 July (1671)9 Hell will be empty

..and heaven panged full. 1718 RAMSAY Christ's Kirk Gr.

are panged with the lore of old Scotland.

Fangene (prcnd//-n). Biol. Also pangen.
[f. Gr. wav- all -f- stem of ytvos race, offspring, -ytr-
to beget : cf. next.] De Vries's name for a (sup-

posed) primary constituent unit of a germ-cell.
1899 J. A. THOMSON Set. Life xi. 146 The theory of

1

Pangenes
1

advocated by De Vries in 1889.. incorporates
the distinctively modern conception of germinal continuity.
Ibid. 153 To these hypothetical units numerous names have
been given biophors, pangenes, idiosomes [etc.].
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Fangeuesis (p0en,d3e-nesis). Biol. [f. Gr, 1

irav-j PAN*- all +7Vf<ris birth : see -GENESIS.] The !

name given by Darwin to his hypothesis, ad-

vanced to explain the phenomena of heredity, that

every separate unit or cell of an organism repro- ;

duces itself by contributing its share to the germ
or bud of the future offspring. See quot. 1868.
1868 DARWIN ^f ////, <y PL II. 359, I venture to advance

the hypothesis of Ptiiigenesis, which implies that the whole

organization, in the sense of every separate atom or unit,

reproduces itself. Henceovules and pollen-grains the ferti-

lized seed or egg, as well as buds include or consist of a
multitude of germs thrown off from each separate atom of the

organism. 1869 F. GALTOX Hered. Genius 363. xSToTvNDALL
Sci. Use Imag. in L,tct, <y Kss. (1003* 72/2 He [Air. Darwin]
has drawn heavily upon time in his development of species,
and he has drawn adventurously upon matter in his theory
of pangenesis. According to this theory, a germ, already
microscopic, is a world of minor germs. 1877 HUXLEY Anat.
fnv. Aniin. i. 40. 1892 J. A. THOMSON OntHnes Zool. 65 !

This hypothesis has l>een
repeatedly modified, but, except

in the general sense that the body may influence its repro-
ductive cells, 'pangenesis

'

is discredited by most biologists.

b. Intracelhtlar pangenesis: see quot.
1900 GOILD Diet. Mcd. Rial,, Intracclhilar Pangenesis,

the origin of ultimate vital principles (pangenes, gemmules,
biophorsj within the celt

Fangene*ticf a. [See prec. and -GENETIC.]
Of or pertaining to pangenesis : see quot.
1875 Contcmp. Rev. XXVII. 90 We cannot understand >

how colloid bodies, such as the Pangenetic gemmules must
be, could pass freely through membranes. 1899 THOMSON
Set. Life xvi. 217 Maupertuis. .distinctly stated a pan-
genetic theory of heredity.

Hence Pangene tically adv.

1*90 C. L. MORGAN Anim. Life j- Iniell. (1891) 134 [It] Is
'

(pangenetically) due to the fact that it takes some time for i

the moiUfied gemmules to accumulate.

Pange-nic, a. = PANGENETIC.
1900 Brit, filed. Jrnl. No. 2046. 636 The one [point of

view] was known as the 'pangenic theory' of Darwin.

Fangeometry ^psen^/^rmetri). [f. PAN-
all + GEOMETRY.] Geometry extended to space of

more than three dimensions ; universal geometry.
So Pangeo'meter ; Pa^ng-eome'trical a.

1882 J. B. STALLO Concepts Alod. Physics 216 The peculiar
tenets of pangeometry. Ibid. (1883) 214 The pangeometers
erect a transcendental structure on empirical foundations.
Ibid. 208 note, The connection of Gauss's metageometrical
or (to use the expression of Lobatschewsldi pangeometrjcal
views with his investigations respecting the geometrical ,

interpretation of imaginary quantities.

Fan-German (paen^l^-jman), a. and sb. [f.

PAN- i -f GERMAN : cf. Ger. Alldentscker.]
A. adj. Of or pertaining to all Germans, or to

the union of all Germans in one political state.

1892 Daily News 27 Feb. 5/2 The present difficulty is not
Prussian merely ; it is Pan-German. The riots in Vienna
are just as serious as those in Berlin. 1902 Q. Rev. July
155 The Pan-German ideal, as presented by the lyric poets
of the Liberation. Ibid. 160 The Pan-German League.. ,

was founded in 1894.

B. sb. An advocate of Pan-Germanism.
1899 Daily News 26 Oct. 3/4 The Pan-Germans and Anti-

Semites at Hamburg. 1901 Scotsman 28 Feb. 7/5 The
radical Czechs, by making speeches in their own tongue,
caused the Pan-Germans to raise a protest.

So Pan-Germa nic #., Pan-German ;
Pan-Ge'r-

xuanism, the notion or principle of the compre- ,

hension of all German peoples in an extended

Germany; Pan-Ge rmany, a Germany including
all German peoples.
1900 tr. 7'on />*/<':<' in li'estm. Gas. 13 Dec. 2/2 There are

laurels of higher worth than those which the Pan-Germanic
League has to bestow. 1882 Times 30 Mar. 5/4 The
Clericals, .will no more tolerate Pan-germanium than the
Poles Pan-slavism. 1882 Echo 29 Aug. 1/5 In order to

oppose and neutralize the advancing aggression of ' Pan-
Germanism '. 1902 Q. Rev. July 152 It is only quite recently
that the term Allaentschtnm was coined. .or the foreign

equivalent Pan-Germanism.. supplied. Ibid. 161 What the
Pan-German League wants is . . a ' Greater Germany ', or as
th- exponents of this idea would say, a *

Pan-Germany '.
i

Pangermic, -germism : see PAN- 2.

[Pangetive (in Lodge's Poore Mans Talentt

Hunterian CI., 60), error for PUNGITIVE.]
Fa ngfnl, a. rare. [f. PANG sb. + -FCL.] Full

of pangs, sorrowful.

1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa (1811) VII. 224 He bowed his

head upon his pangful bosom. 1897 Chicago Advance
\

S Aug. 178/3 [To live] far from home.. is as pangful to him
\

as to an absent school-boy.

Pang-full : see PANG a.

Fangless (pse-rjles), a. [f. PANG sb. + -LESS.]
\Vithout a pang.
1811 BYRON To Thyrzaiv, Death for thee Prepared a light
and pangless dart. 1879 E. ARNOLD Lt. Asia 4 So brought
she forth her child Pangless.

Hence Pa'ng-lessly adv.

1877 PATMOKE Unknown Eros Proem, The furiously gibber-
iiie corse Shakes, panglesslyconvuls'd, and sightless stares.

Fa ng-like, [f.
PANG sb. + -LIKE.] Like

or befitting a pang.
a 1586 SiDXEY^/roj/KMV. ( 1629) 41 2 With pang-like grones

and gastly turning of his eyes, immediately all his limmes

stiffened, and his eyes fixed.

Pangolin (puerjg^'lin). Also 9 pen-. [A.

Malay 4JSj$ peng-goling roller, f. peng- deno-

PANHELLENISM.

roll, in reference to its power
of rolling itself up. The Malays distinguish peng-
goling sisik scaly MQgoUnj from pcng-goling ram-
bitt hairy pangolin (Marsden).] An edentate
mammal of the genus Af&ttS, of tropical Asia and

Africa, the greater part of whose body is covered
with horny scales; a scaly ant-eater. The name
originally belongs to Mam's Javanicus, a native
of Java, etc.

;
but has been extended to Indian

and African species, of which there are several.

[1734 SEBA Thesaur. Rer. Natural, I. 88 Javanensibus et

aliis populis orientalibus ranggoeling, quae vox Conrolnto-
raw notat.J 1774 GOLHSM. A/. Hist. (1862) I. vi. 468 The
Pangolin, which has been usually called the scaly lizard,
..is about three or four feet long. 1822 SIR T. S. RAFFLES
in Trans. Linn. Soc. XIII. 249 Pangolin Sisik or Tangiling
..of Sumatra. 1840 Penny Cycl. XVII. 188 The Pangolins
are slow in motion, and live on worms and insects, especially
termites and ants. 1893 SELOUS Trav. S. E. Africa 108 '1 he
curious ant-eaters (earth pigs and pangolins) are probably
relics of an earlier fauna*

tPangony, -ie. Obs. [ad. L. pangpni-
wvios, i. e. all-angled.] Name

5

-us

(Pliny), a. Gr. irayywvios, i. e. all-angled.] Name of

an unidentified precious stone mentioned by Pliny :

in 1 8th c. employed by some as a class-name.
1658 PHILLIPS, Pangonie, . . a kinde of precious stone, so

called from its multitudes of Angles. 1692 COLES, Pangonie^
. .a precious stone with very many corners. 1753 CHAMBERS
Cycl. Suppl., Pangonia, ..The bodies ofthis genus are single-

pointed, or imperfect crystals, composed of dodecangular or

twelve-planed columns, terminated by twelve-planed pyra-
mids, and the whole body, therefore, made up of twenty
four planes. Of this genus there are only three known
species: i. A brownish-white one, with a long pyramid.
This is found in Silesia and Bohemia ; . . and is esteemed
a very valuable crystal.

Pan-Gothic to Pangymnasticon : see PAN*-.

tPa-nguts. Obs. [app. f. PAN*- all +
gitis.]

1617 MINSHEU Ductor, A Panguts, . .an vnwejdje Drossel

nothing but guts. 1658 PHILLIPS, A Panguts (as it were all

uts), a drossel,a gorbelly, an unwieldy fellow. 1704 COCKER,
^liignti or Paitnchgut, a huge fat bellied fellow. 1775 ASH,

Paiignts (s. a low wordi, a fat hulky lazy fellow.

II Paiiha'gia. rare. Gr. Ch. Also Panagia.

[a. Gr. navayia, fem. of iravaytos all-holy.] A title

of the Virgin Mary in the Orthodox Kastern

Church; the All-holy.
[1686 B. RANDOLPH Pres. St. Morea 13 Many People came

from the City of Zant to pay their devotions to the Panaija
there.] 1775 R. CHANDLER Trav. Greece (1825) II. 59 The
picture of the Panagia, or Virgin Mary, in Mosaic, on the

deling of the recess. 1866 FELTON Anc. *r Mod. Gr. I. n, iii.

314 The Parthenon which had been converted into a church
of the Panhagia, or Blessed Virgin. 1903 G. F. ABBOTT in

Daily Chron. 16 June 3/1 A small table, .placed under the

lamp which burns in front of the icon of the Panhagia.
Panhandle (panijha^nd'l). [f.

PAN sl>.
1 +

HANDLE.] The handle of a pan ; hence in 17. S.

a denomination for a narrow prolongation of a

State or Territory extending between two others,
e. g. the Panhandle of West Virginia. Also attrib.
1888 Missouri Republican (U. S.) 24 Feb. (Farmer Atneri-

canisms\ The Panhandle of Texas offers desirable homes to
a million of people, at a nominal price. 1890 Cent. Diet. s.v.,
The Panhandle of Idaho; the Panhandle of West Virginia,
projecting northward between Pennsylvania and Ohio.

Fanharmonic (parabuByaik), a. [f. PAX-
all + HARMONIC: cf. next.] a. Adapted to all

the i harmonies
'

or musical modes, b. Universally
harmonic, harmonizing with all.

1873 JOWETT Ptnto (ed. 2) III. 274 We shall not want
multiplicity of notes or a panharmonic scale. 1886 FAKHAK
Hist. Interpretation iv. 236 St. Augustine.. demanded that
all interpretation should be panharmonic.
So Panharmo nicon, a mechanical musical

instrument of the orchestrion type, invented by
J. N. Maelzel in 1800.

1848 J. H. NEWMAN Loss $ Gain in. x. 381 The whole
congregation was as though one vast instrument or Pan-
harmonicon, moving all together. 1879 Grove's Diet. AIns.
U. 194 Maelzel. .devoted himself to constructing an auto-
maton instrument of flutes, trumpets, drums, cymbals
triangle, and strings struck by hammers. ..His next machine
was trie Panharmonicon, ..with clarinets, violins and cellos

added.

t Fanh.arm.ony (pcenhaumoni). Obs.
[f.

PAN-
+ HARMONY ; after Or. iravapnvvios all-harmoni-

ous.] Universal or general harmony.
1651 COLLIER tr. Contemns* Patterne Univ. fr'ntm*/. 52

Pansophy by- its owne desirable Panarmony, or general!
agreement will be fit and convenient.

Panhellenic (psen,helrnik, -e-nik), <z.
[f.

PAN- i + HELLENIC; after Gr. wav*\\fjvtos of or

pertaining to all the Greeks, iw&A^Mf all the

Hellenes, the united Greeks.] Of, concerning, or

representing all men of Greek race (including in

ancient times the Greek colonies in Asia,-Sicily,

Italy, etc. ; in modern times, the Greeks living in

the Turkish dominions, in Crete, etc.).

1847 GROTE Greece \\. xlvii, The schemes of Pericles were

..eminently Pan-Hellenic. 1853 Ibid. Ixxii, Athens had
never had the power of organizing any such generous Pan-
hellenic combination.

Panhellenism (p^nhe-leniz'm). [f.
PAN- i +

HELLENISM, or Gr. iravf\\r)vts + -ISM: see prec.]
The idea or plan of a political union of all Greeks ;

the Panhellenic spirit and aims.



PANHELLENIST.
1860 [' Remembered in spoken use in Oxford '

(Prof. By-
water).] 1874 FISKK Gull. Cosmic Philos. n. xviii. II. 205 The
struggle between the higher and the lower patriotism,
between the two feelings known to the Greeks as Pan-
Hellenism and Autonomism. 188

3Iag. (Jet. 429/2 A secret society

Hellenism and Autonomism. 1884 J. 1*. BRNT in Macut.

iciety which was the backbone
of Panhellenism.

So Paiihe llenist, one wlio favours Panhel-
lenism.
1882 in OCILVIE Imper. Diet. 1900 Pilot 2 Sept. 263/1

There is an aloofness that lies deeper down in his [the
Cretan's] nature than any pan-Hellenist piety.
Panhidrosis toPanhysterectomy: see PAN-.

Panial, variant of PANELE Obs.

Panic (poc-nik), jA 1 Also 5-6 -yk(e, 6-7 -ik(e,

-icke, 6-9 -ick
;
6 pannycke, 9 -ick. [ad. L.

panicitnt) in It. panico^ F. panic.'] A grass or

graminaceous plant : originally applied to Pani-
citnt italicum of Linnaeus {Setana italica of later

botanists), otherwise called Italian Millet, largely
cultivated in Southern Europe, etc.

;
also extended

to other species of the genus Panicum and its sub-

genera, many of which are cultivated in different

parts of the world as cereal grains.
Panicum is a very extensive genus ; Steudel describes 850

.species, grouped under eighteen sections, many of these being
distinct genera with other authors. (Treas. Bot).
c 1420 Paliad. on Hush. iv. 50 Panyk & mylde in hoot &

drie is sowe As now. 1555 EDEN Decades 260 Of Moscouia
.. the fieldes beare .. also mylle and panyke whiche the
Italians caule Melica. 1562 TURNER Herbal \\. 76 b, Panic
isofthekynde of pulses, and in lykenes lyke vnto millet. ,

1597 GERARDE Herbal t. Ivi. 78 There be sundrie sorts of
Panick. Ibid., The Panick of India grovveth vp like Millet.
1610 W. FOLKINGHAM Art of Survey i. vii. 14 Saffron,

'

Mill, Millet, Panick, Amilcorne, Spelt-corn, Garences. 1732
AKBUTHNOT Rules of Diet i. 251 Panick, aperient, boil d
with Milk.

_
1814 SOUTHEY Roderick Wks. 1838 IX. 378 note,

The Hermit took a loaf, .made orpannick and of rye. 1852
BADGER IftstfffisRS I. 214 Three kinds of millet or pannick
..make the bread-flour in general use.

b. attrib. and Comb.,, as panic-bread, -seed\

panic-grass, any grassy species of Panicitm^ as
t

P. (Echinochloa) Crtis-galli, a weed of cultivated

and waste ground in England.
1591 PERCIVAU. Sp. Diet., Panojo, pannycke seede, Pan* '

nicida. 1668 WILKINS Real Char. \\. iv. 73 Panic-Grass. '

1797 W. JOHNSTON tr. Beckmanns Invent. II. 248 note, \

The slender spiked cock's foot panic-grass, panicum sfytgiti-
'

nale. 1814 SOUTHEV Roderick Wks. 1838 IX. 399 rtop,
The ,

king would eat only of the pannick bread, as he huxl been
wont to do. 1835 HOOKKR Brit. Flora I. 43 ffanicum
Crns-galli, Loose Panick-grass.

Panic (pornik), a, and sb? Forms : 7- panic ;

also 7 -ique, -ik. 7-8 -ick, pannick. -ic, [a. F. !

panique adj. (i5th c. in Littrej = \\.panico (Florio) ; i

ad. Or. iravtKos adj. of or for Pan, groundless (fear),
whence iravttcov neut. sb. panic terror, a panic.

' Sounds heard by night on mountains and in rallies were
attributed to Pan, and hence he was reputed to be the cause
of any sudden and groundless fear

1

(Liddell and Scott).
Stories more or less elaborated, accounting for the origin of
the expression, are found in Plutarch's Lives (I.anghorne's
tr. (1879) II. 701/2), \*o\}-az\\\3L& Stratagems iwritten 1 160 A. D. ;

cf. Potter Greece in. ix.), etc.]

A. ailj. (Now often viewed as attrib. use of B.) i

1. In panic fear, terror^ etc. : Such"
.
as was i

attributed to the action of the god Pan : =^B. 2.

1603 HOLLAND Plutarch's Afor. 425 Sudden foolish frights, i

without any certeine cause, which they call Panique Ter- \

rores
f

. Ibid, 1293 All sudden tumults and troubles of the
multitude and common people, be called Panique affrights.
1647 WAHD Simp. Cobler 1 1, 1 hope my feares are but panick.
1665 Siu T. HERBERT Trav. (1677) 241 That great Army ..

were put into that pannick fear that they were shamefully
put to flight. 1700 DRVDEN h'at'les, Cock <y Fox 731 Ran
cow and calf and family of hogs In panique horror of

pursuing dogs. 1770 LANGHORNE Plutarch (1879) II. 701/2A panic fear ran through the camp. 1850 MKRIVALE ROM.
]-~m/>. (1865) II. xiv. 134 A sound of panic dread to the

populations of Italy.

b. Of the nature of or resulting from a panic; ex-

hibiting unreasoning, groundless, or excessive fear.

1741 in Johnsons Debates Par!. (1787) I. 386 The tumults
of ambition in one place, and a panic stillness in another.
1824 GALT Rothelan II. HI. vii. 70 He cried, with a shrill
and panic voice, for Shebak.

1 2. Of noise, etc. : Such as was attributed to Pan.
<zi66i HOLVDAV Juvenal 120 Which .. they thought

might be prevented by making a loud and panick noise with
brasen vessels.

1 3. Universal, general. Obs. nonce-use.
a 1661 FULLER Worthies xxiv. (1662) 77 Seeing sometimes

;

a Pannick silence herein.

4. (cap.) Of or pertaining to the god Pan: as, :

Bacchic and Panic figures. , 1890 in Cent. Diet.

B. sl>.~ [= mod. F. unc paniqne^\
fl. Contagious emotion such as was ascribed to

the influence of Pan. Obs.
1627 tr. Bacon's Life $ Death (1631) 15 Seeing Pan was

!

their God, we may conceive, that all Things about them
I

were Panicks [L. Panica, adj.], and vaine, and subject to
'

Fables. 1708 SHAFTESB. Charact. (1711) 1. 1. ii. 15 We may. .

call every Passion Pannick which is rals'd in a Multitude, and i

convey'd by Aspect, or as it were by Contact or Sympathy. !

/I'M. 16 There are many Paimicks in Mankind, besides
;

merely that of Fear. And thus is Religion also Pannick.
2. (

= panicfear, terror^ etc. ; see A. i) : A sudden i

and excessive feeling of alarm or fear, usually [
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affecting a body of persons, originating in some
real or supposed danger vaguely apprehended, and

leading to extravagant or injudicious efforts to

secure safety. (With and without a and //.)
1708 SHAFTKSB. Charact. (1711) I. i. ii. 15 The Uncertainty

of what they fear'tl made their Fear get greater. ..And this
was what in after-times men call'd a Pannick. 1709 STF.ELE
Tatler^Q. 18 6 The Approach of a Peace strikes a Pannick
thro' our Armies, tho' that of a Battle could never do it,

1818 JAS. MILL Brit. India II. iv. viii. 277 The General.,
fulfilled the fondest wishes of Hyder, by taking the panic,
and running away from the army. 1856 KANK Arct. Expl.
II. xii. 123 Parental instinct was mastered by panic. 1867
FREKMAN Norm. Cony. I. v. 375 An unaccountable panic
seized on all men. 1879 FROUDE Ccesar xxii. 382 Caesar's
soldiers were seized with panic.

b. spec. A condition of widespread apprehension
in relation to financial and commercial matters,

arising in a time of monetary difficulty or crisis,
and leading to hasty and violent measures to

secure immunity from possible loss, the tendency
of which is to cause financial disaster.

1757 HARRIS Coins 31 No alteration can be made in the
standard of money without .. producing .. distrusts and
panics. 1826 C. KNIGHT Pop. Hist. Eng. VIII. xi. 195
This pecuniary crisis [in 1825], .universally obtained the
name of 'The Panic'. 1826 T. ATTWOOO 27 Feb. in Life
viii. (1885) 104 Smith, Payn and Smith, and Barclays have
had last week very sharp runs upon them. In many Country
Towns also these pleasant

'

panics
'

have prevailed. 1863
FAWCETT Pol. Ecfti. in. ,\i. (1876) 442 Commercial panics
are caused by a reckless employment of credit.

3. aitrib. and Comb. a. attrib. Of or pertaining
to a panic or panics; resulting from panic.
1884 GIFFEN in Pall Mall G. 19 Dec. 4/1 The appreciation

..was one not to be regarded with a panic feeling. 1894
Daily News 12 July 5/1 The Bill, . .as a pure panic measure,
must stand or fall by the general estimate of the gravity of
the circumstances which have given rise to it.

b. Comb, (often not distinctly separable from
attrib. use), as panic-cry, -cure, -dread, -flight,

-master-, panic-driven y -like, -pale, -stunned vd)?,.\

panic-monger, one who endeavours to bring about
or foster a panic, esp. on a political, social, or
financial question; an alarmist : a term of oppro-
brium; hence panic-mongering; panic-stricken.
struck a., stricken with panic; so panic-strike v.

1873 BURTON Hist. Scot. VI. Ixxii. 301 The old "panic-cry
about a Scots invasion. 1806-7 J. BERESFORO Miseries Hum.
Life (1826) n. xviii, When he has . . scattered your whole
party in a *panic-flight. 1877 RAYMOND Statist. Mines fy

Mining 227 This produced a "'panic-like consternation. 1793
H. WA LI-OLE Lett., to Miss Berrys 7 Oct. (1846) VI. 494 The
*paniomaster-general. 1849 COBDEN Speeches 8 Those
wicked alarmists and "panic-mongers whom I will never
forgive. 1894 I,n. WOLSELEY Life Marlborough II. 14
Sunderland succeeded in pursuading James that Lewis XIV's
warnings were those of the 'panic-monger'. 1886 Times
30 Mar. 12/1 This *panicmongering has had the effect of

suggesting strikes and rioting. 1883 G. MEREDITH Poems
ff Lyrics 143 How bold when skies are blue; When black
winds churn the deep, how '"panic-pale. 1798 LADY HUNTER
in Jrnl. Sir M.Itunter(\^^} 122 Our formidable appearance
*panic-siruck them, and they were moving off. 1898 HENDER-
SON Stounvati Jackson I. xi. 448 They need only a movement
on the flank to panic-strike them. 1814 SOUTHEY Roderick
xxv, The Moors, confused and captamless, And *panic-
stricken, vainly seek to escape The inevitable fate. 1859
W. COLLINS . of Hearts (1875) 19 Owen and I looked at
one another in panic-stricken silence. 1848 BUCKLEY Iliad
130 A panic-struck and turbulent council. 1791 COWPER
/Had x\i. 983 *Panic-stunn'd he stood.

Hence Fa'nic v. trans.
,

to affect with panic
(iwnce-'wd.'} ;

Pa -nicful a.,
*
full of panic, fearful'.

1827 HOOD Hero $ Lcandcr xlii, The crew .. Struck pale
and panick'd by the billows' roar. 1846 WORCESTER, Panic-
ful (cites C. B. Brown).
Panical parnikal),#. rare. [f.

as prec. + -AL.]
1. *= PANIC a. i.

_
1605 CAMDRX ftern., Poems 7 Chaucer our English Homer

in the description of the sodaine stirre and Panicall feare
when Chanteclere the cocke was caried away by Reynold
the Foxe. 1890 CLARK RUSSELL Shipmate Louhe xx. 128
Was ever panical terror more incomparably suggested ?

2. Of or pertaining to the god PAN : ^ PANIC a. 4.
1794 T. TAYLOR Pansauias? Dcscr. Greece III. 235 The

Sun produces Angelical, Demoniacal, Heroical, Nymphical,
Panical, and such-Hke powers.

Fauically (pze-nikali), adv.
[f. prec. + -LY^.]

\Vith panic-like fear.

1882 STEVENSON Merry Jfctt v. (1887) 55 Had the sea been
,

a lake of living flames, he could not have shrunk more

panically
from its touch.

Panicky (parniki), a. colloq. [f. PANIC sb2
,

+ -Y.] Of the nature of, or characterized by
a tendency to, panic ; subject to panic; unreason-

ably or excessively apprehensive ; said esp. in

reference to commercial and financial matters.

Wheat fell on Saturday, and the wheat market is described
as being 'panicky'. 1900 Scotsman 2 June 8/3 All of a
sudden he made a panicky speech in the House of Lords
which was held by the panicky newspapers to justify all

that they had said.

Panicle 1
(pce-nik'l). Bot. Also 6-9 pannicle.

[ad.L. panicnla (-itcie/a) t
dim. o{f>iiHus a swelling,

an ear of millet.] A compound inflorescence,

usually of the racemose type, in which some of the

pedicels branch again or repeatedly, forming a

PANION.
loose and irregularly spreading cluster, as in oats
and many grasses.
"597 GERARDE Herbal i. iii. 4 The bushie top, with his

long feather-like pannicles do resemble the common Reede.
1792 MARIA RlDOEU. Voy. Matieira 98 The blossoms are
disposed in a pannicle, or diffused spike. 1832 / 'eg. Siibst.

! I'ood 120 When millet is ripe, the panicles are cut off near
j

to the top of the stalk. 1872 OLIVER Elcm. Hot. I. i. 83 An
inflorescence which branches irregularly, like thatof Bramble,
Horse Chestnut, and most Grasses, is called a panicle
t Panicle^. Obs. =P.\.\ic.vi5.i
1606 PEACHAM Grafihice 0612) 135 September in his left

hand a handful of Millet, Gates and Panicle. 1656 W I)
tr. Comauuf Gate Lat. U,d. % 92. 31 Oats, Rice, Millet.
.Panicle, Beech-wheat. [Johnson's example from Miller is

erroneous, M.'s entry is 1'anicniii, Panic (etc.).]

Panicle, obs. form of PAXSICJ.E.

Panicled (parnik'ld), a. ff. PANICLE l + -ED -.]

Arranged in form of a panicle ; paniculate ; fur-
nished with or bearing a panicle or panicles.
1677 PLOT Oxfantsh. 84 Fair panickd corn or bent-crass

i^ao Asiatic Ann. Keg., Misc. Tr. 267/1 Flowers panicled
about the ends of the branches. 1830 I.INDLF.V i\at. Sysl.
Bot. 292 Arranged in a spiked, racemed, or panicled manner

PanicOtlOgrapll(pfcn3ik(<-nogrnfj. Alsopani'-
cograph. [f.

PAN- + ICOXOGUAPH.] (See quot.)
1873 KNIGHT Diet. Mech. 1602/1 Panicografli, a mode

of obtainingprinting-plates direct from a subject or transfer
by applying it to the face of a plate of zinc, and building
up a printing surface in relief corresponding to the design
transferred. 1890 Cent. Diet., Paniconograpli. 1901WEBSTER
StiffI., Paniconograpli, . . a photozincograph.
So Pani^conogra-phic, -icogra'pMc a., pertain-

ing or related to pnniconography ; Panicono'-
graphy, a name given to a process for obtaining
printing-plates directly from a design or transfer,

by producing the design in relief on a zinc plate;
photozincography.
1854 Chainb. Jrnl. I. 69 There is a paneiconographic pro-

cess a long name, w hich seems to imply a power of copying
or reproducing any or all kinds of engravings. 1890 Cent.
Dut., Panicoiwgrapkic, Pttniconegrafhy.

Paniculate 'pani'kirfltt), a. [ad. mod. L.

paniculat-us, f. panicula PANICLE 1 + -ATE 2
.]

Arranged in a panicle ; panicled.
1727 I!AII.EV vol. II. s.v., A Plant is said to \xjloritiis

fan:cii/ntis,i.e. with paniculate Flowers, when it bears a
great Number of Flowers standing upon long Foot-Stalks,
issuing on all Sides from the middle Stalk. 1760 J. LEE
Introd. Bat. in. xxi. (1765) 217 Paniculate, with the Flowers
in Panicles. 1846 DANA Zoofli. (1848) 578 Incurvate,
paniculate in a plane, subti ipinnate. 1877-84 F. L. HULME
U'ild Fi. p. vi, The inflorescence paniculate.
Hence Pani'cnlately adv.
1870 HOOKER Stud. /'/. 306 Scapes . . pamciilately branched.

Paui'CUlated, a. rare. [See -ED -.]
=

prec.
1719 QUINCY Med. Diet, (i 726) 349 '2 Such are call'cl Panni-

ciliated Plants. 1860 TYAS Wild /'/. 1 17 St. John's wort.
The inflorescence is. .branched in paniculated clusters.

Pani'culato-, comb, form of mod.L. pamat-
lat-iis, pnniculately, paniculate and .

1846 DAN'A Zoofk. 582 Sparingly ramose, above paniculato-
corymbose. Ibid. 666 Paniculato-ramose, branches terete.

Panidiomorphic.Panidrosis, etc. : see PAN-.
Panier, variant of PANNIER.

Panifiable, a. rare 1
, [a. F. fanifiable, f.

panifier^ Capable of being made into bread.
1849 Loud. Jrnl. 10 Mar. 8 An ingenious instrument,

called., the aleuroitieter, the purpose of which is to indicate
the panifiable properties of wheat flour.

Paiiificatioii (psenifik^-Jan). [a. 'S.panifica-
tion (p. des potmnes deterre, 1781 in Hatz.-Dann.),
noun of action f. fanifier to make into bread.]
The making into bread

; conversion into the sub-
stance of bread, esp. as a chemical process.
1779 Projects in Ann. Reg. ioo/i It is from this very

simple operation that the whole fabrication of potatoe-
bread depends; without it, no panification. 1818 COLE-
BROOKE Import Colonial Corn 129 Whether the panification
of the meal of rye or barley., be complete. 1854 Fraser's
Mag. L. 326 See the blessed idea of Christian communion . .

degraded into a mere act of divine panification ! 1886 JACO
Chemistry of Wheat, Flour f, Bread 314 Summing up
the changes produced in panification they are alcoholic
fermentation of the sugar, softening and partial peptonising
of the albuminoids, and a limited diastasis of the starch by
the albuminoids so changed.
fPa'nifice. Obs. rare. [ad. L. paiiificitim
making of bread, anything baked, f. pduis bread.
Cf. obs. Y. panif.ce

'

bread-making, . . also bread
'

(Cotgr.).] (See quot. 1656.)
1656 ULOUXT Clossogr., Panifice, .. the craft of baking or

making Bread ; also Bread it self, or a Loaf of Bread. 1657
TOMLINSON Kenous Disp. 398 These animalls do not expose
their panifice to the injuryes of the aire and Heavens. 1658
in PHILLIPS.

Panigerick(e, -gery, etc.,o.
Panikelle, obs. form of PANNICLE.

Panime, obs. form of PAYNIM.
t Pa-nion. Obs. Also 6 panyon. [Shortened

from COMPANION.] = COMPANION, mate, fellow.

"553 T. WILSOS Rhct. 50 Whether he be a gamester, an
alehouse haunter, or a panion among ruffians. 1581 J. BELL
Haddon's Answ. Osor. 496!), Loe here a very pleasaunt
panion and Maister of his Arte. 1589 NASHE Martins
Months Min,ie\V\K. (Grosart) I. 165 These Panions, scorn-

ing all modestie, and rejecting al reason. 1592 GREENE
Def. Corny Catching Wks. (Grosart) XI. 80 He was a kind
of Scholastical panyon.
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PANIOT. 424 PANNIER.

Pan-Ionian, Pan-Ionic: see PAN- i.

fPa'niot. Obs. rare. [a. OF. paniot (1282 in

Godef.), f- pan cloth.] Covering; horse-cloth.

1310 Ace. Exors T. Bp. of Exeter (Camden) 6 De iljs.

vjV. de iij pecis de panyot debili venditis.

Fanisc, panisk vpce-msk). Mythol. [ad. Gr.

na.viaK-os
t
L. Panisc-tis, dim. of liar, PAN sb2] A

little Pan ; an inferior deity representing or attend-

ing on Pan. Hence Pani/sca as feminine of this.

1604 B. JOSSON Penates^ The Paniskes, and the Siluanes
rude. 1850 LF.ITCH tr. C. O. ATfiller's Anc. Art(ed, 2) 361.

448 A panisca at the music of Apollo opens her mouth wide.
Ibid. $ 387. 501 A good-natured panisc plucks a thorn from
the foot of a satyr.

Panisic (psenai-sik), a. nonce-wd.
ff.

PAX- all

. + Gr. fff-oy equal r -ic.] Relating to a social state

in which all are equal ;
^ PANTI.SOCR.YTIC.

1864 BI.ACKMORE Clara Vaaghan Ixii, Platonic no doubt,
and panisic, but not altogether adapted to double entry.

1887 Springhaven (ed. 4) II. vii. 76 A meek salutation
which proved his panisic Ideas to be not properly wrought
into his system as yet.

Panislam pccnrslam, -Ula-m). [J.
PAN- I -f

IBLAU.J All Islam
; (the conception of) a union

of the Mohammedan world.

1883 Contonp. Rev, Jan. 57 Panislam must be crushed by a
new crusade.

So Panislamic, -Islamic (-islrc'mik, -isla'mik*,,
of or pertaining to all Islam, or to a union of all

Mohammedans. Fani slamism, the Panislamic

aspiration.
1881 Times 22 Dec. 9 Some encouragement being given in

Egypt to the Panislamic dreams of the present Sultan.

1883 Contemp. Rev. Jan. 62 The phantom of a Panislamic

league. 1885 Encycl. Brit. XIX. 93/1 The most famous,
after the Pan-Islamic pilgrimages, are the great Shiite
sanctuaries. 1882 Echo 29 Aug. 1/5 In order to oppose the

advancing aggression of. .' Pan-Islamism '.

Pani-vorous, a. rare- ,
[f. L. pants bread :

see -venous.] Devouring or feeding upon bread.

1830 in MAUNDER Treas. Knpwl. 1848 in CRAIG.

Panjandrum (paenidg^ndrdm). In origin,
a nonsense word (^simulating compounds of PAX-,
and burlesquing a title), occurring in the farrago
of nonsense composed by S. Foote to test the

memory of old Macklin, who had asserted that he
could repeat anything after once hearing it.

1755 FOOTS in Cj. Rev. (1854) XCV. 516 And there were
present the Picninnies,and the Jobliilies, and the Garyulies,
and the Grand Panjandrum himself, with the little round
button at top. 1825 MAR. EDGEWORTH Harry fy Lucy
Cottcl. II. 153. 1867 F. H. LUDLOW Little Brother 39 The
little wide-awake, like the Panjandrum

' with the little

round button at the top '.

Hence a. A mock title for an imaginary or

mysterious personage of much power, or a per-

sonage of great pretensions : a self-constituted

high mightiness or magnifico; a local magnate or

official of grand airs; a pompous pretender.
[1825 MAR. EDGEWORTH Harry fy Lucy Cone I. II. 46 He

[the gardener] began to praise his carnations. .. One he
called ' The envy of the xvorld, or the great panjandrum '.]

a 1880 FITZGERALD* Brewer, He was the Great Panjandrum
of the place. 1880 BREWKR Reader's Hand-bk. Allusions,
Panjandrum {The Grand], any village potentate or Brum-
magem magnate. 1887 Pali Mail G. n Oct. i Wanting to
cut a fine figure in high life, as official panjandrums gener-
ally do want. 189* F. HARRISON in Pull Mall G. 19 Sept.
4/3, I do not think the future of Ireland can be affected by
the ntterances of the Panjandrum of Biblical Science and
Scotch Presbyterianism. 1896 A. MORRISON Child of the

Jago 148 A sudden quacksalver, a Panjandrum of phi-
lanthropy, who undertook to abolish poverty and sin. 1900
Pall Mall G. 16 Feb. 3/2 So will the great British public,
even though it may scarcely know what sort ofa Panjandrum
a Senior Wrangler is.

b. Official and ceremonial fuss or formality.
1883 NASMYTH Autobiog. xv. 281, I did not care for all this

panjandrum of punctiliousness.
Pank vp^rjk), v> dial. intr. To pant.
1663 DRYDEN Wild Gallant v. in, We met three or four

hugeous ugly devils . that made my heart so panck ever

since, as they say ! 1746 Kxmoor Scolding (E. D. S.) 48.

1864 YOUNG Rabin Hill 7 (E. D. D.) Jist hark how he do
pank an' blow.

f Pank, sb. Obs. Of uncertain origin and sense.

(The date seems to oppose its being connected with prec.
vb., as a collateral form of PANT sb2)
c 1430 LVDC. Min. Poems ( Percy Soc.) 31 War the sick-

nesse that called is the pank,.. A maladie called male de

flank) A bocche that nedeth a good cirurgian.

Pankin.parnjkin). Now dial. [f. PANjtf.
1 +

-KIN : cf. PANNIKIX.] A small earthenware pan
or jar; also, such a vessel without restriction of

size, a pancheon.
1410 E. E. Wills (1882) 46 Also ij pankyns & a posnet of

a
potell. 1533 in Weaver Wells Wills (1890) 19 To Aves

Philipps, my auntes doughter, a pankyn. 1647-8 N~. Riding
Kec. (1887) V. o Presented for stealing an earthen pankin
(8</.). 1788 W. MARSHALL Yorksh. Gloss. (E.D.S.),
any small earthen jar. 1863 ATKINSON Stanton
231 You get a big pankin, ..a large earthenware jar.

Fanlogism (parntod^iz'm). [ad. mod.L./<z-
logismus, f. Gr. trav- all + \6yos speech, word,
reason : see -ISM.] A term formed by J. E. Erd-

mann (Deutsche Speculation scit Kant (1853) II.

853) on the analogy of paritheisnttts, to describe

the philosophy of Hegel, as one which holds that

only the rational is truly real. (Generally used
with an implication of dissent from the position so

characterized.) Hence Panlo'gical, Panlogi stic

<7., pertaining to or of the nature of panlogism.
1871 LF.WES Hist. Philos. (ed. 4' II. 619 By Erdmann,

Hegel's system is happily characterized *s Panlogism rather
than Pantheism, since, instead of presenting the universe as
the evolution of God, he presents it, and God also, as the
evolution of the abstract idea. 187* Content}*. Rev. XX.
538 The panlogical system of Hegel. 1893 Athenaeum
12 Aug. 221/1 In the course of expounding his

'

panlogistic
'

theory. 1901 DEWEY in Baldwin Diet, Philos. II. 255/2
Panlogism> a term applied to philosophic systems which
make thought the absolute usually to the system of Hegel.

Pan-materialistic, -melodicon, etc. : see

PAN- 2.

\\ Panmixia ^prenmi-ksia). Biol. [mod.L.,
=

Ger. panmixie (Weismann), f. Gr. -nav- all + -(ufa,
from /'is mixing, mingling ;

lit.
c

universal or

general mingling' (sc. of ancestral qualities).]
Weismann's term for a supposed promiscuous

reproduction of all manner of ancestral qualities or

tendencies, consequent on the cessation of natural

selection in relation to organs which have be-

come useless or little used, and tending to the

degeneration of these organs.
1889 POULTON, etc. tr. Weismanris ss. Heredity 90 This

suspension of the preserving influence of natural selection

may be termed Panmixia, for all individuals can reproduce
themselves and thus stamp their characters upon the species,
and not only those which are in all respects, or in respect
to some single organ, the fittest,.. the great variability of
most domesticated animals essentially depends upon this

principle.
_
1890 RAY LANKESTER in Nature 27 Mar. 487/2

The doctrine of panmixia is this. When there is no longer,
owing to changed conditions of life, any use for an organ,
it will cease to be the subject of natural selection. Con-
sequently all possible variations .. will have (so far as the
now lapsed use of the organ is concerned) an equal chance.

1895 MIVART in Harper's Mag. Mar., A fortuitous mixture
of ancestral tendencies, .called panmixia.

Pannach(e, -ashe, Pannada, Pannal^l,
obs. ff. PANACHE, PANADA, PAXEL sbl

!|
Pannade. Obs, fobs. F. pannade (Cotgr.),

OF'. fennade, penade (i5~i6thc. iiWjodef.), whence
F. panader to strut, caper, curvet. Given by
Blount in an entry taken verbally from Cotgrave
and repeated in most of the Diets, to the present

day. But app. never in Hng. use.]
[1611 COTGR., Pannadcs^ the curuettings, prauncings, or

boumlings of lustie horses.] 1656 HLOUNT Glossogr., Pan-
nadcs (Fr.), the curvettings, prauncings, or boundiiigs of

lusty Horses. 1658-1706 in PHILLIPS. 17*1- in BAILEY.
J755 i'1 JOHNSON citing AINSWORTH. Hence in mod. Diets.

llPa-nnag. [Heb. 33D pannag.'] 'Perhaps a
kind of confection

'

(R.V. margin),
1611 BIBLE Ezck. xxvii. 17 They traded in thy market

\vheate of Mmnith, and Pannag, and honie, and oyle.

Pannage (pse-ned^. Also (4-5 pownage;,
6 parmadge, 6-9 panage. (7 pawnage, 7-9
paunage). [a. OF. pasnage^ 1272 in Godef.

(also paasn-, pant-^ paan-\ panage (pazsn-,

pain-}, pennage ^Godef.), mod.F. panage^ in med.
L. pasnaticuw, pastinaticutn\\z\.e L. pastidna-
ticum (921 in Du Cange), f. pastion-em feeding,

pasturing, from pascere, past-am to feed.]

1. Law. a. The feeding of swine ;or other beasts)
in a forest or wood

; pasturage for swine
;
b. The

right or privilege of pasturing swine in a forest ;

C. The payment made to the owner of a woodland
for this right ; the profit thus accruing.
[1217 Charter ofForest ix, Unusquisque liber homo agistet

boscum suum in foresta .. et habeat pannagium suum.

1292 BHITTON in. vii. 5 Et puis soit enquis de mel et de

pannage et de pesson des glans des noyz et de autre manere
des fructz. 1321-2 Rolls ofParIt. I. 388/2 Pores a pesczer
en temps de pestzon. .santz doner pasnage. 1347-8 Ibid, II.

205/2 En lieu de Disme de Pannage.] 1450 ibid. V. 184/1
All maner of Grauntes. .of eny Herbage or Pannage, Fissh-

yng, Pasture or commyn of Pasture. 1461 Ibid. 476/1 A
sunnne of money called custume pannage for Swyne. 1495
Act ii Hen. "//, c. 33 10 The office of kepyng of the
Parke of Maylewyg .. with the Herbage and Pownage of
the same, 1523 FITZHERB. Surv. viii. (1539) 12 Also it is to be

enquered of panage, and herbage. 1598 MANWOOD Laives
Forest xii. i (1615) 87/2 The profile of the Mast, which is

called Pawnage:. .Pawnage is rather the money that is re-

ceiued for the Agistment of the Mast, then the Mast, or the

Agistment it selfe. 1610 W. FOLKINGHAM Art of Survey
in. iv. 70 Immunities and Exemptions from Theolonie,
Pontage,. . Pannage, Passage. 1770 HASTED in Phil, Trans.
LXI. 165 To afford pannage for so large a number as 1200

hogs. 1878 Law Rep. 7 Ch. Div. 562 The Plaintiff
1

, .claimed
to have, .a right of pannage or common of pannage for his
swine commonable in the forest. 1880 J. WILLIAMS Rights
of Common 21 Nuts, acorns, the mast of trees, the right to

which is known by the name of pannage.
2. cotter. Acorns, beech-mast, etc., on which

swine feed.

c 1374 CHAUCER Former Age 7 They eten mast hawes and
swych pownage. 1668 WILKISS Real Char. \\. vi. 171 Mast,
Acorn, Pannage. 1713 E. GIBSON Codfx 706 Acorns . .

are the chief of those things, which the ancient l^aws call

Pannage. 1882 Athenaeum 19 Aug. 232 Herds of wild

ponies and droves of wilder pigs thriving on the pannage.
transf. 1647 WARD Simple Cobl, 28 What usefull supplies

the pannage of England would afford other Countries.

Pannam, -urn (pariwm). Thieves' Cant. Also

7~8 panam. [prob. corrupt form of L. pattern,
ace. of pdnis bread, as in the prayer panem no-
strum da nobis hodie.~\ Bread.

1567 HARMAN Caveat 83 Here followyth their pelting
speche. . . Pannatn, bread. 1609 DEKKER Lanthorn $
Candlelight ciij b, If we mawn'd Pannam, lap, or Ruff-peck.
1641 BROMK Jovial Crew \\. Wks. 1873 III. 388 Here's Pan-
num and Lap, and good Poplars of Yarrum, To fill up the

Crib, and to comfort the Quarron. a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant.
Crew, Panam, Bread. 1880 Miss BRADDOX Just as I am
vi. 34 Bits o' mouldy pannam. attrib. ^1742 in Hone
Every-day Bk. II. 527 Tickets to be had, for three Meg^
a Carcass to scran their Pannum-Boxes.

I Panne (pan, poen). [F. panne (ith c. in

Littre), earlier pene, penne, pane (i3th c.), picnne
(i4th c,) = Pr. penna, pena, OSp. pena, med.L.

panna (1406 in Du Cange) ; origin uncertain : see

PANE sb?\ A soft kind of cloth with a long nap,

resembling velvet.

1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mech., Panne, . .worsted plush of French
manufacture. 1898 Daily Mom 10 Dec. 6/3 Among the new
materials is that called panne, a very silky make of cloth,
almost resembling velvet in softness of surface. 1899 \Vcstm.
Gaz. 1 8 Sept. 4/1 We see her in a dress of grey panne.

Panne, obs. form of PAN j^.i and 3.

Pannel, variant of PANEL, PANELK.

[Pannell, v. Only found in the following

passage : app. an error of some kind. Editors

have conjectured spanieled^ pantfred) and paged.
1606 SHAKS. Ant. fy Cl. iv. xii. 21 The hearts That pannelled

me at heeles, to whom I gaue Their wishes.]

Pannery (pce-nari). [f. PAN sbl + -ERY.]
1. The making of salt in pans : see PAN sb.l

1763 tr. Base/ling's Syst, Geog. V. 470 The pannery here,
or the right of salt-works, depends on chancery-writ.

2. nonce-use. Pans collectively.
1889 Pall Mall G. 30 Apr. 7/2, 1 asked the manager, .what

he thought of the new pottery and pannery; he said,
' Not

much '.

t Pa'nnide. Obs. Also 5 panikelle, panny-
cele, 5-7 panicle, 6 pannycle, -ickle, -ikell,

-icule, 7 -ikle. [a. OF. panicle, panniclt, ad. L.

pannicul-us small piece of cloth, rag, dim. of

panmts cloth; in mod.F./a;/*V/.]
1. Anat. A membrane or membranous structure

in an animal body, as the peritoneum, the mem-
branes of the brain, and esp. the pannicithts car-

nosus (fleshy pannicle}, a layer of muscular fibres

lying just beneath the skin, specially developed in

some quadrupeds.
1400 Lanfranc's Cintrg. 27 After hem come^ panniclis

[AwL MS. pannyceles] J?at is to seie smal cloop, Jtat is

maad of sutil ^redis of senewis, yeynes & arteries. Ibid.

marg. panikelles. Ibid., pe panicle of be heed byndij?
seuene boones. 1545 RAVNOLD fiyrtlt Mtinkynde i. (1634)

70 A pannicle springing and growing forth from the right
seate of Peritoneum. 1562 BULLEYN Bulwark^ Dial. Soarnes
40 The rimme or pannicule, whiche from out foorthe,
covereih the scalpe. 1603 HOLLAND Plutarch's Mar. 1337
That all their braines should be contained within one and
the same membrane or pannicle. 1621 CRASHAW 1-iscus

Papalis L iv, Also, there is the very skinne or pannikle
that came out of the most holy body of the Virgin Mary,
which her sonne Jesus Christ our Lord, in his birth, brought
with him. 1656 BLOUNT Glos$ogr.$.\.) The fleshy Pannicle.
c 1720 W. GIBSON Farrier's Guide i. i. (1738) 5 Underneath
the Skin is placed the fleshy Pannicle, which is Muscular.

[1871 DARWIN Desc. Man I. i. 19 The power which many
animals, especially horses, possess of moving or twitching
their skin .. is effected by the panniculus carnosus.)

Ii b. App, misused as = brain-pan, skull.

1590 SPENSER F. Q. in. v. 23 He. . Smote him so rudely on
the Pannikell, That to the chin he clefte his head in twaine.

2. Bot. A membranous covering in plants, as

the scales investing a leaf-bud.

1671 GREW Anat. Plants i. iv. 17 Every Bud, besides its

roper Leaves, is covered with divers Leafy Pannicles or

urfoyls. 1736 H. KKOOKK Univ. Beauty in. 403 The
flowers' forensic beauties now admire, The impalement, foil*

ation, down, attire, Couch 'd in the pannicle or mantling veil.

Pannicle, variant of PANICLE.

t Panni'CUlar, a. Obs. [f.
L. pannicul-its,

PANNICLE + -AR.] Of the nature of a 'pannicle'.
1548-77 VICARV Anat. ix. (1888) 81 The tayle gutte, whose

substance is panniculer.

Fanniell, obs. form of PANEL.

Pannier ^parniai), sbl Forms: 4-7 panyer,

4- panier, 6 pannyer, 6- pannier, (also 4

panyar, payngnier, 4-5 paner, pany3er, 5

panere, -yere, -3er(e, -3ar, -yher, Sc. pangell,
6 paniar, 7 panniar, -ard, 7-8 panyard, -erd).

,
a..!?.panier (in 3$th c. rarely pannier}

p
S

bread-basket, i. pan-is bread : see -ARIL'M.]
1. A basket ; esp. one of considerable size for

carrying provisions, fish, or other commodities ; in

later use mostly restricted to those carried by
a beast of burden (usually in pairs, one on each

side, slung across the back), or on the shoulders

of a man or woman.
c 1300 Hai'dok 760 Gode panier* detle he make . . to beren

fish inne. c 1358 Durham Act. fioi/s (Surtees) 562, j par.
d<" I'anyars empt. apiul London. ( 1384 CHAUCER Ht Fain>'

in. 849 Or maken of these [twigs] panyers. 1416 LYDC. Df
C,nil. Pilgr. 21050 Vp-on hyr hed a gret paner. 1:1440

Gesta Rent. i. xc. 414 (Add. MS.) All thofe I solde the be



PANNIER.

fyshe, I solde the not the panyere. 1578 LVTE Dodoens iv.

iii. 511 The frayle Rushe .. they vse to make figge frayles
and paniers therwithall. 1598 HAKLUYT Voy, I. 448 (R.)
Baskets made like bakers panniers. 1600 Ibid. (1810) III.

389 Little Paniers made of Palme leaves. /ti656UssHR
Ann. vi. (1658) 272 Beasts of .. carriage, some for pack-
saddles, and some for panniards. 1727 GAY Fables i. xxxvii.

21 Betwixt her swaggmg panniers' load A farmer's wife to

market rode. 1859 THACKERAY / 'irghi, xxii, A costermonger
with his donkey and a pannier of cabbage, 1886 HALL
CAINE Sou of Jfag-ar (iSfy) I. i. i. 21 Mounted on a pony
that carried its owner on a saddle immediately below its

neck, and a pair of panniers just above its tail.

b. The amount contained by a pannier.
1714 Fr. Bk. Rates 43 Glass in Metal per Cart-load, con-

taining 4 Panniers. 1880 DISRAEU Endynt. I. xi. 89 The
gardener's wife . . threw . . a pannier of cones upon the logs.

c. A covered basket for holding surgical instru-

ments and medicines for a military Ambulance.

(By a curious blunder this was explained by the Secretary
at War in the House of Commons on 25 July, 1854, as a
horse litter or ambulance for the transport of the sick or

wounded, and no one in the House knew any better. The
error is repeated in Kinglake's Crimea,)
1854 SIDNEY HEKBERT in Hansard CXXXV, 719 Almost

the first thing upon which my eye glanced was forty pair of

panniers, for the conveyance of the sick. [Cf. quot. 1895.]
1880 KINGLAKB Crimea VI. ii. 7 He was carried in the

invalid's pannier. Ibid. vi. 144 The cart or pannier used in

transferring him to some other kind of hospital. 1895 Siu

K. WOOD Crimea, in 1854 fy 1804, n, I suppose it would be
difficult now to find any one in the House of Commons,
who could mistake a medical pannier, i. e. a covered basket
for holding surgical instruments and drugs, for an ambulance.

f2. Arch. = CORBEIL 2. Obs. [Littre has

(Panier 14)
' Ornement d'architecture plus etroit et

plus haul que la corbeille, portant des fleurs et des

fruits '. The Eng. works here cited erroneously
confuse CORBEIL with CORBEL.]
1781-6 REES Chambers* Cycl., Pannier^ in Architecture.

See CORBEL. [Ibid., Corbel^ in Architecture, the representa-
tion of a basket.] 1842-76 GWILT Arc/tit, (ed. 7) Gloss.,

Pannier,, the same as CORBKL. [So Webster 1864 and mod.

Diets., all confusing corbeil with corbel.]

3. (See quot.)
1875 KNIGHT Dict.Meck.^ Pannier. .(Hydraulic Engineer-

i'ig}> a basket or gabion of wicker-work containing gravtl
or earth,., used in forming a basis for earthy material in

the construction of dikes or banks.

4. A basket -carriage, rare.

1880 'OuiDA* Moths xvii. 199 Vere, with her husband,
drove in the panier, with four white ponies.
5. A frame of whalebone, wire, or other material,

used to distend the skirt of a woman's dress at the

hips. \^. panier (Littre).] crron. A bunched up
part of a skirt forming a protuberance behind.

1869 Punch 31 July 33/2 The singular excrescences which
are worn now on the back are spoken of as

*

paniers '. 1877
'OuiUA 1 Puck xxxi. 390 Chignons and co-respondents,
plunging and panniers, Americanism and cocotteism. 1902
Daily Chron. 1 1 Jan. 8/3 Paniers are among the very latest

dress importations received in London. They . . have been
used on a gown of mahogany brown velvet in the form of
a tunic, opened in front to show a petticoat, with sides

sweeping into a train at the back.

6. attrib and Comb., as pannier-bearer^ -maker,

-rush, -shaped adj.; f pannier-hilt BASKET-
HILT. Also PANNIERMAN.
1451 Ace. in Sharp Cw. Afyst. (1825) 206 Item, J?e pander-

berrer. .\)d. 1472 Presentmts. of Juries in Surtees Misc.

(1888) 25 Gone panyermaker houses barbers suspect per-
sones in his hous. 1578 LYTE Dodoens iv. Hi. 511 The frayle
Rushe or panier Rushe. 1633 B. JONSON Tale Tub n. i, Your
dun, rusty, Pannier-hilt poniard. 1641 S. SMITH Herring
Jyitss Trade 19 Fresh or Pannier Herring. 1828 KIRBY & SP.

Entomol. (ed. 2) III. xxx. 229 The larva, .constructs a pan-
nier-shaped cocoon of the parenchyma of leaves.

Pannier (parniai), sb* [See below.] The
name by which the robed waiters at table are

known in the Inner Temple.
1823 CRABB Technol. Diet., Pannier or Pannier-man, a

name.. now commonly applied to all the domestics who
wait in the hall at the time of dinner. 1859 K. BRANDT
Frank M. viii. 107 The most awkward of waiters (called

according to custom pannyers ; scilicet pannifers, or bread -

bearers). 1861 Itlnstr. Loud, Ne^vs 9 Nov. 481/1 The Inner

Temple Hall waiters are called fianniers^Tom \\\\z fiannarii
who attended the Knights Templarsf!]. 1903 F. A. INDEK-
\VICK Letter to Editor, The term 'pannier' during the
whole of my time, now extending over 45 years, has been
used as meaning

' waiter ', and applied to the attendants of
the inn waiting at meals. . . I have not found the term used

anywhere officially, but it has apparently long been employed
by members of the Inn. T. F. HOWFLL Let., As no new
'

panniers
'

are now appointed, the name will drop out of use.

{Note. The \\w\\tpannicr is merely colloquial, and does
not occur in the Records. It may have originated or been
derived in some way from that of the PANNIERMAN, but it is

not identical with that word, as erroneously assumed by
Crabbe (followed by later dictionaries) ; still less is it, as
sometimes stated, the source of that word. There is no
evidence to connect it with L. panarins (bread-seller) or

Panndrius (cloth- seller), as conjectured by some.)

Fa'linier, v. rare.
[f.

PANNIER j//. i] trans.

a. To furnish with a pannier or panniers, b. To
place in, or as in, a pannier.
1596 NASMK Saffron IValden 146 He hath so pnnnyerd

and drest it that it seemes a new tiling. 1804 CHAHI.OTTK
SMITH Conversations, etc. II. 190 Panier'd in shells, or
bound with silver strings Of silken Pinna.

Fanniered (piK'niaid), a. [f. PANIKR sb. 1 +
ED 2,] Laden with a pannief or pannier-;.

1735 SOMEKVILLE Chase in. 131 Drove like a pannier'd Ass,

425

and scourg'd along. c 1820 S. ROGERS Italy, Como 47 Wains
oxen-drawn and panniered mules are seen.

Pa'nniernian. [f.
PAXNIEK $bl + MAX.]

1. A man in charge of a pannier or panniers ;

esp. a hawker of fish, etc., who conveys his goods
to market in panniers. ? Obs.

1583 X. Riding Rec. N. S. I. (1894) 251 Divers of the inhaby-
tantes and other poore men pamer-men. 1614 15. JONSON
Bartk. Fair n. Wks. (Rtldg.) 321/2 If the pannier-man's
jack was ever better known by his loins of mutton, I'll be

flayed. 1678 RAY Prov. (ed. 2) 78 Mock no panyer-men,
your father was a fisher. 1736 F. DRAKE l-lboracnm \. vi.

219 Sea fish market is kept. . for panniermen free of the city.

1900 [see Eng. Dial. Diet.}.

2. The name of a paid officer in the Inns of Court,
who brought provisions from market ;\vith a horse

and panniers), and (in later times at least) had
various duties in connexion with the serving of the

meals, etc. : see quots. (Now obsolete.)

1482-3 Black Bks. Line. Inn If. 54 Et de xvjjr. solut. a le

panereman. 1538 Ibid. (ed. 1897) 251 No horses shall be

putt in the Conygarye, butt onlye one hor^e for the Panyar
man. 1601 Pension Bk. Cray's Inn 156 The paniarman ..

shall alsoe have iii//. allowed him for .. his wantinge of

pasture and provision . . for his horse. 1616 Bl. Bks. Line.
Inn 185 It is further ordered that the flesh and fish shall

not be caryed in one pannyer uncleanelye and uncovered,
but that the Pannyennan shall have one pannyer for fish

and another for flesh. 1624 Pens. Bk. Cray's Inn 263 It is

ordered ..that the panierman shall have thirtie shillings
a yeare . . more . . towards the bringinge home of t!ie meat
from the market. 1630-1 Calend. Inner Temple Reeds.

(1898) II. 191 For a new horn for the panierman. 1650
Wits Recreations Epit. Ixxviii. M iij, On T. H. the Pannier-
man of the Temple. 1661 &LOUWT Geassog-r. (ed. 2), Pannier-

man, in the Inns of Court, is one whose Office is to blow
the Horn for Dinner, and wait at the Barristers Table.

1842 Bl. Bks. Line. /2i4'fhat the Pannierman do see that

this order be observed. 1846 MS. Bks. Line, Inn 19 Nov.
[Latest mention] The daughters of Edward Clark late Pan-
merman to this Society. [1900 Abolished at Inner Temple.]

Pannikell, obs. form of PANNICI.E.

Pannikin (pannikin). Also pannioau, pana-
kin, panikin. [f.

PAN sb^~ + -KIN: cf. inannikin.~\
A small metal (usually tinned iron) drinking vessel ;

a cannikin ; also, the contents of such a vessel.
1

Exceedingly common in Australia
'

(Austral l^ng.).

1823 pj. MOOR Suffolk Words, Pannikin, a little vessel or

pan for warming children's pap. etc. A diminutive of pan.

1830 R. DAWSON* Prcs.Sf. Australia 101 (Morris) Several
tin pannicans. Ibid. 200 He went to the spring and brought
me a pannican full. 1835 MARHYAT Jac. Faithf.\\\, Bringing
out the bottle and tin pannikins, ready for the promised
carouse. 1863 MASSON Rec. Brit. Philos. i. 19 If saucers
and pannikins are all that we have, let us at least take an

inventory of our saucers and pannikins. 1880 SUTHERLAND
Tales of Goldfields 44 A small pannikin full of gold dust.

Comb. 1898 MORRIS Austral Eng., Pannikin-boss, or

Pannikin~oi<erscer, ..applied colloquially to a man on a

station, whose position is above that of tlie ordinary station-

hand, but who is only a ' boss
'

or overseer in a small way.

Fanning (pse'nirj), vbl. sb. ff.
PAN v + -ING

1".]

The action or process of washing auriferous sand,

gravel, or crushed rock, by agitation in a pan, so

as to obtain the particles of gold or other sub-

stance of greatest specific gravity.
1870 TUCKER Mute 40 Others to these the precious dirt

convey, Linger a moment till the panning's through. 1901
Mnnsey's Mag. XXV. 662/1 Panning is the crudest and

simplest method of getting out gold dust.

D. The proceeds of such washing; the gold (or
other valuable substance) obtained.

1891 Times. 15 Jan. 5/2 Samples from the surface of the

various reefs .. show rich pannings. 1893 \Vcstnt. Gaz.
6 Dec. 6/1 My pannings from these claims are splendid.

Pannon, -oun, obs. forms of PKXNON.

Panno*nie, a. Of or pertaining to ancient Pan-

nonia, corresponding to modern Hungary. Also
Paxmo'nian a. and sb.

1597 GERARDB Herbal \. xxxv. 7. 50 Carolus Clusius..
hath set foorth in his pannonick K pitome. 1652 ASIIMOLE
Theat. Chem. Prol. 3 When the World was troubled with
Pannonick Invasions. 1656 BLOUNT Glossogr.,Pattnonian..
of or belonging to,. Hungary. 1804 Europ. Mag. May
333/2 The sons of Britain, .animated with even more than
Panonian ardour.

Pannose (psen<?'s% a. Bot. [ad. L. pannos-us

ragged, rag-like, f. pannus cloth : see -OSE.]
'

Having the texture of coarse cloth
'

(
Treas. Bot.

1866). Hence Panno'sely adv.

Pannous (pre'nas), a. Path. [f. as prec. +

-ocs.]
*

Pertaining to or of the nature of pannus
*

(Cent. Diet. 1890).
Pannum, variant of PANNAM.
f| Pannus (pce*n#s). l*ath. [? L. pannus cloth

;

in F. panus t^by Littre referred to L. ptinus, Gr.

nr)i'os web).] A vascular condition of the cornea
of the eye, with thickening and opacity.

( 1400 I,anfranc's Ciritrg. 189 Pan mis is n superfluite

}>at falli|> in a wommans face, & come)? ufte in childberyng.]
1706 PHILLIPS, Pannns .. a Disease of the Kye, when the
Vessels that run to the corners swell with Blood, by reason
of a stoppage or inflammation

; so that a fleshy Web after-

wards covers the whole Kye, or part of it. 1875 H. WALTON
Dis. Eye 873 Such opacity with vascularity is called pannus.
Fannuscorium (para&ikd*wra). [Illiterate

comb, of \*.pannus cloth, and cerium hide, leather.]
A trade-name for a kind of soft leather cloth, used

for the uppers of boots and shoes.

PANOPLY.
I 1858 SIMMOSDS Diet. Trade, Pannuscorhon, a name given

to a species of leather cloth, used for shoes and boots for

i
those who have tender feet. ci86o Popular Song, Here is

a Necropolis, There is an Emporium, Your boots are Ante-
i gropolis,Your shoes are Panuscorium. 1860 All Year Round
'

No. 46. 467 The pannus corium, which has abolished corns.

Panny (parni), a. rare. [f.
PAX sb. 1 + -Y.]

1 Like or characteristic of a pan.
1872 ELLACOMBE C/i. Bells Devon, Hells Ch. i. 209 A panny,

harsh, iron-like sound.

Fannycele, -de, obs. forms of PANXICLE.

Pannyer, Pannyter, obs.ff. PANSIER, PAXTEH.
Panoistie, Panolethry : see PAN- 2.

Panomphsean, -ean (psen^mfran), a.
[f.

Or. Travon<pai-o'i 7
f. irav- all + o^pr) voice of a god,

oracular response : an epithet of Zeus.] Of or

pertaining to Zeus, as sender of all ominous voices.

(Misused humorously in French by Rabelais, and
misunderstood byCockeram, etc.)
1623 COCKERAM, Panomphean, All hearing. 1656 ULOUNT

Glossogr.* Panomphean . . pertaining to Jupiter. 1694
MOTTEUX Rabelais v. xlvi, Trine Is a Panomphean Word,
that is a Word understood, us'd and celebrated by all

Nations and signifies Drink. 1856 MRS. BROWNING Aur.
Leigh v. 114 We want no half-gods, Panomphaean Joves.
So Panompha'ic, Pano-mphic adjs. (iionce-wds.)
1822 T. L. PEACOCK Alaid Marian xvii. 266 That very

Panomphic Pantagruelian saint, well known. .as a female

divinity, by the name of La Dive Bouteille. 1878 J. THOM-
SON Plcnip. Key 7 Whose supreme oracle is the panomphaic
Trincq.

II Fanophobia (p?eiwf(7u'bia). Path. Also 9
panphobia. [rnod.L., f. Gr. llav, gen. riai/os-

PAX + -<f>o@ia from <pv(3o$ fear.] A form of melan-
cholia marked by causeless or excessive terror.

1709 HOOPER Med. Diet., Panophobia, that kind of melan-

choly which Is attended with groundless fears. 1870
MAUUSLEY Body <y Mind 97 That form of melancholia..
which is sometimes describee! as panphobia, 1893 Syd. Soc.

Lex., Panophobia, sudden fear or panic, which was sup-
posed to be inspired by Pan.

|| Panophtha*lmia = next.

1890 in Cent. Diet. 1893 in Syd. Soc. LC.Y.
'

Fanophthalmi'tis. Path. [PAN-.] In-

flammation of the whole eyeball.
i84zinDuNGUSON Med.Lcx.

789 Kvidence of destructive changes and panophthalinitis.

Panoplied (pce'n^plid), a. [f. PANOPLY +
-ED 12

.] Clad in complete armour. Alsoyf^.
1877 15LACK IE M'ise j\len 218 She with nice craft had

moulded from the clay A panoplied Pallas. 1901 I.D. MILNKK
Sp. 26 May, Panoplied hatred, insensate.ambuious, invincible

ignorance.

Fanoply (p0e'n^pli), sb. [ad. Gr. itavo'nXia, a

complete suit of armour, the full armour of the

oTrA/TTjj, f. irav' all + oirAij pi. arms. Cf. .panoplie

(occurring; casually 1551, but adm. in Diet. Acad.

1835). The original Gr. and a latinized form

panoplia occur in early use.

1607 SIR J. H. in Haringtcris Xugse Ant. (ed. Park 1804)
II. 213 As well episcopal! as temporal! panoplia, or furni-

ture, beseeming both a gentleman, a deane, and a bishop.
1624 GEE Feot out of Snare 24 Let vs..arme our selues
with the iravcnr\ia of God.]

1. A complete suit of armour, the
' whole armour '

of a soldier (a) of ancient or () of mediaeval times.

(In () its brightness and splendour are chiefly

connoted.)
(a) 1632 B. JONSON Magti. Lady ui. iv, Iron,. .More. .Than

all your fury, and the panoply Prac. Which is at best, but
a thin linen armour. 1667 MILTON /'. L. vi. 760 Hee in

Celestial Panoplie all armd. 1750 JOHNSON RamMcrNo. 78
7 i Encumbered and oppressed, as he will find himself,
with the ancient panoply. 1838 THIRLWALL Greece II. 346
Their short spears and daggers were.. ill fitted to make an

impression on the Spartan panoply. 1881 JOWKTT Thncyd.
I. 243 Three hundred panoplies which were allotted to

Demosthenes he brought home with him.

(/') 1813 SCOTT Trierm. n. xix, As all around the lists so

wide In panoply the champions ride. 1839 LONGI-. Coptiis
de Manrique xxxii, Scarf, and gorgeous panoply, And
nodding plume. 1867 FREEMAN Norm. Con<], (1876) 1. vi.

516 Armed with all the magnificence of the full panoply of

the time.

2. In various fig. and transf. applications : a./i*"-

Complete armour for spiritual or mental warfare.
Often with direct allusion to rrjc navoir\iav TOV ou

'

the
whole armour of God '

in Eph. vi. n, 13.

1576 FLEMING (title) A Panoplie of Epistles, Or, a looking
Glasse for the vnlearned. 1650 S. CLARKE Eccl. Hist. (1654'
r. 4 Patience is the Panoply or whole Armour of the man of

God. 1658 GL-RNALLC/^'. in Arm. (1669) 245/1 These words

present us with another piece in the Christians panoply.
1784 COWPER Task \\. 345 Armed himself in panoply com-
plete Of heavenly temper. 1854 J. S. C. ABBOTT Napoleon
(1855) II. xxv. 464 Napoleon was armed with the panoply
of popular rights. 1884 TENNYSON Beckct v. ii, Mail'd in the

perfect panoply of faith.

b. transf. Any kind of complete defence, cover-

ing, or clothing, c. Any splendid enveloping or

surrounding array, material or ideal.

1829 LVTTON Devereux iv. iii, What a panoply of smiles
the duchess wears to night. 1832 LANDEK Adv. Niger III.

xvii. 57 Another charm . . a panoply, for preserving all

persons, while bathing, from the fangs of the crocodiles

1850 MFRIVALK Rom, Emp. (1865) I. via. 322 Before him

lay. .the mighty City, .gleaming in the sun with its panoply
of roofs. 1856 KANE Arct. Expl. II. i. 22 His many-coated
panoply against King Death. 1867 LYDIA M. CHILD Romance



PANOPLY.
. xxxv. 400 Mist, .as it grew colder, had settled on

the trees.. covering every little twig with a panoply of ice.

1871 JKNKINSON Guide Eng. Lakes 11879) 278 The two
lakes, Uutterincre and Crummock,. .surrounded by a grand
panoply of mountains. 1887 BOWEN ^-Kneid m. 517 Both of
the Hears, and Orion, in golden panoply dight.
3. A group of pieces of armour arranged as

n kind of trophy or ornament.
1890 in Cent. Diet. 1896 Daily Nws 5 Mar. 7/5 Some

Russian shields, serving as panoplies, were added to the
French shields.

Panoply Cpseii^pli), v. [f. prec. sb.] trans.

To arm completely, to furnish with a panoply.
1832 L. HUNT Gentle Armour \\. 4 To-morrow sees me

panoplied indeed. 1885 Hotnilct. Rev. Sept. 264 To panoply
fearful souls with the armor of.. heaven-inspired thoughts.

b. fig. To array with something brilliant.

1895 Daily Xeivs 14 Sept. 5/7 There was. .a train of saloon

carriages for the excursionists. It was panoplied with flags
and garlanded with vine leaves.

Panoptic (psenp-ptik), a.
[f. Gr. iravoirros

seen of all, fully visible, Traronr-T/s all-seeing + -ic.]
1. All-seeing.
1826 Blacfav. Mag, XX. 844 He. .vainly conceits that the

preat forest of books will hide him from our panoptic view.

1856 J. MARTINEAU Ess. (1891) IV. 52 Any class of teachers
free to assume this panoptic position.

2. In which all is seen : cf. PANOPTICON.
1845 R. W. HAMILTON Pop. Educ. ix. (ed. 2) 239 The school

{in France] is the ward of one great panoptic prisonhouse,
with the keepers before the door.

FanO'ptical, a.
[f.

as prec. + -AL.] Of or

pertaining to a view of everything at once.

1879 SIK G. Scorx Lcct. Archit. II. 252 The internal effect

does not, however, trust exclusively to this panoptical theory.

Panopticon (paen^ptik^n). [f. Gr. -nav- +
QTTTIKOV neuter of o-nrittus of or for sight : cf. nov-

OHTOS fully seen or visible.]

1. The name given by Benthnm to a proposed form
of prison of circular shape having cells built round
and fully exposed towards a central * well ', whence
the warders could at all times observe the prisoners.
Also attrib. or as adj.
The Penitentiary, Milibank, London, was originally con-

structed according to I'entham's plan.

1791 KKNTHAM (tith) Panopticon; or, the Inspection-House.
///(/. i. Postscr. 86 In a Panopticon prison, .there ought not

any where be a single foot square, on which man or hoy
shall be able to plant himself ..under any assurance of not

being observed. 1813 J-'.Jin. Rev. XXII. 19 The Panopticon
was to be open at all times to every magistrate ; and at
certain hours to the public generally. 1818 HAZLITT Eng.
Poets v. (1870) 128 He .. superintends, as in a panopticon,
a select circle of rural malefactors. 1882 MRS. OLIPHANT Lit,

Hist, Eng. III. 310 Bentham's Panopticon.
b. Jig. and transf. A place where everything is

visible
;
a show-room for novelties.

1851 J. HAMILTON Roy. Prcadier xix. (1854) 239 From this

panopticon of all the possible, His holy wisdom chose the
best. 1882 Qr.n.viK (Annandale), Panopticon ..2. An ex-
hibition room for novelties. Art Journal.
2. Name given to an optical instrument. (In

quot. 1768, app. a kind of telescope.)
1768 FRANKLIN Lett. \Vk.s. 1840 V. 420 Mr. Martin, when

I called to see his panopticon, had not one ready. 1871
Routledge*sEv. Boy^s. Inn. Mar. Suppl. 1/1 Stat ham's ' Pan-

opticon '. . a powerful achromatic Telescope and Microscope
combined.

Panora'ni, a. and sb. [A commercial shorten-

ing of panoramic.'] a. adj.
= PANORAMIC, b.

sb. = Panoramic camera.

1893 Photogr. Ann. 291 The Panoram: a perfected pano-
ramic camera. 1902 H'cstni. Gaz. 26 May 4 ''2 Holiday
pictures . . taken with a Panoram type of camera. Ibid.

16 June 4/2 He should make it a point to use a Panoram
for his exposures. 1903 Ibid. 27 May 12/2 The Norlh-
Eastern Railway Company publish a series of what they call
* Panoram '

post-cards.

Panorama (prenorirma, -amia\
[f.

Gr. irav-

all -t- o/M/ia view : a name invented by R. Barker

.1789.
(In his specification of patent 1787, be called his invention

La Nature a coup tfUCt/.j]

1. A picture of a landscape or other scene, either

arranged on the inside of a cylindrical surface

round the spectator as a centre (a cyclorama\ or

unrolled or unfolded and made to pass before him,
|

so as to show the various parts in succession.

1796 Repertory of Arts IV. 165 Patent granted to Mr. i

Robert Barker [No. 1612 of 1787]. (Footttote) This invention

has been since called the Panorama. 1801 Encycl. Brit.

Suppl. II. 326/2 Panorama, a word, .employed of late to

denote a painting, .which represents an entire view of any |

country, city, or other natural objects, a-i they appear to

a person standing in any situation, and turning quite round.

1806-7 J* BEKESFOKD Miseries Hum. Life v. xvii, Prolong-

ing your stay in London for the express purpose of going
to the Panorama. 1807 T. YOUNG Lectures I. 455 In the

panorama, which has lately been exhibited in many parts of

Europe, the effects of natural scenery are very closely imi-

tated. 18.. (title) Panorama of the Thames from London
to Richmond, exhibiting every Object on both banks of the

River. 1866 BRANDE Si Cox Diet. Set. s. v., The first pano-
rama exhibited in London was painted by Robert Barker in

1789; it rep'resented a view of Edinburgh.

b. transf. and _/$*.
A continuous passing scene;

a mental vision in which a series of images passes
before the mind's eye.
1836 MARRVAT Jafhct IviL 104/1 A deep reverie, during

which the various circumstances and adventures of my life
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were passed in a rapid panorama before me. 1859 GF.O. ELIOT
A. Bede xliv, You perceive clearly what sort of picture Adam
and Hetty made in the panorama of Arthur's thoughts on
his journey homeward. 1876 HKSANT& RICF. Gold. RuttcrJIy
iv, She liegan to recall the endless moving panorama of the
London streets.

2. An unbroken view of the whole surrounding
region.
1828 SCOTT Citron. Canongatc Ser. n. Introcl,, The Gallon

had always the
aiperiority of its unrivalled panorama. 1836

Murray's tfandhk.for Trap. 321 The Panorama from the

top of the Brocken is very fine. 1878 K. JOHNSTON Africa
ii. 22 From the summit . . there opens out one of the grandest
panoramas which the eye of man could behold.

b. fig. A complete and comprehensive survey or

presentation of a subject.
1801 (titled The Political Panorama. 1806 MRS. STKHN-

DALK (title] The Panorama of Youth. 1812 J. SMITH (title)

The Panorama of Science and Art. 1813 MARIA EUGEWORTH
Patron. (1833) II. xxvii. 137 In his rapid panorama of foreign
countries, he showed variety of knowledge. 1860 PUSEY
j\[in. Proph.qz^ Habakkuk, in one vast panorama, . .exhibits
the future in pictures of the past,
3. attrib. and Comb.\ o\so panorama-wise.
1809 W. IRVING Knickcrb. in. vi, The panorama view of

the battery was given merely to gratify the reader with
a correct description of that celebrated place. ~&tz Blaclru.'.

Mag. XII. 86 A thousand other scenes, .come up., panorama-
wise before us. 1896 Daily Xctvs 19 Nov. 7/4 A prospecting
party came across a vein of gold quartz in the famous
panorama walk.

Panora-mal, a. noncc-wiL [f. prec. + -AL.]

Passing everything under survey or review.
1808 K. S. HARRI-.TT Miss-led General 120 Those satirical,

critical, panorama), cynical ,. drudges, the Reviewers.

Panoramic ^xvnurre-inik), a. [f. prec. + -1C.]

Of, pertaining to, or of the nature of a panorama.
Panoramic camcra

) a photographic camera devised to
rotate automatically so as to take a complete or extended

landscape.
1813 KEES Cycl. s.v. Panorama^ The cylindrical surface on

which objects are to be painted is called the panoramic sur-

face. 1815 J.
CAMPBKLL Trav. S. Africa^f>\ fjotl.), I .. ex-

pressed a wish, that my friends in London could l)e gratified
with a panoramick view ofit. 1838 ROBINS (////<?) Panoramic
Representation of the Queen's Coronation ProcesMon from
the Palace to the Abbey. 1856 SIR 1>. BRODIE Psychol.Inq,
\. ii. 35 An extensive panoramic view of the whole of the

surrounding country. 1878 AHXEY PJiotogr. (1881) 214 In
a panoramic camera the eye is supposed to travel round the

view, the point of sight altering at each movement of the eye.
b. Commanding a view of the whole landscape.

1880 D. W. FRESH i iiii.n in Academy ir Dec. 418 The
panoramic peak of Monte Incudine.

So Fanora'mical a.
; Fanora/mically adv., after

the manner of a panorama.
1840 Eraser's Mag. XXII. 671 Emblazoned panoramically

upon the mind's perception. 1846 WDHLKSTER, Panoramic^
PtitwrauiicaL 1889 Athenmtnt 28 Dec. 902/1 The subject
..treated panoramically, is exceptionally difficult.

Faiioramist ^pscnora'iriist, -armist). [f. as

prec. + -1ST.] A painter of panoramas.
1881 .V. fyQ. 6th Ser. III. 247/2, I shall be glad to know If

there is any record of the panonimist's religious history.
1888 Pall Mall G. 14 Mar. 5/2 The illusion produced by the
art of the panoramist is so great that even with the aid of

an opera glass it is almost impossible to determine at what
exact point the solid objects end and the painted picture
'begins.

Panorganon, -Orthodox, etc. : see PAX-.

Panorpa ,paii^Jpa\ Entom. 'PI. -83. [mod.
L. (Limuvus 1748); derivation not stated.] A
genus of neuropterons insects, the type of a family

Panorpid&) taken by some as an order Panorpafa,
the scorpion-flies. Hence Pano'rpate, fPano-r-
patous adjs.j of or pertaining to the scorpion-flies
as an order

; Pano-rpian, Fa.no rpine adjs^ of

or pertaining to the genus Panorpa ; Pano'rpid,
an insect of the family Panorpidn\ Pauo'rpoid a. t

resembling or related to the scorpion-flies.
1878 l!i:i,i, Gcgcnlwurs Coaip. Anat. 272 Some of Panorpa

have an enlargement at the end of the fore-gut. 1857 M \YN i

Expos. Lc.v.) Panorpatous. 1890 WKHSTI-:H, Patwrpian,
Panorpid. 1890 Cent. Diet., Panorpine. 1895 l-unk's

Stand. Diet.) Panorpate, Panorpoid.

Panotype (parn&aip). [f. pano>, irregularly
for PAN- or PANTO- + TYPE.] A name for a photo-

graphic picture obtained by the collodion process.

1875 in KNIGHT Diet. Mech. 1602/2. [Also in later Diets.]

Panpardie, -perdy, obs. tT. pain perdu : see

PAIN* sl>.~ 2.

Panpathy, -phenomenalism : see PAN- 2.

t Fanpha'rmacal, ^. Obs. rare.
[f.

next -t-

-AL.] Of or pertaining to a panpharmaeon, pan-
acean.

1657 TOMLINSON Renon's Disp. 289 The Indians use this

medicament as panpharmacal in all diseases. 1637 Physical
Diit.) Panphariuacal) at) universal medicine.

Panpharmacon, pam- pa.-nfa.Mmak/rn,

pct-m-). rare. [f.
PAN- all + Gr. tpapnattov drug;

cf. (ir. irampapnatcos adj. 'skilled in all drugs'.]
A remedy against all diseases and poisons, a uni-

versal remedy, a panacea.
1661 ULOUNT Gfossflgr. (ed. 2\ Panpharmacon (Gr.),*a

medicine for all diseases. 1694 SALMON Hate's Disfeus.

(1713) 575/2 It is used by some as Panpharmacon, Inn what
Diseases it will absolutely cure I think is scarcely deter-

mm'd. 1700 T. HROWN Awitsein. Ser. <y Com. 95 The
Outsides oftheir Pots were Gilded with the Titles of Prcserva.

PANSIED.

J

lives, Cordials and Panpharmacons. 1731 BAILEY, Pain-
p/iannacon. (So 1775 ASH.] 1845 FORD Handbk. Spain
1. 193 The divine Isaac Barrow resorted tothispanphannacon
whenever he wished to collect his thoughts.

Panphobia, variant of PANOPHOBIA.

Pan-pipe (parnjpai:p). Also Pan's pipe.
, Fan's-pipe. [f. PAN sb.- + PIPE.] A primitive
. musical instrument made of a series of reeds gradu-
ated in length so as to form a scale, the upper and
open -ends being level, so as to permit the easy
passage of the lips from one to another; its inven-
tion was ascribed by Greek legend to Pan

;
a

syrirr\, mouth-organ.
1820 T. MITCHKLL.-J ristoph, I. p. xxxv, Olympus is generally

represented, as a young man .. taking lessons on the pan-
pipe from Marsyas. 1825 HONE Evcry-day Bk. I. 1114 A
man playing the Pan-pipes, or 'mouth organ '. 1846 GKUI i.

Greece i. i. (1862) I. 52 Hermes surrenders to Apollo, the

lyre, inventing for his own use the syrinx or panspipe. 1855
THACKERAY fftwcOHM -\Ivii, At the end of the lime-tree
avenue is a broken-nosed damp Faun, with a marble panpipe.
'875 JOWKTT Plato (ed. 2) III. 37 The harp may be per-
muted in the town, and the Pan's-pipe in the fields.

Patiplegia to Panpsychism : see PAN-.

Pa:n-Presbyte*rian, a. [PAN- i.] Of or

pertaining to all Presbyterians.
1877 Proc. Free Ch. Scot. 273 Representatives to the

Pan-Presbyterian Council The names of gentlemen .. pro-
posed [to] represent the Assembly at the General Presby-
terian Council in July next. 1888 Pall Mall G. 6 July 1/2
The Pan- Presbyterian Council meets once in four years.

t Pa -

n-pu:dding. Obs. or dial. A pudding
cooked or baked in a pan ; see quot. 1 839.
1606 Choice, Chance, etc. (1881) 47 Quoth he, Panpudding

is a good dish for a grosse stomack. 1630 J. TAVI OR
iWater-P.) Gt. Eater Kent \Vks. 1. 146/1 The Pan-puddings
of Shropshire, the White puddings of Somersetshire, the

Hasty-puddings of Hamshire, and the Pudding-pyes of ;my
shire, all is one to him. 1736 UVROM Rem. (Chetham .Soc.)

II. i. 17, I ate pan puddings, as they called them (fritters)

heartily. 1839 STONEHOUSI-: Axholme 47 About
^ forty or

fifty years ago. .Saturday, pan pudding, i.e. a pudding made
of flour, with small bits of bacon in it.

b. attrib. (in contemptuous use.
1

)

J 593 NASHK Four Lett. Confut. Wks. ^Grosart) II. 277
Not. .to corrupt the aire, and imposthumate mens ears with
their pan-pudding prose any more.

c. Phr. To stand to ons pan-pudding, to stand

to one's duty ; to stand firm, hold one's ground.
1690 Pttgan Prince xxv. 71 And so, noble Tritons, every one

, to his command ; stand to your Panpudding. 1694 MOT-
|
TEUX Rabelais iv. Ixiv. (1737) 264 How bravely did they
stand to their Pan-puddings !

Pans, obs. form oil pence, pi. of PEXXY.
Pan-Satanism to -sclerosis : see PAX-.

Pansch, obs. form of PAUXCH.
Panse ;pons , v. Sc. and dial. Also 6 pans,

panss, 6-8 pance, (9 panch . [a. OF. panser,

pancer^ to take thought for, take care of, treat (the

sick), attend (to wounds, etc.), parallel form of

penserto think : see PEXSE.]

f 1. intr. To think ;
to meditate. Obs.

a 1500 HENKYSON Garment glide Ladies 27 H'ir patelet of

gude pausing. 1500-20 DUSBAK Poems Ivm. 24 Thay panss %
nocht ofTthe parrochin pure. 1528 LYNUESAY Dream 397 To

*

pans on his prudens. 1530 Test. Papyngo 444 My hart

is peirst with panes for to pance. 1594 A. H UME Hymtis^ etc.

(Bannatyne Club) 63 Studie not nor panse not meikleonthe

feeding of the flesh. 1637-50 Row Jfist. Kirk (Wodrow
Soc) 12 The faithfull servants of God .. paused how this

great work might be effectual to God's glorie.

f2. trans. To think of, consider, heed. Obs.

1560 HOLLAND Crt. 1'euus1 m. 879 Per fit lie pance thir

pointis last pregnant, c 1600 MONTCO.MKRIK Cherrie <y S/at

1357 And pance- not, nor skance not, The perril nor the

pryce. 1629 SIR W. MURK True Crttdf. 2825 If God bee
. for thee, panse no who oppose.

3. To attend to surgically or medically ;
to dress

(a wound).
u 1584 MONTGOMERY Cherrie fy Slae 491 Gif ony pacient

wald l>e pancit, Ouhy suld he loup quhen he is landt. 1676
W. Row Contn. Blair's A ntobiog. xii. (1848) 576 They had
a singular care of him causing panse his wounds. ^1752 J.
LOUTHIAN Form ofProcess (ed. 2) 124 He was carried to a

neighbouring House, where his Wounds were panced. 1890
LOWSON GnidJU0B}&\ lE.D-D.) Having paused and dressed

the wound. 1891 HartlandGloss.^ Pattch,.. to prick and
work a wound to extract matter or any foreign substance.

Hence Pa'nsing 'vbl. sb., (a) thinking; (b} the

dressing of a wound ; also Pansement rare.

1500-90 DI;NBAR Poems x.\i.\. 1 3 Than pansing of penuritie
Revis that fra my remembrance. 1579-80 Burgh Rec. Edin.

(Rec. Soc.) IV. 152 The pausing, dressing, curing, and

handling of Robert Asbowane, quha wes laitlie hurt and
woundit be James Dou-glas. 1590 A. HUME Hymns, etc.

i (Bannatyne Club) 45 My pansing dois augment niy paine.

1842 ])I:SGLISON, PattseiHent, dressing.

t Panse, sb. Obs. rare- 1
, [a. OF. pense,

panse, thought.] A thought.
rt 1500 Colkclbie Sow i. 456 (Bann. MS.) And all thair plat

pure pansis.

Panse, obs. variant of PAUNCE, a breast-plale.

Panse, Pansie, obs. forms of PAXSY.

Pansheon, -shon, obs. or dial. ff. I'ANCHEON.

Pansied (pom/id), a. [f.
PANSY + -ED-.]

Adorned with or abounding in pansies.

1819 WIFFEN Aonian Hours (1820) 41 A pansied dell. 1835
' TAI rouRD/0 n. i, When pansied turfwas air to winged feet.

Pansive, obs. Sc. form of PENSIVE a.
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Fan-Sla ), a. [PAN- I.PAN- I.]
= next.

n-Slav exhibition willl1903 Mod. Xeivspapcr^ In 1905 a Pa
be held at St. Petersburg, when representatives will be sent

from all the Slavonic nations of eastern Europe.

Fanslavic, -Slavic (-sia-vik), a. [PAN- i.]

a. Of or pertaining to all the Slavic races, b.
= PANSLAVISTIC a.

1860 MARSH Eng. Lang. \. 8The Panslavic invasion,
which will be the next source of danger to the civil and in-

tellectual liberties of Christendom. 1880 Daily Tel. z Mar.,
A fresh outburst of Panslavic anger.

Panslavisni (paenslSTiz'm). Also 9 -scla-

vism. [f.
PAX- i + SLAV + -ISM : after Ger. Pan-

sclavi$mu$^\ The movement or aspiration for the

union of all Slavs or Slavonic peoples in one poli-
tical organization.
[1846 JOXVETT in Life <V Lett. (1897) I. v. 157 My balance

of power would be . . France and England against Pan-
sclavismus and despotism.] 1850 LOXGI--. in Life (1891) II.

188 He[Gurowski] is a Pole, .believing in Panslavism, or the

union of all the Slavonic tribes under one head, and that

head Russia. 1877 Public Opinion 7 July i The advance of
Russia is as hateful to the hopes of Hellenic Christians as it

can be welcome to the zealots of Panslavism. 1880 Frasers
fifag. May 616 Here Panslavism is distinctly repudiated ;

Philo-Slavism is defined. ..I have never met a Panslavist

among the Southern Slavs.

So Panslavist, an adherent or promoter of

Panslavism; also as adj. next; Pauslavi stic

a. t a. of, pertaining to, or favouring Panslavism;
b. = PANSLAVIC a.

1850 Loser, in Life \iZgi) II. 189 At tea we had Panslavistic

Gurowski. 1877 IX M. WALLACE Russia xxvi. 419 But what
of their Panslavistic Aspirations? 1883 Atlwi&uin 29 Dec.

855/1 It saved him from those Panslavist tendencies. 1884
Harpers Mag. May 859/1 The. .aspirations of the Musco-
vite

panslavists
were not satisfied. 1903 Contemp. Rev. Jan.

65 The first Pan-Slav 1st ic Congress took place in Prague in

June, 1848.

Faiislavo nian, -Slav-, a. Also -sclav-

onian. [PAN- i.J Of or pertaining to, or in-

cluding all Slavonians ; Panslavic, Panslavistic.

So Fanslavo'nic, -S1-, -sclavo nic a.
;

Pau-
sla vonism = PANSLAVISM.
1854 R. G. LATHAM Native Races Russian Emh. 331 The

fundamental fact on which Pan-slavonism rests, is the vast

. .area over which the different dialects of the Slavonic lan-

guage are spoken, combined with the small amount of
difference they exhibit. 1864 WEBSTER, PattsUfWmfan.

1877 Public Opinion 7 July i Under the supreme direction

of Prince Tcherkasski..and his colleagues of M. Akeakoff's
Panslavonic bureau. 1877 D. M. WAU.ACK Russia xxxiy.
600 There was but one step to the conception ofa Panslavonic

empire.

Fansophic (peenyfik), fl. [f. as PANSOPHY +
-ic\] Of or pertaining to pansophy. Also Pan-
so phical a. Hence Fanso'phically adv., in a

pansophic manner.
1651 COLLIKR Comenitts* Patterns Unh>. Ktunul. 93 We

have three chiefe and essential 1 properties of Pansophicall
method. Ibid. 146 Every theame that's handled panso-
phically hath propositions making demonstrations. 1660
WOKTHINGTON Let. to Hartlib in Rcmahis (Chetham Soc.)
I. 2^2 It were to be wished, indeed, that it were done into

Latin, .for the humbling of many conceited enthusiasts and
Pansophical pretenders. 1882 Athenxum 4 Mar. 279 His
[Comenius's] great design of a Pansophic I nstkute, or

College of the Sciences, was pressed upon the Long Parlia-

ment by Hartlib and others.

PanSOphisiU (pse'nstfnVm;. [f.
Or.

all-wise + -ISM.] The possession or profession of

universal knowledge. So Pa'nsophist, a claimant

or pretender to universal knowledge.
1864 BLACKMORE Clam I'auglian xxxix, Choose, .between

my services, and the maunderings of some pansophisL 1868

rail Mall G. 2 Dec. 12 As a general rule.. the attempt at

pnnsophism, even in the arts, must end in pansclolism.

Pansophy (pse'nsofi). Also 7 -sophie, 7-8
Ijpansophia. [f.Gr. irav- all + oo<pia wisdom; form-

ing an abstr. sb. to Gr. itavao<pos adj. 'all-wise'.]
1. Universal or cyclopaedic knowledge; a scheme

or cyclopaedic work embracing the whole body
of human knowledge.
In its Latin form used by J. A. Comenius (Komensky) of

Moravia in 1639, in the title of a book, rrodronins Pan-
iv/A/>, giving a sort of prospectus of a universal cyclopedia.
1642 HAHTUB ffef. Schooles 90 The seven parts of the

Temple of Christian Pansophie. 1651 COLLIER Comenius'
Pattertte Unh>. Knowl. 16 Pansophy therefore by whole-
some Counsel takes all things in general! into its considera-

tion, that it may evidently and most clear ry appeare, how
leaser things are, and come to be, subordinate to the^greater
leicj

pedi;
have
scheme, .was to collect and maintain learned men from

_all

nations, and to give them leisure for tlieir special studies,
and generally to foster

'

Pansophy '. 1899 Academy 29 July
108/2 Komensky and Hartlib tried to found in England a
' Christian Academy of Pansophy '.

2. The claim or pretension to universal knowledge.
179* BOOTHBY On Burke s.App. li'higs 265 The French

philosophers, .affect, .a sort of pansophy, or universality of
command over the opinions of men. 1886 Standard 30 Dec.

2/1 His pansophy teaches him that the affections are the

cause of all the misery in the world.

Pansperm : see PAN- 2.

t Fansperma-tic, a. Qbs. [f. Or. vav- all

+ <7irp/iaT- seed + -ic, after spermatic.] That is the

seed or seminal principle of all things.

1690 LEYBOURN Curs. Math. 445 b, To the end it [the Solar

Ocean) might more effectually communicate its Pansperma-
tick Virtue to all those Bodies, to which it is to afford Light
and Influence.

Fanspe'rmatism. [f.
as prec. + -ISM.]

-

PANSPEUMY. Hence Panspe'rmatist, one who
holds the doctrine of panspermatism.
1874 J. FISKF, Cosmic Pltilos. I. n.viii. 420 The hypothesis,

devised by Spallan/ani, that the atmosphere is full of in-

visible germs which can penetrate through the smallest

crevices. This hypothesis is currently known as '

pansper-
maiism', or the 'theory of omnipre*ent germs', or . . the

'germ-theory'. 1874 Contemp. Rev. XXIV. 518 It rested

more especially with the Panspermatists, who chose still to

be opponents of 'spontaneous generation ',
to >how tins

belief. .was erroneous. 1878 TYXUALL Fragw, Sc. II. xiii.

Panspermia : see PANSPERMV.

Panspermic (pcen^paumik"
1

,
a. [f. Gr. -rrdv-

<Tirfpn-os composed of, or containing all sorls of

seeds (f. -nav- all -f ff-rrfppa seed) + -ic.] Of or

pertaining to panspermy.
1857 MAYM; A'.r/os. Lf.r., Panspcrmkus .., of or belong-

iuj:fto Panspermia; panspermic.

So Panspermism. (p8en|Sp5'Jmiz*m)*=PAN8PER-
MATISM; Panspe-rmist = PANSPKKMATIST.
1869 tr. Poitchefs Universe (1871) 504 The name of pan-

spermism has been given to this pretended universal dis-

semination of the reproductive bodies of animals and plants.

1870 NICHOLSON Man. Zool. 33 I'y the '

panspermtsts
'

or

the opponents of spontaneous generation, it is alleged, that

the production of liacteria . . in organic infusions is due

simply to the fact that the atmosphere and probably the

fluid itself, is charged with innumerable gtrms. 1874 Con-

temp. Rev. XXIII. 710 The hypothesis of Panspermism..
supposes that these minutest living things have merely de-

veloped in the fluids owing to the accidental presence of

invisible germs thrown off from pre-existing living organisms.
1881 TYNDALL Floating Matter ofAh- 208 Panspermism.

Panspermy (pccn|Sp5Mrm\ Also in mod. L.

form panspe'rmia. [ad. Gr. -navo-ntppia. the doc-

trine of Anaxagoras and Democritus that the ele-

ments were a mixture of all the seeds of things,
f. ndyairepnos : see PANSPERMIC'.] The bingcnetic

theory that the atmosphere is full of minute germs
which develop on finding a favourable environment.

Also called PANSPEKMATISM.
1842 DUNGLISON Meef. Lt-.r., Panspermia. 1857 MAYXH

Expos. Le.r., Panspermia..^ panspermy. 1882 Pop. ScL

Monthly XX. 824 The weight of his opinion in favor of his

own theory of panspermy. 1893 -Sj'</. .Soc. Le.r. , Panspermia^
the physiological system according to which there are germs
disseminated through all space which develop when they
encounter a suitable soil.

Pansphygmograph, etc.: see PAN- 2.

Pan's-pipe, Pan's pipe: see PAX-PUT:.

Pansy (pce'nzi). Forms: 5 pensee, 6peusy,
pawnsy, paunsie, 6-7 pancy, 6-8 pansie, 7-

pansy. Also ft. 6 pances (?//.'; , pawnee, paunse,

6-7 panse, paunce. \Vmmw:\y pensee.pcnsy, a. F.

penste, pencte (a 1500 in Godef; Compl.), a fanciful

application totpensde
'

thought '. The & formf>a/zse
is not given in Fr. diets. ;

but OF. had ptnseypanse,
beside pensee, panste, in the sense 'thought*.
A reference to the popular or

'

vulgar' standing of the

name in France occurs in th French botanist Ruel or
Ruellius DC natttra stirpitun (1536) 595 'Violas inodone

genus esse putaverimquam vulgus gallicum penseam vocat '.]

The common name of Viola tricolor, esp. of the

cultivated varieties; the wild plant is a common
weed in cornfields, etc., with small flowers com-

pounded of purple, yellow, and white; the culti-

vated form is a favourite garden plant, with very
numerous varieties having large richly and variously
coloured flowers. Also called HEARTSEASE, q. v.,

and dialectally and locally by various fanciful

names, as kiss-me-at-the-garden-gate, love-iit-idle-

ness t three-faces-nnder-a-hood, etc.

a 1500 Assembly of Ladies 62 With margarettes growing
in ordinaunce .. Ne-m'oublie-mies and sovenez also; The
povre pensees were not disloged there. 1530 PALSGR. 251/2

Pancy fioure, tnenvc pencee [cf. 231/1 Hertesease, mem<e
Pensee]. Ibid. 253/1 Pensy floure, pensee. 1592 GREKSE
Upst. Courtier in Hart. Misc. (Malh.) II. 217 The checkerd

paunsie, or party coloured harts ease. 1597 GKRARDE Her-
bal n. cc.xcix. i. 703 Harts ease is named . . Pansies, Liue
in Idlenes. 16*9 PARKINSON Paradisi in Sole Iii. 283 In

English Hartsease, and Pansies of the French name Pensees.

Some giue it foolish names, as Loue in idlenesse, Cull me to

you, and Three faces in a hood. 1637 MILTON Lycidas 144
The Pansie freakt with jeat. 1697 DRVUEN Virg. Past. \\.

66 Fancies to please the Sight, and Casia sweet to smell.

1771 LASGHORNE Fables ofFlora, Violet <V Pansy vii, On that

fair bank a Pansy grew, That borrow'd from indulgent skies

A velvet shade and purple hue. 1866 Treas. Bot. 1218 The
endless varieties of Heartsease, or Pansy, are all derived

from the cornfield weed V{iola\ tricottv, and the allied

species V. altaica from Tartary, and V. grandifiora from
Switzerland.

0. 1548 TURNER Nantes ofHerbesW. v, Called inengHshtwo
faces in a hoode or panses. 1579 SPENSEH Slieph. Cal. Apr.
142 The pretie Pawnee And the Cheuisaunce, Shall match
with the fayre flowre Delice. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny XXL x.

?2
The purple March Violet.. after them the Panse. 1617

\. JONSON Vision qf Delight 164 The shining Meads Doe
boast the Paunce, the Lillie,and the Rose, c x6zo ROBINSON

Mary Magd. \. 316.

b. A figure or representation of the flower of

the pansy as an ornament. [So in l6th c. Fr.]

1553 Richmond Wills 76, I beqhweytt and gyff to my
broder Constable my pawnsy of golde with the ruby in it.

c. Comb., as pansy-culture^ -flower, -gro^ve,^
: -growing, 'tint) -velvet ; pansy-coloured, -like*

-purple^ -violet^ -yellow acljs.

[Cf. K. ftcuseti
*

couleur d'un violet brun
'

(Littrc).]
a 1548 HALL C/ttvu., Ucn. I'fll 81 The Frenche kyng S:

his bend, .with garlundes of friers knottes of white satten,
and in euery garlond Hij. paunse flowers, whiche signified,
thinke on Fraunces. 1865 R. BUCHANAN Sttt/itr/amfs
Pansies iv, Uut pansy-growing made his heart within UIow
fresh. 1891 Daily JVfivs 22 June 6/2 A yoke of pan>y-
coloured velvet. 1897 ll'estnt. G<iz. 26 Jan. 10/1 He turned
his attention to pansy-culture. 1898 Atlantic Monthly Apr.
460/1 The velvety, pansy-like variety of the bird foot violet.

1898 Daily Xeu's n May 4/4 A gown of pansy-purple velvet.

1901 ll'cstm. Gas. 13 July 2/1 A wild upheaval nf pansy,
purple volcano-shaped peaks.

Fant pant), j/'. 1 northern. [Origin unknown:
sense 2 suggests Romanic pantano slough, bog ;

but the resemblance is prob. fortuitous.]
1. A public fountain, cistern, or well ; usually

a stone or iron erection with a spout, whence
water is drawn, a conduit; also called pant-well

(Jamieson 1^25-80).
1586 in Mew. St. Giles's^ Durham I'SurteuO 13 Payd for

the poore men's dycke that dwell alt the pant. 1595 in

R. Welfare! Hist. Xwca>tk III. 150 Every >treet hath his

cistern or pant. 1857 JKI-TKKY Roxburgh. 1 1. iii. 1 12 \\'atcr

was brought from a well in Sudhope-Path to a pant erected
for its reception at the Cross. Ibid. III. i. 12 A htiii-: and

unseemly pantwell, surmounted by a lamp >tood in one
corner. 1884 UKSAST Dorothy Forstcr iii. (18871 -% -^ tr i-

angular green, having the village pant at the end. 1887
N&vcastle Weekly Cnron. Suppl. 23 July 2/5 lioides the
numerous public pants, .. there were 1^1046], in the mo-i

populous districts [of Newcastle], 'farthing pants ', [at which]
. .one farthing was charged for a 'skeel

'

full of water.

2. A pool into which water or moisture drains;
a puddle.
1807 STAGG Misc. rocius 15 Lang stretuh'd i' th' midden

pant. 1808 R. ANUKKSOS Citmbld. Ball., C^il-eck l\
f

editing
xti, He .. stuck in a pant 'buin the middle. 1878 Cumbld.
Gloss.) Pitiit, a >iUinp. [//'/</., Sump, .a hole at the bottom
of a pit to collect water in.] 1899 Speaker 23 Dec. 300/2
Where the water from the pant flows out of the farm-yard
under a wall, the gr;ts.s is soft and green.

Pant (pflent),
sb~

[f.
PANT r.]

1. One of a series of short quick efforts of

laboured breathing, from exertion or agitation ;

a gasp, a catching of the breath.

1500-20 Di'NBAK l\)cifis xiii. 53 Thair cumis ^ung rnonkis.
.. And in the courte lhair halt flesche dantis, Full faderlyk,
with pechis and pantis. 1603 I^KAVTOS l>ar. li'ars \ 16191 \.

!xiv, A> yet his Ureatli found Passage to and fro, With many
a short Pant, many a broken word. 1682 BCNYAX Holy
II 'ar 248 Here were groans, there pants. 1834 W. (Jonwis
Lives Necromancers 221 The loud strikes of the hammer, . .

intermixed with the pants and groans of the workmen, 1845
K. \VAKisn<TON Crescent .y Cross xxiv. II. 212 Not a pant
escaped from her [a mare's] deep chest.

2. A throb or heave oi the breast in laboured

breathing or palpitation of the heart.

1581 T. HUUKI.I. Dci'iscs K ij b, The hardest harte by
proofe, doth yeelde an inwarde pante When good desyrc^.
are deprest. 1606 SHAKS. Ant.

<*( Cl. iv. viii. 16 Leape thou
.. Through proofe of Hanuss^e to my heart, and there Kitle

on tlie pants triumphing. 1800 in Spirit Pub. Jrnls. IV. 270
The bosom's pant, the rosy-winding arm. 1805 \V. llomvix
Flectwood I. vi. 139, I felt the quick pants of my bosom.

3. transf. The regular throb and gasping sound
of a steam-engine, as the valves open and shut.

1840 RUSKIN Let. (.'allege Friend 4 July, Wks. 1903 I. 407
For you. .have heaved the dark limbs of the colos^al engine

its deep, fierce breath has risen in hot pants to heaven.

1853-8 HAWTHOKNI; Eng. Note-Bks, (1879) II. 53 Every pant
of the engine.

Fant ^prent), v. Also 5 pont, 6-7 paunt. [Com-
mon from ^1440: earlier history not evidenced.

App. related to (? shortened from} Q. pantohier,
-eisiert -aiser, nisier, -iser, 'to pant, to have the

breath short, to breathe with labour' (I2thc. in

Godef.) ; according to Gaston Paris (Romania VI.

(1877) 628): popular L. phantasiare to be op-

pressed with nightmare, to gasp or pant with

oppression, f. phanlasia phantasy, nightmare.
Such a shortening of the Fr. vb. in Eng. is not very easy to

account for : but pantiser may have been felt as a vb. with

stem^z/- and formative suffix -iser (cf. advert, advertise).
In i6th c. F. there was also the vb. pantoier, pantoyer,
while mod. F. has pantcler to pant, in both of which

pant- is app. taken as a stem and furnished with various
formative suffixes.]

1. intr* To breathe hard or spasmodically, as

when out of breath ; to draw quick laboured

breaths, as from exertion or agitation ; to gasp for

breath.
c 1440 Protnp. Farv. 381/2 Pantyn, attelo. c 1440 HYLTON

Scala Per/. (W.de W. 1404) n. xxxiv, They streyne hemself
..and panten soo strongly that they brast in to bodily fer-

uours, c 1460 Towntlcy Myst. xvi. 238 War ! I say, lett me
pant, now thynk I to fyght ffor anger. 1470-85 MALORY
Arthur vii. xvii, Thus they foughte . . tyl att the laste they
lacked wynde both, and then they stode waging and
scateryng pontyng, blowynge and bledynge. 1576 FLEMING

Panofl. Epist. 288 They blowe, and pant like discomfited
souldiers. 1607 SHAKS. Cor. \\. ii. 126 He neuer stood to ease

his Brest with panting. 1615 MANWOOD Lawes Forest

(ed. 2) 3 tuart;., He that doth hunt a wilde beast, and doth
make him paunt, shall pay 10. shillings. 1735 SOMERVILLE
Chase in. 509 He pants, he sobs apall'd } Drops down his



PANT.

heavy Head to Earth. 1860 TVNDALL Clac. i. xvi. 112 He
sometimes paused, ..and panted like a chased deer. 1873
HALL hi nig Name vi. 49 The poor bea^t lie rode came
panting into the crowd.

b. .y/^; Said of the wind or waves.
1666 DRVDKN Ann. Mirab. xcviii, Weary waves, with-

drawing from the fight, Lie lulled and panting on the silent
shore. 1717 POPE Eloisa 159 The dying gales that pant
upon the trees. 178* COVVI-FR E.vpost. 721 A cold blast sings
Through the dry leaves, and pants upon the strings. 1819
SHEU.KV Ode to ll'est ll'htd iv. If I were. .A wave to pant
beneath thy power, and share The impulse of thy strength.

c. To go or run panting.
1713 YOCXG Last Day i. 207 Words all in vain pant after

the distress. 1770 GOLDSM. DCS, I'ill. 94 As a hare.. Pants
to the place from whence at first he flew. 1871 KHOWNING
ftalaustion 71 We could hear behind us plain the threats
And curses of the pirate panting up In . . passion of pursuit.

d. traasf. To emit hot air, vapour, etc.
?
in loud

puffs, as a furnace or engine.
1743 DAVIDSON &neid vni. 250 The fire in the furnace

pants. 1878 BROWNING La Saisiaz 98 Not a steam-boat
pants from harbour.

2. To gasp (for air, water, etc.) ; hence fig. To
long or wish with breathless eagerness ; to gasp
with desire; to yearn (for, after, or to with

/>{/".).

1560 BIBLE (Genev.) Ps. xlii. i As the hart braieth for the
rluers of water, so panteth my soule after thee o God. 1605
SHAKS. Lear v. iii. 243, I pant for life. 1611 HIBI.E Ps. xlii.

i As the Hart panteth after the water brook es, so panteth
my soule after thee, O God. 1719 YOL'SG Revenge v. ii,

When all the bliss I pant for, is to gain In hell a refuge
from severer pain. 175* JOHNSON Rambler No. 193 Pa
Every man pants for the highest eminence within his view.

1781 COWPER Retirement 476 He . . Pants to be told of battles
won or lost. 1822 BYRON- U'crno- i. i, 'Tis to be amongst
these sovereigns My husband pants ! 1863 GF.O. EI.IOT
Ronwla xxiv, He panted for the threatening voice again.
3. To throb or heave violently or rapidly; to

palpitate, pulsate, beat : said of the heart, bosom,
etc. ; also of the blood.

< 1460 Towncley Myst. xxiii. 52, I shall fownde, if that
I may, ..To cause his hart panic. 1535 COVKHDALF, Pst

xxxvii[ij. 10 My hert paunteth, my strength hath fayled me.
Isa. xxi. 4 Myne herte paunted. 1573-80 KARKT Ah\

P?i To pant as the heart, or braine doth. .. My veines
do beale, or pant. 1608 Merry Devil Edmonton in H.i/1.

Dodsley X. 228 His blood is good and clear. As the best

drop that panteth in thy veins. 1781 COWPKR E.rpost. 473
A breast that panted with alarms. 1819 SHELLEY L'cnci 11.

ii. 140 Her very name, Hut spoken by a stranger, makes
my heart Sicken and pant.

4. transf. ( >f an iron ship : To have its plating

Foundry 67 In the fore body and aft body there is much
strutting and bracing, to prevent the new ship

'

panting
'

in

her struggles with the waves.

5. trans, a. To utter gaspingly ;
to gasp out, etc.

1605 SHAKS. Lear 11. iv. 31 Came there a recking Po-;te, ..

lialfe brent hlesse, painting \Globe panting] forth From
Gouerill his Mistris, .salutations. 1778 Miss UURNEV Evelina
xlvi,

'

No, no, no
'

I panted out,
'

I am no actress '. c 1830
S. FERGUSON Forging of Anchor ii, And thick and loud the

swinking crowd at every stroke pant 'ho!' 1847 TKNNV-
SON Princess v, 23 At length my Sire .. Panted from weary
sides

*

King, you are free !

'

'\ b. poet. To expel or drive forth or ottt by
agitated gasping. Oof.
c 16*4 CHAI-MAN Katrachom. no His heart within him

panted out repose, For th' insolent plight in which his state
did stand. 1821 SHELLKV Pronuth, Unl>. in. iii. 125 My
spirit Was panted forth in anguish whilst thy pain Made
my heart mad.

Pant, obs. form of PAINT.

Pant- = Or. iravT-, the shortened form in which
navro- 'all-* appears before a vowel: see PANTO-.
The following words have pant- followed by an
element with initial a-. Fa'ntag'ogrue Med. [Gr.
aywyos driving forth, leading], a medicine that

expels all morbid matter. Fantamo'rphic a.

[Gr. apofxpos formless, unshapenj, generally de-

formed. Pantanencepha lie a. Terat. [Gr.

a.vtyKf(f>a\Q$ without brain], congenitally destitute

of brain (Gould Diet. Med, \ 900). Panta-
pho'bia [Gr. a<j*o@ia fearlessness], total absence
of fear (Syd. Soc. Lex. 1893). Fantarchy [Gr.

apX1? rule], a state in which the rule is vested in

the whole people. f Panta rate, erron. -arite

[Gr. dpcrrj virtue], all-virtuousness. Fanta'trophy
Path. [Gr. arpcxpia ATROPHY], general atrophy ;

so

Fanta'trophous a. See also PANTHODIC, PANTI-

BOOBACT.
[i8xz HOOPER Mtd. Dicf.

t Pantagoga, medicines which
expel all morbid humours.] 1854-67 C. A. HARRIS Diet.
Med. Terminal., *Pantagogne, that which expels all morbid
humours. 1893 Syd. Soc. Lex., Pantagogue, the same as

Panckymagogue. 1857 MAYNE Expos. Lex., Pantamor-
pkicus, ..*pantamorphic. 1890 BILLINGS Nat. Med. Diet.,
Pantamorphici generally amorphous or deformed. 1899
FJSKE CV/. ofSci. viii. 217 Never did a philanthropic world-
mender contemplate his grotesque phalanstery or

"pant-
archy with greater pleasure. 1624 HEVWOOD Gunaifs. in.

i-.! 3 Of whose omniscience, pantarite, and goodnesse, all men
heretofore haue spoke too little. 1857 MAYNE Expos. Lex.,
rantatrophtts, ..totally without nutrition or nourishment;

*pantatrpphous. \ty\Syd.Soc, Lex.,Pantatrophous, with-

out nutrition. 1857 MAYNE Expos. Lex., Pantatrophia,..
term for complete innutrition, "pantatrophy. 1900 GOULD
Diet. Mcd. t

Pa
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Panta-, erron. form of PANTO-, in PAJTTACOSM,
i PANTAGAMY, PANTATYPE

;
dm pantagraph, panta-

,
morphia pantascopic : see PANTOGRAPH, PAKTO-.

Pantable, -cle, -fie, obs. var. PANTOFLE.
Pa'ntacosm. [Erroneous form for patitocosm,

'

f. PANTO- + Gr. *ua^os world.] Another name of
the instrument called COSMOI.AHE.
1864 in WKBSIER ; and in later Diets.

Pantagamy (pjentwgamr. [An illiterate

formation for pantogamy t
f. Gr. iravro- PANTO- all

f -70^/0, from ^d/ios marriage. {Pantagamy is
1

etyniologically, from Gr. dya^ia celibacy,
' uni-

versal or total celibacy '.)] A communistic system
of complex marriage, in which all the men and

, women of a household or community are regarded
as married to each other, as formerly practised

among the Perfectionists at Oneida Creek in U. S.

185* J.
NICHOL Amer. Lit. \. 20 The American mind de-

! lights in.. social and political experiments, as Shakerism,
Mormonisin, Pantagamy. 1867 DIXON New Amer. II. xxiv.

heading, Pantagamy. \Ibid. 256 In the Bible Family living
at Oneida Creek, the central domestic fact of the household
is the complex marriage of its members to each other, and
to all.] 1894 Q. Rev. Oct. 311 Has not Oneida Creek
invented 'Complex Marriage

'

or Pantagamy?
Pantagraph, etc., erron. f. PANTOGRAPH, etc.

Pantagruelian (psjntagrwie-lian), Qm an(j si, t

[f. Pantagruel) the name given to the last of the

giants in Rabelais + -IAN.]
A. adj. Of, pertaining to, characteristic of, or

appropriate to, Pantagruel, represented by Rabelais
as a coarse and extravagant humorist, dealing satiri-

cally with serious subjects.
1694 MOTTKUX Rabelais v. 223 The Most Certain, True

and Infallible Pantagruelian Prognostication. For the Year
i that's to come, and ever and aye. i&y^Frasers Mag. XX.

521 The liberality, ability, and Pantagruelian zeal of Theo-
dore Martin of Edinburgh. 1883 F. W. POTTER tr. Fr. Cele-
brities ii. 113 The Pantagrulian chePd'ceuvre/L'Ami Fritz'.

B. $b. = PANTAoRUE 1.1ST.

1899 W. E. HENLEY in Nittt's Circular Apr. 2 Rabelais. .

had been dead a full century, , . ere Sir Thomas Urquhart . .

best of Pantagruelians and rarest of Scotsmen, produced
(16531 his amazing rendering of Books I and II.

So Pantagrue lie [F. pantagrueliqiic\, -gru'el-
ine adjs.

=
prec. A.

; Pantagrue-lically adv.

<;i8p4 DOL-CE in Bibl. Cornub. (1878) II. 869/1 An anti-

quarian hash .. under the whimsical appellation of ' the
Ancient Cathedral of Cornwall

'

pantagruelically surveyed
by John \\hiiaker, B.U. 1838 Eraser"s Mag. XVII. in
Call you this writing Pantagruellically ? 1857 LAWRFSCK
Guy Lhnngst. x.\xi. 304 A German philosopher .. leating
and drinking all the while Pantagruelically). 1882 THAILL
Sterne iv. 34 Pantagruelic burlesque. 1882 Daily N~nvs
2 Jan. 52 A Pantagrueline prognostication for 1882.

|| Pantagrue'lion. [t-

1

. pantagrutfion.] A
humorous name given by Rabelais to hemp, as

the source of the hangman's rope.
1857 KINCSI.EV 'livo V. Ago x, An immediate external

application . .of that famous herb Pantagruelion, cure for all

public ills and private woes.

Paiitagruelism
pantagn(ttisme^. Pantagruel \ see above and -ISM.]
1. The theory and practice ascribed to Panta-

gruel, one of the characters of Rabelais; extrava-

gant and coarse humour with a satirical or

serious purpose.
1835 SOUIHKY Doctor III. Interch. xiii. 340 Ignorant of

humorology ! more ignorant of psychology ! and most ig-
norant of Pantagruelisin. a 1849 H. COLERIDGE Ess. (1851)
II. 234 An unsuccessful attempt at pantagruelism, with all

the outrageousness and none of the richness of Rabelais.
1860 DONALDSON Theatre of Greeks (ed. 7) 77 By Panta*

gruelism we mean.. an assumption of Bacchanalian buf-

foonery as a cloak to cover some serious purpose. 1865
WRIGHT Hist. Carieat. xix. 342 Pantagruelism, or, if you
like, Rabelaism, did not, during the sixteenth century,
make much progress beyonjl the limits of France.

[
2.

* The theory or practice of the medical pro-
fession: used in burlesque or ridicule*. (Webster.)
(App. an error from misunderstanding quot. 1835 above.)

1864 WEBSTEK (citing Southeyas authority), [So in OGII.-

VIE ; also in CASSKLL, and later I )icts.]

Fantagruelist (pccnta^r/7-clist). [a. Y.pan-
tagnitliste : or f. as prec. + -1ST.] An imitator,

admirer, or student of Pantagruel, or of Rabelais.
1611 COTGH., Pantagweliste, a Pantagruel! is t ; a merrie

Greek, faithfull drunkard, good fellow. (Hence in BLOUNT
1656, PHILLIPS 1658, BAILEY 1721.) 1834 SOLTHEV Doctor
(ed. 2) I. 175 In humour however he was by nature a Panta-

gruelist. Ibid. 178. 18*7 LOWELL Lett. I. 130 Had I mixed
more with the world than I have, I should probably have
become a Pantagruelist. 1886 SAINTSBURY Ess. Eng. Lit.

(1891) 251 Peacock was a Pantagruelist to the heart's core.

Hence Fantagrueli'stic, -istical adjs.
= PANTA-

GRUELIAN a.

1838 Frasers Mag. XVII. 317 Ina work Pantagruelistlcal

they would be . . out of place. 1880 Libr. Univ. Knowl*
(N.Y.) VII. 319 A very absurd and indecorous work of a

pantagruelistic kind.

Pantaleon (psentarh'^n). Also -Ion, -lone,
-loon. [Named after Pantaleon Hebenstreit,
a German, who invented the instrument in 1705.]
A musical instrument : a large dulcimer having

one or two hundred strings, sounded by hammers
or sticks held in the player's bands.

PANTALOON.
1774 \VR:,XAU. Tour Xorth, Europe ii. (1775) ii She plays

on an instrument resembling our spinet, and which they
call a pantaloon. 1838 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 7) XVI. 790/2
Pantalone. 1880 A. J. HJTKINS in Grove Diet. Mus. II.

645 Pantaleon or Pantalim, a very large Dulcimer invented
and played upon in the early part of the last century by
Pantaleon Hebenstreit, whose name was transferred to the
instrument by Louis XIV. The name was also given in

Germany to horizontal pianofortes with the hammers striking
; downwards.

Pantalettes, -lets (pscntale-ts), s/>. pi. (rare
\

in sing.} Chiefly U. S. [Dim. formation after
I

pantaloon : see -ETTE.] Loose drawers or '

trousers
'

, with a frill .it the bottom of each leg, worn by
young girls r 1825-53; transf. euphemistically to

!

drawers, trousers i^see BLOOMER), cycling
' knicker-

j

bockers', or the like, worn by women.
1847 PORTKR Kig Bear 104 (Farmer) If I hadn't a had on

1

pantalets. 1857 RBADB Course True Love II. ii. 133 The
|
company.. were very severe on this [Bloomer] costume, and

; proceeded upwards from the pantalettes to the morals of the
inventor. 1879 Loud. Soc. Christm. No. 51/2 You are only
fit for a pinafore and pantalettes. 1881 in Mrs. Power
O'Donoghue Ladies on Horsebk. v. 316 [Mexican horse-

I

women], clad in loose Turkish pantalettes tucked into the
: riding-boots of soft yellow leather. 1882 Standard 19 Sept.

5/2 Dr. Mary Walker lectured .. in 'pantalettes'. 1887
J. ASHBY STKKRV Lazy Minstrel 229, Song of School-girls,
Come the dainty dimpled pets, With their tresses all in nets,
And their peeping pantalettes Just in view. 1887 in Girl's
Own raper 8 Oct. 19/3. 1888 N. <$ Q. ?lh Ser. VI. 390. 1897
Daily News 30 Aug. 5/7 There are very pretty possibilities
with a short skirt and pantalette [for the bicycle).

b. transf. The frills used to adorn certain joints
1 when brought to the table.

1883 Harfn-r s Mag. July 246/1 The paper pantalets which
! adorn the broiled lamb chop.

Hence Fantale'tted a., dressed in pantalettes.
1865 MRS. WHITNEY Gayworthys i, A child of seven, sashed,

pantaletted and bronze-booted. 1880 World 31 Mar. 12
The short-frocked pantaletted contingent [of girls],

Pantalon, -one, -oon, variants of PANTALEON.
Pantaloon (pcentalw*n). Forms: 6 panta-

i loone
,

-loun, -lowne, 7 panteloun , -lown,

|
7-8 pantalon, -lone, 7- -loon. [a. F. pantalon
(1550 in Hatz.-Darin.), ad. It. pantalone 'a kind
of mask on the Italian stage, representing the

Venetian* (Baretti), of whom Pantalone was a

nickname, supposed to be derived from the name of

\

San Pantalccne or Pantalone^ formerly a favourite

saint of the Venetians.]
1. a. The Venetian character in Italian comedy,

represented as a lean and foolish-old man, wearing
spectacles, pantaloons (see 3), and slippers, b.

Hence, in modern harlequinade or pantomime, a

character represented as a foolish and vicious old

man, the bull of the clown's jokes, and his abettor
' in his pranks and tricks.

(1590111 Collier^w//. Stagclj&y) III. 403(Stage Direction)
Enter the panteloun, and causeth the cheste or truncke to

be broughte forth. 1592 NASHI-; /*. Penilesse 27 Our re-

presentations . . not consisting like theirs of a Pantaloun,
: a Whore, and a Zanie, but of Emperours, Kings and Princes.

a 1610 HKALEY Epictetus' Man. (1636)24 Hee is not ashamed
, ..to dance Country dances, and Matachines, as a Zanie or

Pantalon. 1631 HEVWOOD zndPt. Know not trie Wks. 1874
I. 257 Now they peepe like Italian pantelowns Behind an
arras. [1704 ADUISON Italy, I 'enice (1766) 68 Pantalone [in
Italian comedy] is generally an old cully.]

b- 1781 \l~estm. Mag. IX. 709 No Pantaloon with peaked
beard to-night Shall screaming boys and trembling maidens

fright. 1835 W. IRVING Tour Prairies xxix. 275 Their tail

I cocked up like the queue of Pantaloon in a pantomime.
1855 Times 3 Apr., Never did Clown and Pantaloon belabour

j

each other more heartily. 1867 [see HARLEQUINADE].

f2. Hence applied in contempt to an enfeebled

tottering old man
;

a dotard, an old fool. Obs.

exc. as echo of Shaks.

1596 SHAKS. Tarn. Shr. in. i. 37 My man Tranio, regia t

bearing my port, celsa scats that we might beguile the old
Pantalowne. 1600 A. 1'. L. n. vii. 158 The leane and

.slipper'd Pantaioone, With spectacles on nose, and pouch on

side, His youthfull hose well sau'd, a world too wide, For
his shrunke shanke. 186* T. A. TROLI.OPK Marietta I. iii.

53 He became a withered and shrivelled pantaloon.

fb. A nickname (,app.) for Scottish courtiers

after the Restoration. Obs. [Perhaps from their

dress : cf. 3.]
1660 Cavaliers Complaint in W. W. Wilkins Pol. Ball.

(1860) I. 163 But truly there are swarms of those Who
I lately were our chiefest foe, Of pantaloons and muffs, c 1690
!

KIRKTON Hist. Cft. Scot. iii. (1817) 114 This parliament
[1662] was called the Drinking Parliament. The com-

! missioner [Middleton] had 50 English a-day allowed him,
which he spent faithfully among his northern pantalons
3. Applied at different periods to garments of

different styles for the legs. (Chiefly in pi.)

t a. A kind of breeches or trousers in fashion

for some time after the Restoration. Obs.

Said by Evelyn (in context of quot. 1661) to have been

1661 EVELYN Tyranns in Mem. (1871) 751, I would choose

..some fashion not so pinching as to need a Shooing-horn
with the Dons, nor so exorbitant as the Pantaloons, which
are a kind of Hermaphrodite and of neither Sex. [Cf.

'petticoat -breeches' jn
Fairholt Costume (ed. 1860) 254-5.]

1663 BUTLER Hud. \. iii. 924 And as the French we conquer'd
once Now give us laws for pantaloons, The length uf



PANTALOONED.
breeches. 1667 DRYDEN Wild Gall. m. i, I Have not yet

spoke with the gentleman in the black pantaloons [the

Devil]. 1674 BLOUNT Glossogr. (ed. 4), Pantaloncs, a sort

of Breeches now in fashion, and well known. 1686 tr.

Chardin's Trav. Persia. 87 They [Persian*] wear little

shirts, that fail down to their knees, and tuck into a Straight
Pantaloon. 1691 Satyr agst. French 6 They taught our

Sparks to strut in Pantaloons. 1719 DE FOE Crusoe I. xi,

The breeches were made of the skin of an old he-goat,
whose hair hung down such a length . . that, like pantaloons,
it reached to the middle of my legs, a 1734 NORTH Lives

(1826) I. 289 [referring to events of c 1680], I could not but

wonder to see pan taluons and shoulder-knots crowding among
the common clowns.

t b. Applied to other styles, either historically,

or in reference to the dress of the stage character,

which, according to quot. 1727-41, was at one

time of the nature of '

tights '. Obs.

The quot. from Chambers is merely translated from the

Fr. Dictionnaire de Trevoux, and does not prove English
usage. In French the name became associated with the

tight garments of the
15-16^1 c., familiar in the paintings

of the Italian artists of the" period j but this was nowhere
a contemporary application. From this arose the use in c.

1696 PHILLIPS (ed. 5), Pantaloon^ a sort of Garment
formerly worn, consisting of Breeches and Stockings fastned

together and both of the same Stuff. 1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl.

[from French], Pantaloon or Panialon, the name of_an
ancient garment frequent among our forefathers, consisting
of breeches and stockings all of a piece. The denomina-
tion comes from the Venetians, who first introduced this

habit, and who are called Pantaloni. ..Also used for the

habit or dress these buffoons [in the Italian comedy] usually
wear; which is made precisely to the form of their body, and
nil of a piece from head to foot.

C. A tight-fitting kind of trousers fastened with

ribbons or buttons below the calf, or, later, by
straps passing under the boots, which were intro-

duced late in the iSth c., and began to supersede
knee-breeches, d. Hence extended to trousers

generally (especially in U.S., where this use may
have been independently taken directly from F.

pantalon, a 1800).
1798 [implied in PANTALOONED]. 1804 C. B. BROWN

tr. V'olney's View Soil U. S. 360 He was dressed in the
American style; in a blue suit, with round hat and
pantaloons. 1806-7 J. BERESKORD Miseries Hum. Life
(1826) x. Ixxxix, Loudly bursting . . the fastenings of your
braces, and the strings of your pantaloons behind. iSzg
Retrospect. Rev. XII. 25 note, In October 1812, an order
was made by St. John's and Trinity College, that every
young man who appeared in Hall or Chapel in pantaloons
or trowsers, should be considered as absent. 1834 PLANCH/:
Brit. Costume 316 Pantaloons and Hessian boots were
introduced about the same period [i. e. ^1789]. 1855
WHITTIKR Barefoot Boy 3 With thy turned-up panta-
loons, And thy merry whistled tunes. 1857 CHAMBERS
Inform. People 1. 798/1 Pantaloons, which fitted close to

the leg, remained in very common use by those persons who
had adopted them till about the year 1814, when the wearing
of irousers,already Introduced into the army, became fashion-

able. 1858 GEN. P. THOMPSON Audi Alt. I. xlviii. 187
British officers, in all the priggery of sash and white panta-
loon. 1865 DICKENS Mitt. />. in. xi, Dressed in. .pepper
and salt pantaloons. 1877 M. M. GRANT Sun-Maid viii,

His loose shirt hung outside his pantaloons.

e. See quot. and cf. PANTALETTES.
1821 Ladies' Museum Feb. (Parisian news), Female

children wear pantaloons of merino, with short petticoats
of the same. 1881 in Mrs. Power O'Donoghue Ladies on
Horseback v. 235 [For horsewomen] Pantaloons of chamois
leather, buttoning close at the ankles.

4. attrih. ami Comb., as pantaloon-like adj.

1675 PHILLIPS Theat. Poet. Pref. **iij, Whether the Trunck-
Hose Fancy of Queen Elizabeth's days or the Pantaloon
Genius of ours be best. 111822 SHELLEY DevHxn, 4 Could
make his pantaloon seams start. 1858 SIMMONDS Diet.

Trade, Pantaloon Stuff, material for men's trousers. 1892
SIR J. C. BROWNE in Pall Mall G. 5 May 7/1, I should
describe them as pantaloon-like girls, for many of them had
a stooping gait and withered appearance, shrunk shanks,
and spectacles on nose,

Pantalooiied (-l-nd), a. [f. prec. -f -ED -.]

Wearing pantaloons ; having pantaloons on ;

trousered.

1798 CHARLOTTE SMITH Yng, Philos. I. 27 He. .was panta-
looned and waistcoated after the very newest fashion. 1801

in Spirit Pub. Jrnls, V. 233 No more the pantaloon 'd, un-

powder'd spark, Displays his figure in the dusty Park. 1857
READE Course of True Loi'c II. iv. 160 These pantalooned
females practise a reserve, compared with which the

modesty of Europe is masculine impudence.

Pantaloo'nery. [f. as prec. + -ERY.]
1. The performance of a pantaloon in the panto-
mime.
1821 LAMB Elin Ser. i. My First Play, The clownery and

pantaloonery of these pantomimes have clean passed out of

my head. 1855 Times 2 Apr., The difficulties of Clownery
and Pantaloonery had yet to be surmounted. fig. 1885
Society Nov. n/i At last that pantaloonery is

*

over '.

2. 'Materials for pantaloons' (Webster 1864);
trouserings.

Fantaloo'ning, vbl. sb. rare. [f.
PANTALOON

+ -ING 1
: cf. tailoring, colonelling.] Playing the

part of Pantaloon.
1861 MAYHEW Land. Labour III. 121 He has given up

clowning, and taken to pantalooning instead. 1862 Alt
Year Round 13 Sept. 12 Pantalooning is bad fora man's
spirits, bad for his manners, bad for his opinion of himself.

Pantameter, -morph, etc. : see TINTOMETER,
PANTO-.

fPantap, an abbreviation vipantaple, PANTOFLE.
1570 LEVINS Manip. 27/28 Pantap, caliopodium
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Pantaphel, -ap(p)le, obs. corrupt ff. PANTOFLE.

tPanta'rbe. Obs. [a. OF. pantarbe (Cotgr.

1611), ad. Gr. iravrapfir] some kind of precious

stone.] A precious stone fabled to act as a magnet
to gold : the stone of the sun.

1587 T. UNDF.RDOWX Hcliodomis' ^Ethiop. Hist. 54 The
stoane is a Pantarbe, of secrete vertue. 1647 TRAPP Connn.
i Pet. ii. 4 Andprecious. Far beyond that most orient and
excellent stone I'antarbc, celebrated by Philostratus. 1694
MOTTEUX Rabelais v. xliii. 201 That Carbuncle alone would
have darken'd the Pantharb of Joachas the Indian Magician.
1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp,, Pantarbe,. .an imaginary stone,
the virtues of which were similar to those of the magnet ;

but exerted upon gold as those of the loadstone upon iron.

tPa'ntarch. Obs. rare. [a. F. pantarche,
-arque (Rabelais), erron. form of pancarte PAN-

CART.] A paper ;
a general chart.

1694 MOTTEUX Ral>elaist Paniag. Prognost. To Rdr.,
I have tumbled over and over all the Pantarchs of the

Heavens, calculated the Quadrates of the Moon.

t Pa'iitas, pa'iitais. ? Obs. Also 6 panties,
7 -asse, -ise, 8 -ess. [a. F. fantais, -ois, from

pantoiser, earlier pantaisier, -teisier to PANT.] A
pulmonary disease of hawks

;
also applied to the

'

yellows
'

in cattle.

1577 K. GOOGE HeresbacWs Hush. (1586) 134 b, If he haue
the Panties he will pant much, and shake in the Flanke.
1611 COTGR., Pantois^ short wind, puvsine^se ;. .in Hawkes
we call it, the Pantais. 1614 MARKHAM Cheap tlitsb. n.
xliv. (1668) 84 The Pantas is a very faint disease, and
maketh a Beast to sweat, shake and pant much. 1688 R,
HOI.MK Armoury ii. 237/2 (Diseases in Hawks) The Pantas,
or Asina : a Disease in the Breast, which causeth shortness
of breath, or hinders the drawing of breath, called also the
Pantise. 1741 Comfit. Fain.-Piece in. 476 Of the Yellows
in a Cow or Bullock, which some call the Pant ess. 1847-78
HALLIWELL, Pantas.

Pantascope, erron. f. PANTOSCOPE.

fPa-ntatype. Obs. [f. Gr. -navra pi. 'all

things
*

+ TYPE
; but the etymological form is

PANTOTYPE.] The name given by Charles, Earl

Stanhope, 1803, to a system of 'universal type-

printing' projected by him.

1803 A. WILSON Let. to Authors, etc., Aug. (in Collec-

tanea (O. H. S.) III. 377) Earl Stanhope has lately pin
1

,

chased the two important Secrets of Pantatype Printing
and of Stereotype Printing, in order to give them to the
Public. Pantatype Priming means universal type printing;
being applicable to all subjects. 1896 H. HART Stanhope
<$ Oxford Press (ibid. 4111 What then was Pantatype? My
own opinion is that..Ld. Stanhope thought he saw his way
to a widespread adoption of what we now call 'process'
work. . Hard metal relief blocks [were to be used] in place
of wood-cuts ; intaglio engravings were to be copied and
turned into relief blocks by the processes of Gengembre and
others.

Pailtecllllic pcenjte-knik), a. rare.
[f. Gr.

irav- all + TfxViK s belonging to the arts.] Of,

pertaining to, or comprehending all the arts.

1848 LOWELL Bigtozv Papers^ Notices Intiefi, Press, Then
do I perceive. .the advantages of a pancratic or pantechnic
education.

Pantechnicon (pxn^e-kmktMi). [f. Gr. -aov-

all + Txvtf6v t nent. of Tex^tfo? : see prec.] A
word, invented as the name ofahaiaar of all kinds
of nrtistic work, which has (through the fortune

of the building) come to be applied to a large
warehouse for storing furniture, nnd also to be

colloquially used as short for pantechnicon van^
a furniture-removing van.

1830 Mech. Mag. XV. 393 Pantechnicon [Heading of

Article, describing the
building, in Motcomb Street, Belgrave

Square, which was originally intended for a bazaar, and was
afterwards converted into awarehouse for storing furniture].

1848 THACKERAY Van. Fair Ixi, The rich furniture and
effects, ., rolled away in several enormous vans to the

Pantechnicon, where they were to lie until Georgy's majority,
1865 DICKENS Mat. Fr. i. ii, He would have come home in

matting from the Pantechnicon. 1876 Jos. IRVING Ann. Our
Time,Sitppl. (ed. 2) 155/2, 1874 [Feb.] 13. The Pantechni-

con, in Motcomb Street, ..used as a repository for furniture
and all kinds of goods, destroyed by fire, together with its

valuable contents. 1891 Pall Mall G. 31 Aug. 2/3 The
friends, .who sent pantechnicons and heavy waggons doubt-
less meant well.

b. The attempt to reconcile the use with the

etymology has given the following :

1842 BRANDS Diet. Set. etc., Pantechnicon, .signifies a

place in which, .every species of workmanship is collected

and exposed for sale. The large building near Belgrave
Square is an excellent specimen of this modern invention.

1845 FORD Handbk. Spain n. 731 The rest of the Peninsula
considers them [the shops of Madrid] to be the magazine, the

Pantechnicon of the universe.

c attrih.) as pantechnicon-driver , -van.

1892 Daily Chron. 28 Apr. 9/1 Situation wanted m house-
hold removals in pantechnicon vans. 1897 MARY KINGSLEY
IV. Africa vii. 142 When you are an unsophisticated cannibal
Fan you don't require a pantechnicon van to stow away
your one or two mushroom-shaped stools, knives, and
cooking-pots, and a calabash or so. 1902 Daily Chron,
28 Apr. 11/3 Pantechnicon Driver required ; smart.

Panteen, -ein, var. forms of PANTIXE.

Pantel, -ell(e, obs. forms of PANTLE.

Pantelegraph, -telephone : see PAN- a.

Paiite llerite. Min* [Named by Forstner
from Fantelleria> an island between Sicily and

Tunis.] A mineral found at Pantelleria, inter-

PANTHEIC.

mediate in composition between dacite and liparite,
and more or less trachytic in character.

1890 in Cent. Diet.

Panteloun, -own, obs. ff. PANTALOON.
[Pantener, a freq. misreading of PAUTEXER.]
Panteon(e, obs. forms of PANTHEON.
tFanter 1

. Obs. (exc. Hist.) Forms: a. 3

paniter, 3-4 -eter, 4 -yter, -ytere ; 0. 4- panter,
(4 painter, 5 pant(t)ere, -yr). [ME. fancier,
etc., a. AF. paneter = . panetier (i2th c. in

Hatz.-Darm.) Pr. panetert Sp. panadero, It.

panatiere^ in med.L. pana-, panctdrius^ -terius,
baker (cf. Q.panetertQ bake bread), f. ^pan-em,
It. pane, Sp. pan, bread.] A word originally
meaning

'

baker', but in ME. usually applied to
the officer of a household who supplied the bread
and had charge of the pantry (an office now
merged in that of butler; ; the controller of the
bread in a large establishment.
a. 1297 R.GLOUC. (Rolls) 3868 He^ef. .Jjat lond of aungeo

kaye is paneter [v. rr. panyter, panter]. /bid. (Rolls) 9034,& is paniter & is chamberlein & is botiler al so. 1393
LANGL. P. PL C. xvn. 151 Pacience is hus paneter and payn
to pouerte fynde>. c 1450-60 />. Grossetes?s llonseh. Sfat.
in Babees Bk. 330 Command the panytere with youre
brede, & the botelare with wyne and ale, come to-gedur
afore 3011 at the tabulle. 1496 Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scot.
I. 305 Item, to the cuke and the pane tare in Methven. .xiiijy.
#. 14.. Aletr. Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 624/8 Arthocopus,

botelere, bakere uel panttere. c 1450 Bk. Curtasye 667 in

Babees Bk. 322 penne comes be pantere with loues thre.
c 1460 J. RUSSELL Bk. Nurture ibid. 66 If thou be admitted
in any otTyce, as Butler or Panter, in .some places they art;

both one. ^1530 TINDALE Jonas Prol. Civ, Though all the
bred be committed vn to the panter. 1580 HOLLYBAND
Treas. Fr. Tong^ I'n Panetier. a Panter. [1851 TURNEK
Don. Arc/tit. I. iv. 137 The Pantry.. was superintended
by the panter or pannetier.]

Fa'nter-. Obs. exc. dial. Also 4 paunter,
5 pantire, -yr, 5-6 -ere, (6 panther). [ME. a.

OY. panter
'

tendicula, lacnm '

(i^th c. in Godef.) ;

ci.Y.pantiere (Cotgr. 'panthiere, a great swoope-net
or drawing-net') = \\.* pantiera

( a kind of tramell
or fowling net' (Florio), in med.L. panthera (Du
Cange)

( a species of net with which ducks are

taken
f

; L. panthera hunting-net, Gr. iravOrjpa

large net, f. irav all + 6rjp wild beast, Orjpav to hunt.]
A fowling net, a fowler's snare

;
a net, snare, trap,

noose. Alsoy?^.
6:1325 Poem Times Edw. II 457 in Pol. Songs (Camdeiv

344 Pride hath in his paunter kauht the heie and the lowe.
t, 1325 Mett: How, 69 ALs a fouler Tas foules wyt gylder and
panter. 1:1380 WYCLIF Set. Wks, III. 200 Vdilnesse is be
develis panter. 1:1385 CHAUCER L. G. Ii". Prol. 119 The
smale foulis. .That from the panter. .ben skapid. ? (21420
LYDG. Chorle fy Byrdc 77 This birde was trapped, & caught
with a pantere. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 381/2 Pantere, snare
for byrdys, laquens, pedica,, 1483 [see PANTI.E sb\ 1509
BARCLAY Shyp of Folys (1874) II. 297 As fysshe or byrde
to panterj net or snare. 1530 PALSGR. 251/2 Panther to catche
byrdes wit\\,panne<iit. 1652 ASHMOLE Theat. Chew. 215 The
Byrd was trapped and cawt in a Panter. 1782 EI.PHINSTON
Martial in. xciii. 173 Thy panters, unpropt. are decay'd To
nets of Arachne's control. 1900 E. D. Diet., Panter |,N

T
. E.

Lancash.), a .snare for birds made of hair.

Panter 3
(pjc'ntaa). ff. PANT v. -t -ER*.]

1. One who or that which pants.
a 1729 CONGREVE On Mrs. Arabella Hunt's Singing ii,

Which, warbling mystic sounds, Cements the bleeding
anter's wounds. 1823 BYRON Juan vn. xxxix, All panters

for newspaper praise. 1840 AVw ^Monthly Mag, LX. 492
Panters after posthumous reputation.
2. slang. Theheart. (Partly a pun upon

'

hart *.^

(11700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Panter, a Hart. 1:1725
Old Song in Farmer Mnsa Pedestris (1896) 44 Didst thou
know . . but half of the smart Which has seized on my
panter, since thou didst depart. 1785 GROSE Diet. I'nlg:

T.j Panter, a hart, that animal is, in the psalms, said to pant
after the fresh water brooks, {ed. 1796 adds} Also the
human heart, which frequently pants in time of danger.

1 3. (See quot^ Obs.

1706 PHILLIPS, /w7:ter, the Paunch or Belly; also a Sore
or Gall on the Neck of Draught-Beasts.

Panter, obs. form of PAINTER, PANTHER.
Fanterer (pK'ntsrsj). Now only Hist. Also

5-6 -trer. [Expanded form of FASTER *, as if from

pantry + -ER: cf. adulterer , upholsterer, etc.]
PANTER 1

.

14 . . Norn, in Wr.-Wiilcker 684/20 1fiepanterins, a pan trer.

^1420 Chron. Vilod. 506 His Panterere to[k] a lofe J>o

ywys. 1552 HULOET, Pantrer, Panarius. a 1641 BP.
MOUNTAGU Acts 5- Mon. (1642) 427 They meet in the

Refe*ctory . . where . . the Panterer sets bread before them.

1859 PARKER Dom. Archit. III. iii. 80 The Cloth being
laid, the panterer brought forth the bread. 1883 Times
(weekly ed.) 6 Apr. 9 Dukes and earls and knights acted as
stewards and butlers and panterers, and. .haggled for their

perquisites of scarlet cloth and wine and candles . . like

commoner people.

Pan-Teutonic, -Teutonism: see PAN- i.

Panthan, Pantharb, variants of PANTHEON,
PANTARBE.

t Panthe'an, a. Obs. = next.

1730-6 BAILEY (folio), Panthean Statues^ statues that

represented all or the most considerable of the heathen
deities.

Fantheic fpsenju-ik), a. rare. [f.
PANTHE-UM

j
+ -1C.] Of the nature of a pantheum : combining
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in one figure the symbols or attributes of many
different gods.
1818 R. P. KNIGHT Symbolic Lang. (1876) 81 Diana, .has

..titles and symbols expressive of almost every attribute,
whether of creation, preservation, or destruction; as appears
from the Pantheic figures of her. Ibid. 143 In engravings
upon gems, ..we often find the forms of the ram, goat,

horse, cock, and various others, blended into one, so as to

form Pantheic compositions, signifying the various attributes

and modes of action of the Deity.

Pantheism (pse-n^iz m). [mod. f. Gr. -nav-

all + Ot-us God + -ISM; app. after PANTHEIST.
Panthfista and panthfisme were used In French in 1712

(E. Benoist Melanges 252, 265) the former app. taken from
Toland's English use (see next), the latter formed after it on
the ordinary analogy of pairs in ~ist and -ism. Toland does
not appear to have used^/tonMf/V?//.]

1. The religions belief or philosophical theory
that God and the universe are identical (implying
a denial of the personality and transcendence of

God) ; the doctrine that God is everything and

everything is God,
1732 WATERLAND Chr. Vind. Charge 76 Pantheism.. and

Hobbism are scandalously bad, scarce differing from the

broadest Atheism, a 1766 J. BROWN Honour 176 note, That
species of atheism commonly called Pantheism. 1823 COLE-
RIDGE Table-t. 30 Apr., Pantheism and idolatry naturally
end in each other: for all extremes meet. 1848 R. I.

WILBERFORCE Doct. Incarnation v. (1852) 121 Pantheism,
the principle of which is to merge the personality of the

moral Governor in the circle of His works.

2. The heathen worship of all the gods.
1837 SIR F. PALGRAVE Merck. ^ Friar i. (1844) 21 The

greater portion of the Tartar tribes professed a singular

species of Pantheism, respecting all creeds, attached to none.
1861 PEARSON Early $ Mid. Ages Eng. (1867.1 I. 18 The
spirit of Roman pantheism, which erected a temple to the
divinities of all nations.

Pantheist (pae-njc'iist). [f.
as prec. + -IST.

First used by Toland 1705 ;
thence }?. pantheist*.]

One who holds the doctrine of pantheism.
1705 (title) Socinianism truly Stated. . ; to which is prefixt

Indifference in Disputes: Recommended by a Pantheist

[J. Toland] to an Orthodox Friend. 1705 TOLASD ibid. 7
The Pantheists . . of which number I profess myself to be
one. 1721 BP. HARE Script. I'ind.fr, Misrepr. Bp. B.utgor
Pref. 21 Thus prays this Pantheist (i.e. the impious author
of the Pantheisticon} whose impudent Blasphemies loudly
call for the Animadversions of the Civil Power. 1750
WARBURTON Note Pipe's Ess. Man i. 268 We are parts of

him, his offspring, as the Greek poet, a pantheist quoted by
the Apostle, observe-; : And the reason is, because a religious

theist, and an impious pantheist, both profess to believe the

omnipresence of God. 1778 APTHORPE Preval. Chr, 223 He
is therefore a Spinozist or a philosophic pantheist. 1876
GLADSTONE in Conte>p. Rev. June 24, I am by no means
sure that Dante is not a Pantheist.

Pantheistic ^cenj^i-stik), a. [f. as prec. +
-1C : cf. Toland's title Pantheisticon.\
1. Ot or pertaini ;g to pan; heists, or pantheism.
[1718 J. TOLAND \title) Pantheisticon : sive Formula cele-

brandae Sodaluatis SocratioE.] 1732 WATERLAND Chr. I'ind.

Charge 44 The Pantheistick System . . supposes God and
Nature, or God and the whole Universe, to be one and the
same Substance, one Universal Being ; insomuch that Mens
Souls are only Modifications of the divine Substance.

1856 SIR B. BRODIE Psychol. Inq, I. iv.n8 The
pantheistic

theory.. has descended from the school of Pythagoras to
these latter times.

t2. = PANTHEIC. Obs. (? an error.)
1842 BRANDE Diet. Sci. etc., Pantheistic%

. .a term applied
to statues and figures.

So Pantheistical a. = sense I ; hence Pan-
thei'stically adv,

1840 THACKERAY /'art's Sk.-bk. (1872) 176 In this work, the

lady
asserts her pantheistical doctrine. 1848 Taifs Mag.

XV. 150 The Creator [is never] paiuheistically identified

with the works. 1870 DISRAELI Lothair xxx. 151 There is

that human reason.. which insists on being atheistical, or

polytheistical, or pantheistical.

Pantheleinatism, -theliam : see PAN- 2.

Pantheology (paenJuV'lodgi). [mod. f. Gr.

Traf-, PAN-, all + THEOLOGY.]
fl. The whole sum of theology or divinity. Obs.

1656 BLOUNT Glt>ssogr. t Pantheology^ the whole sum of

Divinity. 1658 PHILLIPS, Pantheologie.
2. A synthetic theology comprehending all deities

and all religions.
a 1693 Urgitharfs Rabelais in. ii. 29 The true Spring and

Source of the lively Idea of Pantheology. 1893 Temple
BarMag. XCV1 1. 69 [HisJ intimacy with Greek pantheology
was scarcely orthodox!

Hence Pantheo*legist, one who studies or is

versed in pantheology.
1727 BAILEY vol. II, Pantheologist^ a Student or Writer

of universal or a whole Body of Divinity. (So in later Diets.)

Pantheon ^paenJ^Yn, pae-nJ>*Vn )- Also
'

4
panteon(e, 6 panthan, -ean, (panthee). [a. L.

pantheon, -theon, a. Gr. ftav&fiov a temple con-

secrated to all the gods (f. irav- all + Ottos of or
sacred to a god, Otus a god). Cf. . panthton.
The ME. and early mod. Eng. pronunciation (e.g. in

Cowley and Bailey's Diet.) was pa'ntheon ; Johnson has

panthe'oii) which is now the more prevalent in England.]
1. A temple or sacred building dedicated to all

the gods, or where images or other memorials of

all the deities of a nation are collected
; spec, that

at Rome which was originally built by Agrippa
f 25 B.C., and being on a circular plan has also
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been called the Rotunda since A.D. 609 it has
served as a Christian church, being known as Santa
Maria Rotonda.
? 13. . All Saints 37 in Herrig's Archiv LXXIX. 435 That

temple was callyd panteone..Panteone is to sey ingreke:
'Of all godis & deuellus eke'. < 1350 Alt Saints 37 in

Horstm. Altengl. Leg. (1881) 143 Panteon bai calde |>e name ;

'

pe hows of goddes', >at menes be same. 1549 COVERDALE
etc. Erasm. Par. Rev. xvL 25 The firste plage is fallen

vpon all ydols and false goddes whiche they had set and
packed together in one tempel of Pantheon, that is to saye
all goddes. [1585 T. WASHINGTON tr. Nkhalays l''oy. ii. xx.

57 The proportion of the Panthee of Rome.] 1586 SIR E.
HOBY Pol. Disc. Trnth xxx. 140 The Romanes allowed the
seruice of all gods, hauing for that ende builded a Temple
to all gods called Pantheon. 1588 SHAKS. Tit. A. i. i. 242
Lauinia will I make my Empresse .. And in the Sacred
Panthan her espouse. 1617 MORYSON Itin. i, 135 Marcus
Agrippa.. built this Church, and dedicated it to Jupiter.,
and to Ceres, and to all the gods, whereupon it was called

Pantheon, 1727- BAILEY, Pan*theon. 1740 DYER Ruins of
Rome Poems (1761) 28 Von venerable dome, Which virtuous

Latium, with erroneous aim, Rais'd to her various deities,
and nam'd Pantheon. 1860 HAWTHORNE J/<i?A Faun I.

(1883) 516 The world has nothing else like the Pantheon.
b. fig.

*

Temple
*

or ' shrine of all the gods '.

i596'NASHE Saffron-W'alden Wks. iGrosart) 111. 155 Of
this John Thorius.,1 will speake.., his Church another
Pantheon or Teinplum omnium deoritttt, the absolutest
Oracle of all sound deuinitie. 1639 FULLER Holy J/r(i64o)
4 Poland, the Pantheon of all religions. 1663 COWLEY On
bk. present, itself to Univ. Libr. Oxf, i Hail, Learning's
Pantheon ! Hail the sacred Ark, Where all the World of
Science does embarque 1 1882 Atktnamm 30 Dec. 878/1
Scherer. .has room in his literary pantheon for every legiti-
mate form of art. 1899 EARL ROSEBEKY Sp. Cromwell 14
Nov., Everyone, I think has, in their heart cf hearts a
Pantheon of their historical demigods.. a shrine in which
they consecrate the memories of the deaths of the noblest
and bravest men.

c. transf. A building resembling or compared to

the Pantheon at Rome ; now, especially, a building

serving to honour the illustrious dead of a nation,
who are either buried there or have memorials
erected to them in it.

The latter use had app. Its origin in the church of St.

Genevieve in Paris, which in some respects resembles the
Pantheon at Rome, and which, both before the Revolution
and since, has been used for this purpose, being so renamed
at that period.

1713 Ward's Simp. Cabler 12 It were, .requisite, that the

City should repair Pauls., for an English Pantheon, and
bestow it upon the Sectaries, freely to assemble in. 1727-41
CHAMBERS (,'ycl, s.v., The chapel of the Escurial, which is the

burying place of the kings of Spain, is also a rotondo ; and
in imitation of that of Rome, is also called pantheon. 1801

[see PANTHEONIZB below]. 1838 Encyci. Brit. (ed. 7) XVII.
76/2 The Pantheon, or churcn of St. Genevieve, is perhaps
the most magnificent of the modern edifices in Paris.. .The
west portico bears some resemblance to the Pantheon at
Rome. 1855 London <is it is to-day 29 Westminster Abbey
may not inaptly be called the pantheon of the glory of
Bmain. 1890 \Vhitakers Almanack 346/2 The French
Chamber.. decided to transfer the remains of Carnot, Mar-
ceau, and Baudin to the Pantheon.

2. A habitation of all the gods; the assemblage
of all the gods ; the deities of a people collectively.
1550 BALI: Image Both Ch. xvi. Sel. Wks. (Parker Soc.)

491 The blasphemous Pantheon of Rome once perishing, all

other churches of the unfaithful must needs follow soon after
in their course. 1806 T. MAURICE Fall of Mogul Introd. 15
To that superstitious race the universe is a vast pantheon,
filled with intellectual beings of various classes and powers.
1853 MAU RILE /y(y$A.<fA7 (f,$' xxv. 435 However intricate the
relations of the gods may seem to us in the Greek pantheon.
1862 BEVERIDGE Hist. India II. iv. ii. 22 The Hindoo
pantheon now boasts of being able to muster 330,000,000
deities. 1878 MACI.EAR Cells ii. 11879) 22 Highest in the
Celtic Pantheon was the golden-handed sun.

b. A name for a treatise on all the gods.
1698 [A. TOOKK] (title of transi) The Pantheon, Repre-

senting the Fabulous Histories of the Heathen Gods and .

Most Illustrious Heroes . .Written by Fra. Pomey. 1790
(title} Bell's New Pantheon, or Historical Dictionary of

Gods, Demi-Gods, Heroes, and Fabulous Personages of

Antiquity. 1824 WATT Bibliotheca Brit. I. s. v. Stephen
\

Bateman, Golden Book of Heathen Gods. ..This work has
i

been considered as one of the first attempts towards a Pan- ,

theon, or descriptions of the Heathen Gods.

c. A collection of wax-work models of the gods.
1711 Sped. No. 46 Advt., Mr. Penkethman's Wonderful

Invention call'd the Pantheon : or, the Temple of the
Heathen Gods. .The Figures, .move their Heads [etc.].

3. Name of a large building in London
(' having

a dome like the Pantheon
'

\Valpole, Let. to Mann
26 Apr. 1771), opened as a place of public enter-

tainment in 1772 : hence allusively.

1772 Chron. in Ann. Reg. 69 Last night was opened, .the
much-talked-of receptacle of fashionable pleasure, The Pan-
theon, to a crouded company. 1774 FOOTE Cozeners i. Wks.
1799 II. 146 Expences in attending plays, operas, mas-
querades, and pantheons. 1782 WESLEY IVks. (1872) XI.
158 We are making swift advances toward it [lewdness], by
playhouses, masquerades, and pantheons.

4. attrib. =Of all the gods or heroes.

1767 H. WALPOLE Let. to Mann 30 May, I shall make a
solemn dedication of it in my pantheon Chapel.
H nee Paiitheo'nic a.

t
of the nature of or re-

sembling a pantheon ;
Paiitlie oniza tion, admis-

sion into the pantheon; Panthe'onize V. trans. ,

to admit into the pantheon ; to inter in the Pan-

theon.
1801 Paris as if was II. xlviii. 137 Marat . was..pan-

theonized, that is, interred in the Pantheon. 1804 Europ.

PANTHER.
Afag-.XLV. 437/1 Theinsanityofthepeopleinpantheonizing
and dispantheonizing Marat and Mirabeau. 1865 J. H.
INCRAHAM Pillar ofFire (1872) 223 All these sacred figures
decorated this pantheonic portico. 1883 K. BROWN Eri~
danus 4 The formal pantheonization of divinities,

Panther (p:e'nj>ai). Forms : 3-6 panter,
4-6 pantere, (5 panteere), 5-6 panthere, (7

-ar), 5- panther. [ME. pantere, a. OF. pantere
(Ph. de Thaun, I2th c.), mod.F. panthere, ad. L.

panthera, ad. Gr. irav&rjp. (The solitary instance
in OK. is merely an alien word irom L. or Gr.)
The subjective analysis of the name, as from Gr. n-ar- all-f>

fhjp beast, gave rise to many fancies and fables : see Ph. de
Thauii Bestiaire 224, etc.]

1. Another name for the Leopard {Felts pardus] ;

popularly applied to large leopards.
As with other exotic animals, the name, handed down from

the Latin writers, was known long before the animal ; all

the early references merely reflect the statements of ancient
authors and their mediaeval continuators. These statements
were long believed to refer *o a beast distinct from the

leojard; a belief encouraged by there being two Latin
names panthera and pardus, as to the relation between
which the ancient writers themselves were not clear, and by
fabulous notions as to the geneiation of the leopard as a
hybrid between the lion and the '

pard ',
and as to the sweet

fragrance fabled to be exhaled by the panther. Down to
modern times (cf. quot. 1813) the '

panther
'

was supposed to
be at least a larger and more powerful kind of leopard,
a distinction not scientifically tenable.

[a 1000 Panther 12 (Gr.) Is bset deor Pandher bi nonian
haten, \>xs J>e niiVSa beam wisfae^te weras on gewrit urn
cySSan bi bam anstapan.J c 1220 Bestiary 733 Panter is an
wilde der, Is non fairere on werlde her. 1308 TREVISA
Barth. De P. R. xvni. Ixxxii. (1495) 834 Lyons in Siria ben
black e wyth while speckis and ben lyke to Panteres. c 1430
LYIJG. Rcas. fy Sens. 6438 In his sheelde, jif ye lyst here,
Hath enprented a pantere. 1484 CAXTON 1-ables of^Esop
iv. v, Fable of a panthere whkoe felle in to a pytte. 1503 S.
HAWKS F.xatnp. I'irt. ix. 4 And by a swete snielle I ki.ewe
a pantere. 1545 JOYE Kx. Dan. vii. 98 The leoparde
or spotted panthere .. signifieth the kingdom of great
Alexander. 1642 ROGHRS Naaman Ep. Ded. 4 Which fas

the Panthars breath. .) hath made your name sweet. 1658
PHILLIPS, Panther, a kinde of spotted beast, the Leopard,
or Libard being the Male, the Panther the Female. 1687
DRYDI-.S Hind

iff
P. n. 228 The Panther's breath was ever

famed for sweet. 1813 BINCLEY Anim. Biog. I. 261 In his

general habits he [the Leopard] resembles the Panther,
lying in ambush for prey. 1814 GARY Dante's Inf. i. 30
Lo ! a panther, nimble, light, And cover'd with a speck ltd
skin, appear 'd. 1891 FLOWER & LYDF.KKER Mammals xi.

515 The attempts to separate a larger and more robust

variety, under the name of Panther, from a smaller and
more graceful form, to which the t.ame Leopard might pro-
perly be restricted, have failed.

fig. 1821 SHELLEY Hellns 316 Her slow dogs of war .. see
The panther, Freedom, fled to her old cover, Amid seas
and mountains, and a mightier brood Crouch round.

2. Applied in America to the puma or cougar,
Felis concohr, also called PAINTER 3 and, some-

times, to the jaguar, F. onca,

1730 N. Jersey Archives XI. 202 On Monday, .was killed
. a monstrous large Panther. 1774 GOI.DSM. Nat. Hist. I.

146 The jaguar or panther of America. 1808 PIKE Sources
fl/tssiss. (1810) 66 Saw a very large animal, which, from
it-^ leaps, I supposed to have been a panther ; but if so, it

was twice as larye as those on the lower Missi>sippL 1822
A//M' Register XXII. 304/2 A p.inther, nine feet long, was
lately found dead on the shore of lake Ontario. 1839 Penny
Cycl.y*.\\\. 434/2 The Jaguar, or American Panther, . .is the
form of the Leopard found in the New World. It is.. the
Panther or Great Panther of the furriers. 1843 MARRYAT
M. Violet

xliy. 369 note, The puma, or red panther, is also
called 'American lion, cougar . 1894 Cent. Mag. Apr. 849
The panther was long called a

'

tyger' in the Carolinas, and
a '

lyon
'

elsewhere.

3. fig. Applied to a fierce or savage man.
1868 Sat. Rev. 18 Jan. 75/2 Even authoresses seem to

accept with perfect equammitj,- the idea that taming the
male panther is out of the question.

f4. Name of a (? sweet-smelling) drug. Obs.

1656 Acts ff Ord. Parl. c. 20 (Scobell) 464 Drugs called

Panther, the pound, ^2. 1662 in Stat. Inland'(1765) II. 403.

6, attrib. and Coml>,> as panther-jump , -killing,

-springer, -tooth, -tread
\ panther-like, 'Spotted

adjs. ; panther-cat, the ocelot (Funk 1895) ; pan-
ther-cowry, a spotted cowry, Cyprsea pantherina
of the East Indies (ibid.)\ panther-lily, U.S.,
the Californian lily, Liliumpardalimim; panther-
moth, a collector's name for a European geome-
trid, Cidaria unangulata (Cent. Diet. 1890) ;

panther's bane, a plant, also called Wolf's bane
;

panther-toad, a South African toad, Bitfo pan-
therinus (Ca$seir$ Encyd. Diet. 1886) ; panther-
wood, a variety of the citron wood or sandarach

tree, Callistris quadrivalvis (Cent. Diet. iSgo).
1774 GOLDSM. Nat. Hist. (1776) III. 254 An animal of the

"panther kind. 1857 C. BKONTE Professor I. xii. 197 Envy
and ^panther-like deceit about her mouth. 1884 MILLER
Plant-n. 78/1 'Panther Lily. 1900 Field 23 June 903/3
L\iliutn\ sitperbum .. requires a vegetable sorl like the

Panther lily. 1820 SHELLKY Witch ofAtlas xxxvtii, Amid
The ^panther-peopled forests. 1712 tr. Pwiet's Hist. Drugs
I. 39 Wolf or *Panther's bane, .is a Root divided by Lumps
or Clod-;. 1593 NASHB Christ's T. Wks. (Grosart) IV. 77
Some soules of this *Panthe r-spotted Ieru->alt;m, may bee

extraught to ioy with me. 1898 G. MKREDITH Odes Frt

Hist. 48 The smiter,
v

paniher-springer, trapper sly. 1834
Tail's Mag. I. 341/2 With "panther-teeth their victim's

heart They tear. 1899 li-'estm. Gaz. 9 Feb. 2/1 The cat. .

still keeps, .the bold, free
*
panther-tread with which it paced

of yore the temple courts of Thebes.

g
ly
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Pantheress (pa^nj^res). [f. prec. + -ESS.]
A female panther.
1862 FROUDE in Sir J. Skelton Shirley's Table-t, 127 Mary

Stuart . .was something between Rachel and a pantheress.

1877 DIXON Diana, Lady Lyle II. vii. iv. 201 A pantheress
is not armed with a more stealthy foot.

b. fig. Applied lo a fierce or cruel but beautiful

woman. Also attrib.

1868 Sat. Rev. 18 Jan. 75/1 A heroine of the beautiful

pantheress order. 1890
' R. BOLDREWOOD* Miners Right

(1899) 43/1 You are just as much carried away by this

infernal scoundrel's regular features and soft voice, as that

handsome pantheress that he's stolen somewhere.

Panth.erine (pse'nbarain, -rin), a. [ad. L.

panthertn-tis, f. panthera PANTHER: see -INE 1
.]

Resembling a panther, spotted like a panther; of,

belonging to, or characteristic of a panther.
1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Pantherine. 1753 CHAMBERS

Cycl, Siipp., Pantherine tables, pantherine mejtste, among
the Rorrmns, tables made of citron wood.. had this name
from their being spotted after the manner of panthers. 1883
FENN Eli's Children (eel. 2) I. i. xix. 314 [She] curled herself

gracefully, .inapantherinestyle in the corner of the carriage.

1890 Double Knot I. i. 73 Marie made a pantherine
hound across the room.

Pa'ntherish, a.
[f.

PANTHER + -ISH 1
.] Some-

what like, or characteristic of, a panther.
iSgz Blackw. I\Tag~, CIA. 114/2 Graceful in a lithe, pan-

therish way. 1895 Athenxiun 27 July 125/2 A.. boneless

puppet, at the mercy of any specimen of '

pantherish
'

grace
(there are several panthers) who takes him in hand.

[I Pantheum (paenj?#m). Mostly in pi. pan-
thea. [late L. pantheum, f. Gr. irdi/lctos: see

PANTHEON. In mod. F. panthtc] More fully

signum pantheum : A statue combining the figures,

symbols, or attributes of several deities.

1706 PHILLIPS, Panthea. or Sigtw Panthea. 1727-41
CHAM BE us Cycl., Panthea, IIa.p0t-ia, among the ancients
were single statues, composed of the Figures, or symbols of
several different divinities combined. 1730-6 in BAILKY
(folio). 1775 ASH, Pantheum. .. A statue adorned with the

figures or symbols of the gods. 1838 in Encycl. Br"it. XVI.
790/2. i88a FKNNELLtr. Michaelis Anc. Marbles Gt. Brit.
628 In the fashion of the signa fanthea this youth unites in

his own person the attributes of various gods . . Poseidon . .

Apollo . . Dionysos . . Ares . . Eros.

t Panthne'tist. Obs. rare. [f. Gr. trav- all +

0J/7/TOS mortal + -IST.] (See quot.)
1660 INGELO Bentiu. fy Ur. n. (1682) 208, I will premise

a few things concerning the Temper and Design of the
Panthnetists. {margin] Such as think the Soul and Body
to perish in Death.

Panthodic (paenj^'dik), a. Physiol. rare.
[f.

Gr. iravT(o- PANTO- + Gr. o5os way.] Said of

nervous action: Proceeding in all directions from
a single point.
1850 MARSHALL HALL Synvfis. Diast. Nerz'. Syst. i. 7

(1852) 13 (heading) Panthodic Law of Action of the Vis
JNervosa. Ibid., I use the term panthodic in a very
emphatic sense; I believe that no spot of the diastaltic

system can be excited without telling upon every other.

1853 in DUNGLISON Med. Lex. 1893 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

Pantible, corrupt form of PANTOFLE.
Pantile (p?e'n|t3il). Also 7-9 pan tile, pan-

tile, 8 pan-tyle. [f.
PAN j.l + TILE sb. Cf. Du.

dakpan (Kilian clack-panne), lit. roof-pan; Ger.

dachpfanne, pfannenziegel pan-tile.]
1. A roofing tile transversely curved to an ogee

shape, one curve being much larger than the

other; when laid on the roof the greater part of

their surface forms a concave channel for the

descent of water, while one side forms a narrow
convex ridge, which overlaps the edge of the

adjoining tile.

The name has also been applied to tiles made with a single
curve, which were laid edge to edge, on their convex sides,
the junction of two edges being covered by another ule laid

with its concave side downward; also, improperly, to flat

overlapping roofing tiles.

1640 Charter City London Table of Rates, Tyles vocat'
Pan Tyles or Flaunders Tyles the thousand, \yi. 1703
MOXON Mcch. Exerc. 240 Pan-Tilts, being about thirteen
Inches long, with a Nob or Button to hang on the Laths. .

The best sort.. are called Flemmish Pan-Tiles. 1738 [(.i.

SMITH] Curious Relations II. v. 108 Those Leaves, .serve

instead of Pan-Tiles to cover their Dwellings. 1816 J. SMITH
Panorama Sc. fy Art I. 190 Common tiles for roofs are
called pan tiles. 1880 BARING-GOULD Mehalah i, A small
farm-house .. roofed with red pan-tiles. 1881 YOUNG Every
Man his own Mechanic 1206. 561 Plain tiles are perfectly
flat, while pantiles are curved in form r^f something after

the manner of the letter s.

b. in sing, collectively, or as a material.

1697 DAMPER Voy. (1729) I. 387 The Houses are large,

strongly built, and covered with Pan-tile. 1727 Philip
Quartl 65 Their Houses are. .Cover'd with Pantile.

t c. Erroneously applied to flat Dutch or

Flemish paving tiles, and so to the Parade at

Tunbridge Wells which was paved with these. Obs.

1774 FOOTE Cozeners n. Wks. 1799 II. 171 At Tunbridge. .

they have the oddest pantile walk. 1784 H. WALPOLE Brit.
Traveller 25 (Tunbr. Wells) (The shops] are ranged on one
side of a walk called the Pantiles from its pavement. 1805
MOORE To Lady H. i When. .Tunbridge saw, upon her

Pantiles, The merriest wight of all the kings That ever ruled
these gay gallant isles. 1806 Guide to Waterhtg PI. 419
The former [Upper Walk) was once paved with pantiles,
raised about four steps above the other.

2. Humorously applied to hard sea biscuit, etc.

1873 Slang Diet. s. v., Pantile also means a flat cake with

jam on it, given to boys at boarding-schools instead of

pudding. 1891 Labour Commission Gloss., Pantiles, term
used to express the hardne.ss of old sea biscuits ground into

meal and then re-baked. 1901 FARMER Slang, Pantile

(nautical) a biscuit.

3. attrib. and Comb., as pantile- roof, -works ;

pantile-lath, an extra stout lath used for support-

ing pantiles on a roof.

1776 G, SEMPLE Building in II 'ater 66 A nine Foot 'Pan-
tile-lath. 1873 E. SI-ON // 'orkshop Receipts Ser. 1. 127/1 Laths
called by bricklayers double laths, and the larger ones pan-
tile laths. 1837 HOWITT Rur. Life n. iv. (1862) 127 A long

shed, stone walls and
"y

pan tile roof. 1703 Proclam, 10 Jan.
in Land. Gaz. No. 3879/4 The Brick and "Pantile Works
near Tilbury Fort.

fb. Applied contemptuously in iSth c. to rural

Dissenters' meeting-houses (sometimes, like ordi-

nary cottages, roofed with pantiles), and to those

who attended them : see quots. Obs.

1715 MRS. CENTLIVKE Gotham Election Wks. 1760 III.

163 Mr. Tickup's a good Churchman . .none of your occa-

sional Cattle; none of your hellish pantile Crew, Ibid. 181

I'lUiiave you hang'd for 't, I will, you Pantile Monster.

1785 GROSE Diet. Vulg. T., Pantile house [ed. 1756 Pantile

S/tttf], a Pre>byterian, or other dissenting meeting house,

frequently covered with pantiles.

Hence Fa'ntiled a., covered with pantiles ;

f Pa'ntiler : see 3 b.

1778 Love Feast 12 Led by the Spirit to John's *paiitil'd
Roof. 1870 F. R. WILSON C/i. Lindisfarne 89 [ItJ rises

over the thatched and pantiled roofs, .notably. 1856 MAYHEW
H'orld Lond. 249 The officers, .used to designate the extra-

ordinary religious convicts as
'

*pantilers'. 1889 DRYS-
DALE Hist. Presbyter, Lng. 443 Their frequenters were
in some localities nick-named

'

Pantilers ', these pantiles

forming a substantial yet economical roof.

Pa*n-ti:ling. [f.
PANTILE + -INO 1

.] The

covering of a roof with pantiles; pantiles col-

lectively or in the mass.

1805 R. W. DICKSON Pract. Agric. I. 89 Pan-tiling, with
small-sized deal lath, and sparkled within side. 1825 J.

NiCHOLsoN^iVrff/, Mechanic 550 A square of pan-tiling

requires 180 tiles, laid at a ten-inch gauge. 1894 Times
23 Apr. 13 '2 Wood and pantiling and boarded roofs taking
the place of brick or stone and slate.

tPa'ntine. Obs. Also pautein, -een, -in.

[In Y.pantinj formerlypantitte ('
une jattedeSaxe,

ime pantine de Boucher', Diderot Promenade dn

Sceptique, 1747-9)1 which some French etymolo-

gists have referred to Pantin a village near Paris
;

but see quot. 1748.] A pasteboard figure of a

human being, having the neck, body, and limbs

jointed, so as to move when pulled by a thread or

wire : a fashionable toy in the middle of the iSth c.

1748 Land, Mag. 271 The ridiculous folly of Panteins [<.>/<-.

Paper or pastboard puppets, contriv'd to move in all postures,
so ciilPd from' mademoiselle Pantein, one of the marshal
Saxe's [ob. 1750] ladies, who is said to be the inventerj.

1749 MRS. DELANY Life $ Corr, (1861) II. 505 She has

begun and almost finished, .a set of pantines. 1754 SHKB-
UEARE Matrimony (1766) II. 75 She resembled a Pantine,
and wanted nothing but a Whalebone in her Head to give
her a Twirl, and flirt her two long Arms into Motion. 1790
Bystander 174 Edwin is as much of an actor as a panteen *

is of a puppet. [i83i BESANT & RICIC Chap I. of*Fleet n. v,

Pantiues, a ridiculous fashion of paper doll then in vogue as
a toy for ladies with nothing to do.]

Panting (parntirj ), vbl. sb.
[f.

PANT v. + -IXG 1.]

The action of the verb PANT, in various senses.

c*.\qoPromp.Parv. 381/2 Pa.ntynge,ant/aci0,vetane/ati{s.
1580 SIDNEY Ps. XLII. i, My soul in panting plaieth,

Thirsting on my God to looke. 1647 CLARKNDOS Hist.
Reb. i. 35 The Prince's Journey into Spain, which.,
had begot such a terrible panting in the hearts of all good
English-men. 1715-20 POI-K Iliad xvi. 134 His breath, in

quick, short pantings, comes and goes. 1837 HAWTHORNK
Twice-told T. (1851) I. xvi. 251 The horses, .heave their

glistening sides in short quick pantings.

Fa'nting, ///. a. [f. as prec. -f -TNG -.] That

pants, in various senses : see PANT v.

1572 GASCOIGNE Dan Bartholomew Wks. (1587) 91, I feele

my panting heart begins to rest. 1616 CHAPMAN Muszeits,
'

Hero fy /.. 368 She hugg'd her panting husband. 1718
1 PRIOR P&iver 172 Frequent for breath his panting bosom
. heaves. 1828 Lights ty Shades II, 73 One poor panting girl.

1897 Allbutt's Syst. Mcd. III. 83 The respirations are short
and panting.
Hence Fa'ntingly adv., in a panting manner

;

with short quick breaths.

1605 SHAKS. Lear iv. i:i. 28 (Qo.) Once or twice she heau'd
'

the name of father Pantingly foorth, as if it prest her heart.

1744 ARMSTRONG Preserv. Health in. 559 Thick and pant-
inglv The breath was fetch'd. 1892 Harfer's^ Mag. July
100/2,

*
I came on the first train ', answered Lois,pantingly.

Pantiple, corrupt form of PANTOFLE.

Pantisocracy (psentis^-krasi, -ais-)- [f. Gr.

VCLVT-, PANTO- all -f iffOKparia IsoCRACY.j A form
1 of social organization in which all are equal in

! rank and social position ;
a Utopian community in

' which all are equal and all rule.

1794 SOUTHEY Let. 20 Sept. in Life I. 221 We preached
Pantisocracy and Asphete[r]ism everywhere. 1821 BYRON
Jnan in. xciii, All are not moralists like Southey, when
He prated to the world of '

Pantisocrasy '. 1887 DOWDEN
I Shelfey I. iv. 135 Southey and Coleridge.. had dreamed of
. pantisocracy on the banks of the Susquehanna.

Pantisocrat (psentai-s^kr^t). [f. as prec.
after aristocrat^ democrat.] One who advocates

or promotes pantisocracy.
1794 SOUTHEY Let. 20 Sept in Life I. 221 It will then be

1 time for you to take leave of the navy, and become acquainted
with all our brethren, the pantisocrats, 1895 SAIMSBUKV

, Ess, ng. Lit. Ser. n. 10 It was impossible to start it with*

;

out money, of which most of the Pantisocrats had none.

So Fantisocra'tic, Fantisocra'tical adjs., per-

taining to, involving, or upholding pantisocrac\ ;

Fantiso'cratist =
pantisocrat.

1794 COLERIDGE Let. 18 Sept. in Life Sonthey I 219 C ,

the most excellent, the most 'Pantisocratic of aristocrats, has
been laughing at me. 1794 Sornn.v Let. 14 Oct. ibid. 222
This Panlisocratic scheme has yiven me new life. 1887 W.

1 HUNT Bristol
i86_ Here the young poets elaborated their

scheme of a pantisocratic settlement on the Se>quebanna.
1803 W. TAYLOR in Robberds Mem. I. 442 To found a
Christian platonical

*
pantisocrat Seal republic. 1880 DOWDEN

Southey 39 With such a sum they might both qualify by
marriage for membership in the pantisocratical community.
1835 MACAULAY Kss., Mackintosh's Hist. Rev. (1843) II.
216 Rushing from one wild extreme to another, out-Pain-
ing Paine, out-Castlereaghing Castlereagh, *Pantisocratists,
Ultra-Tories, heretics [etc.]. 1883 HAM. CAINE Cobw. Crit,
ii. 37 Coleridge, Southey and Lovell . . were all three

passionate pantisocratists.

Pantle (pornt'l), sb. Now dial. Forms : 5
pantelle, 6 -el(l, 9 pantle. [app. an altered

form of PANTEB 2
.] A snare for birds, esp. snipe.

1483 Cat/i. Angl. 268/1 Pantelle strynge (A, A Pantyr),
pcdica. 1552 HULOET, Pant<:ll, setter, or snare, pedica,
1856 J. DAVJKS Races 237 (E.D.I).). 1882 Lancash. Gloss.,

PantlC) a bird-snare made of hair. 1893 J. WATSON Conf.
Poacher 39 We used to take them [snipe] in panties made
of twisted horsehair. 1897 MACI>HI:RSON Wild-fowling 458
(E. D. D.) In South Furness men snare snipe by means of

engines locally cailed panties.

Pa*ntle, r. Obs. exc, dial.
[f.

PAXT v. with

dim. or frequentative ending -LE.J /;//;'. To pant.
[1632 ROWLEY Woman Never Vexed n. in Hazl. Dodslcy

XII. 128 My heart ! O my heart ! if it dots not go pantle,

pantle, pantle ., I am no honest woman,] 1652 UflQUHAKT
yifzW/Wks. (1834)222 The Italian . .foamed at the mouth
..and fetched a pantling breath. 1678 COTTON Scnrron. iv.

142 Although her woful heart did pantle. 1875 POKSON
Quaint Words 15. 1890 Glouc. Gloss.) Pantle^ to pant.

[Also S. Worce^tersh. fc. D. I).).]

Pantler (pie'ntlai). Now only Hist, [app. an
1

altered form of PAXTEB J
, PANTEREH, ? after butler.

(Not in French, nor app. in mcd.L.)] =PANTiiit 1
.

r 1330 R. ]>RUNNK Cliron. (1810)33 The k>'nS t0^ kis pante-
lure. t strangled him right bore, c 1440 Promf. Pan-. 381/2
Pantlere, ///;/?/.. 1483 Cath. Angl. 268/1 A Puntelere,
,'/'/ A butlere. 1533 WRIOTKESLEV Citron, 11875) ! 2I The
Karle of A rrondel I butler, the Viscount Lisle pantler. 1597
SHAKS. 2 Hen. //', n. \\. 258 Hee would haue made a good
Pantler, bee would haue chipp'd P.rtad wtll. 1679 B LOUNT
Anc. Tenures 36 The Marinur.. to be held by the service of

being Pantler to the Kings . . at their Coronations. 1706
Lond. Gaz. No. 4252/2 The ]->utler and the Pantler have
taken his Name off the Tables in their Offices. 1842 BAKHA.M

Ingol. Leg. Ser. n. Lay St. Cuthrcrt^ Pantler and serving-

man, henchman and page, Stand sniffing the duck-stuffing
(.onion and sage).

Panto- (pent0}, before a vowel PANT-, repr.

Gr. TravTo- (jravr-^ 7rai/0-\ combining form of

iras, irav (stem TrafT-) all, already used in ancient

Gr. (where often interchangeable with -nav- PAN-)
in forming adjs. and a few substantives used

attrib., as Travrapxos (Soph.) all-ruling, iravrodaTros

of all kinds, TravTotcpdrajp almighty, -navTOKTiGTrjs

creator of all
;

in later Gr. it became much more

frequent. The word TJavro^l^os was adopted in

L. as pantoniinnis and thence came into French

and English as pantomime before 1 600. Other-

wise, the formation of words in panto- began in

the I7th c., and became more frequent in the I9th;
but this has not become a living element forming

compounds like the cognate PAN- i in Pan-Angli-
can

,
Pan-American, and the like. The chief

derivatives of panto- appear in their alphabetical

places ;
the following are of minor importance:

fPanto-chrono-meter: see quot. fFanto-de'vil,

nome-ixxl.) a complete or entire devil. Famto-

g-angli'tis Path.', see quots. Fa'ntogela stic,

-al adjs. [Gr. yfXaartKos risible], all-laughable.

Panto'genonstf. Min. [Gr. -ytvys bom, produced;
in ,pantogene\ : seequots. f Panto-ia'trical <?. ,

universally healing, all-healing, f Pa'ntomancer,
a diviner upon all kinds of things. Pa ntomorpli

,erron. panta-) [Gr, Tiavro^top^o^, that which takes

any or all shapes ; so Pantomo rphic a. (panta-),

assuming any or all forms. Pantopela^glan a.

[Gr. ireXayos sea: cf. F. panioptlagien (Littre^],

frequenting or inhabiting all seas, f Pa'ntophile

[K . pantopkite], a lover of all. Pantople'thora

Path., general plethora. Fanto'pterous a. Zoo!.

[Gr. irrepuv wing, fin], of or pertaining to the

Pantoptera^ a family of fishes having all fins but

the ventral (Mayne Expos. Lex. 1857). Panto-
the'rian a. [Gr. #77^0, Qypiov beast], of or pertain-

ing to the Pantotheria^ an extinct order of American

Jurassic mammals ; sb. a member of this order,

:

||
Pantozoo-tia = panzooty : see PAN- a (Harris

Diet. Med. Terminal. 1854-67).
1842 BRANDE Diet. Set. etc., *Pantockronomcter, a terni

recently invented and applied to an instrument which i*

i a combination of the compass, the sun-dial, and the universal
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PANTOPLE.

time-dial, and performing the offices of all three. 1694
Moiii-.ux Rabelais v. xiii, Oh you Devils, cry'd Friar

Ihon, Proto-Devils, *Panio-L)evils, you would wed a Monk,
would you? 1857 MAYNE Expos. Lex.,

*
Pantoganglins,

. . term for inflammat ion of the ganglia, central and

peripherical ; also for oriental cholera. 1893 Syd. See. Lex.,
Pantoganglitis, a term for malignant cholera, introduced
on the assumption that it was caused by inflammation
of all the sympathetic ganglia. 1808 *Pantogelastical [see

PANTOLOGICAL]. 1805-17 R. JAMESON Char. Min. (ed. 3) 220

*Pantogenous pantogene\ that is to say, which derives its

form from all parts of the crystal, when every edge and
angle suffers a decrement. Example, Pantogenous heavy-
spar. 1857 MAYNE Expos. Lex., Pantogemts, applied by
Haiiy to crystals in which each edge and each solid angle
has undergone a decrease, .pantogenou-% 1716 M. DAVIES
Athen. Brit. III. Diss. Fhysick \\ Religiously inclin'd

Doctors of the same*Panto latrical Scriptures. 1652 (>\VLE

Magastrom. 335 Of astromancers turning "pantomancers,
or presaging not onely upon prodigies, but upon every
slight occasion, by every vile and vaine means. 1841
Sct'DAMORE Noniencl.^ *Pantauiorph..,\\v<\.\. which has all

shapes. 1836 SMART, *PantamorpMct taking all shapes.
1890 Cent. Diet., Pantomorph, Pantomorphic. 1857 MAYXK
E.ifos. Lex., *Pantopelagian. i&y$Syd. Soc. Lex., Panto-
pda^iau, frequenting all seas, or the whole sea; applied
by Fleurieii to such birds as the albatross and the stormy
petrel. 1898 Allhutt's Syst. Med. V, 925

' The heart of a

'pantophile ',
as Voltaire called that removed from Diderot's

body. 1857 MAYNE Expos. Lex., *Pantoplethora, . . uni-

versal or general plethora, or fulness of the blood-vessels.

Pantoble, pantocle : see PAXTOFLE.
Pantod : see Ot) ^ b.

Pantofle (pse'ntdT'l, pajmyfl, -t-f '1\ Forms :

5 Sc. pantufle, (-uiffil ,
6 -ufrle, 6-7 -afle,

-aphel, -of(f)el, -ophle, -ophel, 6- pantofle,
-offle, 7-9 pantoufle, 9 -oofle. Also . 6

pantocle, -acle ; pantapple, 7 pantaple, 6-8

pantable, (6 pautiple. 7 -ible, -oble). [a. I 1

'.

pantoufle (1489 in Hatz.-Darm.) Cat. plantofa^

Sp. pantujto, Pg. pantufo. It. pantofola^ -itfola ;

also Ger., Du. pantoffd ^from It.), Flem. pattoffeL
Ulterior origin unknown; seeDiezand Littrc. The

English stress on the first syllable facilitated the

corruptions pantaple, pantocle, pantable ,
assimi-

lated to words in
-pit', -de, -ble. The stress on

second syllable follows Fr. and Ger.]
' A slipper; formerly applied very variously, app.,
at one time or another, to every sort of in-door

slippers or loose shoes
; esp. to the high-heeled

cork-soled chopins ; also to out-door overshoes or

goloshes; and to all manner of Oriental and non-

European slippers, sandals, and the like. (In
Scottish use from i^th c.

;
in common Eng. use

from c 1570 to c 1650-60; after that chiefly an
alien or historical word,)
1494 Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scot. I. 224 Item, to Home

the cuidlnare, for schune, brodykinnis and pantuiftUlis tane
fra him be Jame Dog. 1497 Ibid* 331 Item, for ane par of
1'iaiich

pantuflis ..viij*. 1565 C'OJU.K T/usftnrus, Daxcx,
..a kynde of slippers, or pantofles. 1577 B. GOOGE Heres-
baclCs Hush. (1586) 101 Of his [beech's] baike, are made
PantofTels, and Slippers. 1579 GOSSON Sc/i. Abuse (Arb.) 30
The litle crackhalter that carrieth his maisters pantoufiles.

1579-80 NORTH Plutarch (1895) IV. 22 A payer of panto-
phle-;. isSgPt'TTESHAM Eng. i

)

oesie\.y.v. (Arb.) 49 The actors
. .did walke vpon those high corked .shoes or pantofles, which
now they call m Spaineand I t.dyS/t '////. 1607 R. QARKW]
tr. Estiennes World of Wonders 203 The Pope would not
entertains him, except he would ..kisse his pantoufle. c 1618
KLEICHKR Queen ofCorinth \. ii, [He] takes his oath Upon
her Pantoflles. 1624 BURTON Anat.Mel. in. ii. i. i. (ed. 2)

356 She. .whipped him [Cupid] besides on the bare buttocks
with her pantophle. 1636 MASMNGEK Bns'tf. Lover v. i,

Pray you, let me be your page ; I can swear already, Upon
your pantofle. 1679 OLUHAM Sat. Jesuits Wks. (1686)

44 Spurns to Hell For jearing Holy Toe, and Pantofle

(11715 BURNET Own Time (1823) III. iv. 77 [The pope]
would give me a private audience abed, to save me the

ceremony of the pantoufle. 1767 STERNE Tr. Shandy
IX, xxi, Nothing .. but trunk-hose and pantofles. 1820
SCOTT Abbot v, I nave been too long the vassal ofa pantoufle,
and the slave ofa siher whistle, a 1845 BARHAM Ingol.

Leg., Ld. Thoulouse vi, Pantonfles with bows Each as big
as a rose. 1852 THACKERAY Esmond \. iii, Great gold clocks

to her stockings, and white pantofles with red heels. 1887
ANNA FORBES Insulinde i. 9 Indian-looking pantoffles, ..

with no upper heels, but very high wooden ones.

0. Corrupt forms, (Pantable was exceedingly
common from 1580 to c 1650.)
a 1568 ASCHAM Scholem. i. (Arb.) 84 As it is free . . to

chose .. whether a man lust to weare Shoo or Pantocle.

1571 Damon <V Pithitts in Dodsley O. P. I. 215 Even here
with a pantade I wyll you disgrace, 1573-80 BAKET Alv.
P 72 A Pantapple, vide Shooe. a 1586 SIDNEY Arcadia i.

(1629) 40 Chafing and swearing by the pantable of Pallace
and such other oathes as his rusticall braverie could imagine.
1591 PEHCIVALL Sp. Diet., Cal$ado de alwrgues, in panto-
pies, Crepidatns. 1596 Lane. Wills III. 2 A payre of

pantables and ij payre of slippers. 1602 MARSTON Ant. fy

Mel. ii. Wks. 1856 I. 19 By my ladies pantable, I feare

I shall live to heare [etc.]. 1676 D'URFEY Mad. Fickle v.

iii, Out of my doors, by Jacobs Pantible a Relique of
Renown'd memory. 1688 R. HOLME Armoury n. 112/2 The
Lady Slipper so called from the resemblance the fore-part
of the flower hath to a Slipper, or Pantable. 1883 J. PAYNK
looi Nights VI. 291 Except he bring her .. another crown
and girdle and pantable of gold.

b. Phrase. To stand (be^ etc.) upon (one's} pant-

ofles^ i.e. on one's dignity ; so the high pantofle. etc.

XS73
*" HARVFY Letter-bk. (Camden) 14 He was now

aUoguher set on his merri pinnes and walkd on his stateli

432

I pantocles. 1579 T,YLY Ettphues (ArlO 47 For the most part
: they stand so on their pantuffles. 1591 R. TI-RNBULL Exp.

F.pist. James 171 b, To stand too much vpon our pantiples.

1591 GRKENE -2nd Pt. Conny-cntch. Wks. (Grosart) X. 119
Then are they vpon their pantophles, because there is nothing
found about them. 1594 CAREW Hitartes Exam. Jl'i'fs xiii.

,
(1596) 224 A Caualiero, who stood much on the pantophles of

his gentilitie. 1665 BRATHWAIT Comment Two Tales 22 This
sets the Carpenter upon his Pantofles. 1685 BUNVAN Pharisee

<$ Publ. Wks. (1845) 140 Thou standest upon thy points
!

and pantables, thou wilt not bate God on all of what thy
righteousness is worth. ^1740 A. ALLEN MS, Diet. s. v,

PantobU, Pantofle, or Pantoufle, Slippers with high Sole.s.

These, as well as high Heels, making People appear taller,

. . gave birth to our Proverb, to stand upon ones Pantables,
i. to stand upon high Terms, carry his head Loftily. 1755
H. WALPOLI-; /.<//. 1^40) III. 156, I could not posubly to day
step out of my high historical pantoufles to tell it you.

f c. Comb. Pautofle-shoe [K. fer a pantoufle,
,
vt pantoitfle\

= PANTON-vf&U (for a horse'. Obs.

1696 HorE tr. SolleyscFs Parfait Mareschal i. xl. 131,
I have called this shoe the Panton or Pantable shoe to dis-

tinguish it from those of any other fashion or shape. 1717
,

Diet, RitsticutH (ed. 2), Pantons or Pantable-shoes, a^ort
of Horse-shoes that serve for narrow and low Heels. 1722
W. GIBSON Farriers Xew Guide xciv. (ed. 3) 256 The Cure
is . . to shoe him with Lunets or Half-moon Shoes, or with
those Pantofle Shoes describ'd by Solleysell.

Pantogamy : see PANTAGAMY.

Pantoganglitis, -genous, etc. : see PANTO-.

t Pantoglo*ssical, a. Obs. rare 1
, [f. Gr.

! wavro- all + -yAwtrtra tongue + -ICAL.] Of or belong-
i ing to all tongues.

1716 M. DAVIES Athen. Brit. II. 299 [It] may stand in

full Defyance of ever being express'd, even with any Para*

phrastical Periphrasis, or any Pantoglossical Mint of Words.

Pantoglot [pse'nttfgl^t ,
a. and sb. [f. Gr.

navTo- all + y\wff<raj yXwrTa tongue, after poly-

tft-\ a - a(U' Knowing or speaking all languages.
b. sb. One who speaks all languages. So Paiito-

glo ttism.
1848 LOWELL Bigltnv P. Ser. i. ii. Poems 1890 II. 6r This

would argue for the pantoglottism of these celestial intelli-

gences. 1895 H. CALLAN From Clyde to Jordan ix. 101,
I disapprove of a man being a polyglot, or worse, an ap-
proach to apantoglot.

Pantograph (parntfTgrafi. Alscuvvw/. panta-,
panti , penta-, pento-, pente-. [mod. f. Gr.

TTavro- PANTO-, all + -ypa<f>o$ writing, writer. So
F. pentographe i^Hion 1723), pantographs (1743 in

Hist. Acad. des Sci.\ the proximate source. Erro-

neously spelt by Bion and his translator Stone

pcnto-) and by Chambers 1727 penta- (as if from
Gr. TTfvra- five) ; the latter still frequent in com-
mercial and technical use.] An instrument for the

mechanical copying of a plan, diagram, pattern,
! etc., on the same or an enlarged or reduced scale.

I
In 17th c. called parallelogram.
It consists of four rods, perforated at uniform distances,

an 1 jointed together, two opposite joints l>eing terminal and
constant in position, the other two capable of being shifted

according to the scale desired ; one of the free ends carries

a
tracing-point, and one of the terminal joints a similar

tracing-rxjjnt ; when one of these points is moved over the

lines of the diagram, etc., the other traces the copy required.

[1631 C. ScHEINRR (//?&) Pantographice,seu Ars Delineandi
res quaslibet DLT parallelogranunum lineare.. mobile. 1723
IJiON Instr. ae Math, 89 L'instrument .. est nomine Pento-

graphe ; on le nomme aussi Singe.] 1723 E. STONE tr.

r>ions .Math. Instr. 86 Of the Peniograph, or Parallelogram.
1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl. t Pcntagrafih, an instrument where-

by designs, prints, etc. of any kind, may be copied in any
, proportion ;.. otherwise called a parallelogram. [1743 Mach.

apfinntv. pa.r CAcad. tics Sci. vn. 207 Pantographe, ou singe

perfect tonne, Par M. Langlois.J 1766 B. MARTIN Snn<. by
Goniometer 1 8 There remains therefore only the Pantagraph

, to be described. 1803 HAWKINS Patent Specif. No. 2735
Attaching .. pencils, etc. to a double pantograph. 1844
G. DODD Textile Manuf. vi. 200 An instrument called a

pantograph has been introduced for producing an exquisite

embroidery on plain silk guods after weaving. 1844 Mech.

Mag. XL. 92 The Eidograph, .. invented about the year
1821 ..is considered superior in many respects to the Pento-

^raph. 1879 O. PUESCOTT Sp. Telephone 303 By using a
form of pantograph, Prof. Mayer has obtained magnified
tracings on smoked glass. 1897 [see PANTOGRAPHEK 2].

attrib. 1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mech. s. v, Pantograph^ The
plate is then laid on the curved bed of the pantograph
machine. 1895 Oracle Ettcycl. I. 585/2 Patterns are also

etched on the rollers with nitric acid, by lines cut . . by means
of Rigby's pentagraph machine. 1897 Wtftm. Gaz. 26 June
6/3 The pantagraph power-shuttle machine.

b. A device of similar construction for mechanic-

ally reducing the cross-head motion of the indi-

cator used for recording the pressure in a steam

cylinder.
1893 WHITHAM Constr. Steam Eng. 154 A simple form of

pantagraph, for use when the indicators are attached to the
side of the cylinder. Ibid., Pantagraph motion^ have been
devised for overcoming these defects.

Hence Fa'ntographing vbl. sb., the manipula-
tion of a pantograph.
1897 Sketch 26 May 181/2 A front girl who must always

have had experience in pantagraphing.

Panto'grapher. [f. prec. + -KB 1
.]

fl. = PANTOGRAPH. Obs.

1750 J. HAMMOND (title} Practical Surveyor, with Descrip-
tion of Sliding Rule, Universal Dial Pantographer [etc.].

1774 S. DUNN (title) Theory and use of the Pantographer.
2. One who produces patterns, etc., by means of

a pantograph.

-:"

foi

PANTOMIME.
1

1897 Sketch 26 May 181/2 The pantagrapher follows, or
!

traces, with his pantagraph, the course of the stitches in the
sketch of the pattern to be produced. 1897 Advt. Brit.

Embroidery Machine Co., The Jacquard producing the

pattern and dispensing with the Pantagrapher.

Fantographic (psentegne'fik), a. Also (in
sense i) erron. penta-, panta-.
1. [f. as prec. +

-W.J Pertaining to or of the

nature of a pantograph. In quot. i*]$g fig. Re-

producing copies like the pantograph.
1759 STKRNK Tr. Shandy I. xxiii, From the honourable

devices which the Pentagraphic Brethren of the brush have
shewn in taking copies. 1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mech. s. v., A
system of connected pantographic levers. 1890 W. J. GOH no\-

Foundry 175 The prettiest process of all i-; the pantagraphic
one; .. The tiny fingers scratching so quietly and humanly
the long cylinder of copper once seen will never be forgotten.
2. [f. PANTO- + Gr. ypatptnos GRAPHIC.] ?Able

tu wiite in every language or character, nonce-use.
1801 W. TAYLOR in Monthly Mag. XII. 583 The author is

polyglottic as the hydra, pantographic as Fry's letter-

foundery.

Pantogra pliical, a. [See -ICAL.] =prec. i.

1828 WEBSTER, Pantogi-aphical, pertaining to[or] performed

by a pantograph. 1831 C.\Ri.vi.t: Germ. Poetry in Misc.
Ess. (1872) III. 243 We have no original portrait here, but
a pantagraphical reduced copy of some foreign sketches.

Hence Pantogra phically adv. : a. by means of

or in the manner of a pantograph ; b. in the

manner of a general description.
a. 1884 in STORMOSTH. b- 1890 in Cent. Diet.

Pantography (psent^grafi). rare.
[f. Gr.

travTo- PANTO-, all + -GRAPIIY.]
1. Complete description.
1828 WEBSTER, Pantography, general description ; view

of an entire thing. 1836 SMART, Pantography, description
of all, view of an entire thing. (Also in later Diets.)

2. The use of the pantograph. (So F. panto-
graphie (Littre).) 1890 in Cent. Diet.

Panto-iatrical: see PANTO-.

Fantologic (poent^l^d^ik), a. Also erron.

panta-. [f.
as PANTOLOGY + -ic.] Of or pertaining

to pantology; of universal knowledge.
1858 J. BROWN Horse Sufis., Editc. through Senses Ser. i.

(1862) 316 We may say of our time In all seriousness, what

Sydney Smith said.. of the pantologic master of Trinity
Science is our forte; omniscience is our foible.

So Pantolo'gical a., dealing with pantology.
1808 (title) Fashionable Biography.. with a Preface and

Notes, Pantological and Pantogelastical. 1852 Eraser's

Mag. XLV. 175 The development section of the new Panto-

logical Museum. 1868 M. PATTISON Acadtm. Org. \. 266
! Still less is the scientific habit generated by the pantological

.schemes now so much in favour.

Pantology \ paentfIfid^i). Also cn-on. panta-.

ff. Gr. TTCUTO- PANTO-, all + -\oyta -LOGY.] A
1 survey or systematic view of all branches of know-

ledge; universal knowledge; also, a compendium
: of universal information.

1819 Pantologia IX, Pantologia, Pantology, a work of
universal instruction, or science : a cyclopedia or encyclo-

paedia. 1822 Black. Mag. XII. 56 You, North, are un-

doubtedly a living pantology. 1841 B. PARK (title) Panto-

logy, a Systematic Survey of Human Knowledge. 1852
Eraser's Mag. XLV. 175 The celebrated Hokus will lecture

. .on Pantology.
Hence Panto legist, one who studies or is versed

in universal knowledge. (Humorous or sarcastic.)

1840 Eraser's Mag. XXII. 148 Multnnt legere tion tnulta

is the student's motto rather disregarded by the panto-
logists of the day. 1878 Ibid. XVII. 533 One more Panto-

logUt Professor of the Univcrs.il.

Pantomancer, etc. : see PANTO-.

meter. [ad. F. pantowetre (1675 Bullet (title)

Usage du pantometre}) f. Gr. vavro- PANTO-, all +
ptrpov measure.] (See quots.)
1696 PHILLIPS (ed. 5), Pantometer^ an Instrument in

Geometry that serves to measure all sorts of Angles,
Lengths and Height hs. 1823 CRABB, Pantometre. 1867
SMYTH Sailor's Word-bk., Pantometer, an instrument for

taking angles and elevations, and measuring distances.

b. Applied to other instruments.
a. *A graduated level' {Gwilt Archtt. 1842-76). b. An

instrument for the mechanical production of portraits in

profile {Funk's Stand. Diet. 1895).

Pantometry. [f- Or. -navro- PANTO, all +
Gr. -ftfrpia measurement.]
fl. Universal measurement : see

quots. Obs.

[1571 DIGGKS (title] A Geometrical Practice, named Panto-

rnetna, diuided into three IJookes, Longimetra, Plammeira,
and Stereometria.] 1656 BI.OUNT Glossogr^ Pantoinetrie,
a measuring of all kinde of quantities: It is the title and

subject of a Mathematical Book, set forth by one Mr. Digs.

1692 COI.ES, Pantometry, a measuring of all things. 1797

J. DAWF.S (title) Pantometry; or an Attempt to systematize
every Branch of Admeasurement.
2. The use of the pantoineter. {Ceni, Diet. 1890.)
Hence Pantome'tric, Pantome-trical adjs. t of,

I pertaining to, or dealing with pantometry.
1828 in WEBSTER (both words).

Pantomime (pae'nt^msim), sb. (a.} [ad. L.

pantomimus one who plays a part by dumb show,
a ballet-dancer, ad. Gr. muru/u/iof imitator of all,

f. itavro- PANTO-, all + /zi)ioy mimic. So F. panto-
mime (1570 in Hatz.-Darm.) ; in Eng. the word

j

was at first used in the L. form.]



PANTOMIME.
1. A Roman actor, who performed in dumb show,

representing by mimicry various characters and

scenes; hence, generally, a mimic actor; one who
represents his meaning by gestures and actions

without words
;
a pantomimist. Now only Hist.

a. 1589 PUTTESHAM Eng. Poeste I. xi. (Arb.) 42 Betweene
the actes when the players went to make ready for another,
.. and the people waxt weary, then came in these maner of

conterfaite vices, they were called Pantomimi, and all that

had before bene sayd,. .they gaue a crosse construction to it

very ridiculously. 1626 BACON Sy/z'a 240. 1630 I!. JoMSQN
Love's Triumph i With antic gesticulation and action,
after the manner of the old pantomimi, they dance over
a distracted comedy of love, a 1656 HALES Gold. Rem. i.

(1673) 160 A Panto-mimus, a Poppet-player and Dancer in

Rome.
(3. 1615 BRATHWAIT Strappado 126 In time No question

but hee'l prooue true Pantomime, To imitate all furmes,
shapes, habits, tyres Suiting the Court. 1621 SANDERSON
Serin, i Cor. vii. 24 (1681) 202, I would our Pantomimes
also and Stage-players would examine themselves and their

Callings by this Rule. 1678 BI'TLEK Hud. ill. ii. 1287
Pantomimes Who vary Action with the Times. 1709 STEKI.E
Tatler No. 51 F 4 This Pantomime may be said to be
a Species of himself: He has no Commerce with the rest

of Mankind, hut as they are the Objects of Imitation. 1781
GIBBON Decl. $ F. xxxvi. (1869* II. 318 Buffoons and pan-
tomimes are sometimes introduced, to divert, not to offend,
the company, 1869 LECKY Europ. Mor. I. xi. 277 The im-
mense increase of corrupt and corrupting professions, as

actors, pantomimes/hired gladiators.

2. ' A kind of dramatic entertainment in which
the performers express themselves by gestures to

the accompaniment of music, and which may he
called a prose ballet' (Husk in Grove Diet. Afus.' .

rti73S AKBUTHNOT (J.), He put off the representation of

pantomimes till late hours, on market-days, a 1755 (in

Johnson), Exulting folly hail'd the joyful day, And panto-
mime and song confirm'd her sway. 1760-72 H. BROOKE
Fool of Qual, 11792) IV. 75 A great number of burlesque
comedians entered the pales, in order to act one of their

African drolls or pantomimes, a 1842 ARNOLD Later Rom.
CoMinw. (1846) II. ,\i. 416 The exhibition of the pantomime
was prohibited ; an entertainment very different from that
which is now known by the same name ; and an outrage
upon all decency. 1875 A. W. WARD Eng. Dram. Lit. I. i. 8
In the early days of the Empire.. the pantomime, a species
of ballet of action, established itself as a favourite class of
amusement.
3. An English dramatic performance, originally

consisting of action without speech, but in its

further development consisting of a dramatized

tale, the denouement of which is a transformation

scene followed by the broad comedy of clown and

pantaloon and the dancing of harlequin and colum-
bine. Now a feature of the Christmas holidays.
1739 CIBBEK Apol. (1756) II. 50 It may not.. be.. improper

to shew how our childish pantomimes came to take so gross
a possession of the stage. 1749 FIELDING Tom Jones v. i,

The inventor of that most exquisite entertainment, called the

English pantomime. 1780'!'. DAVIES Garrick(\^\\ I. x. 99
Rich [in 1717] created a species of dramatic composition un-
known to this, and I believe, to any other country, which he
called a pantomime: it consisted of two parts, one serious
and the other comic. 1797 SOUTHEY Joan of Arc Pref.,
After the publication of this poem, a pantomime upon the
same subject was brought forward at Covent -Garden
Theatre. 1807 Director II. 331 Those very confined and
partial transfigurations of our Harlequinades, termed Panto-
mimes. 1879 BLACK Mac/cod of D. xxxiv. 307 It is like a

pantomime. You would expect to see a burst of limelight
and Neptune appearing with a silver trident and crown. 1880
HUSK in Grove Diet. Mus. II. 646/2 In the early panto-
mime Harlequin was the principal character, and continued
so until the genius of Grimaldi placed the Clown in the
most prominent position. 1892 Daily News 24 Dec. 5/2
The pantomime has gradually interwoven itself into our
recognised Christmas festivities, so as to become an essential

part of them.

4. Significant gesture without speech ;
dumb

show.

1791 MRS. RADCLIKFK Rom. Forest \. Peter acted a perfect
pantomime. 18x4 SCOTT IVecv. xxix, The entrance of Mrs.
Cruickshanks . . interrupted this pantomime of affectionate
enthusiasm. 1871 L. STEPHEN Playgr. Eur. (1894) v. 118
As. .he could not speak a word of Fiench . . he was obliged
to convey this sentiment into pantomime. 1873 OUIDA
Pascarel I. 42 Florio shrugged his shoulders with the most
expressive pantomime in the world.

5. attrib. passing into adj. a. Of the nature of

pantomime (sense 2); pantomimic, b. Of, belong-
ing to, or characteristic of the pantomime f sense 3).
1746 in Wesley's Wks. (1872) II. 40 An Obnubilative, Pan-

tomime Entertainment to be exliihited at Mr. Clark's. 1755
RICHARDSON Corr. (1804) VI. 265, I am sorry that the visits

between you and Miss Talbot were so very pantomime. 1777
(i. FORSTER Voy. round World I. 412 In the intervals of the
dance three men performed something of a pantomime drama.
1838 DICKENS Nick. Nick, xxiii, Mr. Folair made a funny
face from his pantomime collection. 1861 THACKERAY Four
Georges iv. (1862) 222 The king in the pantomime, with his

pantomime wife, and pantomime courtiers,, .whom he pokes
with his pantomime sceptre. 1892 ANSTEY Voces Pop. Ser.
n. 153 The Pit during Pantomime Time.

Pa'utomime, v.
[f. prec. sb.]

1. intr. To express oneself by dumb show.
1768 [DONALDSON] Sir B. Sapskull I. xviii. 174 An un-

happy girl.. for want of friends to appear, or money to

pantomime in her favour, is hurried to gaol. 1888 Sat. Rev.
24 Mar. 354 Where it is necessary for her to pantomime,
the attitudes she assumes are in the best style of plastic art.

2. trans. To express or represent by pantomime
or dumb show.

433

1

1847 LF.VER Knt. ofGivyntic Iviii, Pantomiming the action
' of drinking with his now empty glass. 1852 R. F. BURTON
| Falconry I'all. Indus \. 55 He then placed his forefinger on

his lips, pantomiming that a little
'

Bamboo-bakhshish' had
..stopped the unreasonable complainant's tongue. 1861
BUTTON COOK P. Foster's D. x, Septimus pantomimed
deprecation of any such notions.

Pantomimic (paeritomi-mik), a. and sb. [ad.
\,. pantomlmic-us ^ l.pantouiiin-us'. see -1C.]

A. adj. 1. Of the nature of pantomime or
i mimicry; expressed by dumb show.

a 1680 RUTLER Rem. (1759) I. 233 That counterfeits all

,
pantomimic Tricks. 1788 Warburton's Div. Legat.\\. Notes,
Wks. III. 555 Pantomimic gesture was amongst the Romans
one way of exhibiting a Dramatic Story. 1879 GF.O. ELIOT
Theo. Snch xv. 268, I do nut forgive myself for this panto-
mimic falsehood.

2. Of or belonging to the pantomime.
1805 WORDSW. Prelude vn. 262 Music, and shifting panto-

mimic scenes, Diversified the allurement. 1840 Penny
Cycl. XVII. 194/2 Novcrre, in France, distinguished himself
likewise in the composition of pantomimic 'ballets'. 1879
SALA in Daily Tel. 30 May, 1 he jury were moved to
irresistible laughter when they were told that the Brothers

Dare, Mr. Marquez Gonza, and the pantomimic Martinetti
had far better, instead of flying through the air, have
'devoted their attention to the Bar or the Church '.

b. Characteristic of or like a pantomime, in its

quick or sudden transformations.

1895 J. MCCARTHY in Forum June 453 Mr. G's change of
front and change of opinions were something pantomimic in
their swiftness, and their completeness, and their surprise.

B. sb. ---- PANTOMIMED, i.

1617 MIDDLETON & ROWLEY Fair Quarrel iv. iv, I am
acquainted with one of the pantomimics. 1689 T. PLUNKET
Char. Gd. Commander 24 Fools and Pantomimmicks bear
the Hell.

Pantomrmical, a. Now rare. [Sec -ICAL.]
1. Of, belonging to, or of the natuie of panto-
mime or dumb show.
1644 EULWER Chiron, n This was in that Pantomimicall

Roscius, who could vary a thing more by gestures, then . .

Tulfy could by Phrase. 1649 Pathomyot. n. vi. 187 Such
. .seeme to have a Patent for excellent Pantomimicall utter-
ance. 1780 T. DAVIES Garrick (1781) 1. x. 98 He [Rich]
applied himself to the study of pantomimical representation.
1787 Generous Attachment III. 25 Which . . betrayed the
rest of the company into the same pantomimical behaviour.
1824 SCOTT St. Ronan's xx, Action, even pantomimical
action, was not expected.
2. = PANTOMIMIC a. 2.

1736 FiKT.niNG Pasquin v. i. How came they to give the
name of entertainments to their pantomimical farces? 1808
Mem. Female Pkilos. I. 106 That ., for which she had the

greatest predilection, was pantomimical dancing. 1813 T.
BUSBY Lucretius I. in. Comm. p. xii, I might instance the
constant effects of pantomimical music.

Hence Pantomrmically adv., in a pantomimic
manner; by way of pantomime.
1839 LADY LYTTON Cheveley (ed. 2) III. iv. 99 Pushing

over a banker's book.. on which he began to write pantu-
mimically. 1884 COLLINGWOOD Under Aleteor Flag- 27
Perched on the crosstrees, from which . . position he re-

minded me pantomimically of the potent charm to be found
in a comic song.

t Pantomi-micry. Obs. nonce-wd
[f. PANTO-

MIMIC + -RY, after mimicry.] = PANTOMIME 4.

1728 NORTH Mem. Music (.1846) 35, I desire to know to
what end panto-mimikery was so much used.

Pantomimist (p0e-nt#maimist). [f. PANTO-
MIME + -IST.] One who acts in, or writes, a panto-
mime; a comic or burlesque actor; also PANTO-
MIME i.

1838 DICKENS Nick. Nick, xxiii,
'

This is Mr. Lr-nville . . *,

said the pantomimist. 1871 SMILES Charac. i. (1876) 9
Even the poor pantomimist of Drury Lane felt himself his

superior. 1882 FARKAK Early Chr. g The actors who ab-
sorbed the greatest part of popular favor were pantomimists.

Pantomorph, -morphic : see PANTO-.
Fa nton. Sc. (Now local.} Also 5-6 pan-

toun(f, 9 Shetland -in. [Origin unknown. App.
related in some way to pantofle.]

1. A slipper;
= PANTOFLE.

1489 Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scot. I. in For xxx'' payre of
schone and xxx" paire of pantonis to my Loide of Koss
1500-20 DUNBAR Poems liii. 27 He trippet, quhill he tint his

pantoun. 1585 JAS. I Ess. Poesie (Arb.) 55 The counsale

quhilk Apelles gaue to the shoomaker. .seing him find fait

with the shankis of the Image of Venus, efter that he had
found fait with the pautoun, Ne sutor vltra crepidam.
1615 Rec. Sterling Council in Trans. Nat. Hist, ft Arch.
Soc. Sterling (19021 62 Buitts, schone, pantones and picke-
daillis. 1692 Sc. Presb. Eloq. (1738) 142 That all the Kings
in the World may.. kiss his Soles, not the Popes Soles c.,

no nor his stinking Panton neither. [1897 Shetland News
15 May (E. D. D.) What .. is tempid dee ta come butt ..

'ithoot dee pantins?)
att rib. 1618 LITHGOW Pilgr. Fareivell C iij b, The Papall

Panton heele. 1641 Sc, Acts Chas. /((8i7) V. 541 In name
and behalff of..wrichtis, Couperis. .pan ton heil makeris.

f2. Comb.'. Panton-shoe (Farriery], a horse-

shoe having the sponges thick inside sloping to

a thin outer edge, as a remedy for narrow or con-
tracted heels; also called PANTOFLE- shoe. Obs.

1696 HOPE tr. SolleysePs Parfait Mareschali. xi. 130 For
those horses which are hoof-bound . .you must have Panton
shoes. 1727 BAILEY vol. II, Panton-Skoe^a. Shoe contrived
for recovering narrow and Hoof-bound Heels in Horses.

,

1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp,, Panton-shoe, in the manege.

[Pantoner, a freq. misreading of PAUTENER.J
Pantopelagian, -phile, etc. : see PANTO-.

PANTOTYPE.

Failtophagist 'i<xntp-&di$t). [f. Or. iravru-

tydy-os all-devouring + -IST.] A man or animal
that devours things of all kinds; an omnivorous
eater.

1822-34 Good's Study Med. (ed. 4) I. 116 BorelH gives us
an instance of a pantophagist who swallowed a hundred
louis-dor's at a meal. 1848 CKAIG, Pantophagist^ an animal
that ents all kinds of food.

So Pantopha'gic a. -- next (Mayne Expos. Lex. .

Pailto'phagOUS, a. [f. as prcc. + -ous.] All-

devouring, eating all kinds of food, omnivorous.
1848 in CRAIG. 1893 in tytt. Sec. Lex.

So Fantopliag-y (pEent^rfad^i) [ad. Gr. iravro-

tpayia], the eating of all sorts of iood.

1841 Eraser's Mag: XXIV. 26 The premier . .gloriously
crams With a power of pantophagy ultra-Herculean. 1857
MAYNE Expos. Lex,, Pantophagia, term fur the capability
of enjoying all eatables without distinction ; pantopliagy.

Fantophobia (psem^ifT.i-bia). Also panto*-
phoby. [t. Gr. JTOITQ^O^GS all-fearing (f.

-navro-

all + <p6&os fear) + -IA 1
.]

' A form of monomania
characterised by causeless or excessive terror. Also,
a synonym of Hydrophobia

'

(Syct. .Soc. Lex. 1893).
1842 DUXGLISON Mi'd. Lex., Pantophobia, Hydrophobia,

Panopbobia. 1857 MAYNK l-'.xpos. Lc-v ,Panto/>hobia, term
for a species of melancholy, characteri>ed by causeless fears;

pantophoby.

So Fantopfccrbic, Panto phobous adjs.
1857 MAYNK Expos. Lex., Pantopkolncus, of or belonging

to Pantophobia : pantophobic. 1893 $)' -^'' Lex., Panto-
phobous, afflicted with Pantophobia.

Pantopod 'psc-m^d). Zool.
[f.

Gr. TTCI'TO-

all + 7ro5- stem of TTOVS loot.] One of the Panto-

poda, a name for the 2*ycnogonid'x or Sea-spiders,
when treated as a sub-order; a ^en-spider.
1887 Encyd. Brit. XXII. 409/2 Arachnids, and especially

Pautopods. .are very common.

Pantopragmatic pse^nt^iprEegmse'tik), a. nnd
sb. humorous and satirical, [f. 1 \VNTO- + PKAO
MATIC,] a. adj. Universally meddli g, occupied
with everything. b. sb. A (

pantopragmalic
'

person: also, in//., a satirical name for the alleged
;

science' of universal meddling.
1861 T. L. PEACOCK Gryll Gr. viii, Two or three.. arch-

quacks have taken to met ry-andrewi/ing in a new arena,
which they call the Science of Pantopragmatics. Ibid, xxxi,
There is a meeting of the Pantopragmatic Society, uncer
the presidency of Lord Facing-both-way--. Ibid., I wonder
the Pantopragmatics have not a department of cookery.
1875 Contcmp. Rev. XXV. 735 One or two of his contem-
poraries, whom he could never forbear satirizing as leaders
of the Pantopragmatic and kindred movement^. 1891 .b at.
Rev. 4 July 4/1 He was beginning one of those curious pan-
topragmatic tours of his.

Pantos cope q'cc-nu>sk0p}. Also en-on.

panta-. [f. Gr. iravro-, PANTO- all -f- -SCOPE.]
1. A form of photographic lens having a very

wide angle.
1875 tr. rogcFs Chem. Lipht xii. 124 Lenses have been

made with a very large field of view. They are called

panic-scopes. 1889 E. J. WALK Diet Photogr. 105 In 1860

Harri>.on, of New York, introduced his globe lens .. Ijuscii

improved upon this with the pantoscope.
fig. 1894 E. H. ArrxENAfe/H-a/f& onProwli2g It grows
more wonderful under the pantoscope of modern science.

2. A panoramic or pantoscopic camera.
1890 in Cent. Diet.

PailtoSCO'pic, a. Also won panta-. [L
as pi ee. + -1C.] Having a wide range of vision.

Paiitoscppic camera, a panoramic camera. Pantoscofic
spectacles, those so constructed as to have different fucal

lengths in the upper and lower parts, the upper being for

long distance vision, and the lower for short ; bi-foc.il

spectacles; also applied to spectacle-? so shaped that the
weait-r looks over them for longer, and through them for
shorter distances.

1875 H. WALTON Dis. Eye 259 Spectacles made according
to this principle have lon^ been sold, under the name of

pantoscopic. 1882 OGILVIE, Pantascopic camera, \i\photog.
an instrument for taking panoramic views, including any
angular extent up to 360 ..by means of mechanism and
clock-work. Very successful views of Swiss scenery have
been taken by this instrument. 1893 Photogr. Ann. 292
Rotate the lens and film as. .in the pantascopic camera.

Pantosophy, raie synon. ot PANSOPHV.
Fantostomate ipsent^st^ma), a. Zool.

[f.

Gr. T.OLVTQ-) PANTO- all + aro/xa(T-) mouth. J Having
a body of which any part can be used for the

absorption of food, as in Amceha and other pro-
tozoans; belonging to the class Pantostomata of

Protozoa.

1895 in Fnnlis Standard Diet.

So Pantosto'matous a. (in same sense) ; Pa'nto-
stome, a member of the Pantostoinata.
1880 W. SAVILLE KENT Infusoria I. 40 It needs only the

withdrawal of the radiating pseudopodia, with the retention
of the flagellum, to produce the Pantostomatous Flagellate
genus Orkvnionas. 1895 Funk's Stand. Diet., Pantostome.

Pantotherian : se^ PANTO-.

fPantotype (pce-nt^taip). Obs. [f.
PANTO- +

TYPE.] A universal type.
1644 BULWER Chirot. Aij, In Nature's Hieroglyphique

grasp'd, the grand And expresse Pantotype of Speech, the

Hand.

Pantoum, a French spelling of PANTUN.

Pantrer, obs. form of PANTERER.



PANTRY. 434 PAP.

I

Pantry (pae'ntri),^. Forms: a. 3-5 pauetrie,

5 panetre ; &. 5-6 pantrye, 5-7 -trie, 5- pantry,

(4-6 panterie, 5 pantre, 6 pan-, paintree, 8

pantrey). [a. J? .panetrie = OY.paneteric bread-

room, bread-closet (1392 in Godef.), in med.L.

pana-, panetaria, -teria, It. panctaria bread-shop,

stall,,(.\fi^.\J.panetarins^ .panetier. seePANTERl.
In Kng. the sense has been from an early period gradually

extended and transferred, until that of
' bread-room

'

is now
practically lost sight of: cf. quots. 1706 and 1768.]

1. A room or apartment in a house, etc., in which
bread and other provisions are kept ;

also (butler s

or housemaid's pantry}, one in which the plate,

linen, etc. for the table are kept (see BUTLER 3).
a 1300 Marina. 82 in Horstm. Altengl. Leg. (1878) 172 |>e

abbot & (>e couent bo..maden him maister of panetrie.
c 1330 R. I.RUNNK Citron, (1810) 31 Whilom he serued in

his panterie, & w is outlawed for a felonie. 1438 A". E, // 'ills

(1882) no To the officers of my said lords hall, pantrie,

Seler, Boterie. c 1450 Bk. Curtasye 499 in Kabecs Bk< 315
pen to pantre* he hy}es be-lyue. 1541 Act 33 Hen. I III,
c. 12 q The serge.mt of the pantne..shall, .giue bread to
the panic, that shal haue his hande so striken of. 1572
Inv. Skipten Castle in Whitaker Craven (1805) 290 In the

Kytchine, West Larder, Paintree. 1660 JEK. TAYLOR ll'ort/iy
Commun. \, i. 28 In the cupboords or Pantries where bread
or flesh is laid. 1706 PHILLIPS, Pantry, a Room or Closet
where Bread and cold Meat is kept. 1768 GOLDSM. C,,-od-n,

Man n. i, Him that I caught stealing your phue in the

Pantry. 1822 SCOTT Pirate iv, The cookmaid. .indemnified
im for his privations by giving him private entre'e to the

pantry. 1900 Plan Ocean Passenger-steamship, Pantry..
Saloon pantiies.

Xv- 1432-50 tr. Iligden (Rolls) I. 77 Paradise .. is the

pantre or place of alle pulcrilude \unii't'rsx pnlcritudinfa
cratproinptuarittm\ Ibid* 273 The cite callede Parisius. .

\\\t pantry of letters [finccrna litteranwi}, i66a GURNALL
C/tr. in Arm. in. xxix. (1669) 377/1 God.. carried ihe key
of their Pantry for them.

2. atlrib. and Comb., as pantry \coffin. -door,

-knife, -linen, -tvtndou 1

; pantry-boy, an assistant

in the commissariat department on board a pas-

senger ship; pantry-cock, a faucet with upward-
rising pipe, which curves gem icircularly and dis-

charges downward (Funk"); pantry-fly 'see quot.).
1897 Daily \e~vs 16 June 2/3 'Pantry boy. ,011 board the

British ship Illovo, of London. 1611 in Coryat's Crudities

Panegr. Verses Ij b naff, A *pantrie coffin made of paste.

1721 KAMS\Y Prospect of Plenty 113 May she not open her
nin *pantry-door. 1822-34 Good's Study iMed. ied. 4) I. 278
Thtse deposit their eggs in game and other meats that have
been long kept .. as initsca carnaria, or flesh-fly ;../.
citaria or pantry-fly. 1465 Paston Lett. III. 435 Item.,

ij. *p mire knyves, a pyce of sylver. 1892 E. REEVKS /Ionic-

zvttrd Bound 127 Greater *pantry-window and other similar

convenience.

Hence t Pantry v. Obs., to keep in a pantry.
1637 RUTHERFORD Lett., to D. Dickson 3 Mar. (1671) 189

Christ wil n )t pantry-up joyes.

Fa'ntryman. A man in charge of or employed
in the pantry (or in the commissariat department
of a passenger ^hip) ; a butler or his help.

1563-7
BUCHANAN Reform. St. Andros Wks. (1892) 6 The

Cuik, The Portar, The Stewart, The Pantriman. 1849
JAMES Woodman, xxv, The pantry-men cleaned out the

cups. 1891 Daily News q Nov. 7/2 Prisoner had been in

the employ of the Savoy Hotel Company as pantryman, and
after he had left in June a quantity of plate was missed.

Pants (paints), sb.pl.
1. a. A vulgar abbreviation of Pantaloons (chiefly

U. S. ; b. colloquial and 'shoppy
1

for 'drawers'.

1846 O. W. HOLMKS Rhymed Lesson 515 The thing named
'

p.tnts
'

in certain documents, A word not made for gentlemen,
but 'gents'. 1853 E. BRADLKV I'truant Green (1857) 22 Seated
with wa>h-Ieather like the eleventh hussars, .with their

cherry-coloured pants. 1880 Daily Neivs 8 Nov. 2/7 Pants
and shirts sell rather freely, and jerseys are still in request.
1884 P/tilad. Even. Tel. XL1. No. 8. 2 His assailant tore

the pocket from his pants. 1893 A. S. KCCLES Sciatica 37
Cutting off from a pair of merino pants the leg corresponding
to the sound and unaffected limb.

2. A colloquial abbreviation of PANTALETTES.
1851 ll'ash ngton Telegraph (U.S.) in Illustr. Lond. Nnvs

IQ July 86/1 Garments as graceful and becoming as are the
1 frock and pants '. [Bloomer costume.]

Pantuffle, -ufle, obs. forms of PANTOFLE.
II Pantun (pant/rn). Also pantoum. [Malay

.j,
:.:. pantun ;

in Fr. misspelt pantoum for pan-
tonn (Devic in Littre* Suppl}.] A verse-form in

Malay (see quot. 1883), also imitated in French
and English.
1883 Encycl. Brit. XV. 326 The pantuns are improvised

poems, generally of four lines, in which the first and third
and the second and fourth rhyme. The meaning intended
to be conveyed is expressed in the second couplet, whereas
the first contains a simile or distant allusi6n to the second,
or often has, beyond ihe rhyme, no connexion with the
second at all. 1887 Sett. tier. 3 Dec. 770 Among the verse-
forms that are little used we must notice as new to us the
droll and clever pantoum

* En Route '. 1897 Daily News
a Aug. 4/6 Very few people know what a Pantoum is; it

. .is a Malay form of verse patented by Mr. Austin Dobson.

fPantyr. Obs. rare [Shortened form oipantrf,
PANTRY, or a. OF.fatttt&rt.']

= PANTRY.
CI475/YC-/. Ftfc.in Wr.-Wulckero3/3o(Nominadomorum),

Hec panatriti, a pantyr.

Pan*yr, obs. form of PANTER * and 2
.

Panurgic (pa-n/r^ik), a. rare. [nd. late

Gr. iravovpyiKos knavish, f, iravovpyos ready to do

anything, knavish, f. nav- all + fpyov work.] Able
or ready to do anything.
1873 MOKLEY Rousseau 1. 291 Rousseau bade.. the pan-

urj^ic
one to attend to his own affairs. 1878 Diderot II.

xvii. 279 No less panurgic and less encyclopaedic a critic

than Diderot himself could [etc.],

tPa-nurgy. Obs. rare . [ad. Gr. vavovpyia

knavery, f. iravuvpy-os : see prec.J (See quot.)
1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Panurgy, .. craftiness, subtilly,

deceit; guile; a medling in all matters. (So in PHILLU-S,
BAILEY, etc. Not in JOHNSON.)

Panurine (psenifie-rsin), a. Qrnith. [f. mod.
L. panur-us (f. Gr. irav all (see PAN-) + ovpa tail)

+ -INK ]
.] Pertaining or allied to the genus

Panunts or Bearded Titmouse. So Famrroid a.

1890 in Cent. Diet.

Pany, Panyme : see PAYENY, PAYNIM.
II Panyar (panyau) r. IV. Africa, [ad. Pg.

penhorarto distrain, seize as a pledge or security

(cf. ^V/wpawn) : L. pignorare. -erdrelo pledge,
in med.L. to take in pledge, to plunder, invade an

enemy's lands tl)u Cange,.] trans. To seize as

a guarantee or security ; hence, a euphemism for

To seize as plunder, to raid, steal, esp. to kidnap
(natives as slaves".

1735 J. ATKINS Guinea 53 Panyarring is a term for man-
stealing along the whole coast ; here it's used also, for

stealing anything else. 1744 \V. SMI 1 11 / ~oy. Guinea 99 To
panyar is to kidnap, or steal men. 1853 CKUICKSHANK
1 8 Yrs, on Gold Coast I. ii. 35 The words palaver and
panyar. .are in very frequent use upon the Gold Coast. ..

The latter is used to express the forcible seizure of a person
or property, to obtain redress or restitution. Ibid. v. 98 He
threw the guns over the batteries, and released a number of

Cape Coast prisoners, \vho had been panyaned by the
Dutch at Appam.
Panyar, -yard, -yer e, -yerd, -y;er, -yell,

obs. ff. PANNIER. Panyon, var. PANION, Obs.

Panzoism, Panzootic, -ty: see PAX- 2.

Paolo (pa'010, pau'10). [It. raolo\L. Panlus
Paul: see quot. 1617.] An obsolete Italian silver

coin, worth about fivepence sterling.
1617 MORVSOS Itin. i. 99 Each man payed foure Poli, or

Poah (a coine so called of Pope Paul'. Ibid. 118 We. .gaue
a Clownc one Poalo for conducting vs. 1756-7 tr. Kcyslcr's
Trav, (1760) II. 141 Manuscript pasquinades.. sold in the
coffee-houses for half a paolo a sheet. 1805 M. G. LEWIS
Hravo of I'enice I. i. ; No. not one paolo, by heavens !

and I hunger almost to death! 1837 MAKKYAT Dog-fiend
xxxiii, Five hundred thousand paobs, amounting to about
thirteen thousand pounds in sterling money.

Pap (psep) $b\ Forms: 3-7 pappe, 4-6 papp,
4-7 (chiefly Sc.) pape, (Sc. 5-6 palp, 6 paup,
pawp), 4- pap. [ME. pappe, in northern and
north-midl. writings, and app. from Scandinavian.

Not recorded in OX. or Maw., but pappe, papp is

widely diffused in Sw. dialects (Rietz) ;
also ENorw.

dial, pappe, North Kris. pap> pape^ and dim. papke
(Outzen) all in sense 'nipple, teat

?
breast giving

suck'; cf. \A\\\.papas in same sense. Supposed, like

the next, to have its origin in the sound made by
an infant in opening and shutting the lips, as asso-

ciated with the notion of food.]

1. A teat or nipple : a. of a woman's breast

(now arch, or northern} ; b. a teat of a beast

(chiefly northern} ; c. the corresponding part of a

man, the mamilla (chierly literary, somewhat arch.}.
a. c 1200 ORMIN 6441 patt fedd himm wib(> J>att Hike millc

|>att comm off hire pappe. a 1225 Ancr. R. 330 Hi J>eo titles

\MS. T. pappes] f>et he sec be mile ^et hine uedde. a 1300
Cursor M. 16659 Uli^ced . . pe papp J>at neuer suken was.

1340 HAMI JOLE Pr. Consc. 6767 Als a childe ^>at sittes in

be moder lappe And when it list, soukes hir pappe. 1398
TRKVISA Karth. De P. R.\. xxxiv. (1495) i vj b/2 '1'he pappes
is a nedfull membre to fede and nourysshe the chylde.
1509 HAWKS I'ast. Pleas, xxx. (Percy Soc.) 146 Her pappes
round & therto right prety. 1513 DOUGLAS sEncis i. Prol.

474 The sweit liquare of thi p.ilpis quhite. 1526 1'isn M,K

Luke xi. 27 '1'he pappes [*o 1611 ; WYCLIF teetis; R. I'.

breasts] which gave the sucke. 1552 LVNDKSAY Mnnarc/te

4009 The barren paupis, than thay sail blys. 1600 J. POKY
tr. Leo's Africa Introd. 33 These women .. scare off their

left paps, that they might not be an hinderance vnto them
in their shooting. 1621 BURTON Anat. Mel. i. ii. i. lii.

(1651) 56, I have seen those that..clryed up womens Paps,
cured Gout, Palsie: by touch alone. 1669-70 DRYDEN
Tyrannic Love v. i, Her paps then let the bearded tenters

stake. 1701 RAY Creation (ed. 3) 11. 236. [Now in ordinary
use in Sc. and North Eng. to Lancash. and Lincolnsh.]
b. 1634 SinT. HERBF.KT T>av. 212 The Mannatee or Cow-

fish., creepes vpon her paps. 1759 BROWS Cotupl. Partner
40 She had as many teats or paps as pigs. 1774 GOLDSM.
Nat. Hist. (1776) II. 299 The distinctions of quadrupedes,
or animals with paps, as he [Buffon] calls them. Alod. {north.
and north tnidl.) A cow's paps.
C. c\w>York Myst. xl. 103 Inne with a spere-poynte atte be

pappe To the harte full thraly he ihroste hym. 1536 TINDALE
Rev. i. 13 One lyke vnto the sonne of man..gyrd ahoute
the pappes [so 1611 ; WYCLIF teetis; R.I', at the breasts] with
a golden gyrdle. ci6ix CHAPMAN Iliad iv. 517 He strook
him at his breast's right pap. 1712 AuUTHHOT John Bull
in. App. i, Whether the said Timothy Trim and Jack were
the same person? wh ch was proved.. by a mole under the
left pap. 1870 BRYANT Iliad II. xv. 103 Beneath the pap,
it smote him as he came.

2 transf. Something resembling a pap in form.

a. A small round tumour or swelling; a pimple.
Pap of the hause (Sc. : see HALSE sb.*} : the uvula.

155s HULOET, Pappe or pyle in the fundment of a man
Annatcs. 1639 T. UE GKLY Conipl. Horsem. 217 This whay
is also good to cure.. barbs, pappes, and all fevers. 1774
GOLDSM. Nat. Hist. (1776) IV. 109 After the skin [of the

porcupine] is taken off, there appear a kind of paps on those

parts of the body from whence the large quills proceed.
, 1898 N. MUNRO J. Splendid xxix, Just a tickling at the pap

o' the hass, he said in English.
b pi. r

1

ormerly, a name for two (or more)
conical hill summits, rising side by side ; still

retained in local nomenclature.
1632 LITHCOW Trav, m. 123 The length of Troy hatli been

..fifteene English miles ; lying along the sea side betweene
the three Paj es of Ida. 1703 MARTIN H 'esterti Isl, 231
There are four Hills of a considerable heigh th ; the two

j
highest are well known to Sea-faring Men, by the Name of
the Paps of Jurah. 1745 P. THOMAS Jml. Ansoti's I'oy.

! 104 There being two Mountains appearing like Paps . ,

those they told us were the Paps over that Harbour. 1748
Ansons I'oy. n. ix. 228 We observed two remarkable hum-
mocks, such as are usually called paps. 1774 PENNANT I'oy.

1 Hebrides 217 The other paps are seen very distinctly; each
inferior in height to this, but all of the same figure, perfectly
mamillary. 1873 BLACK Pr. Thiile xxv, The great 'Paps
of Jura' were hidden in the mist.

b. attrib. and Lomb., as f pap-bone (app.) a
name fur each of the pair of ribs beneath the paps;
f pap-head, the nipple; pap-pox, a name for

cow-pox; pap-shell, a name lor the limpet.
1581 Mt'LCASTER Positions xiv. (i87) 65 This kind of

laughing . . oftimes therewith both the papbones be loosed.
IS3 PALSGR. 251/2 *Pappeheed, bom de la niamcllc. 1610
MARKHAM Master^, n. clix. 469 In the searing you shall see
the ends ofthe veines start out like pape heads. 1889 Lancet
9 Mar. 503/2 A possible origin of the term Cow-pox or
*
Pap- pox. 1842 JOHNSTON in Proe. Bertv. Nat. C 'lub II.

No. 10. 36 The Limpet, .shell is often u>ed to apply Fuller's

earth, and similar remedies, to the sore nipples of nurses;
hence probably the origin of '*Pap-shell ',

which Lister tells

us is one of its English names. 1615 CROOKK Body rf Alan
157 The Mammarie or *

Pap-veines and Arteries.

Pap (paep\ sb* terms: 5 papp, 5-7 pape,
6 pappe, (St. paup), 5- pap. [Known from

i^th c. Corresponds to MLG., LG, pappe, MG.
pappe, pap, Ger. pappe, papp, Du. pap (1573

Plantijn). Cf. also QY.papa (I3th c. in Godef.),
Walloon pape, Sp., Pg. papa, It. pappa

'

pap for

children, any kind of pap or water-grewell *,//-
pare 'to feede with pap' (Horio), also L. papa
(pappa} 'the word with which infants call for

food ', pappare (papare} to eat pap; med.L. pappa
pap. As the word appears to originate (like PAP

: sbj-} in the early utterance of infants, it may have
been formed independently in various langs.J
1. Soft or semi-liquid food for infants or invalids,

1 made of bread, meal, etc., moistened with water
i or milk.

1430 I'oc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 600/22 Papatutn, pap. 1530
PALSGR. 251/2 Pappe meate for chyldre, boville. a 1548
HALL Chron., Hen. / */ 89 Will you haue an Knglishe in-

fant, whiche liueth with pappe to bee your Kyng and

gouernor r 1597-8 Be. HALL Saf. iv. ii. 33 Or water-grewell,
or those paups of meale That Maro makes his Simule and

Cybeale. 1688 R. HOI.MK Arnwwy\\\. 84/1 Pap, of Nurses
i

called papes, is Milk and Flour boiled together. 1781 Cow-
i

J'ER Conversation 480 Give it the breast, or stop its mouth
I

with pap ! 1896 Allbutt's Syst. Afcd. I. 392 To begin with

, milky arrowroot, .then to pass on to boiled pap of bread-

crumb and milk.

fig- *548 UDALL Erastn. Par. Pref. 14 Pappe for yonglinges
in the feith. a 1631 DONNE Lett., to Sir-T. Lucey (1651)

13 Many doctrines.. have place in the pap of Catechismes.
1826 SCOTT yrnL 14 Sept., No man that ever wrote a line

despised the pap of praise so heartily as 1 do. 1894 H.
. GARDENER Unoff. Patriot 223 A self-indulgent moralist, who
, feeds expensive pap to his personal conscience, but gives

a stone to his starving neighbor !

fb. /'/ with a hatchet . an obs, ironical phrase.
This expression, says Park m editing /far/. Misc. 1808),

I

' seems to have been a cant phrase for doing a kind thing in

an unkind manner; as it would l>e so to feed an infant '.

1 But the sense appears rather to be ' the administration of

Punishment
under the ironical style of a kindness or benefit '.

t was the title of an anonymous pamphlet in the Mar-

prelate controversy attributed to John Lyly by Gabriel

Harvey (Pit'ice's Supererogation 69), who also frequently

j
styles the author Papp-hatchet.
1589 ? LYLY (title} Pappe with an Hatchet. 1589 G.

j

HARVEY Pierce's Super. (15931 ^9 Would God, Lilly had

always been Euphues, and neuer Papp-hatchet ; that old

i acquaintance [i. e. Harvey himself] is neither lullabied with

thy sweete Papp, nor scarre-crowed with thy souer hatchet.

1592 Foure Lett. ii. Wks. (.Grosart) I. 164, I neither name
!

Martin-mar-prelate : nor shame Papp wyth a hatchet. 1594
LYI.Y Aloth, Bomb. \. iii. 104 They give us pap with a spoone
before we can speake, and when we speake for that wee love,

| pap with a hatchet. 1615 A. NICCHOLES Disc. Marr. ix.

30 He that so old seekes for a nurse so yong, shall haue

pappe with a Hatchet for his comfort. 1719 \y\j9xviPills
IV. 329 A Custard was to him Pap with a Hatchet.

2. Anything of the consistence of the preceding ;

a soft semi-liquid substance; a mash, paste, pulp

| (such as is made by mixing a powdery substance

i

with water or some other liquid).
1435 MISYN Fire of Love 90 Flee we Jerfor bodily and

warldly lufe. .qwos fiowre is anoytt with gall, & be pape of

neddyrs. 1608 TOPSELL Serpents (1658) 776 Of the pap of

barley and the broth of lupines make a cataplasm. 1678
EVELYN Diary 24 July, They cull the rags .. then stamp

i them in troughs to a papp with pestles or hammers like the

I powder-mills. 1691 RAY Creation \. 11692) 139 An oily Pap or

,

Liniment. 1&&\}uxDfi.Artt 1010 The day. .is conveyed
1 into a cylindrical vat, to be worked into a pap with water.



PAP.

fb. The pulp of an apple, e*p. when roasted.

1594 PLAT Jewell-ho. it. 45 [To] be giuen in powder, in the

pappe of an apple. 1633 HART Diet ofDiseased in. xv. 287,
I hold it not amisse to take Pills in the pap of a rusted

apple, a 1691 HOVLE Med. E.rp. i. i Let the Patient take it

at Bed-time in the Pap of an Apple. 1761 STERNE Tr.

Shandy III. xvi, A child's head is naturally as soft as the

pap of an apple.

3. Comb., as pap-bottle^ -devour-er, -maker ,
-

-pan, -spoon ; pap-feed v\>. See also PAP-BOAT.

1857 HUGHKS Tom Brown n. ii, Put him in with plenty of
cotton-wool and a *pap-boule. 1841 THACKERAY St. Philip's

Day at Paris Wks. 1900 XIII. 552 The fools.. who have

gratified the young *pap-devourer with the present of a fine

sword. 1809 COBRF.TT Pol. AYif. XV. 872 This measure has
been., nursed and dandled, rucked, swathed, and *

pap-fed
by. .whom? 1590 XASHE Pasqnil's Apol. i. B ij b, I warrant

you the cunning
*
Pap-maker knewe what he did. c 1440

Promp. Parr. 382/1 *Papmete for chylder, papatum. 1869
TENNYSON Pfllcas $ Ettarre 188 Keep him off, And pamper
him with papmeat, if ye will. 1458 will0fGuybon($QTRKt~
set Ho.), *Papp^panne. 1533 in Weaver Wells Wills (1890)

155 My best panne, my best cawdren, a pape panne. 1792
Woi,coTT(P. nndax)Odes to Kien Long 11. xxiv, His sacred

*Pap-spoon,and the Virgin's Dish. 1841 EMERSON Lect.^Con-
servativj Wks. II. 274 His social frame is . . a universe in

slippers and flannels, with bib and pap-spoon.

Pap, v. 1 [f. prec. Cf. It. pappare to eat pap.]
1. trans. To feed with pap ; to feed up.
a 1616 BEAUM. & Fi.. Custom of Country iv. iv, Ob, that

his body were not flesh, and fading ! But I'll so pap him up
Nothing too dear for him. 1820 Examiner No. 657. 721/1

It had been ..swaddled, and papped, and called beautiful
like its father. 1878 E. JENKINS Haverlwlnief)~i The babies
..were taken in, and papped, and provided with toys and
southing syrups.

f 2. To treat with pap ; to apply a pap or pulp to.

1658 A. Fox Wnrtz? Surg. i. viii. 34 Which moisture.,
turnes into a water, as we see it in such wounds which are
thus papp'd up.

Pap, &.- [Echoic.] intr. To make a noise of

which pap is an imitation.

1837 TIIACKEKAY Ravmswing ii, Big square-toed shoes
with which he went papping down the street.

Pap, Sc. dial, form of POP z'.

Papa 1
'papa'). Also 8 pappa. [a. V.papa,

in 1552 pappa ^Hatz.-Daim.) =^L\ pappa 'the first

word that children are taught to call their Father

by, as ours say Dad, Daddie, or Bab' (Florio

1598, 1611), L. papa father, papa; cf. Gr. iramras,
later WOTTO? ( a child's word for father*. From F.
also Ger. papa^ introduced in iyth c. as papa^ and
at first only in courtly use, passing into common
use late in iSthc. In Eng. in iyth and early
i8th c. the form varied between papa' and pa~ppa\
from the latter the American po-ppa^\ A word

employed as the equivalent tf.father: chiefly used
in the vocative, or prec. by a possess, pronoun (as
( my papa*) ; also without any article in the

manner of a proper name (e. g.
(

I will ask Papa') ;

less usually with a or in plural.
At its first introduction from Fr., courtly and polite,

and used even by adults; long considered '

genteel
'

;

but more and more left to children, and in second half of

io,th c. largely abandoned even by them.
1681 OTWAV Soldiers Fort. \. (1683) 7 Oh Papa, Papa !

where have you been this two days, Papa? 1709 MRS.
MANLEY Secret Mem. I. 57 The Maid .. in her usual

fawning Language calls him dear Papa \ed. 1720 Pappa].
1730-1 Lett, fr. Mist's Jrnl. (1722) II. 74 Not her Husband,
but her Pappa. 1731 SWIFT Strephon <fy Chloe^ The bashful

nymph no more withstands, Because her dear papa com-
mands. 1765 FOOTE Commissary ii. Wks. 1799 II. 26 The
right honourable Peer that is to be my pappa.. has flatly
renounced the alliance. 1782 Miss BUHNEY Cecilia vi. v,

May be he thinks it would not be pretty to be very frisky,
now he's a papa. 1812 H. & J. SMITH Rej. Addr. t Baby's
Debut i, Papa (he's my papa and Jack's) Bought me, last

week, a doll of wax, And brother Jack a top. Ibid, v,
And while papa said,

'

Pooh, she may !

' Mamma said,
'

No,
she shan't !

' a 1845 HOOD Stage-Stretch Herav'u, Genteelly
taught by his mamma To say, not father, but papa/ 1862
THACKERAY Philip xxi, Papa-in-law was well enough, or at
least inoffensive. 1887 RUSKIN Prxterita, II. vi. 186 How
papaand mamma tookthis new vagary, I haveno recollection.

I! Papa- (pa-pa). Obs. [In sense i, a. med.L.

papa, ultimately a. Gr. Trairwas, -na-nas father, later

miTras: see prec. In sense 2, a. med.L. papa as

translating irayras, irairas,

The Gr. and L. words (meaning
' Father *) were, like the

latter, and mod. Romanic padre, addressed or applied to

spiritual fathers ; in the West at first to bishops generally fas

in Prudentius and Gregory of Tours), but gradually confined
to the Bishop of Rome (see POPE) ; in the East, in the form

irana^, applied more widely, so as to include the lower clergy.
In this sense also sometimes rendered in Eng. by

'

pope'.]
1. The pope (of Rome).
[1555 in Hakluyt's V0y. (1810) II. 476 Prester John whom

some call Papa Johannes.] 1559 in Strype Ann. Kef. (1824)
I. n. App. viii. 424 In what age the name of papa had his

original. 1563 WINSET Four Scoir Thre Quest. To Rdr.,
Wks. 1888 I. 59 The successour of Petir, now commonlie
callit Papa : albeit Papa be a terme efter the myndis of the
aunciant Fatheriscommoun to ony bischope, as efter in this
buik is schawin. 1588 Marprel. Epist. (Arb.) 19 Here lies

lohn Bridge* late Bishop, friend to the Papa. 1813 MOORE
Post-bag iv. App. 298, 1 made thee Cardinal thou mad'stme
ah? Thou mad'st the Papa of the World Mamma ! 1851

BORROW Lavengro xlix. (1893) 193 Their spiritual authority
had at various times been considerably undermined by the
emissaries of the Papa of Rome, as the Armenian called
him. 1861 STANLEY East. Ck. iii. (1869) 98.

435

|
2. A parish priest or any member of the lower

I orders of the clergy in the Ortuodox Eastern
Church. Also in Gr. form papas.
1591 G. FLETCHER RusseComm-w. (Hakluyt Soc.) 111 Their

[
priestes (whom they call papaes) are made by the bishops.
1679 SIR P. RICAUT Prcs. St. of Gr. fy Armen. Ch. 92

,
From the Monasteries he receives a certain annual Income
or Rent, .and from every Papa, or Priest, a Dollar yearly per
Head. 1686 tr. Chardins Trav. Persia. 71 The Oriental
Christians as well as the Turks, call Papa's all manner of
Ecclesiastical Persons that Officiate in Holy Orders, whether
Single or Married. 1687 A. LOVELL tr. Thevenofs Trav. \.

83 While the Papas says some Prayers, the Godfather and
Godmother hold a Garland of Flowers. 1773 WRAXAIX Tour

, North. Europe 237 The papas or priests are dressed in vest-
i merit* which very much resemble the Romish. 1812 BYHON

Ck. Har. n. note, He.. boxed the ears of the first 'papas'
who refused to avsist. 1897 Daily Neivs 30 Mar. 6/1
Cyprian was now Papa, Papas or Pope of Carthage, and lie

at once began, like the Apostle Paul, to magnify his office.

Papa, obs. form of PA PAW.

Fapable (p^'pab'l), a. rare. [a. F. papable
(i6th c. in Hatz.-DarnO, after It. papabile 'able
to be pope* (Florio), f. papa POPE : cf. med.L.

: papabilitds (Du Cange).] Capable of being elected

pope ; qualified for the office of pope.
1592 WOTTOM Let. to Ld. Zouch in Reliq. (1685) 707 By

the Death of the other two, the Conclave hath received
little alteration ; though Mondovio were papable, and a
great Soggetto in the List of the Foresters. 1670 G. H.
Hist. Cardinals in. n. 282 Cardinals, antient and Papable.
1900 Speaker 17 Feb. 538/2 The Cardinal, a man of worth
and papable. .esteemed Crashaw.

Papacy (pt
Ti

pasi;. [ad. med. L. papatia
(Florence of Wore, in Du Cange), f. papa Pm'i:.

Papdtia appears to have been altered from piipntus papal
office, after oilier abstract nouns in -;<z, e. g. abbatia abbacy.]
1, The office or position of pope t^of Rome; ;

tenure of office of a pope.
[-ziiiS FLORENCE OF WORC. an. 1044 Hic[Benedictus]cum

Papatiam emisset.] 1390 GOWKR Conf. 1.258 This innocent,
which was deceived His Papacie anon hath weyved, Re-
nounced and resigned eke. 1480 CAXTON Chron. AV^-. ccliii.

(1482) 327 Pope Felyx resygned the hole papacye to

Nycholas. 1611 CORYAT Crudities 121 (Mantua) This Pius
Secundns was that learned Pope which before he vndertooke
the Papacy was called /Eneas Syltiius. 1759 HUME Hist.

Eng. I. ii. in The hope of attaining the papacy, 1777
WATSON Philip If (1839) 23 He engaged that such a number
of cardinals, partisans of France, .should be nominated at

the next promotion, as would secure to Henry the absolute

disposal of the papacy, in the event of the Pontiff's death.

2. The papal system, ecclesiastically or politi-

cally; esp. Hist, the papal government as one of

the states of Europe.
1550 BALE Eng. Votaries IT. Biij, The Papacy of Rome.

1553 BECON Reliques of Rome (1563) 135 b, In times paste-
before the papacye bare rule. 1615 (i. SANDYS T>av. 2

The Venetians are Lords of this Sea: but not without con-
tention with the Papacy. 1624 BKDELL Lett. x. 136 The
Papacie falsely calling it selfe the Church of Rome is such.

1706 COTES tr. Dupin's Eccl. Hist. \6th C. II. iv. xix. 289We cannot say the Institution of the Papacy conies from
Jesus Christ, unless we say that of Episcopacy does so too.

1835 I. TAYLOR Spir. Despot, vi. 285 The preparations for

the papacy that is to say the church ascendancy of Italy
and of Rome its centre, had already been carried very far

[at end of 4th c.]. 1875 JOWKTT Plato (ed. 2) III. 191
Another Roman Empire, existing by the side of the Papacy.
Jig. a 1716 SOUTH Serrn. V. xii. 531 There is a Papacy in

every Sect, or Faction ; they all design the very same
Height, or Greatness, though the Pope alone hitherto has
had the Wit and Fortune to compass it.

f3. Applied to the Caliphate : cf. POPEDOM.
1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 240 Kaim succeeded in

the Papacie Anno Hegiiae 422.

fPapagan,.?/', and a. Obs. nonce-wd. A hostile

formation : = Papist, Popish (with allusion \Qpagait].
1641 TRAPPE Theol. Theol. vii. 283 How much cause have

wee to blesse God that wee were not borne Pagans or

Papagans. 1647 TRAPI- Comm. i Cor. vii. 9. 1679 C. NESSE
Antid. Popery 12 As there is a pagan superstition, .so tbere
is a papagan superstition, /kid. 19.

Papagay, obs. form of POPINJAY.

Papain (pap^'in). Chem. Also papayin.
[f. papay-a (see PAPAW) + -IN *.] A proteolytic
ferment obtained from the half-ripe fruit of the

papaw (Carica papaya].
1890 in Cent. Diet. 1893 Syet. Soc. Lex.* Pafidin, a pre-

paration from the juice of the papaw. A whitish, amorphous
powder, containing a proteolytic ferment. 1898 AUbntfs
Syst. Med. V. 33 The chemical objection which may be urged
against.. the vegetable ferments papayotin and papain.

Papal (pf'-pal), a. (st>.) [a. Y. papal (1380 in

Gower Mirour} or ad. eccl. L. papalis belonging to

the Pope, f. papa POPE : see PAPA S
. So Sp., Pg,

papal, lt.papate : see -AL.]
1. Of or pertaining to a pope, or to the pope, his

dignity or office.

Papal cross, one with three transoms; a triple cross.

Papal crown, or tiara: see quot. 1727.

1390 GOWER Conf. I. 257 The Pope. .Of his Papal Autorite
Hath mad. .the decre. 1432-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) VI. 395
The clothynge papalle taken awey, and indued with secuier

clothynge. 1512 Act 4 Hen. Vfff, c. 19 Preamble* That
our seid holy Fader shulde..be sequestered of & fro all

Jurisdiccion and admynystracion Papal, a 1661 FCLLER
Worthies, Herts. (1840) II. 42 His own font-name was a
papal one. 1687 T. BROWN Saints in //r<7rWks. 17301.79
Having received

the_ Papal benediction. 1727 CHAMBERS
Cycl., Papal Crown, is a deep cap, or mitre of cloth of gold,
encompassed with three coronets or circles of gold, adorned

PAPALLY.
with flowers, .having a globe at top, finished with a cross.

1860 J. GAKDNKR Faiths World II. 601/2 Hildebrand ac-

cepted of the papal tiara under the title of Gregory VII.

b. That is a pope.
a 1802 BOWLES Poems I. 200 When it bade a' Papal tyrant

pause and tremble.

1 2. Adhering to or supporting the pope ; belong-
ing to the Church of Rome ; popish. Obs.
c 1592 MARLOWE Massacre Paris ii. vi, To beat the papal

monarch from our lands. 4:1715 BURNET Oivn Time (17241
I. 265 Dr. Lloyd . .thinks their time of hurting the Papal
Christians is at an end. 1814 SOUTHKY Ode War Amer.
ix, They who from papal darkness, and the thrall Of that
worst bondage. .Saved us in happy hour.

3. Lomb., %.*> papal-imperial adj.
1874 SIUUBS Const. Hist. I. i. 6 The permanency of the

papal-iuiperial system.

t B. sb. = PAPIST. Obs.
1611 SPEED Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. xxiv. (1623) 1190 To salute

this puppet King, and to welcome these papals.

tPa*palin,-ine. Obs. [a. F.papalin (I7thc. in

Ilntz.-Darm.), relating to the pope, f. It. papalino,
i.papale: see PPAL and -INK!.] A member of

the papal party or papal church
;
an adherent of

the pope ;
a papist.

1624 I-JI-,DI-:I.[. Lett. i. 42 The wise State of Venice liaue a
little different notion of their Papalines, excluding. .such of
the NobiHtie as are obliged to the Pope by Ecclesiastical 1

promotions. 1626 C. Porn-: it tr. Sai-pps Hist. Quarrels 206
The Doctrine of the Komane Writers, or Papalins. 1669
P>AXTEK Power Mag. % Ch. Past. \\. Ixiv. (1671) 42 The Wars
between the German Emperours and the Papalines. 1784
J. UKOWN Hist. Brit. Ch. (1820) I. 6 'I heir uncommon holi-

ness distinguished them from the Papalins.

II Papali'na. Obs. rare- 1
. [It., fern, ofpapa-

lino: see prec.] A female papist.
1671 in Mem. Verncy Fain. (1899) IV. 203 By y* best and

truervt intelligence she did not dy a Papalina, hut'she made
noe profession or confession eyther way.

Papalism ^v'-pulu m). [t. PAPAL + -ISM.]
The papal system.
1870 Contemp. A't"'. XIV. 4^6 Bavaria .. began to be dis-

posed towards Papalism and Jesuitism. 1887 Tijucs (weekly
ed.) 7 Oct. 4/1

The modern advocate of the new Papalism.

Pa'palist. [f. as prec. + -1ST. Cf. obs. K,

papahste^\ A member of the papal party, an
adherent of the papal system.
1750 HODGKS Chr. Plan (1755) Pref. 25 For my reader's

satisfaction and reflection, and the Papalins conviction and
confusion. 1826 G. S. FABER Dijfic. Romanism (1853) 373
Unless I wholly mistake, the very hardiest of the Papalists
pretend not to assert the Infallibility ot Ecumenical Councils
in regard to Facts. 1881 Times 12 Aug. 7/5 The stage to

which the deliberate fury of Papalists and anti-Papalists..
has carried the quarrel.

Hence Papali'stic a., of the nature of a papalist;

papistic.
1886 SYMONDS Renaiss. ft., Cath. React. (1898) VII. .v. 92

His papalihtic enemies could get no grip upon him.

t Fapa'lity. Obs. [a. F. papalit^ in med.L.

papalitas ( 14111 c. in Du Cange) : see PAPAL and

-ITY.] The papal office, dignity, or authority;
the popedom ;

the papal see.

1456 SIR G. HAVE Law Arms (S. T. S.) in [He] ourthrew

wrangwisly the legis of the papalitee. 1480 CAXTON Chron.

Eng. v. (1520) 54/1 It was in the 6 yere of Seynt Gregoryes
papalyte. 1525 LD. BERNERS Froiss. II. clx. 440 Pope
Clement was redy in his Uiambre of consystorie, syttyng in

his chayre of papalyte. 1652 UKQUHART "Jfivel Wks. (1834)

279 Joynt to the power wherewith he is invested by his

Papality, he rultth over those parts by the right of a

temporal prince. 1661 BLOUNT Glossogr. {ed. 2), Papality,, .

the Popedom, the Dominion of the Pope, Popishness.

Papalize p^'paloiz), v. [f.
PAPAL + -IZE.]

1. intr. To become papal or popish in practice
or sympathies ; to romanize.

1624 GEE Foot out of Snare ii. 10 Concerning the..be-
hauiour of this Papalizing Church-man. 1783 COWPER Let.
to J. Neivton Wks. 1837 XV. 128 Approaching nearer to the

church of Rome than ever any Methodist ilid, though
papalizing is the crime with which he charges all of that

denomination. 1886 SYMONPS Renaiss. //., Cath. React.

(i8<j8) VII. x. 86 Her nobles became.. more papalising in

their private sympathies.
2. trans. To render papal; to imbue with papal

or papist principles or doctrines.

1839 /Fa/t7ia4Sept.,Let him especially look at Ireland,
intensely papalised as it is. 1856 E. G. K. BROWNE Ann.
Tractarian Movem. (1861) 470 Mr. GoHghtly.. accused Dr.
Wilberforce of Papalizing the See committed to his charge.
1898 G. W. E. RUSSELL Coll. # Recoil, iv. 55 He believed
that he had been divinely appointed to papalize England.
Hence Fa-palized ppl. a., Fa'palizing vbL $b.

and ppl. a. ; also Papaliza tion, the action of

papalizing, Fa'palizer, one who papalizes.
1624, 1783 Papalizing [see sense i]. 18^2 G. S. FABER

Prov. Lett. (1844) II. 100 In order to retain these faithful

Eng. 60 The canon and the civil law of the papalised medi-
seval period. 1882 Ch. Times 3 Feb. 68 The thorough
Papalizing of the Church under Cardinal Kemp.

Fa'pally, adv. [f. PAPAL + -LY -.] In a papal
manner

;
from a papal point of view ; as a pope.

1627 H. BURTON Baiting Pope's Bull 68 It reigned then

Imperially: it reigneth now Papally.
"**"" " "'
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t Pa'palty. Obs. [a. OF. papalti, papaultt
(a 1550 Calvin in Godef. Contpl^ t

mod.F. pnpaittt,
{. papal site* royalty royautt.\ - PAPALITY.

1577 ^~ d* S'2Sfe s Legendarie C viij b, Through whose aide

he might conquere the Papal lye for him selfe. 1641 MILTON
Reform. 11. (1851) 42 'I'o uphold the decrepit Papalty. 1859
J. C. HoBHOUSE/^a/j' II. 239 The Papalty, like the Ottoman
Empire in Europe, subsists by sufferance.

t Pa-pane, a. and sb. Obs. rare. [f. L. papa
pope, after I,, type *papanits\ see -AN, -A.NE.J

=
PAPAL a. and sit.

1581 J. BELL Haddoris Ansiv. Osor. 20 Although the same
doth not acknowledge your Papane principalitie. Ibid. 476
Peruse throughly this whole Papane.

Fapaphobia (pt
?
>paf<7"-bia\ rare- 1

. [f. L.

papa pope -r Gr. -<f>o{3ia fear.] Distempered dread

of the pope or of popery. Hence Pa-papho^ist,
one who is affected with papnphobia. ^nonce-unf.^

1798 liissET Life of Burke I. 32 (Jod.) The puritanical

papaphohia. x8x8 COLERIDGE in Lit. Rem. (1838) HI. 189
In the same spirit I excuse the opposite party, the Puritans
and Papaphobists.

Pa:pa-prela-tical, a. nonce-tod. Of or pertain-

ing to papal prelates, or prelates who act papally.
SoPapa-pre:latist, one who supports such prelates.
1692 Scotch Presbyt. Kloq. (1738) 76 She [Ch. of Enj.] is

Papa-prtlatical ; nay, she is Archi-papa prelaticaL 1816
SCOTT Old Mart, vi, To 'mix in the lanks of maiignants,
papist-^, papa-prelatists, latitudinarians, and scoffers.

Paparchy .p^'paiki . rare.
[f. L./<f/apope

+ Gr. -ap^ia -archy, sovereignty.] Papal rule or

sovereignty; government by a pope.
1839-40 I. TAYLOR Anc Chr. (1842) II. viii. 40? Assump-

tions on which the Papar hy has been made to rest. 1895
N.Amcr. Rev. Au^. 139 The paparchy is a law unto itself.

So Papa rchical a., pertaining to papal rule.

1895 Ar
. Arner. Ker>, Aug. 132 The Pontiff reservesto him-

self the full powers conferred upon him by paparchical laws.

Papas, a Greek priest : see PAPA ^ 2.

Fapaship (papaj"ip\ [f. PAPA 1 + -SHIP.] The

position of being a '

p.ipa', fatherhood; also ^with

possessive) as a mock title. {humorous^}
1816 BVKON Let. to Moore 5 Jan., My approaching papa-

ship detained us. 1838 Frascr's Mag. XVI 1.679 The boring
intrusions of papa-ship, 1883 BLACK Yol&ndc III. x. 191
\'ou will convey the information to his Papa-ship.

t Pa-pate. Obs. rare [a Q* . papal (ijth c.

in Godef.; or ad. med.L. filpatiis (Du Cange', f.

piipa pope : see -ATE !.] 'ihe office of pope, the

papacy.
1390 (JowER Conf. I. 254 A Cardinal was thilke tide, Which

the papat longe hath desired. 1456 SIR G. HAYE^JHU Anns
(S. T. S.i 216 [ifj the subject had bene als evill to the haly
papatis as the mai-ter man was.

Papaveraceous tpap*iv3r/
|Fi

j3s\ a. Bot.
[f.

mod.L. Papdverace-x (f. L./a/azwpoppv) t- -ou-s.J

Of or belonging to the N. O. Fapaveraccse, the

poppy family.
1846 WORCESTER cites Penny Cycl. 1863 MARV HoWITT

F. Bremers Greece I. viii. 260 A little golden yelluw flower

of the papaveraceous family.

t PapiV6*ric, a, Lhem. Obs. [f. asnext + -ic.]

In papaveric add, a synonym of MKCONIC acid.

1857 in MAYNK Expos, Lex. 1876 HARLEY Mat. Mcd.
(ed. 6) 738.

Fapaverine (pap/^varein). Chcm. [f. L.

papaver poppy r -INK
-.]

An alkaloid vC 2oH 2iNO4 ;

contained in opium, obtained in colourless needles.

1857 W. A. MILLER Elem. Chem. III. 282 Papaverine. .is

distinguished trom the other opium bases by giving with
concentrated sulphuric acid a deep blue colour. 1876 HARI.KY
Mat. ^fed. ed. 6) 762 Opium contains about i per cent, of

Papaverine.

Papaverous (p*p3-VW), a.
[f.

as prec. +

-ous.j Pertaining to, resembling, or allied to the

poppv ; papaveraceous ; Jig. soporific.
1646 SIR T. BKOWNR Pseud. Ep. vn.vii. (1686)288 Man-

drakes afford a papaverous and unpleasant odor. 1845
Blackw. Mug, LVIIl. 243 Papaverous volumes, with which

only a superhuman endowme.it of vigilance could hope
successfully to contend. 1874 YiLkcKiv. Self-Cult. 5 A botanist

..will class a water-lily with the papaverous or poppy
family.

Papaw (papg
1

, pppy). Forms : a. j5-y papaio,

7-9 papaye,Spappaya, papay, papey'8-papaya,
(9 popeya). #. 7 pappa, pappaw, papawe,
7-9 papa, 8 papah, paupaw, 8-9 pawpaw,
poupau, 7- papaw. [l-ormerly papaya, papay,
a. Sp. and Pg. papaya^ papayo (the tree), adopted
from a Carib dialect.

Oviedo, 1535, gives papaya as the name in Hispaniula;
Breton, Dict.onnaire Caraibe, 1665, has nb-.tbai papaye-

tree; Gilij, 1782, says that some form ofpapaia is the i.ame

among all the peoples ot the Orinoco, that in Oltomac
(Venezuelan Carib) it is pappai. From America the name
was taken with the plant in the i6th c. to the East Indian

archipelago, where papaya now occurs in Malay. The
immediate source of the Kng. forms papa, papaiu^pawpaw ^

etc., does not appear. Y.fapaye is from Sp.J

1. a. The truit of Carica Papaya (see b), usually

oblong and about 10 inches long, of a dull orange
colour, with a thick fleshy rind, and containing
numerous black seeds embedded in pulp; used in

tropical cou .tries as food, either raw, pieserved in

sugar, made into sauce, or (in an unripe state)

/fjoiled or pickled.

' o. 1598 PHILLIPS tr. Linschoten i. (1885) II. 35 There is also
a fruite that came out of the Spanish Indies, brought . . to

Malacca, and from thence to India, it is called Papaios, and
is very like a Mellon, a-; bigge as a man's fist. 1698 FROGER
Voy. 128 As for the Papaye it's a thick fruit, and tastes
somewhat like a Cucumber. 1769 Ann. Reg. 190/1 Their
other fruits, as.. Papayas, Mammeas, etc. can no ways be

equivalent to our truits. 1878 P. ROBINSON In My Indian
Garden, Fruits 50 1 he ranltjfcgApwj clustering beneath their

coronals of shapely leaves,

f>. 1624 CAPT. SMITH Virginia v. 171 (Bermudas) The most
delicate Pine-apples, Plantans, and Papawes. 1634 SIR T.
HERBERT 'J'rav. 183 Amongst other fruits.. are Lcmmons,
Pappaes, Cocos. 1726 SHELVOCKE Voy. round World $*$
Those, .brought us Papas, Guayavas, Cassia, Limes. 1748
Ansotis Voy. n. xii. 267 Another fruit called a Papah. 1825
Gentl. Mag. XCV. i. 318 The papa is a fruit about the same
size [as the grenadilla]. 1869 A. R. WALLACE Malay Arc/ii-

pelngo II, 33 The only fruits seen here were papaws and
pine-apples.

b. The tree Carica Papaya (N. O. Papayace&),
a native of South America, commonly cultivated

throughout the tropics.
Somewhat resembling a palm, with an unbranched stem of

soft spongy wood, a crown of large seven-lobed cut-edged
leaves on long stalks, and male and female flowers usually
on different plants. The stem, leaves, and fruit contain an
acrid milky juice which lias the property of tendering meat
tender by means of a ferment which it contains vsee PAPAIS,
PAPAYOIIN).
o. 1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 505 The Papaios will

not grow, but male and female together. 1796 STKDMAN
Surinam II. xxvi. 243 Amongst the preserves were the
female pappayas, the male bearing no fruit. 1796 HUNTER
tr. ^t. -Pierre's Stud. A'a/. (1799) III. 167 Paul was as much
surprized, and as sorrowful, at the sight of this large papaya
loaded with fruit. 1875 .Miss BIRD San.twlch 1st. (1880) 46
There were bananas, .bamboos, papayas.
0. c 1645 WALLKR Battle of Snmtncr-Isl. i. 52 The palma-

christi, and the fair papa, Now but a seed (preventing
Nature's law), In half the circle of the hasty year Project
a shade, and lovely fruits do wear. 1657 R. LIGON Barbadocs

(1673) 70 The Papa is but a small tree,. . the top handsomely
fornVd to the branches. 1764 GRAINGKR Sugar Cane iv. 6

Thy temples shaded by the trem'lous palm. Or quick papaw.
1871 KINCSLKV At Last i, In the midst of the yard grew,
side by .side, .the magic trees, whose leaves rubbed on the

toughest meat make it tender, .a male and female Papaw.
2. ^Only in forms papaw, pawpaw^} Name in

U. S. for a small N. American tree, Asimina
triloba (N. O. Anonacex}^ with dull purple flowers

and ovate leaves (papaw-tree] ;
or for its oblong

edible fruit, about 3 or 4 inches long, with bean-

like seeds embedded in a sweet pulp.
1760 J. LEE /utrod. Bot. App. 321 Papaw-tree of North

America, Annona. (11796 in Morse .-\nicr, Geog. I. 577
(Ohio) Crab apple tree, paupaw or custard apple. Ibid. 636
i Kentucky) The coffee, the papaw, the hackberry. 1807
P. GASS Jrnl. 261 We got a great many papaws. a kind of

fruit in ^reat abundance on the Missouri from the river

Platte to its mouth. 1832 M us. F. TROLLOI*E Dam, Manners
Americans iv. (18391 32 Near New Orleans the undergrowth
of palmetto and pawpaw is highly beautiful. 1851 MAVNK
REID Scalp Hunt. i. 13 The red-bird flutters down in the

coppice of green pawpaws. 1866 Jreas.Bot.^^ Papaw.
3. attrib,, as papaw-busli (=2), papaw-thicket
sense 2 \ papaiv-tree (= i b or 2).

1704 CoKt'tt. I'oy. (Churchill) III. 769/1 A Fig-Tree or a

Papey-Tree was.. sold. 1705 HOS.MAN Guinea 290 Some
Papay-trees run up to the height)) of thirty foot. 1773 Capt.
Wallis** I'oy. in Gentl. Mag. XLIII. 542 Here [Tinian,
Lad rones Is.] they got beef, pork, poultry, papaw-apples.
1894 Outing (U. S) XXIV. 337/2 Our camping-place was
a paw-paw thicket. 1896 Cosmopolitan XX. 3<j6/i She kept
herself screened behind the ironweed and pawpaw bushes.

Papayaceous (psepaiy/'Jas^ a, Bot.
[f.

mod.L. Papayace-K (f. Papaya : see PAPAW) +

-ou3.] Belonging to the N. O. Papayaceae. (some-
times reckoned as a suborder of Passifloracezi), of

which the Papaw-tree, Carica Papaya, is the type.
So Papa yad (-AD I d),apapayaceous tree or shrub;

Papa'yal <z. , allied to the Papayacese\ sb. a plant
of the papayal alliance; Papayotiu ^papyr<nin)
Cheni.j a ferment, akin to papa'in, contained in

the sap of the papaw-tree.
1846 LINDLEY Veg. Kingd. 320 The .. Papayal alliance.

Ibid.) [The plants) brought into closest contact with Papa-
yals, tbid, 321 Papayacez, Papayads. 1857 MAVNE Expos.
Lex. t Papayaceous. 1866 Treas. Bot. 843 Papayacex
(Can'cfX, Papayads}, a natural order of calyclfloral dicoty-
ledons belonging to Lindley's papayal alliance of diclinous

Kxogens. 1885 Lancet n July 86/2 Papayotin (in diph-
theritis) exercises a feeble solvent effect on the membrane
when it is beginning to decompose. 1898 Allbutfs Syst.
Atfd. V. 33 Papain . . the more powerful product yielded by
the fruit of Carica Papaya (papayotin being derived from
the milky sap) has been recommended.

Pap-boat, [i. PAP j.2 BOAT sb. 2 a.]

1. A boat shaped vessel for holding pap for

feeding infants.

1782 Miss BURNEY Ceciliavi. viii, I haveavast inclination

to get a pap-boat myself, and make him a present of it. 1854
THACKERAY Rest <y Ring iii. [She] merely sent her compli-
ments and a silver papboat for the baby.

2. A shell of the family Turbntellidse, as Turbi-

ne/la rapha, used on the Malabar coast to hold

; anointing oil.

1886 in Cassctts Encycl. Diet.

Pape, obs. form of PAP; Sc. form of POPE.

Papegay, -jay, -joy, obs. forms of POPINJAY.

t Papelard. Obs. Also 5 papularde, pape-

,
lart. [a. F. papelard adj. and sb. (i$th c. in

Littre) ; in It. pappalardo glutton, greedy-gut,

hypocrite (Baretti) ;
med.L. pape^ papalardus (Du

Cange); f. OK. paper, It. pappare to eat + lant
t

It. lardo bacon, iat ; lit. a parasite, a sponge, a

'sucker'.] A flattering parasite, a sycophant; a

hypocrite. Also attrib. or as adj. Hypocritical
(for greed or gain).
1340 Ayenb. 26 pet me ne by yhyealde ypocrite ne papelard

huer me dret more be wordle panne god. c 1400 Rom.
Rose 7283 That papelard, that him yeldeth so. And wol to

worldly e.se go. c 1440 Gesta Rom. Ixx. 401 (Add. MS.) He,
this papularde preste, hathe herde oure Cowi^aylle, and
hatlie delyuered here from syn. 1491 CAXTOS Vitas Patrt

i i. 1L (1495) 106 Lete us entree in: And slee this papelart.
So t Papelardry, t Fapelardy (papyllardie^,

| sycophancy, hypocrisy (for greed or gain).
c 1400 Rom. Rose 6796 Kifore the puple patre and prej',

And wrye me in my foxerye Under a cope of papelardye.
ci4QQtr.SecrftaSecret.,Gov. Lordsh. 136 Infnl.se Papelardry
of word or of dedc. 1426 LYIX;. De GUI'/. Pilgr. 13921

Papyllardie Wych is a maner of ypocrysie.

Papeling, obs. he. form of POPKLING, a papist.

t Pa'pelote. Obs. Also 5 paplote, paplette.

[app. AF. pape, f. pappe PAP sb.% + -htte dim.

i
suff. Not in OF. (Godel. \\zs papetoie, -lotte small

piece of paper).] Porridge.
1393 LANGL. P. PI. C. x. 75 Bobe in mylk and in mele to

n^aKe with papelotes. 14.. I'oc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 601/46
Pi-rafturn, ane

Papelotes. 1483 Cath, Angl. 268/2 Paplote
(A. Paplette*, papatttm.

Papengay, obs. form of POPINJAY.
'

Paper (pvi-pai ,
$h. Also 4 papure, 4-6 papir,

5 papire, papyre, fpaupire, 5-6 pauper , 5-7
papyr. 6 papre. [a. AF. papir = OF. papier (

! Pr. papier, Cat. /<T/V;-, Sp./a/^/'paper', \\.,papiro

papyrus), ad. L. papyrus ihe papyrus or paper-
reed of the Nile, also writing-material made of

it, a. Gr. irdTrupos the papyrus-reed. From the

writing-sheets made of the thin strips of papyrus
the name was transferred to paper made of cotton,
nnd thence to paper of linen and other fibres.

These extensions took place before the word
became English, so that here its application to

papyrus
is only a later retrospective use.]

I. The simple word. * Without a or pi. (exc.
as denoting a particular kind).
1. A substance composed of fibres interlaced into

a compact web, made (usually in the form of

a thin flexible sheet, most commonly white) from
various fibrous materials, as linen and cotton rags,

straw, wood, certain grasses, etc., which are ma-

!

cerated into a pulp, dried, and pressed (and sub-

jected to various other processes, as bleaching,

colouring, sizing, etc., according to the intended

use) ; it is used (in various forms and qualities)
for writing, printing, or drawing on, for wrapping
things in, for covering the interior of walls, and for

other purposes.
13. . Gaw. fy Gr. Knt. 802 So mony pynakle payntet watz

' poudred ay quere, . . pat pared out of papure purely hit

i semed. 1:1374 CHAUCER Troylus\. 1597 Youre lettres ful

J>e papir al y-pleynted Conseyued hath myn hertes pile.

c 1400 MAUNDEV. (1839) xxii. 239 He maketh no Money, but

of Leiher emprented, or of Papyre [Roxb, papire]. 1463 Bury
Ji 'ills (Camden) 42 A book of papyr to wryte in expensis.
a 1519 SKELTON Poems agst. Garnesche Wks. 1843 I. 131 A
renie of papyr wyll nat holde [all]. 1548 Privy Council Acts

(1890) II. 179 I'o the Cleikes of the Counsaile for paper,

pens and ink. 1600 J . PORY tr. Leo's Africa 24 All their

Docks, .are written in parchment, for paper they haue none.

171* Act 10 Anne c. 18. 44 Paper.. printed painted or

stained ..to serve for Hangings, a 17x6 SOUTH Serm. IV.
x. 440 He sells his Soul with it, like brown Paper, into the

Bargain. 1730 FIKLDING Authors b'arce it. v, A good
handsome large volume, . . printed on a good paper and
letter. 1887 Pull Mall G. 21 Sept. 12/1 A growing tree is

now often cut down, made into paper, and turned out as a

new.spaper in thirty-six hours.

b. Also applied to other substances used for

writing upon, of similar consistence but differently

j made, as the PAPYRUS of the ancients ; or to sub-

slances of similar texture, as that made by wasps
1

for their nests (see paper-wasp in 12).

1398 TREVISA Barih. De P. R. xvn. cxxvl (Bodl. MS.),
Of J>ese russchis . . bei make|> & weuej? botes and seiles,

. . & also be! make}> herof papir to write in. 1613 PURCHAS

Pilgrimage (1614) 506 Of the pith or heart of the tree,

is made paper fur bookes. 1615 G. SANDYS 'Irav. 102

The sedgie reeds, ..called formerly Papyri, of which they
made paper; and whereof ours made of rags, assumeth that

name. 1843 Penny Cycl. XXVII. 105/1 This [ligneous]

j

fibre .. is made into a paper, of which are constructed the

; combs [of a wasps' nest].

C. Applied familiarly to substances made from

i paper-pulp, used in the industrial arts, such as

mill-board, papier mache, slabs prepared for use

i
in roofing, building, and other purposes.
(71670 BOYLE Uses Nat. Things iv. Wks, 1772 III. 485

Though paper be one of the commonest bodies that we use,

yet there are very few that imagine . . that frames for

pictures and divers fine pieces of embossed work, with

other curious moveables, may., be made of it. 1778 Toitr

thro 1

Gt. Brit., Birmingham, Mr. Clay's manufactory for

japanning, &c., making paper cases, stands, waiters, tea-

boards, coach-pannels, &c., all of paper, finely varnished,

and painted. 1897 BADEN-POWELL Matmlefy Campaign ii.
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25 iBu5 iBuluwayo] well filled with buildings, all single-storeyecl,
some brick, some tin, some 'paper' (i.e. wire-wove, ready-
made in England, sent out in pieces), all with verandahs.

Ibid, iii. 80 These '

paper
'

houses are common in Buluwayo
they are really wire-wove, with wooden frames, iron roofs,

cardboard walls.

d. In various phrases and connexions, with

allusion to writing or drawing ;
as to commit to

paper^ to write down ; to pitt pen to paper, to

commence writing, to write. On paper; in writing,

in print; said esp. of something described or repre-

sented in a preliminary sketch or plan, in contrast

to the reality ;
hence = in theory, theoretically.

1582 STANYHURST &neis, etc. (Arb.) 139 But shal I looue

the lady, so as Petrarck Laura regarded? In paper her

dandling? her person neauer atayning? 1624 CAPT. SMITH

Virginia iv. 161 All those . . are rather things in words and

paper then in effect. 1:1654 DOR. OSBORNE Lett. (1903) 146
The fellow thought that putting 'pen to paper' was much
better than plain 'writing'. 1771 SMOLLETT Humph. Cl.

10 June i, A man may be very entertaining and instructive

upon paper, .and exceedingly dull in common discourse. 1795
WASHINGTON Lett. Writ. 1892 XIII. 64 All this looks very
well on paper; but [etc.]. 1865 L. CARROLL Alice's Adv.
Wonderl. vi. 122 Humpty Dumpty looked doubtful. 'I'd

rather see that done on paper ',
he said. 1888 ]}URGON

Lives 12 Gd. Men I. in. 296 The intention . . of committing
to paper some recollections of the holy man.

f2. Paper bearing writing; written documents

collectively. Obs.

1386 CHAUCER Cook's T. 40Vp on a day whan he bis
papir

soghte, that [etc.]. 1393 LANGL, P. PI. C. xiv, 38 The
marchante mote nede be lette lengere ben be messagere ;

For }>e parcels of bus paper and ober pryuey dettes Wol
lette hym, as ich leyue.

3. Comni. a. Negotiable documents, bills of ex-

change, etc. collectively, b. Paper money or

currency as opposed to coin, bank-notes, etc.

a 1674 CLARENDON Hist. Reb. xvi. 241 The custom., being
to make their payments in Paper by Assignations. 1727-41
CHAMBERS Cycl. s, v., I have no money to give you, but only
Paper ; Paper indeed as good as ready money. 1728 SWIFT
Answ. Meinor, Wks. 1755 V. n. 173 Will foreigners take our
bankers paper? 1775 R. MONTGOMERY in Sparks Corr.
Amer. Rev. (1853) I. 491 It will be necessary to send hard

money here, .as paper will not yet go down. 1824 BYRON
Juan xvi. xxii, But rarely seen, like gold compared with

paper. 1883 blanch. Exam. 14 Dec. 4/1 Fur three months'
bills the terms were .. 2& per cent., but for January paper
the rate was stiffer. Mod. The bankers will not look at his

paper.
4. slang, a. Free passes of admission to a theatre

or other entertainment; transf. persons admitted

by free passes.
1873 Routledges Yng. Genii. Mag. Apr. 277/1 The house

is filling well without the aid of paper or free tickets. 1885
St. James s Gaz. 30 Jan., Another point ; I mean the dis-

tribution of
'

paper ', or free admissions. 1888 Pall Mali G.

19 May 4/2 How much paper there was in St. James's Hall

yesterday we do not know, but the hall, in any case, must
have been remuneratively full.

b. U. S. Marked cards for sharpers.
1894 MASKRI.YNE Sharps <V /'7rf#r~4"3 TrT America .. one

may still find 'saloons
'

which are stocked entirely with this

kind of '

paper
'

as the cards are called.

T5. Herb paper^
water paper : suggested names

for the papyrus plant. Obs.

1548 TURNER Names of Herbes, Papyros. .. It maye be
called in englishe water paper, or herbe paper.
** Individual singular with #, and plural.

(The earliest sense here is 7, ti\z papers which first attained

to individual distinction being written documents. In 6

also, the specialized b. naturally took precedence of the

general sense.)

6. A piece, sheet, or leaf of paper.
1628 EARLE Microcosm.^ A Childe, His Soule is yet a

white paper vnscribled with obseruations of the world. 1634

J. BATE Myst. Nat. fy Art 30 Straine it through a browne

paper rowled within a tunnel. 1718 MRS. KALKS Receipt 5
Let 'em stand all Night in the Pan they are boil'd in, with
a Paper laid close to 'em. 1833 J. H. NEWMAN Arians I.

iii. (1876) 85 The mind is often compared to a tablet or

paper. ..But, in truth, the mind can never resemble a blank

paper. 1875 H. C. WOOD Therap. (1879) I9 Papers are
medisated leaves or sheets of paper for external use.

b. A piece of paper serving as a wrapper or

receptacle ; often including the contents, a packet
done up in paper, a small paper parcel ;

a paper-
ful

;
a sheet or card of paper containing pins or

needles stuck in it.

1511 GUYLFORDE Pilgr. (Camden) 39 The warden . . toke a

basyn full of folden papres with relyquis in eche of them.

156^ in Hay Fleming Alary Q, of Scots (1897) 508 Item

xxiiij papir of prenis to the Quenls dule. 1662 J. DAVIES
tr. Mandelslo^s Trav. 227 A paper of Fruits and Conserves
for the Desert. 1698 A. BRAND Krnb. Muscovy to China 82

Two Papers of Thee. #1776 R. JAMES Dissert, on Fevers

(1778) 48, I gave him half a paper more of the Powder. 1836
DICKENS Sit. Boz I. 229 A little basket which, .contains a
small black bottle and a paper of sandwiches. 1844
Mart. C/tnz. xix, Give me the paper of gloves. 1901 Academy
17 Aug. 138/1,

'
I want a paper of pins'.

c. A curl-paper. (Usually in//,)
1876 Miss BRADDON J. Haggard's Dan. ix. 122 Take their

hair out of papers.

7. A sheet, leaf, or piece of paper, bearing writ-

ing ;
a document written or printed on paper, as

a note, bill, or other legal instrument ; in //.

written notes, memoranda, letters, official docu-

ments, etc. With quot. c 1475 cf. F. fare sur les

papiers de quelqrfim, to be in his books, in his

VOL. VII.

437

debt, f Papers of concern : cf. F. papiers dc consj-

qitence, papiers d?affaires.
[1364-3 Rolls ofParlt. II. 287/1 Surmettantz a euxqe sont

Dettours, & ce voillent ils prover par lour papirs.] 1389 in

/'" Gilds (1870) 5 To kepe wel & trewely alle be point/ of

^is papir. c 1475 Partenay 4735 Now full merily demene
you amonge, tor of his paupires strike oute plain be ye !

1590 SPENSER F. Q. i. xii. 25 Which he disclosing read thus,
as the paper spake. 1682 BUNYAN Holy II *ar 203 His name
is Pitiless; so he has writ himself in all papers of concern,
wherein he has had to do. 1706 MRS. RAY in Lett. Lit.

Men (Camden) 208 As to my husband's papers I have put
them all .. into Mr. Dale's hands. 1750 GRAY Long Story
66 Papers and books a huge Imbroglio ! 1824 J. JOHNSON
Typogr. II. xvi. 573 Papers printed by authority of either

House of Parliament. 1861 C. KNIGHT Pop. Hist.Eng. VII.
xxvi. 453 Mr. James Paull .. moved for papers, upon which
he proposed to ground grave charges against the late

governor-general. 1872 YEATS Growth Conun. 99 From a
state paper uf the Doge iMoncenigo we learn some par-
ticulars of the trade with Italy. 1902 BKSANT Five Yrs.

Tryst y.g 'You've signed some paper or other, of course?
1

1

I've signed a dozen papers '. Mod. The honourable gentle-
man concluded his speech by moving for papers. The Prime
Minister promised that papers should be laid on the table of
the House.

t b. A note, fastened on the back of a criminal

undergoing punishment, specifying his offence. Obs.
a 1529 SKELTON Sp. Parrot 472 So myche papers weryng

for ryghte a smalle ex[c]esse. #1548 HALL Chron,, Hen.
VIII 59 He so punyshed periurye with open punyshment
& open papers werynge, that in his tyme it was le.sse vsed.

1577 KSKWSTUB Confut, (1579) 82 b, Allegories, which are

H. N. his best witnesses; be as those men who haue hereto-

fore worne papers. 1588 SHAKS. L. L. L. iv. iii. 47 Why he
comes in liketi periure, wearing papers. 1593 2 Hen. '/,

ii. iv. 31 Led along, Mayl'd vp in shame, with Papers on

my back, And followed with a Rabble. 1688 R. HOLMK
Armoury in. 310/1 To stand on the Pillory ..with Papers
of his Offence set on his Back.

f c. pi.
= STATE-PAPERS, as in Office ofHis (Her}

Majesty s Papers, Clerk, Keeper^ Register of the

Papers ;
cf. also PAPER-OFFICE a. Obs.

Cf. 'Calendar of Documents relating to the History of the
State Paper Office' in y>th Rep. Dep. Kpr, App. pp. 212-

293. The '

Office of Her Majesty's Papers and Records for

Business of State and Council
' was established in. 1578.

293. The '
Office of Her Majesty's Papers

Business of State and Council
' was esu

About 1800 the terms *

papers of state ',

'

paper-office
'

etc,

became superseded by those of ' Slate papers \
'

State paper
office

'

etc.

1612 in yt/i 7iey*. Dep. Kpr. App. 225 The Othe of the
Clerke of the Papers for matters of State. 1612 Indorse-
ment ibid., A Register of the later Bookes and Papers of

English business.. delivered into the Office of the Papers at

Whitehall, at the death of the Earle of Salisbury, late Lord
Treasurer. 1629 SIR T. WILSON Petition ibid. 239 Clerk,

Keeper and Register of Your Majesty's Papers and Records
for business of State and Council. ? 1782 Ibid. 270 To
preserve the Papers of State for the use of the public. 1799
Ibid. 287 The King's papers require an arrangement ap-

plicable to the dispatch of business.

d. //. The collection of documents which estab-

lish the identity, standing, etc., of an envoy,

traveller, or other person ;
the certificates which

accompany an officer's application for permission
to resign ; hence to send in one's papers, to resign ;

(shifs papers] the set of documents carried by a

ship for the manifestation of her ownership, nation-

ality, destination, etc.

1685-8 in Black Bk. Admiralty (1871) I. 29 To examine
them well about their ladeing and likewise their papers
and documents. 1794 in Story's Pract. Prize Courts (1854) 4

Kvery ship must be provided with complete and genuine
papers. Ibid.) If there be false or colourable papers ; if any
papers be thrown overboard; .. if proper ship's papers are

not on board. 1796 PITT Act. 2 Nov., I accompanied your
memorial with all your papers. 1855 MACAULAY Hist. Eng.
xx. IV. 473 A fine ship named the Red bridge... Her papers
had been made out for Alicant. 1872 Routledge's Ev. Boys
Ann. Apr. 302/1, I sent in my papers, packed up my traps,
and here I am. 1890 W. E. MORRIS Misadventure xvi,
He wished him. .to send in his papers before his marriage.

e. A set of questions in an examination, usually
written or printed on one sheet ; also, the written

answers to such a set of questions.
1838 ARNOLD in Stanley Life (1844) II. 114 The recom-

mendation of the Vice-Chancellor, that the Examinations
should be conducted entirely through the medium of printed

papers. Ibid.^ We . . know the value of printed papers, and
we know also the advantages to be derived from a viva voce

examination. 1852 BRISTKD 5 Years in Eng. Univ. I. 186

Our best classic had not time to floor the paper. _ 1859
FARRAR Julian Home xi. 131 The papers suited him ex-

cellently. 1861 M. BURROWS Pass $ Class (1866) 21 The
Pass papers occupy one day, the Class papers from four to

five. Mod. I was busy correcting examination papers,

8. = NEWSPAPER, journal.

164* PR. RUPERT Declaration 3 Those impudent unpunished
papers cried daily in the streets. 1716 ADDISON Freeholder

No. 19 F 4 The Examiner was a Paper in the last Reign.

1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl, s. v.,We have daily Papers, weekly
Papers, morning Papers, evening Papers, .political Papers,

literary Papers, Papers of entertainment, etc. 1810 LAMB
Let. to Manning 2 Jan., Coleridge is bringing out a paper
in Weekly Numbers, called the Friend. 1852 MRS. STOWE
Uncle Tom"s C. xix, She entered the room where St. Clare

lay reading his paper. 1883 STEVKNSON Silverado Sq. 14
The office of the local paper (for the place has a paper
they all have papers).

9. A written or printed essay, dissertation, or

article on some particular topic. Now esp. A
communication read or sent to a learned society.

1669 W. HOLDER Eletn. Speech 113 A Paper presented to

the Royal Society. 1700 T. BROWN Anntsem. Ser, $

PAPER.
Coin. 2, I know not what Success these Papers will find in

the World. 1754 CHATHAM Lett. Nephew iii. 16 Spectators,

especially Mr. Addison's papers, to be read very frequently.

1790 Trans. Soc. Arts IX. 210 A short paper on the Cin-
namon tree. 1882 Nature XXV. 351/1 The second paper
was. .on the system of dredging introduced . . on the rivers

of France. 1887 Pall AlallG. 28 Oct. 3/2 This new theory,
on which a paper was read at the late meeting of the
British Association.

II. attrib. and Comb.
10. Simple attrib. in special senses, passing into

fiitn.-pu.pcr udg, eiu. oee IJAKUK, eic.;

(Often unnecessarily hyphened to following sb. The hyphen
is needed only when the combination itself is used attrib.)

1596 NASHE Saffron Walden Wks. iGrosarl) III. 173
These Boyes paper-dragons that they let fly with a pack-
thrid in the fields. 1662 J. DAVJES tr. Olearius' Voy.
Ainbass. 236 Certain Cords whereat hung Paper-Lanthorns.
1670 W. CLARKK Nat. Hist. Nitre 60 The paper-Bills on
the walls. . remain 'd like the Gold unburn'd. 1707 HEARNE
Collect.!. May (O. H. S.) II. 10 The Bp. . . desires a large-
paper Livy. Ibid, i June 17 A royal paper copy of Mill's N. T.

1708 Ibid. 8 Apr. 101, 3 small-paper Livys. 1757 [BURKE]
Furop. Settlem. Amer. 11.297 Money of credit, which they
commonly call paper currency. 1780 Cow PER Tabie-T. 385
The inestimable 'Estimate' of Brown Rose like a paper-
kite, and charmed the town. 1828 P. CTNNINGHAM N. S.
Wales (ed. 3) II. 102 Our colonial council has lately com-
mitted a great error in prohibiting . . all paper issues below
one pound. 1849 NOAH Electricity 167 A thick paper bag.
1871 KINGSLKY At Last v, Papcr-ne^ts, . . like those of our

tree-wasps at home, hang from the trees. 1875 KNIGHT Diet.

Mcch.-, Paper Collar, one made from paper in imitation of
linen. 1897 MARY KINGSLEY W. Africa 477 Seedy young
men with us object to carrying paper parcels for fear of

being taken for tailors. 1903 Daily Ckron. 10 July 3/4

Paper-cover issues of scientific and other serious books.

b. fig. Like paper; slight, thin, flimsy, frail,

feeble as if made of paper;.
1615 CROOKE Body of J/a 60 The excellent proportion

and structure. . maketh this Paper-sconce high perill-proofe.
a 1716 SOUTH Serui. IV. iv. 177 What Paper Walls such

persons are apt to inclose themselves with. 1730 KIKLDING

Rape upon Rape T. viil, Pox of my paper skull ! 1804
COLLINS Scripscrap 4 Go patter to paperscull saps, do ye
see. 1877 A. H. GREEN Phys. Geol. ii. 85 In some very
finely laminated rocks as many as 30 or 40 layers may be

counted in the thickness of an inch : such beds are . . called

Paper shales. 1891 Labour Commission Gloss., Paper
Ship, a ship built of inferior material and badly put together.

c. fig. Consisting of, pertaining to, or carried

on by means of letters to journals, pamphlets, or

books; literary. (Cf. id.)
1592 NASHE P. Penilessc Wks. (Grosart) II. 16 So . . \vas

this Paper-monster, Pierce Peniksse, begotten. 1592 (i.

HARVEY Fours Lett. iv. Wks. (Grosart) I. 223 Meere Paper-
bugs, and inckehorne-pads : or a greate deale worse. 1599
SHAKS. Muck Ado it. iii. 249 Shall quips and sentences. ad
these paper bullets of the braineawe a man? 1636 PKYNXK
Unbish. 7iV.(i66i) Kp. 22 Books ofcontroversie, and paper-
battels. 1641 MILTON Animadv. iv. Wks. (1847)65/1 1 twill

stand long enough against the battery of their paper pellets.

1672 CLARENDON Fss. Tracts (1727) 252 It thought it

seasonable to discontinue thuse paper-skirmishes. 1727 W.
SIUKELEY in Mem. (Surtees) I. 190 My retreat secures me
from malice and envy and all other kinds of paper-gall.

1761 Ann. Reg; 187 A very acrimonious paper war. 1895 C.

R. U. BARRETT Surrey So A life of perpetual paptr warfare.

d. Written on paper, in written form ; esp. exist-

ing only* on paper' (see id) and not in reality;

theoretical, hypothetical.

1638 CHILLINGW. Relig. Prot. r. Pref. to Auth. 'Charity
Maint.' 18 The paper fortresses of an imaginary Infalli-

bility. 1658-9 Burton's Diary (1828) IV. 37 If they have
a mind to break in upon a paper law. 1793 SMEATON

Edystone L. 122, I determined, from the paper materials

that I had. .at once to construct the models. 1802 M. CUTLER
in Life, etc. 11888) II. 74 We see how in>ignificant the best

constructed paper Constitution will prove when opposed to

the interests and passions of men. 1854 H. MILLER Sc/i. $
Schm. iii. (1857) 50, I remained simply a fictitious or paper
cock-fighter. 1872 Whartoris Law Lex. (ed. s\ /*A'r

blockade^ the state of a line of coast proclaimed to be under
blockade in time of war, when the naval force on watch
is not sufficient. 1882 OGILVIE, Paper baron, paper lord,

one who holds a title which is not hereditary, or holds it

by courtesy. 1893 Times 2 May 10/1 Paper profits were
divided as if they were real.

11. General Combs.
a. attrib. Of, pertaining or relating to, or used

for, paper or papers ;
as paper-case^ -circtilationj

-damp y -clip, -colour (= white), -excise^ -factory >

-fibre, -file, market^ -merchant, -payment (sense 3),

-press i -pulp (see PULP), -punch, -she, -stuff, -system

(sense 3 in quots.), trade, etc.

1679 OATF.S Narr. Popish Plot 48 Who . . there drew out

of a *Paper-Casea Paper. 1857 HUGHES Tom Brcnvni. viii,

A leather paper-case. 1803 Edin. Rev. II. 114 The doctrine

of unlimited *paper-circulation. 1875 KNIGHT Diet. Aleck,,
*
Paper-clamp, .. for holding newspapers, sheet music, peri-

odicals. Ibid.,
*
Paper-clip, a clasp for holding papers

together. 1888 STEVENSON Black Arroiv u He will turn
*
paper-colour. 1860 URIGHT Sp,, Tax bills 6 July (1876) 497
Persons who were interested in this question of the *paper-
excise. 1862 H. MARRYAT Year in Sweden II. 400 Next

year a *
paper-factory will rise. 1871 KISGSLEY At Last

xvi, The culture of bamboo for *paper-fibre. 1875 KNIGHT
Diet. Meek., *Paper-file, a device to hold letters or other

papers in a pack. 1871 KINGSLEY At Last xvi, To supply
the Unites States' *paper market. 1600 J. PORY tr. Leo s

Africa, vin. 307 Next followeth the streeie of the *paper-
merchants. 1822 COBBF.TT Weekly Reg. n May 353 'Ihc

6
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scheme for making "paper-payments perpetual 1825 J.

NICHOLSON Operat. Mechanic 291 The screws employed for

*paper-presses are generally formed with such coarse threads,
and so rapid a spiral, that the elasticity of the paper is suffi-

cient to force it to run back. 1839 UKE Diet. Arts 037
The two sheets of *paper pulp thus united are carried for-

ward by the felt over a guide roller. 1900 Diet. +Vat. f'it^'.

L_XI. 146 2 He started a paper-pulp manufactory at Chis-

wick. 1839 URE Diet. Arts 936 [A] sieve is employed to

strain the *paper-stuff previously to its being used in the

machine. 1803 Edin. Rev. \\. 105 Dabblers in the ''paper-

system. 1823 in Cobbett Rur. Kliics (1885) I. 398 \Ye can
have no war, as long as the paper-system lasts.

b. Objective and obj. gen., as paper-blessing,

saving, -selling, -sparing, -using acljs. ; paper-
colourer, -Jauber, -glosser, -holder, -maker, -making,
-marbler, -reader, -seller, -sorter, -spiller, -splitting,

-tester, -waster. e. Instrumental and parasyn-
thetic, as paper-bound, -capped, -clothed, -collared,

-covered, -mended, -palisaded, -panelled, -patched,
-shuttered adjs. d. Similative, etc., as paper-thick,
-white adjs., paper-whiteness ; paper-like adj.

1597 DRAVTON Mortirneriados S ij b, What *paper-blessing
Charrecters are you? 1598 E. GILPIN Skial. (1878) 5 So
euery *paper-clothed post in Poules To thee (Deloney)
mourningly doth speake. 1872 Routleilges Ev, Boy's Ann.
Apr. 264/2 To jump through a ^paper-covered hoop. 1682

T. FLATMAN Heraditits Ridnas No. '8 (1713) II. no We
shall ne'er have done, if every whiffling

*
Paper-dauber must

be regarded. 1882 OGILVIE, *Papcr-glosser, a hot-presser
for glossing paper or cards; one who gives a smooth stir,

face to paper. 1663 GKRBIER Counsel 93 *Paper-like walls.

1857 MRS. GATTY Parables fr. Nat. (1859) II. 33 Little

pieces of his delicate paper-like bark. 1573-80 HARF.T Ah:
1*77 A *paper maker, chartariits. 1832 BABBAGE Econ.

Mannf. xxxi. (ed. 3) 320 If the author deals at once with
the paper-maker. 1816 SINGER Hist. Cards 20 The art of

^paper-making not being introduced into England before
the reii^n of Henry VII. 1887 in Moloney forestry It'.

Afr. 195 We think the West African Colonies specially

adapted to the supply of paper-making basts. 1886 C\SS!:M.,
*
Paper.uiarbli r, one who marbles or colours paper with

veins in imitation of marble for book-binding, paper-hangings,
etc. 1726 S\vn T Adv. to Grub-Street Verse-Writers iv,
Lend these to *paper-sparing Pope. 1691 WOOD Ath.
Oxon. II. 327 This grand scripturient *paper-spiller ..Was
strangly tost from post to pillar. 1875 KNIGHT Diet. J/c'<r/;.,
*
Paper-splitting, two pieces of muslin are firmly cemented
on the sides of the paper and dried. By a pull on each

piece the paper is split open. 1655 MRQ. WORCESTER Cent.
/?'. xliv, A Key .. which .. hath its Wards and Rose-pipe
but 'Paper-thick. 1881 H. H. GIBBS Double Stand. 67 To
supply . .a ^paper-using country with a required metal. 1682
Modest Account 13 For your Lordship to turn ^Papt-r-
waster. c 1385 CHAUCKR L. G. 11-'. 1198 Dido, Up on a
thikke palfrey *paper whit. 1874 R. TVRWHITT Sketch.
Cluli 21 You have only the *paper-whiieness to stand for both.

12. Special Combs. : paper-back, a book with

a paper back or cover; fp&per-bank, a bank

issuing notes; paper-bark ^tree), name for Mela-
kuca Leucadendron and species of Callistemon,
Australian trees, of which the bark peels off in

layers ; paper birch (see BIKCH sb. i b) ; paper-
blurrer, a contemptuous name for an inferior

writer
; f paper-board, pasteboard = BOARD sb. 4

(obs.} ; paper-boy, a boy employed to sell news-

papers ; paper-chase, the game of hare and hounds

(see HAKE sb. 3 b) when paper is used for the

'scent'; hencepaper-chaser, -chasing aA].; fpaper-
cigar, a cigarette; paper-cloth, ;/;)

a kind of

cloth faced with paper; (J>) a fabric made by
Polynesians from the inner bark of the paper-

mulberry and other trees
; paper-coal, (a) a variety

of coal or lignite of the Tertiary period, which

splits into thin layers ; (b)
= DYSODYLE

; paper
credit (Cot/im.';,

'
credit given on the security of

any written obligation purporting to represent

property' (Wharton Law Lex. 1883); 'the term
as commonly used includes book-debts, I.O.U.'s,
and instruments of credit of all kinds' (Bithell

Counting-ho. Diet. 1893); paper-cutter, (a) a

paper-knife ; (li) a machine for cutting the edges
of paper ; paper day {Law) : see quot. ; paper-
faced a., (<?) having a face like paper, i. e. thin or

pale ; (J>) faced with paper ; paper-fastener, a

metallic contrivance for fastening separate leaves

of paper together more conveniently than a pin ;

paper-feeder, a workman or contrivance supply-
ing a printing machine with sheets of paper : cf.

FEEDEE 8 a and c
; paper-folder, an instrument for

folding paper, as a paper-knife, or the folding-stick
used in bookbinding; paper-gauge, -gage (Print-

ing), GAUGE sb. 1 2 a ; paper-hornet, a hornet
that makes a papery nest (cf. paper-wasp") ; paper-
hunt = paper-chase ; paper-machine, a machine
for making paper ; paper-man, a man employed
in some way about paper, as a paper-maker, a

paper-hanger, etc. ; one who sells or supplies

papers ; paper-marl, a kind of marl occurring in

thin layers; paper minister (Sc.colloy.), a minister

who reads his sermons ; f paper-moth, a moth
of which the larva devours paper ; Jig. one who is

constantly occupied with paper (cf. bookwornt'i ;

paper-mulberry, a small tree (Brottssonetia
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papyrifera) allied to the mulberry, from the bark

of which paper is made in China and Japan ;

paper-muslin: see quot. ; paper nautilus ARGO-

NAUTS; f paper paste [= F. carton pfite\, papier
mach\ paper pholas, see PHOLAS; fpaper-plant,

papyrus; f paper-plot, the plot of a play, etc.,

drawn up on paper ; paper poplar : see POPLAR;
paper priest, ? = paper minister \ paper-reed,
the papyrus ; \ paper-royal : see ROYAL ; paper-
ruler, an instrument used for, or person employed
in, ruling straight lines on paper, a ruler

; paper-

rush, the papyrus ; paper sailor, the argonaut or

paper nautilus ; paper-shell, anything with a very
thin shell, as a soft -shelled crab ; paper-spar,
a form of calcite occurring in very thin plates

(also called slate-spar] ; f paper-stealth, literary

piracy, plagiarism ; paper-stock, raw material

from which paper is made ; fpaper-table, a sheet

or leaf of paper; paper-tree, name for various

trees and shrubs from which paper is made,
as the Chinese paper-mulberry^ Daphne cannabina,

1-ldgeworthia Gardneri, and Trophis aspera, all

of the East Indies; paper-washing (rhotogr.},
water in which silver prints have been washed,

esp. before toning, which often contains" a con-

siderable proportion of silver; paper-wasp, a

wasp that constructs its nest of a papery substance

made from dry wood moistened into a paste ;

paper-weight, a small heavy flat-bottomed object,
of stone, metal, glass, etc., often ornamental, in-

tended to be laid upon loose papers to prevent
their being removed or disarranged ; paper win-

dow, a window in which paper is used instead of

glass; hence paper-windowed a.
; paper-work,

(a) work in paper, a structure made of paper ; (/;)

a writing, a literary work ; (c) the written work of

a student in a class or examination ; paper-works,
a set of buildings in which paper is made, a paper-

factory, paper-mill ; j' paper-worm = BOOKWORM 2.

1899 R. KIPLING Stalky 35 There are a pile of
*
paper-backs

on that shelf. 1796 MORSE Amer. Geog. II. 26 Two trading-

companies, . . an Insurance company, and a *paper-bank.
1846 STOKES Discov. Austral. I. v. 106 The face of the

country was covered with specimens of the red and white

gum, and *paper bark tree. 1866 Treas. Bot. 197 Calliste-

nion. ..The outer bark of some of the kinds .. peel off in

layers, hence the trees are called Paper Bark trees. Ibid.

141 The *Paper Birch, B\etula\ pnpyracca, so called from
the brilliant white colour of the bark of young trees, is an
American species. 1581 SIDNEY Apol. Poetrie (ArK) 61,

I, that . . am admitted into the company of the *Paper-
blurers. 1652-62 HEVI.IX Cosmogr. \\\. (1682) 182 Every
foolish and idle paper-blurrer. 1852 K. H. DIGBY Compitum
vi. 269 The conventional, exaggerated effusions of mere

paper-blurrers. 1549 Bk. Com. /Vwj-fr(Colophon), Bounde. .

in
*
Paper Boordes. 1876 BESANT & RICE Gold. Butterfly\, 38

The *
paper-boy was beginning, witli the milkman, his round.

1856 DICKENS Scapegrace in House/t, Was, XIII. 28/2 What
leapers of brooks, what runners in *paper chafes ! 1884
Manch. Exam. 6 Dec. 5/4 There are by-roads and field-

paths enough . . to satisfy the wants of the *paper chasers.

1884 C. DICKENS Diet. Lond. 28/1 There is plenty of cross-

country sport promoted by the *
paper-chasing clubs. 1833

MARRYAT P. Simple xvii, A *paper segar. 1843 [see CIGAR-

ETTE], 1852 DICKENS BleaJt H. xlm, Walking about, .smok-

ing little paper cigars. 1843 HUMBLE Diet, Geol. # .!//.,
*
Paper coal, .composed., of a congeries of many kinds of

leaves. 1896 CHESTER Diet. Names Min.^ Paper-coal, an

early name for dysodile, alluding to the paper-like leaves in

which it occurs, a 1697 [? POLLEXFES] Disc, Trade A v,
*
Paper Credit ever was, and will be, necessary for the carry-

ing on of Trade. 1704 Lond. Gaz. No. 3991/3 They have set

up a sort of Paper Credit at Strasburg, where they pay.. in

Bills, 1732 POI-E Ep. Bathwst 39 Blest paper-credit ! last

and best supply ! That lends Corruption lighter wings to

fly ! 1803 Edin. Rev. II. 102 Paper-credit is the visible sign
of public credit, and identical with it. 1829 LYTTON Di$~
owned xxxv, A pause ensued... Lord Borodaile played with
a *paper-cutter. 1901 ffarmer's Mag. CII. 797/1 There he
was fitted out with everything he wanted, down to a silver

paper-cutter. 1838 CHITTY ArchboUts Pract. Crt. Q. B.

(ed. 6) lor In each of the courts there are certain dajb in

each term called
*

Paper Days, because the court, on those

days, hear the causes which have been entered in the paper
for argument before they enter upon motions. 1397 SHAKS.
2 Hen. IV

t v. iv. 12 Thou *Paper-fac'd Villaine..Thou thin

man. 1892 GREENER Breech Loader 174 The wadding used
in the shot-gun is of three varieties . . 3rd, a hard felt paper-
faced wad, .. the 'pink edge' or Field wad. 1864 if. S.

Patent Specif. No. 43,435 A new and useful Legal Cap-
*Paper Fastener. 1867 Patent Specif. No. 2276 An eyelet
and paper fastener combined. 1897 Daily News 9 Dec. 7/7
[He] secured the envelope, .with a paper-fastener, which he
ran through the envelope, doubling over the ends. 1864
LOWELL Fireside Trav. 123 A useful old jackknife will buy
more than the daintiest. ,*paper-folder. 1875 KNIGHT Diet.

Mec/u t Paper-folder^ a bone knife used in folding paper,

folding signatures for sewing, and feeding paper from the

bank^ to the press. 1886 Pop. Sti. Mo. XXVIII. 642 The
positions of the *paper-hornets' nests . . are variously asserted

to be indicative of a ' hard '

or '

open
'

winter, as they chance
to be placed in the upper or lower branches of a tree. 1871

Roittledgcs Ev. <y'sAnn.J&n.$2 Hilton backed up Gordon
at the *paper-hunt yesterday. 1839 URE Diet. A rts 937 The
pulp being diluted to a consistency suitable for the *paper
machine, is delivered into a vat. 1619 PURCHAS Microcosm,
Iv. 522 The Printer.., Inke-man, *Paper-man, Corrector.

1753 H. WALPOI.E Lett. (1846) II. 469, I have, .paper-men to

scoTd. 1707-12 MORTIMER Husb. (172:)!. 87 *Papcr-Marle,

PAPER.
which Hes near Coals, and [is] like Leaves or Pieces of brown
Paper, only 'tis something lighter for Colour. 1854 H. MILLER
Sch. 4 S<./tw. v. (1857) 86 The skin-flint wife of a *

paper
minuter. 1698 FAKI.H.IIAK Lwc $ Bottle in. i, Are my
clothes so coarse, as if they were spun by those lazy spinsters
the Muses? ..Do my bands look like *paper-moths? 1777
G. FORSTER Voy. round World \. 354 Cloth made of the
bark of the *

paper-mulberry, which we commonly called the
c'oth-tree. 1872 OLIVER Elum, Bot. 11. 133 The Paper Mul-
berry .. furnishes to the Polynesian Islanders the useful

Tapa cloth, which is fabricated from its fibrous bark. 1864
WEiSTER,*/'rt/t'r-;//^//, glazed muslin, used for linings, and
the i-ke. 1763 W. LEWIS Comm, Phil. Techn. 367 This
varnish, mixed with ivory-black,.. is applied.. on the dried

*paper paste. 1597 GERARDE Herbal i. xxvit. 4. 37 This
kinde of reede, which I haue englished Paper reede, or
'
Paper plant, is the same . . that paper was made of in Egypt.

1628 FOKD Lwer's Mel. in. in, Enter Palador, Aretus,Corax
(with a *paper-plot). 1716 M. DAVIES Athen. Brit. II. 56
His Book limited not his design, nor his Paper-Plot his

undertakings. 1781 Rending not Preaching \\. n Let our
*paper-priests and reading clergy apply this to themselves.

1597 *Paper Reede [see paper-plant above]. 1611 BIBLE
Isa. xix. 7 The paper reeds by the brookes. .shall wither.

1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl. s. v. Paper, The description given
by Pliny of the Papyrus, or 'Paper-rush. 1884 MILLER
Plant-n,, Paper-reed, or Paper-rush, of the Nile, or of the
Ancients. 1843 HUMBLE Diet. Geol. $ Min., Argonauta,
the "Paper Sailor. 1901 Daily Chron. 14 Nov. 3/4 The
Argonaut or Paper Sailer, .so called from the delicate con-
sistence of its shell. 1890 Century Diet. s.v., When tl.e

shell has hardened .. the ^paper-shell [crab] becomes a
crackler. 1893 KATE SANBORN Truthf. Worn. S. Cali-

fornia 132, 190 California paper-shell almond trees. 1647
H. MORE Song of Soul \. n. xxxix, The words that he by
*paper-stealth had got. 1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mcch.,

*
Paper,

stock Bleacher, . .for expressing the bleaching material from
paper-stock, without having recourse to the draining.vat...

Paper-stock Washer, a machine for cleansing shredded

rags preparatory to pulping. 1591 SYLVESTER Du Bartas
i. v. 908 Blush not (my book).. To bear about upon thy
*paper-Tables[F./rt7*w^X7<r/(7 dlanc papier], Flies, Butter-

flies, Gnats, Bees, and all the rabbles Of other Insects.

1839 UKI: Did. Arts 940 Processes .. in China to make
paper with the inner bark of their *paper-tree..or Chinese
mulberry, ittfMiXJLBtPAM/^b, Indian Paper-tree, Daphne
cannabina and Edgeworthia Gardneri, Ibid.^ Paper-tree,
of Siam, Trophis aspera. 1858 SIMMONDS Diet. Trade

%

*
'Paper-weight\ a fancy ornament for keeping loose letters

or papers on a table or desk from blowing about. 1893
(J. [Coven] Delectable Duchy 283 He spread the plan on
the table, with a paper-weight on each corner. 1580 HOLLY-
BAND Treas. Fr. Tong, Vn Chassis, a *paper window. 1683
MOXOM Mec/i. Exerc., Printing 361 The Journey-men ..

make every Year new Paper Windows, whether the old will

serve again or no. 1889 Pall Mall G. 26 Feb. 2/2 We were
shown to a clean *paper-windowed room. 1587 HARRISON
England n. xv. (1877) i. 268 Many goodlie houses, .yet they
are rather curious to the eie like *paper worke, than sub-
stantial! for continuance. 1599 Brottghton's Lett. ix. 32
Euery later paperwork of yours is but a Tautology of the
former. 1898 F. HARRISON in \gth Cent. Nov. 802 Books
are tested, precisely like an undergraduate's paper-work.
1900 Daily Netvs 15 Dec. 6/r The paper work is much
above the average, though as yet only the well-educated

part of the audience undertakes paper work. 1841 DOUGLAS
in Proc, Berw. Nat. Club I. No. 9. 246 They reached Mill-
Bank ^paper-works. 1902 ll'tstm. Gaz. 18 Mar. 2/1 The
great paper works at Bermondsey, founded in 1803. 1691
WOOD Atk. Oxon. II. 316 Prynne . . was one of the greatest
*
paper worms that ever crept into a closet or library.

Paper (p^'p3-1)* v.
[f. prec. sb.]

1. trans. To write or set down on paper ;
to

write about, describe in writing. Also absol. or

intr. (quot. 1606). Now rare.

1594 CAREW Tasso (1881) 116 Foorthwhh then ech ones
name is papered. 1606 WARNER Alb. Eng. xiv. To Rdr.
(1612) 337 Set is the soueraigne Sonne did shine when
paperd laste our penne. 1655 Nicholas Papers (Camden)
II. 341 How farther to deale with them I will not paper with

my sence therein. 1865 F. T. BUCKLAND Curios. Nat. Hist.
Ser. in. (1882) 31 A lady. .asked him if be was Robinson
Crusoe that Mr. Auckland had papered. 1886 STKVI.NM>N

Kidnapped 185 I'll have to paper your friend from the

lowlands.

2. To enclose in, put up in, or cover with paper;
to stick (pins, etc.) in a sheet or card of paper
1599 [see PAPERED], 1683 MOXON Mech. E.\:

t
Print, xxi.

P2 The Boy Papers up each sort in a Cartridge by it self.

1718 MRS. EALES Receipt 6 Put 'em in Pots or Glasses, paper

suitable for the cartons, have been papered and indorsed.

3. To stick paper upon (a wall, etc.); to furnish

or decorate (a room) with paper-hangings. (In quot.

1774 the thing stuck on is the subject of the vb.)

1774 Westm. Mag. II. 05 Bills plaister posts, songs paper
ev'ry wall. 1775 ASH, Paper, to adorn with paper, to

furnish with paper hangings. 1823 J. BADCOCK DOM.
Amiiscm. 170 Walls . . may be papered immediately. 1884
G. ALLEN Philistia I. 164 I've had my room papered again
since you saw it last.

b. To line with paper.
1683 MOXON Mech. E.verc., Printing xxii. P i Of Papering

and Laying the Case. Ibid.
t
The other sides of the Box, he

Papers so smooth and tight.

C. Bookbinding. To paste the end-papers and

fly-leaves at the beginning and end of (a volume)
before putting on the cover.

1875 Ure's Diet. Arts I. 423 The books . . having been . .

'

folded, collated, placed and sewn ', and afterwards
'

papered '.

d. To paper out\ to exclude by papering.
1855 MRS. H. A. ROPES Six Montla Kansas'(18561 87 We

must paper out the cold wind.

4. To supply or furnish with paper.
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1883 .V, K Even. Post 13 May, The paper-manufactures

are able to paper the country for a year in . . less than a year.

1890 Sat. Rev. 10 May 583/1 Two stately volumes, very
handsomely printed, papered, and otherwise got up.

b. slang. To fill (a theatre, etc.) by means of

free passes : see PAPER j/>. 4 a.

1879 WEBSTER Supp?. s. v., The house is well papered to-

night. 1885 Punch 31 Jan. 53/2 When on the first night of
a new piece the house is badly

'

papered ',
the effect is likely

to be fatal 1897 W. C. HAZLITT Four Gen. Lit. Faui. I.

in. L 229 The modern practice of papering the theatres was
comparatively unknown.
5. To treat in any way with paper, e.g. to smooth

with sand-paper.
1875 Carpentry <V Join. 144 This will scrape down the

surface of the wood until it is ready for 'papering', i.e.

being further smoothed by glass or sand paper.

t Pa'per-book. Obs. [f. PAPER sb. + BOOK.]
1. A book of blank paper to write in.

1548 EI.YOT Diet. s. v. CodeX) Cartacens code.v^ a paper
booke. a 1568 ASCHAM Scholem. i. (Arb.) 26 After this, the
childe must take a paper booke, and sitting . - by him self,

let him translate into Englishe his former lesson. 1642
HOWELL For. Trav. (Arb.) 23 In reading hee must couch in

a faire Alphabetique paper-book the notablest occurences.

1747 CHESTER F. Lett. (1774) I. xc. 266 To take memo-
randums of such things in a paper book. 1751 EARL ORRERY
Remarks .S"w/y? (1752) 129 On his birth-day.. I sent him a

paper-book, finely bound.

2. Law. A copy of the demurrer book which
contains the pleadings on both sides in an action,
when the issue is one of law, not of fact.

1768 BLACKSTONt; Comm. III. xxi. 317 Copies thereof,
called paper-books, are delivered to the judges to peruke.
1796 Mod. Gnl/h't'r 152 Pleas and paper books conclude this

term. 1818 CRUISE Digest (ed. 2) II. 472 He had com-
pared the case^of Smith?'. Parker in the report, with the

paper-book, which was delivered to one of the Judges who
then sat upon the bench. 1872 Wkarton's LtituLej:.(ed. 5',

Paper book, the issues in law, etc., upon special pleadings,
formerly made up by the clerk of the papers, .an officer for

that purpose, but now by the plaintiff's attorney or agent.

Papered (p^ pa-id), ///. a. [f. PAPER v. +
-ED i.j Covered, lined, decorated, etc., with paper.
1599 T. M[OUI-F:T] Silkwormes 56 Their papred boord

whereon they take repast. 1783 PEACOCK in Phil. Trans.
LXXV, 368 Slip the papered board.. into the recess. 1810
CRABBE Borough xviu. 307 There mark the fractured door
and paper d pane. 1869 E. A. PARKES Pract. Hygiene (ed. 3)

127 The ordinary plastered and papered walls.

Faperer (p^-parai). [f. as prec. + -EH 1.] One
jwho papers (see the verb) ; spec, one who papers
j

a room, a paper-hanger ;
one who fixes pins in '

paper, as the final process in their manufacture.

1844 MRS. CARLYLE Lett. I. 292 The painter, preparatory
to the paperer,.,has kept me expecting him till now. 1873
Ure's Diet. Arts III. 580 The pins are then taken to the

paperers, who are each seated in front of a bench.

Pa'perfol. [-FUL 2.] As much as fills a paper.
1722 DE KOK Col. Jack(\%q3) 45 There was a great deal in

it [a bag of money], and among it a paper-full by itself.

Fa'per-ha:nger. A man whose business it is
,

to cover or decorate the walls of rooms, etc., with

paper-hangings.
1809-12 MAR. EDGEWORTH ^/bmxii,The vulgar present, !

full of upholsterers and paper-hangers, .. pressed upon his
attention with importunate claims. 1901 J, Black's Carp.

<

fy Build.) Home Handier. 42 It is more general to pass the

paperhanger's brush down it first and follow this by apply-
ing a paperhanger's roller.

Pa-per-ha:nging.
1. pT. Paper, usually printed in ornamental de-

signs, used for covering and adorning the walls of
a room, etc. (so called as taking the place of
the cloth hangings formerly used) ; wall-paper.
Rarely in sing. A piece or length of wall-paper.
1693 Lond. Gaz. No. 2899/4 At the Warehouse for New-

fashion'd Hangings, . . are made and sold strong Paper-
Haugings, . . at Three-Pence . . per Yard. 1759 SYMMER in
Phil. Trans. LI. 365, I was surprised to find it .. sticking
against the paper-hangings of my room. 1867 SMILES
Huguenots Eng. vi. (1880) 101 The art of printing paper-
hangings was introduced by some artizans from Rouen.
2. The decorating of a room with, wall-paper.
,!/<?</. An expert in paper-hanging.
Paperie, obs. Sc. form of POPEUY.

Paperiness (p^-psrines). [f. PAPERY a. +
-NESS.] Papery quality.
ifyoAttienzuiii-zb Apr. 537/3 When he has rid his surfaces

of a certain dryness and '

paperiness '.

Papering (p^'psrirj^, vbl. sb. [-INQ!.] The
action of the verb PAPER; covering or decoration
with paper, b. cotter. Paper with which the walls

of a room are covered, paper-hangings.
1825 Greenhouse Coip. I. 248 The most suitable colours..

for the temporary painting, chalking, or papering. 1843
MRS. CARLYLE Lett. I. 203 Your modest allowance for paint-
ing and papering. 1883 Harper's Mag. Feb. 365/1 This
room remains in its original state, with the exception of the

papering.

Pa'per-knife. A knife of ivory, bone, wood,
or other substance, used to cut paper along a fold,

esp. to cut open the leaves of an uncut book.
1806-7 J* BERESFORU Miseries Hum. Life (1826) vm. iii,

Being reduced to make a paper-knife of your finger. 1848
THACKERAY Lett. 28 July, A paper-knife with a Mother of

pearl blade. 1889 BESANT Bell St. PauFs II. 137 Standing
thoughtfully at a table, playing with a paper-knife.
Hence Pa'per-knife v,, to cut with a paper-knife.
1898 Academy 17 Sept 267^2

A fresh batch of publications

..has reached us, The first to be paper-knifed was The
Meaning ofEducation.

Fa*per-ini:ll. A mill in which paper is made.
1498 Privy Purse E*p. Hen. VII 25 May (in Bentley

Excerpta. (1831) 117), For a rewarde yeven at the paper
mylne, 165. &/. 1545 ELYOT, Chartarice officinx, paper
my lies. 1593 SIIAKS. 2 Hen. I'/, iv. vii. 41. -f 1658 CLEVE-
LAND Pet. Poem 64 Where -Scholars Teeth are their own

lone* (Florio), n\ed.L paptssa ,f.

A female pope ;
= POPESS.

see -ESS '.J

Paper-mills. 1707 J. STEVENS tr. Quevedo's Com. Wks.
(1709) 227 As the Rag-women do for the Paper-Mills. 1825
J. NICHOLSON Operat. Mechanic 370 A very large and" -

:ii _.. -\T_: j_^_ . _ r' ir
'

i_ L .i_

capital paper-mill, at Maidstone, in Kent, which is the

principal seat of the paper trade In England. 1875 [/re's

Diet. Arts III. 482 Paper-mills, moved by water-power,
were in operation in Tuscany at the commencement of the
1 4th century.
Hence Pa*per-miller, a man who works in a

paper-mill.
1865 DICKENS Mitt* Fr. iv. vi, No jealous paper-miller.

Pa*per mo:ney. [PAPER ^.1,3.] Negotiable
documents used instead of money, esp. bank-notes,

passing unquestioned from hand to hand ; more

strictly, a paper currency, which by the law of the

country represents money and is a legal tender.

[Cf. c 1400 MAUNDF.V. (Roxb.) x.\v. 117 He [the Crete
Caan] maktz na rnonee but owber of lether or of papire.]
1691 C. MATHER Consid. Bills Credit in A. M. Davis

Tracts (1902) 13, I therefore cannot a little wonder at the

great indiscretion of our Countrymen who Refuse to accept
that, which they call Paper-Mony, as pay of equal value
with the best Spanish Silver. #1697 [? POLI.EXFEN] Disc.
Trade A 5 We have improved Paper Credit, and turn'd it

into Paper-Money, by giving Notes and Bills the privilege
of a new Specie of Coin, and using them for making of most
great payments. Ibid. A. 4 For promoting the sending of
.Silver Money abroad, and using Paper Money at home.

'735 BERKELEY Querist | 219 Whether the abuse of
banks and paper-money is a just objection against the
use thereof? 1776 ADAM SMITH IV. N. n. ii. (18691
I. 291 There are several different sorts of paper money;
but the circulating notes of banks and bankers are the

species which is best known. 1821 in Cobbett Kur. Rides
(1885) I. 35 The desolating and damnable system of paper-
money, 1880 BON*. PRICE in Frasers 31a-?. May 669 What
is real paper money? The answer is, banknotes. They are
written promises by a bank or Government to pay a certain

quantity of coin to the bearer on demand.
attrib. 1740 \V. DOUGLAS Disc. Curr. Brit. Plant. Anicr.

19 We see.. in our Paper Money Colonies, the Currencies
have incredibly depreciated from Sterling. 1823 in Gobbet t

Rur. Rides (1885) I. 268 To put an end to the gains of the

paper-money people. 1828 P. CUNNINGHAM N. S. Wales
(ed. 3) II. 93 [Each] lias charged about the same paper-
money price for his articles.

Papern (p^-pa-m), a. Now dial*
[f.

PAPER
sb* + -EN 4

.]
Of paper.

1616 J. LANE Cont. Sqrfs T. v. 442 With deedles worries

..papern shott. Ibid. vn. 542 But kinge Cambuscan noold

spend manie shott on papern-gunners barrelles (waxinge
hott). [Now common in s. w. dial, Hampsh. to Cornw,, e.g.
1

papern shoes ',

'

a paperen bag
'

: see Eng. Dial. Diet. ]

t Paper-office. Obs. An office or place where
documents were kept : cf. PAPER sb. 7. a. The
older name for the STATE PAPER Office ; spec, the

place near Whitehall where the state papers used
to be kept. b. A place attached to the King's
(Queen's) Bench where legal documents were kept.
1637 WOTTOM Witi

t
Item I leave his said_Majesty all the

Papers.. that perchance his Majesty will think fit to be pre-
served in his Paper-Office. 1670 EVELYN Diary 21 Oct ,

Mr. Jos. Williamson, Master of the Paper Office. 1704 J.
HARRIS Lex. Techn. I. s. v., All .. Letters of Intelligence,
and many other Publick Papers communicated to the King's
Council, or the two Secretaries of State, are afterwards
transmitted to the Paper-Office, wherein they are all disposed
in a place of good Security and Convenience within the

King's Royal Palace. 1707 Ckamfarlayne's St. Eng. in.

692 The Gustos Brevium, Nisi Prius, and the Paper Offices,
are in the Queen's-Bench Office in the Temple. 1707 in

Hearne Collect, g Aug. (O.H. S.) II. 32 The Keeper of y
Paper-Office at Whitehall. ? 1782 in y>th Rep. Dep. Kpr.
App. 270 Paper Office, Application for the old office adjoin-
ing to Whitehall Chapel.

Pa-per-stai:ner. [STAINER, f. STAIN v.]
1. One who stains or colours paper. Humorously

used for an author, esp. an inferior author.

1596 NASHE Saffron IValden Wks. (Grosart) III. 42 Let
anie man but finde mee meate and drinke . . while I am
playing the paper stainer. 1771 Genii, Mag. XLI. 201 The
whole tribe of Paper-stainers, from the sleek Divine, to the
more active Devil at the Printing Office. 1887 Pall Mall
G. 10 Sept. 3/1 The. author, .lacks something of the true

poet, but rises far above the mere purposeless paper-stainer.
2. A maker of paper-hangings.
1756 MOUNSEY in Phil. Trans. L. 19 Mr. Butler, a paper-

stainer, trying to make some discoveries for the better fixing
of colours. 1819 /'. O. Land. Direct. 353 Vincent & Co.,

Paper-stainers. 1902 Westin. Gdz. 3 Oct. 4/3 The wife of
a paper-stainer.

Papery (p#*pari), a. [f. PAPER sb. + -Y.] Of
the consistence of paper; resembling paper; thin

or flimsy in texture.

1627 MAY Ltican iv. (1631) 5 So the ./Egyptians saile with
woven boates Of papery rushes, 1648 HERRICK Hesper.,
Oberon's Feast, The homes of paperie butterflies. 1853
SEEMAN in Pharniac. Jml. XIII. 385 Texture from coria-

ceous to paper j-. 1900 Daily Nezus 12 May 6/5 China silks

..look meagre and papery except when they are of the best.

[Papescent, error for PAPPE.SCKNT in J. and

subseq. Diets.]

Fapess (p^'pes). [ad. F. papesse (1567 in

IlaU.-Darm.), It. paptssa
( a shee-pope, a pope-

Historically used of the alleged Pope Joan 853-55.
1620 BP. HALL Hon. Afar. Clergy ir. ix. 196 Was the

Historic of that their monstrous Papesse of our making?
1678 R. BARCLAY Apol. Quakers x. 10. 294 note, Onuphrius
annotations upon this Papess (or Popess,'. 1866 BARING-
GOULD Cur. Myths Mid. Ages, Antichr. $ Pope Joan 170
She is commonly called the Papess Joan.

II Fapeterie (papetrr). [K.,
= paper-manu-

facture, paper-trade, stationery-case, f. papetier
paper-maker, paper-merchant, in r&t&.'L.papeterius
(1414 in Hatz.-Darin. )irreg.deriv. oipapier paper.]
A case or box, usually ornamental, for paper and
other writing materials ; a stationery-case.
1847 in WEBSTKR. 1880 Print. Trades Jrnl. No. 31. 13
A combination of desk, papeterie, and dispatch-box.

fPa'pey, Obs. Also pappey. [app. a deriv.

of L. papa pope.] A fraternity of priests in

Aldgate ward, London, or their residence.

1598 STOW Suri<. 110 Then come you to the Pappey, a

proper house, wherein sometime was kept a Fraternitie, or
brotherhood of S. Charitie, and S. lohn Kuangelist, called
the Papey, forpoore impotent Priestes, (for in some language
Priestes are called Papes) founded in the yeare 1430. 1790
PENNANT London (1813) 607.

Papey, obs. form of PAPAW.

tPa'p-hawk. Obs. rare- 1

,
[f. PAP j.l -f

ILvwK.J A child at the breast, a suckling.
(71450 Cff!). Myst. (Shaks. Soc.) 179 Popetys and pap-

bawkes I [ Herod] xal puttyn in peyneWith myspereprevyn,
pychyn, and to-pende.

Papllian (p^'fian), a, and sb.
[f. L. Vaphi us

adj. (f. Faphos} + -AN.] A. adj.
1. Of or belonging to Paphos, a city of Cyprus

sacred to Aphrodite or Venus (the Paphian God-

dess, Paphian Queen},
ci6i4 SIR W. MURE Dido $ sEneas n. 753 The Paphyen

Queen such brood did never beare. 1879 FAKKAR St. Pant
(1883) 403 The orgies of the Paphian goddess.
2. transf. Pertaining to love

; esp. pertaining to,

or devoted to, unlawful sexual indulgence; belong-
ing to the class of prostitutes.
1656 B LOU NT Glossogr. s. v., Hence. . Paphian fire or shut

[is taken] for the fire or Arrows of Love. 1742 YOUNG Xig/it
Thoughts vin. 994. 1812 BYRON Cli. liar, i. vii, Now Paphian
girls were known to sing and smile. 1879 E. WALFORU
Londoniantt I. 27 The Paphian sisterhood.

B. sb. 1. An inhabitant or native of Paphos,
2. A devotee of the Paphian Venus

;
a prostitute.

1811 BYRON Hints fr. Horace 690 In turns she'll seem a

Paphian or a prude. 1828 P. CUNNINGHAM N. S. Wales
(ed. 3) II. 270 A miraculously converted Paphian.

Pap-holy: see POPEHOLY.,
Paphood (rse-phud). nonce-wd.

[f.
PAP sb;- +

-HOOD.] Infancy.
1837 Eraser's Mag. XV. 576 Betrothed to thee as thy

*
little wife

'

since the days of paphood.

Papiay, obs. form of POPINJAY.

f Papi-colist. Obs. rare. [f. L. papa pope +
-cola worshipper + -1ST.] A 'worshipper of the

pope
1

,
a papist. So Papi colar a.

1633 T. ADAMS Ex/*. 2 Peter i. 17 The word Trinity, say
our papicolists, is not found in the Scriptures. 1644 Speculum
Iinpietatis 19 The Romish Papicolists are in arms, c 1810
COLERIDGE in Lit, Ran. (1838) III. 364 As a German would
have expressed himself, ..

'

a-not-of-the-Roman-Catholic-

Papicolar-polemics-unmerited, sneer '.

II Fapier mache (pa*py* mcrjj?). Also with

hyphen, and with simple a in machjt which is also

found variously misspelt, [a. F. papier paptr,
m&cht chewed, pa. pple. of mdcher\'-i>* tnasticare

to chew. (See below.)]
A substance consisting of paper-pulp or paper

reduced to a pulp (often mixed with other sub-

stances), and shaped by moulding ;
used for boxes,

jars, trays, various fancy articles, etc. ; finer kinds

consist of sheets of paper pasted together.
1753 MRS. DELAKY Life $ Corr. (1861) III. 262 The

ceiling ornamenting with papier-atachee. 1758 [R. DOSSIL]
Handmaid to Arts in. iv. i. 407 Paper., is rarely made
the subject of japanning till it is converted into papier
ittache. 1759 Contpl. Lett, Writer (ed. 6} 229 A beautiful

and exquisitely carved and gilt chariot of papier mashe.

1766 T. MARTYN Connoisseur No. 91 Some large and
elegant Jars and Vases in Papier inachee, 1816 TINGRY
Varnishers Guide (ed. 2) xi, Colouring articles made of

papier mache. 1879 G. PRESCOTT Sp. Telephone 305 Thin
sheets of papier-mache.

b. attrib. (usually = made of papier mach).
1753 MRS. DELANY Life $ Corr. (1861) III. 160 A pafter~

tnacTiee ceiling. 1777 SIR A. I. ELTON in Burkes Corr.

(1844) II. 137 A papier-mache snuff-box. 1899 Daily New
s^

26 June 8/4 The foundry room, wherein the papier-mache
moulds, or matrices, receive the boiling lead and turn out

complete castings of pages of type.
[Note. Although composed of French words, the name

papier inache appears not to be of French origin ; it is not re-

cognized in the French Dictionaries of the Academic, LSttre',
or Hatz.-Darm. (except in the sense of 'chewed paper',
papier inouille, and figurative uses of this : see Littre). The
term is not in the Description des Arts et Metiers..par
I'Academic des Sciences of 1761; the Journal tie CAgri-
creltiire, du Commerce^ etc., of Sept. 1778, cites it from an

Kngllsh source, translating from the Handmaid to Arts of
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PAPILIONACEOUS.
'
First soak a convenient quantity of whitish paper . . then '

mas/i it in hot water ', etc.]

Papilionaceous (papHi<!fa<?i'j3s), a. Also 7

papill-. [f.
mod.L. papilioitaceus (of insects), in

F. papilionaci (Reaumur 1734); papilionacese (of

plants), Ray 1682 ;
f. L. papilion-em butterfly : see

-ACEOUS.]
1. Of or pertaining to a butterfly or butterflies ;

of the nature of a butterfly ; belonging to the

butterfly tribe. Now rare or Obs.

1668 WILKINS Real Char. n. v. 2. 126 Papilionaceous

Fly. 1713 DERHAM Phys.-Tlicol. IV. xiii. 235 A good though
very brief Description of the Papilionaceous Fly. 1771
Gentl. Mag. XLI. 401 He takes pleasure to impale for days
and weeks the papilionaceous race with corking pins. 1837
T. HOOK Jack Brag xviii, Psyche. .the lovely lively lady
with the papilionaceous wings.

b. Jig. Having the character of which a butterfly

is taken as a type : cf. BUTTERFLY 2.

1832 CARLYLE Misc., Boswclts Johnson 11857! III. 91
A bright papilionaceous creature. 1875 Miss BKAUDON
Hostages to Fortune I. i. 37 The women he has admired
hitherto belong to the papilionaceous tribe.

2. Bot. Applied, from its fancied resemblance to

a butterfly, to that form of flower found in most

leguminous plants, having an irregular corolla

consisting of a large upper petal (the vexillitin

or standard), two lateral petals (the alse or wings),
and two narrow lower petals between these (forming
the carina or keel). Also said of the plant.
1668 WII.KIXS Real Cliar. n. iv. 5. 96 Herbs.. Papillion-

aceous ; the flower having some resemblance to a Butterfly,

asthebloomsof Peaseor Beans, &c. 1693 Phil. Trans. XVII.

766 .Many papilionaceous and winged Plants. 1797 HOL-
CROKT Stolbergs Trav. (ed. 2) III. Ixxviii. 191, I saw the.,

tree of Judas, covered with its. .red papilionaceous flower.

1876 DAKWIN Cross-fertil. \. 5 Papilionaceous flowers. .offer

innumerable curious adaptations for Cross-fertilisation.

Fapilionine (papi'li^nain), a. Entom. [ad.

mod.L. PapilionTn-& (fern. pl.),'f. papilio butter-

fly, in mod. Zool. the name of the typical genus.]

Belonging to the subfamily Papilioninx or swallow-

tail butterflies.

tPaprlious, a. Obs. rare- 1

. [irreg. f. L.

papilio butterfly + -ous.] Allied to the butterfly.

1733 CHEYNE Eng. Malady i. x. f 4 (1734) 98 Silk-worms,
and the other Insects of the papilious Kind.

II Papilla (papi'la). PI. -8B. [L.,
=

nipple,
dim. of PAPULA swelling, pimple.]
1. Zool. and Anat. a. The nipple of the breast ;

the mamilla. (rare in Eng. use.)

[1398 TREVISA Barth. Di P. R. v. xxxiv. (Bodl. MS.\ fe
tette be heed of be pappe hatte papilla in latyne.] 1693 tr.

Blancard's Phvs. Diet. (ed. 2), Papilla, a red Excrescency
in the middle of the Breast. 1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl. s v.,

The lacteal tubes, coming from the several parts of the

breasts, terminate in the Papillse.

b. Any minute nipple-like protuberance, usually
soft and fleshy, in a part or organ of the body :

e. g. those on the skin, specially abundant at the tips of the

fingers and elsewhere, and constituting the apparatus for

the sense of touch (tactile papillx) ; those on the tongue

(circitin-'allate, conical, filiform, foliate, and fungiforvi

pnpillx), most of which are connected with the sense of taste

(gustatory papilla ; those at the tips of the Malpighian

pyramids in the kidney (renalpapillx) ; those in the embryo
which ultimately produce the teeth (dental papillfe) ; and
those in various parts of insects and other invertebrates,

esp. two malodorous organs which can be protruded from

the abdomen in certain beetles. Lachrymalpapilla: aslight

protuberance on the edge of the eyelid, traversed by the

lachrymal duct. Optic papilla : see OPTIC A. 2.

1713 DERHAM Phys.-Thcol.\v. vi. 144 Mr. Cowperhath..
given us veiy elegant Cuts both of the skin, and the Papillae.

1748 HARTLEY O&scrv. Man i. i. 43 The nervous Papillae
which are the immediate Organ in the Senses of Feeling,

Taste, and Smell. 1844 CAKPENTEK Princ. Hum. Phys.

316 The papillx, . .are little elevations of the surface of

the cutis, easily perceptible by the aid of a lens. 1853 Ibid.

(ed. 4) 279 The Dentinal pulp, .makes its appearance in

the form of a papilla, budding-out from the free surface of a

fold or groove of the mucous membrane of the mouth. 1881

MIVART Cat 23 Each hair grows from a single _dermal
papilla only, of which it is the greatly prolonged epidermal

covering. 1888 ROLLESTON & JACKSON Aniin. Life 551 [In

H'

olothurioidea\ The tube feet are either partially or com-

pletely retractile, and furni>hed with a terminal disc. .or

they are conical papillz without discs.

c. Path. A small papule or pimple.
1797 M. BAILLIE Morb. Anat. (1807) 152 Papilla: and

pustules, somewhat resembling the small-pox. 1892 Syd.
Soc. Lex., Papilla. .Also, a diminutive of Papula.
2. Hot. A small lieshy projection upon any part

of a plant.
1848 CKAIG, Papilla.. \n Botany, the minute puncta upon

the surface of a leaf; the vesicles on leaves of twigs [etc.].

1870 HOOKER Stud. Flora 37 Pepperwort. .papillse scale-

like when dry. 1885 GOODALE Physiol. Bot. U892) 15; In

the earliest stage of its development the leaf is a mere papilla

consisting of nascent cortex., and nascent epidermis.

Papiliar (pnrpilai, papi'lai), a. [ad. mod.L.

papiliar- is : see next.]
= next.

1830 R. Ksox Btclard's Anat. 143 Small papiliar emi-

nences, which are much more distinct upon the denuded

dermis, than when seen through the epidermis. 1861 HULME
tr. Mm]uin-Tandon II. vi. vi. 306 A case of papiliar and
v^ii ular inflammation.

Papillary (pse'pHiri, papi'lArf), a. [f. L.

papilla v
see above) + -ARY ; cf. F. papillaii'c (1690

in llatz.-Darm.).] Of the form or nature of a

410 PAPIST.

papilla; containing, furnished with, or consisting
' could see him making squibs of his papillotes. 1778 Kefuta-

of papilla; ; of, pertaining to, or affecting papilla:.
tuM ' L he wlld ^vonla stl" --n fash

'--
n

-
doats

'
And lurns

Papillary body: the papillary layer of the skill. Papillary
muscles : bundles of muscular fibre springing from the walls

of the ventricles of the heart and attached to the chorda
tendiiiex.

1667 Phil. Trans. II. 492 Concerning the Tongue, the

same Author [Malpighi] has discovered in it many little

Eminences, which he calls Papillary. 1713 DURHAM Pliys.-

Thcol. iv. v. (17271 140 note, The outward Cover of the

Tongue, .under which lie papillary Parts. 1886 FAGGE &
PVE-SMITH Princ. Mcd. (ed. 2) II. 613 The papillary layer of

the cutis. 1899 Allbntfs Syst. Mcd. VI I. 847 Irregular con-

traction of the papillary muscles.

b. Hot. Of the nature of a PAPILLA (sense 2).

1874 LL'BBOCK Wild Flowers iii. 54 The papillary edge of

the summit of the pistil is the stigma.

Papillate (jwpilrt, papi-l/t), a. [ad. mod.L.

papilfilt-us, f. papilla : see -ATE -
2.]

1. Furnished or covered with papillae.

1857 MAVNE Expos. Lex., Papillahis. .papillate. 1874 E.

COUES Bints N. \V. 629 Two short, obtuse cornua, which
are thickly papillate. 1887 W. PHILLIPS Brit. Discomycetes

96 Hymenium same colour, papillate, granular.

2. Formed into a papilla, papillary.
1890 in Cent. Diet.

Fapillated (pwpiWted), a. [f. as prec. +

-EDM = PAPILLATE a.

i8z8 STARK Elfin. Nat. Plist. II. 69 Branchiae projecting,
in the form of scaly plates, papillated, or like cirri. 1834
M'MuRTRiE Cuvier's Aniin. Kingd. 141 The neck invested

with a plumeless and papillated skin. 1897 Allbittl's Syst.
Med. II. ro58 A papillated, or a simple mouth.

Papille-ctomy. Surg. [f.
PAPILLA + Gr. &TO/IIJ

excision.] The excision of papillae.
1000 Brit. Med. Jrnl. 3 Feb. 248 Kenal Papillectomy.

Papilliferous (poipilrferas), a. [f. mod.L.

papillifer, in F. papillifire .Littrej, f. papilla + -fer

bearing + -ous.J Bearing papilla:.
1826 KiKiivS: Sp. F.ntomol. IV. 351 Cauda.,5. Papilliferous

(I'npillifera). When at the last segment but one the tail

soft tubercles or excrescences. 1900 Brit. Med. Jrnl.

2ojan. 137 'I'hc perforation of papilliferous cysts.

Papillifbrni (pftpi'lifjsiim),
. (erron. papillae-

form.) [f. mod.L. papilliform-is ,
f. as prec. +

-FORM.] Of the form of a papilla ; nipple-shaped.
1828 STARK Elem. Nat. Hist. II. 396 Anus at the posterior

extremity, and a papilliform filament near it. 1861 HULME
tr. Moquin-Tandon II. Ml. iv. 143 The Leech then draws a

small papiliform piece of the skin into its mouth. 1878 BELL

CegenJ-aur's Comp. Anat. 139 A thicker cuticular layer is

formed on papilliform processes.

II Fapillitis v pa:piloi'tis). Path. [mod.L. : see

-ITIS.] Inflammation of the optic papilla.

1892 Syd. Soc. Lex. s. v. Papilla, congestion. All cases of

inflammation of the Optic disc are now usually designated

Papillitii. 1899 Allbntfs Syst. Mcd. VII. 657 Attended

with headache and a slight degree of papillitis.

i Papilloma (psepil#>'ma). J'al/i. PL -ata.

[f.
PAPILLA + Gr. ending -<apn, -oma = formation ;

cf. CONIIYLOMA.] A tumour of the skin or of

a mucous membrane, consisting of an overgrown

papilla or group of papillae, usually covered with

a layer of thickened epidermis or epithelium ; e.g.

a wart, corn, condyloma, etc.

1866 A. FLINT Princ. Mcd. (1880) 45 A papilloma is com-

posed of papillae, often very large and irregular in shape.

1873 T. H. GKEEN Introd. Pathol. (ed. 2) 151 The Papillo-

mata are new formations resembling in structure ordinary

papillae, and like these they grow from cutaneous, mucous,
or serous surfaces.

Comb. 1897 AUbuiCt Syst. Med. II. 1122 Papilloma-llke

growths in cysts. Hid. IV. 837 A papilloma-like mass.

Hence || Papillomato'sis, the formation of a

papilloma; Fapillo-matous a., of, pertaining to,

or of the nature of a papilloma.
1872 PEASLEE Ovar. Tumors 20 The benign papillo-

matous or dendritic form of tumor. 1897 AUbiitt's Syst.

Med. IV. 683 A small papillomatous growth. 1899 J.

HUTCHINSON Arch. Surf. X. No. 38. 182 Family proclivity

to cancer and to papillomatosis go together.

Papillose fpwpfl*
1

*), a. [ad. mod.L. papil-

los-us, f. papilla : see -OSE I.]
Full of or beset

with papilla: or nipple-like projections.

1752 HILL Hist. Aniin. 425 The Anas, with a naked

papillose face. The Muscovy Duck. 1753 CHAHBEM ( yd.

Supp. s. v. Leaf, Papillose Leaf, one whose surface is

covered with little roundish protuberances, or vesicles.

1835-6 TODD Cycl. Anat. I. 532/1 The tongue, .becomes

soft and papillose. 1877-84 F. E. HULME H'itd t'l. p. xvi,

Burdock. Anthers exserted : filaments papillose.

Hence Papillo-sity, papillose condition.

1881 WEST in Jrnl. Bat. X. No. 220. 115 The papillosity

of the upper part of the back of the nerve alone thoroughly

distinguishes it.

Papillose-, used as combining adverbial form

of mod.L. papillosns PAPILLOSE, as in Papillcrso-

a'sperate a., rough with closely set papillae.

1846 DANA Zoopli. (i 848) 491 Surface of the coralla papilloso-

a

papillote (pse-pil0t, -ft). Also 8 papillot,

papilliot(e, 8-9 papillotte, 9 papilotte. [a. F.

papillate (Mme de Scvigne a 1696), app. a verbal

sb. from *papilbtcr, a supposed deriv. of papi/hit

Initterfly.] A curl-paper.
1748 II. WALPOLE Let. to If. S. Con-.uayb Oct., 1 wish you

thy satire into papillotes. 1797 MKS. A. M. BENNETT Beggar
Girt (1813) III. 169 A papilliot having dropped from madame's
tete. 1831 BREWSTER Nat. Magic iii. (1833) 42 Her fingers
were in active motion among the papillotes.
atlrib. 1845 STOCQUELER Handbk. Brit. India (1854) So

A good supply of papillote paper.

Papillous (papi-lss), a. Now rare or Obs.

[ad. mod.L. papillosus: see -ous.] *= PAPILLOSE.

1718 J. CHAMBERLAYNE Relig. Philos. (1730) I. xiv. 6

1'he Particles of the Olfactory Matter . . must strike with

some Force against the Papillous Tegument, to produce the

Sense of Smelling. 1822-34 Good's Study Med.
(e_d. 4)

IV. 486 Cuticle below the scabs . . dotted with papillous

apertures, oozing fresh matter.

Papillule (papi'l'/Jl . [ad. mod.L. papilltila,
dim. of papilla.'} A minute papilla ;

in Entom.

applied to a small elevation or depression with

a minute papilla in the centre. Hence Papi'llu-
late a., beset with papillules.
1826 KIRBV & SP. Entomol. IV. 274 Papillule (Papillula),

a tubercle or variole with an elevation in its centre. Papillu-
late (Papilltilata), beset with many papillules. Ex. Elytra
of DynasU's Hercules 9 -

tPa'pin. Obs. In^papyn. [app. a. f.papiu,
now '

pap for children '. Cf. Sc. Pappin
' a sort

of batter or paste, generally made of flour and

water, used by weavers for dressing their linen warp,
or their webs

'

(Jam.).] A dish composed of milk,

flour, and yolks of eggs, sweetened with sugar.
c 1430 Two Cookery-bks. 9 Papyns. Take fayre_Mylke an

Flowre, an drawe it borw a straynoure, an set it ouer be

fyre, an let it boyle a-whyle [etc.].

Papinga, -gay, -go, -jay, obs. ff. POPINJAY.

Papin's digester: see DIUESTEB 4.

t Papion, -oun. Obs. [a. OF. papion, ad.

med.L. papio, -onem, of unknown origin.] A
carnivorous beast used in Bunting ; app. the cheetah

or hunting leopard.
[a 1244 J AC. DE VITRIACO Hist. Orient. (DuCange), Papiones

quos appellant canes silvotres acriores quam lupi. a 1375
MAUNDEV. (French text) (Roxb.) v. 14 En Cipre lem_chace
ouesqe papions, qi semblent leopardz priuez, qi preignont

trop bien les bestes sauvages.] c 1400 (English text) ibid.,

In Cipre men huntes with papiouns[J/S.C0//. Tit. papyouns;
v. rr. papions, pampeons], be whilk er lyke to leoperds. 1598

j

HAKLL-YT I'oy. I. 98 (tr. ltin.fr. U'ill. de Rubruquis, 1253)

The Tartars . . make themselues two gownes . . of woolues

skins, or Fox skins, or else of Papions [orig. de pellibtis

lupinis, vel vulpibus, vel papionibus].

Papir, papire, obs. forms of PAPKK.

Papish. pi?
!

'pij),
s6. and a. Now dial. [app.

f. pape, dial, form of POPE (V.pape, L. papa .]

A. adj. Papistical, popish. (A hostile epithet.)

1546 GARDINER Dcclar. Joye 21 b, This they wyll aske

me. Thow papysshe bysshop and folish lawer, doest thow

deny predestination 1 \Sidt note} They vse the word papish,

I

to stop euery mans mouth withall. 1366 in Peacock Eng.
\ Ch. Furniture (1866) 137 The vestments,albs,amesses.. that

belong to the papishe priste. 1759 DILWORTH Pope 148

None but apish and papish brats will heed him. c 1817

HOGG Tales %Sk. III. 160 The rebel crew, and their papish

prince. 1808 CROCKETT Stand. Hearer xiv. 118 He had

been a Papish priest some-gate in his youth.

B. sb. = PAPIST, dial, or illiterate.

1604 in R. E. C. Waters Parish Keg. Eng. (1883) 68

Christian Steevens. .was buried by women, for she was a

papishe. 1668 DRVDEN Sir M. Mar-all IV. i, There are

some Papishes, I'll warrant, that lie in wait for my daughter.

1792 MAD. D'ARBLAY Let. to Mrs. Phillips Sept., Upon the

. supposition that, being nothing but French paplshes, they
would never pay. 1802 COLERIDGE Lett., to T. U'edgivood

(1895)417 The climate and country are heavenly, the inhabi-

tants Papishes. 1828 Cra-.-cn Gloss, (ed. 2', Papish, a papist.

1894 LVT-ILE Betsy Gray 16 (E.D. D.) Ye ca'd him a Papish
an

1

a rebel.

Pa-pisher. Obs. or dial. [See-ER'.] =prec.B.
1823 SCOTT Peveril xxi, This plot that they are pursuing

the Papishers about. 1836 J. H. NEWMAN Lett. (1891) II.

199 Dr. Wiseman (somewhat coolly) has sent me down two

fresh Papishers last night.

Papism (pfi'piz'm). [a. F. papisme (1578 in

Hatz.-Uarm.), f. as next + -ISM.] The papal

system ; popery ;
Roman Catholicism.

1550 BALE Apol. 83 If all thynges muste be persolued, that

hathe bene prornysed in papisme. 1553 HECON Kfltf. Rant

(1563) 138 So long as y Masse endureth.so long shall pap|sme
continue. <ji6i4 P. LH.IE Two Serin. (1619) 47 Papisme
. . is not a total defection, but an aberration, from Christ

1716 M. DAVIES At/ten. Brit. II. 381 Invocation of Saints,

Church-Ornaments, Priest-Ve-tments, Altar-Garments, or

such like Fundamental Articles of Papism. 1850 H. \\.

GREVILLE Diary (1883) 373 He [Bennet] enters into the

whole case of Puseyism, . . Papism, his own position.

Papist (papist). [a. F. papiste (1525 in

GodeT. Compl^, or ad. i6th c. \..papista, i.papa

pope: see -IST.]

1. An adherent of the pope ; esp. an advocate of

papal supremacy ; also, more generally, a member

of the Roman Catholic Church ;
a Roman Catholic

or Romanist. (Usually hostile or opprobrious.)

some Papistis in Corners. 1657 J. SERGEANT Scfiisia
'.

/,dV;'/ 656 Tis clear that al Roman-Catholikes, that is, all

Communicants wilh the Church of Rome or Papists las

ihey call them) hold the substance of the Pope's Authority.



PAPISTIC.

1699 TANNER 28 Apr. in Pcpys' Diary (1879) VI. 186 The
Papists and other enemies of the Ch. of England. 1781
GIBBON Decl. <y F. xx. II. 152 note, In the beginning of the

last century, the Papists of England were only a thirtieth,

and the Protestants of France only a fifteenth part of the

respective nations. 1891 Times 10 Oct. 5/3 In spite of the

clamour of the extreme Papists, the Vatican recognized that

it had still to look to the Italian Government for protection.

2. attrib. or quasi-adj. PAPAL.

1819 LADY MORGAN Autobiog. (1859) 277 There, and in the

bright hopes that opened to them of getting rid of papist

government, it is that Honaparte is a loss to Europe.
Hence Fa-pistlike a. ; Fa'pistly adv.

1579 FULKE Refnt. Rastcl 739 To reason from the

authoritie ofmen negatiuely, is Papistlike. 1716 M. DAVII-.S

A then. Brit. III. Diss. Drama 29 He was suspected to be
a Papist or Papistly affected.

Fapi'stic, a. (sl>.) [f.
as prec. + -ic; cf. K.

papistique (i6th c. in Littre').]

1. = PAPISTICAL. (Usually hostile.)

1545 JOYK Exp. Dan. vii. 108 b, Lykewyse in the papistik

chirche, what a multitude 8: variete is there of laudable in

syghte ceremonis. 1624 BriefInform. Aft Palatinate 49
The Armie of the Papistique League .. did extreamely
rauage the low Palatinate. 1774 WARTOS Hist. Poetry v.V\\.

(1840) III. 130 Service-books for the old papistic worship.
i844LiNGARD J4^/tf-.$'<z-r. C/t. (1858) II. xiii, 259 notc

t
\ do not

see why the papistic prelate Dunstan has not as good_a
claim to the honours of a reformer as either Alfred or /Klfric.

2. ahsol. or sb. = PAPIST i.

1589 Marfirel. Epit. (1843) 21 The papistics affirming al!

their traditions to be agreeable, .to the word.

Papistical (pipi'stikil),*. [f.
as prec. + -AL.]

Of, pertaining to, or of the nature of a papist or

papists ; adhering to the pope ; of, pertaining, or

adhering to the Church of Rome and its doctrines,

ceremonies, and traditions ; popish. Usually hostile

or opprobrious. (In quot. 1568 PAPAL.)
1537 CROMWELL in Merriman Life ff Lett. 17 July (1902)

II. 65 Soo his grace cannot a litle mervayl to here of the

papistical! facion that is mayntained in that town. 1568
GHAFTON Chron. II. 599 Aspiryng to ascend to the Papi-
stical! Sea. 1654 WHITLOCK Zootomia 358 Our Protestant

Jesuitcs. .(as well as the Papisticall) care not for converting
those Indians that have no Gold. 17678. PATER8OM^4ff0Mtf?"
Trav. II. 66 A papistical or a calvinistic saint. 1873 M*
COLLINS Squire Silchcster II. ii. 17 The decorations had
become unpopular. Somebody had called them Papistical.

Papi'stically, adv. [f. prec. + -LY -.] In

a papistical mariner
; popishly.

1572 ABP. PARKER C0rr. (Parker Soc.) 403 Inquire of such
unordered persons papistically set. 1655 BAXTER Quaker
Catech. 30 These Quakers that Pharisaically and Papistically

Justine themselves. 1848 J. H. NEWMAN Loss fy Gain 207
What is called papistically inclined.

fPapi'Sticate, v. Obs. nonce<mi. [f. PAPISTIC
+ -ATE 3.] trans. To render papistic.
1746 W. HORSLEV Fool(n$i II. 67 Though he may not

make them Traitors, yet he may Popefy, or Papisticate them.

Papistry (p^-pistri). [f.
PAPIST + -KY.] The

doctrine or system of papists ; popery ; the Roman
Catholic religion or faith. (A hostile term.)
15.. Pore Helpe in Skeltons Wks. (Dyce) I. p. cix, Say-

inge it is but papistrie, Yea, fayned and hipocrisy. 1549
LatimeSs 2nd Serin, bef. Edw. I'I, To Rdr. (Arb.) 54 The
abolishmenteofal! papestrie. 1549-62 STERNHOLD& H. Ps.

t

Come Holy Spirit, Keepe us from sects and errors all, and
from all Papistrie. 1617 MORYSON /tin. i. 121 There was
now small hope of reducing England to papistry. 173*
NEAL Hist. Purit. I. 596 Because Papistry was odious.

i&$6\VnfrT:iERjfarjrGarvin xxix. Beholding. .The stranger
cross his forehead with the sign of Papistrie.

t Fa'pize, v. Obs. [f. L. papa POPE + -IZE.]
intr. To act or play the pope ;

to act on the side

of the pope or papal system ; b, trans. To render

papal or popish. Hence fPapized///. a., imbued
with popery, conformed to the papal system ;

t Papizing vbl. sb. and ppl. a., playing the pope ;

following papal doctrines or practices.
1612 R. CARPENTER Soules Sent. 41 It is only an opinion

of papizing Paganes. 1629 BRENT tr. Jewell's Epist. in

Sarpfs Council Trent, etc. 854 When we see that nothing
is decreed in the Councell, but at the Popes pleasure, why
may wee not say that the oracles of the Councels doe Papi/eV

ij9 FULLER Holy M7ar\\\. xxix. (1840) 170 Protestants cut
off the authority from all papized writers of that age. 1692
Scotck Presbyt. Eloq. (1738) 80 Papising Prelates. 111843
SOUTHRV Comtn.-pl. Bk. III. 519 He is accused of Papizing,
because he wishes for conciliation.

Paplette, paplote, variants of PAPELOTE Obs.

Papolatry (p#pp-latri). itoiue-wd.
[f. I., papa

pope + -I.ATRY.] Worship of, or excessive rever-

ence for, the pope. So Papolatrous a., charac-

terized by 'papolatry*.
1894 Contcmp. Rev. Aug. 302 Preachers of papolatry. Ibid.

303 The new papolatrous and dogmapoeic movement.

!! Papoose (pap/rs). Also 7 pappouse, pa-
pouse, 8-9 pappoose. [An Algonquin word :

in Narragansett papoos, Pequot pouppous (i.e. poo-
poos).] A North-American Indian young child.

1634 W. WOOD New Eng. Prosp. (1865) 108 This little

Pappouse travells about with his bare footed mother to

paddle in the IcieClammbankes. 1677 I. MATHER New Eng.
(1864) 197 They thought, .to make the KnijHsh believe those
base Papooses were of royal Progeny. 1809 KENDALL Trav.
I. xiii. 152 From papoose, a word by which, as it is said,
some of the Indians mean a child. 1865 K. PARKMAN
Clianiplain xii. (1875) 348 Naked pappooses screamed and
ran. 1890 I,. C. D'Ovi.E Notches 28 Strapped in that queer
contrivance in which squaw-; carry their papooses.

441

b- Comb. 1866 Treats. Bot. 844/2 Papoose-root, the root
of Caulopkyllifin thalictroides.

I! Papoosh, papouch e (pap/7 J). Also 7 papu-
cha, 9 papoush : see also BABOUCHE, PABOUCH.

[a. Pers.
(ji*>lj paposh (Turkish _

y\> pabtttch}

slipper, shoe, f. Pers. b pa foot + tji*J posk cover-

ing.] A Turkish or Oriental slipper.
1682 WHKI.ER Jonm. Greece n. 187 They slip off their

Papuchas, or Shoes, when they go in to do their Devotions.
Ibid. v. 349 They never wear Papouches, or Slippers, like

the Turks. 1835 WILLIS Pencillings II. liii. 115 A ragged
and decrepit dervish, with his papooshes in his hand. 1847
THACKKRAV Eastern Adv. Fat Contrib. Wks. 1900 XIII.
621 His pipes, narghiles, yataghans, and papooshes made
him a personage of no small importance.

f Pappe, sb. Obs. [a. Y. pappe, ad. L. pappus,,]

= PAFl'US.

1657 TOMI.INSON Rcnoifs Disp. 356 Flowers, which., wither
and lurne into pappe or down.

fP^ppe, z'. Obs. rare-*. [? Connected with PAP
sb$ and z'. 1 Cf. It. pappare

*
to feed with pap*

(Klorio).] trans. To feed, cram, pamper.
?fzi4oo in Wright Rcq. Ant. II. 41 To pappe and pampe

her fleische.

Pappesceiit (paepe'sent) , a. Bot. Also crron.

papesc-. [f. ^.papp-ns : see -ESCKXT.] Producing
a pappus, as composite plants.
1720 ULAIR in Phil. Trans. XXXI. 33 The Esulx and

Tithymali^vti Catliartick ; tho' both these are Lactescent,
yet they differ from those which are PappeMcent also. 1731
ARBUTHHOT Alitnents\\. (1735)211 Cooling, lactescent, pape*
scent Plants, as Cichory, Lettuce, Dandelion. 1732 Kales
<'f Diet 346 Some lactescent papescent Plants as Endive.

Pappet, obs. variant of POPPET, PUPPET.

PappiferOUS (pivprferes), a. Bot. rare-".

[f.
L. papp-its + -FEHOUS.] Bearing a pappus.

1890 in Lent. Diet. 1893 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

Pappiforni (psppifjKbn), a. Bot. rare" , [f.

L. papp-iis + -FOHM.] Having the form of a

pappus. 1866 Treas. Bot. 844/2.

Papple, dial. var. TOPPLE, cockle (weed).
Papponymic (p&p0ni*mik). nonce-ivd. [f. Gr.

TraTTTr-o? grandfather, 9&\xxpatronymic^ (See quot.)
1875 M. A. LOWER Eiig. Surnames (ed. 4) II. vii. 73 Those

who assumed the latter [Jfac] adopted llie father's name or

Patronymic, while those who took the former [O'J, chose
the designation of the grandfather, the Paf/ponytnic,

Pappoose, pappouse, variants of PAPOOSE.

Pappose (prep^s), a. Bot. [ad. mod. ISot. L.

papposus (in I7th c. botanists): see PAPPUS and

-OSE.] Furnished with a pappus; of the nature of

a pappus, downy.
1691 RAY Creation i. (1692) 99 That pappose Plumage

growing upon the Tops of some of them [Seeds]. 1703
J. PETIVER in Phil. Trans. XXIII. 1422 Above a dozen

pappose spikes. 1861 LICNTLHY Man. Bot. 575 Calyx ..

superior, with a membranous or pappose limb.

Pappous (pae-pas), a. Bot. [See prec. and

-ous.j
=

prec.
1658 SIR T. BROWNE Card. Cyrus iii, 155 The seeds of

many pappous or downy flowers. 1785 MAKTVN Rousseau's
Bot. xxviii. (1794) 430 It consists of pappous or villous hairs.
1806 GALFINE Brit. Bot. 409 Salix. . .Seeds pappous.

II Pappus (parpps). [mod.L., a. Gr. irainros.']

1. Bot. The downy or feathery appendage on
certain fruits, esp. on the achenes or '

seeds' of

many Composite, as thistles, dandelions, etc.
;

hence extended to the reduced calyx of Composites

generally, whether downy, bristly, scaly, toothed,
or membranous.
1704 J. HARRIS Lex. Techn. I, Pappus, in Botany, is that

.soft light_ Down, which grows out of the Seeds of some
Plants, such as Thistles, Dandelion, Hawkweed, etc. 1811
A. T. THOMSON Lond. /?/>.( 1818) 405 The capsulf is crowned
with a feathery pappus. 1866 Treas. Bot. 844/2 Pappus,
the

calyx of composites, in which that organ is reduced to
a membrane, or scales, or hairs, or a mere rim.
Comb. 1847 W. E. STEELE Field Bot. 22 Cal. with a

superior membranous or pappus-like limb. 1870 HOOKER
Stud. Flora 212 Tragopogon.. pappus-hairs in many series.

Ibid. 1 88 Centaureanigra.. pappus-scales short unequal or O.

2. Anat. (See quots.)
1857 MAYNE Expos. Lex., Pappus. Anat. Term for the

first downy beard of the chin. 1893 Syd. Soc. Lex., Pappus.
..Also, the downy hair of the skin and cheeks.

Pappy (piE'pi), sh.l* [dim. of PAPA.] A child's

pet-name for
' father'. Now rare.

1763 UicKiiRSTAhF Lffi'e in Village 66 Come, be a dear

good-natured pappy. 1782 Miss BtWlCT Cecilia vi. viii,

O no, Pappy has a world of business to settle first. 1897
'

(X'iDA
' Massurenes xx, Now they were doing the same

with poor pappy.

Pappy, sb* [dim. of PAP sb:-] A nursery

equivalent of PAP sl>.~ (also dial, of PAP J<M).
1807 K. S. HARRETT All Talents 38 A giant sputt'ring

pappy from the spoon.

Pappy (parpi), a.
[f. PAP sb:~ + -Y.] Of the

nature or consistence of pap ; soft and wet.

1676 WISEMAN C/tirury. Treat, v. ix. 386, 1 saw it [his head]
swell'd in severall places: some of the Swellings were bii;

and pappy. 1762 MILLS Syst. Pract. /ins/'. 1. 137 A sward
of their roots laid over a very pappy mud. 1849 JHacfav.

.'/<?<'. LXVI. 103 A pappy potato, salted in the boiling* ,

1896 Allbntt's Syst. tiled. 1. 402 LJread crumbs and milk
in ("me pappy condition.

b. jig. Feeble in character,
l

milk-and-\vatery '.
J

PAPWORT.
1809 \V. BLAKE Descr. Catal. No. 9 There would soon be

an end of proportion and strength, and it would be weak,
and pappy! ..and thick-headed, like his own works. 1893
G. ALLEN Scallywag I. 67 You . .left me to talk half the day
to that pappy, sappy, vappy big Englishman.

c. Comb., &* pappy-headed.
1828 Sou'THRY Ep. to A. Cunningham, An honest fellow of

the numskull race ; And, pappier-headed still, a very goose.

Papre, Papry, obs. forms of PAPER, POPERY.

fPapse. Obs. rare" 1
. The name of some

game or sport ;
or pern. //. pranks.

1440 York Afyst. xxix. 358 And sone schall ye see Howe
we schall play papse for fe pages fn-owe.

I! Papula (p0c-pi/?la;. PI. -ffl. [L.,
=

pustule,

pimple, in form a dim. of *papa y app. from a root

pap- to swell.]
1. Path. = PAPULE i.

1706 PHILLIPS, Papula, a Swelling with many reddish

Pimples that eat and spread. 1875 B. MEADOWS Clin. Obscrv.
22 The

papulae remain, a hair plainly seen in the centre of
t-acb. 1876 1 K-IIKINC Dis. SA'i'M 41 Papulae are circumscribed.
solid elevations of the skin, varying in size from a pin-head
to a split pea.
2. tool, and Bot. = PAPULE 2.

1857 [see PAiTi.iri-iKorsl. 1870 I'.KNTi.Kv Man. Kot. fed. 2)

58 Those with one secreting cell placed above the level of
the epidermis art fitquently termed papula; or papilla;.

Papular (parpiwlaa;, a.
[f. prec. + -AR.] Per-

taining to or of the nature of papules or pimples.
1818-20 E. Tiio.Mi-soN tr. Cullers Nosol. Method, (ed. 3)

321 These papular affections are peculiar to infants. 1879
.SV. i.'n-f-gcs Uosp. Kcp. IX. 2i'i Administration interfered
with by. .a papular eruption.

Papularde, obs. form of PAPELAKD.

Pa'pulated, a.
[f.

L. papula + -ATE 2 2 t -EH
'.]

Covered \\ith or marked by papules or pimples.
1822-34 (,'W, Study Mid. (ed. 4) IV. 463 A harsh

populated or watery rind, 1874-88 W. WILLIAMS Princ.
<y Pract. I'ct. Mcd. (ed. 5) 218 The disappearance of the

populated eruption.

Papulation (psepiwl^Jan). [n. of action f.

\.. faputarc to produce papitl
3 or pimples.] The

formation oi papules or pimples.
1877 KotiKtus Htindbk. Mcd. (ed. 3) I. 161 Population is

deferred till the ytb, 8th, 9th, or lolh day. 1899 Allbutfs
Syst. Mcd. VIII. 607 The population, .is as frequently the

consequence of the scratching as its cause.

Papule (pae'pi^r. [ad. L. papula; of. F.

papule (1555 in Hatz.-Darm.).]
1. Path. A small, solid, somewhat pointed swell-

Ing of the skin, usually inflammatory, without

suppuration ;
a pimple.

[1857 MAYXI-: has only Papula.\ 1864 W. T. Fox Skin
Dis. 30 Papules and vesicles may exist in abundance with

very little erythema. 1893 Syd. Soc. Lex. s. v., The minute

anatomy and pathology of papules are very various.

2. Zool. and Bot. = PAPILLA i b, 2.

1872 II. C. WOOD J-'rcsh-ll'ater Algy 11874.1 22 3 Nodules
approximate, with their papules applanate.

Papulrferous, a.
[f.

L. papula + -^I)FEBOUS

bearing.] Bearing papules ; papilliferous.
1857 MAYNF, E.vpps. Lex., Papultfemist Bot. Having or

bearing papulae, as the branches, leaves and calyces of the

Mesenibryanthfinuiiiptipuliferutn : papuliferous.

Papulo- (pas'pittLs), used as combining form
of PAPULA, PAPULE, in pathological terms, as

Fa'pulo-erythe'ina, .erythema accompanied by
papules ; hence Fa'pulo-erythe'matous a., char-

acterized by papulo-erythema. Fa pulo-ptvstiilar
a. t characterized by swellings resembling papules
but containing pus. Fa :pnlo-sq.ua-mous a., char-

acterized by papules covered by scales. Pa-pulo-
ve side, a swelling resembling a papule, but

containing fluid ; hence Fa-.pulo-vesi'cnlar a.
t

characterized by papulo-vesicles.
1899 Allbntt's Syst. Mcd. VIII. 808 Gyrate patches of

erythema or *papulo-erythema. Ibid, 697 Preceded by
a *papulo-erythematous condition. Ibid, 86q A *papulo-
pustular skin-affection. 1876 DUHRING Dis. Skiniw Where
the process runs into a *papulo-squamous stage. Ibid. 67
A great variety of .stages of exudation .. giving rise to the

.papule, *papulo-vesicle, vesicle [etc.]. 1875 li- MEADOWS
Clin. Observ. 47 An irritable and 'papulo-vesicular patch on
the back of each hand.

Papulose (i^pi/dJu's), a. [ad. mod.L. paptt-
los-us'. see PAPULA and -OSE

;]
Covered with

papules or papilla? ; papillose.
17767. LEK Introd. Bot. Explan. Terms 385 Papulosunt^

papulose, covered with vascular Punctures. 1830 LINDLEY
Nat. Syst. Bot. 57 Stigmata.. papulose, or pencil-formed.

So Papulo'sity.
1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Papulosity, fulness of pimples or

blisters. 1658 in PHILLIPS.

Papulous (pce-pi7/bs), a.
[f.

as prec. + -ous.]
Covered with or characterized by papules, papu-
lose ; of the nature of a papule, papular.
1818-20 E. THOMPSON tr. Cnlletis Nosol. MctJtod. (ed. 3)

320 The varieties of papulous eruption are comprehended
under three genera. 1899 Allbutfs Syst. Med. VIII. 606

Among the papulous diseases of the skin.

Papure, obs. form of PAPER.

t Pa-pwort. Obs. [f. PAP sb* (?) + WORT.]
An old name of the herb Mercury.
a 1400-50 Stock/i. Med. MS. 203 Mercuric or papwourt/

or J>e moresmerewourt : tutrcnrialts. 159^ GKKARI )(://?///
App., Papwort is Mercuric.

Papy, obs. form of POPPY.



PAPYR.

Papyllardie, variant of PAPELARDY Obs.

f Papyr, papyre, anglicized forms of PAPYKUS.'
1601 HOLLAND Pliny xin. xi. I. 392 The very bodie..of

the Papyr it selfe,serveth very well to twist and weave ther-

with little boats. 1662 STILLINGFL. Orig. Sacr. Ded. i Moses,
when exposed in an Ark of Nilotick papyre. 1855 BAILEY

Spir. Leg. in Mystict $tG. (ed. 2) 83 Nile born papyr.

Papyr, -e, obs. forms of PAPER.

Papyraceous (pJEpir^^Jas), a. A"at. Hist. [f.

I*, papyr- its (see PAPER) + -ACEOUS.] Of the con-

sistence or thinness of paper; of the nature of

paper ; papery.
1752 SIR J. HILL Hist, Am'tii. 169 The

violet-purple,
papyraceous Solen. . . It's whole substance is not thicker than
that of a sheet of tolerably thick paper. 1824 C. DUBOIS

F.pit. Lamarck's Arrangon. Tcstacea 142 Shell thin,

fragile, and papyraceous. 1836-9 TODD Cycl. Anat. II.

156/2 The scapula is-. quite papyraceous in some places.
1882 HUXLEY in Nature 9 Mar. 437 This papyraceous
substance has taken the place of the epidermis.

Papyral ^papai^'ral), a. nonce-ivd. [f. L.

papyr-us + -AL.] Made or consisting of paper.
1848 LYTTON Cantons vn. ii, Uncle Jack, whose pocket

\v;is never without a wet sheet of some kind, ..drew forth a

steaming papyral monster.

Papyrian (papi-rian), a. Also -ean. [f. L.

papyrins of papyrus f -AX.] Pertaining to or

composed of papyrus.
1754 UODSLEY Agric. Poems i'i8io) 360/1 And from whence,

A second birth, grows the papyrean leaf, A tablet firm, on
which the painter-bard Delineates thought. 1836 I. TAYLOR
Phys. Theory Another (1858) 77 An inscription, which
heretofore had been committed to a leaf, or papyrian scroll.

Fapyriferous (psepirrferas), a. [f. L. pa-
pyrifer papyrus-bearing -H -ous : see -(I)FEROI.'.S.]

a. Producing or yielding papyrus, b. Producing
or yielding paper, or a substance resembling or

serving as paper.
1656 Ht.ouxT Gfossegr., Papyri/trouSj that bears or brings

forth Paper, or the Rush Papyrus. 1857 MA.YXE E.\:J>t>s.

I.c r., rapyriferus, !>ot. Bearing paper. . . papyriferous. 1866

J. I). ROSK tr. OviiCs Mctam. 463 To steer To Papyriferous
seven-mouth Nile.

Papyrin(pEe'piiin). Also-ine. [mod.f. \^.papy-
rus (see PAPER) + -ix 1

.]
The same z&parchment

paper or vegetable parchment: see PARCHMENT.
1860 Edin.Pkilos. Jrnl. N. S. XII. 324 Vegetable parch-

ment. Papyrine. 1863-72 WATTS Diet. Chew. I. 819 Un-
M,:<;d paper plunged . .into [dilute] sulphuric acid, .and then
washed witn weak ammonia .. [is] converted .. into a tough
substance very much resembling animal parchment. . .The
formation of this remarkable substance was fir>t noticed m
1847, by Messrs. Poumarede and Figuier, who gave to it

the name of Papyrin. 1864 WEBSTEK, Pafyrine*

Papyrine (paparrin), a. [ad. L. ptipyrin-its
of papyrus : see -INE -.] a. Made of papyrus.
b. Resembling paper (Mayne Expos. Lex. 1857).
1816 G. S. FABER Orig. Pagan Idol. I. 211 They made a

papyrine vessel, which in form represented the head of the

deity [Osiris]. 1819 Dispensations (1823) I. 372 The
a. tive missionaries, .whom the great maritime people, .is to

send by sea with papyrine volumes.

Papyritious (psepiri'/M ,
a. rare~~\ [f. L.

papyr-its v
see PAPER, +-rriOL'S l

: cf. Y..cinericins.\
-= PAPYRACEOUS.
1840 WESTVVOOD Classif. Insects II. 206 It is of a white,

slender, and papyritious texture.

paper, i. e. by newspapers or literature ; Papy-
rology (paepirp'lod^i) [-LOGY], the study of

papyri ; PapyrophoMa (papsi^raftfa-bia) nonce-wd.

[-PHOBIAl dread of paper ; t Papyro-polist Obs.

rare'' [Gr. Tta\ilv to sell], a seller of paper;
Papy rotint: see quot. ; Papyroxylin(p3epir^'ksi-
lin) [afterpyroxylin] (see quot.).
1843 Tail's Mug. X. 238 A vow. .against sparing one drop

of blood which the tribunals had once devoted to the altars

of the *Papyrocracy. 1898 Athenxiim 24 Dec. 887/1 In
the department of *papyrology ; if we may use such a word.

1900 [hid. 3 Feb. 140/3 Papyrology is the Greek study which
is devouring all the rest. 1790 HKATTIE Moral Set. I. I. ii.

320 Of this
*
papyrophobia . . I was cured long ago. 1656

BLOUNT Glossogr.,
*
Papyropiilist . .a Seller of Paper. 1897

WALL Diet. Photogr. (et 7) 435 Papyrotype, Papyrograpliy,
or *Paf>yrotint, modifications of photo-lithography, in whicll

paper is used as material on which the original transfer is

made. 1894 BOTTONE Electr. fnslr. Making (ed. 6) 26 Gun-
paper, or "papyroxyline, is paper which has been immersed
for a few seconds in a mixture of nitric and sulphuric acids,
and then washed in an abundance of water. Ibid. 27 If papy-
roxyline is used, it should be made from stout millboard.

Papyrograph (papaiT%raf), sb. [f. Gr.

irdTiOp-oj papyrus (see PAPER) + -ypa<t>os -GRAPH.]
Name of an apparatus patented (1874) by E. Zuc-

cato for copying documents by chemical agents

acting through a porous paper-stencil.
(In quot, 1878 erroneously put for photo-pafyrography^
[1876 Papier-Zeitiing 188 (title} Zuccato's Papyrograph ]

1877 Echa 22 Oct. 4/1 Besides the old-fashioned carbon

paper. .we have the papyrograph, the nuto-polygrap_h, the

autographic, and various other systems of so-called printing.

1878 ABNEV PJwttigr. (1881) 181 This method has been
named by Sir H. James as the papyrograph. It must not
be mistaken for another process, used for copying letters or

circulars, and known by the same name. 1883 K. HALDANF.
\\

r

orkslwp Receipts Ser. n. 179/2 In the early days of papy-

442

rograph printing, a pad, saturated with persulphate of iron,
was placed at the back of the stencil.

Hence Papyrograph v. truns.
t
to copy with

a papyrograph ; Papyrogra'pMc a. t pertaining to

or produced by a papyrograph or papyrography.
1848 H. E. STRICKLAND in* Jardine's Contrib. OrnitJi. 20

If [a person] adopts the Papyrographic process, he has

merely to draw on paper with lithographic chalk instead of

a lead pencil, and to send his design ..to an anastatic

printer, who will speedily strike off the requisite number of

impressions. 1874 Specif. Zuccatos Patent No, 1078, 1 shall

., refer to the paper so prepared . . as papyrographic paper.
a 1890 W. R, WAKE Wood-working Tools (Cent. Diet.-, The
first draft of these lessons was printed or papyrographed.

PapyrOgTaphy (pJepir^grafi). [f. asprec. +

-GRAPHY.] A term applied to a process of writing
or drawing on paper and transferring the design to

a zinc plate whence it is printed.
The name had already been given in French {f>apyro-

graphie) to various transfer processes introduced in 1819,

1822, and 1840 respectively. More recently it has been

loosely applied in English toCaptn. Abney's papyrotype, etc.

1848 H, E, STRICKLAND in Jardines Contrib. Ornith, 20,

I found that drawings made on paper with this [lithographic
chalk] could be readily transferred to zinc, and would supply
an indefinite number of impressions.. .This new process, the

original design being made on paper, I have distinguished

by the name of Papyrography. 1849 P. H. DE LA MOTTE
(title) Anastatic Printing and Papyrography. 1888 LIETZE

Hcliographic Processes 112 Capt. Abney's Papyrography
[
= Papyrotype].
b. The process of copying with a papyrograph.

In mod. Diets.

Fapyrotype (p4piwtaip). [f.
PAPYBO- +

TYPE.] Name given to a modification of photo-

lithography, devised by Captain Abney, in which

the picture is first printed on a sensitized gelatin
film supported on paper, and afterwards transferred

to a lithographic stone or to zinc.

1874 ABNEY fnstr. Pkotogr. 122 To make a transfer by
Papyrotype. 1892 BROTHERS I'twivgr. 159 A process called.

Papyrotype was patented by Capt. Abney. {Specif. 615 of

1373.1

il Papyrus [papiT#s). I'l. papyri (-sio-roix

Also 4-7 papirus. [L. papyrus, a. Gr. itanvpos

the paper-rush ; also, the writing material prepared
from it.]

1. An aquatic plant of the sedge family, the

Paper Reed or Paper Rush {Cypents Papyrus or

Papyrus antiquorum), witli a creeping rootstock

which sends up stems from 8 to 10 feet high,

bearing spikelets of flowers on long stalks in

a large cluster at the top; foimerly abundant

in Egypt, and the source of the writing material

used by the ancients (see 2) ; still found in Abys-
sinia. Syria, Sicily, etc.

1388 WVCI.IF fsa. xviii. 2 The lond..that sendith mes-

sangeris bi tbe see, and in vessels of p.'ipirus on watris. 1398
TfitvrsA Barth. AT/'. A*, xvn.cxxvi, (Bodl. MS.), Papirus is

be name of a rusche ]>
l is idruyed to tende fuyre & lanterns.

1548 TI-RNKR .Vamcs of llcrbcs 60 Papyrus groweth not

in Knglande, it hath the facion of a greate Docke. . . It maye
be called in englishe water paper ; or herbe paper. 1615
SANDYS Trav. (16^2) 102 The sedgie reeds which grow_in
the marislies of /Egypt, called formerly Papyri, of which

they made paper. 1727-41 CHAMBERS Cyct. s. v. Paper,
Besides Paper, they made sails, ropes, and other naval

rigying ; as also mats, blanket", clothes, and even ships, of

the stalk of the Papyrus. 1827 MOORK Epicnr. xvi. (1839)

175 Planks. .bound rudely together with bands of papyrus.
1865 LIVINGSTONE Xamlvsim, 82 The shore.. was covered
with reeds and papyrus.
2. A substance prepared, in the form of thin

sheets, from the stem of the papyrus plant, by

laying thin slices or strips of it side by side, with

another layer of similar strips crossing them, and

usually athird layer again parallel to the first,

the whole being then soaked in water, pressed

together, and dried ;
used by the ancient Egyptians,

Greeks, Romans, etc., as a material for writing on.

1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl. s. v. Paper, Taking the MS. of

St. Mark's Gospel at Venice to be written on Egyptian
Papyrus. 1824 J. JOHNSON Typogr. 11. xii. 430 Ancient

manuscripts written on Papyrus, both in Greek and Latin.

1834 I.YTTON Pompeii I. iii. 14 The few rolls of papyrus
which the ancients deemed a notable collection of books.

1877 A. B. EDWARDS Up Nile xv. 397 These invaluable

letters, written on papyrus in the hieratic character.

3. ^With y\. papyri.) An ancient manuscript or

document written on papyrus.
1824 J. JOHNSON Typogr. II. xii. 430 The first Papyrus

was at length unrolled, and proved to be a Treatise of

Music. 1863 LD. LYTTON Ring Ainasis I. n. i. v. 267 ThK
mummy was accompanied by a papyrus. 1875 SCRIVENKR
Lect. Text N. Test. 20 Those Biblical codices which most
resemble the Herculanean papyri.

4. attrib. and Comb.

1837 SIR J. G. WILKINSON Anc. Egypt, via. III. 62 Pur-

poses to which the papyrus plant is said to have been

applied. 1866 LIVINGSTONE Last frills. (1873) I. ix. 234

Papyrus roots are hard to the bare feet. 1875 SCRIVKNER
Lect. Text N. Test. 16 The papyrus fragments rescued from
the ruins of Herculaneum.

Paquet, -ette, obs. forms of PACKET.

Far (piu)> -f^' 1
[a - L. par equal, (as sb.) that

which is equal, equality. Cf. It. pare, Sp., Pg.

par, F. pair equal ; It., Ger. part, Pg. faro, par
of exchange.]

PAR.

1. Equality of value or standing ;
an equal footing,

a level. Now chiefly in phr. on or upon a pur.
1662 PETTY Taxes 26 A natural par between land and

labour. 1672 Pol. Anat. (1691) 63 The most important
[is] to make a Par and Equation between Lands and Labour,
so as to express the Value of any thing by either alone. 1706
PHILLIPS s.v., To be at Par, i.e. to be equal. 1710 PALMER
Proverbs

?*,j
Thus matters were brought to a par, and victory

stood hovering o're the illustrious combatants. 1726 SwiFr
Gulliver i. iii, The rest of the great officers are much upon
a par, 1741 MONRO Aunt. (ed. 3) 16 The Renewal and
Waste keeping pretty near par in adult middle Age. 1753
A. Mt'RPHY Gray's-Inn Jrtil. No. 6l 11.53 '* will. .set the

Ladies upon a Par with the Men. 1761-2 HUME Hist.

Eng. (1806) III. App. iii. 629 Industry. .increased as fast as

gold and silver, and kept commodities nearly at a par with

money. 1802 H. MARTIN Helen of Clenross II. 211 Lord
Dorvtlle is almost at par with you. 1832 I. TAVI OR Satur-

day Even. 481 All are to beseem themselves as if all were
on a par. 1850 W. IRVING Goldsmith xv. 181 Elevated
almost to a par with his idol. 1873 BURTON Hist. Scot. V.
Ixiii. 404 Something near to par with what Scotland had to

render in return. 1876 MOZLEY Univ. Serin, v. 120 The
rights of natural society are not to be put upon a par v, ith

the rude ideas of early ages.

fb. An equal numerical strength, fc. A match,

something that is equal or a match to another. Obs.

1708 SWIFT Sacr. Test Wks. 1755 II. i. 130 So many of

our [Irish] temporal peers live in England, that the bishops
are generally pretty near a par of the [Irish] house. 1711
P. H. I'iew two last Par/Is. 234 The Tryal of this worthless

Tool was made a Par to that of Arch-Bishop Laud's.

2. Comm. a. The recognized value of the cur-

rency of one country in terms of that of another
;

in full, par of exchange : see EXCHANGE sb. 4.
1622 MALYNES Anc. Laiv.KIercli.^fi The diuersitie of the

said Par of Exchanges of thirtie ihree shillings foure pence
for the Low-countreys, and twentie foure shillings nine pence
for Hamborough. 1691 LOCKE Lower. Interest Wks. 1727
II. 72 The Par is a certain Number of Pieces of the^Coin
of one Country, containing in them an equal Quantity of

Silver to that in another Number of Pieces of the Coin of

another Country. 1727-41 CHAMBERS C\cl. s. v., The Par
differs from the course of exchang_e, in this, that the Par of

exchange shews_ what other nations should allow in ex-

change ; which is certain and fixed, by the intrinsic values

of the several species to be ext hanged : but the course

shews what they will allow in exchange. 1832 McCui.LOCH
Commcrc. Diit. (1852) 579 The thousand circumstances

between two countries making use of the same metal a par

may exist ; but between two countries one of which makes
use of gold and the other of silver an invariable par cannot

exist. 1861, 1868 [see EXCHANGE sb. 4]. 1861 GOSCHEN For.

K.rch. 11864) 6 If the exchanges were at par that is to say
if the indebtedness of the two countries were equal. 1882

R. BITHEI.L Coi<nting-Ho. Diet. (1893),
!ili

!'
t '

' ar *f ^x'

i/iatig-t; the weight of pure gold or silver in a coin of one

country, as compared with that in a coin of another.

b. Equality between the market value of stocks,

shares, bonds, etc., and the nominal or face value.

Chiefly in the expressions at far, at the face

value; above par, at a price above the face value,

at a premium ; below par. at a discount.

1726 SWIFT Gullirer i. vi, The exchequer bills would not

circulate under nine per cent, below par. 1744 TINDAI.

Rafin'l Hist. Eng. III. Contin. 336/1 The credit of the

Exchequer notes being thus secured, they daily ne nearer

to par. 1755 H. WALPOLE Let. to J. Chute 20 Oct.,

Lottery tickets rise: subsidiary treaties under par I don't

say, no price. i8o Editi. Rev, I. 104 A stock bearing one

half per cent, would not find many purchasers at par. 1892
BARN. SMITH & HUDSON Arithm. for Schools 304 When
the price of 100 stock is/ 100 in money, the stock is said to

be at par.

C. attrib. Par value = value at par.
1861 GOSCHEN For. Exch. 6 Thus those who have the bills

to sell are able to obtain more than the actual par value for

them. Ibid. 48 The limits within which the exchanges may
vary . . are on the one extreme, the par value, plus the cost

of transmission of bullion ; on the other extreme the par

value, minus this identical sum.

3. An average or normal amount, quality, degree,

or condition. On a par, on an avernge.

1778 [W.MARSHALL] Minutes Agric. sNov.an. 1775, Ftoo
five bushels of malt, I find, are brewed, on a par, forty-four

gallons of strong, and eighty of small. 1796 W. MARSHALL

W. England I. 12 Taking the par of years, we may fairly

place West Devonshire ten days or a fortnight behind the

Midland District. 1805 FORSVTH Beauties Scot. (1806) IV.

255 The nominal farms. .contain on a par about, .ninety

acres within the head dike, and about 250 acres of moor or

hill lands. 1812 SIR J. SINCLAIR Syst. Htisli. Scot. \. 382 A
very small sacrifice of this sort would bring good clover and

rye grass to the par of old turf. 1863 FITZROY WtaOur
Rk. 15 note, Its [the barometer's] average height being 29^95

inches at the mean sea level in England on the London

parallel of latitude; which height may be called 'par' for

that level, attrit. Hid. 323 The barometer had risen . . but

not to its normal or par height.

b. Above or Mow (under") par, above or below

the average, normal, or usual amount, degree,

condition, or quality. So up to par.
1767 STERNE Tr. Shandy IX. xxiv, For the livre or two
. ' ' ^ .. 1 ,. _ 1 tt f \17 AT...- ...1

... Lift, etc. (1888) I. 461 Some of them [speeches in the

House] far below par. 1809 MAI. KIN Cil Jilas yn. iv. r6
A little below par with respect to your own works in general.

1826 ANNE ROYALI. Sketches 270 The females appeared to be

rather under par, a> did some of the other sex. 1886 BARIKG-



PAR. 443 PARA-.

GOULD Court Royal xlviii, I think he caught a chill, and

being below par he succumbed. 1899 H. SPENCER in Westtn,
Gaz, 20 May 4/3 Thanks for your inquiry. I am about up
to par, and not without hope of rising above it presently.

4. Golf. The smallest number of strokes in which

(without chance or fluke) a round has been finished

(on a particular course). Also attrib.

1898 Westm. Gaz. 30 Mar. 9/2 Comparison between the

par value of the different championship courses and the

winning scores in the last championship meetings over
them. 1900 Ibid. 9 Mar. 3/2 The professionals went round
in the par of the green 74.

II Far, sb.'l Anat. [L. far equal (see prec.) ;

also, a pair.] A pair, in L. names of the pairs of

cranial nerves; chiefly in par vaguin, lit. 'wander-

ing pair ', the two pneumogastric nerves.

1704 J. HARRIS Le.v. Teckn. I, Par Vagum, a Pair of
Nerves arising below the Auditory ones. 1727-41 CHAMBERS
Cycl. s. v., Par Vaguin, or the eighth Pair, is a very notable

conjugation of nerves, of the medulla obtonyata ; thus called

from their wide, vague distribution. 1893 Syd. Soc. Lex.
s. v., Parvagnm nemorwn, the two pneumogastric nerves.

Par (paj), sb* dial. [Related to PAR z/.i, ME.

parren (i3th c.), and thus possibly going back to

a ME. *parre, and even to an OE. *fearre, radical

form of pearmc, PARHOCK, q. v.] An enclosure

for beasts; also in comb., as far-yard: see quots.
1819 RAINBIRD Agric. (1849) 297 (Eng. Dial. Dict.V a 1825

KORBY Voc. E. Anglia, Pat-, an inclosed place for domestic

animals, for calves, perhaps, in particular. Ibid., Par-yard,
the farm-yard, which is itself well separated and inclosed,
and contains pars for the many and various animals which
inhabit it. 1863 MORTON Cycl. Agric., Par (Suff., Norf.),
an enclosed place for domestic animals.

Far (paj), sb.l colloq. A printer's, reporter's,
and journalistic abbreviation of paragraph.
1879 BLACK MacLeod i>fD. xviii. 155 Occasionally a reporter

..will drop into the theatre on his way to the office, and
' do

a par. ',
as they call it. 1891 E. NESBIT in Longin. Mag.

Oct. 605 A picker-up of unconsidered pars, a reporter. 1891
Publ. Ofin. 27 Mar. 404/1 Knowing something of the way
these pars are worked in the Continental Press.

attrib. T&JZ Daily Neivsz Feb. 7/2 He had paid., hundreds
of pounds for par advertisements in the country papers.

Far, parr, z'. 1 Now dial. [ME. parrot ;

app. related to PAR sl3 dial., and possibly repre-

senting an unrecorded OE. *pearrian : see PAR-

ROCK.] trans. To enclose, confine
;

to'shut up in

an enclosure ; to fold, pen, etc.

ci3oo Havelok 2439 He bunden him ful swibe faste, . -pat
he rorede als a bole, pat he wore parred in an hole, With
dogges forto bite and bcite. c 1380 WVCLIF Serin. Sel. W'ks.
I. 25 pin enemyesschulen..parre bee in Jerusalem, as sheep
ben parrid in a foold. c 1400 Vivaine $ Gaw. 3228 Yn al

bis [? lyme] was sir Ywayn Ful straitly parred with mekil

payn. .'1440 York Myst. xxxiii. 33 Cayphas. In pynyng
payne bees he parred. 1863 \V. BARNES Dorset Dial., Par,
to inclose, shut up.

Far (pai), z>.2 rare. [f. PAR st>.
1
] trans. To

equate in value.

1878 Encycl. Brit. VIII. 789/2 When two countries par
their gold coins, the object is to arrive at a common term,
for which value for value will be paid.

II Far (par, f,a.i),prep. [V.par -.-l^.per' through,

by way of, by means of, by'.] A French pre-

position meaning
'

through, by
'

: occurring in Fr.

phrases, butnever itself adopted as an English word.
1. Occurring in ME., in certain asseverations

and adverbial expressions (where it was sometimes
confused with OF. pur, F. pour: L. pro 'for').

Many of these subseq. became obsolete, some con-

tinued into later use with change of par to per,
others coalesced in popular use into words : see

PERADVENTURE (par aunter), PARAMOUNT, PAK-

AVAII,, PARAVAUNT, PAHDIE, PERCASE, PERFAY.
) a. Par (per) amour, by way of love, for love's

sake : see PARAMOUR adv.

fb. Par (per, pur) charite (cheryte, etc.), by
or for Christian love, out of charity (chiefly in adju-
rations) : see CHARITY i. Also par seinte charite

[OF. (isth c.) pour sainte charitt (Littre)], for the
sake of holy charity.
CI25O Hymn Virg. 19 in Trhi. Coll. Hotn. 258 Bisech bin

sune par cherite bat he me sschilde from helle pin. 1297
R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 6972, I nam no}t wurbi to be i sone ac

par seinte charite .. uor 5if it me. 11300 Cursor- M. 20248
(Cott.) Quarfor i prai yuu, parcharite [so G. ; F. for, 7>.

pur charite]. .Yee sai it me and helis noght. ^1330 R.
BRUNNE dmfc(z8xo)97 Auselme. -kried, pes per charite.
c 1375 Sc, Leg. Saints xxx.

(.Tkeodera)^ 403, & askit hym
parcheryte pat scho mycht bare resawit be. c 1430 Free-
masonry (Halliw.) 794 Amen ! amen ! so mot hyt be ! Say
we so alle per charyte. c 1450 Guy ll'ar-.v. (C.) 4551
Y bydde yow now pur charyte, That body ye delyuyr to mee.

fc. Par mafay (fey), by my faith. Cf.PEiiFAV.
c 1300 [see FAYJ&! 6b]. 13.. Cursor M. 636 (Gntt.) pai

were noght schamed par ma fay. c 1435 Torr, Portugal
830 Ryght gladly, par ma fay !

fa. Par coeur
Koeur\ by heart, accurately: see

PEHQUEH'E.

fe. Par chaunce, by chance: see PERCHANCE.
ff. Par (per) compaigny(e, by way of or in

company, for company's sake : see COMPANY i b.

c 1386 CHAUCER Millers T. 653 To sitten in the roof par
compaignye. Reeve's T. 247 The wenche rowteth eek

par compaignye. 1390 GOWER Conf. III. 218 And tawhte
hem hou they sholde ascrie Alle in o vois per compaignie.

1413 Pilgr. Sowle IV. xx. (Caxton 1483) 67 Now lete vs
steruen here per companye.

fg. Par-entrelignarie [cf. QV.enlre/igiicurc,
etc. (Godef.)], with interlineation.

1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. XI. 298 A chartre is chalangeable
byfor a chief instice ; If false latyne be in be lettre be lawe
it inpugneth, Or peynted parenterlinarie [or] parceles ouer-

skipped [1393 C. xiv. 119 Ober peynted par-entrelignarie],

2. In mod. ling., in advb. phrases from modern

French, often hardly naturalized. Such are PAR-

BLEU, q. v. ; fpar complaisance, by deference

or indulgence ; \par derriere, backward, on the

back side, behind
; par Eminence, by way of emi-

nence, pre-eminently ; par exsmple, for example,
for instance ; par force = PERFORCE adv.

; par
parenthese, by way of parenthesis.

I597 J- PAYNE Royal Exc/i. 21 So yt ys par derriere.

1819 H. BUSK Dessert 106 And I became a volunteer par
force. 1878 SIR G. SCOTT Lect. Medixu.Art.hit. I. 9 Pointed
architecture . . is not exclusively, butpnr eminence, Christian.

1893 F. ADAMS New Egypt 25 A small European force, and
one, par parenthesc, by no means extraordinary as to its

military character.

b. Par excellence [L. per excellentiam"\, by
virtue of special excellence or manifest superiority ;

pre-eminently ; by the highest claim or title to the

designation ;
above all others that may be so called.

[1598 TOFTE Alba I. (1880) 57 My bright Sunne, renowmd
per Excellence, Through the illustrious splender of her

gleames.) 1695 EARL OF PERTH ./>. (Camden)6i The Santo
(which is St. Antonio's church, called il Santo parexct'llencc}.
1777 in W. Roberts Mem. Hannah More (1834) I. 118 The
whole house groaned at poor Baldwin, who is reckoned, pat-
excellence, the dullest man in it. 1804 Rdin. Rev. V. 85
Of the class of narratives usually denominated ' anecdotes

'

par excellence, M. Kotzebue has given several that deserve
notice. 1873 C. ROBINSON N. S. IVales So The fashionable

quarter par excellence is the east end of the city.

Par-, prefix, repr. F. par-, L. per- (see PAR
prep.), 'through, thoroughly', occurring in words
from F., as PAHHOIL, PARDON, PARTERRE, PARVENU ;

esp. common in ME. in words now obs., or in

which par- has since been changed to PEB- after

Latin, as parceve PERCEIVE, pen-Jit PERFECT, far-
fourme PERFORM, partene PERTAIN, etc.

Par, var. PARR sb., young salmon
; obs. f. PAIR.

II Fara J
(pa'ra). Also S parrah, perau.

[Turkish (Pers.) 5 ,lj parah piece, portion, morsel
;

the small coin so called. In V.para.'] A small
Turkish coin, the fortieth part of a piastre, in the
1 7th and iSth c. of silver, but now of copper, and
sunk by successive depreciations till its value is

at present (1903) about one-twentieth of a penny.
(In other countries formerly Turkish the para has a greater-

value!)

1687 A. LOVELL tr. The-MHOt's Trav. II. 62 The Piastre
Ryal is worth eight Cliais, and each Chai five Paras, and
the Para four Aspres, which are all pieces of Silver.

1704 J. PITTS Ace. Moha.ffimeta.ns 68 Three or four Parrahs.
1776 R. CHANDLER Trav. Greece 123 The [Albanian] girls
wear a red skull-cap plated with peraus or Turkish pennies
of silver perforated, and ranged like the scales of a fish.

1808 A. PARSONS Trav. i. 3 Small fish .. sell for a para, or
three farthings English for a Turkish oka, which is forty-two
English ounces. 1858 SIMMONDS Diet. Trade s. v., In Greece
the para passes for about the third of a penny, and too make
a drachma. 1880 J. NICHOL Byron x. 196 He discarded
animal food, and lived . . on toast, vegetables, and cheese,
olives and light wine, at the rate of forty paras a day. 1886
Casselfs Encycl. Diet. s. v., The Para of Servia is the

equivalent of the French centime.

II Fara ^
(para-). Name of a seaport on the

south estuary of the Amazon, in Brazil. Used
attrib. in the following :

Para cress, a composite plant (Spilantkes oleraceci),
cultivated in tropical countries as a salad and pot-herb;
Para grass, (a) PIASSAVA ; (b) a Brazilian forage-grass,
Paniciiin barbinode, now cultivated in the Southern United
States; Paranut = Brazil-nut : see BRAZIM; Pararubber,
an india-rubber obtained from the coagulated milky juice
of Hevea brasilicnsis (N. O. Eupkorl'iaccx'), a tree growing
on the banks of the Amazon.
1866 Treas. Bot. 1083 Spilautfies, . . the leaves . . have a

singularly pungent taste, which is especially noticeable in

the "Para Cress, 6". oleracca. 1882 Garden 30 Sept. 295/3.
1858 SIMMONDS Diet. Trade, *Para-grass, a name for the
fibres of the leaves of the A ttalea fimifera. 1858 HOGG
y'eg. Kingd. 759 A ttalea fitnifera furnishes that fibre,

resembling whalebone, which is now so much used in this

country for making brushes and brooms, .. their fibre.. is

called in commerce Piassaba fibre. Monkey Grass, or Para
Grass. 1871 KINGSLEY At Last x, The creeping Para
grass. 1848 CRAIG, *Para Nut, the fruit of the tree, Bertho-
letia excelsa. 1866 Treas. Hot. 138 Brazil nuts form
a considerable article ofexport from the port of Para (whence
they are sometimes called Para nuts). 1897 Outing (U. S.)

XXX. 280/1 The crude rubber, which, .is the best up-river
*Para that the market affords. 1898 Daily News 31 Aug.
S/i The area producing Para rubber extends over 1,000

square miles.

Fara- 1
(pcera), before a vowel or h usually par-,

repr. Gr. Trapa-,irap-, combining form of irapaprep.,

occurring in words already formed in Greek, their

adaptations, and derivatives, and in modern words
formed on the model of these, and, in certain uses,
as a living element, in the formation of technical

nomenclature.

As a preposition, Gr. irapd had the sense
'

by the

side of, beside ', whence '

alongside of, by, past,

beyond ',
etc. In composition it had the same

senses, with such cognate adverbial ones as
'

lo

one side, aside, amiss, faulty, irregular, disordered,

improper, wrong
'

;
also expressing subsidiary rela-

tion, alteration, perversion, simulation, etc. These
senses also occur in English derivatives : see

PARABAPTISM, PARABLE, PARADOX, PARASITE
;

PARALLEL
; PARENTHESIS

; PARHELION ;
PARISH

;

PAROCHIAL, PARODY, PAROXYSM, etc. Two groups
of less usual technical words follow here.

1. Terms (substantival or adjectival) chiefly of

Anatomy and Natural History, denoting or relat-

ing to an organ or part situated beside or near
that denoted by the second element, or standing
in some subsidiary relation to it

; and of Pathology,
denoting diseases affecting such parts, or desig-

nating disordered conditions and functions. These
last are often Latin in form.

|| Para-anaesthe-sia Path., anaesthesia of both
sides of the body, esp. its lower half (Billings

1890). |
Paracantho sis Path. [Gr.d'ai0a prickle

f -osis], morbid growth of the prickle-cell

layer of the skin (Syd. Soc. Lex.), i'a'racarp
Bot. [Gr. Kap-rrus fruit], also in i,. form [|para-

ca'rpium, Link's term for an aborted ovary.
Parachro'matin />Y0/.,that portion of the nucleo-

plasm (differing from the rest in taking a faint

stain) which forms the spindle in karyokincsia.
Farachrcrmatism J'atli., 'faulty perception of

colours' (Syd. Soc. Lex. 1893); colour-blindness.

|| Paracolpi'tis Path. [Gr. oA7ros womb], inflam-

mation of the outside of the vagina. Paraco'n-
dyloid a., applied to a process of the occipital
bone adjacent to the condyle. || Paracope
(parse'ktfpz) [Gr. -rrapaic OTTT/] ,

delirium of fever;
hence Paraco'picrt. (Billings 1890). Faracoro'lla

Bot., an appendage to the corolla, as in Narcissus

(Mayne Expos. Lex. 1857). || Paracou'sia,
paracu'sis [Gr. attovtns hearing], disordered hear-

ing. || Paracye'sis Patli. [Gr. nvyats concep-
tion], extra-uterine pregnancy. Pa'racyst, a sub-

sidiary cyst, esp. in the reproductive organs of

certain fungi. ||Panacysti'tis J'a/li., inflamma-
tion in the paracystintn or connective tissue

round the bladder. |]
Paradeni'tis Path. [Gr.

U$T]V gland], inflammation around a lymphatic
gland. || Paradrdymis = parepididymis ; hence

Paradi'dymal a.
|[ Paraflage llum (pi. -a

,

a small supplementary flagellum in an infusorian ;

hence Parafla'gellate a., provided with a para-

flagellum or paraflagella. Farage'rminal a..

situated alongside of the germen in a seed.

I! Parageusia (-giw-sia) [Gr. -yeCffis sense of taste],

perversion of the sense of taste
;

also
||
Para-

geu'sis; hence Paragexi sic <?. Faragle'nal

[Gr. y\T)vtj socket of a joint] a.
, epithet of the

coracoid bone or cartilage in fishes
; sb., the cora-

coid bone or cartilage of a fish. Paraliyal a.

(see quot.). || Parahypno'sis, abnormal sleep,
as in hypnotized states or somnambulism.

||
Para-

kerato'sis Path. [Gr. Kfpdru-a to become horny],
skin disease characterized by abnormal develop-
ment of the horny layer. ||

Parakine'sia Path.

[Gr. KiVi/ais motion], disordered motor function
;

also
I]
Parakine'sis.

[|
Parala'lia Path. [Gr.

\a\id talking, speech], disordered or defective

articulation, f Parala'mpsis Path. [Gr. uapd-

Aa/^is, f. Aa^is shining], a pearly-looking opacity
of the cornea. || Paralere'ma Path. [Gr. Trapa-

krjprjua talking nonsense], slight delirium, 'wander-

ing
'

in speech ;
also

||
Paralere sis

;
so Parale -

rous a. [Gr. 7rapaAJ//>os talking nonsense], slightly
delirious.

||
Parale'xia Path. [Gr. Ae'fis speaking],

a form of sensory aphasia in which one word
is read for another; hence Parale'xic a.

\\
Paral-

gfe-sia Path. [Gr. a\yi]cns sense of pain], (a)
disordered sense of pain ; (6) diminished sensi-

bility to pain. |]
Para Igia Path. [Gr. aA-ycs

pain] sensation akin to pain, f Parame'nia Path.

[Gr. ftijv-es menses], disordered or irregular men-
struation (Good 1822-34). II

Parametri-tis [Gr.

^ijrpa uterus], inflammation of the parametriuta or

connective tissue by the side of the uterus
; hence

Parametri'tic a., of, affected with, or pertaining
to parametritis. Paranii'tom(e, the more fluid

part of protoplasm, as distinguished from the

denser and reticulated mitoine.
\\
Paramne sia

[Gr. -jAvyais memory], disordered or perverted
memory, esp. of the meaning of words. ||

Para-

myo'clonus Path. [Gr. ^C-s, jiuo- muscle + tfAoros

tumult], a form of convulsions in symmetrically

placed muscles. Paramyotone Path, [as prec. -I-
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Gr.Toyo5stretching],anetvousdisease, characterized

by persistent tonic spasm. ||
Parane'ma (pi. -mata)

Hot. [Gr. vrjita thread] = PAKAPHYSIS; hence Para-
nema'tic a., pertaining to a paranema. Para-

nephric (-ne'frik) a. [Gr. vppos kidney], occur-

ring in the tissue beside the kidneys. ||
Para-

nephri'tis, inflammation of the paranephros or

suprarenal capsule ; hence Paranephri'tic a.,

pertaining to or affected with paranephritis.

|| Parapa-resis Path. [Gr. nafxais letting go,

paralysis], partial paralysis of the lower limbs ;

hence Parapare'tio a. Farapata gial a., per-

taining to the parapatagium, a fold of skin between

the neck and shoulder in birds.
|| Parapa'thia

Path. [Gr. irdflos suffering], moral insanity, patho-
mania. Farape'talous a. Bot., situated at each

side of a petal, as stamens. || Farapha'sia Path.

[cf. APHASIA], disordered speech characterized by
the incorrect use of words

;
hence Paraplia sic a.

|| Parapbia Path. [Gr. 0^17 sense of touch], dis-

ordered tactile sense.
|| Paraphyllum Bot. [Gr.

<pv\\ov leaf], (a) a stipule ; (i>)
in certain mosses,

a small foliaceous organ between the leaves.

Faraphysical a., subsidiary or collateral to

what is physical. Parapo lar a., situated beside

a pole, or beside the polar cells, as certain cells in

Dicyemicbe. f Para-poplexy Path., an attack

simulating apoplexy, false apoplexy. ||
Para-

pro ctium Anal. [Gr. irnoiKTos anus], the connec-

tive tissue surrounding the rectum ; hence
||
Fara-

proctitis, inflammation of this. Parare'ctal

a., situated beside the rectum.
||
Para'rthria

Path. [Gr. apSpov joint, dpOpovv to articulate],
defective or disordered articulation of speech.

|| Parasalpingi'tis Path. [Gr,. aa\my trumpet,
taken in sense '

Fallopian tube'], inflammation of

the connective tissue around the Fallopian tube.

Parasecre'tion Path., abnormal or excessive

secretion. Parasinoi'dal a., situated beside a sinus,

e.g. of the brain. Paraste'mon tint. [Gr. a-njimav

thread, taken as 'stamen'], a stamen-like appendage,
a staminodium. ||

Farastre-mma Path. [Gr.

OTpiftna twisting], a convulsive spasm, distorting
the face.

|| Parasynovi'tis Path., inflammation

of the connective tissue next to the synovial mem-
brane of a joint. Parasyphili-tic a., indirectly re-

lated to or arising from syphilis. ParataTSiali?.,

pertaining to the paraiarsium or lateral portion of

the tarsus in birds. Parathyroid (-{wia-roid), one

of several bodies adjacent to the thyroid gland ;

hence Parathyroi'dal a., pertaining to a para-

thyroid. Parato'mial ., situated beside the

toinium or cutting edge of a bird's bill ; pertaining
to the paratominm or lateral part of the upper
jaw in birds, f Paratri psis [Gr. rplif/is rubbing]

rubbing; hence Faratri'ptic a., pertaining to or

effected by rubbing , Billings 1 890). ||
Paratro phia,

para-trophy Path. [Gr. rpoiprj food], disordered

nutrition ; hence Paratro'pMo a.
|| Paratyphli'tis

Path. [Gr. Tv<p\6s blind, taken in sense
' crecum '],

inflammation of the connective tissue next to the

caecum ; perityphlitis. ||
Paxauche-ninm Ornilh.

[Gr. aix')" neck], Illiger's term for the lateral

region of the neck.
|| Faravaglni tis = para-

colpitis. Parave-sical a. [L. vesTca bladder],
situated beside the bladder. Also PARABASAL,
PABACHOBDAL, PABAGASTEB, PAROTID, etc., q. v.

1889 J. M. DUNCAN Lect. Dis. Women xxii. (ed. 4} 171

"Para-colpitis. 1888 Nature 19 July 288/2 Paradoxal deaf-

ness. . the "paracousia of Willis, in which the patient is deaf to
words uttered in the silence of a room, but not in a noisy
street. 1657 Physical Diet.,

*
Paracousis, noise in the ears

which comes from a preternatural motion of the air which
is naturally contained in the ears. 1822-34 Good's 'Study
Med. (ed. 4) IV. 123 *Paracyesis. Morbid pregnancy. 1876
tr. Wagner's Gen. Pathol. 243 Inflammation of., the

loose adipose and connective tissue of the lower and
lateral parts of the urinary bladder . . known as . . *para-

cystitis. 1885 E. R. LANKESTER in Encycl. Brit. XIX.
856/1 With a

single_
anterior large flagellum or some-

times with two additional *paraflagella. 1876 KLEIN in Q.
Jrnl. Microsc. Sci. XVI. 116 That portion.. which is.. over-

hanging the *paragerminal groove. 1899 Alllmtt's Syst.
Med. VIII. 327 *Parageusia is seen in nearly every form of

insanity. 1821 34 Good's Study Med. led. 41 II I. 204 "Para-

feusis.

Morbid i'asle. 1895 Atfu-nxnm 16 Mar. 348/3 Dr.

liyart.. represented two lateral processes of the basihyaUfor
which he proposed the name'parahyal processes) as probably
distinctive of the whole of the Psittaci. 1899 Allbntt's Syst.
Med. VIII. 882 Bowen . regards the disease as a *para-
keratosis. 1878 tr. van Ziemssen's^ Cycl. Med. XIV. 845
Paralalia is that affection in which the patient.. brings

forth a different sound from the one he wishes to utter.

Ibid. 790 In *paralexia incorrect words are uttered. 1900
Lancet 15 Sept. 822/1 On being asked to read aloud from a

newspaper. -his reading was markedly *paralexic. 1885
LANDOIS & STIRLING Text-lit. Hum. Physiel.\\. 1097 The
term ' cutaneous *paralgia

'

is applied to. .itching, creeping,
formication. 1893 A. S. ECCLES Sciatica 60 Hyperxsthesia,

paralgia, and anaesthesia are also greatly modified. 1889

J. M. DUNCAN Lect. Dis. Women xxx. (ed. 4) 244 The fre-

quent occurrence ofalbuminuria in *parametritic cases. 1874

JONES & SIEV. Pathol. Anat. (ed. 2) 758 *Parametritis is.,

inflammation by the side of the uterus. 1889 J. M. DUNCAN-
Lect. Dis. Women xxviii. (ed. 4) 225 A very common
name for parametritis is pelvic cellulitis. 1888 ROLLESTON
& JACKSON Aniiii. Life p. xxi, Protoplasm, .as a rule. .is

more or less vesicular, consisting of a denser substance

(mitome) enclosing droplets of a more fluid character

(enchylema, *paramttome). 1893 Syd. Soc. Lex., Para-
initom. 1899 Allbutfs Syst. M,-d. VII. 896 All cases of

*paramyoclonus cannot be
hysterical. 1892 GOWEHS Man.

Dis. Nerv. Syst. I. 540 Ataxic *paramyotone.
1866 Tretis.

Bot. 845/2 Pnrancmata, the paraphyses of algals and
other cryptogams. 1807 Allbntt's Syst. Med. IV. 454 *Para-

nephric cysts. 1857 MAYNE Expos. Lex., *Paranephritis..
*Paranephritic. 1880 GRAY Struct. Bot.\\. 2 led. 6) 178
note,

*
Parapetalous, those stamens which stand at each

side of a petal, yet not necessarily before a sepal. 1866 A.
FLINT Princ. Med. (1880) 657 A difficulty of speech may
consist in an inability to use the proper words to express
the mental ideas. . .This difficulty is sometimes distinguished
as 'paraphasia. 1899 Allbntt's. Syst. Sled. VII. 428 A
possible cause of *paraphasic speech. 1863 BERKELEY Brit.

Mosses Gloss. 312 *Paraphylla, variously shaped foliaceous

or filamentous bodies produced near the leaves, but not at

definite points like stipules. 1866 Treas. Bot. 845/2
*Para-

pkyllia, stipules. 1826 Blackw. Jfaf. XX. 853 Physical or

*paraphysical ; logical or paralogical ; nay, even meta-

physical or parametaphysical ; nothing comes amiss to a
German romancer. 1877 HUXLEY Anat. In-.'. Aniin. xi. 653
Cells of the adjacent part of the body ("parapolar cells).

1893 Syd. StiC. Lex., *Pararectalpouch, a name sometimes

given to the peritoneal pouch on either side of the upper
part of the rectum. Ibid.,

*Parasinoidal spaces, the spaces
in the dura mater, .which contain the Pacchionian bodies.

1899 B>-it. Med. Jrnl, 25 Nov. 1483 Both tabes and general

paralysis are *parasyphilitic affections. 1897 Alllnttt's Syst.
Med. III. 314 Certain bodies known as accessory thyroids
and "parathyroids. Ibid., "Parathyroidal and thyroidal
tissue do not play an equivalent part in preventing the
J 1 . _/' L_ _ _ _1"_IT f-11 .1 l._.

trophic. 1893 Syd. Soc. Lex., Paratrophic^ of or belonging
to paratrophy.

*
Paratroptiy, a malnutrition ; also, hyper-

trophy. 1897 Allbutfs Syst. Me,/. 1 1 1. 870
'

'Paratyphhtis
'

conveyed the same view of the position of the inflammatory
changes. 1893 Syd. Soc. Lex.,

*

Paravcsical pouch, the

peritoneal pouch on either side of the bladder.

2. In Chemistry, para- is used to form :

a. Names of substances that are (or have been

supposed to be) modifications of those to the

names of which para- is prefixed, or that have

been produced along with or instead of these, or,

sometimes, that merely occur with them.

This nomenclature appears to have been first used by
Berzeliusin i83o(cf. Poggentlorfs ^ iitialeii XIX. 328,where
he introduces acidtnii ptiraphosf>horicuin and paraphos-
phates, also acidnm paratartaricuin, a. fartistannicum).
In some cases the para- derivatives are isomers or poly-

mers of the simply-named substance,e. %,.paraldchyde,para-
tolnene', but in others they are neither isomeric with nor

closely related to them, e.g. naphthalene CmH s , para-
najihlhalene C'i 4H ;u .

Farabe-nzene parabe-nzol) (C 6H 6) n ,
a hydro-

carbon isomeric with benzene, occurring along
with it in light coal oil. Parabu'xine, an alka-

loid, CMH 48N2O, obtained from the bark of the

box-tree. Faracamph.o'ric a., in/, acid, inactive

camphoric acid. Paraca'rthamin, a red sub-

stance allied to carthamin, contained in the bark

of Cornus sanguined, dogwood. Parace'llulose,

a supposed modification of CKLI.ULOSE, occurring
in the cellular tissue and pith of plants. Fara-

ci'trio a., in p. acid= ACONITIC acid. Faraco'nic

a. [AcoNlc], in /. acid, one of the isomeric acids

of constitution C.,HCO 4 . Para'conine, an artificial

variety of CONINE, C 8H liVN, differing from it in

some of its chemical reactions and physical quali-

ties. Paracre'sol, one of the toluol alcohols

found in urine
; hydroxyltoluene. Para-ella'gric

a., in /. acid = RCFIGALLIC acid. Parafl'brin,

a supposed modification of fibrin occurring in

certain morbid conditions (Syd. Soc. Lex.). Para-

forma'ldehyde, a polymer of formic or methyl

aldehyde. Parafnma'rio a., inf. acid = MALEIC
acid. Faralbu'min, a form of albumin found by
Scherer in ovarian cysts. Paramale'ic a., in p.
acid FUMAKIC acid. Farama'lic a., in /. acid

= Diglycollic acid, O.2 (CH 2.COOH) : see GLY-
COLI.IC. Farameco'uic a., in /. acid = COMENIC
acid. Paramenispe'rmine, an alkaloid left as

an insoluble residue after the extraction of menis-

permine, C,,II 12NO 2 ,
of which it is an isomer.

Para'mic a., in /. acid, derived from paramide.
Pa'ramide = MKLUTiMu>i: Paramo'rpliia,para-
mo rpWne = TuEBAfcjK, C78H 21NO3 . Fara'my-
lene = DECENE, C 10H 20 . Fara-mylum, -one, a

carbohydrate closely allied to starch (AMVLUM) of

formula (C.H^Os),,, found in starch-like granules
in Etiglena viridis, a flagellate infusorial). Fara-

myosi'nog'en, a proteid occurring in muscle-

plasma. Parana'phthalene =-- ANTHRACKNE.

Fara'niline, a polymer of ANILINE, C^H^N.,,
obtained in long white silky needles. Para n-

thracene, a crystalline isomeric modification of

anthracene : see quot. Farape-ctic a., in/, acid,

CsjHj^Ojs, an uncrystallizable acid formed from

pcctic acid or pectin by long boiling, or by the

action of pectose. Farape'ctin, a neutral sub-

stance, C 32H 46O31 , derived, as a translucent jelly,

from pectin by boiling and precipitating with

alcohol. Farape'ptone, a substance allied to

syntonin, precipitated on neutralizing the action of

gastric juice on egg-albumin. ( Paraphospho'ric
a., in/, acid, Berzelius's name for pyrophosphoric
acid

;
its salts are Faraphosphates. Parapi'co-

line, an oily base, C 12H ]4N2 ,
a polymer of PICO-

LINE, and formed from it by the action of sodium.

Para'rabiii, a modification of ABABIN, prepared
from carrots or beet-root, not yielding sugar on

treatment with dilute acids. Parasa ccharose,
an isomeric modification of saccharose or cane-

sugar, CjjHgjOu ,
formed by a special fermentation

of a solution of sugar-candy : see quot. Para-

sa'licyl, the salicylide of benzoyl, C]4Hi O3 ; also

called spirin. Paraso'rbic a., in parasorbic acid,

an isomer of SOKBIC acid, C 6H 8O2 ,
a volatile oily

liquid obtained from mountain-ash berries. Fara-
sta nnic a., in/. oxide, a name given by Berzelius

to the calcined form of stannic oxide, which differs

in some properties from the ordinary oxide.

Paratarta'ric a., in /. acid (Berzelius, 1830) =
KACEMIC acid; Parata rtramide = Racetnamide

(see AMIDE 2). Parato luene, an isomer of Toiu-

ENE, C,H 8 , along with which it occuis in light

coal-tar oil; also Faratoluol. Faraza'nthine,
a substance, C 1:i

H 17N9O4 , having relations with the

xanthine group, obtained by Salomon from urine.

See also PAKABAMC, PARALDEHYDE, etc.

i866-7z WATTS Diet. C/iem. IV. 340 *Parabenzene . . has
a faint alliaceous odour, less pleasant than that of pure
benzene. 1857-62 MILLER Elein. Chem. (ed. 2) III. 654 note,

Church found . . a hydrocarbon isomeric with benzol which he
terms *parabenzol. 1866-7* WATTS Diet. Client. IV. 341
The utricular tissue forming the medullary rays of wood
consists of *paracelhilose. 1893 Syd. Soc. Lex. s. v., Para-
C'--llulose. .is characterized chemically by being insoluble in

Millon's reagent, except after heating to 140 F. for several

hours. 1885 LANDOIS & STIRLING Text-bk. Hum. Physiol.
I. 502 According to Hammarsten, metalbumin is a mixture
of *paralbumin and other proteid substance. 1865-72 WATTS
Diet. C/iein. III. 880 *Paramenispermine has the same

composition as menispermine. Ittd. 873 *Paramide or Mel-
litimide is a white amorphous powder. Ibid. 874 "Paramic
acid. 1838 T. THOMSON Chem. Org. Bodies 746 This sub-

stance was discovered by M. Dumas in 1832, in coal tar,

and named by him *paranaphthalin, because from his ex-

periments it appears in its composition to be perfectly
identical with naphthalin. c 1865 LETHEBY in Circ. Sc. I.

107/1 Finally, a more solid material, named paranaphtha-
line, distils over. 1883 Athenziuu 15 Sept. 343/2 Dr. D.
Tommasi . . states that if anthracene is dissolved in benzol

and exposed to the direct rays of the sun it becomes turbid

and deposits crystals. This photogenic substance has been
named 'paranfhracene. 1885 LANUOIS S STIRLING Text-
bk. Hum. Physiol. I. 331 Identical with Kiihne's hetnial-

buminose and Meissner's 'parapeptone. 1877 WATTS Ftnunes'

t'hem. (ed. 12) I. 327 Intermediate between orthophosphates
and metaphosphates, there are at least three distinct classes

of salts, the most important of which are the pyrophosphates
or *paraphosphates. 1866-7* Diet. Client. IV. 354 The
salts of *parapicoline are for the most part uncrystallizable.

1893 Sytf. Soc. Lex. s.v., Agar-agar, the Chinese vegetable

jelly, is composed of *pararabin. Ibid, s.v., *Parasaccharose
is more strongly dextro-rotatory than Saccharose, 1857-62
MILLER Elent. Chem. (ed. 2) III. 385 This new acid is

identical with the *paratartaric or racemic acid. 1885
I.ANDOIS & STIRLING Text-bk. Hum. Physiol. II. 539 The
crystalline body *paraxanthin occurs in traces in the urine.

b. (More systematically) Names of isomeric

benzene di-derivatives in which the two hydrogen-
atoms replaced by another element or radical are

symmetrically disposed in the benzene ring, being

separated on each side by two other atoms
;

as

i and 4 in the ring i
J , ; e. g. paradichlorobenzene,

C.CIHHCIHH. So coumaric (1:2) and para-
coumaric (1:4") acids, etc. See OKTHO- 2.

As these compound names are formed systematically, and
are in number unlimited, it is not necessary to give any
list ; cf. the following :

1876 yrnl. Client. Soc. fi) 207 Few chemists employ the

terms para-, meta-, ortho-, in any other sense than as

denoting 1:4, 1:3, and i :2 compounds respectively. 1872
WATTS Diet. Chem. VI. 198 A second series of bi-derivatives

of benzene the Para, series is produced from dinitro-

benzene. From this compound is obtained para-nltra-
nitine, which may be converted into para-diazonitrobenzene,
and from this may be prepared parachloronitrobenzene,

parabromonitrobenzene, and para-iodo-nitrobenzene. These

..may be converted by reducing agents into parachlorani-

line, parabromaniline, and para-iodaniline. 1889 Anthony's
Photogr. Bull. II. 270 We have called paradihydroxy-
benzene [or quinol] one of the benzenes, and the prefix

para, shows which one; there are two others, one of which

is 0>-Mi>-dihydroxybenzene, or catechol, and the other meta-

dihydroxybenzene or resorcinol. There are thus three

substances, catechol, resorcinol and quinol, all having the

same composition Cc HI (HO)2 and distinguished from each

other by the prefixes ortho, meta, and para attached to

dihydroxybenzene.
Para- 2

,
a. F. para-, a. It. para-, imperative of

vb. parare
' to ward or defend, to cover from, to



PAKABAN.

shield, to shroud, to shelter' (Florio), orig. 'to

make ready, prepare
'

: L. pat-are ; used with a
sb. object, in phrases which have themselves become
sbs., as para-sole lit. 'defend or shelter from sun ',

hence 'a snn-shade'; so parafuoco fire-guard, fire-

screen, paravento wind-screen, parapetlo breast-

guard, parapet. (Cf. analogous Fr. and ling,

compounds, as couvre-chef, convre-feu, make-shift,

sfend-thrift, ward-robe.*) Italian para- has been

adopted in Fr., which has added paraphiie rain-

screen, umbrella, paracrotte mud-guard, parachute,
parados, etc. Thence English has PARAPET,
PARADOS, PARASOL, PARACHUTE, with occasional

humorous nonce-words, as Parabore, defence from

bores, and occasional uses of the alien (French)
words, paragrandine [L. grandin-em hail],

paragrele [V.grele hail] protection against hail,

parapluie [V.pluie rain] umbrella, paratonnere
[F. tonnere thunder] lightning-conductor, para-
vent [F. vent wind] defence against wind.
1844 Lu. BROUGHAM A. Lnnel I. i. 26 And sigh for a Bore-

net, a *para-bore, to protect me, like our musquito-curtairis.
1844 FHANCIS Diet. Arts,

*
Paragrandine, an instrument, the

object of which is to avert hailstones in the saute manner as
electric conductors avert the danger of lightning. 1886
CassetFs Encycl. Diet., *Paragrele, 17*7-41 CHAMBERS
Cycl., Parast'l. . .The word is French. That used against
rains is sometimes called *paraplitie. 1829 MRS. SOUTHEV
Chapt. Churchyards II. 246 Escorted by Mr. Vernon on
one side and his own valet, with Aparapluie, on the other.
1866 MRS. H. WOOD St. Martin's Eve xix. (1874) ^34 She
..displayed an enormous crimson paraphtie, which she held
between her face and the sun.

Parabanic (pserabarnik), a. Chem. [f. PARA-:
see below.] In parabanic acid, a dibasic acid,

CO.a(NH.CO), produced by the action of nitric

acid on uric acid or alloxan ; crystallizing in

colourless prisms. When boiled with dilute acids,
it is converted into oxalic acid and urea, whence
it is sometimes called oxalyl carbamide or oxalyl
urea. Hence Fa'raban, a proposed substitute

for the name parabanic acid, to express its paral-
lelism to alloxan. Fa rabanate, a salt of para-
banic acid, as argentic/<mz<5,r;;<z/<;,CO.2(NAg.CO).
1857 MILLER Elem.C/iem. III. 635 Parabanic acid forms

saUs which are exceedingly unstable : parabanate of silver

being the only salt which is permanent. 1866 ODI.ING
Anim. Chem. 43 Paraban and alloxan are products of the
oxidation of uric acid. 1873 RALFE Phys. L'hem. p. xxviii,
Kreatin is a monureide, and so are paraban and alloxan,
which are obtained by the oxidation of uric acid. 1888
RF.MSEN Org~. CJiem. 203 Parabanic acid is formed by boiling

uric^acid with strong nitric acid and other oxidizing agents.
[A'ote. The term parabanic was introduced by Liebig and

Wohler in 1838 (Amtalat XXVI. 285), but without any
explanation of its formation. As they made parabanic acid

merely euphonic. It has been suggested that the latter is

a residue of curb-, and that the term was formed to express
parallelism ofconstitution to urea or carbamide, CO-2(NH 2),
and to alloxan, CO-2(NH.CO)CO ; but as a fact, it was not
till much later that the identity of urea and carbamide was
discovered.]

Farabaptism (pasrabue-ptiz'm). [ad. late Gr.

irapaBaTTTia/M irregular or spurious baptism, f.

irapa- aside, amiss, wrong + Parma/M baptism.]
Uncanonical or unauthorized baptism (in the early
church). So Faraba'ptist, Parabaptiza'tion.
1715 BINCHAM Orig. Eccles. IV. 275 Such Baptisms are

frequently condemned in the ancient Councils under the
name of TrapajSan-Tio-^ara. . . Which sort of Parabaptizations
are there condemned. 1890 Cent. Diet., Parabaptism.

In Crinoids : Situated next to and articulated
with a basal plate, b. sb. (also in mod.L. form

parabasale, pl.-alia). A parabasal joint.
1873 NICHOLSON Palseont. 125 In some cases the '

basals
'

are succeeded by a second row or cycle of plates . . which
are sometimes regarded as something special, and are
termed the 'parabasals' or '

sub-radials '. 1877 HUXLEY
Anat. Inv. Anim. ix. 593 A calyx supported on a stem,
and composed of five basalia, five parabasalia, and five
radialia.

II Parabasis (parse-basis). PI. -bases (-bas/z).

[a. Gr. 7ra/xi/3aais lit. a going aside, digression,

stepping forward, f. irapafiaivtiv to go aside, step
forward. ] In ancient Greek comedy, A part sung by
the chorus, addressed to the audience in the poet s

name, and unconnected with the action ofthe drama.
1820 T. MITCHELL Arisiofh. I. p. cvi, What steps were

used in their parabases to give effect to the rhythm. Ibid.

p. cxiv, The play originally condemned has come down to
us with part of a parabasis (or address to the audience).
1866 LOWELL Swinlwrne's Trag. Pr. Wks. 1890 II. 130
Something similar in purpose to the parabasis was essayed
in one, at least, of the comedies of Beaumont and Fletcher,
and in our time by Tieck. 1877 WARD in Encycl. Brit. VII.
407/2 The distinctive feature ofOld, as compared with Middle
Comedy, is the parabasis, the speech in which the chorus,
moving towards and facing the audience, addressed it in the
name of the poet, often abandoning all reference to the action
of the play.

I! Parabema(pserabrma).-Pl.-mata. [a. mod.
Gr. vapaf)i]na, {. irapd beside + fir/na BEMA.] In
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Byzantine churches, The part of the edifice on each
side of the bema, when separated from the latter

by a wall. Hence Farabema tic a., pertaining
to a parabcma ; supported on the parabemata.
1850 NEALE East. Ch. I. n. ii. 171, (3) The prothesis, (4)

the diaconicou or sacristy ..when divided as here by walls
from the bema, are called parabemata. Ibid. 172 Care
must be taken to recognize the parabema in cases where
there is a passage through it, as it is still architecturally
one. Ibid., The Church of S. Theodore, given above, has
a parabernatic dome.

Faraben_zene, -benzol: see PARA-I 2 .

i Parabie'il. Obs. fa. Sp. parabien, from

j
para for, bien well, the wish '

may it be for good to

you ',
'
I wish you joy or success', congratulation.]

A congratulatory compliment, congratulation.
1623 MABDE tr. Aleman's Guzman d'Alf. n. i. v. 47
My Master . . rendring me an account of his loue, and I

gluing him the Para-bien thereof. 1668 LD. ARLINGTON
i in Temple's II 'ks. (1770) I. 516 So that now 1 can. -give you

the parabien of this great work. 1681 Moores Baffled 9
But instead of giving me the Parabien, you have disturbed

my hour of Eating.

t Parabi-lity. Ol>s. rare. [f. PARABLE a.]
The quality of being easily procured or prepared.
1654 WHITLOCK 7-ootomia 102 He considereth not the

Earability,

or Propriety of Medicines, it is not unusual for

im to prescribe things out of use, or reach, or season,

Parablast (parrablsst). [f. PARA- + Gr.

/SAaiTTos sprout, germ : see -BLAST.]
fl. Path. (See quot.) Obs.

1857 MAVNE Expos, Lex., Parablasta . . term used by
Eisenmann for disease with anatomical conversion or altera-
tion : a parablast.
2. Embryol. The nutritive yolk of a meroblastic

ovum, as distinguished from the formative yolk or

archiblast; also, a special layer of cells in the

embryo, supposed by His to arise from the nutritive

yolk, by others to belong to the mesoblast.

1876 KLEIN in Q. Jrnl. Microsc. Sci. XVI. 116 This quasi-
extraneous portion of the germ I will call parablast, in con-
tradistinction to the segmented part or blastoderm of the

authors, which I will term archiblasL ..However, ..accord-

ing lo His, parablast is not a portion of the same substance
oi which the blastoderm consists, but is a part of the white
yolk. 1884 Science IV. 341/1 The parablast of Klein, the
intermediate layer of American authors. 1888 J. BEARD in

Q. Jrnl. Microsc. Sc. Oct. 195 There are here also plenty
of mesoblast pardon, 'parablast 'cells in the neighbourhood.
Hence Farabla'stic a., pertaining or relating to

the parablast (sense a).

1885 LANDOIS & STIRLING Text-bit. Hum. Physiol. II. 1128
The parablastic structure of blood and connective-tissue.
1888 J. HEARD in Q. JrnL Microsc. Sc. Oct. 195 When His
regards the nuclei here present as mesoblastic or 'parablnstic'
cells, his view is just as much a gratuitous assumption as the
whole parablastic doctrine.

Parable (parrab'l), si. Forms : 4- parable;
also 4-7 -bole, 4-6 -bil(l, 5-6 -byll(e, 7 -bile.

[ME. a. f.parabole (i3th c. in Littre), ad. \^.para-
bola comparison; in Christian L., allegory, proverb,
discourse, speech, talk, a. Gr. irapajSoAr; a placing
side by side, comparison, analogy, parable, proverb,
f. irapa- beside + 0o\r/ casting, putting, a throw.
From L. parabola came the various later forms paravola,

paraula, fairola, parole, parabla, palabra, palavra, mean-
ing 'speech, worcf

',
in the Romanic langs. Hence parabola,

parable, parole, palaver are all representatives of the same
original word.}
A comparison, a similitude ; any saying or nar-

ration in which something is expressed in terms
of something else

; an allegory, an apologue.
Also vaguely, extended (chiefly after Heb. or other
oriental words so rendered) to any kind of enig-
matical, mystical, or dark saying, and to proverbs,
maxims, or ancient saws, capable of application
to cases as they occur, arch. (exc. as in b.)

t Parables ofSolomon, the Book of Proverbs, (obs.}
a 1325 Prose Psalter xlviii. 4 Y shal bowe myn eres in

parabiles [a 1300 E. E. Psalt. forbiseninge]. a 1340 HAM-
POLE Psalter ibid., Lerand me to speke in parabils, that is,

in likyngis that all men kan noght vndirstand. 1382 WVCI.IF
Matt. xxiv. 32 Lerne }e the parable of a fyge tree, c 1386
CHAUCER Wife's Prol. 369 Been thir none othire resemblances
That ye may likne youre parables to. Ibid. 679 And eek
the Parables of Salomon. < 1420 LVDG. Assembly of Gods
1987 Hit sownyd to me as a parable, Derke as a myste, or
a feynyd fable, c 1450 tr. De Imitatione I. v. 7 Lete not be

paraboles of eldir men displese }>e. 1523 SKELTON Garl.
Laurel ioi A poete somtynie.-Spekyng in parablis, how
the fox, the grey, The gander, . . Went with the pecok ageyne
the fesaunt. 1596 BACON Max. 9f Uses Com. Law Pref.,
All the ancient wisdom and science was wont to be delivered
in that forme, as may be seen by the parables of Solomon.
1654 GAYTON Pleas. Notes iv. iv. 194 Accept of the Curates
parabile, and his sentences in praise of a slender dyel as
Modicum nti nocet. 1671 MILTON Samson 500 A sin That
Gentiles in their Parables condemn. 1794 SULLIVAN View
Nat. II. 234 Moses and the Prophets wrote all in Parables.

1825 SCOTT Talism. x, I will reply with a parable told to
me by a santon of the desert 1881 N. T. (R. V.) Luke iv.

23 Doubtless ye will say unto me this parable [WVCLIH lik-

nesse.TtNDALE, 1611 proverbe,RAtims similitude], Physician,
heal thyself.

b. spec. A fictitious narrative or allegory (usu-
ally something that might naturally occur), by
which moral or spiritual relations are typically
figured or set forth, as the parables of the New
Testament. (Now the usual sense.)

PARABOLA.

cijSp WYCLIF Set. Wks. III. 352 pus spekib Crist. .of
dette in jie Pater Noster, and also in o parable. 138*
Matt. xiii. 3 And be spak to hem many thingis in parablis.
"5*6 TINDALE Matt. xiii. 10 Why speake.st thou to them in

parables? 13 Therefore speake y to them in similitudes.
18 Heare ye therfore the similitude [Rheims and l6iz
parable] off the sower. 1589 PUTTENHAM Eng. Poesie in.
xix. (Arb.) 251 Whensoeuer by your similitude ye will seeme
to teach any moralitie or good lesson by speeches misticall
and darke, or farre fette, vnder a sence metaphoricall apply,
ing one natural! thing to another, ..the Greekes call it

Parabola, which ternie is also by custome accepted of vs. . .

Tropical, or Allusive part of the Parable, and the Thing
couched under it. 1795 SOUTHEY Juan of Arc iv. 208
Or rather sing thou of that wealthy Lord, Who took
the ewe lamlt from the poor man's bosom, ..This parable
would I tell,. .And look at theeand say,

' Thou art the man 1'

1841 TKENCH Parables i. (1877)2 The parable is constructed
to set forth a truth spiritual and heavenly : this the (able,
with all its value, is not.

c. dial. Something that may be pointed to as
an example or illustration (to follow or to avoid).
[Cf. 1382 WYCLIF Jer. xxiv. 9 And y shal 3yue them .. in

to repref, and in to parable, and in to prouerbe.] c 1880
Correspondent, Parable is used near Drumcondra, Ireland,
in sense of

' An apt illustration, a case in point '. 1894 IAN
MACLAREN Ihnnie Brier fius/i vi. ii. 218 'Man 1

, says
Mactavish,..' You are just a Parable, oh yes, just a Parable '.

1900 Cent. Mag. Feb. 601 He had his three acres in such
rotation as a flower garden, his wee patch a parable to the

counthry.
d. To take up one's parable [after Num. xxiii. ~,

etc.], to begin to discourse, arch.

1382 WYCI.IF Num. xxiii. 7 And takun to his parable
[1388 And whanne his parable was takun], seith. 1535
CovBRDALE ibid., Then toke he [Balaam] vp his parable,& sayde [etc..]. 1868 MII.MAN St. Paul's i. 5 In due time, the
learned took up their parable.

e. at/rib, and Comb., as parable-poem, -poet,

-reading, -writer
; -like adj., -wise adv.

1561 DAUS tr. nitllinger on Apoc. (1573) 149 b, It is in

parablewyse, and in way of comparison, that this citie is

called Sodome and Egypt, a 1603 T. CARTWRICHT Ccnfut.
Rhem. N. T. (1618) 240 His speeches had been hitherto
darke and parable-like. 1880 G. MEREDITH Tragic Com.
(1881) 62 We Jews are a parable people. 1884 Athenaeum
6 Dec. 725/1 [They] can only be described as parable-poems.
Ibid. 727/3 The current of the story with the Western
parable-writer moves too rapidly.

t Fa'rable, a. Obs. [ad. L. pardbil-is pro-
curable, f. parare to prepare, procure : see -BLE.]
That can be readily prepared, procured, or got ;

procurable, 'get-at-able'.
1581 MUI.CASTE* Positions xix. (1887) 81, I haue kept

Galenes rule in chusing these exercises, and that they be all

both pleasant, profitable and parable. 1621 BURTON Anat.
Mel. n. v. i. v. (1651) 390 This of drink is a most easie and
parable remedy, a 1691 BOYLE Med. Exp. Pref. (1693) 5

Receipts that being Parable or Cheap, may easily be made
servicable to poor Country People. 174^1 Compl. /-am. -Piece
i. i. 60 A parable but excellent Medicine in. .the Stone.

Fa'rable, v. rare. [f. PARABLE sb. Cf. late and
med.L. parabolare to discourse, talk, whence F'.

parler to speak.]
1. intr. To compose or utter a parable; to

speak or discourse in parables.
1571 GOLDIXG Calvin on Ps. xlix. 4 That is to say, Parable

thou in parable. 1820 Blackw. Mag. VII. 437 My store of

praise would never fail, Tho' I should parable till I were old.

2. trans. To represent or express by means of

a parable, allegory, or similitude.

1643 MILTON Divorce l. vi. Wks. (1851) 32 That was chiefly
meant, which by the ancient Sages was thus parabl'd. 1884
G. F. PENTECOST Out ofEgypt lii. 54 That sign which to my
mind it parables or typifies.

II Farable-pSlS. [a. Gr. vapa/3\fifiis, i. irapa-
fl\(w-tiv to look aside at, to see wrong, to over-

look, f. vapa- PARA- ! + /SAfirtii/ to see.] False
vision

; oversight. So Pa-rablepsy ; Farable'ptic
a., of or pertaining to parablepsy.
i8s7 MAYNE Expos. Lex., Parablepsis, term for false

vision ; side vision ; parablepsy. Parablepticus, ofor belong,
ing to Parablepiis : parableptic. 1886 A thctaiim 7 Aug.
169/3 H.e avoids the difficulty. .by supposing .. the words
were omitted through

'

parablepsy
'

on the part of the scribe.

fPaTably, adv. Obs. rare.
("f.

PARABLE sb.

+ -LY 2
, after advbs. from adjs. in -tie.} In

parables, parable-wise.
1382 WYCLIF Mark xii. i And Ihesus bigan to speke

parably [gloss or in parablis ; Vttlg. in parabolis).
Parabola (pare-biJla). Geom. [a. i6th c. L.

parabola (also parabole), a. Gr. ira/wjSoXr; juxta-
position, application, spec, in Geometry, the 'appli-
cation

'

of a given area to a given straight line,
hence also, the curve described below : for deriva-
tion and other senses, cf. PARABLE. In F. farabole.
See note below.]
One of the conic sections ; the plane curve formed
by the intersection of a cone with a plane parallel
to a side of the cone ; also definable as the locus

I
of a point whose distance from a given point (the

| focus) is equal to its distance from a given straight
I

line (the directrix).
Sometimes distinguished from parabolas of the higher kind

j

(see b) as the Apollonian or quadratic parabola. It is

: approximately the path of a projectile under the influence

I
of gravity.
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PARABOLANUS.

[1544 Archimedis Opera 142 (heading) Archimedis qvad-
ratvra parabola, id est portionis contentas a linea recta &
sectione rectanguli coni. 1558 COMMANDINUS Archimedis

Opera i8b, (heading) Archimedis qvadratvra paraboles.]

1579 DIGGES Stratiot. 188, 1 demaunde whether then this

Eleipsis shal not make an Angle with the Parabola Section

equal to the distaunce betweene the grade of Randon pro-

poned, and the grade of vttermost Randon. 1656 [see

PARABOLASTER]. 1668 Phil. Trans. III. 876 The Spindle
made of the same Parabola by rotation about its Base. 1696
WHISTON Th. Earth \. (1722) 14 The Orbits describ'd will

be one of the other Conick Sections, either Parabola's or

Hyperbola's. 1706 W. JONES Syn. Palmar. Matheseos

246 'Tis evident the Parabola has but one Focus. 1788
CHAMBERS CycL (ed. Rees), Parabola, oscillatory, in Geo~

tnetry, is used particularly for that parabola which not

only osculates or measures the curvature of any curve at a

given point, but also measures the variation of the curvature

at that point. i8a8 HUTTON Course Math. II. 136 The
Area or Space of a Parabola, is equal to Two-Thirds of its

Circumscribing: Parallelogram. 183* Nat. Philos. 1 1. Introd.

Mech. p. xviii. (U. K. S.), The curve-line which a ball

describes, if the resistance of the air be not taken into con-

sideration, is called in geometry a parabola. 1868 LOCKVEK
Elem. Astron. xxiii. (1870) 124 The orbit of a comet is

generally best represented by what is called a parabola ;

that is, an infinitely long ellipse. 1881 C. TAYLOR Anc. <$

Mod. Geom. 82 The parabola was so called from the equality
of the square of the ordinate of any point upon it to the

rectangle contained by its abscissa and the latus rectum. . .

It is reported by Proclus in his Commentaries on the first

book of Euclid.. that the terms parabola, hyperbola, and

ellipse had been used by the Pythagoreans to express the

equality or inequality of areas, and were subsequently
transferred to the conic curves.

b. Extended to curves of higher degrees resem-

bling a parabola in running off to infinity without

approaching to an asymptote, or having the line

at infinity as a tangent, and denoted by equations

analogous to that of the common parabola.
Campaniform or bell-shaped parabola: a name formerly

given to cubic parabolas without cusp or node. Cartesian p.:

a cubic curve denoted by the equation xy - ax^ + bx~+cx + d,

having four infinite branches, two parabolic and two hyper-
bolic. Cubic or cubicalp. : a parabola of the third degree.
Double p. : a parabola having the line at infinity for a double

tangent. Heticoidp.: see HELICOID. Ncilinnp.: the semi-

cubical parabola (ax
2 =y\ rectified by William Neil in 1657.

Semicubicalp. : see SEMICUBICAL.

1664 Phil, Trans. \. 15 A Method for the Quadrature of

Parabola's of all degrees. 1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl. s. v.,

Parabola's of the higher kinds are algebraic curves, defined

by a*-i x y*&.. .Some call these Paraboloids. i76sCROKER
Diet, Arts, Cartesian Parabola. 1795 HUTTON Math. Diet.

II. 192 A beil-form Parabola, with a conjugate point.

[Note. To the earlier Greek geometers, including Archi-

medes, B.C. 287-212, who investigated only sections per-

pendicular to the surface of the cone.^the parabola was
known as opdoytaviov xufov io/ij = sectio rectanguli coni

'the [perpendicular] section of a right-angled cone'. The
use of TnvaSoA*},

'

application ', in this sense is due to

Apollonius of Perga, czio B. c., and, with him, referred to

the fact that a rectangle on the abscissa, having an area

equal to the square on the ordinate, can be 'applied
'

to the

latus rectum, without either excess (as in the hyperbola). or

deficiency (as in the ellipse}. (See C. Taylor A net. <y Mod.
Geom. 195; 1'. L. Heath Apollonius ofPerga, Introd. Ixxx.)

But an explanation of thr: name, from the much more obvious

property of \h& parallelism of the section to a side of the

cone, is given by Eutokius of Ascaion c A. D. 550, and is

frequent in later writers.]

II Parabolanus (pserabol^-nrs). PI. -ni. [late
L. (Cod.Just. j Cod. Theod.}, {. parabol-ns reckless

man, one who jeopardizes his life, a. Or. irapa@o\os

exposing oneself, venturesome, reckless, perilous,
f. Trapa- aside + 0a\\ftv to throw.] A sick-nurse,

especially in infectious cases. In the Eastern Church
from 3rd to gth c., name of a class of lay helpers
who attended upon the sick in the plague, etc.

1671 CAVE Prim. Chr. in. ii. (1673^ 2^7 These Parabolani
were a Kind of Clergy Physitians. 1727-41 CHAMBERS CycL
s.v., The Parabolani were not allowed to withdraw them-
selves from their function, which was the attendance on the

sick. 185* HOOK Ch. Diet. (1871) 563. 1853 KINGSLKY

Hypatia v, Philammon went out with the parabolani, a sort

of organised guild of district visitors.

t Fara'bolar, a. Geom. Obs. [f. PARABOLA +

-AR.] Of the nature of a parabola ; parabolic.
1665 Phil. Trans. I. 105 If regular, whether Elliptick or

Parabolar.

t Para'bolaryy* Obs. [f.
L.parabola PARABLE

+ -ARY.] Of the nature of a parable ; parabolical.
1652 URQUHART Jewel Wks. (1834) 292 Allegories of all

sorts, whether apologal, affabulatory, parabolary [etc.].

t Parabola'ster. Obs. [f.
PARABOLA : see

-ASTER.] A parabola of a higher degree : = PARA-
BOLA b, PARABOLOID i.

1656 HOBBES Six Lessons Wks. 1845 VII. 185, I have
exhibited and demonstrated the proportion of the parabola
and parabolasters to the para lieloururns of the same height
and base. 1656 tr. Hobbes' Elem. Philos. (1839) 233 The
line, in which that body is moved, will be the crooked line

of the first semi-parabolaster of two means, whose base is

the impetus last acquired. 1670 COLLINS in Rlgaud Corr.
Sci. Men (1841} II. 199 A pure unaffected biquadratic para-
bolaster.

Ii Parabole (parce-b<?lf). [a. Gr.

comparison, analogy (see PARABLE) ; formerly in

Latinized form parabola.]
1. Rhet. A comparison, a metaphor (in the

widest sense) ; spec, a simile drawn from the present.
1589 Pi*TTENH\M Eng. Poesie in. ix. (Arb.) 251 The

Greekes call it /'arabpla, which tenne is also by custome
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accepted of vs : neuerthelesse we may call him in English
the resemblance mUticall. 1678 PHILLIPS (ed. 4), Parabola,
a Similitude of a thing ; In Rhetorick it is a similitudinary

speech whereby one thing is uttered and another signified ;

as in this Example; 'As Cedars beaten with continual

storms, so great men flourish '. 1828 WEBSTER, Parabole,
in oratory, similitude ; comparison.

t 2. Geom. = PARABOLA. Obs. rare.

1684 T. BAKER Geometr. Key 10 Though no necessity of

invoking a Parabole. .to midwife forth the two first classes

of Equations.

Parabolic (pserabp'lik), a. and sb. [ad. late

L. parabolicus, a. late Or. irapaftoXiKos figurative

(Clemens Alex.)) f- irapa&oXr] PARABLE; in mod.
use referred also to PARABOLA ; cf. . paraboliyue

(i-tthc, in Littre).]

A. adj. 1. Ofj pertaining to, or of the nature

of a parable;
*

expressed by parable* (J.).

1669 GALE Crf. Gentiles \. I. it. n Traditions; which he

wraps up in.. parabolic, .notions. 1804 COLLINS Scripscrap
96 And through each parabolic tract, Pursue the .trail of
moral fact. i88a A. B. BKUCH (title] The Parabolic Teach-

ing of Ciirist, a systematic and critical study of the parables
of Our Lord.

b. Of or pertaining to parabole; metaphorical.
1696 WHISTON Th, Earth (1722) 66 Resolving the whole

into a Popular, Moral, or Parabolick Sense. 1878 G. D.
BOARDMAN Creative Week 20 (Cent.) Creation.. transcends
all experience. ., Hence all the words describing Creation

must, in the very nature of the case, be figurative or parabolic.
2. Geom. Of the form of, or resembling, a para-

bola
;

of which the section is a parabola; also,

having relation to the parabola.
Parabolic asymptote', see quot. 1788. Parabolic branch

(of a curve): a branch which, like the parabola, extends to

infinity without approaching an asymptote lopp.
to hyper-

bolic). Parabolic conoid: a conoid of parabolic section, a

paraboloid of revolution. Parabolic point \ a point on a
surface at which the curvature is cylindrical, the indicatrix

thus being two parallel straight lines, i. e. a degenerate
parabola. Parabolicpyramidoid : see PYRAMIDOID. Para-
bolic reflector-, a reflector, usually of polished metal, made
in the form of a paraboloid of circular section, so as to reflect

parallel rays to a focus, or reflect in parallel lines the rays
of a lamp placed at the focus. Parabolic space '. \a) the

space between an arc of a parabola and its ordinate ; (b)

name given by Klein to a space, of any number of dimen-

sions, of zero curvature, as ordinary or Euclidean space (see

HYPERBOLIC ab, quot. 1872-3). Parabolic spindle : a figure
formed by the revolution of an arc of a parabola about its

(double) ordinate. Paralytic spiral = hthcoid parabola :

see HELICOID.

1702 RALPHSON Math. Diet., Paraboloid, .otherwise called

a Parabolick Conoid. 1704 Parabolic spiral [see HELICOIU
A. i], 1706 PHILLIPS, Parabolick Space, is the Area. .be-

tween the Curve.. of the Parabola and any entire Ordinate.

Ibid., Parabolick Spindle. 1748 HARTLEY Observ. Man i.

iii. 357 The parabolic Area equal to $ of the circumscribing
Parallelogram. 1788 CHAMBERS Cycl. (ed. Rees), Parabolic

asytuptote,. .a parabolic Hue approaching to a curve, so that. .

by producing both indefinitely, their distance from each other

becomes less than any given line. 1822 IMISON Sc. <y Art I.

19 The resistance of the air and other causes occasion pro-

jected bodies to deviate considerably from the parabolic
curve, 1831 BREWSTKR Optics xxxviii. 185. 323 Parabolic

reflectors made of metal. 1842 Penny Cycl, XXIII. 304/1
The elliptic, parabolic, and hyperbolic cylinders are per-

fectly distinct. 186$ BOUTELL Arms fy Arm. xi. (1874) 225
[They] made experiments with parabolic shot or bombs,

1872 PROCTOR Ess. Astron. iii. 40 Comets which sweep
round the sun in parabolic or hyperbolic orbits.

B. sb. fl. Geom, A parabolic figure; a parabola
or paraboloid. Otis. rare.

1657 W- RAND tr. Gassendi's Life Peiresc \\. ico Whether
those . . are the portions of Globes or of Parabolicks, or other

figures, is truely hard to judge. 1807 SOUTHEY Espriellas,
Lett. II. 137 They were talking of parabolics and empties.
2. A parabolic expression, a metaphor, nonce-use.

1829 Blackw. Mag. XXVI. 736 The grandeur of the house
was above all parabolics.

Parabolical (pserabfrlikal), a. [see -ICAL.]
1. Uf or pertaining to parable ; involving, or

constituting, parable ; having a figurative, as op-

posed to a historical or literal, existence or value.

1554 in Foxe A. fy M. (1563) 910/2 Nothing can bee

sayde more vncerteyne, or more parabolical and vnsensiblie
than so to say. 1641 WILKISS Mercury ii. (1707) 10 The
Jewish Doctors., accustom themselves to a Parabolical Way
of Teaching, a 1716 SOUTH Sertti. (1717) III. 373 A Para-
bolical Description of God's vouchsafing to the World the
Invaluable Blessing of the Gospel, by the Similitude of a

King.. Solemnizing his Son's Marriage. 1827 G. S. FABEH
Sacr. Cnlend. Prophecy (1844) I. 6 That parabolical prophecy
of our Lord :

' wheresoever the carcase is, there will the

eagles be gathered together '. 1866 WHITTIER Pr. Wks. (1889)
I. 115 The Scripture they turn unto allegory and para-
bolical conceits.

fb. Using or addicted to the use of parable. Obs.

1691 WOOD Ath, Oxon. II. 265 He. .had a parabolical and
allusive fancy. cxBi? HOGG Tales $ SA. (1837) IV. 9, 1

think aunty's unco parabolical the day.
2. Geom, PAHABOUC a. 2. Now rare.

1571 DIGGES Pantotn. Pref. Aiijb, Archimedes, .(as some
suppose) with a glasse framed by reuolution of a section

Parabolical!, fired the Romane nauic .comming to the siege
of Syracusa. 1666 BOYLE Orig. Formes <V Qual. (1667) 313
Not directly downwards, but in a parabolical or some such
crooked line. 1728 PEMBERTON Newton's Philos. 234 To
compare the orbits, upon the supposition that they are

parabolical, t 1850 Rudim. Navig. (Weale) in A Para-
bolical Conoid.

Hence Parabo'licalness. rar~.
1727 BAILEY vol. II, Parabolicalness, the being of the

Nature or Manner of a Parable.

PARABOLOID.

Parabo-lically, adv.
[f. prec. + -LY -.]

1. In a parabolical manner ; with parable ot

allegory ; according to parabole, metaphorically.
16x5 BEDWELL Moha.ni. Imp. \\. 63 They are spoken

parabolically. 1749 FIELDING Tom Jones n. ii, The latter
was parabolically spoken. 1828 CARLYLE Misc. (1857) 1. 148
This doctrine is to be stated emblematically and para-
bolically.

2. Geom. In the manner of a parabola, rare.

1755 in JOHNSON.
Para boliform, a. rare. [f. PARABOLA +

1

-(I.FORM.] Of the form of a parabola.
1710 J. HARRIS Lex. Techn. II, Paraboloids^ are Para-

; boliform Curves in Geometry. 1819 Pantologia t Para-

|

boliform curves, a name sometimes given to the parabolas
of the higher orders.

t Fara'bolism. Alg. Obs.
[f. Gr. irapa&o\f}

,
in sense 'division

' + -ISM.] The reduction of an

equation by dividing it by the coefficient of the
1 unknown quantity of highest degree.

1702 RALPHSON Math. Diet., Parabolism, Is the Division
of the Terms of an Equation by the known Quantity (when

: there happens to be one) that is involved or multiplied into the
tirst Term. Thus the following Equation axx+zabx = bcc

will be reduced to this xx+vbx = -

Farabolist (parae MlistX [f. Gr.

(L. parabola} PARABLE, PARABOLA + -IST.]
1. One who narrates, uses, or deals in any way

with, parables or parabole.
1651 H. MORE Second Lash in Enthus. Tri., etc. (1656) 196
Now my pretty Parabolist, what is there left to make your
similitude good ?

2. One who deals with the parabola ; in quot.
'a partisan of the parabola': cf. HYPERBOLTST 2.

nonee-use.
1831 I. TAYLOR Logic in Theol. (1859) 42 The partisans of

the ellipsis, the parabola, and the hyperbola. . .The para-
bolists . . believing themselves qualified to act as mediators . .

would gravely say much that was very plausible.

Farabolize 'parse b^Uiz), v. [See -IZE.]
1. trans. To express or represent parabolically ;

to set forth in a parable. Also absol.

1600 W. WATSON Detacordon (1602) 20 Otherwise could
not the church Catholike be..parabolized with a net cast

into the sea. Ibid. 34 As our Sauiour Christ rightly para-
bolized of such. 16*3 Doleful Even-Song 9 Which mercifull

bounty, -is here paral>olized vnto vs by a certaine man that

was a king [etc.]. 1847 BUSHNELL Chr. Nurt. it. vii, (i86ij

379 He [Christ] parabulizes the truth.

b. To turn into, treat, or explain as a parable.
1851 G. S. FABEK Many Mansions 329 Some would para-

bolise, or rather indeed..my thise, the several statements in

the liook of Job and the Vision of Micaiah.

2. To make parabolic or paraboloidal in shape.
1869 W. PURKISS in Eng. Mechanic 12 Nov. 208/2 Such

curve being afterwards parabollsed by the. .polisher. 1878
LOCKYER Stargazing 134 M. Fpucault .. proceeds in a
different manner in parabolising his glass mirrors.

Hence Para'bolizing vl>t. sb. and ///. a. ; also

Para'bolizer, one who parabolizes.
1691 Search after Wit 3 And who first shou'd Trump up,

but the Parabolizers? 1702 C. MATHER JMagn. Chr. ni. n.

I

xiv. (1852) 420 The people then perceived the meaning of
1 the paraboluer to be that [etc.]. 1819 G. S. FABER Dis-

pensations (1823) II. 302 The parabulizing Arab. 1869
,
W. PURKISS in E.ng. Mechanic 12 Nov. 208/3 1'ne shorter

the focal length, the more difficult the parabohhing becomes.

Paraboloid ,paiarb<*luid), sb. (a.} Geom. Also

7 -oeides, -oeid, 8-9 -oide. [In form, ad. Gr,

vapafioko fifths a. (in a different sense), whence in

j^th c. MSQ parabotoeides \ see PARABOLA and -OID,

and cf. , paraboloide .~\

fl. A parabola oi a higher degree:
= PARABOLA b.

1656 HOBBES Six Lessons Wks. 1845 VII. 315 The para-
bola is 1, and the cubital paraboloeides J of their parallelo-

grams respectively. 1697 EVELYN Numism. viii. 281 The
Equated Isocrone Motion . - in a Paraboloeid. 1706 W.
JONES Syn. Palmar. Matheseos 245 Those of the Third..

Order will be the Cubic Paraboloid. 1710 J. HARRIS Lex.
\ Techn. II. s.v., Suppose the Parameter multiply'd into the

: Square of the Abscissa to be equal to the Cube of the

Ordinate ; that is, j>xx = y*. Then the Curve is called a

Semicubical Paraboloid.

2. A solid or surface of the second degree, some
of whose plane sections are parabolas; formerly
restricted to that of circular section, generated by
the revolution of a parabola about its axis, now
called paraboloid of'revolution.

Elliptic paraboloid : a paraboluid of elliptic section.

Hyperbolic paraboloid : a curved surface of which every

plane section is either a parabola or a hyperbola, the curva-

ture being concave in one direction and convex in another

(as in a saddle concave towards front and back, and convex

towards each side).

1701 RALPHSON Math. Diet., Paraboloid, is a Solid formed

by the Circumvolution of a Parabola about its Ax. This is

otherwise called a Parabolick Conoid. 1807 HUTTON Course-

Math. II. 127 The Solid Content of a Paraboloid (or Solid

generated by the Rotation of a Parabola abuut its Axis), is

equal to Half its Circumscribing Cylinder. 18*9 Nat.
Philos. I. Optics vii. 22 (U. K.. S.) The specula, or mirrors,

of all reflecting telescopes are ground into the shape of a

paraboloid. 1840 Penny Cycl. XVII. 222/2 Paraboloid.

The simplest form of this r.urface is the paraboloid of

revolution. 1842 Ibid. XXIII. 304/2 For _the elliptic para-

boloid, let a parabola revolve about its principal axis, and
let the circular sections become ellipses. Ibid.^ Let two

parabolas have a common vertex, and let their planes be at

right angles to one another, being turned contrary ways.



PARABOLOIDAL.
Let the one parabola then move over the other, always con-

tinuing parallel to its first position, and having its vertex

constantly on the other : its arc will then trace out an

hyperbolic paraboloid.
B. adj. = PAKABOLOIDAT,. rare.

1857 in MAYNE Expos. Le.r. 1901 igth Cent. Oct. 586 The
voice aided by a paraboloid megaphone.
Paraboloi dal, a. [f. as prec. + -AL.] Of

the form of a paraboloid.
1825 J. NICHOLSON Operat. Mechanic 575 Circular [domes]

may be spherical, spheroidal, ellipsoidal, hyperboloidal,

paraboloidal, &c. 1876 G. F. CHAMBERS Astron. 759 Using,
instead of a spherical, a paraboloidal speculum.

I! Farabranchia (pjerabrse-rjkia). [PARA- 1.]

The modified osphradium of certain gastropod
molluscs, considered as a secondary branchia or

gill. Hence Parabra'nchial a., of or pertaining
to a parabranchia; Parabra'nchiate a., furnished

with a parabranchia.
1883 E. K. LANKESTEK in Encycl. Brit. XVI. 648/r The

right olfactory organ only is retained, and may assume the

form of a comb-like ridge to the actual left of the ctenidium
or branchial plume. It has been erroneously described as

the second gill, and is known as the parabranchia. 1888
ROLLESTON JACKSON A^niin. Life 479 In some Azygo-
branchia. the osphradium is large, thrown into folds, and is

generally taken for a second but reduced cteiudium (para-
branchia).

Parabromalide (-bnw-mabid). Chem.

[PARA-
1 2 a.] An isomer of bromal, C 2HBr3O,

forming colourless rhombic prisms with four-sided

summits.
i86 WATTS Diet. Ch,-m. IV. 340.

II Parabysma (pserabi-zma). Path. [mod.L.,
a. Gr. irapafivofta stuffing.] A term for swelling
of the abdomen from enlargement or engorgement
of the viscera. Hence Parabysmic a.

1812-34 Goods Study Med. {ed. 4) I. 135 Parabysmic
tumours of the liver. Ibid. 351 On this account 1 have
ventured to change it for Parabysma. Ibid. IV. 54 Thus
working up a distressing parabysma or visceral turgescence,
Ibid. 316 Parabysmic dropsy of the belly.

Paracamphoric to -cellulose : see PARA-! 2.

Paracelsian (pEerase-lsian), sb. and a. [f.

proper name Paracelsus (see below) + -IAN.]
A. fb. A follower or adherent of the celebrated

Swiss physician, chemist, and natural philosopher
Paracelsus (1490-1541), or of his medical or

philosophical principles; in the former sense

opposed to Galenist.
His true name was Philippus Theophrast von Hohenheim.
*574 J- JONES {title) Galens Bookes of Elementes.. con-

futing.. the errours. .of the Paracelcians. 1654 WHITLOCK
Zootoniia 108 Our Doctor is pertinaciously either a Galenist,
or Paracelsian. 1711 W. KING tr. Nancies Kef. Politics
i. 15 The Paracelsians pervert the text of Hippocrates, to
establish their visionary imaginations.
B. adj. Of, pertaining to, or characteristic of

Paracelsus.

1617 MIDDLETON & ROWLEY Fair Quarrel n. ii, Can all

your Paracelsian mixtures cure it ? 1659 in Burton's Diary
(1828) IV. 453 It is a

paracelsian remedy, that may kill as
well as cure. 1857 in MAYNE Expos. Lex.
Hence Parace Isianism, the medical principles

of Paracelsus.
1668 H. MORE Div. Dial. v. xviii. (1713) 467 Bath.. in

which we all-over discover the Foot-steps of Paracelsianism
and Familism,

So Paracelsic, Parace Isical aJjs., Fara-
ctlsist sb., Paracelsi'stic a.

ifioa F. HERING Anatontyes 15 Hyperbolical!, or rather,
Paracelsicall Commendations. 1615 HART Anat. Ur. u. x.

119 Our Paracelcists would faine feed vs with many such
smoaky promises. 1653 R. SANDERS Physii'git. 165 The
Galenick and Paracelsick Physick. 1704 J. HARRIS Lex.
Techn. \,Paracelsistick Medicines. iVii Standard 13 Dec.
5/5 The Galenists, the Paracelsists, ..the Vitalists, . .and the
Anti-Hallerians had all. .their followers.

II Paracentesis (pserasent/sis). Sttrg. Also
6 in Fr. form paracent^se ; 7 erron. -thesis,
-tisis. [L., a. Gr. wapaxivTrjais tapping, couching,
f. irapajctvTftv to pierce at the side, f. irapa- beside

+ KtvTtiv to prick, stab.] The operation of

making a perforation into some cavity of the body,
esp. for the removal of fluid or gas ; tapping ; also,

couching.
1597 A. M. tr. Guillemea'i's Fr. Ckirurg. 20/1 We must

make the Paracentese to drawe awaye the water out of the

bellyes. 1667 FAIRFAX in Phil. Tram. II. 548, I had
thoughts of a Paracenthesis or Tapping between the Ribs.

1779 M. CUTLER in Life, etc. (1888) I. 73 Rode to Chebacco,
to attend the operation of paracentesis with Dr. Davis.

1874 LAWSON Dis. Eye 31 Paracentesis of the cornea will
also be of service. 1892 Brit. Mcd. Jrnl. 1104/1.

Paracentral (pserase-ntral), a. [f. Gr. wapa-,
I'AKA- 1 + Kivrpov centre + -AL.] Situated beside

the (or a) centre ; in Anat. applied to parts of the

brain lying alongside the central fissure.

1878 A. HAMILTON Nero. Dis. 61 The meningitis was . .

localized on two convolutions, the anterior and posterior
marginal near the paracentral lobe. 1899 Allbntt's Syst.
Med. VII. 715 Frequent in the parietal and temporal lobes
and in the paracentral gyri.

t Parace'ntric, a. Kinetics. 06s. [See
PARA-! and CENTRIC.] In paracentric motion,

rendering motus paracentricus of Leibnitz, used by
him to express that motion which, compounded
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with harmonic circulation, he supposed to make
up the actual motion of a planet. Sometimes
misunderstood by other writers, and applied to

simple motion about a centre.

[1689 LEIBNITZ Tentamen de wot. cxlest. causis, Opera
1768, III. 216 Motu duplicjj composite ex circulatione har-
monica., et motu paracentrico. 1702 GREGORY Astron.

phys. elementa. \. Ixxvii. 100.] 1704 C. HAYES Fluxions

293 Paracentric motion of Impetus is so much as the revolv-

ing Body approaches nearer to or recedes farther from the
Center of Attraction. 1715 tr. Gregory's Astron. i. Ixxvii.

175 The other Motion (namely the Paracentric) arises from
a double curve, namely the excussory impression of Circula-
tion and the Sun's attraction compounded together. 1797
Monthly Mag. III. 128 If a slender rod AC revolve round
the poinfC, as a centre, . the centrifugal force arising from .

the paracentric velocity of the rod (etc.].

So Farace'ntrical a. ? Obs. =
prec,

1718 G. CHEYNE Pkilos. Princ. Relig. 32 The Paracentrical
Motion is compounded of two others, viz. . .[that] whereby
all Bodies moving in a Curve, endeavour to recede from the
Center by the Tangent, and the Attraction of the Sun or
the Gravitation of the Planet toward it.

Parache, Parachen, var. PARISH, PARISHES.

Parachito, obs. variant of PARAKEET.

Parachloralide(-kl69-rabid). Chem. [PARA-*
2 a.] An isomer of chloral, C 2HC13O2 , a pungent-
smelling liquid, insoluble in water, produced by
the action of chloral on wood spirit.
1866 WATTS Diet. Chem. IV. 341.

Parachordal(pserak^udal), a. (si),} Embryo!.
[f.

Gr. jropa- PARA-* + \op&h chord -t- -AL.] Situated

beside the notochord : applied to two plates of

cartilage, forming the foundation of the skull in

the embryo, b. as sb. Parachordal cartilage.
1875 NEWTON in Encycl. Brit. III. 701/2 The hinder and

front cartilages, parachordal and trabecular, are applied to
each other unconformably. 1881 MIVART Cat 337 The basi-

cranial plate or parachordal cartilage. 189* Sya. Sac. Lex.
s. v., The parachordals with the cephalic portion of the
notochord form the basilar plate.

Parachromatin, -chromatism: see PARA- l
.

Parachronism (parse'krJniz'm), [f.
Gr. wapa-

PARA- i
-t- xpw-o$ time + -ISM : cf. avaxpovwpus

anachronism. Cf. F. parachronisms.] An error

in chronology ; usually taken as one in which an

event, etc., is referred to a later date than the true

one, (Cf. ANACHRONISM.)
a 1641 BP. MOUNTACU Acts $ Men. ili. (1642) 186,! much

marvaile, that.. our Moderne Criticks. .did not consider so

great an Errour, and Parachronisme in lustins Text. 1660
H. MOKE Myst. Godl.

y.
xvi. 198 The Bride of the Lamb, he

interprets of Constantine's Family and Retinue; wherein
he commits a gross Parachronism, 1788 R. PORSON in

Mus. Crit, I. 235 Parachronisms appear in the marble,
respecting the age of Pbidonthe Argive.the assassination of

Hipparchus, and the expulsion of Hippias. 1873 J. H.
SMITH Notes $ Margin. Tennyson 114 It cannot be regarded
as parachronism if the poets .. refrain from cutting out
the very life and essence of the original tales.

So Farachroni-stic a.
t marked by parachronism ;

Fara'chrouize v.

1685 H. MORE Paralip. Prophet, xii. 97 Though he have
there over-much Parachronistick stuff. xS^oBtouNT Glossogr,
(ed. 3), Parackronize> to mistime any thing.

fParachroous (pare-kn?|9s), a. rare , ff.

Gr, napaxpo-os + -OUS.] (See quot.)
1857 MAYNE Expos. Lex,, Parachrous (L.), of a false or

altered colour ; deprived of colour : parachroous.
So Farachrose (p3e'rakr0s) a. [irreg. as if f.

Xpwffts colouring] : see quot.
1847 WEBSTER, Parachrose, a. (Min.) changing color by

exposure to the weather. Mohs.

Parachute (pfie-rafwt), sb, [a. F. parachute >

f. PARA- * + chute fall.]

L An apparatus used for descending safely from
a great height in the air, esp. from a balloon

;
it

is constructed like a large umbrella, so as to expand
and thus check the velocity of descent by means
of the resistance of the air.

1785 Europ. Mag. VII. 401 In Mr. Blanchard's late visit

to this country, he brought his Parachute to England. 1796
STEDMAN Surinam II, 17 These [flying squirrels] have.,
a membrane.. which when they leap, expands like the wing
of a bat, and by this, like a parachute, they rest on the air.

1837 Gentl. Mag. Aug. 190/2 After the parachute was
divided from the car, the balloon rose rapidly. 1876
BENEDEN A mm. Paras, n. 33 The medusa, when extended,
forms for them a balloon with its parachute.
2. gen. Any contrivance, natural or artificial,

serving to check a fall through the air, or to

support something in the air ; e.g. the expansible
fold of skin or patagium in the flying squirrel, etc.

1833 SIR C. BELL Hand (1834) 82 The Draco fimbriatus. .

dropping safely to the ground, under the protection of a sort

of parachute, formed by its extended skin. 1879 tr. Semper s

Aniin. Life n The parachutes of the flying reptiles. 1894
H. DRUMMOND Ascent Man 304 The fruits and seeds when
ripe are. .provided with wing or parachute and launched

upon the wind.

f3. Name given to a broad-brimmed hat worn

by women late in the i8th century. Obs.

1885 Fairholt's Costume in Eng. Gloss., Parachute^ a
ladies' hat, in fashion in 1779.

4. a. Mining. A contrivance, such as a safety-

catch, to prevent a too rapid descent of a cage in

a shaft, or of the boring-rod in a boring.
1881 in RAYMOND Mining Gloss.

PARACME.

b. Watchmaking. A contrivance, to prevent
injury to the balance-wheel from a shock or blow.
1884 F. J. BRITTEN Watch $ Clockm. 184 The idea of the

parachute is that if the watch is let fall . . the balance staff

pivots may be saved from breaking by the yielding of the
end -stones.

C. Brewing. An apparatus made to slide up
and down the side of a fermenting-vat according
to the height of the fermenting wort.
1885 Standard 14 Mar. 7/7 Brewery fermenting tuns..

with parachutes and attemperators preferred.

5. attrib, and Coib.
t
as parachute bearing adj. ;

parachute light, a bright light given by a burning
composition contained in a small bomb (called

^.parachtite light-ball} supported by a parachute
so as to float in the air (the parachute being at

first inclosed in the bomb, and set free by the

explosion of a charge which also ignites the com-

position) ; used for observing the position or

movements of an enemy.
1868 Rt-p. to Gmjt. U.S. Munitions War 192 A parachute

light-ball, .if it only burns for a few minutes, does not
reveal the position of those using it. 1883 G. ALLEN in Knaw-
lcdgt'2-2. June ^67/2 Other parachute-bearing mammals. 1897
WILLIS Flower. PI. $ Ferns I. no Very perfect

'

parachute
1

mechanisms. 1899 Westm. Gaz. i Aug. 4/1 A 'parachute
1

parasol with the edge fringed with lace of the style.. in

vogue at the period of the Crimean War.

Hence Pa'rachute v. trans., to convey by means
of a parachute ; intr. t to descend by or as if by
a parachute (whence Pa'rachuting vbl.sb."} ;

Fa'ra-
chutism , the art or practice of parachuting ;

Fa'rachntist, one who descends from a balloon
in a parachute', esp. one skilled in such descents.

1807 COLMAN Broad Grins, Reckoning w. Time vi, Thy
pinions next. . Balloon'd me from the Schools to Town,
Where I wa^ parachuted down, A dapper Temple student.
1888 Pall Mail G. 28 Aug. 5/1 The lady who

'

parachuted
'

from Clifton Suspension Bridge. 1888 Weekly Scotsman
6 Oct. 4/2 Mr. Baldwin, the now well-known balloonist and
parachutist. 1889 Graphic 3 Aug. 127/1 By and by, perhaps,
Society may vote parachutism vulgar. 1890 Daily Neivs
21 Feb. 2/3 Narrow escape of a Lady Parachutist. 1893
Westm. Gaz. 21 Mar. 9/2 Thus Baldwin, having made a
fortune by parachuting, was able to retire unscathed.

Paracide, obs. erron. form of PARRICIDE.

Faracitric, etc. : see PARA- i 2.

Paracketto, obs. variant of PARAKEET.

Paraclete (pse'raklft). Also 5 -clit, 6 -clet.

[a. F. paraclet (i3th c. in Hatz.-Darm.), ad. eccl.

L. paracletus (also paraelltus) Tertull., etc., a. Gr.

napaKtyros advocate, intercessor, one called to

one's aid, f. irapaKa\av to call in, call to one's

aid. Although a passive verbal = L. ad-yocatiist

TTaponf^TjTos was at an early date associated by the

Greek Fathers with the Plellenistic sense of irapa-

/faAeff to console, comfort, and the active agent-n.

TrapaftXrjrojp encourager, comforter. Cf. the active

sense acquired by advocate.
In Job xvi. 2, where the LXX has TrapaA^TOpes KUKWC

Tropes, Aquila and Theodotion have Trap a*c Xv\ rot.]

1. A title of the Holy Spirit (repr. Gr. irapdfc\T]Tos

in John xiv. 16, 26, xv. 26, xvi. 7) ; properly 'an

advocate, one called in to one's assistance, an inter-

cessor', but often taken as = 'comforter* (see
COMFORTER r b). Also (rarely) repr. Gr. irapd-

KXijTos
' advocate

'

as applied to Christ (
i John ii. i ).

1450 Mirour Saluacioun 3616 Ffor anothere Paraclit

I shalle send ;owe nedefulle. 1582 N. T. (Rhem.i John
xiv. 26 The Paraclete, the Holy Ghost, whom the Father
will send in my name. 1659 PEARSON Creed \\\\. (1662)361
'

If any man sin we have a Paraclete with the Father, Jesus
Christ, the righteous' .. saith S. John, ai-joo DRYDEX
Veni) Creator Spintus 8 O source of uncreated light, The
Father's promised Paraclete! a 1714 ABP. SHARP Serin.

(1738) V. 29 In the Te Deum, 'also the Holy Ghost the

Paraclete
'

: for that is the word in the original. 1843
NEALE Hymns for Sick (1863) 58 Consoler of our hearts,
Blest Paraclete ! 1884 J. PARKER Larger Ministry 21.

transf. 1871 MORI.EY Crit. Misc., Carlyte Ser. i. 238 With
him [Carlyle]. .The victorious hero is the true Paraclete.

I 2. gen. An advocate or intercessor. Obs.

1550 BALE Image Both Ch. in. xviii. Bbv, Braggynge Win-
chester, the Popes paraclete in Englande, that is mayster of
the Stewes at London. 1581 N. BURNS in Cath. Tract.

(S. T. S.) 126 Your paraclet Theodore Beze is constranit to

deny this pairt of the scripture. 1701 tr. Le Clerc's Prim.
fathers 11702) 82 [Plato] has likewise used in one place,
the term Paraclete, Intercessor, in speaking of the Reason.

Paraclose, obs. variant of PARCLOSE.

II Faracnie (parse-kmz"). [a. Gr. TrapoKM the

point at which the prime or strength is past, f.

Trapa- past, beyond -f- CLK^T) culmination, ACME.]
A point or period at which the prime or highest

vigour is past ; the point when the crisis of a fever

is past. So Paracma'stic, t Faracma'stical a.

[Gr. TrapaKpaffTiKvs, F. paracmastique, 1 5th c.],

past the culmination or crisis.

1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Paracniastical, pertaining to a. .

feaver, wherein the heat, when it is at the greatest, by little

and little diminisheth till it ceaseth.. ,

the declining of a Distemper, when its Rage is abated, and
the Patient judg'd beyond Danger. 1730-6 BAILEY (folio),

Paracme^ that part of life, in which a person is said to grow
old, and which, according to Galen, is from 35 to 49. 1892

Syd. Soc. Lex.
t Paracntastic, past the prime or the time of

57-2
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vigour ; past the crisis. Paracme^ the point at which the

prime is past; the commencement of old age;.. the period
in a fever after the occurrence of the crisis.

Paracolpitis to Paracresol : see PARA- *
i, 2.

fParacood,obs. f. BARRACUDA^ \V. Indian fish.

1685 L. WAFER Voy. (1729) 340 They have Paracoods also,

. . a long and round fish, about as large as a well-grown pike.

Faracrostic (pserakrp-stik). [f. PAR(A-* +

ACROSTIC.] (See quot.)
1841 BRANDE Diet. Sci. etc., Paracrcstic, a poetical com-

position in which the first verse contains, in order, all the

fetters which commence the remaining verses of the poem or

division. According to Cicero (De Dh'inationet
ii. 54), the

original Sibylline verses were paracrostics.

Faracya*nogen. Chem. [PARA-
J

2.] Aniso-
mer or polymer of cyanogen, a dark brown porous
substance formed in small quantity when cyanogen
is prepared from cyanide of mercury. So Para-

oyanate, Faracya'nic adjs., Faracy'anide.
1854 J. SCOFFERS in Qrr*$ Circ. Sc.^ Chem. 500 Cyanide of

mercury, .evolving cyanogen and metallic mercury when
heated m a close vessel, and leaving a black residue termed

paracyanogen. 1857 MAYNF, Expos. Le.f., Faracyanate..
applied by Berzelius to a fulminate. Ibid., Paracyanicus

..applied by Berzelius to fulminic acid, because, though
having the same composition as cyanic acid, it widely differs

in relation to its properties :. paracyanic. 1864 H. SPENCER
Biol. I. 7 In paracyanogen, formed of the same proportions
of these elements in higher multiples, we have a solid

which does not fuse or volatilize at ordinary temperatures.
1866 WATTS Diet. Chem. IV. 342 Paracyanide of silver.

Paracyesis, Paracystitis Path.: see PARA- 1
.

Faracyst (pse-rasist). Bot. [PABA-
1

i.] One
of a pair of sexual organs in certain Fungi.
1874 COOKE Fungi 175 In the middle of these [utricles]

are generated elongated clavate cells . . whicri Tulasne names

paracysts. 1884 H. M. WARD in Q. JrnL Microscop. Sci.

XXIV. 280 The paracyst is a club-shaped branchlet, close

to the macrocyst ; the apex of the paracyst and the hook-

like prolongation [of the macrocyst J become united.

f Farada, -ado. Obs. [app. an altered form

(see -ADO 2) of F. parade^ which at a later date

was adopted unchanged. Sometimes held to be

taken direct from Sp, parada, but the latter was not

used in these senses : see PARADE j.]
1. Pomp, show, display, ostentation; PARADE i.

1621 MOLLE C&Mfrar. Liv. Libr. i. x. 31 All this parado
and goodly shew declineth. 1656 Arttf. Handsom. 82 The
great pomp or princely parada used by Queen Berenice, and
her train of women. 1660 WATKRHOUSE Anns ff Arm. 123
No Court Paradoe, or Munificence was read of. 1685 Def.
Liberty agst. Tyrants 137 Pompeous Paradoes and Shows.

2. A muster or display of troops;
= PARADE 2.

1625 F. MARKHAM Bk. Hon. n. ix. 4 It may be done.. in

March, in Campe or on the head of a Paia-in. 1640 CLAP-
THORNE Wallcnstein iv. ii. Wks. (1874) II. 64 In their best

furniture of Armes, all drawne Into parada.
3. Muster, 'turn-out', rare.

a 1639 WOTTON Life Dk. Buckhm. in Reliq. (1651) 84 These
five [Pr. Charles, Buckingham, and 3 attendants] were at

the first the whole Parada of this Journey.
4. = PARADE sb. 4 and 5.

(In quots. 1653, 1690 applied to the Prado at Madrid.)
1652 EARL MONM, tr. Bentivoglio's Hist. Relat. 141 A large

field, between Mastrick and Aquisgrane, where the Parado

[piazza darme] was made. 1653 A. WILSON Jos. I 278 The
King and Prince had some interviews in their Coachespassing
to the Parada to take the Air. 1654 EARL MONM. tr. Benti~

voglios Warrs Flanders 383 In midst of the Parado, a
Church was intended to be built. 1600 SHADWELL Am.
Bigot i, 6 In the Evening we'l drive in the Parado.

II
5. = PARADE sb. 6.

1865 tr. Erckmanu-Chatrian's Waterloo (1870) 98 Parada
and riposte must have come like lightning.

Parada ctyl. Ornith. [ad. mod.L. paradac-

tylum (Illiger; also in Kng. use), f. Gr. vapa- beside,

PARA-1 + Sa.KTv\oy finger.] (^See quots.)
[1811 ILLIGER Prodrom. System. Mamm. et Avium 178

Paradactylum, pagina lateralis digiti, pelmatis pars digitum
spectans.) 1857 MAYNF, Expos. Lex., Paradactylum, , .

applied by Illiger
to the lateral portions of the toes of birds,

to distinguish it . . from the inferior surface : the paradactyle.

1874 COUES N. Amer. Birds m. 531 Side of toes (Para-

dactylum} the sides, in any way distinguished from the toes.

Hence Parada'ctylar a,, of or pertaining to the

paradactyl.
1890 Cent. Diet, s.v., The marginal lobes [etc.] of birds' toes

are paradactylar.

Parade (par^-d), sb. [a. F. parade (isthc. in

Hatz.-Darm.), 'a (boasting) apparance, or shew;
a brauado, or vaunting offer '(Cotgr.); ad. \\..parata
' a warding or defending ; a dighting or garish

setting forth
'

(Florio 1611), Sp. parada 'a staying
or stopping, also, a standing or staying place*

(Minsheu 1599) ; L. type *pardta t
from pardre.

L. parare to make ready, procure, prepare, furnishj in late

L. to deck, adorn, developed many senses in Romanic ; e. g.
in It. (i)

*
to adorne, dight, decke, beautifie. set foorth,

furnish, garnish, prouide', (2) *to prepare to receive (a blow),
to ward off, defend, cover, shield ', (3)

*
to teach a horse to

stop and state orderly ',
to make 'the stop in the action of

horsemanship' (Florio). In Sp. parar is 'to stop, stay,

rest, end, be at a non-plus, pause' (Minsheu). All the senses

occur in Fr. The sb., It. parata^ Sp. farada, might occur

in any of the senses of the vb. used in the lang. Fr. has

app. taken senses of parade from both. Cf. also L. magno
jaratu with great preparation, provision, or display.]

I. 1. Show, display, ostentation. To make a

paradt of, to display ostentatiously.

1656 BLOI'NT Gfaswgr., Parade, an appearance or shew, a

448

[
bravado or vaunting offer. 1663 COWLEV Cromwell Wks.

: 1710 II. 658 The most virtuous and laudable Deed that his

! whole Life could have made any Parade of. 1700 T. BROWN
Amusem. Ser. fy Com. 150 To make a fine Parade of his

j

own good Qualities and Vertues. 1759 HUME Hist. Eiig.

\ (1812) IV. xxviii. 16 A new display of that state and parade
! to which he was so much addicted. 1789 BELSHAM Ess. I.

j

xii. 217 Making an empty parade of knowledge which we
! do not really possess. iSia Gen. Hist, in Ann, Reg. 22

I The unseemly parade of his funeral. 1850 TENNYSON In
Mem. xxi, Another answers,

*

Let him be, He loves to make

parade of pain '.

2. An assembling or mustering of troops for

inspection or display; esp. a muster of troops
which takes place regularly at set hours, or at extra-

^ordinary times to hear orders read, as a prepara-
tion for a march, or any other special purpose.
1656 BLOUNT Glossogr.^ Parade . . is also a term of War, and

commonly used for that appearance of Souldiers in a Garrison
about two or three of the clock in the afternoon, to hear

prayers, and after that to receive Orders from the Major for

the Watch, and Guards next night. 1667 MILTON P. L.
iv. 780 The Cherubim, .stood armd To thir night watches
in warlike Parade. 1769-71 jfunt'us Lett. xxx. 138, I shall

leave it to military men, who have seen a service more
active than the parade. 1831 LYTTON Godolpk. vi, He was
not very much bored by drills and parade. 1859 Musketry
Instr. 69 Permitted to be absent from afternoon parade.

b. The men appearing on parade,
1844 Regul. <5- Ord. Army 260 The Commanding Officer

is then to direct the Parade to Order Arms.

3. A march or procession; esp. in (7.S., a pro-

cession, organized on a grand scale, in support of

some political object.

1673-4 DK. LAUDERDALE in L. Papers (Camden) III.

Parade. x8xo CRABBE Borough xxiv, Not a sweet ramble,
but a slow parade. 1888 BRYCE Amer. Contmiv. II. in. Ixxi.

580 When a procession is exceptionally large, it is called a
Parade. Ibid. 581 note, In the Cleveland Business Men's

parade it was alleged that 1500 lawyers had walked.

b. An assembly of people ; esp. a crowd of

promenaders.
X7 DE FOE Col. Jack (1840) 107 We saw a great parade,

or kind of meeting, a 1845 HOOD Storm at Hastings^ xiii,

The gay Parade grew thin all the fair crowd Vanish'd.

1871 R. ELLIS Catullus Iv. 6 Where flocks the parade to

Magnus' arches. 1873 BLACK Pr. Thute xvii. 265
' Did she

go into that parade of people ?
'

said I ngram.
4. The place where troops assemble for parade ;

the level space forming the interior or enclosed

area of a fortification ; a parade-ground.
1704 J. HARRIS Lex. Techn. I, Parade, is a Military word,

signifying the Place where Troops usually draw together,
in order to mount the Guards, or fur any other Service.

1748 Ansoris I'oy, m. x. 407 Two hundred soldiers .. con-

ducted him to the great parade before the Emperor's

palace. ..In this parade, a body of troops., were drawn up
under arms. 1844 Regul. SfOfA Army 240 When Barracks

are occupied by Troops, the Yards and Parades are to be

swept, rolled, and kept clean by them.

5. A public square or promenade. Now some-

times the name of a street

1697 DAMPIER Voy. I. 219 (Leon) The Square is called

the Parade. 1712 E. COOKE Voy. S. Sea 149 Before the

Church of Santiago is a very handsome Parade. 1775
SHERIDA.V Rivals 1. i, We saunter on the parades [at Bath].

1834 SOUTHEV Doctor xi. (1862) 29 In what street, parade,

place, square, row, terrace, or lane, .will be explained in due
time. 1862 HAWTHORNE Our Old Home (1883) I. 85 The
smart parades and crescents of the former town.

II. 6. Fencing. = PARRY. [Fr. parade, It.

parata.~\
1692 SIR W. HOPE Fencing.Master 20 The Lessons De-

fensive are commonly called the Parade, ibid., Parades or

wayes of defending. Ibid., Two Parades, the Parade in

Quart, and the Parade in Terce. I7a7~4i CHAMBKRS Cycl.

s. v., There are as many kinds of Parades, as of strokes

and attacks. 1834 Eneycl. Brit. (ed. 7) VI. 502 A parade
is a defence of the body, made by an opposition of one's

blade to that of an adversary.

fig* 1699 LOCKE Educ. 94. 152 Marks, which serve best

to shew, what they [men] are. .especially when they are not

in Parade and upon their Guard.

III. 7. attrib. and Comb, (mostly connected with

sense 2), as parade attire, -day, -duty, -grotind,

major, -march, officer , order, -step ; parade-rest,

a position of rest, less fatiguing than that of

'attention
1

,
in which the soldier stands silent and

motionless, much used during reviews ;
alsoparade-

like adj.

200

Capt..
then I lost the Title of Parade Major. 1806 HUTTON Course

Math. I. 149 The slow or parade-step being 70 paces per
minute. 1807 W. TAYLOR in Ann, Rev. V. 576 They are

chiefly parade letters to men of celebrity. 1813 MAR. EDGK-
WORTH Patron. (1833) I. vii. 126 A mere parade officer, who
had never been out of London. 1831 CARLYLE Sart. Res. \\.

ii, Andreas too attended Church.. like a parade-duty,
for

which he in the other world expected pay with arrears.

1888 Century Mag. XXXVII. 465/1 Not a man moved
from the military posture of

'

parade-rest '.

Parade (par^'d), v. [f. prec. sb. : cf. F.

paradcr (1784 in Hatz.-Darm.).]
1. trans. To assemble (troops, etc.) for the sake

of inspection or review : see PARADE sb. 2.

1686 [see PARADING vM. s/:]. 1755 Mem. Caft. I'. Vrake
IT. iii. 73 He Uhe General] thought me more capable to

PARADIASTOLE.

parade the Workmen, and detach them . . for the respective
Works. 1799 WELLINGTON in Gurwood Dcsj>, (1837) I. 26
The troops were paraded. 1887 BOWEN Virg. sEneid v.

550 Bid him parade his troop in his grandsire's honour.

trans/. suidjSg: 1881 ROSSETTI Ball. $ Sonn. (1882) 208
While Memory's art Parades the Past before thy face. 1890
*R. BOLDREWOOD' Miner's Right (1899) 87/1 Robbing the

mail, and parading every traveller on a certain line of road
with almost ludicrous impartiality.

2. intr. To march in procession or with great

display or ostentation ; to walk up and down or

promenade in a public place, esp. for the sake of
*

showing off*.

1748 Anson's Voy. n. vi. 196 These troops paraded about
the hill with great ostentation . . practising every art to

intimidate us. 1781 GIBBON Decl. fy F. xlviii. (1869) III, 27
He paraded through the streets with a thousand banners.

1800 MRS. HERVEY ^Icntrtray Fain. ix. 194 If I had my way,
I would parade all the morning up and down the fashion-

able side of Bond Street. 1840 DICKENS Barn. Rudge Ixvi,

In this order they paraded off with a horrible merriment.

3. trans. To march through (a place of public

resort) in procession or with great display; to

walk up and down or promenade (some place) esp.
for the sake of

'

showing off*.

1809 W. IRVING Knickerb. vi. viii, Venus, .in semblance of

a blear-eyed trull paraded the battlements of Fort Christina.

1814 SOUTHEV Roderick v. 84 Have we not seen Favila's

shameless wife.. parade Our towns with regal pageantry?
1855 PRESCOTT Philip If, I, n. vi. 211 Throwing themselves

into a procession, they paraded the streets of the city.

4. To march (a person) up and down or through
the streets either for show or to expose him to

contempt. Also refl.

1807 JEFFERSON Writ. (1830) IV. 89 The idea of a chief

magistrate parading himself through the several Slates as

an object of public gaze. 1886 R. F. BURTON Arab. Nts.

(abr. ed.) I. 296 They set him on a camel and paraded him
about the city.

5. intr. To make a parade; to behave, talk, or

write ostentatiously ;
to

' show off '. Also in phr.
to parade it. rare or Obs,

1754 RICHARDSON Grandison (1766) V. 46 The whole family

paraded it together. 1760-71 H. BROOKE Fool of Qua/.
11809) III. 38 He paraded and shewed away.. concerning
the divinely inherent right of monarchs. 1807-8 SYD. SMITH

Flymlcys Lett. Wks. 1853 *' X 5^/2 ^ou Parade a great
deal upon the vast concessions made by this country to the

Irish, before the Union.

6. trans. To make a parade of, to display or

hold out to view ostentatiously, to 'show off',

1818 LADY MORGAN Autobiog. (1859) 32, 1 thought I would
amuse him a little by parading the whole Irish system of

things before him. 1838 LYTTON Alice^ v.
iij
A great man

never loses so much us when he exhibits intolerance, or

parades the right of persecution. 1865 Miss BRADDON Sir

"Jaspers Tenant ii, The very last . . to parade his feelings..
before the eyes of his fellow men. 1878 BROWNING I'octs

Croisic cxl, Don't linger here in Paris to parade Your victory.

7. nonce-use. To provide (a town, etc.) with

a parade or parades.
1889 HISSEY Tour in Ffuteton 191 The modern part that

faces the sea is. .paraded, well lighted, well drained.

Hence Para'ded ///. a.

1865 MRS. G. L. BANKS Tried $ true in Harland Lane.

Lyrics 277 From paraded assistance I turn'd with disdain.

1876 BROWNING A Forgiveness 337 Worse than all, Each

day's procession, my paraded life Robb'd and impoverished

through the wanting wife.

Para'deful, a. rare. [See -FUL.] Full of

parade or display.
1755 RICHARDSON Corr. (1804"* III. 224 Supper, as parade-

ful a one as if it were a less frugal meal than it always is

at Parson's-Green, enters.

Paradeigma, Paraaeisal : see PARARI-.

Faradeless (par^-dlts), a. [See -LESS.]
Without parade ; lacking a parade.
1873 M. COLLINS Two Plunges for Pearl III. vi. 137 A

clubless paradeless. .city.

Paradenitis, etc. : see PARA- 1.

Farader (parvi-dtt). [f.
PARADE v. + -ER*.]

One who parades : in the senses of the verb.

1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa (i%n) II. i. 3 What think you,..

rejecting both your men, and encouraging my parader?
1824 SCOTT Redgaitntlet ch. xviii, Bring me the parader's

gage. 1888 Voice (N.Y.) 27 Sept., The paraders marched
in to swell the multitudes.

Faradenii p8C"i4d5nn)i Bio!* [f. Gr. -napa-,

PARA- 1
,
in sense

'

subsidiary
1

,

'

by-' + 5e'/>/*a skin.]

The delicate membrane enclosing the pro-nymph
of some dipterous insects.

1895 Cambr. Nat. Hist. V. 164 Lowne,.. looking on the

limiting membrane as a subsequent formation,, .calls it the

paraderm. 1895 in Funk's Standard Diet.

II Faradiastole (jwriUbi^efUBl). Khet. Obs.

[L., a. Gr. irapa5iaaro\rj 'putting together of -dis-

similar things', f. irapa- side by side + 8toarafc$

separation, distinction.] A figure in whicli a favour-

able turn is given to something unfavourable by
the use of an expression that conveys only part of

the truth, b. (See quot. 1657.)
1586 A. DAY En?. Secretary u. (1625) 84 Paradiastole^ when

with a milde interpretation or speech wee colour others or

our owne faults, as when we call a subtile person, wise ; a bold

"J

be

T. SMITH Myst. Rhet. 113 Paradiastole is a dilating or en-

larging of a matter by interpretation. A figure when we

grant one thing that we may deny another. Ibid. 115 This
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figure paradiastole is by some learned Rhetoricians called a

faulty tearm of speech, opposing the truth by false tearms
and wrong names. 1706 PHILLIPS, Paradiastole,. .a Figure
which disjoyns things that seem to have one Import, and
shews how much they differ.

Hence f Paradia'stolary a.

1652 URQUHART Jewel Wks. (1834) 292 Figurative expres-
sions,., paradoxical, paramologetick, paradiastolary.

Paradidymal, -didymis : see PAKA- i i .

Paradigm (parradim, -daim). Also 7 -digrue.

[a. .panidigme^ ad. L. paradlgina, a. Gr. irapd-

Sfiyna pattern, example, i. ira.padftKvv-vat to exhibit

beside, show side by side. Formerly also in L, form.]
1. A pattern, exemplar, example.
1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 208/1 We now haue none enter-

pretour of the parablys ne parady^mes. 1576 FLEMING
Panopl, Epist. B j, Glue me a paradigme or example, of a
deliberating kinde of epistle. 1669 GALE Crt. Gentiles \. in.

iii. 45 The Universe . . was made exactly conformable to its

Paradigme, or universal Exemplar. 1752 J. GILI, Trinity

y. 91 The archetype, paradigm, exemplar, and idea, accord-

ing to which all things were made. 1875 JOWETT Plato
(ed. 2) IV. 133 Socrates makes one more attempt to defend
the Platonic ideas by representing them as paradigms.

f2. Rhet. (In L. form.) See quot. Qbs.

1586 A. DAY Eng. Secretary \\. (1625) 100 Pareuiigina,
a manner of exhorting or with-drawing by example, as to

say.. 'the nature of the Dolphin is not to suffer the yong
one of her kinde to straggle vndefenced '. 1589 PUTTENHAM
Eng. Poesic in. xix. (Arb.) 252 margin, Paradigma, or a re-

semblance by example.
3. An example or pattern of the inflexion of

a noun, verb, or other inflected part of speech.
1599 MINSHEU Sfan. Gram. 20 Now it remaineth to giue

a Paradigma or example of euery Coniugation of their

Moodes. 1698 WALLIS in Phil. Trans. XX. 358 It will be
convenient, .to Write him out a full Paradigm of some one
Verb. 1859 MAX MULLER&T. Lang. (1861) Si Paradigms of

regular and irregular nouns and verbs. 1892 DAVIDSON Hebr.
Gram. 72 Skeleton paradigm of the regular verb.

Paradigmatic (paeTadigmse-tik), a. (sb.} [ad.
Gr. TrapaSfiynaTitt-os, f. irapafciypaT- : see prec.
and -ic.] Of the nature of a paradigm ; serving
as a pattern ; exemplary.
1793 T. TAYLOR Plato Introd. Timaeus 372 After this, the

demiurgic, paradigmatic, and final causes. 1828 in WEBSTER.
1888 A mer. Jrnl. Philol. Oct. 294 The Timaeus seems at

first to fit very nicely into the doctrine of the paradeigmatic
idea. 1890 J. H. STIRLING Pkilos, fy Theol. ii. 37 All these

ideas, .are not paradigmatic only but parental.

f B. sb. One who writes lives of religious persons
to serve as examples of Christian holiness. Qbs.

rare. 1847 in WEBSTER.

t Faradigma'tical, a. [See -ICAL.]
=

prec.

.1577 tr. Bullinger's Decades (1592) 958 We read that some
signes are paradigmaticall. 1678 CUDWORTH Intell. Syst. i.

v- 733 Here therefore is there a Knowledge before the world,
. . that was Archetypal and Paradigmatical to the same.

1793 T. TAYLOR Pinto Introd. Timaeus 370 Primary causes,
i.e. the producing the paradigmatical, and the final.

Hence Paradigma tically adv.

1846 WORCESTER cites Annot. Tr. In mod. Diets.

t Faradrgmatize, v. Obs. [ad. Gr. ?rapa-

8ry/AaTf-ti'to make an example of, t. irapadftyftaT- :

see prec. and -IZE.] tratis. To set forth as a model,
to make an example of.

1647 HAMMOND Copy Papers betw. H. fy Ckeynell 123
There is no question concerning any line in those Books
so paradigmatized by you. 1651 BAXTER Inf. Baptism 216
Not. .[to] go about as it were to paradigmatize, and stigma-
tize me throughout the whole Kingdom. 1708 Brit. Apollo
No. 36. 2/i To Paradigmatize and. .explain all obstupifying
Quiddities.

Parading (par^'dirj"), vbl. sb. [f.
PARADE v.

-t- -ING
1.] The action of the verb PARADE ;

mustering of soldiers
; promenading ; showing off,

etc. Also attrib.

1686 tr. Chardins Trav. Persia 208 The Parading Place
that is before it, serves also for a publick meeting Place.

1765 C. SMART Phxdrns viii. 28, I value not thy gasco-
nading, Nor all thy alamode parading. -1817 HOGG Tales

^ S&. I. 86 There was a great deal of parading, and noise
..of beating drums.

Para'ding, pfl.
a. [f. as prec. + -ING 2.] That

parades; marching up and down; showing off,

given to display, etc.

1777 MAD. D'ARULAV Early Diary July, She is parading
and tolerably uncultivated as to books. x8x6 CHALMERS
Astron. Disc. vii. (1830) 284 It may have been a piece of

parading insignificance. 1903 Daily Chron. 18 Mar. 8/2
The parading bands are now passing along in silence.

Hence Para dingly adv.

1841 W. SPALDING Italy $ It. Isl. I. 96 All that the spirit
of liberty had honoured, were protected and brought parad-
ingly forward.

||
Paradiortho-sis. Obs. rare. [a. Gr. irapa-

StopOajffts a marginal correction, f. napa- aside,

(PARA- 1 in sense of '

improper, false ') + StopOwais

correction.] A false correction.

1658 W. BURTON Itin. Anton. 2, I cannot choose but take
notice of a Paradiorthosis, or false emendation.

Pa:radiploma'tic, a. [f. PARA-I i.] Aside
or apart from what is strictly diplomatic or con-
cerned with the evidence of the manuscript texts.

1854 ELLICOTT Conim. Galatians Pref. (1859) 17, I have
always endeavoured, iirst, to ascertain the exact nature of
the diplomatic evidence ; secondly, that of w hat I have
termed paradiplomatic arguments,, .by which i mean the

apparent probabilities of erroneous transcription, permuia-
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tion of letters, itacism, and so forth. Ibid. 15 The accidental
omission - .seems probable on paradiplomatic considerations,

1879 FARRAR in Expositor IX. 29 The passage is still to be
retained in spite of evidence both external and internal,
both diplomatic and paradiplomatic. i88a Early Chr. II.

448 One of those cases in which the reading of the existing
MSS. is outweighed by other authorities and other considera-
tions. Note\ To express the same thing technically, the

diplomatic is outweighed by the paradiplomatic evidence.

Paradisaic (pjeradis^'ik^, a. [Arbitrarily f.

PARADISE m\J.paradls-ii$ (after algebraic ^Judaic^
Mosaic, prosaic).]

= next.

1754 SHEBBEARE Matrimony (1766) I. 240 The Paradisaic
Vision of excessive Love. 1843 [. B. ROBKRTSON tr. Moeh-
ler's Symbolism^ I. 34. 1898 ]. P. LILLLV Princ. Protestant,
i. 16 Salvation is never represented in Scripture as a mere
restoration of the paradisaic condition.

Paradisaical (pseradis^'ikal), a. [f. as prec.
+ -AL.] Of, pertaining to, of the nature of Paradise

;

paradisiacal.
1623 R. CARPENTER Conscion. Christian 26 This onely

permanent and Paradisaicall good of an vpright conscience.

1725 POPE Let. to E. Blount 13 Sept., We wander in a para-
disaical scene among groves and gardens. 1871 TYLOR ./ 'r/w.

Cult. I. 27 The pictures drawn by some travellers of savagery
as a kind of paradisaical state. 1884 Times (weekly ed.) 26

Sept. 5/1 The paradisaical groups of Fra Angelica.
Hence Paradisalcally adv.

1832 tr. Tour Germ. Prince IV. 117 A singular and para-
disaically luxuriant country. 1855 Frasers Mag. LI. 532
How happily and almost paradi:>aically they seem to live.

Paradisal (p^radoi-sal), a., [f. L. paradis-us
+ -AL.] Of or pertaining to paradise.
c 1560 A. SCOTT Poems (S. T. S.) xv. 19, I feill no pane,

I half no purgatorye, Bot peirles, perfytt, paradisall plesour.

1723 LADV M. W. MONTAGU Lett., to C'fess Mar Apr.
(1887) I. 341 The paradisal state of receiving visits every day
from a passionate lover. 1839 BAILEY Festus vi. (1852) 79
[They] each prepare His wing to poise for Paradisal flight.
1880 WEBB Goethe's Fa/est Piol. in Heaven 19 To paradisal
day succeedeth The awful presence of the night.

Paradise (parradois),^. Forms: a. 2~4para-
dis,(4 -dijSj-di^s). 4-8 -ice, (5 peradis, paradies,

-yss, 5-6 -yce, 6 -ize), 5- paradise. 0. 2-5
parais, 3 paraise, 3-4 parays. [Early ME. a.

F. paradis (also in early semi-popular fonn/amfr,
petrels'] t ad. L. paradis-us, a. Gr. TrapaSfttroy, a.

OPers. pairidacza enclosure, park, f. pairi around
+ diz to mould, form ; whence also Armenian

partite^ late Heb. DTIE pardes (Neh. ii. 8 the park
of the Persian king, also Eccl. ii. 5) ; in mod.Pers.

and Ar.
{Jlt̂ ^ftrdaus garden, paradise.

Used In Gr. (first by Xenophonl for a (Persian) enclosed

park, orchard, or pleasure ground ; by the LXX for the

garden of Eden, and in N.T. and Christian writers for the
abode of the blessed, which is the earliest sense recorded in

Eng. The OE. equivalent was neor.vna tuang; cf. Hexam,
St. Basil 16 Paradisum flaet we hatab on Englisc neorxna

wang ; called also, Ph&mx 418, se halga wong (wong land,

territory, surface of the ground).]
1. The garden of Eden. Also called earthly

(^terrenal, terrene, terrestre}paradise 3
to distinguish

it from the heavenly paradise.
a, a 1175 Cott. Horn. 221 God ha hine brohte into paradis.

c 1175 Lamb. How. 129 Heo weren ipult ut of paradise.
c 1250 Gen. $ Ex. 291 He sa3 in paradis Adam and eue
in mike[l] pris. 13. . K. Alts. 5685 Paradys terrene is righth
in the Est. 1340 Ayenb. 50 Ase he did to euen and to

Adam in paradys terestre. c 1400 Destr, Troy 5496 Evfra-
ton & be flode Tyger . . passyn out of peradis purghe the

S'ayn
Rewme. 1481 CAXTON Reynard xxxii. (Arb,) 83

ytwene the grete hide & erthly paradyse. 1588 PAKKE
tr. Mendozas Hist. China 397 The riuer Ganges, one of the
foure that comme foorth of paradice terrenall. 1667 MILTON
P. L. iv. 132 He. .to the border comes Of Eden, where
delicious Paradise.. Crowns with her enclosure green . . the

champain head Of a steep wilderness. 1885 Encycl. Brit.

XVIII. 236/2 The earthly paradise, as developed by
Christian fancy, is the old garden of Eden, which lay in the
far East beyond the stream of Ocean, raised so high on
a triple terrace of mountain that the deluge did not touch it.

ft. cnjs Lamb. Horn. 129 pet wes eorSHche parais.
a. 1225 A tier, J?. 66 Eue heold ine parais longe tale mid te

neddre. 13. . in Pol. Rel. 9f L. Poems (1866) 230 pe gates
of parais poruth eue weren iloken*

b. Hence in names of plants and animals : Apples

of paradise, the fruit of the plantain, Alusa para-
disiaca; bird of'paradise , see BIRD $b, 7; grains

ofparadise, see GRAIN sb. 4.

1585 T. WASHINGTON tr. Nicholays Voy. \. xvi. 17 b,

Apples of paradice, which they call muses.

2. Heaven, the -abode of God and his angels and
the final abode of the righteous. (Now chiefly

'poetic>)
a. [CIQQO Ags. Gosp. Luke

xxiij. 43 To-dxgjm bist mid
me on paradiso \_Hattoti on paradise ; Gr. ec TW irapa&fivta,

Vitlg. in paradiso; WYCIJI-- in paradys, TIND. in paradise].]
6-1205 LAV. 24i2aipat he-.^efen heom his paradis, ba:t heo
mosten bruken blisse mid asnglen. a 1140 Urcisun in Cott.

Horn. 191 I-brouht of helle in-to paradise. 1340 Aycnh.
14 pet Hi" wyjMmie ende bet is be blisse of paradis. 1484
CAXTON Fables ofsK&op v, I haue dreined that the Angels
had led one of yow in to paradys or heuen. 1500-20 DUNBAR
Poems Ixxvi. 4 A fre chois gevin to Paradice or Hell. 1587
FLEMING Contn. Holinshtd III. 1352/1 If he vouchsafe to

call you into paradise, how blessed shall you be. 1635
A. STAFFORD Fenr. Glory cxxii. (1869) 122 You .. shall

at length arrive at the Celestiall Paradice. 1858-60 J.
GARDNER Faiths of tt'orld II. u The Jewish Rabbis teach
that there is an upper and a lower paradise or heaven. 1862
K. W. FADER Hymn, O Paradise, (.) Paradise.. Where loyal

PARADISE.

hearts and true, Stand ever in the light.. In God's most
holy sight.
0. cii75 Lamb. Horn. 61 To bon in heuene fuliwis. In

toube [?] sete of parais. a 1225 St. ftlarhcr. 13 Paraises

jeten aren 3arewe iopenet pe nu. a 1300 Floriz
fy

Bl. 76
Him bugte he was in parais. c 1315 Song Virg. 33 in O. E.
Misc. 195 Leuedi queue of parays.

b. The Mohammedan heaven or elysium.
6-1400 MAUNDEV. (1839) xii. 132 $tf a Man aske them

[Saracens], what Paradys thei menen ; theiseyn, to Paradys,
that is a pla^e of Delytes, where men schulle fynde alle
maner of Frutes, in ;ille Cesouns[etc.]. 1702 ROWE Tamert.
iv. i. 1766 Prophet, take notice I disclaim thy Paradice.

1813 BYKON Giaour 489 note, The Koran allots at least a
third of Paradise to well-behaved women. 1816 Siege Cor.

255 Secure in paradise to be liy Houris loved immortally.
1841 LANE A nab. Nts. I. 20 Some assert Paradise to be in
the seventh heaven, and, indeed, I have found this to be the

general opinion of my Muslim friends.

c. By some theologians, the word as used in

Luke xxiii. 43 is taken to denote an intermediate

place or state where the departed souls of the

righteous await resurrection and the last judge-
ment. Cf.

* Abraham's bosom ', Luke xvi. 23.
a 1690 13i>. BULL Serm. Acts i. 25, Wks. 1846 I. 55 Then , .

he [St. Paul] saw also the intermediate joys of paradise,
wherewith the souls of the faithful are refreshed until the
resurrection. Ibid. 59. 1703 D. WHITBY Paraphr. N. T.
Luke xxiii. 43. 1713 A, CAMPBELL Doctr.Mid. Siatc(iT2\)
53- 1739-56 DODDRIDGB Finn. Expositor (1761) IV. 523
He was also caught up into Paradise, that Garden of God,
which is the Seat of happy Spirits in the intermediate State,
and during their Separation from the Body. 1776 WESLEY
Let. to Miss Bishop 17 Apr., In Paradis, in the inter-
mediate state between death and the resurrection, a 1806
HOKSLEY Scrm. (1811; 395 Paradise was certainly some
place where our Lord was to be on the very day ou which
he suffered, and where the companion of his sufferings was
to be with him. It was not heaven. 1835 J. H. NEWMAN*
Par. Serin. (1837) III. xxv. 412 Paradise is not the same as

Heaven, but a resting-place at the foot of it. 1885 Catholic
Diet, (ed,3) 518 The Limbus Patrnm is the Paradise of
Luc. xxiii. 43, so called because it was a place of rest and
joy, though the joy was imperfect.

3. A place like or compared to Paradise
;
a region

of surpassing beauty or delight, or of supreme bliss.

('1300 St. Brandan 147 That is Foweles Parays, a wel

joyful place, c 1386 CHAUCER Knt.'s T. 379 Fful blisfully
in prison matstow dure. In prison? certes nay but in

Paradys. 1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls) VII. 215 No man
schulde be i-chose pope but he were of pe paradys of Italy
i-bore. 1553 EDEN Treat. Newe hut. (Arb.) 15 A man
wdulde thmke it were a very Paradyse of pleasure. 1590
SPENSER F. Q. ii. xii. 58 There the most daintie Paradise

[the Bowre of BUsse] on ground It selfe doth offer to his
sober eye. 1607 NORDEN Surv. Dial. v. 230, I was once
in Somersetshire, about a place neere Tanton, called Tan-
deane. . . You speake of the Paradice of England. 1617 [see
HELL 10]. 1745 P. THOMAS Jrnl. Ansons Voy, 297 Among
their Buildings are many which, .appear, .perfect Paradises.

1814 COL. HAWKER Diary (1893) I. 123 These gardens are
the most perfect paradise I ever saw. 1891 E. KINGLAKE
Australian at H. 136 [Australia] is a rather overdone
Paradise of the working man.

b. fig. A state of supreme bliss or felicity.

See also FOOL'S PARADISE.
c 1386 CHAUCER Merck. T. 21 Wedlok is so esy and so

clene That in this world it is a Paradys. a 15^8 HALL
Chron., Hen. VII 6 This poore priest brought into this

foolishe paradice through his awne fantasticall ymagina-
cion. 174* GRAY Eton 98 Thought would destroy their

paradise. 1813 MAR. EDGEWORTH Patron. (1833) II. xxviii.

211 As she seemed entering the paradise of love and hope.
1897

' OUIDA
'

JMassarencs xl, I shall deny him the paradise
of your embrace. 1902 A. M. FAIRBAIKN/'/://^. Chr. Relig.
l. ii. 73 Comfort.. seems to many Englishmen the only real

paradise.

4. An Oriental park or pleasure-ground, csp. one

enclosing wild beasts for the chase, b. Hence
sometimes applied to an English park in which

foreign animals are kept.
1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 75 Betweene Orpha and

Caramit, was the Paradise of Aladeules, where he had a
fortress destroyed by Selim. 1621 BURTON Anat. Mel. IL ii.

iv. (1651) 269 A Persian Paradise, or pleasant park, could
not be more delectable in his sight. 1775 R. CHANDLER
Trav. Asia M. (1825) I. 236 He had moreover an extensive

paradise or park, full of wild beasts. 1865 RAWLINSON^MC.
HIon. III. i. 34 Semiramis built a palace, and laid out u

paradise. 1900 Daily News 3 Aug. 5/1 A '

paradise
'

is the
technical term for a preserve in which attempts are made
with more or less success to acclimatize foreign birds and
antmals. The three most successful paradises in England
are Haggerstone Castle, near Beale ; Leonardslee, in Sussex ;

and Wo burn Abbey.

1 5. A pleasure-garden in general ; spec* the

garden of a convent. Qbs.
Hence sometimes surviving in the street nomenclature of

old cities or towns ; e. g.
'

Paradise Square ', Oxford.

[1374-5 Durham Ace. Rolls ^Surtecs) 180 In reparacione
muri circa paradis'.] 1610 HOLLAND Camdcn's Brit.) Irel.

ii. in Minding to replant it like unto a certaine garden or
Paradise. 1662 EVELYN Diary g June, [At Hampton Court]
There is a parterre which they call Paradise, in which is

a very pretty banquet ting-house set over a cave or cellar.

1686 Ibid. 4 Aug., Signior Verrio . . now settled in his

Majesty's garden at St. James's, which he had made a very
delicious Paradise. 1875 PARKER Gloss. Arc/tit, (ed. 4),

Paradise^ . . also the garden of a convent : the name seems

originally to have been given to the open court, or area, in

front of the old church of St. Peter's at Rome.

f 6. Sometimes given (pern. orig. in jest) as a

distinctive name to a particular apartment. /'.f.

1485 Rolls ofParlt. VI. 372/2 The Kepins of the Houses
called Paradyse and Hell, within the Hall of Westminster,..
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nnd also the Keping of the Purgatory within the said Hall,
J

whiche Nicholas \Vhyifeld late had and occupied. 1538
'

LELAKD///K. (1710) I. 39, 1 saw in a Htle studiyng Chaumber
j

ther caullid Paradice the Genealogie of the Percys. Ibid. 46.
j

7. slang. The gallery of a theatre, where the

'gods' are. Cf. V.paradis* (Slang Diet. 1873.)
8. attrib. and Comb.* as paradise body, weather

',

etc., also paradise-like adj. ; paradise apple, (a)
a variety of apple : cf. paradise-stock ; () the

Forbidden Fruit or Pomello; *f paradise-bird =

bird-of-paradise : see Hum sb. 7; paradise-duck,
a species of sheldrake (Casarca variegata) found
in New Zealand; paradise-fish, (a) see quot.

1858; (/>) a brilliantly coloured East Indian fish

{Macropodus viridiauratits] sometimes kept in

aquariums ; paradise-flycatcher, a bird of the

genus Terpsiphonc. remarkable for the length of

its middle tail-feathers; f paradise-grain = grain
of Paradise: see GRAIN ^.4; paradise-grosbeak,
an African species of grosbeak {Loxia erythro-

cephala], grey and white, with red head and chin,
often kept as a cage-bird ; paradise stock, a

hardy slow-growing apple-tree used as a stock by
nurserymen for dwarfing other varieties; paradise-

tree, a small West Indian tree, Simaruba glauca.
1676 WORMDGE C"//fri59The*Paradice-Appleisacurious

Fruit, produced by grafting a Permain on a Quince. 1699
EVELYN Kal. Hort. Nov. (ed. 9) 131 Stocks of the Para-
dise or sweet Apple-kernel. 1834 Penny Cycl. II. 191/2
The stocks . . are the wild crab, the doucm or English
paradise, and the French paradise apple. 1857 MAYXE
Expos. Lex.* Paradise Apple, common name for the fruit

of the Citrus Paradisi. 16x7 K. THROGMORTON in St.

Papers Col. (1870) 50 [Sends presents, including] a *para-
dise bird'. 1774 GOLDSM. Nat. Hist. VIII. Index Ffib.
Paradise-bird .. an inhabitant of the Molucca islands. 1690
BAXTER Kingd. Christ i. (1691) 10 Some think that the

[resurrection body], .is to be a 'Paradise body, like Adams
before he sinned. 1845 K.

J.
WAKEFIEI.D Adv. N. Zealand

iii. 57 The "paradise duck . . is nearly as large as a goose, and
of beautiful plumage. 1882 Pall Mall G. 29 June 4/2 He i

is pretty sure of a good bag of pigeons, with as many para- :

disc ducks as he cares to carry. 1858 SIMMOSDS Diet. Trade, .

*
Paradise-fish, a species of Poiyneitius, which is esteemed

excellent food in India. 1885 C. F. HOLDER Marvels Anim.
Life 18 In Siam there is found a fish, .known to science as

the Macropodus or paradise-fish, on account of its curiously-
shaped fins. 1893 NEWTON Diet. Birds 275 One of the most
remarkable groups of Muscicapida? is that known as the

*Paradise Flycatchers, ..the males are distinguished by the '

growth of exceedingly long feathers in their tail. 1705
BOSMAN Guinea xvi. (1721)285 Malagneta, otherwise called

;

*Paradice-Grains,pr Guinea Pepper. i663GfvRBit:K Counsel
c vj, Your Lordships

*
Paradise-like Garden at Neewnem. '

1706 LONDON & WISE Retird Gardner I. i. xvii. 82 An
;

Apple upon a *Paradiie Stock. 1834 Penny Cycl. II. 191/2
The doucin or English paradise stock, which is what the

English nurserymen usually sell as tJie paradise stock, is

intermediate in its effect between the crab and the French '

paradise. 1875 W. CORY Lett. fy Jrnls. (1897) 381 Last
week was a marvel of 'paradise weather.

Paradise (pwradais), v, [f. prec. sb.] trans.

a. To make into Paradise, b. To place in Para-

dise, to imparadise ; to make supremely blessed
'

or beautiful. Hence Paradised ///. a.

159* G. HARVEY Pierce's Super, in Archaica (1815) II. 173 \

Your Vertical Star that . . paradiseth the earth with the
j

ambrosial dews of his incomprehensible wit. 1594 NASIU;

Un/ort. Trav. Wks. (Grosart) V. 60 If there bee anie sparke
of Adams paradized perfection yet emberd vp in the breastes
of mortal! men. 1610 R. JONKS Muses'

1

Gard. Delights xii, !

One houre of Paradised joye Makes Purgatorie seeme a '

toye. 1843 K. JONKS Sens, fy Event 56 All paradised bright i

stars did rull.

Paradisean(pa^radi-s/an), a. rare. [f. med.L.

paradise-us J, paradts-us) + -AN: cf. evnMMM^etc.]
1. Of, pertaining to, or of the nature of Paradise.

1647 J- HALL Poems 73 Spread those boughs, Whereon
lifes grapes, those Paradisean cluster growes. 1895 Forum \

(N. V.) Nov. 351 The paradisean years of a tender and I

sagacious childhood are passing,
2. Belonging to the genus Paradisea or family i

J'aradiseidte, which includes the Birds of Paradise.
\

1857 MAYNE Expos. Le.v,, Paradisens, belonging to Para- !

disc: paradisean. Qrnithol. Applied to a certain bird with I

beautiful plumage.
So Paradi-seid Omith.^ a bird of the family ;

Paradiseidfe> a Bird of Paradise. Faradi seine

a., of or belonging to the sub-family Paradiseinx,,
j

a sub-family of Paradiscidx, Paradi seoid a.,

akin to the Birds of Paradise.

1895 Ibis 397 One of the most wonderful of the many new ;

discoveries in the Paradiseine family.

Paradisiac
^paeradi-sia-k, -di'ziaek), a. [ad. L. !

paradisiac-us, a. Gr. irapafataiait-os park-like, f. irapd-
!

8(i<T-os PARADISE, In F. paradisiaqiie.*} next, i

1632 LITHGOW Trav, v. 208 This Paradisiac [printed -iat] !

Shamma, is the. .most beautiful place of all Asia. 1767 Kusn !

HiberniaCitr. (1769) 117 This most delightfully rural and
I

paradisiac recess. 1850 KINGSLEY Alt. Locke xl, The para-
j

disiac beauty and simplicity of tropic humanity. 1873
BROWNING Red Cott. Nt.-cap in. 2 So slipt pleasantly away j

five years Of Paradisiac dream.

Paradisiacal (pe:racHsoi'akal, -zai-akal), a.

[f.
as prec. + -AL.]

1. Of, pertaining or belonging to Paradise; Eden-

like; like that of Pnradise. supremely blest ; peace-

fully beautiful.
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1649 J- ECLLISTON tr. Bekmen's Epist. xv. i (1886) In
His pleasant Paradisiacal Garden. 1768-74 TUCKER Lt,
Nat. (1834) I. 255 It would bring back the golden age or

paradisiacal state again. 1840 Hownr Visits Rent. Plates
Ser. i. 208 Ruin* of Bolton Priory..; one of the most
delicious and paradisiacal scenes . . the heart of England
holds. 1876 MRS. WHITNEY Sights $ fns. II. xxvi. 540
They are at the paradisiacal age ; the young Adam and Eve
are strong in them.

2. Of or pertaining to the heavenly Paradise;
celestial.

1660 H. MOKK Myst. Godl. i.
yi. 17 Clothed with those

Heavenly, Ethereal and Paradisiacal bodies which Christ
will bestow upon those that belong to him. 1779 J. Ducn
Disc. 11790) II. xvii. 357 The very moment the heaven-born
spirit had escaped from its tortured body, the whole Para-
disiacal world was opened upon its senses.

Hence Paradisi acally adv.
1881 CURTISS tr. Delitzsctis Hist. Redempt. i. 4. 21 That

human history began and will end paradisiacal! y is correlated
with its sinless commencement and its sanctified ending.
Paradisial (pieradrsial, -di'zial), a. [irreg.

f. L. paradis-tts PARADISE + -JAL.]
=

prec.
1800 W. TAYLOR in Monthly Mag. X. 426 Immortal men,

women, and children, whose paradisial plenty. .and patri-
archal pleasures, are elegantly depicted. 1879 G. M ACDONALD
Sir Gibbie I. iv, 45 No. .insignificant element in the para-
disial character of the place,

Paradisian \prcradi'sian, -di'zian), a.
[f. as

prec. + -IAN.] =
prec.

'^57-83 EVELYN Hist. Relig. (1850) I, 38 O happy sovereign
. . whose food was paradisian ; clothing, innocence ; con-

versation, angels, a 1711 KEN Hymnothco Poet. Wks. 1721
III. 272 The Golden Cup.. is fill'd with Paradisian Wines.
1821 niackw. Mag. IX. 18 A fit habitant for paradisian
groves.

Paradisic (r^radrsik, -di-zik^, a.
[f. Gr.

irapaSfifT'OS PARADISE + -It.]
*=

prec.
a 1745 BROOME Ground Relig. (R.i, A life . . Dead of it-

self to paradisic bliss. 1864 E. SARGENT Peculiar II. 196\r
:,k St0(xi mu te) as if a paradisic vision had dazed hisKenri

senses. x88x CUKTISS ^.Delitzsctis Hist. Redempt. \. 4
The condition of childish innocence is in itself paradisic.

Paradi'SlCalj rare, [f. as prec. + -AL.]
=

prec.
1649 J. ECLLISTON* tr. Behwcns Epist. i. 17 That same

Image which dyed in Adam,. being the true Paradisical!

Image. 1728 NORTH Mem. of Mustek (1846) 78 In the

reigne of King Jac. I., and the paradisical! part of the reign
of King Cha. I.

Hence Faradrsically adv.

1894 Outing (U. S.) XXIV. 7/1 [His] paradisically happy-
years of married life.

Parado: sec PARADA.
Parados (parrad^, H parade). Fortif. .[a. F.

parados, i. PAKA-^ + dos back.] (See quots.)
1834-47 J- S. MACAULAV Field Firrtif. (1851) 107 When the

covering masses are intended to protect the defenders from
reverse fire, they are called parados. 1853 STOCQUELER Mil.

Encycl. 207 Parados
t
an elevation of earth which is effected

behind fortified places, to secure them from any sudden
attack that may be made in reverse. 1870 Illustr. Lond.
News 29 Oct. 446 The conical top of the hill, .serves as a
gigantic natural parados or traverse.

Paradox (pre-radpks), sb. (a,}. Also 6-7 -oxe.

[ad. (perh. through K. paradoxe^ I4th c. in Hatz.-

Darm.) L. paradoxum, -on, sb., properly neuter of

paradox-us, Gr. 7ropa5o-os adj. contrary to received

opinion or, expectation, f, irapd past, beyond, con-

trary to + 5oa opinion ;
in Gr. and L. also used

subst., esp. in pi. irapdboa Stoical paradoxes : cf.

Cicero JTaradoxa, prooem. 4. In Fr. and Eng. the

sb. is the earlier and more important.]
1. A statement or tenet contrary to received

opinion or belief ; often with the implication that it

is marvellous or incredible
;
sometimes with un-

favourable connotation, as being discordant with

what is held to be established truth, and hence
absurd or fantastic ;

sometimes with favourable

connotation, as a correction of vulgar error. (In
actual use rare since i"thc., though often insisted

upon by writers as the proper sense.)

1540 PALSGRAVE tr. Acolastus Prol. B ij b, XVe shall not

wytsafe any Paradoxes in noo place, i. we shall not wytsafe
Ito speake or make mention of. . ) any thynges, that be aboue
or beyonde the common oppynyon of men. 1546 lir. GAR-
DINER Declar. Art. Joye 54 b, Your fonde paradox of only
fayth iustifieth. 1581 MAKBECK Bk. Notes 791 Paradox is a

straunge sentence, contrarie to the opinion of the most part.
Or thus : It is a straunge sentence, not easely to be con-
ceiued of the common sort. 1602 SHAKS. Ham, in. i. 115
This was sometime a Paradox, but now the lime giues it

proofe. 1616 BULLOKAR Eng. Expos. , Paradox, an opinion
maintained contrary to the common allowed opinion, as if

one affirme that the earth doth mooue round, and the heauens
stand still. 1653 H. MORE Antid. Ath. u. xii. $ 17 (1712)

84 That pleasant and true Paradox of the Annual Motion
of the Earth. 1656 HOUSES Liberty^ Nfcess., fy Chance (1841)

304 The Bishop speaks often of paradoxes with such scorn

or detestation, that a simple reader would take a paradox
either for felony or some other heinous crime, . .whereas

perhaps a judicious reader knows.. that a paradox, is an

opinion not yet generally received. 1697 tr. Bitrgersdhius
Logic u. xv. 65 A Paradox is said to be a Probleme true

against the common Opinion, .such as that, viz., the Earth
moves; which, tho

1

it be true, yet may it be so against the

common Opinion, and therefore a Paradox. 1854 DE QUINCEY
Templars' Dial. Wks. IV. 183 A paradox^ you know, is

simply that which contradicts,the popular opinion which in

too many cases is the false opinion. 1890 Illustr. Lond.
A'ftus 26 Apr. 535/3 A paradox is a proposition really or

PARADOX.
f apparently contradictory to a commonly received idea. . . It

|

is, as its name indicates, a conceit contrary to opinion, but

j

not.. contrary to reason, A position contrary to reason is a
I

paralogism,

fb. Rhet. [repr. ~L. paradoxumj\ A conclusion
or apodosis contrary to what the audience has

i been led up to expect. Obs.

1678 PHILLIPS (ed. 4), Paradox . .In Rhetorick, it is some-
; thing which is cast in by the by, contrary to the opinion
i or expectation of the Auditor, and is otherwise called
', Hypontoftc.

2. A statement or proposition which on the face
of it seems self-contradictory, absurd, or at variance

1

with common sense, though, on investigation or
when explained, it may prove to be well-founded

(or, according to sbme, though it is essentially

true).
1569 CBOWLEY Soph. Dr. Watson \. 187 Your straunge

Paradox of Christes eating of his owne fleshe. 1607 J.
NORDEN Surv. Dial. iv. 195, I can tell you a pretie para-
doxe.. Boggy and spungy ground, ..though in it owne nature
it be too moist, yet if it be overflowed with water often, it

will settle and become firine. 1624 HAVWARU Sttfrctn.

Reljff. 5 Three or foure at the table ; who esteemed that
which I had said, not for a Paradoxe, but for an Adoxe, or
flat Absurditie. 1694 KESTLEY Boyle Led. 66 Tis no less a
truth than a paradox, that there are no greater fools than
atheistical wits; and none so credulous as infidels, a 1716
SOUTH Sfrtu. (1744) XI. 127 If you will admit the paradox,
it makes a man do more than he can do. a 1806 HORSLF.V
Serm. (i8nj 369 Of the two parts, .of a paradox, both are
often true, and yet, when proved to be true, may continue

paradoxical. 1809-10 COLERIDGE frtemtftitnfft 54 The legal
paradox, that a liDel may be the more a libel for being true.

1885 SEELEY hitrod, Polit. Sc. 1.11896) 3 In my opinion, to
lecture on political science is to lecture on history. Here is

the Paradox I use the word in its original sense of a pro-
position which is really true, though it sounds false. 190*
Daily Chron. 30 Oct. 3 'i Perhaps the only immortal para-
doxes are the divine paradoxes called Beatitudes

; for each

generation sees their truth, but as no one *ver acts upon them,
their paradox comes with perpetual freshness to every age.

b. Often applied to a proposition or statement

that is actually self-contradictory, or contradictory
to reason or ascertained truth, and so, essentially

'

absurd and false.

Hence some (cf. quot. 1639) have denied statements to be

paradoxes when they can be proved after all to be true, or
have called them 'apparent paradoxes

'

(quot. 1876), when
they are real paradoxes in sense 2.

1570 FOXE A. $ M. (ed. 2) 1299 This monstrous para-
doxe of transubstantiation was neuer induced or receaued

publickly in the Churche, before the tyme of y* Lateran
Councell. 1588 SHAKS. L. L. L, iv. iii. 253 Berow.. .No
face is fuire that is not full so blacke. Kin. O paradoxe,
Blacke is the badge of hell. 1628 WUHKR Brit, Rememb.
in. 39 Vulgar men, doe such expressions hold To be but idle

Paradoxes. 1639 FULLER Holy War\\\. iv. (1840) 121 It is

therefore no paradox to say, that in some case the strength
of a kingdom doth consist in the weakness of it. 1645
MILTON Tetrach. (Matt. xix. 7-8) Wks. (1851) 215 The most
grosse and massy paradox that ever did violence to reason
and religion. 1777 PRIESTLEY Disc. Philos. Nectss. ix.

110 This will be no paradox, but a most important and
necessary truth. iSaa LD. JEFFREY in Life (1852) II.

2ir The dulness is increased in proportion to the density,
and the book becomes ten times more tedious by its com-

pression. This is not a paradox now, but a simple truth.

1851 GLADSTONE Glean. VI. xxvi. 17 To my mind there
could be no more monstrous paradox, than such a proposi-
tion would involve. 1876 L. STEPHEN Eng. Th. iBf/i Cent.
II. 375 The apparent paradox that while no man set* a

higher value upon truthfulness . . than Johnson, no man could
care less for the foundations of speculative truth.

3. (Without a or plural.} Paradoxical character,

condition, or quality; PAKADOXY.
158*) PUTTENHAM Eng. Pocsie i. xxix. (Arb.) 71 It may be

true in manner of Paradoxe. 1788 GIBBON Dccl.
<J-

J-. xliv.

(ed. Milman) IV. 186 They imbibed- .the love of paradox..
and a minute attachment to words and verbal distinctions.

a 1852 WEBSTER Wks. (1877) II. 91 A distinguished lover

of liberty of our time, said, with apparent paradox, that the

quantity of liberty in any country is exactly equal to the

quantity of restraint. 1869 J. MARTINEAU Ess. II. 88 A per-

petual source of fallacy and paradox.
4. transf. A phenomenon that exhibits some con-

tradiction or conflict with preconceived notions of

what is reasonable or possible ;
a person of per-

plexingly inconsistent life or behaviour. Hydro-
static paradox \ see HYDROSTATIC.
a 1625 FLETCHER Woman's Prize iv. ii, Not let his wife

come near him in hissicknes? . .Is she refused ? and two old

Paradoxes, Peeces of five and fifty without faith, Clapt in

upon him? a. 1687 PETTY Pol. Aritk. (1690)92 The wonderful
Paradox that Englishmen, .pay Customs as Foreigners for

all they spend in Ireland. 1706 E. WARD Wooden World
Diss, (1708) 45 He's a down-right Paradox. 1846 LYTTON
Lucretia 11, xviii, One of those strange living paradoxes
that can rarely be found out of a commercial community.
5. A shortening of the specific name paraiioxus

of the Platypus (Ornithorhynchus paradoxus].
1815 in O'Hara AYy/. N. S. W. (1817) 452 The water-mole,

or paradox, also abounds in all the rivers and ponds.
6. atlrib. and Comb., x.s paradox-monger.
1642 FULLER Holy fy Prof. St. n. iv. 62 A Paradox-monger,

loving to hold strange yea dangerous Opinions. 1879 Spectator
23 Aug. 1069 Which made the same brilliant paradoxmonger
[Prof. Clifford] enjoy saying, 'There is one thing in the

world more wicked than the desire to command, and that is

the will to obey'.

f B. adj.
= PARADOXICAL a. Obs.

1624 CAPT. SMITH Virginia vi, 220 Let no man then con-

demne this paradox opinion. 1654 H. L/ESTRANGE Ckas. I

(1655) 61 Though paradox it may seem, and out of the rode



PARADOX. 451 PARAFFIN.
of common beleef. 1660 BAKROW Euclid in. xvi. Cor.,

Many Paradox and wonderful Consectaries.

Pa'radox, v. rare.
[f. prec. sb.]

fl. trans. To affect with a paradox, to cause to

show a paradox or contradiction. Obs. rare,

16*7-77 FELTHAM Resolves \\, xv. iSg The same City
that bred him a slave, for his virtues chose him a King;
and to his eternal Honour, left his Statue paradox 'd with
Servitude and Royalty.
2. To bring or drive by paradox, nonce-use.

1692 R. I/ESTRANGE %MMIU^ Life (1733) 807 Paradox-
ing soberer Men than himself out of their Senses.

3. intr. To utter paradoxes. Also to paradox
it. Hence Pa'radoxing vbl. sb.

1647 WARD Siwp. Cobler 55 If that Parliament will pre-
scribe what they ought, without such paradoxmg. 1694 R.
L'ESTRANGK Fables Iviii, (1714) 73 There must be no Para-

doxing or Playing Tricks with Things Sacred, a 1811 R.
CUMBERLAND in T. Mitchell Aristofh. II. 46 I could.. ;

dogmatize . . and dispute And paradox it with the best of you.

ParadO'xal,^. Obs. in gen. use. [f.
L. paradox-

us adj. (see PARADOX) + -AL.]
= PAKAJJOXICAL.

t Paradoxal sailing^ 'sailing on the spiral a ship would
describe if she continued sailing round the world on any
course except east and west, or north and south

'

{Editor's
note in Davis

1

Wks. lHakl. Soc.) 239).

1570 DEE Math. Pref.divb, liable to vnderstand. .The ;

Proportional!, and Paradox-all Compasses (of me Inuented,
for our two Moscouy Master Pilotes, at the request of the

Company). 1594 J. DAVIS (title) The Sea-mans Secrets.,
wherein is taught the 3 kindes of Sailing, Horizontal!, Para-

doxall, and Sayling vpon a great Circle. Ibid. \\. Wks. i

(Hakl. Soc.) 315 By which motion lines are described neyther
'

circular nor straight, but concurred or winding lines, and
!

are therefore called paradoxall, because it is beyond opinion \

that such lines should be described by plaine horizon tall

motion. 1600 W. WATSON Decacordon (1602) 331 Their
paradoxall, pragmatical!, and stratagem icall doctrine. 1653
MILTON Hirelings Wks. (1851) 338 If it suffic'd som years
past to convince and satisfie the uningag'd of other Nations
. . though then held paradoxal. a 1718 PENN Tracts Wks.
1726 I. 678 As Paradoxal as any may please to think it.

|

1888 Nature 19 July 288/2 On paradoxal deafness .. in

which the patient is deaf to words uttered in the silence of
a room, but not in a noisy street.

Paradoxer (p&'rftdfksax). [f. PARADOX v.

(or sb.} + -ER 1.] A propounder of paradoxes.
1863 DE MORGAN Budget Paradoxes (1872) 2, I shall call

each of these persons a paradoxes, and his system a paradox,
j

1864 Ibid. 187 My friend Francis Baily was a paradoxer : he '

brought forward things counter to universal opinion. 1883 ,

Sat. Rev. 21 Apr. 489 The political paradoxer is always
with us. 1888 [bid. 28 Apr. 515 We have known paradoxers
who disputed the -competence of actors as teachers of

'

elocution.

t Paradoxial (pserad^'ksial), a. Obs.
[f.

L.

paradoxia PARADOX + -AL.] PARADOXICAL a.

1624 BARGRAVE Two Serm. 5 Sinne, with all the para-
doxiall qualities and ridling intricacy thereof.

Farado'xic, a. rare. [ad. obs. F. paradoxique
(Cotgr.), It. paradossico, f. med.L. type *para-
doxicus : see PARADOX and -ic.]

= next.

1631 LITHUOW Trav. x. 486 Shall.. I.. In Paradoxicke
passages, Equivocate. 1888 Science XI. 174/1 Certain pro-

positions of modern economic writers which are so much at
' variance with the current doctrines of political economy, that,

if true, they are certainly paradoxic.

Paradoxical i.paaid^-ksik&l), a. [See -ICAL.]
1. Of a doctrine, proposition, etc.: Of the nature

,

of a paradox, exhibiting or involving paradox.
a. Contrary to common opinion.
1581 [implied in PARADOXICALLY]. 1598 FLORIO, Par<*> .

dossale, paradoxicall, contrarie to the common opinion.
1667 PEPVS Mary 10 Apr., Proposing many things para-
doxical to our common opinions. 1825 COLERIDGE Aids
Reft* (1848) I. 6 Many things may be paradoxical, (that is, \

contrary to the common notion) and nevertheless true ; nay, I

because they are true.

b. Apparently inconsistent with itself, or with
j

reason, though in fact true ; also, really inconsistent !

with reason, and so, absurd or irrational.

1638 JINIUS Paint. Ancients 353 Of this point, which per-
chance may seem somewhat paradoxical!, we have studied
elsewhere to give sufficient proofe. 1664 POWER E.rp, Pkilos.

i. 71, 1 have but one paradoxical and extravagant Quaere to
'

make. 1678 CUDWORTH Intelt. Syst. \. i. 34. 43 This
\

Philosophy of the Ancients, which seems to be so pro-
'

digiously paradoxical, in respect of that Pre-existence and I

Transmigration of Souls. 1748 Anson's I'oy. in. v. 342 This;
'

however paradoxical it may appear, is evident enough. 1825
LAMB Elia Ser. n. Stage Illusion, Comedians, paradoxical as

I

it may seem, may be too natural. 1876 FREEMAN Norm.
Cong. V. xxiii. 65 It would be true, though it might sound
paradoxical, to say that the Norman Conquest made Eng-

!

land Saxon.
2. Of persons, etc. : Fond of or given to paradox. ,

1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 41 Goropius after his
,

wont paradoxical!, holdeth it to be the Hill Paropanisus,
or Paropamisus, a part of the Hill Taurus. 1708 SWIFT
Abol. Cnr. Wks. 1755 II. i. 82 This perhaps may appear

j

too great a paradox even for our wise and paradoxical age
to endure. 1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) IV. 529 There is. .a

'

paradoxical element in the Statesman which delights in
j

reversing the accustomed use of words. iS8i Sat. Rev.
j

23 July 101/1 Dean Stanley's paradoxical temper.
3. Of a phenomenon, circumstance, etc. : Exhibit-

ing some contradiction with known laws or with

itself; not in accordance with what is theoretically
reasonable or possible; now said esp. of natural

;

Ehenomena
that deviate from the normal or are

ard to reconcile with known scientific laws.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. 107 Among those many |

paradoxicall and unheard of imitations. 1812-16 PLAYFAIR
Nat. Phil. (1819) I. 161 A phenomenon not a little para-
doxical, and not yet sufficiently examined. 1845 UARWIN
Voy. Nat. i. 1.1879) 1 1 A most paradoxical mixture of sound
and silence pervades the shady parts of the wood. 1899
Allbutt's Syst. Mcd. VI. 231 Zahn gave the name 'para-
doxical embolism

'

. . to the transportation of emboli derived
from veins into the systemic arteries without passing through
the pulmonary circulation.

Paradoxicality (pcerad^ksikarliti). [f. prec.
+ -ITY.] Paradoxical character or quality.
1816 BENTHAM Chrestonmthia Wks. 1843 VIII. 48 But for

the apparent paradoxical it y and anti-sentimentality, instead
of economizing^ minimizing would, in this case . . have been
inserted. 1889 Ch. Times 9 Aug. 720/1 Here comes in

Ward's paradoxically.

Paradoxically, adv. [f. as prec. + -LY 2
.]

In a paradoxical manner
;

in such a way or sense

as to involve a paradox.
1581 SIDNEY ApoL Poetrie (Arb.) 5:, I aunswere para-

doxically, but truely. 1606 Sir G. Goosecappe v. i. in Bullen
O. P. (1884) III. 81 Divinely'spoken, Sir, but verie Para-
doxicallie. 1788 PRIESTLEY Led. Hist. v. Ixiv. 512 Some
persons have paradoxically maintained that there can be
no inconvenience whatever attending any national debt.

1859 GEO. ELIOT A. Bede v, Nevertheless, to speak para-
doxically, the existence of insignificant people has very
important consequences in the world.

Parado-xicalness. [f. as prec. + -NESS.]
The quality of being paradoxical ; paradoxically.
1668 H. MORE Div. Dial. in. iii. (1713) 184 The confident

Ignorance of the rude and the unexpected Paradoxicalness
of the skilful. 1879 H. SI-ENXKR Data ofEthics vL 77 The
seeming paradoxical ness of this statement.

Paradoxi'dian, a. Pal&ont. [f. mod.L.

ParadoxideS) f. Gr. Trapa5o-os : see PARADOX and

IAN.] Of or pertaining to the Paradoxides, a

genus of large trilobites of Middle Cambrian age.
1882 GEIKIE Text-bk. Gcol. 652. 1893 Ibid. (ed. 3) 725

Geologists have grouped the Cambrian rocks in three
divisions the lower or Olenellus group, the middle or

Paradoxidian, and the upper or Olenidian.

t Paradoxion, a. Obs. [app. error for para-
doxian.] = PARADOXICAL.
1631 J. DOSE Polydoron 40 Of all manner of People I hate

the paradoxion babling wit showers.

Paradoxism (pae-rad^ksiz'm). [f. PARADOX
+ -ISM. Cf. mod.K paradoxisme.'] The utterance

or practice of paradox.
1593 NASIIE Christ's T. (1613) 119 They would be different

in paradoxisme from all the world. 1869 Eng. Mech.
17 Dec. 329/3 All this may seem like paradoxisrn of the first

water, but it is fact.

Paradoxist (parrad^ksist). [f.
as prec. +

-JST.] A dealer in paradoxes ; a paradoxer.
1673 O. WALKER Educ. xi. 132 For reading; verse him

well in inuentive Authors, such are generally all Paradoxists,
Satyrists. 1869 Eng. Mech. 12 Nov. 204/3 The race of

paradoxists is not confined to our own country. 1871
At/ienxujii 25 Mar. 370/1 It was [De Morgan's] intention to

complete his humorous exhibition of paradox ists with another
series of papers.

Paradoxogra-phical, a. nonce-wd. [f.
Gr.

wapa5oo-ypd</)-oy a writer of paradoxes + -ICAL.]

Belonging or addicted to the writing of paradoxes.
1814 T. L. PEACOCK Wks. (1875) III. 121 Some such para-

doxographical philosophaster.

Paradoxology (pseradpks^-lod^i). [ad. Gr.

Trapa5o 0X07(0, f. TrapaSofoA.d-yos telling of paradoxes;
see -LOGY.] A maintaining or putting forward of

paradoxical opinions, a speaking by paradox.
1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. To Rdr. (1650) 3 Who

shall indifferently perpend the exceeding difficulty, which
either the obscurity of the subject, or unavoidable para-
doxologie must often put upon the Attemptor. 1856 G. F.
COLLIER (title) Reg. v. Palmer, the Parodoxology of Poison-

ing. 1902 Athenxum 14 June 746/2 When Cicero accused
Cato of political paradoxology.

Paradoxure (pcerad^-ksiuj). Zool. [ad. mod.
L. paradoxfinis, f. Gr. 7rapa5o-os (see PARADOX) +
ovpd tail.] An animal of the genus Faradoxurus,
family Viverridse

t
or of an allied genus, so called

because of its remarkably long curving tail
;
a

palm-cat, palm-marten, or palm-civet.
1843 Penny Cycl. XXVI. 407/2 The Paradoxure was con-

founded by Buffon with the Common Genet. 1883 W. H.
FLOWER in Encycl. Brit. XV. 436/2 The Paradoxures or
Pahn-Civets are less strictly carnivorous than the other
members of the family. Ibidt,Hejnigale, another modifica-
tion of the Paradoxure type. 1886 P. S. ROBINSON Valley
Teet. Trees 99 Paradoxures squeak and scuffle. The jerboas
are wide awake.

Faradoxurine (pserad^-ksiurain), a. and sb.

[f.
mod.L. ParadoxurniK : see prec. and -INE !.]

a. adj. Of or pertaining to the sub-family Para-

doxurinse, of which Paradoxut us (see prec.) is the

typical genus, b. sb. A member of this group.
i88z MIVART in Prec. Zool. Soc. 137 Professor Flower.,

conclusively establishes,. the Paradoxurine affinity of Arc-
tictis. 1801 FLOWEK & LVDEKKER Mammalia xi. 532.

Paradoxy ^pse-radpksi). [ad. Gr. irapaf>oia,
f. iraf>ddo-o$ : see PARADOX.]
"1*1. A paradox. Obs. rare 1

.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud, Ep. 361 With industry we
decline such paradoxies, and peaceably submit unto their
received acceptions.

2. Paradoxical quality or character; paradoxi-
cality.

1796 \\. TAYLOR in Monthly Mag. II. 777 Another well-

known passage . .stating the paradoxy of the Christian Creed.
a 1871 DE MORGAN Budget Paradoxes (1872) 186 It may be
that ignorance had more to do with it than paradoxy. 1873
F. HALL Mod. Eng. Pref. n Regarding any truth whatsoever
which is not of obvious perception in its fulness, paradoxy
is likely to be orthodoxy.

t Pa-radrome. Obs. rare-", [ad. Gr. irapa-

Spo/tis
'

place for taking the air
'

(Liddell and Sc.).]
1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Paradrome, an open Gallery or

\\alk, that has no shelter over head. 1658 in PHILLIPS.

Paradromic (paeradrp-mik), a
[f. Gr. im/w-

5pon-os running alongside + -ic.] Running side

by side
; paradromic winding, winding in courses

that run side by side.

1883 TAIT in Nature i Feb. 317/1 The consideration of
double-threaded screws, twisted bundles of fibres, etc., leads
to the general theory of paradromic winding. 1884 TAH
Sdentif. Papers II. 91 A subject treated by Listing, which
he calls paradromic winding.

Paradventure, obs. f. PEBADVENTUKE.
Parael, var. PAREL v. Obs.

Paraemiac, etc. : see PAROZMIAC, etc.

Paraenesis, paren- (parfnftis, -e-n/sis%

[late L. parxnesis, a. Gr. irapaivicris exhortation,

recommendation, f. irapcuvtiv to exhort, advise, f.

napa- beside + aiVtiV to speak of, praise, commend.
In F. partitese.] Exhortation, advice, counsel

;

a hortatory composition.
1604 EARL STIRLING (title) A Paraenesis to the Prince.

1664 EVELYN Sylva 105 A short Panenesis touching the

present ordering, and disposing of his Majesties Plantations
for the future benefit of the Nation. 1716 M. DAVIES Athen.
Brit. III. Diss. Drama 38 By way of Apology, or Parenesis,
or both, to the Jews in general. 1866 T. HARPER I\ace
ttir. Truth 229 Clement of Alexandria, .in the course of a

parainesis on sobriety in the drinking of wine [etc.].

Hence t Parse 'nesize ~<J. Obs. rare, to exhort.

1716 M. DAVIES Athen. Rrit. II. To Kdr. 15, I Paranesizc
and endtavour to Proselyte them tu [etc.],

Paraenetic, -enetic ipserjne-tik), a. (rf.)

[ad. med.L. farxnetic-US, a. Gr. irapaiviTtK-us
. hortatory : see prec. and -ic. In F. parhiitique

(1574 in Hatz.-Darm.).] Of, pertaining to, or of

the nature of paranesis ; advisory, hortatory.
1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Pareiutick. 1678 R. L'ESTRANGF.

: Senna's Jlor. (1702) 393 Cleanthes allows the Parametick,
or Preceptive Philosophy, to be in some sort Profitable. 1873
\V. WAGNER tr. TeuffcCs Hist. Rom. Lit. II. 300 Of a

practical and paraeuetic character. 1891 DRIVER Introd.
Lit. O. T. 32 Clauses. . of a parenetic or hortatory character.

f B. sb. A hortatory composition. Ul>s.

1645 Liberty ofConsc. 38 Let us heare no more Paraeneticks
for Toleiation. 1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Pareneticks, are

taken for verses full of precepts or admonitions.

Parsene tical, -ene'tical, a. Xow rare.

[f. as prec. 4- -AL.] prec.
1598 (title) A Treatise Paraenetical, That is to say : An

Exhortation, Wherein is shewed. .the right uay and true

! meanes to resist the violence of the Castilian king. .Trans-
lated .. into the French, by 1. D. Dralymont... And now
Englished, a 1641 Bp. MOUNTAGU Acts % tUon.vii. (1642)

435 Their writings, .both Pareneticall and also Apologeticall.

1716 M. DAVIES Athcn, Brit. II. 131 Parainetical Lectures.

1824 DIBDIN Libr. Coinp. 466 The author .. need desire

nothing more para^netical than the criticism of Meusehus.

II Farsesthesia, -estliesia (pares-, -fsjw'sia).

Path. [f. PAKA-
' ' disordered

' + Gr. a1a6rjais per-

ception, sensation : see ^STHESIS.] Disordered

I

or perverted sensation
;
a hallucination of any of

the senses. Also
||
Parsesthe-sis ;

hence Farces-

thetic (-be'tik), of, pertaining to, or affected with

paraesthesia.
1857 MAYXI-: Expos. Ltx., Paresthetic. 1873 T. H.

GREEN Introd. Pathol. (ed. 2) 217 They include great

excitability, partesthesia; of sight and hearing. 1889 Alien.
. <V Neural. X. 442 A number of paraesthetic symptoms. 1897

Alloittt's Sysl. Med. IV. 762 Chlorotic and anaemic girls . .

very frequently suffer from parassthesia of the throat region.

1899 Ibid. VIII. 567 Various palsies and parsesthesias.

Paraf, paraif: see PABAI-H.

Paraffin i pae'rann),rf. Also -ine. [f. \^.parnm
too little, barely + affinis having affinity : so

I named by Reichenbach 1830 in reference to its

I neutral quality and the small affinity it possesses
1

for other bodies. See Journalf. Chem. n. Physik
LIX. 456.]
1. A colourless (or white), tasteless, inodorous,

! crystalline, fatty substance, solid at ordinary tem-

peratures (chemically a mixture of hydrocarbons
of the series CnH 2n + 2), discovered by keichenbach
in 1830; obtained by dry distillation from wood,
coal, peat, petroleum, wax, and other substances,
and also occurring native in coal and other bitu-

minous strata ; subsequently used for making
candles, as a waterprooling material, for electrical

; insulators, and for various other purposes.
1838 Penny Cycl. XII. 396 Paraffin was discovered about

the same time [1830] by Dr. Chi istison and Dr. Reichenbach ;

the former. .called it pttrolin. 1839 URE Diet. Arts 942
Paraffine is a., solid bicarburet of hydrogen; it hajs not

hitherto been applied to any use, but it would form admirable
candles. 1854 RONALDS & RICHARDSON Chem. Techno!.

< (ed. 2) I. 374 The amount of paraffine, according to these

, experiments, obtained from i ton of peat does not exceed

! 2$ Ibs. 1868 Q. Rev. Apr. 345 It is not.. from coal, but
' from certain shales, that the most abundant yield of paraffin

I is thus obtained. 1901 Daily News 10 Mar. 7/5 Until 1873



PAHAFFIN.

paraffin as a candle-making material had been produced
almost wholly in Scotland and Germany.
2. Short for paraffin oil: see 4.
1861 Ann. Reg. 234 There has been lately introduced, for

the purposes of light, an oil called 'paraffin '. 1865 Times
Q Mar., The hon. secretary to the River Dee Salmon Fishery
nad preserved a bottle of pure paraffin made from the waters
of the Dee. 1880 Miss BRADDON Just as I am xii, [He] set
his face against paraffin and the whole family of oils.

3. Chem. A general name, introduced by Watts

1872, for the saturated hydrocarbons of the series

CnH2n+2 ,
of which the first four members, methane,

ethane, propane, quartane (see -ANE) are at ordinary

temperatures gaseous, those higher in the series, oily

liquids, and those higher still, solids ;
all are re-

markable for their chemical indifference, the

hydrogen being combined in the highest proportion
possible with the carbon.

187* WATTS Diet. Chem. VI . 705 This substance is a hydro-
carbon or a mixture of hydrocarbons of the series CnH2n+2 !

..the name paraffin may therefore be conveniently used as
a generic term for the whole series. 1873 Fmynes' Chtm.
545 Many of the paraffins occur ready-formed in American
petroleum. 1894 Schorleminer's Rise <V Devel. Org. Chem.
92 Henry Watts proposed to call the whole series the

Paraffins^ and this name has been accepted.
4. attrib. and Comb., as paraffin candle^ lamp>

-refiner \ paraffin oil, any one of several oils

obtained by distillation of coal, petroleum, and
other substances (chemically, liquid members of
the paraffin series (see 3), or mixtures of these,
often with admixture of other hydrocarbons), used
as illuminants and lubricants ; also called simply
paraffin (see 2), kerosene^ m petroleum; paraffin

scales, manufacturers' name for a crude solid

paraffin ; paraffin wax, solid paraffin. (
= sense i),

as distinct from paraffin oil.

1889 Cent. Diet. s.v. Butter
t

*
Paraffin-butter, a crude

paraffin which is used for making candles. 1862 FARADAY
Hist. Candle 18 "^Paraffin candles made ofparaffin obtained
from the bogs of Ireland. 1871 KOSCOE Elew. Chem. 294
The fatty or *paraffin group of organic bodies. 1872 Rout-
ledge's Ev. Bays Ann. 155/1

*
Paraffin-lamps were not used

in the house. 1874 MlCKLBTHWAITB Mod. Par. Churches
iq8 Paraffine lamps are now becoming much used. 1851 J.
YOUNG in J\lech. Mag. LIV. 334 Treating bituminous coal.,
to obtain therefrom an oil containing paraffine which the

patentee calls *paraffine oil. 1866 WATTS Diet. Chem. IV.
z Boghead or Bathgate Naphtha, also called Photogen and
Paraffin oil. rt 1882 SIR R.CHRISTISON Autobiog. (1885) I.

'

395 Paraffin-oil, .had been found the best of all anti-friction
j

lubricants. 1899 A llbutt's Syst. Med. VIII. 521 Sulphur..
in "paraffin ointment is useful. 1880 Spons Encycl. Mannf.
I. 586 The crude solid product separated from the light and

j

heavy oils by the mineral oil refiners, and known as
1

*paraffin scales '. 1888 Fall Mall G. 29 Aug. 12/1 Dinner
was finished by the light of *paraffine tapers. 1872 Ront-

'

ledge's Ev. Hoy's Ann. Apr. 307/1 *Paraffine-wax candles
form a good source of light. 1894 BOTTONE Electr. Instr.

Making (itA. 6) 18 When paraffin is mentioned m this work,
'

paraffin tvax is understood, not paraffin oil.

Hence Pa'raffln v. trans., to cover, impregnate,
or treat with paraffin (chiefly in///. a. Pa'raffined);
Faraffi'uic #., Chem. t

of paraffin, as paraffinic \

nitrite
)
a compound of nitrous acid and a paraffin,

'

having the formula CnHan+1.NO2 ,
also called I

nitroparaffin \
Fa'rafflnrae v. trans.

,
to treat

with paraffin ; Fa'rafflnoid a., of the form of or

akin to paraffin.
1876 PREECE & SIVF.WRIGHT Telegraphy 133 An apparatus i

composed of alternate layers of tin-foil and *paraffined
j

paper. 1891 Anthony's Photogr. Bull. IV. 13 Dry them by |

pouring the white albumen upon a clean board which has ,

been paraffined. 1891 Athenxnm 14 Mar. 347/3 On the
'

Physiological Action of the *
Paraffinic Nitrites. 1888 A mer.

Nat. XXII. 859 The *paraffinized preparation is placed on
|

a layer of cotton to cool. 1887 Standard t6 Sept. 3/3
Transition from tars of the "paraffinoid to those of the ben-
zenoid or ordinary gas tar varieties.

I Fara'ffle, para'fie. Sc. Obs. [perh. ad. F.
[

parafe^paraphe a flourish added to a signature.]
* Ostentatious display' ^Jam.).
1816 SCOTT Antiquary x.\i, Whether it is of these grand

parade o* ceremonies that Holy Writ says
'

it is an abomina-
tion to me '. 1814 Redgaitntlct Let. v, The subject of this

paraflle of words.

Parafibrin, -flagellate, etc. : see PARA- l.

f Parafrenesie, -frensie. Obs. rare. [
= OF.

|

parafrenasie, ad. med.L. parafrenesis^ f. Gr. napa- t \

PARA- 1, in sense (

false, spurious
'

+ L. phrenesis (in
Celsus as a (ir. word typivrjtrts} madness, delirium,

FRENZY.] Temporarydelirium,due (as was thought)
not to disorder of the brain itself, but to its being
affected by the fevered state of some other part.
zjpSTREViSA Bartk. DeP. A', vii. v.(BodI. MS.\ It comeb

of fumosite and smoke J>at comeb vpward to be brayne &
disturbleb be brayne and hatte parafrenesie, nought vrei

frenesy [BARTHOL. parafrenesis, i. frenesis non vera ; OFr. I

version (Godef.) parafrenasie. qui n'est pas vraye frenasye].
Ibid.) panne be brayne turnej> a^en into his owne good state [

and banne bis yuel parafrenesie is deliuered.

t Fa'rafront. Obs. Also 7 paraphront. ;

[f. Gr. irapa- beside, alongside of + FRONT.] A
hanging for an altar, apparently

a DOSSAL.
1641 Comm.qfAccomtnod.in Neal Hist. Purit.(im)ll t

462 Advancing Crucifixes and Images upon the Parafront
or Altar-cloth, a 1670 HACKET in Plume L*/i(i86s) 129 The
most curious niece that I have ever seen of purple velvet

452

flowered with gold and silk, to be placed in the parafront
above the cushion. a\fyQ Abp. Williams n. (1692) 107
That religion might have a dialect proper to itself, as Paten,
Chalice, Corporal, Albe, Paraphront, Suffront, for the hang-
ings above and beneath the table.

Paragal, variant of PABEGAL.

Faragamy (parae-gami). Biol. [f. Gr. napa-
beside, alongside + -yapta marriage.] Applied to
a special mode of reproduction : see quot.
1891 HARTOG

jn Nature 17 Sept. 484 Paragenesis will in-
clude the following modes, usually grouped under the term
parthenogenesis, apogamy {pro farte), &c. : A. True Par-

thenogenesis. . . B. Simulated Parthenogenesis. . . C. Metaga-
metal Rejuvenescence. ,.D. Pnragamy or Kndokaryogamy :

vegetative or gametal nuclei lying in a continuous mass of

cytoplasm fuse to form a zygote nucleus, i. Progamic
paragamy. . . 2. Apocyti.d paragamy.

Paragaster (pa-ragre-staa). Zool.
[f. Gr. -napa-

PARA- Walse' + 7a<7Tij/>belly,stomach.] The central
or gastric cavity of a simple sponge. Hence Para-
ga'stral a., of or belonging to the paragaster.
1887 SOLLAS in Encycl. Brit, XXII. 413/2 The simple

paragaster tjfAtCttttt may become complicated in a. variety
of ways. 1888 in Challenger Rep. XXV. p. xiv, The re-

cesses, known as flagellated chambers, communicate with
the cavity of the sac (paragaster) each by a single wide
mouth (apopyle), and with the exterior by a small pore
(prosopyle). Ibid. p. xxvi, If endodermal, then the cavity
of the vase forming the sponge must be paragastral.

ParagastricCpseragae-strik),*. Zool. [cf.prec.]
1. [f.

PARA- l
i.] Situated alongside the stomach

or gastric cavity, as certain canals in Ctenophora.
>86i J. K. GREENE Man. Anim. Kingd.^Ccelent. 223 Next,

radial and paragastric canals appear, the former quickly
reaching the surface of the body. 1888 ROLLESTON &
JACKSON Anit. Life 717 These two vessels are the 'para-
gastric canals'.

2. [f. prec.] Pertaining to the paragaster of -a

sponge.
1887 SOLLAS in Encycl. Brit. XXII. 413/1 The instreaming

currents bear with them into the cavity of the sac (para-
gastric cavity) both protoplasmic particles.. and dissolved

oxygen.

II Faraga'strula. Embryol [f. PABA- 1 i +

GASTRULA.] A kind of gastrula occurring in some

sponges, produced by invagination of the flagellate
cells within the granular. Hence Faraga'strular

., ofor pertaining to a paragastrula; Faragastrn-
la'tion, the formation of a paragastrula.
1887 SOLLAS in Encycl. Brit. XXII. 435/1 The two-layered

sac thus produced i&SL^aragastrnla. ; its outer layer, known
as the epibtast, gives rise to the ectoderm, the inner layer or

hypoblast to the endoderm. 1890 Cent, Dict.^ Paragastrn*
lar . . Faragastntlation,

tFa'rage. Obs. Also4perage. [a. Y. parage
(i ith c. in Hatz.-Darm.) = Pr. paratge, Sp. parage,
It. paraggiO) med.L. partUicum, ? f. par equal:
see -AGE. The original sense in med.L. and Fr.

was app. 'parity of condition or rank'; hence,
' noble lineage or extraction

'

: the latter is the

sense with which the word entered Eng.]
1. Lineage, descent, rank

; esp. noble or high
lineage.
a 1300 Ffariz fy Bl. 256 per bub seriauns in be stage pat

seruej* be maidenes of parage. 13. . E. E. Allit. P. B. 167
Aproch bou to bat prynce of parage noble, c 1386 CHAUCER
Wife's Prol. 250 If she be riche and of heigh parage. 1484
CAXTON Chivalry 46 Parage is none thynge but honour

auncyently acustomed. 15*8 ROY Rede me (Arb.) 61 They
..fare moche better ;it their table Then lordes of worthy
parage. n 1553 UIMLI. Koyster I). \. ii. (Arb.) 17 His face is

for ladies of high and noble parages, With whome he hardly
scapeth great manages. 1659 NEEOHAM tr. Scldeti's Mare
Cl. 281 So did the Kings of Wales of high parage.
2. Worth, value, rare.

1513 DOUGLAS &neis \\\. v. 222 Syne to my fader, . , Riche
rewardis he gaif of hie parage.
3. Equality of birth or station, as in members of

the same family.
1513 DOUGLAS &neis iv. Prol. 44 Thow makis febill wycht,

and Tawest the hie ; Thow kmttis frendschip quhar thar
bene na parage. a 1670 HACKET Abp. Williams n. (1692)

115 He [Laud] thought it a disparagement to have a parage
with any of his rank.

||
4. Feudal Law. (As Fr., parirg.) See quots.

[1611 COTGR. s.v., Tenir en Parage, to hold part of a fief,

as a coheire, or coparcener ; or, younger brothers to hold of
their elder by homage, and fealtie ; which is therefore due
vnto him, after partition, because he does homage vnto the
Lord Paramount both for their parts, and his owne.] 1717-41
CHAMBERS Cycl. s. v,, When a fief is divided among brothers;
.. the younger hold their part of the elder by Parage, i.e.

without any homage or service. . . This Parage being an

equality of duty, or service among brothers or sisters. [1875
MAINE Hist. Inst. vii. 205 Called in French *

Parage ', under
which the near kinsmen of the eldest son still took an in-

terest in the family property, but held it of him as his Peers,]

Faragenesic (pseraids/he'sik), a, Biol. [f.

next + -ic.] Pertaining to or of the nature of

paragenesis : see next, i.

2864 Reader No. 94. 477/1 Observed in paragenesic hy-
bridity, 1878 HARTLEY tr. TopinareTs Anthrop. \\. vii. 369
M. llroca has defined the various degrees of sexual affinity,
which he calls Homogenesis, thus : Without offspring ;

Abortive, Agenesic, Dysgenesic. With offspring: Para-

genesic, Eugenesic.

Paragenesis (paera^e-nesis). [mod. f. Gr.

ira/xz- beside, side by side + ytvcffts GENESIS.]
1. Biol* a. The production in an individual

FARAGOQIC.

organism of characters belonging to two different

species, as in hybridism. 1890 in Cent. Diet.

b. spec. Hybridism in which the offspring is

partially sterile.

species.

c. A name for subsidiary or unusual modes of

reproduction : see PABAGAMY.
2. Min. The formation of minerals in close con-

tact, whereby the development of the individual

crystals is interfered with, and the whole locked or
interlaced together in a crystalline maSs

; the struc-
ture so formed, as in granite or marble. [So named
by Breithaupt in Ger. 1 849.]
1855 DANA Min. i. 239. 1865 PAGE Handbk. Geol. Tcrtus

350 Paragenesis of Minerals. 1878 LAWRENCE tr. Cotta's
RocksClass. 3 What was termed by Breithaupt Paragenesis.
Hy this is meant the law of mutual association or repulsion
of certain minerals. 1894 Thinker V. 342 By paragenesis,
or by some form of pseudomorphism, one mineral may be
changed into another.

Faragenetic (pKfMfAwtik), a.
[f. Gr. irapa-

(see prec.) + ycvtriKos (see GENETIC).] a. Biol,

Pertaining to or originating by paragenesis ; para-
genesic. b. Min. Originating side by side, as in

paragenetic twin (crystal) : see quot. 1883.
1865 PAGE Handbk. Geol. Terms 350 The innate structures

of granite, marble, loaf-sugar, and the like, are instances of
paragenetic crystallisation. 1883 M. F. HEDDLE in Encycl.
Brit. XVI. 367/1 Twins [crystals] have. .been divided into
'

paragenetic
'

and '

metagenetic '. The first term is applied
to the ordinarily occurring twins, in which the compound
structure is supposed .. to have been compound in its very
origin.

Paragenic (pserad^e-nik),
a. =

prec. b.

1864 WEBSTER cites DANA.

Faragerminal to -glenal: see PARA-* i.

Paraglo'bin. = next.

1877 WATTS Fownes' Chem, 1 1. 626. 1893 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

Paraglobulin (pseraglfbiwlinj. Chem. [See
PARA- i

2.] A name given to distinguish the par-
ticular form of GLOBULIN found in blood-serum

(and to a slight extent elsewhere in the tissues).

1873 RALFE Phys. Chem. 31 Para-globulin. . .The globulin
obtained from serum differs from that of the crystalline lens
in not being precipitated from its solutions by heat or

alcohol, and also by the property it possesses of coagulating
certain liquids, as the pericardia!, peritoneal, and hydrocele
fluids... This modification of globulin has been called para-
globulin, and also fibrino-plastic substance from the power
it has of forming with the above named fluids, fibrin. 1877
FOSTER Phys. i. i

; (1879) 27. GftAlAtttft Syst. Mtd. VII.
800 The albumin is mainly paraglobulin.

II Faraglossa (pjeraglp-sS). PI. -SB. Entom.

[I. Gr. irapa- beside + y\!aaffa tongue.] Each of two
lateral appendages of the ligula in various insects.

1826 KlRBV&Sp. Entomol. III. 359 Partiglossy .. Lateral

and often membranous processes ob.servable on each side of
the tongue in some Hymenoptera, etc. 1878 BELL Gegett-
bavr's Contp. Anat. 246 This has two lateral appendages,

*

or secondary tongues (paraglossae\ at its base.

Hence Paraglo ssal a., of or pertaining to a

paraglossa ; Paraglo'ssate a., furnished with

paraglossae. (Cent. Diet.}

Paragnatlious (paras'gnajias), a. Ornith. [f.

Gr. Tra/xjt-, PABA- alongside + -peiS-osjaw + -ous.]

Having the mandibles of equal length. Hence
Para gnathism, paragnathous condition.

1871 CUUES Key N. Atiier. Birds 24 All bills . . have been
divided into four classes.. .The paragnathous, in which both

[mandibles] are of about equal length, and neither is evi-

dently bent over the other.

Paragoge (ftat&e&gf). [a. L. paragoge, a.

Gr. TTapa-yiuyi] a leading past, in Gram. ' addition

to the end of a syllable
'

; f. itapa- past, beyond +
d-ycu-yij carrying, leading. In Y.paragoge (e mute).]
1. Cram. The addition of a letter or syllable to

a word, either inorganically as \npcasan-l, or, as in

Hebrew, to give emphasis or modify the meaning.
1656 BLOUNT Gtossofr., Paragogical, of or pertaining to

the figure Paragoge, which is when a syllable or letter is

added to the end of a word. 1730-6 BAILEY (folio), Paragoge,
..this figure is frequent with ihe Hebrews, rt312N for -TON.

1883 MAKSH Camp. Gram. Anglo-Saxon 20. 9.

fig. 1658 J. JONES tr. Ovid's Ibis 75 Thus Levellers by-

Apocope would pare off the Superfluities of long Estates ;

and by Paragoge add to the extremities of their short.

||
2. The reduction of a dislocation. [Gr.]

1730-6 in BAILEY (folio). 1893 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

||
o. A wheeling from column into line. [Gr.]

1878 Smith's Diet. Gr. f, Rom. An/if. 485/1 The depth
of the whole body was then lessened, and these intervals

rilled up by the ordinary paragoge, and by the different

lochi siding up nearer to each other.

ParagOjjic (poeragfrdalik), a. Gram. [ad.
mod.L. paragogic-us : see prec. and -1C.] Of, per-

taining to, or of the nature of paragoge ; esp. of

a sound or letter : Added to a word by paragoge.
17*7-41 CHAMBERS Cycl., Paragogic, in grammar, denotes

something added to a word without adding any thing to the

sense thereof. . . In the Hebrew the n is frequently Paragogic.

1778 Br. LOWTH Transl. fsa. Notes (ed. 12) 291 These are

infinitives with a paragogic n. 1837 G. PHILLIPS Syriac
Cram. 81 In the 3rd pers. plu. pret. . . Peal, some verbs take



PABAGOGICAL.
the paragogic forms. 1887 A. MOREL-FATIO in Encycl.
Brit, XXII. 349/2 The Infinitives with r paragogic (viurer,

seitrer, plourer} are not used.

Faragogical (pflerfigg'dgiWB), a. [f. as prec.
+ -AL.] prec.
1607 HIERON Defence i. 88 They both read it, and that

with prickes tooke it not lobe paragogieal. 1641 MILTON
Animndv. i. Wks. (1851) 188 You cite them to appeare for

certaine Paragogicall contempts, before a capricious Pae-

dantie of hot-liver'd Grammarians. 1751 WESLEY ll'ks.

(1872) XIV. 154 Frequently they [Futures] assume a para-
gogieal n with Kamets.
Hence Parago'g-ically adv., by way of paragoge.
1706 A. BEDFORD Temple Alits, vii. 142 The Letter

(j)
is

Paragogically added.

Pa-ragogize, v. rare. [f. PARAGOGE + -IZE.]
trans. To add as a final syllable.
1866 BLACKMORE C, Ntnvell liv, Bob knew better than to

paragogize the feminine termination.

Paragon (pse'rag^n), sb. (a.) Also (6 parageon,
paragon, 6-7parragon), 6-8 paragone. [a. OF.

paragon (i5th c.), how parangon m., in OF. also

para{ti}gonne fern., ad. It. paragone (also paran-
gone] m.,

( a triall or touch-stone to try gold, or

good from bad' (so in Dino Compagni A 1324, and

Boccaccio; also in i5thc. Fr. : see Godef.); 'a com-

parison or conferring together ; a paragon, a match,
a compare, an equal

'

(Florio 161 1). Cf. S\>,paran-
gon or paragon

' an eqnall, a fit man to match him,
one comparable with

'

(Minsheu 1599). See below.]
I. 1. A pattern or model of excellence, a. A

person supreme in merit or excellence.
a 1548 HALL Chron., Hen, V 33 b, Thys prince was almost

the Arabicall Phenix, and emongest his predecessors a very
Paragon. 1557 TottelCs Misc. (Arb.) 178 But therwas neuer
Laura more then one, And her had Petrarke for his para-
gone. 1377 B. GOOGF, Heresbaclis Hnsb. (1586) 168 She
was the very Phenix and Parageon of all the Gentlewomen
that I euer knewe. 1592 GREENE Pltilom. Wks. (Grosart)
XI. 175 The peragon of Italy for honorable grace. 1689
SHADWELL Bury Fair n. i, Your ladyship . . has been long
held a paragon of perfection. 1784 ], POTTER Virtuous
Villagers II. 159 He is a paragon of his sex. 1833 HT.
MARTINEAU Charmed Sea ix. 133 She will turn out a para-
gon of a wife. 1871 R. ELLIS Catullus xxxvii. 17 You
chiefly, peerless paragon of the tribe long-lock'd,..Egnatius.

b. A thing of supreme excellence.
1601 HOLLAND Pliny II. 372 [Magic] is at this day re-

puted by most nations of the earth, for the paragon & chief
of al sciences, a 1656 BP. HALL Rem. Wks, (1660)22 We
came down to Antwerp, the paragon of Cities. 1756 C.
LUCAS Ess. Waters I. Ded.,The dissolved civil constitution,
that paragon of perfect polity. 1861 ]. RUFFINI Dr. Antonio
x, Sir John . . pronounced it to be the paragon of easy-chairs.

t 2. A match ; a mate, companion ; a consort in

marriage ; a rival, competitor. (Also of a thing.)
1566 PAINTER Pal. Pleas, I. 45 Cyrus our prince and lorde,

whose paragon wee haue chosen you to bee. 1591 SPENSER
Af. Hubberd 1026 Love and Lordship bide no paragone.
1596 /'. Q. vi. ix. ii He . . her worthy deemed To be a
Princes Paragone esteemed. 1594 CHAPMAN Hymmts in

Cynthiam Wks. (1875) 15/1 Through noblest mansions,
Gardens and groves, exempt from paragons. 1762 J. H.
STEVENSON Crazy Tales 43 You cannot fish up His like

and paragon again. 1824 WIFFEN tr. Tasso iv. xlvi, None
but himself could be his paragon in vice.

f3. Comparison; competition, emulation, rivalry.
[Cf. 1589 PUTTENHAM Eng. Poesie in. xix. (Arb.) 241.] 1590

SPENSER Muiopotntos 274 Minerva .. deign'd with her the

paragon to make. 1590 F. Q, in. iii. 54 Wemen valorous,
Which have full many feats . . Per formd, in paragone of

proudest men, 1596 Ibid. \. iii. 24 Then did he set her by
that snowy one, .. Of both their beauties to make paragone.
1664 EVELYN tr. Freart's Archit. Ep. Ded. i A Work.,
worthy to go in paragon with it.

II. Specific and technical applications.
4. A perfect diamond ; now applied to those

weighing more than a hundred carats. [So in

mod.F.] In quot. 1616Jigt of a person.
1616 B. JONSON Devil an Ass in. i, He is no great large

stone, but a true paragon, He has all Iiis corners. 1622
MALYNES Anc. Law Aferch. 75 The fassets must be in-

dustriously wrought, which in great stones of 10 or 12 Carrats
maketh them to be Paragons, that is to say, in all perfection.
1647 R- STAPYI.TON Juvenal 241 That stone, which for a
paragon was set. 1863 Chambers' Bk. of Days I. 484/1
Only six very large diamonds (called paragons) are known.

f" b. Also paragon-stone. Obs.

1558 WARDE tr. Alexis' Seer. i. 94 b, Take Cristall, or

paragon stone. 1573 Art of Liuniting 9 Take a beade of
Christall or a Paragon stone. 1629 MAXWELL tr. Herodian
(1635) 250 His Rings set with Paragon Stones. 1698 FRYER
Ace. E, India fy P. 213 The Diamond . .Without Spots or

Foulness, is called a Paragon-stone.

f5. A kind of double camlet; a stuff used for

dress and upholstery in the seventeenth and early

eighteenth century. Obs. [Cf. F. parangon de

Venise, the finest silk stuffs from Venice (Littre).]
ci6qs Allegations cf Worsted Weavers CR.W. Add. MS.

12504, art. 64) The Paragon, Peropus, and Philiselles may be
affirmed to be double chamblet j the difference being only
the one was double in the warpe, and the other in the w[oo]ff.
1618 Naivorth Honseh. Bks. (Surtees) 74, xij yards of water
paragon for my Lady at vs. viijW. . - 5 yards of French green
paragon, .xxvj. xd. 1659*60 PEPYS Diary ^ Mar., Took my
wife by land to Paternoster Row, to buy some Paragon for
a petticoat and so home again. 1674 Lond, Gaz. No. 852/4
Hangings for a Room of Green Paragon. 1678 Flemings
in Oxford (O. H. S.) I. 255, 7 yards & an halfe of black

Paragon for a [Undergraduate's] Gowne. 1739 Observ.
Wool fy M'ooll. Manuf. in Beck Draper's Diet. 245 Para-
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gon . . stuff of combing wool, attrib. 1719 D'URFEY Pills

(1872) III. 173 The Plowman, the Squire, the Erranter
Clown, At home she subdued in her Paragon Gown.
f 6. A kind of black marble: see quot. 1753.

Obs. [F. parangon a kind of black marble of

Egypt and Greece (I.ittre'.]

(1632 LITHGOW Trav. vi. 267 The floore being curiously
indented with intermingled Alabaster and black 'shining
Parangone.\ 1645 EVELYN Diary May (1879) I. 227 A
niche of paragon for the statue of the Prince now living.

1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp.^ Paragone, . . the name given by
many to the basahes, a black marble, used as a touchstone.

7. Printing. Name of a large size of type inter-

mediate between Great Primer nnd Double Pica,
about 3^ lines to the inch. Now usually called
* two-line Long Primer '.

1706 Specimen ofLetters b i, in H. Hart Ccn/iiry ofOxf.
Typog. 67 Paragon Roman (Bought 1706). Paragon Italick

(Bought 1706). 1824 J. JOHNSON Typogr. II.
77^ Paragon

is the only letter that has preserved its name, being called
so by all the printing nations. 1843 Penny Cycl. XXV.
456/1 Of types larger than those employed for book-work,
the first, in an ascending series, is called Paragon. 1887
T. B. REED Old Eng. Letter Foundries 34 The first named
[Trafalgar] has disappeared in England, as also has Paragon.
B. adj. [Perh. originating in atti-ib. use of the sb.]

Of surpassing excellence, perfect in excellence.

(See also 4b.)
1601 HOLLAND Pliny T. 457 We may be bold to compare

them with that Paragon-coronet of the Greeks, which passeth
al others. 1632 WKNTWOIH H Let. 24 Sept. in Gardiner Hist.
Chas. /, I. Pref. 14 If I do not fall square, and .. paragon,
in every point of duty to my master. 1672 SIR T. BROWNE
Let. to Friend 29 Those jewels were paragon, without

flaw, hair, ice, or cloud. 1825 R. P. WARD Tremainc III.

xv. 345 Presuming to have had opinions, which this paragon
Lord does not approve.
\Note. 1 his word appears first in Italian (i4th c.), \\ hence

in Fr., Sp.,etc. The notion of Diez that paragon originated
in Sp., from the prep, phrase para con (which is sometimes

'

in comparison with ') is historically untenable. But it is

not certain whether the original sense of It. paravane was
'comparison', or ' touch-stone '; in the latter sense it might
stand for pietra di paragone. For the etymology, Tobler
(Zeitschr. Row. Phil. (1880) IV. 373) suggested derivation
from the Gr. vb. irapaKovav

' to sharpen or whet one thing
against another', f. aitovr) 'whetstone

', supposing that this

may have developed the sense
'

touch-stone
',
or that the It.

vb. paragonare may have been formed from Trapaxorai',
with the sense of 'try or compare by rubbing together',
whence paragone the act of doing this, pietra di paragone
'comparison stone, touch-stone'. A med. Gr. rrapawrn-Tj is

cited as applied to a smooth hard stone used to polish the

gold laid on in illuminating. But the suggestion presents
various difficulties.]

Paragon (parragfTn), v. Also 7 -one, paran-
gon, parragon. [f.

PARAGON sb. : cf. .para(ii}-

gonner. It. para(n}gonare
'
to equall, to paragone,

to compare' (Florio), Sp. parangonar: see prec.]
1. trans. To place side by side; to parallel,

compare. (Now archaic or poetic?}
a 1586 SIDNKY Arcadia i. (1590) Liij, The picture of

Pamela, .whiche in little forme he ware in a Tablet.. pur-
posing, .to paragon the little one with Artesias length. 1600
O. E. (? M. SUTCLIFFE) Rcpl.to Libel \. i. i An excellent and
singular woman, to bee parangoned with the famous women
of ancient time. 1606 SIIAKS. Ant. $ Cl. i. v. 71. 1667
MILTON P. L. x. 426 Lucifer, so by allusion calld, Of that

bright Starr to Satan paragond. 1894 A. AUSTIN in Blackw.
J\fag~. Sept. 312 Baby billows, mere cradles rather ,. when
paragoned with these monsters of the real deep.
2. To match, to mate. (Now poetic, etc.)
c 1615 SIR W. MURE Sonn. vii, My loue, my lyfe.. Bright

spark of beutie, paragon 'd by few. 1697 EVELYN Nutnism.
vii. 239 Such proof of their Abilities, .as may rightly paragon
them with .. the Ancients. 1835 LYTTON Rienzi\\.\^ [It

was] a virtue nature could not paragon, words could not

repay. 1872 BROWNING Fijine xxiii, To join your peers,
paragon charm with charm, As I shall show you may.
1 3. To excel, surpass. Obs.

1604 SHAKS. Ot/t. n. i. 62 He hath atchieu'd a Maid That
paragons description, and wilde Fame.

f4. To set forth as a paragon or perfect model.
1613 SHAKS. Hen. VJII^ n. iv. 230 We are contented To

weare our mortall State to come, with her. .before the

primest Creature That's Parragon'd o' th' World.

f5. To serve as a paragon or model of; to

typify, exemplify. Obs.

1617 COLLINS Def. Bp. Ely i. Abstr. of Contents ii, Peter the
fitter to paragon the Church, because a great sinner and so

apt to shew mercie.

f 6. intr. To compare, compete, vie with. Obs.
1620 SHELTON Quix. II. iv. ix. 123 Few or none could for

Feature paragon with her, and much less excel her.

Paragonite (parragonait). Min. [Named
1848, from Or. irapdycw pr. pple., leading aside or

astray, misleading + -ITE 1.] A hydrous mica con-

taining sodium, and so distinguished from common
or potash mica (muscovitc). Paragonite-schist^

a mica-schist in which paragonite takes the place
of muscovite.

1849 J. NICOL Min. 163 The mica slate . .named paragonite.
1868 DANA Min. (ed. 5) 488 Paragonite constitutes the mass
of the rock at Monte Campione.
Hence Paragon!"tic a., characterized by the

presence of paragonite. *
1868 DANA Min. (ed. 5) 488 The rock . . containing cyamte

and staurotide, called paragonitic or talcose schist.

tPa'ragonize,^. Obs. [f. PARAGON J. + -IZE.]
1. trans. To compare, put in competition or

rivalry;
- PARAGON v. i.

PARAGRAPH.
i 1589 PUTTENHAM Eng. Poesie in. xix. (Arb.) 241 Faire
women whose excellencie is discouered by paragonizing or

setting one to another. 1656 EARL MONM. tr. Koccalinis
\ Advts.fr. Parnass. \i. xxxtii. (1656) 282 Those, who pre-
sumed too much upon themselves, and dared to paragonise
their privat Nobility, with his immense fortune who reigned.
2. To match, to equal :

= PAIIAGON v. 2.

1606 G. W[OODCOCKE] Lives Emperors in Hist. Ivstine

Ggij, He liued without al example, no man euer para-
gonizmg him. 1635 J. HAYWARD tr. Biondi's Ban!slid I'irg.
65 If there was any accomplish 'd Gentleman, that .. para-
gonized Perosphilo.
3. To serve as a model of, exemplify, typify :

=
PARAGON v. 5.

1586 A. DAY Eug, Secretary \. (1625) 147 AH those excel-

lencies, which none but her selfe can paragonize.

Pa-ragonless, a. rare. [f. as prec. + -LESS.]
Without a paragon, matchless, peerless.
1599 NASHE Lenten Stuffe (1871) 53 Whilst I loitered in

this paragonless fish-town, city, town or country.
Paragoric, obs. form of PAREGORIC.
t Pa'ragram, Obs. [f. Gr. phrase ra Trapa

ypawa ff/cw/z/iara, lit. 'jokes by the letter*.] A
kind of play upon words, consisting in the alteration

of one letter or group of letters of a word.
By some writers restricted to the change of the initial

letter or letters, as in Bihcriits Mero for Tiberius Nero,
but Aristotle included such as /c6Aa for Kopa.
^1679 HOBBF.S Rhetorick in. x. (1681) 116 Pnragrams;

that is, allusions of words are graceful, if they be well placed.
1711 ADUISON Spt'ct. No. 61 ?2 Aristotle. .describes two or
three kinds of Puns, which he calls Paragrams. 1753 MEL-
MOTH tr. Cicero's Lett. iv. xviii, Unless it be some smart
pun, or elegant hyperbole, some striking paragram, or some
arch and unexpected turn. Ncte^ A Paragram is a species of
the pun which consists in changing the initial letters of a name.
So Paragra'mmatist [Gr. *irapaypa^fj.aTt<T77]^ ;

see prec. and -IST], a maker of
*

paragrams '.

1711 ADDISON Sped. No. 61 PS A Gentleman whom he
looked upon to be the greatest Paragrammatist among the
Moderns.

Paragraph (p^'ragrcif), sb. Also 6-7 -graff\'e.

[a. F. paragraphe (i3th c. in Ilatz.-Darm.) = It.

paragrafoi ad. late I., paragraph-us^ a, Gr. iro/xi-

7pa</>o? orig. a short horizontal stroke drawn below
the beginning of a line in which a break in the

. sense occurs (see Kenyon Pal&ogr. 27) ; also
=

trapaypatyr), a passage so marked
; f. napa- by

the side + -^/XK/JOS written.]
1. A symbol or character (now usually ^f or ]P)

formerly used to mark the commencement of a new
section or pnrt of a narrative or discourse

; now,
sometimes introducing an editorial obiter dictum
or protest, and sometimes as a reference to a

marginal note or foot-note.
Its original use is common in Middle English MSS. (where

the form is often a red or blue (
;
C or ), D). It was retained

by the early printers, and remains in the Bible of 1611 (but

only as far as Acts xx), no doubt because every verse begins
a new line, so that the method of indicating a paragraph
by

'

indenting' (as done by Tindale, Coverdale, and the
Revisers of 1881-5) was not available.

1538 ELYOT Diet., Paragraph's^ &. paragrapJnun, a para-
grafe. 1565 COOPER Thesaurus Introd. *iv, Which he may
find out by this Pat-agraffe % 1623 COCKERAM, Paragraph^
a note set in the margent of a booke, to obserue and^marke
the differing discourses therein. 1691 MIEGE Eng. Gra>n.

(ed. 2) 126 Formerly, .they used this Figure ^[ termed a Pil-

crow, and by the Printers, Paragraph, 1824 L. MURRAY Eng.
Grant, (ed. 5) I. 412 A Paragraph 1J denotes the beginning
of a new subject, or a sentence not connected with the fore-

going. This character is chiefly used in the Old, and in the
! New Testaments. 1824 J. JOHNSON Typagr. II. iii. 52 At
i present, paragraphs are seen only in Bibles.

2. A distinct passage or section of a discourse,

chapter, or book, dealing with a particular point
of the subject, the words of a distinct speaker, etc.,

whether consisting of one sentence or of a number
of sentences that are more closely connected with
each other than with what stands before and after.

Such a passage was at first usually indicated by
the mark described above

;
but afterwards, as now,

by beginning on a new line, whicji is indented or
set back by the space of an '

em-quad ', and ends
without running on to the next passage ; hence, in

reference to typography or manuscript, a paragraph
is a portion of the text between two such breaks ;

but, in a less technical sense, it is sometimes applied
to any passage which, from its nature, might or

ought to be so indicated in writing or printing.
1525 tr. Jerome of Brunswick's Snrg. Tvj/i In the xxv

chapytre . . in the seconde paragraphe. 1545 ASCHAM
Toxoph. i. (Arb.) 78, I call that by bookes and chapiters,

whyche the greke booke deuideth by chapiters and para-
graphes. 1664 H. MORE Myst. [nig. 470 [He] tells us the
best way. .in a Paragraph worthy to be written in letters

of Gold, toward the end of the first part of the Homily. 1705
R. CROMWELL in Eng. Hist. Rev. (1898) XIII. 122 This short

paragraph hath a deal of matter in it. 1706 PHILLIPS, Para-
graph, a Portion of Matter in a Discourse or Treatise,
contained between two Breaks, /. e. which begins with a new
Line, and ends where the Line breaks off. 1830 D'!SRAELI
Chas. /, III. vi. 103 A chronicle which contracts many an

important event into a single paragraph. 1863 Miss BRADDON
Eleanor's Viet. (1878) I. ii. 17 The letter.. was written in

sharp and decisive paragraphs, and in a neat firm hand.

b. A distinct article or section of a law or legal

document, usually numbered.



PARAGRAPH.
1551 HOI.OET, Paragraffe or sence in lawe wrytten, or

opinion written belore a sentence in lawe. 1736 BOLING-
IJROKE Patriot. (1749) 84 Our obligation to submit to the

civil law is a principal paragraph in the natural law. 1813
WELLINGTON L,et. to Ea>~l Bathurst 3 July in Gurw. Desp.
X. 507, I beg your Lordship's particular attention, .to the

i3th paragraph of the instructions. 1883 Rules Sufir. Crt.

xxxviii. vii, Every affidavit shall be . . divided into paragraphs,
and every paragraph shall be numbered consecutively, and
as nearly as may be shall be confined to a distinct portion of
the subject.

3. A short passage, notice, or article in a news-

paper or journal, without a heading, or having
only a side heading; an item of news.
The paragraphs here are quite independent and uncon-

nected with each other, but they constitute collectively
a summary of local or general news or gossip, or of ' notes

'

on some special subject or department.
1769 BURKE Corr. (1844) I. 212 He [the newsprinter] has

made a flaming paragraph of it. 1780 Neivgate Cal. V. 202
The writer.. inserted various paragraphs in the news-papers
in favour of the unfortunate men. 1833 HT. MARTINEAU
Loom <y Lugger n. v. 79 Handing the newspaper to his

sister and pointing out a paragraph. 1882 PEBODY Eng.
Journalism xi. 78 The Morning Post . . made a name for

itself by its fresh and sparkling paragraphs of Court and
fashionable gossip. 1902 BESANT Five Years* Tryst 95
Next day there was a paragraph in the London papers [etc.].

4. attrib. and Comb.
1769 Middlesex Jrnl. 14-16 Sept. 4/4 A paragraph writer

shall kill you the stoutest man in the kingdom for his six-

pence, and bring him to life again for another. 1798 WOLCOTT
(P. Pindar) Tales of Hoy Wks. 1812 IV. 418 The Prince of

Paragraph-makers, The Nabob of News. 1813 HAZLITT /W.
Kss. (1819) 9 Disposing of their government at the will of

every paragraph-monger. 1881 Daily News 22 Mar. 6/4
[HeJ explained that paragraph advertisements were advertise-

ments appearing in the body of the paper amongst the news.

Paragraph, (pce-ragraf), v. [f. prec. sb.]

fl. trans. To sign, to initial; = PARAPH z;. 2. Obs.
1601 J. WHEELER Treat. Comm. 90 Giuen..at Praghe..

Subscribed Rudolph, Paragraphed I. I), W. Freymondt.
1652 Eviii.YN St. France Misc. Writ. (1805)68 [They] deliver
them [reports] to the Grefiier or Clerk, by whom they are
to be allowed, that is, Paragraphed in parchment.
2. To mention in a paragraph ; to write a news-

paper paragraph or short notice about. Also absol.

1764 FOOTE Patron in. Wks, 1799 I. 359, I will paragraph
you in every newspaper. 1774 IVesim. Afaf. II. 489 We'll

paragraph and puff. 1777 SHEKIDAN Sch. Scand. i. ii, I am
sneered at by all my acquaintance, and paragraphed in the

newspapers. 1827 Examiner 749/2 The newspapers had

already begun to paragraph him as a 'Nonpareil'. 1880

Daily Tel. n Nov., No one was more paragraphed and

puffed.

fb. To treat of (a matter) in a paragraph. Obs.

1774 R. COUGH Let. in Nichols Lit. Anecd. iSM c. (1814)
VIII. 6n What.. the menial tribe would paragraph to the

newspapers.
c. With extension expressing the result achieved.

1815 in Southey Life A. .*// (1844! III. 573 For very little

money you may be paragraphed up to the episcopal throne.

1828 Examiner 658/1 His enemies, .squibbed, and para-

graphed, and taradiddled him to death. 1830 Ibid, 610/2
The Politician must be quacked, paragraphed, clubbed, and
coteried into notoriety.

3. To divide into or arrange in paragraphs.
(Chiefly in passive.}
1799 C. WINTER in W. Jay Life (1843) 27 The whole is so

injudiciously paragraphed, and so wretchedly unconnected.

1885 Athenseum 14 Nov. 635/2 This .. contains H. M.
inspectors' reports., classified, paragraphed,and summarized.

Paragrapher (pse-ragrafaj). [f. prec. + -ERl.J
One who writes paragraphs, a paragraphist.
1822 J. WILSON in Blackw. Mag. XI. 362*, I detest news-

writers paragraphers spouting-club speechifiers. 1899
Westm. Gaz. 10 July 2/1 The play unheralded by the

paragrapher or the Press.

li Paragrapliia (paeragne-fia). Path. [mod.
L.,f. PAB.v- 1 1 + Gr. -ypatyta writing.] Theaphasic
symptom of writing one word for another.

1878 tr. H. von Ziemssens Cycl. Med, XIV. 789 Morbid

paragraphia, like morbid paraphasia, presents itself in mild
and m severe forms. 1899 Allbnti's Syst. Med. VII. 442

Paraphasia and paragraphia are incoordinate rather than

paretic or paralytic defects of speech.

Paragraphic v paeragr;e-fik), a.
[f. PARA-

GRAPH + -1C. The adj. irapaypa<f>iK-6s was used in

Greek, but not in the English senses.]
1. Of, pertaining to, or of the nature or form of

a paragraph or paragraphs.
1790 Bystander 94 The stimulating influence of puffing

spice and paragraphic Cayenne. 1813 Edin. Rev. XXI.
221 Some unprosperous member of the paragraphic corps.
1848 G. S. FABKR Many Mansions Pref. (1851) 41 Transla-
tion and paragraphic division of the Cosmogony down to
the end of the Fourth Day. 1866 Athcnsum 29 Dec. 870
Sententious and paragraphic common-places.

2. Path. Of or pertaining to paragraphia.
1899 Allbntt's Syst. Med. VII, 435 The writing, .of other

patients may show defects of a paragraphic type. Ibid. 445
In persons who have been much accustomed to write, it is

possible that writing (though at first of a paragraphic type)
may be executed.

Paragraphical (pceragrae-fikal), a. [f. as prec.
+ -AL.]

=
prec. i.

1748 H. WALPOLE Lett, to H. Mann (1834) II. 242 Adieu !

I am very paragraphical and you see have nothing to say.

1^84
New Spectator No. 9. 8 A list of the sums paid to the

Editors of six of the morning papers for the paragraphical
support of a certain unpopular measure. 1785 CRUTWEI.L

Pref. to Bj>. Wilsons Bible b
ij,
The verses being numbered

in the margin, and distinguished in the text by para-
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graphical marks, a 1849 POE Marginalia, Wks. 1864 III.

577 His essays have thus only paragraphical effect ; as

wholes, they produce not the slightest impression.

Faragra'phically, adv. [f. as prec. + -LY 2.]
a. In or by means of paragraphs; paragraph by
paragraph, b. In the style of, or by means of,

newspaper paragraphs.
a 1713 ELLWOOD Autobiog. (1765) 293, I began the Book

again, and reading it with Pen in Hand, answered it para-
.u'ruphically as I went. 1727 BAILEY vol. l\, Paragraphical/yt

Paragraph by Paragraph, or in Paragraphs. vjg^Sporting
Mag. II. 108 Frequently announced paragraphical ly in the

papers. 1890 Pall .Mall G. 18 Jan. 6/2 Writing condensedly
and paragraph ically.

Paragraphing (parragrafirj), vbl. sb. [-ING i.]

The action of PARAGRAPH v, a. The writing of

newspaper paragraphs or treating of a subject by
means of these, b. Arrangement or division into

paragraphs. Also attrib.

a. 1805 SURR Winter in Lond. (1806) II. 71 Many powerful
rivals have started in the art of paragraphing, and the

mystery itself has considerably sunk in its credit. 1803
J. MCCARTHY Red Diamonds II. 230 About whom every
one in the paragraphing line wrote paragraphs.
b. 1881 Athenaeum 23 Apr. 562/1 The arrangement is

different and the paragraphing is altered, but otherwise the
matter is to a large extent a reprint. 1899 F. C. CONYBEARE
in Auicr. JntL TheoL Oct. 705, I have.. reproduced the

punctuation and paragraphing of the MS.

Paragraphism (paeTagrafiz'm). [f. PARAGRAPH
sb. + -ISM.] The system or practice of composing
or printing newspaper paragraphs.
1846 POE Ditychink Wks. 1864 III. 64 A brevity that de-

generated into mere paragraphism. 1890 Univ. Rev, Sept.
78 The daily newspapers .. are overrun with social para-
graphUm.

Paragraphist (pac-ragrafist
v

.. [f. "as prec. +

-IST.] A professional writer of newspaper para-
graphs.
1798 in Spirit Pub. yrnls.(ijgg) II. 350 Every paragraphist

is justly noticing the immense public advantages which
await the issue of the late.. victory. 1805 SURR Winter in
Lond, (1806) III. 247 A hireling pamphleteer and para-
graphist. 1892 Times 6 Feb. 9/5 Those powers of darkness,
the descriptive reporter and the sensational paragraphisU
tParagraphi-stical, a. Obs. rare~ l

.
[f. as

prec. + -ICAL.J
= PARAGRAPHIC i (but purporting

to be used nonsensically).
(11625 FLETCHKR Fair Maid in. i, Let us a little examine

the severall conditions of our ParagraphLsticall suitors.

PaTagraphize, v. nonce-wot, [f. as prec. +
-I/.E.] intr. To write paragraphs for the newspapers
1826 DISRAELI Viv. Grey in. viii. 123 Do you ever see the

'Age'? ..Is it true that his Lordship paragraphises a little?

t Pa-ragraphly, adv. Obs. [f. as prec. +
-LY 2

.] Paragraph by paragraph, paragraphically.
1678 SIR A. FORRESTER in Laudcrd, Papers (Camdenj III.

Ixxxi. 137 That the draught of the intended Addresse might
be taken paragraphly into consideration. Ibid. 138 The
House had paragraphly and very fully heard and debated it.

Paragraphy (pse-ragrafi). [f. PARAGRAPH : see

-GRAPHY.J The writing of newspaper paragraphs ;

newspaper paragraphs collectively or as a class.

1896 Critic (N.Y.) 25 Jan. 64/2 There has been a whirl of

paragraphy over the secession of Mr. P. C. from the

Lyceum. Ibid. 17 Oct. 253 In these days of literary para-
graphy.. it requires some ingenuity to keep up an incognito.

Paragration, obs. variant of PEKAGRATION.

Paraguay (parragw^). [The name of a river

and Republic of South America.]
1. The South American shrub Ilexparaguayensis,
commonly called Mate, the leaves of which are

dried or roasted, and infused as a beverage in the
same way as tea. Hence Paraguay-tea.
1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl, t Paraguay, ..a. celebrated plant

of the shrub kind .. better known among us under the
denomination of South-Sea Tea. fbid., The use of Paraguay
began lately to obtain in England ; where many people
seemed to like it as well as tea. 1802 Brookes' Gazetteer

(ed. 12) s. v., The valuable herb called Paraguay,.. the infu-

sion of which is drank, in all the Spanish provinces of S.

America, instead of tea, 1858 SIMMONDS Diet. Trade, Para-
guay-tea^ the leaves of the South American holly, Ilex

Paragitensis.
2. Paraguay herb : see quots.
1748 Earthquake of Peru iii. 263 They make use of the

Herb of Paraguay, which some call St. Bartholomew's Herb.

1887 MOLONEY Forestry W, Afr. 396 Paraguay Herb (Van-
dellia dijfusa^ L.). Small herb. In South America this

plant is used as an emetic.

Faraheliotropic (ps^rahilwtip'pik), . Bot.

[f. Gr. 7ra/>a- aside -f r/Aios sun + -T/>OTTOS turning +
-ic: cf. PIELIOTKOPIC.] Of leaves: Turning their

edges in the direction of incident light.
1880 C. & F. DARWIN Mevent, PI. 419 The leaves of some

plants when exposed to an intense and injurious amount of

light direct themselves, by rising or sinking or twisting, so
as to be less intensely illuminated. Such movements have
sometimes been called diurnal sleep. . . They might be called

paraheliotropic. 1881 DARWIN in Nature XXI 1 1. 409/2 With
several species of Hedychium, a widely-different parahelio-
tropic movement occurs.

Paraheliotropism (penihflj ^-trJpiz'm)
.

Bot. [f.
as prec. + -ISM.] A tendency in plants

when exposed to brilliant light to turn their leaves

parallel to the incidence of the light-rays.
1881 DARWIN in Nature XXIII. 409/1 This remarkable

movement I have called parabeliotropism. lbid. t F. Miiller

PARAKEET.
doubts whether so strongly marked a case of parahelio-
tropism would ever be observed under the duller skies of

England.

Parahyal, -hypnosis : see PAKA-*.

Parail, -aile, -aille, var. PAREIL, PABEL Obs.

Parais, Paraison, obs. f. PARADISE, PARISON.

Parakeet (parrak/t', paroquet (prc-iJket),
;

parr-. Forms : a. 6 parroket, 7 parrocquet,
parocket, 7-9 perroquet, (S paraquet\ 8-

paro-, parroquet. 0. 6 (?parakitie),parrachito,
6-7 paraquit(t)o, 7 parraquito, parakito,
-keeto, -chito, -que^e)to ; perokito, -chito ;

par(r)akita; parraketto, paraketo, -cketto,
paroqii^to, 7-8 paraquetto. 7. 7 parakeete,
parrakeit, 7-8 parakite, (8 parrochite, paro-
queet, 9 -keet), 7- parakeet, 8- parrakeet.
[Several forms, repr. (a) Q. paroquet (i4th c. in

Hatz.-Darm.), mod.F. perroquet parrot; 03) It.

parrochettO) -ncehctto, pcrrochetto (also in Florio,

parochito *a little Parret or Parochito*), Sp. peri-
qitito (recent) ; (7) an anglicized form of this as

par(f}akeet. The OF. paroquet is held by Dar-
mesteter to be ad. It. parrochetto, dim. of pa-rroco
parson 'cf. inoincau sparrow, dim. of r/;<?z>/ monk) ;

but some think the typical It. form to be parruc-
chetto, as dim. of parntcca

*

peruke, periwig', in

reference to the plumage of the head in some

species. In Sp. pei'iquito is a later dim. of the

much commoner name perico, supposed to be the

same word as Peruo, colloquial dim. of Pedro
:

Peter : cf. PAHROT. The relations between the
i Sp. and It. forms cannot be settled until the

chronology is known ; prob. the name has been
modified by popular etymology in one or both.
As the parrot was known in Italy from Roman times

downward, the name pnrrochetlo, etc., may have originated
there rather than (as sometimes assumed.) with the Spanish
and Portuguese navigators,]

A bird of the parrot kind
;
now spec, applied to

the smaller birds included in the order, esp. those

having long tails.

The species best known and having the widest range is the

ring-neckedparakeet (Pal&ornis torquatus}, often kept as
: a cage bird ; another well-known species is the Alexandrine
parakeet (f\ alexandrf)\ the common parakeet of the
United States is Coaurjts carolinensis ; special genera of

: parrots are known AS, grass-parakeets, ground-parakeets.
a. 1581 HAMILTON Cath. Traict. in Cath. Tractates

(S. T. S.) 102 For him and sik vtheris, quha lyk parrokettis
enterteneis the auditouris be clattering tellis. 1687 A.
LOVELL tr. Thevenot's Trav. m. 38 In some places Parroc-

quets are taken after the same manner. 1698 FROCER Voy.
47 Small birds, with fine feathers: among them there are

Perroquets, Cardinals, and Colibries, 1698 FRYER Ace.
E. India $ P* 71 Here were some Flocks of Parockets.

1713 BKRKELEY Gar*d. No. 49 F 7, I look on the beaus and
ladies as so many paraquets m an aviary. 1718 PRIOR Dwe
91, I would not give my Paroquet For all the Doves that
ever flew. 1776 Phil. Trans. LXVI. 574 A perroquet.. got

,
from his master some of the boiled fish.

17^96
STEDMAN Surt'

nnm II. xvii. 32 Beautiful paroquets, which are a species of

parrots, but smaller though not less common. 1846 G.
,

GARDNER Brazil 179 Parroxiuets, ..keeping up an almost
! continual cry of Parroquet Parroquet.

ft. c 1595 CAPT. WYATT R. Dudley's Voy. W. Ind, (Hakl.
1 Soc.) 38 Infinite store of parratts, parakities.and other great

birds of most fine and well mixed collers. 1596 RALEIGH
Discov. Grinna 61 They brought vs also.. a sort of Para-

quitos, no bigger than wrens. 1599 T. M[OUFET] Silk~
worjiu-s 66 Millet seede wherewith Parrachitos are fed.

1603 FLORIO Montaigne \\. viii. (1632) 214 Loved .. for our

pastimes, as we do apes, monkies, or peiokitoes. 1644
QUARLES Sheph. Orof, iv, We discipline them, teach them
how to prate, Like Parakitoes, words they know not what.
a 1652 BROME City Wit i. i. Wks. 1873 I. 286 Madame, how
does your Monckey, your Parrot, and

Parraq^uitpes? 1652
S. S. Secrttary*s Stndie 37 None of your jigging Girles,
that pearch Paraquetios on their fists'. 1675 Lond. Gaz. No,

1014/4 A Green Parraketto, with a black nnd red Ring
about his Neck, lost. 1682 S. WILSON Ace. Carolina 12 In
the woods great plenty of wilde. .Turtle Doves, Paraquetos,
and Pidgeons. 1688 R. HOLME Armoury n. 282/2 The
Scarlet Parakeeto, is no larger than a Black bird. 1706
PHILLIPS, Parctgttetio^ a small sort of Parret, a Bird.

y. 1621 SIR R. BOYLE Diary in Listnore Papers (1886) II.

15 A purse of sylck lyke a parakeete. 1688 I.ond. Gaz.
No. 2341/4 A Little Parakeet with a red Head, a green,
red, and black Tail., flew out of a Window.., on Sunday last.

1700 WALLACE Ace. New Caledonia in Darien in Misc.
Cur, (1708) III. 417 Parrots of many kinds, Parakites
Macaws. 1705 BOSMAN Guinea xv. (1721) 255 Two small

Parrochites, or Guinea Sparrows. 1750 G. HUGHES Bar-
badoes in. 73 The Parakite.. is of the frugivorous Kind
and about the Bigness of a Thrush. 1847 L. HUNT Men,
lyortten, fy B. (1876) 36 What prodigious chattering and
brilliant colours in the maccaws and parrakeets. 1853
KINGSLEY Hypatio, xxii, Strange birds from India, para-
keets, peacocks, pheasants. 1879 E. ARNOLD Lt. Asia (1889)

151 Wild fruit.. plucked By purple parokeet.

b. Applied allusively to persons, i. e. in reference

to the chattering or imitative faculty of the birds,

or to their gay plumage : cf. PARROT sbt

1596 SHAKS. i Hen. 7F, n. iii. 88 Come, come, you Para-

quito, answer me directly vnto this question, that I shall

aske. 1650 B. Discollhniniitm 41 Some young Parackettoes
now nursing up in the Universities. 1661 K. W. Conf.
C/tarac.) Cantor. Minion, A Cambridge paraketo is an
outlandish ape, whose mimick disposition makes her shape
her seacole vestures into the form of the fashion, a 1668

DAVENANT Man's the Master n. i, That damsel is too pert,



PARAKITE. 455 PARALLEL.
. .you should keep these paraqueetos in a cage. 1876 GEO.
ELIOT Dan. Der. xxxiii, The young woman .. a sort of

paroquet in a bright blue dress.

Parakeratosis, -kinesia, etc.: see I'ARA-I i.

Parakite (parrakaiO. [In sense a, f. PARA-

(CHCTK) + KITE; in b, f. Gr. Trapa, PARA-* beyond +

KITK.] a. A kind of large kite constructed so as

to be inflated by the wind like a parachute, pro-

posed by Simmons in 1875 for military use. b.

A kind of tailless kite devised by Woglom in 1896
for various scientific purposes.
1875 lo/A Rt'p. Aeronaut. Soc. 75 An attempt was made

by Mr. Simmons, the aeronaut, to supplement the employ-
ment of a balloon in warfare by.. a kite, which, from the

peculiar nature of its construction, he designated the para-
kite. It was, in fact, a combination of the parachute and
kite. 1895 BADEN POWELL in Jrnl. United Service Inst.

888 Simmons, the aeronaut, tried in 1876 an apparatus under
the name of the 'parakite* for raising a military observer.

1896 G. T. WOGLOM (title) Parakite-; ; A Treatise on the

Making and Flying of Tailless Kites for Scientific Purposes.
Ibid. 25 Inasmuch as '

kite
'

has been the name for a toy . .

it has seemed proper to distinguish therefrom these 'para-
kites

', u>iug the Greek prefix in its purport of beyond the

kite an advanced kite. 1897 Daily News 4 Nov. 6/4 The
processes of ' Parakite Photography

'

are minutely described.

Parakite, -kitie, -kito : see PARAKEET.

Faralactic (pseralse-ktik), a. Chem. [PAKA- 1

2 a.] In Paralactic acid, an isomeric modification

of ordinary lactic acid, one of the two consti-

tuents of sarcolactic acid, existing in the animal

organism, especially in muscular flesh. Its salts are

Farala'ctates
1877 WATTS Fownes' Chem. II. 528 Paralactic acid heated

to 130 yields dilactic acid, convertible by water into ordinary
lactic acid. 1893 Syd. Soc. Lex. s. v., The paralactate is

..thrown down as a mass of small, colourless crystals.

Paralalia, -lampsis : see PARA- x i.

Paralament, obs. form of PARLIAMENT.

Paralax, obs. form of PARALLAX.

Paraldehyde(parceid/'h3id). Chem. [PAR;A-*
2 a.] A polymer of ALDEHYDE, C 6H 12O3 ,

a
colourless liquid at ordinary temperatures ; used

as a narcotic and as a remedy against insomnia.

1857 MILLER Elem. Chem. III. 134 A third isomeric body
termed paraldehyd, which is liquid, and boils at 257. 1881
CAPT. ABNEY in Nature XXV. 191/1 Par-aldehyde has three

molecules of aldehyde in its one molecule. 1885 REMSEN
Org. Chem. (1888) 49. 1896 Allbutts Syst. Med. I. 242
Paraldehyde produces few special effects other than those

procuring sleep.

Paraleipsis, paralepsis : see PARALIPSIS.

Paralerema to Paralgia : see PARA- * i.

tFara'lian. Obs. rare. [i.'L.parali-us^.Gr.
TTapaAj-os by the sea, maritime, f. Trapa beside +
aXs, aA- the sea.] A dweller by the sea. So
t Para'lious ., dwelling or growing by the sea.

1654 H. L'ESTRANGE Chas. 7(1655) 131 The Mediterraneans
the Highlanders muttered at the Imposition, alledging that
it being a Naval Tax, it ought.. to be born by the Par-

liv'd by the Water-side).

Paraling, variant of PARELLING Obs.

I! Paralipomena (paeralaipp-mena), sb.pl. In

4-6 (7 in Diets.) paralipomenon (also 4 -lyp-),

properly gen. pi, ;
in 9 rarely in sing, paralipo-

menon (-leip-). [Late L. paralipomena^ gen. pi,
j

-on (Jerome), a. Gr. irapa\fiironfva (things) left

out ; f. Trapa\(iiriv to leave on one side, omit.]
fl- (Almost always Paralipomenon^ repr. genit.

pi. napa\iiro^fvojv (sc. #t/3A/a\ the title in LXX
and hence in the Vulgate.) The Books of Chronicles

in the Old Testament : so called as containing

particulars omitted in the Books of Kings. Obs.
a 1340 HAMPOLE Psalter cxxxv. i Crete louyng of bis

psalme is shewyd in paralypomenon. 1388 WYCI.IF i Chron.
Prol., This book of Paralipomenon, the firste, bigynneth at
Adam .. rehersinge many thingis whiche ben not writen in

the book of Kingis before, a 1548 HALL Chron.
,
Hen. VIII

227 Wyllyam Tyndale. .translated the .v. bookes of Moyses
..the bookes of the Kynges and the bookes of Paralipo-
menon [etc.]. 1616 BULLOKAR Eng. Expos^Paralipomenon^
. . There are two bookes in the old testament so called,
because many worthy histories omitted in the bookes of

Kings, are there related. 1706 PHILLIPS, Paralipomena,
the two Books of Chronicles.

2. Things omitted in the body of a work, and

appended as a supplement. (Rarely in sing, -on.}
1674 BOYLE Grounds Corptisc. Pkilos, i To reserve these

thoughts, as a kind of Paralipomena to his dialogue. 1690
Medic. Hydrost. Postscr., A supplement to the first

tome, containing divers historical paralipomena, that by
mistake were omitted. 1887 T. A. TROLLOPE What I Re-
member I. 225 One more note, .as a paraleipomenon to that

Autobiography of my brother.

HParali]JSis'paeralrpsis). Rhet. Also-leipsis;
erron. -lepsis, -lepsy. [a. Gr. TrapdXfti^iy passing
by omission, f. irapa\t'nrfiv to leave on one side,

pass by ; late L. paralipsis (Aquila).] A rhetorical

figure in which the speaker emphasizes something
by affecting to pass it by without notice, usually

by such phrases as 'not to mention*, 'to say

nothing of'.

1386 A. DAY Eng. Secretary u. (1625) 95 Paralepsis or

Occupatio^ when in seeming to ouer-passe, omit, or let-slip |

a thing, we then chiefly speake thereof. 1589 PUTTKNIIAM i

Eng. Poesie in. xix. (Arb.) 239 Paralepsis^ or the Passager. i

>657 J- SMITH Myst. Rhet. 165 Paralipsis, . . Preterition.

1842 BKANDE Diet. Sci., etc., Paraleipsis^ in Rhetoric, the

artificially exhibited omission or slight mention of some
important point, in order to impress the hearers with in-

dignation, pity, etc,

Farall, variant of PAKEL v. Obs.

Parallactic (preiaJse-ktik), a. [ad. Gr. irapa\-
\aKTtK-6s of or by the parallax, f. verbal adj.

*7rapaA\a/fTO?, f. Trapa\aff<7(tv ; see PARALLAX.]
Pertaining, relating, or due to parallax.
Parallactic inequality : see INEQUALITY 4. t Parallactic

instrument, telescope, etc. : former names for an EQUATORIAL.
1630 R. N tr. Camderis Hist. Eliz. 53 Thomas Digsey,

and lohn Dey .. haue learnedly proued by Paralactic

Doctrine, that it [new star in Cassiopeia] was in the celestial],
not in the Elementary Region. 1670 BLOUNT Glossogr. (ed. 3),

Parallactic. 1764 Phil. Trans. LIV. 363 The parallactic

telescope ought to he nearly of equal goodness with the i

transit telescope. 1789 PIAZZI ibid. LXXIX. 59 By the
method of parallactic angles. 1834 Nat. Philos. III. Astron.
iii. 84/1 (U. K. S.) The diurnal, or parallactic, libration.

1887 Pall Mall G. 10 June 12/1 The parallactic motion of
stars has been demonstrated by the Rev. Dr. Pritchard, of

Oxford, under a process of making the stars photograph
their position, perfected by himself.

tParalla'ctical, a. Obs. [See -ICAL.]
=

prec.
1671 FLAMSTEED in Rigaud Corr. Sci. Men (1841) II. 109

The parallactical angle. 1704 J. HAHRIS Lex. Techn. I,

Parallactical'Anglers, an Anglemadeby the Oblique cutting
of a Circle of Altitude, or Vertical Circle with the Ecliptick.

Parallax (pce
-

ral?eks). Also 6-7 paralax, 7

parallaxe ;
also 7 in Gr. form parallaxis. [a. F.

parallaxe(i$ifl in Hatz.-Darm.), ad.Gr. irapa\Aot?

change, alteration, alternation, mutual inclination

of two lines meeting in an angle, f. TrapaKK&aativ
to alter, alternate; in mod.L.^ffr#//<&m,]
1. {Astron.) Apparent displacement, or difference

in the apparent position, of an object, caused by
actual change (or difference) of position of the

point of observation ; spec, the angular amount
of such displacement or difference of position,

being the angle contained between the two straight
lines drawn to the object from the two different

points of view, and constituting a measure of the

distance of the object. Also transf. (quot. iSSi).
In Astronomy there are two kinds of parallax, viz. diurnal

and annual, the former when a celestial object is observed
from opposite points on the earth's surface, the lauer when
observed from opposite points of the earth's o>'bit. As the

mean or proper position of the body is that which it would
have if viewed in the one case from the earth's centre {or a

point in a line with it), in the other case from the centre of
its orbit, the parallax is actually calculated and stated from
these central points, and called geocentric and heliocentric

respectively, the base lines of these being the earth's radius
and the radius of its orbit. Horizontal parallax: the
diurnal parallax of a heavenly body seen on the horizon.

1612 SKLDEX lllustr. Draytoris^ Poly-olb. xiv. 235 Those
learned Mathematicians, by omitting of Paralax and re-

fractions, deceiued themselues and posterity. 1663 BOYLE
Exp. Nat. Philos. i. ii. 33 Which they not irrationally

prove by the Parallaxis (or Circular difference betwixt the

place of a Star, suppos'd to be taken by two Observations,
the one made at the Centre, and the other on the sur-

face of the Earth). 1663 Phil. Trans. I. 106 He hath de-

duced the Horizontal Parallax of this very Comet. 1696
WHISTON Th. Earth i. (1722) 32 The fix'd Stars, .till very
lately. .were thought subject to no parallax at all. a\j\\
KEN Hymns Evang. Poet. Wks. 1721 J. 44, I saw it moving
in a Sphear so high, Scarce any Parallax I cou'd descry.
i8iz WOODHOUSE Astron. xii. 98 The parallax of Mars was
found to be about 23 seconds. 1867-77 G. K. CHAMBERS
Astron. i. i. 2 The problem . . when solved [gives] the
amount of the Sun's equatorial horizontal parallax. 1881

TAIT in Nature XXV. gr/i In these thermometers, .no pro-
vision is made for avoiding parallax or personal equation.

b.jfo
1594 J. DAVIS Seaman's Seer. (1607) 19 1 o amend the

parallax of false shadow of your sight. 1599 DANIEL

Musophilus 606 Vndeceiued with the Paralax Of a mis-

taking eye of passion. 1682 SIR T. BROWNE Chr. Mor. n,

3 Many things are known, as some are seen, that Is by
Parallaxis, or at some distance from their true and proper
beings. 1870 MAX MULLER Sc. Relig. (1873) 43 Unless we
make allowance for this mental parallax [between material

and spiritual]. 1892 Nation 7 Apr. 262/3 The sort of

parallax which exhibits the light of Whitman's fame at so

different an angle in his own country and in England.

f 2. In general sense of Gr. TrapaAAa^is
1

: Change,
alteration. Obs. rare 1

.

1677 GALE Crt. Gentiles II. iv. 258 The Sun although it

is not so variable as the Moon, yet. .it has its Trapa\\aya<;
or jrapaAofeis, Paralaxes and Changes : it appears otherwise
at rising, otherwise at noon, otherwise at setting.

Parallel (pse-ralel), a. and sb. Also 6 para- '

lelle, 6-7 -allele, -alell, -alel, 7 -allell, -alele,

7-8 parr-, [a. F'. parallele (in Rabelais, i6th c.),

ad. L. paralleluSy a. Gr. irapa\\r]\o$ beside one

another, side by side, f. irapa- beside, alongside of

+ aAArjAos one another.] A. adj.
1. Lying or extending alongside of one another

and always at the same distance apart ; continu-
;

ously equidistant : said of two or more lines,

surfaces, or concrete things; also of one line, etc., \

Extending alongside another at a continuously
'

equal distance (const, to, ivitK].
In Gcom. applied to straight lines in the same plane, or to

,

planes, which never meet however far produced in either (or

any) direction, or (according to the definition of modern
geometry) which intersect at infinity; more rarely to curved
lines or surfaces continuously equidistant, i. e. having
common normals at all points (e. g. concentric circles or

spheres); or to curves upon a curved surface (e.g. circles

on a sphere) which are continuously at the same distance
as measured upon that surface, or are in parallel planes.
Parallel bars, a pair of bars supported on posts about 4 to

6 feet above the ground, used for gymnastic exercises.
Parallel roads (Geol.\ name for a series of natural terraces
at different levels on the side of a hill.

JS49 Con/pi. Scot, vi. 47 Cosmaghraphie . . sal declair the
elenatione of the polis, and the lynis parallelis, and the
meridian circlis. 1559 W. CUNNINGHAM Costtwgr, Glasse 37
In a Sphere the parallele or equidistant Circles, have all

one Pole. 1570 HILLINGSLEV Euclid \. defin. 35. 5 b, Parallel
or equidistant right lines are such, which being in one and
the selfe same superficies, and produced infinitely on both
sides, do neuer m any part concurre. 1600 HAKLUYT Voy.
III. 56 Reuolut ions.. that are parallel to the equinoctiall are
also parallel to the horizon. 1655 EVELYN Diary 24 Feb.,
A chrystall ball sliding on parallel wyers. 1787 G. WHITE
Selborne i. 2 One straggling street, three quarters of a mile
in length.. running parallel with The Hanger. 1833 LYELL
Princ. Geol. III. 131 The parallel roads of Coquimbo,
in Chili. Ibuf., The analogous parallel roads of Glen Roy
in Scotland. 1860 TYNDALL Glac. i. i. T, I . . observed that
the planes of cleavage were everywhere parallel. 1893

LELAND^W. I. 261 [He] exhibited., his skill on the parallel
bars, horizontal pole, etcetera.

b. transf. Applied to various things involving

geometrical parallelism in some way, esp. to me-
chanical contrivances of which some essential parts
are parallel, or which are used to produce paral-
lelism of movement, etc.

Parallel bar (see quot. 1875). Parallel circuit {Electro,
a term loosely applied to a circuit connecting the same two
points as are connected by another circuit ; w parallel con~

nexion, etc. Parallel coping (see quot. 1842-76). Parallel

file, a file with parallel edges, not tapering. Parallelforces
(Dynamics), forces acting in parallel lines. Parallel kni/e,
a knife with two blades set parallel to each other, used for

cutting thin sections for the microscope. Para/lei lathe,
a small lathe bearing several grinding wheels of different

sizes, besides a brush, a drill, etc., which all run simul-

taneously ; used by jewellers, dentists, etc. Parallel motion,
(a) the motion of anything which always remains parallel to

itself, i. e. in the same direction ; (/;) a mechanical device by
which alternating rectilinear is converted into circular

motion, and vice versa. Parallel perspective, perspective
in which the plane of the drawing is parallel to a principal
surface of the object delineated. Parallel rod, the rod
which connects the cranks of the driving-wheels on the same
side of a locomotive so as to cause them to move together;
the coupling-rod (Webster 1864). Parallel^ ruler (or rulers),
an instrument for drawing parallel lines, consisting of two
or more straight rulers connected by jointed cross-pieces so

as to be always parallel, at whatever distance they are set.

Parallel sphere, the celestial or terrestrial sphere in that

position or aspect in which the equator is parallel to the

horizon, i. e. at either of the poles; distinguished from oblique
and right sphere. Parallel vice,

' a vice whose jaws move
in exact parallelism, a baron one slipping in a socket on the

other
'

(Knight Diet. Mech. 1875)^
1594 BLUNDEVIL Exerc. in. i. xvii. (1636) 313 This kind of

Spheare is called a parallel Spheare, in which Spheare they
that dwell have six months days, and six months nights.

1664 POWER Exp. Philos. i. 5 Her body is.. stuck all over

with great black Bristles,. . set all in parallel order, with
their ends all pointing towards the tayl. 1704 J. HAIUUS
Lex. Techn. I, Parallel Ruler. 1829 Nat. Philos. I.

Mechanics 11. xiii. 59 (U. K. S.) The most remarkable
method of converting an alternate rectilinear motion into

an alternate circular one, is that known by the name of the

parallel motion, invented by Watt for his double-acting

steam-engine. 1830 KATER & LARUNER Mech. xviii. 260

Parallel motion . . me name is generally applied to all con-

trivances by which a circular motion is made to produce a
rectilinear one. 1842-76 GWILT Archit. (ed. 7) Gloss, s. v.

Coping, Coping equally thick throughout is called parallel
coping. 1857 WHEWELL Hist. Induct. Sci. (ed. 3) I. 381
The parallel motion of the Earth's axis. 1859 RUSKIN

Perspective 91 The greatest masters are.. fond of parallel

perspective. 1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mech., Parallel bar, a rod

in the side-lever engine, forming a connection with the

pump-rods and studs along the center line of the levers.

1878 Lumberman*s Gaz. 5 Jan., He has successfully adopted
the Austin parallel edger.

fc. loosely (with to or with}'. In the same

parallel (of latitude) as, in a line with. Obs.

1634 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. 6 In this latitude we were

paralell to [later edd. with] Sierra Leoon. Ibid. 216 On the

eleuenth of Nouember, [\ve] were parallel to the greene
Cape, and to the Gorgades.

2. Jiff. Having the same or a like course, ten-

dency, or purport ; running on the same or similar

lines ; resembling something else, or each other,

throughout the whole extent; precisely similar,

analogous, or corresponding. Const, as in i.

1604 SHAKS. Oth. u. m. 355 How am I then a Villaine,

To Counsell Cassio to this paralell course, Directly to his

good? 1648 STERRY Serm. on Clouds 22 These Parallel

places make those expressions seem Parallel : Angels,
Cloudes. 1664 POWER Exp. Philos. in. 156 Parallel and

Analogical effects of Electrical with Magnetical Bodies.

1718 HICKES & NELSON Kettlewell m. Ixxiii. 387 Sorrow,
that his Prudence should not be parallel to his Zeal. 1758

J.
S. Le Dran's Observ, Surg. (1771^173 Having observed

it to happen before in a parallel Case. 1841 MYERS Catk.

Th. 66 There is nothing parallel to this in the history of

any nation with which we are acquainted. 1875 JOWETT
Plato III. 113 The parallel passage in the ninth book,

f b. Equal in amount or worth. ? Obs.

a 1610 HEALEY Epictetus, Life (1616) A vj, Then hee should

haue all Epictetus his wisdome inspired into him . - and so

become uaralell to that admired father. 1674 S. JBAKB
58-.!



PARALLEL.
Arith. (toob) 164 If the remain be added tu the Number
subtracted, the Total will be parallel to the Number from
which Substruction is made.

c. Side by side in time
; running through the

same period of time
; contemporary in duration.

1746-7 Hhiu i.v Mt'dii. (iSiS) 174 That the benefits accru-

ing to his people, .might run parallel in their duration with

eternity. 1862 STANLKY Jew. Ck. (1877) I. xviii. 340 That
Prophetical dispensation, which ran parallel with the

Monarchy from the first to the last King; 1878 STUBBS
Const. Hist. III. xviii. 131 The parallel lines of war and
negotiation run on for three years more.

3. Mti$* a. Applied to parts which move so

that the interval between them remains the same

(major and minor intervals of the same name, e. g.
thirds or sixths, being in this case reckoned the

same) ; also to the movement of such parts

{parallel'mot'ion ,a particular case of similar motion
;

sometimes loosely used as = similar motion) ;

and to the intervals between such parts (usually
called consecutive}, b. Sometimes applied to

major and minor keys which have the same signa-
ture (usually called relative}.

1864 WEHSTEK, Parallel motion, ,.the ascending or de-

scending of two or more parts in Mich a manner as to have

constantly the same interval between the corresponding
notes in the several parts. 1889 K. PROUT Harmony (ed.

10) iv. 93 There are three kinds of motion ; siniilar (some-
times, though less frequently, called 'parallel') when two
or more parts move in the same direction up, or down;
oblique.. ; and contrary. 1898 STAINF.R & UARRETT Diet,
Alus. T., rarallel motion. . . Parallel fifths are under certain

limitations forbidden. (Consecutives.)

4. Comb., as parallel-edged^ -sided, -veined adjs.

1859 DARWIN Orig. Spec. viii. (1872) 224 A little parallel-
sided wall of wax. 1861 BENTLEY Man. Bot. 153 We
apply the term parallel-veined to all leaves in which the

main veins are more or less parallel. 1879 St, Givt'^t-'s

Hosp. Rep. IX. 515 A narrow parallel-edged opening. 1882
Nature XXV. 228/1 The leaves, .vary, .although generally
parallel-nerved.

B. sb. I. 1. pi. Parallel lines (see A. i) ; rarely
in sing. A line parallel to another.

1551 RECORDS Pathw. Kn<nvl. i. Pefm., Here might
I note the error of good Albert Durer, which affirmeth that

no perpendicular lines can be paralleles. 1603 DRAYTON
Odes ii. 49 Those Paralels so even, Drawne on the face of
Heaven. 1733 POPE Ess. Man \\\. 103 Who made the

spider parallels design, Sure as Demoivre, without rule or

line? 1806 CAPT. MUNDY in Naval Chron. XV, 343 In-

tending to steer on a parallel with the enemy. 1882

CHRYSTAL in Nature XXVI. 218/1 In the modern geo-
metrical sense, a parallel (i. e. a line intersecting another at

an infinite distance) cannot of course exist in elli

except as an imaginary line.

lliptic space

b. //. Things running parallel, or having a

parallel direction.

1589 GREENE Menaphon (Arb.) 30 Thy aged yeres shalbe
the calender of my fortunes, and thy gray haires the

Paralells of mine actions. ci6u CHAPMAN Iliad xvn. 152
Make thy steps parallels To these of mine. 1615 H. CKOOKE
Body ofMan 552 As it was conuenient that the eyes should
he paralels :

s_o
also the nerues, which because of the motion

of the eyes might decline from the right line.

2. Geog. Each of the parallel circles imagined
as traced upon the earth's surface, or actually
drawn upon a map (usually at intervals of 5 or 10

degrees), in planes perpendicular to the axis, and

marking the degrees of latitude: in full, parallel

of latitude. Also Astron. each of the corre-

sponding circles on the celestial sphere (parallels

of declination\ or of similar circles parallel to the

ecliptic (parallels of latitude}, or to the horizon

(parallels of altitude). Also attrib. in parallel

sailing (A *aut.), sailing along a parallel of latitude,

i. e. directly east or west.

1555 EDEN Decades 12 A hundreth leaques westwartle with-

out the paralelles of the Ilandes. 1559 W. CUNNINGHAM
Cosniogr, Glasse 37 Seyng th' Kquinoctiall, the ij. tropikes,
and the circles Arctike, and Antarctike, be equidistant

paralleles. 1669 STURMY Mariners Mag. vi. it. 103 Any
Line drawn Parallel to the Ecliptick. .represents a Parallel

of Latitude of the Stars. 1704 J. HARRIS Lex. Tec/in.

\> Parallels ofAltitude. 1710 Ibid. II, Parallel Sailing,
in Navigation, is sailing under a Parallel of Latitude.

1814 MACKINTOSH Sp. S. Amer. St. Wks. 1846 III. 463
The prodigious varieties of its elevation exhibit in the

same parallel of latitude all the climates and products of the

globe. 1877 G. A. ALLEN Amer. Bison 465 Along the 49th
parallel they also pass north in summer and south. in winter.

1900 G, SANTAYANA Poetry <y Relig. 261 As the parallels and
meridians make a checker-board of the sea.

b. fig. Region, level.

1887 MRS. A. RALEIGH Stud, in Unseen 151 Faith, the
human hand-clasp which brings God near, is only possible
in another parallel than that in which the wise of this world
live and move.

3. Mil. In a siege : A trench (usually one of

three) parallel to the general face of the works

attacked, serving as a way of communication be-

tween the different parts of the siege-works.
1591 GarrareTs Art W~arre 326 [They] serve for Paralell

to couer the souldiours. 1710 Loud, Caz. No. 4687/1 On
the 6th we advanced two new Parallels. 1812 WELLINGTON
Let. 20 Jan. in Gurw. Desp. VIII. 540 On the night of the

15th we . . advanced from the left of the first parallel down
the slope of the hilt towards the convent. 1862 F. A.

GRIFFITHS ArtiL Man. (ed. 9) 263 Parallels, or Places of
arms, thrown up at sieges, are trenches formed to connect

together the several approaches to a besieged place.
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fig. 1874 Lisi i. CARR Jiui. Givyniu- I. viii, 250 line liad

already undermined the parallel which she felt convinced
Judith had opened against the freedom of Cousin Norman.
4. J'rintiny. A reference-mark consisting of two

parallel vertical lines
(|p.

1771 LUCKOMUE Hist. Print. 260 The Parallel is another

Sign which .serves for a Reference. 1861 ANGL'S Handbk,
Eng. Tongue xi. 342, (||) the parallels . . are used as marks of
reference.

5. Jig. A thing or person agreeing with another in

essential particulars (see A. 2) ; something pre-

cisely analogous, comparable, or of equal worth or

force ; a counterpart, equal, match.

1599 B. JOSSON Ev. AFatt out of Hum. in. i, Why, this is

without parallel, thi~. 1683 KKNSKTT tr. Eritsin. on Folly
31 Cicero . . was no less fatal to Rome, than his Parallel
I >emostheneswas-to Athens. l7z8TnEOHAi.D Double Falseh.
in. i, None but Itself can be its Parallel. 1871 FREEMAN
Norm. Conq. IV. xviii. 107 Then followed a scene to which
we find several parallels in Northumbrian history.

II. 6. Parallel position ; parallelism.
/ parallel (Elcetr.): said of two or more circuit-wires

connecting the same points (cf.jarafftl circuit in A. i b).

1654 GAVTON Picas. Xotes *2 a, Had thy full lines run out
their Paralell, And not been charm'd in by a warie Spell.

1699 GARTH Disfens, in. 33 Lines that from their Parallel

decline. 1892 Gloss. Electr. Terms in Lightning 7 Jan.,
Abreast, when a current is divided between two or more
paths, these paths are said to be abreast or in parallel.

7. fig. Agreement in all essential particulars ;

close correspondence ; analogy, parallelism.
a. 1617 DANIEL To Sir T. Egcrton xvii, Maintaining

still an equall paralell, lust with th' occasions of humanity.
1628 PRYNNE Ccns. Cozens 61 Thus farre you haue an exact,
and perfect Paralell of our authors writings with the

Papists. 1718 Entertainer No. 15. 105 Our Case is much
upon the Parallel. 1818 HALLA.M Mid. Ages (1872) I. iii. n.

444 The two republics stand in continual parallel. 1878
Bos\v. SMITH Carthage 57 It is the Battle of Megiddo and
the brook Kishon that we fancy we see. ..The parallel is

close indeed throughout.
b. Contemporary continuance ;

inparallel with,

contemporaneously, during the same time with.

1878 STUBBS Const. Hist. III. xviii. 124 Negotiations for

a peace.. going slowly on in parallel with the slow and

languishing war.

8. The placing of things mentally or descriptively
side by side so as to show their correspondence ;

comparison, or a comparison; esp. a comparison
of things as being alike, a statement of parallelism
or analogy, a simile.

1599 Hroughtons Let. vii. 22, I craue pardon of his Grace
for abasing him in paralell with such an one as thou art.

(11639 WOTTON in Rcliq. (/leading) Of Robert Devereux, Earl

of Essex, and George Villiers, Duke of Buckingham: Some
Observations by way of Paralell. 1646 CRASHAW Delights
Muses 107 How even thou 'st drawn this faithful parallel,

And match'd thy master-piece. 1710 STEELE Taller No.
188 P 10 You are drawing Parallels between the greatest
Actors of the Age. 1869 F. W. NEWMAN Alisc. 173 The

difficulty., may be relieved., by putting in parallel the

Roman armies during two full centuries of the republic.

Pa rallel, ^- Forms : see prec. [f. prec. adj.]

1. trans. To place (one thing) beside another

(const, with, to), or (two or more things) side by
side mentally, so as to exhibit a likeness between

them
;

to bring into comparison, compare ; esp.

to state or exhibit the likeness or analogy of; to

represent as similar, corresponding, or of equal
worth ; to liken, compare as being like.

1598 BARRET Theor. Warres v. ii. 172 To consider and

paralleill hisowne forces with the. . powers of the aduersary.
1611 SPEEU Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. xxiv. (1623) 1236 Well may
shee be paralelled with the euer-renowned Zenobia. 1693
Humours Ttnvn 31, I desire you to parallel the Follies and

Vices of the Town with the shadows of such in the Country.

1756 BURKE SuU. A> />'. in. xxv, Let us parallel this with the

softness . . of the beautiful in other things. 1881 Guardian

9 Feb. 215 [He] parallels to-day's outcry against Ritualism

with yesterday's against Methodism.

f2. To make parallel, bring into conformity,

equalize. Olis.

1603 SHAKS. Meas. for M. iv. ii. 8 His life is paralel'd

Euen with the stroke and line of his great lustice. 1669

STURMY Mar. Mag. i. ii. 16 [He] wil|
make.. use of swift-

stealing Time, . . that he may parallel his Art with his Valour.

3. To show, present, or bring forward something

parallel, equal, or corresponding to ;
to find or

furnish a match for; to match.
1606 SHAKS. Tr. ff Cr. n. ii. 162 Well may we fight for

her, whom, we know well, The world's large spaces cannot

paralell. 1692 RAY Disc. n. iv. (1732) 187 Such unknown
Plants as we cannot parallel. 1841 W. SPALDING Italy fr

PARALLELINEHVOUS.
5. Often in passive, in which case the distinction

between senses 3 and 4 usually disappears, the

; subject becoming indeterminate : e. g. it cannot be

\ paralleled 'no one can parallel it
'

(sense 3) ,
or

;

nothing can parallel it
'

(sense 4).
1625 J. WILLIAMS Gt. Brit. Salomon 37 You neuer read in

your Hues of two Kings more fully parallel'd amongst them-
selues. 1697 POTTER Antiq. Greece i. viii. (1715) 35 A
Master-piece of Architecture, not easie to be parallel'd.

1705 BOSMAN Guinea 265 Thi.s Bird is not to be parallelled
for lieauty. 1853 BRIGHT Sp., India 3 June (1876) 14 A
state of things, .which cannot be paralleled in any other

country. 1863 TYNDALL Heat viii. 318 (1870) 243 The
Phenomena of light are. .also paralleled by those of sound.

6. intr. To be parallel ; to correspond or match
;

' to be comparable, 'compare' (wi/A\. lObs.
1626 BACON Aj'/rv[ 125 It [sound] parallelled in so many

other things with the sight and radiation of things invisible.

1637 HEYWOOD Dialogues Wks. 1874 VI. 307 Will you then,
Since that we parallell in number thus, Helpe us to fill a
measure? 1657 in Burtotfs Diary (1828) II. loo The case

| yesterday, as I apprehend, may directly parallel with this.

7. trans. To make parallel (in space i. rare.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE I'scitd. Ep.1\. ii. 63 [At the Azoresl
it [the needle] seemeth equally distracted by both [con-

tinents], and diverting unto neither, doth parallell and place
it self upon the true Meridian.

8. To run parallel with, run alongside of, go or

tend in the same direction as. (Chiefly U.S.)
1885 Harper's Slag. Apr. 695/1 Railroad Avenue has been

paralleled by another . .business street named Gold Avenue.

1891 Cosmopolitan XII. 52/2 Ribbons of greenest turf,..

paralleled on both sides by shaded promenades. 1899 R-
KIPLING Stalky 257 He had then ..crossed over a ridge that

paralleled their rear.

Hence PaTalleled ///. a.
; Pa'ralleling vbl. sb.

1606 WARNER Alb. Eng, xiv. Ixxxii. (1612) 344 Knowe our

Weale-publiques blisse is now a paralelled Creation, Wherein

Religion and our Lawes persever in their Station. 1634
JACKSON Serin. Matt. ii. 17-18 4 The exact paralleling of
the type and antitype .. they purposely leave to the in-

dustrious search of posterity.

Farallelable (pa:-ralelab'l), a. rare. [f. prec.
vb. + -AliLE.] Capable of being paralleled.
a. 1656 Bp. HALL Rein. U'ks. (1660) 277 Such an advantage,

as is not parallelable in all the World beside.

Parallela-rity. rare~ l
. [irreg. f. PARALLEL a.,

after such words as circularity, similarity, etc.]

State of being parallel, parallelism.
1804 MITFORD Inquiiy 85 The exactness of the parallelarity

of its lines.

Parallelepiped (pre'ralelie'piped) ; earlier in

Or. form parallelepipedon (pa^ralelfpi-pedpn),

pi. -a. Often incorrectly 6-9 parallel!-, 7-9 par-
allelo- {whence pjeTalelopi'ped). Geom. [ad. Gr.

napa\\i]\{miri5ov, f. irapciAAijA-os 1'ABALLEL + im-
TTfSov plane surface, sb. use of neut. of tiri'irtSor

plane, flat
(f.
M upon + iriSov ground). In late L.

(R<x\hms)paralle'lepiped'ta,f.parall<.
!

l<!j[>ipt-Je (15/0
in Hatz.-Darm.), often paralttlipifede.]

A solid figure contained by six parallelograms,
! of which every two opposite ones are parallel ;

a prism whose base is a parallelogram.
a. 1570 BILLINGSLEY Euclid xi. xxxj. 342 Parallelipipedons

consisting vpon equall bases, and being vnder one and the

selfe same altitude, are equall the one to the other. 1666

BOYLE Orig. Formes ff Qual. (1667) 42 Though Spheres and

Parallelopipedons differ but in shape. 1667 COLI.ISS in

Rigaud Corr. Sci. Men (1841) II. 479 By producing the

planes of the parallelepipedons, so that their sides shall cut

off (viz. each parallelepiped twelve) second segments in the

whole equal. 1791 HAMILTON Berthollet's Dyeing I. i. in.

vii. 275 White crystals in flat parallelipipedons. 1857 BIRCH

Anc. Pottery (1858) I. 12 These bricks are all parallelo-

pipeda, of Nile-mud or clay of a dark loamy colour, held

together by chopped straw.

ft. 1663 CHARLETON Ckor. Gigant. 21 Resembling Paral-

parallel these facts in Homer.

t b. To bring or present as a parallel. Obs. rare.

1605 SHAKS. Macb. \\. iii. 67 My young remembrance can-

not paralell A fellow to it.

4. To be parallel or equal to ;
to correspond or

be equivalent to ; to come up to, equal, match.

1601 SHAKS. Alts Wcllm. iii. 281 For rapes and rauish-

ments he paralels Nessus. 1644 EVELYN Diary 17 Oct.,

Of all the wonders of Italy, .nothing parallels this, a 1718

PENN Sandy Found. Shaken Wks. 1726 I. 249 Whose Fac-

tion, Prejudice, and Cruelty soon parallel'd the foregoing

Hnthenish Persecutions. 1861 MAINE Anc. Law ix. (1870)

306 Reluctance to admitting that., there is anything in

contemporary manners which parallels the loyalty of the

antique world.

PLAYFAIR Nat. I'hil. (1819) I. 183 If a rectangular parallel-

epiped float in a fluid. 1868 GROVE Contrib. Sc. in Corr.

Phys. Forces (1874) 449 A slab of stone of a parallelepiped
form. 1875 Wonders I'kys. World \. i. 3i_These most fre-

quently are cubes or rectangular parallelepipeds.

Hence Parallelepipeds! (-/pi-pedal), Paral-

lelepi-pedonal(2y/x?.),Parallelepi pedous adjs.,

having the form of a parallelepiped.
1794 SULLIVAN View Nat. 1.438 Cubic. .or parallelepipedal

forms. 1851 TH. Ross Hitinboldfs Trav. I. xi. 368 Breaking
into fragments of a parallelopipedal figure. 1890 Century

Diet., Paralleltpipcdonal. 1826 KlRBY & Sr. Entotnol. IV.

267 Parallelopipedoits, six-sided, with four parallelogramical
and two quadrate sides.

Faralleler (pse-ralelsj). rare. [f.
PARALLEL v.

+ -EB'.] One who parallels; one who draws

a parallel or comparison.
1641 R. B[AiLLiE]./

) ra//r/ f.iturg. w. Mass-bk. 57 Many
other poynts of agreement might an accurate paralleler find.

Pa:rallelineTvate, a. Jlol. [f. after mod.L.

parallelinerv-is and F. parall<>linci-Vi!: see PABAL-

LEL, NEKVE. and -ATE.] Of a leaf: Having

parallel nerves or veins. Also Pa-ralleline'rved,

Pa'ralleline TVOUS.

1857 MAYNE Expos. /.-., Parallelinervate : parallel!.

nervious. 1866 Treas. Bot., Parallelinen'ed. 1893 Syd.
S<K. Lex.. rarallelinervale..raraUelinerv0us.



PARALLELISM.

Parallelism (pse-raleliz'm). [ad. Gr. irapa\-

\rj\ian-6s comparison of parallels, f. wapa\\r/\!-ftv
to place side by side, to parallel. Cf. F. paral-
ttlisme (1667 in Halz.-Darm.).]
1. The state or position of being parallel ; direc-

tion parallel lo or with something. Rarely with

//., a particular instance of this (quot. 1 753).
1610 W. FOLKINGHAM Art of Survey II. v. 55 Proiect all

Plulnbe-lines in Parallelisms perpendicular to a Parallel or

supposed Common Base. 1656 HOBBES Six Lessens Wks.
1845 VII. 263 An objection . . taken from the parallelism of
two concentric circles. 1733 HOGARTH Anal, Beauty iii. 19
To give the front of a building, with all its equalities and
parallelisms. 1794 G. ADAMS Nat. fy Ex. Philos. I. x. 408
So long as the rays preserve their' parallelism. 1836 Penny
Cycl. V. 247 The parallelism of the veins of grasses is par-
ticularly pointed out. 1880 \V. It. CARPENTER in igfh Cent,
No. 38. 613 Irregularities in the general parallelism of the
stratification.

b. The state or fact of remaining parallel lo

itself, i. e. of maintaining the same direction ; corLj

stancy of direction, as of a moving line.

1656 tr. Habbes's Eteni. PhUas. (1839) 43' 1660 INGELO
Bcntiv. f, Ur. H. (1682) 116 The Axis of the Earth being
directed to keep a perpetual Parallelism. 1794 G. ADAMS
Nat. >, Exp. Philos. IV. xliii. App. 173 The axis of the
earth keeps a perfect parallelism and constant inclination
to the plane of the ecliptic. 1868 LOCKVKR Guillemin's
Heavens (ed. 3) 117 It is the parallelism of the axis which
accounts for the nearly invariable

position of the celestial

pole above the horizon in each locality.

fc. loosely. The position of being in the same
parallel (of latitude) with. Obs.

1739 Descr. of Windward Passage (ed. 2) 8 They fall into
the Trade-Winds as soon as they arrive in that Parallelism
of Latitude with Jamaica, which carries them right before
it all the Way.

'

2. Jig. The quality or character of being parallel

(see PARALLEL A. 2) ;
close agreement of course

or tendency ; similarity in details
; precise corre-

spondence or analogy.
1638 ROUSE Heav. Unfa, vii. (1702) 99 In this parallelism,

the True Internal and Mystical sense of the Mosaical
Genesis doth consist. 1678 CUDWORTH Intell. Syst. Pref.
12 This parallelism between the ancient or genuine Plato-
nick and the Christian Trinity might be of some use. 1790
PALEY Harm Paul. i. 5 The connexion and parallelism of
these with the same circumstances in the Acts. 1827
WHATELY Logic (1837) 235 The argument rests on the

assumption of parallelism in the two cases. 1891 DRIVER
Introd. Lit.O. T. (1892) 22 The parallelism of details which
prevails between the two narratives is remarkable.

b. An instance of correspondence or analogy;
a parallel case, passage, etc. (Usually in //.)
1664 H. MORE Myst. Iniq. 261 Proved by Two Parallelisms

of Agreements. 1794 PALEY Evid. \. viii. 1 1800) 1. 153 Paral-
lelisms in sentences, in words, and in the order of words,
have been traced out between the gospel of Matthew and that
of Luke. 1869 J. MARTINEAU Ess. II. 312 Their passages of

apparent analogy are but false parallelisms.
3. spec. Correspondence, in sense or construction,

of successive clauses or passages, esp. in Hebrew
poetry ; a sentence or passage exemplifying this.

1778 Bp. LOWTH Transl. Isaiah Prelim. Diss. 10 The cor-

respondence of one Verse, or Line, with another, I call

Parallelism. When a Proposition is delivered, and a second
is subjoined to it, or drawn under it, equivalent, or con-
trasted with it, in Sense ; or similar to it in the form of
Grammatical Construction. 1816 G. GREGORY tr. Lowtk's
Lect. Sacr. Poetry Hebrews II. 39 The parallelism is some-
times formed by the iteration of the former member, either
in the whole or in part. 1873 M. ARNOLD Lit. tr Dogma 40
The very laws of Hebrew composition which make the second
phrase in a parallelism repeat the first in other words.
4. A statement of correspondence or analogy ;

a comparison, simile : = PARALLEL B. 8. ? Obs.
1656 H. MORE Enthns. Tri. (1712) 12 Aristotle makes a

long Parallelism betwixt the nature and effects of Wine and
Melancholy. 1660 SHARROCK Vegetables 149, I shall beg
leave by a parallelism to apply it to the present matter.

5. ? Levelling, or condition of being levelled.

1794 MATHIAS Purs. Lit. (1798) 6 France had been long
looking for that, which her philosophers had taught her to

term, the parallelism of the sword.

Parallelist (pae-ralelist). [f. PARALLEL + -IST.]
1. One who draws a parallel or comparison.
1791-1823 DTsRAELt Cur. Lit., Literary Parallels, The

parallelist compares Erasmus to
' a river swelling its waters '.

1810 _BERESFORD Bibliosopkia, etc. 124 For the purpose of
carrying on my business of a Parallelist to the last.

2. nonce-use. An advocate of parallelism.
1883 Daily News 17 Apr. 5/1 Mr. L is a strong parallelist,
He insists on the hair being dressed, and whatever covering
may be put upon the head being made to accord with the

parallel lines of the face, and with the line of the eyebrows.
So Pa:ralleli-stic a. [see -ISTIC], relating to or

characterized by parallelism.
1868 Contemp. Rtv. VIII. 441 The parallelistic elucidation

is nowhere applied with greater force. 1881 CHEYNE Profit.
Isa. (1884) I.

8_8
A parallelistic poem.

Pa rallelive-nous, a. Bot. and Entom. [f. L.

parallel-us PARALLEL + venos-us, f. vena VEIN.]
Of a leaf, or an insect's wing : Parallel-veined :

= PARALLELIMERVATE. Also PaTalleliveno'se.
1857 MAYNE Expos. Lex., Parallelivenous. 1866 Treas.

Bot., Parallelivcnosc.

Parallelize (parralelai'z), V. [ad. Gr. vapa\-
\ij\tf-tiv, {. irapaAAr/Aos PARALLEL : see -IZE.]
1. trans. To make parallel, fa. To cause to

correspond ; to equalize : = PARALLEL v. 2. Ods.
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i62o T. GRANGER Div. Logikc Aij, To parallelize andeuen
It with its obiect

b. To place so as to be parallel ; in quot., to

dispose in pafallel columns.
1900 FURXIVAI.L E. E. T. S. Statem. Dec. 5 If the Paris

text cannot be parallelised, it will form a separate volume.

2. To place side by side, or beside something else,
in contemplation ; to trace a parallelism or analogy
in or between

; to compare: = PARALLEL v. i.

1610 E. BOLTON Elem. Armories 59 That we should paral-
lelize our Armes with those of the Hebrewes, Greeks, and
Romans. 1669 GALE Crt. Gentiles \. n. iv. 42 As Apollo
may be very far parallelised with Joshua in Names, so also
in Things, or Exploits done. 1701 BEVERLEY Apoc. Quest.
28 Its Seven Mountains of Scituation are Paralelliz'd with
Seven Heads, Kings. 1887 E. D. COPE Orig. 1'ittcst i. ii. 95
The series among Lacertilia of Acrodonta and Iguania,
parallelized by Dume'ril and Bibron.

t3. To furnish with a parallel or counterpart.
1669 GALE Crt. Gentiles i. n. iv. 40 We see how accurate

Satan was in parallelising the Names, Attributes, and Wor-
ship of the true God.
4. To be a match for, to match (usually mpass.} :

= PARALLEL v. 3-5. rare.

1634 SIR T. HERBERT Trtiv. 208 For varietie of Gods tern-

porall blessings.. scarce to be paralellized. 1893 *"' ADAMS
Ae-w Egypt 54 The astonishing fertility of the average ox-

eyed fellah woman . . is parallelised by an infertility of all

Europeans and their descendants.

Hence Pa:ralleliza'tion, the action of paral-
lelizing ; Pa ralleli:zer, one who parallelizes.
1610 E. BOLTON Elem. Armories y) Comparisons, or paral-

lelisations of ancient scales. 1882-3 SenAIT Eiicycl. Kclig.
Knmvl. III. 1815 The attempted parallelization between
Peter and Paul. 1891 E. A. ABBOTT PhilomythusK. 213 The
Ecclesiastical Assimilator or Parallclizer nascitur, tionfit.

Parallellessfpre-raleliles),^. rare. [f.PAHALLEL
sb, + -LESS.] Without a parallel, unparalleled.
1611 BEACM. & FL. Philaster in. i, Tell me gentle boy, Is

she not paralleless?

Parallelly (pae-ralel,!!), adv.
[f. PARALLEL a.

+ -LY -.] In a parallel manner or direction
;

so
as to be parallel, (lit. ory?^.)
1607 J. NORDEN Surv. Dial. iv. 188 Cutting them streight,

from the most boggie places, to the maine brooke, euery of
them as it were paralelly. 1676 GKEW Anat. Lea-res I. iv.

21 Betwixt these Ribs .. there are others much less, . . be-
twixt Rib and Rib, Parallelly interjected. 1804 R. JAMESON
Mineralogy I. 154 Some rare varieties [of Quartz] shew a
parallelly fibrous fracture. 1881 BENTHAM in Jrnl. Linn.
Soc. XVIII. 296 Four collateral, more or less parallelly com-
pressed, pollen-masses.

Parallelogram (pa-rale'lJgra;m\ [a. F.

parallelograininc ^1552 in Hatz.-Uarm.), ad. L.

paralKlograinmum, a. Gr. 7rapa\\-r]\uy/>a/i/jot' sb.,
neut. of Ttapa\\rj\6ypafj.^os bounded by parallel
lines, f. Tra/xzAAr/Aos PARALLEL + jpa^r] line.]
1. Geom. A four-sided rectilineal figure whose

opposite sides are parallel ; sometimes spec, applied
to a rectangle.
1570 BILLINGSLEY Euclid I. xxxiv. 44 There are fewer

kindes of parallelograimnes, a square, a figure of one side
longer then the other, a Rhombus, or diamond figure, and
a Rhomboides or diamondlike figure. 1611 COIGR., Para-
lelogrammc, a Paralelogramme, or long Square. 1646 SIR
T. BROWNE Psend. Ep. 60 A parallelogram or long square
figure. 1726 SWIFT Gulliver m. ii, Cones, cylinders, parallelo-
grams, and several other mathematical figures. 1806 HUTTON
Course MatJi. I. 288 Parallelograms, .on the Same Base, and
between the Same Parallels, are equal to each other. 1846
ELLIS Elgin Marl}. I. 71 The plan of the generality of the
temples of Greece, was that of a simple parallelogram.

b. Parallelogram offorces (Dynamics] : a figure

illustrating the theorem that if two forces acting at <

one point be represented in magnitude and direction

by two sides of a parallelogram, their resultant
will be similarly represented by the diagonal
drawn from that point ; hence, a name for the
theorem itself. So parallelogram of velocities, etc.

[F. parallelogramme des forces, Lagrange Rfec.
Anal. (ed. 2, 1811).]
1830 KATER & LARDNER Mech. v. 50 To verify experiment-

ally the theorem of the parallelogram offerees is not difficult.

2. A thing shaped like the figure described in I.

t a. An old name for the PANTOGRAPH. Obs.
<7l6s6 in Sir W. Petty Down Survey (1851) Pref. 16 These

reducements were made by paralelagrames. 1668 PEPYS
Diary 27 Oct. 1704 J. HARRIS Lex. Techn. I, Parallelo-
gram, ..an Instrument made of five Rulers of Brass or
Wood, with Sockets to slide or set to any Proportion, used
to enlarge or diminish any Map or Draught. 1723, 1727-41
[see PANTOGRAPH].

b. Anything of this form, or whose section is

of this form, as a block of buildings, a space of

ground (cf. square}, a brick, card, domino, etc.
1820 SYD. SMITH Wks. (1859) I- 33/i Mr. Owen may give

his whole heart and soul to the improvement of one of his

Slrochial
parallelograms ; but who is to succeed to Mr.

wen's_ enthusiasm V 1862 WILSON Preh. Man ii. (1865) 14
This [site] the original projectors of the city mapped off
into parallelograms. 1873 TRISTRAM Moat ii. 21 Picture
a parallelogram of canvas quite black, and with a roof only
three or four feet above the ground.
3. attrib. and Comb.

_ 1704 J. HARRIS Lex. Techn. I, Parallelogram Protractor,
is a Semicircle of Brass, with four Rulers, in form of a
Parallelogram, made to move to any Angle : one of which
Rulers is an Index, which shews on the Semi-circle the

Quantity of any inward or outward Angle. 1767 MONRO in

PARALOGISM.
I Phil. Trans. LVII. 497 Parallelogram-shaped crystals.
i 1842 E. MIALL in Noncoiif. II. 809 Communities, .shaped

parallelogram-wise.

Paralleiogramish, a. nonce-tod.
[f. prec.

+ -ISH 1.] Somewhat like a parallelogram.
1839 LADY LVTTON Cheveley led. 2) I. xi. 253 Handing over

Monsieur de Rivoli's parallclogramish epistle.

Farallelogrammatic (\-xra\c--\ogramx-iik),
a.

[f. late L. parallHogramma, -mat- (Boethins
525, for parallilogramtnam, after Gr. words in

-7Pa *n
) T -ic: so mod. 'S .parall^logrammatiijue.'}= PABALLEI.OGBAMMIO.

I727~4 I CHAMBERS Cycl. s. v. Beam, Not only in case of
parallelogramatic, but also of elliptic bases. 1869 THOI.I.OPE
He Rnew, etc. xxxviii. I. 299 Turin., is new and paral-
lelogrammatic as an American town.
Also Paralleaog-ramma'tical it.

1890 in Cent. Diet.

Parallelogramniic (paenalelogrse-mik), a.

Also -gramic. [f. Gr. jra/jaAXTjXo-^a/^-oi' I'ARAL-
LELOGKAM + -ic.] Pertaining to, or of the form
of, a parallelogram ; parallelogtam-shaped.
1730

^

GREENWOOD in Pltil. Trans. XXXVII. 59 There are
two distinguished I'arallellogramic Arese of an intense Red.
1800 HicRSCHia. ibid. XC. 529 The lantern has a sliding il'.or

of tin-plate, in which there is a parallelogrammic hole. 1861

J. H. BENNET Winter Mciiit. i. x. (1875! 304 The King's
palace [at Athens], a factory-looking parallelogramic build-
ing surrounded by gardens.

Pa:rallelogra-mmical, a. I0l>s. Also
-gramical. [f. as prec. + -AI..]

=
prec.

1647 H. MORE Song Soul Notes 164/2 RliomboiJes, is a
parallelogrammicall figure with unequall sides and oblique
angles. 1761 S i ERNE Tr. Skandy IV. xxvii, The table being
parallelogrammical, and very narrow, it afforded a fair oppor-
tunity for Vorii k. .of slipping the chestnut in. 1859 W. H.
GREGORY i'.gypt I. 59 The mosque, .is in the shape ufa large
parallelogramical hall, twice too long for its height.

Pa:rallel<rmeter. [f.
as PAUALLKL + -OMK-

TEK.] (See quot.)
1886 Anter. Assoc. Ad''. Sc., 3sM Meeting 121 A gravity

parallelometer; by J.
A. Brashear, . devised to expedite

measurements of deviation from parallelism in glass plates
for optical purposes.

Parallelepiped, etc., erroneous spelling of

PARALLELEPIPED, etc.

Parallelosteric (pee ralebste-rik;, a. [f. Gr.

Tmpci\Xr]\o-s PARALLEL + arepajs solid.] (See quot.)
1865-72 WATTS Diet. Chcm. III. 432 If bodies of equal

atomic volume be denominated isosteric, and analogous pairs
of compounds exhibiting equal differences uf atomic volume,
parallelostenc, the preceding law may be more shortly
stated as follows : Pairs of compounds which are isomor-

phous and analogous are likewise parallelusteric.

Pa-rallelwi:se, adv. ? Obs.
[t. PARALLEL a.

+ -WISE.] In a parallel manner ; parallelly.
1606 W. CRASHAW Rom. Forgeries I iij, Standing so to-

gether paralel-wise, that a man may see them both at one
sight. 1763 MURDOCH in /'hit. Trans. LIII. 188 All the sorts
of rays, whether united in a pencil of light, or separated
parallelwise by refraction.

Paralling, variant of PAEELLING Obs.

Faralogic (pieraljnljik), a. rare. [f. Gr.

napd^uf-m (see PARALOGY) + -ic.]
= next.

1859 R. F. BUKTON Cailr. Afr. in Jriit. Ceog. Soc. XXIX.
329 He appears, therefore to the civilized man a paralogic
being, a mere mass of contradictions ; his ways are not our
ways, his reason is not our reason.

Paralo'gical, a. ? Obs.
[f.

as prec. + -AL.]
Involving or characterized by paralogism or false

reasoning ; illogical, unreasonable.
1658 SIR T. BROWNE Card. Cyrus i. 101 Whether this ..

Husbandry.. had not its Originall in that Patriarch, is no
such Paralogicall doubt. 1756 JOHNSON Introd B.'s Chr.
Mor. 54 Browne.. poured in a multitude of exotick words:
many, indeed, useful, -but many superfluous, as a paralogical
for an unreasonable doubt. 1826 [see paraphysical in
PARA-' i].

tParalogician (prcralodgi Jan). Obs. [f. PABA-
LOGIC, after logician.]

- PARALOGIST.
1739 Regul. I-'recthinking 31 He shall be admitted to the

Degree of Paralogicians, which is the highest Honour we
can possibly bestow. 1754 HILUUOP Misc. Wks. I. 23 He
would be as accomplished a Paralogician as any Man of his
Talents can be supposed to be.

Paralogism (para;-Wd,^iz'm). [a. F. para-
logisme (1556 in Hatz.-Darm.), ad. late L. para-
logisinus (Boethins), a. Gr. irapa\ayia[i6s, f. napa-
\o-fi-ta6ai to reason falsely : see PARALOGIZE and

-ISM.] A piece of false or erroneous reasoning ; an

illogical argument ;
a faulty syllogism ; a fallacy,

esp. (as distinct from sophism) one of which the
reasoner himself is unconscious.
1563 CALFHILL ,4/MW. Treat. Cross (Parker Soc.) 4 Three

kinds of paralogisms of false arguments, or fond cavils, are
most familiar with you. 1641

' SMECTYMNUI s
'

^>w.xviii.
(1653) 81 It is evident that this argument is a Paralo^isme,
depending upon the Equivocation of the name Bishop.
1697 tr. Bjirgersdicius Logic n. viii. 33 That the more easily
true Syllogisms may be discern'd from Paralogisms, some
Laws are to be observ'd. 1752 HUME Pol. Disc. x. 259 He
is here guilty of a gross paralpgism. 1877 E. CAIRO Philos.
Kant n. xv. 541 The syllogisms of Rational Psychology are
therefore paralogisms, in which the middle term is taken in

two different senses.

b. Without a and pi. : False or erroneous

reasoning ; illogical argument, rare.

1691-8 NORRIS Pract. Disc. (1711) III. 172 Their whole
life.. runs all along upon wrong principles and mistaken



PARALOGIST.

reasonings, and is all over Fallacy and Paralogism. 1715
CHEYNE Pkilos. Princ. Rcli^. n. 44 We shall run into Con-
fusion and Paralogism. 1884 Sat. Rev. 5 July n/i A
dabbler in paralogism and fallacy.

So Faralogist, one who commits a paralogism,
a false reasoner; Faralogi'stic a. [see -ISTIC], of

the nature of a paralogism, fallacious.

1624 F. WHITE Rt-pl, Fisher 47 You haue played the

Paralogist. 1677 GALL; Crt. Gentiles II. in. 92 Pagan Philo- .

sophie was not truely Logistic or discursive, but rather para-
logistic and sophistic. 1757 MKS. GRIFFITH Lett, Henry fy

Frances (1767) IV. 38, 1 really think you equal, in this way,
to Sir Marmaduke Wyvill, who they say was the best

Paralogist, in the World. 1879 W. G. WARD Ess. Phjlos.
Theism (1884) I. 357 We made no appeal even to Theism :

which it would, .have been grossly paralogistic to do, since

\ve are maintaining Freewill as a premise towards the

establishment of Theism.

Paralogize (parse'l^J^Mz), v. [Ultimately
ad. Gr. Trapa\oyi~<rQai to reason falsely, use

fallacies, f. TrapaAo-vta PARALOGY: see -IZE. Peril.

immediately ad. med.L. paralogizdre (Du Cange)
or F. paralogiser (i 5 . . in Godef. ).] intr. To com-
mit a paralogism ;

to reason falsely or illogically.

Jn quot. 1599 app. misused.)
1599 NASHE Lenten Stujfe 14, 1 had a crotchet in my head,

here to haue. .run astray thorowout all the coast townes of

Kngland .. & commented and paralogized on their condi-
tion. 1624 F. WHITE Rcf>l. Fisher Pref. 8 What though he

paralogi/e in the seeming direct proposing of his argument.
1673 J. SMITH Ckr. Retig. Appeal \\. 77 The gentile pro-
ceeded, in the same way of paralogizing, to the oblation of
humane blood.

tFara'logy. Oh. rare 1
, [ad. Gr. irapaKoyia

fallacy, f. Trapd\oy-os aside from or beyond reason,
f. irapa beside, beyond, etc. -f \6yos reason.]

Faulty reasoning: = PARALOGISM b.

1646 SIK T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. vn. iii. 343 That Methu-
selah was the longest liver.. we quietly beleeve : but that

he must needs be so, is perhaps below Paialogy to deny.

Paralous, obs. form of PERILOUS.

Faralysant (pse-rabizant), a. and sb. [a. F.

paralysant) pr. pple. and sb. from paralyse? to

PAKALYSE : see -ANT l.] a. adj. Paralysing,

producing paralysis, b. sb. A paralysing agent.
1875 H. C. WOOD T/ierap. (1879) 64 Heubach .. failed to

prove any paralysant action of the drug. Ibid. 246 Atropia
acu as a p iralyzant to the motor nerve-trunks themselves.

Paralysation (preriUaiuMaa}. [n, of action

f. PAKALYSE: see -ATI'>N'.] The action of para-

lysing or condition of being paralysed.
a 1846 Q. Rw, cited in WORCESTF.R. 1849 JAS. GRANT

Kirka \fy of (.'>'. xx. 226 The paralysation caused by the
underhand intrigues of Elizabeth. 1862 Q. Rez>. Apr. 405
The paralyzation of the only legislative organs. 1881 MRS.
PIRKIS Wanted an Heir I. 313 Her limbs felt stiff and
cramped almost to paralysation.

Paralyse, -zeCl'Se'ialaiz),?'. Also-ize. [app.
a. F. paralyse?, found i 6th c. in pn. pple. paralyse"

(Pare), {.paralysis: cf. ANALYSE.]
1. trans. To affect with pnraly.-is; to palsy.
1804 ABERSETHY Snrg. Obs. 188 To paralize the opposite

side of the body. 1844 LP. BROUGHAM A. Lund II. iii. 106
Some with their spine wounded and their limbs paralysed
in consequence. 1862 DAKWIS Pertil. Orchids v. 222 The
depending right-hand antenna is almost paralysed, and is

apparently functionless.

2i. fig. To deprive of energy or power of action
;

to render powerless, helpless, inactive, or ineffec-

tive; to deaden, cripple.
1805 Lou-ton C'ies 30 (T.) Or has taxation chill'd the

aguish land, And paralysed Britannia's bounteous hand?
1830 S. WARREN Diary Physic, (ed. Tauchn.) I. 8 My pro-
fessional efforts were paralysed. 1866 G. MACDONALD Ann.
Q. Neighb. xiii. (1878) 266 His pride paralysed his love.

Hence Paralysed, PaTolysing///. adjs. ;
also

Pa'ralyser, something that paralyses.
1841 MANNING Serin. (1848) I. 149 Under the dominion of

this paralysing fault. 1855 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. xix. IV.

263 To brace anew the nerves of that paralysed body. 1876
BAHTHOLOW Mat. M<;d. (18791 296 Opium, aconite, lobelia,
and the cardiac paralyzers. 1897 Allbutfs Syst. Mcd. II.

788 It acted., as a paralyser of the motor nerve endings.

t Faralysie. Obs. Also 4 -asie, 5 -ise, -isy,

-ysye, per-, 5-7 paralisie. [a. F. para/ysie, in

I3thc. -isie (Hatz.-Darm/, repr. a L. type *para-
lysia for paralysis. I lence the reduced form

PALSY.] = next.

c 1380 WYCLIF Serin. Sel. Wks. II. 195 And so senewis ..

weren confortid ..and paralasie was put awey. 1432-50 tr.

Higdcn (Rolls) IV. 339 Criste did heale a man hauenge the

perallsy. 1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 428 b/i, xiii contractes
or fylled wyth paralysye were by the same restoryd in

good helthe. 1581 N. UURNE Disput. in Catk. Tractates

165 Ane young man, and young voman. .had fallin in ane
paralysie and trimbling of al thair membris. 1597 LOWE
Chimrg. (1634* 292 Parallsie. .is a mollification, relaxation,
or resolution of the nerues, with privation of the mooving.

Paralysis (parse-lisis). Also 6 -lisis, (-lices).

[a. L. paralysis^ a. Gr. irapaKvffts, f. ira.pa\v-civ to

loose from beside, disable, enfeeble, f. irapa- be-

side -f- \vfiv to loose. The word occurs already
in OE. in the Gr.-L. accus. form paralisin (so in

I2th c. Fr.) ;
but the ME. and i6th c. form from

Fr. was PARALYSIE : see prec.]
1. Path. A disease or affection of the nervous

system, characterized by impairment or loss of the

458

motor or sensory function of the nerves, esp. of

those belonging to a particular part or organ, thus

producing (partial or total) incapacity of motion,

insensibility, or functional inactivity in such part.

(The earlier name, still in popular use, was PALSY.)
[c 1000 Sajt:. Lcechd. II. 12 I.aecedomas wif> paralisin, f>set

is on englisc, lyft adl.] 1525 tr. Brunswick's Surg. Ixii.

O j b/i Paralisis of the handes. 1527 ANDREW Brunsitykes
Distyll. Waters Cij, Good against paralisis. 1563 T. GALE
Antidot. Ii. 76 '1'hys Oyle is moste precious in paralices.

1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Parafy..is, ..the Palsie. 1797 M.
BAILLIE Morb. A nat, (1807) 457 A paralysis of a part of the

body, a 1876 HAI.I.EY Serin, (1879) 50 Distorted with agony,
or with convulsion or paralysis.

b. \Vith defining word, as BeWs paralysis ,

crossedparalysis^crutchparalysis, diver $pat*nlysis ,

etc. : see PALSY sb. Generalparalysis: see quots.
1873 T. H. GREEN Introd. Pathol. ltd. 2) 26 This is seen

in the various forms of paralysis, especially in the so-called

'essential paralysis' of children. 1893 Syd. Soc. Lex.,
Paralysis^ general, of insane.. a disease usually affecting

persons near the prime of life, and characterised by a stage
of mental excitement with exalted delusions, followed by
dementia ; it is accompanied by a varying amount of loss of
muscular power. 1897 Allbutt's Syst. fried, II. 857 There
are cases of general paralysis in which the bodily symptoms
are present without any mental alteration.

2. fig. A condition of utter powerlessness, in-

capacity of action, or suspension of activity ;
the

state of being
'

crippled*, helpless, or impotent.
1813 J. RANDOLPH 30 Aug. in Life of Jos. Qitincy, The

whole country.. is in a state of paralysis. 1831 CARLYLE
Sart. Res, I. li, Let him strive to keep a free, open sen^e ;

cleared from the mists of prejudice, above all from the

paralysis of cant. 1882 Times 13 June n The deeds .. by
which the paralysis of law is accomplished.

Paralytic (pariUi'tik), a. and sb. Forms :

4 paralitike, parlatyk, 5 paraletike, -lytyk,

peralytyk, -laiik, 6 paralitic, (6-7 -litick.e,

-litique, 7 -lytique), 7-9 -lytick, 8- paralytic.

[a. F, paralytiqite (in I3th c. paralitike, Littre),
ad. \j*paralytic-US)

a. Gr. 7ra/xxAvr(o?, f. Trapa\vftv :

see PAKALYSIS.]
A. adj. 1. Affected with, suffering from, or

subject to paralysis ; palsied.
13. . fc, E. A Hit, P. B. 1095 Summe lepre, summe lome, &

lomerande blynde, Poysened & parlatyk & pyned in fyres.

1398 TKEVISA Burth. De P. R, vn. xiv. (14951 pij/i The
Palsey is somtyme in the heed..and somtymem themembre
peralyiyk. c 1410 LOVE Bomwent, Jlft'rr. xx. If. 47 (Gibbs
MS.) Off he paraletike man lette doune in his bedde, (11425

Langlands P. PL A. v. 61 (MS. U) He was as pale as a

pelat & peralatik he seemed. 1549 Cottipl, Scot. vL 67
Morpheus, yart al my spieitis vital ande animal be cum
impotent & paralitic. 1671 SALMON Syn, Me<1. n Ivi. 340
If the Paralitick member do grow less and le:s . . it is hard
to cure, a 1715 UUKXET Oivn Time (1766) I. 221 He fell

into a paralytick state. 1773 JOHNSON Let. to Mrs. Thrate
17 Aug., An old lady who talks broad Scotch with a

paralytick voice. 1838 OICKFCNS Nick. Kick, xxxi, He
glanced, -at his shabby cluthes and paralytic limb.

2. (Jf the nature of or pertaining to paralysis.
1818 J.w. MILL Brit. India II. v. v. 529 The General, who

had sustained a second paialytic attack. 1866 GEO. ELIOT
F. Holt i. (1868) ii The unevenness of gait and feebleness of

gesture which tell of a past paralytic seizure. 1878 KINGZETT
Anitn. Chem. 53 Paralytic saliva is very thin.

3. fig. Deprived or destitute of energy or power
of action ; powerless, ineffective; characterized by
impotency or powerlessness.
1642 NETHKRSOLE Con&id. upon Affairs 5 Without the

strength of that sinew of War, nis Cavaliers, .can have but

paralitique Arms. 1791 BENTHAM Draught of Code Wks.
1843 IV. 403 Out of extortion and peculation grow inac-

cessible justice and paralytic laws. 1844 Li>. BKOUCHAM
A. Lunel I. v. 112 The feelings of the soul, like the nerves
of the body, are liable to a paralytic numbness.

b. humorously. Shaky, rickety.
1824 GALT Rothelan III. Physiognomist 132 A mean abode,

.. furnished uncouthly with .. curiously carved cabinets,

paralytic tables [etc.].

f c. In active sense : Having the quality of

paralysing or rendering powerless. Obs. rare.

1649 G. DANIEL Trinarch., Hen. W ccclxxxv, Richard,
bound in I'araliticke Chains Vndera Tirant's Grate.

B. sb. A sufferer from paralysis, a palsied

person, generalparalytic, a sufferer from general

paralysis.
c 1380 WVCLIF Serin. Sel. Wks. II. 23 Paralidkes ben Jw
men bat ben siike in pe palesy. 1510 Bonavent. Myrr.
Lyfe JJu'SU xx. (ed. Pynson) G j, Oure Lorde fyrste forgave
the pa[ra]letike his synnes and after he heled him of the

boclely palsye. 1641 BP. HALL Serin. Ps. Ix. 2 Rem. Wks.
(1660) 77 The Paralytick was., let down through the roof.

1757 FRANKLIN Lett. Wks. 1840 V. 359 A number of

paralytics were brought to me.. to be electrized. 1897 All-
buffs Syst, Mcd. II. 857, 25 per cent, of the male and 20 per
cent, of the female general paralytics were addicted to drink.

t Faralytical, a, Obs. [f.
as prec. + -AL.]

=
prec. A.

1586 BRIGHT Melattch. xxiv. 138 The muscle .. receiueth
a kynde ofparalitical! disposition for the time. 1606 Proc.

agst. Lute Traitors 392 The state of this. . Island, .was in

a manner paraliticall. 1650 KLUEKFIELD Tythes 8g Many
a paralytical or spasmatical fit. 1788 REID Active Powers
n. i, 532 Some persons have recovered the power of speech
after they had lost it by a paralytical stroke.

Faralytically, adv. [f. prec. + -LY 2.] in

a paralytic manner ; by or as by paralysis.
1710 T. FULLER Pkarm. Extemp. 1 88 The Intestines..

paralytically relaxed. 1840 DICKENS Old C. Shop xxx'ii, The

PARAMENT.
figure shook its head paralytically. 1899 AUbntfs Syst.
Med.\\. 832 Paralytically disturbed ocular motility.

Paralyze, etc. variant ot PAKALYSL, etc.

Parani (poe'rsem). Chem. [i. PARA-! 2 +

AMIUE.] A synonym of dicyanodiamide, C 2N2

(NH 2 ) 2 , a while crystalline compound, a polymer
of cyanamide.
1866-77 WATTS Diet. Chem. IV. 350 Cyanamide changes

into param when left to itself for a long time. 1877 1-ownes'
Chem. II. 106 Dicyanodiamide, 5X4 Hj (Param).

Paramagnetic (pseiamaegne'iik), a.
[f. Gr.

itipa- in sense '

alongside, parallel
'

+ MAGNETIC.]
Having the property ot being attracted by the

poles of a magnet, and hence, when suspended or

placed freely in a magnetic field, of taking a

position parallel to the lines of the force; also

ferro-magnetic : opp. to DJAMAGNETIC.
Faraday at first (1846) distinguished diamagnetic from

magnetic bodies; afterwards (1850-51) he called the latter

paramagnetic, using magnetic to include both.

1851 FARADAY Exp. Res. in Electr. No. 2790 in Phil.
Trans. 26 As the magnetism of iron, nickel, and cobalt,
when in the magnetic field is like that of the earth as a
whole, so that when rendered active they place themselves

parallel to its axis or lines of magnetic force, I have sup-
posed that they and their similars (including oxygen now)
might be called paramagnetic budies, giving the following
division Magnetic : (i) Paramagnetic^ (2) Diamagnetic.
Ibid. No. 2834. 39 Masses of paramagnetic matter. 1855
MAURY Phys. Geog. Sea vi. (1858) 376 Faraday has shown
thai, as the temperature of oxygen is raised, its paramag-
netic force diminishes, being resumed as the temperature
falls ag.iin. 1895 STOKY-MASKELYNE Crystallogr. i 13

Unmagnetised bodies if brought near a magnetic pole are
either attracted or repelled by it. and are said "to be mag-
netted by induction ; being described in the former case as

paramagnetic and as diamagnetic in the latter case.

Hence Paramagne'tically adv.

1890 in Cent. Diet.

Paramagnetism (pseramargnetiz'm). [f.

PABA- * i + MAGNETISM, alter prec.] The quality
of being paramagnetic ; the phenomena exhibited

by paramagnetic bodies : opp. to DIAMAGNETISM.
1851 W. GREGORY Led. Anim. Magnet, p. xv, He does in-

deed propose to include, under the general term Magnetism,
two forms ofit: viz. Para-magnetism . .and Dia-magnetism.
1877 LE COSTE Elem, Geol. (1879) 186 If the bar be slender,
it . .shows its paramagnetism by assuming the axial position.

Paramaleic, Paramalic: see PAKA-I 2.

Paramastoid ^pa^ramse-.-uoid), a. (st>.} Anat.

[f.
Gr. Tapa- PAKA-! i + MASTOID.] Situated

near the mastoid process : applied to certain pro-
cesses of the occipital bone, also called par-
otttpital. b. as sb. A paramastoid process.

1847-^ TODD Cycl. Anat. IV. 370/2 The paramastoid apo-

pliysis is dilated into a prominent plate. 1866 HUXLEY Preh.
Kem. Caithn, 101 None of the skulls exhibit paramastoid
or pneumatic processes of the occipital bone. 1868 DARWIN
Anim. fy PI. I. iv. 118 The parama^toids relatively ., are

generally much thicker than in the wild rabbit

FaramattaCpreranise'ta). [f.
Paramatta (prop.

Parramatta), a town in New South Wales.
There formerly existed at Parramatta a convict establish-

ment in which clothing materials were produced : cf. Emycl.
Brit. (ed. 7) XVII, 65/2; perhaps the modern -stuff (which
according to Beck Draper's Diet, was invented at Brad-

ford) was in imitation of these; there is no evidence for

the assertion that the fabric was orig. made of wool im-

ported from Parramatta.]

A light dress fabric having a weft of combed
merino wool and a warp formerly of silk, but now

generally of cotton.

1834 J. D. LANG State N. S. Wales in Taifs Mag, I.

410/1 Cloth, Parramatta, per yard, is. 8</. 1844 G. UODU
Tf.vtile Alanitf. iv. 137 There are two kinds of .stuff now
made, called 'Orleans

' and * Paramatta
'

. . , apparently formed
of worsted, the warp being cotton. 1846 C. P. HODGSON
Kemin. Australia Notes 367 Paramatta, a peculiar tweed,
made in the Colony, and chiefly at Paramatta, hence the

name. 1858 SIMMONDS Diet. '/ rndet Paramatta, a kind of

bombazine, the weft of which is worsted, the warp of cotton.

1901 Daily Xews i Feb. 5/1 The new leaders were called,

not in silk, but in paramatta, which is the proper stuff for

the gown of a King's Counsel when mourning is prescribed.

It Paraiueciuiu ^pcerani/~s>i#m). Zool. Also

erron. -msecium, -moecium. [mod. L. f. Gr.

TrapaprfK-Tjs oblong, oval, f. Trapd against + prjKos

length: cf. L. ob-longus.] A genus of holotrichous

ciliate Infusoria, type of the family Paramedidx,
of oblong shape, having the mouth near the middle

of the ventral surface ;
also called, from their

shape, slipper-animalcules. Hence Parame'cine

a., belonging to this family.

EU

% . IV. 1 1884) 2i i Tiy the repeated subdivisions of a single

aratncciunt, no fewer than 268,000,000 similar organisms

might be produced in one month.

ParameconiCjParamenia.etc.iseePARA-1 !^.

Paraxttedian(pa?iam/''dian),fl. Anat. [PABA- 1

i.] Situated alongside of the median line, as

the paramedian sulcus on the dorsal surface of the

spinal cord. (Syd. Soc. Lex. 1893.)

t Pa'raineiit. Obs. Also 5 parement. [a. OF.

parament (loth c. in Littre), parement (i3th c.)

=
It., Sp. paramento, late L. pardmentum orna-



PARAMENTO.
ment (Augustine), f. L. parare to make ready,

prepare, fit out, deck, adorn : see -MENT.] An
ornament, a decoration. Chamber of parament,
a richly decorated room, hung with tapestry, etc.;
a state room ; a presence chamber.
c 1385 CHAL'CER L, G. If. 1 106 Dido, To daunsynge chaum-

berys fill of paramenlys. .ThisEnyasi> led. L 1386 Stjr.'s
T. 261 Til he cam to his chambre of paremcntz, t. 1489
CAXTON Sonnes of Aytnon vi. 151 Tlie chambre of pare-
mente, whiche was handed ri^ht rychdy. 1529 MOKK
Dyaloge I. ii. Wks. 114 Woulde Miffre no such suptrfluite in

the paramentes of the church. 1589 T. L. Advt. Q. Kliz.

(1651) 49 All the dclices, the pompw and paramcnts of her

oppressors, shall vanish as a dreame. 1654 H. L'EsTRASGK
A'. C/ias. 7(1655) 112 Taking away the Crucifixes, Chalices,
and Paraments of the Altar. 1706 PHILLIPS, Paranteilt

,
an

Ornament for an Altar.

b. A decorated robe, a robe of state.

11386 CHAUCER l\nt.'s T. 1643 Lordes in paramentz on hir

courseres. 1474 CAXTON Ckcssc n. ii, One of the best pare-
ments and maKeth a womman most fayr in her persone is to

he shamefast. 1656 BLOUXT GteaOfr^Parsuttents^ robes of
state.

II Parame-nto. Obs. [Sp. : see prec.]
=

prec. b.

a 1625 FLETCHER Love's rilgrini. i. i, There were cloaks,
gowns, cassocks, And other paramentos.

Paramere vpse'ramioj). Bid. [f. Gr. napa.-
PABA- 1 + pipes part.]
1. One of a series of radiating parts or organs,

as a ray of a star-fish
;
an aclinomere.

1883 P. GKDDES in Encycl. Brit. XVI. 842/2 The former
definition of the termantimere. .is corrected by terming each

ray a paramere, and its symmetrical halves the antimeres.

2. Each of the halves of a bilaterally symmetrical
animal, or of a segment or somite of such.

1884 tr. Clans' Zool. I. 27 These two halves [of the body
divided by the median plane], as opposed to antimeres, may
be termed parameres. Ibid., The antimeres of the Radiata
also consist of two parameres, and are therefore bilateral.
1888 Nature 10 May 47/1 The primitive proximal paramere'

of the second visceral arch.

Hence Paramerio (-me'rik) a., pertaining to

a paramere; having parameies. ( Cent. Diet. 1 890.)
Paramese (parse-m/s/). [a. Gr. Tiafo.fi.iarj

the string next the middle, f. jra/ra/wcros next the

middle, f. wapd beside + /'cros mid.] In ancient

Greek music, The tone next above the mese ; the
lowest tone of the disjunct tetrachord.

1603 HOLLAND Plutarch Explan, Words, Paramese, next
the meane or middle string. A note in musicke. i698\VAi.us
in rhil. Trans. XX. 250 Which was, in their Musick, that
from A/cse to Parailtese; that is in our Musick, from A
to B. 1760 STILES ibid. LI. ;o2 The paramese of the lyre,

though still paramese in position, acquired the power of the
mese. 1898 STAINER BARRETT Diet. Mifs. T. s. v. Greek
Music, In the eight stringed lyre .. Paramese took its proper
place, next to Mese.

Parameter (parseWta.i). Math. [a. mod.L.

parameter, -metrnm, fern. (Mydorge 1631', in F.

parametre (' la ligne nomme ailleurs coste droit,

parametre, et icy coadjuteur' Desargues 1639) i
'

Gr. rrapa- beside, subsidiary to + jiirpov measure.]
1. In conic sections : The third proportional lo

any given diameter and its conjugate (or, in the

parabola, to any abscissa on a given diameter and
the corresponding ordinate) ; this is the parameter
of the given diameter, spec. The parameter of the
transverse axis {principalparameter, ot parameter
of the curve), i. e. the latus rectum, or focal chord

perpendicular to the axis.

[1631 C. MYDORGE Prodrom. Catopt. >, Diopt. sine Caiti-
contm 3 Def. xix, Parametrum coni sectionis dicimus, rec-
tam lineam a cuiuslibet coni sectionis, aut portionis, verlice
eductam ordinatim ad contiguam diametrum applicatis
Eequidistantem.. -Que, si ab axis termino sit educta, recta

parameter . . dicetur.]

1656 HOBBES Si.i- Lessons Wks. 1845 VII. 259 As much in

vain . . as seek for the focus or parameter of the parabola of
Dives and Lazarus. 1704 J. HARRIS Lex. Techn. I, Piira-

mcter, by some, .called the Latus Rectum of a Parabola, is

a Third Proportional to the Abscissa and any Ordinate.

1795 HUTTON Math. Diet., Parameter, a certain constant

right line in each of the three Conic Sections; otherwise
called also Latus Rectum . . ; being .. a third proportional
to the transverse and conjugate axes, in the ellipse and
hyperbola; and, which is the same thing, a third pro-
portional to any absciss and its ordinate in the parabola.
1798 Course Math. (1811) II. 123 The Parameter of any
Diameter [of a parabola] is equal to four Times the Line
drawn from the Focus to the Vertex of that Diameter. 1816
tr. Lacroijfs Diff. f, Int. Calculus i,o\ If. .the parameter
of a paiabola be made to vary, a series of parabolas will be
obtained. 1891 C. TAYLOR Elem. Geoitt. Conies led. 7) iii.

17 The Parameter of any diameter of a parabola is the
focal chord which it bisects: thus the latus rectum is the

'

parameter of the axis.

2. gen. A quantity which is constant (as dis-
'

tinct from the ordinary variables) in a particular
case considered, but which varies in different cases;

esp. a constant occurring in the equation of a curve
or surface, by the variation of which the equation
is made to represent a family of such curves or
surfaces (cf. quot. 1816 in I;.
1852 B. PRICE Infinites. Caic. I. xiii. 409 If an equation to

I

a curve be given, involving one or more constants, as well !

as the current coordinates, the
position and dimensions of

|

the curve will be changed by a change in the constants, and i

yet the class may remain the same. . . A constant that enters
into an equation, and varies in the way above explained, is

459

I called a variable parameter. 1859 PARKINSON Optics (1866) 4
The refractive index between the two media., is a parameter
which varies, (i) if the nature of tlie light be altered, (ii)

if the relation between the two media be altered. 1879
THOMSON & TAIT Nat. Phil. I. i. 293. 1885 LtcuEsDouF
Cremona

s_ Proj. Ceom. 63 This anharmonic ratio is called
the coefficient or parameter of the homology.
t b. Astron. = ELEMENT 7 a. Oh.

1829 Eneycl. March. Div. 2 I. Index, Variation of Para-
meters. \lbiit. 699 Variation of elements of orbit.) 1840
Penny Cycl. XVII. 240/1 The parameters of the orbits are
now generally called their elements. 1841 Proc. Ainer.
Phil. Si'c. II. 19 Orbits having small parameters.

C. Cryst. Each of the intercepts made upon the
axes in a crystal by the plane which is chosen for

a face of the unit or primary pyramid.
1839 W. H. MILLER Crystallogr. 2 The parameters are the

portions of the axes cut off by a given face. 1878 GUKNKY
Crystallogr. 18, a, />, c the parameters of the crystal. 1895
STORY-MASKELYNE Crystallogr. ii. 18 The ratios a:l<:c
of the intercepts [on the axes] of some one plane chosen as
a standard or parametral plane are termed the parametr.il
ratios or parameters of the system as referred to the axx-s

-V, Y,Z.
Parametral (pSrEe-mftral), a. Math. [f. as

prec. + -AL.j Of or pertaining to a parameter.
1878 GURNKV Crystallogr. i$,AC is called the parametral

pkme. 1880 L. FLEICHKR in /'////. Mag. Feb. 82 The para-
metral ratios are permanent. 1895 [sec prec. 2 c].

Parametric (pa:iame-trik ,
a.l Math. [f. as

1

prec. + -1C.]
=

prec. Also Farame trical a.

1864 CAVLEY in Coll. Math. Papers V. 552, fj. is the para-
metric order, v the parametric class, of the system. 1873
G. SALMON Higher Plane Curves 65 When the variable
curve depends on a parametric point moving on a given
parametric curve. 1887 R. A. ROBERTS Integr.CuL. \. voi
These angles belong to different parametrical systems.

Parametric (pajiam/'trik;, <?.- Anat. and
Path.

[f. Gr. napd beside + yn7/T^a womb, matrix
+ -1C: cf. mod.L. parametriitin the organic tissue

beside the uterus.] Situated beside or near the

uterus, or affecting the parts so situated.

_
1889 J. M. DUN-CAN Left. Dis. Women viii. (ed. 4! 44

The parametric cellular tissue. Ibid. xiv. 101 The inflam-

matory disease is generally parametric.
Parametritic to Paramnesia : see PARA- i i.

II Paramo .pa-ramo). [Sp. paramo; app. from
a native lang. of Venezuela or New Granada.]
A high plateau in the tropical parts of South

America, bare of trees, and exposed to wind and
thick cold fogs.

1760-72 tr. Juan fy Ulha's Voy. (ed. 3) 1. 422 The most
remarkable paramos or deserts of Quito. 1875 Encycl. B) it.

I. 89/2 The Indian of the Andes . . through whose rude
straw hut the piercing wind of the paramos sweeps, and
chills the while man to the very bone. 1901 A. H. RKANK
S. Airii'r. I. 193 The Venezuelan and Columbian Paramo
a narrow zone of cold bleak terraces.

Paramologetic, eiron. f. PAKOMOLOGETIC.

Paramorph. (pae-iam^if). Min. [mod. f. Gr.

Trapa- by- (see PAHA-! l) + p pfyrj form: lit. by-
form, subsidiary form.] A pseudomorph formed

by a change of physical characters without a

change in chemical composition.
1879 in WEBSTER Sitppl. 1892 Ainer. Naturalist Jan. 55

Many of the supposed paramorphs have been proven . . to be
due. -rather to the solution of some original substance and
its replacement by a new deposition.

Paramorphia, -morphine : see PARA- l 2.

Paramorphic (pa-iam^'fik), a. Min. [f. as

PAHAMOKi'H + -ic.] Of or pertaining to a para-

morph ; characterized by paramorphism.
1886 DANA in Amer. Jrnl. Sc. Ser. ni. XXXII. 315 This

type of crystal Lbrookite] is the one which most frequently
shows the paramorphic change to rutile. 1894 Thinker V.

342 Phenomena like the devitrification of natural glasses
oscillate from paramorphic to pseudomorphic.

Paramorphism (pseramjri fiz'm). Min.
[f.

as prec. + -ISM.] The change of one mineral to

another having the same chemical composition
but a different molecular structure.
1868 DANA J/z. (ed. 5) 697 Aragonite . . passes to calcite,

through paramorphism. 1889 Nature 21 Nov. 49/1 Para-

morphism . . includes those changes within the rock-mass,
involving changes in the chemical composition of the original
minerals and the formation of new minerals.

Paramorphosia i,pa:ram^f(7u-sis\ Min.
[f.

Gr. rrapafwp<l>Li-etv to transform, distort: see PARA-
MORI'H and -OSIS.]

=
prec. 1890 in Cent. Diet.

Pararnorphous (pjeramp-jfss), a, Min. [f. as

prec. + -ous.]
-= PAKAMOKPHIC. 1882 in OCILVIE.

Faramoudra (pa?ram-dra). Geol. [Sug-
gested by H. Norton (1881 Proc. Norwich Geol.

Soc. I. 132) to be Anglo-Irish corruption of Erse
j

fetira tnuireach (pe-ra mfi 1

rax)
'

sea pears', from
their shape, and occurrence on the beach below ;

chalk cliffs.] A name given to large flints, pear- [

shaped, barrel-shaped, or cylindrical (sometimes
3 ft. long and I ft. thick), perforated with a central
axial cavity,, found standing erect in the chalk of
the N.E. of Ireland (where the name is local) and
of Norfolk (where known as fat-stones}.
1817 BUCKLAND in Trans. Geol. Soc. IV. 413 These singular

fossils.. are known at Belfast by the name of Paramoudra,
a word which I., shall adopt because I find it thus appro-
priated. They have, I believe, never yet been found in

PARAMOUNT.
f England, except at Whittmgham near to Norwich. 1887
1 H. Ii, WOOUWAKU </'tW. Eng. <y Wales 'ed. 2) 399 These

flints are known as '

I'ut-stones
'

or
' Paramoudra^ '. Ibid.^

.
The must celebrated exposure of I'aramoudras was in a pit
at Horstead on the mer Ilure..in 1838.

Paramount [>arramaunt),rt. (st>.) Also 6-7
pera-, 7 pere-. [a. AF. paramont^ pcramonf

\ above (in place, order, or degree), f. OF. par
, by + amont, ft. mont adv., up, above (of motion
! or position) L. ad monteni to the mount or hill.

,

In AFr. paramont had the simple sense 'above',
c. {j.

in local position, on a page, or in a book :

1381 GOWBR Miroitr 10617 II fi>t le mariage Jadis du
Siecle a son lignage Comme je vous contay paramont.]
1. Above in a scale of rank or authority ;

superior, a. in hni paramount, lord superior ;

overlord
; spec, the supreme lord of a fee, from

whom other feudatories hold, but who himself
holds from none; hence transf, one who exercises

supreme power or jurisdiction. So ladyparamount,
a woman in supreme authority ;

also transf. the

lady who has made the highest score in an archery
tournament.

t I339. JV*--/M. 13 Ktiw. Ill, Trin. (Rolls) 307 La mort le

chef >ugneur pciramont ntst rien a vous. a 1481 LITTLETON
'I\-nitres it, 19(1516) Aiij, Auiiulx^riii'.u> uoine le donnour
fait a sun seignur prochaine a luy paramom (/>-. 1544, etc.,
Such sennets as y donour duth vnto his loid next aboue].
1528 J. PKKKINS Profitable llcokc v. | 430 .Mes si en mesme
le case le >eignur paramont reltes lout son droit en le

tenancye a-1 heire, par cest releas le menalte est determine
[/;-. 1642, p. 185, If in the same case the Lord paramount
release unto the heire ail his right in the tenancy, by this

release the Mcnultie is determined].]
1579 KKNION Giccian1. i. (1599) 5 Quarrels.. betweene the

vassall and the Lurd Peramoimt. 1592 WARNER Alb, l-.ng.
\ in. .\liii. (1612) 207 With Scots Wi.o to our Kings, Lords
Parramounts, not wanes but vprorcs bring. 1628 COKE On
Ljtt. 65 The King is soueraigne Lord, or Lord paramont,
either mediate or immediate of all and euery parcell of Land
within the Kcalme. 1642 CHAS. I .\nsii\ Dtclar. 26 May
in Claiendon Hist. Rcb. v. 2^7 Was not the Interest of the
Lord Paramount consistent with that of the Mesne Lord?
1647 DiGcijs L'nlaivf. Taking Anns xiv. 116 He., made all

..feudanes to him, so that lie remained . .Lord Pai amount,
or mcr/ord in the whole Land. 1727 A. HAMILTON J>'tiu

Ace. /:'. Ind. L xxiii. 275 Huilt, of oid, by the Portugueze,
when they were Lords Paramount of all the Sea-coasts of
India. 1851 DIXON //'. /V// xxiii. (1872) 202 Penn was now
become the lord paramount of territories almost as large as

England. 1865 LIVINGS UJNI, /.ainl-csi v. 108 Part of the

Upper Shire Vallry has a lady paramount, named Nyango.
I93 v̂'"-s''i

'

(r&s. 10 Sept. 3/4 The prizes were . . given away by
Ladj- I'

1

, who was the Lady Paramount of the afiernoun.

b. generally. Above others in rank or order;

highest in power or jurisdiction ; supreme.
1531 Dial, on Laws Enf. n. xx.xvi. 73 Thet saye that

the kyng is pat rone peramounte of all the benitices
within the reahne. 1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 406
He . . prOi,eedeth with the gouernours of Per>ia, uhether
Paramont or deputed. 1799-1805 S. Ti RNKK Anglo-Sax. \.

in. iii. 170 There appears, .to have been a paramount
sovereign; a Pen-dragon, or Penteyrn. 1828 SCOTT /'. M.
Perth xxvii, The Clan Chattan .. having for their para-
mount chief the powerful earl of the latter shire. 1841
MACAULAY Ess., \V. Hastings (1851) 618 To make Britain
the paramount power in India.

2. In more general sense : Superior to all others
in influence, power, position, or importance ; pre-
eminent.

1639 FULLER Holy War in. xix, (1840) 148 The pope that
antichrist paramount. az66i FULLEU Worthies (1840) III.

316 The Catl.edral of Salisbury, is paramount in this kind.

1684'!'. IJuKNET Th. Earth \\, 141 Hecan, by a power para-
mount, stop the rage either of Satan or Antichrist, 1784
CowpER Task vi. 583 Man's, .rights and claims Are para-
mount. 1816 COI.ERIDGK Statcsm. Mujt. 359 Sir Philip
Sydney he the paramount gentleman of Europe. 1849
GROTE Greece n. liv. VI. 619 The paramount feeling.,
tended to peace. 1868 GLADSTONE Jnv. Mnndi iii. (1870)
74 The Acliaians were paramount, and the Petasgoi were
subordinate members of one and the same community. 1877

J. D. CHAMBERS Divine Worship 229 Matters of paramount
importance.

b. Const, to.

1625 BACON Ess., Of Faction^ Leagues within the State
are cue r Pernicious to Monarchies; For they raise an Obli-

Eatlon
Paramount to Obligation of SoueraigntJe. 1690

OCKE Govt. i. xi. (Rtldg.) 126 A right antecedent and para-
mount to all government. 1769 Juntvs Lett. xi. 47 Their
first duty.. is paramount to all subsequent engagements.
1844 LD. UROLGHAM Brit. Const, xv. (1862) 220 They re-

garded the title by hereditary succession as paramount to

any legislative enactment.

c. With ellipsis of to.

1596 BACON J//M-. Coin. Law i. (1636) 3 In any degree
paramount the first the law respecteth not. 1636 PRYNNE
Unhish, Tim. u66i) 29 Having no superintendent para-
mount them. 1643 Trcach. <y Disloy alty i. 6 A Geneiall
Councell is paramount the Pope. i88a BROWN Scriven's
Law Copyholds (ed. 6) 25 Not . . good as against a dowress,
whose dower is paramount the debts.

B. sb. = Lord paramount ; overlord ; supreme
ruler or proprietor.
0645 HOWEI.L Lett. I. v. xii. (1650) 150 (Hymn) Blest

maid which . . raignst as Paramount, And chiefof Cherubins.

1667 MILTON/'. L. 11. 508 Midst came thir mighty Paramount.
1779 FORREST Voy, N. Guinea 327 Those paramounts claim
the property of the banks, as wel as of the dry land. 1839
Eraser's Mag. XX. 41 The parded paramount of Rome
hath rung The knell of onslaught.
Hence Pa'ramountly <&., pre-eminently, chiefly,

above all
j
Pa-ramountship, paramountcy.



PARAMOUNT. 460 PARANYMPHAL.
1818 COLERIDGE in Lit. Rent, (1836) I. 216 Man communi-

cates by articulation of sounds, and *paiamoimtly by the

memory in the ear. i8zz Examiner 185/2 Such active

instinctiveness of character, as paramountly lives in the

canvass of E. Landseer. 1735 J. \^\\<\<.\ Suffolk Trav. (1764)

154 He is only the mean Lord, Sir Thomas Allen hath a

*Paramountship over him. 1898 Daily News 23 Aug. 5/1
Four young native [BasutoJ chiefs, including the heir to

the paramountship.

t Paramount, v. 06s. rare- 1

,
[f.

PABA-
M'M'NT a.] intr. To become paramount, to rise

to the highest place.
1697 POTTEK Antiq. Greece iv. xl (1715) 274 And dost thou

think, tliou dirty, servile Woman, To paramount, to cast

me out V

Paramountcy (peeTamaontsi). Also para-
mouncy. [f. PARAMOUNT + -cv : paramouncy is

formallymore analogical; zi, tenant,-ancy,frequest ,

-ency.~\ The condition or status of being paramount.
1667 WATERHOUSE fire Loud, go And add to her Para-

mouncy of renown, a 1834 COLKRIIX;I; Nofes fy Lcct. 11849)
I. 278 If it were possible to lessen the paramountcy of

Volpone himself. 1890 W. WALLACE Life Schopenhauer 181

That metaphysical doctrine of the essential paramountcy of

the will. 1897 H. M. STANLEY in igth Cent. Apr. 513
British Paramouncy over the S. African Republic is ac-

knowledged in the [Conventions of 1881 and 1884].

Paramour (pse'ramfl**), adv. phr. and sh,

Forms: see below. [ME. a. OF. adv. phr. par
annir, amour, ~s, by or through love, from an

early date the phrase was written as one word, and
came to be treated (in Kng.) as a sb., both in sense

of Move 'and 'beloved, lover*. This may have
come partly through a mistaken analysis of the

phrase to love paramour; -s,~]

A. adv. phr. Forms : 3-4 par amur, -s, 4
par amour, -s, per amour, -s ; paramur, -s,

4-6 paramour, -s (5 paramoure, -es, -is, 5-6
peramour, -s, -owre, 6 -owris, 5 (7) -ore).

f 1. Through or by way of love ; out of (your)

love, for love's sake (cf. LOVE sb. 7) ; sometimes
in weakened sense, Of your kindness, as a.favour,
if you please. 0/>s.

Perh. sometimes orig. short for 'for love of God 1

.

13. . Sir Bt-nes <MS. A ) 118
' Felawe ', a saide,

'

par amur:
What mai ich finde Jwmperur?

1

13.. SenynSag,(W.) 1455
A ! lat me in, sire, paramour ! 13. . Coer de L. 453 Tel me
the sothe, I yow prey, Off the-^e joules, peramours. 14..

Recovery of Throne ly Edu>. /I' in Pot. Poems (Rolls) II.

280 He hathe deservid ihancke amonge other paramour.
1611 SPEED Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. xxiv. 143 The Lord Clnefe
lustice stood vp, and forbade the proceedings, slotting
Paramuiir the Lands, with the satisiying of the Plaintiffs.

t 2. For or by way of sexual love. Obs. (or arch.}
c 1386 CHAUCKR Sir Thopas 32 They moorne for hym

paramour Whan hem were b=t to slepe. 1825 SCOTT jHe-

frothed x.\vi\, She is one I could have doated to death upon
paramours. 1848 LVTTON Harold vi. vi, Some infidel, to

one of whose wives he sought to be gallant, par amours.

t b. Phrase. To love par amour (anioiirs] :

(Usually) To love by way of (sexual) love, to love

(a i>erson of the opposite sex), to love amorously
or as a lover, to be in love with ; sometimes,
to have a clandestine or illicit amour with.
In some later instances paramours may have been taken

as sb., and object of the vb. : cf. B. 2.

a 1300 l-'loriz $ Bl. 486 Ho bat luueb par amur And ha|j
ber-of ioye mai luue flures. a 1300 Cursor M. 52 For now
is halden non in curs Hot qua bat luue can paramurs [later
JlfSS. -ours, -ouris]. 111310 in Wright Lyric P. xxxi. 91
Y lovede a clerk al par amours. 1375 HARBOUR Bruce xin.

485 He his sister paramouris Lufit. 13,86 CHAUCER A'nt.'s

T. 297, I telle thee outrely ffbr paramour I loued hire first

er thow. c 1410 Sir Cleges 489 Sir Cleges . . That I lovyd
peramore. c 1430 Syr Gener. (Roxb.) 4553 He loueth

paramoures som wight. 1430-40 LYDG. Bochas vm. xxvii.

t'SSS) 19 Aboue al women loued her peramour. 1483
CAXTON G. de la Tour L iij, To loue peramours ecbe other.

1531 KLYOT Gov. in. xxii, The same lady [Cleopatra] Antoni
.Tloued al^o peramours, abandonynge his wyfe. 1535
COVERDALK Baruck vi. 8 Like as a wench y l loueth per-
amours is trymly deckle, c 1560 A SCOTT Poems (S. T. S.J

iji. 46 And swa but pane 3e may lufe paramowris. Ibid.

xxix. 6 For mony men ar evill to ken, Pat luvis paramour,
W' fengeit mynd, fals and vnkynd, Bringis }ow to dishonour.

[1(552 ASHMOLE fheat. Chem. sooiiche loveth him peramore
and no other.]

B. sb. Forms: 3- paramour, 4-5 -amours

(5-6 -is ; 4, 6-7 -or, 4, 8 -ore, 5-6 -oure, per-).

fl. Love; esp. sexual love ; an amour. Obs.

ci35p Will. Palernt 1412 He..layked him at likyng wib
bat faire burde Pleyes of paramours vn-parceyued longe
time, Sosliliche, bat noseg souched non ille. c 1386 CHAUCER
Cook's T. 8 He was as ful of love & paramour As is the

hyve ful of hony sweete. Merch. T. 206 By cause of
leueful procreacion Ofchildren. .And natoonly for paramour
or loue. c 1470 HENRYSON .11or. Fab. iii. (Fox <y Cock} no
In all this warld was thair na kyndar thing ; In paramouris
he wald do ws plesing. a 1586 MONTGU.MERIE SOte, Poems
\. 27 Pigmaleon, that ane portratour Be painting craft, did sa

decoir, Himself thairwith in paramour Fell suddanlie, and
smert thairfoir.

fb. In devotional use, Divine or celestial love:

cf. 2 b. Obs.

13 . . Salut. Our Lady 45 in Minor Poemsfr. Vernon MS.
135 Hell puyred princesse of paramour, Heil Blosme of

Brere, Brihtest of ble.

2. A person beloved by one of the opposite sex ;

a 'love
1

,
a lover, a sweetheart; also of animals

(quots. 1735, 1801) and^. arch. and/0/.

|
1350 Will. Palerne 1534 Mi perles paramours my pleye

& my ioye, Spek to me spakli or i spille sone. 1393 LASGL.
i P. PI. C. xvii. 107 A mayde for a mannes loue her moder

for-sakeb, . . and goob fonh with hure paramour, c 1489
CAXTON Blanchardyn xxiii. 78 Ye knowe well my lady par-
amours, and that she is of your lynage. 1535 STEWART Cron.
Scot. (1856) II. 514 Ane fair ^oung man, Hir peramouris
quhilk in the tyme wes than. ?a 1550 Knight ofCurtesy^
in Ritson jl/f/r. Rom. III. 195 His paramour she thought to

be, Hym for to love wyth herte and minde, Nat in vyce but
in chastyte. 1590 STENSER /'. Q. \. L 9 The Willow, worne
of forlorne Paramours, 1629 MILTON Nativity 36 To wan-
ton with the Sun her luMy Paramour. 1735 SOMERVILLE
Chase iv. 58 Huntsman ! ..For ev'ry longing Dame seli-ct

! Some happy Paramour. 1801 SOUTH EV Thataba iv. i, Pale

I

reflection .. Of glow-worm on the bank, Kindled to guide
her winged paramour. 1871 R. ELLIS Catullus Ixi. 44 Lord

1 of fair paramours, of youth's Fair affection uniter.

fb. Formerly, in devotional language, applied

(by men) to the Virgin, and (by women) to Jesus
Christ ; sometimes also to God. Obs.
a 1300 Cursor M. 69 For-bi blisce [I] bat paramour. .Hyr

,

luue is ay ilike new. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints 1. (Katerine}
mS Mydere lord Ihesu criste..bat is my luf and paramor.
ci47S SffMfft <y Carols i$t/i C. (Warton Club) 48 To his

moder then gan he [Christ] say,.. My swete moder, myn
paramour. 1492 RYMAN Poems IxviL 2 in A rchiv Stud. ncu.

Spr. LXXXIX. 235 [Mary to Christ] Myne ownedere sonne
and paramoure. 1581 MARBECK Bk. of Notes 1171 Thus
prune and pricke vp your selues, and God himselfe shall be

your paramour,
c. i he lady-love of a knight, for whose love he

. did battle
; hence, the object of chivalrous admira-

tion and attachment, poet.

1503 DCXBAR Thistle <y Rose 180 The commoun voce vp.
raiss of birdis small, . . Welcome to be our princes of honour,

; Our perle, our plesans and our paramour, c 1500 GREENE
Fr, Bacon vi. 37 Suffice to me he's Knglands paramour.
1593 *-* HARVKY Pierce s Super. 33 He may declare his deere

afiection to his Paramour [i. e. Greene] or his pure honesty
to the world. 1630 K. JOSSON Chlot idia ad fin., Chloris, the

queen of flowers : . . The top of paramours.
3. An illicit or clandestine lover or mistress

taking the place }
but without the rights, of a

husband or wife. Now, the illicit partner of a
1 married man or woman.

^1386 CHAUCER Wife's Prol. 454 My fourthe housbonde
was a reuelour This is to seyn he hadde a paramour. ^1400
MAUNDKV. (1839) iv. 24 He seyde, he wolde ben hire lemman
or paramour. 1483 CAXTON G. de la Tour Lij, Ones he was

gone for to see his paramours in the wynter. 111548 HALL
Ckron.) Rdiv. 1^' 193 b, She might so fortune of his per-
amour and concubyne to be cbaunged to his wyfe & lawfull

bedfelow. 1598 DRAYTON Heroic. Ej>. vii. 175, 1 sue not now
thy Paramour to bee, Hut a* a Husband to lie link'd to

thee. 1664 H. MOKF, Myst. Iniq. 257 Pranking up them-
selves to allure their Paramours. 1816 J. SCOTT Vis, Paris
(ed. 5) 85 A woman can seldom possess a lover before mar-

riage, and is as seldom without a variety of paramours after.

1832 G. DO\\NES Lett. Cont. Countries I. 224 A Russian

princess.. poisoned by Catherine II, who had her husband
for a paramour.
[Paramour, T'.

'

to love' is given in some Diets, on the

strength of the subjoined passage ; but prob.
' loueth

'

has been

accidentally omitted by the scribe, c 1450 J/t'r// 47, 1 knowe
a faire lady that Vter paramours. Cf. Ibid. 9 That she loued
the holy man paramours.]

Faramuthetic (preramiwhe'tik), a. [prop.

paramythetiC) ad.Gr. -napafiV&rjTifc-us^. napa.^v&tiaOa.i

to encourage, console, f. napa- beside -f pvffffriku

to speak.] Tending to encourage, consolatory.
1854 MAURICE Mor. % Met. Philos. II. ii. 12. 47 The

discipline of the habits or character he [Clemens] would call

protreptic, of the actions hypothetic, of the passions para-
muthetic.

Paramylene to -naphthalene : see PARA- l.

Paraiiatelloii (.panvnate'lpn). Astral. [f.Gr.

Trapa- beside + avar^KXojv rising.] A star that

rises at the same time as another star or stars.

1811 SIR W. DRUMMOND (Edipus Judaicus xxvii, Now the

, extra-zodiacal stars,.. which rise above the horizon, or sink

below it, during the time that decan takes to rise or set, are

what I call its paranatellions. 1882 MARY LOCKWOOD tr.

Lenonnant's Bcginn. Hist. 568 note. The twelve stars, .are

astronomically the paranatellons of the signs [of the Zodiac].

Farance, Farand, var. PAKENCE, PARENT a.

Faranema to Faranephritis : see PARA- i i.

I! Farauete (paeranf-t/). Also 7 -neate. [L.
a. Gr. TrapanjTT/, f. irapa- beside + vrjTt} the highest

!
in pitch of three strings.] In ancient Gr. music,
The note next below the nete in either the disjunct
or the upper tetrachoid.

1603 HOLLA ^D Plutarch Explan. Words, Paratiele Hyper-
bolsean, a treble string or note in musicke. 1660 STANLEY
Hist. Philos. ix. (1701) 386/1. 1694 W. HOLDKK Harmony
(1731) 104 The Lichanos, Parypate, Paranete,and Trite,are

changeable. 1898 STAINER & BARRETT Diet. Mits, Terms
s. v. Greek Music, The scale.. for the eight stringed lyre

upon the Egyptian or Octave System. .Upper Tetrachoid.

e. Nete. d. Paranete. c. Trite, b. Paramese.

II Parang vpa'rseij). [Malay cjl pdr&ng^ A

large heavy sheath-knife used by the Malays for

various purposes, esp. as a weapon.
1852 P, Parleys Ann. 371 He observed.. in the band of

: a native woodman, a parang, or wood chopper. i88a DE
WINDT Equator 103 Bakar..and a Malay boatman pre-

l ceded us with parangs to clear the way of branches before

us. 189* Pall Mall G. 18 Oct. 4/2 The pirates, who were

armed with spears and parancs showed fight.

Coiul>. 1899 W. H. FURNESS Folk-tore Borneo 7 This

J parang-handle sank deep into the rock.

Faraniline, etc. : see PAHA- i 2.

II Paranoia (pseranoi-a), parancea (-m-a).
Path. [mod.L. a. Gr. napavoia, f. rra/xivo-os dis-

tracted, f. irapa- beside + vo-os, vovs mind.] Mental

derangement ; spec, chronic mental unsoundness

characterized by delusions or hallucinations, esp.
of grandeur, persecution, etc.

1857 MAYNE Expos. Le.r., Parancea. 1891 A7
". Y. Trioune

i Dec. 3/3 (Funk), I should designate his trouble as paranoia.

1892 Review of Rev. 15 July 56/1 Paranoia bears fruit in de-
lusions of persecution, or hallucinations, or delusions of

grandeur. 1899 J. FISKE Cranks in Atlantic Monthly Mar.,
A clear instance of the megalomania which is a well-known

symptom of paranoia.
Hence Paranoi'ac, -oe'ac, a. adj. afflicted with

paranoia ;
b. sb. ; also Faranolc, -nee ic a.

1857 MAYNT, A'.r/tv. Lex., Paranoicns^ of or belonging to

Parancea : paranoic. 1892 Review ofRev. isJuly 56/1 The
select portion of the paranoiac race. Ibid., The paranoiac
suffers from a steady degeneration of the brain through
hallucinations and delusions towards the delusion of gran-
deur. 1899 Allbutfs Syst. Med. VIII. 399 The paranoiac
is the victim of foul wrong, he is proud, defiant, and self-

centred.

Paranomasia, obs. erron. f. PARONOMASIA.

Parant, var. PARENT a. Obs. Faranter: see

PERADVENTUBE. Parantory : see PEREMPTORY.

Parantlielion (paeraenji;"'li^n). [mod. f. Gr.

irap(a- beside + avO' - avri over against + 77X10?

sun.] A diffuse white image of the sun, due to

successive reflexions from prismatic ice in the

atmosphere, seen at the same altitude as the sun

and at an angular distance from it varying from

90 to 140.
1888 A. \V. GREELY Attter. Weather xx. 262 (Cent.) There

is then visible, at 120 from the sun, a white image more
or less diffuse, which has received the name of paranthelion.

f Para-nthine. Min. Obs. [f. Gr. irapave-ttv

to be past bloom, to wither, f. rrap(a- past + avflo?

flower + -INE 5
.] An obsolete name for \Vernerite.

Also f Para'nthite.

1831 BRF.WSTER Optics xvii. 149. 1837-68 DANA Min. fed. 5)

319 The name paranthine^ substituted for scapolite (and for

Arendal specimens) by Haiiy. 1868 Ibid., The name pa-
ranthite may well be retained for this section of the Scapolite

group.
Paranthracene, etc. : see PARA-* i, 2.

Paranucleus (p8era<nifi'kl*&). Biol. PI. -i.

[f.
PARA- A i + NUCLEUS.] A small subsidiary

nucleus, of which there may be one or more, in

certain Protozoa.

1878 BELL Gegenbanr's Conip. Anat. p. vm, Conjugation
in the Infusoria is attended by a definite breaking-up of the

nucleus and so-called nucleolus (paranucleus) of the conjugat-

ing individuals. 1888 ROLLESTON & JACKSON Aniin. Life
255 The nucleus or endoplast, and paranucleus or endo-

piastule, sometimes erroneously termed nucleolus.

Hence Paramrclear a., pertaining to or of the

nature of a paranucleus ;
Paranu 'cleate a. ,

having a paranucleus. So also Faranucle'olns,
a body extruded from the nucleus of the mother-cell

of pollen-grains or spores just before division.

1885 LANKESTER in Encycl. Brit. XIX. 864/1 It does not

appear to be established that there is any transference of

nuclear or paranuclear matter from one individual to the

other in the form of solid formed particles. 1887 A. B.

MACUU.CM in Q. JrnL Microsc. Sc. Mar. 447.

Paranyznpb. (.ise'ranimf). Also 6-7 -nimph.

[ad. L. faranymphits masc., also late L. para~

nympha fern. (Isidore), a. Gr. -napavviupos masc. the

best man, fern, the bridesmaid, f. irapa- beside +

yvfj.<pij bride. Cf. F. paranymphe m. and f.

(i5th c. in Hatz.-Parm.).]
1. Gr. Aiith}. The '

friend of the bridegroom ',

who accompanied the latter when he went to fetch

home the bride ; also, the bridesmaid who escorted

the bride to the bridegroom ; hence, a modern
'best man '

or groomsman, or a bridesmaid.
1600 W. WATSON Decacordon (1602; 204 Our blessed Ladies

paranimphe Saint Gabriell, 1671 MILTON Samson 1020

Thy Paranymph, worthless to thee compar'd. 1771 MRS.
GRIFFITH Hist. Lady Barton 11.274, 1 hope she is by this

time Lady Creswell, and that my sweet little Harriet

had the pleasure and honour of being her paranymph.
1829 SOUTIIEV All for Love iv. xx, The Bride and Bride-

groom side by side, The Paranymphs in festal pride Arranged
on either hand. 1891 G. F. X.GRII-FITH tr. 1-ouart.fs Christ

I. 142 By her side the paranymph, or bridesmaid, kept
watch with the ten virgins.

ft*. 1863 Q. Rev. CXIV. 530 The paranymphsof the bridal

[of Mary Stuart] were to be the fiends of war.

2. transf. andyf^-. A person or thing that woos
or solicits for another

;
an advocate, spokesman, or

orator, who speaks in behalf of another.
J593 G. HARVEY Pierce"s Super. \Vks. (Grosart) II* ar,

I would . . it had bene your fortune to haue encountred some
other Paranymphes, then such as you are now to discipline.

1643 TRAPP Cowiii. Gen. xxiv. 35 Ministers, Christs Para-

nymphs, must likewise wo for Christ. 1656 BLOUNT Ghssogr.

[from Coign], Paranywph^ an Orator, who a little before

the Commencement of Doctors, etc., makes a publick

Speech in commendation of their honesty and sufficiency.

a 1693 Urqu/iart's Rabelais in. xli. 341 To supply the place

of a Paranymph, Braul broker, Proxenete or Mediator.

Hence f Paranymphal a.

1638 FORD Lady's Trial HI. i, Saying grace As at some

paranymphal feast.



PARAPEGM.

Parao, obs. form ofprahu, PKOA.

ParaparesistoParapeptone: seePARA-' 1,2.

Farapegm (parrapem). Ci: Antiq. Now
usually in Gr.-L. form parapegma (pserape-gma).
[ad. iufaraptgma, pi. -ifgmatt, a. Gr. Tiapanr/y/ia,

-nrj-Y^ara, a thing fixed beside or near, a tablet,

calendar, etc., f. Trapa- beside + inifp.a anything
fastened. Cf. mod. F. parapegnie] A tablet set

up inscribed with some public information or

announcement, as a law, a proclamation, or a

calendar of annals or astronomical observations ;

a canon, rule, or precept ; a fixed date or epoch.
a. a 1641 BP. MorNTAGU .4 <r/s#J/0.ii. (1642) 133 From what
Parapegme or root of time, these 70. \veekes or 490. yeares
must be current, is a thins much perplexed and involved.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ef. iv. xiii. (1686) 182 Our fore-

fathers. .set them down in their Parapegms or Astronomical
Canons. 1753 JOHNSON, Pa>-a/>e%m.

ft. 1662 STII.LINGFL. Orig. Sacr. \. vi. i ('ed. 3) 89 The want
of certain parapegmata or some fixed periods of time. 1753
Phil. Trans. XLVIII. 225 We see here an authentic para-
pegma in antient history, deduced from astronomy. 1788
R. PORSON in Museum Crit. I. 234 Diodorus . . complains
that he could find no parapegma on which he could rely, in

relating the events that preceded the Trojan war.

Parapet (pwrapet). Also 7 -pett, -pit. [a.
F. parapet (Rabelais i6thc.), or It. parapetto, f.

PARA-'** protection, defence + petto: L. pectus
breast.] lit. A defence breast-high, a breastwork.

1. Ulil. A defence of earth or stone to cover

troops from the enemy's observation and fire; in

permanent works, a protection against shot, raised

on the top of a wall or rampart ; in field-works,
a bank of earth high enough to screen the de-
fenders and thick enough to resist any shot that is

likely to be discharged against it.

[1583 STOCKER Civ. ll-'arres Lame C. in. 83 b, The Enemie
had with batterie, greatly decaied the Buhvarke, Parapetti,
Maisons, houses, Cloisters and Churches.] 1590 MARLOWE
2nd Pt. Tamburl. III. ii, It must have.. parapets to hide the

musketeers, Casemates to place the great artillery. 1595
SHAKS. i Hen. 11-', \\. iii. 55. 1655 MKQ. WORCESTER Cart.
Itiv. 73 A transmittible Gallery over any Ditch or Breach
in a Town-wall, with a Blinde and Parapit Cannon-proof.
1748 Alison's I 'oy. HI. x. 410 A soldier, -stalkt about on the

parapet with a battle-ax in his hand. 1803 WELLINGTON in

Gurw. Dcsp. I. 444 It wants. .the earth which has been
washed from the parapet into the ditch to be cleared out.
1861 W. H. RUSSKLL in Times 10 July, Higher up .. there
is a breastwork and parapet, within which are six guns.
2. A low wall or barrier, placed at the edge of

a platform, balcony, roof, etc., or along the sides

of a bridge, pier, quay, etc., to prevent people
from falling over; sometimes mainly or wholly
ornamental.

1598 FLORIO, Parapetto,.. a parapet or wall breast high.
1706 PHILLIPS, Parapet (Ital. in Masonry), a Wall or Balcony
Breast-high, ranging about a Pillar, Tower, Steeple, or other

Building, a 1720 SHEFFIELD (Dk. Buckhm.) Whs. (1753) II.

224 [The roof] defended by a parapet of ballusters. 1772 C.
HUTTON Bridges 96. 1823 P. NICHOLSON Pract. Build. 310.
1866 GEO. ELIOT F. Holt i, The terrace surrounded with a
stone parapetinfrontofthehou.se. 1879 P>L.\cHj{aclcoitofD.
xxxvi. 320 Sitting on the weather-worn parapet of the bridge.

b. transf. Anything resembling a parapet in

appearance or use.

1636 B. JONSON Discov, Wks. (Rtldg.) 744/1 There was a
waif or parapet of teeth set in our mouth, to restrain the
petulancy of our words. 1823 F. CLISSOLD Ascent Aft.
Blanc 21 After some hundred feet of ascent, we found our-
selves opposed by a parapet of congealed snow, about eight I

feet high. 1837 SOUTHEY Wks. I. p. xvii, The brows of the I

Surrey hills bear a parapet of modern villas. 1877 BRYANT
Little People of Snow 64 [Winter] threw Spangles of

|

silvery frost upon the grass, And edged the brook with
glistening parapets.

) O. Her. A representation of a parapet. Obs.
1661 MORGAN Sph. Gentry in. iv. 34 The Mural Crown was

raised with Brectesches, parapects, and Battlements of Gold.
3. Locally, The side-walk, footpath, or pavement

of a street or road.
The ordinary name in Chester, Liverpool, and the district

from Crewe to Lancaster, but disappearing eastward.
1840 ^' Well known in Liverpool.' E. L. B.). 1871 in HOPPE

Sitppl. Lex. (erron. 'North Eng. and Sc. '). 1900 ('The reg-
ular name in Ormskirk.' H. J.R.MJ. 1900 M. E. FRANCIS
Daughter ofthe Soilm. 26 Occasionally, to the terror of her
mistress, hoisting one wheel of the bath-chair on the parapet.
[1904 See Manch. City News Jan. 23 Feb. 20, 'Notes 4- (?.']

4. attrili. and Comb., as parapet bank, walk
;

also parapet line, the line or level of the bottom
of the parapet, esp. on a roof; parapet wall,
a low wall serving as a parapet.
1739 C. LADELYE Slwrt Ace. Piers tt'estm. Bridge 69 The

Side-walks .. to be six Feet in the Clear, between the Parapet-
Walls. 1792 A. YOCNG Tram. France 77 The fence is a high
broad parapet bank. 1862 T. A. TROLLOPE Marietta I. x.

185 A low parapet wall defended it from the edge of the
rock. 1882 O'DONOVAN Mem Oasis I. ii. 38 The ancient
chief entrance above which the parapet walk is continued.
1886 WILLIS & CLARK Cambridge III. 284 Wykeham's
gateway-tower fat Magdalen Coll., Oxford] rises plain and
square above the parapet-line of the chambers. Ibid. 285.
Hence Fa rapet v., chiefly in Pa-rapeted ///. a ,

furnished with or defended by a parapet; Fa'ra-
petless a., without a parapet.
1633 T. STAFFORD Pac. Hit. HI. vi. (1810) 548 A place

j

naturally formed like a platforme, and parrapetted with an
I

old ditch. 1827 SOVTHEV Hist. Peirins. ll'ar II. 108 The
VOL. VII.

461

housetops were parapeted to secure the defendants. 1859
Chamb. Jrnl. XI. 325 A perilous bridge;, .high, parapetless.
1869 Pall iWtitl G. 15 July i A wider parapeted trench, . de-

signed for two rows of infantry.

Parapetalous : see PAKA-I i.

Paraph (pse-rsef), sb. Also 4-5 paraf, 5 -affe.

[a. . paraphe, parafe^ also i5th c. parraphe, -affe,

paraffe
= It. para-fo, med.L. para'phus, shortened

form ofparagraphus : see PARAGRAPH.]
t 1. A paragraph. Obs.
J395 PURVEY Rcmonstr. (1851) 15 Hostiance, in the paraf

'

Quid si clericus ', seith [etc.J. c 1440 Promp. Pan'. 382/1
Paraf of a booke (//. or paragraf . .\paraphtts, paragraphns.
1483 Cath. Angl. 269/1 A Paraffe, paragraphns.
f 2. (?) A paragraph mark on the margin. Obs.

14.. A. B. C. Poem 8 in Pol., AW., <$
L. Poems (1866) 244

\Vrout is on be bok with-oute, .v. paraffys grete & stoute

Uolyd in rose red. Ibid. 19 Grete paraffys,M be wondis .v.

3. Diplomatics. A flourish made after a signature,

originally as a kind of precaution against forgery.
1584 POWEL Lloyd's Cambria 9 That character which the

Lawyers do call a Paraph. 1656 BI.OUNT Gtossogr. [from
Cotgr.], Paraph, the flourish or peculiar Knot or mark set

unto, after, or instead of, a name in the signing a Deed or
Letter. 1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v., The Paraph of the

Kings of France is a grate, which the secretaries always
place before their own, in all letters, etc. 1842 BKANDE Diet.
Sci.

t etc., s. v., In some countries (as in Spain) the paraph
is still a usual addition to a signature. 1895 Daily News
17 Dec. 5/1 {Signature ofFr. Bacon] The paraphe is a loop-
headed triangle, with a lozenge below.

Paraph (pse-rsef), v. [f. prec. sb. : cf. F.

parapher (1565 in Hatz.-Darm.) in sense 2.]

|*1. trans. To divide into paragraphs. Obs.

CI440 Promp. Parv, 382/1 Parafyd, paragraphatus.
Paraffyn, t>aragrapho.
2. To affix a paraph to ; hence, to sign, esp. with

initials; to initial.

1667 EVELYN Fitbl, Employm. To Rdr., I have yet pur-
sued my antagonist, rightly paraff'd and compared. 1856
tr. Draft Prelim. Peace Vienna i Feb., The undersigned,
after having paraphed it conformably to authorization..
have agreed that [etc.].

Paraphanalia, obs. erron. f. PARAPHERNALIA.
Paraphasia, -phasic: see PARA-* i.

ilParapherna (pserafauna), sb.pL [L. para-
pherna pi. (in the Digest), a. Gr. Trapcupfpva pi., f.

Tiapa- beside + (fxpvTj dower.]
1. Rom* Law. Those articles ot property held

by a wife over and above the dowry she brought
to her husband, and which remained under her own
control; see PARAPHERNALIA i.

1706 PHILLIPS, Parapherna or Paraphernalia Boaa (Gr.),
those Goods that a Wife brings her Husband over and
above her Dower, as Furniture for her Chamber, wearing
Apparel, Jewels, etc. 1727-41 in CHAMBERS Cycl.
2. = PARAPHERNALIA 2.

1876 BARTHOLOW Mat. Med. (1879) 363 None of the para-
pherna of the operation .. should be exhibited before the

patient. 1890 Edin. Rev. CLXXI. 480 A succession of
names and a series of disguises were of necessity part of the

parapherna of every Jesuit father.

Paraphernal (pgerafaunal), a. (sb.} [a. F.

paraphernal (1575 in Hatz.-Darm.), ad. late L.

Paraphernal-iS) f. parapherna : see prec. and -AL.]
Of, belonging to, or of the nature of parapherna.
1773 ERSKIXK fust. Law Scotl. \. vi. 15. 90 From the

/its mariti paraphernal goods are exempted. Over these
the husband has no power. 1818 COLEBROOKE Obligations
26 Married women may have paraphernal or other separate
property.

b. as sb. (serving as sing, to next.)
1506 Il'ill ofLove ats O. (Somerset Ho.), Parapharnelles.

1839 WILSON Tales V. 5 (E.D.D.) Go and assign thee thy
appurtenances and paraphernals. 1851 G. OTTRAM Legal
Lyrics (1887) 95 She had fled And had not left a single
paraphernal.

I! Paraphernalia (pgerafwn^-lia), sb.pl. [med.
L., neuter pi. of paraphernalis (see prec.), short
for paraphernalia bona, paraphernal goods.]
1. Law. Those articles of personal property
which the law allows a married woman to keep
and, to a certain extent, deal with as her own.
The \VQ?<\ Paraphcrna was used by the Roman jurists to

indicate all property which a married woman suijuris held

apart from her dps (dower). Over such property the hus-
band could exercise no rights without his wife's consent. In
most modern systems of law, based on the Roman,para-
phernalia bona (in Fr. biens par<iphernaux] means much the
same thing, but in English and Scottish Common law, under
which all personal or movable property of a wife vested ipso
jure in the husband, the paraphernalia became restricted
to such purely personal belongings of a wife as dress, jewels,
and the like. These latter were regarded as, in a sense, ap-
propriated to the wife, and on the husband's death they were
not treated as part of his succession, and the right ofa trustee
over them, in the event of the husband's bankruptcy, was
restricted. But in neither England nor Scotland did para-
phernalia strictly include articles in the nature of household
furniture, even though these had been marriage presents to
the wife. The effect of the '

Married Women's Property
Acts

'

of 1870, etc., will ultimately be to deprive the term of
all significance in English and Scottish legal practice.
[1478-9 \\-ar-bk. 18 Eeiw. /Fit b, Auxy de son apparaile

quel est appel en nostr \ty paraphonalia de ceo per lagree-
ment de son baron el poet faire testament, tr. (Digby, Real
.Prop. 307) As to her apparel, which is called in our law
paraphernalia, of this by agreement with her husband she
can make a will.] 1651 W. SHEPPARD Faithf. Counsellor
(1653) 122 The word ParafhonaUa is u^ed in our Law, but in

PARAPHRASABLE.
the Civil Law the tiling is said to be Paraphernalia. 1656-
74 BLOUNT, Paraphonalia. [So 1658-78 PHILLIPS.] 1718
MACCLbSFitLD in Ld. Campbell Chancellors (1857) VI. cxxii.

25 Paraphernalia are not devisable by the husband to
the wife. 1728 VANBR. Cm. Prov. Hush, To Rdr., The
Ornaments she herself provided.. seem'd in all Respects the
Paraphonalia of a Woman of Quality. 1766 BLACKSTOSE
Comm. II. xxix. 435-6. 1774 MRS. DEI.ANY Lett., to B.
Granville in Life $ Corr. Ser. H. II. 33 The law restored
them to her as her own paraphanalia. 1845 STEPHEN*
Cotnm. Laws Eng. (1874) II. 266. 1876 DIGRY Real Prop.
vi. 307 note.

2. Personal belongings, esp. articles of adorn-
ment or attire, trappings; also, the ai tides that

compose an apparatus, outfit, or equipment; the
mechanical accessories of any function or complex
scheme

; appointments or appurtenances in general.
1736 FIELDING Pasquin iv. Wks. 1882 X. 176 [Thunder

and lightning] are indeed properly the paraphernalia of
a ghost [on the stage], 1746 Brit. Mag. 257 A Lady whose
Paraphanalia fill'd up three Fourths of the Breadth of the
principal Walk. 1791

'

G. GAMBADO' Ann. llorsein. iii.

(1809) 78 Bridles, saddles, and other equestrian parapher-
nalia. ^1809

' M. MARKWELL' Advice to Sportsmen title-p.,
Hints in the Choice of Guns, Dogs, and Sporting Para-
phernalia. 1862 TROU.OPE Orlcy F. xiii. 101 The para-
phernalia of ju-tice, the judge, and the jury, and the law-
yers. 1882 A. W. WARD Dukens ii. 26 Dickens, though
a temperate man, loved the paraphernalia of good cheer.

b. as collective sing.
1788 Disinterested Love I. 14 My paraphernalia is more

complete. 1822 GALT Provost xli. (1868) 120. 1845 Dis-
RAFI.I Sybil in. v, A whole paraphernalia of plums. 1882
O'DONOVAN J\lerv Oasis I. 147 A ponderous paraphernalia
is a concomitant of respectability.
Hence Parapherna Han a. = PARAPHERNAL.
1876 ll'estm. Rev. No. 98. 337 The Italian law, for the

very reason that it regards paraphernalian of more advantage
to a wife than dotal property, seizes every opportunity of

construing doubts in her favour.

|[ Paraphimosis (psetrafaini^rsis). Path. [mod.
L., f. PARA- ] i + PHIMCSIS.] Permanent retraction
of the prepuce.
1693 tr - Brancard's Phys. Diet. (ed. 2), Paraphiuiosis,. .

when the Prxpittimii's too short. 1789 \V. UUCHAN Dom.
iVed. (1790) 509 Paraphymosis. i846BRiTTAXtr, Malgaigne's
Man. Oper. Snrg. 473 Paraphymosis only requires two opera-
tions reduction and, if that cannot be accomplished by
the ordinary means, incision of the stricture. 1861 BUMSTEAD
I 'en. Dis. (1879) 114 The term Paraphimosis implies exactly
the opposite of phimosis.
So Paraphimo'sed a.

}
affected with paraphi-

mosis
; Faraphimo tic a., of, pertaining to, or of

the nature of
paraphimosis.

1874 VAN BUREN Dfs. Genii. Org. 16 A paraphimosed
glans penis. 1857 MAYSE Expos. Le.r., Paraphimotic.
t Paraphonalia, obs. corrupt f. PARAPHER-
NALIA; hence fParaphonaliou, an article be-

longing to a married woman's paraphernalia. Obs.

1599 MARSTON Sco. Villanie i. ii, Whether . . a> Parapho-
nalion A siluer pisse-pot fits his Lady dame V

II Faraphonia (pa^raf^-nia). [med.L.. f. Gr.

TTapafyQjvos sounding beside (f. Trapa- beside + (ficwr}

sound) ; applied in pi. to certain harmonies : cf,

vapoupw/j side-sound.]
1. Gr. Mtl$* The harmony or concord of fourths

and fifths : cf. ANTIPHOXY i and HOMOPHONY i a.

1776 BURNEV Hist. Mus. I. 127 note, Two passages, .shew,

which results from different sounds, as the fifth and fourth :

and thus it differs from hoinophonia, which is produced by
the same sounds, as in the unison, and from antiphonia^ or

the replication of the same sounds, as in the octave.

2. Alteration of the voice from physiological or

pathological causes.

1799 HOOPER Diet. Med., Paraphonia, alteration of the
voice.. .A genus of disease comprehending six species. 1878
tr. von, Ziemssen's Cycl. Med. XIV. 873 He [Mansfeld]
disiinguish.es two varieties of defective speech [in deaf-

mutes], farapJionia and mogilalia, i. l^araphonia. The
voice is unpleasant, rough, and even harsh.

Hence Parapho'nic a., of or pertaining to para-

phonia (sense i).

1836 W. T. SPURDENS tr. Longinus xxviii. 113 In music,
the principal sound falls more sweetly upon the ear by means
ofwhat are called paraphonic variations.

ilFaraphora (pane-fora;, [a. Gr. iropatyopd

going aside, distraction, derangement, f. Trapa-
aside + <opa carrying, bearing, movement.] Slight

delirium; a mild form of insanity (Syd. Soc. Lex.}.
Hence Farapho'ric ., pertaining to paraphora.
1857 MAYNE Expos. Lex., Paraphora, Paraphoric.

Paraphosphate, -phosphoric: see PAKA-I 2.

Parapliragill (parrafrsem). Zool. [ad. Gr.

TTapatypayna breastwork, parapet, f. irapatypaGa-fiv
to enclose with a breastwork.] One of the outer

divisions of an endosternite in Crustacea. Hence
Faraphragmal (pnerafne'gmal), a.

1877 HUXLEY Anat. Inv. Anim. vi. 310 The anterior hori-

zontal uniting with its own paraph rugmal apophysis, the

posterior with the paraphragmal of the antecedent endo-
sternite. 1880 Crayfish iv. 158 The outer prolongation of

the capital [of the apodemes] is called . . the paraphragm.

Pa-raphrasable, a. [f. PAHAPHKASE v. +

-ABLE.] Capable of being paraphrased.
1900 Academy 17 Nov. 465/1 Shakespeare's text must be

corrupt whenever it is not readily paraphrasable.



PARAPHRASE.

Paraphrase pcv'rafivfz^ sb. Also 6 perra-,
parafrase. [a. F. paraphrase (1525 in Hatz.-

Darm.), ad. L. paraphrasis ^
a. Gr. Trapatppavts,

f. irapcuppafciv to tell the same thing in other

words, f. irapa- beside + <f>pa(ftv to declare, tell :

cf. <f>paffis mode of speaking, speech, phrase.]
1. An expression in other words, usually fuller

and clearer, of the sense of any passage or text ;

a free rendering or amplification of a passage.

(Sometimes, by extension, of a musical passage.)
Chaldee Paraphrases; the TARGUM.

[1547 ."\fetn. Ripon (Surtees) III. 41 Una cum empcione
diversorum librorum vocatorum paraphracez ErasmL] 1548
UUALL Erasm. Par. Pref. B vj b, Thou hast here good
Christian reader the paraphrase of Erasmus vpon the ghos-
pell. Ibid. B vij, A paraphrase, is a plain settyng foorth

of a texte or sentence more at large. 1548 HOOPER Declar.
Commandm. vi. G iij b, A great nonibre, that say not platlye
and playnly there is no God, but by certayne circumloquu-
tions and paraphresis. 1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. 2 So
I* it expressed in the Thargum or Paraphrase of Jonathan.
1684 N. S. Crit. En?. Edit. Bible xxvii. 240 The Hebrew
Text, tlie Chaldee paraphrase by Onkelosius, the Targum, or

Arabic Paraphrase by R. Saadius, 1693 DRYDEN yi&tnal
Ded. (1697) 87 Not a literal Translation, but a kind of Para-

phrase. 1791-1823 D'lSRAELiCwr. Lit.^Intprisontn, Learned)
Buchanan, in the dungeon of a monastery in Portugal, com-

posed his excellent Paraphrases of the Psalms of David.

1874 STCBBS Const. Hist. I. ii. 31 This description is a mere
abstract and paraphrase of the language of the Germania.

b. Without a and //., as a process or mode
of literary treatment.

1656 COWLFY Pindar. Odes i. Notes S [It] could not be
rendred without much Paraphrase. 1680 DRYDEN Pref.
Transl. Oi'iits Epist. Ess. 1900 I. 237 Paraphrase, or trans-

lation with latitude, where the author is kept in view..,
but his words are not so strictly followed as his sense ; and
that too is admitted to be amplified. 1795 MASON Ch. MJIS.
iii. 177 To proceed in the way of Paraphrase. 1873 ROGFKS
Orig. Bible vi. (1875) 227 Most books need comment, ex-

planation, illustration, but if that be the object, paraphrase
is the worst way of effecting it.

t c. A comment. Obs.

1642 CHAS. I in Rushw. Hist. Coll. in. (1692) I. 616, 1 will

make no Paraphrases upon what you have heard, ..only this

Observation. 1738 tr. Gitazzo's Art Conversation 153 [Who]
make a thousand wrong Paraphrases, and foolish Interpre-
tations of their Actions.

d. Jig. A practical exemplification of or com-

mentary upon some principle, maxim, etc.

1662 SOUTH Serin. I. 56 All the Laws of Nations, and wise
Decrees of States. .were but a Paraphrase upon this stand-

ing Rectitude of Nature. 1666 Serin. Tit. ii. 15 Ded.,
All your After-Greatness .seems but a Paraphrase upon those

promising Beginnings, a 1670 HACKET in Plume Life (1865)

136 A glittering prelate without inward ornaments was but
the paraphrase of a painted wall.

2. spec. In the Church of Scotland and other

Presbyterian Churches : Each of the hymns con-

tained in the 'Translations and Paraphrases, in

verse, of several passages of Sacred Scripture :

collected and prepared by a Committee of the

General Assembly of the Church of Scotland

[1745-81], in order to be sung in Churches'. These
are usually appended to the Metrical Psalter in

Scottish editions of the Bible or New Testament.
The first edition, entitled 'Translations and Paraphrases

of several passages of Sacred Scripture, collected and pre-
pared by a Committee appointed by the General Assembly
of the Church of Scotland *, was printed and issued for

consideration in 1745. That finally adopted was published
in 1781.

1745 Minutes of Gen. Assembly 18 May, The General

Assembly of the Church of Scotland had laid before them..
some Pieces of Sacred Poesy, under the title of Translations
and Paraphrases ofseveral Passages of sacred Scripture^
composed by private Persons. 1883 STEVENSON Silverado

Sq. 51 You have to learn the paraphrases and the shorter
catechism. 1889 D. J. MACI.AGAN (title) The Scottish Para-

phrases . . an account of their History, Authors, and Sources.
Ibid. 56 With all their faults, .it is yet to be hoped that the
time is far distant when the Scottish clergy and the Scottish

people are ashamed of their Psalms and Paraphrases. 1891
KAKRIE Little Minister iii,

'

I hope ', he said nervously,
'
that you don't sing the Paraphrases?' 1893 Daily News

23 Dec. 5/2 One old Anti-Burgher used to stump out of
church if a paraphrase came on last.

Paraphrase (pae'rafiv'z), v. [ad. F. para-
phrase-r, f. paraphrase : see prec.]
1. trans. To express the meaning of (a word,

phrase, passage, or work) in other words, usually
with the object of fuller and clearer exposition ; to

render or translate with latitude,

1630 PRVNNE Anti-Armin. 168 Those words of Christs. .

he paraphraseth thus. 1648 BOYLE Seraph. Love v. (1700) 37
Which emboldened Mary to Paraphrase him [Lazarus] by a
He -whom thou latfst. 1741 WATTS Imfrw. Mindi. ii.(iSoi)
21 A Tutor . . when he paraphrases and explains other authors.

1841 DTSRAELI Amen. Lit. (1867) 113 An ecclesiastic para-
phrased the Gospel-histories. i879Hi;xLEY//7/WiMx.(i88i)
173 Dr. Whately.. paraphrases Hume, though he forgets to
cite him. ,

fig. 1606 WARNER/]//'. Eng. xiv. Ixxxlx. (1612)361 To para-
hrase this Painter were to Age an idle thing. 1628 JACKSON
orthy Churchman 45 Virgil paraphraseth the same vertue,

when he compares a meeke man to a standing pool.
2. intr. To make a paraphrase ; to comment or

enlarge upon a passage so as to bring out the

sense.

p

PRYNNE \stPt. Ilistrio~m.\\. iii. 339 In his Commentary
on the 118. alias the 119. Psalme, verse 37. .he paraphraseth

462

thus. 1722 SEWEL Hist. Quakers (1795) I. in. 185 Such of the

family as could make repetitions of sermons, and paraphrase
thereupon. 1864 PUSEY Lect. Daniel (1876) 200 He para-
phrased, rather than translated.

f 3. intr. To comment on, to enlarge upon a

subject. Qbs.

1644-5 CHAS. I Let. to ll'ifc 14 Jan., Wks. (1662) 321, I

cannot but paraphrase a little upon that which he calls his

superstitious observation. 1683 M OXON Mcch. Exerc.^ Print-

ing xxii. F 8, I must a little digress, to paraphrase on the

posture he holds the Bodkin in.

Hence Pa'raphrasing vbl. sb.

1640 GLAPTHORNE Wallenstein i. in. Wks. 1874 II. 27 May
..thydreames Be free from paraphrasing on my memory.
1728 MORGAN Hist. Algiers I. Pref. 20 His Paraphrasings
and mine differ.

Paraphraser (pse -rafr^zai) . Also 6 -phryser.

[f. prec. sb. and vb. + -ER'.] One who makes

paraphrases or who paraphrases ; a paraphrast.
1548 Q. KATERYS in Ellis Orig. Lett, Ser. i. II. 152,

I knowe not wether ye be a paraphryserornot. x6iiCoTGR.,
Paraphrastc, a Paraphrast, or Paraphrasor. 16240ATA KKK
Transiibst. 94 Pachymeres the Greeke paraphraser of this

Dennis. 1833 J. A. CARLYLE in PhiloL iMuseunt II. 624 The
Paraphraser must have read o/1/uiara for crTpunara.

i!Paraphrasia(pserafr?i*zia). Path. [mod.L.,
f. Gr. irapa- PARA- * i + <ppaat$ speech.] Incohe-

rent or disordered speech.
1878 tr. von Ziemssens CycL Med. XIV. 816 This pheno-menon ..should be classed as paralogia and pa.raphra.sia.

///<!'., We find .. paraphrasia developed .. in conditions of
morbid hebetude and intellectual weakness.

t Paraphra-sian, a. (or sb.) 06s. rare- 1
, [f.

L. paraphrasi-s PARAPHRASE sb. + -AN.] Given
to or dealing in paraphrases ,or = paraphrast).

<z 1548 HALL Chron., /fen. V 38 b, As the logical para-
ph raslan and Philosophical interpreters do by a distinccion

expounde this terme necessary to signifie a thvng conuenient.

I; Faraphrasis (pane-frasis). \\.'.paraphrasis :

see PARAPHRASE.] = PARAPHRASE sb. i . i b.

1538 CRANMER Rem. (Parker 800)213 (Stanf.) These words
do let and interrupt the course of the paraphrasis. 1547
EDW. VI Injunct. in Card well Docnm. Ann. (1839) I. 9 The
1

Paraphrasis
'

of Erasmus also in English upon the gospels.
a 1568 ASCHAM Scholein. n. (Arb.) 96 Paraphrasis .. is not

"

onelie to expresse at large with moe wordes, but to striue and
contend, .to translate the best latin authors, into other latin

wordes, as many or thereaboutes. 1609 BIBLI-; (Douay) Ps.

xv, They repete their new text by this paraphrasis. 1776
BENTHAM Fragm, Goz<t. Wks, 1843 I. 293/1 A word may be
said to be expounded by paraphrasis. 1811-31 Univ.
Gram. ibid. VIII. 356/2 On this consideration the para-
phrasis may be termed the development.

Paraphrasist (parrc'frasist). [f. PARAPHRASE
+ -1ST.]

= next
1884 Manch. Exatn. 4 July 5/3 The plan, says the para-

phrasist, was evidently one for 'a military rising, directed by
the General '.

Paraphrast (pse-rafiae^O,^. \*A.L.paraphrast-
es

t
a. Gr. Trapa^poaTTjy, f. -napa<ppa-iv : see PARA-

PHRASE sb. Cf. F. paraphraste (1607 in Hatz.-

Darm.).] One who paraphrases; a paraphraser.
1549 COVERDALE, etc. Erasm. Par. Thess. Ded., Touchyng

thys notable learned Paraphrast D. Erasmus. 1577 HANMF.R
Anc. Eccl. Hist. To Rdr., More like a Paraphrast then a
translator, a 1656 USSHER Ann. vi. (1658) 93 As Jonathan
the Chaldee Paraphrast expoundeth it. 1764 Mem. (,'.

f'salmanazar 55 Using all proper helps, as commentators,

?araphrasts,
books of controversy. 1879 FARRAR S/. Paul

, 17 Able to understand the Bible. .through the aid of a

paraphrast.

t Paraphrast, v. Obs. rare. [f. prec. sb.]
= PARAPHRASE v. Hence t Fa'raphraster, a

paraphraser.
1607 HIERON Defence \. 99 Our owne Church Rible . . Which

paraphrasteth in the margin . .thus. 1632 LEGRVS tr. I'elleius

Paterc. To Rdr., I do not allow either to my selfe, or any
other translator the liberty of a paraphraster. 1684 N. S.

Crit. Enq. Edit. Bible xiii. 102 It is the common Fate of
Paraphrasters..to follow the freest method of translation.

Paraphrastic (prerafrarstik), a. [ad.med.L.
Paraphrastic-its ^

a. Gr. irapcufipaaTttc-os, f. irapa-

(ppaarfis PARAPHRAST : see -ic. Cf. F. paraphra-
stiqttel\ Of, pertaining to, or of the nature of

paraphrase ; addicted to the use of paraphrase.
1623 COCKERAM, Paraphrasttcke t one that still keepes the

sense of the Author in a translation, albe that he [etc.]. 1759
JOHNSON Idler No. 69 F 9 The paraphrastic liberties have
been almost universally admitted. 1836 Penny Cyct. V. 227/2
A paraphrastic translation of the Greek poem of Hero and
Leander. 1877 SYMONOS in Academy 3 Nov. 419/1 The two
extremes of laconic accuracy and paraphrastic freedom.

Paraplirastical ^aerafne'stikal), a. Now
rare or Obs. [f. as prec. + -AL,]

= prec.
1549 COVERDALE Erasw. Par. 1 1. Ded. to Qn. Katerine i b,

Erasmus . . hathe by a paraphrastica II discourse playnly sette

foorth the ghospelles of the fower Euangelistes. ci6nCHAi'-
MAN Iliad To Rdr., (Who] are ten parts more paraphrastical
than I. 1685 BOYLE Enq. Notion Nat. 39 To.. bear with
some Paraphrastical Expressions. 1779-81 JOHNSON L. P.,
West Wks. IV. 202 He is sometimes too paraph rastical.

1807 PENNINGTON Life Eliz. Carter^ To translate such a
book rather in a paraphrastical way.

Paraphra'stically, adv. [f. prec. + -I.Y
-'.]

In a paraphrastic manner, by way of paraphrase.
1557 PAYNEL Barclay's Jugurth Ded., The whiche, be-

cause the reader shulde most redelieand plainelyvnderstande
and perceiue the thinge, doth paraphrastical lie so open the
hole matter, c 1645 HOWELL Lett. II. m. xxi. 545 Every
language hath certain idioms .. which are not rendible in

any other, but paraphrastically. 1778 BP. LOWTH Isaiah

PARAPLEGIA.
Notes (ed. n) 135, I have been forced to render this line

paraphrastically ; as the verbal translation . .would have been
unintelligible. 1812 L. HUNT in Examiner 28 Sept. 618/2
She was plain in her dress, or, more paraphrastically, in the
manner of adorning herself.

II Faraphrenitis (pserifrftwi-tw). Path. [mod.
L., f. PAKA- 1 1 + PHRENITIS.] A term for inflam-

mation of the diaphragm, formerly thought to
be invariably accompanied by delirium

; hence

applied to delirium supposed to be so produced.
Cf. PABAFRENESIE.
1693 Blancarifs I'hys. Diet. (ed. 2\ Faraphrcmtis, Mad-

ness, accompanied with a continual Fever,.. thence the Mid-
riff"and Lungs are troubled. 1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl., Parti'

pkrencsis, or raraphrenitis, . .a secondary kind of phrenzy,
supposed by the ancients, to be owing not to any immediate
disorder of the brain, or meninges, but to an inflammation
of the ventricle, the liver, and especially the diaphragm,
whereby the brain and meninges come to be affected by con-
sent ofparts. Ibid.tParaphrenitis, among modern physicians,
is an inflammation of the mediastinum, or pleura about the

diaphragm. 1876 tr. 1'oti Zit/nssen's Cyct. Med. IV. 605
Diaphragmatic pleuritis is the disease of which a very ex-

pressive general description has been given by the ancient

physicians, under the name of paraphrenitis.
Hence Faraphreni-tic a. (Mayne 1857).
II Paraphronesis (pasrafnim-sis). Path. [mod.

L., a. Gr. irarxK/iponjau wandering of mind, deli-

rium, f. Ttapatyfovw to be beside oneself.]
= next.

So Paraphrone'tic a.

1857 MAYNE Expos. l.ex. t Paraphroneticus, of or belong-
ing to Paraphronesis, or rather Paraphrosyne : para-
phronetic.

II Paraphrosyne (pseiafrp-sini}. Path. [mod.
L., a. Gr. Traptuppoavvrf, f. trapatppw out of one's

wits, f. irapa- beside -t- qprp mind.] A mild form
of delirium or temporary mental derangement.
1603 tr. Blaiicartfs Phys. Diet. (ed. 2), Paraplirosyne, a

slight sort of Doting in the Imagination and Judgment.
1818-20 E. THOMPSON Ctt/lfn's Nasal. Met/i. (ed. 3) 230 The
symptomatic species of Mania are, (a) Paraphrosyne from

poison, (b) Paraphrosyne from passion, (c) Febrile Paraphro-
syne. Un mod. Diets.)

ParaphyHum toParaphysieal : see PARA-! i .

llFaraphysis (parse-fisis). Bot. Also pa-ra-

physe. Pl.-physes. [mod.L., f. Gr. jrapa- PAKA- 1

I, in sense
'

by-' or 'subsidiary' + ipvais growth;
so . farafhyse."] A sterile filament accompanying
the reproductive organs in certain cryptogams.
1857 BERKELEY Cryptog. J>ot. 270 Abortive asci, known

under the name of paraphyses. 1858 CARPENTER Vtg. Phys.
759 Among the spore-cases lie sterile filaments, termed

paraphyses. which serve to bind them together. 1870 BENT-
LEY Man. Bat. (ed. 21 367 Among the antheridia tnere are
. .found slender cellular jointed threads called paraphyses.
Htnce Parapliysate (parae'fis/t) a., having or

producing paraphyses (Cent. Diet. 1890); Para-

physi'ferous, bearing paraphyses (Mayne 1857).

Parapicoline, etc. : see PAKA- i 2.

Paraplasm (pie'raplsez'm). [ad. mod. L./ara-
flasma, fTGr. Tropa- PAKA- ! I -urAar/jia: see PLASM.]

1. Biol. a. Kupffer's name for the more fluid

part of a cell-substance ; called by Flemming/fWYZ-
mitotn. b. See qnot. 1891.
1887 SCHAFER Essent. Histol. (ed. 2) 2 Paraplasm is often

present in sufficient amount to reduce the protoplasm to the

condition of a fine sponge-work or net-work. 1891 Quairis
Eltitt. Anat. (ed. 10) I. n. 174 note. The terms '

deutoplasm
'

and 'fjaraplasm '. .have sometimes been applied to materials

contained within a cell, which are not considered to con-

stitute a part of the actual protoplasm.
2. Path. a. Morbid tissue ; a neoplasm, b. A

malformation. (.Syd. Soc. Lex. 1893.)
Hence Parapla-smic a., pertaining to or of the

nature of paraplasm.
1902 Brit. Med. Jrnl. 29 Mar. 786 Aerobic germs find [a

suitable resting-place] in paraplasmic tissue.

Faraplastic (pseraplse-stik), a. [f. PARA- 1 I

+ PLASTIC : cf. prec.] Of, pertaining to, or con-

nected with paraplasm ; neoplastic.
1853 DUNGLISON Med. Lex.. Paraplastic. possessed of

depraved formative powers, as Carcinoma. 1893 HYATT in

Proc. Boston Soc. Nat. Hist. XXVI. 97 The stages. .could

be collectively spoken of as paraplastic with relation to the

ontogeny of others of their own type or allied types.

Paraplectic ^pseraple'ktik), a. [ad. Gr. vapa-

TrXr/itTtK-os, f. Tmpair\Tjaa-(ii> : see PARAPLEGIA.]
1. Affected with paraplegia : = PARAPLEGIC.
1661 LOVELL Hist. Anini. ff Min. 13 Those that are ver-

tiginous, epileptick, apoplectick, paraplectick. 1857 in

MAYNE Expos. Lex.

2. Paraplectic weevil, a species of weevil (Lixus

faraplecticiii, Linn.) inhabiting a plant the eating
of which causes the staggers in horses.

1802 BINGLEY Anim.Biog. (1813) III. 135 The larvae of the

Paraplectic Weevil inhabit the interior part of the stems of

an umbelliferous plant, the phellandriutn aquaticuw.

II Paraplegia (pserapl/'djia). Path. [mod. L.,

a. Gr. vapa.ir\r]yia
= uapairAr^/a a stroke on one

side, hemiplegia, f. Trapair\-f]aa-<tv to strike at the

side, f. ira/w- beside, aside + TiKi\aanv to strike.]

Paralysis of the lower limbs and a part or the

whole of the trunk, resulting from an affection of

some part of the spinal cord.

1657 Physical Diet.. Paraplegia, the same with paralysis.

1693 tr. Blancard's Phys. Diet. (ed. 2), Paraplegia, a Palsy
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which seizeth all the parts of the Body below the Head.
1802 Eng. EncycL VI. 9/1 When it [palsy] happens to all

the parts below the head, or to the lower half of the body, it

is called paraplegia. 1869 GEO. ELIOT in Cross Life III.

102 He had an attack of paraplegia.

Paraplegic (pxraple-d^ik, -plr-), a. [ad. Gr.

irapairXrjyiKus, dial, form of Trapair\r}KTt/c6$ : see

PABAPLECTIC.] Marked by or characteristic of

paraplegia ;
affected with paraplegia.

1822-34 Good's Study Med. (ed. 4) III. 478 Paraplegic

palsy. The disease affecting and confined to the lower part
of the body on both sides or any part below the head. 1880

GARROD & BAXTER Mat. Med. 325 Incontinence of urine in

children and paraplegic patients. 1899 Allbutfs Syst. Med.
VII. 708 The contraction may have a hemiplegic or a para-

plegic distribution.

t Fa:rapleroma*tically, adv. Obs. rare"

[f. Gr. -napan\TjpufiaTiK-6s expletive + -AL + -LY 2.]

Kxpletively, as an expletive.
1698 C. BOYLE Bentley's Dissert. 205, 30 or 40 Instances. .

where the Particle a.v is us'd Parapleromatically.

|| Farapleura (pseiaplii^ra). Entom. PI. -89.

Also parapleu'rum, pi. -a. [mod.L,, f. Gr. irapa.-

beside + TrAfupa, -nXtvpov rib, side.] (See quot.)
1826 KIRBY & SP. Eutomol. III. 382 The Paraplenrz.

Two pieces, one on each side of the Postpcctns^ included be-

tween the Scapularia^ Mesostethiwn, and Pleurae. Ibid.

IV. 372 Their scapulae and parapleurse are parallel and

placed obliquely.

II Parapleuritis (peraplur3rtis). Path. [mod.
L.,f. Gr. irapa- PAKA-! i -t- PLEURITIS pleurisy.] 'A

slight degree of pleuritis; also, applied to pleuro-

dynia
'

(Syrf. Soc. Lex. 1893).
Pa'rapod, anglicized form of PARAPODIUM.
1890 in Cent. Diet.

Parapodial (pserap^H'dial), a. [f. next + -At.]
Of or pertaining to a parapodium.
1877 HUXLEY Anat. Inv. Anini. v. 245 Marine vermiform

animals without distinct external segmentation or parapodial
appendages.

II Parapodium (pO rap(?u-dii>m% Zool. [mod.L.,
f. PARA- * i in sense *

subsidiary ',
'

false
' + Gr. iro5-

foot (cf. Gr. TiapairoStos at the feet).] One of the

jointless lateral processes or rudimentary limbs of

annelids, which serve as organs of locomotion, and
sometimes of sensation or respiration.
1877 HUXLEY Anat. Inv. A trim. v. 227 Those parapodia

which lie in the vicinity of the mouth may be specially modi-
fied in form and direction, foreshadowing the jaws of the

Arthropoda. 1878 BEI.L Gegenbaur's Coinp. Anat. 134 The
foot-stumps or parapodia. Ibid. 237 The parapodia.. found
in the higher Annulata.

fPa-rapoint. Obs. rare' 1
. [f. PARA-! i

over against + POINT.] ? A corresponding point.
1647 WARD Simf. Cobler 46 The crazie world will crack,

in all the middle joynts, I f all the ends it hath, have not their

parapoynts.

Parapolar, etc. : see PARA- l i.

II Parapophysis pserapp-fisis). Anat. [mod.
L., f. Gr. Trap(a- beside + APOPHYSIS.] An anterior

or ventral transverse process of a vertebra, in some
animals greatly developed and serving as articula-

tion for the head of a rib.

1854 OWEN Skel. fy Teeth in Circ. Sc., Organ. Nat. I. 168

The haemal arch.. sometimes includes, .bones called 'para-

pophyses'. 1872 MIVART Elein. Anat. vi. 220 One made up
of tubercular processes (or diapophyses) and ribs, the other

made up of capitular processes (or parapophyses) and ribs.

Hence Parapophy sial #., of or belonging to

a parapophysis.
1857 in MAVNE^T-r/tfj. Lex. 1887 Anier. Naturalist \X.\.

565 Three cervical vertebrae, with large parapophysial fossas

looking downwards and outwards.

ParapoplexytoParaproctium: seePARA-ii,

Parapos, an obsolete fabric : see PEROPUS.

Parapsidal (pane'psidal), a. [f. next-f-AL.]
Of or pertaining to the parapsis of an insect.

llParapsis
[
(parse-psis). PL -apsides, [mod.

L., f. Gr. irap(a- beside + <tyis, &f/is t
in sense

'

circle, arch, vault '. In mod.F. parapside.] Each
of the two lateral pieces of the mesoscutum of

the thorax of an insect, by means of which it is

articulated with the wing.
1830 MACL.EAY in Zool. Jrnl. V. 177 note, The lateral pieces

of the scutum of the mesothorax, which I call parapsides.

II Para'psis -. Path. [mod. L., f. Gr. irap(a-
PARA- 1 i + o^ts touch.] Disordered touch.
1822 GOOD Study Med. III. 272 Parapsis. Morbid Touch.

Sense of touch or general feeling vitiated or lost. 1843 in

DUNGLISON fifed. Lex,

II Fara'pternm, -On. [mod.L., f. Gr. irapa-

beside + wrfpuv wing. In mod.F. paraptere.] (See

quot.; Hence Para-pteral a.
y pertaining to a

parapterum.
1853^MAYNE Expos. Lex. ,Parapteri(jn. Entonwl. Applied

to a piece, .in the lateral parts of each segment of the thorax
of hexapodous insects, which has relation with the epister-
nnin and wing. .. Qrnithol. Applied by Illiger to the long
feathers directed backwards, which are inserted in the arm
near the axilla^ and which cover more or less of the wings.

t Parapyelite, variant of BARA-PICKI.ET, Obs.

1731 MRS. DELANY Life $ Corr. I. 287 M'Donnellan, his

sister, and I breakfast together on coffee and parapyclites.

Paraqueeto, -quet, -quetto : see PARAKEET.
Pararabin to -salpingitis : see PARA- T

i, 2.

Farasaiig
1

(peerttaeg). See also FARSANG.

[ad. L. (It., Sp.) parasanga, ad. Gr. wapaffdyyrjs, of
Persian origin, toe corresponding mod. Pers. word

being i^jlL^s
FAKSANG, Arab. ** i farsax ; in

mod. F. parasange, farsangeJ] A Persian measure
of length, usually reckoned as equal to between

3 and 3^ English miles. Alsoy^.
Reckoned by Herodotus, and app. also by Xenophon, as

equal to 30 stadia, which, taking the stadium at 610 ft.,

would make the parasang less than 3* miles. The Arab
geographers according to Freytag reckon \htfar$ak/i at

3 (Haschemite) miles. But according to Pliny and Strabo
the length of the parasang was reckoned differently by
authors, some making it = 40 or even 60 stadia. See also
Grote Greece IX. n. Ixix. -zonote.

[1555 EDEN Decades 315 The lake conteyneth fortie Persian

myles cauled Parasang?.} 1594 BLUNDEVIL Exerc. HI. n.
vi. (1636) 382 The Grecians did measure the distances . . by
furlongs, ..and the Persians by parasanges. 1623 BINGHAM
Xenophon 9 From hence, .hee marched fiue Parasangs, euen
to the streights of Cilicia. 1821 BYRON Sardan. n. i, Sloth
..moves more parasangs in its intents Than generals in

their marches. 1847 GROTK Greece n. xxxvi. IV. 418 He
[Artaphernes] caused the territory of each [Ionian] city to
be measured by parasangs {each parasang was equal to

thirty stadia, or about three miles and a half)- 1882 FLOYER
Unexpl. Baluchistan 376 A farsakh or parasang varies in

length from three to four and a half and even five miles in

different parts of Persia.

Jig. 1621 BL-RTON Anat. Mel. n. iii. in. (1651) 325 Thou
art many parasanges before me in means, favour, wealth,
honour. 1836 LANDOR Peric. <V Asp. Wks. 1846 II. 382 If

there are paces between Sculpture and Painting there are

parasangs between Painting and Poetry. 1880 Dually Tel.

9 Dec., Between a canary and a cook there is distance of

many parasangs.

Farascene (pse'ras/n). Gr. end Rom. Antiq.
Also in L. form parasce'uiuru. [a. F. parascene,
mod.L. parasceniuiftj a. Gr. iropcKwn^wov, one of

the side-entrances to the stage, a side-scene, f.

Trapa- side- -f (7/071/17 stage.] The part of an ancient

theatre on either side of the stage, comprising rooms
to which the actors retired; the side-scene.

1706 PHILLIPS, Parasccnium^ ..the back part of the Scene
or Stage in a Play-house. 1642 Penny CycL XXIV. 295/1
There was no other architectural exterior than that formed

by the Parascene (IIupaaKTJt/Tj) and colonnade behind the

stage.

t Parasceua-stic, a. Obs. rare. [ad. Gr.

napaoKtvacriKiiS (cf. next\] Preparatory.
1672 Corah's Doom 128 The Latine and Greek, and

those other Learned Languages .. are the Parasceuas tick-

part of Learning.

tParasceuolo'gical, a. Obs. rare. In 7 -scu-.

[f. Gr. Trapaaftevrj preparation (see next) + -(O)LOGY
-f- -ICAL.] Relating to preparation.
1671 SALMON Syn. RIed. in. xxxiv. 504 The Parascuo-

logical Instruments, wherewith Medicines are prepared.

Parasceve (pre-rasJv, || prcrasrvz). Also 7-8
parascue. [ad. late L, parasceve day of prepara-
tion, day before the Sabbath, a. Gr. irapaffittvr) pre-

paration, in Jewish use the *

day of preparation
*

;

f. trapa- against + ffKcvrj equipment, outfit, attire,

etc. Cf. Y.parasf&ve (i5~i6th c. in Godef.).]
1. The day of preparation for the Jewish sabbath,

the eve of the sabbath, Friday ; spec. Good Friday
(from Mark xv. 42, etc.). Obs. exc. in R. C. Ch.

[1391 Earl Derby's Exp. (Camden) 117 In die parasseue.]

J54_8
UDALL Erasin. Par. Luke xxiii. 167 b, The same lorde

finished y6 redempcionof the worldeon the six thdaie, (which
is the parasceue daie). 1582 N. T. (Rhem.) Mark xv. 42 It

was tne Parasceue, which is the Sabboth-eue. John
xix. 14 It was the Parasceue of Pasche. 1613 PURCHAS

Pilgriinage(\^\^\^ The fourteenth day being the Parascue,
or preparation. 1697 BP. PATRICK Cotnm. Exod. xvi. 5
From which Preparation this Day was called the Parascue.

f2. Preparation (with allusion to sense \\ Obs.

1612 R. SHELDON Serin. St. Martin's 5 Preparing and

making a Quadragesima, or fortieth, as a parasceue of Christ

his death and passion. 1647 HERRICK Noble Numbers^
Parasceve^ Let's go, my Alma, yet, e're we receive, Fit, fit

it is, we have our Parasceve. 1654 H. L'ESTRANGE Chas. I

(1655) 195 This Treaty at Rippon w_as
but the Parasceue,

the preparation to another of higher import.

Parasche, -en, obs. forms of PARISH, -EX.

Paraschematic (p3S:ra|Skzmre'tik), a. rare.

[mod. f. Gr. type *napaffxwaTlK^ ' ct irapaax1?-

narifav to transform, to form by a slight change.]
Formed by slight change of an existing element.
1868 MAX MULLER Rede Lect. \\. Sel. Ess. 1881 I. 98 The

growth of these-early themes may have been very luxuriant,

and, as Prof. Curtius expresses it, chiefly paraschematic,

Parasecretion : see PARA- 1 i.

II Paraselene (pas^as/irn J). PL paraselenae
(n*). [In form, mod.L. paraselene, f. Gr. -rrapa-

in sense 'subsidiary, false' + atX^vri moon (after

PARHELION): cf. F. paraselene (1547 in Hatz.-

Darm.).] A bright spot on a lunar halo, somewhat

resembling the moon itself; a mock moon.
1653 [see PAR^STER], 1670 Phil. Trans. V. 1071 Observed

together with the Paraselene's or Mock-moons by M.
Hevelius. 1790 UMFRF.VILLF, Hudson's Bay 24 Paraselenes

or mock moons appear, when the vapours arising from open
water become condensed by the frost. 1835 SIR J. Ross
Narr. "2nd l

r

oy. xxxvi. 501 A large and beautiful halo round
the moon, wilh four paraselenae. 1878 A. H. MAHKHAM Gt.

Frozen Sea xv. 206 Paraselene, or mock moons, and auroras
were of frequent occurrence.

Hence Paraselenic [pfie:ras/le*nik) a., pertaining
to or of the nature of a paraselene. In mod. Diets.

II Parashah (pae-raja). Also 7 (parashioth,
from Heb. pi.), parash, 8-9 parascha, 9 parasha.

[Heb. \V&y& parashah division, f. !^~12 pdras/i to

divide.] Each section of the Pentateuch read as

the weekly Sabbath lesson in the synagogue. Also,
more loosely, any section, chapter, or passage of
the Old Testament.
In mod. Jewish use, applied spec, to the section of the

weekly lesson publicly recited in the Synagogue by a Jewish
youth at the age of 13, when he becomes Bar-mitsvah
('Son of, or heir to, the Commandment'). In this sense

colloquially called Pa'rsha or Pe'rsha: 'the boy read his
Parsha well '.

?i6z4 R. SKYNNF.R in Ussher"s Lett. (1686) 352 They have
told us that there be 54 Parashioths or Sections in Moses's
Law. 1723 MATHEK b'ind. Bible 362 Read instead of the
Paraschas of the law. 1853 J. CLMMING Script. Read. Gen.
vi. 59 One parasha was read each Sabbath.

Parasinoidal : see PARA- * i .

Parasital (parrasaital), a.
[f, PARASITE sb.

-f -AL ] PARASITIC.

1839 J. E. READE Deluge 24 Idle thoughts . . Which, like

the parasital plants, cling round. 1862 LYTTON Str. Story
II. 344 Round the sides, .clustered parasital plants.

f Parasita*ster. Obs. rare 1

. [L. (Terence) :

see next and -ASTER.] A mean or sorry parasite.
1606 MAKSTON (title) Parasitaster, or the Fawne.

Parasite (pse-rasoit), sb. Also 6 parrasite,

parasyte, paresite, 6-7 parasit. [ad. I., para-
$U-us, -a,, a. Gr. Trapaalros lit. one \vho eats at the

table of another, hence one who lives at another's

expense and repays him with flattery, etc.; orig. an

adj. = feeding beside; f. irapa- beside + airos food.

Cf. K.parasite (Rabelais 1535)-]
1. One who eats at the table or at the expense

of another; always with opprobrious application :

'One that frequents rich tables and earns his

welcome by flattery' (J.) ; one who obtains the

hospitality, patronage, or favour of the wealthy or

powerful by obsequiousness and flattery; a hanger-
on from interested motives ;

a *

toady '.

1539 TAVER si; R Erasm. Prov. (1552
'

71 It is the fashion of
a flatterer and parasyte to lyue of an other man's trencher.

1542 X'DALL Krasm. Apoph, 199 Parasites, were called suche
sinellefeastes as would seeke to bee free geastes at riche
mennes tables. 1568 GRAFTON Chron. II. 397 He. .dis-
tributed the Dukes landes to his Parasites, and flatteryng
folowers. 1607 SIIAKS. Timon in. \i. 104 You knot of
Mouth-Friends : . . Most smiling, .smooth, detested Parasites.

1736 BOLTNGBROKE Patriot. (1749) 139 Crowds of spies,

parasites and sycophants, will surround the throne under
the patronage of such ministers. 1862 THACKERAY Four
Georges iii, The good clergy not corrupted into parasites by
hopes of preferment.
fig. 1597-8 BP. HALL Sat. i. Prol. 10 Hath made his pen
an hired parasite. 1602 2nd Pt. Returnfr. Parnass. v. iv.

2160 This fond earth.. Where most mens pens are hired

parasites.

b. Gr. Antiq. One admitted to the table kept up
for a public officer, or to the feast after a sacrifice.

(This is a sense given by the Greek grammarians and late

writers, which was app. obs. in B, c. 400; it comes nearer to
the etymological sense, but stands quite apart from the

general current of meaning in Gr., L., and Eng,)
1697 POTTER Antiq. Greece i. xxvi. (1715) 147 Thea<riAJ

is to take care that the Parasites be created out of the

People, whose duty 'tis, each of them to reserve out of his

allowance an Hecteum of IJarly, .. for the maintenance of
the Genuine Citizens Feast. 1706 PHILLIPS, Parasite (among
the Ancients) was the Priest s Guest, whom he invited to

eat part of the Sacrifice : whence the word is taken for a
.smell-feast [etc.]. 1770 LANGHORNE Plutarch (1879) 1. 106/1
note. In the first ages the name of parasite was venerable
and sacred, for it properly signified one that was a messmate
at the table of sacrifices. 1791-1823 DISRAELI Cur. Lit.,

Confus. Words. 1807 ROBINSON Arch&ol. Grxca i. xxiii.

loo, in. iii. 202. 1868 SMITH Smaller Diet. Ant., s. v.

2. Biol. An animal or plant which lives in or

upon another organism (technically called its host}
and draws its nutriment directly from it. Also
extended to animals or plants that live as tenants

of others, but not at their expense (strictly called

commensal or symbiotic} ;
also to those which

depend on others in various ways for sustenance,
as the cuckoo, the skua-gull, etc. (see PARASITIC
2 b) ; and (inaccurately) to plants which grow
upon others, deriving support but not nourishment
from them (epiphytes) ^

or which live on decaying

organic matter (saprophytes].
See note s.v. PARASITIC 23.

17*7-41 CHAMBERS Cycl., Parasites.. v& botany, a kind of

diminutive plants, growing on trees, and so called from their

manner of living and feeding, which is altogether on others.

..Such is moss, ..which, with the lichens and mistletoe's,
make the family of parasite plants. 1826 KIKBY & SP.

Entomol. xliv. IV. 209 The great body of insect parasites.,

belong to the Hymenoptera Order. 1835 HENSLOW Phys.
Bot. 234 Certain plants. .obtain their nourishment imme-

diately from other plants to which they attach them-

selves, and whose juices they absorb. Such plants are true

'Parasites'. 1871 DARWIN Desc. Man I. i, i. 12 Man is

infested with internal, .and is plagued by external parasites.

1892 J. A. THOMSON Outlines Zool. 151 The Trematodes are

leaf-like or roundish external or internal parasites.
59-2
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b. Applied, loosely or poetically, to a plant
that creeps or climbs about another plant or a

wall, trellis-work, etc., by which it is supported.
1813 SHELLEY Q. Malt \. 43 Like tendrils of the parasite

Around a marble column. 1843 PKESCOTT Mexico n. vii.

(1864) 114 The branches of the. .trees were.. festooned with

clustering vines of. .variegated convolvuli, and other flower-

ing parasites. 1876 BROWNING A i''orgiveness 77 Helpless
as the statue . . Against that strangling bell-flower's bondage :

tear Away., the parasite.

c. y/V- A person whose part or action resembles

that of an animal parasite.

1883 H. DKUMMOND Nat. Law in Spir. II'., Parasitism

(19021 95 Instead of having learned to pray the ecclesiastical

parasite becomes satisfied with being prayed for.
t

His
transactions with the Eternal are effected by commission,

1898 U\:i/m. Gaz. 18 Jan. 3/1 If the employer who gives
less than the equivalent of work in wages is a parasite, so

also is the labourer who gives less than the equivalent of

wages in work.

d. Philol. A parasitic vowel or consonant : see

PARASITIC 3 b.

1888 SWKICT Ens. SintHtfs 40 The quality of the parasite
is often determined by that of the nearest accented vowel.

3. Min. A mineral developed upon or within

another
; spec. [ad. GeT.parastt] a plumose variety

of BOHACITE, the result of alteration.

1868 DANA Jiffa. (ed. 5) 596 Parasite of Volger is the

plumose interior of some crystals of buracite. 1896 A. H.
CHESTKR Diet. Names J//., Parasite.* iParat.il), because

formed as a parasite at the expense of the original mineral.

The plumose interior of certain crystals of boracite.

4. attrib. often passing into adj.
=

parasitic ; para-
sitC'Voivc!t -conso)iant)-sound, -letter*, see ad; para-

site-diphthong, a diphthong formed by the

development of a parasite beside the original vowel.

1727-41 CHAMBERS CycL s. v. Moss, A little plant of the

parasite kind. 1809-10 COLKKIDGK Friend ,1865) 37 The

parasite weeds, that fed on its very roots. 1817 Biog,
Lit, I. i. 6 These parasite plants of youthful poetry. 1875
K. S. HADEN Earth to Earth 60 Not the respectable trades-

man., but a parasite class which interposes itself. 1888

SWEET Eny. Sounds 40 [see PARASITIC v. 3]. Ibid.^ E. fear
. . from QY../er shows how parasite-diphthongs begin.

5. Comb., as parasite-containing, -covered, -in-

fested, parasite-like adjs.

1897 Quting (U.S.) XXX. 163/2 Fish, .with thin, parasite-
covered bodies. 1897 ^P- '><"' Monthly Nov. 70 Which
effect their dispersal in this parasitelike way. 1898 P.

MANSON Trop. Diseases iii. 74 Parasite-containing red blood

corpuscles. Ibid. 75 Effete parasite-infested corpuscles.

Fa'rasite, v. rare. [i. prec. sb.]

1. intr. To act the parasite or sycophant.
1609 lip. W. HARLOW Ansvj. Nameless Cath. 41 Popes testify-

ing of themsehies ; or Canonists Paraxiting to Popes.
2. trans. To infest as a parasite, to parasitize.
i$f& Atner. Naturalist May i^3 Paras.it ed cocoons and

e^s of insects, or living insects and other animals infested

by parasites.

3. intr. {Philol.} To develop a parasitic sound.
1888 SVVKKT Eng. Soun-is 40 {Parasiting) The develop-

ment of parasite-vowels before and after certain consonants.

..The first stage in parasiting. .is seen in such words as

E. bower, German baiter from older Intr, in which the glide
to the (rj has been exaggerated into an independent (a),

Parasitic (pivrasi'tik), a. [ad. L. parasttic-us,
a. Gr. Trapa.(7tTtt{-6s, f. irapaair-os : see PARASITE sb.

and -ic. Cf. F. parasitique (Littre).]
1. Of, pertaining to, or characteristic of parasites;

having the nature of a parasite, sycophantic.
1627 HAKEWILL Apol. (1630) 3rd Advt., The Bishop re-

ceived small thankes for his parasiticke presentation. 1648
Eikon Bas. xx. 197 Some parasitick Preachers. i6$4ViLVAis
Epit. Ess. vi. 79 Parasitic Panegyrics. 1855 KINGSLEY
Westw. Ho ! viii. (1869) 150 Somewhat of a gnathonic and

parasitic soul.

2. Bio!. Of, belonging to, or having the nature

of a plant or animal parasite.
a. Living, as an organism, in or upon another

from the body of which it derives its nourishment ;

pertaining to or of the nature of such an organism ;

also, by extension = SYMBIOTIC. In Path, applied
to diseases caused by parasites.
Earlier naturalists included plants which grow upon others

but are now known not to derive nourishment from them,
e. g. polypody, moss, lichens.

1731-3 MILLER Card. Diet, s, v. Hedei'a, Ivy . . isa parasitick
Plant. 1760 J. LEE Introd, Hot. in. iv. (1765) 169 Parasitic,
when theygrow not out ofthe Ground.but on some other Plant.

1799 HOOPER Alcd. Diet., Parasitic, animals. .that receive

their nourishment in the bodies of others, as worms, polypes,

hydatids, &c. 1826 KIKBY 8: Si>. Entomol. xliv. IV. 213 The
Ichneumons that are parasitic upon larva; 1851 H.&KNCER
Social Statics iv. 449 In certain states of body, indigenous
cells will take on new forms of life, and by continuing to

reproduce their like, give origin to parasitic growths, such
as cancer. i85i Miss PRATT Flower. PI. IV. So Lesser

Broom-rape . .occurs chiefly on. .clover, [but] is. .parasitic on
various other plants. 1899 AlllnUfs Syst, filed, VIII. 853
Parasitic diseases of the skin.

Jig. 1874 H. R. REYNOLDS John littpt. i- 6. 58 Some
parasitic untruth which criticism was competent to cutaway.
1878 GEO. ELIOT Coll. Break/. P. 564 A parasitic growth on
the vast real and ideal world of man and nature.

b. Applied to animals which do not provide
for themselves, but depend in some way upon
others for sustenance, i\g. by robbing them of

their food, as the skua-gull, or by laying their

eggs in others' nests, as the cackoo.

"1837 SUMS-SON Nat. Hist. Birds II. 196 The para-itic

gulls (Lcsh'is). .derive their chief supply of fuod by robbing
their more feeble congeners. 1838 Encycl. Brit, (ed. 7: XVi.
648 Lestris parasiticus, III. Parasitic Gull. 1860 All Year
Round N&. 63. 206 Many bees are parasitic, and always lay
their eggs in the nests of bees of other kinds. 1889 GEUDES
& THOMSON Evol. Sex xix. 278 The American cuckoo.. is

occasionally parasitic.

c. Used loosely or poetically of climbing plants,
which depend on other plants or on something
external for support. Now rare or Obs.

1830 HOOD Haunted H. i.
jx, Vagrant plants of parasitic

breed Had overgrown the Dial, a 1845 Ode to R . II-'i 'son

xxiii, Faith is a kind of parasitic plant, That grasps the

nearest stem with tendril-rings.

3. transf. (from 2.) Applied to something sub-

sidiary growing upon or attached to something
else ; spec, in A/in, to minerals found upon or

within other minerals
;

in Phys. Geog, to sub-

ordinate volcanic cones developed on the sides of

the principal cone.
xSxz J. PISKKRTOX Pctralogy I. 208 The most usual para-

sitic stones of granitel are schorl and garnets. x878Ht;xLi-:Y

Physiogr. 194 Mount Etna, .having its flanks studded with

parasitic cones. 1891 FRKFMAN Sk. Fr. Trcw. n, ii. 112 A
number of parasitic buildings on the south side [of a church].

b. Philol. Applied to anon-original vowel, con-

sonant, or element, attached to an original phonetic

element, out of which it has been developed, or to

which it has been added
;

c. g- the (/ in thunder^ the

e in fltnver, the second element in the ;

parasite-

diphthongs
'

<?', e->, <>, o*.

1870 MARCH Contpar. draw. Anglo-S. Lang. 20 The
consonants most difficult to make, the trills /, r, and the

gutturals c,g, h, are often accompanied by an involuntary

sympathetic movement of other parts of toe organs, which

produces what may be called a parasitic .sound. 1871 Pith.

Sc/t. Lat. Gram. 8 Parasitic u or v follows $, rig, and s ; as,

seqnor or seqi<or\ lingua or ling^<a ; suavis or mavis.

Parasitical [pseriUi-tikal), a. [f.
as prec. +

-.\L.] 1. =
prec. i.

1577-87 Hoi. INSHED C/troa. III. i4oo/j This is the parasi-
tical! and flattering sermon of a popehng. 1652-62 HEYI.IX

Cosmogr. i. (1682) 72 Courteous enough to strangers, and
Parasitical enough to their superiours. tyt&MQStG/aiAJtgiert
I. iv. 93 [He] has faith and credulity enough to believe their

parasitical Protestations. 1862 MEKIVAI.E Rom. Emf>. (1865)

VII. Ivi. 65 Poppaea..had entertained a parasitical brood
of astrologers about her.

2. Biol. =
prec. 2.

1646 SIR T. HROVVNE Pseud, l.p. 90 Such as living upon the

stock of others, are termed Parasiticall plants, as
Polypody,

Mosse..and many more. 1682 GREW Anat. PI. Pref., I

intended to have subjoyned the Description . .of Parasitical,

Marine, and Sensitive Plants. 1776 WITHERING Brit. Phints

(1796) II. 209 Cuscuta. ./I hU plant is parasitical, without

seed-lobes. 1826 KIKBV & SP. Kntomol. xliv. IV. 228 When
hatched, .they cease to be parasitical. 187513. MEADOWSC&Vf.

Qbserv. 25 Ine parasitical disorder removed, the skin was
left in an unnaturally irritable state. 1879 Vl liALL 7*V^
Life India i. (1880) 41, I observed a specie-i of 1'iscun^or

Mistletoe, parasitical on a Lorantkns^ which was itself

parasitical on Sal (S/torea robusta).

b. =
prec. 2 c. Now rare or Obs.

1827 SCOTT Chron. Canong. Introd. vi, Iron railing, twined

round with honeysuckle and other parasitical shrubs. 1834
MRS. SOMKRVILLE Connex. Phys. Sc. xxvii. (1849) 300 Inter-

laced by creeping and parasitical plants.

3. A/in. =
prec. 3.

1811 J. PIXKERTON Petralogy II. 22 The slits of a marble,
or of a slate, tilled with spar or quartz, .these foreign bodies,
or parasitical, as Linnams calls them, have been [etc.].

Hence Parasi'ticaluess.

1727 BAILEY vol. II, /^r/u/V/fa/wtfw, fawningness,,flattering-
ness. 1838 JACKSON tr. Krttmiiiacher's Elisha xii. 277 Our

unworthy parasiticalness with respect to the higher ranks.

Parasitically (prerasrtikali:, adv. [f. prec.

+ -LY -.] In the manner of a parasite.

1635 PAGITT Christianogr. 229 Boniface ,. parasitically
insinuated with the Emperour Phocas. 1705 HICKERINGM.L
PrUst-cr. n. iv. 46 Priests, .devoted to Ambition, are apt

fig. i860 TYNDALL Glac. I. xfv. 95 Minor oscillations.,

cover parasitically the large ones of a vibrating string.

Parasiticide (paaiiitUld). Med. [f.
L.

parasitns I'ARASITE + -ciDE 1
.]

An agent that

destroys parasites, e. g. such as infest the skin.

1864 \V. T. Fox Skin Dis. 14 What means its cure by the

action of parasiticides? 1875 H. C. WOOD Tlifrap. (1879)

86 Oil of Cajeput.. is exceedingly destructive to low forms

of life, and consequently has been used as a parasiticide.

1899 Allliutt's Syst. Mfd. VIII. 771 The destruction of the

parasite by means of parasiticides.
attrit. 1869 T. H. TANNEK Practiu' of Mai. (ed. 6) II.

426 To form an opening through which the parasiticide
lotion can soak. 1899 Allbutt's Syst. Mctt. VIII. 517 Anti-

septic and parasiticide properties.

Hence Farasrticldal a., parasite-destroying.
i8gz IIALZIEL Dis. Dogs ed. 3) 79 Almost inaccessible to

parasiticidal remedies. 1897 A Mutt's Syst. Jlfcif. II. 729
Due directly to the parasiticidal action of the dm.;.

Parasitism i
v pa;Tas3iti:z'm). [f. PARASITE to.

+ -ISM. Cf. F. farasitis/nc (Littrc\,.]

1. The practice oi living on or at the expense of

another ; sycophancy, servile complaisance.
1611 COTGR., Escoraifleric, . . base I'arasitisnic, ieasting, nr

laic carrying, for victuals. 1659 lArni:N .SV'vw. etc. (1660)

Ai\ It, Harasilisme differs as much from just and comely

] Maise, as Divels do from good Angels. 1860 A. L. WINDSOR
J:t/iicn v. 221 Nor was venality and parasitism less its

umuicte;istic than at the \\or-t limes of the Restoration

1874 CoL'ES Birds N. H'. 181 Among mammals we have

pure parasitism in the asserted relations of the jackal and
lion. 1809 \Vesttn. Gaz. 28 Nov. 2/2 Accepting the con-
ditions of parasitism imposed by bis time upon the poet and
the preacher.
2. Biol. The condition of being a (plant or

animal) parasite; parasitical quality or habits.

1853 G. JOHNSTON Kat. Hist. E. Bord. I. 258 Numerous
microscopic Algae deform the cleanness of the stems by
their excessive parasitism. 1870 ROLLESTON Anim. Life
p xix, The special habit of parasitism, .must be regarded as

entailing a true morphological degradation.
3. Path. Parasitical infestation

;
disease caused

by the agency of parasites.
1884 1'ublic Opinion 12 Sept. 335/1 Vegetarians.. flattered

themselves., they escaped the ills of parasitism. 1898 H. W.
CONN Story Germ Life v. 172 The severity of the disease
will depend upon the extent of the parasitism.

Parasitize (pse rasaitarz), v. [f. PAKASITE
sb. + -IZE.] trans. To infest as a parasite. Chiefly

mpa.ffle ,
infested with parasites.

a 1890 m Cent. Diet
,
Fish parasitized are termed lantborn-

sprats. [Cf. F. Day Krit. Fishes (1880-4) !' "33 These
fishes [sprats] infested by parasites [i. e. Lernea, luminous
at night-time], .being termed lanthorn-sprats.] 1895 HAKT
in Illinois Bulletin Nat. Hist. IV. 253 The nymphs of that

species (Stratyoinyia not-ititt] and of Odontotnyia. are para-
sitized by large chalcids of the genus Sinicra. 1899 Sptuher
5 Aug. 124/1 The mosquito which has become parasitised
from the blood of a malarial patient.

Parasitology (pserasaitp-lod^i). [f. Gr. impd-
diT-o-s PAHASIXK + -(,O)LOGY.] That branch of

biology, and of medical science, which treats of

parasites and parasitism.
1882 in OGILVIE (Annandale). 1893 Times 15 May 7/1

The well-known Director of the Laboratory of Parasitology
in Paris. 1901 Daily Chron. 9 Sept. 3/5 A paper on

Tropical Parasitology.
Hence Farasitolo-gical a., of or pertaining to

parasitology; Parasitologist, one who studies or

is versed in parasitology.
1890 Cent. Diet., f'anisitelKfkal. 1862 T. S. COBBOLD in

InUll. Observ. No. i. 30 It affords the parasitologist a ready
mode of ascertaining to what genus the entozoon belongs.

1901 Brit. MI{. Jrnl, No. 2098. 622
l-'prms.

.which the

parasitologists regard as indicating stages.in the life-history
of one or other microbic forms.

fPa-rasitry. Obs. rare. [f.
PARASITE sb. +

-BY. Cf. F. parasiterie (i6th c. in Littre).] The

practice of a parasite ; sycophancy.
1638 11 AVNE Lncian (1664) 312 Tychiades. P.ut is Parasitry,

say you, Simo, an Art then? Ibid. 313 As if one should

aske, What Art 'tis, and we should answer as we doe of

Grammer, or Physicke, 'tis Parasitry.

Parasol (peeras^rl, pse-ras^l . ,
sb. [a. F. parasol

(1580 in Hatz.-Uarm.), ad. It. parasols, f. PAKA- *

+ sole sun. Smart, 1836, pronounces p^ras^a-l,
which is still said by some.]
1. A light portable screen or canopy carried as

a defence from the sun
;

a sunshade : used by

persons of high rank in the East, and hence, by-

women in Europe, etc., in the form of a small light

umbrella, often ornamental or gaily coloured.

1660 F. BROOKE Le Blanc's -Trav. 52 The Portugnis..
have their Parasols carried by them. 1675-6 LOCKE Jrnl.
Trav. France in Life (1876) I. vii. 351 I

3
arasols, a pretty

sort of cover for women riding in the sun, made of straw,

something like the fashion of tin covers for dishes. 1765
Alcrctriciad 50 And two more bore an Indian parasol.

1803 JANE PORTEK Thaddens (1826) III. iii. 49 She took her

parasol and descended the stairs. 1838 DICKENS Nidi.

i\ick. xviii, 'You naughty creative ', said the lively lady,

poking the peer with her parasol. 1871 ALABASTER_ // V/tv/

ofLaw 84 Suihawat, the great Brahma, brought his great

royal parasol and extended it. 1883 K. M. CRAWFORD Dr.

C/aitttitts ii. 21 A dainty lace-covered parasol.

2. transf. Anything serving as a defence from

the lays ol the sun. Now rare or Obs.

1616 DKIMM. OF HAWTH. MaiMg. tr Epigr. Wks. (1856)

95 Love suflereth no parasol. . . Sweet I would you advise

To choose some other fan than that white hand. 1678 SAN-

CROFT Scrm. (1694) 127 While the World is all on fire about

them, they journey through that torrid Zone, with their

mighty Parasol, or Umbrella over their Heads, and are all

the while in the Shade. 1798 FERRIAR Cert. i'ar. Man in

lllustr. Sterne, etc. 200 reel so large as to shelter the

whole body these were the first parasols. 1801 SOUTHEY
Tluilata iv. Notes, Wks. 1838 IV. 163 This was a greater

miracle than that of the cloud with which God defended

his chosen people in the wilderness from the heat of the sun,

inasmuch as it was a more elegant and fanciful parasol.

3. attrib. and Comb., as parasol-handle, parasol-

shaped adj. ; parasol ant, a leaf-carrying ant,

esp. (EcoJoma ccphalotes of S. America (see quots.);

parasol fir, a lir-trce of the Japanese genus Scia-

dopitys, so called from the form of its tufts of

leaves; also called umbrella-fir or -pine (Miller

Plant-n. 1884) ; parasol mushroom, a species of

mushroom {Agaricus proteruf) with a broad

reddish-brown pilens (Miller) ; parasol pine, (a)

the stone-pine (/'inns Pinea), from the form of

its head of branches; (/')
= pan-sol-fir; parasol

probang. a probang with an attachment at the end

capable of being opened like a parasol ; parasol

skirt, a spreading skirt worn by ballet-dancers.

1781 SMEATIIMAX in I'hil. Trans. LXXI. 175 note 35

Those.. called, in Tobago, *Para-sol-Ams, because they uii

out of the leaves of certain trees and plants pieces almobt
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circuliy, - .winch, -give a very good idea of people walking
with para-sols. 1871 KiNGSLtv At Last v, The parasol
ants., walk in triumphal processions, each with a bit of

green leaf borne over its head. 1877 'OuiDA* Puck x. 90
Little Cosmo.. had told me, that *parasol handles could rap

fearfully hard. 1864 W. J. HIGGINS in Corn/t. Mag. Aug. 179
Gardens and public walks, adorned with tall *parasol pines,
dark cypress and ile\. 1882 M. MACKENZIE Dis. Throat

<V Nose II. 103 In two cases.. polypi were removed with the

*parasol-probang. 1896 IVestJti. Gaz. 27 Jan, 3/2 Her
dress was the ballet dress of 1845, with the skirts longer than
the *

*parasol
'

skirt now in fashion. 1850 K. G. GUMMING
Hunter s Life S. Afr. (1902) 66, 2 Scattered through a grove
of the picturesque parasol-topped acacias.

Hence Faraso'l v, trans,
,
to serve as a parasol

for, to shade from the sun
;
Farascrled <?., having

a parasol ; Parasole'tte, a small
parasol.

1799 SOUTHEY Nondescripts iii, And if no kindly cloud
will parasol me,. .1 shall be negrofied. 1843 CARLVI.K Misc.

Ess., Dr. Francia (1872) VII. 24 Frondent trees parasol the

streets, a 1851 MOIR Daisy \\\
t
The parasol'd Chinese. 1883

Century !\Iag. XXVI. 418 The crowd of parasoled ladies.

1842 Eraser's Mag. XXVI. 223 What a 'rush' there was
when the first

*

parasollette
' made its appearance. 1847

WEBSTKK, Parasolctte, a small parasol or sunshade.

Parasorbic : see PARA- 1 2.

Faraspheuoid (pset&jafrnoid), a. (sb,] Zool.

and Comp. Anat. [f. PAKA-1 i + SPHENOID.]
Lying alongside the sphenoid bone ; epithet of

a bone extending in the median line along the

base of the skull in birds, reptiles, amphibians,
and fishes, b. as sb. The parasphenoid bone.

1873 MIVART Elein. Anat. 137 The para-sphenoid bone
encloses it below. 1875 HUXLEY in Encycl. Brit. I. 754/2
The parasphenoid has the form of a dagger with a very
wide guard and short handle. 1884 Athemeum 13 Dec. 775/1
Mr. Sutton came to the conclusion that the parasphenoid
of fishes was the homologue of the vomer of mammals.
Hence Parasphenoi'dal a., of the nature of or

pertaining to the parasphenoid.
Parastacine (parse-slassin), a. Zool. [f.

mod.L. Parastacus (see defin.) -f -IXE!.] Belonging
to the genus Parastacus or family Parastacidee, of

fresh-water Crustacea of the Southern Hemisphere*
1880 HUXLEY Crayfish v. 253 Diagram, Parastacine Plan.

Parastannic, Chem. : see PAKA- I 2.

llPara'stas, in pi. parastades (parse'stad/z).
Arch. [a. Gr. irapaffras, -a8e?, door-posts, gate-

posts, antK, f. irapa- beside + root era- standing.]
In //. Pilasters, antse.

1706 PHILLIES, Parastades, . .the Posts or Pillars, on both
sides of a Door, call'd Jaumbs. 1884 SCHLIEMANN Troja
iij.

So The parastades or antse. .have been used here prin-
cipally for constructive reasons.

Farastatic (pserastse-tik), a. 1 rare. [ad. Gr.

irapaGTartfcos preservative, impelling, f. irapiGTa-vai
to set before, etc. : see PARA- [ i and STATIC.]
fl. Having the function of impelling to action.

1656 STANLEY Hist, Philos, v. (1701) 191/1 The souls of
the Gods have a dijudicative faculty, called Gnostic, and
inipulsive to some action, called Parastatick.

2. Having the quality of presenting something
before the mind.
1866 LIDDON Bampt. Lect. (1869) 70 ThejShekinah [etc.] only

involve a parastatic appearance of God, are symbols of His
presence.

fParasta-tic, a.'2 Obs. [f. Gr. irapaffrdrai testi-

cles + -1C. Cf. Parastates in Phillips.] Seminal.
a 1693 Urqnhart's Rabelais in. xxxi. 264 The Parastatick

Liquor. [1696 PHILLIPS (ed. 5), Parastates, two little Purses
full of winding Nooks, .where the Seed remains in Reserve.]

Farastemon: see PAHA- i i.

Para-ster, para-stron. nonce-wd.
[f. Gr.

Trapa- beside, etc. (see PARA- *
i) + affryp, aarpov

star, after parhelion, paraselene.'} A (supposed)

image of a star, analogous to a parhelion.
1653 H. MORE Antid. Ath t in. xvi. 9 It should seem

a hundred times more easy for natural Causes to hit upon
a Paraster or Parastron (for let Analogy embolden me so
to call these seldom or never seen Phaenomena . . ) than upon
a Parclios or Paraselene.

Farasternal (paerlistS-inaT), a. Anat.
[f.

PAUA- 1 i + STERN-UM + -AL : cf. STERXAL.] Lying
alongside the sternum or breast-bone.
Parastcmal //;/*, a line drawn vertically down the surface

of the chest from a point in the collar-bone distant one-third
of its length from its inner end. Parastcrnal region^ the

space between this line and the edge of the sternum.

1870 S. J. GEE Auscitlt. <$ Percuss, ii. i. 13 Parastcrnal

(i.e. midway between the side-sternal and nipple lines).

find. i. ii. (1893^ 39 The position of the impulse [of the

heart] is the fifth left interspace midway between the nipple
and the parasternal lines. 1899 AllbutCs Svst. Med. VI. 16.

Parastichy (pane-stiki). Bot.
'

[f. PARA-I i

+ Gr. -<mx*a from an'^-os row, rank : cf. ORTHO-

BTICHY.] A secondary spiral or oblique rank of

lateral members, as leaves or scales, around the

stem or axis, in a phyllolaxis in which the leaves,

scales, etc. are close together, as in certain leaf-

rosettes, pine-cones, etc.

1875 IJp-NNETT & DYER tr. Sachs* Dot. i. iii. 173 When the
members of a spiral phyllotaxis with a cuiistant angle of

divergence stand sufficiently close to one another, spiral
arrangements are easily seen and followed to the right and
left which more or less conceal the genetic spiral. These
rows are called Pa'rastichies, and arc particularly clear in

the cones of species of Pinus. 1884 &QWKB & SCOTT De
Bary's Phaner. 285 Two bundles, .come into contact that

from the one side following the parastichies composed of

every third leaf, that from the other the parastichies com-
posed of every fifth leaf.

]| Parasti'gma. Itntom. [mod.L., f. Gr. irapa-

beside + aTiy^a prick, point, spot: see STIUMA.]
A chitinous spot situated beside the stigma on the

wings of certain insects, as dragon-ilies. So Para-

stigma'tic .,
situated beside the stigma ; per-

taining to the paiastigma.
1826 KIRBY & Sr. F.ntomol. III. 377 The Parastigma. A

corneous spot between the costal and postcostal nervures,
distinct from the Stigma, observable in the Libelluiina.

I! Parasynesis (pJErasi-n/sis). PhiloL [a, Gr.

Trapaavvfffis misunderstanding, f. napa- in sense

'amiss, wrong' + avvtcris understanding.] Mis-

understanding or misconception of a word, result-

ing in an alteration or corruption of it. Hence
Parasynetic (-sine'tik) a., pertaining to or due to

parasynesis.
1877 HALDEMAN Outlines Etyinol. 31 Parasynesis, a mis-

understanding or misconception of a word all of which is

present, as when 'Chinese
1

is supposed to be a plural, and

capable of furnishing 'Chinee' in the singular number.

1885 Trans. Amer. PhiloL Assoc. XVI. App. 32 Such
parasynetic forms as

'

sparrer-grass
'

for 'asparagus', due to

..misconception of a word, are common enough in Negro.
Parasynovitis,- syphilitic, etc. : see PARA-* 1.

llParasynthesis (pserasrnjj/sis). PhiloL [mod.
a. Gr. irapaavvOevts, f. Trapa- beside, alongside +
avvOfffts composition, SYNTHESIS.] Derivation from
a compound ; conjoint combination and derivation,
as a process of word-formation : see next.

1862 CHANDLER Grk. Accentuation Pref. xii, It is said that

synthesis does, and parasynthesis does not affect the accent ;

which is really tantamount to saying, that when the accent
of a word is known .. we shall be able to judge whether a
Gr^ek grammarian regarded that word as a synthetic or

parasynthetic compound. 1884 Amer. Jrnl. PhiloL July
193 The principle of parasynthesis . . is more regularly and
extensively developed here [in Portuguese] than in any
other one of the Romance group of languages.

Parasynthetic (p^iasinbe-tik;,^ (sir.) Pkilol.

[mod. f. Gr, TrapaavvOfros
' formed from a com-

pound
'

(f. Trapa- beside + avvQfros put together,

compounded) -f- -1C. In mod.F. parasyntht*tique^\
Formed from a combination or compound of two
or more elements

;
formed by a conjoint pro-

cess of combination and derivation, b. sb. A
parasynthetic formation or derivative.

Applied, esp. in Romanic Philology, to verbs derived from
a combination of preposition and object, with the addition
of a verbal ending, as ab&rder from phr. ii bord, aboutir from
ii bout, endosscr from en dos, etc. ; also to the derivatives of

these, as en-table-nient, etc. Many of these parasynthetic
derivatives have entered Eng. from French, e.g. accost,

embark, endorse, imprison.', but native formations of this

kind are rarely if ever made in Eng. Our parasynthetic
derivatives chiefly consist of adjs. and sbs. formed by com-

bining two words in some grammatical relation, and adding
to the combination a formative suffix ; e. g. from black eye,

black-eyed, from silk hat, silk-hatted, from all ages, all-aged,
from big end, big-endcr, fx&Kifree trade, free-tradei', from at

home, at-homeish, at-homeishness,at-homeness, from get at,

get-at-able, etc. Thus black-eyed, big-endcr, etc., notwith-

standing the hyphen, are not formed from black + eyed,

big -Render, etc., but from black eye + -ed, big end+ -cr,

etc., the suffix indicating a formation not upon the element
next to it, but upon the combination of the two elements,
which, of themselves, without the suffix, are only in gram-
matical collocation.

1862 [see prec.]. 1884 (April' N. E. Diet.
s.y.

Ash sb. 2
,
8.

Comb. a. In a similative relation .. passing into parasyn-
thetic compounds, as ash-bellied.. ash-eoloured. 1884 A.M.
ELLIOTT in Amer. JrnL PhiloL July 186 (heading^, Verbal

parasynthetics in a- in the Romance languages. Ibid. 187
That species of word-creation commonly designated as para-

synthetic covers an extensive part of the Romance field,
both in its noun and verb-development, and is usually
found more abundant in the later than in the earlier periods
of these languages. Ibid. 192. Ibid. 194.

So || Parasy ntheton, pi. -eta [a. Gr. vapaffvv-

Ofrov, neut. used subst.], a parasynthetic formation.
[Cf. Chcerob. C. 477. 21 in Chandler Grk. Accent, (ed. 2)

417 llapaavfdeTOi' Se 76 anb avvQerov yiyi'Ofjiffov, UK OTTO

TQV 'Avriyopos cri/i>0eTou ytceTat TO awryoritjiw napauvvOfTov,]
Used in German by Diez Gramm. Rom. Sfir. (ed. 3. 1869)
and in the French transl. by G. Paris and Morel Fatio 1874
(II-38S).

1870 MARCH Cowfar. Gram. Anglo-S, Lang. 134 Para-

synthetaarederivatives from compounds. 1884 A.M. ELLIOTT
in Amer, Jrul. PhiloL July 198 The Neo-Latin parasyn-
theta in their origin are independent so far as form is con-

cerned, having, however, models in the Latin literary and
especially Folk language that would suggest them, e.g.

similare, assimilare.

Parat, -ate, obs. forms of PARROT.

Paratactic (p0eritse*ktik)i . Gram. [mod.
f. Gr. jrapn- PARA-* i + raicrucus pertaining to

arrangement, from raaaw. see PARATAXIS.] Per-

taining to or involving parataxis ;
co-ordinative.

1871 tr. Lange's Covwi., Jer. 49 We change the para-
tactic mode of expression into the syntactic. 1883 tr.

Godcfs Comm. John Prol. iii. 376 The paratactic form
characteristic of the Hebrew. 1898 Amer. Jrnl. PhiloL

July 215 The use of licet as a conjunction developed from
the paratactic construction.

So Parata'ctical a.
; Parata'ctically adr.

1886 MEYKR in Pn>c. PhiloL .S'o<r. 18 June p. xliv, Old
phenomena, .preserved in Teutonic. ..Such are the para-
tactical arrangement of sentences, in preference to hypo-

taxis, which where it appears is of the simplest furm. 1884
tr. LotzS$ Logic 362 We distrust any practical project which
instead of co-ordinating side by side, paratactically, to use
a phrase of syntax, independent conditions of success, lets

them depend hypotactically on a web of mutually con-

ditioning presuppositions. 1890 J. S. REID Cicero, Pro
Balbo Notes 50 All the clauses from fatetnr to the end of
the sentence are paratacticaliy, not syntactically arranged,
that is, they are merely put side by side, and not linked

together by particles.

Paratarsial, -tartaric, etc. : see PARA- 1
i, 2.

II Parataxis (pseratse'ksis). Gram. [mod.a.Gr.
Trapdragis a placing side by side, f. Traparaffa-tw to

place side by side, f. Trapa- PARA-! i + raafftiv to

arrange, rats arrangement.] The placing of pro-

positions or clauses one after another, without

indicating by connecting words the relation (of
co-ordination or subordination , between them.
1842 in BRANDE Diet. Sci., etc. 1883 B. L. GILDERSLEICVK

in Amer. Jrnl. PhiloL IV. 420 Now to make hypotaxis out
of parataxis we must have a

joint. 1888 W. I,J-:AI- Iliad II.

414 A good instance of primitive parataxis, two clauses

being merely set side by side.

Paratheriaii
(pa.'rap-rian),

a. Zool.
[f.

mod.
L. Parathcria pi., f. Gr. Trapa- PAKA- 1 i + 0r}p,

Orjpiov beast.] Belonging to the Paratheria, a name

proposed (after Huxley's l^rototheria, Metatheria,
and Eutherid] for the Edentate Mammals.
1887 OLDFIELD THOMAS in Phil. Trans. 11.462 On the left,

above, is the Paratherian (Edentate), and below, the con-
tinued Metatherian branch,

Parathermic Qwrapo-Jmik), a.
[f.

Or. mipa-
PARA- ^ i + Ofpfios warm, hot + -ic.] Name given

by Sir J. Ilerschel to invisible rays accompanying
the orange and red rays in the spectrum, and

having the quality of discharging the colour from

paper tinted with certain vegetable juices : so

called in reference to the neighbouring thermic or

heat rays.
1843 SIR J. HERSCHEI. in Phil. Trans. I. 5 Certain ray.s,

which . . accompany in the spectrum the red and orange
rays, and are also copiously emitted by heated bodies short
cf redness. . I would propose the term Parathermic rays to

designate them. 1849 MRS. SOMERVILLE Connex. Phys, St.

xxiv. (1858) 217 A new set of obscure rays in the solar spec-
trum, which seem to bear the same relation to tho^e of heat
that the photographic or chemical rays bear to the luminous.

Parathesis (pai sepsis). [mod.L., a. Gr.

napaOtais a putting beside, apposition, juxtaposi-

tion, f. irapaTiOevai to place beside, f. Trapa- beside

-h rtOfvat to place, 6e<ns placing, position, TH
fl. Gram. --= APPOSITION 2 6. Obs.

1657 J. SMITH l\fyst. Rlict. 190 Parathesis^. .ap
apposition, or a putting of one thing to another. . .Apposi-
tion is a continued or immediate Conjunction of two Sub-
stantives of the same case, by the one whereof the other is

declared: as, Vrbs Roma, the City Rome. 1678 FitiLLii-.s

(ed. 4!, Parathesis . .is a Grammatical figure of Construction.

b. In Greek and Latin grammar: Simple com-

position of two words without change, as in Atuc-

Kvpot, rcs-pnblica : opp. to synthesis and para-
synthesis.
1862-81 CHANDLER Grk. Accentuation (ed, 2) 416 Re-

tention of [the accent was hdd by the Greek grammarians
to be] a distinctive mark of Parasynthesis and Parathesis.

f 2. Rhet.) etc. The insertion or interpolation of

a clause, phrase, or word in the midst of a sentence

or discourse by way of explanation or exposition ;

a parenthesis or parenthetic remark. Obs.
1668 WILKINS Real Char. 11. i. 6. 45 Discourse. ..!. ..

Elements. .. Parenthesis. Parathesis, Exposition. 1706
PHILLIPS, Parathesis,..^ Figure in Rhetoric, when a small

hint of a thing is given to the Auditors, with a Promise
to inlarge on it at some other convenient Time. 1711

J. GREENWOOD Jttg. Gram. 226 Parathesis or Exposition, is

used for Distinction of such Words as are added by Way
of Explication.

tb- Printing. PARENTHESIS 3. Obs.

1685 BOYLE l-'encration Man's Intellect owes to God
Advt., Those passages included in Paratheses. 1706 PHILLIPS

s. v., In the Art of Printing, Parathesis signifies the Matter
contain'd within two Crotchets, thus marked [ ]. 1711

J. GREKNWOOD Eng. Gram. 226.

3. PhiloL The juxtaposition of primary elements

of a language, as the monosyllabic roots in Chinese
;

supposed by some to characterize an early stage in

the development of language, prior to the forma-

tion of inflexions and connective particles.
1882 in OGILVIE (Annandale).
4. ^/;*. Ch. A prayer pronounced by a bishop

over converts or catechumens.

1864 WEBSTER cites WKIOHT.
So Farathetic (po:ra)>C'tik) a., pertaining to or

characterized by parathesis (in quot. in sense i b

or 3).

18159 FAHRAR Fain. Speech iv. (1873) 126 These are para-
t/ie.'ic compounds, i. e. there is only a juxtaposition not

a fusion. Ibid. 127 Such a paratbetic compound as house-

top or sister-in-laii'.

Parathyroid, etc. : see PARA-* i.

t Para tioil. Obs. rare~ l

. [ad. L. paration-
on. n. of action from pariire t< make ready.] A
making ready, preparation.
a 1617 BAVNE On Kph. i. (1643) 357 If a man fall out of a

dead palsy, into a light phreiuy, phreii/y of itself, is no

panition to health.



PARATITLE.

fPa'ratitle. Obs. [ad. me&.L. faratilla pi.,

f. Gr. Tmpa- PARA- l i + L. lititliis TITLE : in mod.H.

paratitle (Littre).] In//. A short explanation of

the titles of the Digest 'and the Code, to make
known the subject and connexion. In sing. An
abstract of any section of the Code : see quot. 1 781.
1610 HOLLAND Caiildcns Brit. I. 263 James Cuiacius

readeth Gynaecij and in his Paratilles upon ttie Code inter-

preteth it Sacrum ttxtrinwti. [1781 GIBBON Decl. <y /'.

xvii. II. 47 note. Consult, however, the copious paratillon
or abstract, which Godefroy has drawn up of the seventh

book, de Re Militari, of the Theodosian Code.1
Paratoluene to Paratomial: see PABA-I i, 2.

Paratomous (parae'ttfmas), a. Min.
[f.

Gr.

irapa- PAKA- ' i -t- -Tofios cut + -ous.] (See quot.)
1847 in WEBSTER. 1857 MAYHB Expos. Le.t., I'aratomans,

Mineral, applied tocleavage when its planes are parallel with
those of the fundamental hgure, or are inclined to the axis.

Paratonic vprcratfnik), a.
[f. Gr. mpa-

PARA- l I + TONIC
;

cf. Gr. itaparov-os stretched

beside or beyond.]
1. Patlt. Relating to overstrain.

1857 MAVNE Expos. Lex., Paratonia,. .an overstraining.
Faratonicits, of or belonging to t'aratoitia: paVatonic.
2. Bot. a. A]>plied by Sachs to the effect of the

varying intensity of light in causing the movements
of '

waking
'

and '

sleeping ', i. e. opening and

closing of the leaves, etc. in certain plants, b.

Applied to movements of leaves, or uf growing
organs, caused by external stimuli, as light or

mechanical irritation, c. Applied to the effect of

light in retarding growth in most growing organs,
as distinct from its stimulating effect on leaves.

1875 I!J;N\EIT & DYKR tr. Sachs Bot. 677 In most leaves
endowed with periodic movements the paratonic influence of
li.^ht is so strong that it neutralises them. Ibid. 678 Hoth
the periodic and paratonic movement . . is lost when they [the

plants] have remained in the dark for a considerable time,
such as a whole day ; in other words, they become rigid by
long exposure to darkness. 1878 M cN.Mi Ac/. 136 In other
cases the nutations are due to the action of external causes
on growth. Such nutations are called paratonic or kinetic.

IlenceParato'iucallyrtifo., in a paratonic manner

(in quot. in sense 2 a .

1880 C. & !'. DARWIN Zlovew. PL 123 Uut cotyledons,
besides being heliotropic, are affected paratonically (to use
Sachs' expression) by light.

II Paratoimerre (paratonfr). [Fr., f. PAKA- -

+ tonncrre thunder.] An apparatus for protection

against
' thunder-stroke

'

;
a lightning-conductor.

1827 Loinlon Encycl. xv. 74 The stem of a paratonnerre
effectually defends a circle of which it is the centre. 1879
NOAH Electricity (ed. 3) 112 Paratonnerres or Lightning
Conductors for the Protection of Telegraph Lines.

Paratopism (pSrae'tfpiz'm). nonct-wd. [f.

PAKA- i i + Gr. rAnos place + -ISM : cf. PARA-

CHRONISM.] (See quot.)
1851 Frascrs Mtig. XLIII. So We want some word which

will bear the same relation to place as anachronism does to
lime for \\\sparatoj>is!fts, let us say.

Parator, var. PAIUTOH, nphetic f. APPAUITOK.

Pa-ratory. rare~. [ad. L. paratorium, f. L.

parat-, jipl. stem of pariire to prepare : see -OBV.]
A place of preparation ; e.g. a vestry or sacristy.
1877 I'KK Gloss. Litnyg. Terms, Faratory. An old Eng-

lish term for a vestry. See 1'a.ratoriitnt. Paratoriuin.
i. A place of preparation. 2. Hence, a vestry, sacristy, or

robing-chamber for ecclesiastics,

Paratory, var. PARIETABY OA?.,-pellitory.
I Paratrage'diate, v. Obs. [irreg. f. I,.

pai'atragtxdai'e, i. Gr. wapa.Tpa-yydfti', f. iraparpi'

7y5as pseudo-tragic, bombastic: see PAKA- 1
i.]

t'/itr. To speak or write in mock-tragic style ; to

use bombastic language.
1656 HLOUNT Glossogr., Paratragcdiate. 1659 HICKMAN

yttstif. Fathers 4 How doth Mr. Pierce paiatragasdiate?
How doth he tumble in his ugly tropes, and rowle himselfe
in hisrayling eloquence? 1683 E. HOOKKR f'rcf. f'oi-ttn^c's

Mystic Div. 19 In regard of their so paratragoediating.

II Paratragcedia ^pseratradjrdia). [mod.L.,
f. Gr. iraparpdyyS-us : see prec.] Mock -tragedy.
1891 A. T. MURRAY (title) On Parody and Paratragoedia

in Aristophanes. 1897 T. G. TUCKER in Clou. Rev. XI.
344/1 The paratragoedia of comedy.
Paratripsis: see PAKA- ! i.

Paratriptic (pxratri-ptik), n. (sb.) Med., etc.

[f. Gr. irapo- PAKA- !
beside, alongside of, against,

etc. + TPITTT-, deriv. stem of rpl^ftv to rub : c Gr.

iraparpifltw to rub on or against.]
1. Of or pertaining to friction or chafing.
1857 in MAVNE Expos, Lex.
2. Having the property of preventing waste of

bodily tissue. Also as sb. A substance having
this property.
1887 W. S. SEARLE in If. Ainer. Rev. CXLV. 150 The

paratriptic effect persists and daily continues to manifest
itself. Ibid.

,
The so-called paratriptics or preventers of

waste in the body. Of these the most common and be*t
known are wine, tea, coffee, and tobacco. 1891 T. CHILD
Delicate Dining y\. 116 Tea, coffee, and tobacco come
umlv-T the heading to which scientific men have given the
name of Pnrati iplics.

ParatrophiatoParatyphlitis: seel'.M'.A-i r.

fPa-rature. Obs. rare-", [ad. L. pamtura
preparation.]

466

1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Parature, the matter whereof
any thing is made.

t Faratrnce. 06s. [Aphetic f. aparaunce^ AP-
PARENCE 2.]

^ APPARENCE 2 : in heierofparanme %

heir of
apparency, heir apparent.

c 1450 Bk. Citrtasye 497 in Bnbees Bk. (1868) 315 No mete
for mon schalle sayed be, Hot for kynge or prynce or duke
so fre ; For heiers of paraunce also y-wys.

t Parau nt, a. Obs. rare- 1
, [a. OF. parant

apparent, visible, of eminent or distinguished ap-
pearance, pr. pple. of paroir'. \^pdrere to appear.]
Apparent, prominent, distinguished.
c 1450 Merlin 356 These fourewere paraunt a-bove alle the

totlier, ffor these dide soche prowesse with her owne bodyes
that it was wonder.

Paraunter, -tre, -tur, obs. ff. PERADVENTUKE.
Paravaginitis : see PARA- * i.

t Paravai'l, adv. (a.} Obs. exc. Hist. Also 6

paraual, 6-7 -availe, 7 peravall(e. [a. OY.par
rtz ra/down (of direction or position), i.par through,
by (often = Eng. be-) + aval, a val

t adv. and prep.,
'down': L. ad valient to the valley, as opposed
to amont, ad niontent to the hill, up.] Down below
or beneath ; below one in position ;

as tenantpar-

avail, one who holds under another who is himself
a tenant

; spec, with English legal writers since

i6th c., the lowest tenant, he who actually worked
or occupied the land, etc. Opposed to PARAMOUNT.
The English view of a tenant paravail was prob. in-

fluenced by the erroneous notion which connected the word
with avail, because the lowest tenant or actual holder was
he who made his avail or profit out of the land. Cf. a 1634
COKE On /.ill. n. (1642) 296 The Tenant of the land is

called Tenant per availe, because it is presumed, that he
hath availe and profit by the land.

[1531 KITZHKRIJ. Nat. Brev. 8ob, Kt le seignur paramount
destreigne le tenant paravale pour lez seruicez dont [etc.].]

'579 J- STUBUES Gaping Guff D iij, In respect whereof al

other the greatest castelles, honors, and manors, are but
mesnalties or rather very messuages and tenancyes paraual.
1585-6 HOOKKR Serin. Justif. 28 Let the Pope .. no
longer count himself Lord Paramount over the Princes of
the earth, no longer use Kings as his tenants \cd. 1613
servants] paravaile. a 1615 SIR H. FINCH Law (1636) 156
The Lord grants his seigniory, the Mesne mu.st atturne. and
not the tenant parauaile : for the Mesne is Tenant to the
Lord. 1647 N. BACON Disc. Govt. ting. i. lix. (1739) 114 All

degrees, .from the Lord paramont to the Tenant paravale.

1766 HI.ACKSTOXE Comin. II. v. 60 The king therefore was
stiled lurd paramount; A was both tenant and lurd, or was
a mesne lord ; and I> was called tenant paravail, or the
lowest tenant.

b. Courtparavail, the court below; a lower or

inferior court of law.

(11650 BEAT-MONT Poems (N.\ Uut though there lie writs

from the courts paramount, To stay the proceedings of the

courts paravaile.

t Paravant, -aunt, adv. Obs. [a OF./ara-
vant adv. and prep.,

' before* in time or place,
f. par

*

through, by, be-' + i.vant before: L.

*abante from before.

In mod. F. retained only in the archaic faravant <jite

before that, and the compound auparavant before, in time,

formerly. The latter has heaped up successive elements,
until it has, for the expression of the simple L, adv. antet

the representatives of ati illud per ab ante, ]

Before ; in front ; before the rest, pre-eminently.
1590 SPENSER /''. Q. in. ii. 16 Tell me some markes by

which he may appeare, If chaunce I him encounter par-
avaunt. 1595 Col. Clout 941 Vet that I may her honour

paravan t, And praise her worth, though far my wit above.

1596 F. Q. vi. x. 15 Uut that faire one, That in the midst
was placed paravaunt.

Paraventure, obs. form of PERADVENTURE.

Paravesical, -xanthine, etc. : see PARA-! 1,2.

Paraxial (paias-ksial), a. Anat. and Zool.
[f.

PARA- I i + L. axi-s Axis : cf. axial.] Lying along-
side, or on each side of, the axis of the body.
1861 J. R. GREENE Man. Anitn. A'ingtt., Ctrlent, 228 The

oral extremities of the paraxial canal system. 1870 NICHOL-
SON Man. ZooL 113 The

'

paraxial system ', comprising the

paragastric canals. 1893 Syd. Soc. Le.i:, Para.vinl muscles,
the muscles developed by the side of the vertebral column.

Parayl(e, variant of PAREIL, PAREL 06s.

Parays, obs. variant of PARADISE.

II Parazoa (pseraziJu'a), sb. pL Zool. [mod.L.
ncut. pi., f. Gr. uapa- PARA- J + ($ov animal ; after

PROTOZOA, META/.OA.] In some classifications,

a name for the Sponges considered as a division

co-ordinate with Protozoa and Metazoa. Hence
Parazo'an a., belonging to the Parazoa\ sl>. t

a member of the Parazoa.

1887 SOLLAS in Encycl. Brit. XXII. 421/1 The phylum
Parazoa or Spongix eoiiMsts of two main branches.

II Farazoiiium \\ serfi^HiiftBi}. Gr. Antiq.
Also 7 anglicized asparazon,-zoue. [L.(Martial),
ad. Gr. irapatpwiov = wapa(wviStov a dagger worn
at the girdle, from vapafavio'ios at the girdle, f.

irapa beside + fwvrj girdle, belt.] A small sword
or dagger worn at the girdle by the ancient Greeks;
also applied by mediaeval writers to similar weapons.
1623 COCKERAM, Parazon, a wood-knife. [So 1658 in

PHILLIPS. J 1674 P.LOUNT Glossogr. (cd. 4), Parazone {para-

zottiutn), a Dagger, Fauchon. or Short Sword. 1850 LUTCH
lr. C. O. Mfilter s Am. Art 414 (ed._

2) 579 The Athenian
Anakes..in chlamydes with parazonia, on a sardonyx as

amulet. 1874 UOI;TELL Anns fy Ann. in. 49 A weapon . .

PARBREAK.
in general use by all classes of Greek soldiers, is.a short
sword or dagger, called parazonium (belt-companion), which
sometimes was reduced to the proportions of a knife.

Pa'rba^ke, v. nonce-wd. [f. par- in PARBOIL,
taken as =

'part' + BAKE.] trans. To bake

partially, half bake.

1885 MRS. RITCHIE Mrs. Dymoud \. vi, Everything was so
hot and so glaring that very few people were about ; a few
par-baked figures went quickly by.

II Farbleu (parblo), int. Now only as Fr. In
8 parblew. [K. parbleu (La Fontaine, Moliere
1 7th c.), a deformation of pan/tea 'by God',
PAIIDIE.] An exclamation or minced oath.

1709 PKIOR Thief q Cordelier x, Parblew, I shall have
little Stomach to eat. 1813 SOUTHF.V March to Moscow i,

The fields were green, and the sky was blue, Morbleu !

Parbleu ! 1836 \V. IRVING Astoria I. 313 The poor
Canadians [ejaculated] . .

'

Parbleu ! this is a sad scrape
we are in, brother !

'

Parboil (pauboM), v. Forms : a. 5 parbuille,

-boylyn, 5-7 -boyl(e, (7 erron. part-boil), 6-
parboil. . 5 perbuille, 6-7 -boyl(e, -boile.

{pourbottiller Cotgr.) :-late \.. perbullire (Theod.
Prise.) to boil thoroiighlyjf./^r through, thoroughly
+ bit/lire to bubble, BOIL. The prefix has been
erron. identified \vith/ar/, whence sense 2.]

fl. trans. To boil thoroughly. Obs.

1430 Two Cookcry-i'ks. 6 Take fayre caboges . . parboyle
hem in fayre water, an ^anne presse hem on a fayre bord.
< 1450 Donee MS. 55, x.\x. If. 19 Leie parbuille hem ryjth
well. 1565 STAPLKTON tr. Bcdcs Hist. Ch.

J'^tg.
122 It

might all be perboyled out by the fire of long tribulation.
1611 COTGR., ronrboJiiller^ to parboile throughly, a 1655
SIR T. MAYERSE Archimagims v. (1658) 2 Take the Hare
and par-boyl him, then take all the flesh from the bone.

2. To boil partially, half boil.

(1440 Profnp. Paj-v. 382/1 Parboylyn mete, scmibullio^

parbntlio. 1530 PALSGR. 652/1 It muste be parboyled first

and than baken : // U fault parbonyllyr premier et pais
le mettre cuyr an four. 1555 EDKN Decades 183 Flesshe
can not bee preserued..excepte it be rosted, sodden or per-

boylde. 1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage vni. iii. 623 Sometimes
they will perboile their meate a little. 1670 ULOUNT
Glossogr. (ed. 3), Part-twil, to boil in part not fully. 1769
MKS. RAFFALD Eng, Housekpr. (1778) 151 Parboil a calf's-

head, when cold cut it in pieces. 1853 KANK Grinnell E.vp.
xvii. (1856) 130 Rub with soda; wash out the soap thus

freely made ; parboil and pickle.

3. In figurative or hyperbolical use (from I or 2) ;

usually in reference to overheating.
1566 J)KANT Horace^ Sat. ix. Eiijb, My harte in choller

perboylds was. 1598 U. JONSOS v, Man in Hunt. iv. i,

They should haue beene perboyl'd, and bak'd too, euery
mothers sonne. 1643 HOWELL For. Tray. (Arb.) 74 When
hee sees the same Sun which only cherisheth and gently
warmes his Countrey men, halfe parboyle and tanne other

people. 1681 N. O. Boileau"s Lutrin iv. 12 He..parboil'd
in his mellow Sweat lay frying. 1807 W. IRVING Salmag.
viii. Oft Style, Being squeezed, and smothered, and par-
boiled at nightly balls. 1879 H. GEORGE Progr. ty ^ov -

v. ii. (1861) 263 To get four dollars a day for parboiling
themselves two thousand feet underground.
Hence Parboiled (pa*Jboi-ld)///. a,, f thoroughly

boiled (obs.) ; partly boiled, half-boiled
; alsoj^. ;

hence Parboiledness ; Pa-rboiling vbl. sb. and

///. a.

c 1440 Prowp. Pai-v. 382/1 *Parboyl3'd,/n>'/'////j. 1559
Mtrr. Mag.) Jack Ctidc xxi. 5 Than were on peaks my
parboylde quarters pight. c\bm.\V.\*.\.*X.u Mixt Assembly
Wks. (1687) 33 Strange Scarlet Doctors these; they'll pass
in Story For Sinners half refin'd in Purgatory; Or par-

boy I'd Lobsters. 1844 TUITER Twins xxiv. 180 My fellow

passengers .. were lying about as weak as parboiled eels.

1862 Temple Bar Mag. VI. 154 Sweltering heat and *par-
boilednessseemto be the fashion. c\w>Promp. Pa.rv. 382/1

*Parboylynge,/tfrw///c/<7. a 1560 R. HALL Life Bp. Fisher

(1655) 211 The parboyling in hot water. 1737-41 CHAMHEKS
Cycl. t Parboiling, in pharmacy, etc. a term applied to fruits,

herbs, etc. which are boiled a little while, to draw out the

first juices, c 1450 TIVO Cookery-bks. 84 Take faire parcelly,
and parboyle hit in a potte, & *parboylingge broj?e.

Parbreak (paubri^k), sb. Obs. or arch. rare.

[f. next.] Vomit, spewing.
1586 MARLOWE i.r Pt. Tautburl. v. ii, Loathsome par-

break of the Stygian snakes. 1590 SI-ENSER /''. Q. i. i. 20
Her filthie parbreake all the place defiled has. 1884
SY.MOSDS Shaks. Predec. x. 374 The very parbreak of a

youthful poet's indigestion.

t Parbreak (paibr#-k), v. Obs. Forms: a.

5-7 parbrake, 6 -broke, -brack, 6-7 -break(e.
^3. 6-7 perbrake, -break. Pa. pple. 6 -braked,

-brak'd, -brackt, -breakt, 7 -brak't, -breaked.

[A compound of BRAKE v$
t
of which it is a

synonym ; subseq. referred to the more common
BREAK v. The prefix is identical in form with F.

f>ar- f and, like it, in Eng. occas. spelt pcr-\ cf.

PERBRKAK v. to break through or thoroughly. By
Sylvester, and in recent Diets., stressed pa')breakl\
1. To spew, vomit

;
= BRAKE v$ a. intr.

c 1440 Pronip. Pa)-,'. 47/2 IJrakynge or parbrakynge,
vomittts. 1519 HORMAS I'tttg. 39!), He wyll nat cease fro

surfettynge, tyll he be
recly

to parbrake. 11529 SKELTON
Dnke ofAlbany 322 And virulently dysgorgyd, As though
ye wolde parbrake \rinte to make], 1530 PALSGR. 478/1,
I cast my g^r^e, as a h.iulkc doth, or a man that parbraketh.
1587 LHVINS Patlr.vay to Health ^1632) 27 1>, It will C.'IUM-

a man for to east or perbreake. a 1610 EiBALRV Theo-

p/irastus (1616) 14 Yesterday, hee sayth, I was wamble-

erupt, and (sailing your presence) parbrak't.



PARBREAKING.

b. trans.

1545 RAYSOLD Ryrth Mankynde 128 Marke that the which
the chylde doth perbrake, whether it sauer sharpely lyke
vyneger. 1573 TWYNK .Kneidx. (1584) Pvb, Hisgoldbright
shield fire perbrakes. 1589 Mar Klartine 5 Thou hast

parbrackt out thy gorge, and shot out all thy arrowes, 1598
SYLVESTER Dit Hartas n. i. lit. Furies 253 Come, pat-break
here your foul, black, banefull gall.

2. fig. (trans.} To utter or pour forth recklessly
or offensively ; to vomit forth.

1401 Pol. Poems (Rolls) II. 63 That semeth the beter than
with sotil sillogismes to parbrake thi witt. 1513 [Co\ ERDALE]
Old God fy A'ew (1534) R, Many there are now adaies, which
in y* pulpit do .. perbrake forth theyr priuate braulles,

hatredes, pryde. 1597-8 UP. HALL Sat. i. v. 9 And when
he hath parbrak'd his grieued mind. 1599 Broughtons Lett.

i. 6 Your virulent letters (parbreakt from a poysonfull
stomacke). 1629 Z. BOYD Ltist Battcll 165 One of those

in whom Satan hath parbreaked and spewed the spawne
of all sorts of sinne.

Hence f Parbrea'king vbl. sb. and ///. a.

1440 [see i a]. 1530 PALSCR. 251/2 Parbrekyng, vomisse-
inent. 1590 BARROUGH I\letlt. Pliysick 293 M^erably tor-

mented with perbraking and continuall vomiting. 1656
RIDGLKY Pract. Physicfcbi It [Cholic] is eased by parbreak-
ing. 1746 Exmoor Scolding (E. I). S.) 148 A wud ha'

had a coad, riggelting, parbeaking, piping Body in tha !

fParbrurlyie,^. Sc, Obs. Krron. f. BARBULYE,
to confuse, perplex.
1600 J. MELVILL Diary (Wodrow Soc.) 411 Maist con-

fusedlie parbruilyied.

Parbuckle (paMbk'l), sb. Also 7 -bunkel,
-bunkle, 8-9 -buncle. \Qng.parbunkU) -bunde,
of unknown origin ; about 1 760 associated by
popular etymology with buckle^\ A device for

raising or lowering heavy objects, either vertically
or in an inclined plane, by means of a rope of

which both ends are passed round the object, a.

A sling formed by passing the two ends of a rope
round the object and through a bight of the rope,
and tightening, the weight of the object serving to

keep it tight. (See also quot. 1627.) b. A rope

having a bight looped round a post, etc., at the

level to or from which the object is to be raised or

lowered, and the two ends passed round the object,
and hauled in or paid out to raise or lower it, the

object acting as a movable pulley ;
used in hoisting

casks or other cylindrical bodies, also in Capt.

Cunningham's method of furling a sail by hoisting
the yard in the bight of the chain.
1626 CAPT. SMITH Accid. Yng. Seamen 13 The canhookes,

slings, and parbunkels. 16*7 Seaman s Gram. v. 21 A
Parbunkel is two ropes that haue at each end a noose or

lumpe [?loope] that being crossed, you may set any vessell

that hath but one head vpon them, bringing but the loopes
ouer the vpper end of the caske, fix but the tackle to them,
and then the vessell will stand strait, .to heaue out, or take
in without spilling. 1658 PHILLIPS, A Parlmnkle (in Navi-

gation), a roap seased together at both ends ; and so put
double about the Cask to hoise it in by. 1704 J. HARRIS
Lex. Techn. I, Parbnncle t ..a. Rope in a

Ship,
almost like

a pair of Slings ; 'tis seized both Ends together, and then

put double about any heavy thing that is to be hoised in or

out of the Ship; having the Hook of the Runner hitched
into it to hoise it up by. 1731-1800 BAILEY, Parl>nncle(Sea
Term}. 1769 FALCONKR Diet. Marine 11776), Parbuckle,

j

1823 CRABU Technol. Diet., Parbuckle. 1831 JANE PORTER
Sir E. Seaivard's Narr. II. 65 By means of planks, and
tackles, and parbuckles, they succeeded in dragging the gun
up to the flag-staff. 1838 Encycl. Brit., Parbnncle [same
as quot. 1704]. 1867 SMYTH Sailor's Word-bk. s. v., The
parbuckle is frequently used in public-house vaults.

attrib. 1779 in Almon Remembrancer^! \\\. 372, 50 fathoms
of skid ana parbuckle rope.

Pa'rbuckle, v. [f. prec. sb.] trans. To raise

or lower (a cask, gun, etc.) by the device of a par-
buckle : see prec. b.

1831 TRELAWNEV Adv. Younger Son xcvi, We parbuckled
Louis into his shore-grave. 1833 MARRYAT P. Simple xliii,

You might parbuckle it up to the very top. 1859 F. A.
GRIFFITHS Artil. Man. (1862) no To parbuckle a gun is to
roll it so as to cause it to move in either direction from the

spot on which it rests. 1890 Daily News 19 Aug. 3/2 The
gun. .has then to be dismounted down the rear on watered

skids, moved then on rollers, and parbuckled across a ditch.

Hence Pa-rbuckling vbl. sb. (also attrib.}.

1859 F. A. GRIFFITHS Artil. Man. (1862) 131 Where there
is a swell, parbuckling is not to be attempted. Ibid. t The
ends of the parbuckling skids should rest on the dunnage.
Pare, obs. or alien form of PAUK.

Parcaas, parcasie, variant of PERCASE Obs.

t Pa rcage. Sc. Obs. [a. F. parcage, f.parquer
to PARK.] Enclosure, shutting up (of stray beasts).

1453 Truce iv. Scotl. in Rymer Foedera (1710) XI. 337
Without Pynding, Parcage or other Uistourbing. 1576 Reg.
Privy Council Scot. Ser. i. II. 523 To doubill the pane of the

parcage or poindage.

Parcar(e, Parcee, obs. ff. .PARKER, PARSEE.

Parceit, Parceive, obs. ff. PERCEIT, PERCEIVE.
|

Parcel (pausel, pa'-is'l), sb. Fotms: a. 4-6
'

pareelle, 5-6 -cele, 4-8 -cell, (5-7 passell, 9
dial, pasael), 6 parsel, -syll, 4- parcel. 0. 4-7
percel(l, 6 peraell. [a. F. pareelle

= Pr. parcela^

Pg. parcel^ It. particella:L, type *particelfa,
dim. ofparticula^ dim. ofpars, part-em PART.]

I. 1. gen. A part, portion, or division (/anything
(material or immaterial), considered separately, as i

a unit ; a small part, a particle, arch.

467

By parcels; by parts, a part at a time, piecemeal.
(.1368 GIAUCKK Conipl. 1'ite 106 What nedeth to shewe

parcel of my peyneV c 1391 Astral, i. 12 A certein par-
celle of the body of a man. 1412-20 LVDG. Chron. 'J'roy \.

vii, Where as Naso recordeth . . But percell eke of the vn-

kyndnesse ( )f this Jason. 1459 in Somerset Medieval It 'il/s

(1901) 193 Chargyng my said tonne., that he never clayme
parcell ne part thereof. 1513 FITZHKRB. Sin-!'. Prul. (1539) 2
That there be no parcel! thereof loste. 1628 PKVXXK Lot'c-

lockcs 9 Those onely suffer a little part and parcell of their

Haire to growe long, 1692 KAV Disc. n. v. (1732) 226 A
great Parcel of the Earth is every year carried into the Sea.

1794 GODWIN Cal. Williams 242 They took up the detached

parcels of my miserable attire. 1873 M. AKNOLIJ Lit. fy

Dogwa(\%-j6) p. xxxi, Truth more complete than the parcel
of truth any momentary individual can seize. 1879 RUSKIN
Lett, fa Clergy 37 The insinuation of having committed
the smallest parcel of them [sins],

b. A constituent or component part, one of the

parts or members (of something), something in-

cluded in a whole: emphasizing comprehension
in the whole, rather than partitive character.

(Often without article.) arch. (exc. as in c.)

Ofaparcelivitk : of a piece with, consonant with.

1414 Rolls of Parlt. IV. 60/1 The fees of his .seal, which is

parcel and partie of his sustenance. 14. . 26 Pol. Poems
(E. E. T. S.) 51/16 pe leste lygeman wij> body and rent, He
is a parcel of be crowne. 1570 T. NORTON tr. Nowcl's
Cateck. (1853) 204 To praise aTid magnify God's goodness. .

is parcel of the worshipping of Gud. 1605 ]>ACON Adv.
Learn, r. i. 3 That nothing parcel of the world is denied
to man's inquiry and invention. 1784 COWPER Task v. 247
Being parcel of the common mass. 1818 Ciu'isi. />/;>V
(ed. 2) III. 275 Franchises .. which were originally parcel
of the royal prerogative, 1871 SWINBURNE Songs ln-f. Sun-
rise, Litany of Nations 95 Till the soul of man he parcel
of the sunlight.

C. Phrase part andparcel: sec PART j/'. jS.

fd. Share, allotted portion. Obs.

1362 LANGL. P. PI. A. xi. 50 Luyte [H. litell lotieb he bat
lord bat leneb him bat HHsse, |>at |?us partep with be pore
A parcel whon him neodeb. 1393 Il'id. C. xxni. 289 pei shal

$eue t>e freres A parcel to preye for hem and maken hem
|

murye With be remenant of be good, a 1400-50 Alc.\-atnh >-

4318 pe pouert of cure jjersons for plenle we hald, pe quilke !

is part vs, all be pake be parcells euyn.

T G. A part of the world, of a country, etc.:

= PART sb. 13. Obs. rare.

1582 STANYHURST rftneid, etc. in. (Arb.) 85 How beyt theese

parcels in sayling must he refused. Ibid.) Conceits ii. i {6

Wheare barcks haue passed, with cart's that parcel is

haunted [in winter].

ff. Part (in a play, etc.), role. Obs. rare.

^1412 HOCCI.KVE De Reg. Princ. 3055 In lordes courtc.s

bou pleyest bi parcel.

2. spec. a. A portion or piece of land
; csptj in

Law of Real Property, as pait of a manor or

estate. (Often without article.)

[1321 Rolls of Parlt. I. 387/1 Tenant de dis parceles de

terre.] V 1449 Paston Lett. I. 93 On lese then that he sel

a parcel of his land. 1539 HIBI.K (Great 1 i Chron. xi. 13 And
there was there a parsell of grounde full of barleye. 1604
in Eng. Gilds^ (1870) 433 For that parcell he shall a^rce with
the lord for his years rent. 1611 BiiiLt: John \\. 5 A city of
Samaria, .neere to the parcell of ground that Jacob gaue to
his sonne loseph. 1642 tr. Perkins' Prof. />'/. iii. 226.
100 A parcell of an acre of land. 1720 Col. Kcc. PennyIv.

III. 108 Owners of certain parcels of Land. 1778 Kng.
Gazetteer (ed. 2) s. v. Tiuifoni, In this town is a parcel of

ground, said to be in the county of Wilts. 1883 C. SWJ.KL-

Law Diet.) Parcel^ in the Law of Real Property, signifies
a part or portion of land. Thus, every piece of Copyhold
land forms parcel of the manor to which it belongs. 1897
Act 60 ff 61 I'ict. (Land Transfer Act) c. 65. 14 (2) Regard
being had to ready identification of parcels.

b. A small poriion, item, instalment, of a. sum
of money ; a small sum. Now rare or Obs.

1491 HEN. VII in Ellis Ortg. Lett. Ser. n. I. 172 The said

summe of ten pounds ancT every parcell therof. 1534
Churchiv. Ace, St. Giles) Reading 20 For the bequest of

Pokeriges wife in parcel of a more Sma . .vjj. v\\yi. 1586 A.
DAY Eng. Secretary i. (1625) no To credite him with a
small parcel) of money in dispatch of a Journey. 1590
RECORUE, etc. Gr. Artes (1646) 202 The parcels of these foure

Merchants made in one summe 240 pounds. 1755 in Fowler
Hist. C. C. C. tO. H. S.) 287 [The College received the] last

Parcel jf Lord Colerame's Legacy.

fc. A small portion or passage of a book, esp.
a sacred book, as the Bible or the Koran. Obs. (or

merged in i.)

1570 T. NORTON tr. NoweFs Cateck. (1853) 173 This parcel,
'the communion of saints', doth somewhat more plainly

express [etc.]. 1577 HANMER Anc. Eccl. Hist. (1663) 120

He. .took the Bible, opened it, and happened upon this

parcel of Scripture. 1636 FEATLY Clavis Myst. xiv. 185 The
parcell of Scripture whence I have taken my text. 1655 K.
TERRY Voy. E. Ind. 264 The Mahometan priests, .read some

parcells out of their Alcoran, upon Frydays.

f d. Arith. A term of a progression. Obs. rare.

1542 RECORDED. Artes (1575) 213 Tell how many numbers
there are (whiche numbers here [in progression] wee call

places or parcels).

fe. Gram. A particle. Obs.

1571 GoLDiNcCVi/z'/w on Ps. viii. 4 This parcell (CA/)armm^
the Hebrewes importeth as much as (Qitia) in Latin, which

signifyeth (by cause) in English.

1 3. Each of the definite parts or units which
make up a complex whole (material or imma-

terial) ;
an item, detail, particular, point ; esp. an '

item of an account. Obs.
c 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. (1810) 135 Liste and I salle rede I

be parcelles what amountes If any man in dede wille keste
j

in a countes. 1393 I>ANT.I.. /'. /'/. C. xiv. 38 pe parcels of I

bus paper and oper pryuey dettes Wol lette hym. c 1468
;

PARCEL.
Paston Lctl. II. 332 JMes yow to send me-passeis of costes
and tpences ~t bere and pay for the said cause/. 1509
1'isHKR Fun. Serin. Hen. ill Wks. (1876) 279 The fourth

percell of his complaynt. 1596 SHAKS. i Hen. Ii',\\\, \\. 150.

471641 Up. MOUNTA L'^fr/j/f- Mon. viii. (1642)513 No Herald
could draw dowue a letter Pedegree, were it possible to

prove the parcels.

f4. A separate portion of'a material or substance

(rarely of something immaterial) ; a small piece,

particle ; a (small or moderate) quantity or
amount

;
a lot. Obs. exc. as in b and c.

1413 Pilgr. Sozule (Caxton) i. iii. (1859) 4 The Centre was
veray derke, wuhuute ony parcel of clereness. a 1548 HAM.
Chron.) Hen. \

7IIl 51 We Imdc in a corner, .a grtat JK r-i-Il

of bloud. 1684 T. liUKNin Th. fcarth \\. 67 Such undiscover'd

parcels of fire, as lie fi.x'd and imprison'd in hard bodies.

1734 Sun r Let. Wks. 1824 XVIII. 255, I prophesied a fine

parcel of weather from yesterday : but I was deceived. 1757
A. COOPER Distiller i. ii. (176-.) 15 Ueingthus loosely mixed
with a moderate Parcel of the Liquor. 1830 KAII-K X
LARIJNER Mech. iii. 32 An inanimate parcel of maun i.

incapable of changing its state of re^t or motion.
b. Mining (local} : see quots,

1881 RAYMOND Alining Cfoss , Parcel, Corn., a heap of
dressed ore ready for hale. 1883 OKKSLKV C,loss. Terms Coal-

mining, Parcel (S. St.-ifi"), an old term for a ton ; really
27CW1.S. 1903 A's' /'/"/. niit.. Panel iCornw.), a quantity
of tin stone of a certain weight and uniform quality.

C. dial. A small quantity of ne\v-n.o\vn hay
spread out to dry.
1863 KXKNI-.S d'e't'.n. A'r.uYs. v. Hay-weaken, On the follow-

ing morning the . . cocks arc thrown abroad in precis
paircK which, after buini; turned, aru in the evening piit

up into large ridges weals.

t 5. One of several parts into which a thimj i^

broken or divided
;
a fragment, piece. Obs.

1686 JiuKNKT Trav. ii. (1750) 94 They piece their broken
Pots so close. .without any Cement, by sowing with Iron
Wire the broken Parcels together. 1688 .SIKAIH.IM; Serin.

(1692) 186 To join and re-unite the scattered part els. 1783
AINSWORTH Lat. Diet. (Murell.) IV. s. v. Al>syrtcs t liuiii^

busied in gathenng up the parcels of his son's hud)-.

fb. jig. (Usually contemptuous. Ob-:.

1598 B. JONSON AY-. Man in limn. in. \ii, I mu^e, your
parcel] of a souldier rtturiiu-, not all this while. 1599
Cynthia s A\~: n. i, What parcel of man hitst ttn-u li^lited on
for a Master? 1609 I'IKKIK (,'u/i's Hcrn-bk. v. (18621 27
Get some fragments of French, or small parcels of Italian,
to fling about the table,

1 6. A small parly, company, collection, or

assemblage (of persons, animals, or things) ;
a

detachment; a group, lot, set; a drove, flock,
herd. Obs. exc. dial, or as in b.

In earlier instances prob. always implying a portion of
a larger body or of a whole, but eventually losing this

implication.
\, 1449 PECOCK Ref: (Rolls) II. 438 Ech Apostle was heed

of oon certeyn parcel of pt-ple.] 1588 SH A i^. /../,./.. \. ii.

160 A holy parcell of the faiie-1 dainei that eut-r turn'il

their backes to mortall vicwes. 1615 SIR T. Km: Jrnl. in

Churchill I'oy. (1704) I. 767/2 [Penguin-] do not My. 1-ui

only walk in parcels. 1689 LLTTRI-ILL BriefKel. ( 1857) I. 604
When the EnglUh horse went, they went but in parcells.

1712 STKKI.K Sped. No. 326 P 5 A parcel of Crows . . heartily
at Urtak-fait upon a piece of Horse-flesh. 1775 ROMANS
Florida App. 34 A parcel of dangerous sunken heads called
the Hen and Chickens. 1780 A. YOUNG Tour Irel. I. 96 Sheep
are kept in small parcels. 1841 CATLIN N. Anier. huf. (104.1.1

II. x I viii. 128 One day, a parcel of them were run upon so

suddenly by the Clioctaws. 1895 KMKRSON Man fy JViit. 8^
(E.D.D.)Tne arrival and passing over of a parcel of linnets.

b. In depreciative or contemptuous use : A 'lot*,
(

set ',

(

pack '.

1607 MIDDLETON Micha,-lin. Term in. i. 167 You parcel of
a rude, saucy, and unmannerly nation. 1702 ADDISON Dial.
Medals iii. Wks. 1721 I. 533 Of great use. .to let posterity set-

their forefathers were a parcel of blockheads. 1758 L. TEMPI i-

Sketches (ed. 2) 76 Horn Lyars; who tell you every I 'ay
very seriously a Parcel of insipid unmeaning Lies, 1778
Miss BURNEY Evelina xiv, I tliink the English a parcel of
brutes. 18x8 HAZLITT Eng. Poets viL (1870) 172 Making a

parcel of wry faces over the matter. 1881 * RITA' My Lady
Coquette i, I'm not going to lie lectured by a parcel of girls.

7. A quantity of anything or a number of things

(esp. goods) put together or wrapped up in a single-

package (usually of moderate or small size) ;
an

item of goods in carriage or postage ;
a package :

now chiefly used of packages wrapped in brown

paper. Bill ofparcels; see BILL si.o 6.

[a 1562 G. CAVENDISH ll'olscy (1893) 148 Basketts with old

plate, . . and bokes conteyning the valewe and wayte of every
parcell. ci64S HOVVELL /.//. IV. xlvi, I Receiv'd that choice

parcel of Tobacco your servant brought rne.] 1692 Oxford
Almanack in U'ood's Life (18481 162 For the carriage of the

greatest parcel, (all being to be esteemed parcels under one
quarter of an hundred weight,) one shilling. 1715 Land.
Gaz. No. 5330/3 The General Penny- Post -Office ., where
Letters and Parcels will be taken in as usual. 1745 De
Foe's Eng. Tradesman \. (1841) I. 6 He sees the bills of

parcels of goods bought. 1820 W. HUSTINGI/ON in Q. A'e?'.

(1821) XXIV. 484 A shoemaker, .told me a parcel was left

there for me. ..I opened it, and behold there was a pair of
leather breeches. 1844 DICKENS Mart. C/iuz. ii. The
youngest Miss Pecksniff ran out again to pick up his hat,
Ins brown-paper parcel, his umbrella, his gloves. 1897 Paper
parcels [see PAPER sb. ioaj.

b. transf. And
f.

Cf. BUNDLE 3.

1785 REID Intett. Powers Man \\. x. 285 What I call

a father, a brother, or a friend, is only a parcel of ideas in

my own mind. 1822 HAZLITT Table-t. Ser. n. xii. (1869)246
It is true I can- .rake up a parcel of half-forgotten observa-

tions. 1842 A. COMBE Physiol. Digestion (ed. 4);73 A con-

tinuation of the circular fibres of the gullet, which divide

into two parcels.



PARCEL.

c. Comm. A quantity (sometimes definite) of

a commodity dealt with in one transaction^ csp.
in the wholesale market : a '

lot '.

1832 MeCi'LLOCH Comm. Diet. (1852', Parcel, a term

indifferently applied to small packages of wares, and to

large lots of goods. In this latter sense, 20 hogsheads of

sugar or more, if bought at one price, are denominated
'a parcel of sugar '. 1882 Times 19 July 13 At to-day's
cloth market.. considerable parcels of winter stock were
taken for Italy, Austria [etc.]. 1897 Daily News 17 Feb.

n/4 Cocoa. At public sale to-day the parcels offered went
off freely at dearer prices.

8. Law. (pl.j The name given to that part of a con-

veyance, lease, or other deed dealing with property,
which follows the operative words, and contains

the description of the property dealt with ; in the

case of lands, generally beginning with such words
as 'All that piece or parcel of land ', etc.; forming
the last of the clauses called the PREMISSES.
1766 BLACKSTONE Comm. II, App. No. ii. (margin). 1837

T. MAKTIN Conveyancing II. 84 Of Parcels. 1844 DAVID-
SON Conveyancing Introd. 7 Of Parcels. The word
'

parcel '..seems to have been originally applied, in the
sense of * a piece ', to land only [see sense 2], but in modern
usage the expression 'parcels' is used to signify the de-

scription of the property, be it what it may. 1882 C. SWEET
Law Diet.

9. Naut. = PARCELLING vhl, sb. 4 b.

1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mcch. 1632/2 Parcel (Nautical),
a wrapping of tarred canvas on a rope to prevent chafing.

II. attrib, and Comb.

10. Ordinary attributive uses and combinations,
chiefly in sense 7, as parcel book, boy, company,
lift, man, office, porter, van

; parcel-carrying,
-packing, -tying sbs. and adjs. ; parcel-carrier,
one who or that which carries a parcel ; spec.
a basket or case slung from a cable, etc. for trans-

porting parcels; parcel(s) delivery, the action of,

or an agency for, delivering parcels (also attrib?} ;

f parcel ground, a 'parcel* of land (see 2 a) ;

t parcel-like (-lyk), adv.. ?in part, partly (
= PAR-

CELLY adv. 2) ; parcel paper, stout paper, usually
brown and unsized, made or used tor wrapping
parcels; parcel-wise adv., by

f

parcels' or portions,
bit by bit, piecemeal. See also PARCEL-MAKER,
PARCEL POST.

1858 SIMMOSDS Diet. Trade, *Parccl-book, a merchant's

register book of the dispatch of parcels. 1897 Daily News
13 Dec. 8/4 By day these Boys are errand boys, *parcel
hoys, van boys, office boys. 1893 \Vestnt. Gaz. 19 Sept. 3/1
The railway companies, .fancied. -that this new develop-
ment of Post Office enterprise would destroy their *parcel-
carrying business. 1878 JEVONS Prim, Pol. Econ. xv. 125 At
present there are a great number of 'parcel companies. 1844
MRS. CAKLVLE Lett. I. 291 Send me some books by the

'parcels delivery. 1858 SIMMONDS Diet. Trade, Parcels

Delivery Company, a company in London which receives,
and delivers by vans, packages and small parcels over the

metropolis. 1892 Dai'y Sicius 14 Oct. 5/3 Tips to omnibus
men and parcels delivery men are unknown in London. 1632
LITHGOW Trav.\\: 166 If these Timariots were not rewarded,
with such absolute possessions of "parcell grounds. 1884
KNIGHT Diet. Mech. Suppl.,

*Parcel Lift, a dumb waiter
used in stores and warehouses. 1426 LYDG. De Gail. Pilgr.
0759 Ffor, ffyrst, the sowle pryncypally Susteneth & bereth
the body; And *parcel-lyk. .The body bereth by accident
The sowle. 1567 MAPLET Gr. Forest 26 The rest of time
hath be in part and parcell like so disposed and ordred of
Nature to lay holde on.. the other life above this. i88z

OGILVIE,
*
Parcel-office, a place where parcels are received for

delivery. 18*7 Edin* Rev. XLV. 429 Some have a . . *parcel-

packing action. 1866 GEO. ELIOT /''. Holt (1868) 59 A pence-
counting, *parcel-tying generation, such as mostly fill your
chapels. 1647 TRAPP Comm. Heb. ix. 8 The mystery of
Christ was manifested piecemeal and *parsel-wise. 1876
GEO. ELIOT Dan. Der. II. xxi. 45 Looking at life parcel-wise.

B. adv. or quasi-0t&. or adj. [Cf. similar use

vi part , part- ^\

1. In part, partly, partially, in some degree, to

some extent, f a. qualifying vb. or phrase. Obs.
c 1402 LYDG. Compl. Bl. Knt. 224 The sake teres that fro

myn eyen falle, Parcel declare grounde of my peynes alle.

6*1420 Thebes Prol., Chaucer's Wks. (1561) 356 b/i To
morowe early, .we will forthe, parcell afore prime. 1430-40

Bochas vin. xxvii. (1558) ijb, Parcell for pride, parcel
for gladnesse.

b. qualifying adjs., v& parcel blind, deaf, drunk,
Greek, guiltyt Latin, mad, Popish, etc. Also
PAUCEL-GILT. Obs. since i7thc., but revived by.
Scott and used by later writers.

In these often hyphened; but properly so only when the

adj. is used attrib. Cf. part-, half-.

1465 [see PARCEL-GILT^ 1601 K. JONSON Poetaster v. iii,

Parcel-guilty, I. 1609 DKKKKR Cull's Horn-bk. n. (18621

izTheirparcel-Greek, parcel-Latin gibberish. 1618 FI.F.TCHI-.R

Chances iv. iii, She is parcell drunke. .11661 FULLER
Worthies, Somerset. (1662) 19 The Author .. being parcel-
popish. 1826 SCOTT IVoodst. iv, The worthydame was parcel
blind, and more than parcel deaf. 1854 Athenseum i Apr.
399 The humour, parcel jocose, parcel stupid. 1873 F. HALL
Mod. Eng. L 23 Penny-a-liners and such parcel-learned ad-
venturers have had their fellows in every age. 1897 W. C.
HAZLITT Ourselves 26 Our Church is a mixed institution,

parcel-divine, parcel -terrestrial.

c. qualifyingsbs., as parcel ass, bawd, broker^
devilt heresy t lawyer, poet, Protestant, soldier, etc.

Obs. since I7th c., till revived by Scott.

Often hyphened, but properly so only when it has an adj.

force, as m quots. 1602, a 1661, c 1665, 1^71*, 1867.
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1602 DrKKi-::: Siifinint. Wks. 1873 I, 235 Xay and thou
dost, the Parcell--poets shall sue thy Wrangling Muse. 1603
SIIAKS. Mcas.for J/. n. i. 63 He Sir : a Tapster Sir : parcell
llaud : one that serues a bad woman. 1608 DAY /////.
out ofBr. i. i, True, shce's parcell poet, parcell lidler already.
1610 15. JONSOS Alch. iv. vi, That parcell-broker, and whole-
bawd, all raskall. 1611 BAKREY Rain Alley i. i. in Ha/1.

Dodsley X. 275 Parcel lawyer, parcel devil, all knave. 1640
HABINGTON Queen of Arragon i, Who vents him For
ought but parcell-asse may be in danger, a 1661 KCLLER
Worthies* Yorksh. (1662) 213 He was at the least a Parcell-

Proiestant. c 1665 MRS. HUTCHINSON Mem. Col. Hutchinson
(1848) 135 He.. then, I know not how, got to be a parcel-

judge in Ireland. 1672 SIR C. WYVILI. Triple Crov.<n 70
Friar Pedro lias mark'd them with the black Coal of parcel
Heresie. 1820 SCOTT Abbot iv, He was a jester and a parcel
poet. 1829 JrnL 25 Apr., A ventriloquist and parcel
juggler came in. 1849 TICKNOR Span. Lit. I. 242 note, The
principal personage is Marcella, parcel witch, wholly
siiumele.v;. 1867 LOWELL Study Wind. (1870) 05 Gilbert,
Haw kins, Frobisher and Drake, pareel-soldiers all of them.

f2. ellipt.
= PAKCKL-GII.T.

(_Nares.)
06s.

1613 BIIAL-.M. & FL. Coxcomb iv. iii, The Turkey carpel,
And the great parcel salt, Nan, with the cruets.

Parcel pa-jsel^paus'l), v. [f.
PARCEL sb. Cf.

mod.F. parccller to divide into parcels or very
small portions. The connexion of sense 3 is not

apparent, and it is perhaps a distinct word.]
1. trans. To divide or distribute into 'parcels'

or fsmall) portions. (Usually with out.}
1584-5 in T. West Antiq. Furness (1774) 160 Devydinge,

percellinge, and porcioninge of tenements. 1610 WILLFT
He.vapla Dan. 319 H. Broughton .. doth thus parcel! out
the yeares. 1639 FULLER Holy M'ar \. iii. (1840) 245 Whose
verdict we will parcel into these several particulars. 1727
POPE, etc. Art ofSinking 114 Divided into several branches,
and parcelled out to several trades. 1796 MORSE Amer.
Geog. II. 532 The empire. .\vas parcelled into twelve grand
divisions. 1840 DICKENS Old C, Shop xv, The mean houses

parcelled
off in rooms. 1885 Aet^ 48 <$ 49 Viet. c. 77 16

Tracts of land to be parcelled out in allotments.

b. To distribute in parcels or lots.

1699 HURNET 39 Art. xxii. (1700) 242 St. Stephen's and
St. James's Bones might have been then parcelled about.

1863 I,n. LYTTOX King
1 A masts I. i. i. 21 Before nightfall

we shall be parcelled off to our different dt-stinations.

fc. To put asunder or separate as parts; to

part, divide. 06s.

1652 J. HALL Height Eloq. p. Ixxii, Things being scatter'd

and parcell 'd one from another can never close into any
Height.
2. To make into a parcel or parcels, to put up in

parcels.
1775 ASH, /*on?//, . .to make up into a small bundle. 1887

J. (jROLLin J. C. lron3An(0&t0r.S&,(i$q6)7Q Learned in the
mechanical art of weighing and parcelling up the tea. 1898
Daily Chron. 24 Sept. 10/6 Girls. .wanted for parcelling
card-board boxes.

3. Naitt. a. To cover (a caulked seam, etc.) with
canvas strips and daub with pitch, b. To wrap
(a rope) round with canvas strips or pa: celling

(to be then bound with spun yam).
1627 CAPT. SMITH Seaman's Gram. ii. 13 Parsling is most

vsed vpon the Decks and halfe Decks ; which is, to take a
list of Canuas so long as the seanie is j'ou would parsell,

being first well calked, then powre hot pitch vpon it, and
it will keepe out the water. 1691 T. H[ALE] Ace. New
Invent, p. xx, The Bolt-heads, Sic., being fairly parcelled.

1775 FALCK Days Diving Vessel 54 These rings were

parcelled with canvas, and served with inch rope. 1842
BRANDE Diet. Sci., etc., Parcel a rope^ in Naval language,
to coverit smoothly with tarred canvass, which is then bound
over with spun-yarn. 1875 KNIGHT Diet. -h. 1632/2
Usually, the rope is wormed, then p^ ,

-nd then
served. 1875 BEDFORD Sailor's /'/"' 2 ) 360
Three men can worm, parcel, and s 2-inch
in an hour.
p In the following passage the vb. 1. but

not satisfactorily explained. Johnson
- ''io -iiAlce

up into a mass '; Schmidt, 'To enumerate by ittnu, specify*.
Cf. quot, 1594 in Parcelled below.
1606 SHAKS. Ant. <y Cl. \. ii. 163 O Caesa

'

. n wound-
ing shame is this, . .that mine owne Seruan. i r-iv*:!!

the summe of my disgraces, by Addition oft.

Hence Parcelled, parceled (pause
divided into parcels, parts, or portions, G

etc, : see the verb. In first quot. op
general'. Schmidt explains it as 'particulai '.

1594 SHAKS. Rich. ///, n. ii. 81 Was neuer Mothei
deere a losse. Alas! I am the Mother of these d
Their woes are parcell'd, mine is general!. 1649 <>. 1>

Trinarch.) Hen. V, ccxxxiv, Not liveing Men, hut as
Statues grew ; Polisht by English Swords ; cut into ha,

And parcell'd faces. 1x1716 SOLTTII Serin. (1744) XI. 2..

There was no building any solid confidence upon aparcellea
curtailed obedience. 1887 W. G. PALGKAVE Ulysses 162
The waving emerald of the parcelled rice-field.

Parcel, parcelay, obs. forms of PAKSLEY.

Fa*rcel-gilt f <z. (sb.} Forms: seePARCKLj/'.and

GiLT///.a. ;
also 7 Sc. persyall gylt, crron. partial-

gilt, [f. PARCEL sh. B + GILT ///. a.] Partly

gilded ; esp. of silver ware, as bowls, cups, etc.,

having the inner surface gilt.

a. In participial construction, after the sub-

stantive. (Usually as two words.)
1465 in Heath Grocers' Camp. (1860) 424, ii Basens and Jj

ewers of sylver parcell gylte. 148* MARC. PASTON IVill in

Lett. III. 286 My standing cuppe chased parcell gilt. 1546
fnv, Ch. Goods Yorksh., etc. (Surtees) 87 Juelles all gylte. .

juelles, parcell gylte. 1604 Deed of Marti/., Arlmtltnot of
that Ilk (Jam.), Twa fair syluer salt fattis, ane dubill ourgilt,
maid in the stypell fessone, the other on the bel fassone

g
P

PARCELMEAL.
persyall gylt. 1884 KNIGHT Diet. Mech. Suppl., Parcel-

gilt. Meaning partly gilt. Silver ware gilt inside.

b. Iii attributive construction (hyphened").
1576 KAKKU Jewell ofHealth 101 b, Into which if you put

parsyll ur doubble gylt cupper, or pottes, the Sylver shoitly
after wyll be dissolved. 1597 SHAKS. 2 Hen. /I7, n. i. 94.
1620 UKATHWAIT Fii'C Senses in Archaica (1815) II. 12

Uesiring rather a direction in her way to eternity, than to
have partial-gilt corruption her best solicitor in this vale of

misery. 1894 '1 iuies 7 Apr. 9 Art Sales. . . A parcel-gilt
beaker, engraved with scroll, foliage, and strap ornament.

c. quasi-j. Parcel-gilt ware. Also_/^.
1610 B. JONSON Alch. HI. ii, Or changing His parcell
uilt to massie gold. 1614 C. BROOKF, Ghost Rick. ///,
oems (1872) 60 Fortune's fauorites, Whose percell guyIt,

my touch will not endure.

So Fa-rcel-gilder, Parcel-gilding.
1867 A. BARKY Sir C. Karry ii, 55 Parcel-gilding was

uaudy. 1884 B'hain Daily Post 23 Feb. 3/4 Advertisem.,
Wanted, an experienced Parcel Gilder and Oxydiser.
Parcella tion. rare.

[f. PARCEL v. + -ATION.]
Division into separate parcels or poitions.
1885 American IX. 350 Rash as such a parcellatlon of his

troops might seem.

Parcelle, obs. form of PARCEL, PARSLEY.
Pa-rceller. rare. [f. PARCEL v. + -EK !.] One
who or that which 'parcels', divides, or distributes.

1664 Spelmaris Gloss., Parcener. Quasi j>arcellcr, id est,
rem in parcellas dividens. Hence 1670 in BLOUST Law
Diet. 1672 in Coweirs Interpr.

Fa'rcelling, parceling, vbl. sb. Also 7-8
(in sense 4) parsling. [f. PARCEL v. + -ING *.]

The action of the verb PARCEL, or its result, etc.

f 1. A part, portion. Obs. rare.
c 1449 PECOCK Repr. in. xviii. 400 Tithis and offringis and

suche othere smale parcellingis of paymentis.
2. Division into parcels or portions ; partition.
1584-5 [s-ee PARCEL v. i]. 1803 JANE PORTER Tkaddens

(1826) I. xi. 236 He did not observe the parcelling out of his

temperate meal; one bringing in the fowl, another the
bread. 1834 SIR W. NAPIER Penins. IVar xiv. viii, The
parcelling of an army before a concentrated enemy. 1866

GiO. ELIOT F. Holt xxix, An ingenuity of device fitting
them to make a figure in the parcelling of Europe.
3. The action of putting up in a parcel or parcels.
1876 MRS. WHITNEY Sights <y Ins. vi. 31 The buying and

selling and crowding and parceling and callings of ' Cash !

'

4. Naut. a. The putting of a canvas strip over

a caulked seam, bolt, etc., and covering it with

hot pitch ; also, the wrapping of a rope round with

canvas strips.

1627 [see PARCEL v. 3]. 1668 WII.KINS Real Char. n. xi.

4. 283 Parsling. 1691 T. H[AI.EJ Ace. New Invent. 25
The parcelling, or laying with Tarr and Hair all the Iron-

work under water, c 1860 H. STUART Seaman's Catech. 28
To begin serving, you should begin where you leave off

parcelling.
b. concr. A strip of canvas (usually tarred) for

binding round a rope, in order to give a smooth
surface and keep the interstices water-tight.
1769 FALCONER Diet. Marine (1776), Parcelling, certain

long narrow slips of canvas, daubed with tar,and frequently
bound about a rope. 1879 N. H. BISHOP 4 Months in
Sneak-Box (1880) 13 There were piles of old rigging, iron

bolts and rings, tarred parcelling.

5. attrib., as parcelling machine, (a) a machine
for making up parcels of yarn, cloth, etc.

; (/>)
a

machine for making parcelling (4 b).

1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mech. 1632/2.

t Pa-rcellize, v. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. PARCEL sb.

+ -IZE.] trans. To subdivide; PARCEL v. i.

1605 SYLVESTER Dit Bartas n. in. iv. Captaines 1154 That
same Majesty.. Is not extinguish! nor extenuate, By being

parcelliz'd to a plurality Of petty Kinglings.

t Pa'rcelly ,
adv. Obs. [f.

PARCEL sb. + -LY *.]

1. By parcels or portions ;
in detail, item by

item.

71469 Piiston Lett. II. 334 Folowyng apnerith, parcell y,

dyversandsoondry manerof writyngs. 1515 in W. H. Turner
Select. Rec. Oxford 54 As hereafter parcelly followeth.

2. In part, partly: parcelly gilt
= PAKCEL-GILT.

1509 in Suss. ArcJi&oL Coll. XL1. 27, Jj chalices of siluer

ucelly gylt.

''arcelly, obs. form of PARSLEY. .

Parcel-maker (pa-jscl,m^:kaj). Obs. exc.

Jn //. Two officers in the Exchequer, who

ly made the parcels of the escheators* ac-

in which they charged these with every-

y had levied for the nse of the Sovereign
ir period of office, delivering the same to

> to make up their accounts therewith.

HEU Ductor. 1642 C. VERNON Consid. Exch,
lately procured by the parcell makers for

npt before them for .. Escheats, etc. 1658
''ract. E.vcheq. icoThey be Veter. Escaet.

S tailed up by themselves by the parcell-
m: i whole Charge of the Escheator. 1704

J. 1 v. I.

1 1 <k'- Obs. [f.
I'.uirEi. sb.+

-MKAi V or poitions; in small por-
tions a. v bit, piecemeal.
1362 LA 72 Men . . Jat most harm worchen,

To t>e port '-mel buggen. 14.. Chaucer's^
Pars. T. ? low shall schryve J>e of alle Jn

synnes to 06 - ^arcell mele [so Lansd. MS. ;

other MSS. a n and parsel mele to a no^er
man. 1476 IV . icrset Ho.), Ley down the

saidCli. parcelt V-es thereof go forthward.

1548 UUALL Era. 26 Which in time and by



PARCELMENT.
parcel meale, should be promulgated. 1596 BP. W. BARI.OW
Tkrec Serin. ii. 64 \Ve will.. examine them parcel! meale.

Pa-rcelment. rare.
[f.

TARCEL v, + -MKXT.]
Division into parcels (of land).
1847 Tail's Mag* XIV. 560 That [small holdings] .. have

succeeded in the Channel Islands.. is owing not so much to

the plan of parcelment, as to the state of tenure.

Parcel post* (At first called erroneously
Parcels post.) [f.

PARCEL sb. 7 + POST sb.\
That branch of the postal service which under-

takes the carriage and distribution of parcels.
[1859 Htmseh. Words XIX. 30,3 They urge that a small

parcels-post ought to be forthwith organised.] 1883 P. O.

Guide i Oct. 3 Inland Parcels Post. .. In order that a

packet may go by Parcels Post, It must be tendered fur

transmission as a parcel, and should bear the words *

Parcels
Post

1

[so up to i July i88j; i Oct. 1884 'Parcel Post').

1884 \\~hitakers Almanack 278 Remarkable Occurr. 1883
August i, New Parcel Post first in operation. 1902 Daily
Ckron, 4 Aug. 5/1 The parcel post was recommended by
Rowland Hill just sixty years ago. It was proposed to

Parliament with success by Mr. Fawcett twenty years ago,
and came into force in 1883.

Parcelye, obs. form of PARSLEY.

fPa'rcen, v. Obs. rare- 1

, [app. repr. an AF.

^parcener^ for OF. pardoner: L. type*/>iz;V(/7}z'(T;/-

dre to divide.] trans. To divide among parceners.
(71641 BP. MOUNTAGU Acts ("j- Alon, ii. (1642) in Be it, that

such estates, entire or parcenned, might lawfully be by
Femals dismembred.

Parcenary (pausenari). Law. Also 7 -cin-.

[a. AF. parcett(irie
= QF. par^onerie, personnerie,

etc. (med.L. type *partionarid)> f. pargonier\ see

-ERY, -ARY.] Joint heirship:
= COPARCENARY i.

{>i 1481 LITTLF.TOS Tenures xxiii. (1516) Djb, Les autres

poient tener le remenaunt en parcenarie& occupier en comen
sans particion. ] 1544 transl. H vij b, The other may holde the
remenaunt in parcenary and occupy in common without

partycion. 1658 PHILLIPS, Parcinarie, in Common-law, is

a holding of Land, by two, or more pro indiviso, or by
Joynt-Tenants, otherwise called Copartners. 1821 JEFFER-
SON Autobiog. Wks. 1850 I. 43, I proposed to abolish the
law of primogeniture, and to make real estate descendible in

parcenary to the next of kin.

f Pa*rcenel, sb. Obs. Also 5 parsonal. [Cor-
ruption of PARCENER.] A sharer, partaker. Hence
f Pa'rcenel z/., to share, partake.
a 1340 HAMPOLE Psalter x. 8 conini.

% f*e rightwisnes ofgod,
in the whilk all rightwismen ere parcenel \v. r. partiner],
Ibid. Ixxxi. 6 5e ere ayres & percenels in be bliss of heuen.
Ibid. cxxi. 3 Jerusalem f>e whilke is made as cite whas

parsenelynge [Vulg. participations it in it selfe. This is

lerusalem . . as cite in sere clegres of honur and meryt, and
parsenel of godis stabilnes. 1438 Bk. Alexander Gt. (Bann.
Cf.) 94 Baith he & he Suld parsonalis & lordis be.

Parcener (pausenai). Forms: 3-4parciner,
4 parsener, -sainer, -saner, -soner(e, -Conner,

-cenar, -cyner, -cner, personer, 4-5 parceuere,
parceynere, 5 -senere, 4- parcener, [a. AF.
parcener = OF. par$onier, pamuier, parsonier,
etc. = med.L. partiondrius, for partltiondrius ,

f.

partition-em, in Q\?.par$on t
PARTITION: see-EB^.]

fl. One who shares, or has a part in, something
with another or others; a partner; a sharer, par-
taker. Obs, in,gen. sense.

x97 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 6309 And ich mot ek of engelond be
bi parciner. a 1300 Cursor M. 27207 (Cott.) O sin )>an es he
parsainer [Fair/, parcenere]. c 1374 CHAUCER Botth. v.

pr. v. 132 (Camb. MS.) As we ben parsoneres of Reson.
c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints vi. Thomas i 39 ^e ar now Parsaneris of
lestund lyfe. c 1380 WVCLIF Set. Wks. III. 152 pei ben par-
cyneres of bis grete synne. c 1440 LOVE Bonavent. on
Sacram. Christ's Body 124 (Gibbs .MS.) Desirynge J>at be

kynge schulde be partyner or parceynere of bat arete and
so worthya syghte. 1621 BP. MOUNTAGU Diatriby 178 To
diuide betwixt Partners, or Parceners.

2. Law. One who shares equally with another
or others in the inheritance of an estate from
a common ancestor

;
a coheir : = COPARCENER.

[i9 BRITTON HI. iv. 23 Mes nul parcener ne sa issue ne

jurge feaute a autre si noun a soen eynznee parcener. 1865
NICHOLLS fr., But no parcener or his issue shall swearfealty
except to the eldest parcener.]. 1574 tr. Littletons Tenures
in. i. 241 And if there be two daughters to whom the land

descended), then they be called two parceners. 1647 N.
BACON Disc. Govf. Eng. \. xli. (1739) 66 It equally concerned
all, both Sons and Daughters, as Parceners, 1883 JESSOPP
in igthCent. Feb., What had been hitherto a single lordship
became 3 lordships, each of the parceners looking very
jealously after his own interest.

tPft'rcery. Obs. rare" 1
, [Erroneous form of

PARCENARY.] Apportionment, division.

i$8a STANYHURST Mneis in. (Arb.) 81 This part was to
Helenus by wylled parcerye lotted.

Parceve, -cew, -ceyve, obs. ff. PERCEIVE.

Parch (paatf), v. Forms : 5-6 perch, parche,
6 partch(e, 7 pearch, 6- parch. [Evidenced
since c 1400; origin unknown. See note below.]
1. trans. To dry by exposure to great heat ;

to

roast or toast slightly (corn, pease, and the like) ;

1
to bum slightly and superficially

'

(J.). (The sub-

ject is usually a person.)
1398 TREVISA Betrth. De P. R. XVH. cxxxi. (Bodl. MS.) If.

223 b/i Saresines put peper into an Ouen whan is new
igadered and percheth & rostb it so & benemeb J?evertuof
burginge & of springinge. 1440 Promp. Parv. 382/2
Paarche

pecyn, or benys./r/^v. 1530 PALSGR. 652/2, 1 parche
pesyn, as folkes use in lent. 1551 FURNER Herbal I.Hvj b,
Chestnuts. .if they be perched, or dryed. 1583 STUBBES

VOL. VI].
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Anat. Abus* n. (1882) 37 To make the sooles stifle, and
harde, they must he parched before the fire. 1601 HOLLAND
Pliny XVHI, vii, After they haue pearched them all well,
they blend them together and grind them in a quern.
1693 SIR T. P. BLOUNT Nat. Hist. 115 The Goodness of
Coffee chiefly consists in an exact way of Parching and
managing the Berries. 1853 SOVER Pantroph, 41 Dry, near
the fire or in the oven, ..barley flour, then parch it. 1900
Daily A'ews 4 May 5/4 Parching the oats, as is done in some
parts of Scotland.

2. To dry to extremity, to make hot and dry ;

to * scorch
'

: said esp. of the action of the sun's

heat, or of fever or thirst.

1555 W. WATREMAN Fardle Facions i. ii. 30 The earth

beyng more parched by the heate of the sonne, .. ceased to

bring furthe any mo greate beastes. 1573-80 BARKT Ah'.
P 97 The feuer parcheth him. Ibid. P 98 Thirst parcheth
them. 1697 DRYDEN I'irg. Past. vn. 79 Parch 'd are the
Plains, and frying is the Field. 1707 Curios, in Hush, <y

Gard. 126 To hinder the..extream Heats of Summer from
parching them up. 1875 W. S. HAYWARD Loveagst. World
95, I am parched with thirst.

b. transf. To dry, shrivel, or wither with cold.
IS73~8o BARKT Alv. P 95 Parcheth, adurit Solis calor,

adurit etiam frigus. Ibid. P 98 They suffer themselues to
be bitten, or parched in the cold \^\^pernoctant vena-tores
in nine, in montibus vri se patiuntnr. 1667 MILTON P. /..

n. 594 The parching Air Burns frore, and cold performs th'

effect of fire. 1793 SOUTHEY Triumph oflVoman 6 Who
..felt the storm Of the bleak winter parch his shivering
form. 1888 SWINBURNE in igth Cent. XXIII. 320 The live
woods feel not the frost's flame parch.

3. intr. To become very dry and hot ; to shrivel

up with heat.

1530 PALSGR. 653 '2, I partche by heate of the sonne, or the

fyre,/t' me retire. 1606 SHAKS. Tr. $ Cr. i. iii. 370 We were
better parch in Affricke Sunne. 1756 P. BROWNE "Jamaica
162 New coffee will never parch or mix well. 1825 COBRETT
Riir. Rides 16 The prass never parches upon these downs.
1877 BLACK Green Past. xx. (1878) 160 He would sooner

f

parch with thirst.

[Note. Koch suggested the identity of parch with OF.
Perchier^ parchier, now percher, Picard form of F. percer
to pierce. Phonologically this would be possible, but the
difficulties involved in respect of the chronology and sense
seem insuperable, esp. when the history of PIKRCE is com-
pared. A more plausible conjecture would see in it a repr.
of L. persiccare to dry thoroughly; cf. obs. F. parseicher
(Godef.); but here also the historical and other difficulties

appear to be too great.]

Parch, sb. rare.
[f. prec. vb.] The action of

parching or the condition of being parched.
1874 MRS. WHITNEY We Girls xi. 232 The summer had not

gone.. only the parch and the blaze were over. 1900 S.

PHILLIPS Paolo $ Franc, n. ii, I love not, I, the long road
and the march, With the chink, chink, chinking, and the

parch.
Parchable (pautjab'l),fl!. rare~.

[f.
PARCH r.

+ -ABLE.] Capable of being parched.
1611 COTGR., AaustibU., .hurneable, . .parcheable.

'Parchance, obs. form of PKKCHANCE.
Parched (paitjt, pautje.d), ///. a.

[f.
PARCH

V. + -EI> !

.]

1. Dried by exposure to great heat ; roasted: said

esp. of the effect of fire upon farinaceons substances.
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 382/2 Parchyd, as pesys, or henys.

1539 BIBLE (Great) i Sam. xxv. 18 Fyue measures of parched
corne. 1562 TURNER Herbal \\. 93 The perched orburstled

peasen .. called in Northumberland canines. 1634 SIR T.
HERBERT Trav. 213 The Hens in eating taste like parched
Pigs. 1682 Lend. Gaz. No. 1750/4 Fine Coffee-Powder,
from 2s. 6d. to 3^. per Pound, or the Parched Berries at the
same rate. 1841 EMERSON Lcct., Jlfan Reformer Wks.
(Bohni II. 243 Parched corn eaten to-day that I may have
roast fowl to my dinner on Sunday, is a baseness.

2. Deprived of natural moisture, by the sun's heat,
fever, etc. ; dried up,

; scorched' : see PARCH v. 2.

155* HULOKT, Parched with heate, or the sun ne, retorridas.

1560 BIBLE (Genev.) Jer. xvii. 6 He . . shal inhabit the

partched places in the wildernes. 1595 SIIAKS. John v. vii.

40 To make his bleake windes kisse my parched lips, And
comfort me with cold. 1709 STEELE Tatler No. 92 P 2 A
patched Soil and a burning Climate. 1853 C. BRONTE I'illette

xxii, As good to me as the well is to the parched wayfarer.
Hence Farchedly (pftutjfedli), adv.

;
Pa rched-

ness.

1598 FLORIO, Aridamente, barrenlie, dryly, parcbedly.
1653 H. MORE Conject. Cabbat., Def. Mor. Cab. i. 206 A
waste silent Solitude, and one uniform parchednesse and
vacuity. 1887 CLARK RUSSELL Frozen Pirate II. iv. 95
A dryness and parchedness of old age.

Parcheesi, -chisi, erron. ff. PACHISI, a game.
Parchemen, -mener, obs. ff. PARCHMENT, -EK.

Parchemin(pa-.ijemin),7A rare. [*&.^.parehe-
mine-r

t
f. parchemin PARCHMKNT.] ^ PARCH-

MENTIZE V.

1884 EISSLER Mod. High Explos. \. v. 123 The more readily
a fibre is parchemtned by the action of sulphuric acid.

Parcheminfe, -myn(e, obs. ff. PARCHMENT.

Parchemyner, obs. f. PARCHMENTER.

Parcher (paut/w). rare.
\i.

PARCH v. + -ER !.]

One who or that which parches.
1593 BARNES Parthenoph. xl. in Arb. Garner^. 361 That

proud, commanding, and swift-shooting Archer;, .which.,
more than Phcebus, is an inward parcher !

Parcheryte: see PAR/;Y/. i b.

f Pa-rchfully, adv. Ohs.rare~ l
. ? In a parched

or burning state.

158* STANYHURST AStieid etc., (Arb.) 137 In the den are

drumming gads of steele, parchfulye sparckling; And flam's

fierclye glowing from fornace flasshye be whisking.

PARCHMENT.

Parching (pa-jtjiq),
vbl. sb.

[f. PARCH v. +
-ING !.] The action of the verb PAKCH.
1398 TREVISA Earth. De P. K. xvii. cxxxi. (Bodl. MS.)

If. 223/2 Somme peper..is blacke nnd ryuely wijj perchinge
and rostinge of hete of the fire. 1573-80 BARET Alv. P 98A burning, or parching, ainbustio, 1760 tr. Juanff Ulloits
Voy. (1772) I. 288 They have several methods of preparing
the maize; one is by parching. 1898 AMntt's Syst. Med.
V. n A severe cold in the chest, with deep-seated rawness,
soreness and parching.

PaTcMng,///. a. [f. PARCH v. + -ING 2
.] That

parches ; drying to excess
; scorching.

IS^5 COOPF.R Thesaurus s. v. Acer, .Sol acer, parchyng
hoate. 1591 SHAKS. i Hen. VI, \. ii. 77 Whilest L.toSunnes
parching heat display 'd my cheekes. 1707-12 MORTIMER
ffvsb,(i'r2T] II. 206 Having of water at hand ..especially in

dry parching Times. 1827 LYTTON Pelham xxi, Then will
this parching thirst be quenched at last.

b. Becoming excessively dry and hot.
1697 DRVDEN Virg. Georg. in. 844 The slow creeping Evil

..Consumes the parching Limbs. 1819 K.F.ATS Ode Grecian
Urn iii, A burning forehead, and a parching tongue.
Hence Fa'rchingly adv., PaTchingness.
1847 WEBSTER, Parchingly, scorchingly. 1727 BAILEY

vol. II, Parchingness, burning &c. Quality.

Parchment (pa-jtjment), sb. Forms : a. 3-4
parchemin, 4 -men, 4-6 -myn(e, -mine

; 4
parchymene ; 5 percnymyn, perchemyn(e,
-men, 6 -meyne, -mine; 4 parohmen, 5-6
perchmyne, 6-7 parchmine. 0. 5-6 perche-
ment, 5-7 parehe-, (7 partch-), 6- pareriment.
[ME. a. }?. parchemin, in nth c. north, f.fana-
min : cf. Pr. pergatnen, -mi, Cat. pergami, Sp.
pergamino, Pg. pergaminho ;

It. pcrgame-na, per-
gami-na (Florio), ad. L. pergamena, in Isidore per-
gainma, abs. use (sc. chai-la) of Fergatnena, fern, of

Peigamenus adj., of or belonging to Fjirgamum, a

city of Mysia in Asia Minor. The Romanic forms

(exc. It.) point to a L. neuter form pergamenutn,
-mtnitm (both in med.L.) ; OFr. shows a further

change, evidenced in med.L. percamjnum, nnd in

Du., of original g\.o c, which before a became ch-
in Fr. nnd thence in Eng. The later Kng. form in

-ment corresponds to a med.L. by-form perga-
mentum (lithe, in Wright-Wiilcker) with falsified

suffix, seen also in OHG. pergement, penitent, Get.

pergament, MDu. parca-, parkement, Du. perka-,
perkement]
\, The skin of the sheep or goat, and sometimes

that of other animals, dressed and prepared for

writing, painting, engraving, etc.

o. a 1300 Cursor Jlf. 8503 Als written es in parchemin.
13.. E. E. Allit. P. B. 1134 Polysed als playn as parchmen
schauen. ^1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xxiv. (Alexis} 337 Sone
askyt he..pene, Ink, and parchemyne. t 1400 tr. Secreta
Secret. , Gov. Lordsk. 113 [peij peyntyd his filgurein perche-
myn. 1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 316/1 lirynge to me perchy-
myn & ynke. 1512 Act 4 Hen. /-'///, c. 19 10 The seid
Commissioners shall delyver by one pai te of theyr wrytyng
in parchemyn triplicate . . the hole some. 1594 R. ASHLEY
tr. Leys le Roy 21 Thicker then double parchmine.

(3. a 1400-50 Alexander 5305 p"ar in perchement depayntid
his person scho schewid. ?i456 Faston Lett. I. 405, I sende
yow the copie of your patentes, in parchement. 1560 in

W. H. Turner Select. Rec. Oxford 279 The drum is covered
with parchment. 1578 in Maitl. Cl. Alisc. I. (1833)4 Foure
volumes . . coverit with quhite perchement. 1602 SHAKS.
Hain. v. i. 123 Ham. Is not Parchment made of Sheep-
skinnes? Hor. I my Lord, and of Calue-skinnes too.
a 1634 CHAPMAN Alphonsus Plays 1873 IJI- 257 Mine
Entrals shrink together like a scrowl Of burning parchment.
1875 SCRIVENER Led. Text N. T. 17 [The vellum] is often
no better than coarse parchment made from sheep's skins.

b. With defining word, applied to substances

resembling parchment, as cotton parchment, a

parchment-like material made by soaking cotton

fibre in a solution of sulphuric acid, glycerin, and

water, and then rolling it into sheets
; vegetable

parchment = parchment-paper (see 4 b).
1838 Mtch. Mag._ XXX. 192 M. Pelouze states that if..

paper be plunged into nitric acid . .and immediately washed
..a species of parchment is produced. 1860 Edin. Phil.

Jrnl. XII. 324 Vegetable parchment. Papyrine. 1860
HOFMANN in Ure's Diet. Arts III. 406 In its appearance,
vegetable parchment greatly resembles animal parchment.
2. A skin, piece, scroll, or roll of parchment ;

a manuscript or document on parchment.
13.. Seuyn Sag. (W.)3on The knight toke vp the parche-

myne, And red the Franche, ful layre and fyne. c 1374
CHAUCER Boetfi. v. met. iv. 129 (Camb. MS.) Thilke stoyciens
wenden bat the sowle hadde ben naked of it self as a
myroure or a cleene parchemyn. 1483 Cath. Atigl. 269/1
A Parchement, ineinbrana, perganiettuin. 1557 N. T.
(Genev.) 2 Tim. iv. 13 bryng with thee .. the bokes, but

specially the parchements [so 1611; WYCLIF parchemyn,
TINDALE partchement]. 1595 SHAKS. John v. vii. 33, I am
a scribled forme drawne with a pen Vpon a Parchment.
1786 tr. Beckford's I'athek 29 Carathis was privately draw-
ing from a filigreen urn, a parchment that seemed to be
endless. 1865 KINGSLEY Herew. x, He glanced with awe
at the books, parchments [etc.].

3. A skin or membrane resembling parchment ;

spec, the husk of the coffee-bean ; in quot. 1879
short ivcparchment-beaver ; in 1883 totparchment-
coffee.

1677 GREW Anat. Fruits v. 13 The Case is lined with
a dry and thin Parchment, as smooth as Glass. 1791 Trans.
Sac. Arts IX. p. xiii, Coffee brought over in the inner skin

60
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or parchment only. 1879 D'ANVERS tr. J. l^tr/ie's fur
Country i. xvi, The beavers' skins were, .labelled as '

parch-
ments

'

or
'

young beavers
'

according to their value. 1883
Casselfs Fam. Mag. Aug. 528/1 The '

parchment ',
as it is

called, is sewn up in stout bags and dispatched by bullock

carts to the nearest railway station. 1893 Kevj Bulletin

No. 78. 129 The husk or parchment protects the [coffeej

bean from atmospheric influences which affect the colour.

4. attrib. and Comb. a. attrib. or as adj. Made

of, pertaining to, or of the nature of parchment ;

also, existing only on parchment, i.e. in writing.

1593 SHAKS. Rich. //, n. i. 64 England.. is now bound in

with shame, With Inky blottes, and rotten Parchment
bonds. 1679 E. PVCKKBISG in Rittdeitch MSS. (Hist. MSS.
Comm.) I. 331 The parchment deed I delivered to Mr. Pack.
1821 J. MARSHALL Const. Opin. (1839) 231 Its effects cannot
be restrained by parchment stipulations. 1886 G. R. SIMS

Ring o' Bells^ etc. i. i. 14 A look of pity overspread his

parchment features.

b. Comb. Instrumental, parasynthetie, etc., as

parchment-covered, -faced, -like, -skinned, -spread

adjs. ; parchment-beaver, name for beaver skins

taken in summer after the hair has been shed ;

'dry beaver
'

or
*

dry castor '; parchment-coffee,
the coffee-bean while still enclosed in its husk :

cf. sense 3 ; parchment-glue, a glue made from

parchment cuttings; parchment-maker, a maker
of parchment; parchment-paper, a tou^h, trans-

lucent, glossy kind of paper resembling parchment,
made by soaking ordinary unsized paper in dilute

sulphuric acid
; parchment size parchment-

glue ; parchment-skin, a piece of parchment ;

alsoyf^*. ; also, a disease of the skin in which it

becomes dry and rough so as to resemble parchment.
Also PARCHMENT-LACE.
1781 PKNXANT Hist. Quad. II. 586 ^Parchment Beaver,

because the lower side resembles it. 1819 REES Cycl. s. v.

Castor\ Bea\ er skins are distinguished by the name of
coat beaver and parchment beaver, by traders. 1864 in

WEBSTER. 1894 J. M. WALSH Coffee 62 The best seed

being what is known as '

^parchment
'

coffee. 1799 G.
SMITH Laboratory I. 209 Then, with *parchment-glue,
mix it into a mass. 1884 BOWER & SCOTT De Bary's
Phcuier. 231 The remarkable white '

*parchment-like
'

skin
of the Orchids. 1899 J. HL-TCHINSON in Arch. Surg. X.
Descr. Plate xvii, It was quite impossible to pinch the skin

up anywhere, as it was tight and parchment-like, c 1483
CAXTON Dialogues 47/9 losse the *parchemyn maker solde
me a skyn of parchemyn, 1609 D. ROGF.KS Hart. MS.
1944 If. 25 b in Digly Myst. (1882) p. xxii, Glouers and Parch-
ment makers. 1851 in Illusfr. Loud. AVrfi 11854' 5 Aug.
119/2 (Oocup. of People) Parchment maker. 1860 HOFMAXS
in lire's Diet. Arts (ed. 5) III. 406, I have carefully
examined the new material, called vegetable parchment, or

^parchment paper. 1899 CAGNEV tr. yaksctis Clin. Dlagn.
\. (ed. 4) 84 Spread in a thin layer on a parchment-paper
dialyser. 1758 [R. DOSSIF.] Handmaid to Arts 411 It is

better to employ the glover's or the *parchment size. 13..
Minor Poems fr. I'crnon MS. 501/303 He wrot so faste til

bat he want, Ffpr
his *parchemyn-skin was so scant. 1859

H. KISGSLEV G. /famlyn (1900) 65/2 Good-ni^ht, old bat,
old parchment skin, old sixty per cent. 1893 Syd. Sac. Lfjf.,
Parchment skin, see Xeroderma. 1859 CORNWALLIS New
World I. 295 A dried-up looking, *parchment-skinned
attorney, styled Eldon. 1x1847 ELIZA COOK Room of a
Household iii, The *parchment-spread battledore.

Parchment, v.
[f. prec. sb.]

= PABCH-
MENTIZE v. So Pa'rchmented ppl. a. : see quot.,
and cf. parchment-skin (PARCHMENT sb. 4 b).

1893 Syd. Soc. Lex., Parchmented^ . . applied to a hard,
tougn condition of the skin in certain diseases. 1899 Ibid.

s. v. Xerodernta, The skin is parchmetited, and the epi-
dermis is wrinkled and thinned out.

Parchmenta'rian. nonce-wd. Applied to a

book bound in parchment.
1808 SOUTHEV Lett. (1856) II. 58 The parchmentarians

have all been rubbed and scrubbed. Ibid, 63 Brackets in

my study, .support the parchmentarians.

t Farchmenter. Obs. Forms : 5 parche/-,

perchy-, 5-6 perch(e)-; 5 -myner(e, -mener,
-menter, 6 -mentier. [a. OF. parcheminier
(i3th c. in Hatz.-Darm.), in mz&L.pcrgamenarhts,
-inerius.'] A maker or seller of parchment. (In

quot. 1576, a maker of parchment-lace; cf. PASSE-
MENTElO
1415 in York Myst. Introd. 20 Parchemyners Bukbynders.

14.. Nominate in Wr.-Wiilcker 685/14 Hie membrarhis^ a
perchmenter. 1576 GASCOIGNE Steele Gl. (Arb.) 80 When
drapers draw, no gaines by giuing day, When perch-
mentiers, put in no ferret Silke.

Farchmentize (pa-Jt/mentsiz), v. [f. PARCH-
MENT sb. + -IZE.] trans. To convert into parch-
ment; to make parchment-like in texture. Hence
PaTchmentized///.#., Fa*rchmentizingZ'/>/.,r.
1878 ADNEY Photogr. (1881) 44 Sulphuric acid parch-

mentises paper when it is immersed in it, . .that is, renders
it tough and of close texture. 1882 J. SWAN in Nature
10 Aug. 357 A carbon filament produced from parchmentised
cotton thread. 1883 Hardwick's Photogr. Chem. (ed.

Taylon 153 The effect of the previous parchmentizlng.

t Parchment-lace. Obs. A kind of lace

(LACE sb. 5), braid, or cord, the core of which
was parchment. (See Mrs. Palliser's Hist. Lace,
ed. 1902, 37-8, and quots. there given.)
1542-3 Privy Purse Exf>. P^cess Mary (1831) 97, ij payr

of Sieves wherof one of gold w l parchemene lace, c 1570
Pride fy Lowl. (1841) 19 Of xx* a yard, as I beleeve, And
layd upon with parchment lace without. 11645 R- HARPER
Motk-bfggar Hall in Roxb. Ball. (1874) II. 133 No gold,

nor silver parchment lace Was wome but by our nobles.

[1678-9 \Vardrote Ace. CAas. II (in Palliser (1902) 38) [19$
yds.J aurefe et argentea; pergamenae lacinise.] 1900 MRS.
F. N. JACKSON & E. JESURVM Hist. I.ace 65 The parchment
lace, as it was called . . when silk, gold or silver thread was
twisted over the thin strips of cartisane or cardboard which
formed the main lines of the design. 190* M. JOURDAIN &
ALICE DRYDEN Palliscr's Hist. Lace 37.

Parchmenty (pautfmcntn, a.
[f. PARCH-

MENT --
-Y.] Ol the nature of parchment.

1856 W. B. CARPENTER Microsc. 396 The wings are usually
ofparchmenty consistence. 1867 F. H. LuDLOwi,z///c Briggs
207, 1 look back with a shudder upon the number of parch-
menty sandwiches which I ate. 1889 G. GISSING Nether
World II. ii. 18 Parchmenty cheek and lack-lustre eye.

fParchy (pautji), a. 0/>s. rare- 1
.- [irreg. f.

PARCH v. -t- -Y.] Dried up, parched.
1746 Brit. Mag. 156 When minute show'rs refresh the

parchy ground.

Parcial(l, etc., obs. form of PARTIAL, etc.

Parcide-ntate, a. Zool. [f.
L. parcus sparing

+ DEXTATE.] Having few teeth or tooth-like

processes. 1890 in Cent. Diet.

t Parei-loquy. Obs. rare~". [ad. L. farcilo-

ijuium speaking sparingly, f. fanns sparing +

loyuT to speak.] (See quot.)
1656 BLOUST Glosspgr., Parciloquy (/>arciloquiwn\ a

sparing or niggarly speech. 1658 PHILLIPS, I'arciloqity,
a moderation in

\v^>rds,
a speaking little.

Parcimonious,-ony, var. PARSIMONIOUS, -ONY.

Parcinary, -iner, obs. ff. PAKCKNABY, <-ENEB.

t PaTCity. Obs. Also 6 -oyte, -cite. [acl. I,.

partitas sparingness, f. parc-us sparing : see -ITY.]

Sparingness, frugality ; scantiness, smallness.

1509 BARCLAY Shyp of Folys Argt. (1874) I. 17 As nere
as the parcyte of my wyt wyl suffer me. 1526 Pilgr.
Perfect. (W. de W. 1531) 52 These morall vertues, mekenes..
ab^tyn-jnce, sylence, & discrete parcite or scarsenes. 16*0
VKNXEK / 'ia Recta viii. 175 If they shall at any time exceed
. ., they must make amends with a following parcity. 1658
PHILLIPS, Farcify, thrift, sparingnesse, frugality.

Parclose (paukUuz), perclose (p5Mkl<7uZ ),

sb. Forms : a. 4-6 parclos, (5 -oloos, -klos) ;

5 perclos, -cloos
; B. 4-7, 9 parclose, (6 -olosse,

7 -cloese, 9 para-) ; 5-8 perclose, (6 -elowse).

[ME. parclos, parclose, a. OK. parclos m., parclose

fern., pa.pple. ofpardore (see next) used subst.]

1 1. Close, conclusion (esp. of a sentence, dis-

course, or writing). Obs.

13. . Elinor Poems fr. Vertian MS. 611/75 Now Jns schal
beo )>e parclose, No more to speken of J)is prose. 1602
WARSER AW. Eng. Epit.(i6i2) 377 Omitting the particulars
of King Harolds answere. .the P.ircloese was, that by his

Sword he would niaintaine his Scepter, 1645 (Jt'ARLES Sol.
Recant, vii. 97 Let the Perclose of her thoughts be this, To
study what Man was, and what Man is. 1671 F. PHILLIPS

Reg. Nccess. 174 The perclose of that Lau-.

2. A partition, screen, or railing, serving to

enclose or shut off a space in a building ; esp. (now
only) a screen or railing in a church enclosing an

altar, a tomb, etc., or separating a chapel, etc.

from the main body of the church.
c 1400 Land Troy Hk. 11281 Thei made afftir a parclos

That al a-boute that fair werk go*. t. 1412 HOCCLEVE De
Reg. Princ. 4231 Hy-twix hem nas J>er but a parclose Of
borde. c 1440 Prottip. Parr. 382/2 Parcloos, fargnluitt.
1504 Xottingliain Rec. III. 314 For makyng of a parclose
in the Shomaker Both. 1513 in Madox l<'orninl. Anglic.
440 My body to be beryed . . before the rode within the new
perclowse. 1530 PALSGR. 251/2 Parclos to parte two roumes,
separation. %6n FLORIO, I'accrra, a raile or perclose of
timber wherein something is closed. 1867 ELLACOMBE in

Trans. Exeter Dioc. Archil. So<.\ Ser. n. I. 105 The nave
is separated from the tower by a parclose of three bays.

1 3. An enclosed spate, enclosure, cloister, closet ;

esp. one in a building, separated from the main

part by a screen or railing. Obs.

1445-6 in Willis & Clark Cambridge (1886) I. 394 Pro. ij

fenestris de lez parcloses Regis et Regine. 1516 Ibid. II.

244 A doore into the perclose there. 1513 LD. BERNERS
Froiss. I. cccvi. 460 The other Englysshemen were on the

felde, and the Constable styll in his perclose. 1571 in Nicol-
son & Burn Cumbcrlantt (ijjj} 90 A decent perclose of wood,
wherein morning and evening prayer shall be read.

4. Her. (perclose}. See quot.
1780 EDMONDSOS Heraldry II. Gloss., Per close, or Demi-

garter, is that part of the garter that is buckled and nowed.
{Parclose * ' limber-hole

',
in Smyth Sailors Wd.-bk., is an

error, founded on F. parcloses limber-boards : see Littrc.)

ParclO'SC, perclo-se, v . [ad. OF. pardore,
pa. pple. parclos, -dose, i. par-, L. per- through,
thoroughly, quite + dare : L. clauJere to CLOSE.]
1 1. To bring to a close, close, conclude. Obs.
1610 GUILLIM Heraldry in. xxi. (1660) 230, I purpose.. so

to perclose this Treatise. 1626 BOYLE in Lismore Papers
(1886) II. 187 Raphe Curteis. -this dayperclosed allaccompts
with me for the same. 1667 Ormotule MSS. in TO//J Kep.
Hist. MSS. Comm. App. v. 52 Orders to satisfy, .your peti-
tioner the remaining 120, after perclosing their worke.

2. trans. To enclose ; to fence in or shut off with
a parclose (see prec. 2). rare.

1577 STANYHURST Descr. Irel. in HolinshedC/w>.(iSo7-8)
VI. 30 The towne was not perclosed either with ditch or
wall. 1855 Ecclcsiologist XVI. 113 The sanctuary is par-
closed, the organ standing on its north side.

Parcoure, Parcullis, obs. ff. PARKEB, PORT-
CULLIS. Parcy in draw parcy : see PEBSUE s6.

Parcyal, Parcyl, obs. var. PARTIAL, PARSLEY.

Pard 1
(pa-id . Also 4 parde, (5 perde'. [a.

OF.farJ, part, panic, ad. \..pard-us (male) pan-
ther, a. Gr. irdpSos (later formation from irdpSa\is

fern.), panther, leopard, or ounce, an Eastern

word
; cf. Pers. u*\> pars panther.] A panther

or leopard. (Now only an archaic or poetic name.)
a 1300 Cursor M. 11629 Leon yode bam als Imid, And

pardes als be dragons did. 1382 WYCLIF Jer. v. 6 A parde
wakynge on the citees of hem. 1398 TREVISA Barth. Dt

I
/'. A', xvin. Ixxxiii. (1495) 834 '1 he perde varieth not fro the

pantera, but the pantera hath moo white speckes. 1600
SHAKS. A. Y. L. n. vii. 150 Then, a Soldier, Full of strange
oaths, and bearded like the Pard. 1657 W. MORICR Ccena
quasi V.OUT} Def. xxiv. 240 As mute.. as a. .Dogg bitten by
a Pard. 1725 POPE Odyss. iv. 616 Sudden, our band a

spotted pard restrain. 1817 J. F. PF.XNIE Ktyal Mitistrtl

11.409 Has the fierce mountain pard assail'd the flock? 1820
KEATS Ode Nightingale iv, I will fly to thee, Not charioted

by Bacchus and his pards.
b. Com/'. i8ai SHH.LI v Aiicnaii xxxii, A pard-Iike Spirit

beautiful and swift.

Bard -(paid;, slang, chiefly U.S. [Abbrevia-
tion of pardncr, PARTNER.] A partner, mate.
1871

' MARK TWAIN '

Koughitig It (1900) II. vi. 68 He was
the bulliest man in the mountains, pard ! 1883 Longm.
Mag. Nov. 97 Here's success, pard ! 1887 A. A. HAVES
Jesuit's K ing 300 Don't go back on your old pard.

Pard, obs. 1. PART
; obs. I. pared, pa. t. of PAKE T.

Parda, pardah, var. spellings of PUKDAH.
Pardai. Cl>s. Also -ale. [z&.'L.pai-dalis

a female panther, a. Gr. irapSaAis km. a panther;
cf. obs. f.fardalide (G odef.) : see PAWJ '.] Another
name for the panther or leopard ; more commonly
identified with the leopard when this was supposed

1 to be distinct from the panther.
1553 BKENDE(). Cm-tins \'. K viijb, Great nombres of horses

wylh Lyons, and Pardallts caried in cages. 1590 SPENSER
'

}'. Q. I. vi. 26 1 he spotted Panther, and the tusked Bore,
'1 he Pardale swift, and the Tigre cruell. 1594 BLUNDEVIL

|

Exerc. v. ix. (1636) 551 Spotted with many spots, as is the

I Pardale or Leopard. 1661 LOVELL Hist. Anim. q Min. 84
'1 hey are enimies to the Pardai.

b. In L. iorm pardalis.
1687 DRYDEN Hind f, P. in. 667 The Pardalis [old (tt,t.

Pardelis] replied.

Pardalote (pa'jdalM). Ornith. [ad. mod.
Zool. L. Pardalotus, a. Gr. irapSoAorros spotted like

a pard, f. im^SaAis P.\iiL>.] A bird of the Austra-
lian genus J'arda/ottis, consisting of small birds

allied to the flycatchers.
1848 J. GOULD Birds Australia 11-35 Pardalotus pitiic-

tatus, Temm. Spotted Patdalote. IHa. 36 Pardalotvs
riilricatiu, Gould. Red-lored Pardalote.

Pardao. E.lnd. Obs. roims: 6 pardaw.
perdao, 7 pardawo, perdaw, -au, pardai, par-

dain, 6-7 pardao, (9 pardo). [1'g. pardao, ad.

ijth c. \Vestern Indian iorm partab, ultimately
: Skr. prdtap splendour, majesty ^Yiile).] A coin

circulating in Goa, worth at the end of the l6th c.

about 4^. dd., but afterwaids diminishing in value

to JOjrf'. ; used also as a money of account.

1582 N. LICHEFIELD tr. Castanhetia's Conq. . Ind. I. Iv.

117 In ready money there was found two hundred thousand
Perdaos. 1598 W. PHILLIPS tr. Linschottn \. (1885) II. 222

Every Quintal! standeth them in twelve Pardawes. 1613
PuRCHAS/J

/4''vwm^( I6 I 4^ 473 A brother of his. .offered one
hundred and fiftie thousand Pardawos. 1653 H.CoCAN tr.

1'intos Trav. iv. 9 Two hundred Pardaos, which are worth
three shillings and nine pence a piece of our coyn. 1662

J. DA\ n..s tr. Mamielsh's T>av. 107 Six Tanghes make a
Pardai. 1858 SIM.MONDS Diet. '1 radc, j'ardc, a money of

account of Goa. .of 4 or 5 tangas, and worth about ?s. 6a.

Parde, pardee : see PAKIJIE.

Farded (pa-jded), a.
[f.

PAKn 1 + -ED 2
.]

Spotted like a pard.
1806 J. GRAIIAME Birds Scat. 39 How prettily, upon his

parded breast, The vividly contrasted tints unite. 1870
ROCK Text. Fal't: i. 225 Giraffes. . with their long r.ecks and

parded skins.

[Pardelun, a little pard (\Yyclif Dciit. xiv. f) ;

an error ; see s.v. CAMEI.IOX.]
Pardenystour : see PAKHOSISTER.

II Pardessus (.pard^sw). Obs. [F.,
' a man's

overcoat ', sb. use ol par-desstis adv.,
'

over-above '.]

A name for a kind oi lady's cloak, worn c 1850-60.
1850 Harper's Mag. I. 575 Pardessus of pink glace silk . .

edged with a narrow silk fringe. 1863 Eng. It 'out. Dflm.

Mag. IV. 237/2 The pardessus is composed of black corded

silk, trimmed with narrow velvet.

Pardie (paJdT), perdie (paidr), int. or

adv. arch. Korins : a. (3 par deu), 4-6 parde,

(5 pardee), 5- pardie, 7-9 pardi, (5 par dy,
6 pardye, 6, 9 pardy, 9 pardieu). &. 4-6
perde, (5 per dieu), 6 per de, (per dee, perdee,

perdye), 6- perdie (perdy). [a. OF. par di

(I3th c.), mod. pardieu (also colloq. pardi), by

God.] Aformofoath: ='I!yGod!'; nenceasan
asseveration : Verily, certainly, assuredly, indeed.

o. CH90 Becket 2046 in i". Eng. Leg. 1. 165 Nai par deu,

nou^t a fote. t 1386 CHAUCER Merck. Prol. 22 A good sire

hoost I haue ywedded bee Thise monthes two and moore
nat pardee [v.r. parde]. 1413 Pilgr. Sffwlc (Caxton) I. xv.

(1859) 12 Parde, some wyght wyl haue vpon me routhe.

c 1475 Raa/Coiljear 168 The hous is myne, pardie. c 1540
I. HEYWOOD Pour P. P. B iij b, In that ye palmer as de-

byte May clerely dyscharge him parde. 1630 WADSWORTII
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Pil%r, "ii. 10, I pardi demanding, .how they could take such
an oath.., they answered. 1754 FIELDING Fathers in. n,
Pardle ! Sir, your most humble servant. 1841 THACKKRAY
-2ttii I''itn. Nafiolco'i iii. 66 Not their deeds of arms alone,

pardi. 184* TENNYSON Day Dream, Revival iv,
'

Pardy \
return'd the king,

* but still My joints are somewhat stiff

or so.' [1843 LYTTON Last Bar. j. J, But, pardieu, he.,
knows all the Neviles by eye.]

jS. 1375 BAKBOUK Bruce \'. 545 Bot how that euir it fell,

perde, 1 trow he sail the varrar be. 1470-83 W.\\AMV Arthur
i. cxxxvi, Perde a twelve-moneth will be soone gone. 1548

UDALL, etc. Erasty. Par. John xix. 115 A place perdye
detestable. (-1550 BALE K. Johan (Camden) 81 Symon of

Swynsett my very name is per dee. 1602 SHAKS. Hani. in.

ii. 305 For if the King like not the Comedie, Why then

belike he likes it not perdie. 1748 THOMSON Cast. Indol. i.

xxl, Not to move on, perdie, is all they can. 1858 KINGSLEY
Red King yz There's Tyrrel as sour as J, perdie.

Pardine (pa'idsin), a. rare. [f. L. fard-ns
PARD 1 + -INK.] Of or pertaining to the pard.
1859-63 WOOD Iltustr. Nat. Hist. I. 182 The Marbled Cat

partakes more of the proverbial pardme spotted character.

Pardo : see PAUDAO.

Pardon (paudan, pa'id'n), sbl Forms : 3-4
perdun, pardun, 3- pardon; also 4 perdune,
4-5 per-, pardone, 4-6 perdon ; per-, par-

doun, -e, 5 pardown, -e. [ME. a. OF, perdnn^

pardun)panion=-t.perdo, Cat./WY&f, Qp.perdon,

Pg. perdao, \\..perdono, med.L. pcrddmtm, f. par-
donner, late L. perdonare (see next), assimilated

in form to donum gift.] gen. The act of pardon-

ing or fact of being pardoned ; forgiveness.

T!- Remission of something due, as a payment
of any kind, a debt, tax, fine, or penalty. Obs.

*39 GOWF.R Conf. L 115 TheL.His grace Beholden go to

seche And pardoun of the deth beseche. 1444 Rolls ofParlt.
V. 121/2 To rere the peyne or peynes of him or of hem so

forfeted,. .withouten eny pardon. 1449 Ibid. 146/2 If eny
suche persone .. accept or take eny pardon of you, of the

said Subsidie. 1461 Ibid. 492/1 Granules, Reletis, amenis-

shingez and pardons of Feefenne>. 1536 Act 27 Hen. I'111,
c. 42 4 His mooste gracious pardonne and releasce of the

said firste frutes and tenthe.

f b. Remission of sentence, granting of mercy,

sparing. (So in F.) Obs. rare.

1555 W. WATREMAN Fardle !<*acions n. viii. 176 Withoute

pardon, they kille him, and make a feaste with him.

2. The passing over of an offence without punish-
ment ; the overlooking of an offence and treatment

of the offender as if it had not been committed ;

forgiveness (but often more formal than this, and
coloured by sense 4).
a 1300 Cursor J\I. 1168, J am ouertan wit sli treson pat

i agh not to haf pardon, c 1470 HENRY Wallace v. 975
Pardown he ast off the repreiff befor. 1590 SPENSER F. Q.
i. xii. 18 Therefore I ought crave pardon, till I there have
beene. 1603 SHAKS. Meas.for J/. nr. i. 173 Let me ask my
sister pardon. 1646 CRASHAW Delights ofMuses 109 Speak
Her pardon or her sentence ; only break Thy silence ! speak.

1754 HU.MK Hist. Eng. (1812) I. 275 [Robert] craved pardon
for his offences, and offered to purchase forgiveness by any
atonement. 1875 J. P. HOI-PS Princ. Relig. xv. 47 Par-

don, or forgiveness, is an act or feeling which frees the

wrong-doer from the resentment of an offended person, or

from outward penalty. 1887 BoWEN b'irg, sEneid n. 184
To invoke Pardon for great transgressions.

b. Theol. Forgiveness of sins.

a 1300 Cursor M. 11002 J?e annnnciaclun O crist, bat

brognt vs al pardun. c 1400 Ywaine <y Gaw. 857 Of his

sins do him pardowne. 1513 DOUGLAS sEtu'ts in. iv. 100

Bot, with offerandis and eik devote prayer, Thai wald we
suld perdoun and pece requier. 1699 BURNET 39 Art. xvi.

(1700) 142 Our Saviour has made our pardoning the offences
that others commit against us, the measure upon which we
may expect pardon from God. 1742 YOUNG Nt. Tit. iv. 322
A Pardon bought with Blood ! 1836 J. GILBERT Chr.
Atoncm. Notes (1852) 370 Pardon supposes law and sin.

3. Eccl. = INDULGENCE 3 a, b.

c 1290 Reckct 2421 in 5". Eng. Leg. I. 176 J?e pope jaf alle

pardon Jat fnidere wolden gon, pat men nusten in Enge-
londe suuych pardon non. a 1300 Cursor M. 21614 (Edin.)

PC queue wijj hir menie [went] apon be fridai eftirwarde Of
perdun [v.rr. pardun, -dounj for to serue hir parte. 1340
HAMPOLE Pr, Consc. 3926 pus pardon in purgatory availles,
Als I tald. 136* LANGL. P. PI. A. n. 198 And ;af pardun
for pops poundniele a-boute. 1*1380 WYCLIF Sel. IVks. III.

331 pis bischop of Rome, .stirep men bi grete perdon to
breke opynly Goddis hestis. 1481 CAXTON Reynard (Arb.)

!?. I gyue to hem alle pardon of her penance and relece all

theyr synnes. i56oDAUstr. Sleidane'sConnn. i b, Lament-
ing that the ignoraunt people, should be so far abused as to

put the whole trust of their salvation in pardons, 1840 tv.

D'Attbfgnes Hist. Ref. (ed. 3) I. 268 The penitent was
himself to drop the price of his pardon into the chest.

b. A church festival at which indulgence is

granted ;
the festival of the patron saint.

1477 EAKL RIVERS fCaxton) Dictes i The Jubylee pardon
. .at the holy Appostle Seynt James in Spayne. c 1483
CAXTON Dialogues 28/28 The procession of couentre ; The

;mgj passit to :5anctandrois . .and thair remanit qi
Michallmas perdoun. 1840 T. A. TROLLOPE Summ, Brittany
\\, 300 Many of these are situated in villages where Pardons
are held. 1859 JEPHSON Brittany v. 62 To-day was the

village
' Pardon ', and the whole population were assembled

in the church to celebrate it.

4. Law, A remission, either free or conditional,
of the legal consequences of crime

;
an act of

grace on the part of the proper authority in a state,

releasing an individual from the punishment im-

posed by sentence or that is due according to law.

General pardon^ a pardon for offences generally, or for

those committed by a number of persons not named indi-

vidually.
f 1328 Act 2 Edw. Ill, c. 2 De ceo que chartres de pardoun

ont este si legierment grantees avant ces heures, des

homicides, etc.] 1450 Rolls ofParIt. V. 202/2 Your Letters
of pardon under your grete Scale. 1473 Ibid. VI. 73/1
Lettres of prive Scale, of Pardon general! or special!. 1559
Mirr. Mag.) J. Cade xviii, With generale pardon for my
men halfe gone. 1600 E. HI.OUNT tr. Concstagglo 314 Offer-

ing to all such as were in the Hand a generall pardon in his

Majesties behalfe, if they woulde yeeld. 1603 SHAKS. Jlfcas,

for M. iv. ii. 75, I hope it is some pardon, or repreeue For
the most gentle Claudio. 1611 Collection of Statutes 292 b

(anno 43 EH/.), A generall pardon with many exceptions,
as followeth. 1761 HUME Hist. Eng. (1812) VI. hv. 373
The farmers and officers of the customs . . were afterwards

glad to compound for a pardon by paying a fine of 150,000

pounds. 1772 Junius Lett. Ixviii. 356 He might have
flattered himself, .with the hopes of a pardon. 1809 TOMHNS
Jacob's Laiv Diet, s.v., A Pardon, if pleaded, must be
averred to be under the Great Seal : except a Statute Par-

don, or what amounts thereto.

5. The document conveying a pardon : a. in

sense 3 ; b. in sense 4.
a. c 1386 CHAUCER Pro!. 687 His walet [lay] biforn hym

in his lappe Bret ful of pardon comen from Rome al hoot.

1542-5 BHINKLOW Lament. (1874) 100 Their pardons, and
other of their tromperye, hath bene bought and splde in

Lombard strete. 1667 MILTON P. L. in. 492 Then might ye
see ..Indulgences, Dispenses, Pardons, ihills, The sport of
Winds, b. 1603 SHAKS. Meas.for M. n. iv. 152 Signe me
a present pardon for my brother. 1879 DIXON Windsor II.

xxii. 231 The king sent him a full pardon for his past
offences.

6. (In weakened sense, from 2.) The excusing of

a fault or what the speaker politely treats as one ;

courteous forbearance or indulgence ; allowance
;

excuse; acquittance of blame. Often in phrases of

polite apology, esp. in / beg your pardon, a

courteous form of expressing dissent or con-

tradiction, = ' Excuse me *

;
e. g.

'

I beg your

pardon, it was not so
'

;
and interrogatively

= ( I do
not catch what you say ', or * what you mean '.

1548 FORREST Pleas. Poesyc 62 Perdon I liaue askte for

my symplenes. 1607 MIDDLETQN Michaelm, Term n. iii.

283 Yet, under both your pardons, I'd rather have a citizen.

1676 WYCHERLEY PL Dealer \\. i. Wks. (Rtklg.) 116/2

Captain, I beg your pardon : you will not make one at

ombre? 1806-7 J. ULLKESI'OKD Miseries than. Life (1826)
vn. xxviii, Endeavouring in vain to hear a person's . . question
addressed to you ; and after repeatedly saying

'

I beg your
pardon, Sir', &c. . .still not hearing him. i873'L. CARROLL*
T/tr. the Looking-Gl. vii,

'

I beg your pardon '!' said Alice.
'

It isn't respectable to beg', said the King.
'

I only meant
that I didn't understand ',

said Alice.

*j*
b. Leave, permission. Obs.

1548 UDAI.L, etc. Erasm. Par. Acts xxvi. 84 Thou haute

pardon to speake for thy selfe. 1602 SHAKS. IIam. iv. vii.

46, I shall {first asking your Pardon thereunto) recount tb
1

Occasions of my . .returne. 1606 Ant. # Cl. in. vi. 60

My Lord Marks Anthony .. acquainted My greeued eare
withall : whereon I begg'd His pardon for returne.

f C. Allowance for defect, toleration. Obs.

1607-12 BACON Ess., Beauty (Arb.) 212 Noe youth can be

comely, but by pardon and by considering the youth, as to

make vpp the comelynes. a 1639 WOTTON Surv. Edtic.

Kp. Ded., A slight Pamphlet, about the Elements of Archi-
tecture, .hath been entertained with some pardon among
my Friends.

T?.
* A plea in law by which land was claimed

under a gift special
'

(Editor Plumpton Corr.). Obs.

1489-90 Plumpton Corr. (Camden) 91 Fech your pardon
& my ladyes, & send them both. Ibid. 146 They have made
search in the Escheker for the perdon that was pledet.

1500 llud, 147, I pled for your mastership x yere agpo
a Perdon for Wolfe-hunt lands about Maunsefeild in Shir-

wood
; by which plee ye clamed the land by fefement of

my master, yore father.

8. attrib. and Comb, (chiefly in sense 3), as

pardon-bull^ -monger ^ -office^ -pedlar \ f pardon-
beads = pardoned beads : see PAKUOX v. 4 ; par-

don-bell, a name for the angelus-bell (because

special pardons were formerly granted to those

who on hearing it recited the angelus correctly) ;

pardon-chair, a confessional
; pardon-screen,

a screen around or in front of a confessional ;

pardon-stall, a stall from which pardons are

read, or in which confessions are heard (Lee Gloss.

Liturg. Terms 1877).
1516 Will ofR. Simpson (Somerset Ho,), A pair of *pardon

beades. 1538 BP. SHAXTON Injunct. in Burnet Hist. Rcf.
(1829) III. n. 202 That the bell called the *

Pardon, or Ave
Bell,., be not hereafter in any parte of my dipcesse any
more tollyd. 1872 ELLACOMBE Bells of Ck. ix. in Ch.
Bells Devon 433 The Pardon Bell was silenced by Shaxton,
Bishop of Sarum, in 1538. 1556 OLDE Antichrist 74 The
*pardon bulls which they offre to sell for large money to

men. 1570 FOXK A. <y ./I/, (ed. 2) 971/2 The vnordinate out-

rage of those hys
*
pardon mongers, whiche so excessiuely

did pyll and pole the simple people. 1874-7 WYLIK Hist.
Protestant. (1899) 257 The whole population of the place.,
had come out to welcome the great pardon -monger. 1681

FLAVKL Right. M. Ref. 209 Gods faithfulness.. is as it were
that *pardon-office from whence we fetch our discharges.

1653 URO.UHART Rabelais i. i. 10 Porters and *pardon-
pedlars \pardonnaircs\.

jPardon, j/>.
2 Obs. [app. corr. of a native name.]

The wine obtained from a species of palm on the

Guinea .Coast, app. Rapkia viniferat
the wine from

which is called by P. Beauvois {Ftore d
1

Oware el de

&#lVf,I.77) Bourdon. Hence Pardon-tree, -wine.

1

1705 BOSMAN Guinea xvi. 286 The third sort is drawn at

Ancober, Abokroe, Axim . .and goes by the name of Pardon.

;

Ibid. 288 The Pardon-Trees grow like the Coco-nuts, though
on a much thinner Stalk, ibid, xxi. 438 Their Drink Water
and Pardon-Wine.

Pardon \ paudan, pa'id'n), v. Also 5 pardone,
-donne, perdoun, 6 perdon. [a. Q$. pardoner,
perduner (nth c.), F. pardonne)' = Pr., Sp. per-
donar, V^.perdoar^ It. perdonare, late L. perdonare
(Carolingian Capit.) to grant, concede, remit,

condone, indulge, f. L. per- through + dondre to

present, give, perh. after QmQ.forgeben, FOHGIVE.]
fl. trans. To remit or condone (something due,

a duty, obligation, debt, fine, or penalty). Some-
times with indirect (dative) obj. of the person. Obs.
1433 Rolls ofParlt. IV. 478/1 That the Bailliffs. .abbregge

ne pardon no maner of duty that longeth to the seid
Cominalte. 4:1465 Eng. Chron, (Camden 1856) 10 The
kyng paidoneth the thy drawyng and hankyug, but thyn
hed slialle be smyte of atte tourhille. 1547 GARDINER in

Burnet Hist. Ref. (1829) II. n. 163, I am by nature already
condemned to die, which sentence no man can pardon. 1596
SHAKS. Merck. K. iv. i. 374, I pardon tbee thy life before
thou askeit. 1605 Lcariv. vi. in. 1639 FLLI.KH Holy
ll'ar in. x.\v. (1840) 165 Who had their lives pardoned on
condition to cleanse i he city. 1643 PRYNNK^'O?'. Power Par/.
n. 75 The King cannot pardon nor release the repairing of
:i Bridge or Highway, or any such like publike charges.
2. To remit the penalty of (an offence) ;

to pass
over (an offence or offender) without punishment
or blame

;
to forgive.

Pardon is a more formal term than forgive^ being that

used in legal language ; also often in theology.
a. \Vilh the offence as obj.: sometimes with the

offender as indirect obj. t
or governed by to,

c 1489 CAXTON Sonties ofAyinon i. 47 Pardone theym the

dethe of your sone. 1535-6 Act 27 Hen, I'///, c. 24 g i

No personne.. shall have any power, .to pardon or remitte

any tresons..or any kyndes of felonnyes what so ever they
be. .but that the Kingtrs Highnesse. .shall have the hole and
sole power and auctoritie therof. 1602 ffoiu to chaosd good
ivife v. iii. in Ha/1. Dodslcy IX. 90 On my knee 1 beg Your

angry soul will pardon me her death. 1611 BIBI.K Exod.
xxiii. 21 Provoke him not; far he will not pardon your
transgressions. 1759 HUME Hist. Eng. {1812} V. xliv. 418
Her father would never have pardoned so much obstinacy.
1861 J. A. ALEXANDER GotfaI Ckr. xxvii. 369 God pardons
nothing or He pardons all.

b. \Vith the offender as obj.

^1430 SyrGcncr. (Roxb.)323g And he pardoned Generides
thoo Of al the wrathe betwix hem twoo. 1450 MARG.
PASTON in Lett. I. 115 The Duke of Suffolk is pardonyd, ..

and is in the Kyngs gode grase. 1459 Paston Lett. \. 499
My maistr, whom lesu for his mercy pardonne. 1484
CAXTON Fables of ALsop n. x, I praye the that thow wylt
pardonne me of thoftense that I have done to the. a 1533
LD. B EH NEKS JIuon Ixxxiv. 266, I holdeyou quyt. .& pardon
you of all myn yll wyll. 1611 BIISI.E 2 Kings v. 18 In this

thing the Lord pardon thy seruant. 1741 RICHARDSON
Pamela (1824) I. 103 Pardon you ! said lie, What ! when
you don't repent? 1754 HUME Hist. F.ng. (i3i2j L vi. 321
That (he adherents of each should be pardoned. 1841 LANK
Arab. Nts. I. 82 Pardon me, and kill me not, and so may
God pardon tliee.

c. absol. To grant pardon or forgiveness.
^1450 Knt. de la 7Vw(i868) 138 But for no amoneste-

ment..she wolde not pardone. 1611 BIBLE Isa. Iv. 7 Hee
will abundantly pardon.

d. To put away by pardon, (nonce-use.']

1875 J. P. HOITS Princ. Relig. xv. 48 We cannot pardon
away a wound or forgive away a disease.

3. To make courteous allowance for
;
to excuse ;

a. a fact or action.

1526 Pilgr. Pcrf. (W. de W. 1531) 2, I beseche you to

pardon my boldnes. i6tfs CHAPMAN All Fooles Plays

1873 I. 136 Ladie, youle pardon our grosse bringing upV
1648 Hamilton /'rt/iv.i-(Camden) 194 Pardon my impatience.

1761 HuME/y/W. Eng. (1812) VI. 405 You will be pleased to

pardon my infirmity. 1847 TENNYSON Princess 11. 289 My
needful seeming harshness, pardon it.

b. a person ; formerly esp. in asking to be ex-

cused from doing something (now excuse me : see

EXCUSE v. 7).

1509 HAWES Past. Pleas, xx. (Percy Soc.) 98 To pardon
me of my rude wrytyng. 1570 FOXE A. $ M. (ed. 2)

2291/1 Her graces Cooke aunswered : my Lord, I will neuer

suffer any straunger to come. . . He [Ld. Chamberlain] sayd

they should. But y" Cooke said, his Lordship should pardon
hym for that matter. 1599 SHAKS. Muck Ado n. i. 131 Beat.

Will you not tell me who told you so? Bene. No, you
shall pardon me. 1603 ftleas.for M. in. ii. 142 Dukf.
What (I prethee) might be the cause? Lite. No, pardon:
'Tis a secret must bee lockt within the teeth and the

lippes.
1764 FOOTE Patron in. Wks. 1799 I. 359 My hand ! what,
to a poet hooted, hissed, and exploded ! You must pardon
me, Sir. 1795 ANNA SEWARD Lett. (1811) IV. 81 Pardon
me from dwelling so long on this sad theme. 1849 MACAULAY
Hist. Eng. vi. II. 46 Men who bad been so long.. oppressed

might have been pardoned if they had eagerly seized the

first opportunity of obtaining., revenge.

t4. EccL To hallow (beads) so that pardon or

indulgence for sins was attached to their use. Obs.

1524 Witt of R. Hallay (Somerset Ho.), Beads &c.

pardoned at Sion. 1553 BECON Reliq. Rome Wks. (1564)

in. 358 b, To all good christen people disposed to say our

Ladyes psaulter..on any of these beades, the which bene

pardoned at the holye place of Shene, shal haue ten

thousande yeres of pardon.
Hence Pa'rdoned ///. a. j Pa-rdoning tm, so.

and ppl. a.

1530 PALSGR. 251/2 Pardonyng,/<irrfi9rt:<:r 154? Homi-
lies i. Good Wks. in. (1859) 59 All things which they had

were called holy, holy cowls, holy girdles, holy pardoned
60-2



PARDONABLE.
beads. 1678 SOUTH Scrnt, II. x. 379 That solid and sub-

stantial Comfort .. which Pardoning-grace, . . for the most

part, never gives. 169* LUTTRELL Brief Rel. (1857) II. 347
One of the witnesses against him, being a pardoned robber.
1828 SCOTT /'. .)/. Perth xxii, Thou thyself shall preach up
the pardoning of injuries. 1896 Academy 12 Dec. 520/1
Reformers, .whose essential integrity of intention wins for

them at last-a pardoning respect.

Pardonable (paudsnab'l), a. [a. F. pardon-
nabU (i 2th c. in Hatz.-Darm.), f. pardonmr: see

PARDON v. and -ABLE.] That can be pardoned or

forgiven, admitting of pardon ; excusable.

a. Said of an offence.

1548 UDALL, etc. Erasw. Par. Mark iii. 23 Erroure and
ignoraunce are pardonable. 1712 ADDISON Sped. No. 285
F 3 Such little Blemishes . . we should . . impute to a pardon-
able Inadvertency. 1800 Med. Jml. III. 361 It is a very
pardonable error. 1876 TENNYSON Harold in. i, Of all the
lies that ever men have lied, Thine is the pardonablest.

b. Of an offender (or his condition). Now rare.

1638 BAKER tr. Balzac s Lett. (vol. Ill) 118 The Italian

women are more pardonable than the French. 1803 JANE
PORTER Thaddms (1826) III. iii. 68, I dare say your
daughter is pardonable. 1846 TKKNCH Mirac. vii. (1862)

195 To bring the culprit to a free confession, and so to put
him in a pardonable state.

Hence Pa-rdonableness ; Pa'rdonably adv.
a 1643 LD. FALKLAND, etc. Infallibility (1646) 48 This

difficulty of using this nieanes, (and so pardonablenesse of

erring). 1674 BOYLE Excell. Theol. \. i. 23 The Stoicks

absurdly, .(but much more pardonably than .. Mr. Hobbs)
would have men to spring up like mushrooms out of the

ground. 1871 I- STEPHEN Playgr. Eur. (1894) v. 132 Our
thoughts pardonably concentrated themselves on the ..

question of food. \tyzChamb. yrnl. 13 Aug. 514/2 Aconvic-
tion of that neighbour's pardonableness.

tFardonance. Obs. rare~\ [a. OF. par-
donance (i2thc.), ~aunee (Gower), i

1

. pardonner
to pardon : see -ANCE.] Pardoning ; a pardon.
1413 Pilgr. Sowle (Caxton) i. xxxiv. (1859) 40 This present

pardonaunce is my yeft.

Pardonee (paidaru-). U- PARDON v. + -EE.]
One who is pardoned; the recipient of a pardon.
1895 in Funk's Stand. Diet.

' Pardoner 1
(paudanai). Now only Hist. Also

4-6 perdon-, (5 perden-) ; 5 -eer, 5-6 -are,
'

-air, -ar. [In AF. pardoner ;
F. pardonnier

(Palsgr.) ;
f. PARDON sb. + -ER2 2 : cf. garden-er ;

also obs. F. pardonnaire in Rabelais.] A person
licensed to sell papal pardons or indulgences.
1362 LANGL. P. PL A. Prol. 65 per prechede a pardoner,

As"ne a prest were, c 1380 WYCLIF Eng. IVks. (1880) 154 pere
come)> a pardoner wib stollen bullis & false relekis. c 1386
CHAUCER Prol. 670 With hym ther was a gentil Pardoner. .

That streit was comen from the court of Rome. 1486 Bk.
St. Albans F vij, A Lyeng of perdeneris. a 1500 Colkellnc
Sow i. 120 A peruerst perdonair, And practand palmair.
1536 Proclam, in Elyofs Gov. (1883) Life 124 Light persons
called pardoners and sellers of indulgences. 1672 R. WILD
Declar. Lib. Consc. 13 The old Pardoner will never get

Peter-pence enough here to buy him a pair of breeches. 1706
tr. Ditpirfs Keel. Hist. i6M C. II. in. ii. 18 The Complaints
which the Faithful made of the Pardoners. 1808 SCOTT
Marm. \. xx, Or pardoner or travelling priest.

Fa'rdoner ~. [f. PAKDON v. + -ER* 2 : cf. F.

pardonntur.] One who pardons or forgives.
1581 FULKE in Confer. 11.11584) N, Be present as a pardoner

of our excesse. 1675 TRAHEKNE Chr. Ethics 388 An injury
forgiven is forgotten by him that did it, and the friendship
continues at the expence, and to the honour and comfort of
the pardoner. 1866 Miss MULOCK Noble Life xiii. 220 [HeJ
who is at once the Judge and the Pardoner of sinners.

t Fardonister. Obs. Forms : 4-5 pardon-
ystre, -ter, pardenystour. [ME. pardonistre^

app. repr. an Anglo Fr. *pa>-donistre, by-form of

*pardoniste : see -ISTEK.] = PARDONER 1.

c 1380 Antecrist in Todd Three Treat. IVycliJ'(1851) 147 Bi
pardenystours & procuratours. 1401 Pol. Poems (Rolls) II.

78, I trowe thou menys the pardonystres. .that rennen so
fast aboute. 1496 Dives <y Paup, (W. de W.) vii. xix. 306/2
Botbe the preest & the pardonyster be bounde to restytucyon.

Fardoiiless (paudanles), a. [f. PARDON sb.

+ -LESS J \\ithoutpardon; unpardonable.
1567 DRANT Horace^ Arte Poetrie Biijb, He .. In one

thinge ofte is perdonles. 1630 Hiivwoou Rape Lncrece Wks.
1874 V. 218 My example Might in my seruants breed en-

couragement So to offend. iwhich were pardonlesse. 1867
I. B. ROSE tr. Virgits ACneid 83 If that offence be pardon-
less then cast The living in yon main.

t Pa-rdonous, a. Obs. nonce-wd. [f. PARDON
sb. + -ous.] Abounding in pardon.
1610 MAKCKLLINI Triump/is Jos. I 94 Thy Pardons are

too pardonous, and thy Indulgences, have too much
indulgence.

Pardriche, -yche, obs. ff. PARTRIDGE.

Pardure, -durable, obs. ff. PERDURE, -ABLE.

Pardy(e : see PAKDIE.

t Fare, sb. Obs. rare. [f. PARE t'.l]

1. That which is pared off
; the paring or parings

collectively.
c 1430 Two Cookery-bks. 30 Take a part of Applys, & do

a-way )>e corys, & be pare.
2. A piece of turf, a sod.

1651 tr. Beza's Fun. Verses on Calvin in Fuller Abel
Rediv. 284 How happens it that this is Calvins share, To
]ye under this little, unknpwne pare? Is not this he who
living did appeare, Decaying Romes continued dread and
feare ?

Fare (pe*j), v^ Also 4-6 payre, 6 paire, 7-8
pair. [a. F. pare-r to prepare, trim, dress, etc.,
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'

also, to pare the hoofe of a horse
'

(Cotgr.) : L.

parare to make fit or ready : see PREPARE.]
I. 1 1. trans. To get ready, to prepare ; to

adorn, deck out. Obs.

1392, 1444 [see PARING vbl. sb. j]. 111400-50 Alexander
4208 Quen it [a boat] was done at his diuyse & drajen ouer
with hidis, Pared & Parreld at his pay, pickid & taloghid.
a 1450 Knt.de la, Toitr (1868)67 It is synne to haue so mani
diuerse clothes, and to do so moche coste to pare the foule

body. 1617 MINSK EU Ditctor
t
To Pare, to make readie.

t 2. To form, shape (or ?to cut). Obs.

13.. E. E. A Hit. P. B. 1408 Lyfte logges J>er-ouer & on
lofte coruen. Pared out of paper & poynted of glolde
[?golde]. Ibid. 1536 A fust faylaynde J>e wryst, Pared on J>e

parget, purtrayed lettres. 13. . Gaw. $ Gr. Knt. 802 Pared
out of papure purely hit semed.

II. 3. Totrimbycuttingoff projecting, irregular,
or superficial parts ; to cut close to the edge so as

to make even or neat ; to cut away the outer edge
or outside of (something), e.g. the skin or rind of

(a fruit), in thin layers, slices, or flakes.
c 1320 Sir Tristr. 542 Bred J>ai pard and schare, Ynou3j>ai

haclde at ete. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xxxvi. (Baptista} 1099
To payre ane apil & til eete. 1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. v. 243
To wey pens with a peys, and pare be heuyest. c 1420
Pallad. on Hitsb. vii. 2 At luyn a floor for thresshing thus
thei make : They pare hit first, and lightly after gete Hit
doluensmal. ci53oH. RHODES Bk. Nurture 171 in Babees
Bk. 76 Your hands cleane,your nayles parde. 1530 PALSGR.
252/1 Paryng yrone to pare a horsehofe with. 1563 GOLDING
Carsarvn. (1565) 199 b, A littel hill, .notably fortified, and on
all sides, pared stepe. i626MiDDLETON Anythingfor Quiet
Life iv. ii, What a cursed wretch was I to pare my nails

to-day! a Friday. 1686 Loud. Gas. No. 2124/4 Stolen..,
about 350 of the best Kids, some ready pared. 1769 MRS.
RAFFALD Eng. Hottsekpr. (1778) 215 Take some pippins,
pare, core, and boil them. 1855 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. xxi.
IV. 620 The practice of paring down money.. was far too
lucrative to be so checked.

b. Phrase to fare to the quick, to cut away the

epidermis, or other superficial part, so deep as to

reach the 'live' or sensitive parts; to pare so as
to hurt. Alsoy?^-. So to pare too dose or near.
1538 ELYOT, Resecare ad viintm, to pare to the quicke,

to louche the quicke in a mater. 1573 TUS8BB Hitsb. (1878)
8 Great fines so neere did pare me. 1598 CHAPMAN Iliad
To Rdr. (1865)91, I entreat my. .Reader, that all things to
the quick he will not pare. 1683 BURNET tr. Mores Utopia
(1685) 14 Whom, to raise their Revenues, they pare to the
Quick. 1708 SWIFT Sacram. Test Wks. 1755 II. i. 134 His
claws pared to the quick. 1790 HAN*. MORE Kelig. J-'ash.

World (1791) 49 The prevailing mode of living has pared
real hospitality to the very quick. 1846 J. BAXTER Libr.
Pract. Agric. (ed. 4) I. 452 The smith, .proceeds at once to
'

pare the corn out to the quick, till the blood starts '.

c. To prune by cutting off superfluous shoots

(obs.'] ; to reduce the thickness of (a hedge, etc.).

1398 TREVISA Bartft. De P. R. xvn. xcviii. (Bodl. MS.) If.

214 b'z The apple tree waxi|) bareyne but he be pared and
ischred. 1598 SYLVESTKR Du Barkis n. i. i. Eden 86 He
plants, he proins, he pares, he trimmeth round Th' evergreen
beauties of a fruitfuil ground. 1633 G. HERBERT 7Vw//tr,
Paratiise iv, When thou dost., with thy knife but prune and
pare, Ev'n fruitfuil trees more fruitfull are. 1884-5 -^ c^ 4^ <5"

49 Viet. c. 13 2 It shall be lawful . . to cut, prune, or pare
the said hedge.

4. To slice off the turf or other vegetation covering
the surface of the ground, a. with the ground or

land as object; esp. in phr. pare and bunt^ to cut
the turf to the depth of two or three inches, and
burn it, in order to use the ashes as manure, as is

done in denshiring or burn-beating.
1530 PALSGR. 652/2 He hath pared his grounde, he loketh

to have saffrone shortly. 1761 STERNE Tr. Shandy IV.
xxxi, The. .expense of paring and burning and fencing in

the Ox-moor. 1789 Trans. Soc. Arts VII. 40 Seventeen
acres were pared and burned in 1779. ciSw Clone. Farm
Rep. 14 in Libr. Use/. Knowl.^ Hush. Ill, When the saint-
foin plants begin to fail, which is about the sixth year, the
land is pared, and burned, and sown to turnips.

b. with the turf as obj. (cf. 6).

1577 B.GoocE Heresbach"s Husb. (15861 20 They cast into
their Foldes suche Turues pared from the grounde. 1704
Diet. Rust, et Urb. s. v. Burning, With a Breastplayt to

pare off the TurrT. 1846 in J. Baxter Libr. Pract. Agric.
(ed. 4) II. 181 This system of culture consists in paring off
the grassy sward or surface of the land, with an instrument
called a breastplough,. , the turf, .pared off being burnt.

5. To reduce (a thing) by cutting or shaving
away\ hence, to reduce or diminish little by little

;

to bring down in size or amount. Also absol.

1530 PALSGR. 701/2, I .shave, I pare away any thing by
thynne portions. 1643 MILTON. Divffrce \\. xx. Wks. (1851)

119 We never leave subtilizing and casuisting till we have
straitn'd and par'd that liberal! path into a rasors edge to
walk on, between a precipice of unnecessary mischief on
either side. 1731 RAMSAY Poet's Wish i, Tay and Tweed's
smooth streams, Which gentily,and daintily, Pare down the

flow'ry braes. 1825 in Cobbett Rur. Rides (1885) II. 16

They pare down the wretched souls to what is below gaol
allowance. 1864 BOWEN Logic iii. ^7 To pare down the

complexity and redundance of rhetorical expression.
6. To cut, shave, or shear off or away (an outer

border, surface, rind, or skin, a projection; formerly
also, any part on the outside of something!.
1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls) IV. 47 pere the Affres closed

hym ( Regains] in a streist tree . . and parede of his yge Hddes.
r 1400 Laud Troy Bk. 13407 He partd her chekesal aboute,
That al here telhe fellen oute. c 1420 Pallad. on Husb. in.

532 Now is to repare R<nayres olde it drynesse of to pare.
14.. Sir Beues 197/3939 (-MS. M) Halfe the helme he can
paic: Than myght men se his hede bare. 1530 PALSCH.

PAREGMENON.
652/2 Pare your crust away, pares la crouste de vostre

payn. 1613 HEYWOOD Silver Age i. i. Wks. 1874 III. 90
Whose head wee by Mineruaes aide par'd off. 1686 HORNECK
Crucif. Jesus xviii. 536 Let them pare away that poysonous
_: j o_ \17..._ ... r*..-j it L \iri 1_i_ _i_r.

had a devil his paredrial

of silver from it. 1885 Manch. M cekly Times Suppl.
20 June 4/3 The edges are pared off by the old-fashioned
bookbinders' plough.

b. Jig. To cut off or remove.
i54S COVERDALE, etc. Erasui. Par. Col. ii. 5 b, Nor haue

ye a Ittle piece onlye of the carnall man pared awaye. c 1610
SIR J. MELVIL Mem. (1735) 401 Conditions and Articles

might be added and pared at the Pleasure of their Friends.

1649 JER. TAYLOR Gt. Exemp. Pref. 47, I was diligent to
remarke such doctrines, and to pare off the mistakes, a 1677
BARROW Semi. Wks. 1716 I. 10 Paring away the largest
uses of wealth. 1883 ANNIE THOMAS Mod. Housewife 32,
I did not see how it was possible for me to pare and prune
off any more of our expenses.

c. To make or form by paring or cutting away.
1708 J. PHILIPS Cider i. 27 Slow house-bearing snails, that

creep O'er the ripe fruitage, paring slimy tracts In the sleek
rinds. 1713 WARDER True Amazons (ed. 2) 121 To pare
away with a sharp Chizel a place for the Slider.

Hence Pared (peojd,/<v/. peered) ///. a.

c 1440 Proinp. Parv. 384/1 Paryd, as breede, dccrnstatns.
c 1500 For to scn-c Ld. in Babees Bk. 367, iiij or v loves of

paryd brede. 1597-8 BP. HALL Sat. iv. iii. 89 Not his pared
nayle will he forego. 1855 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. xxi. IV.

643 Huge heaps of pared and defaced crowns and shillings.

t Pare, z*.- Obs. [Shortened from compare.]
intr. To *

compare ', admit of comparison.
f 1430 Pilgr. Lyf Manhode n. civ. (1869) 114 pat j haue

prys of alle, and bat noon be paringe to me.

Pare, obs. form of PAIR sb.i and v.-, PEAR.

Parea, obs. form of PARIAH.

Fareable (pe>rab'l), a. rare. [f.
PARE vl- +

-ABLE.] That can be pared or cut off.

c 1449 PECOCK Repr. n. iv. 160 The yuel. .is pareable and
kutteable awey.

|| Pareccrisis (pare'krisis). Path. [mod.L., f.

PARA-! i + GT. trcKpiffis secretion. In mod.F.

pareccrise.] Improper or disordered secretion.

1857 in MAYNE Expos. Lex.

Pareche, -chen, obs. form of PARISH, -EN.

t Fare'drial. Obs. rare. [f. Gr. iraptfyia a

sitting beside + -AL : cf. next.]
--= next.

1652 GAULE Magastrom, 270 He ha
or assessor.

||
Pare'drus. Obs. rare. [late and med.L.,

a. Gr. irapftipos sitting beside, one who sits beside,
an assessor, f. irap(a~ beside + t8pa seat.] One
who sits beside; a familiar spirit.

[1603 HOLLAND /Ytar/f Explan. Wds., Assistants he had
twaine, named Paredri, who sat in commission with him.]
a 1641 BP. MOUNTACU Acts -y Man. iii. (1642) 161 Witches..
having Familiar Spirits, Paredros, Assisters to., them.

'

Paregal, peregal, a. and sb. Obs. Forms :

a. 4 parigal, agal, (paringal(le, -ingale, pa-
ruyngal, parmyngalle), 5-6 paregall, 6 -egale,

7 -egal. 0. 4 perigal(e, 4-7 peregal;!, 5-6
-egalle, (5 perengale, peringallj,, 6 perigall,

(perregal). [a. OF. parigal, paringal, paregal,

periiigal (i ithc. inGodef.): L. type ^per^ital-em^
f. per- through, thoroughly + xqiidl-Js EgUAL,
Britton, in. xx. 4, has the deriv. sb. perigaltt.
\\i\\\ peringa!e t

cf. nightingale fromOE. nihtcgale.]
A. adj. 1. Fully equal; equal (esp. in power,

rank, value, or the like).
a 1300 Cursor AI. 776 (Cott.) He dps it for he ne wald jee

were Parigal [Gdtt, paringale] til him ne pere. Ibid. 2096
pof be werld es . . Deft . . in thrin parteis principals, pe partes
er noght perigale. c 1374 CHAUCER Troylus\. 840 His herte

ay wip )ie firste and \vip pe beste Stod paregal to dorre don
that hym leste. c 1400 tr. Secreta Secret., Gov. Lordsh. 64

Alexander, kepe J>y most noble saule hegh, and to angeles
ptrengale. c 1450 Alerliii 163 Thei heilde hem peryngall.
1513 DOUGLAS sEneis vi. xiv. 50 Schynand with elyk armes

paregale. a 1548 HALL Ckron., Hen. VII 44 Although in

degree they were not peregall with these great lordes. 1636
Fascic. Flormn 273.63 AH goodly fair, in years, all PeregaTl.

b. Adequate; adequately qualified, worthy.
14.. HOCCLEVE Aungeks Soxg\\. Wks. (E. E. T. S.) III.

p. xlvii, No praisyng is, )>at may be peregall. 1 1560 A.
SCOTT Poems (S. T. S.) vii. 20 Wald God J?at I wer perigall,
Vnder Jjat redolent ross to rest !

f 2. catachr. Equal to any other ;
of the highest

rank or standing.
1600 W. WATSON Decacordon (1602) 274 Our noble Eliza-

beth, prince peregall, paramount and paragon. Ibid. 236
An absolute statesman paramount, peregall [1612 T. JAMKS
Jesuits Dwnf. 66 Paregal].
B. sb. One who is fully equal to another in

some respect ; an equal, peer, match.
c 1395 P/trwwan's 'J ale 130 That holdeth no man Ins

peringall. 1399 LANGL. Kick. Redelcs i. 71 poru partinge
of suure powere to goure paragals. 14. . Sir Bcnes 104/2138
(MS. S.) At hoom y am his parmyngalle [A*, paruyngal ; C.
In hys centre y am hys pere]. 1513 DOUGLAS sKneis ix. x.

152 Nor na disdene at the sal haue, suythly, To be hys
jjeregall into archery, a 1555 LVNUESAY Tragetty4&DvxyQ&
my tyme, I had no perigall. 160* J\!ARSTON Ant. fy Met.
in. Wks. 1856 J. 39 Bat. How lik'st thon my suite? Cat.

All, beyond all, no peregal,

li Pare-gmenon. Rhet. [mod.L., n. Gr.
irapt;-y-

ILIVOV derived, neuter of perf. pple. pass, of irapayttv
to lead aside, change.] (See quot.)



PAREGORIC.

1678 PHILLIPS (ed. 4), Paregwcnon . . in Rhetorick, is a

Figure in which are words oonjoyned, which are derived

one of another, as Discreet, Discretion.

Paregoric (prcr/gfrik), a. and si>. Also 8

para-, [ad. late L. parHgoric-us, a. Gr. Traprj-

70/x/f-os encouraging, soothing, f. vapriyopos con-

soling, soothing, f. irapa- PARA- 1
beside, on the

side of + -070^05 in sense
'

speaking ', f. dyopa

assembly of the people ; cf. ayopfvav to speak in

the assembly. In F. parcgorique]
A. a,ij. Of medicines: Assuaging pain, soothing.

1684 tr. Bond's Merc. Coalpit, vi. 190 The fury of the bloud

is restrained . . by a paregorick draught of Uiacodium. 1744

BERKELEY Siris S 75 It [tar-water] is.. both paregoric and

cordial. 1784 T. COLBY in Sled. Commnn. II. 18, I directed

a paregoric draught to be taken at night

b. spec. Paregoric elixir, a camphorated tincture

of opium, flavoured with aniseed and benzole acid.

Formerly, also, the ammontated tincture of opium (Scotch

farcgoric elixir) ; see Buchan DOM. Med. ed. 1790, App. 698.

1751 STARK tr. Mead's Mcd. Precepts v. 113 Of all this tribe

fanodynes] I know no better medicine than the paragoric

\i-hich was formerly also called paregoric elixir. 1893

Syd. Soc. Lex.
B. sb. A medicine to assuage pain, an anodyne.

1704 J. HARRIS Lex. Tcckn. I, Anodynes . .are sometimes

also called Paragoricks. 1760 GxANT in /*&'/. Trans. LXX.
129 Taking only a paregoric at night. 1815 Mr. Joint

Decastro I. 36 This acted like a paregoric for a little time.

b. spec., in the British Pharmacopoeia=/'ar(fy)7i:
tlixir: see A. b.

1875 tr. Ton Ziciussctis Cycl. Mcd. I. 457 The above

of the [British Pharmacopoeia], issued in November, 1888, the

Council drew attention in a prefatory notice to their in^er-

tion of paregoric on page 411. 1898 Alti'titt's Syst. Mcd.
V. 154 We endeavour .. to relieve cough, particularly at

night, by paregoric and other anodynes.

tParegO'rical, a. 01>s. [See-iCAL.] = prec. A.

1657 TOMLIN-SON Kenim's Disp. 113 Some are Paregoricall
or leniating. 1657 B. W. Expert Phisicianfyb Diaphoretical
and Paregorical Medicines.

t Pareil, a. and sb. Obs. Forms : 5 pareille,

-eile, -eylle, parelle, parail, parayl, -le, -lie, 6

pareyl, 7 pareil. [a. F. pareil adj. and sb., like,

equal (i2thc. in Ilalz.-Darm.) = Pr. parelh, Sp.

parejo, \\.parecchio
'

equal, euen, like
'

(Klorio) :

late pop.L. *pariculum dim. ofpar equal.]
A. adj. Equal.

1470-85 MALORY Arthurs, ii, Vnto yow is none lyke ne

pareylle in Crystendome. 1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg., Who
is he that is founde paraylleor lyke to thys sacrefyse. 1610

G. FLETCHER Christ's Viet. i. Ixxviii, Was never sight of

pareil fame.

B. sb. a. Equality, b. A mate, fellow, com-

panion. C. An equal, a match.
a 1450 Knt. tie la Tour (1868) 61 She beleuid for to haue

pareille to God. 1:1460 J.RUSSKLL Bk. Nurture 343 Suffere

youre parelle to stond stille to be botom. e 1495 Epitajfc,
etc. in Skclton's ll'ks. (1843) II. 392 Whos parayl alyue thoti

can not fynde. 151* f/elyas in Thorns Prose Rom. (1828)

III. 51 He ne knew his pareyl in prudence of understanding.

1638 JER. TAYLOR Sernt. Annh". Gunpowder Tr. 7 We shall

quickly finde out more then a pareil for S. lames and
S. lohn the Boanerges of my Text.

Pareil, obs. form of PARREL.

Fareira (pare^Ta). [ad. Pg. parreira vine

trained against a wall
;
whence parreira bravct

wild climbing vine, the name given to the Brazi-

lian plant.] A drug made of the root of a Brazilian

shrub, used in disorders of the urinary passages.

Originally understood to be the root of the climbing
shrub Cissampelos Pareira or '

Velvet-leaf, the

parreira brava of the Portuguese, whence the

name ; now said to be that of a different shrub,
Chondrodciidroit lomentosum; the 'Velvet-leaf

being distinguished by some as Spurious Pareira.

(The fact is that, historically, the latter is the real pareira,
'

pareira
'

of pharmacy being a misnomer, t

1715 Phil. Trans. XXIX. 365 The Pareira Brava is a
Root which comes to us from Brazil by the way of Lisbon.

1876 HAKLEY Mat. Mcd. (ed. 6) 721 Pareira Brava is a climb-

ing shrub indigenous in Brazil. 1880 GARROD & BAXTER
Mat. Med. 187 Pareira is a bitter tonic, like calumba, but

scarcely ever used as such; it is thought to act as a diuretic.

1887 MOLONEY Forestry iy. Afr. 514 Pareira brava

(Cissampctos Pareira) Velvet-leaf or spurious Pareira.

Pareis, Pareiss, obs. ff. PARISH, PARIS.

t Pa'rel, parail, sl>. Ol>s. Forms : 4 parail,

-aille, 4-5 -aile, -ayl(e, 5 -ayll, -eylle, 6 par-

relle, 6-7 parrell, -el, parel, -ell. [Aphetic form
of MK. aparail, APPAREL, q. v.]
1. Preparation , equipment :

= APPAREL sl>. l .

,1400 Land Troy Bk. 17501 We schal come on suche

parayle That . . Off his purpos schal he be rent, c 1450 Cov.

Myst. xxv. (Shaks. Soc.) 246 Jewgys that knowyth the

parayl.. this matere to amende.
2. A body of trqpps : = ARRAY sb. 4.

13.. Coer de L. 1644 Kyng Rychard wente, with hys
parayle, To Marcyle they ganne ryde. isii-ia Act 3
Jlen. VIIf, c. 3 Preamble, Much parley of the cominalte
and parell of the Realme . . be not of power nor abilitie to bye
theym longbowes.
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3. Apparatus, outfit, furniture, tackle : = AP-
PAREL sb. 2, 3.
1:1420 Chron. Vilod. 448 pis chapelle. .w 1 alle \>c pareylle

b1 longede berto. 14 . . in Tnndale's Vis. (1843) 1 14 ^r ^ ^ur
bed was ther any perayle of gold or sylke. 1532 in Weaver
ll'ells ll'ills (1890) 120 All the parell belongyntothe plowe.

b. Clothing, array, attire: = APPAREL^. 5.

1377 LANGL. /*. PI. B. xi. 228 For his pore paraille and

pyfgrymes wedes. 1393 Ibid. C. xin. 131 In be parail of a

pilgrim, a 1400 Octouian :68o Melk whyte armes, yn ryme
I rede, Was hare parayle. a 1547 SURKKV sEiieid iv. 337 A
shining parel. .of Tirian purple. 1647 WARD Simp, Coblcr

14 Fling all his old parrell after him.

4. Ornament,' decoration : APPAREL sb, 7, 70;
cf. PARURE i.

1546 ///r'. Ch. Goods Yorksh.) etc. (Surtees) 138 Two albes

and parrelles [Jl/S. transcript parrettes] of ymagerye. 1554
Ludliyiv Clwrchw. Ace. (Cainden) 58 Item, for porrelz for

albis..v]V. 1698 Loud. Gaz. No. 3370/4 Stole.., one piece
of. .Cloth,, .marked in the Parrel, I O H.

b. A chimney-piece, mantelpiece.
1532-3 in Bayley Hist. Tinyer London (1821) I. App.

Pt. i. xxi.v, The settyng of vij, new parells in vij. chyni-

neys. .ev'y parell' v. fole in wydnes. 1541 in Rogers Agric.
$ Prices III. 571/2 (Dartford) Parells of stone for chimneys.

1845 PARKER Gloss. Archil, (ed. 4), Parrell,,. .a chimney-

piece ; A set of dressings or ornaments for a fire-place.

6. A preparation of eggs, etc. put into wine to

refine it (see quots.).
1594 PLAT Jcu<cll-ho. in. 66 Which parrell for the most

part in one night will cause them [the wines] to fine, a 1700
B. E. Diet. Cant. CVc, Parcll, Whites of Eggs, Hay-Salt,
Milk and Conduit-Water heat together, and poured into a

Vessel of Wine. .in order to Fine it. 1703 Art fy Alyst.

Vintners 14 They make a Parell of burn'd Alum, Bay-Salt,
and Conduit Water.

6. (V) Cf. APPAHKL sb. 6.

^1330 Roland <y I'. 196 Fele Jwtisand of sarazines, SwlJ>e

heyje of parail. 1390 GOWI-:K Con/. III. 119 Lich to tuo

twinnes of mankincle. .So be thei bothe of o parail. c 1400
St. Alexius (MS. Laud 622) 27/165 To be chirche of seint

lionefas WiJ> bis maiden bai token be pas, pat hei;e was of

paraile. Ibid. 56/810 He hidde here noman shuldc ywite,
His book of gode paraile. 1528 PAVNKL Salcrncs Rcgiin.
H, The ruddier wines of the same parell are more nourysh-

yng than white.

7. A'aut. See PARREL.

t Pa'rel, parail, v. Ol>s. Forms: 4 parayle,

4-5 parail, 5 parael, parrail, -aille, parell,

parele, parrel, 6 parail, 7 parel. [Aphetic form

of ME. aparail, -ayle, APPAREL v., q. v.]

1. trans. To prepare, get ready, put in order :

= APPAREL v. i.

a 1400-50 Alexander 480 pis dere kyng . .Had parreld him
a proude feste. Ibid. 765 (Ashm.) He parrails [DiM. ap-

perels] him a proude ost of princes & obiie.

b. To give a '

parel
'

to (wine) : see prec. 5.

1615 MARKHAM Eng. HmistW. n. iv. (1668! 113 Parel it

with six Eggs, yolks and all, one handful! of bay salt, and a

pint of conduit water to every parel.

2. To clothe, dress, array, attire: = APPAREL z: 5.

c 1350 It- 'ill. Palerne 1990 Al be pepul is parayled and

passed to cherche. 1393 LANGI.. P. PL C. in. 224 Ac mar-
chauns metten with hym [Guile]..

And pai ailed hym lyke
here prentys. 14.. Thomas ofErceldoune (ed. 1875)94 But
lam a lady of anober cuntre, If 1 be parellid moost of price.

3. To adorn, embellish :
= APPAREL v. 7.

a. 1510 DOUGLAS K. Hart i. ix, And said he suld it parail
all with fyn And fresche delyt, with mony florist floure.

Parel, -e, obs. forms of PERIL.

||
Fare-Icon. Grain. Obs. [mod.L., a. Gr. irapt'A.-

K(av, pr. pple. of Trapt\K(tv to draw aside or along,

spin out, prolong.] (See quot.)
1678 PHILLIPS (ed. 4), Parelcon, Protraction, a figure wherein

a word or syllable is added to the end ofanother, as Nitinnaiu,
Etianiituiii.

Parelectrononiy (pa:r/"lektrfnomi). Fhysiol.

[ad. f.parflectnnemu, f. Gr. -nap(a- 1'ARA- 1
against

+ ELECTRO- electric + -co/j/a, f. viipos law, etc.]

(See quot. 1803.) Hence Parelectrono'mic a.,

pertaining to or marked by parelectronomy.
1877 ROSHNTHAL Muscles fy Nerves 208 Called parelectro-

nomy by E. du Bois-Reymond, because it differs from the

usual electric action of muscles. 1878 FOSTER Pliys. I. ii..

2. 52 It is not until this parelectronomic layer, as he calls

it, has been removed, .that the natural current can manifest

itself in its proper strength. 1893 Syd. Soc. Lex., Par-

electrononty, name applied by Du Bois Reymond to the

weakened condition of the electrical current of muscle, while

the natural transverse section at the tendinous ends is main-

tained. The condition is due to the presence of an opposite
current across the natural transverse section.

Parelie, Parelion : see PARHELION.

Parell, -e.var.PAREiL, PAREL CV.; obs. f. PERIL.

Parellic (pare'lik), a. Client,
[f.

IJot. 'L.parella,

f. F. parelle, formerly pareele, ad. med.L. paratella,
name of a plant.] In Parellic acid (C,,H6O,),
obtained from a crustaceous lichen, Lecanora

Parella; also called Pare llin. Hence Fare-Hate,
a salt of parellic acid.

1866-77 WATTS Diet. Cluin. IV. 355 Parellic acid or

Parellin. . . Parellic acid forms colourless needles, very
slightly soluble in cold water, soluble in alcohol and in ether.

. . Parellate of barium . . is a white powder insoluble in water.

t Pa'relling, vbl. sb. Obs. Also 5 parral-,

5-7 paral-. [t.
PAREL v. and sb. + -ixc'.] The

action of the verbP.\REL; preparation, equipment,

arraying, etc. ; also concr. equipage, furniture,

apparatus (= PAREL sb. 3).

PARENCHYMA.
1496 Ace. Ld. Jlig/i Trcas. Scot. I. 322 For xxx'-' sparris,

to mak a paraling of ak for the gunnys. 1505 Ibid. III. 142,

viij dosan of rauchleris to be coyis in the schip and paraling

gif tha com to ony segis. 1665 J. WEBB Stonc-Htng (1725)
88 The upright btones. .retain their Angles, Arras, and a
Shew of parading, conspicuous, fair, and perfect even rT>

Admiration.

b. allrib. in parelling staff, a stick used by
vintners in '

parelling
'

(see PAREL v. I b).

1594 PLAT Je^ud-lio. ill. 68 A ha/ell sticke of the bignesse
ofa good cudgell, . .(the Vintners call it their parrel ling stafle).

173 '' rt -r Myst. I'intnerx 16 They add more Wine, and
stir them together in a Half-tub, with a Parelling staff.

Paremayn, obs. f. PEARMAIN, kind of apple.

ti Parembole (pare-mtyU). Rhel. [a. Gr.

Tiap(n$a\T\ insertion, interpolation, parenthesis,

etc., f. vap(a- PARA- l I + /i/3oAr} throwing in,

insertion.] A kind of parenthesis: see quot. 1753.
[1658 HAKKINGION Proof. Pop. Co-.'t. Wks. (1700) 236 In

which is contain'd the Parembole or Courses of Israel before
the Captivity.] 1753 CHAMRF.HS Cycl. Snpf>., Parembole,
IIopefA/ioAtj, in rhetoric, a figure wherein something relating
to the subject is inserted in the middle of a period. All the

difference between the paretubole and parenthesis, accord-

ing to Vossius, is, that the former relates to the subject in

hand, whereas the latter is foreign to it.

Parement, variant of PAHAMEXT Obs.

|| Parempto-sis. Rhct. [a. Gr. impiimToia^

irruption, insertion, f. Trap a- beside + i^-nnaaK

falling in, incidence.]
=- PAREMHOLE.

[1706 PHILLIPS (KerseyJ, Parentptosis . . a Grammatical

Figure when a Letter is added in the middle of a Word-!
1842 HRANUK Hit. .SV/. < tc. s. v. Parembole, \\. is also called

ftLremptosis, and is a species of parenthesis.

Parenoe, obs. {.parents, pi. of PARENT sb.

II Parencephalon (parense-fSlpn). Anat.

[mod.L,., f. Gr. -nap a-, PAKA- i i + lyK{<jM\ov, -os

brain, KNCEPHAI.OX ;
cf. Gr. THipeyite<t>a\is cere-

bellum.] The cerebellum. Hence || Parencepha-
litis (-ai'tis) [-rns], inflammation of the cere-

bellum; Parence'plialocele (-s;l) [Gr. r;\r; tu-

mour], hernia of the cerebellum.

1704 J. HARRIS I.e.r. Tcrhii. I, Parencephalos, the same
as the Cerebellum. 1706 PHILLIPS, rarcucsphalos. 1842
DUNGLLSON Mt-rf. 7..'.f., Parencephatocele, hernia of the

cerebellum ; a very rare disease. 1857 MAVXE K.rjx>s. Lc.r.,

Parenccpkalitis.

Parencliym, -me (pSre'rjkim). [ad. next, or

a. F. pai-fnc/iyin, (1546111 Hatz.-Darin.).] -=next.

1669 W. SIMPSON Ilydrol. Cliyiu. 67 Obstructions in the

very parenchym of that bowel. 1811 I'INKKKTON Petral.

II. 514 Fossile beds of a light marl, which contains leaves.,

whose fibres are in the most beautifid preservation, but

whose parenchyma is black and carbonised. 1835 LINDLKY
Introd. Lift. (1848) I. 50 Cellular tissue is frequently called

Parenchym. 1880 R. C. DUVSDALE in Mcii. Temp. Jrnl.
Oct. 3 In the parenchyme of the organs.

Parenchyma (pare'rjkima). PI. parenchy'-
mata. [a. Gr. Trap(yx v^a t -MaT"> I'1 '

'

something

poured in beside
'

(f. irapa- beside -I- tyx^M m "

fusion), used by Erasistratus in sense I a below ;

the substance of the liver, lungs, etc. being

anciently supposed to be formed of blood strained

through the blood-vessels and coagulated.]
1. Anat. and Zool. a. The special or proper

substance of a gland or other organ of the body,
as the liver, spleen, kidneys, lungs, etc., as dis-

tinguished from the connective tissue or stroma.

and from muscular tissue or flesh proper. (In

quot. 1682 applied to the connective tissue forming
the true skin, as distinguished from the nerve-

libres distributed through it.)

1657 S. PURL-HAS /W. Flyiug-lns. 115 Physitians . . deter-

mine the Parenchyma of the Liver to l>ee a certain flowing

of blood, as if nothing else were there but coagulated blood.

1664 ETIIEREDGE Cam. Rcvengf v. i, 1 . . fear that the

parenchyma of the right lobe of the lungs.. is perforated.

1682 T. GIBSON Anat. (1684) 13 The true skin. .is made up
of nervous fibres . . closely inter .voven . . and of a parenchyma
that fills up the interstices. 1783 W. CuLLEN l-irst Lines

293 Wks. 1827 II. 32 An inflammation of the parenchyma,
or substance of viscera. 1893 Syd. Soc. Lex. s. v., The

parenchymata of glandular organs are vascular.

b. The soft tissue composing the general sub-

stance of the body in some invertebrates, as sponges
and certain worms ; spec, the undifferentiated cell-

substance or protoplasm of unicellular animnls.

1665 K. HooKE.l//my. xxii. 138 In a Sponge, the Paren-

chyma, it seems, is but a kind of mucous gelly. 1878 BILL

Gegenl'tturs Camp. A ntit. 106 The calcareous bodies (spicula)

always lie in the connective tissue of the parenchyma.
Kilt. 131 The body-parenchyma of this sporocyst becomes
differentiated. 1881 MIVART Cat 9 Histology enables us to

understand the structure and nature of the ultimate sub-

stance or parenchyma of the body.

2. Bat. Tissue consisting of cells of approxi-

mately equal length and breadth placed side by

side, usually soft and succulent, and often with

intercellular spaces; found in all the systems of

tissues, but chiefly and typically in the fundamental

or ground tissue, as in the softer parts of leaves,

the pulp of fruits, the bark and pith of stems, etc.;

hence sometimes used as a synonym for 'funda-

mental tissue'. (Distinguished fromPKosEXCllYM.O

1651 BIGGS AV.v Disp. P 79 Beginners must learn to dis-

tinguish the bloud ofplants, from their gore and Parenchyma



PARENCHYMA!,.
or garbage. 1671 GREW Anat, Plants i. 18 Next to the

Cuticle [in a bean], we come to the Parenchyma. .. I call

it the Parenchyma. Not that we are so meanly to con-

ceive of It, as if. .it were a meer concreted Juyce. For it

is a Body very curiously organiz'd. Ibid. iv. 7 The
Parenchyma of the Leaf, which lies betwixt the Nerves,
and. .fills all up. 1786 Gcntl. Mag. LVI. r. 456 They make
corks of the parenchyma, the second bark of the black

poplar. 1870 H. MACMILLAX Bible Teach, vii. 144 The
green cellular substance, called parenchyma, which fills up
all the interspaces in.. leaves. 1875 BENNETT & DYER tr.

Sachs Bot. 78.

3. attrib* and Comb., as parenchyma-cell.
1899 Allbutfs Syst. Mtd. VI. 249 Eniboli of air, of fat

and of parenchyma-cells,
Hence Pare*nc2iymal, Parenchyma'tic adjs. t

of, pertaining to, or consisting of parenchyma,
parenchymatous ; Parenchymati tis Path., in-

flammation of the parenchyma of an organ.

1839-47 TODD Cycl. Anat. III. 485/2 The blood-vessels . .

remain on the. .*parenchymal aspect of the mucous tissue.

1897 Allbutfs Xyst. Med. II. mi Probably they are

actually derived from the parenchymul layer. 1651 BIGGS
Neiv Disp. F 213 The *parenchymatick Laboratorie of the
Liver. 1822-34 Good's Study Mcd. (ed. 4) IV. 300 Inflamma-
tion of the brain, and particularly., parenchymatic in-

flammation. 1857 MAVNK Expos. Lex., *Parenchymatitis.

Parenchymatous (pserenkrmatds), a. [f.

Gr. irapt*f\vpa, jrapcyxvf*aT-
(see prec.) + -ous.J

1. Anat. and Zool. a. Consisting of or having
the nature of parenchyma (sense i); spec, applied
to intestinal worms whose bodies are composed of

solid parenchyma with no visceral cavity.
1667 Phil. Trans. II. 498 Their Liver is of a dark Green,

inclining to black, and Parenchymatous. 1766 UNDERWOOD
Ibid. LVI I. 5 Under this kind of parenchymatous sub-
stance., was a muscular mass. 1835 KIKBY Hob. fy Inst.

Anim. I. xi. 319 The Parenchymatous intestinal worms of
Cuvier. 1835-6 TODD Cycl. Anat. I. 19/2 The abdominal
viscera may be subdivided into the membranous and the

parenchymatous.
b. Of or belonging to the parenchyma of an

organ; occurring in or affecting the parenchyma.
1822-34 Good's Study Med. (ed. 4) 1 1. 88 Parenchymatous

or deep-seated inflammation, .distinguished from meningie.
1866 A. FLINT Princ. Med. (1880) 54 The cells in inflamed

parts undergo parenchymatous degeneration. 1876 tr,

Wagner's Gen. Path. 210 Parenchymatous haemorrhages.
2. Bot. Consisting, or having the nature, of

parenchyma (sense 2); of or belonging to the

parenchyma.
1791 HAMILTON Berthollct"s Dyeing II. n. in. i. 112 The

..ligneous parts are more easily pounded than the paren-
chymatous parts. 1861 UHNII.EV Man. Bot. (ed. 2) 7 Cells
have been divided into parenchymatous and prosenchy.
matous ; parenchymatous being .. applied to those cells

which are placed end to end ; and proscnchymatous to tho^e

which are attenuated, and overlap one another, . .but various
transitional states occur which render it impossible to draw
. . a distinct line of demarcation between them. 1884 BOWER
& SCOTT DC Bary's Plainer. 517 Narrow ligneous bundles
are separated, .by broad parenchymatous medullary rays.

Hence Parenchymatonsly adv.

1884 Therapeutic Gaz. VIII. 555 The injection of tincture
of iodine parenchymatously is dangerous in cases where
the growth is very vascular.

Parenchyme : see PAKEXCHYM.

JiParenchyme-lla. Embryo!. [mod.L. dim.

of PABENOHYHA.]
= PAHENCHYMULA.

1887 METSCHNIKOFK in Amer. Naturalist XXI. 419 There
finally arose a two-layered parenchymella, which, by ab-
breviation of the embryonic process .. became changed into
a gastrula. Ibid. 421 How does the Parenchymella theory
agree with the facts of embryology in general ?

FarenchymOUS .pare-nkimas), a. Now rare.

[f.
PAUENCHVM + -ous.] = PABEXCHYMATOUS.

1666 J. SMITH Old Age (ed. 2) 185 The flesh of the body is

of three sorts, Parenchymous, Glandulous, or Musculous.

1671 GREW Anat. Plants iv. 7 The Cortical Body, or

Parenchymous part of the Barque. 1706 BAYNARD in Floyer
Hot fy Cold Bath. n. ^709) 381 The parenchymous Sub-
stance of the Liver. 1826 K.IRBY& SP. Entomol. III. xxix.

91 [The eggs] are usually deposited in the parenchymous
substance of the leaves. 1868 E. P. WRIGHT Ocean World
vL 121 Among the Gorgonida; the polypier ceases to be

parenchymous that is, spongy and cellular.

II Farenchymula (p^renki-mi/Jla). Embryo!.
[mod.L. dim. of PAUENCHYMA.] (See quot.)
1884 A. HYATT in Proc. Boston Soc. Nat. Hist. (1885) i.

91 It [Sycandra] is a form with concentrated development,
in which the gastrula appears without the parenchymula.
1886 in Amer. Jrnt. Set. Ser. in. XXXI. 341 (Qrig.
Tissue'), The Parenchymula is a recently discovered stage
of the embryo immediately succeeding the closed blastula. .

A differentiated colony, like the amphiblastula, with the cells

ui one end becoming better fitted to take in food, could be
transformed into a parenchymula by the migration of
differentiated feeding cells into the interior, and the

parenchymula could then have been transformed into a true

ga*.trula.

Parenesis, Parenetic : see PAR^NESIS, etc.

Parent (pe^Tent), sb. [a. OF. parent (lithe,
in Littre

, pi. parenz, parcns (cf. Kng. pi. pGTtnct
in 16-1710 c.)

= Pr. /<z/rH/,/<zr<?,Sp./d77V/V,Pg.,
It. parent?: L. parcnt-tm (nom. parens}^ sb. use

of old pr. pple. of parfre to produce, bring forth,

beget ; prop, a father or mother, or by extension,
an ancestor; in mod. Romanic langs. any kinsman.]
1. A person who has begotten or borne a child

;

a father or mother. \\&Q parent-in-law^ a father-

in-law or mother-in-law.
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c 1450 Klirour Salitacioun 901 To Nazareth was sho had
home vntil hire parentes house. 1557 SEAGER ScA. Vcrtue
294 in Babces Bk. 341 In thy parence presence Humbly
salute them with all reuerence. 1568 GRAFTON Chron. II.

397 He .. seased without right or title all thegoodes of the

sayde Duke John his parent. 1623 Br. HALL Conteuif/.,
0. T. xvin. iv, Children are but the pieces of their Parents
in another skin. 1647 Husbandman's PU'a agst, 7 'ifhcs 61
From our Ancestors, and naturall parence. 1741 RICHARD-
SON Pamela i, He was not undutiful to his parents. 1827
JARMAS Pffmtfff Devises (ed. 3) II. 335 The bequest was not
made by a parent or person standing in loco parotitis. 1883
H. DRI MMOND Nat, Law in Spir. W. (ed. 2) 257 No man
can select his own parents. 1899 EARL ROSEBERY in Daily
JVws 6 May 4/2 The crusty old parent-in-law.

b. By extension (already in L.): A progenitor, a

forefather
; esp. in ourfirstparents> Adam and Eve.

1413 Pilgr. Sovole (Caxton 1483) v. xiv. 105 There myght
thou beholde thyn owne parentes Adam and Eue. 1592
DAMES Immort, Soul Introd. ii, God's Hand had written in

the Hearts Of our First Parents all the Rules of Good. 1667
MIJ.TOX /'. /.. in. 65 On Earth he first beheld Our two first

Parents, yet the onely two Of mankind. 1805 SOUTHICV
Matioc hi II*. vm. \Vks. 1838 V. 65 The glad promise, given
To our first parent, that at length his sons . . Should form
one happy family of love.

c. transf. A person who holds the position or

exercises the functions of a parent ;
a protector,

guardian ;
sometimes applied to a father- or

mother-in-law. Spiritualparent : a sponsor, god-
parent ; also, a person to whom one owes one's

spiritual life or conversion.

1526 /'/4-n Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 9 In the fayth of theyr
spirituall parentes. 1570 Homilies n. Rebellion in. (1859)
570 The rebels do not only dishonour their prince, the

parent of their country, but also do dishonour and shame
their natural parents. 1700 URYDP.N Sigism. <5* Guise. 358
A publick parent of the state. 1888 in Charity Organ. Rev.
May 231 The ' house parents

'

receive their fixed salary.

t 2. A relative
;
a kinsman or kinswoman. [So

in Fr. and other Romanic langs.] Obs. or alien.

(Common in i6thc.)
^1450 Knt. dc la 7\w(i868) 150 Fulle goodly thei reuer-

enced and obeyed eche to other as louyng cosynes and
parentys. 1490 CAXTON Eneydos xi. 41 The man. .ys nyghe
kynne and parent of y" goddis. 1541 R. COCLAXD Gitydons
Quest. CJiirurg. Q ij b, As bretherne, and cosyns, or other

parentes. 1585 T. WASHINGTON tr. Nicholay's I 'oy. iv. xxvii.

145 b, Being by her next parents brought vnto..her husband.
1621 J. RI-;YSOI.I>S God's Revftige i. 131 Hee sends the chiefest
of his Parents to Vennandero. 1745 ELIZA HV.\\\~OOD Ffti/a/e

Spect. No. 10 11748) II. 172 She should l>e saluted with the
frowns and upbraidings of a wronged husband and incensed

parent [her uncle]. 1771 MRS. GKII-TTTH Hist. Lady Barton
1. 267, I had many times thought of returning to Brianc,on,
of throwing myself at my only surviving parent's feet, and of

endeavouring to obtain her pardon.
3. Any organism (animal or plant; considered in

relation to its offspring.
1774 GOLDSM. Nat. Hist. (1776) V. 182 The parent began

to change her note, and send forth another cry. 1841-71
T. R. JONES Anim. Kingd. (ed. 4) 366 The ultimate deriva-
tion of every animal is from an eirg. Mediately, or imme-
diately, there is always not merely a parent but a mother.

1877 DARWIN l-'onns ofFl. v. 212 Out of the above 211 seed-

lings, 173 belonged to the same two forms as their parents,
and only 38 . . to the third form distinct from either parent.
4. fig. That from which another thing springs or

is derived; a source, cause, origin. (Usually of

things ; less commonly of persons, in relation to

their
*

productions*.)
1^90 SHAKS. Mids. N. 11. i. 117 And this same progeny of

euills, Comes from our debate, from our dissention, We are
their parents and original!. 1597 HOOKER Eccl. Pol. v. i. 4
We have reason to think that all true virtues are to honour
true religion as their parent. 1646 CRASHAW Steps to Temple
S Hail sister springs, Parents of silver-forded rills! 1754
GRAV Poesy 14 Parent of sweet and solemn-breathing airs,

1841 MiALL in Nonconf.\. i The evils ofwhich it is the parent.

1877 J. D. CHAMBERS Dir. Worship 243 It [the Liturgy of
.St. James] is undoubtedly the parent of the Armenian Rite.

5. attrib. and Comb. a. Appositive (with or

without hyphen\ chiefly in sense 4 ;
cf. mother-

toitiitry. (Unlimited in number.)
1646 CRASHAW Steps to Temple 3 Such the maiden gem..

Peeps from her parent stem. 167* DKYDEX -2nd Pt. Contj,
Granada iv. in, Speak, holy shade ; thou parent-form,

bpeak on. a I7ax PRIOR To Ctess Devonshire 37 When the

parent sun with genial beams Has animated many goodly
gems, i?3S SOMEKYILLE Ckace\\'. 26 New blooming Honours
to the Parent-Tree. 1784 COWPER Task \\. 446 To let the

parent bird go free. 1787 SIR J. HAWKINS Johnson 500 In
the contentions between a parent-state and its offspring.
i8zi SHELLEY A dona is xlvi, So long as fire outlives the

parent spark. 1868 DARWIN Anim. <y PI. I. iv. 105 The
parent-form must have been a burrowing animal. 1870
MARCH Compar. Gram. A ttgla-S. 2 Theoretical roots . . given

by grammarians as those of the Parent Speech. 1878
GUTHRIE Pract. Physics 46 To find with what pressure the

vapour separates itself from the parent liquid. 1903 Edin.
Rev. Oct. 380 The parent-substance can scarcely have been
used up or annihilated.

b. Other combinations, (a] attrib. (<) instru-

mental, as parent-blest adj. ; also parent-like adj,

(adv.) ;
C. parent-cell (2>Y<?/.), a cell from which

other cells are derived ; a cytula; parent-kernel,
the nucleus of the fertilized egg-cell ; a cytococcus.
1880 G. MEREDITH Trag. Coin. (1881) 150 He was bent on

winning a "parent-blest bride. 1810 l.tE Odes of Pindar
(1810) 486 Forth from thy

*
parent-bosom swarm'd Thy

Dorian sons, to lead the way. 1843 S. LOVER Handy
Andy iit. 36 He earthed himself under his mother's bed in

the *parent cabin. 1879 tr. Hatckefs Evol. Man I. 176,
I therefore assign a peculiar name to the new cell, from

PABENTAGE.
I which the child really proceeds, .usually inaptly called 'the

fertilized egg-cell
'

. . I shall call it the *parent-cell (cytula\
and its kerneiiwwc/tvw) the ^parent-kernel (cytococcns}. a 1835
MRS. HEMANS Return Poems (1875) 453 The holy prayer
Of the child in his *parent-halU. 1608 DOD & CLEAVER
Expos. Pro?, xi-xii. 75 Marueilous is the efficacy of a
*parentUke blessing. 1735 THOMSON Liberty !. 371 He my
great Work Will Parent-like sustain. 1899 E. PHILLPOTTS
Hitman Boy 197 With fathers or women he [the master]
had an expression known as the

*

*parent-smile '.

t Parent, al Obs. Also 5 -ant, -aunt, 7

I

-and. [Either a. OF. parant apparent, visible,

pr. pple. oiparoir:L.parere to appear, or aphetic
form oiaparant, APPARENT.] APPARENT a. 4 : in

parent heir
',
heir parent,

1490 CAXTOK Emydos xxix. 112 The mooste parent heyie
of the lynage. 1494 FABYAS Chron. vii. ccxxxiii. 268 The
sayd Henry shulde be proclaymed..for heyrejparant.

Ibid.

533 1'3' auctoryte of the same parliament syr Roger Morty-
mer, erle of the Marche. .was soone after proclaymyd heyer
paran nt vnto y'crowneof Englonde. [(11677 Lovers Quarrel
iv. in Child Ballads iv. cix B. (1886) 447/1 My heir and
parand thou shall be.J

fPa*rent, a.'* Obs. rare~. [ad. L. pawns^

parent-em obedient, pr. pple. ofparere to obey.]
1656 BLOUST Glos$ogr, t Parentt obedient, dutiful, service.

I able.

Parent (pe'rcnt), v. rare. [f. PARENT sb. :

cf. OK. parenter (14-15^ c. in Godef.) in same
!

senses.] trans, a. To be the parent of, beget,
: produce, b. To be or act as a parent to

; to
*

father
1

|

or * mother*.

1663 SIR G. MACKENZIE Rclig. Stoic ii. (1685) 23 Churlish-
ness and Close-handedness parented by Avarice. 1884
W. F. CRAFTS Sabb. for Man (1894) 192 Even a republican
government is compelled to parent such of its people as are
not capable of belf-government.

Parentage (peVrented^). fa. F. parentage
(uth c. in Littre), {.parent PARENT + -AGE.]
1. Exercise of the functions of a parent ; parental

conduct or treatment, rare.
c 1489 CAXTON Sonnfs ofAymon iv. 123 Our fader,. sholde

have slayne vs, if it hadde not be our lorde that kepte v;>

I therfro . . Sore harde parentage dyd he shewe to vs, our
'

naturell fader. 16*3 WODKOKI-HE Marro^v Fr. Tongue 478/2
Good Amitie is a second Parentage. 1867 LEWI-IS Hist.
Philos, (ed. 3) I. 269 Plato ordains community of wives, and
interdicts parentage.

f 2. Parents collectively. Obs. rare.

1513 BRADSHAW St. IVcrburge i. 1851 This blessed Audry
from her yonge aege Was . . Obed vent lowly vnto her

parentage. 1590 SPENSER F. Q. ii. x. 27 He .. Inquyrd,
which of them most did love her parentage?
3. Derivation or descent from parents, esp. in

reference to the particular parent or parents ;

'birth', lineage.
1565 COOPER T/u'saierus, Parentela .. Parentage : aim-

cestrie. 1593 SHAKS. 2 Hen. f-V, iv. ii. 152 Tne elder

(child), .. ignorant of his birth and parentage, Became a

Bricklayer, when he came to age. 1664 POWER Exp. Pliilos.

Pref. 18 That doubly Honourable (both for his parts and

parentage) Mr. Boyle. 1765 BLACKSTOSE Cotittit. I. ix. ^63
settlements by parentage .. all legitimate children being
really settled in the parish where their parents are settled.

1870 FKKUMAN Xo)'i. Cvtu/. led. 2) I. App. 714 The alleged

parentage of her son Harold was generally doubted.

b. fig* Derivation from an author or source,

origin.
1581 MULCASTER Positions^. (1887)35 This worde, ypojutfio.

Tit>7, with, .ypeufmei], both the two of one parentage and

petigree. 1641 WILKINS Math. Mag'tck i. n. (1648) 9 We
shall find it to spring from honourable parentage. 1833 L.

RITCHIE Wand, by Loire 153 The superstition, .is of very
ancient and respectable parentage. 1882 FARRAR Early
Chr. II. 436 Sin.. shows by ethical likeness its Satanic

parentage.
4. spec. Derivation or descent from parents in

relation to inherited rank or character ; hereditary

degree or quality; 'family',
*
birth*. Usually

with qualifying adj. ; in quot. 1608 absol. good
birth, high rank.

mBC*XTOMJEM0MM xi. 41 They whiche ben borne of bassc

parentage, a 1548 HALL Chron., ffen. f '7/38 Cicile Duches
of Yorke. .a woman of small stature, but of muche honour
and high parentage. is68GRAKTON Chron. 11.649 Heyres of

great parentage in the South part. i6oo,SHAKS. A. Y.L. in.

iv. 39 He askt me of what parentage I was; I told him of as

good as he. 1608 DOD & CI.EAVEU Expos. Prov. .\i-.\ii. 49
Poore women which neither haue parentage, nor beauty,
nor riche apparel to set them forth. 1754 SHLKLOCK Disc.

(1759) I. iii. 95 They upbraided him with the Meanness of

his Parentage. 1838 LYTION Alice \. xi, Bom of humble

parentage.

t5. Relationship,kinship ;
concr. relations collec-

tively, kindred. Obs.

1548 LD. SOMERSET Epist. Scots A iv b, By mariage . .

une blonde, one lignage and parentage, is made of twoo.

1587 FLEMING Contn. Holinshcd III. 1001/1 By equalitie
and loue, which is by parentage and mariage. 1657 EAKI.

MONM. tr. Parttta's Pol. Disc. 56 If Cato had not despised
the Parentage offered him by Pompey. 1693 TATE in

Drydtns Juvenal xv. Notes (1697) 382 The Souldier is also

priyiledg'd to make a Will, and to give away his Estate,
which he got in War.. without consideration of Parentage,
or Relations. 1768 BOSWELL Corsica ii. (ed. 2) 93 Signor
Luiggi Giafferi . .who had a numerous parentage.
6. The condition or status of a parent ; parent-

hood. Alsoy^.
1876 GLADSTONE Homeric Synchr. 165 This supposes that

Tyre, since it had reached the age of political parentage,
must have come into possession of considerable power some
time before. 1877 MRS. PHELPS Story of Avis xv. 275



PARENTAL.
Romances, in which parentage is represented as a blindly

deifying privilege, which it were an irreverence to associate

with teething, .or an insufficient income. 1887 BLACKMORI;

Springhaven III. 54 Another race. .with doubts whether

marriage could make parentage between them.

7. = PARAGE 4.

1787-41 CHAMBERS Cycl. s. v. Paragc %
This Parage being

an equality of duty, or service among brothers and sisters,

some have called it Fratriage and Parentage.

Parental (pare'ntal), a. [ad. L. parental-is :

see PARENT and -AL. Cf. obs. F. parental f i6th c.

in Godef.).]
1. Of or pertaining to a parent ;

characteristic of

or resembling a parent ; fatherly or motherly.
1623 COCKERAM, Parentall, of or belonging to the parents.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE FseuJ. Ep. 143 It overthrows the

carefull course, and parentall provision of nature. 1798
MALTHUS Popitl. (1806) II. iv. vii. 399 One of the most

delightful passions in human nature parental affection.

1826 DISRAELI / Vr-. Grey iv. vi, The finger pressed on the

parental lip warned him to silence. 1856 FROUDE Hist.

Eng. (1858) II. vii. 159 The early English held almost
Roman notions on the nature of parental authority.

2. Of the nature of a parent ; fg. that is the

source or origin from which something springs.
1647 WARD Simp. Cobler 15 If I can but finde the parentall

root, or formal! reason of a Truth, I am quiet. 1727-46
THOMSON Sitnnner^jj To Parental Nature pay The tears of

grateful joy. 18x5 \V. TAYLOR in Monthly Kev. LXXI. 477
The first appendix.. attempts to shew that it [Sanscrit] is

parental to the Low-Dutch and other Gothic Dialects of

Europe. 1877 OWEN Mrq. U'ellesley*s Desp. p. xxiii, The
principal, and (so to speak) parental agent in that scheme.

1904 H. BRIKRLRY in Chr. World u Feb. 22/5 When the

nesting season is over, the parental robins retire to the

thickest woods and copses.
Hence Parentality (pser&ltas'Hti), the state or

condition of being a parent, parenthood ; Fare'nt-

ally adv.) in the manner of a parent.
1780 BENTIIAM frinc. Legisl. xvi. 50 It involves in it

divestment of parentality; to wit, of paternity, or of ma-

ternity, or of both. 1801 W.TAYLOR in Monthly Mag* XII.

578 He absolves debauchery from the cares of parentality.

1791 BL-RKE App. Whigs Wks. VI. 197 Whatever rights
the king enjoys as elector, have been always parentally
exercised. 1837 SIR F. B. HEAD 19 Dec. in Narrative ix.

(1839) 319, I parentally called upon them [the Canadian
rebel leaders], as their Governor, to avoid the effusion of
human blood.

11 Parentalia (prcrent^Hia). pi. \L*parsntalia
lit. parental things or rites.] Among the ancient

Romans, Periodical observances in honour of dead

parents or relations
;
also transf. as title of a work

(so L. in Ausonius).
1706 in PHILLIPS. 1750 WREN (title} Parentalia, or Memoirs

of the Family of the Wrens. 1801 SHAW in Soitthey's Tha-
laba viit. note, For. .two or three months after any person is

interred, the female relations go once a week to weep over
the grave, and perform their parentalia upon it.

f* Pare'ntate, 7*. Oos, [f.
L. parental-^ ppl.

stem viparentare t i.parent-em PARENT : see -ATK :;
.

Cf, Y.parenter in same sense.] ////;. To celebrate

the funeral rites of parents or relations
;
hence in

general sense, to offer funeral obsequies.
i6ao BARRET Dcd. Sonthiveirs Poems (Turnbull) 246 Xot

to perish unrevenged, they parentated to themselves, with
the blood of the Senate, 1623 COCKKRAM, I'arcntate^ to

celebrate ones parents funerals. 1654 R. CoDRINCTOH tr.

Instine XL 159 He did parentate to the Tombs of those who
fell in the Trojan war. Ibid, xxxix. 470 By her death [he]
did parentate to the Ghosts of his wife.

Farentation (parent-, per&itf-Jan). ? Obs.

[ad. ^.parentation-enij n. ofaction from par-cm'are :

see prec. So F. parcntation (i6th c.).] The per-
formance of the funeral rites of parents or rela-

tives; hence, any memorial service for the dead.

16*7 MAY Lucan iv. 867 Let Fortune this new parentation
make For hated Carthages dire spirits sake. 177* N I/GENT
tr. Hist. Fr. Gerund II. 265 An happy voyage over the

procellous ocean of your funeral parentation. 1807 ROBIN-
SON Archxol. Grxca i. xxxiv. 124 Children and heirs were
toperform the accustomed rites of parentation.

Fa'rentdom. nonce-wd.
[f.

PARENT^. + -DOM.]
The realm, domain, or body of parents.
1840 New Monthly Mag. LIX. 168 All parentdom is up

in arms against it.

Pa-rented, a. rare. [f. as prec. + -ED
2.] (in

comb.) Having parents (of a specified kind).
1902 Daily Chron. 30 Oct. 5/1 The best parented children

have to suffer exile at times.

t Parentele. Obs. [a. F. parentile (1510 c.

in Hatz.-Darm.), ad. L. parenttla relationship.]
1. Kinship, relationship; kindred.
c 1386 CHAUCER Pars. T. F 834 Certes parentele is in two

maneres outher goostly or flesshly. 1422 tr. Sccreta Secret.^
Pri-v. Priv. 163 Honestly hym he Prayed, .wyth his grete
Perentele awhyle hymdysporte. 1541 St.Papers Hen. !'///,
III. 346 The Juges. .inclyned to parcialitie and unlauful
favor unto their parentile and affynytie.
2. = PARENTAGE 3, 4.
1491 CAXTON I'itas Patr. (W. de W. 1495) i. xl. 54b/2

They ben comen of grete parentele and lygnage in worldly
honour. 1530 L. Cox Rhet. (1899) 57 He hath spoken of
his parentele and bryngynge vp in youth, a 1734 NORTH
Exam. i. iii. 156 (1740) 223 Not so many. .as there were
Cities strove for the Parentele of Homer.

Farenterlrnarie,-lignarie: seePAH/>v/. ig.
t Pare-nthese, v. Obs. rare. [f. PARENTHES-IS

or its F. form parenthtse] trans. To intersperse
as with parentheses.
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1635 J- HAVWARD tr. Biondrs BanisJCd I'irg. 226 A faint

voyce, whose, .lamentations were often parenthesed with

sighes and teares. Ibid. 228 Shee (parenthcsing her words
with greedy kisses) thus bespake him.

Parenthesis (pare-nb/sis). PI. -theses (-s/z).

[a. med.L., a. Or. iraptv6t(ji<s, f. irapevrtOfvat to

put in beside, f. 7ra^>(a- beside + iv in -t- rtOtvat to

place, $t<rts placing. Cf. F. parenthcse (i5thc.),
It. parente$i.\
1. An explanatory or qualifying word, clause, or

sentence inserted into a passage with which it has
,

not necessarily any grammatical connexion, and
from which it is usually marked off by round or

square brackets, dashes, or commas.
IgfiSGRAFTOH Chron. II. 8n The Duke somwhat marueyl-

ynj? at his sodatne pauses, as ihoughe they were but Paren-

thesis, with a high countenaunce sayde. 1586 A. DAY l'-"g.

Secretary n. (1625) 83 Parentliesis, an intercluding of a
sentence.. commonly set betweene two halfe circles, as thus,
I am content (not in respect you deseruesomuchat myhands
onely for pitlie sake to hearken vnto you, 1631 R. BvFlELii
Doctr. Sal'/>. 218 Note M. Hreerwoods Parenthesies. 1659 in

Burton's Diary (1828) IV. 283 You see the inconveniency of
a long parenthesis ; we have forgot the sense that went
before. 1762 STERNE Tr, Shandy V. xvi, The phenomenon
had not been worth a parenthesis. 1880 MuiRHEAD (.iaiits

Introd. 12 What is illegible.., but ..obvious from the con-
text. ., is in italics, within marks of parenthesis ( ).

f b. A passage introduced into a context with

which it has no connexion ;
a digression. Obs.

1600 HKYWOOD ist Pt. Ediv. /K Wks. 1874 1.29 Away with
this parenthesis of words. 1654 GATAKER Disc. ApoL 4 IJut

let this go fora Parenthesis; return we to our task. 1757
H. WALPOLK Lett.

If.
Mann 5 May (1846) III. 288, 1 thought

you would prefer this parenthesis of politics.

c. As a grammatical or rhetorical figure.
1389 PUTTENHAM Kng. Pocsie in. xii[i.] (Arb.) 180 Your

first figure of tollerable disorder is (Parenthesis) or by an
English name the (Insertour). 1836 H. ROGERS /. Howe xi.

('863) 333 He is. .full of involution, parenthesis :ind awk-
ward transposition. 1902 Daily Chron. 5 May 4/3 That
essential quality of the amusing storyteller, the art of paren-
thesis, the dropping in of the appropriate and unexpected
word, the swift and illuminating phrase.
2. transf. An interval; an interlude ; a hiatus.

1599 B. JONSOS Ev. Man out ofHum, in. iii, I ne'reknew
tabacco taken as a parenthesis, before. 1628 KARLE Micro-
cosni., Antiquary (Arb.) 29 A Manuscript he pores on euer-

lastingly, especially if the couer be all Moth-eaten, and the
dust make a Parenthesis betweene euery Syllable. 1654 R.
CODRINGTON tr. Insthie iii. 62 In the Parenthesis of time
whiles the Infant grew up, he . . made Laws for the Spartans.
1796 BURNEY Mem. Mctastash II. 162 Rural amusements
usually serve as a parenthesis to music. 1899 STOH-'. IJKOOKK

Kng.Lit. 152 During that parenthesis of bad government and
national tumult which rilled the years between the death of
Aldfrith. .and the renewed peace and order under Ceolwulf.
3. The upright curves ( ) collectively, used to

j

include words inserted parenthetically; now usually
j

in pi. parentheses ;

* round brackets '.

Also extended to the
*

square brackets
'

or crotchets [ ].

1715 in Somers Tracts II. 436 Our old Bibles, .had these
j

Words. .in small Letters, and sometimes in a Parenthesis.

1771 LUCKOMHIC Hist. Printing 274 The Parenthesis serves
to inclose such parts of a Period as make no part of the sub-

ject. 1823 H. J. UKOOKI-; hitrod. Crystallogr. 238 This
symbol is placed in a parenthesis to distinguish it from a
combination of three simple or mixed decrements. 1824 [see
PABBNTHBTIC i]. 1831 CARLYLE Sart. Res. i. iv, Sentences
..in quite angular attitudes, buttressed-up by props (of

parentheses and dashes^. Mod. The words in parentheses.
b. transf. A pair of curved lines or figures

resembling
* round brackets*.

1608 DAY LaW'Trkkcs in. Ej, Doost see Vulcan with
the horning parenthesis in his fore-head ! 1820 LAMB Etta.

Ser. i. Christ's Hosp. 35 Yrs. ago. Weaving those ingenious
parentheses called cat-cradles.

Parenthesist (pare-nj>/sist). [f.
PAKENTHK-

SIZE : see -1ST.] One who introduces a parenthesis.
IQOI Q. Pioneer Dec. 27 His poverty is here put to silence

..by this parenthesis (' but thou art rich')... No doubt,
the parenthesis! had in his eye Polycarp's riches towards
God exclusively.

Parenthesize (paie-nb/saiz), -v.
[f. PAREX-

THES-IS + -l/.E : cf. cjnp/ias-izeJ]
1. trans. To insert as a parenthesis ;

to express
or state in parenthesis. (Usually with obj. clause.)
1837 SOUTHEY Doctor cxix. IV. 181 Sir Kenelm Digby ob-

serves., that 'it is a common speech (but ',
he parenthesizes,

'only amongst the unlearned sort) ubitresniediciduoathei '.

1854 LOWELL Jrnl. in Italy Pr. Wks. 1800 I. 167 Speaking
of Italian quarrels, I am tempted to parenthesize here another
which I saw at Civita Vecchia.

b. intr. To introduce a parenthesis, to say
something in parenthesis.
1880 BRIGHT Sp. at B'hatn 19 Mar., I was going to observe
but your friendly interruptions forced me to parenthesise.
2. trans. To insert a parenthesis in

; to interlard

or intersperse with parentheses.
1889 Lancet 22 June 1277/1 The amount of constant prac-

tice that is required to take a verbatim report of a compli-
cated and much parenthesised speech.
3. To put between marks of parenthesis ; to

bracket.
1866 Conteutp. Ret 1

. III. 470 If our parenthesized question
admit of a negative answer. 1866 Sat. Rev, XXI. 26 Each
word or member of a phrase, with its explanation appended
in parenthesized clauses.

4. To curve into the shape ( ). humorous.
1879 Scribner's Mag. XIX. 771/1 Legs somewhat paren-

thesized by usage to ihe saddle.

'pu
1.

PABEPIGASTRIC.

Parenthetic (pcerenj>e*tik), a. [ad. med.L.

parcnthetie*US. a. Gr. *napi'9tT IK-US, f. -naptvOfro^
ut in beside', f. uap(VTt6fvat : see PARENTHESIS.]
. Of, pertaining to, or of the nature of a paren-

thesis ; inserted as a parenthesis.
1776 G. HOUSE Connn. Ps. Ixxiii. n, I would rather sup-

pose the foregoing verse (to whomsoever it may belong)
to be parenthetic. 1824 L. MURRAY Eng. Gram. (ed. 4' I.

410 1 he parenthesis itself does not supply ihe place of a point
between the parenthetic clause, and the words immediately
preceding it. 1883 J. PAKKLK Apost.Lifc II. 6 They speak
of him with many parenthetic qualifications.

b. fig. Interposed in the course of something else.

1876 GF.O. KUOT Dan. Dcr. xxxiv, Deronda took in these
details by parenthetic glances. 1881 MASSON DeQmnceybi
About a year. .of parenthetic peace and happiness.
2. next, 2. rare.

1782 TVKRS Rhapsody on Pope 33 Cleland (whom he
describes as a man of sense, . . and, to be very parenthetic, who
was the Will Honeycomb of the Speciator's club).

Parenthe tical, a. [f. as prec. + -AL.]
1. =

prec. i.

16241'. SCOTT (////f) Votivae Angliae: or the Desires and
Wishes of England, in a Parenthetical Discourse. 1638
ROUSE Hcav. Univ. ix. (1702) 128 'ihe three first verses..

being a Parenthetical Interposition. 1855 H. SpENXKR/V/wr.
Psychol. (1872) II. vi. vi. 62 Returning from this parenthetical
discussion. 1868 K. KmvARns Ralegh I. \.\ii. 508 It bad
many times found parenthetical employment in urging upon
Salisbury yet one expedition more.
2. Characterized by parenthesis ;

addicted to or

using parenthesis.
1837-9 HAU.AM Hh*t. /.//.in. iii. 141 We call it levity, when

the mind is easily diverted, and the discourse is parenthetical.
1846 POK A. S. Stephens Wks. 1864 III. 62 [Style] involved.

needlessly parenthetical. 1859 HI:;.I-S I-'riends in C. Ser. 11.

II. v. ri'j Then there is the parenthetical talker.

3. Curved like ( ) ; bandy, nonce-use.

1856 R. F. IlrkTOX El-Medinah xxvii. III. 217 An Indian
woman, with her semi-Tartar features, .and her thin paren-
thetical legs.

Parenthetically (prcrcnjie-tikali), adv. [f.

prec. + -LY a
.] In a parenthetical manner ;

in

a parenthesis; by way of parenthesis or interlude.

1664 H. MORK Myst. //>/. 300 If we referre OJTOU to the

great City, and read (which is spiritually called Sodom and
-Egypt) Parenthetically. 1803 URYAST Ol'St'rr.

.Script,
in.

163 The intelligence is certainly mentioned parenthetically.
1859 HAWTHORNE Marble Fann xxxii. (1883) 339 Many of
whom are

parenthetically
devout. 1874 H. R. REYNOLDS

John ttapt. v. tj 3. 337 The clause. .is brought in paren-
thetically, and is nut the main point of the statement.

Parenthood (pe'*'iunthud\ [f.
PARENT s/>.

+ -HOOD.] The state or position of a parent:
fatherhood or motherhood.
1856 Miss MUI.UCK J. Halifax xxv, Those on whom the

I' ather of all men has bestowed the holy dignity of parent-
hood. 1873 H. Sl'KNCKK Stltd. Sociol. XV. (1874) 371 I'.'Uflit-

hood produces a mental exaltation not otherwise producible.

Parenticide 1

(pare'ntisaid), [f. \.. parent-em
PA KENT si'. + -CIDE I.] One who murders his parent.
1636 in ULOUNT (V/o.sMv^'r. ^1834 COI.KHIDGIC in Cottle

ttarly Recoil. (1837) II. 249 Pain, dark ErnjrV uncoutli

child, Blameless paienticide !

Pare*nticide -. rare~ rt
.

[f.
as prec. + -CIDE 2.]

The murder of a parent.
1658 PHILLIPS, Parcnt'iadc, a killing of ones Parent-.

Parentile, variant of PARENTKLK Obs.

f Pa-rentine. Obs. rare. [Derived in sonic

wayfrom PARENT: cf. Qlf.parenit (AY.parentee ,

parentesse, parcntois parentage.] I'arcntage.
c 1400 Beryn 841 Noriture & connyng, bewte & parent) ne.

Ibid. 3241 5it for his parentyne, to pipe, as doith a mowse,
I woll hym tech.

Parentless (pG-'-rentles), a. [f.
PAHENT $b.

+ -LESS.] Without parents; fatherless and mother-

less; orphaned. Alsoy^1
". Having no (known or

traceable) parents, author, or source.

1561 T. NORTON Cafoins lust. n. xvi. (1634! 245 He will

not leave them as parenllesse.but will comeagaine to them.
1610 Mirr. A lag., /-'//(,' i-'-liza Induct. 778 Thy Orphans left

poore parentlesse alone, r 1800 H. K. WHITI-: li'and. />'(y,

I am a parentless wandering boy. 1862 MKEUVALK Ront.Ein/>.
(1865) VII. Ix. 289 Thus it is that the Colosseum, the moM
conspicuous type of Roman civilization, .. is nameless and
parentless.

Parentship :pe>rent,Jip). [f.
as prec. + -SHIP.]

The office or position of a parent.
1849 Taifs Mag. XVI. 510 In the sphere of parentship

there are two human providences. 1895 J. Kmn Moral. 4-

Rclig. yiii. 337 The ideas that (low from it are not kingship
and citizenship, but parentship and sonship.

Parepididymis (parepidi-dimis). Anat.

[mod. L., f. PAK^A-
1 i + EPIDIDYMIS.] The organ

of Giraldes, a mass of convoluted tubules just
above the epididymis. Hence Farepiclfdymal a. t

pertaining to the parepididymis.
1881 [see PAROOPHOKON], 1888 ROLLI:STON & JACKSON

Anim. Life 355 Remnants of the non-sexual part of the

me.sonephros may persist (par-epididyinis, par-oophoron, of
Mammalia). 1890 Cent. Diet., Parepididymal.

Parepigastric (parepig^-strik), a. Anat. [f.

PAH(A-A j + EPIGASTRIC.] Situated or occurring
beside or about the epigastrium.
1876 tr. von Zientsscn's Cycl. Med. VI. 50 This pulsation

is designated in general terms '

epigastric '... But still to

avoid confusion with another form, .it is better to designate
the first-mentioned as

'

parepigastric '.
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Parepithymia parepibrmia). Path. [mod.
L., f. FAB(A- 1 I + Or. TT(0tva desire.] A mental

disorder characterized by perverted desires. Hence

Farepithymic a., relating to parepithymia.
1857 MAYNK Expos. />.r., Parepithymia, Parepiihymic.

Pareplum, obs. form of PEAII-//WW.

tFare'pochism. Obs. [f. PAK(A-! i + EPOCH
f -ISM: ct. parachronism.'] An error of date.

1685 H. MORE Paralip. Prophet, x. 63 A gross Parepochism
committed by Josephus. Ibid. xi. 81 And so fairly com-
mitted a Parepochism, the taking one Epocha for another.

Parer (pe**raj). [f.
PAKE z>. + -EH*.] a. An

instrument for paring.
1573 TUSSER IJusb. (1878) 98 A hone and a parer, like sole

of a boote, to pare away grasse and to raise vp the roote.

1600 HAKLUVT I'oy. III. 271 The women with short peckers
or parers, . .doe onely hreake the vpper part of the ground
to raise vp the weeds, grasse, and olde stubbes of come
stalks. 1828 MOIR A/ftnst'e H'atecA xiii. (1833! 89 A sharp
shoemaker's parer. 1883 LOVETT in Proc. J\. Geog. Sac,

29 Jan. 68 The shoeing-smith. .drawing this parer or gouge
over the hoof.

b. A person that pares, in various senses.

x86a MRS. H. WOOD Mrs. Hallih. \, xx, There were

parers, grounders, leather sorters, dyers, cutters, makers-up,
and else. 1887 GISSING Thyrza III. iii. 62 The old man
must have, .friends about him, and not cold-blooded pinchers
and parers.

Parer, obs. form of PARURE.

Parergal (paraugal), a. [f. PARERG-OX 4- -AL.]
Of the nature of a parergon ; subsidiary, supple-

mentary. So f Farerffe'tic, -ical [cf. energetic]

adjs., in same sense.

1827 G. S. FABER Sacr. Calend. Prophecy (1844) I. 53 On
the morrow of this parergal sabbath, as being the beginning
of the barley-harvest, they were directed to bring a sheaf of
the first-fruits for a wave -offer ing. 1643 R. BAILI.IR Lett.,
to .?/# 2 June (1841-2) II. 72, I take Wednesday, either

before or afternoon for some parergetick Diatribes. 1607
WALKINGTON Opt. Gtassxv. 159 If there be any parergeticau

clauses, not suiting true judgement.

tParerga'stical, tf. Obs. rare. [f. PARERGON,
after Gr. epyaffrtrt-us working + -AL.] Of the nature

of a parergon, done as by-work.
1597 G. HAWVEY Trimming Nasht Wks. (Grosart) III. 15

But to leaue these parergasticall sj>eeches and to come to

your trimming, because I will deale roundly with you.

Parergic 'paraud^ik), a. rare. [f.
as PAKEK-

GO>T + -ic.] Pertaining to by-work.
1900 G. W. E. RUSSELL Conferences Ded. 27 Tame spirits

of a parergic pen.

II Parergon (par5-jg?nV PI. parerga (in 7
erron. parergas). [L. parergon an. extra ornament
in art, a. Gr. irapcpyov by-work, subordinate or

secondary business, etc., sb. use of neuter of

irapfpyo? beside or in addition to the main work,
f. irapd beside + tpyov work.]
1. In Painting : Something subordinate or ac-

cessory to the main subject ; hence, generally and

fig.i ornamental accessory or addition, grace,
embellishment. ? Obs.
1601 HOLLAND Pliny II. 542 He painted among those by-

works (which painters call Parerga) certaine small galties
and little long barks, to show therby the small beginnings of
his art. 161* PEACHAM Graphice 45 For your Parergtis or

neediest graces, you may set forth the same with Farm-

houses, Water-mills, Pilgrims travelling, &c. 1656 BLOUST
Glossogr. s. v. Landskip, All that which in Picture is not of
the body or argument thereof is Landskip, Parergon, or

by-work. 1658 PHILLIPS s. v. Lantskip, The persons are

called the Argument, the Landskip the Parergon or "By-
work. 1714 R. WOUROIV Life J, Wodrow (1828) 68 These
were the proper parerga to and the gentlemanly learning
of a minister.

2. By-work, subordinate or secondary work or

business ;
work apart from one's main business or

ordinary employment.
c 1618 E. BOLTON Hypercrit. iv. iv, For that the Subject.,

is rather Parergon^ then the thing it self I write of. 16730.
WALKER Educ. xiv. 197, 1 advise to, but onely as a parergon,
not anemployment. 1897 A then&umqjan. 5 1/3! He] pursued
astronomy as a parergon (to use his own favourite phrase).

t3. A supplemental work. (As title of a book.)
17*6 AYLIFI-E (title) Parergon Juris Canonic! Anglican!:

or, a Commentary by Way of Supplement to the Canons and
Constitutions of the Church of England.

t Pa'rergy. Obs, [f. prec. with change of

suffix.] A tiling beside the purpose in hand.

1646 SinT. BROWNE Pse-ud. Ep. vn. xvi. 373 The Scriptures
being serious, and commonly omitting such Parergies, it

will be unreasonable from hence to condemne all laughter.

i6soCHARLETON Paradoxes Prol. 12 Whether Roman Vitriol

may not be justly referred to the Classis. .must be a parergy
here to dispute it. 1656 BuMmrCSMM|ffb| Parergy, Parergon
or Parergunii . . any thing that is besides the principal
question, point or purpose in hand.

Pares, paresche, pareshe, obs. if. PARISH.

Paresi : see PARISIS, a French coin.

II Paresis (parr/sis). [mod.L., a. Gr. wapetris

letting go, slackening of strength, paralysis, f.

wapitvcu to let go, let fall, relax, etc., f. vapa- by
+ iivai to let go.]
1. Path. Partial or incomplete paralysis, paralysis

affecting muscular motion but not sensation.

Generalparesis, a term used by some for progressive

paralysis of the insane.

1693 ir. Brancard's Phys. Diet. (ed. 2), Paresis, a sort of

Palsie. 1790 I. C. SMYTH in Med. Commit*. II. 491 He
had., been subject to., paresis or palsy. 1822-34 Good's

Study Mt'd. (ed. 4) 1. 144 The paresis of the olfactory nerves.

1867 FLINT Princ. -y Pract. Med, 645. 1874 ROOSA Dis. Ear
108 The fonn of insanity w;is general paresis in eight cases.

1899 Allbutfs Syst. Med. VII. 301 There was paresis of
the left side of the face, paresis of the arm, and complete
paralysis of the hand and foot.

fig. 1896 HOWELLS Impressions fy Exp. 208 The slowly-
creeping desolation, the gradual paresis, that was seizing
upon the late full and happy life of our hotel.

2. The '

letting go or '

dropping
'

of elements
of a word.
1885 Trans. Ainer. Phifol. Assoc. App. p. xxxi, He [the

Negro] has simply taken the principle of paresis, or word-

neglect, a principle by which maculate becomes mote
(a spot) and worked it out to its ultimate consequences.

Paressh, paresshe, obs. forms of PARISH.

Paresthesia, variant of PAK^STHESIA.

Paretic (pare'tik), a. Path. [ad. mod.L.

paretic-itS) f. Gr. wxpcr-of relaxed, palsied : see

-ic.] Of or pertaining to paresis ; affected with

or characterized by paresis.
1822-34 Goods Study Med. (ed. 4) III. 480 A debilitated

and paretic state of the liver. 1888 Fornm (TJ. S.) Sept. 101

The increase of paretic dementia, and the increase of
alcoholic insanity. 1896 Allbutt's Syst. Med. I. 350 The
use of the kathode for paralytic or paretic states.

Hence Pare'tically adv.

i&j& Smithsonian Inst. Rep, 361 He proved that, .currents

[of galvanism] travelling in both directions act paretically.

Par excellence: see PAK//V/. II b.

Fareyll, obs. f. PERIL. Pareylle, var. PAREL.

Parfait, -ayt, -ect, -et, -it, -He, etc., obs. ff.

PERFECT. Parfay: see PERFAY.

Parfilage (parf/la-^). [F., f. pea-filer to

unravel thread by thread : in QF.fOUt'fafr, i.poiir
for + fil thread.] The unravelling of gold or

silver thread from laces, epaulets, tassels, etc. ;

fashionable as a pastime among ladies, esp. in

France, in the latter part of the iSth century.
1894 A. DOBSON i8/A Cent. I'ignettes Ser. n. 256 Of the

Austrian Court and its decorums, of its Parfilage and its

card-parties, Lady Mary has much to say. 1896 Godeys
Mtig. Feb. 177/2 The business was known as parfilage,
and the thread-pickers (called parfileu$cs\ when they went
to court, took large bags to hold whatever they received
from the men. Ibid.^ The countess introduces a scene in

one of her novels ridiculing parfilage.

I! Farfleche (parfle-J). Also -flesh, [app.
Canadian Fr.] Among some tribes of North
American Indians: A hide, usually of a buffalo,

deprived of the hair and dried by stretching on
a frame ; an article made of such hide.

1870 K.KIM Shcridarfs Troopers 168 Opposite the chief..

lay several very fine robes and parfleshes finely painted.
1882 R. I. DODGE Onr Wild Indians xix. 254 note, Among
almost all the Plains trills, the common name for a skin so

prepared is
'

parfleclie ', and almo.>t everything niade of it is

also
'

parfleche ', 1899 G. B. GRIXNKLL in Atlantic Monthly
LXXXIII. 25/2 In an Indian village., the hand that scrapes
the parflcche rules the camp.

Farforce, obs. f. PERFORCE. Farfbrme,
-fourme, -fourne, obs. ff. PERFORM.

Parfornysshe, var. PERFUKNISH Obs.

Parfyght, parfyt, obs. ff. PERFECT.

Pargana, -ganna, variants of PERGUNNAH.

Pargasite (paMgasoit). A/in. [ad. Ger. par-

%asit (.Steinheil 1814', f. Pargas in Finland, where

found ; see -ITE 1 2 b.] A green or greenish variety
of HORNBLENDE.
1818 T. THOMSON Ann. Phifas. XI. 469 A new mineral

called pargasite has been sent to this country. 1868 DANA
Min. (ed. 5) 235 Pargasite is usually made to include green
and bluish-green kinds, occurring in stout lustrous crystals,
or granular.

Parge (paid:;), v. ? Obs. [? Shortened from

PARGET ^.]
= PARGET v. i.

1701 in New Eng. Hist. $ Gen. Reg. (1879) XXXIII. 176

note, To point the garret and to Parge the clmnnyes with

good Lime morter. 1703 T. N. City ff C. Purchaser 31

They do not Parge, or (which is all one) Plaster their

Garrets. 1805 R. W. DICKSON Pract. Agric. I. 57 The
thatch should be properly parged witli lime-mortar on the

inside, to prevent any dust falling upon the milk.

So fParg-e-work = PARGET sb. 2, PARGETING 2.

1649 in Archxologia X. 403 Above which [waynscotj is

a border of freet or parge worke wrought . . the seeling is of

the same fret or parge worke.

Pa-rge-board. = BARGE-BOARD.

1845 PARKER Gloss. A rchit, .ed. 4) 1. 42 Barge-board, Brge-
board, Verge-board, or Parge-board.

f Pa-rgen, v. 06s. Altered form of PAKGET v.

Hence f Pargener (-ur).
= PARGETKR.

1449-50DurhamA cc. AW/.i-{Surtees) 239 Pro le pargenynge
eccl. par. supradicte. 1489 Priory of rinchale in Parker

Gloss. Ardtit. (1845) I. 272 Pro le pergenyng et weschyng
ecclesix de Fynkhall.

Target (paud^t), sb. Also 5-7 pariet (*/)
6 -ette, 6 pergit, 7 parjet. [app. f. PARGET v.

(or from same source).]
1. Plaster spread upon a wall, ceiling, etc. ;

whitewash ; roughcast ; in mod. dial. spec, a plaster

made of lime and cow-dung with which the flues

of chimneys are lined.

13.. E. E. Allit. P. B. 1536 A fust faylaynde >e wryst,
Pared on J>e parget, purtrayed lettrcs. 1 1420 Pattad, on

IInsb. i. 414 The parget of thi wougli be strong & bryght.
1440 Promp. Pat-:'. 383/2 Pa[r]get, or playster for wallys,

gipsitm,..litnra. 1530 PALSGR. 252/1 Pariette for walles,
hlanchissci're, 1545 JOYE Exp. Dan. v. 69 \Vrytinge..in
the wbight parget of the wall of the kynges palace. 1639
HORN & ROB. Gate Lang. Unl. .\lviii. (1(443) 526 Wih his

trovell hee roughcasteth all over with plastering; to wit,
with slaked lime. .and with parjet. 1789 M. MADAN tr.

Pcrsins (1795) 120 note, The plaster, parget, or rough cast

of a wall. 1842-76 Gwn.T Arc/iff, fed. 7) Gloss., Par-get, a
name given to the rough plaster used for lining chimney
flues, and formed of lime and cow's dung.
fis* *597 J- Ki^G On "Jonas (1618) 162 Wipe out the

parget of thy flitting honours, and take a naked view of thy
naked selfe. 1657 " MORICE Coena quasi Kou-r) Def. xx.

172 With what parget soever men may daub.

2. spec. Ornamental work in plaster; a facing of

plaster with ornamental designs in relief or in-

dented, used for decoration of walls : also called

pargeting. (fAlso applied to other wall-decora-

tion, as gilding : cf. next, i c.) Obs. or Hist.

[(11400-50 Alexander 5285 A chambre,. .parraillid all of

plate-gold, pariet and obire.] 1569 SPENSER Visions Beltay
li, Golde was the parget : and the sielyng eke Did shine all

scaly with fine golden plates. 1606 SYLVESTER Dit Hartas
n. iv. n. Magnificence 1162 All the Parget carv'd and
branched trim With Flowrs and Fruits, and winged Cheru-
bim. 1716 LEONI Albertis Archit. II. 17/1 Unless you will

grant the name of painting to a parget of various colours. . .

This parget may be made of red oker burnt.

f3. Gypsumusedformakingplaster; plaster-stone.
1657 TOM LINSON -flw?*.s Disp. 27 ManyPoysons are drawn

from Minerals, .as Quicksilver, red-Lead, Parget. 176* tr.

Buschings Syst. Geog. III. 56 Near Bardi, among the

parget and chalk-veins, are found sexangular crystals.

f4. transf. Paint (for the face) : cf. next, 2. Obs.

1593 DRAYTON Eclogues iv. 77 And Beauties selfe. . Scorn 'd

Paintings Pergit, and the borrowed Haire.

Parget (paudget), v. Also 4 parchet, 5-6

pargett^e, pergette, (5 pergete, 6 pargytt), 6

pariet (*=/), 7 pariete, perget, 7-8 pargit.

[app. a. OF. pargeter^ parjeter to throw or cast

over a surface, in Liege ptirjeter =jointoyer (Godef.)

(* a term of masonry, to fill up the joints of stones

with mortar or plaster* Littre), f. par through,
all over + jeter to throw or cast : cf. (1557)

*

they
cast it all over with claie, to keepe out the wind ',

CAST v. 57, and see ROUGHCAST.
The synonym spargette (found only in Promp. Part?.) has

suggested to some a connexion with L. spargere, or a
mcd.L. frequentative spargitare\ the spelling pariet (i.e.

Parjet} has been by others ineptly connected with L.

P(iriet~em partition-wall.]

1. trans. To cover or daub with parget or plaster,

to plaster (a wall, etc.) ; to adorn with pargeting
or ornamental plaster-work.
1381 WYCLIF Ezek. xiii. 10 And he bildide a wal, forsothe

thei dawbeden [gloss or pargetiden] it with fen with outen
chaffis. 1398 TREVISA Barth.De P.R. xvi. xxiv. (Bodl. MS.),
Cement.. to ioyne stones togedres and to pargette and to

whitelyme walles. 1555 W. WATREMAN Eardle Facions
n. xii. 301 The walles to be parieted without, and within,
and diuersly paincted. 163* LE GRYS tr. Velleins Paterc.

125 Quintus Catu!us..shut himselfe up in a place lately

pergetted with lime and sand, ..and withall suffocating his

owne breath, died. 17*6 LEONI Alberti's Archit. I. 101/2
Let the floor of your Vault be pargetted. 1869 Latest News
5 SepL 7 That no iron chimney bars supporting the arch

are absent, and that the flues are pargeted.

f b. To daub or plaster over with (anything).
i398TREvisA,5<zrM. De P, R. xvm. xii.^BodL MS.),Beene

..pergetteth \>c rof off her huyues wij> wose and gomme.
1594 PLAT Jewell-ho. in. 31 Then parget ouer whatsoeuer
thou wilt with this composition. 1656 EARL MONM. tr.

Roccalinfs Advts.fr. Parnass. i. Ixxvii. (1674) 104 They
saw the Wretch pargeted wiih apparances four inches thick,

all over his body. 1698 FRYER Ace. E. India A P. 424 The
continual confluence of Flocks of Water-Fowl . .having paved
or pargetted the whole Rock [Ascension] with their Filth.

f C. To cover or decorate (& surface) with

ornamental work of any kind, as gilding, precious

stones, etc. Obs.
a 1400-50A lexander 3673 All pargestis I?pargettid] ofplate

as pure as |>e noble. 1576 MAKER JewellofHealth 34 b, The
vessels of Glasse are pargetted and fenced. 1634 SIR T.

HERBERT Trav. 61 Their outside tyling pargetted with azure

stones resembling turquoises. 1694 MOTTEVX Rabelais v.

xxxviii, The Roof and Walls of the Temple, .all pargetted
with Porphyry and Mosaick Work. 1886 R. F. BURTON
Arab. Nts. (abr. ed.) I. 85 The couch of juniper-wood,

pargetted with gold and silver.

t2. transf. To daub or plaster (the face or

body) with paint; to paint. Also intr. for re/I. Obs.

1581 PETTIE Gnazzo's Civ. Com', in. (1586) 125 b, Those

dawbed, pargetted, and vermilion died faces. 1609 B. JONSOM
Sil. tt'oin. \. ii, She's aboue fiftie too, and pargets ! 1660

F. BROOKE Le Blanc's Trav. 192 They delight much to

parget their lx>dies with a reddish earth.

3. Jig. To cover with a fair appearance ;
to

'
whitewash', to smooth or gloss over. ? Obs.

1592 Conspir. Pretended Ref. 6 The sinke of these sinnes

in him, hee alwayes smoothlie couered and parieted ouer..

with a very rare outward earnestnesse. 1640 BASTWICK
Lord Bps. ii. C, Thus they did. .parget, or roughcast their

vices. 1824 CARLYLE IVilhelm Master II. xii. 237 If one

did not try to parget-up the outward man as long as possible.

Hence Pa'rgeted///. a.

1538 ELYOT, Catcatus, pergetted or whyte lymed. 1553

HULOET, Pargetted house, calcata. 1645 BURGESSE Sena.
Ho. Comm. 30 Apr. 51 With faire, (specious, pargetted,

glozing words). 1888 A tJien&um 16 J une 760/2 Some charm-

log pictures ot old pargeted houses.
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t Fargeter pavitl^rtA.!'. Ofo t Forms : C)

pargetour(e, pergeter, 6-9 par-getter, 7 -gettor,

-jetter, 9 -giter, 8- -geter. [orig. pargctoitr
=

OK. *piirjettew. agent-n. fa)\\\parjet-cr ; see prcc.]
1. A plasterer ;

a whitewashes
1538 KI.YOT, Ccnu-ntarii, daubers, parget ters, rowghe

masons, whichc do make onely walles. 1658 HKOMIIALL
Treat, Sfccters i. 8 Not far from the Town, lie met 10

Pargettors.. carrying with them their tools. 1826 J. BAILEY
/t'r, .////, Dealbator,, one \vlio white-washes, a pargeter.

2. j!g* One who * bedaubs' with flattery; a

sycophant.
a 1656 USSHER Power Princes i. (1683) 71 Let those

parjetters of great men now come forth.

Pargeting (paud^etiq), vbl. sb. [-IXG3.]
1. The action of PARGET v. ; plastering ; adorning

with plaster-work; ^transf. painting (of the face).

1396 Compotus Will. Chert Custodis Coll. Cantuar. Qxon.
(1881) 33 Item pro carecta calcis pro parchetting \\s. viijW.

c 1440 Promp. Parz>. 384/1 Pargettynge (or spargettynge of
wall is), gipsacio, gipsatura. 1588 T. THOMAS Diet. (1606),

Incrustatio^ a laying over, a pargetting, . .a rough-casting.
1661 RUST Origerfs Opin, in Phoenix (1721) I. 42 If the

House be ruinous, .all the external Painting and Pargetting
imaginable, .can neither secure the Inhabitants from its Fall.

1703 T. N. City $r C. Purchaser 218 Pargeting, .signifies

the Plastering of Walls. 1853 TL
TKNI:R Dow. Archit. II. ii.

45 Impressed on the plaster in the same manner as pargetting
was performed.
fig. 1657 W. MORICK Coma ytiasiKoiv^ Diat. v, 247 Much
pargetting there is, to shew a disparity between the Word
and Prayer and the Sacraments.

2. concr. Plaster or plaster-work, often orna-

mental :
= PARGET sb. i, 2.

1388 WYCLIF Ezek. xiii. 12 Where is the pnrgetyng [1382
dawbyngej, which }e pargetiden? 1538 ELYOT, Tecttrriimi^
the playstrynge or pariettynge of a house. 1603 KNOLLES
Hist. Turks (1621) 543 The wals glistered with red marble,
and pargeting of divers colours, 1756 EP. POCOCKE Trav.

(1889) II. 228 All the old houses in Herefordshire are built

with frames of wood and cage work between, call'd pargit-

ing. 1838 Civil Eng. % Arch. jfrnl. I. 212/2 The practice
Is to coat the inside of the flue with a composition of lime-

mortar with cow-dung, called 'pargetting*. 1885-94 K.
BRIDGES Erosfy Psyche May 9 The pargeting of ceiling and
of wall Was fresco'd o'er with figures manifold.

3. attrib.

1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage vn. i. 550 They annoynt it with
a kinde of pargetting mortar.

Pa-rgeting, ppl.a. [f. as prec. + -ING 2.]

That pargets; final 'whitewashes*, glosses or

smooths over.

1637 GIU.F.SPIE Eng, Pop. Cerem. Ep. A
ij b, You must

not acquiesce in the pargetting verdict of those who are

wealthy and well at ease.

t Pa'rgety, <?. Obs. rare. [f.
PARGET sb. + -v.]

Of the nature of plaster, sticky.
1684 tr. Fambresar. Art Physick \. 42 Four sorts [of

flegmj ; the Watery. .and the Pargetty.

Pargo, pargie : see Poit^o, PORGY.

Farliedral (paihe'dral), a. rare. [f. Gr. irapc-

5pos adj., sitting beside, sb. an associate, coadjutor
+ -AL

; cf. PAIIEDRIAL.] Attendant, subsidiary.
1884 Guide to Exh. Gall. Brit. Mus. 94 Besides the

principal gods, inferior or parhedral gods, personifications of
the faculties, senses, and others.

Parhelion (paahrli^n). PI. parhelia (-ia),

rarely -ions. Also 7 parelion, (//. (erron.'} -elias,

-helia's), 8 parelium, -helium ;
also . 7 parelius,

-elios, -helius,//. -elii, -helii ; 7. 7 parelie. [a,

L. partition, a. Gr. na^XtoVy also TrapTjAio?, f. Trapa-

beside + 77X10? sun. Early forms represent also

the latinized parelius, parcliitm, and F. partite

(1547 in Ilalz.-Darin.). The insertion of //, after

Gr. 7/Atoy /le/tos, is later.]

1. A spot on a solar halo at which the light is

intensified (usually at the intersection of two halos

or bands of light"), often Dramatically coloured,
and sometimes dazzlingly bright, foimerly supposed
to be a reflected image of the sun

;
a mock sun.

Two or more parhelia are usually seen at once, on a level

with and on opposite sides of the sun, and sometimes

vertically above and below it.

1647 H. MORE Song ofSoul \i. i. m. xxv, G list ring Parelies
or other meteors. 1648 lioYLF. Seraph. Love xii. (1700)

61
As absurd as it were for a Persian to offer his Sacrifice to

a Parhelion (as the Greeks call that Meteor) instead of

adoring the Sun. 1649 JER. TAYLOR Gt. Exemp. i. ii. 71
The Sunne reflecting upon a cloud produces a Parelius, or
a representation of his owne glory. 1661 BOYLE Style of
Script. 259 As parhelions [1675 parrhelions] to the sun.

1665-6 Phil. Trans. I. 220 At the two extremities .. ap-
peared two Parhelia's or Mock-suns. 1706 PHILLIPS, Pare-
Hunt or Parhtliunr, a Mock Sun. 1721 W. WHISTON in

Phil. Trans. XXXI. 213 Two plain Parhelia, or Mock-
Suns. 1780 VON TROIL Iceland 55 The parhelions are
observed in Iceland chiefly at the approach of the Green-
land ice. 1878 NARES Polar Sea I. xii. 301 A fine circular

prismatic halo was seen round the sun with a distinct

prismatic parhelion at the usual distance on each side and
above it.

2. fig. Applied to a fainter image or reflection

of something else,

1647 T. GOODWIN M'ks. (1861) III. 277 Parhelii, and
resemblances, and shadows of those thoughts the mind

secretly conceives and forms. 1683 J. SCOTT C/ir, Life
(1699) V. 341 Only the parhelius or reflection of the visible

glory of him. 1867 DRAPER Aincr. Ch>. ll'ar I. xxxiii. 563
The sky was full c

'

VOL. VII.
A-as full of parhelions of delusive glory.

Hence Farheliacal (pjuh/Urakal), Parhelic

(poihrlik or -he'lik) adjs., pertaining to or re-

sembling a parhelion.
Parheliacal ring: or parhclic circle, a horizontal circle of

light passing through the sun, seen in connexion with halos,
with parhelia at certain points on it.

1830 BAILEY Fcstus xxxii. (1852) 546 Parheliacal gods
which mocked men's minds. 1890 Chambers* Eucycl. V.

524/2 The Parhelic circle, which is a white circle passing
through the sun and parallel witli the horizon.

||
Parhidro-sis. Also parid-. [f. PAR(A-! i

+ Gr. f5/xOs sweat : see -osis.]
* Secretion of

sweat of an abnormal kind' (Syd. Soc. Lex. 1893).
1890 in Cent. Diet.

Farhomologcms (pfrhomfldfess), a. Comp.
Anat. [f. PAR;;A-

1 i + HOMOLOGOUS.] Applied
to parts apparently but not really homologous :

see quot. So Farhomologfy (pajtu7mp
t

16dgi), the

condition of being par/homologous,
1888 H. GADOW in Nature 13 Dec. 151/2 Two plexuses

may be homodynampus, although, strictly speaking, not

homologous. This is expressed by the term '

imitatory
homodynamy ', more happily by parhomology. Ibid,^ The
muscles .. together with the nerves, undergo metameric
changes until they, .are only parhomologous.

II Farhypate (pajhrpau'j. Also 8 parypate.

[a. Gr. Tjapvirdrr) (sc. xp5i?), f. irap(a- beside +
wiraros uppermost.] In ancient Greek music, The
name of the lowest note but one in either of the

lowest two tetrachords.

1603 HOLLAND Plutarch Explan. VfAs. tParhy^aithyfai^n t

..Subprincipall of principals. A string or note in Musicke:
C, FA, UT. Parhypate A/esdn, ..Subprincipall of meanes :

a string or note in Musicke: F, FA, UT. 1706 PHILLIPS,
Parhypat,', ..the Sound of the String next the liass. 1753
CHAMBERS Cycl, Supp., Parypate, in antient music, ..that
note or chord of a tetrachord which lay next to the hypate.
Pariah (peVria, pa-ria). Forms : 7 parea,

(piriawe, parrier, 8 par-rear, bareier), 8-9 paria,

(pariar, parriar, 9 pareiya), 8- pariah, [ad.
Tamil paraiyar^ pi. of paraiyan name of the

largest of the lower castes in .Southern India, lit.

'(hereditary) drummer', f. paral 'the large drum
beaten at certain festivals'. (Yule & Burnell.)]
1. prop. A member of a very extensive low caste

in Southern India, especially numerous at Madras,
where its members supply most of the domestics
in European service.

1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 494 The Pareas are of
worse esteeme, .. reputed worse than the Diuell. 1626
Ibid. (eil. 4)998 The worst whereof are the abhorred Piriawes.

1717 J. T. PHILLIPS Ace. Malabar xxxii. 127 liareier (or a
sort of poor People that eat all sort of Flesh). 1807 F.
BUCHANAN ^lysorc I. i. 20 The Parriar, and other impure
tribes, .would be beaten, were they to attempt joining in

a procession of any of the gods of the Brahmans. 1856 R.
CALDWEI.I. Dravidian Gram. App. 494 The Pariars \ed. z

Pareiyas] constitute a well defined, distinct, ancient caste,.,
and .. has subdivisions of its own, ..its own traditions, and
its own jealousy of the encroachments of the castes which are
above it and below it. 1886 YULE & P.URXF.LI, Anglo-Ind.
Gloss, s.v.. There are several castes in the Tamil country
considered to be lower than the Pariahs, e.g. the caste of

shoemakers, and the lowest caste of washermen. And the
Pariah deals out the same disparaging treatment to these
that he himself receives from higher castes.

2. Hence, extended to a member of any low
Hindoo caste, and by Europeans even applied
to one of no caste, an outcaste.
This extension of application began among the higher

castes of Hindoos, because the Pariahs are lower than the
lowest caste of the lirahmanicnl sy.stem, by whom they are

shunned as unclean and thus, practically, outcasts.

1711 in J. T. Wheeler Madras in Old. Time (1861) II.

125 A resort of basket makers, Scavengers, . . and other

Parriars, to drink Toddy, 1798 W. TAYLOR in Monthly
Ma%. VI. 550 As little, .[to] be looked for., as a brave heroic

spirit among the outcast Parias of the Hindoos now. 1816
SINGER Hist. Cards 317 To shew that Gipsies, .were of the

lowest and mo^t degraded cast of Parias or Suders. 1823
BYRON Juan xn. Ixxviii, They lose their caste at once, as do
the Parian 1842 PRICHARD Nat. Hist. Man 164 This may
be true with respect to the Parriahs, or outcasts.

3. fig. Any person (or animal) of a degraded
or despised class ; a social outcast.

1819 SHELLEY Lett. Pr. Wks. 1888 II. 286 Such re-

membrances., as an exile and a Pariah may be permitted to

address to an acknowledged member of the community of

mankind. 1834 L. RITCHIE Wan</. by Seine 245 A king's

daughter . . thrown forth to prowl with the Pariahs of

society. 1884 Expositor Feb. 106 The sparrow, a very
Pariah amongst the feathered tribes ! 1901 Academy 23
Mar. 244 Ibsen is the supreme pariah of the Knglish stage.

b. = Pariah dog : sec 4 b.

1816 'Quiz' Grand Master $9 But soon some Paria 's

appear. Note
t
The Paria puppies of Bombay. 1895 MRS.

Ii. M. CROKF.K Village Tales (1896) 58 I'll get you an old

pariah out of the bazaar, and give j-ou fifty rupees to buy
him a collar !

4. attrib. That is a pariah; consisting of or

belonging to pariahs; also applied to animals of

low breed or things of base quality (see also b).

1711 C LOCKYER Ace. Trade Ittdia i. -o The Company
allows two or three Peons to attend at the Gate, and a Parrear
Fellow to keep all clean. 1716 in J. T. Wheeler Madras
in Old. Time (1861) II. 230 A Pariah woman of the

Right hand castes. 1837 Lttt.fr. Madras(\%^} i2r People
here talk of high-caste and Pariah horses, Pariah dogs, &c.
1860 EMERSON Cond. Life, Afttav&wrWiCB. iHohn) 11. 387
Some men appear to feel that they belong to a Pariah caste.

b. f Pariah-arrack, a deleterious native spirit
made in India (06s.) ; pariah-dog, a yellow
vagabond dog of low breed which frequents towns
and villages in India and the East

; pariah-kite,
the Scavenger-kite of India (RJilvits govinda],
1671-2 SIR W. LANCHORNE in J. T. Wheeler Madras in

Old. Time (1861) III. 422 The unwholesome liquor called
*Parrier arrack. 1780 I. MUNRO Narr. Milit. Operat. iv.

(1789) 36 A species of the common cur, called a *pariar dog.
1878 E. ARNOLD Pref. P. Robinson's In my Ind. Gard. 9
The very pariah-dogs are classic to those who know Indian
fables. 1877-78 V. BALI, Jungle Life xiv. (1880) 655 The
scavenger or "pariah kites (.Milvus govinda) though gener-
ally to be seen about the tents, are not common in the jungles.
Hence Fa'riahdom, the condition of a pariah.
1878 SVMOMDS Sonn. M. Angclo % Campanula 16 The

men of whom I speak were conscious of Pariahdom.

Farial (peTial), a. rare 1
. [f. L. pari-

equal, in ^\. paria pair + -AL.] Belonging to or

constituting a pair ; paired.
1854 OWEN Skel. % Teeth in Circ. Sc., Organ. Nat. I. 215

[The plastron. .consists. .of nine pieces, one median and
symmetrical, and the re-,t in pairs). Ibid. 216 The parial
pieces of the plastron are the '

haemapophyse.s
'

[etc.].

Parial, obs. form of PAIR-ROYAL.

Parian (pe>rian), a. (sb.} [f. L. Pari-us of

Paros + -AN : in F./<mV.]
1. Belonging to the island of Pares, one of the

Cyclades, famed for a white marble highly valued

among the ancients for statuary.
Parian Chronicle, a famous chronicle of Grecian history

from the reign of Cecrops B.C. 1450 to the archonship of
Diotimus B. c. 354, engraved on marble; formerly kept in

the island of Pares, and now preserved among the Arundel
Marbles at Oxford.

1638 Jusius Paint. Ancients 46, I had rather have a good
piece of rough Parian marble. 1700 PHIOR Carmen Sec. ^70
I he King shall there in Parian Marble breathe. 1762-9
FALCONER&&&ur. in. 278 The port an image be.irsof I'arian

stone. 1847 EMF.KSON Pocms, Snow Storm, Mockingly, On
coop or kennel he hangs Parian wreaths.

2. Name given to a fine white kind of porcelain.

Usually ahsol. as sb. ; also atfrib. made of parian.
jSso Jrnl. of Design IV. 45 Messrs Minton and Copeland

almost simultaneously introduced the new 'body 'in pottery
..called Parian, statuary porcelain, carraran, c. 1894
I 7

. S. Tarifl"m Times 16 Aug. 6/3 China, porcelain, parian,
bisque, earthen, stone, and crockery ware.

t Faria'tion. Obs. [ad. \^.paridtion-emt n. of

action from pariare to make equal, balance.] The
action of making equal ; equalization, balancing.
1623 COCKERAM, Pariation, Euennesse of account, a 1656

HAI.KS Gold. Rein. in. Serin. (1673) 17 Nothing clears our
accounts with God but pariation of Expences with Receipts.

Parich, obs. f. PARISH, PERISH. Parichone,
-oner, -yngher, obs. ff. PAKTSHEX, PARISHIONER.

Paricidal, Paricide, obs. ff. PABRICIDAL,-CIDB.

Faridigitate (pccridi-d,5it,
v
t\ a. Zool. [f.

pari-j stem of L. par equal + DIOITATE.] Having
an even number of toes on each foot; artiodactyl.
1864 WKBSTF.N cites OWEN.
Paridrosis, variant spelling of PARHIDROSTS.

fPa-rient, a. Obs. rare~ n
. [^.l^.parient-em^

pr. pple. Qiparcre {part-} to bring forth.]
1656 RI.OL-NT Gtossogr.t Farient (paricns), travelling with

yong, lying in travel, bringing forth yong.

II Paries (pco-ri^z). PI. parietes (parai-rt/'z).

Anat., A'at. Ilist., etc. [L. paries, parietem wall,

partition-wall.] A part or structure enclosing, or

forming the boundary of, a cavity in an animal or

plant body or other natural formation
;
a wall (of

a hollow bodily organ, a cavity of the body or of

a shell, an abscess or wound, an ovary or capsule
of a plant, a cell of a honey-comb or wasp's nest,

etc.). Chiefly in pi
1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v., The parietes of the two ven-

tricles of the heart are of unequal strength and thickness.

1808 HARCLAY Muscular Motions 545 lietween this mem-
brane and the dorsal parietes, are situated all the various

convolutions of the intestine. 1830 LlNDLBY Nat. Syst. Bot.

101 In the opposite parietes of the ovarium of Brunonia.

1872 NICHOLSON Palxoiit, 150 A central portion, which is

termed the 'paries', which is attached by its base to the
' basis

'

of the shell.

Pariet, -ette, obs. forms of PARGET.

Parietal
(parai'etal),

a. f
sb.} [a. F. partial

(c 1 560 in Pare), ad, L. parietal-is^ i. paries: see

PARIES and -AL.]
1. a. Anai. and Zool. Belonging to or connected

with the wall of the body or of any of its cavities.

Applied esf. to a pair of bones (parietal bones), right and
left, forming part of the sides and top of the skull, between
the frontal and occipital bones; and to structures connected
with these, or situated in the same region (Pa>ietal region)
of the head, as the parietal'eminence', protuberance', ortnbcrt

a central elevation on the outer surface of the parietal bone,

corresponding to a depression (parietalfossa) on the inner

surface; parietal lobe, the middle lobe of each hemisphere
of the brain, composed of the three parietal convolutions or

lobules', etc. Also applied to those parts of the peritoneum
and pleura which line the body-wall (parietal peritoneum,
p. pleura), as distinct from the parts investing the viscera

and lungs.

1597 A. M. tr. Guillenteau's Fr. Chirurg. If. xvb/a The
two bones, the Foreheade.and the Parietale. 1704 J. HARRIS
I.ex* Tec/in. I, Parietal [printed pariental] ftottes. 1706

PHILLIPS. Parietals. or Parietal Bones. 1854 OWEN Skel.
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PARIETARY. 478 PARIS GARDEN
# Teeth in Circ, Sc., Organ, Nat. I. 177 The penultim.itc
segment of the skull ..is called the

'

parietal vertebra '. 1866
HCXLF.Y Prchist. Ran. Caithn. 120 The parietal sutures ari:

somewhat full. 1872 MIVART Elein. Anat. 77 At the side of
the head we have, .the parietal region.

b. Bot. Belonging to, connected with, or attached

to the wall of a hollow organ or structure, esp. of

the ovary, or of a cell : see quots.
1830 LINDLEY Nat. Syst. Bat. 158 They differ m their

parietal exalbuminose coinose seeds. 1835 Introd. Bot.

(1848) I. 364 Botanists call anything parietal which arises

from the inner lining, or wall of an organ. 1875 BENNETT
& DYER Sucks' Bot. 5 The nucleus., approaches, .the circum-
ference of the sap-cavity, and becomes parietal. Ibid. 342
A rapid absorption of water in the parietal cells.

2. In U. S., Pertaining to residents and order

within the walls of a college, as in Parietal Board,
/*. Committee, at Harvard College : see quot.
1837 Orders $ Rfg. Harvard Univ. 12 The Officers

resident within the College walls shall constitute a per-
manent standing Committee of the Faculty, to be called the
Parietal Committee. This Committee shall have particular
cognizance of all offences against good order and decorum
within the walls. 1878 N. Amer. Rev. CXXVI. 15 One
instance in which the Parietal lioard [Harvard College] took
him in hand. 1893 Nation (N.Y.) 5 Jan. 16/1 One might
call it, in college phrase, a style of parietal admonition.

3. gen. Of or belonging to a wall. rare.

1845 Ecclesiologist IV. 257 The man . . who surrounds with

farietal
deal a space belonging to twenty others. 1874

,-AVKI.L Lett. (1894) II. xii. 1 34 They were much our betters
in parietal wit.

B. sb. = Parietal bone : see i a.

1706 [see i a]. 1758 J. S. Le Drans Obso~t'. Surg. (1771)
57 A Blow upon the posterior Part of the left Parietal. 1855
OWES Skel. fy Teeth in Circ. Sc. t Organ. Xat. I. 192 The
constant coalescence of the parietals with one another.

t Parietary (pseTietari), sb. 06s. Forms:
a. 4-5 paritorie, 5 paritarie, (paratory, pyri-
torie), 5-6 peritorie, (-yt-, -ye), 6 paritory ;

0. 6 parietary, -orie, -ory, 6-7 -arie. [ME. and
AF. paritarie = OF. paritaire (i3th c.), mod.F.

paritiaire, ad. L. parietaria, i. e. herba parietaria,
from parictari-its : see next.] The herb Pellitory

{Parietaria officinalis}.
c 1386 CHAUCER Gi. Yeom.Prol.tf 7\ 28 Fulof Plantayne

and of Paritorie [v. rr. peritorie, permytorye, Pyritorie].
c 1400 Lanfrancs Cirurg. 219 Leues of inalue. .& peritorie.

14.. I'oc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 602/10 PeritoHa^ Perytorye.
c 1475 fid. I'oc. ibid. 787/26 Hoc colilropium^o. paratory.
1538 TUHNER Libclltts. Helxint) Lruinis parietaria dicitur,

vulgo Paritory. 1578 LYTE Doaoens i. xxxiv. 50 Parietorie
is singular against cholerike inflammations, 1696 PHII.LIIS

',ed. 5), Parictarie . .commonly called Pellitory of the Wall.

Parietary (pararetari), a. rare 1

. [ad. L.

parietdii-nSj f. paries, pariet-em wall : see PAKILS
and -AUY.] = PARIETAL a. 2.

1881 Nation (N.Y.) XXXII. 442 The snuffing out of the
school by a parietary regulation of President Wayland's.

Parietes, pi. of PARIES.

t Parietines, sb, pi. 06s. rare- 1
, [ad. L,

parietin&j pi. fern, of parietinus of or belonging
to walls : see prec. and -l\E 2

.] Fallen or ruined
walls ; ruins.

1621 BURTON Anat. Mel. it. Si. n. (1651) 238 We have
many ruines of such bathes found, .among those parietines
and rubbish of old Romane townes.

ParietO- (pareheta), used as combining form

(not on L. type) of PARIES or PARIETAL, in several

terms of Anatomy, denoting a. Belonging to or

connected both with the parietal bone, or lobe,
and (the structure indicated by the second element) :

as Pari eto-fro'ntal a. and sb., Farteto-jirffal,
Pari:eto-ma -

stoid,Pari-eto-occi'pital,Pari:eto-
qua'drate, Pari-eto-sphenoi dal, Farreto-squa-
mo -sal, Pari=eto-te mporal adjs. b. Belonging to

or connected with the wall of (a cavity), or of the body
and (some structure) : as Pari eto-spla iiclinic

(-splse-rjknik) a. [Gr. ovK&yxyiL viscera], belong-
ing to the walls of the viscera, -viscero-pleural ;

Pari'eto-vagi-nal a. [L. vagina sheath], connected
with the body-wall and the tentacle-sheath (applied
to certain muscles in Polyzoa); Pari'eto-vi'sceral
a. parieto-splanchnic.
1875 HUXLEY & MARTIN Elem. Biol. 208 (The Frog) Two

long flat bones, the *parieto-frontals, one on each side of
a median suture which answers to the sagittal and frontal
sutures in man. 1893 Syd. Soc. Lex., *Pririeto*jni>al index,
the ratio of the greatest transverse diameter of the skull, or
maximum parietal diameter, to the bizygomatic diameter.

Ibid.j
*Parieto-mastoid suture, the., suture between the

inferior border of the parietal bone.. and the superior border
of the mastoid portion of the temporal bone. 1879 CAI.DEK-
WOOD Mind $ Brain ii. 16 Towards the back part of the
brain, .is the *Parieto-occiphal fissure, which indicates a two-
fold subdivision of the upper portion of the brain behind the
fissure of Rolando. 1897 Trans. Amer. I'ediatric Soc. IX.
185 Abscess of both parieto-occipital lobes and the cere-
bellum. 1893 Syd. Soc. Lux., *rnrieto.sphenoidal artery. .

P. notch. 1870 ROLLESTON Anim. Life 50 (Edible Snail),
The upper or *parieto-splanchnic portion of the sub-

oesophageal mass. 1893 Syd. Soc. Lex.,
*

Parieto-temporal
suture, the suture between the parietal and temporal bones.

1856 AI.I.MAN Fres/rw. Polyzoa (Ray Soc.) 27, 28 *Parieto-

vaginal. 1878 HRLL Gegenbaur's Comp. Anat. 144 The
retractors of the anterior part of the body (parieto vaginal
muscles). 1888 ROI.LKSTON Si JACKSON Anim. Life 236
A pair of parieto-vaginal muscles attached to the base of the
fold surrounding the tentacle-sheath.

tFarifO'rmal, <?. Obs. rare- 1

,
[f. L. par,

pari- equal + forma form + -AL : cf. formal.
Improperly for *pariform y med.L. pariformis,
whencepariformiter adv. =* pariter, similiter* (Du
Cangc).] Of equal form; equiform.
1651 HIGCS New) Disp. f 180 The Isonomy or pari-formall

lawes of Re-publiques.
So -\ Parifo'rmity Obs. rare, similitude of form.

1436 Libel Eng. Policy in Pol, Poems (Rolls) II. 193 Now
see wee welle than that this rownde see To oure noble by
paryformytee [r

1

. r. parformyte], Undere the shypp, shewyd
there the sayle.

t Pa'rify, v- Obs. rare. [a. OF. pariji-cr

(i5thc. in Godef.), or ad. med.L. parificare ^1285
in Du Cange), f. par, pari' equal: see -FY.]
trans. To make, or represent as, equal ; to com-

pare, liken. So f Farifica'tion Obs.
r 1425 WVNTOUN Cron. v. Prol. 2 Orosius apon syndry

wys tyll Babylone Rome paryfyis. 1537 Let. in Cranmers
Misc. Writ. (Parker Soc.) II. 352 Subsequently ye parify
me unto them. 1537 CRANMER ibid. 354 Where you say,
that I parify you to the false traitors in Lincolnshire. Ibid.,
When I write this parification (as you call it) of the rebels
of Lincolnshire, I nothing thought less than to compare any
man hereabout to them.

Farigal, var. PAREGAL Obs. Pariglin, var.

PARILLIX. Paril, obs. f. PERIL.

t PaTile, <?. Obs. [ad. \,. paril-is equal, like,

i. par equal : cf. similis like.] Equal, like.

1650 CHARLETON Paradoxes n Otherwise, I shall by
a parile argument of ignorance, conclude, that [etc.]. 1686
GOAD Celest. Bodies i. xviii. 116 Doubts., why the Fir^t
Sextile should not be parile to the Later.

So fPari-Uty Obs. [\ .. farilitds], equality.
1610 HEALEV St. Aug. Ci'tie of God 425 His beauty con-

sisting more of proportion and parilyty of parts. 1634 T.
JOHNSON Party's Chirnrg. \. v. (1678) 4 The temperature. .

is a little absent from the exact and severe parility of mixed
qualities

Parilliu (pari-lin). Also pariglin (pari'l'ln).
Chem.

[f. Sp. parilla (see SARSAI'AHILLA), Yg.par-
rilha,\\..pariglia + -IN*.] A white or colourless, in-

odorous, crystalline substance (C40H 7(,O 1S ) obtained

from sarsaparilla-root ; also called Fari'llic acid,

salsaparin, sarsaparillint sarsaparifla-saponiit, or

sniilacin.

1831 J. D.\ VIES Manual Mat. Med. 234 Parilline,
Pariglium, a peculiar proximate principle, discovered by
Pallota. 1838 T. THOMSON C/ttm. Org. Bodies 278. 1881

WATTS Diet. Chein. VIII. 1780 PariTlin does not excite

sneezing like saponin.

||
Pari mutuel (par/ mKtwgl) ; usu. in pi. paris

mutuels (with same pronunciation). [Fr.,
= mu-

tual stake or wager.] A form of betting 'in which
those who have put a stake on the winning horse

divide among themselves the total of the stakes on
the other horses' (less the percentage of the

managers i.e., in France, the Government).
1881 Standard 7 Sept. 5/2 That the accounts of their

horseracing should sometimes puzzle KngHsh readers by the
mention of '

pools
'

and 'Paris mutuals' is possible. 1894
Daily News 13 Oct. 5/3 The Minister of the Interior has

prohibited throughout France the opening of pari mutuel
offices at cycle races. . .As for morality, there is little to be
said for private pari mutuels. Bad as they are, however,
they are better than the Government-instituted ones.

Parine (pe^rain), a. Omith. [f. mod.L.

Parinse, f. L. parns titmouse, in mod.L. the name
of the typical genus.] Belonging to or having the

characters of the subfamily Parinx of passerine
birds (the true titmice).

Faring u)eVnrj), vbl. sb,
[f.

PAKE v.1 + -ING 1.]

The action of PARE z/.
1

,
or the result of this.

fl. The action of preparing, preparation. Obs.

1392 Earl Derby's Exp. (Camden) 156/6 Et pro bulling et

paring dicti frumenti. 1444 Rolls of Par It., V. 114/1 The
saide \Vyne had his true makyng, and trewe boillyng and

paryng.
2. The action of pruning, or cutting off the edge

or surface, or anything superficial. ///. andyf^.
1308 TRKVISA Bart/i, De P. R. xvn. cxvii. (Bodl._ MS.) If.

220/1 Euerich }ere be spraie [of avyne] ncdej?kuttinge and

paringe. xSc^MiDDLioToN Michatlm, Term\\. iii, Forallhis

cleansing, pruning, and paring, he's not worthy a broker's

daughter. 1866 Ror.KRS Agric. <y Prices I. xxi. 528 The hoofs

of horses have become less solid in consequence of continual

paring. 1881 E. J. WOKBOISE Sissie viii, That one is never

the better for mere scraping, and paring, and saving.

3. concr. A thin portion pared off the surface of

anything, usually as refuse or superfluous matter
;

a shaving.
1382 WVCUF i Cor. iv. 13 We ben maad, the paringis

\gloss or outcastinge] of :ille thingis til }it. 1413 Pilgr.
Sfvtt (Caxton 1483) iv. vii. 6r The rynde or the paryng of

this appel. 1602 .Yarcisst/s (1893) A pp. i. 25 What is left for

mee but the paringes, when I have given others the peares?

1698 FKVF.H Ace. a. India $ P. 140 Never was more truly
verified that Proverb, Half the King's Cheese goes away in

Parings. 1793 Gouv. MORRIS in Sparks Life fy Writ. (1832)
II. 278 To take her islands is to possess but the paring of

her nails. 1856 Miss MULOCK JC Halifax i, Sailing thereon

a fleet of potato parings.
4. attrih. and Comb., mparing-bee, U.S. (BEE

1
4),

-chisel, -iron, -knife, -mattock, -plough, -shovel,

'Spade, etc.
; paring-place, ?the castor ^of ahorse).

1530 PAI.SGR. 652/2, I pare a saffrone grounde, or aley
with a paryng yron. 1552 HULOET, Paring shouell, or

instrument to pare flores, falgiinn. 1591 PERCIVALL Sp.
Diet., Tranchete, a shooemakers paring knife. 1693 Land.
Gaz. No. 2935/4 A black [GeldingJ. . with a swelling on the

Paring place of the far hind Leg. 1703 MOXON Mcc/i.
Rjcerc. 76 The Paring-Chissel. .must have a very tine anil

smooth L-d.;e. 1805 K. W, DICKSON Pract. Agric. I. 12 The
Paring-Plough is a necessary instrument.. in bringing into
cultivation heath, moor, and other waste lands. 1888 Shef-
field Gloss., Paring-spade i

an instrument used for clearing
stubble from land after harvest. 1888 J. Q. BITTINGER Hist.
Hoverkill (N. H.J 359 Quite an incident was the paring-
bee in bringing young folks together. The . . young men
mounted the paring machines and peeled the apples, whilst
the. .young ladies quartered and cored them.

Paringal, -ale, -alle, var. PAREGAL Obs.

I! Fari passu (pe->-rai pre'si/7, pa'i/pa-s/7), advb.

phr. [L.,
= l with equal step'.] With equal pace;

at an equal rate of progress ;
side by side

;
simul-

taneously and equally. In Law, On an equality,

equally, without preference.
1567 SIR N. THROKMOKTON Let. in Robertson Hist. Scot.

Wks. 1826 I. 378 noti'
t They think it convenient to pro-

ceed with yow both for a while pari passu. 1642 SIR E.
BERING Sp. on AV/4". xvL 88 Let both these bils go pari
passu )

liand in hand together. 1775 J- AUAMS Wks. 11854)
IX. 356 To . . proceed with warlike measures and conciliatory
measures part passu. 1827 JARMAN Powelfs Devises II.

139 Copyholds are now placed part passu with freeholds.

1890 GLADSTONE Sp. Ho. Commons 19 Feb., The only
method of describing pari passu was that adopted by Mr.

John Bright. . when he said that, when people were content
with St. pari passu progress, it was like driving six omnibuses
abreast down Park-lane.

Paripatecian, erron. f. PERIPATETIAN Obs.

Paripinnate (paeripi'nA), a. Bot. [ad. mod.
Bot. L. paripinnat-us, i. par, pari- equal: see

PINNATE.] Pinnate with an even number of leaf-

lets, i. e. without a terminal leaflet.

1857 HF.NTRF.Y Elem. Bot. 95 When there is no end leaflet,
the leaf is abruptly- or pari-pinnate. 1870 BENTLEY Man.
Bot. (ed. 2) 163.

Paris (i-'ffi'ris),
the name of the capital of

France, used in various collocations : e. g. in names
of materials or articles made in Paris, as Paris

\crisp, cup, net*, in names of measures or weights
used at Paris, differing from the corresponding

Knglish ones, as Parisfoot, inch, line, pint.
Paris baby Paris doll (Cent. Diet. 1890); t Paris

ball, a tennis ball ; Paris basin (Ceo?.), the area ofTertiary
strata on which Paris is situated ; t Paris black, ? name of

some black stuff used for garments; Paris blue, f^ a bright
shade of Prussian blue ; (b) a bright blue colouring matter
obtained from aniline; t Paris candle, a kind of large wax-
candle ; Paris daisy, the plant Chrysanthemumfrntt'scens
from Teneriffe, cultivated also tMMmrfm&ttt \ Paris doll,
a doll or lay-figure dressed in the latest fashion, used by
dress-makers as a model ; Paris green, a vivid light green
pigment composed of aceto-arsenite of copper ; Paris gyp-
sum, gypsum from the Paris basin ; fParis head, a head-
dress from Paris ; Paris lake=carmine lake (Watts Diet.

Chcm. 1866-77) ; Paris plaster PLASTER-OF-PARIS; hence
t Paris-plasterer; Paris-red, t (a) a shade of red; (b)

ferric oxide, finely divided, used as a polish for glass, gold
and silver, etc. ; Paris violet, a coal-tar colour, called

also methyl-violet; Paris white, a fine kind of whiting
used in polishing.

1471 RIPLEY Comp. Alch. v. xxxi. in Ashm. (1652) 155 Ther
Pauteners be stuffed wyth "Parrys balls. 1530 PALSGR. 240/1

Lytell paresball,tt/ftg/r 1599 SHAKS. Hen. K, n. iv. 131 To
that end-. I did present him with the Paris-Balls. 1831
DE LA BECHE Geol. Man. 233 Comprised within what is com-

monly termed the * Paris basin, a 1568 R. SF.MPLE Jonct
Reid 4 Bayth *Pareiss blak and Inglis broun. 1864-72
WATTS Diet. Chan. II. 227 The pure ferric ferrocyanide . .

is sometimes called *Paris blue. 1900 Daily News 4 June
2/6 Manufacturers of Paris blue, starch, and black lead.

[1401-2 Mem. Ripon (Surtees) III. 209, ij lib. *candel, de

Parys.] 1480 Wardr. Ace. Edw. IV (1830) 121, iij dosen
and ix lb' of paris candell'. 1511 Northnml'ld. Househ. Bk.

(1827) 2 Of Parisch Candle viij dosson x lb. 1547 SALES-

BURY Welsh Dict.> Kannyll Mart's, a pares candel. 1401
in Frost Notices ret. Hull (1827) App. 3 Pro x dus[enis]

*paris crisp. 1479 Paston Lett. III. 270, a'ij *Parys cuppis
with a cover. 1884 M ILLKR Plti>tt-n.

t Chrysanthemum
frutcscens^ Marguerite, *Paris Daisy. 1742 Phil. Trans.
XLII. 1 88 The* Paris Foot., contains 12785 English Inches.

1882 H DWELLS in I.ongm. Mag. I. 44 Saffron, with "Paris-

green shutters. 1885 Lycll's Elem. Geol. (ed. 4) Index, Fossil

footprints in *Paris gypsum, c 1596 in Gentl. Mag. (1819)
LXXXIX. i. 23 Next after them came the Lady Strange.,
in her *paris head. 1791 HOSWEI.L Johnson 28 Apr. an. 1778,
A 'Paris-made wig. 1766 [C. ANSTKY] Bath Guide (ed. 3) 26

Stomachers and *Parisnets. 1795 Gentl. Mag. LXV. n. 925
Ten quarts (or *Paris pints). 1855 Ecclcsiologist XVI. 336
Mortar,

*
Paris-plaster, sulphur, and even lead. c^t^Cffctt

LorelFs B. 10 'Parys plasterers, daubers, and lyme burners.

1600 in Haklnyfs Voy. (1811) III. 289 [The Captaine]
bestowed vpon him a cloake of *Paris red. 1588 Reg. Privy
Council Scot. IV. 322 Ane quarter of an unce *Pareis wecht.

1434 in E. E, Wills (1882) 101, i towell of *parys werk.

Paris: see HEKB PAIUS; obs. form of PAKISH.

t Parisant, a. Obs. rare- '. [a. OF. parissant,

i.parir to appear.] Seemly, of good appearance.
c 1400 Laud Troy Bk. 8599 Eche man now his harneis

rubbes, That thei be clene and Parisaunt.

Parische, parise, obs. ff. PARISH, PERISH.

Parisee : see PARISIS.

t Paris garden. Obs. Also 6-7 Parish

garden. [See quot. 1674.] Name of a place at

Hankside, Southwark, where a bear-garden was

kept in Elizabethan and later times; hence, 'a bear-

garden ',
a noisy disorderly place. Also attrib.

"

1589 NASHF. Pasqmfs Return Wks. (Grosart) 1. 109 Strange
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trickes, and deuises, betweene the Ape and the Owle, the
like was neuer yet scene in Paris-garden. 1592 GKEKNH
Upst. Courtier Wks. (Grosart) XI. 253 Eager to catch him,
as a dog to take a beare by the eares in Parish-garden. 1663
BUTLER llitd. I. ii. 172 Bred up, where Discipline most rare

is, In Military Garden-Paris. 1673 R. WILD roet. Liccnt.

31 Their Churches Paris-Gardens are become. i674rJLOUNr
Glossogr. (ed. 4), Paris Garden, is the place on the Thames
Bank-side at London, where the Hears are kept and baited

;

and was antiently so called from Robert de Paris, who had
a House there in Richard the second's time.

Parish, (parrij, ,
sb. Forms : a. 3-7 paroche,

4-8 paroch, (4 proche, 6 parroch(e). 0. 4
parosche, -osshe. -osse, 5 -oiah, -ossh, -os

;

4 5 parizs, -yzsh, (-ise, parshe, persche), 4-
parish, (5 parischfe, -isshe, -issche, -isse,

-esche, -essh, -es, -eche, -ysch(e, -ysh(e, -yssh,
-ysse, parresche, -ych, peresche, parsche, 5-6
parishe, -issh, -asche, -esshe, Sc. paris, -eis,

parriche, -ish). [Two forms : (a) paroche, a. AF.
paroche, OF. par(r']oche , app. a learned form, ad.

late.L. parochia ; (/3) parosshe, etc. : OF. paroisse
: popular L.*/art>cia for parochia. The latter (in

Sidonius, c 472) was a form substituted for

Christian L. parcecia (Augustine, Jerome), a. Gr.

Trapoiula, in Christian use, the charge of a bishop,
a diocese, later the charge of a presbyter, a parish:
see Note below. With parochia, parocia, paroisse,
cf. brachia, bracia, F. brasse. With F,ng. parosshe
from paroisse, cf. ME. marish, marsh, from OP".

mareis, marois; also brush, etc. The stress was
already c 1 300 on par- ; whence the o was weakened
to e and i, giving paresche, parisshe, parish^
1. In the United Kingdom, and some of the

Colonies, the name of a subdivision of a county :

applied to it primarily in its ecclesiastical aspect,
but also as an area recognized for various purposes
of civil administration and local government.
The name occurs in Norman French in the Laws of

William I, 1075, but has not been found in Eng. before the

i3thc. AUhough the parochial system was more or less

developed in many (perhaps most) parts of England before
the year rooo, there is no word formed from parochia, nor
any directlyanswering to it, in OE. ; the nearest equivalents
being freest-sctr 'priest-shire' (Eccles. Inst. xiv. in Thorpe
Laws), and scrift-sctr

'

shrift-shire
'

(Canons of Eitgar vi,
Eccl. Laws of Cnut xiii), both of nth or late loth c., the
latter rendered parochia in the I3th c. L. version.

a. orig. A township or cluster of townships
having its own church, and ministered to by its own
priest, parson, or parish clergyman, to whom its

tithes and ecclesiastical dues are (or originally
were) paid. b. A later division of such an original
parish for ecclesiastical purposes only, having its

own church and clergyman.
The latter includes the ancient parochial (haptlries of

some of the large northern parishes (CltAPEL 3 b, CHAPELKY
i), and the more recent ecclesiastical districts constituted
under the powers given by the various Church Building
Acts, distinguished as new ecclesiasticalparislies. In Scot-
land these are called parishes quoad sacra, while the
original parishes which remain such for all purposes are
parishes quoad oumia. The original parish when retained
for civil, although subdivided for ecclesiastical purposes, is

commonly distinguished as the civil parish, in Scotland
a parish quoad civilia.

Most of the older colonies have parishes, both for ecclesi-
astical and civil purposes, frequently as electoral districts
or divisions ; in the newer colonies where there is no
established church the parish has often no official existence,
though the Church of England (and, in some cases, other
Churches) has applied the name to areas formed for the
organization of its own work ; and the term is used in the
same way by the Protestant Episcopal Church in the
United States.
a. [1292 BKITTON' n. xix. 4 Car en une vile porrount

estre plusours paroches, et en une paroche plusours maners,
et hameletz plusours porrount apendre a un maner. 1865
NICHOLS tr., For in one town there may be several parishes,
and in one parish several manors, and several hamlets
may belong to one manor.] 13.. Cursor Jf. 29501 If )x>u
did a sin Anober preistes paroch in. 1464 Rolls ofParlt. V.
542/1 In the paroche of Cleobury. 1533 CRANMER Let to
Croiimellm Misc. Writ. (Parker Soc.) II. 269 My friend. .

was born in the same paroche. 1681 in Land. Go.2. No.
1640/2 The Ministers of each Paroch. 1742 CAMPBELL in
PUL Trans. XLII. 240 John Ferguison, a Native of the
Paroch of Klllmellfoord in the Shire of Argyle.
3. [c 1075 Laws of William /, i. i. i E de mere iglisede parosse \v. i: paroisse] xx souz, e de chapele x souz.]

1340 Ayenb. 42 Ine ham bet he yeOe-i .. yeuej> be pro-
uendres and be parosses oj>er obre benefices of holy cherche.
ci3o \VYCLIF Wks. (18801 413 pis shulde teche siche per-
sones to take more hedc to Jier paryzshi

deled parisches [a. rr. parsches, paryshes, 1432-50 paresches]and cinrche hawes, and a-signed to evcrirh a preost 1393
LANGL. P PI. C. xxm. 263 Pilours and pyke-hernejs in
eche parshe [zi.r. paresche] a-corsede. 1440 I'lomf. Pan'.
384/2 Paros, or parysche (S. pares, or parych), parochia.
I5iiri2 Act 3 Hen. VIII, c. 17 17 Medowes .. in trie

parriche of Ewherst. 1526 TINDALE i Pet. v. 3 Nott as
though ye were lordes over the parisshes. 1549 Compl.
Scot. 167 Nocht ane boroustone nor lancluard pans vitht in
the realme. 1589 GREENE Menafkon (Arb.) 45 A heards-
mans daughter of the same parish. 1642 Fn LI--R Holy ff
Prof. St. in. xxiv. 220 Otherwise Palestine was a great
Parish, and some therein had an hundred miles to Church
1739 WlBUV ll'lts. (1872) I. 201, I look upOTi all the world
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as my parish. 1758 JOHNSON Idler No. 29 P 9, I am going
to settle in my native parish. 1846 MCuUOCH Ace. Brit,
Linpire (1854) I. 141 Parishes are frequently intermixed
with one another. This seems to have arisen from the lurd
of the manor having had a parcel of land detached from
the main part of his estate, but not sufficient to form a
parish of itself. 1875 SIUBBS Const. Hist. 1.

yiii. 227 The
parish, then, is the ancient vicus or tiin-scipe regarded
ecclesiastically. As many townships were too small to re-

quire or to support a separate church and priest, many
parishes contain several townships. 1885 C. I. ELTON in

Encycl. Brit. XVIII. 296/1 Under the powers given by the
Church Building Acts, many populous parishes have been
subdivided into smaller ecclesiastical parishes.

c. Used as the English name for the correspond-
ing ecclesiastical areas in ancient times or in foreign
countries.

1839 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 7) XIX. 432/1 There are in Rome
54 parishes, and 300 churches. 1880 E. HATCH in Diet.
Chr. Antiff, 1560/1 In Gaul and Spain a single presbyter or
a single deacon was sometimes put in charge of a parish.
That a deacon might be '

rector
'

of a parish is clear from
many instances, e.g. Cone, lllib. c. 77.

d. As many as would fill a parisli ; a parishful.
1611 SHAKS. Cymt, iv. ii. 168 H'd let a parish of such

Clotens blood.

2. A district, often identical \\ith an original
parish, but often having quite different limits, con-
stituted for various purposes of civil government,
and thus designated a civilparish : a. primarily,
Such an area constituted for the administration
of the Poor-law, and sometimes distinguished as
a poor-lam parish ; legally defined by Act 52 & 53
Viet. c. 63 5 as 'a place for which a separa'te
poor-rate is or can be made, or for which a separate
overseer is or can be appointed '. (This area at
first coincided with the original parish in sense i.)
Hence the phrase On the parish, in receipt of

parochial relief; so to go on the parish, to be

brought up by the parish, buried by the parish, etc.
Also b. An original parish, or other area, separately

assessed for land-tax ; a land-tax parish.
' 1 hey are de-

scribed in the series of land-tax accounts from 1692 to the
present time, and are also denned in the Taxes Management
Act of 1880' (Elton in Kucjicl. ISrit. XVIII. 296;.
C. An area treated as a parish for the purpose of the

Burial Acts, from 1852 onward ; a Burial Acts J'aris/i.
d. A district, larger or smaller than an original parish,

which constitutes a unit for the maintenance of its own
highways ; a Highway Parish.
(1601 Act 43 Eliz. c. 2 Ouerseers of the Poore of the same

Parish.] 1632
N. FERRAR Story Bks. Little adding (iSoal

219 That a Bather should leave his children on the Parish
through . . unthriftines. 1830 Examiner 603/2 He shall
either go upon the parish or starve. 1846 M cCf! LOCK Ace,
Brit. Empire (1354) H. 653 The selection of the

'

parish
'

as
the territorial division likely to prove the most convenient
for the purposes of poor-law administration, was, no doubt,
fully justified by the circumstances of the country in Queen
Elizabeth's reign. But. .the 13 and 14 Car. II. ,c. 12, enabled
townships, under certain circumstances, to erect themselves
into parishes for poor-law purposes. 1885 SIR W. B. BRETT
in Law Kef. 15 Queen's Bench Div. 385 An ordinary parish
may. .be conterminous with and practically the same thing
as a highway parish. 1885 SIR C. DILKE in Daily .\cws
14 Oct. 6/1 The township, the hundred, and the county...
In place of the three sets of districts which never overlap
we have . . overlapping areas, . . highway parishes and land-
tax parishes, as distinguished from poor-law parishes, and
other anomalies. 1890 F. \V. ROBINSON Very Strange Fan:.
6 The boy will certainly be sent to the parish, if you don't
pay for him. 1893 Daily News 22 Mar. 4/6 There are ..

civil parishes and ecclesiastical parishes, which do not
exactly coincide either in number or in extent.

3. The inhabitants of a parish ; parishioners
collectively.
c 1290 Becket 1845 in S. Eng, Leg. I. 159 Ech preost

somonede is paroche [v.r. (Percy Soc.) parosche]. (1315
i'ol. Songs (Camden) 157 Everuch a parosshe heo polketh
in pyne, Ant clastreth with heore colle. ciyi$Pctt!jn Times
Earn. II 102 ibid. 328 And thus shal al the parish for lac of
lore spille. c 1380 WYCIJX Wks. (1880) 418 pcy barmen hem
silf & Jer parizs & oj>er puple. a 1450 Mvuc 678 Whan thi

parisse is togidir mette. 1583 Leg. Bp. St. Androis 102 Sic
preist, sic pariche: what suld mair? 1680 BAXTER Attstv.

Stilling/!, xxxiv. 54 Not the.. Tenth Part of the Parish can
come to Hear him in the Church. 1730 GRAY Long Story
42 By this time all the Parish know it. 1876 BARING-GOULD
R . S. Hawker ix. 220 The parish offered to give the church
a roofing of the best Delabole slate.

b. U. S. The body of people associated for

Christian worship and work in connexion with
a particular local church

;
a congregation ; hence,

a denomination.
1851 HAWTHORNE Twiu-TMT., Minister s lilacItl'eil, All

the busybodies and impertinent people in the parish. 1858
Fr. fy It. Note-Bks. (1883! 25 Being of another parish, I

looked on coldly, but not irreverently. 1875 H. JERSON
Lanisons Ch. First Three Cent. vn. ii. 308 The term
'

parish
'

is applied in America to congregations, considered
as the minister's 'cure of souls' without the reference to
local limits with which in England it is associated.

4. U. S. a. In colonial times, and still in some
of the southern States : A subdivision of a cotmty
made for purposes of local self-government, b.
In Louisiana, the name of the (58) territorial

divisions corresponding to the counties of other
States. Cf. COUNTY sfr. 3.

1772 Amherst (Mass.) Rec. (1884) 60/1 The Vote taken
espectini; the Dividing of the District into two Districts or
pirishts was past in the Negative. 1839 Penny Cycl. XIV.
174/1 For political and civil purposes Louisiana is divided

PARISH.

into thirty-one parishes. 1856 OLMSTKD Slave States 639
In tlit parish of Opelousas (parish, in Louisiana, is equiva-
lent to county) there were many.
5. Hist, In sense of Gr. irapoi/fia ; A diocese, or

district under the spiritual cliaige of a bishop.
J79 J' JOHNSON Clergym. Vade M. n. 10 Let not a Bishop

be allowed to leave his own parish, and leap into another.
1898 J ESSOPP in \<)tk Cent. Jan. 50 ParMi indicated originally
the geographical area over which the jurisdiction of a bishop
extended.

6. Curling. The ring with the tee in the centre.

1893-4 R.Calcd. Curling Club Ann. io4 (E.D.D.) He has
plenty of running to win into the parish.
7. attrib. and Comb. : often =-

'parochial' adj. a.

Of, belonging, or pertaining to a parish, i& parish
attar, bell, bounds, constable, drudge, dungeon,
duty, feast, knell, living, meeting, officer, farson,
preacher, pulpitt

rate (*o parish-rated adj.), school,

vestry , wall
;

for the service or use ot the

parish, as parish doctor, magazine, mill, nurse,
pound, pump, room, etc. ; maintained or pro-
vided by the parish, as the recogni/ed unit of poor
relief (see 2 a), as parish-boy, -child, -coffin, -girl,
-house, poor, relief, shell, workhouse

; charac-
teristic of a pnrish, parochial, w& parish-jest, -wit;
also parish-pensioned adj. b. Special Combs. :

parish blue, cloth supplied as a pauper dress (see
V>\.\ -K sb. 3) ; parish-book =--

parish-register (b) ;

parish lands, landed property belonging to a

parish, and administered by the churchwardens;
parish lantern .dial, and slung), the moon

;

parish-register, f (a) the registrar of a parL-h ;

(/>; a book recording the christenings, mairiages.
and burials which take place at the parish church

;

parish-rigged a., cheaply rigged ; f parish-top,
a top kept for the use of the parishioners ; f parish-
watch, a parish constable. See al^o J'AKISII

CHURCH, CLKKK, etc.

1481 Peebles Charters(\^^) 188 Chaplanisand serwandLsat
the *

paroche alter in Sant Andros kyrk,as plcban ami curat.

1864 TKNNYSON En. An/. 616 Though faintly, men ily far
and far away He heard the pealing of liLs 'parish bells.

1830 _GES. P. THOMI-SON Kxcrc. (1842) I. ai-j A mark and
' a suit of "parish blue. 1594 GKI.ENK & Loi t;i-: LrckiH^
I

Giasse G.'s Wks. (Rtlclg.) 1.^1/2 For proof he was my child,
search the *parish-book. 1861 J. UREXT in Archxol. Lani.
IV. 36 Approaching; St. George's *parish-bound>. 1749
FIELDING Tom Jones n. iii, Who, together wi;h seven

*Parish-boys, was learning to read and wriie. 1663 I'i i vs

Dinry 2u Aug., A good likely girle, and a *p_arish child i.f

St. bride's, of honest parentage. 1715 NELSON Addr.
Pt-rs. QuaL 187 They will rather take a Child, \\\\n

hath been educated in a way of Industry, .. than any other
Parish-Child. 1897 RHOSCOMVL U'Jtite Rose Artw 195
Playing

r
parish constables and apprehending vagrants.

ight-Toads of the *Parish-Dungeon. 1798 So
OldMansion-lto.

i, Old friend ! why you seem bent un *parish
duty, Breaking the highway stones. 1715 GAY // hat rfyt
Call it Pref., The Ghost of the Embryo and the *P;irish-
Girl are entire new Characters. 1762 GOLDSM. Cit. Ii '. x.\\

i,

In every 'parish-house .. the poor are supplied with food,
clothes, fire, and a bed to He on. 1869 BLACKMOI i; Lonta D.
xliii. (1889) 273 The *parish-knfcll, which begins when all is

over. 1896 POLLOCK Land Laii's ii. 40 Sometimes these

*parish lands are within the modern boundaries, but by no
means always. 1847-78 HALLHVKLL,

* Parish lantern. 1887
J. ASHTOH i%tk Cent. Waifs 2 35 <", The link-boy's natural
hatred of ' the Parish Lantern

',
which would deprive him

of his livelihood. 1827 COBBETT Prot. Ref. u. 47 The
Uishopricks, the "Parish-livings, the Deanships, . .are all In

their gift. 1712 PRIDEAUX Direct. Ch.-H'ard>-ns (ed. 4) 55
They. .have a Vote in the "Parish-meeting-. 1765 Goody
Two-Shoes (1766) i. Introd., He stood up for the Pour at the
Parish Meetings. 1894 [see PARISH COUNCIL). 1676 Won-
LIDGE CuArr (1691) 96Cany your fruit to a *

parish-null. 1716
M. DAVIES A then. Bnt, II. 345 Venerable Alms-women and
experienc'd "Parish-Nurses. 1689 S. JOHNSON Kent, on
Sherlock's Bk. 37 Without a Constable or "Parish-officer.

1746 LOCKMAN To ist Promoter of Cambrick % Tea Bills

23 Bad tenants, and the "parish-pension'd band. 1693 C,
DRVUEN in Dryderts Jurenal \\\. (1607) 179 And shew his

Tally for the Dole of Bread, With \vhich the "Parish-Poor
are daily fed. 1709 STEEI E Tatler No. 56 p 3 Nicolas de
Koutheiller, "Parish-Preacher of Sasseville. 01721 PHIOR
E6it., Interrd beneath this marble stone 33 They paid the
Church and "Parish Rate. 1653 Acts .y Ordin. Parl. c. 6

(Scobell) 237 Some able and honest person .. to have the

Keeping of the said Uook [a Register of Marriages, Births,
and Burials], and the person so elected, approved and sworn,
shall be called the 'Parish-Register, 1712 PRIULAUX Direct.
Ch.-Wardens (ed. 4) 96 The Parish-Register isa Parchment
Book, in which all the Christnings, Marriages, and Burials
of the Parish are Recorded. This was first ordered by the
Lord Vicegerent Cromwell, .. 1538. 1816 MRS. MARCET
Con-vers. Pol, Econ. x. (1861) 151 "Parish relief thus became
the very cause of the mischief which it professed to remedy.
1899 F- T. BULLEN Log Sea-waif 163 She was what sailors

call
'

"parish rigged ', meaning that all her gear was of the

cheapest. 1812 W. TENNANT Anster F. n. xix, That day
the doors of "parish-school were shut. 1879 BROWNING
Halbert <y Hob 24 Save the sexton the charge of a "parish
shell. 1847 EMERSON Poems, Monadnoc, Rallying round
a "parish steeple. 1601 SHAKS. TweL N. i. iii. 44 A Coward
and a Coystrill that will not drinke to my Neece, till his

braines turne o'th toe, like a 'parish top. c 1616 FLETCHER
& MASS. Thierry fy Theod. n. iii, A boy of twelve Should
scourge him hither like a parish-top, And make him dance
before you. 1400 Rowland $ O. 284 Lete Duke Naymes
len^e at name To kepe *pareche walles fro schaine. a 1745
SWIFT.V/Vry Injured Lady, I must maintain a "parish w-iuh

til -2



PARISH.

against thieves and robbers. 1864 TENNYSON Aytoner's

Field 521 To him that fluster'd his poor "parish wits.

{Note, (i) Gr. n-apoiKi'a was the abst. sb. from Trapoito?

adj. if. Ttapa. by, beside -t- olos house, dwelling), in
cl.^

Gr.

'dwelling beside or near, neighbouring, a neighbour'; in

LXX, N.T., and Christian writers, 'dwelling temporarily or

sojourning in a foreign land, a sojourner'. As to which of

these notions was present, when wmpoutta passed into eccle-

siastical use, opinions differ ; the earlier etymologists (Diez,

etc.) have taken it as 'the body of persons dwelling beside,

upon ,.

sojourners ', holding the appellation to have been primarily

applied to colonies of Jews of the Dispersion sojourning in

Alexandria and other Gentile cities, and to have been^frpm
them continued or adopted as a name for 'the Christian

brotherhood sojourning in a town or district
', perh. not

without reference to the
spiritual

use of irapotiroi, irapoiKia

(i Pet. L 17, ii. ii) : see Lightfoot S. Clement II. 6, Hatch
in Diet. Ckr. Antiq. s. v. Parish. (2) According to Light-

foot, irapoua'a was at first used in a much more general sense
than tot'tci)(ri9, diocese, of which it was later a synonym, as

were its L. representatives par&cia, fwrochia down even to

the izthc. The modern sense 'parish' appears already in

St. Basil a 379. AUhougfajtarwxia was used in the wider
sense at the Councils of Celchyth A.D. 816, and Clovesho

825, and is so rendered even in I2th c. glossaries (cf.

Wr.-Wulcker 537/10 Dioccsis vel farochia, biscopriche),

fiarish, as an English word, is found only with the modern

meaning (exc. when used by later writers as a literal

rendering of the Gr. or L. word : sense 5). (3) The relation

to the original irapoixta, parwcia, of later and med.L.

jiarochta^ presents difficulty. The latter could not arise out
of the former by any normal phonetic process ; and it has
been suggested by various scholars independently that

Parochia is really a derivative from L, parochns (Gr.

7ra'po\oO, the name of a local official in the country parts of

Italy who supplied public personages with entertainment,

etc., when they came into his district ; and that this familiar

term was popularly substituted for the unfamiliar para'da.
Cf. what is said under PARROCK, as to the OHG. rendering
tfParochia. by the apparently native p/iarra, p/arrc.]

Hence Fa'rished a. (in comb.\ having parishes.
1864 Life ff. A tray in Comment. Bible i The county is

somewhat wide and many-pari^hed.
Parish (pse-rij), v. dial. [f. PAHISH sb.] intr.

To belong to or go with as part of a parish.
1833 Drakartfs Stamford News 8 Oct., A village that

parishes with one adjoining. 1886 .S". JK, Line. Gloss, s. v.,

It is said of an hamlet or township that it parishes to some
other place, that is, forms one ecclesiastical parish with it.

Thus Whisby parishes to Doddington, and Morton to

Swinderby,

Parish church. Forms: see PARISH, CHURCH,
KIKK. The church of a parish.
(-1380 WYCLIF H7ks. (1880) 14 Axe hem what charite it is

to laten parische chirchis fallen doun. 1448 Paston Lett.

I. 72 Being at messe in one Parossh Chirche. 1563 Reg.
Privy Council Scot. I. 248 The parochinaris of the paroche
kirk within this realm. 1584 FKNNER Def. Ministers (1587)

49 Diners, .haue made men paye twelue pence a Saboth for

being absent from their parisfie Church. i6ooSnAKs. A. V.L.
u. vii. 52 The why is plaine, as way to Parish Church. 1732
BERKKI.EY Alciphr. i. i Crito, whose parish-church is in

our town. 1841 MACAU LAY Ess.) \V. Hastings 11865) H-

243/2 Behind the chancel of the parish church of Dayles-
ford, . . was laid the coffin of [Warren Hastings]. 1890
STUBBS Study Med. * Mod. Hist. (1900) 457 The parish
church where for generations their fathers have been baptized,
married and buried.

Parish clerk. An official appointed by the

incumbent of a parish to assist in various duties

connected with the church and its services : before

the Reformation usually a member of one of the

five minor orders; after the Reformation a layman,
the office being often conjoined with that of sexton

;

by the Act of 1844, which at present regulates the

office, the duties may be undertaken by a curate.

See CLERK sb. 2 b.

One of his most prominent duties in former times, that of

leading the responses (often without any following) is now
generally given up (being performed by the choir and con-

gregation), except at baptisms, funerals, etc.

c 1386 CHAUCER Miller s T. 126 Now was ther of that

chirche a parissh clerk. 1439 E. E. Wills (1882) 114 The
brederhede of seynt Nicholas founded by pare^-sh clerkes

in London. 1591 SPENSER M. Hnbberd 557 And craftie

Reynold was a Priest ordained, And th
1

Ape his Parish

Clarke procur'd to bee. 1674 PLAYFORD Skill Mus. i. 71

Parish-Clerks, ..being the Leaders of those Tunes in their

Congregations. 1774 WARTON Hist. Eng. Poetry xxxiv.

(1775) II. 395 Plays acted by the society of the parish-
clerks of London. 1778 En, Gazetteer (ed. 2) s. v. Ply.
mouthy This town has . . two churches, which . . have each so

large a cure of souls, that the parish-clerks were, till very
lately, in deacon's orders, to enable them to perform all

the sacerdotal functions. 1840 DICKKSS Barn. Kludge i,

The little man.. was the parish-clerk and bell-ringer of

Chigwell. 1857 TOULMIN SMITH Parish 197 The ' Parish

Clerk
'

is not the clerk to the Parish, in the modern sense of
the word 'clerk

1

. 1885 C. I. ELTON in Encycl. Jirit.

XVIII. 296/1 It is said that the only civil function of the

parish-clerk now remaining is to undertake the custody of

maps and documents., deposited under the provisions of the

Railway Clauses Act, 1845.

Hence Farish-cle-rkly a., characteristic of a

parish clerk ; Parish-cle'rkship, the office of

parish clerk.

1513 in Trans. R, Hist. Soc. VI. 361 The parroch clerk-

schip beand vacand be the deceiss of Thomas Wemys.
1886 G. R. SIMS King <>' J>eMs

t
etc. i. i. 8 In a..paribh-

clerkly way he swore to humble the lady's pride.

Pa'rish Coxrncil. A council of a parish;

j/tv. the local administrative body created in rural

480

civil parishes of more than three hundred inhabi-

tants by the Act of 1894. Hence Pa'rish Cou-n-
cillor, a member of this body.
1772 NfGKXT tr. Hist. Friar Gerund II. 350 All royal

councils .. must prove their descent to have been from

parish-councils. 1893 Daily AVwj 22 Mar. 4/6 Every one
..which has a population of three hundred and upwards
will have a Parish Council. 1894 Act 56 fy 57 Viet. c. 73

i There shall be a parish meeting for every rural parish,
and there shall be a parish council for every rural parish
which has a population of three hundred or upwards. Ibid.

3 (5) The parish councillors shall be elected by the parochial
electors of tht parish.

tFarishen 1
, parishion. Obs. Forms: a.

3 paroschiau, 4 -oschien,-oschen,4-5 -oisshien,

5 -oshyn ; . 4-5 parischien , -isshien, 4-6
parishen, (4-5 -izschen, 4-6 -iscen, -is(s^ch.en,

-is^hen, -ysshen, -yschen, -in, -yn, -ene, -ion,

-in, -ing, -yn, -on, 5 paraschen, -es's)chen(e,
-eshon, -echen, -ishon, -yshchon, parschen,
-one, par-, perrishen, -yshyn, 6 paryschoon,
-yn, -esshen, -achen, perishen. [M E. paro-
sc/izeti, -oisshieti) etc., a. OF. paroissien, f. paroisst

PARISH, after med.L.flarvc/itdti-tts: BeePABOGHIAJT.

Subsequently, fo\\Qwm%parossh6,pariskt
it became

parishen, with many variations of spelling, and
sometimes phonetic reduction to parschen. OF.
had a parallel form parochien, a closer adaptation
of the med.L., whence also ME. parochien, paro-
fken

t
etc. ; these forms are treated under PARO-

CHIAN, though they often show a mixture of the two

types, ch not being distinguished from sh or schj}
One of the community of a parish ;

= PARISHIONER.
a. a 1225 Ancr. R. 198 pet child bet ne buh.5 nout his eldre,

vnderling his prelat, paroschian his preost. 1325 Metr.
J-foiit. 87 Quen paroschenis com him to. 1377 LAXGL. P. PL
K. Prol. 89 J>at bei sholden shryuen here paroschienes.
14. . Lett. Marg.AnjoHtfBf. Beckittgttm(CasDd^^ The
paroisshiens of the said paroish.

. 13.. Cursor M. 26292 (CotO Alsua if J>i parischen
[Fair/, parochin] In sin lang has Jigand bene. Ibid. 26315
(Cott.) Alsua bou preist, if bou ha ben In plight wit Jn

pariscen [fairf. parochien]. c 1386 CHAUCER Prol. 482
Hise parisshens [v. rr, parischiens, -isshiens, -isschens,

-isshins] devoutly wolde he teche. 1393 LANGU P. PL C.
I. 82 Persons & parsheprestes pleyned..pat hure parshens
[v. rr. parschone, paresschene, -ischene, parshen] ben poore.
1449 PECOCK Rt-pr. (Rolls) II. 391 That the paraschens so

gaue. 1482 Monk of Eves/tain (Arh.) 49 Whoys pareshon
also y was. 1533 MORE Web-ell. Salem Wks. (1557) 1018/1
If the person would* take it of his perishen by force. 1536
WRIOTHESLEY Chron. (1875) I. 55 The curates should preach
and teatch their parishiones the ' Pater noster ',

' Avee ', and
' Creede '. 1566 Three \$th Cent. Chron.

t
etc. (Caraden)

138 Suche quarylynge .. was between y" mynystars and
parishoners that to quyat y mattar y9 churche dores wer

fayn to be closyd, and y" paryschyns to departe.

Parislien-. Sc.dial. In6parichoun,-schone.

[f.
PARISH sb.\ the suffix is obscure: cf. PAftlflHUTQ

and PAROCHIN in same sense.] = PARISH.
1555 LYNDESAY Tragedy 367 Mak hym..Persone,quhilk

his parischoun can teche, 1596 DALHY.MPLK tr. Leslie s
Hist, -^cof, vin. oo Robert Schau, quha pastour was of the

parischone of Minto. 179. BURNS The Cartiin' o't ii, Yet
I hae seen him on a day, The pride of a' the parishen. 1896

Shftland^News 6 Aug. (E. D. IX).

t Parishenant. Obs. (See quoO
1534 Test. Ebor. (Surtees) VI. 44 Every clerke officer \\d,,

and every odre clerke paryshenaunte j</.

Parish garden: see PARIS GARDEN.
t Fa-risking, wrth. Eng. Obs. [f. PARISH

sb. + (app.) -ING i
;
but nature and function of the

suffix not clear.]
= PARISH. (Chiefly Yorksh.)

(It is not certain that quot. c 1450 belongs here.)
c 1450 Bidding Prayer in Lay Folk's Mass Bk. 71 We sail

pray also for all women bat er bun with childer in bis

parichin. 1486 in Surtees Misc. (1888.1 48 A gentilman borne
in the parishing of Estrington. 1511 Test. Ebor. (Surtees)
V. 24 To the well of my parishyng Hj.s. iiij.</. 1524

Knaresboroitgh Wills {Surtees) I. 19, I, William Hall of
the paryshynge of Pannall. 1584 Ibid* 145 My neighbours
and poure of the parishing.

f Fari'sllional, a. Obs. Also 7 parrishonall.

[f. PARISHION(ER + -AL.] Of or pertaining to

a parish; parochial; of parishioners.
1604 H. JACOB Reas. Kef. Ch. Eng, 7 A Parishionall

Bishop, who is a Pastor of one ordinary Congregation only.

1614 J. ROBINSON Relig. Communion 20 These parrishonall
assemblyes want not onely all such power. 1641 in
'

Smcctymnuus
'

I7ind. Attsw. 13, 153 By Congregation.,
cannot be meant a parishtonall meeting. 1786 in Y. Chase
Hist, Dartmouth Coll. (1891) I, 526 The town .. have for

a considerable time past indulged one parishional division
of about 3,000 acres, round and near the College. 1803 W.
TAYLOR in Ann. Rev. I. 419 Various parishional experi-
ments were tried to employ them [the poor] profitably.

Hence Farrshionally aiiv.
,
as a parish or body

of parishioners,
a 1617 P. BAVNF, Dioces. Tryall (1621) 2 That which was

more numbersome then could meet Parishionally, was no
Parishional but Diocesan church.

Parishioner (pari-Janoj). Forms: 5 paris-

shoner, 6 parysshoner, -issyoner, -ischoner,

pari-,perishoner,parishener,-iner, -ner, -nore,

parichyngher, 6- parishioner, [f. parishion,
PARISHEN 1 + -ER*: for the form cf. practitioner,
etc. See also the doublet PAROCHINAR.] One of

the inhabitants or community of a parish.

PAKISON.

1471 in Somerset Medi,--al Wills (1901* 221 Item, I be-

queath to the chirche werkes of the chirch of Hrewlon where
1 am parisshoner of 20^. 1523 Visitation Dean fy Chapter
York (MS i, With the niynds & holle consent of the

Parichynghers of the same. 1540 Act 32 Hen, l'/If
t
c, 44

Heyng parisheners of the said flue parrish churches. 1546
in Eng. Gilds (1870) 221 Ffor the . . Comffort of alle the

parlssyoners there. 1561 T. HoBYtr. Castigiione'sCour'yer
11. (1577) Livb, A Priest of the Count rey saying Masse to his

parishioners. 1567 HARMAN Cavt-at 10 Your poore. in.
- - _ui, :..i t '_. tr ii. .11 t

Parishioner. 1726 AYLIFKE Parergon 407 A man is said to
be a Parishioner in respect of his Dwelling or Habitation.,
in such a Parish. 1857 TOULMIN SMITH Parish i The
practical duties and rights of every Parishioner.

Hence Fari/sliionership, the status of a pa-
rishioner.

1842 CARLYLK in Daily News 5 May (1899) 6/3 Shocked to

admit that, after seven years of parishionership, I did not
know the face of him. 1882 Ch. Times 6 Apr. 245 A
shorter sojourn would have created sufficient parishioner-
ship for purposes of banns.

Parish, priest. The priest in charge of a

parish.
a 1300 Cursor M. 26173 (Cott.) To bi pariche preist t>cm J>e

bede. f 1491 Ckast. Goddes Chyld. 29 Neyther to the pope
. .ne to the parysshe prcst, 1504 in fcng. Gilds (1870) 282
Who-so-euer be person, vycary, or parasche prest. 1659
HOWFLL Lexicon^ Eng. Prov. i The Parish-Priest forgot
that he was ever a Clark. 1865 SARAH AUSTIN Knnke's
Hist. Ref. II. 83 The parish priest of Cronach was one of

the first who married.

Parisian .pari'zian, -'13*an) ( sb. and a. Also
6 -ien. [a. F. parisien y

med.L. partsiiln-us y
f.

Parlsil Paris : see -AN.]
A. sb. A native or inhabitant of Paris.

1530 PAI.SGR. 34 In this worke I moost folowe the Parisyens.

1683 Aj>ol. Prof. France iv. 48 During that rage the

Parisians were then stirred up to. 1779 J. ADAMS in Fam.
Lett. (1876) 355, 1 admire the Parisians prodigiously. 1831
SIR J. SINCLAIR Corr. II. 95 The Parisians, as usual, had
a number of novelties.

B. adj. Of or pertaining to Paris; resembling
Paris or that of Paris.

1614 in Crt. <$ Times Jos. I (1848) I. 346 For fear a Sicilian

vespers, or Parisian matins, did ensue. 1688 SOUTH Serttt.

I. 477 Perhaps the Cut-Throat may rather take his Copy
from the Parisian Massacre. 1828 Lights fy Shades II. 72
No gown sat well that was not of Parisian make.

Hence Farrsianism, Parisian character, habit,

or practice; Pari sianize v. trans.
,

to make
or render Parisian (whence Fari-sianiza'tion) ;

Fari'sianly adv., in a Parisian fashion or manner.

1892 Athtna>itm 25 June 821/3 AH his good points his

gaiety, his shrewdness, . . his Parisianism appear excellently.

1851 Fraser's Mag. XLIII. 415 He has become irreparably
Parisianized. Ibid.,A considerable amount of Parisianization.

1876 G. MEREDITH Beauch. Career I. x. 139 \Vhere folly
had danced Parisianly of old.

Parisienne (panzyg'n). [F. fern. oiParisien

Parisian.] A female Parisian.

1886 Illustr. Loud. A'ews Summer No. 22/2 A . . black-eyed,
red-cheeked rarisienne. 1887 Contemp. Rev. May 718 She
is a Parisienne, if you will, bui a very exceptional Parisitnne.

t Parisis, parisee. Obs. Also 5 -ysee. -esi,

6 -yse, 8 -isis. [a. F. parisis : L. parisiens-ein

Parisian, f. Parisit Paris.]

1. A word, orig. at//., meaning 'of Paris'
;
used to

distinguish deniers struck at Paris, which were worth

one-fourth more than those struck at Tours ; hence

sb. a denier of Paris.

1426 LYDG. De Gnil. Pilgr. 17664 To tourne, by hys
sotylte, A Tourneys to A parysee. c 1430 Pilgr. Lyf Man-
hode in. xix. (1869) 145 Bi enchauntementes she maketh it

[denier tournois] in to paresis. 1528 SIR R. WESTON in

Dillon Calais % Pk (1892) 93 Forfeytes for every soche
tree cut x H. paryses. [1901 SHAKPK Cal, Let. Bk. C. 230 In

part payment of the value of^58 9*'. ^d. parisis.]

||
2. In the old French Custom-house practice, etc. :

A surtax of one-fourth upon the duties fixed by
the tariffs and pancartes.
1714 Fr. Bk. of Rates 17 The Augmentations of Anno

1644, 1647, 1654, and the Parisis 12 and 6 Pen y, of all ihc

said Duties. Ibid. 265 The Duties of the PariMi, the lath

and 6th Deniers, shall be levied and collected by the said

Measurers in the accustomed Manner.

Parisite vpte-rissit). Min. [Named 1845 after

the discoverer, J. J. Paris: see -1TE*.] A fluo-

carbonate of the metals of the cerium group, found

in small brownish-yellow crystals in the emerald

mines of Colombia.

1846 Amer. Jrtil. Sci. Ser. u. II. 415 Parisite was dis-

covered.. in the valley of the Musso. 1899 Ibid. ber. iv.

VIII, 21 Crystals of pyrite and parisite.

Paris mutuels : see PABI MLTUKL.

Pariso'logy. rare. [f.
Or. -napiaos almost etjual,

evenly balanced + -\oyia speaking: see -LOGY.]
The use of ambiguous language.
18. . CAMPBELL cited in WORCESTER (1846).

I! Farison :
(pirrl^h). A'Aet. PI. parisa.

[a. Gr. -napiaov, neuter of itapiaos exactly or evenly

balanced, f. -nap(a- beside + tao? equal.] An even

balance in the members of a sentence.

1586 A. DAY Eng. Secretary n. (1625) 86 Membrum or

Parison, when one or more members doe follow in equall
s-ntrnces. 1589 PL-TTKNHAM Kng. t'ocsie in. xix. (Arbj m
rail c, or the Figure of euen. ..In this figure we once



PARISON.
wrote . . these verses. The good is geason, and short is his

abode, The bad bides long, and easie to be found : Our life is

loathsome, our shines a heauy lode, Conscience a curst iudj;e,
remorse a priuie goade. 1603 HOLLAND t'lntari.k's Mor.
988 His ptirisa, standing upon equall weight and measure
of syllables. 1894 C. G. CHILD Lyly ff Euphuism 52 As
Lyly's first thought is evidently to be antithetical, the use of

parison, though constant, enters as a secondary matter.

Hence (irreg.) fPari'sonal, Pariso'nlc a., cha-

racterized by 'parison 'or exact balance of clauses.

i6s URQUIIAKT 7<-:cW Wks. (1834) 293 The harmony of
a well-concerted period, in its isocoletick and parisonal
members [cf. DIODOKIS xii. 53 taoxuAa icai Tto.pt.aa]. 1884
SVMONDS Shaks. Predccess. xiii. 512 [Euphuism] is charac-
terised., by antithesis of thought and diction, ..enforced by
alliterative and parisonic use of language. 1894 RALEIGH
Eng. Xavt'l ii. (1903) 33 Almost every sentence being
balanced in two or more parisonic parts.

Parison 2
'parrissn). Class-blowing. Also 9

paraison. [a. F. paraison, deriv. ofparcr to pre-

pare, corresp. to L. partition-em horn parare.']
1. orig. Tlie rounded mass into which the molten

glass is first gathered and rolled when taken from
the furnace. Also attrib. as parison -hole.

1832 G. R. PORTER Porcelain ff Cl. 169 By this means the

particle^ of glass are agglomerated in a cylindrical form,
which is then called by the workmen a paraison. 1903
K. A. MACAULAY (Chance Bros.) Let., The word 'parison

'

survives among our workmen, not as directly applied to the

piece of glass, but to the '

hole
'

or opening into a furnace
for reheating the glass after moulding it, which they call

a (

parison-hole '.

2. Hence, in a bottle-making machine : see quot.
^1888 Daily News 14 Feb. 6/6 The present machine con-

sists first of a receptacle, called a 'parison
1

, in which the
exact quantity of molten metal required to form a bottle is

placed, there being no overplus or waste. At the lower pait
of the '

parison
'

is the collar mould which forms the lip.

Parissyoner. obs. form of PAKISHIONEB.
Paristhniic (pari'shmik), a. Anal. [f. Gr.

napiaOniov tonsil (f. irap(a-by + laSpus neck, narrow

passage or connexion) + -1C.] Pertaining to the

tonsils. So Pari-sthmiotome [Gr. -TO^OS cutting]

(see quot.) ; Paristhmitic (prerisbmi'tik) a., per-

taining to paristhmitis ; ||
Paristhmitis (-ai'tis),

inflammation of the tonsils.

1821-34 Good's Study Jlfed. (ed. 4) II. 322 In the second or
Paristhmitic variety, the morbid virus is chiefly directed to
the fauces. Ibid. (1822) II. 339 The common quinsy of the

present day, the paristhmitis tonsilaris of the system before
us. 1857 MAYXK E.rpos. Lex. 884/1 Of or belonging to
the Paristhtnia or tonsils : paristhmic. Ibid.^ An old instru-
ment with which the tonsils were cut or scarified : a
paristhmiotome. Ibid., Paristhmitis, . . inflammation of the
tonsils ; the same as Tonsillitis.

Parisyllabic (pa^risike-bik), a. and sb. Grain.

[f. L. par, pari- equal + syllaba (a. Gr. <AXa/3rj)
syllable + -1C : cf. syllabic]
A. adj. Of Greek and Latin nouns: Having

the same number of syllables in the nominative as
in the oblique cases of the singular.
1656 BLOUNT Glossogr. s. v. Parisyllabical, We say in

Grammar, the first declension of Nouns is Parisyllahique,
because ail the cases of such Nouns in the singular number
especially have even syllables, as Gemma, gemmx,^cmmj:,
gcm?nam, gemma,gcmma, etc. 1775 in ASH . 1876 fULMNEDY
Pub. Sell. Lat. Gram. (ed. 4} 104 1-nouns come under four
chief Heads : (A) Parisyllabic I -nouns with Nom. Sing, i-s . .

(B) Parisyllabic I-nouns in e-s (i-s).

B. sf>. A parisyllabic noun.
1893 Athcnxum 5 Aug_. 189/2 The classification, .cannot

be comme_nded. The distinction of parisyllabics and impari-
syllabics is barely indicated.

t Parisylla-bical, a. Obs. rare.-", [f. as prec.
+ -AL.] =

prec. adj.
1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., ParasyllaHcal, that hath equal

syllable_s. 1658 PHILLIPS, Parisyllatical Nounes.

Paritarie, variant of PAKIETABY sb. Obs.

t Paritor (pamtai). Obs. Also 6 parritour,
-ator, 7 -itor, S -ettor, -otter; 6 perritore, 6-7
parator, 8 -iter. [Aphetic f. APPAIUTOE.] An
apparitor or summoning officer of an ecclesiastical

court.

1530 PALSGR. 252/1 Parytorie ['i parytor] somoner, fa-dean.

1587-8 in Swayne Saritm Church. Ace. (1896) 135
Sparkes the parritour for smoke fardinges to the vse of
o' Ladie church. 1600 HEVWOOD -2nd ft. Edw. Ii', Wks.
1874 I. 161 We are the Bishops Pnrators, my friend. 1614
I. ROUIXSON Relit*. Commitn. 19 The greatest part from the
Prelate to the Paritour are .. irreligious. 1671 KACHAKH
Oiserv. Ansui. Contempt Clergy (1705) 16 Unless I should
have.. turned Parrettor or Informer. 1682 N. O. Buileau'i
f.utrin 111.187 Where Doctors, Proctors, Paritors together
Shaun't leave upon thy Naked back one Feather. 1716
1-iiifliall Chnrch-M. . Ice. (MS. I, Paid To the Pariter is. g,i.

*794 /'///> Chnrc/tw. Ace. in j\'ctfs and Gleanings (Kxeter)
II. 38/1 Paid the Parrotter ii. M. 1825 SCOTT Betrothed
-xvii, A paritor, or summoner of the ecclesiastical court.

Paritorie, -ory, variant of PABIETAKY sb. Obs.

Parity 1
(piL-riti . [acl. ],. faritas equality, f.

par etitial. Cf. F. pariti (i 4th c. in Hatz.-Darm.).]
1. The state or condition of being equal, or on

a level
; equality.

1613 R. CAWDRKY Table Alfih. (ed. 31, Paritie, equalitic,
likenesse. 16.. WEBSI ICR & ROWLEY Cure/or Cuckold i. i,

Equality in birth, parity in years. < 1656 KKAMHAI.L Keflie.

v. 190 For the clearing of which point, I shewed that there
wa^ a parity of power among: the Apostles. 1783 ^V. F.

MAUTYN Geog. Mag. II. 326 Men and women fin marriage)
are obliged to pay a proper regard to the parity of years. 1842
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GROVE Corr. Phys, Forces 101 The bodies in which this purity
of force has been discovered, .are small compared with the

exceptions.
2. Equality of rank or status, social, political, or

ecclesiastical; esp., equality among the members,
or among the ministers, of a church.
1572 in Neal Hist. Purit. (1732) I. 284 There ought to be

a Parity among the ministers in the Church. 1593 BII.SUN
Govt. Christ's Ch. 413 What conflicted and uproares your
paritie of Presbyters will breede. 1642 CIIAS. I Answ.
19 Prop. 22 The Common people.. grow weary of Journey-
work, and set up for themselves, call Parity and Indepen-
(fence, Liberty. 1709 HEARNE Collect. 5 Mar. (O. H. S.) II.

173 To .. introduce Presbyterian parity, .among our Clergy.
1841 DISRAELI Amen. Lit. (1867) 442 With the disciples of

parity, a free election . . was a first state principle. 1903
F. W. MAITLAND in Camb. Kiod. Hist. II. xvi. 594 A call

for 'parity', for an equality among all the ministers of
God's Word, and consequently for an abolition of all 'prelacy'.
3. Equality of nature, character, or tendency;

likeness, similarity, analogy; parallelism; as in

parity ofreason or reasoning. (Cf, L.pari rations.)
1620 VENXER \'ia Recta iii. 55, I thinke that there is a

neerer parity of nature betweene the flesh of Fallow-Deer*:,
and of the Red. 1646 P. BULKEI.KY Gospel Covt. i. 33 Argu-
ment, -from the paritie and likenesse between the covenant
of works, and the covenant of grace. 1652 NLKDHAM tr.

Seldens Mare Cl. 23 Truly there is a paritie of Reason also
for this. 1692 BKXTLEY Boyle Led. ix. 325 We may infer

by parity of Argument. 1734 BERKELEV Hylas <y Phil.
(ed. 3) iii. Wks. 1871 I. 329 There is .. no parity of case
between Spirit and Matter. 1834 MULUE Brit. Birds (1847)
I. 172 Uy parity of reasoning that house on which the mag-
pie perches is in no danger of falling.

f4. Of numbers: The fact of being even and
not odd

; evenness. Obs.
a 1619 FOTHKRHY Atheoin. n. x. 4 (1622) 308 It [unity] is

not variable, by parity ; or imparitie. 1646 SIR T. I!KOWNE
Pseud. Ep. 115 If we survey the totall set of animals, ue may
in their legs, .observe an equality of length, and parity of
numeration; that is, not any to have an odde leg.

5. Conim. Equivalence in another currency ;
a

standard of price expressed in another currency.
1886 WoolReport 22 June, Public sales ofwool . .were held

in Berlin. .1800 bales.. are reported to have been all sold at
full London parity, 1886 Times 7 July, Prices generally
soon advanced above the parity of Saturday night's closing
quotations in New York. 1894 Ibid. 8 Dec. 5/2 The London
parity will be about ; 94-50.

b. PAR sbl 2 b, 3 b.

1900 Stccfc Market Report, Buying on days when the
market is weak and below parity, and selling when prices
are put above parity by the operations of local speculators.
6. In Monetary parlance : Equality, as legal

tender or money, between coins of one metal and
coins of another in certain definite proportions of

weight and fineness, fixed by law.

1895 Spectator 2 Feb. 157 Convinced .. that silver can be
raised by legislation to a 'parity' with gold. 1900 Ln.
ALDBNHAM Colloquy on Currency 280 The object..was to
maintain the parity between Gold and Silver money. . .The
parity which they have in the United States is a National

parity between the coins, not between the metals. ..What
I desire is International parity.

7. attrib.wb Comb., $&parity-preaching \ parity-

canton, a canton in Switzerland where the Catholic
and Protestant Churches are on an equal footing in

their relations with the State.

1659 W. BROUGH .SV/i/ivw 549 Have all doors shut upon you
for your parity-preaching. 1899 H'estm. Gaz. 27 July Vj
In the '

Parity-Cantons
'

of the Swiss Confederation, where
two Landeskirchen are established a Catholic and an
Evangelical Church.

Parity^ (parriti). Obstit. Med. [f.
PAR-OKS

a. -f -ITY.] The condition of being parous ;

the fact of having borne children.

1878 SIR J. WILLIAMS in Obstet. Trans. (1879) XX. 173

Diagnosis of Parity. Ibid.^ Circumstances.. in which proof
of parity or nulliparity may turn out to be proof of innocence
or guilt. 1889 J. M, DUNCAN Cltn. Lcct. Dis. Women
(ed. 4) Index 535 Signs of Parity. 1898 G. K. HERMAN
Dis. Women ix. 87.

Parizs, -chen, obs. ff. PARISH, PARISHES.

Parjet, obs. form of PARGET.

tPaijetory. Obs. [?f. PARGET.] ?- PARGET 5^.2.

1642 MILTON Afiol. Sinect. Introd., Wks. (1851) 263 This

prevaricator ofAmerica, .brought us home nothing bu t ameer
tankard drollery, a yenereoiib parjetory for a stewes.

Parjure, Parjuri, obs. ff". PERJURE, PERJURY.

Park 'paik;, sb. Also 3-4 pare, (also 9 in

senses 5, 6), 3-7 parke, 5 paark, perke, 8- -Si.

perk. [ME. a. OK. pare preserve for beasts of

the chase, etc. The OF. was ultimately identical

with \YGer. *parnikt
whence OE. ptarruc: for the

history see PARROCK. The Welsh pan and Gael.

pain are from Eng. In senses 5 and 6 from later

uses of K. pare. The Fr. word has also passed into

Du. and Ger., where it is used alongside of the

native forms descended from YVGer. *parnik.'\
1. Law. An enclosed tract of land held by royal

grant or prescription for keeping beasts of the

chase. (Distinguished from a forest or chase by
being enclosed, and from a forest also by having
no sjxfcial laws or officers.'!

i 1260 Charter of FriSnuald of Surrey (dated (1675) in

Kemble Cod. Pifll. V. 18 Bitwiene fte shrubbes and Wine-
bri^t goinde adun nordri^te binuSe 'da parkes gate, c 1275
LAY. 1432 ^e hontef* in J>is kinges pan: [c 1205 frifte] par fore

5e solle de;e. 1297 K. GLOUC. (Rolls) 12 Engelonde is vol

PARK.
int>3 of frut & ek of tren, Of wodes 8: of parkes. c 1350
Will. Palernc 2845 A pris place was vnder be paleys a park
as it were bat whilom wi^j wilde bestes was wel restored.

1436 Rolls of Parlt. IV. 498/2 To make a Park in Grene-
wyche. a 1440 Sir Degrev. 362 Have ye nat perkus and
chas t 1542 BOORDE Dyetary iv. (1870) 239 A parke repleted
with dere & conyes is a necessarye and a pleasaunt thyng to
be anextfd to a mansyon. 1617 MORYSON Itin. ill. 139 Wood-
stocke 'I'owne is famous for the Kings House and large
Parke, compassed with a stone wall, which is said to haue
been the first Parke in England. 1781 S. PETERS Hist.
Connecticut 249 There are only two small parks of deer in
Connecticut. 1818 CKUISE Digest (ed. 2) III. 255 To a park
three things are necessary : i. A grant from the King.
2. Inclosures by pale, wall, or hedge. 3. Beasts of park,
such as buck, doe, &c. And where all the deer are destroyed,
it shall no more be accounted a paik.

b. Hence extended to a large ornamental piece
of ground, usually comprising woodland and
pasture, attached to or surrounding a country
house or mansion, and used for recreation, and
often for keeping deer, cattle, or sheep.

Ill these the name has either come do\\ n from a time when
the ground was legally a park in sense i, or has been more
recently given to a ground laid out in imitation of such as
were originally parks. It is thus not possible to separate the
quotations accurately.
1713 DE FOE yam. Instruct. I. iii. (1841) I. 63 Nor walk

out in the park or fields any more on the Lord's-day. 1813
MAU. EDCF.WORTH Patron. (1833) I. xvi. 256 Hungerford
Castle a fine old place in a beautiful pai k. 1850 LYEI.I. -2nd
I'isit L'. S. II. 326 Having never remarked this splendid
tree in any English shrubbery or park. 1872 RAYMOND
.S'A/r/j-j'. Miiu-s <V Mining 226 Giving to the pine wouds . . the
aspect of beautiful natural parks. 1890

' K. lioi.HKi.woon
'

Miner's Right (\%c$) 175, i One of those natural forest-parks
peculiar to Australia.

c. In this sense now often forming part of the
name of a country house or mansion

;
and thence

of suburban districts, as Addington Park, Osterley
Park ; Clapham Park.

1848 Miss SEWKLL Amy Herl-crt viii. (1858) 92 She felt a
little unwilling to acknowledge that her h.jme was neither
a park nor a hall, lliij. x. 127, I daresay you have been
dreaming of having a large house like Kochford 1'aik.

d.
Jig.

I579 I'OMSON Calvin's Serin. Tint. 899/1Wee must bee so
much the more watchfull,. .and keepe our selues itil within
the parke wherein God inpaled vs u ith his worde. 1606 SIR
\V. HARBERT/V^A. Cadiualladerc\x\\\, Wolsey..did erect
those glorious towresof yore [Christ Church, Oxfoid], Learn-
ing's receptacle, Religion's parke. 1898 H. M. STANLEV
Introd. Capt. Burrows 1 LandPigmies ip. xi,Thit> vast .slave

park whence Dongolawi and Arab, Bakongoand Portugue.se
half-caste slave traders culled their victims.

2, An enclosed piece of ground, of considerable

extent, usually within or adjoining a city or town,
ornamentally laid out and devoted to public recrea-

tion
;
a 'public park', as the various 'parks

1

in and
around London, and other cities and towns. The
Park (in London): in i7th c. St. James's Park,
now esp. Hyde Park, as the place of fashionable

promenade.
This application has its origin in some of the royal parks

(in sense i) near London (i. e. St. James's, etc.) developing
into ornamental grounds to which the public were con-

ditionally admitted.

[1661 : ^ee PALL-MALL 2 and sb.] 1663 PKPYS Diary i^ May,
I walked in the Parke, discoursing with the keeper of the
Pell Mull. 1666 Ibid. 15 July, Walked.. to the Park; and
there, .lay down by the canalle. 1706-7 FARQUHAR Beaux
Strat. iv. ii, There will be Title, Place and Precedence, the

Park, the Play, and the Drawing-Room. 1727 IMKI.DING
Love inScv. Mast/, n. ii, Come, my dear, by this, I belie-, e,

the park begins to fill. 1820 BYRON Blues \\. 150 But 'tis

now nearly five, and I must to the Park. 1855 London as
it is 112 Victoria Park.. was first opened in 1847, for the
recreation of the inhabitants of the east side of London. ..

The park has been most admirably laid out. 1894 RALPH
in Harpers iWa-~ Aug. 332 To create there a charming
park filled with summer cottages for themselves and other

wealthy New Yorkers. 1897 Daily News 25 Feb. 6/4 It is

nut etiquette to bow or curtsey to Royalty in the parks
1897 ll't'stin. Gaz. 25 June 2/3 The Jfubilee celebrations.,
included among other things the opening of a new park.

b. An extensive area of land of denned limits set

apart as national property to be kept in its natural

state for the public benefit and enjoyment, as

the Yellowstone Park ^65 miles long by 55 broad,
in the United States.

Up to Jan, 1003, seven such National J'arfcs hud been
established by Act of Congress in the United Stales.

[1841 CAT LIN N. Atticr. Ind. (ed. 2) I. 262 \Vhat a beautiful
and thrilling specimen for America to preserve and hold up
to the view of. . future ages ! A nations Park, containing
man and beast, in all the wild and freshness of their nature's

beauty.] 1871 N. P. LANGFORD (in N. V. Tribune 28 Jan.),
This new field of Wonders (the Yellowstone Park] should
be at once. ..set apart as a public National Park for the

enjoyment of the American people for all time. 187* Rep.
tgtnft of Sinitlisoniau fust. (1873) 28 A proposition,
riginally made by Mr. Catlin as early as 1832, has been

revived and presented to Congress, to reserve the country
around these geysers as a public park. 1872 U. S. Statutes
XVII, 32 An Act to set apart a certain Tract of Land lyin^
near the Head-waters of the Yellowstone River as a public
Park. 1903 Ibid. XXXI. 765 An Act To set apart certain

lands in the State of South Dakota as a public park to be
\no\vn as the Wind Cave National Park.

3. a. In Ireland, Scotland, and north of England :

An enclosed piece of ground for pasture or tillage;

a field ;
a parrock or paddock.

Town parks (, Ireland), small fields or plots of ground lying



PARK.

round a town or village, usually let for till.'ige or pasture to

the townsmen or villagers.

1581 Jnv. in Gcntl. Mag. Sept. (1861) 257 The foure parkes

by the greene which Richard and John Shanighaine holdeth

of me for years. 1701 Scotl. Charac. in liar!. Misc.

(ed. Park) VII. 379 Upon inquiry how many deer liis

father had in his perk, the truth will out, . .that they call

an mclosiire a perk, in his country. ciSoz MAR. EDCEWORTH
Ennui viii, Many a ragged man had come . . with the modest

request that I would let him one of the
p_arks

near the

town. Ibid., Just what would feed a cow is sufficient in

Ireland to constitute a park. 1887 1'nll Mall G. 19 Aug.
n/i Mr. Healy.. explained in a graphic way that a_'town
park

'

was accommodation land, by means of which in the

wretched villages, misnamed towns, scattered throughout
Ireland, the hucksters .. eked out a miserable business by

?
rowing potatoes or feeding stock for early slaughter. 1899
Vestm. Gas. 13 Mar. 1/3 Kodaks from the Kingdom [i.e.

Fife].. 'Old Kirsty'.. lived all alone, far up in the 'parks',
as we say of the wide stretches of old pasture which reach

away inland till they merge into gorse and heather.

fb. Any enclosed piece of ground. Obs. rare.

1658 KVELYN Fr. Card. (1675) i;,8 In what manner you
should inclose your melon ground. In this park (which

may be of what extent you think good) you shall make
beds of horse-dung.
4. Applied in some parts of the United States,

esp. Colorado and Wyoming, to a high plateau-like

valley among the mountains.
1808 PIKE Sources Misshs. (iSio) n. 123 Passed the Park,

which is ten miles round, and not more than three quarters
of a mile across. 1851 MAYNE RKID Scalp Hunt, xix. 137
Hence the oases, such as the *

parks
'

that lie among these

mountains. 1877 J. A. ALu-:N.,4;;/d'r. Bison 560 Adventurers

and miners, .exterminated them [bisons] in the parks
and

valleys of the mountains. 1890 Century ^fa. I-eb._ 523/1
Then h had descended into a great 'park', crossed it, and

begun a new ascent.

5. Mil. The space occupied by the artillery,

wagons, beasts, stores, or the like, in an encamp-
ment ; these objects themselves when thus placed

together ; a complete set or equipment of artillery,

of tools, etc.

1683 SIR J. TURNER Pallas Arutata m. xx. 294 As to

these Oblong Quadrangles, wherein are encamped several

bodies, ..you may if you please, call them as the French

do, Parks, and that properly enough. 1704 J. HARRIS LCJC.

Techn. I, Park of the Artillery, is a certain Place in a

Camp without Cannon-shot of the Place besieged, where
the Cannon, Artificial Fires, Powder, and other Warlike

Ammunition are kept. Ibid., Park ofProvisions, is another

Place in the Camp, on the Rear of every Regiment, which
is taken up by the Suttlers, who follow the Army with all

sorts of Provi>ions, and sell them to the Sokliurs. 1755
WASHINGTON Writ* (1889) I. 160 The whole park of

artillery were ordered to hold themselves in readiness to

march. 1799 STUAKT in Owen Mrq. tt'ellcsteys Dcsp. (1877)

113 The main bxly of the army, with the park and pro-

visions, remained at Seedapore. 1827 NAPIER Peniiis.

War vi. iv, A vast pare of carriages. 1836 ALISON Europe
(1840-50) V. xxxi. 29 Kray.. despatched his grand park,

consisting of one hundred and sixty pieces and eight
hundred caissons. 1859 MARCY Prairie Trav. vi. 221 If.,

a small party be in danger of an attack from a large force

of Indians, they should seek the cover of timber or a park
of wagons. 1884 Mil. Engineering (ed. 3) I. ir. 8 Sites for

the artillery, engineer, and grand maga/ine parks should

now be prepared. 1900 Westm. Gaz. 19 Mar. 5/1 There is

no reserve of boots in the supply column or supply-park.

6. An enclosed area in which oysters are bred,

communicating with the sea so as to be overflowed

at every high tide ; an oyster-park. (In quot.

1603, applied to a similar enclosure for fish.)

[i$3 OWEN Pembrokeshire (1891) 117 They haue ready
at their call-.sault water fishe as yt were in a parke of

wild fish.] 1867 Times 15 Oct. 5 '6 In the shallowest of

these pares .not one of the young oysterlings. .was known
to have been killed. 1882 Standard 18 Feb. 5/2 In some
of the French 'parks' the water is renewed every tide.

1883 F. G. SOLA Fisheries Spain 5 The Government, .is

laying down.. a model park for oyster culture.

7. attrib. and Couth., as park deer, -fence, -gate,

-hound, -land, -lodge, -pale t -paling, -\-palis*

-robber
',

-wall-* park-like adj.; fpark-bote, the

repair of the fence or wall of a park ;
the impost

levied for this; park-breaker, one who breaks into

a park (cf. home-breaker] ;
so park-breaking ;

park-hack, a horse for riding in the park :

see HACK $b$ ib; park-time (jionce-tvd,, after

dinner-time
i etc.), time for riding in the park ;

park-way (U.S.) : see quot. Also PAUK-KEKPEII.
a 1634 COKE /MS/, iv. 308 *Parkcbotn, to be quit of enclosing

of a Park or any part thereof. 1821 Scorr Kcniliv. v, If

you take him Tor a house-breaker, or a *park-breaker, is it

not most natural you should welcome him with cold steel or

hot lead? 1834 LANDOR Exam. Shaks. Wks. 1846 II. 267
Venerable laws. .against "park-breaking and deer-stealing.

1898 Daily News 26 Jan. 9/5 Animals held more oMess in

confinement . .whether they be *park-deer, rabbits, pigeons,
or animals in menageries. 1901 Daily Chron. ^ Aug.
6/4 Legislation for the suppression of park-deer hunting.
1856 EMERSON Eng. Traits, Aristocr. Wks. (Bohn) II. 84,

I pardoned high "park-fences, when I saw that besides does
and pheasants, these have preserved Arundel marbles,

Towneley galleries, c 1400 Master of Game (MS. Digby
182) xxxv, If the huntynge shall be in a parke, alle men
shulden abyde at (>e *parke gate. 1644 MILTON Arcop.
(Arb.) 48 The exploit of that gallant man who thought to

pound up the crows by shutting his Parkgate. 1848
THACKKKAY Van.. Fair Ii, *Park-hacks and splendid high-

stepping carriage-horses. 1851 MAYNE REID Scatp Hunt. \.

I 1 Views *park-like and picturesque. 1890
' R. BOLDREWOOD '

Col. Reformer (-&r)i\ 266 Green park-like woodlands. 1837
LYTION E. Maltrav. ix, The chaist. .stopped at the gate.i
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of a *park lodge, a 1550 Itage ipocr. u. in Skcltoris Wks.

(1843) II. 434 He cane tell many tales. Of many *parke

pales, Of butgettes and of males. 1846 GREENER St't.

tninnery 14 Birmingham is the emporium of the world for

guns, from the..' "park paling
'

so called, uf the .slave-trade

. .up to the elaborately-finished gnu of the peer. 1899 R.

KIPLING Stalky 12 The high Lodge gate in the split-oak

park palings. < 1475 Pict. I oc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 812/21 Hoc
vallum, a *parke palys. 1713 SWIFT Cattemts $ Vanessa 46
From equipage, and *Park-parades. 1881 M KS. O'DuNOCHUE
(title) Ladies on Horseback; Learning, 'Park-riding and

Hunting. 1688 R. HOLME Armoury n. 184/2 The Blood-

hound., hunts leasts, or Men., that are *Park Robbers. 1439
Rolls ofPtirlt. V. 15/1 They came by a *Parke side, called

ye Park of Prys. 1672 WYCHERLEY Love in Wood I. ii, Pray
Mr. Ranger, let's go.. 'tis

* Park-time. rinDlYDBNJfrr.
a la Mode iv. iv, What a clock does your lordship think it

is?. -It is almost park-time. 1896 Godcys Mag. (U.S.) Apr.

350/1 The right to travel upon the public roads and "park-

ways. 1898 \f)th Cent. Apr, 585 'Park-ways', to connect

the great outlying woodlands, .with the Metropolitan Parks
of Boston and the surrounding townships. These park-ways
are broad boulevards with margins of grass, wood, and river.

1672 \VYCHKKI.KY Love in Wood n. i, Then you are a "Park-

woman, certainly.

Park (pzuk), v. [f.
PAKK sb.~\

1. trans. To enclose in, as in, or as, a park.
1526 [see PARKING i]. 1559 W. CUNNINGHAM Cosmogt.

Glassc 144 A certayne hyll, whiche they must nedes go ouer
that go by land from Egipte to Arabia Petrea, that parketti
them. 1580 HOLLYBASD Trcas. Fr. 'J'ong, Enclore, . . to

enclose and parke in. 1591 SHAKS. i Hin. I "/, iv. ii. 45 How
are we p.ork'd and bounded in a pale ! 1856 MRS, BROWNING
A:ir. Leigh in. 456 We fair fine ladies, who park out our
lives From common sheep-paths.

b. Park about, to sui round with a park.
I876BROWNING Slwp vi,Some suburb-palace, parked about
And gated grandly, built last year.

c. To lay out or plant in the manner of a park :

see PASKING 2.

2. Mil., etc. To arrange compactly (artillery,

wagons, etc.) in a park: see prec. 5.
1812 Examiner 30 Nov. 756/2, 6000 Cossacks . . took six

pieces of cannon, which were parked. 1844 Rf^ul. ty Ord.

Army 180 At night, .the waggons are to be parked, .so as to

occupy as liule space as possible. 1883 A ruty Corps Orders
in Standard 22 M;ir. 3/3 The Artillery will be parked to the

east and west of the south end of the Race-course. 1887
Police Arrangeiri. 'Jubilee Process. 21 June, The area.. is

reserved for parking carriages belonging to the Procession.

3. inlr. To walk or drive in a park.
a 1783 II. KROOKKLovttyl'aiiity 1'oems (1810) 416/2 Then

all for parking, and parading, Coquetting, dancing, masquer-
ading.
Hence Parked (paikt) //*. a.

1807 J. K\Kl.o\y Coiumb. vi. 375 Deep squadron'd horse..

And park'd artillery. 1841 MlALL in NonconJ. I. 57 A
residence, .compassed round with parked and shaven acres.

Parker (pa-akai). Also 4 parkere, 5 -are,

parcare, -cure, 5-6 -ar, 6 perker. [a. Anglo-
F. parker (= OF. type *parquier), in med.L.

panarius, f. PARK sb. : see -EH 2
2.]

1. A man who has charge of a park ;
a park-

keeper. Obs. exc. Hist.

[1321-2 Rolls of Tarlt. I. 397/2 Ses geentz, c'est a savoir

Johan soun Parker, & Richard [etc.].] 1395 in E. E. Wills

(1882)8,1 bequethe to Roger, my parkere, . -c. s. tri43oLYDG.

I.yke tliyn Audience 28 in I'd. Kel. & I.. Poems 26 Mawgre
the wache of fosters and parkerrys. < 1440 I'romp. Parv.

382/2 Parcare, indagator. 1483 Cath. Angl. 269/2 A Par-

coure (A. Park-are), parcariiis. 1530 PALSGR. 458/1 This

parker blodyeth his clothes. 1643 PUVNNE Sav. PolMr
Parlt. in. 17 If the Parker negligently suffer the Deere to

be killed, or kill the Deere himselfe . . it is a direct forfaiture

of his Office. 1818 CRUISE Digest (ed. 2) III. 147 An
annual fee of 40^. had been given to the parker, issuing out

of the king's manors in the county of Surry.

2. A rabbit that lives in a park.
1846 P. Parley's Ami. VII. 325 Gamekeepers give variuus

names to rabbits : with them they are warrcners, parkers,

sweethearts, and hedgehogs. ..The parkt-r's favourite haunt

is in gentlemen's pleasure grounds. 1870 ELAINE Encycl.
Rur. Sports ied. 3) 2683.

Hence t Parkership Obs., the office of parker.

As if a Parkership be granted to an Earl.

Parkin (paukin). north, dial. Also -en,

perkin. [Origin unknown : perh. from proper
name Perkin or Parking A kind of gingerbread
or cake made of oatmeal and treacle.

1828 Craven Gloss, (ed. 2), Parkin, a cake made of treacle

and oat meal, commonly called a treacle-parkin. 1884 MHS.

G. L. BANKS Sybilla, etc. III. 145 liiibed by a cake of

parkin from Dame Dorothy's capacious pockets. 1887

Suppl. to Jamicson, Addenda, Perkins. 1896 Allbutft Sjrst.

Mcd. I. 404 The diet should be varied, and should include

. .\vhole-meal bread,
'

parkin ', gingerbread and molasses.

Parking (pa-jkiij), vbl. sb.
[f.

PARK v. + -INC *.]

1. The action of PARK vb. (in various senses).

1526 in Dillon Calais % Pale (1892) 82 If he dunge it with

parkinge of shepe or of bests, he to have ijj. \\ija. for evry
acre. 1607 J. MII.WARDK Jacobs Gt. 7?<*v(i6io) livb, The

parking in of beasts, and the depopulating Townes, to shut

out Christians.

2. concr. Ground laid out in the style of a park ;

also, in U. S., a strip of turf, with or without trees,

in the centre of a street.

1885 Johns Hopkins Hist. Studies Ser. ill. Mar. 109 Spaces,
were left for a market-place, court-house green and parking
for [he palace. 1888 II. GANNLI i in Kmycl. Brit. XXIV.

PARLANT.

382/2 In some cases, similar parking has been left in the

middle of the streets. 1888 Appletons Cycl. Amer. Bivg.
IV. 578/1 In 1871 he [F. L. Olmsted] urged.. the so-called
'

parking system
'

for the broad streets of Washington.

Farkish. (pa'-ikij), a. [f.
PARK sb. + -ISH 1.]

Resembling a park ;
somewhat park-like.

1813 J. FOKSYTH Ran. Italy 86 The immediate approaches
. .are planted in the open parkish style. 1824 SCOTT St.

J\t>natt's xx, A rage to render their place
'

pai ki^h ',
as was at

one time the prevailing phrase. 1838 Erasers Mag. XVIII.
148 A parki>h-looking sort of pleasure-ground.

Pa -

rk-kee:per. The keeper of a park.
1624 MIDDLETON GaweatClicssi\.\\, Some falconers, some

park-keepers, and some huntsmen. 1785 BAKKKR in Phil.

Trans. LXXV. 354. 1855 MACAULAV II int. Eng. xvii. IV. 34
All that the Queen could do was to order the parkkeepers
not to admit Sir John again within the gates.

So PaTk-kee-peress-(tt0-;M/.), a female park-

keeper, or park-keeper's wife.

1852 jAMES/'ty///A> III. 161 They had been park-keeper
and park-keeperess to the Westwood family thirty years
and six months.

Pa'rk-lea:ves. ? Obs. [app. f. PARK sb. +

leaves, pi. of LEAK.] A name for the shrub Tutsan

{Hypericutn AndrosKmuni). Also, with early

herbalists, the tree Vitex Agnus caslus : the name

agmts castus having app. been applied to both

(see Turner Names of Herbes, A viij b).
a 1400-50 Sicckk. Med. %IS. 157 Totsane or parkleuys :

agniis castits. 1545 ELVOT, Agnos, is a tree .. commonly
called Agnus castus, in englysshe parke leaues, it hathe

leaues lyke to wyllowe. 1578 LVTE Dodoens I. xlv. 66 If

Androsemon be Tutsan or Parke leaues, it groweth plenti-

fully in woodes and parkes, in the west paries of England.
1611 COIGH., Amerine, Agnus castus,. chast or hempetree,
Parke-leauis. 1682 WHELER Jonrn. Greece n. 205 On the

top..succeedeth a large yellow Flower, much biager than

Parks-Leaves. 1857 MAYNE Expos. Lex., Park Leaves,
the Hypcriciim androsximun, All-heal, or St. Peter's- \\orl.

Parklos, obs. form of PARCLOSK.

Parkly (pa-ikli),a. rare.
[f.

PARK sb. + -LY 1.]

Ot the nature or character of a park ; park-like.
1541 Act 33 Hen. VUl, c. 37 The same, .with ^goodli

&
parktiy parkes . . to beautifie adorne and decorite. 1886

RUSKIN Przterila I. v. 164 Among the gentry of that town
and its parkly neighbourhood.

Fa'rkward, adv. [f. as prec. + -WARD.] To-

wards the park. Also Pa'rkwards.
1598 SHAKS. Merry W. ill. i. 5 Marry Sir, the pittie-ward,

the Parke-ward : euery way : olde Windsor \\ ay, and euery

way but the Towne-way. 1886 G. ALLEN .Waimic's Sake

xxi, She. .took a stroll .. out parkwards.

Parky (pa'Jki), a. 1 rare. [f.
as prec. + -v.] Of

the nature of a park, or abounding in parks.

1850 Tail's Mag. XVII. 613/1 Some of the parky purlieus

of London.

Parky, a.- slang. Cold, chilly.

1898 Pink 'utt ff yW/caw 273 (Farmer), 'Morning William;
cold s'morning?' ..'It is a bit parky', assented William.

1900 G. SWIKT Somerlcy 109 Oh ! stars ! this water is parky.

Parl : see PARLK.

fPa-rlage, a. Se. Obs. fare- 1
, [app. a. F.

parlage babbling, palaver, useless talk.] ? Bab-

bling, full of empty talk
; yelping.

1-1615 SIR W. MURE Soun. xi, A parlage cur, a brokin

btaffe for stay.

Parlament(e, -mentt, obs. ff. PARLIAMENT.

Parlance (pa'jlans). Also 7 -ence. [a.

AngloFr. and OF. parlance, -launcc, f. parler to

speak. (Not in mod. French.)]
1. Speaking, speech; esp. debate, parleying,

parley, arch.

[13.. LANGTOFT Citron. I. 147 Le ray William leRous..

A countes et barouns . . Par lettre maimde et prie venir a sa

parlaunce [R. BRUNNE 87 pailementl] S79-8 NORTH
Plutarch, Lrassus (15951 614 Word was brought to Crassus,

and he accepted parlance. 1611 SPEED Hist. Gt. Brit. IX. xii.

575/2 King Edward . . signifies . . to the Pope, that Battel and

nut Parlance should determine his right, and title. 1701-2
Case of Schedule Stated 26 The Place of that Common
Parlance wascall'd the Parliament Chamber. iXx+E.ramine-r

585/1 He was not disposed to let him pass without further

parlance. 1830 TENNYSON Isabels, A hate ofgossip parlance

and of sway. 1879 BOULTBEE Hist. Ch. Eng. 45 After some

parlance, the stranger foretold deliverance.

2. Way of speaking, mode of speech, language,

idiom. Usually with defining words, as in common,

legal, ordinary, vulgar parlance, etc.

1*11481 LITTLETON Tenures vi. (1516) Av, Mes per^comune
parlaunce [1544-1608 tr. language] celuy qni tient pur
terme de sa vie demesne est appelle tenaunt pur termc de

vie.] 1787 GENTIUM Dcf. of Usury xiii. 180 Birmingham.,
claims in common parlance, the title of a projecting town.

1798 BAY Amer. I.avl Kef. (1809) I. 183 In common law

parlance an execution is not an action. 1829 SouTHEY Sir

'J'. More (1831) II. 267 A wise woman, by which I do not

mean in vulgar parlance one who pretends to prophecy. 1841

L. HUNT Seer n. (1864) 70 A curious specimen of English

parlance. 1844 DISRAKLI Caningsly n. vii, The political

opinions.. were what in ordinary parlance are styled Tory.

1884 SIR W. B. BRETT in Lam Kef. 14 Q. Bench Div. 191

In legal parlance there might be a debt.

t Pa-riant. Obs. [a. F. parlant speaking, pr.

pple. of parler to speak.] One who parleys or

takes part in a conference.

1586 WARNER Ala. Eng. in. xix. (1589) 79 The place

appointed. Parlanles him in simple meaning meet Farre from

their Armie all vnarm'd.

Parlasy, Parlatyk, obs. ff. PALSY, PAUALYTJC.



PARLATORY.

Farlatory ''paMlaUii). [ad. med.L. farlii-

torium, It. parlatorio (-toio) parlour, f. parldrc to

speak ; L. type *parabolatorium,~\ The reception-
room or room for conversation in a convent.

1651 HOWELI. I'enice 185 What lie had overheard in n

Parlatory of Nunnes. 1768 J. BAKETTI Ace. Mann. Italy II

12 They were shown into the parlatory. ll'id. 17 lioth jr.

the morning and afternoon they are allowed some hours ol

parlatory, as they call it. 1772 NUGENT tr. Jfist. Ft:
Gerund I. til. vi. 557 The drawing-rooms of the ladies, or
the parlalories of nuns. 1890 in Cent. Diet,

Parlay: see PAKLKY v.-

Farle (piul), sb. arch, and dial. Also 7 parl.

[app. f. PARLE v. Cf. also F. parolewotA, speech.]
1. Speech ;

talk ; conversation.

1587 Mirr. King., Ilrennus xxvi, There could no parle of

peace preuayle. 1611 CoftYATCnm&M 2 After this familiar

parle, [lie] dismissed us to our lodging. 1641 J, TRAITK
Thesl. Thc<'l. Ep. Ded. Av, I.. have learned from our
Saviours parle with Peter, not (childishly) to strive for the
last word. 1814 GARY Dante, Paradise tx. 109 But fully to
content Thy wishes. .Demands my further parle. a 1850
ROSSETTI Dante q- Circ. \. (1874) 213 There with dames and
maids hold pretty paries.

b. Speech, language, parlance, nonce-wd.
1793 BURNS Meg o' the Mill iv, A tocher's nae word i

a true lover's parle, But, gie me my love, and a fig for the
warl !

2. A conference, discussion, debate
; spec, a

meeting to discuss terms (between enemies or

opposed parties) under a truce; a truce; = PARLEY
sb\ 2. f To break parle : see BREAK v. 24.
1575 CHURCHYARD Chipfes (1817) 123 Cloking pretensed

mallice vnder a parle and communication of peace. 1585 T.
WASHINGTON tr. .\icholay's I'oy. I. xix. 23 A whyte banner
should . .call the enemies too a Parle. 1592 KvoiW. .$ PITS.
III. iv, Drum, sound a parle to the Citizens. 1602 SHAKS.
Ham. I. i. 62 When in an angry parle He smot the sledded
Pollax on the Ice. 1650 HCBBERT /'/// Formality 204
There is no cessation of Assaults, no parle to be adniitt d.

1671 MILTON Sawsim 785 Let weakness then with weakness
come to parl. 1702 ROWK Tamerl. I. ii. 618. 1807 J. BARLOW
Colnutb. v. 284 When sudden parle suspended all the field

1868 WHITTIER Dole of Jarl Thorkell 5 >
' So be it I

'

cried
the young men,

' There needs nor doubt nor parle.
1

3. Comb. Parle-hill = Parley-hill(f\v.i.f.\sb.1 3*1.

1664 Spi-linans Glass., Parle hill, Collis . . ubi convcnire
olim solebant Centuria;, ant vicinijE incolac ad lites inter se
tractandas 8: terminandas.

t Parle (pa^l), f- 06s. or arch, and dial. Also
6-7 parl. [a. F. parle-r to speak = Pr. parlar,
Sp. parlar, It. par/arc, med.L. parlare, late pop.
L. paraboldre to discourse, talk, i. parabola PAH-
ABLE, discourse, speech.]
1. inlr. To speak ; to talk in conference.
1377 LANCI.. P. PI. B. xvin. 268 Patriarkes and prophetes

ban parled her-of longe, pat such a lorde & a ly;te shulde
lede hem alle hennes. 1573 G. HARVEY Letter-it. (Camden)
31, I wuld be loth to have sutch an orator to parl for me
in a wcitier matter. 1582 STANYHURST /Ends I. (Arb.) 36
Brief!ye then heere Dido, with downe cast phisnomye, parled.
Ibid. IV. 106 At length thus briefly dyd he parle. 1641 J.
TRAPPE Tlaol. T/itol. iii. 43 His delights were with tlie

sonnes of men.. with whom he parled in Paradise. 1706
BAYNARD in Sir J. Floyer Hot ff Cold Bath. n. 229 He
parled

with them, and told them, that if any Body came in,
he would certainly Drown 'em.

2. inlr. To treat, discuss terms, parley (with
an opponent) ; to hold a parley.
1558 in gth Rep. Dep. Kfr. Irel. 84 Commission to Sir

Henry Radclif. .to parle with, take pledges from.. the Irish
of the said counties. 1587 in Hakluyt's Voy. (1600) 1 1 1. 816
They . . within 5 or 6 houres fight set out a flagge of truce and
parled for mercy. 1643 TRAPP Comm. Gen. iii. i When the
Spaniard comes to parle of peace, then double bolt the door.
1675 J. ^EASTOX Narr. (1858) 25 Thay had demanded the
Indians' Armes, and went againe to parrell with them.
1709 DE FOR Hist. Union in Arnot Hist. Edinli. i. v. (1788)
188 The Jacobite and the presbyterian.. parled together.

b. trans. To treat with, parley with. (Cf.
PARLEY v. 2 b.)
1635 PACITT CAristianogr. n. vii. (1636) 65 Whilst the

Bishop
ofRome parleth a faction which receiveth union from

himselfe onely. 1838 S. BELLAMY Bctraval 94 To throw the
gate, already jarring on its mutinous hinge, To the parl'd foe.

c. To discuss, debate.
1631 HEVWOOD zW 1't. Maid of II 'estu. Wks. 1874 II. 360Where kings affaires are questiond, Or may be parled.

Parle, obs. f. PAHBEL. Parlecue, parleycue
(Sc. ) : see PUKLICUE. Parlement, obs. f. PARLIA-
MENT. Parlence, Parler, obs. ff. PARLANCE,
PABLOUB. Parlesie, etc., obs. ff. PALSY.

Parley (pauli), rf.l Also 6-7 parlye, -lie,
-lee. (7 -le, -16), 6-9 parly. [Either from PARLEY

., F. parler vb. inf. taken sbst., or a. OF. parlee,
fern. sb. from pa. pple. ofparler to speak.]
1. Speech, speaking, talk

; conversation, dis-

course, conference; debate, argument. (Now
usually coloured by 2.)
1582 STANYHURST sEncis iv. (Arb.) 97 Her bye tale owt

haukmg rtmyd oft her parlye she chocketh. 1583 W. FLKF.T.
WOOD in Ellis O;^. Lett.Str. t. II. 292, 1 know not what other
parlee Mr. Xowellcan pled. 1589 Gxr.EXE Mtxaf/iou (Arb.)
46 I hey did frolicke amongst themselves with manie plea-
saunt parlies. 1645 HOWELL Lett. (1650) III. 25 Admira-
tion . .that . . you should com to be so great a Master of those
Languages both for the Pen and Parley. 1717 PRIOR Altna
I. 330 They meet each evening in the grove; Their parley
but augments their love. 1791 COIVPER Iliad xxu. 148 A
nymph and swain soft parley mutual hold. 1860 HOLLAND

483

Miss Gilbert vi. 105 Arthur, .without further parley com-
manded him to be silent. 1887 BOWEN / 'ir$. SEneid in.
43t Why with longer parley the rising breezes delay V

t b. A public discussion or disputation in a

University. Obs.

'577 FLT.KE Coiifut.Piirg. 441 This were a pretty question
for a Sophister in Oxford to demand in their parleis.
2. A conference for the debating of points in

dispute ; esp. Mil., an informal conference with
an enemy, under a truce, for the discussion of

terms, or the mutual arrangement of matters, as
the exchange of prisoners; a discussion of terms.
To beat or sound a parley , to call for or request
a parley by sounding a drum or trumpet.
1581 PETTIE Guazzo's Civ. Cony. III. (1586) 138 b, Castles

that come to parley, are coinmonlie at the point to render.
1607 DEKKI-R Hist. Sir T. \Vyatt Wks. 1873 III. 97 stage-
direct., The Herald soundes a parlee, and none answers. 1607
Xc/ial. Disc. agst. Antichr. i. i. 38 Sound for Parle, and
thinke vpon conditions of peace. 1682 BUNVAN Holy War
(Cassel!) 262

_
When this drummer had l>eaten for a parley

he made this speech to Mansoul. 1720 DE FOE Capt.
Singleton xvi. 278 Carrying a white flag, and offering a parley.
1838 PsESOOTT Ferd. f,- Is. (1846) II. xiv. 60 We find iheni
proposing a parley for arranging terms of capitulation.

b. Sc. dial. A truce or armistice in certain

games; the place of truce. Cf. BARLEY i'/.

1723 MESTON Knight Poet. Wks. (1767) 7 On it [his skull)
you might thresh wheat or barley, Or tread the grape ere he
cry'd parley.

C. (See quot.) Cf. beat a parley in a.

1867 SMYTH Sailor's H'rd-bk., Parley, that beat of drum
by which a conference with an enemy is desired. Synony-
mous with cAamatft.

3. Comb, f Parley-hill, in Scotland and Ireland,
formerly, a mound, usually fortified, where the
local disputes of neighbouring districtswere debated
and settled.

1641 in D. Beveridge Cnlross f, Tnlliallan (1885) I. vi. 196
Those who stand in the kirkyarcl or parlyhill discoursing.
1664 Spclinan's Gloss, s. v. Mnlloberginin, Qua? in Hibernia
parly liills,\. pl.icitandi vel interloquendi montesappellantnr

Pa-rley, sl>2 Sc. and dial. Also parly. [Short
forparliament. ~\

A thin cake of gingerbread ;
a

parliament-cake.
1825 JAMIKSON s. v. Parliament-cake, Here's a bawbee

tae ye: awa' an' buy parleys wi't. 18.. M'GiM RAY J'aeiiis
(1862) 108 (E. D. D.) I'ies, parlies, tarts, and butter bakes.
1891 BARRIE I.i'tle Minister (1892) 3 A little boy. .pressed
forward and offered him a sticky parly.

Pa-rley, s6.'-' humorous. [Short for PARLEYVOO.]A Frenchman.
1831 LADY GRANVII.LF. Lett. (1894! II. 78 The girls are led

out by unknown parleys, who caper by their sides and then
give them back to my care.

Parley (pauli), z>.l Also 6-7 -lie, 6-S -ly, (7
-lee). [Either f. F. parler to speak, parlcz speak ! ,

or f. PARLEY sb. (if the latter was earlier).]
1. intr. To speak, talk

; to converse, discourse,
confer (-with). Now arch, (and tending to be
coloured with 2).

hee went down to parlee with those in hell. 1791 COWPER
Iliad xxn. 147 It is no time .. With him to parley, as a
nymph and swain. 1847 DISRAELI Tancred in. i, Is it not
the land upon whose mountains the Creator of the Universe
parleyed with man ?

b. trans. To speak, utter; esp. to speak a

foreign or strange language.
157 J- PHILLIP Frendly Lamm in F.-irr S. P. Eliz

(Parker Soc.) II. 526 Not banning suche pernitinus talkeTo
parley and reporte.

_ 1691 WOOD Ath. O.ton. I. 257 That
Beauty in Court which could not parly Euphuism, was as
little regarded as those now there that cannot speak French.
1873 DIXON Two Queens II. ix. ix. 147 An Italian, who could
parley French and Spanish.
2. intr. To treat, discuss terms

; csp. to hold
a parley (with an enemy or opponent) ; to come
to parley. Alsoyf^f.
1600 DVMMOK Ireland71843] 34 The Lord Lieutenant sent

the Lord of Cayre to parly with him. 1613 HEYWOOD Si/z 1
.

Age in. Wks. 1874 III. 143 Vpon them, when we parlee
with our foes. 1719 DE FOE Crusoe u. xi, We. .offered a
truce to parley. 1823 SCOTT /Vzvrv'/vii, Major Bridgenorth
advanced, as if to parley. 1866 Dx. ARGYLL Reign Latu ii.

[ed. 4) 53_And so we see the men of Theology coming out to

parley with the men of Science.

b. trans. To grant a parley, or an interview for

discussion, to (a person) ; to hold discussion with,

speak to, address.
1611 HEYWOOD Gold. Age in. Wks. 1874 III. 48 Beare

Saturne first to prison, Wee'l after parly them. 1631 Maid
of West v. Wks. 1874 II. 321 Conduct him safe where we
will parly him. 1676 Row Contii. Blair's Avtobiog. xi.

11848) 347 They parlied Lambert. 1839 HAILEV J-'estus vi.

1852) 79 Would'st parley I.uniel on her silver seat?
Hence Pa'rleying fbl. sb. and ///. a.

1692 Diary Siege Lymerick 16 The Cessation which began
yesterday upon the Besieged's Parlying, continued till Ten
a Clock the next Morning. 1803 WORDSW. Satin., to Men
of Kent, No parleying now ! In Britain is one breath.
1887 BROWNING (title) Parleyings with certain People of
Importance in their Day.
Pa-rley, v* U. S. Also parlay, parlee. [Cor-

ruption of PABOI.I q. v.] In faro and horse-iacing, ,

To apply the money staked, together with the i

money won on a bet, in continuing to bet on the
|

PARLIAMENT.
same card, or as a further stake on another horse
or combination of horses, trans, and intr.

1895 How to Make Motley on Small Cap. 63 Were he,
however, to what

is^
termed '

parley
'

his money that is to
say, if. .he put his $5 on his choice on the first race, and, if
tlie horse should win, put all the winnings and his original
$5 on the next race, and so on. Ibid, (lloss. 126. 1895
J-unk's Stand. Diet. s. v., To parlay one's bet.

Hence Parley sb.* - PAROLI.
1904 American Concsp., In horse-racing the parley must

be for the whole '

card
'

of races. In faro, and in rouge-et-
noir, one lays a bet and, winning, leaves it on the table once
more only.

Parleyvoo (paali-), sb. humorous. Also 8
parle-vous, 9 parlez-vous, parlyvoo. [f. F.

parlez-i'ous (parlm?) in parley-Tons francais ? do
you speak French ?]
1. The French language, French

; school-study
of French

; //. French utterances or talk.
1754 FOOTE fCnigh/s u. Wks. 1799 I. 76 In comes a French

fellow . . with his muff and parle-vous. 1813 SOUTHEY March
to Moscow viii, But he look'd while and he look'd blue,
Morbleu ! Parbleu ! When parlez-vous no more uould do.
1822 Gk\x Steam-boat xii. 250 Hut the bodies hae a civil

way with them for a' that, and it's no possible to be angry
at their parleyvoos. 1889 LOWELL in Atlantic MonthlyLXIV. i.

( 8 No words to spell, no sums to do, No Nepo-<and no parlyvoo 1

2. A Frenchman.
iSiS.'i/artiHffJfafr. XLV. 164 Tockies, Jews, and Parlez-

vous, Courtezans and Quakers. 1884 PAI: Kiislaeegi You'll
have the honour of going to fight tlie frog-eating parleyvoos.
3. attrib. or as adj.

= French, or for, ign.
1828 MOIR Mansic H'aiich xi. 95 His waistcoat was cut in

the Parly-voo fashion.

Parleyvoo', v. slang 01 humorous. Also 8 par-
ler vous, 9 parlez-vous, parleyvous. [Formed
as prec. sh.] intr. To speak French

;
to speak

a foreign tongue ; (o palaver.
1765 FOOTE Commissary II. Wks. 1799 II. 28 You know

I can't parler vous. 1813 Son HEY March ta Moscow viii, He
would rather parlez-vous than light. 1823 GAI.T Kntail II.
xxviii. 265 Me and your honest grandfather . . had no foistring
and parleyvooing, like your novelle turtle-doves. 1824
MACAULAY (,/. Lawsuit Misc. Writ. iE6o I. 94 He kept six
French masters to teach him to parleyvoo. 1881 Sat. Rev.
9 July W^ They will be tempted to ask, with their grand-
fathers, where is the use of all this parleyvooing?
Parliament (pa-aliment), rf.l I'orms : ,',-S

parlement, (4-5 perle-), 4 parly-, (perly-), 4-6
parlea-, 5 parli-, 5-7 parla-, (5-6 perla-), 5-
parliament, (5 perlia-, 5-7 parlya-, 7 parle'e-

ment) ; also occas. 4-6 -mente. [ME. a. OF.
parlement speaking (Chans. Roland nth c.), f.

pa'rlcr to speak + -ment, in It. parlamento, med.L.
parlamentutn, whence also !5-i6thc. parlatncnt ;

the form parliament corresponds to an Anglo-Lat.
parliamaitnm, found in I3thc., founded perhaps
on the ME. forms in parly-, parli-.}
T" L The action of speaking ;

a '

spell
'

or
' bout

'

of speaking; a speech; a talk, colloquy, con-

versation, conference, consultation
;
a discussion or

debate. Obs.

[1216-59 MATT. PARIS Hist, Angl. (Rolls) II. 197 Quod
[Lodowicus] voluit habere per intermedios parlamentum
pacificum cum eo [Huberto de Burgo].] 1297 R. GLOLC.
(Rolls) 3519 pere he hulde is parlement wat were best to done.
1320 Cast. I.trjc 896 Gret perlyment they han i-nomen.

a 1375 Lay Folks Mass Kk. App. iv. 282 Takeh s< >od tent pat
ge holde no parlymeiit Wi|> no cristen mon \Vhon ^e come be
Churche wilh-Inne. 1413 Pilgr. Smule (Caxion i (83) I. ix.

5 Thenne herde I within the curteyne a loiue parlament.
c 1450 Merlin 521 Thus ended the parlement betwene the
fader and the sone. 0489 CAXTON Sonnes of Ayinon vi.

136 After Bourgoyns hadde taken Tholouse, he made a grete
parliamente to his folke, And sayd to theym,

'

I.ordes, ye
knowe well [etc.]'. 1542 St. Papers lien. I'III, IX. 219Who wil shortely..comine to Bononye to be at parlement
with thKmperour.

fb. = PARLEY sb.l 2. Obs.

1:1330 R. Bnt'NNE Chron. Wace (Rolls) 7844 porow trist of

trues, of on assent, pey sette a day of Parlcment, O[>on be
Playne of Salesbtuy. Ibid. 16226 Til Cadwalyn his sonde
he [Oswy] sent, pat he wolde com til parlement. 1596
DANETT tr. Comines (1614) 169 Wherefore they fell to parla-
ment and yeelded it by composition. 1610 HOI.LAXD

'

cussion of some matter or matters of general
importance ; spec, the name applied in the early
times of the French monarchy to the assembly
of the great lords of the kingdom, and in England,
in the course of the I3th c. to great councils
of the early Plantagenet Kings; hence, retro-

spectively applied to those of earlier kings before
and after the Norman Conquest, and in ME.
widely and vaguely, or allusively, to any similar
councils of ancient times or foreign nations. (Now
only Hist, and as an earlier stage of sense 3, into

which, in use, it passed without any break.)
[ll.. in Stubbs Const. Hist. I. xiii. 570 Parliamentum Runi-

meda:. 1237-39 MATT. PARIS Hist. Angl. (Rolls) II. 393 De
magno parlamento_ habito Londoniis in octavis Epiplianix
ubi rex exigebat tricesimum regni. [Before this, the word
is colloquium.) 1246-59 Ibid. III. 5 Convenit ad paila-
mentum generalissimum regni Anglican! toulis nobilitas,
tarn preelatorutn quam inilitum.J c 1290 Beket 531 in 6". ng.
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Leg. I. 121 po heo comen to Je pariement [to clarindone]

he king axede heom a-non 5we b" r heo wolden holde )>e

lawes ase heore Auncestres heolden ech-on. a 1300 Cursor
M. 5497 He [Pharaoh] gedirfd] him a pariement. ^1330
R. HIU'NNE Chron. (1810)214 pe barons. .To mak disturu-

aunce bei held a pariement. ['1 his was the Mad Parliament.]

ri374 CHACCKR Troylus iv. 115(143), Pryam J>e kyng ful

soone in general Let here-vpon his Pariement to holile.

c 1400 Dcstr. Troy 9379 Palomydon a perlement puruait
anon, And the grete of |>e grekes gecirit he somyn. 1432-50
tr. Higden (Rolls) VII. in After that he kepe.le a parlia-
ment [1387 TREVISA, made a parlemente] at Oxenford, where

Yngliscne men and Danes were acorded to observe the

lawes of kynge Edgarus. c 1440 Hoctits (Laud MS. 559
If. 10), A noon forthe they wente And kepte a grete perlia-
mente. 1563 GOLDING C.rsar i. (1565) 22 They made request
that it might be lawfull for them to sommon a Parlament of
Gallia at a certain day. 1570 LEVINS Ulanip, 68/14 A Parla-

ment, senatus consultus. 1762 HUME Hist. Eng. II. xii. 9
In a parliament, summoned at Oxford (for the great councils

began about this time [1222] to receive that appellation).

1863 H. Cox Instit. i. iii. 15 In the reign of Edward I the

word ' Parliaments
'

was frequently applied to the assemblies
of the four great courts as well as to the Great Council of

the realm. 1875 STUBBS Const. Hist. II. xiv. 175 niarg.^
Parliament of 1242. First report of a debate.
V
J. The Great Council of the nation, which forms,

with the Sovereign, the supreme legislature of the

United Kingdom (formerly of the Kealm of

England}, consisting of the three Estates, namely
the Lords Spiritual and Temporal (forming together
the House of Lords), and the representatives of the

counties, cities, boroughs, and universities (forming
the House of Commons). By some legal writers,

the Sovereign, as part of the Legislature, is in-

cluded in the Parliament
; but this is not usual.

a. Viewed as a temporary assemblage of persons,
summoned by the Sovereign, and after a time (the

length of which is now limited) again dissolved, to

be succeeded (formerly at an uncertain and often

distant interval, but now within a very short period^

by another assemblage similarly constituted.

This is, in its origin, merely a development of sense 2,

corresponding to the gradual evolution of the modern

parliament from the Great Council. Stubbs Const. J/ist.,

following the chroniclers, uses 'parliament
1 from 1242 on-

wards; But the 'parliaments 'previous to 1275 belong rather
to our sense 2, with progressive approaches to this sense.

In this sense the word may be preceded by a or th?
t
and

have a plural; so we speak of a new parliament, or of the

first, second, or third parliament of Edward I, or of Queen
Victoria, and historians individualize many parliaments by
distinctive appellations : see 8.

[1275 Act 3 F.du\ I (Statute of H'estnt.) Preamble, Ces
sunt les Establisemenz le Key Edward, le fiz le Rey Henry,
fez a Weymoster a son primer oarlement general apres son

corounement . . par son Conseil e par !e assentement dcs

Erceveskes, Eveskes, Abbes, Priurs, Contes, Barons, & la

CCmunaute de la tere ileokes somons.] c 1330 R. BRUXNE
Chron. (1810) 244 To London he [Edw. I: 1286] went. .He
sent to his barouns, a pariement to hold. 1424 Paston Lett,

I. 17 He billes in the too last parlementz holden at West-
minster and at Leycestre. i4S9~AW/J P/t*rirlt. \. 372/2 By
th' advyce of his Lords Spirituell and Temporell, and by you
his Commons in this his presente Parlu.niK-ute assemblyd.

1546 Suppl. Commons (E. E. 1'. S.,l 65 Triey were not :tll

sturdy beggers that were in the Parlament when this lawe
was stablisiied. 1659-60 PFPYS /Vary (1875) 1. 2 To acquaint
him [Monk] with their desires forafree and full Parliament.

1665 HOYLE Occas. Refl. iv. xvii. (1848) 268 Grievances, .for

whose prevention or redress, Parliaments are wont to be

assembled and Laws to be enacted. 1765 BLACKSTONK
Comm. I. ii. 160 These are the constituent parts of a parlia-
ment ; the king, the lords spiritual and temporal, and the com-
mons. 1818-48 MAIAJMMid. Ages (lift.) HI.viii.iit. 19 As to

the meeting to which knights of shires were summoned in 38
Hen. Ill, it ought not to be reckoned a parliament. Ibid. 37
The usual object of calling a parliament was to impose taxes.

1860 C. INNES Scot. Mid. Ages vii. 213 The earliest Parlia-

ment that can be proved.. to have resembled the present

legislative constitution of England by summons of citizens

and burgesses is 49 Hen. Ill, A. n. 1265. 1875 STUBBS Const.

Hist. II. xiv. 92 The famous parliament of .Simon de Mont-
fort was called together by a writ issued on the i4th of

December, to meet at Westminster on the 2oth of January,
1265. 1885 GLADSTONE Sp. Ho. Commons 16 Nov., After

sitting in 1 2 Parliaments a man begins to have, if he has any
brains at all, the capacity and faculty of knowing what a

particular Parliament can do and is likely to do.

b. Viewed as a permanent or continuous insti-

tution, the composition, character, and size of which
have changed from time to time, but which has

itself a continuous history. In this sense usually
without a or tket or plural (except in speaking of

such institutions in different countries, as,
* the

Scottish and Irish Parliaments are now incorporated
in that of Great Britain ').

Act ofParliament, a law made by the Sovereign with the
advice of his Parliament; a statute passed by both Houses
of Parliament and ratified by the royal assent. Clerk ofthe
Parliaments ($ Parliament)^ the chief official of the House
of Lords, who reads the royal assent to bills before Parlia-

ment assembled as a corporate body in the House of Ixsrds.

Imperial Parliament: see IMPERIAL A. 2b. Member of
Parliament: see MEMBER. Writ ofParliament: sec WRIT.

1361 LANGL. P. PI. A. iv. 34 t>ene Pees com to pariement
and put vp a llille, Hou bat Wrong a^eyn his wille his wyf
hedde I-take. ("1380 WYCLIF Sel. Ir'ks. III. 329 J>es worldly
prelatis bat sitten in Perlement. 1393 LANGL. P. PI. C. v.

185 pow shalt nat ryden hennes, Botebemy chyfchaunceler
in chekyr and in pariement, And conscience in alle my
courtes. 1454 Rolls ofParlt, V. 239/2 If the said Thomas
shuld be relessed by Privelegge of Pariement. 1455 Ibid.

317/2 The Office of Clerk of oure Pariement. 15*5 Pilgr.

484

7Y>/ (W. de W. 1531) 16 By actc of parlyament. 1628

CoKKOnLftt. ii. x. 164. 109 h, Parliament is the highest and
most honourable and absolute court of justice in England,
consisting of the king, the lords of parliament, and the

commons. 1647-8 (18 Jan.) CHARLES I Declar.fr. Caris-
brooke Castle, Which I would have rather done, by the way
of my two Howses of Parlament. 1680-1 WOOD Life 5 Mar.

((). H.S.) II I. 84 Providing convenience for the lords to sit

in parliament in the schools fat Oxford]. 1706 Act 6 Ann?
c. n. 3 That the United Kingdom of Great Kritain be

represented by One and the same Parliament to be stiled

The Parliament of Great Britain. 1765 RtACarram&wfenc,
I. t. 102 The privileges of parliament. Ibid, ii. 161 Some
have not scrupled to call its power, by a figure rather too

bold, the omnipotence of parliament. 1774 PENNANT Tour
in Sct>t. in 1772. 161 This Shire and that of Cathness send
a Member to Parlement alternatly. 1800 Act 39 $ 40
Geo. Ill c. 67 Art. iii, That the said United Kingdom be

represented in one and the same Parliament, to be called the

Parliament of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and
Ireland. 1839 KEIHHTLEY Hist, Eng. II. 57 Parliament was

prorogued on the 24th. 1896 Laiv Q. Rn>. July 201 We are

pretty sure it is not the law Parliament intended to make.

C. High Court of Parliament^ a name formerly

applied collectively (as in Bk. of Common Prayer)
to the two Houses of Parliament in session; now

mostly said of Parliament in its judicial capacity.
1450-1662 [see COI-RT J/'.

1
10],

d. transf. The place where Parliament meets ;

the Parliament House, rare.

1628 EAHL MAXCH. in Rucclenck MSS. (Hist. MSS. Comm.)
I. 268 Werden tells me he hath provided you [with a lodging]
not far from the Parliament.

(*4/;The title of the corresponding legislative bodies

which formerly existed in Scotland and Ireland,

and of the existing legislative bodies of certain

British colonies or dependencies, as the Dominion
of Canada, the Australian Commonwealth, the

separate colonies of New South Wales, Victoria,

and Tasmania; also popularly applied to the

legislative assemblies of other colonies, and to

those of foreign countries, as the French Chambers,
the German Reichstag, the Spanish Cortes, etc.

In Scotland and Ireland, as in England, the earliest use was
that of a meeting or session of the legislature, as in 3 a.

a. [*
292 sli'ts Parl. S\flf. I. 445 Coram ipso Kege et

consilio in parliamento suo primo. 1296 Entry in Liber

Niger (^ Chr. Ch., Dublin, 26 Edw. I, Jusiiciarius. .ordinavit

et statuit generate parliamentnm hie ad hunc diem.] 1308
Acts Purl. Sc. I. 573 Item it is ordanyt hat ilke yhere e

kyng sal halde a pariement. 1428 Close Roll of treat.,

7 Hen. VI, Vv lordes spiritual and temporels. & communes
of your land of Ireland, at your parliament last holden at

your citie of Uyvelin [Dublin]. 1617 MORYSON Itin, \\. 7 In

an Irish Parliament he put vp his petition, that, .be might
there haue the place and title of the Earle of Tyrone. 1621

in Crt. $ Times Jas. I (184-;) II. 267 The King of Denmark
. .is gone back to a Parliament in Denmark.
b. 1424 Sc. Acts Jas, I (1597) 29 It is statute and

ordaned, that the breakers of the actts of Parliament be

punished. 1596 SPENSKR State Ircl. Wks. (Globe) 671/1
Howe will those be redressed by Parliament, when as the

Irish which sway most in Parliament. .shall oppose them-
selves agaynst them? 1706 (title) Speech in the Scotch
Parliament concerning the Union. 1707 Acts Parl, Scot,

XI. 407 (Act of Union 16 JanJ At the time of ratifying the

Treaty of Union in the Parliament of Scotland. 1778
Miss lii-RNi-.v F.rclina xxxii, A senator of the nation !

a member of the noblest parliament in the world ! 1800

GRATTAN Speech 26 May, Connexion is a wi^e and profound

policy; but connexion without an Irish Parliament is con-

nexion without its own principle .. without the pride of

honour that should attend it. 1896 LKCKV Liberty <$ Dewocr.

11899) ! i* T 4 The system of direct election of members of

Parliament was not established in France till 1817. Ibid. II.

vi. 44 A law was carried through the Prussian Parliament

giving the Government a discretionary power. 1902 I. E. C.

BOULEY in F.ncycl. Brit. XXVIII. 491/1 The [French] op-

portunist minister ofWar understood the feeling ofparliament.

r&\ Applied to various consultative assemblies.

--a. In the Stannaries, a representative assembly
or convocation of tinners for Devon, or for Corn-

wall, formerly held for the redress of grievances,

and general regulation of the stannaries. Now
only Hist.

1574 in T. Pearce Laws $ Customs Stannaries (1725! 240
The Great Court, or Parliament, of our Sovereign Lady Eliza-

beth.. of the Dutchy of Cornwall holden at Crockerrentorre
..before.. Frances Karl of Bedford. .Lord Warden of the

Stannaries of Devon and Cornwall, c 1630 RISDON Sur?>.

Devon 215 (1810) 223 A high rock, called Crocken-Torr,
where the parliament for stannary causes is kept. 1686

in Calr. Treas. Pap. (1868) 18 His Lordship's letter for

the speedy calling a convocation or parliament of tinners.

1752 in Laws of Stannaries (1808) 14 We, the alwve-said

four and twenty stannators being duly elected, .to serve in

this present convocation, or parliament of Tinners, do a.crtc

that [etc.]. -Aqt Penny Cycl, XXII. 444/1 These assemblies

were called parliaments, or convocations, of tinners, and were

summoned by the lord warden of the stannaries, under a writ,

issued by the duke of Cornwall, or by the king, when there

was no duke, authorizing and requiring him to do so. The
last convocation was held in 1752.

b. A consultative assembly of the members of

the Middle or the Inner Temple.
1681 LTTTREI.L BriefReL 11857* 1.^4 Last week there was

aparliament
held in the Inner Temple., to debate the affaires

of the house. 1706 PHILLIPS s.v., The Societies of the two

Temples, or Inns of Court, do likewise call that Assembly a

Parliament, wherein they consult about the common Affairs

of their respective Houses. 1861 Ilhistr, Lond. Xnvs
XXXIX. 480/1 The Treasurer .. conducted him [Prince of

Wales] to the new Parliament Chamber.. A Parliament was
then formed of the Masters of the Bench present.

PARLIAMENT.

C. fg. and transf. uses.

a 1400 CHAUCER Epil. Cant. T,, The book of seint Valen-

tynes day of the pariement of bridde^. ("1430 LYDG. Min.
Poi-ins (Percy Soc.) 23 The royall lyon lete call a pariement,
All beestes aboute hym every on. a 1592 H. SMITH bertn.

(1622) 22 A man neuer abanduneth euill, until! hee abandon
euill company : for no good is concluded in this Parliament.

1640 DAY (title) The Parliament of Bees. 1727 FIELDING
Love in Sev, Masq. \\. i, I sometimes look on my drawing-
room as a little parliament of fools, to which every different

body sends its representatives. 1741 RICHARDSON Pamela
(1883) II. 100 This would bear a smart debate, I fancy, in a.

parliament of women. 1842 TESSYSON Locksley Hall 128

Till. .the battle flags were furl'd In the Parliament of man,
the Federation of the world. 1893 J. H. BARROWS (title)

The World's Parliament of Religions, .held in Chicago in

connection with the Columbian Exposition of 1893. 1903

Daily Chron. 9 Dec. 4/4 The Cricket Parliament at Lord's.

t d. Pimlico Parliament : see quot. Obs.
T 799 Hull Advertiser 2 Feb. 2/4 One thousand citizens,

with a sprinkling of what is here [Dublin] called the Pimlico

Parliament, or mob.

Cm Foreign uses :

^-i. In France (before the Revolution of 1789),
the name given to a certain number of supreme
courts of justice, in which also the edicts, declara-

tions, and ordinances of the king were registered.

Of these there were twelve, of which the Parlia-

ment of Paris was of greatest importance in French

history. [ F. pariement .]

1560 DATS tr. Sleidane's Comm. 454 The Senate of Paris,

whiche they cal the Parliament. 1626 in Crt. ff Times
Chas. / (1848) I. 84 The French king, by sentence of the

parliament of Rouen and Rennes hath arrested and in his

possession above the worth of / 300,000 of our merchants'

goods. 1656 BLOUNT Glossogr. s.v., In France, those high
Courts of Just ice., are called Sedentary Parlements; and
their Assembly of States General is onely equivalent to our

Parliament. 1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v., The parliament
of Paris is the principal, and that whose jurisdiction is of

the greatest extent. This is the chief court of justice

throughout the realm. 1771 Ann. Rfg. 82 His majesty has

thought fit to branch the parliament of Paris into five different

parliaments, under the denomination of superior courts.

1877 MORLEY Crit. Misc. Ser. n. 228 The parlements took up
their judicial arms in defence of abuses and against reform,

b. In Florence. [= It. parlamenlo J

1832 tr. Sismondis Ital. Rep. i. 22 This meeting of all the

men of the state capable of bearing arms was called a parlia-

ment. 1900 E. G. GARDNER Florence ii. 56 The State was

reorganised, and a new constitution confirmed in a solemn

Parliament held in the Piazza.

CT>V
Short for Parliament-cake : see 9.

t8i2 H. J. SMITH Rej. Addr., Tale Drnry Lane, Crisp

parliament with lollyppps,
And fingers of the Lady. 18*8

MOIR Alansie W'aitch iii. 30 As for the gingerbread I shall

not attempt a description :. .roundabouts, and snaps,. .and

parliaments. 1848 THACKKRAY I'an. Fair xxxviii, Gorging
the boy with apples and parliament. 1881 Proc. Ceog. Soc,

III. 515 They [walls] look exactly as if they were made of

/the sort of gingerbread called
'

parliament '.

kjj) \Vith qualifying words, in the names applied
to various parliaments, chiefly in sense 3 a (but

also in senses 2 and 4). Many of these are not

contemporary, being due to later chroniclers or

historians.

Addled (t Addle) Parliament, that of 1614 : see quots.

1614, 1862. Barebone'S P., a nickname given to the

Little P. (q.v.), from the name of Praise-God Barbon, one

of the members for London. Cavalier P. = Pensioner P.

Convention P. : see CONVENTION 5 a. Devil's P. (Par-
Jiamentutn t/iatoficHwi,ihM held by Henry VI at Coven try

in 1459, which attainted the Duke of York, his son the Earl

of March, afterwards Edward IV, and their chief followers.

Drinking or Drunken P., the Scottish parliament which

met after the Restoration on i Jan. 1661. Good P., that

which met in 1376, and endeavoured to reform abuses.

Great P. : see quots. Lack-learning or Lay P. =
Unlearned P. Little P., the assembly of 120 members,
nominated by Cromwell and his Council of Officers, which

sat from 4 July to 12 Dec. 1653. Long P., that which melon

3 Nov. 1640, commenced the Civil War, and brought about

the death of Charles I ; being 'purged
'

by Col. Pride and

the Republicans in 1648, dispersed by Cromwell in 1653,

and twice restored in 1659, it was finally dissolved in March

1660, after restoring Chas. 1 1 ; also the Parliament ofChas. 1 1
,

which continued from 1661 to 1679. Mad P. (Pttrlta-

mentuta insanmn\ name given to the meeting of the

barons at Oxford in 1258, which passed the
' Provisions of

Oxford'. Marvellous, Merciless, Unmerciful, or

Wonderful P., that of 1388, which condemned the favour-

ites of Richard II. Nominated P. = Little P. Pension,
Pensionary, or Pensioner P., a nickname of the Long
Parliament of Charles II. Rump P., the remnant of the

Long Parliament, in its later history : see RUMP. Running
P., name for the Parliament of Scotland, from its being

shifted from place to place (Brewer). Short P., that which

sat from 13 April to 5 May 1640, before the Lon^ Parliament.

Unlearned P., P. of Dunces (Parliament urn indoc-

tonttn), that convened by Hen. IV at Coventry in 1404,

from which all lawyers were excluded. Unmerciful P. :

see Merciless P. Unreported P., that which sat from

1768 to 1774. Useless P., the first parliament of Chas. I,

18 June to 12 Aug. 1625. Wonderful or Wonder-
working P.: see Slarvellons P.

1614 in Crt. * Times Jas. I (1849) ! 323 The parliament
is dissolved, without the ratification of so much as any one

act; .. thereby rendering it, as they term it here, an *addle

parliament. 1861 Ann. Kn%. II. 353. A D - l6l 4 lhe P**"
ment meets April 5, and is dissolved June 7, without passing

a single act. ..It was in consequence nicknamed the 'addled

parliament'. 1657 Ln. SAY & SFAI.E Let. 29 Dec. in Eng.
Hist. /i'(T'. (1895) X. 107 'A*barbones Parliament, as they
call it, without choyce of the people att all, is not worse

than this. 1663 J. HEATH Brief Chron. Ci-'il ll'ars 648 It

wa-? better know n - . by the name of Barebones Parliament,
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whose Christian name was Praise God, a Leatherseller in

Fleet Street. 1900 [see Little P. \ 1840 MACAULAY Hist. Eng.
ii. (1871) I. 95 The *Cavalier Parliament, chosen in the

transport of loyalty which had followed the Restoration,
r 1690 KIRKTON Hist. Ch. Scot. iii. (1817) 114 This parlia-
ment [1662] was called the *Drinking Parliament. 1580
STOW Chron. 467 (an, 1376) A Parliament, commonly called

the *good Parliament, was holden at Westminster [c 1440
WALSINGHAM Hist. Angl. I. 324 Parliament! quod Bonum
merito vocabatur], 1705 HICKKRINGILL Priest-cr. 11. v. 54
We meet. .with a Parliament, called the good Parliament,
in the soth Year of Edw. Ill, and the great Parliament,
and the marvellous Parliament, both in the Reign of
Rich. II. 1875 STUBBS Const. Hist. II. xvi. 262. 433 The
impeachment of the great offenders, and the substitution
of a new council, were however only a smalt part of the
business of the Good Parliament. ^1465 Eng. Chron,
(Camden 1856) Q In the xxj. yeer of King Richard [II], he

ordeyned and held a parlement at Westmynstre, that was
callid the *grete parlement. 1705 [see Good P.] 1886 F.
YORK POWELL Hist. Eng. to 1509 IV. i. 198 The Great
Parliament of 1295, which was afterwards acknowledged as
the model for such gatherings, as the three Estates were all

present regularly summoned. 1765 BLACKSTONE Connn,
I. ii. 177 Our law books and historians have branded this

parliament with the name of Parliamentum indoctum^ or
the "lack-learning parliament. 1886 F. YORK POWELL Hist.

Eng. to 1509 v. i. 294 In October 1404 the *
Lay or Unlearned

Parliament was called. 1653-76 WHITELOCKK Mem. 14
Aug. (1732) 563/2 They [Cromwell and his Officers] had
appointed the little Parliament whom they chose, and
commanded them. 1900 MORLEY Cromwell 359 The com-
pany of men so constituted stands in history as the Little

Parliament, or, parodied from the name of one of its members,
Barebones' Parliament. 1654 R. WILLIAMS in Mass. Hist.
Coll. Ser. in. X. 2 Major G. Harrison was the 2d in the
nation.. when the Lord Genl and himselfe joined against
the former *long Parliament and dissolved them. 1659
England's Conf. 8 Their old hackney drudges of the Long
Parliament. 1837 W. WALLACE Contn. Mackintosh's Hist.

Eng. VII. vii. 225 Thus ended the long or pensionary
parliament of Charles II., after having sat seventeen years!
1873 EDITH THOMPSON Hist. Eng. xxxiv. 165 Thus ended
that famous 'Long Parliament' which, twice expelled and
twice restored, had existed for twenty years, 1878 S. R.
GARDINER in Encycl. Brit. VIII. 348/2 When the Long
Parliament of the Restoration met in 1661. 1884 Hist.

Eng. IX. xiv. 218 On November 3 [1640] that famous
assembly which was to be known to all time as the Long
Parliament met at Westminster. 1580 STOW Chron. (1631)
igi/i The Lords.. held a Parliament at Oxford, which was
after called the *mad Parliament [1274 Lib. tie Antiq. Leg.
(Camden) 37 Hoc anno fuit illud insane Parliamentum apud
Oxoniam.] 1875 STUBBS Const. Hist. II. xiv, 176. 74 On
the nth of June [1258], at Oxford, the Mad Parliament,

Knighton's Chron. (Rolls) II. 249 Parliamentum sine

misericordia], 1901 S. R. GARDINER Hist. Commiv. (1903)
III. xxxv. 175 One of the advanced members of the *Nomi-
nated Parliament, a 1735 E. HARLEY in Portland MSS.
(Hist. MSS. Comm.) V. 642 During the whole reign of
Charles II. he [sir R. Harley] was a member of that Parlia-
ment called the ^Pension Parliament. 1837

"*

Pensionary P.
[see Long P.}. 1681 NEVILE Plato Rediv. 20 The Evil Coun-
sellors, the "Pensioner- Parliament, the Thorow-pac'd Judges,
the Flattering Divines, c 1641 EVELYN Diary n Apr.
an. 1640, His Majesties riding through the Citty in state to
the *Short Parliament. [1782 PENNANT Journ. Chester to
Land. 141 S tiled

*Parliamentum. indoctorumt not that it

consisted of a greater number of blockheads than parlements
ordinarily do.] 1878 STUBBS Const. Hist. III. xviii. 634-5
In October at Coventry the 'Unlearned Parliament' met.
This assembly acquired its ominous name from the fact that
in the writ of summons, the king, .directed that no lawyers
should be returned as members. 1853 J. W. CROKER in C.
Papers (1884) III. xxviii. 291 There is a lacuna in our
Parliamentary debates .. from 1768 to 1774. That Parlia-
ment is commonly called the '

*unreported Parliament '.

1841 (title) Sir Henry Cavendish's Debates of the House of
Commons during the thirteenth Parliament of Great Britain,
commonly called the unreported Parliament [from roth May
1768 to 13 June 1774], 1580 STOW Chron. (1631) 303/1 This
Parliament was named the Parliament that wrought
*wonders [a 1500 in Knightons Chron. (Rolls) II. 258 note,
Parliamentum apud Westmonasterium operans mira], 1878
FREEMAN in Encycl. Brit. VIII. 319/2 A parliament known
as the "Wonderful and the Merciless.

attrib. and Comb. Of or belonging to a or
the parliament, sometimes = parliamentary ; as

parliament army, barge y book, buildings, business,

censure, day, diary ,fee,gentleman,journal, knight,
news, people, robe, time; made or ordained by
Parliament, as parliament clmrch, faith, law,
religion (hostile terms); also parliament-cake,
-gingerbread, a thin crisp rectangular cake of

gingerbread ; parliament-chamber, the room in

which a parliament meets, spec, that in the Old
Palace of Westminster

; Parliament Christmas,
a hostile name for Christmas according to New
Style, at the introduction of the latter; parliament-
heel (AfetfJl) : see quot. ; parliament hinge, a

hinge with so great a projection from the wall or
frame as to allow a door or shutter to swing back
against the wall ; parliament ordinance : see
ORDINANCE sb. 7 ; Parliament Roll : see ROLL
ofparliament. Also PARLIAMENT-HOUSE, -MAN.
[The reason of the name in some of the special combs, has

not been ascertained.]

1771 GOLDSM. Hist. Eng. III. 277 One of the generals of
the *

parliament army. 1606 Progr. Jos. I (1828) II. 53 The
King of Great Britain passed in the *

Parliament-barge to
Gravesend. 1640 J. BAILLIE Lett. $ Jrnts. (1841) I. 281 The
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Cancelling, .was registrate in the "Parliament-books of that
second session. 1821 GAIT Ami. Parish xix. 182 A genera!
huxtry, with *parliament-cakes, and candles, and pin-
cushions, as well as other groceries, in their window. 1454
Rolls of Parlt. V. 239/2 The Lordes Spirituelx and
Temporelx beyng in the ^Parlement Chambre. c 1543
\V. CLKBE MS. Add. 4609 If. 409 in Parker Dom. Arc/tit.
III. 79 At Westminster the grete chamboure for your
graciouse personne, & the quenes logging, with the parle-
ment chambre & paynted chambre. 1896 Law Times CII.

123/2 A Parliament chamber [Inns of Court] is close tiled,

except for purposes of discipline affecting character. 1837
SOUTHEV Doctor cix. IV. 71 There were people . . who re-

fused to keep what they called
* Parliament Christmas. 1711

HICKES Tiuo Treatises (1847) I. 318 We have a parliament
religion.. parliament bishops, and a *parliament Church.
17261'RAPP Popery i. 63 They call our Church and Religion
. .a Parlianient-church,and Religion. 1738 P.IRCH Alilton \.

App. 70 Lord Altham declar'd, That he had been turning
over his Father's Papers, amongst which he found a*Parlia-

ment-lJiary, written by himself. 1581 Reg: Privy Council
Scot. Ser. i. III. 428 Certane small custumes, callit of auld
the 'Parliament fee or archearis wyne, 1629 in Crt. fy Times
Chas. I ("1848) II. 35 What passed between the judges and
our "parliament gentlemen upon their appearance the first

day of the term, the enclosed will inform you. 1769 FAL-
CONER Diet. Marine (1789), ^Parliament-heel, the situation
of a ship, when she is made to stoop a little to one side, so as
to clean the upper part of her bottom on the other side. 1782
Ann. Reg. 225* The Royal George, .should receive a sort
of slight careen, which the seamen., call a parliament heel.

1609 BIBLE (Douay) 2 Kings v. comm., Those that..goe to

church, to shew them selves obedient to the *Parliament law.
1845 JAMES A.Neil i, Have you seen any of the *parliament
people there? 1629 in Crt. $ Times Chas. I (1848) II. 15
Proceedings against the "parliament prisoners in the Star-

Chamber. 1565 HARDING Confid. Jewel's A f>ol. vi. ii. 278 Let
vs not be blamed, ifwe call it 'parlament religion, parlament
gospel), parlament faith. 1711-26 [see Parliameut'Church].
1533 WRIOTHBSLBY CArwz. (Camden) I. 19 The Lordes going
in Their * Parliament roabes, 1414 Rolls ofTarIt. IV. 57/2
Enacted in the * Parlement Rolle. 1454 Rolls of Parlt. V.

239/2 In tyme of vacation, .and not in
*
Parlement tyme.

t Parliament, sb* Error for PABAMENT b or
PALLIAMENT.
1539 /:-. R. Wardr. (1815) 32 Ane gowne of freis claith

of gold bordourit with perle of gold lynit with crammasy
satyne the hude and parliament of the samyn. 1584 R. W.
Three Ladies London in Hazl. Dodsley VI. 312 Wouldst
know whither with this parliament I go?
Parliament, v. rare. [Late ME. parlement,

a. QV.parlementer (r^h c. in Littre) : cf. It. and
ms&.'L.parlamentare (1297 in Du Cange) to parley
or speak together.]
fl. intr. To talk, converse; to confer, parley. Obs.
1491 CAXTOM Vitas Pair. (W. de W. 1495) i. xlviii, 91/2

After that they hadde longe parlemented togyder in theyr
langage. 1543 St. Papers lien. VIII, IX. 465 [They] wolde
have parlamentidde withe the capteyns of the towne for the
rendnnge of it. 1596 DANETT tr. Cemines (1614) 301 Who
brought word that they were content to parlament. Ibid.

302,308. 1610
J. MELVILL Diary (1842) 223 The King.,

resolved to Parliament.

1 2. trans. ? To assemble, gather together. Obs.
1589 NASHE Almond for Parrat 2 The full sLnode of

Lucifers ministers angells assembled, did parlament all their

enuy to the subuersion of our established ministry.
3. intr. To attend Parliament

; to discharge the
duties of a member of Parliament. Also with //.

1642 R. HARRIS Sermon Ep. Ded., My worke was to
Moume, to Preach ; not to Parliament-it. 1786 BURNS Two,
Dogs 147 Wha, aiblins, thrang a parliamenlin, For Britain's

guid his saul indentin.

4. fig. (humorous} To vociferate, gabble.
l8y*Fig/a 30 May 714/1 A great phalanx [of geese], which

stood loudly
'

parliamenting
'

on the mud beyond.
Hence Parliame'nting vbL sb.

1596 DANETT tr, Camines (1614) 309 But waiting for this

parlamenting I had begun. 1830 GALT Lawrie T. i. iv.

(1849) ii There was a pleasure in ..our sederunts which
I doubt if wiser parliamenting often furnishes.

t Parliame-ntal, a. Obs. [See -AL.] Of or

pertaining to Parliament
; parliamentary.

1570 FOXK A. fy M. (ed. 2)611/1 A summary recapitulation
of such parlamentall notes and proceedinges, as then were
practised by publike parlament. 1627-77 FELTHAM Resolves
i. xxiii. 41 Against the Parliamental Acts of the two Houses.
1649 PRYNNK Vind. Liberty Eng. 17 Deriving their Parlia-
mental Authority onely from the people. 1775 T. LYNCH in

Sparks Corr. Amer. Rev. (1853) ! 83 The destruction of the
Parliamental army in America will certainly produce peace.

Parliamentarian. (-e>rian), sb. and a. Also

7 parla-. [f.
as PARLIAMENTARY + -AN.]

A. sb. fl. One who accepts a religion or
church ordained or ruled by parliament. Obs*
Cf. parliament church^ PARLIAMENT st>J- 9.
1613 SIR E. HOBY Countersnarle 72 Yet doth hee make

no other reckoning of you, then of so many Parlamentarians,
whose Religion is steared by the Helme of the State.

2. Hist* One who took the side or was in the
service of the Parliament, as against the King,
during the contests and Civil War of the I7th c.

[WHITELOCKE Mem. (1682) 57/2, sub anno 1642: And now
came up the Names of Parties, Royallists, and Parlia-
mentarians ; Cavaliers, and Roundheads.]
1644 in Rushw. Hist. Coll. in, II. 746 The Parliamentarians

were forced to retreat in haste. 1648 Petit, ofEast. Assoc. 19
Under the titles of Malignants, and Parliamentarians. 1649
Bounds Pul>l. Obcd. (1650) 40 So many here were insnared,
both Royallists and Parliamentarians. 1736 NEAL Hist.
Purit. 1 1 1. 39 His Majesty . . gavedirections to seize the lands
and goods of the Parliamentarians. 1831 R. VAUGHAN Mem.
Stuart^Dynasty II. 121 The parliamentarians were found
chiefly in the metropolis and its neighbourhood.

PARLIAMENTARY.
3. One versed and skilful in parliamentary usages

and tactics ; a skilled and experienced parlia-
mentary debater.

1834 Oxford Univ. Mag. I. 39 A veteran parliamentarian.
1894 Ir'tslm. Gaz. 15 Mar. 5/1 Parliamentarians were
proud of the greatest Parliamentarian of the century.
4. Applied to a member of a *'rench parlement,

or of a foreign
'

parliament '.

1893 A. OGLE Marq. D'Argenson 33 He took refuge, like
many an irate, but thrifty parliamentarian, in the Rue
Quincampoix.

B. adj.
= PARLIAMENTARY a., esp. in sense i b.

1691 WOOD Ath. Oxen II. (R.), Being in a manner undone
by the seventies of the parliamentarian visitors in 1648. 1823SCOTT Pei'cnl ii, The parliamentarian Major uas con-
siderably embarrassed by this proposal. 1856 R. A. VAUGHAN
Mystics (1860) I. 25 The Parliamentarian soldier was often
seen endeavouring to adapt his life to a mistaken application
of the Bible. 1882-3 in Hchaff Encyd. I. 381 Cai-.ada is a
self-governing country, with a parliamentarian system.
Hence Parliamenta-rianisra, the parliamentary

principle or system.
1879 M. PATTISON Milton 137 The Greeks of Constantinople

..were not more infatuated than these pedantic common-
wealth men with their parliamemarianiMii when Charles II.
was at Calais. 1884 Atncnziiin 27 Dec. 831/2 M. Hubert
proves that the Belgian constitution of 1831 was drawn.,
partly also from English parliamentarianism.

Parliame'ntarily, adv.
[f. PARLIAMENTARY

+ -LY ^.] In a parliamentary way ;
in accordance

with parliamentary procedure ;
in connexion with

parliament.
1768 GREXVILLE in Bancroft Hist. U.S.(iS 7 6'< IV. xxxviii.

134 How do we know, parliamentary, that Boston is the
most guilty of the colonies? a 1797 H. WAI.POLE Mem.
Gco. II (1822) I. 48 He disliked proceeding parliamentarily
in this business. 1888 G. GISSIXG Lifts .Morning III. xix.
113 Mr. Iia.\enda!e was in London, parliamentarily occupied.
Parliame-ntariness. rare-",

[f.
as prec. +

-NESS.]
' The being according to the Rules, Method

or Authority of a Parliament' (Bailey vol. II. 1727).
Parliamentarism ipajlime-ntariz'm}. [f.

as prec. + -ISM : cf. militarism.] A parliamentary
system of government.
1870 Daily News 14 Jan., There is not one. . who, if left

alone, would not, in a given time, bring Parliamentarism
into discredit. 1884 American VIII. 295 He cannot stay. .

the onward sweep of parliamentarism in Germany. 1890
ffarfer's Mag. June 71/2 A procedure similar to English
parliamentarism.

Parliamentary (pa-ilime-ntari), a.
($/;.). Also

7 parla-, 7-8 parle-. [f. PARLIAMENT or med.L.
parliament-urn + -ARY 1

: cf. m<x\..parkt/ientaire.~\
1. Of, belonging or relating to a parliament, or

to parliament as an institution; of the nature of
a parliament.
Parliamentary agent, a person professionally employed to

take charge of the interests of a party concerned in or affected
by any private legislation of Parliament.
1626 KIR S. D'EwKS AutoHog. if Corr. (1845) II. 179 Or-

dinarie newes I omitt, such I call Parliamentarie, of the
Lower House, and forraine. 1644 VICARS God in Mount
134 That forementioned.. inclination of our Parliamentary
Senators. 1813 MAR. EUGKWORTH i'atron. (1833) III. xxvii.

29, I know.. as a minister what must be yielded to parlia-
meiMary influence. 1819 I. DEAN in M'Adam Rein. Read
Making (1823) 187 Would you, as a parliamentary agent,
undertake to prepare and conduct an ordinary road" bill

through parliament? 1886 GLADSTOXE 21 Jan. in Hansard
Ser. in. CCCII. 112, I will venture to recommend them, as
an old Parliamentary hand, to do the same.

b. Of, belonging or adhering to, the Parliament
in the Civil War of the I7th c.

1761 HUME Hist. Eng. III. Ixi. 319 He.. inspired that
spirit which rendered the parliamentary armies in the end
victorious. 1778 PKXNAXT Tour in Wales (1883) I. 16 His
house, which in September 1643 was surrendered to the parle-
mentary forces. 1843 Penny Cycl. XXVII. 560/1 In 1642
Worcester was besieged by the parliamentary forces.

C. Of or belonging to the Parliament of Paris.
1620 BRENT tr. Sarpfs Council Trent v. 463 There was a

fame that the French-men, though Catholikes, came with
Sorbonicall and Parlamentarie minds, fully bent to acknow-
ledge the Pope no further then they pleased. 1791 MRS.
RAUCUFFE Rom. Forest i, The proceedings in the Parlia-

mentary Courts of Paris during the I7th century.
d. allusively. Slow or deliberate like the pro-

cedure of Parliament.
l83S J- M. GULLY Magendie's Fornittl. Pref. 3 Beholding

the parliamentary pace of our British Pharmacopoeias in the
official recognition and adoption of the numerous and active
remedies which the chemists of France are continually send-
ing forth.

2. Enacted, ratified, or established by Parliament.
Parliamentary minister (Ch. of Scot.), a minister of a

church having an endowment, but which is not a parish
church.
1616 CHAMPXEY I'oc. Bps. 161 Not onlie this parlementarie

fashion of ordination but the verie order of Bishops it selfe.

i6aa BACOX Hen. I'll Wks. 1879 I. 734/2 To the first three
titles, .were added two more, the authorities parliamentary
and papal, c 1701 Rein. Reign Will. Ill in Select.fr. Hart.
Misc. (1793) 493 Thus the prince of Orange .. mounted the

imperial throne of England, Scotland, and Ireland, by a
parliamentary title. 1772 PRIESTLEY lust. Relig. (1782) I.

Ded. 7 Chearfully pay all parliamentary taxes. 1854 H.
MILLER AY/<.

<jr Schm. xxii. (ed. 4) 461 When, .the General
Assembly admitted what were known as the Parliamentary
ministers, and the ministers of chapels cf ease, to a seat in

the church courts. 1855 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. xvii. IV. 106
To obtain a Parliamentary ratification of the treaty.

b. Parliamentary train : A train carrying
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PARLIAMENTARY.

passengers at a rate not exceeding one penny a

mile, which, by Act of Parliament (7 & 8 Viet.

c. 85), every railway company is obliged to run

daily each way over its system. So Parliamentary
carriage', fare, ticket, etc.

1845 Bradshaw's Railway Guide Aug. 5 Fares between
London and Brighton Passengers by ist class i\ hour
trains, 14$. 6d. ; .. 2nd class . . by 2^ hour trains, 8s. ; third

class, 5$.; parliamentary trains, 4^. -$d, 1849 ALB. SMITH
Pottleton Leg; (repr.) 65 In a parliamentary carriage, very
like a rabbit-hutch. 1880 Miss BRADDON Clov. Foot xxxviii,
He went early on Tuesday morning by the parliamentary
train. 1893 G. ALLEN Scallywag 1. 178 A parliamentary
ticket by the slow train from Dorsetshire to Hillborough.
3, Consonant with the usages or agreeable to

the practice of Parliament ; according to a parlia-

mentary constitution.

1625 Commons* Debates (Camden) 94 His Majestic pro-
mis'd a more particular, and, as I may terme it, a more
Parliamentary answere, article to article. 1628 in Crt. $
Times Chas. 7(1848) I. 354 We now sit in parliament, and
therefore must take his majesty's word no otherwise than
in a parliamentary way. 1656 in Burton's Diary (1828) I.

206 It is not parliamentary, under colour of a petition, to

bring in a Bill. 1711 Fingall KISS, in zoM AY/. Hist.
MSS. Comm. App. v. 116 He desired money in a parlia-
mentary way from his people,

b. Of language : Such as is permitted to be
used in parliament ; hence allusively, Admissible
in polite conversation or discussion; civil, courteous.

Sometimes, of a peculiar or novel word or phrase :

that has been used by some one in Parliament.
1818 far/. Debates 1409 Mr. Brougham asked, whether

the last expression [' totally false '] of the hon. gentleman
was intended in a parliamentary sense? 1824 BYRON JU,MI
xvi. Ixxiii, He was 'free to confess' (whence comes this

phrase? Is't English? No 'tis only parliamentary) [i.e.
used by the Younger Pitt, 1788-9]. \^z^G\i.T Rothelan I. n.
vii. 205 The taste and discrimination with which we so give
them the go-by, to use an elegant parliamentary phrase.
1854 EMERSON Lett. $ Soc. Aims, Eloquence Wks. (Bohn)
III. 192 The speech of the man in the street is invariably
strong, nor can you mend it by making it what you call

parliamentary. 1866 GKO. ELIOT F. Holt xxx, The nomina-
tion-day was a great epoch of successful trickery, or, to

speak in a more Parliamentary manner, of war stratagem.
1885 Upool Daily Post 7 May 5/3 Two gentlemen politely
and in strictly Parliamentary language calling one another

incompetent administrators,

B. sb. I. 1. a. A member of Parliament.
1626 in Crt, % Times Chas. 7(1848) I. 116 The eight par-

liamentaries who gave their charge against him to the Lords
will not accuse him in that court. -11825 MRS. SHERIDAN
Let. to Parr 13 Dec. in J'.'s li-'A-s. (1828) VIII. 468 An un-

lucky word, .has made some little confusion in the heads of
a few old Parliamentaries. 1878 MORRIS in Mackail Life
I, 362 On Monday our Parliamentaries began to quake.

b. = PABLIAMENTAKIAN sb. 2.

1649 Declar. Bps. fr Clergy at Clonmacnoise 4 Dec. in

J. C. Monahan Rec. Dioceses Ardagh fy Clonm. (1886) 101
The Commander in Chief of the Rebel Forces commonly
called Parliamentaries.

2. Short for parliamentary train : see 2 b above.
1864 TRAFFORD (Mrs. Riddelb G. Geith (1865) II. vi. 54

Our pleasures travel by express: our pains by parlia-

mentary. 1866 DICKENS Mugby Junction, She's a Parlia-

mentary, sir.

II. 3. A person sent to parley with the enemy,
to make or listen to proposals. [F. parlemmtairei\
1865 MAFFEI Brigand Life I. 155 On the zgth of May he

sent . . a parliamentary to the Piedmuntese garrison, sum-
moning them to surrender. 1898 in Columbus (Ohio) Disp.
15 Apr. 1/2 The colonial government, .is to send Senors

Giberga, Dolz and Viondi in the character of parlia-
mentaries, to treat with the insurgents.
Hence Parliame'ntaryism = PARLIAMENTARISM.

1839 Blackw. Mag. XLVI. 105 They have no taste for . .

the journalism, the budgetism, the parliamentaryisin of the

igth century. 1898 Edin, Rev. Apr. 531 The inharmonious
working of parliamentaryism,

t Parliamenta'tion. 06s. rare 1
, [a. K.

parlementation (i6thc.), f. parlementer : see PAR-
LIAMENT v. and -ATION.] The holding of a parlia-
ment or council ; conference.
1622 E. MISSFLDEN Free Trade 4 With the Parliamenta-

tion and Consultation of all the Parts together about these
Causes and Remedies.

Farliamenteer (pajllmentlou), sb. Also 7
-eir, 7-8 -ier. [f. PARLIAMENT sb. + -EER.]
1. Hist. = PARLIAMENTARIAN st>. 2.

1642 Pr. Ruperts Jrnl. 10 Nov. in Eng. Hist. Rev. (1898)
XIII. 731 The Parliamentiers came to treate at Colebrooke.
1643 /*'<* 2 * Sept. ibid. 735. 1643 PKYNNE Popish R.
Favourite 73, I.. beseech all protestant cavaliers, and Ami-

parliamenteers
whatsoever. 1691 VJoooAt/i, O.von. I. 463 He

left five sons . . who all (one excepted) proved zealous Parlia-
menteers. 1738 BIRCH Life Milton App., M.'sWks. 1738 I. 84
The very Destroyers of the King (whom the first Parlia-
mentiers calfd Rebels). ift|3CAitx.YLECVvutfW#(xfB5)1. 175A Committee of Parliamenteers went with him.
2. = PARMAMENTAUIAX sb. 3. rare.

1893 National Observer 15 Apr. 543/2 Novelist or play-
wright, painter or parliamenteer.
Hence ParliamenteeTship nonce-wd.
1840 CARLYLE Heroes vi, If my Protectorship is nothing;

what in the name of wonder is your Parliamenteership ?

Parliamentee'r, v. [f. prec. sb.] Rarely
used exc. in Parliamentee'ring vbl. sd., engage-
ment in parliamentary affairs, electioneering ; ppl.a.

occupied with parliamentary affairs. (Cf. moun-

taineering, etc.)
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1711 Brit. Apollo III. No. 151. 2/2 A Parliamenteering to
Chelmsford . . I lately rid down. 1712 (title) The Art o
Parliamenteering. 1789 Gouv. MORRIS in Sparks Life <

Writ. (1832) II. 63 All are engaged in parliamenteering
1871 CARLVLK in Mrs. C.'s Lett. II. 374 William Harcourt
the now lawyering, parliamenteering, &c. ; loud man.

t Parliame*nter. Sc. Obs.
[f. PARLIAMENT +

-ER 1
.] A parliament-man, a member of Parliament

1787 TAYLOR Poems 9 (E. D. D.) Some Parli'mentars may
tak bribes. 1834 Tait's Mug. I. 11/1 Ye are aye complain-
ing o' the parliaments, Robin. 1842 VKDDER Poems 120
If I'd been fluent, do you see, I'd been a parliamenter.

Parliament-house, Parliament house.
The building in which a parliament meets.
Formerly applied to the (Old) Houses of Parliament at

Westminster; still used of the building in Edinburgh in

which the Scottish Parliament met (now used as the general
waiting-room and lounge of persons engaged in the business
of the Court of Session), and of those of various Colonial

Legislatures.
c 1394 P. PI. Crede 202 Y-set on lofte ; As a Parlement-

hous. 1525 LD. REKNERS Froiss. II. cxxviii. 363 The con-
stable hath entred his quarell and plee agaynst you in the
parlyament house of Parys. 1543 BRINKLOW Compt. 27 Ye
that be lordes and burgessys of the parlament house. 1605
in Crt. <V Times Jos. I (1849) I. 36 There was placed under
the Parliament House, where the King should sit, some
thirty barrels of powder. 1706 Loud. Gaz. No. 4270/3 His
Grace. .was attended in his going to the Parliament-House
[Edinburgh] by most of the Nobility. 1771 GOLDSM. Hist.
Eng. III. 165 Their first intention was to bore a way under
the parliament -house from that which they occupied. 1818
SCUTT Ifrt. Midi, v, The haill Parliament House., was
speaking o' naething else. 1836 GEN. P. THOMPSON Exerc.
23 J u!y A wearisome and fruitless debate on the plans for
the new Parliament-houses.

Fa rliameiit-iua:ii, parliament man.
Now Hist, or dial. Also 8 parliamentman.
1, A member of the Parliament, orig. of England,

also of Scotland and Ireland, later of the United

Kingdom; occasionally applied to a member of
the House of Lords, but usually, like 'Member
of Parliament

1

now, to a member of the House
of Commons.
1605 SIR E. HOBY in Crt. fy Times Jos. 7(1849) ! 35 Sun-

dry parliament men are dead since the last session, as Sir
Thomas Atye, Sir Edward Stafford, .. young Sir Henry
Beaumont, sc. 1621 J. MEAD ibid. II. 265 We talk here as
though the Earl ofSouthampton should refuse toanswerthe
commissioners.. because he is a Parliament man. 1622 R.
RRL-CE in Senn. etc. (1843) 131, I spoke not with a [Scottish]
Parliament-man, except the Lord Kilsyth. i66oEvEi.VN/)/rtrj/
5 July, All the Parliament-men, both Lords and Commons.
1668 PEPVS Diary $ Dec., My great design, .is to get myself
to be a Parliament-man. 1766 GOLDSM. Vic. II'. xviii, I set
him down in my own mind for nothing less than a Parlia-
ment-man at least. x8oa ANDERSON Cwnbld. Ball. 22 Our
squire's to be parliament man. 1818 SCOTT Hrt. Midi. iv.

1889 TLNNYSON Oivd Rod vii, Fur 'e's moor good sense na
the Parliament man 'at stans fur us 'ere.

t b. Applied loosely to members of other legis-
lative bodies. Obs.

4:1729 W. BYRD Hist. Dividing Line (1866) I. 36 Letting
us know he was a Parliament Man [described as

' one of the
Senators of N. Carolina '].

2. = PARLIAMENTARIAN sb. 2. rare.

1853 WIHTTIER Prose Wks. (1889) II. 419 The pious en-
thusiasm of the old Cameronians and Parliament-men of the
times of Cromwell.

t Pa'rliance, pa rleance. Obs. [Altered
from PARLANCE after parley.] Parleying, parley.
1599 HAKLUYT Voy. I. 229 If you shall be inuited into any

Lords or Rulers house, to dinner, or other parliance. 1615
HEYWOOD Foure Prent. Lond. i. Wks. 1874 II. 212 He
sound my Drumme To drown his voyce, that doth for

parleance come. 1633 HRYWOOD -znd Pt. Iron Age iv. i.

Wks. 1874 III. 399 After some amorous parliance.

t Parlie-r, v. Obs. rare- 1
, [ad. V. parler after

parley, cf. Ger.parlieren.~\ intr. To speak French.
1666-7 DENHAM Direct. Paint, iv. vi, Then draw .. Not

homewards, but for Flanders, or for France ; There to par-
Her a while.

Parlimente, obs. form of PARLIAMENT.

Pa'rling, vbl. sb. [f. PARLE v. + -ING l.] The
action of the vb. PARLE. a. Speaking, conversing.
1582 STANYHURST /Eneis iv. (Aib.) 104 In myd of his par!-

ing from gazing mortal he shrincketh. 1650 J. REYNOLDS
Flower Fidel. 155 Their melodious par! ing.

b. Parleying ; a parley ; a conference.

1537 St. Papers Hen.VIIf, II. 492 The Judges, .shuld be

dyschargeid from hosteinges, parlmgs, roodes,and jornayes.
1644 PKYNNE & WALKER Fiennes's Trial fa^ I followed the

Enemy, .fell from fighting, to Parling.
c. Comb. Farling-hill : = PARLEY-^?"//.

1664 in Spelmaris Gloss, s.v. Parlamentum.

Fa'rling, ///. a.
[f. PARLE v. + -iNG 2

.]

Speaking ; parleying.
1593 SHAKS. Liter. 100 But she that neuer cop't with

traunger eies, Could picke no meaning from their parling
lookes. ci6os ROWLEY Birth Merl. \. i, The king.. calls

a council for return of answer Unto the parling enemy.
Parlour, parlor (pa-ibi). Forms : 3-5

parlur, (5 -lure), 4-6 parlore, 4-5 perlowr, 5

parlowr(e, -lere, 5-7 parler, -loure, (6 perler,
-lour, parlar(e) ; 4- parlour, 6- parlor. Parlour
is now usual in Britain, parlor in America.

[ME. parlur, etc. a. AF. parlur, from OF. parleor,

parleur (i2th c.), parleour Pr. parlador^ It.

parlatorio, -toio med.L. parlatoriitm (L. type
) f. parlare : parOlare \-parabo-

PARLOUR
/are to speak. Cf. the more usual med.L. focft-

tdriwti) f. loqui) locut-us to speak.]
A. Forms.

rti22S Parlur, ^1330 Parlour [see B. i]. c 1290 South
Eng. Leg, \. 286 Swat I n J>e parlore ?' seint Domenic seide.
14.. in Tnndalcs I'is. (1843) 114 Fresch perlowres glased
as bryght as day. ^1440 t'ronip. Parv. 384/2 Parlbwre,
locntorium. 1445 AGNES PASTON in Lett. I. 59 The parler
and the chapelle at Paston. 1483 Somerset Medieval Wills
(1901) 242 The hall parlur chambers Chapell Kechin and
other houses of my maner of Assheton. 1509 Nychodemns
GmAftffW. de W. 1518) 4 Than wente our lorde Ihesu out
of the parlore. 1535 COVERDALE 2 Sain, xviii. 33 Then was
the kynge soroufull, and wente vp in to the perler vpon the
gate, and wepte. 1554 HOOPER Breafe Treat, in Strype
Eccl, Mem. (1721) III. App. xxiv. 69 Mr. Hales came into
the pailare. 1610 - Parlor, Parlour [see H. 2], 1676 D'UfiFEY
Mad. Fickle u. ii, I've led him into the Parler.

B. Signification. I. 1. An apartment in a

monastery for conversation with persons from out-

side, or among the inmates.
rti225 Ancr. R, (Camden) 68 NimeS o3er hwules..|>eo

o5re men & wummen to ^>e parlurs burle, speken uor
neode. 1:1330 R. KKUNNE Chron. Wace (Rolls) 7066 He
asked leue atte pripur To speke wy|> Constant y be parlour.
('1425 Eng, I'oc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 670/5 Hoc locntorium,
parloure. 1593 Rites of Durham ^urtees) 52 Thorowgh
y8

parler, a place for merchaunte to vtter ther waires.
1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl., Parlour, Parloir, in nunneries, a
little room, or closet, where people talk to the nuns, through
a kind of grated window.. .Anciently there were also par-
lours in the convents of the monks, where the novices used to
converse together at the hours of recreation. 1886 RUSKIN
Prxterita I. 421 A chat with us in the parlour. 1903 J. T.
FOWLER in Rites of Durham (Surtees) 238 The utter or
outer Parlour, Locutorium, or Spekehouse, was usually on
the western side of the cloister. . . There was always an inner

parlour for more strictly monastic conversation.

2. In a mansion, dwelling-house, town-hall, etc.,

orig. A smaller room apart from the great hall, for

private conversation or conference (e. g. a banker's

parlour, the Mayor's Parlour in a town-hall).
Hence, in a private house, the ordinary sitting-
room of the family, which, when more spacious
and handsomely furnished, is usually called the

drawing-room. Formerly often simply = 'room*
or ' chamber *, sometimes a bedchamber.
c 1374 CHAUCER Troylus n. 33 (82) Two obere ladyes sette

and she, WJb-Inne a paued parlour, a 1400-50 Alexander
5304 In-to a preue parlour bai passe bathe to-gedire. a 1425
Cursor M. 16093 (Trin.) Anoon pilate vp he roos :. . And 5ede
in to be parlour [earlier MSS. pretori].

c 1460 Towneley
Myst. iii. 133 Make in thi ship also, Parloures oone or two,
And houses of offyce mo. 1486 Nottinghaut Rec. I II. 253 pe
Counsell House and be Parlour vnder hit. 1549-62 STERN-
HOLD & H. Ps. Iv. 16 For mischiefe raigneth in their hall and
parlour where they dwell. 1589-90 in Willis & Clark Cam-
bridge (1886) III. 382 A forme for the College parler. 1598
Ibid.) The parlor all seeled with wayns-jott. 1595 Lane.
Wills (1857) II. 129 [To] permit my wife to have two parlers
or other conveniente places to her use. 1610 BP. HALL
Recoil. Treat. (1614) 780 Extemporarie devotions in your
Parlors. 1625 BACON Ess., Building (Arb.} 549 To haue, at
the further end, a Winter, and a Summer Parler, both
Faire. 1787 M. CUTLER in Life, etc. (1888) I. 235 The
Parlor, Drawing-room, and Dining-hall are in the second
story. I798WASHINGTON JFr/V. (1893) XIV, i3o^fc, MrLear
. . informed me that a gentleman in the parlour below desired
to* see me. 1884 J. QUINCY Figures ofTost 367 He stood at
one end of the low parlor of the President's house. 1886
MORLEY Crit. Misc., Geo. Eliot III. 106 Jane Austen bore
her part in the little world of the parlour that she described.

b. Used as a dining or supper room.
1377 LANCL. P. PI. B. x. 07 To eten bi hym-selue In a

pryue pa[r]loure. .and leue j>e chief halle. 1526 TINDALE
Mark xiv. 15 He wyll shewe you a greate parlour, paved,
and prepared. 1542 UDALL Erastn. AJx>ph. 69 b_,

Neither
could he wishe . . a more galaunte parloure to eate in. a 1586
SIDNEY Arcadia i. (1629) 15 To the Parler where they used
to sup. 1689 in Taylor Wakefield Manor (1886) 126 Duas
ccenaculos, anglice parlors. 1796 Hist. Ned Evans I. 199
In the parlour was a table elegantly covered, and a servant
in a laced livery behind every chair. i823RuTTER./'"0M;Y/
63 The Oak Parlour was the only room for the service of
dinner. 1904 LD. ALDENHAM Let. to Editor, In my youth
[1830-50] the room on the ground floor which is now called
the Dining Room was always called the Parlour.

C. In different parts of England, the inner or

more private room of a two-roomed house, cottage,
or small farm-house, variously used according to

locality, kind of household, etc., as the living-room
of the family distinct from the kitchen, or as

the 'best room* distinct from the ordinary living
room (or sometimes as a bed-room). See Eng.
Dialect Diet. s. v.

[1469 Bury Wills (Camden) 45, I will that the seid Denyse
haue the new hows callyd a parlure, wyth the kechyn, and
the chamberys parteynyng to the seid parlure and kechyn.
1482 MARC. PASTON Witt in Lett. III. 286 My fetherbedde
..in my parlour at Mauteby. 1599 Acc.-bk. W. Wray in

Antiquary XXXII. 243 In the chamber over the hawle and

parloure.] 1825 MACKINNON Acct. Messittgham 25 (E.D.D.)
The cottages had only a house and parlour, the parlour
being used as a dormitory for the whole family, both male
and female.

d. (ransf.ondj^.
= (

chamber', 'inner chamber*.

1561 T. NORTON Cak'in's Inst. v. (1634) 8 He hath framed
lis Parlours in the waters, that the clouds are his chariots.

1670 COTTON Espernon i. iv. 156 He had also discover'd
hat the Duke every afternoon us'd to play at Cards in the
Parlour of his Tent. 1866 G. MACDONALD Ann. Q. Neighb.
v. (1878) 63 Forgetful to entertain strangers, at least in the

>arlour of his heart.



PARLOUR.

3. A room in an inn more private than the tap-

room, where people may converse apart.

1870 E. PEACOCK RalfSkirl. II. 146 A private entrance. .

led to the back parlour or inner room. 1883 Harper s Mag.
Nov. 818/1 He was sitting in the 'parlor . 1899 W'cstut.

Gaz. 12 Apr. 7/2 A tavern consisted of three open rooms,
freely inviting class distinctions the saloon, the parlour,
and the tap-room.
4. U. S. (Commercial cant.) An elegantly or

showily fitted apartment, for some special business

or trade use, as a misfit parlor, oyster /., photo-

grapher*s p.* tonsorial p., etc.

1890 in Cent. Diet.

II. t5. Conversation, colloquy, conference. Obs.

[Cf. OF. parloir, 'ce qu'on dit dans une assemblce
'

(Godef.).]

1483 Cat/t. AngL 269/2 A Parlowr, colloquium^ coltoquo-
toriutn. 1501 DOUGLAS Pal. Hon. u. xxvi, Vprais the

court, and all the parlour ceist.

III. 6. attrih. and Conib.^ *.$ parlour art, case-

ment, cat, door, fire, game, novel, sofa, table, wall,
window ; parlour-boarder, a boarding-school

pupil who lives in the family of the principal and
has other privileges not shared by the ordinary
boarders

; parlour-car (cV.^*.), a luxuriously fitted

railway carriage, a 'drawing-room
1

car; so parlour
cattle-car; parlour child: see quot. ; parlour-
floor, the floor of a parlour ;

the floor or story of

a house which contains the parlour ; parlour-
jumping, slang, robbing of rooms by entering at a

window; so parlour-jump v. ; parlour-magic,
feats of legerdemain, etc., performed in and suited

to a parlour ; parlour match,
* a friction match

which contains little or no sulphur* (Webster Sttppl.

1902) ; parlour-organ, a reed-organ suitable for

a private room ; parlour pew, a family pew in

a church, furnished like a small parlour, some-
times occupied by the lord of the manor or

squire with his household; t parlour-preacher,
a preacher who preaches to a private congregation;
so f parlour-sermon, f-worship; parlour-skate,
a roller-skate (Knight Diet. Mech. 1875); par-
lour tricks, society arts or accomplishments ;

t parlour trimmer, a parlour servant. See also

PARLOUR-MAID.
1817 Crit. Rev. Apr., Romantic enough to satisfy all the

*parlour-boarders of ladies' schools in England. 1848
THACKERAY Van. Fair xx

t Surely it must be Miss Swartz,
the parlour boarder. 1882 SALA Atntr, Revis. (1885) 88 A
couple of fauteuils in the Pullman '

*parlour-
'

or, as it is

called in England,
(

drawing-room car '. 1902 E. L. BANKS
Newspaper Girl y>-z, I saved that amount to pay my parlour-
car fee. .and a late dinner on the train. 1881 Chicago Times
30 Apr., The first *parlor cattle-car left to-night for New
York. 1874 Temple Bar Oct. 346 Such an only child used
to be called * a *parlour child ', to denote that there was more
intercourse between child and parent than exists in a '

nurs-

ery child ', to whom the nurse seems his natural guide and
ruler. 1560 DAUS tr. Sleidaite's Comm. 209 b, Streyght waies
cometh one of the women to the *parlour dore. 1596 SHAKS.
Tant. Shrew v. ii. 102 They sit conferring by the *Parler
fire. 1828 SCOTT F. M.Perth xvi, Simon Glover, .placed
him in a chair by his parlour fire. 1780 MRS. HARRIS in

Lett. Earl Malmesbwy (1870) I. 453 We illuminated the

*parlour floor and the drawing-room floor. 1894 1. ZANGWILL
in Critic (N. Y.) 24 Nov. 342/2 In the *parlor-game of 'Con-

sequences '. 1894 A. MORRISON Mean Streets 260 No
boy would *

parFour-jump nor dip the lob for him. 1879
Autobiog. of Thiefin Macm. Mag. XL. 500, 1 palled in with
some older hands at the game, who used to take me

*par-
lour-jumping. 1896 Daily News 30 May 8/5 The village
church, lately in possession of a 'squire's pew', carpeted,
with fireplace, chairs, and tables ; a snuggery wherein the

great man snored unobserved, ..now the *
parlour pew is

gone. 1589 NASHE Pasqitils Returne Wks. tGrosart) 1. 100
In the tippe of the tongue of some blind *

Parlor-preacher.
1646 CRASHAW Delights Muses 131 His *parlour-sermons
rather were Those to the eye, than to the ear. 1552 HUI.OET,
""Parlour seruaunte or trimmer, triclinarius. 1663 P. HENRY
Diary (1882) 128 Agreed to give me 30$. for y j *Pavler table.

1805 W.TAYLOR \\\Ann. Rev. III. 56 This book, .has lain for

exhibition on the parlour-table of all our polished families.

1839 LONGF. Footst. Angels ii, Shadows. .Dance upon the

"parlour wall. 1700 DKYDKN Cock fy Fox 15 Her *
parlour

window stuck with herbs around Of savoury smell. 1623
T. SCOTT ffighw. God 72 He will haue a "parlor-worship,
a religion by himselfe.

t Pa-rloimng. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. prec. + -IJ?G i.]

Tapestry for the walls of a parlour: cf. HALLING.
1496 Will of Brice (Somerset Ho.), My two hallinges & ij

parlourynges . . one of theme peynted with . . fenne Countreys
6 bourdred with historyes of the bible.

Pa rlour-maid. A female domestic servant
who waits at table in houses where indoor men-
servants are not kept.
1840 DICKENS OldC. Shop xxxi, Miss Monflather's parlour-

maid inspected all visitors before admitting them. 1887
I. R. Lattys Ranche Life 112 Here am I, cook, parlour-
maid, house-maid, and scullery-maid all rolled into one.

Hence Pa'rlourmaiding, parlourmaid's work.
1885 G. ALLEN Bal>ylon xv, I'd go back again willingly to

the parlour-maiding. 1887 I. R. Ladys Rattche Life Mon-
tana 17, I do all the housemaidlng and parlourmaiding.

Parlous (paulas), a. (adv.} arch, and dial.

Forms : a. 4-6 perlous, (4-5 -louse, 5 -lewse,
7 -les). 0. 4- parlous, (4 -lows, 5-6 -louse, 6-7
-les, 9 dial. -lish). 7. 4-5 perilous, -laous, 5-6
parlious, [6 -yous, -yus). [A syncopated form of

487

PEKILOUS (ME. also perelousj peralous^ parelous} t

found from I4th c. alongside of the fuller forms,
but since i yth c. more or less arch, in literary use

;

common dialectally from Durham to Hampshire.]
1. Perilous, dangerous ; hazardous.
a. a 1400-50 A lexander 3949 Out of J>is perlaous place he

past with his ost. c 1440 Gestal\0m.xx\\\\. 108 (Harl. MS.)
Then hit shall be to the a perlewse case. 1535 COVERDALEMicall ii. 3 It will he a perlous tyme. 1596 DHAYION
Legends iii. 165 His course was per'lous to be stayd. 1613
BEAUM. & FL. Coxcomb v.

i, Upon a Perles ground too.

j3. 1380 Lay Folks Catech. 1225 (Lamb. MS.) Sum men
bynke J?at \ns is a ful parlows heresy. 1512 Nottingham
Kec. III. 340 Thoro the whicli the hyewey shall be paries
both for man and beest. 1589 Hay any Work (1844) n
Cards I tel you though they bee without homes, yet they
are parlous beasts,

ai&jy BARROW Scrtti. Wks. 1716 I. 181
The tongue is a sharp and parlous weapon. 1825 BKOCKETT
N. C. Gloss,, Parlous, perilous, dangerous, wonderful, also

acute, clever, shrewd. An old v.-ord.J'ar/is/t, a variation
in dialect. 1883 L'^ool Daily Post n Apr. 4/8 Sug-
gestions which in these parlous days ought to receive . .

practical attention. 1886 CHAMBERLAIN Sp. Ho. Comm.
26 Aug., Their position is very perilous. They arc in a very
parlous state. 1893 M. C. F. MORRIS Yorks. Folk-Talk 259
The word parlous .. forms one of the very commonest com-
ponents of our dialectic vocabulary parlous roads, parlous
weather, a parlous tahm, &c.

y. r 1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) vii. 24 Many perilous hauens
er berin. 1447 KOKKNHAM Seyntys (Roxb.) 169 Thou stomlyst
in a ful periyous caas. 1512 Act 4 Hen. /--'///, c. 19 Pre~
atitble) Whiche.,ys. . parlyous and terrible example to all

Cristen fayth. 1536 BoORDE Let. in Introd. Know/. (1870)
Forewds. 59 Persons.. bat be fays aduersarys, & speketh
parlyus wordes.

b. Risky to deal with; ticklish, awkward, pre-
carious.

1658 COKAINE Obstinate Lady in. ii, This London wine is

a parlous liquor. 1868 BROWNING Ring fy l>k. i. 269 Mother
Church ; to her we make appeal By the Pope, the Church's
head. A parlous plea, Put in with noticeable effect it seems.
1882 H. C. MERIVAI.I-: Faucit ofB. II. 106 .Snipe a parlous
bird to hit, at the best of times.

2. Dangerously cunning, clever, eager, etc.; keen,

shrewd; capable of harming, mischievous; very
bad, 'shocking'; surprising, extraordinary, exces-

sive,
* terrible

,

' awful*. (In later use colhq. and

dial.}
a 1400 Pistill Susan 53 Whon beos parlous [v . r. perlous]

prestes perceyued hir play. 1590 SHAKS. Mids.N.\\\. i. 14
Btrrlaken, a parlous feare. 1594. Rich. ///, ii. iv. 35 A
parlous Boy: go too, you are too shrew'd. c 1620 FLETCHER
& MASSINGF.R 'Frag. Barnavelt n. ii, He is a Scholler and
a parlous Scholler. 1641 MILTON Antmaav. i. 6 Sure some
Pedagogue stood at your Elbow, and made it itch with this

parlous Criticism^ 1658 COKAINE Obstinate Lady v. vi,
You have a parlous wit. 1696 PHILLIPS (ed. 5), Parlous^
a kind of made Word, signifying shrewd, notable, a 1700
B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Parlous, or Pcrillotts Man, a
notable shrew'd Fellow. 1730 FIELDING Coffee Ho. Potit.

Ep., Oh ! may our youth whose vigour is so parlous, To
Italy be wafted with Don Carlos ! 1839 BAILEY Festus
xviii. (1848) 176 Oh ! you are a parlous little infidel.

B. as adv. Excessively, 'terribly', 'awfully',
*

desperately ',

'

precious *.

1599 MASSINGER, etc. Old Law in. ii, I am old, you say,
Yes, parlous old, kids, an you mark me well ! 1796 Hist.
Ned Evans I. 135 The night is parlous cold. Ibid. 136 He's
a parlous rich man. 1817 KEATS Lett. Wks. 1889 III. 54
'Twould be a parlous good thing. 1843 LYTTON Last Bar.
i. iv, There's parlous little care from the great. 1870 EDGAR
Runnyntedc 81 She is parlous handsome, and bewitching to
look upon.
Hence PaTlously adv. ; Pa'rlousuess.
1450-1530 Myrr. ourLudyc ^ How moche more *parlously

are they Iraytours to god. 1535 COVERDALE 2 Mace, iv. 16
For the which they stroue perlously. 1663 KILLIGREW
Parsons IVed. i. ii. in Hazl. Dodsiey XIV. 395 Scorning me,
who (by this hand) lov'd her parlously. 1713 C. JOHNSON
Generous Hnsb. v. 51 How parlously he talks. Well, he is

a sweet Gentleman. 1840 BARHAM Ingol. Leg;, Leech of
Folkest,, Thou art parlously encompassed. 1563 GOLDING
C&sar\\n. (1565) 265 Our souldiers.. were hindrea both with
the *perlousenes of thencounter, & wyth the disaduauntage
of y

e
place. 1727 BAILEY vol. II, Parlousness, uncapable-

ness of being equalled, spoken commonly in an ill Sense.

1755 JOHNSON, Parlousness t quickness ; keenness of temper.

f Paris, paries. Sc. Obs. rare. Paralysis, palsy.
a 1585 MONTGOMERY Flyting -32$ With paries and plurisies

opprest, And nipd with nirles. c 1615 SIR W. MURE Sana.
xiL Wks. I. 58 Puir, perjurd palliard, plaged wl the parls.

Parlsy, Parlune, Parly(a^ment, obs. ff.

PALSY, PURLOIN, PARLIAMENT. Parly, colloquial
abbreviation of Parliamentary (train).

t Parmace ty. Obs. Forms : 6 parmacete,
-citie, -sitie, 6-7 -cetie, 7 -cety, -city, 7-8 -sity,

7-9 -cetty, -citty ; 7 permacetty, -ceti.

1. A popular corruption of SPERMACETI.
1545 Rates ofCustoms ciij, Parmacete the pounde ins. mid.

1577-87 HouNSHEuCVmw. III. 1259/2 Theoile being boiled

put of the head was parmasitie. 1596 SHAKS. i Hen. /K, i.

iii. 58 The Soyeraign'st thing on earth Was Parmacity, for
an inward bruise. 1624 Althorp MS. in Simpkinson Wash-
ingtons App. 56 Metridate, Diescordin, and permacetty of

every one of them a little, c 1720 W. GIBSON Farriers
Dispens. n. i. (1734) 34 Parmasity, or Sperma Ceti. 1828
Craven Gloss, (ed. 2), Partnacitty, Sperma-ceti .. now con-
sidered vulgar or antiquated.

b. l*oor mart$ parmacety: a name for the plant
Shepherd's Purse (Capsella Bursa-pastoris\
1597 GERARDE Herbal n. xxiii. 2. 215 Shepheardes purse

or Scrip: of some..poore mans Parmacetie. 1657 COLES
Adam in Eden xxxv. 71 Shepherds pouch and poor mans

PARNASSIAN.

Parmacety, it being in some sort effectual for the same
things that Parmacety is.

2. In full parmacety whale : The Cachalot, or

Sperm whale.

1730 S. DALE S. Taylors Hist, ff Autiq. Harwich 413
The Parmacitty-Whale, or Pot-Wall-fish. 1851 H. Mixvai.K
Whale xvi. 80 Chewed up, crunched by the monstrousebt

parmacetty that ever chipped a boat.

Parmanable, Parmayn: see PERMANABLE,
PEAKMAIN.
Farmeliaceous (pajm/li^-Jas), a. Hot. [f.

mod.L. Parmclia (f. Or. irdp^rj, L. farina small
round shield) + -ACEOUS.] Belonging or allied to

the lichens of the genus Parinelia, repr. by the

Common Yellow Wall-lichen. So Parme'lioid
a. [-OID], resembling the genus J\trmelia (Cent.
Diet. 1890).

Farmenidean (pnimemdj-an), a. (rf.) Also

7 -ian. [f. Gr. prop, name Tlapntvt?>r]s + -AN.] Be-

longing or relating to Parmenides of Elca, a Greek

philosopher of the 5th century B. c., or his philo-

sophy, b. sl>. A follower or disciple of Parmenides.
1678 CumvoRTH hitell. Syst. \. iv. 21. 387 That Con-

troversie, betwixt the HeracliucksandParmemdeans, Ibid.

36. 580 The most Refined Platonick and Parmenitlian or

Pythagorick Trinity. 1845 MALRICR Rior. cV Met. Phihs.
in Encycl. ftlctrop. (1847) II. 576/1 This search after an

organ or instrument for the Parmenidean philosophy.

t Pa'rmenter. Obs. [a. OF. parmentitr, in

med.L. parmcntdrius (1148 in Du Cange^, of un-

certain origin.
Sometimes assumed to be f. L. fardnicntmn. F. paranent,

PARAMENT; but the tt of the second syllable would not be
lost in med.L. and Fr.]

A tailor. So f Parmentery, -try Obs. [OF.
parinenlerit\, ? the trade of a tailor.

[1301 Rolls of Pat-It. I. 246/1 Nich(ola]s le Parm[en]ter
h[ab]uit die fprsedlcto] . . us. .. In furratura et pellibus

agninis r marc.] ft 1307 in Riley Liber Albtts (1861) 198

Parmentery. [a 1400 in Gross Gild Alcrch. II. 206 Item
nul parmenter estraunge neyt cuue ne counfite en sa mtsone.]

14. . yoc. in Wr.-W(ilcker 601/39/V/*rHW, apannentL-r ior

a scynnere). a 1695 WOOD City ofOxford (O. H. S.) I. 492.

Parmesan (paim/zze'n;, a. and sb. Forms :

6 parmeson, parmasen, -zen, -sine, -siarj,
~

parmezan, parmazan. -zine, parmisan, 7-9

parmasan, 8 -zene, 7- parmesan ;
also 7 par-

mesant, (-is-, -iz-
1

, parmasent, (permoysaunt).

[a. Jf. parmesan, It. parmegiano, f. Faria,~\
A. adj. Of or belonging to Parma, a city and

province (formerly a duchy) of Northern Italy ;

esp. applied to a celebrated cheese made there and
elsewhere in North Italy. (Now with capital P.

1519 HORMAN Vidg. xvii, Ye shall eate panneson chese.

1660 F. BKOOKE tr. Le Blanc's Trav. 328 It becomes firm as

Parmasan cheese. 1883 STEVENSON Trcas. Isl. iv. xix. (1886)

155 In my snuff-box I carry a piece of Parmesan cheese . .

very nutritious.

B. sb. 1. Parmesan cheese : see A. (Now
usually with capital P.)
1556-68 WITHALS Viet. 49 b/i Parmeson, caseusparmettsis.

1577 B. GOOGE Hcyesbaclis Hitsb. (1586) 147 b, The best

Cheeses are counted the Parmasines. 1621-3 MIDDLETON
& ROWLEY Changeling \. ii, A mouse that spoiled him a

parmesant. 1633 FOKD "J'is Pity \. iv, He loved her almost
as well as he loved parmasent. 1705 HICKERINGILL Priest-

cr. i. Wks. 1716111.26 Whilst Men live like Rats and Mice,

only to eat Parmazene, and run squeaking up and down.

1842 E. FITZGERALD Lett. (1889) I. 84, 1 mean to take down
a Thucydides, to feed on : like a whole Parmesan.

t 2. Some Italian fashion of drinking. Obs.
1606 DEKKER.TW. Sinncsi. (Arb.) 12 Drunke, according to

all the learned rules of Drunkennes, as Vpsy-Frceze, Crambo,
Parmizant. 1617 T. YOUNG Eiig. Bane Djb, [To] quaffe

Vpsey-freese crosse, Bowse in Permoysaunt, in Pimlico, in

Crambo.

t 3. The duchy or territory of Parma. Obs.

1702 Land. Gaz. No. 3822/1 Some of our Men .. being seized
in the Parmesan. 1707 Ibid. No. 4396/1 Those Troops which
lie in the Mantuan and Parmesan.

Parmyngalle, corrupt form of PABEGAL Obs.

Parmytte, Parmyxtiue, obs. ff. PERMIT,
PERMIXTIVE.

Parnassian (painarsian), a. and sb. Also 7

Paruassean, Pernassian. [f. L. Parnas(s}i-us,
e-us (f. Farndsus, PARNASSUS) + -AN. Cf. F.

J'antassieit.]
A. adj. 1. Of or belonging to Parnassus; of

or belonging to poetry, poetic.
A 1644 QUARLES Sol. Recant. Sol. xi. 49 Hadst thou what

strength the Parnassean Muse Can blesse thy fancy with.

1734 POPE Ess. Man iv. ii Twin'd with the wreaths Par-

nassian laurels yield. 1875 E. C. STED.MAN Victorian Poets

(1876)272 Its composer holds u place in the Parnassian hemi-

cycle as legitimate as that of Robin Goodfellow in Oberon's
court. 1884 Harper's Mag. Feb. 335/1 What Parnassian

flowerets have strewn its course.

b. spec. Epithet of a school of French poetry of

the latter half of the igth c., from the title Farnasse

conteinporain of a collection of their poems pub-
lished in 1866

;
also trans/. Cf. B. I b.

1902 E. GOSSE in Daily Cfiron. 20 May 3/1 This school

was that of the Parnassian poets, who ruled French v< rse

from about 1850 to 1890. 1902 in Kinycl. Brit. XXVIII.
256/1 The name of the ' Parnassian School

'

has been given
to a group of poets who belonged to the ge
ing that of the Rossetlis and Win. Morris.

eneration succeed-
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PARNASSUS.

2. Entom. Belonging to the genus Parnassiits

of butterflies, found in mountainous regions of the

northern hemisphere.
B. sb. 1. A poet: cf. A. i.

1659 Elegy on Cleveland $<) C.'s Wks. (1687) 278 Such was
this pure Pernassian, whose clear Nature To gain a World
could never brook to natter. 1899 Q, Rev. July 90 There
are two souls in these Parnassians.

b. spec. A French poet of the Parnassian school.

1882 J. CLARETIE in Athcnxum 9 Dec. 774/2 He does not

speak the tortured language of the Parnassians, but the free

and clear langagc gaidois of Mathurin Re'gnier. 1893
Nation (N. Y.) 9 Feb. 101/2 Leconte de Lisle, .is the head
of the Parnassians.

2. Entom. A butterfly of the genus J'arnassiits

or subfamily ParnassiiiiK.

Farnassu.3 (piinse-sos). Also formerly: 6

Pernasse, Pamasse, 7 Paruass. [a. L. Par-

tidsus, Parnassus, a. Gr. napvdaus, later flapvaacrus;

in Fr. Parnasse.] Name of a mountain in central

Greece, anciently sacred to Apollo and the Muses;
hence used allusively in reference to literature, esp.

poetry. (Cf. CASTALIA.)
c 1386 CHAUCER Franklin's Prol. 49, 1 sleepe neuere on the

Mount of Pernaso Ne lerned Marcus Tullius Scithero. 1557
GKIMALD Funeral So/if m Tottcfs Misc. (Arb.) 116 With

ioyes at hert, in this pernasse [Cambridge] I bode. 1579
SPENSER Xheph. Cal. Apr. 41 And eke you Virgins, that on

Parnasse dwell. 1591 Tears ofMuses 58 Our Syre, that

raignst in Castalie And mount Parnasse. 1597 (titled The
Returne from Parnassus. 1735 POPE Prol. Sat. 4 All IJedtam,

or Parnassus, is let out. 1850 S. DOBELL Roman vii. There
are good feet that do not walk Parnassus.

b. As the title of a collection of poems.
1600 ALLOT (title) England's Parnassus or choysest Flowers

of our English Poets. 1657 J. POOLE (title) The English
Parnassus : or, a Helpe to English Poesie. 1810 (title)

Gammer Gurton's Garland: or, the Nursery Parnassus.

c. Parnassus Grass, Grass ofParnassus, a white-

flowered marsh plant, Parnassia palitstris : also

extended to other species of the same genus.
1578-1854 [see GRASS sb. 1 2 b].

tParnel. Obs. exc. dial. Forms : 4 pernele,

purnele, 6 perouall, 7 paruell, pernel, 7-8

parnel, (9 dial, panel), [a. OF. Pcroiule, rernck
: L. Petronilla a woman's name, a saint so named;

popularly viewed as a feminine deriv. of Petrus,

Peter.] A priest's concubine or mistress ; a har-

lot ; a wanto:i young woman.
1362 LANGL. P. PI. A. iv. 102 Til lordes and ladies louen

alle treu^e. And perneles porfyl be put in heore whucche.

1393 Ibid. C. xvni. 71 Of bat bat holychurche of be olde lawe

cleymeb, Priestes on aparail and on purnele spenen. 1508
DUNBAK Tua Mariit ll'emen 231 A tender peronall, that

myght na put thole. 1560-4 BECOS Display. Popish Mass
Wks. in. 41 b, Your noppy Ale and Toste, which your prety
Parnel hath ful louingly prepared for you agaiust your Masse
be done. 1606 Choice, Chance, etc. (iSSi) 70 His dainty
Parnell hath no paragon. 1678 PHILLIPS led. 4\ Parnel, . .

an Appellation, particularly applied to any kind of wanton
Woman, a 1800 Old Lincolnshire Ballad (Halliw.), Panels

march by two and three, Saying, Sweetheart, come with me.

b. Prattling Parnel: an old name for the plant
London Pride (Saxifraga unibrcsa}.

1597 GERARDE Herbal it. cclxiii. 645 Of our London dames

prathng ParnelL

Farnellism (pa-jneliz'm). [See -ISM.] The

principles or policy of the party of Irish members
in the House of Commons led by Charles Stewart

Parnell from 1880 to 1891, whose aim was to

establish Home Rule in Ireland. So Pa'rnellite,

a member of this party, a follower of C. S. Parnell.

1885 Spectator 20 June 808/2 We desire . . to see the

Liberal party win at the next elections, and win so com-

pletely that both Toryism and Parnellism will be powerless.

1887 Ibid. 28 May 723/1 The shameless and persistent

obstruction of the Parnellite members.

Parnor, obs. form of PERNOR.

fPa-rnter. Obs. rare''. Perh. a contracted

form of PARMENTER.
ci4<x> Destr. Troy 1591 Parnters, painters, pynners also.

Paro : see PROA.

ParoCCipital (pJErpksi-pital), a. (sb.) Anat.

and Zool. [i. PAR(A-! I + OCCIPITAL.] Situated

at the side of the occiput, or beside the occipital

bone ; applied spec, to certain bones, or processes
of bone (also called paramastoid) ,

as the jugular

process of the occipital bone. b. as s/>. A par-

occipital bone or process.
1854 OWEN SAct. * Teeth in Circ. St., Organ. Nat. I. 205

The transverse processes . . are called the
'

paroccipitals
'.

1881 MIVART Cat 62 External to each condyle is an expanded
process of bone called the par-occipital process.

Paroch (pse'r^k). rare. [ad. ifithc. L. parochus

parish priest, for earlier parochianus (
1 2th c.) : cf.

It., Sp. parroco, Roumanian paroh, parish priest.]

A parish clergyman.
1900 DIXON Hist. Ch. Eng. (1902) VI. xxxviii. 106 note, It

was as much as to say, You nonconforming parochs, ..at

least you must put on a surplice.

Parochial ;par<>>i-ldal},
a. (sb.) Also 5 per-,

[a. OF. parochial, parr-, pen--, iu AF. parochiel

(Britton, etc.), ad. late L. parochial-is (S. Greg.

Ep. a 600) ,
f. late L. parochia diocese, PAKISH. In

ME, the ch was prob. (tj).]

488

1. Of, belonging, or pertaining to a parish, or

parishes in general, a. Of the ecclesiastical parish.
[1292 BRITTON i. xix. i Deeglisescathedralesparochieles

et religiouses. 1314-15 Rolls of Parlt. I. 297/1 L'Eglise
de Bosham, q'est parochiele.] 1393 Complaint in Peasant's

Rising (1899) 47 After thoffertorie the masse parochiell.

1426 Pol. Poems (Rolls) II. 137 But in his chirche than

parochialle Of Seint Johan he came with good entent. 1628

COKE On Litt. in. xi. 648. 344 A church parochial! maybe
donative and exempt from all ordinary jurisdiction. 1641
MILTON Ch. Govt. i. vi. Wks. (rSsO 122 The poore dignity
or rather burden of a Parochial Presbyter. 1704 NELSON
Fest. ff Fasts x. n. (1730) 598 Tithes . . are the main legal

Support of the Parochial Clergy. 1817 T. DWIGHT Trav.
Nevi Eng. (1821) I. 16 In these countries what may be

called parochial schools are everywhere established. 1842
Burn's Eccl. Law (ed. 9) I. iv. 299 A parochial chapel is

that which hath the parochial rights of christening and

burying ; and this differeth in nothing from a church, but

in the want of a rectory and endowment.

b. Of or pertaining to thecivil orpoor-lawparish.
Parochial board: in Scotland, an elective board charged

with the administration of the Poor Law in a parish (now

merged in the Parish Council).

1765 BLACKSTONE Coinin. I. ix. 361 The statute of queen
Elizabeth ; in which the only defect was confining the

management of the poor to small, parochial districts. 1836
DICKENS Sk. Boz (C. D. ed.) 4 It was at this period that

he applied for parochial relief. 1861 W. BELL Diet. Law
Scot. 641/1 Assessments [for the relief of the poor] are

imposed by the parochial boards of the several parishes.

1894 Act 56 ff 57 Viet, c. 73 2 (2) Every parochial elector

may, at any parish meeting.. give one vote and no more.

2. Jig. Pertaining or confined to a narrow area or

region, as if within the borders of one's own parish;

narrow, provincial. (Said of affairs, interests, etc.)

1856 EMERSON Eng. Traits, Literature Wks. (Bohn) II.

113 Parochial and shop-till politics, .betray the ebb of life

and spirit. 1867 LOWELL Wks. (1890) II. 276 The larger

part of contemporary fame is truly parochial everywhere.

1899 C. TKEVELVAN in Daily Xews 21 Feb. 5/1 Many Con-
servatives call social reform '

parochial '. We claim that it

is the iirst duty of an imperial people.

3. Ch. Hist. Of or pertaining to the parochia or

charge of a bishop in the early Church.
1861 T. G. SHEPPARU Fall Rome xii. 644 To the parochial

cities were attached bishops, to the provinces metropolitans,
to the dioceses patriarchs.

B. sb. (rare.) (elliptical uses of the adj.) a. A
parish church, b. A parish clergyman.
1637 C. Dow Answ. H. Burton 189 Cathedrals have

ever had certaine rites . . which have not beene used in

parochials. 1853 R. W. CHURCH in Life Dean Lake (iooi>

184 In all the matters that happier parochials are so full of,

and find the work and enjoyment of their lives in.

Hence Paro'chially adv.
;
Faro-chialness.

1690 STILLINGFLEET Charge 40 By the Fourth Council of

Toledo, the Bishop was to Visit his whole Diocess, Paro-

chially, every Year. 1840 J. H. NEWMAN Let. to F. Rogers
21 Mar., I have little or nothing to do at Oxford parochially,
and a great deal at Littleinore. 1866 G. DAWSQN^rfrrV.
Open. Free Libr., Histories, .minute in their parochialness,

large in their amplitude.

Parochia-lic, a. nonce-wd. [See -ic.]
=

prec.
1848 Tait's Mag. XV. 490 Eloquent speeches were made

toprecede patriotic or parochialic resolutions.

Parochialism (parou-kializ'm). [See -ISM.]

1.
' Parochial

'
character or tendency ; confine-

ment of one's interests to a narrow sphere, with

indifference to the world outside; local narrowness

of view ; petty provincialism.
1847 Erasers Mag. XXXVI. 369 The narrow and jealous

spirit of parochialism.
1881 Atlien&um 30 July 141/2

A natural impatience of the parochialism of the
pretty

Greek
state. 1894 Times 7 Mar. 3/3 Able to. .reconcile the con-

flicting claims of parochialism and nationalism.

2. Absorption in parish duties.

a 1884 M. PATTISON Mem. ii. (1885)91 They took pains
with their sermons were, in short, steeped in parochialism.

Parochiality (parJukire'liti). [f. late L. paro-
chial-is PAROCHIAL + -ITY.]
1. The quality or state of being parochial. In

pi. Parochial matters, affairs of the parish.

1769 SIR J. MARRIOTT On Rights Univ. 32 [This] would
be for the justices to take upon themselves in effect to

determine the parochiality of colleges. 1871 CARLYLE in

Mrs. C.'s Lett. II. 237 Neighbour Chalmers, great in

parochialities, did his best. 1889 Ch. Times 28 June 587/2
A rigid parochiality is a thing of the past.

_

2. Jig. Absorption in petty local interests ; also

//. narrow or restricted interests or affairs.

1887 Athenaeum 25 June 829/2 Her limited knowledge of

real life, her intense strain of '

parochiality', . .form a rather

depressing combination. 1891 C. RHODES in Pall Mall C.

25 June 3/2 Home Rule.. will lessen that absorption in

trivialities and parochialities.

Parochialize (parcii-kiahiz), v. [f.
PARO-

CHIAL + -IZE.]

1. trans. To make parochial.
a 1846 Brit. Crit. cited in WORCESTER. 1870 GOULBURN

Cathedral System i. 1 5 Do not
parochialise [the Cathedrals],

or turn them into vast parish churches. 1886 G. L. GOMME
Lit. Local Instil., A

_private
act . . to enclose, allot, and

parochialise and make it chargeable to the poor.

2. intr. To do parish work ; to work a parish.

1871 EARLE Philol. Eng. Tongue 310 Young ladies who

helped the parson in any way were said to parochializc.
x88i Ch. Times 10 June 382 There are crowds

o_f people who
have not the very slightest aptitude for parochializing.

Hence Paro'chlalizing vi/. sb. and ppl. a.
;

Faro chializa'tioii.

1877'!'. SINCLAIR Mount (1878) 5 Itcanwell be put, whether

PARODIAL.
the parochialising of great men may not be in some way an
immoral kind of pursuit. 1884 Xcncatif. <$ Indep. n Dec.

1179/2 The new constituencies .. ought to be able to rise

above parochialising influences. 1884 Pall Mall G. 4 Dec.
1 1/2 The

'

parochiahzation
'

of our borough contests. A man
who is nobody out of his own ward.. is often within his

proper district a great gun. 1896 Antiquary June 171 The
scheme . . included the parochialization of the cathedral.

tParochian, si. and a. Obs. Also 4-6
paroohien, (4 -oohin, 6 -ochen, perrochioun).
[(a) In ME. form, a. OF. parochien, ad. med.L.

parochian-us i. parochia; ($) in early mod. Eng.
conformed to the med.L. : see PARISH and -AX.

The ME. forms are not always separable from the

parallel series parosshien, etc., which gave at length
PARISHES, parishion.]
A. sb. 1. An inhabitant of a parish, a parishioner.

a. 1357 Lay Folks Catech. 61 Emoygne thair parochiens
and thaire sureties. [13.. Cursor HI, 26292 (Fairf.) Alsqua
if at bi parochin \Cott. parischen] Insynnelange lyande has
bene. 1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. v. 426, I kan . . Construe oon
clause wel and kenne it to my parochienes \v.r. parisshens].]

1503-4 Act 19 Hen. VII, c. 29 Preamble, Amongeste the

poure parochens of the paryche Churche aforeseid. 1552
LYNUESAY Aloitarclit' 4692 Bot he is oblyste, be resoun, To
preche on tyll perrochioun.
p. isoa Will of Bartelet (Somerset Ho.), Wheras I am

parochian. 1529 CKUMWELL in Merriman Life <y Lett. (1902)
I. 62, I gyue and bequeth to the poure parochians. 1765
BLACKSTONE Comm. I. xi. 387 In this act a pension is directed
to be distributed among the poor parochians.
2. A parish clergyman, rare.

1621 Bi-. MOUNTAGU Diatribx 401 For payment of the

Tenth of a Tenth, from the Parochian vnto the Diocesan.

1715 M. DAVIES Athen. Brit. I. 177 Edward Brown,
Parochian of Sandwich in Kent.

B. adj. Of or pertaining to a parish, parochial.
13 . . Cursor M. 28429 Til ober men ban to my right priest

parochcn. 1604 BACON Consid. Ch. Eng. Wks. 1879 I. 357/2
A computation taken of all the parochian churches. 1644
MAXWELL Prerog. Chr. Kings 72 The Parochian Pope, or

independent Soveraigne in every Parish.

Parochianar, -or : see PAROCHINEH.

Parochien, -in : see PAHOCHIAN.

tPa'rochin, -inc. Sc. Obs. Also 6 parr-,

[f.
late L. parochia, OY.paroche, or ME./ara/j(,

doublet of PARISH: the suffix is obscure; cf.

PARISHING.] = PARISH.

1500-20 DUNBAR Pot-ms xvi. 56 Sum givis parrochynins ful

\vyd, Kirkis of Sanct Barnard and Sanct Bryd. Ibid. Iviii. 24.

1563 Keg. Prizy Council Scot. 1.246 The toun and parochin
of Dunfermling. a 1578 LINDESAY (Pitscottie) Citron. Scot.

(S.T.S.) I. r59 [He] preichit to the said parochin him self.

1637 GILLESPIE Eng. Pop. Cerem. iv. viii. 35 The general!
Confession of Faith, sworne 'and subscribed . . by the severall

Parochines in the Land.J 1819 W. TENNANT Papistry
Storm d i. (1827) n The tifher. .In landwart parochins gaed
stretchin'. 1824 SCOTT Redgauntlet Let. xi, He was lying
in the auld kirkyard of Kedgauntlet parochine.

-r Paro-chinal, a. Sc. Obs. rare- 1
. [?f. PARO-

CHIN + -AL.]
= PAROCHIAL a. i a.

1636 W. SCOT Ap.ol. Narr. (1846) 65 The Parochinall and
Classicall Elderships.

t Paro chiller. Obs. Chiefly Sc. and north.

Eng. Forms : 5 paroehoner, -anar, 6 -ianar,

-ianor, 6-7 -inar, -iner, -ener. [f. PAHO-

CHIAN (in its ME. forms) + -ER J
.]

A doublet of

PARISHIONER.
c 1450 Cov. Zlyst. (Shaks. Soc.) 71 So xulde every curat in

this werde wyde ?eve a part . . to his parochoneres that to

povert slyde. 1481 Peebles Charters, etc, (1872) 188 Paro-

chanaris. 1534 CRANMER Misc. Writ. (Parker Soc.) II. 278

A Controversy . .between you and divers of your parochinars.

1552 lit-j. Ch. Goods Yorksh., etc. (Surtees) II. 89 The sayd
curate and parochianors. 1552 ABP. HAMILTON Catech.

(1884) 5 That ye reid the samyn Catechisme to your awin

parochianaris. 1561-2 Reg. Privy Council Scot. Ser. I. I.

205 All and sindrie parrochinaris, takkismen,. . possessouris
and byaris. 1578-9 Ibid. III. 95 Quhen the parochinneris
war absent, n 1651 CALDERWOOD Hist. Kirk (1843) " 46

Theparochiners of Restalrig.

t Pa-rochrie. Sc. Obs. [f. paroch, PARISH +

-BY.] A parochial area ; a parish.

1581 Sc. Acts Jas, F/(i8i4) 211/1 That euerie paroche
kirk and samekle boundis as salbe found to be a sufficient

and a competent parochrie [ed. 1507 100. Parochin] sail

have bair awin pastoure w" a sufficient and Ressonable

stipend.

Paroek, Parocket : see PARROCK, PARAKEET.

Parode (pie'wd). [ad. Gr. napoS-os passage,

entrance from the side, esp. that of the chorus in

the orchestra, also the first song sung after entrance,

f. irap(a- by, by the side + i>S6s way.] In the

ancient Greek drama, The first ode sung by the

chorus after its entrance.

1869 SWINBURNE Ess. % Shut. (1875) 206 Between the open-

ing speech of Silenus and the parode. 1870 R. C. JEBB

Sophocles' Electra (ed. 2) 49/1 The parode or entrance-chant.

Parode, obs. variant of PARODY sbl

Parodiable (p.E-rWiiab'1), a. [f. PARODY v.

+ -ABLE.] Capable of being parodied.
1888 Sat. Rev. 20 Oct. 467/1 Plenty of things . . which, if

criticizable and parodiable. .arc as unmistakably poetry as

anything that was ever written. 1895 SAINTSBURY Corr.

Impress, viii. 73 It is when a thing is imitable, not when it

is parodiable, that it stands confessed as second-rate.

Parodial (par^-dial), a. [f. L. parddia, a.

Gr. napySia PARODY i*.l -r -AL.] Pertaining to

or of the nature of a parody.



PARODIC.

1807 E. S. BARRETT Rising Sun III. xii. 124 Thisparodial
jcu (Tesprit raised the glow of the company. 1856 Titan
Mag. Dec. 496 A specimen . . of the parodial banter to which
their productions are subject.

t Faro die, a. 1 Math. Obs. rare. [ad. Gr.

wapoSiit-os passing, f. vapodos a passing, a passage :

see -10.] Applied to any one of the series of

degrees or powers of the unknown or variable

below the highest that occurs in an equation.
1684 T. BAKER Geometr. Key 18 Of the Construction.. of

Cubic Equations, affected under no Parodie Degree ; or of

Quadrato-quadratic, aflected under the first Parodie Degree.
1710 J. HARRIS Lex. Techn. II, A Cubick Equation where
no Term is wanting ; but having all its Parodick Degrees.
1775 ASH, Parodie, regularly ascending or descending as the
indices of the unknown quantity in adfected equations.
So \ Faro'dical a\ Obs. =

prec.
1674 JEAKE Arith. (1606) 336 All Magnitudes under the

Power proposed, are called Parodical to the Power. 1710
J. HARRIS Lex. Techn. II. s.v., Parodical Degrees in an
Equation in Algebra.

Parodie (parp-dik), a.2 rare. [ad. Gr. napoj-
SIK-US burlesque : see PAKODY rf.l and -ic.] Of
the nature of a parody, burlesque.
1828-32 in WEBSTER. 1873 WAGNER tr. Tetijfcl's Hist.

Rom. Lit. II. 583 A parodie poem in derision of Pan.
So Pa-ro'dical a. 2 = prec.

_
1774 T. WARTON Hist. Eng. Poetry Iviii. (1840) III. 343

This version [Drant's Horace] is very paraphrastic, and
sometimes parodical. 1832 Examiner 227/1 Profane, parodi-
cal muse of Hone, Be pleased to keep your distance f

t ParO'dious, a. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. i,.parodia

PARODY s&J- + -ous.] Of the nature of a parody,
parodial.
a 1704 T. BROWN Sat. Antients Wks. 1730 I. 21 The Silli

of the Greeks were parodious from one end to the other,
which cannot be said of the Roman Satires.

Parodist (pwriHfat). [ad. F. parodiste (1723
in Hatz.-Darm.), f. Gr. irapaiSia: see -1ST.] The
author of a parody.
1742 MELMOTH Fitzosb. Lett. xlix. (1749) II. 18, 1 have ob-

served in most of the modern Latin poems, .a remarkable
barrenness of sentiment, and have generally found the poet
degraded into the parodist. 1794 MRS. PIOZZI Synon. 1 1. 276
Numberless have, .been the parodists of Johnson. 1889 J.

JACOBS sEsop's Fables I. 197 ^Esop's Fables have suffered
too from the parodist.

Farodistic (pasrodi-stik), a.
[f. prec. -I- -ic.]

Of the nature of a parody; that parodizes. So
Parodi'stlcally adv.

^1840
G. S. FABER Christ's Disc. Capernaum viii. 234 note,

That gorgeous and seductive adulteress ..whom the stern
voice of inspiration parodistically denounces as the mother
of harlots and abominations of the earth. 1881 Daily Tel.
ii July 2/2 The concert included some curious parodistic
variations by Ernst Scherz on the

'

Carnival of Venice '.

Farodize (pai 'ralaiz) ,
v. [f. Gr. impySia PARODY

rf. 1 + -IZE.]
= PARODY v. (trans, and intr.}

1658 BURTON ttin. Anton. 76 If first you will give me leave
a little to parodize. 1681 BLOUNT Gtossogr. (ed. 5), Parodize,
to change the signification of a Verse, by altering some
words. 1834 T. HOOK G. Gitrney (1836) I. 52 At that
period it was the rage to parodize tragedies.

Parody (pae'r^di), sbl Also 7 parode. [ult.
ad. Gr. uapySia a burlesque poem or song, f.

imp(a- beside, in subsidiary relation, mock-, etc. -f

0)677 sog> poem ; perh. immed. from L. parodia
or F. parodie (1622 in Hatz.-Darm.).]
1. A composition in prose or verse in which the

characteristic turns of thought and phrase in an
author or class of authors are imitated in such a

way as to make them appear ridiculous, especially
by applying them to ludicrously inappropriate
subjects ;

an imitation of a work more or less

closely modelled on the original, but so turned as
to produce a ridiculous effect. Also applied to
a burlesque of a musical work.

i]

poi
die !. -tomakeitabsurderthen it was. i6o7T.
Opt. Glass v. 35 All which in a parode, imitating Virgil wee
may set downe. 1693 DIIYOEN JuvenalDeA. (1697) 34 From
some Fragments of the Silli,.. vt* may find, that they were
Satryrique Poems, full of Parodies; that is, of Verses patch'd
up from great Poets, and turn'd into another Sence than
their Author intended them. 1774 J. BRYANT Mythai. II.

132 note, The history of Aristaius is nearly a parody of the
histories of Orpheus and Cadmus. 1875 JOWETT Plato
(ed. 2) IV. 134 The derivations in the Cratylus. .are a parody
of some contemporary Sophist.
2. transf. andyff. A poor or feeble imitation,

a travesty.
1830 COLERIDGE Table-t. 5 Oct., The Brussels riot . . is a

wretched parody on the last French revolution. 1841 W.
SPALDING Italy t It. Isl. II. 106 Tuscanella,. .now a petty
hamlet, had a government whose complication looked like
a parody on the Lombard republics. 1900 W. M. RAMSAY
in Expositor Mar. 210 Such a parody of justice could be
paralleled only by the very worst acts attributed to the In-

quisition.

IT ['A popular maxim, adage or proverb*
(Bailey 1730-6). Some error.}
t Parody, rf.2 Obs. rare. [Only in Chaucer,

and (after him) in Lydgate ; app. a distorted form

ofF.pilriode (i-jlnc.), PERIOD (not found in Eng.
in its proper spelling till later).] A period ;

a
term of duration, life, etc.

?CX374 CHAUCER Troylus v. 1548 Among al bis (>e fyn of
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be parodye [glass {Harl MS. 2280) duracion] Of Ector gan
approchen wonder blyue. 1412-20 LYUG. Chrott. Troy in.

xxvii. (MS. Digby 230) If. 129 b/2 When be parodie of bis

worbt kny^t [Hector] Aprochen shal. Ibid. v. xxxviii. If.

390/2 And howe bat he [Ulysses] myste not escape The
Parodye b' was for him y shape ; For Parchas ban his
laste terme set. 1430-40 fiochas IV. x. (MS. Bodl. 263)
If. 227/2 Parodie [ed. 1554 periody] of pryncis may nat
chaunged be The terme sette fro which thei may nat flee.

Parody (pre'rJdi), v. [f. PARODY si>.l; perh.
after Tf.parodier (1690 in Furetiere).]
1. trans. To compose a parody on (a work or

author) ;
to turn into parody ; to ridicule (a com-

position) by imitating it.

"745 POPE (J.), I have translated, or rather parodied,
a poem of Horace, in which I introduce you advising me.
1763 J. BROWN Poetry fy Mils. 149 The best Men, as well as
the best Tragedies, were parodied or ridiculed more com-
monly than the worst. 1850 L. HUNT Autobiog. II. x. 24
He parodied music as well as words. 1894 LOWKU. in

Century Mag. M'ay 24/2 [Milton] is easily parodied and
easily imitated.

b. intr. To write or compose a parody.
1873 BROWNING Aristoph. Apol. 3365 Archippos punned,

Hegemon parodied.
2. trans. In general sense : To imitate in a way

that is no better than a parody.
1801 SOUTHEY Tkalaba IX. note, I could show that it is the

trick of Beelzebub to parody the costume of religion. 1869
ROGERS AdamSmiths W. N. I. Pref. 20 After hisdeath, his

[Pitt's] finance was parodied by incapable successors. 1878
Miss J. E. A. BROWN in Sunday Mag. Dec. 42 Children of
the period, who parody the ways and the worldlincssof men
and women.

Paroe, obs. form ofprahu : see PROA.

t Farcece. Obs. rare. [ad. L. parcccia, a. Gr.

impoiKia: see PARISH.] A parish. (Are-formation
of the word after L. and Gr.)
1564 BriefExam. ******

ij b, As yfyou saw in one ofyour
paroeces, what is conuenient for the whole Realme. Ibid.
******* ij, It shall not be lawefull for you to vse them
before your paroeces.

tParce-cian. Obs. rare~ '. [f.
L. parcccia (see

prec.) + -AN.] A parish priest.
1725 tr. Dupiris Eccl. Hist. ijtA C. I. v. 85 The Priests

ordained for the Government of these Churches, .werecall'd
also.. Priests of a Parish, or Paroecians, and in fine, Rectors
or Curates, a name which is become most common.
ParcecioUS !,parrj'as),. Bot.

[f. Gr. -rrapoi/ios

dwelling side by side, vapoiaia the condition of so

dwelling (see PARISH) + -ous
;
after dicedous, etc.]

Having the male and female reproductive organs
growing beside or near each other, as in certain

cryptogams. Hence Parce'ciovisly adv., Paroe'oi-
ousness ; so Parcecism (parrsiz'm), the condition
of being paroecious.
1800 in Cent. Diet.

II Farcemia (parrmia). Rhet. [L., a. Gr.

7rdpoi/'a by-word, proverb, f. Trapoi/j-os by the way,
f. nap(a- by + olfws way, road.] A proverb, adage.
Hence f Parcemial a. = PARCEMIAC a. i.

1586 A. DAY Eng. Secretary 11. (1625) 80 Parcemia, called

amongst vs an Adage, or common saying, as thus: Who so

so doeth the chick : A bad Cooke that cannot his owne
fingers lick. 1652 UKO.UHART Jewel Wks. (1834) 292 Alle-

gories . . parabolary, anigmatick or parcemial. 1716 M.
DAVIES/!///. Brit. II. To Rdr. i, I take these eighteen
Parcemial Effata's for unquestionable Axioms.

Farcemiac (parf-misek), a. (sb.) [ad. Gr.

napm/ticM-os (in both senses) ,
f. irapotp.ia : see prec.]

1. prop. Of the nature of a proverb, proverbial ;

in quot. = PARABOLIC [ (after irapoi/^ia
=

irapa/3oA?}
in St. John's Gospel).
1820 A. KNOX in Corr. w. Jebb (1834) II. 451 It is a tran-

scendant piece of parcemiac composition.
2. Gr. Pros. Applied to a form of verse: see B.

1699 BENTLEY P/ial. 133 The Anapast Feet run on to the

Parcemiac, that is, to the end of the Sett, as if the whole had
been a single Verse. 1778 Bp. LOWTH Prelim. Diss. Isaiah
p. xxxii, Somewhat like the parcemiac verse of the Greeks.

B. so. Gr. Pros. The short line (anapa'stic
dimeter catalectic) with which an anapaestic system
usually ends.

i8o3R.PoRSON.Z>/. Dalzflm Mus. Crit. I. 334 The propor-
tion of paroemiacs to other anapaests is scarcely one in ten.

Paroemiograplier (parirnifrgrafoi). [f. Gr.

Tra.poip.ia : see PAHCEMIA, -o, and -GRAPHEK.] A
writer of proverbs. So Faroemio'graphy, the

writing of proverbs ;
a collection of proverbs.

1791-1823 DISRAELI Cur. Lit., PkiloS; Proverbs, The
royal parcemiographer classes among_ their studies, that of
'

understanding a proverb and the interpretation '. Ibid,

note, England may boast of no inferior parcemiographers.
1818 W. TAYLOR in Monthly Mag. XLVI. 404 It seems to

have been the model of the Parcemiography of Howell.

Parcemiology (par/mif-lod^i). [f. as prec.:
see -LOGY.] The subject of proverbs. So Paroe-

mio'logist, one who treats of proverbs.
1832 Fraser's Mag. VI. 501 A faithful historian of the

parcemiology of his country. 1861 \V. K. KELLY Prov. all
Nat. (ed. 2) 93 That is all that Scotch parcemiologists con-
descend to tell us.

Paroicious, a. Bot. = PARCECIOUS.
1890 in Cent. Diet.

Paroish, -ien, obs. ff. PARISH, PARISHES.

PAROLE.

Paroke.Parokeet, obs. ff. PARROCK,PARAKEET.
Farol (p3eT(?l), sb. and a. Forms: 5-8 parole,

6 parrall, 6-7 paroll, 7 par-roll, 6- parol. [Orig.
parole, a. AF. and .parole : late pop. \^.parattla :

paravola -.parabola word, speech, orig. story,

PARABLE.]
A. sb. 1. Something said or spoken ; an oral

statement or declaration ; an utterance ; a word.

Chiefly in Law
; now only in the legal phrase by

parol, by word of mouth.
[1377 LANGL. P. /'/. B. xv. 113 }e aren enblaunched with

Dele paroles and with clothes also.] 1474 CAXTON Chcsse 12
The symple parole or worde of a prynce. 1567 T. PAYNKLL
tr. Aiuadis dc Gaula To Rdr., The dulcet and sweete parolls
of his paramour. 1594 WEST -aid PI. Symbol. 43 If the
submission were by paroll. 1652 BEM.OWKS Tlieoph, XIII. cix.

250 But Saints with an attentive hope from high On Heav'ns
Paroll do live and die. 1714 SCHOCGS Courts-leet (ed. 3) 160
A Lease for three Years by Parol is a Forfeiture. 1844
WILLIAMS Real Prop. (1877) 389 A tenancy at will may be
created by parol, or by deed.

2. Law. The pleadings filed in an action (formerly
presented by word of mouth).
[1598 KITCHIN Lc Court Lccte et Court Baron 193 b,

Parol fuit mise sauns iour in precipe vers prior.] a 1625
SIR H. FINCH Law (1636) 360 If the tenaunt plead a
warrantee with assets against him, the parroll shall demurre.
1741 T. ROBINSON Gavelkind vi. 108 And the youngest Son
. . shall have his Age, or the Parol shall demur. 1768 BLACK-
STONE Coinm. III. 300. 1772 Jacob's Law Diet., Parol, or

Pleadings, are the mutual altercations between the plaintiff
and the defendant ; which at present are set down and de-
livered into the proper office in writing, tho

1

formerly they
were usually put in by their counsel ore tenus, Qiviva voce.

B. adj. [attrib. use of the sb.]
1. Expressed or given orally ; verbal, oral. Now

only in Law, in such phrases as parol evidence, as

distinguished from documentary evidence.
1601 HOLLAND Pliny (1634) II. 31 Topping the heads of the

highest Poppies there growing, without any answere parole,
[he] dispatched them away. 1627-77 FELTHAM Resolves
II. Ixxxii. 334 He gave him a Law Parole ; and inscribed it

in his heart. 1706 PniLLlrs s. v. Will, Will Parole or

Nuncupative Will, a Will only by Word of Mouth. 1768
BLACKSTONE Coiuin. III. xxiii. 367 Proofs, (to which.. the
name of evidence is usually confined,) are either written, or

parol, that is, by word of mouth. 1876 DIGBY Real Prop.
x. i. 379 '1 he other terms of the tenancy may be proved
by parot or verbal evidence without writing.
2. Law. Made (as a contract or lease) by word

of mouth or in a writing not sealed.

1590 Acts Privy Council (iBc/)) XIX. 178 A lease parol for
three yeares of certaine growndes. 1600 Manchester Court
Lcet Rec. (1885) II. 158 Adam Smythe houldeth a Dunghill
. .of James Radclyn'e by lease parrall. 1717 A". Riding Rcc.
VIII. 35 Let to Ralph Wilson by parpll-Iease. .for seven
years. 1834 Penny Cycl. II. 105/1 Binding by deed-poll, or

by an agreement to execute an indenture, or a parol binding,
have been held not to constitute an apprenticeship.

Parole (parJu-1), sb. Also 7 -ol, -oil. [a. mod.
If.parole (parol) word (see prec.), in sense

' formal

promise, engagement,' parole d'honneur word of

honour, honourable engagement.]
1. In f\\\\, parole of honour: Word of honour given

or pledged ; esp. Mil. the undertaking given by
a prisoner of war that he will not try to escape, or

that, if liberated, he will return to custody under
stated conditions, or will refrain from taking up
arms against his captors for a stated period, gener-
ally for so long as the war then going on shall

last. A person so liberated is said to be on
parole.

a 1616 BEAUMONT Antiplatonic iii, Loves Votries mthrale
each others soule, Till both of them live but upon Parole.
c 1648 Short Abridgan. Britanc's Distemper 93 Upon his
word of honour, or upon his paroll, as soldiers now call it.

1658-9 in T. Burton's Diary (1828) IV. 6 Mr. Turner and Mr.
Trevor moved that his parole might be taken. Sir Arthur
Haslerigge : The word parole is a new word ; I move that
the Sergeant take his bond. Sir George Booth : Seeing
that we all understand not French, let us take his word ;

that is English. . .Sir Richard Temple: His word is sufficient.

1658 WILLSFORD Secrets Nat. 198 Licens'd to go upon their
Paroles. 1662 J. DAVIES tr. Mandelslo's Trav. 130 Finding
means to make an escape, contrarie to their parole. 1700
ASTRY tr. Saavedra.Faxardo I. 235 Aspersions.. upon him
for the Breach of his Parole. 1722 DE FOE Col. Jack (1840)
315, 1., took their paroles of honour formy safety. 1776 R. J.
MEIGS in Sparks Corr. Anier. Rev. (1853) I. 265, 1 arrived
here the 22d instant, from Quebec, on my parole of honor,
to return when called for. 1837 LOCKHAKT Scott xxvii. note,A good many French officers, prisoners of war, had been
living on parole in Melrose. 1880 DIXON Windsor IV. xxviii.

259 They had broken their parole and fled.

b. ellipt. The condition of being on parole.
1667 ANNE WYNDHAM King's Concealm. (1681) 76 They

had lately obtained their Paroles. 1855 MACAULAY Hist.
Eng.xn. (1871)!. 735 This man[Rich. Hamilton] had violated
all the obligations,, .had forfeited his military parole.

2. Mil. The password used only by the officers

or inspectors of the guard ; distinguished from
the countersign given to all the men on guard.
1777 W. DAI.RYMPLE Trav. Sp. t; Port, .xliii, The governor

Of Madrid, having received the parole, he enters the room
to the ambassadors. 1844 Regitl. <5r> Ot'd. Army 260 The
Officers.. to be formed about forty paces in front of the

centre, in two Ranks, facing the Line where they are to
receive the old Parole.

fig. 1781 JOHNSON 8 May in Bosiuell, Classical quotation
is \\\e parole of literary men all over the world.

3. attrib, and Comb.
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1812 Ckron. in Ann, Reg. 89/2 A considerable number of

officers have.. been ordered into confinement, for. -breachts

of their parole engagements. 1900 It'estm. Gttz. 19 Sept. 4/2
It is difficult to see how we can with any show of fairness

inflict any severe punishment on the parole-breakers.

Parole parJo-1), v. [f.
PAROLE st>.]

f 1. inti: To pledge one's word. Obs.

1716 Br. NICOLSON in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. I. III. 392,
I dare parole for him, if the Government sends him back..
he'll never petition for another return into his native country.

2. trans. To put (a prisoner) on his parole, to

liberate on parole.
1863 EMERSON Emtinc. Proclatn. (Cent.), The President

by this act has paroled all the slaves in America; they will

no more fight against us. 1893 L'-'-AND Mem. II. 100 If

you get [him], don't parole him. Shoot him at once.

b. U. S. To liberate (a prisoner) on his own

recognizances.
1888 Troy Daily Times 7 Feb. (Farmer Amer.), The

defendant was paroled on his own recognisance. 1888 N. 1 '.

Herald 29 July (ibid.), He was paroled until August 8.

Hence Paro'led///. a., put upon parole.
1898 Daily News 7 June 5/4 The Spanish are already in

American debt for paroled prisoners.

Paroli (pa'nHz'),.N$. [a. F./a;wV(Oudinoti653),
a. \t. paroli 'a grand part, set, or cast, at dice' :

cf. parolare
'
to set or play at a grand part at dice

'

(Florio 1611); ?deriv. of paro pair, couple.] In

faro and similar card games, the leaving of the

money staked and the money won as a further

strike ; the staking of double the sum before staked.

Cf. PARLEY v.%

1701 K.\Kgun.\R Sir H. Wildairu, i, I can dance a minuet,
..play at picquet; or make a paroli, with any Wildair in

Christendom. Ibid, it. ii, The capot at picquet, the paroli
at basset. 1709 COTTON Compl. Gamester (ed. 3) 179 The
Paroli is . . having won the Couch or first Stake, and having a
mind to go on to get a Scp!-cl-te-''a, you crook the Corner
of your Card, letting your Moiiy lie without being paid the

vallue of it by the TtUliere. 1762 H. WAI.POLE Lett., to

Montagu clxxx, My friendship goes to sleep like a paroli at

Pharoah, and does not wake again till their deal is over.

1794 Sporting Mag. IV. 43 That no
parolis

stand which are

lost, and should retire. 1835 Hoyle's Games 46 At Rouge
et Noir. .Paroli. Double the sum staked the first time.

1844 THACKERAY B. Lyndon ix. (1886) 127 When I turned up
the ace of hearts and made Paroli.

Hence Fa-roli v., to stake one's money over

again, plus that gained by it.

1835 Hoyle's Games 61 When a punter gains, he may either

take his money or paroli. .should he again prove successful,
he can paroli for quinze and le va.

Farolist (pariMist). rare. [In sense i
,

f. PAROL
sb. ; in 2, f. PAROLE sb. + -isi.]

1 1. A usev of affected words. Obs.

1604 T. WRIGHT Passions iv. i. 112, I heard once one of

these worthy parolists who had got by the end the word
'intricat'j he . . tould . . that such a gentleman and he did
beare most 'intricat

'

lone one to another : [meaning] intier.

2. One released on parole.

1901 Scotsman. 16 Apr. 8/3 Parolists.. admit ..that further

resistance signifies daily increasing misery for all.

Parolivary (par(rlivari),a. Anat. [PARA-
1
!.]

Adjacent to the olivary body of the brain.

1893 Syd. Soc. Lex., Parolivary body, the Root-zone,
anterior.

II Paromoeon (preromffm). Gram. [mod.L.,
a. Or. Ttapay.oi.ov, neuter of Trapo/ioios closely re-

sembling, f. imp(a- PARA- 1 + o/toios like.] The

beginning of two or more words in a sentence with

the same letter; alliteration.

1706 PHILLIPS, Paromoeon, a Figure in Grammar when all

the Words of a Sentence begin alike, or with the same
Letter ; as O Tile, title, Tati, tibi tanta Tyranne titlisti.

1793 HELV tr. O'Fla/ierty's Ogygia II. 74 In every fourth

part of a distich, there should be a paromajon of two words.

Paromology (pxromp\od$'i). Rhet. Chiefly
in L. form paromologia. [ad. Gr. irapo^o\oyia

partial admission, f. irap(a- subsidiary + o/zoAo-jia

agreement, admission, HOMOLOGY.] A rhetorical

figure in which something is conceded to an ad-

versary in order to strengthen one's own position.
1586 A. DAY Eitg: Secretary n. (1625) 97 Paramoli'gia,

where we grant one or more things meet to be marked or

alledged, and forthwith doe inferre thereupon sufficient

whereby to ouerthrow it. 1657 J. SMITH Myst. Rhet. 115
Sometimes we confesse that which will not prejudice us ;

and this is called Parontologia, confession : as, I grant that

they are resolute, but . . to their own undoing. 1864 WEBSTEK,
Paromology : so in later Diets.

So f Paromologe'tic a.
[f. Gr. irafo^o\o^fiv to

admit], of the nature of an admission.
1652 URQUHART yn('*/ Wks. (1834) 292 Figurative expres-

sions . . paradoxical, paramologetick, paradiastolary.

Paromphalocele (parp-mfalosrt). Path. [f.

PAR(A- 1 + Gr. op<pa\6s navel + *r)\r; tumour.]
' A

hernia near the umbilicus
'

(Syd. Sot:. Lex. 1 893).
Hence Faro mphaloce lie a.

1857 MAYNE Exp. L., Paromphalocele, Paromphalocelic.

II Paronomasia (,]'
ir

f
m < j via. -sia). Also

erron. 7-8 paran-. [L., a. Gr. irapovo^aaia, (.

rap(a- PARA- 1 I + wo/iacria naming, after irapovo-

Hafav to alter slightly in naming.] A playing
on words which sound alike ; a word-play ;

a pun.
1579 E. K.

Spetiser's Sheph. Col. Jan. Gloss., A Parono-
masia or playing with the word, where he sayth / hue
thilke lassc, alas etc. 1666 DRYDEN Ann. Mirab. Let.

Sir R. Howard, The jingle of a more poor paranomasia.
1727 POPE, etc. Art of Sinking 97 The Paranomasia, or

Pun, where a word, like the tongue of a jackdaw, speaks
twice as much by being split. 1820 SCOTT Monast. xxxiii,
A most idle paronomasia. 1879 Expositor X. 20 Both
classes of paronomasia are found in St. Paul.

Hence Paronoma'sial, Paronoma'sian, Paro-
nomasia'stic adjs., of or pertaining to parono-
masia ; characterized by paronomasia ;

so Parono-
ma stic, -ical adjs., Faronoma'stically adv.

1823 .\
T
eutMonthly Mag. VIII. 108 [This] raised . . a ludicrous

*paronomasial association in the minds ofsome ofthe audience.

1890 Sat. Rev. 13 Sept. 309/2 The playful, *paronomasian
method of the poet. 1902 Speaker 4 Jan. 400/1 The finesses

allusive, *paronomasiastic, and the like of the Erasmian
Latin. ciSio COLERIDGE in Lit. Ran. (18$) III. 266 The
very letter of the famous *paronomastic text proves that

Peter's confession, not Peter himself, was the rock. 1664 H.
MORE Exp. 7 Epist. Pref. bij, The sound of ftuaretpa and

6uyaTfipa are near enough for *paronomasticall Allusion in

any indifferent man's judgement whatsoever. 1888 Book,
worm \. 273 Cleverly paronomastical is 'A Cursory History
of Swearing

'

by J ulian Sharman. 1846 TKEGELLES Gcsenius'

Hebr. Lexicon s, v. V2M, For the purpose of *paronomastic-

ally answering to the words.

t Paroiio'inasy. Obs. Also 7 erron. paran-.

[a. F. paronoinasie (1557 in Hatz.-Darin.).]
=

PARONOMASIA.
1601 B. JONSON Poetaster in. i, A kind of paranomasie, or

agnomination, a 1677 BARROW Serm. Wks. 1716 1. 142 Some
elegant figures and tropes of rhetorick . . paronomasies,
oxymorons and the like, frequently used by the Vjest speakers.

|| Faroiiychia (pieronrkia). Also 7 paroiiy-
chie. [L.j a. Gr. -napuvvxLa. a whitlow, f. irap(a-
PARA-! I beside + Svvf, i/vvx- nail. In F.^aro-
nychie (Pare c 1560). Cf. also I'ANARICIUM.]
1. Path. An inflammation about the finger-nail ;

a whitlow.
J597 [See PANARICIUM] callede Panaris or Paronichia.

1663 DOYLE Usef. Exp. Nat. Philos. n.v. xi. 229 Tormented
with a Paronychia for four daies together. 1696 PHILLIPS

(ed. 5), Paronychie, a preternatural swelling in the Fingers
ends, very troublesome. 1741 A. MONRO Anat. (ed. 3) 5
The deep-seated kind of Paronychiii. 1874 ROOSA Dis. Ear
120 The pain will be intense, like that from a paronychia.
2. ot. A genus of herbaceous plants (N. O.

Illecebracex), with narrow leaves, and conspicuous

silvery stipules usually concealing the minute

apetalous flowers
;

whitlow-wort.
1666 LOCKE Let. to Boyle 24 Feb., B.'s Wks. 1772 VI. 537,

I have endeavoured to provide paronychia, and I think 1

shall be able to forward pretty good store of it .. it begins to

be in flower, .about a fortnight hence. 1861 Miss PRATT
Flower. PI. II. 315.

Hence Paronychial, Parony chic adjs. (Path.},

pertaining to or of the nature of paronychia.
1857 MAYNE Expos. Lex., Paronychic. 1890 Cent. Diet.,

Paronychial.

Paronym (prc'rimim . [ad. Gr. nafuivvinov,

from neuter of irapuivvfios
' formed by a slight change

of the word, derivative'.] A word which is derived

from another, or from the same root
;
a derivative

or cognate word.
1846 SMART Suppl., Pnronyme, a paronymous word. 1888

P. SHOREY in Amer. Jrnl. Philol. Oct. 290 Plato was
determined to preserve the dignified associations of Being
and its paronyms for the abstract studies he delighted to

honor.

b. ' A word of one language which translates

a word of another with only a difference of termina-

tion or other slight change' (Cent, Diet. 1890):
cf. PARONYMIZE, PAKONYMY 3.

Hence Paronymic a. = PARONYMOUS.
1890 in Cent. Diet.

Faronymize (parp-nimsiz), v. [f. prec. +

-IZE.] trans. To convert into a paronym ; to

adapt (a foreign word) by giving it a native form.

So Faronymiza'tion.
1885 B. G. WILDER in Proc. Aiitfr. Assoc. Adv. Sc.

XXXIII. s^gnotc, I have suggested that, in English works,
so far as possible, the names be given an English aspect by
paronytnisation. 1889 Nation (N. Y.) 18 July 58/3 The
Latin words are commonly paronymized rather than trans-

lated into inelegant or misleading heteronyms; e. g. pcdun-
euliis is Anglicised 'AS. peduncle, \\Qifootlet.

FaronyniOUS (par(;-nim3s), a. [f.
Gr. ira/w-

vvn-os (see PARONYM) + -ous.]
1. Of words : Derived from the same root ;

radi-

cally connected, cognate.
1661 BLOUNT Glossogr. (ed. 2), Paronymous (Gr.\ pertaining

to words or terms that have denomination from the same

thing, but differ in case or termination. 1697 tr. Burgers-
dicins his Logic I. xxv, 100 A Paronymons is a Concrete

Word, and so deriv'd from the Primitive, as that it differs

only from it in Termination. 1827 WHATELY Logic in. viii.

157 The Fallacy, .that paronymous words (i. e. those belong-

ing to each other, as the substantive, adjective, verb, &c. of

the same root) have a precisely correspondent meaning ;

which is by no means universally the case. 1832 AUSTIN

Jurispr. (1879) I. xxiv. 482 The term 'delitum' is exactly
coextensive with the . . paronymous expression

'

delitor '.

b. Derived from a word in another language
with the same or similar form. 1890 in Cent. Diet.

1 2. (See qnots.)

1836 SMAUT, Paronywoits, near to another wordjn meaning,
as distinguished from synonymous . . it may be said that there

are few if any synonymous words in a language, but many
that nKparoHyiiiout. 1846 WoKctbi ER, Paronymous, alike

in sound, but differing in orthography and signification ; as,
air and heir.

Faronymy (parjrmmi). [f. Gr. irapwvvp-os

(see I'AHONYM) + -Y. t^Gr. napojvvnia a by-name,
a surname.)]
fl. = PARONOMASIA. Obs.

1627 W. SCLATER Exp. 2 Thess.
(1623) 29 Tribulation to

them that trouble. The paranomasie, or paronymie, I

thinke is not casuall,. .but intended to point at the Talio
God holds in recompencing.

) 2. The family of words derived from one root.
1682 M'eekly Mem. Ingen. 375 The Paronymie or deriva-

tives from thence.

3. Formation from a word in another language
with bnt slight change ; adaptation of a foreign
word to native word-types.
1885 B. G. WILDER in Jml. Nervous f, Ment. Dis. July (title)

Paronymy versus Heteronymy as Neuronymic Principles.

1885-9 Buck's H.andbk. Med. Sc. VIII. 519 (Cent.) The
relation between the Latin pans and the French pont is one
of paronymy ; but between pans and the English bridge it

is one of heteronymy.

Paroo, obs. var. prahu : see PROA.

II Paroophoron (p&rotf-Rifn). Anat. [mod.
L., f. PAH(A-! + oophoron ovary.] a. = PARO-
VARITJM. b. A small remnant of the \Volffian

body in the female, corresponding to the parepi-

didymis in the male. So
; Paroophori Us Path.,

inflammation of the parts adjacent to the ovary.
1872 PEASLEE Oi'ar. Tumors 12 The paroophoron, or

parovarium, is a rule of embryonic life. 1881 BALFOUR

Comp. Embryol. II. xxiii. 597 Remnants of the anterior

non-sexual parts of the Wolfnan bodies have been called

by Waldeyer parepididymis in the male, and paroophoron
in the female. 1893 Syd. Soc. Lex., Paroophoritis.

Paropa, -pos, a fabric : see PEROPUS.

Faropliite (pEeTcflait). Min. [Named 1852,
f. PAR(A- i I + OPHITE, from its resemblance to

ophite or serpentine.] A variety of FINITE, allied

to agalmatolite, of various colours (greenish,

yellowish, reddish, or greyish).
1862 DANA Man. Geol. 67. 61 The Parophite of Hunt is

a rock of similar composition, from Canada.

|| Paro-psis. Path. [mod.L., f. Gr. iropa-

PAH(A-
' + oif/is sight, vision.] (See quot.)

1822 GOOD Study Med. III. 198 Paropsis is literally
'

diseased or depraved vision '. . . The ophthalmic mono-

graphists,.have most unmercifully enlarged the list under
this genus. 1857 MAYNE Expos, Lex.

Paroquet (pre-nyket). [Another form of PARA-

KEET.]
1. = PARAKEET, q. v. for forms and quotations.
2. Comb. Paroquet (perroquet) auk, a small

s.vk,Ombriapsittacula(Cyclorhynchuspsittacnliis'),

inhabiting the coasts and islands of the northern

Pacific ; paroquet-bur, a name in Jamaica of the

plants of the genus Triumfetta : see quot.
1802 BINGLEY Anim. Biog. (1813) II. 545 The Perroquet

Auk . . is found in flocks in Kamtschatka, in the isles towards

Japan, and on the western shores of America. 1835 Penny
Cycl. III. 101/1 The Perroquet Auk is about eleven inches

in length. ..The head, neck, and upper parts are black,

blending into ash-colour on the fore-part of the neck ; the

under parts from the breast are white ; the legs are yellowish.
1866 Treas. Bot. 1176 In Jamaica the name Paroquet Burr
is. .given to them [species otTriumfetta}, on account of the

green paroquets feeding on their ripe fruits or burrs.

Faroral (paroo-ral
1

, a. Zool. [f. PAR(A-
! i +

ORAL a.] Situated beside the mouth : applied to

a series of cilia in certain infnsorians.

1882 W. SAVILLE KENT Infusoria II. 762 A fourth, but as

yet rarely observed, series [of cilia], .obtaining in Gastro-

styla..he proposes to distinguish as the
'

paroral
'

one.

Farorchid (par(rjkid). Anat. Also in L. form

parorohis. [ad. mod.L. parorchis, f. I'AR^A- 1 +
Gr. opx>s testicle : cf. orchid.] The epididymis.
1878 BELL Gcgcnbaur's Cowp.Anat.bi^ The vasa efferentia

pass to a parorchis. Ibid. 617 The primitive kidneys are

partly united with the testes, and there form the parorchids

tepididymes).

II Parorexia (pavrore-ksia). Path. [mod.L., f.

PAR(A- 1 + Gr. o/xf<s appetite.] Perverted appetite.
1898 Allhitt's Syst. Med. V. 500 In neurasthenia this

anorexia orparorexia leads to emaciation.

Paros, Parosche, (-osse, -ossh(e,) -en, -ian,

obs. ff. PARISH, -EN.

Paroschen, ? scribal error for parosche, PARISH.

c 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. Wace (Rolls) 5774 To a dyocise

langed a cite, & ordened paroschens [v. r. parisches, WACE
parosces] for to be.

II Parosmia (parfzmia . Path. [mod.L., f.

PAR(A- 1 I + Gr. ba\n\ smell.] Perverted sense of

smell. Also (irreg.) Paro'smis.
1822 GOOD Study Med. III. 254 Parosmis. Morbid Smell.

Sense of smell vitiated or lost. This is the parosmia and

anosmia of many writers. 1884 M. MACKENZIE Dis. Throat

fy AW II. 472 Parosmia is often met with in lunatics. 1897

Allbutt's Syst. Med. IV. 695 Parosmia, or perversion of

the sense of smell, in which imaginary or subjective per-

ceptions of odours are present.

Parosteal (parfstz,al), a. Anat., Zool., Path.

[f.
Gr. rrap(a- P.utA- 1 1 + uariov bone: see OSTEAL.]

= PAROSTOTIC.
1854 JONES K: SIEV. Pathol. Anat. (1874) 146 Osseous

tumours,., and especially articulations, called by Virchow

p.uusUitl tumuLiis, 1870 Roi.LiisroN Anim. Life 36 'lho.se



PAROSTIC.

'parosteal
1 bones which are developed from the skin and

the subcutaneous and aponeurotic tracts underlying il.

So Farostic (par^stik), a. Path. [f. niod.L.

fartstia], pertaining to or characterized by
parostia or defective ossification.

1822-34 Goods Study Med. (ed. 4) IV. 248 A parostic dia-
thesis seems from some cause or other to have existed.

II Farostosis (pacr^stwu-sis). Anal., Zoo!.,

Path. [f. as prec. + -osis.] The formation of
bone outside the periosteum, as in the integu-
ment or connective tissue, or the sheaths of blood-

vessels. (Syd. Soc. Lex. 1893.) Hence Paro-
sto'tio a., of or formed by parostosis.
1870 ROI.LESTON Anim. Life Introd. 63 No '

parostotic
'

bones are ever developed in relation with either limb-girdle.

Parot, obs. form of PARROT.

Farotic (parp-tik), a. Anat. and Zoo!, [ad.
mod.L. parotic-us, F. paroliqite, f. PAK(A-! I +
Gr. oS>-, UIT- ear, UITIKOS of the ear.] Situated
beside or near the ear

; parotid.
1857 MAYNE Expos. Lex., The parotic region in birds

is the turn of the ear. 1871 HI.-XLEY Anat. Vert. Anim. v.

220 The parotic apophysis on the posterior face. 1893 Syd.
Soc. Lex., Parotic process, in the skull of the Teleostei,
formed by the union of the Pierotic and Epiotic bones.

Parotid (parotid), a. and sl>. Also 7-8 -ide.

[a. . parotide (1545 in Hatz.-Darm.), or ad. L.

parotis, parotid-: see PAROTIS.]
A. adj. {Anat., Zool., Path.) Situated beside or

near the ear
; applied esp. to a lobulated race-

mose gland (in man, the largest of the three

salivary glands), situated one on each side, just in

front of the ear, and having a duct (parotid duct
or Stensons duct} opening into the mouth opposite
the second upper molar tooth

;
also to the arteries,

nerves, veins, etc. belonging to the same region,
and to inflammation, tumours, etc. occurring in it.

1687 Phil. Trans. XVI. 486 Neither was there any swell,

ing formed in the Maxillary or Parotide Glandules. 1758
J. S. Le Dran's Obsen. Surg. (1771) 10 The Parotide is not
a single Gland. 1807-26 S. COOPEK First Lines Surf. iv.

(ed. s) 311 The parotid duct passes beneath the integuments
of the cheek over the masseter muscle. 1877 ROBERTS
Handbk. Med. (ed. 3) I. 178 Mumps is chiefly characterized

anatomically by inflammation of one or both parotid glands.
1878 KIXGZETT Anim. Cliem. 53 Parotid saliva is alkaline
and viscous.

B. sli. 1. Anat. and Zool. The parotid gland.
1770 T. PERCIVAL Ess. (1777) I. 383 Indurated parotids,

and deafness have ensued. 1841-71 T. K. JONES Atiim.
Kingd. (ed. 4) 835 The parotids vary principally in their

proportionate size.

t 2. Path. A parotid tumour. Obs.

1747 tr. Astruc's Fevers 214 Parotids, which are nothing
else but tumified lymphatic, not salival glands, situated about
the neck, ears, etc. These tumours have given occasion to
two different systems for their explication. 1808 Me,i. jfrnl.
XIX. 450 We saw some parotids, but almost all were mortal,
notwithstanding the stimulating topicks.
So Parotide'al, Parotide 'an adjs.

= PAROTID a. ;

||
Parotid! tis [see -Ills]

= PAROTITIS.

_ 1831 R. KNOX Cloquct's Anat. 99 The breadth of the face
is., limited on each side by the parotideal edge of the in-
ferior maxillary bone. 1841 E. WILSON Anat. I'ade Jlf.

(ed. 2) 275 The Parolidean Arteries are 4 or 5 large branches
. . given off from the external carotid. 1878 T. BRYANT
Pract. Surg. I. 520 Paroliditis, or 'Mumps', is a simple,
although an infectious disease.

II Parotis (parotis) ; usually in pi. parotides
(parou'tid/z). [L., a. Gr. irapiaris, iraptuTiti-, f.

irap(a- PARA- 1 I beside + o5s, UIT- ear : see -ID.]
1. The parotid gland.
1615 H. CROOKF. Body of Man 823 Vnder the cares and

behind them there are many glandules called Parotides.
1747 tr. Astruc's Fevers 246 When the parotis begins to
suppurate, let the suppuration continue for some time.

t 2. A parotid tumour. Obs.

1693 tr. Blancard's Phys. Diet. (ed. 2\ Parotides, . . also a
preternatural Swelling of those Glandules. i72oQuiNCY tr.

Hodges" Loimologia 148 Deafness joined with Drowsiness
were signs the Parotides would soon appear. 1813 T.
BUSBY tr. Lucretius II. 25 (Jod.) The hard dry parotides
induced mortification. 1893 Syd. Soc. Lex., Parotis, . .Also,
an old term for a swelling of the parotid gland.
Parotitis (pa=rotai-tis). Path. [irreg. for

PAROTIDITISJ, f. prec. : see -ITIN.] Inflammation of
the parotid gland, or of neighbouring structures;

usually constituting the disease called mumps.
Hence Parotitic

(-ti'tik) a., pertaining to or
affected with parotitis.

_
1822 GOOD Study Med. II. 337 In advanced life parotitis

is sometimes apt to run into a chronic form. 1857 MAYNE
Expos. Lex., Parotitic. 1880 J. W. LEGO Bile 469 Such
symptoms as. .a parotitis, and injection of the conjunctiva;
1897 Allbutt's Syst. Med. III. ,58 Though it [i.e. Mumps]
is called Parotitis, the other salivary glands as well as the
parotid are usually affected.

Parotoid paro-toid), a. (sb.) Zool. [irreg. f.

PAROTIS + -oia] Applied to certain glands of
the skin forming warty excrescences near the ears
in some batrachians, as toads. Also as sb.

1873 MIVART Elcm. Anat. xii. 488 The so-called
'

parotoid
'

glands, as in the common Toad. 1875 HUXLEY in Encycl.
Brit. I. 762/1 In many Anura and Urodela these glandular
structures attain a greater complication of structure,., and
constitute what are termed the '

parotoid
'

glands.
Parott e, Parour, obs. ff. PARROT, PARURE.
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Parous (pae-ras), a. Obstet. Med. [f.
! element

-par-us bearing ; see next. Cf. PARITY-'.] Having
brought forth offspring.
1898 G. E. HERMAN l)is. Women ix. 87 In text-books of

anatomy it is stated that the parous uterus is normally
larger than the virgin uterus.

-parous, suffix, f. I., -parus bearing, producing
(belonging to par-ere to produce, bring forth ; in

Kr. -pare) + -ous, as in oviparns oviparous, viri-

parus viviparous; so in numerous later and modern
formations, as allnnniniparous , bipartnis, crini-

parotis, larviparous, miilttparous, tinijiarous, etc.

II Farovarium (paereve-rim). Anat. [f.

PAR(A- 1 i + OVARIUM.] A remnant of the \Volf-
fian body in the female, consisting of a group of
closed tubules lying between the ovary and the

Fallopian tube
; corresponding to the tpididymis

in the male. (Also called organ of Kosenmuller.}
1859 TODD Cycl. Anat. V. 594/1 The parovarium is formed

out of the Wolffian body. 1872 [sec PAROOPHOKON], 1888
ROLLESTON JACKSON Anim. Life 426 The anterior

portion of the mesonephros is in this case converted into

epididymis in the male, parovarium in the female.

So Parova'rlautf., pertaining to the parovarium.
1878 T. BRYANT /'raft. Surg. (1879) II. 269 The majority

of the pure unilocular cysts are broad ligament cysts or

parovanan. 1897 Allliutt's Syst. Med. III. 585 The variety
of tumour most likely to be mistaken for free fluid in the

peritoneum is the parovarian cyst. Ibid. IV. 432 Ascitis or

parovarian cystoma.

Parowre, obs. form of PARURE.

Paroxysm 'pze-rfftsiz'm). Also 7 -isme,
-ysme,-im've,7-8-ism. la..F.farpxysme(l6thc.'),
vnxVux peroxime (13-14^ c. in Ilatz.-Darm.), ad.

med.L. faroxysinus irritation, exasperation, a. Gr.

Trapovati6s ,
f. rapovvtiv to goad, exasperate, irri-

tate, f. 7rap(a- PARA- 1 I + u[ vv-tiv to sharpen, goad,
render acute. In i6th c. used in Greek or L. form.]
1. Path. An increase of the acuteness or severity

of a disease, usually recurring periodically in its

course ; a violent temporary access of disease
;
a fit.

['577 FRA.MPTON Joyfull Nevies n. 86 When thei bee in
their traunce, orparoxismos the smoke of it makelh theim to

awake.] 1604 Tuo. WRIGHT Passions v. 2. 161 When the

paroxime was vpon them. 1605 B. JONSON / 'olpone III. v,

Againe, I feare a Paroxisme. 1654 WHITLOCK Zootomia 83 If

they can.. go but so far, as to call the fit of an Ague, a
Paroxysme, . . my admiring Patient taketh him to be a great
Schollard. 1704 F. FULLER Med. Gymn. (1711)34 They may
give wonderful Reliefin the Paroxism. i&ajlfed. Jrnl.\\\\.
409 In the course of the paroxysm she felt great aversion
to water. 1876 tr. Wagner ~s Gen. Pathol. (ed. 6) 16 The
period in which the symptoms make their appearance is

called the paroxysm or attack.

2. A violent access of action or emotion; a
fit,

convulsion (e.g. of laughter, excitement, rage,
terror, etc. ; also said of physical processes, as

earthquakes or volcanic eruptions).
1641 MILTON Reform, i. Wits. (1851) 30, I will not run into

a paroxism of citations again on this point. 1762 STEKNK
Tr. Shandy VI. xxiii, In one or two of the more violent

paroxysms of the siege. 1839 JAMES Louis XII', IV. 42 He
was cast into paroxysms of rage and despair which were
frightful to behold. 1869 PHILLIPS Vcsuv. iii. 48 In this
violent paroxysm the whole top of the mountain is believed
to have been swept away.

b. (Without//.) The extreme height or violence,
the acute stage (of any action, etc.). Now rare.

1650 FULLER Pisgali iv. v. 84 And four-score [Years], .in
the Paroxysme of their [Egyptian] bondage. 1693 R. FLEM-
ING Disc. Earthquakes 1 10 By a falling down of tne greatest
Darkness, he brings their case to some higher Paroxism.
i8i J. Q. ADAMS in Davies Metr. Syst. in. (1871) 145 At the
very moment of fanatical paroxysm of the French revolution.

C. Violent or convulsive (physical) action.

1893 A. W. MOMERIE in J. H. Barrows World's Parlt.
Relig. I. 271 It is manifest that the species themselves ..

have been created not by paroxysm but by evolution.

f3. A violent outburst
; an open quarrel. Obs.

1650 FULLER Pisga.lt iv. i. 13 The greatest contention
happening here, was that Paroxysme betwixt Paul and
Barnabas. 1655 Ch. Hist. II. ii. 88 The paroxisme con-
tinued and encreased betwixt the Scotish Bishops., and
such who celebrated Easter after the Roman rite. 1702 C.
MATHER Magn. Car. in. n. iii. (1852) 372 The misunder-
standing did proceed so far as to produce a paroxism.

Paroxysmal (pnerffei-zmal), a. [f. prec. +
-AL.] Pertaining to or of the nature of a paroxysm ;

marked by paroxysms ; violent, convulsive.

1651 BIGGS Netu Disp. 144 The cruel Tertian did not for-

get to keep its paroxysmal course and return. 1811 SHELLEY
.St. Irvyne x. Pr. Wks. 1888 I. 200 In a paroxismal frenzy
of contending passions. 1866 A. FLINT Princ. Med. (i88oj

253 Asthma is essentially a paroxysmal disease. 1878 BAYNE
Purit. Rev. 488 A risk of their being elected in some
paroxysmal mood of feeling.

b. spec, in Geol. Of or pertaining to a violent
natural convulsion

; sometimes = CATASTROPHIC,
CATACLYSSIIC. (In quot. 1877, Holding the theory
of paroxysmal or catastrophic changes.)
1830 LYEI.L Princ. Gwl. I. 463 Paroxysmal convulsions . .

are usually followed by long periods of tranquillity. 1841
TRIMMER Pract. Geol. 469 These paroxysmal disturbances
which have hitherto occurred at intervals from the remotest
geological periods, may be renewed. 1877 A. H. GREFM
Phys. Ceol. xi. 4. 524 The Paroxysmal School of Geolo-
gists. 1882 J. GEIKIE in WatiireXXVll. 44/2 We have had
experience of paroxysmal changes of level.

PAKPEN.

Hence Paroxysmaliat Geol. = PAROXTSMIST
;

Paroxysraally adv., in a paroxysmal way, by or
in paroxysms or fits.

1833 LYEI.I. Princ. Geol. III. r.|9 A line of shoals, there-

fore, or reefs, consisting of shattered and dislocated rocks,.,
ought first to have been pointed out by the paroxysmalist.
1859 SK.MPLK Diphtheria?,--, The haemorrhage, .is suspended
and paroxysmally renewed.

Paroxysmic (pa:r(Tksi-zmik), a. rare. [f. as

prec. + -ic.]
= PAROXYSMAL.

1850 KIHGSI.I Y Alt. Locke xv. (1874) 130 They fancy that

they honour inspiration by supposing it to \x only extra-

ordinary and paroxysmic-. 1889 A. W. TOL'RGEF. in Chicago
Advance j Feb. 114 The slender figure writhed with the
paroxysmic effort [of coughing].

Faroxysniist (pseTjflcsizmigt). Geol. [f. as

prec. + -1ST.] One who attributes certain pheno-
mena to paroxysms or sndrlen and violent natural
convulsions

;
a catastrophist.

1865 Lunnocic Prch. Times xi. 357 The argument of the

Paroxysmist would probably be something like the following.

Paroxytone (pir(>ksitun), a. and sb. Gram.,
chiefly Gr. Gram. [ad. mod.L. paroxyton -us, n.

Gr. TtapovTov-os, f. irap(a- beside, past + oftiroi'os
OXYTONE. In F. paroxyton (1570 in Hatz.-

Darm.).] a. ailj. Having an acute accent on the
last syllalile but one. b. sb. A word so accented.
1764 \V. PIUM \TT Acccniits redivivi u,6 The lonians . .

when they turned proparoxytone nouns of the secoml de-
clension in eta into t^, at the same time they made them
paroxytones. 1881 CuANni.nt OtvX- A^cnt. :L<!. 2) 2 A
word with the acute on the last syllable is called Oxytone;
on the penultimate, Paroxytone.
Hence Paroxytonic (-t^'nik) a., characterized by

paroxytone accent or stress; Paroxytone, Par-
o'xytonizet'fc., to accent on the penultimate syllable.
1887 A. MOREL-FATIO in Encycl. ISrit. XXII. 349/2 As

regards the tonic accent and the treatment of the vowels
which come after it, C'nstilian may be said to be essentially
a paroxytonic language, though it does not altogether
refuse proparoxytonic accentuation. 1890 Cent. Diet.,
Payo.vytone vb.

Paroyall, obs. form of PAIR-ROYAL.

Parpal, perpal. Sc. In mod. Sc. pairple.

[app. var. of PARPEN.] In full parpalwall, parti-

tion-wall, partition. Hence Parpalling-.
1:1470 HENRYSON Mor. Fat. n. Town f, C. .Wtmse xxvii

I thank yone courtyne and yone perpall \7j.r. parpane] wall
Of my defence now fra yone crewell beist. Ibid, xxvi,
Vp in hai.st behind ane parpaling (JI/SS. parraling, perr-,
ed. 1621 parcelling] Scbo clam sa hie. 1558 Acts Council
Eifin. (Jam.), The counsellors, .did. .give order to the Dean
of Guild to big within the said church [St. Giles's] parpall
walls of stone. 18. . JAMIKSON, Perple, a wooden partition.
Mod. Sc. (Roxb.), Ye can hear the mice ahint the pairple.

Parpen, parpend, parpent (pa-jpcn, -end,

-ent). Forms: 5-8 perpend, (5 perpoynt), 6-8
parpen, (parpin'e, 6-9 parpan(e, 9 parpoint),
6-9 perpen, (7-8 perpin, 7-9 perpent, 9 per-
peyn i. [a. OF. parpain (1304-1550 in Godef.),

perpain. (1306), parpin (1394), parpan (1498),
patpoin (l6thc.), perpin Cotgr. idi), mod.F.

parpaing (Littre), in med.L. parpaims (1402 in

Litlre). Of doubtful origin (see Note below);
hence the etymological spelling is unsettled. lu
OFr. the word was used as an adj. witli fern.

parpaigiie, -pagne, -peigtte, also ellipt. as sb. (for

pierre parpeigtie) : see ahofarpine in Littr^.J
1. In Masonry, A stone which passes through

a wall from side to side, having two smooth vertical

faces
;
a stone squared or dressed for this purpose.

In quot. 1579-80, perh. adj. 'with perpendicular
faces '.

CI429 in Willis & Clark Cambridge (1886) II. 445 Pro
xxxiij ped' de perpoynt' yvij'. 1579-80 NORTH I'lutarch
(1676) 88 The

pillars
of this temple are cut out of a quarry

of marble called pentlike marble, and they were squared
parpine, as thick as long. 1688 R. noiMzArmeurym.xii/1
Perpin, are less than the size of Ashlers. Ashler, is a
Stone a Yard long, and 8, 9, or 10 inches square. 1712 J.
JAMES tr. Le Blond's Gardening 208 Lay here and there
Stones that reach the whole Thickness of the Wall, that is

to say, such as make the Surface on both Sides, which
Workmen

cajl Making a Parpin. 1890 Tablet 28 June 1026
The church is. .built of brick-faced Yorkshire parpoints.
2. Short ioiparpen-wall: Awall built of parpens;

a partition-wall. Also_/?f.
1591 BRUCE Senn. Iviijb, Sinne. .casteth a balk and a

mist betuixt the sight of God and vs ; and therefore the

Prophet calleth it a parpane. Ibid. T v b, Gif thou build vp
an perpen of thine awin making betuixt thee and him. 1624

in Serm.,<Ac. ( Wodrow Soc.) jo.That I should take the full

burden upon me, until this parpan was demolished. 1895
JAMIESON s. v., 2 The parapet of a bridge is called a parpane,
or parpane-wa', Aberd. 1828 Craven Gloss, (ed. 2), Par-
point, a thin wal, the stones of which are built on the edge.
Il'id

, The parapet of a bridge is called in Scotlan_d,/<z?^rt^,
which, in general, consists of a single stone in width.

3. altrili. and Comb. : parpen ashlar, stone, work.
ci429 in Willis & Clark Cambridge (1886) II. 445, Ixxxij

et di' foil of *perpendaschler vjd. 1756 Ibid. 529 The ashler
under the Plinth of the Ballustrade..is parpin ashler. 1781
J. WOOD Cottages (1806) 8 The freestone is sawed out with
a common hand-saw into what is called perpen-ashlar, that

is, stone of four, six, eight or ten inches thick. 1721 BAILEY,
*Perpend~stone (among Builders) a stone fitted to the

Thickness of a wall, so as to shew its smoothed ends on
both sides. 1845 PARKER Gloss. Archil, (ed. 4), Perpent-



PARQUET.
stone , . , a large stone reaching through a wall so as to

appear on both sides ofit; the same as what is now usually
called a bonder, bond-stone, or through, except that these

are often used in rough-walHng, while the term perpent-
stone appears to have been applied to squared stones, or

ashlar;. -in Gloucestershire, ashlar thick enough to reach

entirely through a wall, and shew a fair face on both sides,

is called Parping ashlar. 1600 HOLLAND Livy XLIV. xi. 1177
A new wall, not built to the thickenesse of the old, but with

*perpend worke, laid with one course of bricke and no more.

b. Parpen wall, a thin wall built of parpen
stones or of single bricks, as commonly in interior

partition-walls ; hence, a thin partition-wall of any
kind

;
also locally, a parapet wall, as of a bridge.

1554-5 Burgh Rec. Edinb. (1871) II. 297 Ane braid daill

to be ane porpen-wall to the litill hous of the portell in the

counsall-hous. 1688 R. '&.QI.WR Armoury 111.457/1 A perpin
wall, is a Single stone wall. 1720 WODROW I^ifo R t Bruce
iny>A.$V>w.,etc. (Wodr. Soc.) 80 The King, .discharged the

taking down ofa parpan wall in the Great Kirk, to enlarge the
East Kirk. 1860 G. E. STREET in Archseol. Cant. III. 126

The altar set on a foot pace about three feet from the east

wall, with a low stone perpeyn wall at its back. 1903 J. T.
FOWLER in Rites ofDurham (Surtees) 195 At Rievaulx the

five eastern altars were divided by perpent walls of stone.

\Notc. For the derivation of the French word, M, Antoin
Thomas suggested in Romania XXVI. 437, 442 a L. typ

P>
di ____________r . .

indicated some difficulties in this, and suggested_a popular
L. *perpendiuiti) related to perpcndiculutn, referring to the

smooth vertical faces of the parpend stone. He admitted
however the difficulty of thus accounting for the corresp.
Sicilian parpagnu, Engadine parpaiin, and Sp. perpiaTw^
unless these are more or less altered adaptations of the Fr.

word. ]

Parpetrat, etc., obs. f. PERPETRATE, etc.

Parquet (pajke-t, || paTU'),^. [a. (in specific

senses) Y.parqitef, Q^.parchet (i.|th c.) a small

compartment, part of a park, theatre, court, etc.,

wooden flooring ; dim. oipan PARK : sec -ET.]
1. A flooring; spec, a wooden flooring composed

of pieces of wood, often of different kinds, arranged
in a pattern ;

a flooring of parquetry.
1816 TINGRV Painter $ t 'arnishers Guide (ed. 2) 384 Dis-

temper for parquets, or floors of inlaid work. Ilrid., The
name of parquets is given to boards of fir intersected by
pieces of walnut-tree, or disposed in compartments of which
the walnut-tree forms the frame or border. 1832 tr. Tour
Germ, Prince II. xiii. 254 The large blocks of wood on the

fire; the tile parquet, all recall vividly to my mind that I

am in France, and not in England. 1867
' OUIDA

'

C, Castle*

maine (1879) 10 None such as these could cross the inlaid

oak parquet of Lillicsford.

2. (Also erroneously parquette.) Part of the

auditorium of a theatre, the front part of the ground-
floor nearest the orchestra, or sometimes the whole
ofit. Chiefly U. S.

1848 W. IRVING Life $ Lett. (1864) IV. 34 Ladies.. with
their gay dresses, make what is the parquette in other

theatres look like a bed of flowers. 1883 M. SCHUYLER in

Harper's Mag: Nov. 880/1 No actual hardship is attached

to a seat in the parquet. Ibid. 884/2 The partition which
runs from the floor of the parquette to the floor of the gallery
is of fire-proof blocks. 1896 Daily News 10 Feb. 6/6 In

New York the stalls occupy the whole of the parquet.

]|
3. In France, etc. : The branch of the adminis-

tration of the law concerned with the prevention,

investigation, and punishment of crime.

1892 Pall Mall G, 30 Sept. 6/3 The orgies reported last

week as having taken place in a Paris restaurant have
attracted the attention of the parquet. 1902 EitcycL Brit.

XXVII. 289 The head of the whole Parquet in France is

the Procureur-Gencral. 1903 Speaker 19 Sept. 5567 1 An
unwise economy in the pay of the native Parquet or prose-

cuting body.
4. attrib. and Comb., as parquet-flooring^ -work.

1874 LADY HERBERT tr. Hubner's Ramble n. ii. (1878) 245
Th
C
high t, . . .

parquet-flooring. 1901 IVestm. Gaz. 14 Mar, 4/2 Scottish

tweeds are some of the herring-bone pattern ;. .others, again,
what is called 'parquet ', imitating a parquet flooring.

Parquet (pauket, || pa-rkv), v. [a. ~F.parqneter

(1382 in Hatz.-Darm.), i. parquet: see prec.]
trans. To provide (a room) with a floor of

parquet-work ; to construct (a flooring) of par-

quetry ;
to make of inlaid wood-work.

1678 EVELYN Diary 23 Aug., The roomes are wain-

scotted, and some of them parquetted with cedar, yew,
cypresse, &c. 1865 J.C. HELLEW Blount Tempest I. 58 The
flooring was parqueted very curiously, and so highly

polished, that .. it was as unsafe as ice. 1873 M. COLLINS

S'juire Silchester III. xxii. 239 From the parqueted floor to

the open oaken-raftered roof.

"b. To turn into, or make like, a parquet floor.

1875 R. F. BURTON Gorilla. /-. (1876) II. 277 We ascended
a path greasy with drizzle, parquetted by negro feet.

Farquetage (pauketed^). [a. F. parqttetage

(1676 in Hatz.-Darm.) flooring, wooden mosaic, f.

parqueter\ see prec. and -AGE.] = PARQUETRY.
1845 Art -Union JrnL June 169 Twelve different patterns

of parquetage, or inlaid wood flooring. 1847 Illustr, Land.
News n Sept. 170/2 Carved oak, stained glass, parquetage.

Parquetry (pa-jketri). Also
|| parqueterie

(parkgtrz). [a. F. parqueterie (1835 in Diet. Acad.^
{. parquet', see -ERY 1.] Inlaid work of wood, in

which a pattern is formed by different kinds of

wood
; esp. in flooring : cf. PARQUET sb. i .

1874 ADY ERBERT tr. uners ame n. . 17 245
The lacquered borders of the parquet floor. 1886 WILUS &
CLARK Cambridge I. 116 A dais in parquet-work for the

high table, ity) A tlbuMs Syst. Med. VII. 5 A polisher of

492

1842 FRANCIS Diet. Arts, Parquetry. 1877 C</. Words
XVIII. 19/1 The floors are in parquetcrie. 1879 CasselL's

Techn. Educ. in. 184/2 Parquetry is a beautiful species of

flooring, consisting of various patterns formed of different

woods. 1883 J. PAYN Thicker than li'atcr xx, The floor. .

left a free opportunity for parquetry round its margin.
attrib. 1883 Times 19 Nov. 4 The floor. .is. .a parquetry

floor. 1895 Daily AVws 10 May 9/2 A Louis XVI. par-
queterie secretaire of tulip and rosewood.

Parr *, par (pii). [app. of Scottish origin ;

derivation unknown.]
1. A young salmon before it becomes a smolt ;

distinguished by the parallel transverse bands on
its side ;

= BRANDLING sb. 2.

Formerly supposed to be a distinct species.

1715-22 nanxKBVtDaer, TVwrfVzW*? Wks. (1815) 107 Salmo
salmulus, Samlet, or Par. a 1771 SMOIXETT Ode to Let<en-

Water^ The scaly brood In myriads cleave thy crystal flood ;

. .The salmon, monarch of the tide, The ruthless pike, intent

on war; The silver eel and motled par. 1820 SCOTT Abbot*y\\ t

Par, which some suppose infant salmon. 1827 JrnL y May,
Warm dispute whether par are or are not salmon trout. 1844
Zoologist II. 527 noic, Brandling-trout, fingerling, par, smolt,
&.C. all denote the same fish. 1862 Act 25 fy 26 Viet. c. 97

2 'Salmon' shall., include, .bull trout, smolts, parr, anil

any other migratory fish of the salmon kind. 1868 PEARO
II 'atcr-farm, x. 103 The ova deposited in our boxes have
long since become parr.

2. A young coal-fish or black cod, less than
a year old (see BILLET^) ; a sillock. local.

1769 PENNANT Brit. Zool. III. 153 Coal Fish, The fry.,
are called at Scarborough Parrs, and when a year old,

Bjllets. About nine or ten years ago such a glut of Parrs
visited that part, that for several weeks it was impossible to

dip a pail into the sea without taking some. 1832 J. COLE
Scarboiviigli Guide loS The principal fish brought to Scar-

borough for sale are . . herrings, whiting, parr, billits, colefish.

3. attrib. and Comb., as parr-fishing\ parr-

marks, the dark transverse bands which charac-

terize the salmon in the parr stage ; parr-tail, an
artificial fly used in salmon fishing.

1889 Daily Xeius 9 July 5/3 What better means ofdiminish-

ing the population of salmon can be invented than free *parr-
fishing? 1867 F. FRANCIS Angling ix. (1880) 305 With
bands or marks on the sides known as *parr-marks. 1866

CRICHTON Ramble in Arcades 129 Though we spun the

*parr-tail assiduously we did not succeed in moving one

[salmon], 1867 F. FRANCIS Angling v. (1880) 294.

Parr-, dial. Also parre, par. (See qnot.)
1847 HAI.LIWF.LI., Parre, a young leveret (Devon). [Thence

in WEBSI ICR, etc.]

Parrachite, -chito: see PARAKEET. Parrah:
see PARA, Eastern coin. Parrail(le, var. PAREI,.

Parrakeet, -ket, variants of PARAKEET.
t Pa'rraketism. Ol/s. noncc-md. [f. prec.+

-ISM.] Acting like a parrot, i. e. speaking without

understanding what one says.
1658 HARRINGTON Prerog. Pop. Govt. Wks. (1700) 254 Did

you ever hear such a Parraketism? for to speak a word
without understanding the sense of it, is like a Parrat.

Parral, Parraling, var. PARREL, PAHELLING.

Parrall, obs. f. PAULK, PAHOL. Parramatta:
see PARAMATTA. Parraquito : see PARAKEET.

t Par-rational, a. m>nce-w<t. Obs. [f. L. par
equal (see PAR sb.V) + RATIONAL.] Equally
rational or reasonable.

1647 WARD Simp. Cooler 50, I know no difference in these

Essentialls, between Monarchies, Aristocracies, or Democra-

cies; the rule will bee found par-rationall say Schoolmen
and Pretorians what they will.

Parrator, obs. f. PARITOR. Parre : see PAIR,
PAR zi.

1
,
PAKR 2

. Parrear, obs. f. PARIAH.

Parree, Parreiall, obs. fT. PARRY, PAIR-KOTAL.

Parrel, parral (pre-reT), sb. Naut. Forms:

5 perell, 6 parle, 7 parel, parrell, (8 pareil), 7-
parrel, 9 parral. [app. the same word as PARKI,

sb. Cf. OF. para.il rigging (1345 in Godef.).]
A band of rope, chain, or iron collar by which

the middle of a yard is fastened to a mast.

1485 Xaval Accts. Hen. VII (1896)37 Layners for the truss

perell. 1591 PERCIVALI. Sp. Diet., Racainenta, the parle of a

ships yard, Aplustre. 1627 CAPT. SMITH SeatnansGraiit.v. 20

Parrels are little round Balls called Trucks, and little peeces
of wood called ribs, and ropes which doe incirclc the Masts,
and so made fast to the Yards, that the Yards may slip vp
and downe easily vpon the Masts. 1720 DE FOE Capt.

Singleton xi. (1840) 192 The pareil of the mizen topsail yard
. .giving way. 1764 VF.ITCH in Phil. Trans. LIV. 286 \ rom
the parrel of the main-yard down to the upper deck of the

ship, ll'id. 288. 1867 SMYTH Sailor's Word-tk. 518 Parrah,
or Parrels. Those bands of rope, or sometimes iron collars,

by which the centres of yards are fastened at the slings to

the masts, so as to slide up and down freely.

b. Comb., as parrel-lashing, -rope, -truck.

1711 W. SUTHERLAND Sltipbuild. Assist. 142 Parrel Rope,
as big as the Pendants of the Brace. 1867 SMYTH Sailor s

\Yord-bk., Parrel-rope. 1873 KNIGHT Diet. Mech. s. v.,

The parral.. has strung upon it parral-trucks, that is, small

wooden globes to prevent friction, .in hoisting or lowering.

Hence Pa'rrel, parral v., to fasten by means of

a parrel (in quot. i8ys t'ntr. for >/?.).
c 1860 H. STUAKT Seaman's Catech. 49 The masthead men

parrel the yard. 1895 Outing (U. S.) Apr. 46/1 Hook them
on to the trysail gaff, the jaws of which parral on to the mast.

Parrel(l, Parrer, Parreache, Parret, Par-

rettor, obs. ft". PAREL, PERIL, PARUKE, PARISH,

PARROT, PARITOR.

[Parrett, copyist's error for parrell: see PAREL.
154* in /'"' Ch. Gofiti Yorksti. etc. (Surtecs) 138-9.]

PARRICIDE.

II Parrhesia (parrzia, -rf-sia). Rhet. Also 6

parresia, parisia ; in 7 anglicized as pa'rrhesy.
[Late L. pnrrhesia (Isidore Orig. ii. 20), a. Gr.

irappr/ff/o free-spokenness, frankness, f. irapa- beside,

beyond + pfjais speech.] Frankness or freedom of

speech.
1586 A. DAY Enff. Secretary n. (1625) 90 Parresia, or

liberty to speake, when by winning of curtesie to our speech
we seeke to auoide any offence therein, as thus : Pardon if

I be tedious. 1589 PUTTENHAM Eng. Poesie in. xix. (Arb.)

234 Parisia, or the Licentious. 1659 GAUDEN Tears of Ch.
in. iv. 274 An honest and innocent parrhesy, or freedome of

speaking, such as becomes the Messenger of heaven. 1678
PHILLIPS (ed. 4), Parrliesia, liberty in speaking ; in Rhetorick
it is a figure in which we speak boldly, and freely, in things
displeasing, and obnoxious to envy. 1893 Ck . Times 27 Oct.

1090, I.. do not the less admire the womanly sweetness and
beauty of characters like Perdita and Miranda because of
their occasional parrhesia.

Parrhesiastic (parisise-stik", a. rare. [ad.
Gr. wappr/aiaffTiK-us free-spoken, f. nappTjcnaaT-rjs

(L. parrhesiastis'}, ult. f. vappr/aia: see prec.] Bold
and open in speech; free-spoken, outspoken.
1835 WHATF.LY Conunpl.-Ek. (1864) 120 The supposed

superiority of wisdom attributed to cautious, reserved.,

characters, as compared with the more open, unreserved,
energetic and parrhesiastic.

Parriah, -iar, -ier, obs. ff. PARIAH. Parrial,
-all, Parriche, obs. ff. PAIR-ROYAL, PARISH.

Parricidal (pserisai'dal), a. [ad. L. parrici-
dalis: cf. obs. F. parricidal (i6thc. in Godef.),
f. parricida PARRICIDE 1.] Of, pertaining to, of

the nature of a parricide ; guilty of parricide.
1627 MAY Litcan vil. N vj, On brothers, and on fathers

empty bedds The killers lay their parricidall heads. 1850
BLACKIE SEschylits II. 194 The parricidal Oedipus. 1867
FREEMAN Norm. Cony. (1876) I. v. 270 Swegen's parricidal
war with his father.

Hence Parrici'dally adv., in a parricidal manner.

1856 Miss MULOCK J. J/aJi/axxxiv, Dust of the dead ages
..never parricidally profaned by us the living age.

Parricide 1
(pse'rissid). Also 6-8 pari-, (6

para-, 7 parra-). [a. F. parricide (i3th c. in

Hatz.-Darm.) ,
ad. 'L.parrictda^aricida, ofdoubtful

derivation
; by Qtiintilian thought to be for *patri-

cida, l.patr-em father: see -CIDE i. See also PATRI-

CIDE.] One who murders his father or either

parent, or other near relative ; also, the murderer

of any one whose person is considered specially
sacred as being the ruler of the country or in some

position of trust ;
one guilty of the crime of parri-

cide : see next ; transf. one who commits the crime

of treason against his country.
1554 W. 1v.t.f Africav. G iv, They haue asharpe ptuiishe-

ment for the paradices [sic] and mansleers. 1555 EDEN
Decades 270 The Romans were accustomed to sowe paricides
in sackes. 1560 DAUS tr. Sleidanes Coiiinr. 64 b, Luther ,.

exhorteth all men that they would come to destroye these

wycked theves and paracides. 1563 FOXE A. ff M. (1583)

755/2 Thus was Solyman murderer & parricide of hys_
owne

sonnes. 1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 812 Parricides,

which slew their Parents, or which slew their wives or

children. 1633 T. ADAMS Ext. 2 Peter ii. 5 If a woman
murder her husband, she is judged by the civil law a parri-

cide. 1638 R. BAKER tr. Balzac's Lett, (vol. Ill) 170 They
lend the Spaniard their blood, and their hearts,

t

to make a

slave of their country, and are parricides of their Mother.

1644-58 CLEAVELAND Gen. Poems (1677) iji My Compassion
to my Country must not make me a Parricide to my Prince.

c 1696 PRIOR Cupid Mistaken 1 1 Parricide ! Like Nero, thou

hast slain thy mother. imltanFatrPaut.v.i iSroThis

Paricide ..Shortens her Father's Age, and cuts him off. 1853
MERIVALE Rom. Rep. i. (1867) 5 Should avictorious geneial
dare to turn his arms against his own country, where was the

nation which should rise and overwhelm the parricide ?

b. attrib. or as adj.
= PARRICIDAL.

1686 tr. Ckardin's Trav. Persia 58 Persons that had.,

dipp'd their Parricide Hands in his Blood. 1706 ANNA
SEWARD Lett. (1811) IV. 295 To exalt the French character,

and, with parricide impulse, to depreciate that of England ?

Pa-rricide -'. Also 7-8 pari-. [a. f.par-
ricide (isthc. in Littre), ad. L. parriddium : see

prec. and -CIDE 2.] The murder of a father,

parent, near relative, ruler, etc. ;
the crime of

a parricide : see prec. ; transf. the crime of treason

against one's country.
Parricida and parriddium had already in Latin a very

wide application, including all uses found in English. In

Codes in which distinctions are or were made between

different kinds of murder, parricide, besides meaning the

murder of parents
and near relatives, has been variously

extended; English Common Law distinguishes 'in no respect

between the crime of parricide or that of killing a husband,

wife, or master, and the crime of simple murder
'

(Wharton
Law Lex. 1848).

1570 T. NORTON tr. Nowel's Catech. (1853) 132 If it be

for every private man. .parricide to kill his private parents.

I6S4 R. CODRINGTON tr. lustinc xxxil. 405 The Father being

compelled to parricide, did make sad all the Court with the

execution of his Son. a 1674 CLARENDON Hist. Kef>. xi.

incurred the guilt of parricide, by renouncing their parent,

by making her ruin their favourite object. 1866 R. LOWE S

the son had done it, and they charged him with parricide.



PARRICIDED.

b. attrib. or as adj. = PARRICIDAL.
1806 JEFFERSON Writ. (ed. Ford) VIII. 473 Persons who

may reject, .parricide propositions.
Hence Pa'rricided ///. a., killed by parricide.
1858 CAULYLE Fredk. Ct. ll. ix. (1872) I. 106 The parricided

Albert's son.

t Farrici'dial, a. 06s. [ad. I,, parricTditil-is,
{. parricidium PAKKICIHK -

: see -AL. Cf. obs. F.

parricidial \j:
1600 in Godef.).] Of, pertaining to,

or of the nature of parricide ; parricidal.
1598 SYLVESTER Du Bartas n. i. in. Furies^ 797 Who.. in

all humane lives In cold hloudbath their parricidiall knives,
a 1656 USSHER Ann. (1658) 337 Partly by parricidial acts com-
mitted in his own family. 1693 WASHINGTON tr. Alilton's

Def.Pop. (1851) Pref. Q The new:
Barbarisms.

icidial

t ParricrdiOUS, a. Obs. [f. lu. parricldi-itm
PARRICIDE ^ + -ous.] = PAKRICIDAL.
1609 Bp. W. BARLOW Anstu. Nameless Cath. 241 The vn-

gratious and vnnaturall despight of a Parricidious Vsurper.
Ibid. 246 A parricidious

Murder. 1779 Hist, Mod. Europe
I. xix. 228 This parricidious Zealot. 1807 J. UARLOW Coliunb,
v. 397 Arrest, my son, thy parricidious hate.

Pa'rricidisni. rare~ l
. [See -ISM; cf. liber-

tinism^ The
practice

of parricide.
1797 W. TAYLOR m Monthly Rev. XXIV. 193 An inflexible

and severe magistrate, accused of incest and parricidism.

t Parricidous, a. Obs. rare 1
, [f. PARRICIDE

+ -ous.] = PARRICIDIOUS. (Perh. a misprint.)
16^6 SIR T. BROWSE Pseud. Ep. in. xvi. 143 The men of

Melita when they saw a viper upon the hand of Paul, said
.. the parricidous animall and punishment of Murtherers
is upon him.

t Pa'rricidy. Obs. In 6 paracidie, 7 pari-.

[ad. L.parricitii-wn ; cf. homicidy.~\
= PARuiciDE 2

.

1560 DAUS tr. Sleidane's Connn. 339 For committing Para-
cidie, that is to wit, for poysoning thy Mother and a Nephew
of thine. 1602 WARNER Alb. F.ng. x. liv. (1612) 242 How
they wrought Paricidie. 1610 HOLLAND Camdens Brit. i.

113 Aurelius Conanus. .defiled with Paricidies or murthers
of his owne Kinred.

Farrier (pae-riai). [f. PARRY v.'i + -ER 1.] One
who parries.
1809 ROLAND Fencing 45 To understand that it is very

possible to hit these kind of windmill parryers.

Parrier, obs. form of PARIAH.

Parrish, -en, etc., obs. ff. PARISH, PARISHES, etc.

Parritch, Sc. and north, dial. f. PORRIDGE.

Parritor, -our, obs. forms of PARITOR.

Par-roast, v. nonce-wd. [f. ROAST v., after

PARBOIL 2.] trans. To roast partially.
1847 DE QUINCEY in Tail's Mag. XIV. 576 Martin, the

man that parboiled, or par-roasted York Minster.

Parroche, -in, -yn, obs. ff. PARISH, PARISHES.
Parrochite, -ocquet : see PARAKEET.
Parrock (pse-rak), sb. Now chiefly dial, (see

PADDOCK). Forms : i pearroe, pear(r)uc, 5
parrok, 6 -oeke, 6- parrock, (7 parock, dial.

purrook, 9 dial, parrack, -ick). [OE. pearroe,
-rue masc., corresp. to OIIG. pfarrih, pferrih,
MHG. pferrich 'fencing about, enclosure, enclosed

space ', mod.Ger. pferch
' fold (for sheep, etc.)

'

;

MLG. perc masc. and neut. ; MDu. fere, pare,
DM. perk, park neut.,

'

pen ',
and (after Fr.)

'

park' ;

all pointing back to a com. WGer. *pamik, -ik.

Found also in early med.L. as parricus, parcus
(8th c. in Ripuar. Laws), and in mod. Romanic
langs. : It. parco, Sp., Pg. parque, Pr. pargue,
pare, f.pare, whence ME. pare PARK, and mod.
Ger. park, Du. park (in part). Also in Welsh
parwg Jrom \HL.parrocK), pare (from Eng.), Gael.

pairc (from Eng.), Bret, park (from Fr.).
The ulterior origin and relations are disputed : see Diez,

Kurting, Kluge, Franck. The OE. and cognate Ger. forms
show that the word must have been in WGer. as early as
the 4th c. The oldest sense in OE. and OHG. appears to
be '

the enclosing fence or hurdles, clathri ', rather than
' the

enclosed space'. Diez and Korting favour a Romanic
origin, and possible connexion with L. parcere, parcus adj.,
but Darmesteter rejects this, because Prov. pargtte (with

thus not improbable that *parruk, *parrik, was a dim. of
a WGer. *parra, OHG.pharra, Ger. pfarre, in an original
sense '

circuit, compass, precinct, district
'

(taken in Chris-
tian times as a convenient equivalent for med.L. parochia
parish) ; cf. mod. dial. PAR si.

s '

enclosure for beasts ', and
KlE.parren, PAR, PARR .'

'

to enclose, confine '.]

1. T a- A fence, or hurdles, with which a space
is enclosed. (0..~) b. An enclosed space of

ground ; a small enclosure or field, a paddock.
a 700 Epinal Class. 224 (so Erf. 224) Clat(h)nm, pearroe.

0:725 Corpus Gloss. 486 Clatrunt (clat/iri}, pearuc. c888
K. ALFRED Boeth. xviii. 2 On Sisum lytlum pearroce [L.
sacptnm, CHAUCER clos, i.e. the earth) be we jer ymbe
sprfficon busiaj* swibe manega 8eoda. ^918 O.E. Chron.
an. 918 [Hie] him wi5 jefuhton .. and bedrifon hie on anne
pearruc and besaeton hie ba;r utan. c 1000 jti.FRlc Gloss, in
Wr.-Wiilcker 140/8 Clatrum, pearruc. c looo in Kemble
Cad. Dipt. V. 277 Bis sindon oa landjemasro. ^Erest . . on
Bojeks pearruc : of Boceles pearruce. a 1400-50 Alexander
4702 Pyned bar in a parroke inparkid as bestis. 1530
PALSGR. 252/1 Parrocke a lytell parke, farynet. 1582 SIR
T. HENEACE Let. in Nicolas Life JIattm (1847) 277 To kill
a doe in the parrock of the great park. 1589 NASHE
Martins Months Minde 49 My parrock of ground . . abutting

VOL. VII.

493

vpon three high waies, wherevpon standeth a Cottage, built
triangle wise (i.e. the gibbet at Tyburn). 1729 N. Kiditig
Rec. IX. 107 The paddock or parrock called Butt-paddock.
1825 BROCKETT N.-C. Gloss, s.v. Paddock, In Westmorland
parruck..\s a common name for an inclosure near a farm-
house. 1886 ELWORTIIY Its. Sow. Word-bk. s.v.,They cows
mus'n bide in the parrick no longer.
2. A small apartment or narrow cell in a building ;

a stall, coop, or pen for animals.
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 384/2 Parrok, or cowle, saginarium,

..cavea,..pargnlus. Ibid,, Parrok, or cahzn,pretcrioti<in,
capana. 1818-80 JAMIESON, Parrock, Parrok, i. a small
inclosure, a little apartment, Ditnifr...?. A very .straight
enclosure in which a ewe is confined, that she may take
with her own lamb, or with that of another when her own
is dead. Roxb.

f3. (See quot.) Obs. [Perh. a different word.]
a 1700 Kennett MS. in Halliwell s.v., When the bayliffor

beadle of the Lord held a meeting to take an account of
rents and pannage in the weilds of Kent, such meeting was
calld a parock.

Pa'rrock, v. Obs. exc. dial. [f. prec.] trans.
To enclose, shut up, confine within narrow limits.

1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. xv. 281 ou\e primus heremita had
parroked hym-selue, pat no man mijte hym se. 1393 Ibid.
C. vii. 144 Ich am ywoned sitte Yparroked in puwes. 1:1440
Promp. Pan>. 384/2 Parrokkyn, or speryn in streyte place
(K. speryn in strey(t)ly, S. closyn in streythly). 1825-80
JAMIESON s.v., Sheep are said to be parrach'd in a fold,
when too much crowded. Ibid., To parrock a ewe and
lamb, to confine a strange lamb with a ewe which is not its

dam, that the lamb may suck. Roxb. 1894 Nortlntvibld.
Gloss., Pairock, parrick, to shut up. .in a paddock.
Hence Pa'rrocked ppl. a., shut up, closed.

1520 Treat. Galautit 116 in Hazl. E. /'. P. III. 156 For
all .. thy parrocked pouche that thou so fast doest brace.

Parroket, -quet: see PARAKEET.
Parroll, obs. form of PAKOL sb.

Parrot (parrat), sb. Also 6-7 parot, parat,
6-8 parrat, -et, (6 parrote, -otte, parottfe,
parate). [Known first e 1525 ; of uncertain origin,
there being no cognate form of the name in other

langs. ; conjectured to be = F. Perrot ' a mans
proper name, being a diminutive or derivative of
Pierre' Peter (Cotgr.) : cf. Pierrot, diminutive of

Pierre, in mod.Fr. a name of the house-sparrow.
The chief difficulty in this is that the sense

'

parrot
'

is not
recorded for F. Perrot (although Littre has/Vrc/asamodern
Fr. familiar name given to the parrot), while /Yrro/does not
appear as a man's name in i6th c. Eng., so that points of
contact are wanting. Cf. however the suggested origin of

Sp.perico, periqitito, under PARAKEET.]
1. A bird of the order Psittaci, or family Psilla-

cidse, and spec, of the genus Psittaczts
; these are

scansorial and zygodactyl, and have a short hooked
bill and naked cere

; many of the species have very
beautiful plumage, and some of the fleshy-tongued
ones can be taught to repeat words and sentences
with great perfection ; hence, much valued as cage-
birds, the species most commonly kept being the

Grey Parrot (Psiltacus erythacus) of West Africa.

The_ order includes many genera and species chiefly in-

habiting tropical and semi-tropical regions ; a few are found
in the temperate zones in N. America, Australia, and New
Zealand. As differentiated from parakeet,

'

parrot
'

is ap-
plied to the moderate-sized and larger species of the order.
Various families, genera, and species have distinct names, as
cockatoo.kca, lory, macaw, etc.

c 1525 SKELTON Sp. Pat-rot i My name is Parrot, a byrd of

paradyse. Ibid. 9 Parot must haue an almon or a date.
Ibid.

i5_ Speke, Parrot, I pray you, full curtesly they say ;

Parrot is a goodly byrd, a prety popagey. 1564-78 HULLEYN
Dial. agst. Pest. (1888) 61 Our Parate will saie, Parate is a
minion, and beware the Catte, and she will call me Roger
as plaine as your Maistership. 1581 RICH Farm. Milit.
Prof. H iij b, Haue you founde your tongue now pretie peate,
then wee must haue an Almon for Parrat. 1600 J. PORY tr.

Leo's Africa Introd. 52 Heere be likewise gray parots. 1601
HOLLAND Pliny I. 146 The Island Gagandus : where they
began first to haue a sight of the birds called Parats. 1617
MORYSON Itin. III. 2 Children like Parrats, soone learne

forraigne languages, and sooner forget the same. 1656 EARL
MONM. tr. BoccalinCs Advts. fr. Parnass. I. x. (1674) 13
Seeing a beautiful Indian Parrel . . [he] delighted to hear her

speak. 1727 POPE Th. Var. Snbj. Swift's Wks. 1755 II. i.

230 A very little wit is valued in a woman, as we are pleased
with a few words spoken plain by a parrot. 1781 COWPER
Convers. 7 Words learned by rote a parrot may rehearse.

1884-5 Stand. Nat. Hist. (1888) IV. 363 The gray parrots,
forming the family Psittacidse, are few in number and are
confined to Africa and Madagascar.

b. A figure of the bird ; esp. one used as a
mark for shooting at ; a popinjay.
1578 T. N. tr. Cong. W. India 198 They will make a Parrel

ir Popin Jay of metlall, lhal his longue shall shake, and his

heade move, and his wings flutter. 1662 J. DAVIES tr.

Olearius' Voy. Anibass. 262 You passe through a place ap-
pointed for tilling, .and in the midsl, a high Pole for shoot,

ing at ihe wooden Parrat.

. Applied contemptuously to a person ; esp. in

reference to an unintelligent mechanical repetition
of speech, or imitation of the action of others.

1581 J. BELL Haddon's Answ. Osor. 107 Speake out

Parrolte, in what place doth Luther subverte the duelies of
vertue? 1621 BURTON Anat. Mel. Democr. to Rdr. (1651) 75
The Pope is more then a man, as his parats often make him.
1656 W. D. tr. Comenius' Gate Lat. Unl. 595. 181 To make
a parrot of a man, a rehearser of olher men's sayings. Cl8o2
MAR. EDGEWORTH Enniti ix, The mere puppets and parrots
of fashion. 1837 EMERSON Addr., Atner. Schol. Wks.

(Bphn) II. 175 He tends to become, .the parrot ofother men's
thinking.

PARROT.
3. Sea-parrot, a. The coultemeb or puffin, so

called on account of the peculiar shape of its bill.

1694 Ace. Sev. late Voy. 11. 88 Amongst all web-footed
Birds. .this halh a peculiar Bill ; and because il seem'd to
those lhat gave him this Name to be like that of a Parrel,
therefore they called him also a Parrel. 1772-84 Cook's
Voy. (1700) VI. 2126 We saw numbers of sea parrots, and
small ice-birds. 1865 GOSSE Land f, Sea (1874) 30 These
are known by the fishermen as st-a-parrots or coulternebs ;

bul are more generally designated in books as puffins.
b. Some kind of fish : see PARROT-FISH.

1706 PHILLIPS, Sea-Parrct, a Fish that has very sparklingand beautiful Eyes, the Balls of which are as clear as
Crystal [etc.]. 1883 Fisheries Exhlb. Catal. fed. 4) 105 Sea
Wolf.. Sea Parrot. .Sea Sow, Cock Peddle. .Sea Mouse.
4. attrib. and Cotnb., m parrot cage,family, form,

species, story, teacher, etc.
;
of the nature of or

resembling that of a parrot, esp. with reference to
the mechanical repetition of words or phrases in
the manner of the bird, as parrot-cry, -echo,

-faculty, -fury, -lawyer, -phrase, -player, -prate,
-prating, teaching, way, -work, etc. ; parrot-billed,
-learnt, -nosed adjs. ; parrot-like adj. and adv.,
parrot-uiise adv.; parrot-beak = next (a~); parrot-
bill, (a) a New Zealand plant, Cliantlms, Kaka-
bill or Glory pea (Morris Austral Eng.) ; (b}
a war-hammer with a point like a beak (Cent.
Diet.) ; parrot-bullfinch, an Indian bird of the

genus Paradoxornis
; parrot-crossbill, a species

of crossbill, Loxia pytiopsittacus, having a larger
bill than the common species ; parrot-finch, (a)

prec. ; (b) one of the Ploceidse or Weaver-birds,
Erythrura psittacca, from New Caledonia (List
Anim. Zool. Card. (1896) 252); parrot-green,
a yellowish green like the colouring of some
parrots ; parrot mouth, a malformation of a
horse's mouth, in which the upper incisors project
beyond the lower, so as to prevent grazing ; parrot-
perch = PARROT-FISH b (Morris Austral Eng) ;

parrot's bill, f a) a form of surgeon's pincers;
(b)

= parrot-bill (a) ; parrot's corn : see quot. ;

parrots' plague, rinderpest, a contagious disease
to which parrots are subject ; parrot-toed a., in-

toed, pigeon-toed ; parrot tongue, a tongue like

that of a parrot ; spec, a dry shrivelled condition of
the human tongue in typhus, etc.

; parrot tulip,
a recent variety of tulip: see quot. ; parrot-weed
the Tree Celandine, Bocconiafrttteseens, a tropical
American plant; parrot-wrasse = PARROT-FISH a.

Also PARROT-COAL, -FISH.

1866 Treas. Bat. 298 C[Kanthvs]funiceits, called *Parrot's-
BilL.from the resemblance of Ihe keeled petal lo the bill

of lhat bird. 1838 Encycl. Brit. XVI. 581/2 The "parrot-
billed species. 1825 P. J. SEI.BY lllustr. Brit. Ornith. I.

Parrot-Crossbill. 1843 YARRELL Hist. Brit. Birds II.

Crossbill . . is an inhabitant chiefly of Northern Europe,
whence it ranges occasionally into the llritish Islands. 1898
Daily News 2 June 7/6 An old *parrot-cry which had been
exploded long ago. 1884 J.TH.IT JlfititiiuMatter(iSg2) 238
False miracles or *parrot-echoes of real ones. 1901 Daily
Neius 5 Feb. 6/3 A *parrot -faculty for picking up languages.
1885 NliWTON Diet. Birds (1896) 686 The home of the vast

majority of "Parrot-forms is., within the tropics. lizj/'etle's
Merry Jests C iv b, Al which shee biling her lip, in a *paral
fury wenl downe the slaires. 1646 SIR T. BHOWNE Psettd.

Ep. 138 The lillle Frogge of an excellenl *Parrat-grcen, that

usually sits on trees and bushes. 1885 STFA'ENSON Child's
Card. 1/erses, Trav. 4 Where below another sky *Parrot
islands anchored lie. 1616 T. ADAMS Pol. Hunting Wks.
1662 1. 16 Their ban-dogs, corrupl solicilors, *parrol-lawyers,
lhat are their properties and mere trunks. 1856 Miss MULOCK
y. Halifax xxvi, His lips moved in a paroxysm of prayer

helpless, *parrot-learnt, Latin prayer. 1847 CARPENTER
Zool. 458 The horny *parrot-like beaks of Cuttlefish.
1888 F. HUME Mine. Midas I. v, Why do I repeat them
parrot-like? 1899 Allbutfs Syst. Med. VIII. 246 In the
education of mentally feeble children, parrot-like repetilion
should be carefully avoided. 1804 WOLCOTT (P. Pindar)
Epist. to Ld. Mayor Wks. 1812 V. 206 Despise his mind and
*parrol-prate. 1582 STANVHURST sEnei's i. (Arb.) 26 His
prittye *paral praling. 1597 A. M. tr. Cuiltemiau's Fr.
Chirurg. If. xv b/2 The pinsers which are callede '

'parales
billes '. 1857 MAYNE Expos. Lex.,

*Parrot's Corn, common
name for Ihe seeds of ihe Carthamus tinctoriits, or baslard
saffron. 1895 Daily News 19 Dec. 5/4 Spoken of as the

*parrots' plague, .called by Laics *parrols' rinderpest. .. One
of the persons who died . . at Versailles of Ihe distemper was
an officer's wife. She caughl it by feeding Ihe bird wilh
sugar from her mouth. 1590 SHAKS. Much Ado i. i. 139
You are a rare *Parral teacher. 1887 MOLONEY Forestry
W. Afr. 255 Too much time devoted in the past to the exer-
cise of memory, to

'

"parrot
'

teaching. 1849 W. F. LYNCH
Exped. Jordan v. 91 Mosl of the Turks walk whal is lermed
*parrol-loed, very much like our Indians. 1860 KEADE
Cloister ff H. Iviii. (1896) 170 If you would but. .hold your
*parrol longues. 1897 Alloutt's Syst. Med. II. 357 Dry,
brown-crusted, shrivelled longue 'the parrot-tongue

'

of

typhus, 1774 GOLDSM. Nat. Hist. V. 283 The *parrot-
iribe mighl be an inslance. 1882 Garden 13 May 333/3
A bunch of "Parrot Tulips.. in a tall Dutch jar. 1897
Weslm. Gaz. n May 2/1 That marvel of red and gold and
green and terra-colta, with its fantastic jagged petals and
its sharp spur, which goes by the name of the parrot tulip.
1828 Lights <$ Shades I. 318 Their notions are in all cases

alike infused in the true "parrot way. 1856 J. W. WARTER
in Southey's Lett. (1856) II. 292 In what way Southey
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PARROT.

wished the Catechism taught,.. not *parrotwise, but Chris-

tianwise. 1806 Edin. Rev. VII, 468 Avoiding . . what he

calls *parrot-work. 1884 Longm. Mag. Mar. 529 Certain

tropical species of herrings and "parrot-wrasses.

Hence (tionce-wds.) Parrote'se [see -ESE],

parrot-language ;
Pa'rrothood.

1889 MAX MULLER Nat. Relig. xiv. 36r The parrot never

speaks parrotese. 1894 Daily Trilninc (N.Y.) 5 July, From

early parrothood the lost one displayed a keen sense of the

conventionalities of polite speech.

Parrot (poe-rat), v. [i. prec., q. v. for Forms.]
1. intr. To chatter like a parrot; to repeat

words or phrases in a mechanical manner, like

that of a parrot taught to speak. Also to parrot
it. Now only as absol. use of next.

1596 NASHE Saffron Walden 136 Hee would do nothing
but crake and parrel it in Print, in how manie Noble-mens
fauours hee was. 1612 CHAPMAN Widcnu's T. Plays 1873

III. 82 If you Parrat to me long. 1647 TRAPP Comm. i Cor.

xiv. 15 It is not praying but parotting. I have read of a

Parot in Rome, that could.. say over the whole Creed.

2. trans. To repeat (words) mechanically or by
rote like a parrot ;

to iterate to weariness ; to

repeat or imitate without understanding or sense.

1649 HEYLIN Relat. q Observ. n.
202_

If the Ministers will

not parret forth the new States Doctrine to you, they shall

be starved out of their Pulpits. 1805 T. HOLCROFT Bryan
Ptrdue I. 132 Boys parrot what they hear. 1823 DE
QUINCEY Lett. Educ. v. (1860) 94 To parrot the ipsissima
verta of Kant. 1872 F. HALL False P/iilol. 31 The verb

experience is, to Mr. White, parroting Dean Alford, alto-

gether objectionable.
1880 Grove's Diet. Mns. I. 225/2 An

idea, .which has been parrotted by incapable.. critics.

3. trans. To teach to repeat in a mechanical

parrot-like manner ; to drill like a parrot.

1775 S. J. PRATT Literal Opin. in. (1783) I. 9 The most
sensible people are frequently parrotted ; they think as they
are bid to think, and talk the dull dialect of their teachers,

from the cradle to the coffin. 1827 LAMB Let. in Hazlitt

Mary ff C. Lamb (1874) 278 We are parroted into delicacy.

1890 Sat. Rev. 15 Feb. 196/2 The rank and file are tutored

and parroted by author, by manager, or by stage-manager.

Hence PaTrotinjf vbl.sb. and ppl.a. ; Pa'rroter,

one who mechanically repeats something learned

by rote.

a 1603 T. CARTWRIGHT Confiil. Rhem. N. T. (1618) Pref. 5

Which had been liker vnto the prating, pratling, and parat-

ing of birds. 7*11700 in D'Israeli Cur. Lit., Hist. Thca.

during Suppression, Those proud parroting players, a sort

of superbious ruffians. 1840 DE QUINCEY Style iii. Wks.

1890 X. 208 Passages of great musical effect .. vulgarized

by too perpetual a parroting. 1861 MILL Autob'wg. i. (1874)

31 Mere parroters of what they have learnt.

Pa'rrot-COal. Sc. zn&north. dial. [Origin of

parrot uncertain. (Quot. iSssoffersafancifulguess.)]
The Scotch and northern name of cannel coal.

01789 BLACK in Brand Hist. Newcastle (ijSg) II. 242 note,

Parrot, or kennel coal. 1793 Statist. Ace. Scot., Fi/esfi.

VIII. 451 There is, on the north parts of Torry, a fine

parrot coal, in thickness 4 feet, which is very valuable. 1801

Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) Suppl. II. 231/1 Cannel coal, .is found

in Lancashire, and in different parts of Scotland, where it is

known by the name of parrot coal. 1853 FLEMING in

Pharmac. Jrnl. XIII. 124
' Parrot '. .might be applied to

them, from the fact that, when burning, they 'chattered
'

somewhat like a parrot. 1877 LE CONTE Elem. Gcol. v.

(1879) 343 Cannel or parrot coal is a dense, dry, structureless,

lustreless, highly-bituminous variety, which breaks with a
conchoidal fracture.

Fa'rrot-fish. A name given to several fishes

on account of their brilliant colouring, or as having
a strong hard mouth resembling the bill of a

parrot ; spec. a. A fish of the family Scaridm

found in tropical seas and having a very strong

jaw. b. A fish of the Australian labroid genus

Labrichthys, esp. L. psittacnla. c. One of the

gymnodonts.
1712 E. COOKE I7oy. S. Sea 28 We also took here that they

call the Parrot-Fish. 1735 MORTIMER in Phil. Trans.

XXXIX. 113 Psittacus Piscis, viridis, Bahamemis: The
Parrot-Fish i so called from the Shape of the Head, and its

beautiful Variety of Colours, green, blue, red, and yellow.

1756 P. BROWNE Jamaica 446 The Parrot-fish. This fish

has the most beautiful lustres of any I have ever seen. . .

The jaws thick and strong resembling the beak of a parrot.

1885 C. F. HOLDER Mara. Anim. Life i The gorgeous
parrot-fishes are the sun-birds of the sea. 1902 SIR W.
KENNEDY in Daily Chron. 13 Oct. 3/1 A very curious speci-

men, known in the tropic seas as the parrot-fish, from its

formidable beak, like a macaw's.

Farrotism (pse'ratiz'm). rare. [f. PARROT sb.

-t- -ISM.] Action like that of a parrot ; mechanical

repetition or imitation ; parrotry.
1773 MRS. GRANT Lett.fr. Mount. (1813) I. x.\i. 170 You

have traced all this premature reflection to its true, .source :

and you will possibly call it parrotism. 1877 M. WALLACE
Russia 41 i The '

monkeyism
' and '

parrotism
' of those

who indiscriminately adopted foreign manners and customs.

Pa'rrotize, v. rare. [f.
PARROT sb. + -IZE.]

intr. To act or speak like a parrot, to repeat

parrot-like, to parrot.
1647 WARD Simp. Cobler 24 That Language be adapted

to the Theme, He that to Parrots speaks, must parrotise.

1789 MRS. GRANT Lett.fr. Mount. (1813) II. xxxi. 156 You
will hear many people . . parrotizing about enthusiasm,
when they mean bigotry or fanaticism.

Parrotry (ps'rstri). [f. PARROT sb. + -RY.]

The mechanical or servile repetition or imitation

of the sayings, language, etc., of others.

1796 COLERIDGE Watchman No. 3. 93 note, This senti-

494

ment is so lugged into every debate, that it has degenerated
into mere parrotry. 1847 J. STERLING ss., etc. (1848) I.

p. xliii, To render the ordinary religious confidences little

more than parrotry or gibberish.

Parrotter, var. PARITOR Ol>s., apparitor.

Parroty (pse-rati), a. rare. [f.
PARROT s!>. +

-Y.] Like or characteristic of a parrot.
1822 New Monthly Mag. V. 45 Terence reckons it, to-

gether with cat's eyes and a parrotty nose, as an insur-

mountable objection to a proposed bride. 1890 A. LANG
Old Friends (1892) 158 You will have a parroty time.

Parry (pse'ri), sb. Also 8 parree. [f. PARRY
v. Substituted for PARADE, a. F. parade, ad. It.

parata (to which Fr. has no answering *parte).'\

1. The act of warding off or turning aside a blow

or weapon by opposing one's own weapon or other

means of defence ;
= PARADE sl>. 6.

1705 H. BLACKWELL Eng. Fencing-Master 7 The Parry for

Carte and Tierce is both from the Wrist. 1779 SHERIDAN
Critic in. i, O cursed parry 1 that last thrust in tierce Was
fatal. 1828 SCOTT !'. M. Perth xxxiv, You were taught the

thrust, but not the parry. 1863 WHVTE MELVILLE Gladiators

31 A fatal thrust . . , and irresistible by any parry yet dis-

covered.

2. gen. The warding off of any attack.

1709 SACHEVERELL Serin. 15 Aug. n We may., observe

many. .Politicians .. to act always. .on the Reserve,. .and

hold their Adversaries at a parry. 1801 MRS. Piozzi Let.

(in Sotheby's Sale Catal. (1899) 24 Nov. 122), This must be

a Severe Parry [Battle of Copenhagen] to the Chief Consul.

1 3. A fencing-bout ; hence, an encounter of wits.

a 1734 NORTH Exam. in. vii. n (1740)589 Sir George

Jeffries, and one of the Prisoner's Witnesses, had a Parree

of wit.

Parry (pae-ri),. Also 7 parie, 8 pary. [app.

repr. F. parez from parer, ad. It. parare
' to ward

or defend a blow
'

(Florio), a development of the

sense ' to prepare, make ready
'

: L. parare.
Probably an echo of the F. jmperative parez ! as a word

of command, constantly used in giving fencing lessons.]

1. intr. To ward off or turn aside a weapon or

blow by opposing to it one's own weapon or other

means of protection.
1672 MARVELL Reh. Transp. i. 139 Excellent at parrying

and fencing. 1692 SIR W. HOPE Fencing Master 4 To
Parie is to put by a thrust or blow, so that you are not

touched with it. 1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl. s. v., Good fencers

push and parry at the same time. . . The Spaniards parry
with the poniard. The ancients parried with their bucklers.

1872 BAKER Kile Tribut. viii. 116 They never parry with

the blade.

fig, 1717 PRIOR Alma in. 382, 1 could. .With learned skill,

now push, now parry, From Darii to Bocardo vary. 18x3
MAR. EDGEWORTH Patron. (1833) II. xxxiv. 327 Too angry
to parry, as she usually did, with wit. 1878 BROWNING La
Saisiaz 404 Fancy thrust and Reason parry !

2. trans. To stop, ward off, or turn aside (a

weapon, a blow, etc.) in this way.
1692 SIR W. HOPE Fencing Master 26 After you have

Paried him, you are readier to go to the Parade again.

1705 H. BLACKWELL Eng. Fencing-Master 7 Carte must be

parried partly by the Edge of the Fuile or Sword : Tierce

must be parried with the Flat. 1824 W. IRVING T. Trav. I.

290, I might as well have attempted to parry a cudgel with

a small sword. 1857 HUGHES Tom Brown n. iii. He now

fights cautious,, .parrying the Slogger's lunging hits.

b. gen. andyff. To avert or turn aside from

oneself (anything threatened) ;
to meet and turn

aside (an awkward question, demand, etc.) by an

adroit reply ; to avoid, evade.

1718 Free-thinker No. 90 F 5 They . . retort upon the

Aggressour the Injury, which they parry from themselves.

1766 CHESTERF. Lett. Godson (1890) 196 Nothing is more
useful! either to put off or to parry disagreable and puzzling
affairs. 1803 Med. Jrnl. X. 472 The effects of moisture

must have been, in a great degree, parried by his labour.

1859 W. COLLINS Q. of Hearts (1875) 32, I parried her

questions by the best excuses I could offer.

Hence Pa'rried ///. a., Pa-rrying vbl. sb.

1680 HICKERINGILL Meroz 13 I'le warrant there has been

. . Parrying and Fencing. 1815 CHALMERS Postli. Wks.

(1849) VI. 306 He would not trifle or delay or make any

parrying with temptation. 1867 CARLYLE Remin. II. 26

Argumentative parryings and thrustings. 1878 BROWNING
La Saisiaz 165 Estimating what was come of parried thrust.

t Parry, app. obs. form of PERRY.

1490-1 Durham Ace. Rolls (Surtees) loo Pro
ij

trowez

pro strenyng del parry, viij</.

Parrych, obs. form of PARISH.

t Pars, sl>. pi. Obs. [a. OF. pars, pi. of part

PART.] Parts ; parts of speech, grammar.
01300 St. Gregory 480 in Herrig Archiv LVII. 64

Gregorye can ful wel his pars, he can fill muche also of

lawe. [Cf. I'ie dti papc Gregoire 41 (Godef.) Que a douze

ans sot bien ses pars Lire et entendre des ars.] 13.. A".

Alis. 665 The sevethen maister taught his pars, And the

wit of the seoven ars. c 1412 HOCCLEVE De Reg. Princ. 480

O lordes, yeue vnto your men hir pars.

Parsable (pa-jsab'l, -zab'l), a. [f.
PARSE v. +

-ABLE.] Capable of being parsed.
1889 W. G. JENKINS in Amer. Ann. Dea/Apr. 105 A sen-

tence or phrase ..perfectly parsable.

Parsainer, parsaner, obs. ff. PARCENER.

Parsche, -en, -one, obs. ff. PARISH, PAHJSHEN.

Parse (pa->s, paiz), v. Also 6 peirse, 7 parce,

pearce. [app. f. PARS, or f. L. pars part. (The

pronunciation paJS is historical, and accords with

the analogy of all words in -rse.J] trans. To
describe (a word in a sentence) grammatically, by

PARSIMONIOUS.

stating the part of speech, inflexion, and relation

to the rest of the sentence ;
to resolve (a sentence,

etc.) into its component parts of speech and describe

them grammatically.
a '553 COXE Let. in Foxe A. $ M. (1583) 1395/2 He

[Prince Edward] hath learned almoste foure bookes of Cato
to construe, to parse, and to say wythout booke. a 1568
ASCHAH Scholem. I. (Arb.) 27 Let the childe, by and by,
both construe and parse it ouer againe. 1658 GURNALL Chr.
in. Arm. verse 14. II. ii. (1669) 12/2 The child reads, construes,
and pearces his Lesson as the Master saith. 1797 Monthly
Mag. III. 200/2 The important rule, that we should scrupu-

lously parse every word we use. 1881 F. G. LEE Reg.

Barentyne i. v. 59 Joram himself, they say,, .can't parse his

own sentences which never scan.

b. intr. or absol.

1575 LANEHAM Let. (1871) 61, I coold my rulez, coold

conster & pars with the best of them. 1596 NASHK Sajfron
Waldcn 75 His Schoole-master neuer heard him peirse or

conster, but he cryde out, O acnmen. 1799 HAN. MORK
Fern. Educ. (ed. 4) I. 241 Why in parsing is he led to refer

every word to its part of speech ?

fig, 1824 Miss FEKRIER Inher. xxv, The Earl, therefore,

parsed and prosed away to good Mrs. B.

C. intr. for pass. To admit of being parsed.
1880 GRANT WHITE Every-day Eng. Pref. 13 Anxious . .

whether his sentences will parse.

d. trans. To put (one) through his parsing ;
to

examine minutely.
1867 FITZGERALD 75 Brooke St. II. 77 Look here, Mrs.

Archbold, parse him well on that.

Hence Pa'rsing vbl. sb.

a 1568 ASCHAM Scholem. I. (Arb.) 28 Plaine construinge,

diligent parsinge. 1871 EARLE Philol. Eng. Tongue 211

What is called Parsing, or assigning words to their parts,

is a juvenile exercise.

Parsecucion, Parsecut : see PERSECUTE, etc.

Parsee (pais/-). Forms: 7 Persie, Parcee,

-sie, -sey, -sy, 7-9 -si, Persee, 8- Parsee. [a.

Pers. Pars! Persian, f. Pars Persia.

In earlier use, Persees, -seis, ^:eys, occur as variants of

Purses, -is, F. Perses, L. Persas, Persians.

1398 TREVISA Earth. De P. R. xv. cxviii. (Harl. MS. 644,

If. 131/2*, pe first Perceys weron clepyd Elamytes. 1495
Ibid. xvni. civ, The Persees callen an arowe Tigris.]

1. One of the descendants of those Persians who
fled to India in the seventh and eighth centuries to

escape Mohammedan persecution, and who still

retain their religion (ZOROASTRIANISM) ; a Guebre.

1615 TERRY in Purchas Pilgrims (1625) II. 1479 There is

one sect among the Gentiles, .called Parcees. 1630 LORD

(title) The Religion of the Persees, As it was Compiled

Parsies . . are of the old stock of the Persians, worship the

Sun and Adore the Elements. 1727 A. HAMILTON New Ace.

E. Ind. I. xiv. 158 The Parsees are numerous about Surat.

1808 A. PARSONS Trav. xii. 260 The Mahometans are the

next in number, and the Persees the least. 1881 MONIER-

WII.LIAMS in igt/i Cent. March 500 The Parsis, who are

merely colonists in India, derive their name from Pars (in

Arabic, Pars), the proper name of a particular province of

their mother-country.
b. attrib. or as adj.

1698 FRYER Ace. E. India * P. Table, Parsy-Tombs in

Persia the same as in India. 1864 PUSEV Lcct. Daniel ix.

555 Daily objects of Parsee-worship. 1894 R. H. ELLIOT

Gold, etc. in Mysore 224 A Parsee gentleman, whose un-

ceasing efforts to aid the progress of India entitle him to be

placed in the very highest rank.

2. The language of Persia under the Sassaman

kings.
1840 Penny Cycl. XVII. 479/2 As to the Deri or Pars),

after it became the language of the court, it was very much
cultivated by the Sassanian kings. 1881 MONIER-WILLIAMS

in igt/t Cent. Jan. 160 Piirsi is merely a form of vernacular

Persian, later than PahlavT.

Parsee, parsie, in hunting : see PERSUE s/'.

Parseeism (pajsriz'm). Also Parsiism.

The religion of the Parsees, Zoroastrianism.

1843 R. NESBIT in Stem.
yiii. (1858) 212 Constrained to

make himself acquainted with Parsiism. 1882-3 SCHAFF

Encycl. Relig. Knowl. II. 877/2 Parseeism with its fully-

developed idea of God as light.

Parsel(l, parsely(e, obs. forms of PARSLEY.

Parsenep, -nip, obs. forms of PARSNIP.

Parsener, obs. form of PARCENER.

Parser (pa-asaj, -zai). [f.
PARSES. + -ER 1

.]

One who parses ;
a book on parsing.

1864 in WEBSTER. 1869 MARCH (title A Parser and Analyzer
for Beginners. 1882 Mrs. Raven's Tempt. II. 99 An expert

parser need not be an intelligent reader.

Parser, obs. f. PIERCER. Parseue, -seyue,
obs. ff. PERCEIVE. Parshe, obs. f. PARISH.

Parsi, Parsiism, var. PARSEE, PARSEEISM.

Parsie (pausik), a. [f. Pers. Pars Persia (see

PARSEE) + -ic.] Pertaining to the Parsees.

1876 tr. Keifs Ezek. 1. 126 The seven Parsie amschaspands.

Parsil, dial, form of PARSLEY.

Parsimonious (paisim0'ni3s), a. Also 7

peroi-, 7- parci-. [f. L. parsimonia PARSIMONY

+ -oca. Cf. It. parsimonioso (Florio 1598), F.

parcimonienx (1788 in Hatz.-Darm.).] Charac-

terized by parsimony ;
careful in the use or dis-

posal of money or resources; sparing, saving;
' close '. Said of persons, their expenditure, etc.

1598 DALLINGTON Melh. Trav. H, Such a parsimonious

sparer was Lewes n. 1601 R.JOHNSON Kingd. t Connnw.



PARSIMONIOUSLY.

(1603) 238 Being so percimonious and sparing in his ex-

pences. 1655 FULLER Ch. Hist. HI. i. 28 Afterward he

proved most parcimonious. 1769 ROBERTSON Chas. fr', xi.

III. 315 He husbanded the provisions .. with the most parsi-

monious economy. 1874 GKEEN Snort Hist. vii. 3. 364
Her expenditure was parsimonious and even miserly.

b. fig* Sparing or niggardly in the use or dis-

posal of immaterial things.
a 1716 SOUTH Serm. (1744) IX. vii. 212 These are those in-

exorable spiritual Cato's, those parsimonious dispensers of

mercy. 1745 J. MASON Self Knowl. i. v. (1853) 46 Nature
. . deals out her Favours in the present State with a parci-

monious Hand. 1865 SEELEY Ecce Homo i. (ed. 8) 4 They
asked, is God so little parsimonious of his noblest gift.

c. Of things: Yielding sparingly, unproductive ;

1782 Miss BURNEY Cecilia i. ix, Her dress, though parsi-

monious, was too neat for a beggar. 1830 S. WARREN Diary
Physic, (ed. Tauchn.) L n Our parsimonious fare hardly
deserved the name of food.

Hence Parsimoniously adv., Farsimo'nious-
ness.

1671 L. ADDISON W.Barbary v. 130, I find them.. without

Parsimoniousness, and placing no Character of good House-

keeping in abundance of Viands, a 1745 SWIFT (T.) ( Our
ancestors acted parsimoniously, because they only spent
their own treasure for the good of their posterity; whereas
we squandered away the treasures of our posterity. 1822-56
DE yuiNCEY Confess. (1862) 161, I continued .. to Hve most

parsimoniously in lodgings. 1859 HELPS Friends in C.

ber. ii. II. v. no It should tend to.. generosity rather than
to parsimoniousness.

Parsimony (pausimani). Also 5- parci-, (7

percemonie). [ad. L. parsimonia orpareimonia,
f. parc-erej ppl. stem pars- to spare, save. Cf. It.

parsimonia (Florio 1598), . parcimonie (1567 in

Hatz.-Darm.), parsimonie (Cotgr. 1611); adm. in

Diet. Acad. 1798 as parsimonie, altered 1835 to

pardmonie. Latin scholars appear to agree that

parsimonia was the actual spelling in classical L.]
Carefulness in the employment of money or

material resources ; saving or economic disposi-
tion, a. In good or neutral sense.

?43Z~~5 tr * Higd^n (Rolls) III. 35 The nowble man
Ligurgus . . movenge that parcimony scholde be hade of
alle men, leste the labore of cheuallry scholde faile thro

plente. c~ 1540 tr. Pol, Vcrg, Eng. Hist. (Camden No. 36}
I. oo A prince of great parsimonie, and in noe respecie
ambitious. 1604 R, CAWDREY Table Alph., Parsimonie,
thriftines, sparing. 1623 COCKKRAM, Parsimonie, thrift i-

nesse, good husbandrie. 1631 T. POWELL Tom All Trades
(1876) 170 Without profusenesse, or too much percemonie.
1642 AMES Ifarrwu Div. 378 Parsimony is a vertue whereby
we make only holiest and necessary expences. 1776 ADAM
SMITH IV, j\f, v , iii. (1869) II. 509 The want of parsimony in

time of peace, imposes the necessity of contracting debt in

time of war. 1865 TYLOR Early Hist. Man. ix. 268 In. .all

domestic matters, they use the ancient parsimony.
b. In dyslogistic sense: Stinginess, niggardliness.

1561 EDEN Arte Nauig. Pref., By miserable couetousnes
and parcimonie. 1673 Lady*s Call. n. iii. 5 This is one of
the most pernicious parsimonies imaginable. 1697 DRYDEN
Virg. Georg. in. 281 Nor be with harmful Parsimony won.

1712 ARBUTHNOT John. Bull in. vii, It is impossible to march
up close to the frontiers of frugality, without entering the
territories of parsimony. 1782 Miss BURSEY Cecilia v. viii,

By parsimony, vulgarity and meanness [he should] render
riches contemptible. 1871 Daily News 3 Jan., What is not

just economy may fairly be charged with the opprobrious
name of parsimony. 1896 Times i Sept. 7/4 Due to ill-

judged Parliamentary interference and to the misplaced
parcimony of the Treasury.

C. fig. With reference to immaterial things.
1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Parsimony,., brevity or sparing-

ness in the use of words. 1667 SOUTH Serin. I. 286 That
Parsimony in God's Worship were the worst Husbandry
in the World. 1876 LOWELL Among my Bks. Sen n. 40
Dante's parsimony of epithet.

d. Law of parsimony : the logical principle
that no more causes or forces should be assumed
than are necessary to account for the facts.

1837 SIR W. HAMILTON Mctaph. xxxix. (1870) II. 395 The
law of Parcimony, which forbids, without necessity, the

multiplication of entities, powers, principles, or causes;
above all, the postulation of an unknown force, where a
known impotence can account for the effect. 1864 BOWEN
Logic i. 17 By the law of parsimony, .language makes up
its millions of names or designations out of comparatively
few words. 1890 C. L. MORGAN Anim. Life fy Intell. (1891)

174 We do not know enough about the causes of variation to
be rigidly bound by the law of parcimony.

Parsism (pa'isiz'm). [f. Parsi
y PARS-EE +

-ISM.] = PAKSEEISM.
1849 FROUDE Nemesis ofFaith 89 It was the development

of Parsism in settling finally the vast question of the double
principle. 1892 T. K. CHEYNE Orig. Psalter viii. 437
Inconceivable on the principles of Parsism.

Parsley tpa-isli). Forms: a. i petersilie, 4-5
petrosilye, -sili. $. 3-5 percil, 4-5 peresil, per-
sil, -sel, -eel, -cyl(l, -sile, -syle, -sylle, -cile,

-cyle, -cell(e, -cylle, 4-7 -cell ; 5 parcyl, -celle,
6 Sc. -sell, 8 Sc\ -sel, 8-9 dial, -ail, .eel. 7. 4-6
percely, 4-7 persely, 5 -selye, -selee, -cell,

-celli, -cyly, -sol(e)y, 5 -6 -celly, 6 -seley ,

-celey, 6 -
7 -selie

; 5 parcel(l)y, 6 -selye, -celye,

-cslay, 6-7 -sely. 5. 5 persle, 5-7 (8 dial.)

persley, 6 -lie, 7 -ly; 6 parslye, 6-8 parsly,
6- parsley. [In a forms (cf. OHG. peiarsile,

495

MHG. pttersil) Ger. petersilie^ MDu. petersilie,
Du. peterselie), ad. late L. petrosilium, an unex-

plained alteration of cl. L. pctroselinum^ a. Or.

irtTpofff\ivov
*

rock-parsley ', f. irtTpa. rock, or

TTtTpos stone -f atXtvov parsley. In # forms, a. OF.

//*// (i 3th c. in Hatz.-Darm.), later persili late

\..pctro$ilium\ in \1.pctrosillo (Florio), now petro-
scllino. In 7 and ^^perselye, etc., app. a mixture
of the OF. forms with the ending of the OE.]
1. A biennial umbelliferous plant (Petrostlinum

sativnm, sometimes classed as Apiwn or Cantm
Pctroselinum), a native of the Mediterranean

region, having white flowers, and aromatic leaves

which in the commonly cultivated variety are

finely divided and curled, and are used for season-

ing and garnishing various dishes ;
in another

variety {Hamburg parsley) the large spindle-

shaped root is dressed and eaten. Hence, the

leaves of this plant, or the plants collectively.

(Not used with a or in //., exc. as = kind of

parsley.) Also extended to the genus Petroselinum.
o. (iooo Sax. Lecchd. \. 240 Hy sume men . . petersiHe

hateb. 1398 TRKVISA Earth, De P. R. xvn. c.\xx. (MS.
Bodl.) If. 2^3/1 Petrosilye [1495 Petrosili] hatte Petrosihum
and is an herbe bat groweb in gardynes \vi|> goode smel.

ft. [i'iz6s Voc. Plant-n. in Wr.-Wiilcker 556/11 Petro-
sillum i. peresil, i. stoansuke.] 1362 LANGL. P. PL A. vii. 273,
I haue porettes and percyl \v.rr. persil(e, persely]. a 140x1
Pistill Susan 107 [>e persel, be passenep, poretes to preuc.
[-1440 Anc. Cookery in Heitseh. Ord. (1790) 427 Take sage
and parcyl. 14.. Nom.'m Wr.-Wiilcker 710/14 Hoc petro-

dllum, persylle. 6-1450 Alphita (Anecd. Oxon.) 169 Per-

sile. 1483 Cat /i. Angt, 270/1, 275/2 Parcelle, Percelle, petro*
cillum. 14.' Treat. Gardening in Archxologia L1V. i.

164/126 The kyndc of percell. 1595 DUNCAN App. Etymol.,
Petroselinum, parsell. 1828 Craven Gloss, (ed. 2}, Parsil.

V, 5. c 1386 CHAUCER Cook's ProI. 26 Of thy percely [v. rr.

persle, -sele, -sely, -celly] yet they fare the wors. 1393
LANGL. P. PI. C. ix. 310 Ich haue porett-plontes persely e

[v. r. percile] and scalones. 17x420 Liber Cocorum (1862) 31
Take persoley and sage and grynde hit wele. c 1440 Promp,
Pnn>. 393/2 Persley, herbe (K. percyly, S. percyle, /*.

percyll), petrocilium vel petrocilinm. c 1450 Two Cookery-
bks. 72 Take parcelly, Sauge, Isoppe, Rose Mary. 1530
PALSGR. 252/1 Parcelay, parsil. 1542 BOORDE Dietary xix.

(1870) 278 The Rootes of percelly soden tender. 1570 LEVINS

Manip. 99/32 Parcelye. 1584 COGAN Haven Health xxxi.

(1636) 50 The chiefe vertue of perselie is in the roote. 1594
LYLY fifoth. Bomb. in. iv, Me thought his hose were cut
and drawenout with parsly. 1617 MINSHEU Ductor, Parsley,
. . Perselie, . . Persly. 1620 VENNER Via Recta vii. 133
Sodden with Orgaine and Parsely. 1699 EVELYN Acetaria
8 Fried in fresh Butter crisp with Persley. 1747 WESLEY
Prim. Physick (1762) 39 A Plaister of chopt Parsley mixt
with Butter. 1876 HAHI.EY Mat. Mcd. (ed. 6) 581 Parsley
yields an aromatic volatile oil.

2. Applied, with defining words, to various

plants (almost all umbelliferous), mostly with

finely-divided leaves; as
Bastard Parsley, the genus Caucalis, esp. C. daucoidcs',
Beaked Parsley, the genus Anthriscus (from its beaked
fruit) ; Black Parsley, (a) Stone Parsley, Sison Amomum;
(6) a shrubby umbelliferous plant of Madeira, Alelanoselinum

(Thapsia) decipicn$\ Corn Parsley, a cornfield weed,
Petroselinum s>-getum, allied to the common parsley ;

Garden Parsley, Hamburg Parsley (see i); t Great
Parsley, an old name for Alexanders, Sinyrnium Olusa-
trum ; Hedge Parsley, t() = Babtard Parsley; (b)
Torilis Anthriscus (see HEDGE sl\ 10), or the genus Torilis ;

Macedonian Parsley, Seseli (Bubon L.) maccdonicum\
also identified by Lyte, etc. with various other umbellifers;
Marsh Parsley, t(<-0 an old name for smallage or wild

celery, Apium graveolens\ (b)
* (Enant/tc Lachenalii and

the genus Elaeosclinum' (Miller Plant-n. 1884); Milk,
Milky Parsley, a name for species of Peucedanum and
Selinum with milky juice; Mountain Parsley, (a) an
umbelliferous plant, Penct-'danum Oreosclinum \ (b) the

Parsley Fern, Allosorus crispus (Cryptogramme crispa) ;

Pig's Parsley, 'probably Anthriscus sylvestris', Cow-
parsley (Britten & Holland); Rock Parsley, t() Stone-

parsley; (b) the Parsley Fern; fRose Parsley, a name
suggested by Turner for the garden anemone; Square
Parsley, t() applied by Turner toCarum Bulbocastanum ;

(^) now usually applied to Ptychotis heterophylla (Can/tie

heterophyllum}', t Thorough-bored Parsley, 'an old

name for Sinyrninm apiifolium
'

(Miller), from its hollow

stem; Wild Parsley, name for various wild umbellifers

with finely-divided leaves. See also Ass Parsley, BUR
Parsley, Cow- PARSLEY, Dogs Parsley (Doo sb. 18 d\ FooFs

Parsley (Fooi, si?.
1
7c), HEMLOCK Parsley, HORSE Parsley,

SHEEP s Parsley, STONE-PARSLEY, WATER-PARSLEY.

1548 ELYOT, Caucalis
}
..a.n herbe like fenel with a white

flowre and short stalke, and is supposed to come of naughtye
persely seede. It is also called *bastarde persely. 1578
LYTE Dodoens v. xlviii. 612. 1841 IVitJmrhtg^s Arr. Brit.

PI. (ed. 5) 143 Common
*Beaked-parsley. Fruit egg-shaped.

1562 TURNER Herbal n. 139 b, Sison .. is called of som
*black perselye. 1861 Miss PRATT Flower. PI. III.

3
A

shrubby plant of this Order . . called the Black Parsley.

1633 JOHNSON Gerarde*$ Herbal \\. cccc. 1017 Of *Corne

Parsley, or Hone-wort. 1640 PARKINSON Theatr. Bot.

931. 1760 J. LEE Introd. Bot. App. 321 Parsley, Corn,
Sison. 1578 LYTE Dodoens v. xli. 605 ^Garden Parsely hath

greene Icaues, tagged, and in diuers places deepe cut, and

snypt. 1712 tr. Pomefs Hist. Drugs I. 2 A plant which
resembles.. our Garden-Parsley. 1578 LYTE Dodoens v. xlv.

608 Of *great Parsely or Alexander. Ibid. 609 The seede
of great Parsely is of lyke vertue to the seede of the garden
Parsely. 1796 C. MARSHALL Garden, xv. (1813) 245 Parsley
broad leaved, as an esculent root, is commonly called

*Hamburgh parsley and is eat as carrots. 1633 JOHNSON
Gerarde^s Herbal n, cccciii. 1022 Caucalis minorfiosc. ntb.
. . I haue thought good to call *Hedge, or field Parsley. 1683
SALMON Doron Med. 1.7 Hedge, or Bastard Partly. 1578

PAKSLEY-PIERT.

LYTE Dodoens v. xliv. 607-8 Of stone Parsely..The whiche
..is the true Parsely, called by the name of the place, where
as it groweth most plentifully, Parsely of *Macedonif. 1640
PARKINSON Theatr. Bot. 924-5. 1706 PHILLIPS, Macedonian
Parsley, otherwise callea Alisanders, one of the Furnitures
of Winter-Sallets. 1746 WATSON in Phil. Trans. XLIV. 230
Two Persons, who had eaten these roots, mistaking them
for Macedonian Parsley. 1578 LYTE Dodoens v. xlii. 606 Of
*Marish Parsely, March or Smallache. 1657 W. COLF.S
A'fatn in Eden 290. 1866 Treas. Bat. 849/1 Paisley, Marsh,
Klxoscltnum. 1806 GALPINE Brit. Bot. 131 *Milk parsley
(Selinum). 1884 MILLER Plant-n., Peucedanum pahistre,
Brimstone-wort, Milk-Parsley. 1640 PARKINSON Theatr. Bot.

928, I have entituled it in English, Wild *milkie Parsley.
1760 J. LEE Introd. Bot. App. 321 Parsley, Milky, Selinum.
1578 \.\sv. Dodocns\. xliii. 607 The Auncienteshauealwayes
de.scribed a kinde whiche they name *Mountayne Parsely. .

albeit it be nowe grovven out of knowledge. 1760 J. LFE
Introd. Bot. App. 321 Parsley, Mountain, Athamanta. 1861

Miss PRATT Flower. PL VI. 168 Curled Rock-biake,
Mountain Parsley, or Rock Parsley. 1866 Treas. Bot.

849/1 Parsley, Mountain, Peuccdannm Orcoselinum. a- 1697
AUBREY Wilts. (R. Soc. MS. p. 120) (Br. & Holl. s. v. Pig's
Parsley), The taylor's wife .. made a pultesse of *Pigges-
Parselcy stampt with oatemeale grutts, and tooke of the

swelling in a very short time. 1611 COTGR., Pcrsil de roc. .

*Rocku Parseley, stone Parseley. 1861 [see Mountain
Parsley]. 1548 TURNER Nantes of Herbes 13 Anemone
groweth muche about Bon in Germany.. It may be called in

english *rose perseley* Ibid. 22 Buniurn ..may be called in

englishe Square perseley. 1866 Twos. Bot. 849/1 Parsley,
Square, Ptychotis heterophylla. 1597 GKRARDE Herbal \\.

Ccclxxxvtii 869 Smyrniurn .. in English .. *'\ horowbored
Parsley, c 1265 I've. Plant-n. in Wr.-Wiilcker 556/12 Clo-

sera, i. alisaundre, i. *wilde percil. a. 1450 Stockk. bled.
MS. ii. 783 in Anglia XVIII. 326 Wylde persyle mo^t is

he lyk. 1548 TuRNEA Names of Herbes 74 Sison. ..Ther

groweth a ktnde of this besyde Shene, and it maye be
called in enylishe wylde Perseley. 1611 COTGR., Pcrsil
at

i;run, \V\\d Parseley, great water Parseley, sallade Parse-

ley, 1760 J. LEE Introd. Bot. App. 321 Parsley, Wild, of

America, Cardiospermum. 1861 Miss PRATT 1'lcivcr. PI.
Ill, 23 Pctroselinum segctitm (Corn Parsley).. .1 his is the

truly Wild Parsley.

3. attrib. and Comb., as parsley-crown, -leaf,

-pie, -root, -wreath
; parsley-flavoured, -like atijs. ;

f parsley apple, a (? green-skinned) variety of

apple ; parsley-bed, (a) a bed of parsley ; (/')

see quot. 1622 [cf. Gr. trcAti/op] ; parsley break-
stone = PAHSLEY-PIEKT (see BIIEAKSTONE) ; pars-

ley camphor = APIOL
; parsley fern, name for

the Rock Brake (Alhsorus crisfus or Crypto-

gramme crispa}, also applied to a variety of the

Lady Fern (Athyrium Hlix-femina}, from their

finely-divided fronds : parsley haw, a species of

hawthorn (Craty-gits apiifolia} of Southern U.S.,
with finely-cut leaves

; t parsley-more, parsley-
root

; f parsley vine, some variety of grape-vine.
ci^oAlph. Tales (1L. E. T. S.) xxiv. 18 per come so swete

a savur oute of his *parcell bed & his erbis. a 1592 GREENE
fas. IV, iv. iii, She is like a frog in a parsley-bed. 1622

MAIJUE tr. Alcman's Guzman d'Alf. I. 25 margin. That

phrase which we vse to little children, when we tell them

they were borne in their mothers Parsly-bed. 1687 SETTLE

Refl. Drydcn 51 Little less Poetical, then Parsly-beds for

the conception of Children. 1796 PECGE Anonym, i. 91

(1809) 52 The child, when new-born, comes out of the persley
bed, they will say in the North. iSgz T. HARDY Well-
Beloved \\\. iii. 1633 JOHNSON Gerardes Herbal App. iii.

1594 In the West countrey about Bristowthey call this Herbe

Percepier ; but our herbe women in Cheapside know it by
the name of "Parsley Breakestone. 1825-80 JAMIESON,
Parslic Break-stone, Parsley-Piert. 1879 WATTS Diet. Chem.
VIII. 118 Apiol, or

*
Parsley Camphor, is a crystalline sub-

stance, extracted . . by distilling parsley-seeds with water.

1648 HEKRICK Hesper., Epigr. to Larr, No more shall I

from mantle-trees hang dovvne, To honour thee, my little

*parsly crown. 1693 G. STEPNEY in Dryden s Juvenal viii.

(1697) 212 The poor Renown Of putting all the Grecian
Actors down, And winning at a Wake their Parsley-Crown.

1777 LIGHTFOOT Flora Scot. II. 655 Osmunda crispa...

Crisped Fern.
*
Parsley Fern. 1866 Treas. Bot. 489/2 Fern,

Parsley, Allosorns crispus ; also sometimes applied to

Athyrium Filix-fcemina cri$pum. c 1400 Master ofGame
(MS. DJgby 182) xii, Take J>e leues of leekes-.andof *persle
leues. 1486 Bk. St. A Wans B iij, Take the Juceof *percelly
Moris otherwise calde percelly Rootis. 1866 Treas. Bot,

79/2 In Cornwall it is. .largely used in *parsley pies which
are peculiar to that part of England. 1876 Miss BltADDOH

7. Haggards Dau. vii. 93 A parsley-pie.. in which tender

young chickens nestled in a bed of parsley and cream.

^1450 Stockh. Mcd. MS. i. 429 in Anglia XVIII. 306

Take..sawgeand*percely-rotys. 1657 AuSTBH^Vwi/ Trees
i. 59, I know none so good, and fit for our Climate as the
*
Parsley Vine.

Parsley-piert (-pl*it). Also parsley pert,

[app. a popular corruption of F. perce-pierre, lit.

'

pierce-stone ', according to Littre", one of the Fr.

names of this plant : cf. BREAKSTONE.] A dwarf

annual herb (Alchemilla arvensis), allied to the

Lady's Mantle, growing on dry barren ground,

hedge-banks, etc., with jagged leaves and minute

green axillary flowers. (Erron. applied to the

Knawel, Sderanthus annuits: see quot. 1597.)

1597 GERARDE Herbal ir. clxii. 454 Knawel, which herbe is

called (as I saide before) Parsley Piert. 1640 PARKINSON
Theatr. Bot. iv. xvi. 449, I shewed you before that the word

Parsly pert, was but a corruption of time in the vulgar

ort, and Percepier also, derived from the
^
French word

'J
t'ri-,*pierre, which.. signifieth as much as. .pierce stone, or

extremely debased mo^s-Uke descendant
63-2



PARSMENT.

Parsling, obs. form of PARCELLING.

t Parsment. Si, Obs. app. ^ PARTIMENT.
1513 DOUGLAS sEneis v. x. 31 Twise sax childer followis

ilkane about In thair parsmetis[L.#7/tf /<-/#<?] arrayit
in armour brycht.

Parsnip (pausnip). Forms : a. 4 passenep,
4~6pasnepe, 5pastnep, 5~6pasnep, 6pasneppe.
j3. 6 parsnepe, -neppe, -nebb, parsenep, pers-
nepe, perseneppe, 7 parsenip, parsneip, 8 pars-
neep, 6-parsnep, parsnip. [Corrupted from ME.
passenep, pasnep(e, ultimately repr. L. pastinaca
*

parsnip ',
a name connected with pastindre to dig

and trench the ground, pastinuni a two-pronged
digging-fork. Thence OHG.pastma&, -naga, Ger.

pastinak) -nake, Du. pastinak ; in It. pastinaca^
OF. pasnaie, paaaie, also pasnaise, panaise, mod.
F. panais. The ME. form may have been derived
from QY.pasnaie, with the second syllable changed
to nep, after ME. *n$p (in i5thc. nep, nepe, neppe}
: OE. nasp turnip, ad.L. ndpus, the parsnip being
considered a kind of nepe. Cf. the later word

turnep, TURNIP.
Other (mostly i6th c.) French forms were Postenee, pas-

tenaye, also the deriv. forms Pastenade, -tinade, -tonade^
Pastenagne, -ague, -aillc\ but these were too late to affect

the Engl. word. The OE. Glossaries render pastinaca,
1

feldmora, walhmore, wealmora, -more ',
in i2thc.

* walmore '.]

1. A biennial umbelliferous plant (Pastinaca

saliva], a native of Europe and part of Asia,

having pinnate leaves, yellow flowers, and a pale
yellow root which in the cultivated variety is

fleshy, sweet, and nutritious, and has been used
from ancient times as a culinary vegetable ;

a kind
of beer and a wine are also locally made from it.

Hence, the root or edible part of this plant. Also
extended to the genus Pastinaca.

1398 TREVISA Barth. De P. R. xvu. cxxxvii. (MS. Bodl.)
If. 225 b/2 Eueriche herb wifj a rote of meche norissching ha)>
seede bat is noujt norisschlnge : as it farej> in Pasnepis and
in rapis. a 1400 Pistiil ofSusan 107 f>e persel, (>e passenep,

poretestopreue. ciqzo Pnllad. on Hitsb. ix. 56 Also this mone
is sowyng of pasnepe. a 1450 Stockh. filed. MS. 95 Past-

nepys erroles. i53oPALSGK. 252/1 Pasneppe an herbe. 1533
ELYOT Cast. Helthe (1539) 25 Parsnepes and carettes. 1562
TURNER Herbal \\. 138 b, Of Persnepes. 1570 LEVINS Manip.
140/42 A parsnip, pastinaca. 1594 R. ASHLEY tr. Leys le

Roy 28 Leekes, chibols, carrets, parsnebbs. 1699 EVELYN
Acetaria 51 Parsnep..is by some thought more nourishing
than the Turnep. 1762 Gentl. Mtig. 261 To sow parsneps
in the open fields. 1846 I. BAXTER Libr. Pract. Agric.
(ed. 4) II. 189 The Parsnip is., extensively cultivated in

Jersey and Guernsey for feeding milch cows.

b. Prov. Fine (fair, soft} words butter no

parsnips (see also BUTTEH v. i c).
a 1625 FLETCHER Woman's Prize i. iii, I shall rise again,

if there be truth In eggs, and butter 'd parsnips. 1639 CLARKE
Paroentiologia 12 Faire words butter noe parsnips, verba nott

alitnt fainiliam. 1797 G. COLMAN Heir at Law in. iii,

Business is business; and fine words, you know, butter no

parsnips. 1867 TROLLOPE Chron. Barset II. xii, I often tell

'em how wrong folks are to say that soft words butter no
parsnips, and hard words break no bones.

2. Applied, with defining words, to various

umbellifers, allied to or resembling the common
parsnip ; as

Giant Parsnip,
* the genus Heracleum

'

(Miller Plant-n.

1884); Meadow Parsnip, (a) Cow-parsnip, Ileracleunt

Sfihondylium ; \b) the N. American genus Thaspiuni ;

Prickly Parsnip, Sea Parsnip, names for the genus
Echinophora, esp. E. spinosa, growing on sea-shores, with

prickly inflorescence ; Rough Parsnip, (a) Cow-parsnip,
Hcracleum Sphondyliuut (/>) the Opopanax plant, Opo-
&a.nax Chironiunt {Pastinaca Oft&fUUUfl ; Victorian
Farsnip, Trachymeneaustralis(h\\\\e.r); Wild Parsnip,
the wild form of Paslinaca sativa (see i). See also COW-
PARSNIP, WATER-PARSNIP.

1568 TURNER Herbal u. 145 Spondilion. .maye be called in

Englishe Kow persnepe or *middow persnepe. 1866 Treas.
Bot. 1140 Thaspium, a genus of North American ortho-

spermous Utnbelliferae. .. Its popular American name is

Meadow Parsnip. 1760 J. LEE Introd. Bot. App. 321

Parsnep, *Prickly, Echinophoro. 1548 TURNER Names of
Htrbes 76 Sphondilium. . may be called in englishe Cow-
persnepe or *rough Persnepe. 1640 PARKINSON Theatr. Bot.
1286 The *Sea Parsneppe. 1538 ELYOT, Staphilinus, "wylde
parsnyppe. 1747 WESLEY Prim. Pliysick (1762) 41 A
Poultis of Wild Parsnips flowers, leaves, and stalks.

3. attrib. and Comb., as parsnip beer, culture^

pie, seed) tint, wine ; parsnip-coloured adj. ; par-

snip-chervil, Anthriscus bulbosus (Ch&rophyllum
bulbo5um\ cultivated for its esculent root.

1617 MIDDLETON Witch i. i. 65 I'll send you venison,
custard, parsnip-pie. 1834 J. BAXTER Libr, Pract. Agric.
(1846) II. 417 March is the month for making parsnip wine.
1866 Treas. Bot. 74/1 The Parsnip Chervil, .is a native of
France. ..In size and shape the root attains the dimensions
of a small Dutch carrot. 1897 Daily News 24 Mar. 7/3
Parsnip beer contained nearly 14 per cent, [of proof spirit].

1897 AlibutCs Syst. Med. IV, 375 The pale or parsnip tint

which belongs to nephritis.

FarSOn (pausan, paus'n). Forms : a. 3-6
persone, 3-7 person, (4-5 -oun, 5 -un, 6 -onne).
/3. 4 parsonne, -oun, 4-6 -one, 4- parson.

[ME. persone, a. OF. and AF. persone (i2thc. in

Littre, 1292 in Britton), later OF. (Picard) par-
soitne (1466 in Godef.), &F,parsone ,parson (Little-

ton) : L. persona (see PEUSON), in med.L. * rector

of a parish
'

: see Note below.]

496

1. Eccl. A holder of a parochial benefice in full

possession of its rights and dues; a rector. Parson

zniparsonee: see IMPARSONEE. Parson mortal^
P. immortal', see &. quot 1706,
o. 1250 Lutel Soth Serin. 51 in O. E. Misc. 188 pes

persones ich wene ne beoj? heo nojt for-bore. c 1290 Beket
561 in S. En". Leg. I. 122 Person, preost, oj>ur gwat-so he
beo. Ibid. 176/2425 Of priores and of persones: and manie
ofmr clerkes al-so. 1362 LANGL. P. PI. A. Prol. 80 Persones

[B. parsons] and parisch prestes playne}> to heore Bisschops,
fat heore Parisch haj ben pore se^Jje \>e Pestilence tyme.
c 1386 CHAUCEK Prol. 478 A good man was ther of Religioun
And was a poure Person [v. rr* persoun, -one, parson] of a
toun. c 1449 PECOCK Repr. 394 That the louden curatis as

persouns and vikers of paraschenis ben stabili endewid in

her ri^t. 1553 T. WILSON R/ict. 20 A patrone of a benefice
wil have a poore yngrame soule to beare the name of a

persone for xx marke. 1625 B URGES Pers. Titties 61 The
Person of Whitwell being sued for taking away a Horse for

a Mortuary.
ft- [*3H~*S Rolls ofParlt. I. 313/1 Au PnourdeLaunseton,
Parsone de la dite ville.] c 1325 Poem Times Ediu. II 55 in

Pol. Sonffs (Camdeni 326 Sone so a parsoun is ded and in

eorthe i-don, Thanne shal the patroun have siftes anon.

1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. v. 422, I haue be prest and parsoun
passynge thretty wynter. 1449 Paston Lett, I. 87, j scholere
of Cambryg, qweche is parsone of Welle. 1560 DAUS tr.

Sieidane"s Comm. ngb, The parson and vicar wyll have
for a mortuary, or a coarse present, the best thynge that is

about the house, c 1630 RISUON Snn>. Devon 192 (1810)

205 Whose prior was parson thereof, and had a vicar endowed
there. 1651 Case ofExeter Coll. 40 If a meer Lay-man be
inducted into a Benefice, he is, whilst he continues in

possession, a Parson de Facto. 1691 BP. STILLINGFL. Charge
15 A Vicar cannot appoint a Vicar, but a Parson may. And
akhp that Name among some be used as a Term of Reproach,
yet in former Ages Personatus and Dignitas were the same
thing; and so used here in England in the time of Henry II.

1706 PHILLIPS, Parson. Mortal^ the Rector of a Church,
made for his own Life, was formerly so call'd, . . but a

Collegiate or Conventual Body, to whom the Church is

for ever appropriated, was styled Persona Immortalis^ or

Parson Immortal. 1709 Ord. in Comic. 13 Jan. in Lond.
Gaz. No. 4508/1 All Parsons, Vicars and Curates within

this Realm. 1765 BLACKSTONE Comm. I. xi. 384 A parson
..is one that hath full possession of all the rights of a

parochial church... He is sometimes called the rector.. of

the church : but the appellation of fiarson^ (however it may
be depreciated by familiar, clownish, and indiscriminate use)

is the most legal, most beneficial, and most honourable title

that a parish priest can enjoy. 1901 SPROTT Bk. Com. Order
Introd. 49 note, The word parson is used in lists of clergy
till 1645 to mark those who had the whole tithes of a parish,
like Rector.

t b. Grey (grey-coated, grey-coat} parson : an

impropriator or farmer of the parish tithes. Obs.

1785 GROSE Diet. Vulg. T. 1830 in Cobbetfs Rural Rides

(1886) I. 123 note. 1847-78 in HALLIWELL.

2. Extended successively, in popular use, so as

to include a vicar, or any beneficed clergyman ; a

chaplain, a curate, any clergyman; a noncon-

formist minister or preacher. In the more extended

sense only colloq., and (exc. in rural use) usually
more or less depreciatory or dyslogistic.
1588 SHAKS. L. L. L. v. ii. 932 When all aloud the winde

doth blow, And coffing drownes the Parsons saw. 1591
SPENSER M. Hubberd 480 The Foxe was well induc'd to be
a Parson. 1616 R. C. Times' Whistle vi. 2383 The country

parson may, as in a string, Lead the whole parish vnto

anything. 1666 SOUTH .Serm. I. 204 Call a man Priest

or Parson, and you set him in some Metis Esteem, ten

Degrees below his own Servant. 1691 LUTTHELL Brief
RcJ. (1857)

II. 311 Mr. Baxter, the famous nonconformist

parson, is lately dead. 1720 GORDON & TRENCHARD Indc-

pcnd. Whig (1728) 187 After a Coach and Six, the next

Trappings of Domestick Grandeur, are a Page, Plate, and
a Parson. 1771 HORNE in Junius Lett. li. 264 Popular pre-

judice .. is violent against the parson. 1799 HAN. MORE
Fetn. Educ. (ed. 4) 1. 15 The clergy are spoken of under the

ontemptuous appellation of The Parsons. 1825 JEFFERSON

fight].. through the intervention of a grocer at Hungerford,
and a Methodist parson. 1859 GEO. ELIOT A . Bedc i, Which
was ye thinkin' on, Seth,. . the pretty parson's face or her

sarmunt? 1899 Daily News 29 May 5/4 'Mr. C. ! He
ain't a parson. He's a Man ', with great emphasis on the

'man'. ' He's a downright Christian man. That s what he is.'

3. transf. From the black coat of a clergyman,

applied to animals with black fur or markings, as

a black lamb, a black rabbit, or to birds with

black feathers, as the Isle of Wight parson, the

cormorant. See also PARSON-BIRD.
1806 Guide to Watering Places 176 The cormorant, called

by the sailors 'the Isle of Wight Parson '. 1827 COL. HAWKER
Diary (1893) I. 312 The chase we had with the shag, alias

cormorant, alias
'

parson
'. 1853 W. D. COOPER Sussex

Gloss., Parson, the nake. . . So called from the black streak

on its back. 1881 Leicester Gloss., Parson^ a large black

beetle; a cockroach. 1886 ELWORTHY W. Som. \yord~bk, ,

Parson,.. a black rabbit... A farmer when rabbiting cried

out to me. .there's a parson ! shoot thick for God's sake.

b.
( A tiny finch of Brazil, Spermophila mimtta*

{Cent. Diet. 1890).

4. Angling. A kind of artificial fly.

1867 F. FRANCIS Angling x. (1880) 344 The Parson .. is a

very showy fly.

5. fig. A finger-post : see quots. Chiefly dial.

1785 GROSE Diet. Vitlg, 71

., Parson, a guide post, hand or

finger post by the road side for directing travellers;. .be-

cause .. it sets people in the right way. 1819 Banquet 59*
Like the rude guide post some a parson call That points the

way but never stirs at all. 1889 in W. W. Lines. Gioss.

PARSON.

6. attrib. and Comb. a. appositive, as parson-
editor, -magistrate, -peer, -physician, etc.

; b.

attrib., as parson-power, -premium ; C. obj. gen.,

etc., asparson-baiting, -fighter, -hunting, -worship;
parson-like adj. d. Special Combs. : parson-aud-
clerk, (a) a children's game : see quot. 1 863 ; (b)

parson-in-the-pulpit (a, ; parson-grey sb. and

a., dark grey, priest-grey; parson-gull, a local

name of the great black-backed gull (Lartts

marinas) ; parson-has-lost-his-coat, name of

some game ; parson-in-the-pulpit, a popular
name, from the form of the flowers, of two plants,

() cuckoo-pint, (/>')
monkshood

; parson's-nose,
the rump of a fowl, etc. ; parson's-week, the time

taken as a holiday by a clergyman who is excused
a Sunday, lasting (usually) from Monday to the

Saturday week following. Also PARSON-BIRD.
1788 H. WALPOLE Let. to Mrs. H. Morez-i Sept., Letmy snuff

of life flit to the last sparkle of folly, like what children call

the *parson and clerk in a bit of burnt paper, a 1800 Cow-
PER On observing some names in Biog. Brit. 1863 BARNES
Dorset Dial. Gloss., Passons an darks, the running fiery

spots on burning paper. 1882 Gloss. Devon. Plant-n. (E.D.S.),

Parson-and-Clerk, Arum maculatnm. 1826 W.E. ANDREWS
Exam. Fox's Cal. Prot. Saints 473 The *parson-editor of
the folio edition of the Nc"W Book ofAIurtyrs. 1821 Blacktv.

Mag. VIII. 620 His bonnet blue, a coat of *Parson gray.

1885 SWAINSON Prov, Names Brit. Birds 208 Greater Black-
backed Gull ..*Parson gull, or mew. 1889 DOYLE Micali
Clarke 163 Saturday night game of '

kiss-in-the-ring ', or
'

*parson-has-Iost-bis-coat '. 1742 FIELDING J. Andrews in.

vi, Some of them declaring that *parson-hunting was the best

sport in the world. 1856 F. E. FACET Owlet Owlst. 145,
I don't see why we are to assume that *parson-husbands
have more sense than other husbands. i88a Gloss. Devon.
Plant-n. (E. D. S.), *Parson-in-the-Pulpit, (i) Arum ittactt-

latum. .(2) Aconitutn Napcllus. 1625 HART Anat. Ur.\l.

L 55 No lesse then three . .'Parson-Physitians had ad-
ministered to him. 1841 LEVER C. O'Mallty IxviL 319 Not
.. pronounced doubly hazardous by the Insurance Com-
panies, nor acceptable under a *

*Parson-premium '. 1839
LONGFELLOW Hyperion vii, An epicurean morsel a *parson's
nose. 1873 Slang Diet., Parson's nose, the hind part of

a goose a savoury mouthful. Sometimes called the Pope's
nose. 1790 COWPER Let. to Lady Hesketh 28 June, VVks.

1836 VII. 39 If they come, .they will stay., a *parson's week,
that is to say, about a fortnight and no longer. 1856
KINGSLEY Let. to T. Hughes in Life xiv. (1879) II. 3, I wish

you would . . go with me to Snowdon . . for a parson's week,
i. e. twelve days. 1897 W. C. HAZLITT Ourselves 4 Persons
who identify piety w ith churchgoing and 'parson-worship.
Hence (mostly nonce-words} Pa'rsonarchy, rule

by parsons, a body of ruling parsons. Parsone'se

a., parsonic. Pa'rsonhood, the state or condition

of a parson. Parso'uify v. trans., (a) to make

parsonic ; () in passive, to be married by a parson.
Pa-rsonish a., like or characteristic of a parson,

parsonic. a.TBO"iM,y=parsonhood. Pa'rsonize

v., (a) trans, to make parsonic ; (b) intr. to play
the parson, do parson's work. Pa'rsonly a.,

belonging to or befitting a parson. Parsono'latry,

parson-worship. Farsono'logy, lore about par-
sons. Pa'rsonry, parsons collectively. Pa'rson-

ship, the office or position of parson, rectorship.

1830 Examiner 789/1 A pampered squirarchy, and a mag-
nificent *parson-archy. 1860 HUXLEY in L. Huxley l,ife

(1900) I. 212 Sunk, as nine tenths of women are, in mere

ignorant *parsonese superstitions. 1834 Tait's Mag. I.

632/1 The perquisites of *parsonhood are of a more solid

and tangible nature. 1880 W. S. GILBERT Pirates of Pen-

zanee, You shall quickly be *parsonified . . By a doctor of

divinity, a 1834 LAMB cited in Worcester (1846) for
* Par-

sonish. 1884 Punch, n Oct. 178/2 A proper parsonish style.

1844 J. T. HEWLETT Parsons q W. vi, All the duties of

*parsonity. T$&a\\\CongregatioHalist (U. S.) 21 June (Cent.),

The hope that lay evangelists will not 'presently become

*parsomzed '. 1892 STEVENSON in lllustr. Lond. News
6 Aug. 171/2 Now, it seems, he's parsonising down Somerset

way. 1775 S. J. PRATT Literal Opin. Ixxxv. (1783) III. 129

[Attire] prig, prim, prue, and "parsonly. 1776 Pupil of
Pleas. (1777) I. 82 Whining passages about pity, and virtue,

and all the et-ca3tera of parsonly cant. 1852 Tait's Mag.
XIX. 342 heading, The "Parsonolatry of Dissent. 1813
BYRON Let. to Moore 10 Jan., Which proves . . your pro-

ficiency in *parsonology. 1886 P. FITZGERALD Fatal Zero
xxix. (1888) 185 D.'s ready sneer about preaching orjpar-
sonology '. 1876 G. MEREDITH Reauch. Career I. xvii. 259
The *parsonry are a power absolutely to be counted for

waste, as to progress. 1680 R. WARE Foxes Sf Firebrands

H. (1682) 35 The Convert continued not fully two years in

his *Parsonship or Parish before he died.

\Note. The ecclesiastical use of L. persona does not appear
before the I ith c. It was app. still new at the Council ofCier-

mont 1096, when it was said, c. iii
'

Ecclesiag vel decimal.,

sjepius ab Episcopis sub palliata avaritia venduntur : mortuis

nimirum, seu mutatis Clericis, quos Personas vocant '.(Mansi

Concilia XX. 902). Various views have been taken of

its genesis. English legal writers, Coke, Blackstone, etc.,

have referred it to the Civil Law sense of persona, the

parson being viewed as the legal
'

person
'

by whom the

property of God, the Patron Saint, or the church, in

the parish, was actually held ; the person to sue and be sued

in respect of this property. Du Cange (ed. 1762), pointing
to the early equivalent use of persona and digtiitas, would

start from the sense 'personage, great or dignified person,

dignitary'. Dr. H. Schaefer, Pfarrkirche und Sti/t im
Deutschcn Mittelalter (1003) 19, shows that persona was

I>rimarily applied to the holder of a parochial living who
was non-resident, being cither a conventual body, a chapter,
or member of one, or often a mere layman, the spiritual

duties being in either case discharged by a vicarius or sub-

stitule, who received a small portion of the revenues. He
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PARSONAGE.
refers the designation to the fact that the holder of the living

merely figured in the character or role (cl. L. persona) of

parish clergyman, without actually discharging the duties.

He explains the frequent early equivalence of persona and

dignitds^ adduced by Du Cange, in the case of conventual
or collegiate rectors, by the usual application of dignitas to

the superior personages or 'dignitaries
' of a chapter, and

the fact that U was by these that the parochial parsonages
were held. It would appear however that in England the

appellation must have been early interpreted in the Civil

Law sense ; else how should it have been extended from
\hv persona imt/tortdlis to thepersona morfdlis or resident

rector, and have become in England his legal designation ?]

Parson, obs. form of PERSON.

Parsonage (pausaned,?). Forms: seePARSON;
also 6 -edge, -ige, 7 -adge. [Altered form, as in

prec., of personage, a. AF. personage, OF. pcr-

son(tf)age, ecclesiastical dignity or benefice, = late

L. personaticum, med.L. (from Fr. or Eng.) per-
sonagium : see PERSONAGE.]
1. The benefice or living of a parson ; a rectory.

Obs. exc. in Law.
a. [1292 BRITTOS iv. iii. 7 II. 179 A prendre garde lequel

ele est de tut voide, ou soulement le personage. Nichols tr.

It must be observed whether it [the church] is entirely
vacant, or the parsonage only.] 4:1380 WYCLIF Wks. (1880)

433 pe fourbe part shulde be dispendid to kepe be housis of

pe personage. 1425 Rolls of Parlt. IV. 290/2 Noun resi-

dens of Persons of holy Chirche, upon theire Personages.
1482 Monk of'Eves/tain (Arb.) 93 A certen knyght that was
patron of a chyrche solde . . a personage to a certen clerke
for. xxvij. marke. 1544 Safflic. to Hen. VIII (E. E. T. S.)

34 Other patrons haue presented theyr clerckes to per-
sonagycs vicaragyes. 1642 M ILTON Apol. Smect. iii. Wks.
(1851) 288 Whether .. a good Personage, or Impropriation
bought out for him would not improper him.
0. 1377 LANGI. F. PI. B. xiu. 245 And I hadde neuere of

hym. .Noither prouendre ne parsonage gut of be popis gifte.

1450 Rails of Parlt. V. 206/1 Churches, Parsonages, and
other Possessions. 1588 FRAU.N'CE La-wiers Log. Ded. F ivb,
Their fathers haue either compounded with their Landlord
for some pelting vicaredge, or payd ready money for a
better parsonage. 1646 Royalist Comp. Papers (Yorksh.
Rec. Ser.) II. 57 He offers the parsonage of Hornsey worth
100 for ;iooo. a 1704 T. BROWN Two Oxford Scholars

Wks. 1730 I. 5, I cannot exercise the Office .. without some
Curacy, Vicarage, or Parsonage. 1818 CRUISE Digest (ed. 2)
III. 60 The rectory or parsonage, which comprises the

parish church with all its rights, glebes, tithes, and other
profits whatsoever.

2. (
=

Parsonage-house}. The house attached to
a parson's living, the rector's house. Also, in

later use, the house of a vicar, perpetual curate,
or other incumbent of a parish or parochial district ;

sometimes (esp. in U. S. and Colonies) applied to

the residence provided for any minister of religion.
1472 Will in Rec. St. Mary at Hill (E. E. T. S.) 16 The

parsonage & Chirchyerd of seynt Botolphes Chirche. 1523
FITZHERB. Surv. xx. (1539) 41 The syte of the personage
standeth . . between the sayd hye way. 1628 EARI.E ilicro-

casiH.,Surgeau(Arb.>6i It is ofter out of reparations, then an
old Parsonage, a 1704 T. BROWN Two Oxford Scholars
Wks. 1730 1. 10 An old rotten Parsonage or Vicarage-house.
1806 BOWLES Banwell ftill n. 34 Where the white parson-
age, among the trees, Peeped out.

t 3. The parson's or rector's tithe. Sc. Obs.
1818 SCOTT Hrt. Midi, viii, What have I been paying

stipend and teind, parsonage and vicarage for, ever sin' the
aughty-nine, and I canna get a spell of a prayer for't ?

4. attrib., as parsonage-garden, -house, -land.
1566 Eng. CA, Furniture (ed. Peacock) 145 Burnte by the

said Churchwardens at the said parsonedge house. 1610
Burford Reg. (Hist. MSS. Comm.) Var. Collect. I. 82
The buildinge of the said cottage . . uppon the parsonadge
land of Calne. 1796 MRS. M. ROBINSON Angelina I. 26 We
have but few houses of any note, and please your honour
only three.. .The parsonage-house, the poor-house, and the
public-house. 1838 D. F. STRAUSS Lnt/ieran Clergym. HI.

273 The door of the parsonage garden opened.

Parsonage, obs. form of PERSONAGE.
Pa'rsoii-bird. [See PARSON 3.]
1. A New Zealand bird (Proslhemadera novK-

zelandia:), so called from its dark plumage and
white neck-feathers

;
also called poe-Krd or titi.

1857 C. HURSTHOUSE N. Zealand I. 118 (Morris!, The
most common, and certainly the most facetious, individual
of the ornithology is the tui (parson-bird). 1866 LADY
BARKER Stat. Life N. Zeal. 93 (ibid.), The tui, or parson-
bird, most respectable and clerical-looking in its glossy black
suit. .and white wattles of very slender feathers.

2. Applied to the Rook.
1902 IVestm. Caz. 7 Jan. 2/3 Entirely devoted to the

glorification of our friend Mr. Rook, the parson-bird. Ibid.
14 Feb. r2/i We have no doubt that the 'parson birds

'

wi"
keep up the ancient tradition and celebrate their wedding
to-day.

(I

Parsondom (paMsandsm). [f. PARSON + -DOM.]
The state or quality of a parson ; the domain
of parsons, parsons collectively.
1850 P. CROOK War of Hats 3 All parsondom is up. 1860

TROLLOPE Framley /'. xiv, His sins against parsondom were
grievous.

Parsone, -elly, obs. ff. PARSON, PERSON, -ALLY.
Farsoned (pausand), ///. a. [f. PARSON +

-ED 2
.]

1. Made or penned by a parson.
1742 YOUNG Nt. Th. IV. 840 Ye Deaf to Truth ! peruse this

Parson d Page, And trust, for once, a Prophet, and a Priest.

2. F'urnished with a parson, as a parish.
1882 in OGILVIE.

3. Married in church or chapel, colloq.
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1886 Casselts Ettcycl. Diet., Married and Parsoned: A
colloquial expression, signifying that all the necessary rites
have been performed. 1892 EMERSON Son of Fens 154
(E. D. D.) Don't you wish you was married ?.. Don't you
wish you was passoned ?

Parsoner(e, obs. form of PARCENER.
ParsoilCSS (pa-issues), colloq. or humorous.

[See -ESS 1.] The wife of a parson.
1784 Unfortunate Sensibility\. 121 The few good ladies,.,

such as the parsoness, . . were extremely concerned. 1873 M .

COLLINS Squire Silchester\\. i. 3 A lady who was parsoness
of the parish. 1898 Contemp. l\ev. 75 The parson reigned
supreme in the church, and the parsoness in the school.

Parsonet (pajssne't). colloq. or humorous.

[f. PARSON + -ET.]
1. A parson's child.
1812 G. COLMAN Br. Grins, Two Parsons xxv, The Parson

dearly lov'd his darling pets, Sweet, little, ruddy, ragged,
Parsonets.

2. A petty or newly-fledged parson.
1834 GEN. P. THOMPSON Exerc. III. 15 This is all 'hay,

straw, stubble '; the stuff. . to make over to hireling preachers
and fashionable parsonets. 1877 P. BROOKS Led. Preach.
ii. (1895! 45 The people in the neighbourhood dubbed us
'

parsonnettes '.

Parsonic (pais^-nik), a. [f. PARSON + -ic

(after words from Gr.).] Of or pertaining to

a parson ; resembling or characteristic of parsons.
1785 MRS. S. BOYS Coalition II. 74 He felt himself bold,

not entertaining any great idea of parsonic valour. 1847 C.
BRONTE J. Eyre xxxvii, His manners., are not to your taste?

priggish and parsonic? 1891 E. PEACOCK ff. Brendan
I. 284 A secular as well as a parsonic view of life.

Parsonical (pajsp-nikal), a. [f. as prec. +
-IOAL.]

=
prec. So Farso'nically adv., after the

manner of a parson.
1750 CHESTEKF. Lett. (1774) III. 14, I am not stoically

advising, nor parsonically preaching to you. 1834 LD. SHEK-
BROOKE in Life I. 97 Please to let me know how your
parsonical duties go on.

Pa-rsoning, vH. sb. [f. PARSON + -ING 1.]

Acting as a parson ; doing parson's work.
a 1792 WOLCOTT (P. Pindar) Parson-dealcr, Meaning by

pars'ning to support a table. 1887 T. E. KEBBEL Eng.
Country Life (1891) 8 There were, .many very bad clergy,
men, to whom what they called 'parsoning 'was a simple bore.

Parsoure, obs. variant of PIKRCER.

Parsuadable, -suasion, obs. ff. PERSUADABLE,
-SUASION.

_ Parsy, obs. form of PARSEE.
Fart (pait), sb. (adv.). Forms I, 3- part; also

4-5 paart, (pard), 4-6 pert, 4-7 parte, 5 perte,
6 partt, 6- Sc. pairt. [In OE. ad. L. pars,
part-cm (in sense 2 a) ; in I3thc. a. F. part = Pr.

part, Sp., It. parte :-L. part-em part. The pi. in

ME. was sometimes PARS, after OF. pi. pars,
earlier parz.~\

I. Portion or division of a whole.
1. That which together with another or others
makes up a whole (whether really separate
from the rest, or more often only separated in

thought) ; a certain amount, but not all, of any
thing or number of things (material or immateriar

;

any one of the smaller things into which a thing
is or may be divided (in reality or in idea) ;

a portion, division, section, element, constituent,

fraction, fragment, piece. (Now the ordinary
word for this; in OE., and usually in ME., ex-

pressed by DEAL sb^)
When denoting a number of persons or things, often con-

strued as a noun of multitude, with plural verb.

[1-1050 ByrhtferlKs Handboc in Anglia (1885) VIII. 317
Rabanus cwy'5 ban se dxj ha;f3 partes, bat synt dslas,]
(11300 Cursor M. 2096 pof be werld es..Delt..In thrin

parteis principale, pe partes er noght perigale. c 1380
WYCLIF Sel. Wks. III. 339 Christis chirche .. hath bree
partis, pe first part is in blis, wib Crist. ..The secounde
part, .ben seintis in purgatorie. c 1400 MAUNDEV. (1839) ii.

13 O part is at Parys, and the other part is at Constanty-
noble, c 1440 Promp. Parv. 385/1 Paart, or deele, porcio.
1535 STEWART Cron. .Scot. (1858) I. 37 In equall pairtis this
klnrik to diuide. 1538 STARKEY England I. li. 51 One
louyng one a nother as membrys and partys of one body.
1570 HILLINGSLEY Euclid I. Post. ix. 8 The whole is equal to
ail his partes taken together. 1574-5 Reg. Privy Council
Scot. Ser. I. II. 426 With all.. partis pendicles and per-
tinentis thairof. 1609 BIBLE (Douay) Deut. vii. 22 He wil
consume these nations in thy sight by litle and litle and by
partes. 1638 JUNIUS Paint. Ancients 202 Of all parts of the
countenance the eyes are most powerful], being as the soule's

window. 1726 tr. Gregory's Astron. I. 392 Let the Diameter
Afiof the Circle.. be divided into two equal Parts in the
Point C. a 1774 GOLDSM. Hist. Greece II. 264 The greatest
part of the Indian cavalry were cut to pieces. 1794 Rigging
V Seamanship I. 168 Leading-part, that part of a tackle
which is hauled upon. 1836-7 SIR W. HAMILTON Metnph.
xxxvii. (1870) II. 338 Whatever is the part of a part, is a
part of the whole. 1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) I. 443, 1 agree,
Socrates, in the greater part of what you say. 1882 Times
25 Sept. 8 They formed but a small part of deaths caused
by infectious fevers.

b. Often idiomatically used without article :

part of= a part of, some of; so great part of
' =

a great part of, much or many of; most part of,
the majority or greater part of, most of.

'''375 Cursor M. 3534 (Fairf.) Gif me part of bat boil

grayd.j. a 1425 Ibid. 19049 (Trin.) A mon croked in be
palesy And had ben moost part of his dayes \so Laud .IAS". ;

Colt. & Giitt. mast all). 1450 Paston Lett. I. 107 And part
therof sold, and part ther of yaffe, and the remenaunt thei

PART.

departed among them. 1531 TINDALE Expos, i John Wks.
(Parker Soc.) II. 524 Part of his laws are ceremonies. 1611
BIBLE Isa. xliv. 16 He burneth part thereof in the fire: with
part thereof he eateth flesh. 1760 JOHNSON Idler No. 97 P 5
The road was passable only part of the year. 1778 Learn,
ing at a Loss I. 155, I shall probably spend great Part of
the Summer with him. 1827 SOUTIIEY Hist. Penins. War
II. 705 Great part perished before they could reach the wall.

1847 TENNYSON Princ. Prol. 47 Part were drown 'd within
the whirling brook. 1860 WIIEWELL in Life (1881) 512 We
were at Oxford great part of last week, for the meeting of
the British Association.

c. spec. An essential or integral portion ; some-
thing essentially belonging to a larger whole

;

a constituent, element. (Also without article.)
1732 LAW Serious C. i. (ed. 2) 9 They must be made pans

of our common life. 1742 YOUNG Nt. Th. ix. 413 "I'is
i a prime Part of Happiness, to know How much Unhappi-

ness must prove our Lot. 1816 SCOTT 111. Dwarf vi, The
rider sate as if he had been a part of the horse. 1863
FR. A. KEMBLF. Resid. in Georgia 14 That formed no part
of our discussion. 1879 MOZLEY Serin. 276 Affection is part
of insight.

2. Specialized uses of sense I.

fa. =part ofspeech: see 19. Obs. (The earliest
use in English.)
ciooo ./ELFRIC Gram. xvi. (Z.) 107 pry eacan synd mcd,

ptc, cc, be man eacnaS on leden-sprace to sumum casum
bises partes. Ibid. xvii. 108 Anfeald jetel Ijy3 on ftisum
parte ego ic, tu 5u, ille he. Ibid, xxxix. 242 pes part maeg
been jehaten daelnimend. a 1300 [see PARS]. CI483CAXTON
Dialogues viii. 38 Donettis, partis, accidents. 1615 HKINSLEY
(title) The Posing of the Paris, a 1637 B. JONSON- Eng.
Gram. ix. Wks. (Rtldg.) 777-8 In our English speech we
number the same parts with the Latins. . .Only we add a
ninth, which is the article.

b. The name of a division or section of a book,
play, poem, or other literary work

;
in mod. use

also spec. Each of the portions of a work issued at

intervals, at a uniform price, and in thin covers,
and intended to be afterwards bound up into one or
more volumes.
c 1450 tr. DC fi'iitatione 64 Here begynneb (>e third parte

of inwarde conuersacyon . . Capitulum prinuim. 1551 TIKNEK
Hcraall. Prol., I haue set one part of a great herball. 1562
(title) The seconde pane of Gullliam Turners herball. 1594
(title] The First Part of the Contention betwixt the two
famous houses of Yorke and Lancaster. 1677 LAUY CHA-
WORTH in \2th Rep. Hist. KISS. Comm. App. v. 44. I have
presented your Lordship with the last part of Huiiil'ras, to

help to heighten your mirth ibis t'hristmasse. 1742 YOUNG
Nt. Th.\\\. 12 Thro' various Parts our glorious Story runs ;

Time gives the Preface. 1873 KUSKIN Stones I 'en. I. Pref. 7
The architect had read his third part of the Stones of
Venice to purpose. 1901 Daily Chron. 27 Dec. 3/3 The
new Dickens would have to find a second Cruiksbank to
illustrate any novel issued in separate weekly parts. Mod.
The work is now coming out in monthly parts.

f C. An element or constituent of some quality
or action, considered by itself (and with no stress

on its being merely a part) ;
a point, particular.

(Usually in pi.) Hence alisol. Point; matter,
affair ; respect (

= PARTY sb. 3). Ol>s.

1563 Homilies n. Rcpentancem. (1859) 545 Ye heard of the
true parts and tokens of repentance. 1589 PUTTENHAM Eng.
Pocsie III. xxiv. (Arb.) 29^ But at all insolent and vnwoonted
partes of a mans hehauiour we find many times cause to
mislike or to be mistrustful1

, a 1639 W. WHATELEY Proto-
types n. xxvi. (1640) 43 Perfection of parts, is when all the

parts of goodnesse are found in a man. 1692 LOCKE Educ.
142 Nothing can cure this Part of Ill-breeding but Change

and Variety of Company. 1719 Bp. ROBINSON in Perry
Hist. Coll. Amcr. Col. CA. I. 200 If we neglect our duty
in that part.

3. A portion of an animal body : either definitely,
a particular member or organ ; or indefinitely, a
'

spot ',' place
'

(cf. 13). Usually//.; often with

defining adj., as kinder parts, inward parts ; also
absol. (euphem.~) =

privy parts.
^1400 Dcstr. Troy 884 lason .. anoyntide hym anon ..

Bothe the face and j'e fete, & all be fore perte. 1526 Pilgr.
Perf. (W. de W. 1531) 3 God hath no linenmentes nor partes
corporall. 15.. Sir A. Barton in Surtces Misc. (1888)

73 In a previe place and a secrete pert, He shoote hime
in at ihe left oxtere, The arrowe quiett throughe harte.

1535 Back parts [see BACK a. i]. 1590 SPENSER F. Q.
l. 11. 41 Her neather panes misshapen, monstruous. 1598
B. JONSON Ev. Man in Hum. iv. i. 1617 MORYSON /tin. in.

115 The inner parts of Goates. .are esteemed great dainties,

especially in Toscany. 1634 SIR T. HKHBEKT Trav. 41 A
cloth which should couer those parts, made to be priuate.

1747 WESLEY Prim. Physic (1762) So Wash the parts with
Juice of Calamint. 1799 M. UNDERWOOD Treat. Dis.
Children (ed. 41 II. 136, I had occasion to examine the
parts [of a child] very attentively at the birth. 1899 All-
I'utt's Syst. Mcd. VIII. 558 The patches in such parts may
then assume a salmon tinge.

1 4. A minute portion of matter, a particle. Obs.
1707 Curios, in Huso, fy Card. 31 The Entrance of some

such small aqueous Parts, as may excite the Fermentation.
1709 F. HAUKSBEE Phys.-Mcclt. Exp. ii. (1719) 36 Woollen
impregnated with saline and spirituous parts. a 1774
GOLDSM. Surv. Exf. PKloi. (1776) II. 88 Now the parts of
the air, .. being in this case driven asunder by some external
interposition, such as fire, or any other agent. 1800 tr.

Lagrangc's Chem. II. 278 The earthy principle, which is

confounded with the indigo and some mucilaginous parts
5. spec, (with a numeral) : Each of a number of

equal portions into which a whole may be divided ;

an aliquot part, exact divisor, submultiple.
(a) With an ordinal numeral indicating the number of such

portions in the whole, as a third part, t-wo third parts :

now more usually omitted by ellipsis, the ordinal thus



PART.

becoming a sb., as a third, two thirds, (o} With a
cardinal numeral, implying a number of portions one less

than the number which constitutes the whole, as two parts
two thirds, threeparts three quarters. (Formerly also

as collective sing., as two part.)
1290 St. Michael 665 in S. Eng. Leg. I. 318 $eot n is

bare, to wonien I nne, onnebe be seuenbe part, a 1300
Cursor M. 973 pe half parte gladli or be thnd We wil J>e

giue, ifbouit bid. 1375 BAKBOUK Bruce v. 47 Mair than
twa part of his rout War herbreit in the tonne tharout.
c 1386 CHAUCER Sgr's T. 545 Ne koude man by twenty
thousand part Countrefete the Sophymes of his Art. 1475R aitfCoilyar 123 He tyt the King be the nek, twa part in

tene. 1603 OWEN Pembrokeshire it. (1891) n Ffoure partes
of five of this sheere is compassed with the sea. cx6n
CHAPMAN Iliad x. 223 Two parts of night are past, the
third is left t

1

employ our force. 1660 BARROW Euclid v.

Def. i, A part is a magnitude of a magnitude, a less of a

greater, when the less measures the greater. 1706 E. WARD
Wooden \Vorld Diss. (1708) iz The Queen allots him three

Parts In eight for his singular Hazards. 1813 MAR. EDGE-
WORTH Patron. (1833) III. xli. 130 Possession .. being nine

parts
of the law. 1878 Bosw. SMITH Carthage 319 He was

himself only three parts Roman.

f b. Used by confusion or error as if = '

times',
as in (by} a thousand part\s) = a thousand times,
a thousandfold; by the seventh part = seven limes,

sevenfold. Obs. (Cf. DEAL sbl i e.)
a 1400-50 Alexander 2157 pai pleyne more be pouirte..of

bar horsis ban be soroije of bam-selfe by be seuynt parte
\Dubl. MS. dele]. 1460-70 Bk, Quintessence 7 5e schule
haue 3oure licour by an hundrid part bettir gilt. 1528
TINDALE ll^ks. (Parker Soc.) I. 149 A thousand parts better

may it be translated into the English, than into the Latin.

1590 SPENSER F. Q. n. ix. 48 Not he .. Might be compar'd
to these by many parts, c 1611 CHAPMAN lliail To Rdr.

(1865) 88 They.. are ten parts more paraphrastical than I.

1625 B. JOSSON Staple o/N. HI. ii, I have better news from
the bake-house, by ten thousand parts, in a morning.

C. In expressing the proportion of the in-

gredients of a mixture or compound : One of a
numrxT of equal portions of indeterminate amount.
1615 CHAPMAN Odyss. ix. 298 It was so strong,, .twas before

allaid With twentie parts in water. 1756 C. LUCAS Ess.
Waters III. 298 Two parts of this water poured into one part
boiling milk. 1811 A. T. THOMSON Lond. Disp. (1818) 512
Take of pure sulphate of copper, two parts; subcarbonate
of ammonia, three parts. 1854 RONALDS & RICHARDSON
Ckem. Technol. (ed. 2) I. 183 One part of carbon consumes
in burning to carbonic acid 2$ parts of oxygen.

t 6. A mediaeval measure of time, equal to -fa of

an hour, or 4 minutes : see ATOM 7. Obs.

1844 LINGARD Anglo-Sax. Clt. (1858) II. xi. 158 Each
. -admits of four different subdivisions, into four points, ten

minutes, fifteen parts or degrees, and forty moments.

II, Portion allotted, share.

7. A portion of something (material or imma-
terial) allotted or belonging to a particular person ;

a share. Sometimes almost in abstract sense :

Sharing, participation ; interest, concern.
To have part: to share, partake (/, "t of}. To have

neitherpart nor lot in ; to have no share or concern in, to
have nothing to do with (see LOT sb. 2 b). See also art and
Part : ART sb. 16.

a 1300 Floriz fy Bl. 522 He moste kunne muchel of art

pat bu woldest 5eue ber-of part. a. 1300 Cursor .I/. 19585 Has
pou na part, coth petre, here, 1382 WVCLIF Rev. xx. 6
Klessid and holy he, that hath paart in the first a?en risyng.
1390 GOWER Con/. III. 104 Chain Upon his part Aufrique
nam. c 1449 PECOCK Repr. in. i. 277 The preestis and
dekenes of the Gold Testament schulden not haue part and
lott in the firste parting of the lond of lewry. 1477 EARL
RIVERS (Caxton) Dictes i Aduersitees, Ofthe whiche I . .haue
had my parte. 1538 BALE John Bapt. in Harl. Misc.
(Malh.) I. 216 My ways. .with mennys ways haue no part.
1601 BARLOW Serin. Panics Crosse 23 We haue no part in

Dauid, nor inheritance in the son of Isay. 1611 BIBLE
Acts \. 17. 1760-7* H. BROOKE Fool of Qua I. (1809) I. 151
We had neitner art or part, concern or interest therein.

1850 S. DOBELL Roman L Poet. Wks. 1875 I. 14 Death Can
have no part in Beauty. 1891 DOUGALL Beggars All(td. 2)

271 That she would have neither part nor lot in his dis-

honest career.

b. Allotted portion (without definite notion of

division or sharing) ; possession (concr. or abstf.} ;

one's lot in life. Obs. or arch.

1382 WVCLIF Ps. Ixii. n [Ixiii. 10] The! shul be taken in to

the hond of swerd, the partis of foxis thei shul be. c 1386
CHAUCKR Clerk's T. 594, I haue no^ht had no part of
children tweyne But first siknesse, and after wo and peyne.
c 1500 Three Kings Sons 66 To obeie and abide the wille of
oure lord, & to take sucbe part yn pacience, as he wol
sende. 1609 BIBLE (Douay) Hos. v. 7 Now shal a moneth
devoure them with their partes. 1858 NEALK Bernard de
AT. (1865) 36 The Lord shall be thy part.

8. A person's share in some action; what one
has to do; function, office, business, duty. Formerly
in pi. when referring to a number of

persons.
1375 HARBOUR Bruce xi. 245 Be liklynes the mast cowart

Semyt till do richt weill his part. 1451 MAKG. PASTON in

P. Lett. I. 201 He seyd itt was not his parte to do ill., 1542
UDALL Erasm. Apoph. 297 Thepartes of incline is, to reioyce
in the behalf of the commcnweale. 1563 IfontHies n. Repent-
ance u. (1859) 544 It is therefore our parts., to pray unto our
heavenly Father. 1611 BIBLE Ruth iii. 13 But if hee will
not doe the part of a kinseman to thee, then will I doe the

part of a kinseman tothee, as the Lord liueth. 1667 MILTON
P. L. vin. 561 Accuse not Nature, she hath don her part.
1711 ADDISON Spect. No. 418 F 7 It is the part of a Poet to
humour the Imagination. 1863 TKOLLOPE Belton Est. xxii.

254 Was it not a brother's part to go to a sister in affliction ?

i88z Times 23 Sept. 4 The artillery did its part with its usual
devotion.

9. T/ieatr, The character assigned to or sustained
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by an actor in a dramatic performance ;
a role.

Also, the words assigned to or spoken by an actor

in such a character ; hence, a written or printed

copy of these.

1495 in Sharp Cov.Myst. (1825)36 Payd for copyyng of the

ij knyghts partes, & demons. 1584 Ibid. 38 To Jhon Cope-
stake, for playenge of Esron his parte xxd. 1600 SHAKS.
A. y. L. \\. vii. 142 All the world's a stage. .And one man
in his time playes many parts. 1622 MABBE tr. Alemans
Guzman a"A If. i. 264 Let every man take his Qu and per-
fect his owne part. 1710 STEELE Tatler No, 180 F 6 They
must be called off the Stage, and receive Parts more suitable
to their Genius. 1809 MALKIN Gil Bias n. viii. r 2, I was
sent on the boards in children's parts. 1882 H. C. MERIVALE
Fattcit of B. 1. 145 Minna in the 'Pirate' would be more
the line of part to fall to you.

b. fig. A character sustained by any one, either

as a special office or function (nearly 8), or as

assumed or feigned.
Toflay (act} thePart of: to act as or like ; to perform the

function of. To play (act} a fart : to perform a function, or

pursue a course of action ; also, to sustain a feigned charac-

ter, make a pretence, act deceitfully.
a 1400-50 Alexander 361 pan be figour ofafreke he sail

take eftire, And preualy in bat part a-pere jowe be-forne.

121548 HALL Chron. t Rich. Ill 50 Homfrey Cheiny plei-

yng the parte of a good blood hounde, foloed the tract of y*
flyer. 1590 SPENSER F.Q. n. iv.27 Where left, he went, and
his owne false part playd. 1663 BUTLER Hud. i. ii. 205 None
ever acted both Parts bolder, Both of a Chieftain and a
Soldier, a 1732 GAY Fables n. vi. 2 The man of pure and
simple heart Thro' life disdains a double part. 1886 BARING-
GOULD Court Royal xxxv, He was unskilled to act a part
and speak half the truth. 1891 Speaker n July 36/2 The
Referendum and the Initiative, .have a great part to play in

the future of Switzerland.

fc. transf. One who performs a part, an actor.
a 1643 W. CARTWKIGHT Commend. Verses Fletcher's Drain.

Poems, That some who sat spectators haue confessed.,

[they] felt such shafts steal through their captiued sense, As
made them rise Parts, and go Lovers thence.

1O. Mus. The melody assigned to a particular
voice or instrument in concerted music, or a written

or printed copy of this for the use of a particular

performer ; each of the constituent melodies or

successions of notes which make up a harmony.
Hence transf. Each of the voices or instruments
which join in a concerted piece.
1526 SKELTON Magnyf.it$\i I syngeof two partys without

a mene. c 1586 C'TESS PEMBROKE /*j. LVII. vi, Thou my harp
the consort make, My self will beare a part. 1597 MORI.EV
Introd. to ^lus. i Musicke bookes.. being brought to the
table : the mistresse of the house presented mee with a part,

earnestly requesting mee to sing. 1674 PLAVFORD SkillMus.
in. i The Parts of Musick are in all but four, howsoever
some skilful Musicians have composed songs of twenty,
thirty, and forty parts. 1706 A. BEDFORD Temple Mns. iii.

55 This one Voice or Part is mentioned as the greatest
Excellency of the Temple Musick. 1889 E. PROUT Har.
many (ed. loj iv. 94 Most music is written in four-part har-

mony, and the parts are generally named after the four

varieties of the human voice... The highest part is called the

treble^ or soprano, the next below this, the alto, the third

part.. the tenor, and the lowest part the bass.

f 11. A piece of conduct, an act (usually with

qualification expressing praise or blame). Obs.

1561 T. HOBY tr. Castiglione's Courtyer \\. (1577) Mj,
Alonso GarUlo..baaing committed certaine youthful! partes
. .was by the Kings commaundement carried to prison.

1579-80 NORTH Plutarch (1895) III. 333 Pausanias. .com-
mitted many insolent partes by reason of the great authority
he had. 1596 RALEIGH Discoy. G-viana A ij, For your
Honors many Honorable and friendlie parts, I have hitherto

onely returned promises, a 1633 T. TAYLOR God's Jndgem.
i. n. i. (1642) 155 He ..after shewed him many other un-
kinde and unchildly parts.

12. A personal quality or attribute, natural or

acquired, esp. of an intellectual kind (?as a con-

stituent element of one's mind or character, or ? as

allotted to one by Providence : cf. gift t talent] ;

almost always in //. Abilities, capacities, talents.

Usually with an adj. expressing excellence; also

absol. = high intellectual ability, cleverness, talent.

Now arc/i., rare in speech.
1561 T. HOBY tr. Castiglione's Conrtyer n. (1577) Gvij b.

To set his delite to haue in himselfe partes and excellent

qualities. 1598 B. JONSON Ev. Man in Hum. ni. i, I ne're

saw any gentlemanlike part [in him]. Ibid, iv, i, A gentle-
man., of very excellent good partes. 1599 SHAKS. Much Ado
v. ii. 64 For which of my bad parts didst thou first fall in

loue with meV 1627-77 FELTHAM Resolves \. xxxiv. 88
We magnifie the wealthy man, though his parts be never
so poor. 1678 BARCLAY Apol. (1841^ 283 Three things go to

the making up of a minister, i. Natural parts, that he be
not a fool. 2. Acquired parts, that he be learned in the lan-

guages [etc.]. 1710 STEELE Tatler No. 197 F 5 Courage is

the natural Parts of a Soldier. 1710 HEARNE Collect.

(Oxf. Hist. Soc.) II. 351 A man of Parts, but a most vile,

stinking Whigg. 1806 G. CANNING Poet. Wks. (1827) 49 But
if, amongst this motley crew, One man of real parts we view.

1844 MACAULAY AVj., Earl Chatham (1887' 818 Some of
them were indeed, to do them justice, men of parts. 1894
*!AN MACI.AKEN

' Uonnie Briar Bush (1899) 5 A Lad o'

Pairts. a 1901 BESANT Five Years' Tryst, etc. (1902) 196 At
school the son was a steady lad, of good, not brilliant parts.

HI. Region ; side.

13. A portion of a country or territory, or of the

world ;
a region, quarter. (Usually in //. ; often

with a vague collective rather than plural sense.)
(When the words ofthe world or the like arc added, the

sense is i above : e. g.

c 1400 MAUNDEV. (Kuxb.) 1.4 If a mau come fro be we^t

PART.

partys of \>e werld. 1535 BOORDE in Introd. Kncnvl* (1870)
Forewds. 53 Few frendys ynglond hath in theys paries of

Kurope. 1560 DAUS tr. Sleidanes Cotnw. 132 Going into
the foure partes of the worlde.)
c 1400 Destr. Troy 217 And all prouyns and pertes bi pes

shall desyre. 1558 KNOX First Blast (Arb.) 20 Women in
those partes, were not tamed nor embased by consideration
of their own sex and kind. 1607 MIDDI.KTON Michaelm.
Term m. iii. 52, I am a mere stranger for these parts.
a 1674 CLARENDON Sut-u. Leviath. (1676) 2 One who ha's

spent many years in foreign parts. 1725 BERKELEY Pro-
posal Supplying Ch, in For. Plant. Wks. III. 215 To
propagate the Gospel in foreign parts. 1833 AVj*. Sf/. Com-
mittee on Finnic. Corporate 334 The mixed jurisdiction in
the Parts of Kesteven. 1861 E. FITZGERALD Lett. (1889)!.
277 Let me know when you come into these parts.

t>. Part of Fortune (Astrol.) : that point of the

heavens in which the moon is when the sun is in

the ascendant or '

horoscope ',

1696 in PHILLIPS (ed. 5). 1819 WILSON Diet. Astrol,
a 1836 SMEDLEY Occult Sc. in Encycl. Metrop. (1855) XXXI.
311 The Part of Fortune, is the distance of the moon's

place from the sun, added to the degrees of the ascendent.

f 14. Side (lit.} ; hence, direction in space. Obs.
c 1380 Sir Ferumb. 3517 Y schal take out to anober pard
& prykie fro hem anon, a 1548 HALL Chron., Hen. IV y>
Made a bridge over the river on the part of saint Denis
sirete, and so escaped. 1551 ROBINSON tr. Mores Utop. \.

(1895) 34 Sume here and sume there ; yea, verye manye of

bothe partes. 1574 ~&GWXX. Regimentfor Sea(i$-j-j) Introd.

5 b, If that the Sonne . . be unto the North part, or Southe

part of the Equinoctial!. 1611 BIBLE Luke xvii. 24 As the

lightning that lighteneth out of the one part vnder heauen,
shinethvnto the other part vnder heauen. 1774 T, HUTCHIN-
SON Diary 7 Sept., [Norwich] is on every part walled in.

b. = HAND sb. 32 i. Now rare.

1485 CAXTON Paris fy I7. 67 On that other parte he had

frete
drede. 1534 CROMWELL Let. 17 Nov. in Merriman

,ife ff Lett. (1902) I. 391 Neglecting of thone parte the

kinges highnes honour to be preserued..of thother parte as
it were contempnyng all frieendeship in giving place to a
litle Lucre. 1587 GOLDING De Mornay iv. 40 On the

contrary part, his mind seeth not itself, but only turneth
into itself. 1882 STEVENSON New Arab. Nts. (1884) 135 On
the other part, I judged that I might lose nearly as much.

tc.ySJf. (Father's or mother's) Side (in genealogy).

(Cf. HALF sb. 2.) Obs.

1558 in Strype Ann. Re/. (1709) I. 11. App. v. 398 All other

your majesty's ancestors .. of the part of your said mother
[cf. L, e.vparte maternd\.
15. Side (y^f.), in a contest, dispute, question,

contract, or any relation of opposite persons or

bodies of people ; party ; cause.

1375 HARBOUR Bruce VH. 624 Clyffurd and wauss maid a
melle, Quhar cliffurd raucht him a cole, And athir syne
drew to partis. 1380 WftUF Sel. Wks. III. 363 pe fend
hab be strenger part here ban be part of treupe. 1396 in

Scott. Antiq. XIV. 217 This indenture made.. betwx..Scher
Henry Synclar . . on the ta part and . . Scher Jone of Der-
mounde on the tother part, c 1489 CAXTON Blanchardyn
xlvii. 179 Of that other part, they marked well that wyth
subyon were grete fuson of men. 1536 TINDALE Mark ix.

40 Whosoeuer is not agaynste you is on youre parte.

1565-73 COOPER Thesaurus Ajb/i A Senatn stat ..he
is on the senates part. 1592 K.YD Sp. Trag. i. ii. 64
The victory to neither part mclinde. 1700 PRIOR Carmen
Seculare 356 Betwixt the Nations let her hold the Scale,

And, as she wills, let either Part prevail. x88a H. C. MERIVALE
Faucit ofB. 1. 107 No word had been spoken on either part.

1884 Bythewood fy Jarmaris Prcc. in Conveyancing (ed. 4)

I. 402 An agreement made. .Between ..(the vendor) of

the one part, and . .(the purchaser) of the other part.

b. concr. A party; a body of adherents or

partisans ;
a faction. Now rare or Obs.

1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. IVacc (Rolls) 10455 When bobe

partis come to be fight, c 1386 CHAUCER A'ttt.'s T. 1724
Arcite & eek the hondred of his parte. 1534 in Lett. Sup-
press. Monasteries (Camden) 9 Bothe the seyde partes
nathe ben more ardente now. .then they were before. 1560
DAUS tr. Slcidane's Comm. 409 He in dede would gladly
have pleased both parts. 1596 SPENSER F. Q. iv. iv. 25 Then
gan the part of Chalengers anew To range the field, and
victorlike to raine.

f C. //. ? = part-fray
|
(see 29). Obs. rare.

1600 Look About You i. iiL in Hazl. Dodsley VII. 401
Shift for thyself, good Skink ; there's gold, away ; Here will

be parts. 1616 B. JONSON Epigrams ex, [Caesar] lived

scarce one just age, And that midst envy and parts,

IV. [f. PABT v.] Parting.

t!6. Parting, separation, leave-taking. Obs. rare.

1605 isf Pt. leronimo ir. vi. 27 O cruell part; Andreas
bosome bears away my hart.

17. The parting of the hair. U. S.

1890 in Cent. Diet. 1895 Century Mag. Aug. 489/1 His

straight, smooth hair, with its definite part.

V. Phrases.

18. Part and (or) parcel. (The addition of

panel emphasizes the sense of/#>*/.)
a. Part and parcel^ emphasizing sense I c : cf.

PARCEL sb. i b.

[1414: see PARCELJ/'. i b.] 1535-6 Act 27 Hen. F//7, c. 11

This present Act, and euery part and parcel therof, shall

extend [etc.]. Ibid. c. 26 The. .Lordships. -to be part and

parcell of the same hundred [of WeseberyJ. J59a WEST ist

Pt. Symbol. (1647) 100 [To] suffer the same and every part
and parcell thereof to descend come and remaine according
to the true meaning of this Indenture. 1664 CompUett
Clark 795 The said Capital Messuage, Lands, Tenements,

Hereditaments, and Premisses, and every part and parcel
thereof. 1837 GORING & PRITCHARD Microgr. 106 This being

part and parcel of my present subject. 1846 McCuLLOCH
Ace. Brit. Empire (1854) 1. 194 The places referred to are, to

all intents and purposes, part and parcel of the metropolis.

1856 DOVE Logic Chr. Faith v. i. -j. 272 The moral law
of the conscience ia part and parcel of man himself.
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b. Part or (nor} parcel.
1459 [see PARCEL sb. i], 1535-6 Act 27 Hen. VIIl^ c. n

Vmted, . . to and with the countie of Hereford, as a member,
part, or parcell of the same. 1539 Act 31 Hen. F///, c. 13
All such Right [or] Title .. to the premisses, or to any part
or parcell therof. 1576 FLEMING Pnnopl. Epist. 64 Neuer
a part or parcel thereof left vndiscouered. 1664 Contpkat
Clark 6 As often as it shall happen the said annuity of a
hundred pounds or any part or parcell thereof to be behind
and unpaid. 1867 LADY HERBERT Cradle L. iv, 126 The
Protestants alone have no part or parcel in the sacred

inheritance.

19. Part of speech (Gram.} [L. pars orationis].

Formerly also part of reason (REASON $bl 3 c\
or simply part (sense 2 a). Each of the gram-
matical categories or classes of words as deter-

mined by the kind of notion or relation which

they express in the sentence.

Usually reckoned as eight, viz. noun or substantive, ad-

jective, pronoun, verb, adverb, preposition, conjunction, in-

terjection (sometimes as nine, the article being reckoned

separately from the adjective). Formerly the participle was
often reckoned as a distinct 'part '.

1481-1530 [see REASON sl>.
1

3 c]. 1509 HAWKS /'as/.

Picas, v. (Percy Soc.) 24 For as much as there be Eight
partes of speche, I would knowe ryght fayne, What a noune
substantive is in hys degre. 1530 PALSGR. Introd. 24 They
have also a nynth part of reason whiche I call article,

borowyng the name of the Grekes. 1612 BRINSI.EY /,</.

Lit. (1627) 56 Q. How many parts of speech have you ? Or
how many parts are there in Speech? A. Eight. 1711 J.

GREENWOOD Rng. Gram, 62, 1 have not made the Article (as

some have done) a distinct Part of Speech. 1866 J. MAK-
TiNEAirJiw. I. 277 We. .must have the parts of speech before

we can predicate anything.
b. Principal parts (of a verb) : those from

which the other parts can be derived, or which
contain the different stems in the simplest forms.
In Latin Grammar, applied to the first pers. sing. pres.

indie., the infinitive mood, the first pers. sing, perfect indie.,

and the supine (or in deponent verbs, instead of the two
last, the perf. pple.) ; in English, and Teutonic langs. gener-
ally : see quot. 1870.

1870 MARCH Comp. Gram. Ags. Lang. 78 The Principal
Parts [of a verb] are the present infinitive, the imperfect
indicative first person, and the passive participle.

20. Most part: the greatest part, most; as adv.

mostly ; *{
mostpart all, almost all ; f the more part,

the greater or major part, the majority.
13.. K. A /is. 5390 {>e mest parte pereof hy slowen.

c 1400 Destr. Troy 13308 The most parte of my pepull put
to be dethe. 1523 LD. BERNERS Froiss. I. 772 The towns
was than mooste parte all the houses covered with strawe.

1526 TINDALE Acts x\x. 32 The moare parte knewe not
wherefore they were come togedder. 1567 Glide fy Godlie B.

(S. T. S.) 166 [Mankynde] leuand maist part in all vice,

1693 Humours Town 48 Their Spendthrift Sons., have
dipt most part of their Estates in Judgements, Bonds, and
Warrents. Mod. He lives there most part of the year.

b. For (the] most part',
the most part', \for the

more part: as concerns the greatest part, in most

cases, mostly.
.1386 CHAUCER Reeve's Prol. 4 For the moore part they

loughe & pleyde. f 1400 MAUNDEV. (1839) xix. 213 pti hen
alle, for the moste part, alle Pygmeyes. 1594, R. ASHU-LY
tr. Lays Ic Roy 13 Ihey ride the most part, without sadles,

spurs, or shoes on their horses. 1685 LOVELL Gen. Hist.

Kelig. 123 Bishopricks and Monasteries,. . for most Part, in

great Disorder, 1833 HT. MARTINEAU Berkeley Banker i.

viii. 166 The shops were for the most part closed.

f21. Some part: as adv., in some parts; to

some extent ; somewhat. Obs.

1456 SIR G. HAVE Law Arms {S. T.S.I 14 It [the vision]
be sum part subtile to understand. 156970 Tragedie 140
in Satir. Poems Reform, x, Lord Darlie, Of quhais rair

bewtie scho did sumpart farlie.

22. Bear a part : to sustain a part (as in

acting) ; to take part :
= 23 b.

c 1611 CHAPMAN Iliad Anagram (1865) 73 No spirit in our
blood But in our soul's discourses bears a part. 1712
ARBUTHNOT John Bull HI. i, John Bull's mother .. bears a

part in the following transactions. 1782 PRIESTLEY Corrupt.
Chr. II. ix. 186 The king himself, .bore a part in it.

23. Take part. a. To share, partake of or /;/

(cf. sense 7) ;
b. To participate in (some action),

to assist, co-operate (cf. 8).
1382 WYCLIF Hebr. ii. 14 Therfore for children comunedtn

to fleisch and blood, and he also took part of the same,

i533 LD - BERNERS Huon Ixxxi. 245 Such as regarded her
were constrayned to take parte of her sorow. 1596 SPENSER
F. Q. iv. ix. 24 Each one taking part in others aide. 1875
JOWETT Plata (ed. 2) IV. 19 Philebus .. takes no further

part in the discussion.

C. To take part with, to side with, range oneself
on the side of (see sense 15). To take the part of,

to espouse the side of, to support, second, back up.
c 1420 LYDG. Assembly of Gods 1058 Vertu was full heuy,

when he sy Frewyll Take part with Vyce. Ibid. 1220, I

haue gret meruayll Ye durst be so bolde Vyces part to take.

1545 BRINK LOW Lament. (1874) 80 The lewes cried out

agaynst Christ, takynge parte with the highe prestes. 1560
DAUS tr. Sleidane's Comm. 34 They shall doubt Ics have mo
to take their parts. ci6n CHAPMAN Iliad i. 570 To take

part Against Olympius. 1732 LEDIARD Scthos II, ix. 338
He took your part in this war. 1850 Tail's Mag. XVII.
559/1 Some took part with him, some with Carrol. 1875
JOWETT Plato(ed. 2) III. 251 Zeus sent him flying for taking
her part when she was being beaten.

f24. A part, on part, early analytical ways
of writing APART, q. v. Obs.

1470-85 MALORY Arthur i. xv, We wiile go on parte.

25. For my part : as regards my share in the

matter; as far as 7am concerned (cf. on my part',

etc., 28) : so for his, our, your part ^ etc.

0440 Generydes 3013 Syr Anasore the knyght, and ser

Darell,. .Eche for his parte quyte hym self full wele. 1450-
1530 Myrr. our Ladye 137 We oughte to offer yt vp vnto

hym with thankeynges for his parte, and meke our selfe for

our parte. 1552 Ilk. Com. Prayer^ Communion^ I for my
part am here present. 1663 BUTLER Hud. i. ii. 35 But as

for our Part, we shall tell The naked Truth of what befell.

1762 WHITEHEAD School for Lovers iv. i, I wish all the
women were in the bottom of the sea, for my part. 1818
M. G. LF.WIS Jrnl. W. Ind. (1834) 185 For my own part,
I have no hope of any material benefit.

26. a. In part : partly.
1380 WYCLIF .SW. Wks. III. 351 It may be purgid in part.

1568 GRAFTON Chron. II. 663 The lawes of the realme, in

part he reformed, and in part he newely augmented. 1611

BIDLE i Cor. xiii, 9 For we know in part, and we prophesie
in part. 1642 J. EATON Honey-c. Free Justif. 374 To make
himselfe righteous by his own works, either in whole or in

part. 1878 HUTTON Scott iii. 30 The lady herself was in part
responsible for this impression.

b. In good part : favourably or without offence;

in z//or evil part', unfavourably; so in better, best,

worse part, etc. Chiefly with take
t

or the like.

(Cf. L. in bonam partem accipere, or interpretari.)
1559 KNOX Let, Q. liz.\n First Blast (Arb.) App. 60

Interpret my rude wordis In the best part. 1560 DAUS tr.

Comnt. 35 b, Fearinge lest the duke should it

[it] in good part. 1585 T. WASHINGTON tr. Xicholay's Voy.
i. xxii. 28 b, Bread, wine, and sweet water. .were accepted
in better parte then the answeare of the grand maister. 1594
SHAKS. Rich. Ill, in. iv. 21 Which I presume hee'le take
in gentle part. ci6n CHAPMAN Iliad xxiv. 124 And myself
take that wrong, .To Hector in worst part of all. 1761-2
HUME Hist. Eng. (1806) IV. Ix. 544 The parliament took
this remonstrance in ill part. 1867 TROLLOPE Chron. Barset
I. xviii. 160, I am sure that he will take it in good part.

f 27. Of the part of, of my part, etc. :
= on

the part of (see 28) ; also, of my part, from my
side, from me. Obs.
c 1530 To My Heart's Joy 9 in Pol. ReL fy L. Poems 40

Yf ye liste to haue knoweliche of my part, I am in hel

[= health], god thanked mote he be, As of body. 1565-73
COOPER Thesaurus A j b/i All this is of my part, or maketh
for me. 1585 T. WASHINGTON tr. Nichclays I'oy. i. vi. 4b,
[The] Moores, to whom of our partes was made good clieere.

*595 SHAKS. John v. vi. 2 Of the part of England, n 1626
BACON New Atl. 11627) 6 We of our parts saluted him in

a very lowly and submissive manner.

28. On the part of (any one, on his part ^ etc.) :

on the side of; as regards (his, etc.) share in the

action, as far as (he, etc.) is concerned (cf. for
my part, 25). Also, Proceeding from (the person
or party mentioned) as agent ; made or performed
by; by.
ci4oo Destr. Troy 11836 Priam on his part, & his prise

knightes,. .no swyke thoghtyn. 1:1420 LYDG. Assembly of
Gods 460 On my part no defaute hath be. 1536 TINDALE
i Pet. iv. 14 On their parte he is evyll spoken of: but on

youre parte he is glorified. 1631 GOUGE God's Arrows in.

2. 183 Without any cause, or provocation on Israels part.

1667 MILTON /'. L. ix. 7 Foul distrust, and breach Disloyal
on the part of Man,. .On the part of Heav'n Now alienated,
distance and distaste. 1849 MACAU LAY Hist. Eng. iv. I. 503
The conclusion, that no excess of tyranny on the part of a

prince can justify active resistance on the part of a subject.

1875 JOWETT Plato I. 20 No objection on my part, I said.

VI. 29. Combinations and attributive uses :

part-book, a book containing one part (or a
number of parts printed separately) of a harmonized
musical composition (see 10); fP^rt-fray, a con-

flict between two parties or factions (pbs.} ; part-

music, music in parts (esp. vocal) ; part-singing,

singing in parts; part-writing, composition of

music in parts, combination of parts in musical

composition (see 10). See also PART-SONG.
1864 A. M fKAY Hist. Kilmarnvck (ed. 4) 278 A complete

set of "part-books of Handel's' Joshua'. 1889 W. S.ROCKSTRO
in Grove Diet. Mus. IV. 739 Separate volumes, well known
to students of mediaeval Music as 'the old Part-Books'.

1631 HEYWOOD Maid of West n. Wks. 1874 II. 282 Pox of

these *parttfrayes. 1880 H. F. FROST in Grove Diet. Mus. 1 1 .

658 When secular *part -music again occupied the attention

of composers, it took the form of the glee rather than that

of the madrigal or part-song. 1899 Daily News 2 Nov. 6/3
Once the craze was all for issuing volumes in parts ; to-day
*part publication is almost unknown. 1859 GEO. ELIOT
A. Bedc xix, It had cost Adam a great deal of trouble .. to

learn his musical notes and *part-singing. 1889 E. PROUT
Harmony (ed. 10) iv. 95 Rules which the student must
observe in *part-writing.
B. adv. or quasi-tz^. or adj. [Cf, similar use

of PAKCEL j. B.] In part, partly, in some degree,
to some extent, a. qualifying vb. or phrase.
1513 MORE in Grafton Chron. II. 787 The king made his

mother an answere part in earnest and part in play. 1535
COVERD. Dan. ii. 33 His fete were parte offyron, and parte
of earth. 1591 SYLVESTER Du Bartas i. vi. 517 To th' end
each Creature might . . Part-sympathize with hisown Element.
1604 SHAKS. Otk. v. ii. 296 This wretch hath part confest
his Villany. 1647 TRAPP Conim. 2 Tim. i. 12 The ship that
is part in the water, and part in the mud. 1704 POPE
Windsor For. 18 Waving groves.. part admit, and part
exclude the day. 1828 Craven Gloss, (ed. 2) s. v.,

'

It rains

part
r

,
it rains a little. 1864 TENNYSON Grandmother viii,

A lie which is part a truth is a harder matter to fight.

b. qualifying adj. or pple.
Properly hyphened when the adj. is used attrib.

1878 Rosw. SMITH Carthage 238 It was part payment only,
payment in full was still to come. 1875 KINGLAKE Crimea
V. iv. ii. 70 He moved some battalions part-way towards the
frowning Sapounc Heights. 1891 East. Daily Press 26

1597 SHAKS. 2 Hen* IV, \. iii. 60 One. .who (halfe through)
Giues o're,and leaues his part-created Cost A naked subject
to the Weeping Clouds. 1832 MOTHERWELL Poems (1847)
266, I watched those cold part-opened lips. 1891 Mail
14 Dec. 3/6 A part-heard case of alleged dealing in bogus
cheques.

c. qualifying sb. With agent-nouns and nouns
of action, still of adverbial character, as in part-
payment, payment in part, action of partly paying,
PART-OWNER; but with other sbs. functioning as
an adj. \r\part-time , part-way',

etc. often = part
of (the time, the way) : cf. half-time, half-way.
Usually hyphened to the sb., and the combination

may be used attrib.^ as in part-mine pig-iron,
nbsol. part-mine, pig-iron partly from native ore ;

part-time girl, a girl engaged for part of her time.
1818 HALLAM Mid.Ages(\fy) I. i. 122 A part performance

of Gregory II. 's engagement. 1833 HT. MARTISEAU Fr.
Wines fy Pol. i. i An excursion of part business, part
pleasure. 1862 H. SPENCER First Princ. u. xx. 159 (1875)

447_A part-cause ofjhe transformation of the Earth's crust
if

'v

frowning napounu rieignts. 1891 l^ast. Daily t'ress 26
Aug. 2/1 Wanted, a Part-time Girl, 115), for housework.
1893 Daily News 20 Nov. 2/6 Staffordshire part-mines are
455 6d to 46$ 6d and 47$, according to mixture; common,
35-r to 36^; and all mine hot-blast forge iron, 6oj to 62^ 6tf.

1896 Ibid. 30 Oct. 10/5 Gentleman .. open to part-time
engagement to manage the adverti-ing of a cycle firm.

1896 Wtstm. Gaz. 29 Jan. 1/2 The part-authors, and part-
COndoners, of the horrors in the Armenian provinces.

Part (pait), v. Also 4-5 pert, 4-6 parte, 6-
Sc. pairt. Pa. pple. parted, in 4-5 (8-9) part.

[a. K. part-ir (pr. pple. part-ant, 3 sing. pres.
indie, part, pres. subj. parted, formerly 'to part,

sunder, divide, sever ; also
'

(in mod.Fr. now only)
*
to part, depart, remoue, or goe from' ^Cotgr.)
= Pr. and Sp. partir, It. partire : L. partire (in
cl. L. usually partiri) to part, divide, distribute,

share, i. pars, part-em, stem, parti- PART
sb."\

I. 1. trans. To divide into parts (by actual

local separation, or by marking or assigning
boundaries, or merely in thought) ;

to divide, break,

cleave, sever. Now somewhat rare.
Tofart the hoof: to have cloven hoofs (cf. DIVIDE v. i b).

c 1275 On Serving Christ 27 in 0. . Misc. 91 And Adames
eyres beo)? parted on bre. c 1330 R. BKUNNE Chrsn. (iBioi

49 Knoute. .parted (?e lond in foure parties. (11340 HAMI-OLE
Psalter xxi. 18 J>ai partid his clathes in foure partis. -1440
Promp. Parv. 385/1 Partyn a-sundyr, or clevyn, ., divide.

1483 Cath. Angl, 270/2 To Parte in thre, tripartiri, 1594
WILLOBIB Avisa xlv, A heavy burden wearieth one, Which
being parted then in twaine

;
Seemes very light. 1611 BIBLE

Lei', ii. 6 Thou shah part it in pieces, and powroyle thereon.
Dent. xiv. 6 Kuery beast that parteth the hoofe, and

cleaueth the clift into twoclawes. 1650 TRAPP Ow/. E.vod.

xiv. 21 That torrent of fire.. yet parted it self; making a
kinde of a lane. 1874 GREEN Short Hist. ii. 9. 112 The
besiegers were parted into two masses by the Seine.

1 1>. Arith. = DIVIDE v. 9 a. Obs.

1579 DIGGES Stratiot. 8 To deuide or parte, is ingeniously
to rind how oftentimes the diuisor is conteined in the number
to be diuided.

c. To separate (the hair), as with a comb, on

each side of a dividing line <x parting.
1615 G. SANDYS Trav. 68 The haire of their heads.. They

part it before in the midst, and pleate it behind, a 1822

SHELLEY Pr. Wks. (1888) I. 405 The hair delicately parted
on the forehead. 1839 VEOWELL Anc. Brit. Ch. iii. (1847)

30 The hair of his upper lip being parted on both sides lay

upon his breast.

d. A'aut. To break, or suffer the breaking of

(a rope) so as to get loose from an anchor, a

mooring, a vessel in tow, etc. Also absol. to get
loose in this way.
1793 SMEATON Edystone L. 149 In the attempt, it parted

the grappling rope. 1800 NELSON 26 Feb. in Nicolas Disf.
(1845) Iv. 200 She having split her maintopsail and foresail,

parted the cable, let go another anchor. 1854 G. B. RICHARD-
SON Univ. Code v. (ed. 12) 3746, I have parted, sweep for

my anchor when I am gone. 1892 Pall Mall G. g Apr. 6/2
He did not think that three of the best ocean tugs could
have taken the Federation through the cyclonic seas with-

out parting their hawsers.

2. intr. To suffer division, be divided or severed,
to divide, break, cleave, come in two or in pieces.
1579 W. WILKINSON Confut. Familye of Love i6b, The

clouen ayre, which parteth in sunder at the end of his

arrow. 1716 B. CHURCH Hist. Philip's War 11865) I- Iir

They came into the Country Road, where the track parted.
1801 SOUTH EY Thalabay.\. xxxviii, The gentle waters gently
part In dimples round the prow. 1830 MARRYAT King's
Own Hv, The frigate parted amidships. 1898 Daily News
24 Nov. 5/5 The cord parted, and he was dashed to the

pavement lifeless.

3. trans. To dissolve (a connexion, etc.) by
separation of the persons or parties concerned : in

special phrases, as to part company, to dissolve

companionship, take leave, separate (= sense 6);
to part a fight ^ fray',

to put an end to a fight by

separating the combatants (see 4) ; f to part beds,

to cease to live together in wedlock (obs.*).

1426 LYDG. DC Gui/. Pilgr, 9168 Truste ek trewely, Ye
parte neuere company, c 1586 C'TESS PEMBROKE Ps. cvn.

xi, Of seas and winds he partes the fight. 1599 SHAKS.
Much Ado \. i. 114 Welcome signior, you are almost come
to part a fray. 1698 FRYER Ace. E. India 4- P. 46 The



PART.

Vice-Admiral . . left not off till Night parted the Fray. 1710
STEELE Tatler No. 150 f 4, I could name Two, who after

having had Seven Children, fell out and parted Beds upon
the boiling of a Leg of Mutton. 1844 DICKENS Mart.
Chuz. xxxvii, They parted company at the gate of Furnival's

He parts <

id impertinent talker. ]

Nat. Lam in Sp. W. ii. (1884) 76 The point at which the

Inn. 1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) IV. 380 He parts company
-alker. 1883 H. DRUMMONDfrom the vain and impertinent taH

scientific man is apt to part company with the theologian.

b. To dissolve, break up (on assembly), rare.

13.. Cursor M. 13850 (GotL) Wid bis bai partid bair

semble. 1720 OZELL I'ertofs Rom. Rep. II. ix. 132 The

Night coming on, parted the Assembly, before anything was
decided.

4. To put asunder, separate, sunder (two or

more persons or things, or onefrom another) ; to

separate (combatants) so as to stop the combat ; to

make a separation between (companions, lovers,

etc.). Also_/ff. to separate in thought, to put in

a different class or category, to distinguish.

1315 SHOREHAM I. 2089 Eche hordom ne parteb naujt^Jn;
mane al fram hys wyfe. 13. . Cursor M. 390 (Gott.) To
part be dai fra be night, c 1440 Generydes 2295 The kyng of

kynggez partyd them twayn. 1588 SHAKS. L. L. L. i. ii. 7

How canst thou part sadnesse and melancholy? 1602

Ham. v. ii. 312 Part them, they are incens'd. 1611 BIBLE

Ruth i. 17 The Lord doe so to me, and more also, if ought
but death part thee and me. Luke xxiv.

51^
While he

blessed them, hee was parted from them, and caried vp into

heauen. f 1645 HOWELL Lett. (1650) I. 242 A fool and his

money is soon parted. 1758 R. BROWN CompL Farmer
n. (1760) 87 [Horse-beans and tares] are easily parted
with a riddle. 1830 TENNYSON Isal'el ii. To part Error

from crime. 1853 KINGSLEY Hypatia iii. 35 The women
shrieked to their lovers to part the combatants.

b. To keep asunder or separate ; to separate, as

a boundary; to form a boundary or interval between.

1575 LANEHAM Let. (1871) 50 Each windo arched in the

top, and parted from ootner. .by flat fayr bolted columns.

1632 LITHGOW Trav. II. 56 Which Riuer parteth also Dacia,
from Mysia. 1781 COWPER Charily 20 Where seas or deserts

part them from the rest. 1859 TENNYSON Geraint $ Enid
1118 As. .two wild men supporters of a shield, Painted, who
stare at open space, nor glance The one at other, parted by
the shield. 1874 GREEN Short Hist. i. i. i The peninsula
which parts the Baltic from the Northern seas.

C. spec, in technical uses : (a) Metallurgy. To

separate v gold and silver) from each other by
means of an acid, (d) Paper Manuf. To separate

(the damp sheets) after pressing. (c) Comb-

making. To cut (a pair of combs, or their teeth)

from one piece of material by a special method, so

that the teeth of each correspond to the spaces
between the teeth of the other, (d Turning. To

separate (a piece) from the block, as with aparting-
tool: see PARTING vbl.sb. 2, quot. 1879.
1487 Act 4 Hen. VII, c. 2 Preamble, It was of old Time

used . . to fine and part all Gold and Silver .. needful for the

said Mints. 1825 J. NICHOLSON Operat. Mechanic 766 The

gold and silver to be parted ought previously to be granu-
lated. 1839 URE Diet. Arts 927 Fine papers are often

twice parted and pressed. Ibid. 1061 The one space.. is

allotted to the processes of dissolving the silver, and parting
the gold. 1875 Ibid. (ed. 7) I. 905 The teeth of the larger

descriptions of comb are parted, or cut one out of the other

with a thin frame saw; then the shell, equal in size to two

combs with their teeth interlaced, is bent like an arch in the

direction of the length of the teeth. . .Smaller combs of horn

and tortoise-shell are parted whilst flat, by an ingenious
machine with two chisel-formed cutters, placed obliquely, so

that every cut produces one tooth.

d. intr. or absol. To make or cause separation,

division, or distinction.

1611 BIBLE Prov. xviii. 18 The lot causeth contentions to

cease, and parteth betweene the mighty [CovERD., parteth
the mightie asunder). 1750 Boston Rec. (1887) XVII. 252
In a range with the Fence and Trees which parts between

John Richardson Esqrs. Land.. and Samuel Wells Esqrs.
Land. 1850 TENNYSON In Mem. xlviii, Her care is not to

part and prove.

II. 5. intr. To become or be separated or

sundered (from something) ;
to be liberated or

detached; to proceed, emanate; to come off. rare,

a 1300 Cursor M. 20755 Pan parted his hend fra be here.

1594 CONSTABLE Diana vi. ix, But from his bow a fiery

arrow parteth. 1679 Establ. Test 13 A stolen smile will

part from me. 1717 POPE Eloisa 95 Ev'n thought meets

thought, ere from the lips it part. 1862 BORROW Wild Wales
III. xv. 168 The sheep caught the disease and the wool

parted.

6. In reciprocal sense : To go or come apart or

asunder, to separate. Of persons : To go away
from each other, quit one another's company.
1197 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 6153 pe kinges & muche of hot

folc aliue partede atuo. a 1300 Cursor M. 20264 Alias ! hou
sal we part in tua. 13. . Gaw. <r Gr. Knt. 2473 pay acolen

and kyssen . . and parten ry^t bere. c 1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.)
xiii. 57 pare bare it and lordan partes es a grete brigg.
c 1475 Rauf Coifyar 572 Thus partit thay twa. 1596
SPENSER F. Q. vi. i. 10 So both tooke goodly leave, and

parted several!. 1602 SHAKS. Ham. I. v. 18 A Tale . .Would
..Make. .Thy knotty and combined locks to part, And each

particular haire to stand on end. 1646 CRASHAW Delights of
Mnses no And, when life's sweet fable ends, Soul and body
part like friends. 1725 GAY Black-eyed Susan iv, We only
part to meet again. 111732 Hare f, Friends 61 But
dearest friends, alas ! must part. 1817 SHELLEY Rev. Islam
i. xviii, Her lips grew pale, Parted, and quivered. 1842
TENNYSON Edwin Morris 70 We met to part no more. 1897
MARY KINGSLEY W. Africa 392, I give my guides buttons,

reels of cotton, . . fish-hooks, and matches, and we part friends.

Mod. Here our roads parted.

500

b. Part from : (a) to separate from, go away
from, leave (see also 7) ; (ii)

= next b (now rare).
<r 1225 Ancr. R; 64 Hwon he parteS urom ou. Ibid. 406

Bute ?if ich parti urom ou, be Holi Gost . . ne mei nout kumen
to ou. a 1300 Cursor M. 13033 Herodias . . wend to part
fra herod. 1375 BARBOUR Brtice vi. 492 The hwnd hym
lufit swa, That he vald part na vis hvm fra. c 1400 Land
Tray Bk. 10692 For al his my3t & his prowes He partied
neuere fro him harmles. 1509 HAWES Past. Pleas, xvi.

(Percy Soc.) 60 Fare well, she sayde, for I must parte you
fro. 1591 SHAKS. Two Gent. IV. iv. 102 This Ring I gaue
him, when he parted from me. 1787 C. COLDEN Hist. Five
Ind. Nat. 3 This extremity obliged the Adirondacks to part
from those of the Five Nations. 1863 GEO. ELIOT in Life

(1885! II. 365 Our poor boy Thornie parted from us to-day.

1596 SHAKS. Merch. l
r
. in. ii. 174, I giue them with this

ring, Which when you part from, loose, or giue away, Let it

presage the ruine ofyour loue. I64OGLAPTHORNE Wallenstcin
in. iii. That Jewell which you seeme To part from so

unwillingly. 1793 Minstrel III. 30 Grasping the shadow
of power, whilst their poverty constrained them to part from

the substance. 1860 GEO. ELIOT in Life (1885) II. 166 His

precious bag, which he would by no means part from.

C. Part with : (a)
=

prec. a (now rare) ; (b) to

let go, give up, surrender ; to get rid of, send away,
dismiss ; in mod. use also of a body or substance :

to lose, give off (heat, or a constituent or element).
To part ivith child (bairn) : to be delivered prematurely,

to suffer abortion (Sc.).

13.. Cursor M. 17022 (Cott.) Kynd na saul suffers ar to

part wit [so Gftt. ; Trin. & Laud parte fro] man o-liue.

1590 SHAKS. Coin. Err. v. i. 221 He was with me then, Who
parted with me to go fetch a Chaine. 1600 A. Y. L. in.

ii. 235 How parted he with thee? 1643 TRAPP Comm. Gen.

xiii. 14 Abram had now parted with Lot, to his great grief.

1766 GOLDSM. Vic. II'. ix, The ladies seemed very unwilling
to part with my daughters. 1871 M. ARNOLD Friendships
Garl. 97 Just after I had parted with him at his lodgings.

c 1350 St. John Evang. 290 in Horstmann Altengl. Leg,

(1881) 38 He dredes his gude sal fro him fall, So bat he dar

noght part with all. 1581 PETTIF. Guazzo's Civ. Conv. i.

(1586) 28 b, The Dutches was driuen to part with one of her

chiefe women. 1592 MARLOWE jfciv ofMalta IV. 411 Oh,
that I should part with so much gold ! 1663 BOYLE Exp.
Hist. Colours in. xlix. Annot. ii, Lixiviate salts .. dispose
them [vegetables] to part readily with their tincture. 1718
Freethinker No. 92 r 3, I would part with all my Jewels,
to be but Twenty. 1800 Asiat. Ann. Reg., Misc. Tr. 327/1
Such substances as are known to contain oxygen in the

greatest abundance, and to part with it with the greatest

facility. 1878 DALE Lect. Preach. \. 131 Men will not part

with what they have until you give them something better.

111578 LINDESAV (Pitscottie) Citron. Scot. (S.T. S.) I. 61

The }eir following the queue pairtit witht. bairne. ..The
bairne was born quick and deceissit witht in schort space
thairefter. 1721 WODROW Hist. Cli. Scot. II. in. viii. 7. 432
All which put her to such Fright that she parted with

Child, and never recovered. 1883 GRAHAM Writings II. 20

(E.D.D.) Maggy had parted wi' bairn.

d. absol. To part with something, esp. money ;

to give or pay money, slang or colloq.

topart '. At least, he would only part for a consideration.

'I. intr. To take one's leave or departure ; to

depart, go away; to set out. arch. [Cf. F. partir.]
In perfect tenses, it often took be :

' he is parted from Rome '.

a 1300 Cursor M. 12975 Sum obir ansuar sal bou sai, Ar

I fra be yitt part a-wai. c 1300 Haotttk 2962 Hwan he

wore parted alle samen, Hauelok bi-lefte wit ioie and gamen
In engelond. 1382 WVCLIF Mark i. 42 Anoon the lepre

partide [Vulg. discessit] awey fro hym. 1:1400 Si. Alexius

(Laud 622) 384 For to dye it were my rijth, And hennes to

party, c 1489 CAXTON Blanchardyn iv. 20 Who moued you
to leue me, and to parte soo? 1391 SHAKS. Two Gent. i. i.

71 But now he parted hence to embarque for Millain. loai

J. BOROUGH in Lett. Lit. Men iCamd.) 120 Mr. Norgate is

parted from Rome . . for England, c 1642 TWYNE in WoooTs

Life i Sept. (O. H. S.) I. 58 They desisted and parted awaye

quietly. \bjdLond. Gaz. No. 1151/2 The Queen of Poland

was parted from Janowits, to go and meet the King at

Leopol. 1724 DE FOE Mem. Ca-'aiier (1840) 44, I parted

from Vienna the middle of May. 1814 GARY Dante, Para-

dise vi. 142 Aged and poor He parted thence. 1885-94 K
;

BRIDGES Eros f, Psyche Aug. xxiii,
' But ere he parted ,

said she,
' he confer'd On thee the irrecoverable boon '.

b. Topart (hence, out of this life, etc.) : to die.

c 1325 Spec. Gy Wanv. 297 Whan beih sholen parten henne,

Ful wel Jieih sholen here weie kenne Riht to be blisse of

paradys. 13. . Chron. Eng. 422 (Ritson) Er he'partede
of

thisse live. 1599 SHAKS. Hen. V, 11. iii. 12 A [= he] parted

eu'n iust betweene Twelue and One. 1616 B. JONSON Eptgr.
I. xxii, At six months' end, she parted hence. i8i6J. WILSON

City ofPlague i. iii. 50 An angel sent from pitying heaven

To bid him part in peace. 1878 Masque of Poets 14, I

know it well and yet in peace I part.

f8. trans. To depart from, go away from, take

leave of, leave, quit, forsake :
= DEPART v. 8. Obs.

In quot. 1609, app. a mixture of 'had parted this life
'

and
' had been parted from this life '. Cf. PASS v.

3 Since presently your soules must part your bodies. 1609

BIBLE (Douay) 2 Mace. v. 5 As though Antiochus had bene

parted this life. 1787 Minor iv.vi. 222 My regret at parting

this second Eden. 1802 MAK. EDGEWORTH Ennui xiv,

Though loth to part his country, he could rather part that

nor me. 1812 Examiner 14 Sept. 588/1 One of the trans-

ports, ..having parted the convoy, was captured.

b. To part with, give up :
= 6 b (b), c (f). dial.

1823 SHARFF. Ballad Bk. (1868) 2 (E. D. D.) O we maun

part this lore, Willie. 1899 MACMANUS Chim. Corners 73

(E. D. D.) He wouldn't part his wife Molly at home for all

the princesses in the world.

PABTABLE.

111. 9. trans. To divide to or among a number
of recipients ; to distribute in shares, apportion.

(With various const.) Somewhat arch.

13. . K. Alls. 4678 He nam Daries tresour, And pertid

hit among his kynne. c 1330 R. BRI-NNE Chron. (1810) 296
He parted his wynnyng tille his men largely, a 1400-50
Alexander 4318 pe quilke is part vs, all be pake, be parcells

euyn. 1579 SPENSER Sheph. Cal. Apr. 153, I will part them
all you among. 0586 C'TESS PEMBROKE Ps. cvm. iii, Let

me part out Sichems fields. 1609 BIBLE (DouayJ I Mace.
v. 20 And there were parted to Simon three thousand men,
to goe into Galilee, a 1661 FULLER Worthies (1840) II. 503
She parted herself, whilst living, .betwixt these three places.

1715 POPE znd Ep. Miss Blount 15 To part her time 'twixt

reading and bohea. 1809 BAWDWEN Domesday Bk. 332 This

land was parted between 41 Burgesses who have 12 ploughs.
1876 FREEMAN Nonn. Conq. IV. xviii. 209 Lands which seem
to have been parted out among the magistrates and chief

burghers.

10. To share with another or others
; (of one

person) to give a share of to another ; (of a number
of persons) to take each a share of, divide among
themselves. Now rare or Obs. exc. dial.

13. . Senyn Sages (W.) 2053 Yif thou wilt half parte with

ous, Thou sschalt hit have, Sire Cressus. 1362 LANGL.

P. PI. A. XL 50 Luyte loueji he bat lord.. pat bus parteb
with be pore a parcel whon him neodeb. 1382 WYCLIF John
xix. 24 Thei partiden my clothis to hem, and in to my cloth

thei senten lott. c 1386 CHAL-CER Merck. T. 386 [He]
thanked god.. That no wight his blisse parten shal. 1484

CAXTON tables of/Esop II. xviii, Ye shalle parte to gyder

your good. 1500-20 DUNBAR Poems Iviii. 5 Giff thame the

pelffe to pairt amang thame. 1588 SHAKS. L. L. L. v. ii.

249 Long. Let's part the word. Mar. No, lie not be your
halfe. 17.. POPE (J.), Jove himself no less content wou'd

be To part his throne, and share his heav'n with thee.

1840 DICKENS OldC. Shop xliv, Her friend parted his break-

fast., with the child and her grandfather.

t b. To part stakes (also to part shares'} : to

share, partake, participate, 'go shares' (with a

person, in a thing). In quot. 1581, to make
division or distribution (of a. thing between persons).

1553 T. WILSON Rliei. (1580) 133 The Deuill and thei..

shall parte stakes with theim one dale. 1581 J. BELL

Hoddons Ansvi. Osor. 406 b, To make Invocation to the

dead, to part stakes of honour betwixt God and his Sainctes.

1622 MABBE tr. Aletnan's Guzman cTAlf. n. 304, I might

part shares with my wife. 1628 GAULE I'ract. The. I'anegyr.

7 To share the Honour with him, and part stakes in the

Prayse. 1665 BRATHWAIT Comment Two Tales 42 This was

before they parted Stakes.

til. intr. To make division into shares; to

give or impart a share
;

to take or have a share ;

to share, 'go shares', participate, partake (with

a person; of'or in, rarely with, a thing). Obs.

1:1290 St. Brtindan 264 in 5. Eng. Leg. I. 226 Heo wollez

party bar-of mid us. a 1330 Otuel 1658 And ;ef we am

good winne, For sobe bou schalt parten ber inne. 1340

Arena. 38 pe byeues be uelajrede byeb bo bet parte)) of be

jjyefbe. 1426 LYDG. De Gnil. Pilgr. 4706, I ffeede folk that

hongry be, And parte with hem off my plente. (11578

LINDESAY (Pitscottie) Chron. Scot. (S. T. S.) I. 254 Lat me
and the Frinchemen pairt amang ws. 1611 BIBLE i Sam.
xxx 24 As his part is that goeth downe to the battel, so

shall his part bee that tarieth by the stuffe : they shall part

alike. 1670 WALLIS in Rigaud Corr. Set. Men (1841) II.

519 Who longs to hear of some here willing to part in the

impression of my things at Leyden.

1 12. trans, and absol. To give a part or share

of; hence, To give away, bestow, impart. Obs.

1362 LANGL. P. PI. A. i. 156 Bote je . . loue be pore, And

such good as God sent Treweliche parten, 3e naue no more

merit [etc.], 1382 WYCLIF Baruc/i vi. 27 [Thei] nether

parten to seeke man, nether to beggynge. c 1430 LYDG.

Mitt. Poems (Percy Soc.) 219 With glad herte patte thyn

almesse. 1522 World ff Child in Hazl. Dodiley I. 243 lor

poverty I part in many a place To them that will not

obedient be.

f 13. To mix or temper (wine) with other liquors

or substances. Obs. [Cf. F. couper le vin.]

<ii700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Freeze, a thin ..Cyder. .

us'd by Vintners, .in parting their Wines, to lower the Price

of them. 1703 Art f, Myst. Vintners 67 To part a Butt of

Muskadel. Draw half your Wine into another Butt ; then

take your Lags of all sorts that do not prick, and so much

Syrup as will not prick ; . .beat them up, and let it rest after

you have blown the froth from off it [etc.].

IV. 1 14- trans. To side with, take part with.

(Cf. PARTY v. 2 a.) Obs. rare.

and stopped all prosecution of them.

t Part, ///. a. rare. Obs. pa. pple. of prec. vb.

= PARTED, fart per pale = party per pale ; as sb.

= an escutcheon party per pale.

1708 Brit. Apollo No. 3. 2/2 He, that selleth A e Hangs

out a Chequered Part per Pale. Part per Pale sells Ale and

Beer. 1862 LONGF. Wayside Inn Prel. 107 A Wyvern part-

per-pale addressed Upon a helmet barred.

tPortable (pa'.itab'l),
a. Obs. \*.O?.partable,

f. partir, partant to divide, to PART.]

1 Capable of being parted or divided; = PARTIBLE.

[1292 BRITTON III. viii. 5 Soil acune foiz le cors del eghse

divisible ou partable de antiquite.) c 1380 WYCLIF Sel. I! fo.

III. 63 Watris. .remuynge, freele, and partable. c 1400 tr.

Stint* Secret., Gov. Lordsh. 88 It ys partable in ffoure.

ieol-4 Act 19 Hen. VII, c. 33 8 i To be parteable amonges

the seid Robert Dymmok, Thomas Laurence, and Kateryn.

1632 I. L. Womens Rights 5, I have some kind of doubts.,

whether . . it bee partable as among coheires.



PARTAGE.

apable of having a part or share in ; able to

:e of; participant.
",YDG. De Guil. Pilgr. 9928 Ffor he wyl also be part-

'

thy merytes S: guerdouns. a 1450 Knt. tie la Tour
61 He slialle be partable in the synne. 1527 Golden

jnd\n Docum. St. Paul's (Camden) 188 Vouchesafe . . to

Ke hym partable of thyn excellent ioye.

Partack, obs. form of PARTAKE.

II Partage, sb.
'

[a. F. partnge = It. partaggio,

me<\.i,.partayiii?n(\y.\\c. inDuCange),f. Y.partir,
It. partire, to PAUT : see -AGE. Formerly natural-

ized (paMled.3) ; but, since iSthc., treated as F.

(parta'g). ('A word merely French' J.)]
1. The action of dividing ;

division
; partition ;

esp. division into shares. Also attrib.

1598 DALLINGTON Meth. Trav. F iv, The Comfrerie were
against the Leaguers, for their partage. 1599 DANIEL Let.

Octavia Wks. 1717 I, 75 Unequal Partage, to b'allow'd no
share Of Power to do of Life's best Benefit, a. 1656 USSIIEK
Ann. (1658) 335 In the partage of the kingdom., she seemed
a little inclined to her youngest son. 1751 T. DICEY Hist.
Ace. Guernsey 61 The Fief Noble goes directly to the Eldest,
unless he will put it into Partage with the rest. 1857 Mus-
GRAVE Pilgr. into Dauphine I. iii. 58 The partage system,
which parcels out the land into these infinitesimal patches.
2. A part, portion, share, lot.

1456 SIR G. HAVE Law Arms (S. T. S.) 160 Thir pure folk

has na charge, na takis na lyfmg, na partage of the weris.

1502 Ord. Crysten Men (W. de W. 1506) v. ii. 370 Deth
etetnall unto hym is his partage & propre herytage. 1598
DAI.UNGTON Meth. Trav. E iij b, Thai the yonger sonnes of
the King cannot have partage with the Elder. 1623 tr.

Favine's I heat. Hon. n. i 67 [Such] as should fall to their
lot and partage. ai66l FULLER Worthies (1840) III. 388
Divine Providence, .stopped the flowing of those salt-springs
..till the poor were restored to their partage therein. 1763
H. WALPOLE Let. to H. S. Conivay 21 May, Vivacity is by
no means the partage of the French. 1843 MRS. ROMER
Rhone, Darro, etc. 1. 281 Exempt from the crud pounding
that is \\\e partage of inside places.

If Mistrans. L. compdges.
1593 Q- ELIZ. Boeth. n. pr. v. 31 What is there that wantcs

a spirit and lymmes partage [CttAUCKR jointure], that Justly
may seeme fayre to the myndes and Reasons nature ?

So fPa'rtajfe v. trans. [F. partager, 01400], to

divide into parts. Obs. rare.
c 1586 C'TESS PEMBROKE Ps. xr,v. viii, Children thou shall

bring, Of partag'd earth the kings and lords to bee.

Parbakable, -takeable (pa.it?-kab'l), a.

rare.
[f. next + -ABLE.] fa. Capable of par-

taking. Obs. b. Capable of being partaken.
1632 J. HAYWARD tr. Biondis Eromena 96 He neither saw

his favours participated, nor any person partakeable of them.
1701 NORRIS Ideal World i. v. 256 Seeing in what degrees
his Divine essence was imitable or partakable.

Partake (part^-k), v. Also 6-7 pertake, 7
Sc. partack. [Back-formation (after 1550) from

PARTAK-ING, PARTAKE-R, which were i6th c. synco-
pated forms of the earlier regular combinations

part-taking, part-taker, repr. L. particefs, -cipiutn.
Cf. housekeep vb. froin housekeeping, housekeeper.
As a direct formation, a vb. part-take would have been

against Eng. idiom. In 16-17 c., the feeling of connexion
with take vb. was so weak, that the pa.t. and pple. were
often partaked.}

I. trans. 1. To take a part in, to share in.

1589 GREENE Menaphon (Arb.) 32, 1 lent you sighes to par.
take your sorrowes. 1594 CARKW Huarte's I'-xani. }Vits\\\,

(1596) 96 The propertie of the general! is equally partaked
by the special, c 1611 CHAPMAN Iliad IX. 362, I never will

partake his works, nor counsels, as before. 1751 JOHNSON
Rambler No. 153^3, I had never . .partaken one triumph
over a conquered fox. 1805 SOUTHEY Madoc in IV. xm,
The old man Partook that feeling. 1863 KINGLAKE Crimea
(1^876)

I. xiv. 234 Adventurers who were willing to partake
his fortunes.

b. To share (a meal) ; to take (food or drink)
in company with others ; hence (without the idea
of sharing), To eat or drink of, to take some of,
to 'take'. Now rare or Obs. (Cf. 4b.)
1617 SIR W. MURE Misc. Poems xxi. 114 Thou may par-

tack such as this soyle affords. 1725 POPE Odyss. iv. 298
Alternate all partake the grateful springs. 1793 SOUTHEY
Joan of Arc in. 29 They .. reclined Beside him, and his
frugal fare partook. 1837 TICKNOR in Life, etc. (1876) II. iv.

71 When the cardinal had partaken the sacrament he ad-
ministered it to her.

t C. To share in (a communication or news), to
be informed of, be made acquainted with. Obs.
CI59Z MARLOWE Jew of Malta v. 296 And, Gouernour,

now partake my policy. 1603 ist Pi. leronimo \\. iv. 70
But has the King pertooke your embassy? 1607 DEKKER
Nortlnu. Hoe I. Wks. 1873 III. 5 May we without offence
pertake the ground of it? 1667 MILTON P. L. XH. 598 Let
her with thee partake what thou hast heard.

t 2. To give a part of (something) to or share it

ivith another or others; to impart, communicate;
esp. to communicate information about (something),
to make known. Obs.
1561 T. HOBY tr. Castiglione's Courtyer (1577) K v, A

liberall man that partaketh his goods in common with his
friends. 4:1585 CAKTWRIGHT in R. Browne Answ. 87 Christ,
who. .hath partaked vnto them his holy spirite. 1594 MAR-
LOWE & NASIIE Dido IV. ii, If you would partake with me
the cause Of this ... I would be thankful! for such curtesie.
1611 SHAKS. ll'int. T. v. iii. 132 Go together, .your exulta-
tion Partake to euery one.

t3. To make (a person) a sharer or partaker
(^/"information or news) ; to make acquainted with

something ; to inform of. Obs.
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1565 MS. Coil. Cal. B. ix. If. 218 Your lordship, I am sure
is partaken of such letters as I write to Mr. Secretary. 1590
SPENSER /'. Q. n. iv. 20 My friend, hight Philemon, I die

partake Of alf my love and all my privitie.

II. inti: 4. To take a part or share in some
action or condition

; to have a portion or lot in

common with others ; to participate. Const, in,

of (\witK) the thing; with the person sharing.
4:1585 R. BROWNE Ansvi. Cart-aright 69 Howe then shouk

the people partake with them in the sacrifices? 1597 BKARI
Theatre Gods Judgem. (1612) 412 As for Cleopatra, .. a.'

she partaked of the sin, so shee did of the punishment.
1640 HABINC.TON Edw. iy 105 The King having even after
death partaked with the troubles and disgraces of his life.

1664 MARVELL Con-. Wks. 1872-5 II. 161 The King my
Master has sent me. .to congratulate in His stead, and per-
take of Your Majestie's present felicity. 1708 STANHOPE
Paraphr. (1709) IV. 244 This Care you have partook of.

1771 GOLDSM. Hist. Eng. IV. 308 Bred in a luxurious court,
without partaking in its effeminacy. 1838 WHITTIER Quaker
ofOld. Time iii, He felt that wrong with wrong partakes,
That nothing stands alone. 1882 SPURGEON Treas. l)av.
Ps. cxix. 74 We do not only meet to share each others'

burdens, but to partake in each other's joys.
b. esp. (with of} To receive, get, or have a share

or portion of. Often used without any notion of

sharing witli others, esp. in reference to eating and

drinking, = to take some of, take of, take.
1601 R. JOHNSON Kingd. f,- Connmu. (1603) 122 There is no

cittie that doth more absolutely inioy her owne commo-
dities, and doth more freely pertake of others. 1615 G.
SANDYS Trav. 14 The streets do almost all the night long
partake of their musicke. 1635 J. HAYWAKD tr. Biondi's
Banislid I'irg. 34 If it .. partaked of its substance and
colour. 1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Parasite, a flatterer, . . one
that is still hanging on some rich man. .to the end to per-
take of his good cheer. 1795 Gentl. Mag. 543/1 Nonjuring
clergymen and their families partook very largely of his
benevolence. 1805 EMILY CLARK Banks of Donro III. 41
Her solitary meals she partook of in the apartment next the

eating room. 1818 CRUISE Digest (ed. 2) II. 254 He would
of course have no right to partake of the money, till their
claims were satisfied. 1865 DICKENS Mut. Fr. in. iv, Your
papa invited Mr. R. to partake of our lowly fare.

f C. To share the nature of; to have some of
the qualities or characteristics of. Obs.

1:1585 R. BROWNE Answ. Cartiuright 64 They did par-
take with such watchemen. 1620 T. GRANGER l)iv. Logike
104 So truce partaketh more of \varre then of peace.

d. To have something of, possess a certain
amount of (a. quality or attribute) ; f formerly also,
To contain some of, have an admixture of (a
material substance) (obs.').
c 1615 BACON Adv. Sir G. I'illiers ii. 16 The attorney

of the duchy of Lancaster . . partakes of both qualities,
partly of a judge, and partly of an attorney-general. 1627-
77 FEI.THAM Resolves I. xvi. 28 For that which doth partake
on both: it makes Just God, a friend to unjust man,
without being unjust. 1776 G. SEMPLE Building in IVater
40 Where the Gravel partook of Mud. Ibid. 43 Sea-
water that partook of putrid Water, running from a foul
Sewer. 1858 O. W. HOLMES Aut. Breakf.-t. iii. 21 Scientific

knowledge, even in the most modest persons, has mingled
with it a something which partakes of insolence,

t 5. To take part with a person, take sides. Obs.
Ci6oo SHAKS. Sonn. cxlix, When I against my selfe with

thee pertake.

t Parta-kener. Obs. rare. Erroneous variant
of PARTAKKR.
1565 STAPLETON tr. Bedc's Hist. Ch. Eng. 48 And it !s

mete suche men were partakeners, and inheretors with the
Angels in heauen. Fortr. Faith H3b, I am partakner
of all those that feare thee and kepe thy commaundements.

Partaker (pitit<?l'k3j). Forms: a. 5-7 part
taker, (5-6 parte taker, 6 parte-taker, parte-
taker, parttaker, 6-7 part-taker). 0. 6- par-
taker, (6-7 per-). [Comb, of PART sb. + TAKER
(perh. after part-taking; rendering L. parti-ceps).
In i6th c. the combination of the two t's in part-
taker began to be simplified, giving partaker]
1. One who takes a part or share, a partner,

participator, sharer. (Now viewed as agent-noun
from PARTAKE v. : = one who partakes.

1

)

Luke v. 10 James and Jhon the sonnes of Zebedei which
were partetakers with Simon. i Cor. ix. 10 He which
throssheth in hope shulde be part taker of his hope. 1561
EDEN tr. Cortes' Arte Navig. Pref., All the other are part-
takers therof more or lesse. 1602 DEKKER Satiromastix
Wks. 1873 I. 244 Thou shouldst have been hang'd, but for
one of these part-takers. 1611 SPEED Hist. Gt. Brit. (1632)
1024 You wolde make them part takers off your myscheffe.

/J. 1547 BOORDE Brev. Health xxii, Partaker of good or
euyll. 1565 COOPER Thesaurus, Coni-urationis particfps,
a partaker of the conspiracie. 1630 PRYNNE Anti-Armin,
125 All men are pertakers of it. 1631 SiR S. D'EwES Auto-
biog. 26 Apr. (1845) II. 31 Went to Lavenham, where I wa?

G. MACDONALD Ann. Q. Neighb. viii. (18
be a partaker of the Divine nature.

129 Man must

. _ One who takes another's part or side ; a

supporter, adherent, partisan. Obs.
? a 1500 Chester PI. viii. 321 (MS. Ci6oo) And all his par-

tackers I shall slea and beate downe.
a. 1545 Keg: Privy Council Scot. I. 4 To command . . the

said Donald and all utheris his part takeris. 1593 Telt-
TrotVs N. Y. Gift (1876) 8 When a woman distrustes of any

PARTED.
helpe to come from any part-taker, shee will bee glad to please
hir husband. 1653 Nissena 66 That they would not want
assistants and part-takers even in the very Court it self.

ft. a 1548 HALL Chron., Hen. /K 20 To the great dis-

pleasure and long unquieting of kyng Henry and his par-
takers, a 1656 USSHER Ann. iv. (1658) 35 There grew a long
war between his partakers and the partakers of David.
1700 TYRRELL Ifist. Eng. II. 844 The Partakers of Lewis
were to be indemnified.

Partaking (pait^'kirj), vbl. sb. Forms: a.

4-6 part(e taking, 6-7 part-taking, parttaking;
also/3. 6-7 parts-, parts taking. 7. 6- partaking.
[Comb, of PART si>. + TAKING vbl. sb. (perh. orig.
a literal rendering of L. participatio'). As in prec.,
simplified in if)-i7th c. to partaking; in which
modified form it gave rise to the vb. PARTAKE, of
which it is now viewed as the vbl. sb.]
1. The taking of a part or share

; sharing,
participation.
1382 W_YCLIF i Cor. x. 16 The breed which we breken,

wher it is not the delynge [gloss or part takynge ; v. r.

parting ; Vulg. participatio] of the body of the Lord ? c 1400
Apol. Loll. 12 In part takyng of be defaut. 1483 Cath.
Angl. 270/2 A Part takynge, participatio. 1526 TINDALE
i Lor. x. 16 Ys not the breed which we breake partetakynge
of the body of Christ? 31714 SHARP Wks. (1754) IV. Serm.
vi. 108 In order to the partaking of his benefits.

t 2. The taking the part of some one ; the action
of taking sides (in a dispute or contest). Obs.
a. 1548 UDALL, etc. Erasm. Par. Matt. ii. 27 No nede of

helpes, riches, power, parte taking. 1611 SPFKD Hist. Gt.
Brit. ix. xx. (1623) 976 Kemembring witball the mischiefes
of part-takings. 1646 EARL MONM. tr. Biondi's Civil 11 'arres
vii. 84 Hearing that there was part-taking, and tumults
raised in the City.
0- "539-4 ABP. PARKER Corr. (Parker Soc.) n We

should by our disagreement.. cause a murmur and parts
taking among themself. 1593 ABP - BANCROFT Daung.
Posit. I. i. 3 To draw them into paries-taking. 1598
DALLINGTON Meth. Trav. R iv, The ambition of the house
of Guise, and the parts-taking with them, and those other
of Burbon, is guilty thereof.

y. 111548 HALL Chron., lien. VII 2b, Forgettynge clerely
the diuersite of faccions & voyce of partakyng. a 1618
RALEIGH Maxims St. (1651) 23 Joyning with them in their

partakings and Factions. 1657 EARL MONM. tr. Partita's
Pol. Disc. 50 There was no siding nor partaking studied
amongst them.

Parta'king, ppl. a. [orig. part-taking: cf.

prec.] That takes part, or partakes ; f taking
another's part or side (cl>s.} ; sharing.
1639 LD. DIGBY, etc. Lett. cone. Relig. (1651) 113 Mens

part-taking subtilties have given to God's Word many various
acceptions. Jbid. 131 Through any partaking passion, or
forelaid designe. 1756 H. JONES Earl of Essex 52 The
kind condoling comfort of a dear Partaking friend.

Partan (pa-Jtan). Sc. and north, dial. Also 6

partane, pertaue, 7-9 parten, 9 partin, parton.
[app. from Celtic: in Gael, partan, Manx partan,
Ir. parlon, portdn crab; ulterior history unknown.]
1. A crab; esp. the common crab, Cancerpagunis.
c 1425 WYNTOUN Cron. i. 813 In to be watyr of Ganges. .

wormys als of hngis strenythe, Lyk to partanys heyr ar

J>a, And on |?ar cors has armys twa. 1549 Compl. Scot. xix.

159 Plutarque rehersis ane exempil of the partan, quhilk
repreuit ane ot hyr 3ong partans, be cause the }ong- partan
vald nocht gang euyn furtht, bot rather sche ;eid crukit,
bakuart, and on syd. 1693 WALLACE Descr. Orkney 1st. it.

14 Lobsters, Partens, Mussels. 1710 SIBBALD Fife n. ii.

[iii.] 55 Cancer marinus Vulgaris, the Common Sea- Crab;
our Fishers call it a Partan. 1816 SCOTT Antia. xi, A half-
a-dozen o' partans to make the sauce. 1894 CROCKETT
Raiders (ed. 3) 75 Progressing, as the partan. .is said to do,
backwards.

b. The shore crab, Carcimts mcenas.

1790 GROSE Prmiinc. Gloss. MS. add. (C.) (E. D. D.),
Partan, a kind of small crab. -not eaten, as it is said to be
poisonous. 1880 Antrim 4- Down Gloss., Parten, the
shore crab, Carcinus nicenas.

2. fig. An ill-favoured or ill-natured person.
1896 BARRIE Tommy iv. 45 Tak' that, you glowering

partan ! 1899 CROCKETT A. Mark xx. 163 A silly partan o1

a bairn like this.

3. attrib. and Comb, partan-cage, a crab-trap ;

partan-erab -- sense I
; pa'rtan-faoe, an ill-

favoured or sour-faced creature, a term of abuse :

cf. sense 2
; pa^rtan-fu'll a., as full as a crab is

of meat
; pa'rtan-ha'nded a., close-fisted, stingy ;

pa'rtan-toe% a crab's claw.

less, a 1568
'

Listis Lordis, 1 sallyoiu teir 57 (Bannatyne
VIS.) With ten *pertane tais, And nyne knokis ofwindil strais.

Partargo, obs. form of BOTARGO, POTAROO.
c 1640 [SHIRLEY] Capt. Underwit in. iii. in Bullen Old PI.

1883) II. 371 Oh the Neats tongues and partargoes that
haue eaten.

Partch(e,Parte, obs. ff. PARCH v., PART, PARTY.
Parted (pa-ated),///. a.

I. [pa. pple. of PART v.: see -ED 1
.]

1. Divided into parts ; severed, cloven
; divided,

is the hair, by a parting.
1590 SHAKS. Mids. N. iv. i. 194 Me-thinks I see these

hings with parted eye, When euery thing seemes double.

667 MILTON P. L. iv. 302 Hyacinthin Locks Round from
lis parted forelock manly hung Clustring. 1817 KEATS
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PARTEDNESS.
* Wowan ! when I behold thee

'

ii, Light feet, dark violet

eyes, and parted hair.

b. Bot. Divided or cleft nearly to the base,
as a corolla or calyx ; esp. with a numeral indicating
the number of divisions, as $-partedt tripartite.
1880 GRAY Struct. Bot. vi. 5 (ed. 6) 245 The calyx or

corolla .. is said to be parted (3-parted, s-parted, etc.).

C. Her. = PARTY a. 3 ;
hence of cloth, trappings,

etc.: cf. PARTY a. 2.

1482 CAXTON Chron. Bug. ccxli. S ij, A mylk whyte stede

..trapped with cloth of gold and rede parted \ed. 1520

partyed] to geder. 1486 Bk. St. Albans, Heraldry D iij,

Army's partit afttr the long way. Ibid. D vj, In armys partit
it is requyrit alway that the partys of the colouris be equall.

156* LEIGH Armorie 44 Parted per Pale. 1568 GRAFTON
Chron. II. 383 Two fayre steedes, trapped in riche cloth of

Golde, parted of red and white. 1823 RUTTER Fonthill

p. xxi, Beckford, Parted per Pale Gules, and Azure.

f d. Of diverse kinds or colours intermixed
;

parti-coloured, pied. Obs. (Cf. PARTY a. 2.)

1380 WVCLIF Wks. (1880) 471 Herfpre biddij? God in his

lawe bat his men shulden not be clo^id in wollun & lynnun
part id to-gidere. 1570 NORTH DonCs Philos. (1888) 70 So

goodly a beaste..with his parted hide (halfe blacke, halfe

white) and biased starre in the foreheade.

2. Separated, sundered; placed or standing apart.
c 1611 CHAPMAN Iliads. 898 So soon his wound's parted

sides ran close in his recure. 1727 GAY Fables i, xxxiv. 38
Awhile the parted warriors stood. 1879 BLACK Macleod of
D. xli. 372 With her saucy eyes and her laughing and parted
lips.

3. Departed, gone away ; deceased, dead. arch.

1593 SHAKS. 2 Hen. VI, in. ii. 161 A timely-parted Ghost,
Of ashy semblance, meager, pale, and bloodlesse. 1597
WAHNER Alb. Eng. i. i. 3 Their parted fathers Ghost. 1795
SOUTHEY Joan of Arc vm. 93 And hymn the requiem to

his parted soul. a. 1838 CAMPBELL Last Man, Yet mourn
I not thy 'parted sway, Thou dim discrowned king of day !

4. Divided between two or more ; shared.

1596 SPENSER F. Q. vi. ii. 48 So off he did his shield, and.,
him up thereon did reare

(
And twixt them both with parted

paines did beare.

II. [f.
PART st>. + -ED 2.]

1 5. (Usually with qualifying word.) Furnished
with or having (good, mean, etc.) 'parts' or

abilities (see PART sb. 12); gifted, talented, ac-

complished. Obs.

1599 B. JONSON Ev, Man out ofHunt. Pref. 7 A Man well

parted, a sufficient Scholler. Cynlhitfs Rev. v. ii, A man
rarely parted, second to none in this court. 1628 EARI.E

Microcosm., Detractor (Arb.) 43 A detractor .. commonly
some weak parted fellow, a 1668 DAVENANT A't'ti'S fr.
Plymouth \\. Wks. 1873 IV. 126 IJetter parted, more polite
and vers'd in The rules of courtship.

6. Charged with a dramatic part or character.

(See also OVER-PARTED.)
1612 HEVWOOD Apol. Actors (1841) sS, I have seen Trage-

dyes, Comedyes,. .publicly acted, in which the graduates. .

have been specially parted. Afod. Neu'sp., I have seen Sir

Henry better 'parted
1

a score of times, and Miss Ellen Terry
a hundred times.

Hence Fa'rtedness (in quot., in sense 5).

1654 WnnLOCKZootonria 12 Wisdome, though but knavery,
men afford so many grains of esteem, as to term partednesse,
and cunning.

Partee, Parteiner, obs. ff. PARTY, PARTNER.

Parteis, obs. pi. of PARTY.

[Partel, spurious word ; mis-reading of PARCEL.

(Keliq. Antiq. II. 57.)]

Parteless(e, -let, obs. ff. PARTLESS, PARTLET.

t Pa'rten, v. Obs. [f.
PART sb. (?) + -EN 5 2 :

in sense a synonym of PART v. ; perh. in b asso-

ciated with partener, PARTNER.]
a. intr. To bestow a part or share, impart some

of: = PART v. ii. b. trans. To share, partake
(with a person) : = PART v. 10.

1397 TREVISA Earth. DeP. R. VIM. xxix. (Bod!. MS.), And
soo fattenes of J matere lettilh distribucioun and partenynge
of ^eschynyng J>at isifonge. ci4oo Pol. Pverns (Rolls) II. 98
And also the pore man..praiede to the apostlis to parten of
her almes. c 1470 Golagros ff Gaiv. 1 104 Ane wounder pera-
lous poynt, partenyng grete plight. 1561 T. HOBY tr.

Castlglioncs Courtyer i. (1577) Cj b, That if any blame

happen. .it may be also panned with you. Ibid. IV. (1577)
X viij b, A shyning beame of that light, whiche is the true

image of the Angelike beautie partened wyth hyr, whereof
shee also partneth with the body a feeble shadowe.

Parten, var. PARTAN, crab. Partenar, -er,

Partene, obs. ff. PARTNER, PERTAIN v.

Parter (pa-Jtw). Now rare. [f. PART v. +
-ER !.] One who or that which parts ;

a divider,

separator, distributor, etc. : see the verb.

11380 WVCUF Serm. Set. Wks. II. 231 Who made me
juge and partere among 3ou? 1470-85 MALORY Arthur
xviil. vii, The kny^tes parters of the lystes toke vp sire

Mador. 1487 Act 4 Hen. J-"//, c. 2 (Preamble), Finers and
Parters of Gold and Silver by Fire and Water. 1367
MAPLET^V. Forest 62 b, To be a defence and apartour ofour

neighbour his ground and ours. 1612 CHAPMAN Widow's T,

Plays 1873 III. 40 Not we Sir, we are no parters of fraies.

Parteriche, obs. form of PARTRIDGE.
Parterre (paJteou). Also 7 parterra, parter,

parterr. [a. F. parterre (1549 in R. Estienne) ;

absolute use of the adverbial phrase par terre on
or over (the surface of) the ground.]
1. A level space in a garden occupied by an

ornamental arrangement of flower-beds of various

shapes and sizes.
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a 1639 CAREW Cod. Brit. Wks. (1824) 188 A delicious gar-
den, with severall walkes and parterra's set round with low
trees. 1661 COWLEY Prop. Expcr. Pkilos. ^ College, A Par-
terre of Flowers. i663(iERBiEKO^f/d ij b, Paradise like

gardens .. with Parters. 1699 LISTER Jonrn. Paris 181

.Large farterrs in the middle, and large fountains of Water,
which constantly play. 1717 LADY M. W. MONTAGU Let.
C'tess Bristol i Apr., Like a parterre of

tulips.
A 1839

PRAED Poeis (1864) II. 53 A paling, cleaned with constant

care, Surrounds ten yards of neat parterre. 1857 C. BRONTE
Professor ix, A parterre of rose-trees.

fig. 1709 MRS. MANLEY New Ail. (ed. 2) II. 197 See!
that Chamber ! are you not, as you look round, in a beau-
tiful Partcrrel 1872 GEO. ELIOT Middlem. i. i. The
casket was soon open before them, and the various jewels
spread out, making a bright parterre on the table. 1889
Jllustr. Lond. NST.VS 16 Mar. 322, I cull these flowers from
two parterres of opposite politics.

2. A level space on which a house or village
stands.

1677 J. P. tr. Tavcmier's Trav. (1684) II. 79 (Stanf.)
Moreover it is required for the beauty of an House, that it

be seated in the midst of some great Parterre. 1876 Cornh.
Mag. Sept. 318 The village stands upon a small parterre.
3. The part of the ground-floor of the auditorium

of a theatre behind the orchestra; later, in U.S.,
the part beneath the galleries. Also, The occu-

pants of this part of a theatre.

1711 ADDISON Spect. No. 29 F 8 The Chorus, .gives the
Parterre frequent Opportunities of joining in Consort with
the Stage. 1753 MURPHY Gray's Inn Jrnl. No. 41 (1756) I.

263 The Parterre, .turned their Backs to the Stage, and
blew their Noses. 1756-7 tr. Keysler*s Trav. (1760) III. 373
The parterre or pit is likewise adorned with several statues.

1883 Harper's Mag. Nov. 884/1 The parterre and the..
'
first

'

tier are distributed among the stockholders.

4. attrib. and Comb.j as parterre-like adj.

1849 CLOCGH Dipsychns I. iii. 66 The brilliant season's

gay parterre-like room. 1901 Westm. Gaz. 31 July 6/3 The
American parterre system, which has been so successful at
the Theatre RoyaL
Hence Parte'rred a.

t
laid out in parterres.

1816 J. SCOTT Paris Revisit, (ed. 3) 203 What must have
been the beautiful Hougpmont, with its wild orchard, its

parterred flower garden, its gently-dignified chateau.

Partesant, partezan, obs. ff. PARTISAN^
Partey, Farteyn, parteynge, obs. ff. PARTY,
PERT.UX. Parteyner, parthenare, -ere, obs.

ff. PARTNER.
Partheiiiad (pajbrni^d). 1 Obs. [f. as next

4- -ADC.] A poem or song in honour of a virgin

(in quot. 1589, of Queen Elizabeth).
1589 PUTTENHAM Eng.Poesieui. xi.v. (Arb.)224 In another

Partheniade. .insinuating her Maiesties great constancy in

refusall of all marriages offred. 1591 HARISGTON OH. fur.,
Apol. Poetrie F iij, Diuerse pieces of Partheniads and
hymnes in praise of the most praisworthy.
Parthenian (paijw-nian), a. rare. [f. Gr.

napQevt-Qs (f. -napB^voi virgin) + -AN.] Of or per-

taining to a virgin.
1656 HLOUNT Glossogr.^Parthcman . .belonging- to virginity,

or to a Maid. 1892 W. W. PEYTON Mettiorat. Jesus iv. 88
Nature is not cheated of her rights when a parthenian birth
takes place in the human family.

Parthenic (pajj>e-nik),
_

c.l rare. [ad. Gr.

vapOtViK-6s, f. irapOevos virgin.] Of or belonging
to, or of the nature of, a virgin ; jig* unviolated,
'

virgin ',

' maiden '.

1854 DISRAELI Rev. Epick in. xvu, The virgin towers Of
Com, whose parthenic crest a flag Hostile ne'er sullied 1

1869 J. EADIE Cotnm. Galatians 91 Through her parthenic
maternity, the mystery of mysteries realized God manifest
in the flesh.

Parthe'llic, a. 2 Chem. [f. L. parthenium,
a name of several plants ; in the herbalists a species
of camomile (Matricaria Partheniuni) \ now, in

Botany, a genus of Composite : see -1C i b.] In

Parthenic acid', see quots.
1866-77 WATTS Diet. Chem. IV. 357 Parthenic acid, the

name given by Peretti to the acid which forms in distilled

chamomile water after long keeping. 1893 Syd. Soc. Lex.)
Parthenic acid, a non-crystallisable acid occurring in com-
bination with Parthenine in the Partheniuni hystcrophorus.
So Parthenine (paM)>en3in), Chem. [-INE 5], an

alkaloid, C 19H 28NO6 , obtained from Partheniuni

HystcrophoruS) an American composite plant,
used as a remedy for fever and neuralgia. Also
called Fartheuicine (pajbe'nisain) [f. L. parthe-
nice partheniunt\.
1885 Lancet ii July 86/2 Parthenine. .has recently been

studied . . as a remedy for facial neuralgia. 1888 Ibid.

30 June 1312/2 The physiological and clinical trials that

have been made with parthenicine .

Parthenism (paubeniz'm). rare~~ l
. [f. Gr.

irapOtvos virgin + -ISM.] = next.

189* \V. W. PEYTON Memoral. Jrsus iv. 88 These creatures

show parthenism or sexless generation.

Parthenogenesis (pauben^d^e-nesis). Biol.

[f. Gr. irapQtvo-s virgin + ycVctn? origin, birth,

nativity, GEXESIS.] Reproduction without con-

course of opposite sexes or union of sexual elements.
Now usually restricted to reproduction by the develop-

ment of a single sexual cell (as an ovum or ovule) without
fertilization by union with one of the opposite sex (which

occurs, normally or occasionally, in certain insects and other

invertebrates, and in rare instances in plants); formerly used
more widely to include asexual reproduction, as by fission

or budding (cf. AOAMOCENESIS).

1849 OWEN (title) On Parthenogenesis, or the Successive

PARTHIAN.
Productions of Procreating Individuals from the Single
Ovum. 1859 DARWIN Orig. Spec. xiv. (1878) 387 The term
parthenogenesis implying that the mature females .. are
capable of producing fertile eggs without the concourse of
the male. 1875 BENNETT 8: DYER Sachs' Bot. 805 notc^
Parthenogenesis . . is a phenomenon of very rare occurrence
in the vegetable kingdom. 1879 tr. Haeckefs Evol. Man
I. ii. 28 The so-called parthenogenesis, or virginal genera-
tion, of Bees has been proved . . by the meritorious zoologist,
Slebold, of Munich, who also showeH that male Bees de-

velop from unimpregnated, and female bees only from im-

pregnated eggs. 1886 VINES Physiol. of Plants xxiii. 674
When . . these gametes, having failed to conjugate, germinate
independently, it must be assumed that both male and
female parthenogenesis takes place. 1889 GEDDES >*. THOM-
SON Evol. ofSex xiiL i In 1701, Albrecht observed that a
female silkmoth, which had been isolated in a glass case,
laid fertile eggs... The occasional parthenogenesis of this
insect has been repeatedly confirmed by competent observers.

fig. 1870 LOWELL Among my Bks. Ser. i. (1873) 223 How
one sin involves another, and forever another, by a fatal

parthenogenesis.

Farthenogenetic (paaben^d^/iie-tik), a.
[f.

as prec. + -GENKTIC.]
1. Biol. Pertaining to, of the nature of, or

characterized by parthenogenesis; reproducing by
parthenogenesis.
1872 DARWIN Orig. Spec. xiv. (ed. 6) 387 To accelerate

parthenogenetic reproduction by gradual steps to an earlier

and earlier age. 1877 HUXLEY Anat. Inv. Anim. vii. 446
The terms arrenotokous and thelytokous have been pro-
posed by Leuckart and Von Slebold to denote those par-
thenogenetic females which produce male and female young
respectively. 1889 GEDDFS & THOMSON Evol. of Sex iv.

i. 46 In the artificial environment of a greenhouse, equiva-
lent to a perpetual summer . . , the parthenogenetic succession
of females [aphides] has been experimentally observed for

four years.

2. Born of a virgin, nonce-nse.

1871 TYLOR Prim. Cult. II. 279 The enigmatic nature of
this inextricable compound parthenogenetic deity.

Pa'-rtlieiiogeiie'tically, adv.
[f. prec. :

see -ICALLY.] Jn a parthenogenetic manner ; in

the way of or by means of parthenogenesis.
1875 tr. Schmidts Desc. fy Dnrw. 48 Ova developing par-

thenogenetically, without fecundation. 1890 Q. A''. Apr.
382 Amongst the creatures which are parthenogenetically
produced is the male, or drone, of the hive-bee.

Parthenoge-nic, a. [Cf. Gr. irap&fvoytvr)s

virgin-bora.]
= PARTHEXOGENETIC i. So Par-

theno'genoua a. in same sense ; Partheno*-

geny = PARTHENOGENESIS.
1890 in Century Diet.

II Pairthenogom-dium. Bot. [mod.L., f.

Gr. irapOfvos virgin + GONIDIUM.] A gonidium in

certain algce, as Volvox^ by which they are repro-
duced asexually.
iSgsKFRNER&OLivER Nat. Hist. Plants II. 634 Daughter-

colonies [of Volvox Globator} are developed from special

cells, usually eight in number, called parthenogonidia^..
larger than the ordinary vegetative cells.

Parthenolatry (-p-latri). [f-^Gr. raptffre-f

virgin + \arpfta worship, -LATRY.] Virgin-worship.
1818 COLERIDGE in Lit. Rem. (1838) III. 174 Frippery

patches, cribbed from the tyring Room of Romish Partnen-

olatry.

Partlieno'logy. [f.
as prec. + -LOGY.] The

part of physiology which deals with virginity.

1853 in DUNGLISON Med. Lex.

Parthenopian (paabentJa-pian), a. and sb.
[f.

mod.L. Partnenope, a. Gr. flapOcvoirrj, name of

one of the Sirens.] a. adj. Pertaining to the genus

Parthenope or family Parthenopidx of crabs, b.

sb. A crab of this genus or family. So Parthe'-

nopine a. and sb.

1840 Penny Cycl. XVII. 289 (heading) Parthenopians.

Parthenospore (pau)>en0|sp6^.i). Bot. [f.

Gr. wapGcvo-s virgin + SPORE.] A reproductive cell

resembling a zygospore, but produced without

conjugation, in certain algrc. Also called Pa'r-

thenosperm [see SPEHM].
1889 BENNETT & MURRAY Crypteg. Bot. 261 (Meso-

carpaccy) In Gonatonema. .parthenosperms are said to be

formed closely resembling zygosperms. Ibid. 292 {I'oho-

cinex) The non-sexual propagative cells, zoospores or

parthenospores.
Parthian (paubian), fl. and sb. [See -AN.]
A. adj. Of or pertaining to Parthia, an ancient

kingdom of western Asia.

The Parthian horsemen were accustomed to baffle the

enemy by their rapid manoeuvres, and to discharge their

missiles backward while in real or pretended flight: hence

used allusively in Parthian fight, shaft, shot, glance, etc.

1590 C'TESS PEMBROKE Antonie 107 Thou car'st no more
for Parth nor Parthian bow. (71640 WALLER Phillis 26

To look upon this Parthian Fight Of Love. 1848 LYTTON
Harold vii. iv, The fugitive Britons .. performed their

flight with the same Parthian rapidity that characterised

the assault. 1874 LISLE CARR Jud. Giyynne I. i. 31 Casting
back Parthian glances ofscornful hostility. 1902 GREENOUGH
& KITTREDGE ll'ords 380 A ' Parthian shot

' was very literal

to Crassus . . : to us it is only an elegant and pointed synonym
for our method of '

having the last word '.

B. sl>. A native or inhabitant of Parthia.

1526 TINDALE Acts ii. 9. 1611 SHAKS. Cymb. \. vi. 20 Or
like the Parthian I shall flying fight. 1678 BUTLER llud.

in. Heroic. Ep- 173 You wound, like Parthians, while you

fly, And kill, with a Retreating Eye. 1742 YOUNG Nt. Th.

ir. 335 Whose Yesterdays look backward with a Smile ; Nor,
like the Parthian, wound him as they fly. *



PARTI.

II Parti (part*). [Fr.,
= party; side, match,

resolution taken for oneself.]

1. A marriageable person considered in reference

to means or position, or what kind of a ' match
'

he or she may be.

1814 BYRON Let. to Moore Oct., It is likely she will prove
a considerable parti. 1873 Miss BROUGHTON Nancy II.

278 He was looked upon as quite a parti. 1899 MRS. DVAN
All in a Man's K. 72 He was an eligible parti in every way.
2. Parti pris, side taken, mind made up, bias.

1871 MORLEY Crit. Misc. Ser. i. Carlylc (1878) 189 That
fatal

spirit
of parti-pris which has led to the rooting of so

much injustice, disorder, immobility and darkness in English
intelligence. 1880 'OuiDA

' Moths 1. 60 Lady Dolly scanned
the garment with a critical air and a partipris.

Parti, obs. form of PARTY.

Parti- 1
(also f partie-), extended use of the

first element in PAUTI-COLOUKEO, earlier partie-

coloured, after which Shakspere has fpa'rtie-

coated, having a party-ooat, i. e. a parti-coloured
or motley coat. So, in later use : pa'rti-de^co-

rated, decorated part in one way, part in another
;

t pa'rti-membered, having members or limbs of

two kinds ; f pa'rti-named, having diverse names.
1638 SIR J. BEAUMONT in Jonsonus ISirbius, When hereto-

fore, the Vice's only note, And sign from virtue was his *p.irty-
coat. IS88SHAKS. L.L. L. v. ii. 776 As Loue is. .Varying in

subiects as the eie doth roule, To euerie varied obiect in his

glance: Which *partie-coated presence of loose loue Put
on by vs [etc.]. 1894^

IVestiit. Gftz. 3 Oct. 7/1 One finds the

drawing-room *parti-decorated : one half is adorned with

sporting pictures.. the other presents a Scriptural text and
other signs of sanctity. 1641 MILTON Ch. Govt. i. v. Wks.
(1851) 119 So was Jereboams Episcopacy partly from the

patterne of the law, and partly from the patterne of his
owne carnality; a parti-colour'd and a 'parti-member'd Epis-
copacy. 1634 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. 149 Though the meat
be particoloured, or "party named, yet the ground and meate
is Pelo and no other.

Parti- -, combining form of L. pan, part-em,
PART; as in parti-pa'rtial a. (Logic], applied by
Sir W. Hamilton to a proposition in which both.

terms are partial or particular ; parti-to'tal, in

which one term is particular and the other universal.

1833 SIR W. HAMILTON Discuss. (1852) 162, iii. Parti-total
Some is all. Ibid. 162, iv. Parti-partial Some is some.

Partial (pa'jjal), a. (sb.) Forms: 5 pareial,
-cyale, 5-6 -eyal(l, -ciall, (6 perciall, -oyall) , 6-7
partiall, (6 Sc. pertiall), 6- partial, [a. OF.
pareial (i/jth c. in Godef.), F. partial, and in

sense 2 partiel, It. parziale, Sp., Pg. pareial, ad.
late L.partidl-is (S. Gregory) ;

cf. partidliter adv.
in Cselius Aurel., 5th c.

Fr. now distinguishes partial in our sense i (Amyot
i6th c.), from partiel in our sense 2 (Diet, Acarl. 1762), but
this distinction is recent, for pareial was used by Oresme
(11400, and partial by Calvin i6thc.,= mod.F. pat tie!.}

I. 1.
' Inclined antecedently to favour one party

in a cause, or one side of the question more than the
other

'

(J.) ; unduly favouring one party or side in

a suit or controversy, or one set or class of persons
rather than another

; prejudiced ; biased ; inter-

ested
; unfair. (The opposite of impartial.)

Partial counsel(Sc. L.aTV) t improper advice or communica-
tion to one of the parties in a cause.
c 1420 LYDG. Assembly ofGods 153 Yef ye in thys matyr

be nat parciall. 1442-3 Ktc. Coldin^ham Priory (Surtees)
I. 148 For the qwilk thai war pursewit be process of a
parcyale Juge. 1526 TINDALE Acts x. 34, I perseaue, that
God is not parciall. 21548 HALL Chron., Hen. F 36 A
perciall interpretour marreth the sentence. 1660 SOUTH
Serm. I. 97 Your Worldliness, your Luxury, your sinister

partial Dealing. 1693 STAIR Inst. (ed. 2) IV. xliii. 9 Wit-
nesses become Inhabile, by giving partial Council. 1715-20
POPE Iliad xyin. 582 The witness is produced on either
hand : For this or that the partial people stand. 1861 W.
BELL Diet. Law Scot., Partial counsel ; is one of the circum-
stances which throw's discredit upon a witness's testimony.
Ibid., Partial counsel is a ground of declinature of a judge.
i86i_

MILL Utilit. v. 67 It is inconsistent with justice to be
partial. 1872 BLACKIE Lays Highl. 54 Who sits supreme in
righteous state Above man's partial mood.

b. Favouring a particular person or thing ex-

cessively or especially ; prejudiced or biased in some
one's favour; hence in weakened sense: Favourably
disposed, favourable, kindly, sympathetic. Const.
to. Now rare, or merged in prec. or next.
c 1585 Fain Em m. 1326 And never could I see a man,

methought, That equalled Manvile in my partial eye
1586-7 Q. ELIZ. Let. Jos. VI, 14 Feb., Who shall other-
wise perswade vow, judge them more partiall to others then
to yow. 1699 BENTLEY Phal. 148 So obliging, so partial to
our Sophist. 1750 HUME Hist. Eng. (1812) V. xli. 275 Men
naturally believed she had been influenced by an affection
still more partial than that of friendship. 1771 JuniusLett.
xlix. 253, 1 am not so partial to the royal judgment as to
aflirmletc.]. 1804 M. G. LEWIS Bravo of I'cnice (1856) I. vi.
280 Rosabella, a creature in whose formation partial nature

seemed_ to have omitted nothing which might constitute the
perfection of female loveliness. 1852 ROBERTSON Serm,
Ser. in. xv. 192 Not the partial Father, loving one alone.

c. \Vith to: Having a liking for, fond of. colloq.
J&J^ PRIOR Secretary 16 Athens. .Where people knew

love, and were partial to verse. 1747 H. WAI.POLE Lett.
(1846) II. 189, I am not partial to the family. 1827 LYTTON
Pelham Ixxxvi, I am not more partial to my arm chair,
nor more averse to shaving than of yore. 1889 A. LANG
/>;>/<(/ Prigio xvii. 133 He brought out some cold sausage
(to which Alphonso was partial).

503

id. Inclined, apt (to do something). Obs. rare *.

1615 in Crt. <fr T. Jas. /, I. 363 They are too partial to
think themselves saero sancti^ that they may not be touched.

e. Comb.) &'=> partial-eyed.
1593 NASHE Four Lett. Confut. Wks. (Grosart) II. 248 A

discontented Scholler. .tragicallie exclaiming vpon his par-
tial-eid fortune.

II. 2. Pertaining to or involving a part (not
the whole) ; 'subsisting only in a part ; not general
or universal; not total' (J.) ; constituting a part
only; incomplete. Partial cause : see quot. 1697.
1641 H. L'EsTRANGE Gods Sabbath 22 A total Prolepsis

of an entire story before another there may be, and yet no
partial of one part of that story before another. 1643
BURROUGHF.S Exp. Hosea, iv. (1652) 225 Idols are content
with a partiall obedience, because they are but partiall in

bestowing of good things. 1697 tr. Burgcrsdicius his Lo^ic
i. xv. 51 That [cause is] Partial which, joyned with the other
Causes of its own Species causes the Caused only in Part.

1734 POPE Ess. Man iv, 114 Or partial 111 is universal Good.
1781 GIBBON Decl. <$ F. xxvi. (1869) II. 35 This partial
defeat was balanced, however, by partial success. 1861 W.
KELL Diet. Law Scot. s. v. Insurance^ A partial loss is one
short of a total loss ; or, where the articles insured are

actually landed at the port of delivery, the injury will
amount to a partial loss. Ibid.^ In all cases, .between the
insurers and the insured, there is no question as to the

legality of the capture or the change of property, but simply
whether it be a total or a partial loss, and whether it admits
of an abandonment. 1864 BOWEN Logic iv. 61 Our representa-
tion., is necessarily partial, as not including all its Marks.
1886 W. A. HARRIS Tcclin. Diet. Fire Insurance^ Partial

damage to merchandise.

b. spec. That is one of the parts which make
up a whole ; constituent, component.
1481 CAXTON Myrr. i. xiii. 40 Who that myght haue the

parfay t scyence therof [of astronomy], he myght wel knowe
how the world was compassed and plente of other parcyal
sciences. 1834 MRS. SO.MERVILLE Connex. Phys. Sc, iii.

(1849) 17 The whole force which disturbs a planet is equua-
lent to three partial forces.

t C. spec. Particular, individual, personal. Obs.

1489 CAXTON Faytes of A. i. xx. 63 A true counseiller
seeth more to the comyn wele than to his owne parcyall
proffit. 1560 HOLLAND Crt. Venus Prol. 224 Ilk man takis
his proper part partiall. a 1578 LINDKSAY {Pilscottie) Chroti.
Scot. (S. T. S.) I. 87 The imuries done loony of them, .sou Id
be equall pertiall to thame all.

f d. Using or dealing with only a part, not the

whole, of something; sparing. [? associated with
L. parcus."] Obs. rare.

1576 FLEMING Panopl. Epist. 81, I thought good, first not
to louche, secondly to be parciall of my pen. Ibid. 245 Howe
parciall and sparing in diet, how moderate in apparel.
3. In several technical uses.

a. Astt-on. Applied to an eclipse in which part

only of the disk of the luminary is covered or

darkened.

1704 in J. HARRIS Lex. Techn, I. s. v. Eclipse. 1857 MAYNF,
Expos. Lex., Partial eclipse occurs when the moon enters
but in part into the shade of the earth, or when it covers a
part of the disc of the sun.

b. Math, (a) Applied to differentials, differ-

entiation, etc. relative to only one of the variables

involved, the rest being for the time supposed
constant. (Ii) Partial determinant MINOR
determinant.
1816 tr. Lacroixs Diff. fy Int. Calculus 146 Usually ex-

pressed by saying that one is the partial differential relative
to .r, and theolher the partial differential relative to^. 1823
J. MITCHELL Diet. Math. <y Phys. Sc. 346/1 Theory of
Partial Differences. 1898 Cayley's Coll. Math. Papers
Index, Partial Differential Equations; system of.

c. Bot. Forming one of the parts or divisions
of a compound structure ; secondary, subordinate :

as partial umbel, each of the smaller umbels
of a compound umbel

;
so partial involucre^ the

involucre of a partial umbel, an involucel.

1760 J. LKE Introd. Bot. i. viii. (1765) 17 The Umbellula
which proceeds from the universal Umbel, a partial Umbel.
i&iq Pantologia^ Partial umbel, in botany; otherwise called
umbellule.. .The involucre at the foot of this is called the

partial involucre .. a partial peduncle, is a subdivision of a
common peduncle. 1872 OLIVER Elem. Bot. i. vii. 82 The
entire inflorescence forms a compound umbel ; the umbels
of single flowers being the partial umbels.

d. Acoustics and A/us. Applied to any one of
the simple tones which together form a complex
tone. Upper partial tones (or upper partials) :

those higher in pitch than the fundamental tone,

produced by the vibrations of the aliquot parts of

the sonorous body ;
also called harmonics or

overtones : see HARMONIC B. 2.

1879 G. PRESCOTT Sp. Telep/iorte 96 That characteristic of
a musical note or clang, which is called its quality, depends
upon the number and relative intensities of the partial tones
which go to form it. 1880 Grove's Diet. Music II. 654/1
Notwithstanding the difficulty of hearing the upper partial
tones, many musicians have been able to do so by their un-
aided ears.

e. A\ C. Ch. Of an indulgence : see quots.
1883 Cath. Diet. (ed. 3) s. v. Indulgence^ Divisions of In-

dulgenees.-~ Plenary remit all, partial a portion of the tem-
poral punishment due to sin. 1890 \V. J. B. RICHARDS
Catech. Indulgences 2 Indulgences are . . Plenary and Par-
tial; the former take away the whole of temporal punish-
ment to which the power of the Church extends; the latter
take away a greater or less part only of the punishment.
B. sb. Acoustics and Mus, Short for partial

tone \ see 3 d above.

PARTIALITY.
1880 Grove's Diet. Music II. 654/2 From the mass of com-

pound tone each resonator singles out and responds to that

partial which agrees with it in pitch, but is unaffected by a

partial of any other pitch. 1881 BROADHOUSE Mus. Acoustics

312 Those combinational tones which result from '.he union
of the upper partials.

t Partial-gilt, obs. erron. form of PARCEL-GILT.
1573 Keg. Privy Council Scot. Ser. i. II. 269 Twa silver

saltfattis, ane thairof partiall gilt with gold.

Fartialism (paujaliz'm). [See -ISM.]
1. A partial theory or view, which does not take

into account the whole of the facts or subject.
1872 H. W. BEKCHER Led. Preach, i. 25 Your mode of pre-

senting the truth will be imperfect, your partialisms are
full of danger. 1897 C. A.

(
EKRY in Chicago Advance

2 Dec. 779/3 The Gospel also is in danger. In danger from

partialisni, because men do not fully realize what Christ is

in his three offices of prophet, priest and king.
2. Theol. = PARTICULARISM i.

1864 in WKHSTER. Hence in later Diets.

Partialist (paujalist). [f. PARTIAL G. + -IST.]
1. gen. A partial, prejudiced, or biased person ;

one who favours one party or side unduly; a

partisan.
IS97 DANIEL Fhilotas iv. ii, To satisfie The most stiffe

partialist that will not see. 1654 VILVAIN Theol. Treat, iii.

89 Which dissent . . cannot . . falsify their consent and harmony
, .as partialists infer. 1788 MME, D'ARBLAY Diary n Jan.,
I have not been willing to deny myself the pleasure of

letting my equally blind partialists hear. 1892 Chicago
Advance 22 Dec., How all these things came to be.. is not
a matter to be settled by partialists.

2. One who holds a partial view or theory ; one
whose knowledge or outlook is limited.

1841-4 KMF.RSON- Ess. Ser. 11. viii. (1876) 198 Very fitly,

therefore, I assert, that every man is a partialist. 1874 H. \\.
ISKi.cntR in Chr. H'orld Pulpit VI. 239/1 We are all of us

ignorant ; we know in part ; we are partialists.

3. Theol. = PAKTICULARIST.
1864 in WEBSTER. In later Diets.

Hence Fartialrstic a., belonging to partialists;
characterized by partialism.

__

1896 W. GLADDEN- in Papers Ohio Ch. Hist. Soc. VII. 141
The whole partialistic scheme of a rulership which is for
a portion of mankind and against the rest.

Partiality (paiji|8e*Uti). Forms: a. 5 par-
cialte, -tee, -cyalte, partialte. . 5-6 par-
cialite, -tialite, (6 -cialyte, -cyalite, -tye, -tie ;

parsealyte, percialitee, persealytie, etc.), 6-

partiality. [In a, a. OF. *parcialtt, -aultt

(i5th c. in Godef.) ; in 0, a. OF. pard-, partiality
in Pr. parcialitat, Sp. parcialidad, It. parzialitct,

jx&&*\j,partialitaS)i,partialis PARTIAL: see -ITY.]
I. 1. The quality or character of being partial (see

PARTIAL i) ; 'unequal state of the judgment and
favour of one above the other, without just reason

'

(J.) ; prejudicial or undue favouring of one person
or party, or one side of a question; prejudice,

bias, unfairness ; an instance of this.

a. 1422 Rolls of Parlt. IV. 176/1 With oute favour or

eny maner parcialtee or fraude. 1461 Ibid. V. 464/1
Abusion of the Lawes, partialte, riotte.. rape and viciouse

lyvyng. 1451 Fasten Lett. I. 212 Whiche myght weel by
knowe for open parcialte.

/3. c 1430 LYDG. Min. Poems (Percy Soc.) 120 Injuste
promocioune and parcialite', 1526 in Archseol. (1891) LIU.
374 Empanel)

a queste withoute partialite or maintenance.
a 1533 LD. BERNKKS Huon Ixxxi. 250 Gyue trew iugement
without ony fauoureor parsealyte. 1589 Acts Privy Council

(1898) XVII. 112 Without partyallytie, indyrect dealingeor
prejudice to anie partie. 1648 NF.THERSOLE Problems i. 5
Whether Neutrality or Partialitie be more agreeable to the

duty of good subjects, in such a Warre. 1739 GIBBER
Ajfol. (1756) II. 2 We had our partialities, our prejudices,
our favourites of less merit. 1878 R. W. DALE Lect. Preach.
viii. 249 Rebekah's treatment of Jacob may bring home to

parents the sin of partiality.

b. Excessive or especial preference for, or pre-

possession in favour of, a particular person or

thing ; hence, Favourable disposition, predilection,

fondness, or affection for some one or something.
Const. tOtfor, towards.

1581 G. PKTTIE tr. Guazzo's Civ. COHV. in. (1586) 120 b, If

he shall euer vnderstand this your partialitie, I doubt me.,
that he will beshrew me for it. 1669 R. MONTAGUE in

Buccteuch JlfSS. (Hist. MSS. Comm.) I. 425, I have no
partiality in the world towards him. 1759 HUME Hist. Eng.
(1812) V. xlii, 330 Another favourite who at this time received
some marks of her partiality. 1833 HT. MARTINEAU Loom
ff Lugger \\. iv. 66 Miss Storey had always more partiality
for our people. 1871 H. A INSWORTH Tower Hill n. x,

Henry's partiality for St. John's Chapel had prevented it

from being desecrated by the Vicar-General.

t 2. Party-spirit, rivalry ;
factiousness. Obs.

1480 CAXTON Chron. Eng. in. (1520) 25 b/i Hircanus after

the decesse of his moder succeded in the kyngdom, in the
which he had lytel prosperyte for parcyalte of the people.
1583 STOCKER Civ. Warres Lowe C. iv. 38 There was greate
partialitie betweene the Citie of Groenyng, and the Countrey
men, by reason of certain Rightes and Priuiledges. 1595
DANIEL OV. /Karjiv. v, His State being turbulent, Factious,
and full of partialitie. 1752 HUME Ess. fy Treat. (1777) I.

427 What domestic confusion, jealousy, partiality, revenge,
heart-burnings, must tear those cities,

tb. A party, a faction. Obs.
a 1533 LD. BKRNERS Gold. Kk. M. Aurel. (1546.) B ij, There

is greatte nombre of parcialities, Cinitiens, Catoniens, Pen-

paticiens, Academiens, and Kpicuriens. 1578 T. N. tr. Cong.
W.Indiaib^ Mutezuma hath environed them about, because

they were of the parciality of Tlaxcallan, 16*3 tr. Famines
64-a
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Theat. Hon. vii. xv. 287 The Inhabitants.. were in former
times past deuided into two Leagues and partialities.

II. f3. A political division, a province, rare,

[Cf. Du Cange,
' Pardalidad

t vox Hispanica, Patria,regio',
with quot. of 1585 'nomina, co^nomina, parentes, .. et

regionem, vulgo Parcialidad, et oppidum.']
1601 R. JOHNSON Kingd. $ Commw. (1603) 198 They

[Japan Islands] are in number sixty sixe, diuided into three

partialities.

III. 4. The quality of being partial as opposed
to universal ; relation to a part and not to the

whole; partialness. rare.

1822-34 Good's Study filed, (ed. 4} III. 49 Without any
attention to the universality or partiality of the disease.

Partialize (paujabiz), v. [ad. F. partialis-er

(Amyot 1559), f. partial: see PARTIAL and -IZE.]

f 1. intr. To take a part or side
;

to favour one
side unduly or unjustly. Obs.

1592 DANIEL Delia, etc. Compl. Rosamond K uj, Thus
stood I ballanc'd equallie precize. .Till world and pleasure
made me partialize. 1656 S. H. Gold. Law 15 But yet fully
to clear it, that I partialize not in my plea in behalf of his

Highness.
2. trans. To render partial or one-sided; to

bias; fto divide into
parties (obs.}.

1593 SHAKS, Rich. If, 1. 1. 120, I make a vow, Such neigh-
bour-neerenesse to pur sacred blood, Should nothing priui-
ledge him, nor partialize The vn-stooping firmenesse of my
vpright soule. a 1618 SYLVESTER Mirac. Peace xxxvi,

how I hate these partializmg words, Which show how
wee are in the Faith devised. 1627-77 FELTHAM Resolves
n. Ixii. 289 His hate will partialize his Opinion. 1802-12
UENTHAM Ration. Jndic. Evid. (1827) V. 642 The fact.,

may have influenced, perverted, and partialized, the per-
ceptions presented by it.

1 3. intr. ? To concern oneself with a part and
not the whole. Obs. rare.

_ 1594 Zcpheria vi, My tears, my sighs all haue I summ'd
in thee, Conceit the total, do not partialize.

4. trans. To make partial as opposed to universal.
1882 Chicago Advance 13 Apr., To confine, to partialize,

is to destroy. 1889 Tablet 30 Nov. 856 Such a unification. .

is only partialised knowledge.

Partially (paujali), adv. [f. PAKTIAL + -LY 2.]

I. 1<\ partiakment. 1. In a partial or biased

manner, with partiality; so as unduly to favour
one side, or a particular person ; unfairly, unjustly.
Now rare.

1495 Act ii Hen. VII, c. 24 Preamble, Officers, .making
panellesparciallyforrewardes to tliuymgeven. i536TiNDALi;
1 Tim. v. 21 Do nothinge parcially [1611 by partiality*: |.

1576 Keg. Privy Council Scot. Ser. I. II. 516 Intending
partiallie under cullour of justice to put thame to deith.

1593 SHAKS. Liter, 634 Their own transgressions partially
they smother. 1643 PRVNNE Sov. Power FarI. in. 124 Nor
are Noble-mens crimes to be more partially censured, then
ignoble ones, a 1716 Sot TH Semi. V. xii. 562 We act

partially, in gratifying one Sect, who can pretend to no
more Favour than what others may as justly claim. 1753
JOHNSON, Partially ; with unjust favourer dislike [noquot.].

b. \Vith special favourer affection. Now rare.

1633 T. STAFFORD Pete. Hib. 11. vi. (1821) 283 All which for
feare of their estates, were partially affected to the English.
1718 J. HUGHES in

J. Duncpmbe Lett. (1773) I. 193 May
you always persist in thinking so partially of me. 1800
MAR. KUGLWORTH /F///iil, One of whom you lately appeared
to think so partially.

II. = F. partiellemcnt (i4thc. in Hatz.-Darm.).
2. In a partial way or degree, as opposed to

totally ;
to some extent ;

in part ; incompletely,
restrictedly ; partly.
1460-70 Bk. Quintessence 24 Sikirly alle obere maner of

feueris pestilence . . may be curid partialy wib cure 5. essence.

1579 G. HARVEY Letter-bk. (Cainden) 59 They were hudlid
and. .bungHd upp in more haste then good speede partially
at the urgent and importune request of a honest good-
naturid and worshipfull yonge gentleman. 1646 SIR T.
UROWNE Pseud. Ej>. 112 Which was but partially true. 1794
U. PKICE Ess. Picturesque 21 Those obstacles themselves,
either wholly or partially concealing the former ones. 1827
G. S. FABKR Sacr, Calcnd. Prophecy (1844) II, 12 The two
feet, branching out into ten toes, are partially of iron, and
partially of clay. 1889 S\VINBT:HNE Stud. B. Jonson n As
to whether The Case is Altered may be wholly or partially
or not at all assignable to the hand of Jonson.

b. Comb, (usually with pa. pples.)
1813 T. BUSBY Lucretius I. i. Cornm. 17 A progressive,

partially-potent, and finite being, like man. 1833 LYI:LI,

Princ, Geol. III. 311 Layers of partially-rolled and broken
flints. 1895 Educat. Rev. Sept. 112 Science is .. only
partially unified knowledge.

Pa'rtialness. [f. PARTIAL a. + -NESS.] The
quality of being partial as opposed to total or
universal ; incompleteness.
1701 NORRIS Ideal Worldi. ii. 23 He.. did as truly view

and contemplate it as I do now, only with an intireiiess

instead of my partialness. 1898 H. C. KING in Chicago
Advance 24 Mar. 388/1 The many-sidedness of truth, and
the necessary partialness of one's own view.

fPa-rtian. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. L. pars, part-em

PART (or L parti PARTY) + -AN.] = next, A.
1624 UP. MOUNTAGU <? 4 1 He is not of that desert or

esteeme to be ranked with the Fathers of the Primitive
times: being.. a Partian many wayes : for which cause I

answere him not.

Partiary (paM_pari), sb. and a. rare. [In
form ad. L. partiari-us adj., F. partiaire, that

shares, or is shared, with another, sb. a sharer.

But in sense A. i, app. f. F. parti PARTY -f- -ARY.]
t A. sb* Obs* 1. One who supports a particular

side or party, esp. in a narrow or prejudiced

way ;
a partisan.

1624 BF. MOUNTAGU Gagg Pref. 24 The Councels of Trent,
of Florence, of Laterane, are not all Councels. We refuse

them as factions, as bastards, as partiaries, as having nothing
but the names of Councels. 1625 App. Cxsar 14 Not

any man but Partiaries would have taken them spoken
Dogmatice.
2. (See quot.)
1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Partiary (partiarius},a. partaker,

a follower, a copartner ; It may also be used adjectively for

partial, or that hath respect to persons.
B. adj. That shares something with another ;

taking or having a share. In quot. 1654, ?Having
only a portion or part of the office; that is so in

part, partial.
1654 HAMMOND Answ. Animadv. Ignat. in. 4. 74 The

Epistles of Ignatius are the best records, .on which to build

tins second Order of Secundarie, or Partiarie Presbyters.
88o MUIKHEAD Gains \\. 254 He. .is in the position of a

partiary legatee, i. e. a legatee to whom a share of the estate

is legated.

Partibility (pajtibrliti). [f. next : see -ITY.]
The quality of being partible; divisibility.

1644 DIGBY Nat. Bodies xi. 10. 97 Water when it is in a

payle. .hath the effect of grauity predominating in it; but if

it be poured out, it hath the effect of partibility more. 1741
T. ROBINSON Gavelkind i. 4 The pnrtibility of lands in Other
countries. 1869 Pall Mail G. 22 July 10 The substitution

of partibility for primogeniture in cases of intestacy of real

property would work very little alteration in the first in-

stance at all events.

Partible (pautib'l), a. [ad. post-cl. "L.partt-

Inlis, f. partirl to part, divide : see -RLE.] Capable
of being parted or separated ; capable of being
divided or distributed among a number

; subject to

partition ; divisible ; separable.
1540 Act 32 Hen. VII'/, c. 29 Landes .. by a custom ..

partible betwen and amongest heyres males. 1586 FERNE
Blaz. Gentrie 293 That their land should be partible, as in

Gauelkind. 1626 BACON Sylva 502 It were best to make
the Moulds partible, glued, or cemented together, that you
may open them when you take out the Fruit. 1767 T.
HUTCHINSON Hist. Mass. (1768) II. 66 The principal point
in view was to make real estates partible among the children

of an intestate. 1863 W. BEAMONT tr. Domesday Bk.
t

Cheshire 13 For more than a century after this Survey,. .a

father's land was partible among all his children.

b. That involves partition of inheritance.

1653-4 WHITELOCKE JrnL Swed. Emb, (1772) I. 218 The
like partible law takes place generally in Germany, Den-
marke, and other . . countryes, both for goods and lands. 1835
R KKVE De Tocqitevilles Democr. I. iii. 55 The law ofpartible
inheritance.

Particate (pautikA). -Sc. Obs. exc. Hist. Also

perticat. [ad. med.L. perticata (also particata\

i.pertica a FEKCH : cf. bovate, carrucate.] A Scotch

rood (as a measure of land) ; one fourth of the

Scotch acre, containing 40 square falls, rods, or

raips, each of 36 sq. ells
;
or 13.690 sq. ft.

(The Imperial rood contains 10,890 sq. ft.)

f IS97 SKKNE DC \-~crb. Sign., Particata vel perticata terra;

..ane ruid of land.] 1673 in Macfarlane Gcncalog. Collect.

(1900) II. 368 Four Several Tennements of Land with a Parti-

cat of Land and Kiln and house built thereon. i"jg^Statisf.
Ace. Scotl. VIII. 526 note, Taxed with one penny of the

kingdom of Scotland, upon the ground of his half particate.

1864 JEFFREY Hist. Roxburgh. IV. viiu 272 Each tenant is

named in the charter [to the Burgh of Hawickj, with the

number of particates which he was possessed of.

b. Comb., as particate-man, the holder of

a particate of land.

1864 JEFFREY Hist. Roxburgh. IV. viii. 283 The bestial

belonging to the particate m;m.

Partice, obs. pi. of PAKTY.

Partician, -on, -oun, obs. forms of PARTITION.

Participable (parti -sipab'l), a. [a. OF.

participate, f. participer to PARTICIPATE : see -BLE.]
1 1. Liable or entitled to participate or share. Obs.

a 1450 Mankind (lirandl 1898) 16 pat je may be partycyp-
able of hys retribucyone.
2. Capable of being participated or shared.
1610 \V. FOLKINGHAM Art pfSmihy i. vi. n Communicate

Matter is that which is participate to the Plot together with
other Places. Ibid. n. ii. 50 A mutual! propcrtie or duety
participable to the Conterminants, as bancklng, balking,

dyking. 1701 NOKRIS Ideal World \. iii. 246 According as

the essence ofGod is. .in this or that degree participable by
things without. 1822 T. TAYLOR Apideins 296 An union
with that which is participable.

Hence Fartlcipabrlity, capability of being
shared.

1701 NORRIS Ideal World \. v. 254 So far as U states the

ideality of God upon his imitability or participability,

f Farti'cipal, a. Obs. rare. In 5 pertycy-
pall. [ad. L. participalis partaking, i. particip-etti
a partaker.]

= next, A. i.

1497 l*p. ALCOCK Mons Perfect. C iijb, And also setteth

liym amonge angels there to be pertycypall of the eternall

beatytude.

Participant (paiti'sipaot), a. and sb. [ad. L.

participant-em % pr. pple. of participate : see PAR-
TICIPATE r-. Cf. F./rt/7/V^(z/(i3-i4thc.).]
A. adj. 1. Participating, partaking, sharing.

1549 Compl. Scot. 131 To reueil it til dluerse men to gar
them be participant vitht vs. 1551 GARDINER Explic.^
Presence 54 In this Sacrament, we be made participaunt,
of his Godhode. 1607 Sc/iu/. Disc. agst. Antichr. i, ii. 79
It makcth the Church participant with the popish super*

stition.
1687^

EVELYN Diary 20 Mar., The Communion fol-

lowed, at which I was participant. 1795 SOUTHEY Joan of
Arc vn. 101 In the ills of that defeat Participant. 1865
CARLYLE Fredk. Gt. xn. vii. (1872) IV. 170 Of which ..we
propose to make the reader participant before going farther.

fb. Having a share in the knowledge of',

cognisant, informed. Obs.

1527 W. KNIGHT in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. i. I. 280 The
Kyngs Highnesse wolde that your Grace shulde be partici-

pant of that that occurreth or is..doone here. 1568 in H.
Campbell Love Lett. Mary Q. Scots (1824) App. 54 In this

sort, they were now made participant of the whole state of
the cause, even as largely as the rest of Hir Majeslie's

Privy Counsel were.

fc. Sharing the nature of something. Obs.

1634 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. 12 [The penguin] is rather

participant with the water then land.

^2. Giving out, imparting. Obs.

fii595 SOUTHWELL HundredMedit. (1873) 215 O my God,
Who art infinitely more noble and more participant than

any other creature.

B. sb. 1. One who participates in anything ; one
who takes part in, possesses, or experiences some-

thing in common with others; a sharer, partaker,

participator.
1562 Reg. Privy Council Scot. I. 216 Thai sal be reknyt as

participants with the saidis thevis. 1579 FULKK Heskins's
Pnrl. 445 Christe instituted a communion of many parttcl-

pantes. 1679 J. GOODMAN Penitent Pardoned \\\. v. (1713)

348 That none of the participants may go away without full

measures of what is desirable to them. 1839 STONEHOUSE
Axholme 74 He [Vermuyden] sold shares to several of his

countrymen, who thus became Partners, or Participants, with
him in this great undertaking, by which latter demonstration
the holders of these lands have ever since been distinguished.

1891 Leeds Merc. 25 Way 5/2 The chief participants in the

recent massacre are now in custody.

f b. With poss. pron. One who takes part with

another; a partisan, adherent ;
a partner. Obs.

1562 Reg: Privy Council Scot. I. 222 He and his saidis

sonnis and utheris thairparticipantis. 1650 HOLLINGWORTH
Exerc. Usurped Poivers 66 Abraham, .rescued Lot.. from
Chederlaomer and his participants. 1675 G. R. tr. Le
Grand's Man without Passion 145 All her Participants take

share in her Grandeur.

f C. A sharer of information ; one to whom
news is communicated. Obs.

1639 SIR T. STAFFORD in Liswore Papers Ser. n. (1888) IV.

37, I beseech you make me a participant of their safe acces-

sion to the Army.
f d. That which has something of the quality,

or contains some amount, of something else. Obs.

1686 GOAD Celest. Bodies 11. iv. 201 Fog being a Participant
of both Dryth and Moisture.

f 2. Mus. In the ecclesiastical modes : A par-
ticular note in each mode, constituting one of the
*

Regular Modulations '; normally, in the authentic

modes, either between the Final and Mediant or

between the Mediant and Dominant, and in the

plagal modes the lowest note of the scale. Obs.

1889 W. S. ROCKSTRO in Grove Diet, Mus. IV._592 [A
close] may terminate upon the Dominant, or Participant of

the Mode.
Hence Parti'cipance, Parti 'cipancy, the fact

or quality of participating.
1869 MRS. WHITNEY Hitherto xiv. 191 An Infinite Parti-

cipance and Sympathy. 1883 Longw. Mag. July 263 That
sense of long participancy which is one of the pleasures
of age.

Participate (paiii-sip^t), ///. a. (j.) Now
rare or Obs, [ad. L. participai-4ti made to share,

pa. pple. ofparticipare : see next.]

fl. Made to share; ~ prec. A. i. Obs,

^1450 M'ankhtd (Brandl 1898) 181 Oneto hys blysse ye
be all predestynatt. Euery man for hys degre, I trust, xall

be partycypatt. 1657 HAWKE Killing is M. 20 To be

participate of the fraude of the Fox as well as the force of
the Lion.

2. as pa. pple.
= PARTICIPATED.

t a. Communicated. Obs.

1567 in Robertson Hist, Scot. (1759) II. App. 37, I have

participat the contents thereof to such as I thought meet.

b. Shared, participated.
1850 MRS. JAMESON Leg.Monast. Ord. (1863) 399 Well has

he been named I! lleato and Angelico whose life was

participate with angels even in this world !

fB. sb* One made to participate; a participant:
=

prec. B. i b. Obs.

1648 in H. Cary Mem. Gt. Civ. War (1832) II. 19 The
committee of estates, which I supposed did consist of the

earl of Lane-rick and bis participates.

Participate (paiti'sip^t), v. [f.
1^,.participat- 1

ppl. stem of participant f. particeps, particip-em

partaking, a partaker, i. parti- PAHT + -*"*}*->
w^ak

form of cap-* stem of capcre to take. As with

many other vbs. in -ate, the L. pa. pple. in -atus

was adapted as -at
t -ate, before any other part of

the vb. : see prec. and -ATE 3.]

I. trans. 1. To take or have a part or share

of or in
;

to possess or enjoy in common with

others ;
to share : = PARTAKE i.

1531 ELVOT^(^. in.xxiv, The one [the soul] we participate
with goddes, the other [the body] with bestes. n6n CHAP-
MAN Hifid ix. 579 Since half my honour and my realm
thou mayst participate. 1756 WASHINGTON Lett, Writ.

1889 I. 249, I see their situation, know their danger, and

participate their sufferings. 1807 ROIHNSON A rcfafol. Grxca
in. viii. 213 Dione..is said to have participated with Jupiter
the incense burnt at the temple of Dodona. 1847 R. W.
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_ Disq, Sabbath iv. (1848) 118 This 'general
assembly

'

is not called to behold or to participate combat.

f2. To give (a thing) to be shared; to share

(a thing) with others
;
to give a share or portion of

(it) to or unto another ; hence, to communicate,

impart; to impart (information), make known;
= PARTAKE 2. 06s.

^1540 tr. Pol. Verg. Eng, Hist. (Camden No. 36) I. 92
[He] didde participate his whole councell with her. 1588
KYD Hoitseh. Phil, Wks. (1901) 245 A friende and neighbor
..who often time participates the profit of his sports with

my Son. Ibid. 251 A matter which my Father, .participated
vnto me a fewe yeeres before his death, ft 1677 HALE
Print. Orig. Man. iv. iv. 323 God Almighty must be called

in to distribute and participate the portions of this Mental
Nature. 1707 FREIND Peterborows Cond. Sf. 203, I have
resolved, .to write and participate to you this Opportunity,

f b. To impart, give. Obs.

1597 A. M. tr. Guilleineau $ Fr. Chirurg. bivb/i The
Ingravere hath participated some propre and perpolite
fashone to the handle.

f3. To make (a person) partaker. Obs. (Cf.
PAKTAKE 3.)

1597 BEARD Theatre God's Jitdgem, (1612) 376 He used. .

to maintaine heards of whores, with whom he participated
his friends and servants.

II. intr. 4. To take part ; to have a part or

share ; to share : = PARTAKE 4 (but not now said

of sharing in material things). Const, with a person,
in (f0/ TW*fil) a thing.
1565 Reg. Privy Council Scot. I. 362 To draw in strangearis

..to participat with thame in thair attemptattis. 1577
HARRISON England \\. xxii. (1877) l - 339 Our red and fallow
deere will not let to participat thereof [mast] with our hogs.

1699 LUTTRELL BriefReL (1857) IV. 548 His aunt, who par-
ticipatedof thesamedose,. -isliketorecover. 1777 ROBERTSON
Hist. Amer. I. n. 97 Their eagerness to participate of the
same favours, removed all their fears. 1809 SVD. SMITH Serin.
I. 64 Fourteen or fifteen youths, who have long participated
of your bounty. 1873 HOLLAND Arth, Bonnie, x\\. 207 Millie
and I talked of many things., and participated very little in

the general conversation. 1876 MOZLEY Univ. Serin, v.

(ed. 2) 106 One member of the human body has to bear the
burden and participate in the grief of another.

j" h>. To share the nature, have some of the

qualities or characteristics of, have a common
character or something in common with (another

thing or person) : = PARTAKE 4 c. Obs.

1533 ELYOT Cast. Helthe (1541) 37 The sprynge tyme dothe

participate the fyrste parte with wynter, the later parte
with sommer. 1652-62 HEYLIN Cosinogr. m. (1682) 143 The
people.. in their persons, habit, and Religion, participate
somewhat of the Arabians. 1670 CAPT. J. SMITH Eng.
Improv. Reviv'd 32 All Earth simple or compound doih

participate with the Clime wherein it lieth.

C. To have something (of a quality); talso
(quot. 1594) to contain some (of a substance) : =^

PARTAKE 4 d. Const, of, f with.

1578 BANISTER Hist. Man vm. 103 This fift Muscle,
participating with the propertie of euery action. 1589
PasquiCs Ret. B iv, Your abode in England hath made
you participate with the nature of an Englishman. 1594
PLAT Jewell- ho. i. 10 Not any one thing in the worlde,
which dooeth not participate of this salt. 1678 CUDWORTH
Intell, Syst. \. iii.

53. 139 Such a force as participating cf

order, proceeds as it were methodically. 1751 JOHNSON
Rambler No. 90 F 14 Both members participate of harmony.
1824 L. MURRAY Eng. Gram. fed. 5) I. 113 The participle.,
derives its name from its participating, not only of the

properties of a verb, but also of those of an adjective.

Hence Participated ///. a. t Participating
vbl.sb. and ///. u.

~

(spec, profit-sharing), Farti'ci-

patingly adv.

1614 JACKSON Creed \i\. xxix. 7 Any inherent or *partici-

pated splendor. 1704 Nonius Ideal IVorld n. xiii. 520 A
certain participated similitude of the increated Light. 1561
in Strype Ann, Ref. (1709). 1. 1. xxjv. 244 A great part.,
forbear coming to church, and "participating of the Sacra-
ments. 1762 R. GUY Pract. Obs. Cancers 15 Signs of their

participating of the Disease. 1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud.
Ep. 294 Absurdities of a middle and *participating nature.
1881 iqt/tCent. May 805 The great majority of participating
houses combine the two systems. 1845 Jilackiu. J\Iag. LVI I.

385 As if [Shakspere] had stood personally, confidentially,

"participatmgly present in the heart of all human transactions.

Participation (paitisip^jan). [a. F. par-
ticipation (i3th c.inLittre),ad.Lh/ar//r/]^//a-/;/,
n. of action from partidpdre to PABTICIFATE.]
The action or fact of participating.
1. The action or fact of partaking, having or

forming part of\ f the partaking of the substance,

quality, or nature 0/"some thing or person (<?Ar.).

1374 CHAUCER Boeth. in. pr. xi. 75 (Camb. MS.) But alle

thing jiat is good quod she grauntisthow ^at it be good by
the parttcipacioun of good or no? a 1450 ARm&&M(Bniial
1898) 199 Of be very wysdaum }e haue partycypacyone.
1490 CAXTON Eneydosiv. 20 Eneas.. abode a longe tyme
ynough lyke a corps.. wythoutc partycypacyon of sensityf
moeuynge. 1555 E DKN / Decades 320 The sea Mediterranean
so named bycause it is in the mydlande as is the Caspian
sea withowt

participacion of the great Ocean. 1561 T.
NORTON Calvin slnsf. iv. xvii. (1634)696 inarg.^ This Sacra-
ment being instituted for the participation of Christ by
faith. 1631 GOUGK God's Arrows i. 67. 112 As for the
other Sacrament, make conscience ofa frequent participation
thereof, a 1743 BKNTLKY (J.), Convince them that brutes
havethe least participation of thought, and they retract. 1796
MOKSK Amer. Geoff. II. 324 They first conquered Glaris and
up, and admitted them to an equal participation of their

rights. 1866 J. G. MuKi'iiY Comm. Exod. xii. 8 The eating of
it is a figure of the participation of pardon, acceptance, and
full blessedness.

2. The fact or condition of sharing in common
(with others, or with each other) ; association as

partners, partnership, fellowship ; profit-sharing.
M3z-5. tr- Higden (Rolls) III. 477 God wille me to haue

communion and participacion with his'creatures and werkes.
1570 DEE Math. Pref. 2 A straunge participation betwene
thmges supernatural!, and thynges natural!. 1596 SHAKS.
i Hen. iy

t
in. ii. 87 For thou hast lost thy Princely Priui-

ledge, With vile participation. 1604-5 BACON Certif. Com-
miss. Union Wks. 1879 I. 460 The communion and partici-

pation by commerce. 1709 STEELE Tatler No. 40 p 6 Their
Satisfactions are doubled; their Sorrows lessen 'd by Partici-

pation. 1812 L. HUNT in Examiner 14 Sept. 578/1 Par-

ticipations of empire have long been out of fashion. 1881

\gtli Cent. May 809 Sharing in whatever surplus profits are
realised by the more efficient labour which participation
calls forth.

b. A taking part, association, or sharing (with
others) in some action or matter.

1667 DICBY Elvira \. in Hazl. Dodsley XV. n Of all this

I have not only had knowledge, But great participation in

your joys. 1789 JEFFERSON ll'rif. (1859) ^- 5^7 It is probable
the States General will obtain a participation in the legisla-
tion. 1858 BRIGHT Sp., Reform 27 Oct. (1876) 279 Many
persons.. are shut out from any participation in political
power. 1875 GLADSTONE Glean. VI. li. 135 Will it increase
. .the active participation of the (lock in the service?
F The alleged sense 'Distribution, division into shares'

(Johnson), appears to arise from a misunderstanding of the

passage cited; that of 'Community, fellowship' (Schmidt)
to be merely a contextual use of sense 2.

Participative (pliti'sip^tiv), a. [f. med.L.

type
*
participattv-us (i.partidpare, -at- : see -IVK) :

cf. F. participativement.] Having the quality of

participating. Hence Participa'tively adv.

_
1651 C. CARTWRIGHT Cert. Relig. \. 32 The word Catholick

is taken in three severall sences, formally, casually, and parti-

cipatively: .. Participative!)
7
,
because particular Churches

agree, and participate in Doctrine and Communion with the
Catholick. 1818 TODD, Participative^ capable of partaking.

Participator (pfcti'sip^tai). Also 8 -er.

[a. late L. participator; agcnt-n. from participare
to PARTICIPATE. (In earlier L. supplied \ry par~
ticepSj in F. \>yparticipant.}] One who participates ;

one who takes or has a part; a partaker, sharer.

1796 CHARLOTTE SMITH Marchmont I. 106 Leaning on
the faithful participater of her grief. 1876 E. MELLOR
Priesth. vi. 281 The sacrament will remain a witness and
a warning, even if its participators should eat and drink

unworthily. 1880 M'CAKTHY Own Times III. 141 Four
persons were put on trial as participators in the attempt.
Hence Participa'tress, a female participator.
1827 CARLYLE Germ. Rom. I. 97 Not in the selfish view of

becoming participatress in a large fortune.

Participatory (paiti-sipaori), a. [f. L.

participator or itemparticipat- \ see-OKY.] Charac-
terized by participation or profit-sharing.
1881 igth Cent. May 803 A. .survey of the ground already

covered by participatory operations abroad.

fParti'cipe, v. Obs. rare. [a. . participe-r

(i4thc.)> or ad. L. participare to PARTICIPATE.]
intr. To participate.
1508 Kalender of Shcph. Tj, Prayers .. and orysons in

whiche yu mayste rendre partycypynge thy frendes and
kynnesmen. cigio Ibid. xhi. Lviij, He is called the lytel

worlde, for he partycypeth of all, or he is called nil creatures,
for. .he partycipeth and hath condycion of all creatures.

Participial (paitisl'pi&l), a. and sb. Gram.

[ad. L. participial-iS) f. parlicipi-nm PARTICIPLE.

Cf. mod.F. participial.]
A. adj. Of the nature of a participle ; of, per-

taining to, or involving a participle. Participial

adjective^ an adjective that is a participle in origin
and form.

1591 PERCIVALL Sp. Diet. Divb, You shall sometime finde

a participiall voice of the present tense, as Amante. .but

they are rather nounes adiectiues then participles. 1612
BRINSLEY Pos. Parts (1669) 83 Do all Nouns Participials

require a Genitive Case? 1753 JOHNSON Diet. Pref. F 36
A thinking man, a man of prudence ; a/<:/ liorse, a horse
that can pace; these I have ventured to call participial
adjectives. 1882 FARKAK Early Chr. I. 213 note, In the

participial constructions of this chapter .. the sentences
sometimes have an unfinished look.

B. sb. A verbal derivative of the nature of, or

akin to, a participle.
1570 LEVINS Manip. 89 Mete is also the signe of some

uerbals in bilis^ and of participials in dtts, as, Mete to be
loued. 1590 STOCKWOOD Rules Construct. 47 A participial
. . is taken for an adiectiue like a participle, but yet in deede
no participle, bicause he doth not signilie time. 1696
PHILLIPS (ed. 5), Participial, .an Adjective derived from a

Verb, though not an absolute Participle, a 1861 Gmns
(Ogilvie), The new philology embraces the participle, the

infinitive, the gerund, and the supine, all under the general
name of participials.

Hence Farticipia'lity, participial character ; in

quots. (nonce-use} addiction to the use of parti-

ciples ; Partici'pialize v. trans., to make parti-

cipial, turn into a participle; Fartici'pially adv.,
in a participial manner, as a participle.
1632 SHICRWOOD, Particlpially, Participialement. 1730-6

BAII.EY (folio), Participially, 1786-1805 H. TOOKE Parley
II. iii. (1829) 93 Their most usual method of speech was to

employ the past tense itself without participinlizing it, or

making a participle of it by the addition of ?d
t
or en. 1885

GILDERSLEEVE Pindar's Odes Ol. ix. m A good specimen
of Pindar's terse participial it y. 1888 in Amer. Jrnl.
Philol. IX. 144 A wellparticipializedor eumetochic sentence.

SQOI Ibid. XXIII. 259 Nothing could be more exotic than

Caxton's participialities. His Eneydos (1490) begins thus :

'

After dyverse werkes made, translated and achieved, having
no werke in hande, I sitting in my studye

'

[etc.].

Participle (paMtisip'l), sb. (a.) [a. OF. par-
ticiple in Grammar (

1 3th c. in Hatz.-Darm,), by-
form of participe^ ad. L. participium a sharing,

partaking, in Grammar a participle.]
tl. A person, animal, or thing that partakes of

the nature of two or more different classes. Obs.

_ 1432-50 tr. Hidden (Rolls) II. 167 The peple of the sowthe
is meke and quiete, the peple of J>e northe is more moveable
and cruelle, the peple of the myddelle partes be in maner as
a participulle [ HIDDEN particigii vicem tenet}. 1605 BACON
Adv. Learn, n.v. 2 In all Diuersitits of things there. .bee
certaine Participles in Nature, which are almost ambiguous
to which kinde they should bee referred. 1613 PURCHAS
Pilgrimage (1614) 78 In the mountaines dwelt the Curdi,
that were participles or Mungrels in Religion, professing
partly Christ, partly Mahumet. 1665 SIR T. HKKBKKT Trav.
(1677) 385 Bats, flying fish and Seals be participles of nature
and species of a doubtful kind, participating both of Bird
and Beast. 1694 K. BUKTHOGGE Reason 248 Extrenms are
Knit and United by Participles that partake of Both.

2. Gram. A word that partakes of the nature
of a verb and an adjective (or 'noun adjective');
a derivative of a verb which has the function and
construction of an adjective (qualifying a noun),
while retaining some of those of the verb (e.g.

tense, government of an object) ;
a verbal adjective.

Formerly often reckoned a separate part of speech.
1388 WYCLIF Prol. 57 A participle of a present tens, either

preterit, of actif vois, eithir passif, mai be resoluid into a
verbe of the same tens, and a coniunccioun cpulatif. 1530
PALSGR. 65 In the frenche long be ix partes of spcche, article,
. . verbe, participle, adverbe [etc.]. 1590 STOCKWOOD Rules
Construct. 16 There are three kinds of adiectiues, a noune
adiectiue, a pronoune adiectiue, and a participle adiectiue.
1681 I 1 I.AVKL Aleth. Grace i. 12 To whom coming as unto
a Ih'ing stone: the participle notes a continued motion.

1751 HAKRIS Hermes i. x. (1786) 184 If we lake away the

assertion, and thus destroy the Verb, there will remain the
Attribute and the Time, which make the Kssence of a

Participle. 1866 MASON Eng. Gram. (ed. 2) 38 Participles
are verbal adjectives, differing from ordinary adjectives in

this, that the active participle can take a substantive after it

as its object.

fB. adj. Participating in the nature of two

things or classes; belonging partly to one and

partly to another. Obs. rare 1
.

1694 R. BL'RTHOGGK Reason 141 By the Gradation of

Shades, or Participle intermediate Colours.

Particle (pautik'l), sh. Also 4 -ycle, 4-6
perticle, 5 -ykyll, 6 -ikcle. [ad. L. particula %

dim. otpars, part-cm PART : cf. PAKTICULE.]
1. A small part, portion, or division of a whole.

Now rare or 0&s.
t
or merged in 2.

1380 Lay Folks Cfttech. (Lamb. MS.) 243 Eclie on of bese
thre partyes contenys many partyclys. c 1400 Lanfranc's
Cirurg. 192 Also blood leting is good berfore, if oj>ere

particlis acordij? berfore. 1567 Earl Mar's Hoitseh. Kk.
in Chalmers Mary (1818) I. 178 Ane particle of beif. 1613
PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 66 Persians .. accounted the

Sunne the greatest God, and worshipped the Fire as a particle
thereof. 1664 POWFR /:'.r/. Philos. i. 7 (Horse Fly) You shall

most fairly see. .a pulsing particle (which certainly is the

heart). 1745 tr. Columella^s Husb. xi. ii, One particle or

degree of the Ecliptic. 1836 EMERSON Nature i, I am part
or particle of God.

b. A very small part of any proposition, state-

ment, writing, or composition ;
a clause ; an

article of a formula.

1526 Pilgr. Per/, (W. de W. 1531) 199 The thyrde particle
of this first article of our fayth, is Creatorcm celt ct terre.

1563 Ressoning Crosraguell ff Knox E iij b, Of the formar

pertikcle I mark twaheidis in special!. 1634 SIR T. HKRBERT
Trav. 156 Just when they are praying that particle. 1789
T. TAYLOR Proclus' Comm. II. 102 Those who enunciated
this proposition, and at the same time omitted the particle,

having one side produced.
c. A small piece or plot of ground, local.

[1540: see PARTICULF, i.J 1839 WILSON Tales Borders V.

330/2 Confiscation o' a' gudes, gear, chattels, particles, and

pendicles. 1890 A. W. MOORE Snrnamcs Isle Man 318 Small

portions of land which, though not intacks, were, for some
unknown reason, not included in the designation of Quartir-
landj are called Particles, .they are now on the same footing
as the Quartirlands.

2. A very minute portion or quantity of matter;
the smallest sensible, component part of an aggrega-
tion or mass; formerly often = atom or molecule;
in Dynamics, a minute mass of matter which while

still having inertia and attraction is treated as a

point, i. e. as having no magnitude.
1398 TREVISA Barth. De P. R. x. iii. (Bodl. MS.) If. 101 b^i

An element is semple and leste perticle of a bodie Jjat is

compowned [orig. Elementum est. .simpla& minima corporis

compo^iti particula]. Ibid. vm. i. (1495) 295 Pertykyll. 1661

GLANVILL Van. Dogm. x. 88 The different effects, which fire

and water have on us, which we call heat and cold, result from
the so differing configuration and agitation of their Particles,

1664 POWER Exp. Philos. \. 5^ Camphire (which spends it

self by continually eflluviating its own Component Particles).

1743 EMERSON Fluxions 263 To find the Motion of any
Particle of the String as suppose of X the middle Point.

1756 C. LUCAS Ess, Waters I. 43 It is impossible.. to com-

prehend the size or form of an elementary particle of water.

1800 tr. Lagrangc's Cht'm. II. 271 The oxide of copper
combines easily with the greater part of the colouring

particles precipitated by acids. 1871 TYNDAI.L Fragnt. Sc.

(1879) I. xiii. 373 Every particle of matter attracts every
other particle. 1878 AIINEY Photogr, (1881) u When we



PARTICLE.

say particle we mean to convey the idea of the smallest

visible quantity of matter. 1880 CLEMINSHAW Wurtz Atom.
Th. 39 The particle.. is a collection of a definite number of

molecules in a definite situation, occupying a space incom-

parably greater than that of the volume of the molecules,
d 1901 BESANT/'VZV Years' 7Vj'j/,etc. (1902) 117 Through the

open windows, .were borne black particles and a smell as

of a bonfire.

b. A very small or the smallest conceivable

portion or amount of something immaterial.
1620 T. GRANGER Div. Logike 32 Performed by and in all

actions, and things, to the least particle. 1742 YOUNG Nt.
Th. vn. 824 This Particle of Energy divine. 1794 PALEY
Evid. (1825) II. 384 They had never entertained a particle
of doubt. 1875 JOWETT Plato (ed, z) I. 361 No one who
has a particle of understanding.

C. R. C. Ch. The portion of the Host given
to each lay communicant.
1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v., Particles is also, .used m the

Latin church for the crums or little pieces of consecrated

bread, called Meptfc? in the Greek church. 1847 CUL.
WISEMAN Unreal. Anglican Belief Ess. 1853 II. 406 The
word 'particle' being equally applied to the Host given in

lay-communion, and to the smallest visible fragment. 1853
DALE tr. Baideschfs Ceremonial 104 After which he re-

ceives the Sacred Particle.

3. Gram. A minor part of speech, esp. one that

is short and indeclinable, a relation-word ; also, a

prefix or suffix having a distinct meaning, as un-
t

-fy, -ness.

1333 UDALL Flowres 107 Compowned with theym selfes,

they sygnifye as moche as if they were compowned with this

partycle cumque, as quisyttis, i. quicunque. 1535 JOVE
Apol. Tindale (Arb.) 38 There thys particle (and) expowneth
what yt is to come to Crist. 1611 FLORio, /, a Particle or

Preposition locall and of priuation. 1668 WILKINS Real
Char. iv. vi. 452 Their words are not declined by Termina-

tions, but by Particles, which makes their Grammar much
more easie than that of the Latin. 1711 STEELE Sped.
No. 147 F 3 Emphasis, .improperly . .placed on some very in-

significant Particle, as upon if, or and, 1762 KAMES Elem.
Crit. xviii. (1833) 305 Conjunctions, prepositions, articles,
and such like accessories, passing under the name Q{ par-
ticles. 1845 STODDART Grant, in Encycl. Uletrop. (1847) I.

65/1 These inferior Parts of speech have been called par-
ticles : and, as such, are sometimes distinguished from
words, and sometimes treated only as a separate class of
words. 1868 GLADSTONE yuv. Mitndi ii. (1870) 54 To hold
that it attains its initial vowel by junction with the particle
a in its intensive or any other sense.

Hence (nonce-was!} t Fa'rticle z'. trans.
^

to

connect by a particle or conjunction ;
Fa'rticled a.,

composed of particles, particulate.
1630 HOLLINGWORTH Exgrc. Usurped Powers 48 If they

be not the same persons, how come they to be thus particled

together? 18836. MOKKIS in Nature 14 June 148/2 An ether
whose condensation yields particled matter.

t Fa'rti-colour, particolour, a. (sb.} Obs.

Shortened from PAKTI-COLOUKED : cf. rose-colour
,

etc. Also as sb.

1610 HEALEY St. Aug. Citie of God\\\. xxv. 466 For he

{Jacob] liking the particolours [i. e. sheep] cast white straked
rods into the watnng places. 1662 GLANVILL Lux Orient.
Ji. (1682) 1 5 The divine way of working is not parti-colour or
humoursome.

t Parti-colour, party-colour,^.
Obs. rare.

[Back-formation from next.] trans. To make parti-

coloured, colour variously. So Pa'rti-co-louring
1

vbl. sb.

1610 W. FOLKINGHAM Art ofSurvey i. x. 28 Being. .inter-

medled by the plow with the soyle, it puffie-lights and party
colours the same. 1649 JER. TAYLOR Gt. Exemp. in. Disc,
xiv. 27 A bubble which himself hath made and the sun hath

particoloured. 1880 BURTON Reign Q. Anne I. i. 38 In the

feminine element there was relief in a party-colouring of
rich costumes.

Parti-coloured, party-, particoloured
(pauti|kz7:l3jd), a. Also 6 partye-, 6-7 partie-.

[The first element appears to be parti, PARTY a.
t

which itself occurs from ^1380, in the sense '

parti-
coloured ', and in such phrases as '

party red and
white': see PARTY a. 2. Of the three spellings
current from latein the i6thc., Johnson admitted only
party-coloured^ which still remains the main form
in dictionaries; but parti-coloured^orparticoloured
is now more prevalent, at least in Great Britain.]

Partly of one colour and partly of another
;

variegated in colour, diversicoloured.

f a. partic-cohured {partye-}. Obs.
XS3S COVERDALE Gen. xxx. 35 The speckled and partye

coloured goates, and all the spotted and partye coloured

kyddes. 1577 B. GOOGE HeresbaclCs Husb. (1586) 139 The
policie of Iacob..in procuring of partie coloured Lambes.
1630 R. Johnson's Kingd. fy Commw. 143 A Guard of

Swisse, attired in partie-coloured-Cloth. 1693 J. EDWARDS
Author. O. fy N. Test. 178 A rich partie-coloured vest.

0. party coloured, party-coloured.
1593 T. WATSON Tcares Fancie vi, Beanies. .That welnigh

burnt loues party coloured wings, 1684 LUTTKELL Brief
Rel. (1857^ I. 296 The new Serjeants.. putt on their party
coloured robes. 1712 ADDISON Sped. No. 265 PS, I looked
..on this little party-coloured Assembly, as upon a Bed of

Tulips. 1805 WORDSW. Waggoner \\. 31 Party-coloured

firments
gay. 1858 HAWTHORNE Fr. fy It. Note-bks. I. 80

party-colored dress, striped with blue, red and yellow,
white and black. 1875 LOWELL Under Old l<,ltn iv. i, All

party-coloured threads the weaver Time Sets in his web.

y. parti-coloured.
1590 GREENE Orl. Fur. (1509) 48 luno .. mounted on her

parti-coloured Coach. 1688 R. HOLMF Armoury in. 127/2
A Barber is always known by his Cheque j>arti-coloured

506

Apron. 1822 W. IRVING Braceb. Halt xxi, 183 Making
garlands of parti-coloured rags. 1879 G. MEREDITH Egoist
xxxi. (1889) 305 The Pope's parti-coloured body guard. 1893
E. B. HEATON in Chicago Advance 23 Nov., The slopes ..

are parti-colored.

5. particoloured.
1598 DALLINGTON Meth. Trav. I ivb, A Card of Swisse,

attired in particoloured Cloth. 1600 J. PORY tr. Leo's Africa
li. 72 This kinde of particoloured marble. 1706 ADUISON
Rosamond i. vi, The part'icolour'd gay Alcove. 1839 BAILEY
Festus xix. (1852) 274 Double and triple particoloured suns.

1852 R. S. SURTEES Sponge's Sp. Tour (1893) 373 Broad-
backed particoloured jockeys.

b. Jig. Varied, diversified, 'chequered*.
1622 S. WARD Life of Faith in Death (1627) no Their

delights, .particoloured and spotted with mixture of sorrow.

^1710 PRIOR Oiun Monument 12 In life party-colour'd, half

pleasure, halfcare. 1803 Edin. Rev. 1 1. 96 By their quaint ness

and party-coloured learning. 1883 R.L.&F.STEVENSON Dyna-
miter 184 He got to bed with these parti-coloured thoughts.

Particular (paitrkitflai), a. and sb. (adv.)
Forms : 4-7 partic(u)ler, (5 -ere), 5-6 par-, per-
tyculer, 6 partycular, 6-7 perticuler, (6 -ar,

-ere), 6- particular, (6 Sc. -air, 6-7 -are). [a.

Q. particular (mod.F. -ier), ad. L. particular-is >

of or concerning a part, partial, particular, f.

particula PARTICLE: see-AR*; in 1 6th c. conformed
in spelling to the L.] A. adj.

I. f 1. Belonging to, or affecting, a part, not

the whole, of something ; partial ;
not universal.

Obs. (exc. as implied in 2.)

1387 TREVISA Iligden (Rolls) II. 325 pe bridde particuler
flood [orig. tertium diluvium particular} in Thessalia.

1542 BOORDE Dyetary xxxvi. (1870) 297 They the whiche
haue the Palsye, vnyuersall or pertyculer, must beware of

anger. 1625 BACON Ess., f-'iciss. Things (Arb.) 569 The
Three yeares Drought, in the time of Elias, was but Par-

ticular, and left People Aliue. 1643 SIR T. BROWNE Relig.
tiled, i. 22 'Tis ridiculous to put off, or drowne, the generall
Flood of Noah, in that particular inundation of Deucalion.

2. Pertaining or relating to a single definite thing
or person, or set of things or persons, as dis-

tinguished from others
;
of or belonging to some

one thing (etc.) and not to any other, or to some
and not to all; of one's (its, etc.) own; special;
not general.
Often preceded by a joss, pron., as '

its particular ad-

vantages '= the advantages which it, as distinct from other

things, possesses;
' my particular sentiments '= sentiments

which are my own, not those of some one else.

Particular Average ; see AVERAGE sb.'* 4.
c 1386 CHAUCER Frankl. T. 394 As yonge clerkes . . Seken

. . Particuler sciences for to lerne. Clerk's Prol. 35 Or
lawe or oother Art particuler. 1465 Rolls of FarIt* V.

535/2 To be perceyved . . by the handes of the particular
Kesceyvour of the Lordship of Heigham Feres for the

tyme beyng. 1553 {title) The xm. Bukes of Eneados ..

Translate!. . bi. .Gawiu Douglas. .Euery Buke hauing hys
perticular Prologe. 1559 in Strype Ann. Ref. (1709) I. IL

App. viii. 423 The first byshopps of Rome were particular

byshopps of a certein precinct. 1651 J. GOODWIN Rcdcmpt.
Red. v, There are conscientious and learned men.. who
either deny universal or assert particular redemption. 1656
EARL MONM. tr. Boccalinfs Advts.fr. Parnass. i. Iv. (1674)

71 We. .prohibit. .the writing particular Histories of any
whatsoever City. 1677 MARVELL Corr. Wks. 1872-5 II.

554 This was. .reported to the House, who .. named a

particular Committee to that purpose. 1709 STEELE Tatlev
No. 83 P i We live in an Age wherein Vice is very general,
and Virtue very particular. 1780 BURKE Let. to IV. ll'atts

in Atltemeuin (1893) 27 May 672/1 These are not my
particular Sentiments, .they are the unanimous Sentiments
of all who are distinguished in this Kingdom, for learning,

integrity, and abilities. 1850 McCosn Div. Govt. (1852) 176
There have been disputes.. in all ages as to whether the

providence of God is general or particular. Philosophers,
so called, have generally taken the former view, and divines

the latter.

fb. Belonging only to (a specified person or

thing) ; proper, peculiar, restricted (to). Obs.

1597 MORLEY Introd. Mus. 179 The light musicke par-
ticular to vs in England. (71703 LORD GODOLPHJN in Buc-
cleuch MSS. (Hist. MSS. Cpmm.) I. 352 What the Queen
has commanded . . is not particular to that office, but general
to all others. 1725 tr. DHfin's E(d. Hist, ijth C. I. vi. ii.

228 His System upon Original Sin. .was particular to him.

C. Logic. Applied to a proposition in which

something is predicated of some, not all, of a class

of things : opp. to universal.

1551 T. WILSON Logike (1580) 27 Whereby euery Proposition
is knowne, either to be vniuersall or particular, affirmatiue, or

negatiue. 1697 tr. Bitrgersdicius his Logic n. 27 A, denotes

a Universal Affirming. ./, a Particular Affirming. lbid. %
A

Proposition Universal or Particular. 1843 M ILL Logic^ i.

iv. 4 (1846) 115 A particular proposition is that of which
the subject is undistributed. 1860 Am1

. THOMSON Laws
Th. 74 (ed. 5) 127 A judgment about part of a conception
as

' Some lakes have an outlet
'

is a particular judgment.
d. Particular Baptists ; a body of Baptists

holding the Calvinistic doctrines of particular
election w\& particular redemption, i. e. the Divine

election and redemption of some, not all, of the

human race. Opp. to General Baptists.
17x7 [see BAPTIST 3 b]. 1738 T. CROSBY Hist. Baptists I.

173 Those that have followed the Calvinistical scheme of

doctrines, and from the principal point therein, personal
election, have been termed Particular Baptists. 1796 MORSB

Baptist who was also in the oil trade.

PARTICULAR.

f3. Belonging to, concerning, or known to an
individual person or set of persons and no other

;

private, personal, not public. Obs.

1456 SIR G. HAVE Law Arms (S. T. S.) 265 Bataill par-
ticulere is ay for hid caus that may nocht be kyd opynly.
J459 Boston Lett. I. 409 There be many and diverse par-
ticuler btlles put inne, but noon redde. 1472 MS. Reg. N.
Cant. Cath. Libr. If. 236 Youre gramerscole in Canterbury.,
send your commaundment that noon othir particler scole

be kept nygh by. 1563 Reg. Privy Council Scot. I. 244

Perspnis without ony particular interest, and voyd of all

passioun. 1565 Ibid. 414 Untrew and groundit upoun par-
ticular malice. 1605 SHAKS. Lear v. i. 30 For these domesticke
and particular broiles, Are not the question heere. 1662 J.
DAVIES tr. Mandelslos Trav. 3 They about the Court.,

procured me a particular audience. 1703 MOXON Mech.
Exerc. 240 Houses, both Publick and Particular. 1768
BOSWELL Corsica ii. (ed. 2) 120 Their want of union ; which
made particular animosities take up their attention.

t b. Of persons : Not occupying a public office

or position ; private. Obs.

1583 STOCKER Civ. Warres Lowe C. iv. 40, All the rest of
the Nobilitie, Knights, perticuler Gentlemen, and Subjects.

1663 GERBIER Counsel a. \\\j, Not onely to particular but to

Publique Builders. 1748 Ansmis Voy. u. x. 238 Enriching
the Jesuits and a few particular persons besides.

f4. Particular numbers, the individual com-

ponents or factors of a number. Obs. rare.

1460 CAPGRAVE Chron. (Rolls) 3 This noumbir eke of sex is

praysed for his particuler noumberes, whech be on, too, thre.

5. Particular estate (Law) : see quot. 1876. So

particular tenant, the tenant of a particular estate.

1628 COKE On Lift. 251 b, A particular estate of any thing
that lies in grant cannot be forfeited by any grant in fee by
deed. 1642 Perkins's Prof. Bk. viii. 495. 217 Upon which

particular estate the remainder is expectant. 1766 BLACK-
STONE Comm. 1 1. xviii. 274 Alienations by particular tenants,
when they are greater than the law entitles them to make,
and devest the remainder or reversion, are also forfeitures to

him whose right is attacked thereby. 1876 DIGBY Real
Prop. v. 3(1) 225 Where a tenant in fee simple has created
an estate in tail, for life, or for years, he has left in him a

present estate, which will come into possession or enjoyment
on the expiration or sooner determination of the estate tail,

the estate for life, or the estate for years. The smaller estate

thus granted is called the 'particular
'

estate.

6. That is a unit or definite one among a number;
taken or considered by itself, apart from the rest ;

individual, single, separate.
1529 MORE Dyaloge iv. Wks. (1557) 261/2 Who was there

euer that laid vnto another all the perticulere euill dedes of

any one other man. 1538 STARKEV England i. ii. 64 Euery
man partycular and also the hole commynalty. 1601 SHAKS.
All's Well i. i. 97 That I should loue a bright particuler

starre, And think to wed it. i6oa Ham. i. v. 19 Make..
each particular haire to stand an end. 1688 R. HOLME
Armoury in. 401/2, I shall set down each perticular Letter.

1763 J. BROWN Poetry % Mus. xii. 207 Particular and well

attested Facts are stubborn Things. 1868 FREEMAN Norm.
Cony. II. vii. 125 This particular tax was a painful and
hateful badge of national disgrace. 1893 LIDDON, etc. Life

J'usey I. xviii. 417 The Ancient Fathers, .bring the thought
of particular Churches into communion with the thought
of the Universal Church, when outwardly united.

fb. Existing by itselfapart from others; standing

alone; actually separate or distinct ; independent.
1547 BOORDE Brev. Health Pref. 3 b, Dylygentlye to con-

syder yf the syckenes..or impediment, be
perticuler by

hym selfe,or els that it have any other infirmitie concurrent
with it. 1585 T. WASHINGTON tr. Nicholay's Voy. i. vii. 6

Alger is as it were ordered as a particular common wealth.

1655 E. TERRY Voy. E. Ind. 78 Thirty and seven several and
large Provinces, which antiently were particular Kingdomes.
7. Distinguished in some way among others of

the kind ; more than ordinary ; worth notice ;

marked ; special.
1485 CAXTON Chas. Gt. 195 Al creatures resonable owen to

gyue synguler honour & pertyculer loue to hym that hath

gyuen to them beyng. 1599 B. JONSON Cynthia's Kev. v.

iii, Particular pains particular thanks do ask. 1622 BACON
Hen. VII, Wks. 1879 ! 785/1 Of this prince [Arthur] . .there

is little particular memory: only. .that he was very studious

and learned. 1797 Monthly Mag. III. 200 The politician
takes up the paper.. and tells his friend that it contains

nothing particular^ when he means that it has nothing

important. 1838 DICKENS Mich. Nick, xxxy, He was a

sturdy old fellow .. with no particular waist. 1861 M.
PATTISON Ess. (1889) I. 35 To tender particular thanks to

Anne.. for the felicitous suggestion.

fb. Remarkable, noteworthy; peculiar, singular.

1665 BUNYAN Holy Citie 27 They were men of a particular
and peculiar Spirit. 1713 A. BAYNE in J. Duncombe Lett.

(1773) I. 109 There is something very particular in my story.

1774 GOLDSM. Nat. Hist. (1862) I. vir. viii. 544 The nyl-

ghau's manner of fighting is very particular. 1791 BOSWELL

Johnson an. 1737, Johnson's mode of penmanship, which

at all times was very particular.

t c. Peculiar so as to excite surprise or wonder ;

singular, strange, odd. Obs.

1712 ARBUTHNOT John Bull m. iii, Peg.. loved anything
that was particular. .Jack was her man! for he neither

thought, spoke, dressed, nor acted like other mortals. 1771
WESLEY Wks. (1872) V. 322 Do we not many times dispense
with religion and reason together, because we would not

look particular? ciBiy HOGG Tales % Sk. V. 75 His gait

was very particular : he walked as if he had been flat-soled.

d. In HytnnS) used in the names of certain

modifications of ordinaiy iambic metres, viz.

Common Particular Metre (8.8.6.8.8.6), Long
Particular Metre (8.8.8.8.8.8), Short Particular

Mttrc (6.6.S.6.6.S). Now chiefly U.S.

8. Relating to or concerned with the separate

parts, elements, or details of a whole ; describing



PARTICULAH.

or setting forth something in detail
; detailed,

minute, circumstantial.

a. Of a narrative, account, etc.

1450 Paston Lett. I. 173 The avertisementes of you antl

my frendz that have more particuler knowlege yn such
maters. a 1548 HALL Chron. t Hen. VIII 223 A more
playne and perticuler declaracion of the malicious & trayter-
ous intentes of the sayd Elizabeth. 1669 STURMY Mariner's

Mag. ir. i. 47 The particular Description of the several

Instruments. 1786 JKFFF.RSON Writ. (1859) I. 536 It is as

particular as the four-sheet maps from which it Is taken.

1798 in Times 28 June 1/4 To be prepared.. true and par-
ticular Lists, signed by them or their Agents, to be made out
in the form prescribed.

b. Of a person in giving a description or account.

1607 B. JONSON I'olpone Ded., Where have I been par-
ticular? where personal? except to a mimic, cheater [etc.]?

1727 SWIFT What passed in Lond. Wks. 1755 III. i. 173, I

think my self obliged to be very particular in this relation,
lest my veracity should be suspected. 1803 JANE PORTER
Thoddens i. (1831) 6, I am thus particular in the relation

of every incident.

t9. Specially attentive to a person; bestowing
marked attentions ; familiar in manner or be-

haviour. Obs.
1610 B. JONSON Alch. iv. i, Mam. ..Sweet madame, le'me

be particular Dol. Particular, sir? I pray you, know
your distance. 1694 CoNGREVB Double Dealer in. vi, So
unaffected, so easy, so free, so particular, so agreeable.
1749 FIELDING Tom JonesvA. iv, Never suffer this Fellow to
be particular with you again. 1771 SMOLLETT Humph. Cl,

31 May, I must telf you, in confidence, he was a little parti-
cular ; but perhaps I mistake his complaisance ; and I wish
I may, for his sake.

b. Closely acquainted, familiar, intimate. (Now
associated or identified with 7.)
1706 PHILLIPS, Particular, .. intimate, familiar. #1713

ELLWOOD Autobiog. (1714) 3, I became an early and parti-
cular Play-fellow to her Daughter Guli. 1770 SHERIDAN
Critic ii. ii, These are particular friends of mine. ^1817
JANE AUSTEN Lady Susan xi. in Mem. (1871) 223 On terms
of the most particular friendship. 1848 DICKENS Dombey i,

Paul, my dear, my very particular friend Miss Tox.
10. Attentive to details of action

; specially
careful; precise, exact, scrupulous; hence, exacting
in regard to details, nice in taste, fastidious.

1814 WELLINGTON n June in Giirw. Desp. (1838) XIL 50,
I am very particular about the appointment of my chaplains.
1865 H. KINGSLEY Hillyars <$ Burtons xxviii, More par-
ticular over their rations than any corn-stalk cockatoo. 1879
BLACK Macleod of D, xviii, People who have to work for

their living must not be too particular.
II. Absolute uses.

11. The particular. That which is particular

(see the prec. senses) ; fthe individual (obs.).
1551 T. WILSON Logike (1580) 73 This argument Is from

the particular, to the vniuersall. 1632 SIR T. HAWKINS tr.

Mathieus Unhappy Prosperitie 259 It is the interest both
of the particular, and publike, that the wicked perish, and
the good prosper. 1635 R. BOLTON Contf. AJft. Consc. vi.

(ed. 2) 36 Thou mightest have been that, either for the kinde,
or for the particular.

12. In particular, a. (Each)byitself,onebyone,
individually, separately, severally; in detail. 1 Obs.

1502 Ord. Crysten Men (W. de W. 1506) i. vi. 49 For to
declare what is to be seen of euery artycle in pertyculer.
1611 BIBLE i Cor. xii. 27 Now ye are the body of Christ,
and members in particular [A*Jr

. severally members thereofJ.

*737 (S. BERINGTON] G. di Lucca's Mem. (1738) 18 Every
Thing in General and Particular, we could think of.

b. As one of a number distinguished from the
rest

;
in distinction from others ; particularly,

especially. ^ In more particular (quot. 1628),
more particularly (obs^.
1502 Ord. Crysten Mtn^N. de W. 1506) L ii. 13 It apper-

teyneth in particular & in especyal unto the godfaders &
godmoders. 1628 W. SCLATER Three Serm. (1629) Ep.
Ded., The other is, your vndeserued fauours towards my
selfe in more particular. 1732 WESLEY Wks. (1830) I. 163,
1 observing the tears run down the cheeks of one of them
in particular. 1859 MRS. CARLYLE Lett. III. 16 Ready to
swear at 'things in general ', and some things in particular.
1879 J. PAYN in igtA Ceni. Dec. 094 The Bar, with its high
road leading indeed to the woolsack, but with a hundred
by-ways leading nowhere in particular,

t C. Privately, in private. Obs.

1585 T. WASHINGTON tr. Nicholay's Voy. in. xxii. 112 b,
They are waged either publikely, or of som in

particular.
1702 Eng. Theophrast. 162 Preachers who offering us the
kingdom of Heaven in publick, sollicit in particular a small
benefice with the utmost importunity.

f 13. In the particular. In the particular or

special case; with regard to the individual instance:

opp. to in the general (see GENERAL A. ii d). Obs.
1639 LD. DIGBY, etc. Lett. cone. Relig. (1651) 41, I doe not

think him more in the wrong in the particular, then I beleeve
him right in the generall. 1827 FONBLANQUE Eng. under
7 Administr. (1837) I. 44 Though Mr. Canning was often
in the general the avowed enemy of oppression, we never
in any one single instance found him so in the particular.

III. 14. Comb.
1767 S. PATERSON Another Trav. I. 318 Rail at the

believer, wrapt up in a particular-fashioned habit.

B. sb.

fl. A part, division, or section of a whole; a
constituent part or element

; spec, a division or
' head' of a discourse or argument ;

in quot. 1494,
a part-payment or instalment. ? Obs.

1494 FABVAN Citron, vii. 320 For the which .. he payed
vnto the archebisshop iii. M. marke, and to the other,
by partyculers xv. M. inarke. 1601 R. JOHNSON Kinget. ff

Commiv. (1603) 36 Let us devide the discourse, .into foure

507

particulars. 1630 Ibid. 496 The ancient Provinces were
divided into three particulars. 1650 WEKKKS Truth's
Conjl. ii. 54 If you please to minde the first particular in
the ii. Verse (For) which is a Rationative Particle. 1660
MRQ. WORCKSTER Water-Coitim. Engine 14 The Engine
consisteth of the following Particulars. 1694 SALMON Kates
Dispens. (1713) 168/1 This done, put in the several Parti-
culars into the Liquor. 1859 W. ANDERSON Disc. (1860) 17
In constructing the systematic argument, a 'particular ',

as
it is called, will be bestowed on the Divine mercy,
2. A minute or subordinate part of a tiling,

statement, or whole of any kind, considered apart
from the rest; a detail, item, point, circumstance.
1533-4 Act 25 Hen. VIII, c. 12 As by the particulers therof

here after, .shalbe expressed. 1555 EDF.N Decades 176 This
particular of the mynes of gold, is a thing greatly to bee
noted. 1596 SHAKS. i Hen. IV, n. iv. 414 Examine mee vpon
the particulars of my Life. 1622 J. BOROUGH in Lett. Lit.
Men (Camden) 130 A private Library.. to be sold, and [I]
am promised aCatalogue of the particulars. 1683 ROBINSON in

RanfsC0rr.(t8^8) 137 TheSeselipratenseAfonspt'tiens agrees
with our English Meadow Saxifrage in every particular.
1790 PALF.Y Horx Paul. Rom. i. 10 Turn . . to the second
epistle, .and you will discover the particular which remains
to be sought for. 1844 Ln. BROUGHAM A.Li(nell,\\\.(>j Every
particular of it remains deeply engraven on my memory.

b. spec. (pi.} Items or details of statement or
information ; information as to details

;
a detailed

account. In the textile industry, Detailed specifi-

cations, subsequently given, as to the manner in

which an inclusive or general order or contract is

to be carried out.
1606 SHAKS. Ant. $ Cl. i. ii. 57 But how, but how, glue

me particulars. 1687 A. LOVELL tr. Thevenot's Trav. i. 74
A French man. .told me all the particulars, and the order of
it very exactly. 1716 Loud. Gaz. No. 5445/3 Particulars of
the said Estate may be had. 1830 Svo. SMITH Man. $
Lett. (1855) II. 305, I have not heard the particulars of

Jeffrey becoming Lord Advocate. 1891 Daily Ne'vs 23 Oct.

(Bradford), There is an absence of orders, but 'particulars'
come to hand without delayand keep spinners fully employed.
a 1901 BESANT Five Years' Tryst, etc. (1902) 197, I shall
be prepared to give you further particulars as to the persons
to whom this sum is due.

f3. A statement setting forth the several points
or details of a thing or matter; a minute account,
description, or enumeration ; a minute. Obs.
1600 DYMMOK Ireland (1843) 26 A perticuler of sucli

strengths and fastness of woode and bogge as are in every
province of Irelande. 1630 A'. Jchnsoris Kingd. $ Comncw.
521, I have scene a. particular of his daily expences. 1693
Rlem, Cnt. Teckcly in. 82 A loose Sheet.. in which they
made a Particular of the Cruelties which bad been practised
against several Persons of Note. 1786 LD. NORTH Let.
6 Jan. (in Davcy's Catal. (1895) 28), I send you the descrip-
tive Particular of Cudworth corrected according to my last

letter from the country and as I believe perfectly accurate,

f4. a. A single thing among a number, con-
sidered by itself; each one of a number or group
of things ; an individual thing or article. Obs.

1586 A. DAY Eng. Secretary n. (1625) 78 Synecdoche,
when by one particular we vnderstand a number. 1660
SHAKROCK Vegetables 3 The ways of increasing the parti-
culars of each kinde. 1691 RAY Creation n. (1692) 57 That
they [vertebres] should be all perforated in the middle, .and
each particular have a hole on each side. 1743 AVic Jersey
Archives XII. 190 The above Particulars were stolen by
one Robert Fryar.

fb. An individual person, an individual ; some-
times spec, a private person, one not holding a

public position. Obs.

*599 B. JONSON Cynthia's Rev. v. ii, And, for your
spectators, you behold them what they are ; the most choice

particulars in court. 1656 EAKI. MONH. tr. Boccalini's

Advts.fr. Parnass. n.
yi. (1674) 142 [This] was publickly

praised by all, and in private abhorr'd by every particular.
1741 WARBURTON Div. Legat. 1 1. 30 Ahimelech is described
without his guards., as a simple particular. 1766 Museum
Rnsticumyi. 75 In the case of a few particulars, who have
public spirit, and private ability sufficient to lead them.
5. More vaguely : A particular case or instance

;

an individual tiling in relation or contrast to the
whole class. (Usually in //. ; opp. to generals or

iinivcnals.}
ci6oo SHAKS. Sonti. xci, But these perticulers are not my

measure, All these I better in one general best. 1651
HOBBES Leviath. i. vi. 29 Reasoning is in generall words ;

but Deliberation for the most part is of Particulars. 1722
WOLLASTON Relig. Nat. iii. 41 We reason about particulars,
or from them ; but not by them. 1773 MONRODDO Language
(1774) I. i. i. 5 These conceptions are either of particulars,
viz. individual things, or of generals. 1874 W. WALLACE
HegeCs Logic Introd. 13. 18 When the universal is made
a mere form and coordinated with the particular, as if it

were on the same level, it sinks into a particular itself.

b. Logic. = Particular proposition (see A. 2 c).
1551 T. WILSON Logike (1580) 24 b. 1553 EDEN Treat.

NeTve Ind. (Arb.)g margin, A perticuler proueth no vniuer-
sall. 1697 tr. Burgersdicius his Logic n. 27 Now Indefinite

Propositions are all here taken for Particulars.

f6. (One's) individual case
; personal interest or

concern ; part. Chiefly in phr. for^ in, as to, etc.

(one*s) particular = \n. (one's) own case, for (one's)
own part, as far as (oneself) is concerned. Obs.
1380 Reg^. Privy Council Siot. Ser. i. III. 324 Nawyis

willing to impeid the publick peax for his particular. 1623
HEMING & CONDELL Wks. Skakt. Ep. Ded., Whilst we
studie to be thankful in our particular, for the many fauors
we haue rcceiued. 1657 W. RANU tr. Gassendis Life Peiresc
n. 281 This losse ,. concerns the whole Common-wealth, as
much as mine own particular. 1724 WARBURTON Tracts (i 789)
12 To return from the common Cause to what concerns our
Particular. 1790 COWPER Let. to Mrs. King 31 Dec., We

PARTICULARIST.
have all admired it . . and for my own particular, I return

you my sincerest thanks.

f b. In stronger sense : Personal or private
interest, profit, or advantage. Obs.

1597 HOOKER EccL Pol. v. Ded. 9 Such, as doth not pro-
pose to itself TO I5tof our own particular, the partial and
immoderate desire whereof poisoneth wheresoever it taketh
place. <ri6io SIR J. MF.LVIL, Mem. (1735) 297 Some of the
Lords whose Particulars he promised to set forward. 1653
in Nicholas Papers (Camden) II. 17 If the gentleman bad
kept all the allowance for his own particular, I should have
doubted his affection.

fc. Private matter or business. Obs.
1610 SIR J. MEI.VIL Mem. (1735)66 My Companion told

the Emperor, that I had a Particular with his Majesty.
1653 >n Nicholas J'apers (Camden) II. 22 Going to England
in about a fortnight upon some particulars of his own.
t d. Personal relation, close acquaintance, inti-

macy ; personal interest, regard, or favour, rare.
1607 SHAKS. Cor. v. i. 3 He.. Which was sometime his

Generall : who luued him In a most deere particular. 1631
WEBVER Anc. Fnn. Mon. 797 Out of his particular to their
Towne, bee procured of Queene Elizabeth a Charter of
Incorporation,
7. colloq. or slang, a. Something specially be-

longing to, or characteristic of, a place or person ;

one's special choice or favourite,
London particular: (a) a special quality of Madeira wine

as imported fur the London market $obs.}\ (b) a humorous
name for a London fog.

1807 W. IKYING Salmag. ii. Ace. Friends, I uncorked a
bottle of London particular. 1852 DICKKNS Bleak Ho. iii,
This is a London particular. . . A fog, miss. 1901 Scotsman
6 Nov. 10/6 'The London

particular',
the fog which, four

or five years ago, assumed the consistency of peasoup. 1902
FARMER Slang, Particular..& special choice : e.g. to

(

ride
one's own particular ',

'a glass of one's particular ', etc.

b. A special friend, a favourite.
1828 Crarcn Gloss, (ed. 2), Particulars, old particulars,

very old friends. 1830 GEN. P. THOMPSON Exerc. (1842) I.

285 Except you and your particulars, who are living on
the taxes. 1902 FARMER Slangt Particular, subs, (old), a
favorite mistress: Fr. itnc Particnliere.

t C. adv. Particularly, individually. Obs, rare.
1600 NASIIE Summers last tvill Wks. (Grosart) VI, 146

Innumerable monstrous practises, ..Which t'were too long
particuler to recite.

t Particular, v. Obs. rare.
[f. prec.] trans.

To mention particularly, to particularize.
1605 Nottingham Rec. IV. 274 Slanderinge all the Com-

pany, but being vrged, would not particuler any t hinge.
1646 SIR T. BIJOWNI: Pseud. 1-ip. 340 The Text, wherein is

only particulared that it was the fruit of a tree good for
food and pleasant unto the eye.

t Partictlla'rian, a. Obs. rare.
[f. L. par-

//V/n-J + -AN.] Kelating to particles of matter:
= CORPUSCULAII 2.

1674 BOYLE Ex,. ell, Theol. \\. iv. 169 Those.. things, which
are. .alledged in the praise of the corpuscularian philosophy
.. established by the inventors and promoters of the Par.
ticularian hypothesis.

Particularism (paJti-kirflariz'irO. [a. F.

particularismc (Bossuet, lythc., in sense i), or ad.

mod.L. particularism's^ Ger. partikularismus :

see PARTICULAR and -ISM.]
1. Theol, The doctrine of particular election or

particular redemption (see PARTICULAR A. 2 d); the

dogma that Divine grace is provided for or offered

to a selected part, not the whole, of the human race.
iz 1828 MURDOCH cited in Webster. 1847 BUCK tr. Hagen-

lacJt's Hist. Doctr. II. 255 The Calvinists .. adopted the
notion of particular redemption {Particularism).
2. Exclusive attachment or devotion to one's

particular party, sect, nation, etc.; exclusiveness,

1824 COLERIDGE in Lit. Kent. (1838) III. 82 A jealous spirit
of monopoly and particularism, counterfeiting catholicity by
a negative totality. 1828 PUSEY Hist. Eng. i. 144 The sole

object of the Epistle to the Romans was to oppose the par-
ticularism of the Jews. 1845 GEO. ELIOT in Cross Life
(1885) I. 135

' Habits of thought
1

is not a translation of the

\iortlparticnjarismifs. . . If he decidedly objects to particu-
larism, ask him to be so good as substitute exclusiveness.

1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) IV. 36 An abstract principle . .

strong enough to override all the particularisms of mankind.
3. Politics. The principle of leaving each state

in an empire or federation free to retain its own
government, laws, and rights, and to promote its

own interests, without reference to those of the
whole ; esp. in German politics since c 1850.
1853 Taifs Afag. XX. 387 The other, .protests against all

centralization, seeks to confederate the estates, to establish
universal independence, separation and extreme division of

powers; which has lately been denominated particularism
in Germany. 1869 Daily News 22 Apr., The faults and
excesses of 'particularism' weakness abroad, discord at

home, and obstacles in the way of trade and traffic. 1891
Spectator 4 July, The majority returned at recent elections

[in New South Wales] is believed to be opposed to Federa-
tion, and in favour of particularism. 1893 Times 15 May
9/5 The old particularism has again attained formidable

proportions [in the German Empire].
4. Exclusive attention to a particular subject ;

specialism.
1872 K. TUCKF.RMAN Genera Lichenum i The marked par-

ticularism which has characterized the study of Lichens for

the last thirty years.

Farticularist (pJUtrkWliriit), sb. (a.} [f.

as prec. + -IST. Cf. F. particulariste (1701 in

Furetiere).] An advocate or adherent of particu-
larism (in any sense: see prec.).



PARTICULARISTIC.

1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl., Particnlarist, among polemical

divines, a person who holds for particular grace, i.e. teaches,

or believes that Christ died for the elect only. 1842 BRANDE
Diet. Sci. etc., Particularists... As a party name, it seems

to date from the Synod of Dort. 1870 Daily News 27 Sept.,

They are known as '
Particularists ', that is men who would

maintain unaltered the. .petty governments which still hin-

der Germany from . . displaying the strength of a united

country. 1873 Spectator 7 Sept. 1128 We do not . . believe

. that the unity of Germany.. has anything serious to fear

from the particularists of Bavaria. 1889 Ibid. 5 Oct., The
desire of the scientific particularist.

B. adj. t next.

1876 N. Amer. Rev. CXXIII. 338 During the administra-

tion of Washington the particularist tendencies were mostly

quiet. 1888 G. W. SMALLEY Loud. Lett. I. 5 The German

analogue for parochial is Particularist.

Particulari'Stic, . [f. prec. + -io: see

-ISTIC.] Pertaining to, characterized by, or tip-

holding particularism (in any sense).
1881 Fortn. Rev. Mar. 375 To overcome the particular-

istic tendencies of the single Slates. 1886 C. P. TIELE in

Encycl. Brit. XX. 369/1 Buddhism, Islam, and Christianity

were neither national nor particularistic.

Particularity (pirtikiiiflseTlti). [a. F. par-

ticularity, ad. late L. particularitat-em (Cassio-

dorns, Boethius), f. particular-is PARTICULAR:

see -ITT.] The quality of being particular ;
some-

thing that is particular.
1. The quality of being particular as opposed to

general or universal ;
the fact of being or relating

to one or some (not all) of a class ; relation to an

individual thing, individuality.

1587 FLEMING Cmtn. Holinshed III. 1027/1 So also was

it generallie doone throughout all England, in which gener-
alitie this city was of a particularitie. 1647 H. MOKE Sang
Soul II. ii. III. vi, Not wedg'd in strait particularity, But

grasping all in her vast active spright. 1656 tr. Hobbes*

Elein. Philos. (1839) 22 A common name set by itself wilh-

out any note either of universality or particularity, as man,

stone,., is called an indefinite name. 1725 WATTS Logic i.

iv. 4 Any common name whatsoever is made proper by
terms of particularity added to it. 1865 MOZLEY Mirac.
ii. 41 That.. does not alter the particularity of the fact, or

make it at all the more a universal.

fb. A particular or individual matter or affair ;

a particular case or instance. Obs.

1593 SHAKS. 2 Hen. J'f, v. ii. 44 Now lei the general!

Trumpel blow his blast, Particularities, and pettie sounds

To cease, 1598 MANWOOD Forest Lawes i. 3(1615) 22

There is no principle or ground so general!, lhat there is

nol some particularity exempted out of it.

2. The quality of being special or of a special

kind
;
the fact of being in some way distinguished

or noteworthy ; speciality, peculiarity. Now rare.

1570 DEE Math. Pref. C iv, Sufficient to notifie, the particu-

laritie, and excellency of the Arte. 1711 STEELE Sfect. No.

142 r8 To .. have the Esteem of a Woman of your Merit,

has in it a Particularity of Happiness. 1793 SMEATOM

Edystone L. Contents 7 Further augmented by the par-

ticularity of ihe Tide.

fb. Peculiarity such as to excite surprise,

singularity, oddity ;
an instance of this, an odd

action or characteristic. Obs.

1712 STEELE Spect. No. 438 r 4 An habitual Humour,
Whim, or Particularity of Behaviour. 1754 RICHARDSON
Grandison (1781) VI. xxiii. 132 Mr. Greville .. has fre-

quently surprized us with his particularities, a 1791 REY-

NOLDS in Bosnia's Johnson an. 1739, One instance of his

absence of mind and particularity, as it is characteristick of

the man, may be worth relating.

3. An attribute belonging particularly to the

thing in question ; a special or distinctive quality
or feature ; a peculiarity. Now rare.

1588 PARKE tr. Mendozas Hist. China 343 It is thought
that they doo descend of the tartares, by some particu-

larities thai is found amongsl them. 1604 E. G[RIMSTONE]
tr. D'Acosta's Hist. Indies in. xii. 159 To speak what we
know of the particularities of the Antartike straight 1713
STEELE Guard. No. 10 ~P 7 Some particularities in the garb
of their Abbe's may be transplanted hither to advanlage.

1779 SIR W. HAMILTON in Phil. Trans. LXX. 75 The

particularity of this last eruption was, that the lava.. was

now chiefly thrown up from its Crater. 1844 LD. BROUGHAM
A. Lunel III. viii. 251 He has, however, some of Ihe par-

ticularities of the family. 1863 E. V. NEALE Anal. Th. ,

Nat. 75 Seeking for the general conception through the

particularities of the individual.

f 4. Personal interest or advantage :
= PAR-

TICULAR B. 6 b ; also, regard to personal or private

interest, an act dictated by this. Sc. Obs.

1549 Compl. Scot. 158 The quhilk gracis and propreleis ar

nocht grantit be god for Ihy parlicularile, but rather . . to

be ane dispensatour of his gyftis amang Ihe ignorant pepil.

1578-9 Reg. Privy Council Scot. III. 79 The correctioun

of his thevis is nather done for gredines nor ony kynd of

particularitie. 1585-6 Ibid. IV. 47 Mair respecting thair

awne parliculariteis nor the commounweill of the said citie.

1 5. A particular point or circumstance, a detail :

= PARTICULAR B. 2. Obs. (Common in 16-1 7th c.)

1528 GARDINER in Pocock Rec. of Ref. I. 1. 105 And so

from such good words enlered inlo ihe particularities of the

mailer. 1536 CROMWELL 14 May in Merriman Life ft Lett.

(1902) II. 12, I write noo particularities, the thinges be oo

abhomynable, thai I ihinke the like was neuer harde. 1632
SANDERSON Serin. 302 In this particularity whereof we now

speake. 1717 LADY M. W. MONTAGU Let. to Abbe Conti

29 May, When I spoke of their religion, I forgot to mention

two particularities. 1796 MORSE Amer. Geog. II. 19 The

particularities related of this animal would be incredible,

were they not atlested upon oath.

6. Minuteness or detailedness of description,
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statement, investigation, etc. ;
treatment of the

particulars of a matter.

1638 A. READ Chintrg. xviii. 130 Fomenlalions . . for a

gangrene, whereof I meane lo discourse in a particularity.

1699 BURNET 39 Art. ii. (1700) 53 There is no part of the

Gospel wril wilh so copious a Particularily, as the History
of his Sufferings and Death. 1790 PALEY J/or.T Paul. i. 5

The very particularity of St. Paul's Epistles. 1844 GLAD-
STONE I,lean. V. xix. 95 Charges which, ponderous as they

are, are so deficient in particularity. 1883 SIR A. HOUHOUSE
in Lavj Rep. g App. Oases 180 II is necessary to examine
the proceedings with some particularity.

T. Special attentiveness to a person ;
an instance

of this, a particular attention ; familiarity. Obs.

1709 STEELE Tatler No. 47 P 2 All the remarkable Particu-

larities which are usual for Persons who admire one another.

1734 FIKLDING Unh'. Gallant^ In. ii. Wks. 1882 X. 76 Sister,

1 am surprised at you. This particularity with a young
fellow is very indecent. 1815 JANE AUSTEN Emma. III. xiv.

380 Behaving one hour with objectionable particularity to

another woman.
8. Attentiveness to details of action

; special

carefulnesss ; preciseness, fastidiousness.

1671 WOODHEAD St. Teresa II. 255 With great weight, and
much particularily, I heard internally lhal Verse of Ihe

Psalm. 1753 RICHARDSON Grandison (1781) I. viii. 36 Sir

Rowland himself, as you will guess by his particularity, is

the saving of string.

1 9. Phr. In particularity : in detail
;

individu-

ally ; specially : = in particular (PARTICULAR
A. 12 a, b).

1559 PARKER in Burnet Hist. Ref.(i6Zi) II. Collect. Rec. 362
Which mine disability I might alleadg at length in partial-

Ulster. 1588 FRAUNCE Lawiers Log. Ded. ppb, There_ is

no Law-maker so provident, as lhal hee can in particularity

foresee and.. prevent the infinite variety of future incon-

veniences.

Particularization (pait'ukizilaraiz^-Jan). [f.

next + -ATION.] The action of particularizing.
1. Individual or detailed mention, description, or

treatment ; specification.
1657 J. SERGEANT Schism Dispach'i 410 With such allu-

sion to his name, and other particularisations, as .. are apt
to breed an expectation of something particular in Ihe

thini; promised. 1798 W. TAYLOR in Robberds Memoir of
W. Taylor I. 217 Enterprises, for Ihe particularization of

which they afford ample materials. 1876 LOWELL Among
jny Bks. Ser. n. 240 This power of particularization is what

gives such vigor and greatness to single lines and senti-

ments of Wordsworth.

2. The action of making particular as opposed
to general ; restriction to a particular thing, rare.

1836 HE MORGAN Diff. ff Iiitegr. Calculus 583 note. The

difficulty arises from the particularization of ihe meaning
of S being made a little too early in the process.

Particularize (paiti'kifJflareiz),
v. [a. F.

particularise-r (i5th c. in Littre) : sec -IZE.]

1. trans. To render particular (as opposed to

general) ; to apply, appropriate, or restrict to

a particular thing or class, rare.

1588 J. HARVEY Disc. Probl. 44 And who can direclly dis-

cusse, or particularize Ihe sequiuocalion, and ouer-great

generalitie of Interregni, and Auiti sanguinis propago?

1677 G. HICKES in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. II. IV. 41 To par-

ticularise the general informalion .. I have sent you Ihe

names of Ihe most considerable and mischievous of them.

1876 F. H. BRADLEY Eth. Stud. iv. 135 You can not par-

licularize a definition so as to exhausl any sensible object.

2. To mention or describe particularly ; to name
or state specially, or one by one ; to speak or treat

of individually, or in detail; to specify. (The
usual sense.)

1593 G. HARVEY Pierce's Super. Wks. (Grosartl II. 321, I

dare not Particularise her Descriplion according lo my con-

ceit. 1596 NASHE Saffron H'alden 154 Except he particular-

ize and stake downe the verie words. 1674 Essex Papers
(Camden) I. 161, I doe beleeve Ihe Howse of Commons will

1841 S. LOVE'R Handy Andy Pref. '6 Various causes, need-

less to particularise here. 1884 SIR J. BACON in Lam Times

Rep. L. 345/1 The plaintiffs . . might particularise more

distinctly the grounds on which they claim, .relief.

b. intr. To mention, speak or treat of, or

attend to, particulars or details
;
to go into detail.

1601 HOLLAND Pliny xxxvi. xiv. 580 They would require

many volumes to. .particularize upon them. 1626 C. POTTER

tr. Sarpts Hist. Quarrels 196 It sufficed, .to say they had

many Reasons, being not able to particularize in any.

1670 CLARKE Nat. Hist. Nitre 68 But to a little more par-

ticularise. 1709 E. WARD tr. Cervantes 34 He took such

Pains to particularize upon every Point of his Happiness.

1834 W. H. AINSWORTH Rookwood in. xiii, In our hasty

narrative of the fight, we have not paused to particularize.

3. trans. To place or represent apart as an indi-

vidual thing ;
to render distinct or separate ;

to

individualize, distinguish, differentiate, rare.

1643 DIGBY Observ. Kelig. Med. (1644) 84 Particularize a

few drops of the Sea, by filling a glasse full of them ;
then

that glasse-full is distinguished from all the rest of the

watery Bulke. a 1661 FULLER Worthies, (rtif* HI.503_The
place . . not sufficiently particularized to his memory in so

wide a common. 1893 Black
<y

White 24 June 764/2 In

dress, in manner. .he particularises himself from his fellows,

f b. intr. To be distinguished. Obs. rare.

PARTICTJLARNESS.

1637 EARL MONM. tr. MalvezzFs Romulus fy Tarquin 45

Beyond the common equalitie amongst brethren, they did

particularise in being equally. .at the same time borne.

Hence Parti-cularized///.<z. ; Partrcularizing
vbl. sl>. and ///. a.

1611 COTGR., Particularism, Particularized, . .distinguished.

1632 G. HERBERT Priest to Temple xiv, If the Parson were
ashamed of particularizing in these things, he were not
fit to be a parson. 1657 J. SERGEANT Schism Dispach't
394 If then it were spoken . . after a particularizing way.
1841 BORROW Zincali I. xii. I. 207 We may be well excused
from particularizing. 1851 YjrtTa Bible Illitstr. (1867) VIII.

440 He dwelt with particularizing emphasis on his persecu-
tion of the believers in Jesus. 1860 MAURY Pttys. Geog.
Sea (Low) xx. 840. 462 Irrespective of the particularized
facts and phenomena which we have been considering.

Particularly (piiti'kirflajli), adv. [f.
PAR-

TICULAR a. + -LY 2
.]

In a particular manner, or

with a particular reference.

1. a. In the case of, or in respect of, each one of

a number ; one by one, severally, singly, individu-

ally. Now rare or Obs.

1398 St. Paper 26 Oct. in Rymer Foedira (1709) VIII.

5/1 The qwhilkis the said Commissairs ne may noght, for
p , . .; ,__l 1 f I 1 }:..

aut of laisure, . . particularly ger be refourmyd and amendit.

r47a~3 Rolls of Parlt. VI. 59/1 Every such somme and
sommes of money, ..that in their said accompt. .shal be

particulerly expressed. 1526 1'ilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531)

44 And euery hand and fote hath his fyngers & toos parti-

cularly distinct. 1567 MAPLET Gr. Forest 30 Treating of

Plants as of Herbes, Trees, and Shrubs, perticulerly and

Alphabetically. 1630 PRYNNE Anti-Armin. 146 They are

all particularly redeemed by his death. 1766 GOLDSM. Vic.

jy. xvi, He..amused them by describing the town with

every part of which he was particularly acquainted. 1877 W.
BRUCE Comm. Rev. ico The different images that are used

also particularly agree with each other.

b. In relation to, or in the case of, some one

thing, person, or class, as distinct from any other;

individually, personally; specifically, in particular;

in a particular case, for a particular purpose, etc.

1547 BOORDE Introd. Knolvl, vii. (1870) 146 Also I do

not, nor shal not, dispruue no man in this booke perticulerly.

4:1592 MARLOWE Je:u of Malta I. ii, No, Jew, we take par-

ticularly thine Tosave the ruine of amultitude. 1625 BACON

Ess., Kegim. Health (Arb.) 59 It is hard to distinguish,

that which is generally held good, and wholesome, from that,

which is good particularly, and fit for thine owne Body.

1774 J. BRYANT Mytlwl. I. 319 It signified a lord or prince :

and was particularly assumed by the sons of Chus. 1868

LOCKYER Elcm. Astron. iii. x. (1879) 61 There is still much
more to be learnt, both about the system generally, and the

planets particularly.

c. Logic. In the manner of a particular pro-

position ;
in relation to some, not all, of a class.

1860 ABP. THOMSON Laws Th. 65. 105 Such an image is

a conception, used particularly, i. e. only some part of it is

called up. 1864 BowEN.Z>.5V<rv. 139 Equivalent to quantify-

ing the Predicate particularly.

2. With respect to the several parts of a whole ;

in relation to particulars or details ; minutely,

circumstantially, in detail.

i^&gC\HfOli Faytcs o/A. II. xx. 133 It semeth me gode
to adde. .more partyculerly thoo thinges that be goode and

propyce to assaylle Cytees, Castelles and Townes. 1553

EDEN Treat. Nevje Ind. (Arb.) 5 Albeit it do not so largely

or particulerlye entreate of euery parte. 1638 CHILLINGW.

Relig. Prot. i. vii. 18. 398 My purpose of answering them

more punctually and particularly. 1763 Act 5 Ceo. Ill,

c 26 Preamble, Their.. appurtenances .. more particularly

described. 1883 SIR J. BACON in La;u Times Rep. LII.

569/1 It becomes necessary to consider more particularly

the facts out of which those issues arise.

3. In a special degree; more than others, or

more than in other cases; especially, notably,

markedly ; colloq. more than usual, much, very.

1676 tr. Guillatiere's I'oy. Athens 270 In matters of

Commerce, he is particularly intelligent. 1697 DRYDEN
F.neid Ded., Ess. (Ker) II. 207 By some passages in the

Pastorals, but more particularly in the Georgics, our poet is

found to be an exact astronomer. 1711 ADDISON Sped.
No. 255 F 10 Thus is Fame a thing difficult to be obtained

by all, but particularly by those who thirst after it. 1813

MAR. EDGEWORTH Patron. (1833) I. vii. 123 What I par-

ticularly admire in him is bis candour. 1862 BORROW Wild
Wales i,

Which, .he would have been very unwilling to do,

more particularly as he had a wife and family. 1885 Spec-

tator 30 May 714/2 One does not feel. .particularly drawn

towards the heroine.

f4. Personally, familiarly, intimately. Obs.

1680 BURNET Rochester Pref. (1692) 7 He was particularly

known to few of the clergy. 1723 STEELE Cause. Lovers

in. i, Admitting Mr. Cimberton as particularly here, as if

lie were married to you already. 1749 FIELDING Tom
"Jones XI. viii, Her Lady, with whom he was very particularly

acquainted.

t Partrcularment. Obs. rare. [f.
as prec.

+ -MENT.] Aparticular or individual thing ;
a

particular, a detail.

1647 H. MORE Song Soul I. n. xv, Upon this universal!

Ogdoas Is founded every particularment. Ibid. n. iii. in.

xxx, With straight line It binds down strongly each par-

tic'larment Of every edifice.

Parti'cularness. rare. [f.
as prec. + -NESS.]

The quality of being particular (in any sense) ;
in

quot. 1859, Preciseness, fastidiousness.

1727 BAILEY vol. II, Partknlamtss . ,VK.\&xmes&, singu-

larness. 1859 GEO. ELIOT Adam Bede 1, You're getting to

be your aunt's own niece, I see, for particularness.

t Parti-culary, cuiv. Obs. Sc. form of PAR-

TICULARLY.

1473-4 Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scot. I. 66 As bis bill bens,
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pan
Ho

particulary examinit at the Chakkere. 1567 Reg. Privy
Council Scot. I. 551 The dayis particularie abonespecim't.

1571-2 Ibid. II. 179 Under the panis particularie under-
niention.it. 1589 Exchcq. Rolls Scott. XXII. 22.

Particulate(paati'kiI^t),rt. Only in scientific

use. [ad. ined. or mod.L. parlifulat-its divided

into particles: see next.] Existing in the con-

dition of minute separate particles.

1874 SIMON Kept, ofMcd. Deptmt. P. C. 30 July 6 [In] the

common septic contagium or ferment.. paniculate, as above

described, there seems now to be identified a force. .acting

disintegratively upon organic matter. 1880 Lancet 17 Jan.
85 The contagium .. is ^articulate that is, consists of
definite particles of organic nature. 1885 KLEIN Micro*

Organisms 46 Cliauveau was the first to prove experiment-
ally that in vaccinia and in variola the active principle
is a particulate non diffusible substance. 1891 A. CARPENTER
in railMall G. 2 June 1/3 Showing that particulate matter
can be conveyed many thousands of miles in the higher
regions of the atmosphere.

b. Of or relating to minute separate particles.
1881 E. R. LANKESTER in JrnL Microsc. Sc. Jan. 121 The

ingestion of fats in a particulate form by Vertebrata. 1888
Times 20 Jan. 10/2 The particulate and undulatory theories
of smell are not exclusive of each other.

tFartrculate, v. Obs. [f. ppl. stem of
med.L. particulars (cf. late "L.. particnlatio division

into particles, Mart. Capella ^425), f. partiada
PARTICLE.] trans. = PARTICULARIZE 2.

1579 FENTON Gnicciard. Ded., I am bolde to leave to
irticulate in my epistle any part of the argument. 1610
HOLLAND Camden's Brit. i. 605 If I .should particulate the

scufilings and skirmishes, 1636 HF.YLIS Surv, France 140
Many acts. .which I will not stand here to particulate.

b. intr. PARTICULARIZE 2 b.

1602 WARNER Alb, Eng. xi. Ixiv. (1612) 277 But why
particulate we thus, that much in few would write? 1605
CAMDEN Rein. (1637) 14 That I may not particulate of
Alexander of Hales, the Irrefragable Doctor. Ibid. 27,
I could particulate in many more.

Fa'rticule. Obs.j exc. in sense 2 b, as Fr. (par-

tikw'l). Also 6 perticule. [a. F. particule (1484
in Hatz.-Darm.), ad. 'L. particula PARTICLE.]
fl- A small part or portion (in quot. 1540, of

land); a particle. Obs.

1540 Sc. Acts Jas. V (1814) 376/2 pe landis and barony
of Estwemis. .aduocatioun and donatioun of kirkis tenentis

tenandrijs particulis pendiculi.s. .and pertinentis barof. 1647
LILLY Chr. Astrol. xxix. 193, I ever tooke .. that very
particule of hour when it was proposed.

f2. Gram. = PARTICLE s/>. 3. Obs. exc. as in b.

c 1620 A. HUME Brit. Tongue (1865) 33 Ane is a noun of

number, . .an a particule of determination preceding a voual.

||
b. spec. Applied to the French preposition de

used as a prefix of nobility in personal names.
1889 Blackiv. Mag. CXLVI. 270/1 We. .generously add a

'de' where no particule is, with no consciousness that we
are thus conferring nobility, 1898 UODLEY France I. 191
Of the 1 500 boys 200 have names prefixed with the particule,
signifying that they claim to be of gentle birth.

II Partie. [mod. F. partie (partr).] A match
in a game ; a game. Partie carr& t f quarrte [F.,

square or quadrate party] a party of four.

1678 DRYDEN Limberham iv. ii, Well, I have won the

partje,
and revenge. 1816 SIN'GRR Hist. Cards 16 The

rrties
at Cards are doubled. 1848 THACKERAY I'an. Fair

Champignac was very fond of ecarte, and made many
parties with the Colonel of evenings. 1876 A. CAMPBEU.-
WALKEK Correct Card (1880) Gloss. 13 Partie, the same
players playing two rubbers consecutively, or, should it be

necessary, a third rubber, to decide which is the best of the
three rubbers.

1739 GIBBER Apol. (1756) I. iS6 Very often in a tete ft tete

and sometimes in ^.partie quarrfe. a 1845 HARHAM IngoL
Leg. Ser. in. Ld. Tlwulouse^ The partie quarrcc had like

aldermen fed. 1890 'R. BoLDBSWOQO'CM. Reformer (1891)

130 A. partie-carree composed of George, .his mother, .sister,

and Mr. John.
Partie-coated : see PARTI- 1.

t Parti-fe-llow. Obs. In 5 partifelewe, 6

partie-. [f. parti PARTY sb. + FELLOW.] One
who shares, a partner ; cf. parting fellow s. v.

PARTING ppl. a. 4.

1422 tr. Secreta Secret., Priv. Priv. 219 [In] the Passions
of that oone, that other is Parcenere, or Partifelewe. 1530
PALSGR. 252/1 Partie fe\Q-we

t parsonnifr.

t Pa'rtify, v. Obs. rare. [f. PARTY sb. + -FY.]
trans. To render partisan ;

to give a party com-

plexion to, or imbue with party spirit.
1715 M. DAVIES Athen. Brit. I. Pref. 8 Adulterations of

partify'd Collectors and additional Refiners of the perverted
Text. 1716 Ibid. 111.67 Publications manag'd, and partify'd
by the respective Romanists.

Fartile (pautail, -til), a. Also 7 partil(l.
[ad. L..partilis divisible, f. root ofpartire to divide:
see -ILE; also, partial (in adv. partiliter partially,
in part). In mod. Fr., in sense 2, partil.]
f 1. = PARTIAL a. IT. Obs.

1576 FLEMING Panopl.Epist. 178 The light of my renowne,
shaf not suffer a partile eclipse, but it shal be in maner,
wholy daikned. 1588 J. HARVEY Disc. Probl. 116 Being
but a Partile not a Totall Eclipse. 1678 W. ADAMS Didham
Pulpit 67 There are many beginnings of fulfilling them,
partile accomplishments. 1695 E. HALI.EY in Phil. Trans.
XIX. 18 The Penumbra or Partile shade of the Sun. 1697
Ibid. 445 A partile Account of a Book long since published.
2. Astrol. Of an aspect : Exact to the same

degree and minute, or, at least, within a degree ;

e. g. partile conjunction, exact conjunction ; so
VOL. VII.

partile opposition ; partile trine, positions exactly
I2o'

j

apart. Opposed to PLATIC.
>6io HEALEY Si. Aug. Citie of God \^ Mars, .being in

the seventh house in a partile aspect with the Horoscope.
1674 JEAKE Arith. (1696) bij, His Fiery Partil Trine, to
actuate The Active House to a more Active Fate. 1701
MOXON Math. Diet. s. v., The Sun in one Degree of Taurus
and the Moon in one Degree of Cancer make a Partile

Sextile. 1819 J. WILSON Diet. Astrol. s. v., An aspect is

partile when it falls in the same degree and minute, both
with respect to longitude and latitude.. .This can seldom

happen, but a few minutes can make no difference. 1839
BAILEY Fcstiis ix. (1852) 121 Your aspects, dignities, ascend-

ances, Your partile quartiles, and your platic trines.

f Pa-rtily, adv. Obs. rare. [app. f. PARTY a.

-f -LY 2
.] With respect to a part ; partly.

1497 HEN. VII In Ellis
Orig. Lett. Ser. i. I. 57 That the

said Kings of Fraunce and Spnyne..be in this behalf con-

tributory, partilie in men, and partily in money.
t Pa'rtiiueilt. Obs. rare. Also 6 partyment.

[ad. med.L. partimentum (1292 in Du Cange)
partition, division; f. partire to PART: so It.

parthnento.] a. A part or division
;
a company.

D. ? A constituent part or element.

1513 DOUGLAS jEncis xir. iii. 39 And eftir that the trumpet
blew a sing, Than

euery partyment bownys to thar stand.

1641 Lu. BROOKE Eng. Episc. vii. 40 Estates and Revenues. .

which are the Partiments and Supporters of Noble Honours.

Partin,Partinar,-er,obs.ff.pAiuAN,PAUTXEu.

Farting (pautirj), vbl. sb. [f.
PART v. + ixa 1

.]

The action of the verb PART, partition ;
the result,

or place-, of this action ; something that parts.
1. The action of dividing or fact of undergoing

division into parts; division, breaking, cleaving:
see PART v. i, 2.

1530 PALSGR. 252/1 Partyng of any thyng, fartaige. 1555
ADAMO (title) An Anatomi, that is to say a parting in peeres
of the Mass. 1748 Anspns I'oy. \\. iii. 146 There being
great danger of the ship's parting. 1875 KNIGHT Diet.
Aleck. t Parting. .(Nautical.) Breaking cable, leaving the
anchor in the ground.

b. The division or dividing line of the hair

when combed : see PART v. i c.

1698 FAKQUHAR Love fy Bottle in. i, Does the parting of

my fore-top show so thin ? 1862 MRS. H. WOOD Mrs. Itallib.

i. t. (1864) 6 Smoothing the parting of the glossy brown hair
on her well-shaped head. 1887 J. ASHBV STF.RRY Lazy
Minstrel (1892) 193 My hair is getting thin,. .Old Time has
made my parting wide, And sunk my hopes to zero.

2. The action of separating or putting asunder,
or fact of being separated ; separation. () spec.
in technical uses : see PART v. 4 c.

1315 SHOREHAM Poems (E. E. T. S.) 66/1855 3ef he by
wyl seruej> fat flesch, Ry^t partyng wort he hym none. 1340
HAM POLE Pr. Consc. 1803 Dede es noght elles..Bot a

partyng of }>e saul and body, c 1440 Promp. Parv. 385/1
Partynge a-su!idyr..,^t'/<-/rflr/(?. 1710 J. HAKRIS Lex. Techii.

II, Parting, is one of the Refiners ways to separate Gold
and Silver. 1839 URE Diet. Arts 1059 In parting by nitric

acid, the gold generally retains a little silver. 1879 H.
NoiiTHcoTrin Cassell's Techn.Educ. IV. 71/2 Tools, .chiefly
for

'

parting ',
or cutting oft" pieces of work from the main

cylinder or log.

b. That part in which separation is realized ;

the place at which two or more things separate or

are separated : as the parting of the ways, the

place or part at which a road divides into two
or more that proceed in different directions (often

fig. in reference to a choice between courses of

action) ; water-parting^ the line separating two

river-systems, a WATERSHED. (b) spec* in Founding,
the division or meeting-surface of two parts of

a mould (see also c).

j
c 1400 Master of Game (MS. Digby 182) xxxv, Whan he

is passed l>e partynge of J>e quarter and entered into a newe
quarter, he shulde blowe iii. moot and seke forth. 1611
BIBLE Ezek. xxi. 21 The king of Babylon stood at the

parting of the way, at the head of the two wayes, to vse
diuination. 1869 LOWELL Parting of the Ways \, Who
hath not.. Stood doubtful at the Parting of the Ways? 1875
KNIGHT Diet. Aleck. 1460/1 An exact parting is now made i

with the trowel along the median line, if the casting be
symmetrical. Ibid. 1634/2 Parting.. 4. (Founding.) The
meeting surfaces of the sand rammed up in the cope and in

the drag. 1888 Pall Mall G. 20 Dec. 5/2 Take the Nile

valley and the water partings on each side from Berber.

1897 MARQ. SALISBURY Sp. Ho. Lords 19 Jan., For the
difficulties in which we find ourselves now, the parting of
the ways was in 1853, when the Emperor Nicholas's pro-
posals were rejected.

c. concr. Something that parts or separates two

things ; esp. in technical uses, as (a} Mining and
Geol. A layer of rock, clay, etc. lying between
two beds of different formations

; () Pounding.
Fine sand {parting-sand} or other powdery sub-

stance used to prevent adhesion of the surfaces of

the parts of a mould (cf. b).
1708 J. C. Conipl. Collier (1845) 23 A sort of bad foul Air,

or Fume exhaling out of some Minerals, or partings of
Stone. 1839 MURCHISON Silnr. Syst. i. xxxv. 466 The
laminae, .are occasionally marked by very thin carbonaceous
partings. 1874 J. H. COLLINS Metal Mining (1875) 67 The
partings of the shafts consist of strong beams of wood.,
longitudinal timbers are nailed to these so as to form the
shaft parting. 1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mech. 1461/2 The
charcoal-dust of the black-wash acts as a parting.
3. Mutual separation of two or more persons ;

esp. the action of quitting one another's company ;

leave-taking.

c 1330 Amis fy Ainil, 325 Gret sorwe thai made at her
parting. 1410 LOVE Bonavcnt. Mirr. xlviii. (Gibbs MS.)
If. 101 A my dere sone a byttrc partynge was thys. 159:1
SHAKS. Rom. <v Jul. \\. ii. 186 Good night, good night,
Parting is such sweete sorrow, That I shall say good night,
till it be morrow. 1667 MILTON P. L. iv. 1003. 1773 JOHN-

!

SON Let. to Mrs. Thrule 20 Mar., The last parting is very
afflictive. 1875 JOWETT Plato I. 70, I said.. a few words to
the boys at parting.

b. With with : sec PART v. 6 c.

1620 BARRET Dcd. Southwell's Poems 149 To purchase it

by parting with their Armes. 1705 STANHOPE Paraphr. III.

482 The parting with a beloved Child is at any time an
Affliction. 1804 MAR. EDGEWORTH Ennui x\\

t
The parting

with a watch and some other trinkets.. enabled me to pay
this money.
4. The action of going away or setting out,

departure; also^f. (euphcm^) Decease, death, arch.
a 1300 Floriz % Bl. 684 He dio; forj> a riche ring His

moder him gaf at his parting. 1377 LANGL. /'. PI. B. vii. 57
Her pardoun isful petit at her partyng hennes. ^SgCAXTON
Faytes ofA. i. xiv. 37 He shal be purueied bifore his part-
yng. 1603 JAS. I in E.lM&Orijr.Lett, Ser. i. III. 78 Mysonne,
that I see you not before my pairting impute it to this great

I

occasion. 1656 HEYLIN Extraniws Vapulans 64 To let him
]

know, that the Company was upon the parting. 1719 DE
|

FOK Crusoe n. ii, Nothing troubled me at my parting from

[

the island. 1857 HEAVYSEGE Saul (1869) 194 Who can, at

parting, picture his return?

f5. Division into shares; division among a

number, distribution ; the giving of a share to

\ another, imparting. Obs.
c 1380 WYCLIF Sel. Wks. III. 342 Chesyng of cardenalis, &

parting of beneficis. c 1440 Promp. Pan>. 385/1 Partynge,
j

or delyngo, particio, distrihitcio. 1560 DAUS tr. Sleidane's
Com}):. Sob, They fell out about the partyng.

j*b. The taking or having of a share; sharing,

participation. Obs.

1382 WYCLIF 2 Cor. vi. 14 Sothli what partynge [gloss or
comunynge] of ri^twysnesse with wickidnesse?

f 6. The action of taking parts or sides. Obs.

1652 W. HKOUGII Sacr. Pritic., Preserv. agst. Scfiiswe 31
With them there will be Siding and Parting. There cannot
be Unity and Order.

7. attrib. and Comb. a. attrib. Of or pertaining
to parting, i.e. leave-taking, departure, ^i(euphem^}
death

; esp. (in adjectival construction) Given,
taken, performed, etc. at parting; 'farewell', con-

cluding, final. (See also PARTING-CUP.)
1592 GREEN K Upst, Courtier Wks. (Grosart) XI. 219 Thus

niuch I must say for a parting blow. 1611 SHAKS. Cynih. i.

iii. 34 Ere I could (line 'him that parting kisse. 1646
CRASHAVt Steps fo Temple 77 Hark ! she iscall'd, the parting
hour is come. 1779 SHERIDAN Critic 11. ii, If you go out
without the parting look you might as well dance out.

1794 SOUTHEY Frederic 6 That deep cry.. seems to sound
My parting knell. 1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) I. 266 1'his
seems to be indicated by his parting words. 1894 HALL
CAINE Manxman 75 With this parting shot.. Nancy flung
into the house.

185(8
FLO. MONTGOMERY Tony 19 Forgetful

of his mother's parting injunctions.

b. Of or pertaining to parting or separation, as

pa'rtiug-poi-nt \ esp. in names of various technical

appliances used fur separating something, etc., as

parting-assay (see quot. and ASSAY sb. 6) ; part-
ing-bead ^parting-strip ; parting-glass, a glass
flask used in

(

parting
1

&old and silver (see PART v.

4C (a)), esp. in assaying; parting-line (Found-
ing), the line in which the

'

parting
'

of a mould
(see 2 b (b)) meets the surface of a pattern as it

lies in the mould
; parting-rail (see quot.) ;

parting-sand (founding), fine dry sand, free from
admixture of clay, used to prevent adhesion of the

parts of a mould at the *

parting
*

(see 2 b (b)) ;

parting-shard (Pottery Manuf.), a thin piece of

baked clay placed between pieces of unbaked ware
to prevent adhesion ; parting-strip, a strip of
material used for separating two parts, e. g. the

vertical strip of wood inserted at the side of the

frame of a sash window to keep the sashes apart
when raised or lowered

; parting-tool, name of

various tools used in different kinds of work for

separating pieces of material, or for trimming,
cutting fine outlines and markings, etc. ; f parting
water, nitric acid as used in

*

parting
'

gold and
silver (obs.).
In some of these, e.g. farting bead, rail, shard^ strip, the

attrib. use of the vbl. sb. can hardly be separated from that
of the ppl. adj. (see next). Thus v. parting strip may be
viewed either as a strip used for parting, or as a strip that

parts. When the hyphen is used, the former is implied : cf.

a ivalking-siick, a walking leaf.

1758 REID tr. Macqucr's Chym. I. 56 This method . . is

called the *Parting Assay. 1842-76 GWILT Archit. Gloss.,

*Parting Bead, the beaded slip inserted at the centre
of the pulley style of a sash window, to keep the tvo sashes
in their places. 1885 LOCK Workshop Rec. IV. 349/1 The
washing may be performed in one of the conical precipitat-
ing or '

*parting
'

flasks. 1594 PLAT Jewell-ho. in. 79 Water
in a *parting glasse vpon warme imbers. 1825 I. NICHOLSON
Operat. Mechanic 766 Parting glasses ,. ought to be very
well annealed, and chosen free from flaws. 1875 KNIGHT
Diet. Mech. 1460/1 The *parting-line is. .that line upon the

pattern, as it lies in the sand, above and below which the
sides of the pattern run inward from the perpendicular.
1835 in Liddon etc. Life Pt<sey(i%q4) I.xv. 350 Rfr. Maurice
. . made up his mind that it represented the *parting-point
between him and the Oxford School. 1884 KNIGHT Diet.
Mech. Suppl., ^Parting Rail. ..A rail intermediate between
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PARTING.
the bottom ami top rails of a door or partition. 1864
WKBSTER,

*
Partingsand. 1875 KNIGHT Diet, Mcc/t. 1460 i

Some dry parting-sand is next scattered over the surface.
1686 P\.o"t Staffirdsh. 123 Haveingonly "parting-shards, i.e.

thin bits of old pots put between them, to keep them from
sticking together. 1881 YOUNG Ev. Man his own Mechanic
648. 297 The *parting-tool is a sort of gouge or grooving

tool, with an angular edge. 1895 Mod, Steam Eng. 90 Side
tools to cut at the side, Parting tools, narrow and sharp for

parting work. 1662 MERRETT tr. Nerfs Art of Glass
xxxviii. 62 (heading) How to make Aqua-fords call d *part-
ing water, which dissolves silver and quick-silver.

Parting, ///. a. [f. as prec. + -ING -.] That

parts (in various senses of the verb).
(See also prec. 7 b.)

1. Separating, dividing ; forming a boundary or
interval between two things.
1690 Boston Rcc. (1881) VII. 233 The gate in the parting

line between Mr. Winthrops land and Major Townsends
farm, 1733 TULL Horse-Hoeing Husb. xi. 121 The Parting
Space is that Distance which the Drill leaves betwixt the
Row it plants in going one Way, and that Row which it

makes in returning back. 1833 LYELL Princ, Gcol, 1 1 1. 239
Occasionally there is a parting layer of pure flint.

2. Undergoing division
; dividing, breaking,

going to pieces.
1719 S. SEWALL Diary 14 Dec., At the parting way came

up with Col. Quincey. 1736 GRAY Statins 11. 21 Parting
surges round the vessel roar. 1762 FALCON KR Shipwr. in.

511 The parting ship that instant is no more !

3. Going away, departing ; Jig. dying.
a I 577 GASCOIGNE fn Praise Gentlcivoman Wks. (1587)284

And she to quyte hys loue..dyd yeeld her parting breath.

1591 SHAKS. i Hen. K/, 11. v. 115 And Peace, no War re,
befall thy parting Soule. 1667 MILTON P. L. ix. 276 Both
by thee informd I learne, And from the parting Angel over-
heard. 1750 GRAY Elegy i, The curfew tolls the knell of

parting day. 1866 NEALE Sequences fy Hymns 127 To
fortify the parting soul.

f-4. Sharing, participating; partingfellow , sharer,

partner : = PARTI-FELLOW. Obs.

1377 LANGU P. PI. B. xm. 206 If pacience be owre partyng
felawe, And pryue with vs bothe. 4:1386 CHAUCER Pars, T.
P 563 Thise scorneres been partyng felawes with the deuel.

1514 Will ofStanyng (Somerset Ho.), Partyng feloo.

Pa'rting cup. a. A drinking-cup with two
handles on opposite sides, used by two persons in

taking a draught of liquor at parting. (Cf. LOVING

CUP.) b. A kind of '

cup
'

or compound beverage,
made with ale and sherry, sweetened, and with

soda-water added just before drinking.
1868 J. MARRYAT Pottery (ed. 3) 484 Marshal de liassom-

;

pierre, when about to return . . had called his friends together
that he might drink their health in a parting cup.

t Pa-rtion. Obs, rare" , [ad. L. partion-em
a bringing forth, i. parere, part- to bring forth.]
1656 B LOU NT Glossogr., Partion, a birth, a breeding, a lying

in travail of children or yong; a laying of Eggs, a sitting
on brood.

Partisan, partizan (pautizsen, pa-itizse-n),

sbl ((2.) Also 6 pertisen. -sann, -sant, 7 parti-

zaut, -zen, -zane. [a. F. partisan sb. and adj.

(i 5th c. in Littre"), ad. It. dial, form Tuscan

pariigiano : cf. Roman and Neapol. parti$anoy

-esano, Upper Italian partezan, partzan ;
f. parte

part: cf. courtesan, parmesan.
Flecchia, in ArchivioGlottohg. Ital, II. (1876) 12-17, finds

the origin of the Italian suffix in the adj. ending -ese:-L.

-ensis, -esis, whence a derivative (originally sb.) esiatio, as
in cortege, cortcsiano, corteg-, cortigiano, Parniese, t'arnie-

siano, Parmigiano \ on the analogy of these, derivatives of
the same type were subseq. formed directly from their

primitives, without the intermediate adj. in -enszs, -ese.

Adaptations of these have passed from It. into Fr. and other
Romanic languages.]
1. One who takes part or sides with another ; an

adherent or supporter of a party, person, or cause ;

esp. a devoted or zealous supporter ; often in un-

favourable sense : One who supports his party

'through thick and thin'; a blind, prejudiced,

unreasoning, or fanatical adherent.

1555 EDEN Decades 62 Theyr newe capitayne . . placed his

souldiers as pleased hym in the forwarde and rereward, and
j

sume as pertisens abowt his owne person. 1569 STOCKER i

tr. Diod. Sic. \. iv. 6 [To] haue a number of men in euery
citie to be hU Pertisannes or garde. 1593 DANIEL Chill !

Wars ii. iv, These partizanes of factions, often tride. 1600

E. BLOUNT tr. Conestaggio 292 The Portugals, pertisants
vnto Anthonie. 1602 Archpriest Controv, (Carnden) II. 198 j

The partizants and fauorers of the late seditious puritaine |

Erie. 1603 KNOLLES Hist. Turks (1621) 1298 They made
themselves partisans to the one to oppresse the other. 1779
J. MOORE View Soc. Fr, (1789) II. xcvi. 429 Why the inhabi-

tants of every other country should.. become partizans of

America, is not so apparent. 1780 BENTHAM Princ, Legisl.
ii. 4 A parti/an of the principle of asceticism. 1866 G,
MACIJONALD Ann. Q. Neighb. xii. (1878) 234 The clergy,
man must never be a partisan. 1874 GREEN Short Hist. vL

i. 274 The Duke of Gloucester ..had now placed himself
at the head of the partizans of the war.

2. Mil. A member of a party of light or irregular

troops employed in scouring the country, surprising
the enemy's outposts and foraging parties, and the

like; a member of a volunteer force similarly ;

engaged, a guerilla.
1692 LUTTRELL BriefRel. (1857) II. 52 3.

Leiutenant collonel
]

Manwaring. .brought in 50 French partizans, with excellent !

arms. 1810 WELLINGTON in Giirw. Desf. (1838) VI. 319 The
\

numerous bands of partizans which are carrying on a destruc-

tive warfare. 1827 SCOTT Napoleon VII. 36 The qualities

510
1 of a partizan or Irregular soldier are inherent in the national

character of the Spaniard.
b. A leader of such a party of light or irregular

troops ; a guerilla chief or captain.
1706 PHILLIPS s. v., In the Art of War, a good Partisan is

an able Soldier well skill'd in commanding a Party. 1731
BAILEY vol. I, Partisan (in Military Ajffairs\ a Commander
of a Party. 1760 Hist, in Ann. Reg. 26/2 This march would
have been thought an astonishing exploit in a partizan at the
head of a small and disencumbered corps. 1837 W. IRVING
Capt. Bonneville II. 38. 1853 STOCQUELER Milit. Encyd.,
Partisan,, .also means an officer sent out upon a party, with
the command of a body of light troops, generally under the

appellation of the partisan's corps.

3. Conib.^ as partisan-like adj.
1841 I.TAYLOR Spir. Chr. 190 None commands our servile

or partisanlike support.

B. attrib. or as adj. [cf. Y. partisan, adj.].
1. Of, pertaining to, or characteristic ofa partisan;

supporting a party, esp. zealously or blindly ;

biased, prejudiced, one-sided.

18^2 AGNES STRICKLAND Queens Eng. II. 380 Nothing but
partisan malice could blame such hospitality. 1882 HINSDAI.F
Gar/icldfif Ednc. n. 363 One spot, .across which the shadow
of partisan politics has never fallen. 1885 L'pool Daily Post
i June 5/3 Every obstacle which partisan malevolence could
create.

2. Mil. Of or pertaining to military partisans
(see A. 2) ; pertaining to irregular or petty warfare.
Partisan ranger: = RANGER! 3.

1708 Land. Gaz. No. 4447/3 Our Partisan Parties have
lately been very successful. 1731 BAILEY vol. II, Partisan
Party, a small body of Infantry commanded by a Partisan,
to make an incursion upon the enemy, to lurk about their

camp to disturb their foragers, and to intercept their convoys.
1827 SCOTT Xapoleon VII. 35 The system of guerilla or

partisan warfare [in Spain], 1855 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. xii.

III. 226 The Enniskilleners had never ceased to wage a
vigorous partisan war against the native population.
Hence Pa rtisa'ning

1

a.
} supporting a party

zealously or blindly ; FaTtisanism, the practice
of partisanship ; partisan spirit ; Fa'rtisanize v.

trans., to render partisan ; FaTtisa nly adv.) in the

manner of a partisan ; Pa'rtisa^nry, partisanship.
1790 in Dallas Ainer. Law Rep. 1.319 Violent attacks. .to

gratify *partisaning and temporising resentments. 1890
Columbus (Ohio> Dj$p. 29 Mar., As long as *partisanism
continues rampant in the legislature. 1896 Ibid. 28 Sept.,
Loyal Prohibitionists are neither *partisanized old men, nor

spoiled children. 1882 Daily Reius 18 Aug. 5/5 The 'World 1

,

which is *partisnnly Irish, calls the sentence outrageous.
1889 lidL'CK Plant. Negro 67 Whose *partisanry conforms. .

to the seductions of bribery.

Partisan, partizan (paMtizsen), st>.'
2 Also

6 parfcyzyne, partesant, partison, 6-7 partezan,
pertison, 7 partizane,7-S pertuisan(e, Spartui-

san(e, 9 arch, pertuizan. Obs. from c 1700, till

revived by Scott and igth c. antiquaries, [a. i6th c.

F. parttzane, parti-, parthisane^ ad. It. partesana,

partigiana, \}\\\i^.V,.partcsana^pertixana ;
iniSw.

bardisan.
The origin of the It, word is disputed. Diez associates it

with partigiano PARTISAN ', as if the weapon carried by
partisans; others would identify the first part with OHO.
Parta, bnrta halberd, leaving the re>t of the word un-

explained. In Fr., popularly corrupted in i5-i6th c. to

ponrtisaine, pertnisegne, perfusaine. mod.F. pertuisane,
as if fromjertxis a hole, pertniser to bore, pierce.]

1. A military weapon used (under this name) by
footmen in the i6th and i7thc., consisting of a

long-handled spear, the blade having one or more
lateral cutting projections, variously shaped, so as

sometimes to pass into the gisarme and the halberd
;

in some of its forms used also in boar-hunting.
1556 J. HEYWOOD*Sy&r4 F- l*i- 25 Uyls.bowes, partisance,

pikes. 1557 Witt of lv". Oliver (Somerset Ho.), A staffe

called a Partyzyne. 1573-80 HARET Ah, P 138 A Partison,
a iaueline to skirmish with, hasta velitaris. 1583 Rates oj
Citstoms Dvj, Partesants or Rore speares vngilt the dosen
xxvLf. viijrf. 1596 Lane. $ Chesh. Wills III. 4 A pertison
and a leadinge staffe. 1604 E. G[RIMSTONE] D'Acosta's
Hist. Indies vn, xxiv. 570 Shewing their swordes, lances,

pertuisans, and other armes. 1606 SHAKS. Ant. * CV. n. vii.

14, I had as Hue haue a Reede that will doe me no Semite,
as a Partizan I could not heaue. 1625 MARKIIAM Soutdiers

Accid. 5 Their weapons.. shall be faire Partizans of strong
and short blades. 1688 CAPT. J. S. Art of War 40 The Pike
and Partisan are the onely Arms proper to stop the fury of

the Cavalry. 1706 PHILLIPS, Partisan or Pertuisan, a

Weapon like a Halbard, sometimes us'd by Lieutenants of

Foot. 1805 SCOTT Last Minstr. iv. xx, On battlement and
bartizan Gleam 'd axe and spear and partizan. 1855 MOTLEY
Dutch Rep. n. ix. {1866)317/2 Others had the partisans, battle-

axes, and huge two-handed swords of the previous century.

1874 liouTEi.L Arms fy Ann. viii. 145 The terms partizan,
halberd^ and gitisarnic, denote the same class of weapon,
which admitted various modifications. . . In all these examples
a lance-head and an axe are present.

b. Used as a leading-staff, and borne as a

halberd by civic and other guards.
1611 COTGR., Pertuisane, a Partisan, or leading staffe.

1667 CHAMBERLAYNK St. Eng. i. (1684) 213 Of the Yeomen
of the Guard. .One half.. bear in their hands.. partizans.
1681 Loud. Gaz. No. 1661/3 His Royal Highness was received

by the Provost, Magistrates and Council, and by a Band of

the Young Men of the Town, bearing Gilded Partisans. [1828

SCOTT F. M. Perth viii, They have brought two town
officers with their parti/ans, to guard their fair persons,
I suppose. 1860 FAIRHOLT Costume 277 One of King
Charles 1 1. 's yeomen of the guard has been here copied.. .He
carries a partisan in his right hand and a sword by his side,]

PARTITION.

2. transf, A soldier or civic guard armed with
a partisan.

1693 Land. Gaz. No. 2869/2 First marched the City
Partizanes in new Liveries bare-headed. [1820 SCOTT Abbot
xviii, They. .were fighting hard, when the provost, with his

guard of
partizans, came in thirdMnan, and staved them

asunder with their halberds, as men part dng and bear.]

Partisanship (see PARTISAN l). [f. PARTISAN *

+ -SHIP.] The state, condition, or practice of a
: partisan; zealous or blind support of one's party.

1831 CARLYLE Sart. Res. in. i, Not out of blind sectarian

partisanship 1867 FREEMAN Norm. Cong. I. iv. 268 The
! frenzy of religious partizanship.

Partise, obs. pi. of PARTY.
t Pa'rtising. Sc. Law. Obs. Also 6 pairt-.

[app. corrupt, of OF. partisan, -isson, -eisun par-
tition, separation, departure (: L. partition-eni) ;

the ending being confused with Sc. -in, -ene,
-ing, of vbl. sbs.] Legal parting or separation ;

formal divorce. Libel ofpartisingt bill of divorce.
1552 ABP. HAMILTON Catech. 165 b, Sumtyme a man hafTand

di'-plesure at his wife wald geue to hir a libel of partising
,
and put hir fra him. r 1568 in H. Campbell Lcve-lett.

Alary Q. Scots (1824) App. 47 April. .26, the first precept
for the partising of the Erie of Kothwell and his wyif was
direct furth from the Commissarys of Edinburgh, a 1578
LINDESAY

(Pitscpttie) Chron. Scot. (S. T. S.) II. 217 To
adwyse of the pairtising of the quern and my lord bothwell.

Partisman: see PART.SMAX.

Partison, obs. form of PARTISAN 2
.

Partite (pautait), a. \zA.~L.partit-us parted,
I divided. Cf. BIPARTITE, QUINQUEPARTITE, etc.]

a. Divided into parts or portions.
1570 LEVINS Matrip. 151/40 Partyte, fartitusj a. 1680

j

MOKDEN Geogr. Reel., Spain (1685) 170 Spain fell into a
i i2-partite division.

b. Bot. and Entom. Divided to the base, or
'

nearly so, as a leaf, corolla, or insect's wing.
[1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Snpp. s. v. Leaf, Quinquepariite

Leaf, one which is separated into five parts down to the

very base. . In the same manner a leaf is said to be bipartite,
etc.] 1760 J. LEE hitrod. Bot. m. v. (1765) 179 Partite,
divided ; when they are separated down to the Base. 1826
KIRBV & SPKNCE Eiitoiuol. IV. 296 Partite (Partita), divided
to the base. 1861 BICNTLEY Man. Hot. 232 The corolla may
be partite, cleft, toothed, or entire. 1880 GARROD & UAXTER
Mat. Aled. 180 The leaves are. .palmate, five-partite.

t Parti'ted, ///. a. Her. Obs. rare.
[f.

as

prec. + -EIK] Divided into parts : said of a cross

used as a bearing, having each arm doubled, or

tripled (TRIPAKTITED).
1486 Bk. St. Albans, Heraldry c vij, He berith Sable and

a cros dowble pertitid of Siluer. Ibid, c vij b, Then hit is

called a cros dowble partitid floiishid, as here.

Partition (paiti-Jon), st>. Also 5-6 per-, [a.

^.partition (Oresme, i4thc.), in i^lhc. partition,
ad. L. partition-em, from partlre to PART.]
1. The action of parting or dividing into parts ;

the fact of being so divided ;
division.

1509 HAWES Past. Picas, i. (Percy Soc.) 5 An ymage..
With two fayre handes stretched out along. Unto two hye
wayes there in particion. 1552 H ULOET, Deuision or partition
of a praye or spoyle in warre. 1567 MATLET Gr. Forest 28

Some, .ioynted or deuided as the Reede: some without any
such

particion. 1571 DIGGES Pantom, n. xiv. Oj, Certayne
questions for the partition and diui^on of grounde. 1591
PERCIVALL Sp. Diet., Crefncha, tlie partition of the haire,
co)ix diuisio. c 1620 A. HUME Brit. Tongue (1865! 16

Quhen a word fales to be divyded at the end of a lyne, the

partition must bemadcat theondofasyllab. i74tMiDDLETON
Cicero xi. II. 436 The partition of the Empire. 1855 BAIN
Senses % Int. n. i. 8 (1864) 88 The threefold partition of
mind into Feeling, Volition, and Intellect.

b. Division into shares or portions; distribution.

c 1430 LYDG. Min. Poems {Percy Soc.) 170 Al tho that

make snche a particioune Amonge theyr subjettis. 1580
SIDNEY Ps, xxn. xi, Of my poore weedes they do partition
make. 1653 H. COGAN tr. Pinto s Trav. xxii. 71 He spent
out of the general booty, before the partitions were made.

1751 Affect. Narr. of W'figer 102 A final Partition was this

1 >ay made of the remaining Flour. 1799 W. TOOKE / 'ieu>

Russian Etitp. I. 327 At the first partition of Poland in 1773.
a 1832 MACKINTOSH Fr. ll'arofijys Wks. 1846 III. 179 We
cannot ..imagine that a greater evil could befall the human
race than the partition of Europe among the spoilers of

Poland. 1901 A'. Ainer. Rev. Feb. 275 The partition of

sovereignty between . .the State governments that the people
created, and the government of the United States.

c - fig* (Cf. 2 Tim. ii. 15.)
1641 J. JACKSON True Evang. T. \. 7 It is a safe rule in

the partition of holy Scripture, not to churne the sincere

milk thereof till butter come. 1684 WILLARD Mercy Magn. 9
We may briefly take partition of this parable.

2. The action of parting or separating two or

moie persons or things; the fact or condition of

being separated ; separation, division.

1530 PALSGR. 165 Scparaisdn, a particion. 1562 TURNER
Baths i b, We make no partition betwen y men and the

weomen whilse they are in bathing. 1611 SHAKS. Cyinb. i. vi.

38 Can we not Partition make..Twixt faire, and foule?

1766 FORDVCE Sertft. Y'ig. li'om. (1767) II. xui. 233 Every
wall of partition-.it throws down. 1872 ULACKIE Lays
Highl. 104 Walls of ancient, harsh partition Twixt the

people, and the crown.

3. Something that separates (either a material

structure, or more rarely an immaterial boundary
or dividing line) ; esp. that which separates one

part of a space from another; e,g. a structure

separating rooms or parts of a room (esp. when of
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slighter nature than a wall proper) ;
a septum or

dissepiment in a plant or animal body ;
etc.

1545 ELYOT, Dissepimentitin t the particion in a wall nutte,
wherwith the kernell is deuided. 1571 DIGGES Pantom. n.

xv. O j b, A hedge dyke or other partition runnyng from. .

the fountayne to. .themarke espyed. 1617 in Willis & Clark

Cambridge (1886) I. 205 All the particians shall bee maide
with good and sufficient groundesills. 1681 DRYDEN Abs.

<f-

Achif. 1. 164 Great wits are sure to madness near allied, And
thin partitions do their bounds divide. 1687 A. I.OVEI.L tr.

Tkevenot's Trav. I. 82 The Higli Altar is divided from the
rest of the Church by a wooden partition with three doors in it.

1763 BICKERSTAKF Love in Village 56 Did I not overhear your
scheme, .through the partition? 1844 LD. BROUGHAM A.
Lunell. iii. 85 The thin partition that divided his mirth and
good humour from his anger. 1846 P. Parley's Ann. VII.

235 One shaft divided by a brattice or partition in two. 1878
MACALISTER Vertebr. fy Inv. 46 The red organ-pipe coral
of the Indian Ocean, with its table-like partitions and its

green polyps. 1892 J. A. THOMSON Outl, Zool, 138 A number
of partitions or mesenteries extend from the body-wall
towards this gullet. Some of the partitions are 'complete'.

4. Each of the parts into which any whole is

divided, as by boundaries or lines ; a portion, part,
|

division, section, a. gen. (Formerly applied to the

divisions of a book or literary work.) Now rare.

1561 T. NORTON tr. Calvin's Inst.i. xiii. (1634) 56 He.,
j

affirmeth, that there be part, and partitions in the essence of

God, of which every portion is God. 1571 (title) Toxophilus,
The Schole, or partitions of shooting contayned in Sj bookes
written by Roger Aschain. 1608 R. NORTON tr. Stevtns

\

Disme Div, The Yard, Ell, &c., with his tenne partitions.
1621 BURTON Anat. Mel. \. i. in. iv. (1651) 36 Of tin's last. .1

will speak. .in my third Partition. 1737 POI-E, etc. Art of
Sinking 115 The vituperative partition will as easily be

replenished, a 1854 REED Lcct. Eng. Lit. vii. (1878; 235 ;

In each partition of our earth's time.

b. One of a number of actual superficial or
;

cubic spaces into which an object is divided ; a
j

compartment ; a pane, a panel ;
a pocket (of a

!

bag) ; an apartment, chamber, room.
1578 T. N. tr. Cong. IF. Ind. 66 Of a faire and straunge

workemanshippe itiwardes, with many great partitions, some
full of pottes of honey, and maiz. 1697 DAM TIER Voy. (1729)
I. 412 The Hold was divided in many small Partitions. .

1756 MRS. BROOKE Old Maid No. 37 (1764) 300 The temple
was divided into two noble partitions. 1783 WMSLEY wks.

'

(1872) IV. 250 The garden before the house was in three

partitions. 1900 G. SWIFT Somerlcy 58 She walked straight ;

up to the window, which was divided into three partitions.

5. Law. A division of real property, esp. of

lands, between joint-tenants, tenants in common, !

or coparceners, made either by private agreement, !

a judicial decree, or private act of parliament, by i

which their co-tenancy or co-ownership is abolished
;

and their individual interests in the land are

separated ; a division into severally.
1474 Rolls of Parlt. VI. icw/i That the seid Dukes and i

their seid wyfes-.may make particion of all the premisses
and every part therof [the premisses were real estate].

|

1512 Act 4 Hen. VIII, c. 13 Preamble^ Particion was made
be twyne theymeof the sayd Maners. 1696 PHILLIPS (ed. 5)
s. v., Partition of Lands descended by the Common Law, or

by Custom among Coheirs or Parceners. 1741 T. ROHINSON
Gai'elkrnd \ j To shew an actual partition of the Lands.
1818 CRUISE Digest (ed. 2) II. 521 The third mode of

voluntary partition is, where the eldest makes the division
of the lands ; in which case she shall choose last. 1845
Act 8 # 9 I'itt. c. 106 3 A partition and an exchange of

any tenements or hereditaments, not being copyhold, .shall
also be void at law, unless made by deed,

6. Logic. Analysis by systematic separation of
the integrant parts of a thing; enumeration of parts.

(Distinguished from division*, see DIVISION 6.)
1551 T. WILSON Logike (1580) 15 A manne is diuided into

bodie and
spule, and this kinde of diuidyng is properlie j

called a partition. 1697 tr. Burgersdicius his f.ogic n. v. 17
When Alan or Human Body is divided into its three Regions
and Limbs ; or the Year into 12 Months. . . It is a Definition
of the Integrate, or Mathematical, and is called Partition.

1725 WATTS Logic i. vi. 8. 1866 KOVVLEH Elem. Deduct.
Logic viii. (1887) 59 As a test of a logical division., the term

j

divided must be predicable of each dividing member... In
'

this manner it is distinguished from partition of a whole
j

into its parts. 1870 JEVONS./.O^XC xii. 108 Logical division,

must not be confused with physical division or Partition.

7. Math, f a. = DIVISION 5 a. Obs.

1571 DIGGES Pantom. \. xii. D iij b, Augment by the

parts, and make particion by 12. 1709-39 V. MANDEY Syst.
Math.) Arith. 3 Division, or Partition, is the finding of a
Number which shews.. how often the Number Dividing.. is

contained in the Dividend.

b. Any one of the ways of expressing a number
as a sum of positive integers (e.g. the partitions of

4 are i + i + i + i
,

1 + 1 + 2, 1 + 3, 2 + 2).
1855 CAYLEV Coll. Math. Papers II. 235 (heading} Re-

searches on the Partition of Numbers. 1859 SYI.VKSTER
(title) Lectures on the Partitions of Numbers, delivered at

Kind's College, London.
8. Mits. An arrangement of the several parts of

a composition one above another on the same
stave or set of staves; a score. Now rare or Obs.

1597 MORLEY Introd. Mus. 07 Here it is set downe in

partition, because you should the more easilie perceiue the
conueiance of the parts. 1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl. t

Parti' I

tion
t
in music, the disposition of the several parts of a song, i

set on the same leaf; so as upon the uppermost ranges of
j

lines are found the treble ; in another the bass [etc.]. 1891
Daily News 24 Oct. 5 '4 Here are to be found original
scores and partitions, MSS. interesting not only to the
musician but to the collector of autographs.
9. Her. a. The division of a shield into two

511

parts of different tinctures by one of the dividing
lines (see PARTED, PARTY a.}. ? Obs. f b. An
ordinary which separates or lies between common
charges on a shield. Obs. c. Each of the divisions

or compartments of a parted or quartered shield.

1486 fik. St. Attaris, Heraldry diij, The first particion
forsoth is of ij colouris in armys after the long way in the

playne maner. Ibid, d v, The. .particion ouerwart is made
as mony wyse as is the partycion on length. 1610 GUILLIM
Heraldry in. ii. (1660) 108 Whensoever there is a separation
of common charges, .by reason of the Interposition of some
. . Ordinaries, then they are not termed Ordinaries, but most
worthy Partitions, 1725 COATS Diet. Her.* Partitions, or

Contpartifnents^ as the French call them, as also Quartering?
of the Escutcheon, according to the Number of Coats that
are to be on it, are the several Divisions made in it, when
the Arms of several Families are born altogether by one.

10. attrib. and Comb., as partition-balk > -beam,
-line

; Partition treaty, name given to each of

the two treaties (of 1 1 Oct. 1698 and 1 1 Oct. 1700)

attempting
' to settle from outside the complex

question of the Spanish Succession on the death of

the king, Charles II
'

(Low and Pulling Diet. Eng.
Hist. 1884, 804). See also PARTITIOX-WAU,.
1581-90 in Willis & Clark Cambridge (1886) II. 412 A

particion balke . . of .16. foote breadthe. 1779-81 JOHNSON
L. P., 1 *rior Wks. III. 134 The impeachment of those lords
who bad persuaded the kin.? to the Partition-treaty. 1796
MORSK Aiiit'r. Gfog. I, 465 The partition line between New
York and Connecticut as established Dec. i, 1664. 1838
PKiuScoiT Ferd. # fs. (1846) II. xviii. 165 The removal of
the partition line was followed by important consequences
to the Portuguese, a 1859 MACAULAY///J-/. hug. xxiv. (iSSo)
II. 693 It was said, when first the terms of the Partition

Treaty were made public . . that the English and Dutch
governments., were guilty of a violation of plighted faith.

Partition (paitijan), v. [f. prec. sb.]
1. trans. To make partition of; to divide into

parts or portions ;
to dismember and deal out.

1741 RICHARDSON Pamela (1824) I. 32 She mentions his

concealing himself to hear her partitioning out her clothts.
1821 Examiner 420/1 He never sullied his conquests by
partitioning and dividing the conquered. 1828 D'!SRAELI
Chas. /, I. vi. 162 We have witnessed, in our own times,
this political artifice of partitioning a great kingdom.

b. spec. To divide (land) into severally.
1880 MuiRHEAp Gains Dig. 442 The actiofamiliac crci-

scinutae for partitioning an inheritance. 1883 Law Times
Rep. XLIX. 162/2 They claimed .. that the estate should
be sold in lieu of being partitioned.
2. To separate by a partition ; to divide off.

1832 HT. MARTINEAU ///// # Valley iv. 67 Paul had
partitioned off half his little room to serve as a workshop.
1851 DICKENS Lett. III. 131, I dream that I am a carpenter
and can't partition off the hall. 1884 UOWEK SCOTT De
Bary's Phancr. 217 The internodes and petioles .. are

partitioned by diaphragms.
Parti tioiial, a. Now rare.

[f. PARTITION
sb. + -AL.] Of, pertaining to, or of the nature of
a partition.
1669 First Cent. Hist. Springfield, Mass. (1898) I. 379

The Towne order says that partitional] ffences bctwcene
Lot and Lot..shal be ordered by ye Select men. a 1693
Urquhart's Rabelais in. 1.401 A separating and partitional
Work. 1764 GRAINGER Sugar Cane iv. 456 note, The pods
. .contain from three to five seeds in partitional cells.

Parti'tionary, a. rare. [f. as prec. -t- -AUY i.]

Of or concerned with the partition of lands.

1897 MAITLAXD Domesday $ Beyond 489 The loss of acres
due to partitionary arrangements.

Partitioned (p&tijand),j^a. [f.
PAKTITION

sb. and v. + -ED.] Having partitions ; divided or

separated by partitions. (Also with
off.)

1625 BACON Ess., Buildings (Arb.) 545, I vndcrstand both
these Sides ..to be vniforme without, though seutrally
Partitioned within. 1838 DICKENS Nich. Nick, xxxv, A

!

little partitioned-off counting-house. 1866 S. Ii. JAMES
Duty 3- Doctrine (1871) 7 Your special studies, your divided

|

and partitioned duties. 1875 HEDFORD Sailor's rocket Bk.
v. (ed. 2) 189 Partitioned spaces for their reception.

Parti'tioner. [f-
PARTITION v. + -Eit 1

.] One
who partitions ; one who divides land.

1799 S. TURNER Anglo-Sax. (1836) I. iv. iii. 275 Their first

occupiers or partitioners transmit them [cultivated lands] to
their descendants. 1888 Archaeol, Rev. Mar. 23 As each

partitioner might in course of time be represented by a
j

group of persons, his heirs, each of these fields might be

again partitioned into smaller enclosures.

Partitioning, sb. [f. PARTITION sb, nml
v.~\

1. [f. the sb.] Work consisting of partitions \

inside a house ; material for partitions.
1663 GERBIER Counsel So The selings and Partitionings at :

one shilling two pence a yard. 1703 T. N. City fy C. Pur- \

c/iaser 141 The Carcase, Flooring, Partitioning, Roofing,
Ceiling-beams. 1811 Self Instructor 135 Roofing, flooring,
and partitioning by the principal carpenters.

2.
[f.

the vb.] The action of the verb PARTITION.

1890 Daily News 8 July 5/1 The most stupendous business
in territorial partitioning known to history.

Partitioning, ppl. a. f f. PARTITION v. +
-ING -.] That partitions : see the verb.

1795 BURKE Regie. Peace iv. Wks. IX. 35 Revolution has
not., taught the three .. partitioning powers .. moderation.

1815 Ann. Reg. no The former annexations of the three

partitioning Powers.

Parti tiomnent, [f. PARTITION ZJ. + -MKNT.]
1. The action or fact of partitioning; division

into parts or shares ; separation.
1864 in WEBSTEK. 1875 BKYCB Holy Rom. Emp. xix.

(ed. 5) 348 That greatest of public misfortunes, the partition-

PARTLET.
ment of Poland. 1879 TYLER Anter. Lit. xvii. II. 272 The
..definite partitionment from Virginia of land that once be-

longed to it.

2. concr. A partition ; a compartment.
1851 1. TAYLOR Wesley (1852) 105 As to these partitionments

within which soulless religionLstsare content to bepenfolded,
he walked over them unconsciously.
Parti 'tion-wall. A wall forming a partition ;

esp. a wall dividing one room or portion of a

will Death This mould'ring, old Partition-wall throw down?
1849 JAMES Woodman vii, A partition wall, with a rude door
in it, crossed the building at about one third of its length.

Partitive (pautitiv), a. and sb. [ad. L. par-
fitiv-us (perh. through F. partitif^ -ive, 1550 in

llatz.-Darm.), f. L. partit-us divided: see -IVE.]
A. adj. Having the quality or function of

dividing into parts; characterized by or indicating
partition, a. spcc,\\\ Gram. Denoting or indicating
that only a part of a collective whole is considered
or spoken of: esp. applied to a noun, pronoun, or

adjective denoting such a part; also to the 'genitive
of the divided whole '

(Rohy) used with such
words {partitive genitive], in (ireek, Latin, etc.

(represented in Kng. by of with the sb. : see OF
prep. XIII}

1520 WHITINTON I'ulff. (1527) sb, The nowne partityue,
as aliquiS) qitisquain : & euery nowne set as a nowne parti-
tyut,'. 1530 PALSGK. In trod. 29 Nownes par''

ing that one or more Parts (or no Part) of such Whole are
taken. 1899 E. ANWVL // 'cls/i Grain. 380 After the adjec-
tive llawn, 'full

',
what was probably an old Partitive Geni-

tive, has survived in the dependent noun.

b. Partitivejudgement in Logic : see quot.
1895 Funk's .Stand. Diet.) Partitivejudgment, a judgment

that, under form of a disjunctive, predicates (if a genus
it-. >c\-L-ral species; as '

Indians are either North-American
or South-American '.

B. sb. Gram. A partitive word
;

a word de-

noting a part of a whole.

ana iviarkes conectiue doe note one tiling. 1012 DRIKSLEY
Pos. f'arts (1669) 133 This order is changed in the oblique
cases of the Relative gut, of Interrogative:-., Indefinites, and
Partitives. 1876 B. H. KI.NNKDY Pub. Sck. Lat. Grant, n.

(ed. 4) 418 Partitives sometimes take the Gen. uf a Collective
Noun : 'Plato totius Graxia: docti^imus fuit '.

Pa'rtitively, adv.
[f. prec. + -LY ^.] In

a partitive way ;
in the way of partition or division

;

spec, in Gram. In a partitive sense.

1320 WHITINTON b'ulg. (1527) 5 b, Nownes y l be set parti-

tyuely be these. 1590 STOCKWOOD Rules Construct. 46
Nounes of the comparatiue and the superlatiue degree being
put partitiuely ..require a genitiue case, a 1828 Ruddi-
mans Rudiments (ed. 21 99 Partitives, and words placed
Parlitively, Comparatives, Superlatives, Interrogatives, and
some Numerals, govern the Genitive Plural. 1870 Co)itcnip.
Rev. XIV. 416 The unperplexed steadiness with which,
partitivt-ly employed, in hundreds, he carries on a multitude
of difficult and complicated operations at the same time.

Partizan: see PARTISAN.

FartleSS (pautlus), a. Now rare. [f.
PAKT

sb. + -LESS.]

f 1. Having no part or share (of, /) ;
not sharing

or participating /"//
(
= L. expers)* Obs.

a. i34O'WAMPOLE Psalter v. 7 God sail .. make bam parties
of heue& 13.. E. E. A Hit. P. A. 335 Nowrech Ineuerfor
to deClyne,. .When I am partlez of perlez myne. t 1374
CHAUCER Bocthius iv. pr. iii. 93 (Camb. MS.) Who is he pat
nolde denie pat he that is ryht myhty of good weere parties
of the Meede. 1432-50 tr. Higden. (Rolls) II. 251 Heber..\vas

partelesse \immunis\ in the confusion of the langage of

theyme. 1515 BARCLAY Ecloges ii, It were a great wonder
among the women all, If none were parties of luste venerall.

1570 Ltivixs Manip. 91/11 Partlesse, capers.
2. Destitute of parts or talents (see PART sb. 12).

1603 J. DAVIF.S ftlicrocosm. (1878) 72/2 For Men of woorth
(say they) with parts indow'd The tymes doe not respect,
nor wil relive, But wholly vnto partlesse Spirits giue.
3. Having no parts ;

indivisible.

(71696 SCARBURGH Euclid (1705) 4 As indivisible and part-
less as a point. 1766 G. CANNING Anti~L.ucretius iv. 273
How much more easily, and surely, breeds Our j^Cther

Motion, than your parties Seeds.

Partlet 1
(paMtlet). Forms: 4-5 Fertelot(e,

5 Pertilot(e, 7- Partlet. [a. OF. Pertelote, a

female proper name.] A word used as the pioper
name of any hen, often Dame Partlet

\
also applied,

like
( hen ', to a woman.

c 1386 CHAUCER Nun's Pr. T. 50 Seuene hennes..Of
whiche the faireste hewed on hire throte Was cleped faire

damoysele Pertelote. 1481 CAXTON Reynard (Arb.) 31
Chantecler the cock, pertelot wyth alle theyr children. 1513
DOUGLAS /Ends xii. Prol. 159 Phebus red fowle . . Hys win's,

Toppa and Pertelok, hym by. 1607 \V. VONGE Diary
ii June (Camden) 14, I saw a partlet slain therewith [by a

thunder shower]. x6xx SHAKS. \l'int. T. n. iii. 75 Thou
t)5-2
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dotard, thou art woman-tyr'd : vnroosted By thy dame
Partlet heere. 1746 H. WALPOLE Let. to G, Montagu
22 May, The partlets have not laid since I went, a 1845
HOOD Tale of Trumpet xliii, Like the call of Partlett to

gather her young. 1885 Punch 13 June (Forward Boy\ Do
you think an old Partlet who's taken to preaching Is like to
be heard?

Partlet
'

2
. Obs. exc. Hist. Forms : 6-7 parte-

let, 6-8 partlet, (6 -lett(e, pertelet). [app. a

corrupted form of patelet, PATLET.] An article of

apparel worn about the neck and upper part of the

chest, chiefly by women : orig. a neckerchief of

linen or the like; a collar or ruffj also, a kind of

habit-shirt.

1519 Harl. MS. 2284 If. 42 b, x yerdes of russet satten
for a Jaquet & a partelet for the kinges grace. 1526 Lane.
Wills I. 13 To Emme my dough ter myne other bonett and
a partlett. 1526 TINDALE Acts xix. 12 From his body were
brought unto the sicke napkyns and partlettes. 1528
Obed. Ckr. Man Wks. (1573) 131 Paul sent his pertelet or

jerkyn to the sicke, and healed them also. 1580 HOLLYBAND
Trens. Fr. Tong, V'n collet^ ou gorgias dc quoy lesfannies
couvrent Iturs poictrines, a partlet (11586 SIDNEY Arcadia
in. (1629) 274 Parthenia .. tearing off her Unnen sleeves and
partlet to serve about his wounds. 1617 COLLINS Def. Bp.
Ely ii. ix. 364 To see Lazarus come forth bound about with
his partlets. 1658 PHILLIPS, Partlet, a word used in some
old Statutes, signifying the loose collar of a dublet to be set

on or taken off by it self without the bodies, also a womans
neckercheif. 1786 CUMBERLAND Qb$en>er III, No. 65. 44 A
close-bellied doublet coming down with a peake behind as
far as the crupper, and cut off before by the breastbone
like a partlet or neckercher. [1834 PLANCHE Brit. Costume
245. 1843 LYTTON Last Bar. i. iv, She turned aside, and
took off the partelet of lawn.]
attrib. or Comb. 1597-8 BP. HALL Sat. iv. vi. 9 Tyr'd with

pinned ruffs, and fans, and partlet strips. 1641 Dial.
Rattle-h. ff Round-k. 8 Let Lawn-sleeves serve instead of

Buffe, A id for your Arms your partled ruffe.

fPa-rtlike, adv. Sc. Obs. rare. [f. PAHT sb.

+ LIKE.] Proportionally.
1538 Aberdeen Regr. XVI. (Jam.), And suld haff pait

thair part partlyk and he had tynt. Ibid., Thair part
partlyk of thre crovnit. Ibid. XV, Partlyik.

fPa-rtlings, adv. Sc. Obs. rare.
[f.

PAHT sb.

+ -lings-, see -LING*.] = PARTLY.
1578-9 Reg. Privy Council Scot. Ser, i. III. 78 Partlingis

according to thair naturall ewill inclinatioun.

Partly ^pautli), adv. [f. PART sb. + -LY-.]
1. With respect to a part ;

in part ;
in some

measure or degree; not wholly. (Usually repeated
in reference to each of the parts considered.)
1523 SKEI.TOS Garl. Laurel 1054 Partly by your councell,

. .Wasmyfresshecoronell. 1563$^ Archit. Bij, Partelye
for their bcautye, ..partelye for their fortitude and strength.

1570 LEVINS Manip. 101/5, 6 Partly redde, rubicundits.

Partly fayn.fuZc&reMus. 1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614)

78 The Curdi, that were Participles or Mungrels in Religion,

professing partly Christ, partly Mahumet. 1712 ADDISON
Sped. No. 269 P 12 Hearing the Knight's Reflexions, which
were partly private, and partly political. 1873 Act 36 $ 37
Viet, c. 85 8 Every such agreement shall be in writing or
in print, or partly in writing and partly in print.

D. Usually hyphened to a participial adjective
when preceding its substantive.
1888 J. PAYN Myst. Mirbridge xxiv, A partly-heard con-

versation. 1891 T. HARDY Tess Ivi. (1900) 137/2 Within the

partly-closed door. 1898 Westin, Gaz. 18 July 8/1 The
whole of the partly-paid shares of the new company.
t 2. Partly-coloured, parti-coloured. Obs.

1582 in W. H. Turner Select. Rec. Oxford u88o) 430
Scottyshe cappes partelie colored.

Partly, obs. form of PEHTLY.

f Pa-rtment. Sc. Obs. In 7 pairtment. [f.

PART v. + -MENT.] Departure.
1663 T. MAKWOWELL Let. in J. Russell Haigsx. (1881) 276

To express what grief your mother doth sustain since your
pairtment from hence.

Partner (pautnsi), sb. Forms : 3-8 partener,

(4 parteneer, parthenare, -ere, 4-5 partenere,
pertener, -yner(e, 4-6 partenar, -iner, -yner(e,

5 partoner, perteynor, 5-6 pertiner, -eyner,
6 parteiner, -eyner, -inar, 7 Sc. pairtenar), 6-

partner. [In i jth c. partener , app. an alteration

of PARCENEK under the influence of PART sb.

In the earliest examples it appears as a variant MS. reading
of Parcener ; it has been suggested that, in some cases at

least, this was due to a scribal confusion of c and t ; but, as

parcener was in i4thc. very commonly written parscner, it

is evident that such a scribal error could not have been per-

petuated but for sense-association with/ar/.]
1. One who has a share or part with another or

others
; one who is associated with another or

others in the enjoyment or possession of anything ;

a partaker, sharer. (Before 1600 of much wider

application than now.) Const, with, rarely of
(a person) ; of, in, f to fa thing).
1297 R. GLOUC. Ckron, (Rolls) 6313 Ich as pi parciner

[v. rr. partiner, -yner(e] half engelond mid be. a 1340 HAM-
POLE Psalter-x, 8 In be whilk all rightwismen ere parcenel
[MS. S. partiner]. c 1340 Prose Tr. 15 pe flesche is perty-
nere of be payne. c 1373 Sc. Leg. Saints xxi. {Clement) 808
God has [send] me til 30w here of ^oure crone to be parthe-
nere. 1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls) I. 87 At be laste bey
were partyners wib the Romayns, and deled

lordschipe wip
hem. 1477 EARL RIVERS (Caxton) Dictes 15 He snal be

partenar to the Ignoraunse of froward folke. 1480 in lot/t

Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. v. 316 He .. shall desire and

require his partener, to whom half the gutter appartained,
to repaire and amende his half of the same. 1567 SIR N.
THROCMORTON Let. to Leicester in Robertson Hist, Scot.
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(1759) II. App. 47 It may please your lordship to make my
lord Stuard partner of this letter, c 1585 CARTWRIGHT in
R. Browne Attstv. C. 95 Partenersof impietie. 1590 Si'ENsiiK
F. Q. a. iv. 24 A groome of base degree, Which of my
love was partener Parainoure. 1617 MORYSON Itin. \. 43 He
intreated a gentleman of Kriesland to admit me partner of
his bed. 1718 ROWE tr. Lncan \. 174 No Faith, no Trust, no

Friendship, shall be known Among the jealous Partners of
a Throne. 1840 THIBLWALL Greece VII. Ivi. 131 Acknow-
ledged as partner of Arridseus Philip in the empire. 1870
FKEEMAN Norm. Cong, I. App. 716 A wife worthy to be the

partner of his Empire.
t b. With the notion of participation with others

weakened or lost : One who has a part or share in

something, a partaker. Obs.

cizgo S. ng-. Leg. I. 380/126 Blessede eov for fat ;e
scholden ofheouene beo parteners. 13518 TREVISA Earth.
DeP.R. \\. ii.(Add. MS.), Aungel is. .partinerof immortalite.

1535 FISHER Ways Per/. Relig. Wks. (1876) 382 You shall
be partener to the more plenteous aboundance of his loue.

2. One who is associated in any function, act, or

course of action
;
one who takes part with another

or others in doing something ;
an associate, col-

league (sometimes merely = companion). Formerly
often in reference to evil deeds : An accomplice.
Now rare, exc. in specific senses : see 3.
ci 13*5 Prose Psalter x. 7 [xi. 6] pe gost of tempestes ys

partener [v.r. parcener] of her wyckednesse. 13.. Cursor
J/. 26677 iCott.) Bot bai be samen partenar sekand til an
sakful dede. 171386 CHAUCER Pars. T. P8g4 They bat eggen
or consenten to the synne been parteners of the synne.
c 1433 Syr defter. (Roxb.) 9724 Think wel, . . How that ye ar

partenere Of that we haue doon to king AufrLs, 1503-4
Act 19 Htn. 11, c. 34 2 The stid Erie was not prevy
nor partener to the offens of his seid sonne. 1602 MARSTON
Antonio's Rev, v. i, The Florence Prince . . Is made a part-
ner in conspiracie. i6zz BIBLE Prov. xxix. 24 \V'ho so is

partner with a thiefe hateth his owne soule. 1660 MARVELL
Corr. Wks. 1^72-5 II. 39, I suppose this day my good part-
ner Mr. Ramsden will arrive at Hull. 1875 JOWETT Plato
(ed, 2) I. 99 Laches and I are partners in the argument,

t b. One who takes part in some action. Obs.

1513 MORE Rich. Ill Wks. (1557) 64/1 He wyth other

pertiners of that counsayle, drew aboute the duke, c 1565
NORTON (title} A Warning agaynst the dangerous practices
of Papistes, and specially the parteners of the late Rebellion.

3. spec. a. Conwi. One who is associated with

another or others in the carrying on of some

business, the expenses, profits, and losses of which
he proportionately shares.

Sleeping (or dormant) partner, a partner who has capital
in a business and shares in its profits without taking any
part in the management. Predominant partner: see PRE-
DOMINANT.

1523 Act 14 # 15 Hen. fill, c. 4 i (2) They occupie here

. . not onely for them selfe, but also colourably for other

straungers, their frendes, and partiners. 1534 TINDALE Litke
v. 10 lames and lohn.. which were parteners [1526 parte-

takers] with Simon. 1613 Compt Bk. D. Wtdderburne
(Sc. Hist. SocJ 240 Tua punscheounis Wyne perteining to

Walter Kynnereis 8: pairtenaris. 1660 F. BKOOKE Le Blanc s

Trav. 4 Which losse broak my fathers partner, Robert
Pontoine. 1817 SELWVN Law Nisi Priits (ed. 4) II. 1055
How far the Acts of one Partner are binding on his Co-

partners. 1828 WEBSTER s. v. Dormant, Dormant partner,
in commerce and manufactories, a partner who takes no
share in the active business of a company or partnership...
He is called also sleeping partner. 1833 HT. MARTINKAU
Berkeley the Banker \. i. 18 In Scotland, there are a great

many partners in a bank, which makes it very secure. 1870
LOWELL Study Wind. 196 He has been the sleeping partner
who has supplied a great part of their capital. 1891 Daily
News 30 Sept. T/I On attaining his majority he was elected

partner in the firm, of which at the present moment he is

sole partner.

b. One associated in marriage, a spouse ; more

frequently applied to the wife.

1749 SMOLLETT Regicide n. vii, What means the gentle
artner of my heart? z8i6 SOUTHEV Pocfs Pilgr. \. i. viii,

Jo forth I set .. And took the partner of my life with me.

1879 FARRAR St. Paul II. 69 The believing wife or husband

might win to the faith the unbelieving partner.

c. One's companion in a dance.

1613 SHAKS. Hen. VIII, i. iv. 104 Lead in your Ladies

eu'ry one; Sweet Partner, I must not yet forsake you. 171*
STEKLE Sped. No. 515 ? 3, I at first Entrance declared him

my Partner if I danced at all. 1837 DICKENS Pickw. vi,

Isabella Wardle and Mr. Trundle ' went partners '.

d. In various games, e.g. whist, tennis, etc.:

A player associated on the same side with another.

1680 COTTON Compl. Gamester x. 84 If he can have some

petty glimpse of his Partners hand. 1778 C. JONES Hoyle's
Games Intpr. 60 It appears to you that your Partner has the

last Trump. 1870 Mod. Hoyle i (Whist\ The players are

divided into a couple of groups, each group being partners,

and therefore winning or losing together. Partners stt

opposite each other. z875 J. D. HEATH Croquet Player 49
He never thinks of his partner at all, but places himself in

front of his own hoop !

1 4. One who is on the side (of any one) ;
a

partisan. Obs.

1388 WVCLIF Has. iv. 17 Effraym is the partener [1382 par-

cener] of idols, leeue thou him. 1395 PURVEY Remonstr.

(1851) 58, I am parteneer [1382 WYCLIF Ps. cxviii. 63 par-

cener] of alle that dreden thee.

5. Naut. ijn //.) A framework of timber fitted

round any hole or scuttle in a ship's deck, through
which a mast, capstan, pump, etc. passes, and

serving to strengthen the deck and to relieve strain.

rti6o8 SIR F. VERE Comm. (1657) 48 My main mast

being in the partners rent to the very sp'mdell. 1727 A.

HAMILTON New Ace. E. Ind. II. 1. 219 Our Mam mast

breaking in the Parteners of the Upper-deck, disabled both
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our Pumps. 1869 SIR E. REED Shiphuild. xv. 273 In some
ships the partner-plates have been cut away in order to
allow corner chocks of the wood partners to pass down
through in one length. 1874 THEARLE Naval Archit. 47
The mast holes of a ship with wood beams are framed with
a series of cartings termed fore and afi partners, cross part-
ners, and angle chocks.

6. attrib. : formeily quasi- A^'.
= associated.

1639 FULLER Holy War iv. x. (1840) 195 This great over-

throw, to omit less partner causes, is chiefly imputed to the

Templars . . breaking the truce with the sultan of Babylon.
1647 TRAPP Cotnin. Hcb, i. 6 The manhood . .hath a partner-
agency., in the work of redemption and mediation. 1902
Daily Ckron. 5 Aug. 3/2 He calls them [Colonies] rather

happily
'

Partner-States'.

Partner (paumai), v. [f. prec. sb.]
1. trans. To make a partner, to join or associate.
1611 SHAKS. Cynib. \. vi. 121 A Lady, So faire,..to be part-

ner'd With Tomboyes. 1819 Blackw. Mag. V. 592 A re-

spectable accompaniment of lads and '

lasses free
'

; with
whom it is time to partner ourselves on the green. 1898
Times 10 June 11/4 Harry Vardon, who was partnered with
Bob Simpson.
2. To be or act as the partner of; to associate

oneself with as a partner.
i88a Daily Tel. 24 June, The Colonials had scored 192 for

the loss of four wickets,, .on resuming Bonnor partnered
Giffen. 1890 Daily News 16 July 3/6 Prince George, part-
nered by one of his officers, proved himself a most skilful

player at tennis. 1894 .A'. B. Daily Mail4 Sept. 3 Golf. . . The
Right Hon. A. J. Balfour. .had acouple of rounds, partner-
ing Mr. A. M. Ross against Mr. R. M. Harvey and Mr.
Ben Sayers.

Fa'rtnerless, a. [-LESS.] Without a partner.
1852 Miss YOSCE Two Guard, xiii. (1861) 241 That rosy

tall boy standing partnerless. 1869 LADY BAKKKK Station

Life N. Zealamt vi. (1874) 37 Some of the pretty and part-
nerless groups of a London ball-room.

Partnership (pa-itnwjip). [See -SHIP.]
1. The fact or condition of being a partner ;

association or participation.
1576 FLEMING Panopl. Epist. 23 Shee .. might runne the

race of her age in his pleasaunt partenership. 1741 MIUDLETON
Cicero II. viii. 196, I have faithfully performed to him ..

every duty which our partnership in office, .required. 1769
BIBLE 2 Kings xv. i marg., This is the 2?th year of Jero-
boam's Partnership in the kingdom with liis Father. 1877
FREEMAN Norm. Cong. (ed. 3) I. App. 786 A scandal which

charged Emma herself with a partnership in the deed.

2. Comm. An association of two or more persons
for the carrying on of a business, of which they
share the expenses, profit, and Joss.

a 1700 I/ESTRANGE (J.), A necessary rule in alliances,

partnerships, and all manner of civil dealings. 1801 MAR.
EDGEWOKTH Irish Bulls xiv. 276 His brother took him into

partnership. 1849 FKEESE Comm. Clnss-bk, 117 An entry to

the debit or credit of each Partner, in the proportions agreed
upon in the articles of Partnership. 1861 DICKENS Lett.

(1880) II. 145 He has been for some time seeking a partner-

ship in business.

b. The persons collectively composing such a

business association.
1802-12 BENTHAM Ration. Judic. E-vid. (1827) IV. 74 The

rate at which business is done, when the partnership are

ashamed or afraid to put it off any longer. 1813 MAR.
EDGEWORTH Patron. (1833) II. xxi. 20 He had .. obtained
the partnership's permission to go over to the Dutch mer-
chants.

3. Arith. The rule or method for the calculation

of a partner's share of gain or loss in proportion
to his share of the capital or other determining
conditions ;

= FELLOWSHIP 9.

1704 J. HARRIS Lex. Techn. I, Partnership^ a Rule in

Arithmetick ; the same with the Rule of Fellowship* which
see. 1859 BARN. SMITH Arith. fy Algebra(t&.()} 508 Fellow-

ship or Partnership.

4. attrib.

1770 FOOTE Lame Lover n. Wks. 1799 II. 70 The charge
must be made for partnership-profit. 1817 W. SELWVN Law
Nisi Prins (ed. 4) II. 1058 A general partnership agreement
..under seal. 1818 JAS. MILL Brit. India II. v. v. 487 The
sort of partnership sovereignty, which the Nabob and the

Company had established in the Carnatic.

f Pa-rtnit, -nyt. Obs. rare. [app. f. PART sb.

3 + NIT.] The pubic louse or CRAB-LOUSE.

1530 PALSGR. 252/1 Partnyt that bredeth under ones arme,

mortpou, 1547 SALESBURY Welsh Dict. t Krankleuen^ a

partnyt.

Farton, Partoner: sec PARTAN, PARTNER.

Partoriche, obs. form of PARTRIDGE.

Pa'rt-ow^ner. [f.
PART sb. B. c + OWNER :

= owner in part.] One who owns something in

common with another or others ; each of two or

more joint-owners or tenants in common.
1562 Act 5 Etta. c. 5 8 Bottoms whereof .. Strangers born

then be Owners, Shipmasters or Part-owners. 1677 in Marvel]

Grwvth Popery (1678) 62 The John and Elizabeth^ English

built, Thomas Rising, Master and part-Owner. 1817 W.
SELWYN Law Nisi Prius (ed. 4) II. 1273 If one of two part-

owners of a chattel sue alone for a tort, and the defendant

do not plead in abatement, the other part-owner may after-

wards sue alone. 1884 SIR W. B. BRETT in Law Rep. 16

pueen's Bench Dfa 65 A part-owner might be compelled to

incur expense against his will.

Partridge (pautridg). Forms: see below.

[ME. pertnek, partrich : cf. OF. perdriz, ptrtriz

(mod.*./*frir), alteration of perdiz (= Pr./^r-

ditz> Sp. perdiz, It. ^perdice (Florio), now per-

nice] : I*, perdix, perdu-em, a. Gr. 7rf'/>5i, -nipSlK-a.

(the Greek) partridge.
The change of orig. pwd* toftrt- is occasional also in OF.
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(pertris, petris, fertrisel, pertriset, Godef.); the further

change to part- is as in clerk, heart, and also occurs in

QF.pariiix; that of -ich, -itch, to -idge is as in cnowleche,

knowledge^ etc. The change of perdix to perd>-ix (perh.
from a mixture of perdis and *pcdris, petris) occurred in

French, the second r being present in Eug. from the first.

But no explanation has been found of the representation of
the Fr. -riz, -ris, by Kng.'-f/VA, nor of the notable fact that
this became -rik in northern Eng., like the final element in

Iltrvenriche, lievenrik, kingriche, kingrik, etc.]

A. Forms. (The collective//, is often like sing.)
a. a. 3-8 (9 dial.) partrich, 4-6 -riche, 5

-eriehe, -oriehe, (parthyryd), 5-6 partryoh(e,
-rioohe, -rytohe, -reehe ; pardriohe, -dryche ;

6- partridge, (6 -rydge, -rege, -yrege, -erige, 7

-rige, -ridg, -rage). #. 4-6 pertrich(e, -ry(t)ohe,
5 -eryeh, 6 -rige. y. dial. 6-9 patrich, 7-9
-ridge.
cijgo S

1

. Eng. Leg. I. 411/316 A jong partrich he bar on
his bond, c 1386 CHAUCER ProL 349 A fat partrich [v. rr.

partrych, perterych, partriche]. 0400 Master of Game
(MS. Digby 182) xvi. 73/15 Of be parteriche and be quayle.
Ibid. 73/17 A goode goshauke . . for be pertriche. 1422 tr.

Secreta Secret., Priv. Priv. 245 Pardriches, culueres. 14. .

Metr. Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 625/2 Perdix [glossed] parthyryd.
1432-50 tr. Hidden (Rolls) I. 339 Partricche and fesaunte,
pyes, ny^tegales. c 1440 in Househ. Ofd. (1790) 450 Rosted
pejons, egretys, partoriches. c 1440 Proitip. Parv. 395/1
Pertryche, byrd, perdix. 1526 SKKLTON Magnyf. 484 A
plummed partrydge all redy to flye. 1530 PALSGK. 164
Pardris, a partrytche. Ibid. 253/2 Pertrytche a byrde,
pardris. 1542 UDALL Erasnt. Apopk. To Rdr. 3 b, One y"
serueth his stomake with a Pertrige. a 1550 in Ellis Orig.
Lett. Ser III. 71, I sende yowe by this bringer half a
dossen partterigs. , . I sende owte my hawke this day to kyll
yowe parterige for super on Monday. 1550 J. COKE. Eng: <$ Fr.
Heralds iii. (1877) 57 Pardryche, quayles, . .and other wylde
fowle. 1578 COOPER Thesaurus, Cacabo, . . to call like a
patrich. 1579 E. K. Gloss Spenser's Shepk. Cal. Apr. 1 18
A Couey of Partridge. 1585 T. WASHINGTON tr. Nicliolays
I'oy. n. v. 34 b, xij.co_uple of quick partriges. 1616 B. JONSON
Forest ii. 29 The painted Partrich lyes in every field, a 1674
CLARENDON Hist. Re/', xiv. 76 (1704) 404 To see a Dog
set patridge. 1892 HEWETI Peas. Sp. 12 (E. D. D.) Zo
plump's a pattridge.

b. tiorth. Eng. and Sc. a. 4-6 partryk, (4-5
-ryke, 5 -rike),4, 9 -rick. 0. 4-6 pertrik, (4-5
-ryke, 4-6 -rike, 5-6 -ryk, -ryoke, 6 -rek, 6-7
-rick, 6-9 pairtrick, 8 peartriok). 7. 8-9 pait-

rick, Patrick, 9 paitric, paetrick.
13.. E. E. Allit. P. B. 57 Mypolyle bat is penne-fed &

partrykes bobe. 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints v. (Johannes) 457
A fule..quhilk we ane partryk cal. 1388 Durham Ace.
Rolls (Surtees) 47 In v pertrikis. .emptis. 1408 Ibid. 53,

xvpertrykes. c 1423 Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 640/41 Hicfcrdix,
..pertrycke. 1438 Bk. Alexander Grt. (Bann. Cl.) 14 Spar-
halk, Pertrik, or Quailje. 1609 SKENE Keg. Maj., Pt'cun.
Crimes 139 b, Pertricks, Plovers, Black-cocks. 1728 RAMSAYLure 12 Peartricks, teals, moor-powts, and pllvers. 1784
BURNS Ep. to J. Ran/tine vii, I. .brought a paitrick to the

grun'. 1807 TANNAHILL Poems (1817") 229 (E. D. D.) The
pairtrick sung his e'ening note. 1824 MACTAGGARTGuMw/rf.
Encycl. (1876) 176 Wha had.. shot a paitric or hare. 1838
HOGG Tales (1866) 63 Shooting moor-cocks, an' paetricks.
B. Signification.

1. The name of certain well-known game-birds ;

specifically the British and Central European species
Perdix cinerea, also called distinctively Common
or Grey Partridge. More widely, used to include
all species of the genus Perdix, and some allied

genera : see 2.

c 1290, etc. [see A. a and b]. 1382 WYCLIF jfer. xvii. i r The
partrich nurshede that she bar not. 1447 BOKENHAM Scyntys
(Roxb.) 48 Lyche to lyche evere doth applie As scheep to

scheep and man to man Pertryche to pertryche and swan to
swan. 1513 Bk. Keruynge in Babees Bk. 275 Wynge that

partryche. c 1592 MARLOWE Jew of Malta iv. iv, Hee
hides and buries it vp, as Partridges doe their egges, vnder
the earth. i6n BIBLE i Sain. xxvi. 20 The king of Israel
is come out to seeke a flea, as when one doeth hunt a part-
ridge in the mountaines. 1629 SYMMER Spir. Posie i. iv. 14
The Partridges of Paphlagonia have two hearts. 1774
GOLDSM. Nat. Hist. (1776) V. 206 The partridge is now too
common in France to be considered as a delicacy. 1844
DICKENS Mart. Chuz. xxv, Plump as any partridge was
each Miss Mould.

b. In British Colonies and U. S., popularly
applied to several birds of the Tetraonidx or Grouse

Family and Phasianidas or Pheasant Family, esp.
in New England, the Ruffed Grouse {Bonasa or
Tetrao umbellus), in Pennsylvania, etc. the Virgi-
nian Quail, Colin, or Bob-white (Ortyx virgini-
aniis) : see also 2.

By some earlier naturalists extended to include the Tina-
mous of S. America (pentizes of Spanish and Portuguese).
1634 Relat. Ld. Baltimore's Plant. (1865) 16 Euery day

they are abroad after squirrells, partridges, turkies, deere,
and the like game. 1637 T. MORTON tfevi Eng. Canaan
(1883) 194 Partridges there are, much like our Partridges of

England. 1808 PIKE Sources Mississ. (1810) 73 My Indians
killed fifteen partridges, some nearly black, . . called the
Savanna partridge. 1809 A. HENRY Tra-j. 53 The neigh-

bouring woods abounded in partridges, and hares. [Note]
The birds, here intended, are red grouse. a 1813 A.
WILSON Amer. Ornith. (1832) II. 230 The food of the Par-

tridge [Ortyx virginianns] consists of grain, seeds, insects,
and berries. 1840 Penny Cycl. XVII. 440/1 This, the

Quail of the inhabitants of New England, the Partridge
of the Pennsylvanians, has the bill black. 1849 BRYANT
Old Man's Counsel v, The grouse, that wears A sable
ruff around his mottled neck ; Partridge they call him by
our northern streams. And pheasant by the Delaware. 1854
THOHEAU Waidt* xii, (1863) 243 In June the partridge
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(Tetrao umiellusl . . led her brood past my windows. 1894NEWTON Diet. Birds 696 By English colonists the name
Partridge has been very loosely applied, and especially so
in North America. . . There is sometimes a difficulty at first to
know whether the Ruffed Grouse (Bonasa mnbellns) or the
Virginian Colin (Orlyx virginianus) is intended. 1895 Ibid.

964 liuffon and his successors saw that the Tinamous, though
passing among the European colonists of South America as
'

Partridges ', could not be associated with those birds.

C. The bird, or its flesh, as used for eating.
13 .

.^
Coer de L. 3526 There is no flesch so noryssaunt, . .

Partrick, plover, heroun, ne swan, fc 1475 Sqr. Imve Dcgre
318 With deynty meates that were dere, With partryche,
pecoke, and plovere. 1584 COGAN Haven Health clix, Par-
trich of all fuules is most soonest digested. 1715 S. SEWALL
Diary 19 Sept., Din'd with Fry'd Lamb and Partridge.
2. Ornith. With defining words, applied to

particular species of the genus Perdix, or of the
sub-families Perdicins, OdontophorinK, and Cacca-

binex, of family fhasianidse, also to some species
of Tetraonids, all of Order Gallinie ;

in S. Africa,
to some of Order Pterocleles (Sand-grouse). The
following are the chief species :

African or Barbary P., of N. Africa, Caccatis petrosa ;

Bamboo P., of North China, Bajnbusicola thorucica',
Bearded P., of E. Siberia, Perdix bartata; Black-
headed P., of Arabi:i and Abyssinia, Caccabis tnclano-
ceplialus; Bonhain's P., of W. Asia, Ammoperdix Bon-
hami; Buff-breasted P., of W. Africa, Ptilopachys
ventralis ; California P. (or Quail), Callipepla californica ;

Capoeira P., of Brazil, Odontopkorus dcntatus ; Chukar
P., of India, Caccatis Chukar ; French P. = Rcd-leggcd P.

;

Gambel's P., of California, Callipepla GainMli; Greek

Odontophorits guiancnsis ; Key's P., of Arabia, Amio-
perdix Heyi\ Hill-P., the genus Galloperdix, esp. G.

Plumed P., of California, Oreortyx pictits ; Naraaqua P.,
of S. Africa (Sand-grouse), literacies namaqna; Painted
P. (or Francolin), of S. Africa, Francolinns pidtts\ Red-
legged P., of Europe, Caccabis fit/a; Rock P., a synonym
of Greek P. and Barbary P.; Sanguine P., of China,
Geoffrey's Blood-Pheasant, Ithaginis gcoffroyi ; Snow P.,
Lenva nivicola; also Tetraogallus Htuiataycnsis; Spruce
P. - Canada GROUSE; Tree or White-browed P., of
Central America, Demtrostyx leucophrys.
Also, Night Partridge, a name locally given in U. S. to

the American woodcock, PhHohela minor (Webster, 1890).
1894 NEWTOX Diet. Birds 696 The French Partridge has

several congeners, all with red legs. . .In Africa north of the
Atlas there is the "Barbary Partridge. 1611 CoTGK,,Perdrix
gaiite . .the great browne-bodied, and red-legd Partridge,
the *French Partridge. 1894 NEWTOM Diet. Birds $ The
common Red-legged Partridge of Europe, generally called
the French Partridge, . .was introduced into England to-

ward the end of the eighteenth century. 1884-5 Stand.
Nat. Hist. (1888) IV. 204 A genus of *gray partridges, styled
Ortygorni$i . .is found in India and Ceylon. 1894 NEWTON
Diet. Birds 692 note, In India the name prey Partridge is

used for Ortygoniis ponticeriaiius, which is perhaps a
Francolin. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp. s. v.,

*Indian
Partridge^ the name given by the Spaniards to a hird of
the West Indies, of which there are three or four species;
all which, Nieremberg says, are properly of the partridge
kind. 1850 R. G. GUMMING Hunter s Life S. Afr. (ed. 2)

I. 161 The *Namaqua partridges .. every morning and
evening visit the vleys and fountains in large coveys for the

purpose of drinking.
. By watching the flight of these birds

mornings and evenings I have discovered the fountains in

the desert. 1611 COTGR., Perdrix rouge.. \\\t great *red-

legd Partridge. 1678 RAY tt'illuglity$ Ornith. 167 The
Red-leg'd Partridge, Perdix rujfa. Aldrov. called in Italy
Coturnice and Coturno. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Sitpp, s. v.,

Red-legged Partridge . . is not found in England, but is

sometimes shot in the islands of Guernsey and Jersey.
ifypPenny Cycl. XVII. 443/1 The *Sanguine Partridge . . may
be considered as uniting the Partridges with the Pheasants
and the Polyplectrom, 1894 NEWTON Diet. Birds 696 The
group of birds known as Francolins and *Sno\v-partridges
are generally furnished with strong but blunt spurs, . . the

genus Letiua contains but a single species, L. nivicola^
which is emphatically the Snow-Partridge of Himalayan
sportsmen. 1895 Outing (U.S.) XXVII. 218/1 The *spruce
partridge abounds here.

f 3. Mil. a. A kind of charge for cannons con-

sisting of a number of missiles fired together,
similar to langrage or case-shot ; also partridge-
shot', see 5. See also quot 1788. Obs.

1678 Land. Gaz. No. 1361/1 He Steered from us, falls a

Stern, loaded his Guns with double Head and round Par-

tridge. 1697 Ibid. No. 3318/3 We had time enough to give
her four entire Broad-sides with Round and Partrage from
Aloft. 17*6 SHELVOCKE Voy. round World 262 We had no
more ammunition than two round shot, a few chain bolts

and bolt-heads, the clapper of the Speedwell's bell, and
some bags of beach stones to serve for partridge. 1751
SMOLLETT Per. Pickle \\. 1788 GROSE Mil. Antia. Descrip.
of Plates II. 5 The Partridges. A mortar that threw
thirteen grenadoes and one bomb at the same time ; the
bomb representing the old hen, and the grenadoes the

young partridges. 1867 SMYTH Sailors Word-bit.
>
Par-

fridges^ grenades thrown from a mortar.

b. (See quot.)
1823 CRABB Tcchnol. Dict.^ Partridge (Gttnn.}, large

bombards which were formerly used. [So in later Diets.]
This is app. an error, due to a misunderstanding of Grose,

quot. 1788 above. But cf. OF. pcrdrian 'an engine for

throwing stones
'

Guiart 1304, in Du Cange and Littre.

4. Sea partridge, fa. A name of the sole.

[Cf. F. perdrix de mer 'the sole-fish' (Cotgr.).]
b. A local nnme of the Golden Wrasse or Gilt-

head, Crenilabrus melons (Webster 1890).

PARTRIDGE-BERRY.

1633 HART Diet ofDiseased I. xxi. 89 The Sole is without
exception a good and dainty Fish.. it is for this cause called
the Sea-partridge. 1740 R. BROOKES Angiing n. xv. 120
The Sole . . in some Countries, they stile it the Sea-Partridge.
5. attrib. and Comb. a. simple attrib., 3.$ par-

tridge brood, chick, dance, drive (see DRIVE sb. i c),

eye j fillet, groundt hackle, mew, net , poult , prairie ,

season, wing. b. objective, etc., as -breeder,

-driving, -hawking, -killer, -shooter, -shooting; also

partridge- like adj. c. Special Combs. : partridge-
bird ; see quot. ; partridge-breast, -breasted

(aloe), the name of an American species of aloe

(AlosvarUgata}\ partridge-cane: see PARTRIDGE-
WOOD i

; partridge cochin, a variety of cochin-
china fowl (Cent. Diet.} ; partridge-dove, a local
name given to a ground-dove of Jamaica (Geotry-
gon cristatd] ,

also called mountain-witch (ground-
dove) ; partridge-hawk, the North-American

goshawk (Astar atricapillus] ; partridge-legged
clover : see quot. ; partridge pea, (a) a speckled
or mottled variety of field pea ; () a yellow-
flowered leguminous plant (Cassia Ckamsscrista]
of U. S. : called also sensitive pca\ (c] a plant
(Heisteria coccinca, N.O. Olacincx] having red

fruits enclosed in an enlarged fleshy calyx ; par-

tridge-pigeon, an Australian pigeon (Geophaps
scripta\) one of the bronzewings; partridge-shell,
a large univalve shell (DoHitHI perdix} with par-

tridge-like mottlings, a partridge tun
; partridge-

shot, (a) = sense 33; (jfy shot suitable for shooting
partridges ; f partridge tun, Conch., a shell of one
of the two groups into which Cuvier divided the

genus Dolium (see TUN, TUKSHELL) ; partridge-
vine = PAHTRIDGE-BERKY a. (Funk 1895). Also
PARTRIDGE-BERRY, -WOOD.
1871 J. BURROUGHS Wake-Robin, Adirondac{\%&$ 120 Here

. .1 met my beautiful singer, t lie hermit-thrush... A boy. .said
it was the '

*partridge-bird ',
no doubt from the resemblance

of its note, when disturbed, to the cluck of the partridge.
1825 Greenhouse Comp, I. 103 Aloe variegata, *partriclge-
breast. 1858 GLENNY Card. Every-day tik. 191/1 The
various Aluts, of which the *

Partridge-breasted, .is at the
head. 1864 TKNNYSON Aylincr's F. 382 These *partridge-
breeders of a thousand years. 1843 HOLTZAPFFEL Turning
I. 19 Some of the smallest palms are imported.. for walking-
sticks, under the names of 'partridge and Penang canes, etc.

1852 C. W. HOSKYNS Talfa. 127 The *partridge-cbiuk had
found cool midday covert under the young turnip-leaf. 1829
COL. HAWKKR Diary (1893) II. 3 This is not a professed
*partridge country. 1871 DARWIN Dcsc. Alan n. xiii. (1890)
380 In these *

Partridge-dances, . . the birds assume the

strangest attitudes. 1892 GKEENF.R Breech-Loader 223 In
*partridge-driving the stations are frequently changed, and
the object is to break up the coveys as early as possible in
the day. 1470 HKNRYSON Mor. Fab. ix. (Wc>lf ty Fox}
xxvi, It is ane side of salmond, as it wair, And callour,

pypand like ane *pertrik ee. 1867 F. FRANCIS Angling vi.

(1880) 244 The ""Partridge Hackle. Dressed similarly to the
last fly. 1781 LATHAM Gen. Synopsis Birds I. i. 78 This
bird.. was sent from Severn River, Hudson's bay, where it

was called Speckled *Partridge Hawk. 1807 YOUNG Agric.
Essex I. 8 It [the 'red

'

land] yields clover, but the plant
will fatten nothing, .. they call it *partridge-leg'd clover,
with red stalks and small leaves. 1840 Penny Cycl. XVII.
438/2 The *Partridge-Hke .. plumage .. of the . . Quails.
1900 IVestm. Gaz. 23 June 8/2 The tinamous, a partridge-
like bird of South America. 1749 FIELDING Totit Jones iv.

iv, I must take care of my *partridge mew. I shall have
some. .man or other set all my partridges at liberty. 1759
H. WALPOLE Lett. H. Mann 13 Dec. (1846) IV. 7 Fourteen
thousand soldiers and nine generals taken, as it were, in a

*partridge-net ! 1812 SIR J. SINCLAIR Syst. Ilnsb, Scot. I.

225 The *partridge pea may be sown in May, but no other
field variety. 1844 H. STEPHENS Bk. Farm II. 370 The
Partridge, grey maple, or Mttrlbor&ugh pea., is suited for

light soils and late situations. 1866 Trtas. Bot. 574/1
Heisteria coccinca . . is a native, .particularly

of Martinique,
where the French call it Bois perdrix, which is a corrup-
tion of Pois perdrix, signifying partridge pea, the fleshy
red fruits forming a favourite food of pigeons and other
birds. 1847 L. LEICHHARDT Overland Exped. i. 8 The *par-
tridge pigeon ((.icopjiaps scripta) abounded in the Acacia

groves. 1855 KINGSLEY Westw. Ho iii, [They] felt like

a brace of *partridge-poults cowering in the stubble. 1840
Penny Cycl. XVII. 436/1 The well known object of every
European *partridge-shooter. 1683 K. D. State of Turkey
153 Laden with . . pieces of iron, and *partridg-shot. 1769
FALCONER Diet. Marine (1789), Sachets de mitrailles,

grape-shot, or partridge-shot. 1833 G. A. McCALL Lett. fr.
Frontiers (1868) 263 A load of partridge-shot. 1837 Penny
Cycl. IX. 456/1 Dolitun. . .Cuvier has separated the species
into two sections, viz. the Tuns (Doiinm) and the *Partridge
Tuns (Perdix of de Mont fort). 1599 SHAKS. Muck Ado n.
i. 155 There's a *Partridge wing saued, for the foole will

eate no supper that night.

Hence Fa'rtridging* -vbL sb., shooting partridges;

(cf. blackberrying and -ING 1 i c).
1894 STEEL Potter s Thumb (1895) 108, I don't, .remember

how it happened. We were partridging, I suppose.

Fa'rtridge-'be:rry. Name of two North
American plants, and their fruit : a. Mitchella

repens (N.O. Cinchonacesz}, a trailing evergreen
herb with edible but insipid scarlet berries; also

called partridge-vine, b. Gaultheria procumbent
(N.O. Ericaccw}, the CHECKER-BERRY or WINTER-

GHEEN, whose red berries furnish food for partridges
and other animals.

1714 Phil. Trans. XXIX. 63 Another Plant, ..Partridge-
excellent in curing the Dropsy. 1748 U. ELLIS



PAKTRIDGEB. 514 PARTY.
Hudson's Bay 169 Shrubs bearing red and black Berries,
which the Partridges feed on, therefore called Partridge
Berries. 1871 J. BURROUGHS Wake-Robin^ Hemlocks (1884)

79 At the foot of a rough, scraggy yellow birch, on a bank
ofclub-moss, so richly inlaid with partridge-berry and curious

shining leaves. 1875 T. HILL True Ord. Stud, 81 Our
American plant Gauliheria is called in sume sections Winter-

green, . .in others Partridge-berry.

f PaTtriclger. Obs. Also 7 partringer. [a.

AF. *peritrichour, perdrigeour, in OF. perdriseur

partridge-hunter, f. perdt-ich ,
~ris partridge.] One

who hunts or catches partridges.
1601 F. TATE Honseh. Ord. Ediv. II 59 (1876) 45 A

pariringer. 1611 COTGR., Perdriseur, a Partridger, or Part-

ridge-taker; also, an Officer that hath the commaund of
that Game, in France.

Fa'rtridge-wood.
1. A hard red wood, much prized for cabinet work,

also used for walking and umbrella sticks, obtained

from the \V. Indies, having darker parallel stripes,
once thought to be the wood of the partridge-pea,
Heisteria coccinea, now supposed to be (at least in

part) obtained from the leguminous tree Andira
inermis ; called also pheasant-wood.
1830 LINDLEV Nat. Syst, Bot. 78 The wood of Heisteria

ioccinea is the Partridge wood of the cabinet-makers, c 1865

J. WYLDE in Ctrc. Sc. I. 172/2 [Uescr. of a machine] These
tubes are terminated by circular knobs, which enclose jets
of partridge-wood, .shaped of a cylindrical form, and having
a jet somewhat resembling a bats-wing gas-burner. 1898
MOUKIS Austral "&., PartridgtrtUQod^waitiCbKX name for

the Cabbage-Palm.
2. A name lor the appearance of wood when

attacked by the saprophytic fungus Stereitmfrustu-
losuni) on account of its speckled colour,

1894 SOMERVILLE & WARD tr. Hartig's Dis. Trees 203
Thelephora Perdix. A form of disease which is very common
in the oak throughout the whole of Germany is known as

'partridge wood ', on account of the peculiar discoloration

which it induces in the wood. 1899 MASSES Text-bk. of
Plant Diseases 172.

Fartschinite^pa'-itjinait). Afin. [f.Ger./ar/-
schin, as named 1847 after Prof. Partsch of Vienna

+ -HE 1
.] A silicate of iron, aluminium, and

magnesium, occurring in auriferous sand.

[1854 DANA Min. 501 Partschin.. found in grains in small
monoclinic crystals.] 1868 Ibid. 293 Partschinite.

fPaTtsman. Sc. Obs. In 6 partisman. [f.

partis =part's^ possessive of PART sb. : cf. daysman.]
One who has a part or share

;
a partaker, sharer.

1513 DOUGLAS sE'iets xn. vii. 132 To mak the partisman of

gret sen^eory. i563\ViN3KT /f-'&r. (1890)11.45 marg.^ Obserue

guid Christiane, that you be partisman of thir bhssingis.

Fa*rt-so:ng. [f.
PART sb, 10 + SONG.] A song

for three or more voice-parts, usual ly without

accompaniment, and in simple harmony (not with

the parts independent as in the glee, or contra-

pnntally treated as in the madrigal}.
[1597 J. DOWI.AND (title) The first BookeofSongesor Ayres

of fowre partes with Tableture for the Lute, 1698 PURCMLL
Orpheus Britann. 39 A Two Part Song, in Rpsome-Wclls^
1850 (////;) Novello's Part-Song Book. .No, I. Ibid. p. i, It is

intended to select some of the most striking of these German
choruses and part-songs, for insertion. 1894 HALL CAINE
Manxman iv. vi. 221 He went over to the piano and they
sang a part song.

Parts-taking: see PARTAKING 2 &.

Partterig, obs. f. PARTRIDGE. Partuisan,
obs. f. PARTISAN -. Parturb, obs. f. PERTURB.

t Fa*rture 1
. Ofa [?f. PART v. + -URE, after

departure ; but cf. OK. parteure, parture division,

separation, from partir: see PART z>.] Departure.
1567 TURBERV. To his Lone, long absent Epit., etc. 65 b,

For since your parture I haue lead a lothsome state. 1587 T.

HUGHES Misfort. Arthur v. i. in Hazl. Dodsley IV. 335
Yet let my death and parture rest obscure. 1622 C. Frrz-

GEFFRY Eliska i Elisha his complaint at the parture or

rapture of Elijah from him into Heauen.

fPa-rture 2
. Obs. [ad. L. partura^ f. parcn;

part- to bring forth : see -UHE.] The bringing
forth of young, or bearing of fruit ; that which is

brought forth, offspring, produce.
1588 J. HARVEY Disc. Probl. 67 The flowers, seedes, berries,

fruits, gums, or other parture of trees or shrubs. i$97 A. M.
Cuillemeaus Fr. Chirurg. 35 b/2 Some woemeu are to

much affrighted of the parture or Childbirth.

Parturiate (paJtiu'ri^t) ,
v. rare, [irreg. f.

L. partun-re + -ATE 3.] a. intr. To bring forth

young ; to bear fruit, b. trans. To bring forth.

1660 HICKERINGILI. Jamaica, (1661) 33 This Tree Par-

lurMtes every Moneth, and will have fifty or sixty Nuts at

a burthen. 1866 J. B. ROSE tr. Ovid, Met. 18 And then did
mother earth parturiate Spontaneously. Ibid. 161 The
goddess great, parturiating twins. Fasti i. 669 The
matrons vowed not to parturiate, And slew their offspring
In its embryo state.

Farturieiice (pajtiue-riens). rare- 1
,

[f. L.

parturient-em : see PARTURIENT and -ENCE.] The
action of giving birth; parturition.

w Monthly Mag. V. 361 His h

parturience is seen.

1822 New . helpmate In annual

Parturieiicy (paitiu'rieiisi). [f.
as prec. +

-ENCY.] Parturient condition or quality. (Usually

Jig. in reference to ideas, etc.)

1652 UKQUHART Jewel Wks. (1834) 210 From whose brains

have already issued offsprings every whit as considerable,

with parturiencie for greater births. 1686 H. MOKE Real

Pres. vii. 49, I believe in the Authors thereof there was
a kind of Parturieiicy, and more confused Divination of
that Truth. 1736 BERKELEY Querist App. ii. 253 A more
general parturiency with respect to politicks and public
counsels.

Parturient (pa.itiuVrient) t a. [ad. L. par-
tureens, -ent-, pr. pplc. ofpartitrlre to be in labour,
to travail, to be pregnant, desiderative of pareret

part- to bring forth.]
1. About to bring forth or give birth; travailing;

transf. bearing fruit.

1592 G. HARVEY Four Lett. iii. Wks. (Grosart) 1. 199 More
. .then the whole Supplication of the Parturient Mountaine.
1597 A, M. Gnillemeau's Fr. Chirurg. 35 b/2 Of the partu-
rient woman. 1657 HAWKF. Killing is M. 56 Thus have..
Allen's parturient mountaines produced a pittiful and ridi-

culous Mouse. 1667 JER. TAYLOR Serm. for year, Snfpl.
iii. 37 The plant that is ingrafted, must also be parturient
and fruitful. 1861 W. B. BROOKE Out vs. Garibaldi iii. 26, I

saw Annita Garibaldi, the now parturient mother, lie down.,
to die.

2. Jig. Ready to bring forth or produce some-

thing ; big or *

in travail
'

with (a discovery, idea,

principle, etc.).

1599 NASHE Lenten Stuffe Wks. (Grosart) V. 248 Not the
tiiminutiucst nooke or creuise of them but is parturient of
the like superofficiousnes. 1668 M. CASAUBON Credulity
(1670) 121 That the whole world in a manner, since the

Creation, hath been parturient, or in travel of this great
truth, and mystery, till the birth of Christ. 1807 J. BARI.OW
Coluiiib.\\\\. 144 Freedom, parturient with a hundred states,
Confides them to your hand. 1850 GROTE Greece n. Ixviii.

VIII. 621 The fresh and unborrowed offspring of a really

parturient mind.

3. Of or pertaining to parturition.
1748 RICHAKDSON Clarissa 1 1810) Vll.xcii. 382 Describing

the parturient throes. 1860 TANNER Pregnancy \. 40 Because
the parturient process in domesticated animals is easy or

difficult, in proportion as they are subjected to a life of toil.

1893 Syd. Sec. Lex.* Parturient apoplexy ^
a puerperal dis-

ease occurring in cows.

Parturifacient (pajtixwif^'Jleat), a. and sb.

[f. L. partitrlre to travail + -FACIENT.] a. adj.

Serving to accelerate parturition, b. sb. A medicine

having this property.
= OXYTOCIC a. and sb.

1853 DUNGLISON Med. Lei:., Parturifacient^ parturient.

1867 C. H. HARRIS Diet. Med. Terminal. , Parturifacient,
in Obstetrics^ that which promotes or causes parturition.
1886 Brit. Mt'd. Jrnl. 27 Mar. 614/2 [He] calls attention to

the value of mistletoe as a parturifacient.

f Pa-rturing, ///. a. Obs. rare. [After L.

parturicns.] Parturient.

1597 A. M. Guilloneaiis Fr. Chirurg. 35 b/2 Certifyed
heereof, as wel of the parturinge woman, as of the Midwyfe.
Parturiometer (paitiuarip-mftai). [irreg. f. L.

partitrlre (see next) -f -OMETBR.] (See quot.)
1890 in Cent. Diet. 1893 Syd. Soc. Lex., Parturiovicter,

Leaman's. ..An instrument for indicating the effective move-
ment of the advancing part of the ovum or fcetus at any
moment during parturition.

-j- PartUTious, a. Obs. rare, [irreg. f. L. par-
tttnre to bring forth, QI partura bearing + -ous.]
Of or pertaining to parturition.
1604 DRAYTON' Moses n. Poems (1810) 482/1 Stirring with

pain in the parturious throes.

t Parttrritie. Obs. rare. In 5 parturite.

[f.
L. partitr-us about to bring forth (or f. stem of

parturl-re} + -ITY.]
= PARTURITION i.

c 1440 LONKLICH Merlin 924 Swich as to mester scholde be
That longeth to wommans parturite.

Parturition (paatiiirrjan). [ad. L. parturiti-

on-em, n. of action f. parlurlre : see PARTURIENT.]
1. The action of bringing forth or of being de-

livered of young ; childbirth. (Chiefly in technical

use
; alsoyf.)

1646 SIK T. BROWNE Pseud. Ej>, 116 The conformation of

parts is necessarily required . . also unto the parturition or

very birth it selfe. 1799 Med. Jrnl. I. 157 Case of difficult

Parturition. 1877 SHIELDS Final Pkilos. 127 What Rospe
termed Nature in the act of parturition.

1 2. That which is brought forth ; a * birth
'

;

offspring. In quot.yi^*. Obs. rare.

1639 O- WALKER Oratory viii. iiy The ardency of love,

which we have to any new parturition, is by some space of

time abated, after that we have diverted to some other

iinuloyment.
Parturitive (paxtfQrritiv), a. rare. [f. ppl.

stem of "L.parturire + -IVE.] Inclined or tending
to parturition ; in quot. cataehr. Relating to par-
turition ; obstetric.

1852 LYTTON My Novel xn. xi, According to the prophecies
of parturitive science.

Party (pauti), sb. Forms : 3-7 partye, (3-4

parti;e), 4-5 parti, (4 perti, 4-5 -y, 5 parte,

perte (?) ; //. 4 partijs, 4-5 parteis, -eys, partise,

-yse, 5 partice, -yce), 4-7 partie, (5, 7 pertie,
6 Sf. pairtie, -y, 7 partee), 4- party. [ME.
partie', partye, a. K. partie (i2th c. in Littre)

= Pr.,

Sp. partida. It. partita lit. a parting or division,

from fern. pa. pple of L. partire^ It. partire, F.

partir: see PART v. This sb. (analogous to those

in -ata, -at/a, ~ade, -tfe, -y} in some senses coincided

with or superseded part> PABT sb. But in some
uses the Eng. sb. answers to F.parti, \Lpartito : L.

partitttm that which is divided, shared, or allotted.

Final mute e in Eng. being often dropped or added with-

out reference to derivation, it is not possible to separate the
senses belonging to parti from those belonging to fartie ;

and the arrangement here is in many points provisional.]

I. Part, portion, side, [= t. partie^\

j-1. A division of a whole; a part, portion, share;
an aliquot part ;

a part or member of the body ;

cf. PART sb. 1-7. Obs.
c 1290 S. Eng. Leg. I. 231/418 pat he for-clef Is foule bouk

in bre partyes at J>e laste. 1297 K. GLOUC. (Rolls) 8112 Hii

departede verst nor ost as in vour partye. a. tyxoCitrsor M,
2094 pe werld es . . Delt in thrin parteis [v.r. partijs] sere.

Ibid. 13583 O godd him semes ha na perti. 1362 LANGU
P. PI. A. i. 7 pe moste parti of t>e peple. 1387 TKEVISA

Higden tRollsJ I. 103 ludea is a kyngdom of Syria a party
of Palestyna. 1433 Rolls of ParIt. IV. 475/2 In party of

ryment
of the said \H. 1497 BP. ALCOCK Mans Perfect.

ij b/i Bewteuous in colour of al partyes of theyr bodyes.

1526 TINDALE Matt, xxvii. 51 The vayle of the temple was
rent in two parties. 1541 R. COPLAND Guydons Quest.
Ckirurg.) In what partye of the sholdre is it? 1628 CORK
On Lift. 47 Out of a general 1, a party may be excepted, as
out of a manor an acre. 1654 GATAKLR Disc. Af>ol. 69 To
prov the truth concerning an over great partie of them.

t b. Phr. A party (see A-PAUTY), in party : in

part, partly; somewhat, a little. Also (15-171!! c.)

simply party (ellipt. or advb.), in part, partly

(= PAHT sb. (adv.) B). So for the more party',

etc. ; a great party ^
in great part, to a large

extent
; (cf. PAKT sb. V). Obs.

4:1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. \Vacc (.Rolls) 11749 When bei

were stilled a party, ffirst spak sire Ohel. 1375 BAKBOUR
Bruce in. 292 He sail eschew It In party. ^1380 WICLIF
Wks. (1880) 389 In sum londis hooly, & in ynglonde for be
more party. Ibid.^ pe lordis ben vndo in grete party. 1382

i Cor. xiii. 12 Now I knowe of party, thanne forsooth

I schal knowe as and I am knowyn. c 1400 Gamelyn 392
Now I haue aspied thou art a party fals. c 1440 CAPGKAVE

Life St. Kath. \\. 859 Thus party with witte, party wyth
nygramauncy She peruerteth oure lond in wonder wise,

c 1450 Merlin 21, I knowe thynges that be for to come a

grete partye. 1450-1530 Myrr. our Ladye 58 Like to this

in party. 1473 \\'AKKW. Chron. (Camden) n Alle Englonde
for the more partye hatyd hym. 1578 LYTE Dodoens \\.

Ixxvii. 251 Sometimes all white, and sometimes partie white.

1688 R. HOLME Armoury in. 197/1 Their [Deacon's] Office

. .is party Humane, party Divine.

t 2. A part of the world, region, district (usually

//.) : = PART sb. 13. Obs.

13.. K. A Us. 4910 Thoo that woneth in the est partie.
c 1400 Destr. Troy 305 Moiiy prouyns and perties were put
out of helle. c 1400 Three Kings Cologne 123 In all |>e

partyes & kyngdoms of be test. 1538 STAKKEY England \.

\. 2 Dyuerse partyes beyond the see. 1578 T. NICHOLAS tr.

Cortes' Hist. W, Ind. (1596) 17 Freely to goe and trafficke

into those parties.

fb. Side; direction, 'quarter' of the compass :

= PART sb. 14. Obs.

ci4oo MAUKDKV. (Roxb.) xx. 91 And a man bare take

a spere and sett it euen in ]?e erthe at midday, . .it makez na

schadowe till na party. 14.. Tundale's Vis. 1973 Thay
hanged thykke on like party. 1547 BOORDE Introd. Knowl.
xxii. (1870) 177 Marchauntes passeth from both parties by
the water of 1'iber. 1585 T. WASHINGTON tr. A'tcholay's

Vey. n. xviii. 51 The Northeast wind .. comming from the

party of Arctus whiche in greek signifieth a she Bear. 1588

J. MELLIS Briefe Instr. Div, In the Debitor partie. And
. . in the Creditor party of the Leager.

t3. ?A part of a matter, a point, particular;

matter, affair
; respect. (Cf. PART sb. 2 c.) Obs.

1390 COWER Conf. III. 46 His houres of Astronomic He
kepeth as for that partie Which longeth to thinspeccion Of
love and his affection. 1439 E. E. Wills (1882) 115 Y be-

queth to eche of my seide executours for his labor in this

party to be had, C^. 1509 HAWKS Fast. Pleas, xi. (Percy

Soc.) 47 Nowe after this, for to make rclacyon Of famous

rethoryke so in this party, As to the fourth part, Pro*

nouncyacyon, I shal it shew anone ryght openly.

f 4. ? State, condition, plight, predicament, rare.

c 1440 Generydes 3518
' If thu ', quod he,

' had done after

my rede, Thu shuldest not now haue ben in this parte
'

[rimes vterly, trewelly]. 1485 CAXTON Faris $ V. 5 Ye see

. . in what parly we be now.

5. Side iii a contest, in a dispute, a contract, or

the like ; cause, interest : = PART sb. 15. ? Obs. or

merged in 6. t On (in) a party : oa one side;-

t To draw to parties : to take sides.

a 1300 Cursor M. 729 Bath ar now on a partie to confund

[him] wit trecherie. Ibid. 7470 And her i bed c mi self redi,

For to fight for vr parti [v.r. party J. 1393 LANGL. P. PI.

C. n. 95 And for no lordene loue leue be trewe partye. 1411

Rolls of ParIt. III. 650/1 The ordenance . . made betwen

William Lord the Roos on that oon partie and Robert Tir-

whit .. on that other partie. ^1450 Merlin 113 And whan
thei were alle assembled to-geder, thei were well vij'"

1 on his

partye. 1512 Act 4 Hen. VIII, c. 10 A paire of Indentures

made betwen your Highnes on the oon partie and William

Courteney. .on the other partie. 1548 UDALL, etc. Erasnt.

Par. Pref. 16, I cannot tell on whose partie first to com-

mence. I568GRAKTON Chron. II. 289 Manye feates of armes

were there done on both parties, c 1586 CTESS PF.MHROKE

Ps. cxvui. vi, Jehova doth my party take. 1649 in J.

Harrington Def. Rights Univ. Oxford^(1690) 32 What hath

been said on either party. 1754 FIELDING Jon. Wildi. xi,

By the contrary party men often made a bad bargain with

the devil. 1854 MILMAN Lat. Chr. vii. v. (1864) IV. 153

Rome was on that party which at the. time could awe her

with the greatest power or win her by the most lavish wealth.

fb. On (or of} my party : on my behalf, on my
part (OF. de ma partie, K. de ma part}. For^ on

(in, of) my party : as far as I am concerned, as for

my part, on my part : so for^ on, his party, etc.

(cf. PART sb. 25, 27, 28). Obs.

a 1300 Cursor M. 12810 (Colt.) Tell bam soth, o {Goti. t



PARTY.
Trin. on, Fair/, of] mi parti. Ibid. 15196 (Cott.) Til be
lauerd o bat bus Yee sai on mi parti, pat he yow wald len
sum place. 1390 GOWKK Ctmf. Ill, 196, I tlienkc aUo for

ml partie Upon the lawe of Juerie. c 1430 Freemasonry
(Halliw.) 29 They schul enquere every mon On his party, as

wyl as he con. 1502 ATKYNSOX tr. De Imitations in. xi. 206

Thou, good lorde, fulfyil that I want of my partye. 1542
UDALL Erasm. Afoph. 101 If they beleved any oflense on
their partie against the Goddes.

c. f To hold party (obs.\ to make ones party
good', to make good one's cause, or position.

1350 Will. Palerne 3643 His men mi$t nou^t mcyntene
here owne, Prestly to hold party to puple bat hem folwed.

1631 HKYLIN St. George $$ To make good his party, against
these severall Squadrons. 1662 J. DAVIES tr. Oleariits Voy.
Amhass. 6 A man hath much ado to make his party good
against them [gnats]. 1809-12 MAR. EDGEWORTH Vivian
xii, Julia has made her party good with him, for he writes
me word he cannot part with her.

fd. A league, confederacy ;
a conspiracy, plot.

1624 CAPT. SMITH Virginia 88 Hee had such parties with
all his bordering neighbours. 1640 in Hamilton Papers
(Camden) App. 261 The said Marques made many proffers
of great parties within the Realme of Scotland.

II. A company or body of persons.
6. concr. Those who are on one side in a contest,

etc., considered collectively; a number of persons
united in maintaining a cause, policy, opinion, etc.,

in opposition to others who maintain a different

one
; a body of partisans or adherents. In early

instances (usually), One of the two * sides
' or

bodies of combatants arrayed against each other,
as in a battle or tournament.
1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 1445 He sei bat hor partie [v.r.

parti}e] ibro^t was nei to ssame. ^1350 Will. Palerne 1150
Hobe parties here place pertiliche had chosen. ^1380
WYCLIF Wks. (1880) 372 If pc clergi gete bis swerde oonys
fully in her power, be seculer party may go pipe wib an
yuy lefe for eny lordeschipis bat be clcrkis willc ^eue hem
a^en. ^1430 LYDG. A/in. Poems (Percy Soc.) 4 The meyer
.. Made hem hove in rengis twayne, A strete betwene eche
party lyke a walle. 1302 Ord. Crysten Men (W. de W. 1506)
Prol. 5 Taking part y* suche prechers weren of y party
of Ihesu cryst. 1584 POWEL Lfoytfs Cambria 284 Euerie
partie returned home, a 1625 FLETCHER Chances v. iii, My
end is mirth, And pleasing, if I can, all parties. 1714 POPE
Let. to Jervas 27 Aug., I expect no greater from the Whig-
party, than the same Liberty. A Curse on the Word Party,
which I have been forced to use so often in this Period ! 1769
ROBEKTSON C/tas. V, vi. Wks. 1826 IV. 84 Thus ended a war
..in which both parties exerted their utmost strength. 1813
SOUTHEY March to Moscow v, It was through thick and thin
to its party true; Its back was buff, and its sides were blue.

1871 FREEMAN Norm. Conq. (1876) IV. xviii. 126 A party
of order had sprung up among all classes of Englishmen.

b. abstr. The system of taking sides on public
questions, the system of parties; attachment to or
zeal for a party, party feeling or spirit; partisanship.
1729 SUTLER Semi. Love Neighb. ii. Wk^. 1874 II. 165

The spirit of party, which unhappily prevails amongst
mankind. 1774 GOLDSM. Retal. 32 Here lies our good
Edmund [Burke].. Who, born for the universe, narrowed his

mind, And to party gave up what was meant for mankind.
1821 J. W. CHOKER Diary 22 June, Party is in England
a stronger passion than love, avarice, or ambition. 1841
GEN. P. THOMPSON Exerc.dl^i VI. 32 Party, .means being
of any but the right party, which is every man's own. For
when it is the right, then none will call it party. In fact it

is the ill-natured, or as Jeremy I'entham called it, the dys-
logistic word, for everybody except a man's self and friends.

1893 Westm. Gaz. i Feb. 1/3 Party is the embodiment of
certain principles, beliefs, persuasions, which are commonly
held by all who belong to it as essential to the right conduct
ofpublic affairs.

7. Mil. A detachment or small body of troops
selected for a particular service or duty.
1645-6 Pr. Rupert's Jrnl. In Eng. Hist. Rev. (1898) XIII.

740 March i, Sunday, a partie from Oxford, surprise
Abingdon; but were beatten out. 1647 CLARENDON Hist.
Reb. vi. 250 Sir John Berkley. .with a good party volant,
of horse and dragoons, . .visiting all places in Devon, . .took

many prisoners
of name. ijfzAnx. Keg. 73V 2 Surprizing

several of their posts, routing their parties, and destroying
their maga7ines. 1853 STOCQUELER Milit. Encycl. s. v.,

Recruiting Parties are a certain number of men, under an
officer or non-commissioned officer, detached from their

respective battalions for the purpose of enlisting men.
Fi' ing Parties are those who are selected to fire over the

grave of any one interred with military honours. Working
Parties consist of small detachments of men ..who are

employed on fatigues which are not purely of a military
nature. 1900 Westm. Gaz. 2 June 7/2 A few minutes after

they had passed our demolition party destroyed the line.

t b. Upon party ^
on the service upon which such

a detachment is sent. Obs.

1709 STEELE Tatler No. 18 F 6 They have been upon
Parties and Skirmishes, when our Armies have lain still.

1756 WASHINGTON Lett. Writ. 1889 I. 334 Complaint, .that
the officers and soldiers upon party, take up the strays they
find in the woods.

c. transf. A gang of prisoners working together.
1896 Daily News 28 Dec. 6/3 There are numbers of gangs

or '

parties ', as they are officially termed, working in the

open. ..There is the quarry party, which works about two
hundred yards from the prison.
8. A company of persons (rarely of animals) ;

esp. a company formed or gathered together for

a temporary purpose ;
a body of persons travelling

together or engaged in any common pursuit ;
a

number of persons met together for amusement or

entertainment.

Thus, a hunting or fishing party, a reading party, a house
party ; to form a party to go to Switzerland, etc.
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1773 G. WHITK Selborne xxxviii. (1789) 97, I.. have found
these birds in little parties in the autumn cantoned all along
the Sussex downs. 1797 MRS. RADCUFFE Italian Prol.

(1826) 3 One of the party pointed him out to the friar. 1805
LD. COLLINGWOOD 16 Dec. in Nicolas Disp. (1846) VII. 242
Truly sorry am I that Calder was not of the party. 1827
LYTTON Pelham xxi, A bench, which.. one might appro-
priate to the entire and unparticipated use of one's self and

! party. 1860 TYNDALL Glac. \. xxi. 150 A party of gentle-

j

men.. had started at three o'clock for the summit. 1870 K.
PEACOCK Raff Skirl. III. 141 When the party were once

i more on their horses.

9. A gathering or assemblage for social pleasure
or amusement

;
a social gathering or entertainment,

esp. of invited guests at a private house.

Thus, a dinner, tea, or supper party, a garden or picnic
party, to give a party, go to parties, etc.

1716 LADY M. W. MONTAGU Let. to Mrs. Smith 5 Aug.,
I rather fancy myself upon parties of pleasure. 1728 ELIZA
HEYWOOD tr. Mie;de Gomez Belle A. (1732) II. 99 To en-
treat we would favour her with our Company, to make a

Party of Pleasure, which her Daughter had put her in mind
of. 1754 CHATHAM Lett. .\'c/>/iciu iv. 24 Decline their

parties with civility. 1809 M.\LKIN Gil Bias vin. ix. F 6
After the example of his excellency, . .1 determined to give
parties of my own. .. Scipio, too, had his parties in the
servants' hall. 1827 LYTTON Pelhain xv, The party was as
stiff and formal as such assemblies invariably are. 1902
Westm, Gaz. 20 Nov. 7/3 The luncheon-party included four
or five of Lord Rosebery's personal guests.

1 10. A game or match, esp. at piquet : = PARTIE.

(F. partie.} Obs.

1726 [see QUADRILLE sb^}. 1727 GAY Beg. Op. i. iv, He bath

promis'd to make one this evening, .at a party of quadrille.

1731 FIELDING Mod. Hush. in. xi, I am confident, .that he
lost the last party designedly. 1770 C. JKSNER PlacidMan
I. in. vii. 188 Sir Isaac was within a few points uf winning
the party. 1796 MRS. M. ROBINSON Angelina II. 33 Let's

play a party at back-gammon.
III. A single person considered in some relation.

11. Each of the two or more persons (or bodies of

people) that constitute the two sides in some pro-

ceeding, as the litigants in an action at law, the

persons who enter into a contract, who contract

marriage, etc.

("1290 Beket 577 in S. Eng. Leg. 123 }if bi-twene tweie
lewede men were ani striuinge, Obur bi-tuene a lewed man
and a clerk, .pe king wulde ^at in his court bat plai scholde
beon i-driue, For ase muche ase a lewed man be o partye
was. 1377 LANC.I.. P. PL B. xiv. 268 A mayden..bat is

marled )'or\v brokage, As bi assent of sondry partyes. c 1420
LYDGi Assembly of Gods 146 Kuenly dele twene tlii:se

partyes tweyn. 1467 ll'aterf. Arch, in loM Ret. Hist.
J/.V.V. Comm. App. v. 305 There shal none of the saide
counsaile .. passe in no jure betwene party and party.
1489 CAXTON Faytcs of A. iv. x 257 The party playntyf
that is to saye tie that calleth that other wniche is

party defTendaunt. a 1568 Satir. Poems Reform, xlvii.

loo Jiecauss their bandis wer reddy to be proclamit The
pairteis mett and maid a fair contrauk. 1596 DANETT
tr. Coniines (1614) 190 The King-.neuer meant to accom-
plish this manage, because there was no equalitie between
the age of the two parties. 1704 J. HARRIS Lex. Techn.
I. s. v., Those that make any Deed, and they to whom it is

made, are called Parties in the Deed. 1726 AYLLFFE
Parergon 158 If a ISishop be a Party to a Suit, and ex-
communicate his adversary ; such Excommunication, .shall
not disable or bar his Adversary from his Action. 1853
MAURICE Proph. fy Kings xx. 343 It appears to be a narra-
tive written by a third party. 1857 BADEN POWELL Chr.
without Judaism 139 The word fiiaij/eT; . signifies, generally,
any legal act or deed ; whether of one party, as a will or
' testament ', or of two, as a covenant.

Hence attrib., party-and-party, as between the
two parties in an action at law.

1895 Daily News 31 Oct. 5/6 The levelling down of
solicitor and client costs to the party-and-party scale. 1898
Wcstnt. Gaz. 4 May 1/3 The distinction which is known as
'

party and party
'

costs and '

solicitor and client
'

costs,

t b. Hence, An opponent, an antagonist. Obs.

(Cf. .forte partie, a powerful antagonist.)
c 1500 Melusine 262, I double me to haue shortly a strong

werre & to haue a doo with a strong partye. 1513 DOUGLAS
sEneis vii. iv. 38 Ilk ane besy his party for to irk. 1572 tr.

Buchanans Detect, E iij b, He is denyit of his freindis and
seruandis quha suld haue accompanyit him to his honour and
suretie of his lyfe, in respect of the greitnes of his partie.

12. One who takes part, participates, or is con-
cerned in some action or affair

; a participator; an

accessory. Const, /o, formerly also in.

1399 THIKNYNG in Rolls ofParlt. III. 451/2 That he was
nevere partie, no kaster, no willyng ne assentyng to the
dethe of the Due of Gloucestre. 1512 Act 4 Hen. I'll!,
c. 9 Preamble, The said Edward was not previe ne partie
to the offence of his Sonne. 1604 SHAKS. Oth. v. i. 86, I do
suspect this Trash To be a party in this Iniurie. 1630 R.
Johnson's Kingd. $ Cotniniv, 244 He al.io made himselfe
a partie in the present quarrel!. 1760-72 H. BROOKE Fool
ofQuai. (1809) II. 158, I would willingly have been a party
in any kind of wickedness. 1844 DICKENS Mart. CJutz.

Iii, He was a party to all their proceedings. 1891 Law
Rep. Weekly Notes 138/1 The defendant was a party to the

making of the codicil.

f 13. One associated with another as counterpart ;

a fellow ;
a partner (esp. in marriage), a mate. Obs,

(chiefly Sc). [OK. partie (Godefroy).]
1562 A. SCOTT Poems (S. T. S.) i. 198 Thow . . wes King

Frances pairty maik and pejr. 1563 WIN-SET Four Scoir
Thre Quest. Wks. 1888 I. no Quhiddir gif a man or woman
being lang absent fra thair paity, or haifand thair party
impotent throw seiknes, ..may mary an wthir? 1651 tr.

De-las-Cffveras* Don Fenist 249 They fell upon this dis-
course of marriage, saying that it was necessary for every
one, to take a party conformable to his disposition.

PARTY.

fb. An equal in a contest; a match. Sc. Obs.
a 1578 LINDESAY (Pitscottie) Chron. Scot. (S. T. S.) I. 118

Thinkand . . he sould be pairtie to the king and gif him
battell. Ibid. II. 20 The governour nor. cardinal! durst
nocht ..gif thame battell becaus thay mycht nocht be pairtie
at that tyme to thame.

14. In extended sense: The individual person con-
cerned or in question ;

more vaguely, the person
(defined by some adjective, relative clause, etc.).

(Formerly common and in serious use; now shoppy,
vulgar, or jocular, the proper word Ixivn^ person.)
In the plural, the parties, meaning

' the persons ', is more
tolerable, being susceptible of explanation as

'

the groups of
persons '.

(71460 FORTFSCUE Abs. Uf Lim. Mon. xv. (1885) 145 To
make hem also ffauorable and parcial, as were the same
seruantes, or the parties bat so moved hem. 1541 Act 33
Hen. l/IIf, c. 12 9 The sergeant of the pantrie., shall. .

giue bread to the partie that shal haue hi> hande ^o striken
of. 1579 W. WILKINSON COM////. FamilyeofLove 12 [They]
thought the parties bapti/cd of heretiqncs, ought to be re-

baptized agayne. 1597 \\\\ ANURKWKS Serm. Zach. xii. 10
Serin. (1631) 341 Not onely, it is we that have pierced the

Tarty thus found slaine ; but, that this Party, whom we
have thus pierced, is.. even the Only begotten Sonne of the
must High God. 1611 H. JHNSON Catiline n. ii. in Tis
the party, maclame. What party? Has he no name? 1621
BURTON Anat. Mel. in. iv. i. ii. (16511 655 |As] used by such
parties as Moses, Ellas, Daniel, Christ, and as his Apostles
made use of it. 1631 Hnvi.iN St. George ^oj That the

partie nominated, bee a Gentleman of name and armes.
1684 R. JOHNSON Man. Physick \. iii. 33 When the fit is

coming or upon the Party, blow up some sneezing-powder
into the Nostrils. 1772 COI.LIGNON in Phil. Trans. LXII.
467 If done immediately after the parly's death. 1823
WoRDSWi Prose H'ks. III. 206 The party was not known to

me, though she lived at Hawkshead. 1843 J. H. NEWMAN
Miracles 59 St. Paul's supernatural power, .was doubted at

Corinth by the very parties who had seen his miracles and
been his converts. 1888 KURGON Lives 12 C,d. Men II. v.

63
l Do you know, my Lord

', (said the old party solemnly.
b. With a : A person. Now low colloquial or

slang. ^In early examples from sense u.)
[1650 KARL MONM. tr. Senaitlfs Man bee. Guilty 191 She

should be innocent, if she were not fastened to so guilty
a Party, a 1654 GAIAKMR Antid. J:r>our 1670) 14 A partie
offends and wrongs his Neighbor.] 1686 Lond. Gaz. No.
2149/4 -^ Kcd Scarlet Clcak .. delivered to a wrong Party
by Mr. Capers at the lielk of Osney. 1770 l-'oo i E Lame
J.o^'er in. Wks. 1799 II. Si There is, likewise, another party,
for whom a place ought to be kept. 1855 UAGRHOT Lit.
Sfnd. I. 304

' From what you tell me, sir
1

, said an American,
..'1 should say he was a go-ahead party

1

. 1859 HELPS
Friends in C. Ser. n. I. iv. 185 Calumny herself has been
a most calumniated 'party', to use the mercantile slang word
of the day, 1870 M. COLLINS / 'ivian II. vi. 116 She was a
professedly pious party.

IV. Senses of doubtful affinity, mostly repr. F.

parti.

1 15. A decision on one side or the other, a

determination, resolution : esp. in to take a party
(cf. . prendre son parti}. Obs.
I58S '!' WASHINGTON tr. NLholays I'oy. \. xix. 23 The

souldiers. .setting a! honor aside, .. concluded together to

take some party. 1702 VANBRUCH 1-aUe l>*ricnd i. Wks.
(Rtldg.) 398/1, I am not come to a 4; c-un-el my party is

taken. 1760 Hist, in Ann. Reg, 6-7 He had two parties to

take ; either to keep within the town, . . or to march out. . . He
resolved on the latter party.

f" 16. A person to marry, considered in respect
of desirability ;

a (good or bad) match or offer.

>CC PARTI.) The first quot, is quite uncertain.

[1423 JAS. I Kingis Q. xlviii, Now gif there was gud
partye, god It wote.] 1655 Theophania 169 She easily con-
descended to so advantagious a party. 1789 CHAKLOTIE
SMITH Ethelinde (1814) V. 200 Try. .to make him look upon
either of your daughters as a desirable party for htm. 1855
THACKERAY Newcpmes I. 296 A girl in our society accepts
the best party which offers itself.

1 17. A proposal, an offer. Obs.

1653 H. COGAN tr. Pitito's Trai'. xlix. 241 As such a one
I accept of the party ihou dost present me with, obliging
myself to render thee the two passages of Savady free. 1765
H. WALPOLE Otranto v. (1834) 241 Manfred accepted the

party, and, to the no small grief of Isabella, accompanied
her to her apartment.

V. 18. attrib. and Comb, t a. attrib. or as

adj. (with sbs.) or as adv. (with adjs.), in sense i b ;

In part, partial (or partially): =PAKTB, PARCEL B:
as party-bawd^ 'fulfilling^ -halting, -payment \

tparty-gilt adj.
= PARCEL-GILT. Also party-ver-

dict, one person's share or part of a joint verdict.

1473 in Somerset Alcdieval Wills (1901) 226 A couple of
salt salers party gilt. 1497 Naval Ace. Hen. VII (1896) 140
In partie payment of the sayd warraunt. 1593 SHAKS.
A't'f/i. II, i. iii. 234 Thy sonne is banith'd vpon good aduice,
Whereto thy tongue a party-verdict gaue. 1610 B. JONSON
Alch. in. iii, My deare Delicious compeere, and my partie-
bawd. 1633 FOKD Love's Sacr. m. iii, Unfold What by the

party-halting of thy speech Thy knowledge can discover.

1691 BEVKKLEY Thous. Years Kingd. Christ 30 For all the

swelling Rhetorick and seeming Hyperboles, . . had but

Party-fulfillings before.

b. attrib. or as adj. with sense as in PARTY-

WALL, q.v; &s party arch, fence-wall, structure.
1812-16 J. SMITH Panorama Sc. <V Art I. 267 They must

have a party-wall, with a party-arch or arches of the thick-

ness of a brick and a half at the least, to the first and second
rate, 1823 P. NICHOLSON Pract. Build. 363 Proprietors of
houses and grounds must, .give three months' notice to pull
down old party.walls, party-arches, party fence- walls, or

quarter partitions. 1842-76 GWII.T A>\hit. (ed. 7) Gloss.,

Party Fence II'all
t
a wall separating the open ground in

(Se
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one occupation from that in another; each owner having a

right up to the centre of such wall. 1855 Att 18 fy 10 Viet.

c. 122 3
*

Party structure
'

shall include party walls, and
also partitions, arches, floors, and other structures separat-

ing buildings, stories, or rooms which belong to different

owners.

19. Ordinary attributive uses (often hyphened) and

combinations, chiefly in sense 6 (often = PARTISAN
sbl B.), as party-cuhninistration, -author^ -chief

~

-contest, -cry, -division, -feeling
1

, ~fttry, -govern-
ment

^ -leader, -He, -list, -making, -malice, -measure,

-monger, -pamphlet, -paper, -politics (hence party-

political adj. ), prejudice, quarrel, rage* -spirit (Jience

party-spirited adj.), woman, writer, zeal, zealot,

etc,; also (sense i or 5) f party-taker (= PAR-

TAKER) ; (sense 7) party-making, -war; ($} party

frock, -giving, -goer ; ( 1 1
) party-hunting, -witness.

1735 BOLINGBROKE Ott Parties vi. 56 The Abettors of
a *Party-Administration. 1712 ADDISON Sped. No, 457 ? 4
Our *

Party-Authors will also afford me a great Variety of

Subjects. 1865 LOWELL Whs. (1890) V. 274 Mr. Johnson
has chosen to revive the paltry *party-cnes. 1735 BOLING-
BROKF. On Parties i. 2 Maintaining, or renewing our *

Party-
Divisions. 1770 (lentl. Mag: XL. 121 The Earl of Bute. .

had not for a great while gone out of his own house, with-

out being followed by one of those *parly-doggers. 1791-

1823 D'IsRAF.M Cur. Lit., Suppressors a/AfSS., All *party
feeling is the same active spirit with an opposite direction.

1883 S. C. HALL Retrospect I. 130 Party feeling ran fright-

fully high. 1898 Dally News 10 D-.-c. 6/3
*
Party frocks for

girls aged from IT to 16 years. 1718 BLACKMORF. Alfred\\.
(1723) 400 And *

Party- Fury took theKebells Side. 1879 F.W.
ROBINSON Coward Conscience \\. vii, It did not seem a time

for *party-giving. 1831 Society I. 257 That young woman
has the manners of a practised *party-goer. 1879 FHOUDE
Cxsar iii. 28 *Party government turns on the majorities at

the polling places. 1718 RowEtr. Lncan i. 492 And bring the

Potent 'Party-Leaders low. 1712 ADDISON Sped. No. 507
F 2 That abominable Practice of Party-lying : ..a *

Party-lie
is grown as fashionable an Entertainment, as a lively Catch
or a merry Story. i&j$Encycl. Brit. III. 291/2 This voting. .

carried on by *party-lists on differently coloured cards is

practically open. 1702 C. MATHER Magn. Ch>; vii. i. (1852)

490 Little piques . .have misled all the neighbors.. into most
unaccountable *party-making. 1724 KAMS.-W Tea-t. Misc.

(1733) III. 280 If any is so zealous To be a *party-minion.
1727 DE FOE Syst. Magtc i. iL (1^40) 59 The magic of
the *party-mongers, 1751 Pope's tt'ks. V. 164 He began
under twenty with furious *

Party- Papers. 1773 MKLMOTH
Rent, on Cato 142 The narrow and polluted channels of

*party-politicks. 1788 SHKKIDAN in SferidanianaoglLvKry
*party-prejudice has been overcome by a display of genius.

1705 STANHOPE Paraphr. I. 50 By such profitable Con-
descensions on either side., they would lay down all

*
Party-

quarrels. 1711 ADUISON Spect. No. 57 F 4 That *
Party-

Rage which of late Years is very much crept into their

Conversation. 1813 SCOTT Rokely vi. viii, Brute and blind-

fold party rage. 1711 ADDISON Spect. No. 125^3 A furious

*Party Spirit.. exerts it self in Civil War and Bloodshed.
1882 FARRAR Early Chr. II. 87 Any lie, however often

refuted, is good enough for party-spirit. 1483 Cath. Angl.
270/2 A Parte taker (A. *Partitaker), particeps. 1722 DE
FOE Col. Jack (1840) 229 The latter part of the campaign
we made only a *party war. 1829 BENTHAM Justice $ Cod.

Petit., Abr. Petit. Justice 33 Say accordingly *party-
witnesses, or testifying parties. 1725 S\vn r in Pope's
Wks. (1751) IX. 55 Fortune is both blind and deaf, and a

Court-lady, but then she is a most damnable *Party-woman.
1714 ADDISON Spect. No. 567 r 3 Our *Party-writers are so
sensible of the secret Vertue of an Innuendo to recommend
their Productions. 1836 H. ROGERS J. Howe \. (1863) 12

note. That splenetic party-writer Anthony Wood, a 1746
HOLDBWORTR On Virgil (1768) 401 Passion and spleen may
so far blind an Historian. .as to make him prostitute his

character to *party zeal. 1711 POPE Temp. Fame 464
Priests, and *party-zealots, num'rous bands.

Hence Fa'rtyism, the system of parties; ex-

cessive attachment to a party, party spirit ; so

Pa'rtyist, a partisan; Pa'rtykin, a small party ;

t Pa'rtyship, the being of a party, partisanship.
1844 MARY HF.NNELL Soc. Syst. 191 It [human nature]

persists in living in industrial incoherence and family
*partyism. 1886 GOLDW, SMITH in Macm. Mag. Aug. 247
Allowance being made for all the partyism .. by which the

great issue was obscured. 1903 Dial (Chicago) 16 Mar.

194/2 The vast canvas whereon he has painted American

partyism
with all its deformities. i88j)

Voice (N.Y.) 10 Jan.,
The temperance men in the Republican party outnumber
the 'third *partyists seven to one '. 1855 THACKERAY Let.
in Virgin. (1903) Introd. 19, I had a very pleasant *party-
kin last night. 1650 HOLLINGWORTH Kxerc. UsurpedP&wers
5 The Kingdom is divided by *partieship with them, on the
one side or the other.

Party (pauti), a. Also 4-7 -i, 5 -ye, 5-8 -ie.

[a. F. parti'. L. partlt-us divided, pa. pple. of

partir. L.partlre to part, divide.]

-j-1. Parted, divided; separate; fig. separate in

character, different. Obs.

1400-50 Alexander^ 668 Oft storbis me J)i statour and
stingis me Berne, pat J>i personate proporcion sa party is to

myne.
fb. Gold party, party gold: beaten gold, gold

leaf. Sc. Obs.

1496 Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scot. I. 293 For ij of gold

party to the Duke of ^orkis banar. 1507 Ibid. III. 404, iiij

quaris parti gold.

f2. Parti-coloured, variegated. Obs.
c 1386 CHAUCER Knt.'s T. 195 She gadereth floures party

white & rede. 1390 GOWBR Conf. I. 312 Juno let bende hire

parti bowe. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 385/1 Party clothe, or

clothe made of dyuers colowrys. 1494 Ace. Ld. High
Treas. Scot. I. 225, v\ quarteris of crammesyn satyne to be
half a party dowblat. 1513 DOUGLAS SEneis vin. iv. 201

The party popill grane Heifdit his held wyth skug Hercu-

leane. 1594 PLAT JctveU-ho. in. 38 Par tie letters and other
fansies. 1707 MORTIMER Husb. (1721) II. Q, Some [Hya-
cinths] are more double, as well White as Blew, and there-

fore are to be esteemed because of their Party-flowering.

t b. fig. Combining two different qualities; of

composite character. Obs.

1420 LVDC. Assembly ofGods 316 Fortune, the goddesse,
with her party face. 1563 WINJET Vincent. Lirin. Wks.
1890 II. 6, I hef pr;eparit..a litle, partie, handsum, instru-

ment that may suffice ws, . .bayth for a waippin and a werk-

lume, for a speir or a spade.
3. Her. Said of a shield divided into parts of

different tinctures, usually into two such parts by
a line in the direction of an ordinary (indicated by
per) \

thus party per pale, divided by a vertical

line through the middle ; party per fessr by a
horizontal line through the middle; so party per
bend) party per chevron : see PALE, FESS, etc.

(In blazoning now usually omitted, per Pale, etc. being
used instead Q{partyper pate, etc.) Also PARTED, q. v.

1486 Ilk. St. Albans, Heraldry Fij, He berith party after

the longe way of ij colouris golde and goules. 1563 LKICH
Armorie 43 b, Party per Fessc, Argent, and Vert. Ibid. 45
Partye per Cheuron, Or, and Geules. 1605 CAMDEN Rein.

(1637) 225 lohn Beauford - . bare party per pale Argent and
Azure a bend of England with a label! of France. 1725
COATS Diet. Her., Partie, or Party, signifies in French
divided, but their Heralds use it only to denote what we
call Party, or Parted per pale. 1882 CUSSANS Handbk.
Her. iv. (ed. 3) 72 A Shield is never party of any of the

Diminutives, or of the Chief or Bar.

fb. Partyperpale (fig.) : Having two different,

esp. opposite or contrasted, qualities; of mixed or

composite character; half-and-half. (Cf. 2b.) Obs.
1616 B. JONSON Epigr. Ixxiii, \om partie perpale picture

one half drawn In solemn cypres, the other cub-web-lawne.
a 1652 BRO.ME Covent Garden i. i. Wks. 1873 II. 13 O thou

party perpale, or rather parboild Bawd. 1717 HEARNE in

Reiiq. (1857) I. 376 It was, as I hear, a party per pale ser-

mon, viz. both for the whiggs and for the tories. 1781
H . WALPOLE Let. to Ctess Ossory 18 Dec., A grandee hopping
with one foot on the hantdupave^ and t'other in the kennel,
PartiePerpale, ermine and mud !

4. Comb., as f party -livered, of divided loves;
see also PARTI-, PABTI-COLOURED.
1601 CHESTER Love's Mart. etc. (1878) 180 Not like that

loose and partie-liuer'd Sect Of idle Louers, that. .Change
their Affections with their Mistris Sights.

t P arty, v. Obs. rare.
[f.

PARTY sb.]
1. a. trans. To take the part of, side with. b.

intr. To side (with}. = PART v. 14. Sc.

^1639 SPOTTISWOOD Hist. Ch. Scot. vi. (1677) 412 The
Lords Levingsion and Elphinston did party the committers.

1644 HUME Hist. Dong. 16 'Ibis house of Abernethie. .

did assist and party them in all their enterprises. 1734
R. KEITH Hist. Ch. Scot. i. xi. 121 The Earl of Huntly..
had, It seems, an unfix'd Resolution what Side to party with.

2. To party it\ to take sides; to form a party.
1656 S. H. Gold. Law 72 To incense the people to faction

or party it against him. Ibid, 81.

Hence t Pa'rtying vbl. sb.

1681 ll'/wlt! Duty Nations 37 Such kind of partyings in

Religion .. are like the Hetxrix or Cabals in Civil Govern-
ment. 1717 Wodrow Corr. (1843) II. 323 And you'll scarce
now meet with a case, but ., in ten minutes' time, you'll see

a partying of ministers and great men.

Party, adv. : see PARTY sb. i b.

Partycion, obs. f. PARTITION. Party-coat,
Party-coloured : see PARTI- i, PARTI-COLOL KED.

t Fa g

rty-ju:ry. Obs. [f. PARTY a. + JURY.]

=Jnry dt medietate : see JURY sb. 2 e.

1662 Act 14 Chas. //, c. ii 13 There shall not beany Party
Jury but such only as are the natural and free born Subjects
of the King. 1704 J. HARRIS Lex. Techn. I, Mediatus
Linguae, or Party-Jury, . .whereof the one half consists of

Denizens, the other of Strangers, and is used in Pleas,
where one Party is a Denizen, and the other Stranger.

Fa'rty-ma:n. [f.
PARTY sb. + MAN.]

1 1. mil. A soldier belonging to, or officer com-

manding, a party (PARTY sb. 7). Obs.

1693 Mum. Cnt. Teckely n. 112 The Male-contents, much
better Party-Men than the Imperialists. 1724 DE FOE Mem.
Cavalier (1840) 186 Prince Rupert, a most active vigilant

party-man, and fitter for such than for a general.

2. A man belonging to, or devoted to, a party

(PARTY sb. 6) :
= PARTISAN sbl i.

1701 SWIFT Contests Nobles fy Comm. v. Wks. 1755 II. i. 49
Bibulus the party-man is persuaded, that Clodius and Curio
do really propose the good of their country as their chief

end. 1741 RICHARDSON Pamela (1824) 1. 187, 1 am no party-
man. . . I think the distinctions of whig and tory odious.

1798 Char, in Ann. Reg. 327 Mr. Burke became a professed

party-man. 1874 L. STEPHEN Hours in Library (1892) I. i.

12 Although a party man, he was by no means a man to

swallow the whole party platform.

Partyner^e, obs. form of PARTNER.

Partyrege, obs. form of PARTRIDGE.

Fa'rty-wa:ll. [f.
PARTY a. + WALL.] A

wall between two buildings or pieces of land

intended for distinct occupation, in the use of

which each of the occupiers has a partial right.
The primary and most common meaning in law is 'a wall

of which the two adjoining owners are tenants in common ';

but three other cases are included under the term in Klphin-

stone, etc. Interpr. Deeds (1885) Gloss. The structure of

party-walls between houses, and the rights and duties of

their owners have been the subject of much legislation.

1667 S. PRIMATT City <S C. Build. 93 The Builder is to

receive of his next Neighbor, if they have the benefit of all

his Party-walls and Peer-stones, sixty five pounds and ten-

pence. 1677-1703 MOXON Mcch. Exerc. 145 No Light can
i>e placed in the Stair-Case, because of the Party-walls. 1853
WHARTON Pcnnsylv. Digest II. 405 The moiety of the cost
of a party wall is a personal charge against the builder of
the second house and Hen upon the house itself. 1855 Act
18 Sf 19 Viet. c. 122 3

*

Party wall' shall apply, to every
wall used or built in order to be used as a separation of any
building from any other building, with a view to the same
being occupied by different persons.

fig. 1870 J. H. NEWMAN Gramtn. Assent \. v. 95 Not as
if there were in fact, or could be, any line of demarcation or

party-wall between these modes of assent.

Hence Pa'rty-walled (-\vld' ., having a party-
wall.

1703 MOXON Meek. Excrc. 145 Our Party-walled Houses
in London.

Partyzyne, obs. form of PARTISAN sb.2

Partzite (pautsait). Min. [Named 1867
after Dr. A. Partz.] A hydrous oxide of antimony
containing other metallic oxides, and varying in

colour from yellowish-green to blackish-green.
1867 Amer. Jrul. Sa'. XLIII. 362 Partzite occurs together

with argentiferous galena. 1868 DANA Klin. (ed. 5} 188.

1877 RAYMOND Statist. Mines fy Mining 411 This was the

partzite. .ore of which so much has been said.

Farumbilical fpeennnbl'HUU), a. Anat.
[f.

PAR.A- 1 + I,, wnbitic-its navel + -AL.] Situated

around or close to the umbilicus or navel.

1890 in Century Diet. 1893 Syd. Soc. Le.i'.
t Pantmbilicnl

veins. 1897 Allbutts Syst. Med. IV. 178 The passage of

blood from the portal vein, by the parumbilical vein to the

epigastric system.

II Farure. Obs. or alien. Also 5 parowre, -ur,

perur, 5-6 parour, 6 parrer, parer. [a. OF.

parettre, parer paring, peeling : L. paratnra^ f.

parare to prepare, make ready, Y. parer to PARE.
In sense 3 an alien word from mod.F. (parw'r).]

fl. An ornament for an alb or amice. Obs. Cf.

PAREL sb. 4 a, APPAREL sb. 7 b.

^1425 WYNTOUN Cron. ix. vi. 596 The Byschape Waltyr
.. Gave twa Jang coddis off welwete . . Albis wyth parurys
to tha lyk. c 1440 Promp. Pan'. 384/2 Parowre of a vesty-

ment, faratura, vel parura. 1449-50 in Nicolas Test.

I'etnst. 267 One coope, chesible diacones, for decones;
with the awbes and parures. 1519 Ckurchiu. Ace. St. Giles,

Reading 7 For wasshyng of the churche gere and settyng
on the parours iji. viijV. 1527 in Fiddes Wolsey (1726) ii.

104, 7 payer of odde parrers for children [choristers].

*t*
2. A paring, peeling. Obs.

1499 Promp. Parv. 384/2 (Pynsonl Parour of frute, idem

quodparing (H. parowre). 1587 TURBERV. Trag. T. (1837)
Ded. 4 Dedicating to you the*e few Poeticall parers, and

pensive Pamphlets.
I) 3. A set of jewels or other ornaments intended

to be worn together ;
a set of decorative trimmings

or embroideries for a dress.

1818 LADY MORGAN Autobiog. (1859) 47 A red leather case

containing a beautiful parure of amethysts. 1860 O. W.
HOLMES Elsie V.'vt. (1891) 51 The women whom ornaments
of plain gold adorn more than any other parures. 1875
R. F. BURTON Gorilla L. (1876) I. 223 Wrists and ankles

were laden with heavy rings of brass and copper, the pantre
of the great in Fan-land. 1877 MRS. FORRKSTFR Mignonll.
49 Sir Tristram has given her z.parnre of diamonds.

El Faruria (paru^'ria). Path. [f. Gr. irap(a-

PARA- 1 i + ovpov URINE.] 'Disordered micturi-

tion, ordysuria' (Syd. Soc. Lex.}. Hence Fartrric

a., pertaining to paruria.
1822 GOOD Study Med, IV. 438 Paruria. Mismicturition.

Morbid secretion or discharge of urine. 1857 M AYNE Expos.
Lt'JC., Paruric.

Paruyngal, corrupt form of PAREGAL Obs.

Parvanimity (paavani-miti). [f. L. parv-us
small + anim-us mind : a suggested antithesis to

magnanimity^ Littleness of mind, meanness;

also, an instance of this, or transf. a person
characterized by it.

a 1691 BOVLE Disc. agst. Swearing Plea xiii, They will justly

_._d parvanimity of Bonaparl
this word parvanimity as an adequate antithesis to mag-
nanimity. 1840 in TaifsMag. VII. 37 Memorably con-

nected with the parvanimities of the English government at

one period. 1873 F. HALL Mod. Eng, 33 note t Persons. .of

the class of hopeless parvanimities of the true insular stamp.

||
Parvenant (par\vnan). [F., pr. pple. of par-

venir : see PARVENU.] A person who is acquiring
a position, or on the way to being a parvenu.
1843 tr. Custiiie's Empire ofCzar III. 184 A specimen of

the worst kind of emulation that of \\\t pan>enant already

giving himself the airs of the parvenu \

Parvenke, obs. form of PERIWINKLE ]
.

II Parvenu (II parv?n, pa'aveniw), sb. and a.

Also in fem. form parvenue. [F.,
( said of an

obscure person who has made a great fortune
'

(Littre"), sbst. use of pa. pple. ofparvenir to arrive

(at a destination), to rise to a position, make
a fortune : L. pervenire to arrive, attain.]

A. sb. A person of obscure origin who has

attained wealth or position beyond that of his

class ; esp, such a one when unfitted for his

position, or when making large assumptions for

himself on account of his wealth
;
an upstart.

1802 W. GIFFORD tr. Juvenal v. 228 note. His patron-

age, .. like that of many other pawenus, was so burden-

some, that the poet, in a fit of spleen, threatens to shake



PARVENUDOM. 517 PASCH.
it off entirely. 1826 DISRAELI Viv. Grey n. xiv, 'Ah ! there

is nothing like old families!' remarked Mrs. Million, with
all the awkward feelings of a parvenue. 1834 L. RITCHIE
Wand, by Seine 68 The Bonaparte people were parvenus,
and clung to all the prestiges of the preceding dynasty.
1848 THACKERAY Van. F. xxxvi, The ladies their wives, who
could not bear the parvi-nue [Rebecca]. 1891 M. O'R&LL
Frenchni. in. Amer. 209 The parvenu is a person who makes
strenuous efforts to persuade other people that he is entitled

to the position he occupies.

B. adj. That has but recently risen to wealth or

position ; like or characteristic of a parvenu in

manners, vulgar display, etc.

1839 POE W. Wilson Wks. 1874 I. 347 A young parvenu
nobleman. 1879 . Rev. July 14 Other monarchshad treated

the parvenu ruler of France with distant arrogance. 1897
Harper's blag. Apr. 746 There was nothing/arw in the

penniless lad.

Hence Farvemvdom, the domain of parvenus;
Pa'rvenuism, the habits or practices of parvenus,

parvenu character.

1854 LOWELL Jrnl. Italy Prose Wks. 1800 I. 205 A Roman
column standing near., satirizes silently their tawdry par-
venuism. 1868 W. R. GREG Lit. ff Sec. Judgin. 280 [A]

piece of inflated affectation in the richest style of parvenuism.
1891 Star 12 Dec. 4/3 The servile grovelling of parvenu-
dom. 1900 Westm, Gaz, 31 Jan. 3/2 How far it is true as
a study of Berlin parvenudom, few.. could say.

Parvers, obs. form of PERVERSE a.

Parvi- (pa.ivi), comb, form of L. parvus small,
as in Parvifo'lious a, {Bot. \*. parvifolius) > having
small leaves ; f PaTvipe'nsion [L. pensio a

weighing, cf. phr. parvi pendere to esteem little],

slight estimation
;

Parvi 'potent a. [POTENT],
having little power; Parvipsoas [Gr. tyda lumbar

muscle], a name applied by Coues to the psoas
petrous or small psoas muscle; hence Parvipso-
a*tic a.\ Parviro'strate a. [L. rostrum beak],

having a slender beak
;

Parvi'scient a. [L.
scient-etn knowing], knowing little.

1857 MAYNE..r/<7.r. "Lex.^Parvifolins^ having small leaves,
. .*parvifolious. 1893 in Syd. Soc. Lex. 1675 R. BURTHOGCK
Causa Dei 44 When we consider in it that Contempt, Scorn,
and *Parvipension of God, which does compose it. 1678
PHILLIPS (ed. 4) List Barbarous Words, Pannpension, a

setting litely by, an esteeming at a small rate. 1862 F. HALL,
Hindu Philos. Syst. (1897) 152 The ignorance of a single soul

. . keeps it *parviscient, *parvipotent, 1857 MAYNE Expos.
Lex.) Pamirostris, having a slender beak,. .*parvirostrate.

1884 T.
J.

SCOTT in J. M. Reid Doomed Relig. 160 Brahma
alone .. is neither parviscient nor omniscient.

Parvis (pa-ivis). Also 5 parvys, per-, par-
vyce, 5-9 erron, parvise. [a. F. parvis,

(

place in

front of the principal door of a church, particularly
of a cathedral, as the Parvis of Notre Dame', in

OF. parevis (12-1 3th c. in Hatz.-Darm.), earlier

paj'ei's (parais, -ays, parewis] (Godef.) : L. para-
dls-itm PARADISE (a name given in the Middle

Ages to the atrium or court in front of St. Peter's

at Rome, and to the courts before other churches :

see Du Cange). From F. also a med.L. form

paravisus, paravtsins.']
1. The enclosed area or court in front of a build-

ing, esp. of a cathedral or church
;

in some cases,
surrounded as a cloister with colonnades or porti-
coes ; whence, sometimes applied to a single

portico or colonnade in front of a church, and (in

dictionaries) explained as a church-porch.
The parvis of St. Paul's in London was a noted place of

resort, esp. for lawyers.
1:1386 CHAUCER Prol. 310 A Sergeant of the Lawe war &

wys That often hadde been at the Parvys. c 1440 Promp.
Parv. 385/2 Parvyce, parlatorium. 1476 J. PASTON in P.

j

Lett. III. 156, I prey yow as ye se hym at the parvyse and .

ellys where, calle on hym for the same letter, c 1485 in

Dighy Myst.) Mor. Wisd. (1882) 167 At the parvyse I wyll
be A' Powlys, be-twyn two and three. 1687 A. LOVELL tr.

Thcvenofs 'J'rav, n. 80 Before this Mosque there is a
Parvis or Walk of many Angles, and in the middle of it

a Bason of Water likewise Polygone. 1706 PHILLIPS, Parvis,
a Court before a Church-Porch, or any Palace or stately
House. 1743 BLOMEFIF.LD Norfolk II. 748 In 1300, I find

i

Mention of a Publick School for Children to learn to read I

and sing, kept in the Parvis of this Church [St. Martin's, !

Norwich]. 1864 LONGF. Dfo. Commedia \\, Canopied with I

leaves Parvis and portal bloom like trellised bowers. 1875
H. JAMES Trans. Sk.

t Rom. Neighb. 179 It stands perched
on a terrace as vast as the parvise of St. Peter's. 1881

Daily News i Apr. 3/1 Its illuminating power was clearly ,

proved by the two lamps on the parvis of St. Paul's
\

Cathedral. 1886 [see sense 2]. 1895 H. RASHDALL Uni- <

versifies II. n. xii. 5. 448 note, The word ' Parvis
'

is used
j

of the Cloister of Notre Dame at Paris, the Palace Yard at
'

Westminster, etc.

T[ b. By some ipth c. writers applied in error to
j

'a room over a church-porch*.
App. originating in a misunderstanding of quot. 1745 above.

See Penny Post iS68, pp. 159, 213.

1836 PARKF.R Gloss. Archit.
t
rarvlst a small room over the

porch, formerly U'-ed as a school. 1838 Ibid. ed. 2 s.v. 1842
GWILT Archit. Gloss., Parvis.. It seems also to have signi-
fied a room over the church porch, where schools used to be
held. 1848 Rickman's Archit. p. xlvi, A plain porch, .with
a room over it (commonly but erroneously called a parvise).

1833 HOOK Ch. Diet. (1871) 568. 1856 J. ALLEN Lisktard
vlii. 120. 1867 G'vilfs Archit. (ed. 6) 956 A Norman porch,
with an upper story or parvise, a chamber which appears to
have been variously appropriated. 1881 Archit. Publ. Soc.

Diet.) Pat-vise or Pay-vis... Modern writers have applied
this term, but apparently without any good authority, to

VOL. VII.

n. room often found over church porches. 1888 N. fy Q.
7th Ser. VI. 203/1.

1 2. A public or academic conference or disputa-
tion. (So called from being originally held in

the court or portico of a church.) 06s.

1496 Dives ff Panp. (W. de W.) in. vi. 142/1 There [in

chirche] they holde theyr peruys of many w rouges whiche
they thynke to doo. ^1530 MORE Ansiu. Frith Wks. 841/2
Whan he was a young sophister he would I dare say haue

I

been full sore ashamed so to haue ouerseene himselfe at
Oxforde at a peruise. 1579 FULKF. /feskins's Parl. 296
M. Hesk. will set .. a boy in the Paruis to answere the

Bishop. 1706 PHILLIPS, Parvis, a Court before a Church-
Porch,, .whence that Disputation at Oxford, call'd Dispu-

1 tatio in Parvistis. It is also apply'd to the Mooting or

i Law-Disputes among young Students at the Inns of Court.
1886 H. C. MAXWELL LYTE Univ. Oxford 205 A 'general
sophister '. .was required to attend the logical 'variations'

i

that were held '

in the parvise
*

for at least a year,
*

disputing,
arguing, and responding' on sophisms. ..The parvise being
a cloister, paved platform, or other open space, immediately
adjoining a church. A curious instance of the survival of
old names is to be found in the ' testamur '. .which is now-
adays [down to 1893! issued by the examiners at

'

Respon-
sions

',
to the effect that a successful candidate has answered

to the questions of the Masters of the Schools '

in parviso '.

Parvitude (pauvitiwd). rare. [f. L. parv-its
small, after magnitude, (The L. derivative was

pat-vitas.}"] Littleness, smallness.

1657 TOMLINSON 2tenou's Disp. 34 Magnitude, Parvitude,
and Number. 1661 GLANVILL / 'an. Dogm. 59 Because of
its parvitude it cannot reach to the same floor with them,

1788 T. TAYLOR Proclns I. 89 They differ in magnitude and
parvitude. 1903 F.din. Rev. Jan. 59 A continued preference
for the slum . . would confess parvitude in the point of view.

*t"b. An absolutely small or minute thing, an
atom. Obs.

1653 H - MoRE Conject. Cabbal. (1713) 189 These perfect
Parvitudes ., which are so inl'mitely subtile, that no Touch
can perceive them. 1659 Intmort. Soul n. i. 115 By a
meer point of Matter I doe not mean a meer Mathematical!
point, but a perfect Parvitude, or the least reality of which
Matter can consist. 1678 CUDWORTII Intell. Syst. i. v. 777
To suppose Incorporeal Substances, Unextended and Indi-

1

visible, is to make them Absolute Parvitudes.

fPa'rvity. Obs. [ad. L. parvitds smallness,
I f. paru-us small: see -ITT.]

=
prec.

1620 VF.NNER Via Recta viii. 190 Through paruity of exer-
cise . . many crude .. humours are bred. 1650 BULWER
Anthropomct. i. 4 Such a kind of turbinated figure repre-
sents a certain parvitie. 1691 RAY Creation r. (1692) 159
But what are these for their fineness and parvi ty?

Farvoline (pauv<5l3in).
Chem.

[f.
L. parv-us

small, little + -otine, after quinolme.~] A ptomaine
C 9H 13N, = C5H 2N(CH 3 ) 2(C 2H5 ) dimethylethylpyri-
dine, obtained as an oily liquid with a disagreeable
odour, from decaying mackerel and horse flesh,
and also from certain shales and bituminous coals.

1855 GREV. WILLIAMS in Q. Jrnl. Chem. Soc. VII. 106,
I propose to assign it the name of Parvoline in allusion to
its small volatility as compared with its associated bases.

first ptomaine chemically analysed and defined. It wai
discovered by MM. Gautier and Etard in the putrefactive
products of the mackerel and horse flesh.

Parvule (pauviwl). U.S.
\i.~\-,.panml-us^um

very small, dim. ofparzws small.] (See quot.)
1890 in Cent. Diet. 1893 Syd. Ssc. Lex., Parvnles. an

* _ IT. __ -I -ii 11American speciality, similar in all respects to 'granules';
made up with a fixed, but ver
active drug.

:ry small, quantity of some

Parwanah, -wanna, variants of PUEWANNAH.
Parwynke, obs. form of PERIWINKLE *.

t Pary, v. Obs, rare. [ad. F. parier or L.

paridre, to be equal, to tally, f. par, par-em equal.]
1. intr. To tally.

1716 BENTLEY Let. to Abp. Wake 15 Apr. in Monk Life
(1833) I. 399 When I came to try Pope Clement's Vulgate,
I soon found the Greek of the Alexandrian, and that would
by no means pary.
2. trans. To bet, stake.

(11462 HENRYSON Practysis of Med. 84 (Bann. MS.) Sir,
minister this medecyne at evin to sum man. And, or pryme
be

past, my powder I pary, They sail bliss yow or ellis

bittirly yow ban.

Pary, obs. f. PARRY. Paryll, obs. f. PERIL.

Parysch(e, parysse, -yzsh, obs. ff. PARISH.

Paryschoon, -shchon, var. PARISHES i Obs.

Paryse;e: see PARISIS. Parytory, obs. f.

PARIETARY $b.

II Pas (pa). [F./aJ step, precedency, etc.]
1. The right ofgoing first; precedence. Phrases,

to dispute, give, take^ yield, the pas [F. pnndre,
cider le pa$) etc.] Alsoy%".
1707 l

T
nlpone 23 It appears they have always fiercely con-

tended for the^tTi- among themselves. 1712 ADDISON Spect.
No. 529 F? Aristotle would have the latter yield the Pas to
the former. 1771 SMOLLETT Humph. Cl. 8 Nov., My aunt
and her paramour took the p>is. 1848 THACKERAY Bk.
Snobs xvi, He takes the pas of dukes. 1885 Spectator
22 Aug. iioa/2 It is difficult to give any one portion of it

the pas of the others.

2. A step in dancing; a kind of dance; mostly
in names of special dances, as Pas de deux> a
dance or figure for two persons; Pas grave, a slow
or solemn dance ; Pas seul, a dance or figure for

one person.
1775 SHERIDAN Rivals in. iv, Mine are true-born English

legs, they don't understand their curst French lingo ! their

fas this, and pas that, and fas t'other. 1804 CHARLOTTE
SMITH Conversations, etc. 1. 140 She .. shewed a new pas
grave, which her dancing-master had lately introduced.
1819 T. HOPE Aitastasins (1820) J. vii. 136 A pas-dc-deux
which we performed together as a lover and his mistress.
1868 Daily News 3 Nov., The father of some 'young phe-
nomenon '

of a minor theatre fiddling in an ecstacy of
admiration at his little daughter's rehearsal of her 'pas'
before going on. 1870 Miss BRIDGMAN Rob Lynne I.

viii. 165 Fanny..performed a...pas tie sail up the garden
path.

3. Pas-de-sonris. (Fortif.') [B'. lit. 'mouse-steps'.]A staircase from the ravelin to the ditch.

1704 J. HARRIS Lex. Tcchn. I, Pus de Sonris. 1859 F. A.
GRIFFITHS Artil. Matt. (1862) 268 Stairs, or Pas de souris.
These steps of masonry are made at the gorges of the
several works, and at the salient, and re-entering angles of
the counterscarp.

Pas, obs. form of PACE, PASS.
1385 in yd Rep. Hist. MSS. Couim. 410/2 Deferryt tyl

his lauchfull day next eftir pas.

Fasan, pasang (pa-zan, -an.). Also 8 pazan,
9 pazun, paseng. [a. Pers. ^jU patan the

mountain goat ; erron. analysed as f. fa foot +

sang stone.]
A species of wild goat (Capra AZgagrus), found

in Western Asia and Crete; the bezoar-goat.
1774 GOLDSM. Nat. Hist. III. 74 The eighth is called

the pazan; or, by some, the bezoar goat. 1834 J. H.
FKASF.R Persia xii.

4^70
Two of the most interesting crea-

tures to be met with in these countries are the . . Pazun ithe

mountain goat) and the Argali. 1838 J\'nny Cycl. XI. 282/2
Cuvier .. considers the Paseng (Capra sltga%rits) to be the

parent-stock of all the varieties of the domestic goat. 1893
LYDF.KKF.R Horns .V Hoofs 107 The heznar stone . . is a con-
cretion obtained from the stomach of the pasang.

If Mistakenly identified by Buffon ( 1 764, XII.

212) with the oryx or geinsbok, a S. African ante-

lope; the error was formerly followed by some

English compilers, and is reproduced in some
recent dictionaries.

Pasc, Pasce, obs. ff. PASCH, PASS. Pascage,
Pascal, obs. ff. PASCCAGE, PASCHAL, PASCUAL.

Pascent(pe'sent),a. rare 1
. [aA.i.pascent-em,

pr. pple. oipascpre to feed, graze.] Feeding.
1763 GOLDSM. Alisc. U7

ks. (1837) II. 538 The pascent crea-
ture finds a bed which at once supplies food and protection.

Pasch. (pask). Now arch, or Hist. Forms :

2~4//. pasches, ^(Orui.') passke, 3-7 pasche, 4-6
paske, pask, 5, y pasque, 4- pasch, (4 pasek, 5

pasc,pasce, pache, passh, 5-6 passe, 6 paasse, Sc .

5 paisch, 6 pashe, pess, peice, 7 peace : see also

PACEj/(.2
;
in L. form, 4, 9 pascha). [a.OF.pasc/ie

(Phil, de Thaun, etc.) and pasque (mod.F. paque],
ad. L. pascha, a. Gr. waaxa, ad. Ileb. r\0^pesakh,
in Aramaic emphatic state NnD paskhd a passing
over, the Passover

;
f. DD3 pasakh to pass over.

The OF. pi. pasches : L. paschas (ace. pi.) occurs

already in the OE. Chron. a 1131. Cognate forms
from L. were OS., QVris. pascha (MDu. paeschen,

Icel.paskar (Sw,pas&(a r
Da. paaske] ;

the Northern

Eng. forms inpaske,pask (whence pass, pace^ etc.),

were pcrh. from Scandinavian. Formerly often//,
with sing, sense, as in F., Du., LG., Icelandic, etc.]
1. The Jewish feast of the Passover.
c 1200 ORMIN 15850 Forr Passke, }iff buturrnenn willtpatt

word till Ennglissh spacche, pa taccnebjj itt tatt uss birrb a^
Uss fliitenn towarrd Criste. cizso Gen. <y Ex. 3157 Bat
ni^t sal ben fest pasche, forS-for, on engle tunge, it be.

a 1300 Cursor M. 6164 (Cott.) Quat wise bai suld bair paskes
[later HISS, pask, paske] hald. Ibid. 16814 + 2 If ani man
At paschez to ded wore broght. 1382 WYCLIF Exod. xii.

43 This is the religioun of phask \Yulg, phase]; ech alien

shal not etc therof. Mark xiv. 14 Wher i^ my fulfilling

[gloss or etyng place] where I schal ete pask_[i582 Rhetn.
the Pasche] with my disciplis. c iqoQ MAUNDEV. (1839) viii.

92 There made our Lord his Pask with his Disciples. (-1440
YorkMyst. xxvii. 29 pe lambe of Pasc. 1609 BIBLE (Douay)
i Esdras \. i Josias made a Pasch in Jerusalem. 1745 A.
BUTLER Lives Saints^ James i May (1847) V. 16 In the second

year ofChrist's preaching, soon after the Pasch, in the year 31.

[1850 NEALE Med. Hymns (1867) 114 Hail our Pascha, That
wast dead ! 1883 Catholic Diet. (ed. 3) 284/2 The Churches
of Asia Proconsularis . . kept the feast of Passover or Pasch
at the same time as the Jews viz. 14 Nisan.]

2. The Christian festival of Easter, arch, or local:

cf. PACE $b2 (In ME. often in//, with collective

sense = Easter-tide : cf. F. les P&ques. )

171131 O. E. Chron. an. 1122 On bis geare wses se king
Heanri on Cristes maessan on Norhtwtc and on Pasches he
weas on Norhthamtune. 13 . . Coer de L. 6475 Hys brother

Ihon, Wolde do corowne hym anon, At the Pask. ^1330
R. BRUNNE Chron. Wace (Rolls) 9267 At Londone nis

Pasches he [Uther] held. 13^7 Lay Folks Catech. 321
Anes in the yhere, That is at sai, at paskes. c 1450 Merlin
104 Syr, we pray yow that the swerde be suffred yet in the

ston to Passh. 1481 CAXTON Godeffroy clxiii. 241 There
helde they the feste of ester or pasque, the x day of

Apryll.
1535 LYNDESAY Satyre 2004 And halds me sit vnder that

same proces, That part me want the Sacrament at Pasche

[?/. r. pess]. 1557 TUSSER 100 Points Hnsb. Ixvni, Spare
meddowes at shroftide, spare marshes at paske. 1596 DAL-
RYMPLE tr. Leslie's Hist. .Scot. iv. 234 To grant the ry' cele-

bratione of the Pashe. 1638 CHILLINGW. Relig. Prof. i. vi.

30. 349 Who had assigned the fourteenth of the Moneth of

March for the observation of the Pasche. 1711 S. SEWALL
66



PASCHAL.

Diary 21 Dec., They kept not Yule nor Pasch. 1885
Catholic Diet, (ed. 3) 284/2 The great majority of Christians

celebrated the Pasch on the Sunday after Nisan 14.. because

on that day Christ ro^e again.

3. attrib. and Comb, in many collocations =

Easter-, as pasch-even, -lamb, -inass^ -morn, -tide,

-week. Also PASCH-DAY, -EGG.
r 1200 ORMIN 15849 pa frellsenn be}^, patt wilt tu we],

Gastlike Passkemesse. a 1300 Cursov M. 18617 pe seuend
dai in paske tide, He ras arli, wit-vten bide. 1375 BARBOUR
Bruce xv. 101 Quhill the tysday in pask-owk [?/. rr. payss
wouk, Pasche Oulkl On athir half thai trowis tuk. Ibid.

105 Apon paske evirf aft richt To the castell. .come schippis
xv. 1:1460 T<nvn.eli)L'Myst. xxiii. 666 That Lord that., rose

on pasche morne. 1533 TINDALE Supper of Lord Cvjb,
I wyll compare circumcision wyth baptysme: and the passe
lambe wyth Christes supper. 1605 SYLVESTER Du Bartos
n. iii. in. Law 583 Th' Israelites, whose doores were inarkt

before, With sacred Pass-Lambs Sacramental gore.

Paschal (pcrskal), a, and sb. Also 5-6 pas-

kal(l, 6 pascal(l, pascquall, 8 pasqual. [a. F.

j>aseal (i2thc. in Hatz.-Darm.), ad. late L. pas-
chal-is (Codex Theod.), f. pascha PASCH : see -AL.]
A. adj.

1. Of or pertaining to the Jewish Passover.
Paschal lamb^ the lamb slain and eaten at the Passover ;

applied to Christ, hence also to various symbolic representa-
tions of Christ : AGNTS DEI b and c.

f 1430 LVDG. HorS) Sheep fy G. i in Pol. Rel. fy L. Poems
15 This pascal le Lambe with-owte spott, alle whyte. 1526
TINDALE Mark xiv. 12 The first daye of swete breed, when
they offered the pascal lambe. 1658 LIGHTFOOT Horx
Hebraicx (1859) II. 336 That Judas after the paschal supper
..could make his agreement with the priests, and get his

blades, .together ready to apprehend our Saviour, a 1714
SHARP li^ks. (1754) VII. Serm. xii. 223 The paschal feast,

from whence our Saviour took his sacrament of the Lord's

supper, 1845 H. J. ROSE in Encycl. Mttrop. (1847) II. 891/1
The paschal lamb they called the body of the Passover.

2. Of or pertaining to Easter; used in Easter

celebrations.
Paschal candle, a large candle blessed and lighted in the

service of Holy Saturday and placed on the gospel side of
the altar there to remain till Ascension day.

'432-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) V. 377 The grete cicle of the
terme Paschalle is finischede or complete in this vtlls

yere of

lustinus, whiche is of v. c. yere and xxxij'
1 from the passion

of Criste, and after Marianus v. c . and Ix. yere. 1477-9 'n
Rec. St. Mary at Hill (E. E. T. S.> 92 For makyng of the

paschall tapre. .weyng xxx Ib. 1506 in Gla^cock Rcc. St.

Michael's Bj>. Stortf<-d(rtfo) 31 For the paskal sylver at

Ester eve. '5*9 in Nnsh Church'v. Ace. St. Giles, Reading-
6 For mending and scouring of the Pascall cansticke. 1653
JEK. TAYLOR 25 Serin. 39 They then thought that when the

Paschall taper burn d, the flames of hell could not burn,
till the holy wax was spent. 1670 HLOUNT La-M Dict.^
Paschal Kents, are rents or yearly tributes paid by the

inferior Clergy to the liisbop or Arch-Deacon at their Easter-

Visitation. 177* NUGENT tr. Hzst. Fr. Gerund I. 61 At
the time of confession and pasqual communion. 1875 LIGHT-
FOOT Comm. Col. 56 Polycarp .. visited Rome, hoping to

adjust the Paschal controversy.

B. sb. Various absolute uses of A. i and 2.

1. A great candle lighted at Easter : see A. 2.

b. A candlestick to hold the same. Cf. JUDAS 2.

1417 in Rec. St. Mary at Hill (E. E. T. S.) 64 A pece of

tymbre to be newe Paschall. Ibid. t A dysch of peuter for

f>e Paskall. 1519 in Nash Churchw. Ace. St. Giles, Reading
5 For wax and making of the Pascall. 1590 MUNDAY
Eng. Romayne Life in Harl. Misc. (Malh.) II. 186 After

the Iewes..be baptized, they be brought into the church,
and there they see the hallowing of the paschall, which is

a mightie great wax taper. 1595 in Rites fy Mon. Ch. Durk.
(Surtees 1903) n On the heignt of the s 1* candlestick or

pascall of lattine wasa fair large flower., wherein did stand

a long peece of wood . . wheron stood a great long square

tap of wax called the pascall. 1826 HONE Every-day Bk.

I. 436 The paschal or great Easter taper at Westminster

Abbey was three hundred pounds' weight. Ibid., The

paschal in Durham cathedral was square wax, and reached

to within a man's length of the roof.

2. The Passover celebration, Passover supper,
or Passover lamb.

'579 FULKE Heskins's Parl. 46 He did desire to eat the

Pascall of the lawe. 1581 R. GOADE in Confer, in. (1584)

Tiij. There was some distance of time betweene the Pascall

and the Supper,
a 1655 VINES Lord's Supper (1677) 16 The

Leviies killed the paschals. 1670 G. H. Hist. Cardinals
i. n. 34 To suffer them [Jews].. to Celebrate their Paschal

with all possible Solemnity.

t Fa'schalist. Obs. rare"" 1
, [f. prec. + -IST.]

An adherent of (the Greek or Roman) Easter.

1641 MILTON Prel. Episc. Wks. (1851 > 89 That which Church
Histories report of those East, and Western Paschalists.

t Fa' sell-day. Sc. and north, dial. Obs.

Forms: see PASCH, PACK^. 2
Easter-day. (Some-

times applied to Good Friday.)
cizoo ORMIN 15552 Forr batt Judisskenn Passkedaw )>a

shollde cumenn newenn. a 1300 Cursor M. 13227 (Cott.)
Sant ion. .was slan in pasch daus \F. paske dawes]. i472

in Surtees Misc. (1888) 25 The Lord sail reperell be Passe

day. 1596 DALRYMPLE tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. iv. 227 Anent
the celebratione of the Pasche day. a 1670 SPALDING Troitb.

Chas. 7(1850)1.262 Nopreiching nor commvnion.. wes vsit

and wont, nor yit givin on pash day.

Fasch-egg (pa-sk,e:g). Sc. and north, dial.

Forms: see PASCH, PACE $b$\ also
corruptly

paste-egg. An Easter egg : an egg dyed of various

colours, and boiled hard, as an Easter gift.

1579, 1611, etc. [see PACE sb?\ 1677 COLES Eng.*Lat.

Diet,, Pasch-ejjgs, Eggs given at Easter, Ovum paschalc
crocenm or fatcum. 1777 HRAND Pop. Antiq. 310 Of Pasche,
or as they are commonly called, Paste Eggs. 1825 BROCKETT

5] 8

N. C. Glass.
, Pastf-cggs. 1847 MARY HOWITT Ballads 80

And kindly country-women, yet, Their Pasch-eggs ready
make, Of divers colours beautiful, To give for Jesus' sake.

1898 Dublin Rez>. July 153 In France it is, or was until

recently, usual to eat the Pasch-egg before any other food
was partaken of on Easter Day.
Pasch-flower : see PASQUE-FLOWER.
Paschite (pse-skait). [f. Gr. jra<rxa > PASCH +

-1TE.] One who observed Easter on the date of

the Jewish Passover, the fourteenth of Nisan ; a

quartodeciman. 1890 in Cent. Diet.

Pascible (poe-sib'l), a. rare. [ad. L. type

"pascibilis, f. pasclre to feed : see -IBLE.] Capable
of serving as pasture.
1793 J. BILLINGSLEY Agric. Somerset (1798) 52 Land.,

when pascible for the remaining months, of little value from

being overstocked.

Pasoioun, Pasek, obs. ff. PASSION, PASCH.

Pa'SCTiage. rare*. Also 7 pascage. [a.
OF. pascitage (J4th c. in Godef.), ad. late L.

pascttalicum (med.L. pascuagiuni), f. L. pascu-itm

pasture, neuter oipascuus adj., PASCDOBS, f. pascere
to feed : see -AGE.] The grazing of cattle.

1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Pascage, grazing, feedingor pastur-
ing of Cattle. 1848 in WHARTON Law Lex.

FaSClial (pse-skial), a. Also 7 pascal, [a.

OF. pascual, pascuel, ad. med.L. pascual-is, f.

pascu-um grazing : see -AL. Cf. med.L. pascuale

sb.] Of or pertaining to pastures ; growing in

pastures.
1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Pascal, feeding here, and there

abroad, belonging to pasture. 18153 J- G. BAKER N. Yorks.
Siuci. 183 We may employ a series of adjectives such as

sylvestral, pratal, pascual, ericetal [etc.]. 1883 A. FRYER in

jrnl. Bat., Brit, f, /-'or. XXI. 375 No hard and fast line

can be drawn between Pascual and Pratal plants.

Pascuant (parskiz^ant), a. Her. [f. L. pas-
cu-um pasture, grazing + -ANT.] Said of deer, oxen,
etc. represented as grazing.
c 1828 BERRY Encycl. Herald. I, Pascuant, or Pasqnant

(French paissant), is a term used for sheep, cows, &C. when

feeding. 1882 CUSSANS Her. vi. (ed. 3) 90 Pascuant : Ap-
plied to Deer, Oxen, etc., when grazing.

Pascuous (pse'ski|3s), a. [ad. L. pascuos-us

abounding in pasture, f. pascuum pasture, grazing :

cf. OP", pascueux.']
= PASCUAL.

1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Pascuous, serving for pasture, or

for feeding, or grazing of Beasts. 1866 Treas. Bot.
t Pascuoits,

growing in pastures.

Pase, obs. form of PACE, PASS.

Pasement, obs. f. PASSEMENT. Paseng, var.

PASANG. Paseporte, Pase-tyme, Pas-flower,
Pasgarde: see PASSPORT, PASTIME, PASQUE-

FLOWER, PASS-GUARD.

Fash, (psej), -f^-
1 06s. exc. dial. A head.

1611 SHAKS. Wint. T. \. ii. 128 Thou want'st a rough pash,
& the shoots that I haue, To be full like me. 1674-91 RAY
N. C. \Vds., Pash, 'a mad pash

l

,
a mad-brain. Chesh.

a 1697 CLELAND Poems 66 Some turning up their gay
Mustachoes, And others robbing [i. e. rubbing] their dull

pashes. 1719 RAMSAY To Art>uckle 118, 1 [wig-maker
and poet] theek the out, and line the inside Of mony a douce
and witty pash. 1836 J. STRUTHERS Dychmont II. 6 Where's

Jock Arneil's lang witty pash ? [In E. D. D. as Scotch and

Cheshire^

Pash (paej), sb. z Now chiefly dial.
[f.

PASH v.]

1. A smashing or crushing blow or stroke, rare.

1611 COTCR., Goiirmade, a cuffe on the mouth, a pash on

the nose.

2. A crashing blow or fall
;
a crash. Now dial.

1677 O. HEYWOOD Diaries, etc. (1883) III. 149 There was

suddenly a pash of a chamber-fioore. 1781 J. HUTTON Tour
to Caves (ed. 2) Gloss., Pash, a sudden crash. 1828 Craven
Gloss, (ed. 2), Pash. '

I fell wi sike &pash '.

3. A heavy fall or dash of rain or snow. dial.

1790 MARSHALL Midi. Counties (1796)
II. Gloss. (E. D. S.I,

Pash (of rain), a heavy fall of rain. 1828 Craven Gloss.

(ed. 2), Pash. ' We hev hed a sad pash last week '. 1885
O. Rev. Apr. 350 The soil would have been run together
like lime by a '

pash
'

of rain.

4. Iransf. 'The fragments produced by a smash'

(E. D. D.), debris; hence, a collection, a medley,
a great quantity or number.

1790 GROSE Prov. Gloss. Suppl., Pash, a great many.
North. 1894 Sat. Rev. 14 Apr. 386 (title ofArticle) A Pash
of Heraldry.

Pash, rf.3 Aphetic form of CALIPASH.

1764 FOOTE Patron I. i, Not the meanest member of my
corporation but can distinguish the pash from the pee.

Fash (paej), v. Also 4 passche, 4-6 pas(s)he.

[app., like many other vbs. in -ash, of onomato-

poeic origin: cf. BASH, SMASH. In sense 5 doubtfully
related to S\v. dial, paska : see PASK.
A much used word (esp. in sense 2) from 1575 for some

60 years; but now chiefly dial: see Eng. Dial. Diet.]

1. trans. To hurl or throw (something) violently,

so as either to break it against something, or

smash something with it
;
to dash. Obs. exc. dial.

1362 LANGL. P. PI. A. v. 16 Piries and Plomtres weore

passchet to ]>e grounde. 1590 GREENE Orl. h'ur. (1599) 17

As the sonne of Saturne in his wrath Pasht all the mountaines

at Typheus head. 1628 FORD Lover's Mel. i. i, And in that

sorrow, As he was pashing it [the lute] against a tree,

I suddenly slept in. 1876 Mid } 'orksh. Gloss, s. v., To pash
a thing is. .to hurl or dash it violently, fromashort distance.

2. To break or clash (a thing) in pieces or to

atoms ; to crush or smash by blows.

PASHA
1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. xx. 99 Beth cam dryiiende after

and al to doust passhed [v.rr. paschte, passhte] Kynges &
kny^tes kayseres and popes. 1:1540 J. REDFORD AJor. Play
ll'it $ -SV. (Shaks. Soc.) 8 Pash head, pash brayne, The
knaves are slayne. 1628 GAULE Pract. The. (1629) 9 One
should ryse from her Loynes.,and pash that wily Serpents
head. -11693 Urfttkarft Knfvlais in. xxxiii. 282 It

pasheth into pieces the Steel Sword, a 1825 FORBY Voc.
E. Anglia, Pash, to beat any thing brittle into small frag-
ments. 1875 BROWNING Aristoph. Apol. 843 Planed and
studded club Once more has pashed competitors to dust.

3. To strike or knock violently, usually so as to
bruise or smash. Also absol.

c 1440 York Myst. xlvi. 38 pei dusshed hym, bei jlasshed

hym,.. pel pusshed hym, bei passhed hym. 1570-83 FOXE
A. ff M. 295/2 In the meane while the Christians.. were
pelted and pashed with stones by them which stood aboue.
1606 SHAKS. Tr. $ Cr. n. iii. 213 If I goe to him, with
my armed fist, lie pash him ore the face. 1611 COTCR.,
Gourtnt. .cuffed on the mouth, pashed on the nose, or face.

1791 COWPER Odyss. xvni. 119 He his adversary on the neck
Pash'd close beneath his ear; he split the bones. 1863
COWDEN CLARKE Shaks. Char. xiv. 362 Never wouldst thou
. .have pashed that venerable face with the rude flint-stones.

b. "With obj. of cognate meaning.
1602 How man may chuse good ivife n. iii, Per yapcm et

Junonem I hoc Shall pash his coxcomb such a knock.

4. To drive out by a violent blow, to dash out

(brains, etc.).

1530 PALSGR. 653/2 He passhed out his braynes with a
stone. 1587 HOLINSHED Chron. III. 79/2 They left him
[Becket] not till they had cut and pashed out his braines.

1647 H. MORE Song of Soul Quot. xxiv. 199 So may their

scattered Brain Pash'd from their cursed Sculls the Pave-
ment stain. x8a8 Craven Gloss, (ed. 2) s. v., I'll pash thy
brains out. 1855 BROWNING Chitde Roland xii, 'Tis a brute
must walk Pashing their [dock-leaves'] life out.

5. intr. Said of the dashing action of sudden

heavy rain (now dial.} ;
also of that of a wave

upon a rock ;
and of the action of beating or

striking water as by the feet of a horse (rare}.
[With the last of these cf. ME. PASK, to dabble ; but this

sense does not appear to have come down dialectally, and

Browning's use is prob. due to the exigency of rime.]

1589 [see PASHING below], 1855 BROWNING Upatal^illa\'\\,
There's a fountain to spout and splash ! . . horses with curling

fish-tails, that prance and paddle and pash Round the lady
atop in her conch, 1892 STOPF, BROOKE Early Eng. Lit. 11.

xvi. 87 The black sea waves pash and push upon it. 1903 in

Eng. Dial. Diet, s, v., It [the rain] fair pash'd doon. The
water was pashing out of the broken spout. The rain came
pashing against the windows.

Hence Pa-shed, Pa-shing ///. adjs.

1589 NASHE Anat. Absurd. 24 Y watrie clpwdes with

pashing showres vncessantlie, sending down their vnreason-

able moysture. 1593 Christ's T. (1613) 39. 1606 SHAKS.
Tr. <y Cr. v. v. 10 Wauing his beame, Vpon the pashed
courses of the Kings. 1828 Craven Gloss, (ed. 2), Pashed,
dashed. 1847 Bairnsla Ann. 12 (E. D. D.) Pashin' rain.

!l Pasha, pacha (pa-Ja, paja-). Forms: 7-8

pascha, 7 passa, 9 pashaw, pacha, S- pasha.

[Turkish pdsha^ generally held to be the same as

basha from bash head, chief, in some Eastern

Turkish dialects pash. The form with b was app.
the earlier, being that first adopted in Western

languages: see BASHAW.
In Turkish there is no hard-and-fast line between the

breath and voice stops ; and in the case of /, b
}
the con-

fusion is increased by the absence ofp in Arabic and the

occasional replacement of Persian and Turkish / by b (cf.

papoosh, pabouch, babonche, etc ) : this may have conduced
to interchange of b, ;*,and survival of the/ m pasha. Some
however think Pasha and basha originally distinct words

(cf. quot. 1687); Zenker distinguishes &<M&tha officer of

the Janizaries, from pasha, which is now largely a civil

title; but Barbier says that the title, in either form, was
under the ancient regime exclusively a military one. The
best Turkish scholars think there is no ground for connecting
the word in any way with Pers. padshah king or emperor,
Turkish pddiahah the Sultan.]

A title borne in Turkey by officers of high rank,

as military commanders, and governors of pro-
vinces. Formerly, esp. in the case of military

commanders, written UASHAW.
There are three grades of pashas, formerly distinguished

by the number of horse-tails displayed as a symbol in war ;

the highest grade (of three tails) corresponding to a com-

manding genera!, admiral, or governor of equivalent rank ;

the second (of two tails) to a general of division or vice-

admiral, etc. ; the third (of one tail) to a general of brigade,

rear-admiral, or naval officer of corresponding rank.

[For earlier quotations (1534-1860) see BASHAW.]

1646 CRASHAW Deo Nostro (1652) 193 The aged Pascha

pleads not years, But spies love's dawn, and disappears.

1687 Land. Gaz. No. 2219/2 The Chiaus Bnssa is made
a Passa, which is a Preferment to his Loss. 1717 LADYM. \V.

MONTAGU Let. to Abbt Conti 17 May, Every pasha has his

Jew, who is his homme d'affaires. 1808 A, PARSONS Trav.

i. 4 The price of bread .. is fixed by the pashaw of the

province. 1822 SHELLEY Hellas 565 The fieedman. .has

beat back the Pacha of Negropont. 1848 THACKERAY Bk.

Snobs iv, I am like the Pasha of three tails. 1867 LADY
HERBERT Cradle L. L 3 The rest of the party went on to

see the Pacha of Egypt's Palace.

Hence Pasha-like a., like or after the manner

of a pasha. Fashadom, the domain, realm, or

estate of pashas.
1849 E. B. EASTVVICK Dry Leaves 172, I .. began to feel

quite supreme and Pa<ha-hke. 1883 Pall Mall G. 24 Nov.

1/2 On the 23rd of October last year I was at Cairo...

Pashadom seemed fairly ablaze with decorations and rib-

bons. 1885 Manch. Exam. 24 July 5/3 The Sullan and all

pashadom have been filled with growing anxiety and concern.



PASHALIC.

Pashalic, pachalic (pu-jalik, paJa-Hk), sit.

(<z.) Also -lick, -lik. [Turkish pashalik, from

-/w, suffix of quality or condition.] The jurisdiction
of a pasha ;

the district governed by a pasha.
1745 POCOCKE Descr. of East II. i. 76 The place of resi-

dence of the pasha of this country, on which account it was
called the pashalic of Saphet. 1802 Rdin. Rev. I. 52 A
pachalic is divided, for military purpo.ses, into certain dis-

tricts, called sangiacs, or standards. 1813 IJYRON Br. Ahydos
ii. xv, Abdallah's Pachalick was galn'd. 1894 Times 1 1 Oct.

10/6 In September, 1877, he was appointed Consul for the

pashalics of Adann, Aleppo, and Tripoli, residing at Aleppo.
B. ns adj. Of or pertaining to a pasha.

1863 WOOLNER BeautifulLady 129 Seizing pachalic power
by a swift blow. 1884 Manck. Exam. 16 Feb. 4/7 There
is to be an end to military exactions and Pashalic oppres-
sion [in the Soudan].

fPashe. Obs. Also 6 paishe. App. short for

passion, in the asseveration '

for the pashe of God '
:

cf. the full
'
for the passion of God

', by the same

speaker in IV. iii.

'553 UDALL Royster D. iv. iii, Nay for the paishe of

God, let me now treate peace. Ibid, vii, Backe for the

pashe of God, backe sirs. Ibid, viii, ^?. Royster. Away,
or else die we shall. M. Mery. Away for the pashe of our
sweete Lord lesus Christ. Ibid. \. v.

Pashe, Fashion, obs. ff. PASCH, PASSION.

II Pashm (pK'fm). [Pers. _t> pashm wool,

down.] The under-fur of hairy quadrupeds in

the elevated lands north of the Himalayas, esp.
that of the goat, which is the material of Cashmere
shawls. So

||
Pashmina (paejmrna) [Pers. pash-

min adj., woollen],
1880 MRS. A. G. F. E. JAMES Ind. htdust. xxxi. 364 The

pashm i
or shawl-wool, is a downy substance, growing next

to the skin and under the thick hair of those goats found in

Thibet and in the elevated lands north of the Himalayas.
1885 BALFOUK Cycl, India III. 154 Pashm and pashm ina are

specially applied to the fine shawl-wool of 1'urfan and
Changthan. 1893 A'. Nat. Hist. (ed. Lydekker) I. 7 This
under-fur is greatly developed in Mammals of all groups
inhabiting Tibet, where it is locally known as

'

pashm
'

; and
it is this pashm of the goat of these regions which affords
the materials for the celebrated Kashmir shawls.

Pasigraphy (pasrgiafi). [irreg. f. Gr. ira<ri

for all + -GHAPHY.] A name given to a system
of writing proposed for universal use, with charac-
ters representing ideas instead of words, so as to be

(like the ordinary numerals I, 2, 3, etc.) intelligible
to persons of all languages. Applied originally
to a system proposed in 1796; subsequently to

others having a similar object.

1796 in Monthly Rev. XIX. 357 Pasigraphy, from Trail to
all and ypa^Ku / write, will not explain the sounds of any
known language but the sense of the words of every lan-

guage, even of that which people have never learnt. 1797
T. BROWN in Welsh Life i. (1825) 35. 1801 Sk. Paris as it

was II. xl. 45 It is also in contemplation to teach a blind

pupil pasigraphy, or universal language, invented by Demai-
mieux. 1805 Mcd. Jrnl. XIV. 189 Essay on geological
Pasigraphy, or on the manner of representing the phe-
nomena of the stratification of the rocks, by perfectly simple
signs. 1870 BACHMAIEK Pasigraph. Diet. <y Gram. Introd.,
Pasigraphy teaches people to communicate with one another
in writing by means of numbers, which convey the same
ideas in all languages.
Hence Pa'sigraph v. trans.

^
to express or repre-

sent in pasigraphy ; Pasigra'phic, -ical adjs. 9 of
or pertaining to pasigraphy.
1796 in Monthly Rtn>. XIX. 357 At the end of a very few

hours, any intelligent person may pasigraph his own idiom,
by consulting the method, characters, and the twelve in-

variable rules. 1797 W.TAYLOR in Monthly Rev. XXIV.
563 Over each column is stationed one letter of the pasi-
graphic alphabet. 1804 in Crit. Rev. Ser. in. I. 382 The
figures of arithmetic are already pasigraphic. 1839 Proc.
Ainer. Philol. Soc. 1. 121 The Chinese alphabet forms a sort
of pasigraphic system. 1852 JERDAN Antobiog. II. 221. 1870
BACHMAIEK (title) Pasigraphical Dictionary and Grammar.

Pasilaly (pse-silali). rare, [irreg. f. Gr. tiaai

for all + -AaXta speaking.] A spoken language
for universal use.

1803 W. TAYLOR in Ann. Rev. III. 14 It appears that the
Indians have invented, what a recent French writer calls

3.asilaly, a method of talking to people of all languages,
without understanding theirs. 1864 in WEBSTER.

f Pask, v. Obs. [Appears to be cognate with
mod.Sw. dial, paska to dabble in water (Rietz) ;

cf. Norw. basket, in same sense : cf. also FASH V.,
PLASH v.~\ intr. To dabble or plash (in water).
(71305 St. Andrew 8 in E. E. P. (1862) 98 Here nettes

gonne forsake And suede him .. Hem was so betere ban to

pasken in be water iwis While oure louerd an vr^e was.

Pask, -e, Pasmain, obs. ff. PASCH, PASSEMENT.
tPasme. Obs. rare. [a. OF. pasme (Godef.)

swoon, faint = Pr. pasme, Sp., Pg. pasmo (and
espasmo\ It. spasimo : L. spasmus SPASM, treated
as ex-pasmus , pasmus i

and with altered meaning;
cf. mod.F. pamer to faint.] A swoon.
1591 GREENE Farew. Folly Wks. (Grosart) IX. 315 Semy.

ramis no souner heard of the death of hir husbande, but
she fell into a pasme, and was hardly brought to life.

Pasment, -mond, obs. ff. PASSEMENT. Pas-
nop(pe, -nepe, obs. ff. PARSNIP. Paspy, var.
PASSEPIED. Pasque, var. PASCH, Easter.

Pasque-flower (pa-skjflaivu). Forms : a.

6-7 Passe-, 7 Pas-flower. 0. 6- pasque-, 7-8
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pasch-flower. [Orig. passeflowert a. F. passe-
fleur (1539 R. Estienne) *a variety of anemone'

(Hatz.-Uarm.) ; changed by Gerard e to pasque-
flower, after pasque, PASCH, Easter,] A species of
Anemone (/I. Ptilsatilla] growing on chalk downs
in England, and elsewhere in Europe, blossoming
in April, with bell-shaped purple flowers clothed
with silky hairs. Called ^Qpasque-anetnom.
With distinctive adjuncts the name is applied to other

species of Anemone, as the American Pasque-flower,
A, patens, var. Nuttaliana; Japanese P., the Autumnal
Anemone, .-/. Japonica.
o. 1578 LVTE Dodoens m, Ixxv. 422 Passeflower or the

first Anemone, hath leaves like Coriander. 1597 GEKAKDE
Herbal \\. Ixxiii. 309 Passe flower is called, .after the Latin
name Pulsatill, or Flawe flower. 1611 COTGK., Passe-flair,
the Passeflower, bastard Anemone, or Windflower. 1651
J. F[REAKE] Agrippas Occ. Phifas. 39 Poisonous things
delight in the Plant called Pas-flower. 1658 PHILLIPS, Fasse-

_/70ttW,a certain'kind of flower, otherwise called Pulsatil.

/3. 1597 GERARDE Herbal \\. Ixxiii. 309 They fluwer for the
most part about Easter, which hath mooved me to name it

Pasque flower, or Easter flower. 1629 PARKINSON' Para-
dhits 201 The yellow Pasque flower. . . Red Pasque flower. . .

White Pasque flower. 1783 MAKTYN Rousseau's Bot. xxi.

t'794) 3P
1 'the Pasque-flower, so called from its flowering

about Easter, . . adorns some of our dry chalky hills, with
its beautiful bell-shaped purple flowers. 1854 S. THOMSON
Wild Ft. in. (ed. 4) 175 The pasque-flower, purple anemone.

Fasquil (pse'skwil), sb. Also 6 pasqual, 7
pasquell. [aa.med.L./fe.r^ftfV/tff, ad. It. rasqitillo,
dim. of rasqitino; in F. Pasquille\ see PASQUIX.
The L. form is known as early as 1509: see PASQUIN. The

Fr. appears in Lcs Visions dc Pasquille, 1547 (Ebert).]

fl. PASQUIN i. Obs.

1533 ELYOT Wise Man Proheme A v, For there be Gnathos
in Spayne as wet as in Grece, Pasquilles in Englande as
welle as in Rome. I'asquil the playne Aij, Pasquille
is an olde Romane, but by longe sittinge in the strete, and
hering market men chat, he is become rude and homely.
i55 T. WILSON Logike (1580) 67 These two verses were
written to the Pope, as wort hie such a one, and sette

upon Pasquillus in Roome. 1609 DEKKER Gvlls llorne-bk.
i. (1862) 9 I'm the Past] nil's madcap that will do it. 1616
R. CARI-KNTEK Past. Charge 66 Making the Pulpit often-

times a Pasijiiill to ease their spleenes. 1651 W EL DON Crt.
K. Chas. 205 The Councell Table was growne more like a
Pasquil then a grave Senate.

2. A lampoon posted up in a public place ; any
circulated or published lampoon; a pasquinade.
1542 St. Papers Hen. VIII, IX. 12 Here bathe been also

after the maner of Rome, a pasqual set up upon Sainct

Marques day laste, tantynge tliEmperour. 1589 COOPER
Aduwn. 56 The Libeller to set out his Pasquitl^ rnketh all

things. 1612 T. JAMES Jesuits Dmvnf. 38 They blame
others for Libells and vene vnpriestly Pasquils, and yet
write themselues. 1709 STEELE Tatler No. 92 p t All the

Pasquils, Lampoons and Libels, we meet with now-a-days.
1865 WRIGHT Hist. Caricature xix. 315 The pasquils formed
a body of satire which struck indiscriminately at everybody
within its range.
3. attrib. and Comb., as pasq^lil-maker, -pulpit.
c 1642 A. BHOME On Death J. Sliute 35 Nor such as into

pasquill pulpits come With thundering non sence, but to beat
the drum To civil wars. 1770 BAKETTI Jo-urn. Genoa II. i

They only put one in mind of the Pasquil-makers of Rome
or the Monthly and Critical Reviewers of England.
Hence Pasqui'llic a., of the nature of a pasquil.
1833 CARLYLE Misc. (1872) V. 66 Verse (be it heroic, be it

pasquil lie).

t Fa'Squil,2>. Obs.
[f. prec. sb.] a. intr* To

compose pasquils. b. trans. To libel or satirize in

a pasquil; to lampoon. So Pa'squillant sb.
y
the

writer of a pasquil; adj. lampooning; Fa'squiller,
the composer of a pasquil or pasquils.
1621 BURTON An<it. Mel. i. ii. iv. iv. (1651) 148 Princes ..

are grievously vexed with these pasquelling libels and satyrs.

1643 HOWELL Twelve Trent. (1661) 268 In Holland and
other places he was pasquill'd at. a 1648 LD. HERBEKT
Hen. VIII (1683) 609 There wanted not some, who took
occasion to pasquil it.

1817 COLERIDGE Biog. Lit. (1870) 204 [The character] of a
gossip, backbiter and pasquitlant. 1833 CARLYLE Misc.

(1872) V. 125 A Pasquillant verse. 1597-8 BP. HALL Sat.
v. i. 14 Or Lucile's muse.. Or

Menips old, or Pasquillers of
late, ft 1659 OSBORN Luther I Y</,Wks. (1673) 408 This favour
..did su work with him, and the rest of the Pasquillers of
the time, that, .none used the like Invectives.

Pasquill(pre'skwin V<. [ult. ad. It. Pasqitino,
in L. Pasqiiimis, F. Pasquin,
Pasquino or Pasqulllo was the name popularly given to

a mutilated statue, or piece of ancient statuary, disinterred
at Rome in the year 1501, and set up by Cardinal Caraffa
at the corner of his palace near the Piazza Navona. Under
his patronage, it became the annual custom on St. Mark's
Day to 'restore' temporarily and dress up tins torso to

represent some historical or mythological personage of

antiquity; on which occasion professors and students of
the newly restored Ancient Learning were wont to salute

Pasquin in Latin verses which were usually posted or

placed on the statue. In process of time these petsquinate
or pasquinades tended to become satirical, and the term
began to be applied, not only in Rome, but in other countries,
to satirical compositions and lampoons, political, ecclesias-

tical, or persona], the anonymous authors of which often
sheltered themselves under the conventional name of Pas-

quin. According to Mazocchi, in the preface to the printed
collection of \\\v pasquinate of 1509, the name Pasquino or

Pasquillo originated in that of a schoolmaster (' literator
scu magister tudi ') who lived opposite the spot where the
statue was found; a later tradition given by Castelvetro,
1558-9, made Pasquino a caustic tailor or shoemaker;
another of 1544 calls him a barber. See L. Morandi in

Nuova Aniologia 1889 I. 271, 755, D. Onoli ibid. 1890 I. 51,

PASS.

275, Storia di Pasquino. The latinized form Pasquillus
was already a 1544 applied both to the author and the pas-
quinade, in which extended application it was subseq.
followed also by Pasquin.}
1. The Roman Pasquino (man or statue), on
whom pasquinades were fathered

; hence, the

imaginary personage to whom anonymous lampoons
were conventionally ascribed.

1566 (title) Pasquine inaTraunce. A Christian and learned
Dialogue. . Whei unto are added certaync (Questions then put
forth by Pasquine, to haue beene disputed in the Councell of
Trent. 1581 ALLEN Apol. Eng. Colleges 97 b, Neither the
Old Comedie, nor Pasquino, nor any ruffian or Carnenall-

Hjuth
in Rome. 1592 WOTTON in Reliq. (1685) 680 The

abell of Sixtus's time, which Pasquin told him of. 1617
MORYSON Itin. i. 135 At one end of this market place, in a
c< Tiicr of a street opposite to a publike Pallace, is the statua
of Pasquin, vpon a wall of n priuate house. 1670 LASSKLS
Voy. Italy II. 229 This Pasquin is an old broken statue ..

jeering wits set up here, and father upon poore Messer
Pasquino, their

Satyricaljeasts, called from him, Pasquinades.
1686 DKYDEN Addr. lligiien 2 The Grecian wits, who
Satire first began, Were pleasant Pasqums on the life of
man. a 1797 H. WALPOLE Mem. Gco. //, I. 283 If Pasquin
bas seen wittier, he never 5.1w more severe or less delicate

lampoons. 1885 Emy<.l. llrit. XVIII. 341 The i6th century
was indeed Pasquin 's palmy time, and in not a few of the
rare printed collections of his utterances Protestant polemic
..is mingled, attrib. 1582 'I'. WATSON Centurie of Louc

Ixxxi, A Pasquine piller erected in the despite of Loue.

t 2. ^ PASQUINADE, PASO.I:IL 2. Obs.
1611 FLORID, Pasquin0,&n old statue in Rome on whom

all Satires, Pasquins, rayling rimes or libels are fastned and
fathered. 1653 ^- WILSON Jas. I 53 On him some unhappy
Wit vented this Pasquin. 1692 L(/TTKI;I i. Brief Ret. (1857}
II. 371 Wrote from Rome, the French bad cau>ed a pasquin
to lie fixt reflecting on the pope for conniving at the pro-
testant alliance against his eldest sun. a 1745 SwiFTj4;/tf.
Sheridan 32 Wks. 1841 I. 761/1 But enough of this poetry
Alexandrine; I hope you will not think this a pasquine.
Hence Pa'squin v. trans. [^ It. pasquinare

(Florio) ; F. pasquiner], to lampoon, pasquinade.
1682 DRYDEN & LKI; Duke ofGuist.- Dec!., Not . . that any

Man delights to see himself pasquin'd and affronted by their

inveterate Scriblers.

Pasquinade (paeskwin^'d), sb. [ad. It. pas-
quinata \ cf. F. pasquinade^ and sec PASQUIN and

-ADE.] A lampoon affixed to some public place ; a

'squib', libel, lampoon, or piece of satire generally.
[1593 WOTTON in Reliq. (1685) 656 A Pasquinata set

forth against him in form of a Prophesie.] 1658 PHILLIES,
Pasquinade, a Satyrical Invective or Libel, savoring of the

Pasquin at Rome. 1711 ADDISON Spcct. No. 23 F 4 This

Pasquinade made a great Noise in Kmne, 1760-72 H.
BHOOKE Fool of Qual. (1809) III. 136 The very person who
..contrived the honour of the pasquinade on my back this

day. 1843 PHK>COTT Mexico vn. i. (1864) 411 The white
walls of the barracks were covered with epigrams and
pasquinades levelled at Corte7. attrib. 1858 UOHROW Ron.
Rye 1. 10 A pasquinade picture was stuck up at Rome.

Pasquinade (pseskwin-f'-d), v. [f. prec. sb.]
trans. To satirize or libel in a pasquinade.
1796 Sporting Mag. VII. 312 One of the candidates, .has

already been pasquinaded. 1880 DISRAELI Endym. i. 5 We
dined and voted together, and together pasquinaded our

opponents.

Fasquinader (preskwiii^'dai). [f. prec sb.

or vb. + -ER!.] a. A writer of pasquinades, b.

(nonce-use'). A collector of pasquinades.
1862 BURTON Bk. Hunter (1882) 19 He was not a black-

letter man. .or apasquinader. 1888 A'. # Q. 7th Ser. V. 511/1
Pasquinader.s often maintained that the more hidden the
allusion the more terrible the import.

t Pasquina-do. 06s. /-are
1

. [See -ADO.] =

PASQUINADE sb.

1600 O. E. Rep. Libel MI. Pref. 2 His great practise and
skill in Pasquinadoes.

Pasqui-nian, a. rare. [See -IAN.] Of, per-

taining to, or characteristic of Pasquin ; pertaining
to a pasquin, satirical.

1796 BUKNKY Mem. Metastasio \. 189 You have exhausted
all your . . friendship, in transports of true Pasquinian passion
in my defence.

Pass (pas), j^.l Also 4 pas, pase, 5 paas, 5-6
passe. [In ME. pas, paas, a. F. pas : L. passus
step, pace, track, trace, etc. Orig. the same word
as PACE

;
in later use often associated with PASS v.^

and thus in some senses not easily separated from
PASS sb.%, . passe.'}

I. Obs. senses : PACE, PASSUS.

1 1. Occasional spelling of pas, PACE sbj- (in
various senses), q.v.
a 1300 Cursor I\I. 10970, I and mi wijf on aid tas, Of barns

er we passed J?e pass [v.r. pas]. 1375 IJARBUUK Bruce vn.

203 Till hym thai $eid a full great pass. < 1400 MAUNDEV.
(Roxb.) xi. 41 Fra |?e kirke of be sepulcre . . ane aght score

passez es be temple Domini. 1615 CHAPMAN Otfyss. ix. 734
A little pass Beyond our fore-deck from the fall there was.

f2. A passage i,in a narrative or writing); a canto
of a poem, a chapter, section, or division of a book ;

= PACE sb. 1 12, PASSUS.
c 1350 Will. Palerne 161 pus passed is J?e first pas of bis

pris tale. 0:1400-50 Alexander 2845 Here a passe endes.

1546 GARDINER Declar. Art. Joye 27 So as in tbys passe of

saynt Paule, saynte Cbrisostome is verye dylygente to note
and conferme vnto vs. 1553 KENNEDY Cotnpcnd. Tract, iii,

It is to be notit of this pas of Scripture abone rehersit.

1573 Keg: Privy Council Scot. Ser. i. II. 275 In quhilk
Act, besyde mony utheris passis and claussis, . . it is statute

and ordanit [etc.]. 1633 Sc. Acts Chas. /(iSi?) V. 152/1

Dispenses for ever In all .. heades articles claussis obleii'

66-a



PASS.

ments pointes passis. .of the samyn. 1647 N. BACON Disc.

Govt. Eng. Prol. P 7 A summary view of the cardinal passes
of the government of this Kingdom.

II. A passage.
3. A way or opening by which one passes through

a region otherwise obstructed or impassable, or

through any natural or artificial barrier, esp. a.

A narrow and difficult or dangerous passage through
a mountainous region or over a mountain range ;

also (less usually) through a forest, marsh, bog, or

other impassable ground.
In ME. applied to a road or passage

in a wood, over a

heath, etc., such as was exposed to ambush, robbery, etc. ;

in its later application prob. a re-adoption from rnod. F. pas.
a 1300 Cursor RI. 2519 pan he broght J>am til a pase [G.

pas] pat men cald in j?[at l]and temase [v.r. themas], c 1325
Mttr. Horn. 52 In our gat Us Satenas Wit his felawes, aU
thef in pas, 1340 HAMPOLE Pr. Consc. 1239 Thefs and out-

lawes, . . pat halcl pases, and robbes and reves Men of bat >ai

have. 1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. xiv. 300 pe sexte is a path of

pees : 36, porw J>e P^ of altoun Pouerte my^te passe with-

oute peril of robbynge. 1390 GOWER Conf. III. 208 Into the

pas whanne he wasfalle, Thembuisschementz tobrieken alle.

1538 St. Papers Hen. VIII, III. 7, I have cut divers pases,
and made suche smothe wayes. 1680 MORDKN Geog. Kect.,
Piedmont (1685) 205 Pignerol .. a Commodious Pass from

France to Italy. 1703 MAUNDRELL Journ. Jems. (1732) 35

Having gone thro a very rugged and uneven Pass. 1806

Gazetteer Scotl. (ed. 2) 226 Glentilt ; a pass in the Highlands of

Athol, famous for.. the dangerous road which runs through
it. 1810 SCOTT Lady o/L. v. iii, The guide, abating of his

face,
Led slowly through the pass'sjaws. 1833 Penny Cycl.

. 388/2 The chief pass of the Lepontian Alps is that of

the St. Gothard...The height of the pass is 6890 feet. 1851
TURNER Dom. Archit. I. 106 The wooded pass of Alton on

the borders of Surrey and Hampshire, which was not dis-

afforested until the end of Henry's reign, was a favourite am-
bush for outlaws, who there awaited the merchants and their

trains of sumpter-horses travelling to or from Winchester.

fig- c I5 Zlelasine 31 IJut ones as he said he shuld passe
the cruell paas of the deth. 1864 TESXYSON Aylnurs F.

209 Hut Edith's eager fancy hurried with him Snatch'd thro'

the perilous passes of his life.

b. esp. in Mil. Such a passage viewed strate-

gically as commanding the entrance into a country
or place ; hence, by extension, any place which

commands or holds the key to such entrance.

Also_/?-., and in various phrases, as to gain, hold,

keep, sell the pass. -^ Pass of arms [F. pas
d'arrttes} : see quot. 1727-41.
1683 KENNKIT tr. Erasnt. on Folly 98 They would be able

to keep their Pass and fence off all assault of Conviction.

1684 Scanderbeg Rediv. v. 108 The City Mohilow on the

Dniester, a place of great Importance, as being the pass
into Moldavia. ^1704 T. BROWN Sat. agst. Woman Wks.

1730 I. 56 Thus all the unguarded passes of his mind she'll

try. 1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl., Pass of arms, in chivalry,
a place which the ancient knights undertook to defend,

e.gr. a bridge, road, &c. which was not to be passed with-

out fighting the person who kept it. 1751 JOHNSON RamHcr
No. 165 P2 The passes of the intellect are barred against
her by prejudice and passion. 1774 Chestcrfielifs Lett.

I. xvii. 74 Horatius Codes, who alone defended the pass
of a bridge against the whole Tuscan army. 1838 THIRL-

WALL Greece V. 283 When Philip reached Thermopylae,
he found the pass strongly guarded, 1897 Westm. Gaz,

6 Dec. 7/1 He now warned the men that by accepting the

proposal they would be 'selling the pass' for all other

trades. 1903 Daily Chron. 16 Nov. 5/1 He .. accepted the

settlement, and at once fell from his pre-eminence,, .being
viewed by his followers..as one who had 'sold the pass'.

C. More generally: A way by which to pass or

get through ;
a passage, road, route. Alsoyf^-.

1608 CHAPMAN Byron's Trag. Plays 1873 II. 294 Let your
Armie Have the directest passe, it shall goe safe, a 1674
CLARENDON Hist. Reb. ix. 92 The force of both counties ..

should be drawn to Tiverton, and upon that pass, to fight

with the rebels. 1689 LUTTRKLL Brief R el. (1857) I. 617
The Danish horse . .are ordered to march for Scotland, being
the shortest passe for Ireland. 1787 M. CUTLER in Life, etc.

(1888) II. 395 Through the Sandusky and Scioto lies the

most common pass from Canada to the Ohio and Missis-

sippi. 1798 BLOO.MFIELD Farmers Boy, Spring 302 [He]
Sees every pass secur'd, and fences whole.

fig. 1651 N. BACON Disc. Govt. Eng. n. xvi. (1739) 84 The
King and Council seemed to have the sole power .. to open
and shut the passes of Trade.

d. A passage across a river ; a place at which

a river can be crossed by ford, ferry, or, rarely
a bridge. Now rare.

1649-50 CROMWELL Let. to Lenthall 15 Feb. in Carlyle,
Desirous to gain a Pass over the Suir; where indeed we
had none but by boat, or when the weather served. 1650
Ibid. 2 Apr., By which means we have a good pass over the

Barrow, and intercourse between Munster and Leinster.

ai66x FULLER Worthies (1840) III. 384 The royalists

chiefest strength consisted m two passes they possessed
over the river of Severn. 1718 Rows tr. Lucan \. 815 To
guard the Passes of the German Rhine. x86a STANLEY Jew,
Ch. (1877) I. iii. 55 The watch-tower of Peniel, which years
afterwards guarded the passes of the Jordan.

e. A navigable channel, esp. at a river s mouth,
or in a delta.

1698 FRYER Ace. E. India fy P. 123 The next Morning,
with only sending my Servant ashore to acquaint the Ren-

dero, I quitted the Pass. 1704 ADDISON Italy (1733) 56
Passes that lead to the City from the Adriatic. 1758 Ann.

Reg. 109 The greatest part [of the vessels] escaped by run-

ning into the pass of Toulinquet. 1817 J. W. HEUSTIS

Phys. Qbserv. Tofog. 4- Dis. Louisiana 23 The main branch

day is nine miles up the pass.
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f. Applied to other narrow passages : e. g. in

a road or street.

a 1710 POPE Alley z A narrow pass there is with Houses
low. 1712 STEELE Spect, No, 454 f 4 While he whipped up
James-Street, we drove for King-Street, to save the Pass at

St. Martin's Lane. Ibid, No. 498 ? 2 Till he came to the

Pass, which is a Military Term the Brothers of the Whip
have given the Strait at St. Clement's Church. 1902 Daily
Chron. 16 Apr. 7/2 How Royal and Coronation processions

got through the Pass is a secret which our London fore-

fathers have taken to their graves.

g. A passage or alley in a church. Sc. dial.

1871 W. ALEXANDER Johnny Gibb xi. (1892) 68 He was

going along the pass to shut the door. 1873 GILMOUR Pen*
Flk. 51 (E. D. D.) William M e Lerie .. steps noiselessly up
the 'pass', asking kindly for each as he slips along.

h. A passage for fish over or past a weir.
1861 Act 24 # 25 Viet. c. 109 23 Any Proprietor of a

Fishery with the written Consent of the Home Office may
attach to every Dam .. a Fish Pass, of such Form and
Dimensions as the Home Office may approve. 1867 Land,
Rev. 22 June 696/1 To restore our rivers to their former

prolific condition, it is indispensable that salmon-passes
should be provided. 1899 Daily News 4 May 11/2 In 1863
a salmon pass or ladder was made at Wood Mill, with the
result that fish were enabled to ascend into the non-tidal

waters.

4. Mining. (See quots.)
[May pern, belong to PASS $b?\

1671 Phil. Trans. VI. 2108 After the Ore is landed,. -'tis

brought . . and unloaded at the head of the Pass (i.e. 2 or 3
bottom-boards with 2 side-boards sloping-wise) in which the

Ore slides down into the Coffer. 1710 J. HARRIS Lex.
Techn. II. s. v., A Frame of Boards consisting of 2 or 3
bottom Boards and two side ones set slope-wise, thro' which
the Ore slides down into the Coffer of the Stamping-Mill,
for the Tin-works, is called by the Workmen tke Pass. 1881

in RAYMOND Mining Gloss.

FaSS (pas), $b? Forms : 4-7 passe, (6 pas), 7-
pass. [Partly a. F. passe, f. passer to pass; partly
immed. from rABSZ>. Not always clearly separable
from PASS sb.^j with which, since 1600, and occa-

sionally earlier, it has been identified in spelling.]
I. 1. An act or the fact of passing ; passage.

[a 1400-50 Alexander 2978 pe pepill of >e palais quen t>ai

his pa^se [D. bym passe] 5356, Rusches vp in a res rynnes
in-to chambres.] 1599 SHAKS. Hen. F, n. Chor. 39 Charming
the narrow seas To giue you gentle Passe. 1600 W. WAT-
SON Decacordon (1602) 45 In the passe and repasse out of

England into Fraunce. ciCii CHAPMAN Iliad in. 242 Out
of his ample breast, he gave his great voice pass. Ibid. iv.

406 He went, and safely had his pass Back to Asopus' flood.

Ibid. xx. 422 One ear it enter'd, and made good his pass to

th' other ear. 1647 N. BACON Disc. Govt. Eng. \. xx. (1739)

38 This privilege of Safe Pass being . . ancient and funda-

mental, ..resteth still in force. 1671 GREW Anat. Plants ii.

31 The Sap moving in the Barque, towards the Pith,

through the Insertions, thereinto obtains a pass. 1820 J.

CLELANU Rise Glasgow 121 There are four or five hundred

passes and repasses in the same period. 1844 D. WELSH
Serm. 1 86 How dread must be the pass from the unsub-
stantial fabric of this earthly state to those abodes.

b. Departure from life, death. Alsoyf^.
a 1645 FEATLY in Fullers Abel Rediv., Reynolds (1867)

II. 238 Whose happy pass, agreeable to his godly life, God
forbid that any should deplore. 1742 YOUNG Nt. Th. in.

134 For Man you smile; Why not smile at him too? You
share indeed His sudden Pass ; but not his constant Pain.

1837 POLI.OK Course T. in, This pass of human thought,
This wilderness of intellectual death.

f2. (?) Demeanour, 'walk*; (?) course of action.

X555 "W* WATREMAN fardle Facions n. xii. 269 To be

honestly apparelled, and accordyngly to vse their passe and
conuersacion. 1603 SHAKS. Meas.for M. v. i. 375 When
I perceiue your grace, like powre diuine, Hath look'd vpon
my passes.

f3. The fact of passing as approved; reputation,
estimation ; currency. Obs.

1598 B. JONSON Ev. Man. in than. v. i. 442 Or that their

slubberd lines haue currant passe, From the fat Judgements
of the multitude. 1601 SHAKS. All's IVellu. v. 58, 1 do know
him well, and common speech Giues him a worthy passe.

4. The passing of an examination ; esp. in a uni-

versity examination, the attainment of such a stan-

dard as satisfies the examiners without entitling
the candidate to honours. Often attrib. : see 17.

1838 AKNOLD Let. in Life <$ Corr. (1844) II. viii. 127 A pass
little V, or even great go, is surely a ridiculous thing, as all

that the University expects of a man after some twelve or

fourteen years of schooling and lecturing. 1860 M. BUKKO\VS
(title) Pass and Class ; an Oxford Guide-Book through the

Courses of Literx Humaniores, Mathematics, Natural

Science, and Law and Modern History. 1874 BURNANU My
time xxxvi. 388 Honours were out of the question, and
a pass we most of us obtained. 1882 J. SOUTHWARD Pract.
Print. (1884) 199 If, however, there are only three marks
or less, there is

' no pass '.

IT. That in which the fact of passing is em-

bodied; the condition to or through which anything

passes.
'\ 5. Event, issue ; completion, accomplishment.
[1481 : see 6 b.] 1542 UDALL Erasm. Apoph. i. Socr. 93 n.,

38 a, [He] shall easily bryng the same to suche ende, and
to such passe and effecte, as he would dooe. 1579 TOMSON
Calvin s Serin. Tim. 287/2 God will bring all to good passe.
c 1600 SHAKS. Sonn. cili, To no other passe my verses tend
Then of your graces and your gifts to tell. 1611 BIBLE
Trans/. Pref. n Wee haue at the length, through the good
hand of the Lord vpon vs, brought the worke to that passe
that you see. 1649 MILTON Eikon. ix. 86 By this rcckning
his consents and his denials come all to one pass.

6. Phrases. (Now somewhat arch!}
(Here topass is often regarded as infinitive of the vb.; but

see quot. 1549 in a, 1542 in b, and cf. prec.)

PASS.

a. To bring to pass (rarely t unto pass"} : to

bring to accomplishment, fulfilment, or realization ;

to carry out
;
to accomplish, produce, bring about.

1523 SKELTON Gar/. Laurel 1228 A tratyse he deuysid &
browght it to pas, Callid Speculum Principis. 1530 TINDALE
Gen. xli. 32 '1 hat the thynge is certanly prepared of God,
and that God will shortly brynge it to passe. IS38STARKEY
England \\. ii. 195 Thys were a commyn remedy, yf hyt
myght be brought to passe. 1539 BIBLE (Great) Ps. xxxvii.

5 Commytte thy waye vnto the Lorde, and put thy trust in

hym, & he shall brynge it to passe. 1549 LATIMKR \st Sertn.

bef. Ed^u. VI B viij b, Many hath taken in hande to brynge
manye thynges vnto passe [printed paste], c 1592 MAKLOWE
Jew ofMalta v. iii, Doe but bring this to passe which thou

pretendest. 1x1634 CHAPMAN Alphonsus Plays 1873 III. 225

Huge wonders will Alphonsus bring to pass. 1651 HOBBES
Leviath. n. xxix. 169 They [faith and sanctity] are not

Miracles, but brought to pas.se by education.

b. To come to pass : to come to the event or

issue
;

to be carried out, accomplished, or realized ;

to turn out in the event, to eventuate ;
to issue,

come about. Also, -\to go to pass, f To come

well to (our] pass, to come evil to pass, to turn out

well (for us), to turn out ill.

1481 CAXTON Reynard xi. (Arb.) 108 The wulf . . threw the

foxe al plat vnder hym, whiche cam hym euyl to passe.

[Leaf's text, 1479, xli, dat hem seer misuiel]. 1526 SKELTON

Magnyf. 2134 Slagn. I am Magnyfycence, that somtyme
thy mayster was. Lyb. What, is the worlde thus come to

passe? 1526 TINDALE John xiii. 19 Nowe tell I you before

it come: that when yt is come to passe, ye myght beleve

that I am he. a 1533 LD. BERNERS Huon Ixvi. 226 Alas!

why dyd not Huon knowe his entente? if he had, the mater
had not gone so to passe. 1542 UDALL Erasm. Apoph, 336
'A man that fleeth willrenewe baitaill again

'

is a prouerbiall
verse .. by whiche we are warned not .. to be brought in

despaire, if some thyng have not well come to our passe.
in Lett. Lit. Men (Camden) 2 If it had succeded and

cum to passe accordyng to my request. 1611 BIBLE Num.
xi. 23 Thou shaft see now whether my word shall come
to pass vnto thee [COVERD. shall be fulfilled in dede], or

not. 1662 STILLINCFL. Orig. Sacr. ii. vi. 5 When there-

fore any Prophets did foretell things., and those things
did not come to pass, it was a certain evidence of a false

Prophet. 1887 LECKY Eng. in i8//i C. VI. 121 If the pro-

jects foreshadowed by De Maulde had come to pass.

c. qoaii-fxv/w?., with it, and subord. clause. To
come to be the fact, to come about, to turn out, to

happen (esp. in Scriptural lang.).

1526 TINDALE Matt. xi. i And it came to passe when lesus

had ended his preceptes .. he departed thence. 1611 BIBLE
Gen. xxii. i. 1628 HOBUES Thucyd. (1822) 49 After this it

came to pass that the Athenians and their confederates

fought against the Medes. 1712 ADDISON Spec-t. No. 418
F 3 But bow comes it to pass, that we should take delight
m being terrified or dejected by a Description. 1796 H.
HUNTER tr. St.-Pierre"s Stud. Nat. (1799) III. 44 It comes
to pass, that those places only, which are situated in the

point of divergence . . experience two tides a day.

7. A position or situation in the course of any
affair; esp. a position, qualified in some way; a

critical position, a juncture, a predicament.
Cf. F. etre en belle passe, dans une mauvaise Passe, etc. :

see Littre, Passe . But in Eng. app. sometimes associated

with PASS sb as if a fig. use of sense 3 a.

1560 DAUS tr. Sleidane's Comm. 58 Yet all thynges lyke
to come to suche a passe, 1581 PETTIE tr. Guazzcfs Civ.

Conv. n. (1586) 49 b, The worlde is come to this passe, that

it counteth anie thing to bee lawfull which is delighifull.

1596 SPENSER F. Q. vi. iii. 14 Him seemed fit that wounded

Knight To visile, after this nights perillous passe. 1596
SHAKS. Tarn. Shr. v. ii. 124 Lord let me neuer haue a

cause to sigh, Till I be brought to such a siflie passe. 1610

R. ABBOTT Old Way 27 To that desperate passe they are

brought by the writings of the authors. 1732 LAW Serious C.

iv. (ed. 2) 66 To such a pass are we now come. 1822

SHELLEY Triumph Life 302 How and by what paths I have

been brought To this dread pass. 1833 Hr. MAKTINHAU Fr.

Wines $ Pol. vi. 98 Where is the patriotism of bringing

things to this pass? 1894 C. N. ROBINSON Brit. Fleet 9

Neglecting, at this critical pass, to secure the maritime

approaches to his realm*

fb. Topass. (?)To (proper) position; in position.

[Cf. Du. te passe. But see WELL to pass .]

c 1595 CAPT. WYATT R. Dudley's Voy. W. Ind. (Hakl. Soc.)

58 Her ordinance lyinge well to pass, shee went as upright
as a church. 1644 NYE Gunnery \\. (1670) 5 If the first shot

had struck under the Mark, then bring the Peece in alt

points as before to passe.

III. Permission or authorization to pass.

8. * Permission to go or come anywhere* (J.) ;

esp. a written permission to pass into, out of, or

through a country or place, or between places
within a country; a passport; also, a document

authorizing the holder to pass, e.g. through the

lines of an army ;
authorization or leave to pass.

1591 SPENSER M. Hubberd 936 He cast to leave The

Court, not asking any passe or leave. 1598 HAKLUYT

Voy. I. 472 They shall haue a letter of passe giuen vnto

them, a 1604 HANMER Chron. Irel. (1633) 120 To give him

Passe to seek adventures in some forraigne country. 1647

CLARENDON Hist. Reb. \\. 44 He had given passes to many
obscure persons, to go into and return out of that king-

dom. 1667 PEPYS Diary 3 Apr., The Dutch have ordered

a passe to be sent for our Commissioners. 1722 DE FOE

Plague (1754) To get Passes and Certificates of Health. .

for, without these,

^

there was no being admitted to pass
thro* the Towns. 1798 NELSON Let. 27 Oct. in Nicolas

Disp. (1845) III. 163, I am much displeased that you should

grant Passes to the Ships of any Power with whom we are

at War. 1867 SMYTH Sailors Word~bk.> Pass, or Passport,
a permission granted by any state to a vessel, to navigate

in some particular sea without molestation. 1900 [see 17 a".
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b. Mil. (See quots.)
1617 MORYSON /tin. ii. 253 No souldier should bee^dis-

charged but by Passe from the Lord Deputie, Principall
Gouernour, or chiefe Commanders. 1853 STOCQUELER Mil.

Encycl.) Pass,, .also a certificate of leave of absence to a
soldier for a short period. 1887 Times 28 Sept. 7/3 Passes
to remain out after hours for well-conducted soldiers.

t c. An order passing a pauper to his or her

parish ;

* an order by which vagrants or impotent

persons are sent to their place of abode '

(J.). Obs.

1646-7 In Swayne Sarutn Chnrch-w. Ace. (1896) 325 Pore
woman traveling from Ireland by passe, ^d. 1743-4 Act 17
Geo. //, c. 5 Incorrigible rogues . . who being apprehended . .

refuse to go before a magistrate, or to be examined on oath,
or to be conveyed by a pass. 1786 Pilton Church-w. Ace.
in Notes fy Gleanings (Exeter) II. 37/2 Paid a woman that

had a Pass to Wexford in Ireland or. 6d.

d. A document or ticket authorizing the holder

to travel free on a railway, etc. Usuallyfree pass.
e. A ticket or order giving free admission to a
theatre or the like.

1858 SIMMONDS Diet. Trade, Pass .. a free journey-ticket
on a railway ; an unpaid admission to a place of amusement.
1871 M. COLLINS Alrq. <y Merck. II. ix. 270 He has. .railway-
passes. 1894 [see FREE a. 32].

IV. The causing of something to pass.
9. Fencing. The act of passing the sword or

rapier ;
a lunge, a thrust ; a round or bout of fencing.

1598 SHAKS. Merry IV. n, i. 233 In these times you stand
on distance : your Passes, Stoccado's, and I know not what.
1602 Ham. v. ii. 173 In a dozen passes between your-
self and him, he shall not exceed you three hits. 1678
OTWAY Friendship in F. i. i, I put by his Pass, clos'd with
him and threw up his Heel's. 1692 SIR W. HOPE Fencing
Master (ed. 2) 79 A Pass is that with which a man goeth
cjuite by, and behind his adversary; the second kind which
is called a Pass (but improperly) is that with which a Man

toeth
only close to his Adversary, and commandeth his

word. 1692 WASHINGTON tr. Milton's Def. Pop. vii. M.'s
Wks. (1851) 173 You lie every where so open to blows, that if

any one were . . to make a Pass at any part of you, he could

hardly miss. 1752 YOUNG Brothers iv. i, Thy bloody pass
cleave thro* thy brother's breast. 1840 THACKERAY Catherine

vi, He drew his.. sword and made a pass at Mr. Sicklop.

fb. fig. A sally of wit; a witty thrust or stroke:

in phrases pass ofpaie, wit. Obs.
1610 SHAKS. Temp. iv. i. 244 Steale by line and leuell is

an excellent passe of pate. 1822 HAZLITT Table-t. Ser. n.
vili. (1869) 173 This is a curious pass of wit.

10. The manipulation' of a juggler; the trans-

ference or changing of the position of anything by
sleight of hand, or the like ; a trick.

To make the pass (in card tricks), to alter the position of
the cards in the pack, by dexterously bringing the lower
cards to the top, or shifting the top or bottom card.

'599 MINSHEO Span. Diet., Passa, as jucgo de Passa,
iuglers playing passe and repasse. 1814 BYRON Diary?, Apr.,
He will yet play them a pass, c 1821 Philosoph. Recreations

97 No. 151 How to make the Pass [i.e. with cards a full

description]. 1836 MARRYAT Jap/tet xi, For hours and
hours was I employed by his directions in what is called
'

making the pass' with a pack of cards, as almost all tricks

on cards depend upon your dexterity in this manceuvre.

1859 WRAXALL tr. R. Hoiidin iv. 38 He performed the most
difficult

'

passes
'

with a coolness no one would expect him to

possess. 1861 Boy's Own Conj. Bk. 94 As. .a friend is not

always present who can perform the pass, I will endeavour
to describe it. 1873 Routledge's Ev. Boy's Ann. 346/1 To
make the Pass (sauter la coupe).
11. A passing of the hands over or along anything;

manipulation ; esp. in Mesmerism.
1848 THACKERAY I'an. Fair\\'\\\

t Alexis, after a few passes
from Dr. Elliotson, despises pain, reads with the back of
his head. 1851 H. MAYO Pop. Superstit. (ed. 2) 180 The em-

ployment of mesmeric passes, .as a local means of tranquil-

ising the nervous sensibility. 1874 CARPENTER Mental Thys.
ii. xiv. (1879) 553 The delusion was kept up by a frequent
recourse to

*

passes ', resembling those of the Mesmerists.

12. Football^ Lacrosse^ Hockey, etc. A trans-

ference of the ball by one of the players to another

on his own side.

1891 Lock to Lock Times 24 Oct. 16/2 L. who took the
ball well from a difficult pass by C. secured a try after a

capital run. 1894 Badminton Ltbr. t Football (Assoc.) 109
Inside forwards, .must, like the outsides, be on the look-out
for making a pass to the opposite wing. Ibid. (Rugby] 332
Some of the leading clubs soon discovered that for a '

pass
'

to be accurate it must be short.

13. In a rolling-mill :

* A single passage of a

plate or bar between the rolls' (Knight Diet. Mech.

I875)-
1881 RAYMOND Mining Gloss.) Pass,,When the bar passes

' on the flat
*

it is called aflatting-pass ; if
' on the edge ', an

edging-pass.

V. f 14. An iron ring through which the ball

was driven in the game of PALL-MALL. \, passe,]
i6ti COTGR., Leve, a Mallet ..wherewith the bowle is

raysed, and cast through the Passe at Palemaille. 1727
BAILEY vol. II. s. v. Mall, The Ball is struck .. so as to run

through an iron Arch at the End of a long Alley .. This
Arch is call'd the Pass.

15. The aperture formed by the corresponding
grooves in a rolling-mill.

1875 KNIGHT Diet. Aleck. 1635/1 The pass is so formed as
to give the required shape to the metal rolled therethrough.
16. More fully pass-hemp : the third quality of

Russian hemp, next to outshot.
X 744-S W. ELLIS Mod. Hushandm. V. HI. 87 There is

another Sort from Russia, . . called Pass-hemp, which is a

very shaggy, coarse, cheap Sort, used altogether for Roping.
i8ia [see OUTSHOT 3], 1858 SIMMONDS Diet. Trade, Pass

t

a name for the third classification or quality of Russian

i;

hemp. 1886 W. A. HARRIS Tec/in. Diet. Fire-Insurance^
Pass-hemp.
VI. 17. atirib. and Comb. a. attrib.\ (a] re-

lating to the passing of an examination (sense 4),

pass degree, divinity', examination, schools, etc. ;

(b} relating to the issue of passes (sense $}, pass-
form, inspector, /aw, warrant, etc.

1838 [see 4]. 1853
*

C. BEDE '

/ 'erdant Green xii, He had
gone to a farewell pass-party. 1868 M. PATTISON Acadcnt.
Organiz. vi. 2. 236 When a pass-examination was insti-

tuted. Ibid. 238 The university should cease the pass-
business altogether. Ibid. 239 It is not possible, nor is it

proposed, that such a measure as the abolition of the pass-
degree should be taken at once. 1883 Times i June 4 Some
pass-examiner .. set a continuity of traps . . whereby the

unwary examinee was brought to grief. 1890 Spectator
5 Apr., We (juke see the use of a pass examination in health
for all appointments, because the Slate does not want to be
burdened with invalids. 1891 Daily News 8 Dec. 3/2 The
pass-schools are once more upon us, and the pass-men in

their white ties monopolize the High-street after breakfast
and lunch. 1900 Ibid. 23 Feb. 6/4 He also bribed the
'

pass inspectors ',
whose business it was to see natives had

proper passes.

b. Special combs. : f pass-bank, pass-boat,
see quots. ; pass-box, a box for transferring car-

tridges from the magazine to the guns on the field ;

pass-check, a ticket of admission to a place of

entertainment allowing the holder to withdraw and
re-enter (Simmonds Diet. 7>W<? 1858); pass-door,
a door of communication between the stage and the

housein theatres; fpass-gilt (.5*:.),
' current money';

pass-hemp, see sense 16
; pass-holder, one who

holds a 'pass* to a theatre, etc. (Simmonds 1858) ;

pass-note, *a certificate from an employer that

the bearer has regularly left his last employment'
(Webster Suppl. 1879) ; fpass-penny, the obolus

placed by the ancient Greeks on the tongue of

the dead to pay their fare over the Styx ; pass-
shooting (L

7
. S.}, the shooting of wild ducks as

they pass to and from the feeding-grounds in

autumn
; pass-ticket, a ticket empowering the

holder to pass in (or out) ; pass-warrant, see

quot ; pass-woman, a woman-student who passes
an examination without honours ; cf. PASSMAN.
Also PASS-MASTEK.
a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, *

Pass-bank, the Stock or
Fund thereto belonging [i. e. to the game of passage] ; also

the playing Place Cut out in the Ground almost Cock-pit
wnies. 1721 in BAILEY. 1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mech., *Pass-

boat, a broad, flat-bottomed boat. A flat or punt. 1856
DICKENS Lett. (1880) I. 431 The wall dividing the front

from the stage .-.till remained, and the iron *pass-doors stood

ajar. 1657 Records of Elgin (NewSpald. CI.) I. 300 Money
not *pasguilt. The officers are ordained.. to advertise the
inhabitants not to receive this newe brought in base couper
coyne. 1659 W. GUTHRIE Chr. Gt. Interest n. (1724) 169 His

Prayers, his other Service done to God, his Alms-deeds, &c.
are not Pass-gilt before God, since they came not from a
right Principle in his Heart.. his .sacrifices have been an
abomination. 1657 W. RAND tr. Gasscndi's Life Peiresc
n. 50 Whether the ./Egyptians also were wont to put a
*Passe-penny in the mouth of the dead. 1877 C. HALLOCK
Sportsm. Gaz. 204 Another method is *pass shooting ; that

is, standing .. in belts of woods, over which the birds fly
when travelling in their afternoon flights to the roosting
and feeding grounds. 1761 Ann. Keg. 220 The friendship of

Mr. Rolles, who had procured me a *pa.ss ticket, as they call it,

enabled me to be present both in the hall and the abbey. 1840
Penny Cycl. XVIII. 401/2 Paupers who have no settlement
must be maintained by the parish in which they happen to be,
as casual poor, unless they were born in Scotland or Ireland,
or in the islands of Man, Jersey, or Guernsey, in whicli case

they are to be taken under a *pass-warrant of two justices
to their own country. 1896 Westm. Gaz. 13 Feb. 1/3 One
of the resolutions . . proposes that only women who have
taken honours, .shall be eligible for the degree, a diploma
being offered to the '

*passwoman
'

in lieu thereof, 1900
G. C. BRODRICK Mem. fy Impressions 349 If there should
ever be a large influx of pass-women of the same type as pass-
men, .difficulties of discipline will be greatly aggravated.

t FaSS, sb$ Obs. rare. Also 5 passe, [ad. L.

passum raisin-wine, made from dried grapes, neuter

of passus spread out, (of fruit) spread out to dry,

dried, pa. pple. ofpandere to spread: cf. uvse,pas$&

raisins.] Raisin-wine; also attrib. pass-wine.
Now in L. form passum.
c 1420 Pallad. on Hnsb. XL 491 Now passe is maaU that

Affryk vseth make Aforn vyndage. 1671 CHARENTE Lett,

Customs Mauritania 37 They., are forc'd to make use

of Pass-wine, or Raisin-wine, for they call Raisin of the

sun Pass,.. it is a white Wine, but muddy. [1811 HOOPER
Med. Diet., Passum, Raisin-wine. 1841 SPALDING Italy <$

It. Isl. L 381 The passum was made from raisins.]

Pass (pas), v. Forms : 3-5 passe(n, (3 passi,

3-5 -7, 4 paci, pasi, -ye, 4-5 passyn, pacyn),
3-7 passe, (4 pasce, 4-6 pas, pase, pace), 4-
pass. Pa. t. and pple. passed, past (now rarely
as pa. t.) ;

also 4 paced, pased, 4-6 Sc. passit ;

3-5 ipassed, ipast, 4-6 ypassed, ypast. [a.
F. pass-er (nth c. in Littre, Hatz.-Darm.), a

Com. Romanic vb. ;
in Pr. passar, Sp. pasar,

It. passare: late pop.L. *passare (med.L. in Du
Cange, with derivs. of nthc.), f. pass-us step,

pace, track (PASS^.l), The primary signification
was thus 'to step, pace, walk', but already in

1 1 the. OF. it had come to denote progression or

moving on from place to place. Pass and pace
are the same word, the forms having been in later

times differentiated, and pace restricted to those

senses which are akin to or derived from PACE sb. t

while pass has been retained for the other original
senses and the newer ones developed from them.]
In Eng. Pass has become the most general verb expressing

onward motion ; passing may consist in going, running, rid-

ing, flying, swimming, sailing, floating, gliding, or in being
carried, drawn, driven, impelled, or moved on, in any way.
In many casts the intians. sense can be expressed \>y go t

especially when construed with, or extended by, preposi-
tions or adverbs expressing varieties of direction, etc. ; but it

can be used in many transferred .senses in which go is inap-
plicable ; e.g. to pttss into a new state or condition, or to
a new subject. It differs from move in expressing the
effect rather than the action. Without any prepositional or
adverbial extension, the oiiginal and intrans. use is now
chiefly confined to branches V and VI, being otherwise less

frequent than the derived trans, and causal uses in B and C.
As in other intrans. vbs. of motion (go, coic, depart, etc.),

the perfect of resultant condition had originally the auxiliary
be (he is passed, they were passed) : cf. sense i, quot. 1:1380,
i bj 14.., 2, 1:1400, etc. This was sometimes retained even
when pass was transitive : cf. sense 34, quot. 1375; 38, quots.
14. ., 1526, etc. Hence arose the later PAST/VT/., q. v.

A. Intransitive uses.

I. To i^o, proceed, move onward.
1. To go on, move onward, proceed; to make

one's \\ay. Now usually with some preposition,

adv., or advb. extension -go (with same extension).
1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 4498, & vur iu jas.sy vcr^ be mouns

he Barked e uaste is route, c 1320 .S Beues 2043 (^IS. A)
Kuer a was pasaunt, Til a com to Mombraunt. c 1380 -S;>

Ferumb. 2026 Wan f?ay wemi alle yn y-paste. . Florippe het
schitte |?e dore fuste. 1423 JAS. I Kingts Q. xxii, Out of my
contree.. Be se to pas, tuke I myn auenture. 1456 SIR (i.

HAVE Law Arms (S. T. S.) 178 He undurstude nocht that
he suld pas be see. .and thare sa mony..that may pas land

gate. 1549 Compl. Scot. Dcd. 6 Ther durst none of that grit

companye pas bakuart nor forduart. 1593 SHAKS. i Hen. VI,
it. i. 69 Most part of all this Night .. I was imploy'd in

passing to and fro, About relieuing of the Centinels. 1667
Mil.TON P. L. \\. 1031 A Bridge, .by which the Spirits per-
verse With easic intercourse pass to and fro. 1727 GAY
Fables i. xv. 7 But wheru he past, lie terror threw.

b. \Vilh advb. accusative, expressing route or

distance, as to pass that way. to pass a mile, etc.

a 1300 Cursor /!/. 8806 Quen he moght pass nanojjer gatt.

14. . SirBeitcs 89/1725 + 7 (MS. C) When he was paste a myle
fro Damaske. c 1475 RanfCeil^ear 570 Seir gaitis pas thay,
Baith to Paris in fay. 1596 SPENSER F. Q. v. ii. 6 For never

wight he lets to passe that way Over hi.s Bridge,. .But he
him makes his passage-penny pay. 1611 COKYAT Crudities

93 After I was passed a few miles from Vercellis, I came into

the Dukedome of Milan. 1847 TLNNVSON Prine. i. 183 She
once had past that way.

c. Of something inanimate or involuntary : To
move on under any force, to be moved, carried,

conveyed, transported, impelled onward; to flow

as water, a stream, etc.

1340-70 Alex. <$ Dind. 140 From perlese paradEs passe|>
'

I.

.

stronde. 1585 T. WASHINGTON tr. Ntcholay's Voy. i

80 If the water do. .passe aboue the gyrdlesteed, they haue
a hundred Aspres. 1617 MOKYSON Itin. i. 146 A bridge..
with three Arches, vnder which the boates passe. 1703
MO.XON Mech. Exerc. 177 That the Pole may. .pass from
one Puppet to the other, as the Work may require. 1794
MRS. KADCLII--FF, Myst. Udolpho xv, The river was gay with
boats passing to that city. 1846 McCuLLOCH Ace. Brit,

Empire (1854) II- " No official accounts having been kept of

the quantity or value of the articles passing between the two
countries. 1899 Allbntt's Syst. Med. VIII. 23 While the

rheophore is thus placed and the current still passing, the

patient should be made to exercise these muscles.

d. Of a line, string, path, etc. : To extend or

be continued, to have its course,
* run

1

.

I73 MOXON Jlfec/i. Excrc. 220 Each two Centers, .shall

have an imaginary Axis pass between them. 1726 tr.

Gregory's Astron. I. 439 A Diameter of the Ellipse, .passing
thro' the given Points 1> and A. 1793 S.MEAION Edystonc
L. 254 note, Two strong.. ropes, one passing from the

head of the shears, .to the rocks. 1813 HOBHOUSE Journey
485 The path passes round a bay, where there is a solitary

cottage. 1884 UOWER & SCOTT De Bary's Phaner. 297
Branch bundles passing down through the cortex.

e. To proceed or go on in narration, considera-

tion, or action. Now usually pass on : see 65 a.

c 1384 CHAUCKR //. Fame in. 265 But hit were alle to longe
to rede The names and therefore I pace, c 1386 Prof. 36
Er that I ferther in this tale pace. 1563 SIIUTK Arihtt. F ij,

The whiche pillor of .60. foote in height shalbe deluded
into .9. partes, where of the Epistilium occupieth. .one such

part, and so passing forward as necessitie shall requyre in

order as is oefore mencioned. 1585 T. WASHINGTON tr.

Nicholas's Voy. \\. viii. 42, I will not passe further without
first making a.. description of the yle. 1620 T. GRANGER
Div. Logike 309 One being finished, we immediately passe
to another. 1899 F. HARRISON Tennyson, Knskin. Mill,

etc. i. 10 So far we have been considering the lyrical form of

the In Memoriam.. .We pass to its substance.

2. \Yith reference to place or object of destina-

tion. Chiefly with to \itnto, into'}.

c 1350 Leg. Kood(ifyi) 75 Till at aby sone gan he
pas. 1361

LANGL. P. PI. A. vii. 77 To Penaunce and to pilgrimage
I wol passe with bis oi?ure. c 1384 CHAUCER H. Fame it. 212

[It] slant eke in so Juste a place That every soune mot to

hyt pace, c 1400 Laud Troy Bk. 5606 Now ben thei alle

to batayle paste, a 1425 Cursor M. 1034 (Trin.) A welle..

pat renneb out of foure stremes Passynge into dyuerse
remes. 1589 GREENE Mcnaphon (Arb.) 21 Democles..
elected two of his chiefe Lordes to passe vnto Delphos.
1600 \.

PORY tr. Leo's Africa ix. 334 This riuer taking

his original! from mount Atlas,. passeth southward. 1782



PASS.

A. MONRO Anat. Bones, Nerves, etc. 15 The marrow passes
into the articular cavities. 1864 TENNYSON En. Ard. 326
She rose . . And past into the little garth beyond.

b. Of spiritual destination
; esp. in to pass to

God, heaven, etc.
/( 1225 Attcr. R. 330 J>et we moten Jmruh rudi scheome

passen to J?e heouene. ^1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xxxviii.

(Adrian) 150, I sal cunie . . & cal he .. to pass to God quhen
we are bone. 1453 Paston Lett. I. 256 He passyd to God
on Monday last past, at xj. of the clok befor none. 1517
Knaresborough Wills (Surtees) I. 6 All my good freindes
passyd to the mercie of God. 1602 SHAKS. Hamlet i. ii. 73
All that Hues must dye, Passing through Nature, to Eternity.
1859 TENNYSON Guinevere 690 She. .past To where beyond
these voices there is peace.

II. To go about, circulate, have currency (in
some capacity or character).
1 3. To go about, to travel

; to move about, be
astir, be alive and active. Topass on earth (mold],
to have one's active being, to exist : cf. Go v. B. i b.

1340-70 Alex, ff Dind. 741 Whi fauure 50 ^anne falce

godus, and folliche segtjen J>at hei han power of peple bat

pacen on molde? 1362 LANGL. P. PI. A. i. 7 J>e moste parti
of be peple pat passej> nou on eor^e. 1393 Ibid. C. vii. 67
Hadde he wysshes at wille, Sholde no lyflyuye, J>at on bus
londe passede, 1561 Keg. Privy Council Scot. J. 162 That
na skipparis, manneris, nor utheris pass in cumpany with
thame. 1567 Gnde $ Godlie B. (S. T. S.) 45 He did his

Apostillis teiche, Throw all the warld for to pas, And till all

Creature for to preiche. 1585'!". WASHINGTON tr. Nichplnys
Voy. iv. i. 114 Yong men .. passyng as I haue said, in the

nightes to goe about the streetes.

f b. Well to pass, well to do, well off (cf. -\well
to live) Obs. : see \YELL adv.
4. To be handed round or about ; to circulate,

be in circulation, be current, have currency. To
pass current ("\-for current) : see CURRENT a. 8.

1589 NASHE Anat. Absurd. \Vks. (Grosart) I. 65 Vpstart

loonsn and false rule of honour, which passeth. .among the
Nobility and Gentry of France, a 1715 BURXET Own Time
vi. (1734) II. 161 Our money they thought would not pass, and
so the Markets would not be furnished. 1731 SWIFT On Death
Dr. Swift 189 And then, to make them pass the glibber, Re*
vised by Tibbalds, Moore, and Gibber. 1777 SHERIDAN Sch.
Scand. in. iii. song, Let the toast pass, drink to the lass.
1810 SIR A. BOSWELL Edinburgh xiii, From hand to hand
the whirling halfpence pass. 1872 E. \V. ROBERTSON Hist.
Ess. i. i. 3 The coinage of Constantinople passed. -over the

freater
part of the Eastern world. 1886 AfancA. Exam. 13

lar. 5/2 A certain quantity of paper engraved and signed
so as to pass instead of gold.
5. To pass for, as: to be accepted as equivalent

to
;
to be taken for

;
to be accepted, received, or

held in repute as. Often with the implication of

being something else.

1596 SHAKS. Merck. V. \. ii. 61 God made him, and there-
fore let him passe for a man. 1607 MIUDLETON Michaelm.
Term n. iii. 289, I might make my bond pass fur a hundred
pound i' th' city. 1662 STILLINGFL. Orig. Sacr. in. ii. 17
Had Lucretius been only a Poet, this might have passed for
a handsoinly described Fable. 1688 R. HOLMF, Armoury
in. 29/1 The Double Rose Noble, .passes for thirty nine or

Forty shillings. 1711 ADDISON Spect. No. i PS, I. .some,
times pass for a Jew in the Assembly of Stock-jobbers at

Jonathan's. 1809 MALKIN Git Bias ix. vii. p i You pass for
a kind-hearted gentleman. 1870 FREEMAN Norm. Conq.
(ed. z) I. App. 664 Something happened ..which at least

passed for a regular election. 1884 H. SPENCER Man v.

State, Nex> Toryism i Most of those who now pass as
Liberals, are Tories of a new type.

b. To pass by : to be currently known by (a
name or appellation).
1761 HUME Hist. Eng. II. App. iii. 518 Da vis., discovered

the Straits which pass by his name. Ibid. (1806) IV. lix. 460
A low room, which passed by the appellation of *

hell '. 1894
HUXLEY Euol.

<jj-

Ethics Prolegorn. 13 That progressive
modification of civilisation which passes by the name of the
4 evolution of society '.

C. To pass on> upon-, to impose upon; to gain
credit with.

1678 BUTLKR Hud. in. i. 1202 'Tis true, I thought the
Trick would pass Upon a Woman well enough, a 1680
Rem. (1759) I. 229 Illiterate Dunces undiscern d Pass on the
Rabble for the learn'd. 1738 tr. Gnazzo's Art Conversation

192, I am now sensible that you have passed upon me very
pleasantly. 1781 C. JOHNS ION Hist. J. Juniper 1. 193 This
imposition was too gross to pass upon him. 1802-12 BENTHA.M
Ration. Judic. Evid. (1827) V. 60 Such modes of speaking
as would not pass for reasons upon any body.

III. To go from one to another, be transferred.

6. To go or be transported from one place or set

of circumstances to another. (^Usually with prep.)

Hey pass! a conjurer's exclamation, professing to

order something to go from one place to another.
c 1340 HAMTOLE Prose Tr. 8 Fowheles . . J>at passes fra a

land toa-nothire. 1573-80 BARET.-J/?'. P 163 A griefe passed
from the side into the heart. 1727 GAY Fables i. xlii. 35

' See
this bank-note: observe the blessing : Breathe on the bill '.

Heigh ! pass ! 'tis gone. 1860 TINDALL Glac. n. iv. 248
Nothing . . is more common than to pass, in descending a
mountain, from snow to rain.

7. To undergo transition from one form or state

to another, *to be changed by regular gradations*
(J.) ;

to undergo chemical, mineralogical, struc-

tural, or other gradual conversion into.

c 1385 CHAUCER L. G. W. 1583 Hypsip., And from forme in

to forme it [matter] passyn may. 1618 CHAPMAN Hesiod
L 197 Jove's will was, The good should into heavenly
natures pass. 1674 PLAYFORD Skill Mtts. in. 5 That which
is a fifth shall pass into a third. 1710 JJI.KKKLI.Y Princ.

522

Hum. Knowl. 124 Ancient and rooted prejudices do often

pass into principles. 1813 BAKEWELL Introd. Geol. (1815)
197 It is said that peat has been discovered passing into
mineral coal 1851 WRIGHT ^Richardson's Geol. 126 Thus
granite passes through syenite and greenstone into basalt,
and this last to pitchstone. 1854 BREWSTER Mare Worlds
xv. 228 Our Earth passed from a state of chaos into an
orderly world. 1855 PRESCOTT Philip //, I. n. iii. 179 The
hatred of theologians has passed into a proverb. 1871 B.
STEWART Heat (ed. 2) 84 A substance passes from the solid
to the liquid state. 1899 Allbutt's Syst. Med. VIII. 595
The patient then passes into a severe general lichen, after
the ordinary type.
8. Law. Of property: To be conveyed to a person ;

to go by conveyance, or come by inheritance to,

into the hands of,

1429 Rolls Parlt. IV. 344/1 Neyther be colour or occasion
of feffement or of yeft of gode moeble passede be Dede, nor
other wyse. c 1449 PECOCK Repr. II. 404 The 5ifte so mad
to him passid into him full! and hooli. 1574 tr. Littletons
Tenures 47 Al the rente and service . . bee incidences to the
reversion and passe by the graunte of reversion. 1611 BIBLE
Num. xxvii. 7 Thou shalt cause the inheritance of their
father to passe vnto them. 1642 tr. Perkins'Prof, Bk. iii. 204.
91 If Hverie and seisin bee made unto the Monke. .nothing
shall passe thereby. 1818 CRUISE Digested. 2) V. 51 The
advowson passed, because it was clearly referred to in the
grant. 1883 Law Times Rep. XL1X. 337/1 There is no
case in which the benefit of a personal covenant, not assign-
able on the face of it, has been held to pass by assignment.
9. To be uttered between two (or more) persons

mutually; to be interchanged or transacted, as dis-

course, communications, letters, mutual offices.

1568 T. HOWELL Arb. Amitie (1879) 91 Remember yet the

friendly wordes, ypast betweene vs twaine. ^1592 MARLOWE
Jew of Malta n. 462 Here must no speeches passe, nor
swords be drawne. 1598 SHAKS. Merry W. in. v. 63 Now
M. Broome, you come to know What hath past betweene
me, and Fords wife. 1713 STEELS Spect. No. 263 ^5 Two
Letters which passed between a Mother and Son very lately.

1773 GOLDSM. Stoops to Cony, v, I know what has past
between you. 1819 SHELLEY Julian fy Maddalo 158 The
Count entered. Salutations passed. 1885 Gd. Words 258/2
Then, by-and-by, the vesper bells at ten ring out from the

steeple,, .some moral reflections pass.

IV. With reference to place left : To go away.
10. To go away; to go forth, depart, remove

from (^of, off) a place, thing, or person. Of a

tiling : To be taken away or removed (from).
a 1300 Cursor M. 13731 Giue vs \>\ dome, and lat vs pas.

c 1330 King of Tars 49 That schul ye witen ar ye pase.
13 . Cursor M, 4001 (Gott.) If {HI will J>ai sal pasce, And
cum nohut in his hand percas. c 1384 CHAUCER H. Fame i.

239 And shortly of this thyng to pace. 1400 Destr. Troy
1896 Pas fro my presens on payne of J>i lyffe. c 1435 Torr.

Portugal 1483 Fro the wyld bestis gan he passe To an hye
hyll. 1456 SIR G. HAVE Law Arms (S. T. S.) 147 To pas
of the cpntree. 1530 PALSGR. 653/2, I passe, I go forthe or

away, je passe. 1611 BIBLE Matt. xxvi. 39 If it be possible,
let this cup passe from me. 1819 BYRON Juan \\, ex, The
sand Swam round and round, and all his senses pass'd. 1879
E. ARNOLD Lt. Asia in. (1883)66 The holy man.. made The
eight prostrations,, .Then turned and passed.

"t*
b. To pass one's way : to depart. Obs.

ci375 Sc. Leg. Saints xi. (Synion fy Judas) 384 pane J>e

apostolis can assay owt of |>e land to pass J>ar vay. Ibid.
xxxiii. (George] 346 [He] lape one horse & passit his way.
1375 BARBOUR Bruce ix. 184 In pess lete thame pass thar

vay. tr 1386 CHAUCER Millers T. 387 That we may frely
passen forth oure way. c 1435 Torr. Portugal 771 And hys
way fast ageyn dyd pase.

Q.fig. To depart, diverge/Vw a course, practice,

principle; to pass from (-f of) to leave, abandon,
forsake ; f to pass of wit, to go out of one's wits.

CI4OO Destr. Troy 8685 Sum wait into wodenes, & of wit

past, c 1449 PECOCK Rcpr. 1. 176 A man leueth . .and pas*ith
fro that that he hath toke upon him to kepe as lawe of God.
1497 BP. ALCOCK Mons Perfect. Ciij, As a henne y l passeth
fro her egges & suffre them to be colde. 1777 WATSON
Philip //, I. x. 285 Intreating him. .to pass from the other
taxes.

11. To depart from this life, decease, die. a.

with various extensions, as to pass hence, etc.

a 1300 Cursor M. 17019 pe . . wittes five, .all sal be tint er

saul pas. a 1330 Roland fy K. 130 To sende him mi^t

space, .. Er he hennes passe. 1375 Lay Folks Mass Kk.

295 (SlS. B) And for JKJ soules J>at hethen are past. 1482
Monk of Eresham (Arb.) 72 The sowlys that passyn hens
out of this world. 1583 Leg. Bp. St. Androis Pref. 74 Lyk
to our faythfull pastoris past befpir. 1613 SHAKS. Hen. VIII^
iv. ii. 162 His long trouble now is passing Out of this world.

1871 R. ELLIS Catullus Ixiv. 153 No handful of earth shall

bury me, pass'd to the shadows. 1874 L. STEPHEN Hours
in Library (1892) I, vii. 237 There passed from among us a
man who held a high, .position in English literature.

b. simply. Now arch, or dial*

1340 Ayenb. 214 Non ne wot huanne he ssel steruc uc
hu.inne he ssel pact 1:1386 CHAUCER Syr.'s T. 486 Myn
harm I wol confessen er I pace. 1418 in E. E. Wills (1883)

38 5yf bat I passe Rather ban sche. 1593 SHAKS. 2 Hen. Vl^
in. iii. 25 Djsturbe him not, let him passe peaceably. 1605

Lear v. iii. 314 Vex not his ghost, O let him passe. 1850
TENNYSON In Mem. Ix, He past; a soul of nobler tone.

1878 SEELEY Stein III. 560 About 6 o'clock [he] was seen to
turn on his left side, breathe a deep sigh, and pass.
V. To go by, move past.

12. To go by. Now the leading intransitive

sense of the simple verb. (Not in J.)
c 1320 Sir Beues 849 (MS. A) A wende past in grib & pes,

pe stiward cride ;

'

Lei|> on & sles '. c 1430 Syr Tryam. 219
An olde kny^t that may hur lede, Tylle sche be paste. 1477
EARL RIVERS (Caxton) Dictcs 99 Ther passed u theef byfore
alexandre. 1549 Compl. Scot. Ded. 6 The hagbutaris past
neir to the camp of ther enemeis. 1611 BIHLF. i Sam. xvi. 10

Againe Ies.se made scuen of his sonnes to passe before

PASS.

Samuel. 1708 Land. Gaz. No. 4445/3 The Right of the Foot
.., pass'd yesterday in Review before his Grace. 1842
TENNYSON Voyage vi, And hills and scarlet-mingled woods
Glow'd for a moment as we past. 1878 B. TAYLOR Deuka-
lion in. ii, 105 At a distance I Have seen thee pass. Mod.
Allow me to pass, please. Looking on as the procession
passed.

b. Of things : To be moved, conveyed, impelled
past ;

to flow past. Also Jig.

13.. K. All's. 2192 That launce paced without harme: Ac
Alisaundre him smot thorugh the brest. 1585 T. WASHINGTON
tr. Nicholas's yoy. i. xii. 14 At the beginning of the valley
passe two smal riuers. 1590 SPENSER F. Q. i. ii. 22 And
high hath set his throne where Tiberis doth pas. 1594
SHAKS. Rich. ///, i. ii. 38 My Lord stand backe, and let

the Coffin passe. 1506 i Hen. IV, iv. i. 95 The nimble-
footed Mad.Cap, Prince of Wales, . . that daft the World
aside, And bid it passe. 01689 MRS. BEHN Dream, The
grove was gloomy all around, Murmuring the stream did

pass. 1748 THOMSON Cast. Indol. \. vi, Gay castles in the
clouds that pass. 1836 J. H. NEWMAN Prayer \\. in Lyra
Agost. (1849) 65 The pageant of a kingdom vast, And
things unutterable, past Before the Prophet's eye.

C. \Vith various complementary adjs., mostly of

negative meaning, as to pass unheeded, unnoticed,
etc. lit.

1607 MIDDLETON Michaelm. Term \\. \. 109 Do I pass al-

together unnoted, think you? 1624 QUARLES Div. Poems,
Ston's Sonrt. (1717) 382 Those crimes Which past unthought
of in my prosp'rous times. 1766 FORDYCE Serin. Yng. Wow.
(1767) I. i. 13 It is done every day, and passes unregarded.
1784 COWPER Task i. 317 Nor unnoted pass The sycamore,
capricious in attire. 1809 BYRON Eng. Bards ^ Sc. Rev. 255
Shall gentle Coleridge pass unnoticed here?

13. Of time and temporal things, conditions, etc. :

a. Of time: To elapse, glide by, come to an end.
13.. R. GLOUC (Rolls) App. XX. 578 Twelf hundred &

sixtene f>er to ^eres were ipas>ed, ar bis were ido. 1377
LANGL. P. PI. B. v. 416 And vigilies and fastyng dayes alle

J?ise late I passe, And ligge abedde in lenten. 1388 WYCLIF
Job\\\\. ii Mi dales ben passid. 1523 LD. BERSKKS Froiss.
I. 84 The first day passed without any thing doyng. 1697
DRYDEN Virg. Georg. in. 82 More Ages .. Than have from
Tithon past to Caesar's Days. 1736 BUTLKR Anal. \. ii.

Wks. 1874 I. 42 If the husbandman lets his seedtime pass
without sowing, the whole year is lost to him. 1826 DISRAELI
Viv. Grey v. x, The first few days. .appear to pass very
slowly. 1856 SIR B. BRODIE Psychol. Inq. I. iv. 148 As we
advance in age so do the years pass more rapidly. Mod.
Make haste ; time passes !

b. Of things in time.

13.. Cursor M. 27630 If bou be fair, it passes sone. 1382
WYCLIF Luke xxi. 33 Heuene and erthe schulen passe: but

my wordis schulen not passe. 1502 ATKYNSON tr. De /mi-
tatione i. xx. 169 The worlde passeth with all his pk-saunt
delites. 1590 SPENSER F. Q. n. xii. 75 So passeth, in the

passing of a day, Of mortall life the leafe, the bud, the
tlowre. 1667 MILTON P. L. v. 453 Not to let th'occasion

Eass.
1697 DRYDEN Virg. Past. n. 20 Beauty s a Charm,

ut soon the Charm will pass. 1x1771 GRAY Song 10 Skies
serene Speak not always winter past. 1841 JAMES Brigand
i, Thus passed the earlier part of the day's journey. 1882
TENNYSON To Virgil vii, Kings and realms that pass to rise

no more.

VI. To go or get through.
14. To go or get through (esp. by .1 narrow or

contracted passage, or in face of obstructions and

difficulties); to have, obtain, or force passage, to

make one's way. Also of things.
c 1320 Sir Beues 4417 (MS. A) To lesu he made his praiere

. . pat he moste pase wit? is lif, To sen is children and is wif.

c 1325 Metr. Horn. 70 What thyng sail passe qwyte. And be

noght in this snarres tane. 6 1400 Destr. Troy 11149 The

yates
.. J?ai stake,.. Neuer in purpos with prise to pas at

horn efte. 1509 Act i Hen. Vfff, c. 9 Preamble^ The
Kynges Subgiectes shal nott.. passe on horsebacke. .nor on
fote by that way. 1585 T. WASHINGTON tr. Nicholay*s Woy.
iv. xv. 129 Through which narrow ^treightSj Alexander
..made his armie to passe. 1588 SHAKS. Tit. A. i. i. 290
Mut. My Lord you passe not heere. Tit. What villaine

Boy, bar'st me my way in Rome? 1667 MILTON P. L. m.
480 And they who to be sure of Paradise Dying put on the
weeds of Dominic Or in Franciscan think to pass disguis'd.
ii ITOO B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew s.v., [At] Billiards, when the
Ball goes through the Couit or Porch, it is said to pass.

1879 ARNOLD Lt. Asia in. (1883) 80 At the gates he set

A triple guard, and bade no man should pass By day or

night, issuing or entering in.

fig> l5f>3-7 BUCHANAN Reform. St. Andros Wks. (1892) 12

No man salbe admittit .. to the philosophic that has nocht

passit be the first or second classe of humanite.

t b. To make the passage of a channel or sea.

1588 B. C. in Ellis Ori$. Lett. Ser. n. III. 135 From Dun-
kerke is lately come toLisboneasmaleshipp. .having passed
in vij d.'iies. 1662 J. DAVTES tr. Mandelslo's Trav. 102 A
hundred small vessels.. which came from Cananor and the
coasts of Malabar, and had pass'd, notwithstanding the
blockhouse of Dutch vessels.

c. Of things : e. g. to be admitted through a

customs barrier.

1637 Star Chamb. Decree 6 in Milton s Areofi. (Arb.) 12

Nor shall any Searcher, Wayter, or other Officer belonging
to the Custome-house, . . suffer the same to passe. 1849
MACAULAY Hist. *% vi. II. 115 The officers of the customs
allowed the superstitious garments and trinkets to pass.

d. To go through a duct ; to be voided.

1731 ARBUTHNOT Aliments i. vi. (1735) 17 Such [substances],
whose Tenacity exceeds the Powers of Digestion, will neither

pass nor be converted into Aliment. 1801 Med. Jrnl. V. 480
When a bougie can readily pass, there is no necessity for

using any other method. 1869 E. A. PARKES Pract. Hygiene
(ed. 3) 181 If large quantities are given, much passes by the

bowels, 1897 AMb*tfs Syst. Med. IV. 233 The patient was

progressing satisfactorily, save that ..the button had not

passed.
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PASS.

15. To be allowed or not stopped by a censor,
to go uncensured ; to go without check or chal-

lenge ; to be tolerated or allowed to serve the

purpose ; to be successful as an expedient or trick ;

to
*

go down
',
to ' do '

;
to pass muster.

13.. Cursor M. 28707 (Cott.) For quen a sin was wroken
sua, Hu sal he passe has hundret ma. 1565 ABP. PARKER in

Left. Lit. Men (Camden) 28 We thinke it maye so passe
well ynoughe. 1613 SHAKS. Hen. VIfI, Prol. ii Those that
come to see Onely a show or two, and so a gree The Play
may passe. 1672 WYCHEFLEY Love in tt \\'ood\. iii, Indeed
and indeed, the trick will not pass, Jonas. 1781 COWPER
lk$. (1837) XV. 92, I never suffer a line to pass till I have
made it as good as I can. a 1850 ROSSETTI Dante fy Circ.
i. (1874! 108 This sonnet, .might be divided yet more nicely,
and made yet clearer ; but this division may pass. 1876
OUIDA Winter City vi. 130 Pranks that pass in a palace,
though the police would interfere in a dancing garden.
16. To be allowed and approved by a court,

legislature, or deliberative body; to 'get through';
to receive legislative sanction

;
to be ratified.

1568 GRAFTON Chron. II. no Vpon him onely whome the

king nominated, he compelled most commonly the election

to passe. 1579 FULKE Htskins's Part. 376 The bill will

passe neuer the sooner. 1672 MARVRLL Corr. Wks. 1872-5
II. 409, I tell him that we must get the Patent passe before
Parliament. 1711 AMDISON Spect. No. 72 F 5 This Resolu-
tion passed in a general Club Nemine Contradicente. 1765
Chron. in Ann. Keg. 154/2 A motion was lately made in the
Irish house of commons to address his majesty... But it

passed in the negative. 1790 BURKE Fr. Rev. Wks. V. 61
That great body of ourstatute law which passed under those
whom they treat as usurpers. 1880 MCAKTHY Own Times
IV. Iviii. 285 The bill passed without substantial alteration.

17. To go or get through any trial successfully;

spec, to be successful in an examination, to reach
or satisfy the required standard. To pass master,
etc., to graduate as master, etc. (in some faculty).

_
1600 O. E. (? M. SUTCLIFFE) Repl. Libel i. viii. 217 Parsons

is not onely a practitioner, but also has passed master in

this facultie. 1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl. s. v. Degree^o pass
bachelor of divinity, the candidate must have been seven
ears master of arts. 1833 MARRYAT P. Simple xxxviii, If

pass, which I trust I shall be able to do. 1840 Encycl. Brit.

(ed. 7) XXI. 498/2 The candidate for mathematical honours
must, in the first instance,

'

pass
'

in classics. 1843 Penny Cycl.
XXVI. 29/2 Candidates will pass who show a competent
knowledge in any two of the subjects. The list of the
candidates who have passed is to be published. 1872 in

Athenxum ii May 583/2 Lest it should be supposed that
no Lawrence could pass for the artillery. 1876 LUBBOCK
Elem. Educ. in Contemp. Rev. June 79 Only 62,000 passed
in any extra subject.

1 18. To succeed, to be successful. Obs.
c 1400 Destr. Troy 8295 Than Troiell . .Wold haue led the

lord o-lyue to
j>e

towne ; But. .Thai pullid hym with pyne,
but passid J?ai noght. 1481 CAXTON Godejfi-oy ccviii. 304
They ansuerd that it shold be hard to be had, not with-

stondyng they muste essaye, ffor they myght passe iu none
other maner. 1589 NASHE Martins Motiths MinJt Wks.
(Grosart) I. 161 Howe they meane than to proceede (if they
passe) shall bee a Mumchaunce for me.

VII. To go beyond, exceed, excel, surpass.
1 19. To excel, to surpass; to go to excess. Obs.
c 1380 WYCLIF Wks. (1880) 392 fou? J>ai be lesse in oo

chirche, bai passen in an-o^er. c 1394 P. PL Crede 846
Paraunter y mi^te Passen par auenture, & in som poynt
erren. (-1440 ipomydon 916 In alle the feld was none so

wight, But if it were my lord the kynge, For he is passand
in euery thynge. 1526 SKELTON Magnyf, 1401 So dyd he
excede & passe. 11x529 Ph. Sparowe 151 Because that
she dyd pas In poesy to endyte. 1573-80 BARET Ah. P
169 Onely Demosthenes passeth, or excelleth. 1602 Life
T. Crowiuell v. iii. 123 My faith compar'd with thine as
much shall pass As doth the diamond excel the glass. ci6n
CHAPMAN Iliad n. 594 The fairest man . . Of all the Greeks,
save Peleus' son, who pass'd for gen'ral frame.

fb. ^#a.-impersonal, It passes', it exceeds all

ordinary limits, passes description, 'beats every-

thing'. Obs.

1549 CHALONER tr. Erasm. on Folly K ij, It passeth,
to see what sporte and passetyme the Godds them selues

haue, at suche folie of these selie mortal! men. 1599
PORTER Angry Wont. Abingd. in Hazl. Dodsley VII. 352,
I, hearing her, ..led her such a dance in the dark as it

passes.
1606 SHAKS. Tr. fy Cr. \. ii. 178 There was such

laughing, and Hellen so blusht, and Paris so cliaft, and all

the rest so laught, that it past, a 1658 CLEVELAND //'/-.v.

(1687) 376 You keep such Hurly-burly that it passes. 1689
SHADWEI.L Bury F. i. i, And were as merry as pass'd.

VIII. 2O. Of events : To go on or proceed in

the course of things ; to take place, occur, happen.
Formerly with indirect obj. : see quot. 1542.
a 1542 WYATT Let. in Wks. (1861) p. xix, That I should

write and declare such things as haue passed me whilst
I was in the Emperor's Court. 1590 SPENSER F. Q. i. i. 50
If he did know Of straunge adventures, which abroad did
pas. 1667 MILTON P. L. vin. 173 Heav'n is for thee too

high To know what passes there. 1732 BERKELEY Alciphr.
H. 25, I am attentive to all that passes. 1802 MAR. EDGE-
WORTH Moral T.I. iii. 17 Reflect coolly upon what has passed.
1855 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. xvi. III. 726 Intelligence of
what was passing was conveyed to the Lord President

IX. Used in reference to process of law.
[AF. Passer, orig. to proceed, go on : cf. the legal sense of

'process
1

, 'proceedings'.]
21. Of a jury (assize, inquest) : To sit in inquest

on or upon\ to decide or adjudicate between parties;
to give a verdict for or against, arch.

[1293 Yearhks. 20 $ 21 Edw. I (Rolls) 399 Lassise passe,
ke dyt ke Willem sun pere . . ne morut poynt seysy. Ibid.

401 [see 22 below], a 1377 Liber Assisarum (Repts. of
Edw. Ill, ed. 1679) 5 Si 1'assise passe pur le demandant.

O.n

u

523

Ib!d. 46Etl'assisepassasurlepointcontreIeljarun et la feme.]
13.. Evang. Nicod. 243 in Herrig Archiv LIII. 396 He
chesed a quest, on him to pas. 1437 RollsofParlt. IV. 509/2
If the seid Thomas Stamford, perceyve that eny enqiiL-st
woll not passe with his entent. I44z T. BECKINGTON Con:
(Rolls) II. 215 We avis., not lightly to passe upon suche
graunts of your demaynnes. 1454 Rolls of Parlt. V. 239/2
By the Jurre that passed betwene the said Duke and the
said Thomas, it was foundc that the same Thomas was
gylty. 1473 SiRj. FASTON in/5

. Lett. III. 84 The jurye that
passyd again Saundre. 1495 Act n Hen. I'll, c. 21 Such
persones as passen and ben impanelled upon issues joined
between partie and partie in the Courtes of the same Citie.

1599 Warn, f'aire ll'am. n. 1209 Master Shiriff, ye shal not
need to returne any lury to passe upon him, for he hath
pleaded guilty. 1688 Jrnl. Ho. Conmi. (1803) X. 22 Jurors,
which pass upon Men in Tryals for High Treason, ought
to be Freeholders. 1752 J. LOUTHIAN Forjn of Process
(ed. 2) 203 The Clerk saith to the Prisoner '

. . these Men
which you shall hear called .. are to pass between our
Sovereign Lord the King and you, upon Trial of your Life
and Death '. 1887 Pall Mall G. 4 Nov. 2/1 Judge Stephen
has decided that a jury could not be trusted to pass upun
the question of Endacott's good faith. 1901 N. Amer. Rev.
Feb. 248 Sheriffs' juries should never be asked to do more
than pass upon the estates of the alleged lunatics.

b. To serve or '

sit
'

on (upon, f in) a jury,
assize, or trial.

1574 U'atcrf. Arch, in loth Kef. Hist. JtfSS. Coinm.
App. v. 333 Thinhabitanntes .. used to passe in juries of
triall. 1597 in Ferguson .t Nanson Mimic. Kcc. Carlisle
(1887) 277 Yf thes [slander] may goe unpunished, it is nut
for noe honest man .. to pass upon any jury. 1752 [.

LOUTHIAN Form of Process (ed. 2) 40 With a List of the
Assizers Names and Designations, that are to pass upon bis
Assize. Mod. Juryman's Oath (Sc. Criminal Cases), You
fifteen swear by Almighty God . . you will truth say and no
truth conceal, in so far as you are to pass on this assi/e.

C. Of a court, a judge, the law: To adjudicate,
pass sentence upon, on. Also transf. (With </!>/

passive.)
1532 TINDAI.E Patlnu. Script. Wks. (Parker Soc. 1848) n

When the law hath passed upon us, and condemned us to
death. 1543 RAVNOI.D Kyrth Mankynde Prol. C ij, Yf
euery thynge in this wourdle shold be wayed and passyd
vpon after this sorte. 1386 A. DAY Eng. Secretary i. (1625
137 The laws must further passe vpon him. 1605 SIIAKS.
Lear HI. vii. 24 We may not passe vpon his life Without the
forme of Justice. 1640 D. CAWDKEY Three Serin. (1641) 12 A
Commission of Oyer and Terminer, which passes upon life

and death. 1680 HICKEKINGILL Narr. Tryal Wks. 1716
II. 208 The wicked World, .cannot pass upon it. .till they
have first defiled it with Lies and Slanders, n 1863 C. P.
DALY in Ct. Comin. Pleas, Nfiu York in Herald $ Gencalog.
(1863) 345 It does not fall within the sphere of my judicial
duty to pass upon that question. 1896 Law Times C. 491/1
The conception of a judge to pass on questions of law, and
a jury to pass on questions of fact.

22. Of a verdict, sentence, or judgement : To be

rendered, given, or pronounced ;
of justice: To be

executed
; f (rarely) of a case or suit : To be de-

termined or decided (quot. 1453).
("93 Yearbks. 20 tf 21 Ed, I 401 Unkes jugement ne

passa sur !e verdyt de le assise : kar, apres le A.^sise passe,
les partyes aveyent jour pur oyer lur jugement ; e la partye
demandant ne voleyt pluys venyr en Court. Ibid. 411
Entre ky e ky passa le jugement?] a 1380 in Horstmann
Al:etiglisclie Legentten (1878) I. 32/2 pe sentence, mayden,
asoyleb l>e, Whon bat hit passed on me. 1453 Rolls of
Parlt. V. 267^2 If., the mater pleded passe or be denied
for the Pleintif therin. 1580 SIDNEY Ps. xvn. ii, O, let my
sentence passe from thine own face. 1647 N. BACON Disc.
Gavt. Eng. i. xxxix. (1739) 59 After Verdict, Judgment passed
according to the letter of the La\v. 1771 (Jui.usM. Hist.
Eng. 11.82 A similar sentence passed against some of his
adherents. 1818 JAS. MII.I. Brit. India. II. iv. v. 199 Before
his arrival, unlimited condemnation had passed on the whole
of his proceedings. 1891 Law Rep. Weekly Notes 78/2
The verdict and judgment passed for the plaintiff.

f b. Of the accused : To undergo trial and sen-

tence
;
to be sentenced. Obs. rare.

t *533 LD. BERNERS Hnon Ixxxii. 254 To dyssymell the
matter vayleth not, syn that Huon must passe byiugement ;

howe saye you, shall he be hangyd or drawen ?

X. f 23. To care, to reck. (Usually with

negative.) Obs. a. Const, for : to pass for, to care

for, regard, mind.

1548 UDALL, etc. Erasm. Par. Acts 60 Paule and Sylas,
not passyng for theyr whyppyng. .prayed and song by nines.

1565-73 Durh. Depos. (Surtees) 109 She. .said that she dyd
not passe yf all ropers were hanged, a 1568 ASCHAM Scholein.
i. (Arb.) 82 They passe for no Doctores : They mocke the

Pope: They raile on Luther. 1606 G. W[OOUCOCKE] Hist.
Ivstine xiv. 61 Neither doe I passe greatly for my life. 1633
G. HERBERT Temple, Forernnners\\, Yet if you go, I passe
not ; take your way. 1671 H. M. tr. Erastn. Colloq. 292, I

do not so much pass for the body.

fb. Const, ofict. to reck of), on, upon. Obs.

1542 UDALL Erasnt. Apoph. 24 The scoldying of brathels

is no more to bee passed on then the squekyng of welle

wheles. (71548 HALL Chron., Edw. IV"212 For he passed
litle, either of the pein of his seruaunt, or of his charge and

expence. 1555 EDEN Decades 12 Thinhabitantes passe not
on them. 1561 T. HOBY tr. Caslifflione's Conrtyer II. (1577)H j, In our countrey of Lumbardy these matters are not

passed vpon. 1590 GREENE Never too late (1600) 47, I passe
of my honour more than life. 1598-9 [see d].

t C. Const, with infin. or at. To care, concern

oneself, trouble oneself; to scruple, hesitate, stickle;
to take any heed ; to ' mind ', object. Obs.

1548 UDALL Erasm. Par. Luke 4 Y couetous Phariseis

passed lesse at the violacion or breakyng of gods preceptes,
then of their tradicions. 1549-62 STERNHOLD & H. Ps.
Iv. 22 Of frendship to neglect the bandes they passe or care
no whit. 1563 Homilies u. Place Prayer n. (1859)349 Much

PASS.

wicked people pass nothing to resort to the church. 1578

J. STOCKWOOD Serm. 24 A ng. A ij b, I passe very little to be

nidged of them, a 1625 V.. CHAI.ONER Six Serin. (1629) 149
To retaine it, it passeth not toforgoe halfe her controversies,

f d. Const, with clause, becoming at length
object ofpass ;

in later use with obj, sb. = care for,

regard. Obs.
Cf. 'I care not who he is

1

.

' Not regarding his entreaties'.

1549 in Disc. Common Weal Eng. (1893) p. Hi, He passythe
not what he saythe, nor what he dot he, so that he may
satisfies his

vngodlie^desires. 1551 ROBINSON tr. More"s Utop.
n. vin. (1895) 255 Nor the Vtopians passe not how many of
them they bring to distruction. 1573 TUSSER Hnsb. (1878)
104 Three poles to a hillock (I pas not how long>. a 1617
BAYNE On Coloss. (1634) 340 Passe not you who doth give
sentence against you. 1633 G, HERBERT Temple, Fore-
runners ii, I passe not, I, what of the rest become.
1598-9 B. JONSON Case is Altered \. ad fin., Signiors, for

you, I pass you not, though I let you pass; for in truth
I pass not of you. a 1641 Bp, MOUNTAGU Acts <$ Mon. iv.

(1642) 270 Not passing his much and often intreaiies she
continued her refusal!. 1647 H. MORI-; Song ofSoul \. 11. xliii,

[HeJ deemed it no small disgrace That that bold youngster
should so little passe His learned speech.

fe. With emphatic expansion : to pass nothing
I at all, not to pass ajly^ pin, straw, whit. Obs.

'55*5 OLDE Antichrist 132 They passe not a pynne of the
! Magistrates. 1572 J. JONKS tiathes ofHath Pref. 5 So for

the reprochfull words of the backbiting Zoilus I passe not
;

a strawe. 1573 ( '- HAHVEY Letter -bk. (Camden) 27 He..
1

said he passid not ani thing at al of theie displeasure. 1579
TOMSON Cah'ins Serin. '1 im. 54/2 We pa^se not a flic for it.

a 1592 GKI-.KXE Alfhonsus i. Wks. (Rtklg.) 228 Whoe'er it be,
I do not pass a pin. 1610 DAY festivals iii. (1615) 63 Nor
doe we passe a whit what lew or Gentile can say against it.

XI. Elliptical or absolute uses of B or C.
24. Fencing. To make a pass ;

to thrust, lunge.
Const, on, upon.
1595 SAVIOI.O Practice ***$, You may suddenly passe with

your left foot .. and turne your point vnder his Rapier.
1598 B. JONSON Ev. Man in Hunt. i. v. 11616) 17 Hob. A
well-e.xperienc'd hand would passe vpon you, at pleasure.
Mat. How meane you, Sir, passe vpuii me? Bob. Why,

! thus Sir (make a thrust at me) come in. 1601 SHAKS. Tivel.N.
in. i. 48 Nay, and thou passe vpon me, lie no more with
thee. 1602 Ham. \. ii. 309 Laertes, you but dally, I pray
you passe with your best violence. 1602 MARSTON Antonio's
Rev. i. iii, And if a horned divell should burst forth, I would
passe on him with a mortal! siockc. 1700 UKYUKN Palamon
<V Arc

(

n. 196 'i hey lash, they (bin, they pass, they strive to
bore Their Corslets.

25. Conjuring. To cause any object to pass, as

by magic, from one person or place to another.
1589 PasqniCs Ret. D iij, No body knowesbow it came or

how it went, for, since she was deliuered, (passe and repasse)
the childe was neuer heard of. 1627 H. UURTON Bait. Poke's
Hull Ep. Bed. 19 They are like cunning lugglars, that can
passe and repasse at pleasure.
26. Cards and Dice. a. In primero, poker, etc. :

To throw up one's hand, retire from the game.
1599 MINSHEU Sp. Dict.

t
Dial. iii. 26, I am come to passe

againe. 1717 PRIOR Alma i. 284 As in a luckless gamester's
place, She would not play, yet must not pass. 1816 SINGER
Hist. Cards 246 When the first player says Pass, every one
is obliged to discard, notwithstanding any one may have an
ace or a six in hand. 0:1889 American Hoyle in Farmer
Americanisms, 'I pass' is a term used in draw poker, to

signify that a player throws up his hand, and retires from
the game.

b. In euchre, napoleon, etc. : To decline or

voluntarily forgo one's opportunity (as of making
the trump) : see EUCHKE sb. i.

1884 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 9) XVII. 229/1 The eldest hand
may decline to play, when he says

'

I pa^s '. If the eldest
hand passes, the next player to the left has a similar option
of standing or passing, and so on all round. . . If all pass, the
hand is not played.

t c. To win in the game of PASSAGE, q. v. Obs.
1600 M UNDAY DRAYTON Sir J. Oldcastle F iv, Hunt. I

must haue the dice, What do we play at '! Stiff. Passage if
re please., .liar. George, You are out. Giue me the dice,

any other Chances lose. 1725 in New Cant. Diet.

27. a. To pass the ball at Football, etc. : see 46 b.
1888 [see sense 46 b].

b. (7. S.) To throw and catch a ball : see quot.
1889 Jrnl. Amer. Folk-lore II. No. 5 In New England

the ordinary term used to express the throwing and catching
of a ball by two or more persons i*#ass.

'

Let's go out and
pass '.

B. Transitive uses. (From A V, VI, VII.)
I. To go by (something). Trans, of A V.

28. To go by, to proceed past (a person or thing) ;

to leave behind or on one side as one goes on.
c 1290 S. Eng. Leg. I. 273/50 po heo ^e croiz i-passede

hadden : a-Jein to |>e weie he cam. 13.. Relig. Pieces fr.
Thornton J/.S". 39 Swa Jjat nan houre passe the }>at fc>ou
ne sail be swetely ocupyed. c 1400 Destr. Troy 564 The
perlouse ppinttes |>at passe you behoues, Hit is vnlike

any lede with his liffe pas. 1461 J. PASTON in P. Lett. II. 3
There have not passid Thetford, not passyng cccc. 1585
T. WASHINGTON tr. Nicholay^s Voy, \\. ii. 31 b, IWe) followed
on along the coast, .to passe the cape Malee. 1615 CHAPMAN
Odyss. vi. 306 Thus, passing him, she to the virgins went.

1784 COWPER Task iv. 211 Time, as he passes us, has a dove's

wing, Unsoil'd, and swift, and of a silken sound. 1842
TEXNVSOxSirGa/a&ad8i So pass 1 hostel, hall, and grange.
Mod. Many carriages passed the door. I never pass the

spot without thinking of him.

b. To get to the other side of; to avoid, escape.
Obs. or dial.

1:1450 St. Cutkbert {Surtees) 4603 To passe }>at persecu-
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cioune. 1894 R. REID Poems 83 (E. D. D.) The herds wad
gang five mile aboot Tae pass this lanely brae.

f 29. Jig. To go by without attending to; to

leave unnoticed ; to neglect, disregard, omit. Obs.

(71380 WYCLIF Wks. (1880) 448 Wedding wij? bes^ newe

bilawis, passinge Jx: wedding wi(> goddis lawe, makit> bes

newe rotun sectis. 1595 SHAKS. John \\. i. 258 If you fondly

passe our proffer'd otter. 1607 Cor. \\. iii. 207 You should
haue ta'ne th' aduantage of his Choller, And pass'd him
vnelected. 1643 SIR T. BROWNE Relig. Afed. i. 29, I

wonder how the curiosity of wiser heads could pa^s that

great and indisputable Miracle, the cessation of Oracles.

1645 EVELYN Diary 21 May,We dined at Sienna, where we
could not passe admiring the great church.

b. To omit in narration, to leave unmentioned.

1585 T. WASHINGTON tr. Nicholay's Voy. iv. xxxiii. 156
Other goodly ordinances, which I passe with silence. 1616

R. C. Times Whistle \. 469 To passe the papist and the

Lutheran, Their trans and consubstantiation. 1697 DRYDEN
Virg. Georg. i. 239 Nor must we pass untold what Arms
they wield. Ibid. in. 415, I pass the Wars that spotted
Linx s make With their fierce Rivals, for the Females sake.

1890 Times 6 Dec. 12/4 We may pass the cleaning-rod and
the downhill position ; they are not of much consequence.

C. U. S. To omit payment of (a dividend, etc.).

1890 Financial News 7 July, A few days ago the National
Hank of passed its interim dividend, and now., the
Banco Nacional of has suspended specie payments.

fd. To pass one's flag (Naval ,
to decline pro-

motion to flag rank, and become a retired Captain.
1805 NELSON in Nicolas Di$p. (1846) VII, 41 When you

passed your Flag, I wrote my regret that the Service was to

lose your abilities at Sea.

II. To go through, across, or over (something).
30. To go from side to side of, or across, to

cross (a sea, channel, river, barrier, frontier, moun-

tain-range) ; also (less frequently), to go through,
traverse (a forest, way, street).
To pass the pikes; see PIKE.

c 1290 Beket 1773 in S. Kng. Leg. I. 157 For godes loue : ne

passe nou3t fc>e se. a 1300 Cursor M, 12375 Pan ne yode be

flum to pass. ^1380 Sir Ferttmb. 3523 So bat god me

fraunty
grace, be brigge of Mantrible saf to pace. 1430-40

,VDG. Bochas vm. ii. (1558) sb, They of Almayne the Alpcs
dyd pace. 1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 14 The fyrst

people . . so entred & parsed the reed see. 1579 GOSSON ScJk,

Abuse (Arb.) 36 They,, are . . pointed at commonly as they
passe the streetes. 1590 SPKSSER F. Q. i. v. 33 They pas
the hitter waues of Acheron. 1391 SHAKS. Two Gent. iv. iii.

24 The waies are dangerous to passe. 1667 MILTON P. L.
n. 776 To keep These Gates for ever shut, which none can

pass Without my op'ning. 1673 RAY Joitrn. L&ivC. 23 They
..measure their way in these countreys, by the time they
spend in passing it. 1743 T. JONES in Bucclench MSS.
(Hist. MSS. Comm.) I. 405, 15,000 men .. had passed the

bridge at Aschaffenburg, 1819 BYRON Juan it. cv, He could,

perhaps, have pass'd the Hellespont, As once .. Leander,
Mr. Ekenhead, and I did. 1871 FREEMAN Norm. Cong.
IV.xviii. 221 At Cambridge the river and the marshy ground
beyond had to be passed.

b. Of a book or printed work : To go through

(the printing-press, or successive editions). ? Obs,

1665 Phil, Trans. I. 104 Which hath already so far passed
the Press. 1792 Mitnchauscn's Trat: Pref. 4 This Work.,
has passed several editions within a short period.

1 31. To pierce, to penetrate : said of a spear or

other weapon, also of the person driving it. Obs.

1588 PARKE tr. Mendozas Hist. China 331 Their weapons
are strong bowes and arrowes . .wherwith they will pierce
and passe a shirt of mayle or plate coate. 1630 CAPT. SMITH
Trav. ff Adv. 12 At the sound of the charge, he passed the

Turke throw the sight of his Beaver, face, head, and all.

1715-20 POPE Iliad xvr. 567 From strong Patroclus' hand
the javelin fled, And pass'd the groin of valiant Thrasymed.

32. Jig. To go or come through in the way of

a course of study or treatment, experience or suffer-

ing; esp. to experience, undergo, endure, put up
with, suffer. Now usually pass through (58 b).

a 1340 HAMPOLE Psalter cxxiii. i paim f>at ere passid be

perils of bis warld. r 1400 Destr. Troy 12704 Thies passe t

the perellis of the pale ythes, Houit on the hegh sea, held

hom o ferre. 1563-7 BUCHANAN Reform. St. Andros Wks.

(1852) 12 In thre jeris thyr regentis sal pas be degreis the

hail cours of dialectic, logic, physik, and metaphysik. 1582
N. LICHEFIELD tr. Castanheda's Conq. E. Ind. i. xv. 39 b,

Hauing past many troubles and daungers upon the sea.

1588 PARKE tr. Mendoza's Hist. China 252 The Spaniardes
..remained a good while, and passed great heate. 1604
SHAKS. Otk. i. iii. 132 The Stone of my life, From yeare
to yeare : the Battaile, Sieges, Fortune, That I haue past.

1652 J. WRIGHT tr. Camus' Nat. Paradox v. 249 With-

drawing himself secretly out of that Province (where he had

passed so many perills). 1755 J. SHEBBEARE Lydia (1769)
II. 191 After having past the previous ceremonies. 1849
M. ARNOLD Consolation ii, And countless beings Pass count-

less moods.

b. To pass one's time, life, etc. : see 44.
33. To get through the process of being con-

sidered, examined, and approved, a. Said of a

measure approved by or carried in Parliament ;

hence, to be agreed to, accepted, sanctioned by
(anybody). To pass the seals, to receive royal (or

other) sanction or ratification expressed by sealing.

1429 Rolls ofParlt. IV. 343/2 In alle thynges that owith to

passe and be agreed be the seide Counseill. 1607 SHAKS.
Cor, HI. i. 29 Hath he not pass'd the Noble, and the Com-
mon ? 1667-8 PEPYS Diary 5 Feb., An Act of Comprehen-
sion is

Hkeljj
to pass this Parliament, for admitting of all

persuasions in religion to the public observation of their

particular worship. 1670 LD. Roos in izth Rep. Hist. MSS.
Comm. App. v. 14 My Bill hath passed the Lords House
and was this day read in the House of Commons, 1710
Loud. Gnz. No. 4728/3 Their Commissions are passing the

Seals accordingly. 1725 BERKELEY Let. to Prior 3 June
Wks. 1871 IV. in Yesterday the Charter passed the Privy
Seal. 1771 Junius Lett. Ixiv. 327 These bills passed the

house of lords . . such bills could never have passed the
house of commons without his knowledge. 1793 SMEATON
Edystone L. 335 Estimates . .were approved, and passed
the common seal of the Corporation.

b. Said of a person or thing that goes satis-

factorily through a test, trial, or examination : to

undergo and come out successfully; to come up to

the standard required by (the examiners or exam-

ination) ; to be allowed by.
1536 CROMWELL Let. 6 Dec. in Merriman Life <$ Lett.

(1902) II. 38 This maner of dealing .. is suche as I am right
sory to see pass you that shuld be a man of honestie. 1599
CHAPMAN Hum. Days Mirth Plays 1873 I. 63 Then have

you passed the ful list of experiment. 1653 H. MORE Antid.

Ath. ii. iii. (1712) 47 There is nothing in Nature but what
passes the Approbation of a Knowing Principle. 1712 STEELE
Spcct. No. 438 P 3 All things among Men of Sense and Con-
dition should pass the Censure, and have the Protection, of
the Eye of Reason. 1832 AUSTIN Jurispr. (1879) ^- x 'y i-

808 On the bales .. being weighed over or 'passing the
scale '. . 1858 HOGG I'eg. Kingd. 616 All [Russian Rhubarb)
that does not pass this examination is burned. 1885 blanch.
J'.xam. ii Nov. 3/1 Very few.. could pass even the most

elementary examination, a 1901 BESAN-T
Pive^ Years' Tryst

(1902) 26 You'll pass your exams with distinction; you'll get
appointments.

c. To pass muster \ see MUSTER.
III. To go beyond, surpass, exceed, (fr. A VII.)
34. To go beyond (a point or place) ; to over-

shoot (a mark) ;
to outrun, outstrip in a race ;

to rise above, surmount.

1362 LANGL. P. PI. A. n. 164 So^nesse .. seide bote luyte,
Eote prikede on his palfrey and passede hem alle. 1375
BARBOUR Bruce xx. 432 The lord dowglass . . passit wes All

the folk that wes chassand then, c 1386 CHAUCER Knt.'s T.

2231 Ffor gentil mercy oghte to passen right. c 1400
MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) iii. 8 In t>is ile es f>e mount Caucase kit

passez be clowdes. a 1425 tr. Higden Harl. Contin. (Rolls)
VII. 505 The see overflowide and passide the clyves. 1585
T. WASHINGTON tr. Nicholay's I'oy. iv. xxiv. 140 Mount
Athos is so high, that it passeth the skies. 1871 R. ELLIS
Catullus iv. 4 Nor yet a timber o'er the waves alertly flew

She might not aim to pass it.

35. To go beyond or outside of; to overstep

(bounds, limits) ;
to transgress. Jig. To go beyond

(one's province, warrant, knowledge, etc.).

1320 Cast. Lo-'C 1057 pat hose passede Godes heste, He
Kcholde be myn. 1362 LANGL. P. PI. A. i. 102 He bat passeb
bat poynt is a-postata in be ordre. r 1380 WVCLIF Sti,

Wks. III. 346 t>!s stiward passi|> his power, & failib in

governaunce of pe Chirche. 1456 SIR G. HAVE Laiv Armys
(S. T. S.) 119 And haldis it nevertheles in his rycht rente,
that Is, pas nocht his mesure. 1560 DACS tr. Sleidane's

Comm. in b, Let hym loke..that in no wyse he doe passe
the boundes of his commission. 1604 T. WRIGHT Passions

(1620) 114 Let not the cobler passe his pantofle. 1607 CHAP-
MAN Bussy dAmbois Plays 1873 II. 6 A poore staid fisher-

man, that neuer past His countries sight. 1754 GRAY Progr.
Poesy 98 He pass'd the flaming bounds of Place and Time.

1784 COWPER Task vr. 192 He marks the bounds which
Winter may not pass, And blunts hjs pointed fury.

36. To exceed or be beyond the compass or

range of (any faculty or expression) ; to be too

great for, transcend.

1382 WVCLIF Phil. iv. 7 And the pees of God, that passlth
al witt, kepe ^oure hertis and vndirstondingis in Crist Jhesu
cure Lord. 1413 Pilgr. Sowle (Caxton) v. i. (1859) 73 Hit

passed his wytte, thenne muste hit nedes passen the power
of his speche. 1589 R. ROBINSON Gold, Mirr. (1851) 6 It

passeth all my skill the halfe for to indite. 1624 R. DAVEN-
PORT City Nightcap \. i. in Hazl. Dodsley XIII. 106 Where
each word stands so well-plac'd, that it passes Inquisitive
detraction to correct. 1701 NORRIS Ideal World i. vi. 364
It passes all comprehension to conceive such a thing. 1820

W. IRVING Sketch Bk. I. 229 To express .. that grief which

passes show.

37. To surpass or excel in some quality ; to surpass
or exceed in degree, arch.

c 1230 Hali Meid. 43 Alswa passeS meiden onont te mihte
of meidenhad, widewen & iweddede. 4:1300 Beket 1031 For

pld ne passeth no;t in bounte so mocne luode iwis, As

dignite of preosthod passeth the lewed man bat is. 1380

Lay Folks Catcch. 61 (Lamb. MS.) J>is pater noster..passys
ober prayers, c 1386 CHAUCER Prol. 448 Of clooth makyng
.. She passed hem of ypres & of Gaunt. ^1450 tr. De Imi-
tatione i. i. 2 The doctrine of crist passij> be doctrine of all

seintes & holy men. a 1533 LD. BERNERS Hnon. Ixxxi. 244
None coulde passe hym in beaute. 1539 BIBLE (Great)
2 Sam. i. 26 Thy loue to me was wonderfull, passyng the

loue of wemen, 1604 E. G[RIMSTOSE] D'Acostas Hist.

Indies u, ii. 83 Ethiopia passeth A ffrike and Barbaric in heat.

1704 Collect. Voy. (Churchill) III. 25/2 The Milk ..has a

sweetness.. which passes ordinary Milk. 1850 NEALE Med.

Hymns (1867) 17 Of rival towns thou passest all.

b. To exceed in number, measurement, or

amount. Now rare.

a 1300 Cursor M. 1237 Adam had pastd nine hundret yere,
Nai selcut bof he wex vnfere. 1375 BARBOUR Bruce v. 198
Thai in hy assemblit then, Passand, y trow, a thousand
men. c 1440 Generydes 5954 Ffrom hens it passith not a myle
or twayne. 1468 SIR J. PASTON in Lett. II. 329 The utter-

most pryse had not passyd v. mark. 1592 DAVIES Iminort.
Soul\n\. xx. (1714) 54 Tho' they in Number pass the Stars

of Heav'n. 1618 CHAPMAN Hesiod 183 Let Jove steep the

grass Three days together, so he do not pass An ox's hoof in

depth. 1874 MICKLETHWAITE l\fod. Par. Churches 164 The
whole chest should not much pass four feet in height.

1 38. To get beyond (a stage or condition of life

or existence). Obs. (exc. asj%-. from 34).

^1315 SHOREHAM Poems (E. E.T. S.) 74/2111 On wenddeb,
bober abyde schel [H]wet ober passeb age By kende. 14..

Tuttdale's Vis. 1464 A blissed soule y may be calle For bou
art passed thy paynes alle. c 1450 Gesta Rom. x. 33 (Harl.
MS.) Withoute dowte, whenne we shul passy bis life,., he
shal ^elde to vs

^e fowrefold. c 1510 BARCLAY Afirr. Cd,
Manners (1570) E vj b, When he passed childe, And come
to mannes estate. 15*6 Pilgr. Perf. (W. de W. 1531) 20, I

am passed my purgatory, and I am saued. 1552 HULOET,
Passe boyes age, ex efhzbis, uel piteris cxcedere. 1611
BIBLE i Cor. vii. 36 If she passe the fioure of her age. 1685
EVELYN Diary 15 Sept., On purpose that they might whilst

young pass that fatal disease.

t b. To go beyond or exceed (a defined time).
c 1384 CHAUCER H. Fame i. 392 How he forswore hym ful

falsly, .. And falsly gan hys terme pace. 1607 MIDDLETON
Alich. Term n. iii. 342, I never pass my month, you know.

IV. 39. Topass the lips ^ -\the month of; to come
out of the mouth of, be spoken or uttered by.
1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 115 b, Kepe it in the,

that it passe not thy mouth, c 1611 CHAPMAN Iliadi. 493 love
at this sat silent; not a word In long space pass'd him. 1755
H. WALPOI.E Lett, to Mann 15 June, I will describe him to

you, if I can, but don't let it pass your lips. 1819 SHELLEY
Prom. Unb. i. 219 Mother, let not aught Of .. evil pass
again My lips.

C. Causative uses.

I. 40. To cause or enable (a person or thing) to

go, proceed, or make his way anywhere; to carry,

convey, send: usually with prep, or adv. specifying
the direction, etc. ; esp. to convey across a river,

a ferry, etc., to transport.
0:1533 LD. BERNERS Htton clvi. 597 Me thynke ye be none

of the fayrey, wherfore I am not conten te that I haue passed
you ouer. 1585 T, WASHINGTON tr. Nicholay's Voy. iv. xxiv.

140 The way whereby Xerxes passed bis army. 1600 E.
B LOU NT tr. Conestaggio 30 The most of them were barkes to

passe horse and munition. 1611 COTGR., Pile trigone, a
triangle peece of yron to be thrown at a ring, through which
he that passes it wins the game. 1698 FRYER Ace. E. India

<V P. 126, I sent to the Havaldar, to know when he would
Pass us up the Gaot. 1722 DE FOE Plague (Rtldg.) 164

Every vagrant Person may ..be., pass'd back to their la^t

legal Settlement. 1798 I. ALLEN Hist. I 'ermont 25^ A canal
. .sufficient to pass boats of 25 tons burthen into satd lake,

t b. refl.
= intr. to pass, proceed, depart, cross.

1500 Lancelot 362 So the king proponit And for to pas
hyme one the morne dispomt. 1615 CHAPMAN Odyss. xiv.

260 He pass'd him for the Pylian shore to find His long-lost
father.

f c. With double object : To send or convey
(a thing) over or across (a place). Obs. rare.

1512 W. KNIGHT in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. n. I. 199 Which
can shew yow . . with what besynes thei [the Spaniards]
haue passyd thaire Artiliarie the grele mountaynys.
41. To make (a thing) go in any specific manner

or direction
;
to move, draw, push (a thing) ; as

to pass one's hand over^ to pass ones eye over (to

glance rapidly or cursorily over), to pass a wet

sponge over (often fig. to obliterate the memory
of), to pass the sweeper over a floor, to pass a rope
or sti ing round anything.
1705 ADDISON Italy 434, I had only time to pass my Eye

over the Medals, which are in great Number. 1853 M.
ARNOLD Sohrab 94 O'er his chilly limbs his woollen coat

He passed. 1859 JEPHSON Brittany ii. 21 Washing their

hands by having water passed over them. 1867 SMYTH
Sailor's Ii 'ord-bk. t To pass, . . to take certain turns of a rope
round a yard, etc. 1868 YATES Rock Ahead n. ii, He had

passed the wet sponge over the slate containing any records

of his early life. 1896 Allbutt's Syst. Med. I. 437 If .. the

nurse cannot pass the catheter into the orifice at once.

Mod. Pass a rope round its hind legs.

fb. pass through', to pass through a sieve, etc.

1530 PALSGR. 654/2, Je sasse. .. I left hym passynge of

synnamon. 1639 J. W. tr. Guibert's Char. Physic. \\. 66

Two . . searses or sieves to passe bitter things.

42. To cause to pass or go by. To pass in re-

view : (orig.} Mil. To cause (troops) to march by
for inspection; hencey^. to cause writings or pro-

ceedings to pass before the eye or mind for exam-
ination or scrutiny.
1852 GROTE Greece \\. Ixix. IX. 24 Here .. Cyrus, halting

three days, passed the army in review. 1865 M. ARNOLD
Ess.Crit.\\. (1875)52 The works of other writers., might also

..be passed under the Academy's review. 1878 BROWNING
La Saisiaz 162 Passing lightly in review What seemed
hits and what seemed misses in a certain fence-play.

43. To cause or allow (a person or thing) to go

past or through some barrier or obstruction.

1611 SHAKS. l^int. T. ii. ii. 57 Madam, if't please the

Queene to send the babe, I know not what I shall incurre,

to passe it, Hauing no warrant. 1867 MACGREGOR Voy.
Alone (1868) 39, I had letters, .for the highest authorities to

pass the Rob Hoy as an article entered for the Paris Exhi-

bition. 1884 Graphic 30 Aug. 215/1 The men who pass

tobacco, wine, and spirits into England, -by contraband.

44. To cause or allow to pass or go by, to spend

(time, or any portion of time, one's life, a season,

etc.) : sometimes merely in reference to staying

through or to the end, as to pass the winter at a

place ;
but oftener with reference to occupation or

mode,as/0/tm onfs time in sleep, pass a pleasant

eveningt pass an anxious day. Cf. pass aivay

(60 f), passforth (62 c).

1390 GOWER Con/. I. 115 Thus passen thei that wofull

nyht. Ibid. III. 316 Thus passen thei a day or tuo. 1594

SHAKS. Rich. Ill, \. iv. 2 O, I haue past a miserable night,

So full of fearefull Dreames, of vgly sights [etc.]. 1674

BOYLE Excell. Theol. i. i. 35 A very pleasant way of passing
one's time. 1709-10 ADDISON Tatler No. 153 P 15 A Friend.,

invites me to pass the Evening at his House. 1779 J. MOORE
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View Soc. Fr. II. Ivi. 63 He generally passes the summer
in the country. 1859 GEO. ELIOT A. Beds xxlv, Those
whose lives are passed in humble everyday work. 1860

THACKERAY Round. Papers, Lazy Idle Boy (1876) i, I had
occasion to pass a week in the autumn in the little old town
of Coire. 1878 J. C. MOHISON Gibbon 2 The longest period
he ever passed at school were two years at Westminster.

f b. ? To cause to pass away, dispel. Obs. rare.

1565 COOPER Thesatirus^Acgniescere in re aliqua, . . to take

delight and pleasure in ; to passe his sorow and phantasies.

II. f45. To carry through its stages, transact;

to bring to an end, to accomplish or execute (a

matter, a business) ;
to complete (a voyage). Obs.

c 1450 Cov. Myst. 89 We beseche ^ow of 3oure pacyens,
That we pace these materes so lythly away. 1473 Rolls of
Parlt. VI. 66/1 In cas all other things were thoroughly
passed and concluded betwixt his Highnes and theym. 1596
SHAKS. Tarn, Shr. iv. iv. 57 Then at my lodging,, .there this

night Weele passe the businesse priuately and well. 1602

MARSTON Antonio's Rev. iv. i, If you but meditate of what
is past, And what you plot to passe. 1605 B. JONSON
/ 'olpone in. v, I told his son, brought, hid him here, Where
he might hear his father pass the deed. vjj&Ansons I7oy. \\\.

x. 403 The contract being past, it was some satisfaction . .

to be certain that his preparations were now going on.

b. To cause or allow (anything proposed) to

proceed, esp. after examination or scrutiny ;
to

carry or get carried (a measure in Parliament, a

resolution in a meeting) ; to agree to, declare

correct, confirm, sanction, endorse.

1549-62 STERNHOLD& HOPKINS Ps. cxix. in. 24 They serve
in stead of conncellours my matters for to passe. 1624
CAPT. SMITH Virginia 185 The greatest matter passed, was
a Proclamation against the spoile of Cahowes. 1666-7
MAKVELL Corr. Wks, 1872-5 II. 206 His Majesty came
yesterday to the Lords' House, and there past five publick
Bills. 1669 in lo/A Ref. Hist, MSS. Cotnm. App. v. 104
Severall rectoryes and impropriations . . have been passed
into patent in the name of his Grace. 1705 S. SKWALL Diary
12 Nov., Brooklin is pass'd to be a Township by the Council.

1707 WATTS Hytn t

*

Life is the time
'

vi, There are no acts
of pardon pass'd In the cold grave to which we haste. 1799
JEFFERSON Writ. (1859) IV. 263 Their majority will pass the
bill. 1836 Penny Cycl. V. 296/2 Boyle., clearly proved that
he passed his accounts in an irregular and dishonest manner.
1863 H. Cox Instit. in. vi. 663 He was required to pass under
the Great Seal the requisite authority to Commissioners.
1868 FRKKMAN Norm. Cong. II. x. 483 They began, .to pass
decrees in utter defiance of t lie royal authority. 1878 MONTAGU
BROWNE Pract. Taxidermy ii. 21, I have submitted the

foregoing to a practical birdcatcher,. .and he has 'passed'
It as correct. 1885 Law Rep. 29 Ch. Div. 796 A scheme of

arrangement passed by the shareholders. 1892 A. S. WILKIXS
in Bookman Oct. 26/2 He had already passed for the press
all the sheets of the present volume.

c. To allow or enable (a person) to pass an
examination ; to get (him) through.
1833 MARRYAT /'. Simple xxxviii, Come Mr. Simple, stand

up again... Don't be afraid, we wish to pass you. 1844
DICKENS Mart. Chnz. xxvii, I'll

pass you .. I can con-

scientiously report you a healthy subject. 1889 Nature 18

Apr. 577 His first duty.. is to pass his men; and as our
systems of examination are at present ordered, the passing
is more a question of the facts than of the principles.

fd. To allow (something) to pass or go un-
checked or without notice; to overlook, excuse,

pass over. Obs.
i6n CHAPMAN Iliad in. 114 An old man will consent to

pass things past, and what succeeds He looks into. 1768
Woman of Honor II. 212 Pass me this digression. 1802
H. MARTIN Helen of Glenross I. 247, I tell you, I will not,
cannot pass that boy's bravado.

III. 46. To cause to go from one to another
;

to hand over, hand round, hand, transfer.

1596 SHAKS. Tarn, Shr, iv. iv. 45 If.. like a Father you
will deale with him, And passe my daughter a sufficient

dower, The match is made, and all is done, a 1716 SOUTH
Semi. (1727) IV. 75 When God makes a Man wealthy and
potent, he passes a double Obligation upon him. 1824*8
T. HOOK Sayings fy Doings 222 (Stralm.) Shall I pass you a
spoon ? 1833 MARRVAT P. Simple xxvii, Desire the sentry
to pass the word for the butcher; I want to speak with him.
Il'id. xxxv, Pass the word to reduce the cartridges. 1849
THACKERAY Pendennis'ii, The intelligence was 'passed round'
. .in an instant, a 1901 BKSANT Five Years' Tryst, etc. (1902)
117 They passed buckets of water from hand to hand.

b. Football^ etc. To transfer (the ball) to another

player on the same side. Also absol. (sense 27 a).
Cf. PASS j/>.2 12.

ci86$ F. WOOD Beetorfs Football {Assoc.} Rules 36 No
player shall carry the ball, hold it, throw it, pass it to
another with his hands, or lift it from the ground with his
hands. 1888 IRVINE, etc. Football, Laws Rugby o It is

lawful for any player who has the ball to throw it back
towards his own, goal, or to pass it back to any player of his
own side who is at the time behind him. Ibid. 71 Never
pass blindly, and be very chary of passing at all near your
own goal. Never throw forward, for it is illegal, 1889 Pall
Mall G. 4 Oct. 3/1 Seven years ago hockey was an utterly
unscientific game. . .The Moulsey Club was the first to adopt
a passing game. 1900 FEGAN.etc. Football etc., Hockey 135
The ball may often be passed as usefully from forwards to
halves, or from halves to backs, as in the contrary direction.

c. To put into circulation, give currency to

(coin, or the like) : esp. used of putting base coin
into circulation. Alsoyf^

1

.

1589 PUTTENHAM Eng. Pocsie 111. xix. (Arb.) 237 One whom
his mistresse burdened with some vnkinde speeches which he
had past of her. 1634 WOOD New Kng. Prosp. (1865) To Rdr.,
There hath beene many scandalous and f;ilse reports past upon
the Countrey. 1802 MAR. EDGEWOKTH Moral 7\(i8i6) I. xix.

155 This bank-note . he was afraid to pass, till all inquiry had
blown over. 1864 Daily Tel. 28 Nov., Utterers of base coin
have a trick of passing a bad shilling between two good ones.
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47. Law. To convey, make over, in legal form
or with legal effect.

1587 Lo. BURLEIGH in Collect. (O. H. S.) I. 204 You passe
..a lease to the Ladie Stafford. 1690 LOCKE Govt. n.
xvi. 1 86 Nor does it at all alter the Case, .no more than it

excuses the Force, and passes the Right, when I. .deliver

my Purse myself to a Thief, who demands it with a Pistol
at my Breast. 1891 Law Rep. Weekly Notes 201/1 The
delivery of the key of a trunk was held to pass the trunk
and its contents.

48. To give in pledge (one's word, promise, oath) ;

fto pledge (one's faith, honour, etc.).

1469 SIR J. PASTON in Lett. II. 369 5e wryteth in your
letter that ye durst not passe your credens. 1528 WRIOTHES-
LEV in Pocock Rec. Kef. I. xli. 79 To pass his promise on
such sort . . might make much broylery. 1588 SHAKS. /, . L. L.
I. i. 49 Your oath is past, to passe away from these. 1601

Tivel. N, i. v. 86 Sir Toby will be sworn that I am no
Fox, but he wil not passe his word for two pence that you
are no Foole. 1734 DE FOE Mem. Cavalier 1.114 He [King
of Sweden] had passed his Honour to the Norembergers,
that he would not leave them. 1837 KEBLE Chr. V. 2 Sun.
Lent viii, That Name, by which Thy faithful oath is past.

1855 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. xiii. III. 329 Half the sum was
raised, ..and Dundee is said to have passed his word for the
remainder. 1896 EDITH THOMPSON in Monthly Packet
Christm. No. 07 He had passed his word of honour . . that
he would report himself at the fort of Haraf.

tb. To give or tender (a vote). Obs.

1642 G. MOUNTAGU in Bucclcuch MSS. (Hist. MSS. Comm.)
I. 298 These are the votes. ., which passed shall be published
in a Declaration to the kingdom. 1685 in Picton L'pool
Munic. Rec. (1883) I. 266 Everie person .. shall .. passe his

vote when required, .. the town clerke shall . . proceed from
person to person till the whole Councell have passed their
votes.

IV. f49. To send forth or out, to emit. Topass
the ghost-, to give up the ghost, to die. Obs. rare.

(-1400 Destr. Troy 8216 Tha he gird to the ground & the

gost past. 1602 MARSTON Antonio's Rev. n. lii, Here is a
vent to passe my sighes. 1621 QUARLES A rgalus <$ /'. (1678)
46 She past a sigh, and said, O ask not who.
50. To discharge from the body by excretion.

1698 SIR R. SIBBALD in Phil. Trans. XX. 266 He hath
past none by the Yard since he past these the other way.
1799 Meet. Jrnl. II. 264 She passes her stools naturally.
1822-34 Good's Study fried, (ed. 4} I. 192 He., was incapable
of passing a motion by any means. 1899 CAGNEV tr. Jaksck's
Clin. Diagnosis vii. (ed. 4} 292 Hairs have been known to be
passed with this fluid.

t51. To discharge (a volley). Obs.
1681 Land. Gaz. No. 1628/1 One of them, .shooting a-head

and passing his Broad-side,.. fell a stern, by her Lee side.

52. To give utterance or expression to ; to utter,

pronounce (speech, criticism, censure) ; rarely, to

put (a question). Sometimes, to exchange (words).
1615 CHAPMAN Odyss. i. 274 On him again the grey-eyed

Maid did pass This kind reply. 1617 MORYSON Itin. n. 38
Tyrone.. saluted his Lordship standing on the other banke,
and there they passed many speeches. 1654 tr. Scitdery^s
Curia Pol. 35 To passe a censure, or to whisper seditiously
against the Act ions of Princes. 1694 ATIERBUKV Sernt. (1726)
I. 186 A Way of exposing Things sacred and serious, by
passing a bold

_Jest upon them, a 1698 SOCTH Serm. 1 1 1. 1.

30 By all this (it seems) our Saviour was only teaching those
about Him, how to pass Complements upon Almighty God.
1828 SCOTT F. M. Perth xi, No man shall brook life after he
has passed an affront on Douglas. 1875 JOWETT Plato {ed. 2)
V. 6 They are dissatisfied with the free criticisms which the
Athenian passes upon the laws of Minos.

b. To utter or pronounce judicially. (Cf. 21,22.)
1590 SHAKS. Com. Err. i. i. 148 Thou art adiudged to the

death, And passed sentence may not be recal'd. 1600
A. Y. L. I. iii. 86 Firm and irreuocable is my doombe,\Vhich
I haue past vpon her. 1700 DKYDEN Palawan <$ Arcite i.

266 If our doom be past in bonds to lie. 1820 W. IRVING
Sketch Bk. II. 265 When sentence of death was passed upon
him. 1894 HALL CAINE Manxman vi. viii, The Deemster
in the half-lit court was passing sentence.

c. In various phrases, as to pass the time of day
(dial, or colloq,\ to exchange salutations or gossip
in passing ; so, to pass (a} good morning, the good
day, the compliments of the day.
1836 A. A. PARKER Trip to West 165 Two Indians, .halted

within a few rods of us, stared a moment, and then civilly

passed the time of day. 1875 Sussex Gloss, s. v. Time of
Day,

'

I doiint know any more of him than just to pass the
time o' day'. 1882 B. HARTE Flip iii, 'Dropping in to pass
the time ofday

'

with her father. 1890 L. C. WQvix. Notches
180 She had simply passed him a pleasant 'Good morning '.

1894 Outing (U. S.) XXIV. ID/I Nothing has happened
to prevent my passing the compliments of the day with
Mrs. Crombie.

V. f53. Fencing. To make or execute (a thrust).
1598 SHAKS. Merry W. n. iii. 26 To see thee fight, to see

thee foigne, to .. see thee passe thy puncto, thy stock, thy
reuerse, thy distance, thy montant.

54. To perform the pass on a pack of cards : see
PASS j/>.2 10.

1884 St. James's Gaz. 5 Dec. 5/2 [To] prevent him from
watching the operator too closely when engaged in

'

ready-
ing

*

and '

passing
'

the cards. Ibid,
, Striking feats of dexterous

'readying
1 and 'passing

1

which his companion performed.
D. With prepositions and adverbs.
I. With prepositions.

prep, appe .

be more closely united with the verb, so as to form with it

a verbal phrase, often expressible by a single verb with its

object. Thus pass across = cross, traverse, f>ass down =
descend, pass into = enter, ass up -ascend, etc. Of these,
the following are the more important :

Pass at . See 23 c.

55. Pass beyond . a. See simple senses

and BEYOND prep.
b. To pass the limits of, exceed, transcend.

1819 KEATS Lamia n. 32 His spirit pass'd beyond its golden
bourn Into the noisy world. 1875 JO\VETT Plato (ed. 2) IV.

257 No effort of reflection will enable us to pass beyond the
limits of our own faculties.

56. Pass by .

t a. To go through or by way of. Obs.

13.. K.Alis. 1320 Anon they..Passith by Tire, and by
Cidoyne,.. Alle til they come to Babiloyne. 1390 GOWER
Conf. III. 63 Wher as sche passeth be the strete. (71548
HALL Chron., IJen. VIII 61 [They] assauted the Alyens as

they passed by the stretes. 1573-80 BARET Alv. P 162 As
we came to this Citie, we passed by Lions, where wesoiourned
two dales.

b. To go past ;
to pass ;

= 28.

13.. A". Alts. 6658 Heo passeden by a queries lend, That
hette Candace,Y undurstond. 1386 CHAUCKR IHerih. T. 340
'1 hanne sholde he se ful many a figure pace By his Mirour.

1481 CAXTON Reynard x\'\\\. (Arb.) 54, I supposed to haue
passed by hym pensibly toward this feste. 1550 CROWLEY
t'-pigr, 34 b, As he paste by a pasture most pleasauntG to se.

1606 SHAKS. Tr. $ Cr. in. iii. 39 Please it our General! to

passe strangely by him, As if lie were forgot. 1711 ADDISON
Sped. No. 63 r6, I heard several double Rhymes as 1 passed
by them. 1850 S. DoBELL Roman, Ckatnouni, If Thou ..

hast . .passed by The sleeping savage dreadful still in sleep.

c. To pass without stopping, or without notice
;

to take no notice of, disregard, omit : see 61 c.

Pass for . See 5, 23. Pass into . See 7.

Pass of . See 10, IDC, 23!).

Pass on . See 5 c, 21 b, c, 24.
67. Pass over .

a. To cross above or on the surface of (a sea,

river, or expanse); to cross, to traverse; = 30.
c 1275 LAV. 1341 Seyles drawe to toppe, leten lade bane

wind, passi oner liieres. 1297 R. Cli.ouc. (Rolls) 228 SuJ>J>e

he ssulde mani lond over pas>>i & wende. a 1300 Cursor J/.

10120 Do me to passe be dikes \v.r. tliches] oner, c 1325 Lai
Ic Freine 141 The niaide . . passed ouer a wild heth. c 1400

Alelayne 878 To Charls now will I torne ngayne pat passes
oner Mountayne & playne. c 1440 Promp, Pan: 376,2

Pacyn ovyr, travsgrcdier, 1600 SHAKS. A. Y. L. v. iii. 19
It was a Louer, and his lavse, .. That o're the greene corne
feild did passe. 1600 J. POKY tr. Leo's Africa Introd. 39 A
man must beware how he passe ouer deepe rincrs with them.

fig. 1887 BOWEN Virg, JKneid n. 284 O'er thy people and

city, alas! what sorrows have passed. iMod. A change
passed over his countenance,

b. To pas* the hand over.

1805 SOUTHKY Madoc in U'. xiv, He took a harp, .and pass-
ing o'er its chords Made music. 1879 SIR 10. ARNOLD Lt.
Asia HI. (18831 52 So sigh we, passing o'er the solemn >ti ings.

f-C. trans. To spend ^tiinel ;
= sense 44. Obs.

1390 GOWKR Conf. 111.64 The quecne.. passeth over thilke

nyht, Til it was on the morwe liht. 1548 UDALL, etc.

Erasm. Par. filatt, i. 20 So that the rtste of the life be

passed ouer after the rule of Christ. 1577 /'. de L* isle's

|
Lcgendarie A viij, He neucr medled with matters of esiate

but passed ouer his time in pleasure. 1662 J. DAVIES tr.

Olcarius' Voy* Atnbass. 198 Many times he pas?'d over the

Winter therein.

d. To pass a thing without dwelling upon it, or

without notice or remark, to omit : see 67 e.

58. Pass through .

a. To go from side to side of, to cross, traverse.
a 1300 Cursor M. 6265 pe see on aibcr side J>am stod, . . Til
ai war passed thorn [>at flod. 1375 HAKBOUK ttruce xvi. 319

That he wes passit throu all Irland Kra end till end. c 1385
CHAUCER L. G. IV, 746 Thisbe, And with a soun as softe as

onyshryfte They lete here wordis thour the chft pace. 1526
Pilgr. Perf. (W. de W. 1531) 12 b, Y 1

'

people of god passyng
through the same see drye fote. 1530 PALSGR. 653/2 He
shall passe thorowe fyre and water or he get it. 1613 PUR-
CHAS Pilgrimage {\f}\$ 62 Not cause their children to passe
through the fire. 1709 STKELK Tatter No. 44 F4 On Saiur-

clay last he passed through Staines. 1885 LEUDESDORF Cre-
mona's Proj. Ceom. 237 If two conies which are inscribed in

a given quadrilateral pass through a given point.

fig- l(539 T. BRUCIS tr. Camus' Mor, Relat. 318 All the
Idea's which passe thorow our mindes. 1721 WOLLASTON
Relig. Nat. \. u Abimelek gave greater credit to that infor-

mation which passed through his eye.

b. In reference to times, stages, states, con-

ditions, processes, actions, experiences, etc.

1:1320 Sir Beues (MS. A.) 1035 Erst |>ow schelt pase Jrourg
min hond And hour} Morgelay, my gode brond I 1362
LANGL. P. PI. A. viii. n [Thci] Han pardoun Jwrw Purga-
torie to passen ful sone. 1604 E. G[RIMSTONE] D'Acostas
Hist, Indies iv. iv. 211 Golde which hath often passed
through the fire, keepes his colour. 1660 F. BROOKE tr. Lt
lUanc's Trav. 128 Men having passed thorough all sorts of

Dnimallsat last became Gods. 1711 ADOISON^^I"/. No. 115^5
How many Hands must they pass through before they are
fit for Use? 1747 Cent/. Mag. XVII. 325 Having pass'd
thro' his Degrees in Arts, he became domestick Chaplain to

Dr Tho. Smith. 1865 R. W. DALE Jew. Te'f. xxi. (1877)

333 We. .are passing through times of speculative unbelief.

C. To make or force a passage through ; to

penetrate; to pierce through; to shoot through,
send a shot through.
14.. in Tu'/dale^s t-^is. (1843) 133 And thorow thi sowle

schall a scharp swyrd pace. 1412-20 LVDG. Chron. Troyiv.
xxx, For he felte thorugh his herte pace The persyng
stremys of hir eyen two. ^1470 Gol. fy Gaw. 708 Throw
platis of polist steill thair poyntis can pase. 1530 PALSGR.

654/2 He passed thorowe his hnrnesse and his bodye at one

shotte, // transf>at,sa son harnoys ft son corf's a vng traict.

Mod. The bullet passed through hi* shoulder.

fig- 1638 JUNIUS Paint. Ancients 211 No man is able to

passe through the secrets of Art, . . unlesse he first overcome
the pompeofvaineglorie.

67



PASS. 526 PASS.

d. causal. To cause (a thing) to pass or go
through ; to put, thrust, or impel through.
1530 PALSGR, 654/2, I passe thorowe, as spyce . . thorowe a

sarce, or pepyr thorowe the querne, or meale thorowe a
boulter. 1731 MEDLEY KolberisCape G. Hope II. 67 The
ground becomes frequently so hard, that twenty oxen are

not sufficient to pass a plough through it. 1853 SOYER

Pantropk. 288 Take a flour sieve,and pass the cheese through
It. 1857 BORROW Rom. Rye xxxix, The principal component
parts were burnt wine and rosemary, passed through an
alembic. 1885 Law Rep. 15 Q. B. D. 316 A catch.. which

prevented the pin, when passed through a slit, from repassing.

1898 FLORENCE MONTGOMERY Tony 20 Passing his arm
through the strap of the window. 1899 A llbutfs^ Syst.

Med.
VIII. 8^8 The preparations being much reduced in virulence

by passing the culture through rabbits. Mod. A dragoon
passed his sword through him.

Pass upon . See 50, 2 1 c.

f59. Pass with : to have done with, take

no notice of. Obs. rare.

16^1 Nicholas Papers (Camden) 27 Neither have they
gratifyed the kinge with the release of the lo. Montrosse or

with the passing with the Ea. of Traquaire.

II. With adverbs.

60. Pass away. a. See simple senses and
AWAY adv. b. intr. Of persons : To depart ;

also, to get or break away (as from restraint).
a 1425 Cursor J\f. 12975 (Trin.) Somme obere vnswerc

shaltou say Ar I passe from f?e away, c 1430 Syr Tryam.
317 The queue passyd awey & fledd On fote. 1590 SPENSER
F. Q. i. vi. 48 But, when he saw the Damsell passe away,
He left his stond, and her pursewd apace. 1879 E. ARNOLD
Lt. Asia iv. (1883) 88 But that ox-king .. Trampled the

warders down, and passed away.
C. intr. To die, expire.
1375 Lay Folks Mass Bk. (MS. B) 112 God lord graunt..

rest and pese bat lastis ay to cristen soules passed away.
1806 SOUTHEY Lett. (ed. Warter) I. 366 immediately as he
uttered the words he passed away. 1892 Law Times XCII.
144/2 Mr. Richard Williams.. passed away on the aist ult.,

at the great age of ninety years.

d. intr. Of time : To elapse, come to an end.
a 1425 Cursor ^f. 20858 (Trin.) Tyme passeb faste awey.

1711 ADDISON Sfiect. No. 93 F 2 The Moments that are to pass
away before the happy Meeting. 1847 MARRYATCAz&r. N.
Forest iv, Thus passed the winter away so rapidly, that [etc.].

e. intr. Of things : To pass out of existence,
come to an end, cease to be, be dissolved, perish.
13. . S. Paula in Horstm. Altengl. Leg. (1878) 4/1 Precious

stones pat wib J>is world and eorjw here Passen awey al in

fere. 1539 BIBLE (Great) 2 Pet. iii. 10 The heauens shall

passe awaye. 1557 N. T. (Genev.) Afatt. xxiv. 35 Heauen
and earth shall passe awaye [WvcLiF passe, TlNDALB
perisshe], but my worcles shal not passe awaye. 1814
SOUTHEY Ode War Amcr. xiii, Dominion passeth like a
cloud away. 1845 M. PATTISON Ess. (1800) I. 26 His

anger passed away. 1856 FKOUDE Hist. Eng. (1858) I.

i. 59 All the. .convictions of the old world were passing
away, never to return. 1884 blanch. Exam. 20 May 5/2
The fears of a general crisis are passing away.

f. trans. To spend (time, etc.) ;
to while away,

to pass : emphatic of 44.
1550 Lusty Juventiis in Hazl. Dodsley IT. 46 What

shall I do now to pass away the day? 1560 DAUS tr.

Sleidane's Comm. 139 Going than to Wittemberge, they
passed away the rest of the wynter there. 1594 SHAKS.
Rich. Ill, i. i. 25 Why I . . Haue no delight to passe away
the time. 1665 EARL DORSET Song Written at Sea vii, To
pass our tedious hours away, 1711 ADDISON Sped. No.
106 p i An Invitation.. to pass away a Month with him in

the Country. 1848 THACKERAY Lett. 12 Aug., One day is

passed away here very like its defunct predecessor.

tg. To transfer away; to relinquish, surrender

(rights, etc.) ; to convey away (property). Obs.

1651 HOBBES Lev!ath. n. xxi. in What Rights we passe

away, when we make a Common-wealth. 1690 LOCKE
Govt. n. viii. 116 Because our Fathers or Progenitors

passed away their natural Liberty. 111692 POLI.EXFEN Disc.

Trade (1697) 28 A Man that is to pass away Lands, or

Goods. 1781 COWPER Hope n Riches are passed away
from hand to hand.

61. Pass by.
a. intr. To go or proceed past; to move on

without stopping ;
to flow past.

ciqy*Syr Tryam. 278 There the quene schulde passe by.

1568 GRAFTON Chron, II. 301 The Englishmen passed by
without anye approchyng.

1611 BIBLE Lam. i. 12 Is it

nothing to you, all ye that passe by? 1712 STEELE Sped.
No. 398 f i He saw Robin the Porter.. passing by. 1799
SOUTHEY Ruined Cottage Wks. 1838 III. 32 The country-
men, .leaning o'er the bridge, ..would all look up When she

pass'd by. 1850 TENNYSON In Mem. xix, There twice a day
the Severn fills; The salt sea-water passes by.

b. Jig. and in reference to time.

1386 CHAUCER Man of Law's T. 1026 But I lete all his

storie passen by, Of distance is my tale specially, a 1821
KEATS Satin., Human Seasons

t
To let fair things Pass by

unheeded, as a threshold brook. \%&$Manck. Weekly Times
20 June 5/5 A generation would pass by before the adver-
saries., would find their way back to power.

C. trans. To go past (a thing or person) with-

out stopping, or without taking notice
;
to fail to

notice, to overlook
; to omit

;
to take no notice of,

dismiss from consideration, disregard, ignore;
=

pass over, 67 e, f.

When the object is a sb., it usually comes after by, so that

the construction can be analysed as that of an intrans. vb.

with a preposition and its object, as in to pass by his eldest

son ; cf. to pass him by.

[21300 Cursor M. 15634 Quer i sal Jns calice drinc, or i

sal pass bar-bi?] 1560 BIBLE (Genev.) Prov. xix. n His

glone is to passe by an offence. 1611 LD. T. HOWARD
m Harington's Nuga> Ant. (ed. Park 1804) I. 393 He was

overcharged with confusion, and passed by admiring tbe

dressing of the horse. 1621 T. WILLIAMSON tr. GoularCs
ll'ise Vieillardn Better to wink at, and passe by an in-

iurie. 1658-9 in Burton's Diary (1828) IV. 3, I would
hear him first, and then pass it by... He must come as a

delinquent on his knees. 1677 HORNECK Gt. Law Consid.

v. (1704) 297 These observables are passed by as things out

of his element. 1869 J. MARTINEAU Ess. II. 76 Instances.,
which legislation passes by in silence. 1869 FREEMAN Norm.
Cong. III. xiii. 278 That Eadward might rightly pass by an

incompetent minor. 1871 R. H. HUTTOS Ess. (1877) I. 71,
I pass them by with the remark,

62. Pass forth.

a. intr. To go out or away (arch.}, f To fass

forth of use, to go out of use, become obsolete (pbs.).

1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 2910 He sey be contreys as he

passede vorb & destrued & bar in eche half, c 1394 P.
PI. Crede 96 Leue nou?t on JK> losels but let hem forb

pasen. 1530 PALSGR. 654/1, I passe forthe, I go forthe, as

an armye whan it is removynge, or a company byfore a great
estate. 1565 Reg. Privy Council Scot, I. 332 Understanding
the privilegis of the Scottis merchantis. .to decay and pas
furth of use in the partis of Flanderis. 1396 SPENSER F. Q.
vi. iii. 16 He passed forth with her in faire array.

j*
b. To go forward, advance, go on, continue.

c 1386 CHAUCER Miller s T. 184 This passeth forth . . (fro day
to day . .this. .Absolon So woweth hire, f 1450 St. Cuthbcrt

(Suttees) 7505 He was wele paste forthe in age. 1568 GRAF-
TON Chron. II. 391 The yongest..say their opinions first,

and so passe foorth in order vntill it come to the highest,

fc. trans. To spend or pass (time). Obs.

1509 HAWES Past. Pleas, xvi. (Percy Soc.) 73 She wyll
\vyth love her grene flouryng age Passe forth in joye,

pleasure, & courage. 1552 HULOET, Passe forth the day or

tyme, agitare diem, exigere tempus. 1573-80 BARET Alv.
P 158, 1 will passe forth this day by little and little \paulatint
Jiunc Prodiicam diem} with sipping and drinking.

63. Pass in. trans. To hand in (e.g. a cheque
to a bank). 7^0 pass in ones cheques, to die (slang}.

1872
' MARK TWAIN *

Roughing It 332 (Farmer) One of the

boys has passed in his checks, and we want to give him a

good send-off. 1894 H. NISBET Bush Girfs Rom. 108 The
best thing I can do for you is to give you a cheque of my
own made payable to yourself at sight, with an introduction

to the bank as well, and I will pass in the form myself next

time I am down there. 1900 II'. Lond. Ol'scrv. 4 May 3/7,
1 see that young M. has passed in his checks.

64. Pass off.

a. intr. To go off or disappear gradually : said

of sensations, physical conditions, moisture, etc.

1845 BUDD Dis. Liver 266 In the presence of some medi-
cines that pass off in the bile. 1861 HEADLAND Med.
Handbk. 160 Remittent fever instead of intermitting at

distinct periods, passes off after a variable time, and then

recurs. Mod. After a little the feeling of faint ness passed
off. The hydrogen unites with the oxygen to form_water,
which passes off in steam. The smell of the paint will pass
off in a few days.

b. intr. Of a proceeding : To be carried through
and completed (with more or less success).
1886 Times 23 Nov. 9 In every sense the festival passed

off as its promoters must have desired. 1891 Leeds Merc.
2 May 6/3 The Labour Demonstrations throughout Europe
yesterday passed off on the whole more peaceably than was

anticipated. Mod. How did the wedding pass off? Every-
thing passed off very well.

c. trans. To put into circulation, or dispose of

(esp. deceptively); to palm off; to impose.
1799 HAN. MORE Fern. Ednc. (ed. 4) I. 297 They might be

tempted to pass off for their own what they pick up from

others. 1857 BORROW Rom. Rye xvii, And other customers
came in, who. .also passed off their jokes upon me. Ibid.

xli, [He] sometimes shortened money, and at other times

passed off what had been shortened by other gentry. 1865
M. ARNOLD Ess. Crit. ii. 65 Trying to pass off their wares
as excellent. 1884 Law Times Rep. LI. 222/2 The applicants
. .pass off their goods for those of the Baron de Geer.

d. To cause (a person) to be accepted in some
false character ; esp. refl. (with for or as}, to give
oneself out as what one is not, to pretend to be.

1809 MALKIN Gil Bias v. i. F 12 He passed himself off for

my servant. Ibid. P 18 The insolence of this scoundrel who
fancies to pass me off for a highwayman. 1871 SMILES

Charac. vi. (1876) 181 He does not seek to pass himself off

as richer than he is. 1885 H. CONWAY Family AJfair 1,

A child still young enough to be passed off as a child in arms.

e. To ward off or adroitly put aside (a remark,

etc.) without seriously meeting it; to parry.

1890 A. GISSING Village Hampden III. xi. 238 The young
man passed off lightly all such reference.

65. Pass on.

a. intr. See simple senses and ON adv. ; esp.

to proceed on one's way, in one's course, in one's

discourse or writing ; to continue one's course ; to

proceed or advance, as a transaction or progressive
state ;

to pass, as time.
a 1300 Cursor M. 17288 + 395 J>e day is passed on, no

farrer may bou wyn. 1470-85 MALORY Arthur xvni. xx,

Soo this paste on alle that wynter with alle manere of

huntynge and haukyng. 1573-80 BARET Alv. P 163 The
more time that passed on, the more [etc.]. 1611 BIBLE Gen,

xviii. 5, I will fetch a morsell of bread ; and comfort ye your
hearts, after that ye shall passe on. 1626 C POTTER tr.

Sarpfs Hist. Quarrels 46 The Pope spake all this with so

great heat, that the Ambassador did not iudge fit at that

time to passe on further. 1634 MILTON Comits 430 Yea

there, where very desolation dwels. .She may pass on with

unblench't majesty. 1842 TENNYSON ' Come not when I am
dead.' ii, Pass on, weak heart, and leave me where I lie. 1899

Allbutt's Syst. Med. VII. 651 The optic neuritis is passing
on to post-neuritic atrophy. Mod. Pass on, please, and do

not obstruct the way. The preacher passes on to his second

head. But we have said enough on this point j we pass on.

b. trans. To send or hand (anything) to the

next member of a series.

1791
' G. GAMBADO' Ann. Horsem. xvii. (1809' 139 No

Vagrants pas ton. 1877 SPOBGEQN .Sirm. XXIII, 357 Getting
rid of a case by saving your own pocket and passing the ap*
plicant on to another. Mod. Please read this and pass it on*

66. Pass out.

a. intr. See simple senses and OUT adv.\ chiefly,

to go out through a passage. Topassoittof, to

issue from, leave ; to pass out of sight, to go
beyond the reach of sight.

13. . K. Alis. 6246 Ther no schal schip out passe. ^1375
Cursor.M. 12127 (Fairf.) How lange bi life sal Jaste or-J?ou

passe out of bis werde. a 14*5 Ibid. 17350 (Trin.) pei sent

aspics also aboute pat he shulde not passen oute. 1574 tr.

Marlorafs Afocalips 3 That he should passe out of Asia
into Macedonia, a 1711 KEN Art. Visit. Wks. (1838) 492
When any one is passing out of this life. i833KEBLE5Vr;.
(1848) I. 147 He may. .pass out of this world, before he see

any abatement in the triumph of disorder and irreligioii

1842 TKSNVSON Locksley Hall 34 Love . . Smote the chord -

of Self, that, trembling, pass'd in music out of sight.

fb. trans. To spend the whole of (a lime).
1603 KNOLLES Hist. Turks (1621) 55 The popre Sultan

utterly discouraged, returned againe to Constantinople, and
there, .passed out the rest of his dayes. J

67. Pass over.

a. intr. To go across; to cross to the other

or opposite side. In Chemistry^ said of the vola-

tilized substances which pass from the retort- in

distillation, and are condensed in the receiver.

a 1330 Otuel 707 Ouer be brugge bei wenten ifeere, , . & bo
bei ouer passed were, Such auntres bei funden Jjere. 1611

BIBLE Dent. iii. 18 Ye shall passe ouer armed before your
brethren the children of Israel. 1641 FRENCH Distill, vi.

(1651) 196 Adde the tartariznted quintessence, yet so that . .

that passe over with it. 1849 MACAULAV Hist. Eng..'\. \.

601 The hope that some of those regiments which he'Jiad

formerly commanded would pass over to his standard.

1863-72 WATTS Diet. Chcm. I. 10 That which passes over

towards the middle must be redistilled to free it from copper
mechanically carried over. 1864-72 Ibid. II. 337 Some
organic compounds boil at so low a temperature that,-when
heated in a retort, they pass over unchanged. 1875 BENNETT
& DYER tr. Sachs' Bot. 802 The contents of one of the

conjugating cells pass over into the other which remains

stationary. 1879 HARLAN Eyesight \\. 25 After lining the

inner surface of the lids, it [mucous membrane] passes over

to the ball, forming a loose fold.

fb. intr. Of a period of time: To go by,

elapse, be spent, come to an end. Obs.

^1470 HENRY Wallace i. 271 This passit our
?
quhill dluers

dayis war gane. 1659 H. PLUMPTRE Let. in ist/t Rep.
Hist. MSS. Comm. App. v. 6 Wishing tbat all your yeares

yet to come may passe over with mirth and jollityes.

t c. intr. With compl., as to pass over un-

punished, to go unpunished. Obs.

1566 Keg. Privy Council Scot. I. 470 Wordis of dishonour

..quhillc aucht nocht to pas owir untryit and unpuneist.

d. trans. To hand over to another ;
to transfer.

1560 DAUS tr. Sleidane's Comm. 306 b, [They] leauing
behinde them no children, passed ouer the gouernment to

their yongest brother. 1577 HARRISON England n. xxiii.

(1877) i. 355 But then I should exceed the limits of a

description. Wherefore I passe it ouer to others [etc.]. 1631
WEEVER A nc. Fun. Mon. 687 This house . . satisfied the said

Sir Richard ; who thereupon past it ouer to Q. Mary, a 1686

T. WATSON Body Divin. (1692) 460 The Covenant of Grace

,. by vertue of which God passeth hin^elf over to us to be

our God. 1862 DANA Man. Geol. 583 Geology here passes

over the continuation of the history of man to Archaeology.

e. To pass (a thing) without touching it, or

without remark or notice, esp. in narration; to

omit, to skip, to disregard; to ignore the claims

of (a person) to promotion, etc., to pass by in

selection for a special post or duty.
As in/ajsAy 6ic, when the object is a sb., it usually comes

after over, so that the construction can then be analysed as

that of an intrans. vb. followed by a preposition with its

object ; as in the literal hepassed over the bridge. Cf. also

the vb. OVERPASS, of which fass over was formerly the

decomposed form used in certain verbal constructions.

risBo WYCLIF Semi. Sel. Wks. II. 226 Paul passib over

}>es two vertues, and praieb after charite. 1386 CHAUCER
Pard. Prol. 17 This is a pilous tale for to heere But uathe-

lees passe ouer is no fors. 1526 SKELTON Magnyf.^646,
I wyll passe ouer the cyrcumsiaunce, And shortly shewe

you the hole substaimce. 1530 PALSGR. 654.2, I lave many
mo thynges to saye..but, for faulte of tyme, I passe them

over. 1573 G. HARVEY Lctter-bk. (Camden) 8, I pas mam
sutch misusagis over. 1621 ELSING Debates Ho. Lords

(Camden) 54 '1 he matter of Yelverton is of such ymportaunce
as yt cannot be paste over. 1711 ADDISON ^pect. No. i PS
As for the rest of my Infancy . .1 shall pass it over in Silence.

son' 1890 T. W. REID M<mckton-iMilnes (1891) I. viii. 360

He had again been disappointed of his. .expectation of office,

Peel having once more passed him over.

f. To let go unpunished, to ovei look (an otlence).

1388 WYCLIF Prov. xix. ii His glone is to passe ouere

wickid thingis. x6n BIBLE ibid., It is his glory^
to passe

ouer a transgression. 1814 WELLINGTON 16 May in Gurw.

Desp. (1838) XII. 21 If conduct such as that . . be passed

over it will be impossible to maintain the necessary discipline

of the army. 1877 SPURGEON Serm. XXIII. 662 The sin..

was not to be winked at and passed over as a mere trifle.

t g. To surpass = OVERPASS v. 7.

1390 GOWFR Conf. II. 264 A goddesse..what hir liste..

Scne dede. That passeth over manneskinde.

68. Pass through : emphatic of sense 14.

1400 YwainefyGau: 15 Thurgh I past, with mekyl payn.



PASS-. 527 PASSAGE.

a 1693 SOUTH Scrm. II. v. 176 His Heart Hes open, .for all

the Sin and Villainy in tlie World freely to pass through.
1801 BLOOM FIELD Rural T., Fakcnham Ghost xi, So long
it [the gate] swung That Ghost and all pass'd through. 1832
TENNYSON Dream Fair Women 83 Pass freely thro': the

wood is all thine own.

Pass-, the vb.-stem or imper. of PASS z/.,

used in a few combinations, mostly nonce-words :

t pa'ss-dic.e = PASSAGE 15 [cf. It. passa-dieci \

seequot. 1598 s. v.]; fpa'ss-man a., surpassing

man, -superhuman; pa'ss-out a., of a ticket : that

enables the holder to pass out and return to a place
of entertainment ; *} pa'ss-praise a., transcending

praise, beyond praise.
1805 T. HOLCROFT Bryan Perdue 1 1 . 56 To . . idle away . .

part of the four and twenty hours at hazard, pass-dice,

picquet [etc.], 1606 SYLVESTER Du Bartas n. iv. 11.

Magnif. 1254 The passe-man Wisedome of th 1 Isaadan

-Prince, A light so bright, set in such eminence. 1894 A.

Cm;VALUER Record by Himself 191 An attendant proffering
"

her a pass-out check respectfully asked if she intended to

return. 1896 \Vestm. Gas. 24 Nov. 1/3 The agitation for

pass-out checks at the variety theatres. a 1586 SIDNEY-

Astr. fy Stella Ixxvii, That skin, whose passe-praise hue
scomes this poor tearm of white.

- l Passable (pa-sab'l),* a. Also 5-6 -yble, 7

passeable. [a. F. passable (i3th c. in llatz.-

Darm.), f. passer to PASS : see -ABLE. Cf. It.

pas'sabile. In OF. the word had most of the senses

retained in Eng. ; mod.F. retains only sense 4.]

1. That may be passed, crossed, or traversed.

1413 Pilgr. Sowle (Caxton) i. iii. (1859) 4 Ryght _as
the

fletyng ayer geuyth place to the flyght of byrdes.. right so

was al this erihe passyble to spirites. 1527 KNIGHT in

Pocock Rec. Ref. I. xxviii. 57 The rivers not being always
passable. 1576 Act 18 Eliz, c, 10 7 For the better keeping
of the Highways passable for her Majesty's People. 1593 R.
HARVEY Philad. 4 Since Brutes lime the Alpes haue been

passable enough. 1614 RALEIGH Hist. World in. (1634) 106

To leave at their backs a wood scarce passeable. 1685
Lond. Gaz. No. 2080/3 The Streets were hardly passable.

172* DE FOE Col. Jack (1840) 104 The ford was not passable.

1841 W. SPALDINC Italy fy It. Id. I. 38 The river is passable
for boats.. to the Mediterranean, a distance of nearly sixty
miles. 1880 GEIKIE Phys. Geog. iv. 302 The last time that

the Thames at London was passable on ice was in 1814.

f2. Able to pass or have passage. Obs.

1555 EDEN Decades 121 Forasmuche as they [sunbeams]
are not passyble in them selues, as doth manyfestly
appeare by the snowe lyinge contynually vnmolten vpon
certeyne hygh montaynes. 1664 H. MORE Antid. Idolatry
x. 131 So that a Soul otherwise passable of her self would
be necessarily drown'd in this one foul Deluge of Guilt.

1745 HALES in Phil. Trans. XLIII. 502 All passable Stones
which have lately fallen from the Kidneys into the Bladder,
..might readily and easily be brought out thence. 1762
DUNN ibid. LII. 464 The Sun's rays become passable
through such a length of medium.

3. Of money: That may be circulated, that has

valid currency, current
;

of a book : qualified or

fit for circulation. Also fig.

1590 GREENE Neiter Too Late Wks. (Grosart) VIII. 26

Sterling coyne passable from man to man in way of exchange.
1607 SHAKS. Cor. v. ii. 13 The vertue of your name, Is not
heere passable. 1674 HICKMAN Hist. Quinquart. (ed. 2)

106 He would have prevailed with some of them to authorize
his Book, that it might have been more passable. 1702
Eng. Theofikrast. 188 It is with Men, as it is with false

Money; One piece is more or less passable than another, as
it happens to have more or less Sense or Starling in the

Mixture. 1888 B. W. RICHARDSON Son ofStar III. xi. 186
The com may cease to be of value as a passable thing, as

money, but as a relic it must always live.

4. That can pass muster ; tolerable, fairly good,
fair ; moderate, sufficient, presentable.
1489 CAXTON Faytes ofA. i. xii. 33 Take gode hede that

noon be reteyned but he be passable so that noo fawte be
in his persone. 1597 MORLEY Introd. Mus. 122 At that
time I thought it excelling, but nowe I feare it will bee
found scant passable. 1637 LAUD $P- tn Star-Chamb.
14 June 6 Our maine Crime is . .that we are Bishops ; were
we not so, some of us might be as passable as other men.

1748 RICHARDSON C/arissa (iBn) I. ii. 8 There were many
women deemed passable who were inferior to herself. 1838
SOUTH EY Doctor cxlv, (1862) 398 A passable knowledge of

living languages. 1893 Times 12 June 4/2 Potatoes appear
in eight departments very good, 13 good, 17 satisfactory,
18 passable, six mediocre, and three bad.

f5. Passing, transient, ephemeral. Obs. rare~ l
,

1627-77 FELTHAM Resolves i. xx. 36 Things acted, .are too
more retainable, than the passable tones of the tongue.
6. [f. PASS v. 45 b + -ABLE.] Capable of passing

or being passed by a deliberating assembly.
1831 WHATKLYHI 7)^(1866) I. 66 It is a task of double

difficulty to frame what shall be at once an improvement
and passable in Convocation [of Oxford University].
7. quasi-a</z/.

= PASSABLY.
1581 SAVILE Tacitus, Hist. i. Ixxvui. (1591) 43 Things

which the . . cares at hande made
passable good. 1675

MAKVELL Wks. (1872-5) II. 431, I have a passable good
estate. 1706 E. WARD Wooden World Diss. (1708) 41 But
for him, the Ship's Crew would be passable good Christians.

Hence Fa'ssableness, the quality of being
passable.
1727 BAILEY vol. II, /"a^a^/cMc^.-capableness of being

passed. I779 WOLFF Dansk Ord-bog, Tewtnehghed) medio-

crity, passablen ess. 1834 Blackrv. Mag. XXXV. 176 There
was a river to cross, the passableness of which was very
questionable. 1888 J. Q. BITTINGEK Hist. tfwrA/V/(N.H.)
igi The roads of Haverhill will average in passableness and
comfort with the roads of neighboring towns.

Passable, obs. erroneous form of PASSIBLE.

Passably (pa'sabli), adv.
[f. PASSABLE a. +

-LY -.] Tolerably, sufficiently well to pass ; fairly

well, moderately.
a 1610 HEALEY Theophrastus To Rdr. (1636) lijb, The

French is elegant enough, passably copious, happie in com-

position. 1741 RICHARDSON Pamela (1824) I. xhx. 379 [She]
is mighty pretty, and passably genteel. 1801 MAH. EDGE-
WORTH Gd. I'renclt Governess Wks. 1832 III. 175 Miss
Fanshaw had learned to speak French passably. 1874 MRS.
H. WOOD Mast. Greylands xxvii. 315 The night was passably
bright.

i! Fassacaglia (passaka-lya). [It., a. Sp. pasa-
calle (pasaka'lye), f. pasar to pass + calle street;

because often played in the streets.] An early kind

of dance tune (of Spanish origin) having a move-
ment slower than the CHACONNE, generally con-

structed on a ground bass and written in triple
time ; also the dance to this.

_,
_ nope it win go to tne tune or one 01

our Passa-calles, 1724 Short Explic. For. Wds. Mus. Bks.,

PassacagliO) or Passacaille, or Passaglllio, is a Kind of Air
somewhat like a Chacoone, but of a more slow or graver
Movement. 1880 GROVE Diet. Mus. II. 660/1 The feature

which, in common with the Chaconne, has elevated the

Passacaglia above the majority of dance forms, is the con-

struction of the music on a ground bass, generally consisting
of a short theme of two, four, or eight bars. 1898 G. B.

SHAW Per/. ll'agnerite 3 There are passacagHas on ground
basses, canons ad hypodiapente.

II Fassacaille (pasaka-'y). [a. F. passecaille

(Furcticre 1690), ad. Sp. pasacallc: see prcc.]
=

prec.
1711 E. PEMBERTON (title) Essay for the Further Improve-

ment of Dancing, . . to which is added Three Single Dances :

a Chacone, a Passacaille, and a Jig. 1862 E. PAUER Pro-

gramme 8 Mar., The origin of the Passacaille is Spanish.

Fassade (pasted), rare. [a. F. passade, ad.

Pr. passada- or \\.. passata, (Sp. pasada]^ f. passare
to PASS: see -ADE, -ADA, -ATA.]
1. Horsemanship. (See quots.)
1656 BLOUNT Glossogr. [from Cotgr.], Passadc, ., the

manage of a Horse, backward and forward. 1727-41 CHAM-
BERS Cycl.i Passage, in the manage, signifies a turn, or
course of a horse backwards or forwards on the same plot
of ground ; passing or repassing from one end to the other.

1892 H. HINTON Lord's^ Return 2i4The action of Sir Walter
was like the passade in the manege, a turn backward, for-

ward, without being able to extricate himself

f"
2. An alms given to a passer-by. Obs. rare.

1656 BLOUNT Glossogr, [from Cotgr.], Passade, an alms,
benevolence or entertainment given by, or to a Passenger.
1658 in PHILLIPS. 1727-41 in CHAMBERS CycL
t 3. = next, i. Obs. rare.

1706 PHILLIPS, Passade or Passado, a Pass or Thrust m
Fencing. 1727-41 in CHAMBERS Cycl.

II Fassado (pasa-cb). Obs. [Altered from F.

passade, or Sp. pasada, It. passata (both of these

also in early use) : see prec. and -ADO.]
1. Fencing. A forward thrust with the sword,

one foot being advanced at the same time.

1588 SHAKS. L. L. L. i. ii. 184 The Passado bee [Cupid]
respects not, the Duello he regards not. [1595 SAVIOLO
Practise K. ij, You may with much sodainenesse make a

passata with your lefte foote.] 1598 B. JONSON Ev. Man
in Hum. iv. v, I would teach these 19 the special tricks

[ed. 1616 rules], as your Punto, your Reverse, your Stoccato,

your Imbroccato, your Passado [cd. 1616 passada], your
Montaunto. 1636 DEKKER Wond. Kingd. \. \. Wks. 1873
IV. 222, I have my Passees Sir: and my Passadoes. 1830
JAMES Darnley xv, We'll have no crowd .. to criticise our

passados.
attrib. 1648 Merc. Acad. No. i. 6 After a Passado com-

plement with his Chancellorship.
2. = PASSAGE 136.
1606 Sir G. Goosecnppe i. iii. in Bullen O. PI. III. 19, 1 am

sure I past one Passado of Courtship upon her. 1656
HiYLiN.S"?T>. France y) In the Passados of their court-ship,

they [the French] expresse themselves with much variety of

gesture.
3. Way, going, passage, rare.

1599 NASHE Lenten Stnjffe (1871) 89 Angelo went off, and
all wind instruments blew . . in his passado to the Pope's
ordinary or dining-chamber.

Passage (parsed^), sb. [a. F. passage, pasage
(nthc. in Hatz.-Darm.) = Pr. passatge, Sp.fasags,
It. passaggio, a Romanic formation from passer,

passare to PASS ; see -AGE.]
I. The action of passing, and cognate senses.

1. The action of passing ; a going or moving
onward, across, or past ; movement from one place
or point to another, or over or through a space
or medium ; transition, transit.

Const, of(or with possessive) indicating the person or thing
that passes ; more rarely of objective genitive.

1:1290 Bcket 682 in S. Eng. Leg. I. 126 He wende eft in-to

J?e se, he passage for-to fonde. 1390 GOWER Conf. I. 233
He wolde . . The passage of the water take. 1526 Pilgr.
Perf. (W. de W. 1531) i The passage of the chyldren of
Israel from Egypte. 1558 GRAFTON (title) The Passage of
our most drad Soveraigne Lady Queen Elyzabeth through
the City of London to Westminster. 158* STANYHURST
sEneis \. (Arb.i 19 Yeeld to the wynds passadge, duck downe
theire fleete with a tempest. 1615 W. LAWSON Country
ffeustw. Card. (1626) 4 So as the Water may be staied from

passage. 1702 RO\VE Tamerl. ii. i. 546 Not far from hence
The Captives were to wait the Emperor's Passage. 1768
Ann. Keg. 67 To observe . . the passage of Venus over the

sun's disk on the 3d of June 1769. 1869 TYNDALL Notes

Lect. Light 20 In the passage from one medium to another
of a different refractive index, light is always reflected. 1885
WATSON & BUKBURY Math. Th. Electr. fy Magn. I, 236 A
cell in which no chemical actions can take place on the

passage of the current.

b. The passing of people ; hence nearly
= people

passing, passers, rare,

1590 SHAKS. Com. Err. in. i. 99 If by strong hand you offer

to brcake in Now in the stirring passage of the day. 1604
Oth.\. i. 37 What hoa> No \V;itch ? No passage?

Muriher, Murther. 1886 STEVKNSON Dr. *Jekyll 4 Even on
Sunday, when it [the street] lay comparatively empty of

passage.
c. The *

passing' or extending of a line, string,
or the like, from one point to another.

1615 CKOOKE Body ofMan 485 They are like to nerues in

their passage, colour and vse. 1831 R. KNOX Cloquet's
Anat. 247 It divides, after a .short passage, into four very
distinct bundles.

d. The migration or migratory flight of birds.

See also quot. 1^79.
1774 GOLDSM. Nat. Hist. (1776) V. 267 At the approach of

winter, it totally disappears, ami its passage can be traced
to no other country. 1879 E. D. KAIK:LII-I'IC in Encyst. Brit.

IX. 7/2 The line herons take overatract of country on their

way to and from the heronry when procuring foud in the

breeding season is called a '

passage '.

e. Of passage (
= F. de passage] : f (a) That

passes through a place or state, without continu-

ing in it
; transitory. Obs. exc. as in (b} bird of

passage, a bird that migrates from one region lo

another at a particular season and returns at another,
a migratory bird (alsoyT^.) ;

sofish ofpassage.
1673 TKMPLE Ess. Trade Ire I. Wks. 1720 I. i-.'o The poorer

Traders, or the young Beginners, or thuse of ]
>

;^.-^;uL^ 1727-
41 CHAMBERS Cyd, s. v., Birds oj Passage, . . 'I litre are also

fishes of passage, as herrings, mackerel, etc. 1732 POPE
}'./>.

L'obham 97 In Man, the judgment shoots at flying game,
A bird of passage ! gone as .soon as found. 1797 HOLCROFT

Stolhergs Trav. (ed. 2) III. Ix.xxiv. 348 The sword fish is

a fish of passage. 1879 Miss BKADDON Cloven Foot xxviii,
I am only in town as a bird of passage.

2. In various fig. senses : Transition from one

state or condition to another (spec, from this life to

the next, by death) ;
the passing or lapse of time

;

the going on, course, or progress of events, etc.,

or of a person through a course of action
;

a

passing in thought or speech from one point, idea,
or subject to another, f In passage, in passing,

by the way (obs.^,.

6-1430 Life St. Knth. (1884) 67 Wyth good passage out of

thys lyf. 1516 Life St. Bridget in Myrr. our Ladye p. Iii,

A lytel before hir blessyd passage out of this world. 1579
W. WILKINSON Confut. Familyc ofLove 52 The bookes of

H. N. do make a more easie passage, .to the vnderstandyng
thereof. 1605 BACON Adv. Learn, n. Ded. 8 These funda-

mental knowledges have been studied but in passage. 1769
SIR J. REYNOLDS Disc. ii. (1876) 317 Students . . this day re-

warded for their happy pa*.saye through the first period.

1830 LYELL Princ. Geol. I. 206 There is a passage between
this and ordinary travertin. 1839 MUKCHISON Silur. Syst, i.

xxxiv. 450 The passage of the red marl into the lias is here

well expired. 1871 I!. STEWART 11cat 85 The passage of

bodies from the solid to the liquid state.

t b. absol.
*

Departure ', death. Obs.

1390 GOWER Conf. I. 261 Bot ate laste of thi passage Thi
tleth was to the houndes like. 1507 in Wood Oxford tO.H.S.)
III. 116 By pestilence I had my passage. 1602 SHAKS. Ham.
in. iii. 86 When he is fit and season 'd for his passage. 1693
Humours Town 13 A perpetual Requiem for your Soul
before its Passage.
3. Possibility, power, or opportunity of passing ;

liberty, leave, or right to pass. \lit. and /)
1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. (1810)30 pel purueied hir passage,

Andled hir vnto France, spoused forto be. 1417 in Ellis

Orig. Lett. Ser. iv. I. 63 That ye cure Chanceller doo make
unto thaim soufficeant Writtes of passage. 1589 GREKNE

Mcnaphon (Arb.t 68 She made passage to her choller in these

termes of contempt. 1667 MILTON P. L. xi. 122 All approach
farr off to fright, And guard all passage to the Tree of Life.

1844 H. H. WILSON Brit. India II. 79 The refusal to give a

passage through Nepal to a British force intended to take

possession of Lassa.

fb. Admission or permission. Obs.

i6zz BP. HALL Contempt,, O. T. xvn. vii, He [Solomon]

gave not passage ont-ly to the Idolatry of his heathenish wives,
but furtherance.

4. A definite passing or travelling from one place
to another, by sea, or formerly sometimes by land ;

a journey; a voyage across the sea from one port
to another, a crossing.
a 1300 Cursor M. 19990 pis it was f>e first passage pat f>e

apostels in parti Mad mang be folk o paeni. 13.. E. E.

Allit. P. C. 97 pus he passes to tat port, his passage to

seche, Fyndez he a fayr schyp to ^e fare redy. i5*9
SKELTON Sp. Parrot 324 Prepayre yow, Parrot, breuely

your passage to take. Of Mercury undyr the trynall aspecte.

1582 STANYHURST ALncis HI. (Arb.) 87 Foorth we take cure

passadge, oure sayles ful winged vp hoysting. 1776 Hist.

Eur. in Ann. Reg. 8/2 Nor was the march by land more

eligible than the passage by water. 1815 Chron. ibid. 108/1

A vessel is arrived in the Thames from New South Wales
after an extraordinarily short passage of less than five months.

1836 MARRYAT Midsh. Easy xi, He had suffered all the

horrors of a passage in a slave ship. 1877 TALMAGE 50 Serm.
16 You have found a rough passage.

b. Right of transit or conveyance as a passenger,

esp. by sea ;
accommodation of a passenger.

1632 J. HAYWARD tr. Biondfs Eromena 6 Carasio. .having

agreed with the mariners for their passage, acquainted
therewith Polemiro. 1743 BULKELEY & CUMMINS t'oy. S.

Seas 199 That the Governor would give us a Pass, and
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that we would work for our Passage. 1782 JOHNSON Let. to

Mrs. Tkrale 8 June, I have this day taken a passage to

Oxford. 1864 TENNYSON En. Ard. 646 And clothes they
gave him and free passage home.

f 5. A charge or custom levied upon passengers;
a toll. Obs.

[iaoo Charter K. John in Reg. S. Osmnndi (Rolls) I. 212

Sint quieti . . de theoloneo, pontagio, passagio.] ? c 1525

Robyn Hodc in Child Ballads (1857-9) v - 425 Yet was he
never so curteyse a potter, As one peny passage to paye.
1610 W. FOLKINGHAM Art oj

r
Snn.iey\\\.\\. 70 Immunities and

Exemptions from Theolonie, Pontage, . . Passage, Tranage, . .

Cariage, &c. 1710 J. HARRIS Lex. Tcchn. II, Passage,
Passagium, was a Tribute or Toll paid by Passengers or

Travellers for the Repair or Maintenance of some Road or

Passage. 1812 SEVER Bristol Charters Engl. i My burgesses
of Bristol, .shall be quit both of toll and passage, and all

custom, throughout my whole land. 1883 PICTON L'fool
Munic. Rec. I. 6 They claim to be quit of. .passage, pontage
and lastage.

f 6. The fact of *

passing current
'

or being

generally accepted, as coins, customs, etc. ; cur-

rency, general reception. Obs.

>545 Reg- Privy Council Scot. I. 10 Double dukatis..

quhilkis commonly hes course in France for Ixxx and
xvij. and ar worth samekle to have passage in this realm.

1605 BACON Adv. Learn, i. v. 3 As if the multitude.. were
not ready to give passage rather to that which is popular
and superficial. 1644 DIGHY Nat. Bodies viii. 53, I would.,
render this treatise intelligible to euery rational! man.,
(among whom I expect it will haue a fairer passage, then

among those that are already deepely imbued with other

principles).

7. The passing into law of a legislative measure.
1587 HARRISON England n. viii. (1877) i. 178 This is the

order of the passage of our lawes. 1668 MARVELL Corr.
Wks. 1872-5 II. 249 It Is a businesse of that weight that
1 scarce believe it can have a passage this session. 1669-70
ibid. 311 [The Bill] had but a narrow passage, there being
only TOO for it against Q> 1856 C. BECK Age Petronius
Arbiter 73 Soon after, . .for the precise time of its passage Is

not known the lex Furia Canimawas enacted. 1893 Times
2 May IQ.'I The passage of any measure resembling this

would be a deadly blow at landed property in Ireland.

8. Horsemanship. See quots. (= Y. passage.}
1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl., Passage, in the manage, an action

wherein the horse raises two legs together,a hind and a fore

leg, in form of St. Andrew's cross; when, setting those two
on the ground again, he raises the other two; and thus

alternately. 1884 E. L.ANDERSON Mod. Horseman, n. xvii,

146 The Passage.. is a slow brilliant trot, in which the horse

brings each pair of diagonal legs to the ground at exactly
the same moment. . . Usually employed in traversing.
9. filed. An evacuation of the bowels, a 'motion ';

also concr.

1778 PR. OF WALES in Buccleuch MSS. (Hist. MSS. Comm.)
I. 416 He took medicine three or four times during the day
in order to procure a passage. 1809 Med. Jrnl. XXI. 480
He. .has been repeatedly from eighteen to twenty-five days
without a passage. 1873 H. C. WOOD Therap. (1879) 106
Late in the attack the passages are in most cases very light

clay-colored, or even whitish.

10. The action of causing something to pass

(in various senses : see PASS v.} ; transmission,

transference, etc. rare.
1860 TYNDALL Glac. i. ii. 20 As fine as if produced by

the passage of a rake. 1890 in Financial Neivs 31 July
1/4 The passage of the preferred dividend by the directors
of the St. Louis and San Francisco Railway is regaided
as consistent with policy. 1890 Spectator 16 Aug. 197/1
The passage of a great measure has become as difficult

to effect as the passage of a cannon-ball through earthworks.

1896 Allbutt's Syst. Ned. I. 531 The virulence of many
organisms may . . be permanently or temporarily increased . .

by passing the organisms through a series of animals (a

process which is called 'passage'). 1899 Ibid. VI. 73 The
unskilful passage of an cesophageal bougie.

II. 11. That by which a person or thing passes
or may pass; a way, road, path, route, channel;
a mountain pass ;

an entrance or exit.

Locally a name for a narrow entry or lane in a town, etc.,

serving as the approach to a row of houses, or as a thorough-
fare for foot-passengers ; e. g. Norman Passage

-

}
St. Helens

Passage (Oxford), All Saints' Passage (Cambridge).
c 1290 Beket 56 in S. Eng, Leg. I. 108 Heo cam to J>e se :

and redi fond hire passage, a 1300 A'. Horn 1323 To kepe
bis passage, Fram horn pat is of age. 1340 HAMPOLE Pr.
Consc. 139,4 J>is world es be way and passage, purgh whilk
lyes our pilgrimage, c 1350 Will. Palerne 2139 And loke bat
hirde-men wel kepe }>e komune passage, And eche brugge ber
a-boute J>at burnes ouerwende. 1480 CAXTON Chron. Eng.
ccxxiii. 222 At an hongyng bought of the more in a sireit

passage. 1540 Act 32 Hen. VllI^ c. 41 In any towne or

village being a thoroughfare or common passag within this

realme. 1553 EDEN Treat. NC-MC hid. (Arb.) 8 Into the
frosen sea., and so forth to Cathay (yf any suche passage
may be found). 1585 T. WASHINGTON tr. Nicholay's Voy.
I. xxii, 29 Doria..was tarrying for vs at the passage with
5 principal gallies. 1601 R. JOHNSON Kingd. # Commiu.
(1603) 6 Inuironed with mountaines which hath fewe and
secret passages. 1637-8 in Swayne Sarum Church-w. Ace.

(1896) 187 The open passadge in the middellof the Churche.
1725 DE FOE Voy. round World (1840) 6 He had already
sent one ship., for anew attempt upon the North-West or
North-East passages. 1801 SOUTHKY Thalata vi. xiv, Was
it the toil of human hands Had hewn a passage in the rock?
1812 Gen. Hist, in Ann. Reg. 137/2 They weighed anchor,
and made sail through the passage Taigneuse. 1828 [see
PASSENGER i]. 1856 STANLEY Sinai $ Pal. iv. (1858) 217
As the passage of Beth-horon led up to Gibeon, so the passage
of Michmasn and Ai led up to L'etheL. 1897 Allbutt's

Syst. Alcd, IV. 22 Freeing the liver and its bile passages
from their injurious presence.

b. spec. A place at which a river or strait is

or may be crossed ;
a crossing ;

a ford, ferry, or

bridge. ? Obs.

528

. BRUNNEC/iro. Jf:^(Ralls) 14012 An heremitage
Bysyde Chymoun, at a passage. 1470-85 MALOKY Arthur
vn. vi, There was a grete ryuer and but one passage. 1477
Paston Lett. III. 203 Wherefore my lord hath do brokyn
alt the passages excep Newham bryge. a 1533 LD, BERNERS
linen hi. 176 When I cam to ony passage of water he wolde
caste me in his necke. .& bere me ouer. 1611 BIBLE Judg.
xii. 6 Then they tooke him, and slewe him at the passages of
lordan, 1779 S. RUDDER Gloucestershire 492 In this parish
are two ferries over the Severn. The uppermost, or Old
Passage, is in the Tything of Aust. ..The New Passage is

at Redwick. 1853 KANE Grinnell Exg, vii. (1856) 50 Its
several 'crossings' have been divided into the South, the

Middle, and the Northern passages.

c. A way giving access to the various apart-
ments or divisions of a building, or affording
communication from one apartment to another;
a corridor or gallery ; a lobby or hall.
1611 CORYAT Crudities 202 At the West end of this glorious

Councell hall. .there is a passage into another most stately
roome. 1663 GEKBIER Counsel 23 By convenient passages
about or under them. 1707 MORTIMER flush, (1721) I. 371
In Building of Houses long, the use of some Rooms will be
lost, in that the more room must be allowed for Entries and
Passages. 1722 DE FOE Col. Jack (1840) 207, I was in the

passage, or entry of the house. 1810 CRABBE Borough xx.
66 Hark to the winds ! which through the wide saloon And
the long passage send a dismal tune. 1835 G. A. McCALL
Lett.fr. Frontiers (1868) 280 The house .. was one of those
structures called in the West 'two pens and a passage '.

f!2. ?A means of passing; a vessel or vehicle
in which a person or thing may pass ; a convey-
ance, Cf. CARRIAGE. Obs. rare.

1473 Paston Lett. III. 94, I praye yow wrycht ageyn, and
sende it by the next passage,

III. 13. Something that 'passes', goes on,
takes place, occurs, or is done ; an occurrence,
incident, event ; an act, transaction, proceeding.
Obs. or anh. (exc. as in b and c).

1568 GRAFTON Chron. II.
731 Surely it was a daungerous

passage to conuey a prince m a straun^e realme, by such
a strayte. 1601 SHAKS. Tivel. N. in. ii. 77 There is no
Christian ..can euer beleeue such impossible passages of
grossenesse. 16x2 WOODALL Snrg. Mate Wks. (1639) Bvj b,

Observing the whole passages of the diseased people, con-

sidering both when they began to bee sicke, ..what hath
beenapplyed [etc.]. 1624 L)K. BUCKHM. in Y\\\$Orig. Lett.
Ser. i. III. 180 [It] will facilitate, .those passages of favors,
grace, and goodnes which his Majesty hath promised for the
ease of the Romaine Catholickes. 1671-2 SIR C. LYTTELTON
in Hatton Corr. (Camden) 76 There has lately happened a
very strange passage upon occasion of [etc.]. 1710 STEELE
Tatler No. 198 PI Her Life has lately met with Passages
very uncommon. (11741 T. CHALKLKY Jrnl. an. 1734 Wks.
(1751) 265 A remarkable and dismal Passage he related to
me, 1820 LAMB Elia Ser. i. Old Benchers, I remember a
pleasant passage, of the cook applying to him. .for instruc-
tions how to write down edge bone of beef. 1866 KINCSLEY
Herein. xvi, The magnificent young Scot sprang to him, . .

talked over old passages.

b. Something that passes between two persons
mutually ;

a negotiation ;
an interchange of com-

munications, confidences, or amorous relations.
1612 N. FIELD Woman is Weathercock H. i. in Hazl.

Dodsley XL 33 And such strange passages and mutual
vows. 1647 SPRIGCE Anglia. Rediv. in. vi. (1854) J 6s Several

passages between the prince and his excellency, and be-
tween his excellency and Goring. 1649 MILTON Eikon. viii.

68 The King, .gives, .order to stop all passages between him
[the Governor of Hull] and the Parlament. 1845 R. W.
HAMILTON Pop, Educ. vi. (1846) 138 Would not both parties
profit in these passages of confidence? a 1901 BESANT Five
Years' Tryst, etc. (1902) 108 She was by no means ignorant
of certain passages and rumours of passages between Will

Stephen and this simple country maid.

C; (Now usually passage of (or af] arms.} An
exchange of blows between two combatants, a

fight ; alsoyf^. a verbal altercation or dispute ; an
amorous fence or encounter.

1599 B. JONSON Cynthia's Rev, v. ii, You have your
passages and unbrocatas in courtship ; as the bitter bob in
wit. 1612 Two Noble K. v. iv. 114 The conquerd triumphes,
The victor has the losse; yet in the passage The gods have
beene most equall. 1856 FROUDE Hist. Eng. (1858) I. iii.

267 Luther ..had not forgotten his early passage at arms
with the English Defender of the Faith. 1876 TREVELYAN
Ulacattlay I. iii, 136 That passage of arms against the

champions of the Utilitarian Philosophy. 1879 STEVEN-
SON Trav. Cevcnnes (1886) 12, 1 returned it to its maker,
with whom I had so contumelious a passage that the street
outside was crowded, .with gossips.. listening. 1885 Manch.
Exam. 21 Mar. 6/2 The most interesting part of the debate
was a smart passage at arms between his Grace and Lord
Bramwell.

14, An indefinite portion of a discourse or

writing, usually of small or moderate length, taken

by itself; a part of a speech or literary work

relating to some particular matter.
cx6n CHAPMAN Iliad n. Comm. (1865) 57 His interpreters

must needs come [short] of him in his strait and deep places,
when in his open and fair passages they halt and hang
back so. *686 SOUTH Serm. (16071 II. ix. 386, 1 shall give you
the whole Passage in his own Words. 1711 STEEI.K Spcct.
No. 2 F i He. .gained universal Applause by explaining a

Passage in the Game-Act. 1802 MAR. EDGEWORTH Mor.
T. (1816) I. xv. 130 To look for the passage in the original
nuthor. 1891 Speaker 2 May 533/1 The paper contains
brilliant passages, notably an admirable estimate of Gautier.

f b. A part of a discourse or writing in which
the author passes or turns aside for a time to some
other subject ;

a digression. Obs.

1625 BACON Ess. i Dispatch (Arb.) 247 Prefaces, and
Passages, . -and other Speeches of Reference to the Person,

PASSAGE.
are great wasts of Time. 1663 GERBIER Counsel 102 The
first discourse, was.. intermix! with recreative passages,

t o. The '

passing
'

or utterance of an opinion
or the like

;
a remark, observation (in speech or

writing) ; a phrase, expression. Obs.
a 1649 WINTHROP Hist. New ^.(1853) I. 247 One of the

assistants using some pathetical passages of the loss of such
a governour in a time of such danger. 1651 W. LILLY
(title) Monarchy or No Monarchy in England. Grebner
his Prophecy. ..Passages upon the Life and Death of the
late King Charles. 01657 BRADFORD Plymouth Plant.
(1856)307, I would, .deliver y truth.. as nere as I can, in
their owne words and passages. 1660 Trial Regie. 44
L'eing there, I did observe some Passages fall from the
Prisoner at the Bar ; the words were to this purpose.

d. A/MS, (a) lorig. A progression from one
note to another by intermediate notes {passing-
notes} ? hence, A short series of such notes, or of
small notes in general ;

a run or flourish
;
a figure

or phrase. Obs. exc. as applied (rarely) to orna-
mental runs or flourishes introduced for display.

() In mod. use (associated with 14) : A portion
of a composition, of indefinite but moderate length,
and forming more or less of a unity.
1674 PLAVFORD Skill Mus. i. xi. 39 Observing the same

Rule in making the passages of Division by some few

Quavers to Notes and to Cadences, not exceeding the Value
of half a Semibreve at most. 1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl. t

Passage^ or Passo, in music, a portion of an air, or tune,

consisting of several short notes, as quavers, demi-quavers,
etc. lasting one, two, or at most three measures. 1767 Ess.
in Ann. Reg. 109/2 The Italians solfa'd our most pathetic
airs, without discovering either passage or tune. 1776
BARNEY Hist. Mus. (1789) I. v. 62 In no one of the seven
treatises upon ancient music is a single air or passage of
Greek melody come down to us. 1859 TENNYSON Lancelot

<V Elaine 891-2 As a little helpless innocent bird, That has
but one plain passage of few notes, Will sing the simple
passage o'er and o'er For all an April morning. 1880

C. H. H. PARRY in Grove's Diet. Mits. II. 661.

e. In the phraseology of art crilicism: A par-
ticular part or detail in a picture.
1861 THORNBL-RY Turner I. 142 In the earliest Saxon and

Old English MSS. are to be found passages of transparent
colour. 1897 Mag. Art Nov. 39 There are passages which

represent the original with curious felicity.

f. gen. An indefinite portion of a course of

action
;
an episode. (Cf. 13.) rare.

1848 W. H. BARTLETT Egypt to Pal. xiv. (1879) 315 The
track to-day was an easy one, and indeed the whole route
from Sinai offered no passages of extreme difficulty. 1897
LD. TENNYSON Life Tennyson I. U. 40 Despite such passages
of gloom he worked on.

IV. [The passing or exceeding of ten = It.

passa-diedj F. passe-dix, i.e. pass-ten.]
1 15. An obsolete game at dice : see quot. 1680.

1436 LYDG. De Gnil. Pilgr. 11194 And afTter pleyn at the

merellys, Now at the dees, in my yong age, Bothe at hassard
& passage. 1522 World <y Child in Hazl. Dodsley I. 266
And then we will with lombards at passage play. 1598
FLORIO, Passa Jtci,a. game at dice called passage or aboue
ten. 1602 -2nd Pt. Return fr. Parnass. Pro!. 12 You that

knowe what it is to play at pnmero. or passage. 1680 COTTON
Compl. Gamester 1

19 Passage is a Game at dice to be played
at but by two, and it is performed with three Dice. The
Caster throws continually till he hath thrown Dubblets
under ten, and then he is out and loseth ; or Dubblets above

ten, and then \&pa$scth and wins. 1739-40 Act 13 Geo //,
c. IQ 9 A certain game called Passage is now daily practiced
ana carried on, to the ruin and impoverishment of many of

his Majesty's subjects. 1755 Mem. Capt. P. Drake II. xvi.

262, [1740] The Games of Rowly Powly and Passage,. all

these Games were suppressed by Parliament, and, on severe

Penalties, not to be played after the 251!) of March 1745.

V. 16. attrib. and Comb. a. Used or serving for

the passage or conveyance of passengers, esp. across

the sea or a river, as passage- barge, -bark> -canoe,

-hoy, -ship, -wagon ; of transition, transitional, as

passage-form^ -time
;

also in other senses, as

passage-bell, -gallery (n c), -work (14 d). b.

Special combs.: passage-bed (Geol.}, a stratum

showing transition from one formation to another;

passage-bird, (a)
= bird of passage (see I e) ;

() =
passage-hawk \ passage-board, a board

placed between the parts of an organ to make
them accessible for tuning or repairs ; f passage-
book = PASS-BOOK i

; f passage-gelt, -gilt [see
GELT sb?\ PASSAGE-MONEY; passage-hawk, a

falcon taken when full-grown, during its
(

passage*
or migration, for the purpose of training (opp. to

eyas}; fpassage-house, a privy; passage-penny,
a penny charged for passage or fare; passage-
room, a room serving as a passage to another, or

through which one passes to another; f passage-
thermometer (see quot.). Also PASSAGE-BOAT,
-MONEY, -WAY.

I. 231 The *passage-bell rung loudly. 1852 R. F. LL-RTON

Falconry in I'alley of Indus iv. 41 Hawks.. are of two

kinds, the '

eyess
'

(or nyess), and the '

"passage-bird '. 1878
C. STANFORD Symb. Christ v. 139 The passage bird is never

lost. High over the waves of the Atlantic it strikes a right

path to its home a thousand leagues away. 1880 C. A.

HOWARDS Organs (\%&\} 59 A *
passage-board for the use ofthe

tuner. 1816 m Merivale Ref. Cases Chancery I. 535 A
book, called a *

passage-book, is opened by the bankers, and
delivered by them to the customer. 1901 Nature 3 Jan. 234/2
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He finds that..*passage-forms prove to be the rule, while

sharply-defined and typical species are the exception, a. 1615

SIR S. D'EwES Autobiog. (1845) II. 334 My Lord . . laid it

in a *passage-gallery, in several papers. 1712 THOKESBY

Diary (1830) II. 164 Baldock-lanes, notorious for their

badness, as the neighbourhood for exaction of *passage-

gelt through the enclosures. 1727 A. HAMILTON New Ace.

. /(/. I. xxxii. 388 In the whole, it cost me about i.
Sterl. for Passage-gilt. 1745 [see GELT sb?]. 1828 SIR J. S.

SEBKICHT Qbserv. Haivkingy> The falconers are obliged to

keep the *passage-hawks somewhat low, from the fear of

losing them. i8sz R. F. BURTON Falconry in Valley of
Indus iv. 42 The birds when taken up are as wild as

passage-hawks. 1727 SWIFT Further Ace. E. Curll Wks.

1755 III. I. 161 And thence be drawn, .bit by bit, to the
*
passage-house. 1705 Land. Gaz. No. 4141/4 Employed

in the *Passage-Hoy_s between London and the Nore. 1596
SPENSER F. Q. v. ii. 6 But he him makes his *passage-

penny pay. 1665-6 PEPYS Diary 25 Feb., I and my
wife in a *passage-room to bed, and slept not very well

because of noise. 1838 Gentl. Mag. IX. 255/2 A passage-
room and staircase. 1734 BEHKELEY Let. to Prior 30 Apr.,
Wks. 1871 IV. 227 You can tell what *passage-ships
are on this side of the water. 1792 SIR B. THOMPSON
in Phil. Trans. LXXXIL 51 As this instrument is cal-

culated merely for measuring the passage of heat in the

substance whose conducting power is examined, I shall give
it the name of *passage-tJi<:rmo>ncter. 1873 M. ARNOLD
Lit. fy Dogma (1876) 352 There will be a "passage-time of

confusion first. 1774 J. ADAMS Diary 29 Aug., Here we
saw two or three *passage wagons, a vehicle with four

wheels, contrived to carry many passengers and much
baggage. 1865 Athen$um No. 1968. 89/2 The *passage-
work in Astrofiammante's two airs.

Passage (pie'*6dg), ^.l fforsenuMship, Most

freq. in vol. sb. passaging, [a. K. passagert

altered by pop. etymol. from passdger, ad. It.

passcggiare to walk, pace (cf. passeggio walk), deriv.

oi'L. passus\ see PASS, PACE.] a. intr. To move

sideways in riding, by pressure of the rein on the

horse's neck and of the rider's leg on the opposite
side : said of the horse, or of the rider, b. trans.

To cause a horse to *

passage '.

1796 Cavalry /j/n (1813) 220 These doublings of ranks
are performed by reining back, and passaging. 1832 Rcgul.
Instr. Cavalry u. 18 The. .men passaging right, or left, as

may be necessary. 1833 Ibid. i. 81 The motion of the horse's

legs in
'

Passaging' is the same as that in
'

Shoulder-in ', but
the head is turned differently. 1891 Blacfau. Mag. May
647 He [the pony] should be able even to 'passage' at a
canter, trans/. 1893 STEVENSON Catn'ona 263 The ship.,

plunging and passaging upon the anchor cable.

Pa'Ssage, z>.- [f.
PASSAGE sb. : cf. voyage.']

1. intr. To make a passage, as in a ship or boat;
to move across, pass, cross.

1824 GALT Rothelan I. i. xv. 141 Few pastimes are more

soothing to a wounded spirit than easy passagings, at that

delicious season, on the bosom of the generous river Thames.
1826 ttlackiv. Mag. XX. 21 Low stifled growling, and rapid

passaging to and fro against the bars of the dens. 1833-40
J. H. NEWMAN Ch. ofFathers (1842) 79, I earnestly desired

to find some brother, .who might passage with me over the
brief wave of this life. 1834 M A R. EDGEWORTH /fr&AXvii.

(Rtldg.) 161 Beauclerc passaged to Lady Davenant.

2. To carry on a passage of arms ; fig. to fence

with words, etc. (cf. PASSAGE sb. 13 c).

1798 COLERIDGE Nightingale^ They answer and provoke
each other's song, With skirmish and capricious passagings.
1862 CAHLYLE Fredk. Gt. xii. ix. (1872) IV. 188 There was
diplomatic passaging in these weeks. 1895 CROCKETT Men
Moss Hags 45 It was a curious sight to see them passaging
with little airs and graces, like fighting cocks matched in a pit.

t Pa'ssageable, a. Obs. [f.
PASSAGE sb. +

-ABLE,] Affording passage, passable.
1574 HOURNE Regimentfor Sea (1580) 75 To discourse the

third way, that is not known, but supposed that it may be

passageable. 1611 SPEED Hist. Gt. Brit. vr. xvi. (1623) 96
In making ways passageable from place to place.

Pa*ssage-boa:t. A boat for the conveyance
of passengers, plying regularly between two places,

upon the sea, or a river or canal.

1598 FLORIO To Rdr. bj, They were many to steere a

passage-boat e. 1662 J. DAVIF.S tr. Mandclslo's Trav. 281

Being to passe in the ordinary passage boat from England
to Dublin.., they were taken by a French Pirate. 1738
N". Jersey Archives XI. 529 He also keeps a Passage-Boat
to ply between New-York and Amboy. 1840 DICKENS
Barn. Ritdge xxxi, The party embarked in a passage-boat
bound for Gravesend.

Pa*ssage-mo:ney. Money charged for pass-

age ; fare ; f a payment for permission to pass.
1591 PERCIVALL Sp. Diet., 1'letar^ to ixiy passage money.

1686 tr. Chardins Trav. Persia 347 Those Thorow- fairs

are a sort of Places for the skinning of strangers. . .They
must alway there pay Passage-money. i&4zDiCKKNS Amer.
Notes xvi, Others tad sold their clothes to raise the passage-
money.

tPaSSager. Obs. rare-1
, [app. a. Y.passagtre

fern., passing, a female passer or passer-by.] A
name for a curled lock on the temples.
1690 EVELYN Mundvs Mulicbris 6 Nor Cruches she, nor

Confidents, Nor Passagers nor Bergers wants. Ibid. 19

(Fop Diet.) Passagcre^ a Cur I'd Lock next the Temples.

Passager(e, obs. form of PASSENGER.

Pa'ssage-way:, passageway. A way
affording passage ; a path by which a person or

thing may pass through, in, or out; a passage, esp.
in a building : - PASSAGE sb. \ \ c. (Chiefly (7.S.)

1851 HAWTHORNE Ho. Sev. Gables vii, There was a step
in the passage-way, above stairs. 1876 N. Amer. Rev.
CXX11I. 64. 1878 W. PATKR H'ks. (1901) VIII. 177 The
realities ..of the greater world without steal in upon us,
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each by its own special little passage-way. 1894 R. H.
DAVIS Eng. Cousins 227 A net-work of narrow passageways
and blind alleys. 1897 II 'estm. Gaz. i Oct. 7/1 The deceased
was lying in the passage way bleeding from the mouth.

Passaging : see PASSAGE z/.i, 'A

Passagour, -iour, -jour, obs. variants of

PASSENGEK. Passameasure, -meso, -meze,
-mezzo : see PASSEMEASUBE.

fPassance. Obs. rare- 1
,

[f. PASSANT: see

-ANCE.] Journey.
1580 SAKKR Narbonns I. 131 Thus passed they their

passance, and wore out the weerie way with these pleasant
discourses.

Passand, -e, obs. pr. pple. of PASS v.

Passant (pse'sant), a. (s&.} Also 4-5 -aunt, -e,

7 -ent. [a. F. passant, pr. pple. ofpasser to PASS.]
T"l. Surpassing, exceeding; excelling;

= PASSING

///. a. 3. Obs.

1386 CHAUCER Knt.'s T. 1249 Ffor euery wight that..

\\olde his thankes han a passant name Hath preyd bat he

myghtc been of that game. 1413 Pilgr. iSi0zu/f (Caxlon 1483)
v. v. 76 The stones sholde nought haue kept them fro

syngynge, for the passaunt ioye. c 1485 Digby Myst. v. 612

Mynde. Coryous aray I wyll euer haunt. Vnderstondyng".
And I, ffal[s]nesse, to be passaunt.

f 2. Passing, transitory, transient, fugitive. Obs.
c 1400 tr. Secreta Secret., Gov. Lordsh. 57 Coueyte noght

J>inges coruptibles & passant. 1604 WKBSTF.R Ode in Arch's

ofTriumph^ For pleasure's stream Is like a dream, Passant
and fleet, as is a shade, a, 1677 13ARROW H^ks. (1686) 1 1. Serin.

xvj. 223 Our actions (even our pa>sant words, and our secret

thoughts'*. 1715 JANE BARKER Exilius u. n. 55 All the

Glories of this World are passant.

f3. Passing, going on, journeying; proceeding.
1608 HIEKON Defence in. 56 So as it be with an honor

passant and transcurrent from and through it to the Creator.

1609 Nottingham Rec. IV. 291 Richard Parkyns to be

passant to and fro. a 1618 SVLVKSTER Job Triumphant iv.

472 When they [Lionesses]., watch For passant Hoards.
1686 GOAD Cclcst. Bodies \. ill. 10 Fiery Trajections, and
Passant Meteors, c 1710 CELIA FIENNES Diary (1888) 124
It was a fine thing and would have delighted me severall

dayes but I was passant.

4. Her. Of a beast : Walking, and looking
toward the dexter side, with three paws on the

ground and the dexter fore-paw raised.

Passant guardant : see quot. 1787. Passant regnardant,
passant with head contourne or looking backwards. Passant
repassanti walking as above in opposite directions.

c 1500 Sc. Poem Heraldry 128 in Q. Eliz. Acad. 98 A
lionne .. Third saliant ; the fourt, passand I-wis. 1590
SPKNSER F. Q. in. i. 4 His goodly shield That bore a Lion

passant in a golden field. 1594 Kvn Corneliav. 207 Passant

regardant softly they [two lions] retyre. 1610 GUILLIM

Heraldry in. xii. (1660) 156 A Leopard or Wolfe, must be

portrayed going., step by step; which. .is termed Passant.

1787 PORNY Eletit. Her, (ed. 4) Diet. Tcchn. Terms, Passant-

gardant, is when an Animal is in the same posture as

passant, but with his face turned, so that his eyes are botli

distinctly seen. 1864 UOUTKLL Her. Hist, fy Pop. xxi. 2

(ed. 3) 359 An ox of the second, passant over a ford ppr.

*t" O. Current, in general use, in vogue. Obs.
1611 COTGR., Passant.. Passing. .; also, passant, currant,

verie tollerable. 1619 HALES Gold. Rent. it. (1673) 90 This
as yet is all the Newes that is passant. 1646 SmT. BROWNE
Pseud, Ep. 118 Many opinions are passant concerning the
Basilisk. 1680 in Howell St. Trials (1816) VII. 1195 Ay,
said she, .. I believe thou hast no hand in the plot (a casual
word that was passant at that time). 1844 C. MACFARLANE
Camp of Refuge I. 67 It came to be a passant saying wiih
men who would describe anything that was super-excellent.

t 6. Cursory, done in passing. Obs.

_ 1685 J. SCOTT Chr. Life u. i. iv. (1686) I. 185 He doth not

inspect our Actions with a passant and cursory View, as

things of little or no Moment. 1693 SIR P. PKTT in tip.

Barlwvs Ron. Ep. to Rdr. A iv, On a Passant review of
what. . I wrote to the Up.

f 7. qaasi-^/v. = Ey PASSANT, in passing. Obs.
1600 W. WAI SUN- Dccacordon (1602) 162 As is euident by

sundrie bookes written, and to be written.. and may be

gathered passant in these Quodlibets. a 1617 HAYNE Led.
(1634) 112 The eye of the Body taketh a double view, the
one passent in transitu, the other fixed. 1653 H. MORE
Antid. Ath. u. xii. SchoL i (1712) 160 Johnston briefly and
as it were passant tells the same story.

||
B. so. (pasah). [French uses.]

1. One who passes ; a passer.
1890Athemenm\ 8 Jan. 89/2 A constant stream of[Huguenot]

refugees passed through the town [Dover].. .Amongst the

'passants' appears the name of '

Severtn Durfy ',

2. ' The French term denoting a piping without
a cord running through it

'

(Caulfeild & Saward
Diet. Needlework 1882).

t Pa ssantly, adv. Obs. [f. prec. + -LY 2.]

a. Exceedingly, very greatly. b. Cursorily,

passingly, in passing.
CI440 Gesta Rom. xxvi. 08 (Harl. MS.) This knyght lovid

passantly \>e grehouride, with the faucon. 1600 W. WATSON
Dccacordon (1602) 330 As before hath beene passantly
touched here and there.

t Passara'do. Naut. Obs. Also 7 pasarado,
passerado. [Cognate with next : the ending
-ADO (q. v.) for -mia in Sp. and Pg. -t*e in Fr.

Known only in Capt. J. Smith, or as cited from

him.] = next.
1626 CAPT. SMITH Acrid.

Yti.%.
Seamen 27 Bend your

passerado to the mayne sayle, git the sailes to the yeards.
1627 Seaman's Grain.ix. 42 They hale them downe. .with
a Pasarado, which is any rope wherewith wee hale downe the

sheats blockes of the maine or fore saile. 1658 in PHILLITS.

1704 in HARRIS Le.i\ Teckn. I. 1867 [see next].

PASSED.

t Passaree (psesarr), sb. Naut. Obs. Also 7

pass-a-ree, 9 pazaree. [Origin obscure. Littre

has . passeresse, fern, ofpasseur 'passer', applied
to small ropes serving to supplement the brails

;

but connexion is uncertain.] A rope or tackle

used to spread the clews and haul down the sheet-

blocks of the foresail and mainsail when sailing

large before the wind : see quot. 1867.
1669 STUKMV Mariner s Mag, i. ii. 18 Hawl aft the fore-

Sheet, bring him down to the Cat-head with a pass-a-ree.

1769 FALCONER Diet. Marine (1776), 1'assaree, a rope used
to fasten the mam-tack down to the ship's side, a little

behind the chess-tree,.. very rarely used, ..in light breezes
of wind. 1867 SMYTH Sailors Word-bk.^ Passaree, or
Passarado. a rope.. to haul out the clues of the fore-sail

to tail-blocks on the booms, so as to full-spread the foot of
that sail.

Hence f Passaree* v. trans., to spread the clews

of the foresail and mainsail with a passaree.
1884 LUCK Text-bk. Seamanship 435 (Cent.) With stun'sails

both sides, passaree the foresail, by means of a rope on each
side, secured to the clew of the foresail, and rove through a
bull's-eye on the lower boom.

Passata, variant of PASS Ano I.

||Passate-mpo. Obs. [lt./aj^?/?w/0'apastime,
a solace, a sport' (Florio 1598): see PASSLTEMPS.]
= PASTIME sb.

i63z T. RKVEU, in J. ffaywaret's tr. ttiondis Eroiircna,
No, th'arc thy Passatempos fruits, and they Tasted by a

judicious palat may Have a good relish.

Pa'SS-book. [a pp.
= book passing to and fro

between bunk (or tradesman) and customer.]
1. The account-book supplied by a bank to

a person having a current or deposit account, in

which entries are made of all sums deposited and

drawn, so that the customer may at any time see

what is his balance at the bank : = BANK-BOOK b.

Formerly app. called passage-look.
1828 GILBAHT Banking (ed. 2) 3 The person is supplied. .

with . . A cash-book, called in some h"i:si-s a Pass-book.

1847 Minutes Crt. Direct, Bank &ng. 6 May, Resolved..
That the following notice be inserted in the Pass Books.

[Similar entry of n Jan. 1827 had Hank Books.) 1855
si nn. Rc^. 366 He was credited with the dividends in

his pass-book. 1866 CKL'MP Banking\. 35 A banker's pass-
book affords a complete history of the expenditure for the

year, a 1901 BESANT Five Years' Tryst 11902) 91 Your

pass-book, .shall be made up to-day, and you shall have the

Look to-morrow morning, when you can draw your balance.

2. A book in which a merchant or tinder makes
an entry of goods sold on credit to a customer, for

the information of the latter.

1839 BoL'YH-.K Laiv Diet. U.S.

Pass-by (pcrsiboi). [f. PASS v. + 13Y adv.]

fl. The act of passing by. Obs. rare.

1530 CRANMER Defence 73 This is the Lordes Passeby, or

Passeouer, euen so sayth Chri.--t in the newe Testament.
1661 GLANVILL Van. Dogin, 66 We see the face of Truth, but

as we do one nnothers, when we walk the streets, in a care-

less Pass-by.

t 2. ? = Passer by, by-passer. Obs. rare,

1600 W. WATSON Dccacordon (1602) 135 There is alwaies

some dogge in the dorter of Gods Church waking, readie to

barke at euerie passe-by out of the way.
3. Mining* A siding in a working, where trucks,

etc. can pass one another.

1883 GRESLEY Gloss. Terms Coal Mining s. y., A plan of

a pass-by as sometimes constructed upon a self-acting
inclined plane. 1892 Daily News 3 Mar. 5/7

'

Pass-bys \ as

they are called, have to be placed at short intervals along all

passages in which there is less than about 4^ feet of clear

space between the rails and the wall.

Pass-dice : see PASS- in comb.

II Passe (pas?)> a. Also (in fern, form) pass6e.

[F. pass<*, passite> pa. pple. of passer to PASS, used

as adj., in same sense.] Past, past the prime ; esp.

of a woman : past the period of greatest beauty;

also, out of date, behind the times, superseded.
1775 MME. D'ARBLAY Early Diary (1889) II. 101 Others

say that she is passce. 1823 BYKON Juan xui. Ixxx, The

passport shrouds The '

passee
' and the past ; for good

society Is no less fam'd for tolerance than piety. 1853
L.YTTON My Xcvel v. viii, Kven a Frenchman would
not have called her passee that is for a widow. For a

spinster, it would have been different. 1865
' OUIDA

'

Stratluuore I. viii. 133 Malice is for passtes women. 1886

F. HARRISON Choice Bks. 71 They ..pronounce Fielding to

be luw, and Mozart to be/<fji/.

Passe, obs. f. PACE sb.~, PASCH, PASS, PEISE.

II Passe-, repr. Y. passe, vb.-stem, orig. imp. of

vb. passer to PASS
;
used in a few words more or

less naturalized from Fr., chiefly in i6th and I7th

centuries, as PASSE-PAROLE, PASSE-PARTOUT, etc.

Not a living prefix in English : cf. PASS- in comb.

|| Passe-pierre : Parsley- piert. || Passe-pomme
[obs. F., 1544, Godef.], nrme of a rich table-apple.
Passe colmar, a variety of pear; ? = COLMAK i.

1664 EVELYN Kal. H^rt, (1729) 232/1 Fruit Trees.. for a
moderate Plantation. Apples .. t'asse-fiowe, Pone A^is,
Courpendve [etc.]. 1706 PHILLIPS, Posse-Pierre, or Pierce-

Pierre, a sort of Stone-Parsley, an Herb. i88a Garden

74 Jan. 18/1 The most useful of all Pears which we have is

Passe Colmar.

Passea fleminco : see PASSER-FLAMINGO.

Passeboard, obs. corrupt or erron. f. PASSPORT.

Passed (past), ///. a. See also PAST ///. a.

[Pa. pple. of PASS v.]



PASSED-MASTER.

1. That has passed or has been passed, in the

various senses of PASS v. Also with advbs.

Passedpawn (Chess) : see quot. 1837.
1512 Will of Ris".uyk (Somerset Ho.), As is accustomed for

people passed to God. 1797 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) IV. 640/2
The advantage ofa passed pawn is this : for example, if [etc.].

1837 Penny Cycl. VII. 51/2 Passed Pawn, a pawn is called

passcd\\hen it is no longer obstructed by any adverse pawn

Dublin Castle ff Soc. 17 Another of these regularly
'

passed
on

'

veterans was Everard.

fb. spec. Dead, passed away, 'gone', deceased.

1449 J. METHAM Amor. !, Cleof. (E. E. T. S.) 307 But
nowe thei bothe be pasyd ; & affter schal 1 . 1555 W.
WATREMAN Fardle Facions I. v. 79 Y fl kindesfolke ofthedeade

signefie to. .the friendes of this passed, y day of y
e burial.

2. That has passed an examination ; qualified by
examination, esp. Naut.,m passed midshipman, etc.

1829 MARRVAT F. Mifdmay xii, One of the passed midship-
men. 1867 SMYTH Sailor s Word-rk., Passed l>oys, those who
have gone through the round of instruction given in a

training-ship. 18^9 Spectator 31 May 680 Dr. Colenso, who
isa passed expert in Zulu matters. 1898 H''estm. Caz. 17 1 >LT.

8/2 They.. concluded that there was more promise in that

plucked student than in many a passed man.

Passe-day, variant of PASCII-DAY.

Fassed-master. One who has passed as a

master
;
a qualified or accomplished master : cf. to

pass master, PASS v. 17, and see PAST-MASTER.

1563-7 BUCHANAN Reform. St. Andros Wks. (1892) 13
Ane of profession of medecine passit maister, and ane regent
in humanite. 1882 H. C. MERIVALE Faucit of B. i. vi,

Faucit was a passed master as a guide to the classics. 1894
Atlunxum 24 Mar. 383/1 We praise ourselves, rather than

such a passed-master of the art, by saying 'ditto' to his

axiom. Mod. A passed master in the art of swindling.

Passe-flemingo : see PASSER-FLAMINGO.

Passe-garde : see PASS-GUAKD.

t Fassemea'snre. Obs. Forms : a. 6 passe-,

passameze, -meso, 8 passamezzo. 0. 6 passa-

raeasure, 7 passy-, passe-, pace-measure. [Per-
version of It. passe-, passa-mez:o : see quots. I77^>

1880.] A slow dance of Italian origin, app. a

variety of the pavan ;
the music for this, in common

time. Also called passemeasures paven, passy
measures pavyn = It. passemezzo pavann.
a. 1568 Al/orifs Instruct, for Lute, Passameze. 1597
MOKLKY Introd, Mus. 180 Pastorcllas and PastamfsffSWlia
a dittie and such like. 1776 SIR J. HAWKINS Hist. Music
IV. 386 As a Galliard consists of five paces or bars in the

first strain, and is therefore called a Cinque Pace; the

Passamezzo, which is a diminutive of the Galliard, has just

half that number, and from that peculiarity takes its name.

1880 W. B. SQUIRE in Grove Diet. Mns. II. 662/1 Tabourot

in his Orc/ifsograp/iie [1589] says that when the Pavan was

played less solemnly and more quickly, it was called _a
Passeinezzo..,\t is probable that the name Fasscmczzo (in

which form it is found in the earliest authorities), is simply
an abbreviation of Passo e mezzo, i. e. a step and a half, which

may have formed a distinctive feature of the old dance.

/3. 1597 BRETON IVits Treiichinoitr (1879) 15/1 With a

Passa measure pace comming toward her sweet presence.
1601 SHAKS. Twel. N. v. i. 205 Then he's a Rogue, and
a passy measures Pauyn : I hate a drunken rogue. [1607

Lingua III. vii. G iij b, Thou must dance nothing but the

pas>ing measures.] 1611 FLORIO, Passo mezzo, a cinque-

pace, or pace-measure. 16- . MS. Camb. Dd. 2. n Passe-

mezuresPauen. i6z3MlDDLETON More Dissemblers Besides

Worn. \. i. 162, I can dance nothing but ill-favouredly,

A strain or two of pa--sa-measures galliard. 1847-78 HALU-

WELL, Passamezzo. . . The long-disputed phrase passy-
measures pavin..\s in fact the name of an ancient dance,
thus described in a MS. quoted by Mr. Collier in the Shak.

Soc. Papers, i. 25,
' two singles and a double forward, and

two singles syde, reprynce back.' It is only necessary to

read this, and have seen a drunken man, _to
be well aware

why Dick is called a '

passy-measures pavin '.

Passement (pee-sment), sb. Obs. exc. Hist.

Forms : a. 6 pasmond, pastment, 6-S pasment,

7-9 pass-, S pace-, pesment, 6- passa-, passe-

ment. /3. 6 passemain, -mayne, -min, passa-

men, -maine, pasmain. [a.
F. passement (in this

sense in l6th c.), pi. -nuns, f. passer to pass: see

-MENT. The forms in -main, etc., appear to

correspond to It. and Sp. passamano, app. i.passare
to pass + mono hand : the reason of this name,
and the relations between this and the Fr. form in

-iiitut are not clear.] Gold or silver lace, gimp
or braid of silk or other material, for decorative

trimming ;
*= LACE sb. 5.

a. 1539 Inv. R. Wardr. (1815) 31 Ane uthir gowne of pur-

pour satyne with ane braid pasment of gold & silvir. 1542
Ibid. 70 Item ane hat of velvott with ane pasmond of silver.

1589 PUTTKNHAM Eng. Poesie in. i. (Arb.) 150 As the em-
broderer [setteth] . . passements of gold vpon the stuffe of

a Princely garment. 1619 in Ritchie Cfi. St. Ualdred 115

He had broun claiths and black passaments on him. 1756
MRS. CALDERWOOD Jrnl. (1884) 66 The finest liveries quite
covered over with pacements. 1869 MRS. PALLISER Lace iii.

21 Many of the earlier laces were made by the threads being

passed or interlaced one with the other ; scarcely more
than a white braid ; hence they derived the name of passa-
ment. 1902 M. JOURUAIN & ALICE DRYDEN Mrs. Palliscr's

Hist. Lace 26 The earlier laces, such as they were, were

defined by the word '

passament 'a general term for gimps
and braids as well as for lace. Modern industry has separated
these two classes of work, but their being formerly so con-

founded renders it difficult in historic researches to separate

one from the other.
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0. 1565*6 Roy. Prod, as to Apparel 12 Feb., Any fringe,

lace, or passemayne, of gold, syluer, or silke.

Jig. 1637 RUTHERFORD Lett. (1671)1. xlvi. 104 These broad

passements and buskings of religion. Ibid, clxvi. 326 '1 his

love would be fair and adorning passements.

fta. ait nli., &s passement lace, silk. 0!>s.

a. 1546 Aberdeen Regr, (1844) I. 239 Half ane pund of
black pastment silk. 1585 T. WASHINGTON tr. Nicholay's
Voy. n. xxv. 66 Gownes of veluet. .set with passament lace

and buttons of golde or siluer. 1613 X. MILLES tr. Mexiits,
etc. Treas. Anc. ff Mod. T. 960/1 Lacing their Cloakes,
Doublets, and Hose, with passement laces of fine Gold.

$. 1548 W. PATTEN E.rped. Scot. Cviij b, Hemmed round
about very sutably with pasmain lace of grene caddis. 1549

Egerton Papers (Camden) n That no man under the

degree o_f
an Erie, weare any cioth of gold, silver, tissue, or

purple silke, any embroderye, passamen lace [etc.]. 1583
Rates of Customs Dvj, Passemin lace of Cruell the dosen

xiij$. \\\}d. 1600 in Nichols Progresses (i%2$ III. 509 Item,
one cloake of blacke taphata .. with passamaine lace of

Venice golde and silver.

Passement (p^'sment), v. [f. PASSEMENT

sb., perh. after F. passementer (Rabelais, i6th c.).]

trans. To adorn with passement or lace ; to edge

(a garment) with decorative braiding or trimming.
1539 Imi. R. Wardr. (1815) 32 Item ane gowne of quhite

velvot all droppit oure with gold wyre pasmentit with the

samyne, 1629 Z. BOYD Last Battell 620 Ashamed to be
scene among these who are pasmented with gold. 1818 SCOTT
Ilrt. Midi, xxiv, The doomster.. arrayed in a fantastic gar-
ment of black and grey, passmented with silver lace. 1828

F. M. Perth iv, The Flemish hose and doublet . . were . .

passamented (laced, that is) with embroidery of black silk.

a 1894 STEVENSON St. Ires xxviii. (1898) 212, I mind I had
a green gown, passementit.
fig. 1640 RUTHERFORD Lett. (1671)11. xxix. 490 Your cross

is. .pasmented over with the faith and comforts of the Lords
faithful Covenant with Scotland.

II Passementerie (pasmahtrz). [F. (i6th c.

in Hatz.-Darm.), {.passement: see above and -ERY.]

Trimming of gold or silver lace, or (in later use)
of gimp, braid, or the like, or of jet or metal beads.

1851 Harper's Mag. II. 43r/i A cloak . . having three

rich.. fastenings of passementerie, 1879 Miss BRADDON
/ 'ixen x. 76 The purchase of an artistic arrangement in

black silk and jet, velvet and passementerie. 1882 Daily
News 30 Aug. 3/1 Open-wuiked boots, .made of a kind of

passementerie or gimp. 1893 Daily Tel. 6 Oct. 5/2 The
Duchess. .wore a velvet and passementerie mantle.

t Passen, ///. a. Obs. rare- 1
. [Erroneously

f. PASS v. after strong pa. pples., e. g. ivashen,

waxen.] = PASSKD.
1624 CAPT. SMITH / 'irginia Pref. 4 And know both passen

and vnpassen road.

Pa'ssen v., pseudo-archaic for PASS.

1748 THOMSON Cast. Indol. l. Ivi, These I passen by, with
namelesfi numbers moe.

Passenep, obs. form of PARSNIP.

Passenger (paj-send^j). Forms: a. 4-7
passager, (5 -agour, 6 -agere). /3. 5 passyngere,
6 -anger, Sc, -ingeoure, 6-8 passinger, 6- pas-

-senger. [ME. passager, a. F. passager, -ier a

passer by, a sojourner, a passenger on a ship,

sb. use of passager, -ier adj., passing, fleeting,

temporary, sojourning, {.passage + -ier (
= L. -arts').

In late ME. n was phonetically inserted before

-ger (-d^aj) as in some other words, including

harbinger, messenger, astringer, porringer, scaven-

ger, wharfinger, etc. : cf. also popinjay. (See

Jespersen in Engl. Studien XXXI. 239.)]

1. a. A passer by or through, b. A traveller

(usually on foot), a wayfarer. Now unusual, exc.

infoot-passenger : see FOOT 34 b.

o. 1:1330 R. BRUNNE C/iron. \Vace (Rolls) 16,93 KV
passa tiers wel herde he seye pe venimouse eyr was al a-weye.

1426 LVDC. De Cuil.Pilgr. 16539 A Pylgrym orapassagour
that kometh ffro fibreyne Cuntres.

13. a 1450 MYRC 845 Of scoler, of (loiterer, or of passyngere
Here schryft lawfully bou myjt here. 1538 H. MEU-
WALL Nature (Brandl) 41/96, I let the wyt thou arte a

passanger That hast to do a great and longe vyage. 1538
STARKEY England i. ii. 60 Not as a passenger only. 1583
STUBBES Anat. Abus. I. (18791 87 To beholde the passengers

hy. "593 SHAKS. 2 Hen. VI, m. L 129 A bloody Murtherer,

Or foufe felonious Theefe, that fleec'd poore passengers.

1615 CHAPMAN Odyss. i. 266, I cannot think you a foot

passenger. 1633 T. ADAMS Exp. 2 Peter i. 3 The passengers
m mockery bad Christ come down from the cross. 1684

Contempt. St. Man 1. vii. (1699) 74, I have nothing to do

with this World;.. I am only a Passenger. 31710 POPE

Alley rg The snappish cur (the passenger's annoyl Close at

my heel with yelping treble flies. 1828 SCOTT F. M. Perth

xix, She avoided the High Street . . and reached the wynd
by the narrow lanes. .."Even these comparatively lonely

passages were now astir with passengers. 1875 EMEKSON
Lett, f, Soc. Aims iv. 123 Every passenger may strike off

a twig with his cane.

fc. Rhet. Puttenham's name for the figure

PABALIPSIS. Obs. rare 1
.

1589 PUTTENHAM Eng. Poesie ill. xix. (Arb.) 239 marg.,

Paralepsis, or the Passager.

2. One who travels or is carried in some vessel

or vehicle, esp. on board ship or in a ferry- or

passage-boat ; later applied also to travellers by

coach, and by railway, tramway, or the like ;
now

always with the implication of a public conveyance
entered by fare or contract. (The prevailing sense.)

1511 GUYLKORDE Pilgr. (Camden) 72 Syr Christopher

Palusyn and the best passengers aforesayde leftu and for-

soke oure galye. 1611 CORYAT Crudities 168 There are..

PASSE-PAROLE.
ferries or

passages,
.where passengers may be transported

in a Gondola. 1726 SHELVOCKE Voy. round World 129
They brought with them the Spanish Captain, and some
of the chief Passengers. 1796 BUKKE Regie. Peace ii.

Wks VIII. 239 They were then only passengers in a common
vehicle. 1841 Penny Cycl. XIX. 248/2 The experiment of

forming a railway for passengers as well as general merchan-
dise traffic, had scarcely been tried, a 1901 BESANT Fire
1 'ears' Tryst, etc. (1902! 246 We stood on deck watching the

arrival of the passengers.

1 3. A vessel that carries passengers ;
a passage-

boat ;
a ferry-boat. Obs.

[1392 Earl Derby's Exp. (Camden) 279 Etprovj passaionrs
et j balinger conductis de Caleys vsque Douer.] 1473 SIR

J. PASTON in P. Lett. III. 98 Yisterdaye ij nassagers off

Dovr wer takyn. 1513 DOUGLAS sEnejs VI. vi. 18 Vnleful

war, and ane forbodin thing Within this passinger our Stix

to bring Ony leifand wycht. 1525 LD. BERNERS Froiss. 1 1 .

Ivii. 197 He .. toke the see in a passagere, & aryued at

Calays. 1630 R. Johnson's Kingd. <y Commw. 113 Thit-e

great ships and fifteene gallies, layed purposely. .to inter-

cept all English passengers.

f4. A ferryman, a ford-keeper. Obs. rare.

a 1533 LD. BERNERS }Iuon clvi. 597 When they wer ouer,
the passanger, who was named Clarimodes,. .demaunded of

Huon what he and his wyfe were. 1534 Act 26 Hen. yiJI,
c. 5 i Oneles the said passangers. .haue good knowledge
of such person. 1573-80 BARET Alv. P 167 A passenger,
one that conueigheth ouer manie, connector.

1 5. A bird of passage. Also attrib. Obs.

1579-80 NORTH Plutarch (1595) 26 Which bathgiuen some
occasion to holde. .that the vulters are passagers, and come
into these partes out ofstraunge countries. 1624 CAPT. SMI i H

yirginia 171 Sometimes are also scene Falcons, .but because

they come seldome, they are held but as passengers. 1672
SIK T. BROWNE Let. Friend 4 Passager and migrant Birds

..whom no Seas nor Places limit.

f b. spec. An adult hawk caught on its migra-

tion, a passage-hawk ; also, a name for the Pere-

grine falcon ; in full, passengerfalcon. Obs.

'575 TURBERV. Faulconrie 176 Many times ourhappe is to

haue Haggardes or Passengers, or Lentiners, the which haue

flow-en either to the Riuer, or prayed for themselues. 1611

COTGR., /V/r/a, . . the Faulcon tearmed a Passenger. 1615
LATHAM Faleonry Contents, Of the Passenger, or soare

hawke. 1617 MINSHEU Ductor, A Passenger faulcon. 1694
MOTTF.UX Ralvlais iv. Ivii. (1737) 236 Merlins, Hagards,

Passengers, wild rapacious Birds.

6. slang. One of the crew of a racing-boat who
adds to the weight without contributing his share

to the work ; hence, an ineffective member of

a football team, etc.

1885 [Remembered at Oxford]. 1892 Guardian 25 May
791/3 In the ordinary amateur band there are always several
'

passengers '. 1900 Wcstm. Caz. 27 Feb. 4/3 The two inside

men on the amateur side were practically
'

passengers '.

7. attrib. and Comb. Oforpertaining to passengers,

esp. by ship, railway, or other mode of convey-

ance; carrying passengers, paid by a passenger, etc. :

as passenger automobile, boat, car, carriage, coach,

department, depot, fare, jetty, liner, pier, service,

ship, station, steamer, ticket, trade, traffic, train,

vehicle, etc. ; of a passenger train, as passenger

engine, guard, locomotive, etc.

1836 Backwoods ofCanada 7 The
' Laurel

'

is not a regular

passenger-ship. 1839 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 7) XIX. 49/2 Ex-

pense for some coals drawn by passenger engines. Ibid.

50/1 The passenger boats, going 10 miles an hour, charge
from irf. to lirf. per passenger, per mile. 1841 Penny Cycl.

XIX. 258/2 The weight of the ordinary passenger-coaches,
when empty, is mostly from three to five tons. Ibid 260/2

The passenger-tax . . amounts to one-eighth of a penny per

mile for every passenger carried. 1844 Act 7 <V 8 / ict. c. 85

6 All Passenger Railway Companies .. shall .. provide for

the Conveyance of Third Class Passengers to and from the

terminal and other ordinary Passenger Stations of the Rail-

way. 1846 Penny Cycl. Suppl. II. 660/2 One third-class

passenger train . . all along the line, on every day [etc.].

Ibid. 670/1 Coupled wheels . . are now largely and in-

creasingly employed for passenger traffic. 1858 SIMMONDS

Diet. Trade, Passenger-agent, a broker, licensed to engage

passages in ships for emigrants. 1878 F. S. WILLIAMS Midi.

Railw. 264 Some discrepancy in the account of the passenger

receipts per train mile. 1881 Chicago Times 4 June. The

passenger-cars, .rival all competing lines in the magnificence

of their finish. 1882 DE WINDT Equator 13 It is to be won-

dered how the passenger fares of this line can even be made

to cover the outlay. 1900 Engineering Mag. XIX. 764/1

The passenger automobile is an accepted and rapidly-

increaMng institution. 1900 Westm. Gnz. 2 May 19/1 On the

Clyde they manage things better in the way of passenger,

steamer service than is done on the Thames.

Pa'ssenger-pi:geon. [See PASSENGER^;
in F. pigeon de passage^

The ' Wild Pigeon
'

of

North America (Ectopistes migratorius), noted

for its exceptional powers of long and sustained

flight, and formerly for the countless numbers in

which it passed from place to place.
1802 BINGLEY^H/W/. Biog. (1813) II. 225 Passenger Pigeons

visit in enormous flocks, the different parts of North America.

1837 Penny Cycl. VII. 366/2 The passenger-pigeons .. have

their first quill-feather as long as any of the others a sure

indication of that rapid and long-continued power of flight

they are known to possess. 1894 NEWTON Diet. Birds,

Passenger-pigeon, so called in books, but in North America

commonly known as the 'Wild pigeon ',
. .famous in former

days for its multitude, and still occasionally to be found

plentifully in some parts of Canada and the United States.

Passent, erron. form of PASSANT.

II Passe-parole. Obs. rare. Also pass-parole.

[F. (1642 in Hatz.-Darm.), ad. It. passaparola,

lit. 'pass-word': see PASSE-.] (Seequots.)



PASSE-PARTOUT. 531 PASSIBLE.

[1591 CarrarfTsArt IVarre 172 And as they say, according
to the word Passa Parola, aduance the word.] Ibid, n
Those words . . wliich the Captaine giues ouer to be pro-
nounced from mouth to mouth, as to Passe Parole apper-
taines. 17*7-41 CHAMBERS Cycl., Pass-parole, a command
given in the head of an army, and thence communicated to

the rear, by passing it from mouth to mouth.

II Passe-partout, passepartout (pasr

partw). [K passe-partout (i6th c. in Littre), f.

passe vb. imp. (PASSE-) + partout everywhere.]
1. That which passes, or permits to pass, every-

where ; spec, a key that opens any or many doors,
a master-key ; also^., and attrib.

[1645 HOWELL Lett. IV. xix. 52 A travelling warrant is

call'd Passcport, wheras the Original is passe par tout.]

1675 WVCHERLEY Country Wife i. i, Now may I . .be, In short,
the Pas par tout of the town. 1680 DRYDEN Kind Keeper
v. i. 55 With this Passe par tout, I will instantly conduct
her to my own Chamber. 1700 CONGKEVE Way of World
in. vii, Why this wench is \hz passe-partout^ a very master-

key to everybody's strong-box. 1709 MRS. MANLEY Secret

Meiii.d-jio) III. 279 One of my Servants, who is gone with

two of Monsieur le Envoy's, and his Passe par toute to

Nova. 1749 LADY M. W. MONTAGU Let. to Ctcss Bute

30 Nov., He opened his door with the passe-partout key.

1760 FooTE^/iVwi.Wks. 1799 1.237 My art, Sir, is a/OJj-
par-tout. I seldom want employment. 1831 Edin. Rev.

Sept. 46 Their master-key was allegory, a passe-partout to

all difficulties. 1833 C. MAC.FAKLANE Banditti fy Robbers

(1837) 365 Shortly after the prior went with &passc-pa.rtout%

and opened the door of his cell.

2. a. An engraved plate or block with the centre

cut out for the insertion of some other plate or

block, thus forming a fixed engraved border to

receive any engraving or picture of suitable size.

(Used largely in illustrated books of :6th-i7th c.)

Also a fixed typographical border for a printed

page. (So in Fr. ; English use doubtful.)
1842 BRANDE Diet. Set., etc., Passepartout^ in Engraving,

a plate or wood block, whose centre part is entirely cut out

round the outer part, whereof a border or ornamental design
is engraved, serving as a frame to what may be placed in

the centre. 1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mcch.^ Passe-partout. . . This
is common in wood-engraving, where an ornamental border

may be made to do duty with changing central advertise,

ments or labels.

b. An ornamental mat or plate of cardboard or

the like, having the centre cut out so as to receive

a photograph, drawing, or engraving, to which
when framed it serves as a mount or border. Hence

passe-partout frame, a frame ready made with

such a mount for reception of photographs, etc.

1867 MRS. WHITNEY L. Goldthivaite vi. 120 There were

engravings and photographs in passe-partout frames. 1870
Eng. Mcch. 4 Feb. 514/2 Information as to gilding card-

board for gold passe partouts. 1873 ALDRICH Marjorie Daw
vii, There is an exquisite ivorytype of Marjorie in passe-

partout, on the .. mantle-piece, 1889 Anthony's Photogr*
Bull. II. 60 A plain passe-partout greatly assists in 'setting
off' a picture which otherwise would be but a plain print.

1898 Daily News 17 Oct. 5/4 Reproductions in colour and

autolithographs printed on choice Dutch, Japanese, and
Chinese paper, and very handsomely mounted with a passe-

partout to each work.

|| Passe-passe. Obs. [F., f. passe vb. impera-

tive, as said by conjurors.] Juggling, sleight of

hand, skilful deception. Tour of passe-passe [F.
tour de passe-passe], a turn or feat of adroit manipu-
lation or clever trickery.

1687 R. L'ESTRANGE Brief Hist. Times I. 82 After this,

and in the Next Parliament, they had Another Tour of
Passe-Passe.

UPassepied (pa-s,pX), tpaspy (pa-spi).

[F. passe-pied (i6thc. in Hatz.-Darm.), f. passe
vb. imp. (see PASSE-) + pied foot, lit. pass (the)

foot.] A French dance, resembling the minuet,
but quicker, which became popular in England
towards the beginning of the iSth c. (Grove) ;

also, the music for this dance, in triple rhythm.
Said to be of Breton origin, and to have been first danced

in Paris by street-dancers in 1587. (Grove Diet. Mus.)
a 1695 PURCELL in Stainer & Barrett Diet. Mus. Terms

(title ofpiece], Paspy. 4:1700 CROFT ibid, (title o/piece),
The English Paspy. 1696 tr. Du Monfs Voy. Levant 284
A kind of Gemote or Branlc, in which the Men and Women
are mingl'd, as at Passepied in France. 1724 Short Explie.
For. Wds. in Mus. Bks., Passepicd. is an Air very much
like a Minuet in all Respects, only to be play'd more
brisk and lively. 1898 STAINF.R & BARRETT Diet. Mus.

Terms, Paspy, the English name for the dance Passe-pied.
Hawkins says it

'
is said to have been invented in Bretagne,

and it is in effect a quick minuet '. . . From the fact that ex-

amples exist by writers as late as Purcell and Croft, it could
not have been out of fashion in their time.

Passer (pcrsai). [f. PASS v. + -EB*.]
1. One who passes, travels, or goes by ;

a

passer-by.
1382 WVCI.IF Jer. xxli. 20 Crie to the passeres, for to-trode

ben alle thi loueres. 1552 HULOET, Passer by the con trey,

viator. 1602 CAREW Cornwall 133 Without troubling the

passer, or borrowing Stentors voyce, you may .. conferre

with any in the. .towne. 1800 SOUTHEY Lett. (1856) I. 112

This must exclude the great body of passers and repassers.
1886 F. HARRISON Choice Bks. \. n Men who surrender

iheir time to the first passer in the street.

2. One who passes an examination.

1898 II 'eekly Reg. 26 Nov. 680 Successful passers of the

London University TJ.A. [Examination],
3. One who causes to pass, in the various senses

of the verb. (See PASS f. C.)

1832 LEWIS Use fy Al. Pol. Terms Introd. 10 The passers
of bad money 1871 MAURICE in Life (1884) II. xii. 178 The
passer of the Roman Catholic Bill.

fPa'Sserage. Obs. rare. [a. F. passe rage
cress (i6th c. in Littre*), f. passe (see PASSE-) +

rage madness, from its supposed property of curing

madness.] The French name of Garden-Cress.
Wild Passcragc (F. passcrage sauvage\ a synonym
in Lyte of the Cuckoo-flower or Meadow Cress,
Cardainine pratensis.
1578 LYTE Dodocns vi. Ix. 626 The wild Passerage or

Coccow flowers. 1879 PRIOR Plant-navies (ed, 3) 178 Pas-
ssragc, the garden cress.

Fa:sser-by. [f. pass by. see PASS 7'. 61.]
One who passes or goes by, esp. a casual passer.
1568 Manch. Crf. Lcct Rec. (1884) I. 117 Placed . . to the

Displeasure of Neighbours and passers by. 1650 S<\ Mctr.
Ps. Ixxxix. 41 He to all passers by \earlierversions commer.s

by] a spoil, to neighbours is a scorn. 1799 SOUTHFV Kuinrd
Cottage Wks. 1838 III. 32 Melhinks I sec her Raising her

eyes and dark -rimm'd spectacles To see the passer-by. 1876
lii-:sANT& RICE Gold. Butterfly'iv, The steps of the passers-
by kept her awake.

II Passeres (prc-scr/z), sb.pl Ornith. [L. pi.
ipasser sparrow.] An order of Birds typified by

the genus Passer, including the perchers generally,
and comprehending more than half of existing
birds: see first quot. 1894.
1872 NICHOLSON Palyont. 395 The 6th order of Birds Is

that of the Insessors, or Perchers often spoken of as the

Passeres, or 'Passerine
1

FJirds. 1894 NEWTON: Diet. ]>irds

697 Passcrcs, the name given by Linnaeus to his Sixth Order
of Birds, which though for a time set aside in favour of other

designations, Insessor,-s and the like, or modified into such
a form as Passerine, has been restored to use of late years,
and approximately in its author's sense the genera Ccrthia,
Sitta, Orioliis, Gracula, Corvus and Paradisca, which he
had placed in his ricx^ being added, while Caprimulgnst

the portion of Hirnmio containing the Swifts, and Colitil>a
have been removed. 1894 R. H. SHARPE Handbk. liirds
Gt. Brit. I. i The deep plantar tendons of the Passeres are
of the simplest kind.

tFa'SSer-flami'ngO. Obs. Forms: see quots.

fapp.f. 'L.passer sparrow, also ostrich + FLAMINGO.]
The Flamingo.
1625 PURCHAS Pilgrims I. in. 275 Wild-geese, Duckes,

Pellicans, Passea, Fleniincos [sic], and Crowes. Ibid. iv. 536
Larks, Wild-geese, Ducks, Passerflannugos [sic], and many
others. 1630 CAPT. SMITH Trai1

. fy Ad^<. 54 The best and
greatest isa Passer Flaminga, which walking at her length is

as tall as a man. 1634 SIR 1'. HERBERT Trav, 18 (Engraving)
Pasche-Flemingo. Ibid. 212 Passe-flemingoes, Geese, Powts,
Swallowes.

Passerici'dal,a. nonce-wd. [f.L./aj^xsparrow
f -CIDE + -AL.] Sparrow-killing.
a 1876 M. COLLINS T/i. in Garden (1880) I. 32 They will be

glad to bring back the exiled birds, after the manner of
certain passericidal villagers whom Longfellow has im-
mortalised.

Passeriforni (pse'serif^im), a. Ornith. [f.

L. type *passertf0t')}riS) f. passer sparrow : see

-FORM.] Sparrow-like in form or structure; spec.
of or pertaining to the Passeriformes or Oscinine

group of the Passeres or passerine birds.

In mod. Diets.

Passerine (pce'serain), a. (sb.) Ornith.
[f.

L.

passer sparrow + -IKE *.]

1. Of or belonging to the Passeres or Perchers,
an order of birds.

1776 PENNANT Zool. (ed. 4) I. 254 Order V. Passerine. 1825
WATERTON W'and. S. Amcr, n. i. 165 A bird . . of the passe-
rine tribe and very common about the houses. 1880 A. K.
WALLACE fsl. Li/eil. 15 Among passerine birds the raven
has the widest range. 1894 R. I). SHARPE Handbk. Birds
Gt. Brit. I. i Passerine or Perching Birds,

2. Of about the size of a sparrow. In various

bird-names, as Passerine Ground-dove (ChamK-
pelia passerina}, Passerine Owl {Glaitcidinm pas-

serimtm}, Passerine Parrot (Psittacula passerina],
1883 List Animals Zool. Soc. (1896) 343 Passerine Parrot.

Ibid. 379 Passerine Owl. 7&V/. 465 Passerine Ground-Dove.
B. sb. A passerine bird.

1842 KRANDK Diet. Sci.
t
etc. s.v., All the Passerines have

short and slender legs, with three toes before and one be-

hind. i8<)3 NEWTON Diet. Birds Introd. 57 The Avcs Pas-

serinx, divided [by Gloger] into two Suborders: Singing
Passerines (iiielodusx}^ and Passerines without an apparatus
of Song-muscles (ancwfiaix).

t Passe-temps, pastemps. Obs. [F. passe-

temps (pasitan), I5th c. in Littre = It. passatempo^
f. passe , passa vb. imp. (PASSE-) + temps, tempo
time. Cf. PASTANCE.] ^ PASTIME sb,

1542 UDAI.L Erasw. Apoph. 151 The incommoditees or

displeasures .. it easeth with honeste passetemps & recrea-

cion. 1548 Erasm. Par. Luke Pref. 2 Contemnyng pro-
uocacions of all vayne pastemps. 1649 JF.R. TAYLOR Gt.

Exemp. Ep. Ded. 8 Such Meditations which are . . the passe'
temps of your severest hours.

Passetime, -tyrne, obs. forms of PASTIME.

II Passe-velours. Obs. [F. passe-velours

(paS|V^h/r), lit.
'

surpass velvet ', i6thc. in Hatz.-

Darm. : see PASSE-.] A former name for the

COCK'S-COMB (Celosia cristata]^ called also by Cot-

grave Flowervalurt) VelvetJloiver ; cf. FLORAMOUR.
1597 GMKAKIH; Herbal n. xl. 3. z^Antaranthus Tricolor.

Floramor and Passeuelours. 1601 HOLLANIJ Pliny xxi. x.

92 The Passe-veleur or Flower-gentle. 1611 FLORID, Ama-
rdnto,. .the flowre gentle or Passeuelours. 1706 in PHILLII-S.

t Passe-volant. Obs. Also 6pasuolan, Sc.

paswolent, -voland, 7 pas-, pass-, passevolant.

[a. F. passe-volant (pagjVtflan), 1529 in Hatz.-

Darm., It. passauolante (Florio), f. F. passe. It.

passa (see PASSE-) + volant, i-olante flying.]
1. A small cannon used in the i6th and I7th

centuries ;
= BASE sb$

W*Acc.Ld.UighTrcas.Scot.\\\$-i Item, to Alexander
Routh for vij new paswolentis, the price of the pece iij//.

greit. 1524 in Hakluyt I'oy. (1599) II. i. 79 The meane shot,
assacresand pasuolans, were in great number. 1566 Inv. R.
II ardr. (1814) 172 Item ane pasvoland of brace upone ane
tratst. 1656 BLOUNT Glossogr.^ Pasvolaitt, the Artillery
called a Base. [1867 SMYTH Sailors Word-bk., Passe-volant,
a name applied by the French to a Quaker or wooden gun
on board ship; but it was adopted by our early voyagers as
also expressing a movable piece of ordnance.]
2. (See quots.) (So in Fr.)
[1611 COTGK., Passevolant, . .also, a hireling whom a Cap-

taine. on Muster dayes, fuisteth into his companie ; and
generally, any such skipiacke, or base nimhlesbie. ] 1617
MUKYSON /////. ii. 105 Letters from the Lords in England,
rei] uiring that no Captain should supply his Company with
Passe-volants at pleasure. 1727-41 CHA.MBMKS CyU., Pass-
'o'ant, or Passe-volant, a faggot, or a pretended soldier,..
whom the captain or colonel makes pass in review, or muster,
to shew that his company is compleat, or to receive pay
thereof to his own profit. .. In France the passe-volants are

Condemned to lie marked on the cheek with a flow er de luce,

Pa'SS-guard. Obs. exc. Hist. Forms : 6-9
pacegardi^e, ^pace-guard, 7-passguard, 8- pass
guard, pass-guard, (9 passegarde, pasguard).
[app. f. PASS sb.~ 9 + GuAiu>.r. (Lillre has K
passe-garde only as a neologism of ryth c.)

If'passe-garde were Fr. it would necessarily mean 'that
\\liicli is used to pass a guard

'

(see PASSE-); as an Eng. com-
pound it would naturally mean '

the guard of a pass ', ]

An item of ancient tilt armour ; according to

Hewitt, a separate piece provided to accompany
the grandguanl, being screwed upon the left elbow
as an additional defence in the tournament

;
also

called by recent writers elbow-shield.
a 1548 HALL Chrou., lien. IV 12 One sorte had the

vambrases the pace gardes the grandgardes. .parted with

golde and azure. 1660 Tower Surruy in Archxol. Jrnl.

(1847) IV. 346 Sundry parcel Is of Tilt Armour. . Pace-guards,
viz. Russet, 7, White, 3 : 10. Granguards, vi/. Russet, 7,

White, 2 : 9. 1668 Tower Survey n Hewitt.i Onecompleat
arm r

capape engraven with the ragged staffc with a maine-

nuard and passguard made for the Earle of Leicester.

1876 J. HEWITT in Stothanfs Monnin. Effigies Gt. Jint.

190 This would seem to fix the name of passguard to the

additional elbow-defence. 1898 VISCT. DILLON in Arch&ol.

Jrnl. Ser, IT. V. 313 The pasguard i* also linched on a pin.
p Uy some writers on armour, followed by dictionaries,

French and Eng., the nanie has been erroneously applied
to the gante-collet, a raised ridge-like projection of the

pauldron or shoulder-piece, to turn aside the blow of a lance,
used on armour before and after 1500. See 1786 GROSI-:

Ane. Armour z^, ; 1824 MLYKICK Antu-nt Arnwitr II. 228,
III. Gloss.; 1846-60 FAIKHOLT Costume 225-6, and Glossary
s.v. [corrected in ed. 1885]; 1874 UOUTEI.L Anns $ Arm.
ix. 155; Littr^ Diet, l-'ran^aisc s.v. Passe-garde \ and
recent Diets.

Passh, Passhion, obs. ff. J'ASCH, PASSION.

Passibility (pscsibi-liti). [ad. late L. passi-
bilitas (Arnobius), f. passibilis : see -ITY. Cf. K.

passibilitt (i5th c.), QV.passiblett'.] The quality
of being passible ; capability of suffering, or of

receiving impressions from external agents.
a 1340 HAHPOLE Psalter Ixv. 10 pun led vs in til J>e snare

of passibilite. 1398 THKVIHA Barth. De P. K. vm. i. (Bodl.

MS,), pis woi'Ide. .schal passe touchinge bis passibilitie and
kjndeand schappe (?at it hap no\\;e, butte it Belial abide euer-

more touchinge be sub^taunce. 1555 BONNKR Homilies

69 The fourmes and qualities sensible, whicli in dede are

subiecte to passibilitie. 1622 DONNI-; SertH. \, (1640) 2 He
was defective in nothing ; not in Power, as God, not in passi-

bility, as man. 1893 FAIRHAIRN Christ in Mod. Thcol. u.

n. in. ii. 483 The very truth that came by Jesus Christ may
be said to be summed up in the passibility of God.

fb. Passiveness; inaction; sloth. Obs. rare.

1456 SIR G. HAVE Law Amis (S. T. S.) 119 Sa kepis the

vertu cardinale the activitee, or passibilitee of mannis

governaunce in his lyf. 1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531)
228 b, Shall brynge with them theyr olde grosnes, heuynes,
8; passibilite.

Passible (pce'sib'l), a. Also 7 erron. -able,

[a. OF. passible (l2th c. in Hatz.-Darm.), ad. late

L. passibilis capable of feeling or suffering (Tert.),

i.pass-t ppl. stem ofpati to suffer : see -IBLE.]
I. Capable of suffering, liable to suffer ; liable to

impressions or feelings ; susceptible of sensation

or of emotion. (Chiefly Theol.}

^1340 HAMPOLK Psalter Ixxi. 5 He is in generations in

passybles, ^at ar of generations passiblis. 1382 WVCLIF Acts
xxvi. 23 Whiche thingts the prophetis and Movses spaken
for to be comynge, if Crist passible [gloss or able to suffre].

1491 CAXTON I'itas Patrum v. xi. (141)5) 341/2 For the loue

of the, he was made man passyble & mortall ; whiche was
Immortall & Impassyble. 1594 R. ASHLEY tr. Leys le Roy
101 Pythagoras was of opinion, that the first cause was not

sensible, nor passible. 1691 BAXTER Rcpl. Beverley 6 The
Paradise Saints have bodies of flesh, passible, and such as

must have food. 1719 WATERLAND I'ind. Christ's Divinity
xxvi. (1720)414. 1872 lii'SMNELL St'rrti. Living Subj. 425
God is a being morally passible.

t 2. Liable to suffer change or decay. Obs.

1390 GOWER Con/. II. 153 The Sonne and Mono eclipse

bothe, That be hem lieve or be hem lothe, Thei soffre; and

what thing is passible To ben a god is impossible. 1601



PASSIBLENESS.

DEACON & WALKER Spirits fy Di^>els 83 The aire is both

passible, and corruptible, and may easily be corrupted and

changed. 1655 STANLEY Hist. Pkilos. I. i. 15 That Bodies
are passible and divisible, in infinitum, and continuous as
are also a line, superficies, place, and time.

3. Capable of being suffered or felt. ? Obs.

1558 BP. WATSON Sev. Sacram. xv. 92 Although God doth

punishe and afflict vs, yet he doth it not with passible anger.
1621 BURTON Anat. Mel. \. i. n. vi. (1651) 21 His [the Sen-
sible Faculty's] object in general is a sensible or passible
quality, because the sense is affected with it.

f 4. = PASSIVE. Obs. rare.

CIS32 Du WES Introd. Fr. in Palsgr. 1057 What it is of

understandyng actyve & passyble.
Hence Pa-ssibleness = PASSIBILITY. rare.

1614 BREREWOOD Lang, fy Relig. xxv. 181 It [heresy of
Eutiches and Dioscorus] drew after it, the heresie of the

passiblenesse of the dcitie. 1858 BUSHNELL Semi. New Life
347 After all there must be some kind of passibleness In Clod,
else there could be no genuine character in him.

II Fassiflora (psesifloe-ra). Bot. [mod.L.,f. L.

pass- as stem ofpassio PASSION + -florus flowering.
Formed by Linn ECUS, 1737, on the earlier L. name

jlos passiontS) flower of the Passion.] The genus
of plants containing the Passion-flower.

1763 Chron. in Ann. Reg. 105/2 The fruit of trie Passifiora
was cut in high perfection, at Castle-Howard, in Yorkshire
.. the best of the tropical fruits. 1869 DARWIN in Life <$

Lett- III. 279 The elaborate series of chevaux-de-fri&e^ by
which the nectary of the common Passiflora is guarded.
Hence Passifiora'ceoiis appertaining to thefassi-

jloracese, the Natural Order containing the Passion-

flower. Fassiflo'ral a., applied to the alliance

{Passiflorales} of Natural Orders allied to l}
assi-

jlorace&. FassifLo'riue Cheat., an alkaloid ob-

tained from the root of the Passion-flower.

1846 T.INDI.EY \'eg. Kingd. 333 Passljloraquadrangularis
..is said to owe its activity to a peculiar principle called

Passiflorine. 1857 MAYNE ..*/<, Le.r., J'assi/?0rin t ..term
for an alkali little known, which Ricord-Madiar.a has ob-
tained front the roots of the Passiflora,

li Passim (pse'sim), adv. [L.,
=

'scatteredly ',

f. passus spread abroad, scattered; hence 'here
and there, at random, anywhere, everywhere*.] A
Latin word, used chiefly after the name of a book
or author, to indicate the occurrence of something
in various places throughout the book or writings.

Rarely attrih. or quasi-a^'.
1803 Edin. Rev. July 474 Our readers may find abundance

of this . . in these volumes,jtatff/m. 1821 BYKON Juan in.

cxi, I'll prove that such the opinion of the critic is, From
Aristotle passim. 1895 ll'estm. Gaz. 4 Sept. 2/3 In these

passim allusions one often 'nods'.

Passing tp<rsin\ vbl. sb. [f.
PASS v. + -ING 1

.]

1. The action of the vb. PASS in various senses :

going, going on, going by, going away, departing,

dying ; getting through an examination, going
beyond, surpassing, etc.

In passing, by the way; in the course of some procedure,
narrative, speech, etc.; parenthetically, F. en passant.
a tyt$Prose Psalter cx.v. 2 [cxvi. nj, Y said in my passing,

Ich man is li^er. 1340 HAM POLE Psalter cxviii. [cxix.]

136 PfUSyngis of watirs led myn eghyn. 1387 TRKVISA
Higden (Rolls} I. 335 pere is no^t gret passynge and exces
in [c]hele noj>er in bete. 1400 Dcstr. Wcy/xxxv. heading^
Of Pyrrus and of his passyng ffrom Troy. 1512 in South-
well Visit. (1891) 115, I wyll that at thehowre of my passyng
the grettist bell in the church be rongen. 1691 T. H[ALH]
Ace. Neiv Invent, p. 1, Mens passing about their Affairs

in the Night. 1753 Scots Mag. Nov. 542/2 The question
for the bill's passing was put. 1849 C. IJKONTE Shirley vi,

It may be remarked, in passing. 1869 TENNYSON (title)

The Passing of Arthur.

b. In causative senses : Causing or allowing to

pass, carrying over, transportation, transference,

carrying into law, uttering, pronouncing, etc.

1565 Act 8 Eliz. c. 13 5 The Ordinary Passing and
Carrying of the Queen's Majesty's People 3 and from as
other Watermen ..do. 1674 ofMJt Papers (Camden) I. 276
Neglecting to take any Securities upon y8

passing of Woull.

1692 SIR W. HOPE Fencing-Master (ed. 2) 79 My next
Lesson is of Passing, or making of a Pass. 1739 LABKLYK
Short Ace. Piers IVestm. Bridge p. iii, Before the passing the
first Act for Building the Bridge. 1821 Act i <$ 2 Geo. IV,
c. 64 i The passing of any Rogue, Vagabond, . . or other
idle and disorderly Person, to his or her Place of legal
Settlement or Place of Birth. 1855 MACAULAY Hist. Eng.
xv. III. 602 The passing of the sentence was therefore de-

ferred. 1889 Pauline VIII. 38 Carter got in once more,
owing to a good piece of passing between himself, Stokoe,
and Browne. 1892 F. MARSHALL Football 121 For a time,

passing was confined to the forwards exclusively, and was
what is termed 'short

'

passing.
C. A means of passing ; a passing-place; a ford.

1872 TENNYSON Careth fy Lynette 597-8 O'er it [the river]
are three passings, and three knights Defend the passings.

2. With advbs. : see PASS v. D. II.

1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls) VII. 193 Of whos ende and
passing forf> it is expressid in binges bat goof* bifore. ^1410
LOVE Bonavent. Mirr. xliv. If. 95 (Gibbs MS.) He burstede

bodyly by cause of )je gret passynge out of blode. 1573-80
BARET Ah'. P 161 A passing ouer, . . or carrieng ouer,
traiectio. 1597 A. M. tr. Gnillemcaus Fr. Chintrg. 4^8/1
These remedyes, which in passingeby,it seemed convenient
vnto me to rehearse. 1726 LEONI Albcrtis Archit. I. 74
Ants, with constant passing up and down, will wear traces
even in flints. 1882-3 SCHAFF Encycl. Relig. Ktiowl. III.
1812 The passing-away of the educational enthusiasm.

3. concr. A gold or silver thread made by winding
a thin strip or ribbon of the metal about a core

of silk. Cf. PASSEMENT.

532

1882 in CAULFEILD & SAWAKD Diet. Needlework. 1899
W. G. P. TOWNSEND Embroidery iv. 73 A diaper in string
worked over in gold passing. Ibid, v. 82 Gold and Silver

Passing and Tambour. 1901 LEWIS F. DAY& MARY BUCKLE
Art in Needlework xxix. (ed. 2) 245 Japanese gold does not
tarnish so readily as

'

passing '.

4. attrib. and Comb., as passing knell, *\peal,
rule

; passing-braid (see quot.) ; passing certi-

ficate, a certificate of having passed an examination
or the like; f passing-close, Mus., an interrupted
cadence; passing nippers (see quot.); fpassing-
penny ^pass-penny (PASS sb? 170); hence allu-

sively, a passport to the future world ; passing-
place, a place where persons or things may pass;

spec, (a) a ford, (h) a railway siding; passing-
stroke, Croquet (see quot.). Also PASSING-BELL.
1882 CAULFEILD & SAWARD Diet. Nccdlt'iyork,

*
Passing

Braid, a description of Braid employed in Kmbroidery,
made with gold or silver thread, such as used on military
uniforms. 1787 NELSON 20 July in Nicolas Disp. (1845) I. 248,
I transmit to you a 'Passing Certificate, with two Warrants,
for Mr. James Ballentine. IS^MAKRYAT/*. S/w/^xxxviii,
My passing certificate was signed, and the captains did me
the honour to shake hands with me, and wish me speedy
promotion. 1597 MORLEY Introd. Mus. 127 They be *

pass-
ing closes, which we commonly call false closes, being
deuised to shun a final end and go on with some other

purpose. 1798 SOUTHEY Bishop Bruno i, The sound it gave
was his *pasMng knell. 1884 KNIGHT Diet. Mech. Suppl.,*
Passing Nippers (Nautical), a strong hank of untwisted

but mailed yarn used in binding the messenger to the cable,

1533 Nottingham Rec. IV. 202 For a *passyng pele xii d.

French men where their *passing Place was ? 1841 Penny
Cycl. XIX. 257/2 The manner in which switches are applied
at passing-places and crossings. 1900 IVestm. Gaz. 30 Apr.
8/i The competing cars .. streamed off in single file with
.strict injunctions as to observance of the

*passing_ rule.

1901 Scotsman 16 Sept. 10/4 The
*

^passing stroke
'

is used
when it is necessary that the player's ball should go further
than the ball which has been roqueted.

Pa'SSing
1

,///. a. (adv. and />?/.) [f.
PASS v.

+ -IXG 2.]

1. That goes or passes by.

and robbed and ofte slayne. 1697 DRYDEN Virg. Georg. iv.

679 Th' Infernal Troops like passing Shadows glide. 1794
SOUTHEY ll

rat Tyler n. i, The green corn waves to the passing
gale. 1850 TENNYSON In Mem. Concl. xxvi, The shade of

rssing
thought. 1874 L. STEPHEN Hours in Library (i^gz)

i. 26 Some passing traveller from distant lands.

2. That passes away or elapses ;
of time or

things measured by time : transient, transitory,

temporary, fleeting ; ephemeral, vanishing.
a 1340 HAMPOLE Psalter v. 14 pis luf is noght passand bot

lastand. 1387-8 T. USK Test. Love n. viii. (Skeat) 1. 102

How passing is the beautie of fiesshly bodyes, more flyttinge
than mouable floures of somrner. 1398 TREVISA Bart/i. De
P. A', ix. ii. (Bodl. MS.), Nobinge is., more passinge banne

tyme, for tyme reste|> neuere. 1567 HARMAN Caveat xi. 55
When they had thus wrong water out of a flint in spoyling
him of his euyl gotten goods, his passing pens, and fieting
trashe. 1709 STEEI.E Tatler No. 15 P i The History of the

passing Day. 1899 A. AUSTIN in Daily News 16 Nov. 4/5
The confounding of the Passing with the Permanent.

b. Done, given, etc., in passing; cursory.
1750 GRAY Elegy 80 Some frail memorial. .Implores th_e

passing tribute of a sigh. 1806 CALLCOTT Mus. Gram. vi.

66 The Passing Shake is expressed in Germany by a par-
ticular character. 1819 Pantolog-ia, Passing-shake, a short

trill, made en fassant, in flowing passages of quavers or

semiquavers, without . . interrupting the natural course of the

melody. 1828 SCOTT F. M. Perth xxvii, Few opportunities
..of exchanging even such passing greetings. 1862 MILL
Utilit. 8 A passing remark is all that needs be given.

3. Surpassing, pre-eminent ;
transcendent ; ex-

treme. Obs. or arch,
c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xxxi. (Eugenia) 342 Quhat passand

luf til hym scho had. ^1386 CHAUCER Can. Yeom. Prof. 61

He is a man heigh of discrec'ioun I warne yow wel he is a

passyng man. X523SKELTON Garl, Laurellft^i The passynge

bpunte of your noble astate. 1577 HARRISON England 11.

xiii. (1877) i. 254 Tokens .. of passing workemanship. 1591
SHAKS. Tivo Gent. \. ii. 17 Pardon deare Madam, 'tis a

passing shame. 1632 J. HAYVVARD tr. BiondFs Eroinena 195
To the passing content of her grand-parents.
4. Having the charge of testing and passing

candidates ; examining.
1788 NELSON 26 Dec, in Nicolas Disp. (1845) I. 277 On his

going to be Examined., the Passing Captains had refused to

examine him. 1840 MARRYAT Olla Podr. III. 28 The passing

captains. .suffered from the heat of the weather.

B. adv. (=* PASSINGLY). In a passing or sur-

passing degree ; surpassingly, pre-eminently, in the

highest degree ; exceedingly, very. (With adjs.

or advbs. only.) Now somewhat arch.

1387 TSEVISA Higden (Rolls) II. 411 pan Menelaus..
gadrede passyng strong men. 1465 Paston Lett. II. 216 He
gave the baly of Cossey..a passyng gret rebuke. 1470-83
MALORY Arthur \\\. xviii, Hee hath done passyng ylle and

shamefully. 1510^20 Everyman in Hazl. Dodsley I. 128 It

pleaseth God passing well. 1596 HARINGTON Metam. Ajax
(1814) 66 Vitellius who is noted to haue been a passing great
eater. 1770 GOLDSM. Des. Vill. 142 A man he was.. passing
rich with forty pounds a year. 1786 MME. D'ARBLAY Diary
8 Nov., I liked them all passing well. 1837 DISRAELI Venetia
n, i, Strange, passing strange indeed, and bitter I 1891 T.
HARDY Tess xii. (1900) 100/2 It would be passing mean to

enrich herself by a legal title to them which was not

essentially hers at all.

PASSINGLY.

*t"b. Passing old: of advanced age, superannuated.
1456 SIR G. HAVE Law Anns 96 Quhethir a passand

aide ancien man be law of armes may be haldin prisoner.

C. quasi-//. Uses in which the pr. pple.

(governing an object) through some ellipsis ap-

proaches the character of a preposition with its

object. (The participial character remains more

perceptible in 2, 3, than in i.)

fl. Beyond (some definite measure or number),
more than. After 1500 app, only with negative:
not passing, not more than. Obs. or arch.

1377 LANGL. P. PL B. v. 422, I haue be prest and parsoun
passynge thretti wynter. 1393 Ibid. C. xxm. 218 Proude
preostes cam with hym passend an hundred. 1418 26 Pol.
Rel. $ L. Poems (E. E.T. S.) 63 pat borweb moche he getej?

hate, Spende waste passyng his rent, c 1483 Chron. Lon-
don (1827) 116 The whiche hadde nought passyng vc fytynge
men with them. 1545 RAYNOLU Byrth Mankynde 68 To a
woman geue neuer passyng a drame at once of safrane. 1585
T. WASHINGTON tr. Nicholay's Voy. I. xix. 22 The trendies
of the Salaris beeing not passing 150. paces from the Castle.

1685 H. MORE Paralip. Prophet, ix. 57 He was not passing
fifty nine years when he died. 1767 11'w/ian of Fashion I.

24 It is not passing four Month's ago, that I must needs.,
let my Girl go to an Assembly.

f-2. Beyond in degree, to a greater degree than,
more or better than

; also, in preference to, rather

than. Obs.
c 1386 CHAUCER Frank!. T. 201 He syngeth, daunceth,

passynge any man That is pr was sith ^at the world bigan.
c 1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) xl. 44 He geit sla his wyf, whilk
he luffed passand all ober creatures. 1539 [see PASS v. 37].

78. Beyond the limit, range, or compass of;

so as to surpass ;
as in passing measure, beyond

measure. Obs.
c
14^49

PECOCK Repr. (Rolls) I. 36 Thenne he dide a maistrie

passing his power. 1561 T. HOBY tr. Castiglione's Conrtyer
HI. (1577) Q v, Men paste feare,and hardie passing measure.

1830 TENNYSON TalkingOak ^ The slight she-slips of loyal

blood, And others, passing praise.

Passingalia : see PASSACAGLIA.

Pa'ssiiig-be^ll. [f. PASSING vbt. sb. (cf.

PASS -v. n) + BELL sb?] 'The bell which rings
at the hour of departure, to obtain prayers for the

passing soul : often used for the bell which rings

immediately after death '

(J.) ;
= DEATH-BELL.

The name still widely survives, but only In rare cases is the

bell now rung until after death. See N. fy Q- Iotn ser. I, 308,

350, 3rd ser. II. 246. For the original use, cf. Constit. $
Canons (1603) Ixvii, And when any is passing out of this life,

a bell shall be tolled, and the Minister shall not then slack

to do his last duty. And after the party's death, if it so

fall out, there shall be rung no more than one short peal, and
one other before the burial, and one other after the burial.

1526 in Ellacombe Ch. Bells Devon (1872) 463 The clerke

to have for tollynge of the passynge belle, . . if it be in

the day, os. ^d. ?ci6oo Distracted Emp. v. i. in Bullen
O. PI. III. 243 If I but chaunce to toule his pa.ssinge bell

And give the parryshe notyce who is dead. 1604 DONNE
To Sir H. Wotton going to V. lv, As prayers ascend To
Heaven in troops, at a good man's passing-bell. 1691 NORKIS
Pract. Disc. 149 If his Senses hold out so long, he can hear

even his Passing-Bell without disturbance. 1731 SWIFT On
his Death, Before the passing-bell begun, The news through
half the town has run. 1795 SOUTHKY Joan of Arc i. 332
More mournfully than dirge or passing bell, The joyous
carol came. 1866 MONSELI. Passing Bell i Listen ! it is the

Passing Bell. Lift up thy heart to God and pray. A soul is

passing, who can tell How prayer may help it on its way.

b. Jig. That which forebodes or signalizes the

death or passing away of anything ; the ' knell '.

1577 WHETSTONE Remembr. Gascoigne xxv, The Swan in

songs, dooth knolle her passing bel. 1696 BROOKHOUSE
Temple Open. 62 The Sounding of the Seventh Angel, Is the

worlds Passing Bell. 1819 KEATS Lamia 11. 39 Knowing
well That but a moment's thought is passion's passing bell.

1821 SHELLEY Hellas 669 And my solemn thunder knell

Should ring to the world the passing bell Of tyranny !

t Pa-ssing-by. Obs. rare, [See PASSING vbl.

sb. 2.]
= PASSOVEB.

1533 TIN-DALE Supper of Lord I) ij b, Where is this geste
chamber where I myghte eate the passing by wilh my
disciples?

Passingeoure, -ger, obs. forms of PASSENGER.

Passingly (pu-sirjli), adv. [f.
PASSING ///. a.

+ -LY -.] In a passing manner, a. For the time,

temporarily {obs.) ;
in passing, cursorily.

a 1340 HAMPOI.E Psalter y\\\\\. i pat^e here not passandly,
all j>at wonnys be warld. 1340 Ayenh. 172 pe zene^ere ssel

guo in-to his house.. nast pasindeliche ase be iogelour bat

ne blef> na?t blebeliche in his house. 1530 PALSGR. 383
All these actes be but passyngly brought in. 1684 in Wodrow
Hist. Ch. Scot. (1722) II. in. viii. 388 Not having been

for several Years there, but passingly. 1836 Erasers Mag.
XIV. 633 They are passingly noticed in the last stanza. 1891
G. MEREDITH One of our Cong. II. xii. 289 Victor com-
mented passingly on the soundness of them.

b. In a surpassingdegreeor manner, surpassingly;

pre-eminently,exceedingly;
= PASSING #</#. (quali-

fying adj., adv., vb.). arch,

1:1380 WYCLIF Wks. (1880) 315 pei ben passyngliche holy.

1387 TKEVISA Higden (Rolls) VII. 483 Oon preysed hym in

metre passingliche in bis manere. c 1450 St. Cuthbert

(Surtees) 2537 Passandly sho loued cuthbert. 1470-85
MALORY Arthur in. iii, He was passyngly wel vysaged and

passyngly wel made. 1587 M. GROVE Pelops <$ Hipp. (1878)

56 She loues their wisdome passinglie. 1638 FORD Fancies

IV. i. You, forsooth, .. were contented, Passingly pleased.

1887 Harpers Ufa?. June 37, I, who thought myself so

Strong, am passingly weak.

Passing-measure, var. PASSEMEASUBE Obs.



PASSINGNESS.

Fa'ssmgness. [f. PASSING///, a. + -NESS/

Passing quality ; transitoriness.

1839 BAILEY Festus vi. (1852) 68 Feelings so serene an>

sweet, . . That they can make amends for their passingnes*
1865 NEALE Hymns Glor. Farad. (1866) 10 Here they live

in endless being, Passingness hath passed away.
Pa ssing-no:te. Mus. A note not belonging

to tlie harmony, interposed between two notes

essential to it, for the purpose of passing smoothly
from one to the other. Sometimes also applied to

auxiliary notes (see AUXILIARY a. 2 b).
1776 BURNF.Y Hist, jl/ws/V (1789) I. ii. 39 Merely., a passing-

note serving only to lead more smoothly to the sixth. 187;
OUSELEY Princ. Harmony xviii. 199

'

Passing notes ' should
be regarded as nothing more than embellishments. 189?
STAINER & BARRETT Diet. Mus. Terms s. v., It is a necessary
characteristic of a passing-note, that it should have a degree
of the scale on each side of it.

Passion (pas-Jan), sl>. Also 2-6 -iun, -ioun,

-yo(u)n, etc., 4 pascioun. [a. OF. passiun,
passion, ad. L. passion-em suffering (Tertullian,

etc.), n. of action f. pati, pass- to suffer. In L.

chiefly a word of Christian theology, which was
also its earliest use in Fr. and ling., being very
frequent in the earliest ME.]

I. The suffering of pain.
1. (Now usually with capital.) The sufferings

of Jesus Christ on the Cross (also often including
the Agony in Gethsemane). Formerly also in//.
Cross of Passion, in Heraldry : see quots. Instruments

of the Passion, the cross, the crown of thorns, the nails,
scourge, etc.

f IX7 Lamb. Horn. 119 Vre drihtnes halie passiun, bet is

his hahe browunge be he for mancunne underfeng. a 1225
St. Marker, i Efter ure louerdes pine, ant his passiun.
fitgo S. Eng.^Leg. I. 15/472 Ri}t bane wei bat ore louerd
}eode toward is passioun. 1340 Ayenb. 12 pe uerthe article

belongeb to his passion. 1382 WYCLIF Acts i. 3 To which
and he }af [1388 schewide] hym silf alyue after his passioun.
[So all i6-i7th c. versions.] 1526 TINDALE i Pet. i. n The
passions that shulde come vnto Christ. 1547 BOOKDIC Introd.
Kiunvl. xxxix. (1870) 220 The mount of Caluery, where lesu
Chryst did suffer his passions. 1548-9 (Mar.) Hk. Com.
Prayer, Litany, By thy crosse and passion,. -Good lorde
deliuer us. 1666 PEPYS Diary 3 Nov., This morning comes
Mr. Lovett, and brings me my print of the Passion, varnished
by him. 1682 J. GIBBON Intnd. ad Lat. Blason. 76 A long
Cross : Bara makes it like a Cross of Passion, that is, the
Traverse beam a pretty deal below the top of the palar
part. 1725 COATS Diet. Her. s.v., Cross of the Passion..
not crossed in the Middle but somewhat below the Top,
with Arms short in proportion to the Length of the Shaft.
1754 SHERLOCK Disc. (1759) I. vii. 211 As if the Remission
of our Sins was to be ascribed peculiarly to the Passion.
1839 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 7) XIX. 428/1 Pictured representa-
tions of the fourteen stages of our Lord's passion. 1845
G. A. POOI.E Churches vi. 48 The font of North Somercoats,
Lincolnshire, has on two of its sides shields charged with
the instruments of the passion.

t b. Used allusively in asseverations ; also

transf. applied by persons to themselves, as in

passion of me, my heart, my soul. Obs.
CI386 CHAUCER Shifman's Prol. 13 A-bide forgodis digne

passion, c 1530 Hickscorner in Hazl. Daiisley I. 168 Help,
help, for the passion of my soul. 1570 PRESTON Camtyscs
1. 180 O' the passion of God, I have done. 1601 B. JONSON
En. Man in Hum. (Q.) nt. iii. 127 Gods passion, and I had
twise so many cares, as you haue, I'ld drowne them all in
a cup of sacke. 1601 SIIAKS. Alts Wellv. ii. 43 Cox my
passion, giue me your hand. 1684 MERITON Yorksli. Dial.
477 Fashions a Life I here's! Land-lord just at deaur. 1738
tr. Guazzo's Art Conversation 24 Passion o' me ! Who will
then carry my Corn to Mill?

c. The narrative of the sufferings of Christ from
the Gospels; also, a musical setting of this.
a 1300 Cursor M. 8844 pus sais sum opinion, Bot sua sais

noght be passion. (11533 LD. BERNERS Hum cxlix. 566
After that your deuyne seruyce be done, and the passyon of
our lorde lesu Chryste red. 1844 LINGARD Anglo-Sajc. Ch.
(18581 II. ix. 64 That every deacon read two passions. 1880
in Grove Diet. Mus. II. 664/2 Until the latter half of the
i6th century the Passion was always sung.. by the three
Deacons alone. Ibid. 666/1 Bachfs]. .'Passion according
to S. Matthew' is.. the finest work of the kind,

t d. Passion-tide or Passion Week. Obs.
1297 R. Gl.ouc. (Rolls) 10178 pe Sonenday of be passion

Ibid. 11330 Wibinne be passion Wib is ost he wende uorl& arerde is dragon.
2. The sufferings of a martyr, martyrdom, arch.
a 1225 St. Marker, i Her beginneS be liflade & te passiun

of semte margarete. 1377 LANGU P. PI. B. XV. 265 What
penaunce and pouerte and passioun bei [the saints] suffred
c 1440 CAPCRAVE Life St. Kath. v. 1668 The emperour com-
nuumded . Thei shulde be led on-to her passyon. 1503Gold. Leg. Colophon, The lyues passyons and myracles of
many other sayntes. 1672 CAVE Prim. Chr. i. vii. (1673) 160
The great reverence they had for Martyrs. Their passions
stiled their Birthday. 1754-8 T. NEWTON Observ. Froth
Dan. xii. 204 Cyprian ordered the passions of the Martyrs
in Africa to be registred. 1901 T. R. GLOVER Life f, Lett.
4/A Cent. 250 With the martyrs came their relics, the tales
of their passions, their tombs and their images
transf. 1598 B. JONSON Ev. Man in Hum. m. iv, A

lasting-day no sooner comes, but . . poore cobs they smoke
for it, they are made martyrs o' the gridiron, they melt in
passion.

1 3. Suffering or affliction generally. Obs.
. I22S Ancr. R. 188 In all ower passiuns, benchefl euer
mwardliche up o Codes pinen. 111340 HAMPOLE Psalter
xv'

^ In^wrangis
& temptaciouns & passions. 14. . in Tun-

dale's l-'is. (1843) 130 Sche was exempt from all such passyon
[of travail). 1509 HAWES Conv. Swearers xliv, The wounde
of synne to me is more passyon Than the wounde of my
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syde for
thy^redempcyon._^i6o6

SHAKS. Ant. S, Cl. v. i. 63

req
typ<

copies still.

4. A painful affection or disorder of the body or
of some part of it. Obs. exc. in certain phrases,
as colic, hysteric(al, iliac, sciaticpassion, for which
see the adjs.
1382 WVCLIF Lev. xv. 13 If he were helid, that suffreth

siche a maner passioun [L. hujusmodi passionem}. 1398-
1856 [see ILIAC ij. 1460 CAPCRAVE Chron. (Rolls) 40 Asa,
Kyng of Juda . . had sore feet, whech passioune our bokys
sey it was podegra. 1529 WOLSEY in Four C. Eng. Lett, m
Beyng entereyd into the passyon of the dropsy. 1547
BOORDE Brev. Health (1557) 33 In latyn it is named I'cn-
tralis passio. In English . . the belly ache, or a passion in
the belly. 1563 T. GAI.E Antidot. II. 29 It is of ryght good
effecte in the passions of the ioyntes. 1684 tr. lionet's Merc.
Comfit, xvi. 566 Thirst is a Passion of the Mouth of the
Stomach. 1822-34 [see HYSTERIC i).

f b. A violent access, attack, or fit of disease.
1390 GOWEH Conf. III. 7 As a drunke man I swerve, And

sufTVe such a Passion. 1641 HINDE J. Brnen xlvii. 150 His
fits and passions were much after this manner.

II. The fact of being acted upon, the being
passive. [Late ~L.passio, used to render Gr. iratfos.J
5. The fact or condition of being acted upon or

affected by external agency ; subjection to external
force: = AFFECTION sb. I

; -fan effect or impression
produced by action from without. Now rare or Obs.
CI374 CHAUCER Boeth.v. met. iv. 130 (Camb. MS.) The

passion, bat is to seyn be suffraunce or the wit in the qwyke
body goth byforn exitinge and mocuynge the strengthis
of the thoght. 1413 Pilgr. Smi'le (Caxton 1483) v. xiv.
108 Al that is done withouten might, it lacketh the dignyte
and the name of dede, but it is cleped passion. 1530
PALSGR. in Verbes meanes .. betoken neyther action nor
passion. 1610 GUILLIM Heraldry m. iii. (1660) 109 The ..

brightnesse of these [Sun and Moon] is., subject to the
passion of darkning or eclipsing. 1668 WILKINS Real
Char. in. i. 303 That kind of word . . adjoyned to a Verb, to
signifie the quality and affection of the Action or Passion, is

work shall be the work of passion rather than of action.

fb. A way in which a thing is or may be
affected by external agency ;

a passive quality,
property, or attribute; = AFFECTION II. 12. Obs.
1570 BILLINGSLF.Y Euclid i. xxxiv. 44 In this Theorcme,

are demonstrated three passions or properties of parallelo-

is sometime accidentally hot. 1690 LEYBOURN Cursi Math.
330 Of certain Passions and Properties of the Five Regular
Bodies. 1707 FLOYER Physic. Pnlse-ll'atch 299 The different
Manners . . produc'd by a particular hot or cold Diet, or Air,
Exercise, and Passions peculiar to each Nation.

III. An affection of the mind. [L. pctssio
=

Gr. 7Ta00!.]
6. Any kind of feeling by which the mind is

powerfully affected or moved
;
a vehement, com-

manding, or overpowering emotion ; in psychology
and art, any mode in which the mind is affected or
acted upon (whether vehemently or not), as ambi-
tion, avarice, desire, hope, fear, love, hatred, joy,
grief, anger, revenge. Sometimes personified.
c ?374 CHAUCER Troylus iv. 676 1704) As she bat al bis mene
mile brende Of ober passion ban bat bey wende. 1526

Pilgr. Perf. (W. de \V. 1531) n8 He wyll stere vp in his
soule y passyons of ire & impacyency. 1328 TINDALE Obed.
Chr. Man Wks. (Parker Soc.) 1. 246 A poor woman with
child, which longed, and, being overcome of her passion, ate
flesh on a Friday. 1591 SHAKS, i Hen. VI, v. 11. 18 Of all
base passions, Feare is most accurst. 1611 BIBLE Acts xiv.
15 We also are men of like passions with you. 1647 COWLEY
Mistr.

,
Passions i, From Hate, Fear, Hope, Anger, and Envy

free, And all the Passions else that be. 1710 NORRIS Chr.
e are to understand
g

, ese a e. 1710 OR
Prud. vii. 323 By the Passions I think we are to un
certain Motions of the Mind depending upon and accom-
panied with an Agitation of the Spirits. 1732 POPE EJ>.Bathurst 154 The ruling Passion conquers Reason still.

1791 MRS. RADCLIFFE Rom. Forest
i, A man whose passions

often overcame his reason. 1797 Encycl. Brit. icd. ;) XIV.
2/1 The common division of the passions into desire and
a-ersion, hope and_/e:ir,j,y and grief, love and hatred, has
been mentioned by every author who has treated of them.
Ibid. 14/2 Passions, in painting, are the external expressions
of the different

dispositions
and affections of the mind ; but

particularly their different effects upon the several features
of the face. 1843 PRESCOTT Mexico vi. viii. (1864) 401 It
were as easy to curb the hurricane in its fury, as the
passions of an infuriated horde of savages. 1872 RUSKIN
Eagle's N. 169 Their reverence for the passion, and their
-uardianship of the purity, of Love.

b. Without article or //. : Commanding, vehe-
ment, or overpowering feeling or emotion.
1590 SPENSER F. Q. i. v. i Such restlesse passion did all

night torment The flaming corage of that Faery knight.
1604 SHAKS. Oth. iv. i. 277 Is this the Nature Whom Passion
could not shake ? 1678 SOUTH Serm. (1697) 1 1. x. 434 Passion is
he Drunkenness of the Mind. 1724 DE FOE Mem. Cavalier
1840) 3 He told me, with a great deal of passion, that he
oved me above all the rest. 1770 WESLEY Lett., to f. Benson
; Oct., Passion and prejudice govern the world. 1901H. BLACK Culture f, Restraint iv. 106 Philosophy is a feeble
Antagonist before passion.

C. A fit or mood marked by stress of feeling or
tbandonment to emotion

; a transport of excited

'eeling ; an outburst of feeling.

PASSION.

159 SPENSER F. Q. i. i. 49 In this great passion of unwonted
lust, Or wonted feare of doing ought amis, He starteth up.
'599 CHAPMAN Hum. Day's Mirth. Plays 1873 I. 92 Come,
come, leave your passions, they cannot moove mee. 1628
HOBOES Thitcyd. (1822) 119 They sent these men thither in

passion. 1725 POPE Ottyss. iv. 150 From the brave youth
the streaming passion broke. 1854 MILMAN Lat. Chr. vii.
11. (1864) IV. 98 Henry fell on his knees and in a passion of
grief entreated her merciful interference. 1856 W. COLLINS
After Dark (1862) 214 She burst into an hysterical passion
of weeping.

d. A poem, literary composition, or passage
marked by deep or strong emotion ; a passionate
speech or outburst. Obs. or arch.

.
1582 T. WATSON Centime ofLone i. heading, The Authour

in this Passion taketh . . occasion to open his estate in loue
1590 SHAKS. Mids. N. v. i. 321 Heere she comes, and her

W""Jnij* the play' IS" MASSIXGER, etc. Old Law I. i.

Wks. (Rtlclg.) 416/1 These very passions I speak to my
father. [Gifford note These pathetic speeches.] 1614 TOMKIS
Albumazar\\. \. in Hazl. ZWs/yXI. 327 Not a one shakes
his

ta^il,
but I sigh out a passion. 1871 BROWNING Balaustion

193 Now it was some whole passion of a play.
7. spec. An outburst of anger or bad temper.
1530 PALSGR. 320/1 Passyonate, inclyned sone to be in

a passyon. 1590 SPENSER F. Q. ii. iv. n It's eath..to..
calme the tempest of his passion wood. 1688 MIEGE Fr.
Diet. s. v. Bring, To bring a Man in a passion {transport^
de coKre] to himself. 1731 Cettll. Mag. I. 391/1 This put
Bluster into such a Passion, that he quitted the Surgery in
a Pet. 1773 JOHNSON in Bos-well 28 Aug., Warburton kept
his temper all along, while Lowth was in a passion. 1819
Metropolis\\.. 212 She chose, woman-like, ..to fly in a passion
and to abuse the sheriff's officer. 1842 BROWNING PifdPiper
x, And folks who put me in a passion May find me pipe
after another fashion.

b. Without*: Impassioned anger, angry feeling.
1524 WOLSEY Let. to Knight in Strype Eccl. Mem. (1721)

I. i. iv. 57 Whatsoever they might speak in passion or
otherwise. 1605 CHAPMAN All Fvolcs iv. i. 125, I pray you
good Gostanzo, Take truce with passion. 1628 HOBBES
Thucyd. (1822) 37 [To] undergo the danger with them and
that without passion against you. 1729 BUTLER Serm.
Resentm. Wks. 1874 II. 98 Passion ; to which some men are
liable, in the same way as others are to the epilepsy. 1798
SOUTHEY Cross Roads xviii, Passion made his dark face turn
white. 1882 J. PARKER Apost. Life I. 143 We can stifle
the hot word of passion.
8. Amorous feeling; strong sexual affection; love;

f also in //., amorous feelings or desires. Often
tender passion.
1588 SHAKS. Tit. A. n. i. 36 My sword. .shall, .plead my

passions for Lauinia's lone. 1590 SPENSER F. Q. m. v. 30
But, when shee better him beheld, shee grew Full of soft

passion and unwonted smart. 1592 SHAKS. Rom. ff Jul. II.

Prol. 13 Passion lends them Power, time, meanes to meete.
1658 PHILLIPS, Passion,, .an affection of the mind,, .in Poems
and Romances it is more peculiarly taken for the passion of
love. 1710 STEELE Taller No. 128 F 4 Fairest Unknown . .

I have conceived a most extraordinary Passion for you.
1752 FIELDING Amelia ir. i, I declared myself the most
wretched of all martyrs to this tender passion. 1855 MILMAN
Lat. Chr. ix. viii. (1864) V. 413 Seized with a poetic passion
for Eudoxia, wife of William.

b. transf. An object of love, a beloved person.
1783 LADY SUFFOLK in Lett. C'tsss S. (1824) II. 275 Lord

Buckingham's former passions go off very quickly: poor
Lady Northampton is dead. 1842 THACKERAY Fitz-Boodle
Papers Wks. (Biogr. ed.) IV. 295 Whenever one of my
passions comes into a room, my cheeks flush.

9. Sexual desire or impulse.
1641 WII.KINS Math. Magick i. i. (1648) 2 Which set a man

at liberty from his lusts and passions. 1667 MILTON P. L.\.
454 Sions daughters.. Whose wanton passions in the sacred
Porch Ezekiel saw. 1798 MALTHUS Popul. m. iii. (1806) II.

132 Delaying the gratification of passion from a sense of
duty. 1843 LONGF. Quadroon Girl x, He knew whose
passions gave her life, Whose blood ran in her veins.
10. An eager outreaching of the mind towards

something ; an overmastering zeal or enthusiasm
for a special object ; a vehement predilection.
1638 BAKER tr. Balzac's Lett. (vol. II.) 70 Concerning his

passion of horses, which he calls his malady, .never counsell

him_to cure it. 1671 tr. Frejus' Voy. Mauritania i A
passion of meriting the esteem of a considerable Company
of Merchants. 1708 SWIFT Sentiments Ch. Eng. Man
Wks. 1755 II. I. 61 That mighty passion for the church,
which some men pretend [etc.]. 1780 COWPKR Lett. 8 May,
The passion for

landscape-drawing. 1838 Miss MITFORD in

L'Estrange Life (1870) III. vi. 89 My present passion is for

indigenous orchises. 1874 GREEN Short Hist. iv. 2. 169The growing passion for the possession of land.

b. transf. An aim or object pursued with zeal.

1732 POPE Ess. Man H. 261 Whate'er the Passion, know-
ledge, fame, or pelf. 1856 FROUDE Hist. Eng. (1858) I. L 69
The drama was the passion of the people. 1874 BANCROFT
Footpr. Time i. 81 To rule was her passion. 1883 H.
DRUMMOND Nat. Lam Spir. W. i. i. (1884) 4 The pursuit of
Law became the passion of science. Mod. Golf has become
a passion with him.

11. attrib. and Comb. a. simple attrib., as

passion-fever, -fit, -monger, -pitch, -verse, -wave;
objective and instrumental, as passion-blazing,
-breather, -kindling, -thrilling, and esp. with any
pa. pple. of suitable sense, as passion-coloured,
distracted, -driven, -filled, -g-uided, -kindled, -led,

-ridden, -shaken, -smitten, -stirred, -stung, -swayed,
-torn, -tossed, -wasted, -winged, -worn ; also

passion-like, -proud adjs. ; passion-wise adv.
1894 Outi?ig(\J. S.) XXIII. 362/1 Then turns his "passion-

blazing eye and stamps impotently with shackled feet. 1899
CROCKETT Kit Kennedy 406 Curious freaks of violent and
*passion-driven men. 1877 M. ARNOLD Last Ess. on Ch. <f

Relif. 23 The *Passion-nlled reasoning and rhetoric of
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Pascal. 1842 FABER Styrian Lake, etc. 105 When in a

^passion-fit I spoke. 0:1644 QUARLES Sol. Recant. Sol. iv.

63 A self-conceipt may bribe Thy
*
passion-guided Will to

take up Arms 'Gainst soveraign Reason. 11835 MRS.
HEMANS Poems, Genius singing to Lore, The *passion-
kindled melody Might seem to gush from Sappho's fervent

heart. 1799 CAMPBELL Picas. Hope i, 121 Congenial Hope !

thy *passion-kindling power, How bright, how strong, in

youth s untroubled hour ! 1893 F. GREENWOOD Lovers
Lex. 275 Then we shall be at peace from the *passion-

mongers. 1879 BLACK Macleod of D. xxxvii, Your feelings

supposed to be always up at
*
passion-pitch. 1592 GREENE

Disput. Wks, (Grosart) X. 241, I began to waxe *passion-

proud. 1606 SYLVESTER Du Bartas \\. iv. n. Magnificence
510 O why is my Minde More *passion -stirred, then my
hand is strong ? 1605 Ibid. n. iii. iv. Captains 1070 What
Sea more apt to swell Then is th' unbridled Vulgar, *passion-
toss't? 1880 O. CRAWFURD Portugal 369 Modern *passion-
verse generally in its lyric form. 1799 COLERIDGE Lines in

Concert Room ii, Nature's *passion-warbled plaint. 1821

SHELLEY Adonais ix, The *passion-winged ministers of

thought. 1814 SOUTHEY Roderick xiv, One countenance
So strongly mark'd, so ^passion-worn.

b. Special Combs.: f passion-banner, a banner

inscribed with the tokens of Christ's Passion;
Passion cross, see quot. and Cross of Passion in i ;

f passion-day, the day on which a martyr suffered ;

passion-fruit, the edible fruit of some species of

Passion-flower ; passion-lettuce, an early kind

of spring lettuce ; passion-music, music to which

the narrative of the Passion is set (cf. i c) ; so

passion-oratorio ; passion-play, a mystery-play

representing the Passion of Christ
; passion-tide,

a tide or flow of passion ; see also PASSION-TIDE
;

passion-tree, a species of Passion-flower cultivated

for its fruit
; passion-vine = PASSION-FLOWER.

Also PASSION SUNDAY, PASSION WEEK.
1552 Inventory in Ecclesiologist XVII. 125 A *passion

banner of red sarsnet. 1780 EDMONDSON Her. II. Gloss.,

*Passion Cross, the same as the Cross Calvary. Cross

Calvary, . . the Cross ofthe Passion. 1882 CUSSASS Hand-bk,
Her. iv. 60 The Latin Cross is sometimes called a Passion

Cross ; but in the latter, all the limbs should be couped, that

is the top and bottom of the Cross should not touch the

extremities of the shield while still retaining the distinctive

features of the Latin Cross. 1672 CAVE Prim. Chr. \. vii.

(1673) 204 We celebrate the *passion days of the Martyrs.

1752 H. WALPOLE Lett. (1846) II. 454 A garden of Eden,
from which.. my sister-in-law long ago gathered *passion-
fruit. 1881 MRS. C PRAED Policy <fr P. I. 145 A high fence

. .overgrown with passion-fruit. 1707 MORTIMER Hush.

(1721) II. 148 Another sort of Lettices, called * Passion

Lettice, prosper well in light Ground. 1880 W. S. ROCKSTRO
in Grove's Diet. Mus. II. 665 Here then we have the first

idea of the
' * Passion Oratorio ', 1873 Baedeker s South.

Germany (ed. 3) 128 Ober-Ammergau, celebrated for the

*passion-plays performed there every ten years. 1825 D. L.

RICHARDSON Sonn. 27 While its ^passion-tides serener flow.

1741 Compl. Fam.-Piece n. iii. 362 If you now plant, and
make Layers of the "Passion-tree, in most Places, it will make
it bear Fruit. 1892 Daily News 27 Aug. 3/1 A dish of the

edible fruit of the *
passion vine.

Passioil (pse'Jaa), v. [a. OF, passionner

(Godef.), f. passion PASSION so.]

1. trans. To affect or imbue with passion.
ci468 Paston Lett. II. 324 The seyd Fastolf, mevyd and

passyoned gretely in his soule, seyd and swar by Cryst ys
sides [etc.]. 1567 FENTON Trag. Disc. Ded., To see the

follye of a foolishe lover passioninge hlmselfe uppon creditt.

1590 SPENSER F. Q. \\. ix. 41 Great wonder had the knight
to see the mayd So straungely passioned. 1818 KEATS

Endym. \. 248 For whose soul-soothing quiet, turtles Passion

their voices cooingly. 1886 W. ALEXANDER St. August.
Holiday 214 The land where Jordan passioneth His poetry
of waterfalls night and day.

fb. To move or impel by passion. Obs. rare~ .

1502 Ord. Crysten Men (W. de W. 1506) i. vii. 67 That he

be inclyned and passyoned to take vengeaunce.
c. To express with passion or deep feeling.

i88i W.C. SMITH Kildrostan \. iii. 6 In the old home. .She
sits alone, and passions her sharp pain,

f 2. To affect with suffering, to afflict. Obs.

1491 CAXTON Vitas Patr. (W. de W. 1495) n. 205/1 Adys-
cyple of his that was sore passyoned & tourmented of a

greuous maladye. 1576 BAKER Jewell of Health 125 b, It

especially helpeth the strangurie and those passioned with

the stone, a 1626 BP. ANDREWES .S>rwr., /'ajj/tfw i. (1661) 221

Whom . . in body and soul . . they have pierced and passioned
..on the Cross.

3. intr. To show, express, or be affected by

passion or deep feeling ; formerly esp. to sorrow.

1588 SHAKS. L. L. L. i. i. 264. 1391 Two Gent. iv. iv.

172 'Twas Ariadne, passioning For Theseus periury, and
vnlust flight. 1598 CHAPMAN Bl. Beggar Alex. Plays 1873
I. 33 How now Queene, what art thou doing, passioning
over the picture of Cleanthes? 1610 SHAKS. Temp. v. i. 24
Shall not my selfe, One of their kinde. .Passion as they?
1819 KEATS Lamia 1. 182 She stood. .By a clear pool, wherein
she passioned To see herself escaped from so sore ills.

1870 Gd. Words 418 Larks passioning hung o'er their

brooding wives. 1887 W. SHARP Shelley 98 There can be

few of us who . . so passion for this passion as did Shelley.

Hence Pa'ssioning vbl. sb.

1844 MRS. BROWNING Vis. Poets cxxxv, Burns, with pungent
passionings Set in his eyes. 1900 S. PHILLIPS Paolo fy

Francesca 102 Your blood is crimson with my passioning.

t Pa'SSioiiable, - Obs. rare. [a. F. passion-

nable, f. passion."] Subject to passion ; passionate.

1571 CAMPION Hist. Irel. \\. ix. (1633) 106 Kildare was open
and passionable, in his moode desperate. 1573 G. HARVEY
Letter-bk. (Camden) 92 An infiamid passionable minde.

Passional fpse'Janal), sb. (Also in L. form.)

[ad.
med.L. passionale, neuter of passionaHs (see
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next) of or pertaining to passion, to the Passion,

used as sb. = liber passionalis (Dn Cange).]
1. A book containing accounts of the sufferings of

saints and martyrs, for reading on their festival days.
1630 G. LANGBAINE in Usshcr's Lett. (1686) 552 A good old

Book, which was sometime the Passional of the Monastery
of Ramesey. 1849 [see PASSIONARY]. 1882 Ch. Q. Ret: 276

Missals, Troparies, Passionals, Hymnaries, Collectaria, and
Benedictionals. 1887 Chicago Advance 27 Oct. 674, ssd

chap, [of Isaiah] known since the days of Polycarp. .as the

Golden Passional. 1901 A. C. WELCH Anselm fy his H'k.

v. 89 The Archbishop . . ordered Osbern . . to have a passionale

composed to his memory.
t b. Jig. A story of suffering or woe. Obs. rare.

a 1500 Colkelbie Scnv Prohem. 19 Quhat is the warld with-

out plesance or play Bot passionale ?

2. 'A manuscript of the four Gospels, upon which

the kings of England, from Henry I. to Edward VI.,

took the coronation oath' (Shipley Gloss. Eccl.

Terms 1872).
Passional (pse'jsnal), a. [ad. late L. pas-

sional-is (Tertullian), f. passion-em PASSIOX : see

-AL. Cf. OF. passionncl, -al, inspired by passion,

causing suffering.] Of or pertaining to passion or

the passions ; inspired by or imbued with passion ;

characterized by passion.
1700 J. WODROW in R. Wodrow Life (1828) 35 This is

rational, the other passional. 1845 O. A. BROWNSON Wks,
VI. 37 The Fourierists. .pjace,

.the passional nature, .at the

summit ofthe psychical hierarchy. 1857 MAVNE REID War-
Trail xiv, Three elements or classes of feeling : the moral,
the intellectual, and what I may term the passional. 1867 F.

PARKMAX Jesuits N. Ainer. xiv. (1875) 175 A mystic of the

intense and passional school.

t Pa'ssionar. Obs. [a. OF. passion(ti)er, -ier,

ad. med.L. passionarium, -arius : see next. (Med.
L. passioneritis was from the Fr.)]

= next.

14. . Nominate in Wr.-Wiilcker 720/6 Hie fassioncrius, a

pas^yonar.

Passionary (pae'Janari). [ad. med.L. passion-
ari-uiii, -us, f. passion-em PASSION : see -AKY. Cf.

moA.F.fassioiinaire.']
= PASSIONAL s&. I.

c\m*,Pict. l''ac. in Wr.-WCilcker i^li^Hocpassionari\Jtin\
a passionari. 1313 BRADSHAW St. Werburge i. 604 As
declareth the true Passyonary A boke wherin her holy lyfe

wryten i*. 1774 WARTON Hist. Eng. Poetry xxvii. (1840)

II. 371 The passionaries of the female saints, Werburgh,
Ethelred, and Sexburgh, which were kept for public edifica-

tion in the choir of the church. 1853 ROCK Ch. ofFathers
IV. xii. 212 The Passional, or Passionary, had in it the

lives of martyrs and saints.

Passionate (pse-Jan/t), a. (rf.) fad. med.L.

passionatus, corresponding to F. passienni (Pr.

passionado, It. passionate), pa. pple. ofpassionner':

see PASSION j>.]

1. Easily moved to angry passion or wrath ; prone
to anger, hot-tempered, irascible.

c 1450 tr. De Imitatione n. iii. 43 A passional man turni)>

good into euel. ..A gode pesible man drawij? all Binges to

good. 1^30 PALSGR. 320/1 Passyonate, inclyned sone to be

inapassyon. 1613 CHAPMAN Busy D'Ambois Plays 1873
II. 142 Homer made Achilles passionate, Wrathfull, revenge-

full, and insatiate In his affections. 1781 COWPER Friend-

ship 64 A temper passionate and fierce May suddenly your

joys disperse At one immense explosion. 1841 MACAULAY

Ess., L. Hunt (1887) 614 Though passionate and often wrong-
headed, he [Collier] was a singularly fair controversialist.

f b. Possessed by angry passion, enraged, angry.
a 1500 Colkelbie Sow 903 Susan angrit heirat, as oft woman

is, Quhile passional that all consaitis kennis, Tuk in disdane

this gift. 1618 HODBES TImcyd. (1822) 39 Men . . are more

passionate for injustice than for violence, c i&ij HOGG
Tales ff Sk. I. 278 He was violently passionate when he

conceived himself wronged.
c. Of language, etc. : Marked by angry passion,

angry, wrathful.

1590 SHAKS. Alias. JV. m. ii. 220, I am amazed at your

passionate words. 1693 J. EDWARDS Author. O. fy N. Test.

240 This passionate expletive. 1711 STEELE Sfect. No. 107

? i To vent peevish Expressions, or give passionate or incon-

sistent Orders. 1870 MCCARTHY Own Times II. xx. 93 The
debates were long, fierce, and often passionate.

2. Of persons: Affected with passion or vehement

emotion; dominated by intense or impassioned

feeling ; enthusiastic, ardently desirous ; t zealously

devoted, attached, or loyal (obs.).

1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 51 To renne hedlynge
without feare vpon all ieopardyes, as communly passionate

persones doth. 1650 JER. TAYLOR Holy Living ii. 2 (1727)

65 That by enkindling thy desire
to_ heavenly banquets,

thou may'st be indifferent and less passionate for the earthly.

1651 HOBBES Leviath. n. xxiv. 127 Cicero, (a passionate
defender of Liberty). 1671 tr. Frejus' Voy. Mauritania

15, I am.. Your Majesties most Humble, most Obedient,
and Passionate Servant. 1805 SOUTHEY Madoc in W.
x. ii, He.. swept with passionate hand the ringing harp.

1845 S. AUSTIN Ranke's Hist. Ref. III. 573 Her husband's

house and garden were daily thronged with her passionate
admirers. 1879 FROUDE Cxsar xiv. 215 The army was now

passionate for an engagement.
b. Of language, etc. : Imbued with passion,

marked or characterized by strong emotion; ex-

pressive of strong emotion, impassioned.
1581 SIDNEY Afol. Poetrie (Arb.I 22 Their passionate

describing of passions. 1655 FULLER Ch. Hist. IV. iii. 42

To these he made a passionate speech, to exhort them to

unite. 1771 Junius Lett. Iviii. 303 Forgive this passionate

language. 1845 STODDART in Encycl. Metrop. (1847) 1. 174/1

The interjection rises from a scarcely articulate sound to a

passionate, and almost to an enunciative sentence.

PASSIONATELY.

c. Of an emotion : Vehement.
1567 DRANT Horace To Rdr., The one thicke powdered

wyth manly passional pangs, the other watered wyth
wominishe teares. 1589 GREENE Menaphon Ded. (Arb.) 3
By such passionate sorowes. 1660 F. BROOKE tr. Le Blanc's
Trav. 243 They bear a passionate affection to their Princes.

1813 MAR. EDGEWORTH Patron, vi, His declaration of

passionate attachment to Caroline. 1818 SOUTHEY Ode
Death Q. Charlotte iii, With a passionate sorrow we
bewail'd Youth on the untimely bier.

3. Subject to passion ;-*swayed by the passions or

emotions
; easily moved to strong feeling ; impres-

sible, susceptible ;
of changeful mood.

1589 PUTTENHAM Eng. Poesie \. xii. (Arb.) 44 To make him
[God] ambitious of honour,, .angrie, vindicatiue,. .indigent
of mans worships : finally so passionate as in effect he shold
be altogether Anthropopathis. a 1619 FLETCHER Wit with-
out Money ii. iv, Thou art passionate ; Hast thou been

brought up with girls? c 1622 FORD, etc. \\~itch Edmonton
n. ii, You.. have the power To make me passionate as an

April day ; Now smile, then weep ; now pale, then crimson
red. 1685 SOUTH Serin. (1697) I. 466 God will not. .admit
of the Passionate man's Apology, That he has so long given
his Unruly Passions their Head, that he cannot now Govern
or Controul them. 1877 MRS. OLIPHANT Makers Flor. iii.

78 Those hot and sudden friendships which men of passionate
temper rush into.

T" 4. spec. Affected with the passion of love,
dominated or swayed by the ' tender passion '. Obs.

1589 GREENE Menafihon (Arb.) 32 Seeing by the shepheards
passionate lookes, that the swain was halfe in loue. 1632
SHIRLEY Changes i. ii, My wife is passionate and affects this

Knight. 1704 STEELE Lying Lover \, (1747) 18 Judge, .what
the condition of a passionate Man must be, that can ap-
proach the hand only of her he dies for,

f5. Moved with sorrow; grieved, sad, sorrowful.

1586 A. DAY Eng. Secretary \. (1625) 118 These things.,

permit you not, for such losse of riches, possessions, children
or friends to become passionate. 1595 SHAKS. John n. i.

544 She is sad and passionate at your highness Tent. 1613
CHAPMAN Bussy D'Ambois Plays 1873 II. 157 Be not so

passionate; rise, cease your tears. 1665 SIR T. HERBERT
Trav, (1677) 71 Ecbar (who loved him dearly) becomes so

passionate, that for . . some time [he] refused to be comforted.

b. Inclined to pity, compassionate. Now dial.

1594 SHAKS. Rich. ///, i. iv. 121, I hope this passionate
humor of mine, will change, It was wont to hold me but
while one tels twenty. 1658 GURNALL Chr. in Arm. verse 16.

iii. (1679) 190/2 Them that have had the longest and passipn-
atest treaty of mercy. 1903 Eng. Dial. Diet.

, (Dorsetshire)
Master's very good to his workpeople, he's so pash'nate.

fc. That moves to compassion, pitiful. Obs.
a ie;86 SIDNEY Arcadia in. (1590) 294 b, Melting with com-

passion at so passionate a sight. 1595 SPKNSER Col, Clout

427 In tragick plaints and passionate mischance.

B. sb. (elliptical use.) One who is influenced

by passion, ^esp. one who is in love (pbs^).

1651 tr. De-las-Coveras Don Fenise 78 It came into my
fancie to give a serenade to my wife, counterfeiting the

amorous passionate. 1751 RICHARDSON Corr. (18041 III. 182

When the passionates (forgive the word) break fences, leap
from windows, climb walls, swim rivers. 1819 J. HODGSON
in J. Ralne Mem. (1857) I. 234, I could.. have joined the

passionates in clapping.

t Pa ssionate, v. Obs. [f. F. passionner =

It.passionare, i. passion PASSION sb, : see -ATE 3
6.]

1. trans. To excite or imbue with passion, or with

a particular passion, as love, fear, wrath, etc.

1566 PAINTER Pal. Pleas. L 107 b, This traitour. .passion-
ated not with Loue, hut rather with rage and fury. 1612

CAPT. SMITH Proc. K/^WaSSItshall not so much passionate

me, but I will doe my best for my worst maligner. 1652
BENLOWES Theoph.^ Pestill for Author, Beaumont and
Fletcher coyn'd a golden Way T'expresse, suspend, and

passionate a play. 1658 tr. Bergerac's Satyr. Char. xi. 38
Thaile passionate an elegie by interrupted subbs.

2. To express or perform with passion.
1567 PAINTER Pal. Pleas. II. 330 Npwe leaue we this

amorous Hermite, to passionate & plaine his misfortune.

1588 SHAKS. Titus A. in. ii. 6 Thy Neece and I. .want our

hands And cannot passionate our tenfold griefe, With foulded

Armes. 1615 G. SANDYS Trav. 246 Play-houses, where the

parts of women are acted by women, and too naturally

passionated.
3. To desire passionately.
1652 LOVEDAY tr. Calprenede's Cassandra I. 2 The Knight

. .whom powerfull Reasons obliged to passionate the others

Ruin.

4. To compassionate.
1638 BAKKR tr. Balzac's Lett* (1654) II. 48, I finde more

contentment in your passionating me.

Hence Pa-ssionating vbl.sb. (in quot. exciting

of angry passions).
1598 BARRET Tkeor. Warres n. i. 28 If there be any band-

ing, secting or passionating among them, he is to appease
and compound the same.

Passionately (psejbn^tli), adv. [f.
PAS-

SIONATE a. + -LY ^.] In a passionate manner.

1. With passion or intensity of feeling ;
enthusi-

astically, ardently; f zealously, with zealous attach-

ment (obs.}.

1390 GREENE Never too late (1600) 18 As I begun passion-

ately, I breake off abruptly. 1624 DK. BUCKHM. in Ellis

Orig. Lett. Sen i. III. 180 Being pasionatelie in love. 1667
FLAVEL Saint Indeed (1754) in David was so passionately
moved for Absalom. 1711 STEKLE Spect. No. 168 F 5 Many
a.. Hand, which the fond Mother has passionately kissed.

1801 FOSTER in Life $ Corr. (1846) 1. 135 Passionately fond

of conversation. 1856 FROUDE Hist. Eng. (1858) I. ii. 139.

t 2. With sorrowful emotion, sadly. Obs.

1599 MASSINGER, etc. Old Law in. i. Wks. (Rtldg.) 426/2

Gnoth. Oh, wife, wife ! Ago. What ail you, man, you speak
so passionately V Gnoth. 'Tis for thy sake, sweet wife.



PASSIONATENESS.
3. With angry feeling, wrathfully ; with heat.

1665 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. (1677) 334 They saved some.,
but those our Boats took up resented our dealing so passion-
ately as they seem'd more willing to be drown'd. 1692
LOCKE Ednc. 67 They lay the Blame on the poor little

Ones, sometimes passionately enough, a 1901 BESANT Five
Years' Tryst (1902) 41

' Man ! I must be paid for the risks
I run !' He spoke passionately. He raised his voice.

FaSSionateneSS (poe-JanAnes). [f. as prec.
+ -NESS.] The quality or condition of being
passionate ; susceptibility to passion ; intensity or

vehemence of emotion; susceptibility to anger;
wrathfulness, irascibility.

1648 BOYLE Seraph. Lave i. Wks. 1772 I. 249 To love even
with some passionateness the person you would marry, is not
only allowable but expedient. Ibid. iv. 255 Seraphic Love
(whose passionateness is its best complexion). 1868 K.
EDWARDS Ralegk I. Introd. 33 A passionateness of self-asser-
tion. 1884 J. PARKER Apost.Li/e III. 51 This man concerns
himself burningly, and with passionateness and fanaticism,
respecting things that are not of the earth and of time.

I Fa'ssionative, '. Obs. rare. [f. PASSIONATE
v. or a. + -IVE : see -ATIVE.] Having the character
of passionating : a. Subject to passionate desire ;

b. Of impassioning nature or tendency.
"593 NASHE Christ's T. Gijb. God forbid I shold be so

Luciferous passionative-ambitious. a 1678 WOODHEAD Holy
Living (1688) 185 The more enjoying and passionative part
performed chiefly by the will.

Passion-dock, local, [app. f. PASSION sb. +
DOCK sb. 1

: but cf. PATIENCE 4.] The plant Bistort

(Polygonum Bistortd} : see PASSIONS.
1828 Craven Gloss, s. v. Patience Dock, The leaves of the

passion dock were a principal ingredient in herb puddings,
which were formerly made . . in this district, about the season
of the passion. 1870 HAZLITT Brands Pop. Antij. I. 89
(Good Friday), In the North of England, they [used to]
make a herb-pudding, composed, among other ingredients,
of the passion-dock, on this day.

Passioned (psejand),///. a.
[f. PASSION v. or

sb. + -ED. Cf. F. passionni, med.L. passtonatus.~]
1. Affected with or possessed by passion ; marked

by or indicating passion ;
= PASSIONATE a. 2.

1587 SirF. Drake's IV. Ind. Voy. in Hakluyt's Voy. (1811)
IV. 17 Wherewith the Generall being greatly passioned,
commaunded the Prouest Martiall to cause a couple of
Friers then prisoners . . presently to be hanged. 1589 Reg.
Privy Council Scot. Ser. I. IV. 424 We have nocht shawne
cure selff .. rashe passioned. 1818 KEATS Etutytu. 11. 201
Nor sigh of his, nor plaint, nor passion 'd moan. 1824 J.
GILCHRIST

Etyin.^ Interpreter 76 All words that have any
import . . _are obviously distinguishable into passioned and
ummpassioned . . : the one indicate thoughts, the other senti-
ments. 1866 RUSKIN Eth. Dust 21 \ The. purest and most
mightily passioned human souls.

f 2. Affected with suffering or sorrow ; grieved,
sad

;
= PASSIONATE a. 5. Obs.

1591 PERCIVAU. Sp. Diet., ApasnonaJo, sicke, greeued,
passioned. 1633 T- ADAMS Exp. 2 Pet. i. 17 Between the
passioned powers of his soul, and whatsoever might refresh
him, there was a traverse drawn.
Hence Pa ssioneclly adv., passionately.
1611 COTGR., Passionneincnt, passionately, passionedly.
Pa'ssicm-flower. [f. PASSION^, i + FLOWER;

in i6th c. L. Jlos passionis, Sp. flor as la pasiou,
F. fleur de la passion: see quot. 1885.] The
name of plants of the genus fassijlora, consisting
mostly of climbing shrubs, many of which have an
edible fruit; so called because the parts of the

flower, etc., were fancifully thought to resemble
the instruments of Christ's Passion, or suggest its

attendant circumstances.
[1582 MONARDES Simflic. Medicament, ex Nova Orbe 16-

17. 1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage vin. ii. 616 The flower of the
Granadille they say. .hath the marks of the Passion, Nailes,
Pillar,Whippes,T'hornes,Wounds.] 1633 JOHNSON Gerarde's
Herbal(\f>->) 1591 Maracoeor PassionFfoure. The Spanish
Friers for some imaginarie resemblances .. first called it

Flos Passionis. 1792 MAR. RIDDELL Voy. Madeira 100
Three species of passion flowers are found in this island.

1833 WHITTIER Tonssaint L Ouverture 17 The passion-
flower, with symbol holy, Twining its tendrils long and lowly.
1885 Ktuycl. Brit. XVIII. 343/1 The name passionflower
flos passionis arose from the supposed resemblance of the
corona to the crown of thorns, and of the other parts of the
flower to the nails, or wounds, while the five sepals and five

petals were taken to symbolize the ten apostles, Peter . . and
Judas, .being left out of the reckoning.
Fassionful (painful), a. rare. [f. PASSION

sb. + -rut.]
tl. Full of suffering, sorrowful. 06s. rare~*.
1605 A. WOTTON Answ. Pop. Articles 55 In this passionful

agony and agonizing griefe.
12. Full of passion, passionate.
1881 FAIBBAIRN Stud. Life Christ v. 86 A queen .. strong,

passionful, pitiless. 1883 Blackw. Mag. July 138 Shaking
the senate with peals of passionful thunder.
3. Full of anger, wrathful.
1901 'ZACK '

Talcs Dunstable Weir 187 'You mustn't go
like that

',
she burst out, passionful.

Fassionist (prc-Janist), sb. (a.) [= F. pas-
sionniste, Sp. pasionista, f. PASSION sb. : see -IST.]
1. R. C. Ch. A member of ' The Congregation

of the Discalced Clerks of the most Holy Cross
and Passion of our Lord Jesus Christ ', founded
in Italy by Paolo della Croce in 1720.
In addition to the usual vows, they take an obligation that

they will do their utmost to keep alive in the hearts of the
faithful the memory of Christ's passion.

535

1847 Nat. Encycl. I. 363/1 The monastery of the Passionists.
1862 MERIVALE Rom. Emp. (1865) VI. lii. 296 The oblong
platform . . now occupied by the garden of the Passionists.
1883 Catholic Diet. (ed. 3) s. v., The life of a Passionist is

very austere.

b. at/rib, or as adj.
1885 Daily News 13 Feb. 3/1 The English and Irish

Passionist clergymen of the Avenue Friedland confraternity.
1885 CatA. Diet. (ed. 3) S.V., There are now five Passionist
houses in England, .two in Ireland, .and one in Scotland.
2. Eccl. Hist. PATRIPASSIAN.
1874 in J. H. BLUNT Diet. Sects.

Passionless (pse-Jsnles), a. [See -LESS.]
1. Void of passion ; unimpassioned.
1612 SHELTON Quix. iv. vi. 346 An Honest, Noble, Warie,

Retired, and Passionlesse woman. 1659 O. WALKEK Oratory
98 The stricter examination of a now passion-less judgment.

2. Without suffering, painless, rare.

1858 NEALE Hymn, Brief life is fare our portion' iii,
The crown Of full and everlasting And passionless renown.
Hence Pa-ssionlessly cuiv.; Pa ssionlessness.
1847 LEWES Hist. Philos. (1867) II. 185 The intense dis-

interestedness and passionlessness of his system. 1868
LIGHTFOOT Couim. Philipp. (1885) 273 Passionlessness (iira.
flt'a) was the sovereign principle of [Zeno]. 1876 G.MEREDITH
Beaitck. Career III. xviii. 294 How passionlcssly pure the
little maidenly sentiment was. 1899 A. Ii. BRUCE Moral Ord.
IVorld iv. 130 The apathetic sage, passionlessly yet passion-
ately following reason, is the bean utt'al of Stoicism.

Fassiono'meter. noncc-wd.
[f. PASSION sb.

+ -OMETER.] An (imaginary) barometer for register-

ing the rise and fall of passion.
1758 H. WALPOLE Let. to G. Montagu 24 Oct., While

I ^nave so much quicksilver left, I fear my passionometer
will be susceptible of sudden changes.

t Fa'ssions. Obs. Also 6 pationes, 6-7
pas(s)hions. [app. in origin a corruption of

PATIENCE, name of a dock, Rumex Patientia, early
cultivated for its leaves eaten as spinach ; subseq.
associated by popular etymology with Passion-

tide, and transferred locally to the Bistort, also in

some parts used as a pot-herb, which, says Lyte
p. 22,

' hath long leaues, like Patience, but smaller,
and not so smooth or plaync '.]

A name given in the north and north-west of Eng-
land to the Bistort, Polygonum Bistorta. (See also

PASSION-DOCK, PATIENCE 4, PATIENCE-DOCK.)
1568 TURNER Herbal m. 12 Eistorta is called in some places

. .Astrologia, and in some places Pationes, but there is no
general name for it. 1597 GERARDE Herbal n. Ixxxi. 2. 323
Bistorta is called. .in Cheshire Passhions, . .and there vsed
for an excellent potherbe. 1611 COTGR., Britaniijue, Brittan-
nica .. Snakeweed, Fashions, Oisterloite. 1706 PHILLIPS,
Bistort or Snake-weed, an Herb.. otherwise call'd Adders-
wort, English Serpentary, Oisterich and Pastions.
[Nofe. Mod. Ital. has '

Lapazio, sorrel, an herb so called
'

(Baretti); Florio (1611) has '

Lapato, the wild Docke or
Patience'. These names represent L. lapatlium, -iitjn, Gr.
Aajratfoi1

, sorrel, a kind of rumex. Some have conjectured
that the name '

passions
'

or '

passion-dock
* arose from a

corruption of It. lapazio to la fassio the Passion (of Christ) ;

but this takes no note of the chronological sequence of the
namespatlentia, patience, pationes, passions, passion dock.]

Passion Sunday, [tr. med.L. Dominica in

Passioned] The fifth Sunday in Lent; reckoned
as the beginning of Passion-tide.

i40o Wyclif's Bible IV. 686 (Table of Lessons, etc.)
Passioun Sonday . . Palme Sonday. . Estir day. 1517 TORK-
INGTOX Pilgr. (1884) 2 Passion Sonday, the xxix Day of
Marche. [Easter Sunday was 12 April.] 1559-60 Croscoinbe
Church-TV. Ace. (Som. Rec. Soc.) 48 Paid fur bred and wyne
from passyng Sonday. 1623-4 LAUD Diary 14 Mar., Passion

Sunday 1 preached at Westminster. [Easter Sunday was
28 Mar.] 1657 SPARROW Bk. Coin. Prayer 154, 5. Sunday
[in Lent]. This is called Passion Sunday. 1777 BRAND
Pop. Antiq. 327 Durand tells us, that on Passion Sunday
the Church began her public Grief, remembering the

Mystery of the Cross, the Vinegar, the Gall, the Reed, the

Spear, Sc. 1903 Ch. Times 9 Apr. 476/4 The fifth Sunday
in Lent is Passion Sunday, and marks the commencement
of Passiontide. Holy Week, also called Passion Week, com-
mences with Palm Sunday.
Fa'ssion-tide. The season immediately be-

fore Easter, in which Christ's Passion is com-
memorated : see prec.
1861 MRS. BROCK (title) Daily Readings for Passion-Tide.

1876 (title) Sermons for the Church Year. Vol. I. From Ad-
venttoPassion-tide... By. . J. M. Neale. 1891 Daily NCVJS
18 Mar. 5/5 'Passion Week 1

is the second week before
Easter . . and commences on the fifth Sunday in Lent.
The fortnight which includes Passion Week and Holy
Week is commonly termed '

Passiontide '.

Passion Week. [f. PASSION so. i + WEEK ;

cf. med.L. hebdomaJa passionis, held, panalis (Du
Cange).] The week immediately before Easter,
in which the Passion of Christ is commemorated,
also (more recently) called Holy Week.
1489 Ace. Ld. High Treas. Sc. I. 151 Item, in Passion

Wolk again Payee, for vj elne of smal braid clayth to be fut

scheytis. 1530 PALSGR. 252 Passyonweke, sepmaine penevse.
1560 DAUS tr. Slcidane's Comm. 334 b, On Maundy thursday
in the passion weke. i66a PEPYS Diary 24 Mar., I went to see
if any play_

was acted, and I found none upon the post, it

being Passion week. [Easter Sunday was 30 March.] 1706
PHILLIPS, Passion-Week, the Week next before the Festival
of Easter. 1737-18^ [see HOLY WEEK]. 1797 Encycl. Brit.
(ed. 3) X. 687/1 Maundy Thursday is the Thursday in

Passion week. 1845 S. AUSTIN Ranke's Hist. Ref. II. 157

PASSIVE.

On Palm-Sunday no palms were strewed; and in Passion-
Week the ceremony of laying down the cross and raising it

again, was omitted. 1854 MILMAN Lat. Chr. iv. iii. (1864)
!! 246 Palm Sunday, the commencement of Passion week.

b. In recent use applied by some to the fifth

week of Lent, beginning
with Passion Sunday.

This appears to have originated in the adoption of the
continental name Holy Week (settimana santa, semaine
sainte) for the week of the Passion, and the consequent
tendency to differentiate the English name Passion Wcck^
and associate it with Passion Sunday.
1852 HOOK Ch, Diet, s.v., Some persons call the week,

of which Passion Sunday is the first day, Passion Week
;

and the real Passion Week they call Holy Week. This
is, however, a piece of pedantry, founded on a mistake.
1891 [see PASSION-TIDE].
Pa-ssionwort. BoL

[f. PASSION (-FLOWER) +
AYoiiT.] A plant of the N.O. Passijloracex.
1846 LINDLEY Veg. Kingd. 332 Passijloracey. Passion-

worts. Ibid, 333 Smeathmannia forms a connecting link

between^Passiunworts and Samyds.
Passiu'ncle. nonce-wd. [f. PASSION, with dim.

ending -uncle, after Hartley's vibratiunck^ A
petty or contemptible passion.
1834 DE QUINCEY Autobiog. Sk. Wks. 1889 I. 174 Now, of

men and women generally, parodying that terminology, we
ought to say not that they are. .at all capable of passions,
but of passiuncles. 1840 Sac, of Lakts ibid, IJ. 385
Many., of whom I have already said, borrowing the model
of the word from Hartley, that they have not so much
passions as passiuncles.

Passival (p2es9i-val),<z. Gram. rare. [f. \..pas-
siv-us PASSIVE + -AL ; cf. adjectival, siihjunctival]
Pertaining to or used with the passive voice.
1880 EARLE PJiilol. F.ng. Tongue (ed. 3 ) 523 Our ears are

still familiar in liible English with this passival of.

Passive (pce'siv), a, and sb. [ad. L. passlv~us
capable of suffering or feeling, f. patl^ pass- to
suffer: see -IVE. Cf. F./iZj-j//^Oresme i^hc.

1

).]

A. adj. tl. Suffering; exposed to suffering,
liable to suffer. Obs.

(Quot. 1400 is of doubtful sense.)

[6-1400 Apol. Loll. 14 God may not autorise ]?at actyfe
ciirsyng.. But passyue cursyng, Jjat is peyu be it sdfwi^
synne folowand, is Hist.] c 1485 Digby Myst. iv. 962 For
man diete the maker of all, By his manhed passyve. 1611

COTGR., Patiblc^ patible, passiue, sufferable. 1655 H.
VAUGHAN Sih.v Scint., Kcsnrr. fy Inunort. ii, His passive
Cottage ; which (though laid aside).. Shall one day rise.

2. Suffering action from without ; that is the

object, as distinguished from the subject, of action ;

acted upon, affected, or swayed by external force
;

produced or brought about by external agency.
1413 Pilgr. Sowle (Caxton) 11. Ix. (1859) 57 Thou were in

me actyf as fire is in the wood, and I in to the passyf as
woode is in the fyre. 1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 750
Their Canoas are of the barke of birch,., fit for actiue or

passiue carriage. 1662 SOUTH Sernt. (1697) I. 66 The Active
informations of the Intellect, filling the Passive reception
of the Will. 1709 STEELE Taller No. 10 p 2. 1773
MONBODDO Language (1774) I. i. iv. 46 The mind is to be
considered as merely passive, receiving like wax the im-

pressions of external objects. 1842 J. WILSON Ckr, J\'o>-th

(1857) I. 245 Such passive impressions are deeper than we
can explain. 1867 SWINBURNE Ess. $ Stud. (1875) 173 Re-
ceptive and passive of her [Nature's] influences and forces.

b. Of movements or physical states of an animal
or plant: Produced by external agency.
1845 TODD & BOWMAN P/iys. Anat. I. i?r Passive con-

traction is that which every muscle is continually prone to

undergo. 1857 MAYNE Expos. Lex., Passive Motion, teuu
for motion exerted not by the patient himself but gently by
another person. 1893 A. S. ECCL.ES Sciatica 71 The patient
is directed to resist the passive movements practised by the
attendant.

3. Gram. An epithet of Voice in verbs used

transitively: opposed to ACTIVE 3. Applied to

that form of, or mode of using, the verb, in which
the action denoted by it is treated as an attribute

of the thing towards which the action is directed ;

or, in which the logical object of the action is

made the grammatical subject of the assertion.

1388 WYCLIF Prol. 57 A participle of a present tens, either

preterit, of actif vois, eithir passif, mai be resoluid into a
verbe of the same tens, and a coniunccioun copulatif. 1530
PALSGK. 124 Verbes passyves be suche as. .betoken suffring.

1563-7 BUCHANAN Reform. St. Andros Wks. (1892) 8 The
verbes actives, passives, and anomales. c 1620 A. HUME
Brit. Tongue (1865) 32 The passive verb adheres to the

person of the patient. 1678 PHILLIPS (ed. 4), Passive I'oicc

ofa Verb ,. is that which betokeneth suffering or a being
acted upon, as Doceor^ I am taught. 1845 STODDART in

Encycl. Metrof. (1847) I. 33/1 It often becomes necessary to
state the object of a verb active, or the agent of a verb
passive. Hence arises the necessity for two other cases,
which have been called the accusative and the ablative.

1904 C. T. ONIONS Adv. Eng. Syntax 27 In the Passive
Construction of Verbs taking one Object, what was the

Object in the Active becomes the Subject.

4. Sc. Law. Of a title to an estate : Under
a liability. Of an heir or executor : Liable for the

debts of an estate. Also in general sense: Of the

nature of a liability.

1576-7 Reg. Privy Council Scot. Ser. I. II. 664 In the
saidis Margaret Dundas as relict executrice .. and hir said

spous for his interes passive. 1693 STAIR Inst. (ed. 2) nr. vi.

3 The Reason of introducing this passive Title, is in favour
of Creditors, that they be not un-satisfied, or shifted by the

Heirs of the defunct Creditors. 1727-4* CHAMBERS Cycl.
s.v. Debt, Active Debts^are those whereof a person is creditor ;

Passive Debts, those whereof he Is debtor. 1773 ERSKINE



PASSIVE.

Inst. HI. viii. 87 That apparent heirs might not, upon
gratuitous dispositions from their ancestors, enjoy their

estates without being liable for their debts, the passive title

ot prseceptio was introduced, by which an heir, if he accepts
of a grant from his ancestor, of any part, however small, of
that estate to which he would have succeeded as heir, is

subjected to the payment of all such debts due by the

ancestor as were contracted previously to the grant. 1861

W. BELL Diet. Law Scot. 615 A passive title, by which the

heir, without acquiring an active title, as by service or con-

firmation, tacitly and by implication subjects himself to the

responsibilities belonging to the character of heir. 1875
POSTE Gains in. (ed. 2) 350 A curator was appointed, . . and
instead of selling the active and passive universality of the

insolvent's estate, . . merely sold the active residue.

5. Suffering or receiving something without

resistance or opposition ; readily yielding or sub-

mitting to external force or influence, or the will

of another; submissive.
Passive obedience^ prayer^ resistance^ righteousness : see

the substantives.

1626 JACKSON Creed vin. xii. 7 All passive obedience doth

properly consist in patient suffering such things as are en-

joyned by lawfull authority, a 1634 CHAPMAN Revengefor
Honour Plays 1873 III. 311 Your Soft passive nature do's

like jet on fire When oyls cast on't, extinguish. 1691 New
Disc. Old Intreague iii. 42 While passive Zealots their

Harangues applaud ; Their Dictates swallow. 1733 FIELD-
ING Mock Doctor i, You know my temper is not over and
above passive, and that my arm is extremely active. 1858
CARLYLE Fredk. Gt. vi. iii. (1872) II. 163 Passive she, all the

while, mere clay in the hands of the potter. 1873 H. ROGERS
Orig. Bible i. (1875) 28 The passive virtues those of patience,
humility, meekness, forgiveness of injuries.

6. Not active, working, or operating ; not exerting
force or influence upon anything else ; quiescent,

inactive, inert.

1477 NORTON Ord. Alc/i. v. in Ashm. (1652) 54 Heate, and
Cold, bequalities Active; Moisture, and Drines, be qualityes
Passive. 1604 BACON Apol. Wks. 1879 ' 43^> I am merely
passive, and not active in this action. 1704 J

'. HARRIS Lex.
Techn, I, Passive Principles^ so the Chymists call Water
and Earth, because either their Parts are at rest, or else at
least not so rapidly moved as those of Spirit, Oil, and Salt,
and so do serve to stop and binder the quick Motion of the
Active Principles. ?i7io LADY M. W. MONTAGU Leti.

t
to

Mrs, Hetvet (1887) I, 30, I am passive in their disputes, and
endeavour to study my Italian in peace. 1903 Westm. Gaz.
10 June 4/3 Passive loyalty being, under the circumstances,
to my mind, as great a virtue in a Dutchman as active loyalty
in an Englishman.
7. In various technical uses related to sense 6.

a. Path. Of an inflammation, congestion, or
the like : Characterized by sluggish or diminished
flow of blood.

1813 J. THOMSON Lect. Inflam. 129 The change from active
to passive, or from acute to chronic inflammation, is fre-

quently see:i in the progress of ophthalmia. 1842 DUNGLISON
Med. Lex., Passive, an epithet for diseases, which seem
owing to a greater or less diminution of strength, or which
are without apparent reaction. 1871 W. A. HAMMOND Dis.
Nerv. Syst. 41 Passive Cerebral Congestion. 1886 Syd. Soc.

Lex., H\izinorrhage\ passive, haemorrhage occurring with-
out any increase in the activity of the circulation. . ; also,

haemorrhage occurring with impeded circulation.

b. Ckent. Not possessing active chemical pro-

perties ; not readily entering into chemical com-
bination ; inert, inactive.

1849 NOAD Electricity (ed. 3) 183 A voltaic battery, con-

sisting of zinc and passive iron, or of active and passive iron.

1864-71 WATTS Diet. Ghent. II. 430 This effect is evidently
due to the formation of a thin coating of oxide. The iron
thus treated is no longer attacked by strong nitric acid, but

may be preserved in it for any length of time without

change; it is said to be passive.. . Iron may. .be rendered

passive . . by holding it for a few seconds in the flame of
a spirit-lamp, whereby it becomes superficially oxidised.

C. Law and Comm. Of a debt, bond, or share :

On which no interest is paid. Of a trust : On
which the trustees have no duty to perform ;

nominal. Passive commerce', commerce in which
the productions of one country are transported by
the people of another ; opposed to active commerce,
in which a country transports as well as produces
its own goods. Passive use : a use in which one

person had possession of the estate while another

enjoyed the profits arising from it
;
a permissive use.

1837 W. HAYES Conveyancing (ed. 3) 83 The right of the
wife of a sole owner of the legal inheritance to be endowed
of one-third of the land at his death, also gave occasion . . to

passive trusts. 1848 WHAKTON Law Lex. s.v., In order to

guard against the forfeiture of a legal estate for life, passive
trusts, by settlement, were resorted to . . and passive trusts
were and are created in order to prevent dower. 1882
BITHELL Counting:ko. Diet., Passive Bonds or Shares,
Bonds or Shares issued by a Government or by a com-
mercial company, on which no interest is paid, but entitling
the holder to some future benefit or claim. 1883 LELY
Whartoris Law Lex. (ed. 7), Passive debt, a debt upon
which, by or without agreement.. no interest is payable.

B. sb. [Elliptical uses of the adj.]
L That which is the object of the action of

something else ; a passive thing, quality, or pro-
perty. Now usually in //.
1387-8 T. USK Test. Love \. ii. (Skeat) L 12 Euery actiue

woorcheth on his passiue. 1584 R. SCOT Discov. Witchcr.
xiv. vi. (1886) 308 The artificial! applieing of the actives and
passives of gold and silver. 1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep.
44 A due conjunction of actives and passives, a 1677 HALE
Prim. Orig. Man. iv. v. 338 Man . . by applying Actives to
Passives, may do things of not unlike a nature; as the
acceleration of the growth of Seeds by Mineral Preparations.
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2. Gram. The passive voice
;
a passive verb.

1530 PALSCR, Introd. 34 Changyng the gendre and nombre
of the participle, .lyke as thoughe they were passyves. 1533
UDALL f"'lourcs 104 b, tndito is one of the verbes that gouerne
a double accusatife after them, and of al suche verbes their

passiues require the later accusariue of both. 1669 MILTON
Accedence Wks. (1851) 450 The Passive signifieth what is

done to one by another. 1755 JOHNSON Diet. Gram. (1765)M ij, The passive is formed by the addition of the participle
preterite, to the different tenses of the verb to be, 1894
O. F. EMERSON Hist. Eng. Lang. 35 The place of this old
inflected passive has been supplied in the Teutonic lan-

guages by a compound passive using auxiliaries.

3. A passive, unresisting, or submissive person or

creature. Now unusual.
1626 JACKSON Creed vm. i. 3 His patience in all His

sufferings did farre exceed the patience of dumb creatures,
of lambs themselves, of wormes, or meaner sensible passives.

1749 RICHARDSON Corf. (1804) II. 215 Poor Passives ! not
allowed to have wills of their own ! 1755 Ibid. III. 223
Down goes the passive ; finds them, either tired with their

walk, or discontented with the want of variety in the neigh-
bouring fields or lanes.

t Pa'SSiveless, a. Obs. rare [irreg. f.

PASSIVE a. + -LESS.] Not passive, impassive.
1602 J. DAVIES Mirum in Modunt Giijb, Wert [

= were it]

in him, as in vs, a passiue moode, He were not God, for God
is Passiue lesse.

Passively (pae-sivli), adv. [f. PASSIVE a. +
-LY^.] In a passive way or manner: a. In
various senses corresponding to those of PASSIVE a.

1590 SWINBURNE Testaments 203 He .. is intestable, both
actiuely and passiuely. . he can neither make a testament,
nor receiue anie benefite by a testament. 1643 PKVNNE
Sou. Power Part. in. 5 The whole State and Kingdome. .

may lawfully., not only passively, but actively resist their

Prince, in such his violent, exorbitant, tyrannicall proceed-
Ings. 1775 JOHNSON Tax.no Tyr. 68 Incendiaries, that..
toss brands among a rabble passively combustible. 1837
WHEWKLL Hist. Induct. Sc. (1857) III. 40 Soft iron is only
passively magnetic. 1864 BOWEN Logic i It [the mind]
is passively receptive of any impressions that may be made
upon it. 1875 BENNETT & DYER tr. Sacks' Bot. 713 The
tissues which are passively distended may be said to be In

a state of negative tension.

b. Gram. In the sense or with the construction
of the passive voice ; in a manner asserting the

undergoing of some action.

1530 PALSGR. 302 All . . whose signifycacion may serve
bothe actyvely and passively, as muable, apte or mete or able
to chaunge*, or apte or mete or able to be chaunged. 1571
GOLDING Calvin on Ps. xxxvii. 3 (Ragna) should be taken

passively, (to be fed). 1685 Case Doubt. Conscience 63 Some-
times it is taken Passively, and then the Signification of it

is this, to be Divided.

Passiyeness(pctrsivnes). [f. asprec. + -NESS.]
The quality or condition of being passive, passivity;
in Grammarp

,
the being in the passive voice.

a 1652 J, SMITH Sel. Disc. iv. 75 Mere body, which will be

recoiling back perpetually into its own inert and sluggish
passiveness. 1678 R. BARCLAY Apol. Quakers v. 17. 149
In him that is saved, the working is of the Grace and not of
the Man ; and it's a Passiveness, rather than an Act. 1798
WORDSW. Expost. ff Reply 24, I deem that there are Powers
Which of themselves our minds impress; That we can feed
this mind of ours In a wise passiveness. 1832 HT, MARTINEAU
Ireland v. 78 Dora's passiveness arose from a sense of the
uselessness ofopposition. 1845 STODDART in Encycl. Metrop.
(1847) I. 41/1 It signifies activity with actives, and passive-
ness with passives. . but indeed it always savours, in some
degree, of passiveness.

Passivity (psesrviti). [f. L. passiv-us PASSIVE
+ -ITY: cf. , passivitt, passivete (lyth c.).]

fl. Capability of suffering; possibility. Obs.

1664^
H. MORE Synopsis Proph. 517 The passivity of that

divinity lodging in Christ. 1680 BAXTER Cath. Commun.
(1684) 20 As Man, his knowledge and will must have some-
what of Passivity, though not of Pain.

2. The quality or condition of being subject to

external force
;
the state of being affected or acted

upon by an external cause or agent. Also, with a
and //., an instance of this, a passive quality or

affection ; transf. a thing that is merely passive.
1659 H. MORE Itnntort, Soul \\, ii. 128. a, 1667 JER. TAYLOR

Serm. III. x. (R.), God in the creation of this world first

produced a mass of matter, having nothing in it but an
obediential capacity and passivity, 1722 WOLLASTON ReUg.
JVaf. ix. (1724) 187 These.. affections of matter, .are proofs
of its passivity, deadness, and utter incapacity of becoming
cogitative. 1865 MASSON Rec. Brit. Philos. Hi. 18^ The
mind must be more than a mere passivity or receiving-
surface. 1885 J. MARTINEAU Types Eth. Tk. I. i. i. ii. 2.

156 The liability of matter to be shaped, and the
liability

of
the mind to have perceptions and ideas, are pure passivities.

b. Gram. Passive meaning or construction.

1871 EARLE Philol. Eng. Tongue 523 This of as the
instrument of passivity has given place to by. Ibid, 525
The preposition ivtth..\n the fourteenth century, .was used
like the by of passivity.

3. Submission or tendency to submit to external

force or to another's will
;
submissiveness.

1681 H. MORE Exp. Dan. v. Notes 155 The purity, mild-

ness and passivity of their Spirits. 1849 ROBERTSON Serm.
Ser. i. ii. (1866) 33 The soul resigns itself in pure passivity.

1871 R. ELLIS Catullus xxviii. 10 You did aptly finger My
passivity, fool'd me most supinely.
4. Want ofactivity, quiescence, inertness; f inertia.

1667 WATERHOUSE Fire Land. 115 The passivity
of a potent

Army and Party formerly against him. 1740 CHEYNE
Regimen 311 Its Passivity or Inertia cannot be infinit, but
lessens as its Density does. 1826 GOOD Bk. Nat. (1834) I. 69
Passivity, inertia, or vis inertia?, is the tendency in a body
to persevere in a given state, whether of rest or motion.

PASSOVER.

b. Chem. Chemical inactivity : see PASSIVE 7 b.

1866 R. M. FERGUSON Etectr. (1870) 140 The passivity of
iron can be produced in various ways.

Pass-key (pa'S|k*). [f. PASS v. or sb. +
KEY sb. 1] A key (other than the ordinary key)
of a door or gate, with which a person can let

himself in or out at times when the door or gate is

shut : spec. a. A key that will open any of a
number of locks, a master-key ; also Jig. ; b.
a private key to a gate, etc. ; c. a latch-key.
c 1817 HOGG Tales <y Sk. (1837) IV. 164, 1 gained the gate ;

but. .it was fast locked, the Countess having the pass-key.
1835 Court Mag. VI. 31/2 The baron, by means of a pass-
key, entered the chamber of his son. 1846 MRS. GORE Eng .

Char. (1852) 26 Deprecation, whether in tone, manner, or

phraseology, is an universal pass-key. 1861 M. ARNOLD
Pop. Educ. France 152 The Nancy inspector who went
round the schools of that town with me, had a pass-key by
which he let himself into any one of them when he pleased.
1872 H. W. BEECHER Lect. Preachings. 184 There is only
one pass-key that will open every door, and that is the

golden keyoflove. z88i J. HAWTHORNE Fort. Fooli.\\x\, If

she returned late, she would let herself in with her pass-key.

Pass-lamb, paschal lamb : see PASCH 3.

Fassless (pcrs,les), a. [f. PASS sb. + -LESS.]
1. That cannot be passed, impassable, poetic.
1656 COWLEY Pindar. Odes, Places Egypt xvii, Behold

what passless Rocks on either hand Like Prison walls about
them stand ! 1704 COLERIDGE Lines on a Friend 47 Is this

piled earth our Being's passless mound? 1881 G. B. SMITH
Life Bright I. ii. 19 Prejudices which formed an almost

passless barrier.

2. Without a pass or passport (PASS sb2 8).
1900 Daily News i Jan. 3/3 To the discomfort of the pass-

less and the terror of the suspect.

Passman (po/simsen). [f.
PASS sb. 2 4 + MAN.]

In some universities : A student who reads for

and takes a '

pass
'

degree ; opposed to honour~

or honours-man, class-man.
1860 BURROWS Pass # Class i. 6 A place in either Class

List will distinguish him from the Pass-men. 1888 BRVCE
Amer. Commit). III. VL cii. 446 That separation which has

grown up in Oxford and Cambridge between pass or poll
men and honour men. 1894 J. C. JEAFFHESON Bk. of
Recoil. I. iv. 56 More scholarship than a mere Oxford pass-
man usually possesses.

t Fa-ss-ma:ster. Obs.
[f.

PASS v. or sb. +
MASTER sb.]

1. One who has passed as a master : = PASSED-
MASTEU.
1599 JAS. I BauiA. Aaipoi' (1603) 58, I would haue you

reasonably versed in them, but not preassing to bee a passe-
maister in any of them.

2. = PAST-MASTEK i.

1783 W. O. V N Three Knocks at Door ofFree-Masonry
2 The Pass-Master hath the Compasses and Sun, with a
Line of Cords about his Neck, viz. 60 Degrees.
3. An officer of a poor-law district having the

charge of passing on paupers to their own parish
or union.
1818 ALD. WOOD in Parl. Debates 1010 There was a

penalty of ^20 upon the pass-master who suffered vagrants
to escape. 1887 RIBTON-TURNER Vagrants fy Vagrancy x.

241 The Pass Master for the City of London.

t Pa pssock. Obs. rare. Also 7 pessock. [Cf.

pess
* a hassock to kneel on at church

*

(Forby) ;

also hassock.] ? HASSOCK. Cf. BASS sb.% 2.

1680 in Glasscock Rec. St. Michael's, Bj>. Stortford (1882)

79 Pd for passocks for the church. 1687 //., Payd for two
Pessocks for the Pullpett and Deske.

Passo-porto, obs. form of PASSPORT, q.v.
Passover (pci's^vai). [f. verbal phrase pass

over\ see PASS ^.67 e.]

I. 1. The name of a Jewish feast, held on the

evening of the fourteenth day of the (first) month

Nisan, commemorative of the *

passing over* of

the houses of the Israelites whose door-posts were
marked with the blood of a lamb, when the

Egyptians were smitten with the death of their

firstborn. Extended to include the seven following

days, the whole making the '

days of unleavened

bread* (Exod. xii. 8).

15-50 TINDALE Exod. xii. ii And ye shall eate it in haste,
for it is the Lordes passeouer. 1535 COVERDALE Exod. xii.

43 This is the maner of the kepynge of Passeouer. 1662

GuRNALLOir. in Ann. verse 10. iv. 4 (1679) 495/1 Baptism
is clearer than Circumcision, Lords Supper than Passover.

1797 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) XIV. 17/2 The modern Jews
observe in general the same ceremonies that were practised

by their ancestors, in the celebration of the passover. 1840

Penny Cycl. XVII. 304 Passover.. also called the feast of

unleavened bread.

b. transf.
1726 AVLIFFE Parergon 236 Thus the Lord's Passover,

which we commonly call Easter, was order'd by the Canon-
Law to be celebrated every year on a Sunday, otherwise

stlled the Lord's-Day.
2. Contextually>) The lamb sacrificed at the

Passover, the Paschal lamb. b. fig. Applied to

Christ, of whom the Paschal lamb was regarded
as typical (i Cor. v. 7).

1530 TINDALE Exod. xii. 21 Chouse out and take to euery
housholde a shepe, and kyll passeouer. 1539 BIBLE (Great)
i Cor. v. 7 For Christ oure passeouer is offered vp for vs.

1581 R.GoADEin Confer, in. (i5&4)X j b, The Pascall lambe
is called the passeouer. a 1680 CHARNOCK Christ our Pass-

vuer Wks. (1849) 266 Thejamb was called the passover.
The sign for the thing signified.
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3. attrib.) as passover-bread, -cake, lamb, offering.
1545 BRINKLOW Lament. 16 The passeouer lambe was

a sygne, a token, andaremembraunce. 1611 BIBLE z Ckron.
xxxv, 7 losiah gaue to the people, of the flocke, lambes and
kiddes, all for the Passeouer -offerings. 1858 SIMMONDS Diet.
Trade) Passover-bread, Passover-cake

',
a thin unleavened

cake, used among the Jews at the festival of the Passover.

II. (pa'S|(7u:v9j). In general senses from the

verbal phr. pass over (PASS v. 67).
4. A passing or going over

;
a passing from this

world to the next ; a going over from one religion
to another.
a 1662 HEVLIN Laud (1668) 530 On the Evening before his

[Laud's] Passover, the night before the dismal Com bate
betwixt him and Death. 1889 S. J. EALES St. Bernard I.

35 When he made his passpver, that is when he was con-
verted from Judaism to Christianity.

5. Sc. An act of passing over someth ing, or

something passed over, iu speech or writing; an
intentional omission.
1822 SCOTT Nigel xiv, I wish to Heaven I was mair worthy

of the name ; but let that be a pass-over. 1830 GALT Lawrie
T, i. i. (1849) 4 A passage in my history that should not be
a passover. 1833 Fraser's

At^ag. Oct. 396, I could master
the tenth chapter of Nehemiah, without making above a
dozen pass-overs.

Pass-parole, variant of PASSE-PAROLE.

Passport (pQ'Sipoit), sbJ- Forms: 6 passe-,
passporte, ^pase-, paspourte), 6-7 passeport,
pasporte, (erron. 6 paspote, pastport. 7 passe-
board), 6-8 pasport, 6- passport, (7 pass port,

7-8 pass-port). y3. 7 passo-porto. [a. Y. passe-

port (isthc. in Littre)
= It. passaporfo, f. passe,

passa, imper. of passer, passare (see PASSE-) +/<?;-/,

porto, PORT, seaport.]

f 1. Authorization to pass from a port or leave
a country, or to enter or pass through a country.
Letters of passport, a letter or document giving
such authorization ;

= sense 2. Obs.

VciSoo Coo. Corp. Chr. Plays (E. E. T. S.) 23/670 Youre
pase-porte for a C deyis Here schall you haue of clere cum-
mand, Owre reme to labur any weyis. 1521 DK. ALBANY in
Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. 111. I. 287 Send me f lettres of passe-
port for my said secretaire, c 1540 tr, Pol. Verg. E-ng- Hist.
(Camden No. 36) 276 His sowldiers, covenauntinge with the
Normans for free pasporte. 1555 EUICN Decades 237 To
cary theym [cloues] frome thense into other regions, they
paye for pasporte .xviii. fanans the bahar. 1585 in Tolstoy
\st 40 Yrs. Interc. Eng, <y Russ. (1875) 266 [He] sent certein
his folkesowte of our countrey.. without our princelie know-
ledge or lycence, and without pasport letters. 1606 in Capt.
Smithes Wks. (Arb.) Introd. 37 Suffer no man to return
but by pasport from the President and Counsel.

2. A formal document authorizing a person to

pass out of or into a country or state, or to pass
through a foreign country ; in the latter case orig.
*= safe-conduct, and granted usually with defined

limitations of destination, time, and purpose ; but

gradually extended in use, until it now means
A document issued by competent authority, granting
permission to the person specified in it to travel,
and authenticating his right to protection.
1546 EARL OF SURREY in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. in. III. 286
Now ther resteth nothing to be don, but their paspourte and
redy dispatch from you. a 1548 HALL Chron., Edw. IV
227 b, Aduisinge the Frenche kyng . . to send to him an
Herault, to fetche a saueconduyte & pasport. 1531 T. WIL-
SON Logike (1567) 43 In time of warre it is euill trauailing
without a passeport [1580 pasport]. 1573-80 BARET Ah.
P 172 A Passport, or safe conduct to passe. 1633 T.STAFFORD
Pac. Hib, i. viii. (1821) in To graunt mee..your passeport
and Safe-conduct through all your Garrisons. 1655 DIGGES
Conipl. Ambass. 326 The Lord Levmgston desireth most
earnestly to have a passport to pass through England. 1665
EVELYN Diary 24 Apr., I was commanded to go with
him to the Holland Ambassador, where he was to stay
for his passport. 1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl., Pass-port,
a licence, or letter from a prince, or governor, granting
liberty and safe-conduct to travel, enter, and go out
of his territories, freely and without molestation. The
pass-port is, properly, given to friends; and the safe-conduct
to enemies. 1840 Penny Cycl. XVII. 304/2 Passport^ a
printed permission signed by the secretary of state of the
home department of a country, which allows a subject of
that country to leave it and go abroad. When he has ob-
tained this, the bearer must have his passport signed by the
minister or agent of the state to which he intends to proceed,
. . Such a document states the name, surname, age, and pro-
fession of the bearer, and serves as a voucher of his character
and nation... The system of passports .. has become much
more rigid and vexatious during the last half century. The
only civilised countries in which passports are not required
are the British Islands and the United States of North
America. 1842 BRANDE Diet. Sci,, etc. s. v., In France,
and in many continental countries, home passports are

necessary for the native traveller. 1845 FORD Handbk. Spain
i. 7 The French, during their intrusive occupation of Spain,
introduced the severe machinery of police and passports.

fb. A permit for discharged inmates of a

hospital, soldiers, paupers, etc. to proceed to a

specified destination, and (often) to ask alms on
the way. 06s.

1548 Act 2 ff 3 Edw. Vf, c. a | 10 No Captain, -shall give
to any of his Soldiers.. any Licence or Passports to depart
from his Service. 1552 in I'icary's Anat. (1888) App. xvi.

308 At their departure [as cured], to geue vnto them a passe-
porte. Ibid. 336 [Form of] A passeport to be deliuered to

the Poore [to pass them to their place of nativity]. 1574 in

N. fy Q. 9th Ser. (1003) XII. 414/2 To a pore man having a

paspote logo to theCytieuf Bathe, vj
d

. \$f$
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IV. 158, iij. sodyors havyng a pasport to pase frome Oxford
toNewCastyll'. 1591 SPENSER M, Hubberdiqb Ere we farther

passe
I will devise A pasport for us both in fittest wize, And

by the names of Souldiers us protect: That now is thought
a civile begging sect. 1597 \st Pt. Returnfr. Parnass. \. \.

184 Thou migh[t]st betake thyselfe in forma pauperis to
a boxe and a passporte. 1601 CORNWALLIS Ess. (1632) v,
Counterfaits [which].. begge under the Passe-port of Love.

C. transf. (See quots.)
1696 BROOKHOUSE Temple Open. 2 These Marks confirm

and ratifie their Claim, and give them a Passo-porto to enter
into the Millennium, which is the promised Land of the
Christians. 1717 LADY M. W. MONTAGU Let, to Pope 12 Feb.,
They are heirs-general to all the money of the laity ; for

which, in return, they give them formal passports, signed
and sealed for heaven. 1796 MORSE Ainer. Gcog. II. 79
(Russian funeral) The priest produces a ticket, signed by the

bishop and another clergyman, as the deceased's passport to
heaven. 1839 E. L). CLARKE Trav. Russia 36/1 This is

what all you foreigners call the passport ; and you relate, in
books of travels, that we believe no soul can go to Heaven
without It. .it is nothing more than a declaration, or certifi-

cate, concerning the death of the deceased.

3. Naval. A document granted to a neutral

merchant-vessel, esp. in time of war, by a power
at peace with the state to which it belongs,
authorizing it to proceed without molestation in

certain waters ; a sea-letter.

1581 L. ALDERSEY in Hakluyt Voy. (1589) 183 Our captaines
pasport and the gift of 100 chekins discharged all. 1642 Ord.
<V Declar. Lords $ Comm. 20 Oct. 3 Other Vessels,, .not

having on board them a Pasport or Licence from the Com-
missioners of the Admiralty. 1798 NELSON 25 Oct. in
Nicolas Disp, (1845) HI- 158 You will grant Passports for
all Vessels which the Inhabitants may wish to send to Sicily.

1838 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 7) XVII. 112 Passport, or Pass, . . is

also a permission granted by any state to navigate some
particular sea, without hindrance or molestation. 1867 in

SMYTH Sailor's Word-bk.

4. A licence to import or export dutiable goods
without paying the usual duties, or contraband

goods on payment of the duties.

1713 Land. Gaz. No. 5344/2 The Pass-port.. granted to the
Prussian Minister for sending from this Country 14225
Cannon Balls. 1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl. s. v., Pass-Port ..

a licence granted by a prince for the importing, or exporting
merchandizes, c. without paying the duties. . .Pass-port is

also a licence obtained for the importing or exporting of
merchandizes deemed contraband,and declared suchby tariffs.

6. fig. a. An authorization or permission to pass
or go anywhere; fa dismissal (obs.}.

15.. in Rel. Ant. I. 250 Kepe hym as longe as he cann
lyve, And at hys ende hys paseport geve. 1579 SHENSER
Shcph. Cal. Epil. 7 Goe lyttle Calender, thou hast a free

passeporte. c 1586 C'ii-:ss PEMBROKE Ps. LXXII. vi, With-
out his praise No nights, no dales Shall pasport have to

go. 1631 Cclestina xvm. 182, I will give him his passe-
port, I warrant you, unlesse hee betake him to his heeles,
and runne away from me. 1634 W. WOOD New Eng.
Prosp. (1865) 108 This little Pappouse travells about with
his bare footed mother to paddte in the Icie Clammbankes
after three or foure dayes of age have sealed his passeboard
and his mothers recoverie. 1691 J. WILSON Belphegor v. iii,

I made his passport for t'other world about four years since.

1706 BAYNAKD in Sir J. Floyer Hot fy Cold Bath. \\. 318 She
told me that she was in a dying condition, and . . I wished her
a comfortable passport to the other World. 1831 LYTTON
Codolphin in, Give me free passport hereafter to come and
140 as I list. 1837 SOUTHEY IVks. 1. p. xxx, The approbation
of the reviewers served as a passport for the poem to
America. 1878 Bosw. SMITH Carthage 47 The Phoenicians,
true to their general policy. .to trade with those countries

only where trade was its own passport and its own security.
b. That which gives the right or privilege of

entry into some society, state, or sphere of action ;

a warrant of admission.

1581 SIDNEY Apol. Poetrie (Arb.) 22 Neyther Phylosopher
nor Historiographer, coulde.. haue entred into the gates of

populer iudgements, if they had not taken a great pasport
of Poetry, a 1700 DRYDEN Death of Anyntas 76 His pass-
port is his innocence and grace. 1715 SOUTH Serin. (1727)
IV. viii. 330, Without a Passport from the Judgment, it

[Religion] will never gain a full and free Admittance into the
Affections. 1826 DISRAELI Viv. Grey i. vii, In England
personal distinction is the only passport to the society of
the great. 1827 LYTTON/WAw xlvi, Ifyou are rich enough
to afford it, ..there is no passport to fame like eccentricity.
1883 S. C. HALL Retrospect I. 185 The man to whom in-

tellectual ability was the surest passport for attention.

c. A certificate intended to introduce, or secure

admission
;
a voucher.

1578 WHETSTONE Promos fy Cassandra i. iii. B ij b, La.
Thou shalt haue a Pasporte. Ros. Yea, but after what
sorte? La. Why, that thou wart my man. 1596 NASHE
Saffron IValden 5 For a more ratefied pasport. . that I haue
read it and digested it, this title it beareth. 1601 SHAKS. All's
IVelliM. ii. 58 Looke on his Letter Madam.here's my Pasport.
1676 TOWERSON Decalogue 124 Looking upon their images
as .. fit passports of his worship. 1757 FOOTE Author \\,

Wks. 1799 1. 153 What apology can you make me, who
was your passport, your security? 1875 FORTNUM Majolica
v. 50 A few of these forgeries . . have found their way into

public museums under a false passport.

-f*
d. Authorization (to do something). Obs.

1597 ist Pt. Return fr, Paniass. n. L 783 When ragged
pedants have there pasports sealde To whip fonde wagges
for all there knaverie. 1605 CHAPMAN All FoolsDed., Plays
1873 L in Least by others stealth it be unprest, Without
my pasport, patch t with others wit.

6. attrih. and Comb.) as passport clerk, letter

(see i) ; passport port, a port for the entrance of
which by foreigners a passport is required ; fpass-
port-maker {humorous) ,

a maker of 'passports* to

another world, a halter-maker.

PAST.

1788 Loud. Mag. 136 The gentleman.. was a very eminent
passport or halter-maker. 1862 F. A. TROLLOPE Marietta
1. ii. 32 Drawn with an accuracy which.. might move the

envy of a passport clerk. 1898 IVestm. Gaz, 12 May 2/2
TaUen-Wan has now been at different times i. A free port.
2. An open port. 3. A treaty port. 4. A passport port.

f Pa-ss-p<xrt, j&2 Obs. rare- 1
. [?f. PASS- +

PORT sbl] A port by which to pass, an outlet.

1676 GREW Anat. Leaves iv. 2 The Skins, of at least

many Plants, are formed with several Orifices or Puss-ports.

Pa'SSport, v. [f. PASSPORT j^.ij trans. To
furnish (or trouble) with a passport.
1824 Blackw. Mag. XV. 473 Parched, passported, ..

plundered, starved, and stenched, for i2rxj miles. 1885 G. W.
CABLE Creoles of Louisiana xii. 81 Their ships must be
passported.

Pa'SSportless, a.
[f.

as prec. + -LESS.] With-
out a passport, unprovided with a passport.
1595 CHAPMAN Ovid's Banquet ofScnce Ded., Wandering

like passportless men. 1877 D - M- WALLACE Russia xxix.
481 Regarding fugitives or passportless wanderers in general.

Pass-time, obs. form of PASTIME.
Passulate (pse-sirfl#), a. rare*, [f. med.

or mocl.L. passulattis for It. fassolato dried (as

raisins) in the sun, f. passola, passola nva dried

grape, raisin, f. L. nva passa raisin: see PASSJ. ;

*]

(See quot. 1857.) So Passulate (pcc'sitfl^t) v.

trans., to make into raisins, to dry (grapes) ;

Passula'tion, the drying of grapes into raisins.

1857 MAYNE E.vpcs. Lex., Passulatus, applied to certain
medicines of which raisins formed the chief ingredient :

passulate. 1873 THUUICHUM Cantor Lect. Wines 20/1
Grapes which had been strongly passulated in the sun. 1884

Alcoholic Drinks 14 These grapes.. have the peculiar
faculty of becoming very sweet without passulatton, or

shrivelling to raisins.

II Fassus (par^s). [L. passits step, pace ;
in

med.L., passage of a book, etc.] A section, division,
or cnnto of a story or poem. (Used in reference

to medieval works in which it was used as Latin.)
Cf. PACE sbl- 12, PASS j/>.i 2.

[(11400-50 Alexander p. 7 Secundus passus Alexandra

i4op Langlands P. PI. C. p. 15 (MS. Cott. Vesp. B. xvi.)

Hie incipit secundus passus de uisione Willelim de petro

plpuhman.] 1575 LANEHAM Let. (1871) 42 At this, the
minstrell made a pauz &a curtezy, for Primus passus, 1883
SKEAT LanglancCsP. PI. Gen. Pref. p. xi, MS. Rawl. Poet.

137 contained a complete copy of the A-text, and preserved
the whole of Passus XII. foid.p. xv, Prefixed to the Notes
on each Passus of the C-text is a Scheme of Contents.

Passvolant, obs. form of PASSE-VOLANT.

Password (pa*S|Wid). [f. PASS sb,~ + WORD
sb.~\ A word authorizing the utterer to pass ; a
word appointed as a token to distinguish friends

from enemies ; esp. Mil. a parole, a watchword.
c 1817 HOGG Tales fy Sketches I. 293 The other retaliated

the blame on the wounded youth, for his temerity in coming
without the pass-word. 1855 MACAUL.W Hist. Kng, xv. III.

555 Ferguson, .longed to be again the president of societies

where none could enter without a pass-word. 1862 SALA
Seven Sons II. viii. 206 LHe 3 gave the pass-word to the

sentinel, and was admitted.

b. fig. Watchword ;
secret of admittance.

1836 Backwoods ofCanada 127 My pass-words are '

Hope !

Resolution! and Perseverance!' 1890
' R. BOLDREWOOD '

Colonial Reformer (1891) 142 That fresh, unspoiled, girlish
heart to which he alone had the password.

fPasswort. Obs. = PALSYWORT, the Cowslip.
1671 SKINNER Etymol. Botan.,Passivorts, Flores Primula

veris, contr. a Palsy-worts (i. e.) Paralyseos.

Passyble, obs. form of PASSABLE, PASSIBLE.

Passy-measure : see PASSEMEASTTEE.

Passyngere, obs. form of PASSENGER.

Passyng Sunday, corrupt f. PASSION SUNDAY.
Fast (past),///. a. and sb. Forms: a. 3-9 passed,

(4 y-, 5 -id, -yd, i-, 5 Sc. passit, 7 pass'd) ; 0.

3- past, (4-6 paste). [Pa. pple. of PASS v. :

cf. F. pas$C) L. prmteritus.\ A. ppl. a.

I. 1. Predicatively after be: Gone by in time;

elapsed; done with; over. (L. pr&teritits.}
This was really the perfect tense of resultant condition,

(cf. PASS v. 13), formed, as in other vb>. of motion, with be
instead of have : cf. he :'$ come, he is gone, the sun was
risen, Babylon is fallen. A\so past and gone.
13. .-1388 [see PASS v. 13], 1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. xvm. 133

Sith J>is barn was bore ben xxx 1 ' wynter passed. 1387
TREVISA Hidden VIII. 59 When be 5ere were i-passed
he sent to Rome. < 1400 Destr. Troy 10133 When paste
was the pes, parties were gedirt. c 1430 Syr Tryam. 799
The ny^t was paste, the day was come. 1526 TINDALE Rom.
iii. 25 He forgeveth the synnes thatt are passed \mispr.
passhedj. 1592 SHAKS. Ven. fy Ad. 380 My day's delight is

past, my horse is gone. 1611 BIBLE i Sam. xv. 32 Agag
said, Surely the bitternesse of death is past. 1784 COWPER
Task i. 639 The dream is past; and thou hast found again
Thy., homestall thatched with leaves. 1842 TENNYSON
Vision of Sin iv. 69 What ! the flower of life is past.

II. attrib, (orig. after its sb.)
2. That is gone, passed away, bygone ; elapsed

(of time) ; belonging to or having existed or

occurred in former days, or before the time current.
a. 1340 Ayenb. 59 On is preterit, bet is to zigge; of

binge ypased. 1387-8 T. USK Test. Love I. Prol. (Skeat)
I. 77 Al the vaineglory that the passed Emperours, Princes,
or Kinges hadden. 1390 COWER Conf. I. 5 Long tyme in

olde daies passed. 14.. Voc. in Wr.AVulcker 604/43 P*-
teritiis, . . ypassyd. c 1400 tr. Secreta Secret.* Gov. Lords/i.

63 Repent penoght of binges passyd. 1568 GRAFTONCV*>V.
II. 761 Things passed cannot be called agayne. 1678 WALTON
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Life Sanderson 53 This Relation of my pass'd thoughts.
1781 COWPER Truth 256 While danger passed is turned to

present joy. a 1821 KEATS In a drear-nighted December
lii. But were there ever any Writhed not at passed joy?

j3. 13.. Cursor J/. 12125 Noght allan be time past \.MS. F.

paste] Bot elles hu lang bi life sal last, a 1450 Cov. Myst.
viii. ^Shaks. Soc.) 70 Fro perellys past, present

;

and future.

1585 T. WASHINGTON tr. Nicholay^s Voy. \. viii. 8b, [The
city] in times paste was by the Emperours ofRome honoured.
1611 SHAKS. Wint. T. in. ii. 34 My past life Hath been
as continent, as chaste, as true, As I am now vnhappy.
1623 WEBSTER Duchess Malfe m. ii, Past sorrows, let us

moderately lament them. 1781 COWPER Truth 401 Past
indiscretion is a venial crime. 1875 JOWETT Plato III. 266
A narration of events, either past, present, or to come.

3. Gone by immediately before the present time
;

just passed. Often strengthened by LAST, q. v.

(B. 2 b).

a. Following words expressing a space of time,
and indicating a date removed by this space :

Passed away, gone by, bygone, agone, ago.
a 1300 Cursor M. 6716 If his lauerd kneu [be ox] kene o

horn Thre dais passed \Coti. pascld] Jjar be-forn. [1377
LANGL. P. PL B. Prol. 189, I herde my sire seyn is seuene

jere ypassed, J?ere [etc,]-] 1393 Ibid. C. xvn. 368 Asichtolde
pe with tonge a lytel tyme passed. 1444 Rolls ofParlt. V.

117/2 As thay used to bye hem a xx or xxx yere past. 1572
J. JONES Bathes of Bath. i. 2 More then two thousands

yeares passed. 1653 SCLATER Fun. Serin. 25 Sept. Ep.
Ded., Above twenty years last past . . you erected, and ever
since continued, at your own proper cost, an Arabick
Lecture. 1670 WALTON Lives in. 156 About forty years
past. 1747 Mem. Nntrcbian Crt. I. 170 Some time past.

1790 Bystander 153 Some numbers past it was announced in

this publication, that [etc.]. 1830 PuSBY Hist. Enq, u. 135
According toa plan prescribed a "hundred or more years past.

b. wither: during the space just gone by.
1732 BERKELEY Alciphr, i. i For several months past,

I have enjoyed such liberty. 1756 AMORY Buncle (1770) II.

164 He has been for a year and a half last past in Italy.

1803 Med. Jrnl. X. 212 Drier .. than it has been for some
years past. 1894 G. MOORE Estfier Waters 179 Esther ad-
mitted that she had for some time past neglected her religion.

c. Following a date of month or week :
=

preceding this, last. Cf. LAST B. 2 b.

1411 Rolls ofParlt. III. 650/1 The Saterday neghst after

the fest of Seint Michael last passed, c 1473 Partenay 6182
The tewisday passed Aforne penticost,The yere A thousand
four hundred & seuyn wend. 1583 STOCKER Civ. Warres
Lowe C. i. 36 The fifth of April! the yeere last past. 1626
C. POTTER tr. Sarpis Hist. Quarrels 37 In the Moneth
of May last past.

d. ellipt. Of the past month, last month, ultimo.

1711 Lond.Gaz. No. 4893/2 Our Letters of the Thirty-first

past . . bring an Account. 1751 WARBURTON in Lett. iv.

Hurd (18091 93, I have yours of the 28th past to acknow.
ledge. 1766 CHESTER^. Lett. (1774) IV. 246, I received

yesterday your letter of the 3o
th

past.

e. generally. Of time or order : That has just

passed, bygone ; foregoing, preceding. (Usually

preceding its sb.)

(1450 Mirour Saluacioun 4283 The passid Chapitle shewed
vs the last examynacionne. 1588 PAUKE tr. Mendoza's
Hist. China 176 Of whom wee made mention in the

Chapter past. 1665 BOYLE Occas. Rcfl., Disc. Occ. Med. iv.

v, If you should imagine, that in the passed discourse I

have [etc.]. 1803 Edwin I. xv. 241 On the past day Adelfrid
. .had departed into Deiri. 1902 IVestm. Gaz. 24 Feb.

12/1 Famous in the religious history of the past century.

4. Of or relating to bygone time; in Grammar,
Expressing past action or state, preterite ; as in

past tense, past participle.
Past imperfect: see IMPERFECT A. 5 and B. Past perfect
= PLUPERFECT. Past tenses, applied to the aorist, imper-
fect, perfect or preterite, and pluperfect tenses.

1530 PALSGR. Introd. 32 The thre generall distinctions of

tyme, present, parfytly past, and to come, c 1620 A. HUME
Brit. Tongue (1870) 31 Tyme is an affection of the verb

noating the differences of tyme, and is either present, past, or

to cumm. ..Tyme passing befoer, quhilk we cal imperfect lie

past .. I was writing, or did wryte. 1772 PRIESTLEY Inst.

Relig, (1782) II. 113 There is nothing past or future in his

ideas. 1813 Examiner 12 Apr. 230/2 Mine, alas !. .has long
ago been all of it, in ihepast tense. 1823 BYRON Juan xni.

xl,The past tense, The dreary ^Fuinnts' of all things human.
1839 Penny Cyd. XIII. 314/1 The past-imperfect and aorist

tenses of the Greek verb. 1889 Academy 23 Nov. 343 The
form '

scripsi ', the traditional 'past-perfect ', was now called
1

prsent perfect
'

;
'

scripseram was called past-perfect.

5. In the usage of various societies: Having
served one's term of office. Cf. PAST-MASTER.

B. sb. [elliptical uses of A.]
1. The past : The time that has gone by ;

all

time before the present ; bygone times or days
collectively, past time.

1590 SPENSER F. Q. i. iii. 30 She speakes no more Of past :

true is, that true love hath no powre To looken backe.
ci6oo SHAKS. Sonn. cxxiii, Not wondering at the present
and the past. 173* POPE Ess. Alan. 11.52 Then see how little

the remaining sum, Which serv'd the past, and must the
times to come. 1832 TENNYSON Love than thy Land 2 Love
thou thy land, with love far-brought From out the storied

Past, and used Within the Present. 1871 SMILES Charac.
vii. (1876) 201 Men of a comparatively remote past.

b. That which was done or happened in the past.
1665 G. THOMSON (title) Loimotomia ; or the Past Anato-

mized. 1811 W. R. SPENCER Poems ^ Oh, Mother ! past is

past ! 'tis o'er. 1893 WESTCOTT Gospel of Life 18 No re-

pentance on earth can undo the past.

2. A past life, career, or history ;
a stage that one

has passed through ; esp. in pregnant sense, a past
life over which a veil is drawn.
1836 J. H. NEWMAN Par. Serin. (1837) III. xxii. 366 Is it

538

never maintained, that a Christian Minister is off his past ?

1855 TRENCH Eng. Past # Pr. i. (1870) 6 Why we should

occupy ourselves with the past of our language. 1876 OUIDA
Winter City v. 86 In real truth a woman is easier to manage
who has had a past. 1890 R. KIPLING in Contemp. Rev.

July 28 The Lords of Life and Death would never allow
Charlie Mears to speak with full knowledge of his pasts.
3. Gram, (ellipt.}

= Past tense : see A. 4.

1783 BLAIR Rhet. (1812) I. ix. 187 An aurist, or indefinite

past. 1845 STODDART in Encycl. Metrop. (1847) I. 57/1 The
present imperfect implies something of the past, and some-
thing of the future.

C. attrib. and Comb, (from A), as past-profit a.,

concerning past profits; past-time a., belonging
to a bygone time, ancient, antique, old-fashioned.

1889 HISSEY Tour in Phaeton 89 These past-time inns ..

how they delight the eye of the nineteenth century traveller.

1899 Westm. Gaz. 15 Mar. 6/1 There will be no valuation or

past profit statement.

Past (past), prep, and adv. Also 4 ipassed,

4-6 passed, passit. [The prepositional use

appears to have arisen out of the perfect tenses of
PASS v., formed with be instead of have in the

statement of resultant condition (see prec.); be was

illogically used even when the vb. was transitive,
as in the following examples :

c 1305 St. Cristopk. 52 in E. E. P. (1862) 61 J>o he J>e croice

ipassed was, he tournde a$e to be clene. 1387 TREVISA
Hiticn (Rolls) VII. 487 Whanne ey were unne^es i-passed

' A reden [v. r. reedy] marys. 1400 St. Alexius (Laud 622)

| 283 pe Cee of grece he passed is. 1430 .Syr Tryam. 61
Now ys the kyng passyd the see. 4:1460 Towneley Myst.

|

x. 168, I am old.. passed I am all preuay play. 1600 AUP.

;

ABBOT Exp. Jonah 273 lonas was passed the pikes, and now
entering upon a victory, when [etc.].

In these we can substitute for i-passed, passed, or

j
past) the prep, beyond (as expressing the result of

| passing) ;
whence it was natural to treat past as =

1

'

beyond* in other contexts.]
A. prep. 1. Beyond in time (as the result of

1

passing) ;
after ; beyond the age for or time of.

a 1300 Cursor M. 10970 (Cott.) Of barns [Gott. child]
: er we passed f>e pass [Trin. [We] are past tyme childe to

\
welde]. t 1386 CHAUCER Friar's T. 176 The day is short
and it is passed pryme. 1391 Astrol. u. 3 It was
passed 8 of the clokke the space of 2 degrees. 1432-50 tr.

Higdctt (Rolls) VI. 343 Noon of theym lyvede passede oon
\ yere. 1509 HAWES Past. Pleas, xxvn. (Percy Soc.) 119, I

I
thought me past al chyldly ygnoraunce. 1526 TIXDALE Heb.

j
xi. ii Sara .. was delivered of a childe when she was past

\

aSe - *573-8o BARET Alv. P 162 Old houndes past hunting.
Ibid. 177 A disease Past the worst. 1613 PL-RCHAS Pil~

fritnag(i6i4)
119 When it was halfe an houre past the sixt

oure. 1655 FULLER Ch. Hist. x. iv. 15 Children not yet
come to, and old men past, helping of themselves. 1709
HEARNE Collect. (O. H. S.) II. 309 After he was past the Age
of one hundred Years. 1760-72 H. BROOKE Foot ofQnal.
(1809) III. 68 This horse is quite passed mark of mouth.
1885 Truth 28 May 833/2 Dancing was kept up till past two.
Mod, The time is half past three.

b. In staling age past sometimes follows. Cf.

PAST///. a. 3c.
1676 Lond. Gaz. No. 1153/4 A light gray Gelding .. five

years old past. 1720 Ibid, No. 5898/9 Lost . .
,
a black Mare,

..aged three Years past.

c. ellipt. Beyond the age of (so many years).
xg6o DAUS tr. Sleidane^s Comm. 33 The Emperour beyng

now past one and twenty yeres of Age. 1718 Entertainer
No. 20. 132 Augustus, .injoin'd Marriage to all past 25 Years
of Age. 1767 WARBURTON in Lett. iv. //wr^fiSog) 406 His
being able, at past eighty, to perform this expedition on foot.

1838 LYTTON Alice L i, The elder lady, the guest of her com-
panion, was past seventy.

t d. Of time measured backwards : Going back

beyond, of older date than. Cf. BxTOND/trA 5.

1575 Reg. Privy Council Scot. Ser. i. II. 472 [This] hes
bene in use. .within the said Burgh past memor of man.

2. Beyond in place (as the result of passing) ;

further on than ; at or on the farther side of.

Past sight) (gone) out of or beyond the reach of sight.
c 1305-1430 [see above in Etymology]. 1523 LD. BERNERS

Froiss. I. 154 When he was past the ryver, he thanked God.

1594 SHAKS. Rich. Ill, v. iii. 345 My Lord, the Enemy is

past the Marsh. 1611 BIBLE Num. xxi. 22 Until we be

\R. y. have] past thy borders. 1615 CHAPMAN Odyss. v. 459
She .. again Turn'd to a cormorant, dived, past sight, the
main. Mod. He lives in the first house past the corner.

[1870 W. MORRIS Earthly Par. Prol. (1890) 6/2 When we are

passed the French and English strait.]

b. Of motion : By (in passing). To go past, to

pass, go by ;
so tojlow, ride> run, hurry, etc. past

(a person or place).
1542 UDALL Erasm. Apoph. 137 He..beheldehir after that

she was gon past hym. 1808 SCOTT M^arm. in. xii, He drew
his mantle past his face. 1818 SHELLEY Rev. Islam in. xxxiv,
As past the pebbly beach the boat did flee. 1836 MARKYAT
Japhet vii, Crowds of people were running past our shop.

1863 MRS. OLIPHANT Salem Ch. xv. 256 He pushed in past
the pails.

3. Beyond the reach, range, or compass of; not
within the scope or reach of ; incapable of: chielly
with nouns of action or mental state. Sometimes
with some notion of time: = No longer capable of,

or within the scope or reach of.

In more or less permanent combinations with various sbs.,

many of which survive in literature, chiefly as Shaksperian
or Biblical echoes, as past belief, compare, comprehension,
(all} cure (cf. CURE sb. 6 b), doubt, endurance,finding out,

grace, tope, mending, question, recovery, redress, remedy,
saving, shame, etc. Others have become colloquial, z&past
prayingfor, etc. (See BEYOND prep. 5, 6.)

PAST.

1509 BARCLAY Shyp ofFolys (1874) H- 55 Some ar so past
shame in theyr language So fowle and lothly, that [etc.].

1526 TINDALE Eph. iv. 19 Beynge past repentaunce [1611

past feeling]. 1534 Rom. xi. 33 How vnserchable are his

ludgementes and his wayes past findyng out. 1560 DAUS
tr. Sleidane's Comm. 5 I^est in proces of tyme. .it be paste
remedy. 1590 SHAKS. Mids. N. iv. i. 211, 1 had a dreame,
past the wit of man, to say, what dreame it was. 1593
Rich. //, n. iii. 171 Things past redresse, are now with me
past care. 1596 i Hen. /^, n. iv. 211 Nay, that's past
praying for ; I have pepper'd two of them. 1599 Q. ELIZ.
Let. to Essex 14 Sept. in Moryson Itin. n. (1617) 41 It is to
Us past comprehension, c 1600 SHAKS. Sonn. cxxix, Past
reason hunted, and no sooner had, Past reason hated. 1607
MIDDLETON Mich. Term. ii. iii. 384 Nay, 'tis done now, past
mending, a 1661 FULLER Worthies (1840) III. 494 It is past
my power to compromise a difference betwixt two so great
persons. 1708 SWIFT Death Partridge Wks. 1755 II. i. 258
Yesterday, .word was brought me, that he was past hopes.
>78z COWPER Mutual Forbearance 25 Well, I protest 'tis

past all bearing. 1827 CARLYLB Germ. Rom. II. 289 He
now saw nothing past common, a 1901 BESANT Five Years'

1

Tryst, etc. (1902) 129 *I cannot help your face', said the
herb-woman ; 'that is past my skill '.

b. Beyond the ability or power of. colloq*
1611 BEAUM. & FL. King $ No K. m. i, You are welcome,

sir, I think j but if you be not, 'tis past me To make you so ;

for I am here a stranger Greater than you. 1859 G.
MEREDITH Juggling Jerry ix, It's past parsons to console us.

f c. Beyond the limits of; without. Obs. or

arch. Past himself, beside himself (now dial.}.

1470-85 MALORY Arthur \\\. xxi, So he brenned In loue
that he was past hym self in his reason. 1600 W. WATSON
Decacordon (1602) 132 He was so vexed, lacerated, and
calumniated ..that he became almost past himselfe. c 1611
CHAPMAN Iliad n. 331 But Jove hath. .cast My life into

debates past end. 1618 Hesiod (Hooper) 180 That man,
put To his fit task, will see it done past talk With any fellow.

1870 W. MORRIS Earthly Par. (1890) 156/2, I .. Am nowise
God to give man bliss Past ending. 1903 Eng. Dial. Diet.

(Durham), Past hissel,

"f-4. More than, above (in number or quantity).
(Cf. also i c.)

1469 MARC. PASTON in Lett. II. 385, 1 have sent to Hary
Halman . .and he canne not gette passyd v. or viij. at the most.

1470-85 MALORY Arthur iv. iv, Ther were founde but lytel

past two honderd men slayne. a 1533 LD. BERNERS Huon
iv. 7 They..departyd fro Parys without restynge past one

night in a plase. 1598 B. JONSON Ev. Matt in Hum, i. iii.

191 Faith I have not past two shillings, or so. 1608 TOPSELL

Serpents (1658) 744 Their egges are not past so big as pease.

1627 CAPT. SMITH Seamaii's Gram. x. 47 They haue it not

past once in fiue. .yeeres. 1668 SEDLEY Mulb. Card. \\. \.

Wks. 1722 II. 22 The Portion I can give with you does not
deserve a Man of past half his Fortune,

fb. Above in rank or degree. Obs.

1551 CROWLEY Pit-as, fy Payne 168 But spent all . . in

raymen t past your degree. 1598 CHAPMAN Blind Beg.
Alexandria Plays 1873 I. 27 My husband is a Lord, and
past a Lord.

c. Beyond in manner or degree. Now rare.

Also dial., in negative sentences.
c 1611 CHAPMAN Iliad i. 284 He affects, past all men,

height. Ibid. xv. 105 His greatness past
all other Gods,

and that in fortitude, And ev'ry godlike pow'r, he reigns
past all endu'd. 1847 C. BRONTE J. Eyre xxxvi, He set

store on her past every thing. 1897 Bromyard Rec. 9 Dec.

(E. D. D.), Fortunately, past a profusion of soot and water,
no damage was done.

B. adv. (absolute use of the prep. ;
=

past the

speaker, or the person, point, or place spoken of.)

1. So as to pass or go by ; by.
1805 WORDSW. Fidelity 32 The sounding blast, That, if it

could, would hurry past. 1836 MARRYAT Japhet iv, We had
watched her past. 1846 WORCESTER s.v., Sometimes in-

correctly used for by\ as 'to go past
1

. 1855 M. ARNOLD
Balder Dead 96 Painfully the hinds With goad and shout-

ing urge their cattle past. 1862 LONGF. The Cumberland
4 The alarum of drums swept past. 1884 W. C. SMITH
Kildrostan 43 The tread of time as U hastens past.

2. On one side, aside ;
as to lay past^ to put

aside or away, to lay by or save up. Sc. and
north IreL

1830-2 CARLETON Traits Irish Peasantry (1843) 260

(E. D. D.) It is not to lay them past to rust. 1847 Jrnl. R.

Agric. Soc. VIII. n. 377 It is stacked past until the following
year. Ibid. 388 It enables the farmer to store past his crop.

1891 Blackw. Mag. Oct. 570, I hed to pit it past in the attic.

1894 STEVENSON Puddin, iii. 65 I'm prood to think ye're

layiti
1

past siller.

C. Comb. (ot prep, or adv.} a. By i6-i7thc.

poets, rarely by prose-writers, phrases consisting of

past prep, with object (A. 3), which predicatively
are written as two words, were frequently used

attrib.t and then necessarily hyphened to make
the syntax clear: thus 'a malady past cure', but
* a past-cure malady

1

. Among such syntactical com-
binations are : past-comfort, past-czire, past-feeling

(whence past-feelingness}t past-good (whence past-

good sb.), past-helping^ past-hoping, past-price,

past-saving^ past-shame (whence past-shame sb.) ;

also past-human adj., superhuman; past-pro-

portion sl>., immeasurableness, immensity. Some
of these have been employed by recent writers.

1553 ASCHAM in Lett. Lit. Men (Camden) 15 Thei judge
bashfull men to be rude, and past -shames to be well manered.

1553 T. WILSON Rhet. (1567) 107 The extreme wickednes of

some pastgood roisters, a 1586 SIDNEY^ rcadia in. Wks. 1724
II. 445 Sorrowing not only his own sorrow, but the past-
comfort sorrow which he foreknew his mother would take.

160* SHAKS. All's IVeli \\. i. 124 To prostitute our past-cure
malladie To empericks. Ibid. iv. iii. 158 What a past-samng
slaue is this? 1602 J. DAVIES Slinuii in Modiun (1878) 6



PASTANCE.
The Soule is such a precious thing, As cost the price
of past-price

deerest blond. 1606 SHAKS. Tr, <$- Cr. \\. ii. sg
Will you with Counters summe The past proportion of his in-

finite? 1614 SYLVESTER Parl. yertncs Royall 1257 Immortall
Beauties of past-humane Soules. 1631 CHAPMAN Caesar fy

Pompcy Plays 1873 III. 143, I be forc't To helpe my
Countrey, when it forceth me To this past-helping pickle.

1767 S. PATERSON Another Trav. I. 332 Enable me .. to

rejoice the past-hoping heart. 1876 FARRAR Marlb. Serin.

xiri. 124 The past-feelingness of a miserable despair.

b. In various nonce-wds. (adjs.), as past-prime ,

past-the-middle-age ; past-due, overdue
; past-

gone, bygone, former, late
; past-meridian (Jig.\

past one's prime, elderly ; past-ordinar Sc.
t
extra-

ordinary, exceptional, uncommon,
(

by-ordinar '.

1896 Harper's Mag. XCIII. 158/1, I wrote out the *past-
due subscription bill. 1784 R. BAGE Barham Downs I. 199
When you reflect upon your *past-gone occupation. 1898
G. MEREDITH Odes Fr. Hist. 14 Like dotage of the *past-
meridian dame For some bright Sungod adolescent. 1823
GALT Entail Ixiv, A man o* *past-ordinar sense. 1826

,_.._t-prime belles ot the garden. 1844 J.

Parsons fy IV. x, A *past-the-middle-age college bed-maker.

Pastaique, var. PASTEQUE 06s., water-melon.

Pastall, obs, form of PASTEL \
t Pa'staiice. Obs. Also 6 pastaunce. [app.

a phonetic repr. of F. passe-temps (in I5~i6th c.

also passctamps, passetans, Godef.), f. passe vb.

imper. (PASSE-) + temps time, in It. passatempo.
For the final -ce, cf. TEXSE, in early use also tencc.

See also PASSE-TEMPS and PASTIME.]
Recreation; = PASTIME sb. i.

1501 DOUGLAS Pal. Hon. i. 409 Quhat gudlie pastance?
and quhat menstralie? 15.. SKELTON /'. Sparowe 1095 To
haue in remembraunce Her goodly dalyaunce, And her

goodly pastaunce. 1525 HEN. VIII Pastance vitht gude
companye i, For my pastance, hunt, syng, & daunce, my hart

is sett ! Ibid, ii, Youthe must haue sum daliance Off good
or yll, sum pastance. 1598 YONG Diana \. i, They haue no
kind of pastaunce Which you think not to excuse. [1873
DIXON Two Queens II. xii, iii. 298 His fine ballad,

' Pastance
with good company ', rank[s] among the better known.]

Pastay, obs. form of PASTY sb.

Paste (p<?'st), sb. Also 4-8 past, 5-6 paast,
6 payst(e, 6-7 paist. [a. OF. paste (i3th c. in

Littre), mod.F. pate = Pr., Sp., It. pasta : Com.
Romanic pasta (instanced in L. in a medical sense
* a small square piece of a medical preparation',
Marc. Empir. ^400), generally supposed to be ad.

Gr. -rraarr}, also pi. iraard, traarai barley porridge,
sb. uses of iraffTos sprinkled.]
1. Cookery. Flour moistened with water or milk

and kneaded, dough ; esp. (now only) with addition

of butter, lard, suet, or the like, as used in making
pastry, etc.

1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. xm. 250 panne wolde I be prest..

paste [v. rr. past, paastj for to make, And buxome and busy
aboute bred and drynke. 1390 GOWER Conf. I. 294 The
levein of the bred, Which soureth all the past, c 1430 Two
Cookery-bks. 45 Make fayre past . . and keuere t>in cofyns with
be same past. 1526 Pilgr. Perf. (W. de W. 1531) 39 b,
M ixtynge water witli floure, & werkynge it in to paste. 1362
N. T. (Rhem.) \ Cor. v. 6 A Htle leauen corrupteth the whole

paste. 1605 SHAKS. Learn, iv. 124 Cry to it Nunckle, as
the Cockney did to the Eeles, when she put 'em i' th' Paste
aliue. 1769 MRS. RAFFALD Eng. Housekpr. (1778) 144 To
make crisp Paste for Tarts. 1888 MRS. BBXTOM.0& IIonseh.

Managem. 1676 Common Paste for Family Use...i$ Ib.

of flour, 4 Ib. of butter, rather more than & pint of water.

b. Name for various sweet confections of doughy
consistence, t Paste royal, a confection of sugar
and spices : see quot. 1676.
1389-90 Durham Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 596 In iij Coffins de

pastreall. <: 1440 Anc. Cookery in Hottseh, Ord. (1790) 455
A half pounde of past roiale. 1591 in Lyly

l

s Wks.dq/oz) I.

449 Preserues, .. icllies, .. marmelats, pasts, comfits, of all

sorts. 1653 W. I. True Gentlew. Delight 53 To make
Paste-royal in Sauces. Take Sugar . . four ounces, very
finely beaten and searced, and put into it an ounce of
Cinnamon and Ginger, and a grain of Musk, and so beat it

into paste, with a little Gum-Dragon. 1662 Stat. Irel.

(1765) II. 461, Past of Jean, the pound "js. 6d. 1796 MORSE
Amer. Gcog. II. 635 Making marmalades and perfumed
pastes, which exceed those of Genoa. 1853 SOYICR Pantrofih.
285 Oublies. . were thin sheets of paste composed of flour

and honey. 1858 SIMMONDS Diet. Trade s.
y.,

The term

paste is applied to the inspissated mice of liquorice, and
some other vegetables.

c. Applied to compositions of this consistence

(usually sweet) used as baits in angling.
1653 WALTON Angler viii. 169 The Carp bites either at

wormes or at Paste. Ibid. 170 As for Pastes, there are

almost as many sorts as there are Medicines for the Toothach.

1704 (title) The Compleat Fisher .. Being a Clear.. way of

Taking all Sorts of Fresh-Water Fish with the Worm, Fly,
Paste, and other Baits. 1898 Westtn. Gaz. 5 Oct. 9^3
Salmon-roe is his favourite and usual lure, and with this

bait the
'

paste
'

he calls it he works sad havoc.

d. A relish made of some fish or crustacean

cooked, pounded, and seasoned ; as anchovy-pastet

shrimp-paste.
1817 KITCHINER Cook's Oracle (1823) 320 [Receipt for

making] Anchovy Paste or le Beurre d'Anchois. 1836
Guide to Worcester Advt., A stock of anchovies and anchovy
paste. 1855 HASSALL Food <? its Adulterat. 505 One of the

samples of bloater paste was adulterated, .with starch or

flour. 1902 Daily Chron. 28 Aug. 3/2 The pots were first

made for the shrimpers of Pegwell Bay to contain the

shrimp-paste prepared there.

539

2. A mixture of flour and water (sometimes
strengthened with starch) boiled together, used as
a cement for sticking paper and other substances.

1530 PALSGR. 250/2 Paast or glewe, cole. 1601 HOLLAND
Pliny I. 393 The common past that wee vse, made with the
finest floure of wheat. 1710 HEARNI-: Collect. (O. H. S.) III.

46 Small bits of Paper sticking with some of the Past with
wch 'twas fix'd, 1879 Print. Trades Jrnl. No. 29. 47 Brush
paste, not gum, lightly over the back.

t b. PASTEBOARD 2. 06s.

1548-9 (Mar.) Bk. Com. Prayer (Colophon), The same
bounde in paste or in boordes. 1562 in Comm. Ld. Grey of
Wilton (Camden) 59 A schoocheon of armes wrowght on
payste.
3. gen. Any composition or mixture containing

just enough moisture to render it soft and plastic :

see quots., and b, c below.

1604 E. G[RIMSTONE] D'Acosta's Hist, Indies v. xx. 383
An Idoll made of paste of wheate and mays mingled with

hony. 1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl. s. v. Porcelain, With the

sediment, collected at bottom in form of a paste, [they] fill

a kind of moulds. 1774 GOLDSM. Nat. Hist. (1776) VIII.
92 The egg is involved in a sort of paste, which serves at
once for the young animal's protection and nouri;hment.
1800 tr. Lagrange's Chem. II. 30 Forming corrosive muriate
of mercury into a paste with water. 1839 URE Diet. Arts
631 A species of rapid crystallization ensues, and the thin

paste soon acquires a solid consistence.

b. A mixture of clay and water (sometimes with
other ingredients) of which earthenware or porce-
lain is made; distinguished as hard paste or soft

paste according to its consistence and power of

resisting heat.

1735 Diet. Polygraph, s.v. China, To make your paste
of this powder, first dissolve an ounce of very white gum
arable in a pail of water [etc.]. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl, Si<p/>,
s.v. Porcelain, The china-ware being made of a paste, part
of which is made of a substance in itself scarce possible to be
vitrified. 1879 ]. J. YOUNG Ccrant. Art 55 There is. .very
little difference in hardness between the hard-paste and the

soft-paste.

C. A soft composition applied to the skin,

medicinally or as a cosmetic (or taken internally).
1765 GOLDSM. Double Transform. 85 In vain she tries her

paste and creams, To smooth her skin, or hide its seams.

1842 DUKCLISON Med, Le-r. t Paste, a compound medicine
like the pastil, but less consistent, flexible, less saccharine,
and more mucilaginous. 1863-76 CURLING Dis. Rectum
(ed. 4) 48 The confection of blai-k pepper, .known as Ward's
Paste. .in great repute as a remedy for piles. ..The usual
dose is a drachm three times a day. 1901 JJrit. Med. Jrnl.
No. 2097. 39 A variety of pastes are also useful in this

stage [i^f eczema].
4. fy1

. The material of which a person is figura-

tively said to be made (in reference to quality).
c 1645 HOWELL Lett. i. i. xliv. (1655) 69 The Inhabitants of

that Town [Geneva], methinks, are made of another paste.
1700 DRYDEN Fables Ded., Others were more sweet and
affable, made of a more pliant paste. 1865 M. ARNOLD Ess.
Crit. v. 174 To us .. with the German paste in our composition.
1868 BROWNING Ring fy Bk. vi. 329 But you, who are so

quite another paste Of a man, do you obey me?
5. A hard vitreous composition (of fused silica,

potash, white oxide of lead, borax, etc.), used in

making imitations of precious stones
;
a factitious

or artificial gem made of this. Also called STRASS.

Also attrib. Made of, or adorned with, paste.
1662 MERRETT ir. Neris Art of Glass xcii. 143 This past

imitates all Jewels and colours, and hath a wonderful shin.

ing and lustre, And in hardness too it imitates the jewels.

1718 LADY M. W. MONTAGU Let. to C'tess Bristol 10 Apr.,
That paste with which they make counterfeit jewels. 1753
CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp. s. v., Pastes, in the glass trade, a sort

of compositions of the glass kind, made from calcined crystal,

lead, and metallic preparations, to imitate the several natural

gems. 1796 BURNS Poem on Life iii, Tho' fiction out may
trick her, And in paste gems and fripp'ry deck her. 1824
W. IRVING T. Trav. I. 28 High-heeled shoes, .with paste or
diamond buckles. 1827 LYTTON Pelham i, The diamonds
went to the jeweller's, and Lady Frances wore paste.

6. Min. A mineral substance in which other

minerals are imbedded. 1828 in WEBSTER.

f 7. Some kind of ornamental head-dress (app.
made with a foundation of pasteboard) worn by
women. Obs.

1529 MoRESw///. SoufysTuijb, Wyth partelettesandpastis
garneshed wyth perle. MgoPAUGIli 183 Vncs paces, apayre
of pastes for the aityre of a womnns heed. Ibid. 252 Paste
for a lady or woman, lines paces. 1541-2 Act 33 Hen.
VIII) c. 5 Every other.. person.. whos Win? shall were any
Frenche hood or bonett of Velvet, w l any habiliment, past,
or egge, of golde, perle or stone. 1570 BILLINGSLEY
Euclid xi. 320 If ye draw the like formes in matter that wil

bowe and geue place, as most aptly ye may do in fine

pasted paper, such as paste-wiues made womens pastes of.

1592 GuCNB I'ision Wks. (Grosart) XII. 227 The Bride.,
was very finelie dizond in a little Cappe, and a faire paste.

[1853 ROCK Ch. ofFathers IV. xii. 174 The bride, when a
maiden, wore her hair flowing..and nothing but a wreath
of jewels, called a '

paste ',
or flowers, about her head.]

8. Comb., as (sense 2) paste-bowl, -brush, -pot ;

(sense 3) paste-blacking ; paste-cutter, an instru-

ment for cutting paste into shapes for pastry ;

paste-eel, a small nematoid worm (Attguilfafa
glutinis) found in sour paste ; paste-fitter, a
workman who fits together with paste the parts
of boot-uppers for the machine; f paste-god, an
idol made of paste ; paste grain, split sheep-skin
with paste put on the back to harden it and give
a better grain ; paste-horn, a cow's horn used as

PASTE.

a receptacle for paste ; f paste-house, a building
where pastry is made; paste-kettle, a kettle for

boiling paste; paste-maker, (a) a person employed
in making paste; (b} a machine for mixing the in-

gredients of paste ; fpaste-meat, pastry; -j-paste-

pin, a wooden pin for rolling paste, a rolling-

pin ; paste-point (Printing) : see quots., and
POINT st>. paste-rock (Geof.), a shaly formation
found in Wales, also called Taramton shales ;

t paste-roller, a rolling-pin
-

paste-pin (obs.} ;

paste-wash, paste-water, paste much diluted

with water, used in bookbinding ; f paste-wife,
a woman who made and sold 'pastes* (sense /)
and other articles of female attire (pbs.\
1873 E. STON Workshop Receipts Ser. i. 394/1 Tools for

small work.,*paste-bo\vl. 1893 BARING-GOULD Cheap Jack
Zita II. 84, I sold a box of *paste-cutters at one and nine,

1857 C. E. OTT tr. Quatrefages' Rambles I. 282 Certain
*Paste-eels which belong to the Helminthes. 1883 B'ham
Daily Post ii Oct., Hoot Trade. Wanted, an experienced
*Pastefiiter for General Men's Work. 1626 PURCH AS Pilgrim-
age (ed. 4) Table, *Paste-god of the Mexicans [cf. 880 the

Religious Virgins or Nuns mingled a quantity of Beets with
rested Maiz, and moulded it with Hony, making an Image
of that paste]. 1880 Bookseller 3 May 471 Cruden's Con-
cordance..in limp *Pnste-grain and Morocco. 1885 Ibid,

5 Mar, 236 Hooks in padded p.ist<j grain and German
calf. 1834 CARLVLE Sarf. Res. in. i, Working on tanned
hides, amid pincers, *paste-horns, rosin, swine-bristles,

1471-2 Durham Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 94 Pro nova con-
struccionc unius *Pastehous juxta ostium Coquina;. 1480-1
Ibid. 97, j pipa et j tubba in le Pastehous. 1824 GALT
Quadr. in Rothelan III. 187, 1 .. showed the *paste-
impression of the seal. 1825 Sporting Mag. XVII. 36 A
somewhat truant disposition, .coupled him to a *paste-kettle.
1875 KNIGHT Diet. Aleck.,

*
Paste-maker, a stirring-machine

for mixing the components of pa>>te. 1598 Epnlario D ij,

These *pnst nieates would. .be yellow with .Saffron. z6n
FLORIO, Ptisticciami) all manner of pyes or paste-meates.
1769 MRS. RAFFALD Eng. Ilousekpr. (1778) 145 Roll it up
tight, then with your ^paste-pin roll it out a^ain. 1825
HANSARD Typographic. 912 The blocks being. .inked with
the requisite colours in proper succession, and united .. by
means of those sheet-anchors of pressmanship called points,
three or even four of which are fixed (by what a printer
calls *paste-points) upon the tympans, so as to act upon the

margins of the print. 1888 JACOBI Printers I'ocab, s.v.,

Paste-points: very fine points usually drawing-pins used
for very closely registered wurk onahand-pre^s. 1881 F. G.
LEE Reg. Baront. v, 51 There was little furniture. .except
a desk, a deal counter, and a ^paste-pot. 1885 Lyell's Elem,
Geol. xxvii. (ed. 4) 431 A. .set of bt-ds of fine light grey or

blue shales, termed ' *
paste-rock ',

which overlie the Upper
Llandovery strata. 1660 HEXHAM Diet., Een Rol-stock,
a *Past-roler to make Pyes with. 1875 L'rcs Diet, Arts I.

^^(Bookbinding) The leather ..is . .softened by. .the applica-
tion of *paste-water to make it pliable. 1550 CROWLEY
Epigr. 32 Her mydie braced in, as smal as a wande..some
b[ujy wastes of wyre at the *paste wyfes hande. 1570 Isee 7].

Paste (p^st), v. [f. PASTE sb. 2, 3.]

1. trans. To make to adhere or stick by means
of paste ; to fasten with paste. To paste up, to

stick up (on a wall, etc.) with paste.
1561-2 in Willis & Clark Cambridge (1886) 11.142 For past-

inge y
a table of the x commandementes Sji/. 1592 NASHF,

P. Penilesse (ed. 2) i8b, Such as paste vp their papers on

euerypost. iffi$Pnil. Trans. I. So With Parchment pasted or

glewed upon them. 1687 A. LOVELL tr. Thevenot
I

& 'l'rav. 1. 136
Several pieces of Cloth pasted together. 1710 SWIFT Baucis

# Phil. 94 The ballads pasted on the wall. 1804 M. G.
LEWIS Bravo of Venice (1856) II. 310 The following address
was .. pasted against the corners of the principal streets.

1843 PRESCOTT J/t'.rjw(i85o) 1. 1. v. 122 The feathers, pasted
on a fine cotton web, were wrought into dresses.

b. transf. and fig. To cause to adhere closely
or firmly (as if by pasting).
*86"3 N. Syd. Soc, Ycar-bk. Meet, for 1862. 387 General

diffuse peritonitis, many coils of intestine being pasted

together by adherent lymph. 1883 H. W. V. STUART Egypt
425 A perfect tempest of wind, which, .drove the Era against
the western bank, where she remained hopelessly pasted.

2. To cover by (or as by) pasting on or over.

Paper. 1697 DRYDEN sEneid ix. 1099 With driving dust

his cheeks are pasted o'er. 1849 MRS. CARLVLE Lett. II. 38,

I have been busy., pasting a screen . . all over with prints.

3. To incorporate with or into a paste, as a

colour in dyeing;.
1862 C. O'NEILL Diet. Calico Print. <$ Dyeing s. v. Resists^

Resist compositions intended for this latter purpose are

usually called pastes, and the colour so preserved is said to

be '

pasted '.

4. slang. To beat, thrash: cf. BASTE v$
1851 [see PASTING 3]. 1873 Slang Diet.

, Paste, to beat, to

thrash vigorously. 1882 Daily Tel. 6 Oct. 2/2 No matter

how he punches her and 'pastes' her. 1896 A. MORRISON Child

ofjago 132 'Is ribs is goin' black where father pasted 'em.

5. The verb-stem in Comb., as paste-down, an

outer blank leaf of a book pasted on the cover;

paste-in a., pasted in, inserted by pasting,

1902 Daily Chron. 30 June 3/3 Seeking the cause of this

paste-in fly leaf.

Hence Pasted ///. a., fastened or covered with

paste; -fpasted paper', pasteboard.
1570 [see PASTE sb. 7]. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny I. 393 Long

streaks, .between the pasted places, a 1693 Urquhart s

Rabelais in. xxxvii. 314 Ears of pasted Paper. 1:1790

IMISON Sck. Art II. 53 The pasted side of the paper.

Paste, obs. form of PASTY sb.



PASTEBOARD.

Pasteboard (p^-stbooad), sb. (a.) [f.
PASTE

sb. or v. + BOARD sb. (I and II are really of

distinct formation.)]
I, *f 1. A substitute for a thin wooden board

made by pasting sheets of paper together ; csp. a

board of a book so made (cf. BOARD sb. 4). Obs.

1548-9 (Mar.) Bk. Com. Prayer^ Cotisccr. Abps. etc.

(Colophon), Bounde in lether, in paste bordes or claspes.
1612 STURTEVANT Metallica (1854) 66 The superficiall

[model] describeth only the. .lineaments in paper, bordes
or past-bords. 1726 SWIFT Gulliver n. vii, It was as thick

and stiff as a Past-board. 1796 WITHERING Brit. Plants
(ed. 3) I. 32 Put it upon a dry fresh pasteboard, and, covering
it with fresh blossom paper, let it remain in the press [etc.].

2. As a material : A stiff firm substance made by
pasting together, compressing, and rolling, three

or more sheets of paper.
These sheets consist of 'outsides' and 'middles*; in

ordinary pasteboard, the 'middle' is of inferior quality, and
generally of a greyish colour. Cardboard is pasteboard
made of superior paper, and of the same quality and colour

throughout; a finer and more highly-finished form made
with starch paste is called ivory board. The name '

paste-
board

'

is sometimes improperly given to pulpboard, made
not by pasting, but of compressed paper pulp.
1562 in Cotnm. Ld. Grey of Wilton (Camden) 59 Item iiij.

greate schoocheons wrowght with metall on payste boorde.
1606 PBACHAM Graphice 1.1612) 94 Take of the fairest and
smoothest pastboord you can get. 1793 BEDDOES Math.
Ei-id. 21 A model of each triangle cut out in pasteboard.
1858 LARDNER Hand-bk. Nat. P/ii/., Hydrost., etc. 196
A conical reflecting shade, the best material for which is

paper or paste- board.

b. Jig. As the type of something flimsy, unsub-

stantial, or counterfeit: cf. B. b.

1829 CARLYLE Misc. (1857) I. 270 Doings m the world of

pasteboard. 1838 EMERSON Addr. Cambridge, Mass. Wks.
(Uohn) II. 203 The new worship . .to the goddess of Reason,
to-day, pasteboard and fillagree, and ending to-morrow in

madness and murder.

3. slang. A card. a. A visiting-card, b. A
playing-card ; also, playing-cards collectively. C.

A railway-ticket.
a. 1837!'. HOOK Jack Brag\, They lodge their pasteboard

and away they go. 1849 THACKERAY Pendennis xxxvi,
' We shall only have to leave our pasteboards, Arthur '. He
used the word '

pasteboards ', having beard it from some of
the ingenious youth of the nobility about town, and as a
modern phrase suited to Pen's tender years. 1889

'

J. S.
WINTER '

Airs. Bob (1891) 70 The unutterable fag of paying
calls and leaving pasteboards.
b- 1859 THACKERAY Virgin, xv, Three honours in their

hand, and some good court cards,, .hour after hour, .delight-

fully.. spent over the pasteboard. 1896 FARJEON* Betrayal
y. Fordham in. 277 I'm that neat with the pasteboards.
1 can shuffle 'em any way I want.
C. 1901 Daily Chron. n Nov. 5/2 Season ticket holders

may not travel indefinitely without producing their
'

paste-
boards '.

II. 4. Cookery. (Usually with hyphen.) A
board on which paste or dough is rolled out for

making pastry, etc. (Cf. BOARD sb. 2.)

1858 SIMMOKDS Diet. Trade, Paste-board, a wooden board
on which dough is rolled out for pastry. 1888 MRS. BEETON
Bk. Househ. Managem. 1674 Make the paste, using a very
clean pasteboard and rolling-pin. 1894 A. ROBERTSON
Nuggets 51 She dropped the rolling-pin on the paste-board.

5. The board used by a paper-hanger in cutting
and pasting wall-paper.
1901 % Black's Carp, if Build., Home Handier. 41 The

lengths of paper should be laid . . on the pasteboard supported
by the trestles.

B. attrib. (or as arff.) Made of pasteboard.
1599 B. JONSOM Cynthia's Rev. i. Wks. (Rtldg.) 76/2 As

if we practised in a paste-board case. 1641 MlLTOH A^fwfc
n. Wks. (1851) 42 To blow them down like a past-bord
House built of Court-Cards. 1668 WOOD Life Mar. (O. H. S.)

II. 131 Bound with a past-board cover and vellum over it.

1707 MORTIMER Husb. (1721) I. 290 Put them into a Paste-
board Box. 1885 J. K. JEROME On the Stage xii. 105 The
pantomime was still running, and Mat played a demon with
a pasteboard head.

b. Jig. Unsubstantial; unreal, counterfeit, sham.
1659 TORRIANO, Signdre Cartdne, a pastboard Lord, a Lord

of Clouts. 1764 GOLDSM. Trav. 150 The pasteboard triumph
and the cavalcade. 1898 WYNDMAM Pocnts Shaks, p. Ixx,
The alarums and excursions of these paste-board hostilities.

C. Comb.) as pasteboard-cutter, -maker \ paste-

board-like^ -looking adjs. ; pasteboard-wasp, a

species of wasp which makes a nest resembling
pasteboard (cf. paper-wasf].
1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mech. 1636/1

*
Pasteboard-cutter^ . .for

grooving and cutting pasteboard strips employed for making
boxes. 1662 GERBIER Principles 18 Nor are the wooden
Shutters such *Pastboard-like things, as are . . put on the . .

London .. Houses. 1849 E. B. EASTWICK Dry Leaves 195
The Agency . . was a large *pasteboard-looking house. 1669-
96 AUBREY Z-/zw, Cavendish (ifa^ 1. 153 His wife. .sold this

incomparable collection . . to the *past-board makers for
wast oaper. 1864-5 WOOD Homes without H. xiv. (1868)

259 The nest., of the *Pasteboard Wasp (Chartergus
niduluns).
Hence Pa'steboardy a. (nonce-wd.)
1878 Scribner's Mag. XV. 574/2 The construction is of the

thinnest, most pasteboardy kind.

Pastec, var, PASTEQUE Obs., water-melon.

Pastee, obs. form of PASTY sb.

Paste-egg, con-upt. atpasch-egg-. see PASCH .$. 3.

Pastel :
(pae-slel). Also 6 -all. [a. F.

pastel (1510 in Ilatz.-Darm.), a. Pr. pastel^ It.

pastello
' woad to dye blew with

*

(Florio) ; dim.

540

from pasta paste ;

' the name having been applied
first to the colouring matter obtained by reducing
to a paste the twigs of the plant, then to the plant
itself (Ilatz.-Darm.).
OF. had pastel in the senses *

paste, plaster, cake ', etc.]

The plant \Voad, /satis tinctoria\ also, the blue

dye obtained from it.

1578 LYTE Dodoens I. xlvi. 66 This herbe is called .. in

English Woad, or Pastel: in French Guesde or Pastel; in

Spanish also Pastel: in Italian Guado. 1696 PHILLIPS
(ed. 5), Pastel, otherwise called Woad,. . It is of great use

among the Dyers. 1783 JUSTAMOND tr. Raynat's Hist.
Indies VI. 13 Indigo, when mixed with pastel,. . rendered
the colours . . more lasting. 1838 T. THOMSON Chem. Ore:
fiodies 382 Thus prepared, pastel has a yellow or greenish-
yellow colour.

b. Comb. Pastel-vat : see quots.
1838 T. THOMSON Cheat. Org. Bodies 382 To prepare the

pastel vat, 4 parts of indigo, 50 parts of pastel, 2 parts of

madder, and 2 parts of potash are employed. 1875 KNIGHT
Diet. Meek. 1636/1 Pastel,, .woad. It gives its name to the
vat in which pastel and indigo are used, the pastel-vat.

Pastel 2
(pse'stel). Also 7-9 -il, (9 erron.

-elle). [a. F. pastel (1676 in Hatz.-Darm.), ad.

It. pastello : see PASTEL 1
.]

1. A kind of dry paste made by grinding pig-
ments and compounding them with gum-water,
used as a crayon or for making crayons. In pastel,
drawn with pastels : cf. CRAYON sb. i b.

1662 EVELYN Chalcogr. v. Misc. Writ. (1805) 314 Rubbing
in the shades with pastills and dry compositions. 1688
R. HOLME Armoury in. 144/2 Pastils are rouls of Plaster or

Clay., to draw withal. 1696 in PHILLIPS (ed. 5). 1737-41
CHAMBERS CycL, Pastil, or Pastel, . . a sort of paste made of
several colours, ground up with gum-water, either together
or separately; in order to make crayons to paint with on

paper, or parchment. 1735 Diet. Polygraph, s.v., Also the

crayons themselves, are call VI pastils. 1859 GULLXCK &
TIMBS Paint. 316 Coloured crayons, or pastels, are made by
the mixture of colour with a colourless base. 1866 GEO.
ELIOT F'. Holt \, Portraits in pastel of pearly-skinned ladies

with hair-powder.
2. A drawing in pastel ; also, the art of drawing

with pastels.
1855 THACKEHAY Newcomcs Ixiii, What awfully bad pastels

there were on the walls! 1882 HAMERTON Graphic Arts
xviii. 152 The principle of pastel is that the colours, when on
the paper, are in a state of dry powder, most of which is

slightly adherent. 1884 Century Mag. XXIX. 205 It is a

question among artists . . whether pastel should be called a

process of drawing or of painting. 1893 F. ADAMS New
Egypt 154 Two charming portraits, .. two pastels standing
in all the piquant incompleteness of a rapid reality.

b. transf. to a kind of literary sketch.

1893 Critic(\3. S.) 22 Apr. 249/1 The French pastel is really
a little study (without a very definite beginning or end) of a

trifling topic which lacks complexity, and needs little more
than a very moderate space.
3. Applied to certain soft tints of dress-material;

usually attrib.

1899 Daily News 21 Oct. 7/7 The soft, wraith-like tints.,

are now in fashion again. The modern name for them is

'pastels', ..for these soft, half-faded tones bear the same
relation to real colours as pastels do to oil-paintings. Ibid.

4 Nov. 7/6 Pastel blue or pink, hydrangea blue or pastel

green. 1899 IVestm. Gaz. g Mar. 3/1 A gown in the new
pale blue we call pastel. 1900 Ibid. 8 Mar. 3/1 Pastel tones
are ubiquitous in both silks and woollens.

4. attiib. and Comb.^ as pastel painter, picture^

pastel-like adj. (See also 3.)
1884 Century Mag. XXIX. 207/1 The pastel painters of

to-day. 1889 Pall Mall G. 15 Oct. 2/3 His '

Leisure Hour '

is very decorative and pastel-like. 1900 Wcstm. Gaz. 10 Feb.

3/1 The strongest hues of the pastel-box.
Hence Pa stelletee'r (nonce-wd.) [afterpamph-

leteer"], a writer of literary pastels (2 b) ;
Pa'stel-

lingr, the production of pastel-pictures.
1893 Critic (U.S.) 22 Apr. 249/1 Mr. Harrison S. Morris,

who nas given to A rcadia . . a neat parody-burlesque of the

pastel, adds a few pungent sentences upon it. ..He calls it

Ollendorfian ; and the '

pastelleteer
'

the seeker after 'odd
similitudes'. 1899 Daily News i Aug. 6/4 The Artistic Ghost
moves in higher circles than those of pavement pastelling.

t Pastela'de. Obs. Also pystelade, pete-
lade, [app. repr. an OF. ^pastellade^ deriv. of

OK. pastel paste, etc., or pastelle a dish : see

PASTEL!.] A dish in old cookery.
c 1430 Two Cookery-bks. 50, Spaulde de Motoun. Capoun

Rostyd. Pastelade. Ibid. 62 Pystelade chaud. Pystelade
fryid. ..Petelade Fryid.

Pastelar, -ler(e, variants of PASTLER.

Fastellist, pastelist (parstelist). [f.
PAS-

TEL 2 + -IST: in mod.F. pastelliste^ An artist

who works with pastels or coloured crayons.
1881 Times g Feb. 4/1 Mr. Whistler.. succeeds in combin-

ing something of the brilliancy and purity of the pastellist
with the general effect, .of the oil and water-colour painter.
1888 Academy 3 Nov. 294/2 M, Machard, who may be
accounted the Rubens of the French Society of Pastelists.

1889 Pall Mall G. 18 July 6/1 The Shah has become quite
a pavement favourite. The open air pastellist has, taken
him up and is doing a roaring trade in the last novelty.

Pastemaker : see PASTE sb. 8, PASTY sb. c.

Pastemps, var. PASSE-TEMPS Obs. = PASTIME sb.

II Pasteque. Obs. Also 6-7 pateque, 7 pas-

tique, -aique, 9 pastec. [a. H.pastiqiie (pastg'k),

\:pateque (1512 in Hatz.-Darm., 1610-79, Pyrard
de Laval in Yule) = Pg. patecay Sp. albudeca, badea,

ad . A rab. sss.^LJ I al-battikkat vulgar form of

PASTERN.

-bittikha\ cf. Heb. rrE}tf &battiakh
t Syr.

pattlkh (Numbers xi. 5).] The Water-melon.
'585 T. WASHINGTON tr. Nickolay's I'oy. i. xviii. 21 Ther

grow good Melons, Raues, and pateques. 1660 F. BROOKE
tr. Le Blanc's Tray. 184 A little kernell . . like that of a
Pastique, or Pumpion. 1677 J. P. tr. Tavernier's Trav.
(1684) II. 80 There are also Pateques, or Water-Melons in
abundance. 1606 tr. Du Months Voy. Levant 131 The
Pastaique is a Fruit very much resembling a Citrul, but
not quite so big. . .There are two sorts of it, one red and the
other white. 1826 [J. R. BEST] 4 Yrs. France 321 Melons
and pastecs, or water-melons.

Faster (p#*stai). [f. PASTE v. + -ER*.]
1. One who pastes : see PASTE v.

J?37 J- CHAMBERLAYNE St. Gt. Brit. n. in. 86 Three
Paisters for fixing on the said Labels, at so/, per ann. each.

1885 Ann. Rep. Camb. Univ. Libr. Syndicate 2 The wages
of R. F

,
Senior Paster, were raised from 38^. to^s a week.

2. U.S. (See quot. 1888.)
1888 BRVCE Amer. Cotitmw, II. in. Ixvi. 494 Small slips of

paper gummed at the back . . are called
'

pasters
'

or
'

stickers
',

because the independent voter pastes them over the name
or names, .he objects to on the ticket which he is about to

place in the box. 1889 Columbus (Ohio) Dist. 19 Sept.,
Persons may paste slips over names, providing the names so
substituted by pasters are printed or written in red ink.

Paster, obs. form of PASTURE.
t Pa'Sterer. Obs. Also 6 paistrer, paisterer.

[f. pasterie^ PASTRY + -ER *
: cf. fripperer.] A

pastry-cook, confectioner.

1552 HULOET, Paistrer, ceragius. 1586 T. B. La Primaud.
Fr. Acad. (1589* 193 Sobrietie. .caused Alexander the Great
to refuse those Cookes and Paisterers which Ada Queene of
Caiia sent unto him. 1600 SI/RFLET Countrie Farme v. xx.

709 The flower of meale. .whereof the pasterers or cookes
for pastrie, doe make wafers. 1660 HOWELL Lexicon^ A
pasterer, pasteleur^ ou pastier, pastissier^pasticier.

Pastern (pae'stsjn), sb. Forms : 4 pastron,
6 pastren, 7 pastrone ;

6 pasto(u)rne, -tour,

6-7 pasterne, 8 pastorn, 6- pastern. [ME.
pastron = Q1. pasturon (1530 in Palsgr.), mod.F.

paturon.) deriv. of OF. pasture used in sense 2,

also a shackle or cord with which a horse is

tethered by the pastern-joint (mod. Norman dial.

pdtureclog, shackle); held by French etymologists
to be the same word as OF. pasture, F. pature
PASTURE, transferred first to the tether of a horse
at pasture, and then to the joint. Cf. It.pastora,

pastoia (Florio), a shackle for a horse, also a

pastern, part of a horse's foot (Baretti) ; pastttra

pasture.]

1 1. A shackle fixed on the foot of a horse or other

beast at pasture, or of an unruly horse to confine

his movements ; a tether
;
a hobble. Obs.

c 1343 Durham Ace. Roils (Surtees) 543 In Ixiiij capistris

..Sij paribus de pastrons [etc.]. 1347-8 Ibid. 545 Et in vj

par. de Pastronnes novis. 1469 Ord. Dk. Clarence in

Househ. Ord. (1700) 97 Sadelles, harnesse, . . halters, turnelles,

pastrons, . .and all suche other. 1570 NORTH Doni's Pkilos.

(1888) 258 A tying Coller, a palre of Pastornes, and a Cranell.

1607 MARKHAM Caval. n. ix. 104 [Some] will.. put a verie

strong pasterne vpon one of the horses hinder feete, then

passing the other end of the corde thorowe the pasterne,

bring it againe to the saddle pommell. Ibid. vn. Ixxxii. 78
Shackle gall is any sore got by wearing pasternes, shackls,
or other fetters. 1611 COTGR., Empas^ shackles, fetters, or

pasternes for vnrulie, or vnbroken horses, a 1625 FLETCHER
Chances i. ix, Ve found an easie foole that let you get it [a

child] ; Sh' had better have worne pasterns. [1824 IJARETTI

ItaL-Eng. Diet. (ed. 7), Pastoja, a pastern, a shackle for a
horse.]

2. That part of a horse's foot between the fetlock

and the hoof, corresponding in extent to the two

pastern-bones.
1530 PALSGR. 252/2 Pastron of an horse,^ats/w*w/. Pastren,

pasturiau. a 1533 Ln. BERNERS Hiton cxxx. 477 The
bloode of them that were slayne, ranne in the strettes to the
horse pastours. 1636 MASSINGER Gt. Dk. Flor. in. L Wks.
(Rtldg.) 177/2 He treads weak in his pasterns. 1774 GOLDSM.
Nat. Hist. (1862) 1. in. i- 347 A tail which hangs down to

the pastern. 1843 LEVER J. Hinton vii. (1878) 43 A strong
hackney, whose flat rib and short pastern showed his old

Irish breeding.
b. The corresponding part in other quadrupeds;

also transf. the human ankle.

1555 EDEN Decades 260 There are also Alces muche lyke
vntu hartes, with.Jonge legges withowt any bowinge of

theyr houx or pasternes. a 1625 FLETCHER Hunt. Lieut.
n. lii, Let me see your leg ; she treads but low in ihe

pasternes. a 1700 DRYDEN Wife ofBaths T. 52 So straight
she walk'd, and on her pasterns high. 1845 YOUATT Dog
ii. 33 The low placing of the pastern,

3. = Pastern-bone (see 4 b).

1656 BLOUNT Glossogr. t Pastern (talus'), the ankle or

huckle-bone of a Beasts foot. 1840 ELAINE Encycl. Rur.
Sports (1870) 633 The lesser pastern or coronary bone . .

receives the great pastern below.

4. attrib. and Comb., vspastern artery ; pastern-

deep adv.) so deep as to cover the pasterns ; pas-

tern-joint, the joint or articulation between the

cannon-bone and the great pastern-bone.
1682 Lond, Gaz. No. 1747/4 A black Gelding, ..standeth

cripled with his pastern joynts. 1846 J. BAXTFR Libr.

Pract. Agric. (ed. 4) I. 451 There is a dryness of the hoof,

throbbing of the pastern arteries. 1863 Miss BRADDON
J. Marchmont II. vi, 135 Pools of water through which the

wretched animals floundered pastern-deep.
b. Pastern-bone, each of the two bones (iipper

or great) and lower or small p.} between the
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cannon-bone and the coffin-bone, being the first

and second phalanges of the foot of a horse.

1601 HOLLAND Pliny I. 351 The Once .. hath that which
somewhat resembles a pastcrne bone. 17*6 POPE Odyss.
xx. 367 Where to the pastern-bone. .The well-horn'd foot

indissolubly join'd. 1855 HOLDEN Hum. Osteol. 170 The three

joints of this finger answer to those called 'great pastern

bone',
'
little pastern bone ',

and 'coffin bone' in the horse.

Hence fPa'Stern v.\ see quot.; Fa'sterned a.

[-ED -], furnished with or having pasterns : in para-

synthetic compounds, as short-, thick-pastemed.
1598 FI.ORIO, Pastoiare^ to fetter, to clog, to shackle, to

pattern, to giue. 1614 MAKKHAM Cheap Hush. \. \. (1668) 2

Short pastern'd, strong joynted. 1898 MtSsYotfGB/<WflU&^
on Paper xxi, Poor broken-kneed, thick-pasterned Jack [an
old horse].

Pastery, obs. form of PASTRY.

t Fa'Steth. Obs. Also pastyth, pasthethe.

[perh. an alteration of OF. past^ mod.F. patt,
PASTY : cf. bounteth. dainteth, etc.]

= PASTY sb.

-1425 Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 661/22 Hie fiastillus, ..

pastyth. 1483 Catft. Angl. 271/1 A FUteth} jterff#kf,

Pasteur (pastor), v. [From the name of the

French scientist Louis Pasteur (1822-95).] trans.

= PASTEURIZE i.

1892 Chambers' Encycl. X. 685 This effect of time may ..

be imitated by art by Pasteuring the wine.

Pasteuriau (pastd'rian), a, [See prec. and

TAX.] Of or belonging to Pasteur.

1888 Scott. Leader^ Aug. 4 The latest extension of the

Pasteurian system. 1898 P. MANSON Trofi. Diseases vii.

138 Protective inoculations, .prepared on the Pasteurian

system of attenuation.

Fasteurism (pa-storiz'm). [f. the surname
Pasteur (see above) -f- -ISM.] A method of treat-

ment, devised by Pasteur for preventing or curing
certain diseases, esp. hydrophobia, by successive

inoculations with attenuated virus gradually in-

creasing in amount.
1883 J. H. CLARKE (title) Physiological Fallacies. The

Millennium of Pasteurism. 1894 CANON WILBKRFORCE in

Westnt, Gaz. 26 Feb. 2/1, I do not believe in Pasteurism.
On the contrary, I think it is the greatest delusion of the age.

Pasteurize (pa-stbraiz), v, [f.
as prec. + -IZE.]

1. trans. To sterilize by Pasteur's method
;

to

prevent or arrest fermentation in (milk, wine, etc.)

by exposure to a high temperature so as to destroy
contained microbes or germs.
1881 Pharmaceut. Jrnl. 29 Oct. 358 Beer, .previously

'

pasteurized 'and exposed to direct sunlight. ..At the end
of three weeks the non-pasteurized beer . . commenced to

lose its clearness; but the pasteurized sample remained

quite bright, 1896 igth Cent. Sept. 458 Cream should be

pasteurised before being sent out from the dairy.

2. To treat by the method of PASTEURISM.
1886- [implied in PASTEURIZATION : see below].

Hence Fa'steurized///.^. ; Pasteurization, the

action or process of Pasteurizing (in sense I or 2) ;

Fa'steurizer, an apparatus for Pasteurizing milk.
1886 Times 21 Oct. 4/6 Hydrophobia mortality fluctuates

widely. ..What value then for or against Pasteurization can
attach to the returns of a single year? 1895 Westm. Gaz.

30 Sept. 1/3 The Pasteurisation of beer has.. become a

phrase. 1897 Melbourne Argus 2 Mar. 6/7 The pasteuriser
is a circular tank of tin into which the milk is received.

Pastey(e, obs. form of PASTY sb.

II Pasticcio (pastrttja). [It. pasticcio
*

any
manner of pastie or pye* (Florio),in med.L./aj/f-
cium, deriv. of Com. Romanic pasta PASTE.] A
medley of various ingredients; a hotchpotch,
farrago, jumble; spec. a. An opera, cantata, or

other composition, made up of various pieces from
different authors or sources, a pot-pourri ;

b. A
picture or design made up of fragments pieced
together or copied with modification from an

original, or in professed imitation of the style of

another artist ; also, the style of such a picture, etc.

[1706 Art of Paint. ^744) 67 Those pictures that are
neither originals nor copies, which the Italians call Pnstici
..because as the several things that season a pasty are
reduc'd to one taste, so counterfeits that compose a f>astici
tend only to effect one truth.] 1752 H. WALPOI.E Lett, to
Mann i Nov., Our operas begin to-morrow with a pasticcio,
full of most of my favourite songs. 1785 R. CUMBERLAND
Natural Son i. i. 7 What a pasticcio of gauzes, pins, and
ribbons go to compound that multifarious thing, a well-

dress'd woman. 1787 P. BECKFORO f.ett. Italy ( 1 805) 1 . 7

My Letters will be a pasticcio, a mere botch potch, 1880
W. S. ROCKSTRO in Grove Diet. Music II. 668 Pasticcio. ..

A species of Lyric Drama, composed of Airs, Duets, and
other movements, selected from different Operas, andgrouped
together, .in such a manner as to provide a mixed audience
with the greatest possible number of favourite Airs in

succession. 1893 Nation (N.Y.) n May 349/2 His pasticcio,
or remembrance, rather, of Ronsard, is fairly delightful.

II Pastiche vpasu'j). [F. ad. It. pasticcio : see

prec.] =
prec.

1878 SWINBURNK Poems fy Ball. Ser. u. 129 (title) Pastiche.

1892 Nation (X.Y.* 24 Nov. 396/2 Mr. Burnc-Jones is not
accused. .of plagiarism, but of pastiche, which is a very
different thing. 1899 * GOSSE Life Donne I. 62 It was
left to his [Donne's] Caroline disciples to introduce, .a trick
of pastiche, an alli>y of literary pretence. 1901 ll'esttn.

Gaz. 22 Nov.
^/i

It is an extraordinarily clever and un-
abashed lightning-pastiche of Sir Thomas Lawrence.

Pastil, pastille (pre'stil, prestri), sb. Also

7 pasteel, 7-8 pastill, 8 pastel, 8-9 pastile.
VOL. VII.

[a. F. pastille (1561 in Hatz.-Darm.), ad. L.

pastillus, -urn a little loaf or roll of bread, a round

lozenge, a troche, esp. an aromatic lozenge : a
word of dim. form of which the primitive is

uncertain, but which in Romanic was app. asso-

ciated with pasta PASTE
;

cf. It. pastilli
'
little

pasties, pastelets, chewets' (Florio 161 1) ; Sp.

pastillas
f kindes of mixtures or pastes for to per-

fume withal
'

(Minsheu 1599).]
1. A small roll of aromatic paste prepared to be

burnt as a perfume, now esp. as a fumigator,
deodorizer, or disinfectant.

[1616 B. JONSON Devil an Ass iv. iv, To know how to
make Pastilles of the Dutchesse of Braganza, Coquettas.]
1658 tr. PortfCs Nat, Magic vi. ii. 179 Artificers call those

pellets which are made of the salts, and the forenamcd
powder and water, Pastils. 1690 SHADWELL Am. Bigot in,
I'le get some Pasteels and stiffen my Whiskers. 1704 J.
HARRIS Lex. Techn, I, Pastills, are Odoriferous Tablets, or

Trochisks made up of Perfumes or Odorous Bodies, with

Mucilage of Gum Tragacanth. 1715 tr. C'tess D'Annoy*s
Wks. 422 Certain Spanish Pastils spread a fragrant Odour
round the Room. 1835 MRS. CARLYLE Lett. I. 19 Burning
pastilles before a statue of Jupiter. 1897 Allbittfs Syst.
Afed. IV. 791 Pastilles of benzole acid or of the chloride of
ammonium are also of service.

2. A kind of sugared confection of a rounded flat

shape (often medicated); a troche, lozenge.
a 1648 DIGBY Closet Open. (1677) 104 Put into the sack

some ambergreece or ambered-sugar or Pastils, a 1691
BOYLE Hist. ^/rV (1692! 205 Divers pastils or lozanges that

he was wont to carry in his pockets. 1706 PHILLIPS s. v.,

Among Confectioners, Pastils are a kind of perfum'd Sugar-
paste of several Colours, . . as Apricot-Pastils, Cinnamon-
Pastils, Orange-flower-Pastils, etc. 1888 F. ANSTEY Black
Poodle etc., Sugar Prince -47 Rows of glass jars, containing
pastilles and jujubes of every colour, shape, and flavour.

3. PASTEL 2
I, q. V.

4. A paper tube containing the composition
which, when ignited, causes a pinwheel or similar

firework to rotate. In recent Diets.

5. attrib. and Comb,
1833 T. HOOK Parsons Dan. i. ix. 95 His pastile-burning

dragons. 1835 WILLIS Pencilling* II. xlv. 58 Incense-wood
for my pastille lamp. 1853 Miss E. S. SHEPPARD Ch.
Anc/tester i. (1875) 7 The bronze pastille-box. 1884 KNIGHT
Diet, Mech. Suppl., Pastille Paper, paper prepared with
an odoriferous composition.
Hence Pastil, pastille z-. trans., to fumigate

with pastils.

1846 in WORCESTER (citing Q. Rev.).

t PastHicate, v. Obs. rare* , [f. L. *pastil-

licdre, inferred from pastillicans of globular shape.]

(See quoO Hence f Fastilica*tion.

1656 HLOUNT Glossogr.,Pastilicate (pastilico^, to make in

form of little round Balls, to minister Pills. 1658 PHILLIPS,
Pastilication, a making any thing into the form of a pill or
round ball

Pastime (pa'stsim), sb. Forms: 5 pase tyme,
5-6 passe tyme,6passe-tyme (past-tyme,paste-
-time, past-time), 6-7 passe-time, 7 pas-time,

7-9 pass-time ; 5- pastime (5-6 passetyme,
passetime, pastyme). [f. PASS v. + TIME: in

sense i, tr. F. passe-temps : see PASTANCE. Sense 2

may be an independent formation.]

1. gen. That which serves to pass the time agree-

ably ; recreation, diversion, entertainment, amuse-

ment, sport; occas. t occupation (obs.}. (No//.)
1490 CAXTON Eneydos xii. 43 The fayr pase-tyme that they

take therat. 1491 Vitas Patr. (W. de W. 1495) i. li. 104 b/i
[They] came thyder euery daye in maner of passe tyme,
1526 TINDALE Heb. xiii. 9 Which have not proffeted them
that have had their pastyme in them. 1572 Nottingham
Rfc. IV. 139 For pastyme in beyttyng of a bulle. 1635
QUARLES Embl. i. x. (1718) 41 Brave pastime, readers, to

consume that day, Which without pastime flies too swift

away. 1709 ADDISON Tatter No. 119 F 2 Huge Leviathans
. .take their Pastime as in an Ocean. 1870 FREEMAN Norm.

Conq. (ed. 2) I. App. 746 On the road, seemingly by way of

pastime, he ravages Gaul.

b. With a and//. : A specific form of diversion

or amusement
;
a recreation

;
a sport, a game.

c 1489 CAXTON Blancliardyn xxiii. 76 Tournoynge and

behourdyngareinypassetyme. MxjBltADBHAW^A Werbitrge
I. 1052 The elder prynce. . Vsed haukynge, huntynjie, for a

past-tyme. 1562 ROWBOTHUM Playe Cheasts * lij b, The same
game being a pastime wkiut all tediousnes, malice, . .gyle,
or deceit. 1634 MILTOX (.'omits 121 The Wood-Nymphs
deckt with Daisies trim, Their merry wakes and pastimes
keep. 1722 SEW EL Hist. Quakers (1795) I. in. 204 He could
not go to bowls or any other pastime. 1843 IATTON Last
Bar. i. !, The sports and pastimes of the inhabitants.

1 2. A passing or elapsing of time
;
a space of

time
;
an interval between two points of time. Obs.

1494 FABVAM Chron. vii, 645 In wbiche passetyme the

kynge sent..vnto the forenamed John and hym by many
meanys instaunsyd to leue the company of the lordys. Ibid,

666 In the wliiche passetyme dyed innumerable people in

thesayd cytie. 1529 RASTELL (title) The pastyme of people.
The Cronycles of dyuers realmys and most specyally of the
realme of Englond. Ibid. (1811) 161 In this pastyme [i.e.

during this campaign] dyed Geffrey Plantagenet. [1875
PARISH .Sussex Gloss., Passtinte, time passed.]

3. attrib., as pastime-ground, -reading, -student.

1843 LVTTON Last Bar. in. iv, The stranger of the pastime-
ground was before her. 1902 Daily Ckron. 22 Jan. 7/2 No
sensible person in search of pastime-reading will waste time
and attention upon the ponderous problem-novels.

Fa'Stime, v. Now rare. [f. prec. sb.]

fl. intr. To pass one's lime pleasantly ; to take

one's pleasure ;
to divert, entertain, or amuse one-

self; to play. Obs.

1523 IX Drunkardes title-p., Storyes rygbt plesauntc and
frutefull for all parsones for to pastyme with. 1548 LATIMER
Ploughers (Arb.) 25 They pastyme in thcyr prelacies with

galaunte gentlemen. 1567 MAI-LET Gr. Forest TJ The Cat..
vseth to pastime or play with the Mouse ere she deuoureth
hir. 1592 KYIJ Sol. fy l^ers. i. ii. 6 When did Persetla pastime
in the streetes, But her Erastus ouer-eied her sporte?

t b. trans. To divert, amuse. Obs.

iS77HANMER/Jr. EccL Hist. (1663)162 He being.. linked
j

with malefactors to pastime and sport the people. 1579
TUMSON Calvin's Serin. Tim. 324/1 Then must they goe to

play & pastime them selues.

2. trans, (nonce-use?) To make a diversion of,

to amuse oneself with, to find amusement in.

,/ 1860
J.

A. ALEXANDER Gosp. of Jesus iv. 50 The man
who pastimes Christ and His religion, who allows the Church

. a place among bis sources ofamusement* -may imagine that

j

he really respects religion.

Hence f Pa'stiming- Z'/V. sb. and ///. a. ;
also

t Pastimer, one given up to pastimes, one

engaged in sport.
1573-80 I'AKICT Ah>. P 179 Pastiming, or sporting, . .esbate-

! went. 1580 HoLLYBAND Treas. Fr. Tang, Esbatcinent^
pastiming. 1606 UIRNII-: Kirk-Bnriall ped., In all cam-
pestrial prowes and pas-tyming exploits. 1608 SIR J.
HARINGTON Nugae Ant. (1804) I. 382 Sonic idle pastimers
did tliverte themselves with lumtinge mallards in a ponde.

fPastina-ceous, a. Obs. rare. [f. L. fastiniica

parsnip + -ECUS.] Of the nature of or akin to the

parsnip.
1657 TOMLINSON Retwit's Disfi. 246 Its root i.s carnous. .of

a pastinaceous sapour.
Pastinacine (peestin^'ssin). Chem. [f. L.

pastinaca parsnip -f- -IKE 5.] The name given by
Wittstein to a volatile alkaloid distilled from the

seeds of the parsnip ;
also found in the root of the

broad-leaved wnter-par^nip (Siuvi latifolhinf}.

1866-77 WATTS Diet. Chem. IV. 357. 1881 ibid. 3rd Suppl.
1497.

t Pa'stinate,///- 0- Obs, [ad. L.pastin&t-us,

pa. pple. of pastinare to dig : see PASTINE v^\
Of land : Dug, prepared for planting.
c 1420 Ptillad. on Ifusl'. in. 50 This mon ek al thy soyles

pastynate With wynes wold be filde. Il<id. iv. 177 Now
1 melon seed . . is sette In places wel ywrought or pastynate.

So f Fa-stinate v. trans., to dig, loosen by
digging; *f* Fa'stinated ppl. a., dug, delved

;

f Pastina'tion [ad. 'L.fastination-em}, digging.
c 1420 Pallad. on llnsb. in. 130 In tlii pastinated lond.

1623 COCKERAM ii, To Delue, Pastinate, A Del u ing,
Pastination. 1656 BLOUNT Glossvgr., Pastinate, to delve or

dig in a Garden. 1708 KERSEY, Pagination (in Husbandry},
the opening, breaking line, and laying loose of earth in order

to be planted. 1721 in I'AILKV. 1745 tr. Colwnellas liusb.

in. xvi, The pastinated ground is proper for planting, when
it is a little moist.

't Fa/sti.H6, sb, Obs. rare. [ad. L, pastimtm
a two-pronged dibble

;
the digging and trenching

of ground; also //. ground so prepared (Palla-
dius 4th c.).]

Ground prepared for planting by
digging and trenching.
e 1420 Pallad. on Husl\ in. 429 This mone in places tem-

porate.oliue In pastine or in tables brynkcs sette. Ibid, xn.

86 Now ther is hoot . .The pechis boon in pastyne is to settf.

t Fa'Stine, v. Obs. rare. [ad. L. pastin-are
to prepare ground (for planting) by digging and

trenching (Pliny, Columella).] trans, a. To dig
and trench (ground) for planting, etc. b. To

plant in prepared soil. Hence fPa stiningzV'/. jY'.

i 1420 Pallad, on Htisb. i. 772 Lete delue hit deepe Thre
foote or iiij in wise of pastynyng,

That bit may in hit silf

his moystour kepe. Ibid. u. 77 With diche or forgh to

pastyne hit, no drede is. Ibid. in. 651 Pasneppes seed 01

plauntes faat & rare, Pastined depe, ysette in tins mone are.

Pastiness (p^'stines). [f.
PASTV a. -t- -NESS.]

Pasty quality, condition, or consistence.

1608 TOPSF.LL Serpents (1658) 783 Insnarled with the bind-

ing pastinesse, and tenacious glewish substance of the Web.

1854 J. SCOFFERN in Orr'sCirc. Sc., Chem. 433 They, .assume

the condition of intermediate pastiness. 1872 Echo 4 Oct. 6

Their diamonds were conspicuous by their pastiness.

Fasting
1

(pistil) \ vbl. sb.
[f.

PASTE v. +
-ING J.] The action of the verb PASTE.

1. Sticking or fastening with paste. A\soat/rj/>.

1596 I'estry Bks. (Surtees) 271 For making a new borde,
and pasting on of the table of Consanguinitie and Aflinitie

set up in the church, iiij^. 1669 STURMY Mariner's Mag. v.

xii. 63 Allow.. more than 3 diameters for the pasting. 1871
G. MACDONALD Wtff. Cmnb. I. vii. 47 There I carried on

my pasting operations. 1882 CAULFEILD & SAWARD Diet.

Needlework^ Pasting Lace^ a narrow kind of Coach l.niv,

used to conceal rows of tacks. 1883 Goole Weekly Tittu's

14 Sept. 5/2 A patent paper pasting machine.

2. The process of reducing to a paste.
1884 WATT Soap-making v. 42 Well-prepared soft soda ..

is employed to produce the pasting in the first operation.

3. slang. A beating, a basting.
1851 MAYHK.w/,0</. Labour 1.415 He..gave me a regular

pasting,

Pastique, var. PASTEQUE Obs.
t
\vater-melon.

Fastisar, var. PATISSER Obs., pastry-cook.

f Pa-stle. Obs. rare, [corrupt, or altered form

of pastoiir. PASTERN. (Cf. PESTLE.)] - PASTERN.
69



PASTLER.

1551 KLVOT, Astragalus,, .the pastle bone in a beast.
J

1611 COUIK., Clapponnieret
the buckle, pastle, or pasterne,

j

bone of a beast.

fPa'Stler. Obs. Forms: 4-5 pasteler(e, 5

pastlere, -iller, 6 pastlar, pastelar, paistler, 6-7
pastier. [ME. and \V.pasteter=Q. fastellier,

pastiler (Godef.), $\>. pasttiero 'a man that maketh ,

pies or pasties' ^Minsheu 1590^, in med.L./aj/;'/-

0rtus; f. OF. pastel little pie, pasty.
OF. pastel was cognate with Sp. pastel

' a little pie made
of small meat' (Minsheu), It. pastello^ in pi. pastelli, ~egli
'fine little pasties or pasie-meates, tartes, pyes

'

(Florio);
all : T-.-jbastillus (see PASTEL', PASTIL), but in sense asso-

ciated with Com. Romanic pasta paste.]

A maker of pastry ; a pastry-cook ; a baker.

1390-1 Earl Derby's Ejcp. (Camd.) 64 Pro xliij shephell
farme frumenti..emptis. .de Hankyn Edeyne, pasteler, pro
diuersis pastelleriis m domo suo factis. 1420 Liber Coco-

rum 11862) i Pasteler. 1436 LYDG. De Guil. Pilgr. 5442
Charyte gan neyhen ner, And wolde be-come a pasteler, . .

Off that flour to make her bred, c 1440 Promp. Pan 1
. 385/2

Pastlere, . .pastillarius. 1530 PALSGR. 252/2 Pastier that

baketh,/af/&/Vr. 155* HULOF.T, Paistler, or maker of fyne
paist, dulciarius. 1598 STOW Snrv. x. (1603) 82 Cookes or

Pastelars for the more part in Thames streete. 1657 HOWELL
Londinop. 307 Which Cooks (or Pastlers) were admitted to

be a Company.

Fast-master, past master (pa-st,ma:sui).
1. One who has ruled the office of * master

'

in a

guild, civic company, freemasons' lodge, club, etc.

1762 Key to Free-Masonry (1785) 7 (Plan) Past-Master,
with the Sun and Compasses, and a String of Cords. 1780
Laws Soc. Royal Arch Masons 15 That the three Prin-

cipals, and all Past-masters are stiled, most excellent.

1858 SIMMOMDS Diet. Trade, Past-master, one who h:ts

been master of a civic company, or has filled the chair of
freemason's lodge. Past-master's Jewel, a freemason's

honorary distinction or decoration, worn . . by one who has
filled the master's chair. 1874 Frnsers Mag. 245 Past-
master of the Alpine Club.

2. One who is thoroughly proficient or has ripe

experience in any subject or sphere of action ; a

thorough
( master' (of a subject). Const. /", of.

App. this use has arisen partly in allusion to the efficiency
which results from having passed through such an office as
that of master of a freemasons' lodge, etc.; sometimes it

alludes to the efficiency resulting from having
'

passed
'

the

necessary training or examination to qualify as ' master
'

in

any art, science, or occupation; see also PASSED-MASTER.
1868 [implied in PAST-MISTRIISS]. 1877 BESANT & RICE

Son ofi'nlc. i. xiv. 149 He was Past-Master, Right Worship,
ful Grand, Frere I 'encrable, in every kind of vice. 1882

H. C. MERIVALE Faneit of B. I. 42 He was a past master
in the art. 1890 Spectator 13 Sept. 334 A past-master of

electioneering tactics. 1892 E. REKVES Homeward Bound
46 They are past masters in extras at some of the largot
hotels. 1894 LD. WOLSELEV Lifo Marlborongh II. Ivi. 117

Marlborough was a ' Past-Master
'

in fluency of speech.

Fa*st-mi:stress. [After prec.] A woman
well skilled in some accomplishment or study.
1868 Miss BRADDON Dead Sea Fr. (ed. Tauchn.) II. vi. 90

The lovely proprietress, .was past-mistress in the art. 1892
Athenaeum 23 July 129/1 Her portrayal of Grimalkin in his

fiercer mood proves her a past-mistress of cat character.

Fa'stness. rare. [f. PAST ppl. a. + -XESS.]
The state or condition of being past.
1829 JAS. MILL Num. Mind (1869) II. 119 To our con-

clusion, that ' Time '

is the equivalent of Fastness, Present-

ness, and Futureness, combined, it may be objected, that the
word * Time '

is applicable to all three cases. 1873 WHITNEY
Orient. .Stud. 260 He will thus at a blow . . reduce to a state

of irretrievable pastness, a host of . .philosophical systems.

Fastophor (pse'stfffu), || pastophorus
(psestfrforws). ArchxoL [a. F. pastopnore, ad.

L. pa$tophor-uS) pi. -phorly a. Gr. itaffrotyvpos, f.

7ra(TTuy a shrine, + -<p6po$ carrying. More usually
in L. form.] One of the order of priests who
carried shrines of the gods in procession, as fre-

quently represented in Egyptian art.

1658 PHILLIPS, Pastophories, (Greek) the most honourable
order of Priests among the Egyptians. 1706 (ed. Kersey),
Pastophori, certain Priests, whose Business it was, at solemn

Festivals, to carry the Shrine of the Deity. 1753-97 [see
j

below], 1891 tr. De La Saussaycs Hist. Sc, Relig. L 437 |

Singers, pastophores, hierodules and others.

So
|| FastophoTium [L., a. Gr. ira<jro<pupiov or

I

TiaoToipopctov], the apartment of the pastophori i

in the temples of the gods; applied to a similar

division of the Temple at Jerusalem (LXX, Jer.
xlii. 4). Hence, Each of the two apartments, one
on each side of the hema, in ancient churches,
retained in the Greek Church.
1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp., Pastophoria, in antiquity, the

apartments near the temples where the pastophori were
lodged. 1797 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) XIV. 6/1 The cells or

apartments near the temples, where the pastophori lived,
were called pastophoria, 1839 YEOWKLL Anc. Brit. Ch. xii.

(1847) 133 It has an ^outbuilding which accords with the

descriptions of the ancient pastuphorium,
Faster (pu'stai), W. Forms : 4-7 pastour, 6

-oure, -ore, 6- pastor. [ME. and AF. pastour,
OK. pastor^ pastur (i2th,c.

in Littr<T), ad. L.

pastor-cm shepherd, lit.
'

feeder, giver of pasture',

agent-n. from p<xc-Sre to feed, give pasture to.

In i6th c. the ending was changed to -or after L.]
1. A herdsman or shepherd. Now unusual.

1361 LANGL. /*. PI. A. xi. 300 Pure peple as plou^men and

pastours of bestis. 1484 CAXTON Fables of sEsop m. i, Of
the pastour or herdman. 1596 FITZ-GEFFKEV Sir F. Drake
(1881) 19 Above the pilch of pastors rurall reede. 1609

12 s peopes pasor,
Hyperenor fell. 1897 Daily AVwj 6 July 4/1 Two good
'Unionists' told against their past
Treasury bench.

542

BIBLE (Douay) Esek. xxxiv. comnt^ Pastors do lawfully
eate of the milke of their flock. 1774 PENNANT Tour Scot.
in 1772. 107 Flocks of sheep, attended by little pastors.
1885 A. H. KEANE in Jrnl. Anthrop. Inst. XV. 225 Of
these nomad pastors there are two classes: i. Those who
always stay with their herds. . . 2. Those who . . migrate to
the coast.

2. A shepherd of souls ; one who has the spiritual

oversight over a company or body of Christians,
as bishop, priest, minister, etc. ; spec, the minister

in charge of a church or congregation, with par-
ticular reference to the spiritual care of his

'

flock *.

1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. xv. 488 pei wil[ne] a name, To be
pastours and preche. ('1450 HOLLAND Howlat 80 Fayne
wald I wyte, . . Quha is fader of all foule, pastour and pape.
1548-9 (Mar.) Bk. Com. Prayer, Catech.,'Yo submitte my
selfe to all my gouernours, teachers, spirituall pastours, and
maisters. Ibid., Order. Priests, To be the messengers, the

watchemen, the Pastours, and the stewardes of the Lorde,
to teache, to premonisshe, to feede, and prouyde for the
Lordes famylye. 155? N. T. (Genev.) Kph. iv. n He. .gaue
some to be Apostles, .. and some Pastours {.earlier versions

shepherds] and Teachers. 1596 DALRYMPLE tr. Leslies
Hist. Scot. VHI. op Robert Schau, quha pastour was of the

parischone of Mimo. 16*7 Cosiris Collect. Prh. Devot.,
Prayer Ember Weeks $-> So rule and gouerne the hearts
and minds of thy seruants, the Bishops and Pastors of thy
Flocke, that they may lay hands suddenly on no man, but
[etc.]. 1641 MILTON Ch. Govt. \. iv. Wks, (1851) 112 Wherein
.. is the office of a Prelat excellent above that of a Pastor?

178* PRIESTLEY Corrupt. Chr. III. x. 233 Each city was to
have its own pastor. 1833 HT. MARTINEAU Three Ages \\.

36 A young Presbyterian clergyman, the beloved pastor of
a large congregation. 1878 R. W. DALE Led. Preach, viii.

224 Most of you .. are to be pastors of churches, not mis-
sionaries or evangelists.

3. One who exercises protecting care or guidance
over a number of people.
6-1400 tr. Secreta Secret. , Cov. Lordsh. 04 Kynge ys be

Pastour of Barouns. 111529 SKELTON BK. Three Fooles
Wks. 1843 I. 203 Romulus and Remus .. were pastours, for

they establyshed lawes in the citie. 1605 BACON Adv.
Learn, n. xxi. 8 A Moses or a David, pastors of their

people. 1715-20 POPE Iliad xiv. 612 His people's pastor,
AVwj 6 July 4/1 Two good
pastors and masters on the

4. Ornith. Agenusofstarlings(Temminck,i8i5)
of which the species Pastor roseits (see OUZEL 2 b)
is an occasional visitor to the British islands.

1825 SELBY Illustr. Brit, Ornith. I. 94 The Rose-coloured

Pastor, the Rose-coloured Ouzel . . of different ornithologists.

1837 SWAINSON Nat. Hist. Birds 1 1. 100 In the genus
Pastor . . the bill . , is compressed. 1894 R. B. SHARPE
Handbk. Birds Gt. Brit. I. 26 In addition to its brilliant

plumage, the Pastor has an enormous crest.

5. 'A small tropical fish (Nomeus Cronovii}
that lives among the tentacles of the hydrozoan
Physalia or Portuguese man-of-war ; hence called

Portuguese man-of-war fish* (Webster $/////. 1902).
6. Comb., as pastor-like adj.
1641 MILTON Reform. \\. Wks. (1851) 68 The Pastorlike

and Apostolick imitation of meeke and unlordly Discipline.

1670 Hist. Eng. in. ibid. 97 To the ignominy and scandall

of thir pastor like profession. 1851 I.TAYLOR // 'cslcy (1852)

240 The less skillful, or the less pastor-hearted, minister.

Hence Fa'storess, a female pastor; Pa'stor-

hood.a body of pastors: = PASTORATE 2
;
Fa'storize

v. trans.) to provide with a pastor or pastors ;

Fa'storless u., lacking a pastor ; Pa'storling*,
a feeble or incompetent pastor.
1887 Atner. Missionary (N. Y.) Mar. 75 The industrial

training is now under the direction of the *pastoress,
Mrs. M-. 1839 Times 15 July, The political brawlings
of the dissenting 'pastorhood. 1882 Guardian 5 July 933/3
Difficulties of *pastorising small scattered bodies. (117x1
KEN HymnotJteo Poet. Wks. 1721 III. 30 *Pastorless the

Flock remain 'd. i6a4 R. HALL tr. Bp. Halts Noah's
Dove 7 Negligent *pastorlings . . which haue more heed to

their owne hides, than to the soules of their people.

Pastor (pa-staj), v. [f. prec. sb. : cf. to hent^
to shepherd.'}

fl. trans. To take care of (bensts) ; to shepherd.
1587 CHURCHYARD Worth. Wales (1876) 97 Nor heard of

Beasts, to pastor and to feede.

2. To take charge of (a spiritual flock) as pastor.

1872 J. Ross Ministry ofReconcit. 47 When any church is

pastored by a minister as his sole work. 1884 Regions
Beyond Mar., The flock . . which he lovingly pastored.

Hence Factoring vbl. sb. and ///. a.

1623 AILESBURY Serm. 5 But I . .repaire, for the Catholike

veritie, to the Church, where the pasturing eagk-s are. 1894

Kingdom (Minneapolis) 20 Apr., Having given half his life

topa^oring and preaching.

Pastor, obs. form of PASTURE.

IJPasto-ra. Obs. [It., Sp. pastdra, in OF.

pastore shepherdess ; fern, of pastore, pastor'.]
A

shepherdess.
1612 SHELTON Quix. 11. iv. (1620) 81 She that goes vp and

downe these plains and hils among vs in the habile of a

Pastora. 1621 LADY M. WROTH Urania 354 The Princesse

of Rhodes was like a Pilgrime, of Lemnos like a Pastora.

Pastorable, variant of PASTURABLE.

Factorage (pa-stored,?), rare. [See -AGE.]

fl. The function of a pastor, spiritual oversight
or guidance. Obs. rare~^.
1662 PETTY Taxes in Tracts^ etc. (1769) 2 A third branch

of the public charge is that of the pastorage of men's souls.

2. A pastor's house ; a parsonage or manse.

1883 B. HARTE Carqitinez Woods ii. 39 The '

pastorage ',

as it was . . called, .. [was] built of brick, 1897 P. WARUNG

PASTORAL.
Talfs Old Regime 226 The Protestant chaplain in the

pastorage.

Fastoral (pa'storal), a. and sb. Also 7 erron.

postural, [ad. L. pastoral-is, f. pastor-em : see

PASTOR sb. and -AL. Cf. Y. pastoral, in 12-1 3th c.

pastural, Sp. pastoral, It. pastorate.] A. adj.
I. 1. Of or pertaining to shepherds or their

occupation ; of the nature of a shepherd ; relating

to, or occupied in, the care of flocks or herds.

1432-50 tr. Higdert (Rolls) II, 229 Tubal exercisede firste

musike to alleuiate the tediosenes pastoralle [L. t&diwn
pastorale}. 1549 Compl. Scot. vi. 43 Pastoral and rustical

occupatione. 1600 HOLLAND Lhy ix. xxxvi. 340 They were
clad in pastoral weeds like heardmen. 1634 MILTON Cotnus
345 Or sound of pastoral reed with oaten stops. 1794 MRS.
RADCLIFFE Myst. Udolpho vi, Fruits, cream, and all the

pastoral luxury his cottage afforded. 1841 ELPHINSTONE
Hist. Ind. II. 613 Inhabited by pastoral tribes, who live in

tents. 1849 H. STEPHENS Bk. of Farm (ed. 2) I. 532/1
Pastoral farms, devoted to sheep. 1859 CORNWALLIS New
World I. 108 The Green Hills, a pastoral station, and
twenty-five miles from Melbourne.

2. Of land or country : Used for pasture. Hence
of scenery or its features : Having the simplicity or

natural charm associated with such country.
1790 COWPER Mother's Pict. 53 Once we call'd the past'ral

house our own. 1794 MRS. RADCLIFFE Myst. Udolpho i,

The pastoral landscapes of Guienne and Gascony. 1814
WORDSW. Yarrow I'isited vi, The grace of forest charms
decayed, And pastoral melancholy. 1847 GROTE Greece n.

xxiv. III. 564 Epirus is essentially a pastoral country.
1872 JENKINSON Guide Eng. Lakes (1879) 42 The scenery
round Esthwahe Water is purely pastoral.

3. Of literature, music, or works of art : Por-

traying the life of shepherds or of the country;

expressed in pastorals.
1581 SIDNEY ^4/01. Poetrie (Arb.) 43 Is it then the Pastorall

Poem which is misliked? 1641 MILTON Ch. Govt, n. Introd.,
Wks. (1847) 43/2 1'he Scripture.. affords us a divine pastoral
drama in the Song of Solomon. 1751 MRS. DELANY in Life
fy Corr. (1861) III. 52 Pretty pastoral music. 1779-81 JOHN-
SON/-. />.,/*///#$ Wks. IV. 193 The Italians soon transferred

Pastoral Poetry into their own language, .and all nations
of Europe filled volumes with Thyrsis and Damon, and

Thestylis and Phyllis. 1860 RUSKIN Mod. Paint. V. ix. i. 198

Pastoral, .. consisting usually of simple landscape, .. with

figures, cattle, and domestic buildings. 1895 C. H. HERFORD
Spenser's Sheph. Cal. Introd. 27 Drama and romance,
dialogue and lyric, satire and epigram, had all. .invested
themselves in pastoral disguise. Nay, there were examples
even of the pastoral sermon and the pastoral prayer.

II. 4, Of or pertaining to a pastor or shepherd
of souls ; having relation to the spiritual care or

guidance of a (

flock
*

or body of Christians.
Pastoral epistles, a collective name given to the epistles

of Paul to Timothy and Titus, which deal largely with the

work of a pastor. Pastoral stajf=. CROZIER 3.

1526 P.p. TuNSTALL/V0c/rt/. in Foxe A. <y M. (1583) 1017/2

By the duty of our pastorall office. 1548-9 (Mar.) Bk. Com.
Prayer Cert. Notes Ministr. Thinges, His pastorall staffe

in his Hande. 1607 Statutes in Hist. WakcfieldGram. Sc/t.

(1892) 63 Not called.. to a pastorall charge. 1640 WHITE
in R. Baillie Canterh. Self-Convict. 75 Some private forme
of pasturall collation with their flock. 1781 GIBBON Decl.

$ F. xxxii. III. 184 The pastoral labours of the archbishop
of Constantinople. 1836 ARNOLD in Stanley Life (1845) H.

22, I am... engaged upon the three Pastoral Epistles. 1858

J. PURCHAS Direct. Aitgl. 18 The Pastoral Staff in form
somewhat resembles a shepherd's crook.

B. sb. (Elliptical uses of the adj.)

I. fl. Apersonofpastoraloccupation,ashepherd
or herdsman. Obs. rare~" 1

.

1607 Barley-Breake (1877) 5 Old Elpin with his sweete

and louely May Would oft prepare (as Pastorals vie to doe)
To keepe their sheep.

f2. //. Pastoral games or pastimes. Obs. rare ^.

a 1586 SIDNEY Arcadia \. (1500) M v, To know whether it

were not more requisite for Zelmanes hurt to rest, then sit

vp at those pastimes; and she. .earnestly desiring to haue

Pastorals, BasiHus commanded it should be at the gate of

the lodge,

3. A poem, play, or the like, in which the life

of shepherds is portrayed, often in an artificial

and conventional manner
;
also extended to works

dealing with simple rural and open-air life.

1584 in Cunningham Accts. Revels (Shaks. Soc.) 188 A
pastorall of Phillyda and Choryn presented and enacted

before her Ma1'* by her highnes servauntes on S'- Stephens
dale. 1589 FLEMING (title] The Bvcoliks of Pvblivs Virgilivs

Maro, ..otherwise called his Pastoralls, or Shepherds Meet-

ings. ci6ao ROBINSON Mary Magd. Ded. 5 Some ..

Cronicles and Warlicke strains admire; Others a deepe
conceited Pastorall. 1706 WALSH Let. to Pope 24 June,
In looking over my old Italian Books, I find a great many
Pastorals and Piscatory Plays. 1838 LYTTOM Alice v. vih,

Persons of our rank do not marry like the Corydon and

Phyllis of a pastoral.

D. A pastoral picture or scene in art.

1819 KEATS Ode Grecian Urn 45 O Attic shape ! Fair

attitude ! with brede Of marble men and maidens over-

wrought, With forest branches and the trodden weed ; Thou
silent form. ..Cold Pastoral ! 1903 ll'estni. Gaz. 23 Nov.

2/2 The most striking of the Gainsboroughs..is the large
'

pastoral
'

which hangs in the middle of the North Wall.

c. Mus. PASTOBALE i.

1851 THACKERAY Eng. Hum. iv. (1853) 176 The pretty little

personages of the pastoral .. dance their loves to a minuet-

tune played on a bird-organ.

4. Tastoral poetry as a form or mode of literary

composition.
1598 MERES Pallad. Tamia 284 As Theocritus in Greeke,

Virgil and Mantuan in Latine, Sanazar in Italian. .are the

best for pastorall. i6oa SHAKS. Ham. ii. ii. 416 The best
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Actors in the world, either for Tragedie, Comedie, Historic,
Pastorall. 1713 POPE Guard. No. 40 F 2 The first rule of

pastoral, that its idea should be taken from the manners of

the golden age, and the moral formed upon the representa-
tion of innocence. 1829 HOOD in The Cent 181 The Golden

Age is not to be regilt ; Pastoral is gone out, and Pan
extinct. 1895 C. H. HEKFORD Spenser s Shepk. Cal. Introd.

36 Pastoral, from Vergil onward, has been persistently

allegorical.

II. 5. a.
* A book relating to the cure of

souls*
(J.).

Cf. the title of St. Gregory's Cura Pastoralis.

1395 PURVEY Remottstr. (1851) 3 This article is taught bi

seynt Gregori in his morals and in his pastoralis. 1526
Pilgr. Pcrf. (W. de W. 1531) 87 b, So sayth saynt Gregory
in his pastoralles. 1632 HERBERT Country Parson '1'oRclr.,
Others, .may . .add to those points which I have observed,
until the Book grow to a complete Pastoral. 1824 WATT
Bibl. Brit. I. s. v. St, Gregory^ A Pastoral, or a Treatise on
the Duties of a Pastor. 18920. G. M'CmE Publ. Worship
Prcsb, Scot. i. 20 Among the books are a Pastoral [etc,].

b. A letter from a spiiitual pastor to his flock;

esp. a letter from a bishop to the clergy or people
of his diocese.

1865 LECKY Ration. (1878) I. 143 The pastorals of French

bishops occasionally relate apparitions of the Virgin. 1885
blanch. Kxam. 17 Feb. 5/6 The Lenten pastoral, .was read
in the Roman Catholic churches of the archdiocese of
Dublin on Sunday.

C. //. The pastoral epistles : see A. 4.

1901 Dous in Expositor July 71 In considering the

authorship of the Pastorals. 1902 DENNEY Z?tfM ofChrist
in. 115 Leaving out the Pastorals, Paul wrote his other

epistles within the space often years.
6. A pastoral staff, a crozier.

1658 Hist. Queen Christina 407 They showed her the rod
of Moses, the pastorall of Aaron, Area Foederis [etc.]. 1672
Lond. Gaz. No. 670/4 The Officers at Arms carrying the
Pastoral and Mitre. 1903 IVestm. Gaz. 15 July 1/2 Twenty-
eight tiaras ornamented with precious stones, .. sixteen

pastorals in gold and precious stones.

7. Comb., &$ pastoral-maker, -monger.
1713 STEELE Guard. No. 30 F 2 The generality of pastoral-

writers, a 1720 SHEFFIELD (Ok. Buckhm.) IVks. (1753) I.

146 Whose simple profession's a pastoral-maker. 1783
BLAIR Rhet. (1812) III. 113 Our common Pastoral-mongers.
Hence Pa'storally adv.\ Pa'storalness.
1752 NEWTON Milton, Lycidas 193 note, Mr. Richardson

conceives that by this last verse the poet says (pastorallyl that
he is hastening to, and eager on new work. 1887 'SARAH
TVTLER

'

(Miss H. Keddie) Disappeared iv. 72 There was a
curious sort of gentle pastoralness tempering its profundity.
. .There was not a don ..that did not appear. . intimate with
wild flowers and wild birds. 1899 SOHERVILLB & Ross
Irish R. M. 232 A life pastorally compounded of Petty
Sessions and lawn-tennis parties.

Pastoral > pcrstdral), v. [f. prec.] intr. in phr.
to pastoral it> To play the shepherd or shepherdess.
i8z8 Lights fy Shades II. 298 Misses pastoralmgit in their

..sausage curls. 1891 J. W. HALES in Athenxum i Aug.
J59/3 Simichidas proposes that they shall pastoral it to-

gether : BouKoAiacrficu/j.ecrtfa.

Pastoral, obs. variant of PASTUUAL.

!l Pastorale (pastoral). PI. -all (-a-l/),-ales.

[It., sb. use ofpastorale adj. PASTORAL.]
1. Mas. a. An instrumental composition in

pastoral or rustic style, or in which pastoral sounds
and scenes are represented; usually a simple
melody in 6-8 time. b. An opera) cantata, or

other vocal work, the subject of which is pastoral.
1724 Short Explic. For. Wds. Mns, Bks., Pastorale, is an

Air composed after a very sweet, easy, gentle Manner, in

simple rural music, executed by. .shepherds, upon a specie-;
of bagpipes. 1866 ENGEL Nat. Music i. 9 The theme of
the Pastorale in Handel's ' Messiah

'

has been derived from
the PifTerari, Italian peasants. 1880 W. B. SQUIRE m Grove's
Diet, Mus. II. 670 Pastorales had their origin in Italy,
where., the study of the Eclogues of Theocritus and Virgil
led to the stage representation of pastoral dramas.
2. = PASTOURELLE.
1864 TRKVELYAN Compel. Wallah (1866) 197 When one

couple is dancing
' Trclise

', and another '

Pastorale '.

Fastoralism (pa-storaliz'm). [See -ISM.]
Pastoral quality or character; the action or practice
of dealing with pastoral or rural life

;
the pastoral

style in literature ; a pastoral trait or affectation.

1854 KUSKIN Led. Archil, iii. 167 Claude embodies the
foolish pastorahsm. 1877 MASSON l^ruiniii. ofHaiuth. iv. 38
There is something of the same sustained pastoralism, the
same poetical tact. 1880 VKKN. LKK Stud. Italy iii. 148 The
effeminate pastoralisms of the dying seventeenth century.

Pastoralist (pa-storalist). [See -IST.]
1. A writer of pastorals.
1793 Drayfan's tt'ks. 588 Spenser is the prime Pastoralist

of England. 1882 GROSART Spenser s ll'ks. III. p. liv,

Quotations from representative
'

Pastoralists
'

(if the name
be allowable).

2. One who lives by keeping flocks of sheep or

cattle
; spec. {Australia} a sheep-farmer, a squatter.

1880 Gcntl. Mag. CCXLVI. 62 The outside districts,

occupied only by pastoralists, 1890 Times 14 Oct. 7/1
Representatives of the newly formed Pastoralists' or Squat-
ters' Union.

Fastorality (pastdrarliti). [ad. ir.ed.L.

pastoralitas, f. pastoralis PASTOHAL : see -ITY.]
Pastoral quality or character; transf. something
pastoral ; a little pastoral figure.
1821 T. G. WAIMEWRICHT Ess. $ Crit. (1880) 190 Little

china pastoralities. 1844 R. P. WARD Chatsu'orth I. 17
The cockney pastoralities of Wiesbaden. 1875 W. CORY
Lett, fy Jrnls. (1897) 383 Even sentiment has a touch of
natural pastorality in it.

Pastoralize (pcrstorabiz), v. [See -IZE.]

1. trans. To make pastoral or rural.

1825 Examiner 34/1 A pretty little pastoralized edition of

Kensington Gardens.

2. To put into or celebrate in a pastoral.
1839 Btackw. Mag. XLV. 536 It would never have

answered to pastoralize the prattle which was heard in the

streets and forums of Syracuse. 1842 United Service Mag.
n. 6 Izaak Walton pastoralized the art into popularity. 1895
C. H. HERFORD Spenser s Shepk. Cal. Introd. 43 A somewhat

clumsy attempt to pastoralise ttion's dainty myth.
3. To guide or take charge of pastorally.
1870 TYERMAN *J. Wesley I. 420 The lime uf the two

Wesleys was now employed in pastoralizing the societies

they had formed.

4. intr. To 'do 7

the pastoral; to occupy oneself

with pastoral music, colhq.
1828 Btackw. Mag. XXIII. 39 A second set. .pastorali.sing

over the little musical pieces of the
'

Vaudeville \

Pastorate (pa*Bt6rA). [ad. m&l.L.flastordtus
office of pastor; in mod.F.^tt/0/%?/ (Littre).]
1. The office or position of a pastor ;

the tenure

of such office.

a 1795 KZKA STILES cited in Webster 1828. 1828 WF.HSTI'R,

Pastorate^ the office, state or jurisdiction of a spiritual pa-, tor.

1852 Miss YONCE Cameos (1877) IV. xi. 124 They insisted on
his assuming the pastorate. 1901 Scotsman 9 Mar. 8/8
Recollections from a Border pastorate of twenty years.

2. A body of pastors, pastors collectively.

1846 WORCESTER, Pastorate, the office or body of pastors.
EC. Rev. 1878 BAYNE Pttrit. Rev. i. 23 The pastorate of

Scotland, dependent . . for its existence on its representing the
..national feeling. 1894 Times 14 Aug. 15/3 It is not.. a

question of celibate brotherhoods versus a married pastorate.

tPastorel. Obs. rare~ l

. [a. Otf.flasfore/, in

mod.F. pastourcait^ L. pastoralis : see PASTORAL.]
A shepherd, a herdsman.
la \\OQMorte ArtIt. 3121 Poueralle andpastorellespassedt:

one aftyre, With porkes to pasture at the price $ates.

Pastoress to Pastorling : see PASTOR sb.

fPasto'rical, a. Obs. rare.
[f. PASTOR, after

oratorical, etc.]
-- PASTORAL a.

1569 J. SANFORD tr. Agrippas I
7an. Aries 97 b, Pastorical

songes of loue. 1603 H. CHKTTLK Eng. Mourn. Garni.
C iv, Euer to heare Pastoricall song againe.

fPa-storist. Obs. rare 1
, [f. PASTOH + -IST.]

An actor of pastoral plays.
1626 MlDDLBTON Mayor Queenborough v. i. 77 Comedians,

tragedians,, .pastorists, humourists.

tFastori'tial, <' Obs. rare. [f. 'L. pastorid-its >

-Ttius (f. pastor PASTOR) + -AL.] Of a pastoral
sort or kind ; pastoral,
1654 GAYTON Pleas. Notes in. xiu. 160 Such rare straines,

and so exactly sung, rais'd their opinion, (that it was not

pastoritiall, nor any Dorus that sang). 1728 NORTH Mem.
Music (1846) 8 Considering how usefull singing was in the

pastoritiall life.

f Pastori'tious, a. [f. as prec, + -ous.] =
prec.

1656 B LOU NT Glossogr.) Pastoral, Pastorttious, belonging
to a Shepherd, or Pastor, Shepherdly, Rural.

Fastorly (pcrsteili), a. [f.
PASTOR + -LY!.]

Of, pertaining to, or befitting a pastor ; pastor-like.
1616 CHAMPNF.Y Voc. Bps. 222 A fatherly, or pastorlie ad-

monition to the Emperour. 1641 MILTON Reform. \\. Wks.
(1851) 62 How he can reject the Pastorly Rod, and Sheep-
hooke of Christ,, .and not feare to fall under tlie iron Scepter
of his anger. 1859 BUSHNELL in Life xx. 423, I shall look
back. .with longings, .on these pastorly works and cares.

Pastorn, obs. form of PASTEKX.

Pastorship (pcrsuijip). [f.
PASTOR + -SHIP.]

The dignity, office, or function of a pastor ;
a

pastorate.
1563 FOXE A. fy M. 1353/1 He [Latimer] dyd of his own

fre accorde resigne . . his Pastorship. 1657 J. SERGEANT
Schism DispacKt 53 The Pope's Universal Pastorship. 1684
BAXTER Par. Congreg. ^2 They null not the Parochial

Pastorship. 1821 \V. TAYLOR in Monthly Mag. LI. 35 It

..occasioned his being invited to a pastorship at Riga.
1881-3 W. M. TAYLOR in SchafT Encycl. Relig. KmnvL
II. 932/1 An office which he held in conjunction with his

assistant pastorship.

fPa'Story, a. [ad. L. pastori-u$ of or belong-
ing to a

shepherd, f. pastor : see -T.] Pastoral.

1752 THYER in Newton's Milton, Lycidas 163 note> So the

Pastory Elegy on Sir Philip Sidney.
Pastose (prestJa's), a. Painting, [ad. \i.pastoso

pasty,
*
full of paste, plum-fat ;

also soft and yet
full in handling

'

(Florio),
*

soft, plump, fat
*

(Baretti). Cf. IMPASTO.] Charged or loaded with

paint. So Pasto'sity.
1784-98 J. HARRY in Lect. Paint, vi. (1848) 223 To have a

greater degree of pastosity or charging of colour on those

parts. 1893 Mag. Art 237 That pastosity peculiar to the
master. 1901 Athcnxnm 31 Aug\ 293/2 The rich and liquid
handling of the paint, the luminous shadows and pastose
lights.

Pastour, obs. form of PASTOR, PASTURE.
Pastourelle pastwrfl). [Fr.,

= little shep-
herdess, shepherdess's song, fourth figure in a

quadrille; fern, of pastoureatt \ It. pastorclta
'a prettie Shepheardesse* (Florio), fern, of pasfo-
rc/hj dim. otpasfore shepherd.] One of the figures
in a quadrille, resembling the dance of shepherds
and shepherdesses. 1890 in Cent. Diet.

\ Pastport, obs. corrupt form of PASSPORT.

Pastren, -on, -one, obs. forms of PASTERN;

Pastry (p^'stri). Also 6 pastrye, paistrie,

6-7pasterie, -tery(e, -trie, 7pastree, 8paistrey.

[app. f. PASTE sb. + -ERY, -BY. Cf. OY.pasfaierie,
-oierie, ~eirie in same sense, f. pastaier, -oier, -eier,

-eer pastry-cook (L. type ^pastatidrius^ f. pastdta :

see PASTY sb.}.]

1. The collective term for articles of food made
of paste (see PASTK sb. i), or of which paste forms
an essential part ;

now only applied to such articles

when baked, as pies, tarts, etc.

1539 [see pastry-house below]. 1544 PHAER Regim. Lyfe
(^S) H iij, Beware of. .spicery, pastry, and bread not very
well leuened. 1648 HERKICK Jfcspo;, To his Booke xiii,

Lest rapt from hence, I see tliee lye Torn for the use of

pasterie : . . Or see the grocers in a trice, Make hoods of thee
to serve out spice. 1671 MILTON /'. 1\. \\. 343 Meats of
noblest sort.. In pastry built. 1841 LANE Arab. Xts. I. 11-4

The diet.. includes a large variety of pastry. 1844 DICKKNS
Mart. Chuz. xii, Tarts wherein the raspberry jam coyly
withdrew itself, .behind a lattice-work of pastry.

f 2. A place where pastry is made. Obs. cxc.

Hist.

1570 LEVINS Manip. 105/21 A Pastrye, pistorimn. 1577
13. GOOGE Heresbuck's Husl\ \. (1586) lob, Hereby is a Back-
house and a Pas trie with two Ouens. 1592 SHAKS. Rom. fy

Jul. iv. iv. 2 They call for Dates and Quinces in the
Pastrie. 1667 PR tMATT City ff C. Build. 150 A Pa^lery or
Larder. ci7ioCELiA FIKNNI-S Diary (1888) 66 Their kitching,

pastry, and pantry. 1883 A. DOBSON in Eng. Illustr. Mag,
Nov. 8 1/2 To the right, .were., inferior buildings and offices,

kitchens, cellars, pastries, spiceries, bakehouses.

f 3. The art and business of a pastry-cook. Obs.

cx7iolsee/(/ry.jc&w/below]. 1712 STEELE Spctt. No. 314
P 13 The whole Art of Paistrey and Preserving. I7$z J.
MiDOLSTON & H. HOWARD (title) Five Hundred New
Receipts in Cookery, Confectionery, Pastry [etc.].

4. attrib. and Contb.^ w~, pastry -board (
= PASTE-

BOARD 4), -cutter^ -deity (cf. bread-god, BREAD sb\

10), -house (cf. sense 2 above), -making^
-man

(
= PASTRY-COOK), -meat

t -school, -s/icp, -slab,

vendor, -uwk.
1902 Daily Chron. 25 Jan. 8/4 Strew fine bread crumbs

over the *pastry-board. Ibid., Stamp them into fancy
shapes with a *pastry cutter. ^1625 Ui 1

. HALL Atvw. Dcf.
Cruelty Wks. 1837 V. 229 They fall down upon their knees,
and thump their breasts; as beating the heart, that will

not enough beleeve in that *pasiry-deity. 1539 CROM-
WELL Let. 24 Apr. in Merriman Life <y Lett. (1902) II. 220

Jeimyns sergeant of your graces ^pasierye house. 1742
SHENSTOSE Schoolmistress .\.\xii, In *

pastry kings ami

queens th'allotted mite to spend, 1682 G. ROSE (title} Per-

fect School of Instructions, .shewing the Whule Art of a
Master of the Household, .. Master Cook, and Master

*Pastryman. 1711 ADDISON Spect. No. 251 ioThe Pastry-
man, commonly known by the Name of the Colly-Molly-
Puff. 1691 tr. Kniilianne^s Frauds Romish Monks 222

Confects, N eats-Tongues, Bononia Sausages, and fine

*Pastry-meat. c 1710 in Ashton Soc. Life Q. Anne (1882)
I. 24 To all Young Ladies at Edw. Kiclder's

*
Pastry

School in Little Lincoln's Inn Fields, are taught all Sorts

of Pastry and Cookery [etc.]. 1809 Spcrtinff Mag. XXXIII.
281 The sewing-school, the pastry-school, were then essential

branches of female education. 1656 KAKI, MONM. tr. Jlocca-

linfsAdvts.fr. /'amass. I. xliv. (1674) 59 The 'Pastry-Shop
in the corner of the Herb-market. 1837 DICKENS /'icfav. ii,

The propriety of enforcing the heated 'pastry-vendor's pro-

pOSltlODi 1565 COOPER Thesaurus, ( ^pus pi$toriit>n, *pnsterie
woorke. 1705 l\istry-Cook's I'ade Alccmn tltle-p., Receipts
for making all sorts of Pastry-work,

Pa'stry-cook. One whose occupation it is to

make pastry or articles of food in which pastry is

an essential part; now esp. one who makes such

articles for public sale.

1712 STEELE Spcct. No. 304 f 4 He may be allowed to sell

them . . to his good Customers the Pastry-Cooks. 1855
KINGSLEY H'cstw. I/o ! viii, As a ragged boy eyes the cakes
in a pastrycook's window.
attrib. 1802 Mcd. Jrnl.^\\\. 159 They. .ought to give

place to lac amygdalae, pastry-cook-whey, or even common
water. 1897 ll'csttn. Gctz. 4 Keb. 3^3 One of the most suc-

cessful new notions for the toque is suggested by a chef's

cap.. .The pastrycook crown is the name to which this very
seyant toque answers,

Hence Fa'strycoo'kery.
1860 SALA in C&rnh. Mag. I. 275 This Arabian Nights'

pastrycookery.

Pasttime, past-tyme, obs. forms of PASTIME.

Pasturable (pa-stiCirab'l), a. Also 7 pastor-
able, [f. PASTURE sb. or v. + -ABLE : cf. obs. F.

pasturable (1534 in Godef., also in Cotgr.).] That

may be pastured ; fit for pasture; affording pasture.
1577 HARRISON England\. viii. in Holinshed Chron. 1, 14/1

The South part is pasturable and breedeth Con yes. 1632
LITHGOW Trav. vi. 292 We pitched our Tents in a pastorable
plaine. 1766 ULACKSTONE Coutm. II. iii. 34 All these

species, of pasturable common, may be and usually are
limited as to number and time. 1840 /-rater's J/rtf. XXII.
605 Some forty or fifty acres, arable or pasturable.
Hence Pastnrability.
1879 Atht-nxntn No. 2696. 817 According to the arability,

or, if we may coin a new word, pasturability of the land.

Pasturage (pa'stiured.^). Also 7-8 pastorage.

[a. ()K. pasturage (i2-i3th c. in Godef. Cotnpl.)>

mod.F./(?/rf7^, t.pastur&lo PASTURE: see -AE.]
1. The action or occupation of pasturing; gra/ing.

1579-80 NOKTH Plutarch (16561 377 That they should . . make
the Countrey a Desart : so that it should never after serve for

other thing, but for pasturage of Beasts, a. 1656 UP. HALL
69-2



PASTURAGIOITS. 544 PAT.

Rent. Wks. (1660) 257 The grasse in the Church-yard may
not be used to any pasturage. 1751 JOHNSON Rambler
No. 161 pa For the shelter of woods or convenience of

pasturage. 1883 HT. MARTINEAU Vanderfut fy S. vi. 100

[He] lamented that this soil was not already fit for pasturage.

2. Grass or other herbage for cattle to feed on;
= PASTURE sb. 3.

1540 Act 32 Hen. F//7, c. 7 i Tithes of cornes, hay,

pasturages. 1632 LITHGOW Trav. \\. 47 Abounding in cornes,

wines, bestiall and pastorage. 1702 ADDISON Dial. Medals
ii. 124 The riches of the Country consisted chiefly in flocks

and pasturage. 1887 RUSKIN Pr&tcrita II. xi. 379 A waste
of barren rock, with pasturage only for a few goats.

transf.x&&fig. 1821 LAMB Elia Scr. i. MaeStry End^ She
was tumbled .. into a spacious closet of good old English
reading) .. and browsed at will upon that fair and whole-
some pasturage. 1846 J. I!AXTKR Lihr. Pract. Agric. (ed. 4) I.

92 Pasturage. Those who are desirous of profiting by_
their

bees should plant, to a certain degree, for their provision.

3. Pasture-land
;

a piece of grazing land ;
=

PASTUKE sb. 4.
a 1533 LD. HERNERS f/iton cv. 351 A, ye vyllaynes, this

pasturage is myn,..in an yll lioure ye put your beestes here
lo pasture, a 1623 W, PKMBLE Zacfiary in Serin, i Cor. xv.

18-19, etc - (ffog) 159 Within their proper grounds and

pasturages. 1732 ARBUTHNOT Rules of Diet in Aliments^
etc. 254 The Flesh of Oxen, Sheep, and Deer in different

Pasturage. 1820 SCOTT Monast. i, The sheep-walks and
hills, .annexed to the township, to serve as pasturage to the

community. 1900 G. C. BRODRICK Mem. <$ Impressions 291

They are greatly inferior in forests, pasturages, and pic-

turesque chalets.

4. Sc. Law. The right of pasture.
1693 STAIR Inst. (ed. 2) n. vii. 14 Common Pasturage "is

ordinarly Constitute by the Charter ofthe Dominant Ground,
expressing the Clause with common Pasturage. 1872 Bell's

Princ. Law Scot. (ed. 6) 446 Pasturage is the right to feed

cattle or sheep on another's ground, or on a common.

5. altrib. and Comb,, as pasturage- land, -right.

1897 PuLLEX-BuRRY Blotted Out xv. 98 Lovely woodland
and pasturage land.

tPaatura'gious,rt. Obs. rare. [f. prec., or med.
L. pastiiragi-um + -ous.] Devoted to pasturage.
1632 LITHGOW Trav. i. 14 Playne and pastoragious fields.

Pastural (pcrstiural), sb. and a. Also 6 erron.

pastoralL [f.
\*. pastura PASTURE + -AL.]

f A. sb. Pasture, pasture-ground. Sc. Obs.

1596 DALRYMPLE tr. Leslies Hist.Scot. I. 12 Baith abundes
in fcrtilitie of the ground, and nobill pastorall. Ibid. 19 Ane
ample and plesand pastural called the forest.

B. adj. Of or pertaining to pasture.
1725 MS. Indenture (Rotherham, co. York), All pastural

tithes. 1854 CLOL'GH P,\-ms
t
etc. (1869) L 221 The pastural

eminence of Primrose Hill. 1886 Pall Mall G. 2 Oct. 4 Our
most common pastural ornaments the daisy, buttercup, arid

primrose.

^ An occasional error for PASTORAL, q. v.

Pasture (pa-stiiu),^. Also 4-6 -ur, -our, 5

-urre, 5-6 -or, -er. [a. OF. pasture (i2thc. in

Litt;e> T mod.F./^/rd = Pr. and It. pastitra : late

L. pdstiira, lit. feeding, grazing, f. past-, ppl. stem

oipcisc-ere to feed, graze, attend to the feeding of

(beasts): see -UKE.]
1. The action of feeding (said of animals) ; spec.

the grazing of cattle, rare.

c 1386 CHAUCER Nun's Pr. T. 365 Leue I this Chauntecleer
in hi* pasture. 1486 Bk. St. Albans E vb, Iff ye se where
the haare at pasture hath bene. 1530 PAI.SGR. 252/2 Pasture

fedyng, pasture. 1658 PiiiLLii's, Pasture, a feeding. 1878
BKOWNING La Saisiaz 318 The leaf, its [the worm's] plain
of pasture.

f2. Food, nourishment, sustenance. /#. andyfg".
? 1:1403 LYDG. sEsops Fab. i. 119 Among rude chaffe to

scrape for my pasture, c 1430 Chichevacke $ B. Min.
Poems (Percy Soc.) 133 By cause that pasture I fynde none,
Therfor I am but skyn and boon. 1590 SPENSER F.

Q.^
in. x.

59 Todes and fro^s, his pasture poysonous. 1646 SIR T.

BROWNK Pseud. Ep. in. xxi. 162 Unto its conservation there

is required a solid pasture, and a food congenerous unto the

principles of its nature. 1786 JEFFEKSON Writ. (1859) II. 60

What effect changes of pasture and temperature would have

on the fisheries.

3. The growing grass or herbage eaten by cattle.

Common pasture, the use of .such by the cattle of a number
of owners. Common ofpasture: see COMMON sb. 6.

a 1300 Cursor M. 2445 (Cott.) To pastur commun bai laght
be land [Trt'u. To commune pasture bei took be londj J>e

quilk bam neiest lay to hand. Ibid. 2448 (Gott.) Dot fra bair

stor bigan to sprede pair pastur gan to wax al nede [Cott.

bigan to knede], 1480 CAXTON Descr. Brit. 45 Her londe

is fruytefull ynotigh in pasture. 1526 TINIMLE John x. 9
He shalbe safe and shall goo in and out and fynde pasture.

1687 A. LOVELL tr. ThevenoPs Trav. \\. 28 We entered

a Plain, which . . abounds in Pasture. 1700 PRIOR Robe's

Geog. 1 7 Twenty acres.. For pasture ten, and ten for plough.
1842 BibciioFP Woollen Mamtf. II. 283 Pasture has a

great influence on the fineness of the fleece.

4. A piece of land covered with grass used or

suitable for the grazing of cattle or sheep ; grass
land

;
a piece of such land.

c 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. (1810) 310 porgh parlours forto

fare, lor be-ites to lardere. 14.. in Titndalc's I'is. (1843) 97
To bryng the lost schepe ageyn Owt of desert unto hys
pasture, a 1550 Vox Populi 718 in Haz!. E. P. P. III. 293
Suuhe lyke comonwelthe wasters, That of erable groundes
make pasters. 1595 SPENSER Col. Clout 238 And where may
I the hills and pastures see, On which she useth for to feed

her sheepe? 1776-96 WITHERING Brit. Plants (ed. 3) 1 1. 432
Wild white Campion. ..Pastures, hedges, and fallow fields.

1816 J. SMITH Panorama Sc. ff Art II. 618 Grass, lands.,

for the growing herbage, to support cattle, in which state

they are called pastures. i86a WHYTE MKI.VILI.K Ins. Bar
xi. 388 A low swampy pasture patched with rushes.

13. . Cursor M. 18449 (Gott.) pat pastur es cald heuen blis,

par till vs bring iesus wid his! a 1340 HAMPOLE Psalter
xciv. 7 Folke of his pasture & shepe of his hend. 1379 W.
WILKINSON Ccnfut. Familye ofLoue 4-2 They will..driue vs

to poysoned pastures. 1712 ADDISON ffyrrtn, The Lord my
Pasture shall prepare. 1901 Scotsman 5 Mar. 9/3 The
pleasant literary pastures of Oxford's bookshops,

5. U. S. (a) That part of a deep-water weir

which the fish first enter (Cent. Diet. 1890). (6}
An inshore spawning-ground for cod-fish (Funk's
Standard Diet. 1895).
6. attrib. and Cotnb.^ as pasture-field, -grass ,

"ground, -land, -Man, -master, -right, -sheep^ -sod.

c 1830 Glnuc. Farm Rep. 17 in Libr. Uscf. KnowL, Hnsb,
III, The dry ^pasture-field. 1806 FORSYTH Beauties Siotl.

IV. 53 Alternate frosts and thaws .. greatly injure the

*pasture-grass. 1890
' R. BOLDREWOOD '

Miner's Right
(1899) 130/1 The pasture grasses.. burgeon with tropical

rapidity of growth. 1578-9 Reg. Privy Council Scot. III. 79
Scotland upoun that M arc-he is ane *pastour ground. 1733
TLLL Horse-Hoeing Hnsb. x. 104 One Acre of Turneps will

then maintain more than Fifty of Meadow or Pasture-
Ground. 1591 in A. M cKay Hist. Kilnianiock (1880)

361 We give and grant all the meadows, pastures, and
*pasture-lands. 1873 SWINBURNE in Examitier 6 Nov., The

green
pasture lands and golden harvest fields of that noble

ook of songs. 1621 CADE Serin, n Bootes, the heard or

*pastureman. 1833 MS. Indenture (York city), *Pasture-
master of Walmgate Ward. 1549-62 STERNHOLD & H. Ps.

C. ii, We are his owne flocke and *pasture sheepe.

Pasture i,pa
p

stiuj), z>. [a. OF. pasturtr
to feed flocks (i2th c. in Littre), mod.F. pdturer^
{. pasture : see prec.]

T!- tntr. To feed, to eat (said of animals). Obs.

1474 CAXTON Chesse 118 The cok.. began to crowe and

pasture.
b. spec. Of cattle, sheep, etc.: To graze.

1390 GOWER Conf. I. 140 So that he lich an Oxe schal

Pasture. -1400 MAUNDEV, (1839) xxx. 302 1'hei sende forth

tho Mares, for to pasturen aboute thoHilles. 1587 FLKMING
Contn, Holinshed III. 1003/1 Such cattell as were found

pasturing abroad neere to the wals. 1694 ADDISON Poems^
Virgil Misc. Wks. 1726 I. 16 Nor sheep nor goats must
pasture near their stores. 1786 tr. Bcckfonts Vathck 53
The steeds that pastured in his uncle's domains. 1850 R. G.
CUMMIS-G Hunter's Life S. .-I/r.(cd. 2) I. 67 Uhe springboks
and wildebeests pastured before the door.

fig' I59 SPENSER Miiiopot. 176 He ..pastures on the

pleasures of each place. 1861 LYTTON & FANE Tannhtiuser

56 Who hath embraced thee . . And pastured on thy royal kiss.

*|"2. trans. To feed, supply with food. Obs.

a 1400-50 Alexander 5425 }it ware bai pasturde of pepir
..Of gylofire & of gingere. c 1440 C'csta Rom. i. xxvi. 98
(Harl. MS-) To fede or to pasture him with pappe.

b. spec. To feed
vcaitle) by letting them graze on

a pasture ;
to lead or put to pasture.

1413 Pilgr. S<nule (Caxton 1483) iv. xxxvii. 84 Alle suche

labourers that trauaylen. .in pasturynge of beestes. 1585
T. WASHINGTON tr. Nicholay's l\>y. \. xii. 14 [The country]

pastoureth in the valley a great number of oxen. 1639
FULLER Holy War i. xxi. 33 Here Uzziah pastured his

cattel. 1776 ADAM SMITH // '. Ar
. i. xi. in. (1869) I. 231 The

land is manured.. by pasturing the cattle upon it. 1877
BRYANT Sella 332 Whose flocks Were pastured on the

borders of her stream.

trans/. 1864 Low&U, Fireside Trav. 103 The coach leaves

W. at five . . and one must breakfast . . at .. four, . . the

passengers being pastured gregariously.

f c. inlr. To afford pasture. Obs. rare.

1651 R. CHILD in Hartlib's Legacy (1655) 156 That the

place might pasture the better for their young Cattle.

3. trans. (Of sheep or cattle) To graze upon
(herbage, grass-land), to eat down

; (of persons) to

put sheep or cattle on (yrass-land, etc.) to graze.

1533-4 Act 25 Hen. VIII, c 13 10 They shall permitte
..the. .lessees, .to manure and pa>ture the saide quillettes.

1550 SIR R. BOWES in Hodgson Hist. Nortknmbld.(\^-2^}
in. II. 211 Theire Cattell do.: pasture & eate the said ground.

1604 in Eng. Gilds (1870) 435 No man shall pasture the

stubbvll while the corne is upon the ground. 1789 Trans.

Soc. Arts (ed. 2) II. 68 Do not mow it, but pasture it every
summer. 1850 R. G. GUMMING Hunters Lift.' S. Afr.

(ed. 2) I. 178 The plains.. were pastured short and bare by
the endless herds of game.
Hence Pa'stured ///. a. ; Pa-sturing vbl. sb. t

the action of the verb, also concr. pasturage,

pasture-land ; Pa-sturing///. a., grazing.

i55jHuLOET,*Pastured,/rtJ/i. 1777 R- POTTER sEschylus
I. 28 Thy woes, beneath the sacred shade Of Asia's pastur d

forests. 1887 BOWEN I'irg. Eel. v. 24 None.. their pastured
oxen did lead, . . to drink of the cold clear rivulet. 1538

ELYOT, Ptistio, onis, *pasturince, or fcdinge of catell. 1759
T. SMITH Jrttl. (1849) 273 A fruit full summer, especially in

pasturing and hay. 1819 REEsCyc/. s. v. Pasture-land, An
increase of fertility is produced, .by the pasturing of lands

with sheep. 1667 MILTON P. L. ix. 1109 The Indian Herds-

man shunning heate.. tends his *pasturing Herds. 1842 J.

AITON Domest. Econ. (iSs?) l83 A wholesome and accept-

able food for every kind of pasturing animal.

Pa'Sturer. rare. [f. prec. vb. + -ER 1
.]

One
who pastures cattle, a herdsman or grazier.

1558 in Hakluyt I'oy. (1598) I. 327 The people, .are all men
of warre, and pasturers of cattel. 1619 SIR J. SKMPILL

Sacrilege Handled App. 38 Will any man say, that this one,

or all Pharisees, weie labourers or Pasturers? 1904 C.

EDWARDS Hammurabi Code 69 If a man hire a pasturcr for

cattle and sheep.

Pasty pcrsti, p^'sti), sb. Forms: 4-5 pastee,

paste, 4-6 pastey, 5 -eye, -ay, 5-7 pastie, 6

-ye, 5- pasty. [MK. pastee. a. OK pastfa, adj.

of ppl. form (L. type */</j/J/a), from Rout, pasta

PASTE, i. e. something made of or with paste.
OF. had also the corresp. masc. 'pastt ^L. type
*pastatitm}, whence perh. MK. pastt.']
A pie, consisting usually of venison or other meat

seasoned and enclosed in a crust of pastry, and
baked without a dish

; a meat-pie.
a 1300 Land Cokayne 54 in E. E. P. (1862) 157 Al of

pasteiis be> be walles, Of fleis, of tisse, and rich met, c 1300
Havelokb^ Bred an chese, butere and milk, Pastees and
flaunes. c 1386 CHAUCER Cook's Prol. 22 Many a pastee
hastow laten blood. 1390 GOWKR Conf. II. 208 And bad
ordeine for here mete Tuo Pastes. 1460 J. RUSSELL Bk.
Nurture 490 Venesoun bake,..Kut it in ^e pastey. 1525
LD. BERNERS Froiss. II. cxiii. 325 Botelles of wyne..and
pastyes of samonde, troules, and eyls. 1659-60 PEPVS Diary
6 Jan., The venison pasty was palpable beef, which was not
handsome. 1717 LADY M. W. MONTAGU Let. to Abbe Conti
17 May, Bakers. .with cakes, loaves, pasties, a 1839 PRAED
Poems (1864) II. 432 A pasty of game and a flagon of hock.
1880 Miss BRAUDON Barbara xliii. 295, 1 sold my comforter
to Hilly Blake for a whortleberry pasty.

t b. ? A confection : cf. TASTE sb. i b. Obs.

1398 TREVISA Barth. De P. R. xvui. cxvii. (Bodl. MS.) Of
^is serpente Vipera beth made pasties Jat bejj icleped Crosisti

tiriaci of be whiche is made triacle bat remedy a^ens venym.
C. Comb.) as pasty-crust, -//</, -maker, -wench.

1311 Letter Bk. D City of London If. 1330, Ricardus
films Gre^orli le Pastemakerc attacbiatns . . pro eo quod
indictatur in Wardade Bisslioppesgate quod ipse est nocti-

va^us. 14.60 J. R'SSELL .Z7. Nnrtureb^i Open \>e pastey
lid. 1562 TURNER Baths 14 Beware of ..pies and pasticrustes
and all vnleuened breade. 1584 COCAN Haven Health iv.

(1636) 27 Hard crusts, and Pasiicru*is, doe engender adust
chuller. 1631 Celcsiina xv. 166 That old pasty-wench.

Pasty p'*sti), a.
[f.

PASTE sb. ->- -Y.j Like or

resembling paste ; of the consistence, appearance,
or colour of paste; esp. of the complexion : pale
and dull.

1659 H. MORE Iwntort. Soul n. vii. n. 107 Supposing
that the Soul's Centre of perception. .could be.. seated in

such dull pasty Matter as the Pith of the Brain is. 1793
SMEATON l-.dystone L. 185 A soft pasty substance. 1864
H. AINSWORTH John L<iw in. iii. (1881) 163 His fat, pasty
face. 1878 HUXLEY Physiogr. 193 Little cavities.. formed

by the disengagement of gas or vapour when the matter is

in a pasty condition. 1897 Allbutfs Syst. Med. III. 388
A white pasty fur on the tongue is looked upon as a sign of

atony and weakness. Jig. 1884 Pall Mall C. 12 Apr. 2

His pasty sophistries concerning prison discipline.

b. Uf or pertaining lo paste jewellery.
1865 DICKENS Mut. Fr. \. x, A pasty sort of glitter.

C. Comb., as pasty-faced adj.

1607 DEKKER & WEBSTFR Northw. Hoe i. D.'s Wks. 1873
III. 10 You pa>ty-footed Rascalls. 1878 E. YAI i-:s Wrecked
in Port vi. 51 I' at, pasty-faced, straight-haired.

Pastyrne, Pasuolan, Paswax, obs. ff. PAS-

TIME, P.\SSEVULANT, PAXWAX.
Pat (pset), sd.i Also 5 patte, 7-8 patt. [Lnte
ML. pat^patte, was prob. onomatopoeic, as an in-

stinctive expression of the action by
' vocal gesture'.

The later uses are to a great extent nouns of action

from PAT z/. 1 in its various applications.]
I. The action.

1. A stroke or blow with a flat or blunt surface.

Obs. exc. dial.

{Perh. formed anew from the vb. in i?th c.)

c 1400 Laud Troy-l'k. 8841 He gaff hem a^eyn suche pattis
That thci fcl doun as dede cattis. Ibid. 16777 Sche ^aff

him certis suche a pat That doun to grounde lie fel flat.

a m^oSit-Jt'ff/atti. 1241 Syr Egyllaraowre turnyd hy.sswerde

flatt, And gafe hys sone soche a patte, Thai to the erlhe

he >s gone. 1642 FULLER Holy <y Pro/. St. n. v. 66 The
flat hand of Rhetorick.. rather gives pats

than blows. 1676
Ei HERKDGE Man of Mode iv. 1, Hit her a pat for me there.

a 1764 LLOYD Fain. Ep. to J. B. Esq. Poems (17^0) 207 He
..would not for the Woild rebuke, Beyond apat t the school-

boy Duke. 1823 E. MOOK Suffolk Words s.v
,
A pat. .is

.. the punishment inflicted by a pedagogue on the palm of

unruly boys 1886 ELWORTHY W. Stun, U 'ord-bk. s. v., II arcs

and rabbits when caught, .are.. killed by a pat on the poll.

2. a. A stroke or tap with a Hat surface, so as lo

flatten or smooth.
Mod. Give the earth a pat with your trowel.

b. spec. A gentle stroke or tap with the hand or

fingers, esp. as a caress or in expression of soothing

or approbation. Abo jf.
c 1804 LADY HAMILTON in G. Rose's Diaries (1860^ I. 241 Sir

William, .never got even a pat on the back, c 1850 Arab.

Nts. (Rtldg.) 214 She.. frequently gave him gentle pats with

her hand. 1865 DICKENS Mut. Fr. \. iv, To give him a kiss

and a pat or two on the cheek. 1881 DORAN Drttry Lanell.

21 ^ A pat on the head from a master's hand is the supreme

delight ofth ever-faithful dog. iSgSQutLLHt-Couctl
Steven-

son's St. Ives 306 A word of approbation a little pat on the

back, as I may say.

II. That which is formed by patting.

3. A small mass of some soft substance (e.g.

butter), formed or shaped by patting.

i754\VmTAKERin WW/</No.83. III. 116 He has produced
a cl;ip of thunder which blew out a candle.. with a flash of

I lightening which made an impression on a pat of butter.

1788 COWPER Let. (Sotheby's Catal. (1897) 29 Apr. 20*, One
ounce of Castile soap scraped fine, .with as much honey as

HuiiHOUSEin Law Times Rep. LXV. 562/2 liutterine.. was

made up into pats and sold from the jetail shop.

b. transf. Something of the shape and size, or

appearance, of a pat of butter (or the like).



PAT.

1851 R. S. SURTEES Sponge's Sp. Tour (1893^ 93 Both
volumes richly bound and lettered, with the Jawleyford
crests studded down the backs, and an immense pat of arms

plastered on the side. 1888 C. F. WOOLSON in Harpers
Mag. Oct. 776/1 It was raining, .in torrents, with great pats
of water coming over, almost like stones.

III. The sound. (XXFADJ&*)
4. The sound made by striking lightly with

something flat ; esp. that made by a light foot in

walking or running; hence, rate of walking or

running, pace.
1697 COLLIER Ess. Mo>: Subj. \. vi. 219 The least Noise is

enough to disturb the Operation of his Brain. ..The Patt

of a shittle Cock, or the creaking of a Jack will do his

Business. 1833 T. HOOK Widow $ Marquess vii, Up hill

and down hill.. all at the same pat. 1889 MRS. OLITHAST
Poor Gentleman xvi. I. 295 No sound but. .the pat of those

footsteps which scarcely touched the ground.
b. Reduplicated, to express repetition.

1876 J. SAUNDERS Lion in /'dMxvii, The peculiar wooden-

sounding pat-pat of a lady's fashionable boot. i899\VKRSER
Capt. ofLocusts 67 The pat-pat of bare feet on the matting.

Fat (prct), sb2 [Abbreviation of the Christian

name Patrick^ A nickname for an Irishman
;

cf.

PADDY. Hence Pa'tess, an Irishwoman.

1825 SCOTT Let. to Morritt 3 Aug. in Lockhart^ The habit

of the more youthful Pats and Patesses is decent and comely.

1857 HUGHES Tom Brown i. iv, Here's fun ! let the Pats
have it about the ears.

II Fat, patlt (pat), sb. 3 [Hindi pat leaf, indigo

plant, jute.] An East Indian name for a. Jute
fibre ; b. The leafy part of the indigo-plant, as

cut off a foot from the ground, and made into

bundles for delivery.
1801 Trans. Soc. Arts XIX. 235 Specimen of Paper from

Pant fibre. 1881 JAS. PATOX in Encycl. Brit. XIII. 798/2

Importations of the substance [jute] had been made at

earlier times under the name of pat, an East Indian native

term by which the fibre continued to be spoken of in

England till the early years of the igth century.

Pat ^paet), ^. l
[Related to PAT sb. 1

, and perh.

directly formed from it in senses t and 2.]

fl. trans. To cause (something) to strike or hit

upon any surface; to throw (something) upon
anything so as to strike it. Obs. rare.

1567 GOLDING Ovid's Met. xn. 508 Like haylestones from
a tyled house, or as a man should pat Small stones vppon a
dromsleti head.

2. To hit, to strike, properly with a flat or blunt

implement ; also, to drive or impel by so striking,
as a ball with the hand. Obs. exc. dial.

In later use, perh. ironical from 5.

1591 R. TURNBULL E.vp. St. James 196 Thus was the

pryde of Goliah resisted, when . . David, .with his sling stone

patted him on the pate, a 1604 HANMF.R CJmm. frel. (1633)
166 One takes a sticke, and pats ihe Irish man on the pate,
another . .pricks him behinde with a pinne. a 1825 yews
Daughter \. in Child Ballads v. (1888) 251/1 And all the

boys and girls to-day Do play at pat the ball. Ibid, ii, They
patted it into the Jew's garden. 1886 KI.WORTHV \V, So/tt.

\Vord-bk.
)
Pat on the poll, phr., to kill by a blow such as

would dislocate the neck.

3. intr. To tap or beat lightly (upon any surface).
1601 HOLLAND Pliny xn. i. 358 To heare the showers of

raine to pat drop by drop, and rattle over his head upon the

leaves. 1626 BACON Sylva% 63 It is Childrens sport, to prone
whether they can rub vpon their Brest with one hand, and

pat vpon their Fore-head with another. 1771 LUCKOMBK///^.
Print. 447 Patting upon the Face of the Letter where it

Hangs, with the B.tllsof the Fingers. 1861 G. F. BERKELEY
Sportsm. IY*. Prairies xxi. 349 Asked them who could

*

pat
'

as an accompaniment to a dance and song. 1902 J. S.

PHILLIMORE Poems, Rain at Naples, On dusty road and
tree Drops, kicking up the faint smells where they pat.

4. trans. To strike .^something) more or less

gently with a flat surface, so as to flatten or smooth
;

to flatten down by such action.

1607 WALKINGTON Opt. Glass xii. (1664) 127 The Hyacinth
..patted down to the Earth with suddain drops of Rain.

1676 WORLIDGE Cyder (1691) 67 Coyer the loose ground
about the tree, and pat it smooth with the back of your
spade. 1801 in MoutAey^s Thalaba m. Notes, Wks. 1838
Iv. in After they have kneaded the cake.. they pat it a
little. 1901 H. McHucH?W Henry 48 Clara Jane., patted
her hat-pins and grabbed her gloves.

b. Brickmaking. To remove the rough edge of

(green bricks) with a stamper.
1895 in Funk's Stand. Diet.

5. esp. To strike or clap gently with the inner

surface of the fingers, esp. as an expression of appro-
bat ion, encouragement, soothing, or sympathy ;

hence fig. to express such feeling to (any one), esp.
in to pat on the hack.

[1668 ORYDEN Even. Love\\. i, We love to get our mistresses

..ami let them go a little way; and .. to pat them back

again.] 1714 BVROM P/tcebev. in Spect. No. 603 Phccbe. .to

my dog said, Come hither, poor Fellow, and patted his Head.

1791 R. CuMBKRLANnOAsrrwrNo. 143. V. iQS'lirava!* quoth
he, patting ihe neck of his mule. 1813 MAR. EDGEWORTH
Patron, xiii, The child patted Caroline's cheek, played with
her hair. 1821 /?.tvf;/f7-770/1 Thus is the already inflated

faction patted up against the irritated majority. 1874 GRKEN
Short Hist, vii. 3. 363 She [Elizabeth] patted handsome
young squires on the neck when they knelt to kiss her hand.

1884 Chr. Coinnnv. 14 Feb. 424/3 We . .pat every man on
the back who lias the courage of his convictions.

6. ////r. To tap or strike lightly so as to produce
a chnract eristic sound

; esp. to walk or run with

a light step emitting such sound. Cf. PAD z>.l 2.

Also reduplicated, pat-pat.
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1760-7* H. BROOKE Fool of Qua?. (1809) III. 135 A
humming of mixed voices, and patting feet was heard.

1767 E. JERNINGHAM Alisia ix, She fondly cried Oh that

is he ! While patted fast her heart. 1801 BLOOMFIKLD Rural
T., Fakenhain Ghost vi, A short quick step she hears Come
patting close behind. iSojMARYCHARLTOX Wife fy Mistress
IV. 91 It makes a body shiver to hear you pat-patting in

those tiny slippers. 1889 Spectator 2 Nov., A small, white

dog pats along . . we can hear the beat of the four light paws
upon the country-road.

b. trans. To beat with light-sounding steps.

1798 LANDOR Gclrir vii. 205 When ye heard My feet in

childhood pat the palace-floor.

7. The vb. stem used advb. or as an interj.
1681 OTWAY Soldiers Fort. v. i,

What's that upon the

Stairs?.. Hist, hark, pat, pat, pat. 1801 BLOOMFIKLD Rural
T.) Fakenham Ghost xiii, Still on, pat, pat, the Goblin went,
As it had done before, a 1849 HOLMES Spectre Pig xxii,

Little mincing feet were heard Pat, pat along the floor.

Hence Pa'tting vbl.sb. and///, a.

1611 COTGR., Marchis, . . a path beaten out by often

patting, or treading. 1726-31 WALDRON Dcscr. Isle Man
(1865) 65 Smiles, pattings on the cheek, and all the marks of

a most sincere and tender passion. 1727 GAY f-'al'lesi. xiii. 22

He stands, To feel the prnUe of patting hands. 1885 L.

MA LET Col. Enderby's Wife fed.
3.)

II. in. vi. 44 She.,

slowly settled her mantle into its place, with sundry dainty

pattings and smoothings.

\ Pat, v* Obs. nonce-wd. [f.PATffflfe'.]
trans.

To bring out pat '.

1575 R. B. Apphis $ Virg, B j b, Mansipnlns, By the gods
how vngraciously the vicksen she chatteth. Mansipnia.
And he euen as knauishly my answer he patteth.

Fat (pact), adv. and a. Also 6 patte, 7 patt.

[app. closely related to PAT sb.\ v. 1
: perh. imme-

diately from the vb. stem, as in the expressions
to fall crash, come pop, go bang, etc. A frequent

early use was to hit pat, as if to hit with a pat, i. c.

with a flat blow; hence withy/?//, He
t
come, etc.

The predicative use (sense 2! was in origin adverbial ; cf. to

lie pat, come pat, he pat ; but after be it had the same
function as an adj. in the predicate ; hence the transition to

the attrib. or adj. use (sense 3), at first after a sb. was easy.]

1. adv. In a way that hits, and does not miss

its object or aim; in a manner that fits or agrees
to a nicety with the purpose or occasion ;

so as

exactly to suit the purpose; appositely, aptly; in

the very nick of time, opportunely ;
so as to be

ready for any occasion, readily, promptly.
1578 WHETSTONE \st Pt. Promos 5- Cass. TV. vi, I chaunst

to light on one, Hyt me as pat as a pudding Pope lone.

1580 I.YLY Euphues (Arb.) 296 When I heard my Physition
so pat to hit my disease. 1581 Conjl. Consc. n. iii. in Ha/1.

Dodsley VI. 62, I will pay them home pat. 1589 NASUK
Ahnondfor Parr.it 6b, Haue not I hit your meaning patte
in this comparison? 1592 GREENE Art Conny Catch, in.

Wks. (Grosrm) X. 151 Seeing things fadge so pat to his

purpose. 1596 NASHK Saffron* Walden Wks. (Grosartt
III. 52 If they will hit the nayle on the head pat. 1602

SHAKS. Ham. in. iii. 74 Now I might do it pat, now he is

praying. 1639 FULLER Holy U'ar iv. xxi. (1840) 218 An
unhappy nation whose beads lie pat for every one's hands

to hit. 1658 W. BURTON Itin. Anton. 176 Camden.. seems
.. to have lighted pat upon the place. 1665-6 Pxrvs

Diary 20 Feb., I came just pat to be a godfather. 1733
SWIFT On Poetry 61 And liere a simile comes pat in. 1882

MRS. RIDDELL Pr. Wales's Garden-Party 259 He . . had
the whole story pat enough.
2. predicatively : as adv. or adj. (as in T or 3).

1638 WILKINS New World v. (1707) 41 Whose Words are

more pat to the purpose. 1656 SANDKKSOX Serin. (1689) So

A passage, .very pat to his purpose. 1710 in Hearne Collect.

7 Mar. (O. H. S.) II. 355 A Mitre may be pat to his Mind.
1820 W. IRVING Sketch Bk. II. 124 To tell a rather broad

story out of Joe Miller, that was pat to the purpose. 1903
Sat. Rg7!. 17 Oct. 482 He has pat .. the denunciations of

sacerdotalism with which the same deputed ones will attack

the Church of England.
3. attrib. or as adj. That comes or lies exactly

to the purpose; exactly suitable or to the purpose,

apposite, apt ; ready or suitable for the occasion,

opportune. (Said esp. of things spoken.)
1646 J. HALL Poems, To young Authour, With phansies

[facetiousness} lieth in pat allusion to a known story. 1698
FRYER Ace. E. India <y /*. 47 Concerning .. these Winds,

perhaps some others may give patter Guesses than my self.

1788 COWFER Pity for Africans 18 A story so pat. you may
think it is coined, 1852 THACKKRAY Esmond in. ii, Backing
his opinion with a score of pat sentences from Greek and

,
Roman authorities.

b. Pat hand (in the game of Poker) : see quot.
1889 FARMER Americanisms, Pat Hand (in poker 1

,
an

original hand not likely to be improved by drawing, such as

full, straight, flush, or pairs. 1903 Architect 24 Apr., Suppl.

28/2 Anybody's liable to play a pat hand too strong.

Fat, obs. f. PATE
;
var. PATTE

;
dial. f. POT ;

obs.

or dial. pa. t. of PUT.

Pa't-a-cake. The first words of a nursery

rime, said or chanted to accompany the action of

patting or gently clapping together the child's

hands ; hence, the game which the nurse plays
with the child in doing this.

A usual form of the rime is :

' Pal a cake, pat a cake,
baker's man ! IJake me a cake as fast as you can, Sluipt: it

and prick it, and mark it with [I>], And put it in the oven
for [Baby] and me !

'

1897 LD. TENNYSON Life Tennyson I. xviii. 371 [He] would

play pat-a-cake with them.

I Hence Fat-a-cake v. } nonce-wd. t
to superintend i

siz

PATAGONIAN.

or direct any one's action as the nurse does the

baby's hands in this game.
1874 MRS. WHITNEY We Girls ii. 42, I can be contrary.

I don't like to be pat-a-caked,

I! Fata'che. Forms : (6 pataxo, 6-8 patacho),

7-8 patach, petach, pattache, 6- patache. [F.

patache (pata'J), or Sp. patache (p&ta'tjtf),
in Pg.

patacho ) \pataxo, It. patacchia, patascia, patazzio,
Du. and Ger. patas\ of uncertain origin.]
1 1. A small ship used for communication between

the vessels of a fleet; an advice-boat. Obs.exc. Hist.

1589 GREENE Span. Masq. Wks. (Grosart) V. 274 Hee had
in his Fleete,of Gallions, Hulkes t Pataches,Zabres,Galeabses
and Gallies 130. 1596 in Cecil Papers (Hist. MSS. Comm.)
VI. 61 By the help of two patachoes which they had with

them, they took a small English bark. Ibid. 62 Palacheoes.

1598 W. PHILLIP Linschotcn 192/2 Other smal ships Pataxos,

y*
came to seme as messengers from place to place. 1633

T. STAFFORD Pac. Hib. in. vii. (1821) 551 There was a

Spanish patach landed the night before. 1666 Loud. Cnz.

No. 98/3 A Genouese PttacH is arrived here with ( >yls. 1704
Collect. I'oy. (Churchill) III. 729/2, 6 Patacho's or Yachts.

1748 Ansons I
7
oy. \. iii. i-o A Patache of twenty guns. 1887

R. \VILFOKD Hist. Newcastle III. 321 The St. Peter, a

Spanish patache,.. entered the harbour uf the Tyne.
2. transf. A small kind of public conveyance

used in France.

1833 I,. RITCHIK 1 1 'and. by Loire 20 Little country carriages
..called pataches (u hich in general are nothing more than

a cart covei ed witli leather, like a cabi iolet).

t FataCGO'n. Obs. Also 6 patachine, 7 pata-

gon, 7 pattacoone, -coon. [a. Sp. pataeon, in

It. patacconcj also patacchina. a. Pg. patacao,

augment, of pataca piece of eight, dollar.] A
Portuguese and Spanish silver coin, woith, in the

17th c., about 4-r. 8d. English.
1584 in Hakluyfs Voy. (1811) II. 411 There is also a sort

of -iluer money, which they call Patachines and is worth
6 Tangas. ci645HowELL/,t

r

f7. (1650 II. 31 Unless souldiers
would be contented to take cloves and peppercorns for

patacoonsand pistolls. 16650. TURNHULL Diary (S. H. S.)

315 We hired two wagons for 10 patagons. 1679 GATES
ftarr. Popish Plot 5 The Letter. .was carried by a -pedal
messenger, for whidi lie had 10 Pattacounes. 1749 Wealth
Gt. Britain 30 The Dutch oblige themselves to pay . . 8ou,ooo

patacoons.

II Patag'iuni (psetadgsi'^m). Zool. PI. -ia.

[med.L., irom ancient L. patagium a gold edging
or border on a Roman lady's tunic Or. rrara^f foi*.]

a. A fold of skin or membrane extending along
the side of the body of certain flying mammals and

reptiles, capable of expansion so as to act as

a parachute: the wing-membrane of a bat or

similar animal, b. Qnrith. The fold 01 integu-

ment occupying the angle between the upper arm

and the forearm of birds, c. Entom. The name
for each of a pair of processes or appendages on

the pronotum and thorax of certain Lepidoptera.
z8z6KiRBY& SP. Entomol 1 11.368 Patagia. . .Two corneous

scales observable in Lepidoptera, fixed on each side of the

trunk, just behind the bead, and covered with a long tuft of

hair. Ibid. IV. 381 The patagia or tippets that adorn

their evanescent thorax. 1872 NICHOLSON Pafaonf. 374 An
expanded flying membrane or

'

patagium '. 1899 Cambridge
Nat. Hist. VI. 311 The patagia.. are of some interest in

coi nection with the question of wing-like appendages on

the prothorax of Palaeozoic insects, and they have been

considered by some writers to be the equivalents of true

wings. /Mii3i2Theseappndagesarefrequentlyerroneously
called patagia, but have also been called scapulae, ptery-

godes, paraptera, and shoulder-tufts, or shoulder-lappets.

Hence Patagial (pfit#'d$ial) a., of, pertaining to,

or connected with a patagium ; Fata-giate a.,

i

formed into or furnished with a patagium.
1887 Science 5 Aug. 71/1 Dorsal View of the Palatial

Mu.scles of a Woodpecker. 1894 NF.WTON Diet. Kirds 607

Garrod devoted much labour to the elucidation of these

pat;igial muscles. 1890 Cent. Diet., Patagiate.

'f Fa'tagon. Obs. [a. Sp./ffAuv* large clumsy

foot.] A member of a tribe of South American

Indians, whence Patagonia received its name.

1579 in Hakluvfs Voy. (1812) IV. 257. 1605 SYLVESTER

Du Kartas \\. iii. in. Law 211 A Pagan (a proud Infidcll,

A Pat agon, that tasted nought so well As Israel's blond).

1698 FROGER I'oy. 75 The famous Patagons whom some
Anthers avouch to be eight or ten feet high.. : How-
ever ..the tallest among them was not above six Foot

high. 1773 JOHNSON Hebrides, Ostig in S&y, If we have

not searched the Magellanick regions, let us however forbear

! to people them with Patagons. 11871 G. C. MUSTKKS At
Home iv. Patagonians 162 Hide overshoes are worn besides,

and the footprints thus made are really large enough to

convey the idea of giants' feet, and partly explain the term
'

Patagon ', or large feet, applied to these Indians by the

Spanish discoverers.]

Patagon, obs. form of PATACOON.

Patagonian (pa;tag<Ju-nian), a. and sb. [Sec
PATAGON and -AN.]
A. adj. Of or pertaining to Patagonia or its

inhabitants (see B) ; hence, formerly, t Gigantic,

huge, immense.

1767 Jrnl. Byron's Voy.rd. World *+ + $ The Patagonian

system of education is quite gymnastic. 1786 WOLCOTT

(P. Pindar) Farew. Odes R. Acad. viii. -26 This year, of

picture, Mister West Is quite a Patagonian maker. 1818

KIKBY & SP. I'.ntsmol. II. 101 Seeing a number of ant-;

carrying off a Patagonian centipede. 1856 K si; A ret.

Exj>l. I. xvii. 202 Their numbers were not as great, nor their

size as Patagonian as some of us had been disposed to fancy.



PATANA.

B. sb. A South American Indian of a race

inhabiting southern Patagonia, said to be the tallest

known people (their stature, however, being much

exaggerated by ijth and i8th c. travellers and ro-

mancers) ; hence,fig. f a giant, a gigantic specimen.
1767 jfrnl. Byron's Voy. rd. World 24 + 15 A petty Pata-

gonian, not seven and a half feet high. 1786 WOLCOTT (P.

Pindar) Ep. to Doswell 63 Two huge Patagonian pockets . .

Which Patagonians . . Would fairly both his Dictionaries
hold. 1871 G. C. MUSTERS (title) At Home with the

Patagonians.

Patail, obs. form of PATEL.

Patamar(e, Patan(d : see PATTAMAB, PATTEN.

II Fatana (pa-tana). Also erron. patena, -ina.

[Sinhalese fa/ana, f. Skr. pal to descend, fall.] A
glade in the jungle-covered mountainous districts

of Ceylon, usually with sloping sides.

1854 BAKER Rifle <y Houndin Ceylon viii. 218 Instead of

taking across the patinas (plains), she [the elk] doubled back
to an immense pathless jungle. 1859 TENNENT Ceylon I.

24 These verdant openings to which the natives have jjiven
the name of patenas generally occur about the middle
elevation of the hill*. 1880 MRS. E. H. EDWARDS Pczazi
in Macm. Mag, No. 253. 79 In a small store standing alone
on the patina.

Patant, obs. f. PATENT. Patararo, -r(r)ero,
obs. var. PEDKEKO, a small gun.

Patarin, -ene (pse-tarin, -r/h), sb. and a.

Also 9 Paterin(e. [ad. med.L. pi. Patarini,

Patareni, F. Patarin, Paterin (ijthc. in Littre),

commonly understood to be derived from Pattaria,
name of a low quarter of Milan ^see Du Gauge s. v.

Paterinf), or to be identical with It. pat(f)arino
' a Porter or day-labourer, a base mecanicall fellow'

(Florio 1611), which had prob. the same origin.]
A. sb. A name which began to be applied at

Milan in the middle of the nth century to the

deacon Arialdi and his followers who opposed the

marriage of priests ;
also applied in the 1 2th c.

and later to the Albigenses, Cathari, and others
;

and generally employed as a term of opprobrium,
identified with Manichasan, etc.

1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl. s. v, A Ibigcnscs, They were also

known by various other names; as. .Arnoldists, Cathari,

PatarinSj Publicans, .. Passagers, etc. 1854 MILMAX Lnt.
Chr. VI. lii. III. 63 The Lombard Clergy affected to treat

their adversaries as Paterines or Manicheans. 1855 ll'id. IX.

viii. IV. 189 In the twelfth century Matiicheism is rampant.. .

Everywhere are Puritans, Paterines, Populars. 1867 H. C.
LEA Saccrdot. Celibacy 221 The meetings of Landolfo and
Arialdo [at Milan 1044] were held in a spot called Patnriii,
whence they soon became known as Paterins a term which
for centuries continued to be of fearful import as synonymous
with Manicheans.

B. adj. Of or pertaining to the Patarins.

Hence Pa'tariuism, the doctrine of the Patarins.

1854 MILMAN Lat. Chr. VI. iii. III. 84 The lowest rabble,
infected with Paterinism, . . furtively placed female orna-
ments in the chambers of priests.

fPata-rt. Obs. [a. O.patart,patard, med.L.

paiardus, patarus (Du Cange).] A former coin

of Inlanders, Picardy, etc. : see quots.
1583 STOCKER Civ. ll'arres Lffwe C. in. 85 b, A Proclama-

tion made, that no Butcher shoulde sell a pounde of the
best I'eefe aboue a patart. 1656 ULOUNT Glossegr.,Patart,
a Low-countrey coyn worth a .SW tournois, or the Stiver.

1658 PHILLIPS, Patart, a Dutch coin, five whereof amount
to six pence. 1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl. s. v. Coins, Flemish
Coins, .those of copper, patards. Ibid.) Patard or penny.

II Fatas (pata-). [F. patas, from a dialect of

Senegal.] The red monkey {Cercopithecus palas)
of West Africa.

1745 New Collect. Voy. (Astley) II. 68 The Sieur Brue, on
his anchoring at Tuabo [in 1698], found a new kind of

monkeys, of so lively a red, that they seemed painted.. The
Negros call them Patas. 1774 GOLDSM. Nat. Hist. (1862)
I. vii. i. 505. 1790 HtwicK Quadrupeds (1824) 466 The
Patas, or Red Monkey,, .inhabits the same country [Guinea,
Congo, c.]. 1893 Royal Nat. Hist. (Lydekker) I. 98 The
West African patas, or red monkey, from Senegambia.
Patata, obs. f. BATATA, POTATO.

Patavinity (poetavi-niti). [ad. L. patavinilas',

f. PatavTn-us of or pertaining to Patavium, now
Padua, the birth-place of the Roman historian

Livy.] The dialectal characteristics of Patavium
or Padua, as shown in JLivy's writings ;

hence gen.
Provincialism in style ; also an instance of this,
a provincial word or usage. (Cf. PADUANISM.)
1607 R. QAREW] tr. Estienne s World of Wonders p

iij b,
Find Solcecismes inTullie, and I know not what Patauimtie
in Livie. 1661 BLOUST Glossogr. (ed. 2) s. v., Livy was
censured by Asinius for Patavinity in his writings, by which
was meant that he had too much used the phrases or affecta-

tions of Padua, and neglected those of Rome. 1745 H.
WALPOLE Lett. (1846) II. 54 None of the critics could make
out what Livy's Patavinity is. (11814 I. RAMSAY Scot, fy Scots-
men in i8M C. (1888) II. xvi. 544 If a few Patavinities in

phraseology or pronunciation ..escaped them. 1830 MACKIN-
TOSH Elh. Plulos. Wks. 1846 1. 140 Such critics as those who
exulted over the Patavinity of the Roman historian.

Pataxo, Patayn, obs. ff. PATACHE, PATTEN.
Fat-ball (pa;-t,bl). [f. PAT z-.l + BALL sb.^
The game of rounders.
X775 S. J- PRATT Liberal Opin. vii. (1783) I. 96, I might RO

home, and
play

at pat-ball with my sister. 1891 F. W.
NEWMAN Cdl. Newman 3 We had cricket and rounders, . .

patball and trapball, . .and multiform games of marbles. 1896
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IVcstw. Gas. g May 3/1 Facetious Undergrad (at tennis, to
his partner) : Our opponent isn't much good at pat-ba.ll,
I take it.

Patch (psetj), st>.
1 Forms: 4 pacche, 4-6

patche, 5 pahche, pacch, 5-6 pache, pachch(e,
6- patch. [ME. pacche, patche ^

of unascertained

origin. If native, its Oli. form would be *pazcce.
Some have conjectured an earlier *flatche t with subsequent

loss of /, comparing inod.Sc. PLATCH, q. v., but for this

there is no evidence. Ger. dial, #atsc/te puddle, mire,
' mess

',

also instrument of striking, hand, patschcn to splash, dabble,
dash, clap, tap, suits the form but not the sense.]

1. A piece of cloth, leather, wood, metal, or other

material put or fastened on to mend a hole or rent

in something, or to strengthen a weak place.
1382 WYCLIF Mark ii. 21 No man seweth a pacche [1388

patche] of rude.. clothe to an old clothe. 1426 LVDG. De
Guil. Pilgr. 17172 A garnement.. Wych she werede vp-on
hyr bak : Gret noumbre thcr-on I tolde Off cloutys and off

pachchys olde. 1481 in Eng. Gilds (1870) 320 A brasen
krocke of ij galons and more, a pache clowted in the brem
w l laten. 1595 SHAKS. John iv. ii. 32 As patches set vpon
a little breach, Discredile more. .Then did the fault before
it was so patch'd. 1675 HOBBES Odyssey (1677) 294 A foul

coat full of patches. 1787 JEFFERSON Writ, (1859) II. 152
The hole and the paten should be commensurate. 1875
HELPS ss. t

Pract. ll'isd. 6 To prefer a good open visible

rent to a time-serving patch. 1898 Sun 23 Mar. 4/1 The
'

patch
'

included tn the '

ordinary [bicycle] outfit
'

is by no
means large enough for an ordinary burst.

b. A piece of court-plaster or the like put over

a wound or scar.

1591 LODGE Catharos (Hunter. Cl.) 6 Better to weare

patches on my cloake, than to beare the patch on my head.

1599 SHAKS. Hen. I', v. i. 93 Patches will I get vnto these

cudgeld scarres. 1875 UMLIIT Dodslcys PlaysXl. 140 note,

Feesimple alludes also to the patch on the face of Tearchaps.
c. A pad or piece of cloth worn to protect an

injured eye.
1598 CHAPMAN Blind Beggar Wks. 1873 I. TO Though he.,

want an eye, Wearing a veluet patch upon the same. 1702
Lond, Gaz. No. 3847/4 [He] had a Patch on his right Eye.
1812 H. J. SMITH Rej. Addr. t Fire $ Ale ix, Over the
horse's left eye was a patch, To keep it from burning the

manger, a 1901 BESANT Five Years* Tryst, etc. (1902) 221

You can change your face,, .put a patch over one eye.

d. A piece of cloth sewn upon a garment as an

ornament, badge, etc.

1898 Daily Xiivs 22 Oct. 6/3 Spots., such as black silk on
scarlet velvet, black or coffee-brown on blue, pale blue on

green. . .These 'patches' are now the very height of the

fashion. 1900 Itfitf. 22 Aug. 5/1 One juvenile wearer of
the '

patch ', belonging to H.M.S. Aurora, was in the thick

of the fire carrying messages to and fro.

e. A'ot a patch on (colloq.}, in no way com-

parable to, nowhere near.
1860 KEADE Cloister fy Jf. xxxvii, He Is not a patch

on you for looks. 1880 Miss BKADPON Just as I am xii. 85
A fine handsome-looking young man, . . but not a patch upon
his father. 1880 Sat. Rev. 18 Dec. 779 The adventures
with savages., and so on, are, to speak familiarly, not a patch
upon the adventures which Captain Mayne Reid would have
made out of the same materials. 1889 IVestnt. Gaz. 20 Feb.

10/1 We have some strange weather in England.. but it is

doubtful whether we are a patch upon Australia. On
December 6 the thermometer in many places there fell over

4odeg. within six hours.

2. A small piece of black silk or court- pi aster,

often of fanciful shape, worn on the face either to

hide a fault, or, more usually, to show off the

complexion by contrast. (Fashionable, esp. among
women, in I7th and 1 8th centuries; cf. PATCH-BOX.)
1592 LYLY Midas \\\. ii, Licit). Take Masticke else. Pet.

Mastick's a patch. Masticke does many a foole's face catch.

1601 ? MARSTON Pasquil fy Kat/t. v. 220 Illacke patches are

worne, Some for pride, some to stay the Rhewme,and Some
to hide the scab. 1611 COTGK., Mottcheron, .. the little

blacke patcli thats glued by Masticke, etc., on the faces of

many, a 1615 FLETCHER Elder Bro. in. v, Your black

patches you wear variously, Some cut like stars, some in

half moons, some lozenges. ^1706 PRIOR Phillis's Age 6

Her patches, paint, and jewels on. 17*5 LADY M. W.
MONTAGU Town Eel., Saturday 49 Hours.. pass'd in deep
debate, How curls should fall, or where a patch to place.

1876 PLANCH& Cycl. Costume I. 388. 1897 RHOSCOMYL
White Rose Arno 23 The patch that lent piquancy to the

cheek of beauty.

3. A portion of any surface markedly different in

appearance or character from what is around it;

a large or irregular spot.
'573 TUSSER //Ki-. (1878) 118 Reward not thy sheepe (when

ye late off his cote) With twitchis and patches, as brode as

a grote. 1701 Lond. Gaz. No. 3745/4 A Patch near the

Flank on the near Side [on a horse]. 1810 Edin. Rev. XVI I.

196 Those detached and unmeaning patches of different

colours, which compose what opticians call an anamorphosis,
1873 HAMERTON Intell. Life n. i. (1875) 50 The sky will not
come right. .it is all spots and patches. 1894 NEWTON Diet.

Birds 818 The Surf-Duck .. with a white patch on the

crown and another on the nape.
b. A small piece or area of undefined shape, of

ground, or of anything lying or growing on it.

1577 HARRISON Englandu. iv. (1877^ i. 98 In. . Buckingham-
shire .. there is a piece of Hartfordshire .. this patch is

not aboue three miles in length, and two in breadth.

1602 SHAKS. Ham. iv. iv. 18 We go to gain a little patch
of ground That hath in it no profit but the name. 1684

Contempt. St. Man n. Hi, (1699) '54 Why doth he content

himself with some patch of the Earth, when he may be Lord
of the whole Heavens ? 1742 SHENSTONE Schoolmistress v,

A patch so green, On which the tribe their gambols do dis-

play. 1807 WORDSW. IVh. Doc Ryl. iv. 66 Like a patch of

April snow. 1847 UKOIIC Greece \\. xxvi, IV. 35 Patches

PATCH.
of cultivable soil. 1894 HOWELLS Trav. fr. Altruria
ioj The chief crop was hay, with here and there a patch of

potatoes or beans.

c. An area of floating pieces of ice, joining and

overlapping one another, of more or less circular
or polygonal form.

1817 SCORESBY Nat. Hist, in Ann. Reg. 531/1 If it assume
a circular or polygonal form, the name of patch is applied.
1820 Ibid. 11. 1324 A patch is a collection of drift or bay-ice
of a circular or polygonal form. In point of magnitude, a
pack corresponds with a field, and a patch with a floe. 1850
Natural Phenomena 106 If the field [of ice] is broken up
into a number of pieces, none of which are more than forty
or fifty yards across, the whole is called a pack; if the

pieces are broad they are called a patch \ and when long
and narrow a stream.

d. Anat. and Path. A small well-defined area
of the skin, etc. distinct in colour or appearance.
Pcyer's, Peyerianpatches^ the agminate glands in the small

intestine.

1797 Monthly Mag. III. 153 In other cases, there are

many circular gangrenous patches, on the surface of the
intestines. 1809 Med. Jrnl. XXI. 132 As the patch ex-

pands, the centre of it gradually assumes the natural colour
of the skin. 1849-52 TODD Cycl. Anat. IV. 839/1 Each
Peyerian patch consists of but a single layer of gland-
vesicles. 1878 HUXLEY Physiogr. 226 It undergoes a process
of division whereby it is converted into the embryonic
patch or cicatricula. 1899 AllbutCs Syst. Med. VII. 296A patch of softening was found in each hemisphere.
4. A piece of cloth sewed together with others

of varying shape, size, and colour to form patch-
work or to adorn a garment.
a 1529 SKKLTON Bo-wge ofCourte 358 His cote was checked

with patches rede and blewe. 1560DAUS tr. Slcidane's Comm.
424 The other two.. had as it were sowed together certen

fragmentes and patches. 1628 EARLE Microcosm., Pot-poet
(Arb.) 45 His Verses are like his clothes, miserable Cento's
and patches. 1690 LOCKE Hum. Und. iv. xix. (1695) 400 A
pie-bald Livery of coarse Patches and borrowed Shreds.

5. A small scrap, piece, or remnant of anything.
a 1529 SKELTON Replyc. 3 A lytell ragge of rethorike..A

pece or a patche of philosophy. 1579 FULKE Hcskins's Parl.
81 They reade but patches out of other mens notes. 1602
SHAKS. Ham. in. iv. 102 A King of shreds and patches.
1633 T. ADAMS E.\-p t 2 Peter ii. 9 And fills up the time with
..some. .patch of poetry. 1782 MME. D'ARBLAY Lett.) to
Mrs. Thrale Apr., This letter is written by scraps and

rtches.
1835 ARNOLD Let. in Stanley Life <$- Corr. (1845)

435 Much of ancient history consists apparently of

patches put together, .without any redaction.

6. Applied to various things suggesting a patch
(sense i) in the way they are fastened, or in shape
or size, or otherwise : a. The operculum of a

periwinkle ; b. A greased piece of cloth, leather,
or other material used as the wadding for a rifle-

ball
; c.

' A projection on the top of the muzzle in

some guns, doing away with the effect of dispart
in laying' (Smyth Sailors Word-bk. 1867); d.

Printing'. A piece of thin paper used to fill up
low places in the impression ;

OVERLAY sb. 2 ;

e.
* A small square of thick leather sometimes used

in the grinding of small tools to press the work
on the stone, in order to protect the fingers from
abrasion' (Cent. Diet. 1890).
1835 KIRBY Hab, fy Inst. Anim, I. !x. 279 We find the

mouth of its [periwinkle's] shell closed by a horny organ
called the patch. 1835-40 HAUBURTON Clockm. (1862) 439
Something that will go down the throat like a greased
patch down a smooth rifle. 1846 GREKNEH Set. Gunnery
375 The use of patches. .on the score of protecting the ball,

and also cleansing the tube. 1830 R. G. GUMMING Hunter's

LifeS. Afr. (1902)93/2 [These] contained balls and patches,
two sharp clasp-knives, a compass, flint and steel.

7. Patch-up [f.
the phrase to patch up : see

PATCH
z*.j

An act of patching up, or repairing in

an imperfect fashion.

1819 Metropolis III. 178 He is returned from a patch up
abroad. 1898 \\~estni. Gaz. 14 Dec. 1/3 We must avoid any
speedy patch-up which would bring us to another letter of

resignation twelve months hence. 1901 Miss E. HOBIIOTSE
ibid. IQ June 9/1 It is all only a miserable patch-up on a

great ill.

8. attrib. and Comb. : f patch-coat, a patched
coat ; f patch-grease : see quot. ; patch-ice,

pieces of ice overlapping so as to form a patch

^Webster 1864); patch-leather, leather used in

patching ; patch-ornament, an ornament re-

sembling a patch in shape or otherwise ; patch-

polled a. t having a patch of colour on the head,

esp. in patch-polled coot = PATCH-HEAD. Also

PATCH-BOX, etc.

1902 Daily Chron. 7 Jan. 6/3 The jacket, .with two *patch
breast pockets with pleats. 1630 LENNARU tr. Charrons
IVisd. i. Pref. (1670) in See then how strange and monstrous

a *patch-coat man is. 1614 MARKHAM Cheap Hush. \. (1668)

Table Hard Wds.,
*
Patch-grease . . Is that tallow which is

gotten from the boyling of Shoo-makers shreads. 1807 P.

GASS Jrnl. 188 Each man has also a sufficient quantity of

*patch-leather. 1878 JF.WITT Ceramic Art I. ii. 27 These

dots are arranged so as to form bands ; and in others

simply
'

"patch
'

ornaments.

Hence Pa'tchwise adv.^ in the manner of a patch.
1832 AUSTIN Jurispr. (1879) II. xxxix. 684 Statute law

stuck patchwise on a body of judiciary.

Patcli (p^tj), sb2 [According to T. Wilson

*553 an*l Heywood 1562, orig. the name or

rather nickname of Cardinal Wolsey's domestic
* fool

'

or jester, his real surname being Sexton.



PATCH. 547 PATCHOULI.

Supposed by some to have been so called from his patched
garb, or patched face ; but perh. rather an anglicized form
of It. PHZZO fool. It seems however to have been later

associated or taken as identical with PATCH s, l
t
as in

Shakspere's 'patch'd foole '. The following quots. bear on
the history of the word :

1553 T. WILSON Rhet. (1580) 176 As to call one Patche or

Coulson, whom we see to doe a thing foolishly, liecause

these twoo in their tyme were notable foules. 1562 J. HEY-
WOOD Epigr. i. xliv. (1867) 106 A saiyng of Patche my lord

cardinal's foole. Master Sexten, a parson of knowne wit,
As he at my lord Cardinals boord did sit [etc.]. 1590 SHAKS.
Mids, ;V. iv. i. 215 But man is but a patch'd foole, if he
wilt offer to say, what He-thought I had. (See also WARTON
Hist. Poet. (1840) III. 87 ; DOUCE Must. Shaks. I. 258.)]

A domestic fool ;
a fool or foolish person gener-

ally ;
a clown, dolt, booby. Now only dial, or

colloq. applied to an ill-natured or ill-tempered

person, esp. a child. See also CROSS-PATCH.

1549 CHALONER Erasm, on. Folly Gij, This kynde of men
whom commenly ye call fooles, doltes, ideotes, and paches.

1561 PRESTON Camlyses Ej, Hob and Lob, a ye Cuntry
patches. 1588 Marj>rel. Epist. (Arb.) 3 M. Bridges was
a verie patch and a duns, when he was in Cambridge. 1590
SHAKS. Mids, N. m. ii. 9 A crew ofpatches, rude mechanicals.

1598 FLORIO, Pazzo^ a foole ; a patch, a madman. 1655
FULLER Ch. Hist. w. i. 19 (tr. Gower) But Jack the mad
patch men and houses does snatch. 1830 SCOTT Doom of
Devorgoil \\. i, Thou art a foolish patch. 1900 O'Ni:ii.L

Glens 50 (E. D. D.) As ugly as need be, the dark little patch.

Patch (paetj), v. [f.
PATCH sb^\

1. trans. To put a patch or patches on
;

of

a thing, to serve as a patch to. Patch up, to

mend or repair in some sort by putting patches on.

1516 [see PATCHED i]. 1513 SKELTON Garl. Laurel
1209 With pitche she patchid her pitcher shuld not erase.

1548 UDALL Erasm. Par, Li<ke v. 60 b, He renteth a newe
vesture to patche vp an olde. i6o SHAKS. Ham. v. i. 239
Oh, that that earth, which kept the world in awe, Should

patch a Wall, t'expell the winters flaw. 1774 GOLDSM.
Nat. Hist. (1776) VII. 356 It either makes a new web,
or patches up the old one. cx8i7 HOGG Tales <$ Sk.
III. 77 Why patch up that tawdry gown? 1840 DICKFNS
Old C. Shop xv, Windows patched with rags and paper.
1888 F, HUME Hftiie. Midas \. Prol., It had one mast, and
a small sail all torn and patched.

b. In pa. pple., said of a person in reference to

his clothing, etc.

c 1500 How Plowm, lerned Patern. 147 in HazL E. P. P.
I. 214 He was patched, tome, and all to rente. 1597-8 HP.

HALL Sat. iv. ii, 9 Himself goes patched like some bare

cottyer. 1611 MIDDLF.TON & DEKKER Roaring Girle D.'s

Plays 1873 III. 214 Zounds I am so patcht vp, she cannot
discouer me.

c. To fit (a bullet) with a patch (PATCH sb\ 6 b\
1877 C. HALLOCK Sportsman* Gazetteer 545 If the bullet

is the right size and properly patched, the patch will not be
torn in putting the cartridge into the chamber.

d. * To overlay or bring up an impression sheet

with pieces ofthin paper' (Jacobi Printers' Vocab.^].

1884 SOUTHWARD Pract. Printing 470 Patching the Sheet.

1890 JACOBI Printing 175 Where the type stands.. low it

should be patched up with the very thin set-off paper.
2. To mend, repair, or make whole, in various

fig, applications. (Usually with up, and implying
a hasty, clumsy, imperfect, or temporary manner.)

1573-80 BARET .-4 /r>. P 184 To Patch, or make whole againe:
. .to botch: to make amends for that is done amisse. 1597
SHAKS. 2 Hen. IV

t
it. iv. 252 When wilt thou leaue fighting

. .and begin to patch vp thine old Body for Heauen ? 1601

Twel. N. i. v. 52 Any thing that's mended, is but patch'd :

.. sin that amends, is but patcht with vertue. 1706 E.
WARD Wooden IVorId Diss. (1708) 34 The Surgeon., takes
care to patch him up with Speed. 1875 W. S. HAYWARD
Love agst. World 40 You'll have to., patch up your quarrel.
3. To make up by joining pieces together as in

patchwork ; hence, to make up, put together, or
frame hastily or insecurely ; to botch up.
a 15*9 SKELTON Poems agst. Garnesche Wks. 1843 ! I2 S

The nexte halter ther xall be I bequeth yt hole to the : Soche
pelfry thou hast pachchyd. 1563 MAN Musculns Com-
monpl. 40 b, An aparne patched together of figge leaves.

1579 LODGE Def. Poetry in G. G. Smith Eliz. Crit. Ess. I.

84 Out of what booke patched you out Cicero's Oration?
1650 FULLER Pisgak i. xi. 34 The Samaritans quitted their..

Idols, and patched up a religion amongst themselves. 1726
LEONI Alberti's Arcnit. I. 23/2 Houses, which they patch'd
up of Reeds and Bullrushes. 1848 KINGSLEY Saint's Trag*
in. i. 146 Any formal, heartless matrimony Patched up by
Court intrigues. 1879 BLACK MncleodofD. xxxil, To patch
together a pair of homespun trousers.

4. To put on or in as a patch ; to fit (a thing)
into something so as to diversify it, as in patch-
work. AlsoySJf. ;

often depreciatory.
1549 COVERDALE, etc. Erasm. Par. Gal. v. i6b, To haue

newe clothe sowed or patched to an olde garmente. 1593
NASHE Christs T. Wks. (Grosart) IV. 186 It is so vgly
daubed, plaistred, and patcht on. 1662 GERBIRR Princ. 4
Things Patcht or gl

- J -- '- "'" " "--

E. Anglia s. v., He
Things Patcht or glewed against a WalL a 1825 FORBY Voc.
E. Anglia s. v., He patched it upon me, who knew nothing
of the matter. 1886 WILLIS & CLARK Cambridge I. 19 The
present windows have been patched into the wall in such
a manner as to make it impossible to trace accurately the

original state of it.

b. To join as one patch to another ;
to piece

together.
1630 J. TAYLOR iWater P.) Laugh <V befat Wks. n. 71/2 Thy

person's odd, vnparallel'd, vnmatchd, And yet thy action's
to the person patch'd. 1867 FREEMAN Norm, Cong. I. iv.

230 It is just possible to patch the two narratives together.
o. To mark (a surface) as patches of different

colour or material do ; to diversify or variegate
with patches. (Chiefly in passive.)

1595 SHAKS, John in. i. 47 If thou..wert grim . . Patch'd
with foule Moles, and eye-offending markes. 1711 ADDISON
Spect. No. 115 r 6 His Stable-doors are patched with Noses
that belonged to Foxes of the Knight's own hunting down.
1774 PENNANT Tour in Scot, in 1772. 32 Grey rocks patched
with moss. 1853 KANE Grinnell Exp. xlvi. (1856) 423 The
slopes of the hills were heavily patched with snow. 1881
Miss BRADDON Asfh. xxvi. 290 Yellow lamps. .patching
with faint light an isolated statue, or a pulpit.

b. intr. for reft. To become coloured in patches.
1896 G. L. BECKE Pacific Tales, Hollis* Debt (1897) 120

The red, bloated face of the skipper patched and mottled,
and his breath came in quick, short gasps.
6. To adorn (a person,

the face) with patches.
1674 R. NEWCOUKT m T. Flatmatis Poems 7 Which like

their Misses Patch 't and Painted are. 1704 STEELE Lying
I Lover in. (1747) 46 But alas, Madam, who patch'd you
;

today? 1766 GOLDSM. Vic. IV. iv, Their hair plastered
: with pomatum, their faces patched to taste. 1881 BKSANI
|
& Rice Chapl. of I-'leet n. i. (1883) 123 We now went.. with
faces patched, to the new church in Queen Square.

b. intr. for reft.

1702 FARQUHAR Inconstant \\. t. Your ladyship lias patched
and painted violently. 1729 LAW Serious C. ii. (1732) 18

She will find it as impossible to patch or paint, as to curse
or swear.

7. intr. Patch off, to come off in patches, rare.

1848 THACKERAY Bk. Snobs vi, The plaster is patching off

the., walls.

Patchable (pse-tjab'l), a. rare. [f. PATCH v.

+ -ABLE.] That can be patched.
1849 CAHLYLK Irish Journ. (1822) Pref. 6 Like a ragged

coat; ..not patched or patchable any longer.

Patchaw, obs. variant of PADISHAH.
Fa-tch-box. [f. PATCH sbl 2 + liox sfit] A

box for holding patches for the face.

1674 Land. Gaz. No. 859/4 Lost.., two silver powder
Boxes, and a patch Box. 1712-14 POPE Rape Lock iv. 162
Thrice from my trembling hand the patch-box fell. 1758
H. WALPOLE Let. to H. S. Contuay 16 June, If they send
a patch-box to Lord George Sackville, it will hold all his

laurels. 1876 Miss BRADDON J. Haggard's Dan. xi. 157
The poets of a patch box and powder period.

t Pa-tchcock, pa-tchock. Obs. rare" 1

.

[Known only in the passage cited ;
in which also

the reading is uncertain. The first element is app.
PATCH sbl (or ? 2

); the second may be COCK, or

the dim. suffix -OCK. See note below. ]

A term used by Spenser of the degenerate

English in Ireland, either in reference to their char-

acter and habits, their mongrel breed, or their

costume: ?a base or mean fellow, ?a ragamuffin.
1596 SPENSER State Irel. (Wks. Grosart IX. 104; Globe

636/2), The rest which dwell aboue in Connagh(O and

Minister, . .and some in Leinster and Ulster, ar degenerate
and growen to be as very Patchcockes [v. r. Patchock(e)*]
as the wild Irishe.

[The Lambeth MS. 510, which was the copy submitted to

the Abp. of Canterbury for licence, dated by Spenser and
initialled E. S., from which Grosart prints his text, reads,
If. 39, Patchcockes\ but three other MSS., B. M. Add. 22022

(printed in the Globe text), Harl. 7388, Camb. Dd. 10.

60 have Patchockes, -ocks. Camb. Dd. 14. 28 has Rakehells.
If the word was patchockes, it was perhaps the same as

Shakspere's 'very PAIOCKE', if this is read pajocke. Cf.
same play m. iv. 102 'a King of shreds and patches'.]

Patched (poetjt, pae-ijed), ppLa. [f.
PATCH v.

+ -ED1.J In senses corresponding to those of the

verb : Mended with patches ;
made up of pieces as

in patchwork ; mended, made up, or put together

hastily, clumsily, or insecurely, kksto potchcd-up*
1516 in Myrr. our Ladye (1873) p. 1, In dede for very

voluntary pouerte. .she had broken patchyd sleuys. a 1591
H. SMITH OTfe.(x867) 11.405 Mahomet's religion is a patched
religion, mixed partly with Judaism, partly with Gentilism,

partly with Papism, partly with Christiamsm. 1599 NASHE
Lenten Stuffe (1871) 42 With it. .the patchedest leather

pilche laJ'oratho may dine like a Spanish Duke. 1764
Mem. G. Psalmanazar 152 When he .. heard my patched
up story. 1792 A need. \V. Pitt III. xxxix. 38 Let us have

peace, . .but let it be honourable, let it be secure. A patched
up peace will not do. 1840 R. H. DANA Bef. Mast xxxvi,
The patched woolen trousers.

b. Adorned or marked with patches.
1667 PEPYS Diary i May, Peggy Pen . . with only her

husband's pretty sister with her.. both patched and very
fine, and in much the finest coach in the park. 1855
KINGSLF.Y Westiv. Hoi ix, A painted, patched, fucused,

periwigged, bolstered, . .Lamia !

f c. Patched -work = PATCHWORK. Obs.

1716 M. DAVIES A then. Brit. III. 51 Such Bitts and

Scraps of patcht Work-Citations.

Hence f Pa-tchedly adv., in manner of a patch.
1549 COVERDALE, etc. Erasm. Par. Gal. v. i6b. Nor can

he beare with to haue .. olde clothe be patchedlye sowed
into a newe.

Patcher (part/ai). [f.
PATCH v. + -ER l.] One

who patches : see the verb. Also patcher-up.
1528 TIN-DALE Wks. (Parker Soc.) I. 135 He is no patcher;

he cannot build on another man's foundation. 1552 HULOET,
Bodger, botcher, mender, or patcher of olde garmentes.
16x1 COTGR., Renonenr de indites causes, ..a peecer or

patcher vp of ruinous causes. 1694 MOTTEUX Rabelais v.

(1737) 214 Patchers, Clowters, and Botchers of old trumpery
Stuff. 1841 EMERSON Misc., Conservative (1884) 259 A
timid cobbler and patcher. 1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) I.

295 A mender of old shoes, or patcher up of clothes.

Patchery *
(paetferi). [f.

PATCH st>i or v. -f-

-ERY.] The action of patching or mending clumsily
or hastily ; anything made up of pieces or frag-
ments put together ;

a patchwork ^usual

1579 FULKE Heskins's Part. 239 The Greeks Article is so

placed, as it can abide no such patcherie. 1623 R. BERNARD
Looke beyond Lnther Kp. Ded. 2 A new vpstart Religion,
a patcherie of ludaisme, Paganisme and Heresie. 1702 C.
MATHER Magn. Chr. rn. u. xxiii. (1852) 467 Vile human
inventions, .and patcheries sticht into the service of the
Lord. 1834 GEN. P. THOMPSON E.rerc. (184?) III. 31 Desig-
nating such performances as jargon and pntihery. 1880
SWINBURNE Stitd, Shaks. (ed. 2) App. 232 A thin sample
of poetic patchery cobbled up and stitched together.

t Pa'tchery -'. Obs.
[f. PATCH sb* + -ERY.]

The conduct of a 'patch
1

; roguery, knavery.
1582 STANYHURST SEneis \\. (Arb.) 64 From the fathers

sermons shal such fund patcherye flicker ? //'it/., Conceits
(Arb.) 140 Cleaue toe the sound Castt, flee from thee

patclierye Caute, 1607 SHAKS. Timon v. i. 99 You heare
him cogge, See him dissemble, Know his grosse patchery.

^| In the following the sen>e is uncertain.

1553 Kespnbllca i Brandl) v. ix. 79 Tis a bagg of Rye in

dede : vsirce, periuree, pitcheree, patcherie, pilferie, briberee,
snatcherie. catcherie.

Pa'tcll-liead. A local name in Maine, U.S.,
for the surf-scoter (UZdemia perspicillata], a kind
of duck, from the white patches on its head.

1890 in Cent. Dit.t.

Patchiness(partjim's). [f. PATCHY a. + -NKSS.]

Patchy quality or condition.
1862 H. SPENCER First Princ. \\. xix. 150 (1875} 407

Irregularities of distribution. .would produce that patchi-
ness which distinguishes the heavens. 1887 R. GARNETT
Carlyle vii. 128 Nothing seems to have struck him so much
as the general pntchiness of the country.

Pa'tching, M. sbl
[f.

PATCH v. + -ING"!.]
1. The actionof the verb PATCH, in various senses;

also, the condition of being patched, or an instance

of this. &\$Q patching-up.
1526 SKI-I.TOX Magnyf. 452 It is evyll patchynge of that

is tome. 1546 J. HKYWOOU Prw. (1867) 47 An olde sacke
axeth much patchyng. 1691 T. H[ALE] Ate. Ne~u Invent.

98 That patching and botching with Solder that appears
upon all the Cast-lent! Coverings. 1791 MKS. KADCMFFK
Rom. f"'orfst ii, A little patching up would make it comfort-
able enough. 1832 JAMES H. Masterton xxiii, The eye
detected some rather anomalous patchings and darnings.
1893 British Prinii-r 157 Underlay \vhere\vr possible, as
the less patching there is on the cylinder the less chance
is there of wrinkling.
2. The putting of patches on the face by way of

adornment.

1656 Artif. Handsom. 78 They forbid all painting, patch-
ing, and powdering. 1763 GOI.USM. Double Transform. 40
Skill 'd in no other arts was she, But dressing, patching,
repartee. 1885 Trans. Lane, fy Chcsh. Antiq, Soc. III. 35
The custom of patching amongst ladies.

3. The wadding for a bullet (cf. PATCH sb.^ 6 b).

1887 E. EGGI.F.STON Grays^ns xiii. (1888) 144 Taking a
bullet from his pouch, he felt in his pocket for the patching.
4. Comb., as patching-cloth, -rubber, -work.
ci68o Ro.rl>. Ball. VII. 468 The Taylor ..had patching-

work for a whole season. 1896 Godey's Mag. (U.S.) Apr.
374/2 A circle of pat' hing-cluth pushed through to the
bottom of the tire. 1898 Sitn 23 Mar. 4/1 Always carry in

your tool-bag a fairly large piece of patching rubber.

t Pa'tching, vbi. sb:~ Obs. [f.
PATCH j^.2 +

-ING'.] The behaviour of a 'patch ;
= PATCHERY^.

1550 Image Ipocr. in Skelton's irks. (1843) U. -146 With
peltinge and patcbinge, With fmdinge and fatchinge, 1562
J. HEVWOOD Prov. .5- fcpigr, (1867) 171 After catching and
snatchy ng, 1'yllyng and pollyng, we fall, .to patchyng.

t Pa'tching, ///. a. 1 Obs. [f. PATCH s&.'
2 +

-IXG 2
.] Acting like a 'patch'; deceiving, knavish.

Hence f Fa"tellingly adv., deceitfully.
1570 FOXE A. -V AL (ed. 2) 1491/2 Others .. dyd .. dis-

sembling^ and patchingly vse some part of them. 1591
GREENE Disc. Coosnage Wks. (Grosart) X. 33 These cony-
catchers, .geuing to diuers vile patching shiftes, an honest
and godly title. 1641 J. TRAPPE Theol. Theol. iii. 127 Some
slippery persons or patching companions. 1647 WARD Simp.
Cobler (1843) 37, I am not without some contrivalls in my
patching biames.

Patching, ///. a.- [f. PATCH v. + -ING 2
.]

That patches or covers with patches.
1855 BROWNING Love among Ruins iv, The patching

houseleek's ht-ad of blossom winks Through the chinks.

Pa-tch-leaf. Also putch-, putcha-leaf. [A
part-transl. of Bengali pacha-pat, f. Bengali pat
leaf.]

= PATCHOULI.
1698 FRYER Ace. E. India ff P. 209 Goods from Acheen..

Patch Leaf, i Bahar Mauncls 7 20 Sear. 1886 YUI.E &
liuKNKLL Anglo-Ittd. Gloss. 517 Patchouli, Patch-leaf, also

Putch- and Putcha-leaf.

t Fa'tchment. Obs. rare~ v
. [f.

PATCH v. +

-MEN'T.] A patchwork.
a 1603 T. CARTWHIGHT Confut. Rhent. N. T. (1618) 205
A patcnment of untruthes.

Patchock : see PATCHCOCK.

Patchouli (pse'tjKH, patj'li). Also 9 pach-,

pach-, patschouli, patehouly, paceioli. [a.

patchouli,
( the vernacular name over the greater

part of the Madras Presidency
1

(SirG, Birdwood in

Athen&um 22 Oct. 1898), the elements of which
are referred by some to Tamil pach^ pachai- green
and ilai leaf: cf. the Bengali pacha-pat (.pat leaf),

and Eng. putcha~haf, or PATCH-LEAF.
The spelling patchouli appears to be French, and may

have arisen in the French possessions on the Coromandel
coast. If there is anything in the conjecture in Hat^.^Dartn.
that it is a phonetically-spelt adaptation of Ei\gTpatc7i-Jaft
this would necessarily carry bark the name in Kr. to a

period anterior to the earliest Eng. examples. But in



PATCH-PANEL.
French dictionaries it was entered as a neologism by Littre

in 1875, and was admitted by the Academic in 1878, long
after it was known in English.]

1. An odoriferous plant {Pogostemon Patchouli^
N.O. Labiatx^, native to Silhat, Penang, and the

Mnlay peninsula, the dried leaves of which are

used for various purposes in the East
;

it yields an

essential oil, from which the scent (see 2) is derived.

1851 FORBI-:S in Art Jrnl. Illustr. Catal. \\. p. vii/i The
..aromatic herbs, the lavenders and rosemarys, hyssop and

peppermints, patchouli and thyme, all yielding volatile oils.

1858 SIMMONDS Diet. Trade, Pa.'c/tonly, an Indian herb.

1866 WATTS Diet. Chem. IV. 357 Patchouli, Pachupat or

Patscha pat. 1873 Ibid. VI. 902 Volatile oil of patschouli

gradually deposits a camphor.
2. A penetrating and lasting perfume prepared i

from this plant.
1845 ALB. SMITH Scattergfod Fain. I. vii, Evening-

party odours .. pachouli, white-wine vapours, and cut

oranges. 1856 C. H EKING ffomatof. Dow. Phys. p. xi,

Perfumery, particularly musk, hartshorn, camphor, paccioli.
1866 Treas. Bot. 910/2 111 effects such as loss of appetite
and sleep, nervous attacks, etc., have been ascribed to the
excessive employment of Patchouli as a perfume.
3. atlrib.j as patchouli camphor, oil.

1881 WATTS Diet. Chem. VIII. 1.197 Patchouli camphor^
CuHacO .. forms regular hexagonal crystals. 1893 Syd*
Soc. Lex.> Patchouli oil, ..is a viscid oil, boils at 282-
294 F., and separate? out on standing as Patchouly
camphor.

t Fa-tch-pa:nel, $b. and a. Obs. [f.
PATCH v.

+ PANEL sbf\
A. sk. One who patches panels ;

? n. jobbing or

botching carpenter : an abusive appellation.
1593 G. HARVEY Pierces Super. Wks. (Grosart) II. 280

'

The starkest Patch-pannell of them all, or the grossest I

hammer-drudge in a county. 1602 DEKKFR Satirom. Wks.
1873 I. 219 [Woman to retired Captain] Hang thee patch- ,

pannell, I am none a thy Charing-Crosse,
B. adj. fit for patching panels or putting into

patchwork ; of little value as material.
1606 Wily Beguiled Prol., Why, noble Cerberus, nothing

but paich-paniiel stuff, old gallimawfries, and cotten candle

eloquence.

Patchwork 'pcc-tf,wKik). [f.
PATCH v. or

sb.l+ \VOBK sb.]

1. Work composed of pieces or fragments put

together, esp. in a makeshift or incongruous
manner" ; a thing patched up ;

a medley, jumble.
Now often viewed as_/f^. from 2.

.71692 POLLEXFEN Disc. Trade (1697) Aiv, It cannot be

expected they should have any effect for common Good,
j

at best, but Patch-work. 1739 Wks. of Learned I. 103
He that thinks the Iliad and Odysses the Patchwork of

,

a Beggar's Rhapsodies. 1872 GEO. ELIOT Middlem. Ixxjv,
This imperfectly-taught woman, whose phrases and habits

were an odd patchwork. 1887 W. S. PRATT in W. Gladden
Parish Probl, 457 Latin and German hymns clever patch-
work often resembling real poetic creations.

b. Work of patching up : see PATCH v. 2. :

nonce use.

1712 SWIFT frill, to Stella 12 Dec., I should ruin myself
with endeavouring to mend them, ..and I have been too

j

much engaged in patchwork already.

2. spec. \Vorkconsistingofsmallpiecesofvariou3
'

kinds of cloth, differing in colour and pattern, and
\

sometimes in size and shape, sewed together by
the edges, generally with ornamental effect, so as

to form one article, as a counterpane, cushion, tea-

cosy, etc. Crazy patchwork^ that in which the

pieces are quite irregular in shape and size : cf.

ClUZY 5.

1726 SWIFT Gulliver i. vi, My clothes . . looked like the
]

patch-work made by the ladies in England, only that mine
j

were all of a colour. 1809 W. IRVING Knickerb. in. iv, I

Every woman . . wore pockets . . fashioned with patch-work
into many curious devices. 1872 G. MACDONALD Wilf. \

Cittnb. I. iii. 17 The bed was covered with an equally charm-

ing counterpane of silk patchwork. 1892 Mus. ALEXANDER
Mammon xix. 268, I wish, Claude, you would do a little

of my crazy patchwork, you work so beautifully.

b. Any surface divided into many small com-

partments of various shapes and kinds.

1865 E. BURRITT Walk Land's End 243 A glorious little

world of Devonshire scenery, carpeted to the rim with the

ficturesque
patchwork of Devonshire verdure. 1880 MRS.

'ARR Adam fy Eve xii, A patchwork of fields spread out
and ran down to the cliffs.

3. Mining, (local.} See quot.
1897 Jrnl. R. Agric. Soc. Mar. 177 The ironstones were

formerly dug out in extensive open-air workings [in S.

Wales] known as 'patchworks '.

4. attrib* a. Made up of miscellaneous pieces
or fragments; composed of a combination of odds
and ends.

1713 GAY Guard. No. 149 f 17 What Horace [Ars Poet.
11. 15-16] says of his patch-work poets:

*

Purpureus late

qui splendeat unus et alter, Assuitur pannus '. 1814 W.
TAYLOR in Monthly Rev. LXXIII. 463 Those second-hand
minds and patchwork intellects. 1876 N. Amer. Re~'.
CXXIII. 420 The patchwork rubric of the English church.

b. Made of, or of the nature of patchwork: see 2.

1840 HOOD Kilmansegs*, Dream vi, No patchwork quilr,
all seams and scars. 1865 DICKENS Mut. Fr. i. xv, There
was the old patch-work counterpane. 1880 MRS. PARR Adam
Eve i, A low chair with, .a patch-work cushion.

5. Comb.
1897 MARY KINGSLHV W. Africa 234 Spread with clean

calico and adorned with patchwork-covered pillows.

548

Patchy (pse'tji), a.i [f. PATCH st>* + -v.]

Abounding in or diversified with patches ;
con-

sisting of patches or small separate areas or tracts ;

resembling patchwork in appearance or structure.

1798 Trans. Soc. Arts XVI. 185 [A crop] in many places
patchy, with intervals of four or five feet without any plants
at all. 1845 yrnl. J?. Agric. Soc. VI. i. 84 The land is

patchy and of different qualities. 187* HUXLEY Phys. iii.

65 The layer appears patchy or spotted. i88z Gardeners
Chron, 4 Mar. 205 A stone or tile edging is certainly pre-
ferable to a patchy Box one. 1895 KEGAS PAITL in Month
Aug. 458 Such a Life is often patchy and scrappy.
Hence Pa'tcliily adv.) in a patchy manner.
1903 Daily Mail 7 Sept. 5/4 Shops, . . started with some

dim idea of being beautiful, have finished by becoming
patchily tin.

Pa'tchy,^. 2
colloq.w dial.

[f.
PATCH sb.% + -Y.]

Of the nature of a 'patch'; cross, ill-tempered,
fractious,

1862 TROLLOPE Orley F. II. iii. 20 He'll be a bit patchy..
just for a while. . .To-monow morning maybe he'll be just
as sweet as sweet.

Pate l
(p^t). (Also 7, 9 pat.) [In common

use from c 1300 : origin unknown.
Some have conjectured it to be a by-form of plate, com-

paring med.L.//a^/ the clerical tonsure, and Du. and Ger.

platte a shaven or bald hc-ad. But evidence is wantii.g.)
1. The head, the skull ; more particularly applied

to that part which is usually covered with hair.

(In modern use, more or less ludicrous or humor-
ous

;
not in serious or dignified use.)

1305 Judas 83 in E. E. P. (1862) 109 He smot him wib a
ston behynde in |>e pate pat al J>e sculle to-daschte J>e brayn
ful out berate, c 1394 P. PL Credit 839 He miste no mai>tre
ben kald (for Crist bat defended), Ne puten no pylion on
his pild pate, c 1430 LYUG. Jack Hare Min. POL ins

(Percy Soc.) 54 Now wesseil N. unto thi jousy pate, Un-
thrift and thou to-gidre be mett, 1535 COVERDALE Ps.
vii. 16 His vnhappynes shall come vpon his owne heade,
and his wicked nes shall fall vpon his owne pate, 1593
SHAKS. z Hen. Vf

t
v. i. 135 He is a Traitor, let him to

the Tower, And chop away that factious pate of his. a 1604
HANMER Chron. ire/. (1809) 325 A foole . . gave him such a
blow upon the pat, that the blood ran downe his eares. 1616
R. C. Times' H'/iistleui. 969 Some curie their pates to make
their luokes more faire. 1632 LITHGOW Trait, ix. 396 An
Eagle taking his bald pate for a white rocke, let a shell-

fish fall on it. 1810 COCK Strains I. 136 (E.D. D.) Wi'

powdered pats; The auld blue lionnet's laid aside, They
maun ha'e Hats. 1883 igth Cent. Dec. 1092 The stubbles
are clo^e shaven as a monk's pate.

2. The head as the seat of the intellect ; hence

put for skill, cleverness, 'brains', and formerly
sometimes for a person possessed of such.
1610 SHAKS. Temp. iv. i. 244 Steale by line and leuell, is

an excellent passe of pate. 1614 SYLVESTER Bethulia's
Rescue i. 109 The Able-most For Pate, Prowess, Purse.

1627-77 FELTHAM Resolves \. xliii. 70 To lay the plot at first,

well ; is matter of more pate. 1630 R. Johnson's Kingd. <y

Comtttw, 39 The greatest Sag^s of the kingdome, .. and
the best pates of Spaine. 1717 PRIOR Aln>a\\\. 355 An odd
conceit, As ever enter 'd Frenchman's pate. 1730 YOUNG
Ep. to Pope 65 Each shallow pate, that cannot read your
name, Can read your life, and will be proud to blame. 1899
E. J. CHAPMAN Drama Two Lives, Aiuph. <$ Ascid. 88

Made manifest to meanest pates.

3. The skin of a calf's head.

1687 Land. Gas. No. 2225/4 Prohibiting the Exportation
of all sorts of Linen Rags, Glovers Clippings, Parchment
Shreads, Calves Pates. 1881 Set. Amer. XLIV. 408 [The
hide] is sold to the salters with the pates and tails on.

"b. In the fur trade, The fur from a black patch
on the head of a rabbit or hare.

1878 Lfre's Diet. Arts IV. 381 At present hare wool is not

sorted, but formerly it was divided into black back^ brtnvn

back, sides, pate (useless), cheeks and tail
t
as in the case of

rabbit wool.

north, dial. Also 7 payte,
paite, 8 pait. [Of obscure origin.
Perhaps from prec., in reference to the white top of its

head, suggesting a bald pate.]

A badger. Also in Comb., pate-head.
i6a8 I'estry Bks. (Surtees) 91 Whosoever shall take any

fox, or pate, or badger, in this parish and bring the heade to

the church, shall have twelve pence paid by the church-
wardens, 1653 Ibid. 194 To George Burne for a pate head,
6d. 1718 Fin^hall Chnrch-w. Ace. (MS.), For y Pait

Head, u. 1788 \V. MARSHALL Yorksh. II. Gloss. (E.D.S.),
Pait, a badger. 1883 T. & K. MACQUOID About Yorksh.
126 The last pate is said to have been killed hereabouts

some twenty-eight years ago.

II Fate (pate). Also 8 patee. [F./ftft-QP.
past4 : see PASTY sb,, PATTY.]
1. A pie, pasty, or patty. Pat de foie gras t pie

or pasty of fatted goose liver, Strasburg pie.

1706 PHILLIPS, Petty Patees .., a sort of small Pyes made
of March -pane, and fill'd with Sweet-meats. 1768 STERNE
Sent. Jonrn., Le Patissier, A chevalier de St. Louis selling

Pates. 1813 Sk, Character (ed. 2) I. 117, I ..sent off the

woman with an oyster pate. 1813 MOORE Post-bag iii. 4
His pates superb and his cutlets sublime ! 1817 LVTTOS
Pelhatn viii, To help myself to \\\t p<We defoie gras.
2. Fortif. See quot. (Krroneously written pate.'}

1704 J. HARRIS Lex. Techn. I, Pate, in Fortification, is a

kind of Platform like what they call an Horseshoe, ..generally

oval, encompassed only with a Parapet.. .It is usually erected

in Marshy Grounds to cover a Gate of a Town. 1802 JAMES
Milit. Did., Pate, Fr.

Pat6, patee, -6e, var. PATTEE (in Heraldry).

Fated (p^-ted), a. [f.
PATE1 + -ED2.] Having

a pate (of a specified kind).

1580 LYLV Enphnes (Arb.) 439 Grose and dull pated.

PATELLARIC.
a 1613 OVERBURY A Wife> etc. (1638) 210 Let him be found
never so idle pattd. 1756 TOLUERVY ///W. 2 Orphans III. 173
So jealous pated a fellow. 1834 H. BULWn France "II. in.

144 The emptiest-pated of the male creatures that she meets.

Patedeiion : see FEDELION.

t Fatefa'Ction. Obs. [ad. L. patefaction-cm,
n. of action from patcfaccre to PATKFY.] The
action of making open, visible, or known

;
a dis-

closing, manifestation, revelation, Declaration.

1553 HALE Vocacyon in Harl. Misc. (Malh.) I. 364 The
patefaction of Christe in the gospel. 1633 T. ADAMS xp.
2 Peter i. n The like patefactiun was to Peter; he 'saw
heaven opened'. 1659 PEARSON Creed i. ii. 44 God hath
also made frequent patefactions of his Deity, a 1703 EUR-
KITT On N. T., Aits Kiii. 26 By way of patefaction and
discovery. 1872 F. HALL Recent Exempt, foist 1'hilol. 27
And now for not to shock a clergyman by profanely
applying the term revelation, the new patefaction.

tPa-tefy, v. Obs. Also 6-7 -ify. [ad. L.

patefac-cre to make open, to open, f. pate-re to be

open + facere to make: cf. liquefy, and see -FY.!

trans. To make open ;
to disclose, manifest, reveal

to the eye or mind.

1533 CRANMER Let. to Bp. of Hereford in Misc. Writ.
(Parker Soc.) II. 263 When the verity and truth of them
shall be patified and made open unto you. 1591 R. BRUCE
Serin. (1843) 282 He hath patefied himself to us by an

heavenly light. 1667 WATEKHOUSE Fire Land. 63 Thus
God patefies the way to his displeasure. 1788 Trifler No.

25. 323 It dimoves every discruciating pain from the stomach,
adjuvates digestion, and patefics obstructions.

t Patel !, -eUCe. Obs. Also 5 -yl, 6 pattle.

[ad, L. patella pan, knee-pan, K. patelle knee-pan.]
1. A pan, a frying-pan, b. The paten or shallow

dish used with the chalice at Communion.
1481 Durham Ace. R oils (Surtees) 07, ij friyng patyls ferr.

1546 Con/itt. N. Shaxton Kviijb, Three crosses.. one wyth
your tliombe in your forheacle, an other vpon your crowne

wyth the patell of the chalice,

2. The patella or knee-pan; also patel-bont,
1578 BANISTER Hist. Man i. 35 This Patell was ordained

to couer the ioynt betwene the thijjhe
and legge. 1598

FLORIO, Rotohi del ginocchio, the whirle bone ordained to

cover the ioint of the knee, the eie-bone, ..the pattle-bune.

I] Patel 2
(pa-tel). East Ind. Also 9 patell,

oil,
-

ail, pattel, potail. [a. MaratM patilt

Hindustani patelt app. f. MarathI pat 'roll or

register* (Yule).] The head-man of a village in

India: the title used in the Central and Western

Provinces, and frequently in S. India, but not in

the Gangetic Provinces.
1802 Chron. App. in Ann. Reg. 526/2 The potail or killedar

of Tirnakull has been hanged. 1816
'

Quiz
' Grand Master

vii. 12 All his attempts could not compel The village rascally

pattl To get him a few fowls and rice*. 1885 G. S, FORBES
Wild Life in Canara 16 Village constables under the

potails, or heads of villages. 1894 Daily A'tzvs 4 Sept. 5/2
The patel decoyed him out of his house at night, and hacked
him to pieces with a hatchet.

Patelet, variant of PATLET, a ruff.

II Patella (patc-la\ [L. patella pan, knee-pan,
dim. of patina pan, PATEN.]
1. Anat. A small movable bone, flattened and

convex in shape, covering the front of the knee-

joint ;
the knee-pan or knee-cap.

1693 tr. BlancartCs Phys. Diet. (ed. 2), Mela, Patella, or

Retnla, a round and broad Bone, at the joynting of the

Thigh and Leg. 1706 PHILLIPS, J^atetta,., Among Anato-

mists, the round, broad Bone, at the joynting of the Thigh
and Leg; the \Vhirl-bone of the Knee. 1840 G. V. ELLIS

Anat. 622 On each side of the patella is the condyle of the

femur. 1854 OWFN Skd. % Teeth in Circ. Sc., Organ. Nat.
I. 252 The patella [of the Hon] is well ossified. 1881

MIVART Cat 109 The knet-pan, or Patella, is a small bone

of an elongated oval shape.
b. transf. In insects, the first joint of the coxa.

2. Archxol* A small pan or shallow vessel ; the

vessel so called by the Romans.
[1398 TKEVISA Barth. De P. R. xix. cxxviii. 11495) nnj/2

Patella is a panne as it were an open croi_ke.] 1851 L>. \\ IL-

SON Preh. Ann. (1863) I. iii. 80 Two brass vessels which.,

appear to have been Roman Patellae. 1857 BIRCH A i.e.

Pottery (1858) II. 331 One is a dish, patera, or patella.

3. A natural formation of the form of a shallow

pan. a. In animals : A cup-like formation ;
a

cotyle. b. In plants : see quot.
1671 Phil. Trans. VI. 2165, I have often observed on

Plumb trees and Cherry trees ; also on the Vine and Cherry-
Laurel certain patellae or flat Husks containing worms.

4. Zool. A genus of Mollusca, containing the

common limpet.
*753 i' 1 CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp.
Patella-ceous, a. Zool. Allied to the limpet.

1857 in MAYNE Expos. Lex.

Patellar (pse-telaj, pate-lai), a. [f.
PATELLA

+ -AR!. Cf. F. patellaire (Uttre).] Of or per-

taining to the patella or knee-pan.
1886 in Cassell's Encycl. DLt. 1893 A. S. ECCLES Sciatica

25 Some writers on sciatica have mentioned the absence of

the patellar reflex as occurring in this malady. 1897 Allbittt's

Syst. Med. II. 367 The physiological deep reflex called the

'knee-jerk' or 'patellar reflex' is sometimes exaggerated.

1809 Ibid. VI. 707 The patellar tendon reactions were lost.

Patellaric (pcetelajrik), a. Chem. [f.
mod.

Bot. L. Patellaria a genus of lichens, deriv. of

patella', see above.] In Patellaric acid, an acid

(C17H 20O 10 ) obtained by Weigelt from the lichen

Patellaria scruposa.



PATELLATE.

1873 WATTS Diet, Chan. VI. 902 Patellaric acid ., yields
with cold baryta-water a salt having a transient blue colour.

Patellate p^-tclA),**. [f.PATELL-A + -ATE 2
2.]

Furnished with, or formed into or like, a patella.
1826 KIRDY SP. Entomol. IV. 325 Patellate . . when the

whole joint i* dilated and shaped something like a patella
or platter. 1887 W. PHILLIPS Brit. Discomycetesyjo Paid'
laria. melazantha. Fries. Sessile, waxy, dry, patellate.

Fate'llidau. Zool. [f.
mod.L. Patellidee, the

limpet family (f. Patella limpet) + -AN.] A member
of the limpet family ; in pi.

= PatelUdse.

1835 KIRBY Hab. ff Inst. Anita. I. ix. 272 Lamarck pro-
ceeds immediately from the Chitonidans to the Patellidans

or Limpets. [1855 W. S. DALLAS ZooL in Orr's Circ. Sc. t

Syst, Nat. Hist. I. 443 The Patellidx^ or Limpets . . are

inclosed in a conical shell.]

Patelliform (pate'lif^im), a. [ad. mod.L. pa-

telliformiS) f. patella : see above and -FOBM.]

Having the form of a patella ; shaped like a shallow

pan, knee-pan, or limpet-shell.
1819 G. SAMOUELLE Entomol, Compend. 158 Patelliform

tarsi. 1835 LINULEY Introd. Bot. (1848) II. 352 The embryo
of Flagellaria indica is patelliform. 1841 JOHNSTON in

Proc. Berw. Nat. Club I. No. 9. 263 The shell spiral, some-
times patelliform. 1887 W. PHILLIPS Brit. Discomycetes So

Cups scattered or gregarious, patelliform, fleshy, pale buff.

Patelline (pse'teUin), a. ZooL [f. L. Patella,

in Zool. (

limpet* + -INE 1
.]

Of or pertaining to

the Pateltidx or limpets. So Pa'tellite [-ITE
1
],

a fossil limpet; Pa'telloid [-OID], Conch., a. of

the form of a patella, limpet-shaped ;
sb. a patel-

loid shell.

1828 WEBSTER, Patellite^ fossil remains of the patella, a
shell. 1851 RICHARDSON Geol. viii. (1855) 243 Some shells

have a patelloid form. 1890 Cent. Diet., Patelline.

II Pate'llula. [mod.L. dim. of patella^} A
small patella ; one of the sucking disks or cups on
the tarsus of water-beetles (Cent. Diet. 1890). So
Fate'llulate a., furnished with or formed into a

patellula (ibid.) ; Fate'llnle, a sessile receptacle
in some lichens (Mayne Expos. Lex. 1857).
Paten (pee* ten). Forms: 4 pateyn(e, 4, 7-9

patin, 5 payten, 5-6 patyn, 5-7 patent, 5-8
patten, 5-9 paterae, 7-9 -ine, 5- paten. [ME.
patent, -eyn(e> a. OF. patene (1380 in Hatz.-

Darm.), ad. L. patena, patina wide shallow vessel,

pan, basin ; cf. Or. iraravrj a kind of flat dish. Cf.

It. pa'tena 'any kind of dish, platter, or charger,
a treene dish or wooden tray \pa~tina 'a dish or

platter, a great charger' (Florio).]
1. The plate or shallow dish, usually circular and

of silver, on which the bread is laid at the celebra-

tion of the Eucharist.
c 1300 Havclok 187 A wol fair cloth bringen he dede, And

ber-on leyde be messebok, pe caliz, and be pateyn ok.
c 1315 SHOREHAM Poems (E. E. T. S.) 52/1444 He takjj be

chalys wyb be wyne, And brede of be pateyne. c 1425 Voc.
in Wr.-Witlcker 648/8 Hec Catena, patent. 1480 CAXTON
Chron. Eng. ccxxx. 245 Charlys leyde his right bond on the

paten with goddes body, and his lift hond on the missale
and said we. .sweren on goddes body and the holy gospels.
1548-9 (Mar.) Bk. Com. Prayer, Coimnttn. Rubric, Laiyng
the hreade upon the corporas, or els in the paten, or in

some other comely thyng, prepared for that purpose. 1649
IER. TAYLOR Gt. Exemp. n. Ad 12. 96 The bread of the

Paten, and the wine of the Chalice. 1662 Bk. Com. Prayer,
Commun. Rubric, Here the Priest is to take the Paten into

his hands. 1718 HICKES & NELSOX J. Kettleivell \\. xxxii.

136 The Vessels . . (being a Patten, two Chalices, a Flagon and
a Bason). 1852 Miss VONGE Cameos (1877) II. xxii. 238 In
full canonical attire, with the chalice and paten in his hands.

b. Used as a cover for the chalice.
c 1430 LYDG. Min, Poems (Percy Soc.) 99 For to make a

declaracioune, On the chalice patyn. c 1440 Promp. Parv.
385/2 Patene, or pateyne of a chalys [v. rr. patent, paten,
BnteaLjftttaUi 1509 Invent, in Hearne Collect. (O. H. S.)

V. 366 A Gret chalcs w l the patent gilt. 1526 Pilgr. Perf,
(W. de W. 1531) 259 The chalice [betokeneth] the sepulcre,
the paten the stone that couered the sepulcre. 1611 COTGR.,
Patine, the Patine, or couer of a Chalice. 1658 PHILLIPS,
Paten, . . a little flat saucer used by the Priests with the
chalice at Masse. 1801 A. RANKED Hist. France I. r. v.

468 Sixty chalices and fifteen patens or covers of pure gold.
2. gen. A shallow dish or plate, arch, or Hist.
[c: 1340 Durham Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 203 In coquina..

2 patene bone.] 1398 TREVISA Barth. De P. R. xvi. vii,

(B. M. MS.), Ydo in concaues of yre and a paten or a shelle

ydo ber vnder. 1656 BLOUNT Glassogr., Patin, ..a great
Platter, a Charger, a Bason to wash in. 1678 PHILLIPS

(ed. 4)1 Patin, ..a sort of Vessel wherein the Priests used
to bring their sodden Meat to Table, a 1704 T. BROWN
Praise of Poverty Wks. 1730 I. 103 A little silver patin,
peculiarly dedicated to the Gods. 18pecu . 1865 SWINBURNE Poems
4- Ball., Masque Q. Bersabe 13 Fed from the gilt patens fine.

1883 SOLON O. E. Potter \. 8 [Articles found in mounds]
are jugs, pipkins, piggins, patens or bowls, .. all articles

made for the poor.
3. A thin circular plate of metal ; anything

resembling or suggesting this.

(In later writers after the Shaks. quot., in which the Qq.
and Fol. i have Pattens, the later Folios patterns. Levins

1570 has both patten and pattern as = L. Prototypon.
But cf. OF. patenne lame plate,

' un bras de bois couvert
de patennes d'argent ', Godef.)
1596 SHAKS. Mtrch. V. v. i. 59 Sit lessica, looke how the

flooreof heauen Isthicke inlayed with pattens of bright gold.
1870 KINGSLEY At Last vii, The Ipomcea Bona-nox, whose
snow-white patmes, as broad as the hand, open at night-fall
on

every hedge. 1888 Archaeol. Rev, Mar. 72 Patins of

gold on both sides of the back of his head to confine his bair.
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4. attrib, t paten-bred (see BRED sb.}; paten-
cover, a paten forming the cover of a chalice.

1501 Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scot. 11-73 Item.. for
ij patene.

breddis of ivvory bane to the Gray Freris of Strivehn . . iiijs.

1880 Arch&ol. Cantiana XIII. 417 The silver Communion
cup, of date 1693-4, has a paten-cover.

Paten, obs. form of PATENT, PATTEN

Patency (pf''tensi). ff. PATENT : see -ENCY.]
1. The state or condition of being open or exposed

to view ; openness ; manifestness, obviousness.

1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Patency, a lying open, or un-
covered. 1658 OSBORN Adv. Son Wks. (1673) 202 From this

patency, his Policy was not only enervated, but rendred
more destructive. 1843 Black. Mag. LI V. 525 The patency
of error is ever a sure prelude to its extirpation. 1886

J. E. C. WELLDON Aristotle's Rhet. 142 The patency and
notoriety of the facts.

2. The condition of being open, expanded, or

unobstructed, as a passage. (In scientific use.)
1845 G. MOORE Poiver of Sott[(\%\6) 149 The patency of

his bowels. 1861 BUMSTKAD Ven.Dis. (1879) 302 Unless the

patency of the canal be kept up. 1898 Alllnttt'sSyst, Mai.
V. 700 Complete patency of the foramen ovale.

Pateiier (partenoj). [ad. L. paienarius, {.

patena PATEN: see-ER a
.] In the mediaeval Church,

An acolyte who held up the empty paten during
a part of High Mass.

[1439 Mem. Ripon (Surtees) III. 232 Uni subdiacono, uni

thunbulario, uni patenario.] 1853 ROCK Ch, of Fathers
IV. xii. 194 This offertory-cloth was not as now cast about
the shoulders of the 'patener '..but folded round the paten
itself. 1897 MICKLETHWAITE Ornaui. cf Rubric 35 The
patener or third minister when he brought in the chalice
and when he held up the paten.

Patent (pt
r
"tent, pic'tent), n. Also 5 patant,

5-8 pattent, 6 patentt, paytent, paten, 6-7
patten. [In branch I, a. F. patent, -ente, ad. L.

patent-em open, lying open, pr. pple. of patere to

lie open, esp. in lettres patentee (1292 in Britton),
med.L. littersi patentcs ; in II, directly from L.

(For the analogy of pronunciation, cf. latent,

parent ; (psetcnt) prevails in U. S. So in the

derivatives. In official use in England, branches
I and II are sometimes differentiated as (pae'tent)
and (p^'tent).]

I. 1. In letters patent (Lat. litters patentcs, Fr.

lettres patentes, whence, I5~i8th c., letters patents;
also, in I4th c., lettre patent : An open letter or

document (see quot. 1891), usually from a sovereign
or person in authority, issued for various purposes,
e. g. to put on record some agreement or contract,
to authorize or command something to be done,
to confer some right, privilege, title, property, or

office; now, especially, to grant for a statutory
term to a person or persons the sole right to

make, use, or sell some invention.

[1292 BRITTON i. i. io_ Nous les maumlerpms par nos
lettres

and men of Scotlond schulde doo homage legeaunce and
feaute to the kynges of Engelond. 1398 Barth. De P. R,
xix. Ixi. (1495) 898 Letters ben sealyd wyth wexe closyd and
patent. 14^ Naval Ace. Hen. VII (1896) 3 Thomas Roger
to whome it pleased the Kyng. .by his letters patentes vnder
his grete seall to graunte thoflice of keper and clerk of his

Shipps. 1530 PALSGR. 252/2 Patent letters, Uttres patentes.
1598 HAKLUVT Voy. I. 153 In testimony whereof we haue
caused these our letters to be made patents. i6ia DAVIES
Why Ireland, etc. (1787) 6 He gave license by his letters

patent. 1707 CHAMBERLAYNE Pres. St.Eng, n. ii. 79 The
King.. By his Letters Patent may erect new Universities,

Boroughs.ColIeges, Hospitals [etc.]. Ibid.\\v. 189 Here [High
Court of Chancery] are sealed and enrolled Letters Patents.

1863 H. Cox Instit. i. vii. 65 Richard II was the first to

confer the peerage by letters-patent. 1891 SCARGILL-BIRD
Guide to P. R. O. 32 The Letters Patent were, .written upon
open sheets of parchment, with the Great Seal pendent at
the bottom.. [while] the *

Litteras Clausae
',
or Letters Close,

..being of a more private nature, and addressed to one or
two individuals only, were closed or folded up and sealed on
the outside.

fig. a 1592 GREENE Jos. IV, it. i. Wks. 198 Living by
your wit as you do, shifting is your letters-patents, a 1623
Bovs in Spurgeon Treas. Dav. Ps. xix. Introd., It is a letter

patent, or open epistle
for all. 1660 GAUDEN God's Gt.

Dcwwnstr. 56 By the Letters patients of the holy Scriptures,
whereofno man. .can without sin be ignorant. i7iiSHAFTESi3.
Charac. (1737) III. 338 What party by.. virtue of any im-
mediate testimonial from heaven are thus intitled? Where
are the letters-patent? the credentials?

2. Conferred by letters patent ; endowed with
a patent. Of a person: Appointed by letters patent,
1597-6 Act 39 Ells. c. 4 2 All .. Proctors, Procurers

Patent Gatherers or Collectors for Gaoles Prisons or Hospit-
alles. 1660 PEPYS Diary 4 May, In case the King do restore

every man to his places that ever had been patent. 1707
CHAMBERLAYNE Pres. St. Eng. \\\. 501 Patent-Officers [of
the Customs] in the Out-Ports. 1845 DISRAELI Sybil iv. ii,

Lord Deloraine..held a good patent place which had been
conferred on his descendants by the old chancellor. 1891
Daily News 23 Feb. 3/2 The three great patent houses Her
Majesty's, Drury Lane, and Covent Garden which enjoy
the proud privilege of opening their doors without seeking
the permission of the Lord Chamberlain. 1897 L. EDMUNDS
Law Letters patent 18 The subject of a patent privilege.

t b. Joint or joined patent : sharing by letters

patent in some privilege or office : cf. PATENT sb. i,

quot. 1450. AlsoySJf. Obs.

PATENT,

1552 HULOET, loynt patent with another, as where, ii. men
haue one office ioyntly, duuinnir. a 1586 SIDNEY Arcadia
n. (1622) 207 So incredibly blinded, .that hee could thinke
such a Queene [Artaxia] would be content to be ioyned-
patentwith another [Erona] to haue such an husband. 1608
D. T[UVIL] Ess. Pol. fy Alor. 37 Where Prayse and Honour
haue been ioyn'd patent with Exercise.

3. Of an invention : Protected or covered by
letters patent; appropriated by letters patent to

one or more persons for manufacture, use, or sale.

Also in the names of inventions formerly patented, for

which the patent has expired, as patent fuel (quot. 1894);

Patent inside (or outside), a newspaper supplied to local

publishers printed only on one side, the blank side being
left to be filled with local matter; patent leather: see
LEATHER sb. i.

1707 MORTIMER Husl>. I. ix. 124 Madder, .in King Charles
the First's time, .was made a Patent Commodity. 1787

'

G.
GAMBADO ' Acad. Horsemen (1809) 34 Provide yourself with
a pair of patent stirrups. 1799 Europ. Mag. XXXVI. 179
The venders of patent or quack medicines. 1824 BYRON
Juan xvi. xxvi, He read an article the king attacking, And
a long eulogy of Patent Blacking'. 1852 MORFIT Tanning
$ Currying (1853) 453 Gla/ed or Varnished Leather, .known
in commerce as patent leather, is very largely used for dress
boots and shoes. 1887 Spectator 24 Sept. 1283 No greater
proof of credulity than the belief in patent medicines. 1894
Patent Specification No. 13299. i l>y patent fuel we mean
..any kind of small coals, or any mixture of various kinds
thereof. . moulded or compressed into blocks or briquettes of
various shapes and sizes. 1900 Daily Neivs 5 Nov. 7/1
Thousands of country weekly papers fill up their pages by
what are known as 'patent insides '.

b. fg. and transf. To which one has a pro-

prietary claim
; also, special for its purpose ;

sovereign, superlative.
1797 NELSON in Nicolas Lett. II. 3-16 There is a saying in

the fleet too flattering for me to omit telling viz.
' Nelson's

Patent Bridge for boarding First Rates', alluding to my
passing over an enemy's 8o-gun ship. 1807-8 Svn. SMITH
Plywhy's Lett. II. So That patent Christianity which has
been for some lime manufacturing at Clapham, 1819 CKAUBE
T. of Hall\\\. 94 He claims a right on all things to decide ;

A kind of patent-wisdom. 1838 DICKENS Pickw, xxxviii,
Put your hand into the cupboard, and bring out the patent
digester [a black bottle half full of brandy].

II. 4. Open as a door, gate, or aperture, so as

to allow free passage.
1563 Jteg", Privy Council Scot, I. 240 Sail mak the house

of the Armytage patent at all tymes to hir Hienes. a 1578
LINDKSAY (Pitscottie) C/iroti. Scot. (S. T. S.) I. 16 [He] gave
command how oft scho plt'issit to haue entrcs to the castell

that it sould be patent. 1584 Aberdeen Regr. (1848) II. 52
At the quhilk patent portis thair sail be ane daylie wache.

1639 in Spalding Trottb. Chas. / (Spald. Cl.) II. 36 How
muche he is obliged to respect and give a patent eir heirefter

to there faider grievances. 1733 CHEVNE Eng. ^lalady n.

xi. 3. 231 Throwing them [the thuds] off by the safest

and most patent Outlets. 1898 IVestm. Gaz, 5 Oct. 4/2 One
extremity of the tube is sealed, the other end is patent.

5. Open as to situation
;
not shut in; unenclosed

;

of unobstructed access
; freely accessible. Now rare.

1432-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) I. 61 And also for the patente

magnitude ftlethe by more efficacite the strenijhte of be

moonethen aseecoartate. Ibid. 179 [Constantinople] Whicne
is patente on euery syde to men s-aylenge from Asia and

Europa, compassede alle moste with the grete see. 1566
Acts 3- Constit. Scotl. To Rdr. t^iij, The Romanis..had
thair statutis.. writtm in Tabillis, and fixit in the maist

publique and patent placis. 1839 BAILEY Festus xix. (1852)

285 A circular temple, patent to the sun. 1867 CARLVLB
Rcmin. n. 137 Nith valley lay patent to the S.

6. Spreading, expanded; spec. fa. Her. Ap-
plied (in early works) to a cross having expanded
extremities ;

- PATTEE. Obs.

1486 Bk. St. Allans^ Her. C ij b. An oder cros.
.straythyr

In the myddis then in thenddys with opyn corneris . . hit is

calde a cros patent. And ye shall say.. He berith Sable a
cros paty of Siluer. Ibid. Civ, Hit is calde a cros flurri

patent for he hath his endis opyn. 1610 GUILLIM Heraldry
n. vii. 68 This is called a Crosse Patee ..because the ends

are broad and patent.

b. Bot. Spreading, opening wide, as petals;

diverging widely from the axis, as branches or

leaves; = OPEN a. 6. Zool. Patulous; having a

wide aperture, or a shallow cavity.

1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp. s.v. Leaf, Patent Leaf, one
which stands almost strait out from the stalk, or nearly at

right angles with it. 1819 CRABUE T. ofHall ix. 288 Long
were the learned words, and urged with force, Panduriform,

pinnatifid, premorse, Latent, and patent, papulous and plane.

1870 HOOKER Stud. Flora 178 Branches of cyme patent or

reflexed after flowering.

7. Open to view, exposed to sight ; hence, exposed
to the mental view ; clear, plain, evident, manifest,

obvious; = OPEN a. 5, 12.

1308 "m Ripon Ch. Acts (Surtees) 330 Stone, with a scriptor
to be paytent upppn the same. ija8 St. Papers Hen. y/ff,
IV. 538 Yat ye King oure broyens gude mynd may be maid

patent to cure derrest son.
16351

^" tr^* Bostfs Compl.
Woman L Ciij, That which is patent even to our senses,
cannot be proved but very hardly with the force ofour reason.

1857 H. MILLER Test. Rocks Hi. 136 The geologic evidence is

so complete as to be patent to all. i8? BLACKIE Self-Cult.

39 A patent fact, as certain as anything in mathematics.
1888 BRYCE Amer. Commit}. I. v. 56 The disadvantages of

the American plan are patent.

8. Open to general knowledge or use ; generally
accessible or available for use ; public.
1566 Acts (5- Constit. Scotl. To Rdr. -f 'Ui To cause publis

and make patent the Lawis. i6oa WARNER Alb. En$. xii.

Ixx. (1612) 294 For Guinie, in her highnesse raigne acquir'd
and patent made. 1834 SIR W. HAMILTON Discuss. (1852)

474 The Colleges would be equally patent to such dissenters



PATENT.
as were not averse from their observances, 1838 in

Reid's Wks. 1 1. 683 nc te, The greater number ofthose [works]
now extant were preserved and patent during the two
centuries and a half intervening between the death of
Aristotle and their pretended publication by Tyrannion.
9. Comb.,, as patent-winged (cf. 6 b), having

wings spreading widely apart.
1753 J. HILL///S/. Anim. 79 The patent-winged Phalaena.

Pa'tent (see prec.), sb t Forms : see prec.

[oiig. short for letter(s} patent: see prec. So F.

patcnte (for lettre patente}^ med. (Anglo-)L. patens
(1367 in Du Cange), It., Sp. patente.]
1. A document conferring some privilege, right,

office, etc. ;
= letters patent', see PATENT a. i.

[1347 Rolls ofParlt. II. 169/2 Quelespoveres..approchent
auTresorer, &monstrent lour Patentes& Obligations.] 1375
Sc. Leg. Saints xxv. (Julian} 160 J?are-one gaf J>ame his

patent [L. scripsit\ bat quha-euir ware traweland by hat
sted..bai suld helpe bame. 1399 Rolls of Parlt. III. 452
That all the Patentes and Charters that they, & any of hem
hath.. be golden uppe into the Chauncellerie. 1423 Ibid.
IV. 256/1 The Officers made by his patentes roialx. 1429 in

Heath Grocers' Comp. (1869) 60 Alsoe for ya sealc of owre

g'eate
patente 8 5 o. 1450 Paston. Lett. I. 129 As for the

uche on this side Trent, Sir Thomas Tudenham had
a joynte patent with the Duke of Suffolk. 1451 Rolls of
Parlt. V. 221/1 The annuell xx marcs graunted. .in tlicire

Patentes of their creation. 1577-87 HOUXSHKD d'/mv/. III.

1245/1 The kings patent, or open writ, or commandement,
vnder the scale of Edward the kings eldest son. 1589
Pasqnirs Ret. D iij, I meane to be Clarke of their Audit. .,

my Paten is already sealed. 1695 SiBBAXD Awtobiog, (1834)

132, I. .was examined, .and gott my patent of Doctor ther.

a 1715 liuRNET Own Tiini? (1766) I. 270 They thought fit to

take out a patent, which constituted them a body, by the
name of the Royal Society. 1821 J. MARSHALL Const. Opin.
(18-59) 243 Thft grant by a state of a patent of nobility. 1896
Laiu Times C. 357/1 An outgoing Irish Attorney-General
received a patent of precedence entitling him to take work
at the bar immediately after the Law Officers of the Crown.

t b. A papal licence or indulgence :
= INDUL-

C.ENCE 3. Obs.

1377 LAMGL. P. PL B. VH. 194, I sette ^owre patentee and
3o\vre pardounz at one pies hele ! Ibid. xiv. 191 Ac be

perchemyn of bis patent ofpouerte be moste. c 1386 CHAUCER
Pard. Prol. 9 Thanne my bullcs sbewe I alle and some
Cure lige lordes seel on my patente.

(
c. An official certificate or licence generally ;

esp. a health certificate. Obs.

1615 G. SANDYS Trav. 226 Euery ship had a neat Patent
to shew that those places from whence they came were free

from the infection. 1632 LITHGOW Trav. vn. 336, I am..

newly come from Jerusalem. ., and loe there is my Patent.

1632 J. HAYWARD tr. Biondi's Eromena 37 It being not
lawfull for them, to commerce or trafficke without their

patent of health, from the place whence they parted. 1666

Lond. Gaz. No. 48/1 But he. .immediately departed, .with-

out Patent, .and is gone Westwards.

2. A licence to manufacture, sell, or deal in an
article or commodity, to the exclusion of other

persons ;
in modern times, a grant from a govern-

ment to a person or persons conferring for a certain

definite time the exclusive privilege of making,
using, or selling some new invention.

r 15880. LONGI.; in Ellis Qrig. Lett. Ser.ii. III. i57pollyne
and Carye obtained the Patent for making of Glass in

England in Septembertheixth yeare[i566-7] of the Queene's
Majesties raigne for xxj. years ensueinge. .which Patent was

fully expired a years ago. 1597 in D'Kwes Jrnls. 573
Abuses practised by Monopolies and Patents of priviledge.

1656 W. D. tr. Comenius Gale Lat. Unl. 70,9 The com-

munity, .is never well provided for, if monopolies or patents
bee permitted, 1701 J. PETER Truth 23 This Invention

being limited by the Patent, to the Patentee, or his Assigns.

1791 'G. GAMBADO' Ann. Horsem. i. (1809) 69, I shall be

able to get a patent for it, which cannot but prove very
lucrative. 1800 MAR. EDGEWORTH Will v, He advises me
to take out a patent for the dye. 1825 J. NICHOLSON

Operat. Mechanic 618 The term of the patent being now
expired, many other manufactories of this cement have been
established. 1876 ROGERS Pol. Econ. xvil. (ed. 3) 226 The
law protects inventors and authors by patents and copy-

right. 1897 L. EDMUNDS Law of Letters patent 2 In con-

sequence of the very numerous grants of patents for inven-

tions, the word '

patent
'

has, in common parlance, come to

suggest a patent for an invention only.

3. A process or invention which has been patented,
or for which a patent has been taken out.

1862 Illustr. Catal. Exhib. I. Class viii. 8 The great dis-

tinctive feature of this Company's patent. 1867 J. HATTON
Tallants of B. i. He secured shares in several important
patents. 1879 CasselFs Techn. Educ. IV. 90/2 The word

patent is taken to signify either the letters patent by which
the monopoly is granted, or the subject-matter of the grant.

b. Elliptically for some patent commodity the

name of which is understood from the context.

1888 J. INGLIS Tent Life in Tigcrland 26 A handsome

ivory-handled Thomas's patent lying on the table. . . It carries

a heavy bullet. 1898 Daily News 5 Ap_r. 9/5 An improved
demand prevailed for flour... In American brands, patents
ruled at 31$. to 31^. 6</. 1904 Daily Chron. 10 Mar. 4/5, I

say,. it's rather rash to do gardening in patents, isn't it?

4. A territory, district, or piece of land conferred

by letters patent. U. S.

1632 in Winthrop Hist. New Eng: (1853) 1. 93 note, [Stephen
Batchelor was, at a court, 3 October, 1632] required to for-

bear exercising his gifts as a pastor or teacher publicly in

our patent. 1634 W. WOOD fftw Eng. Prosp. \. i, It is not

my intent to wander far from our Patent. 1823 F. COOPER
Pioneers viii, This term, Patent ..meant the district of

country that had been originally granted to old Major
Effingham, by the '

King's letters patent '.

6. Jig. A sign or token that one is entitled to
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something ; authority or commission to do some-

thing ;
leave or title to possess something.

1590 SHAKS. Mids. A", i. i. 80 So will I grow, so Hue, so
die my lord, Ere I will yeeld my virgin Patent vp Vnto his

Lordship. 1604 Oth. iv. i. 209 Giue her pattent to offend,
for if it touch net you, it comes neere no body. 1645 G.
DANIEL Poems (Grosart) II. 34 Nature's Patent, Stampt with
Heaven's Great Scale. 1836 H. ROGERS J. Howe x. (1863)
273 Dr. Crisp had a patent for nonsense and vulgarity, which
defied successful imitation. 1874 MRS. OLIPHANT Rose in

June i, That hand was in itself a patent of gentility.

6. attrib. and Comb., as patent age, -infringer^
law

t -mongert solicitor
\ patent office, an office

from which patents are issued and where the

claims to patents are examined; patent-right, the

exclusive right conferred by letters patent ; patent-
roll, a parchment roll containing the letters patent
issued in Great Britain (or formerly in England)
in any one year; see qnot. 1888.

1819 BYRON Juan i. cxxxii, This is the *patent-age of new
inventions For killing bodies, and for saving souls. 1901
ll'estw. Caz. 28 June n/i To prevent cutting by wicked
*patcnt infringers and others. 1832 BABBAGK Econ. A/amtf.
Introd. (ed. 3) 8 The important subject of the "Patent-laws.

1803 Poet. Petit, agst. Tractorishig Trumpery 49 While a
spruce young "'patent-monger Contrives to wheedle simple
ninnies. i88z W. H. PRKECE in Standard 29 Aug. 2/4 It

had checked the rapacity of Company promoters and patent-
mongers. 1696 Lond. C,az. No. 3248/4 The *Patent Office

is removed from Symond's Inn to Sir Richard Pigott's
House. 1870 EMERSON Soc. <$ Solit. viL 129 The patent-
office, where are the models from which every hint is

taken. 1825 J. NICHOLSON Of-erat. Mechanic 651 The
principle upon which his *patent-right is founded. 1860
BARTLF.TT Diet. Amer. (ed. 3) s. v., In the United States
an inventor takes out a '

patent right
'

; in England,
'
letters

patent'. 1700 TYRRELL Hist. Eng, II. 802 The *Patent-

Rplls of this Year. 1888 W. RYE Rec. $ Rec.-searching
xiii. 98 The Patent Rolls extend from 3 John (1201), and
contain innumerable giants of offices and lands, fairs and
markets, confirmations, licenses to crenellate or fortify,
licenses for the election of bishops, abbots, &c., creations of

peers, pensions, &c., and of later years the patents for

inventions.

Patent (patent, part-), v. [f. PATENT ^.andrt.]
1. trans. To grant a patent to

;
to admit to some

privilege or rank by letters patent, rare.

1828-32 WEBSTER, Patent
^
to grant by patent. To secure

the exclusive right of a thing to a person ; a*, to patent an
invention, .to the author. 1831 J. HOLLAND Mattuf. Metal
I. 186 An oval link with a stay in it. .had. -been before

patented to captain Brown. 1881 G. W. CABLE Mme.
Dclfihinc ii. 10 They would have been patented as the dukes
of Little Manchac and Barrataria.

2. To take out or obtain a patent for
;

to obtain

by letters patent the sole right to produce and sell.

1822 Technical Repository II. 214 He patented many
different modes of carrying his invention into effect. 1876
ROUTLEDCE Disco?*. 14, 2o years before, Watt had patented
but had not constructed a locomotive engine.

b. fig. To originate and be proprietor of.

(familiar.}
1900 Academy 21 July 49/1 A tendency., to fall in to a style

patented by Ouida.

3. To obtain a patent right to land. U. S.

1874 RAYMOND Statist. Mines fy Mining 5\<) Several lodes

are held in common, and are so situated that they may be

patented in common or worked in common. 1883 American
VI. 19 Another very large quantity [of public land] has been
voted to the railroads, and, although much of it is not yet

patented, it is open to their claims as fast as they construct

their roads.

4. [from PATENT a. 7.] To make patent or

open to sight or notice. rare~~ l
.

1889 Chamb. Jrnl. 2 Feb. 66/1 The charming fair one has

unwillingly patented upon the snow the hideous fact that

she wears high-heeled boots.

Hence Pa-tented ppl. a. ; Pa-tenting vbl. sb.

1837 Penny Cycl. VIII. 98 The patented invention of

Arkwright. 1868 Daily News 2 Nov., His excessive anxiety
to anticipate the free decision of the colonies by occupying
them with a staff of patented bishups. 1883 Ibid. 25 Sept.

3/1 Patenting was unnecessarily and unwisely expensive,
and the poor patentee was left almost without any aid or

guidance.

Patent, obs. f. PATEN, PATTEN ; erron. form of

POTENT, staff.

Patentable (p^tentab'l,p3e't-), a. [f.
PATENT

v. + -ABLE,] That may be patented, capable of

being patented. Hence Patentability, capability
of being patented.
1847 in WEBSTER. 1852 Frasers Mag. XLVI. 499 The

sense m which patentable inventions can be adopted. 1879
CasselFs Techn. Editc. IV. 90/2 The kinds of inventions

that are patentable. 1883 H.C. MERVIN(//V/^) The Patent-

ability of Inventions.

t Fa'tentary, a. Obs. rare 1
,

[f.
PATENT sb.

-h -ABY.]
'

Of or pertaining to a patent.

1734 FALLE Jersey iii. (ed. 2) 192 Here then lay the Point

in dispute, whether the Ordinance of Henry VII, .. or the

Patentary Clause, should stand.

Patentee (p^ :

t>, p^tentf ). Also 7 patenty,

pattentie. [f.
PATENT sb. + -EE *

: cf. mortgagee ;

perh. first in an AngloFr. form patente. (Mod.F.

patente in same sense is only of i gth c.)] One to

whom letters patent have been granted ; b. now

esp. one who has taken out a patent for some new

invention, or the like; cf. PATENT sb. 2.

1442 Rolls of Parlt. V. 62/2 Delivered by the Fermours,
Patentees, Tenauntsand Occupiours. 1495 Adii Hen. I'U,

PATERFAMILIAR.
c. 16 The Kinges Committees or his patentees for the kepyiig
of the seid Toun as afore is ?eid. 1583 in Hakluyt Voy. (1600)
JIT. 189 With expresse prohibition, .against all others, which
shall go thither without the licence of the patentee or his

assignes first obteined. i6zz K. MISSKLDEN Free Trade (nd.. 2)

72 '1'he question is, who is then the Monopolian, whether
the Patentees, or their Assignes? 1647 CLARENDON Hisf.
Reb. v.

330 In all Publick Acts .. they were desired to be
admitted joynt Patentees with his Majesty in the Regality.
1724 SWIFT Prometheus Wks. 1755 III. n. 150 Wood the

patentee's Irish half-pence. 1765 T. HUTCHINSON Hist,
Mass. I. i. 2 The patentees of the Northern colony. 1791
BosWELL Johnson an. 1747, David Garrick, having become
joint patentee and manager of Drury-lane theatre. 1818
CRUISE Digest (ed. 2) II. 492 John Hawkins, the heir of the
said Joan, . . upon a scire facias against the patentee, had
judgement to recover the lands.

b. 1691 T. H[ALE] Ace. New Invent, p. 1, The Patentees of
Ihese New Lights. 1701 [see PATENT so. 2]. 1731 Genii.

Mag. I. 452 Patentees of a new invented Plough. 1879
Casselfs Techn. Editc. IV. 91/1 Provided the patentee
is the first person who has produced the substance in a
sufficient quantity to make it a maiketable article.

c. Jig. f One to whom something has been

granted (ofa.) ; an inventor and proprietor of some-

thing.
1616 B. PARSONS Mag. Charter 15 So God.Joyneth them

patentees heere together. 1900 Westtn. Gaz. 27 Aug. 2/2
Mr. Plunkett is the patentee of the policy of killing Home
Rule by kindness. 1903 Daily Chron. 9 Dec. 4/3 Mr.

Spencer . . may indeed be called the inventor and patentee
of evolution.

Hence Patentee'd ppl. a., made a patentee, pro-
vided with letters patent.
1775 ADAIR Amer. Ind. 144 tiofe. Since the patenteed race

of Daub'

[f.
PATENT sb. +

iblers set foot in their land.

f Pa-tenter. Obs. rare 1
.

-EU 1
.]

A patentee,
1641 S'c. Acts Chas. I (1817) V. 585/1 pe saidis patenters

be be forsaid act obleist them thair aires,..not to..seik any-

greater dewetie.

Pa'tentizing, vbl. sb. nonce-wd.
[f.

PATENT
sb. + -IZE + -ING 1

.]
The granting and taking

out of patents.
1829 IVestin. Rev. Apr. 417 It is a strange disease in

England, the said patentizing.

Patently (p^-tentli, part-), adv. [f. PATENT
a. + -LY ^.] In a patent manner; openly, obviously,

manifestly, plainly, evidently, clearly.

1863 D. G, MITCHELL Farm ofEdgewood 245 So patently
and egregiously wrong. 1879 STEVENSON Trai: Cerenncs

171, I saw with regret my revolver lying patently disclosed.

Pa-tentor. [f.
PATENT + -OB.]

1. One who grants a patent : correlative to

patentee.
2. One who takes out a patent, a patentee.
1890 in Cent. Diet, (no quotation).

Pate :ntoteTnate, a. rare. [f. patcnto- y irreg.

combining form of L. patent-em PATENT a. +

TKKNATE.] Patently or widely ternate.

1867 J. HOGG Microsc. 390 The large patentoternate spicula.

Patenty, obs. form of PATENTEE.

Pateque, var. PASTEQUE 0/>s. t water-melon.

II Pater. [L. pater father.]

1. (pae'tai)
= PATERNOSTER i (being the first

Word of the Lord's Prayer in Latin).
ci33o R. BRUNNE Chron. (1810) 341 pat for him with de-

uocioun said pater & ane. 13.. E. K. A Hit. P. A. 484
Neuer nauber pater ne crede. 1638 LITHGOW Trav. ix.

411 Pattering an abridged Pater. 1842 BARIIAM /<?/. Leg.
Ser. n. Ingol. Penance, Let a mass be sung, and a pater be

said. 1896 Dublin Rev. Apr. 278 Saying a pater perhaps
in silence for St. Edythe's intercession.

(
2. A priest, a monk :

= FATHER 6 b. Also

in Comb, pater-guardian (see quot.). Obs.

c 1630 Scot. Pasquil 7 A sprincle . . held in hand of vested

Pater. 1656 BLOUNT Glossogr.^ Pater-guardian, a Father-

guardian; a title given to the chief of the Franciscan Friers

in their Monasteries.

3. (p^'tai) Familiarly used for father; chiefly

in schoolboys' slang,
1728 RAMSAY Monk $ Miller's Wife 25 A youth sprung frae

a gentle pater. 1880 Miss BRADDON Just as I am xiv, You
are not afraid of your pater being caught by her elderly

wiles. 1893 F. F. MOORE Gray Eye or So II. 202 Don't let

us get into a sentimental strain, pater. 1900 G. SWIFT

Somerley 126 The pater will say I'm a fool, the mater'll say
the girl isn't good enough for me.

II Patera (patera). PI. -. Also 9 pattera.

{L.patera, i.patere to be open. Cf. patina, patella.']

1. Rom. Antiq. A broad flat saucer or dish, used

esp. in pouring out libations at sacrifices.

1658 SIR T. BROWNE Hydriot. iii. 39 Sacrificing patera's,

and vessels of libation. 1759 B. MARTIN Nat. Hist. Eng.
II. Herts. 5 Many Urns, and Patera* of fine red Earth.

1843: PRICHARD Nat. Hist. Man (ed. 2) 190 Some hold in

their right hand a drinking-cup, and in their left a patera.

2. Arch. An ornament resembling a shallow

dish ; any flat round ornament in bas-relief.

1776 H. WALPOLE Let. to
Jif.

Mason 29 Feb., A sphinx,

masks, a patera, and a running foliage of leaves. 1784 J.

BARRY in Led. Paint, v. (Bohn 1848) 198 The triglyphs and

pateras ordinarily used. 1837 Civil Eng. fy Arch. Jrnl. I.

59/2 The ceiling is divided into compartments, and orna-

mented with enriched mouldings taxdfOttnk

Pateraro, -ero, var. PEDKERO, a small gun.

Patercove, Paterer: see PATRICO, PATTERER.

t Pa:terfamrliar, a. Oh. rare. [f. next,

after familiar.] Of or pertaining to a pater-



PATERFAMILIARLY.
familias ; paternal, patriarchal. Hence f Pater-
fami-liarly adv.
c 1650 NEEDHAM Case of Comutw, Stated 6 The Pater-

familiar way of Government being insufficient to correct
those grand enormities, there was need of some one more
potent than the rest. 1654 GAYTON Picas, Notes in. vhi.

117 They.. send for their friends of both sexes, and very
pater-familiarly, advice them [etc.].

I] Paterfamilias (pt
1J:
taj-,pK't3Jiami-lias). [L.

Paterfamilias the father or head of a household

(families, archaic genitive Qifamilia}^\
1. Rom* Law. The head of a family or household

having the authority belonging to that position
over the persons composing it ; also,

a person of

either sex and any age who is siii juris and free

from parental control.

1850 MERIVALE Rent. Emj>. (1865) I. i. 20 The colonies of
Roman citizens planted in the provinces .. held the position
of the son towards the paterfamilias. 1859 T. SANDERS
Justinian (ed. 2) 99 The head was the paterfamilias^ a
term not expressive of paternity.., but merely signifying
a person who was not under the power of another, and who,
consequently, might have others under his power. 1875
MAINE Hist. hist. xiii. 370 The authority of the Patriarch
or Paterfamilias over his family is ,. the element . . out of
which all permanent power of man over man has been
gradually developed.
2. The (male) head of a family or household.
c 1430 LYDG. Min. Poems (Percy Soc.) 170 PaterfamuHas,

wise and expert of olde. 1609 DEKKER Gvlls Hornc-bk.
(1812) 163 It would make the vintners believe you were
pater familias ^ and kept a house. 1688 SIR E. HERBERT
Hales* Case 21 In this Notion the Estate of every Pater-
familias may be said to be/r0 bono coinmuni of his Family.
1754 A. MURPHY Grays Inn Jrnl.(\-]~$} II. 188, 1 am here a
Kind of Pater-familias with all my little Brood of Hens and
Chickens around me. 1860 THACKERAY Round. Papers^
Letts's Diary (1862) 186 The habit of running up bills with
the milliners, and swindling paterfamilias on the house bills.

1891 MRS. RIDDELL Afatt 7'auf6g The inevitable English
party.., paterfamilias, materfamilia^, and many daughters.

fig. 1628 VKNNER Baths of Bathe (1650) 356 The stomach
which is, as I may so say, the Paterfamilias of the body.
(11677 BARROW Serin. (1687) I. xxiv. 326 The. .bounty
and munificence with which this great Paterfamilias hath
provided for the necessary sustenance. .ofhis creatures. -

Fateriform (pae'terif^im), a.
[f. PATEBA +

-FOBM.] Of the shape of a patera.
1826 KIRBY & SP. Entomol. IV, 325 Paterifortn^,. when

the joints are somewhat dilated and very short, shaped
somewhat like a shallow bowL

Paterin, -e : see PATABIN.

Paterish (p^'terif), a. locaL [Origin obscure ;

the word appears in some districts %& patherish or

potherish.] Of a sheep: Affected with water on
the brain, causing giddiness and stupidity.
1794 YOUNG Ann. Agric. XXII. 225 The disorders that

attack [ewes] are the red-water, and being paterish, which last

disease is never cured. 1803 R. W. DICKSON Pract. Agric.
(1807) II. 706 Sheep in this situation among South Down
sheep-farmers are said to \>t Patcrish. 1808 A. YOUNG jr.

Agric. Sttrv. Sussex 335 A paterish sheep appears to be
deprived entirely of its senses, and is continually turning
round instead of going forward.

Patern, -ize, obs. forms of PATTERN, -IZE.

Paternal (pat5unal), a. [f. late L. or Com.
Rom. type paterndl-is (med.L. 1438 in Du Cange),
It. paternalet Sp., Pr. paternal^ F. palernel ( 1 2th c.

in Hatz.-Darm.}, f. L. patent-its fatherly (f. pater
father) : see -AL.]
1. Of or belonging to a father or to fathers;

characteristic of a father
; fatherly.

Paternal government, government as by a father, pater-
nalism.

1605 SHAKS. Lear r. i. 115 Heere I disclaime all my Pater-
nall care, Propinquity and property of blood. 1614 RALEIGH
Hist. World n. (1634) 350 The government which this

;

Nation underwent was first paternall. 1667 MILTON P. L.
xi. 353 God . . still compassing thee round With goodness
and paternal Love. 1788 GIBBON Decl. <$ F. xliv, IV. 203
The Roman legislators had reposed an unbounded confi-
dence in the sentiments of paternal love. 1843 MIALL in

Nonconf. III. 744 Report .. that our government, grown
suddenly paternal, were about to abandon their prosecutions
in Ireland. 1883 R. BUCHANAN Annan Water xix, He
kissed her on the forehead with almost paternal gentleness.

b. Of or belonging to one's father ; (one's)
father's.

1667 MILTON P. L. vn. 219 Th,' Omnific Word .. on the

Wings of Cherubim Uplifted, in Paternal Glorie rode Farr
into Chaos, a 1901 BESANT Five Years' Tryst (1902) 46
Throwing himself at the paternal feet.

c. That is a father.

1667 MILTON P. Z. vi. 750 The Chariot of Paternal Deitie.

1697 POTTER Antiq. Greece n. ii. (1715) 185 Cyrus .. sacri-

ficeth to Paternal Jupiter, aijii KEN Christophil Poet.
Wks. 1721 I. 432 Paternal God in Filial shines, And in our
Bliss with Filial joyns.
2. Inherited or derived from a father; related

through a father or on the father's side.
1611 MUNDAY BriefChron. 240 He affecting his paternall

Kingdome forsooke Poland, a 1700 DRVDEN Horace Ep. ii.

9 Who plow'd with oxen of their own, Their small paternal j

field of corn. 1710 STEELE Tatler No. 176 f 8, 1 have a good
Fortune, partly paternal, and partly acquired. 1886 RUSKIN
Prseterita I. jii. 94 My paternal grandmother . . ran away
with my paternal grandfather when she was not quite sixteen.

Hence Pate'rnally adv.
1603 OWEN Pembrokeshire

ji. (1892) 28 Paternallye de-
scended .. of that Ancient ISrittishe line. 1817 G. ROSE
Diaries (i86oj I. 17, I am descended paternally from the

551

family of Rose of Kilravoe. 1891 A. E. LEE Hist. Columbus
(Ohio) I. 67 The Lenapes . . paternally styled the other
Algonquins.. children or grandchildren.

Paternalism ;pat5-jnaliz'm). [See -ISM.]
1. The principle and practice of paternal adminis-

tration
; government as by a father ; the claim or

,
attempt to supply the needs or to regulate the life

|

of a nation or community in the same way as
i
a father does those of his children.
1881 Cliicago Times ii June, There is nothing in the pro-

posal that looks in the direction of paternalism, or the owner-
ship and administration of industrial enterprises by the
government. 1888 Co-operative NCVJS 7 Apr. 324 Kindly
paternalism has resulted in a perfect understanding between
employer and workers. 1898 Atlantic Monthly LXXXII.
563/2 Luther.. was in questions of government the most
pronounced advocate of paternalism.
2. The principle of acting in a way like that of

a father towards his children.

1893 Standard 13 Apr., The old spirit of paternalism
which induced the British lender to place the Australian
States on a higher footing than foreign borrowers.

Paternalistic (patojnali-stik), a. [f. as prec. :

j

see -ISTIC.] Of, pertaining to, or of the nature of

paternalism.
1890 in Cent. Diet. 1893 Voice (N. Y.) 23 Mar., There is

a '

paternalistic
'

law on the statute books of Minnesota to
which the coal combination has made itself liable.

Pateruality (psetsmse-llti). rare.
[I.

PA-
TERNAL + -ITY.] Paternal quality or condition

;
a

paternal personality.
1854 Tait'i Maf. XXI. 269 Worth all the accidental

I paternalities and passing patriarchs, whom. .absolutism has
contributed to the 'stream of time'. 1877 T. SINCLAIR

i
Mount (1878) 20 Absolute human paternalities.

Paterne, obs. form of PATKOX, PATTERN.
Pate'rniail. Ch. Hist. [ad. L. Paterniani:

: see Du Cange.] A member of a Manichrcan sect

| (condemned in a council held at Rome in 367),
j
who held that God made the upper and Satan the

j

lower parts of the body.
CI449 PECOCK.SC/>-. (Rolls) II. 500 The sect of Paternyanys,

[
which helden that the louder parties of a inannys bodi weren
maad ofthefeend. 1659 HOWELL ISocab. Sect, x, Paternians.
1882 in OGILVIE (Annandale).

_ Paternity (pataumti). [a. F. patcrnite (i 2th c.

in Hatz.-Darm. \ ad. L. paterniiatem, f. paterniis :

see PATERNAL and -ITY.]
1. The quality or condition of being a father

;

the relation of a father ; fatherhood.
1582 BENTLEY Man. Malroiies n. 6 This truth maketh hir

to feele that there is in thee true paternitie. 1582 N. T.
(Rhem.) Eph. iii. 15 The Father of our Lord lesus Christ,
of whom al paternitie in the heauens and in earth is named.
111667 JER. TAYLOR Serin. III. iv. (R.), Where a spiritual
paternity is evident : we need look no further for spiritual
government. 1786 tr. Beckfonts Vathek 23 Having been
spared the cares as well as the honour of paternity. 1869
GOULBURN Purs. Holiness vii. 57 That most comfortable
truth, the Paternity of God.

t b. The rule or government of the father ;

patriarchal rule. Obs.

1614 RALEIGH Hist. Worldi. (1634) 159 That he [Nimrod]
first brake the rule of Eldership and Paternity. 1711 HICKES
Two Treat. Christ. Priest/i. (1847) II. 287 It is not only an
empire but a paternity.
2. The quality or personality of an ecclesiastical

father : used as a title, Your, His Paternity ; also,

f an ecclesiastical father, a monk or priest (obs.}.
1432-43 Petit, to Bp. ofBath in Cat. Proc. Chanc. Q. Elis.

(1827) I Introd. 24 Plese on to you gracyous lord of your
reverent paternyte, and of youre hye gracyous lordschip to
considere [etc.]. 1629 WADSWORTH Sf. Pilgr. iii. 11 Thay
tooke their leauepf them and the rest of the paternities, and
returned into their owne Couents. Ibid. 16 Whether their

paternities had better eate flesh or fish. 1855 R. BOYLE
Boyle versus Wiseman 47 His Paternity coincides with the
opinion which I had entertained.

3. The paternal relation viewed from the stand-

point of the child
; paternal origin or descent.

1868 GLADSTONE Juv. Mundi v. (1870) 137 The foreign
paternity of a group of distinguished men who had cast their
lot in that country. 1882 'OuiDA

1 Marenwia I. iii. 69 She
resolved., to keep the secret of the baby's paternity from all.

j

4. fig. Authorship, source, origin (of a work).
1827 SCOTT Introd. Chron. Canongate, These Novels of ;

Waverley, the paternity of which was likely at one time to
;

have formed a controversy ofsome celebrity. 1854 EMERSON
Lett, f, Soe. Aims, Quot. % Orig. Wks. (Bohn) III. 215
Many of the historical proverbs have a doubtful paternity.

Paternoster (pje-tamp-stai), sb. Also 6
-nostre. [a. L. pater noster ' our Father ', the
first two words of the Lord's Prayer in Latin ; in

OF. paternostre (nth c.), patrenostre (i2th c.),
later patenostre, mod.F. patenStre in same uses.]
1. The Lord's Prayer, esp. in the Latin version.
a. looo Sal. if Sat. 39 (Gr.) Dset se-palmtwijede Pater

Noster heofonas ontyneS. <ri2oo Trin. Coll. Horn. 25
pu singest be salm bat is cleped paternoster. 1389 in ,

Eng. Gilds (1870) 20 Euery brother & sister shul seyn
'

^..xx. sythes ye pater noster. 1450 Bk. Cvrtasye 145
'

in Babees Bk. 303 py pater noster he wille be teche. 1531
TINDALE Exp. i John (1537) 16 Christ teacheth us to praye in
oure Pater noster. 1642 FULLER Holy /j- Prof. St. iv. xiv.

300 Queen Marie, who got the crown by Our Father, and
held it by Pater noster. 1712 ARBUTHNOT John Bull
in. ii, Peg had taken a fancy not to say her Paternoster.

1803 SouTHEY Alderman's Funeral,The multiplication-table
was his Creed, His Pater-noster, and his Decalogue. 1876 \

PATERNOSTER.
' BAXCROPT Hist. U. S. II. xxx. 248 She could repeat the

paternoster fluently enough, but not quite correctly.

Jig. 1858 O. W. HOLMES Aut. Brtakf.-t. x. (18911 228
Look at Nature. She never wearies of saying over her floral

pater-noster.

b. A repetition or recital of this as an act of

j
worship, f The space of a paternoster (obs.) :

' = paternoster-while : see 6.

c 1300 Havelok 2997 Seye a pater-nosier stille, For him bat
haueth be rym[e] maked. 1362 LANGL. P. PL A. xi. 302
Souteris & seweris suche lewide iottis Percen wib a pater
noster be paleis of beuene. c 1450 Zlironr Saluacioitn 4275
And o pater noster more weygh in swete devocyonne Than
a savtrere with sleuth. 1561 HOLLYBUSH Horn. Apoth. 3
Let it so abyde the space of balfe a Pater-noster. 1590
SPENSER F. Q. i. iii. 13 Nine hundred Pater nosters every day,
And thrise nine hundred AVL-S she was wont to say. 1681
GREW Ahtsxuut i. 175 The Worm will die within the space
of a Pater Noster. 1756-7 tr. Keyslcr's Tra-u. (1760) I. 471

: They do not play here for money, but for ai'e-viaria's,
'

pater-Hosier's, and other prayers. 1856 J. H. NEWMAN
;

Callista (1885) 330 He said out his seven pater nosters as
;

he walked.

2. transf, a. Any form of words repeated or
muttered by way of a prayer, imprecation, or

j

charm. Black P., White P., names given to spe-
cific charms. Dcvits P., a murmured or muttered

imprecation ; a low murmuring or grumbling to

oneself. Ape's /'., a '

dithering
'

or chattering with
the teeth : see APE st>. 6.

1386 CHAUCER ^filler's T. 299 Ihesu Crist and seint

] Benedight Blesse this hous from euery wikked wight Ffor

nyghtes uerye, the white pater noster. Pars~T. P434
Yet wol they seyn harm and grucche and murmure priuely

I for verray despit, whiche wordes men clepen the aeueles
Pater noster. 1530 PALSGH. 642/1, I murmure, I make

* a noyse, I bydde the dyuels Paster noster. 1546 J. HEY-
,
WOOD Prov. (1867) ",-2 Pattryng the diuels Pater noster to
hir selfe. 1610 J. WHITE Way True Church To Rdr. 13.

,

c ij, White Pater noster, Saint Peters brother . . Open
lieauen yates, and steike bell yates: And let euery crysom
child creepe to it owne mother: White Pater nos'.er, Amen.
1687 CONGREVE Old Bach. iv. vi, A prayer-book ! Ay, this
is the devil's pater-noster. 1851 LONGF. Gold. Leg. n. ii,

This is the Black Pater-noster. . .Open, open, hell's gates!
Shut, shut, heaven's gates ! All the devils in the air The
stronger be, that hear the Black Prayer. 1880 ' OUIDA'
Motlis v, Noblesse oblige, . . that paternoster of princes.

b. A long nonsensical or tedious recital or

utterance; a 'homily' or 'preachment' a prating.
1663 DRVDEN- Wild Gallant i. ii. Hold your prating,

Frances ; or I'll put you out of your Pater Nosters, with a
sorrow to you. 1822 GAI.T Provost xxxi. (1868) 94 When
the bailie had made an end of his paternoster.

3. A special bead in a rosary indicating that

a paternoster is to be said, usually occurring every
eleventh bead and of different size or material from
the rest. b. Also applied to the whole rosary.
c 1250 Ltttel Soth Serin. 67 in O. E. Misc. 190 Atom [

= at

home] his hire pater noster biloken in hire teye. c 1400
MAUNDEV. (1839) xviii. 197 The Kyng .. hathe abouten his
Nekke 300 Perles oryent, gode and grete, and knotted, as
Pater Nostres here of Amber. 1463 Bury Wills iCamden'
36 A peyre of bedys with pater nostris of gold, and on eche
syde of the pater nostris a bede of coral, and the Aue Maryes
of colour aftir marbil. 1615 tr. De Mottfart's Sun'. E. hid.
28 A certaine kind of wood called Calamba: for which the

|
Pprtugalls pay 100. crownes a pound, to make Pater-Nosters
with. 1714 J''r. Bk. of Rates 59 Pater- Nosters woodden.
1870 FKOUDE IIist._Eg. xxxiv. XII. 334 In her hand she
held a crucifix of ivory, and_ a number of jewelled pater-
nosters was attached to her girdle.

4. Applied to things resembling a rosary : a. in

fishing, paternoster-line : see 6.

1851 KINGSLEY Veast iii, Here's your gudgeons and
minnows, sir, .. and here's that paternoster as you gave me
to rig up. 1861 H. KINGSLEY Ravenshoe Ixiv, He.. saw,
through the osiers, the hoary old profligate with his pater-
noster pulling the perch put as fast as he could put his line

in. 1894 Blackw. Mag. Sept. 427/1 Fishing with an ordinary
two-hook paternoster will catch many more fish.

b. Arch. A row of bead-like ornaments.
In Chambers' Cycl. from Fr., and repeated in some later

works, but app. never in Eng. use.

1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v., Pater-nosters, in architecture ;

a sort of ornaments cut in form of beads, either round, or
oval ; used on baguettes, astragals, etc. 1823 P. NICHOLSON
Pract. Build. 589. 1842-76 in GWILT Archil, (ed. 7) Gloss.

1 5. Paternoster offlax : see quots. Obs.

1658 N. Riding Rec. VI. 14 [A woman presented for

stealing three pounds of] paternoster flacks. 1688 R. HOLME
Armoury in. 106/2 Pater Noster, ten handfulls [of flax] in
a strick, is 2 pounds.

6. attrib. and Comb., as paternoster-maker, -man,
-monger, -ring; paternoster-line, a line used in

fishing, to which hooks or groups of hooks are

attached at intervals, and also weights to sink it ;

paternoster-pea, the seed of jequirity (Abrus
precatorius), often used as beads; paternoster-

pump, a chain-pump : see quot. ; paternoster-

tackle, the tackle appertaining to a paternoster-
line ; paternoster-wheel,

' a water-raising device

having a number of buckets on a chain' (Knight
Diet. Mcch. 1875) ; paternoster-while, the time

it takes to say a paternoster.
1676 COTTON Walton's Angler xvi. (Cassell) 153 [Bleak] may

be caught with a *Paternoster line : that is, six or eight very
small hooks tied along the line, one half a foot above the

other. 1718 JACOB Compl. Sportsman 148. 1869 Routledge's
Ev. Boys Ann. 388 A paternoster line, with a good-sized
bullet above the highest hook. 1598 STOW Sura. 274 (Pater
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PATEKNOSTER. 552 PATHETIC.
Noster Rowe) There dwelled also, turners of Beades, and
they were called

* Pater Noster makers. 1681 T. FLAT-
MAN Heraclitus Ridens No. 26 (171.3) I. 172, I believe e'er

long plotting . . will be no Treason in a *Pater-noster Man.
1654 WHITLOCK Zootontia, 349 Praiers . . far more prevalent,
than those Verbal! *Pater-noster-Mongers utter over a Bead-
roule. 1874 KNIGHT/?/*?/. Aleck. 520/1 (Chain-pump} When
packed pistons are used, they are termed *

paternoster
Pumps, from the resemblance of the chain and buttons to the

rosary. 1502 Will of Bradmcre (Somerset HcO, A *Pater
noster ryng with a diamonde. 1894 Blachw, Mag, Sept.
427/2 Two rods, on both of which was light ^paternoster
tackle. 1361 LANGL. P. PL A. v. 192 He pissede a potel In
a *

pater-noster while. 1448 Paston Lett. I. 74 Al thys was
don, as men say, in a Pater Noster wyle. 1600 J. PART-
RIDGE Trcas, Hid. Secrets xxvii, Let them seeth three or
four Pater noster whiles, a 1658 FARINDON Serm. (1849)
IV. 241 We may do it in a Pater-iuttftr-vtJufa 1888

STEVENSON Black Arrow 84 As though the buurer had run
for a pater-noster-while.

Paternoster (p^tajn^sta-O, v. [f. prec. 43.]
intr. To fish with a paternoster-line. So Pater-

nostering vbl. sb.

1859 F. FRANCIS Newton Dograne (1888) 19 An adept in

trolling, paternostering, fly-fisning. 1867 Angling iii.

(1880) 96 Paternostering . . is a very skilful . . branch ofangling,
1891 Field 21 Nov. 774/2 He paternostered while I spun.

Faternosterer (papUJDp-steraA [In i, a.

OF. patenostrier (I$ih c. in Littre), in mod.F.

patenotrier ; in 2, f, PATERXOSTER v. + -EH *.]

1 1. A maker of paternosters or rosaries. Obs.

1277-8 in Riley Mein. London (1868) 20 [Roger de Bury]
paternostrer, 1311 in Cal. Let. Bk. D Loud. (1902) 154

[Sewel, late apprentice of Richard de Godesname] pater-
nostrer [admitted].

2. One who fishes with a paternoster-line.
1891 Field 28 Nov. 824/3 To be a good paternosterer much

practice is required.

Pateroon, paterroon, obs. forms of PATKOOK.

Paterophobia (paeter0f0u'bia). nonce-wd. [f.

L. pater or Gr. iraT-fjp father + -phobia. (The proper
form would be patro-.y] Dread or fear of the

Fathers (of the early Church).
1840 G. S. FABER Christ's Disc. Ctipcrnautn Ded. 20 In

despite of the judgment of the Anglican Church, his dis-

tressing Paterophobia so confuses his discriminating powers,
as to make him fancy, that [etc.].

Paterro, obs. form of PEDUERO.

Patesing, var. PAUSING Obs. t bargaining.
Pateyu, -e, obs. forms of PATEX, PATTEN.
Path (pti>;, sb. PI. paths (poj>s, paftz).
Forms: I (paat), psejj, (//. papas), 1-4 pap,
3 //. psefles, pe"5es ; 4- path (4-5 papjje, 4-6 Sc.

peth, (5 pethth, 6 paith), 4-7 pathe, 5 payth,
6 patth, -e). [A Com. WGer. word: OE.
pxp corresponds to OFris. path, pad (WFris.

paed) EFris. pad^ path^ pat, Satl. pad, Wang.
path}, OLG. pad, MDu., MLG. pat (pad-}, Du.,
LG. pad, OHG. phad, phath, pfad, fad, MUG.
phad, phat) pfat, Ger. j^zrf:-\YGcr. pa}; not in

ON. nor Goth. The forms show that the word
must have been in WGer. before the Christian era.

Ulterior origin uncertain.
WGer. paj> has naturally been compared with Gr.

1 trodden or beaten way ', and with Zend pafi (p
panfian)

'

way
'

; but to these it could be related only as a
borrowed term, which with a word of such a sense is most
unlikely. On the other hand, the occurrence of original
initial / in Teutonic is uncertain ; if this is an example, pa}
would correspond to pre-Teut. &*/-, which has suggested the
root of L. batuere to beat.]

1. A way beaten or trodden by the feet of men or

beasts ; a track formed incidentally by passage
between places, rather than expressly planned and
constructed to accommodate traffic ; a narrow un-

made and (usually) unenclosed way across the

open country, through woods or fields, over a

mountain, etc.; a footway or footpath, as opposed
to a road for vehicles ; hence applied also to a
walk made for foot-passengers, in a garden, park,
wood, or the like. Sometimes said more vaguely
of any way or road : cf. sense 3.

700 Kentish CharterofWihtred'm O. E. T. 428 Terminos,
id est, bereueg et mesuuines pae5 et stretlez. ^725 Corpus
Glass. 429 (O. E. T.) Callis paat. c 1000 JTLFRIC Gloss, in

Wr.-Wiilcker 146/35, 36 Semita^ manna pacS. Callis, dcora

pa<5. 1043 Charter of Eadwcard in Kemble Cod. Dipt.
IV. 98 Andlang 5aes wuduweges on Sone grene paS; of
Sam pa5e on 3ane greatan Jwjrn. c 1205 LAY. 1120 Leode
nere >ar nane ne wepmen ne wifmen bute westige pieces
[c 1275 bote weste papes]. 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. Wacc
(Rolls) 8432 Of be Walsche, he tok to companies, Pabes to

waite, & stretes, & styes. -1391 CHAUCER Astral. Prol,, As
diuerse pathes leden diuerse folke the rihte wey to Roome.
4:1430 LYDC. Min. Poems (Percy Soc.) 114 He thought yt
was a longe waye to the pathes end. 1513 DOUGLAS sEneis
ix. vli. 26 The horsemen . , fast forth

sprentis
to well beknawin

Sethis.
1590 SPENSER F. Q. i. i. 1 1 That path they take that

eaten seemd most bare. 1634 MILTON Comus 37 Their way
Lies through the perplex't paths of this drear Wood. 1750
GRAY Elegy xxix, Slow through the church-way path we saw
him borne. 1791 MRS. RADCLIFFE Rom. Forest ii, Paths
can't be made without feet. 1837 LYTTON E. Multrav. i.

i,

There is no path across it that I can discern.

b. A track specially laid for foot or cycle

racing. C. A track constructed for some part of

machinery to run upon.
1883 [see cinder-filth, CINDEU sb, 7], 1887 Times 31 Oct.

9 H. has achieved many excellent performances on the

cinder-path. 1888 Daily News 16 July 3/1 The turret

paths of the Inflexible. ..These paths that is, the circular

planes on which the rollers for the revolving of the turrets

travel are of cast iron, 1901 Oxford Mag, 24 Apr. 291/1
The path [for foot-racing], .after the recent frosts was loose
and crumbling.
2. a. In Old Northumbrian used to render L.

Tallis vale, dene, and chaos abyss, gap ; hence,
north, dial., A hollow or deep cutting in a road.

Locally pronounced, and often written, peth.
950 Lindisf. Gosp. Luke iii. 5 Eghuelc pae5 vcl dene

\vallis\ jefylled bi5. Ibid. xvi. 26 Bituih iuih & u.sih dene
i-el pae3 [chaos] micel xefECstnad is. 1548 PATTEN E.rj>cd.
Scotl, B ij, We inarched an vin. mile til we came to a place
called y* Peaths [i.e. Coi-kburnspath]. It is a yaley..a xx.

bkore [yards] brode from banke to banke aboue. . . So stepe
be these bankes on eyther syde and depe to the bottom [etc. ].

1855 -V. 4- Q. ist ser. XII. 74, 1 was told that a fatal accident
had occurred to a person

'

going down the peth ', a hollow
wooded part of the road [near Durham]. 1904 J. T. FOWLER
in Let., Twoofthemain roads leading into and out ofDurham
are in cuttings through hills and are called respectively
*

Crossgate Peth ,' or
' The Peth ',

. .and
*

Shincliffe Peth '.

b. In Sc. and north. Kng., A steep road or path;
a steep ascent or hill on a road.

(Common name of a steep ascent in a road, and hence
occurring in many names of places and of steep streets or
lanes in towns, in Scotland, Northumberland, Durham, etc.)

1375 HARBOUR Bruce xvm. 366 Ane craggy bra..And a

gret peth wp for to gang. l+qti
A CC. Ld. High Trcas. Scot.. . . .

. 297 To draw the gunnis in peththis and myris. 1513
DOUGLAS sEneis xi. x. 68 Him self ascendis the hie band
of the hyll. .Tharfor a prattik of weir devys will I, And ly

'

at wait in quyet embuschment At athir pethis bed or secrete ,

went. [1590 SPENSER F. Q. I. x. 55 A little path, that was I

bothsteepe and long.] i8o8jAMiESONS.v. Petfi^ A petb is a
road up a steep brae, but is not necessarily to be understood
to be a narrow or foot-path. On the contrary, .the most of

pctJis are on public roads, as Kirkliston Peth on the high-
way between Edinburgh and Linlithgow ; [the Peth and
Pcth'head near Kirkcaldy, etc.]

3. The way, course, or line along which a person
or thing moves, passes, or travels (not necessarily
a made or marked way, but more usually the

imaginary line described or indicated by the

moving body).
a looo Czdmon's Exod. 487 Ne mthton forhabban helpendra

pa5,^ merestreames mod. 1388 WVCLIF Ps. via. 9 The..
fischis of the see that passen bi the papis of the see. 1535
COYI.RDALE/V. lxxvi[i], 19 Thy waye was in the see, and thy
pathes in the greate waters. i68oFLAMSTF.ED./20t*V. Sphere
i. iii. 6 Every. .Point on the Globe, .describes a Circle about
its Axis, which I call the Path of the Vertex. 1805 SOUTHEY
Matloc in. Azt. xiv, The populace, .follow to the palace in

his path. 1879 SIR R. BALL Mechanics 138 The curved path
in which the ball will move.

4. fig. A course of action or procedure, line of

conduct, way of behaviour ; less commonly, a
course or line of thought, argument, or the like.

a 900 Ags. Ps. (Th.) xxiv. 3 [xxv. 4] jedo me bine wegas
cu3e, and laer me bine paSas. c 1070 O. E. Chron, an. 1067
(MS. D) Forfjan be heo sceolde . . bone kyng gerihtan of

pam dweliandan paeSe. c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 131 Go_des
pa5es ben ure gode dedes..be us slmle leden to eche Hue.
c 1430 LYDC. Rcas. $ Sens. 2213, I shal folwen and pursywe
Your pathis pleynly and doctryne. 1539 BIBLE (Great) Ps.
xvi. ii Thou shalt shewe me y path of fyfe. 1567 Gnde fy

Godlie B. (S.T.S.) 97 The paithis of the lust, God dois

direct. 1642 FULLER Holy $ Prof. St. iv. xix. 340 Seldome
two successive Kings tread in the same path. 1730 GRAY
Elegy ix, The paths of glory lead but to the grave. 1881

JOWETT Thucyd. I. 29 The true path of expediency is the

path of right.

6. Comb., as path-deep adj. (DEEP a. 2), -side,

-walker\ path-cleaver, one who cleaves or cuts

a path, e. g. through a forest ; Jig, one who strikes

out a new track, a pioneer ; pathfarer [after

wayfarer}, a traveller along a path; path-finder,
one who discovers a path or way, an explorer ;

t path-fly : see quots. ; path-hewer = path-
cleaver; path-racer, a bicycle made for racing

upon a prepared path or track
;
so path-racing.

1896 Godeys Mag. (U. S.) Apr. 360/1 The indefatigable
*
path-cleaver [Fremont] who crossed mountains even the
Indians believed impassable. 1880 G. MEREDITH Tragic
Com. vi. (1892) 88 One who knew how to outstrip *path-
farers. 1840 J. F. COOPER (title) The *Pathfmder. 1876
BANCROFT Hist, U, S, I. ii. 32 A great forerunner among
the pathfinders across the continent. 1888 Pall Mall G.

30 Aug. 14/1 The higher capacities of the mountaineer, the
instinct of *path-finding. 1634 MOUFET Insect, Thcat. \.

xii. 75 In semitis..invenitur..unde ab Anglis vocatur The
gray *$ath flyt. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Supfi,, Path-fly, the
name g^iven by us to the fly called in Latin humisuga ; it is

found in foot-paths, and supposed to live by sucking the

ground. 1877 TYNDALL Fragm. Sc. t Sc. <j- Man, Two
great *Path-hewers, as the Germans call them. 1896
Westm, Gaz, 21 Nov. 7/2 His prettiest machine being a fine

*path-racer. a 1862 THOREAU Yankee in Canada iii. (1866)

42 A little one-story chapel-like building, .close to the *path-
side. 1887 Century Afag. Sept. 704/1 The *path-walker is,.

plugging the smallest holes with sod... In ordinary times

each walker has a stretch of fourteen miles to watch.

t Path, v. Obs. [OE. pxpfan, pfflan, f. px]>,
PATH sb. : cf. MLG. pedden to tread. But the vb.

may have been formed anew in ME. and i6th c. :

cf. MUG. pfaden to make a path.]
1. trans. To go upon or along, to 'tread* (a

way, etc.). ///. ^ fig.
aioooRiddles Ixxi. 10 Ic..mearcpa'3'as Walas traed, moras

pseSde. a xooo Boeth. Alftr. xxxi. 10 Sume fotum twam

foldan peSbab, sume fierfete. 1577 WHETSTONE Life Gas-
coigne xiv, I left this vaine to path the vertuous waies. 1598
DRAVTON Heroic. p. xiv. 91 Pathing young Henries un-
advised wayes. 1612 Poly-olb, ii. 24 Where, from the

neighbouring hills her passage Wey doth path. 1728 RAMSAY
Root., Richy, fy Sandy 32 My tup that bears the bell And
paths the snaw. 1807 J. BARLOW Columo. v. 48 The dales
disclose Their meadows path'd with files of savage foes.

2. To tread, beat down by treading, as a path ;

usually _/?-.

1642 ROGERS Xaatnan 423 [They] become more pathed in
their sinnes by much beating upon, a 1653 BINNING Serin.

(1845) 138 They choose the way that is best pathed and
trodden. 1763 J. BROWN Ckr. Jrnl. (1814) 287 What a
mercy for weak and halt me that the way is here pathed.
3. intr. To. go in or as in a path ; to pursue

one's course. Also reft, in same sense.

1598 DRAVTON Heroic. Ep.^ Rosamond to Hen. II Notes,
Poems (1605) 5 This Riuer did so strangely path it selfe,
that the foote seemed to touch the head. 1601 SHAKS. Jnl.
C. n. i. 83 For if thou path thy natiue semblance on, Not
Erebus it selfe were dimme enough, To hide thee from
preuention.
4. trans. To pave. (Perh. prop./<?//^.)
[App. either a simple phonetic substitution of 3 for v\ or

from the association of a 6ath with /aw'w^ ; or due to the
two causes combined. Cf. PATHING, PATHMEST.]
ci4oo MAUNDEV. (1839) xxxi. 307 The stretes also ben

pathed of the same stones \_Roxo, xxxiv. 152 pe stretez er

paued, Fr. les rues sount bien paues de tiels pierres]. c 1440
CAPGRAVE Life St. Kath. v. 285 A strete whiche was pathed
with stoon. c 1475 Crabhouse Reg, (1889) 60 The Pnoresse
..set vp the ymagis and pathed tne chirche and the quere.
1507 Ace. Ld. II gh Trcas. Scot. III. 411 To the masons of

Linlithqw that pathit the chapell. 1313 DOUGLAS sEncis L
vii. g The large stretes pathit oy and by.

t Pathai're. Oi>s. rare"*-. [Origin uncertain :

Mr, Gollancz conjectures a variant ofpatar^petar^
PETARD (Lamb's Specimens (1893) I. i. 297).]
?A passionate outburst.

1592 Ardcn ofFevershain m. v. E iv, Such depe pathaires
lyke to a cannons burst, Dischargde against a ruinated wall,
Breakes my relenting hart in thousand pieces.

Pathed (pa]>t), ppla. rare. [f. PATH v. or

sb. + -ED.] fa. Beaten or trodden down as a path.
Obs. b. Having or furnished with a path.
1597-8 Bp. HALL Sat^Defiance Envic 22 Nor suttle Snake

doth lurke in pathed waves, c 1614 SIR W. MURE Dido <$

sEneeui. 5 Path'd wayes I trace, as Theseus in his neid. 1900
Daily News 21 July 3/1 A huge hayfield, not fenced-in,

geometrically bisected, pathed hayfield, but a hayfield run
wild.

Patheniatic fpe(&ifle*tik), a. rare. [ad. Gr.

ira&rjfjLaTiK-os liable to passions or emotions, f.

ird&r}fta what one suffers, suffering emotion, f. stem
iro.0- : see PATHETIC.] Pertaining to the passions
or emotions ; caused or characterized by emotion.
1822 GOOD Study Med. IV. 203 In the Pathematic variety

[of complicated labour], the joint emotions, .operative upon
the patient's mind, ..are bashfulness..and apprehension for

her own safety. 1830 MACKINTOSH Eth. Philos. Wks. 1846
I. 161 We find no trace.. of any distinction between the

percipient, and what perhaps we may venture to call the

emotive, or pathematic part of human nature. 1895 Pag.
Sci. Monthly Jan. 384 Which.. accounts for the loss of hair

as a pathematic symptom.
So Fathema'tically adv. ; Patlie-mato'logy,

the doctrine of passions or affections of the mind.

1811-31 BENTHAM Logic Wks. 1843 VIII. 230/1 ^Pathe-
maticafiy passive, corresponding to those corporeal Impres-
sions which, are accompanied either with pleasure or pain.
Ibid. App. 288/1 Pathematology : by this name may be

designated the science of psychology, in -so far as pleasure
or pain are taken for the subject of it. 1857 MAVNE Expos,
Lex.y Pathematologia* term for the doctrine of passion or

affection of the mind : pathematology.

Pathetic (pabe-tik)/. (sd.}. Also 6-7 pa-

thetique. [ad. late L. pathetic-its^ a. Gr. ira6ij-

TIKOS sensitive, f. waflf/Tos liable to suffer, f. 7ra0-,

root of ir&ff\ttv to suffer and wa&os suffering. Cf.

F'. pathetique (ifith c. in Hatz.-Darm.), \\..patctico]

1. Producing an effect upon the emotions; exciting
the passions or affections; moving, stirring, affect-

ing, f a. In general sense. Obs.

1598 MARSTON Sco. I'illanie x. H iij b. Some new pathetique
Tragedy. 1665 BOYLE Occas. Refl. iv. ix. (1848) 224 The
more Instructive and Pathetick passages. 1762 SVMMBK in

Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. IL IV. 450 A very proper speech,
delivered in a noble and pathetic manner.

b. In modern use: Affecting the tender emotions;

exciting a feeling of pity, sympathy, or sadness;

full of pathos.
1737 POPE Hor, Efist. n. i. 232 The Boys and Girls whom

charity maintains, Implore your help in these pathetic
strains. 1749 FIELDING Tom Jones xiv. vi, Mrs. Miller.,

saying, in the most pathetic voice,
' Good Heaven ! let me

preserve one of my children at least.' 1798 FERRIAR Ilhtstr.

Sterne vi. 174 There is one passage., which the circumstances

of Sterne's death render pathetic. 1829 LYTTON Devereux
i. ii. Our parting with our uncle was quite pathetic. 1885
CLODD Afyt/is $ Dr. u. x. 212 Indian mothers in pathetic
custom drop their milk on the lips of the dead child.

c. Used adverbially.
1723 POPE Odyss. iv. 149 Thus pathetic to the Prince he

spoke. 179* Mitnchausen s Trav, xxvi, 119, I spoke as

pathetic as possible.

f2. Expressing or arising from passion or strong

emotion ; passionate, earnest. Obs.

1648 J. BEAUMONT Psyche H. cxc. Her cordial Thanks and
her pathetick Vows. 1681 D'URFEV Progr. Honesty viii,

She out of patience grows, And quells the little Rebel with



PATHETICAL.

pathetick blows. 1755 YOUNG Centaur v. Wks. 1757 IV.

241 Heaven.. joins my pathetic wish,

1 3. ? Causing a physical sensation or affection
;

affecting the bodily senses. Obs. rare.

1653 R. MASON Let. to Auth. in Bulwers Anthropoinct.^
The stem, bark, leaves, and fruit are of such various.,

pathetique qualities.

4. Pertaining or relating to the passions or

emotions of the mind. (In early use applied to

bodily movements expressive of emotion.)
1649 BULWER Pathomyot. I. iv. 16 That species of motion

which they call Pathetique. 1681 tr. Willis' Item. Mc<t.

Wks.
t
Five Treat, xvii. 117 This Nerve. .serves also for the

producing some pathetick motions of the Eye. 1719 SWIFT
To Yng. Clergytn. Wks. 1755 II. n._7 Tully considered the

dispositions of a. .less mercurial nation, by dwelling almost

entirely on the pathetick part. 1856 RUSKIN Mod. Paint.

III. iv. xii. 5. 160 All violent feelings, .produce, .a false-

ness in .. impressions of external things, which I would

generally characterize as the ( Pathetic fallacy '.

5. Anat. A name for the fourth pair of cranial

nerves, also called trochlear. So pathetic muscle^
the superior oblique muscle of the eyeball, con-

nected with the trochlear nerve.

1681 tr. Willis' Rcm. Med. Wks. Vocab., Pathetic, to

passion belonging, nerves so called by Dr. Willis. [Cf. quot.
1681 in 4, and PATHETICAL 4.] 1704 J. HARRIS Lex. Tec/in.

I, Pathetick Nerves, are the Fourth pair arising from the

Top of the Medulla Oblongata. 1843 DUNGLISON Diet.
Mcd. Sc., Pathetic, a name given to the superior oblique
muscle of the eye, and, also, to a nerve. 1881 MIVAKT
Cat 271 The fourth pair of nerves, called also the Trochlear
or Pathetic. 1893 Syd. Soc. Lc.v,, Pathetic muscle, the

Obtiquus superior muscle of the eyeball, . .

fancifully^ sup
posed to express, by its action, the passions and affections.

B. absol. or as sb.

1. absol. The pathetic: that which is pathetic;

pathetic quality, expression, or feeling.

1711 ADUISON Spect, No. 339 P i The Pathetick. .may
animate and inflame the Sublime, but is not essential to it.

1838 DICKENS Lett. (1880) II. 59, I very much doubt the
Irish capacity of receiving the pathetic.

2. f 9-. sing. Pathetic language, feeling, etc. ;

pathos, or the expression of pathos. Obs.

1667 WATERHOUSE Fire Loud, 84 Holy Job's pathetique is

upon a like dismal accident. 4=1849 H. COLERIDGE Ess.

(1851) II. 218 What a contrast to the drunken pathetic of
his weeping client 1

b. //. Pathetic expressions or sentiments : cf.

heroics.

1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa (1810) I. xxxiii. 248 Miss Pert,
none of your pathetics, except in the right place. 1838
DICKENS Nich.Nick, ii, [He] went at once into such deep
pathetics, that he knocked the first speaker clean out of the
course. 1894 D. C. MURRAY Making ofNovelist 212, 1 find

pathetics among them, and quaint humours.
3. //. The study of the passions or emotions.

1896 Idler Mar. 263/2 Pathological Pathetics . . had . . almost

monopolised the conversation. 1899 Westnt. Gaz. 12 Jan.
1/3 Pathetics is, or should be, the name of a study of the
effects on a personality caused by an artistic appeal to the
emotions.

4. Anat. Short for pathetic nerve : see A. 5.

Fathetical (paj>e*tikal), a. Now rare. [f. as

prec. + -AL.] I. PATHETIC A. i.

1573 G. HARVEY Letter-bk. (Camden) 32 Certain loud

pathetical exclamations, and broad hyperboles. 1588 SHAKS.
L. L. L. i. ii. 103 Sweet inuocation of a childe, most

pretty and patheticall. 1660 F. BROOKE tr. Le Blanc's^
Trar.

129 They.. play on flutes doleful and pathetical straines, to

excite devotion. 1713 HUGHKS Spect. No. 541 P? That
pathetical Soliloquy of Cardinal Wolsey on his Fall. 1859
KINGSLEY Misc. (1860) 1.64 In one page.., Elizabeth is a
foul for listening to these pathetical

'

love letters
'

J in the
next she is hard-hearted for not listening to them.

f2. = PATHETIC A. 2. Obs.

1604 R. CAWDREY Table Alph., Patheticall, vehement,
full of passions, or mouing affections. 1648 MILTON Tenure
Kings (1650) 13 The pathetical words of a Psalme can be no
ccrtaine decision to a poynt. 1662 GUKNALL Chr. in Ann.
verse 18. i. viii. (1669) 347/2 Thou may'st pray much in these

pathetical Sallies of thy Soul to Heaven.

f 3. = PATHETIC A. 4. Obs.

1603 HOLLAND Plutarch's Mor. 67 Prudence and wise-
dome, .reductth the power of this sensuall and patheticall
part, unto a civill and honest habitude.

t 4. = PATHETIC A. 5. Obs.
1681 tr. Willis' Rent. Med. ll*ks. t Five Treat, xiv. no

Wherefore from this .. conjecture ., concerning the use of
these Nerves, we have called them Pathetical.

Pathetically (paj>e-tikali), adv.
[f. prec. +

-LY -.] In a pathetic manner.
1. So as to excite passion or emotion

; movingly,
affcctingly, f a. In general sense. Obs.

1592 ^G. HARVEY Four Lett. iii. Wks. (Grosart) I. 195
Patheticallie intermix t with sundry dolefull pageantes.
1661 BOYLE Style of Script. (1675) 247 Some devout com-

posures are so pathetically penned, that [etc.]. &*797 H.
WALPOLE Mem. Gco. //(i84 7) I. viii. 243 This Mr. Pelham
answered finely, seriously, and pathetically.

b. So as to excite pity or other tender emotion ;

in a way full of pathos.
1739 GIBBER Apol. (1756) II, 99 Wilks . . seem'd more

pathetically to feel, look, and express his calamity. 1824
GALT RotJielan I. n. x. 232 Pathetically ruminating on the

vanity of human wishes. 1896 MRS. CAFFYN Quaker Grand-
mother 269 Her lips drooped pathetically; . . her eyes filled

with real tears.

f2. With passion or strong emotion ; passionately,

vehemently ; feelingly, earnestly. Obs.
1602 MARSION Antonio** Rev. iv. iij I do hate a foole most
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most pathetically. 1663 BLAIR Autobiog. viii. (1848) 105 A
gracious woman pathetically pouring out her heart to God.
i7iz PARSELL Sped. No. 460 f n The Duty of the Place

[Church], .being.. pathetically performed.

t3. So as to express emotion. Obs.
1681 tr. Willis* Rein. Aled. Wks.^ Five Treat, xvii. 120

The parts of the Face, usually moved pathetically and un-

thought of. [Cf. PATHETIC A. 4, 5, PATHETICAL 4,]

Fatlie'ticalness. Now rare or Obs. [f. as

prec. -f -NESS.] PATHETICXESS.
(11607 BRIGUTMAN Bright. Rcdiv. ii. (1647) 26 He doth

with great Patheticalnesse of affection breake forthe to the

prosecuting of the Doctrine of Scandall in generall. 1725
BLACKWALL Sacred Classics (1727) I. 339 The pathetical-

ness, grace and dignity of the sentence.

Pathe'ticate, v. nonce-wd. [f. PATHETIC +
-ATE 3

; cf. authenticate.'} trans. To make pathetic.
1885 Acattewy$Qc,t. 221/1 To see how Bishop Percy senti-

mentalized and
patheticated

the old ballad.

t Bathe-tidy, adv. Obs. rare. [f. as prec. +
-LY a

.]
= PATHETICALLY.

1616 /. LANE Cont. Syr.'s T. v. 596 The motives weare

vrgd so patheticklie. 1669 GALL: Crt. Gentiles I, ni. x. 105
His Orator that speaks patheticly.

Patlie-ticiiess. rare. [f. as prec. + -NESS.]
Pathetic quality or character.

1874
' OUIDA

' Two Wooden Shoes v. 98 The familiar history
had a new patheticness for her.

Patlietisni (pae'betiz'm). ? Obs. [f.
Gr. ma^tyr-os

passive + -ISM.] A name for mesmerism or

animal magnetism. So Pa'thetist, a mesmerist.

1852 A. BALLOU Spir. Manifestations ix. 131 Placing the

phenomena [of spiritualism] on ihe same footing with those
of Pathetism, Biology [etc.]. 1890 Cent. Diet., Pathetist.

Fathic (pcc'Jiik), sb. and a. Now rare or Obs.

[ad. 'L.pathic-us, a. Gr. TraOiuvs suffering, remaining

passive, f. stem 7ra0- suffer.]

A. sb. 1. A man or boy upon whom sodomy is

practised; a catamite.

1603 B. JONSON Se/anus i. i, He.. was the noted Pathick
of the time. 1718 PRIDEAUX Connection O, <$ N. Test. II. n.

101 The first was his pathic, the second his concubine. 1795
MACKNIGHT Apost. Epist, (1820) I. 495 The persons who
suffered this abuse were called pathies, and affected the dress
and behaviour of women.
2. One who suffers or undergoes something.
1636 MASSINGER Bashf, Lover v.

i,
A mere pathic to Thy

devilish art. 1649 JER. TAYLOR Gt. Exewp. i. Disc. iii. 92
Pathicks in Devotion, suffering ravishments of Senses. 1860
Illnstr. Land. News 26 May 506/2 The pathic looks like an

especial goose during the operation.
B. adj. 1. That is the subject of sodomy ; being,

or pertaining to, a catamite.

1657 THORNLEY tr. Longus" Daphnls $ Chloe 196 To be-

come Gnatho's Pathic-boy. 1693 TATE in Dryderis Juvenal
ii. (1697) 26 Thy Form seems for the Pathick Trade design'd.
i8oa GIFFORD tr. Juvenal ii. 144 A mirror pathic Otho's
boast,

2. Undergoing something, passive. rare~.
1857 MAYNE, Pathicns, remaining passive : pathic.

3. Pertaining to suffering or disease ; morbid.

1853 m DUNGLISOM Mcd. Lex. 1893 in Syd. Soc. Lex.
Hence Fathicism (pae'jrisiz'm), the practice of

a pathic.
1879 LEWIS SHORT Lat. Diet., Patientia..^. In par-

tic[ufar], submission to unnatural lust, pathicism.

t Pa'tliing
1

,
vbL sb. Obs. [f. PATH v. 4 + -ING *.]

= PAVING vbl. sb.

1428-9 Norwich Sacr. Roll (MS.), Duobus Masons pro
pathyng juxta Sanctum Willelmum. 1491-2 Ibid.) Roberto
Blome pro le pathyng in parte boriali summi altaris. 1504-5
Ibid.* Propetalis, [gloss] ance pathyng stones. 1541 in Kirk-

patrick Relig. Ord. Norwich (1845) 52 [Seventeen loads of

small] pathyng tyle [or pavements as we now call them],

Pathless (pa-bles), a. [f.
PATH sb. + -LESS.]

Having no path through or across it
;

destitute of

paths ; untrodden, trackless. Also /Sg:

1591 SYLVESTER Du Bartas \. v. 190 What Guide con-
ducteth . . your Legions Through path-less paths in un-

acquainted Regions? 1631 CHAPMAN Cxsar $ Pomfey Plays
1873 III. 170 Striving to entangle men In pathlesse error.

1697 DAMPIKR I'oy. (1729) I. 14 Having travelled 7 miles in

those wild pathless Woods. 1734 THOMSON Liberty in. 42
Orbs, Myriads on Myriads, thro' the pathless Sky, Unerring
roll. 1873 J. GEIKIE Gt. Ice Age v. 52 In the silent and
pathless desolations of central Greenland.
Hence Faithlessness.
1851 HAWTHORNE SHOW Image, etc. (1879) 92 The street ..

resolved into a drearier pathlessness than when the forest

covered it. 1889 Spectator 13 Apr., An African forest.,

may stretch, like the forest of Aruwhimi, in unbroken gloom,
and pathlessness over an area equal to five Englands.

Pathlet (pullet), rare. [f. as prec. + -LET.]
A little or diminutive path.
1796 W. MARSHALL IV. England II. 325 This pathlet was

formed with the frame level in hand. 1806 A. J. C HARE
Story ofmy Life (1900) VI. xxv. 175 An old man . . guided
me up a steep pathlet in the rocks.

t Fa'thment. Sc. Obs. Also 4 payth- 4-5
paith-, 5 pathe-, 6 paithe-, paithtment. [app.
an alteration of pavement (pament,, payment} after

path) due to similarity of sound and association of

meaning : cf. PATH v. 4.]
= PAVEMENT. (In quot.

1470, the ground.)
CI 375 Sc. Leg. Saints xviii. (Egipciane} 719 pan done

I fel one be paythment. 1 1425 WYNTOUN Cron. v. xi. 3704
To stampe on halowyd pathement. ^1470 HENRY Wallace
viii. 936 The paithment was cled in tendyr greyn. 1538
Aberdeen Regr. XVII. (Jam.), The paithtment of the kirk.

PATHOQENY.
1644 in W. Ross Pastoral Wk. in Covenant. Times ii. 27

Sums of money . .for pathment-stones.

Patho- (pze'Jw, pabp')> repr. Gr. naOo-, comb.
form of watfos suffering, disease, etc. (see PATHOS),
used in scientific and technical terms, for the more

important of which see their alphabetical places.
Pa:tho-anato-mical a., pertaining to morbid

anatomy. Fa-thobiolo'glcal a., relating to living

organisms (e. g. bacteria) which cause disease
;
so

Fa thobio'logist, one who studies these. Fa'tho-

fferm, a germ that causes disease ; hence Fatho-

ge'rmic a., pertaining to or of the nature of a

pathogerm. Patlio'graphy, the, or a, description
of disease (Dunglison Mcd. Lex. 1853); hence

Pathogra'phical a., pertaining to pnthography
(Mayne Expos. Lex. 1857). ||

Fathoma'iiia : see

quot. Fatho'meter, a
(hypothetical) instrument

for measuring the passions or emotions. Fatho'-

metry, (a) the measuring, estimation, or diagnosis
of different diseases; b) measurement of the

passions or emotions. Fa:thomyo"tomist nonce-

wd.
[f. Fathomyotomia: see quot. 1649], one wno

studies the muscles concerned in the expression of

emotions.
j| Fathopho'bia, (a} morbid dread of

disease, hypochondria; ;) morbid fear of any
kind. Fathoplio'ric, Fatho'pliorous adjs. [Gr.

-</>o/3os bearing], conveying or causing disease.

|[ Fathopoe'ia [Gr. -TTOIIO. a making], (a) Rhet.

a speech or figure of speech designed to arouse

passion or emotion
; (&} Path, production of

disease ; so Fatliopce'ous a. [Gr. -Trotds making],

producing disease.
1888 Amcr. Nat. Feb. 113 Frank P. Billings, Director of

the *Patho-Biological Laboratory of the State University
of Nebraska. Ibid. 117 It is far more practical for *patho-
biologists to stick to the name cocci for all round objects (not

spores). 1897 Daily .AV?cj 9 Dec. S '5 It was the *patho-
germ which was deadly, ..the microbe was inimical to the

pathog<-Tm. 1887 A. M. RKOWS Anim. Alkal. 158 Dr. Koch
..thought he had found the *pathogermic entity. 1853
DUNGLISON Med, Lex.^

*
Patkomania.^ a morbid perversion

of the natural feelings, affections, inclinations.. and natural

impulses, without any remarkable disorder . . of the intellect.

1899 ll'i'sttti. Gaz. 12 Jan. 1/3 \Ve believe that machines

(which should naturally be called *pathometers) for registering
the physical effect of music on hearers.. have been planned.
18.. MUXON in Lancet (O.}, The poor little thing., who,
only seven years old and having tubercle in the brain, said

it wasn't headache he suffered from, it was pain in the head.

Pitifully accurate *pathometry for such a time of life. 1899
Westnt. Gaz. 12 Jan. 1/3 A . . rough-and-ready observation

in pathometry. [1649 EULWER (title) Pathomyotomia : or a
Dissection Of the significative Muscles of the Affections of
the Minde.] 1657-83 EVELYN Hist. Relig. (1850) I, 234
Passions.. with the *Pathomyotomists are, as it were, the

muscles of the soul. 1866 A. FLINT Princ. Mcd._(i88o) 854
The name hypochondriasis .. has very little significance

as indicating the character .. of the affection. The name

*pathophobia is much more expressive. 1897 Allbntfs

Syst. Mcd. VIII. 750 *Patliophoric bacilli. 1678 PHILLIPS,

*PathopiPa^ an Expression of a Passion, in Rhetorick it is

a figure by which the mind is moved to hatred, anger, or

pity. 1857 MAYNE Expos. Lex.^ Pathopccia, term for the

induction, production, or formation of affections or diseases.

Pathopceus^ inducing or creating.. diseases: *pathopeous.

Pathogen (pae'Jxdsen). Also -gene. [f.

PATHO- + -GEN.] A micrococcus or bacterium

that produces disease,

1880 Libr. Unit'. K>towl, (N. Y.) VI. 647 Pathogen [the

micrococcus of] contagion.

Fathogenesis (psejwd^eniferis). Aled. and

Path. [F. PATHO- + GENESIS.] Production or

development of disease
;
the process or manner of

origination of a disease or bodily affection. Also

in same sense. So Pathog-enetic (-^
Pathogenic (-d^e'nik), Pathogenous
dg/nss) adjs.) producing, or relating to the pro-
duction of, disease or bodily affection

;
hence

Pathogenicity (-dgftd'llli), quality or capacity of

producing disease.

1876 tr. Wagners Gen. Fathol. (ed. 6) 235 Not more

certainly known is the *pathogenesis of the. .acute dropsies
..in tropical countries. 1897 Trans. Amer. Pcdiatric Soc.

I X. i68/, Heredity is a most potent factor in all pathogenesis.

1898 AUbntt^s Syst. filed. V. 1015 A contracted mitral orifice,

evidently of slow pathogenesis, 1882 A, C. POPE Howceo.

fathy 41 A medicine, the *pathogenesy of which may bear

a likeness to several forms of disease. 1887 Howeep. World
i Nov. 490 The medicine has in its pathogenesy many
symptoms of a neuralgic character. 1838 H. DUNSFORU
(title) The *Pathogenetic Effect of some of the Principal

Homoeopathic Remedies, translated from the German. 1899
Allbtttt's Syst. Mcd. VI. 249 Infective emboli containing

pathogenetic bacteria. 1852 TH. Ross Hnmbotdfs Trav.
II. xx. 246 In the torrid zone. .the people multiply *patho-

genic causes at will. 1896 AJlbntt's Syst. Med. J. 70 Under

ordinary pathogenic conditions suppuration is induced by
the growth of micro-organisms within the tissues. 1899
A. C. HOUSTON in Nature 7 Sept. 434/2 Allowing. .virulent

bacilli. .to develop and display then- full power of *patho-

genicity. 1886 .SVi. Amer. 4 Dec. 351/3 The distinction of

the bacteria into 'pathogenous and non-pathogenous is here

unimportant. 1842 DUNGLISON Mcd. Lcx.fPathogeny, the

branch of pathology, which relates to the generation, pro-

duction and development of disease. 1898 J. HUTCHINSON

in Arch. Surg. IX. No. 36. 351 It would be unwise to

assume that in that fact its whole pathogeny is included.



PATHOGNOMIC.

Pathogerm, -germic : see PATHO-.

Pathognomic (psej^gnp-mik), a. [f. TATHO-
GNOMY + -ic (iraOoyvoj/MKos in Gr. is said to be ' a

false form').]
1. Of or pertaining to pathognomy, or to the

signs and expression of the passions or feelings.
1681 tr. Willis* Rem. Med. Wks. Vocab., Pathognomic,

that moveth the affections. 1714 POPE, etc. Mem. M.
Scriblerus \. xi, He has the true pathognomic sign of love.

1827 CARLYLE Germ. Rom, I. 178 Count Ernst had a fine

pathognomic eye. 1837-9 HAI.LAM Hist. Lit. (1847) III. 403
The possession of speech, the pathognomic countenance, the

efficiency of the hand, a longevity beyond the lower animals.

2. = PATHOGNOMONIC.
1684 vc.Bonet's Merc. Commit, vi. 185 The Pathognomick

Symptome of this Disease, and that which first invaded the
Patient. 1766 Nat. Hist, in Ann. Keg. 100/1 Its most

pathognomic symptoms. 1872 DARWIN Emotions viii. 205
Constant tremulous agitation, .pathognomic of the earlier

stages of general paralysis.

So Pathogno'mical a. =
prec. I and 2.

1643 T. GOODWIN Trial Christianas Growth 128 Such
symptomes as are Pathognomicall, and proper and peculiar
to them. 1874 Edin. Rev. July 198 With the advance of

power of pathognomical expression, coincides a certain loss

ofgrandeur.

PatllOgnoniOllic (pajjfgncun^'nik), a. (sb^).

Med. and Path. [ad. Gr. naQoyvojfj.oviiC'6s (Galen)
skilled in judging of symptoms or diseases, f.

iraOo-j PATHO- + yvunovitcos able to give an opinion,
f. yvwfj.uv judge, knowing person.] Applied to

a sign or symptom by which a disease may be
known or distinguished ; specifically characteristic

or indicative of a particular disease.

1623 HART Anat. Ur. I. ii. 19 The. .absolute knowledge
of the disease, by meanes of the signes Pathognpmonicke,
proper and peculiar to euery disease. 1693 Phil. '1 rans,

XVII. 720 This, .hath no Pathognomonic Sign by which it

is distinguish'd from other Fevers besides its Duration.

1758 MUNCKLEY in Phil, Trans. L. 613 It hath been thought,
that a quick pulse is so essential, .as to be a pathognomonic

symptom of it. 1898 P. MANSON Trop. Diseases iii. 77 The
black pigment [in malaria] is a pathognomonic .. feature.

B. sb. A pathognomonic sign or symptom.
[1625 HART Anat. Ur. i. ii. 14 Ioyne..as most pregnant.,

testimonies of the disease, these inseparable accidents of
the same, commonly called pathognomonica.} 1704 J.
HARRIS Lex. Techn. I, Pathognoiitonick> a Term in the
Art of Medicine, is a proper inseparate Sign [etc. J. 1725 N.
ROBINSON Th. Physick 87 Those inseparable Symptoms we
call its Pathognomonicsor distinguishing Characters. i8zz-

34 Good's Study Med. (ed. 4) I. 67^ It is not a symptom to

be depended on as a pathognomonic.
So Pathognomo'iiical a. rare.

1638 A. READ Chirurg. x. 70 The only pathognomonicall
bigne of a true convulsion.

Pathognomy (paj^-gn^mi). [f. as prec., after

physiognomy',
from Gr. ^uffioyvoj^ovia."]

1. The knowledge or study of the passions or

emotions, or of the signs or expressions of them.

1793 HOLCROFT Lavaters Physlog. , 24 Pathognomy is

the knowledge of the signs of tiie passions. 1820 Blackw.
Mag. VI. 651 Physiognomy takes cognizance of the shapes,
and pathognomy of the motions of the features. 1874 Edin,
Rev. July 172.

2. The knowledge of the signs or symptoms by
which diseases may be distinguished, rare.

1822-34 Good's Study Med. (ed. 4) I. 546 A voluminous
..classification of pulses. .This branch of pathognomy.

Patho'gony. rare~ f>
. = PATHOGBNT.

i88z in OGILVIE (Annandale).

Pathographical, -graphy : see PATHO-.

Pathologic (paebtfl^'d^ik), a. [ad. Gr. TraOo-

\oytrc-6s, f. iraOo-, PATHO- : see -LOGIC : cf. F.

pathologique (Cotgr. 1611).] Of or belonging to

pathology.
1656 BLOUNT Glossogr.* Pathologic*;, pertaining to Patho-

logic. 1852 TH. Ross Humboldfs Treat. II. xxiv. 500 That
vague feeling of debility.. produced by want of nutrition,
and by other pathologic causes.

Fatholq-gical, a. [f. as prec. + -AL.]
1. Pertaining to or dealing with pathology; re-

lating to or treating of diseases or bodily affections.
1688 BOVLE Final Causes Nat. Things iv. 159 The

Physiological and Pathological parts of Physick. 1809
Med. Jrnl. XXI. 297 He .. has given up all hopes of

any thing important being discovered, .from pathological
anatomy. 1834 J. FORBES Laennec's Dis. Chest x. (ed. 4)

347 Noticed by almost every pathological anatomist. 1879
CALDERWOOD Mind fy Br. iv. 80 The interest in it was
stimulated and guided by pathological observations.

b. That is or may be the subject of pathology ;

involving or of the nature of disease; morbid.
1845 6 G. E. DAY tr. Simon's Anim. Chent. I. 166 In

certain pathological states of the system. 1858 BUCKLE
Civiliz.

(1860) II. vii. 381 The laws of their normal and
pathological development. 1894 H. DRUMMOND Ascent of
Man 122 Conditions which are pathological in one animal
are natural in others.

2. Pertaining to the passions or emotions, rare.
1800 COGAN Passions ii. 2 Its pathological effect [i.e. of

surprise] is that of a simple stimulus whose sole object is to
arouse the attention. 1894 ILLINGWORTH Personality iv. 105
It is not the physical effect of the desire, the mere patho-
logical feeling, but the metaphysical action of the mental
image that ultimately determines my action.

Pathologically, adv. [f. prec. + -LY 2
.]

1. In relation to pathology, or to its subject-

matter, disease.
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1828-32 in WEBSTER. 1868 D. COOK Dr. Muspratt's
Patients, etc. 228 His book.. on the Heart physiologically
and pathologically considered. 1879 TYNDALL Fragm. Sc.
(ed. 6) II. xiii. 335 The bacterium ofsplenic fever. .[Pasteur's]
investigations regarding the part it plays pathologically.
2. In relation to the passions or emotions, rare.

1824 DE QUINCEY tr. Kant's Idea Univ. Hist. Wks. XIII.
133 A social concert that had been pathologically extorted
from the mere necessities of situation. 1833 CHALMERS
Const. Man (1834) II. n. iii. 237 The objects which he
chooses to entertain, and . . the emotions which patho-
logically result from them,

Patholo'gico-, combining form of Gr. iraBo-

\oytKos PATHOLOGICAL, used in the sense 'relating
to pathology and . . . '; as pathologico-anatomical
(relating to pathology and anatomy), -clinical

',

-histological) -psychological adjs.
1802-12 BKNTUAM Ration. Judic. Evid. (1827) V. 167 The

branch of the pathologico-psychological system here in
Question. 1855 tr. WedCs Rudim. Pathol. Histol. (Syd.
Soc.) Pref. 5 The pathologico-histological course pursued in
this work. 1876 tr. //. von Ziemssens Cycl. Med. XI. 28
Pathologico-anatomical changes in the nerves. 1899 <A Ubutt's
Syst. Med. VIII. 408 Pathologico-clinical groups.

Pathologist (pa^-lod^ist). [f. PATHOLOGY +

-1ST.] One versed in pathology ; a student of or
writer upon diseases.

1650 CHARLETON tr. van Hclmonfs Incongruities Dcjlux.
Translator to Rdr., No one. .among the numerous swarm of
Pathologists, has discoursed of the nature and causes of
such Diseases, a 1862 BUCKLE Civiliz. (1869) III. v. 4 17 The
philosophic pathologist is as different from the physician,
as a jurist is different from an advocate.

Patho-logize, v. rare. [See -IZE.] trays. To
treat pathologically ; to treat the pathology of.

1649 BULWBR Pathomyot. Pref. 7 Neither the great Parents
of Physick, nor their Learned Off-spring had pathologized
the Muscles.

Pathology (pa^'lod^i). [ad. mod. or med.L.

pathologia, f. Gr. iraOo-, PATHO- + -\oyiat
-LOGY :

cf. V.pathologie (c 1600).]
1. The science or study of disease ; that depart-
ment of medical science, or of physiology, whic^
treats of the causes and nature of diseases, or
abnormal bodily affections or conditions.

[1597 A. M. tr. Guilloneaus Fr. Chirurg. i b/i Patho-
loffia treatethe of the cause and occasione of the sicknesses.]
1611 COTGR., Pathologique, of, or belonging to, Pathologic.
a 1682 SIR T. ItaowNt: Tracts (1684) 76 This, m the Pathology
of Plants, may be the Disease of ^vAAo/naia'o. 1783 W.
CULLEM First Lines Pref., Wks. 1827 I. 470 The many
hypothetical doctrines of the Humoral Pathology. 1845
TODD & BOWMAN Phys. Anat. I. 28 Pathology is the physio-
logy of disease. 1874 MAHAFFY Soc. Life Greece ix. 274
Greek medicine rather started from hygiene than from
pathology.

b. transf. The sum of morbid processes or

conditions.

1672 SIR T. BROWNE Lett. Friend 14 If Asia, Africa, and
America should bring in their List [of diseases], Pandoras
Box would swell, and there must be a strange Pathology.
1797 M. HAII.LIE Morb. Anat. (1807) p. v, We shall add to
our knowledge of the pathology of the body. 1807 Med.
^rnl, XVII. 2ii Among the variety of diseases .. few are
involved in more obscurity as to their pathology, . .than, .

tetanus. 1881 Med. Temp. Jrnt. Oct. 17 The pathology as
indicated in the changes which took place in the body.

c. Extended to the study of morbid or abnormal
mental or moral conditions.

1842 KINGSLEY Lett. (1878) I. 114 Understand the patho-
logy of the human soul, and be able to cure its diseases.

(11878 LEWES Study Psychol. i. (1879) 35 Mental Pathology
. . has run a course parallel to that of Mental Physiology.
2. The study of the passions or emotions, rare.
1681

tr._
Willis Rein. Med. Wks. Vocab., Pathologie,

the doctrine of the passions. 18.. BENTHAM Princ. Civil
Code i. vi. Wks. 1843 I. 304/2 Pathology is a term., not
hitherto .. employed in morals, but .. equally necessary
here. .. Moral pathology would consist in the knowledge
of the feelings, affections, and passions. 1817 Table
Springs ofAction ibid. 205 Psychological dynamics, .has for
its basis psychological pathology. 1833 CHALMERS Const.

,1/(i834) II. ii. ii. 180.

Pathomania to Pathopceous : see PATHO-.
Pathos Cp^'Jjps). [mod. a. Gr. iraOos suffering,

feeling : so F. pathos (Moliere 1672).]
1. That quality in speech, writing, music, or

artistic representation (or transf. in events, circum-

stances, persons, etc.) which excites a feeling of

pity or sadness ; power of stirring tender or melan-

choly emotion ; pathetic or affecting character or

influence.

1668 DRYDEN Dram. Poesy Ess. (Ker) I. 81 There is a cer-
tain gaiety in their comedies, and pathos in their more
serious plays. 1742 YOUNG Nt. Th. ix. 1632 There dwells
a noble pathos in the skies, Which warms our passions.
1855 PRESCOTT Philip //, I. n. xi. 263 He descanted on the
woes of the land with a pathos which drew tears from every
eye. 1874 GREEN Short Hist. vii. | 6. 399 The tale of
Protestant sufferings was told with a wonderful pathos.. by
John Foxe.

b. A pathetic expression or utterance, rare.

1579 E. K. Gloss Spenser^s Sheph. Cal. May 189 And
with) A very Poeticall na96<; [ed. 1591 pathos], a 1644
WESTFIELD Eng. Face (1646) 127

* Lord . . If thou wilt pardon
this people!

1

It was a vehement pathos. 1853-8 HAWTHORNE
Eng. Note-Bits, (1879) II. 294 Little pathoses, .are abundant
enough.
2. Suffering (bodily or mental), rare.

1693 tr. Blancard'sPhys, Diet. (ed. 2), Pat/tos t vicl. Pathema
[Pdf/tewa, all preternatural Conturbation wherewith our

PATIBULARY.
Body is molested]. 1842 TENNYSON Lore fy Duty 82 Shall

sharpest pathos blight us, knowing all Life needs for life is

possible to will? 1853 DUNGLISON Med. Le.v. t Pat/ios
t

Affection, Disease.

3. In reference to art, esp. ancient Greek art :

The quality of the transient or emotional, as

opposed to the permanent or ideal : see ETHOS 2.
1881 Q, Rev. Oct. 542 The real is preferred to the ideal,

transient emotion to permanent lineaments, pathos to ethos.

Pathway (pcr)>|W^). A way that constitutes

or serves as a path ;
a way by or along which one

may walk or go ;
a path, track, way. (Often Jig-.}

^1536 TINDALE Pathway Wks. (1573) 377, I supposed it

very necessary to prepare this Pathway into the Scripture
for you, that ye might walke surely and euer know the true
from the false. 1546 BALE Eng. Votaries \. I viijb, lohan
Baptyst . . prepared a playne pathwaye to Christ and hys
kyngedome. 1555 EDEN Decades 87 A patheway in the

myddest of a fyeld. 1748 Anson's Voy. 11. xiii. 270 There
was but one path-way which led through the woods. 1810
SCOTT Lady ofL. i. iv, High in his pathway hung the Sun.

1897 MARY KIKCSLEY W. Africa 388 The great, black,
winding river with a pathway in its midst of frosted silver

where the moonlight struck it 1899 Allbiitt's Syst. Med.
VII. 250 If its channels be constricted the blood takes the

pathway through the locomotor organs.
Hence Fathwayed (pcr]>|wkl) a., furnished with

a pathway.
1839 CLOUGH Early Poems iii. 4 Again in vision clear thy

patmvayed side I tread.

-patty, repr. Gr.-m0cta, lit. 'suffering, feeling*,
the second element of the word HOMEOPATHY (Gr.
ofioLOTrd&fia the quality of suffering or feeling alike,
the having of like affections, sympathy), extended
to ALLOPATHY, and applied, with the sense

' method
of cure, curative treatment

4

,
to other compounds,

as hydropathy, kinesipathy , electropathy, etc.

1863 KINGSLEY Water-Bab.\v, [They tried] Hydropathy..
Pyropathy, as successfully employed by the old inquisitors
to cure the malady of thought. ..Geopathy, or burying him.

Atmopathy, or steaming him.. .With all other ipathies and
opathies which Noodle has invented, and Foodie tried. 1888
St. James s Gaz. 20 Sept., Pelopathy, or treatment by means
of mud baths... Raxopathy, or the grape-cure, is more
favoured in vine-producing countries than it is in England.
Glossopathy is now added to the list.. [to express] the good
effects which dogs can produce upon suffering humanity by
applying their tongues to wounds and sores. This gentle-
man is now collecting a staff of suitable dogs, with a view to

opening a glossopathic establishment in the neighbourhood
of Zurich. 1900 Westm. Gaz. 6 June 10/1 Never before.,
has light treatment taken definite shape as it is undoubtedly
doing now in a distinct 'pathy', which our contemporary
christens

*

photopathy '.

fPa-tiate, z>. Obs. rare 1

, [irreg. f. L. pat-l
to suffer + -ATE 3.] trans. To suffer.

1653 R. SANDERS Physiogn.^ Moles 7 Though he patiate
infirmities, yet he shall recover.

t Fa'tible, sb. Obs. [ad. L. patibulum a fork-

shaped yoke placed on the necks of criminals,
a fork-shaped gibbet, etc-i f. pate-re to lie open +

-bitlum, forming names of instruments or utensils.]
A gibbet, a cross ; the horizontal bar of a cross.

1428-9 Rec. St. Mary at Hill (E. E. T. S.) 70 Also payd
for a patyble to serle . . Also payd for iiij Ewangehstes,
makyng & keruyng. 1*1450 Mirour Saluacioun 4127 The
patible of the crosse for sheeld and targe hadde hee. a 1548
HALL Chron., Hen. VIII 74 On the aultare was a deske or

halpace, whereon stoode a patible of the Crucifix of fine

golde. 1745 BLOMEFIELU Norfolk II. 638 The Patible over
the Perke (Rood-loft], attrib. 1610 GUILLIM Heraldry \\,

vii. (1660) 79 This manner of bearing of the patible Cross is

warranted by Rolls of greatest Antiquity.

t Fatible (pse'tib'l), a. Obs. \?&.'L.patibil-is> i.

pat-l to suffer : see -IBLE.]
1. Capable of suffering or undergoing something ;

liable to undergo something ; subject to something.
1603 HARSNET Pop. Impost. 115 The deuil looked like a

patible old Coridon, with a payre of homes on his heade
and a cowes tayle at his breech. 1656 R. ROBINSON Christ
All 134 [Light] is an accidental form or a patible quality.
a 1854 COLERIDGE in Lit. Rem. (1839) IV. 211 [Man] is a

passive as well as active being : he is a patible agent.

b. Capable of or liable to suffering ; passible.
1600 W. WATSON Decacordon (1602) 48 The patible and

withall impatible body of our Sauiour Christ. 1678 CUD-
WORTH Intell. Syst. i. v. 813 The Demoniack Bodies, .have..

Gross Matter in them, and are Patible. 1691 BAXTER Repl.

Severity 6 The raised wicked have not bodies less sensible,

patible, or that need less food.

2. '

Capable of being suffered, endurable, toler-

able
7

. (In Dictionaries.)
i6 COCKERAM, Patible, to be suffered. 1658 PHILLIPS,

Patwle, to be suffered or indured. 1731 BAILEY, Patible^. .

sufferable. 1755 JOHNSON, Patible, sufferable ; tolerable.

Patibulary (patrbi^laii), a. rare. [f. L.

patibul-um PATIBLE sb. + -AUY 1
. Cf. Y.patibtt-

laire (i5th c. in Hatz.-Darm.).] Of or pertaining
to the gallows; resembling the gallows; suggesting
the gallows or hanging. Chiefly humorous.

1646 SmT. BROWNE Pseud. Ep.\. xxi. (1686) 216 Some
patibulary aflixion after he was slain. 1697 DENNIS Plot fy

no Plot v, I never saw a more patibulary phyz. 1801

SportingMag. XVII. 155 A certain Corn-Buyer, which had
. . undergone the discipline of a patibulary suspension on a

gallows. 1837 CARLYLE Diam. Neckl. xvi. Ess. 1888 V. 193

Yes, infinitely terrible is the Gallows ; it bestrides with its

patibulary fork the Pit of bottomless Terror ! 1838 Fraser's

Mag. XVII. 767 The '

I ad Grecum Pi !' of the German
students (in allusion to the patibulary form of that letter).



PATIBTTLATE.

So Fati-bulate v. trans, [cf. L. patibulat-iis

gibbeted], to hang, humorous nonce-wd.
1656 BLOL-NT Glossogr., Paiikulated, hanged on a Gibbet,

Gallows or Cross. 1881 Society n June 3/1 That dis-

tinguished burglar after he had been duly patibulated. 1882
OGILVIE, Patibulated.

Patience (p/'-jens), sb. Forms: 3-6 paci-,
4-6 pacy-, -ence, -ens(e. 6- patience. [ME. a.

OF. patience, pacience (i2th c.), ad. 'L. patientia,
f. patient-em suffering, PATIENT : see -ENCE.]

I. The practice or quality of being patient.
1. The suffering or enduring (of pain, trouble, or

evil) with calmness and composure ; the quality or

capacity of so suffering or enduring.
01225 Ancr. R. 180 To be uttre temptaciun is neod

pacience, bet is bolemodnesse. 1340 Aycnb. 33 Ase he ne may
no bing here be bo^samnesse, he ne may bolye be paciense.
c 1374 CHAUCER lioeth. n. pr. vii. 93 (Camb. MS.), Vif bat he
wolde han surTred lyhtly in pacience the wronges bat weeren
don vn to hym. c 1440 LOVE Bonavent. Mirr. v. (Sherard
MS.), jif we cowde wel kepe pacience in tyme of aduersite.

1553 DK' NORTHUMBLD. in Four C. Eng. Lett. (1880) 22
God grant me pacyence to endure. 1594 SHAKS. Rjch. Ill,
I. i. 126 Rich.. .How hath your Lordship brook 'd imprison-
ment ? Hast. With patience (Noble Lord) as prisoners must.
1658 ll'hole Duty Man ii. 5 Patience, .is nothing else, but
a willing and quiet yielding to whatever afflictions it pleases
God to lay upon us. 1784 COWPER Task iv. 339 That thus
We may with patience bear our moderate ills. 1849 M.
ARNOLD To Gypsy Child by Sea Shore 13 Drugging pain by
patience. 1868 SWINBURNE Blake 63 He endured all the
secret slights and wants, .with a most high patience.

b. Forbearance, longsuffering, longanimity under

provocation of any kind; esp. forbearance or

bearing with others, their faults, limitations, etc.

1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. xiv. 99 pere parfit treuthe and
pouere herte is, and pacience of tonge ; pere is charitee. 1481
CAXTON Reynard xxix. (Arb.) 73 He shold the better haue
pacience and pyte on Reynarte. 1391 SHAKS. Two Gait. iv.

j

Sacr. n. vi. 13 The patience and long-suffering of uu, ,

leading men to repentance. 1764 FOOTE Patron, n. Wks.
1799 I. 348 Bev. I am happy, Sir Thomas, if . Sir Tho.
Your patience. There is in you, Mr. Bever, a fire of imagina-
tion [etc.]. 1873 MORLEY Rousseau II. 93 His discipular
patience when Rousseau told him that his verses were poor,
..is a little uncommon in a prince.

c. The calm abiding of the issue of time, pro-
cesses, etc. ; quiet and self-possessed waiting for

something; 'the quality of expecting long without

rage or discontent' (J.).
c '375 Sc- Leg. Saints iii. (Andreas') 405 Jet wil I with

paciens a quhil here be. 1382 WYCLIF Lti&exxi. 19 In joure
pacience je schulen welde joure soulis [1526 TINDALE, '.

With your pacience possesse your soules]. 1473 SIR J.
PASTON in P. Lett. III. 130, 1 beseche yow off pacyence tyll
the begynnyng of the next yeer. 1526 TINDALE Jos. v. 7 jThe husbande man wayteb for the precious frute offe the
erth, and hath long pacience there vppon, vntill he receave
the yerly and the latter rayne. 1615 G. SANDYS Tra-j. 153He had not the patience to expect a present, but demanded
one. 1654 WHITELOCKE Jrnl. Swcd. F.ntb. (1772) II. 401
Their ambassador . . was put to the patience of staying an
hower and a halfe. .before he was called in to his higrines.
1796 H. HUNTER tr. St.-Pierre's Stud. Nat. (1799) HI- 87
Behold the fruits of eleven years patience. 1866 RUSKIN
Etk. Dust iv. 61 Patience is the finest and worthiest part
of fortitude, and the rarest, too.

d. Constancy in labour, exertion, or effort.

1517 TORKINGTON Pilgr. (1884) 55 The same nyght, with
grett Difficulty and moche paciens, we war Delivered a
horde into ower Shippe. a 1774 W. HARTE Eulogius Poems
(1810) 382/2 He learnt with patience, and with meekness
taught. 1795 SOUTHF.V Joan ofArc n. 190 We. .in the fight
opposed . . to the exasperate patience of the foe, Desperate
endurance. 1871 DARWIN Desc. Man in. xix. (1874) 563
Genius has been declared by a great authority to be patience ;

and patience, in this sense, means unflinching, undaunted
perseverance.

e. Personified, or represented in a figure.
'377 LANGL. P. PI. B. xm. 29 Pacience in be palets stode

in pilgrymes clothes, And preyde mete for charite. 1509HAWK Past. Pleas, xx. (Percy Soc.) 96 To wofull creatures
she is goodly leche, Wyth her good syster called Pacyence.
1601 SHAKS. Titiel. N. 11. iv. 117 She sate, like Patience on
a Monument, Smiling at greefe. 1884 HENLEY & STEVENSON
Three Plays, Beau Austin I. ii, I cannot away with your '

pale cheeks and that Patience-on-a-Monument kind of look.
f. Phrases and locutions :

^Patience perforce, patience upon compulsion, i. e. when
there is no other course (06s.). Mypatience ! an ejaculation
of surprise (colloq.). Patience! Have patience I be patient ;

wait a little; give or allow sufficient time. To hare patience
with iti", toward),\.o show forbearance toward; so, to have
no patience with (colloq.), to be unable to bear patiently, to
be irritated by. Out ofpatience, advb. phr. (sometimes adj.),
provoked so as no longer to have patience (with}, t To take
inpatience, to receive or accept with resignation (ois.1.

1575 GASCOIGNE Weedes (title) "Patience Perforce. Content
thy selfe with patience perforce. 1607 H EYWOOD II "cm. Killed
'M. Kindu. Plays 1874 II. 138 Here's patience perforce,He needs must trot afoot that tires his horse. 1670 RAY
Proverbs 130 Patience perforce is a medicine for a mad dog.
1873 MURDOCH Doric Lyre 33 *Ma patience, that beats
a' 1 f 1489 CAXTON Sonnes ofAymon i. 58 My dere moder
"haue a lytyll pacyence. 1705 VANBRUGH Cenfed. HI. ii, i

Flip. Have patience, and it shall be done. 1765 GRAY :

. '.78 This, .world of
ours is but a child Yet in the go-cart. Patience ! Give it

time To learn its limbs. 1382 WYCLIF Matt, xviii. 26 *Haue
pacience in me, and alle thingis i shal jeelde to thee. 1516
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TINDALE i Thess. \: 14 Forbeare the weake, have continual!
pacience towarde alle men. 1855 THACKERAY Newcames
Ixiv, I have no patience with the Colonel. 1542 UDALL
Erasm. Apoph. 341 Archias beeyng throughly *out of
pacience thretened to pull hym parforce out of the temple.

, 1686 tr. Chardin's Trav. Persia 34 Which put the Vizier

j

so out of Patience. 1804 M. G. LEWIS llravo of Venice
(1856) II. iv. 316 [He] was out of all patience with himself.
1386 CHAUCER Knt.'s T. 226 *Taak al in pacience Oure

prisoun, for it may noon oother be.

g. Muscle ofpatience,patience muscle: thelevator
muscle of the shoulder.

1730-6 BAILEY (folio), Patientia! musculiis (with Anato-
mists), the muscle of patience, so called from the great
service of it in labour. It is the same as Levator Scapulx.
2. With of: The fact or capacity of enduring ;

patient endurance of. Cf. I.MPATIENCE i b. rare.

1530 TIN'DALE Anstu. More in. xiii. Ciij b, Why setteth he
not his eyes on the thankes geuynge for that pleasure and
on the pacience of other displeasures? 1718 PRIOR Solomon n.

890 Patience of toil, and love ofvirtue fails. 1741 MIDDLETON
Cicero IL x. 366 Patience of injuries. 1772 Ann. Reg. 44/1
That patience of hunger, and every kind of hardship.
1 3. Sufferance ; indulgence ; leave, permission ;

chiefly in by or with your patience. Obs.
1558 FRAUNCK.a!VzVnZqf.Ded. ?ij b, By your patience lie

it spoken. 1583 STUBBES Ana/. Abus. Il.(i882 66 And thus
much with their patience be it spoken briefly hereof. 1591
SHAKS. i Hen. I '/, II. iii. 78 Nor other satisfaction do I

crane, But onely with your patience, that we may Taste of
your Wine.

i6io_ Tempest in. iii. 3, I can goe no further,
Sir, . . by your patience, I needes must rest me.

II. Special senses.

4. Name for a species of Dock, called by the
old herbalists Patientia (Rumex Patientia Linn.),
formerly used in Britain instead of spinach, in

salads, etc. Sometimes extended to other species
of Dock : Wild Patience, Ritmex obttisifolius. See
also PATIENCE-DOCK, PASSIONS, DOCK sb. 1 i b.

[The origin of this name has not been traced.]
c 1440 Promf. Pan: 376/1 Pacyence, herbe, paciencia.
1450 Two Cookery-Iks, n. 69 Take Colys, .. Betlls and

Borage, auens, Violette, Malvis, parsle, betayn, pacience,
be white of the lekes, and be croppe of be netle. 1538 TURNER
Libellns B ij, llippolapathon, officine paticntiam uocant,
vulgus Patience. 1546 J. HEVWOOD Prix: (1867) 37 Let
pacience growe in your gardein alwaie. 1597 GF.KARDE
Herbal II. Ixxviii. 7. 314 The Monkes Ruharbe is called in
Latine Ruined satium, and Patientia, or Patience, which
worde is borrowed of the French, who call this herbe
Pacience. i6n FLORIO, Lapato, the wild Dock or Patience.
1629 PARKINSON 1'arad. in Sole H. xiv. 483 Garden Patience '

is a kinde of Docke. 1712 tr. Pomcl's /fist. Drugs I. 44 .

The Leaves are like enough those of Wild Patience. 1882
J. SMITH Diet. Econ. Plants, Herb of Patience (Rumcx
Patientia). 1886 G. NICHOLSON Diet. Card., Patience or
Herb Patience, ..a hardy perennial, .the leaves of which
were formerly much used in the place of Spinach.
5. A game of cards (either ordinary playing

cards, or small cards marked with numbers), in '

which the cards are taken as they come from the

pack or set, and the object is to arrange them in

some systematic order
; usually for one person

alone (in which case also called solitaire}.

_
1816 W. WARDEN Lett. Conduct Napoleon (ed. 4) 198 He

|

is sent to the sideboard to play at Patience until the new
pack would deal with more facility. 1822 LADY GRANVILLE
Lett. (1894) I. 220 We were occupied all yesterday evening
with conjuring tricks and patiences of every kind. 1861
DICKENS Gt. Expect, xl. Playing a complicated kind of
Patience with a ragged pack of cards. 1874 LADY CADOGAN
(title') Illustrated Games of Patience. 1901 Alunscy's Mag.
(U. S.) XXIV. 873/1 This is a difficult Patience to get ; its

solution depends on watchfulness and luck.

6. attrib. and Comb., as patience-trying adj. ;

(sense 5) patience card, case, pack, player.
1890 Anthony's Photogr. Bull. III. 119 It was tiresome,

patience-trying work and reminded me of the old dissected

puzzles of my boyhood. 1898 Westm. Gaz. u Jan. 2/1
Always, like a skilful patience player, leave vacancies for
last chances. 1901 Munsey's Maf. (U. S.) XXIV. 872/1
It is much more satisfactory to use a regular Patience pack
than to play with ordinary cards. The Patience cards are

only two and a half by one and three fourths inches.

Fa/tieiice, v. rare. [f. prec.]
1 1. trans. To endow with patience, make patient ;

;

reft, to be patient, have patience. Cf. PATIENT v. i.

1605 Play Stucley in Simpson Sen. Shaks. (1878) I. 159
Patience but yourself awhile.

2. intr. To have or exercise patience.
1396 NASHE Saffron H'alden D ij, To wame the blue-

coate Corrector when he should patience and surcease. 1835New Monthly Mag. XLIV.337, I had ' swam on a gondola
'

at Venice, and '

patienced
'

in a punt at Putney.
Patience-dock. Herb. Also 9 patient-dock,

[f. PATIENCE sb. 4 + DOCK si>.
1
]

1. Properly, The dock called PATIENCE, Rnmex
Patientia.

1884 MILLER Plant-n., Patience-Dock, Rume.r Patientia.
Ibid., Ruwcx Patientia, Monk's Rhubarb, Patience, or
Patient Dock.
2. In the north of England, applied to the Bistort

(Polygonum Bistorta), there also called PASSIONS,
PASSION-DOCK, of which 'the leaves are by some
boiled in the Spring, and eaten as greens' (Light-
foot Flora Scot. 2o6X
1776-96 WITHERING Brit. Plants (ed. 3) II. 383 note. The

young shoots are eaten in herb pudding in the North of
England, and about Manchester, they are substituted for

greens under the name of Patience Dock. 1865 Science
Gossip 36 (E. D. D.) In Cheshire the edible qualities of the

PATIENT.

plant are well known, but it is there called
'

patient dock '.

1872 Routledgc's Ev. Key's Ann. Sept. 631/1 The young
shoots are eaten under the name of Patience Dock.

Patiency (p/
l-

Jensi). rare. [f. PATIENT (after

agency}: see -ENCY.] The quality or condition of

being patient or passive : see PATIENT a. 3, sb. 4.
1697 J. SERGEANT Solid Philos. 217 Which. .has the truest

Notion of Agency in it, without any Mixture of Patiency;
because the Body moved cannot re-act upon it. 1813-21BENTHAM Ontology Wks. 1843 VIII. 207/1 They are each
one of them agent and patient at the same time. No one
exhibits more of agency, no one more of patiency, than any
other, a 1832 Logic ibid. 228/2.

Patient (p^'-JC-nt), a. and sb. Forms : 4-6
pacy-, 4-7 paci-, 6- patient, (6 paty-). [a. OF.
patient, passicnt (13-14111 c.), later patient, ad. L.

patient-em, pr. pple. offati to suffer.]
A. adj.

1. Bearing or enduring (pain, affliction, trouble,
or evil of any kind) with composure, without dis-
content or complaint; having the quality or capacity
of so bearing ; exercising or possessing patience.
^1320-40 [implied iii PATIENTLY]. 1:1370 Hymns Virgin

me.. Still haue I borne it witha patient shrug. 1643 MILTON
Divorce I. viii. Wks. (1851) 39 Job the patientest of men.
1784 COWPER Task iv. 407, I praise you much, ye meek and
patient pair, For ye are worthy. 1842 TENNYSON St. Sim.
Sty!. 15 Patient on this tall pillar I have borne Rain, wind,
frost, heat, hail, damp, and sleet, and snow.

b. Longsuffering, forbearing ; with to, towards,
lenient towards, bearing with (others, their infir-

mities, etc.).

1377 LANGL. P. PI. P.. xv. 193 Paciente of tonge, And
boxome as of berynge to burgeys and to lordes. 1382WYCLIF i Thess. v. 14 Kesceyue ;e syke men, be ;e pacient
to alle men. 1598 B. JONSON /;>. Man in Hum. in. iv,
Vou'ld mad the patient's! body in the world, to heare you
talke so, without any sense or reason. 1606 CHAPMAN
Gentlem. Usher Plays 1873 I. -525 Thou weariest not thy
husbands patient eares. 1797 MRS. RADCLIFFE Italian i,

F.llena was the sole support of her aunt's declining years ;

. .patient to her infirmities. 1852 BRIGHT Hymn,
'

Andno-.v,O l-'athcr
', Most patient Saviour, who dost love us still.

c. Calmly expectant ; not hasty or impetuous ;

quietly awaiting the course or issue of events, etc.

1382 WYCLIF Eccl. vii. 8 Betere is a pacient man than
the enhauncende hymself. 1526 Pilgr. Perf. (W. de W.

pacient. 1598 _ _
Beggar Plays 1873 I. 33 Be patient my wench and He tell
thee. 1791 MRS. RADCLIFFE Rnm. Forest i, The ruffian . .

bid him be patient awhile. 1866 RVSKIN Eth. Dust iv. 61,
I know twent}- persevering girlsfor one patient one; but it

is only that twenty-first who can do her work, out and out,
or enjoy it. 1883 R. M. BENSON Sfir. Read. Advent 115We must form a habit of patient expectation.

d. Continuing or able to continue a course of
action without being daunted by difficulties or hin-
drances

; persistent, constant, diligent, unwearied.
1590 SPENSER F. Q. i. viii. 45 Take to you wonted strength,And maister these mishaps with patient mi^ht. 1611 BIBLE

Kont. ii. 7 Who by patient continuance in well doing seeke
for glory, and honour, and immortalitie. a 1727 NEWTON
(J.) Whatever I have done is due to patient thought. 1764
GOLDSM. Trav. 283 Methinks her [Holland's] patient sons
before me stand. 1886 SHORTHOUSE Sir Perch-al ii. 55 So
many years of patient labour.

6. fg. of things.
1820 KEATS Hyperion i. 353 And still they were the same

bright, patient stars. Ifrid. HI. 98 The most patient brilliance
of the moon! 1861 MRS. BROWNING Little Mattie iii,
Smooth Down her patient locks.

2. With of: Enduring or able to endure (evil,

suffering, etc." ; endurant of. (Cf. impatient of.}
c 1440 Promp. Pan: 376/1 Pacyent of sufl'erynge. 1600

J. PORY tr. Lto'l Africa IX. 338 Neither are they so patient
of hunger as of thirst. ri6n CHAPMAN Iliad x. 145 Old
man, that never tak'st repose, Thou art too patient of our
toil, a 1706 EVELYN Kal. Hart. (17291 227 Plants least

patient of Cold. 1742 YOUNG Nt. Th. iv. 3 Thine Ear is

patient of a serious Song. 1780 COWPER Table Talk 224
Patient of constitutional control, He bears it with meek
manliness of soul. 1826-34 WORDSW. To May x, Streams
that April could not check Are patient of thy rule.

b. Of words, writings, etc. : Capable of bearing
or admitting of (a particular interpretation).
1638 CHILLINGW. Relig. Prot. i. Pref. to E. Knott 20

the law which was made patient of such a weak evasion.
1879 LD. COLERIDGE in Lam Rep. Com. Pleas Div. IV. 304
His language is at least patient of such an interpretation.
1894 ILLINGWORTH Personality Hum. ff Div. vii. (1895) 169
The picture is patient of various interpretations.

3. Undergoing the action of another ; passive.
(Correlative to agent.'} rare.
Cl6ll CHAPMAN fHad To Rdr. (1865) 78 [Translators]

apply Their pains and cunnings word for word to render
Their patient authors, c 1645 HOWELL Lett. (1650) I. 293
This motion betwixt tbe agent spirit, and patient matter,
produceth an actual heat.

B. sb:

1. A sufferer; one who suffers patiently. Novrrart.
1393 LANGL. /'. PI. C. xiv. 99 So bat poure pacient is

parfitest lif of alle, And alle parfite preestes to pouerta
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Pathogerm, -germic: see PATHO-.

Fathognomic (paejtfgn^mik), a. [f. PATHO-
GXOMT + -ic {naOoyvojfUKus in Gr. is said to be ' a

false form').]
1. Of or pertaining to pathognomy, or to the

signs and expression of the passions or feelings.
1681 tr. Willis Rem. Med. Wks. Vocab., Pathognomic,

pathognomiceye. 1837-9 HALLAM Hist. Lit. (1847) III. 403
The possession of speech, the pathognomic countenance, the

efficiency of the hand, a longevity beyond the lower animals.

2. = PATHOGNOMOMC.
1684 tr. Bond's Merc. Commit, vi. 185 The Pathognomick

Symptome of this Disease, and that which first invaded the

Patient. 1766 Nat. Hist, in Ann. Reg. 100/1 Its most

pathognormc symptoms. 1872 DARWIN Emotions viii. 205
Constant tremulous agitation, .pathognomic of the earlier

stages of general paralysis.

So Fathog-no-mical a. =
prec. I and 2.

1643 T. GOODWIN Trial Christian's Growth 128 Such

symptomes as are Pathognoinica.ll, and proper and peculiar
to them. 1874 Edin. Km. July 198 With the advance of

power of pathognomical expression, coincides a certain loss

of grandeur.

Pathognomonic ^pa^gn^mp-nik), a. (sb.}.

fried, and Path. [ad. Gr. nadoyvojpovtK-os (Galen)
skilled in judging of symptoms or diseases, f.

7ra0o-, PATHO- + -yvcu^uo^/eos able to give an opinion,
f. yv(jufj.ci}v judge, knowing person.] Applied to

a sign or symptom by which a disease may be

known or distinguished ; specifically characteristic

or indicative of a particular disease.

i6s HART Anat. Ur. I. ii. 19 The. .absolute knowledge
of the disease, by meanes of the signes Pathognomonicke,
proper and peculiar to euery disease, 1693 Phil. 1 rans.

XVII. 720 This, .hath no Pathognomonic Sign by which it

is distinguished from other Fevers besides its Duration.

1758 MUNCKLEY in Phil. Trans. L. 613 It hath been thought,
that a quick pulse is so essential .. as to be a pathognomonic

symptom of it. 1898 P. MANSON' Trap. Diseases iii. 77 The
black pigment [in malaria] is a patliognomonic.. feature.

B. sb. A pathognomonic sign or symptom.
[1625 HART Anat. Ur, i. ii. 14 loyne. .as most pregnant. .

testimonies of the disease, these inseparable accidents of
the same, commonly called pathognomonica.\ 1704 J.

HARRIS Lex. Techn. I, Pathognomonick, a Term in the

Art of Medicine, is a proper inseparate Sign [etc.]. 1725 N.
ROBINSON Th, Physick 87 Those inseparable Symptoms we
call its Pathognomonics or distinguishing Characters. 1822 -

34 Good's Study Med. (ed. 4} I. 674 It is not a symptom to

be depended on as a pathognomonic.
So Patliognomo uical a. rare.

1638 A. READ Chirurg. x. 70 The only pathognomonicall
signe of a true convulsion.

Pathognoiuy (pab^-gn^mi). [f.
as prec., after

physiognomy, from Gr. (f>vffioyvojfj.ovia.'\

1. The knowledge or study of the passions or

emotions, or of the signs or expressions of them.

1793 HOLCROFT Lavater's Pliyslog. ii. 24 Pathognomy is

the knowledge of the signs of the passions. 1820 Blackiv.

Mag. VI. 651 Physiognomy takes cognizance of the shapes,
and pathognomy of the motions of the features. 1874 Edin.
Rev. July 172.

2. The knowledge of the signs or symptoms by
which diseases may be distinguished, rare.

1822-34 Good's Study Med. (ed. 4) I. 546 A voluminous
..classification of pulses. .This branch of pathognomy.

Patho-gony. rart. = PATHOGEXY.
1882 in OGILVIE (Annandale).

Pathographical, -graphy : see PATHO-.

Pathologic (paejwlp'dsik), a. [ad. Gr. -naQo-

\oytK-6s, f. nctOo-, PATHO- : see -LOGIC : cf. F.

pathologique (Cotgr. 1611).] Of or belonging to

pathology.
1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Pathologick, pertaining to Patho-

logic. 1852 TH. Ross Httmboldt's Trav. II. xxiv. 500 That

vague feeling of debility.. produced by want of nutrition,

and by other pathologic causes.

Fatholo gical, a. [f. as prec. + -AL.]
1. Pertaining to or dealing with pathology; re-

lating to or treating of diseases or bodily affections.

1688 BOYLE Final Causes Nat. Things iv. 159 The
Physiological and Pathological parts of Physick. 1809
Med. yrnl. XXI. 297 He .. has given up all

hopes
of

any thing important being discovered, .from pathological
anatomy. 1834 J. FORBES Laennec's Dis. Chest x. (ed. 4)

347 Noticed by almost every pathological anatomist. 1879
CALDF.RWOOD Mind <$ Br. iv. 80 The interest in it was
stimulated and guided by pathological observations.

b. That is or may be the subject of pathology ;

involving or of the nature of disease; morbid.

1845-6 G. E. DAY tr. Simon's Anim. Chem. I. 166 In
certain pathological states of the system. 1858 BUCKLE
Civiliz. (1869) II. vii. 381 The laws of their normal and
pathological development. 1894 H. DRUMMOND Ascent of
Man 122 Conditions which are pathological in one animal
are natural in others.

2. Pertaining to the passions or emotions, rare.
1800 COCAN Passions ii. 2 Its pathological effect [i.e. of

surprise] is that of a simple stimulus whose sole object is to

arouse the attention. 1894 ILLINGWORTH Personality iv. 105
It is not the physical effect of the desire, the mere patho-
logical feeling, but the metaphysical action of the mental

image that ultimately determines my action.

Pathologically, adv. [f. prec. + -LY2J
1. In relation to pathology, or to its subject-

matter, disease.

1828-32 in WEBSTER. 1868 D. COOK Dr. Muspratt's
Patients, etc. 228 His book.. on the Heart physiologically
and pathologically considered. 1879 TVNDALL Frcigtn. Sc.

(ed. 6) II. xiii. 335 The bacterium of splenic fever.. [Pasteur's]
investigations regarding the part it plays pathologically.
2. In relation to the passions or emotions, rare.

1824 DE QUINCEY tr. Kant's Idea Univ. Hist. Wks. XIII.
133 A social concert that had been pathologically extorted
from the mere necessities of situation. 1833 CHALMERS
Const. Man (1834) II. n. iii. 237 The objects which he
chooses to entertain, and . . the emotions which patho-

lo_gically result from them.

Patholo'gico-, combining form of Gr. iraOo-

Ao-y(*<5? PATHOLOGICAL, used in the sense 'relating
to pathology and . . .'; as pathologico~anatomical

(relating to pathology and anatomy), -clinical,

-histoloitalt -psychological adjs.
1802-12 UEXTHAM Ration. Judic. Evid. (1827) V. 167 The

branch of the pathologico-psychological system here in

question. 1855 tr. WcdFs Rudim. Pathoi. Histol. (Syd.
Soc.) Pref. 5 The pathologico-histological course pursued in

this work. 1876 tr. //. von Ziemsseris CycL Med. XL 28

Pathologico-anatomical changes in the nerves. t^y^AllbutCs
Sysf. Med. VIII. 408 Pathologico-clinical groups.

Pathologist (pabjrlod^ist). [f. PATHOLOGY +

-IST.] One versed in pathology ; a student of or

writer upon diseases.

1650 CHARLETOX tr. van HcImonCs Incongruities Dejlux.
Translator to Rdr., No one. .among the numerous swarm of

Pathologist?, has discoursed of the nature and causes of
such Diseases, a. 1862 BUCKLE Civiliz. (1869) III. v.4i7The
philosophic pathologist is as different from the physician,
as a jurist is different from an advocate.

Patho-logize, v. rare. [See -IZE.] trans. To
treat pathologically ; to treat the pathology of.

1649 BuLWKR Pathowyot. Pref. 7 Neither the great Parents
of Physick, nor their Learned Off-spring had pathologized
the Muscles.

Pathology (pabpiod^i). [ad. mod. or med.L.

pathologia, \. Gr. iraflo-, PATHO- + -Ao^ia, -LOGY :

cf. F. pathologic (c 1600).]
1. The science or study of disease ; that depart-
ment of medical science, or of physiology, which,

treats of the causes and nature of diseases, or

abnormal bodily affections or conditions.

[1597 A. M. tr. GiiiUcmeaus Fr. Chirurg. i b/i Pat/to-

fogia treatethe of the cause and occasione of the sicknesses.]
1611 COTGK., Patlwlogique, of, or belonging to, Pathologic.
a 1682 SIR T. BROWNE Tracts (1684) 76 This, in the Pathology
of Plants, may be the Disease of <j>vAAoM.apt'a. 1783 W.
CULLES First Lines Pref., Wks. 1827 I. 470 The many
hypothetical doctrines of the Humoral Pathology. 1845
TODD & BoWMAN Phys. Anat. I. 28 Pathology is the physio-
logy of disease. 1874 MAHAFFY Soc. Life Greece ix. 274
Greek medicine rather started from hygiene than from

pathology.
b. transf. The sum of morbid processes or

conditions.

1672 SIR T. BROWNE Lett. Friend 14 If Asia, Africa, and
America should bring in their List [of diseases], Pandoras
Box would swell, and there must be a strange Pathology.
1797 M. BAILLIE Morb. Anat. (1807) p. v, We shall add to

our knowledge of the pathology of the body. 1807 Med.
Jrnl. XVII. 211 Among the variety of diseases .. few are

involved in more obscurity as to their pathology, . .than. .

tetanus. 1881 Med. Temp. Jrnl. Oct. 17 The pathology as

indicated in the changes which took place in the body.
C. Extended to the study of morbid or abnormal

mental or moral conditions.

1842 KINGSLEY Lett. (1878) I. 114 Understand the patho-
logy of the human soul, and be able to cure its diseases.

(11878 LEWES Study Psychol. i. (1879) 35 Mental Pathology
. . has run a course parallel to that of Mental Physiology.
2. The study of the passions or emotions, rare.
1681 tr. Willis* Rent. Med. Wks. Vocab., Pathologie,

the doctrine of the passions. 18.. BENTHAM Princ. Civil
Code i. vi. Wks. 1843 I. 304/2 Pathology is a term., not
hitherto .. employed in morals, but .. equally necessary
here. .. Moral pathology would consist in the knowledge
of the feelings, affections, and passions. 1817 Table

Springs ofAction ibid. 205 Psychological dynamics, .has for

its basis psychological pathology. 1833 CHALMERS Const.
Man (1834) II. n. ii. 180.

Pathomania to Pathopoeous : see PATHO-.

Pathos (pt^'bps). [mod. a. Gr. naOos suffering,

feeling : so F. pathos (Moliere 1672).]
1. That quality in speech, writing, music, or

artistic representation (or transf. in events, circum-

stances, persons, etc.) which excites a feeling of

pity or sadness ; power of stirring tender or melan-

choly emotion ; pathetic or affecting character or

influence.

1668 DRYDEN Dram. Poesy Ess. (Ker) I. 81 There is a cer-

tain gaiety in their comedies, and pathos in their more
serious plays. 1742 YOUNG Nt. Th, ix. 1632 There dwells
a noble pathos in the skies, Which warms our passions.

1855 PRESCOTT Philip II, I. 11. xi. 263 He descanted on the

woes of the land with a pathos which drew tears from every
eye. 1874 GREEN Short Hist. vii. 6. 399 The tale of

Protestant sufferings was told with a wonderful pathos..by
John Foxe.

b. A pathetic expression or utterance, rare.

1579 E. K. Gloss Spenser's Sheph. Cal, May 189 And
with) A very Poeticall rraSos [ed. 1591 pathos], a 1644
WESTFIELD Eng. Face (1646) 127

' Lord.. If thou wilt pardon
thispeople !' It was a vehement pathos. 1853-8 HAWTHORNE
Eng. Note-Bks. (1879) II. 294 Little pathoses, .are abundant

enough.
2. Suffering (bodily or mental), rare.

1693 tr. Blancard'sPhys. Diet. (ed. 2), Pathos, vid. Pathema
[Pat/tema, all preternatural Conturbation wherewith our

i Body is molested]. 1842 TENNYSON Lore fy Duty 82 Shall

\ sharpest pathos blight us, knowing all Life needs for life is

possible to will? 1853 DUNGLISON Med. Lex., Pathos,
Affection, Disease.

3. In reference to art, esp. ancient Greek art :

The quality of the transient or emotional, as

opposed to the permanent or ideal : see ETHOS 2.

1881 Q. Rev. Oct. 542 The real is preferred to the ideal,
: transient emotion to permanent lineaments, pathos to ethos.

Pathway (pQ'b,w^). A way that constitutes

or serves as a path ;
a way by or along which one

may walk or go ; a path, track, way. (Often fig?)
a 1536 TINDALK Pathway Wks. (1573) 377, I supposed it

very necessary to prepare this Pathway into the Scripture
- for you, that ye might walke surely and euer know the true
i from the false. 1546 BALE Eng. Votaries \. I viijb, lohan
i Baptyst . . prepared a playne pathwaye to Christ and hys
;
kyngedome. 1555 EDEN Decades 87 A patheway in the

myddest of a fyeld. 1748 Ansons Voy. n. xiii. 270 There
was but one path-way which led through the woods. 1810
SCOTT Lady ofL. \. iv, High in his pathway hung the Sun.

1897 MARY KINGSLEY W. Africa 388 The great, black,

winding river with a pathway in its midst of frosted silver

where the moonlight struck it. 1899 Allbntt's Sysf. Med.
VII. 250 If its channels be constricted the blood takes the

pathway through the locomotor organs.
Hence Fathwayed Qxrbiw^d) a.

}
furnished with

a pathway.
1839 CLOUGH Early Poems iii. 4 Again in vision clear thy

patnwayed side I tread.

-pathy, repr. Gr. -iraOcia, lit.
*

suffering, feeling*,

the second element of the word HOMCEOPATHY (Gr.

onoiowadfta the quality of suffering or feeling alike,

I the having of like affections, sympathy), extended

i
to ALLOPATHY, and applied, with the sense

' method
of cure, curative treatment *, to other compounds,
as hydropathy, kinesipathy, electropathy, etc.

1863 KINGSLEY Water-Bab, iv, [They tried] Hydropathy. .

Pyropathy, as successfully employed by the old inquisitors
! to cure the malady of thought. ..Geopathy, or burying him.

Atmopathy, or steaming him... With all other ipathies and
opathies which Noodle has invented, and Foodie tried. 1888

1 St. James s Gaz. 20 Sept., Pelopathy, or treatment by means
of mud baths. .. Raxopathy, or the grape-cure, is more
favoured in vine-producing countries than it is in England.
Glossopathy is now added to the Hst.. [to express] the good
effects which dogs can produce upon suffering humanity by
applying their tongues to wounds and sores. This gentle-
man is now collecting a staff of suitable dogs, with a view to

opening a glossopathic establishment in the neighbourhood
of Zurich. 1900 Westm. Gaz. 6 June 10/1 Never before.,

has light treatment taken definite shape as it is undoubtedly
doing now in a distinct 'pathy', which our contemporary
christens

'

photopathy \

fPa-tiate, r

. Obs. rare 1
, [irreg. f. L. pat-i

, to suffer + -ATE 3.] trans. To suffer.

1653 R. SANDERS Physiogn., Moles 7 Though he patiate
' infirmities, yet he shall recover.

t Fa'tible, sb. Obs. [ad. L. patibuhtm a fork-

shaped yoke placed on the necks of criminals,

,

a fork-shaped gibbet, etc., f. pate-re to lie open +
! -bulwn, forming names of instruments or utensils.]
i A gibbet, a cross ; the horizontal bar of a cross.

1428-9 Rec. St. Mary at Hill (E. E. T. S.) 70 Also payd
: for a patyble to serle . . Also payd for iiij Ewangehstes,
\ makyng & keruyng. ^1450 Mirour Saluachun 4127 The
; patible of the crosse for sheeld and targe hadde hee. a 1548
- HALL Chron., Hen. VIII 74 On the aultare was a deske or

halpace, whereon stoode a patible of the Crucifix of fine

|
golde. 1745 BLOMEFIELD Norfolk II. 638 The Patible over

! the Perke [Rood-loft], attrih. 1610 GUILLIM Heraldry n,

j

vii. (1660) 79 This manner of bearing of the patible Cross is

warranted by Rolls of greatest Antiquity,

t Fatible (pze-tib'l), a. Obs. [a&.ls.patibil-is, f.

pat-l to suffer : see -IBLE.]
1. Capable of suffering or undergoing something ;

liable to undergo something ; subject to something.
1603 HARSNET Pop. Impost. 115 The deuil looked like a

1

patible old Coridon, with a payre of homes on his heade

,
and a cowes tayle at his breech. 1656 R. ROBINSON Christ

\

All 134 [Light] is an accidental form or a patible quality.
'

a 1834 COLERIDGE in Lit. Rem. (1839) IV. zu [Man] is a

j
passive as well as active being : he is a patible agent.

b. Capable of or liable to suffering ; passible.
1600 W. WATSON Decacordon (1602) 48 The patible and

withall impatible body of our Sauiour Christ. 1678 CUD-
WORTH Intell. Syst. i. v. 813 The Demoniack Bodies, .have,.

Gross Matter in them, and are Patible. 1691 BAXTER Repl.

Beverley 6 The raised wicked have not bodies less sensible,

patible, or that need less food.

2. '

Capable of being suffered, endurable, toler-

able'. (In Dictionaries.)
1623 COCKERAM, Patible, to be suffered. 1658 PHILLIPS,

Patible, to be suffered or indured. 1731 BAILEY, Patible,..
sufferable. 1755 JOHNSON, Patible, sufferable ; tolerable.

Patibulary (pftti-bWUW), a. rare. [f. L.

-

patibul-um PATIBLE sb. + -ART*. Cf. Y.patibu-

\

laire (isth c. in Hatz.-Darm.).] Of or pertaining

I to thegallowsj resembling the gallows; suggesting

|

the gallows or hanging. Chiefly humorous.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. v. xxi. (1686) 216 Some

patibulary affixion after he was slain. 1697 DENNIS Plot $
no Plot v, I never saw a more patibulary phyz, 1801

Sporting Mag. XVII. 155 A certain Corn-Buyer, which had

.. undergone the discipline of a patibulary suspension on a

gallows. 1837 CARLVLE Diant. Neckl. xvi. Ess. 1888 V. 103

Yes, infinitely terrible is the Gallows ; it bestrides with its

patibulary fork the Pit of bottomless Terror ! 1838 Frastr s

Mag. XVII. 767 The 'I ad Grecum Pi!' of the German
; students (in allusion to the patibulary form of that letter).



PATIBULATE.
So Fati'bulate v. trans, [cf. L. patibiilat-ns

gibbeted], to hang, humorous nonce-tvd.
1656 BLOUNT Glessogr., Patihilated, hanged on a Gibbet,

Gallows or Cross. 1881 Society n June 3/1 That dis-

tinguished burglar after he had been dulypatibulated. 1882
OGJLVIE, Patibulated.

Patience (p^'Jens), $b. Forms: 3-6 paoi-,
4-6 pacy-, -enoe, -ens(e, 6- patience. [ME. a.

OF. patience, patience (izth c.), ad. L. patientia,

evil) with calmness and composure ; the quality or

capacity of so suffering or enduring.
(7 1225 Ancr. R. 180 To J>e uttre temptaciun is neod

pacience, bet is bolemodnesse. 1340 Aycnb. 33 Ase he ne may
no bing bere be bo^samnesse, he ne may bolye be paciense.
c 1374 CHAUCER Boeth. ii. pr. vii. 93 (Camb. MS.), Yif bat he
wolde han suffred lyhtly in pacience the wronges bat weeren
don vn to hym. (-1440 LOVE Bonavent. Mirr. v. (Sherard
MS.), Jif we cowde wel kepe pacience in tyme of aduersite.

1553 DK. NORTHUMBLD. in Four C. Eng. Lett. (1880) 22
God grant me pacyence to endure. 1594 SHAKS. Rich. ///,
i. i. 126 Rich.. .How hath your Lordship brook'd imprison-
ment? Hast. With patience (Noble Lord) as prisoners must.
1658 Whole Duty Man ii. 5 Patience.. is nothing else, but
a willing and quiet yielding to whatever afflictions it pleases
God to lay upon us. 1784 COWPER Task IV. 339 That thus
We may with patience bear our moderate ills. 1840 M,
ARNOLD To Gypsy Child by Sea. Shore 13 Drugging pain by
patience. 1868 SWINBURNE Blake 63 He endured all the
secret slights and wants, .with a most high patience.

b. Forbearance, longsuffering, longanimity under

provocation of any kind; esp. forbearance or

bearing with others, their faults, limitations, etc.

i,

CA
pacience and pyte on Reynarte. 1591 SHAKS. Two Gent. IV.

iv. 116, I doe mtreat your patience To heare me speake.
1598 Merry iy'. i. iv. 5 Here will be an old abusing of
Gods patience, and Kings English. 1662 STILLIXGFL. Orig.
Sacr. II. vi. 13 The patience and long-suffering of God,
leading men to repentance. 1764 FOOTK Patron II. Wks.
1799 I. 348 Bcv. I am happy, Sir Thomas, if. Sir The.
Your patience. There is in you, Mr. Bever, a fire of imagina-
tion [etc.]. 1873 MORLEY Rousseau II. 93 His discipular
patience when Rousseau told him that his verses were poor,
. .is a little uncommon in a prince.

c. The calm abiding of the issue of time, pro-
cesses, etc.

; quiet and self-possessed waiting for
j

something ; 'the quality of expecting long without

rage or discontent' (J.).
c '375 Se. Leg. Saints iii. (Andreas) 405 ?et wil I with

paciens a quhil here be. 1382 WYCLIF Lu&txxi. 19 In joure
pacience }e schulen welde ;oure soulis [1526 TIN-DALE,

'

With your pacience possesse your soules). 1475 SIR J.
PASTON in P. Lett. III. 130, I beseche yow off pacyence tyll
the begynnyng of the next yeer. 1516 TINDALE Jos. v. 7 jThe husbande man wayteb for the precious frute offe the
erth, and hath long pacience there vppon, vntiil he receave
the yerly and the latter rayne. 1615 G. SANDYS Tra-j. 153He had not the patience to expect a present, but demanded

i

one. 1654 WHITEI.OCKE Jrnl. Swed. F.mb. (1772) II. 401 I

Their ambassador . . was put to the patience of staying an
hower and a halfe. .before he was called in to his highnes.
1796 H. HUNTER tr. St.-Pierre's Stud. Nat. (1799) III. 87
Behold the fruits of eleven years patience. 1866 RUSKIX

j

Eth. Dust iv. 61 Patience is the finest and worthiest part
of fortitude, and the rarest, too.

d. Constancy in labour, exertion, or effort.

1517 TORKINGTON Pilgr. (1884) 55 The same nyght, with
|

grett Diffyculty and moche paciens, we war Delivered a
horde into ower Shippe. a 1774 W. HanKEulogius Poems
(1810) 382/2 He learnt with patience, and with meekness
taught. 1795 SOUTHEY Joan ofArc n. 190 We. .in the fight
opposed.. to the exasperate patience of the foe, Desperate
endurance. 1871 DARWIN Desc. Man in. xix. (1874) 565 I

Genius has been declared by a great authority to be patience ;

and patience, in this sense, means unflinching, undaunted
perseverance.

e. Personified, or represented in a figure.
1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. xm. 29 Pacience in be paleis stode

in pilgrymes clothes, And preyde mete for charite. 1509HAWES Past. Picas, xx. (Percy Soc.) 96 To wofull creatures
she is goodly leche, Wyth her good syster called Pacyence.
1601 SHAKS. Twel. N. n. iv. 117 She sate, like Patience on
a Monument, Smiling at greefe. 1884 HENLEY & STEVENSON i

Three Plays, Beau Austin I. ii, I cannot away with your
pale cheeks and that Patience-on-a-Monument kind of look.

f. Phrases and locutions :

t Patience perforce, patience upon compulsion, i. e. when
there is no other course (obs.). Mypatience I an ejaculation
of surprise (colloq.). Patience ! 11rare patience I be patient ;

waitalutle; give or allow sufficient time. To have patience
with (ti'rt, toward),lo show forbearance toward; SQ,to have

tnpatience, to receive or accept with resignation (obs.).

1575 GASCOIGNE Weedcs (title) "Patience Perforce. Content
thyselfe with patience perforce. 1607 HEYWOOD H'oni. Killed
TV. Kindn. Plays 1874 II. 138 Here's patience perforce,He needs must trot afoot that tires his horse. 1670 RAY
Proverbs 130 Patience perforce is a medicine for a mad dog.
1873 MURDOCH Doric Lyre 33 "Ma patience, that beats

j

a'! c 1489 CAXTON Sonnes ofAymon i. 58 My dere moder
j

"haue a lytyll pacyence. 1703 VANBRL-GH Confed. in. ii, I

Flip. Have patience, and it shall be done. 1765 GRAY I

Shakespeare \ A moment's patience, gentle Mistress Anne.
;

1847 TENNYSON 1'rinc. Concf. 72
' Have patience ',

I replied,
'

ourselves are full Of social wrong '. Ibid. 78 This, .world of
ours is but a child Yet in the go-cart. Patience ! Give it

time To learn its limbs. 1382 WYCLIF Matt, xviii. 26 "Haiie
pacience in me, and alle thingis I shal jeelde to thee. 1526

555

TINDALE i Tluss. v. 14 Forbeare the weake, have continual!
pacience towarde alle men. 1855 THACKERAY NeU'ccmcs
ixiv, I have no patience with the Colonel. 1542 UDALL
Erasm. Apoph. 341 Archias beeyng throughly "out of
pacience thretened to pull hym parforce out of the temple.
1686 tr. Chardin's Trav. Persia 34 Which put the Vizier
so out of Patience. 1804 M. G. LEWIS Bravo of Venice
(1856) II. iv. 316 [He] was out of all patience with himself.
c 1386 CHAUCER Knt.'s T. =26 'Taak al in pacience Oure
prisoun, for it may noon oother be.

g. Ahiscle ofpatience,patience muscle: thelevator
muscle of the shoulder.

1730-6 BAILEY (folio), Patientia! musculiis (with Anato-
mists), the muscle of patience, so called from the great
service of it in labour. It is the same as Levator Scapulx.
2. With of: The fact or capacity of enduring ;

patient endurance of. Cf. IMPATIENCE I b. rare.

1530 TINDALE Anstu. More in. xiii. Ciij b, Why setteth he
not his eyes on the thankes geuynge for that pleasure and
on the pacience of other displeasures? 1718 PRIOR Sofainvn it.

890 Patience of toil, and love of virtue fails. 1741 MIDDLETON
Cicero II. x. 366 Patience of injuries. 1772 Ann. Reg. 44/1
That patience of hunger, and every kind of hardship.
1 3. Sufferance

; indulgence ; leave, permission ;

chiefly in by or with yourpatience. Obs.
1558 FRAUNCF. Laiuiers Log. Ded. T

ij b, By your patience be
it spoken. 1583 STUBBES Anal. Abus. n.(i882 66 And thus
much with their patience be it spoken briefly hereof. 1591
SHAKS. i Hen. I '/, II. iii, 78 Nor other satisfaction do I

craue, But onely with your patience, that we may Taste of
your Wine.

i6io_ Tempest in. iii. 3, I can goe no further,
Sir, ..by your patience, I needes must rest me.

II. Special senses.

4. Name for a species of Dock, called by the
old herbalists Patientia (Ramex Patientia Linn.),

formerly used in Britain instead of spinach, in

salads, etc. Sometimes extended to other species
of Dock: Wild Patience, Rumex obtusifolins. See
also PATIENCE-DOCK, PASSIONS, DOCK sb. 1 i b.

[The origin of this name has not been traced.]
c 1440 Prtiinp. Pat-!'. 376/1 Pacyence, herbe, paciencia.

<ri45o Tmo Cookcry-liks. n. 69 Take Colys, .. Betus and
Borage, auens, Violette, Malvis, parsle, betayn, pacience,
be white of the lekes, and be croppe of be netle. 1538 TURNER
Libellus B ij, Jlippolapathon, officine patientiain uocant,
vulgus Patience. 1546 J. HEYWOOD Pro?: (1867) 37 Let
pacience growe in your gardein alwaie. 1597 GKRARDE
Herbal u. Ixxviii. 7. 314 The Monkes Rubarbe is called in
Latine Rumex satium, and Patientia, or Patience, which
worde is borrowed of the French, who call this herbe
Pacience. 1611 FI.ORIO, Lapata, the wild Dock or Patience.
1629 PARKINSON J'arad. in Sole n. xiv. 483 Garden Patience
is a kinde of Docke. 1712 tr. Pomct's Hist. Drugs I. 44
The Leaves are like enough those of Wild Patience. 1882
J. SMITH Diet. F.con. Plants, Herb of Patience (Rumex
Patientia). 1886 G. NICHOLSON Diet. Card., Patience or
Herb Patience,..?, hardy perennial, .the leaves of which
were formerly much used in the place of Spinach.
5. A game of cards (either ordinary playing

cards, or small cards marked with numbers), in

which the cards are taken as they come from the

pack or set, and the object is to arrange them in

some systematic order
; usually for one person

alone (in which case also called solitaire}.

_
1816 W. WARDEN Lett. Conduct Napoleon (ed. 4) 198 He

is sent to the sideboard to play at Patience until the new
pack would deal with more facility. 1822 LADY GRANVILLE
Lett. (1894) I. 220 We were occupied all yesterday evening
with conjuring tricks and patiences of every kind. 1861
DICKENS Gt. Expect, xl. Playing a complicated kind of
Patience with a ragged pack of cards. 1874 LADY CADOGAN
(title) Illustrated Games of Patience. 1901 Munscy's Mag.
(U. S.) XXIV. 873/1 This is a difficult Patience to get ; its

solution depends on watchfulness and luck.

6. attrib. and Comb., as patience-trying adj. ;

(sense 5) patience card, case, pack, player.
1890 Anthony s Photogr. Bull. III. 119 It was tiresome,

patience-trying work and reminded me of the old dissected

puzzles of my boyhood. 1898 Westm. Gaz. it Jan. 2/1
Always, like a skilful patience player, leave vacancies for
last chances. 1901^Munscy's Mag. (U.S.) XXIV. 872/1
It is much more satisfactory to use a regular Patience pack
than to play with ordinary cards. The Patience cards are

only two and a half by one and three fourths inches.

Fa'tience, . rare. [f. prec.]
1 1. trans. To endow with patience, make patient ;

reft, to be patient, have patience. Cf. PATIENT T. I.

1603 Play Stucley in Simpson Sch. Shaks. (1878) I. 159
Patience but yourself awhile.

2. intr. To have or exercise patience.
1396 NASHE Saffron U'alden D ij, To warne the blue-

coate Corrector when he should patience and surcease. 1835
New Monthly Mag. XLI V. 337, I had ' swam on a gondola

'

at Venice, and '

patienced
'

in a punt at Putney.
Patience-dock. Herb. Also 9 patient-dock,

[f. PATIENCK sb. 4 + DOCK s6. 1
]

1. Properly, The dock called PATIENCE, Rumex
Patientia.

1884 MILLER Plant-n., Patience-Dock, Rumex Patientia.
Ibid., Rumex Patientia, Monk's Rhubarb, Patience, or
Patient Dock.
2. In the north of England, applied to the Bistort

(Polygonum Bistortd), there also called PASSIONS,
PASSION-DOCK, of which 'the leaves are by some
boiled in the Spring, and eaten as greens' (Light-
foot Flora Scot. 2o6X
1776-96 WITHERING Brit. Plants (ed. 3) II. 383 note. The

young shoots are eaten in herb pudding in the North of
England, and abiut Manchester, they are substituted for

greens under the name of Patience Dock. 1865 Science
Gossip 36 (E. D. D.) In Cheshire the edible qualities of the

PATIENT.

I plant are well known, but it is there called '

patient dock '.

1872 Routledge's Ev. Boy's Ann. Sept. 631/1 The young
shoots are eaten under the name of Patience Dock.

Patieiicy (p<?'-Jensi). rare. [f. PATIENT (after

agency}: see -ENCY.] The quality or condition of

being patient or passive : see PATIENT a. 3, sb. 4.
1697 j. SERGEANT Solid Philos. 217 Which. .has the truest

Notion of Agency in it, without any Mixture of Patiency;
because the Body moved cannot re-act upon it. 1813-21BENTHAM Ontology Wks. 1843 VIII. 207/1 They are each
one of them agent and patient at the same time. No one
exhibits more of agency, no one more of patiency, than any
other, a 1832 Logic ibid. 228/2.

Patient (p^'Jent), a. and sb. Forms : 4-6
pacy-, 4-7 paci-, 6- patient, (6 paty-). [a. OF.
patient, passient (13-14111 c.), later patient, ad. L.

patient-em, pr. pple. offa/Tto suffer.]
A. adj.

1. Bearing or enduring (pain, affliction, trouble,
or evil of any kind) with composure, without dis-
content or complaint ; having the quality or capacity
of so bearing ; exercising or possessing patience.
c 1320-40 [implied in PATIENTLY], c 1370 Hymns I'irgin

106 In peyne be meke and pacient. 1382 WYCLIF Rtim. xii.
12 loyinge in hope, pacient in tribulacioun. 1450 tr. De
hnitatianc i. xvi. 18 Studie to be pacient in sunring. 1596
SHAKS. Mercfi. l~. i. iii. no Many a time. .you haue rated
me.. Still haue I borne it with a patient shrug. 1643 MILTON
Divorce I. viii. Wks. (1851) 39 Job the patientest of men.
1784 COWPER Task iv. 407, I praise you much, ye meek and
patient pair, For ye are worthy. 1842 TEXXYSOS St. Sim.
Styl. 15 Patient on this tall pillar I have borne Rain, wind,
frost, heat, hail, damp, and sleet, and snow.

b. Longsuffering, forbearing ; with to, towards,
lenient towards, bearing with (others, their infir-

mities, etc.).
1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. xv. 195 Paciente of tonge, And

boxome as of berynge to burgeys and to lordes. 1382WVCLIF i Thess. v. 14 Resceyue ;e syke men, be ;e pacient
to alle men. 1598 B. JONSOX ET. Man in Hum. in. iv,
Vou'ld mad the patient's! bod)' in the world, to heare you
talke so, without any sense or reason. 1606 CHAPMAN
Gentian. Usher Plays 1873 I. -525 Thou weariest not thy
husbands patient earcs. 1797 MRS. RADCLIFFE Italian i,

Ellena was the sole support of her aunt's declining years ;

. .patient to her infirmities, 1852 BRIGHT Hymn,
'

Andno-.v,
Father', Most patient Saviour, who dost love us still.

o. Calmly expectant ; not hasty or impetuous ;

quietly awaiting the course or issue of events, etc.

1382 WYCLIF F.ccl. vii. 8 Betere is a pacient man than
the enhauncende hymself. 1526 1'ilgr. 1'erf. (W. de W.
J53 1 ) 4i b, Better it is to haue a pacyent soule, than to do
myracles. (11530 in Dnnhar's Poems (S. T. S.) 312 Gif ;e
wald lufe and luvit be, In mym] keip weill thir thingis thre,
.. Be secreit, trew, and pacient. 1598 CHAPMAN Blind
Beggar Plays 1873 I. 33 Be patient my wench and He tell
thee. 1791 MRS. RAIHJLIFFF. Rom. Forest i, The ruffian . .

bid him be patient awhile. 1866 RfsKiN Eth. Dust iv. 61,
1 know twenty persevering girls for one patient one; but it

is only that twenty-first who can do her work, out and out,
or enjoy it. 1883 R. M. BENSON Spir. Read. Advent 115We must form a habit of patient expectation.

d. Continuing or able to continue a course of
action without being daunted by difficulties or hin-
drances

; persistent, constant, diligent, unwearied.
1590 SPF.NSER F. Q.i. viii. 45 Take to you wonted strength,And maister these mishaps with patient might. 1611 BIBLE

Rom. ii. 7 Who by patient continuance in well doing seeke
for glory, and honour, and immortalitie. a 1727 NEWTON
(J.), Whatever I have done is due to patient thought. 1764
GOI.DSM. Trm: 283 Methinks her [Holland's] patient sons
before me stand. 1886 SHORTHOUSE Sir Perch'al ii. 55 So
many years of patient labour.

e. jig. of things.
1820 KEATS Hyperion I. 353 And still they were the same

bright, patient stars. Itid. in. 98 The most patient brilliance
of the moon! a 1861 MRS. BROWNING Little Maltie iii,
Smooth Down her patient locks.

2. With of: Enduring or able to endure (evil,

suffering, etc."
; endurant of. (Cf. impatient of.}

c 1440 Pnmp. Parr. 376/1 Pacyent of sufferynge. 1600
J. PORY tr. Leo's Africa ix. 338 Neither are they so patient
of hunger as of thirst, c 1611 CHAPMAN Iliad x. 145 Old
man, that never tak'st repose, Thou art too patient of our
toil. <ii7o6 EVELYN Kal. Hort. (17291 227 Plants least

patient of Cold. 1742 Youxo Nt. Th. iv. 3 Thine Ear is

patient of a serious Song. 1780 COWPER Table Talk 224
Patient of constitutional control, He bears it with meek
manliness of soul. 1826-34 WORDSW. To May x, Streams
that April could not check Are patient of thy rule.

b. Of words, writings, etc. : Capable of bearing
or admitting of (a particular interpretation).
1638 CHILLINGW. Ktlig. Prot. I. Pref. to E. Knott 20

That their xxxix Articles are patient, nay ambitious of some
sencewhereintheymayseemCatholique. 1651 JER. TAYLOR
Serm.for Year n. xxiii. 297 A way open for them to despise
the law which was made patient of such a weak evasion.
1879 I.D. COLERIDGE in Lam Rep. Com. Pleas Div. IV. 304
His language is at least patient of such an interpretation.
1894 ILLINGWORTH Personality Hum. f, Div. vii. (1895) 169
The picture is patient of various interpretations.

3. Undergoing the action of another ; passive.
Correlative to agent.} rare.
ci6n CHAPMAN fHad la Rdr. (1865) 78 [Translators]

*pply Their pains and cunnings word for word to render
Their patient authors, c 1645 HOWELL Lett. (1650) I. 293
This motion betwixt the agent spirit, and patient matter,
prodticeth an actual heat.

B. sb'.

1. A sufferer; one who suffers patiently. Now rare.

1393 LAXGL. /'. PI. C. XIV. 99 So hat poure pacient is

parfitest lif of alle, And alle parfite preestes to pouerta

(C
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sholde drawe. 1559 Mirr. flfag:, Dk. Clarence xxi, The
pacientes grief and Scholers payne. 1621 LADY M. WROTH
Urania 547 No payne was in her that hee was not a patient
of. 1654 GAYTON Pleas. Notes iv. xxii. 275 Nor would the

Jewes, who did all in disgrace of the blessed Patient. 1712
ADDISON Sped. No. 486 r 2 Let them not pretend to be free

..and laugh at us poor married Patients. 1795 SOUTHEY
Vis. Maid Orleans n. 217 A scoffing fiend,.. Mock'd at his

patients, and did often strew Ashes upon them, and then

bid them say Their prayers aloud.

t b. esp. One who suffers from bodily disease
;

a sick person. Obs. (exc. as involved in 2).

1484 CAXTON Fables of Alfonce i, Whan the pacyent or

seke man sawe her. 1330 PALSGR. 250/2 Pacyent a sicke

body, patient. 1631 JORDEN Nat. Bathes xvi. (1669) 150
Those patients which think to cure themselves,.. are often-

times dangerously deceived.

2. One who is under medical treatment for the

cure of some disease or wound ; one of the sick

persons whom a medical man attends ;
an inmate

of an infirmary or hospital.
c 1374 CHAUCER Troylus \. 1034 (1090) And, as an esy

pacient, be lore Abit of hym bat go> aboute his cure.

c 1386 Melib. ? 46 To vs Surgiens aperteneth . . to oure

pacientz that we do no damage. 1477 EARL RlVBRS (Caxton)
Dictes 39 The physician Is not sure, for amongis his

pacientis he may take sekenesse. 1547 BOORDE Brev.

his Patients death. 1799 Med. Jrnl. II. 345 As house-

surgeon, he must have attended the patient. 1879 Casselfs
Techn. Educ. IV. 96/1 He endeavoured .. to practise

medicine, but could nowhere find patients.

1 3. A person subjected to the supervision, care,

treatment, or correction of some one. Obs. (exc. as

transf. from 2).

1432-50 tr. Higilen (Rolls) VII. 341 Scharpe correccion and
hasty movethe the paciente raber to vice ben to vertu. 1526
SKELTON Magnyf. 2415 Red. Syr, is your pacyent any thynge
amendyd ? Good. Ye, syr, he is sory for that he hath offendyd.

1657 Ptnit. Conf. ix. 287 The Priests may rather justly

complaine. .of the scarcity of their Patients.

4. A person or thing that undergoes some action,
or to whom or which something is done; 'that

which receives impressions from external agents
'

(J.), as correlative to agent y
and distinguished from

instrument
\
a recipient.

1580 LYLY Enphues (Arb.) 404 The eye of the man is the

arrow, the bewtie of the woman the white, which shooteth

not, but receiueth, being the patient, not the agent. 1620
T. GRANGER Dh>. Logike 72 The mutuall touching of the

agent, and patient, id est, of the fire heating, and thing
heated by it. 1725 WATTS Logic i. ii. 4 When a smith with
a hammer strikes a piece of iron . . the iron is the patient, or

the subject of passion, in a philosophical sense, a 1791
WESLEY Serw. Ixvii. i. 4 Wks. 1811 IX. 224 He that is not
free is not an Agent, but a Patient. 1870 SWINBURNE Ess.

$ Stud. (1875) 54 To you he [Shakespeare] leaves it. .to love

or hate, applaud or condemn, the agents and the patients of
his mundane scheme.

t Pa'tient, v. Obs. [f.
PATIENT a. : cf. F.

patienter intr. (i6thc. in Littre").]

1. trans. To make patient ; esp. reft, to calm or

quiet oneself, be patient.
1551 ROBINSON tr. Mores Utop. i. (1895) 76

' Patient lour.

self, good maister Freare' (quod he), 'and be not angry
1

.

1588 SHAKS. Tit, A. 1. 1. 121 Patient your selfe, Madam, and

pardon me. 1619 W. SCLATER Exp. i Thess, (1630) 185 It

should patient vs a while. 1647 TRAPP Comm, 2 Tliess. i. 4
Faith patienteth the heart.

2. intr. To be patient, to show patience.
1561 NORTON & SACKV. Gorboduc iv. ii. F iij b, Pacient your

grace, perhappes he liueth yet. 1644 DIGBY />?;/<?>/. Soitls

(164^5)
128 An overflowing reward for thy enduring and

patienting in this thy darksome prison.

Patientless (plenties), a, [f. PATIENT sb,

+ -LESS.] Having no patients, without patients.
1825 New Monthly Mag. XIII. 310 Any young aspiring

surgeon, or patientless physician. i8io B. TAYLOR Eldorado

xxjv. (1862) 257 Patientless physicians,..and half-starved

editors.

Patiently (p^-Jentli), ado. [f. PATIENT a. +
-LY 2

.] In a patient manner; with patience. (See
the adj.)
c 1320 Cast. Love 1157 He suffred hit alle pacyenlly. 1340
HAM POLE Prose Tr, 38 How oure Lorde sufferde vs pacyently
in oure syne and tuke na vengeance of vs. 1382 WYCLIF
Acts xxvi. 3 For which thing, I biseche, heere me paciently.
1481 CAXTON Reynard y\. (Arb.) 25, 1 can not bettre it, I shal

take it paciently. 1548 UDALL, etc. Erasm. Pur. Matt.

(1551) 74 The other besought his lord.., saying; deale

paciently with me. 1611 SHAKS. Cytnb. in. v. 118 Since

patiently and constantly thou hast stucke to the bare For-
tune of that Begger Posthumus. 1682 NORRIS Hierocles

%

Gold. Verses 20 Bear patiently what 111 by Heaven is sent.

1781 GIBBON Decl. ff F. xliL (1869) II. 580 He patiently
endured the hardships of a savage life. 1874 GREEN Short
Hist. iii. 7. 149 He listens patiently to the advice of his

friends.

b. Hyphened to adj. (before its sb.).
1892 PATER Wks. (1901) VIII. 209 Wave upon wave, of

patiently-wrought stone. 1900 Daily News 21 May 3/3 The
steps of the patiently-pursued policy.

Pa'tientness. Now rare. [f. as prec. -i- -NESS.]
The quality of being patient; patience.
^1470 G. ASHBY Active Policy 326 Do it with pite &

pacientnesse, With no vengeance. 1587 GOLDINC De Mornay
xxviii. 4^2

Who hath not cause here to honour the patient*
nes of God ? 1609 TOURNEUR Fun. Poem on Sir F. Vert
301 Hee. .with a most un-weari'd patientness Would labour
to .. impresse His demonstrations. 1892 LD. LYTTON King
Poppy vii. 279 Suffer it with queenly patientness.

t Fa'tientry. Cbs. rare. [f. PATIENT sb. + -RY :

cf. tenantry.'] The body of patients or persons
under medical treatment.

1631 T. POWELL Tom All Trades (1876) 161 To see how
pretily these young gamesters, Male and Female, lay about
them, and engrosse the greater part of Patientrie in all

places wheresoeuer.

fPatif, -yf(e, a. Ol>s. rare~ v
. Of uncertain

origin and sense; possibly a scribal error; perh.,
in cross patift = (cross) of (Christ's) suffering or

passion.
c 1470 HARDING Chron. civ. ix, For there he [Egbert] had

the felde and victorye, . . By vertue of the crosse patyfe
[v.rr. patife, patyff, MS. Harl. 661 patife and] precyous;
For whiche alwaye [after] in hys banner, Of azuer whole
the crosse of golde he bear.. in mynde of Christes lore, His
crosse, his death, and his holy passyon.

Patin, obs. form of PATEN, PATTEN.
Patina (pse'tina). [In sense i, a. L. patina,

-ena, a broad shallow dish or pan, in med.L. the

plate used in the Eucharist. In sense 2, ad. F.

patine (i8th c.), of uncertain origin, but prob. from
the L. word.]
1 1. a. Arch&oL The ancient Roman vessel so

called (see above), b. Ecd. = PATEN i.

1857 BIRCH Anc. Pottery (1858) II. 317 Thejatitia was flat,

and held soup ; and was the generic name for a dish. 1868
M n. MAN- St. Paufs 85 The patina and chalice were taken
from his hands.

2. A film or incrustation produced by oxidation

on the surface of old bronze, usually of a green
colour and esteemed as an ornament. Hence
extended to a similar alteration of the surface of

marble, flint, or other substances.

1748 H. WALFOLE Let, to H. S. Coniuay 6 Oct., Squibs. .

bronzed over with a patina of gunpowder. 1797 Monthly
Mag. III. 509 The vase is of bronze, covered by a patina
of very fine green. 1876 MATHEWS Coinage Introd. 5 The
thin green coating .. called the patina^ which occurs on
coins which have been long buried. 1892 PATER Wks. (1901)
VIII. 227 The old black front, with its inestimable patina
of ancient smoke and weather and natural decay.
Hence Paginated, Pa'tinous adjs.^ covered with

a patina (sense 2); Patina 1

tion, formation of or

incrustment with a patina.
1848 DF.QUINCEY Sortilege $ Astrol. Wks. 1862 VIII. 274

Rather more patinous, if numismatists will lend me that

word. 1880 Times 29 Nov. 10 The little bronze head of
Zeus. .finely patinated. 1888 ). D. BUTLER in A^ <V Q- 7_th
Ser. V. 364 A virtuoso^ valuing a coin at ten times its

intrinsic worth for time-blackened patinatipn. 1898 Nat.
Science Feb. 106 The origin of the patmation of flints has
been frequently discussed.

j|
Patine (patrn). [. patine.] prec. 2.

1883 G, H. BOUGHTON in Harpers Mag. Feb. 388/2 Like
an old bronze with a most valuable

'

patine
'

on the surface.

Patine, var. of PATEN ; obs. form of PATTEN.

Patined, ///. a. rare" 1

, [f. patin^ var. of

PATEN, after the Shaks. passage in sense 3.] Set

like inlaid '

patens'.
1894 Persian Pict. 89 Night, revealing the great depths of

heaven and the patined stars.

H Patio (pa'U'|0)- [Sp.,
~ court of a house.]

1. An inner court, open to the sky, in a Spanish
or Spanish-American house.
1828 W. IRVING in Life ff Lett. (1864) II. 287 The patios

planted with orange and citron trees and refreshed by
fountains. 1887 J. BALI. Nat. in S. Amer. 161 The building
included three small courts, or patios. 1895 Outing- ^U. S.)

XXVII. 38/2 The typical Mexican house is built in the

form of a hollow square... In the unroofed quadrangle, or

patio, as it is called, is spent the greater portion of what open
air life the women .. enjoy. 1900 ST. BARBE Mod. Spain 48
Crowding round the/a/w door each morning.
2. Mining. (See quot. 1881.)
1877 RAYMOND Statist. Mines fy Mining 343 Amalgamating-

ore, which has been worked by the old Mexican process on
the patio. 1881 Mining Gloss.

, Patio, the yard where
the ores are cleaned and assorted ; also, the amalgamation
floor, or the Spanish process itself of amalgamating silver

ores on an open floor. 1882 Rep. to Ho. Repr. Prec. Met.
U. S. 588 Our Spanish.American neighbors, by the patio pro-
duced a very slow and incomplete contact.

tFa'tis, ijatise,/*-
1 Obs. In 5-6 patiz,

patyse. [a. Or .patiz, -is^stetpactis\\J,pactilium >

-iditnij^b. use ofpactlcius agreed upon, stipulated,

f. pactum PACT.] Terms (of peace) ;
a bargain or

treaty; tribute.

c 1500 Melusine 301 The patiz or trybut, that thou takest

thrugh thy grete pryde, of my lord, my faders peple. Ibid.

324 To treate witn hym for som patyse or for som peas.

t Patise,J^ Obs. A kind of red pigment : see

quots. Also patise-red.
1598 FLORIO, Saudice, patisered or arsemke, a kinde of

stone, or colour made of ceruse and red okre burned together.

1603!. H.Mirr. Worldly Fame in Harl. Misc. (1811) VIII.

42 The patise, and arsenick red, must be ground for colours.

1622 PEACHAM Compl. Gent. (1661) 156 Patise, or a kinde of
red or Arsenick colour.

t Patise, patish, v. Obs. Also 5-6 -yse, 6

-es, -yshe, pattish, [a. OF. type *patisert in

mod.F. pactiser to make a pact, f. pactis PATIS

sbJ- or pacte PACT. Cf. It. patteggiare, -iggiare,

to covenant, bargain, f, patto*. ~L. pacttirn.'}

1. intr. To make a covenant or agreement, make

terms, treat, bargain, covenant, agree.
1475 Bk. Noblesse (Roxb.) 73 Many of theym duelling upon

the marches patised to youre adverse partie also to dwelle
in rest. 1530 PALSGR. 655/1, I patyse, as one frontyer towne
dothe with an other in tyme of warre to save tiiem bothe
harmlesse. 1548 UDALL Erasm. Par. Pref. 5 She would
readely patysheand couenant with God. 1570 LEVINS Manip.
144/33 To Pattish, pacisci. Ibid. 148/21 To Patise, pacisci^
conspirare.

b. trans. To covenant or stipulate for.

1542 UDALL Erasm. Apoph. 263 Upon the bryngyng of
the money whiche the pirates patyshed for his raunsome.
2. trans. To exact tribute from, to tax.

c 1500 Melusine 304 This fals traytour geaunt shal neuer
more patyse you, For he as now.. hath neyther lust nor
talent to aske ony tribut of you.
Hence f Fa-Using

1

(patesing) vbl. sb. t making
of terms, bargaining, treating; f Patisement, a

private or underhand pact.
1529 Si. Papers Hen. Vlflt II, 150 Imposicions, ..that

at an entre or exployte shalbe imponed or had, by way of

patysment or agrement, upon thenemyse. 1530 PALSGK.

252/2 Patisyng a treatie of peace, as frontier townes take one
of another, patisaige. 1560 ABP. PARKER Corr. (Parker
Soc.) 124 To hurt the state of our churches by exercising
any extraordinary patesing for packing and purchasing.

tPa'tisser, pa-stisar. Sc. Obs. Also 6

patesar, patticear, pottisear. [a. F. patissier, in

OF. pasticicrt pastisser, =* It. pasticdaro, pastic-
ciereiL.. type *pastitiarius (in med.L. pasticerius),
f. med.L. pastidum pasty, f. pasta PASTE.] A
seller of pastry, a pastry-cook.
1567 in Chalmers Mary Q. Scots (1818) I. 177 Ane Pastisar,

callit Patrick Rannald. c 1575 in Balfour's Practicks (1754)

72 It is not leasum to any Fleshour to be ane Patticear.

Ibid. 585 Ony Cuikis or Pottisearis, quha bakis pyis. 1588
Exch. Rolls Scotl. XXI. 368 Jhon Rannald, aid to the

baxter and patesar.

II Patisserie (patrsm). Also 8 patiscery.

[F. patisserie^ f. as prec. + -erit
j -EBY.] Articles

of food made by a pastry-cook ; pastry.
[1768 STERNE Sent. Journ., Le Patissicr, He had a little

wife, he said, whom he loved, who did t\\z Patisserie.] 1784
in Warrender Marchmont (1894) 160 [She] became the best

Confectioner and Pastrycook, by making patiscery for him
which he liked. 1828 Harrovian 44 (Stanf.) The young
gourmands appeared to be luxuriating in a vision of
*

patisserie '. 1899 MALLOCK Individualist xix. 187 Confid-

ing to Lady Cornelia that
'

she never touched patisserie '.

Pa'tlander. slang, [f. Patland^ slang for

Ireland, f. PAT sb$\ An Irishman.
1820 Sporting Mag. VI. 271 The game of the Patlander

claimed the praise of all present. 1834 M. SCOTT Cruise
1

Midge
^ L (1836) 4 There spoke your mother, you Patlander,

you there shone out Kilkenny. 1878 If, Amer, Rev.
CXXVI. 259 Their success against brother Patlanders
seemed doubly welcome.

t Patlet. Obs. Also 5 patelet, 6 patlett, -led,
Sc. paitlet(t, -lat, 8 -lich. [app. a. W.patehtte
'band of stuff' (Godef.),

<

patelttte de la testiere

'the head-dag, the broad peece of leather that

runnes ouer-crosse, or through, the top of a head-

stall* (Cotgr.); dim. ofpatte paw, flap. The sense-

history is obscure.] An article of attire ; the same
as PAKTLET a

(of which it was the original form).
a 1500 HENRYSON Garment gnde Ladeis 27 Hir patelet of

gude pansing. 1500-20 DUNBAR Poems xiy. 64 Sic skaith

and scorne, so mony paitlattis worne Within this land was
nevir hard nor sene. 1522 Test. Ebor. (Surtees) V. 153
A patlett of velvett. Ibid. 154 My velvett jacket, to make
his childer patlettes and cuyffes. 1526 SKELTON Magnyf.
2100, I plucked her by the patlet. 1585 Burgh Rec. Edin.

(Rec. Soc.) IV. 445 (Jumand to ony nichtbouris howssis to

offer to thair seruands any clayth, paytlets, slevis, gownis.

1786 Har'st /?! Ixxxvi. (1801) 28 They sair bemane some

paitHch gown.

Patly (pse-tH), adv. [f. PAT a. + -Ly2.] =
PAT adv.

1632 J. HAYWARD tr. Blond?s Eromena 133 This businesse,
so pally proposed, a 1713 ELLWOOD Autobiog. (1765) 317
Herein Demetrius and they most patly agree. 1869 BLACK-
MORE Lorna D. xxvi, The mere idea..which he talked

about as patly as if it were a settled thing.

Fatness (prc-tnes). [f.
PAT rt. + -NES8.] The

quality or condition of being pat or to the point ;

suitability to a purpose or occasion ; aptness.
1653 WATERHOUSE Apol. Learn. 116 Till the patnesse

i
of the Conviction assured them [etc.]. 1710 Life Bp.

\ Stillingflect 86 A closeness of reference, and patness of

similitudes. 1888 CLARK RUSSELL Death Ship I. 245,
I could not but admire the patness of the mechanism to the

condition of the ship.

|j Patois (patwa). [F. ;

*

origin unknown *

(Hatz.-Darm.), see conjectures in Diez and Littre.]

Properly^ a dialect (esp, in France or French

Switzerland) spoken by the common people in

a particular district, and differing materially from

the literary language. In England, sometimes used

loosely as a contemptuous designation for a pro-
vincial dialect or form of speech.
French scholars distinguish dialects as the particular forms

presented by a language in different regions, so long as there

does not exist a common written language. Whenacom-
,
mon language has become established as the medium^ of

general literature, the dialects lose their literary standing
and become patois.

1643 SIR T. BROWNE Rettg. Med. \\. 8 The Jargon and

Italian language, spoken at his court, first rose above the

patois in common use throughout Italy. 1851 MAYNE REIO
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Scalp Hunt. xx. 142 Their language was a Spanish patois.

1893 SKLOUS Trav, S. E. Africa-] The Dutch patois spoken
in South Africa.

b. transf.
1790 BURKE Fr. Rev. \Vks. V. 197 Their language is in

the patois of fraud. 1880 Standard 10 Dec., A fashion., of

introducing children in novels who talk an impossible

gibberish utterly unlike real baby patois.

Q, attrib. or as adj. Of, pertaining to, or of the

nature of a patois or illiterate dialect.

1789 CHARLOTTE SMITH Ethelinde (1814) III. 138
* Alas '

cried she, in s.fatois dialect, between French and Spanish.

1799 HAN. MORE Fein. Educ. (ed. 4) I. 103 To ascertain that

she has nothing patois in her dialect. 1809-12 MAR. EDGE-
WORTH Mine, de Flenry x, She .. remembered his patois
accent. 121894 MRS. DVAN All in a Man's K. (1899) 90
His powers of conversation in patois Pushtoo.

Paton, obs. Sc. form of PATTEN.

FatOnce (patens),
a. Her, [Of uncertain

origin : app. first in Leigh, wrongly attributed to

Harding (who has crossepatife] ; perh. a mistaken

use of F. croix potencte : see POTENCE.] In cross

patonce, a cross with its arms usually expanding
in a curved form from the centre, having ends

somewhat like those of the cross fleury.
1562 LEIGH Arnwrie 59 He bereth Oeules, a crosse patonce

[so edd. 1568-97 ; ed. 1612 crois patee] Or. Harding writeth,

y* kynge Egbertebare this crosse in his left hand, in battnyle,
and in his banner like wise. Ibid. 63 b, Crosses floures,..
and Crosses Patonces \cdd, 1591, 1597, 1612 Potonces]. 1638
Gnillinis Heraldry 11. vii. (ed. 3) 92 The Field is lupiter, a
crosse Patonce Sol. 1658 PHILLIPS s.v., A crosse Patonce,
i.e. whose ends are both broad and as it were three wayes
hooked. 1821 SCOTT Keniliv. xii, Whose [Abbot of Abing-
don's] arms . . I have seen over a stone chimney in the hall,

a cross patonce [pr. patonee, cd. 1893 patoncee] betwixt four
martlets. 1868-82 CU8SAOT Her. iv. 62 The Cross Patonce
resembles a Cross Fleurie with the extremities expanded.

Patorne, obs. form of PATRON, PATTERN.

TPatoun. Obs. rare. [Origin and meaning un-

certain. Possibly F. pdton lump or bolus of

dough, pellet of paste to feed chickens, i.pdte paste.
In the Hen Jpnson passage some compare PETUN, obs. name

of tobacco. Gilford suggests 'moulding of the tobacco, which
was then always cut small, into some fantastic or fashionable
form for the pipe '. The word in quot. 1495 may be different.]

[1495 Aberdeen Rcgr. (1844) I. 57 Thare salbe gevin to our
souerane In xxiii in wyne, xix of patoune iiii lib. 105., xii

lib. skorcheatis, xxxvij-.] 1599 B. JONSON Ev. A/an out of
Hum. iv. iv, His villainous Ganymede and lie have been
droning a tobacco-pipe there ever since yesterday noon. ..

They have hired a chamber and all, private, to practise in,
for the making of the patoun,. .and a number of other

mysteries not yet extant.

fPa'trate, a. Obs. rare, [ad, L. patrat-u$ t

pa. pple. (in active sense) of patrare to effect,

conclude.] \\\father-pairate, tr. \^. paterpatratits ^

1 the fetial priest who ratified a treaty with religious
rites' (Lewis & Short).
1533 BELLENDEN Livy \. ix. (S.T.S.)s5 The fader patrat

was ordanlt to strenth & corroborat bandis and contractis
with matst solempne faith.

fPatra-tion. Obs. rare . l^.'L.patratidn-em^
n. of action from. f>a/rare to accomplish, effect.]

1656 V>i.QWTGlosso-r.
} Patration(fa!rat2d), the finishing

and perfecting a thing ; a doing or making a thing.

Patre, Fatrel, Patremoyne, Patriak, obs.

fF. PATTER, PEITUEL, PATRIMONY, PATRIARCH.

Fatrial (p^-trial), a. (sb.) rare. [f. L. type

*patrial-ist in obs.F.jta/r/W, -^/(i6thc. in Godef.),
It. patriale, f. L. patria fatherland.]
1. Of or belonging to one's native country.
1629 MAXWELL tr. Herodian (1635) 296 The Image of his

pati iull god, whose Priest he was. 1755 J.
SHEBBEARE Lydia

(1769) II. 332 Honour, the contempt of riches, and patrial

love, were strenuously inculcated. 1806 W. TAVLOK in Ann.
Rev. IV. 237 Bequeathing the language and customs of their

patrial mountains to another transatlantic country.
2. Gram. Applied to a word denoting a native

or inhabitant of the country or place from the

name of which it is derived; also to a suffix forming
such words. Also as sb. A word of this class.

1854 ANDREWS STODDARD Grant. Lat. Lang. 100 A
patrial or gentile noun is derived from the name of a
country, and denotes an inhabitant of that country.. .Most
patrials are properly adjectives, relating to a noun under-
stood. 1870 MARCH Conip. Grain. Ags. Lang. (1883) 125
Patrial isc . .connotes origin from a place or stock : Lunden-
isc, Londonish ; Engl-isc^ English.

Patriarch (p^'triaik), j. Also 3-4 -arc, 3-7
-ark, (4 -ak, -eke), 4-6 -arche, 4-7 -arke,

-arck(e; 4-6 patry-. [ME. a. OF. patriarche
(lithe, in Littre), ad.L./a/r*Vm7/(Tertull.\ ad.

Gr. Trarptapx^ chief or head of a family, f. iraTpta

family, clan + -apx 7?* in comb. *

ruler'.]
1. The father and ruler of a family or tribe; spec.

(//.) in N.T., and uses thence derived, the twelve

sons of Jacob, from whom the tribes of Israel were
descended ; also, the fathers of the race, Abraham,
Isaac, and Jacob, and theirforefathers. Antediluvian

patriarchs^ the line extending from Adam to Noah.
In the Septuagint Trarpiapx 7?? is applied to a head of a

family or division of a tribe of Israel 12 Chron. xix. 8, xxvi.

12; cf. X Chron. ix. 9 ap\ocT irarpiuu', V. r. TraT-piapX'1 '),

also to the heads of the tribes themselves (narpiap^ai TWI*

^wAuif 'lapaijA, i Chron. xx vii. 22); in the Jewish Book 'The
Testaments of the Twelve Patriarchs ', of 2nd c. B.C., as by
St. Stephen in Acts vii, o, to the twelve sons of Jacob; in

VOL. VII.

4 Mace. vii. 19 (cf. xvi. 25), to Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob.
In Acts ii. 29, applied to King David; but rarely to any one
later than the ' Twelve Patriarchs '.

cii75 Lamb. Horn. 8r f>es patriarches,alseabelandnoe and :

abraham. Ibid. 153 He sende his patriarken & propheten
|

for to bodien his tokume. t: 1200 ORMIN 7680, & Asair wass, ,

batt witt tu wel, An off be Patriarrkess. c 1290 Becket 2301
in S. rte". Leg. I. 172 Of Aungles and of patriarks \v. r.

arcs] and of apostles al-so. a 1300 Cursor M. 9047 (Colt.)

pe patriarches [v.rr. patriarkes, -is] bal com wit-al Be-fur

pair fete he let him fal. 1382 WYCLIF Acts^ii. 29 To seye
to gou of the patriark Dauith. Ibid. vii. 9, 10 Ysaac
gendride Jacob, and lacob the twelue patriarkis. And the

patrlarkis hauynge enuye to loseph, solden hym into Kgipt.
1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls) II. 221 Adam deide and was
i-buried in Lbron, bat is i-cleped also Cariatharbe, . .be cite

of foure, bat beb, patriarkes bat bee^ i-buried bere, bat bc|>

Adam, Abraham, Ysaac, and lacob. a 1529 SKELTON Ph.

Sparowe 256 Noe the patryarke, That made that great arke.

1667 MILTON P. L. ix. 376 So spake the Patriarch of Man-
kinde, but Eve.. though last, repli'd. 1727 Di; FOE Syst.

Alagic i. i. (1840) 8 Such a degree as was ordinary to the

patriarchs of the antediluvian age. 1852 LONGF. Jew.
Cemetery at Newport 50 In the background figures vague
and vast Of patriarchs and of prophets rose sublime.

b. Uy extension, One occupying a similar posi-
tion in the history of any race.

1796 MOKSK Amer. Geog. I. 78 That God created other
men to be the patriarchs of the Europeans, Africans, and

'

Americans.

2. In later Jewish history, applied (as repr. Ilcb.
j

N^KO iiiisi prince, chief) to the Chief or President

of the Sanhedrim in Palestine, established under

Syrian rule c 180 B. c., and ending with the death
,

of the last of the Gamaliels A.D. 429. Sometimes

incorrectly applied to the Exilarch or Head of the

Jewish college in Babylon.
Both the Pauiarch or Prince in Palestine and the Head

of the college in Babylon had to be of Davidic descent.
\

(H. Gollancz.)

1795 Encytl. Brit. (ed. 3) XIV. 37/1 Jewish Patriarch, a

dignity. [The article is erroneous.] 1880 Smith's Diet.

C/tr. Antiq. II. 1573/2. 1883 RncycL Brit. (ed. 9) XVIII.
410/2 The head of the synagogue at Babylon appears also to :

have been known as patriarch until 1038.

3. Eccl. a. In reference to the primitive Church,
before the rupture of East and \Vcst : In earliest

use, a rhetorical or honorific designation of bishops
:

generally, which became at length the official

title of the bishops of the great sees of Antiuch,

Alexandria, and Koine, also (from the 4th c.) of '

Constantinople, and (from =ith c.) of Jerusalem, b.

Hence, in the Orthodox Eastern Ch., The title of

the bishops of the four patriarchates of Constant!-
,

nople, Alexandria, Antioch, and Jerusalem, the
j

Patriarch of Constantinople being the Head of
'

the Church or (Ecumenical Patriarch. Also the

title of the heads of the other Eastern Churches, as

the Abyssinian, Armenian, Jacobite, and Coptic.
;

C. In the R. C. Ch., A bishop second only to the i

Pope in episcopal, and to the Pope and Cardinals

in hierarchical rank, and next above primates and ,

metropolitans. The title of the Latin bishops of
i

Constantinople, Alexandria, Antioch, and Jerusa-
lem ; also, of those of the three minor patriarchates, i

the Indies, Lisbon, and Venice.
For various other ancient or mediaeval uses of the term

[

(in its Greek or Latin form, whence occasionally in historical

use in Eng.) see Diet. Chr. Antiq. II. s.v.
'
It was some-

times given to any metropolitan who had other metropo- !

litans under him 1

(cf. b below). 'It was adopted as the
'

designation of their chief bishop by the Vandals'; also

under the Lombard kings of Italy as the title of the bishop i

of Aquileia, whose patriarchate was subsequently trans-
|

ferred to Grado, and is now represented by that of Venice. !

1297 R. GLOUC. Chron. (Rolls) 9869 pe king of Jerusalem i

sir guy was ber inome, & be patriarc aslawe, & be cristine
'

ouercome, c 1300 Havelok 428 Haue he be malisun to-day
Of alle J>at eure speken may ! Of patriark, and of pope !

1386 CHAUCER Pard. Prol. 15 Bulles of popes and of

Cardynales Of Patriarkes & bishoppes I shewe. c 1400
MAUNDEV. (1839) iii. 18 Here Patriark hath as meche power
ouer the See, as the Pope hath on this Syde the See. c 1449
PECOCK Repr. (Rolls) II. 416 Aboue alle patriarkis is 0011

pope for to reule and amende the gouernauncis of patriarkis.
1517 TORKINGTON Pilgr. (1884) 12 The Duke, .with all the

Senyorye. .rowed in to the see, with the assistens of ther

Patriarche, And ther Spoused the see with a ryng. 1547
BOOKDE tntrod. Kncnvl. \. (1870) 119 There was a patriarke
of lerusalem, ther is a patryarke at Constantinople, & there

is a patryarke at Venis. 1698 A. BRAND Emb. Muscovy to

China 5 Russia has its own Patriarch, who exercises the
same Authority.., as the Pope does in. .Roman Catholick
Countries. 1710 WHITWORTH Ace. Russia (1758) 47 The
present Czar, on the death of the late Patriarch, sequestered
the office. 1847 MRS. A. KEKR tr. Rankes Hist. Servict 36
These events determined the Porte not to suffer the election

of another Servian Patriarch. 1850 NEALE East. Ch. I.

126 In correctness of
speech,

we are assured by Theodore
Balsamon, the Patriarch, of Antioch is the only Prelate who
has a claim to that title: the proper appellation of the

Bishops of Rome and Alexandria being rope, of Con-
stantinople and Jerusalem, Archbishop. 1885 Catholic Diet.

(ed. 3) s.v.,The Sixth Canon ofthe first Nicene Council recog-
nises an ancient, customary, and legitimate authority in the

Bishops of the three sees of Alexandria, Rome, and Antioch

(named in this order) over their respective provinces. The
title of 'Patriarch', however, is not given; the thing is

j

recognised, but not the word. The title came into use in

the fifth century. f6iff.
t
Since the . . Greek schism, &c,

severed all these four sees from Catholic unity, the Popes
have continued to nominate bishops to the lost Patriarchates;

p
h

but these bishops have resided at Rome, except lately in

the case of lerusalem, the Patriarch of which., commenced
to reside at his see in 1847. Besides the Latin Patriarch of

Antioch, the Holy See admits a Maronite, a Melchite, and a

Syrian Patriarch of the same see, a Patriarch of Ciliciaof the

Armenian, and a Patriarch of Babylon of the Chaldaic, rite.

b. transf. Applied unofficially to the chief

dignitaries of other Churches ; f formerly also to

the heads of other religious systems (obs.}.

1477 EARL RIVERS (Caxton) Dictes 99 The patryarkes &
relates that were for that tyme cam and sayd to hym God
ath yeue to the [Alexander] lordship upon many royames.

1563 WINJET Four Scoir 'Hire Quest. To Chr. Rdr., Wks.
1888 I. 56 Deliuerit thame..to lohne Knox, as to him, q_uha
wes haldin in tha partis principal Patriark of the Caluiniane
Court. 1600 J. POKY tr. Leo's Africa vui. 301 A certaine
craftie Mahumetan patriarke made the rude people beleeve,
that [etc.]. 1637 H ICYUN BriefAnsiv. 64 The learned workes
..of I Jr. Adrian Saravia against your Patriarke Theodore
Beza. (21670 HACKKT Al>p. Williams i. 187 The Lord
Keeper's Letter sent to that Worthy Patriarch of the North
[Alip. Toby Matthew], 1733 NEAL Hist. Purit. II. 156 He
[Laud] was ambitious of being the Sovereign Patriarch of
three Kingdoms.
4. One who is regarded as the father or founder

of an order, institution, or tradition, or (by exten-

sion) of a science, school of thought, or the like.

1566 rasqnine in Trantict' 56 b, Among these Patriarches
are accompted. .Saint Domimcke, who instituted the order
of preaching. ..Why are they called Patriarches ?.. Bycause
they are the chiefe of the Fathers, ..that is to say of the

Friers who call themselues Faihers. 1622 W. M. (title) The
Life of the Holy Patriarch S. Ignatius f Loyola, a 1680
BUTLER Rem. (1759) I. 135 The Turk's Patriarch Mahomet
Was the first great Reformer. 1756-7 tr. Kcysltrs Tra^>.

(1760) III. 2 St. Benedict, the patrian h of the monks among
the western Christians. 1758 H. WAI.POI.F, Catal. Koy.
Authors (1759) I. 162 He was the Patriarch of a race of

genius and wit. 1855 KINGSI.KY Wcstiv. Hoi xxx, For John
Hawkins, Admiral of the port, is the Patriarch of Plymouth
seamen, if Drake be their hero. 1866 CRUMP tanking viiL

158 The patriarch of political economy, Adam Smith. 1871
R. ELi.isC"rt///,y xxi. i Sire and prince-patriarch of hungry
starvelings.

5. A venerable old man ; esp. the oldest man,
the 'father' of a village or neighbourhood; the

veteran or oldest living representative of a class,

profession, art, or the like.

c 1817 HOGG Tales <y Sk. (1837) I. 310, I was rather viewed
as their chief, next at least to the patriarch. 1820 W. IRVING
Sketch />/'., Rip I'an Winkle^ He.. was reverenced as one
of the patriarchs of the village. 1868 FKEEMAN Norm.
Cong. II. viiL 291 The patriarch of that great house was
now a knight so poor that he craved leave of his lord to

leave his service. 1888 BRYCE Aincr. Comtntu. I. iii. 28

Mr. George Bancroft, now the patriarch of American
literature.

b. transf. The head of a flock or herd; of

trees, etc., the oldest and greatest ; gen. the most
venerable object of a group.
1700 DKYDEN Palanwn <V Arc. in. 1058 The monarch oak,

the patriarch of the trees. 1810 SCOTT Lady of L. in. viii,

A goat, the patriarch of the flock. 1850 R. G. CAMMING
Hunter's Life S. Afr. (ed. 2) I. 243, I shot the patriarch
of the herd, which as usual brought up the rear.

6. attrib. and Comb., as patriarch-aget -pupil,
-throne

j -wit\ patriarch's age, the lifetime of

a patriarch (sense i), a very long time.

1693 Humours Town 107 Some old, nonsensical Transla-

tions,, which have serv'd a Patriarch's Age to the Library
of Moore-fields. 1709 POPK Ess. Crit. 479 That golden age
..When Patriarch-wits surviv'd a thousand years. 1868

J. H. NEWMAN Verses on I'ar. Occns. 129 Till thou didst

quit Thy patriarch-throne at length. 1889 R. li. ANDERSON
tr. Rydberg's Tetit. Mythol. 95 Then the second mythic
patriarch-age begins.

Hence Pa'triarch v. nonce-wd., in to patriarch

it, to play the patriarch ; Pa'triarched a.
} having

or containing a patriarch.
1632 LITHGOW Trav. vi. 237 Hebrons Patriarch'd Tombe.

1639 FULLER Holy War n. xliv. 103 Whitest Heraclius did

Patriarch it in Jerusalem, one Haymericus had the same
honour at Antioch. 1766 STEKNE Lett. 25 May (1775) II.

160 A delicious Chateau. .where I have been patriarching
it these seven days with her ladyship.

f Patria-rchacy. Obs. rarc^ 1
. [f. prec. +

-ACY, after papacy.] The see of a patriarch; a

patriarchate.
1681 H. MORE Exp. Dan. vi. Notes 222 Urum Papai..

may indigitate.
.the Patriarchacy of Constantinople.

Patriarchal (p^triaukal), a. Also 6-7 -chall,

7 -call. [ad. late L. patriarcha l-is (Alcimus

^500), f. patriarcha PATRIARCH : see -AL. Cf. F.

patriarcal (14-1 5th c. in Godef. Compl.)."\

1. Of or belonging to a patriarch ;
of or charac-

teristic of the patriarchs or their times.

1656 BLOUNT Gtossogr.j Patriarchal, of or belonging to a
Patriarch. 1687 NORRJS Coll. Misc., To Dr. Plot ii, Who
could to Patriarchal years live on. 1699 EVELYN Acetaria

(1729) 160 Here might weattest the Patriarchal World. 1717
DE FOE//W/. Appar. iii. (1840) 24 Some are of the opinion,

by the sons of God, there is meant the patriarchal heads of

families, a 1763 BYROM Disinterested Love ofGodiv, This
Love the patriarchal Eye, And that of Moses could descry.

1884 J. HALL Chr. Home no Servants, indeed, do not now
stand to their masters as they did in patriarchal times.

2. Eal. Of or belonging to a hierarchical patri-

arch ; ruled by a patriarch ; of the nature or rank

of a patriarch.
Patriarchal church^ a title of the five great Roman basi-

licas : viz. St. John Lateran, St. Peter's, St. Paul's, St. Mary
the greater, and St. Lawrence extra muros.
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1570 FOXE A.
($
M. (ed. 2) n/2 The cause why the sea

of Rome, emong all other patriarrhall seas, is numbred
for the first sea by the auncient fathers. 1579 FULKE Confut.
Sanders 545 The Pope did erect patriarchal Seas at Aqui-
leia, and at Senis. 1670 LASSELS I'oy. Italy II. 162 [St.

Lawrence] is one of the five Patriarchal churches, and
therefore is not titular of any Cardinal. 1870-4 ANDKRSON
Missions A uter. 13d. III. iii. 42 Letters were addressed from
Rome to the Patriarchal Vicar of Mount Lebanon.

b. Her. Patriarchal cross, one with two trans-

verse pieces, the upper being the shorter : an em-
blem of the patriarchs of the Greek Church,
1682 GIBBON Introd, ad Latin. Blason. 78 Cross Palri~

archal...h* the Staves of the Popes are thrice crossed, so
those of Patriarchs and Cardinals are but twice. i83z
CUSSAMS Her. iv. (ed. 3) 60 The Patriarchal Cross is a Greek
Cross, the upper limb of which is traversed by a shorter.

3. Of, pertaining to, or of the nature of a patri-

archy.
1828 SCOTT F. M. Perth xxviii. To testify their acceptance

of the patriarchal chief who claimed their allegiance. 1844
EMERSON Lect., Yng. Amer. Wks. (Bohn) II. 298 The patri-
archal form of government readily becomes despotic. 1883
MAINE Early Lawv\\. 196 The Patriarchal theory of society
is. .the theory of its origin in separate families, held together
by the authority and protection of the eldest valid male
ascendant. 1902 A. MACBAIN in Scene's Highlanders Scot.

402 The succes-.ton among the Scots was Patriarchal.

4. Resembling a patriarch, venerable, aged ; like

that of a patriarch.
1837 HAWTHORNE Twice-told T. (1851) II. ii. 34 The Select,

men of Boston, plain, patriarchal fathers of the people, 1832
BURTON* Bk, Hunter \. 43 The patriarchal head of an agree-
able and elegant household. 1898 I'oice (N. Y.) 21 Apr. 3/2
Abraham.. is a splendid figure with his long, white, patri-
archal beard.

b. transf. Of an animal, tree, etc. : Oldest of

a flock or group, aged, ancestral
;

of things

generally: Ancient, primitive.
1837 SIR F. PALGRAVE Merck. % Friar i. (1844^ 15 To limp

..through primitive ruts and patriarchal bridle-paths. 1839
>NGF. Voices Nt. Prel. in, Beneath some patriarchal tree.LONG

gr
P

1850 R.G. (ZvwMixG Hunter's Life S.A/r. (1902) 141/1 Along
the spoor of the patriarchal old black buck.

Hence PatriaTchally adv., in a patriarchal way.
1835 Fraser's Alag. XI. 482 Why might not [they] have

continued to flourish patriarchally in the woods of Virginia?

Patria'rclialism. [See -ISM.] A patriarchal

system of society or government.
1847 BARMBY in Tait's Mag. XIV. 267 Small farms would

also be a return to Patriarchalism. 1854 Fraser's Mag.
XLIX. 649 A sort of midway state between the heaven-
derived patrlarchalism of .Russian theory, and the anarchy
of democracy. 1887 Athen&um i Jan. 27/2 His own hypo-
thesis as to the devolution of mother-right into patriarchalism.

Patriarchate (p#*triailct). [ad. med.L.

patriarchtUuSy in F. patriarcat (^1500 in Hatz.-

Darm.), \\..patriarcato \ see -ATE 1
.]

1. The office, dignity, or jurisdiction of an eccle-

siastical patriarch.
1617 MORYSON Ittn. i. 76 After that the Patriarchate of

Aquilegia in Histria, was by the Popes authority translated
thither. 1640 R. IJAILLIE Canterb. Self-Convict. (1641) 41
His ancient right to the patriarchal of the whole Isle of

liritaine. 1709 J. JOHNSON Clergym. I'a./e M, n. p. l\xxv,
'Tis the prevailing opinion that at the time of the Synod of
Nice Patriarchates were not set up. 1885 [see PATRIARCH 3].

1895 Daily News ii Feb. 6/3 Mardin (the modern seat of
the Syrian Patriarchate).

b. The province or see of a patriarch.
1640 R. BAILLIE Canterb. Self-Convict. 36 They will have

us to believe, .that within the bounds of his owne Patriarchal
he [the pope] is a prince. 1681 BAXTER Answ. Dodwsll 143

[He] forbad the Orthodox to Preach in liis Patriarchate.

1875 MERIVALE Gen. Hist. Route Ixxiv. (1877) 610 The great
Kastern patriarchates of Antioch, Alexandria, and Jeru-
salem had all held themselves equal or superior to Rome.

C. The residence of a patriarch ;
the adminis-

trative office or official staff of a patriarch.
1860 All Year Round No. 73. 537 Leaving the Armenian

patriarchate, you perceive, in a narrow lane to the right,
the remnant of an old wall. 1897 Daily News 13 July 5/4
It appears the Patriarchate was unwilling to make any
representations to the Porte.

2. The rank or authority of a patriarch of a tribe
;

a patriarchal system ;
= PATRIARCHY a.

1651-3 JER. TAYLOR Serin, for Yean. xvli. 220 To have
reat families, that their own relations might swell up to a

atriarchal, and their children be enough topossesse all the

regions that they saw. 1727 DE FOE Syst. Magic \. iv. (1840)

98 An ark for every family, or patriarchate, or tribe. 1856
OLMSTED Slave States 87 Never two dwellings of mankind
within sight of each other ; only, at long distances, often

several miles asunder, these isolated plantation patriarchates.

1896 F. B. JEVONS Introd. Hist. Relig. xiv. 180 The patri-
archate with monogamy prevailed.

Patriarchdom (p^-triaikdam). rare. [See
-DOM.] The state or office of patriarch ; patri-

archate, patriarchship.
1572 R. 1\ Discourse 21 The Pope in his supremacie, is

Abel!, ..in Patriarchdome Abraham. 1641 MILTON Reform.
I. Wks. (1851) 7 The Bishops. .fall to scrambling, catch who
may, hee a Patriarch-dome, and another what comes next to

hand.

FatriarcheSS (p^Hna-ikes). rare. [ad. med.L.

patriarthissa (Du Cange), OF. patriarckece, -esce,

-esse (Godef.).] The wife of a patriarch ; a female

patriarch ; a woman of patriarchal age ; the oldest

woman of a community.
1639 FULLER Holy War IT. xxxix. (1840) 102 She was

generally saluted the patriarchess. 1645 J. BOND Occasus
Occid. 19 Sarah (if I may so call her) the Patriarch esse. 1732

Hist, Littcraria III. 199 The History of the Patriarchess
of Constantinople is not so improbable. 1882 Echo 14 Apr.
4/2 Yesterday . . the patriarchess of the district, attained]
her looth year, being born on the i2th April, 1782.

Patriarchic fp^trii&Mkik}, a. rare- 1
, [ad.

late L. patriarchic-u$) a. late Gr. -naTpiapxM-os, f.

TTarpiapxys PATRIARCH : see -ic.]
= next, 2.

1776 J. BRYANT Mythol. III. 47 The term of Nimrod's life,

extend it to the utmost of Patriarchic age.., could not have
sufficed for this.

PatriarcMcal (pfUri,aukikal), a. 10bs. [f.

as prec. + -AL.]

fl. Of, belonging to, of the nature of, an ecclesias-

tical patriarch or patriarchate: = PATRIARCHAL 2.

1606 J. DOVE Dcf. Ch. Govt. 23 In that Councel, were

prouincial, Diocesan, and patriarchicall Bishops. 1670 G. H.
Hist. Cardinals i. in. 84 It was establish'd, that in every
Patriarchical Church in Rome, there should be two Priests.

2. Of, pertaining to, or of the nature of the

ancient patriarchs, or of the patriarchal system of

government ;
like a patriarch, venerable. V Qbs.

1643 PKYNNF, Sov. Power Parl. in. 116 Whose government
was at first Paternall and Patriarchicall. 1659 GAUDEN
Tears ofCh. iv. xvii. 519 The Patriarchicall Tradition and
Practise before the Law of Moses. 1698 FRYER Ace. E.
India <$ /'. 56 His Meen was Patriarchical.

Hence Patria'rchically adv. PATRIARCHALLY.
1887 Spectator 20 Aug. ni2 It is no use to take a little bit

from despotically or patriarchically ruled countries and

apply it to ours.

Fatriarchism (p^tfiuldz'm). [See -ISM.]
The patriarchal system of social or ecclesiastical

organization, government, etc.

a 1666 A. UROME To his Rev. Friend Dr. S. 18 Who split
the Church into so many Schismes, The zeals of these eats

tothers Patriarchismes. 1839 VEOWELL Anc, Brit. Ch. \,

(1847) 6 Their form of government was pure patriarchism ;

that is, they were all subject to the heads of their respective
families, a 1867 J. HAMILTON Closes (1870) xxi. 332 We call

Paganism a corruption of Patriarchism.

Pa-triarchize, v. rare. [Sec -IZE.] intr. To
follow or practise a patriarchal system.
1818 G. S. FABER florae Mosaics II. 222 To convince the

patriarchizing children of Israel that they might safely and

piously receive a new legislator.

Pa'triarchship. rare. [See -SHIP.]
1. The office or dignity of an ecclesiastical patri-

arch ; a patriarchal sec, a patriarchate.
1566 STAPLF.TON Ret. Untr. Jewel \\. 188 His owne dyo-

cese, or patrinrkeshipp of Rome. 1691 Lond. Caz. No.
2654/1 The King [of Spain] has given the Patriarchship of
the Indies to Don Pedro de Porto Carrero. 1726 AYLIFFE

Parcrgon 113 Prelacies, may be termed the greater llene-

fices ; as that of the Pontificate, Patriarchship, . . and the like.

2. The position or authority ofan ancient patriarch.
1619 SIR J. SEMPILL Sacrilege Handl. App. 10 Shall we

diuide Abrahams Patriarchship from his Promises?

Patriarchy (p^
1

triaaki). [ad. Gr. irarpiapx'ta

office of a patriarch (cf. monarchy , tetrarchy}. Cf.

also med.L. patnarchia, F. patriarchie a patri-
archal church, piitriarchium patriarchal residence

or dignity (Du Cange).]
fl. The dignity, see, or jurisdiction of an eccle-

siastical patriarch ;

= PATKIAIICHATE i. Obs. b.

The government of the Church by a patriarch or

patriarchs.
1561 T. NORTON Calvin's Inst. iv. vii. (1634) 551 All the

old Synodes command bishops to be consecrate by their

owne Metropolitan^ | and they never bid the bishop of
Rome to be called unto it, but in his owne Patriarchie. 1641
' SMECTYMNUUS* Answ. (1653) Post. 86 Whence perhaps it is

that the Sea of Canterbury hath affected a Patriarchy in

our dayes. 1657 J. SERGEANT Schism i)isj>ach*t 148 To
limit the Pope's Patriarchy to a particular Province of Italy.

2. A patriarchal system of society or government;

government by the father or the eldest male of the

family; a family, tribe, or community so organized.
1632 LITHGOW Trav. v. 215 The posterity of which Patri-

archy continued in bondage two hundred and fifteene

yeares. 1855 J. HARRIS (title) Patriarchy; or, the Family:
its Constitution and Probation. 1894 Daily News 14 Nov.

6/4 'Hierarchy and pattiarchy
1

. . summed up Alexander
III.'s Slavonic policy.

tPatri'ce. Oh. rare 1
, [a. f.patrue (12-

13th c. in llatz.-Parm.) = It. patrice, ad. l^.patri-
citts belonging to the rank of the/a/m

1

,
'fathers'

or senators of Rome; as sb., a member of the

ancient Roman nobility: see PATRICIAN sbl I.]
= PATRICIAN s&.1 i.

1529 RASTELL/*IW/V/;, /?0;//f (18x1) 27 Made him apatrice,
and Consull of Rome.

Patrice, Patrich, var. PATRIX, PARTRIDGE.

Patrician (patrrjan), sb.* and a,1 Also 7

-tian. [f. L. patrid-tis (see PATRICE) + -AN; cf.

f.patncien (i-jthc.), which was perh. the model.]
A. sb.

1. A person belonging, or reputed to belong, to

one of the original citizen families or gentes of

which the ancient Roman popithts consisted, and

out of whom, in the first ages of the republic, the

senators, consuls, and pontifices were exclusively

chosen
;
a Roman noble. Opp. to PLEBEIAN sb.

1533 REI.LENDEN Lruy iv. (1822) 517 No plebeane will talc

the dochter of ane patriciane but hir consent. 1607 SHAKS.

Cor. iv. iii. 15 There hath beene in Rome straunge Insurrec-

tions: The people, against the Senatours, Patricians, and

Nobles. 1695 LD. PRESTON Boeth. Life 25 He also design 'd

upon the Lives of several others of the Patritians. 1781
GIBMON Decl. ff F. xvii. (1846) II. 24 The proudest and most
perfect separation, .between the nobles and the people, is

perhaps that of the Patricians and the Plebeians,, .in the first

age of the Roman republic. 1879 KROUDE Caesar vi. 54 He
[Sulla] was a patrician of the purest blood.

b. In the later Roman Empire, A member of

a new noble order nominated by the Kmperor at

Byzantium ; als:>, an officer, orig. a member of this

order, sent or appointed as representative of the

Kmperor to administer the western provinces of

Italy and Africa. The title was afterwards assumed

by Charlemagne and his successors.

1432-50 tr. ///i'V/f(Rolls)VI.27iNichoforusthepatricion,
honorede and luffede moche of the seide Yrene. 1653 HOL-
CROFT Procopius i. 13 The Emperour Justine.. sent Prpbus,
Sisters son to the late Emperour Anastasius, a Patritian,
with money to raise an army of Hunnes for his ayd. 1781

GiBBON_/?<rc/. $ F. xvii. (1846) II. 25 He [Constantine] revived
. . the title of Patricians, but he revived it as a personal, not
as an hereditary distinction. 1788 Ibid. xlix. IV. 486 The im-

portance and danger of those remote provinces [Italy and
Africa] required the presence of a supreme magistrate; he
was indifferently styled the exarch or the patrician. 1861

J. G. SHEPI-ARD Fall Rome vi. 287 Theoderic set forth to

take possession of his new inheritance, in the character of
' Patrician by the emperor's appointment '. 187* [see
EXARCH i]. 1885 Encycl, Brit. XVIII. 411/1 It was as

patrician of Rome that the emperor Henry IV. claimed the

right to depose Pope Gregory VII. The title was abolished

by Pope Eugenius III. in 1145.

c. Applied to the hereditary noble citizens of

some of the mediaeval Italian republics, as Venice,

Genoa, etc. ('Ital./S/tt'fZl, "\patricid), and to the

higher order or 'gentlemen' of the Free Cities

of the German Empire (= Ger. patrider}.
1611 COKVAT Crudities 125 Some worthy Duke or Patri-

tian of Venice. 1617 MORYSON Itin. i. 93 [tr. Latin Inscr.]
To Lodwick Ariosto Poet, a Patrician of Ferraria. Ibid.

in. 239 The Patritians [of the Imperiall Free Cities] Hue
vpon their reuenues, as Gentlemen. Ibid. 240 (Nurnberg)
The Senate consists of forty persons, whereof thirty foure
are Patricians or Gentlemen. 1820 BYRON Alar. Fal. i. ii.

50 The sentence pnss'd on Michel Steno, born Patrician.

1840 Penny Cycl. XVII. 318/1 At Venice, the name of patri-
cian was given to the members of the great council . . and
their descendants. Patrizio Veneto was a title of nobility,
considered equal to that of any feudal noble not of a

sovereign house. 1841 W. SPALDIXG Italy f,- It. Isl. II. 169.

d. gen. A person of noble birth or rank
;

a

nobleman, aristocrat. Opp. to plebeian.
1631 T. POWELL Tom AH Trades (1876) 148 If you sue to

a [City] Company consisting of many persons Tradesmen,
you must enquire who bee the most potent Patritians ..

amongst th-im. 1841 EMERSON Lecf., Conservative Wks.
(Bonn) II. 264 The battle of patrician and plebeian .. re-

appears in all countries and times. 1861 THACKKRAY Four
Georges iii. (1862) 126 At the accession of George III. the

patricians were yet at the height of their good fortune.

2. One versjd in the writings of the Fathers ;

a patristic scholar, rare.

c 1810 COLERIDGE in Lit. l\cm. (1838) III. 279 So great a

fcholar, so profound a Patrician, as Jeremy Taylor was.

a 1834 Ibid. (1839) IV. 47 Luther was no great Patrician.

B. adj. Of, belonging to, or composed of the

patricians of ancient Koine: see A. i. Opp. to

PLEBEIAN a.

1620 HARRET Ded. Southwells Poems 70 Sulpitius, a
Gentleman of Patrician blood. 1713 ADDISON Cato i. i, His
horse's hoofs wet with Patrician blood. 1841 \V. SPAI.DING

Italy fy It. Isl. I. 50 The power thus vested in the senate

truly belonged to the patrician order; because the senate

was originally composed entirely of that class. 1879 FHOUDE
Cxsar viii. 85 He had a patrician disdain of mobs and

suffrages and the cant of popular liberty.

b. gen. Of or belonging to the Patricians in

Italian or German cities, etc.; of noble or high
birth or rank; noble, aristocratic. Opp. to plebeian.
1615 CHAI-MAN Qdyss. Ep. Ded., Let Death then reave My

life now lost m our patrician loves. 1617 MORYSON /fin. in.

193 In free Cities, here the Patritian Order, there the com-
mon people, and otherwhere both with mixed power gouerne
the City. 1820 BYUON Jlfar. Fal. \\. i. 75 You have strange

thoughts for a patrician dame. 1830 J. G. STRUTT Sylva
Brit. 143 The dignity of ages afforded by the Oak, that

truly patrician tree. 1853 LvTTOH My Novel xii. xxxiii,

His handsome countenance, his patrician air.

c. Applied to various aristocratic or non-popular

parties in later times.
1812 Gen. Hist, in Ann. Reg. 205/2 The patrician body of

troops ,. turned out the whole of their officers from the

barracks. 1860 MOTLEY NetlierL (1868) II. ix. 3 The Earl

in his quarrels .. with the patrician party rapidly forming

against him in the States.

Hence Patri'cianate, bad form for PATRICIATE
;

Fatri'cianhood, the condition or rank of a patri-

cian ; also, patricians collectively; Fatri'cianism,

patrician quality, style, or spirit; also, patricians

collectively ; Patri-cianly adv., in a patrician

manner, aristocratically; Patri*clanship patri-
cian'hood.

1859 HOBHOUSH Italy II, 225 It was the endeavour of the

people and nobles to deprive Leo 1 1 1. of all temporal power,
that made him apply to Charlemagne, and merge both the

republic and the *patricianate in the imperial title of the

Frank. 1885 A. FORBES Souvenirs Continents, Awer.

Society 226 In Virginia, . . there was a good deal of ancestral

*patricianhood. x8a6 Blackw. Mag. XIX. 123 To claim it

at the feet of *Patricianism. 1864 Lown.L Among tny Bks.

Ser. i. (1873) 230 Honest dice
; uncogged by those three hoary

sharpers, Prerogative, Patncianism and Priestcraft. 1893



PATRICIAN. 559 PATRIOTESS.

GUNTER Miss Dividends 117 Trying to take her *patri-

cianly gloved hand in his. 1834 Lttackw. Mag* XVI. 266

Estimating the fiatriziato, or *patridanship an aristocracy
of a different kind. .from that of feudal nobles as the most

powerful and enlightened party. 1867 FREEMAN in Stephens

Life <V Lett. (1895) I. 376 Burghership and patricianship

being hereditary.

Patri'Cian, sb? Ch.Hist. [ad. L. (pi.) Patrl-

cidni, f. the name of their founder, Patricius, pre-

ceptor of Symmachus the Marcionite.] A member
of a heretical sect which arose in the fourth century,
and held that the substance of the flesh was the

work of the devil, not of God.
1659 HOVVELL I'ocab. x, The Patricians, Heronians, Pro-

clinnits. 1727-41 in CHAMBERS Cycl.

Fatri'Cian, a rare. [f. L. Patrict-us, proper
name (see PATRICK) + -AN.] Pertaining to, or

founded by, St. Patrick.

1882-3 m S&zftEncycl.Relig.Knowl. IX. 1x13The Patrician
Church was independent of Rome. 1890 J. HEALKY Irel.

Anc. ScJi.fy The history of the Patrician Church in Ireland.

Patriciate (patrrJVt). [ad. med.L. patrl-

ciat-us, f. patricius : see PATRICIAN sb.^ and -ATE 1
.

So , patriciat (1690 in Furetiere).]
1. The position, dignity, or rank of a patrician ;

nobility of rank.

1656 BLOUNT Glossogr.^ Patriciate, the dignity and estate

of them that descend of Senators. 1737-41 CHAMBERS Cycl.
s.v. Patrician, This new patriciate . . was erected by Con-
stantine, who conferred the quality on his counsellours. 1854
MILMAN Lat. Chr. vin. ii. III. 292 The Patriciate and
Defensorship of the city of Rome. Ibid. vin. ix. 544 The
republic .. recognised the sovereignty of the Pope; the

patriciate was abolished, a prefect named with more limited

powers.
b. The term or period of holding the dignity of

a patrician (see PATRICIAN A. I b).
1875 FREEMAN Sk, Venice, Spalato (iBSil 145 The villa

near Salona where the deposed Emperor Nepos was slain,

during the patriciate of Odoacer.

2. A patrician order or class
;
the aristocracy.

1795 tr. Merrier $ Fragin. Pol. fy Hist. I. 331 The patriciate
was the gangrene of the republic, and had attacked the
Senate itself. 1850 MERIVALE Rom. Emp. (1865) II. xi. 32
No aristocracy was ever more shortsighted at the crisis of
its fate than the once glorious patriciate of Rome. 1867
FREEMAN Norm. Cong. I. v. 338 The English inhabitants
formed a dominant class or patriciate.

Patricidal (psetrisardal), a. [f. next + -AL.]
Of, pertaining to, or resembling a patricide; parri-

cidal; in quots.y?^-. involving treason or faithless-

ness to one's country or fatherland.
1821 JKFFERSON Autobiog. Wks. 1859 I* 73 The States

General, indignant at this patricidal conduct, applied to
France for aid. 18*7 Blackiv. Mag. XXII. 613 They acted
in the most wild, unconstitutional, and patricidal manner.

Patricide 1
(pse'trisaid). rare.

[f. L. type
*patriclda y

f. L. patr-em father + -ado, killer, in

most cases a later alteration or MS. variant of

pdri-i parriclda PARRICIDE, associating the word
more explicitly \v\\b. pater^patrem father (or, some-

times, with /#//-/#).
In one place, Cicero De Domo 10 28, where the word is

conjoined with fratricida^ sororiclda, M filler's text keeps
patriclda, which occurs in i MS., while 3 have parriclda.\
A murderer of a father (or of some one so re-

garded) ;
= PARRICIDE!.

1593 R. HARVEY Pkilad. 2 We cannot thinke that Brute
was a patricide. 1624 HEYWOOD Gitnaik. ix, 436 Touching
Patricides, Solon.. made no law to punish such, as thinking
it not to be possible in nature to produce such a monster.

1649 ORMOND Let. to Col. Jones in Milton's Wks* (1851) II.

543 They have, .murthered Gods Anointed, and our King,
not as heretofore some Patricides have done, to make room
for some Usurper. 1694 MOTTEUX Rabelais IT. liii. (1737)
2 IQ Worse than Patricides.

Fa tricide 2
. rare. [ad. L. type *patricidittrn,

after prec. : see -CIDE 2.] The action of killing
one's father

;
= PARKICIDE -.

1623 K. LONG tr. Barclays Argents in. iii. 156 My Father
..should die by my patricide. 1665 J. WEBB Stone-Heng
(1725) 217 Patricide, Matricide and Regicide. 1707 LD.
BELHAVKN Sp. Union -w. Engl., Patricide is worse than
parricide. 1902 B. KIDD West. Civiliz. vii. 236 Their patri-
cides, fratricides, and murders.

b. attrib. (In quot. associated \ti\hpatria father-
land : cf. PATRICIDAL.)
1901 N. Amer. Rev. Feb. 212 That . . they should have . .

covered their country with insults, while her sons were ex-

posed to the enemy's bullets. This patricide policy will

appear unpardonable in the eyes of future generations.

t Patrick. Qbs, [From the Christian name
Patrick 'L. Patricius

> name of the patron saint
of Ireland. Cf. Paddy, Pat.] An Irish coin of the
value of a halfpenny, current in the jyth century.
1673-4 Cal. St. Papers Dom. 160 The priest says Mass,

for which he demands and receives from all the communicants
4 Patricks which makes 2rf. English. 1688 R. HOLME
Armoury in. 30/2 A Patrick of Ireland .. worth an half

penny, . . was Coined in the time of King Charles the Second
Excile.

Patrick, Sc. and dial, variant of PARTRIDGE.
Fatrico (pse'triko). Vagabond? Cant. Also 6

(patriarch-co), pater-, patter-, pairing cove.

[First element uncertain : ?pater or patter + Co ^,

lad.] A priest or parson ; esp. a hedge-priest.
a 1550 Hye Way to Spyttel Hous 1047 in Hazl. E. P. P.

IV. 69 The patryng coue in the darkman cace. 1561

AWDELAY Frat. Vacab. 6 A Patriarke Co doth make man-
ages [etc.]. 1567 HARMAN Caveat xv. 6p For as much as
these two names, a larkeman and a Patrico, bee in the old
brjefe of vacabonds.. .There is a Patrico,and not a Patriarcho.

1614 1J. JONSON Barth. Fair \\. vi, You are the Patrico, are

you? the patriarch of the cut-purses? 1641 BROME Joviall
Crew iv. ii, Where's the old Patrico, our Priest, my Ghostly
Father? 1782 Gcntl. Alag. LI I. 16 Patrico, or patercove,. .

stroling priests that marry under a hedge. 1827 LYTTON
Pelhatn Ixxx, My idea at the moment was to disguise myself
in the dress of the pater cove, a 1875 in C. Kingsley's Lift:

# Lett, xxviii. (1879) II. 347 The gipsies of Eversley Com-
mon . . used to call him [Kingsley] their

'

Patrico-rai
'

(their
Priest King).

Patridge, dial, form of PARTRIDGE.

t Pa'trie. Qbs. rare~ l

[a. K. patHe9 ad, L.

patria fatherland, prop. fern, of patriits adj., of

one's father, paternal (sc. terra)) f, patr-eni father.]

Fatherland, native country.
1589 JAS. I in Reg, Priry Council Scot. IV. 427, I could

have abstenit langa.tr nor th

permitted.

the woill of my patrie could have

Patrimonial (pcetriiwrnial), a. [ad. L.

patrim&nidl-iS) f. patrimdniiim : see next and -AL.

Cf. F. patrimonial (in Palsgr. 1530).] Pertaining
to or constituting a patrimony; inherited from
ancestors

; hereditary.
1530 PALSGR. 320/1 Patrymonyall, belongyng to a mannes

enherytaunce or patrymony, patrimonial. 1640 Cottsid.

touching Ch. ofEng. 17 Their Office is elective and for life,

and not patrimonial! or hereditary. 1788 GIBBON Decl. $ /''.

Ixi. (1869) III. 550 Their patrimonial estates were mortgaged
or sold. 1863 J. G. MURPHY Cotnm. Gen. xlvii. 22 The sur-
render of their patrimonial rights.

Hence Fatrimo'nially adv., in the way of patri-

mony, hereditarily, by inheritance from a father.

1641 EARL MONM. tr. Iliondi's Civil Warres v. 125 All.,
which did patrimonially belong to him in Aniou and Maine.

1700 C. DAVENANT Disc. Grants Introd., A distinction be-
tween what was their own patrimonially, ..and what the
state had an interest in.

Patrimony (pse'trimam). Forms: 4 patre-,
patrymoyne, patrimoigne, 4-5 -moygne, 4-7
patrimonie, -ye, 5- patrimony, (5-7 patry-
monie, -y). [a, F. patri-^ patrcmaine (12-13111
c. in Hatz.-Darm.), ad. L. patrimonium paternal
estate, patrimony, \.patr-em father: see -MOJJY.]
1. Property, or an estate, inherited from one's

father or ancestors ; heritage, inheritance.

1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. xx. 233 For bei arn poure, . . For
patrimoigne hem failleth. c 1412 HOCCLEVE De Reg. Princ.

3760 Plato, his patrimpygne and his contree Lefte and for-

sook, and dwelte in wildernesse. 1513-14 Act 5 Hen. VIII,
c. i. Preamble, To recover the Royalme of Fraunce his very
true patrimonye and enheritaunce. 1593 SHAHS. 2 Hen. VI>
v. i. 187 To reaue the Orphan of his Patrimonie. 1697
DRYDEN Virg. Georg. in. 534 The Shepherd, .with him all

his Patrimony bears : His House and Houshold Gods. 1751
JOHNSON Rambler No. 153 F 3 The second son of a gentle-
man, whose patrimony had been wasted, a 1854 H. REED
Led. Brit. Poets vii. (1857) 260 He spent his whole patri-
mony in the hapless cause of his king.

b. transf. The estate or property belonging by
ancient right to an institution, corporation, or

class ; esp. the ancient estate or endowment of

a church or religious body. Patrimony of St.

Peter, a name for the Papal States, or territory

formerly held by the Pope in Italy.
1340 Ayenb. 41 po bet be guodes of holy cherche, be

patremoyne of lesu crist despendejj ine kueade us. 1456
SIR G. HAVE Law Anns (S. T. S.) 24 [He] held a grete
part of the patrymonye of haly kirk on force. 1582 Reg.
Privy Council Scot. Ill, 496 The patrimony of the said

bischoprik. 1601 R. JOHNSON Kingd. fyCommw. (1603) 112
The patrimony of S. Peter, bequeathed to the church by the
countesse Matilda. 1682 BUBNET Rights Princes v. 192
That the Goods of the Church were the Patrimonies of the
Poor. 1756-7 tr. Keysler's Trav. (1760) II. 432 Viterbo,
Perugia, and the mountainous parts of St. Peter's patrimony.
i862 BUCKLE Civiliz. (1869) III. ii. 89 In a really Christian

land, the patrimony of the Church would be left untouched.

C. jig. Applied to things (usually immaterial)
received or '

inherited
'

from ancestors or pre-
decessors

;

'

heritage '.

1581 MULCASTER Positions xxxvii. (1887) :ss Learning ..

is the patrimonie to wittie pouertie. 1612 BRINSLEY Lud.
Lit. ii. (1627) 10 To see their children to have the best

education, . .which is the chiefe patrimonie. 1776 ADAM
SMITH W, N. i. x. ii. (1869) I. 128 The patrimony of a poor
man lies in the strength and dexterity of his hands. 1865
LIVINGSTONE Zambesi xxix. 60 1 The Gospel, the especial
patrimony of the poor and the illiterate.

f2. The fact of inheriting from an ancestor,
inheritance. Obs.

1484 CAXTON Fables ofA Ifonce iii, It was come to hym by
inherytaunce and by patrymony. c 1489 Sonnes ofAymon
xiv. 327, I was crowned Kynge accordynge to the right of

my patrymonye. a 1533 LD. BERNERS Gold. Bk. M. Aurel.

(1546) Dv, The Emperour to inherite the empyre by Patri-

monie. 1580-1 Reg. Privy Council Scot. III. 364 The
lands.., pertening to his Majestic in proper patrimony.

II Patrin (partrin). Gipsy Cant. Also erron,

patteran. [Romany pa'triii, in Turkish Gipsy
patri'n, orig.

* leaf* (cf. Skr. patra), but now
known to Eng. Gipsies onlym the sense explained.]
An indication which gipsies leave of the way they
have travelled, by throwing down bandfuls of

grass or leaves pointing in the direction taken.

1873 Stang Diet., Patteran^ gipsy trail, made by throwing
down a handful of grass occasionally. 1876 WHYTE-MELVILLE

Katerfelto xi,
' Your patrin ? What is that?' asked my

lord. 'The sign that none of our people will pass un-
noticed.' 1877 BF.SANT & KICK Son of Vnlc. i. AI, Maybe
it's the gipsy s patteran they mean. 1879 Encycl. Brit. X.
617 A handful of grass or leaves, . . or some such mark (patrin,
'leaf') to guide the stragglers of the band. 1898 WATTS-
DUNTON Aytwin 71/2 I've bin there the last three weeks on
the patrin-chase, and not a patrin could I find.

tPatrinite (pse'trinait). A/in. Obs. [Named
after E. L. M. Patrin : see -ITE.] An obsolete

synonym of a. laminar fulsite, b. Aikinite.
1811 PntKxtLTON Petra/ogy I. 161 note, It is probably of the

same nature with patrinite, or laminar fclsite. 1896 CHESTER
Diet. Names Min.

Patriot (p^'trifft, part-}, sb. (a.) Also 6-7
-ote. [a. F. patriote (i5thc. in Hatz.-Darm.),

ad.lateL./^^'J/fl fellow-countryman ,inSt. Greg.
Kpist. 6th c.), ad. Gr. TraTpiwr^s, f. Trarptos of one's

fathers, Trarpis one's fatherland : see -OT-.]
fl. A fellow-countryman, compatriot. Obs. rare.

1596 LAMIIARDE Peramh. A'cw/(ed. 2) 246 Tenliam. .where
our honest patriote Richard Harrys, .planted.. the swcete

Cherry. 1611 COTGK., Patrioti^ a patriote, ones countrey-
man. 1629 H. BLRION Truth's Triumph 285 If fiee. . fmde
, . kinde vsage of the natiues and patriots of the country.

2. One who disinterestedly or sclf-sacrificingly
exerts himself to promote the wellbeing of his

country; 'one whose ruling passion is the love of

his country' (J.) ;
one who maintains and defends

his country's freedom or rights.
In this use, at first, as in French (see Littre'i, with 'good ',

'

true', 'worthy', or other commendatory adjective : cf. 'good
citi/en'. 'Patriot' for 'good patriot' is rare before 1600.

At that time often applied to one who .supported the rights
of the country against the King and court.

1605 B. JONSON Votyone iv. i, Such as were known
patriots, Sound lovers of their countty. 1611 BIBLE Trans!.

P>-cf. 8 Was Catiline therefore an honest man, or a good
Patriot? a 1641 Bi 1

. MOL-NTAGU Acts <y Man. ii. (1642) 147
Nchemias, a true and faithfull Patriot, a 1643 LD. FALK-
LAND, etc. Infallibility (1646) 176 The Catholiques were
knownegood Patriots under our former Kings. i699DKvnKN
To. y. Driden 171 A patriot both the King and Country
serves, Prerogative and privilege preserves. 1706 PHILI irs,

Patriot^ a Father of his Country, a great Benefactor to the

Publick. 1716 POPE Epit. on Truinbal^ An honest Courtier,

yet a Patriot too, Just to his Prince, and to his Country
true. 1738 GLOVER Leonidas \. 262 So spake the patriot,
and his heart o'erflow'd. 1750 BERKELEY Patriotism 24
A patriot is one who heartily wisheth the public prosperity,
and doth.. also study and endeavour to promote it. 1814
SCOTT Ld. of Isles m. xxvii, His was'the patiiut's burning
thought, Of Freedom's battle bravely fought. 1855 PRESCOTT

Philip //, I. n. x. 255 A band of patriots ready to do battle

for the liberties of their country.

b. The name has been at various times borne or

assumed by persons or parties whose claim to it

has been disputed, denied, or ridiculed by others.

Hence the name itself fell into discredit in the

earlier half of the iSth c.
, being used, according to

Dr. Johnson,
*

ironically for a factious disturber of

the government '. So sometimes, at a later date,
* Irish Patriot'.

1644 MAXWELL Prerpg. Chr. Kings 117 The specious and
spurious pretences of our glorious Reformers, and zealous
Patriots today. 1677 G. HICKES in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. n.

IV. 42 Encouraged . . by their foresaid patriots, whereof some
wish the ruin of the Church, and all of them the ruin of my
Lord Duke. 1681 DRYDEN Abs. fy Achit. 965 Gull'd with a
Patriots name, whose Modern sense Is one that wou'd by
Law supplant his Prince : The Peoples Brave, the Poli-

ticians Tool ; Never was Patriot yet, but was a Fool. 1771
KARL MALMESBURV Lett. (1870) I. 218 [This country] does
not wish a war, whatever wicked patriots may endeavour,
or lying newspapers print. 1780 COWI-ER Table-t. 143 A
band, called patriots for no cause But that they catcli at

popular applause. 1798 CANNING & FRHRE AVw Morality
113 in Anti-Jacobin^ A steady patriot of the world alone, The
friend of every country but his own. 1827 HALLAM Const.
Hist. (1842) II. 405. 1833 MACAULAY Ess., //. Walpolc
(1865) I. 284/1 The name of patriot had become [c 1744] a

by-word of derision. Horace Walpole scarcely e.xaggerated
when he said that.. the most popular declaration which a
candidate could make on the hustings was that he had never
been and never would be a patriot. 1888 Titties 17 Aug. 7/2
Much to his credit, he refused to interfere in favour of the
Irish patriots.

^[ c. Erron. (with of or possessive) as if = lover,

devotee, upholder (? confused \v\\\\patron\ ? Obs.

1631 WEEVER Anc. Fun. Man, 440 A carefull Patriot of
the State. 1633 PRYNNH Histrwmtistix 380 Adulterers,
Whore-masters,\Vhores, &C. are the greatest Patriots,., fre-

quenters, upholders of these lascivious Stage-playes. Ibid.

826 Advancers and chiefest patriots and propugners of

Monarchy. 1641 H. L/ESTRANGE Cod's Saboath Ep. Ded.
A iij b, The Truth which it professeth will gain it some
measure of acceptance with so profest a Patriot of Truth.

B. attrib. or as adj. That is, or has the character

of, a patriot ; belonging to or characteristic of

a patriot ; patriotic.

Letters, On the Spirit of Patriotism ; on the Idea of a Patriot

King. 1759 DILWORTH Pope 95 So truly patriot an attach-

ment to the manufactures of Old England. 1813 EUSTACE

UIW1 ^ucrnia.

Pa'trioteSS. rare. [See -ESS.] A femalepatriot.

1837 CARLYLE />. Re?<. II. iv. ix, A Patriot (or some say, it
IB37 LARLYLE fr. A t*T'. II. IV. IX, A. rBUlOI \fX SUIMC any, it

was a Patriottss, and indeed the trutli U undihcoverable).

71-2



PATRIOTIC.

1894 Daily News 12 June 5/4 The inevitable
'

patriotesses
*

..were present.

Patriotic (p^trii^tik, past-), a. [ad. late L.

patriotic-ns (Cassiodorus), a. Gr. iraTptojTtK-os, f.

iTa.rptwr^ PATRIOT : see -ic. Cf. F. patriotiqite

(Rabelais, i6thc.).]
1 1. Of or belonging to one's country. Obs.

1653 URQUHART Rabelais n. vi. 31 Whilest we prestolate
the coming of the Tabellaries from the Penates and patri*
otick Lares [F. lares patriotigues\.
2. Having the character of a patriot; worthy or

characteristic of a patriot ; marked by devotion to

the wellbeing or interests of one's country.
1757 /fcru&No. 6 (1758) I. 82 Bastardy ! in not daring to

hazard.. a patriotic service to their king and country. 1771
JOHNSON Falkland's Isl. Wks. X. 64 During the protector-
ship of Cromwell, a time of which the patriotick tribes still

more ardently desire the return. 1774 Patriot ibid. 88

By the howling of patriotick rage, the nation was for a time
exasperated to such madness, that [etc.]- 1833 HT. MAR-
TINEAU Charmed Sea i. 3 The exiles uplifted one of the

patriotic
chaunts. 1867 SMILES Huguenots Eng. v. (i

The threatened invasion of England .. roused the patriotic
feeling of all classes. 1868 FREEMAN Norm. Cong. II. vii. 79
The predominance of the patriotic party.

b. quasi-jA in//. Patriotic songs or utterances.

nonce-use. (Cf. heroics.'}

1899 F. HARRISON Tennyson, etc. T. 48 A real lover of high
poetry. .can take delight in . , the patriodcs of Burns, the

war-songs of Campbell.
So Fatrio'tical a. (rare'] = prec. ; hence Patri-

O'tically adv., in a patriotic manner.
1691 WOOD Ath. Oxon. II. 179 Speeches .. against the

Bishops were much applauded among the patriotical Party.
1797 BURKE Regie. Peace iii. Wks. VIII. 277 The opposi-
tion, whether patriotically or factiously, contending that the
ministers had been oblivious of the national glory. 1821
Black-w, Mag. IX. 63 Like patriotical folks, all for the good
of their country. 1884 SIR H. JAMES in Law Times 122/1
This sacrifice, which had been so patriotically made. 1898
ioM Cent. Apr. 523 The so-called patriotical assumption, that
I- ranee can never be in the wrong.

Patriotism (p^'tri^tiz'm, pse-t-). [f-
PATRIOT

+ -ISM : cf. F. patriotisme (1750 in Hatz.-Darm.).]
The character or passion of a patriot ;

love of or
zealous devotion to one's own country. Sometimes

ironically : see PATRIOT 2 b.

Local patriotism-,
devotion to the wellbeing of one's own

locality, as distinct from that of the country or nation.

1726 HAiLF,v(ed. 3), Patriotism, the acting like a Father
to his Country, public Spiritedness. 1738 BOLINGBROKE
Patriot, ii. (1749) 100 Patriotism must be founded in great
principles, and supported by great virtues. 1750 BERKELEY
(title) Maxims concerning Patriotism. Ibid. 2 Being loud
and vehement either against a court, or for a court, is no proof
of patriotism. 1775 JOHNSON in Bos^vcll 7 Apr., Patriotism
is the last refuge of a scoundrel. 1815 ELPHINSTONE Ace.
Caubnl (1842) I. 255 He .. continued his exertions with the

courage and patriotism of a Wallace. 1836 HOR. SMITH Tin

Truing. (1876) 270 Patriotism too often the hatred of other
countries disguised as the love of our own. 1871 FREEMAN
Norn:. Cong. IV.xviii. 146 It shows the strength of local, as dis-

tinguished from national, patriotism ;. .the ideas of municipal
freedom which were growing up.

tPa'triotly, a. Obs. rare. [f. PATRIOT +
-LY !.] Of the nature of, or characteristic of, a

patriot ; patiiotic.
1691 T. H[ALE] Ace, New Invent,

p. liii, Some such

Patriotly Hero. Ibid. p. lix, To account it a Patriotly thing
to promote its preservation.

fPa'triotship. Obs. rare" . [See -SHIP.]
1727 BAILEY vol. II, Patriotship, Office, Dignity, or

Quality of a Patriot.

Patripassian (paetriparsian), sb. and a. Ch.
Hist. Also 8 erron. patro-. [ad. late L. (4th c,)

patripassian~n$) f. pater, patri- father -f passus
having suffered : so mod.F. Patripassien.]
A. sb. One who held, as certain early heretics,

that God the Father suffered with or in the person
of the Son for the redemption of man.
1579 FULKE Heskins's Part. 61 Vnlesse M. Heskins will

be a Sabellian and a Patripassian, to confound the persons
of the Godhead, and say, that God the father, yea, the whole
Trinltie is likewise transubstantiated in the Sacrament. 1701
tr. I*e Clercs Prim. Fathers (1702) 318 The Patripassians,
or Disciples of Noe'tus,. .distinguished no Hypostases in the

Deity, and . . maintained that the Father had suffered as
well as the Son. I83I"3 E. BURTON Eccl. Hist. x.xi. (1845)

454 The doctrine of Praxeas .. must lead us to believe that
the Father himself was born of the Virgin Mary, that he
suffered on the Cross. . .The name of Patripassians was given
to persons who held this belief.

B. adj. Belonging to, or involving the doctrine

of, the Patripassians.
1727-41 CHAMUERS CycL s.v., The Patripassian heresy was

first broached by Praxeas ..at the beginning of the third

century. 1882 CAVE & BANKS tr. Dorners Chr. Doctr. 209
Even the Patripassian mode of thought had something
attractive, because it, at any rate, comprehended the presence
of God himself in Christ.

Hence Patripa'ssianism, the doctrine of the

Patripassians; Fatripa'ssianly adv., in the way
of Patripassianism.
1847 BUCH tr. HagenbacKs Hist. Doctr. I. 49 Praxeas . .

being charged by Tertullian with Patripassianism. 1876
A. PLUMMER tr. Dollingers Hippolytus $ Call. iv. 268 A
little while ago she [the Church] was in general Patripas-
sianly disposed.

Patrist (p^'trist, part-). rare~. [proh. a

back-formation from next, as if f. Gr. irarp- father (

560

+ -1ST.] One versed in the lives or writings of
the Fathers of the Christian Church.
1882 in OGII.VIE (Annandale).

Patristic (patri-stik),a. andrf. fmod.f.,as if

from patrist, patrism (f. L. pair-, Gr. narp- father)
+ -1C : cf. mod.F. palristiqite (neologism in Littre,
'875), GtS.fStrutitck (Engelhardt 1822).]
A. adj. a. Of or pertaining to the study of the

writings of the Fathers of the Church, as in patristic

learnings* scholarship; b. hence, loosely, of or per-
taining to the Fathers themselves, or their writings,
as in patristic works, writings, doctrines,
a. 1837-9 H.\LLAM//;j/./,zV. IL in. ii.gg.404 Theological

controversy.. became.. more patristic, that is, appealing to
the testimonies of the fathers. 1844 GLADSTONE Glean. V.
xxiv. 99 A diligent student and a master of patristic learning.

b.. 1874 GHEES Short Hist. iii. i. 113 The chief works of
Latin Literature, patristic or classical. 1875 SCRIVENER Lect.
Text N. Test. 10 Since each primitive version was first

made, or each Patristic work fir->-t published. 1885 CLODD
Myths ff Dr. II. ix. 202 A doctrine. .due to Patristic theories
of incorporeal souls.

B. sb. 1. A student or adherent of the doctrines
or opinions of the Fathers.

1842 G. S. FABER Prov. Lett. (1844) H. 140 The . . system
of the schoolmen, .was. .opposed by the old-fashioned Bibli-
cists and Patri.stics.

2. //. The study of the lives, writings, or doctrines
of the Fathers. [Ger. patristik (1846 in Brock-
hans Convers. Lex.}, V.patristiyiu.]
1847 [see PATROLOGY). 1882-3 SCHAFF Encycl. Relig.

Knowl. III. 1765 Patristics and Patrology are the names of
that department of theology, .concerning the lives, writings,
and theological doctrines of the Church Fathers.

Hence Fatrrstical a. = PATRISTIC a. (hence
Patri-stically<M'i>.,Patri sticalness) ; Patri'sti-
cism (-siz'm), properly, a system founded upon
the study of the Fathers

; loosely, the doctrine or
mode of thought of the Fathers themselves.
1831 J. H. NEWMAN Lett. (1891) I. 251, 1 have., received

a. .present of books, .consisting of thirty-six volumes of the
Fathers ; . . I am now set up in the *patristical line. 1837-9
HALLAM Hist. Lit. in. ii. 27 Chiilingworth was . . a man
versed in patristical learning. 1849 CURKTON Corpus [gnat.
291 '_O_Aoyos <^

et;s, so frequently occurring in the earliest
Patristical writings. a 1835 J. J. BU-NT Right Use
Early Fathers Ser. I. i. 11857) 6 Consistent with ancient
patristical precedent. 1882 OGILVIK,

*
Patristically, in a

patristic manner. 1836 PUSEY Let. to Newman in Liddon
Life (1893) I. xviii. 421 There is a good deal of close argu-
ment from the text of Scripture : no imaginativeness, or

"patristicalness. 1864 DRAPER Iittell. Devel. Europe x. I.

305 *Patristicism, or the science of the Fathers, was thus

essentially founded on the principle that the Scriptures con-
tain all knowledge permitted to man. 1899 Speaker 30 Dec.
338/2 High-pitched devotional patristicism.

Fatrix (p^'triks). Also patrice. PI. patrices.
[mod. f. L. paler, patr- father, as a correlative

term to matrix; in Ger. patrize (Brockhaus
Convers. Lex. 1846).] A die, punch, or pattern
used to form matrices in type-founding, etc.

1883 Times 24 Mar. 12 First making a model in wax or

clay, and then cutting a similar model in relief in steel,
which is hardened and tempered, and is known as the hub
or patrice, . . If an article lias to be reproduced, it furnishes
itself the model from which a patrice is made in cast iron.

1885 Manch. Exam. 22 June 5/7 The edges are filed off,
and the patrix removed from the matrix.

fFa'trizate, v. Obs. rare. Also 7 -issate.

[f. L. patrizat-, ppl. stem of patrizare, in cl. L.

palrissare to act like or take after one's father, as
if from a Gr. type *mrplfttv (the actual Gr. being
Trar/jiaffiy).] intr. To take after, imitate, or follow
the example of, one's father (or ancestors).
1623 COCKERAM, Patrissate, to resemble ones father, a 1661

FULLER Worthies, Hartford. (1662) 22 In testimony of his
true affection to the dead Father in his living Son.. [he] pre-
sented it to the young Earl, conjuring him, by the cogent
arguments of example and rule, to patrizate. [1696 M.
HENRY Life P. Heniy Wks. 1853 II. 619/2 Some of the
branches of the family, who did not patrisarc, were uneasy
at his being there.]

So t Fatriza'tion, imitation of one's father or
ancestors ; f Fatrize v. = PATRIZATE.

*p;

they preserve this Memory of their Ancestors, to excite them
to a patrization. 1624 GEE Foot out of Snare xii. 78 His
worthy (truly *patrizing) Sonne. #1642 SIR W. MONSON
Naval Tracts iv. (1704) 446/1 They do Patrizize \sic\ and '

follow the steps of their Predecessors.

t PatrO'Cinate, . Obs. [f. L. patrocinat-^ I

ppl. stem ofpatrdcinari to patronize, defend, related
'

to patron-em PATRON. Cf. f.patrociner (1367 in

Hatz.-Darm.), It. patrocinare, Pr., Sp., Pg. patro-
cinar.~\ trans. To defend, champion, maintain,

patronize (a cause, etc.).
1611 CoTGR.,/W;-(?c/#cr,to patrocinate, maintaine, defend,

e-otect,
support, vphold. 1647 JER. TAYLOR Lib. Profit.

p. Ded. 29 Not cald out to patrocinate euery lesse neces-

saryopinion. (7x693 Urquharfs Rabelais in. v. i8zz MKS.
E. NATHAN Langreath III. 290 Oh ! that I had the eloquence
of a Cicero, .to patrocinate that glorious freedom.

t Patrocina'tion. Obs. rare. [n. of action
,

from L. patrocinarl : see prec. and -ATION.] The
action of supporting, maintaining, or patronizing.
1640 Br. HALL Episc. i. XL. 42 To maintaine our owne

PATROL.
Truths, without all feare of the patrocination of Popery 1647M. HL-DSON Dh>. Right Govt. Ep. Ded. 10 This trifling
Treatise, for the Patrocination whereof I have presumed to
make my addresses to Your most Sacred Majesty.

t Fa"trocine, sb. Obs. rare. [a. F. patrodnc
(1409 in Godef.), ad. L. patrociniiim patronage,
protection: see PATROCINT.] Protection, patronage;= PATROCINY.
1596 R. BRUCE Let. in Maitland Hist. Edin. i. iii. 49 The

godly Barons had taken on them the Patrocine of the
Church. 1644 MAXWELL Prerog. Chr. Kings Ep. Ded. 12
The love and zeale which have necessited me to take recourse
to Your Honours patrocine.

fPa-trocine, v. Obs. rare- 1
, [a. f'.patrodn-er,

or ad. L. patrdcina-ri.] = PATROCINATE v.
1680 E. F. Hist. Kaw. II (Octavo ed.) 75 When it is. .not

only vicious and ill affected, but doth patrocine IFolio ed.

patronize] and maintain it in others.

t Fatrociny (patrp-sini). Obs. [ad. 'L. patro-
(ini-urn patronage, defence, f. patrocinarl: see
PATKOCINATE

v.~\ Patronage, protection, defence,
countenance, support (of a person or cause).
a 1450 Mankind (Hrandl) 891 Mankynd ys deliueryd by
my suuerall patrocynye. 1529 WOLSEY Let. to Gardener in

Slrype Eccl. Mem. \. App. xxxiii. 92 To take hym and his

pore causis into your patrocynye and protection. 1589 R.
ROBINSON Gold. Mirr. Ep. Ded., That your honour will
vouchsafe to take on you the Patrosinie of this Treatise.

1629 Reg. Privy Council Scot. Ser. n. III. 23 Sir Johne..
takes upoun him the

patrocinie and defence of the said

James. 1675 BL'RXET Serin. Roy. Martyr'(17^10) 47 It gave
a Patrociny to those Practises.

Patrogony (patrjrgoni). nonce-wd.
[f. Gr.

Trarf/p, Trarp- father, afier thcogony.'} A genealogy
of the Fathers (of the Christian Church).
1857 J. W. DONALDSON Christian Orthod. 231 The ' Book

of Generations of the Fathers ',
a sort of Patrogony.

|| Patroillart. Obs. [OF., also patroul(f)-,

patrullart, f. palrouil puddle, mud: see PATROL z.]

Corrupt or ' muddled '

language.
1340 Ayculi. 211 Huo bet hit god wyb-oute deuocion of

herte : he spekb to god patroyllart [ F. ilpricdieu patroitl.
fart], ase be like bet spekb half englis and half urenss.

Fatrol (patreu-1), si. Also 7-9 patrole, (7

petrol(l), 8 patrouille, petrouille, -oville, pa-
drole, patroll, patroul. [a. F. patrouille (I539
in R. Estienne, 1611 in Cotgr. 'a still night-watch
in warre ; fairs la patrouille, to be driuen to linger,
and spend his time idly, as one thats forced to

watch'), vbl. sb. hompairouiller: see next. Hence,
also It. pattttglia, Sp.fatruSa, Pg. patrttlha Du.
patrouille, Ger. palrollc, Da. patrol, Sw. patrull,
Russ. naTab/ofrxV. In Eng., as app. in some
of the other langs., the sb. appears before the vb.]
1. The action of going the rounds of a garrison,

camp, etc. for the purpose of watching, guarding,
and checking irregularity or disorder ; the peram-
bulation of a city, town, or district by a police
constable or detachment of police for the protection
of life and property.
1664 BUTLE_R Hud. n. iii. 801 These consecrated Geese in

Orders, . . being then upon Petroll, With noise alone beat
off the Gaul. 1693 LL-TTREI.L BriefKel. (1857) III. 245 His
majestic has ordered a nightly patrole. 1708 Lend. Gciz.

No. 4419/5 The Dragoons, .kept Patroles all Night, n 1734
NORTH Exam. in. vii. 98 (1740) 580 The Sherriffs . . rode
the Petroville about the City almost all Night, and no one
attempted to make a Bonefire. 1833 HT. MARTINEAU^JWW
ff Lugger i. v. 91 You are dreading your patrol to-night
because it is beginning to snow. 1849 JAMES Woodman XV,
The same vigilant patrol was kept up.

b. Jig. and transf.
1727-46 THOMSON Sujinner 1605 Send forth the saving

virtues round the land In bright patrol. 1821 CLARE Vill.

Minstr. II. 23 The fox is loth to 'gin a long patrole. 1883
15. HARTE Carqnincz ll'ootis iii. 61 Mr. Brace had begun
his fruitless patrol of the main street.

2. ' Those that go the rounds' (J.); a detachment
of the guard told off for the purposes above men-
tioned

; also, a police constable, or a detachment
of such, told off to the beat of a particular district

for its protection, the prevention of disorder, etc.

1670 G. H. tr. Hist. Cardinals III. II. 289 He sends Petrols
of Souldiers constantly about. 1704 J. HMimsLcx. Techn.

I, Patrouille, or Patroul as we generally pronounce it, is

a Round of Soldiers, to the Number of Five or Six, with
a Serjeant to command them. 1800 Asiat. Ann. Reg.,
Misc. Tr. 229/2 The patrole of the city consists of 12,000

men, who receive a daily allowance of one fanam each. 1826
Times 5 Jan., 'This here man '

(pointing to the patrol), ..

'has told a false affidavit '. 1868 Reglit, iff Ord. A nny p 903
Regiments encamped near villages are to send frequent

patrols into them, to apprehend any Soldiers who may be there.

3. A detachment.of troops sent out in advance

of a column, regiment, etc., to reconnoitre the

country and to gain information of the presence
and movements of the enemy.
1702 Land. Gaz. No. 3825/1 One of our Parties met with

their Patrole near Pradella. 1710 Ibid. No. 4719/2 Our
Patrouilles met with two of the Enemy's Parties. 1799
Iftstr. ff Reg. Cavalry (1813)273 Patroles must examine all

villages, hollow ways and woods, that lie in the direction of
their march, taking care to reconnoitre from the heights, the

country below. 1827 SOUTHEY Hist. Penins. War II. 513
The French pushed their patroles of cavalry near the town.

1853 STOCOCFLEH Mil. Encycl. s. v., Patrols are also sent out
to gain intelligence of the position and force of an enemy.
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4. attrib. and Comb*) as patrol boat^ box, duly,

flotilla^ jacket^ tent, 'vessel; patrol-wagon, U. S.

(a) a wagon in which the police convey prisoners,
a prison-van; (b , *a light open wagon used by the

underwriters' patrol in hastening to fires to protect
insured goods' (Funk 1895). Also PATROLMAX.
1849 E. E. NAPIER Excurs. S. Africa II. 67 These patrole

tents .. made of light canvas, ..weighed about twenty five

pounds. 1892 Welsh Rev, I. 724 A solution.. would be for

certain ranges to be kept clear by official patrol boats. 1898
Westm. Gaz. 28 May 1/3 For the protection of her coasts. .,

America will depend mainly upon her monitors and emer-

gency patrol vessels. 1899 Atlantic ftfontlily LXXXIII.
770/1 With clamor of urgent gong, the patrol wagon rounds
the corner, carrying two policemen. 1900 Westm. Gaz,

29 Nov. 1 1/2 Some gendarmes on patrol duty.

Patrol (patr<?u-i), v. Infl. patrolled, -oiling.
Forms : 7-8 patroll, 7- patrol, (8 -rouille, -roul,

8-9 -role), [a. F. patroirill-er, in same sense,

orig. to paddle or puddle in the mud, altered

from earlier patoniller
(
to padle, or dable in \\ith

the feet, to stirre vp and downe, and trouble,
or make foule, by stirring

1

(Cotgr.) : cf. OF.

patoueil pool, puddle, mire (1473 in Goclef.),

mod.F. dial, patroitil mire; also patouillas
( a

plash or puddle' (Cotgr.), mod.F. dial, patouillat
a puddle or pool in the road. The military use

(already in Cotgr. in patrouille sb.) was prob. at

first a piece of French camp slang, patrolling

consisting often of tramping through mire and
wet. After its recognition, it passed into most of

the western langs., Sp. patrullar^ Pg. patrulhart

It. pattugliare ; U\LpatrouitUtrffn, Ger. patrouill-y

patrolliren, Da. patrollere^ Sw. patrullera^\
1. intr.

'

Togo the rounds in a camp or garrison'

(J*)j to go on patrol, to act as patrol ; to recon-

noitre as a patrol, b. To traverse on duty a par-
ticular beat or district as constable or patrolman.
1691 Lonti. Gaz. No. 2702/2 They lay there undiscovered

till.. a Trooper that was Patrolling first saw them. 1701
Ibid. No. 3722/1 Several Boats with Soldiers were ordered
to Patroul on the River. 1709 E. WARD tr. Cervantes 219
They.. left him to take his rest with Martinez and twelve
Men to Patrouille about. 1777 ROBERTSON Hist, A met:
II. vn. 284 The appointment of a considerable number
of persons, .to patrole as watchmen during the night. 1832
W. IRVING AUtambra II. 57 Numbers of armed guards
patrolled around them. 1855 CARLYLE Jlfisc., Prinzenraub
(1857) Iv"- 3 Patrolled-over by mere irrational monsters.

1867 LADY HERBERT Cradle L. viii. 215 Finding the Euro-
peans on the alert, and the native guard valiantly patrolling
and shouting out their national war-cries.

c. transf. wcAfig,
17511

WOLCOTT (P. Pindar) JWagpie $ Robin 17 Leaving
behind their bodies for rich mould, That pliable from
form to form patroles, Making fresh houses for new souls.

1821 CLARE Vill. Minstr. I. 94 The labouring mice To
sheltering hedge and wood patrole.

2. trans. To go over or round (a camp, garrison,

town, harbour, etc.) for the purpose of watching,

guarding, or protecting ;
to perambulate or traverse

(a beat or district) as constable or patrolman ; to

traverse leisurely in all directions.

1765 R. ROGERS Jrnls, (1883) 80 We were continually
employed in patrolling the woods between this fort and
Ticonderoga. 1798 KERRIAR Illustr. Sterne^ etc., Eng*
Hist, 241 A strong body of horse patroled the streets.

1822 W. IRVING Braccb. Hall xx. 171 Christy often patrols
the park with his dogs. 1885 Manch, Exam. 12 May 5/1
Armed boats will be provided for patrolling the Nile.

Hence Patro'lled ///. a.. Patro'lling vbl. sb.

and ppl. a.

1758 La SACKVILLE Let. to Ld. Egrenwnt 12 Oct. (in
Pearson's Catal. (1900) 68), We have detached Posts all along
the Lippe, . .and even Patroling Parties as far to our right
as Bentheim. 1847 Infantry Man. (1854) 105 Silence [is]

indispensable in patrolling. 1887 Pall Mall G. 26 Jan. 9/1
A patrolling policeman

heard cries for help. 1903 Daily
Chron. n Feb. 3/5 A few yards away was the busy and
patrolled Strand.

Patrolatry (patrp'latri). nonce-wd. [f. Gr.

irarrjp, irarp- father + -L.viRY.] Worship of, or ex-

cessive reverence for, the Fathers (of the Church),
B 1846 HARE Mission. Com/. (1850) 237 Now that our church
is threatened with a revival of patrolatry, . .notice should be
drawn to the defects, as well as to the excellences of the
Fathers.

Fatro'ller. rare. [f. PATROLS. + -ERI.] One
on patrolling duty.
1879 TOURGEF, Fool's Err. xxxviii. 281 He ordered. .some

patrollers to ride up and down the streets and prevent any
interruption.

Patrollotism (patr^u'l^tiz'm). iionce-ivd. [repr.
F. noncc-wd. patroitillotisme, f. patrottillt, after

patriotisme. ~\
The system of patrols.

1837 CARLYLE Fr. Kev. I. vn. i, The Caricaturist promul-
gates his emblematic ^y^a.\.\\tt\LcPatroitiUotismechassant
le Patriotisme, Patriotism driven out by Patrollotism.
Ibid, iii, Sullen is the male heart, repressed by Patrollotism ;

vehement is the female, irrepressible.

Patrolman (patr^rlmsen). Also patrolsman.
Chiefly U. S. A man who is on patrol, spec. a.
A police constable attached to a particular beat or

district of a city or town.
1879 in WEBSTER Suppl. 1880 Scribucrs Mag. Jan. 323

At the beginning of each watch two men set out from the

station on patrol duty and follow their beats to the right
and left respectively until they meet the patrol-men from
the adjacent stations. 1893 STEAD If Christ came to

Chicago (1894) 266 The nearest patrolman who sees it [a

fire] hastens to his patrol-box and sends in a fire alarm.

b. A man told off to watch and inspect a line

of electric wires, etc., to insure their continuing in

good order.

18.. Electric Rev. (U.S.) XVI. 16 (Cent.) The chief line-

man should.. also have charge of the carbon-setters and
arc-patrolmen.

Patrology (patrjrlod^i). [mod. f. Gr. irciTTjp,

narp- father + -\oyta -LOGY. Cf. mod.L. patro-

/<77rt(i6thc.\ V.patrologie (1878 in Dict.Acad^
The study of the writings of the Fathers (of the

Church), patristics ;
a treatise on these writings.

1600 NORTHBROOKE Poor Mans Card. Kp. Ded. 3 May
rather therefore be called Patrology, then Theology. 1716
M. DAVIES A then. Brit. III. 49 To lay open., the least

Deformity, .they could discover or search out in the earliest

Patrology. 1847 BUCK tr. Hagenbactis Hist. Doctr. I. 7
note, The distinction made by some writers, .. between
Patristics and Patrology, appears to us.. unfounded.

Hence Patrologic (psetwlp'dgik), -ical adjs.^

belonging to patrology (whence Patrologico-apo-
stolical a.j pertaining to the Apostolic Fathers) ;

i

Fatro'loglst, one versed in patrology.
1715 M. DAVIES -!//. Brit. I. Pref. 12 The last mention'd '

genuiner kind of Patrologico-Apostolical Epistles. 1716
Ibid. II. 278 The Patrological Memoirs. .of those earliest..

,

Post-Nicen Centuries. Ibid. III. 39 Printed., by the erudite
Protestant Patrologists. Ibid. 49 Well read in all the

Patrolo.^ical Prints. 1890 E. JOHNSOM Rise Christendom
359 The Uasilian and Benedictine patrologic mythology.

Patron, (p^'tran), sl>. Forms : 3-6 patroun,
4-7 patrono, 5 patorne, 3- patron. [ME.
patroun, a. OY.patnin (iathc.),/tf#WS (i^thc.),
= Pr. padroit) padro. Cat. padroj Sp. patron
(padroti], Pg. patrono, It. padrone (Jfpatrone), ad.

L. patron-us protector, defender, patron, deriv. of

pater, patr-em father.
L. patronns had the senses of protector and defender of

his clients (viz. of individuals, of cities, or provinces) ; also,
the former master of a freedman or freedwoman ; an advo-

,

cate or defender before a court of justice, or, generally, of

any person or cause. In med.L. and Romanic it acquired
the senses of patron saint, patron or advowee (advocatus)
of a church, and that of lord or master, in many specific
connexions

; also that of exemplar, pattern. Most of these
senses are represented in Eng.^<t^n7,but the order in which

they were taken into Eng. does not correspond to that of
their appearance in Latin and Romanic, sense 4, 'patron of
a church ', being the earliest to be adopted. The order here
followed is one of convenience ; the chronological order may
be seen from the quotations. The sense PATTERN' is now
differentiated in spelling, and is treated as a distinct word.]

I. Senses connected with ancient L. patronns.
1. One who stands to another or others in rela-

\

tions analogous to those of a father; a lord or
!

master; a protector; fa lord superior; fa founder
j

of a religious order.

13. . Caw. <$ Gr. Knt. 6 Hit watz Ennias be athel, & his

highe kynde, pat si}>en depreced prouinces, & patrounes !

bicome Welne^e of al be wele in he west iles. c 1380 WVCLIF i

Wks. (1880) 285 Also crist Si his apostlis techen vs to lyue
beter [>anne ^es patrouns of J>es newe ordris. 1402 Jack
Upland (Skeat) 1. 33. ('1430 LYDG. Min. Poems (Percy
Soc.) no '

Syr', she sayd, 'ye be ower lord, ower patron, !

and ower precedent '. 1590 SPENSER F. Q. i. xii. 6 Unto
that doughtie Conquerour they came, And .. Their Lorde
and Patrone loud did him proclame. 1632 LITHGOW

\

Trav. x. 444 The Patrone of so great a Monarchy. 1652
NEEDHAM tr. Seldens Mare Cl. 25 The Dominion for all

that remaining to another Patron. 1737 POPK Hor, Eprst,
n. i. i While you, great Patron of Mankind ! sustain The !

balanc'd World, and open all the Main. 1809 BAWDWEN
Domesday Bk. 415 In these wards there are 77 mansions

belonging tosokemen who have their own lands in demesne,
and who may choose a patron where they will. 1838 THIRL-
WALL Greece V. 321 Sparta, .could not easily bring herself
to think of the son of Amyntas, as a patron, or a master.

2. Rom. Antiq. One who had manumitted his

slave, and who retained legal claims, of a paternal

nature, upon him as freedman. Also, b. A person
of distinction who gave his protection and aid to

a client (see CLIENT i) in return for certain services.

Hence used allusively.
1560 DAUS tr. Slddanc's Comin. 72, 1 shoulde gyve an occa-

sion unto Clientes to offende against their patrones. 1623-34
FLETCHER & MASSINGER Lover's Progr. v. i, It is the client's

duty To wait upon his patron. 1727-41 CHAMBERS CycL
s. v., The principal right which patrons had, was that of

being the legal heirs of their freed-men.if they died without
lawful issue born after their enfranchisement, and intestate.

1837 Penny Cycl. VII. 260/1 Patron and client were not

permitted to sue at law, or give evidence against one another.

Originally patricians only could be patrons, 1843 MACAULAY
Lays Anc. J\omct Virginia^ 78, I wait on Appius Claudius,
I waited on his sire : Let him who works the client wrong
beware the patron's ire !

C. Rom. Antiq. A defender before a court of

justice ; an advocate, a pleader ; hence fig. In

reference to ancient Greece, used to render irpo-

craTTjy, as applied to a citizen under whose pro-
tection a resident alien (/ie'roiwos) placed himself,
and who transacted legal business for him and was

responsible to the state for his conduct.
1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls) IV. 219 lulius Cesar, fcit was

his patroun and his vorie,. .pleted for hym. 1485 CAXTON
St. Wencfr. 14 He shold to them be a patrone in heuen. i

1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage r.
yi. 25 Conscience as a

Witnesse, Patron, or Judge within us, accuseth, cxcuseth,
condemneth, or absolvcth. 1667 MILTON P. /,. in. 219 On
mans behalf Patron or Intercessor none appeerd. 1875
WOOLSKV Introd. Intcmat. Law (1879) 67 At Athens.,
domiciled strangers siiet(Eci,. . needed a patron for the

transaction of legal business.

3. ( One who countenances, supports, or protects*

(J.) ; one who takes under his favour and protec-
tion, or lends his influential support to advance
the interests of, some person, cause, institution, art,

or undertaking ; spec, in i ;tli and 1 8th c. the person
who accepted the dedication of a book. (Always
implying something of the superior relation of the

wealthy or powerful Roman patron to his client.)
Now a chief sense.
T377 LANGI,. /'. Pi. U. xii. 227 Ac kynde.. is be pyes

patroun and . puttelh it in hire ere. 1380 WYCLIF Stt.
if' ks, II. 254 pe world ishis patroun, ;md be fadir of piyde
also. 14.. Twiddles I'is, iW;i^nui) 2159, I was some tyine
thy patroun fie, To whom thou shuldest buxsum be. 1500-20
DusiiAK Poems Iviii. 13 Off sic hi ftistis of saintis in glorie,
. .Quhair lordis war patrones, oft I sang thame Caritaspro
Delaware. 1568 GHAFTOX Chron. II. 770 As though God
and S;iint Peter were the Patrones of vngracious liuyng.
1605 BACON A dr. Learn, i. iii. $ 9 Hooks (such as are worthy
the name of books) ought to have no patrons but truth and
reason. 1735 Poi'ic Prci. Sat, 249 May some choice patron
bless each grey-goose quill 1 '749 JOHNSON Van. Hum.
Irishes 160 There mark what ills the scholar's life assail,

Toil, envy, want, the patron, and the jail. 1847 TFNNYSON
Princ. Cone!. 88 A great broad-shoulder'd genial English-
man,. .A patron of some thirty charities. 1853 J. H. IWAV-
MAN Hist. Sk. (1873) II. i. iv. ^13 Kings. .at various periods
have been most effective patrons of art and science.

fig. 1:1760 SMOLLKTT Ode to Sleep 2 Soft Sleep. .Sweet

patron of the peaceful hour.

b. A supporter, upholder, advocate, or champion
of a theory or doctrine. Now rare*

1573 G. HARVEY Lcitcr-bk. (Camden) 10, I was a great and
continual patron of paradoxis. 1668 CULPEPPLR & COLE
harthol. Annt. n. vi. 103 Patrons and favourers uf the cir-

cular motion of the blood, as Harvey. 1705 STANHOI'E

Parafikr. III. 424 Those very Kpistles, where the main
Strength of the Patrons for a naked and unfruitful Faith is

supposed to lye. 1796 Bp. WATSON Apol. Bible 42 This

fancy has had some patrons before you.
C. One who countenances or supports a practice,

a form of sport, an institution, or the like. Also

(in tradesmen's language), One who supports with

his custom a commercial undertaking, a shop,

store, etc.
;
a regular customer; one who uses or

frequents any institution or place of resort.

1605 ]>. JOSSON* I'olfanc ir. i, [Volpone, disguised as a
mountebank Doctor addressing the crowd gathered before

him] Mo.st noble gentlemen, and my worthy patrons ! 1891
Falkirk Herald 18 July 1/5 The Proprietor, .thanks his

Patrons for the support they have extended to him for the

past 1 1 years. Alod. A great patron of the turfand the prize-

ring. The patrons of the public-hou^e, the gin-shop, etc.

II. Senses arising in mediaeval Latin.

4. One who holds the right of presentation to

an ecclesiastical benefice ; the holder of the advow-
son : so called from his original function of advo-

cate and defender : see ADVOCATE 2, ADVOWEE 2.

(The earliest sense in Eng. use.)
[1278 Rolls ofParIt. I. 5/1 Les eyres Wauter Ledet sunt

verres patrons de ladite Eglise.] c 1300 Jacket (Percy Soc.)

570 And that he, other the patroun, furst the 5ift jeve.
c 1325 Poem Times Kdw. II 56 in Pol. Songs (Camden) 326
Sone so a parsoun is ded and in eorthe i-don, Thanne snal

the patroun have ^iftes anon. 1393 LANGL. P. PI. C. vi. 78
Popes and patrones poure gentU mod refuse^, a 1450 Knt.
de la 7i?K?'(i86S) 42 The knight was lorde and patron of the
chirche. 1583 HABINGTON Commandm. To Gentlem. Eng.
(1590) **ivb, They should defend and tender the estate of
the Churches whereof they bee patrons. 1616 R. C. Times'
H'histlc iv. 1357 Lawes danger to prevent, The patron with
the parson will indent That he shall have the living. 1766
BI.ACKSTONE Conim. II. xvtii. 276 The right of presentation
to a church accrues to the ordinary by neglect of the patron
to present. 1861 W. BELL Diet. Law ScotI. s. v. Patronage^
It would appear that patrons were originally merely the

guardians of the temporal property of particular churches.

1878 STUBBS Const. Hist. xix. III. 311 In 1253.. he [Innocent
IV] recognized in the fullest way the rights of patrons, and
undertook to abstain from all usurped provisions.

6. 'A guardian saint' (J.) ;
the special tutelary

saint of a person, place, country, craft, or institu-

tion. (Now usually Patron saint : see 12 c.)
c 1380 WYCLIF Serin. Sel. Wks. I. 73 Nei|?er bei make

Baptist ne Jesus Crist ber patroun. 1511 GuYLFORDE-P/^fr.
(Camden) n Many relyques, as the bed and the arme of

seynt Blase, which is there patron. 1560 Dxt'Str. Sfcidane's
Comm. 437 b, S. James the Patrone of Spain. 1646 CKASHAW
Deo Nostro (1652) 196 Ah, then, poor soul I what wilt thou

say? And to what patron choose to pray? vj\^ Free-thinker
No, I6P4 Saint Nicholas is the great Patron of Mariners.
1828 K. DIGBY Broadst. Hon. (1846) II, Tancredns 89
[St. George] was the patron of England as early as the time
of Richard I. He is also patron of Malta, of Genoa, of
Valentia and Arragon.

fb. A tutelary (pagan) divinity. Qbs*
c 1374 CHAUCER And. <$ Arc. 4 You fiersgod of armes Mars

the rede That.. Honured art as patron of that place. 1697
DRYDEN sErttid xii. 596 Then to the patron of his art he

[the physician lapis] pray'd.

f c. ellipt. for patron day (see n) : = PATTERN
sb. 12. 06s.

1890 J. HKALEV Insula Sand, ft Doctor. 82 A holy well

where a '

patron
'

was formerly held on the last Sunday of

July.
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III. Senses repr. modern Romanic uses.

(
= It. padrone^ patrone^ Sp. Patron^ padron t

F. patron^
Cf. PADRONE, PATROON 2-3.

6. The captain or master of a galley, or of a

coasting vessel in the Mediterranean ; also, the

steersman of a longboat. Now rare.

[1392-3 Earl Derby's Exp. (Camden) 232 Item pro vino

..empto per manus JohannU Payn in galeia de Gilberto

famulo patroni.J 14.. in Hist. Coll. Citizen London (Cam-
den) 115 Certayne lordys faughtyn whithe carykys of Gene,
..and toke irij of. -them and hyr patronys. 1484 CAXJON
Fables ofPoge ix,Ther was a carryk of Jene..of the whiche

carrick the patrone bare in his i-held painted an oxe hede.

1568 GRAFTON Chron. II. 464 Three of the greatest Caricks

with their patrones, and Monsire laques de liurbon their

Admirall were taken. 1676 Land. Gaz. No. 1066/3 These

particulars, .. come from Naples, brought thither by the

Patron of a Felucca. 1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v., Patron
. .Is a name given in the Mediterranean, to the person who
commands the vessel and seamen

;
sometimes to the person

who steers it. i8zo UVROM Mar. Fal. i. ii. 294 How ! did

you say the patron of a galley?

tb. Extended to the captain of an ancient ship.

1490 CAXTON Encydos xxvii. 95 Eneas . . called to hym all

the patrons & all the maystres of the shipes. 1513 DOUGLAS
JEneis \. i\'. 5 That the patrone Gyas, amyd th*

CalHs on his steris man, halt Meneit by name.

f7. A master or owner of slaves or captives (in

the Levant and Barbary states). Obs.

1628 DIGBY l-'oy. !\fcdit. (1868) 19 [They] gaue me leaue to

carrie away all the English captiues that remained here

(which were near 50), paying onely the money they cost vnto
their patrones. 1697 tr. C'tess D'Annoys Trav. (1706) 227
Heretofore . . a Patron might have killed his Slave as he

might have killed his Dog. 1719 DE FOE Crusoe i. ii, My
new patron or master had taken me home to his house.

||
8. The host or landlord of an inn (in Spain) :

cf. PADRONE d.

1878 LADY BRASSEY I'oy. Sunbeam x. 170 [They] carried it

to the inn, where I had to explain to the//n?, in my best

Spanish, that we wanted a carriage to go to the baths.

IV. Applied to things.

t 9. The earlier form of the word PATTERN', q. v.

for illustrations of this form. Obs. (in this spelling).

flO. A case for holding pistol-cartridges: see

quot. 1834. (Y. patron, patronne.} Also, A car-

tridge (Ger. patrone}. Obs. exc. Hist.

1683 SIR J. TURNER Pallas Armata 173 All Horse-men
should always have the charges of their Pistols ready in

Patrons, the Powder made up compactly in Paper, and the

Ball tyed to it with a piece of Packthred. Ibid. 176 He
hath no more to do but to bite of a little of the Paper of his

Patron. 1834 Penny Cycl. II. 375/2 The Patron was an

upright semi-cylindrical box of steel, with a cover moving
on a hinge, filled with a block of wood with five perforations
to hold as many pistol-cartridges. i85o FAIRHOLT Cost, Eng.
(ed. 2) Gloss. 1862 Cat. Spec. Exit. S. Kens. No. 4731-2 Steel

patron for holding cartridges, with embossed figures in front.

Sixteenth century. Leather patron, with steel mountings
and cover, and ball bag attached. Seventeenth century.
V. attrib* and Comb.

11. attrib., $& patron business, -worship \ patron
call (&.), see quot.; patron day, the day of a

patron saint, esp. in Ireland : see PATTERN* sb. 12
;

t patrontashe Mil. \\5\\,patroontasch, Gw.patro-
nenfasche]) a cartridge-case or ammunition-pouch.
1825-80 JAMIESOS,

*
Patron-call, the patronage of a church,

the right of presentation. 1710 LI/ITRELL BriefR el. (1857)
VI. 599 In the act .. is a clause against papists frequent-

ing their saints wells on particular *patron days. 1841 S. C.
HALL Ireland I. 280 The patron-day .. attracts crowds of

visitors. 1689 Acts ParI. Scot. (1822) IX. 30/2 Money was
given . . for buying baggenots and *patrontashes to ther

Captalnes of every Company. 1818 BENTHAM Ck. Eng. 280
Not only in the line of public service, but in every other
line, even in the line of *

Patron-worship, will exertions cease.

12. In appositive construction or combination :

often equivalent to an adj. a. That is a patron.
1781 COWPER Hope 414 Just made fifth chaplain of his

patron lord.

b. Tutelary, v& patron deity, god, martyr',
etc.

1700 DRYDEX Pal. fy Arc. in. 561 The bloody colours of
his patron god. 1726 POPE Odyss. xix. 468 Hermes, his

Patron-god, those gifts bestow 'd. 1869 LECKY Europ. Mor,
(1877) I. iii. 464 Almost every hamlet soon required a patron
martyr and a local legend. 1895 SAYCE Egypt of Hcbr. fy

Herodotos 122 Its [Thebes] patron-deity was Amon.
C. Patron saint : = sense 5.

1717 FENTON Eg. T. Lantbard Poems 213 By France the

Genius of the Fight confest, For which our Patron-Saint
adorns his Breast. 1832 G. DOWNES Lett. Cont. Countries
I. 176 The festival of Justus, the patron saint, had attracted
crowds to the village, trans/. 1856 EMERSON Eng. Traits,
Manners Wks. (Holm) II. 50 Sir Philip Sidney is one of the

patron saints of England.

Fa'troiii z>. rare. [cf. mod.F. patronner^
med.L. and It. patronare^ f. ^.patronns PATRON.]
trans. To act as patron to, to champion or favour
as a patron ; to patronize.
^1624 CHAPMAN Batrachom. xxii, This Dedication calls

no greatness, then, To patron this greatness-creating pen.
1643 SIR T. BROWNE Relig. Med. \\. 3 Wiser Princes
Patron the Arts. 1661 GLANVILL I'an. Dogm. 186, I.. am
not likely to Patron them. 1865 DICKENS A/ut. Fr. n. xiv,

Why am I to be patroned and patronessed as if the patrons
and patronesses treated me?

Patronage (pse-tronedg), sb. [a. F. patronage
(i4th c. in Hatz.-Darm.) = It. patronaggio^ in

med.L. patrondticiim, -agium^ f. L. patrdn-us
PATRON : see -AGE.] The office or action of a
PATRON : in various senses of the word.
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1. Eccl. The right of presenting a qualified person
to an ecclesiastical benefice ;

advowson. Originally,
the protection and defence of the rights of a church,
which carried with it the right of presentation.
1412 in Laing Charters (1899) 24 He. .sal noth iniure na

disese the place throuch na titil of patronage hot as it is

granttit..in this indenture. 1513-14 Act 5 Hen. I'll/, c. n
2 The said Erie . . [shall] have and enjoye all and singler

Advousons and Patronages of Churches. 1578-9 Reg.
Privy Council Scof. III. 99 The patronage of the said

bischoprik of Glasgow. 1730-6 BAILEY (folio) s.
y., Lay

Patronage ..is a right attach 'd to the person either as

founder, or heir of the founder ; or as possessor of the

see to which the patronage is annexed, and is either real
or personal. 1782 PRIESTLEY Corrupt. Chr. II. x. 246

Patronage was introduced in the fourth century. 1876 FREE-
MAN Norm. Cony. V. xxiv. 501 In either case, patronage
involved, what in later times has come to be its whole sub-

stance, a right of nomination. 1883 Chambers' Encycl, VII.

328/2 By an act of parliament in 1874, patronage was
abolished [in the Church of Scotland].

2. Guardianship, tutelary care, as of a divinity
or a saint, arch, or Obs.

1582 STANYHURST JEneis n. (Arb.) 49 And so to bee shielded

yet agayn with patronage anticque. 1609 I'IBLE (Douay)
Gen. xlviii. C<v/w.,The ancient Fathers teach the patronage
and Invocation of Angels. 1702 ADDISON Dial. Medals ii.

Wks. (Bohn) I. 295 Among the Roman Catholics every
vessel is recommended to the patronage of some particular
saint. 1805 SOUTHEY Madoc in Azt. x. 139 His the other

pile, By whose peculiar power and patronage Aztlan was
blest, Mexitli, woman-born.

3. The action of a patron in giving influential

support, favour, encouragement, or countenance,
to a person, institution, work, art, etc. Originally

implying the action of a superior.
1553 T. WILSON Rkct. Ep. (1567) A j b, I therfore commende

to youre Lordeschyppes tuition and patronage this traictise

of Rhethorique. 1567 DRANT Horace Ded. *ij b, Nor any
thing doth add more estimation to true nobilitye, then

Stronage
of learning. 1752 JOHNSON Rambler No. 194 f 4

y fears of losing the patronage of the family. 1813 MAR.
KDGEWORTH Patron, xiv, Obtain for your girls what I call

the patronage of fashion. 1839 KEIGHTLEY Hist. Eng. II.

75 Henry's patronage of letters was highly commendable.
1860 C. KNIGHT Pop. Hist. Eng. VI. vi. 91 Thanks to the

example of the '

poor author' who threw the tardy patronage
of lord Chesterfield in his face. 1866 GEO. ELIOT F. Holt i,

Harold had gone with the Embassy to Constantinople,
under the patronage of a high relative, his mother's cousin.

b. spec. Protection, defence; protectorship. tObs.

1590 SPENSER F. Q. n. viii. 26 Leave unto me thy knights
last patronage [i.e. of his dead body], c 1611 CHAPMAN
Iliad vi. 469 Lest, of a father's patronage, the bulwark
of all Troy, Thou leav'st him a poor widow's charge. 1706
PHILLIES, Patronage, Protection, Defence. 1844 THIRL-
WALL Greece VIII. 369 Without having been able to effect

anything.. for.. the newly expelled Spartan exiles, who had
likewise reckoned on his patronage.

t C. Advocacy, countenance, support, Obs.

1610 A. WiLLET//t'.r^//a Dan. 114 The multitude of those

that erre, is no patronage for error. 1612 T. TAYLOR Coinm.
Titus ii. ii This place, .rightly interpreted, yeeldeth no

patronage to that deuise of Vniuersall election. 1674 OWEN
Holy Spirit (1693) 10 He doth therein undertake our

Patronage, as our Advocate.

d. Countenance or favour shown with an air or

assumption of superiority ; patronizing.
1829 CARLYLE Misc.(i^j') I. 279 A distinct patronage both

of Providence and the Devil. 1870 DICKENS E. Drood ii,

With a pleasant air of patronage, the Dean as nearly cocks
his quaint hat as [etc.]. 1883 Jos. QUINCY Figures of Past
61 If there was a little savor of patronage in the generous
hospitality she exercised among her simple neighbors, it

was never regarded as more than a natural emphasis of her
undoubted claims to precedence.

e. In commercial or colloquial use: The financial

support given by customers in making use of any-

thing established, opened, or offered for the use of

the public, as a line of conveyances or steamers,
a hotel, store, shop, or the like.

1804 Ann. Rev. II. 187/1 That the Institution has all that

claim to general patronage.. we are disposed to deny. 1856
OLMSTKD Slave States 76 The appearance of the other

public-house indicated that it expected a less select patronage.
Mod. ' Messrs. A. and B. have opened a new establishment
for the supply of. .

,
and hope for a share ofpublic patronage '.

4. The right or control of appointments to offices,

privileges, etc., in the public service.

1769 Junins Lett. iii. 18 Is the command of the army, with
all the patronage annexed to it, nothing? 1792 Gouv.
MORRIS in Sparks Life # Writ. (1832) II. 259 The ministers

possess more patronage than any monarch since Louis the

Fourteenth. 1800 Asiat. Ann. Reg., Proc. E. Ind. Ho. 116/1

Why had they confined their inquiry to one individual

charge of the abuse of patronage that of the sale of writers

appointments? 1886 N. Amcr. Rev. CXLII. 577 The
senators of each State divided their patronage to suit them-

selves, fulfilling the pledges of the last election and bribing
voters for the next.

5. Anns of Patronage (77er.} : see quots.
1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v., Anns of Patronage',

in

heraldry, are those, a top whereof are some marks of sub-

jection and dependance.. .The cardinals on the top of their

arms bear those of the pope, who gave them the hat, to shew
that they are his creatures. 1823 CRABB Tcchnol. Diet.,

Patronage, Anns of (Her.) t
those arms which governors of

provinces, lords of manors, patrons of benefices, add to their

family arms to betoken their right and jurisdiction.

6. attrib. (chiefly in senses i and 4), as patronage

reform^ etc. ; Patronage Secretary (in Great

Britain), the Secretary of the Treasury through
whom the patronage of that department of the

PATRONESS.

government is administered and appointments to

departments under its control made.

1875 LE FANU Will, die xxix, That judicious rewarder
of public virtue, and instructor of the conscience of the

hustings, the patronage Secretary of the Treasury. 1881

Daily Tel. 4 Mar. 2 Whether it was with the Sanction of
the Government that certain draft Editorials .. have been
forwarded to organs of the press by the noble lord the

Patronage Secretary. 1897 Daily NCVJS 21 Oct. 8/7 Arch-

bishop Benson . .was.. greatly disappointed at his failure to

get his patronage reforms, as embodied in the Benefices Bill,

through.

t Fa'tronage, v. Obs. [f. prec. sb.
; pei-h.

influenced by \\.. patroncggiare to patronize.] trans.

To give patronage to
;

to countenance, uphold,

protect, defend ; to PATRONIZE.
1587 GREENE Euphnes* Censure Ep. Ded., For that the

goddesse [Pallas] did most patronage learning and souldjers.
1591 SHAKS. i Hen. K/, in. i. 48 Yes, as an Out-law in a
Castle keepes, And vseth it, to patronage his Theft, 1596
Edward ///, in. iii, To patronage the fatherless and poor.

1598 R. HAYDOCKF.tr. Lomazzo To Kdr., To patronage them
from the insolent incroaching of men of no desert. 1669
STURMY Mariners blag. Aaaaij, That I may charge you
to Patronage no more than you had.

Hence t Pa'tronaged ///. a. f Pa'tronaging
vbl.sb. and///, a. Obs.

*597 J- KING On Jonas (1618) 124 That it should be rackt

to the patronaging of Temo's cosenage. ? 1650 Don Bellianis

254 The quiet shore of your most gentle and pationaging
favours. 1726 AYUFFE Parcrgon 411 The Patron ought.. to

have Honours done him in such patronag'd Church, as the

best seat therein and the like.

Patronal (pse'tr6nal } p^'t-), a. [a. F. patronal

(1611 in Cotgr.), ad. L. patrondl-is, f. patrdn-us
PATRON : see -AL. For the pronunciation cf. per-
sonal \

but some say (patnJu-nal) ;
cf. DOCTRINAL.]

Of or pertaining to a patron or patron saint ; of

the nature of a patron.
1611 COTGR., Patronal

^ patronall ; of, or belonging to, a
Patron ; done in remembrance, or solemnized in honour, of a
Patron. 1646 SIR!". BROWNE Pseud. Ep. 12 Their Penates and
Patronall gods. 1755 JOHNSON, Patronal^ Protecting ; sup-

porting; guarding; defending; doing the office of a patron.

1834 L. RITCHIE Wand, by Seine (1835) 229 One might have

thought. .that it was the patronal fete of the town. 1868

SMITH Smaller Diet. Gr.fy Rom. Antiq. (ed. 7)s.v. Patronus t

It was the duty of the patron to support his freedman in

case of necessity, and if he did not, he lost his patronal
rights.

Patroiiate (pse'tron^t, p^
p

t-). rare. [ad. L.

patrdnat-ttS) f. patrdn-us PATRON : see -ATE *.]

The position, right, or duty of a patron ; the

jurisdiction or possession of a patron.
1694 FOVNTAINHALL in M. P. Brown Snppl. Decis. Crt.

Session (1826) IV. 143 The Lords found the Bishop's pre-

senting, as patron, made it a patronate, but not a patri-
monial mensal kirk. 1865 M. PATTISON Ess, (1889^ I. 73
That was the idea which the master of Rosso and Cellini

formed of his patronate of letters. 1880 MUIRHEAD Caius

563 Patronate was the relationship that existed between
a freedman,.. and \i\spatronus.
attrib. 1879 P. LORIMER Lechlcr's Wiclif I. 46 The

Curia.. encourages all who have patronate rights to make
pastoral appointments of a like kind.

Pa'trondom. nonce-ivd. [See -DOM.] The estate

or order of patrons.
1878 P. LORIMER Lcchlcr^s Widif\. 36 To that end.,

behoved to be subservient both priestdom and palrondom,

bishopdom and popedom.
t Patro'ne. Qbs* Also patronne. [a. F.

patronne (= ga/Hre patronne)^ fern, of patron.]
The galley which carried the lieutenant-general

(= vice-admiral) of a squadion of galleys, and

was usually the second galley of the squadron (the

first being the capitana or CAPTAINESS, in the

French squadron the reale}.

1585 T. WASHINGTON tr. Nicholay's Voy. i. xx. 25 b, About
the euening were brought intooour Patrone. .theGouernour
ValHer and the Spanish Argosin. Ibid. i. xxii. 28 There
died also two gallic slaues and foure in the patrone. Ibid.

ii. Ui. 33 b, We began to way out thebisket..mthe Patronne
there was scarce lefte for foure dayes.

Patrone, obs. form of PATRON, PATROON.

Patronee*. nonce-wd* [See -EE.] A recipient
of patronage, a presentee to a benefice.

1:1807 SYD. SMITH in Lady Holland Mem. (1855) II. 32 My
request to him.. was, if any patronee of his preferred the

North to the South, that I might be allowed to gratify so

singular a wish by exchanging with him.

Patroness (pfltiantejpe-t-),^.
Also 5 -nyse,

5-7 -nesse, -onuesse. [ad. med.L. patronissa^
fem. of patromts (after basilissa : see -ESS) ; cf.

mod.F. patronnesse (1878 in Diet. Acad.}, Du.

patrones.]
1. A female patron (in senses 1-3 of PATRON) ;

in modern usage, esp. one who promotes and takes

a lead in social functions, as balls, bazaars 5 etc,

c 1440 Promp. Parv. 386/2 Patronesse, patronissa (P.

patronci}. 1509 FISHER Fun, Strut. C'tess Richmond Wks.

(1876) 301 All the lerned men of Englonde to whome she was
a veray patronesse. 159* G. HARVEY Pierces Super, tin

Archaica (1815) II. 10), The excellent gentlewoman my
patroness, or rather championess in this quarrel. 1625 Br.

MOUNTAGU App. Cxsar 56 The Church of England no
Patroness of Novell opinions. 1798 KERRIAR Illustr. Sterne

i. 12 Margaret Queen of Navarre, .patroness of literary men.

c 1820 BYKON Charity Ball note, Lady Byron had been

patroness of a ball. 1861 WIIYIE MELVILLE Mkt. Hnrb.
xxiv. 192 After much dibcuion by stewards and lady
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patronesses. 1875 POSTE tr. Gains in. 49 Patronesses.,

nad only the same rights as patrons under the statute of
the Twelve Tables.

2. A female patron saint.

1526 Pilgr. Pt-rf. (W. de W. 1531) 57 b, Take her for thy
chefe patroness & advocatryce. 1555 EDEN Decades 73 To
take vnto hym the holy virgin, .to bee his patronesse. 1694
Loud. Gaz. No. 2979/2 That the Relicts of St. Genevieve,
Patroness of this City [Paris], should be carried in.. Pro-

cession. i8z8 SCOTT Chron, Canongate Ser. n. Introd., The
venerable guardian of St. Bridget probably expected the

Interference of her patroness,

b. A female tutelary deity ;
said also jig. of

personified principles, etc.

c 1420 LVDG. AssemblyofGods 376 Dame Venus . . Patronesse
of pleasaunce, be namyd well she myght. 1542 UDALL
Erasnt. Apoph. 342!), Minerva was thought the patronesse
of al witte. c 1630 MlLTON Passion v, Befriend me Night
best Patroness of grief. 1784 Cow PER Task iv. 780 Hail,

therefore, patroness of health and ease And contemplation, , .

Hail, rural life !

3. A female holder of an advowson.

1538 CRANMKR Let. to Cromwell in Misc. Writ. (Parker
Soc.) II. 362 The bishop of London.. gave the institution

unto the said sir Heugh Payne, leaving the patroness in

suit at the common law for the same. 18x8 in TOUD ; and
in later Diets.

f4. A woman who is a pattern or model to her

sex : see PATTERN". Obs.

1430 LYDG. Reas. $ Setts. 6833 Which ys Merour and
patronesse, To yive example of stedfastenesse To women
throgh hir noble fame.

5. Comb., $& patroness saint sense 2.

1901 ll'estm. Gaz. 18 Sept. 2/1 The image of Ste. Anne,
the patroness-saint of Brittany.
Hence Pa'trouess v.

t
to play the patroness to;

Patroness-ship, the position or office ofpatroness.
\%y New Monthly Mag. XLI. 8 The intrigues of Almack's
the petty partisanship of patronessing. 1840 MRS. GORE

ibid. LX. 51 In London life, patronesship is a matter of
election, 1846 Eng. Char. (1852) 79 Her ladyship re-

fused the patroness-ship last season. 1865 Patronessed
[<ee PATRON v.\

Fatronization (psetronaiz^'Jan). [f. next :

see -IZATIOX.] The action or fact of patronizing.
ijg^C/iar.in Ann.Reg.^^ji He received his first patroni-

zation under lord chief justice Singleton. 1892 HAKE Aleni.

Eighty Years 77 Pope was made a fashion through patroni-
zation.

Patronize (pse'tronaiz), v. [i.
PATRON sb. +

IZE : cf. Q f patronise? (1456 in Godef.), med.L.

patronizare (1382 in Du Cange) to lead a galley
as patron.]
1. trans. To act as a patron towards, to extend

patronage to; to protect, support, favour, counte-

nance, encourage: orig. as the act of one in a

superior or influential position.
1589 G. HARVEY Pierces Super. Wks. (Grosart) II. 166

Lordes on both sides, that Patronise good causes, a 1610
PARSONS Leicester's Ghost (\b$\) 4 Some others tooke mee for

a zealous man, Because good Preachers I did patronize. 1621

T. WILLIAMSON tr. Goulards Wise I 'ieillard A ij b, A good
Uooke in these dayes had need of a good man to Patronize it.

1712 ADUISON Sfect. No. 469 r 2 He patronizes the Orphan
and Widow, assists the Friendless, and guides the Ignorant.
j8oi STRUTT Sports ff Past. Introd. 12 Henry the Seventh

patronized the gentlemen and officers of his court in the

Vractice
of military Exercises. 1859 tlr.o. ELIOT A. Bede v,

t will hardly do for me to patronise a Methodist preacher,
even if she would consent to be patronized by an idle

shepherd.
at'sol. 1742 POPE Dune. iv. 102 There march'd the bard and

blockhead, side by side, Who ihym'd for hire, and patroniz'd
for pride. 1878 Ii. YATF.S Wrecked in Port x. 98 Silly heads
are apt to take airs at the mere idea of being in a position
to patronise.

fb. Said of a patron saint or tutelary deity. Obs.

'595 SPENSER Epithal. 391 And thou, great luno ! which ..

The lawes of wedlock still dost patronize, a 1604 HAXMKR
Chron. /re/. (1809) 117 At Gcmblacum in Flanders, where
the Church (say they) is patronized by Saint Machutus,
alias Maclovius, 1632 LITMGOW Trav. \. 28 Vnto this falsely

patronized Chappell, they offer yearely many rich gifts.

fc. To defend, support, stand by ;
to advocate;

to justify ; to countenance. Obs.

'595 W. W. tr. Plautits' Menechmus in Nichols Plays
(1779) 133 Facing out bad causes for the oppressors, and
patronizing some just actions for the wronged. i6i3PuRCHAs
Pilgrimage i. iv. 18 Christ patronizeth his Disciples, pluck-
ing the eares of Come. 1670 MARVELL Corr. Wks. 1872-5
II. 327 Elect such an High Steward.. as may always be

ready . . to . . patronize the justice of your actions. 1705
STANHOPE Parafhr, III. 348 Nor. .may we patronize our
Sloth or our Sullenness, by a pretence of incapacity to do
the publick Service. 1785 JKFFERSOM Writ. (1859) I. 485
Appointed by their country to patronize their rights,

t d. Said of things. Obs.

1633 T. ADAMS Exf, 2 Peter i. 4 That which is patronized
by usualness, slips into the opinion of lawfulness. 1695
J. EDWARDS Perfect, Script. 40 It is so corruptly translated
that it is made to patronize several of their superstitious
follies, a 1710 BP. HULL Serrn. xviii. Wks, 1827 1. 436 There
is no action so foolishly done, but that the examples of
wise men may be alleged to patronise the folly of it.

f2. With upon: To lay the responsibility for (a

thing") upon some one ; to make or declare a person
responsible for ; to father upon any one. Obs.
1626 J. PORY in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. i. III. 246 For all the

Kinges Royall bounty amongst them,, .they patronized upon
the Queen debtes to the value of above ,19000. 1633'!'.
ADAMS Exp. 2 Peter i. i Let this teach.. You of the laity,
not to patronize your sins upon the example of others. 1643
HOWELL Twelve Treat. (1661) 205 That warre (which some
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by a most monstrous impudence would patronize upon their

Majesties).

3. To assume the air of a patron towards
; to

treat with a manner or air of condescending notice.

1797 MRS. RADCLIFFE Italian i, The musical genius whom
she patronised. 1820 HAZLITT Lect, Drain. Lit. 10 Keeling
much the same awkward condescending disposition to

patronise these first crude attempts at poetry and lispings
of the Muse. 1845 DISRAELI Sybil i. ii, Spruce .. had a
weakness for the aristocracy, who .. patronized him with

condescending dexterity. 1865 DICKENS Mut. Fr. \\. xiv,
I don't want to be patronized.
4. In commercial or colloquial use : To favour

or support with one's expenditure or custom
;
to

frequent as a customer or visitor; to favour with
one's presence, resort to, frequent.
1801 MAR. EDGEWORTH Out ofDebt in,

'

Positively, ma'am,
you must patronize my spring hat

',
said the milliner. 1850

R. G. CUMMING Hunter's Life S. Aft; (1902) 24/1 One side
of it was .. patronized by several flocks of Egyptian wild

geese. 1885 Daily Tel. 17 Sept. (Cassell), Chop-houses,
patronized by the clerk and the apprentice.

Hence Pa'tronized/yV.fl., Pa'trouizing vbl. sb.\

also Pa'tronizable a., capable of being patronized
or treated patronizingly.

_ 1664 H. MORE Myst. Inig. Apol._ 547 Rather the taking of
it away then the Patronizing of it. 1837 ARNOLD Lett, in

Stanley Life (1845) II. 72 A.. friend.. made the same objec-
tion to Victor Cousin's tone; Mt was 1

,
he said, 'a patronizing

of Christianity '. 1884 'BASIL' Wearing of the Green II.

xvhi. 23 Norah's modest dress made her seem more patron-
isable than ever. 1897 D. SMEATOX Smollett v. 62.

Patronizer(pe'trun3iz9j). [f.prec.vb. + -EE 1
.]

One who patronizes.
1596 J. TRUSSELL in Southwell Tri. Death Ep. Ded., I..

haue darde, To make you Patromzer of this warde. 1649
BLITHE Eng. Itnp>-o~<. /w/r. (1653) To Husb. etc., Though
some esteem it matter of greatest moment, yet you will nut
all be found patronizers hereof. 1709 SACHKVKRELL Serin.

5 N<n\ 20 The Author, and Patronizer of Lyes. 1844 Blackiv.

Mag. LVI. 574 His youthful protege's were glad to ..become

patronizers in their turn.

Fa'tronizing, ///. a. ff. ns prec. + -IXG Z
.]

That patronizes, esp. with an air of superiority;

ostentatiously condescending or superior.
1727 BAILEY vol. II, Patronizing ,. acting the Part of a

Patron. 1827 LYTTON Felhaut ii, No patronising condescen-
sion to little people. 1828 SCOTT /'. M. Pt-rth viii, The
knight .. received them with a mixture of courtesy and

patronising condescension. 1875 JoWETT Plato (ed. 2) I.

p. xviii, The patronizing style of Protagoras.
Hence Fa'tronizingly adv., with the conde-

scension or air of a patron.
1837 MRS. CARLYLE Lett. I. 64 'A man of sense' (as

Mrs. Buller. .said patronisingly of the Apostle Paul), 1883
A. DOBSON Fielding \\. 165 The hitherto unfriendly Gentle-
man's patronisingly styles [it] an 'excellent piece '.

Pa-tronless, a. [f. PATRON sb. + -LESS.]
Without a patron.
1647 FULLER Good Th. in M'orse T. Pref. (1841) 74 If any

wonder that this treatise comes patronless into the world.

1710 SHAFTESB. Adv. to Author \\, i, The Arts and Sciences
must not be left Patron-less. 1867 J. MACFARI.ANE Afent.

T. Archer iv, 71 He was penniless and patronless.

Patronly (p^tranli), a. [f. as prec. + -LY*.]
Of, pertaining to, or befitting a patron.
1832 Examiner 433;'2 The ermine is surely not more liable

to patronly impression than the epaulette ! 1879 A. REKD
Alice Bridge 193 He protected little boys from bullies with

patronly kindness.

Fatronomato'logy. rare , [f. Gr. iraTrjp,

irarp- father + o^o^a(r-) name + -\oyia -LOGY.]
The study of the origin of personal names.

1847 in WEBSTER; and in later Diets,

f Patronovrr. Sc. Obs. rare. [Answers to an

OF. type *patroneort -eur, {.patroner, \^patronare\
see PATRON z\]

= PATHON sb. 5.
c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xl. (.\~ittiari) 934 Sa byrd al galouya

hym honoure, Pat to Jjanie is sic patronoure.

Patronsnip (p^-lronfip). [f. PATRON sb. +

-SHIP.] The office of a patron (in various senses

of the word) ; ( patronage.
1549 LATIMER $th Serin, bef. Edw. VI (Arb.) 148 Patrons

be charged .. not to seke a lucre and a gaine by his patron-

ship. 1561 T. NORTON Cahntfs Inst. in. xx. (1634) 431 For
whereas the Scripture is full of many formes of praier, there

is no example found of this patroneship [of saints], 1688

Emperors Answ. io Fr. King's Manifesto 12 His Imperial

Office, and the Pat ronshlp of all Churches, thereunto annexed.

1875 MKRIVALE Gen. Hist. Rome ii. (1877) 13 The patriciate
and patronship belonged more or less to all the nations

which surrounded Rome.

Patronym (poe'trJhim). rare, [f. Gr. trarpw'

wnos named from the father, f. ira-rrjp, Trarp-

father + wopa, Doric ow^ta name : cf. iraTpcavv^ia
a patronymic.] = next, B.

1834 New Monthly Mag. XL. 506 Not over-enamoured of

my monosyllabic patronyme.

Patronymic (pretnjnrmik), a. and sb. [ad.
L. patronymic-its^ a. Gr. naTpcwvfj.iK-v$ derived

from or like a father's name, f. Trarpwi'v/i-os : see

free,

and -1C. Cf. F. patronymique (Cotgr. 1611),
t. patronimico (Florio 1598).]
A. adj. Of a personal or family name : Derived

from the name of a father or ancestor, esp. by
addition of a suffix or prefix indicating descent.

Also said of such a suffix or prefix.
1669 GALE Crt, Gentiles \, i. xi. 59 Abraham. .was called

PATROONSHIP.
an Hebrew; by which Patronymic name, he and his Pos-
teritie were distinguished. 1880 EARLE Philol. Eng. Tongue
(ed. 3) 318 It is sometimes patronymic, that is to say, it

was the name of a family from a common ancestor. 1894
0. F. EMERSON Hist. Eng. Lang. ix. 157 The English
patronymic suffix corresponding to the Danish -son is 'ing.

B. sb. A patronymic name ;
a name derived

from that of a father or ancestor; a family name.
1612 SELDEN Illustr. Drayton"s Poly-olb. viii. 132 To

some of these, other Patronymiques are giuen. a 1637 H.

JONSON Eng. Gram. n. iii, When the proper name is used
to note one's parentage ; which kind of nouns the gram-
marians call patronymics. 1658 PHILLIPS, Patronymicks^
those names which men derive from their fathers or
ancestours with some little addition, as Aencades from

Aeneas^. 1832 SCOTT Rob Roy Introd., Their original patro-
nymic is MncAlpine. 1870 FUEEMAN Norm. Cong. I. App.
563 GUestingabyrig, a genuine patronymic, has been cor-

rupted into Glastonbury.
So Fatronymical a. =

prec. A ; hence Patro-

nymically adv*, by. or in relation to, a patro-

nymic.
1656 lli.nrNT Glossogr.^PatronymicaL 1751 MACFARLAXE

Genealog. Collect. (1900) II. 306 He Assumed . .the Designa-
tion of Dominus De Strowan, And Patronimicallie in tlie

Irish way, Robertus filius Duncan! Dominus de Strowan.

1759 ROBKRTSON' Hist. Scot. i. Wks. 1813 I. 2t Distinguished
by some common appellation, either patronymicat or loi.al.

1856 EMKKSON Eng. Traits, Race Wks. (liohn) II. 25 Every
one of whom is named, and personally and patronymically
described.

Patrooil (patr/7'n). Also 7-8 pateroon, (8-9

-tt-, -rr-), 8 patrone. [A variant lorm ofpatron,

chiefly in some foreign applications of the word.
In senses 1-3, ad. F. patron, ^.patron, etc.

;
in

sense 4, a. Du. patroon (patr^nj, as used in the

former Dutch colony of New Amsterdam. In the

former case, of phonetic origin, -oon being an

Kng. imitation of the Fr. or Romanic sound, as in

baboon, dragoon^ harpoon, maroon, saloon
;

in the

later case a retention of the Du. spelling with the

Fjig. pronunciation of oo.~\

f 1. = PATRON sb. 3. Obs.
1662 J. WlLSON Cheats iv. i, And do you now forget your

Patroon, sirrah? Do you forget your Patroon? 1607 C'tt'ss

D'A.ttnoy's Trav. (1706) 28, I could never have nnagin'd
that you could have been Patroon of so foul a cause.

t 2. A mnster (esp. of a slave) ;
= PATRON 7. Obs.

1677 W. Ht'BBARD Narrative (1865) II. 195 He was forced
to travel with his Pateroon four or five Miles overland to

Damaniscottee, where he was compelled to row, or paddle
in a Canoo about fifty five Miles farther to Penobscot. 1704
J. PITTS Ace. MoheitMttetans i. (1738) io In this Town I

lived many Years with my second Patroon.

3. The captain, master, or officer in charge of

a ship, barge, or boat ; the coxswain of a long-
boat ;

= PATRON 6. Now rare.

1743 BUI.KELEY & CUMMINS I'oy. S. Seas in Mr. C 1

the Patroon prevail'd on 'em to return to Captain C p.
Ibid. 166. 1769 FALCONER Diet, Marine (1789), ^laitre de

chaloupe, the coxswain, or pairoon of the long-boat. 1775
ROMANS Florida 186 The vessel draws one third, the patroon
or master, two shares of the remaining two thirds. 1893
STEVENSON Catriona xxii. 261 Both our master and the

patroon of the boat scrupled at the risk.

4. In U. S. A possessor of a landed estate and

certain manorial privileges, granted under the old

Dutch governments of New York and New Jersey,
to members of the (Dutch) West India Company.
The New Netherlands Co., in 1629, issued a charter pro-

viding that whoever brought 50 permanent settlers should
be invested with an estate of 16 miles frontage on the Hudson,
extending back indefinitely. The patroons held manorial
courts. Their privileges were finally abolished about 1850.

1758 L. LYON in Mil. Jrnls, (1855) 13 Marched into the

Paterroon Lands to Landlord Lovejoys. 1776 C. CARROLL
Jrnl. (1845) 42 Vast tracts of land on each side of Hudson's
river are held by the proprietaries, or, as they are here

styled, the Patrones of manors. 1790 R. TYLFR Contrast \.

1. (1887) 5 To see the world and rub off n. little of the

patroon rust. 1797. JKFFERSON Ifrif. (1859) IV. 186 What
with the English influence, .and the Patroon influence.,

little is to be hoped. 1826 J. F. COOPER Mohicans (1829) I.

xiii. 183 Tracts of country wider than that which belongs to

the Albany Patteroon. 1839 MARRYAT Diary Amer. Ser. r.

I. 113 Mr. Van Ransalaer still retains the old tide of

Patroon. 1870 BURRILL Laiv Diet., Manor, in American
Law.. is a tract held of a proprietor by a fee-farm rent in

money or in kind, and descending to oldest son, who in

New York is called a patroon. 1883 J. FISKE in Harper's
Ring. 921/1 The patroons brought many colonists with them.

Hence Fatrocrness, 'a woman with the rights or

privileges of a patroon; a female patroon' (fttntfs
Stand. Diet. 1895). So Patroo-nry, the system
of patroons ; Patroo'nship, the position, or estate,

of a pairoon.
1809 W. IRVING Knickerb. n. ix, Magnificent dreams of

foreign conquest and great patroonshlps in the wilderness.

Ibid. in. v, The patroon Killian Van Rensellaer, who had
come out from Holland to found a colony or patroonship.

1858 N. York Tribune 30 Jan. 5/3 Another Blow at

Patroonry. The land-holders of Rensselaer county. .had
a meeting at West Sandlake on the 27th. 1884 Mng. Amer.
Hist. (N. Y.) Jan. ii His estate would be constituted a

manor, or in Dutch parlance a patroonship, with privileges
similar to those of a baron in England.

t Patroo-na. Obs. [ad. Sp. or obs, \\..patrona,

fern. Q{patron^ palrone, with Eng.00 for Romanic d:

cf. prec.] A mistress of slaves, in the Levant.

1704 J. PITTS Ace. Mohamntetans 47 By the solicitations

of the Patroonas, or Mistresses themselves. Ibid. ix. (1738)



1735 BERTIN Chess 67 Situation of the Game named Patt.

bid. 68 And the white loses the game, the black king being

PATRUEL.

217, I was in hopes that my Patroona.., would now have

given me my Freedom.

Patrosinate, -sinie, Patrouille, -roul, Pa-
troun, obs. ff. PATROCIN-, PATROL, PATEON.

-j-Patruel. Obs. rare . [ad. L. patruelis
a father's brother's (or sister's) child, a cousin-

german, f. patru-us father's brother, paternal
uncle

;
cf. med.L. patruolus brother's son, nephew

(Du Cange).]
1623 COCKF.RAM, Patruels, Brothers Children.

Patruity ^patr;Hti). rare. [f. L. patrit-its
father's brother, paternal uncle, i. patr-em father.]
The position or relationship of an uncle.

1844 J. T. HEWLETT Parsons fy \V. xxxvi, Visible signs
of paternity, or patruity.

Patryarch, -ark, obs. forms of PATRIARCH.

t Patt, sb. (a.} Chess. Obs. [= Du. and Ger.

patt, F. pat (mjett des eschets de Crecoy 1669), all

in same sense, ad. It. patio 'covenant, agreement,
PACT*; hence, in Chess, *a draw by consent', and,

by extension,
' a drawn game' generally.

So used already in 1511 in Chachi's MS. collection of

Chess Problems (MS., Casanetense Lib., Rome, 791, If. 28 a)
'

li andati ad froute et sera pacta '. Specialized in F., Ger.,

Du., and Eng. to denote a particular kind of draw.]

The position of stale-mate, b. as adj. In this

position.
iM

Patt.
IJbid. 71 And if the white queen takes the black

queen, it loses the game by the Patt. [1904 H. J. R.
MURRAY in Let., In Kngland from 1612 to ^1750, and in

out-of-the-way places till ^1805, the player who put his

opponent into 'patt
'

lost the game. Why, no one knows :

but as the same rule held in certain continental varieties of
chess which appear to have a Tatar rather than an Arabic

origin, I suspect it was an innovation brought from Russia

by some Elizabethan traveller. The rule, so far as book
evidence goes, was never followed in France or Southern

Europe, where '

patt
' was always

~ a draw.]

Pattable (pse'tab'l), a. rare. [f. PAT v. +
-ABLE.] That may be patted.
1892 Spare Moments 2 Jan. 7/3 It was a plump, pretty

and pattable hand.

Pattacoon'e, obs. forms of PATACOON.

II Pattamar, patamar (pse'tamai). E. Ind.

Also 7 patte-, 8-9 patti-, pattymar, -maur, 9
petamare. [a. Vg.patamar, a. Konkani /^/awrfr
courier, patamdrl, Malayal. pattamdri, MarathI

poietnSriy Gujarat! phatcmdri dispatch-boat, f.

Marathi patta tidings + -miin\ in Marathi, carrier.]

f 1. An express foot-messenger, a courier. Obs.

1598 W. PHILLIP Linschoten 73/2 There are others that

are called Patamares, which serue onlie for Messengers or

Posts, to carie letters from place to place by land. 1698
FRYER Ace. E. India fy P. in The Pattamars, the only
Foot-posts of this Country, who Run so many Courses

every Morning. 1757 J. H. GROSE Voy. E. Ind. x. 192
Betwixt Surat and Bombay there is a constant intercourse

preserved .. by Pattamars, or foot-messengers, over land.

1782 Char, in Ann. Keg. 50/1 This mendicant order of

religious often supply our patty-maurs with provisions on
their journeys.

2. An Indian advice-boat or
dispatch-boat ; spec.

a lateen-rigged sailing-vessel, with one, two, or

three masts, used on the west coast of India.

1704 Collect. I'oy. (Churchill) III. 740/2 Patamars are
Indian Advice-boats cover'd all over for the Carriage of
Letters. 1800 WKLLINGTON Suppl. Desj>. (1858) II. 341,
I take the opportunity of the dispatch of a Pattamar boat
from hence. 1845 STOCQUELER Handbk. Brit. India (1854)
101 To engage a pattamar, or large sea-going boat. 1859
TENNENT Ceylon II. 103 Among the vessels at anchor lie the

dovvs of the Arab, the petamares of Malabar, the dhoneys
of Coromandel.

Pattane, Pattararo, obs. ff. PATTEN, PEDREBO.

II Patte (pat, pact). Also 8 pat. [F. patte

paw, familiarly hand, also as in sense 2.]

j* 1. A paw; humorously ^
a hand. Obs. rare.

1797 WOLCOTT (P. Pindar) Ode to Livery of London n
And on his honest earnings lay his pats \\Vks. 1812, pattes].

2. A short band or strap of cloth or stuff, attached

by one end, and buttoning at the other, used to
* button

'

a coat, etc., whose edges do not overlap ;

also a similar band or strap attached at both ends

for holding a belt or sash in place ;
or sewn on as

a decoration or trimming of a dress.

1835 Court STag, VI. p. xvii/z There are some also closed,
and these latter are trimmed with pattes of a very novel
kind. 1869 Latest News 5 Sept. 7 Two long pattes, rounded
and trimmed with lace, fall on each side.

Pattee, patee (paU, parti), a. Her. Forms :

5-7 paty, 5-8 patee, 7-9 pat6e, 8 pattee, 9
pattee, pate", [a. Y , pattg, pattee 'pawed', in croix

pattte
' a cross of which the extremities are widened

in form of an open paw' (Littre).
But In Bk. St. Albans

t cros patee or paty is taken as repr.
L. cruxPatens 'cros patent

1

: seePATENT. And in ed. 1612
of Leigh's Armorie, crois patee is substituted for the cross

fatonce of edd. 1562-97.]

Applied to a cross the arms of which are nearly

triangular, being very narrow where they meet and

widening out towards the extremities, so that the

whole composes nearly a square.
Pattee-fitchee : applied to a cross having three arms as

above, but the lowest iharpened to a point (see FITCHE).

564

1486 Bk. St. Albans, Her. C ij b, Crucem argentatam
patentem. -vng cros patee dargent. Anglice sic. Heberith
Sable a cros paty of Siluer. Ibid,, This cros patent is made
dyuerse in the foote of the same as hit apperith here. And
then hit is calde a cros patee fixible. c 1500 Sc. Poem
Herald>y 137 in Q. Eliz. Acad. 99, xv maner of crocls armis
bere:..the uij, paty in feir. ..x fovrmie. 1572 BOSSEWELL
Armorie 120 The fielde is Gules, a Cheuron betweene three
crosses pattie [printed partie] dargent. 1616 MIDDLETON
Civitatis Amor Wks. (Bullen) VI I. 285 The pectoral of black

leather, with a cross paty of silver thereon. 1766 PORNV
Heraldry (1787) Diet., Patee, or Pattee, ..1\\\s is said of
a cross which is small in the center, and so goes on widening
to the end. 1868 CussASS Her.

iy. 59 The Maltese Cross. .

differs from the Cross Pate in having the extremities of each
of its limbs indented or notched. 1891 'PHIL' Penny
Postage Jubilee 74 The next issue [of penny stamps] was in

1864. ..Instead of the upper angles having crosses pattee,
letters were inserted.

Pattel, variant of PATEL 2
.

Patten (pse-t'n), sh. Forms: 4 patayn, 4-7
i -en, 5 -eyne, 5-6 -yn, -an, 6 -in, -ent, 6-9 -ine,
! 9 Sc. paton, 6- patten (also 6 pattyn, 6-8 -in, 7

|

-ent, -ane). [ME. a. Y.patin (i3thc. in Littre), in

med.L. //*.? (i4thc. in Du Cange), It. patlino
'wooden pattin or choppin' (Florio 1611); origin

I

uncertain ; pcrh. a derivative of'patte paw.]
1. A name applied at different periods to various

kinds of foot-gear, either to such as the feet were
i slipped into without fastening, to wooden shoes or

clogs, or to the thick-soled shoes,
;

chopins ',
or

j

* corks ?

, formerly worn by women to heighten their

! stature. Still sometimes applied to the thick-soled
i or wooden shoes of the Chinese or other foreign

peoples ; but now, in Great Britain and America,
, only in sense b.

13^0 in Fabric Rolls York Minster (Surtees) 243 Omnes
mimstri Ecclesia:. .utuntur in Ecclesia et in processione

! patens et clogges contra honestatem Ecclesia;. 1397 in

| Rogers Agric. fy Prices II. S75/-4, 2 pr: patayns 141* /4.
i c 1440 Promp. Parv. 385/2 Pateyne, fote vp berynge
i (pateyne of tymbyre, K. or yron, to walke with, p.), calopo-
\ dhim,ferripodium. \w$Acc. Lti. High Treas. Scot. 1. 29 To
I

Caldwele of hire chalmire, to pay for patynis and corkis..

j

xij s. 1480 M'ardr, Ace. Ed~v, 7^(1830} 119, ij pair patyns
'

of leder, price the pair xij d. xjaa MORI-; De Qnat. Noviss.
'

Wks. 94/1 Wretches y l scant can crepe for age. .walk pit pat
1

vpon a paire of patens. 1530 PALSGR. 252/2 Paten for a

fote, galoche. c 1530 Crt. Love 1087 See, so she goth on

patens faire and fete. 1553 BECON Reliques ofRome (1563)

69 b, Some go on treen shoes or Pattyns. 1565-73 COOPER
Thesaurus s. v. Crcpida, Patents or sliooes hauing little

or no vpper leather, hut a latchet. 1585 T. WASHINGTON
tr. Nicholay^s I'oy. n. vii. 37 b, Their hosen and pattins [of

;

Sciote ladies] are of colour white. 1611 COTGK., Galoche,

\

a woodden Shooe, or Patten, made all of a peece, without
;

any latchet, or ty of leather, and worne by the popre clowne
in Winter. 1623 tr. Favine's TJu-nt. Hon. n. xiii. 224 The
Romane Ladies doe yet weare their high Patines and
Pantofles. 1654 tr. Martini's Cong. China 35 They [Chinese
ladies] seldom were Shoes. . ; but they often use fair Pattins,
which they make three Fingers high. 1698 J. CRULL
Muscovy 80 A Kind of Shoocs or Pattins, made of Bark of
Trees. 1796 MORSE Amur. Geog. II. 621 Without doors

they use a kind of wooden patten, neatly ornamented with
shells. 1872 G. W. CURTIS Howadji in Syria in. lv. 308
(Funk) They all walk upon pattens four or five inches high,
of ebony inlaid with pearL

b. spec. A kind of overshoe or sandal worn to

raise the ordinary shoes out of mud or wet
;
con-

sisting, since l^thc., of a wooden sole secured to

the foot by a leather loop passing over the instep,
and mounted on an iron oval ring, or similar

device, by which the wearer is raised an inch or

two from the ground.
1575 G. HARVEY Lctter-hk, (Camden) 153 He was fajnt to

cum on pattins, bycause of ye
great wett. 1594 GUBMX &

LODGE Looking Glasse G.'s Wks, (Rtldg.) 133 A wotnans

eyes are like a
pair

of pattens, fit to save shoe-leather in

summer, and to keep away the cold in winter. 1651 CLEVE-
LAND Poems 55 When night-wandring Witches put on their

paltins. 1659-60 PEI'VS Diary 24 Jan., My wife .. in the

way being exceedingly troubled with a pair of new pattens,
and I vexed to go so slow. 1688 R. HOLME Armoury in.

14/2 Pattanes are Irons to be tied under shooes, to keep out
of the Dirt. 1714 GAY Trivia \. 212 Good housewives..
Safe thro' the Wet on clinking Pattens tread, a 1839 PRAED
Poems (1864) I. 84 She tramps it in her pattens. 1894 H.ui,
CAINE Manxman in. v. 137 She heard the clatter of pattens
m the room below.

C. To run on pattens (said_/%
r

. of the tongue) :

to make a great clatter.

a 1553 UDALL Royster D. i. iii. (Arb.) 20 Yet your tongue
can renne on patins as well as mine. 1553 T. WILSON Rhet.
118 Some talkes as thoughe their tongue went of patyns.
1575 Gamin. Gurton \\. iv. in Hazl. Dodsley III. 209 The
tongue it went on patins, by him that Judas sold! 16..

Taming ofShrew, But still her tongue on pattens ran.

2. A round plate of wood fastened under the

hoof of a horse to prevent it from sinking in

boggy ground. Cf. patten-shoe.
1815 DICKSOM Agric. Lancash. 183 Horse-Pattens .. are

used for the hind feet of horses in first breaking up and
cultivating the more soft moss lands in this country. 1834
Krit. Hitsb. I. 165 Pattens are not necessary for the fore

feet of horses, but are often required for the hind feet, more
especially when the moss is first ploughed.
3. Applied to snow-shoes, used by northern races

in winter. [So F. patin.~\
1555 EDEN Decades 298 In the wynter they [of Permia]

iorney in Artach as they doo in many places of Russia.
Artach are cerleyne longe patentes of woodde of almost

PATTER.

syxe handfuls in length, uhiche they make faste to theyr
fiete with latcheltes. 1875 Wonders Phys. World \\. iii.

267 Furnished with wooden pattens such as the Lapps use.

4. A skate, (local or alien.} [ F. patin.\
1617 MORYSON /tin. iii. 94 They [waters frozen over] will

beare some hundreths of young men and women, sliding

vpon them with pattins, according to their custome. 1726
LEOSI Albertis Archit. II. 12/2 A sort of wooden pattens
with a very fine thin bottom of steel, in which . . they blip
over the ice with so much swiftness. 1754-5 tr- Negotia-
tions Comte dAvaux III. 132 With iron pattins on her
feet. 1887 FENN Dick o' the Fenns (1888) 17 We shall get
no ice for our pattens. 1893 BARING-GOULD Cheap Jack Z.
I. xii. 184 Skates are termed Ratines in the Fens.

5. In various architectural uses = Base or foot :

the base of a column ;
the sole for the foundation

of a wall ; a bottom plate or sill. [So F. patin.~\
[1449 in Blore Monuvi. Rem. xxiii. (1826) 17 (Contract

Moniimt, R.Beauchamp] Reredoses of timber, with patands
of limber, and a crest of fine entail.] tbq$ Boston Rec. (1877)
II. 74 To give notice to all men that have set up pattens,
and shores against their fences in the common streets to the

annoyance of the wayes. 1706 PHILLIPS, Patten or Pattin^
..also that part of a Pillar, on which the Base is set. [1845
PARKKK Gloss. Archit., Patand, the bottom plate or sill of a

partition or screen. (See quot. 1449.)]

6. aftrib. and Comb.
t
^>patten-nail^ -ring, -sandal,

-string; tpatten-shoe, a shoe designed for a lame
horst: : see quot. 1819, Also PATTEN-MAKER.
1545 Rates of Customs ciij, *Patten nayles the someiij.

1681 Lond. Gt\z. No. 1638/4 Stolen. .,a dark Brown Nag,. .

marked on the near Shoulder with a *Paten-Ring. 1725
Ibid. No. 6388/7 Samuel Gower, late of Birmingham,
Pattin-Ring-maker. 1763 Brit. Mag. IV. 547 Of patten-
rings I mark the track along. 1639 T. DE GREY Compl.
Horseni. 306 Putting a *patten-shooe upon the contrary
foot. 1754 BABTUfT?iWTlwy*84 The. .setting on a patten
shoe, to bring the lame shoulder on a stretch, is a most

preposterous practice. 1819 Pantologia, Patten-shoe,., a
horse-shoe so called, under which is soldered a sort of half-

ball of iron, hollow within . . a patten-shoe being only
necessary in old lamenesses, where the muscles have been
a long while contracted. 1849 C. BRONTE Shirley II. iii. 89

Hardly worthy to tie her *patten-strings.

Patten (pae't'n), -v. [f. prec. sb. Cf. f.patiner
to skate (1732 in Hatz.-Darm.).]
1. intr. To walk or go about on pattens.
1852 DICKENS Bleak Ho. xxvii, These household cares in-

volve much patteningand counter-pattening in the back yard.

2. To skate, (local.)

1850 KIXGSLEY Alt. Locke xii, He. .questioned me about
the way

* Lunnon folks' lived, and whether they got any
shooting or '

pattening
'

whereby I found he meant skating.

Patten, obs. f. PATEN, PATENT, PATTERN.

Fattened (poe-t'nd), a. [f. PATTEN sb. + -ED 2
.]

Wearing pattens.
1798 JANE AUSTEN Northanger Abbey xxiii, Wherever

they went some pattened girl stopped to courtesy. 1823 in

Joanna Baillie Collect. Poems 295 By sloven footboy, paces
slow, With patten'd feet and hooded brow. 1889 A. Bun F.

ROBINSON Middle Ages, Ladies Milan 313 The long train

of brocade .. so carefully arranged not to encumber nor hide

those little pattened feet, that were so fain of dancing and
seem so ready to awake and dance again.

Pa'ttener. [In sense i, a. AF. patiner, OF.

patinier (1416 in Godef.), f. patin PATTEN: see

-Eu 2
. In sense 2, f. PATTEN v. + -ER 1

.]

f 1. A patten-maker. Obs.

1466-7 Mann, fy Ilousch. Exp. (Roxb.) 390 My mastyr paid
to the patyner fore patyns, xv. d. 1664 in Holmes Ponte-

fract Bk. Entries (1882) 372 Ordinances . . for the good
governance, .of the.. cowpers, patenners, turners, sawers.

2. A skater, (local.}

1893 BARING-GOULD Cheap Jack Z. I. xii. 185 They passed

many
'

patiners', men and boys.

Pa tten-ma:ker. A maker of pattens : now

esp. as the name of one of the London City Com-

panies.
[1406 Close Roll 7 Hen. IV (dorso), Johannes Child, paty-

maker.] 1416 [see CLOG sb. 6]. 1464 Roils of Parlt. V.

567/2 The Crafte of Patynmakers of the Cite of London.

1552 HULOET, Patten maker, solearius. 1794 G. ADAMS
Nat. <V Exp. Phihs. III. xxxi. 235 The cutting knife, used

by druggists and pattenmakers, to cut. .the woods they use.

a 1845 HOOD Turtles i, Two London Aldermen, no matter

which, Cordwainer, Girdler, Pattui-maker, Skinner.

Pattent, Pattentie, Patte-pan, obs. ff.

PATENT, PATTEN, PATENTEE, PATTYPAN.

Patter (pse-tai), sbl [f.
PATTER v.\ sense 3.]

1. The cant or secret language of thieves or

beggars,
'

pedlars' French '; the peculiar lingo of

any profession or class ; any language not generally
understood.

1758 Jon. Wild"s Adv. to Successor (Hotten's Slang Diet.),

The master who teaches them [young thieves] should be ..

well versed in the cant language commonly called the slang

patter. 178. PARKER LifesPainter 136 Gammon and Patter

i< the language of cant. 1796 Grose's Diet. I 'ulg. Tongue,
Gamon and Patter, common-place talk of any profession ;

as the gamon and patter of a horse-dealer, sailor, etc. 1875
WHYTK MELVILLE Katerfelto x. (1876) no

* That's my name
in your patter

1

, said the gipsy. 1884 MAY CROMMELIN

Brown-Eyes vi. 57 It was so delightful to walk demurely.,
and talk a patter not understood of the other children.

b. The slang or cant name for the oratory of a

Cheap Jack in disposing of his wares, a mounte-

bank, conjurer, or the like; also, for talk, 'jaw',

'speechifying
1

of any kind.

178 . PARKER Life's Painter 163 Gammon andPatter, Jaw
talk, etc. 1800 Sporting Mag. XVI. 26 [He] was obligated
to tip them a little patter. 181* J. H. VAUX Flask Dict. t
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Patter

1

d) tried in a court of justice ; a man who has under-
one this ordeal, is said to have stood the patter. 1851
AYHEW Lond. Labour I. 222, 1 heard, also,., of boys having

of late
' taken to the running patter

' when anything attrac-

tive was before the public. 1873 BESANT & RICE Little
Girl n. xiii. 139

' He ain't no good, that teacher *, said the

boy.
' You go on with your patter. We're a listenin' to

you '. 1880 J. A. FULLER-MAITLAND in Grove Diet. Mus.
11.673/2 'Patter' is the., slang name for the kind of gabbling
speech with which a cheap-jack extols his wares or a con-
urer distracts the attention of the audience while performing
is tricks.

c. colloq. A contemptuous designation of * talk
1

;

mere talk
; chatter, gabble.

1858 GEN. P. THOMPSON Audi Alt. I. xlix. 191 There had
been a patter too, about religion, which had strengthened
the belief that justice was the glory of a nation. iB6$Corn/t.
Mag. Dec. 664, I think you might have saved her from the
chatter and patter of Mr. Watson ; I can only stand it when
I am in the strongest health. 1887 North Star 2 May 3/3
All this, of course, was mere platform patter.

2. Rapid speech introduced into a song ; also,

familiarly )
the words of a song, comedy, etc.

1876 AtkttUHBH 4 Nov. 603/2 He speaks admirably what
is called 'patter', and he delivers a jargon in ridicule of
scientific terminology. 1880 J. A. FULLER-MAITLAND in

Grove Diet. Mus. II. 673/2 Mozart and many other com-

posers often introduce bits of *

patter
'

into buffo solos, as for

instance the middle of * Madamina '

in
' Don Juan ', etc.

1885 J. K. JEROME On the Stage 53 In the provinces, I have
known a three-act comedy put on without any rehearsal at

all, and with half the people not even knowing the patter.

3. attrib. and Comb^ss patter-allusion, -speech\

patter-song, a humorous song in which a large
number of words are fitted to a few notes and

sung rapidly.
1852 DICKENS Bleak Ho. xxxix, Little Swills, in what are

professionally known as '

patter
'

allusions to the subject, is

received with loud applause. 1880 J. A. FULLER-MAITLAND
in Grove Diet. Mus. II. 673/2 The operettas of Messrs.

Burnand, Gilbert, and Sullivan, In all of which patter-songs
fill an important place. 1891 Pall Mall G. 6 Nov. 3/2
Foote's patter-speech beginning

' So sbe went into the gar-
den to cut a cabbage leaf to make an apple-pie '.

Patter (partai), sb.Z [f.
PATTER v?\ The

action or fact of pattering ; a quick succession of

pats, taps, or similar slight sounds.

1844 J- ^ HEWLETT Parsons fy IV. Iv, The patter-patter of
horses' feet, 1863 LD. LYTTON King Amasis II. n. in. ii.

192 The dead leaves., kept up a continual patter on the
window panes, like the tapping of elfin fingers. 1883 LD.
R. GOWER My Remin. II. xxi. 28 The patter of little feet,
and the unconscious joyousness of children.

Fatter (pse-tai), vl Forms : 4-5 patre(n, 6

pattur, (Sc. -ir), 6- -er. [f. PATER i = Paternoster :

from the rapid and mechanical way in which the
Latin prayers were often repeated.]
fl. intr. To repeat the Paternoster or other

prayer, esp. in a rapid, mechanical, or indistinct

fashion ; to mumble or mutter one's prayers. Obs.
c 1400 Rom. Rose 6794 For labour might me neuer please

I. .haue well leuer, sooth to say Before the people patter and
pray. Ibid. 7241 Vs that stynten neuer mo To patren while
that folk may vs see. c 1450 St. Cuthbert (Surtees) 1672
He saw him wende into the water Nakyd and thar in

stande and pater In his prayers. 1500-20 DUNBAR Poems
xiii. 18 Sum patteris with his mowth on beidis, That hes his

mynd all on oppressioun. 1530 PALSGK. 655/1, I patter with
the lyppes, as one dothe that maketh as though he prayed
and dothe nat, j'e papelarde. 1612 Trav.foitr Englishm,
Pref. 12 Others pattering on beades, and making large
vowes. 1642 ROGERS Naaman 333 How shall we speake to
the purpose but patter?

2. /fans. To say over, repeat, or recite (prayers,
charms, etc.) in a rapid mechanical manner.
c 1394 P. PI. Crede 6 A and all myn A. b. c. after haue

y lerned, And paired in my pater-noster iche poynt after

ofcer. 1530 TINDALE Anvw. More Wks. (1573) 271/2 While
the Priest pattereth S. lohns Gospell in Latine ouer their
heades. 1538 STARKEY England r. iv. 132 They can no
thyng dow but pattur vp theyr matyns and mas. 1546 J.
HEYWOOD Prow. (1867) 32 Pattryng the diuels Pater noster
to hir selfe. 1632 LITHGOW Trav. ix. 411 For want of
pattering an abridged Pater. 1681 W. ROBERTSON Phraseol,
Gen. (1693) 980 To patter out prayers, recitarc. 1710
RUDDIMAN Gloss. Doug/as' JEneis s. v. Patteraris, In some
places. .they yet say. .to patter out Prayers, i.e. mutter or
mumble them. 1805 SCOTT Last Minstr. n. vi, For mass
or prayer can I rarely tarry, Save to patter an Ave Mary,
1856 HKVANT Ages xx, The well-fed inmates pattered prayer,
and slept.

3. intr. To talk rapidly, fluently, or glibly,
without much regard to sense or matter ; to chatter,

jabber ; to prattle. b. In Pedlars' slang, To
talk, to speak; to 'speechify* as a Cheap Jack
does in extolling his wares, or a conjurer while

performing his tricks. C. To talk the slang or
*

patter
'

of thieves, beggars, etc.

c 1420 LYDG. Story Thebes Prol. 163 Shet your portoos a
twenty deuelwaye ! Is no disport so to patere and seie.
c 1440 York Myst, xxxv. 266 Me thynke he patris like a py.
1589 NASHE Month's Mind Wks. (Grosart) I. 173 See how
like the old Ape this young Monkey pattereth. 1642 ROGERS
Naaman 344 You were as good hold your tongues as patter
about them. -11814 C. DIBDIN Poor Jack\^ Go patter to
lubbers and swabs, d'ye see. 1829 Blackw. Mag. XXVI. 131,
I pattered in flash, likeacovey knowing. 1851 MAYHEW Z.0</.
Labour 1 . 309/2 Those who sell something, and patter to help
off their goods; those who exhibit something, and patter to

help off the show.
_
1897 Sporting Times 13 Mar. 1/3 She

did it in a sort of '
it's of no consequence

'

way that fairly
amazed the learned counsel who was pattering on her behalf.
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1 4. trans, {slang.} To speak or talk (some
language). To patterflash, to speak slang.
1812 J. H. VAUX Flash Diet., Patter, to talk, as He

patters good flash. 1857 HUGHES Tom Brown i. i, You all

patter French more or less. 1872 Punch 6 July 2/1 A gentry
cove of the ken does not patter family lingo.

Hence Pa'ttering vbl.sb.^- and///. #.*

21536 TINDALE Exp. Matt. vi. Wks. (1573) 232/1 How
blinde are they which thinke prayer to be the pattering of

many wordes. 1557-8 PHAER sEntidvi. Piij, Whan furst
her [the Sibyl's] pattring mouth and raging limmes wer left

at rest, Eneas prinse began. 1665 BBATHWAn>
C'0Wftttff*4 Two

Tales 16 What a pattering with their Lips, as if they would
cry out ! 1850 W. R. WILLIAMS Relig. Progr. i. (1854) 22

Leaving the nursery and its pattering by rote of elementary
truths.

Patter (pse'tsi), z>.
2

[Dim. and frequent, of
PAT V.LI see -ER 5

.]

1. intr. To make a rapid succession of pats,

taps, or slight sounding strokes, such as those of

rain-drops against a window-pane ;
often referring

mainly to the sound produced.
1611 COTGR., Pestiller^ to paddle; or, as Pctiller% or to

patter; to beat thicke and short. 1681 W. ROBERTSON
Phraseol. Gen. (1693) 980 They come pattering down as
thick as hail. 1728-46 THOMSON Spring- 176 The stealing
shower is scarce to patter heard. 1818 MRS. SHELLEY
Frankenst. v. (1865) 65 The rain pattered dismally against
the panes. i8zo W. IRVING Sketch Bk. II. 79, I heard the
sound of little feet pattering outside of the door. 1884
Harper's Mag. Dec. 82/1 The acorns patter at their feet.

2. intr. To run with a rapid succession of short

quick sounding steps.
1806-7 J- BERESFORU Miseries Hum. Life (1826) xx. xiii.

269 Hearing a large party pattering up stairs, and all talking
at once. 1824 Miss FF.RRIER Inhcr. viii, Away she pattered
full speed. 1864 TENNYSON Grandmother xx, Pattering
over the boards, she comes and goes at her will. 1895 F. K.
TROLLOPK F. Trollope II. ix, 162 She pattered downstairs
and bestowed a silver sixpence on the. .old pauper.
3. trans* (causal.} To cause to come or fall with

a rapid succession of short slight sounding strokes.

1819 KEATS St. Agnes xxxvi, The frost-wind .. pattering
the sharp sleet Against the window-panes. 1821 CLARE Vill.

Minstr. I. 29 Tempest, beetling loud,. .Pattering the acorns
from the cups adown. 1884 J. R. DRAKE Culprit Fay in

Harper's Mag. Dec. 156/1 And the fluttering scallop behind
would float, And patter the water about the boat.

b. To pelt or bespatter as with a shower.
1879 STEVENSON Trav. Cevenncsfa The trees would patter

me all over with big drops from the rain of the afternoon.

Hence Pa'ttering vbl. sb.'t and///, a*
1697 DRYDEN &neid ix. 910 Patt'ring Hail comes pouring

on the Main. 1792 MME. D'ARBLAY Lett. 2 Oct., In the
midst of pattering showers and cloudy skies. 1801 SOUTHEY
Thalaba j. xlviii, The pattering of the shower. 1884 MAY
CROMMELIN Brown~Eyes\\. 14 Eager to hear the little patter-
ing feet. 1886 RUSKIN Prxterita I. 288 Cliffs, with a pretty
pattering stream at the bottom. 1891 T. HARDY Tess (1900)
116/2 A pattering of hoofs on the soil of the field.

Patter (pge'tai), v3 Aitstral. '

pigeon-Eng?
[App. from a native lang. In Collins Vocab. Port

Jackson Dialect^\ trans. To eat.

1833 STURT S. Australia II. vii. 223 He himself did not

patter (eat) any of it. 1881 A. C. GRANT Bush Lije xvii.

172
* You patter (eat) potchum?'

' Yohi
'

(yes>, said John,
. . not sure how his stomach will agree with the strange meat.

Pattera, Patteran, var. PATERA, PATBIN.

Patteraro(e, var. PEURERO, a small gun.
Fatterer (pse'larai). [f. PATTER v + -EK*.]
One who patters, a. One who says paternosters,
or mechanically repeats prayers, formulae, etc.

1513 DOUGLAS SEncis vin. Prol. 105 Preistis [quha] suld be

patereris
and for the peple pray. 1835 Court Mag. VI. 108/1

This pale-faced patterer of prayers and retailer of grave
sayings. 1889 J. S. NICHOLSON Dreamer of Dreams i. i. 4
Enthusiasts for freedom and patterers of creeds.

b. One who speaks rapidly or glibly with little

regard to sense or matter ; one who (

speechifies
'

like a Cheap Jack ; one who speaks the '

patter'
or cant of a set of people.
1552 HULOET, Superfluouse patterer of wordes, battologiis.

1849 H. AINSWORTH Rookwood Pref. (1878) 30 Its meaning
must be perfectly clear and perspicuous to the practised
patterer of Romany, or Pedlar's French. 1851 MAYHEW
Lond. Labour I. 213/1 The class of street-orators, known
in these days as '

patterers' and formerly termed 'mounte-
banks ', -who.. strive to 'help off their wares by pompous
speeches in which little regard is paideither to truthor propri-
ety'. 1870 F. JACOX Rec. of a Recluse I. i. 17 The street

patterers of London, and those who buy their wares.

Pattern (pae'tam) , sb. Forms : a. 4-8 patron,
(5 patrouu, 4-6 patrone). &. 6 patarne, 6-7
-erne, -ern, patterne, 6- pattern. 7. 6 patten.
[ME. patron^ a. F. patron, which still means both
*

patron' and 'pattern'. In i6thc. pa'tron, with
shifted accent, evidently began to be pronounced
(pa-t'rn, pa'tain) as in apron (^'pam), and spelt

patarnet paterne^ pattern. By 1700 the original
form ceased to be used of things, and patron and

pattern became differentiated in form and sense.]
1.

' The original proposed to imitation
; the

archetype; that which is to be copied; an exemplar*
(J.) ;

an example or model deserving imitation
;

an example or model of a particular excellence.
a. 1369 CHAUCER Dethc Blaunche 910 Truely she Was

her chefe patron of beaute, And chefe ensample of al her
werke. 1500-20 DLNBAR Poems Ixxxviii. 31 O ! towne of

townes, patrone and not compare : London, thou art the

PATTERN.
floure of Cities all. 1581 J. MELVILL Diary (1842) 114
An exemple and patron of guid and godlie order to uther
Nationnes.

J9. 1548 UDALL, etc. Erasnt.^ Par. Mark x. 64 These
haue in them an ensample of innocencie and simplicitie,
after the patarne wherof, proude malicious persones must be
forged a newe. 1587 FLEMING Contn. Holinshed III. 1344/1
His gouernement, which he would fashion out after the
paterne of his predecessors and great vncles. 1613 SHAKS.
Hen. yill^ v. v. 23 She shall be . . A Patterne to all Princes
liuing with her, And all that shall succeed, a 1745 SWIFT
Portr.fr. Life Wks. 1841 I. 768/1 A housewife in bed, at
table a slattern ; For all an example, for no one a pattern.
1870 E. PEACOCK Ralf Skirl. III. 183 A pattern of the
domestic virtues.

y. 1570 LEVINS Manip. 61/10 Latten, aurichalcum. A
Patten, prototypon. [Cf. Ibid. 82/6 A Pasterne. .A Paterne,
Prototypon^. .A Tauerne.]

t b. transf. An image. Obs. rare.

1582 STANYHURST JEneis ir. (Arb.) 49 Vlisses Attempted
lewdly fro the church to imbeazel an holy Patterne of Pallas.

2. Anything fashioned, shaped, or designed to

serve as a model from which something is to be
made

;
a model, design, plan, or outline.

a. [1352 in Brayley & Britton Westminster (1836) iS^ To
John Lambard, for two quatcrn' of royal paper for the
painter's patrons is. 8</. Ibid. 185.] 1387 Contract in

Registr. Cart. Ecclesie S. Egidii de Edinl<. (Hann. Cl.) 25
Voutyt on the maner and the masounry as thevoute abovyn
Sant Stevinys auter..the qwhylk patronne thay haf sene.
Alsua. .a wyndow with thre lychtys in fourme masonnelyke
the qwhilk patrone thai haf sene. ? 1421 Lett. Marg.
Anj'ou <y Bp. Beckington (Camden) 20 The fundament of
youre chappell .. wherof I send yow the patrone. -1440
Prontp, I'arv. 386/1 Patrone, forme to werk by. 1481 in

Eng. Gilds (1870) 321 As hit apereth by patrons of blacke

paper in our Cornell Kofer of record. 1526 TINDALK Ileb,
viii. 5 For take hede..that thou make all thynges accordynge
to the patrone [1611 paterne] shewed to the in the mount.
igS 1 RtfcoRDE Pathiu. Knowl. \. Def. ( Thereof doe masons,
and other worke mcnnc call that patron, a centre, whereby
thei drawe the lines [etc.].

/3. 1577 B. GOOGE HercsbacJis Hnsb, (1586) R ij, Those
that you haue taken vp wilde, and be well framed, and pro-
porcioned, according to my paterne. 1594 HOOKER Keel.
Pol. i. ii. 5 That Law which hath been the Pattern to

make, and is the Card to guide the World by. 1606 CHAPMAN
Gentleman Usher Plays 1873 I. 316 He was a patterne for

a Potter, Fit t' have his picture stampt on a stone Jugge.
1644 Direct. Pnbl. Worship 19 A Patern of Prayer. 1838
LVTTON Alice n. ii, That proper orders should bu .. trans-

mitted . . with one of Evelyn's dresses, as a pattern for . .

length and breadth. 1878 JEVOSS Prim. Pol. Econ. iv. 37
Almost all the common things we use now.. are made by
machinery, and are copies of an original pattern.
fig. 1611 SHAKS. II int. T. iv. iv. 393 liy th'patterne of
mine owne thoughts, I cut out The puntie of his. 1655 tr.

Com. Hist. Francion i. 8, I promise to shape my assistance

by the Patterne of your commands.
3. spec, in Founding, t a. A matrix, a mould.
Obs. b. A figure in wood or metal from which
a mould is made for a casting.

. 1508 Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scot. IV. 109 Item, for

making of ane patroun to cast gun pellokis in, iijj. 1821
TKEDGOLD Ess. Cast Iron (1824) 10 In making patterns
for cast iron, an allowance of about one-eighth of an inch

per foot, must be made for the contraction of the metal in

cooling. 1875 Ure's Diet. Arts (ed.?) II. 471 liefore metals
can be cast.. patterns must be prepared of wood or metal,
and then moulds constructed of some sufficiently infusible
material

capable
of receiving the fluid metal. 1884 C. G. W.

LOCK Workshop Receipts'&vc. rn. 18/1 1'he workman places
the plaster statuette, which is now his

'

pattern ', on a bed of
soft moulding-sand.

f 4. Something formed after a model or proto-
type, a copy; a likeness, similitude. Obs. rare.

- '557 N. T. (Genev.) Heb. viii. 5 Priestes serve unto the

patrone and shadowe of heauenly thynges. 1709 BERKELEY
'J'h. I'tsion 141 Visible figures are patrons of, or of the
same species with, the respective tangible figures represented
by them.

ft. 1570 Homilies n. Wilful Reb. in. Fjb, The rebels
them selues are the very figures of feends and deuyls, and
their captayne the vngratious paterne of Lucifer & Satan,
the prince of darknesse. i6zz BIBLE Heb. ix. 23 It was there-
fore necessary that the patternes [WYCLIF saumpleris, TIN-
DALE Genev, similitudes, Rheims examplers] of things in

the heauens should bee purified with these, but the heauenly
things themselues with better sacrifices then these. 1714
STEELE Lover 15 Feb. (1723) 4 Mr. Severn has at this time
Patterns sent him of all the young Women in Town.
5. * A specimen ; a part shown as a sample of

the rest
'

(J.) ; a sample. Alsoyff.
1644 G. PLATTES in Hartlib's Legacy (1655) 252 If. . I could

have his knowledge of that seed, a pattern of it, and . . ten
or fifteen pound weight of it by, or before April. 1648-60
HEXHAM Dutch Dict.^ Een Stael ofte Monster, a Patron or
a Proofe of any marchandize or wares, a 1745 SWIFT (J.) t

A gentleman sends to my shop for a pattern of stuff; if he
likes it, he compares the pattern with the whole piece, and
probably we bargain. 1732 YOUNG Brothers in, i, For
thee, Demetrius, did I go to Rome, And bring thee patterns
thence of brothers love. 1829 LYTTON Devereux n. i, A
tailor, with his books of patterns just imported from Paris.

6. An example, an instance; esp. atypical, model,
or representative instance, a signal example.
*555 W. WATREMAN Fardle Facions Pref. 12 The first

paternes of mankind (Adam and Eue). z6n BP. HALL
Conteipl. t

O. T. n. iii, What a liuely patterne doe I see in

Abraham, .of a strong faith. 1704 SWIFT T. Titb Apol., It is

another pattern of this answerer's fair dealing. 1774 GOLDSM.
Nat. Hist. (1776) V. 249 Instead, .ofdescending into a minute
discrimination of every species, let us take one for a pattern,
to which all the rest will be found to bear the strongest

affinity. 1822 LAMB Elia Ser. i. Mod. Gallantry^ The only
pattern of consistent gallantry I have met with.

f7. A precedent, an instance appealed to. Obs.



PATTERN.

1588 SHAKS. Tit. A. v. iii. 44 A patterne, president, and
liuely warrant, For me. .to p^rforme the like. 1595 John
lit. iv. 16 Well could I beare that England had this praise,
So we [the French] could finde some patterne of our shame.

1630 EARL MANCHESTER in Buccleuch MSS. (Hist. MSS.
Comm.) I. 272 It would be a good pattern for other places.

1672 MARVELL Reh. Transp. i. 167 There is not a scold at

Bitlins-gate but may defend herself by the patern of King
James and Archbishop Whitgift.

8. A decorative or artistic design, as for china,

carpets, wall-papers, etc.; hence, this design carried

out in the manufactured article, fabric, etc. ; style,

type, or class of decoration, elaboration of form,
or composition of parts.

1582 STANYHURST sEncis i. (Arb.) 38 Of plate great cup-
boords, thee gould embossed in anticque Patterns. 1758
JOHNSON Idler No. 13 p 7 To direct their operations and to

draw patterns. 1783 JUSTAMOND tr. RaynaCs Hist. Indies
VIII. 235 Paris surpassed Persia in her carpets, ..in the

elegance of her patterns, and the beauty of her dyes. 1827
LYTTON Pelham xl,

' Ah !

'

cried I, . .

' what a pretty Man-
chester pattern this is'. 1851 D. WILSON Preh. Ann. (1863)
I. n. ii. 359 The forms and patterns of the various weapons.
1876 UESANT & RICE Gold. Butterfly Prol. i, The pattern
of his check-shirt being larger.

b. transf. Applied to a style of figuring or

marking of natural or fortuitous origin.
1849 JAMES Woodman vii, Forming a sort of pattern or

figure inside and out. 1870 DICKENS E. Drood xii, The
broken frames . . cast patterns on the ground. 1899 A llbutt's

Syst. Med. VIII. 937 In other cases, the lesions display a
'pattern'. Mod. The patterns made by the frost on the

window-panes. Butterflies of the same general type, but
the markings showing different patterns.

9. A specimen model of a proposed coin, struck

by a mint, but not subsequently adopted for the

currency. Distinguished from a proof.
1837 Penny Cycl. VII. 330/1 Henry VIII struck some

patterns for a silver crown ; but the first crown for currency
was struck by Edward VI. 1879 H. PHILLIPS Notes Coins
12 A fine Gothic pattern crown of Queen Victoria never

adopted for the national coinage. 1903 IVestm, Gaz. 15 June
8/2 A pattern farthing of 1661 was sold at Sotheby's on

Saturday for ^78.
10. A sufficient quantity of material for making

n garment, esp. a dress
;
a dress-length, U. S.

1847 in WEBSTER.
1L Gunmaking. The marks made by the shot

from a gun on a target, in respect of their close-

ness together and evenness of distribution within

a certain radius from the central point.
Declaredpattern : a statement by the maker of the number

of pellets a shot-gun will deliver and distribute within a
given radius under specified conditions, as in quot. 1892.
1881 GREENER Gun 303 Sportsmen cannot attach top much

importance to regular and uniform patterns, especially in

pigeon shooting, where one thin pattern will probably cause
a shooter to lose a match. 1892 Brceck-Loader 124 When
a gun is said to make a pattern of 200, it means that 200
is the average number put within a circle 30 in. in diameter
on the target, the butt of the gun being forty yards. .from
the target, the load being 3 drams of black powder, or the

equivalent in nitro powder, and i ounces of No. 6 shot, 270
to the ounce (304 pellets to i ounces), which is called the

standard load, and originated at the Field Gun Trials of

1875, when the charge of shot was first counted. Ibid. 140
Sportsmen seem slow to grasp the fact that pattern is the

all-important factor in the killing range of the gun. 1886
Badminton Libr., Shooting I. 98 The coarse grain burns

evenly all along the barrel, and hence gives a better pattern
in regard to the shot.

12. In Ireland, A patron saint's day; the festival

of a patron saint ; hence transf. the festivities with

which it is celebrated : cf. PATRON sb. 5 c.

1745 Season. Adv. Protest. 19 The Papists will squander
their Substance at Fairs and Patterns. 1827 HONE Every
day Bk. II. 383 The usual fair day or *fatron\ or, as it is

usually pronounced, pattern or patten, is a festive meeting
to commemorate the virtues of a patron saint. 1892 Spectator
22 Oct. 560 'Patterne' ..primarily meant the day of the

patron saint. Then it came to mean the dance on the festival

day, and now is used of a dance on any holiday. 1893 W. C.
BORLASE Age Saints Cornwall 44 Observances practised in

the names ofPatrick, or Bridget, or Delcan.. on their pattern
or festival days.

13. a. attrib.) passing into adj. Serving as a

pattern or model ; typical, archetypal ;

' ideal ',

* model '. Sometimes hyphened to following sb.

1809-12 MAR. EDGEWORTH Vivian iii, I.. never set myselfup
for a pattern man. i8z8 P. CUNNINGHAM N. S. Wales (ed. 3)

II. 272 This pattern-convict is now in the service of a dis-

senting clergyman in the colony. 1840 J. BUEL Farmer's
Companion 24 The average annual profit of the pattern-
farm. 1849 C. BRONTE Shirley xxii, Two pattern young
ladies, in pattern attire, with pattern deportment. 1880 Miss
BRADDON Barbara xvi, He felt himself a pattern father.

b. attrib. and Comb., aspattern-cutter'^-engravert

girl, papery ring, store, suit, tile, trade, -work,
etc. ; pattern-like, -phrased adjs. ; pattern-wise
adv.

; pattern-book, (a} a book of (industrial)

patterns or designs, as of fabrics, lace, wall-papers,
etc. ; () a blank book of cardboards to hold

patterns ; pattern-box, Weaving, (a] a box con-

taining several shuttles, any one of which may be

sent along the *shed' as required by the pattern
in colour-pattern weaving, a shuttle-box

; (6} *the

box perforated for the harness-cards in the Jacquard
loom* (Knight Diet. Mech. 1875) ; pattern-card,

(a) a sample-card (of cloth, etc.) ; also, a book of

such cards, a pattern-book; (b} Weaving, in a
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Jacqnarcl attachment = CARD sb.- 10; also attrib.,

as pattern-card cutter, maker, mounting, etc. ;

pattern-chain, Weaving, a device for bringing
the shuttles automatically from the pattern-box to

the picker in the required sequence ; pattern-
cylinder,

' a means of operating the harness of

a loom by means of a cylinder with projections
which come in contact in due order of time with the

respective levers which work the shed' (Knight);
pattern-designer, -drawer, a workman who
designs or draws patterns ; so pattern-designing,

-drawing f pattern-line, in earthworks, a narrow
bank of earth whose height serves as a guide for

raising a piece of ground : cf. LINE j/5.^ 20 ;

pattern-maker, one who makes patterns ; spec.

(a)
' one who arranges textile patterns for weaving"

(Simmonds Diet. Trade 1858); (K) Founding,
one who makes patterns for iron castings ;

so

pattern-making; pattern-moulder, 'a designer
and maker of patterns for cast-iron foundries'

(Simmonds) ; pattern-reader =pattern-maker (a) ;

pattern-room = pattern-shop; pattern-setter,
I a workman or workwoman who decides upon the

manner of filling up a lace or other pattern already

designed and stamped ; pattern-shop, that part
of a factory or foundry in which patterns are

prepared ; pattern-wheel, (a) a count-wheel (see
COUNT S&.1 9) or locking-plate, whose notches de-

termine the striking of a clock (Knight); (6)
=

pattern-cylinder ; (c)
' a pricking-wheel for mark-

ing out a pattern' (Funk S Stand. Diet. 1895).
1858 SIMMONDS Diet. Trade,

*
'Pattern-book, a book with

designs for selection. 1876 J. HASLEM (title} Old Derby
China Factory.. facsimiles copied from old Derby pattern
books. 1822 W. IRVING Braceb. Hall (1823) I. 98 [Com-

;

mercial travellers] changing the lance for a driving-whip,
the buckler for a "pattern card. 1847 MRS. SHERWOOD in

Life vi. (1854) 95 Pictet Pere was the very pattern-card of

an old French courtier. 1851 in Iltustr. Land. News (1854)

j
5 Aug. 119/2 Occupations of People. -Pattern-card maker.
Mod. Advt., Pattern Card Mounters, Cutters, and Gummers

! wanted. 1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mech. 1637/2 The *pattern-
I chain., has links of varying night, which, as they pass

beneath the roller on lever /, raise it to a greater or lesser

hight-.and so bring the required shuttle in position to be
struck by the picker. 1851 in Iltustr. Land. A'Vmr(i854)5Aug.
119/2 Pattern-designer, -cutter. 1899 MACKAIL Life \V.

Morris I. 78 Morris was a pattern-designer and decorator.

1881 W. MORRIS (title) Some Hints on *Pattern-Designing.
|

Ibid, i By. .pattern-design, ..I mean the ornamentation of

a surface by work that is not imitative or historical ; at any
1

rate, not principally or essentially so. 1756 ROLT Diet.

Trade,
*
Pattern-Drawer, is a person employed in drawing

patterns for silk weavers, callico-printers, embroiderers, lace-

workers, quilters [etc.]. i823j. BADCOCK Dcmt.Amuscm. 48
The Kaleidoscope . . an assistant to pattern-drawers of

every description. 1864 A. M CKAY Hist. Kilmarnock 249
He has become skilled in "pattern-drawing. 1890 W. J.
GORDON Foundry 171 There is a wide gap between an

ordinary mill-hand and a *pattern-engraver. 1838 SYD.

SMITH Let. to Lti J. Russell Wks. 1859 II. 299/1 They pre-
serve a childish and "pattern-like uniformity in Cathedrals.

1712 J. JAMES tr. Le Blonds Gardening 106 These "Pattern-

Lines may be from twelve Inches to two Foot broad. 1858
SIMMONDS Diet. Trade,

*
Pattern-maker, Pattern-readier.

1881 YOUNG Every Matt his mun Mechanic 37 [Alder]
works very smoothly, and is much used by turners and

pattern-makers. Ibid. 623 'Pattern-making.. is rather an

important branch of the wood-working art. 1895 Model
Steam Engine 95 Beeswax, melted and mixed with brick-

dust, is very useful in pattern-making, to stop up holes,

cracks, &c. 1879 GEO. ELIOT Theo. Such xv. 264 The safe

and 'pattern-phrased style [of literary criticism]. 1867
Criminal Ckronol. York Castle in Thomas Stearman..a

"pattern-ring maker. 1844 G. DODD Textile Mamif. vii.

224 When the stamper has imprinted on the net the outlines

of the device, a '

'pattern-setter
'

decides on the manner in

which the pattern shall be filled up. 1900 EL'Ctr. Rev. (U. S.)

17 Aug., Our "pattern stores, which were built next the wall,

were completely demolished. 1704 Land. Gaz. No. 4062/8
A "Pattern-Suit, to contain Five Yards of Cloth, dark-

grey. .;. .a Pattern-Shirt. .; a Pattern Hat. 1899 MACKAIL

Life W. Morris II. 43 "Pattern tiles, chiefly meant for use

in fireplaces, went on being produced. 1878 GEO. ELIOT

Coll. Breakf. P. 93 Not any letters of the alphabet Wrought
syllogisiically "pattern-wise. 1902 }Vesti. Caz. 29 Nov. 3/1
He had designed some of the best "pattern-work of our time.

Pa'ttern, v. Also 6-7 patera, patterne. [f.

'. prec. Cf. F. patronner (1437 in Hatz.-Darm.).]
I. f 1. trans, a. To make a pattern for ; to

i design, sketch, plan. Obs.

1581 SIDNEY Afol. Poctrie (Arb ) 34 That way of pattern-
! ing a Common-wealth was most absolute, though hee [Sir T.
1

More] perchaunce hath not so absolutely perfourmed it.

f b. To be a pattern for ; to give an example or

precedent for ; to prefigure. Obs.

1588 SHAKS. Tit. A. w. L 57 See, see, I such a place there

is, . . Patern'd by that the Poet heere describes, By nature

made for murthers and for rapes. 1593 Lvcr. 629 When
patternd by thy fault fowle sin may say, He learnd to sin,

and thou didst teach the way. 1603 Mcas. for M. n. i.

30 When I, that censure him, do so offend, Let mine owne

Judgement patterne out my death, And nothing come in

partial!. 1654 R. BOREMAN Panegyr. Dr. Combar 2 A duty,
which is patterned to us by the practice of Heathens, Jewes,
and Christians in all ages.

2. To make (something) after a pattern or model,
or according to some fashion ; to model, fashion.

Const, after, on, upon ; t also by. from, to.

PATTERNY.
1608 HIERON Defence n. 151 The Lord doth teach us to

patterne our obedience to tlie holy Angels. 1665 SIR T.
HERBERT Trav. (1677) 163 [A temple] patterned from that
which Adam reared in Paradise. 1875 WHITNEY Life Langt

xii. 249 All the rest of the language should come to be
patterned after that model. 1890 Cassell's Fam. Mag. Apr.
301/1 He has patterned his conduct on the example of his
father.

ft). Pattern out : to work out or construct

according to some pattern. Obs.

1599 B. JONSON Cynthia's Rev- v. iii, For men, by their

example, pattern out Their imitations. 1641 MILTON Re-
form. i. Wks. (1851) 10 Judge whether that Kings Reigne
be a fit time frum whence to patterne out the Constitution
of a Church Discipline.
3. To match, to parallel, to equal ;

to compare
(a person or thing to, 'with another). Obs. or arch.
a 1586 SIDNEY Arcadia \\, (1590) 109 The Hkenesse of our

mishaps makes me presume to patterne my selfe vnto him.

1589 NASHE Almondfor Parrat 19 Such a packet of male
and female professors, as the world might not patterne.
1611 SHAKS. Wint. T. in. ii. 37. 1622 WITHER Mistr.
Phllar. Juvenilia (1633) 609 By her self must therefore she,
Or by nothing pattern'd be. 1843 SYD. SMITH Let. Amer.
Debts Wks. 1859 II. 327/2 History cannot pattern it.

4. To take as a pattern ; to imitate, copy. rare.
1601 DOLMAN La Primaud. Fr. Acad. (1618) III. 735

The fire here beneath doth aptly patterne him. 1641
MILTON Ch. Govt. i. iii. Wks. (1851) no This very word
of patterning or imitating excludes Episcopacy from the
solid and grave Ethicall law. 1827 HOOD Mids. Fairies

Ivi, So the spider spins, And eke the silk-worm, pattern'd
by ourselves. 1901 Dundee Advertiser 23 Apr. 4 The High-
land Board has '

patterned
'

the Irish method in buying and
allocating pure-bred animals.

f5. To exemplify, afford an example of. Obs.
1606 G. W[OODCOCKE] Hist. Ivstine xxm. 86 To patterne

and manifestly shew in him, the frailties that man's life is

subiect vnto. 1620 FORD Linea V. in Ined. Tracts (Shaks.
Soc.) 48 Whatsoeuer..in those, .collections is inserted to

patterne and personate an excellent man.
6. intr. To take example (by something), rare.

18.. MRS. DODGE Tale of Thanks 14 (Funk) Not a charm
of earth or sky But comes for my girl to pattern by.

II. 7. trans. To work or decorate with a

pattern, to work over with artistic designs; also

transf. to adorn with light and shade, or with

variegated marking or colouring. To pattern out\

to lay out in a pattern.
1857 RVSKIN Pol. Econ. Art ii. (1868) 120 But we let the

walls fall that Giotto patterned. i86a W. W. STORY Roba
di R. vii. (1863) I. 155 One of the Roman kitchen-gardens,
patterned out in even rows and squares ofgreen. 1877 A. B.
EDWARDS Up Nile xxi. 659 The same kind of cartonnage,

patterned in many colours on a white ground. 1880 BLACK-
MORE Mary Anerley II. v. 94 Patterned with the same
zigzag. 1898 MRS. H. WARD Helbeck of Bannisdale 397
The damson trees were all out patterning the valleys.

8. intr. Of a gun : To distribute the shot in

a pattern : see PATTERN sb. ii.

Hence Pa'tterning vbl. sb.
y
the production or

arrangement of patterns ; concr.work done according
to a pattern, design, or fashion

;
also Fa'tterner,

one who draws or composes patterns.
1862 RAWLINSON Anc. Mon. I. vi. 388 The patterning of

the pillars with chevrons is. .remarkable. 1882 F. WEDMORK
m Academy i^ Jan. 32/3 The upholders of beautiful pattern-

ing, who.. say that exquisite painting is the first and last

business of a painter. 1889 RAWLINSON Phoenicia 203 This

sarcophagus, the edges of which are most richly adorned
with patterning. 1889 Standard 13 May 3/1 Human
emotion the force which a mere patterner of spaces, a mere
contemner of "subjects', would banish from pictorial art*

plays a great part in the piece.

t Pa-tternable, a. Obs. [f.
PATTERN v. +

-ABLE.] Capable of being matched or paralleled.
1648 J. BEAUMONT Psyche xx. cclvii, Our Souls it would

not torture to be ty'd In patternable slavery.

Fa tterned, ///. a. [f.
PATTERN sb. and v. +

-ED.] Having a pattern or patterns ; decorated or

worked with a pattern or design. Often with denn-

ing word, as large-, small-) fancy-patterned.
1797-1805 S. & HT. LEE Canterb. T. V. 24 Neat window

curtains, pretty-patterned sopha, and unsoiled carpet. 1876

J. MARTISEAU Hours Th. 292 The horizontal sun.. pierc-

ing the forest with a patterned glory. 1882 Archxol, Cant.

XIV. 104 A pavement., of coloured and patterned tiles.

Pa'tteriiise, v. rare. [See -IZE.]

T" 1. trans. To conform to a pattern. Obs.

1615 JACKSON Creed iv. viii. 6 In our works paternized
to His ima^e, renewed in our minds, as towardly children

express their noble ancestors' worth, by lively resemblance

of their personages, and real imitation of their virtues.

2. To reduce to or arrange in a pattern.

1836 Blackw. Mag. XL. 551 When human eyes shall be

happily gifted with a Kaleidoscope power to patternize all

confusion, . .then will Turner be a greater painter than ever

the world yet saw.

Pa'tternless, a. [f.
PATTERN sb. + -LESS.]

fa. Unmatched, peerless. Obs. b. Void of pattern

or design ; plain, undecorated.

1613 HEYWOOD Silver Age m. L Wks. 1874 III. 128 Thy
curtesie equals thy actiue power: And thou in both art

chiefe and pattern elesse. 1861 DUTTON COOK /'. Foster's

D. v, Turkey carpets.. trodden patternless and threadbare

with the use of years. 1878 H. S. WILSON Alp. Ascents iv.

133 A room with blank patternless walls.

Fa-tterny, a. rare. [f.
PATTERN sb. + -Y.]

Characterized by the (obtrusive) presence of

pattern ; having too much pattern.

1885 MRS. CADDY Footstt-ps Jeanne ifArc (1886) 130 An



PATTINSONATION.

enchanting church outside, but.. within, how coloured and

patterny. 1901 tt'estm* Gaz. 18 Apr. 3/1 A patterny
element like lace.

Patteroon, obs. form of PATROON.

Pattimar, Pattin, obs. ff. PATAMAB, PATTEN.

PattinsOiiize (pse'tinsanaiz), v. [f. name of

H. L. Pattinson of Newcastle-upou-Tyne, by whom
the process was described at the meeting of the

British Association in 1838 : see Penny Cycl.

XIII. 372/1.] trans. To extract silver from

(argentiferous lead-ore) by the Pattinson process.
Hence Pattinsoniza'tion or Pattinsona tioii.

1881 RAYMOND Mining Gloss,
,
Pattinson process, a pro-

cess in which lead containing silver is passed through a

series of melting-kettles, in each ofwhich crystals of a poorer

alloy are deposited, while the fluid bath, ladled from one

kettle to the next, is proportionately richer in silver. In

mechanical pattinsonation the operation is performed in

a cylindrical vessel, in which the bath is stirred mechanic-

ally, and from which, as the richer alloy crystallizes, the

poorer liquid is repeatedly drained out. 1882 OC.II.VIK,

Pattinsonizc. 1895 Funk's Stand. Diet., Pattinsonization,

Pattipan, Pattish, var. PATTYPAN, PATISE.

Pattle, pettle (pcc-t'l, pe't'l), sb. Sc. and
north, dial. Also 4-5 pat(t)yl, 5 patil(l, 6 patle.

[Origin obscure ; app. another form of PADDLE

sb.\ with which it partly coincides in meaning.]
1. A tool like a small spade with a long handle,

used chiefly to remove the earth adhering to a

plough ; a plough-staff.
a. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xxv. (yjtlia'i) 130 A housb.ind

a-gane oure lay Telyt his land one sownday; . .pe patyl his

hand clewyt to, pe muldebred quhen he suld mvk [rime
tuk]. 1404 Durham Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 399, ij plogh
pattyl. CX47O HENRYSON ftlor. Fab. x, (Fox <f Wolf) ii,

The husband, .cryit, and caist his patill and grit stanis.

1570 Satir. Poems Reform, xii. 72 Hirdmen sail hunt ?ow
vpthrow Garranis gyll, Castand thair Patlis, and lat the

pleuch stand still. 1785 BURNS To Mouse i, I wad be laith

to rin an' chase thee Wi' murd'ring pattle. 1820 SCOTT
ftlonast. xi, If he liked a book ill, he liked a plough or a

pattle worse.

p. 1786 BURNS Earnest Cry <$ Prayer xv, Or faith ! I'll

wad my new pleugh-pettle, Ye'll see't or lang. 1824 SCOTT

Redgauntlet Let. x, A hand that never held pleugh -stilt or

pettle. 1858 M. PORTEOUS Souter Johnny 24 Pettle or

plough staff, with which he cleaned the ploughshare.

f2. = PADLE sb. Obs. (See PATTLE v,}

3. Comb., as pattle-shaft, -tree, the shaft or

handle of a pattle.
1868 D. GORRIE Summers <$ Winters in Orktieys viii.

(1871) 298 Using a pattle-tree to clear away clods. 1871
W. ALEXANDER Johnny Gibb xv. (1873) 92 Nae the vera

patile shafts but was broken.

tPa'ttle, v. Sc. Obs. rare. [f. prec. 2.] trans.

To scrape with a hoe (Sc. padle) or mud-scraper.
1553-4 Burgh Rec* Edin. (Rec. Soc.) II. 351 Item .. for

ane patill to patil the kirk with. 1554-5 Ibid. 296 To
Thomas Hallis servand for paittelling and dcichting of all

the steppis of the turngryss of the tolbuith, viij d.

fPa'ttle-bone, Obs., the knee-pan: seePATELJ^.

Pa-ttock. local. Also puttock. [? Altered

from mattock^\ A grubbing mattock : see quots.
1728 JAS. DOUGLAS in Phil. Trans. XXXV. 572 To take

up the Saffron Heads, or break up the Ground, . . they
sometimes plough it, sometimes use a forked Kind of Hough
called a Pattock. [So 1766 Complete Farmer s.v. Saffron.}

1903 WRIGHT Eng. Dial. Dlct.
t
Puttock. .Manufacturers of

tools, whose works are in Birmingham, have frequently had
the grubbing or stocking mattock asked for under this name.

Pattrell, obs. form of PKITREL.

Patty (poe'ti). Also 9 pattee. [Alteration of

F. pdtij W. pastt PASTY.] A little pie or pasty.
1710 P. LAMB Cookery 75 Your Mushroom Patty, .is proper

for second Course, a 1756 MRS. HAYWOOD New Present

(1771) 171 To make Veal Patties, 1769 MRS, RAFFALD Eng.
Housekpr. (1778) 25 Lay over it fried oysters, or oyster

patties. 1848 DICKENS Dombcy v, I see cold fowls ham
patties salad lobster. 1870 RAMSAY Remin. iv. (ed. 18)

72 His mistress, .dabbed her fork into the pattee.

Pa'tty-cake. [f-
PATTY + CAKE.]

1. A patty.
1865 HOLLAND Plain. T. viii. 293, I will make patty-cakes

and pastry.

^[ 2. Error for PAT-A-CAKE.
1889 C F. WOOLSON in Harper's ftlag. June 119 He

played patty-cake steadily with Porley, looking at the others

out of the corner of his eye.

Pattymar, -maur, obs. forms of PATTAMAR.

Pattypan (pse'tipaen). Also 7 pateepan,

patti-, 8-9 patte-, pattipan. [f. PATTY + PAN sb\
f 1. A pasty baked in a small pan ;

= PATTY, Obs.

1694 MOTTEUX Rabelais iv. xxxvi. 142 Lin'd with a great
number of Forrest-Puddings, heavy Patti-pans \Goudi-
ucaitlx massifs\ and Horse Sawsages. a 1700 B. E. Diet.

Cant. Creivt Pateepan, a little Pye, or small Pasty.
2. A small tin pan or shape in which patties are

baked.

1710 P. LAMB Cookery 67 It is proper you bake your
Oysters on a Mazarine you serve it in, or a little Patty-pan.
1741 Cornel. Fam.-Piece i. ii. iog First lay a thin Crust into

your Pattipan. 1769 MRS. RAFFALD Eng. Ilousekpr. (1778)

259 To make Bread Cheese-Cakes . . bake them in raised

crusts, or patte-pans. 1837 HOWITT Rur. Life ii. i. (1862)

93 The iron tray of nicely laden patty-pans goes into the oven.

attrib. 1870 EMFRSON Soc. ff J>W., Eloquence \Vks. (Bohn)
III. 24 One man is brought to the boiling-point by the

excitement of conversation in the parlour. ..He has a two-

inch enthusiasm, a patty-pan ebullition.
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Pa'tuleilt, a. rare. [app. f. L. palul-us

spreading, PATULOUS, with ending as in palent.~\

Open, expanded, gaping.
1709 P. BLAIR in Phil. Trans. XXVII. 72 The Hairs are

more loose and the Pores more patulent and obvious. 1803
Medical Jrnl. X. 435 Pressure would approximate the sides

of the uterus, and close these patulent vessels.

t Pa-tulicate, v. Obs. rare~ a
. [f. ppl. stem of

mecl. or mod.L. patulicdre to open, spread out, f.

patul-us PATULOUS.] Hence fPatulica'tion.
1656 BLOUNT Glos., Patulicatc, to be opened, or made wide.

1658 PHILLIPS, Patulication, a being opened, or made wide.

Pa^tulipa'llate, a. Zool. [f.
mod.L. Paluli-

palla (f. patulus open + pal'la mantle), Latreille's

name for an order of Conchifera having an open
mantle deficient in siphons : see -ATE.] Having the

characters of the Patulipalla.
1857 in MAYNE Expos. Lex.

Patulous (pse-tirftos), a. [f. L. fatul-ns

standing open, spread out, spreading, f. root of

patire to be open : cf. bibulus, crcdulus, etc.]

1. Open ; expanded ; opening rather widely.
1616 T. ADAMS Taming of Tongue Wks. 1862 III. 15 The

ear yet hears more than ever the eye saw, and by reason of
its patulous admission, derives that to the understanding
whereof the sight never had a glance. 1697 Phil. Trans.
XIX. 407 The Mouth was a very large patulous opening.
1778 DA COSTA Brit. Conch. 16 On the under side it is quite

patulous, pr wide open. 1836-9 TOUD Cycl. Anat. II. 60/2
By elasticity the proper patulous condition of certain canals

and outlets is secured.

2. Spreading : said esp. of the boughs of a tree,

after Virg. Eel. I. I.

1682 GIBBON Introd. ati Latinam Blasoniaui 84 This
Cross . . is always made patulous at its ends. 1790 Bystander
72 Reclining, .under the umbrage of a patulous beech. 1875
R. F. BURTON Gorilla L. (18761 1. 39 His hands and feet are

large and patulous. 1881 BLACKMOKE Christffiuell xv. (1882)
I. 227 The boughs of the patulous tree .. afford a noble

amplitude.
3. a. Bot. (See quots.)
1756 WATSON in Phil. Trans. XLIX. 8rs The rigid leaved

Bell-flowers, with a diffusive panicle and patulous flowers.

1806 GALPIXE Brit. Bot. 1 1 Calyx setaceous, patulous, longer
than the spikelets. 1861 BENTLEY Man. But. 223 The sepals
are. . spreading outwards.. divergent or patulous.

b. Entom. (See quot.)
1826 KIRUY& SP. Entomol. IV. 337 /

>rtrW0w..when wings
at rest partly cover each other.

Hence Pa'tulously adv.
,
Pa tulonsuess.

1881 WATSON in Jrnl. Linn. Soc. XV. 274 Inner lip

spreads patulonsly, 1872 COHEN Dis. Throat 4 Exposed to

atmospheric influences . . in consequence of its permanent
patulousness. 1876 tr. von Ziemssens Cycl. Med. V. 329
Patulousness of the fetal openings is a not infrequent con-

sequence of extensive congenital atelectasis.

Paty, obs. form of PATTEE.

Patyent, Patyl, obs. ff. PATIENT, PATEL i.

Patyn, Patyse, var. PATEN, PATTE.V, PATISE.

Pauash, obs. form of PAVIS.

t Paucht, v. Sc. Obs. [f. the stem oi pauchty,
PAUGHTY

;
or a back-formation from that word.]

trans. To fill with pride, elate, uplift.
c 1602 JAMES VI Let. Q. Eliz. (Camden) r45j I ressaued your

letter, quhiche hath so pauchtid my hairte with contentment,
as nather my tongue nor my penne is able to expresse.

Pauchty : see PAUGHTY.
Fauci- (pg'si-), comb, form of L. paucus few,

little, used in Zool. and Bot. to form adjs., as

Pauciarti'culate, -ated, having few joints, in Bot.,

slightly or loosely jointed ;
Paucide ntate, having

few teeth, slightly dentated (Mayne Expos. Lex.

1857) ; Panciflo-rous, having few flowers (ibid.) ;

Paucifo'liate, having few leaves or folioles; so

Paucifo'lious ; Pancilo-cular, having few loculi
;

Paucine'rvate, slightly veined, said of a leaf, etc.

(Mayne) ; so Pancine'rvious ; Pauciprnnate,

pinnate with few leaflets ; Fancira'diate, -ated,

having few rays, as the fin of a fish, or the umbel
of a plant (Mayne) ; Paucisprral, having few

whorls, as a shell ; so Paucispi'rated.
1852 DANA Crust. H. 1312 A *pauci-articulate flagellum.

1857 MAYNE Expos. Lex., *Pauciarticulated. 1895 Cam-
bridge Nat. Hist. III. 433 Holohepatica. Cerata medio-

dorsal, retractile or not, usually *paucifoliate, liver never
ramified. 1872 PEASI.EE Ovar. Tumors 31 *Paucilocular,
in opposition to polycystic. 1843 Penny Cycl. XXV. 386/1

Operculum..*paucispiral on the left border. ^1851-6 WOOD-
WARD Mollitsca 102 The operculum is described as Pauci-

spiral, or few-whirled, as in Litorina.

t Pau'cify, v. Obs. rare. [f.
L.paucus, patici-

few, little : see -FY.] trans. To make few, diminish.

1648 Brit. Bellman in Harl. Misc. (ed. Park) VII. 626 To
paucify the number of those you conceived would counter-

vote you. 1792 COWPER Let. to 11^. Hayley 26 Dec., My
opportunities of writing are paucifud, as perhaps, Dr. John-
son would have dared to say.

Fauciloquent (pgsi-liflcwent), a. rare", [f.

i PAUCI- + L. loqnent-em speaking, pr. pple. of loqul :

I cf. next.] Uttering few words ; speaking briefly.
I Hence Pauci'loquently adv., with few words.

1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Paitciloquent . ., that speaketh little.
1 1882 WALLACE Reporters (ed. 4) 340 The pauciloquently

praising Eldon.

Pauci'loq/uy. rare. [ad. L. pauciloqui-um
a speaking but little (Plautns),f.PAUCl- + -loijtiiunt,

PAUL.

f. loqul to speak.] The utterance of few words;

sparingness of speech.
1633 COCKKRAM, rauciloquic, few words. 1648 J. BKAUMONT

Psyche xx. ccii, Fear no Discredit by Pauciloquie. 1658

PHILLIPS, Pautiloquy. a speaking few word.s, little talk. 1721
in BAILEY. 1755 ;n JOHNSON.

Paucity (.pg-siti). Also 5 paucyte. [a. F.

paucitf (I4th c. in Godef. Coinpl.'], or ad. L.

paitcitas, 1. paucus few: see -ITV.]
1. Smallness of number

; fewness; a small number.
c 1425 Found. St. Bartholomew's (E.E.T.S.) 35 Whom the

grace of God from the forsayid paucyte encre.sid yn-to
.xxxv.to. 1566 Form Coin. Prayer in Litiirg. Serv. Q. Eliz.

(Parker Soc.) 534 That they, neither respecting their own
weakness and paucity . . may by thy power obtain victory.

1709 BERKELEY Th. Vision 70 The greater paucity of rays
arriving at the eye. 1881 JOWKTT TJutcyd. I. 235 In danger
of having to capitulate owing to. .the paucity of its defenders.

2. Smallness of quantity ;
scantiness.

1650 BULWER Anthropoinct. 230 Snial Feet argue paucity
of matter. 1680 BOYLE Froditc. Chcin. 1'rinc. \\. 64 It

afforded . so little oil, that the paucity seemed ^tran^e. 1858
BUCKLE Cii'itiz. (1873) II. viii. 434 From paucity of evidence,
we are unable to measure them with precision.

Paueillon, -elo^u)n, -eylon, obs. ff. PAVILION.

Paueiss, -es(se, -ews, -eys, oLs. ff. I'AVIS.

Faughie : see PAUGIE.

Paughty, pauchty (pg'ti, Sc. paxtii, a. Sc.

and north, dial. Also Yoiksh. paf'ty. [Origin

unknown.] Haughty, proud; saucy, insolent,

impertinent.
1572 A. AHBUTHNOT fllis. pure Scclar in Pinkerton Anc.

Sc. Poems (1786) 153 Pauchtie pryd richt sair do I detest.

1637-50 Ko\\' Jfist. C7[. Sc. (Wodrow Soc.) 395 IMaxuell,

Bishop of Rosse, (that proud and paughtie peece
1

. 1720 RAM-
SAY U'ealth 99 EVL-II nandycraftsmen...strut fou paughty in

the alley. 1828 SCOTT F. M. Perth xxvi, The disgust which
the paughty Hielantl \

r arlet had always shown for my honest

trade. 1876 Mffa't6yG/ffss.,Pq/ity,impeitineiit. 1890EDWARDS
3Iod. Scot. Poets 169, I never Heetch the paughly fair.

Faugie (pg'gi). local U. S. Also paughie,
porgy. [From the ending of the Narragansett
Indian name mishaipp&itog, pi. oimishcnp, literally
' thick-scaled ',

from mishe large, and cuppi scale.]

Local name of a North American fish, of the bream

kind, I'agms argyrops, also called scnppatig.
1860 BAKTLETT Diet. Anicr., Porgy or Paugie.., a n\h of

the spams family, common in the waters of New Kngland
and New York. ..It is singular that one half the original

name, scup, should be retained for this fish in Rhode Island,

and the other half, pfiug, changed into paitgie 01
'

p^rgy, in

New York. 1864 WEBSTER, Pavgie. ..A kind of lij.li; the

porgy. 1870 Putnam's Mag. VI. 525 Porgy, Scup, and

Scuppaug, names .. in different sections of the Northern

States. 1890 Cent. J)ict., Pang/iic, same as porgy.

f Pauh, int. Obs. rare. Variant of PAH int.

1693 CONGREVE Old Back. II. i, Egad he's a brave Fellow

Pauh, I am quite another thing, when I am with him.

Pauhaugen (pO|hg-gen). local U. S. Also

pauhagen, poghaden, pohagan, pookagan, etc.

[Abnaki (dial, of Algonkin) pukatigane (Kasles).]

Local name of the menhaden, a N. American fish.

1860 BAUTLETT Diet. Amer. s. v. Menhaden, Also known
by the names Bony-fish, White-fish, Hardhead, Mossbonker,
and Pauhagen. lbid.,Pohagen,m Panhagm. 1864WEBSTER,
Pauhangen. \%yoCentury Diet., Pogliaden.. the menhaden.
Also paiiJmgen.

Pauice, pauish, obs. forms of PAVIS.

Pauilion,-iUl)on,-ilun, etc., obs. ff. PAVILION.

Pauk, Pauky, etc. : see PAWK, PAWKY, etc.

Paul (pgl). Also 4 Poul, Poule ; genitive 4

Powlys, 4-6 Poules, 5-7 Paules, 6 Pawles,
Powlles, 6-7 Powles, 6-8 Pauls, 7- Paul's,

[a. OF./W,mod.F. Paul = It. Paolo, Sp./W0:-L.
Paulntn, in nom. Paulusl\
1. The English form of the Latin personal name

Paulas, well known as that of the '

Apostle of the

Gentiles' (Acts xiii. 9). Used in proverbial phrases
in conjunction with PETEK, q. v.

2. [tr. It. Paolo, Paul.] The PAOLO, an obsolete

Italian silver coin, worth about fivepence sterling.

1767 STERNE Tr. Shandy IX. xxiv, I paid five Pauls for

two hard eggs. 1854 LOWELL yrnl. in Italy Pr. Wks. 1890
I. 191 You give the custode a paul for showing you the wolf

that suckled Romulus and Remus.
3. Paul Pry : name of a very inquisitive char-

acter in a comedy of the same name by John
Poole, 1825 ;

often used allusively (also altrili.).

1829 MACAULAY Soitthey's Colloq. Soc. Ess. (1887) 118 The

magistrate, .ought to be a perfect jack-of-all-trades.. a Paul

Pry in every house, spying, eaves-dropping, relieving,

admonishing [etc.]. 221845 HOOD Tale o/ Trumpet xi, She
had much of the spirit that lies Perdu in a notable set of

Paul Prys. 1870 Miss BRIDGMAN Rob. Lynne II. i. 4 It will

cure her of her Paul-Pry tricks. 1882 Encycl. Brit. XIV.

695/2 Paul Pry, ..always his [Liston's] most popular part,

soon became to many a real personage. 1897 Pall Jlfall

Mag. Nov. 311 Some of the Paul Prys of the parish had

intercepted the flyman.
b. Hence Paul-Pry v. intr., to behave like

Paul Pry ; to be impertinently inquisitive or prying.

1839 MARRYAT Diary Amer. Ser. 1. 1. no Others mounting
..and Paul Prying into the bed-room windows. 1865 H.

KTNGSLEY Hillyarsf, Burtons xxx, Who the deuce are you,

cross-questioning and Paul-Prying ?

f4. Paul's: popular name of St. Paul's Cathedral

in London ;
in i6-i7th c. a favourite resort of loun-

7-2-2
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gers, gossips, etc. Obs. (Now always St. Paul's?)
Hence attrib. in Paul's Alley, Paul's Chain, now
London lanes, Paul's Cross, etc.

1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. xm. 65 pis freke bifor be den of

poules Preched of penaunces. [1393 Ibid. C. x\-i. 70 At
seint paules by-for be peuple what penaunce bei suffreden.]
a 1460 Gregory's Chron. (Camden) 98 Powlys Crosse. The
whiche was pronounsyd at Powlys Crosse. 1573 BARET^/&.
To Rdr., The right Worshipfull M. Nowell, Deane of Pawjes.
1579 W.WILKINSON Confut.Fa.milyeofLone-2q\>, Protesting
the truth of HN. his bookes openly at Paules crosse. 1596
SHAKS. i Hen. IV,\\. iv. 576 This oyly Rascall is knowne as
well as Poules. 1597 2 Hen. IV, \. ii. 58, I bought him in

Paules. 1613 Hen. VIII, v. iv. 16 We may as well push
against Powles as stirre 'em. 1613 MIDDLETON Triumphs of
Trutk Bij,The Angell and Zeale .. conduct him to Pauls-

chaine. c 1645 HOWELL Lett. (1655) IV. 83 While you adorn

your Churches there, we destroy them here : Among other,

poor Pouls looks like a great Skeleton. ..Truly I think nor
Turk or Tartar, .would have us'd Pauls in that manner.

5. Phrases and Combinations with Paul's :

Paul's betony (erron. St. Paul's betony), name
for a species of Veronica, the Wood Speedwell
(V. officinalis), described by Paulus ^Egineta as

a betony ; improperly applied to V. serpyllifolia ;

)
Paul's foot, a lineal foot, the standard of which

was the foot of Algar carved on the base of acolumn
of old St. Paul's, London (Gent. Mag. July 1852,

57); f Paul's man (see quot.) ;
Paul's pigeon

(see quot. a 1661) ; fSt. Paul's tide, the season

about the festival of the Conversion of St. Paul

(Jan. 25); f Paul's walk, the nave of St. Paul's

Cathedral as a resort of loungers, newsmongers,
etc. in i6th and i^th c. ; so t Paul's-walker, one
who frequented St. Paul's as a lounger or gossip ;

t Paul's-walking a.; j Paul's work, (?)botched

work, a 'mess'.

1548 TURNER NamcsofJIerbes 19 Betonica. Fault aeginete

..maye be called in englishe *Paufes betony orwodde Peny
ryal. 1551 Herbal i. F iv b, Paulis betony is myche
dyfferyng from Dioscorides betony, as Paulus witnesseth

hys selfe. 1646 SIR T. BROWSE Pseud. Ep. n. vi. 101 Betonica

Pauli.or Pauls Betony, hereof the people have some conceit
in reference to S. Paul, whereas indeed that name is derived
from Paulus ^Egineta, an ancient Physitian of jEgina. 1879
PRIOR Plant.n . ted. 3) 178 Paul's Betony,. . Veronica serpylli-

folia. 1886 BKITTKN & HOLLAND Plant-n., Paul's Betony,
I'crimica officinalis. [1419 Liber Albits (Rolls) I. 279
Paiement . . vii pees et demy en longur, et de le pee de
Seint Poul.] 1442 Rolls of Parliament V. 44/1 The seide

newe brigge so to be made with a draght lef contenyng
the space of iiii fete called *Paules fete in brede. 1447
\Viil ofSharyngton (Somerset Ho.), Height of two poules
fete. 1616 B. JONSON Ev. Man in Hum. Dram. Pers.,

Cap. Bobadill, a *Paules-man. 1816 GIFFORD B. yonson's

Wja. I. 6 note, A Paul's man, i. e. a frequenter of the

middle aisle of St. Paul's cathedral, the common resort of

cast captains, sharpers, gulls, and gossipers. <zi66x FULLER
Worthies, London (1811) II. 65 One of St. Anthonies Pigs
therein (so were the Scholars of that School commonly called,
as those of St. Paul's, "Paul's Pigeons) [cf. STOW Sura.

(1603) 75]. 1701 Land. Gaz. No. 3718/4 The Fairs held at

the City of Bristol at St. James-Tide, and at St. "Pauls-Tide.

1628 EARLE Microcosm. (Arb.) 73 "Pauls Walke is the

LandsEpitome. i658OsuonN Jos. /Wks. (1673)477 Edward
Wimark the "Pauls-walker. Ibid. Index 20 The Pauls-

walking News-mongers report Northumberland too.. inti-

mate with P. Henry. 1602 UEKKER Satirotnast. Wks. 1873
I. 212 And when he had done, made "Poules worke of it.

1620 in Court # T. Jos. I (1848) II. 203 But I doubt, when
all is done, it will prove, as they say Paul's work. 1673
S'too him Hayes 15 But I must dispatch, for I see He's

making Paul's work on't already.

Paul, -e, paulle, obs. forms of PALL, PAWL.

Pauldron, another form of POULDRON, a piece
of armour covering the shoulder, a shoulder-plate.
1594, 1834, etc. [see POULDRON].

Paulfrey, obs. form of PALFREY.

Paulian (pg-lian), sb. and a. [f. L. Paul-us

Paul : cf. Christ-ion.] A. sb.

1. Ch. Hist. One of a sect who rejected the

personality of the Logos and the Holy Spirit, and

denied the pre-existence of Christ as ' the eternal

Son of God '

; founded by Paul of Samosata in the

3rd century.
CM49 PECOCK Repr. (Rolls) II. 498 The sect of Paulianys,

which helden that Crist was not bifore Marie, but took his

bigynnyng of Marie. 1764 MACLAINE tr. Moshcim's Eccl.

Hist. (1844) I. 83/2 Paul of Samosata .. left behind him a

sect, that assumed the title of Paulians, or Paulianists. 1877
M^CLINTOCK & STRONG Cycl. Sit 1. Lit. VII. 835 One of the

canons of Nice required the Paulians to be rebaptized.

2. A follower or disciple of St. Paul, nonce-use.

1609 BIBLE (Douay) Deut. xxv. comin., They are called

Christians, not Paulians, whom S. Paul converted.

B. adj. That is a follower of St. Paul, nonce-vie.

1638 FEATLY Strict. Lyndotn. I. 213 The lesuit should

have said, a Paulian heretique, for Clemanges and Wickliffe

professe with Paul, Act 24. 14.

So Fau'lianist, Fau'lianite = A. I.

1696 tr. Dupins Eccl. Hist. I. II. 6 The: errors of the
Ebionites. Paulianites, Sabellians and Arians. Ibid. 44
The Paulianists, who distinguished the Word from the Son
of God, and the Paraclete from the Holy Spirit. 1764 [see

PAULIAN A. i]. 1831-3 E. BURTON Eccl. Hist, xxviit. (1845)

591 His [Paul's] followers, who were known by the name of

Paulianists, continued . . till the beginning of the fifth century.

Faulician (pg'i'J'an), sb. and a. Ch. Hist.

[ad. L. Pauliciani, a. Gr. TlavXiKiavoi, of obscure

origin, thought by some to be from Paulus PAUL.]

a. sb. A member ofa sect which arose in Armenia
in the 7th century, holding modified Manicha;an

opinions, b. adj. Of or belonging to this sect.

Hence Paulrcianism, the doctrine of the sect.

1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl.,Paulicians,.. so called from their

chieftain, one Paulus, an Armenian, in the seventh century.

1764 MACLAINE tr. Moshcim's Eccl. Hist. (1844) I. 211^.
1840 MACAULAY Ranke Ess. (1887) 575 The Paulician theology
. . spread rapidly through Provence and Languedoc. 1883
SCHAFF Encycl. Relig. Knowl. III. 2407/1 The Bulgarians. .

finally united with the Eastern Church ; and only a small

body of Paulicians are now Catholics.

Paulie, pallie (p'li, pu'H), a. (sb.) Sc. Also

pawlie, palie, paley. [Origin not ascertained.]
a. adj. Undersized, weakly, impotent : applied

esp. to the smallest or poorest lambs of a flock, I

also to a poor weakly child, b. sb. An undersized
|

lamb, one of the smallest lambs of a flock.

1818 HOGG Brownie of B. I. ix. 158 There was Geordie
. .the flesher,.. that took away the crocks and the paulies,
and my brockit-lamb. 1822 W. J. NAPIER Pract. Store-

\

fanning 251 The gimmer-lambs throughout, bear a propor-
tion to the 'second

'

lambs and palies as two to one. a 1835
HOGG Tales (1866) 360 As for your paulie loop lamb, what
carelforit? 1886 C. SCOTT Sheep Farmings) Deformedand
crippled specimens in Scotland are termed '

pallie lambs '.

Paulin. [app. second element of TARPAULIN.]
A trade name for waterproof coverings of the nature

of tarpaulin, whether tarred, oiled, or painted.
[1847-78 HALLIWELL, Pauling, a covering for a cart or

waggon. Line.] 1882 Englishman 2 Dec. 4/5 These
Pauiins are prepared from the best English Tarpaulin
Canvas. Ibid., Tarred, Oiled aud Painted Pauiins.

Pauline (pj'lain), a. and sb. Also S -in. [ad.
L. Paulln-us adj., f. Paulus Paul : see -INE !.]

A. adj. Of, pertaining to, or characteristic of

St. Paul, his writings, or his doctrines.

I8I7COLER1DGE.S/0.5-.Z//.II. xxiii. 307 Passages., thoroughly
Pauline. 1860 WESTCOTT Introd. Study Cosp. iv. (ed. 5) 243
For him [Marcion] the Pauline narrative was the truest pic-
ture of the life of Christ. 1876 C. M. DAVIES Unorth. Land.

(ed. 2) 36 Selections . . from the Pauline Epistles.

B. sb.

1. A member of certain religious orders so named.

1362 LANGL. P. PI. A. n. 76 In witnesse of whuche bing,

wrong was be furste, Pers be pardoner, Paulynes doctor.

1353 [bid. C. in. 1 10 Of paulynes queste. c 1483 Chron. London
(1827) 43 In the same yere [1310] began the ordreof Paulyns,
that is to say Crowched Freres. n 1550 Image 1 'poo isie

in. in Skelton's H'ks. (1843) II. 441 Some be Paulines, Some
be Antonynes, Some be Bernardines, Some be Celcstines.

2. A follower of St. Paul, nonce-use.

1740 J. DUPKE Conform. Anf. $ Mod. Cerem. 32 _The
Primitive Christians . . never called themselves Johnians,
Pauiins, nor Barnabites.

3. A scholar of St. Paul's School, London.

1867 Athcnxum 30 Nov. 715/1 [Sir Philip] Francis was a
London boy by education, and a Pauline. . . The Paulines

were especially famous for caligraphy. 1897 ABBOTT
CAMPBELL Life Jowctt I. ii. 41 He returned to London,
bringing with him the 'blue ribbon' of Oxford, an honour
which at that time no Pauline had won.

Hence Paulinian (-i'nian), a. = PAULINE a.; si.

= PAULINIST; Pau'linism (-iniz'm), the doctrine

of St. Paul, Pauline theology ;
Part linist, an ad-

herent of St. Paul or his doctrine ;
Paulini'stio

a., of or pertaining to a Paulinist or Paulinism
;

Fau'linize v. intr., to follow the doctrine of St.

Paul
;
trans. ,to makePauline, imbue with Paulinism

(in quot., to represent as Pauline).

1874 Supernal. Rclig. II. II. v. 5 The rapid growth .. of

Paulinian doctrine. 1883 Loos & BEHRINCER tr. J. Grab's

Life Zwingli xvi. 136, I preach.. as Paul writes; why do

you not rather call me a Faulinian? 1837 M. PATTISON

.^.(1889) II. 234Theantithesisof Petrinismand*Paulinism.

1882 FARRAH Early Chr. I. 92 Christians who wished to

stand aloof alike from *Paulinists and Judaists. 1860 Lit.

Churctun. 16 Nov. 427/1 Too much inclined to see. .sharp
distinctions between the Jewish-Christians and the heathen

converts.., attributing a 'Paulinistic tendency to the latter.

1898 W. M. RAMSAY Was Christ born at Bethlehem' 51

Luke's view has . . a strong Paulinistic character. 1865
tr. Strauss' New Life Jesus I. 178 The account, .given in

Luke with its "Paulinizing sections. 1885 A thenxum 3 Oct.

429/1 St. Luke's Gospel.. is Paulinized too much.

Paulism (pg-liz'm). nonce-wJ. [f. PAUL +

-ISM.] The doctrine of St. Paul
;
Paulinism.

1823 BENTHAM Not Paul 367 Whatever is in Paul,_and is

not . . in any one of the four Gospels, is not Christianity, but

Paulism.

Faulist (pg-list). [f. as prec. + -1ST.]

1. (See quots.)
1678 J. PHILLIPS tr. Tavcrnier's Voy. it. I. xiii. 77 The

Jesuites at Goa, are known by the name of Paulists. 1757

J. H. GROSE Voy. E. Ind. 79 The Jesuits, who are better

known in India by the appellation of Paulists, from their

head church and convent of St. Paul's in Goa.

2. A member of a Roman Catholic association,

the Congregation of the Missionary Priests of St.

Paul the Apostle, founded at New York in 1858.

1883 SCHAFF Encycl. Relig. Knowl. III. 1778.

t Paulistine. Obs. = PAULIST i.

1698 FRYER Ace. E. India * P. 70 A College. :
belonging

to the Jesuits here, more commonly called Paulistines. Ibid.

150 St. Paul's was the first Monastery of the_Jesuits
in Goa,

from whence they receive the Name of Paulistins.

Paulite 1
(Ptf'lait). Ch. Hist. [f. name of

Paul, L. Paul-zis + -ITE 1
I.]

1. One of an order of monks, also called Hermits

of St. Paul, founded in 1215, at Budapest. Also
attrib. or as adj. Of or belonging to this order.

1884 G. B. MALLESON Battle-Fields ofGerm. vii. 221 Priests
and monks of all denominations, the Benedictines, the

Jesuits, the Carmelites, the Paulites. 1888 H. C. LEA Hist.

Inquisition I. 418 He.. retired to a Paulite monastery.
2. nonce-wd. One who is 'of Paul': see I Cor.i.i2.

1839 WHATELY Dangers Chr. Faith in. iv. (1837) 74 The
Sects of Paulites, and Apollonians and the rest, would have
gradually diverged more and more in doctrine.

Pattlite-. Min. [ad. Ger. Patilit, name given
by Werner, 1812, from St. Paul Island, Labrador:
see -ITE !

2.] A synonym of HYPERSTHENE.
1814 T. ALLAN Min. Nomencl. 24 Hyperstene, Labrador

hornblende. .Paulite. 1852 C.U. SHEPARD^/;'. (ed. 3) 199.

Paulie, obs. form of PALL.

II Faullinia (pgli'nia). Bot. [mod.L. (Lin-

rEeus, 1737), from the name of C. F. Paullini, a
German botanist.] A genus of tropical American
and West African climbing shrubs (N.O. Sapin-
dacea) ; a plant of this genus.
1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp., Paulinia. 1833 WHHTIEH

Tonssaint I'Ouverturc 16 The lithe paullinia's verdant fold.

Paulmer, obs. form of PALMER.

Paulo-post-future (pg
:

10ip<?ust|fiw'tiu.i), a.

and sb. [ad. mod.L. paulo post futurum, the

current rendering, from the time of Lascaris 1494,
of the Greek name 6 pir' o\iyav ul\\a>v, the future

after a little, in Sp. elfuturo de aqui a poco. In

1 6th c. called also maxfuturum 'immediate future';

and in igth c. Grammars, 'third future', 'futurum

exactum
',

' futurum perfectum ',

' future perfect'.]
1. A name of a tense of the passive voice of Greek

verbs, the chief use of which was to state that an
event will take place immediately.
[A good example of the Greek use is in Aristoph. Pint.

1027 #pafe, ai irejrpaeTai, Speak and it shall be done at

once, or as soon as said.]

1824 L, MURKAY Exg. Gram. (ed. 5) I. n. vi. 161 Some
grammarians have alleged, that..we should also admit the

dual number, the paulo-post future tense, the middle voice. .

found in Greek.

2. allusively. A future which is a little after

the present ; a by-and-by ; belonging to an imme-
diate or proximate future.

[1822 SHELLEY Lett. Pr. Wks. 1880 IV. 260 My post, .must
be transformed by your delay into a paulo post futurum.]
1848 LOWELL Fable for Critics 936 Here comes Dana,
abstractedly loitering along, Involved in a paulo-post-future
of song, Who'll be going to write what'll never be written

Till the Muse .. gives him the mitten. 1887 DOWDEN Life

Shelley I. vi. 246 Shelley's .. anticipated profits were in the

paulo-post-future. 1901 Scotsman 9 Sept. 7/4 An accumu-
lation like this of time-expired men has a paulo-post-future
effect on the working of the short-service system.

Hence Paulo-post-futu-ratively adv., as be-

longing to the near future. So Panlo-po-st a.

\\.. paulo post a little after], a little subsequent;
also Faulo-pa-st a., a little past, relating to

something lately finished. (All nonce-wds.')
a 1843 SOUTHEY Doctor Interch. xx. (1848) 494 While 1 am

treating of it paulo-post-futuratively, as of a possible case.

1849 THOREAU Week ConcordRiv. Wed. 265 Our to-morrow's

future should be at least paulo-post to theirs. 1876 C. M.
UAVIES Unorth. Land. 289 Conversing with little knots of

his paulopost congregation. 1892 STEVENSON A cross Plains

106 All that I say in this paper is in a paulo-past tense.

llPaulownia'.pglc'vnia^lJu'nia).^/. [Named,

1835, af'er Anna Paulovna, daughter of the Tsar

Paul I.] A genus of Scrophulariacax , comprising
the single species P. impcrialis, a Japanese orna-

mental tree with purplish trumpet-shaped flowers

blossoming in early spring; cultivated in some

parts of Europe and America.

1847 J. MITFORD Lett, tr Rem. (1891) 206, I prefer them

[myrtles] to Victoria Reginas or Pauloneas, or other things
with hard names and gigantic leaves. 1883 Harper's Mag.
Apr. 730/1 This golden Catalpa I purpose cutting down
every year.., as is done with the paulownia.

Paulsgrave, obs. form of PALSGRAVE.

Pault, Paulter, etc. : see PALT, PALTEB, etc.

Paum(e, Paumer(e, obs. ff. PALM, PALMER.

Paument, obs. form of PAVEMENT.

Paun, variant form of PAGNE, a loin-cloth.

1897 MARY KINGSLEY W. Africa 223 The native dress for

men and women alike is the cloth or paun.

Paun, var. PAN sb!>, obs. f. PAWN sb. and v.

Paunage, obs. form of PANNAGE.

t Faun.ce. Obs. Also 4 paunz, 6 pans,

pawnee, [var. of panche, PAUNCH si/.
1

: cf.

PAUNCER ; also, obs. F. pance
' the paunch . . ; also

the fashion of a great bellied doublet, or the great

bellie of a doublet
'

(Cotgr.).]
1. = PAUNCER i.

c 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. Wace (Rolls) 10028 Breche of

maille, wyb paunz non liche. [1369 Test. Karlcol. (1893) 02

Item lego . . Johanni fratri meo unum par de paunce et de

Ibid, in Pitcairn Crim. Trials 1. '317 Twa Pansis of mailje.

2. = PAUNCEK 2.

a 1500 Medulla in Catk. A xfl. 42 note, Rtnale, a breke

gyrdyl or a paunce.
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3. Comb., as paunce-cloth.
1552 in Surrey Ch. Goods 16 Item a pawnee cloth of blewe.

Paunce, obs. form of PANSY.

t Pau-ncer, pairncher. Obs. In 5 panoere,
panchere, pawnohere, (pawun-), pauntcher,
pa(w)ncherde. [a. OF. pandere, panchiere fern.

(also pander masc.) = It. panziera, panciera,
med.L. pancerea, -eria; thence also MUG, pansier
(Ger. panzer}, MLG. pantzer, panscher, panser,
MDu. pantsier, Du. pantser; f. OF. pance, panclie,
now pause, It. panda PAUNCH rf.l]

1. Part of the armour of the I4th and 151)1 cen-

turies, which covered the lower part of the body.
a 1400-50 Alexander 4960 Nynies of }our nethirgloue &

nakens goure leggis, Pesan, pancere, & platis, all to }oure
reue clathi^ 14.. Metr. l-'oc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 629/17
'anchere, epifemur.
2. A belt or girdle for the breeches, a breech-belt,
c 1440 Promp. Parr. 387/2 Pawnchere,../KW<tar, renale.

c 1483 CAXTON Dialogues 8/38 Upon the keuerchief Chertes,
briches, With the pauntcher. 1483 Cath. Angl. 272/1 A
Pawncherde (A. Pancherde), rcnalc, etc.; vln

: a brekebelt.

Faunch. (pn'J, pan'J), j*.l Forms : 4-6
panche, paunche, 4-8 panch, (5 pawnche,
pownche), 6- paunch. Also Sc. and north, dial.

6penche, painche, 8-9 pench, gpensch, painch.

[ME. a. ONF. panche = OF. pance, now pause =
Pr. pansa, Cat. panxa, Sp. panza, Pg. paitfa, It.

panda : Com. Rom. type *pantica, f. L. pantex,
panlic-em paunch, bowels.]
1. The belly, abdomen ; the stomach, as the

receptacle of food (= BELLY sb. 5).

Now, as said of the human subject, usually dyslogistic,
and implying prominence, gluttony, etc.

I"

1375 HARBOUR Bruce ix. 398 Our lorclis of france, that ay
With gud morsellis farsis thair panch. 1377 LANGL. P. PL
B. xni. 87 He shal haue a penaunce in his paunche. 1486
Bk. St. Albans Eiij b, All thyng with in the wombe saue
onli the gall The paunche also. 1548 LATIMER Ploughers
(Arb.) 26 So troubeled wyth Lordelye lyuynge . . pamperynge
oftheyr panches. 1583 Leg. Bp. Si. Androis Pref. 124
Packand thair penche lyk Epicurians. 1668 CULPEPPER &
COLE Barthol. Anat. Introd., The lowest belly, commonly
called Abdomen or the Paunch. 1777 G. FORSTEK yoy.
round IVorltl II. 68 He. .had a most portly paunch. 1871
R. ELLIS Catullus xxxix. n A frugal Umbrian body,
Tuscan huge of paunch. 1871 B. TAYLOR Faust (1875) I.

xxii. 196 Spider's foot and paunch of toad.

Jig. 1582 STANYHURST sfcncis in. (Arb.) 84 Deadlye Cha-
rybdis..In to gut vpsouping three tymes thee flash water
angrye, From paunch alsoe spuing toe the sky the plash
hastlye receaued. 1506 NASHE Saffron-Walden Wks. (Gro-
sart) III. 163 Throughout the whole pawnch of his booke,
hee is as infinite in commending her. 1602 MARSTON Ant.
ff Mel. i. Wks. 1856 I. 17 Straight chops a wave, and in his
sliftred panch Downe fals our ship.

2. The first and largest stomach of a ruminant ;

the rumen.
c 1420 Pallad. on Ifuso. \. 955 A rammes paunche. 1596

DALRYMPLE tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. i. 94 In place of
potis

and
sik seithing vesselis, the painches of ane ox or ane kow thay
vset. 1715 CHEYNE Phi/os. Princ. Kelif. i. (1716) 360 As in

Beasts, the Panch, the Read, and the Feck. 1836-9 TODD
Cycl. Anat. II. n/i The . . food . . is received into the first

stomach, .which is termed the., paunch.
b. pi. Entrails, viscera. (Now Sc. and north.)

(11548 HALLC/ITOB., Hen. F///i72b,Thekynginhuntyng
tyme hath slain iii. C. dere, and the garbage and paunches
bee cast round about in euery quarter of the Parke. 1780
DAVIDSON Seasons, Spring; 3 Himself wi

1

penches staw'd,
he [an eagle] dights his neb.

c. esp. as used for food ; tripe.
c 1430 Two Cookery-bks. 7 Trype de Motoun. Take |?e

pownche of a chepe. 1500-20 DUNBAR Poems Ixxxii. 25
Panches, pudingis of Jok and Jame. 1665 LD. FOUNTAIN-
HALL Jrnl. (1900)79 We have eaten panches heir. 1724 RAM-
SAY Tca-t. Misc. (1733) I. 91 Well scraped paunches. 1825
BROCKETT N. C. Gloss., Painclus, tripe. 1827 LYTTON PeltiatK

Ixiii, I would sooner feed my poodle on paunch and liver.

3. Comb. : f paunch-bellied a., big-bellied,

pot-bellied; f paunch-clout, the membrane en-

veloping the bowels, the omentum; f paunch-
gut sb., a big belly, a pot-belly; a. = paumh-
bellied (a.\s,o tpaunch-gutted a.) ; paunch-kettle,
the paunch of an animal used like a kettle to boil
flesh in; f pauneh-porer (tr. L. extispex}, an

augur who divined by inspecting the entrails of

animals; so ) paunch-poring ; tpaunch-pot,
?a pot of a bulging shape; paunch-swollen a.,

having a swollen paunch ; paunch-wrapt a.,

wrapped in the paunch (in quot., in utero).
c 1672 Koxb. Ball. (1888) VI. sco A 'paunch-belly'd Hostiss.

1733 MORTIMER in Phil. Trans. XXXVIII. 179 She [female
beaver] was very thick, paunch-bellied. 1440 Promp.
Parv. 387/1 'Pawncheclowt, or trype. 14. . Voc. in Wr.-
Wiilcker 599/2 Omentum, an" a pauncheclout. 1683
KENNETT tr. Erasm. on Folly 17 O swinish *paunch-gut
God (say they). 1742 JARVIS Quix. n. in. xi. (1749) 247 AH

kettles. 1656 W. D. tr. Comenius
1

Gate Lat. Unl. 599. 183
Their Extispicium,ot *panch-poring, where the extispex, or

*panch-porer, did it by viewing the entrails of the sacrifices.
1600 WillofSirR* Bedingfield (Somerset Ho.), [The] parcell
guilt *paunche jx>t given at her Christening. 1638-48 G.
DANIEL Eclog iii. 156 Till *panch-swolne Bromius sleeps.
a 1592 M ARLOWE Ovid's Eleg* u. xiv, She that her *paunch-
wrapt child hath slain.

Hence Pau'nchifiil, bellyful.
1824 New Monthly Mag. X. 507 Four times can an active

fellow Eat his paunchful in a day.

Faunch, panch. (pgn'J, pan
1

]), sb? Naut.-
Also 8 pantch. [app. the same word as prec., and
FAUNCE sb.

;
in sense prob. derived from the latter.]

a. A thick strong mat, made of interlaced spun
yarn or strands of rope, employed in various places
on a ship to prevent charing, b. A wooden

covering or shield on the fore side of a mast

(rubbing paunch}* to preserve it from chafing
when the masts or spars are lowered or raised.
1626 CAPT. SMITH Accid. Yng. Seamen 15 Paunches, and

such like. 1627 Seaman's Grain, v. 25 That which we
call a Panch, are broad clouts, wouen of Thrums and Sinnet

together, to saue things from galling about the maine and
fore yards at the ties, and also from the masts [etc.]. 1794
Rigging $ Seamanship I. 13 The front-fish, or paunch, is a

long plank of fir, hollowed to the convexity of the mast, and
fastened on the fortside of the mast over the iron hoops.
1848 G. BlODLBCOMBS Art Rigging 23 Panch, a covering of

wood, or thick texture made of plaited rope-yarn, larger than
a mat, to preserve the masts, &c., from chafing. 1882 NARKS
Seamanship (ed. 6) 9 Rubbing paunch, a batten up and
down the forepart of a lower mast, to keep the lower yards
clear of the hoops when going up or down.

c. Comb., v& paunch-mat , paunch-piece (= b).
ti86o H. STUART Seaman's Catech. 16 Bowsprit, paunch

piece, or gammoning fish. Ibid. 31 Describe a paunch mat
and its use. 1867 SMYTH Sailors Word-hk., Paunch-mat,
a thick and strong mat formed by interweaving sinnet or
strands of rope as close as possible ; it is fastened on the
outside of the yards or rigging, to prevent their chafing.

Faunch. (ppn'T, pan
1

/), z/.l Also 6-7 panch(e,
Now rare or dial. [app. f. PAUNCH sb.^ Palsgr.
translates the English verb by a F. pancer which
is not otherwise known

;
but Florio has It. panciare

' to paunch or vnbowell
'.]

1. trans. To stab or wound in the paunch ;
also

loosely, to stab.

1530 PALSGR. 652/1, I panche a man or a beest, I perys-she
his guttes with a weapen,_/t' pance. a 1548 HALL Chron.,
Hen, V sob, Other had ., their bellies paunched. 1610
SHAKS. Temp. in. ii. 98 Batter his skull, or paunch him
with a stake. 1699 GARTH Dispens. v. (1706) 91 One Pass
had paunch'd the huge hydropick Knight. 1819 KEATS
K. Stephen \. ii. 42 He flung The heft away. .It paunch'd
the Earl of Chester's horse. 1848 [see PAUNCHING below].

2. To cut open the paunch of (an animal) and
take out the viscera ; to disembowel, eviscerate.

1570 LEVINS Manip. 22/35 To Panche, euiscerare. 1598
FLORIO, Viscerare, to panche, or pull out the bowels. 1677
N. Cox Gentl, Recreat. 80 Then he is to pounch [ed. 1721
paunch] him, rewarding the Hounds therewith. 1769
MRS. RAFFALD Eng. Housekpr. (1778) 135 When you have
paunched and cased your hare. 1884 R. JEFFERIES Red
Deer v. 99 When a stag is killed and paunched.
f 3. To stuff the stomach with food ; to fill the

belly, to glut. (Also intr. for re/I.} Obs*

1542 UDALL Erasm. Apoph. u. 344 b, Now ye see hym ful

paunched, as lyons are.. .And in deede the lyons are more
gentle when their bealyes are well filled. *Sg7~8 BP. HALL
Sat. H. ii. 62 Rather , . pale with learned cares, Than paunched
with thy choyce of changed fares. 1612 tr. Benvenuto's

Passenger i. 139 If you did but see him . . in what sort he
vseth to glut and panch himselfe. 1635 QUAKLES EmbL \. ii.

(1718) 10 NQW glutt'ny paunches.
4. To swallow hastily or greedily, rare*

1599 NASHE Lenten Stnffe Wks. (Grosart) V. 279 The
Fisherman .. pauncht him vp at a mouth ful I. 1892 San
Francisco Examiner 28 Aug., Paunching blobs and dollops
of fat.

Hence Pau-nching vbl. sb*

1591 PERCIVALL Sp. Diet., Desolladura, paunching, Eui-
sceratio. 1848 CHAMBERS Inform.Jbr People I. 599/1 When
. .the [cow's] stomach [is] so much distended with the air, that
there is danger of immediate suffocation or bursting in these

instances the puncture of the maw must be instantly per-
formed, which is called paunching. 1892 Pall Mall G.

24 Mar. 2/1 The least pleasant part of the luncheon hour is

the paunching of the birds . . which is often a disgusting
evidence of the slaughter.

t Faunch, v2 Obs, rare. [a. F. pancher* obs.

form (i6-i^thc. in Littre and Cotgr.) of pencher
to incline.] intr* To incline, lean, have &penchant^

physically or mentally.
1577 F. de L'isle's Leg. G iv, They determined a while to

let her paunch some times one way, and some times another,
curiously watching to what ende her behauiours would come,

1595 HUBBOCKE Apol. Infants Unbapt. 14 The ground and
foundation is weeake : their building also vpon it, pauncheth.
Faunched (p^Jt, pan

l

jt), a* [f. PAUNCH sb.

+ -ED 2.] Having a large paunch ; big-bellied,

paunchy. Also in comb., as full-paitnched*
1649 G. DANIEL Trinarc/i., Hen. V, lix, These .. full-

paunch't Boetians, Contemne all Bodies bred in purer Ayre,
As Atticke leanness. 1805 Spirit Pub. Jrnls. IX. 251 The
band of paunch'd Helluos.

Pauncher, variant of PAUNCER Obs*

Paunchway, variant of PANCHWAY.

Faunchy (pg'n'Ji, pa'n
l

ji), a.
[f. PAUNCH sb*

+ -Y.] Having a large paunch ; big-bellied.
1598 FLORIO, Vcntroso, panchie, that hath a great belly.

1821 Blackw. Mag. X. 99 The mayors and sheriffs, in

paunchy order, . . will go down. 1861 Jrnl. Roy. Agric. Soc.
XXII. i. 141 Calves which are in the habit of drinking too
fast are. .detected by a glance at their 'paunchy' condition.

Hence Pan'nchiness.

^1879 Scrifrner's Mag. Dec. 178 All had grown.. rivals in

pious paunchine&s.

Paund, obs. f. PAWN sb*~
;
obs. pa. pple. PAWN v.

Paune, obs. form of PAWN.
f Panned, obs. form of PANED.
a 1548 HALL Chron., Hen. I7/// 69 Long and large gar-

mentes of Blewe satten pauned with Sipres,

Paunflet, obs. f. PAMPHLET.
Paunse, -sie, Paunt, obs. ff. PANSY, PANT.

Pauoise, -oyse, obs. forms of PAVIS.

Fauper (pp'pai), sb. [a. 'L* pauper poor: its

English use originated in the legal phrase informa
paupcris, in the form or character of a poor man
or woman : sec sense i.]
1. A poor person.
a. In Law : One allowed, on account of poverty,

to sue or defend in a court of law without paying
costs (in forma paupcris : see ||

IN 4) ; cf. also

DlSPATJFEK.
[1495 Act ii Hen. VII, c. 12 (heading} An Acte to admytt

such persons as are poore to sue in forma pauperis.] 1631
Star Chamb. Cases (Camden) 73 My Lord Keeper pro-
nounced this order, that the plaintiff should continue pauper.
1641 Spiritual Courts J-:pit. in Marl. Misc. (Malh.) IV. 420
Busy-body* Many of them were infvrma paupcris. Scrape-
all. ..I had rather the judge would have given sentence
against my client, than bestowed a pauper on me. a 1680
BUTLEU J\em. (1759) I. 252 No Court allows.. two single

j

Paupers, T'encounter Hand to Hand at Bars, and trounce
Each other Gratis in a Suit at once. 1768 I'LACKSTONE Comm.
III. xxiv. 400 Paupers, that is, such as will swear themselves
not worth five pounds, are by statute u Henry VII. c. 12. to

1 have original writs and subpoenas gratis, and counsel and
attorney assigned them without fee. Ibid., It seems how-
ever agretd, that a pauper may recover costs, though he

pays none ; for the counsel and clerks are bound to give
their labour to him, but not to his antagonist

b. In general sense : A person destitute of pro-
! perty or means of livelihood; one who has no
1

means, or who is dependent on the charity of

i others; a beggar. (Now associated with c.)

[1493 H. PARKER (title) Diues and Pauper.] 1516 in TO//:

Rep. Hist. AISS. Comm. App. v. 396 No lazer nor infecte

i paupers or poore shall come, .within the town. iSllCRABBE
Tales in I'erse xvii. Resentment 274 And he, a wand'iing
pauper, wanting bread. 1822 SCOTT Nigel \v, He classes me
with the paupers and mendicants from Scotland, who dis-

grace his court in the eyes of the proud English that is all.

1880 Miss BRADDON Barbara xlvi. 315 You would have
found me a disgraced man, ..a pauper without a chance of
fortune. 1893 in Daily Paper (Stead) 4 Oct. ii We [the
British Aristocracy] are, many ofus little better than splendid
paupers. 1894 W. T. STEAD (title) The Splendid Paupers;
a Tale of the coming Plutocracy.

c. spec. A person in receipt of poor-law relief.

1775 T. MENDHAM (title) A Dialogue, in two Conversations,
between a Gentleman, a Pauper, and his Friend ; intended
as an Answer to a Pamphlet published by the Rev. Mr.
Potter, entitled, Observations on the Poor Laws. 1788 W.
MASON (title) Animadversions on the present Government
of the York Lunatic Asylum; in which the case of Parish

Paupers is distinctly considered. 1800 SOUTHEY Kng. Eel.,

Wedding no A parish shell at last, and the little bell Toll'd

hastily for a pauper's funeral ! 1841 T. NOEL Rymes $
Roitndelaycs, Pauper's Drive, Rattle his bones over the

stones; He's only a Pauper, whom nobody owns! 1856
EMERSON Eng. Traits, Ability, The pauper lives better than
the free labourer ; the thief better than the pauper.
2. attrib. and Comb. a. attrib* (in apposition)

or as adj. That is a pauper ; destitute.

1809 Med. Jrnl. XXI. 185 To have pauper patients com-
mitted to him. 1833 HT. MABTINEAU Berkeley the Banker
I. i. 10 Our pauper-labourers have taken his work from him.

1846 J. BAXTER Libr. Pract. Agric. (ed. 4) I. ii The
favourers of emigration ought to begin by educating pauper
children for that purpose. 1869 LD. LYTTON Orval 34 A
pauper prince Paid from the plunder of a pauper people.

b. attrib* Of, belonging or relating to, or

intended for a pauper or paupers, &s>pauper-asylum,
'Coffin* -grave* -list, -palace* -rate* -system ;

also in

objective and instrumental comb., as pauper-breed-

ing, -making, pauper-fed adjs.

1823 COBBETT Rnr. Rides (1885) I. 305 Here has been the

pauper-making work ! 1834 HT. MAHTINEAU in Tait's Mag.
I. 200/1 The result of introducing a legal pauper-system
into Ireland. 1837 Soc. Amcr. III. 190. I was grieved to
see the magnificent pauper asylum near Philadelphia, made
to accommodate luxuriously 1200 persons. 2845 J. K.
CARPENTER Poems <y Lyrics 97 Poor-law minions, pauper-
fed. 1854 WHYTE MELVILLE Gen. Bounce xix, Her child is

in that pauper-coffin which she is following to the grave.
Hence Fau-per v. trans. = PAUPERIZE ; Fatrper-

age = pauperdom Fatrperate v. trans* PAU-
PERIZE

; Fau'perdom, (a) the condition of a

pauper, destitution
; () the realm of paupers,

paupers collectively; Fau'peress, a female pauper.
1879 TENNYSON Falcon i. i, Why then, my lord, we are

*pauper'd out and out. 01847 'n Medwin Shelley I. 301
Those who had just risen above "pauperage. 1850 LD.
OSBORNE Gleanings 76 This seething mass of female pau-

perage. 1866 LOWELL Lett. (1894) L 404 We would not rob

you [England) of a single one of your valuable institutions

state-church, peerage, and pauperage. 1839 J. ROGERS

Antipppopr. xiv. ii. 306 It has *pauperated many a lawful

heir. 1870 Contemp. Rev. XIV. 491 Its duties towards 'pau-

perdom and those on the verge of pauperdom. 1882 Leisure
Hour July 424/2 The rules under which their pauperdom
places them. 1860 DICKENS Uncomm* Trav.'iii, The wards-
woman ; an elderly, able-bodied *pauperess.

Pauperism (p6
t

p9ru
f

m). [f.
PAUPEH sb* +

-ISM. Hence mod.K. paupcrisme (Diet. Acad.

1878), mod.Ger. pauperismus.] The condition of
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paupers ; the existence of a pauper class
; poverty,

with dependence on public relief, as an established

condition or fact among a people. Hence concr.

the pauper class, paupers collectively.
1815 W. CLARKSON (title) An Inquiry into the Cause of the

Increase of Pauperism and Poor's Rates. 1818 in TODD.
1825 COBBETT Rur. Rides 273 Be astonished, if you can, at

the pauperism and the crimes that disgrace this once happy
and moral England. 1827 WHATELY Logic (1837) 239 An
increase of pauperism, i.e. of the habit of depending on

parish-pay. 1857 TOULMIN SMITH Parish 145 Thenceforth

pauperism' became a caste in England. 1876 FAWCETT
Pol. Econ. ii. viii. 232 Pauperism is still one of the most
formidable social and economic difficulties.

Pauperization (p^poraiz^-Jan). [f. next +
-ATION.J The action of pauperizing or condition

of being pauperized.
1847 in WEBSTER. 1849 BRIGHT S#., Ireland 2 Apr. (1876)

174 Demoralisation and pauperisation will go on in an ex-

tending circle. 1874 GREEN Short Hist. x. 4. 805 The
pauperization of families who relied on them for support.

Pauperize (pg-paraiz), v.
[f.

PAUPER + -JZE.]
trans. To make a pauper of; to reduce to the con-

dition of a pauper, or to poverty or destitution;

esp. to make dependent on public relief.

1834 HT. MARTINEAU Moral ii. 47 The indigent who have
been pauperized by the undue depression of wages. 1867
SMILES Huguenots Eng. vi. (1880) 99 Though they were

poor, they were not pauperised, but thrifty and self-helping.

1902 A. M. FAIRBAIRN Philos, Chr. Relig. i. iv. 141 There
is nothing so fatal to the manhood of a people as the charity
that pauperizes.
Hence Pauperized, Pauperizing ppl. adjs, ;

also Pau'perizer, one who pauperizes.
1834 HT. MARTINEAU Moral u. 75 The dreary haunts of

our pauperized classes. 1844 TUPPER Heart i, 9 When did
heart ever gain money? bah! heart indeed pauperizing
bit of muscle ! 1883 V. STUART Egypt 60 Arabi drove out
these pauperizes of the people. 1886 in J. F. Maurice
Lett, DonegalA Pauperising charity, .produces the ordinary
fruits which all the best friends of the poor have .. preached
that it does. . .The people become regular acting beggars.

t Fau'perous, a. Obs. rare 1
, [f. PAUPER +

-ous.] Relating to or connected with the poor.
1621 S. WARD Happ. ofPractice (1627) 47 Haue a stocke

imployed in Gods Bankes, to pauperous and pious vses.

Paupire, obs. form of PAPER.

Faurometabolous (pg-wmrtoe'b^bs), a.

Entom. [f. Gr. navpo-s little, small + METABO-

LOUS.] Having, or of the nature of, slight or

imperfect metamorphosis, as in orthopterous insects.

1893 Cambr, Nat. Hist. V. 199 The changes of form [in
the Orthopteyd\ are much less abrupt and conspicuous than

they are in most other Insects. The metamorphosis is there-

fore called Paurometabolous.

Pauropod (P9'r<*ppd). ZooL [Anglicized sing,
of mod. L. Pauropoda y f, Gr. uavpo-s little, small +
-TToSoy footed, f. irous, 7ro5- foot.] A myriapod of

the order JPauropodat resembling centipedes, but of

very minute size.

1897 Amer. Nat. XXXI. 71 It may be added that the

pauropods can climb, though scarcely as well as Polyxcnus.

f Passably, adv. Obs. rare 1

, [f. *pausable
(f. PAUSE v. + -ABLE in a vague use) + -LY ^.] In

the way of pausing or dwelling upon something;
deliberately, without haste

; pausefully.
a 1632 G. HERBERT Country Parson vi. (1830) 13 Answers

fin church].. are to be done not in a hudling or slubbering
fashion, ..but gently and pausably, thinking what they say.

Fausal (pg'zal), a. (sb.} [f.
L. pansa PAUSE

sb. + -AL : cf. causaL] Of or pertaining to a pause
or the pause in a sentence ; in Heb. Gram, applied
to the form which a word receives in the pause, in

which, in certain cases, a vowel is changed (usually

lengthened), or a weakened vowel reappears in full.

1877 C. T. BALL Merck. Taylors Heb. Gram. 76 In the

pausal forms an original vowel, shortened to s/t fiwa out of

pause, is preserved. 1882-3 SCHAFF Encycl. Relig. Knowl.
II. 928/1 TpTQ, probably the Pausal of

TpTTT.

t Fausa'tion. Obs. [ad. late 'L.pausation-etn

(St. Jerome, in sense * death '), n. of action from

pausare to PAUSE.] The action of pausing ;
a

pause, intermission.

14.. LYDG. Ball, commend. Our Lady 61 To wery wan-
dred tent and pavilioun, The feynte to fresshe, and the

pausacioun. c 1460 Play Sacrain. 603 Haue do faste and
mak no pausacyon. c 1485 Digby frlyst. v. 463 Ther make
a pawsacion.

Pause (p?z), sb. Also 5-7 pawse, 6 paws.
[a. F. pause (i4thc. in Hatz.-Darm.), ad. ~L.pausa
halt, stop, f. Gr. Havens, f. wav-tiv to cease, stop;
in the musical sense, immed. ad. It. pattsa.'}
1. An act of stopping or ceasing for a short time

in a course of action, esp. in speaking; a short

interval of inaction or silence ; an intermission ;

sometimes spec, an intermission arising from doubt
or uncertainty, a hesitation.

c 1440 Promp. Parv. 387/2 Pawse, of stynty(n)ge, or

a.-bydy(n)ge, pausacie, pansa. 1513 DOUGLAS Inez's i. xi.

57 Eftir the first paws, and that cours neir gane,..The
goblettisgreit withmychty wynis. .That fill it. isaSGARDiNF.R
in Pocock Rec. Kef. I. 1. 96 At this point, His holiness

making a pause, I ..said [etc.]. 1595 SHAKS. John iv. ii. 231
Had'st thou but shooke thy head, or made a pause When I

spake darkely. 1697 DRYDEN sEneitt iv. 627 A Pause in

Grief; an interval from Woe. 1709 STEELE Tatlcr No. 94
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PS It cures or supplies all Pauses and Hesitations in Speech.
1847 TENNYSON Princ. Prol. 238 Like linnets in the pauses
of the wind. 1863 GEO. ELIOT Romola xxiv, There was a
pause before the preacher spoke again.

b, (Without article.) Intermission, delay, wait-

ing, hesitation, suspense.
1393 SHAKS. Lucr. 277 Sad pause and deep regard beseem

the sage. 1606 Tr, <$ Cr, iv. iv. 37 Iniurie of chance Puts
backe leaue-takine;, iustles roughly by All time of pause.
1683-4 WOOD Life 14 Feb. vO.H.S.) HI. 89 He told me
after a great deal of paus and shifting, that [etc.]. 1899
IVestm, Gaz. 3 Aug. 2/1 Here speech is the one thing
needful pause the one thing damned.

c. Phr. To give pause to
y
to put to a pause: to

cause to stop or hesitate ; to check the progress or

course of; to 'pull up'. In or at pause (Bunder
a pause} : pausing, not proceeding, temporarily
inactive or motionless

; hesitating, in suspense.
1602 SHAKS. Ham. HI. i. 68 For in that sleepe of death,

what dreames may come,. .Mustgiue vs pawse. Ibid. iii. 42,
I stand in pause where I shall first begin. 1709 STEELE
Tatlcr No. 8 f 7 The Air was hushed, the Multitude
attentive, and all Nature in a Pause. 1715 JANE BARKER
Exilius ii. 84, I was under a little Pause, not knowing
readily what to reply. 1719 UE FOE Crusoe i. xii, These
considerations.. put me to a pause. 1792 S. ROGEKS Picas.
Afent. i. 102 When the slow dial gave a pause to care. 1863
COWDEN CLAKKE Shafts. Char. x. 271 One of those profound
reflections that give one pause in studying these fine pictures
of human nature. 1866 RUSKIN Crown Wild Olive (1873)
154 You stand there at pause, and silent.

2. spec. One of the intermissions, stops, or breaks

made, according to the sense, in speaking or read-

ing ;
in Prosody , such a break occurring according

to rule at a particular point in a verse, a caesura
;

also, a break of definite length in a verse, occupying
the time of a syllable or number of syllables. Also

transf. in a piece of music.
c 1440 Promt, Paru. 387/2 Pawse, yn redynge of bokys,

Periodus. 1589 PuTTBRHAH Eng. Poesie n. v. (Arb.) 87-8
Three maner of pauses. . .The shortest pause or intermission

they called comma. ..The second they called <?/<?,. .The
third they called Periodus^ for a complement or full pause.
Ibid. 88 In a verse of seauen [sillables the Cesure ought to

fall] either vpon the fourth or none at all, the meeter very
ill brooking any pause, a 1704 LOCKE (I.), Those partitions
and pauses which men, educated in the schools, observe.

1751 JOHNSON Rambler No. 90 F 2 The variety. .of the

pauses with which he has diversified his numbers. 1795
MASON Ch. Mits. i. 16 Where Rhythm, Pause, and Accent
are peculiarly attended to by the Composer. 1819 SHELLEY
Prometk. Unb. \\. i. 143 As you speak, your words Fill,

pause by pause, my own forgotten sleep With shapes. 1824
L. MURRAY Eng. Gram. (ed. 5) I. iv. L 364 Pauses or rests,
in s_peaking and reading, are a total cessation of the voice

during a perceptible, .space of time.

3. Mus. fa. A character denoting an interval

of silence
;
a rest. Obs.

1597 MORLEY Introd. Mtis.g Phi. What strokes be these?
J/rt. These be called rests or pauses. 1674 PLAYFORD Skill
Mus. i. viii. 26 Pauses or Rests are silent Characters, or an
artificial omission of the Voyce or Sound, proportioned to
a certain Measure of Time.

b. The character /T\ or \i/ placed over or under
a note or rest to indicate that its duration is to be

lengthened indefinitely. (Also placed over a
double bar at the conclusion of a piece, and rarely
over a single bar in the course of it to indicate

a short but indefinite interval of silence.)
1806 CALLCOTT Mus. Grant, vi. 73 The Pause is placed

over a Note to signify that the regular time of the Movement
is to be delayed. 1880 in Grove Diet. Mus. 1 1. 676/1 Pauses
at the end of a movement, over a rest, or even over a silent

bar, are intended to give a short breathing-space before

going on to the next movement.

4. Heb. Gram. In the expressions in pause (ng.
in sense 2), into pause : the form that a word or

vowel takes before one of the chief stops : cf.

PATTSAL.

1874 A. B. DAVIDSON Introd. Heb. Gram. (1880) 27 In

general only the two greatest Prose accents (viz. Silluq^
marking the end, and *Athnak, marking the middle of the
verse) . . throw vowels into pause. 1877 [see PAUSAL].
5. Comb.
1880 MASSON Life Milton VI. 517 The pointing Is a mere

empirical compromise, for the reader's convenience, between

pause-marking and clause-marking.

Pause (p<?z), v.i Also 6-7 pawse. [f. PAUSE
sb., or ad. L. pausdre to halt, cease, or F, pauser
(i5th c. in Hatz.-Darm.), both derived from the sb.

'L.pausdre, as a living word, became in It. posare^ F.

poscr^ whence POSE, q.v.]

1. intr. To make a pause ; to cease or intermit

action (esp. movement or speech) for a short

interval
;
to stop (temporarily), to wait; to stop

for the purpose of deliberation, or on account of

doubt or uncertainty; to hesitate, hold back.

1526 Pilgr. /Vr/(W.deW. 1531) 158 b, In the psalmody..
Begin al at ones,& ende all at ones, pause all togyder. 1560
DAUS tr. Sleidane's Cotnin. 289 b, After he had paused and
taken deliberation. 1596 SHAKS. Merck. V. iv. i. 335 Why
doth the lew pause? take thy forfeiture. 1601 Jul. C.
in. it. 36 If any, speake.. \ pause for a Reply, c 1655
MILTON Sonn. to Cyriack Skinner, Let Euclid rest and
Archimedes pause. 1667 P. L. v. 64 This said he paus'd
not, but with ventrous Arme He pluckt, he tailed. 1781
COWPER Expostulation 605 If Business .. Can pause one
hour to read a serious rhyme. 1815 SHELLEY Alastor 347
The little boat . . Now pausing on the edge of the riven

wave. 1847 TENNYSON Princ. in. 140 Decide not ere you

PAUTENEB.
'

pause. 1860 TYNDALL Glac. i. xviii. 124 We paused upon
the summit to look upon the scene.

fb. refl. in same sense. Obs. rare 1
.

[Cf. F. it sefausoit (isthc. in Hatz.-Darm.).]
1597 SHAKS. 2 Hen. IV, iv. iv. g Wee. .pawse vs, till these

Rebels.. Come vnderneath the yoake of Gouernment.
2. To stop for a time over some particular word

or thing; to dwell, rest, linger upon.
1530 PAI.SGR. Introd. 21 There is no worde of one syllable

. .that they use to pause upon. 1596 SHAKS. i Hen. IV, v.
v. 15 Other Offenders we will pause vpon. 1646 CRASHAW
Delights ofMuses 88 Trips From this to that, then . .pauses
there. 1863 MRS. OLIPHANT Salem CA.xvii. 304 The eyes.,
paused at him for a moment. Mod. He paused upon the
word. The singer paused upon the closing note.

f b. To stay, remain, or continue temporarily
in some place or state

;
to stop ;

to rest. Obs.
1568 GRAFTON Chron. II. 881 There they commoned and

paused that night. 1571 CAMPION Hist. Irel. xv. (1633) 52
While the Princes and Potentates pawsed in this good mood.
Pause (pgz), v.2 dial. [Derivation uncertain ;

connexion with K. pousscr has been suggested, but
neither the vowel nor sound of the s agrees.]
trans. To kick, repulse with a kick.

1673 O. HEYWOOD (of Bolton, Lancash.) Diaries, etc. (1883)
III. 204 He. -paused her with his feet. 1828 Craven Gloss.

(ed. 2), Pause, to kick with the foot. [In Eng. Dial. Uict.
from Vorksh. and Notts.]

Pauseful (pg-zful), a. rare. [f. PAUSE sb. +
. -FCL.] Full of or abounding in pauses.

1877 FvRHlvALLlnlrmi. Leafold Shaks. p. xcviii, Professor

Spalding contrasts the broken and pauseful versification of
I Shakspere with Fletcher's smoother end-stopt and double-
1 ending lines. 1892 Gd. Words Oct. 658/2 Pauseful harmonies.

Hence Pairsefully adv. (jn quot., so as to cause
a pause).
1866 M. ARNOLD Thyrsis xiv, I feel her finger light Laid

pausefully upon life's headlong train.

Pauseless (pg-zles), a. rare. [f. as prec. +
-LESS.] Having no pause, uninterrupted, ceaseless.

1849 Fraser's Mag. XL. 684 Richard's course had been
busy, hurrying, pauseless. 1890 Pall Mall G. 13 Feb. 2/1
The dusky giants . . sweltering naked or half naked at their

pauseless task.

Hence Pau-selessly adv., without stopping.
1839 BAILEY Festus xi. (1852) 142 This heart let cease from

prayer, these lips from praise, Save that which life shall
offer pauselessly. 1883 STEVENSON Silverado Sq. ii. 24 A
broad cool wind streamed pauselessly down the valley.

t Fatrsement. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. PAUSE vl +

-JIENT.] The act of pausing ; pause. To take

pausement, to pause.
1599 PORTER Angry Worn. Abingd. (Percy Soc.) 58 Go too,

take pausinent, be aduisde.

Fauser (pg'zsj). rare. [f. as prec. + -IB!.]
One who pauses.
1605 SHAKS. Alacb. II. iii. 117 Th

1

expedition of my violent

Loue Out-run the pawser, Reason.

II Pausinie'nia. Physio!. [mod.L. f. Gr. iraSo-i-s

cessation + pip month : cf. CATAMENIA.] Cessa-
tion of menstruation

; menopause.
1857 in DUNGLISON Med. Diet. 687

Fausinff (p2'zin),zW.ji. [f.PAUSET;.! + -ING*.]
The action of the verb PAUSE; stopping, inter-

mission, hesitation.

1530 PALSGR. 252/2 Pausyng, interpos. 1582 STANYHURST
JEneis III. (Arb.) 80 After long pausing thus she sayd elflyke.
1624 WOTTON Archil, in Reliq. (1651) 214 Such pausings
are well reproved by Palladio. 1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa

(1811) IV. xxi. 118 Thy tearful pausings shall not be helped
out by me. attrib. 1807 CRABBE Par. Reg. ni. 796 Thrice

they sound, with pausing space.

Fau'sing, ppl.a. [f. as prec. + -ING 2
.]

That

pauses : see the verb.

1719 TICKELL On Death Addison 16 The slow solemn knell

..The pealing organ, and the pausing choir. 1844 BROWNING
Boy <$ Angel, With that weak voice of our disdain, Take
up creation's pausing strain. 1885 RUSKIN Prztcrita I. iii.

07 Lawn and lake enough ,. I had, in the North Inch of

Perth, and pools of pausing Tay.
Hence Pan'singly adv., with pausing.
1613 SHAKS. Hen. VIII, \. ii. 168 With demure Confidence,

This pausingly ensu'de.

Pauste, -ti, -ty, var. POUSTIE Obs., power.
Paut (pgt), z/.1 Sc. and north, dial. [Origin

obscure.] intr. Of a horse : To paw the ground,

stamp with the foot. Also said of a person.
1697 CLELAND Poems 66 [He] did not cease to cave and

paut, While clyred back was prickt and gald. ? 1800 Lord
John ix. in Child Ballads I. 397 O whare was ye, my gude
grey steed.. That ye didna waken jour master? I pautit
wi' my foot, master, Garrd a' my bridles ring. 1828 Craven
Gloss, (ed. 2), Paut, to paw. ..'To paut off

1

t' happin', to

kick off the bed clothes. _[In Eng. Dial. Diet, from Scotl.

to Lincolnsh. ; also in various more or less allied senses.]

fPaut, v. 2 Obs. rare 1
. App. a var. of PALTZ/.,

to pelt.
1611 COTGR., Espautrer, to paut, pelt, thrash [etc.].

Paut, variant of PAT so.

t Fautener, rf.1 (a.) Obs. Also 4 -ere, Sc.

paytener, -tynere, fl pawtener, pautonere. [a.

AF.pautener= O.pantonier (so inGower), earlier

paltunier (i2thc., Godef.), 'a lewd, stubborne,

or saucie knaue
'

(Cotgr.) ; in med.L. pallonartits,
in It. paltoniere

' a paltrie, cheating, loitring com-

panion, also a carier or drouer' (Florio); deriv.

of It. pallone 'varlet, knaue, rascall' (Florio),



PAUTENER.

Pr. paltom (Diez). Referred by Diez to a L.

type *palito, -onem vagabond, vagrant, f. palitiirl

(Plautus), iterative of pdlari to wander up and
down. A possible source has also been sought in

LG. fait bit, piece, e. g. of bread, whence '

beggar ',

Sc. '

gie's-a-piece '.]
A vagabond, rascal.

In numerous places modern editors have misread and mis-

printed pantencr. This is here corrected.

13. . Cursor AT. 5143 (CottJ pou lighes now, eber pautener !

Ibid. 16075 Vp bar stert tua pauteners. c 1380 Sir
Fentinb. 859 t>ou ne askapest no;t ous, pautener, bot her

ri3t bou schaft dye. 1426 AUDELAY Poems 16 Apon his

parte pautener ys apayd. c 1450 Merlin 268 A full fell

pawtener is he that twies this day thus hath yow smyten to

grounde. [1843 CARLYLE Past fy Pr. n. xii, The Norfolk
barrator and paltener.]

B. adj. [So in OF.] Rascally, wicked.

CI33O R. BRUNNE Chron. (1810) 320 A boye fulle pautenere
he had a suerd that bote, He stirte vuto be Cofrere, his
handes first of smote. 1375 HARBOUR Bruce n. 194 Thar
wes nane off lyff sa fell, Sa pautener, na sa cruell. c 1375
Sc. Leg. Saints xl. (Ninian) mi }et was he be mast fellone

man bat mycht be, & cruel and paytynere.

t Pautener, sl>.* Obs. Also 4-5 pawtener,
5 -ere, -yner, pawtnere, pauteneere, 6 paw-
tenar, pautner. [a. OF. paitlonniere (1419 in

Goclef.), a purse, 'a shepheard's scrip' (Cotgr.).]A small bag, a wallet, scrip, purse.
c 1325 Poem Times Earn. I! 86 in Pol. Songs (Camdcn)

327 He put in his pautener an honne and a komb. 1395
Will of Leygkton (Somerset Ho.), My pawtener w* Rynge
of siluer & gylde pawtener. c 1430 Pilgr. Lyf Manhode
III. xxii. (1869) 148 Cloutes and pauteneeres and bagges.
1463-4 Rolls of Parlt. V. 505/2 For weryng eny Purees,
Pawteners, or Crounes of Cappes for Children, c 1483
CAXTON Dialogues 41/5 Lyon the pursser hath purses and
pauteners. 1530 PALSGR. 252/2 Pautner, malttte.

t Patrtre. Obs. [app. a. Y.poutre (OF. poitltre,

poustre, 1332-85 in Godef. Compl.).] A beam.
1425 Vac. in Wr.-Wulcker 667/20 Nomina pertinencia

domorum. . . Hec fania, pautre. Hec trades, balk. 1538
Nottingham Rec. III. 376 Tymbar for groynseles and
pautres.

Pauvilon, pauylion, obs. forms of PAVILION.

Pauwau, obs. form of Pow-wow.
II Pauxi (p-ksi). Ornith. [a. Sp. pauxi, now

paitji (pau'xj, a. Mexican pauxi (pau-jj) ; in Pg.
pttuixi (pau-Jz), F. pauxi, mod.L. Pauxis. See
also altered forms under POWESE.] The Galeated
Curassow (Patixi's galeata) : see CURASSOW.
[1651 HERNANDEZ Animal. Mexican. Hist, ccxxii, De

Pauxi vocataave.] 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp., Pauxi,..
the name of an American bird. 1827 GRIFFITH Cuvicr's
Anim. K. VIII. 119 It possesses all the characters of a
genuine Pauxi. 1852 TH. Ross llumboldfs Trav. II. xviii.

151 The pauxi and the gnacharaca, which may be called
the turkeys and pheasants of those countries.

Pauyce, -yse, pavache, obs. forms of PAVIS.

[Pavade, pauade, misprint by Thynne of
PANADE! in Chaucer's Reeve s T. 9 and 40, followed

by Levins, Camden, Tyrwhitt, etc. ; also an erro-
neous reading for pauys, PAVIS in Lyclg. Troybk.
Hi. xxii. (1555).
1570 LEVINS Manip. 8/40 A Pauade, pagio. 1605 CAMDEN

Rem. (1657) 209 Lesser weapons, both defensive and offen-
sive of our nation, as their pauad, baselard, launcegay.]

Favage (p^'ved^). Also 5 pavag, pawage,
6 pavadge, 7-8 -iage, 9 -eage. [a. F. pavage
(1331 in Hatz.-Darm.), in med.L. pavagium, f.

F. paver to PAVE : see -AGE.]
1. A tax or toll towards the paving of highways

or streets ; also, the right to levy such a tax or toll.

['35 RollsofParlt. 1. 163/1 Quod velit ei concedere mura-
gium & pavagium in villa Warr[ewic], 1324-5 Ibid. 423/1
Par quai il prient pavage & murage a dorer par vn aunz.]
a 1500 tr. Charter Rich. II in Arnolde Chron. (1811) 22
Quyt for euer of pauage pontage and murage, c 1500 Robin
Hood f, Potter xiii. in Child Ballads III. 110/2 Wed well
y non leffe, seyde be potter, Nor pavag Well y non pay.
1628 COKE On Lilt. 58 b, Consuetude., signifieth also tolls.,

paviage, and such like. 1707 J. CHAMBERLAYNE St. G/. Brit.
III. i. 240 The goods of Clergymen are discharged . . from
Toils and Customs of Average, Pontage, Murage, Pavage.
1883 PICTON L'pool Munic. Rec. I. 10 Paveage conceded to
the town of Liverpool. 1902 SHARPS Cal. Let. Bk. D. 279
Allow citizens of York to pass free from payment of murage,
pavage, . .and other customs.
2. The action of paving, the laying of a pave-

ment. Also attrib.

1553 in ioiA Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. v. 414 Massons
workinge . . uppon the workes of muradge and pavadge.
1853 Turner's Dam. Archil. II. iii. no The Roadway, .was
kept in repair.. by pavage rates. 1860 Biog. 4- Crit. fr.' The Times

'

272 Street regulations as to pavage.
Pavais, -e, variants of PAVIS.
Pavan. (pae-van). Forms: (6 pavion, -yon),

6-9 pavane, -in, -en, 7 -ian, -ine, 9 -aun, 6-
pavau. [a. F. pavane (1524-30 in Godef. Comp.},
ad. It. pavana (Florio), or Sp. pavana, pabana
(Minsheu) : of disputed origin. See note below.]A grave and stately dance, in which the dancers
were elaborately dressed

; introduced into England
in the sixteenth century.
('53 ELYOT Gav. i. xx, We haue nowe base daunsis,..

pauions, turgions, and roundes.] 1535 LYNDESAV Satyre
3652 We sail leir ?ow to dance . . Ane new pavin of France.
1589 PUTTENHAM Eng. Poesie i. xxiii. (Arb.) 61 Daunced by
measures as the Italian Pauan and jalliard are at these
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daies in Princes Courts. 1602 MIDDLKTON Blurt, Master-
Const. IV. ii, He dances the Spanish pavin. 1652 News fr.
Lmi'e-Conntr. 7 Can any dance The Spanish Pavin, tricks
of France. 1776 HAWKINS llist. Music IV. iv. i. 387 The
Pavan. .derived from the Latin Pavo. .a kind of dance, per-
formed. .with such circumstances of dignity and stateliness
as shew the propriety of the appellation. 1820 SCOTT
Monast. xxi, Your leg would make an indifferent good show
in a pavin or a galliard. 1893 MCCARTHY Red Diamonds
I._254 Those beautiful old-fashioned dances, pavanes, and
minuets, and gavottes.

b. Music for this dance or in its rhythm, which i

is duple and very slow.

1545 ASCHAM Toxoph. (Arb.) 39 Whether these galiardes,
pauanes and daunces. .be lyker the Musikeof the Lydians or
the Dorians. ai6ig FLETCHER Mad Lover \\. i, lie pipe
him such a Paven. 1789 BURNEY Hist. Alus. III. v. 293
Dance-tunes such as the pavan and passamezzo. 1887 W. B.
SQUIRE in Diet. Nat. Biog. IX. 96/2 The only extant com-
positions of his. .are some instrumental pavans.

C. attrib. and Comb.
1611 COTGR., Pavanier, a pauine-maker ; a dauncer of

Pauines. 1636 BUTLER Princ. M us. 8 The triple is oft called

Galliard-time, and the duple, Pavin-time.
\Note. According to the Spanish Academy, pavana (found

in D. Pisada 1552) is a derivative of Sp. pavo peacock, 'in
allusion to the movements and ostentation of that bird';
so Chambers 1727, from Diet. Trcvoux 1721,

l a grave kind
of dance, borrowed from the Spaniards, wherein the per-
formers make a kind of wheel or tail before each other, like
that of a peacock: whence the name'; so in M. Compan,
Diet, de la Danse 1787, Littre.etc. See also Elyot'sGawnw,
ed. Croft, I. 231, 241 notes, Gloss. II. 580 ; and cf. the German
name Pfanentanz

'

peacock-dance '. Others have attributed
to the dance an Italian origin, and viewed/ofgJMK as reduced
from Padovana ' Paduan '

(which occurs in A. Rotta 1546);
a i7th c. MS. collection of airs and dances by Dowland,
Holborne, and others, in Camb. Univ. Lib., Dd. 4. 23 con-
tains (near the end) a piece entitled Padouatta dc la
Milancssa. But the phonetic difficulties in identifying the
two words are serious; and they are prob. distinct terms,
which may afterwards have sometimes been confused by
those who knew the history of one of them only : cf. e. g.

]. B. Besardus Thesaur. Harmon. (Cologne 1604) Pref.]

Pavas, pavashe, obs. forms of PAVIS.

Pave (p^v), v. [a. OF. paver (i2th c. in

Littre and Hatz.-Darm.), either from L. pavire to

beat, strike, ram, with changed formative suffix

and sense, or (as Darmesteter thinks more likely)
a back formation from F. pavement PAVEMENT.]
1. trans. To lay or cover with a pavement (a

street, road, court, yard, floor; hence, a town,
house, etc.) : see PAVEMENT i.

c 1310 Flemish Insurr. in I'ol. Songs (Camden) 190 The
barouns of Fraunce thider conne gon, Into the paleis that
paved is with ston. 1340 HAMPOLE Pr. Consc. 8910 Alle be

:

stretes of be ccte and be lanes War even paved with
precyouse stanes. 1:1400 Destr. Troy 1661 A flore bat was :

fret all of fyne stones, Patiyt prudlyall with proude colours.
1585 T. WASHINGTON tr. Nulwlay's Voy. i. xvi. 17 b, The
court is pavid with Mosaique stone. 1600-1 in Willis &
Clark Cambridge (1886) II. 483 Flaunders tyles to paue the
chimney in the.. great chamber. 1686 tr. Chardin's Trav.
Persia 399 The Tomb is pav'd with Tiles of Cheney. 1707
MORTIMER Husb. (1721) II. 104 Some pave their Walks all
over with large Pibbles or Flint-stones, and lay their Gravel
on the Top of them. 1840 DICKENS Barn. Rudge ii, The
roads even within twelve miles of London were,, .ill paved.
1902 Daily Chron. 23 Aug. 6/1 The area one and a quarter
acres is tar-paved.

b. To overlie or cover as a pavement.
1600 ROWLANDS Lett. Humours Blood i. 47 They had more

Rubies than wold paue Cheapside. 1818 BYRON Ch. Har.
iv. Ix, The slab which paves the princely head.
2. Jig. a. To cover or overlay as with a pavement,
c 1400 Laud Troy Bk. 7214 Priamus wolde, that Troye

hadde be paued With hethen bond and euery a membre.
1599 SHAKS. Hen. V, in. vii. 87, I will trot to morrow a mile,
and my way shall be paued with English Faces. 1611
BIBLE Song Sol. iii. 10. 1647 TRAPP Comm. i Cor. i. 26
Hence it grew to a Proverb. ., That Hell was paved with
Priests shaven crowns, and great mens head-pieces. 17..,

'

1771 Hell is paved with good intentions [see INTENTION sb.A _i8io SOUTHEY Curse of K. xiv. v, Their self-devoted '

bodies there they lay To pave his chariot-way. 1887 I. R.
|

Lady's Ranche Life Montana 154 Van grumbles, ..and
:

says
'

the ground is paved with pigs '.

t b. To render (a surface) hard or callous as if

paved. Obs. rare.

'635 QUARLES Embl. I. viii. (1718) 34 But when the fre-

quent soul-departing bell Has pav'd their ears with her
familiar knell. 1738 SWIFT Pol. Conversat. 9 How can you
drink your Tea so hot ? Sure your Mouth's pav'd.
3. Phrase. Topave the way: to prepare the way

(for, to something to come) ; to facilitate or lead
j

on to a result or an object in view.
a 1585 CARTWRIGHT in R. Browne Answ. Cart-.vright 86

The way will bee paued and plained for mutual! entercourse.

1658 OSBORN Adv.Sonlv, xxvi. (1896)99 More able, .to have
paved a Way to future Felicity. 1747 BERKELEY Let. to !

Hales on Tar-viatcr Wks. III. 490 This may pave the way i

for its general use in all fevers, c 1817 HOGG Tales fr Sk.
\

V. 92 One lie always paved the way for another. 1883 S. C.
HALL Retrospect I. 250 Addressing audiences to pave the
way to the great work they ultimately accomplished.
Pave (p^v), sb. Chiefly U. S. [app. f. PAVE v.,

or ?short for pavement.] = PAVEMENT.
1889 Harper's Mag. Jan. 192/1, I fancy them on every

pave in Rome Toward the palace faced. 1901 H. M cHucn
John Henry 45 Pounding the pave in front of Booze Bazaar.
fig. 1881 W. WILKINS Songs ofStudy 42 The Pit and the

horseshoes o'er it Had smiles for their happy pave.
II Pave (pav). Also 9 pav6e. [F. pave", sb.

nse of pa. pple. pave* paved.]

PAVEMENT.
1. A paved street, road, orpath: =PAVEMENT

i,
i b.

On the pave: see on the PAVEMENT.

_ 1764 in J. H. Jesse G. Seliuyn if Cantemp. (1843) I- 272, I am
in no danger of being on the pave ! 1768 STERNE Sent.
Journ., Nampont, The postillion .. set off upon the pave
in full gallop. 1815 SCOTT Pants Lett. (1839) 287 The old
dame of Babylon.. is in some measure reduced to ihcpavf.
1849 THACKERAY Pendennis Ixix, He has walked the Pall
Mall pave long enough. 1888 PENNELL Sent. Journ. 29We went up pave, and down pave, and over long stretches
ofpave, .its vileness went beyond our expectation.
2. A setting of diamonds or other jewels placed

close together like the stones of a pavement, so
that no metal is visible. Hence attrib., as pavf-
design, -effect, -setting.
1871 Daily ffe-.us 25 Aug., The stones surmounted with

the legend,
' Ni obliviscaris

'

on a pave of diamonds. 1903
Westtn. Gaz. 10 Dec. 4/2 The pave setting makes a mosaic
of the .stones.

Paveage, obs. form of PAVAGE.
Paved (p^vd), ppi. a. [f. PAVE v. + -ED i.]
1. Laid with a pavement ; having a pavement ;

f set or laid together as a pavement (o6s.).
1-1374 CHAUCER Troihis II. 33 (82) And fond two obere

ladyes sette and she Wib-Inne a paued parlour. 1422
Sin tecs Sfuc.^lWS) 16 The glasie wynduws, the bynkes, the

paved flore. 1590 SPENSER /'. Q. i. xii. 13 The joyous people
. -with their garments strowes the paved street. 1611 BIIILF.

Exod, xxiv. 10 There was vnder his feet, as it were a paued
worke of a Saphire stone. 1756 C. LUCAS Ess. ll'ale>s II.

125 Surrounded with a paved area. 1840 DICKENS Old C.

Shop x, He. . arrived in a square paved court.

2. Compactly set so as to form a structure resem-

bling a pavement: said of the teeth of some fishes.

1890 in Cent, Diet.

t Pa-vefy, v. Obs. rare . \_s.&.'L.pavefac?i-e\.o

frighten, f. pavere to be afraid + faccre to make :

see -FY.] Hence f Pavefa-ction. rare~".
1656 BI.OUNT Ghssngr., Pavc/!e, to make afraid, to fright.

1658 PHILLIPS, PavcJ\tction, a terrifying or making afraid.

Paveice, -eise, obs. forms of PAVIS.

Paveleon, pavelon, obs. forms of PAVILION.
Pavement (p/^vment),^. Forms: a. 3- pave-

ment, (3-5 paui-, 3-6 pauy-). 0. 4-5 paw-,
(5-6 pau-), 4-6 pa-, 5 pay-, 8-9 (dial.) pamment.
[a. OF. pavement (i2th c. in Littre')

= Pr. paz'a-
men, Sp. pavimiento, It. pavimento, ad. L. pavi-
menlum a beaten or rammed floor, f. pavire to

beat, ram, tread down.]
1. A piece of paved work, a paved surface

;
the

superficial covering or layer of a floor, yard, street,

road, or area, formed of stones, bricks, tiles, or, in

later times, blocks of wood, fitted closely together,
so as to give a compact and more or less uniform
and smooth surface

; also, an undivided hard
surface of cement, concrete, asphalt, or other

material, used for the same purpose. Afosaic or
tessellatedpavement : see these words.
(The original sense of 'hard floor formed by beating or

ramming
'

had become obs. before the word became English.)
a. .1290 Beket 2122 in .S. Eng. Leg. I. 167 With tulke

stroke.. but brain ful on be pauement. c 1320 Sir Beites
(MS. A) 4384 pourg is bodi wente be dent, Ded a fel on be
pauiment. 1490 CAXTON Eneydos xxvii. 101 Som..heshal
doo cast out of y L' windowes doun to y" pauement. 1539
CROMWELL Let. 18 Oct. in Merriman Life ft Lett. (1902) II.

237 That you shuld cause the stretes and Lanes there to
be vieued for the pavementes. 1585 T. WASHINGTON tr.

Nickolay's Voy. I. vi. 4 b, The pauement.. was of Marber
stone. 1615 CHAPMAN Odyss. x. 307 The pavement rings
With imitation of the tunes she sings. 1726 POPE Odyss.
xxi. 44 With polish'd oak the level pavements shine. 1788
GiBnoN Decl. q F. xliv. (1790) VIII. 36 The works of Jus-
tinian represent a tesselated pavement of antique and costly,
but too often of incoherent fragments. 1823 P. NICHOLSON
Pract. Build. 435 Floors constructed of stone are more par-
ticularly denominated pavements. 1841 Penny Cycl. XX.
35/2 The wooden pavement, properly so called, seems to
have been first used in Russia.

ft. 1340 HAMPOI.E Pr. Consc. 9180 f>e pament of heven
may lykened be, Tille a pament of precyouse stanes and
perre'. 1382 WYCLIF Ps. cxviii[ij. 25 Myn soule cleuede to
the pament [1388 pawment]. c 1400 MAUNDEV. (1839) xviii.
188 The paumentes of halles and chambres ben all square,
on of gold and another of syluer. (-1440 Alph. Tales
(E. E. T. S.)64 [She] putt assh oppn hur head, & laid hur
down on be payment & wepid oitterlie vij dayes. 1530
PALSGR. 251/2 Pamente of a sirete,paviicnt,pavce. Ibid.

252/2 fammt..,faot 1895 PATTERSON Man $ A'at. 73
(E. D. D.) Red handkerchiefs dot the hard cold pamments.

b. The paved part of a public thoroughfare
(oos. in general sense) ; now spec, the paved foot-

way by the side of a street, as distinct from the

roadway. On the pavement (after F. stir le pave"
'on the street'), walking the streets, without lodg-
ing, abandoned.
c 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. (1810) 270 pe Turbeuile . . Drawen

is a while on London pauiment, & siben was he hanged as
thef for treson. c\/ao Sege Jerus. 1244 (E. E.T. S.) Myjt
no man stonde in be stret for stynke of ded corses; pe
peple in be pauyment was pite to byholde. 1602 -2nd Pt.
Return fr. Parnass. i. i. 119 In a sinne-guilty coach not

cloasely pent, logging along the harder pauement. 1725
B. HIGGONS Real, on Burnet Hist. Wks. 1736 II. n. 104
They, who had lavish'd their own in his [the King's]
Defence, were suffered to starve on the Pavement. 1793
Gouv. MORRIS in Sparks Life 4- Writ. (1832) II. 296 His re-

treat must be slow till he gets to the pavement within about
a league of Antwerp, a 1818 G. ROSE Diaries (1860) I. 28,
I was left completely on the pavement. 1874 Graphic 5 Sept.
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226/1 The humble 'artist on stone
'

has found a convenient

'pitch*. .and with his stubby bits of various coloured chalk

he is rapidly making sketches on the pavement. 1879 BLACK
Macleod ofD. v, The crowd of footmen who stood in two
lines across the pavement in front of Beauregard House.

1900 SHAW Plays for Purit. p. xii, They insisted. .as piti-

fully as a poor girl of the pavement will pretend to be a

clergyman's daughter.
c. transf. andy?^.

a 1592 GREENE Selimus 498 Were his light steeds as swift

as Pegasus, And trode the ayrie pauement with their heeles.

1606 SHAKS. Tr. fy Cr, in. iii. 162 Or like a gallant Horse
falne in first ranke, Lye there for pauement to the abiect

reere. 1647 H. MORE Cupids Conflict Ixxx, Gathering my
Hmbs from off the green pavement. 1827 POLLOK Course T,

vi. 58 Stars, walking on the pavement of the sky. 1887
HALL CAINE Deemster x, 65 Large white patches came
moving out of the surrounding pavement of deep black,.,
where the vanishing ripples left the dark sea smooth.

d. The floor of a mine (Raymond Mining
Gloss. 1881). e. A seam of fire-clay underlying
a scam of coal.

2. Anat. and ZooL A structure or formation

resembling a pavement; a level hard surface formed

by close-set teeth, bony plates, or the like.

1847 ANSTED Ane. World xii. 279 The flat pavement of

palatal bones with which these animals were provided. 1857
H. MILLER Test. Rocks i. 62 A palate covered with a dense

pavement of crushing teeth. 1871 DARWIN Desc. Man II.

xii. 6 [The] teeth, .are broad and flat, forming a pavement.
3. A stone, brick, or tile suitable or made for

paving, local.

1787 W. MARSHALL Norfolk (1795) II. Gloss. (E.D. S.),

Pavements, square paving-bricks; flooring-bricks; paving-
tiles. aiSoo Thomos Stukelyvn. Child Ballads (1857-9) VI1 -

309 At last he sold the pavements of his yard, Which covered
were with blocks of tin. a 1825 FORBY Voc. E. Anglia,
Pamment, a square paving brick.

4. attrib. and Comb., as pavement-dealer, -floor,

-side, -stone, -tilet etc. ; pavement-artist, one
who draws figures or scenes on the flagged pave-
ment in coloured chalks or pastils in order to get

money from passers-by: cf. quot, 1874 in I b
;

t pavement-beater (see quot.); pavement-epi-
thelium, epithelium in which the cells are flattened

and arranged in layers like the tiles of a mosaic

pavement ; lamellar, squamous, or tessellated epi-
thelium ; pavement-rammer, a power machine
used to ram down the blocks with which a road

is paved; pavement-tooth, a broad flat tooth

forming with others a pavement in sense 2, as in

the Port Jackson shark.

1899 Daily News i Aug. 6/4 No one but the *pavement-
artist can have any notion of how great the amount of dust is

in London's streets. 1611 COTGR. s.v. Pavf, Bateur de pavez,
a *pauement-beater ; a rakehell, vnthrift, loose youth, disso-

lute or deboched fellow. 1870 ROLLESTON Anim. Life 129 An
internal layer of "pavement epithelium. 1813 SCOTT Rokeby
vi. xxxili, But flounder 'd on the 'pavement-floor The steed,
and down the rider bore. 1608 MACHIN & MARKHAM Dumb
Knight m. i. in Hazl. Dodsley X. 159 Thus are the *pave-
ment-stones before the doors.. worn smooth With clients

dancing 'fore them. 1845 Gentl. Mag. XXIV. 43/1 The
ancient 'pavement tiles found in this neighbourhood.

Pavement (p^'vment), z. [f. prec. sb.
; cf. L.

pavimentare to cover with a pavement, to pave,
OF. *pavementer, in pa. pple. pavement^ It. pavi-
mentare to pave, all from the sb.] trans. To lay
with a pavement; to pave. Chiefly \r\pa.pple.
1634 BP. HALL Contempt., N. T. iv. vi, The pavemented

waves yielded a firm causey to thy sacred feet to walk on.

1648 Select Th. i. vii. 23 What an house hath he put
him [man] into ! how gorgiously arched, how

richly pave-
mented 1 1839 Hist, Reveries 33 All pavemented with stone

and shell.

Pavemental (p^'vme-ntal), a. [f. PAVEMENT
sb. + -AL.] Of the nature of a pavement ; con-

sisting of pavement-teeth.
1880 MACDONALD in Jrnl. Linn. Soc. XV. 166 The denti-

tion is typically pavemental in the Monoecious and ribbon-
like in the Dioecious Gasteropoda.

Paven (p^'*ven),///. a. Chieflypoetic, [irreg.

f. PAVE v., after shaven^ etc.]
= PAVED///, a.

1634 MILTON Comus 886 Rise,.. From thy coral-pav'n
bed. 1762 St. James's Mag, I. 60 Beating the panic-paven
ground, a 1822 SHELLEY Sp. Plato 2 To what sublime and

star-y-paven home i'loatest thou? 1869 STEVENSON Let, to

Mother 18 June in Scribner^s Mag. (1899) XXV. 42/1 One
catches a cool glimpse of a paven entrance-court.

Paven, variant of PAVAN.
Paver (p^'vai). Also 6 pavore. [f. PAVE v.

+ -ER 1
. (The i6th c. example ofpavore seems to

be imitative of words of Fr. origin ;
= F./own)]

1. One who paves, a paviour.
1477 in York Myst. Introd, 21 note, Kidberers, Garthyners,

erthe wallers, pavers, dykers. 1483 Cath. Angt. 271/2 A
Pavere, pavimentor. 1597 in Ferguson & Nanson Munic.
Rec. Carlisle (1887) 276 We desyere yo* worshipe and

yo*
brethren to let us haue an able sufficient man for or hurd, . .

and so lykwysse for or
pavore. 1688 R. HOLME Armoury

m. 342/1 A Pavers Pick .. hath a long head and back part,
that it may strike deep into the ground. 1706 Church.iv,
Ace, Holy Cross, Canterb. (MS.), Pd for Lowances for the

pauir. .00. 02.07. 1807 HUTTON Course Math. II. 89 Pavers'
work is done by the square yard.

2. A paving-stone or -tile.

1696 A. DK LA PRYME Diary (Surtees) 79 The pavement.,
consisting of larg four square pavers all leaded. 1802 W.
FOWLER Lettering of an Engraving, A representation of

Norman Pavers on the floor . . at Harrington. 1894 A thenzum
29 Sept. 427/2 The altar face [at Walton Priory] was still

tiled with yellow and black pavers arranged diamond fashion.

3. The bed-stone of a porcelain mill.

1881 Guide Worcester Parcel. Wks. 12 The particles are

abraded. .between the runners and pavers.

Hence Pa'vership, the office of paver.
1597 in Ferguson & Nanson Munic. Rec. Carlisle (1887)

274 Dissiring yor worshipe to concider of me.. concerning
the pavershipe of the citie.

Paves, Pavesade, -ado : see PAVIS, etc.

Fave-stone. [f. stem of PAVE v. + STONE sb]
= PAVING-STONE.
1852 Ecclesiologist XIII. 3.12 The pavement is full of

pave-stones with the merchants' marks of the old burghers
of the town. 1894 H. SPEIGHT Nidderdale 380 Remains of
this old thoroughfare.. in the shape of large pave-stones.

II Pavia (p^'via). Bot. [mod.L. : named by
Boerhaave 1 720, in honour of Peter Paaw (Pavius),
Professor of Botany at Leiden 1589-1617.] A
genus of trees and shrubs (N. O. Sapindacese)

closely allied to the Horse-chestnut, from which

they are distinguished by having a smooth, not

prickly, capsule; hence called Buck-eye, or Smooth-
fruited Horse-chestnut. Pavia rubra, the Red

Horse-chestnut, a slender tree, twenty or thirty
feet high, a native of the mountains of Virginia
and Carolina, is a well-known ornamental tree.

1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Snpp., Pavia, in botany, the name
of a genus of plants described by Boerhaave and Linnaeus.

1766 J. BARTRAM Jrnl. 27 Jan. in W. Stork Ace. E. Florida

54 Now the ash, maple, elm, and pavia, are all green. 1882

Garden 24 June 447/2 The Pavias constitute a group of

trees allied to the Horse Chestnuts.

Paviage, Pavian, Pavice, obs. forms of

PAVAGE, PAVAN, PAVIS.

Pavid (pce'vid), a. rare. [ad. L. pavid-tis

fearful, trembling, f. stem of pavere to quake with

fear.] Fearful, timid.

1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Pavid, fearful, timerous, quaking,
starting. 1667 WATERHOUSE Fire Lend. 92 That Dread
and pavid manlessness, that seised the Inhabitants. 1847
THACKERAY Contrib. to Punch Wks. 1902 VI. 468 The pavid
matron within the one vehicle . . shrieked and trembled.

a 1863 Round. Papers, Medal Geo. IV 355 Eagles go forth

and bring home to their eaglets the lamb or the pavid kid.

Hence Favi'dity, fearfulness, timidity. rare~".

1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Pavidity, dread, fear, timerousness.

Pavie (pt''vi). Sc. [Origin unascertained.] A
clever or nimble movement of the body, as of a

juggler in performing a trick ; hence, a trick.

1598 BIRRELL Diary in Dalyell Fragm. Sc. Hist. (1798)

47 A juglar playit sic sowple tricks upon ane tow.,
the lyk wes nevir sene in this countrie, as he raid doune
the tow and playit sa maney pavies on it. 1681 COLVIL

Whigs Supplic. i. 72 For some of such had play'd a pavie.

1697 CLELAND Poems 47 Well versed in Court Modes,
In French Pavies, and new Com'd Nods. 1801 LEYDEN in

Compl.Scot. Gloss., To play sic a pavie, or paw, is a common
expression in the south of Scotland. 1808-18 JAMIESON,
Pavie, Paw, i., Lively motion of whatever kind.

Pavie.erron. f. PAVIS. Pavier, obs. f. PAVIOUR.

Faviin (p^-vi,in). Chem. [f.
PAVIA + -IN 1.]

A fluorescent substance, C ]6
H 18O 1C1 , existing in the

bark of Pavia and other trees
;
also called Fraxin.

1864-72 WATTS Diet. Chem. II. 708 Stokes in 1858.. gave
the name paviin from the genus Pavia, in all species of

which it appears to exist in greater abundance than in the

genus /Esculus. 1873 Fouint's' Chemistry (ed. u) 639.

Pavilion (pavi-lyan), sb. Forms: 3-5 pauilon,

-un, (pauy-, paue-, pauey-, -Ion, -loun, -lun,

-lown(e), 4-5 pauilioun, 5-7 -ion, (5-6 pauy-,

paue-, -lio(u)n, -lyo(u)n, -lyun, -leon(e, -llion,

-llyon, -lleon) , 5-6 pauillon, (-yllo(u)n, -eillon,

pafelioun.pauvilon), 6-8pavillion, 7pavilloun,

7- pavilion. (3. Sc. 4-5 pailjeoun, -yeoun, 5-6

pail5o(u)n, -}own, paljon, 6 pail;eou ; paill-,

pallie-}(e)oun; pal}oun(e, -3eo(u)n, -youn,
-ione; pallioun, -ion(e; palliejieoun, paylion.

[ME. a. F. pavilion, OF. paveillun (i 2th c.),
'

tent,

pavilion, canopy', also 'standard': \^. papilion-em

'butterfly, moth', transf. 'tent, pavilion' (Lam-

pridius a 1 300), 'a similitudine parvi animalis',

Papias ;
in Pr. papallo, pabalho, pav-, Cat. pabello,

pav-, Sp. pabdlon, It. padiglione. The Sc. forms

arose from vocalization and loss of the z>.]

I. 1. A tent : chiefly applied to one of a large

or stately kind, rising to a peak above.

1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 1116 f>e emperour adde ipijt his

pauilons [v.rr. pauelon, -ylon]. a 1300 Cursor M. 8195

(Cott.) Ilkan to sett bair pauilun [v.rr. pauelyun, -ylion,

-yloun]. 1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls) III. 169 Cirus sette

his pauilouns wib ynne be loud. 4:1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.)
xxvi. 121 pai cary baire housez with bam apon cartes, as

men in ober cuntreez dnse tentes and pafeliouns [MS. Cott.

pavyllouns]. 1422 tr. Secreta Secret., Priv. Priv. 129 AI

the campany of the londe wolde not Suffice bar tentes and

Paueillons to Piche. 1481 CAXTON Reynard xxvi. (Arb.) 59

He hath gunnes, bombardes, tentes and paiiyllyons. 1535
COVERDALE i Kings xx. 12 Whan Benadab herde yt (euen

as he was drynkinge with the kynges in y pauylion). 1600

J. PORY tr. Leo"s Africa in. 165 His owne great tent is

pitched in a fower square forme like vnto a castle. ..This

royal pauilion hath fower gates. 1604 E. G[RIMSTONE]
D Acosta's Hist, Indies IV. vi. 220 This mountaine ..re-

sembling perfectly the fashion of a pavilion, or of a sugar
loafe. 1634 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. 54 A mile from this

Towne we see threescore blacke Pauillions. ..These are a

people, who live wholly in Tents, and obserue the customes
of the Tartars. 1774 WARTON Hist. Eng. Poetry (1840) I.

piss. iii.
p. cxc, The royal pavilion, or booth, which stood

in the fair about 1280. 1851 LAYARD Pop. Ace. Disccv.

Nineveh iv. 65 Amongst them rose the white pavilions of

the Turkish irregular cavalry. 1870 BRYANT Iliad I. IX. 269
Atrides brought the assembled elder chiefs To his pavilion.

/3. 1375 BARBOUR Bruce xi. 139 Sum lugit without the

townys In tentis and in paljeownys. Ibid. xix. 542 That
thai the pail^ownys mycht ma To fall on thaim that in thaim
war. 1470 Gol. fy Caw. 312 Thai plantit doun ane pai-

lyeoun, vpone ane plane lee. 1501 DOUGLAS Pal. Hon. n.

xliv, Law in the meid ane Paljeoun picht I se, Maist gud-
liest, and richest that micht be. 111590 MONTGOMERY
Mindes Melodie Ps. xix. 18 There he a throne Set for the

sunne, And paylion pight, his mansion to abide. 1596
DALRYMPLE tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. vn. 4 Edward, .cumis in

Scotl. with ane armie, and stentis his palliounis att Renfrew.

la 1700 Battle of Ottcrburn xv, They lighted high on Otter-

bourne, And threw their pallions down.

b. Her. A tent as a heraldic bearing.

1723 COATS Diet. Her. s. v., The Pavillions as we generally

represent them are round at the Top, ..as we see in ihe

Company of Merchant Taylors of London. 1727-41 CHAM-
BERS Cycl. s.v., The pavilhon consists of two parts : the top,

which is the chapeau, or coronet ; and the curtain which
makes the mantle.

f c. A canopied litter. Obs.

1656 W. D. tr. Comenius' Gate Lai. Unl. .439. 127

Closely covered a litter ; borne up above ground, a sedan ;

having a delicate cover besides, a pavillion. _ 1703 MAUN-
'

DRELL Journ. Jems. (1732) 127 A large Pavilion of black

Silk, pitch'd upon the back of a very great Camel, and

spreading its Curtains all round about the Beast.

2. fig. Anything likened to a tent.

1535 COVERDALE 2 Sam. xxii. 12 He made darknes his

pauylion rounde aboute him, thicke water in the cloudes of

ye
ayre. a 1586 SIDNEY Arcadia i. (1590) g\t, Flowers, which

being vnder the trees, the trees were to them a Pauilion, and

they to the trees a mosaical floore. 1726 POPE Odyss. xix.

516 The warm pavilion of a dreadful boar. 1751 JOHNSON
Rambler No. 134 P 8 The call . . of conscience will pierce the

closest pavilion of the sluggard. 1822-56 DE QUINCEY Con.

fess. (1862) 269 The blue pavilion stretched over our heads.

II. In transferred or technical uses, chiefly from

French.

1 3. A covering or canopy. Obs.

1381 in Eng. Gilds (1870) 233 [A] palyoun [of cloth of gold).

c 1468 [see PAVILION v. i b]. 1585 T. WASHINGTON tr. Nicho-

lay's Voy. II. xxii. 60 b, This vessel thus garnished is ..

couered with a rich pauillion of veluet or crimson satlen set

with gold and siluer.

fb. The velarium or awning of an amphitheatre.
1730 A. GORDON Maffei's Amphith. 320 Workmen, who. .

went to the top of the Building, to manage the Curtain or

Pavilion. Ibid. 347 This Pavilion was called yela, or

Velarium by the Latins.

4. A French gold coin struck by Philip VI of

Valois in 1329, the obverse of which represented
the king seated under a canopy or pavilion. Also

applied by collectors to the royal (for, struck by
the Black Prince for use in Guienne, etc.

1755 DUCAREL Anglo-Gallic Coins v. (1757) 25 A Royal _or
Pavillion . . the prince appears bare-headed under a magnifi-
cent pavilion. 1837 Penny Cycl. VII. 331/1 Edward the

Black Prince added the hardi of gold and the pavilion.

1894 C. F. KEARY in S. Lane Poole Coins <$ Medals v. in.

1 6. An article of apparel worn by lawyers ;

? a gown or cloak. Obs.

'393 LANGU P. PI. C. iv. 452 Shal no seriaunte for bat

seruyse were a selk houe, Ne pelour in bus
paueylon [. r.

pauiloun ; B. m. 294 no pelure in his cloke] for pledyng at

pe barre.

6. A light ornamental building or pleasure-house,
such as those common in parks and public gardens,
used generally for purposes of temporary shelter ;

also, a building attached to a cricket, football, or

other ground, for the convenience of spectators and

players.
The name is also sometimes given to a building appropri-

ated to purposes of amusement. The Marine Pavilion at

Brighton was begun in 1784 as a summer seaside residence

for the Prince of Wales, afterwards George IV; it is now
used as a museum and place of entertainment.

1687 A. LOVELL tr. Thevenofs Trav. i. 23 On the side of

the Port, over against Galata, there is a Kiousk or Pavillion

upon the Key. 1695 MOTTEUX St. Olon's Morocco 72 That

Palace, .consists of a great number of Pavillions, or small

distinct Buildings. Ibid. 76 Some little Pavillions or Sum-

mer-Houses, ..in each of which is a Fountain and a Water-

ing-place for Horses. 1748 LADY LUXBOROUGH Lett, to

Shenstone (1775) 38 My pavilion, when almost finished, was

pulled down again in part, to add to it a shrine for Venus.

'753 RICHARDSON Grandison (1781) III. xxviii. 295 The
Marchioness came to them . . from one of the paviliions in

the garden. 1766 ENTICK London IV. 449 [Description of

rotunda in Vauxhall-gardens.). .The paviliions or alcoves are

ornamented with paintings. ..Each pavillion has a table in

it, that will hold six or eight persons. 1823 BYRON Juan
XIV. Ixxxiii, Shut up no, not the King, but the Pavilion,

Or else 'twill cost us all another million. 1856 EMERSON

Eng. Traits, Stonehenge Wks. (Bohn) II. 127 We.. came

down into the Italian garden and into a French pavilion,

garnished with French busts, and so, again to the house.

handsome pavilion which was recently built [at Lord's]...

It is capable of accommodating 3,000 people.

7. A projecting subdivision of a building or

fa9ade, distinguished by more elaborate decoration.



PAVILION.

or by greater height and distinction of sky-line,

forming a connecting part, an angle, or the central

feature of a large pile.

Cl6j6 WREN in Willis & Clark Cambridge (1886) II. 534
The building next the court with the pavillions for the
stairecases. 1721 Nt-w Gen. Atlas 207 Each Corner of this

main Building has a fair Pavillion, one for the Governor's

Lodging and Council-Chamber. 1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl.

S.V., Pavillions are sometimes also projecting pieces, in the

front of a building, marking the middle thereof. Sometimes
the pavillion flanks a corner, in which case it is called an

angular pavillion. 1901 RUSSELL STURGIS Dict.Arckit. II.

PL 27 (s.v. Louvre) The whole front including the end

pavilions, is nearly 600 feet long.

b. One of the several detached or semi-detached

blocks or buildings into which a hospital is some-
times divided. (See 14, quots. 1885, 1903.)
1858 FLOR. NIGHTINGALE Xotes on Hospitals (1859) 8 The

example which France and Belgium have lately set us of

separating their hospitals into a number of distinct pavilions.

1863 Ibid. (ed. 3) iii. 56 By a hospital pavilion is meant a
detached block of building, capable of containing the largest
number of beds that can be placed safely in it, together with
suitable nurses' rooms [etc.]. 1864 E. A. PARKES Pratt.

Hygiene 298 The hospitals are to be formed by detached
buildings, or pavilions arranged in line, or side by side.

e. Bee-keeping. 'The middle hive in a collateral

system' (Cent. Diet. 1890).
f8. A flag or ensign, esp, the flag carried by

a ship to indicate her nationality. Obs.
1661 CHAS. II in Julia Cartwright Henrietta, of Orleans

(1894) in Certainly never any ships refused to strike their

pavilion when they met any ships belonging to the Crowne
of England. 1696 PHILLIPS (ed. $\ Pavilion,, .the Flag of
a General Officer in a Fleet. 1778 J. ADAMS Diary 29 Mar.,
Wks. 1851 III. 113 The pilot says war is declared, last

Wednesday, and that the pavilions were hoisted yesterday
at every port and lighthouse.

1 9. Hot. The spreading part of the corolla of
a flower ; the vexillum or standard in a papilio-
naceous flower. Obs.

1730 MARTYN in Phil. Trans. XXXVI. 386 The Musa is

a Liliaceous Plant, with a monopetalous, irregular Flower,. .

composed of a Tube, which is filled with the Ovary, and
a Pavilion divided into several Lobes, and forming a kind
of Mouth. 1796 H. HUNTER tr. St.-Pierre's Sluif. J\'at.

( T 799) LI. IQ8 Vou distinguish in them [papilionaceous
flowers] a pavilion, two wings, and a ridge.

10. The part of a brilliant-cut diamond between
the girdle and the collet.

1751 D. JEFFERIES Treat. Diamonds (ed. 2) Explan. Techn.
Terms, Pavilions are the under sides and corners of the
Brilliants and lie between the girdle and the collet. 1875
Urc's Diet. Arts II. 25. 1889 Century Diet. s.v. Brilliant,
The girdle., forms the junction-line between the upper part,
called the crown, and the lower part, called the pavilion.

11. Anat. a. The pinna or auricle of the ear.

1842 DUNGLISOM Jlfeif. Lex. s.v., The Pavilion of the Ear
is seated behind the cheeks, beneath the temple and
anterior to the mastoid process. 1854-67 C. A. HARRIS
Diet. Med. Terminal., Pavilion of the ear, the expanding
portion of the ear.

b. The fimbriated extremity of a Fallopian tube.

1857 BULLOCK Castaax' Midviif. 66 The existence of
supernumerary pavilions, or fimbriated extremities, upon
the same tube. 1893 in Syd. Soc. Lex.
12. = PAVILLON.
1875 KNIGHT Diet. Hftrfi. 1642/1 The insertion of the hand

into the pavilion of the French horn regulates the inflection
of the sounds.

13. Cliittese Pavilion, a musical instrument con-

sisting of little bells attached to a frame which are

rung by striking the staff of the frame on the ground.
1837 F.ncycl. Brit. (ed. 7) XIV. 617 The Chinese pavilion,

the triangle [etc.] are almost entirely confined to military
music, though, .sometimes used in theatrical orchestras.

14. atlrib. and Comb., uspavilion place, principle,
room, system, pavilion-maker; pavilion-like adj.,
-wise adv.; pavilion-bed, a bed with a pavilion-
roof or canopy, a tent-bed

; pavilion-facet, any
one of the four largest facets in the pavilion of
a brilliant-cut diamond; pavilion-roof, 'a roof

sloping or hipped equally on all sides' (Givilt's
Arc/lit. 1876) ; f pavilion-tow, Sc., a tent-rope.
1704 Loud. Gaz. Xo. 4033/4 A "Pavilion Bed of strip'd

Worsted Stuff. 1632 LITIICOW Tra-u. x. 429 There Fabrickes
are aduanced three or foure yardes high, *Pauillion-like

Encircling, 1900 COLQUHOUN 'Overland to China viii. 173
In the red-lacquered pillars, curved roofs, and pavilion-like
character of the buildings. 1624 WEBSTER Monuments
Hon. Wks. (Rtldg.) 366/2 John of Yeacksley, King Edward
the Third's "pavilion-maker. 1594 Battell of Balrinness in
Scot. Poems i6th C. (1801) II. 350 He said, ere he should
ceass The standing stonnes of Strathbolgie Schould be his

palipne place. 1885 Mancli. Exam. 6 July 5/4 The new
hospital is built on the 'pavilion principle. 1903 Daily
C/iron. 15 Oct. 5/1 The *pavilion system of which St.
Ihomass is the only example in London is the ideal
01578 LINDESAV (Pitscottie) Chron. Scot. (S. T. S) I. 175
[He] desynt thame to tak ane of his awin *pallie3oun towis
..and bind his handis. 1725 DE FOE I'oy.r,!. U'erMliS^o)
237 Beds, made *pavilion-wise, after the Spanish custom.

Pavilion (pavi-lysnl, v. [f. prec. sb.]
1. trans. To set or place in or as in a pavilion ;

to enclose in or as in a pavilion ; to canopy.
13.. A". A Us. 2038 Daries folk is all ordeynt, And y-pavy.

lounded in a pleyn. 1715-20 POPE Oiiyss. xx. Q Thus
P
'Y'o

'" thc porch I
1
? lav ' l8 4 J- GRAHAME Satbath

(1808)105 The moon Pavilioned in dark clouds. 1818 KEVTS
hruiym. n. 56 A wild rose tree Pavilions him in bloom.
1839 SIR R. GRANT Hrmn, 'O wttrshif the King" i, Our

VOL. VII.

573

Shield and Defender, The Ancient of Days, Pavilioned in

splendor And girded with praise.

tb. To cover (a dish) : cf. PAVILIONJ& 3. Obs.
c 1468 \f\Archxol. (1846) XXXI. 335 Apone the saide table

xvi dishes, every dishe pavilioned, one every pavillion a

penon of arrnes. And whan the Duke was sett, the tentes
and pavilions were taklne from the mes?es.

2. To furnish or set (a field, etc.) with pavilions.
1667 MILTON P. L. xi. 215 The field Pavilion d with his

Guardians bright. 1824 New Monthly Mag. X. 494 The
pavilioned shores of the Thames,
Hence Pavilioned///. a.

1795 J. FAWCETT Art ofWar 5 See yon pavilion 'd Council

sitting round. 1824 [see 2],

t Favi'lioner. Obs. [See -ER!, -ER 2
.]

A maker
or constructor of pavilions ; a tent-maker.
cifooinHonsch. Qrd. (1790)4 Coupers, Smythes, Ingyners,
Pavillioners, Marynors, Armorers. 1601 F. TATR llouseh.
Ord. Edw, II (1876) ii The tailour, armorer, pavilioner.

II Pavilion (pav^yon). \\t. pavilion pavilion ;

in xnod.F. also as below.] The bell-shaped mouth
of a trumpet or similar musical instrument.

1879 STAINER Music ofBible 79 This last instrument [the

English horn] does not terminate in a direct bell Qt Pavilion,

Pavilyeas, obs. Sc. form of PAILLASSE.

Paviment, obs. form of PAVEMENT.

f Pavimented, ///. a. Obs. [ad. Tt. pavi-
mentato, pa. pple. oipavimentare to pave.] Pavc-
men ted.

1717 TABOR in Phil, Trans. XXX. 560 The Pavimented
Phizza was Magnificent.

Pavin, -ine, variants of PAYAX.

Paving (iv'-virj), vbl.sh. [See -IXG!.] The
action of thc vb. PAVE

;
concr. the product of this

action, a pavement; the material of which a pave-
ment is composed.
1426-7^^.5'/.J/ffrj'.
pavynge & mevynge of pewes in the cherche. 1448 HFN. VI
Will in Willis & Clark Cambridge (18861 I. 355 '1 he cloistre

to. .be sette but .ij. fete lower than the pavyngof the chirch.

1497 Naval Ace. Hen. K//(i896) 230 Makyng of ij overmes
& payvyng the Kychyn. 1608 WII.I.ET //t-.r<z/Az E.vod. 554
A stone worke, such as they use in pauings. 1807 tr. Three
Germans III. 59 The clattering hoofs .. were heard upon
the paving of the outer courts. 1863 H. Cox Instil, in, ix.

731 Local Acts for paving, lighting, &c. of boroughs.
b, attrib. and Comb., as paving- beetie, -brick,

-flag-, -hammer, -machine, -ram, -rammer, -rate,

-roller, -sand, -slab, -wood, etc.

1497 Naval Ace. Hen. I'Sf (1896) 89 Paving rammers of

tymbre. Ibid. 94 Paving rammes of tre. 1538 ELVOT, Paiti-

cula, a pauyng bytell. 1703 T. N. City fy C. Purchaser 40
Paving-bricks, .are by some call'd Paving-Tiles. 1756-7 tr.

Keysler's Trar. (1760) III. 314 Paving-sand, upon which,
as good a foundation, most of the houses in Amsterdam are

built, piles being first driven into it. 1776 G, SFMI-I.T:

Building in Water 41 With paving Hammers we chipped
off so much more of the Bank. 1825 J. NICHOLSON Opcrat.
Mechanic 544 Paving-slabs and chimney-pieces are found

by superficial measure. 1862 H. MARRYAT JVar /* Sweden
II. 319 These pa\ ing-flags form a staple cf Oland commerce.
1869 E. YATES Wrecked in Port vii. 66 Men who pay for

the paving-rate.

Pa'ving-stone. A stone prepared for paving.
1:1440 Promp. Parv. 386/2 Pavynge stone, or pathynge

BtOne,jt*/a/MR. 1520 in Gross Gild Mcrch. II. 122 Morters
of Marbil! et Pavyngstonys of marbyll. 1563 SHUTK Arc/tit.

Ii j b, Couered the basket with a sauare pauing stone. 1802
MAR. EDGEWORTH Irish Bulls viii. 190 One of the com-
batants threw a small paving-stone at his opponent. 1884
J. TAIT Mind in Matter (1892) 34 In tearing up the founda-
tions of human belief, idealists have prepared paving-stones
as missiles of anarchy and bloodshed.

Paving-tile. A tile used for paving floors,

yards, courts, foot-pavements, etc., often glazed,
and sometimes bearing an ornamental design, on
its surface.

1426-7 Rcc.
S/. Mary at Hill (E. E. T. S.) 64 Payd for xj*

pavyng tyle..iijf. iiij</. 1573-80 BARET^/P. P 194 Pauing
tiles of dmers colours, finelie set with figures of birds, or
other things, or bailing like pictures wrought vpoii them.

1703 T. N. City ff C. Purchaser- 40 Paving-Tiles, .are cf
several Sizes, viz. 6. 8, 10. and 12 in. square. 1771 WOULFI;
in Phil. Trans. LXI. 126 The composition, which is used
for making paving-tiles, answers very well.

Pavion, obs. form of PAYAN.

Paviour, -ior (p^-vioi). Forms: 5-9 pavier,
(6 pavyer), 7- -ior, -iour. [f. PAVE v. ; the

later form paviour, -ior, was an alteration (perh.
after saviour} of earlier pavier, ~yer, which again

appears to have been altered from PAVER, after

other sbs. in -IER i, q. v.]
1. One who paves or lays pavements.
1426-7 Rec. Si. Mary at Hill (E. E. T. S.) 66 A pavier and

his man to paue in loue lane, c 1515 Cocke LorelTs B. g
Pauyers, bell makers, and brasyers. 1579 FULKE Confttt.
Sanders 671 The pauier hath made the lyke woorke of
historic vppon the pauemente. (11649 Poem attrib. to
Chas. I (L.), The corner-stone's misplaced by every paviour ;

With such a bloody method and behaviour Their ancestors
did crucify our Saviour. i66a GERBIER Princ. 33 The
Paviors (after the Bricks are laid) throw sharp Sand over
them. 1743 H. WALPOLE Cprr. fed. 3) I. Ixxxviii. 307 He
may be reduced to turn pavior. a 1845 HOOD To M'Adant
ii, Thou stood 'st thy trial, Mac! and shaved the road.. So
well, thatpaviours threw their rammers by.
fig- 1853 Miss De Qi'iNCEYin Friendships ofMiss M!t-

^rrf(i882) II. vii. 107 A great pavior in the way of good
intentions.

b. A rammer for driving paving-stones.
1875 in KNIGHT Diet. Mech. 1882 in OGILVIE.

PAVIS.

2. A paving-stone: = PAVER 2. In qnot. 1611

collectively (or ?ad. OK. paveure pavement).
1611 CORYAT Crudities 185 The walke a little without

paued with Diamond pauier Contriued partly with free
stone, and partly with red marble. 1829 Glovers Hist.
Derby i. 88 Flags or paviers, and slate or tile stones. 1847
Mcch. Mag. XXXIX. 192 The difference between malm
paviors and stocks was fifteen, .shillings per thousand.

Pavis,pavise(parvis),j<$. Now///V. Forms:
4-6 paueys, (4 erron. -ews), 5-6 pauis, (pauys,
-es, -yes, 5-6 -eis, 6 -iss, -yss, -eiss, -ois, -oys,

-ash,A-.pawes,6-7pauish,palueise),5-7pauise,
-ice, (5 -yce, -yse, -ysse, payuese, 5-6 pauisse,
-esse, -eice), 7 pavyse, -ese, 7-8 pavice, 7-pavis,
-ise, (8 pavois, -ache, -ashe, 8-9 -ais, 9 -isse,
-esse, -oise, -as). PI. orig. (a 1500) same as sing,
paveys, -is, etc. (hence new sing. 6 pavie) ;

but in

5 pauys(s)es, 5-6 -esses, 6 -oises, 6-7 pavishes,
8 pauashes ; 7- pavises, etc. [ME./rt7tfjv, -eis,
a. OY.parais (1337 in Hatz.-Darm.), \\o\\ parois,
ad. Tt. favese, in Sp. paves, med.L. pavensis or

pavcnse (1299 in Du Cange), also (from It., etc.)

paresis, pavcsiiis, pavcsium, pavesns, -nm, pa-
rc.\iits,pa-'issis ; npp. f. the name of Pavia in Italy,
where these bucklers were originally made (Hatz.-
Darm.). Obs. in actual use since 17th c., and
without any fixed current spelling. A final e is not

etymological, but taken over from the
\>\. pavises,

or the obz.pavice far pan's (cf. mice, tivice\^\
1. A convex shield, large enough to cover the

whole body, used in mediaeval times as a defence

against archery, and esp. in sieges ; the term has
also been extended to denote any large shield.
The pavis of a knight or archer was usually carried by his

valet, page, or attendant, and was deep enough to shelter
him in front of his master.

1390 [see ft]. ''.L 1400 TKEVISA J 'egecius n. xxiv.(Roy. MS. 18.
A. XII) If. 47 Foot man with paves and shelde. Vr 1400 Lvnc,.

.Kst'p's Fab. iii. 141 Agayne sharpe quarels helpith a pavice.
1412-20 Chr. Troy in. xxii. 11513) N ij b, Some wyll haue
a target or a spere And some a pauys his body for to were.
c 1475 Picf. I 'oc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 784/10 IIfc sestus, a pavis.
1483 ( '///. Angl. 271/2 APavysse,c*u/r/tf. ci$QoMelt<si>i
362 Thenne they retourned to Lusynen where geffray dide
doo hang the paueys, that he had wonne. 1513 DOUGLAS
sKncis vii. xiii. 67 A ballen pavis coueris thair U-ft sydis,
Maid of hart skynnis and thik oxin hydis. 1530 PALSGR.
252/2 Paves to defend one with, fanais. 1598 FLORIO,
Panese^Paut'sce, akindeof target or shield called a palueise.
a 1600 Floddan F. ix. (1664) 83 No shield nor pavish could
prevaile. 1658 PHILLIPS, A Parese, or Pavice, a large shield
which covereth the whole body. 1786 GRCSE Anc. Armour
27 The Pavais, Pavache, or Tallevas, was a large shield, or
rather a portable mantlet, capable of covering a man from
head to foot. 1795 SOUTHEY Joan of Arc viii. 345 The
knights below, Each by his pavais buhvark'd. 1860 R. F.
BURTON Centr. Afr. I. 312 In battle they carry the Pavoise,
or large hide sliield, affected by the Kafirs of the Cape. 1874
BOUTKLL Arms ^ Arm. viii. 137 The knight had his pnvise
carried before him by a page or valet. Square in outline,
and convex in form, this pavise was sufficiently large to
shelter both the page and his master.

ft. Plural. 1390 Earl Derby's Exp. (Camden) 23 Johanni
Peyntour pro pictura Ixviij paueys domini de Willeby.
?ci4oo TRF.VISA Vegecius iv. vi. (Roy. MS. 18. A. XII) If. 101
Good plentie of targes, pauysses, and sheldes. 1426 LYDG.
De Guil. Pitgr. 7264 Pavys also that wer stronge. 1497
Nai'al Ace. Hen. VII (1896) 95 Trestelles for hakbusses..
iiij", Pavesses for the same . . iiij". (11548 HALL Chrcn.,
Hen. VIII 42 The shotte . . they defended with Pauishes.

1617 in Heath Grocers' Contp. (1869) 432 Payde for the

paynting and guylding of three pavyses colloured in oyle.
1808 SOUTHEY Chron. C'itf 15 King Don Ferrando.. ordered
mantles to be made, and also pavaises to protect his people.
1828 SCOTT /''. M. Perth xxix, Preparing to cover themselves
by large shields, called pavesses.
y. Curtailed sing, fat'ie.
c 1575 Balfours Practicks, Sea Law's c. 91 (1754) 631 The

Admiral. .may alswa put pulderis, paveis, and speiris.., to
wit.. ane pavie and a fyre speir for three tunnis.

tb. As used on board a ship (being ranged
along the sides as a defence against archery). Cf.

sense 2 and FAVISADE. Obs.
? (21400 Morte Arth. 3626 Ledys one leburde, lordys &

ol>er, Pyghte paj-\-ese one porte, payntede scheldes. 14..
LvDOLonyv I/arflevr\u Arb. Garner VIII. 16 These goodly
ships lay there at road . . On every pavis a cross red. 1512-13
Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scot. IV. 473 Item, for vj dusan of
slottis and bandis for the pavesis of the James. 1549 Compl.
Scot. vi. 41 Paueis veil the top vitht pauesis and mantilfis.

1562 LEIGH Armorie 35.

t C. A soldier bearing a pavis. Obs. rare.

^1500 Melusine 142 Thanne had the sawdan .. orde>-ned
his bataylles, and his Crosbowes & paueys [F . favilliers].

2. A screen of pavises ;
a pavisade ; any screen

or shelter used in fighting.
1495 Trevisa's Earth. De P. R. xvn. cxlix. Tvj/2 Of

thornes men makith hegges and pauyses [Bodl. AIS. fi ib^es] :

wyth whyche men deftnde and socoure themselfe and theyr
owne. 1583 N. LICHEFIELD tr. Castanheda*s Conq. E. hid.
i. Ixiv. 130 b, Carrieng his boats with him well armed and
fenced, with certeine paueises made of Boordes, and sette

with Flagges. Ibid. 135 b, With the paueices of our boates,
the which were made of boards of two fingers thicke..we
did. .defend them of] fj.

1 3. fig. A defence, protection. Obs.
c 1430 LIDO. Min. Poems (Percy Soc.) 233 Jhesus.. Ageyn

al enmyes sheeld, pavys, and diffence. 1500-20 DUNBAR
Pcents \\Ti\\\. 36 He wes our mychte paviss, and our scheild.

a 1529 SKELTON Death Earl Northumb. 48 He was their

bulwark, their paues, and tlieir wall. 1534 MORK Ceutf.



PAWN.
En*. Moor in. i, Take my keys of all ; In my *pawn Ward-
robe you shall find to fit you.

t Fawn (piun), s&.3 Chiefly Sc. Obs. Forms :

5-6 povne, 6 powin, pown, -e, pauu, 6-7 ^9)

pawn, -e. [a. OB', poun, poon (Godef.), F. paon

pavone} '.~\^,pavo^pavdn-em peacock.] A peacock.
c 1450 HOLLAND Ho^vlat 614 The plesand Povne, 1530

Brissill cok and powins. a 1605 MONTGOMERIE Cherrie
Sloe (revision) 11, The paynted pawn with Argos eyis. 1627
DRAYTON Mooncalf\n Agincourt etc. 158 As pyde and garish
as the Pawne. [1864 BOUTELL Her. Hist. ^ Pop. x. 64 A Pea-
cock or Pawne, having its tail displayed, is

'

in its pride '.J

t Fawn, J<M Obs. Forms; 6-7 pawne, (6

pawen), 7 (9) pawn. [= Du. pand, in Plantijn

1573
(

pandt vn pan de muraille, ou vne gallerie ou

cloistre, lieu ou on vend quelque marchandise, ou
oil on se pourmeine, xystus, pcrlstyliiim^ anibn-

lacruni*
\
so Kilian 1599; Hexham \fyfipandt)

1

covert-walking-place, or gallery where things are

sould
; place or court environed with pillars, as in

cloisters*; in mod.Du. Diet. *a storehouse, maga-
zine

'

;
a Du. development of F. pan : see PANE

j.l senses 3, 4.]
A gallery or colonnade, a covered walk or passage,

especially one in a bazaar, exchange, or arcade,

alongside of which wares are exposed for sale.

'575 SIR T. GRESHAM in Wills Doctors' Comm. (Camden)
59 The bildings called the Royall Exchange, and all pawnes
and shopes adjoyninge. Ibid. 60 The saide bildinges..
pawen-;, shopes. 1579 TWYNE Phisicke agst. Fort, \\. iv. 166
Martes and pawnes stored with outlandish marchandize.

1598 DRAYTOS Heroic. Ep. xvii. 95 If thou but please to walke
into the Pawne, To buy thee Cambricke, Callico, or Lawne.

1599 HAKLUYT I'oy. II. 261 (.Pegu) This house is fiue and
fifty paces in length, and hath three pawnes or walks in it,

and forty great pillars gilded, which stand betweene the
walks, 1609 HOLLAND Amm. Marcell. 342 To crie out

along the Burses, Lombards and Pawnes, That the Common-
wealth and all were lost. 1688 Lond. Gaz. No. 2404/4 The
West-Pawn of the Royal Exchange, being the Place now
prepared for the purpose aforesaid. 1888 BESANT 50 Yrs.

Ago 35 Jerman's Exchange, .had an inner cloister and a
'

pawn', or gallery.. for the sale of fancy goods.

t Pawn, $b.$ Obs. rare, [Erroneous back-

formation from PANNAGE
; perh. an error of Spel-

man.] Mast of trees.

1664 Spdmans Gloss., Pannagium. Quasi P^aunagium,
silvestrium enim arborum fructus & glandes quidam/rtw$
vocant. Hence 1672 Cowei.Intei"pr, tPannageQtPawnaget

Pannagium, Which is that Food that the Swine feed on in

the Woods, as Mast of Beech, Acorns, etc. which some have
called Pawnes.

Pawn (pjn), v. Forms: 6 Sc. pand, 6-7
pawne, paune, (pa. pple. paund), 7- pawn,
[f.

PAWN sb : cf. Du. panden to pawn, Ger.

pfanden to distrain upon, pawn.] trans. To give
or deposit as security for the payment of a sum of

money or for the performance of some action

(something to be forfeited in case of non-payment
or non-performance) ;

to pledge ;
to stake, wager ;

to risk. a. ///. : esp. to deposit with or hand over

to some one (usually a pawnbroker) as security
for the repayment of a loan.

1570 LEVINS Manip. 44/26 To Paune, pignorare. a 1578
LINDESAY (Pitscottie) Chron. Scot. (S. T. S.) I. 340 The king
..gart her pand ane hunder crouns and ane tune of wyne
wpoun the Inglischemenis handis. 1592 GREENE Groat's IV.

Wit (1617) 28 His lands solde, his Jewels pawnde. 1639
FULLER Holy \Var\\\. vii. (1840) 128 The island he pawned
to the Templars for ready money. 1711 SWIFT Lett. (1767)
III. 253 He is over head and ears in debt, and has pawned
several things. 1847 EMERSON Poems, To Rhea, These

presents be the hostages Which I pawn for my release. 1850
W. IRVING Goldsmith ii. 36 Obliged to raise funds., by
pawning his books.

b. fig. (e. g. one's life, honour, word, etc.).

1567 EDWARDS Damon fy Pithias in Hazl. Dodsley IV. 55

My life I pawn for his. 1606 CHAPMAN Monsieur D"1

Olive

Plays 1873 I. 218 If I knew where I might pawne mine

honor, For some odd thousand Crownes, it shalbe layd.

1650 BULWER Anthropomet. i. (1653) J 7 H
.

e wi'l not Pawne
his credit for many things that he therein delivers. 1741
RICHARDSON Pamela (1824) I, xvi. 28, I will pawn my life

for her, she will never be pert to your honour. 1860 MOTLEY
Netkerl. (1868) I. vii. 385, I dare pawn my soul.

f C. slang. (See quot. a 1 700.) Obs.

1673 R. HEAD Canting Acad. 72 This poor man finding
himself pawn'd, and not having. .money to discharge the

reckoning, a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Creivs.v., To Pawn.
any Body, to steal away and leave him . . to Pay the

Reckoning. 1725 in New Cant. Diet.

^ Erron. (Confused with PALM V. 4.)

1787 Minor i. xi. 40 Those qualities which we desire to

pawn upon the credulous world. 1832 MARKYAT N. Forster
xxxviii, He has sent out his.. daughters to me pawned
them off upon me.

Hence Pawned///, a., Pawning vbl. sb.

1607 MIDDLINGS Michaelm. Term \\. iii. 314 The pawning
of thy horse. t-jv^Lond. Gaz. No. 6153/2 That the Borrowers
do make full Payments, .in Money upon the pawned Stock.
1886 Athenaeum 6 Mar. 333/3 The business-like air which
belongs to continental pawning. 1903 Times 29 Sept., The
fact that the account.. was then light did not prevent the
flood of pawned stock especially

'

gilt-edged
'

securities-
that has been poured on the market since then.

Pawn, obs. f. PAN s&.&, betel-leaf
;
var. PAND.
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Pawnable (pg-nab'l), a.
[f. PAWN v. + -ABLE.]

That can be pawned.
1742 JARVIS Quix. i. in. xxiii. (1885) 131 A thing neither

pawnable nor saleable. 1886 G. R. SIMS in Daily Xews
Q Dec. 5/7 They have nothing pawnable to fall back upon.
Pawning is the first thing to which the poor resort when the
wolf comes to the door.

Pawnage (pp'neds). rare.
[f.

PAWN v, +

-AGE.] The action or object of pawning.
1624 BP. MOUNTAGU Immed. Addr, 20 No Man so dearely

payed the pawnage of folly. 1858 CARLYLE Fredk. Gt. H.
xiv. (1872) I. 129 Sigismund. .pawned the Newmark too,
the second Pawnage of Brandenburg.

Pawnage, obs. form of PANNAGE.
Pawnbroker (p9*nbr<?:kai). [f. PAWN s&.% +
BROKER 2.] One engaged in the business of lending
money upon interest on the security of articles of

personal property pawned or pledged.
1687 Lond, Gaz. No. 2305/3 Encouragement and Con-

nivence., from Petty-Tradesmen, Pawn-Brokers, and others.

1730 FIKI.DISG Authors Farce i. iv, Fetch my other hat
hither. Carry it to the pawn-broker's. 1786 Ir. Act 26
Geo. Ill, c. 43 title^ An Act to establish the Business of a
Pawnbroker. 1833 HT. MARTINEAU Loom fy Lugger n. v.

86 All the knives and scissors were at the pawnbroker's.
Hence (nonce-wds.} Fawnbro'kerage, Pawn-

brokering1

, the business of a pawnbroker, pawn-
broking; FawnT>ro:keress, a female pawnbroker;
Fawnbro'kery, (a) a pawnbroking establishment,

(b} pawnbroking.
1896 Century Map, Feb. 540 Every Jew.. must have.. a

notarial authorization for *pawnbrokerage. 1833 LAMB
Let, Moxon. Lett. 1888 II. 292, I.. wrote for the *Pawn-
brokeress's album. 1893 N. $Q. 8th Ser. III. 4/1 Employed
in various *pawnbrokenng establishments. i8zi W. TAYLOR
in Monthly Rev. XCIV. 493 Madame Necker.. founded a
charitable *pawnbrokery at Paris. 1833 New Monthly Mag.
XXXVIII. 84 Pawnbrokery Is.. a rational proceeding, for

the pledge always retains the value for which it is engaged.

Pawnbro:king, vbl. sb. [f. prec. : see -ING!.

Cf. breakingpawne in Shaks. Kick. II, n. i. 293,
BROKING vbl. sb. 3.] The action or business of

a pawnbroker; the occupation of lending money
on the security of articles pawned.
i8zz W. TAYLOR in Monthly Mag. XXXI. 6 Pawnbroking

is regulated by law. 1875 T. A. TROLLOPE Diamond cut
Diamond (i-]6) 338 There is always an especial run ou the
Government pawn-broking establishment. 1884 HORNER
Florence {ed. 2} I. App. 566 The Monti di Pieta. .were rather

pawnbroking carried on by the Municipality.
So Fawnbro'king- ///. a., that carries on the

business of a pawnbroker.
1763 FOOTE Commissary i. Wks. 1799 II. 7 That canting,

couzening, money-lending, match-making, pawnbroking.
t Pawnde, obs. form of PANED: cf. PAUSED.
1552 in Dillon Calais ff Pale (1892) 97 One of Clothe of

golde and blewe velvet pawnde with flowers of golde.

Pawne, obs. form of PAX sbJ>, PAWN.
Pawnee (pnr). [f.

PAWN v. + -EE.] The
person with whom something is deposited as a

pawn or pledge. (Correlative to pawner.)
1683-5 tr - Crokc's Rep., Jac. 245 marg.^ Tender of the

money to the executrix of a pawnee, and her refusal to re-

store the goods, revests them in the owner. 1745-1875 [see

PAWNER]. 1875 POSTE Gaius in. (ed. 2) 369 The pawnee
could not become the purchaser.

Pawner (pj'ngj). Also (in legal works) -or.

[f. PAWN v. + -ER 1
, -OB.] One who pawns; one

who deposits something as a pledge, esp. with

a pawnbroker.
1745 Gent I. Mag. 412 The pawner, or his assignee, have no

other security for the return of their goods but the honour
of the pawnee. 1853 WHARTOM Pennsyh. Digest 211 A
pawnee has no better title than the pawnor. 1875 POSTE
Gaius in. 204 The owner or pawnor who steals a pawn is

suable for theft by the pawnee. 1902 Times 22 Mar. 4/5
Not recording the full name and address of the pawner
upon the tickets.

Pawnshop (pg'nijjpp). [f.
PAWN sb.- + SHOP.]

A pawnbroker's shop or place of business.

1849 J- P- ROBSON in Bards ofTyne, The Pawnshop in a
Bleeze, The world was better far an sure When pawnshops
had ne neym [ no name]. 1855 MRS. GASKELL North fy S.

I. xx. 2^6 For these . . there setms no other resource now
that their weekly wages are stopped, but the pawn-shop.
1891 K KINGLAKE Australian at H. ii. 10 Pawnshops, with
their three golden balls dangling In front.

Paw-paw (P9'p
:

)> a - slang or colloq. t Obs.

[Reduplication of PAW a,] A nursery expression
for 'nasty, improper, naughty', used euphemisti-

cally for 'indecent, obscene, immoral*.

1796 Grose's Diet, Vulgar T. (ed. 3), Paw paw Tricks,

naughty tricks : an expression used by nurses, &c. to children.

1802-12 BENTHAM Ration. Jitdic. Ezrid. (1827) IV. 338
Administering a little fatherly or motherly correction.. for

paw-paw tricks. i8ia G, COI.MAN Br. Grins, Tivo Parsons

vii, All proprietors of paw-paw houses. 1825 T. H. LISTER

Granby ix. (1836) 55 Then went to say paw-paw things of

Lady Mary Wortley Montague. 1830 SCOTT Jrnl, 9 July,

Touching the songs, an old nw/mist own an improvement
in the times, when all paw-paw words are omitted.

Hence Paw'-pawness.
1828 Examiner 434/1 Churches will cover a multitude of

actresses. Our paw-pawness hedgeth with sacred stone,
and abundantly excuseth itself with Glebe Houses. 1829
Jbid. 49/2 Proposals for the better rewarding ofpaw-pawness.

Pawpaw, var. PAPAW. Paws, pawse, obs.

ff. PAUSE. Pawaey, obs. f. PALSY sb.

f Pawson. Obs. Shortened form of DIAPAKOX.

PAXBRED.
1606 J. RAYNOLDS Dolarncy's Prim. (1880) 71 His nimble

hand, guided by supple veynes, With heauenly pawsuns,
clos'd his doleful streynes.

Pawtenar, -er, pawtnere, var. PAUTEXER sb. 2

Paw-waw, variant of Powwow.
Pax 1

(paeks). Also 6 pex. [a. I., pax peace,
in Christian L. also the kiss of peace.]

||
1. The Latin word meaning

*

peace'. Obs.
The Latin word is familiar in certain legal phrases, as Pax

Dei, Ecclesise, Regis, the peace of God, the Church, the

king's peace ; so pa,* Romana, the peace which reigned
between nationalities within the Roman empire ; so pax
Britannica, the peace imposed by British rule.

a 1485 FORTESCUE Wks. (1869) 476 We shulde firste have
unite and pax within our land. 1535 STEWART Cron. Scot.
III. 72 Ane man he wes of policie and pax. i66^Spelman's
Gloss., Pax Dei, Pax Ecclesix, Pax Regis, 1872 WHARTON
Law Lex. (ed. 5), Pax regis, the king's peace verge of the
court, 1899 H 'estm. Gaz, g Dec. 2/2 The wonderful lion
which figured in the Poet Laureate's ' Pax Britannica

'

poem.
b. Eccl* In Latin salutations and blessings, as

Pax vobis peace be with you! (see quot. 1885).
1593 PEELE Ediv, I, Wks. (Rtldg.) 381/2 Pax vobis, Pax

vobis ! good fellows, fair fall ye. 1840 HARHAM Ingol. Leg.
Ser. i. Grey Dolphin,

' Of course I shall
', said St. Austin.

( Pax vobiscum !
'

and Abbot Anselm was left alone. 1885
Cath. Diet. (ed. 3), Pax vobis is said by bishops after the
'Gloria in Excelsis'. If the 'Gloria' be not said, then the

bishop's salutation is the same as the priest's viz.
' Dominus

vobiscum \ The fact that ' Pax vobis
'

was our Lord's
Easter greeting to the Apostles made it unsuitable for

penitential days.
c. quasi-/;;/, (in schoolboy slang). 'Keepquietl*

' Truce !

*

1852-82 ROGET Thesaurus 403 Silence. ..Int. hush!
silence ! soft ! whist ! tush ! chut ! tut ! pax ! 1872 Ront-
ledges Ef. Boy's Ann. 615/1 There's been a sort of 'pax

'

called all round. 1899 KIPLING Stalky, In Ambush 4 'Pax,
Turkey. I'm an ass,*

2. Eccl. The kiss of peace : see PEACE sb. 4 ;

the ceremony of kissing the pax: see sense 3. rare*
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 388/1 Pax, of kyssynge (v. r. or

kyssynge), osculum,i'el oscnlumpacts, a 1548 H.A.LLC/itvn. t

Rich. Ill 26 The Cardinal! song the masse, and after paxe,
the kynge and the queue discended. 1568 GRAFTON Chron>
II. 802 The sate still vntill the Paxe was geuen. 1853 ROCK
C/t, of Fathers IV. xii. 160 The Salisbury rubric was to

send, just before the communion, the 'Pax
1

all about the
church. This. . was conveyed from one to another by a kiss

upon the cheek.

3. Eccl. A tablet of gold, silver, ivory, glass, or

other material, round or quadrangular, with a pro-

jecting handle behind, bearing a representation of

the Crucifixion or other sacred subject, which was
kissed by the celebrating priest at Mass, and passed
to the other officiating clergy and then to the

congregation to be kissed ; an oscillatory.
It came into use during the i3thc. as a symbolic substitute

for the kiss of peace; see PEACE ,F. 2. In England its use died
out after the Reformation ; in the Roman Church it is now
used in certain monastic communities on special occasions.

1375 Lay Folks Afass Bk. (MS. B.) 514 f>ere when J>o

prest [|?o] pax wil kis, knele J>ou & praye fc>en ^is. c 1386
CHAUCER Pars. T. F 333 And eek he waiteth or desireth to

sitte or elles to goon aboue hym in the wey or kisse pax, or

been encensed or goon to offryng biforn his neignebore.
a 1450 LYDG. Vertue of Masse (c 1505) c j b, The people of

loue and hyghe degre Kysse the pax a token of vnyte. 1528
TINDALE Doctr. Treat. (Parker Soc.) 279 Yea to kiss the

pax, they think it a meritorious deed. 1545 Rates of
Customs c iij, Paxes the groce xi'is. 1588 CKOWLEY Delib.

Answ. 40 b, Innocent the first .. inuented the kissing of

the Paxe at Masse. 1621 BURTON Anat. Mel. Democr. to

Rdr. (1676) 17/1 Had he been present at a Masse, and seen

such kissing of Paxes, Crucifixes, Cringes, Duckings [etc.].

1670 LASSELS Voy, Italy n. 389 A rich Pax of Mother of

Pearle. 1826 MRS. BRAY De Foix x. (1884) 107 He was next

presented with the Pax, which he also solemnly kissed. 1840

Penny Cycl. XVII. 343.

fig* "589 WARNER Alb. Rug. \\. xxxi. 136 Her lippes
nieane while my Pex : Ply Sir (quoth she) your busie trade,

you are besides the Tex.

4. transf. (Public School slang.) A friend ;

good friends. To be good pax, to be good friends.

1781 BF.NTHAM Jlfgw. ff Corr. Wks. 1843 X. 100 If any.

thing should happen to jumble us together, we may perhaps
be good pax. 1900 C. B. MOUNT Let. to Editor, At Win-
chester (6-1840) we used to talk of

'

making>a.r
'

with some

one, in sense of establishing a friendship: we even used
4 Pax

'

in sense of '
friend

'

:

' a great pax of mine '.

t Pax 2
. Obs. A corrupt form of Pox. In phr.

Pax on (him, if, etc,) /

1641 IJROMB Jw. Crew iv. \. Wks. 1873 II 1. 422 Pax o
1

your
fine Thing. 1663 DRYDEN Wild Gallant \\. i, Pax on't !

1716 ADDISON Drummer in. i, Pax on him, what do I give
him the hearing for !

f Pa'xboard, obs. var. of next, after BOARD sb.

1481 LITTLETON Will\\\ Test. Vctnsta (1826) I. 364 A paxe-

borde, two cruetts, and a sakering-bell. 1500 Inv. St.

Dunstans, Canterb. ibid., A pax borde off latin, a crucyfyx
for a pax borde off coper gyltt.

t Paxbred. Obs. Forms : 4 paxbreyd, 4-5
-brede, -bred, 6 -bredd. [f. PAX! + BRED sb.

board.] = PAX J
3.

1350 in Riley Mem, Lond. (1868) 263 Paxbred. 1395 in

E. E. Wills (1882) 5, I bequethe a chales and a paxbred.
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 388/1 Pax brede, escalatoriuin. 1472

in Wilts. Archxol. etc. Mag. (1868) XI. 337 A pakisbrede
of yvere w lh a ymage of our lorde as he swette blode. 1509

in Suss. Archxol. Coll. XLI. 27, iij paxbredds. [1881

Academy 16 Apr. 284 A '

paxbrede
'

representing the crucifix

with Mary and John.]
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II Paxilla (paeksi-la). Zool. PI. -88. [mod.L.,
from classical L. paxillus small stake, peg.] A
pillarlike pedicel in echinoderms, surmounted by
a tuft of minute calcified spinelets attached to the

integument.
1870 ROLLESTON Anim. Life 142 The spines, .may carry a

coronet of numerous calcified setae on their apices when

they are called
'

paxillae '. 1878 BELL tr. Gegcnbaurs Conip.
Anat. 206 The incompletely calcified stalk of the pedicel-
laria corresponds to the stalk of the paxilla of the Asterida.

Hence Faxrllar a.
y
of or pertaining to paxillae ;

Fax! Hate <?., having paxillse; Paxilli ferous a.,

bearing paxillre ;
Faxi'lliform #., having the shape

of a paxilla.
1857 MAYNE Expos. Lex. 892/1 Having the body furnished

with appendices,, .paxilliferous. 1889 SLAUKN in Challenger
Rep-1 Zool. XXX. 286 Plates of the ubactinal area more or
less truly paxilliform. 1890 Cent. Dict.^ Paxillate.

fPaxillary,<z. Obs. Erroneous form ofBASILARY,
applied to the sphenoid bone.
Med. L. basilus appears to have been written passilhts^

and associated with paxillus, ^\\\\\'gpassillare^pa.-cillarie.
[c 1400 Lanfranc's Cirurg, 1 10 (Ashm.) pe .vij. boon is cle-

id passillare, }>e which is not of be booties of J?e heed, but
e susteyne^ alle be o^ere boonys of be heed. [Add. il/.V.

10440 If. 2, adds] & he is vnterberynge in be hynder partie
al pe bones of be heued, & berfore he is clepid be.. paxillus.]

1548-77 VICARY Anat. iii. (1888) 28 The seuenth and last

[bone] .. of the head is called Paxillarie, or Bazillarie; the
whiche bone is, as it were, the wedge vnto all the other
seuen bones of the head, and doth fasten them togeather.
And thus be all numbred : the first is the Coronal bone,..
the seuenth is Paxillari, or Bazillari.

Pa'xillo:se, a,
[f. L. paxillus or mod.L.

paxilla (see above) + -OSE.] a. Geol. Resembling
a small stake (Ogilvie, Annandale, 1882). b. Of
or pertaining to the Paxilhsas

t
a group of echino-

derms bearing paxillas (Funk 1895).
|| PaxHlus. Zool. [L. paxillus small stake,

peg.] = PAXILLA (Webster 1890).
Paxwax (pse'ks|WKks). Now dial, and colloq.

Also 5 paxwex, paswax, 7 pax-waxe, 7-9 pack-
wax, 9 paxywaxy. [A word used in many dialect

forms, e.g. Y\'s.~'e\^fic-fac tjig-fag^ etc., the earliest

known being fax-wax or fex-wex (W. de Bibbes-

worth 13..)* which appears to contain QTL.feajc t

MH, fa(tfax (see FAX), the hair of the head, and
OE. *weax growth, from weaxatt to grow, wax ;

cf. the parallel Ger. synonym haai~wo,chs sinew, f.

haar hair + wachs t wax-, growth ; cf. also MDu,
geei haar

'

yellow hair* = tendon.
In German, Grimm instances the second element in various

forms, e.g. in OHG. uualto-uuahso, ituinmiahs, nerve, etc.]

A name for the stout clastic tendon extending
from the dorsal vertebrae to the occiput, and serving
as a support for the head, in various mammals, as

the horse, ox, sheep, etc.; in others, as in man,
existing in less developed form

;
the nuchal liga-

ment, fixfax, whitleather.

[13.
. Gloss W. de Bibbesw. (MS. Camb. Gg. 1. 1 If. 280 b/2),

E si ad derere le wen au col (gloss fax wax \v.r. fex wexjj.j
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 388/1 Paxwax, synewe (Pynson pax-
wex). 14.. Artind. MS, 42 If. 44 b, Delle .. helpej* for

brussures of be paxwax and of be brawn. Ibid, oo b, It

\Galbanum\ is gode for . . be sbote in
}je lacertys, i. in be

paswaxis. 1610 MARKHAM blaster^. n. iii. 219 This [sinew]
of the common Farriers is called pax-waxe. a, 1682 SIR T.
BROWNE Tracts vili. Wks. 1836 IV. 205 Words of no general
reception in England, but of common use in Norfolk, or

peculiar to the East Angle countries; as bawtui, bnnny^
thurck, . .paxwax. 1691 RAY Coll. Words Pref., Paxwax. .

is a word not confined to Norfolk or Suffolk, but far spread
over England; used, to my knowledge, in Oxfordshire. 1691

Creation, i. (1692) 150 Which Aponeurosis,. is taken notice
of by the Vulgar by the name of Fixfax, or Packwax, or
Whit-leather. 1713 DERHAM Phys.-Theol. (1723) 323 That
strong . . ligament . . called the Whiteleather, Packwax, . . and
Fixfax. 1848 CARPENTER Anim. Phys. 33 The ligament of
the neck of many quadrupeds, commonlyknown as the paxy-
waxy. 1865 BANKS Wakefield IVds., As tough as pax-wax,

Pay (p^
1

), sb. Also 4 pai, pay;, 4-7 paie,

paye, 5 pey. [a. OF. paie Pr.paia, paga, Sp.,

Pg., It. paga, f. the vb. pagare, payer to PAY.]
fl. Satisfaction, contentment, pleasure, liking.
To pay : to a person's satisfaction, acceptably.

Chiefly with possessive : (o, at (a person's) pay,
as he likes, so as to please him. Obs.
c 1300 Body # Soul in Ula^s* Poems (Camden) 334 A body

.. That havde ben a mody kny?t, and lutel served God to

pav}. 13-. K.Alis. 3796 Yutyeschole, of mynpaye, Or Ygo
hennes, more asay 1 13.. E. E. A Hit. P. A. 1164 Hit watz
not at my pryncez paye, Hit payed hym not bat I so flonc.

1362 LANGL. P. PL A. vi. 39 For bauh I Sigge hit myself, I

serue him to paye, I haue myn hure of him wel, and ober-
while more, c 1375 Cursor M. 22939 (Fairf.) A potter, .quen
he his new vessel for-dos& hit be nogt vn-to his pay. a 1425
Ibid. 3655 (Trin.) Venisoun J>ou hast him nomen Deyntily
di^te to his pay {earlier MSS. behoue]. c 1430 Syr Gener.
(Roxb.) 5665 Of hors and armes at his pay The Soudon yave
in the same day. 121529 SKELTON E. Rummyng yfi, I dranke
not this sennet A draught to my pay. 1602 Archpriest
Controv. (Camden) II. 4 He answered him not to his pay.

2. The action of paying, payment (esp. of wages
or hire) ; with//., one of the periodical payments
of wages to workmen or others.

L 1440 Promp. Part'. 377/1 Pay, or payment, solucio.

1:1570 R. TURPYN in Chron. Calais (Camden) Introd. 19

i Payenge to the said victuallers from paie to paie that was
made ther by the quenes majestic their saide sommes of

I money. 1602 MARSTON Antonio's Rev. iv. v, At the fixed

day of pay. 1647 N. BACON Disc. Govt. I-lng. \. Ixiv. (17^9)
' 133 Rather to score it up against the future, than require

present pay. 1865 KINGSLEY Hercw. iii, 'No pay no play'
! is as good a rule fur priest as for layman. 1872 Daily News

2 Oct. 5 The 'pays' are the markers in the chronological
table of the miner. He refers to a past event as having

,
occurred so many pays back.

b. The condition of being paid, or receiving

I wages or hire : chiefly in phr. in pay',
in receipt of

1 wages; in the pay of, in the paid employment of.

1596 SHAKS. i Hen. IV, HI. ii. 126 Like enough,. .To fight

against me vnder Percies pay. 1601 k. JOHNSON Kingd. <*j-

/- .... i.f \ .ao \ i ...L:_!_ u_ i .L .

already made, his men raised and in pay. 1743 BULKELKY
& CUMMINS Voy. S. Seas Pref. 13 When they were out of

Pay, they look'd upon themselves as their own Masters.

1838 THIRLWALL Greece IV. 197 Unless we should suppose
that the murderers were in the pay of Sparta. 1865 DICKENS
Mitt. Fr. I. xv, People in your pay or employment.
3. concr. Money paid for labour or service

;

wages, hire, salary, stipend.
1:1330 R. BRUXXE Chron. (,1810) 262 The kyng ^is pay has

nomen, and in cofres has. 1430 Freemasonry (HalHw.)
23 Whenne the mason taketh hys pay of the mayster. 1590
Sin J. SMYTH Disc. Weapons^ Ucd. 7 To terrific their soldiers

from demanding of their paies due, 1657 KAKL MONM. tr.

Pant tas Pol. Disc. 172 They take their lands and posses-
. sions . . making Timari thereof. . which are Pays or Revenues

|

assigned over to the Soldiers. 1757 Jos. HAUKIS Coins 41
Is not their pay. .scanty enough already? 1853 THACKKRAY

I

Esmond n. iii,
I take the Queen's Pay in Quin's Regiment.

tb. Deadpay: see DEAD PAY. Obs.

t c. (?) A soldier in receipt of pay. Obs.

1523 WOLSEY in St. Papers Hen. VIH, VI. 189 That the

lanceknygtes being not past with the Countie Felix 7000
pays, wer at Porte Sus la Sone.

4. fig. Payment, or that which is paid, in any
metaphorical sense ; retaliation, punishment or

blows inflicted; penalty or retribution suffered;

recompense, etc. bestowed. Now rare or Obs,
c 1300 Body <$

Soitl in Maps' Poems (Camdenl 335 ;>eot

EchaftOU^ come, .and I the with, for tokepen oure hardepay.
c 1400 Ywaine $ Gnw. 2476 The geant gaf he fill gude pay,
He smate oway al his left cheke. 1590 SPEXSER F. Q. in. x.

31 Fame is my meed, and glory vertues pay. 1592 SHAKS.
Ven. $f Ad. 89 But when her lips were ready for his pay,
He winks, and turns his lips another way. 1602 Ham. i.

iii. 106 That you haue tane his tenders for true pay.

5. 7(7 be good (etc.) pay : to be sure to pay one's

debts (colloq.) ; fig. to be profitable, afford profit.

1727 tjict Fables \. x. 64 If you'd employ your pen, Against
the senseless sons of men,.. No man is better pay than I am.
1809 MAI.KIN Gil Bias in. iii. ?3 Great men are good p^iy in

the long run, they often marry rich heiresses, and then old

scores are wiped off. 1842 POK Murders Rue IMorgitc
|
Wks. 1864 I. 187 They were excellent pay.

t b. Better payt something more profitable or

i advantageous ; an advantage. Obs.

13.. Coer deL. 364 [He] cameagayn by another way, And
thought to make a better pay. a 1330 Roland fy l^. 840
Mine worb |?e raber pay. 14.. -Sir Bates (MS. M) 501 He
sye, it was no better paye, But shifte hym in the beste way.
0. Alining. A remunerative yield of metal in

a bed of ore : cf. PAY- 2.

1877 RAYMOND Statist. Mines fy Mining qi It is in this

stratum of 40 feet where the rich pay will be found. 1882

j

Rep. to Ho. Repr. Prec. Met. U. S. 105 Brown & Co. work

;

a sluicing claim with good results. William George, just

i below, has lately got good pay. Comb. : see PAY- in com-

i
bination, 2.

Pay (p') ^.T Pa. t. and pple. paid
Forms: 3-5 paie(n, paye(n, (3 pai;e, 4 pai, 5

pay^e, 5-6 pey), 4-7 paie, paye, 4- pay. Pa. t.

paid, in senses 13, 14 payed; 3-6 payde, paide,

4-6 Sc. payit. Pa. pple. paid, in senses 13, 14,

payed ; 4 pa^ed, 4-6 payde, 5 -id, 5-6 Sc. -it ;

also 3-4 with prefixed i-, 3-6 y-, (5 ypayt). [ME.
a. F. payer (i2th c. in Littre) to pay, in OF. also to

appease, satisfy, please (so in Cotgr. 1611) = Pr.,

Sp., Pg. pagar, It. pagare : L. pacare to appease,

pacify, reduce to peace, in med.L. also * to pay ', f.

pax, pac-etn peace. The sense 'pacify
1

, applied

specifically to that of *

pacify or satisfy a creditor
1

,

came in Com. Romanic to mean *to pay a creditor',

and so *
to pay* generally. In some of the Romanic

langs. the vb. has still both senses ;
but in Fr. as

in Kng. the sense *

satisfy, please* is now obs.]

T~l. trans. To appease, pacify, satisfy, content,

please, gratify; to be acceptable to, gain or meet with

the approval of :
= APAY i. Most freq. in pa. pple.

Satisfied, content, pleased ;
also strengthened by

well\ so ill paid, displeased, dissatisfied. Obs.
c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 179 And ;iet ne wile be louerd

ben paid mid his rihcte mol. a 1225 After. R. 318 pus
I souhte delit : hwu I mest muhte paien mine lustes brune.
c 1275 LAY. 10535 P's ihorde Jje kaiser And him paide swibe
wel. a 1300 Cursor M. 7814 Wel he wend wit fns tibing
For to pai dauid l>e king, 13.. Gaiv. fy Gr. Knt. 1379
How payez yow >is play? ^1430 Syr Gener. (Roxb.} 7558
The long terme did hir not pay To abide so long the

mariage. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 377/2 Payyd, and qvemyd, or

p\tsyd,ptacatn$. t 1460 TowneUy Myst. ii, 244 Luke well
. . that tnou negh not the tree of life ; rTor if thou do, he bese
ill paide. 1496 Dives fy Pattp. (W. de W.) vn. iv. 280/2

|
Poore folke be not payed with suiTycyent lyuynge but couete
more than theym nedeth. 1501 DOLULAS Pal. Hon. n. vii,

1

I held me payit of thair estait.

tb. intr. To be satisfactory or pleasing (to). Obs.

^1380 WYCLIF Sel. Wks. III. 49 pat spirit.. ^e which is

|

vernli kyndelid wib be fier of be Holy Goost, to be which. .

\

no passing J?ing paiep, but al fleshli lust. .lo^>ij> and is viile

to it. c 1460 Townctcy Myst. xx. 198 My prefer may both
pleas and pay To all the lordvs.

2. trans. To give to (a person) what is due in

i discharge of a debt, or as a return for services

done, or goods received, or in compensation for

injury done; to rermmernte, recompense.
(-1250 O. Kent. Scrm. in O. E. Misc. 33 Se sergant..so

paide bo werkmen and yaf euerich ane peny. 1362 LANGL.
P. PI. A. IV. 61 Him for hishandidancli Rediliche he payede.
1456 SIR G. HAVE Law Anns (S. T. S.J 135 '1 he marchand
salbe payit of his hors. 1590 SHAKS. Com. i:rr. i. ii. 56
SSxe pence that I bad. .To pay the Sadler for my MistrL>

crupper. 1625 MASSINGKH Xciv II 'ay iv. ii, I will pay you
in private. 1710 S\\irr Lett. (1767) 111. 69 Ttll me how
accounts stand between us, that you may be paid. 1813
MAR, EUGKWORTH Patron, iii, He had been.. paid by the

job. 1833 HT. MARTINEAU Brooke l-'arm v. 62, I expect
they willpay me. .fur the outlay.

b. To pay off (rarely up} : to pay in full and

discharge; to give all that is owing to and thus

settle accounts with
; spec, to pay and discharge the

crew of (a ship) upon completion of a commission.
To pay oift : to get rid of by paying.
1710 STEEI.E Tatlcr No. 143 ? i, I . .desired her to pay off

her Coach, for I had a great deal to talk to her. 1758 J.
BLAKE Plan Mar. Syst. 23 They .shall. .be paid oft", and
discharged. 1809 MALKIN Gil Bias in. ix. p i The establish-

i
ment was paid up and discharged. 1836 MAKKVAT J//<A/;.

[
Easy j<i, The ship to which he had been appointed was paid
off. 1836-9 DICKENS Sk. Bpz^ Broker's Man^ The money
was raised, and the execution was paid out. 1887 D. C.
MURKAY Old Blazer s Hero ix, The Man in Possession had

i been paid out.

c. To pay off (intr. for passive, of n ship : see b).

1891 Daily j\'cws 27 July 5/4 The Thrush. .will then go
to Cowes and afterwards to Chatham, where she will pay
off. 1896 Ibid, 21 Aug. 2/5 The Meteor. .is to pay oft

immediately and proceed to lay up.

3. jig. or gen. To reward, recompense, requite,

give what is due or deserved to (a person), a. in

good or neutral sense.

a 1425 Cursor M. 5789 (Trin.) Say I shal hem soone pay.
1484 CAXTON Fables of sEsop \. xix, Thenne is the tyme
come that he must be payed of his Werkes and dedes. 1610

SHAKS. Temp. n. i. 37 So: you'r paid, a 1774 GOLUSM. tr.

Scarrons Coin. Romance (1775) II. 232 He was sure to be

paid on the double in treats for his condescension. 1898 H.
PAUL Men <y Lett. (1901) 170 Mr. Place and his associates,
to adopt a French phrase, payed themselves with words.

b. in malam partem : To give (one) his deserts,

visit with retribution, chastise, punish. Formerly
often pay home (HOME adv. 5) ;

later also/tfj' offt

and in mod. colloq. use pay out. To pay any one

in his own coin : see Coix sb. 7 b.

a 1450 Knt. de la Tour (1868) 90, Y canne not telle you
the halff of her cruelte. . But she was paied..atte the last.

1567 MAPLET Gr. Forest 101 b, If any man come neare hir

behinde she payeth him home. 1582 N. LICHEFIELD tr.

Castanlieda's Cong. E. Ind. \. xlvi. 102 b, He would paye
him for all his faigned lyes. 1707 Curios, in Husb. <y Card.

242 He pays off Aristotle and his Followers with too violent

, a Zeal. 1863 [see BACK adv. 8]. 1863 COWDEM CLARKE
Shaks. Char. viii. 198 They, in return, (as the vulgar phrase
has it,)

*

pay him out '. 1888 J. HAWTHORNE Trag. Myst.
iii, They would bear Hanier a grudge .. and would plot

together to pay him off. 1893 EARL DUNMOKE Pamirs II.

252 The only way. .was to pay them back in their own coin.

c. spec. To inflict bodily chastisement upon,

beat, (log. Now dial, or slang.
1581 W. FLEETWOOO in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. i. II. 285

Yet were they all sowndly payed, and sent home to there

masters. 1667 PEPYS Diary 22 Apr., Thence home, and find

the boy out of the house and office..! did pay his coat for
: him. a 1806 in R. Jamieson Pop. Kail. I. 329 There I paid

her baith back and side, Till a
1

her banes play'd clatter.

sheet '.

4. To give a recompense for, to recompense,

reward, requite (a service, work, or action of any

kind) : in a good or bad sense. Also, of a thing, To
yield a recompense for, to reward.

14.. Sir Beues 158/3381 + 2 (MS. M) Youre service I wyll
well payn ! ^1586 C'TESS PEMBROKE Ps. LXII. v, Lord,.,
each mans work is paid by thee. 1603 SHAKS. Mcas.for AT.

\. i. 415 Haste still paies haste. 1610 Temp. v. i. 70,

I will pay thy graces Home both in word, and deede. 1642

J.SHVTESara/tfy Hagar(i6^ 178 The Sin of Oppression,
sure enough, will be payed home, either here, or in hell, or

in both. 1748 CHESTERF. Lett. (1774) I. 347 ^ will more
than pay the trouble I have taken to write it. 1865 DICKENS
Mitt. Fr. u. i,

(

I hope it's a good business ? '. .' No. Poorly

paid'. 1868 G. MACDONALD Gospel Women ix. i, Enough
he labours for his hire ; Yea, nought can pay his pain.

5. To give, deliver, or hand over (money, or

some other thing) in. return for goods or services,

or in discharge of an obligation ; to render (a sum

or amount owed). Also with double obj. or dat.

of person ('I paid him the money'), and hence in

indirect passive (' he was paid the money
1 = ' the

money was paid to him*). Also transf. : cf. 6 b.

^1225 After. /?. 290 Hire wurS et he paide uor hire.

1297 K. GLOUC. (Rolls) 10244 Sixe & sixti Jwusend marc



PAY. 578 PAY-.

hii paiden him atten ende. a 1300 Cursor /If. 6745 Qua
stehs seep, or ox, or cu, . . Oxen fine for an he pai. 1377
LANGL. f. PI. B. xm. 381 He profred to paye A peny or

tweyne More ban it was worth, c 14x0 LOVE Bonavent.
Mirr. ix. (Sherard MS.), Whan Joseph hadde payed be

money for hym. 1526 TINDALE Matt, xviii. 29 Have

pacience with me
;
and I will paye the all. 1596 SHAKS.

i Hen. IV, in. ill. zoi The Monie is paid backe againe.
a 1692 POLLKXFEN Disc. Trade (1697) 12 He will pay but'

Sixteen Shillings of the Pound. 1771 Junius Lett. xlix. 256

Every shilling of it was scrupulously paid. 1848 THACKERAY
Gt. Hoggarty Diamond xii, That in which poor Mr. Tidd
invested his money did not pay -20. in the pound. 1885 Times

(weekly ed.) u Sept. 9/2 Irish wool that had never 'paid
the King a farthing '.

b. \Vith advbs. To pay away, in, over, out, etc.

Pay down : to lay down (money) in payment ; to

pay immediately or on the spot (alsoy?^'. : see 7).

1557 in W. H. Turner Select. Rec. Oxford (1880) 265

Payengvij"done. 1623 Nottingham Rec. I V. 383Alexander
Staples shalbe made burgesse paying x."' downe in hand.

1668 in loM Rep. Hist. MSS. Coiiiin. App. v. 61 Paying
over the third part of the profits. 1722 DE FOE Col. jack
(1840) 60 He had paid in all the money. 1809 R. LANGFORD
Introd. Trotie 95, I was to have paid away your note

tomorrow. 1878 JEVONI Prim. Pol. Econ. vi. 41. 50 He
has already paid out a large sum as wages. 1885 Munch.
Exam. 21 July 5/2 They had to pay down one-fourth of

the price in ready cash, a 1901 BESANT Five Years' Tryst

(1902) 38 Now, sir, . . I pay over to you., the sum of

^178. i,s. io*/. here it is.

6. To give or hand over the amount of, give

money in discharge of (a debt, dues, tribute, tithes,

ransom, fees, hire, wages, etc.).
c 1380, etc. [see DEBT sb. i]. 138* WYCLIF Klatt. xvii. 23

Soure maister payeth nat tribute? c 1386 CHAUCER Prol. 539
Hise tithes payde he ful faire & wel. 1413 Pilgr. Sovile

(Caxton 1483) IV. xiii. 63 It passeth his power to payen his

raunson. 1448 Paston Lett. I. 69 He hath payd hys feys.

1522 SKELTON H'hy not to Court 245 They were nat payd
their hyre. Ibid. 250 Theyr wages were nat payde. 1611

BIBLE Ezra. iv. 13 Then will they not pay tolle, tribute, and
custome. 1748 SMOLLETT Rod. Rand, xxxv, 1 have.. paid
scot and lot and the King's taxes. 1883 FROUDF. Short

Stud. IV. n. ii. 180 The prices which we paid for everything
were preposterous. 1889 Harper's Weekly XXXIII. 984/2
The.. Company.. was able to pay dividends.

b. transf. Of a thing: To furnish or yield

(money, etc.) for the discharge of (a debt or other

obligation) ; also said of goods on which duty,

toll, or the like is paid.
1656 B. HARRIS Parivats Iron Age (1659) 204 Parliament

..gave him but two subsidies; which would hardly pay
Advance money to the Officers and souldiers. i8i8_CRUiSE
Digest (ed. 2) II. 468 That this estate should be liable to

pay these debts. 1840 MARKYAT Olio. Podr. (Rtldg.) 325

Everything must pay toll. 1868 MORRIS Earthly Par. 1.

555 Cups that had paid the Caesar's debt Could he have laid

his hands on them.

C. With advbs. Pay off: to pay in full, and

thus discharge the obligation ; to clear off (a debt

or claim) by payment (alsjy?^., see 7). Pay up :

to pay the full amount of (what is) owing up to

the time
;
to make up arrears of payment.

p
di

Counting-ho. 27 If. .he should voluntarily pay up the abate-

ment. 1853 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. xvii. IV. 71 Arrears were
aid up. 1885 Law Kef. 29 Chanc. Div. 45^ To enable the

irectors to pay off pressing liabilities,

7. fig. (or in figurative expressions) : To give or

render (anything owed, due, or deserved) ; to dis-

charge (an obligation). (Also, with double obj. or

dat. of person, and hence in indirect passive: cf. 5.)

a. To give, render (something that is due, or

that the other person has a right to) ;
to discharge,

perform (a vow) ; to give up, surrender (something

figured as owed, e.g. one's life). To pay ones
debt to nature, or nature's debt : (spec.) to die : see

DEBT sb. 4 b.

1340-70 Alex. !, Dind. 716 A fair pokok of pris men paien
to iuno. ^1386 CHAUCER Merck. T. 804 Whan he wolde

paye his wyfhir dette. 1435 Torr. Portugal^ A-mendes
the be-hovythe to pay. 1611 SHAKS. Wint. /'. v. i. 3 You haue
..indeed pay'd downe More penitence, then done

trespas.
cxSxx CHAPMAN Iliad 11. 247 Nor would [they] pay Their
own vows to thee. 1657 R. LIGON Barbadoes (1673) 10 Our
stomachs told us, it was full high time to pay Nature her

due. 1697 DRYUEN Virg. Past. vi. 40 To you the promis'd
Poem 1 will pay. 1707 WATTS Hymn, Praise, everlasting

praise, be paid To him that earth's foundation laid. 1878
BROWNING La Saisiaz 117 Paying piteous duty, what seemed

you have we consigned [to the grave].
b. To inflict, bestow, give (punishment, a blow,

etc.) as being deserved, or in return for the like ;

to render in retribution or retaliation.

13.. Coer de L. 4028 Kyng Richard hys ax in hond he

hente, And payde Sarezynys her rente. (11533 LD. BERSERS
Huon Ixxxiv. 265 Y traytours were payed ther descries.

1627 CAPT. SMITH Seaman's Gram. xiii. 60 Hee payes vs

shot for shot, a 17x6 SOUTH Serin. (1727) V. xii. 482 If Popery
ever comes in by English Hands . . it will fully pay the Scores
of those who brought it in. 1888 J. HAWTHORNE Trag.
Myst. iii, To pay off some grudge.

C. To suffer, undergo (a punishment, penalty,

etc., figured as a price paid to the person or

authority that inflicts it
; also, pain or trouble, as

a price paid for some advantage) ; to suffer in

retribution or requital, or as the price of anything

gained.

1387 TRF.VISA Higden (Rolls) VII. 77 But he hadde i-leide

doun his knyf, ..bobe schul have i-payde be payne. 1587
Mirr. Mag., Rimar vi, Made mee pay the price of pillage
with my bloud. 1615 CHAPMAN O'dyss. v. Argt., Ulysses
builds A ship;. .Pays Neptune pains. 1674 BREVINT Saul
at Endor 214 Christ.. took and paied fully all the punish-
ment due for our sins, a 1716 SOUTH Serin. (1727) V. i. 5 In-

flaming themselves with Wine, till they come to pay the

Reckoning with their Blood. 1890 Spectator 15 Feb., To
forget the pain he paid for his discoveries.

d. Arith. In Subtraction, To compensate for

'borrowing' (see BORROW z/.l i c) by mentally

adding a unit to the subtrahend of the next higher
denomination (an easier practical equivalent for

the more logical process of subtracting the unit

whicli has been 'borrowed' from the minuend).

Usually to pay back.

1897 Daily News 3 June 5/4 When some of us were boys
at school we knew no other way of doing a sum in subtrac-

tion but the way of borrowing and paying back.

8. (With the notion of debt weakened to that of

duty or fitness, or lost.) To render, bestow (some-

thing considered as due, deserved or befitting, e.g.

attention, heed, respect, court, a compliment, a

visit, etc.). Usually with to or simple dat.

1590 SHAKS. Alids. N. \. i. 99 Not paying me a welcome.

1654-66 EARL ORRERY Purthen. (1676) 381, I went . . to pay
her a visit. 1711 ADDISON Sped. No, 122 PS After having
paid their Respects to Sir Roger. 1766 GOLDSM. / 'ic. H'.

xvi, Farmer Williams . . had paid her his addresses. 1796
MRS. E. PARSONS Myst. Warning II. 222 The Gentlemen

paid her many compliments. 1866 DK. ARGYLL Reign Law
vii. (1871) 386 Too little attention being paid to the progress
of opinion. 1882 BESANT Revolt ofMan vi. (1883) 152 They
paid little heed to the sermon.

9. absol. or intr. To give money or other equiva-
lent in return for something or in discharge of an

obligation ; also^f . : see prec. senses.

a 1300 Cursor M. 14040 pai had noght quar-of for to pai.
c 1386 CHAUCER Reeve's T. 213 Get vs som mete and drynke,
..And we wil payen trewely atte fulle. 1535 COVERDALE
Ps. xxxvifij. 21 The vngodly borroweth and paieth not

agayne. 1650 N. WALLINGTON Hist. Notices (1869) I. Introd.

49 Serve honesty ever, . . she will pay, if slow. 1657 HEYLIN
Undecciv. People 4 If any . . desired not to pay in kinde.

a 1786 COWPER } 'early Distress 19 He that takes, and he
that pays. 1855 DICKENS Dorrit n. xiii,

' Now, then !. .Pay
up !

'

1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) III. 205, I will pay when
1 have the money.
10. absol. or intr. Of a thing or action : To

recompense one's expense or trouble ;
to yield an

adequate return ; to be profitable or advantageous.
1812 H. & J. SMITH Rej. Addr., Rebuilding, The work-

men . . thought it would not pay To dig him out. 1830 GEN.
P. THOMPSON Exerc. (1842) I. 200 If land is uncultivated^ it

is because it will not pay. 1885 ANSTEY Tinted ycnus iv.

44 You won't find it pay in the long run.

b. trans. To be profitable to, profit (a person).

1883 Manch. Exam. 19 Dec. 5/2 A practice of insuring
with a view to wreck would not pay the shipowning com-

munity.
11. Payfor : To give money or other equivalent

value for ;
to hand over the price of (a thing) ;

to

bear the cost of; to recompense (labour or service)

in money or otherwise. Also transf. Of a thing,

sum of money, or other thing of value : To furnish

or constitute an equivalent for ;
to be sufficient to

buy or defray ire cost of.

1362 LANGL. P. PI. A. in. 132 Heo . . leteb passe prisons,

and payeb for hem ofte. Heo 3eue|> be layler Gold and

grotes . .
,
To vn-fetere be False, c 1386 CHAUCER Prol. 834

[He] shal paye for al at by the wey is spent. 1534 MORE
Comf. agst. Trib. n. vi. (1847) 105 To take no thought, but

make merry., and then let Christ's passion pay for all the

shot. ai6x6 BEAUMONT To J. Fletcher, U was thy hap to

throw away Much wit, for which the people did not pay.

1804 MAR. EDGEWOKTH Pop. T., Will ii, The bonnet's all

I want, which I'll pay for on the nail Mod. Half a crown
will pay for a front seat. The fowls will soon pay for them-
selves in eggs.

b. fig. To make amends for, atone for
;
more

usually, To suffer or be punished for (cf. 7 c).

1393 LANGL. P. PI. C. xvii. 31 Open's satisfactio bat for

synnes payeth. 1533 GAU Richt Vay 69 God . . laid al our

smnis apone hime and he payit for thayme. 1612 Bp. HALL

Contcmpl., O. T. n. v, Lot payes deare for his rashnesse. 1706
E. WARD Wooden World Diss. (1708) 94 He's resolv'd never

to be a Rogue, when he's sure to pay for it. 1900 London

Letter^ Feb. 286/2 An attendant. ., who wantonly prodded
it with a fork . .paid for his cruelty, as he was knocked down,

trampled upon, and ripped open by the elephant.

12. trans. = Pay for: see II.

1656 EARL MONM. tr. Boccalints Advts. fr. Parnass. n.

Ixi. (1674) 213 Their Liberty, .cannot be paid by Mountains
of Gold. 1744 SARAH FIELDING David Simple II. v. 79 She

immediately paid her Lodging. 1842 Jrnl. R. Agric. Sac.

III. ii. 185 Chalking land .. costs little more than ?l. per
acre ; pays itself often in the second year.

b. fig. To compensate, make up for. 1 Obs.

1596 DALRYMPLE tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. I. 5 The beimes of

the Sone . . the hail nychte ar sein, the space of twa monethis.

. .Contrare in winter, . . the lenth is payed with the schortnes.

1625 USSHER Answ. Jesuit 171 If Montanus comes short in

his testimonie, Origen. .payes it home with full measure.

1738 SWIFT Pol. Con-uersat. 31 Miss says nothing; but I

warrant she pays it off with Thinking. 1790 Bystander 246
Hermocrates was. .silent, but. .he paid it off with thinking.

13. Naul. (trans.) To let out (a rope or chain) by

slackening it, to allow or cause to run out. (Also
in reference to something let out by the rope.) Now
always with out or away.

1627 CAPT. SMITH Seaman's Cram. vii. 30 Pay more Cable,
is when you carry an Anchor out in the boat to turne ouer.

Pay cheap, is when you ouer set it, or turne it ouer boord
faster. 17x0 J. HARRIS Lex. Techn. II. s.v., Seamen say
Pay more Cable, that is, let out more Cable. 1769 FAL.
CONER Diet. Marine (1789), Pay away the Cable '. slacken

it, that it may run out of the ship. 1793 SMEATON Edystone
L. 143 We paied out the Hawser by wnich we were riding ;

at the same time paying out the hawser of the catch-anchor.

1840 R. H. DANA Bef.Mastxv, 41
'

Pay out chain ', shouted
the Captain, and we gave it to her. 1871 L. STEPHEN
Playgr. Eitr. (1894) iii. 84 By. .throwing all my weight on
to the rope, I gradually got myself paid slowly out.

b. intr. for passive.
1840 R. H. DANA Bef. Alast xxiii. 68 We paid out on the

chain by which we swung.
14. Kaut. (trans.) To cause (a ship) to fall to

leeward, or fall away from the wind. Now always
with off.

1627 CAPT. SMITH Seaman's Gram. ix. 42 As she turnes

wee say shee is payed. 1830 MARRYAT King's Own xiii,

The commander, .payed his vessel off before the wind. 1884
SIR J. HANNEN in Law Times Rep. L. 127/2 Her master
was vainly trying to pay her head off to the eastward.

b. intr. for passive. To fall to leeward.

1669 STURMY Mariner's Mag. \. ii. 19 The Chase pays
away more ruom. [Cf. infra, The Chase goes away room . .

she is right before the Wind.] 1825 H. B. GASCOIGNE
Nav. Fame 51 By slow degrees her head to Port Pays
round. 1836 MARRYAT Midsli. Easy xxvi, The frigate flew

round, describing a circle, as she payed ort before the wind.

1899 F. T. BULLEN Log Sea-waif it's There was a great
bustle to get sail off her, hut unfortunately she paid off

rather smartly.

15. In various phrases, as tlie DEVIL to pay, GOD

pays or to pay, to pay through the NOSE, to pay the

PIPER, to pay ones \\'AY : see these sb;.

Pay (p^), z'-2 Chiefly Kaut. Pa. t. and pple.

payed (paid), [a ONF. peier (= Central F.

poier, payer) = Pr., Sp. pcgar: L. picare, i. fix,

pic-cm pitch ;
cf. It. peciare^ trans. To smear

or cover with pitch, tar, resin, tallow, or the like,

as a defence against wet, etc.

1627 CAPT. SMITH Seaman's Gram. ii. 13 Okum .. being
well payed ouer with hot pitch, doth make her more tight.

1720 DE FOE Capt. Singleton ii. (1840' 30 Hemp, pitch and tar,

localkandpay her seams. 1831 W.lRVlNGCWK/^Hs(abr.ed.)
307 Drawing his canoe on shore . . he then payed it with a coat

of tar. 1853 SIR H. DOUGLAS Milit. Bridges 180 Above
these were laid stalks of the cotton-plant and loose grass ;

the whole being payed over with clay.

b. With the covering substance as object.

1894 C. N. ROBINSON Brit. Fleet 231 Broad-headed nails

hammered in close together, on which was paid a compost
of tallow and resin.

Pay- in combination. [PAY sb., or, in some

cases, the stem of PAY z/.
1
]

1. In sbs. denoting persons or things connected

with the payment of money, esp. as wages, a.

Charged with the payment of workmen, employees,
or subordinates ; ^pay-agent, -clerk, -commander,

-corps, -director, -inspector, -sergeant; PAYMASTER,
PAYMISTRESS. b. Indicating, or containing a state-

ment of amounts to be paid or the persons to

whom they are to be paid ; as pay-bill, -book, -list,

-roll, -sheet, -ticket; containing pay or wages, as

pay-envelope, c. At, from, or on which payment
is made, esp. of wages to employees ;

as pay-box,

-car, -gate, -office, -place, -room, -shed, -table, -train,

-wicket; PAY-DAY, -night, -week. d. For which

payment is charged (opp. to free) ; as pay-bridge,

-hospital, -meal; that pays for something (e.g.

education) instead of getting it free; aspay-boarder,

-boy.

1879 E. J. CASTLE Law Rating 98 Payments were made

by the *pay-agent of the troop. 1828 WEBSTER,
*
Pay-bill,

a bill of money to be paid to the soldiersof a company. 1897

Ref.Comm. Welsh. Education, Howell schools.. .Amongst
the *pay boarders,..numbering in all thirty, there were six

Nonconformists. 1669 W. PENN in St. Papers, Dom. 286,

I send the muster and "pay books for the '

Harp '. 1896

Idler Mar. 251/2 We checked my figures in the pay-book
with the money. 1771 in I. Phillips Hist. Inland Nnvig.

(1792)334 That., the *pay-clerk.. do attend on the canal., to

receive the returns.. of the number of labourers .. and to pay
them.. the amount of their several returns. 1890 Cent. Diet.,

*Pay*orfs, in the United States navy,
the corps of pay-

masters. Ibid., 'Pay-director, in the United States navy,

an officer of the pay-corps, ranking with a captain. 1892

Daily A'ezus 25 Apr. 2/7 The Hampslead Home H ospital, . .

although a *pay hospital, has a free accident ward. ifyoCtnt.

pay day lo each workman stating the particulars of his pay,

thus allowing him time to make any complaints as to

amounts, etc., before being paid. 1757 Act 31 Geo. II c. 10

Abstract 3 Every inferior Officer or Seaman.. shall be

paid by Proper *Pay Lists, all the Wages due to him.

1900 Iv'estm. Gaz. 15 Mar. 5/2 Very few officers or non-

commissioned officers could keep a pay list or a pay and

mess sheet 1891 T. HARDY Tea xiii,
' This is 'pay-night ,

she said. 1707 CHAMBERLAYNE Pres. St. Eng. in. XL 385

The Navy-Office, Excise-Office, 'Pay-Office [etc.] are of

lesser note. 1816 Sporting Mag. XLVII1. 173 The plaintiff

expected. .to receive his money. .at the usual 'pay-place.

1840 R. H. DANA lief. Most xxix. 103 When the crew

were paid off . . the owners . . generously refused to de-

duct the amount from the 'pay-roll. 1898 H'estm. Gaz.

9 July 6/r An employer with a total pay -roll of,30.000. xBjx

Lincoln Heralii 23 Sept. 4/4 An attempt was made to break



PAYABILITY.
into the *pay-room of the workhouse. 1830 SCOTT Demonol.
x- 365 Jarvis Matcham was *pay-sergeant in a regiment.

1900 Westm. Gaz. 14 Aug. 3/2, I have before me a *pay-
sneet of a Trinidad cocoa estate for the month of May. 1850
T. M eCniE Mem. Sir A. Agneiv\\. (1852) 134 Saturday-night
*pay-tables established in public-houses to tempt the trades-

man. 1721 Lond. Gaz. No. 5931/3 Several Blank Seamens
*Pay-Tickets. 1766 W. GORDON Gen. Connting-ho. 364 The
acceptation of bills., in the second or third *pay-week. 1895
Westm. Gaz. n June 5/1 The manager. .was at the *pay-
wicket.

2. Mining. Containing precious metal or other

mineral in sufficient quantity to be profitably
worked

;
as pay-channel^ -chimney', -chute, -dirt

(also contemptuous, for 'money'), -dust, -gravel,

-lead, -ore, -rock, -shoot, -streak, -vein, -zone.

1857 Pay dirt [see DIRT sb. 3 c]. a 1872 B. HARTE Her
Let. ix, O, why did papa strike pay gravel In drifting on

Poverty Flat? 1872 RAYMOND Statist. Mines fy Alining
87 An exception to the general rule of the 'pay

'

dirt

lying nearest the bed-rock. In this claim the pay-lead is

many feet above the bed-rock. 1874 Ibid. 327 The pay-vein
is narrow, and the lode probably only a spur. 1877 Ibid. 40
Golden Gate mine ..length pay-zone, 100 feet. Ibia, 107 The
gold is. .evenly distributed through the pay chimneys. 1880

Daily Tel. 3 Dec., Towns which depend upon 'bonanzas'
and lodes of pay ore. 1884 Century Mag. Nov. 60/2 He
lives . . in a style that proves that he has lots of pay dirt some-
where.

3. The verb-stem in combination with object ; as

pay-all, he who or that which pays all, or bears the

whole charge; pay-rent a., serving, or furnishing

money, to pay the rent ; tpay-way # (&.) 'vale-

dictory ; given when one is leaving, or for the pur-

pose of bearing one's expenses on the road
*

(Jam.).
a 1652 BROME Damoiselle iv. i. Wks. 1873 I. 436 You were

not wont To be a Boordsend-King ; a *pay-all in a Tavern.

1796 COLERIDGE Watchman No. i. 29 The sum of Five
Thousand Pounds, to be paid on the first day of April next,
at the office of John Bull, Esq. Pay-all and Fight-all to the
several High contracting Powers. 1744-50 W. ELLIS Mod.
Husbandm, IV. I. 39 A *pay-rent crop of turnips. 1764
MHS. Rust. III. xxxii. 144 Horse-beans, .will, .yield a pay-
rent crop. 1823 GALT R. Gilhaize II. xiii. 131 After partaking
of Captain Hepburn's *pay-way supper.

Payability (p^abrliti). rare.
[f. PAYABLE +

-ITV.J a. Ability or willingness to pay (nonce-

use), b. Capability of being profitably worked,
as a mine : see next, 3.
1826 Blackw. Mag. XIX. 351 Let me say one word for

..his payability. He [Sheridan] is. .written down as little

better than a very pleasant swindler, whose purpose was to

pay no man a shilling, whom he could put off with a joke.
1894 N. B. Daily Mail 21 Aug. 5 The payability of the

Denny-Dalton field has been proved.

Payable (p^-ab'l), a. [f. PAY V.I + -ABLE. Cf.

F. payable (i3th c. in Godef.), It. pagabile.]
1. Comm. Of a sum of money, a bill, etc. ; That

is to be paid ; due, owing ; falling due (usu. at or
on a specified date or to a specified person).
1447-8 in Willis & Clark Cambridge (1886) I. 400 Item

paiable of the seid assignement at the festes of the Anunc'
of oure lady. .and saint michell [etc.]. 1590 SIR F. WALSING-
HAM in Wills Doctors' Com. (Camden) 70 After the satisfyinge
of all things paieable by her as executor. 1688 Col. Rec.

Pennsylv. I. 233 Drew a bill payable to y Chief Proprietor.

1725 BKRKELEY Let. to T. Priory June, Wks. 1871 IV. in
A bill of forty pounds, payable here at the shortest sight.

1887 R. BUCHANAN Heir of Linne iv, To whom can I make
the cheque payable?

b. Of a person : That is to be paid ; whose
services or salary is to be paid. rare.

1617 MOKYSON Itin. ii. 52 Diuers Officers payable out of
the reuenues.

2. That can be paid ; capable of being paid. rare.
a 1716 SOUTH Sernt. (J.), Thanks are a tribute payable by

the poorest.

3. Alining. (In active sense.) Of a mine, a bed
of ore, a vein of metal, etc. : That can be made to

pay, or yield an adequate return for the cost of

working; capable of being profitably worked.
Hence transf. in general sense: Capable of yielding
profit, commercially profitable ; paying.
1859 CORNWALLIS New World I. 361 Positive individuals

there are, who still assert that gold will one day be discovered
in this region, in payable abundance. 1879 ATCHERLEV
Boerland 117 Never again did we hit upon payable gold,
although we burrowed, .like rabbits. 1887 MRS. D. DALY
Digging 9f Squatting S. A nstr. 266 The Northern Territory
only requires capital, .to become a fine and payable country.
1901 Scotsman 5 Mar. 7/1 An opportunity, .to put the Tay
ferries on a more payable basis.

Hence Fay'ably adv. (cf. sense 3).

1878 Ure's Diet. Arts IV. 427 Their lower beds have been
found to be payably auriferous.

Payage, obs. var. of PEACE, toll.

Payane, variant of PAYEN Obs.
t pagan.

Payee, variant of PEISE Obs., weight.

Pay-day. [PAT- I.] The day on which pay-
ment is, or is to be, made; esp. a periodically

recurring day (e. g. weekly or monthly) on which

wages are, or are arranged to l>e, paid ;
on the

Stock Exchange, the day on which a transfer of
stock has to be paid for.

1539 J. WIIALLEV in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. in. 1 1. 162 The next

pay day the whiche shalbe apon Satterdaye come senyght.
a 1634 CHAPMAN Rw.for Hon. Plays 1873 III. 289 Where
in the Sutlers palace on pay-day We may the precious liquor
quaff. 1742 Yoi'NG Nt. Th. in. 602 Our Day of Dissolution !

579

Name it right ; 'Tis our great Pay-day. 1867 TROLLOPE
Chron. Barset I. xv. 122 He had.. been known to be wit h-

|

out a shilling for the last week before pay-day. 1899 Daily
News 27 Feb. 6/4 On the Saturday following a Stock Ex-
change pay-day.

Payee (p^V') [f. PAY v. + -EE: cf. F. payj
paid.] The person to whom a sum of money is,

or is to be, paid ; esp. the person to whom a bill

or cheque is made payable.
1758 Lu. MANSFIELD in Burrow's Rep. II. 676 As soon as

|

a note is indorsed by the payee, the indorser is the drawer.

1766 BLACKSTONE Connn. II. xxx. 467 The third person, or
1

negotiator, to whom it is payable, .is called the/jw. 1866
' CRUMP Banking iii. 83 It is always advisable to cross
I cheques, .if the name of the payee's banker be known.

Payelle, obs. form of PAIL sb.

fPa-yeme. Obs. Erron. form of PAYEN, or

PAYNIM. So fPayemy for PAYENY.
1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. (1810) 103 Ageyn be paemy be

Cristendam to saue. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xxvii. (Mac/tor)
877 A man bat . . was payenie and richt crafty, c 1400 Dcstr.
Troy 2162 Fro the parties of payenie present at home.

t Pa'yen, sb. and a, Obs. Forms : 3-4 paenfe,
paeyn, payene, payn, pain, 3-5 paien, 3, ?6

payne, 4 paian, paiene, 4-5 payen, 4-6 payane.
[a. OF. paien (nthc.), paian^ payen ^

mod.F.

pa'icn
= Pr. paian, pagan* Sp., It. pagano, Pg.

pagao : L. paganus : see PAGAN.] = PAGAN (in-

cluding Mohammedan).
A. sb. = PAGAN A. i.

c 1290 S. Eng. Leg. I. 84/20 Among be paeyns euerechone.

1297 R. GI.OUC. (Rolls) 2536 He was cristine, & 30 [v. rr. heo,
scne] payene \v. r. ^1390 a paynen] was. a 1300 A'. Horn 59
pe pains come to londe. Ibid. 85 Payns him wolde slen.

a 1300 Cursor J\f. 7440 To-quils come in philistiens, balr
felun faas bat war paens [v.r. payens], ^1375 Sc. Leg.
Saints xiii. (Marcus) 175 J>e paianis vald haf brynt His

cprs.
1390 GOWER Conf. III. 193, I am paien, that other seith.

a 1450 Knt. de la 7"onr (1868) 115 This childe, that mightly
maintened Goddes lawe ayenst the payen t. a 1550 in

Skeleton's Wks. Epit. Dk. Jaspar (1843) 1 1. 393 Katyffes
vnkind thou leuest behind, paynis, Turkes, & lewis.

B. adj:
= PAGAM B. i.

a 1300 A". Horn 147 Seie be paene fcyn..J>at ich am hoi
and fer On bis lond ariued her. ^1330 R. HKUNNE Chron.
Wace (Rolls) 7365 pis ar Godes of oure paen lay. c 1386
CHAUCER Knt. s T, 1512 To doon his sacririse With alle the

rytes of his payen wyse. 1513 DOUGLAS sEneis \. Prol. 466
Calliope nor payane goddis wyld May do to me no thing
hot harme, I wene.

Hence f Pa'yenhode, pai- Obs., paganism.
c 1470 [see PAYNIMHOOD].

t Payeny , -ie. Obs. In 4 paeni, -y, paygne,
paynye, -ie, peyni, pani, 4-6 pany. [ME. a.

OF. paenie^ paienie, painie9 payenie (in It. pa-
gani'a (Florio)\ f. paien PAYEN + -IE = -Y. Cf.

Germany.] The lands of pagans; the heathen

(in the Middle Ages including the Saracen) part of

the world
; heathendom.

a 1300 Cursor M. 19992 (Edin. MS.) pe first passage bat

bapostlis in partie made to suilc folc as of pani [v. rr. paeni,
paeny]. 1303 R. BRUNNE Handl. Synne 5243 A nober sara-

syn of paynye. 13.. Guy Warty. (A.) 3746 pe soudan hah
his folk y-sent : Into al peyni his sond is sent, c 1380 Sir
Ferumb. 122 In al paynye nys prync^ ne kyng, bat herb so

gret a name, a 1530 Sir Beues (Pynson) 2409, I wolde not
for al pany Se the deuyl, that made that crye 1

Payer (p^'ai). Also 4 paiere, 4-5 payere, 5

payare, paier, 9 payor. [f. PAY v.l + -ER 1
: cf.

f.payettr (in I3thc. in regimen paiere}, perh. the

origin.] One who pays (in senses of the verb) ;

esp. one who pays a sum of money. (As corre-

lative to payee occas. spelt payor : see -OR 2 d.)
1362 LANGL. P. PI. A. vr. 41 He is be presteste payere bat

pore men habbeb; He with-halt non hyne his huire. (-1440

Prontp. Pat-v. 377/1 Payare, solutor. 1472-3 Rolls ofParit.
VI. 39/2 The same sommes . . to the paiers of the same

;

shuld be restored. 1540 Act 32 Hen. F///, c. 25 In the

j

handes of the payers of the sayd pencion. 1619 FLETCHER,
etc. Knt. Malta v. I, Ingrateful payer of my industries.

1752 E. ERSKINE Wks. (1871) III. 486 Fear not: though
I
drowned in debt Thy husband is the payer. 1880 S. D.

| HoRTON^GW^ <fr Silver 172 Can payees demand, or can

|
payors give in payment, whatever merchandise they prefer?

Payer, Payes, obs. ff. PAIR j.i and z>.
2

, PEACE.

Paygane, -end, obs. ff. PAGAN, PAGEANT.

Paying (p^'irj), vbL sb.1 [f.
PAY z/.i + -ING i.]

The action of PAY z/.l

fl. Pleasing, indulgence. Obs.
c 1440 HVLTON Scala Per/. (W. de \V. 1494) i. Ixiii, Vayne

gladnes & well payeng of thiselfe.

2. The action of recompensing (a person) with

money, or giving (money) for something ; pay-
ment

; Q\sofig. : see senses of PAY z/. 1

1456 SIR G. HAVE Law Arms (S. T. S.) 174 He is nocht . .

to put him self in povertee. .for his fynaunce paying. 1530
L. Cox Rhet. (1899) 58 While this summe was in payenge.
1663 GERBIER Counsel fa They are to mannage the paying
of their own workmen. 1759 HUME Hist. Eng. (1812) XIV.
xxviii. 13 The paying of court., to the haughty cardinal.
Mod. Can't we go in without paying ?

b. With adverbs : see PAY v. 1 Also attrib.

1890 Pall Mall G. 4 Oct. 7/1 Keeping a watchful eye on . .

the indicator on the paying-out drum ; . . he knew., the
amount of cable paid out. 1896 Strand Mag. XII. 349/1
The life-line and pipe are attached, ..and the diver is ready

PAYMENT.
at the Bank. All day long there is paying-in ; all day long
there is paying-out.

Paying, M. sb2
[f.

PAY v.a + -iNG i.] The
action of PAY v.^, q. v.

1691 T. H[ALE] Ace. New Invent. 36 The only. . Defence of
Ships against the Worm.. was the paying the Hulls from
the Waters edge downwards with Stuff. 1704 J. HARRIS
Lex, Techn. I. s. v., A new Coat of Tallow and Soap, or
one of Train-Oil, Rosin and Brimestone,. .is put upon her,
that is called Paying of a Ship. 1882 MORRIS Hopes fy
Fearsfor Art iv. 137 A mere paying It over with four coats
of tinted lead-pigment.

Paying, ///. a.
[f. PAY vl + -ING 2.] That

pays ; remunerative : see the verb.
1882 DE WINDT Equator 123 The latter is the most paying

[cropl of all. 1893 SELOUS Trav. S. K. Africa i It was a
very paying business. 1900 Lancet 15 Sept. 790/1 Some few
of her young men 'paying-guests '..appeared to recognise
the dru^.

Payir, obs. f. PAIR sbl Pay-jacket, obs. f.

PEA-JACKET. Payl;e, Paylays, -eysse, obs. ff.

PALE, PAIL, PALACK. Paylet, payllet, obs. ff.

PALLET $b* Paylion, obs. Sc. f. PAVILION-.

Payllard, -art, obs. ff. PALLIAKD.

Payman, var. FAIN-DEMAINE Obs., fine bread.

Paymaster(p<?''rna:stai). [f.P.vv- 1 + MASTER.]
An official (esp. an officer in the army or navy)
whose duty it is to pay troops, workmen, or other

persons. Alsoyf^-.
a 1550 Vox Pop. I'ox Dei 719 in Hazl. E. P. P. III. 293

Payemasters suche as bythe With Trappes your golden
smythe. IS9 1 Carrard"s Art Warre 71 The captainc and
the other officers, as the treasurers, paymasters, comissaries.

1615 EP. HALL L'ontt-wpL, O. T. x. iv, Both good and euill

are sure paymasters at the last. 1643 Plain English 24
Let the Parliament, appoint pay-masters to every Kt-gi-
ment. 1745 De Eots Eng. Tradesman vi. (1841) I. 37 If he
comes to deal with the same tradesman again, he is treated
like one that is but an indifferent paymaster. 1855 MACAt1 LAY
Hist. Eng. xvi. III. 618 All the paymasters of regiments
were directed to send in their accounts without delay. 1874
GREEN Short Hist. v. g i. 218 Edward [III] became the pay-
master of the poorer princes of Germany.

b. Paymaster-general : the officer at the head of

the department of the Treasury through which

payments are made : see quot. 1^63.
1702 Lond. Gaz. No. 3825/3 Receiver and Paymaster-

General of Her Majesty's Forces. 1703 MARLBOUOUCH
Lett, fy Dtsp. (1845) I. 92 The paymaster-general of the
States. 1710 WAUOLE Off. Not. 25 July in Lond. Gaz. No.
4724/3 Wliich is to be paid. .by the Pay-Master-General.
1846 S. SHARPS Hist. Egypt ix. 307 Auletes..at first gave
Rabirius. .the office of royal ditscetes^or paymaster-general.
1863 H. Cox Instil, in. vh. 697 All payments for civil salaries,

allowances, and incidental charges payable in England, and
all payments for the army, navy, and ordnance, are made
upon the special authority of the Treasury by the Pay-
master-General.

Hence Fayma:stership, the office of a pay-
master

;
so Paymaster-g-e neralship.

1809 G. ROSE Diaries (1860) II. 398 One Paymastership of
the Eorces is vacant. 1898 Daily A'civs 9 Dec. 5/1 Through
the transference of the Earl of Hopetoun from the Pay-
master-Generalship to the office of Lord Chamberlain.

Payment *
(pt

7
i-ment). Also 4-5 paiement,

5 pament, 5-6 paymente, payement(e, 6-7
paiment, (6 -e). [a. Y. paiement (12-13111 c. in

Hatz.-Darm.), f. payer to PAY : see -MENT. Cf.

Pr. pagamen, Sp., It. pagamento.']
1. The action, or an act, of paying; the remunera-

tion of a person with money or its equivalent ;

the giving of money, etc. in return for something
or in discharge of a debt.

^Bills ofpayment : vouchers or receipts for moneys paid,
receipted bills. Equation ofpayments; see EQUATION 4.

13. . E. E. Allit. P. A. 597 And JJGU to payment com hym
byfore. 1390 GOWER Conf. II. 297 The jueler anon forth

fette The gold and made his paiement. 1422 tr. Secreta.

Secret., Priv. Priv. 133 Good pament to al men he makyd.
*4$S J- PASTON in P. Lett. II. 219 He must inquere. .what

mony he hath payd to all men..and see his billes of pay-
ment, and take therof a titelyng. 1559 Mirr. Afag. t

War-
wick xv, Their paimentes wer delayd. 1686 tr. Chardins
Trav. Persia 9 The Sellers would take their Pieces of Five
Sous in payment, a. 1732 (j\\' fables n. in. 98 'Twas agreed
. .His payments should in corn be made. 1892 Pall Alall
G. 28 July 2/1 It was Mr. Lowe who first introduced the great
principle of payment by results. 189? BITHEI.L Counting-ho.

-Diet. s. v., When goods are offered in exchange for goods,
it is popularly distinguished as '

payment in kind '.

b. Const. <?/"the thing given or discharged (money,
a debt, etc.).
c 1430 LYDG. Min. Poems (Percy Soc.) 43 If payment of

dette be so remewed. 1503 Priv. Purse E.vp. Eliz. York
(1830) 92 Payement of a bill. 1588 SHAKS. L. L. L. \\. \. 130
The paiment of a hundred thousand Crownes. 1818 CRUISE

Digest {ed. 2) III, 325 Before the day of payment of the

half year's rent.

C. Const. 3/"the person who is paid.
1838 People's Charter (in Chartist Circular 5 Oct. 1839,

7/2), Payment of Members, i. Be it enacted that every
Member of the House of Commons., shall be paid ^500 per
annum.

fd. Const. <?/"the thing bought (of. PATZ/.I 12).

1526 SKELTON Magnyf,"2\{& They, .pynche at the payment
of a poddynge prycke.
2. A sum of money (or other thing) paid ; pay,

wages; price.
c 1449 PECOCK Repr. (Rolls) II. 392 Tithis and offringis and

other like paymem is. 1484 CAXTON Fables of sEsof v. iv,

He demaundcd his sallary and payment. 1660 F. BROOKE



PAYMENT.
tr. Le Blanc's Trav. 44 Most of those payments fall to the
Officers and receivers shares. 1722 DE FOE.CC/. Jack (1840)

45 Two or three small payments of money, which, .lay by
themselves. 1878 JEVOSS Prim. Pol. Econ. vi. 43. 53
Wages.. are the payments received by a labourer in return
for his labour.

fb. To run for good payment (fig.): to 'pass
current', be generally accepted or believed. Obs.

1579-80 NORTH Plutarch (1656) 851 Every man thought
he had beene slaine, and it ran for good payment among all

the Grecians.

3. Jig. The action, or an act, of rendering to

a person anything due, deserved, or befitting, or of

discharging an obligation ; the infliction of punish-
ment or retribution, the giving of reward or satis-

faction, a yield in return for labour, etc. j the thing
so rendered or given.
13. . CotrtUL.foyi Whenne the Sarezynes hadden syghte,

Hou plente was hys payment, Non ther durst abyde hys
dent. 1375 BARBOCR Bruce vi. 148 [Bruce] sagud payment
can thaim ma, That fiff-sum in the furd he slew. 1470-85
MALORY Arthur vi. x, Syre launcelot..clafe his hede and
neck vnto the throte. Now hast thou thy payement that

long thou hast deserued. 1581 W. FLEETWOOD in Ellis Orig.
Lett, Ser. j. II. 284 We examined all the seyd roogs and
gave theym substanciall payment. 1613 PURCHAS Pilgrim-
age v. iii. 466 The Countrey is so fertile, that at what time

Our Lips and Hearts return. 1884 PAE Eustace 76, 1 never
forget payment for a blow.

4. attrib. and Comb.
1581 Rfjr. Privy Council Scot. III. 386 To stay all pay-

ment-making. 1800 Asiat. Ann. Reg~.> Proc. Part. 23/2 On
the payment side, the customs and freight are calculated.,
on the quantity of goods expected. 1893 Daily News
26 Mar. 3/1 A House of Commons elected under a payment
system.

Payment -. rare, [f. PAY z>.2 + -MENT.] The
action of paying a ship's bottom, etc. (see PAY v$\
concr. the composition used for this.

1778 PRVCE Min. Corn-ub. Contents i. iii, No payment,
however poisonous, will prevent the Teredo-worm from
boring ships bottoms.

Payment, obs. form of PAVEMKNT.

Paymistress (p^-mi.-stres). [f.
PAY- + MIS-

TRESS, after paymaster.] A woman who super-
intends or manages the payment of persons or
services ; alsoySg". something, personified as female,
that pays or remunerates a person.
1583 T. WATSOM Centurie of Lone fin., The Labour is

light, where Loue is the Paiemistres. 1590 GREENE Never
too late (1600) 115 Thow shall finde.. folly the paymistris
that rewards all amorous traueK 1651 Relat. Poysoning
Sir T. Overbitry 20 He charged. .Mrs. Turner to be.. the

pay-mistresse of the Poysoners rewards. 1886 Sat. Rez>,
6 Mar. 329/1 Hissing the Attorney-General's Sovereign and
paymistress.

Payn, -e, obs. ff. PAIN, PANE; var. PAYEN Obs.

Paynct, obs. form of PAINT v.

fPaynen, obs. variant of PAYEN, PAYMM.
13.. Cursor M. 7440 (Gott.) fair feloun fas, J>at were

pamens [v. rr. paens, payens, paynymesj. c 1390 [.see PAYEN
A. quot. 1297].

Payngnier, obs. form of PANNIER.

Paynim (p^'nim), sb. (a.) arch. Forms: 3-6
painime, 3-7 pay- ; 4 peynim, -yme, 4-5 pay-
nyme, (-en, -yn, paiueu), 4-7 paynym, 4-8
painim, 5 paynem/e, -eyme, painem, -ym, 5-6
panym, 6 -ira, 6-7 -yme; 3- paynim. [ME. a.

OF. faienime, pain-, paenimme, from earlier

paien-,paenisme\\zte L.paganism-ns (Augustine^,
'the religious system of the pagans, heathenism',
later

'
the lands or countries in which this prevailed,

heathen lands
'

: see PAYEN, PAGAN, and -ISM.]

fl. Pagan or non-Christian lands collectively;

pagandom, heathendom. Obs.
c 1250 O. Kent. Sert t in O. E. Afise. 28 Ihesu crist . . anured

of \JQ brie kinges of painime. 13.. Coer de L. 612 They
were redy for to wende, ..As palmers were in Paynym.
1387-8 T. USK Test. Lore n. i. (Skeat) 1. 49 These thinges
were figured.. by the sterre to painims kinges. 14.. Sir
Beues 3887 (MS. M) In payneme ne in Surry, I-wys, Ys
none the lyke of lose ne of price.
2. A pagan, a heathen ; a non-Christian ; esp.

a Mohammedan, a Saracen, arch. &&& poetic.

i38a_WYCLiF Matt. v. 48 Whether and paynymmys don
nat this thing? c 1400 MAUNDEV, (1839) xxix. 295 Job, that
was a Paynem. 1489 CAXTON Faytes of A. in. xxiv. 225
They that were paynemys of euyl byleue. 1531 ELYOT
Gffv. in. iii, Apollo, whome the paynimes honoured for god of
wisedome, 1637 R. HUMPHREY tr. St, Ambrose Pref., The
Goths . . burnt as many books of the ancient Paynims as they
could find. 1713 TICKF.LL Prospect ofPeace Poems (1790)
159 Where . . one champion's arms . . Slay paynims vile, that
force the fair. 1848 Lvrros Harold vn. iii, The godless
paynims ! muttered the Norman.

B. adj. (orig. attrib. use of A.) Of pagans;
pagan, heathen; non-Christian; chiefly = Moham-
medan or Saracen. In modern writers/^/, or Nisf.
c 1320 Sir Beves 496 (MS. A) 3if ?e sejj schipes of painim

londe. c 1380 WVCLIF Serin. Sel. Wks. I. 28 To dwelle

amonge Sarazynes or oj>ir paynym sectis. 1475 Bk. Noblesse

(Rpxb.) 75 Pompeus .. that was so chevalrous a paynym
knighte amongis the Remains. 1561 T. NORTON Calvin s

Inst. i. xi. (1634) 34 It is much shame, that the panime
writers are better expounders of the law of God than the

Papists are. 1667 MILTON /'. /.. i. 765 Champions bold

5?0

Defi'd the best of Panim chivalry To mortal combat, or
carreer with Lance. 1742 YOUNG Nt. Th. \\. 615 By Genius
unawak'd, Painim or Christian. i8ia BYRON C/t. Har. i.

xxxiv, The Paynim turban and the Christian crest. 1899
E. J. CHAPMAN Drama Two Lives, Snake-Witch 41 When
he returned. . From Paynim lands beyond the sea.

Hence f Faynimhood Obs.^ the condition of

being a paynim, paganism (incl. Islamism). Pay-
nimry, paynims collectively, pagandom, heathenry.
t Paynimy (panemye) Obs., pagandom.

I ("1470 HARDING Chron. xcm.iii,Wher thei thekyngKynygill
I of*paynymhode [z. r.paienhode], Baptized,and made a Chris-
. ten manne full fyne. 1382 WYCLIF Rom. Prol. 300 The vices

|

of her *paynymrie rathere myndende. 1483 Cath. Angl.
266/1 Payn.ymery,gntilitaSipagnni$inu$. 1835 A. FLEMING
in Harp Renfrewshire Ser. n. (1873) 184 Paynimry's bravest
and best are arrayed. 1886 FREEMAN Methods hist. Study

i
\\. 249 Robert son of Godwine, who cut a path, .through
the ranks of opposing paynimyie. 1481 CAXTON Godejfroy
xcix. 150 It was anon knowen in the 'panemye.

Faynize (p^tiaiz}, v. [f. Payne, name of the
inventor of the process. Cf. KYAXIZE.] trans.

,

To impregnate (wood) with a solution of calcium

(or barium) sulphide followed by one of calcium

sulphate, so as to harden and preserve it.

1844 Mirror 7 Sept. 158/1 Wooden Rail. 5280 cubic feet,
ss. per foot. . Paynizing . .Wedges, labour, and carriage.
1850 G. GODWIN' in Cunningham Handbk. London 240/2
All the wood employed in the construction is Paynized.

Paynman, -mayn{e, var. PAIX-I>EMAINE Obs.

Paynt, etc., obs. ff. PAINT, etc. Paynye, Pay-
nym(e, -yn: see PATENT, PAYNIM. Payor,
occas. var. PAYER. Payr(e, obs. ff. PAIR, PEAR.

Pays, obs. f. PEACE ; var. PEISE Obs.

II Faysage. Obs. exc. as Fr. (peiza'3). Also

7-8 paisage, 7 piesage. [F. paysaget f. pays
country : see -AGE.] a. A representation of rural

scenery, b. A rural scene, landscape.
i6n COTGR., Paisage, Paisage, Landskip, Countrey-worke ;

a representation of fields, or of the countrey, in painting,
&c. 1653 Gloria ff Narcissus i. 248 A delightfull piesage,
where many fiockes of sheep seemingly, pastured by a
goodly river side. 1661 EVELYN Diary 9 Aug., Some incom-
parable paisages done in distemper. 1720 POPE lliady.\\\\.
V. 1454 (pbserv. Shield Achilles\ I'etween the Siege in the
fourth Picture, and the Battel in the sixth, a piece of Paisage
is introduced. [1823 SCOTT Quentin D. Intro&fl'bcjaytagt
was rather like Fontainebleau than the wilds of Callander.

1883 H. JAMES Portr. Places xviii. 344 hpaysagg which is

two-thirds ocean. J

Hence Faysagist (pJi'zad^ist) [F. paysagiste\ y
a

landscape-painter.
1816 Sporting Mag. XLVIII. 78 Few Paysagists of the

present school handle the brush, .with less quackery. 1886
Art Age IV. 42 (Cent.) The lists are now open to some clever

paysagist to prove that his art is the supreme flower of all.

Paysan, obs. or alien form of PEASANT.

Paysand, variant of PEISANT Obs.
y weighty.

I! Paysaniie (pe/za-n). Also 8 paisanne. [F.
paysa}we t tem.oipaysan: see PEASANT.] Apeasant-
woman; a countrywoman. (Properly, in reference

to France, or a French-speaking country.)
1748 SMOLLETT Rod. Random xlii, The young paysanne

had no reason to complain of my remembrance. 1791
CHARLOTTE SMITH Celestina (ed. 2) I. 100 Their

only
servant

is a mere West country paisanne. 1816 BYRON Let. Wks. 1 899
III. 352 On the steps of a cottage I saw a young paysanne,
beautiful as Julie her.->elf. 1823 SCOTT Quentin />. Introd.,
A lively French paysanne^ with eyes as black as jet.

Paysant, -yne, obs. forms of PEASANT.

Payse, Paysible, obs. ff. PEACE, PFACEABLE.

Payse, paysse, variant of PEISE Obs.

Paysen, obs. form ofpeastn, pi. of PEASE.

Faytamine (p^'tamain). Chem. [f. Payta +

AMINE.] An amorphous alkaloid, obtained from

Payfa-bark y
z. pale variety of cinchona bark, shipped

from Payta in Peru. So Faytine (p^'tain), a

crystall izable alkaloid obtained with paytamine.
1875 WATTS Diet. Chem. 2nd Suppl. 347 Paytine, C"H 51

N 2O...has a bitter taste.. .From alcohol it crystallises in

beautiful colourless rhombic crystals. 1879 Ibid. 3rd Suppl.
497 Paytine i CttHttNsQ.HsO-'.AV&VwSM is an amor-

phous alkaloid accompanying paytine.

Payte, Payten, Paytener, Paytent: see

PATE-, PATEN, PAUTENER sb^, PATENT.

Faytrel, -ell(e, etc., var. PEITREL, POTTREL.

fPayttrure. Obs. Altered form of PEITREL, q.v.

13.. Gaw. <$ Gr. Knt. 168 J>e pendauntes of his payttrure,
be proude cropure,..& alle ^>e metail anamayld was h^nne.
Ibid, 601 pe apparayl of be payttrure, & of )>e proude skyrtez.

Payuese, Payze, obs. var. PAVIS, PEISE.

Pazan f variant of PASAN, the bezoar goat.

t Fazar, obs. form of BEZOAR [Pcrs. pad~zahr~\

q. v. a. BEZOAH 2. b. = BEZOAR 3. (In the

latter use app. confounded wfth/ttOW, PASAN.)
1563 WARDE tr. Alexis

1

Seer. n. 7 b, Two graines of Pazar,
whiche is a stone that commeth out of Portugal, and is

grene & tawnie. 1613 PITRCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 508
The Bezar-stones are likewise taken out of the maw of
a Persian or Indian Goat, which the Persians call Pa^ar.

1774 GOI.DSM. Nat. Hist. (1776) III. 75 The word bezoar is

supposed to take its name either from the pazan or
pazar,

whirh is the animal that produces it ; or from a word m the

Arabic language, which signifies antidote, or counter-poison.

Pazaree, variant of PASSAREE.

Pe, variant of PEE Obs.) coarse coat, pea-coat.

PEA.

Pea 1
(pf). [A new singular evolved from the

earlier sing, and pi. pease, by writing this/^w and
treating the final -s as a plural inflexion. For
earlier history see PEASE.]

I. The seed or plant.
1. The round seed of Pisum sativum (see 2),

a well-known article of food.
Also occasionally applied to the similar seeds of other

leguminous plants (see 3), esp. when used for food.
x6n liEAUM. & FL. King $ No K. n. ii. (1619) 30 Did not

his Maiestie say, he had brought vs home Peaes for our
money? 1666 BOYLE Orig. Formes # Qnal. VH. iii. (1667) 170A little vegetable bud.. not so big.. as a Pea. 1677 PLOT
Oxfardsh. v. 85 Much smaller, not exceeding the Rouncival
pea.. in bigness. 1711 GREENWOOD Eng. Gram. 49 Some
words are used in both numbers, as Sheep. .Pease, .but it is
better to say in the Singular Pea, in the Plural Peas 1727
BAILEY vol. II, Peas-cod, the shell or husk of a pea. 1851BORROW Larengro Iviii, To find the pea, which I put under
one of my thimbles. 1866 Treas. Bot. 282 The peculiar
form of these peas [seeds of the chick-pea] has given rise
to the specific name of the plant arietinum.

b. Green peas: peas gathered for food while
still green, soft, and unripe.
[c 1440-1833 : ?ee PEASE sb. B 2 b.] 1789 Bath JrnL 8 June,

Green peas begin now to come to market. 1883 LADY
GREGORY in Fortn. Rev. i Oct. 575 A liberal dish ofgreen peas,

C. Proverbial phr. As like as tu>o peas^ etc.

[1580,1681: see PEASE j3. 62.] 1778 Miss BURNEY ->elina
'

As like

as pea and pea. 1889 Miss TYTLF.R Buried Diamonds xix,
As like papa as two peas.

2. The plant Pisum sativum, a hardy climbing
leguminous annual, which has long been cultivated
in many varieties; it has large papilionaceous
flowers succeeded by long pods each containing
a row of round seeds (see i). Usually distinguished
as pea-plant'.

1699 EVELYN Acetaria 136 Another Process for the raising
early Peas and Beans. 1731-3 MILLER Card. Diet, s.v. Pisum,
i. Pisum hortense majus. .the greater Garden Pea with
white Flowers and Fruit, a 1770 M. BRUCE or LOGAN Cuckoo
v, What time the pea puts on the bloom. 1871 BLACK.MORE
Maid of Sker xliii, To go away from my home and garden
. . with no one to . . sow a row of peas.

b. \Vith defining words distinguishing species
and varieties. (In quot. aiSn = SWEET PEA.)
1707 MORTIMER Huso. 106 The common sort of white Pea

doth best in a light Land that is somewhat rich. 1731-3
MILLER Card. Diet. s. v. Pisum, The Species are [sixteen]
..2. .Hot-spur Pea... 3.. Dwarf Pea. ..6. .Sickle Pea.. .8..
Green Rouncival Pea. 9. .Grey Pea. .. n .. Rose Pea...

14. . Union Pea. 15.. English Sea Pea, 16.. Pig Peas. 1765
Mus. Rust. III. Index, Grey Peas not to be harrowed in

on a chalky soil, a 1812 WoLcomP. Pindar) Ode on Crim.
CV.,The fragrant pea with blooms so thick, That curls her
tendrils round a rotten stick. 1858 HOMANS Cycl. Comm.
s. v. Peas, The common garden pea (Pisnm sativnm\ and
the common gray or field pea (Pi*um arrense\ are the most
generally cultivated. 1882 Garden 15 July 38/2 From the
Isle of Wight comes the pretty Blue Pea. 1884 MILLER
Plant-n., French-Peas, an old name for garden Peas.

3. Applied with defining words to leguminous
plants more or less akin to the common pea : as

Angola Pea = Congo Pea ; Beach-pea = Sea-pea ;

Butterfly-pea, (a) CUtoria Mariana of S. America and
India; (6) Spurred Butterfly-p^a, the genus Centrosema
(chiefly American), having a short spur on the standard of
the corolla; Congo Pea, a variety (bicolor) of Cajanus
indicus (see CAJAN\ with yellow flowers marked with crimson ;

Desert-pea., CUanthus Dampicri, a native of the desert

parts of Australia, with bright scarlet flowers (Miller Plant*
n. 1884); Earth-pea, Lathyrus amphicarpns of Syria,
which bears its pods under ground {Treas. Bot. 1866) ;

Earth-nut Pea, Lathyrus macrorhizus (J. Lee Introd.
Bot. (1768) App. 322); Egyptian Pea, the CHICK-PEA, Cicer

arietinum; Everlasting Pea (see EVERLASTING A. 4b),

Lathyrus latifolius, a variety of L. syfoestris, cultivated

for the beauty of its variously-coloured flowers; also
extended toother species resembling this; Flat Pea, the
Australian genus Platylobium, from its flat pods (Treas.

Bot.)'t Hoary Pea, the genus Tephrosia, which has leaves

covered with a grey down (Miller 1884); Meadow-pea,
the Meadow Vetchling, Lathyrus pratensis (ibid.) ; Milk-

pea, the N. American genus Galactia (Treas. Bot.}; No-

eye Pea, a variety (Jlavus) ofCajanus indicus (see CAJAN),
with pure yellow flowers ; Painted Lady Pea (see PAINTED

4); Poison-pea. = Sivainson Pea\ Sea-pea, Sea-side

Pea, Lathyrus maritimus (Pisnm wari!imum\ a sea-

coast, species rare in England ; Sensitive Pea, Cassia

nictitans of N. America, with sensitive leaves ; also C.

Chamzcrista, partridge-pea (PARTRIDGE 5 c) ; Swainson
Pea, t he Australian genus S-ivainsona (Miller 1 884'' ; Sweet-
scented Pea SWEET PEA; Tangier Pea, Lathyrus
^^aK,r;Tnberousf-rootedi Pea- HEATH-PEA (Miller

1884); Winged Pea, the genus Tetragonolobiis, having
quadrangular winged pods; Wood-pea, (a) Lathyrus
sylvestris, a British wild plant, the original of the Ever-

lasting pea; (b)
= HEATH-PEA. See also CHICH, CHICK-PEA,

CHICKLING 2
, Cow-/ca, Gi.oRV-/^rt, HEART-/<YZ, HEATH-PEA,

Mot'SE-/Va, PARTRlDGE-/Va, PlGEON-/^Z, S\VK.ET I'EA,

1783 JUSTAMOND tr. Raynars Hist, Indies V. 319 This
shrub is called the 'Angola pea. 1866 Treas. Bot. 300 The
"Butterfly Pea, C\lit<?ria\ Mariana,, .is a slender twining

plant with ..flowers of a light blue colour. Ibid. 189

C[ajanus} indicus. .is now naturalised and cultivated in the

West Indies, [etc.]. ..The variety bicolor.. is called the

*Congo pea in Jamaica. The variety flaws . . is called

the No-eye pea. Ibid. 282 C[irer] arirtinuw is the Chick-

pea, or "Egyptian Pea of the English. 1597^
GFRARDR

Herbal 1054 The first is called Lathyrus, . . in English



PEA. 581 PEACE.
* Pease euerlastiner, great wilde Tare, and Cichling. 1705

Everlasting pease (see EVERLASTING A. 4.b]. 1741 Compl.
Fam.-Piece n. iii. 379 Tangier Pea, Everlasting Pea, and
sweet-scented Pea. 1866

*

No-eye Pea [see Congo Pea\. 1633

JOHNSON Gerarde's Herbal Table Eng. Names, Norfolke
*sea Pease. 1731-3 MILLER Card. Diet. s.v. Pisum, English
Sea Pea.. is found wild upon the Shoar in Sussex, and
several other Counties. 1832 Veg. Subst. Food 180 The
Sea-Pea is a native of this country. ..During a famine in

..1555, tlie application of the seeds.. as an article of food

was extensively .. practised. 1731 MILLER Card. Diet.,

Lathyrus distoplatypkyllos ., commonly called *Sweet-
scented Peas. 1741 Compl. Fam. -Piece n. iii. 362 Hardy
annual Flowers, as..*Tangier Peas, sweet-scented Peas,

|

1785 MARTYN Rousseau '$ Bot. xxv. (1794) 357 Tangier Pea,
j

aiiother of the biftorus section. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp.
'

App. s.v., *Wingtd*Pttii a name by which some call the

Lotus. 1866 Treas. Bot, 1135 'I\etragonolobus\ ediilis or

purpureus, the Winged Pea, a native of Sicily. 1633 JOHN-
SON Gerarde's Herbal 1237 Astragalus syheaticus,*Wood
Pease, or Heath Pease. 1711 PETIVER in Phil. Trans.
XXVII. 386 Its Flowers and Pods resemble our Wood-Pea.
1861 Miss PRATT Flower. PL II. 129 l-'icia Orobus. . . This
Wood-vetch or Wood-pea.

II. Something small and round like the seed.

4. The eggs, roe, or spawn of certain fishes.

1758 Descr. Thames 172 The Female [Salmon] discharges
her Pea or Spawne. 1773 Phil. Trans. LXIV. 120 A roe,
which is here called a pea. 1802 SAMPSON Statist. Siirv.

Londonderry 330 The ova, or pea [of salmon], continue in

the sand or gravel for three months.

5. Applied toasmall point of flame. Cf. PEAK j.4
1890 BARING-GOULD Pennycowequicks 43 There was gas in

the room, turned down to a pea when not required for light.

6. See IssuE-/fl, ORANGE-/^,
III. 7. attrib* and Comb., as pea-bloom (also

attrib. in reference to form or colour), -blossom^ \

-crop, -flour, -hull (HULL sb^- i), -picker^ -picking, \

-plant, -pudding; -rick, ~root\ d&Qpea-like^picking, \

-wsft/adjs. ; pea-beau see BEAN 3); pea-beetle
=pea-hug \ pea-blower pea-shooter ; pea-bone,
the pisiform bone of the wrist, resembling a pea
in shape and size

; pea-bough, the same as

pea-stick ; pea-bug, a small coleopterous insect
,

(Bruchvs pist)) a native of North America, now
found also in Southern Europe and Britain, which
infests peas, to which its larva is very destructive;
also called pea-beetle, -chafer, -weevil ; pea-bush,
an Australian heath-like leguminous shrub, Bur-
tonia scabra, with purple papilionaceous flowers

;
;

pea-chafer = pea-bug \ pea-coal (17. S.) t coal in
i

verysmall pieces like peas (Raymond Mining Gloss. ,

1881); pea-cod = PEA.SEC'OI> (0fo.exe. dial.} ; pea-
comb, a triple comb occurring in some varieties i

of the domestic fowl (from its fancied resemblance
,

to a pea-blossom) ; pea-crab, a small crab of '

the genus Pinnotheres, commensally inhabiting
j

the shell of a bivalve mollusc, as a mussel or
|

oyster; pea-dove, a species of pigeon, Zenaida

amabilis, found in W. Indies and Florida ; pea-
dropper, a contrivance for sowing peas singly

'

(Knight Diet. Aleck. 1875) ; pea-finch, local (mid-
land) name of the chaffinch ; pea-flour, flour made
of peas, pease-meal; pea-green a. and s6,, (of)

'

a colour like that of fresh green peas, a nearly

pure but not deep green; pea-grit (see quots.) ; j

pea-gun pea-shooter ; pea-hook, a hook for

reaping peas ; pea-maggot, a Caterpillar which
infests peas, the larva of the pea-moth (Ogilvie

1882); pea-make (dial.) pease-make (see PEASE

J&5); pea-meal pease-meal (ibid.); pea-measle,
a ' measle

*

or hydatid which infests the rabbit and
other animals, being the larva of the tapeworm of

the dog; pea-moth, a small moth ( Tortrix pisi)
which lays its eggs on pea-pods ; pea-ore (see

quot.) ; pea-rake (see quut.) ; pea-rifle, a rifle

with a thick barrel and a small round bullet like

a pea ; pea-rise, a branch of the pea-plant, esp.
as a heraldic bearing ; pea-shell = PKA-POD

; pea-

sheller, (a) one who 'shells' peas, i. e. takes them
out of the pods ; () an instrument for shelling

peas ; pea-shod a., having peas in the shoes, as

a pilgrim doing penance; pea-shooter, (a) a toy

weapon, consisting of a long tube from which peas
are shot by the force of the breath

; () a person
who shoots with this

;
so pea-shooting (whence

pea-shoot^.); pea-spawn = sense 4; pea-stake,
pea-stick, a stake or stick upon which a garden
pea-plant is trained ; pea-straw, the stalks and
leaves of the pea-plant, used as fodder ; pea-
stubble, the stubble of pea-plants left standing
after gathering the crop ; pea-urchin, a very
small species of sea-urchin of rounded form, Echi-

jwcyamus pitsilhts ; pea-weevil = pea-bug. See
also PEABERHY, PFA-FLOWFR, PEANUT, PEA-POD,
PEA-SOUP, PEASTONE, PEA-TREE, PEA-VINE.
1815 KIRBY & SP. Eatotiiol.il. (1818) I. 32 A cargo, or even

a sample, of peas from North America might present us
with that ravager of pulse, the *pea-beetle (Brnchus Pi'sf, L.).

[1675 : see pease-bloom, PKASE sb. 5.] 1763 MILLS Pract.
Husb. III. 238 The flowers ..are of the 'pea-bloom, or

VOL. VII.

butterfly, kind. 1766 W. GORDON Gen. CountingJio. 321,
i piece peabloom [cloth]. [1590: see pease-blossom, PEASE
sb. 5.] 1774 GOLOSM. Nat. }{ist. I. 79 The delightful fra-

grance of their smell, somewhat resembling the *pea-blossom.
1821 W. IRVING in Lifeff Lett. (1864) II. 59 The three eldest

boys kept the house in misery for two or tbree days by
*pea-blowers. 1885 St. James's Gaz. -2 Jan. 6/1

'

Branchy*
pieces . .are sorted into

'

'pea-boughs
' and fagot -wood, 1841

T. W. HARRIS Insects Injur. Veget. (1862) 62 This little

insect .. the Brnchus Pisi of Linnaeus. .
, the., pea-weevil,. .

is better known in America by the incorrect name of
*

pea-
bug. 1895 M'estm. Gaz. n May 3/1 Another horror has super-
vened in the shape of a pea bug . . which attacks market gar-
dens. 1884 MILLER /*/?#., *Pea-busb, Burton's, Burtonia
scabra. 1882 OciLViB s.v., Pea-beetle. ..Called also Pea-bug,
*Pea~chafer, and Pt&wteevil. 1778 H. BROOKE Contending
Bros. n. ii, A mere niggardly good for nothing, with a heart
as squeez'd and narrow as a young *peacod. 1819 SCOTT
[vanhoe xix, They are as like thine own, as one green pea-
cod is to another. 1872-4 L. WRIGHT Bk. Poultry 247 This

triple or *pea-comb has been found.. on the pure Malay
breed. Ibid. 249 The comb known as a pea-comb is . .

described as resembling three small combs joined into one,
the centre one being higher than the two outside. 1836
THOMPSON in Kntoni. Mag. III. 85 (title} The Metamor-
phoses and Natural History of the Pinotheres, or *Pi-a-

Crabs, 1805 R, \V. DICKSON Pract. Agric. II. 583 'Pea crops.
1844 H. STEPHENS Bk. ofFarm II. 371 The produce of the

pea-crop is either in abundance or a complete failure. 1847
GOSSE Birds Jamaica 308 The

x Pea-dove is frequently seen
in the middle of dusty high-roads. 1860 Romance Nat.
Hist. 17 The peadove from the neighbouring woods com-
menced her fivefold coo. 1766 J. W. BAKKR in Con/pi.
Farmer s.v. Turnip, [The bullock] took kindly to the

turnips; and on the sixteenth I began to give him, with his

turnips, *pea-flower [
-- pea-flour]. 1752 FOOTE Taste u.

Wks. 1799 I. 22 Japan of the *pea-green kind, 1861 L. L.

NOBLE Icebergs 99 All the adjacent deep is a luminous pea-
green. iSsgHSs PAGE Haudbk. Geol, Terms

^

*
Pea-grit, a

coarse pisolitic limestone, .composed of concretionary bodies.

1885 J. Phillips' Man. Gcol. i. 48 The Pea-grit at the base
of the inferior Oolite in which the grains are as large as

peas. 1823 SCOTT Let. to Terry 14 Feb. in Lockhart, The
*pea gun principle. 1872 Rontlt-dge's Ev. Boy's Ann. July
454/2, 1 gave my pea-gun. [1674-1769: ^.^^ pease-hook, PEASE
sb. 5.] 1833 IV-iuldby Farm Rep. 1 10 in Libr. Uscf, Knoivl.,
Husb. Ill, They are cut down either with the scythe, or
the *pea-hook. [1377-1664: see pease-hull, PEASE sb. 5.]

1717 RAMSAY Elegy on Lucky Wood v, Poor facers now
may chew *pea-hools, Since Lucky's dead. 1855 ROBINSON
IVhitby Gloss.y Pea-hulls, the shells of green peas. [1629-

1725 : see pease-like, PEASE sb. 5.] 1774 GOLDSM. Nat,
Hist. VI. 163 The chrystaline humour in fishes . ., being
that little hard 'pea-like substance which is found in their

eyes after boiling. 1866 Treas. Bot. 248 Centrosema.
..The large and elegant pea-like flowers. 1834 New
Monthly Mag. XLII. 421 The poachers had armed them-
selves with *pearnakes (a long staff with a curved knife at

the end, with which peas are cut'. [1820-: see pease-meal,
PEASE sb. 5.] 1830 Kyle Farm Rep. 45 in Libr. Use/.
Knowln Husb. Ill, Chaff or cut hay. .enriched with a few

potatoes, or a little *pea-meal. 1879 J. WniGHTSON in

Casselfs Techn. Rduc. IV. 352/2 The sides and hams are

powdered over with pea-meal, and are then hung in the
smoke. 1840 \V. HUMBLE Diet. Gcol., etc.,*Pca ore. .is the

pisiform iron-stone of Kirwan. 1889 Pall Mall G. 17 Aug.
3/1, I came across a party of *pea-pickers. 1898 J. ARCH
Stfftjr of Life x. 250 *Peapicking gangs were generally very
large. 1901 Daily Chron. 7 Aug. 7/7 Instances in which
children had started to work pea picking as early as two
o'clock in the morning, and then had put in a full day at

school. [1758-: see PCuse-Pudding, PEASE sb. 5.] 1844 H.
STEPHENS Bk. ofFarm II. 239 An excellent leg of pickled

pork, served with *pea-pudding. 1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mcch.,
*Pea-rake, a rake adapted for gathering the field pea,

[1530: Kef*U6-ric&t
PEASE sb. 5.] 1766 J. W. BAKER in

Compl. Farmer s.v. Turnep, I gave my sheep access to

some *pea-ricks. 1862 Catal. Internat. Exhib. II. xi. 21

*Pea rifles for rabbit and sea-fowl shooting. 1780 EDMOND-
so\T Her. II. Gloss.,

*Pea-riset
a name given by Heralds to

a Pea-stalk leaved and blossomed. 1755 JOHNSON, Peascod,

*Peashell, the husk that contains peas. 1875 KNIGHT Diet.

Mecht, *Pea-sheller, an implement for taking garden pease
from their

pods. 1899 U'estm. Gaz. 31 May 3/2 The pea-
shellers look as if they have been at work for hours. 1902
Ibid. 29 Sept. 3/1 At the Exhibition was a pea-sheller which
will shell fourteen tons in ten hours. 1882 SOPHIA E. DK
MORGAN Mem.A.de M. 8 The two pilgrims who went *pea-
shod to Loretto. 1861 KINGSLEY Ravenshoe xxxvi, Dick
Ferrers.. carried a peashooter, and *pea-shot the noses of
the leading horses of a dragful of Plungers, which followed

them. 1899 A. LUBBOCK in Daily News 2 June 8/4 It

was a favourite pastime,, .for the boys, whenever the room
was a bit dark, to pea-shoot at his bald, shining head.

1857 HUGHES Tont Brown i. iv, With their *pea-shooters,
and long whips. 1883

' ANNIE THOMAS ' Mod. Houseivi/e
100, I.. became the object of the attentions of a party of

young pea-shooters fresh from the excitement of a 'wake'.

1873 W. CORY Lett. <y Jrnls. (1897) 332 Two girls within

*pea-shooting.. distance. 1899 Allbitti's Syst. Med.Vlll.

773 *Pea-sized, smooth, white bald spots. 1840 Cottager's
Man. 41 in Libr. Usef. Know?,, Husb. Ill, Onions pro-
tected., by *pea-stakes or bushes, from being injured by
frosty winds in the spring. 1855 DELAMER Kitchen Card.

(1861) 170 Secure a supply of *pea-sticks for early spring.

[c 13*5- : see pease-straiu t
PEASE sb. 5.] 1807 VANCOUVER

Agric. Devon (1813) 184 The small *pea-straw or haulm,
is commonly used as rack-meat for horses. 1886 C. SCOTT

Sheep-Farming 171 Give them . . as much clover and green
pea straw as they will eat up. [1523: see pease-stubble,
PEASE sb. 5.] 1807 VANCOUVER Agrtc. Devon (1813) 184
The *pea-stubbles are dressed with six or eight hogsheads
of lime per acre, and sown with wheat. 1843 EMRLETON in

Proc. Berw. Nat. Club II. No. ir. 51 Green *Pea Urchin.
1862 ANSTED Channel Isi. n. ix. (ed. 2) 237 The pea-urchin
is particularly common in Herm. 1841 *Pea-weevil [see

pea~bug\ i88a Garden 8 Apr. 231/2 The common Pea
weevil.. is very injurious to young Pea and Bean plants.

Obs. rare. [A parallel form of f>aa,

Po, QE.pdwa and pta peacock : in late use perhaps

1 deduced from the compounds : see PEA-CHICK,
I PEACOCK, PEAFOWL, PEAHEN.] A peafowl.

a 1000 Phanix 312 Se fujel is on hiwe. .onlicost pean.
1658 tr. Porta's Nat. Magic n. xiv, 46 The Indian-hen,
being mixt of a Cock and a Pea, though the shape be liker
to a Pea than a Cock.

Pea :!

(p/). Also pee. [Said to be shortened
'

from peak\ of. PEAK s/>.% 40.] The peak or bill

of the fluke of an anchor.

1833 Penny Cycl. I. 505/1 The bill or peak. (AWc, Seamen
by custom drup the k in pt-ak and fluke, which they pro-
nounce pea andj^wt-.) ci86o H. STUART Seawnu's Catech,
53 The parts of an anchor. The ring or shackle, the shank,
crown, arms, palm, pee or bill, and stock. 1885 Times
3 Dec. 3/4 The pea of the fluke had penetrated.

Pea 4
, local, [prob. shortened from pease. pets,

PEISE, weight, mistaken for a plural : of. history
of PEA!.] The sliding weight used on a steelyard,

safety-valve, etc.

1761 N. Jersey Archives XX. 529 To be sold. .a large
quantity of old refuse cast Iron,. . Sash-weights, Stove-plates,
Steel yard- peas, &c. 1838 HOLLOWAV Diet. Provincialisms^
Pea.. . The weight whicn is used in weighing anything with
the steel-yards. Hants. 1847-78 in HAI.LIWELL. 1874 J.
RICHARDS Mec/t. Humour 43 The boilers., had a single

safety-valve . . with a large rectangular block of cast iron as
a weight, or 'pea ', as it was termed.

fPea (pi), int. ? Obs. An exclamation of con-

tempt ;
= pooh !

1608 MIDDLETON Mad World i. ii. B
ij h, Oh fie, fie, wife !

Pea, pea, pea, pea, how haue you lost your time?

Peaberry (prberi). [f.
PEA! + HKRUY sb^\

Name for the single round seed of the coffee-plant .

occurring towards the end of the branches, through
abortion of one of the usual two seeds in the fruit.

_The peaberries have a higher commercial value, ami are
sifted out from the ordinary beans.

1870 SPON Encycl. Arts, Mtniitf., etc. I. 6>i The beans ',

usually a pair of oval, plano-convex .seeds, though sometimes
there is but one seed, called, from its .shape,

'

peaberry '.

1893 SIR G. WATTS Diet. Kcon. Prod. India s. v., There are
three commercial types as to form: Mocha, small round
peaberry ; Bourbon, pointed and medium-sized; and Marti-

nique, large and flattened.

Pea-bird, pee-bird. A local name for the

\Vryncck, from its note.

1838 MARV HOWITT Birds ,S- Flvwcrs, Cuckoo \,

* Pee ! pee '.

pee :' says the merry Pee-bird. 1885 SWAINSON Prav.
Names tirit. Birds 103 Wryneck {Jynx torqnilla}. .Pea
bird. From its sharp utterance of the word '

pea-pea '.

Peable, obs. form of PEBBLE.

Peace (ps), sb. Forms: 2-4 pais, 2-6 pes,

(3-5 pays, peys, 3-6 peis, 4 payes, 4 5 payse,
pese, pees, Sc. and north, pess), 4 6 pece, (5

peese), 5-6 peas, pease, (pesse, Sc. peice, 5-7
peax, 6 Sc. peiss, pace";, 6- peace. [Kaily ME.

paisj a. QY.pais (nth c. in Littre), mod.F. paix
(= Pr. patz, Sp., Pg. paz, It. pace] : L. pat -em

(nom./rt'jc) peace. The vowel has passed through at,

ei, e, to ea (meaning successively ai, -e. e, i\ final -<v

represents earlier final -s as in advice, mice, etc.]

I. 1. Freedom from, or cessation of, war or

hostilities; that condition of a nation or community
in which it is not at war with another.

1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 1322 pe prin.se. .nis to preisi no5t

pat in time of worre as a lomb is bofje mek and milde And
in time of pes as Icon bobe cruel and wilde. 1375 HARBOUR
Bruce \. 80 At that tyme was pess and rest Betwyx Scotland
and Ingland. 1484 CAXTON Fat-les of sEsof- n. viii, After

grete werre cometh good pees, c 1489 Blanchardyn \.

ii The Right happy wele of peas flowrid..in alle Cristen

realmes. 1535 COVERDALE Ecclus. xlvii. 16 Because of
his peace he was beloued. 1594 SHAKS. Rich. Ill, i. i. 24
In this weake piping time of Peace. 1652 MILTON Sonn.

Cromwell, Yet much remaines To conquer still ; peace hath
her victories No less renownd then \varr. 1748 GRAY A lliance

Educ. $ Govt. 41 Fix and improve the poIUh'd Arts of Peace.

1804 MRQ. WF.LLESLEY in Owen Desp. (1877) 443 Peace is

the fairest fruit of victory. 1874 GRFEN Short Hist. ix.

10. 713 In vain ..Walpole battled . . against the cry for

war... He stood alone in nis desire for peace.

b. (\Vith article.) A ratification or treaty of

peace between two powers previously at war.

(f Also, formerly, a temporary cessation of hostili-

ties, a truce.") In Hist, often defined by of with

the name of the place at which it was ratified.

c 1400 Laud Troy Bk. 17536 He. .bad hem mak Be-twene
hem of Grece iff thei moste A fynal pes, what -so it coste.

r 1400 Destr. Troy 10133 When paste was the pes,.. stuernly

Jai foghtyn. ci47o HENRY Wallace in. 333 With thalr

consent Wallace this pece has tayne, ..till x moneth war

gayne. 1560 DAUS tr. Sleidane*$ Comm. 344 b, Thambassa-
dours of England and Fraunce . . at the last conclude a peace.
1653 H. COGAN tr. Pinto s Trav. xiii. 42 He would not . .

break the peace, which his ancestors had made with the

Christians of Malaca. 1713 SWIFT Jrni. to Stella to Mar.,

They are not sure the peace will be signed next week. 1803
CANNING Sp. 24 May, Supporters and approvers of the

Peace of Amiens. 1877 T - " OVER Mod. Europe x\ t
The

advisers of the Peace of Utrecht.

f C. With possessive or of (the peace of any one,
his peace, etc.) : A state or relation of peace, con-

cord, and amity, with him
; esp. peaceful recogni-

tion of the authority or claims, and acceptance of

the protection, of a king or lord. Obs.

(Has affinities with senses 2, 4, 9 a.)

1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 1857 And granted hym J?at kinedom
and JwU pes of romc. 1375 BARBOUR Bruce viu. 424 To the



PEACE.

kingls pess he brocht The forest of selcryk all hale. Ibid.

ix. 540 Sum of the men of the Cun're Com till his pess, and
maid him ath. 1:1425 Eng. Cong. Irel. 86 Aftyr al be tra-

uayl bat be kynge hadde,..come be sonnes to J>e fadyres
pees, & maden asseth, falsly. Ibid. 92 Obren, the kynge of

Thomon, ayeyne hys trouth & ayeyn the kynges pees, began
to withdrawcn hym from the kynge. 1430 Syr Gcner.

(Roxb.) 3219, I beseche you gfrajunt nov youre pees Vnto
oure felow [Generides]. 1523 LD. BKRN'EKS Froiss. I. clxxx.

215 The prouost of the marchantes of Parys hadde gette

hym his peace of the duke. 1570 Satir. Poems Reform, xxiii.

28 Thow knawis thy self gif he was diligent To get thy
peax, and slaik the of that weir. 1570-6 LAMBARDE Peramb.
AV///(i8z6} 18 j The Bishops and Noble men (for verie feare)
became petitioners to the King for his peace, and in the
ende procured it.

2. Freedom from civil commotion and disorder
;

public order and security. (See also 9.)
c 1154 O. E. Chron. an. 1135 Durste nan man mis don win"

o5er on his time. Pakhemakede men & deer. Ibid. an. 1140,
& hit ward sone suythe god pais. c 1275 LAV. 2520 Al
Brutaine ^eo wiste.. In gri|>e and paise \c 1205 in friSe]. 13. .

Solom. Coronat. 54 in Adam Davy, etc. (1878) 98 Good pais
bere was in hil londe, ber while he kyng was. 1422 Rolls

ofParlt. IV. 176/1 Execution of lawe, and kepyng of Pees,
slant miche in Justice of Pees, a 1533 I,n. BERNERS Huon
Ixvi. 228, I haue .. maynteyned the countre in peace & rest

and good iustyce. 1670 CLARENDON ss. Tracts (1727) 209
Peace is that harmony in the state, that health is in the

body. 1794 tr. Brissoi's
' To his Constit.' Prtf. 24 Roland

and the Brissotins .. endeavouring to preserve peace. 1861

M. PATTISON Ess. (1889) I. 47 [In the Steelyard] Peace and
order were maintained by police regulations of German
minuteness and strictness.

3. Freedom from disturbance or
perturbation (esp.

as a condition in which an individual person is);

quiet, tranquillity, undisturbed state. Also empha-
sized as peace and quiet(iicss]. Bill of peace\ see

quot. 1848.

1382 WYCLIF Litke xi. 21 Whanne a strong armed man
kepith his hows, alle thingis that he weldith ben in pees.

1480 CAXTON Ckron. Eng. clxxiii. 156 The poure comons
were in pees and in rest. 1581 LAMBAKDE Eiren. \. ii, Some-
times, .the worde Peace is taken for Protection^ or defence'.
as where M. Bracton calleth the Writtes of Protection,
Breitia de pace. 1612 DAVIES Why Ireland, etc. 127 The
king, .commanded that Sherborn shokl hold his land in

peace. 1758 GRAV Child d Let him sleep in peace. 1848
WHARTON Law Lex., Peace, bill of, a bill brought by a

person to establish and perpetuate a right which he claims,
and which from its nature may be controverted by different

persons at different times, and by different actions. ..The
obvious design of such a bill is to secure repose from per-
petual litigation. 1859 MRS. CARLYLE Lett. III. 6, I shall

breakfast here in peace, and quietness. 1864 TENNYSON En,
Ard. 147 And pass his days in peace among his own.

b. In and alter Biblical use, in various expres-
sions of well-wishing or salutation.

Following L. pax and Gr. eip^mj, 'peace
'

often represents

Heb. nibuJ shalom, properly = safety, welfare, prosperity.

a 1300 Cursor M. 17648 (Cott.) loseph sli gret'mg bam gaf,
'Godds peis mot yee all haf '. 13. . Ibid. 5333 (Gott.) pus
lacob bis tale bigan, Pes haue Pharao be king. 1325
Metr. Hotn. 19 Ga, he said, womman in pes. 1382 WYCI.IP
Luke x. 5 In to what euere hous 56 schulen entre, first seye
^e, Pees to this hous. 1526 TINDALE John xx. 19 Cam lesus

and stode in the myddes, and sayd to them: peace be with

you [WYCLIF Pees to ^ou ; 1539, 1611 peace be vnto yon].

1593 SHAKS. 2 Hen. l^f, in. iii. 26 Peace to his soule, if

Gods good pleasure be. 16x1 BIBLE i Chron. xii. 18 Peace,
peace, be unto thee, and peace be to thine helpers. 1791
MRS. RADCLIFFE Rom. Forest vii. Farewell ! and peace
attend you. 1816 SCOTT A ntiq. xxiii, Ah 1 rare Ben Jonson !

long peace to thy ashes ! 1847 TENNYSON Princ. iv. 118

Peace be with her. She is dead.

4. Freedom from quarrels or dissension between

individuals; a state of friendliness; concord, amity.

(See also 10 a, 14.)
Kiss ofpeace: a kiss given in sign of friendliness; spec.

a kiss of greeting given in token of Christian love (see PAX)
at religious services in early times; now, in the Western
Ch., usually only during High Mass.
a 1225 Juliana 74 Ha . . custe ham a cos of pes. c 1250

Gen. $ Ex. 8 To alle cristenei men beren pais and luue bi-

twene. 1382 WYCLIF Eph. iv. 3 Bisy for to kepe vmte of

spirit in the bond of pees, c 1440 Gentrydes 3^16 The pese
shall sone be twix vs twoo. 1534 CROMWELL in Memman
Life % Lett. (1902) I. 396 All malice and evill will being. .

expulsed.., good amyte peax & quyetnes may take place.

^1648 LD. HERBERT Hen. VIII (1683) 611 But that this

question . . might well be omitted for Peace sake. 1794
COLERIDGE Domestic Peace, Tell me, on what holy ground
May Domestic Peace be found, Halcyon daughter of the

skies. 1852 [Kiss sb. i], 1865 DICKKNS Mnt. Fr. i. iii, We
should have no peace in our place if that got touched upon.

fb. transf. An author or maintainer of concord.

1382 WYCLIF Eph. ii. 14 He is oure pees, that made both
oon. c 1412 HOCCLEVE De Reg. Princ. 5386 Crist bus seid
hir vnto, I am pees verray. 1503 DUNBAR Thistle ty Rose
181 Our princes [i.e. princess] of honour,.. Our peax, our

play, our plane felicite. 1560 BIBLE (Genev.) Micah v. 5
And he shalbe our peace.

c. Kiss ofpeace, PAX * 2 : see 4 above.

1565 JEWEL Repl. Harding iil (1611) 114 The Peace gtuen
to the Bishop, was not a little Table of Siluer or somewhat
else, as hath beene vsed in the Church of Rome, but a very
Kisse indeed.

fd. With the peace of (repr. L. pace] : =
without offence to

; begging pardon of. rare~ l
.

1669 FLAMSTEF.D in Rignud Corr. Sci. Men (1841) II. 80

With the peace of that industrious deceased astronomer,..
I dare affirm [etc.].

582

5. Freedom from mental or spiritual disturbance
or conflict arising from passion, sense of guilt, etc. ;

calmness; peace of mind, sou/, or conscience.
c laoo Vices <y Virtues 59 Siec 3at tn haue pais a;eanes

gode. 1340 Ayenb, 162 pet non ne may habbe pays of herte
ne stedeuest inwyt. 1382 WVCLIF Phil. iv. 7 The pees of

1 God, that passith al witt, kepe 3011 re herds. 1502 ATKVNSOM
tr. De Imitations in. xxxiii. 102 Lete not bi pes be in be
moubes of men. 1548-9 (Mar.) Bk. Com. Prayer Collect
2ist Sund. Trinity, (iraunt. .to thy faithfull people pardon
and peace. 1671 MILTON Samson 1334 Off, Regard thy
self. ..Sam. My self? my conscience and internal peace.
1737 Pone Hor. Epist. ii. ii. 65 He stuck to poverty with

peace of mind. 1851 ROBERTSON Serin. Ser. in. xi. 138
Peace then, is the opposite of passion, and of labour, toil

and effort. Peace is that state in which there are no desires

madly demanding an impossible gratification. 1879 *'

TAYLOR Stud. Germ. Lit. 92 Peace of soul comes only
through Faith and Obedience.

6. Absence of noise, movement, or activity ;

stillness, quiet; inertness. (See also 12.)
13. . Coer de L. 1341 Beth in pes, lystenes my tale ! 1377

LANGL. /'. PI. B. xix. 149 The iewes preyed hem pees.
c 1400 MAI-NDEV. (1839) xxvii. 273 The See. .is never still ne
In pes. c 1515 Cocke Lorelfs B. 13 They banysshed prayer,
peas, and sadnes : and toke with them myrthe, sporte, and
glad nes. 1620 MELTON Astrolog. 63 In the peace of mid-

night. 1750 SHENSTONE Rnr. Elegance 5 Oh ! peace to

5'onder
clam'rous horn ! 1846 RUSKIN Mod. Paint. (1851)

I. in. i. vi. 2 Not like the dead and cold peace of undis-
turbed stones and solitary mountains, 1850 TF.XNVSON In
Man. xi, Calm and deep peace on this high wold.

b. ellipt. as exclamation: see PEACE v. i.

7. In generalized sense including several of the

above.

ci^So WVCLIF Serin. Sel. Wks. L 321 per ben two peesis,
vern pees and fals pees. . . Verry pees is groundid in God . ,

and to bat pees sueb pees wty alle creaturis.. .And bis pees
stondib in pacience, and mekenes, and ober vertues... Fals

pees is groundid in reste wib oure enemys, whanne we
assente to hem wi^outen agenstonding. 71630 MILTON On
Time 16 When every thing that is sincerely good.. With
Truth, and Peace, and Love shall ever shine. 1690 MORRIS
Beatitudes (1694) I. 194 God is the God of Peace; and the

greatest Peace, that which passes all Understanding, is

called the Peace of God. 1839 BAILEV Festusxx. (1852) 35 \

Peace is the end of all things, tearless Peace. 1857-8 SEARS
A than. xvii. 140 Peace is not rest or repose. It is the

highest . . activity, . . the activity of concording elements.

II. Phrases.

8. Phrases belonging to I. a. Peace at any price.
[1645 LD. DIGBV 27 Aug. in St. Papers^ Dam. (1891) 87

Demonstrations that they will purchase their own, and.,
the Kingdom's quiet, at any price to the King, to the Church,
and to the faithfulest of his party.] 1823 ARNOLD Hist.
Kome (1843) Suppl. III. 455 Hannibal, .probably felt.. that,

by purchasing peace at any price.. his countrymen might
again find an opportunity to recover their losses. 1887 G. \V.
SMALLEY Land. Lett. I. 153 Palmerston sneered at him [John
Bright] as a peace-at-any-price man. 1894 LruBOCK Use of
Life xi. 165 Though not a '

peace-at-an y-i rice
'

man, I am
not ashamed to say I am a peace-at -almost -any-price man.
1896 \Vesttn. Gaz. 10 Jan. 2/2 Men who are neither faddists
in general nor peace-at-any-pi icers in particular.

b. Peace with honour.

[1607 SHAKS. Cor. HI. ii. 49 That it [your policy] shall hold

Companionship in Peace With Honour, as in warre. Ibid.

v. vi. 79.] 1650 WELDON Crt. Jas. 1 185 [Jas. I] had rather

spend 100,000 H. on Embassies to keep or procure peace with

dishonor, then 10,000 1. on an army that would have forced

peace with honour. 1770 GEO. Ill Sp.open. Parlt. 13 Nov.,
The hope of being able to continue to my subjects the

enjoyment of peace with honour and security. 1822 [see
HONOUR so. ic]. 1878 LD. BEACONSFIELD Speech 16 July,
Lord Salisbury and myself have brought you back peace
hut a peace I hope with honour, which may satisfy our

Sovereign and tend to the welfare of the country. 1887
IV. %Q. 7th Ser. III. 96/1.

0. Phrases belonging to 2.

a. The king'speace [
- OE. cyninges grif\\ orig.

The protection secured to certain persons by the

king, as those employed on his business, travelling
on the king's highway, etc. ; hence, the general

peace of the kingdom under the king's authority.
[ia. . Flores Ifzstoriarunt (Rolls) II. 180 Cepit. .ununi de

justiciariis regis..in pace regis per stratam regiam itiner-

antem. 1292 BRITTON i. i. 4 En dreit des Justices., de

quis dictam pacem nostram infringer
violare praesumat.] 1428 in Snrtees Misc. (1888) 3 He suld
here be kynge's pease to John Holgate mersshall. 1433
Rolls of Parlt. IV. 479/1 Any affray in offence of the

Kynges pees. 1467 Ora. Worcester in Eng. Gilds 388 That
no man go armed. .in distorbynge of the kynges pease and

people. 1485 Act i Hen, '//, c 7 2 To eny of you re

Counsell or to eny of the Justices of youre peax of the

Countie. 1558 Q. EI.IZ. in Strype Ann. Ref. (1824) I. App. i.

389 We strai-htly charge. .our said subjects ofevery degree,
to kepe themselves in our peax. c 1575 Balfoitrs Practicks

(1754) 106 At the peax of our soverane Lord. 1607 COWELL
Inierpr.) Snyte of the Kings peace.. is the persiewng a man
for breach of the K. peace. 1612 DAVIF.S Why Ireland^
etc. (1787) 85 The Irish, which were not in the King's peace,
are called enemies. 1765 BLACKSTONE Comm, I. ix. 350 The
king's majesty is.. the principal conservator of the peace
wit bin all his dominions;, .hence it is usually called the king's

peace. 1769 Ibid. IV. xiv. 198 To kill an alien, a Jew, or

an outlaw, who are all under the king's peace or protection,
is as much murder as to kill the most regular born English-
man. 1844 LD. BROUGHAM Brit. Const, x. (1862) 136 He
[the King] could grant 'his peace ',

that is, a protection from
the pursuit of enemies, to any one. 1883 GREEN Cong. Eng.
v. 212 The public peace, or observance of the customary
right by man towards man, has become the king's peace,
the observance of which is due to the will of the lord. 1890

PEACE.

SIR F. POLLOCK Oxford Lect. 88 By the end of the thirteenth

century.. the king's peace had fully grown from an occa-
sional privilege into a common right.

b. The peace = the king's peace, in its wider
sense ; the general peace and order of the realm,
as provided for by law.
Hence many phrases, as to keep the peace (see 13}, break

the p., breach ofthe p., bound or holden to {keep} the peace;
to swear the peace against (any one), to swear that one is in

bodily fear from another, so that he may be bound over to

keep the peace; also, commission of the peace, conservator^
constable, justice, officer, sergeant of the peace ; precept of
the peace, sessions of the peace \ to be sworn of the peace,
to be made a justice of the peace or magistrate.

[1328 Act 2 Ediv. ///, .c. 3 Burghaldres, conestables,
& gardeins de la pees demz lour gardes. 1341 Rolls

of Parlt. II. 134/1 Felonie ne Trespas fait contre la

Pees.] 1386 Ibid. III. 225/1 In ihe same yere, the forsaid

Nkhol', withouten nede, ayein the
pecs, made dyverse

enarmynges. 1420 Avow. Arth. xxii, [He] Is halden to
the pees. 1444 Rolls of Parlt. V. 110/2 Every chief Cone-
stable of the peas of the seid Shires. 1499 A". Riding Rtc.

(1894) 180 Ther was a precept of the peax made. 1565-73
COOPER Thesaurus s. v. Conventus, Minores consent ns,
sessions of the peace. 1575 in W. H. Turner Select. Kec.

Oxford 361 The peace might be broken. 1595 BACON
J/i?_r.

15-
Uses Com. Law (1635) 10 At this day, conservators

of the peace are out of use; and in lieu of them, there are
ordained justices of peace. 1598 SHAKS. Merry W. n. iii.

54 Shallow. I am sworn of the peace. 1643 PRYSNE Sov.
Power Parl. in. 21 They may s\veare the peace against
them. 1681 OTWAY Soldiers Fort. in. i, I'll have him bound
to the Peace instantly. 1755 BURN Justice ofPeace (1764) II.

477 Suretyfor the peace is the acknowledging a recognizance,
or bond, to the king, .. for the keeping the peace. 1874
STUBBS Const. Hist. L vii. 180 note, The peace is the rela-

tion in which all stand whilst and in so far as all continue
in the union and in the right on which the community rests.

j

He who acts against this commits a breach of the peace.
c. In analogous senses : e. g. the peace of any

territorial lord; God's peace, God's requirement of

peace and good order; the Roman peace (pax
Romano], the British peace (pax Britannica] t that

i
established within the Roman empire or the British

j

dominions. Cf. PAX ' i.

1303 R. BRUNNE Handl. Synne 6803 Swych ryche men }>nt

are a^ens Goddys pes. 1591 SHAKS. i Hen. I'/, i. iii. 74 All

manner of men, assembled here in Armes this day, against
Gods Peace and the Kings. 1765 BLACKSTONE Comm. I.

Introd. iv. 117 Offences were said to be done against his

peace in whose court they were tried : in a court-leet, contra

pacem domini. 1897 Daily .\
Tcws 23 Apr. 6/2 As time passed,

the English peace annoyed them exceedingly. 1900 Ibid.

16 July 6/3 In Durham,, .it was correct to speak, not of the

king's peace, but of the bishop's peace.

10. At peace, a. In a state ol concord or friendli-

ness
;
not at strife or at variance ; ^ at (any one's)

peace, at peace with him (cbs.}. b. In a state of

quietness, quiet, peaceful. (See AT prep. 20, 21.)
c 1330 R. BRUSNE Chron. (1810) 88 pei obliged bam to gyue,

Founi ^pusand pound, at his pes to lyue. 1/1425 Cursor M.
4074 (Trin.) Fro J>is tyme forb.-Wib ioseph were hei nener
at pees. 1560 BECON Connnon-pl. ofScript. Wks. in. 68 To
set at peace by hym through the bloude of hys crosse both

thinges in heauen and thinges in earth. 1568 BIBLE

(Bishops') Job xxii. 21 Reconcile thee vnio God, and be at

peace. 1601 SHAKS. Jul. C. n. ii. 2 Nor Heauen, nor Earth,
Haue beene at peace to night. 1641 HINDE j. l>rucn Iii.

173 Being so at peace with God, we have peace with our
selves. 1853 A. J. MOKRIS Business \. 7 Those who are never
at peace but when they are at war. 1860 WARTER Sea-board
II. 115 He is at peace with this world and the next !

f 11. 072,0, ofpeace : in peace, in quiet. Obs. rare.

la 1400 Arthur 525 pe walsch man .. clepeb vs Sayson,
And seyb: taw or Peyd, Sayson brount [Marg-. pat ys..

Stynkyng Saxone, lie on pees], c 1440 Generydes 3920 In
his harries slepyng still opece. -1470 HENKY Wallace vin.

933 >eit still off pees the ost lugyt all nycht.

12. To hold) (less usually keep} one's peace : to

remain quiet or silent; to keep silence, refrain from

speaking, arch.
a 1310 in Wright Lyric /'. 42 Holdeth nou or pees. 13. .

Seuyn Sag. (W.) 65 \Vhen this was said he held his pese.

1382 WVCLIF Ejcoti. xiv. 14 'Ihe Lord shal 651 for 3ow, and

5e shulen hoold ^oure pees. 1413 Pilgr. Sowle (Caxton) u.

Ixv. (1859) 59, I. .held my pees, and wold no more seye.
i 1489 CAXTON Sonnes of Aywon vii. 157 He had grete
luste to speke, for yf he had keptd his peas [etc.]. 1552
Bk. Com. Prayer, Matrimony, Let him now speake, or els

hereafter for euer holde hys peace. 1673 VILLIERS (Dk.

Buckhm.) Rehearsal in. ii. (Arb.) 81 Pr'ythec hold thy
peace. 1745 G. WASHINGTON Rules Ciz>ility vi, Speak not

when you should hold your peace. 1818 COBBETT f'ot. Reg.
XXXIII. 346 If we hold our tongues upon this subject, let

us, for decency's sake, keep our peace as to the dependence
of Canning. 1890 CLARK RUSSELL Ocean Trag. xxvi. II I.

16, I held my peace on this new.. craze.

13. To keep the peace (f keep peace]', to refrain,

or prevent others, from disturbing the public peace

(see 2, 9); to maintain public order; to prevent,
or refrain from, strife or commotion.
1422 [see sense 2], a 1425 Cursor M. 9689 (Trin.) Wher of

serueb any assise. .But for to kepe pees {Cott. to yeme be

pes] in londe? 1444 Rolls ofParlt. V. 123/2 Thei shall well

and truly kepe the pees within the seid Toun. 1568 GRAFTON
Chron. II. 162 Caused him to be newely sworne to kepe
the peace of the lande. 1605 SHAKS. Lear n. ii. 51 Keepe
peace vpon your hues, he dies that strikes againe. 1663
BUTLER Hud. i. i. 710 To keep the Peace 'twixt Dog and
Bear. 1765 BLACKSTONE Comm. I. xiii. 411 To provide

a

determinate quantity of such arms as were then in use, in

order to keep the peace. 1849 MACAULAV Hist. Eng. iiL I.

294 Dragoons, .stationed near Berwick, for the purpose of

keeping the peace among the mosstroopers of the border.

Mod. The defendants were bound over to keep the peace.



PEACE.

14. a. To make peace : to bring about a state of

peace, in various senses : (a) to effect a reconcilia-

tion between persons or parties at variance ; to

conclude peace with a nation at the close of a war;
(b) to enter into friendly relations with a person,
as by a league of amity, or by submission

; (c) to

enforce public order ; *f (ef) to enforce silence.

1x54 [see 2]. ci\i$Lamb. Horn. 141 Sunnedei makede
ure drihten pes bitweone heouene and eor3e. 1362 LANGL.
P. PI. A. in. 214 pe kyng MeedeJ* his Men, to maken pees
in londe. 6-1400 MAUNDEV. (1839) xxii. 234 Thei seyn to

certeyn Ofliceres, . . Maketh Pees. And than seyn the

Officeres, Now Pees ! lysteneth ! 1535 COVERDALE Josh. x.

i They of Gibeon had made peace with Israel. 1611 BIBLE
fsa. xxvii. 5 He shall make peace with me. 1654 CROMWELL
S^>. 4 Sept. in Cariyle t Its a Maxim not to be despised
'Though peace be made, yet it's interest that keeps peace

1

.

1863 [see MAKE v. gc],
b. To make one's, or a person's, peace : to effect

reconciliation for oneself or for some one else ; to

come, or bring some one, into friendly relations

(with another). (In quot. c 1400, to admit a person
to friendly relations with oneself.)
c 1315 SHOREHAM (Percy Soc.) 39 Thos ?e mote Make thy

pes wyth alle thre, Sorwe, schryfte, and edbote. c 1400
Rom. Rose 2552 This bargeyn ende may never take, But if

that she thi pees wille make. <r 1400-50 Alexander 3779
Dame Calistride.. comes with hire ladis, Mas hire pes with
oure prince, a 1533 L. BERNEKS Iluott xxi. 62 By his

meanes my peace was made with the kynge.. 1600 SHAKS.
Tu-el. N. in. iv. 295, I will make your peace with him, if

I can. 1642 FULLKR Holy <$ Prof. St. it. xix. 120 Those
who have made tlieir peace with God. 1862 TROLLOPE
Orley P. Iv, Mrs. Furni\-al had gone to make her peace in
Red Lion Square.

III. '15. attrib. and Comb, a. nttrib., ns peace
army, belt, congress ^ hero, party, principle\ ^peace-
breach, -cry, -day, -haven, -mistress, -pa>an, -plant,
-tax, -time, etc. b. objective and obj. gen., w?> peace-
-breathing, -bringing, -giving^ -inspiring, -loving, \

-preaching, -procuring, -restoring adjs. ; peace-
'

bearer, -bringer, -conclude)', -crier, -looker, -lover, ;

-prater, -preserver, c. locative, instrumental, etc., \

ws>peace-abiding, -blessed, -enamoured, -like, -lulled,
-trained adjs. d. Special Combs.: peace estab-

lishment, the reduced amount of troops under ''

arms and of military supplies maintained in a

standing army in time of peace ; peace-guild
(//&/.), a guild established for the maintenance of

peace (
=

frith-guild-, see FRITH sb\ 3) ; peace-
parted a., that has departed this life in peace;
peace-pipe, the tobacco-pipe of the N. American

Indians, used as a token of peace (see CALUMET) ;

peace-pledge = FRANK-PLEDGE, OE. FRITHBOKH;
peace-warrant, a warrant for arrest, issued by a

Justice of the Peace
; peace-wright, one who

arranges a peace. Also PEACE-KEEPER, -MAKER, etc.

1897 Westni. Gaz. 28 July 3/3 Should not our brave and
patient *peace army [the police force] be considered ? c 1650
Rolls of Parlt. II. 435/2 His ship called the Portpays or
*Peace Bearer. 1836-48 B. D. WALSH A ristoph., Acharniatis
i. v, Nor had this peace-bearer then skipped away. 1758
N. Jersey A rc/t. XX. 297 Peace was solemnly ratified by :

a large *peace belt. 1779 CLARK Campaign Illinois (1869) 45. ,

c 1620 in Farr S. P. Jas. 1 315 Your wisdome, bountie, and
*peace-bless'd raygne. 1610 HOLLAND Camdens Brit.i. 350
For Robbery, *peace-breach and Foristell. 1826 A. A. WATTS
Bachelor s Dilemma, vii, Pensive and *peace-breathing
beauty. 1625 K. LONG tr. Barclay's Argents \. x\. 62 This I

day was not to be honoured as a *peace-briuger. 1677
GJLPIN Deinonol. (1867) 466 The comfortable and *peace-
bringing promises of the gospel. 1643 [ANCIER] Lane. I'all.

Achor 5 Had not God.. moved them to be the Peace-
keepers, which were not the *peace-concluders. 18525 GROTE
Greece n. Ixxix. X. 360 The *peace-congress at Delphi. !

1860 LONGF. \\'ayside /;/, A". Olaf xxii. vi, Love against i

hatred, *Peace-cry for war-cry ! 1902 IVestm. Gaz. 3 June
ii/i A fall in Kaffirs is the fact which fell to be recorded in

the closing hours of *
Peace-Day. 1800 CAMPBELL Pleas.

Hope ii, ii Triumph not, ye *peace-enamour'd few ! 1803
hdin, Rei'. II. 6 A ''peace-establishment of 500,000 men. .

1833 H. BLUNT Hist. St. Paul 11. 126 To receive in all its
\

"peace-giving blessedness, the gospel. 1873 E. BRENNAN
',

Witch o/Xewit etc. 223 Pleasure-bound and peace-inspiring
days. 1595 DAXIEI. Civ. Wars \. 1xxv,*Peace-lover Wealth,
hating a troublous State. 1877 TENNYSON IIarold\. ii. 113

j

Peace-lover is our Harold. 1591 SYLVKSTER Du Bartas \. \

iv. 719 Sea's Soveralntess, . . *Peace-loving Queen. 1836
J. H. NEWMAN in Lyra Apost. (1849) 122 Peace-loving man, 1

of humble heart and true \ 1871 B. TAYLOR Faust (1875) II.
,

I. v. 67 'Peace-lulled seas. 1589 R. HARVEY PL Pcrc. (1590)
6 Our most roiall *Peace-Mistres holds the sterne. 1602
SHAKS. Hani. \. i. 261 To sing sage Requiem, and such
rest. .As to 'peace-parted Soules. 1880 GLADSTONE Sp. at
Edinb. 17 Mar., What is called the Manchester School,
or sometimes the *Peace party. 1779 G. R. CLAKK Cam-
paign in Illinois (1869) 45, I told them I would defer

smokeing the *Peace Pipe until I heard that they had
called in all their Warriors. 1876 BANCROFT Hist. U. S. II.

xxxiii. 330 Four old men advance, .bearing the peace-pipe,
brilliant with many colored plumes. 1605 SYLVESTER Du
Kartas \\. iii. in. Law 1314 The *peace-plant Olive. 1857
TOI-LMIN SMITH Parish\v$ All were annually thus personally
bound in

'

*peacepledge '. 1862 GRATTAN Beaten Paths II.

306 The *peace-preaching politicians. 1715
*
Peace-preservers

[see PKACKMAKEK]. 1863 W. PHILLIPS Speeches \. 7 What
are called *Peace principles. 1643 PRYXNE Sov. Power

'

Pa.rl, i. (ed. 2) Pref. Aij b, State-securing,
*
Peace-procuring

verities. 1780 Cowrie K Tablc-t, 79 To touch the sword with
conscientious awe,.. To sheathe it, in the *peace-restoring I

close, With joy. 1838 J. B. NORTON Topics 236 They have
|

583

seen an income-tax take the successive forms of a *peace-tax,
a war-tax, and then a peace-tax again. 1631 MASSINGKK
Believe as You List in. ii, You keepe in pay. .some *peace-
trayn'd troopes. 1826 Sunday Times 27 Aug. 3/5 [He] was
. .brought before M. Swabey Esq. at the instance of his wife,
on a *peace-warrant. 1855 MOTLEY Dutch Rep. vi. iii. (1866)

814 The *peace-wrights of Cologne.

t Peace, a. Obs. rare. [f.
PEACE

sb.~\ Peaceful,

quiet, silent, unmentioned.
f 1440 Generydes 320 But ye must kepe this mater hu>ht

and pece. a 1500 Childe of ttristoive ir in Hazl. K. /'. /'.

I. in, Y pray yow in this place of your talkyng that ye
be pes.

Peace (p/s), v. Forms : 4-5 pees, 5 peass(e,
5- peace, (6 Sc. pece, peiss). [f. PEACE sb. The
earliest examples are in the imperative, and may
have begun as interjectional uses of PEACE sb.

(The ME. vb. was PEASE (cf. APPEASE), found in

some senses after 1600. Modern editors have in

various places (e.g. Parker Society's Publ.) erro-

neously substituted /<& for the original pease.)]
1. intr. In the imperative as exclamation: Be

silent; keep silence. (Cf. silence
.')

arch.

^1386 CHAUCER ll'ife*s Prol. 838- What amble or trotte or

pees or go sit doun. Ibid. 850 Oure hoost cride pees and
that anon And seyde lat the womman telle hire tale. 1393
LANGL. P. PI. C. xvr, 234 'Pees!' quajj pacience, 'ich

praye \>e, syre actyf !

'

c 1460 Tcnu>i,~lcy Myst. ii. 400
Peasse, man, for Godis payn ! 1526 TINDAI.K Mark iv. 3Q
He..sayde vnto the see: peace and be still [cndi, -ntfyi-

fiairo], 1634 MILTON Cotuns 359 Peace brother, be not

over-exquisite To cast the fashion of uncertain evils. 1735
POPK Donne Sat. iv. 256 Peace, fools, or Gonson will for

Papists sti/e you. 1847 TENNYSON ferine, in. 230 Peace, you
young savage of the northern wild !

f 2. intr. To be or become still or silent
;

to

refrain from, or cease, speaking ;
to keep silence.

1450 Paston Lett. I. 180 Hcruppon the people peacyd, and
stilled, c 1460 Towneley Myst. xxiii. i Peasse I byd euereich

Wight ! Ibid. 13 Will ye not pensse when I bid you? 1563
SACKVILLB /fu/nc/. Mirr. Mag. Ixxii, Hepeaste and couched
while that we passed by. 1570 IJ;VINS Manip. 204/47 To
Peace, tacerc, silcre. 1593 SHAKS. Rich. //, v. ii. 80 Yorkc.
Peace foolish Woman. Dut. I will not peace. 1605
Lear iv. vi. 104 When the Thunder would not peace at my
bidding. ^1633 AVSTIN Medit., ll'hitsunday (1635) 154
When to speake, and when to peace.

f3. trans. To reduce to peace; to still, calm,
appease; = PEASE v. 4. Obs.

(Often a later alteration ofpease.)
1513 DOUGLAS sEtu'is x. ii. no Quhen he spak, all cessit :

The hevynly heich hous of Goddis was pecit [ed. 1553 pei-.sit|.
a 1533 LD. BBRNKBS Gold, Bk. M. A nrel. xiv. (15351 H, This
good emperour laboured to pease [so 1536; edd. 1546, 1559
peace] this furie of the people, and to sette peace among the

neybours of Rome. 1548 HAM, Chron. , Hen. }'l 98 For
the peacyng [other cd. peasynge, GKAFTON peasing] of the
saied quarelles and debates.

Peace, var. PKISE Obs. ; obs. form of PIECE.

t Peaceability. Obs. Forms: 4pesiblete(e,
pesyblete, 5 pesabilyte, peasibylite. [ME. a.

OF. paisiuleti* (\2\\\t. in Goclef.), i.paisible PEACE-
ABLE : see next.] Peaceableness, tranquillity, calm.
1382 WVCUF 2 Mace. ii. 23 The Lord maad helpful to

hem, with al pesibletee. Luke viii. 24 The tempest ..

ceesside, and pesyblete was maad. c 1400 tr. Secreta Secret.,
Gov. Lords/i. 114 Many heres and softe bytoknys pesabilyte
and coldnesse of )?e brayn. c 1440 HVLTON Scala Perf.
(W. de W. 1494) n. xxxviii, Vertues of pacyence & myldenes
peasibylite and louered to his euencrysten.

Peaceable (p/'sab'I}, a. (sb.,adv.} Forms:
a. 4-5 peisible, 4-6 pais-, pesible, (also with_y
for either i, and -el or -il for ~le

; also 4 peyseble,
-belle, payzible, 4-5 peesible, 5 peseble, pes-

sybyl) ; 4 pecible, 6 Sc. pecibil, (peiceabil) ;

5-6peasible,-yble,(.s -eble,peass-); 6peacible,
(-eble,-ebil) ; Sc. pacibil,(-ebil). /3. 4-6pesable,
(4-5 -bil, -byl(le, 5 peseaiale, -bel) ; Cpeciable,
-bil, (pecesable) ; 5-6 peasable, (6 peass-,
peac-, peax-, peaciable, Sc. paciable); 6-

peaceable. [ME. a. OK. paisible (i2th c. in

f. QY.pais PEACE : see -BLE. Subseq. conformed in

pronunc. and spelling to/ca
1

, PEACE, and to words
in -ABLE (cf., for sense, comfortable, favourable,
serviceable}.]
1. Disposed to, or making for, peace ; avoiding,

or inclined to avoid, strife
;
of a peaceful character,

disposition, or tendency; not quarrelsome or pugna-
cious. (Of persons, actions, etc.)

1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. II 'ace (Rolls) 4040 Pesable he
was. 1340 Ayenb. 96 YblUsed byeb1

J>e paysyble uor hi ssolle

by ycleped godes zones. 1386 Rolls of ParIt. III. 225/1
Hi gode and paisible avys of the wysest and trewest. a 1450
Knt. de la Tour (1868) 117 She .. made hym paisible vnto
her and vnto alle other peple. '535 CoVBfcDALK /Zach, vi. 13
A peaceable councell shalbe betwixte them both. 1610
GUILLIM Heraldry n. vi. (1611) 56 Those gallants.. in times
. .of warre, prone . . peaceabler and calmer then they should
be. 171* STKKLF. Spcct. No. 284 ?6 She shall give Security
for her

peaceable
Intentions. 1774 GOLUSM. Nat. Hist.

(1776) III. 94 The Stag is one of those innocent and peace-
able animals that seem made to embellish the forest. 1815
hu-HiNSTOXE Ace, Caittwl (1842) 173 The inhabitants are

shepherds,, .simple, peaceable, and inoffensive.

fb. Not talkative, taciturn; not noisy, violent,
or restless; calm; quiet in behaviour. Obs.

1477 KARL RIVERS (Caxton) Dictcs 74 Our lorde accepteth

PEACE-BREAKER.
' him for noble, that doth goode werkis though he be peasible

of litle wordes. 1484 CAXTON FabUs of Pogc iv, He be-

ganne to be peasyble and gate his wytte ageyne. 1826
COBBETT Rur. Rides (1885) H. 49 To make the horse peace-
able enough to enable me to keep on his back.

2. Characterized by peace ;
free from disturbance;

quiet ;
= PEACEFUL 2 (now the usual word).

1340 HAMPOLK Pr. Consc. 7833 pare es pcysebelle ioy ay
|

lastand. 1430-40 LYDG. Bochas ix. xxviii. 11558) 31 In full
1

peasyble and hole possession. 1522 Mom-; Deqttat. Nffi'iss.

Wks. 98 Salomon saith of vertue thus: her waves are al ful

of plesnre, & her pathes are pesable. 1600 E. BI.OUM tr.

, Conestaggio 4 Remaining peaceable I,<>rd of the Kcalme.
1765 BLACKSTONE Counn. I. Imrod. iii. 73 To mrtke a

,
particular custom good.. It must have been peaceablr, rnul

acquiesced in : not subject to contention and dispute. 1845
M. PATTISON Ess. (1889) I. 15 To do one's duty thoroughly
is not easy in the most peaceable times.

t b. In physical sense : Peaceful. Obs.
c 1400 tr. Secrcta Secret^ Go~'. I.ordsli. 73 pe wyndes litel

blowyn, ^e see ys paisyble. c 1491 Chast. Goddes Chyld. 10
Whan there is no tempest in a pesible wecler. 1555 KDI-N
Decades 220 The sayde sea catiltd Pacificum that is ptace-
able. 1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (16141 717 'I his Inkie Sea,
through which I vndertake a Pilots ofiice to conduct my
Readers, is more peaceable then that.

3. (. 'oinb.

1690 XoKRis Beatitudes d6n2l 178 Thi> peaceable-minded-
ness, a 1716 ULACKALL //"X>. 1 1 7, I! I. So A ptiLCciUjlL'-utnultd
Man . .shews his.. Desire of Peace all mannu- of w;iy>.

t B. ns sb. (only in//., repr. 1 .. pacifici, padfica
of the Vulgate;. &,. A peaceable or friendly person.
b. A peace-offering. Obs.

13.. Minor Poems Jr. I'crnon MS. .\.\.\ii. 675 lllo^el lif;

}fc pesybles i-tald, Godus children schul ^ei be cnkl. 1382
:

WVCI.IP Ezek. xlvi. 2 Prc^tis shnln do his brend sacrifice
1 and his pesibles. a 1533 j,o. HKKNERS Gold. Bk. M. Aitrel.

, (154^) Zv, He hath c<>!H[u<--rtd realmes, altered [--vi.-xed,

hara-st'dj peasibles, dystroyed cities. 1609 BIBLE (Douayj
Jcr. xx. 10 The men that were my peaceables.

t C. as adv. Peaceably. Obs.

1478 SIR J. PASTON in /'. Lett. III. 222 That it was

peasyble my Lordys off Suffolk. 1606 (.i. \\"[< OTTI < i\i.]

Hist, h'stine xxxvm. 122 Culchos, Paphlagonia, and liu^-

phorus, which he now peaceable held. 1738 tr. Gti<i <>'s

Art Conversation 221 Ihcy cannot live peaceable together.

Feaceableness (pfsftb'lnte). Forms : sec

prec. [f. prec. + -NESS.] The quality, character,
or condition of being peaceable : a. Disposition to

peace; b. Freedom from strife or disturbance,

tranquillity.
1340 H AMI-OLE /V. Consc. 7832 pare es alkyn delycus and

eese, And syktr peysibilnes and pese. 1382 WVCLIF Matt.
viii. 26 He rysynge comaundide to the wyndis and the see,

and a grete pesiblenesse is maad. 1530 I'ALSGK. 253/2
Pesablenesse, tacitnrnite. 1573 G. HAKVKY Lcttcr-hk.

(Camden) 50 Our heaven hath not flporishid so mutch here-
tofore thorouh peasablenes ..as it is like shortly to decai
thorouh contentiusncs. 1611 STEED Hist. Gt. Brit. vi. xliv.

(1614), Carausius .. gouerned the Province with exceeding
peaceablenesse. 1709 STRYPE Ann. Ref. I. xxxiii. 332 That
City was able to govern it self in much honesty, justice,

peaceableness and religion. 18343. H. NEWMAN Par. Serin.

(1837) I. iii. 37 The spread of knowledge, bringing in its

train.. a selfish peaceableness.

Peaceably (pf'sabU),*^. Forms: seePK.vcK-

ABLE. [See -LY ^.] In a peaceable manner.
1. With peaceful or friendly disposition, intention,

or behaviour; amicably; so as to make for or

maintain peace ; without making strife, opposition,
or disturbance; without quarrel or dispute.
ci33o R. BRUNNE Chron. Wace (Rolls) 7300 5l'f swylk be

comcn, & peysibly J>e
hauene ban nomen, In pes kit Jjfin

take ber re.->t. 1389 in ting. Gilds (1870) 52 Honcstliche and
peysiblyche to gon to }>e forseyd chirch. c 1449 PECOCK
Repr. HI. xiii. (Rolls) 363 Regniden in successioun euermore
oon emperour after an other

pesibili
to gidere. 1535 COVER-

DALE Zach. viii. 16 Execute mdgment truly and peaceably.
1599 SHAKS. Afuc/i Ado v. ii. 72 Thou and I are too wise to

wooe peaceablle. 1599 NASHE Lenten StnJ}c Wks. (Grosart)
V. 228 Not any "here is., a warlike people peaceablier
demeanourd. 1709 ADDISON Taller No. 96 f 2 Good
Subjects, that pay their Taxes, and live peaceably in their

Habitations. 1855 MACAU LAY Hist. Eng. ,\ii. III. 190 With
assurances that the city should be peaceably surrendered.

2. Without being subject to disturbance or opposi-
tion

;
in peace, quietly; tranquilly, peacefully.

J375 HARBOUR Bruce v. 231 It anoyis me.., That the

clyffurd sa pesabilly Brukis and haldis the sensory That
suld be mine. 1471 FORTESCI'K Wks. (1869) 527 Kynge
Knoght kepte and occupied the same lande . .

, and died

peasibly seased tharof. 1593 SHAKS. 2 Hen. l'f
t in. iii. 25

Disturbe him not, let him passe peaceably. 1727 DE FOE
Syst. Magic I. iii. (1840) 71 We come to desire your leave,
that we may go peaceably, and do the duty of our worship.
1824 MACKINTOSH Spceck 15 June, They saw the laws obeyed,
justice administered,, .and the revenue peaceably collected.

3. Comb.
1692 Wicked Contriv. Steph. Blockhead Select.fr. /far/.

Misc. (1793) 512 Some other good and peaceably-minded
man. 1781 COWPER Conversation 90 The clash of arguments
and jar of words, . . Divert the champions prodigal of breath,
And put the peaceably-disposed to death.

Peace-breaker (prsibr^kaj'. [f. PEACE sb.

+ BREAKER! 2.] One who breaks or violates

peace ; one who causes or stirs up strife
;
one who

commits a breach of the peace, a violator of public
order and security.
x55aL,ATiMEK Serm.^Matt. v. (1562) 75 b, These whisperers

bee peacebreakers, and not peacemakers. 1578 Reg. 7V/.-T

Council Scot. Ill, 38 The saidis thevis and peace brekaris.

1642 J. SHUTK Sarah fy Hagar (1649) 173 Are the peace-
makers blessed? Then, certainly, the peace-breakers are
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PEACEFUL. 584 PEACH.
cursed. 111716 BLACKALL Wks. (1723)1.90 So far from being '

a Peace-maker, .he is a Peace-brenker. 1883 Manchester
,

Guard, is Oct. 5/3 The police had a lively time of it in t

bundling out the peacebreakers.

Peaceful (prslul), a. Forms: see PEACE sb.

[f.
PEACE sb. + -FUL.]

1. Disposed or inclined to peace ; aiming at or

making for peace ; friendly, amicable, pacific.

(Now rare, in this sense peaceable being usual.)
a 1300 E. E. Psalter cxix. [cxx.] 7 With ba bat pais hated

ai, Was I paisfull. a 1300 Cursor M. 17646 Paisful bi bi ;

aiming hider. c 1400 Apol. Loll. 107 Snyb he be idul, solace
hem of litul hert, and be pesful to all. 1526 Pilgr. Perf.
(W. de W. 1531) 283 b, Blessed be the peaceful!, for they '<

shall be called the chyldre of god. 1593 SHAKS. 3 Hen. VI^ ,

11. vi, 31 Good fortune bids vs pause, Ana smooth the frownes '

of War, with peacefull lookes. 1667 MILTON P. L. x, 946
He., thus with peaceful words uprais'd her soon. 1774
GOLDSM. Aft/. Hist. (1776) IV. 1 25 The Armadillo..; a peace-
ful harmless creature.

2. Full of or characterized by peace ;
free from

strife or commotion
; undisturbed, untroubled, calm,

tranquil, quiet. (Now the usual sense.)
a 1340 HAMPOLE Psalter Prol. 3 Drouyd and stormy saules

it bryngis in til clere and pesful lyf. (.-1580 SIDNKV Ps. iv.

vii, I in peace and peacefull blisse Will lay me down and
take my rest. 1632 MILTON Pcnserosa 168 And may at last

my weary age tind out the peaceful hermitage. 1697
DRYDEN Eneid\\\. 65 That rous'd the Tyrrhene realm..
And peaceful Italy involv'd in arms. 1717 Poi'E Eloisa 107
Ere such a soul regains its peaceful state, 1869 MRS. H.
WOOD Roland Yorkc III. xi, His face looks as peaceful as
if it were sainted.

3. Belonging to a time or state of peace.
c 1586 C'TESS PEMBROKE Ps. LXXII. iii, During his rule . .shall

..peacefull plenty join with plenteous peace. 1606 SHAKS.
Tr. <y Cr. i. iii. 105 Peacefull Commerce from diuidable
shores. 1741 MIUDLETON Cicero I. i. 18 Those who applied
themselves to the peacefull studies, and the management of
civil affairs. 1863 MARY HOWITT F. Brewer's Greece II.

xiv. 109 An unarmed population, accustomed only to peace-
'

ful occupations.

Peacefully (prsfuli), adv. [f. prec. + -LT 2
.]

In a peaceful manner, a. So as to make for peace;
j

with friendly behaviour, amicably, peaceably (now
rare or Obs.}. b. In peace, tranquilly, quietly.
a 1300 E. E. Psalter xxxiv. [xxxv.] 20 Summe. . Paisfulike

bat spekeSi 1411 Rolls ofParIt, III. 650/2, I am a Justice
that . . scholde have had me more discretly and peesfully.

1665 URYDEN Ind. Emp. \\. i, Our lov'd earth, where peace-
fully we slept. 1864 Miss BRADDON H. Dunf>ar\\x, An old
man who ended a good and prosperous life peacefully.

Pea'cefulness. [f. as prec. + -NESS.] The

quality, character, or state of being peaceful ;
dis- I

position or inclination for peace (now rare) ; quiet-

ness, tranquillity; undisturbed condition.

1651 JKR. TAYLOR Senn. for Year n. viii. 94 Humility,
Peacefulnesse and Charity. 1755111 JOHNSON. 1813 SHKLLKV

Q. Ulab iv. 157 To turn The keenest pangs to peacefulness.
1846 J. BAXTER Libr. Pract. Agric. (ed. 4) I. 103 The quiet
stillness and peacefulness of nature. 1863 KINGLAKE Crimea
I.xxviii. 487 The steps by which England was brought from
her seeming peacefulness into a temper impatiently warlike.

Pea ce-kee per. One who keeps or maintains

peace; one who *

keeps the peace' or refrains from
strife (?0Ar.); one who prevents or averts strife;

a guardian of the peace.
1579-80 NORTH Plutarch (1656) 56 Those which the Grecians

call Ircnopkylact'St as who would say, peace-keepers. 1643
[ANGIMR] Lane. I'all. Achor 5 Had not God .. moved them
to be the Peace-Keepers . . they had been satisfied with
blood. 1883 Times 6 Sept., Germany, as our Berlin corre-

:

spondent said yesterday, is the peacemaker and the peace-
'

keeper of Europe.
Peaceless (p/'sles), a. [f. PEACE sb. -f -LESS.]

j

Devoid of peace ; not peaceful ; unquiet.
1522 SKELTON Why not to Court 72 Pratyng for peace

peaclesse. 1640 G. SANDYS Christ*$ Passion iv. 254 Terrours

..affright Our peacelesse souls. 1791 J. LEARMONT Poems
211 In peaceless paths of Sin. 1884 M. RuLE/Vr/I Eatinteri
Hist, (Rolls I p. cvii, The peaceless peace concluded between

king and primate in . . 1095.

Hence Fea'celessness.
1852 J\Ieatiderings of ftlein. I. 20 Coins that were tinkled, i

ever shook In pouch of peacelessness. 1892 STOPF. BROOKE I

Short Serm. 70 Anxiety is a fruitful source of peactrlessness.

Peacemaker (prsim^kai). [f. as prec. +

MAKER.] One who makes or brings about peace;
;

one who allays strife or reconciles opponents.
1436 Libel Eng. Policy in Pol. Poems (Rolls) II. 203 Pease

\

makers, as Maihew writeth aryght, Shull be called the
soimes of God allemight. 1534 TINUALE Matt, v. 9 Itlessed

are the peacemakers [1526,
'

maynteyners of peace ']. 1600
SHAKS. A. Y. L. v. iv. 108 Your If is the onely peace-maker.
1715 ll'odrow Corr. (1843) H. 57 If peace-makers be blessed,

peace-preservers will not want their own share. 1867 FREE-
MAN Xortn. Cong. I. v. 315 The Roman Bishop appears in

;

his proper character of a common peacemaker.
f b. In the colony of Pennsylvania, the name for

a Justice of the Peace. Obs.

1683 Col. Kec, Pennsylv. I. 66 The Question was asked in

Councill whether Peace Makers should sitt once a month.

c. Humorous term for a revolver, gun, or war-
j

ship, as decisively settling a dispute.
1841 LEVKR C. O'Malley vii. 40 The small mahogany box,

which contained his peace-makers. 1861 LOWELL Biglow P.
Poems 1890 II. 226 A feller.., Lep' up an' drawed his peace-
maker, an', 'Dash it, Sir', suz he. 1880 (title) Dr. J. H.

J

McLean's Peace Makers. A de>cription of the Guns, &c.,
manufactured by McLean and Coloney.
So Pea-cemaiking

1

sb., the action of making or

bringing about peace; reconciliation of opponents;
conclusion of peace ;

Pea-cema king" </., that

makes or brings about peace.
1556 OLDE Antichrist 62 b, The great and peacemaking

Emperour. 1560 DAUS tr. Sleidane's Cottim, 375 Certen
articles of y same peacemaking. 1371 GOLDING Calvin on
Ps, li. 19 Christ with the true, .peacemaking or atonement.

1643 MILTON* Divorce \. vi, That the law should be made
more provident of peacemaking then the Gospel ! 1878
STUBBS Const. Hist. III. xviii. 226 The peacemaking duke
who fell at Northampton. 1887 Pall Mall G. 24 Jan. 1/2
It may seem like fiddling while Rome is burning to talk of

peacemaking at such a moment.

Pea'ce-man.
f 1. A man who is at peace with (the king), or

under the king's peace. Obs.
c 1425 Eng. Cong. Irel. 142 To harme of pees-men, & nat

of fomen. 1473 Waterford Arch, in loM Rep. Hist. MSS.
Comiii. App. v. 310 None of the Kyngs liegmen nor peasmen.
2. A man who favours or advocates peace. (Now

usually as two words, prs mam.)
1848 LOWELL Biglo^v P. Poems 1890 II. 125 I'madec'ided

peace-man, tu, an' go agin the war. 187* STURGEON Treas.
Dav. Ps. Ixviii. 30 God's people were peacemen, and only
desired the crushing of oppressive nations, that war might
not occur again. 1899 Daily News 26 Jan. 5/1 Labelling
some Liberals as

'

peace men
'

and others as
'

ar men '.

Peacemeale, obs. form of PIECEMFAL.

Peacemonger (prsim^ggai). [See MONGEK.]
A hostile term for a peacemaker, or for one who
aims at or advocates peace in a way which the

speaker reprobates. So Pea'cemo'ngering- adj.
1808 SOUTHEY Let. to Rickntan 13 Sept., The peace,

mongers were ready to have sacrificed the honour of Eng-
land. Let. to H. H. Southey 14 Nov., That peace-
mongering squad who would lay us at the feet of France.

1871 BLACKIE Four Phases i. 115 Do you really mean to
stand up as a universal peacemonger? 1880 Sat. Rev. 24 July
124/1 Elihu Burritt's chiefobject in life, the great enthusiasm
that inspired and possessed him.., was that of the peace-
monger. 1900 Daily Tel. 10 May 8/7 A peace-mongering
Bentimcntahsm.

Fea'ce-o:ffering. [f. PEACE sb. + OFFEBING.]
1. In the ling. Bible, as a term of the Levitical

law, An offering or sacrifice presented as an ex-

pression of thanksgiving to God.
In Heb. ^oSirn H21 zeba\ hashsheldmlm, or simply tVc

shelew, pi. E'C'X' shelamint, prob. more accurately,
' thank-

offering '.

1535 COVERDALE i Mace. \. 45 Antiochus . .forbad ether

burntofferynge, meatofferynge or peaceofferyn^e [K. V.
whole burnt offerings and sacrifice and drink offerings] to be
made. 1539 BHJLE (Great) Lev. vii. n This is the lawe of

the peaceottringe [CoVBRO. healthofferinge]. Ibid. 15 The
flesh of thethankoffrynge in hys peaceoffringes[CovERD.,The
flesh of the thankofferynge inhishealthofferynges; Bishops',
the fleashe of his peace offeringes for thankesgeuing ; Geneva,
the fle^h of the peace offerings for thankes-giuing ; i6ii,tbe
flesh of the sacrifice of his peace offerings for thanksg^iuing).
1611 BIBLE Lev. iii. i And if his oblation be a sacrifice of

peace ofiering{/?. V. (1885) peace offerings ; ntarg. Or, thank

offerings], 1698 HP. PATRICK Comm. Lev. iii. i They seem
to me to have given the best account of this, who . . think

these were called Peace-offerings, because they were prin-

cipally thankful acknowledgments of Mercies received from
God's Bounty. 1860 PUSEY Min. Proph. 198 Peace-offerings,
as tokens of the willing thankfulness of souls at peace with
God.

2. An offering made to make or obtain peace ;
a

propitiatory sacrifice or gift.
i66i FULLER Worthies, Staffs. (1840) III. 133 They

[Dudley and Empson] were made a peace-offering to popular
anger 1510, and were executed at Tower-hill. X776BuRNEY
Hist. Mits. I. 275 note, According to Homer's account.. it

was given by. .[Mercury] to Apollo, as a peace -offering, and
indemnification for the oxen which he had stolen. 1848
THACKERAY Bk, Snobs x.xiv, An elegant little present, which
I had brought.. as a peace-offering to Mrs. Ponto.

Pea*C6-0:fficer. A civil officer appointed to

preserve the public peace, as a constable.

1714 Act i Ceo. / c. 5 3 High or Petty-constable and other

Peace-officer. 1837 DICKENS Pickw. ii, The assistance of

several peace officers.

Peach ^'prtf), sb.1 Forms : 4~6peche, 5 peshe,

pesshe, (peske, peesk), 6 peache, 6- peach.

[ME. a. F. pecke, O^.pcc/ie, earlier pesche, in ONF.
peske (= Pr. persega^ It. persica, pesca) : late L.

persica (med.L. in Du Cange), for cl. I*, persicitm,

ellipt. for Persicnm malum lit. Persian apple: so

Persica malus or arbor
, peach-tree.

Thephoneticdevelopment in Romanic vf3Apersica *pcrscat

pesca)pesket pe$che>peche.\
1. The fruit of the tree Amygdalus persica (see 2),

a large drupe, usually round, of a whitish or yellow
colour, flushed with red, with downy skin, highly
flavoured sweet pulp, and rough furrowed stone;

cultivated in many varieties.

The varieties are classed as CLINGSTONE or FKEESTONE

according as the pulp adheres to or separates from the stone.

The NECTARINE is a variety with smooth skin and different

flavour.

?a 1366 CHAUCER Rout. Rose 1373 And many boomly trees

ther were, That peches, coynes, and apples here, c 1440

Promp. Parv. 395/1 Peske, or peche, frute [z>.rr. peesk,

peshe], fiesca, pomum Percicum. c 1483 CAXTON Dialogues
13/7 Cheryes, .. strawberies, .. pesshes, medliers. 154*
BOOKDE Dyetary xxi. (1870) 283 Peches doeth mollyfy the

bely, and be colde. 1591 SYLVESTER Du Bartas \. iii. 569
The velvet Peach, gilt Orenge, downy Quince. z6ao VENNER
Via. Recta vii. 114 Peaches and Aprecocks are of one and

the same nature. 1730-46 THOMSON Aututiin 676 The downy
peach, the shining plum, The ruddy, fragrant nectarine. 1884
Miss BRADDON Ishinatl xxxvi, A gray velvet bodice that
fitted the plump, supple figure, as the rind fits the peach.
2. The tree Amygdalus

:^Prunits] persica , N.O.

Rosaces, a native of Asia, introduced in ancient

times into Europe ; the peach-tree.
1:1400 Latifrartc's Cirurg. 83 (Ashm. MS.) pe ius of be

leeues of pecliis. 1530 PALSGR. 252/2 Peache, tree,/fjc/j/Vr.

1663 COWLKY Disc., Garden x, He bids the rustick Plum to

rear A noble Trunk, and be a Peach. 1796 C. MARSHALL
Garden, xvii. (1813) 284 Peach . . succeeds better than the

nectarine, as to bearing and ripening. 1898 Johnson's Card.
Diet. 722/2 Do not brush off the foliage of peaches in the
autumn.
3. Applied to other edible fruits resembling the

peach, or to the plants producing them : a. Sarco-

cephalus esculentus, a climbing shrub of West
Africa {Guinea, Negro ^

or Sierra Leone Peach} ^

bearing a large juicy berry arising from the fused

ovaries of a cluster of flowers
;
b. the QCAXDONG,

Fusanus acuminatus or Santalum acztminatum,
of Australia (A'ative Peach; ; C. Prumts caro-

liniana, the Carolina cherry-laurel (Wild Peach},
also called wild orangey -f-d. Wolfs peach ,

the

tomato (Solatium Lycopersicttni}.
1760 J. LEE Introd. Bot. App. 322 Peach, Wolfs, Solatium.

1866 Treas. Bot. 854 Peach, Guinea,. . Native, of Australia,
..of Sierra Leone. Ibid. 1020 S\arcocephalus\ esculcntus
has pink flowers and an edible fruit, of the size of a peach,
whence it has been called the Sierra Leone Peach.

4. Short for peach-brandy : see 6. (U. S,}

1853 KANE Grinnell Exp. xxxiv. (1856) 302 There the air,

pure and sharply cold . . braces you up like peach and honey
in a Virginia fog. 1880 Barman's A/an. 55 Peach and
Honeyt one table-spoonful of honey ; one wine-glass of

peach brandy. Stir with a spoon.

5. = Peach-colour : see 6; also attrib. or as adj.

1848 DICKENS Dew&ey XXKVI'I, The diamonds or the peach-
velvet bonnet. 1882 Garden 16 Sept. 260/1 Blooms of. .rosy

peach. 1900 London Letter 26 Jan. 133/1 Outlined in

varying shades of roses from palest peach to deepest puce ; . .

pleatin-s of white chiffon edged with peach ruches.

6. attrib. and Comb.
,
aspeach -bud^ -down, -flavour;

-flower; -graft',
-kernel

', -orchard^ -stone\ peach-fed,
-like adjs. ; peach-bells, a name for the peach-
leaved bellfto-wer (Campanula perszdfolia}\ peach-

black, a black pigment made from calcined peach-
stones ; peach-blight, peach-blister, diseases of

peach-trees, caused by the fungi Monilia fructi-

gcna and Taphrina deformans respectively; peach-
borer, a name of insects whose larvae bore through
the bark of the peach-tree : spec, a moth, Mgeria
exitiosa, and a beetle, Dicercadivaricata\ peach-

brake, a dense thicket of the 'wild peach' in

Texas (see 3 c) ; peach-brandy, a spirituous liquor
made from the fermented juice of peaches; peach-

colour, (a) the colour of a ripe peach, a soft pale
red ; (bj the colour of PEACH-BLOSSOM, a delicate

rose or pink ;
also attrib. or as adj. ;

so peach-
coloured a.

; peach-house, a building in which

peaches are grown under glass ; peach-leaved

a., having leaves like the peach ; peach myrtle,
name for the Australian myrtaceous shrubs of the

genus Hypocatymma, with rose-coloured flowers;

peach-oak, name given to two N. American species

of oak, Qttcrcus densiftora (also chestnut oak or

tan-bark oak], and Q. Phellos (willow oak] ; peach-

palm, a species of palm (Gtiilieltna speciosa] found

in tropical South America, bearing a large egg-

shaped red-and-orange fruit with firm flesh which

becomes mealy and edible when cooked ; peach-

pip, -pit, a peach-stone; peach-water, a flavouring

extract obtained from peach-leaves, having a flavour

of bitter almonds; peach-wood, a dye-wood (also

called Nicaragua wood} resembling brazil-wood,

supposed to be that of some species of Cs,$alpinia\

peach-worm, one of various caterpillars which

infest the leaves of peach-trees, chiefly in America;

peach-yellows, a destructive disease affecting

cultivated peach-trees in the United States, in

which the leaves become dwarfed, distorted, and

yellowish, and the tree dies in a few years.
*

iS97 GERARDE Herbal \\. cxi. 366 Of *Peach bels, and

Steeple bels. 1611 COTGR., Campanettes blanches, White

Peach-bels, or Steeple-bell-flowers. 1866 Treas. Bot. 854
*
Peach-blister, an affection to which peach-leaves are sub-

ject, the leaves becoming thick, bladdery, and curled. 1814

SCOTT Diary 10 Aug. in Lockhart, They could get fiom an

American trader a bottle of *peach-brandy or rum. 1881

E. E. FREWER tr. Holub's Seven years S. Afr. I. XL 420

The next farm., was that belonging to Martin Zwart,whom
we found engaged in distilling peach-brandy. 1666 BOYLE

Formes % Qxal. \. iii. Wks. 1772 III. 72 A *peach-bud does

. . change the sap that comes to it into a fruit very differing

from that which the stock naturally produceth. 1599 J.

RIDKK Bibl. Schol. 1709 A "peach colour, persists color.

1605 I,r>nd. Prodigal\. B ijb, A peach colour satten shute, Cut

vpon cloath of siluer. 1735 Dut. Polygraph, s. v. Glass, 10

make a Peach colour in Glass. l*n"SHAKS, 2 Hen. IV. n. 11.

19 Take note how many paire of Silk stockings thou hast ?

(Viz. these, and those that were thy 'peach-colour 'd ones.)

185* Beck's Florist June 131 Daphne Jta*nwM..pntty
peach-coloured blossoms. 1894 MRS. DYAN All in a Man i



PEACH.
fC. (1899) 170 She smoothed one *peach-down cheek with

complacency. 1796 ./W'w Ann. Reg. 165 Not the shade

Ambrosial, waving its ^peach-flowers that blow To pearly
grapes, and kiss the turf below, 1796 KIRWAN Elettt. Min.
(ed. 2) I. 29 Peach-flower red pale whitish red. i597Gf;KAKDi-:
Herbal \\. cxi. 366 Caiitfannia rersicifolia.

*Peach -leafed

Bell flower, .hath a great number of small and long leaues,

rising in a great bush out of the ground, like the leaues of
the Peach tree, 1834 M. SCOTT Cruise Midge (1863) 169
His downy cheeks as *peach-Hke and blooming as ever.

1882 Garden 9 Sept. 230/3 The *Peach Myrtle.. is one of
the many beautiful Australian plants. 1863 BATES Nat.
Amazon x. (1864) 325 The celebrated '

*peach-palm '. .is a
common tree at Ega. The name, I suppose, is in allusion
to the colour of the fruit, and not to its flavour. 1580
HOLLYBAND Tn'as. Ff. Tong, PcschenoiX) a *Peach stone.

1889 R. BRYDALL Art in Scot. xiv. 288 [Nasmyth] used

largely a colour he called peach-stone grey, made from
calcined peach-stones. 1822 IMIBON Sc. $ Art II. 186
*Peach-wood gives a colour inferior to Brazil.

Peach, sb.- Min. local, [f. prec. : see quot.

1811,] Cornish miners' term for chlorite slate

(see CHLORITE 1
2); also distinguished as green

peach. Blue peach\ see quots. 1877, 1881.

1778 PRYCE .W. Cornub, 325 When a load is composed
mostly of this sort of .stone, it is called a peach, 1811
PINKKRTON Peti-al. I. 128 Chlorite .. is the green talc of

Born, and the Samnterde of old German writers, perhaps
from its velvety appearance. To the Cornish miners.. it

is also known by the name of feac/t. 1877 Min, Mag, I. 75
The green peach of the Cornish tin mines is undoubtedly
chlorite. ..Blue peach, .is probably a bluish-gray variety of
Tourmaline. 1881 RAYMOND Mining Gloss., *Bhtc feach,
Corn., a slate-blue, very fine-grained schorl-rock.

II Peach, sb$ Obs. Also peech. [a. Russ.

no4b/#V^t oven, stove.] A (Russian) stove.

1591 G. FLETCHER Russe Cotnmw. xxviii. (Hakl. Soc.) 147
All the winter time.. they heat their peaches, which are
made lyke the Germane bathstoaves, and.. so warme the
house. 1778 Phil. Trans. LXIX. 327 A number of billets
of wood are placed in the peech or stove.

Peach (p/tf; ) v. Forms : 5-6 peche, 6- peach,
[Aphetic form of a-peche : see AFPEACH, and cf.

IMPEACH.]
f 1. trans. To accuse (a person) formally ; to

impeach, indict, bring to trial. Obs.
c 1460 Townelcy Myst. xix. 239 At the day of dome I shall

thaym peche. 1534 WKIOTHESLKYC/^W/. (Camden) I. 25 The
Lord Dakers . . was pec.hid of high treason. 1693 TATE in Dry'
dens Juvenal ii. (1697) 27 Shou'd Verres peach Thieves,
Milo Murderers, ClocHus tax Bawds, Cethegus Catiline,

1727 GAY Begg. Op. \. x, Have him peach'd the next sessions.

fig: 1638 CHILUNGW. Relig. Prot. i. Pref. 18 Does he
not in the same place peach Tertullian also?

b. To give incriminating evidence against, inform

against (an accomplice or associate) ; to * round

upon'. Now rare.

1570 FOXE A. ff M. (ed. 2) 1401/1 The sayd Frier.,
secretive practised to peach him by letters sent vnto the
Clergie here in England. 1607 MIDDLETON Plicenix v. i.

246 Let me have pardon, I beseech your grace, and I'll

peach 'em all. 1690 MRS. BEHN ll-'idinv Ranter iv.
ii, Wilt

thou betray and peach thy friend ? 1722 DE FOE Col. Jack
(1840) 77 He has peached me and all the others, to save his
life. 1903 A. LANG in Pilot 20 June 91/2 Godfrey could not

peach Coleman without peaching himself,

f C. fig. To betray. Obs.

1641 EVELYN Diary 2 Jan., I did not amidst all this peach
my liberty nor my vertue with the rest who made shipwreck
of both.

d. transf. To blab, divulge, colloq.
1852 THACKERAY Esmond in. ix, What ! the soulrette has

peached to the anwurcu.r. 1883 HASLAM Yet Not f 105
I'm so thankful this has all come out without my peaching
a word.

2. intr. or absol. To inform against an accom-
plice; to turn informer. Const, upon, against.
Now chiefly slang or colloq.
1596 SHAKS. i Hen. //', u. ii. 47 If I be tane, lie peach for

lespised ! 1717 SAVAGE Lor>e in l-'eil in. in, Save my life,
ind I'll peach. 1816 Trial Berkeley Poachers 34 An oath
not to peach upon each other. 1847 JAMES Convict xxxvii,

: proctor don't send ags
morning.
Hence Pea'ching vbl. sh. and ppl. a.

a 1460 Gregory s Chron. in Hist. Colt. Citizen London
(Camden) 186 There was a pechyng i-made uppon the Erie
of Ormounde..forcertaynepoyntysof treson. 1519 HOKMAN
Vulg. 216 b, In Tyberis dayes many stode in jeopardy of

pechyng or of theyr lyfe. a 1625 FLETCHER Bloody Bra. in.

ii, You chip pantler, you peaching rogue, that provided us
These necklaces ! 1818 MOORE Fudge Pant. Paris vi. 82
Give me the useful peaching Rat. 1859 GRLKN Oxf. Stud.
ii. 7. 92 By peaching, our hero obtained a pardon.

Peach, obs. form of PKCH v. Sc.

Peaxh-blocrm. a. The delicate powdery
deposit on the surface of a ripe peach (BLOOM sb.^

4) ; hence, in reference to complexion, a soft pink
flush like that of the peach, b. = next, i.

1856 EMERSON Eng. Traits, Race Wks. (Bohn) II. 30 A
clear skin, a peach-bloom complexion, and good teeth, are
found all over the island. 1884 BLACK Jud. Sluiks. ix, The
peach-bloom of health on her cheek.

Pea*ch-blo:ssoni.
1. The blossom of the peach-tree.
1664 EVELYN Kal. Hort. (1729) 198 March. .Grape Flowers,

Almonds and Peach Blossoms. 1718 QUINCY Compl. Disp,
174 Peach-blossoms. These are us'd only in a Syrup.
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2. attrib., esp. Of the colour of a peach-blossom,
a delicate purplish pink.
1702 Land. Gaz. No. 3835/4 Lin'd with a Peach-Blossom

Silk. 1836-41 BRANDE Chem. (ed. 5) 889 The cobalt ore,
called peach-blossom cobalt, is a hydrated diarseniate of
cobalt. 1901 Daily News 19 Jan. 6/7 A soft, pale tone of

1

mauve, almost peach-blossom colour.

3. Name for a species of moth (Thyatira batis'),

from the colour of the spots on its wings.
1819 G. SA.MOUELLE./r^0;w/. Compend. 250 Peach blossom

moth. 1859 W- S- COLEMAN Woodlands (1862) 109 On the
leaf of the Bramble feeds the caterpillar of.. the Peach-
blossom Moth. 1860 GOSSE Rom. Nat. Hist, 25 What is

this approaching, with its ten patches of rosy white on its

olive wings ? The lovely
'

peach-blossom ', certainly.

Pea'ch-blow. [See BLOW sb.y\ A delicate
'

purplish-pink colour: cf. prec., 2. b. A glaze of

this colour on some Oriental porcelain, c. A
]

variety of potato of this colour (Cent. Diet." .

1861 L. L. NOBLE Icebergs 176 The berg is immersed in !

almost supernatural splendors. . .The blue and the purple
pass up into peach-blow and pink.
attrib. 1886 PallMall G. 10 Apr. 5/1 The little peachblow

or crushed strawberry vase which sold for over, 4,000. ..The
peculiar peach-bloom colour of the vase is what gives it its

value. 1896 Godcy's Mag. (U. S.) Feb. 212/1 The color-

ings are exquisite ; peach-blow pink and lime green.
Peachen (pftf&l), a. rare. [f. TEACH sb. 1 +

-EN*.] Of or resembling a peach; having a surface

like that of a peach ; peachy.
1825 HOGG Q. Ilynde 26 That full set eye, that peachen

chin. 1883 L. WISGHELD A. Rome I. viii. 171 Wrinkles
mar a peachen check.

Feacher (pf 1/3.1). rare. Also 6 pecher. [f.

PEACHY. + -EU ', or aphetic f. apecher, APPEACHEK.]
An accuser, indicter, informer.

1570 FOXE A. ff .17. (ed. 2) 548/2 Named Appcllatores,
(accusers or pechers of others yl were giltles). 1673 COTTON
Burlesque on B. i, Who, I be judge against my Father !

Thy peacher and thy Hangman rather.

t Pea-ch.ery 1. Obs. rare.
[f. PEACH v. + -EKY.]

The action or practice of '

peaching '.

1654 GAYTON Picas. Notes in. viii. ri8 The latter, (being
base Peachery) brings anothers life to a Halter.

Peachery 2
(prtjari). [f. PEACH rf.i + -EKY.]

A place where peaches are grown ; a collection of

growing peach-trees.
i8n L. M. HAWKINS C'tcss % Gcrtr. I. 47 The product of

his graperies, pineries, peaclieries, cherryries. 1844 J. T.
HEWLETT Parsons ff II'. xxxi, Hothouses for rjeacheries,
pineries and graperies.

Pea'-chick. [f. PEA 2 + CHICK.] The young
of the pea-fowl.
1542 lioORDE Dyctary xv. (r87o) 270 Yonge peechyken

[plural] of a halfe a yere of age be praysed. 1634 Althorp
AfS. in Simpkinson Washington^ (18601 App. p. xxiii, To
Mr. Prestwood for i peacock and a pea henn oo 13 oo. .To
him for 3 peachickes oo 07 06. 1878 J. INGLIS Sport ff W.
xi. 120 The peachicks, about seven or eight months eld,
are deliciously tender and well flavoured.

b. Applied to a young and vain person.
a 1746 SOUTHERNS (J.), Does the snivelling peachick think

to make a cuckold of me? 1848 KINGSLEY Saint's Trag. i.

i. 134 How these young pea-chicks must needs ape the

grown peacock's frippery !

Peachify (pftfifol), p. nonce-wd.
[f. PEACHYO. \

+ -FV.] trans. To make 'peachy', give a 'peachy'
complexion to.

1853 READE Chr. yohnstone 55 A race of women that the
northern sun peachifies instead of rosewoodizing.
Feachiness (p/'tfmes). [f. PEACHY a. + -NESS.]
The quality of being

'

peachy '.

1820 C. R. MATURIN Ulelmoth xxvi. (1892) III. 88 The !

rose-leaf tint and peachiness of their delicate cheeks. 1869
Conteinp. Rn>_. XI. 357 Appreciating critics who write
about its [a picture's] fruitiness, and juiciness, and pulpi-
ness, and downiness, and peachiness.
Pea-chlet. nonce-wd. [f. PEACH sbl + -LET.]
A small or undeveloped peach ; a tiny peach.
1877 BESAST & RICE Harp ff Cr. xii 115 The cold wind

has . . killed every little peachlet which was beginning to
swell out on its tiny stalk.

t Pea-chment. Obs. rare. [Aphetic f. apeche-
ment, APPEACHMENT.] Accusation, charge. Peack-
ment of waste: see IMPEACHMENT of waste.
'559 Richmond Wills (Surtees) 131, I gyve also to my

younger sone Jhone Wandisford, all my landes in Thymyl-
Dye for the terme of hys natural lyfe and after hys deitht to
returne to my son Christopher Wandisford and hys hayers
without any pichement of wayst.

Pea'ch-tree. The tree AinygJalits persica
which bears peaches.

1400 Master f/ Game (MS. Digby 182) xii, Ye shall put
in J>e wounde he Ins of he leves of a peche tree ymenged w l

quyckelyme. 1562 TURNER Herbal u. 48 b, The peche tre
noureth with the almond tre. 1774 J. BRYANT Mythol. II.

63 Perseus . . is said . . to have planted the peach tree at

Memphis. 1866 Trcas. Bot. 56/1 Peach-trees ripen their
fruit very well as standards in the r

PEACOCK.

and having a delicate pink flush like a peach ; also

Iransf. of a person: Having 'peachy' complexion.
,*S99 T- M[OUFET] Silkvjorwes 28 No peachy marke to

signifie disdaine No greene to shew a wanton mind and
vaine. 1775 BARRY Obstruct. Arts Eng. vii. 102 A delicate,
peachy, bloom of complexion, very common in Kngland.
1877 BLAGKIE Wise Men 332 When I was a youth, Some
twenty summers on my peachy cheeks. Comb. 1852 DICKENS
Bleak Ho. Iviii, One of the peachy-cheeked charmers.

Pea-chy, sb. rare.
[f.

PEACH si.'1
,
after periy.]A fermented liquor made from peaches.

1781 S. PETERS Hist. Conn. 245 They make peachy and
perry ; grape, cherry, and currant wines.

Peacible, obs. form of PEACEABLE.
Pea'-coat. [f.

rftcr pea-jacket.']
= PEA-JACKET.

1845 R. UROWN in Mem. ii. (1866) 24 Most of the pea-coats
have been laid aside. 1848 CLOUGM Bothii v, In heavy pea-
coat his trouserless trunk enwrapping. 1861 DICKKSS (//.

Expat, liv, We had our pea-coats with us, and I took a bag.
Peacock (prk^k., sb. Forms: a. 4-6 pecok,

-e, (4-5 pekok, 5-6 -cook(e, 5 -ookk;e), 6-7
peacocke, (6 peoeock, pyckock), 6- peacock.
0. 4 pouook, 4-5 pocok, -koc, pokok(e, 5 po-
kokke, poocok. 7. 4-6 pacok, '4 -cokke, 4-5
-kok(e, 5 -koc). [f. ME. */v

! :-OK. /.< + COCK;
beside which ME. hzApocock, i.po.poo, a.\\<\pacock,
f. (northern) faa, pa-, both rcpr. OE. pdwa, a. L.

pavo ; see Po. Cf. the parallel fern. PEAHEN-, formerly
pohenne, pehen ;

PEAFOWL is modern.]
1. The male bird of any species of the genus Paz'O

or peafowl, especially of the common species
/'. cristalus, a native of India, now everywhere
domesticated, and well known as the most imposing
and magnificent of birds ; from this and its

strutting gait it is treated as a type of ostentatious

display and vainglory.
o. 1377 LANCL. P. PL B. xn. 240 pat is J>e pekok [;\rr.

pacok, -kok, pocok, -kok] & J>e pohenne, proude riche men
}>ei bitokneth, For (>e pekok, and men pursue hym, may
noujte fleighe heighe. c 1386 CHAUCER K eaves T. 6 As eny
pecok he was proud and gay. c 1440 Promp. Pai-v. ^89/1
Pekokke, byrde, pavo, favus. 1553 EDEN Treat. Newc
hid. (Arb.) 7 Gold, Sillier, Apes, Peacockes, & Klephantes
teeth. 1560 DAUS tr. Sleidanes Cotntn. 119 They are as

bragge and as proude as pecockes, and iette vp and downe
in all

pl.-Lcc:-;. 1593 DAVIKS Intmort. Soul xxxiv. viii, Take
heed of ouer-weemng, and compare Thy peacock's feet with
thy gay peacock's traine. 1781 L'owi'tR Truth 58 The self-

applauding bird, the peacock,see Mark what a sumptuous
Pharisee is he ! 1819 KEATS Lamia I. 50 Eyed like a pea-
cock, and all crimson barr'd. 1883 STKVENSON Sikctado S//.

142 Happy and proud like a peacock on a rail. 1891 Cham-
bers' Encyc.1. VII. 824/2 Peacock (Pavo). .including at least
t\\ o species the Indian and Singhalese P.cristatus, domesti-
cated in Britain and other countries, and the Malayan
J'. muticns, inhabiting Java, Borneo, ami similar regions.

/3. (11300 Sat. People Kildarc v. in E. E. I'. (1862) 153
F[o]ure and xx" wild ges and a poucok. 1340-70 Af,:r. ff

Dind. 716 A fair pokok of pris men paien to iuno. c 1420
t'allad. on 11 iisb. \. 610 The pocok me may rere vp esely.
c 1475 Pict. ( 'uc. in Wr.-Wulcker 760/38 Hie faro, . . a pocokk.
V- 1 1374 [See b] pakoc. ,1400 MAUNUKV. iRoxb.) vii. 25
He has on his hened a creste as a pacok, bot it es mykill
mare ban be creste of a pacok. c 1450 HOLLAND Howlnt 81
That is the plesant Pacok, preciouss and pure. 1500-20
DUNBAR Poems xlvi. 14 A nychtingall . . Quhou- angell
fedderis as the pacok schone.

b. trails/, and Jig., esp. referring to the vain-

glorious habits and ostentation attributed to the
bird. To play thepeacock, to comport oneself vain-

gloriously.
1374 CHAUCEK Tray/us i. 154 (210) And yet as proud a

pekok [v.r. pakoc] can he pulle. 1538 BALK Thrc Lan>es
526 Thre syppes are for the hyckock, And six more for the

chyckock, Thus maye my praty pyckock, Recouer by and
by. 1590 SHAKS. Com. Err. iv. iii. 8r. a 1592 CKKKSK
Alplwnsits v. 1780 Nay then, proud pecock, since thou art

tr. the med.L. name persicaria, f. persica peach,
from the resemblance of the leaves to those of the

peach-tree.] The plant 1'olygonum Pcrsicana.
1597 GERARDE Herbal u. cix. 361 Dead Arsmart is called

Persicaria or Peachwoort, of the likenesse that the leaues
haue with those of the Peach tree. 1866 Trcas. Bot. 854.

Peachy (prtji), a.
[f. PEACH rf.l + -Y.] Of

the nature or appearance of a peach, esp. in colour
or texture

; chiefly of the cheeks : Round, soft,

profess _ ... ., -*

liv, Play not the Peacock', looking everywhere about you, to
see if you be well deck't. 1828 Sporting Mag. XXII. 134
Hen Champion, a peacock of fox-hunters. 1866 GEO. ELIOT
F. Holt v, How came he to have such a nice-stepping
long-necked peacock for his daughter ?

C. The bird or its flesh as an article of food.
c 1460 J. RUSSELL Bk. Nurture 695 For a standard, vensoun

rpst, kyd, favne, or cony, .. pecok in hakille ryally. ?t 1475
Syr. lowe Dcs>-<: 318 He..serued the kynge. .With deynty
meates that were dere, With Parti yche, Pecoke,and Plouere.
11 1845 BARHAM Ingot. Leg. Ser. in. Blasphemer's Warn.,
There were peacocks served up in their pride (that is tails).

1872 TENNYSON Gnreth f, I.yncttc 828 A feast . . Held in high
hall.. And there they placed a peacock in his pride Before
the damsel.

2. One of the southern constellations (J'avd}.
1674 MOXON Tutor Astron. i. iii. 10 (ed. 3) 19 Twelve

Constellations.., posited about the South Pole, ..3 The
Indian, 4 The Peacock, 5 The Bird of Paradise. 1868
LOCKYER Guillemins Heavens (ed. 3) 335 The Phcenix,
below which, returning to the horizon, and to the meridian,
are found Toucan, the Crane, the Indian, and the Peacock.

t3. Peacock of the sen, Sea /'. = PEACOCK-FISH.
c 1520 ANDREWE Noble Lyfe in. Ixvii, Paints marts is the

Pecocke of the Se, & is lyke the pecocke of the londe, bothe
his backe, necke, & hede, & the nether body is fisshe.

4. Short fat peacock-but/erjiy, peacock-moth.
1827 Butterfly Collector's Vade Jf. ri2 Vanessa lo, Pea-

cock. 1832 RENNIE Consp. Butterjl. % Moths 143 The
Peacock (Macaria notata) appears the end of May and
beginning of June. 1869 E. NEWMAN Brit. Mot/is 87 The
Peacock. Ibid., The Sharp-angled Peacock.



PEACOCK.

5. attrib. and Comb. a. Of, belonging to, like,

or of the nature of a peacock or peacocks ; that is

( fig.)
a peacock; as peacock-behaviour, -Christian,

colour, -fool, -green, -justiciary, pride, ritualism,

-slave, -train, -yewlree ; peacock-spoiled, -voiced,

-wilted adjs. ; peacock-pluming vbl. sb.

1894 Miss COBBE Life I. 174 Watching their victim and

exploding with glee at his "peacock behaviour. 1642 I.

EATON Honeys. Free Justif. 454 Ape-Saints, and *Peacock-
Christians (as Luther truly calieth them). 1611 COTGR. s. v.

Geinitie, Coitkiir geininee, a pearle, or "peacocke colour.

1622 PICACHAM Cotttpl. Gent. (1661) 136 Peacocke colour, i.e.

changeable blew, or red blew. 1893 Scribner's Alag. June
768/1 Their exquisite pale peacock color is without equal
among the eggs of our Eastern birds. 1575 GASCOIGNE
W'ks., 11 'ct'des\'\. 281 For thouhast caught a proper paragon
A theefe, a cowarde and a *peacocke foole. 1895 Proc. Zool.

Soc. 264 The fore wings are *peacock-green, black in tlie

centre. 1642 T. EATON Honeys, free Justif. 206 Apish
Saints, and painted "Peacock-Justiciaries. 1596 NASHE
Saffron- II''alden Wks. (Grosart) III. 179 His *peacocke-
pluniing her like another Pandora .. through his incredible

praising of her. 1580 SIDNEY Ps. XL. ii, Who bendes not

wand'ring eyes To greate mens *peacock pride. 1860

EMI.KSON Cond. Life vi. (1861) 122 In creeds never was sneh

levity; witness the heathenisms in Christianity, ..the *pea-
cock ritualism. 1609 MARKHA.M Fain. l\'hore (1868) 24

Cheaters, braggarts and the "peacock slaue, whose words
and cloathes are all the welth theyhaue. 1820!'. MITCHELL

Aristopk. I. 22 A plague upon these envoys, I hate their

*peacock trains. 1883 HKLKN F. MARTIN in Blackn: ftlag.

Jan. 10 [Cymbeline's Queen's] handsome *peacock-witted
son Cloten. 1864 TENNYSON En. Ard. 609 The *peacock-
yewtree and the lonely Hall.

b. Special combs. : peacock arrow, an arrow
furnished with a peacock's feather ; peacock-bit-

tern, a name of the South American sun-bittern,

Eurypyga hclias ; peacock-blue, the peculiar lus-

trous blue of a peacock's neck; peacock-butterfly,
a European butterfly (J'aucssa lo] with ocellated

wings ; peacock-coal, iridescent coal
; peacock-

copper, an early name for bornite, from its iride-

scent colours : cf. peacock-ore ; peacock-eye, the

ocellus on a peacock's feather : also altrib. ; pea-
cock-fan, a fan made or tiimmed with peacock's
feathers

; peacock-fly, -hackle, an artificial fly

dressed with a peacock's feather ; peacock-flower,
a name applied to two leguminous trees, (a) Poin-

ciana rcgia (Koyalpcacock-Jloiver), and (b) Csesal-

pinia 'j'oinciana*) pulcherrima(a.\s,o Flower-fence)

(Miller Planl-n. 1884) ; peacock flower-fence,
a leguminous tree, Adenanthera pavonina (ibid.) ;

t peacock-hatter, 'in the Middle Ages, a plumist
or milliner' (Cent. Diet. 1890); paaoock-iris, a

bulbous plant of South Africa, Hloraea ( Vieusseuxia)

glaticopis, also known as Iris Pavonia; also applied
to other species of Vieusseuxia; peacock-moth,
Macaria notala and Jlf. alternata, of family Geo-

metridx; peacock-ore, iridescent copper ore;

peacock-stone (see quots.) ; peacock-throne, the

former throne of the Kings of Delhi, now in the

possession of the Shah of Persia ;
adorned with the

representation of a peacock's tail fully expanded,

composed of precious stones ; peacock treasure-

flower, a S. African composite plant, Gazania

pavonia, with large orange-coloured flower-heads.

1386 CHAUCER Prol. T04 A sheef of *pecok \_v.r. ppcpk]
arwes bright and kene Vnder his belt he bar ful thi iftily.

1886 CasselCs Eiicycl. Diet., *Peacock-blue. 1897 MARY
KINGSI.EY ]y. Africa xxiv. 553 The butterflies .. show
themselves oft" in the sunlight, in their canary-coloured,

crimson, and peacock-blue liveries. 1802 BINGI.EY Anin:.

Biog. (1813) III. 209 The 'Peacock P.utterfly. 1826 KIRUY
& Sp. Entotnol. III. xxx. 214 The black spinous caterpillars

of the common peacock-butterfly (I'auessa /c). 1686 PLOT

Staffordsh. 126 The 'Peacock-coal, .is much softer than the

Cannel, . .most vividly representing all the colours of the

most glorious feathers in a Peacocks trayne. 1890 Cent. Diet.

S. v. Peacock,
*
Peacock-eye inarbte, an Italian marble of

mingled white, blue, and red color. 1893 Spectator 3 June
731 Ornaments., on the train of the peacock, .. best described

as the 'peacock.eye'. <zi86i MRS. BROWNING Christmas

Gifts viil, The eyes in the "peacock-fans Winked at the alien

glory. 1676 COTTON \\''alton's Angler vii. 325 There is also

..the "Peacock-fly: the body made of the whirl of a

peacock's feather. 1860 W. A. MII.I.KR Eleui. Chan. (ed. 2)

II. 658 The copper pyrites., or ordinary ore
_
of copper,

consists of a double sulphide of copper and iron. ..The

1890 VOGAN Black Police xix. 352 [Australian], The pris-

matic tints of a material sulphide known to miners by the

name of 'peacock ore'. 1753 CHAMBERS Cyd.^ Supp.,

Pa-uonius-lnpis, the "peacock-stone, a name given by
Ludovicus Dulcis.. Probably it was one of the variegated

agates. 1833 Penny Cycl. I. 467/1 The cartilages of some

large shells.. are sold by the jewellers under the name of

Peacock-stone, or black opals. 1813 JAS. I-'ORHES Oriental
Atem. xxix. III. 84 The most superb article of this imperial

spoil was the Tucht-Taoos, or "peacock-throne, in which
the expanded tail of the peacock, in its natural si/e, was
imitated in jewellery, looming (U.S.) XXVII. 53/1
In 1739. .Nadir Shah, the Persian ruler, then left Delhi,

carrying immense treasures, .including the renowned and
beautiful peacock throne.

Peacock (prk(>k) ,
v. [f. prec. sb.]

1. trans. To make like a peacock; to render vain

or conceited, to puff up with vanity ; esp. re/I, to

586

strut about or pose in order to display one's beauty,

elegance, or accomplishments ;
to make a display;

to plume oneself.

a 1586 SIDNEY Arcadia (1622) 56 A desire onely to please,
and as it were, peacock themselues. 1834 MAR. EDGEWORTH
Helen xiv, Pavoneggia.rsi ! untranslateable. One cannot

say well in English, to peacock oneself. 1872 TENNYSON
Gareth fy Lynctte 702 He was tame and nieek enow with

me, Till peacock'd up with Lancelot's noticing. 1883 MRS.
LYNN LINTON lone xviii, He *

peacocked himself not a little

on the deftness of his manipulation. 1888 Thro Long
j\'ig-/tf in, v, It is no longer a matter for vanity, for self-

gratulation, for self-peacocking.

2. intr. a. To strut about ostentatiously; to

make a vainglorious display, pose. Also to peacock
it. b. Anglo~Ind.\ see quot. 1888.
1818 KF.ATS Lett. Wks. 1889 III. 112 Everyman has his

speculations, but every man does not brood and peacock
over them till he makes a false coinage and deceives

himself. 1826 SCOTT in Q. Rev. XXXIII. 310 How a

modern drawingroom would look if filled with courtiers

peacocking it about in long sweeping trains. 1867 RUSKIN
Time fy Tide xvii, You working men have been crowing and

peacocking at such a rate lately. 1888 SIR R. BURTON in

Lady H. Life 11893) I. vii. 136 Some .. preferred 'peacock-
ing', which meant robing in white grass clothes and riding
..to call upon regimental ladies. 1890 J. MIDDLKMASS Two
False M(ri<es II. vii. 89 People of various nationalities.,

peacock about in fine feathers.

Hence Pea'cocking vbl. sb. and ///. a.

1837 Civil Eng. fy Arck. Jrnt. I. 17/2 This sort of peacock-
ing in borrowed plumes is no less dangerous than despicable.

1870 Daily News 19 Apr,, When the '

peacocking business
'

(to use a slang term of military art) was over, the 3rd and

4th divisions, .continued their march round the curve of the

horse-shoe. 1873 Miss BROUGHTON Nancy I. 227 Alas !

never again shall I see him mount that peacocking steed.

1891 Wheeling 25 Feb. 409 He felt that
'

peacocking 'at the

Military Exhibition had taken the place of real work on

many Saturdays last year.

Pea C0 :ckery. [f. PEACOCK $b. + -EIIY.] The

practice of the (human) peacock ; foppery.
1872 HESANT & RICE Ready-money Mortiboy i, Francis

Melliship is the greatest Peacock in Market Basing. I

hate Peacockery in man or woman ! 1882 KKSANT All
Sorts Prol. ii, There were none of the peacockeries, whims,
and fancies, . .gimcrackeries. .which, .proclaim the chamber
of a young man. 1883 S. W. BECK Gloves 5.

Pea'COCk-fi:s. A European labroid fish, the

blue-striped wrasse, Crenitabrus pavo : from its

brilliant colouring, green, blue, red, and white.

1661 LOVEIX Hist. Anim. $ Mitt. 234 Peacock-fish. ..

Is an insipid and ignoble fish. The flesh is fat and gentle.

1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Sup/>. App., Peacock-fish, the English
name of a fish of the Turdus, or wrasse-kind.

Peaccrckically, nonce-tvd. : sec PEAOOCKISHLY.

Peacockish (prk^kij), a. [f.
PEACOCK sd. +

-ISH *.] Of the nature or character ascribed to

a peacock ; like a peacock or that of a peacock.
Hence Fea'co'ckishly adr. ; Fea'co'ckishness.

1550 HALE ting. Votaries n. 104 The kynge not beynge
so Pecockysh as he iudged hym, dyscretely and wysely de-

ferred the tyme. 1834 SOUTHF.V Doctor (1848) Pref. 9 This
is to write. .^atfffrusfWtmtnf, . -in English peacockically or

peacockishly, whichever the reader may like best. 1864

Spectator 27 Feb. 240 An ardent, almost peacockish vanity.

1892 \V. W. PEYTON Man. Jesus xiii. 360 An ostentatious

variation, ..a peacockishnes* of modern philosophy.

Pea-cockism. rare. [See -ISM.]
= PEACOCKERY.

1861 J. HOU.INGSHEAD in Gd. Words 198 Peacockism in

dress has increased to an alarming extent.

f Pea'cockize, z 1

. Obs* rare. [See -IZE.] intr.

To act the peacock ;
to peacock oneself.

1598 FI.ORIO, Zazzeare..\Q go letting idljr or loytring vp
and downs pcacockising and courting of himselfe. Ibid.,

Zazzeatorc . .

peacockising
stroker vp of his owne haire.

Fea'cocklike, ft. and adv.

A. adj. Like a peacock or that of a peacock ;

peacockish.
1576 FLEMING Panopl. Kpist. 290 Som swelling in arro-

gancie and pecoklike pride. 1587 TURBERV. l-.pit, <V Sonn.

(1837) 366 O dames, I would not wish you pcacocklike to

looke. 1898 H'estin. Gaz. 26 May 3/2 The model makers. .

are now providing us with these extensive peacock-like tails

to our bodices.

B. adv. After the manner of a peacock.
1587 TURHKKV. Trag. /*., Hist. L Lennoy, You stately

Dames, that peacocklyke do pace. 1598 SYLVESTER Du
Bartas it. i. iv. Handie-Crafts 179 And Peacock-like him-

selfe [Adam] doth often view.

t Pea'COCkly, a. and adv. Obs. [See -LY 1

and 2
.] a. adj. Peacocklike. b. adv. In the

manner of a peacock, with vainglorious display.

1580 LUITON Si;'<]ila 20 There is. .such gawdie going, and
such pecockly and new fashions euery day. /A/V/., Why
should we that are earth, ashes and dust, pricke vpoursehics
so Peacockly? 1608 TARLION Coblcr Cnnterb. (1844! 113
When Gentlemen leaue of their peacockly sutes.

Peacock's feather, peacock feather.
1. A feather of the peacock ; spec, one of the long

feathers forming the tail coverts, adorned with

iridescent ocelli or 'eyes', and used for various

ornamental purposes. Hence, b. Taken as a

symbol of vainglory, or a decoration of rank or

station ;
c. (in reference to the fable of the jay

decked with peacock's feathers) A ' borrowed

plume
'

;
a borrowed ornament of style or passage

in a literary composition.
c 1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) xxiii. 106 Made of gold and pre-

cious stanes and pacok fethers. 1500-20 DUNBAR Poems

PEAG.
Ixviii. 8 The sasoun soft and fair, Come in als fresche as pacok
feddir. 1545 ASCHAM Toxoph. (Arb.) 129 At a short but, . .

ye Pecock fether doth seldomekepevp ye shaft eyther ryght
or leuel. 1560 PILKINGTON Exp. Aggens (1562) 167 It woulde
make our proude peacockes feathers too fall. 1575-85 Asp.
SANDYS Serin, vii. $ 37 Ifwee did looke upon our blacke feete,

our faire Peacocke fethers would soone fall downe. 1837
Civil Eng. % Arch. Jrnl. I. 17/2 We meet with a peacock's
feather of some length in the following passage. 1848
THACKERAY Bk. Snobs xx, All these people might be so

happy, and easy, and friendly, . . but for an unhappy passion
for peacocks

1

feathers in England.
2. Name fora small moth, Yponomeiitacomptella.
1832 RENNIE Consp. Butlcrfl. fg Moths 198.

Hence Pea cock-fea thered a., fitted or adorned

with peacock's feathers.

1429 Test. Ebor. (Surtees) 1. 419 Pakok-federid arrows. 1896
Westm. Gaz. 16 Nov. 2/1 The famous peacock-feathered cap
began to show above the floor of the platform.

Peacock's tail.
1. The tail-coverts of the peacock collectively,

which the bird is able to erect in a resplendent
vertical circle behind its body.
1570 DI:E Matlu Pref. bj b, As ith a Pecockes tayle. 1653

WALTON Angler v. 117 The Black-fly,. .the body made of

black woo], and lapped about with the herl of a peacock's
tail. 1794 SULLIVAN yicw Nat. II. 16 The luminous and
coloured circle, tinged like the peacock's tail. Mod. Proverb

(Sc.), When March comes in with an adder's head, it goes
out with a peacock's tail.

2. Hence in various transferred applications :

f a. An old name for the eighth proposition of

the third book of Euclid, in reference to the
figure.

1570 BILLINGSLEY Euclid tu. viii. 88 Thys Proposition is

called commonly in old bookes amongest the baibarous, . .

the Peacockes taile.

b. The beautiful seaweed Padina pavonia,

having broadly fan-shaped fronds marked with

concentric fringed lines.

1857 WOOD Comm. Obj, Sea-shore 50 The name of it is the

Peacock's-Tail, deriving its title from its shape. 1866 Trcas.

Bot. 835/1 Padina pai'onia, our Turkey-feather Laver or

Peacock's Tail, is one of the most remarkable species.

f c. A colour in alchemy. Obs.

1610 B. JoNSoN*4/<r/i. II ii, Yoursenerall colours, sir, Of the

pale citron, the greene lyon, the crow, The peacocks taile.

d. (See quot.)
1744-50 W. ELLIS Mad. ffusbaniim. VII. I. 84 [Maple]

wood is of more value than ordinary woods are, for their

diapered knots and curled grain, that have given it the

name of the peacock's tail.

e. A kind of pyrotechnic shower.

1799 G. SMITH Lalioratory I. 9 This shower is commonly
called the peacock's tail, on account of the various colours

that appear in it.

f. Peacock's tail (Peacock-tail) tarnish : the

iridescent lustre found in some ores and metallic

products;
= PAVONINE B. i (see quots. s. v.).

Pea'cockwise, adv. rare. [f. as next -t- -WISE.]
After the manner of a peacock.

J577 STANYHURST Descr. Irtl. \. in Holinshed Chron.

(1387) II. 12/2 He ..that., peacockwise setteth himselfe

foorth to the gaze.

Peacocky (prkpki), a. (adv.) [f. PEACOCK sl>.

+ -T.] Suggesting a peacock in walk, bearing, self-

display, or showiness
; assuming airs, showy : said

of a person, or of a horse in reference to its bearing.
1866 RUSKIN Crown of Wild Olive iii. 192 _You fancy, per-

haps, that there is a severe sense of duty mixed with these

peacocky motives ? 1871 Daily News 23 Sept., There was a

peacocky jauntiness
about the whole regiment that is in

keeping with the traditions of the light dragoon. 1889 Sat.

Rev. 16 Mar. 326/1 The handsome, if somewhat peacocky
chestnut stallion, Trocadero. 1898 J. ARCH Story of LiJ'e

ii. 31 These peacocky youngsters would cheek the lads in

smock-frocks, whenever they got a chance.

B. as adv. In the manner of a peacock ;
with

a showy air.

1861 G. MEREDITH Evan Harrington II. ix, She's grown
since she's been countessed, and does it peacocky.

Pea-cocl to Pea-dropper: see PEA i.

Pea'-flower. a. The flower or blossom of the

pea, or any large papilionaceous flower resembling

this. b. Name for several West Indian leguminous

plants having such flowers, as Vilmorinia multi-

flora, and species of Ccntrosema and Clttona.

1825 Greenhouse Comp. 1 . 90 Elegant orange-coloured pea-

flowers, on singular Australasian evergreen shrubs. 1884

MILLER Plaiit-n., I'ea-flower, Vilmorin's Purple, I'iliuoriitia

inultijlora.

Hence Pea--flowered a., having papilionaceous

flowers like those of the pea.
1866 Treas. Bot. 299 Clitoriu, a large genus of pea-flowered

P
Peafowl (prfcml). [f.

PEA - + FOWL.] A
bird of the genus Pavo ; a peacock or peahen.

1804 WILLIAMSON Oriental Field Sp. 98 There could not

be less than twelve or fifteen hundred pea-fowls, . . within

sight of the spot where I stood. 1888 MKS. B. M. CHOKER

Diana Harrington ix, Twilight was falling, and the cries of

the jungle-cock and pea-fowl were hushed. 1896 List Amm.

.

llftl>. Burmah and Java.

Peag(p/k')>peak(pA). Also 7 peage.peauge,

peacke. [Orig. pe-ag, ad. Massachusetts Indian

fiak, pi. of pi (
= Abnaki biak, /*), a strung bead of

shell-money; found in wampumpcag (in Kasles



PEAGE.

Abnaki Diet. 1691 wanbanbi-ak} ;
{. Massach. Ind.

wompi (Delaware ivapi) while + piak] Beads
made from the ends of shells, rubbed down and

polished, strung together into belts, necklaces, etc. ;

formerly used as a currency by the North American

Indians; wampum.
Two qualities were distinguished, o/AfVf ^AM' (see WAH*

PUMPEAG) and black (or purple) pcag, the latter being
reckoned double the value of the former.

1649 Rhode Isl. Col. Rcc. (1856) I. 217 Noe person.. shall

take any black peage of the Indians hut at four a penny.
1664 Providence (R. I.) Records (1894) V. 305 He saw
Scattup . . receive a considerable Some of peauge of William
Harris. 16761'. GLOVER in /'////. Trans. XI. 633 Theirmony
is of two sorts, one. .made ofa white kind of shell. .,they put
them on a string after the manner of Heads; this they call

Peacke. 1677 \V. HUBBARD Narrative 108 Having fetched
out of a Swamp hard by, ..a large Belt of Peag. 1705
BEVERLKY Hist. Virginia 58 The peak is of two sorts, or
rather of two colours, for both are made of one shell, though
of different parts; ..the wampumpeak at eighteenpence the

yard, and the white peak at ninepence. Ibid. ill. i. (1722) 141
Upon his Neck, and Wrists, hang Strings of Beads, Peak and
Roenoke. 1831 J. DURFEE What Cheer in. xxii, "I'is not
the peag, said the sagamore, Nor knives, nor guns, nor

garments red as blood, That buy the lands I hold dominion
o'er. 1875 J EVONS Money iv. 27 A foot of black peag being
worth two feet of white peag.

t Pe'age. Ol>s. Also 5-8 payage, 6- paage.
[a. F. pi'agi, in OF. also paage (iztli c.), paege,
paiage, payage, etc. :*pedage = Pr. pezalge, It.

pedaggio, med. L.
(f. K.) pedagiuin , peiigium,

paagliini (Du Cange): late pop. L. pcjtiticuin,
f. pis; ped-ein foot: see -AGE.] Toll paid forpassing
th rough a place or country ;

- FEDAGE. Obs. (exc.
//ist. or only in reference to France, etc.).
1456 SIR G. HAVE Law Amis (S. T. S.) 258 Thai suld

nouthir pay..custume, na payage, quhill thai ar on thair

voyage. 1563 tr. Emperor's Safe Conduct in Foxe A. $ i\f.

191/2 Without paying of any maner of imposition or dane
mony, peage, tribute, or any other manner of tolle. 1688
R. HOLME Armoury II. 168/1 The Bull, .fearing neither

Payage or Poundage for his Trespass. 1706 in Picton L'pool
Mimic, Rcc. (1886) II. 2r Quitt of all custome, toll and
payage. 1714 Fr. Bk. ofRates 196 All Duties of Importa-
tion, Octrois, Peages, and all others, which used to be levied

upon the said Grain by the Cities, Communities, and parti-
cular Lordships. 1757 BURKE Abrldgin. Eng. Jlist. ill.

Wks. 1812 V. 609 The payment of tolls, passages, paages,
pontages and innumerable other vexatious imposts. 1776
ADAM SMITH W. N. v. i. (1869) II. 403 The turnpike tolls

in England, and the duties Guwd^CflfXf in uthtr countries.

1848 WHARTON Law Lex., Paage. . . Obsolete.

Hence f Fe-ager Obs. [F. piager, OF. peagier
(I3th c. in Littre)], a collector of toll, a toll-keeper.
1474 CAXTON Chcsse in. vii, The peagers ner they that kepe

passages ought not to take other peage ne passage money
but suche as the prynce or the lawe have established.

Peagle, Peagoose : see PAIGLE, PEAK-GOOSB.
Peahen (prhen). Forms : a. 5-6 pehen.

-henne, (6 peyhen), 7 pea-henue, 7- pea-hen.
0. 4-5 pohenne, -hen, poohenne. [f. ME. pi-,

OE.pifa + henne HEN. Collateral form po-hen(ne,
f. Po, poo : OE. pdwa + /ienne.~\ A female pea-
fowl, the female of the peacock.
a. 6-1400 [see 1377 in ]. c 1440 Protnp, Parv. 390/1 Pe-

henne, pavona. 1523 FITZHERB. Hnsb. 146 All clouen
foted foules wyll syt but thre wekes, except a peyhen. 1570
LEVINS Manip. 61/11 A Pehen, paua. 1646 SIK T. BROWNE-:
Pseud. Ep. in. vii. 121 The daily Incubation of Ducks, Pea-
hens, and many other. 1845 DISRAELI Sybil m. viii, His
daughters who tossed their heads like pea-hens Lady Joan
and Lady Maud. 1874 Chambers'* Encycl. VII. 341/1 The
Peahen is much smaller than the male bird, has no train,
and is of dull plumage, mostly brownish.

p. 1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. XH. 240 pe pekok & )>e pohenne
proude [v. rr. pehen, pohen]. 1398 TRKVISA Barth. De P. R.
XII. xxxii. (Bodl. MS.), pe poohenne sitteth abrode xxx. daies
and a litel what more.

II Feai (p/jai-), sb. Also 7 peeai, peei, 8 piaye,
8-9 peii, 9 paye, piai. [ad. Carib piai (Tamanac
piache] ;

in F. piaye (A. Biet Voyage en Cayenne
(1664) ui. 385).] A medicine-man or witch-
doctor among the Indians of Guiana and other

parts of South America : cf. PIACHE.
1613 R. HARCOUHT Guiana 26 Their Peeaios, Priests, or

Sputhsayers, at some special times haue conference with the
diuell. 1667 G. WARREN Surinam 26 Their impostors, or,
as they call them, Peeies. 1732 BARBOT Guiana in Collect.

Voy. (Churchill) V. 553 A Piaye, or Doctor among them.
1796 STEDMAN Surinam (1806) I. 414 Exorcised by the Peii
or priest. 1881 W. H. BRETT Mission Work Guiana 53
These Piai sorcerers of the aborigines.

b. Now usually pear-man (also pee-ay-, pe-i-,

piai-, pee-ay-, pee-a-, paiman).
1825 WATERTON Wand. S. Amer. iii. IQI They have a

kind of a priest called a pee-ay-man. 1854 H. G. DALTON
Brit. Guiana (1855) I. 83 After application to a Pe-i-man or
Piai-man or conjurer. 1883 Academy 8 Dec. 375/3 The
peaimen, or tribal medicine men. 1899 REDWAY Guiana
ll'ilits no In the opinion of his friends some enemy was at

work, and the Peaiman would drive him away.
Hence Feal p

v. trans., to practise the arts of
a peai-man upon; to treat by witch-doctoring;
Feai'ingr, Peal'ism, the practice and system of
a peai-man.
1876 C. B. BROWN Brit. Guiana vi, Peai-ing. 1881 W. H.

BRETT Mission Work Guiana 53, I was warned that they
were going to piai me, that is to cause sickness or death.
1882 IM THUKN in Jrnl. Anthrop. Inst. 366 To explain the

587

system of peaiism. 1896 A. LANG Cock Lane 39 We are
fortunate in finding an educated observer who submitted to
be peaied.

Pea--ja:cket. Also 8 pay-, 9 pee-, P-jacket.
[The first element is evidently the same as PEE
st>. 1 (pe,pey, P), (which however is not evidenced
after the 17111 c., but may have come down later in

the comb, pe- or py-gowii}. Pea-jacket may have
been on the analogy of the latter, or may have
been formed direct from Du. pij-jakkcr. It is

very common in the New Jersey Archives, 1725-40.
Marryat's notion that the original form was P.-jacket, for

Pilot-jacket^ appears to be a mere gratuitous surmise.]
A stout short overcoat of coarse woollen cloth,
now commonly worn by sailors.

1725 N. Jersey Archives (1894) XI. 97 Run away, ..a
Servant Lad Named Philip Dawsitt, he., had on a Ker.sey
Pea-Jacket. 1727 Ibid. 124 Run away.. a Servant Man,
..he has on., a dark Drugget Pea Jacket. 1757 Mem.
of Last War in N. America 8 The Consumption .. made
of their coarse Woollens by the Men employed in the

Fishery, reckoning for each a Blanket, Watch Coat, Rug,
Pea-jacket, etc. 1786 Francis the Philanthropist I. 77 He
ventured to remark, that no other coat than a pay-jacket
could become a sea-boy. 1798 Hull Advertiser 24 Nov. 2/2
He had on a sailor'sblue pea jacket. 1825 l!i;o<. KKIT N. C.
Gloss., Pea, or Pec-jacket, a loose rough jacket or short

covering; much used in severe weather by mariners. ..It
was formerly the holiday outer-dress of the kcelmen. 1833
MARRYAT /'. Simple x, The men., wore pea jackets, which
are very short great coats made of what they call Flushing.
1840 Poor jack xxii, A short P-jacket (so called from (he
abbreviation of pilot's jacket) reached down to just abuve
his knees.

Peak (p*k) $b^ Forms : i Pe"ac (in Anglo-L.
records 1-2 Pech, 2 Pec); 3-4 pek, 6 peke, 7

peake, 7- peak. [OE. Pfac (only in comb.
P<*aclond} of unknown origin : peril. British.
The name Peak's Arse (OE. *Peaces aers, Domesday

Pec/u'sers), applied to the Peak Cavern, has suggested a
conjecture that Peac may have been a name for a demon
(cf. the later Devil's Arse) cognate with OE. Pilca, PUCK.
Cf. other place-names, as OE. Peaces-del (Kemble Cod, Dip!.
dccxxii), reclu-sdon (Domesday) now Pegsdun, Uc-dfordshire.
From the 171)1 c. the name has naturally been associated
with PKAK sb?\ but the history of the latter makes any
etymological connexion impossible.]
1. The name of the hilly district in the north-

west of Derbyshire, England; divided into the

High Peak and the Low or Lower Peak, approxi-
mately corresponding to the modern Hundreds of

High Peak and \Yirksworth respectively.
In i2-i3th c. the word seems to have been apprehended as

the proper name of the Castle Hill at Castleton, under
which is the Peak Cavern. The post-Conquest use of Peak
in the sense of OE. Peaclond seems to have arisen through
the application of the name of Peverel's castle to the district
thence governed. The Ordnance Map, without any warrant
in local usage, gives the name ' The Peak '

to an elevated
plateau or mountain mass in the High Peak Hundred (see

quot. 1874), in which it is followed by geography books, etc.

924 O. E. Chron. (Parker MS.), Eadweard cyning. .for J>a
bonan on Peac lond to Badecan wiellon. 1130 HEM.
HUNT. Hist. Angl. i. 7 Quatuor autem sunt, quo: niira
videntur in Anglia. Primum quidem est, quod vent us
egreditus de caverms terra; in monte vocato Pec, tanto
vigore ut vestes rejectas repellat et in altum elevatas procul
rejiciat. [a ll$& Charter of Ifen. I \\\ Dugdale Won. VI.
1272 Ea die qua Willelmo Peverell dominium meum de
Pecco dedi.]

_
1173-4 i'fa Roll (Pipe Roll Soc.) XXI. 61

In operationibus Castellorum de Pech & de Bolesoura.

1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 164 pat ober wonder is Vpe the hul
of be pek. Rewind bereiwisVp of jjeert^e ofte comb of holes.

[^1350 Rolls cf Parlt. II. 391/1 Le Roi granta .. la

Franchise .. de I'haut Pek en le Counte de Derby.] 1560
BKCON Jewel of Joyc Wks. n. 6, I trauayled into Darby-
shere and from thence into the Peke. 1610 HOLLAND
Catnden's Brit., Derbyshire, The western part beyond
Derwent .. riseth high and peaketh vp with hils and
mountaines, whence in old time it was called in the old

English tongue Peac lond, and is at this daie. .named the
Peake. 1622 DRAYTON Poly-olb. xxvi. 453 Yet for her
Caves and Holes, Peake only not excells. But that I can
again produce those wondrous Wells, Of Buckston. 1636-
66 HOBBES (title\ De Mirabilibus Pecci. (1678 tmnsl.
The Wonders of the Peake.) 1667 LACY Sauny the Scott v.

(1698) 43 We'll put her doon intill a Scotch Coalepit,and she
shall rise at the Deel's arse o' Peake. 1802 LAMB Let. to

Manning 24 Sept., To visit the far-famed peak in Derby,
shire, where the Devil sits, they say, without breeches.

1874 Murray's Ifami-bk. Derby etc. (ed. 2) 53/2 The great
block of mountain called in the Ordnance Map

' the Peak '

is really an extensive plateau comprising the several summits i

of Kinderscout, the Edge, Fairbrook Naze, etc.

f2. transf. A cave. Obs. rare~ l
. Cf. PKAKISH

j

a.2
, quot. 1600.

So called app. from the famous Peak Cavern.
1600 HOLLAND Livy x. i. 351 Into this cave or peake

[spelunca\ the Romanes entred with their ensignes displaied.
3, attrlb. and Comb., as Peak country , hill, lead,

scenery; in quot. 1659 for Peak-stone = millstone

grit from the Peak as material of millstones;
f Peak's arse, a former name for the Peak Cavern

(later the DeviPs arse in the Peak] \ Peak-castle,
the castle at Castleton in the Peak; f Peak-
wheat

(fttk*-\
a poor variety of wheat mentioned

in the i6th c.

1086 Domesday Bk., Derbyscire, Terra castelli in Pechesers
Willielm Peurel tenuer. Gernebern & Hundinc. 1523 FITZ-
HERB. Hush. 13 P.ere-barleye..hathe an eare thre ynches
of lengthe or more, sette foure-square; lyke pecke-whete,
small conies, and lyttel floure, and that is the worste barley.

PEAK.
Ibid. 34 Englysshe wheate hath a dunne eare, fewe anis
or none, and is the worste wheate, saue peake-wheate.
Peeke-wheete hath a red eare, ful of anis, thyn set, and ofte

tymes it is flyntcrtd. Ibid. 39 The poore man of the peeke
countreye, and suche other places, where as they vse to mylke
theyr ewes. 1622 M,ALY.NES A uc. Law-Merck. 265 The Lead
Mir.es in Ireland doe containe more siluer than these Mines
ofDarbieshire and Somersetshire called Peake and Mendippe
Leade. 1659 HOWKLI. I'ocab. 1, Cullen meal the purest,
peak or French grinding. 1681 COTTON U'ond. Peak 47
Under this Castle yawns a dreadful Cave. [Note} Peake's-
Arse, the sixth Wonder. 1707 MOKTIMKK Hnsb. (1721) II. 45,
I never saw any of them but on the barren peak Hills. 1709
Lond. Gaz. No. 4540/7 To be Lett some very good Mills at

Kldlmgton, . . one pair of Peck Stones, one pair of French
Stones. 1837 Penny (yd. VIII. 425/2 The Peak castle is

now an '

iil-shnpen ruin
', situated on the verge of the rocky

precipice that forms the roofofthe Peak cavern at Castleton.

Peak (p*k), sl>* Forms: 6 pek, peke, 6-7
peake, 8 peek, 7- peak. [Known from i6thc.
as a later equivalent of PIKE sbl\ in i5th c. the
deriv. peked, PEAKED, appears as an equivalent of
PIKED. The phonetic relations me difficult to

!

understand
; but cf. MLG. /At, peik, 'pick, pike,

! pointed iron instrument'. Itisnotablethat in sense I,

peak is identical with beak. '

Ir.faac is from Eng.\
The connexion between PIKE J/'.

1 and jcak appears in th'e

adjs. jiiked, peaked. From pike, ihu long point of a 141!! c.

.shoe, instanced in Wyclif ^1380, we have piked schone in

Langland P. PI., 1377. The.se appear c 1450-60 vs> pekyd,
pfked schone, being the first appearance of the /<*-, peak-
form. Peake itself is exemplified in Palsgr., 1530. In the
i6th c. the forms pike and peak appear to have gone
apart in sense, pike being confined in ore to a sharp piercing
or pricking point (perhaps under the influence of PIKE st.*,
the weapon, introduced early in that century 1

,
while peak

is more associated with the notion of a projecting point,
not specially sharp or acuminate. Peak as a pointed
mountain-top, or conical mountain (sense 5) is a still later

(ijth c.) substitution for an earlier pike.]
I. 1. A projecting point; a pointed or tapering

extremity ; fa beak or bill. Now rare (cf. 5c).
1578 IATE Dodocns i. x.\.\ii. 45 The floures are smal, of a

pleasant light redde : after these floures followeth certayne
small narrow peakes or Lc-akes as in the others. 1616
SUKFL. & MAKKH. Country ]<arme 405 I here breed in Trues
certaine small beasts almost like to \\eeuils, ..cettaine of
them haue long and sharpe pointed pt-akes or bills, these doe
great harme to grafts and other young Trees. 1706 PMII i.irs,

Peak, the sharp Point of any thing. 1818 KKAIS Endym.
iv. 497 The moon put forth a little diamond peak, No bigger
than an unobserved star.

f b. In specific applications: The projecting
front of a head-dress, formerly esp. of a widow's
hood. Obs.

1530 PALSGR. 253/1 Peake of a ladyes mourning heed,

biqnoqiiet. 1611 COTGK., Biqttoquet, the peake of a Ladies

mourning hood. 1706 ADDJSON Rosamond \\\. iv, Widow
Trusty, why so Fine? Whydost thou thus in Coloursshine?
Thou should'st thy husband's death lje\\'ail In Sable vesture,
Peak and Veil. 1719 D'Unncv Pills II. n The liuxom
Widdowwith Bandore and Peak.

f c. Any pointed projecting part of a garment or

article of apparel. Obs.

1594 NASHE Unfort. Trav. Wks (Grosart) V. 145 A close-

bellied dublet comming downe with a peake behinde as
faire as the crupper. 1617 MOKVSON Itin. in. 170 The
colours of their coates weare raised with a peake behind to

keepe the necke warme. 1650 FULLER Pisgah iv. vi. 114
Frontlets were worn betwixt their eies. hanging down on
a peak from their foreheads. 1696 Lond. Gaz. No. 3234/4
A Chiltls Peak with a Scarlet Riband, . . a red Riband
Stomacher. 1795 ANDEKSON Brit. Embassy China 108 The
women of Pekin . . wear a sharp peak of black velvet or

silk, which . . descends from the forehead almost between their

eyes. 1808 18 JAMIESON. Peak, a triangular piece of linen,

binding the hair below a child's cap or woman's toy.

d. The point of a beard
; t a pointed beard.

1592-3 NASHE Fonr Lett. Confut. Wks. i Grosart) II. 220
A iolly long red peake, like the spire of a steeple hee cheiisht

continually without cutting. 1619 H. HUTTON Follie's

Anat. A viij, Hailing his beard precisely cut ith' peake.
c 1620 FLETCHER & MASSINGEK Double Marriage in. i, How
he has. .run your beard into a peak of twenty ! 1698 FRYER
Ace. E. India <y P, 390 His Heard is Cut neatly, and the
Whiskers . . in fashion of an Half-Moon on the upper Lip,
with only a decent Peak on the under.

e. The projecting part of the brim of a man's

cap or the like.

1660 F. BROOKE tr. Le Blanc's Trav. 136 A Cap of
Crimson Tissu, with a Chapplet of gold, that hath a peake
before, not unlike the Flower- Deluces. 1866 Routudgt's
Ev. Boy's Ann. 356 A cap is best for the head, and it is not
a bad plan to line the peak inside with green. 1873 I'LACK
Pr. Tltnle i, The rain that fell off the peak of his sailor's cap.

f f. An advancing or retreating point formed by
the hair on the forehead. Obs.

1833 15 KAY Tamar $ Tavy (1836) III. xxxviii. 193 Wishing
that he should have., a pair of fine/ca^, as they were called,
one being on either side the forehead, she caused the hair to

be regularly shaved off. 1849 LONGF. Kavanagh viii, She
had on her forehead what is sometimes denominated a
' widow's peak ',

that is to say, her hair grew down to a point
in the middle.

2. A promontory or point of land; a headland.

Now local.

The lofty headland at Ravenscar, forming the southern

extremity of Robin Hood's Bay, is stated in the Whitby
guide-book to be called

* The Peak '.

1548 UDALL, etc. Erasm. Par. Acts xiii. 46 Barnabas and

Saul went to Selaucia, whiche is a great promontorye, or

peake on the weste parte of Antioche.

f3. Lace; also spec, a lace-ruff (quot. 1591). Oos,

1591 LODGE Catharos (Hunterian Cl.) 57 Our picked



PEAK.

yongsters hailing their peakes starched for feare of stirring.
1692 COLES, Peak, (old word) lace, a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant.
Crew, Peak, any kind of Lace. [Hence in Grose, Halliwell,
etc.]

4. Nant. a. The narrowed extremity of a ship's
hold at the bow, the FOREPEAK

; also the corre-

sponding part at the stern, the after-peak.
1693 [see FOREPEAK]. 1704 J. HARRIS Lex. Tcchn. \. s.v.,

There is also a Room in the Hold of a Ship, that is called
the Peek : Tis from the Bitts forward to the Stem. Here
Men of War usually keep their Powder ; and Merchant-men,
Outward-bound,placetheirVictuals here. 1867 SMYTH Sailor's
Word-kit,, After-peak, the contracted part of a vessel's hold,
which lies m the run, or aftermost portion of the hold,
in contradistinction to forepeak. 1895 SUFFLING Land of
Broads 25 Forward in the peak is a small American cooking-
stove.

b.
'
Tiie upper outer corner of those sails which

are extended by a gaff' '.Smyth Sailor's Word-bk.

1867) ; also, the upper end of a gaff. Hence gaff
peak, mizzen peak.

1711 [implied in peak-brail: see 6]. 1762-9 FALCONER
Ship-Mr, n. 387 The head . . In balance near the lofty peak
they bound;. .The halyards throat and peak are next applied.
1806 A. DUNCAN Nelson 75 Nelson directed his fleet to hoist
four lights.. at the mizen peak. 1840 R. H. DANA Bef.
Mast ix, A long, sharp brig, . . with . . English colours at
her peak. 1894 Times 16 June 12/2 Healy had to gybe,
but, though warned to lower his peak, lie performed the

operation with unshortened sail.

c. The point at the end of a fluke of an anchor ;

= PEA rf.-'i

'793 SMEATON Edystone L. % 143 The anchor, .became
suspended by the bowsprit, with the Peak upwards. 1867
SMYTH Sailors Word-bk., Peak of an anchor, the bill or

extremity of the palm, which, as seamen by custom drop the
*, is pronounced pea; it is tapered nearly to a point in
order to penetrate the bottom.

II. Later form of PIKE, as used of a mountain.
This comes up in i?th c., and first in uses representing Sp.,

P?. pico. (But in the names of mountain summits in the
N\V. of England PIKE remains unchanged.)
5. The pointed top of a mountain

;
a mountain

or hill having a more or less pointed summit, or
of conical form.

1634 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. 112 The top of the high Peake
of Damoan . . like a Sugar-loafe. 1687 A. LOVELL tr.

Thevenofs Trav. II. 181 We were some three Leagues off
of Sannas, ..it makes a Peak, but the Hill is higher than
the Peak [/>. il fait un pico, mais la montagne est plus
haute que le pico]. 1718 PRIOR Cloe hunting, On Meander's
bank, or Latmus' peak. 1759 tr. Adamson's I'oy. Senegal
8 The Peak of Tenerif [V. le Pic de Tenerif]. .appeared

as the highest mountain in the ancient world. 1796 H.
HUNTER tr. St.-Pierre's Stud. .Vat. (1799) III. 92 This
mountain is called the Three Paps, because it's three peaks
have that form. 1856 STANI.KY Sinai q- Pal. L n. 76 The
next day we ascended the highest peak, .of the Sinai range.
1856 RUSKIN Mod. Paint. IV. v. xiii. 6 The notable range
f jagged peaks which bound the horizon to the North

East of Mont Blanc. 1877 LADY BRASSEY l^oy. Sunbeam
ii, We all rose early. . to catch the first glimpse of the famous
Peak of Teneriffe. ..It was quite ten o'clock before we saw
the Peak, towering above the clouds, right ahead, about
fifty-nine miles off.

b. fig. Highest point, summit.
1784 COWPER Task in. 157 .Some .. travel Nature up To

the sharp peak of her sublimest height, And tell us whence
the stars. 1820 SHELLEY Hymn Apollo v, I stand at noon
upon the peak of Heaven. 1822 Triumph of Life 222
The peak From which a thousand climbers have before

Fall'n, as Napoleon fell. 1894 H. DMnaiOBBAsetMtqfJfMt
233 Every summit in Evolution is the base of some grander
peak.

c. traits/. The pointed top of anything.
(Appears to combine sense i with 5.)

1840 DICKENS Barn. Rudge iv, It was . . a shy, blinking
house, with a conical roof going up into a peak over its

garret window of four small panes of glass. 1849 LYTTON
Caxtons III. v, Roland's forehead was singularly nigh, and
rose to a peak in the summit. 1855 TENNYSON Mad\. vi.

i, The budded peaks of the wood are bow'd, Caught and
cufFd by the gale.

d. ' The high sharp ridge-bone of the head of
a setter-dog' (Cent. Diet. 1890, citing Sportsman's
Gazetteer).

III. 6. attrib. and Comb., as,peak-cap (sense le),
-climber (sense 5) ; peak-capped, -like, -nosed,

-roofed adjs. ; peak-arch, a pointed or Gothic
arch (Knight Diet. Mech. 1875); peak brail Naut.,
a brail attached to the peak of a sail ; peak
downhaul Naut. : see quot. ; peak halyard
Nant., a rope or tackle for hoisting the peak of
a gaff; peak piece Kant., a piece of canvas used
to strengthen the peak of a sail

; peak purchase
Naut. : see quot. ; peak tye Naut., a tye used for

hoisting the peak of a heavy gaff fOgilvie 1882).
1711 W. SUTHERLAND Shipbuild. Assist. 129 "Peek-brails.

1903 Daily Chron. 16 Apr. 5/1 *Peak caps are coming into
fashion . .. Every second young man, and every third man
of years, was wearing a cap in the pattern of those used for

motoring. 1897 Edin. Rev. July 56 Let the "peak-climber
reflect that there are between fifty and sixty heights in the
chain. 1867 SMYTH Sailor's Word-bk., 'Peak aaamhanl,
a rope rove through a block at the outer end of the gaff to
haul it down by. 1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v. Ship, Plate

Fig. i. 8 Peak Kailyards. 1836 [see HALYARD i b]. 1871
MORRIS in Mackail Life (1899) I. 260 Just as this little

*peak-nosed parson does. 1794 Rigging f Seamanship I.

588

' 03 Muens..have a nock-piece and a 'peek-piece. 1867SMYTH Sailor sWord-bk.,*Teak purchase, a purchase fitted
in cutters to the standing peak-halliards to sway it up taut,

t Peat, st.Z 06s. Also 6 pek, peke. [Origin
unknown : chiefly used in the combination hody-
peke, HODDYPEAK, q. v., also peke hoddie, noddle.]A dolt, noodle, silly creature. Cf. PEAK-GOOSE.
a 1529 SKELTON P. Sparcfwe 409 The doterell, that folyshe

pek. Col. Cloute 264 Of suche Paternoster pekes All the
worlde spekes. 1549-89 [see HODDYPEAK]. 1580 HOLLY-
BAND^ Tri-as. Fr. Tong, Niez, an itliote, a peke hoddie [1593

: noddie], a simple soule, a snekesbie.

Peak, si'.*, peek. Sc. [Of uncertain
origin :

in Sc. dialects distinct in pronunciation (p;~k) from
PEAK sb.'1 (pz'k), to which otherwise it might be re-

ferred.] Asmallpointofflame. Hence PeekieA'w.
1887 DONALDSON Suppl. Jamieson, Peak, peek, a very

small quantity, a mere
p_ick; as, 'a peak o' licht, a peek o'

fire '. a 1893 J- SMITH in R. Ford Harp Perth. 306 Richt
eerie at mcht Was yon peekie o' licht. 1903 Dundee
Advertiser 22 Dec. 7 By the feeble light of the gas jet,
which was burning at a 'peak '.

Peak, sb.s, variant of PEAG, wampum.
Peak (|~k), v. 1 Also 6 peeke, peke, pecke,

6-7 peake. [Found early in i6thc.
; origin un-

certain.

It is not even certain that all the senses here collected have
the same origin. Sense i, and esp. i b (which also appears
aspcc/te\ may be related to PECK v.

1
3; sense 3 is possibly

related to PEAK si.3 ; cf. PEAKING ppl. a. i, PEAKISH a.' i ;

sense_ 4 is usually taken as referring to the sharp or
emaciated features of a sick person ; but this may be a later
association with PEAKji.2; cf. PEAKING///. " 2, PEAKISH
a.' 3, PEAKY a."}

fl. inlr. ? To fall, drop, sink. Obs.
1509 HAWES Past. Pleas, xvi. xxvii, Alas ! I wretche and

yet unhappy peke Into suche trouble, misery, and thought,
t b. To peak over the perch : lit. to topple or

tumble off the perch, fig. to die. Obs.

App. orig. a phrase of hawking. See PERCH for various
parallel phrases, e. g. to tip over the perch, hop theperch, etc.
X57S TURBERV. Faulconrie 219 If it continewe three or

fouredayes, moste assuredlie the hawke wyll pecke oner the
pearch, and dye. 1633 HF.VWOOD & ROWLEY Fortune byLandm. H.'s Wks. 1874 VI. 398 If he should peak over the
pearch now, and all fall to our elder Brother.

1 2. intr. To shrink, to slink. Obs.

[1550 J. PROCTOR Hist. H 'yat's Reb. 70 Wyat him selfe
and v.C. men..peked on styll all alonge vnder sainct lames
parke wall, vntyll he came to charinge crosse.] 1570-6
LAMBARDE Pcramb. Kent (1826) 325 This done, our Lady
shranke againe into her shrine, and the Clerke peaked
home to patch up his broken sleepe. 1598 TOFTE Alba
(1880) 70 Not like vaine pleasure, who away doth peake,When he his Bark through want perceiues to leake. 1642
ROGERS Naitmitn 42 He over-rules him in his journey, that
hee might not peake aside into this corner or that.

f3. To move about dejectedly or silently; to

mope ;

' to make a mean figure, to sneak
'

(J.). Obs.
1568 Jacob $ Esau II. ii, Fye brother Esau, what a foly is

this ?_ About vaine pastime to wander abrode and peake,
Til with hunger you make your selfe thus faint and weake.
1594 CARKW Tasso n. xvi, And she or scornes, or seeth not,
or gaue No semblance, so till then par [? poor] thrall he peakt
[// miscro ha se)-vito\ 1602 SHAKS. Ham. n. ii. 594 Yet I,A dull and muddy-metled Rascal], peake Like John
a-<lreames, .. And can say nothing, a 1603 T. CARTWRIGHT
Confut. Khem. N. T. Pref. (1618) 29 How much more would
they.. let him goe peaking alone after he hath been so cor-

I runted.

4. ? To droop in health and spirits, waste away ;

I

'to look sickly' (J.) or emaciated. Chiefly in

peak andpine, a Shaksperian expression repeated
by many later writers, chiefly as emphasizing pine.
[1573 TUSSER Hiisb. (1878) 158 Poore sillie hen, long wanting

cock to guide, Soon droopes and shortly then beginnes to
'

peake aside.) 1605 SHAKS. Macb. i. iii. 23 WearieSeu'nights,
nine times nine, Shall he dwindle, peake, and pine, a 1652
BROME P.ng. Moor l. i, What 1 suffer you to pine, and peak
away In your unnatural melancholy fits. \'jV)Brit.Apollo\\.
No. 29. 3/1 This is no Pin-buttock'd Wench, That Peaks as
if she'd took a Drench. 1789 CHARLOTTE SMITH Ethelinde
(1814) V. 191 After pining and peaking away twelve or
fourteen years of your best-looking days. 1857 KINGSLEY
Tivo Y. Ago xiv, If he will but go right on about his

business,., instead of peaking and pining over what people
think of him. 1881 Leicestersh. Gloss., Peak, to waste and
dwindle in flesh.

Hence Peak and pine as sb., notice- use, for

peaking andpining.
1868 BKOWNTNC; KinpH Rk. v. 1603 The Babe'sface, prema-

ture with peak and pine, Sank into wrinkled ruinous old age.

Peak (pj"k), v- 2 A'so 6 peke, ? peeke, 6-7
peake. [f.

PEAK ji.2]
1. intr. To project or rise in a peak. Now rare.

1577 STANYHURST Descr. Irel. iii. in Holinshcd (1577) I.

14/2 To eschew the daunger of the craggy rockes there on
euery side of the shore peaking. I583STUBBES Anat. Abus.
i. (1879) 51 Another sort, .are content with no kind of Halt,
without a great bunche of feathers, . . peaking on the toppe
of their heades. 1609 HOLLAND Amm. Mat-cell, xv. x. 47
In these Cottian Alpes,.. there peaketh up a mightie high
mount, that no man almost can passe over without danger.
1610 Camden's Brit. i. 556 The Western part [of Derby-
shire] riseth high and peaketh up with hils and mountaines.

1865 Cornh. Mitg. Aug. 330 The woolly hair . . peaks down
over the low forehead.

2. trans. To bring to a head ; fig. to accentuate.

1887 Contemp. Rez'. Dec. 770 The accumulation of the
national wealth, .serves mostly to heighten and peak the !

great social inequalities as between the capitalist and the

jobbing day labourer.

PEAKED.
' Peak, V* Nant. Also 7 pike, 7-8 peek
! [f. pike or peak in the adv. a-pike, A-PEAK, verti-

cally, straight up and down, or aphetic from the
adv. itself; cf., in same sense, K. apiquer (

1 75 1
]

from d pic advb. phrase, vertically.] trans. Tc
place, put, or raise a-peak or vertically.

a. To tilt up a yard vertically, or nearly so, bj
the mast

;
to top a yard ; esp. to peak the mizen.

[Cf. F. Apiquer, Disposer les vergues d'un bailment a peu
pres verticalement.]
1626 CAPT. SMITH Accid. Yng. Seamen 30 When you ride

amongst many ships, pike your yards. 1627 Seaman's
Gram. ix. 45 To ride apike is to pike your yards when you
ride amongst many ships. 1692 Capt. Smith's Seaman's
Gram. xvi. 79 Peek [printed Speek] the Mizon, that is, put
the Yard right up and down by the Mast. 1729 CAIT W
WRIGI.ESVVORTH MS. Log-bk. of the '

Lyell' 18 Nov., At
night it blowing hard with Rain, Peeked the Yards, and
hauled up a Range of the Sheet Cable. 1769 FALCONER

j

Diet. Marine (1789), Apiquer une vergne, to top a sail-yard,
or peek it up. 1794 Rigging $ Seamanship I. 242 They

a gaff or lateen yard more obliquely to the mast.
b. To peak the oars: seequots. (Cf. A-PEAK d.)

1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mech., Peak,..io raise the oars upright

out of the water and secure them at a common angle with
the surface of the water by placing the inner end of each

,
oar under the batten on the opposite side of the boat.

c. Of a whale : To raise (his tail or flukes)

straight up in diving vertically. Also intr.

1839 T. BEALE Sperm Whale 44 The flukes are then lifted

high into the air, and the animal . . descends perpendicularly
..this act., is called by whalers '

peaking the flukes'. 1840
1 MARRYAT Poor Jack vi, How could he go do%vn head-fore-
i most without peaking his tail in the air? 1885 WOOD in

Loiigm. Mag. V. 537 A whale had . . dived perpendicularly
'

peaked
'

in whaling language.

Peak, adv. (sb. ) A7aut. [Aphetic f. A-PEAK adv.,
which, by separation of its elements, appears some-
times to have been treated as a peak, indef. article

and sb.]

fa. In reference to the yards: (from ride

, 'fa-pike or a-peak: see A-PEAK adv. c), to ride
a broadpeak. Obs.

1706 PHILLIPS s.v. Peek, To Ride a broad Peek, is much
after the same manner [as to ride a-peak], only the Yards
are raised up but half so high.

b. In reference to the cable and anchor : To stay
peak, to ride a short stay peak = short stay a-peak ;

a long peak = long stay a-peak : see A-PEAK.
1841 R. H. DANA Seaman's Man. 117 A stay-peak is when

the cable and forestay form a line. A short stay-peak is

when the cable is too much in to form this line. 1867 SMYTH
Sailor^s Word-bk. s. v., To stay peak, or ride a short stay
peak, is when the cable and fore-stay form a line : a long
peaJt is when the cable is in line with the main-stay.

Peak, obs. or dial. var. PIQUE.
Peak : see PEEK si.*, v.1 and 2

.

Peaked (pkt, pf-ked), a. Forms: 5 pekyd,
poked, 6-8 peeked, 7- peaked, [f. PEAK rf.2 +
-ED 2

. Cf. PICKED, PIKED. In sense 2, app. con-
nected with PEAK v.'1 4.]
1. Having a peak ; pointed, acuminated ; cut,

trimmed, or brought to a peak or point ; cf. PICKED

///. a., PIKED.
c 1450 Cov. Klyst. xxv. (Shaks. Soc.) 241 Off ffyne cordewan

a goodly peyre of long pekyd schon. c 1467 Pol. Poems
(Rolls) II.

2_5i
With youre longe peked schone, Therfor

your thrifte is almost don. 1578 LYTE Doiioens in. vi. 320
The clapper or pestill . . is long and thicke, and sharpe
poynted peeked lyke to a home. 1617 MORYSON Itin. in.

177 The Gentlewomen, .weare vpon tneir heads a black
vaile of Cipers, peaked at the forehead, with a veluet hood
hanging downe behind. 1640 SOMSER Antiq. Canterb. 171
The ocular and peeked or pointed form of the arch. 1742
FIELDING J. Andrews I. xiv, Her chin was peaked. 1749
W. ELLIS Sheph. Guide 193 (E. D. S.) [Adder's tongue hasj
a peeked leaf or stalk. 1787 MME. D'ARBLAY Diary June,
Enumerating various changes in the modes, from square shoes
to peaked. 1825 MACAULAY Milton Ess. (1887) 19 [Charles
the first] his Vandyke dress, ..and his peaked beard.

b. spec. Of a mountain, hill, etc. : Having, or

rising into, a peak. Also in comb., as two-, twin-

peaked, etc. So of a roof.

1670 NARBOROUGH Jrnl. in Ace. Sev. late I'oy. i, (1694) 39,
I went. .to the peeked Rock. 1797 MRS. RADCUm /to/ion
xiii, Its peaked head towered far above every neighbouring
summit. 1856 RUSKIN Mod. Paint. IV. v. xiv. 10 It is

curious how rarely, .an instance can be found of a mountain
ascertainably peaked in the true sense of the word pointed
at the top, and sloping steeply on all sides. 1868 Miss
BRADDON Dead Sea Fr. I. ii. 18 The quaint peaked roofs
and grand old churches. 1872 JENKINSON Guide Kng. Lakes
(1879) 325 The bulky mass of Helvellyn and the peaked
summit of Catchedecam.

2. Sharp-featured, thin, pinched, as from illness

or want; sickly-looking, 'peaky'. Chiefly colloy.
1835-40 HALIBURTON Clockm. (1862) 38, I am dreadfully

sorry, says I, to see you..lookin so peecked. 1856 MRS.
BROWNING Aur. Leigh 11. 929 The dumb derision of that

gray peaked face. 1860 O. W. HOLMES Prof. Breakf.-t. ix,
He looks peakeder than ever. 1883 J. HAWTHORNE Dust
xxxvi. 295 As pale and peaked as a charity-school-girl. 1892
Sporting- Life 26 Mar. 7/5 He still loses weight, and the

peaked look in his face is ominous.



PEAKEDNESS.

3. Comb., as peaked-nosed, -roofed &&}$.

1842 MIALL in Nonconf. II. 865 Going about the world,
like a very peaked-nosed woman. 1894 Outing (U. S.)
XXIV. 197/2 A peaked-roofed construction.

Hence Pea-kedness, a. the quality or condition

of being peaked or pointed; b. (in sense 2 above).
1832 J. P. KENNEDY Swallow B. iii. (1860) 43 The peculiar

peakedness of her nose. 1856 RUSKIN Mod. Paint. IV. v.

xiv. ii No mountain in the Alps produces a more vigorous
impression of peakedness than the Matterhorn. 1884 J. C.
HARRIS in Century Mag. Nov. 121 Her general aspect of

peakedness.

Peake-devant, variant of PIKEDEVANT Obs.

t Peak-goose, pea-goose. Obs. Also 6

peek-, pick-, 7 pe-goose. [app. f. PEAK sd.3 +

GOOSE.] A dolt, simpleton, ninny, poor creature.
a 1568 ASCHAM Scholem. i. (Arb.) 54 To laughe, to lie,

to flatter, to face : Foure waies in Court to win men grace.
If thou be thrall to none of theise, Away good Peek goos,
hens lohn Cheese. 1593 G. HARVEY Pierces Super. Wks.
(Grosart) II. 64 The Book-woorme was neuer but a pick-
goose. 1606 CHAPMAN Mons. D'Olive in. Plays 1873 I. 223
Courtesies a verie peagoose. 1622 FLETCHKR & MASSINGER
Prophetess iv. ii, Come, march on and humour him for his

mirth. ..Tis a fine peak-goose. 1694 CROWNE Married
Ileait in. 28 I'm a pe-goose with a Lady, but I'm the devil

with a chamber-maid, a 1700 B. K. Diet. Cant. Crew,
Pea-goose, a silly Creature. 01825 FORRY l^oc. E. Anglia,
Peagoose, one who has an aspect both sickly and silly.

Peaking (prkirj), ///. a. Now dial. Also

7-9 peeking, [f.
PEAK v.^ + -ING ^.]

1. Sneaking, skulking ; mean-spirited ; (some-
times, app. s= prying : but in that sense app.
belonging to PEEKING).
1598 SHAKS. Merry IV. m. v. 71 The peaking Curnuto

her husband .. dwelling in a continual larum of ielousie.
1622 MASSINGER & DEKKER Virg. Martir \\. i, I stole but
a durty pudding, .and the peaking chitface page hit me ith'

teeth with it. 1650 T. BAVI.V Herba Parietis 51 That
peaking devill, jealousie. 1668 TEMPLE Let. to Ld. Arling-
ton Wks. 1731 II, 169, I mean not Virtue, in a peaking,
formal Presbyterian Sense. 1689 HICKF.RINGILL Ceremony-
Monger Concl. iii. Wks. 1716 II. 470 Not every sneaking
Register and peaking Surrogate could send a Soul to Satan.

1871 W. ALKXANDICR Johnny Gibb xiv, (1873) 84 What Tarn
had said was.. that '

Benjie was an orpiet, peeakin, little

sinner '.

2. Emaciated, sickly, drooping, pining, peaky.
a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Peeking fellow ; . .a thin

weazel faced fellow. 1706 PHILLIPS, Peaking, that is of a
sickly Constitution. 1771 SMOLLETT Humph. Cl. 8 Au^.,
Let. i, Poor Liddy is in a peaking way. I'm afraid this

unfortunate girl is uneasy in her mind. 1823 LADY L.
STUART Lett. (1901)325 She looks but peeking and has had a
good deal ofillness. 1879 Miss JACKSON Shropshire Word-bk.,
Peaking^ . .sickly ; drooping: said of young poultry for the
most part.

' A wet May's bad for turkies; I've lost several,
an' theer's more looks very peiikin '.

Hence Pea-kingly adv., in a pining or poor way ;

Pea-king-ness, sickliness, pining condition.
1611 COTGR. s. v. Ceincture, They thinke their wines Hue

peakingly at home, and pull strawes . .or blow their fingers.
1727 BAILEY, vol. II, Peakingly, sicklily, wearily. Peaking-
ncss, Sickliness, Unthrivingness.

Peakish (p/'kij), a.l [In sense i app. f. PEAK
sb.?> (also in Skelton), perh. associated with PEAK
v^ 3 ;

in sense 2 f. PEAK sb.%; sense 3 goes with
PEAK z/.

1
4, PEAKING///, a. 2

,
PEAKY .- : see -ISH *.]

fl. Slothful, spiritless (L. ignavus] ; stupid ; igno-
rant, silly : an epithet of contempt, of which it is

difficult to ascertain the exact meaning. Obs.
(In quot. a 1560 with play on PEAK $b*\ cf. PEAKISH a.-)

1519 HORMAN ]r'ulg. vi.6i He is shame fastebutnatpekysshe,
verccundus est sine ignauia, a 1529 SKELTON Ware Hauke
225 The pckysh parsons brayne Cowde not rech nor atiayne
What the sentence ment. 121560 BECON Jewelof*)'oy<: Wks.
n. 6 Philem. I trauayled into Darbyshere and from thence
into the Peke. . . Theoph. I thynke you founde there verye
peakeish people. Phi. Not so, I confesse to you that
I founde there very good wyttes and apte vnto learnynge.
1568 Jacob ff Esau u. i, I will see, if any [meat] be ready
here at home, Or whether lacob haue any, that peakishe
mome. 1570 LF.VINS Manip. 145/40 Peakish, mtmictts, a.
a 1603 T. CARTWRIGHT Confut. Rhem. N. T. (1618) 512
These dreamers dreame night and day, otherwise to proue
a sect or peakish order of Franciscans, etc.

2. Somewhat peaked or pointed, dial.

1749 W. ELLIS Sheph. Guide 151 A peckish Head and Tail.

3. Somewhat 4

peaky' (PEAKY a.2j.

1836 SMART, Peakish.. colloq. having features that seem
thin or sharp, as from sickness. 1900 BARRIE Tommy ty
Grizel xxvii. 327 He was rather peakish but he had not
complained.
Hence t Pea'kisliness Ol>s.

t spiritlessncss.
1519 HORMAN Vulg. v. 55 He rebuked hym of hys dastardnes

and pekishnes \ignavige\ a 1575 PILKINGTON Exp. Nehemiah
iv. 11-15 Wks. (Parker Soc.) 436 God requireth not such
peakishness in a man, that he suffer himself to be wounded,
that by the law of nature alloweth every man to defend
himself.

t Peakish, a.~ Obs. [f. PEAK sbl + -ISH*.]
Of, pertaining to, or resembling that of the district

of the Peak in Derbyshire.
In quots. 1592 and 1646 the sense maybe

'

rude, outlandish,
remote as in the Peak '.

1592 WARNER Alb. Eng. vm. xlii. (1612) 201 Once hunted
he, vntill the Chace, long fasting, and the heate Did house
him in a peakish Graunge within a Forrest great. 1593
DRAYTON Sheph. Garl. iv. Her skin as soft as Lemster wool),
As white as snow on Peakish Hull, Or swanne that swims in

Trent. 1600 HOLLAND Livy xxxvm. xlix. 1015 To preuent
those Thracian theevesthat they should not hide themselues
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within their peakish holes \notis sibi latebris} and ordinarie
couert musets. Ibid. XLV. xxvii. 1219 After hee had scene
the mouth of that peakish caue [os speeus] into which they
use to descend that would haue the benefit of the Oracle.

.

Hence t Pea'kishly adv., ? obscurely, ? remotely.
156? GOLDING Ovid's Met. vi. (1593) 144 [He] led her to"v e. i. 1593 144 e e er to

a pelting grange that peakishly did" stand In woods for-

growne [silvis obscura vetustis}.

Peakless (prkles), a. rare. [f. PEAK sb2 +
-LESS.] Without a peak.
1859 Chamb. Jrnl. XI. 296 Turning his peakless cap hind

Peakrel (prkrel). Also 7-8 -rill, S -ril. [f.

PEAK sb : cf. cockerel, mongrel.'] An inhabitant
of the Peak district in Derbyshire ; also applied to

horses, sheep, etc.

1681 COTTON IVond. Peak (1682) 18 Two hob-nail Peak-
rills, one on either side, Your arms supporting, like a bashful
bride, ..And thus, from Rock to Rock they slide you down.
vj^De Foe's Tour Gt. Brit. III. 78 The Peakrills, as they
arc called, are a rude boorish Kind of People ; but bold,
daring, and even desperate in their Search into the Bowels
of the Earth. 1808 W. MARSHALL Review I. 523 The stock
of the more southerly heathlands are native mountain sheep,
of a light frame, .and bear the name of '

Peakrils '. 1899
Daily Neivs 31 July 8/7 The credulous tourist, .fails to

perceive at a glance the purport of the Peakrels humour.
b. attrib. Of or belonging to the Peak district.

1779 Archseol. V. 375 The weight of this pig [of lead]
..is. .a proper load for a small peakril horse to travel with.

Fea-kward, adv. [See -WAKD.] Towards the

peak (of a mountain).
1881 W. WILKINS Songs of Study 65 Louk on the eagle

wheeling up peakward.

Peaky (prki), a-.i [f. PEAK j.2 + -Y
.]

1. Abounding in, or characterized by having, peaks.
1832 TENNYSON Palace ofArt xxix, Hills with peaky tops

engrailM. 1855 J. D. FORBES Tour Mont Blanc viii. 182
The peaky ridge just described. 1858 Chamb. Jrnl. X.
227 The sun approached the edge of the peaky horizon.

2. Peaked, pointed ; peak-like.
1869 MACDONALD Settlement (1877) 47 (E. D. D.) A . . face,

with a peaky little bit of a nose. 1878 LADY BURTON
Arabia, tic. xii. 270 The Konkanis [wear] peaky slippers.
1887 HALL CAINB Deemster xxxviiL 251 A poor mongrel
dog, . .with ragged ears, a peaky nose. 1889 DOYLE Micah
Clarke 209 The peaky thoughtful countenance.

Fea'ky, peeky, a* colloq. and dial. [Con-
nected with PEAK v 4, and with PEAKED a. 2,

PEAKING ppl.a. a, PEAKTSH a.1 3.] Sickly, feeble,

wasted, puny; = PEAKING///, a. 2.

1853 [implied in PEAKYISH]. 1873 RUSKIN Fors Clav. xxvi.
III. 16 A poor peeky, little sprouting crocus. 1881 E. J.
WOKBOISE Sissie ix, The second child has sickened, and the
third is reported to be looking 'peeky'. 1889 BLACKMOHE
Kit viii, Peaky.
Hence Fea'kyish a., somewhat '

peaky*.
1853

' C. BEDE' Verdant Green i. viii, Peakyish you feel,
don't you?
Peaky, var. form of PECKY a.

Peal (pJl), sbl Forms : 4-6 pele, (5 peell,

peyll, 5-6 peel(e, 6 peeyle, pelle), 6-7 pealo,

(7 pale), 6- peal. [ME. pele\ in sense i, aphetic
f. apele, APPEAL ; in branch II, supposed to be the

same word, but the evidence is not irrefragable ;

no other origin, however, has suggested itself.]

I. f 1. = APPEAL sb. Obs.
J377 LANGL. P. PI. B. xvn. 302 For J>ere J?at partye

pursueth, be pele [C. xx. 284 apeel, i'.r. peel] is so huge, |>at

pe kynge may do no mercy til bothe men acorde. i 1440
Gesta Rom. xxiii. 78 (Harl. MS.) pou shalt come afore my
lord, and avow thi pele. 1471 Paston Lett. III. 19 Whech
woman seyd to me that che sewyd never the pele.

II. f2. (?)A call or summons (e.g. to prayers,
to church) made by ringing a bell ; a stroke on a bell ,

or the ringing of a bell, as a call or summons. Obs.
at^BoSt. Augustine 1642 in Horstm. Altengl. Leg. (1878)

89 To euensong Men rongen pe preo peles long. ^1440
Promp. Parv. 391/1 Pele of bellys ryngynge (or a-pele of
belle ryngynge), ctassicum. 1444 Rolfs of ParIt. V. 125/1
That the Bailiifs. .make ryng the comune belle in pele, to

gedre the Comunes togedre. 1361 BP. PARKHURST In-

junctions^ This shal be doon iminediatlye after the last

peale to euening praier. 1675 KEN Man. Scholars IVinch.
Coll. 4 Go into the Chappel between first and second Peal
in the morning, to say your Morning Prayer.
3. The loud ringing of a bell, or of a set of bells

;

spec, a series of changes rung on a set of bells :

see BOB sd.&, CHANGE sb. 8 b, GRANDSIRE 6.

ign FABYAN Will\v\. Chron. Pref. 8 Ringyng at the said

obite, soo that oon pele over nyght be rong w l all the bellys,
and oon pele upon the mornyng. 1512 in Southwell Visit.

(Camden) 115 At my buriall a peeyle with all the bells.

1530 PALSGR. 253/1 Peele of belles, son de cloches. 1572-3
in Swayne Sarntn Chnrchiv. Ace. (1896) 287 Ringers y'
Ringed Uj pelle when Mr. Hooper was buried. 1671
Tintinnalogia, 102 This Peal of Grandsire. .is the absolute
foundation from whence the excellent Peal of Grandsire
bob. .had its beginning and method. 1671-1883 [see GRAND-
SIRE 6]. 1787 Europ. Mag. XII. 434 The bells of the
churches rung their dead peals during the day. 1812 J.
WILSON Isle ofPalms iv. 444 The bells ring quick a joyous

peal. 1852 MRS. STOWE Uncle Tom's C. xxxvii, George
had the satisfaction, as tbe bell rang out its farewell peal,
to see Marks walk, .to tbe shore. 1879 in Grove Diet. Mits.
J- 334/z )

r 2 [bells], the largest number ever rung in peal.

PEAL.

transf. and fig. a 1548 HALL Chron., Edw. IV 193 To
haue her fauor and folowe her desire, .rather then to haue
a lowryng countenaunce, and a ringing peale, when he
should go to his rest and quietnes. 1605 SHAKS. Macb. in.

ii. 43 Ere. .The shard-borne Beetle, with his drowsie hums,
Hath rung Nights yawning Peale. 1636 MASSINGER Gt.

Dk. Flor. m. i, My pockets ring A golden peal. 176.
WESLEY Husb.tf \Vives\\\. 2 Wks. 1811 IX. 86 The husband

may. .ring bis wife a peal concerning her duty.
4. Asetofbellstunedtooneanother; a ringofbells.
1789 G. WHITE Sdbornc 321 The day of the arrival of this

tuneable peal was observed as an high festival by the village.
1860 FROUDE///J/. Eng. xxx. VI. 33 First began St. Paul's,. .

then, one by one, every peal which had been spared caught
up the sound. 1872 ELLACOMBE Ch. Bells Devon, etc. i. 208
Sometimes a peal of bells is cast in harmony, in which case
it is called a maiden peal, and no tuning is required.
transf. 1894 FKSN In Alpine I 'alley III. 61 A tiny campa-

nula whose lavender bells clustered in a peal about the stem.

f 5. A discharge of guns or cannon so as to

produce a loud sound ; esp. as an expression of

joy, a salute, etc. Obs. exc. Hist.
c 1515 Cocke LorclCs B. 13 A pele of gonnes gan they

rynge. 1577 in HakluyCs I'oy. (1589) 157 The Castle dis-

charged a peale of ordinauncc. 1587 FLKMISG Contn.
Holinshed III. 1341/1 The duke of Brabant, .caused a peale
of a twentie or thirtie thousand harquebusses to be shot off.

a 1649 UKUMM. OK HAWTH. Hist. Jas. //, Wks. (1711) 36 The
king..caused discharge a pale of ordnance together. 1833
HT. MAKTINEAU Three Ages \\. 68 The best part of this<l;iy's
entertainments . .was the peals of ordnance both from the
vessels and the shore. 1855 MACAU LAY Hist. Eng. xiii. II L
347 The peal of a musket, .was the signal.

6. A loud outburst or volley of sound.

*535 COVERDAI.E Jer. iv. 19, I haue henle the crienge of
the trompettes, anil peales of warre. 1596 SHAKP. Mcrch. V.
in. ii. 146 Still gazing in a doubt Whether those peales of

praise be his or no. a 1649 I)HL- MM. OF HAWTH. Urania xii.

(1656) 137 At whose command clouds peales of Thunder
sound. 1670 DKYUKN 2nd Pt. Cong. Grenada v. ii, Like the

hoarse peals of vultures,. .When over fighting fields they
beat their wings. 1671 MILTON Samson 233, I myself,..
vanquisht with a peal of words. .Gave up my fort of silence

to a Woman. 1697 DKYDKN Alexander s /'. 126 ]>reak his

bands of sleep asunder, And rouse him, like a rattling peal
of thunder. 1711 ADDISOS Sped. Xo. 63 ? 7 Whkh very
often produced great Peals of Laughter. 1848 GM.IIN<.\

Italy, Past
<$ t'r. I. 121 A peal of the urgan is antiphoual

to a flourish of trumpets.
7. attrib. and Coinb.^pcal-book, -ringer, -ringing.
1873 ELLACOMBE L'li. Bells De"'on^ etc. iii. 236 The peal

book contains a record of peals.

Peal, peel U);"l)> s^^ Forms: 6 pele, peall,
Sc. peill, 6-8 peale, 7- peal, 8- peel. [In 1533
salmon pele : origin unascertained.] A name given

to, a. A grilse or young salmon (now esp. one
under two pounds in weight) ;

b. A smaller species
of salmon, Salmo cambricus (or S. tntlta}. (Cf.
Giinther Introd. Study of Irishes (

1 880} 644 Note 2.)

a. salmon peal.
'533-4 -^'^ 2 5 Hen. ?'///, c. 7 The yonge frye,.. called

lakspynkes smowtis or salmon pele. 1661 LOVELL Hist.

Anim. $ I\Hn. 220 The Salmon peales or Sea Trouts, are

a more light, wholesome, and well tasted meat. 1741 Compl.
Fam. ~Ptece n. ii. 341 Salmon Peel are taken by dropping
your Line, baited with a Brandling, gradually into the Ille.

1758 Descr. Thames \"j\ Salmon Peale. .seems to be a Species
of the Salmon.

0. peal, peel.
*577 A't^-. Privy Council Scot. TI. 657 Ten thowsand peill

fischeis, killing and ling. 1587 HOLIN.SHKD Chron. III. 1009
Plentifull of samon, trout, peale, dace, pike, and other like

freshwater fishes. 162? R. CARPENTER Conscionable Chris-
titin 8g The line sometimes breaketh too, when a Peale or

great fish is to be drawne vp. 1758 JACO in Borlase Nat.
Hist. Cornwall 271 The Black-fish . . head and nose like a peal
or trout. 1831 NKWLAND F.rne 33 note, Graul, called in the

north a grilse and on the Shannon a peel. 1861 Act 24 <$ 25
I'ict. c. 109 4 Migratory fish of the genus salmon, . .known

by the names, .forktail, mort, peal, herring peal, may peal,

pugg peal, harvest cock. Comb. 1903 Longm. Mag: May
41 When a man goes peel-fishing all day.

Peal, v.1 Obs. exc. dial. Forms : (i pilian (?)) ;

5 pele, pa. t. pelyde, -id, 6 peil, 7-8 peal, 9 dial.

peyl, peighl. [Origin uncertain.

Cotgr. uses/^rt/f to render F. piler to pound or bruise as

in a mortar : L. 1hire, already in OE. as pilian ; but foal
could not answer phonetically to piler, esp. as it seems to

be the same word that is often written in mod. dial, pail or

pale (ptf'l). The inclusion here of sense i is therefore pro-
visional. (See also PELL v.

t
PAIL z-.2

,
PALE z>/')]

fl. trans. To pound or bruise as in a mortar.

[CIOOO^ELFRIC Gloss, in Wr.-Wulcker 114/25 Pilnnts, uel

pistor, se be pilab, uel tribulab.] 1611 COTGR., /V/t-', pealed,
beaten, bruised, crushed, pounded, stamped. //'/</., Pilement,
a pealing, pounding, stamping, braying, beating ; a crushing,
or bruising. Ibid., Piler, to peale, pound, stampe, to bray,

beat, or breake, in a morter.

2. To strike or beat with repeated blows, to

batter, to pelt.
? a 1400 Morte A rth. 3042 Paysede and pelid downe plays-

terede walles. 1583 STOCKER Civ. IVarres Low C. in. 86
Fiftie or three score of them lustily charged then betweene
the gates, and valyantly pealed them with harquebuze shot.

1592 WVRLEV Armorie, Ld. Cliandos 54 Some one did weild

A mightie stone, that head a peeces peild Of Lord Muce-
dent. 1686 GOADCV/AT/. Bodies \\. i. 144 Is it certain then that

our Aspect is able to.. Peal us with a Showr? 1735 SOMKR-
VILLK Chase iv. 150 [A ram] Shall.. with his curl'd hard

Front incessant peal The panting Wretch. 1828 Craven
Gloss, (ed. 2), Peyl, to beat, to strike. [Cf. 1854 BAMFORD
Dial. (Lancash.) (E. D. D. s. v. Pail], Awv pailt him weel.]

b. intr. To shower blows, to hammer on ; fig.

to
*

pitch into '.
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PEAL.

c 1430 Cher. A ssignc 304 t>ene plukke out \>y swerde, & pele
on hym faste, 1874 WAUGH C/uin. Corner (1879) 215

[Lancash.J They thunge't an' peel at one another full bat.

LLEGG sitetctits 429 Aw ve had to peigm away Uke a nowman.

f3. intr. Of blows : To come or fall in a shower.

c 1400 Rowland fy O. 502 So thikke J>aire dynttis to-gedir

pelyde, Thaire armours hewenn laye in f>e felde.

Hence fPeal used advb. in peak pelted; Pea-l-

ing vbl. sb. and ppl.al t a. see sense i
; b. battering,

beating, pelting.
1582 STANYHURST &nts n. (Arb.) 56 Now be we peale

pelted from top of barbican hautye. Ibid, n. 59 Pyrrhus
..Downe beats with pealing thee doors. 16x6 SURFL. &
MARKH. Country Farme 379 Apples must be gathered.. in

faire weather,, .and that by hand without any pole or peal-

ing downe. 1740 SOMERVILLE liobbittol n. 155 On her pale
Cheeks Ghastly he gaz'd, nor felt the pealing Storm.

Peal(p/l),^. 2 NowrtVa/. Also 5 pele. [Aphetic
f. apele, APPKAL v. : cf. PEAL sb^ I.] trans, and
intr. = APPEAL v. (in various senses).
1-1400 Langl's P. PI. C. in. 186 On poure prouysors & on

1648 C/ias. I's Messages for Peace 120 What reason these

men had thus to 'peale him. 1655 OL-RNALL Chr. in Ami.
verse n. i. i, 53 They peale one of another, shifting the sin

rather than suing for mercy. 1894 Northnmbld. Gloss.,

Pea/, to appeal, a shortened form. Ibid., Pee! pjf, to appe:il
off. . A happy man was he who could peel off from the militia.

Peal (pH), v* [f. PEAL j.i]
1. intr. To sound forth in a peal ; to resound.

1632 MILTON Penseroso 161 There let the pealing Organ
blow, To the full voic'd Quire below. 1719 TICKELL On
DtatkAddison 16 The pealing organ, and the pausing choir.

1728 POPF, Dune. n. 258 There, Webster ! peal'd thy voice,

and, Whitfield ! thine. 1841 H. AINSWORTH Old St. Paul's
II. 102 A loud clap of thunder pealed overhead. 1849
MACAULAV Hist. Eng. x. II. 602 Behind it rode the body
guards with cymbals clashing and trumpets pealing.

t 2. trans. To storm, din, or assail (the ears, or

a person) with (loud noise, clamour, etc.). Obs.
Perh. with admixture of sense of PEAL z'. 1 to batter.

1641 MILTON Ch. Govf. Concl. 62 They.. never lin pealing
our eares that unlessewe fat them like boores, ..all learning
and religion will goe underfoot. 1667 P. L. it. 920. 1717
FENTON Homer in Milton's Style, Odyss. xi. Poems 114
To Woman's Faith Unbosom nought momentous ; tho'

she peal Your Ear .. Unlock not all your Secrets. 1719

J. T. PHILIPPS tr. Thirty-four Confer. 1^8
Priests and People

pealed me with Maledictions and Abusive Words.

3. To give forth in a peal or peals; to utter

loudly and sonorously.
1714 GARTH Dispcns. v. (ed. 7) 64 Pestles peal a martial

Symphony. 1745 T. WARTON Picas. Mel. 198 The many-
sounding organ peals on high The clear slow-dittied chaunt,
or varied hymn. 1887 BOWEN I'irg. .-Eneid i. 90 Loud
thunder is pealed from the skies.

Hence Pea'ling ppl.a*
1632, 1719 [see sense i], 1794 MRS. RADCLIFFE Myst.

Vdolpho xxix, The pealing thunder rolled onward. 1824
W. IRVING 7'. Trav. I. 115 The pealing notes swelled

through the lofty aisles.

Feal (p/"l), v. Obs. exc. dial. [Origin un-

certain. ? Related to PEEL j.-] (See quots.)
1674 RAY N. C, Words, Peale the pot ; cool the pot. 1703

THORKSBY Let. to Ray (E. D. S.),' Peel the pot', cool it with
the ladle, taking out and pouring m again. 1755 JOHNSON,
Peal, . . 2. To

stjr
with some agitation : as, to peal the

pot, is when it boils to stir the liquor therein with a ladle.

1890 Gtottcestersh. Gloss., Peal, to pour out a liquid.

Peal, obs. form of PALL, PEEL.
Peale meale, obs. form of PELL-MELL.

Pea ler. Obs, exc. dial. [Aphetic f. appealer :

cf. PEAL v.%] APPEALEB, in various senses.

1393 LANGL. P. PI. C. xxr. 39 Thenne put hym forth a

pelour by-for pilat, and seyde. a 1425 tr. Higden (Rolls)
VII. 519 Gunnildas nory karf the fals pelours hamme. 1509
HAWES Past. Pleas, xxxiu (Percy Soc.) 159 Vyle pellcr, in

lykewyse also, His tonge was scraped that he suffered wo.

1894 Northittnbld. Gloss.
, Pealers, appealers, applicants.

Pealite (prlait). Afin. [Named after A. C.

Peale: see -ITE 1
.]

A variety of geyserite, con-

taining only 6 per cent, of water.

1873 F. M. ENDLICH Let. to A. C. Peale in 6t/t Rep, U. S.
Geol. Sum. ofTerritories 154, I wish to distinguish it as a
well-defined sub-species of opal, and propose to name it
' Pealite ',as you were the first to find and collect the mineral.

Peall, Pealok, Pealt, obs. ff. PELL sb.,

PELLOCK !, PELT sbj-

Pean (p/h). Her. [Origin uncertain : identity
with PANE $b has been suggested, but evidence is

lacking.] One of the furs; represented as Sable

powdered with *

spots
'

of Or.
1562 LEIGH Armorie 121 The sixth doublyng, is called

Pean, whiche is the field, Sable, and the pouders Or. 1610
GUII.LIM Heraldry \. iv. 14 This is blacke powdered with

yellow j and in Blazon is termed Pean. 1864 BOUTELL Her.
Hist. <$ Pop. iv. (ed. 3) 20, 4 Pean : Gold spots on a black field.

Pean, Peane, obs. ff. P/EAN, PAT.V
;
var. PEEN.

Peanut (pf'nrt). [f. PEA l 4- NUT.] The fruit

or seed of Arachis hypogsza, or the plant itself,

a native of the West Indies and West Africa, much
cultivated in warm climates

;
the fruit is a pod

ripening underground, containing two seeds like

peas, valued as food and for their oil. (Also
called ground-mtt or g)-oitnd-pea.) Also applied
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to allied plants of similar character (or their frait),

as Voandzeia subterranea of Madagascar, Africa,

and S. America, and AtnpliicarpaM monoica of

N. America (Jwg-peanitt : see HOG si.1 13 d).

1835 C. F. HOFF.MA.N Winter in West II. 206 Wrenching
it fruni its roots as a Lilliputian would a peanut ! 1886

A. H. CHURCH Food Grains Ind. 127 Half the weight of

pea-nuts is oil. Ibid., Pea-nuts, .yield a cake well adapted
for feeding cattle.

b. att'rib. Peanutpolitics (U.S. slang}, 'under-

hand and secret tactics' (Farmer Americanisms).
1875 KNIGHT Diet. J/fc//., Peanut-digger. .Peanut-picker.

1887 N. York Mail fy Express 27 May (Farmer Aitier.), If

the Governor would consent not to play peanut politics.

Peaon, variant of PEON.

Pea--pod. [f.
PE.S.I + POD.]

1. The pod or legume of the pea-plant, which
contains the peas. (Earlier name PEASE-COD.)
1882 OGILVIK, Pea-pod, the pod or pericarp of the pea.

1884 BROWNING Fcrishta/t, Two Camels 7 Horse, ass, and
mule consume their provender Nor leave a pea-pod.
2. Local name of ' a " double-ended

"
rowboat

used by the lobster-fishermen ofthe coast of Maine
'

(Cent. Diet. 1890).
3. attrib. Pea-pod argus, collector's name for

the butterfly iMmpides bittica.

1898 DailyXews 22 Aug. 6/3 The pea-pod argus . . is so very
scarce in this country that its title to rank asa British butter-

fly at all is doubtful. 1900 ll'id. 6 Mar. 8/7 Monotonous
shades of an unpleasant pea-pod tint.

Peapon, variant of PEPOS.

Pear (pejj),rf. Forms: i peru, pere, 3 peore,

4-6 peere, 4-7 pere, (5 peyi\e, ?5 pyre), 5-6
peer, 6 Sc. peir, 6-7 peare, pare, 6- pear.

[OE. pere, peru = MDu., MLG. pere, Du. peer,
LG. peer, plr: WGer. fern, a. late L.ptra, pera
fern, sing., for L. pira pi. of pirum pear. From
pera come also It., Sp., Pg. pera, F .poire.
The mod. bot. L, Pyrns, is a med.L. corruption, connected

by false etymology with Or. nvp. fire (Isidore) zx\& pyramid.]
1. The fleshy fruit of the pear-tree (see i\

a pome of a characteristic shape, tapering towards

the stalk
;
in the very numerous cultivated varieties

much esteemed as a dessert fruit, or for stewing, etc.

c 1000 ^El.FRlc Gram. vii. (Z.) 20 Hoc piritin seo peril, c 1290
Beket 1191 in S. Eng. Leg: I. 140 Applene, 8; peoren, and
notes also. 1340 Ayenb. 208 God .. nele ^>e yeue pere ne

eppel ase me deb ane childe. c 1430 LYDG. Mitt. Poetns

(Percy Soc.) 43 Appeles and peres that semen very gode, Ful
ofte tyme are roten by the core. 1533 EI.YOT Cast. Ileltlte

n. vii. (1541) 22 Peares are muche of the nature of appulles,
but they ar heuier. \6^AltJior^ MS. in Simpkinson The

Washington! (1860) App. p. xvi, A jorney to^
Windsor Jor

pares. 1730-46 THOMSON A ittitinn 631 The juicy pear Lies,

in a soft profusion, scattered round. 1859 DARWIN Orig.

Spec. \. (1873) 27 No one would expect to raise a first-rate

melting pear from the seed of the wild pear.

b. In various similes and allusions ; formerly as

a type of something of very small value.

c 1380 Sir Feritmb. 5722 Of t>yne ne schalt bow lese no3t,

be worthy of a pere. 1399 LANGL. Rich. Redeles Prol. 73 It

shulde not apeire hem a peere. 1503 HAWES Examp. I 'ii-f.

Vll. Ixii, Nor fortune without me auayleth not hym a pere.

1598 SHAKS. Merry \V. iv. v. 103 As crest-falne as a dride-

peare. 1700 T. BROWN Amusem. Ser. fy Com. 93 His Body
was as Rotten as a Pear. 1845 DISRAELI Sylil iv. xi, 'Bin is

the pear ripe ?
'

said the diplomatist.
' The pear is ripe if we

have courage to pluck it ',
said Lord Marney.

2. The tree Pyrus communis ^N.O. Rosaces^, or

other species with similar fruit; found wild in

Europe and Asia, and widely grown in many
varieties for the fruit (sense i\ which under cultiva-

tion becomes edible and rich-flavoured. More

usually PEAR-TRUE, q. v.

a 1400 Pistill ofSusan 82 pe popeiayes
. . On peren and

pynappel bei ioyken in pees. 1495 Tret'isa's Barth. De
P. R. XVII. cxxiv. (W. de W.) 685 Pirus, pyre is a tree that

beryth fruyte. 1785 MARTVN Rousseau's Bot. viL (1794) 73
The pear and apple are. .two.. species of the same, .genus.

184$). BAXTER Libr. Pract. Agric. (ed. 4) II. 200 In raising
of standard pears for the orchard.

3. Applied, with defining words, to various other

fruits or plants in some way resembling the pear :

as ALLIGATOR Pear, AXCHOVY-FEAR, AVOCADO

Pear, GARLIC Pear, GRAPE Pear, PRICKLY PKAR,
STRAWBERRY Pear (see these words^ ; also Hard
Pear (S. Africa), Olinia (ymosa ; Vegetable
Pear = CHOCHO ; Wild Pear (W. Indies), Clethra

tinifolia ;
Wooden Pear (Australia), Xylomelum

pyi-iforme (Treas. Bol. 1866).
1760 J. LEF. Introd. Bot. App. 322 Batchelor's Pear,

Solatium. 1880 S. Africa (ed. 3) 127 In these kloofs grow.,
the Hard Pear. .the White Pear. 1887 Stamiard 16 Sept.

5/2 The chocho of Jamaica, . . the pipinella, chayota, or

vegetable pear of Madeira. 1889 in Boston (Mass.) Jrnl.

25 May 6/6 The vegetable pears are an excellent substitute

for butter.

4. transf. Applied to things resembling a pear in

shape; e.g. the fruit or hip of the rose ; a pear-

shaped pearl used as an ornament, t Pear of con-

fession, a pear-shaped instrument of torture (cf.

G. folterbirne).
1576 BAKER Jc-vell of Health 4 The seedes within the

peares of the Rose are . . astringent. 1630 F. CONSTABLE
Pathomachia III. iv. 29 Vnlesse thou confesse, . . the Scottish

Bootes, the Dutch Wheele, the Spanish Strappado, Linnen

PEAB.

Ball, and Peare of Confession shall torment thee. 1690
EVELYN Mundits Muliebris 4 Diamond Pendants for the

Ears, . . or two Pearl Pears. 1727 A. HAMILTON jVrw Ace.
E. Ind. II. xlv. 150 Some beautiful Pearls, .among them a
Pair of Pears worth 5oL. Sterl. 1857 GOSSK Creation 223
From the side of this

'

pear
'

[Bottylhfs} another was de-

veloped by gemmation.
5. attrib. and Comb., as pear-bin, -bud, -eater,

-hoard, -leaf, -orchard, -pearl (cf, 4), -stock, -wood;
pear-gronving, -like, -shaped adjs. ; f pear-apple,
a rough variety of apple : see quot. 1 707 ; t pear-

bit, a kind of bit for a horse (? shaped like a pear) ;

pear-blight, (a) a destructive disease of pear-trees,
caused by a bacterium (Alicrocofcus amylovortif)
which turns the leaves rapidly brown; (i>)

a disease

of pear-trees caused by a beetle (Xylebortts) which
bores into the bark (pear-blight beetle, also called

pin-borer] ; pear-drop, (a) a pear-shaped sweet-

meat, usually flavoured withjargonelle-pear essence;

(6) a pear-shaped jewel used as a pendant : see

UKOP s/>. 10 e, a; pear-encrinite (t -enerinus),
an encrinite of the genus Apiocrimts, from its shape ;

pear-gauge, a gauge invented by Smeaton, consist-

ing of a pear-shaped glass vessel and a hermetically
closed tube, for measuring the degree of exhaustion

of air in an air-pump (see quot. 1822); pear-haw
= pear-thorn; fpear-jonet, -.jenet, an early-

ripening kind of pear (cf. JENNETING) ; pear-louse,
a kind of plant-louse (Psylla pyri or pyrisjtga)
which infests the leaves and young shoots of the

pear-tree ; pear oyster scale, a scale-insect (Aspi-
liiotits ostreteformis'} infesting the pear-tree ; pear-

plum, name of several varieties of plum (? some-
what pear-shaped) ; pear-quince, a kind of quince
with pear-shaped fruit ; pear-shell (see quot.) ;

pear-slug, the slug-like larva of a saw-fly, Se/an-

dria cerasi (Eriocampa limacina), which infests

the leaves of the pear and other fruit-trees ; also

called plum-slug, slug-worm, etc.
; pear-sucker

pear-louse; pear-thorn, an American species
of hawthorn (Cratsegus tomentosa^; f pear-war-
den, a kind of pear : see AV.VRDEN ; pear-wise

adv., in the form of a pear ; pear-withe, a West
Indian and South American climbing shrub, Tan/r-

eturn Jaroba. Also PEAR-MONGER, -TREE.
c 1440 Promp. Pa>~>. 394/1 "Peere apple, piriitnpomntti.

1707 MORTIMER Hush. (1721) II. 293 The Pear Apple is a

curious pleasant Apple of a rough Coat. 1607 MARKHAM
Caval. II. (1617) 57 That bytt which is called the *peare
bytt. 1881 Miss ORMEROD Man. Injur. Insects (1890) 330
I n America this species of beetle, . . known .. under the name
of Xyleborus pyri, popularly as the ' *Pear Blight

'

is.. in-

jurious both to Pear and Apple. 1658 J. ROWLAND Motifet's
Theat. Ins. 1034 Such [caterpillars] as have sayl-yards, such
as are called Ncnstrix, "Pear-eaters. 1816 W. SMITH Strata
Idcnt. 30 That extraordinary fossil zoophite the *pear en-

erinus. 1843 HUMBLE Diet. Geol. fy Min. s. v.. The pear
encrinite is confined to the middle oolite. 1783 Phil. Trans.
LXXIII. 436 The degree of rarefaction shewed by what is

called the *pear-gage. 1822 IMISON Sc. 4- Art I. 155 The

pear-gage . . shows the true quantity of atmospheric air left

in the receiver. 14.. Voc. in \Vr. -Wiilcker 603/10 Piracium,
a *Perehorde, 1393 LANGI.. P. PI. C. xm. 221 Pees-coddes and

*pere-Ionettes. c 1475 Songs -y Carols i$th C. (Warton Cl.)35
It wele non pere bern but a pere jenet. a 1822 SHELLEY Pr.

Wks. (1888) I. 408 Her pointed and "pear-like person. 1881

Miss ORMEROD Alan. Itijitr. Insects in. 288 *Pear Oyster
Scale.. of the same nature as theMussel Scale of the Apple.

1647 R. STAPYLTON Juvenal vi. 96 Those mighty "peare-

pearles that waigh-down her eares. 1600 SURFLET Countrie

Farms in. iii. 427 The stone of the "peare-plum-tree must be

set in acold place. 1707 MORTIMER Husb. (1721) II. 265 Plumbs
are., commonly cleft-grafted., one of the best sorts to graft
them on is the Pear-Plumb. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny I. 436 A
smaller sort . . called Struthea (i. Peare-quince) and these

do cast a more odoriferous smell. 1766 Compl. Farmer s.v.

Quince-tree, Several kinds, as the pear-quince, the apple-

quince, and the Portugal quince. 1758 ELLIS in Phil. Trans.

L. 446 This Toxicodendron, with the "pear-shaped fruit.

1815 J. SMITH Panorama Sc. ft Art II. 7 A pear-shaped

glass Vessel. 1897 Allhttt's Syst. Mett. IV. 22; It [gall-

bladder] will have a smooth pear-shaped outline. 1884

Stand. Nat. Hist. (1888) I. 352 The species of Ficula are

known from their shape as fig or *pear shells. 1887 ('..

NICHOLSON Diet. Card. III. 57 'Pear Slug, the larva of

Eriocampa limacina. 1707 MORTIMER Hash. (1721) II. 251

"Pear-stocks may also be raised of Suckers,, .but those that

are raised of Seeds or Stones are esteemed much better. 1881

Miss ORMEROD Man. Injtir. Insects III. 286 Jumping Plant-

louse. "Pear-sucker. 1882 Garden 28 Jan. 61/2 As soon as

the buds begin to burst in the spring, the Pear suckers leave

their winter quarters. 1884 MILLER Plant-n., Crat.rgns
tomentosa. American Black-thorn or "Pear-thorn, c 1430
Two Cookery-bks. 12 Take "Pere Wardonys, an sethe hem in

Wyne. 1620 VENNF.R Via Recta vii. in Peare-Wardens . .

are of all sorts of Peares the best and wholsomest. 1866

Treas, Bot. 855/1 *P?ar-withf, a West Indian name for

Tamecium yaroka. 1862 H. MARRYAT Year in Sweden II.

81 The pulpit of black "pear-wood. 1879 BARlNG-GoL'LD

Germany II. 359 Most of the carving was done in pearwood,
which readily attracts the worm.

Fear, v- 06s. exc. dial. Forms : 4-6 pere,

5 Sc. per, peir, peyr, 5-7 peere, 6 peer, 6-7

peare, 7 'pear. Aphetic form of APPEAR.
c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xxx. ( Tlteodera) 440 pane god . . Gert

til hyme ane angele pere. c 1450 Coventry Myst. xiv. (Shaks.

Soc.) 131 Loke ^e fayl, for no dowte, at the court to pere.

c 1470 HENRY Wallace xl. 438 And sternys wp peyr began
in to thair sycht. a 1533 L.D. BEHNERS liuon lix. 204 There

gl
bl



h- to"*" *v*\t urti-viJ Sylvct 380 j.iicic
atn been a tradition, that pearl, and coral, and turquois-

stone, that havs lost their colours, may be recovered by
burying in the earth. 1717 LADY M. W. MONTAGU Let. to
L less Mar i Apr., A large bouquet of jewels, made like
natural flowers : that is, the buds of pear! . . the jessamines, of
diamonds, . . etc. 1841-4 EM ERSON Ess., Compensation Wks.
(Bohn) I. 50 Like the wounded oyster, he mends his shell
with pearl.

c. =MOTHER-OF-PEAEL. Chiefly allrib.: see 1 7 a.
d. Artificial pearl, an imitation of the natural

gem, made of glass, etc. Blistfr pearl, a flattish

excrescence of pearl adhering to the shell.

PEARAND.
was not so hardy a paynym that dur^t pere before the

castell. 1568 T. HowtLL A'ewc Sum-is (1879) '53 When
Primrose gan to peare, on Medows bancke so green. 1599
MINSIIEU Sp. Did., Assomar, to peere vp, to appeere, to

looke vp. 1623 Altltorp MS. in Simpkinson The U'ashing-
totis (1860) App. p. xlviii, To the shepard at Elkington for

moying, making, and ining all the hay. .as peares by his bill

17 03 08. 1642 H. MORE Song of Soul i. n. ii, They 'pear
and then are hid. [1900 in Eng. Dial. Diet, from Scotl.,

Cumberland, s. w. of Engl., U. S.]

fSee also PEER v., which in some uses con-

tinues this.

Hence t Pea'rand (perand) ///. a., appearing,

apparent ; perand are, heir apparent : cf. PARENT
a.l; fPea'randly ^peirandlie) adv., appearingly,

apparently ; also | Pea'rance (perans),appearance.
c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xiv. (Cristinc) 7 Scho ves his perand

are. 1382 WYCLIF Job xxx. 8 In the lond not fulli perende
[1388 apperynge]. a 1578 LINDKSAY i Pitscottie) Chron. Scot.

(S. 1". S.) I. 273 Ane..quhome they thocht maist peirandlie
to haue bene the King, c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xxx. { Tlu-o-

dcrd) 132 For bu . . in bis toun has rentis fare, And til hafmare
has perans of are. c 1470 HKNRY Wallace v. 1004 Off mwne
nor stern gret perans was thar nayne.

Pearce, obs. form of PARSE v., PIERCE v.

Pearch, obs. form of PARCH, PERCH, PIERCE.

Peare, obs. form of PAIR v. 2
, PEAR, PEER.

Pearie, obs. form of PERKY, pear-tree.

Pearie, variant of PEERY, a peg-top.
Peark, obs. form of PERCH, PERK.

Fearl (p5.il), sl>.
1 Forms : 4-6 perle, peerle,

5 perl, (peril, perell, -ill, perril, 6 pearel, Sc.

peirl(e, peirll), 6-7 pearle, 5- pearl. [ME. a. F.

perle (alsofesle,pel/e, pecle, pele, 13-1440., Godef.)= Pr., .It., Sp., Pg. perla, Pg. a\!,operola, med.L.

perla (J. de Vitry, a 1244), pella, pemla, perulus.
From Romanic also OHG. pemla, berla, MHG.
perle, berle, Ger. perle, MLG. perle, parle, MDu.

j

parele, Du. paarl. Ulterior etymology unsettled.

Many identify the word with med.L. ferula, in Isidore

ptritlat
dim. of L. piriiin, Com. Rom. pera PEAR, used in

reference to shape. Others think perla altered from pcrna,
the form in Neapolitan and Sicilian dial., and found in
Sicilian Lat., in Conslitut. of Frederick King of Sicily,

early 13th c. (Du Cange), which they would identify with L.
,

pcrna, ham,legofmutton, also a leg-of-mutton-shaped marine
bivalve, mentioned by Pliny. A dim. of the latter, *pernula t

conjectured in Du Cange (ed. 1762) is favoured by Grober,
Another suggested source is L. pilula globule, whence, by
dissimilation of I ..I to r . . I, *pirula (for which Littre'

compares Venetian and Veronese pirola from pilnla\ See
Diez, Littre', Korting, etc.]

I. 1. A nacreous concretion formed within the
shell ofvarious bivalve molluscsaround someforeign
body (e. g. a grain of sand), composed of filmy
layers of carbonate of lime interstratified with
animal membrane ; it is of hard smooth texture, of

globular, pear-shaped, oval, or irregular form, and
of various colours, usually white or bluish-grey ;

often having a beautiful lustre, and hence highly
prized as a gem ; formerly also used in medicine.
See also MOTHER-OF-PEARL, SEED PEARL.
The chief source is the Pearl-oyster, Afelcagrina mar-

garitifera, of the Indian Seas, but pearls are yielded by
many other marine, as well as by some freshwater shells, the

pearl-mussels, Utiwnitiy.
[a 1259 MATI-. PARIS Chron. Maj. (Rolls) V. 489 Erat qui=

dam lapis preciosus.qui diciturvulgariter Perla.] 13. . E. E.
Allit. P. A. i Perle plesaunte to prynces paye, To clanly
clos in golde so clere. 1362 LANGL. /'. PI. A. xi. 12 Draf
weore hem leuere pen al be presciouse Peerles bat in paradys
waxen, c 1385 CHAUCER L. G. W. Prol. 153 (221) Of o perle
fyn & oryental Hyre white coroun was I-makyd al. c 1400
MAUNDEV. (1839) xiv. 158 The fyn Perl congele|> and wexeb
gret of the dewof heuene. 1447 BOKENHMK Scyntys (Roxb.) z
A margerye perle aftyr the phylosophyr Growyth on a shelle
of lytyl pryhs. 1526 TINDALE Matt. xiii. 46 When he had
founde one precious pearle [WYCLIF, oo preciouse margarite].
1568 GRAFTON Chron. II. 290 A Chapelet of fine Perles that
he ware on his hed. ni6oo MONTGO.MERIE Satin, xlix,
Thoght peirlis give pryce, and diamonds be deir. 1607DEKKER & WEBSTER Sir T. IVyatt D.'s Wks. 1873 III. 129
Cheekes purer then the Maiden orient pearle. 1698 FRYKR
Ace. E. India f, P. 320 The Pearl is a Jewel supposed to be
theGemture of a Shell-fish. . congealed mtoavery fair, trans-
parent, Diaphanous, beautiful Stone. 1774 GOLDSM. Nat.
Hist. VII. 5^ Whether pearls be a disease or an accident in
the animal is scarce worth enquiry. 1883 Fish. ExIM.
Catal. 77 Fancy Pearls, such as black, pink, yellow, grey ;

from Australia, South Pacific Islands, &c.
b. (without a or pi.) As name of the substance.

13.. E. E. Allit. P. A. 207 Hi?e pynakled of cler quyt
perle. Ibid. 255 Set on hyr coroun of perle orient. 1390GowER Con/. II. 45 The Sadies.. With Perle and gold so.
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Essence ofpearl^ an imitation of mother-of-pearl prepared
from the scales of the bleak.

1638 BAKER tr. Balzac's Lett. (vol. II.) 114 Whether my
pearler be Oriental!, or but of Venice. 1665 BOYLE Occas.

Rcfl. iv. ii, The artificial Pearl made at Venice, consisting of

Mercuryand Glass, 1791 MACIE in Phil. Trans. LXXXI.37Q
By adding the alkali to the bit of Tabasheer in exceedingly
small quantities at a time, this substance was converted into
a pearl of clear colourless glass. 1832 G. R. POKTER Porce<
lain <y Gl. 236 He then proceeded to line the interior surface
of these with the powdered fish scales, which he called
essence of pearl, or essence dOrient. 1875 Urts Diet, Arts
III. 518 Italy also manufactures pearls by a method borrowed
from the Chinese : they are known under the name ofRoman
pearls, and are a very good imitation of natural ones.

2. Her. In blazoning by precious stones, the

designation of the tincture argent or white.

157* HossK\\'i-;Li.^r///i7r/t'ii. 56b,Thelielde is ofye Diamond,
a llonaze Perle, Unguled topaze. 1688 R, HOLME Armoury
in. i. 5/1 He beareth Pearl, a Chaplet garnished. 1725
COATS Diet. Her., Pcarlt being White, is us'd instead of

Argent, by those who blazon the Arms of Great Men by
Precious Stones instead of Colours and Metals, c 1828
BERRY Encycl. Her, I. Gloss.

3. fig. Something especially precious, noble, or

choice; the finest or best member or part; a fine

or noble example or type.
13.. E. E. Allit. P. A, 242 Art J?ou my perle bat I haf

playned? 1387 TREVISA Higden (RolU) VII. 85 Also bis jere
kyng Egebrede wedded Emme, be perle and be precious
stone of Normanes. 1503 DUNBAR Thistle $ Rose 180 Wel-
come to be our princes of honour, Our perle, our plesans and
our paramour. 1567 Satir. Poems Reform, vii. 71 Our
prettie Prince, the peirle of all this land. 1605 SHAKS. Alacb,
v. viii. 56. 1639 SHIRLEY Gentlem. I'enice i. n He is the

very pearl Of curtesie. 1816 SCOTT Old Afort, xxxv, Ah,
benedicitc ! how he will mourn over the fall of such a pearl
of knighthood. 1859 TENNYSON Elaine 114 Guinevere, The
pearl of beauty.

b. Prov. To cast pearls before swine, to offer or

give a good thing to one who is incapable of

appreciating it, but may defile or abuse it. (From
Matt. vii. 6.)
1362 LANGL. P. PI. A. xi. 9 Noli mitterc Margeri perles

Among hogges. 1:1380 WYCLIF ll'ks. (1880) no pus com-
aundeth crist

J>at
men schullen not geue holy blng'is to hondis

S: putttm precious perlis to hoggis. 1526 TINDALE JMatt. vii.

6 Nether caste ye youre pearles [WYCLIF margaritis] before

swyne. 1533 GAU Rieht Vay 104 As the suine trampis the

precious peirlis onder thair feit. 1645 MILTON -2nd Sonn.
Tetrach.i This is got by casting Pearl to Hoggs. 1848
DICKENS Doatbey xxiii, Oh I do a thankless thing, and cast

pearls before swine !

II. In transferred senses.

f 4. a. The pupil of the eye ; the crystalline lens.

1340 Ayenb. 158 Ase a-ye mi wyl me be-houej? to zyenne
and o[n]deruonge ine be perle of be e?e ^ ssepbe of be binge
^et is him be-uore. 1604 WRIGHT Passions n. i. 48 If.. some
darknesse fall vpon the eyes, a dimme cloud is cast before
the pearles thereof.

f b. A thin white film or opacity growing over
the eye ; a kind of cataract. Obs. or dial. [med.L.
perula^ Du Cange.]

\c 1400 Lanjranc's Cintrg. 251 pou schalt se ban vpon his

i^e a whit J>ing as it were a peerle.}

1382 WYCLIF Lev. xxi. 20 I f crokid rigge, or bleer eyed ; If

whijt perle hauinge in the eye. c 1440 Promf. Parv. 394/2
Peerle, yn the eye, glaucoma. 1584 COGAM Haven Health
cxxvi. (1612) 109 Acertaine experiment to takeawayafleame
or pearle from the eye. 1599 A. M. tr. Gabelhoiier's Bk.
Physicke^l\ For Catarractcs or Pearles of the Eyes. 1666

SpURSTOWE^)*/r. Chym. 21 Physicians.. who call.. the white
11m which taketh away the delightful sight a Pearl in the

Eye, 1747 WESLEY Prim. Physic (1762) 62 It cures Pearls,
Rheums, and often Blindness itself, c 1820 in Sheffield Gloss,
(1888), Pearlt a cataract in the eye.

5. A small and round drop or globule resembling
a pearl in shape or aspect ; e. g. a dewdrop, a tear.
c 1460 J. RUSSELL Bk. Nurture 283 Pike not youre nose,

ne^at hit be droppynge with nopeerlis clere. 1513 DOUGLAS
sEneis xii. Prol. 134 The plane pulderyt with semely settis

sovnd, Bedyit full of dewy peirlis rovnd. 1593 SHAKS.
Liter. 1213 Shee..wip't the brinish pearle from her bright
eies. 1696-7 LISTER in Phil, Trans. XIX. 373 Small
Transparent Pearls or Drops of a liquid Gum. 1704 POPE
Pastorals^ Winter 31 Now hung with pearls the dropping
trees appear. 1852 R. S. SURTEKS Sponge's Sp. Tour (1893)
330

' Don't know ', replied the boy, ..as he rubbed a pearl
oft his nose on to the back of his hand.
6. Rhetorically applied to white glistening teeth.

Also collective : cf.
'

ivory *.

1586 PETTIE tr. Gnazzo's Civ. Com: 34 Calling. .her teeth
Pearles, her lips Corall. 1648 HERRICK Hester., Hymne to

femes, Goddesse, I do love a girle, Rubie-hpt and tooth'd
with pearl. 1775 SHERIDAN Si. Pair. Day i. i, I believe I

have drawn half a score of her poor dear pearls. 1824 BYKON
Juan xvi. cxxi, A red lip, with two rows of pearl beneath.
7. One of the bony tubercles encircling the bur

or base of a deer's antler.

1575 TURBERV. Venerie 54 That which is about the crust
of the beame is termed pearles. a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant.
Crpw, Pearls, the little Knobs on the Bur of a Stag. 1873
BLACK Pr. Tknle xxv, You will discourse to your friends of
the span, and the pearls of the antlers, and the crockets.

f8. a. Pearls ofSpain-, the white grape-hyacinth
(from the shape of its flowers). Obs. rare.

1597 GERARDE Herbal, Table Eng. Names, Pearles of
Spaine. 1629 PARKINSON Parad. in Sole 115 Some English
Gentlewomen call the white Grape-flower Pearles of Spaine.

b. An oat-like grass (Arrhenatherunt avetta-

ceum} with knotted or tuberous base :
- PEARL-

GRASS 2.

1886 S. A. STEWART ia Britten & Holland Plant-n, 224 It

PEARL.

\Avena clatior\ is known in Co. Antrim as Pearl\ the

knobs at the base of the stem are the pearls. I have been
informed that these 'pearls

'

are of great value as a cure for

inflamed eyes.
9. One of several small white or silver balls set on

a coronet
;
a similar ball as a heraldic bearing ;

also, a small white circle on a coloured ground.
1688 R, HOLME Armoury in. i. 4/1 The top of the circle

set close together with Pearls or Buttons of Silver. 1707
CHAMUEKLAVNE Pres. St. Eng. in. iii. 273 His [Marquis's]
Coronet hath Pearls and Strawberry Leaves, intermixt round

i of equal height. 1725 COATS Diet. Her., Viscounts Coronet
ha?, neither Flowers, nor Points rais'd above the Circle, .but

I

only Pearls plac'd on the Circle itself. 1882 CUSSANS Hand-
l-k. Her. xiv. (ed. 3) 179. 1897 W. MORLEY Cat. Stamps Gt.

!

Bnt. 19, id. pale lilac, 14 pearls .. 5^.; \d. dark lilac, 16

|

pearls.. 6d.

10. Printing. Name of a size of type, formerly
' the smallest used, now intermediate between agate
i
and diamond. Yhis is a specimen of the type called Pearl.

1656 BLOUNT. Glossogr. s.v. Character, The Printers . .

, names of their several sorts of Letters are i. Pearl, which is

the least. 2. Non-Pareil [etc.]. 1660 FULLKK Mixt Con-
tempt. jx. (1841) 223 The pearle Bible printed at London,
1653. 1683 MOXON I\fec/t. Exerc., Printing ii. ?2. 1824
J. JOHNSON Typpgr, II. v. 8^ As tliis was.. a greater ad-
vance to perfection, it.. was designated Pearl. 1887 T. B.
REED Hist. Lett. Foundries 40 Pearl, though an English
body in Moxon's day, appears to have been known both in
France and Holland at an earlier date.

11. Eastern Ch. (rendering /ia/ryapiVr;?). A small

particle of the consecrated bread :
= PARTICLE 2 c.

1847 COL. WISEMAN Unreality Angl. Belief }Lx&. 1853 II.

406 In the Coptic Liturgy.. after the division of the Host,
the priest shall take one pearl (or particle) of the thiee
above named. [1876-80 SMITH CHEKTHAM Diet. Chr.

Antiq., Margarita is a term for the particle of the bread
which is broken off and placed in the cup as a symbol of
the union of the Body and Blood of Christ.]

12. A small fragment or size of various substances:

e. g. one of the pear-shaped granules into which
; molten metal cools when poured in drops into
1 cold water; a small piece of clean coal; a name
i for a small pill or pilule, csp, a gelatinous capsule
: employed for administering liquid medicines in the

form of pills.

1873 E. SPON Workshop Receipts^. \. 191/2 Smallarticles
are brightened in a long narrow bag, where they are put with

, copper pearls. 1897 AllbutCs Syst. Med_. ill. 2^0 Phob-

pliprus, gr. ^r in pearls of which three to MX are tu be taken

daily. 1901 Scotsman 15 Oct. 4/8 (Of small coal) After

being washed, the pearls are drained and elevated by con-
i veyers to a hopper.

13. A degree of condensation and stickiness

. reached by clarified syrup when boiled for con-

i icctionery : see PEARLED///. a.l 4.
1883 R. HALUANE U'orkshop_ Receipts Ser. n. 152/1 There

, are 7 essential degrees in boiling sugar: ..They are: (i)

|

small thread, (2) large thread, (3) little pearl, (4) large pearl.
it'id. 162/2 Boil some clarified loaf sugar to large pearl.
14. Short for pearl-moth: see 18.

1832 J. RENNIE Consp. Butter/I. $ Moths 151-2 Margaritia,
(Stephens). The Variegated Pearl. .Very rare. .The Long-. .

Pearl.. The Sulphur Pearl [etc.].

. Name of a kind of firework.
wiiig
15.
1884 J>Y. James

1

s Gaz. 13 June 10/2 The display included. .

discharges of rockets and shells . . and a cloud of pearls.
16. The colour of a pearl, a clear pale bluish-

grey. Also attrib. or as adj.
^ pearI- coloured.

1688 Lond. Gaz. No. 2366/4, 6 pair of womens silk [ho^c]

pearl, blew and green. 1899 \\'estm. Gaz. 2 Dec. 1/3 He
watched the first streak of dawn change from a thin grey
line of pearl into a broad band of pink and amethy>t.

III. attrib. and Comb. 17. a. attributive : (a} of

pearl or pearls, adorned with pearls, as pearl-bead^

-broker, ~chain
t ~cotlar

t -colour, -sword, ~wreath ;

(6) made of mother-of-pearl, as pearl spoon ; (<:)

i

in sense 5, as pearl-cup ^ -dew, -drop. b. objective
and obj. genitive, as pearl-cutter^ -driller, -iuorker\

pearI-bearing^ -producing, -yielding*&)** c. instru-

mental, as pearl-besprinkled, -bordered, -crowned,

'encrusted, 'gemmed, -handled, -headed, -lined,

-lipped, -set, -studded, -wreathed adjs. d. para-

synthetic, as pearl- coloured, -//#/ adjs. e. simila-

tive, as pearl-blue, -grey, -pure, -round adjs. ; also

pearl-like adj.
a 1821 KEATS Hyperion n. 284 Like *pearl-beads dropping

sudden from their string. 1667 H. OLDENBURG in /'///'/. Trans,
II. 431 *Pearl-bearing Oysters are not good to eat. 1827
Butterfly Collector's yade Mecum 100 Melittea Enphrosyne^*
Pearl-bordered Fritillary- ci6io LADY COMPTON in Antiq.

Rep. (1808) III. 438, 1 would have.. 6ooo/. for a *Pearl Chain.
..I am so reasonable. 1795 COLERIDGE in Cottle Rcmin.
(1847) 15 Benevolence is the silken thread that runs through
the pearl-chain of all their virtues. 1611 COTGR. s.v. Gcmme,
Couleur gentmee, a *pearle, or peacocke colour. 1655
MOUFET & BENNET Healths Improv. (1746) 209 The best
Milk is of a Pearl Colour. 1604 T. M. Black Bk. in Middle-
ton's Wks. (Bullen) VIII. 40 His *pearl-coloured silk

stockings. 1855 BAILEY Fairy Talt in Mystic, etc. (ed. 2)

151 O'er the fields a *pearl-dew glistened. 1709 ng. Post
21 Mar. Advt., Known to be a *Pearl-Driller by Trade.

1722 R. BEVERLEY Hist. Virginia HI. i. 141 At his Ear is

hung a fine Shtll with *Pearl Drops. 1824 SIR J. BOWRING
& H. S. VAN DYK Batavian Antltol. 143 Dews ..on the

Roses He, Whose leaves beneath the pearl-drops bend.

1796 H. HUNTER tr. St.-Pierre's Stud. Nat. (1799) I. 520
A turtle-dove of Africa, .. her *pearl-gray plumage. 1901
Wide World Mag. VIII. 156/1 A *pearl-handled pen-
knife. 1839 BAILEY Festus xix. (1852) 275 Violet, rose or

"pearl-hued. 1846 BROWNING Lett. 27 June (1899) II. 274
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PEARL.
All your kindness is pure, entire, *pearl-like for roundness
and completeness. 1879 DOWDKN Sontlicy

iv. 87 It is

October that brings most often those days faultless, ^pearl-
pure, of affecting influence. 1552 HULOET, *Pearle seller,

margaritarhts. 1609 MARKHAM Fain. Wliore (1868) 45

3/2 The City of London. .contributing. .the famous "pcarl-
.sword with its splendid scabbard which Queen Elizabeth

presented to the Corporation. 1858 SIMMOSDS Diet. Trade,
*
Pearl-worker, a workman who cuts up mother-of-pearl

shell, or forms it into buttons, papier niache" [etc.]. 1839
BAILEY Fcstus xxi. (1852) 377 Like the pure *pearl-wreath
which enrings thy brow.

18. Special combs. : pearl-berry, the fruit (a
small drupe) of an evergreen rosaceous shrub

(Margyricarpus se/osus) often cultivated on rock-

work
;

also the shrub itself; pearl-bird, (a) the

guinea-fowl, so called from its white-spotted
plumage; (6) the pearl-spotted barbet, an African
bird of genus Trachyphonus; pearl-bush, a lar^e
handsome Chinese shrub (Spii'iea or Exochorda

grandiflora), bearing racemes of white flowers;
pearl button, (a) a button made of a pearl; (b) a

button made of mother-of-pearl or an imitation of

it ; pearl-eoated a., (a) dial. : see quot. 1828 ; (b)

covered, as a pill, with a smooth pearly-white coat-

ing; so pearl-coating ; f pearl-cordial, a cordial

containing powdered pearl ; pearl-disease, tuber-

culosis of the serous membranes in cattle ; pearl-

everlasting, the common white Everlasting, Gna-

fhalium margaritaceutii (7'reas. .6W.I866); pearl-
eye i t (<0 cataract in the eye (0bs.) ; (6) an eye
of a pigeon or other bird, resembling a pearl ; so

pearl-eyed a. ; pearl-fish, f (a) a shell-fish pro-

ducing pearls; (l>) a fish (e. g, the bleak) from the

shining scales of which artificial pearl is made
{Funk's Stand. Diet. 1895); pearl-fly: see quot.;
pearl-fruit = fearl-berry (Treas. Bat. i860);
P3arl-glimmer = pearl-mica ; t pearl-goose-
berry, a variety of gooseberry; pearl-grain, the

grain or unit of weight by which the value of

pearls is estimated; a carat-grain, one fourth

of a carat
; pearl-hardening, a preparation

of gypsum used to give body and substance to

poor paper ; pearl-hen, the guinea-fowl ; t pearl-

julep, a sweet drink made with sugar of pearl ;

pearl-lashing Naut., 'the lashing which holds the

jaws of the gaff
'

(Cent. Diet. 1890) ; f pearl-mica,
an obsolete synonym of Margarite ; pearl-moss,
a name for carrageen ( Chondrus Crispin) ; pearl-

moth, a pyralid moth of the genus olys or

Margaritia, so called from its shining appearance ;

pearl-mussel, a species of mussel bearing pearls;
pearl-nautilus, the pearly nautilus; pearl-onion:
see ONION 2

; pearl-opal = CACHOLOSG ; pearl-

perch, a sea-fish of New South Wales (Glaucosoma
scapulare, family Ptrcidse), excellent for food ;

f pearl-plant : see quots. ; pearl-pottery : see

quot. ; pearl-powder, a cosmetic used to impart
whiteness to the skin ;

= pearl-white ; hence pearl-

powdered a.
; pearl-sago, sago in small hard

rounded grains; pearl-side, the name of a fish,

the Sheppey argentine (Scapelus Peimanti or

Humboldtii), having pearly spots on the sides
;

pearl-sinter, a synonym of Fiorite; pearl-snail,
the pearly nautilus

; pearl-spar,
' an early name

for crystallized dolomite showing a pearly lustre,

including also some ankerite" (Chester Diet. Names
Minerals 1896); ) pearl-spice, spice in small

rounded grains; pearl-tea, gunpowder-tea (Cent.

Dift.iSgo); pearl-tree: see quot.; pearl-tumour,
(a) an encysted tumour, the surface of which is

covered with white pearly scales
; (b) a tumour in

the brain, containing small calcified particles re-

sembling grains of sand; (c) in cattle pearl-

disease; pearl-weed = PEARLWOKT; pearl-white
a., pearly white; sb. = pearl-powder : see quots.
Also PEARL-ASH, -BARLEY, -DIVEB, etc.

1884 MILLER Plant-n., *Pearl-berry. 1882 Garden 3 June
384/2 The *Pearl Bush, one of the finest of the Spiraea tribe.

I7I7LADYM.W. MONTAGU Let. to C'tcss Mari Apr., The . .

. . waistcoat . .should have diamond or *pearl buttons. 1851
in Illitstr. Land. News (1854) 5 Aug. 119/2 Occupations of

People.. pearl-button maker. 1869 E. A. PARKES Pract.
Hygiene (ed. 3) 97 The makers of pearl buttons, also suffer
from chronic bronchitis. 1828 Craven Gloss, (ed. 2), *Peearl-

coated, a sheep with a curled fleece. . . The small globules
of the wool are supposed to resemble pearls. 1895 Westm.
Caz. 27 June 2/2 A pill is a pill, no matter how beautifully
it is

| "pearl-coated '. 1883 Daily News 18 Sept. 8/4 Pill-

making. Wanted, a Person,who understands *Pearl-coating.
1750 MRS. DELANY Life f, Corr. (1861) II. 550 Your letters

..have been my castor, *pearl cordial, and sal volatile. 1877
tr. von Ziemsseris Cycl. Afctt. XVI. 770 The *pearl disease
of cattle was recognised as a disease equivalent to tuber-
culosis. 1844 HOBLYN Diet. Terms Mcd.,*P<!arl-eye,..v\&
..name of cataract. 1891 Daily News 13 Nov. 7/1 The
points were.. good profile, the cere or ring round the eye,
pearl eye, compactness, and good colouring. 1755 JOHNSON,

592
*
Pearl-eyed, having a speck in the eye. 1864 WEBSTER,

Pearl-eyed.. affected with the cataract. 1591 SYLVKSTER Dit
Bartas \. v. 370 While the *Pearl-fish gaping wide doth
glister, Much Fry (allurd with the bright silver lustre Of
her rich Casket) flocks into the Nacre. 1797 Encycl, Brit,

(ed. 3) XIV. 72/2 Very little is known of the natural history
of the pearl fish. 1847 JOHNSTON in Proc. Berw. Nut.
Club II. No. 5. 226 The grub[s] or larvae of the Hemerobiidas
or *pearl-flies. 1880 Libr. Univ. KnowL (N. Y.) IX. 486
Margarite, or Pearl Mica, called also corundellite, .^pearl-
glimmer. 1769 MRS, RAFFALD Eng. Housekpr, (1778) 321
To make Pearl Gooseberry Wine. Take as many of the
best *pearl gooseberries when ripe as you please. 1858
SIMMOSDS Diet. Trade 279/2 The troy ounce contains 6-x>

*pearl grains, and hence one pearl grain is 4-sths of a troy
grain. 1871 Specif. Danris Patent No. 2237. 2 To obtain

"pearl-hardening, .for the manufacture of paper or papier
mache. 1840 Penny Cycl. XVII. 340/1 Numida Meleagris
. . the . . *Pcarl Hen, Guinea Hen, [or] common Guinea Fowl
. .is. .well known. 1710'!'. FULLER Pharm. Extcmp. 404 Its

use is for the making up of "Pearl Juleps. i8ao F. MOHS
Ckaract. Nat. Hist. Syst. Min. 53 *Pearl-Mica. Rhombo-
hedral. i88o[see^>tV):r/-jf//*W7//w]. 1832 London s Gardener $

Mag. VIII. 94 Sold in Covent Garden Market under the
names of oak lungs, carrageen, or Irish *pearl moss. 1600-
10 SYLVESTER Woodmans Bear Ivii, Her knuckles clight
With curled Roses, and her nailes With *pearle-muscles'
shining scales. 1854 H. MILLER Sc/i. fy Schm. x. (1858) 201
When the river was low, I used to wade into its fords in

quest of its pearl muscles. 1578 LYTE Dodoens n. civ. 290
Cromel, ..some name it also *Pearle plante. 1864 PRIOR
Plant-n. (1879) 179 Pearl-plant, from its smooth hard pearly
seed, the gromwell, Lithospermum officinalc. 1825 J.
NICHOLSON Opcrat. Mechanic 483 The *pearl pottery is

a superb kind for elegant and tasteful ornaments, and is so
much valued, that the workmen are usually locked up, and
employed only on choice articles. The components of the

clay
are blue and porcelain clay, Cornish-stone, a little glass,

and red-lead. 1632 SnER\voOD,*Pearle-powder, margariton.
1802 MAR. EDGEWORTH Mor. T., Gd. Fr. Governess (1832)
1 25 Ladies . . who . . wear pearl powder, and false auburn hair.

1826 Miss MITFORD Village Ser. n. (1863) 294 Plumed, and
trained, and spangled, *pearl-powdered, or rouged. 1883
Truth 31 May 757/2 The face of a lady properly pearl-
powdered. 1841 Penny Cycl. XX 313/1 Of this granulated
sago there are two varieties, the common or brown sago,
and *pearl sago. 1859 VARRELL Brit. Fishes (ed. 3) I. 331
The designation of *Pearl-side is now substituted for that
of Argentine.

_
18*1 URE Diet. Chew., *Pearl Sinter, or

FioritC) a variety of siliceous sinter. Colours white and
grey. 1868 DANA Min. (ed. 5) 199. 1731 MEDLKY Kol~
ben's Cape G, Hope II. 211 The shells of the *Pearl-
snails are frequently cast ashore by the sea. 1807 AIKIN
Diet. Chew, II. 205 *Pearl-spar. 1843 PORTLOCK Geol. 208

Calcedony.. disposed on pearl spar. 1854 J. SCOFFERN in

Orrs Circ. Sc,, Client. 19 The primitive angle of pearl-spar
is 106 5'. 1470-1 Mem. Ripon (Surtees) III. 216 *Perle-

pice, 6d. 1693 PhiL Trans. XVII. 620 *Pearl-Tree of

urinam, which is a kind of Euonymus. 1893 Syd. Sac.

ex.)
*Pearl tumour, a name for Cholesteatoma ; also, for

Psaniuioma; also, for Pearl disease. 1887 NICHOLSON
Diet, Gard.^ Sagina. .*Pearl Weed; Pearl wort. 1822-34
Good's Study Med. (ed. 4) 1. 148 The white oxide of bismuth,
now more generally known as a cosmetic under the name of

*pearl-whhe. 1858 SIMMONDS Diet, Trade, Pearl-white,
a colour; a powder made from nitrate of bismuth, and
sometimes used by ladies as a cosmetic. 1872 SYMONDS
Introd. Study Dante 173 The pearl-white rose that opens
to the rays of God's immediate glory.

t Pearl, $b2 Obs. [Goes with PEARL v2 q.v.]
A clearing preparation for wine.
1682 Art 4- Myst. Vintners $ Wine-Coof>ers 3 If your

Canary hath a flying Lee, and will not find down, draw him
into a fresh Butt or Pipe with fresh Lees, and give him a

good pearl with the whites of 8 Eggs, and beat them with
a handful of white Salt. Ibid. 16 A Pearl for Muskadtne.

spi
Su

'>it/.. Then beat your Butt an hour ; then put in your
Pearl. Ibid. 43 The same Pearl serves for White Wine.

Pearl (pail), $b3 ? Obs. [perh. a transposed
form of/;-///, pryll^ a I5th c. var. of BRILL 1

;

but prob. associated in colour or otherwise with
PEARL $bf\ A local name of the fish BRILL.
a 1672 WILLUGHBY Icthyogr. (1686) Tab. F. i Rhombus

non aculeatus Squamosus, a Pearle Londinensibus. 1753
CHAMBERS Cycl. Sttpp., Pearl, in ichthyology, a name
given by us in the parts about London, to that fish which is

called in ..the west of England, Ing-a-leaf. 1762 Chron. in

Ann. Reg. 148 Fish brought. .867 Brill or Pearl. 1803 REE*
Cycl. 5.v. Bret, The pearl.. likewise obtains the name of
bret in some parts of the country.

Pearl (pail), sb.* [app. another form of PURL,
q. v.] One of a row of fine loops forming a
decorative edging on pillow-lace, braid, ribbon,

gold-lace, etc. Chiefly in Comb., as pearl-edge',

-loop, -pur^ -tie : see quots.
The oldest spelling seems to be PURL, app. connected with

PURL r 1
.
1

, but whilst this has become established technically
in the machine-made lace trade, popular etymology seems
to favour the spelling pearl, prob. because the ornamental

loops somewhat resemble an edging of pearl-drops.
1824 Miss MITFORD Village Ser. i. (1863^ 214, I could not

always control a certain wandering inclination for figured
patterns and pearl edges. If Mossy had an aversion to any
thing, it was to a pearl edge. 1831 PORTER Silk Manuf.
230 Ribands are frequently ornamented by having what is

called a pearl-edge given to them. 1844 G. DODD Textile

Mannf. vii. 228 A 'pearl edge', or something similar, is

sewn on by hand round every edge. 1869 MRS. PALLISER Hist.

Lace iii. 26 The flowers are connected by irregular threads

overcast (buttonhole siitch), and sometimes worked over
with pearl loops (picot). To these uniting threads, called

by our lace-makers
'

pearl ties' ^old
Randle Holme styles

them ' coxcombs
'

the Italians give the name of
*

legs ', the

French that of ' brides '. 1880 JAMIKSON, Pearl, a kind of

ornamental lace used for edging ; called also pearl-lace.
1886 Cassettes Encycl. Diet., Pearl-purl, a gold cord of

twisted wire, resembling a small row of beads strung closely

together. It is used for the edging of bullion embroidery.

PEABL-DIVING.

Pearl (pail), v. 1
[f. PEARL j*.i or immed. a.

F. pcrler^ \.perle. Both in Fr. and Eng. the first

part found is the pa. pple. (perltt pearled}, which
may have been formed directly from the sb.]
1. trans. To adorn, set, or stud with or as with

pearls, or with mother-of-pearl. (Only vcipa.pple^
c 1386 CHAUCER Millers T. 65 A purs of lether Tasseled

with grene \v. r. 5 MSS. silk] and perled with latoun. 1538
ELYOT Dict.^ Claims is a garment pirled U545 pyrled] or
powdred with spangles, lyke nayles heedes. 1564 Reg.
Privy Council Scot. I. 308 Ane cowip . . with ane cover peirlit
with cristallyne within. 1593 NASHE Christ's T. (1613) 144
Women (seeing them so sumptuously pearled & bespangled).
1839 BAILEY J''estnsm. (1852)25 The pictured moon Pearled
round with stars.

2. To sprinkle with pearly drops.
1595 B. BARNES Spir. Satin. Ixxx, A morning-dew perling

the grasse beneath, c 1595 SOUTHWELL St. Peter's Coinpl.
21 You.. trees, With purest gummes perfume and pearle
your ryne. 1632 QUAHLES Div. Fancies \. xviii, The Dew
that pearls the morning grass, a 1821 KEATS Calidore 90
The evening dew had pearl'd their tresses.

3. To furnish (a stag's horns) with pearls. Only
\\\ pa.pple.
iS75 TURDERV. Vencrie 53 When the beame is great,

burnished and well pearled.
4. To make pearly in colour or lustre; to suffuse

with a pearly light or hue.
18.. MOIH Snow xi, Chain up the billows as they roll,

And pearl the caves with light. 1846 RUSKIN Mod. Paint.

(1851) I. n. n. ii. 14 AH the other whites of his picture are

pearled down with grey or gold. 1874 SYMONDS Sk. Italy
4- Greece (1898) I. iv. 71 The peaked hills, blue and pearled
with clouds.

5. To convert or reduce (bailey, sago, etc.) into

the shape of small round pearls.
1600, etc. [see PEARLKD///.a.

1
3]. 1839 URE Diet. Arts

1080 K. v. Sago, The starchy matter, .is. .pressed through a
iretal sieve to corn it (which is called pearling}^ and then
dried. 1883 C. H. FARNHAM in Harper's Mag. Aug. 383/2
The barley for soup is pearled in a large wooden mortar
with a pestle shaped like a pickaxe.
0. To cover (comfits) with a coating of *

pearl
*

sugar: see PEABL sbj- 13. Also intt\ for reft.

1883 R. HALDANE Workshop Receipts Ser. 11. 162/2 They
will be whiter and better, if partly pearled one day and
finished the next. Ibid., Put some of the prepared comfits
in the pan, but not too many at a time, as it is difficult to get
them to pearl alike.

7. intr. To form pearl-like drops or beads.

1595 SPENSER Col. Clout 507 With sillier deaw vpon the
roses pearling, c 1626 Dick ofDevon, iv. i. in Bullen O. PI.
II. 62 A cold sweat pearld in dropps all ore my body. 1727
BRADLEY Fam. Diet. s. v. Brewing^ It flushes violently out
of the Cock, . .and then stops on a sudden and pearls and
smiles in a glass like any bottled beer. 1891 Cornh. Mag.
Apr. 379 The perspiration pearls down your face.

8. intr. To seek or fish for pearls.
1639 [see PEARLING vbl. sb. i]. 1886 Pall Mall G. 25 Aug.

i i/i An Act specially dealing with the natives pearling.

1896 KIPLING Seven Seas, Lost Legion (1897) 97 We've
pearled on half-shares in the Bay.

t Pearl, v.- Obs. [Goes with PEARL sb.2 \ app.
from PEARL sb.^

t
in reference to clearness and pel-

lucidness.] trans. ? To render clear and pellucid ;

to clarify (wine) with a clearing preparation.
i68a Art fy Myst. Vintners # Wine-Coopers 10 As you

pearl your Muskadine, so you must your Malmosey, but
use not the Whites of Eggs.

Pearl, v.3 [cf. PURL z>.i] 'To edge with

lace' (Jamieson 1880). See PEARLED///. a. 2

Pearl, variant of PURL v. and sb. in knitting.

Pearlaceous, occasional var. PERLACEOUB.

Pearl-ash (p5ul|Se:J). The potassium carbonate
of commerce, so called from its pearly hue. Orig.

only in pi. pearl ashes.

a. 1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v. AsJtes,..divers sorts of

ashes imported from abroad : as pot-ashes, pearl-ashes.

1776 J. CLEGG in T. Percival Ess. III. App. 335 Into one
vessel I put a small quantity of pearl ashes. x8n A. T.
THOMSON Lond. Disp. (1818)321 It assumes a spongy texture,
with a blueish or greenish colour, and is then denominated

pearl-ashes.
ft. 1765 CROKER, etc. Diet, Arts fy Sc. s.v. Pot-ash

^
The

purity of pearl-ash .. points out the method in which it has
been prepared. 1796 KIRWAN Elem. Min, (ed. 2) II. 269
Take one part of the roasted Ore, 3 of Pearl Ash. 1866

ROSCOE Elem. Chem. 160 This is the crude potassium
carbonate, called, when purified by re-crystallization,

Pearl-barley. [Cf. PEARL vl 5.] Barley
reduced by attrition to small rounded grains ;

used in making barley-water, broths, and soups.
1710 Brit. Apollo II. No. H2. 2/2 The Pearl-Barlev

bears the Preference. 1812 SIR J. SINCLAIR Syst. Husl.
Scot. II. App. 50 Pot or pearl barley. 1875 Encycl. Brit.

III. 376/2 Barley. . prepared by grinding ofl" the outer

cuticle, which forms 'pot barley*.
When the attrition is

carried farther, so that the grain is reduced to small round

pellets, it is called
'

pearl barley '.

FeQr*rl-di:ver. One who dives for pearl-

oysters. So Pea'rl-drving.
1667 Phil. Trans. II. 863 The greatest length of time, that

Pearl-Divers in these parts can hold under water, is about a

quarter of an hour; and by no other means but Custome :

For Pearl-diving lastcth not above Six weeks. 1748 Ansons
Voy. 11. viii. 217 The fish that is said frequently to destroy
the pearl-divers. 1822-34 Good's Study Med. (ed. 4) I. 392
Diemerbroeck relates the case of a pearl-diver, who, under

his own eye remained half-an-hour at a time under water,
while pursuing his hunt for pearl muscles.



PEABLED.

Pearled (pajld,/^. p5Mled),///.#.i [f. PEAKL
.i/'.

1 and ^.1 + -ED.]
.
1. Furnished, set, or adorned with pearls ; com-

posed of or fitted with pearl or nacre. Chiefly poet.
1390 GOWER Conf.\. 126 Many a perled garnement Em-

broudred was ayein the dai. a, 1568 Hr'atd my gud Ladye
that / luif43 in Bannatyne Poems 658 With peirlit prenis of

pearled and coral cave. 1855 KINGSLEY Heroes in. (1868)3:
Galatea. .in her car of pearled shells.

fb. Containing or yielding pearls. Obs.
1601 DOLMAN La Primaud. Fr. Acad. in. (1618) 853 This

pearled fish mamtaineth the kinde thereof by the egges
which it breedeth. 1619 T. Mi LIES tr. Media's, etc. Treas.
Anc. ff Mod. T. II. 976/2 Taking pearled Oysters.
2. Formed into pearly drops; dew-besprinkled.
(71586 C'TESS PEMBROKE Ps. ex. ii, As thickly sett.. As

pearled plaine with dropps is wett- 1598 SYLVESTER Du
Bartas n. ii. in. Colonies 427 To pearl'd Auroras saffron
colour 'd bed. 1633 P. FLETCHER Pise. Eel, vii. i Her \\ecp-
ing eyes in pearled dew she steeps. 1753 WARTON Ode
Approach Summer 161 From pearled bush The sunny*
sparkling drop I brush. 1865 M. ARNOLD Ess. Crit.\. (1875)
210 That lay of pearled tears is the wide-famed Lament.
3. Formed into small rounded grains; granulated.
1600 FAIRFAX Tasso xvm. xxiv, The Manna on each leafe

did_ pearled He. 1694 SALMON Bute's Dispens. (1713) 476/2
This pearled Nitre is good in all hot Diseases. 1885-94
R. BRIDGES Eros % Psyche Jan. xviii, A honey-cake Of
pearled barley mix'd with hydromel.
4. In boiling of sugar for confectionery : Brought

to the degree called '

pearl
'

; see quots. and PEARL
sbl 13.

1706 PHiLLips(ed. Kersey), Pearled Boiling of Sugar(among
Confectioners) is when afier having dipt the lip of one's

Fore-finger into the boiling Sugar and applied it to the

Thumb, a small Thread or hiring continues sticking to both.
. .This degree of Boiling may also be known, by a kind of
round Pearls that arise on the top of the Liquor. 1725
BRADLEY Fain. Diet. s. v. Sugar. 1741 Coinpt. Fatn.-Piece
i. i. 92 Boil four Pounds of Sugar till it be pearled.
6. Like pearl in colour or lustre

; pearly.

Day 5 Red sun, blue sky, white snow, and pearled ice.

1 6. Covered with a pearly scurf. Obs.

1627 S. WARD Woe to Drunkards 6 To whom are all kinds
of diseases, deformities, pearled faces, if not to drunkards?

Pearled, ppl.a^ [Cf. PEARL sb\ 'Having
a border of lace; ornamented with a worked
border' (Jamieson 1825).
^1670 SPALDING Tronb. Chas. I (Spald. CI.) II. 388

Uuddoche prepairit him self noblie for death. .. He had on
his hei'd ane white perllit mvtche. He had no cot, bot ane

pair
of blak breikis. 1886 Cossetfs Encycl. Diet., Pearled^

having a border of or trimmed with pearl -edge.
Pearler (paubi). [f. PEARL v.i + -Eii 1

.] A
trader engaged in pearl-fishing; an employer of

pearl-divers ; also, a small vessel employed in this

trade.

\

1887 Standard 30 Apr., Unless the Colonial authorities
look very sharply after the pearlers, they will soon exhaust
the banks. 1902 Blackw. Mag. Apr. 534/1 He..had been
in his time soldier, sailor, missionary, pearler, outlaw and
mail-carrier.

Fea'rlet. rare. Also 6 perllet, 9 pearl-let,

[dim. of PEARL sb^\ cf. F. perlette (^1560 in

Littre), \\.. pcrtetta seed-pearl.] A little pearl.
1569 In Nichols Progr, Q. Eliz. (1823) I. 271, 6/. for her

half yeres wages for translating the Queues perllets. 1841
T, J. OUSELEY Eng. Melodies 64 The infant dew..on every
blade, Like pearl-lets shower'd. 1847 J. HALLIDAY Rustic
Bard -^ Who circled his brow with pearlets white?

Pea'rl-fi:sher. One who fishes for pearls.
1748 Ansons I'oy. n. viii. 218 Great heaps of shells .. left

by the pearl-fishers from Panama. 1833 HT. MAKTISEAU
Cinnamon <y Pearls i. 4 He had practised it as a prepara-
tion for becoming a pearl-fisher.

So Pea'rl-fi:shery, a. the occupation or industry
of fishing for pearls; b. the place where this

is carried on, with all its apparatus. Fea'rl-fi'sh-

ingf = pearl-fishery a. ; also attrib.

1667 SPRAT Hist. Roy. Soc. 169 The Pearl-fishing is dan-
gerous, being the Divers commonly make their Will, and
take leave of their Friends, before they tread the Stone to

go down. 1694 Phil. Trans. XVII. 659 A Letter from Sir
Robert Redding . . concerning Pearl-Fishing in the North of
Ireland. 1748 Ansons Voy. 11. vtii. 218 Having mentioned
the pearl-fishery, I must .. recite a few particulars relating
thereto. 1765 Hist, in Ann. Reg. 131/2 A very profitable
pearl fishery . . in the river Spey in Scotland, c 1850 Arab.
Nts. (Rtldg.) 123, I then engaged myself, with the other

merchants, in a pearl-fishery, in which I employed many
divers on my own account. 1902 Daily Chron. 2 Oct. 6/4
The pearl fishing trade of Northern Australia.

Peryrl-grass. [f. PEARL j.i f GKASS.]
1. The large quaking-grass, Briza maxima*
[From the shape and aspect of its spicules.]
l633 JOHNSON Gerarde's Herbal j. Ixiv. 87 In English they

call it Pearle-Grass, and Garden-Quakers. 1640 PARKINSON
'1 ltc.it. Bot, xiii. xvi. 1166 The greatest white Spanish
Quakers, or Pearle grasse.
2. = PEARL *.* 8 b. Also pirl-grass.
1794 Statist, Ace. Scot. XI. 374 Over-run with the creeping

wheat-grass, known by the vulgar name of felt, or pirl-grass.

Pearliness (paulines). [f. PEAIILY a, + -NESS.]
Prnrly quality or character.
1860 W. COLLINS H'em. White (1861) 121 Let me teach

593

j

you to understand the heavenly pearliness of these lines.

1884 St. James's Gaz. 5 Dec. 6/2 That pearliness in which
lies the greatest beauty of the human skin. 18937. PULS-
FORD Loyalty to Christ II. 145 Let. .our whole spirit, soul,
and flesh, be sacred to His Humanity.., that through His
Pearliness in us we may become His incorruptible and
eternal race.

Pearling (poMlirj), sb. Sc. and north, dial.

Also 7 -ine, 7-9 -in. [Goes with PEARL sb.* t

PEARLED ///. <z. 2 : see -ING!.] A kind of lace of

thread or silk, for trimming the edges of garments :

also called pearling-lace. In pi. peat-lings^ edgings
of this lace ; also transf. clothes trimmed with it.

1621 Sc.Acts Jas. F/(x8i6) IV. 625/2 That no persoun of
whatsoeuir degrie sal have pearling or Ribbening vpoun bair

Ruffes, Sarkis, Neipkines, and Sokkis, except be persounes
before priuiledged ; and be pearling and Ribbening..To be
of those made within the kingdome of Scotland. 1644 Sc.
Acts Chas. I (1819) VI. 76/2 On everie elne of imported
pearline of threid or silke betuix three and six punds..
oo 1200. a 1700 Cock Laird iii. in Ramsay's }Vks. (1877)
II. 222, I maun hae pinners With pearling [cd. 1829 purlins]
set round. 1724 in Ramsay Tea.-T. Misc. (1733) I. 89 Sac
put on your pearlins, Marion, And kyrtle of the cramasie.
1816 SCOTT Old Alert, ix, Let Jenny Dennison slip on her

pearlings to walk before my niece and me. 1818 Hrt.
Midi, xxvi, Pearlin-lace as fine as spiders' webs.

Pearling (ps-jlirj}, vbLsb.
[f. PEAKL v.i +

-1XG 1
.] The action of PEAKL z/.

1
,
in various senses.

1. Seeking or fishing for pearls. Also attrib.

1639 Sc. Acts Chas. / (1817) V. 259/1 The patent, .to James
Bannatyne for the peirling. Ibid. 261/1 The article against
Mr. Mellwillis patent of pearling. 1886 Pall Mall G. 25
Aug. i i/i Their rations consist of only a little flour when
they are engaged in pearling. 1887 Standard 30 Apr. 5/2
The most important of the Australian pearling grounds.
2. a. Formation into pearl-like grains or pellets ;

b. Coating of comfits with 'pearl' sugar: see PEAKL
v}- 5 and 6. Chiefly attrib.

1727 BRADLEY Fain. Dict.s. v. Caramel, The Fruits being
thus dispos'd on the Bottom and Sides of the China-Dish,
a Pearling-Pot is to be used. 1839 [see PEARI, t-.

1

5]. 1875
KNIGHT Diet. Mcch. t Pearling-mill) a mill for preparing
hominy, pearling barley, etc. 1883 R. HALDANI; JF<?>vb//<yi

Receipts Ser. n. 161/1 A ladle, .and a 'pearling cot '...This
last somewhat resembles a funnel without the tube.

3. (See PEARLY a. 5 b.)
1885 Pall MallG. 20 Jan. 4/1 The perfect pearling of her

runs equalled the perfection of a musical box.

Fea*rling, ///.#. [f.
as prec. + -1x02.]

T~l. Forming pearls or pearl-like drops. Obs.
J595 SPENSER Epithal. 155 Her long loose yellow locks

lyke golden wyre, Sprinckled with perle, and perling
fiowres a tweene. 1596 F. Q. v. ix. 50 But rather let. .

to fall Few perling drops from her fair lampes of light.

2. Fishing for pearls.
1894 G. BOOTHBY In Strange Company \\. jv. (1896) 48/2

Numbers of white-sailed pearling craft dotted the bay.

Pearlish (po'-dij), a. [f. PEARL sbl + -ISH i.]

Slightly pearl-coloured or pearl-like.
1885 CLARK RUSSELL Strange l^tty. I. xviii. 260 The

bluish and pearl ish tints you notice in oyster-shells. 1890
Ocean Traff. II. xviii. 96 The pearlish gleam of canvas.

Fearlite (paulait). [f.
PEAKL j&i + -ITE !.]

1. Min. Variant form of PEKLITE, PEARL-STONE.
2. J\Ietallurgy. One of the forms in which carbon

and iron are combined in cast steel : see quots.

1900 Engineering Mag. XIX. 752/1 This substance, which
has received the name of pearlite, is an intimate mixture of
thin lamellae of ferrite and yet thinner lamella; of a chemical
combination of iron and carbon, Fe.i C, which bears the
name of cementite. Low-carbon irons and steels are com-
posed of a conglomeration of ferrite and pearlite, but when
the carbon reaches about 0-8 per cent, the ferrite granules
disappear, and only the pearlite remains.

Fea'rl-oy:ster. A pearl-bearing bivalve mol-
lusc of the family Aviculids&\ spec. Meleagrina
margaritifera of the Indian seas.

1693 Sm T. P. BLOUNT Nat. Hist. 169 The Pearl-Oysters
are so very hard and tough, . . that they always throw them
away. 1748 Anson's_ I'oy. n. viii. 219 The pearl oyster.,
was incapable of being eaten. 1863 C. R. MARKHAM in
Intell. Observ. IV. 422 The pearl oyster,. is not in reality
an oyster at all, but is more allied to a mussel ; having, like
the latter animal, a byssus, or cable by which it secures
itself to the rocks.

Pea-rl-slie:ll.
1. A shell having a nacreous coating ; mother-of-

pearl as naturally found. Also rhetorically',
some-

thing resembling such a shell.

1614 SVLVESTER tfetknlia's Rescue iv. 379 Her soft sleek
slender hands . . With purest Pearl-shell had each finger
tipt. 1887 GUILLEMAKU Cruise of Marchesa II. 321 To
send schooners to the northern coast for pearl-shell and
gum-dammar. 1903 Daily Chron. 30 Oct. 5/4 The pearl-
shell from which mother-of-pearl ornaments are made.
2. Any shell producing pearls ;

a pearl-mussel.
1788 REES Chambers* Cycl., Pearl shell or gaper. See

Mya. [Mya. .abivalve shell gaping at one end.. .On being
squeezed, they will eject the pearl.] 1815 JAS. ARBUTHNOT
Fishes Buchan 32 Mytellus Margaritifera> Pearl Muscle,
vulgarly called Pearl Shell.

3. attrib. Of or resembling a pearly shell.
a 1618 SYLVESTER Ode Astrsea xvi, Those five nimble

brethren small Arm'd with Pearl-shell helmets all. 1894
S. FISKE Holiday Stories (1900) 215 Hatt'ie, listening with
all her pearl-shell c;ir^.

Hence Pea-xl-sheller, one who fishes for pcail-

PEABMAIN.
shells

;
Pea'rl-she lling

1

s6.
t
the collecting of pearl-

shells : adj. engaged in this.

1887 Pall Matt G. 28 Oct. n/i Its timber and pearl-shell-

ing industries. Ibid, n/2 Cossack is the great rendezvous
of the pearl-shelling fleet. Ibid. 28 Nov. 12/1 Pearl shellers

..working on the north-west coast of Australia with twelve

schooners, seventy-live luggers, and 642 men. 1889 H. H.
KOMILLY Verandah in N. Guinea 23 He has been every-
thing overlander, explorer, gold-digger, pearl->heller. Ibid.^

Reports of pearl-shelling and Heche de Mer fishing.

Pea'rl-stoiie. The same as PERLITE.
1800 HKSRY Epit. Client. (iBoS) 364 The same skilful

analyst has found potash in Hungarian pearl-stone. 1852
TH. Ross HutnboldCs Trav. I. ii. 102, I consider even the

pearlstone as an unvitrified obsidian.

Pea'rlwort. A book-name for the genus
Sagina of caryophyllaceous plants.
1660 RAY CataL Plantarum 151 Saxifraga Angliea

Occidentalism .. Pearluort, Chickweed-P.rcakstone. 1787
WITHERING Brit. Plants (1796) II. 215 Sagina. . . Chick-
weed-Breakstone. Trailing Pcarlwort. 1854 S. THOMSON
Wild Fl. (ed. 4) III. i6 Pearlworts, inconspicuous plants,
With narrow leaves.

Pearly (pouli), a. (adv.,sb.) [f. PEARL ] + -Y.]
1. Round and lustrous like a pearl , asadewdrop, etc.

ci43o LVJ>G. Min. Poems (Percy Soc.) 242 Whan Aurora,
.. Sent on herbys the peerly clropys shtene. 1508 DUN EAR

Goldyn Targe i
A, The perly droppis schake in silvir schouris.

1646 CKASHAW Poems 113 The treasure of thy pearly dew.
1871 TVNDAI.I, Fragin. Sc. (1879) I. xi. 342 The little pearly
globe which we call a dew-drop.

b. Like pearl in appearance or lustre.

1603 DRAVTON Bar. li'ars vi. xviii, The siluer-Tient on
pearly sands duoth slide. 1651 Ji'.K. TAYLOK Serin, for
Year II. xi. 136 Casting its pearly seeds for the young to

breed, it [the silk-worm] leave-til its silk for man. 1776
GIBBON Decl. <|f F. xi. (1869) I. 232 Her teeth were of a
pearly whiteness. 1811 PINKERTON Pctralogy I, ^80 Lustre,
from glimmering to shining; between pearly and vitreous.

1839 G. UIKD Nat. Pliilos. 39
jj
A tough, pearly opaque

membrane, termed the sclerotic coat. 1873 Daily Tel.
26 May 4/1 The pearliest complexions did not shrink from

exposure to the morning air.

<5. -Abounding in, having, or hearing pearls.
1619 T. MILLES tr. jl/t'.rias, etc. Treas. Anc. <y Mod. T.

II. 977/2 The flesh. .or body of the Pearly Oyster. 1714
GAY Ep. ta Lady 24 Here L.call'd the Nereids from their

pearly cells, a i8zi KEATS Hyperion i. 355 Like to a diver
in the pearly seas.

b. Abounding in, or characterized by, mother-

of-pearl ; nacreous.

1667 MILTON /'. L.
yir. 407 Through Groves Of Coral

stray.. Or in thir Pearl ie shells at ease, attend Moist nutri-
ment. 1714 GAY Trivia in. 197 The man .. that on the

rocky shore First broke the oozy oyster's pearly coat. 1776
DA COSTA Conchol. 286 The Pearly Chambered Nautilus,
or Sailor. 1822 OWEN (title] Memoir on the Pearly Nautilus.

3. Made of, set with, adorned with pearls or pearl.
1742 COLLINS Ode to Liberty 44 Deck'd with pearly pride.

1818 KEATS Eiidym. \\. 117 The pearly cup Meander gave
me. Ibid. HI. 212 Beside this old man lay a pearly wand.
1853 C. F. ALEXANDER Hymn,

' The roseate hues
',
Oh ! for

the pearly gates of heaven ! Oh ! for the golden floor !

4. Of the clear greyish- or bluish-white colour of

pearl.
1790 I.MisoN^cA. Art \\.6i Beneath the eyes, the pleasing

pearly tints are to be preserved, composed of verditer and
white. 1832 HT. MAKTINEAU Each fy All iv. 53 The dressing
room lamp shed a pearly light through the room. 1872
BLACK Adv. Phaeton xxix, A costume of pearly grey,
5. Jig. Exceedingly precious (like a precious

pearl); of supreme (spiritual) purity or lustre.

1760-72 H. BROOKE Fool of Qital. (1809) IV. 69 You are
too much, too pearly, too precious a treasure. 1893 J.
PULSFOKU Loyalty to Christ II. 148 We begin to long.,
that \ve may be pearly and Christ-like throughout.

b. Having a clear, round, sweet tone.

1890 in Cent. Diet,

6. Comb., uspearly-coated, -coloured, -teethcd%&}$.
1608 SVI.VKSTKR Du Bartas \\. iv. in. Si hisjn 401 By night,

the Moon denies to fading Flowrs Her silver sweat, and

pearly-purled showrs. 1776 DA COSTA Conchol. 30 A pearly-
coated Shell.

B. as faiv. After the manner of, or in respect of,

pearl or pearls.
1818 KEATS Endytn. in. 760 Here is a shell; 'tis pearly

blank to me. 1821 CLARE Vill. Minstr. II. 193 The little

bell-flowers, pearly blue. 1883 R. HALDANE Workshop
Receipts Ser. n. 361/1 A pearly-lustrous material.

C. s/'. in//. Clothes adorned with pearl-buttons,
such as are worn by costermongers. (vulgar colloq^}

1886-96 MARSHALL Pomesfr.
* Pink*Un\ Bleary Bill fa

(Farmer) Oh ! why are your pearlies so bright, bleary Bill?

1897 Daily News 27 Jan. 7/5 A sharp-looking urchin,

wearing a complete suit of coster 'pearlies '.

Fearmaiil (pc^um^'n). Forms: 5 parmayn,
permayn(e,parment; 6-7pearemain(e,7-pear-
main,(7per-,pear(e-,pair-, pare-,peer-main(e,
-mane, -mayn, 7-9 permain). [MK. a. QY.par-,
pcrmain, app. ad. L. *parmanu$ of Parma : see

W. Foersterin Zeitschr.f. Rom. Phil. 1899, XXIII.

423. In mod.Ger. parmiine.]
1 1. A variety of pear ; app. the same as the

WARDEN. Obs.

[1285 Ld. Treas. Roll 14 Edw. / m. i Walterus de Burgo
..reddidit ad Scaccarium cc. pira parmennorum et duo

mpdia vini prose et Galfritlo de Fontibus..et Waltero de

Billingeye. .pro manerio de Runham quod de Rege tenent.]

c 1425 l'oe. in Wr.-Wiilcker 647/29 Nominafrnctuiitft , . Hoc
nolcmum, permayne. 1483 Cath.AngL 270/1 A Parmayn,
rolcmtwt, Anglice a warden. 1611 [sec 3].



PEARMONGER.
2. Name of a variety of apple, of which there

are many sub-varieties.

1597 GERARDE Herbal m. xcv. 1274 Of the apple tree . -The
sominer Pearemaine. .. The winter Pearemaine. 1602 in

Lyly's Wks. (1902) I. 492 Wee haue jenitings, paremayns,
russet coates, pippine-s.

1612 DRAYTON Poly-olb. xviii. 675
The Pearemaine, which to France long ere to us was
knowne. 1663-4 WOOD Life 2 Jan. (O. H. S.) II. I For a

peck of peermanes, 6 /. ; given to Mary to fetch them, \d.

1707 MORTIMER Hnsb. (1721) II. 287 The Russet Pearmain
. . partakes both of the Russeting and Pearmain in colour

and taste, the one side being generally Russet, and the other

streak 'd like a Pearmain. 1834 Penny Cyd. II. 190/1 Hub-
bard's pearmain ..Autumn pearmain. .Adam's pearmain..

Lamb-Abbey pearmain. 1875 BLACKMORE A. Lorraine III. '

vi. 81 A tempting and beautiful apple, a scarlet pearmain.

3. attrib. and Comb.
c 1425 Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 646/10 Hcc uolemiis, per- ;

mayntre. 1483 Cath. Angl. 270/1 A Parmayn tre (A.

parment tre), -volemus .. a wardentre. 1611 COTGR., Poire

dc far-main, the Permaine Peare. 1616 SuREL. & MARKH.
Country Farms 395 It is grafted . . vpon the Thome or

Quince-tree, and vpon the Peare-maine-tree. 1679 BLOUNT
Anc. Tenures 69 It is worth the observing that in King
Edward the firsts time Permain-cider was called wine.

Pearmoiig'er (pe'im'i)gai). [f.
PEAK sb. +

MONGER.] A dealer in pears. Usu. in alliterative

phrase as pert as a pearinonger.
1565 J. HAKIIING Confut. Jewell's Apol. v. v. 247 Here

pricketh forth this hasty Defender, as peart as a peare- ;

monger, a 1732 GAY Neiu Song on New Similies 9 Pert as

a pear-monger I'd be, If Molly were but kind. 1738 SWIFT
Pol. CotKxrsat. 69 You are as pert as a Pearmongcr this

Morning.

Pears(e, obs. forms of PIEKCE.

Feart (pi'-it),
a. Also 6 peirt, 6- piert, 9 i

peert. A variant of PEBT a., with lengthened

vowel, found already in ijth c., and formerly

occurring in all the senses
;

still widely used in

the dialects, and sometimes as a literary archaism

or localism in senses no longer expressed by pert; \

esp. a. Lively, brisk, sprightly, active ;
b. Clever,

'

intelligent, sharp of comprehension. See PERT.

PeaT-tree. Forms : see PEAK sb. and TREE.
'

1. The tree which produces pears : see PEAR sb. 2.

a 1300 Cursor M. 37 Of gode pertre corns god peres. 1469

Bury Wills (Camden) 46 The frute of the seid pertre and of

an appultre. 1579 SPENSER Sheph. Cal. Mar. in Crowes. .

j

That in our Peeretree haunted. 1697 DRYDES I'irg. Georff.

IV. 214 He knew.. For Fruit the grafted Pear-tree to dis-

pose. 1866 Trcas. Dot. 945 The Common Pear-tree, Pyrus
comtnitnis . .. The branches are thorny. .Under cultivation

the thorns disappear.

2. The wood of this tree ; pear-wood.
1669 STCKMY Mariner's Mag. II. xvi. 92 Smooth dry Box

Wood or Pear-tree, c 1850 Rudim. Navig. (Weale) 134
Pieces of pear-tree or box.

3. attrib. and Comb.
c 1420 Pallatt. on Hnsb. in. 701 The pertre plannte is sette

in places colde. 1633 T. JAMES Voy. Q, Old seasoned Peare.

tree-wood.

Peary, variant of PEERY, a peg-top.

Peas, obi. form of PEACE.

Peasant (pe-zant), sA. Forms: a. 5 paissaunt,
6 paisaunte, peisa it, peysant, -aunt, pesent,

-aunt, pezzant, 6-7 paysant, pesant, pezant,
6-8 paisant, 6- peasant, ft. 6 paysan, -yne,

peysan, 7 paisan, peasan. [a. AF. paisant, in

OF. pa'isent, paisant, paysant (izth c. in Godef.),

mod.F. paysan (13* c. in Littri), f. pa'is, pays

country : L. pagensis, sc. ager, the territory of

a pagus or canton, the country. Cf. It. paesano,

Sp. pa'isano. The forms here are conformed

(more or less) to later Fr.

The OF. ending, -ant, -cut, is difficult. It cannot repre.

sent L. -anus ; French etymologists incline to refer paiscnt
to an earlier faisenc, formed with the German suffix -inc,

1. One who lives in the country and works on

the land, either as a small farmer or as a labourer;

the name is also applied to any rustic of the

working classes ;
a countryman, a rustic.

In early use, properly only of foreign countries ; often con-

noting the lowest rank, antithetical to noble ; also to prince.

a. [1341-2 Year-Iks. 16 Edw. Ill, Hill. No. 13 (Rolls) 65

Vostre tenant . .resceit la rente par mayne des patsanz \y. rr.

paysayns, paysains] et villeyns.] 1473 Bk. Noblesse (Roxb.)

73 The pore comons, laborers, paissauntes of the saide

duchie of Normandie. a 1548 HALL Chron., Hen. 1
'

46 The
comen people and peysantz of the countree assembled in

greate nombre. 1576 GASCOICNE Steele Gl. (Arb.) 57 The
Peasant he should labor for their ease. 1577-8?

HOLINSHED
Chron. III. 1199/1 The pezzants about gathered themselues

togither, and set vpon him and his souldiers. 1398 DALLING-

TOX .\fet/i. TraT. K iv b, There is also the ' Subiect '.that is,

the poore paisant that laboureth and tilleth the fiefs. ^1642
ROGERS Naaman 275 Heaven lies no more open to a Noble

mans performances and merits, then a pezants. 1664 H.

MORE Myst. Iniq. I. xxii. 85 There being a like fear of it.,

in Princes and Peasants, in Gentle and simple. 1678 LOCKE
in Ld. King Life 77 In Xantonge, and

t

several other parts of

France, the paisants are much more miserable. 1761 Chron.

in Ann. Keg. 61/2 An address lately presented to the king of

Sweden, by the speaker of the house of Peasants, assembled

in diet. 1807 WORDSW. Wh. Doe vn. 313 Help did she

give at need, and joined The Wharfdale peasants in their

prayers. 1844 DISRAELI Coningsby III. lii, What can it

signify, .whether a man be called a labourer or a peasant '!

1869 LrcKY Kurap. Mtr. (18771 I. i. 146 Had the lush

peasants been less chaste, they would have been more

594

prosperous. 1878 SEELEY Stein I. 433 Famished drudges.,
who, if they cannot be called serfs, can still less be called

peasants, for a peasant properly so called must have a per.
sonal interest in the land.

ft. 1511 GUYLFORDE Pilgr. (Camden) 64 They herde of the

peysans and suche as they mette that alls thre Galeys were
reiecte. 1523 CROMWELL in Merriman Life fy Left. (1902)
I. 39 Victuaylys .. that ,. by the diligence of the paysans
myght be convaide to the next strong holdys. 1550 J. COKE
Eng. Sf Fr. Heralds 66 (1877) 79 We knowe your com-
mons be vylaynes paysynes, not able to abyde the coun-
tenaunce of an Englysheman. 1642 HOWEI.L Twelve Treat.

(1661) 5 In France you shall see the poor Asinin Peasan
half weary of his life. 411656 USSHER Ann. (1658) 91 A few
miserable boors, or paisans. 1690 LD. LANSDOWNE Brit.

Enchanters (1779) 177 A rural dance of Paisans.

t b. With various inferential connotations :
=

Serf, villein
;
also boor, clown. Obs.

1550 LATIMER Last Serm. bcf.Edw. VI r3 They oppressed
the poore. They made them slaues, pesauntes, villains and
bondmen vnto them. 1570 LEVINS Manip. 25/16 A Pesant,

verna, scruns. 1576 FLEMING Panopl. Epist. 344 Defaced

by a companie of bussardly pezantes. 1594 NASHE Unfort.
Trav. Wks. (Grosart) V. 19 A number of pesants and var-

Icts. 1613 R. CAWDREY Table Alph. (ed. 3), Pesant, clowne.

f c. Hence, as a term of abuse (cf. villain) :

Low fellow, rascal. Obs.

1-1550 Disc. Common Weal Eng. (1893)94 The subiectes

of france, in veproche of whome we call them paisantes.

1591 Troub. Raigne K. John (1611)28 Base heardgroom,
coward, peasant, worse than a threshing slaue. 1598 SHAKS.

Merry W. n. ii. 294, I will predominate ouer the pezant,
and thou shalt lye with his wife. 1601 YARINGTON Two
Lament. Traj. in. ii, Thou weathercocke of mutabilitie,

White-livered Paisant.

2. attrib. a. Appositive, That is a peasant, as

peasant-proprietor ; f formerly, sometimes passing
into adj. : Of peasant nature, base. Also deriva-

tives of these, as peasant proprietorship, peasant-

proprietary adj.
c 1550 CROWLEY Way to Wealth B iij b, The pore men
(whom ye cal paisaunte knaues) haue deserued more then

you can deuise to laie vpon them. 1602 SHAKS. Ham. ii.

ii. 576 Oh what a Rogue and Pesant slaue am L 1702
ROVVE Tamerl. IV. i. 1621 The Peasant-Hind, begot and
born to Slavery. 1862 H. MARRYAT Year in. Sweden II.

391 A peasant-boy loved the daughter of a rich Odalbonde.

1878 J EVONS Primer Pol. Econ. x. 88 One of the best modes
of holding land . . is . . peasant proprietorship. 1896 Daily
Tel. 5 Feb. 6/7 This hardy race of peasant-farmers. 1903
Weslm. Gaz. 25 Mar. 2/1 The peasant-proprietary

clauses

did not work ; rackrenting continued, evictions increased.

b. Of or pertaining to a peasant or peasants.

1597 SHAKS. 2 Hen. IV Induct. 33 This haue I rumour'd

through the peasant-Townes. 1813 W. S. WALKER Poems

.4 Recent from toil, the weary peasant-train Reclined their

languid limbs along the plain, c 1820 S. ROGERS Italy,

Arqua 34 Where in his peasant-dress he loved to sit. 1878
If. Amer. Kev. CXXVII. 171 The Tuscan peasant-plays
still performed in various parts of the province.

3. Comb., as peasant-shooting, peasant-born adj.;

peasant-like adj., like or proper to a peasant.
1600 HEYWOOD ind Pt. Edw. IV, Wks. 1874 1. 118 Pesant-

like, vnheard-of treachery. 1703 STEELE Tend. Husb. II. i,

What a Peasant-like Amour do these course Words import?

1844 P. HARWOOD Hist. Irish Ret. 145 To check the system
of torture, house-burning, and peasant-shooting. 1886 W. J.

TUCKER E, Europe 303 The room. .was.
.partly peasant-

like in its appurtenances and partly burgher-like. 1895

Westm. Gaz. 5 Nov. 2/1 A grind of Greek grammar by

night will not eliminate the peasant in the peasant-born.

Hence Pea'santess, a female peasant; Pea'sant-

hood, peasant quality or condition ; Pea'santship,

pcasanthood ;
a peasant community, a commune

(Ger. bauerschaft).

Eugenic vii. 223 A handsome and strong peasantess
was

selected to nurse the Prince. 1830 Examiner 773/1 The

__ of parishes, and the par . . .

which are properly small villages.. in which many peasants
reside together.

t Pea'Sant, v. Obs. rare. [f. prec. sb.J trans.

To make a peasant of; to subject as a peasant,

bondman, or serf.

1599 MARSTON Sea. Villanie I. ii, But now (sad change !)

the kennell sincke of slaues Pesant great Lords, and seruile

seruice craues. Ibid. in. xi, That now poore Soule (Thus

pesanted to each lewd thoughts controule).

Peasantly (pe'zantli), a. Now rare or Obs,

[f. PEASANT sb. + -L\'l.] Of, pertaining to, or

characteristic of a peasant or peasants.
1569 STOCKER tr. Died. Sic. n. ix. 52 To pray and require

suche paysauntlie slaues of passage and recourse. 1598

DALLINGTON MetA. Trav. S j b, Vertue makes Nobility, for,

there are noble Peasants, and peasantly Nobles. 1611

COTGR., Coteret, ..a kind of peasantlie weapon vsed in

old time. 1659 Gcntl. Calling v. 17 An opinion that it is

a mean and peasantly thing for a gentleman to give him-

self the trouble of looking after Ills fortune. 1697 COLLIER

/minor. Stage v. 3 (1730) 145 This Peasantly Expression

[Sack-wine] agrees neither with the Gentleman s figure, nor

with the rest of his behaviour.

Peasantry (pe-zantri). [f. as prec. + -BY.]

1. Peasants collectively ; a body of peasants.

oi5S3 Euw. VI in Burnet Hist. Kef. (1681) II. Collect.

Records 70 The Gentlemen and Servingmen . . ought not ..

to have so much as they have in France, where the Peasantry

is of no value. 1622 BACON Hen. Vtl 74 In France, and

Italic, and some other Parts abroad, where in effect nil 11

Noblesse, or Pesantrie. 1770 GOLDS.M. DCS. I 'ill. 55 A bold

PEASE.

peasantry, their country's pride, When once destroy'd, can
never be supplied. 1817 COBBETT Taking Leave 6 1'he

Labouring classes. .are called, now-a-days, by these gentle-

men,
' the peasantry '. This is a new term as applied to

Englishmen. 1841 JAMES Brigand iii, His garb was un-

like that of the peasantry of Savoy. 1903 W. RALEIGH
Wordsworth 172 The peasantry if that word may be used
without prejudice to designate all those who live on the

land by their own labour.

2. The condition of being a peasant ;
the legal

position or rank of a peasant (or German Bauer) ;

the conduct or quality of a peasant, rusticity.

1596 SHAKS. Merck, V. \\. ix. 46 (Qo. i) How much low

Peasantry would then be gleaned From the true seede of

honour ? and how much honour Pickt from the chaft . .of the

times. 1622 F. MARKHAM Bk. War 11. ix. 2. 74 Colours so

borne, shew Bastardy, peasantry, or dishonor, a 1680 BUTLER
Rem. (1759) 1.332 Else, as a Gentleman, you could have never

descended tosuch Peasantry of Language. Ijtftt.BuxMllf'l
Syst. Geog. IV. 208 Whoever would appear at the Diet,
must previously become a country-man, or assume the

peasantry. 1824 LAMB Elia Ser. n. Blakesmoor, Till, every

dreg of peasantry purging off, I received into myself Very
Gentility.

fb. A small territorial division in Germany
(= Ger. bauerschaft} ;

a commune. Obs. rare.

1761 tr. Busching*s Syst. Geog. IV. 348 One hundred and

twenty-one villageships [
= dorfschaften\ and peasantries

[ baiierschaften\
Peascod : see PEASECOD.

Pease (pfz), sb. Forms : i pise, (piose), i
, 4-5

pyse, 4 peose, 4-6 pese, peese, pees, 5 pes, Sc.

pess, 5 (6 Sc.} peise, 6 Sc. pels, 6-7 peaze, 5-8

(9 arth.} pease ;
6 pees, peas (also 7-9 in comb.,

and as pi. of PEA). PL a. i pisan, pysan, 3-6

pesen, 4 peosen, -un, 4-5 pesyn, 5 pesone, 5-6

peson, 6 peesen, peasyn, (paysen), 6-8 (9 dial,

and arch.') peasen, peason. ft. 4 peses, -is, 6

peeses. 7. 5-6 pese, 6- pease (as in sing.). [OE.

pise {piose, pyse) wk. fern., pi. pisan, a. L. pisa

(pi. -#), late collateral form (4th c. in Palladius)

oifisttm, pi. pisa, a. Gr. viaov, earlier mow, pulse,

pease. In aLlL.pist, pi. pesen; i6th c. pease, pi.

peasen, peses, pease. Through this reduction of the

pi. to pese, pease (identical with the sing.), which

became at length in pronunciation equivalent to

pes, peas, the final sibilant was c 1600 taken for the

plural s (2), and a new singular PEA J arose, q. v.]

A. Illustration of Forms. 1. Singular.

fjzS Corpus Gloss. (O.E.T.) 1208 Lenticula, piose. ciooo

Sa
Ca,

1362 LANGL. P. PI. A. vn. 155 A wastour. .countede pers at

a peose [1377 B. vi. 171 pees]
and his plouh bobe. c 1380

Sir Ferumb. 5847 By Mahoun y nolde jyue a pyse, for cryst

ne al ys myjte. 1390, c 1400 Pese [see B. 2]. 1483 Cath.

Angl. 273/1 A Peise, pisa. 1530 PALSGR. 158 Vntpoyx,*.
pees. 1580, etc. Pease [see B. 2]. 1614 RALEIGH Hist.

World I. iv. 2 Of the bigness of a great Peaze.

2. Plural (and collective).
a. 725 Corpus Gloss. (O.E.T.) 1586 Pisiiiu, piosan.

ciooo Sax. Leechd. II. 180 Pisan .. jesodena on ecede and

on waetre. c 1200 Vices tf Virt. 43 To eten benen and pesen.

1362 LANGL. /'. PI. A. vn. 176 A potful of peosun. Ibid. 285

Poretes. and Peosen. 1:1385 CHAUCER /.. G. W. 648 Cleo-

patra, He pouryth pesyn vp on the hachis. c 1420 Libtr
! Coconim (1862) 45 Take boyled water. .Sethe in by pesone.

1523 in Visit. Southwell (Camden) 121 My tuffall of paysen.

1533 ELYOT Casl- Hettlie n. (1541) 25b, Peasyn are muche
in the nature of beanes. 1542 UDALI. Erasm. Apopk. 90 J o

take up peasen out of y" potte. 1545 Pesen [see B. 2). 1553,

1573 Peason [see B. i]. 1:1578 FROBISHEK in Prof. Rec.

Camm. (1833) 561 But one hoggsed of rottyn pesons we'

hogges wolde not eytte. 1777 Poor Robin (N.I, Cherries,

gooseberries, and green peasen. 1829 HONE Poor Hum-
phrey's Cal. May, This month Mackarel comes in season ;

And also reckon upon peason. 1880 BROWNING Pietro of
Abano xliii, A taste .. which craving manna kecks at

peason.
0. 1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. vi. 189 A potful of peses. c 1380

WYCLIF Serin. Sel. Wks. 11.71 Pesis ben divers from whete.

c 1532 Du WES Introd. Fr. in Palsgr. 915 Peeses, pois.

y. c 1400 MAUNDEV. (i 839) xi. 1 29 Thare croweth . . ne benes,

ne pese. Ibid. (Roxb.) xxvi. 123 pai hale nowber peise ne

wortes. CI420 Liber Cocorum (1862) 19 Take whyte pese

and wasshe horn wele. c 1440 Alph. Tales (E. E. T. S.) 241

If ye fynd bar cale & peas & benys, & no noder meatt.

1479 Acta Dom. Concil. (1839) 46/1, iiij bolle pess. 1508

DUNBAR Flyting w. Kenneaie 115 Thow lay full prydles

in the peise. 1523 FITZHERB. Hnsb. 10 Thy beanes . .

wolde ranker grounde than pease. Ibid. 12 Two busshels

of gray pees. 1596 DAI.RYMPLE tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. i.

89 Sum vset breid of ry, . . sum of peise or beanes. 1681 [see

B. 2]. 1849 H. STEPHENS Bk. Farm I. 2456 Pease are sown

by hand.

B. Signification. The earlier form of PEA ]
,q.v.

1. The plant, PEA! 2. With denning word, applied

also to other leguminous plants, as Everlasting

Pease, etc. : see PEA 1
3.

c 1000 [see A. i]. c 1380 [see A. 2 (3). 14. . Mctr. Voc. in

Wr.-Wiilcker 625/13 Ordium, faba, pisa, \glossed\ barlyche,

beene, pyse. 1425 Voc. ibid. 664/22 Hcc pisa, pese. Hcc

faba, bene. 1481 CAXTON Myrr. n. viii. 80 In this contree

[Perse] groweth a pese whiche is so hoot that it skaldeth

the handes of them that holde it. 1551 TURNER Herbal I.

P iij b, The herbe whiche groweth in woddes. .with floures

lyke vnto a pease. 1553 T. WILSON Rhct. (1580) 54 It

yeldeth nothing els but Wheate, Barley, Beanes, and I'eason.

1634 SmT. HERBERT Trav. 182 Carauances or Indian Pease.

1676 GREW Anal. Leares ii. S 9 The Leaves of Beans and

i
Peasen. 1678 PIIILLII-S (ed. 4) s. v., That sort called Pease



PEASE.

Everlasting, hath a very fine flower or blossom. 1793 BUPKE
Th. Scarcity Wks. VII. 408 My ground under pease did
not exceed an acre . .but the crop was great.

2. A single seed, a pea (PEA! i). Obs. or arch.
Often used as a standard in comparison of si/e,

c 1000, c izoo. 1362, c 1385 [see A. 2 a]. 1390 GOWER Conf.
II. 275 He wol ayeinward take a bene, Ther he hath lent

the smale pese. c 1400 MAUNDEV. (1839) xlv. 158 Men fynden
summe [Dyamandes] as grete as a pese. 1545 RAYNOI.D

Byrth Mankyndcfx) Make pylles of them to the byggenesse
of pesen. 1580 LYLY Euphues Ep. Ded. (Arb.) 215 As lyke
as one pease is to an other. 1632 B. JONSON Magn. Lady
v. v, I'll cleanse him with a pill, as small as a pease. 1649
A. Ross Alcoran 406 A Pigeon being by him taught to come
and pick a Pease out of his ear. 1678 J. PHILLIPS Tai'erniers
Trav. n. xv. 183 A few flat Peason, bruis'd, and steep'd half
an hour in water. 1681 T. FLATMAN Heraclitits Ridens
Na 37 (1713) I. 240 Rebellion and Witchcraft are as like as
two Pease. 1713 DF.RHAM Phys.-Theol. viri. vi. (1727) 387
note, It grows bigger, to the size of a large white Pease.

1885 94 R. BRIDGES Eros fy Psyche Sept. ix, A little bleb,
no bigger than a pease.

f b. As a type of something of very small value
or importance. Obs.

13- 1362, ('1380 [see A. i]. a 1400-50 Alexander 2370
Loke quare it profet bam a peese, all baire proud strenth.

1534 MORE Coin/, agst. Trib. n, Al our penaunce without
Christes passion wer not worth a pease, c 1550 R. BIF.STON

Bayte Fortune A iv, Not worthy two pcason. 1598 T.
BASTARD Chtestoleros (1880) 52 He learned Logicke and
Arithmetique. Yet neither brauls nor ciphers worth a peaze.

e. Green pease, fpeasengfeen peas : BeerBA 1

i b. Also the name of a variety green when ripe.
^1440 Anc. Cookery In HouseIt. Ord. (1790) 426 Take

yonge grene pesen, and sethe horn. 1496 Naval Ace.
Hen. VII (1896) 166 Green pesyn at viij

rt the bussell. 1620
VENNER b

r
ia Recta vii. 133 There are three sorts of Pease. .

the white-Pease, the gray-Pease, and the greene-Pease.
The two first are vsually eaten greene before they be ripe.

1651-7 T. BARKER A rt of'Angling^(1820) 4 About the bigness
of a green pease. 1789 MRS. PIOZZI Jottrn. France II. 191
Scarce have you tasted green pease or strawberries, before

they are out of season. 1833 HT. MARTINEAU Berkeley the
Banker i, v. 98 They were quite used to pluck green pease.

f 3. //. The eggs or spawn of fishes : see PEA l
4.

1398 TRKVISA Barth. De P. R. xin. xxvi. (Bodl. MS.), pe
female leye^> egges ober pesen. Ibid., Alle be eggesober pesen
[that] bep itouched wib be mylke of J?e male schal be fisch.

f4. = Issue-pea \ see ISSUE sb. 15. Obs.

1694 SALMON Safe's Dispens. ni. (1713) 718/2 Pisa Rubra,
Red Pease. . . These are stronger than the former, and attract
Humors more powerfully.
5. attrib. and Co?nb., as pease-bannock , -bloom,

-blossom (also attrib.\ -cart, -carth
t -field', -haulm,

-hull (-holet -hele, -hule, HULL $b i), -porridge^

-pottage (also attrib. ) , -pudding,
-
rick, -stack,

-swad\ pease-fed, pease-like adjs. ; pease-bolt

fease-straw (obs. or dial.}\ ) pease-bread, bread
made of pease-meal ; f pease-earthnut, the HEATH-
PEA; T pease-eddish, pease-etch, pea-stubble :

see EDDISH 2, ETCH sb.
; pease-hook pea-hook

(PEA 1
7); *t-pease-hooker= prec. (pbs.}\ fpease-

loaf, a loaf of pease-bread (obs,}; pease-make,
-rneak (///Vr/.), an implement with a long handle
and a crooked iron at the end, used to pull up
peas, = MEAK sb.

; pease-meal, meal made by
grinding peas ; also fig. a medley,

' mess '

(quot.
1820) ; f pease-rise, -straw, -stubble pea-rise,
etc. : PEA 1

7. Also PEASECOD.
1824 SCOTT St. Ronans xvii, Breaking them [long fasts]

with sour milk and *pease bannock. 1675 LISTER in Phil.
Trans. X. 391 They call the second sort the *Pease~bloovt

Damp, because, as they say, it smells like Pease-bloom.
1590 SHAKS. Mids. N. in. i. 189 Bot. Your name honest
Gentleman ? Peas. *Pease blossome. [1774: m^Mt-Mwttni
PEA' 7]. 1807 W. IRVING Saltnag. (1824) 355 Airing their

..pease-blossom breeches. 1573 TUSSER Husb. (1878) 45
With strawisp and

*peasebolt,
with feme and the brake,

For sparing of fewel, some brewe and do bake. 1674
RAY S. ff E. C. Words 74 Pease-bolt^ i.e. Pease-straw,
Ess. ci4S l'oc> in Wr.-Wiilcker 657/28 Pants fisacius,
*pesbred. 1601 DENT Pathiv. Heaven 91 Hee [the cove-
tous man] will eat pease bread, and drinke small drinke.

"593 NASHK Four Lett. Confut. Wks. (Grosart) II. 332
They mounted into the *pease-cart in Cheape-side and
preacht. 1616 SURFL.& MARKEI. Country Farme 550 Neither
is it ever sown upon the fallowes, but upon the * Pease-
earth. 1548 TURNER Names ofHerbes 18 Astragalus, .may
be called in english *peaserthnut. 1693 ROBINSON in Phil.
Trans. XVII. 826 Lathyrus tuberosus, call'd .. Pease-
Earthnut, dtgg'd up and eaten by the poor People. 1804
DuHOna/foW&n&t Gloss., *Peas-eddis, peas-stubble. 1886
ELWORTHY \V. Somerset Word-bk., Pease-errish. 1573
TUSSER Husb. (1878) 47 White wheat vpon *peaseetch doth
grow as he wold, Hut fallow is best. Ibid. 45 Fat *peasefed
swine. 1716 B. CHURCH Hist. Philip's War (1865) I. 31
They,. got.. unto the Fence of Capt. Almy's *Pease-field.

1432 in Gross Gild Merch. II. 233 *Peseha!me id. 1664
EVELYN AW. Hort. (1729) 197 Cover with dry Straw, or
Pease-hame. 1858 GLENNY Gard. Every-day Bk. 223/2
Peas-haulm makes an excellent litter. 1674-91 RAY S. <y E.
C. Words, Meagi or Meak, a *pease-hook. 1769 De Foes
TourGt. Brit. II. 209 They are now lost, or converted to

595

Hongur . . beot so |>e boyes, he barst neih heore ribbes, Nedde
Pers wif? a *peose lof I-preyed him to leue. 1765 Chron. in
Ann. Ri'g. 117/1 They fell upon [them] with such arms as
they had,

*
pease-makes, hedge-stakes, etc. [1834: see/tvz-

make, PEA* 7.] 1820 Blackw. Ring. VII. 469 Nothing but a
*peasemeal ofclishmaclavers. [1830: HeAMMWfd/, PEA* 7.]

1842 J. AITON DOMcst. con.(i&5i) 235 Give barley-meal or

pease-meal, but not bean-meal. 1538 BALE Thre Laives
1566 They loue no *pese porrege, nor yet reade hearynges iu
lent. 1587 HARRISON England n. vii. (1877) i, 172 Hewes . .

as.. pease porrige tawnie. 1669 PEPYS Diary-] Apr., This
house being famous for good meat, and particularly pease-
porridge. 1605 ARMIN Foole u/>on F. (1880) 38 In Lent,
when *pease pottage bare great sway. /&, '1'hus simple
lohn. .dyed the inside of his pocket, pease pottage tawny.
1670 EACHARD Cent. Clergy 20 [He] had much better chuse
to live with nothing but beans and pease-pottage, 1758
JOHNSON Idler No. 33 p 20 *Pease-pudding not boiled

enough. 1841 J. T. HEWLETT Parish Clerk I. 165 The
roads were better, and not so much like peas-pudding. 1530
PALSGR. 252/2 *Pease reke, pcsiere. [1766: see pca-rick,
PEA 1

7.] c 1325 Gtoss. W. de Bibbesw. in Wright I'oc. 154
Unwarrok depeyS) a *pese rys. [1780: see pea-rise, PEA^.J
1546-7 Test. Ebor. (Surtees) VI. 254 The *pese stacke that
I have bought. 1325 Gloss. W. dc Bibbes-w. in Wright
I'oc. 156 De pessas, *pese stree. 1580 TUSSER f/i<sl>. (1878)
134 Choose skilfullie Salt fish ..goe stack it vp tlrie, With
peasestrawe betwcene it, the safer to lie. 1844 H. STEPHENS
Bk. Farm II. 373 An ox will eat pease-straw as greedily as
he will hay. 1523 FITZHERB, Husb. 34 In some places
they powe theyr wheate vppon theyr *pees stubble. [1807;
stt pen-stubble, PEA* 7.]

t Pease, v. Obs. Forms: 3-5 paise(n, pay-
se(n, 3-6 peyse(n, 4-5 pese(n, pees, 5 peese,
(pesse), 5-6 pease, 0-7 peaze, (7 peece). [MIC.
paise-n, a. OF.^aise-r, fvrisie-r, Lpais, PEACE

st>.]

1. trans. To make peace between, reconcile (two
persons, or one person with another).
CI275 LAY. 8783 Penche of mine neode And paise [c 1205

ssehtne] me wib Romleode. 1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 12029
Vor bis trespas He }ef be king tuelf hundred marc 8: ipaised
was. a 1300 Cursor M. 17083 Ur blisced leuedi nu be And
pais us wit hi suet sun. a 1400-50 Alexander 5362, I prai
pe.. pesse now my childire. Itnd. 5379 pus ware bai bath

pesed. 1485 CAXTON Chas. Gt. 215 He peased them &
accorded, a. 1652 BROME Mad Couple r. i. Wks. 1873 I. 2

He has . . peec'd me with my Unkle.

b. intr. To make peace, be reconciled.

other Uses, even literally to Plough-shares and Peas-hooks.

[1833: see pea-hook, PEA! 7.] 1641 BEST Farm. Bks.
(Surtees) 57 Then doe wee seeke out our *pease-hookers,
grinde them [etc.]. 1377 LANGL. P. PI. B.

yii. 194, I sette

^owre patentes and ?owre pardounz at one *pies hele ! [v. rr.

pese hule, peese hole]. 1664 J. WILSON Projectors in, From
the Pease-Hulls in the Kennel, the Invention of Sniping.
[1717-: see pca-hull, PEA* 7.] 1629 PARKINSON Parad. in
Sole 338 Purplish *pease-like blossomes. 1725 BRADLEY
Fam. Diet. s.v. Lupin, The Pease-like Sort of Seeds. [1774-:
see pea-like, PEA* 7.] 1362 LANGL. P. PL A. vn. 166

1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 3371 po t

he adde di}t al bat he
wolde & ypaised [?'. r. paysed] wij? is fon. 1611 SPEED Hist.
Gt. Brit. ix. vii. 17 The two Kings peaced againe, and
setled a new. .league.
2. trans. To quell the wrath or hostility of, to

appease (a person) ;
to satisfy, content. Also,

to calm the feelings of, quiet, pacify.
1303 R. BRUNNE HandL Synne 12060 Shryfte . . peseth

God whan he ys wrobe. c 1440 Promp. Pnrz>. 395/1 Peesyn,
or styllyn of wrethe. 1480 CAXTON Chron. Eng. vn. (1520)
157/1 For to peas the comyns the Duke of SufFolke was
exyled. 1526 TINDALE Matt, xxviii. 14 And yf this come
to the rulers eares, we wyll pease him, and make you safe.

1548 UDALL, etc. Erasm. Par. John Pref. 5 Whiche
doeth so peyse the minde that it be not tossed. 1561
NORTON & SACKV. Gorbodnc in, i, Their death and mync
must peaze the angrie Gods.
3. To make satisfaction or amends for. rare.

1303 R. BRUNNE HandL Synne 5570 And bey mowe peyse
here dedys ylle.

4. To reduce to peace, set at rest, still, quell,

appease (strife, wrath, etc.). Also, to quiet, calm,
still, pacify (sorrow or violent feeling).
c 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. (1810) 97 pus gate was bat werre

pesed.
c 1386 CHAUCER Manciple's ProL 98 (Harl. MS.) For

pat wol tome rancour and desese To accord and loue and
many rancour pese [so Corp., Lansd.; Ellcsin. etc. apese].
1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 427 b/s To pease alle dyscordaunce
and stryf. 1541 BECON News out of Heaven Early Wk.s.

(Parker Soc.) 49 Able to pease the divine wrath.

5. To reduce (a country or community) to a
state of peace or tranquillity ;

to pacify.
c 1340 Cursor /I/. 8372 (Gott.) pe kingriche . . bu had gret

malese For to stabil it and to pese [other MSS. in bin pes],

1497 BP. ALCOCK Mons Perfect. Ciij b, Obedyence. .peatiith
all ye worlde. .11548 HALL Chron., Hen. V 70 (Art. Peace
c. 7) That realme . . to be defended, peased and gouerned
after right and equitie.

6. To reduce to stillness or silence; to quiet.
c 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. IVace (Rolls) 11549 When be

noyse was wel pesed. 1340 HAMPOLE Pr. Consc. 4320 He
sal trobel the se.,And pees it and make it be stille. c 1450
Ihesuj Mercy 113 in Pol. Rel. fy L. Poems (1866) 106 Fill

gret clamour ban gon bou pese. 1526 TINDALE Acts xv. 12

The multitude was peased and gaue audience.

b. intr. (for reft.} To become still.

a 1400-50 Alexander 4159 Sone as be wedire wex wele &
be wynde pesid.

Hence f Pea'sing vbl. sb. Obs.

(1275 LAY. 11664 Pe wise of bisse londe Makede paisinge
[ci205 hustings]. 1425 Rolls of Parlt. IV. 268/2 For pe
pesinge of diverse cleymes. (1440 Promp. Parv. 395/1
Peesynge, or qwemynge, ftati/icacro. 1629 WOTTON Let. to

\ Sir E. Bacon in Reliq. (1672) 445 The King of Spain, upon
i the peazing of his affairs in I taly . . was resolved [etc. ].

Pease, obs. f. PEACE, PEISE v. and sb., PIECE.

Peasecocl, peascod (przkpd). Now arch.

j

we dial. Forms: 4 pees-, 4-6 pese-, 4-7 pes-,

5 peys-, 4-6 -codde, -code, 5-7 -cod, 6- pease-
cod, 7- pease od, [f. PEAvSEj^. + COD j<5.'] The
pod or legume of the pea-plant ; a pea-pod,
136* LANGL. P. PL A. vu. 279 Al be pore peple pese-coddes

!

fetten. 1415 HOCCLEVE To Sir J. Oldcastle 466 The worm
i for to sleen in the pesecod. 1522 SKELTON Why not to

I Court 108 They may garlycke pyll . . Or pescoddes they may

PEAT.

shyll. 1600 SHAKS. A. }'. L. ir. iv. 52, I remember the

wooing of a peascod instead of her. 1755 SMOLLETT Qui.i.
(1803) IV. 72 A post that will not afford victuals, is not
worth a pease-cod. 1794 COLERIDGE Par!. Osciil.^ One
peasecod is not liker to another. 1878 HUXLEY Physiogr.
220 The pea that may be extracted from a ripe peascod.
fb. In mock imprecations. Obs.

1606 DAY flc o/Gnls \. i. (1881) 98 Not come ! a pescod
on him ! 1652 URQUHART Jewel Wks. (1834) 218 Ho now !

pescods on it, Crauford Lord Lindsay puts me in minde
of him.

c. attrib. and Comb., w& peasccod-cart \ f pease-
cod ale, (?) ; peasecod-bellied #., epithet of a

doublet fashionable about the end of the i6th

century, having the lower part stiffly quilled and

projecting; shotten-bellied
; (alsopeasecod-doub-

let) ; peasecod boat, a boat resembling a pensc-
cott (cf. PEA-POD 2); peasecod-cuirass, a cuirass

made like the peasecod-beUied doublet
; t peasecod-

plum, name of some variety of plum ; 7 peasecod -

tirae, the season for pens; f peasecod-tree, the
BEAN-TREFOIL or Anagyris.
1562 J. HEYWOOD Prm: $ Epigr. (iS67 ) 144 Thy tales

taste all of ale. Not of *pescod ale, syr, my tales are not
stale. 1846 FAIRHOI.T Costume 263 The long-breasted doub-
lets, .were carried down to a long peak in front, from whence
they obtained the name of '

'penscod-bellied
'

doublets.

1898 VISCT. DILLON in Archyol. Jrnl. Ser. n. V. 313 The
peasecod-bellied doublet is reproduced in steel. 16. . DAVK-
NANT, Step into one of your *peascod boats, whose tilts are
not so sumptuous as the roofs of gundaloes. 1715 tr. C'tess
D"A nets' \Vks. 374 You would have thought him some
Draught-Horse taken from a * Pease- ccd Cart. 1597 SHAKS.
v Hen. 7F, n. iv. 413, I haue knowne tbee these twentie
nine yeeres, come * PC ^cod-time, i6n LOTGR,, Anagyre^
the plant called I5eane Trifolie, or * Pescod tree.

Peasen, peaaon, obs. or dial. pi. of PEASE.

Peaseweep : see PEESWEEP.

Pea-soup. AUo pease-soup, [f., PEASE s6.,

PEA ! + Soui 1

.]
A soup made from peas. Also

attrib. (chiefly in reference to its usual dull yellow
colour and thick consistency).
1711 SWIFT Jrnl. to Stella 21 Apr., I refused ham and

pigeons, pease-soup, stewed beef. 1828 P. CUNNINGHAM
N. S. Wales (ed. 3) II. 205 With a sort of pea-soup com-
plexion. 1835 Gcntl. Mag. Dec. 629/2 Mr. EffinghamWil-
son's pea-soup and porter dinners. 1899 M'estm. Gaz. 15 Mar.
2/3 A peasoup fog in March is going a little too far in the

way of meteorological jokes.

Hence Fea'-soirpy a. colfaq., resembling pea-soup
(said esp. of a thick yellow fog).
1860 RUSSELL Diary in India II. j. 6 Half-an-hour or so

had passed away in a sort of dreamy, pea-soupy kind of
existence. 1883 W. SHARP in tid. Words Nov. 723/2 1 he
*

pea-soupy
'

character so distinctive of those [fogs] in cities.

Peasse, variant of PEISE Obs.

Feastone (prstjun). [f. PEAI + STONE sb.]
A variety of limestone consisting of large rounded

grains like peas ;
also called PISOLITE.

1821 URE Diet. Chew,* Pcastone^ a variety of Limestone.

1876 PAGE Adv. Text-bk. Geol. xvii. 311 Pisolite or pea-
stone when the grains are large and pea-like.

Peasy (p^'zi), a. [f. PEASE sb. + -Y.]
1. Sc. Abounding in or composed of pens, as

Pcctsy bannock.

2. a. Of the size of pens. b. Of the appear-
ance, colour, etc. of peas or pease-meal.
1778 PRYCE Min. Cornub. Gloss, s. v. Jigging^ In the

Lead Mines, the Jigged Ore goes by the name of Feasy.
1812 SOUTER Sun 1

, Banff$h.*fl A granite, called pcasyivhin,
is found in large blocks near the surface of the moors.

Peat 1
(prt). Forms: 3-6 pete, (5-6 pett,

5-7 pet), 5-9 peet, 6-7 Sc. peit(t, 6- peat. [In
1 3th z.petc, in Anglo-L. peta, known from c 1200
in Scoto-Latin documents, where, like the associated

turba 'turf, it was app. from the vernacular.

Origin unknown : sec Note below.]
1. (With a and //.) A piece of the substance

described in sense 2, cut of a convenient form and
size for use as fuel, usually roughly brick-shaped.

(Chiefly Sf. and north, dial.}
[1200 in Liber de /l/c/r^(Bann. Cl.)76Tantum terre mee

..ubi sufiicienter possint exsiccare petas suas et. .liberum
transitum ..ad ipsas petas abducendas. 1262 in Charters $-c.

of Peebles (1872) 5 Jurat! dixerunt quod burgenses de Peb-

blys foderunt petas suas in petaria de Waltamshope. 1278
Durham Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 488 Henrico de Horneby et

Emerico ad petas fodiendas et cariandas, 6o-f. 1299 Ibid.

500 In 163 carratis petarum cariandis 39^. 8(/.] 1333 Patent
Roll 7 Ediv. Ill, i. m. 24 Redditum octo carectarum tur-

barum que dicuntur petes cum pert' in Skypwyth. c 1400
Burgh Laws c. 35 (Sc. Stat. I) Na man aw to punde.. bairn

at bryngis wodd or petys bot for wodd or petys. 1497 Ace.
Ld. High Treas. Scot. 1.344 Item, for petis and colis to the

schip .. viijj. vjf/. 1538 LEI.AND Itin. V. 91 Oftentimes in

diggin in this MosseTor Petes or Turves they finde the hole
Trees. 1572 Satir. Poems Reform, xxxii. 19 With Peittis,
with Turuis, and mony turse of Hedder. 1607 NORDI-\
Surv. Dial. 182 Those that are first cut vp, are called

Turjffes of the vpper part, and such as are taken downward,
are called Peates. ifito HOLLAND Camden's Brit. i. 542 It

yeeldeth Pets in the mores. 1710 in PhiL Trans. XXVII.
300 It does now afford good Peats. 1818 SCOTT Hrt. Midi.

xxix, I often wish there was a het peat doun their throats.

1873 BLACK /V. Thulc i, He stirred up the blazing peats in

the fire-place. Ibid, xviii, I asked you to bring one peat, and
uf course you brought two.

f b. A turf or sod in general. Obs.

1570 LEVINS Manip. 312/16 A Peate,f/t*J. i6ia HEYWOOD



PEAT.

Apol. for Actors I. 22 Of turfe and heathy sods to make
their seates, Framed, in degrees, of earth and mossy peates.
1638-48 G. DANIEL Eclog. \. 314 Their Corps are Covered
with green Peats, The place full sett with flowers.

2. Vegetable matter decomposed by water and

partially carbonized by chemical change, often

forming bogs or ' mosses '

of large extent, whence
it is dug or cut out, and ' made '

into peats (in
sense i).

1428 in Sir W. Fraser Wcmyss of If. (1888) II. 56 To wyn
and ger laboure .. turfe pete and hathir ..quharsumeuir thai
may be fundin wythin the said landis. 1626 BACON Sylva
775 Turfe and Peat and Cow-sheards are cheape Fuel.

1652 FRE_NCH Yorksh. Spa \. 2 An unctuo_us bituminous
earth, which the country People cut.., making Turfe, and
Peate thereof. 1754 BURT Lett.

Af. Scotl. xviii, In digging
of Peat, there have been found Fir-trees of a good magni-
tude. 1803 WALKER in Trans, Highl. Sue. Scot. II. 3 Peat
is a word used in Scotland and the north of England, but
seldom to be found, till of late years, in English authors.
1878 HUXLEY Physiogr. 233 Accumulations of partially de-
composed vegetable matter form the substance known as
peat or t urf.

3. attrib. and Comb. a. attributive, as peat-
barrow, -bed, -brick, -charcoal, -coke, -creel, -dealer,

-earth, -fire, -fuel, -gas, -ground, -knife, -marsh,
-moor, -mould, -mud, -pit, -smoke, -soil, -swamp,
-wain, -water; b. objective and obj. genitive, as

peat-caster, -casting, -cutter, -cutting, -digger, -fitter,

-making; c. instrumental, as peat-coloured, -roofed,
-smoked adjs. For other combinations, with many
illustrative examples, see Eng. Dial. Diet.
1886 A. WINCHELL Walks Ceol. Field 245 Spread it over

.353/1 incorporating pi _
dron with as much of the "peat-charcoal ground to powder
as will form a tough doughy mass, which is then moulded
into bricks. 1870 (title'} On the Economical Production of
Peat and Peat-Charcoal. 1889 DOYLE Micah Clarke 228
I'eat-coloured streams splashed down these valleys. 1579

Reg. Privy Council Scot. III. 102 Breking of thair "peit
creillis and sleddis. 1756 COLLET in Ph.il. Trans. L. 114 No
body happened to be there at that time but the "peat-cutters.
1695 WOODWARD Nat. Hist. Earth 11. (1723) 127 The said
Trees are .. found very seldom unless in this *Peat-Earth.

596

1:1423 WTOTOCN Crm. vm. xxiv. 46 And hyd thame in
a "pete-pot all. 1721 KELLY Sc. Prov. 268 Out of the
Peat-Pot into the Wire. 1800 A. CARLYLE Autobiog. 28
Their eldest son. .having missed the road.., fell into apeat
pot, as it is called, and was drowned. 1872 JENKINSON
Guide Eng. Lakes (1879) 121 Mount the hill by a "peat-
road, which leads to Eel Tarn. 1573 Richmond H'ills
(Surtees) 242 A gavelocke, ij hacks, iij "peatspades, ij flainge
spades, a garthe spade, viji. 1802 C. FINDLATEH Agric.
Xnrv. Peebles 208 The peat-spade is furnished with a
triangular cutting mouth, as also, with a cutting wing on
the right side, . . to cut the half decayed wood found mixed
with the moss. 1583 Keg. PriTty Council Scot. III. 577
Certane houssis, barnis and "peitstakis. 1802 SCOTT Let.
to Ellis in Lockhart, The formidable hardships of sleeping
upon peat^ stacks. 1898 Chamb. Jrnl. Mar. 187/1 "Peat-
wool dressing. This surgical wool is extremely absorbent.. ;

its deodorising power is great.
[.Vote, \spete has from the beginning been applied in the

north, not to the substance, but to a shaped and prepared
piece of it (cf. the expressions 'to make peats', 'peat-
making '),

the suggestion is offered that we may have in it

one of several instances in which a word orig. meaning'

piece
'

has become at length the term for a piece of some
particular substance. If this be so, there may be etymolo-
gical connexion with the stem pette- which gave med. L.
petia, pccia (: *pettia). It. pczza, F. piece,' piece ', and is

held to be of Celtic origin (Thurneysen Keltoromaa. 20).
The OJd Celtic entries in the Book of Deer, have/^r, genit.
pette, in sense '

portion, piece ', with which Stokes, Goidelica
(ed. 2) 120, compares Olr.pit portion of food (in terc-fit, leth-

fit). (This word is supposed to have passed into Goidelic
from a Brythonic dialect: cf. Welsh fcth portion.)]

Peat 2
(p/t). 06s. or arch. [Common from

! 1570 to 1640; re-introduced by Scott. Origin
uncertain. (Not Sc., exc. in sense 3.)
Cf. MDu. pete, in Kilian 1599, 'god-mother ', also=///,

1

god-daughter,
'

lustrica filiola, filia initialis, vulgo profilia '.

(See also PET.)]

t 1. Used as a term of endearment to a girl or
woman =

pet of a woman ; hence with various
shades of meaning =

girl simply, light or merry
girl, fondled or spoilt girl, etc. Obs.

1568 T. HOWELL Arb. Amitie (1879) 103 Alas good simple
peate, Of dull and feeble braine. 15716 T. NEWTON Lemnie's
Complex. (1633) 245 To invite and call into their companies

le beautiful! Damosels, and pleasant Peats to passe away
i

the time more merrily. 1581 RICH Farew. Milit. Prof.
'754 BVKt^Lett. ff.Satl.xn, My Landlady sat., by a little : (1846) 172 Being halfe convicted by the confession of the
peat-fire in the middle of the Hutt, 1866 KINGSLEY//CWTO. i

gentle peate, his new wife. 1593 DRAYTON Man in Moon
ix. G iij, Here might you many a Shepherdess have seen,
.. Lettice and Parnell prety louely peates. 1596 SHAKS.

xix, Over the peat fire sat a very old man. 1807 VANCOUVER
Agric. Devon(i8i$ 109 Digging and curing "peat-fuel upon
Dartmoor. 1856 EMERSON Eng. Traits iv. 64 Oars, scythes,
harpoons, . ."peat -knives, and hay-forks. 1884 A. CAMPBELL
Rec. Argyll 310 The people would be all off at "peat-making.
1695 WOODWARD Nat. Hist. Earth II. (1723) 82 The squa-
mose Covers of the Germina or Buds, .are found in. .many
"Peat Marshes. 1832 LYELL Princ. Ceol. II. 215 In June,
1747, the body of a woman was found six feet deep, in a
"peat-moor in the Isle of Axholm. 1860 TYNDALL Glac. n.
xxvi. 372 It appeared as if "peat-mould had been strewn
over it. 1814 SCOTT Way. Ixvii, Poor old Janet, bent double
with age and bleared with *peat-smoke. 1896 N. MUNRO
Lost Pibroch 19 The step-mother .. with hate in her *peat-
smoked face. 1578 Knaresborougk Wills I. 133 Thre
"peate waynes.

d. Special Comb. : peat-ash, the ash of burnt

peat ; peat-bank, a bank from which peats are cut;

peat-bog, a bog composed of peat; peat-coal,
a soft earthy lignite; ^-peaA-oois,^ peat-house ;

peat-flannel, flannel with peat in its contex-
ture

; peat-hag, broken ground whence peats have
been dug: see HAG si.*

; peat-house, an out-
house in which peats are stored ; peat-machine,
a machine for grinding peat and pressing it into
'
bricks

'

for fuel
; peatman, a man who digs, dries,

or sells peats for fuel ; peat-marl : see MARL si.1 i

i c; f peat-mire, a miry peat-bog ; peat-pan: cf.
j

PAN sb. 1
8, quot. 1875; peat-pot, a hole out of :

which peats have been dug and in which water has
collected

; peat-road, a rough track on a mountain-
j

side for the hauling down of peats ; peat-spade,
a spade made of a shape for cutting and '

casting
'

peats ; peat-stack, a stack of peats built up to dry
for fuel

; peat-wool, wool impregnated with peat ;

also altrib. Also PEAT-MOSS, -REEK.

1669 WORLIDGE Syst. Agric. (1681) 70 Turf and Peat-
ashes must needs be very rich. 1887 MRS. SAXBY Lads of
Lunda ti888) 198 A snow-wreath .. filled one of the "peat-
banks, a pit some six feet deep. 1775 LIGHTFOOT Flora
Scot. 219 Andromeda .. in *peat-bogs in the Lowlands not

unfrequent. 183:1 LYELL Princ. Ceo/. II. 213 A considerable

portion of the European peat-bogs ara evidently not more
ancient than the age of Julius Caesar. 1859-65 PAGE Geol.
Terms 282 Lignite beds., others soft and earthy, and known
as '"peat-coal

1

. 1898 Chamb. Jrnl. Mar. 187/2
' "Peat

flannel' for so it is called is a fine, delicately shaded
flannel, containing a considerable portion of peat in its

contexture. 1818 SCOTT Hrt. Midi, xii, Warstling wi'

hunger and cauld . . upon wet brae-sides, "peat-hags, and
flow.mosses. 1842 G. TURNBULL in Proc. Bcrw. Nat. Club
II. No. 10. 8 Brown barren moors, varied with peat-hagsand covers of whins and of broom. 1339-40 Durham Ace.
Rolls (Surtees) 538 Super reparacione del "Pethouse. 1580 :

Reg. Privy Council Scot. III. 320 Within the peithous of
[

the neddir bailye. 1899 CROCKETT Kit Kennedy 149 Betty
Landsborough . . set him to chop wood, and stack it in the

|

little peat-house. 1821 Examiner i Apr. 207/2 As James |

Johnstone, "peatman, was levelling moss. 1479 Priory of
Hexham (Surtees No. 46) 51 Habent communam de "Pet-

myre . . ad fodiendum et capiendum inde petas. 1828
Craven Gloss, (ed. 2\ *Peeat-patt,iLVcry hard stratum below
the peeat, impregnated with iron, impervious to water.

Tarn. Shr. I. i. 78 A pretty peate, it is best put finger in the
I eye, and she knew why, 1605 JONSON, etc. Eastiv. Hoe v.

i, God's me life, you are a
peat

indeed 1 1632 MASSINGER
Maid ofHon. n. ii, Of a little thing You are a pretty peat,

: indifferent fair too.

b. Applied to a pet animal.
a 1577 GASCOIGNE Praise P. Sparrow Wks. (1587) 285 As

if you say but/ei'd cut Phip, Lord, how the peat will turne
I and skip.

2. As a term of obloquy for a woman : esp. in

i proudpeat. Obs. in I7th c., but revived by Scott.

1599 B. JONSON Ev, Man out of Hum. Dram. Pers.,
Fallace. Deliro's wife and Idoll, a proud mincing Peat, and
as peruerse as he is officious, a 1623 FLETCHER Wife for

\

Month I. i, And ye proud peat, He make you curse your in-

j

solence. 1828 SCOTT /'. M. Perth xvii, Ere he [Rothsay]
j

takes back yonder proud peat to his table and his bed,..
Douglas must be King of Scotland. 1895 Miss TYTLKR
Macdonald Lass xii. 164 You were always a proud, un-
daunted peat of a lass.

b. Applied as a term of dislike to a man.
[By Scott and his imitators.]
1818 SCOTT Hrt. Midi, li,

'
I have angered the proud peat

now ', he said to himself,
'

by finding out a likeness '. 1866
Gd. Words 2 Apr. 267/2 The presumptuous peat 1 the light-
headed auld fule ! to mint sic madness.

1 3. '

Formerly, a lawyer, supposed to be under
the peculiar patronage of any particular judge,
was invidiously termed his peat or pet' (Scott

Kedgauntlet Let. xiii, note). Hence t Pea'try,
t Pea-tshlp, the personality or office of a peat.
c 1680 R. Cook's Petit, agst. the Peats in Maidment Scot.

Pasquils (1868) 224 Now humbly doth shew to the Lords of
the Seat, That he's likely to starve unlesse made a Peat.
Ibid. 225 Old Nevoy by all is judged such a sott, That his

peatship could never be thought worth a groat. Yet John
Hay of Murie, his peatry, as I hear, By virtue of his

daughter, makes thousands a year. Newbyth heretofore
went snips with the peats, Hot haveing discovered them

all^to be cheats, Resolves for the future, his sone Willie

Baird, Shall be Peat of his house, as well as Young Laird.
c 1680 Scot. Pasquils (1827) xxii. 49 Sat. on Fain, ofStairs, i

His mother's tongue learn'd him his father's law ; Lyke !

prentice taught the trade by ear, but book, In seaven years

petship
e'er he wrote or spoke. 1824 SCOTT Redgauntlct \

Let. xiii, As like being akin to a peatship and a sheriffdom,
as a sieve is sib to a riddle.

Peatery (prtari). [f. PEAT 1 + -EBY
;

in the i

termspetary,peatary after med.(Ang\o-)L,.fetdria,
j

f. peta peat.] A place from which peats are dug
j

or ' cast
'

; a peat-bog or -bank.
[c 1200 in Liber de Metros (Bann. Cl.) 76 Sciatis me dedisse

Caledonia II. HI. viii. 338 [He] granted them a peatary. 1853
G. JOHNSTON Nat. Hist.E. Bord. 1. 175 Gathered specimens

J

of a Callitriche in the peatery at Grant's-house. 1872 COSMO
INNES Scott. Legal. Antiq. 227 They say upon their oath
that the burgesses cut their peats in the petary of Waltam-

|

shope. 1873 J. GEIKIE Gt. Ice Age xxiii. 308 Petaries
became frequent objects of grant to the abbots and convents !

during the Scoto-Saxon period. 1901 Dundee Advertiser

PEA-VINE.
I 5 June 5 Here also are the peatries, where no end of that
|

valuable commodity may yet be had
Peat-moss, [f. PEAT i + Moss.]
I. 1. A peat-bog: the regular name in the North.

ci26o Ifcmmiiister Cartul. (Surtees) 71 Per viam qua:
vocatur Petemosway. 1543 Richmond Wills (Surtees) 39My peat mosse at ye Stonyford bryge, and ye peat cote there
bulded. 1765 DOUGLAS in Phil. Trans. LVIII. 187 In
almost every peat-moss, there are the remains of oak trees.
1832 LYELL / rinc. Geol. II. 213 Gradual conversion of a dry
tract into a swamp, and lastly a peat-moss.

b. Without a or//.: The substance peat.
1830* Kyle Farm Rep. 42 in Libr. Use/. Knawl., Huso.

Ill, Peat moss was .. regularly mixed with it in layers.
1856 KANE Arct. Expl. II. xx. 202 The fires were of peat-
moss greased with the fat of the bird-skins.

II. 2. The bog-moss (Sphagnum}; pi. the family
of mosses that grow in peat-bogs, rare.
1880 BEAITHWAITE (title) The Sphagnaceae or Peat Mosses

of Europe and North America.

Pea-tree. Name for several leguminous trees
or shrubs with flowers resembling those of the pea.
a. The genus Caragana, of Siberia, China, etc.

i b. The tropical genus Sesbania. c. JEschynomene
1

(Agati) grandiflora, of the East Indies, cultivated
in tropical countries, d. Adenanthera pavonina
of the East Indies (Coral Pea-tree), called also
Red Sandal-wood, e. The Common Laburnum. Sc.
1822 POLLOK in D. Pollok Life 157 The pea-tree bended

its modest head, covered with locks of lovely yellow. 1866
Treas. Bat. 210 Caragana, the Siberian Pea Tree. Ibid.

855 Pea-tree, Sesbania. 1884 MILLER /'//-., Pea-tree,
Chinese, ..Coral,.. West Indian.

Feat-reek, [f. PEAT i + REEK rf.i, smoke.]
1. The smoke of a peat-fire. Also attrib.

1803 SIR A. BOSWELL Spirit of Tintoc Poet. Wks. (1871)
120 He smelt like a peat-reek warming pan. 1860 G. H. K.
in Vac. Tour. 164 They aver that it is the loss of the peat-
reek and its creosote, which now goes up the grand stone
chimney. 1872 BLACK Adv. Phaeton xxii. 308 There was
a scent of peat-reek in the air.

2. A cant name for whisky distilled over a peat-
fire and so supposed to be flavoured with peat-
smoke ; orig. the produce of a moorland illicit

still, 'mountain dew'; also loosely, Highland
whisky generally.
The '

peat-reek
'

flavour is really that of amyl alcohol, due
to imperfect rectification.

1824 MACTAGGART Gallovid. Encycl.dZit) 91 A male o'sic

food, washed down by a few glasses of peatreek. 1862
R. H. STORY in Athcn&itrn 30 Aug. 270 We sat till twelve
o'clock, paying our devotions to the peat-reek. 1870 J. K.
HUNTER Studies 131 A shoemaker, who., had imbibed
strongly of peat-reek whisky.

Peaty (p/Hi), a. [f.
PEAT l + -Y.] Of the nature

of peat ; abounding in peat.
1765 DOUGLAS in Phil. Trans. LVIII. 183 To free the blue

from the peaty matter. 1776 WITHERING Brit. PI. (1796)
:

III.8i3 On Hampstead Heath near London, in dry peaty
places. 1875 CROLL Climate <$ T. xv. 244 A thin seam of

peaty matter, . . along the bottom of a bed of clay.

Feaucellier cell (post-lye sel). [From name
of the inventor, Lieut. Peaucellier, 1864.] A plane
linkage consisting of a jointed rhombus fixed by
three bars to two distinct centres, so that when it

oscillates about these, its angle opposite to the

centres describes a straight line, thus developing
a rectilineal out of a circular motion.

1875 CAYLEY Coll. Math. Papers IX. 317 The assumed
transformation .. can be effected immediately by a Peau-
cellier cell.

II Feau-de-SOie (po
:

d3swa-). [F. pean de soie,

lit. 'silk skin, silk kid ', introduced in the second

half of the igth c. as a trade name, referring to the

somewhat leathery consistence of the silk ; perh.

suggested bythe earlier term (for a different material)

pou-de-soie : see PADUASOY, POULT-DE-SOIE.] A
rich and somewhat thick silk with a dull satin face

on both sides; also applied to various inferior imi-

tations of this, and now (1904) chiefly used in the

trade to designate those called
' Rhadzimirs'.

1866 READE Griffith Gaunt xvii. II. 56 Mrs. Gaunt. .gave
her the promised petticoat, and the old Peau de soie gown.
1902 Civil Service Supply Ass. Price List Nov. 340 Silks,

Satins, etc. 22 in. Peau de Soie 2/4 to 2/n.

Peauter, obs. form of PEWTEK.

Peavey, pevy (p<"vi). U. S. [From the sur-

name, Peavey, of the inventor.] A lumberer's cant-

hook having a spike at the end of the lever.

1878 Lumberman's Gaz. 16 Mar., The best cast steel Pevy
made in the world. 1893 Scribner's Mag. June 714/2 The
banking-ground swarms with men armed with pevies (which
are cant-nooks furnished with strong pikes in the end).

1902 Nation (N. Y.) 9 Oct. 289/3 Our hands are hard-

callused by peavies and poles.

Pea-vine. U. S. [f.
PEA 1 + VINE.] a. The

'
vine ', or climbing stem, with its foliage, of the

pea-plant, or of any plant called 'pea', b. Name
for two leguminous plants : (a) the Hog-peanut

(see HOG J*. 1
13 d) ; (K) an American vetch, Vicia

americana, Pea Vine of California.

1766 J. BAKTRAM Jrnl. 6 Jan. in W. Stork Ace. E. Florida

25 The last frost killed the .. pea-vines, sun-flowers, [etc.].

1835 W. IRVING Tour Prairies 47 The horses banqueted
luxuriantly on the pea-vine. 1841 CATLIN N.Amer./nd.
(1844) II. xxxiii. 17 The grass is tilled witli wild pea-vines.



PEAW.

f Peaw, dialectal var. of Po, peacock. Obs.

1719 STRACHEY in Phil. Trans. XXX. 970 Next under the

three Coal Veins is the Peaw Vein, so denominated because

the Coal is figured with Eyes resembling a Peacock's Tayl,
..which Bird in this Country [Somerset] Dialect is called

a Peaw. [Cf. peacock-coal^ s. v. PEACOCK sb. 5 b.]

Peawe, obs. f. PEW. Pea-weevil: see PEA*

7. Peax, obs. f. PEACE, PIECE. Peaze, obs. f.

PEASE, PEISE.

II Feba (p/'ba). Zool. [Shortened from Tupi
tatii-peba,) i. e. tatu armadillo, and//z low.] An
American species of armadillo, Tatnsia (Dasypus)

peba, found from Paraguay to Texas
;
the Seven-

or Nine-banded Armadillo,

[1648 MARCGRAVE Hist. Nat. Bras. 231 Tatu peba Erasili-

ensibus, armadillo Hispanis.]

1834 Penny Cycl. II. 352 The peba..called by the Gua-
ranis tatouheu, or black tatu

t
is extremely common in

Paraguay. Ibid.^ The length of the peba, from the snout
to the origin of the tail, is about sixteen inches, that of the

tail fourteen,.. It is commonly called in Brazil, tatu-peba.

1893 M ivART TypesAnim. Life(iBg4) 259 The peba or nine-

banded armadillo ranges from Paraguay to Texas. 1896
List A nim. Zool. Soc. 195 Peba Armadillo. ..South America.

Pebble (pe'b'l), sb. Forms : a. I papol-,

popel-st&n, 6 pipple-, pypple-, pibple-stan(e ;

also6poppell,7pipple. #. 4pobble; 3-6puble-,

4 pibbil-, 6 pybble-ston; 6 pyble, 6-7 pible,

6-7 (dial. -9) pibble ;
6- pebble, (6-7 (dial. -9)

peable, peeble, 7-8 peble). [Existing in many
forms, some going back to OE., the phonetic rela-

tionsof which are obscure, and as yet undetermined.]
1. A stone worn and rolled to a rounded form by

the action of water; usually applied to one of

small or moderate size, less than a boulder or

cobble. Also, a stone similarly rounded by attrition

of ice or sand. (OE. examples, see PEBBLE-STONE.)
c 1290 S. Eng. Leg.) Magdalena 469 Huy i-sel^en

bi Jje

stronde : a luytel child gon pleye with publes on is honde.

13.. E. E. Allii. P. A. 117 For vche a pobble in pole ber

pyjt Watz Emerad, saflfer ober gemme gent. 1542 BOORDE
Dyetary x. (1870) 253 Ryuer or broke water,, .ronnyng on

pibles and grauayl. 1570 LEVINS Manip. 47/7 A Pebble,
stone, calcnlits. 1624 BP. HALL ^rw. at Re-edified Chapelt
ofEarle ofExceter in Var. Treat. (1627) 531 A pibble out
of the brook. 1635-56 COWLEY Davideis i. 677 The chaste

stream that 'mong loose peebles fell. 1695 LUTTRELL Brief
Kel. (1857) 111.515 There being two great guns, they charged
them with pibbles instead of bullets, c 1760 SMOLLETT Ode
to Leven-water 10 With white, round, polisb'd pebbles

spread. 1774 PENNANT Tour Scot, in 1772, 22 June, At

Feorling another stupendous cairn . . formed ofrounded stones
or pebbles brought from the shore. 1813 BAKEWELL Introd.
Geol. ii. 52 Rounded fragments from the magnitude of a pea
to that of a melon are generally called pebbles. 1878 HUX-
LEY Physiogr. 132 [The fragment of rock] may ultimately
be rubbed into the form of smooth round pebbles.

't"b. (without d] Used collectively, or as a

material; a bed, deposit, or heap of pebbles.
1574 W. BOURNE Regiment for Sea xxiL (1577) 60 You

shall finde 38. fadom, and poppell as bigge as beanes. 1588
GREENE Pandosto (1607) 10 Precious Diamonds are cut..,
when despised peable lye safe in the sand. 1592 LYI.Y

Gallathea i. i. 13 A heape of small pyble. 1665) STURMY
Mariner s Mag. v. xii. 54 The proper Stone for this purpose
is Marble, Pibble, Blew hand Stone.

c * flS- (.Australian slang?) A person or animal

very hard to deal with.

1890
'

R. BOLDREWOOD '

Col. Reformer vi. (1890) 49 He was
a regular pebble, and the old cow hadn't been in the yard
since he was branded.

2. A name for various gems or valuable stones.

fa. Applied to a pearl (quot. 1600). b. Acolour-
less transparent kind of rock-crystal, used instead

of glass in spectacles; a lens made of this. c. An
agate or other gem found as a pebble in streams,

esp. in Scotland (Scotch pebble} ; also, various

kinds of agate, as Egyptian pebble. Mocha pebble.
d. Applied rhetorically to the magnetic 'stone* or

'loadstone* (quot. 1856).
1600 TOURNEUR Transf. Metam. xl, The pearly pibble

which the Ocean keepes. 1688 R. HOLME Armoury n. 39/2
The Christal, and Bristow Stone, or Pipple. 1695 WOODWARD
Nat. Hist. Earth iv. (1723) 200 Flints, Agates, Onyxes,
Pebles, Jaspers, Cornelions. 1774 PENNANT Tour Scotl. in

1772, 23 June, Sardonyxes ; and other beautiful stones, indis-

criminately called Scotch pebbles. 1793W.& S. JONES Catal.

Optical etc. Instr. i Best double-jointed standard gold

spectacles with pebbles. 1847-8 H. MILLER First Impr.
xiv. (1857) 233 Like one of our Scotch pebbles, so common
..in their rude state. 1856 EMERSON Eng. Traits, Ability
Wks. (Bohn) II. 37 More than the diamond Koh-i-noor, ..

they prize that dull pebble .. whose poles turn themselves
to the poles of the world. 1878 HUXLEY Physiogr. 59 Those
spectacle lenses which are said to be made of '

pebbles '.

1889 Cent. Diet. s.v. Brazilian^ Brazilian pebbles, lenses

for spectacles ground from pure, colorless rock-crystal ob-
tained from Brazil.

e. A kind of earthenware invented by Wedg-
wood ; see pebble-ware in 5 b.

1768 WEDGWOOD Let. to Bentley 21 Nov. in Life (1866) II.

97 We can make things for mounting with great facility
and dispatch, and mounting will enhance their value greatly.
. .Pebble will in this way scarcely be discover'd to be coun-
terfeit. 1776 Let. 27 Jan. in Eliza Meteyard IVedg^vood
$ Wks. (1873) 44, I observe what you say about Pebble
vases. . .If we mean the general complexion of the pebble to

be light, and they meet with a heavy fire in the biskit oven,
the. .tints will be many shades darker than intended.

3. a. Short for pebble-leather : see 5 b. Also,
VOL. VII.

597

the rough irregular grain produced on leather by
pebbling : see PEBBLE v. 3.

1875 [see PEBBLE ?>. 3]. 1885 C. T. DAVIS Leather xxlx.

500 The waxed or colored split is stained on the flesh side,
and it is strictly known as the ' colored pebble '.

b. Short for pebble-powder-, see 5 b.

1880 Rncycl. Brit^. (ed. 9) XI. 328/1 Large cannon powder,
such as '

pebble
'

. . is . . enclosed in cases.

4. A collector's name for certain Cuspidate moths

(so called from the wavy markings on their wings

resembling those of agate), a. The/V&M? atPebble

Prominent, Notodonta ziczac. b. The Pebble Hook-

tip, Platypteiyxfalcula.
1832 REXNIE Conspectus Butterfl. fy AT. 33 The Pebble

(W. ziczac}. 1869 NEWMAN Brit. Moths 231 The Pebble

Prominent. Ibid* 207 The Pebble Hook-tip.

6. attrib. and Comb. a. simple attrib. Of or

pertaining to a pebble or pebbles ; made or con-

sisting of pebbles, or of agate or 'Scotch pebble*.
1725 RAMSAY Gent* Sheph. in. i, Round the figur'd green

and pebble walks. 1796 W. COMBE BoydclFs Thames II.

279 four large stones., which seem to be of the pebble kind.

1818 KEATS Rndym.\\. 112 My veined pebble floor. 1848
THACKERAY Van. Fair Iviii, Her mamma's, .large pebble
brooch.

b. Comb.) as pebble-beach, -bead, -bed, -crystal^

-paving, -ridge \pebble-covered^ -paved(\>oe.\.. -pavefi),

-strewn adjs. ; pebble-cast, the casting or throwing
of a pebble or pebbles, or a mass of pebbles cast

up, e.g. by the sea; pebble-dashed a., treated

with pebble-dash or -dashing, i. e. mortar with

pebbles incorporated in it; pebble-hearted a.,

hard-hearted, stony-hearted; pebble-leather, peb-
bled leather (see PEBBLE v. 3) ; pebble powder,
a slow-burning gunpowder prepared in the form

of cubes or prisms of the size of pebbles ; pebble-
vetch, a cultivated variety of Vicia sativa (Britten
& Holl.) ; pebble-ware, a kind of Wedgwood
ware in which clays of different colours are incor-

porated in the paste. Also PEBBLE-STONE.
1818 KEATS Endym. n. 149 Free from the smallest

*pebble-
bead of doubt. 1868 FITZGERALD tr. Omar (ed. 2) xlvii, As
the Sea's self should heed a *pebble-cast. a 1728 WOODWARD
Nat. Hist. Fossils of Eng. (1729) I. 32 A Peble, about the

bigness of a Wallnut. Tis wholly pellucid.. .This kind the

Lapidaries call *Peble-Crystal. 1899 SIR E. BuRNE-ToNES in

Mackail \V. Morris I. 51 Tumblyold buildings, gable-roofed
and "pebble-dashed. 1816 SCOTT in Q. Rm. Oct. 198 Like
Lance's *pebble-hearled cur. 1887 F. T. MARZIALS Dickens v.

64, I am afraid I must be rather pebble-hearted. 1885 C. T.
DAVIS Leather xviii. 357 In the manufacture of *pebble
and grain leathers. 1841 BRVANT Poems 41 The rush of the

"pebble-paved river. 1821 SHELLEY Epipsych. 546 The

*pebble-paven shore. 1838 Civil Eng. $ Arch. jrnl. I.

391/2 Constant repairs being required to the "pebble paving
of the stables. 1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mec/t.

t Pebble-paving,

pavement laid with pebbles from 3 to 4 inches deep. When
larger stones are used, it is known as ww/ifcr.pavmg. 1871
E. CARDWELL in Daily News 3 Jan., We. .set to work to

adapt our machinery for the use of "pebble powder. 1880

Times 27 Dec. 9/4 The powder charge.. consists of 425 Ib.

of pebble, or 450 Ib. of prismatic powder, a 1722 LISLE
Observ. Hush. (1757) 125 The "pebble-vetch is a summer-

vetch, different from the goar-vetch and not so big ; they
call it also the rath-ripe vetch. 1763 MILLS Pract. Husb.
I. 475 The small black-seeded vetch, which some call rathripe,
and others pebble, or summer vetch.

Hence Pebbleless a.

1894 Naturalist 297 The unaltered pebbleless laminated

shale below.

Pe'bble, v, [f. prec. sb.]

1. trans. To pelt with (or as with) pebbles.
1605 B. JONSON, etc. Eastw. Hoe in. i, We'd so pebble

them with snowballs as they come from Church ! 1816

SCOTT Antiq. xviii, The peasants ..betook themselves to

stones, and having pebbled the priest pretty handsomely,

they drove him out of the parish. 1818 Hrt. Midi, iv,

When we had. .parliament men o' our ain, we could aye
peeble them wi' stanes when they werena gude bairns.

2. To pave with pebbles.
1835 BECKFORD Recoil. 9 For the wise purpose of pebbling

alleys in quaint Mosaic patterns.

3. Leather Manuf. To produce a rough or in-

dented surface, such as might be produced by the

pressure of pebbles, upon (leather), by a special

kind of graining, done by means of a roller having
a pattern upon it. Hence Pebbling vbL sb. ;

also

attrib., as pebbling-machine.
1873 KNIGHT Diet. Mech. 1646/2 Pebbling an operation

to bring out the grain of leather and give it a roughened
or ribbed appearance. .. I n the pebbling-machine >

the skin

is subjected to the action of a roller with a surface the

reverse of the grain or pebble to be produced. 1885 C. T.

DAVIS Leather xxvi. 454 In currying it [Martin's Machine]
will 'set out', pebble, 'stone out '..entirely without hand
labour. Ibid. 467 Patents.. for Pebbling Leather.

Pebbled (pe-b'ld), a.

1. [f.
PEBBLE sb. + -ED 2

.] Covered, strewn, or

heaped with pebbles; pebbly. (Chiefly poetic.'}
< 1600 SHAKS. Sonn. Ix, Like as the waues make towards

the pibled shore. 1720 GAY Dione in. iii, Each .. pebbled
brook that winds along the dale. 1884 Harper's Mag.
Nov. 852/1 The pebbled terraces of the beach.

2. [f.
PEBBLE v. + -ED 1.] Of leather : Treated by

the process called pebbling : see PEBBLE z/. 3.

Fe'bble-stoue. Forms : see PEBBLE sb. and

STONE sb. = PEBBLE sb. i.

c 1000 >LFRIC Horn, I. 64 GaS to 5aere sse-strande, and

PECCADILL.
feccaS me papolstanas. c 1000 Aldhebn Glosses 1815 (Napier
1900) Lamu?ffst

i. paruus lapides, popelstanas. 1382
WVCLIF Prav. xx. 17 And aftir shal be fuHild the mouth of

hym with a litil pibbil ston. 1387 TRFVISA Higden (Rollsl

I. 353 Whan ober wcpene faillep pey [the Irish] ham;J> good
publestones redy at bond. 1530 PALSGK. 259 Pubic stone,
caillov. 1555 EDEN Decades 12 Two pybble stones of

goulde weighingc an vnce. Ibid., Pypple stones of gold.
Ibid, marg., Pipple stones of guide. 1573 TWYNK sEneid
x. (1584) I

1

vj b, On tother side, where as -the streame of

peablestones great store Togither rouled had. 1653 WALTON
Angler iv. 63 Opposed by rugged roots and pibble stones.

1838 Civil Eng. $ Arch. Jrnl. I. 391/2 The pebble stones..

firmly fixed in a matrix of concrete, are. .found to answer

completely, fig. 1591 SHAKS. Two Gent, n. iii. ir Yet
did not this cruell-heartcd Curre shf.dde one teare : he is

a stone, a very pibble stone.

b. As a material :
= PEBBLE sb. i b.

1663 GERBIER Counsel (1664) 90 Pavement with Pibble-

stone, fifteen and eighteen pence the yard, square.

Pebbly (pe
-

bli),<z. [f. PEBBLE J^. + -T.] Abound-

ing in pebbles ; covered or paved with pebbles.
z6oo SURFLET Countric Farnie it. xlii. 269 Hounds-toong

groweth..in peblie and vntilled grounde. 1622 DHAYTON
Poly-olb. xxvii. 4 Riuers rushing downe ..Vpon their peably
sholes. 1774 PENNANT Tour Scot, in 1772, 10 July, A small

bay with a pebbly beach. 1847 C. BRONTE J. Eyre v, We
went up a broad pebbly path.

II Pebrilie (p^brrn). [mod.F. ad. Prov. pebrino t

f. pebre pepper, in reference to the black spots.]
A destructive epidemic disease of silkworms,
characterized by black spots and stunted growth.
1870 TYNOALL in Nature 7 July 181/2 The name j>el>rine,

first applied to the plague by M. tie Quat refuges, and

adopted by Pasteur. 1899 Alloutfs Syst. Me<i. VIII. 046
[The transmission] of the sporo/oa of pebrine from the silk-

worm moth to its eggs and caterpillar.

Pecadile, obs. form of I'ICKADILL.

Pecan (p/karn). Also 8 paccan, 9 pecanne,
peccan(e, pekan. [In iSth c. paccan = F.

pacane^ Sp. pacana, from the native name of the

nut in various Algonkin dialects, e. g. Crec/rtvJw/,

' The common hickory nut was called Paean, a general
name for all hard-shell nuts, meaning that which is cracked

with an instrument, by a stone or hammer. Strachey's

Virginian vocabulary has Pankaitns for walnuts, liaraga,
for the Chippeway, Pagan, nuts, walnuts, hazel-nuts. At
the West and South, this name, as Pacanes and modern

Pt-kan,. .has been applied to a single species, the fruit of the

Carya Olivae-formis '. Trumbull Trans. Amer, Pliilol, S0c.

1872, 25.]

The nut or fruit, olive-shaped and finely flavoured,
of a species of hickory {Carya olirxformis] com-
mon in the Ohio and Mississippi valleys, often

attaining a very great height; also, the tree itself,

the pecan-tree.
1773 P. KENNEDY Jrnl. in T. Hutchins Descr. Virginia,

etc. (1778) 52 The timber, Bois Connu, or Paccan, Maple,
Ash, Button Wood. 1812 BRACKENRIDCE I'ieivs Louisiana

(1814)61 The pecanne. .found on the low grounds.. is a large
tree resembling somewhat the hickory, but has a more
delicate leaf. 1876 Forest $ Stream 13 July 376/2 Spending
a few days at Congo, gathering pecans.

b. Bitter pecan, bitter-seeded hickory (Carya

aqttaticd], a smaller species native to the southern

States. Also called water- or swamp-hickory.
C. Comb., as pecan-nut, -tree.

1786 JEFFERSON Writ. (1859) I. 506 To procure me two or

three hundred paccan-nuts from the western country. Ibid.

II. 74 The paccan-nut is, as you conjecture, the Illinois nut.

The former is the vulgar name south of the Potomac. 1827

J. COLDSTKEAM in lialfour Biogr. ii. (1865^23 Amongst them
is a peccati nut-tree. 1883 Pall Mall C. 17 Sept. 4/2 He
buried her under a big pecan tree [in California].

Pecari, -y, variants of PECCAKY.

Peccability (pekabi-Hti). [f. as next + -ITT.]

Capability of sinning, liability to sin.

a 1631 DONNE Six Serin, i. (1634) 34 The peccabilitie, that

possibilitie of sinning, which is in the nature of the angels
of heaven. 1721 J. CLARKE Moral Evil 44 Finite intelligent

beings necessarily suppose peccability. 1855 Miss COBBE
Intuit. Mor. 98 note, Our imperfection and peccability.

Peccable (pe-kab'l), a. [a. V. peccable (i3th c.

i in Littre) or ad. med.L. peccabilis, f. peccdre to sin,

after L. impeccdbilis sinless (cited from Gellius).]

1. Capable of sinning, liable to sin.

1604 T. WRIGHT Passions v. 4. 210 All men by nature

are sinners, are peccable, the iust offend often. 1741 UKRKELKY
Let. to Sir y. James 7 June, Wks. 1871 IV. 272 We hold

all mankind to be peccable and errable, even the Pope him-
self. 1857 H. MILLER Test. Rocks iil 154 Fitting and pre-

paring peccable, imperfect man, for a perfect impeccable
future state.

t 2. Sinful, wrongful. Obs.

1633 PRYNNE Histriom. 563 Is not the selfe same sinne as

sinfull, as peccable?

fPeccadrlian. Obs. Also -dulian, -duliun.

Early corrupt forms of PECCADILLO (prob. from It.

peccadiglio}.
1529 MORE Suppl. Soulys Wks. 310/1 He calleth them al

smal enormities, and as a man woulde say lytle prety peca-
dulians. 1532 Confut. Tindale ibid. 423/2, I founde in

the tone some prety peccaduliuns. 1567 DKANT Horace, De
Arte Poet. Biij, Ceriayne Peccadilians which scape, yea in

the beste. 1569 CROWLEY Soph. Dr. U'afsonii. 145 Such
as the Italians call Peccadulians, little pretie sinnes.

t Peccadill. Obs. [a. T . peccadilk (I'Jth c., in

early examples peccadillo, peccatile}, ad. It. or Sp. :

1

see below.] = PECCADILLO.
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FECCADILIiIE.

ifiai T. WILLIAMSON tr. Goulart's Wise Vieillardfa The
slipps and peccadills of their youth. 1675 COTTON Burlesque
on B. 16 For so small a Peccadill To send a man up
Holbom-hill [Le. to Tyburn]. 1736 J. SERGES Popery an
Enemy to Script. 63 The Faults. .are but peccadilles.

Peccadill, -dilly, -dillo : see PJCKADILL, etc.

f Peccadi-llie, anglicized form of next.
1660 F. BROOKE tr. Le Blanc's Trav. 52 *Tis but a pecca-

dillie for a Master to lye with his slave.

Peccadillo (pekadi-10). Also 6 peccadilia,
7 -dil(l)io, -diglio, 8 -dilla; 7 peccha-, peca-,
piccadillo; picadilio, pickadilla, 8 pecadiglio.

[a. Sp. pecadillo (-dz!
7
o), dim. of pecado sin, or It.

peccadiglio (Florio, 1611).] A small or venial
fault or sin

;
a trifling offence.

1591 HARINGTON Apol. Poet, Orl. Fur. p iv, I omit as his

peccadilia, how he mcknameth priests. 1600 O, E. Repl.
Libel i. viii. 205 The Spaniard is saide to account it but
a Peccadillo or little fault. 1607 SIR J. H. in Haringtoris
Nugae Ant. (ed. Park 1804) II. 7 Some peccadillos of yours.
1637 BASTWICK Litany i. 19 Accounted, .but peccadiglios,
1647 SIR_ R. STAPYLTON yuvenal vi. 85 Lust appeares a
peccadillio. Ibid. xiii. 241 Yet these are peccadillo s. 1652
BROOKS Precious Remedies (1653) 29 When this peccadillo . .

and a hot fiery furnace stood in competition. 1670 SIR J.
BRAMSTON Autobiog. 143 This is but a picadilio. 1697
VANBRUGU Relapse v. iii, Mr. Bull said it was a Peckadilla.

1708 NELSON Let. Hanger in Secretan r)fc (1860) 192 Never
reckon an excess in drinking a small fault, a pecadiglio.
1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa(\%\\} III. 206 She'll know enough
of me, not to wonder at such a peccadillo. (21845 Hoon
Ode R. Wilson xiv, Schemes. .That frown upon St. Giles's

sins, but blink The peccadilloes of all Piccadilly.
attrib, 1600 tr. A myraldus* Treat, cone. Relig. in. vi. 421

Those which they lookt upon as piccadillo sins. 1797 MRS.
M. ROBINSON Wahingham II. 221 The. .amours of him
whose peccadillo follies are the subject of universal ridicule.

t Fecca'minous, a. Obs. rare. [f. late L.

peccamen, -amin- (in Christian writers) + -ous.]
Full of sins, sinful.

1656 in BLOUNT Glossogr. 1668 H. MORE Div. Dial. 11.

vii. (1713) 109 In regard of our peccaminous terrestrial Per-
sonalities here.

Peccan(e, variants of PECAN.

Peccancy (pe'kansi). [ad. T^.peccantia (Ter-
tull. 3rd c.), f. pr. pple, ofpeccare to sin : see -ANCY.]
The quality or condition of being peccant.
1. Moral faultiness, sinfulness.

1656 HEVLIN Surv. France 41 The peccancie of an old

English Doctor, a 1679 T. GOODWIN Election iv. xii, Sins
of commission have more of peccancy in them than sins of
omission. 1784 COWPER Task n. 72 Where all deserve And
stand exposed by common peccancy To what no few have
felt. 1902 W. JAMES Varieties Relig. Exp. 267 As if our
tears broke through an inveterate inner dam, and let all

sorts of ancient peccancies and moral stagnancies drain away.
b. A sin, offence, transgression.

1648 W. MOUNT-AGUE Devout Ess. i. xii. 2 This dis-

torting of equivocall words, which passeth commonly for a
triviall peccancy. 1671 True Nonconf. 39 Waving the
immodest terme of impudence and other arrant peccancies
against truth. 1879 G. MEREDITH J$g&utXX3UVt Above most
human peccancies, I do abhor a breach of faith.

f2. Faultiness, incorrectness. Obs. rare~ l
.

c i6xz CHAPMAN Iliad m. Comm., But to make a fool non
Peccans verbis^ will make a man nothing wonder at any
peccancy or absurdity in men of mere language.
3. Corruptness or disorder of the humours, etc.

1665-6 Phil. Trans. I. 178 To cure the manifold peccancy
nf this juyce by Evacuations. 1747 tr. Astruc's Fevers 105
The saliva is impregnated with a general peccancy.

Peccant (pe-kant), a. (sb.) [ad. 'L.peccant-em,

pr. pple. vipeccare to sin ; in sense 3, a. OF. peccant
(i3~i4thc. in Hatz.-Darm.).]
1. That commits or has committed a fault or

moral offence
; sinning, offending.

1604 R. CAWDREY Table Alph., Peccant, offending, doing
amisse. 1610 G. FLETCHER Christ's Viet. n. xxi, The
shadows err'd Of thousand peccant ghosts, unseen, unheard.

1641-3 EARL OF NEWCASTLE Declar. in Rushw. Hist. Coll.

(1721) V. 134 To prove them to be peccant against any
authentick Rule. 1690 SOUTH Serin. (1697) II. vii. 295 That
a peccant Creature should disapprove, and repent of every
Violation of, and Declination from the Rules of Just and
Honest. 1862 CARLYLE Fredk. Gt. xin. iii. (1872) V. 39 The
peccant Officials, .fell on their knees,

b. Said of things.
1633 PRYNNE ist Pt. Histrio-m. in. vi. 123 [Our own

statutes] precisely prohibit the satyricall depraving, tra-

ducing, or derogation of. . the Sacrament ofthe Lords Supper
in any Enterludes, Playes or Rimes (in which kinde Playes
had beene formerly peccant). 1874 W. E. HALL Rights <$

Duties Neutrals in. iii. 127 He seizes the peccant property.
2. Offending against or violating some rule or

principle; faulty, incorrect. tObs.

1624 F. WHITE Repl. Fisherii6 This Sillogisme is peccant
in forme. 1736 AVLIFFE Parergon 177 If the Citation be evi-

dently peccant in point of Form or Matter. 1841 D'ISRAELI
Amen. Lit., Hum. B. Jonson, If true learning in the art
of the drama be peccant, our poet is a very saintly sinner.

3. Causing disorder of the system ; morbid, un-

healthy, corrupt : used esp. in the humoral patho-
logy ; also, inducing disease.

1604 T. WRIGHT Climact. Years 15 Some few peccant
humours. 1661 HICKERINGILL Jamaica 103 Adjourning
Plagues they use to bring, In Peccant Autumns or the

Spring. 1667 Phil. Trans.\\. 621 It was not at all probable
that his blood was peccant in the quantity. 1706 PHILLIPS,
Peccant^ . , among Physicians,

the Humours of the Body are
said to be Peccant, when they contain some Malignity, or
else abound too much. 1899 Allbutt's Syst. Med. VI. 742
The patient.. pointing to the peccant tooth as the source of
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his woe. Ibid. VIII. 495 Purgatives and diuretics may be
given to eliminate any peccant matter.

b. In figurative use.

1605 BACON Adv. Learn, i. "iv. 12 Thus I have gone over
these three diseases of learning : besides the which there
are some other rather peccant humors, than fourmed dis-
eases. 1727 POPE, etc. Art of Sinking iii, A discharge of
the peccant humour in exceeding purulent metre. 1790
BURKE Fr. Rev. Wks. 1808 V. 58 The change is to be con-
fined to the peccant part only. 1860 EMERSON Cond. Life,
Power Wks. (Bohn) II. 333 Where is great amount of life,

though gross and peccant, it has its own checks.

B. sit. A sinner ; an offender.
1621 I. C. in T. Bedford Sin unto Death Fvjb, No time

nor age.. hath beene more likely to bring forth plenty ol

peccants in this
kinde.^ 1803 C. K. SHARPE Let. 3 Apr. in

Corr. (1888) 1. 165 A swinging blow on some peccant's rump
from the cudgel of the serjeant !

Hence Fe'ccantly adv.
; Fe'ccantness.

1847 WEBSTER, Peccantly. 1727 BAILEY voL II, Peccant-
ness, offensiveness, hurtfulness.

Peccary (pe-kari). Forms: 7 pakeera, 7-8
pecary, 7- peccary, (8 picary, 9 picaree,
pec(c)ari). [ad. pakira, paquira> the name in
Carib of Guiana.

Spelt by the Spaniard Oviedo 1535 baquira or vaguira \

paqitira is used by the Frenchmen Biet [Diet, des Galibis)
1664, and Breton 1665, and is frequent in Fr. and Sp.
writers of iSth c. In It., Clavigerspells/te?JbVo. G. Warren
in 1667 has pakeera, and the form is still current in the
Apalai and Ouayana dialects of Guiana. An English writer
in 1613 spells pockiero, which is also in the iSth c. Dictio-
narium Galibi ; Dutch iSth c. voyagers have peequiera.
Pecary appears in 1699. BufTbn has pakira and peccary,
Cuvier ^e'can. (Jas. Platt Junr. in Athenaeum 8 June 1901,
727/3; Bibliotheque Linguist. Amer. XV. 1892.)]A gregarious quadruped of South and Central

America, allied to the swine, of which there are
two species, the collaredpeccary extending north to

Texas, and the ivhite-lipped p. of South America.
1613 R. HARCOURT Voy. to Guiana 29 Swine in great

numbers, whereof there are two kinds, the one small, by the
Indians called Pockiero, the other is called/dzn^. 1667 G.
WARREN Descr. Surinam n Of the hogs there are three
kinds. One lives like an otter.. the other two are called
the Pakeera and Pinko. 1697 DAMHER Voy. round World
(1699) 9 He. .hunts about for Peccary. 1699 L. WAFER Descr.
America 104 The country has of its own a kind of hog, which
is called Pecary. 1769 E. BANCROFT Ess. Nat. Hist. Guiana
125 The Picary is considerably smaller than the ordinary
European Hogs. 1774 GOLDSM. Nat. Hist. Ill, 183 That
animal which of all others most resembles an hog.. is called
the Peccary, or Tajacu. 1807 HOME in Phil. 7V*r. XCVII.
154 The stomach of the pecari differs from that of the com-
mon hog. 1807 H. BOLINGBROKE Voy. Demerary 227 There
are two kinds of hogs, .numerous in all parts of Guyana,
the picaree and the waree. 1846 G. A. McCxLL Lett. fr.
Frontiers (\%(&) 440 The Mexican wild boar, the Peccary,.,
has no tail, and it has a musk-pouch on the after-part of the
back, which exudes a strong smell of musk,
Peccation (pek^'Jan), rare. [ad. L. pecca-

tion-cm, n. of action from peccare to sin.] The
action of sinning, sin.

1862 THACKERAY Philip vi, Though he roared out peccam
most frankly when charged with his sins, this criminal would
fall to peccation very soon after promising amendment.

II Peccavi (pek^-vai, pekka-v/). Also 7 peca-
vie. ]TL.pCC&vf

' I have sinned*.]
( I have sinned ',

in the phrase 'to cry peccavi'; hence an acknow-

ledgement or confession of guilt.
Sopeccavinms

' we have sinned
'

; peceavit
( he has sinned '.

[1509 FISHER Fun. Serm. Hen. I'll Wks. (1876) 272
Kynge Dauid that wrote this psalme, with one worde
spekynge his herte was chaunged sayenge Peccam.} 1553
T. WILSON Rhet. (1580) 65 Much soner shall al other be sub.
iect vnto him, and crie Peccaui, 159* G. HARVEY Four
Lett. Wks. (Grosart) I. 199 That he, which in the ruffe

of his freshest iollity, was fame to cry., a mercy in print f,

may be orderlie driuen to crie more peccauies, then one.
1600 \V. WATSON Decacordon (1602) 179 Then were the secu-
lars not onely bound to obey and surcease, but also to cry
Peccauimus and submit themselues to doe such penance as

[etc.]. 16x6 I. LANE Cont. Sgr.'s T. XL 115 'Dread Dame*
(quoth shee) 'because hee cries

"
peccauit ",Wee bothe will sue

his special suppHcauit'. 1681 BAXTER Acc.Sherli^cke \. 160
A true information and conviction, which may bring me to
the most open Peccavi or confession. 1730 SWIFT Sheridan's
Submission Wks. 1755 IV. i. 259 Now lowly crouch'd, I cry
peccavi, And prostrate, supplicate pour ma vie. 1814 MRS.
J. WEST Alicia de Lacy II. 291 Her ears were alternately
assailed by the peccavis of penitence, and the well-a-days of
love. x86a [see PECCATION].

Pecco, variant of PEKOE,

t Pece. Obs. Also 5 pyece, pese, 6 peece,
Sc. pels, peys. [ad. med.L. pecia,

*

vas, calix,

cyathus' (Dn Cange).
In other uses, pecia represents F. piece, e. g. pecia terras
~ F. piece de terre\ but the sense 'cup', 'vase', is not
known for F. piece.. In Eng. however Pece is a common early
spelling of piece, and this may be a sense of English
development. Cf.

'

piece of plate '.]

A cup (esp. a wine-cup) ;
a drinking-vessel.

1361 LANGL. P. PI. A. in. 23 Coupes of clene Gold and
peces of seluer. c 1400 Ywaine <fr Gaw. 760 A pot with
riche wine And a pece to fil it yne. 1432-50 tr. Higden
[Rolls) III. 433 After that hehadedrunke wynesendeto hym
by the kynge, he putte the pece [Hico. vas, TREVISA the

vessel) in his bosom, c 1440 Promp, Parv. 388/1 Pece,

cuppe, pecia, crater. 1470-85 MALORY Arthur vin. H,
He tooke the pyece with poyson and dranke frely. c 1485

Digby Myst. (1882) HI. 535 Felle a pese, taverner. 1513
DOUGLAS JEneis vi. iv. 37 The warme new blude keppit
in coup and peis. 1594 PLAT Chem. Concl. 20 Putting them
into a little pewter peece.

PECK.

b. ?A wine-cask or butt.
1608 SYLVESTER Du Bartas n. iv. in. Schism 545 As Claret

wine from a pearc't Peece doth spout.

Pece, obs. form of PEACE, PIECE.

Fech (pex, pexy
)> sb. Sc. and north, dial Also

7-9 pegh. [Goes with PECH
v.~\

A short laboured

breath, a pant after exertion.

Lament. Laay Scot. 400 He gaif ane greit pech, lyke ane
weill fed stirk. a 1624 BP. M. SMITH Serm. xiv. (1632) 257He made but a pegh at it, saying, She gaue me, that, that

Pech (pex, pe"x
y
), v. Sc. and north, dial. Also

6 peigh, 7 peach, 8-9 pegh, (9 peicn, north.

Eng. dial, peff, peck), [app. onomatopoeic, with
the / ofpuff) pant and other explosive words, and
the imitative ending found also in hech, steck.']
intr. To breathe hard from exertion, to fetch the
breath short, to pant.
c 1440 York Myst. xl. 84 For pechyng als pilgrymes that

putte are to pees. 1572 Lament. Lady Scot. 269 Now
mon thay wirk and labour, pech and pant. 1595 DUNCAN
App. Etymol. Gloss. (E, D. S.), Anheh^ to peigh or pant.
a 1598 ROLLOCK On the Passion xx. (1616) 188 He will tye
the burthen of them on their owne backes, whitest they
grone and peach. 1731 RAMSAY Prospect of Plenty 73
Peching fou sair. 1780 MAVNE Siller Gun H. v, They
wha had corns, or broken wind, Begood to pegh and limp
behind. 1786 BURNS Willie Chalmers i, My Pegasus I'm
got astride, And up Parnassus pechin [rime brechan]. 18*8
Craven Gloss, (ed. z\ Peff, . .\Q breathe with difficulty.

1894 CROCKETT Raiders (ed. 3) 199 At a pace that made
me pech. .like a wind-galled nag.

Fechan (pe'xan, pe'x
y
an). Sf. [Derivation

uncertain : cf. prec.] The stomach.

17^86 BURNS Two. Dogs 62 Yet e'en the ha' folk fill

their pechan [v. r. pegnan] \\T sauce, ragouts, and sic

like trashtrie. 1862 HESLOP Prov. Scotland 82 He puts
it in a bad purse that puts it in his pechan.

Pechar, -er, obs. forms of PITCHER, PEACHEB.
Pechblende : see PITCHBLEND.

Peche,obs. f. PEACH. Pecht, var. PICT.

f Pecify, obs. Sc. form of PACIFY.

.'533 BELLENDEN Livy i. viii. (S. T. S.) 46 Al nychtbouris
Hand J>ame about war mesit and pecifyit.

Feck (pek), j.l Forms: 4 pec, 4-6 pek,
pekke, (5-6 peke), 5-7 pecke, (7 Sc. pect), 5-
peck. [ME. pek, = OF. pek (isth c. in Godef.,

only one instance), frequent in AF., also latinized as

peccum (or ?-wj), pMa ;
ulterior history unknown.

\ picotin
' a pec!

a boisseau . . used only in the measuring of oats
'

(Cotgr.),
a horse's feed of oats (Scheler); in med.L. picotinus. But
the latter was evidently a deriv. of med.L, picotust -fa
a liquid measure, in OY.picott a wine-measure d4th c. in

Godef.). The radical part of these words may be cognate

Pekfiet
JfECK r>.', is notable; but peck sb. is known long

before the vb., and cannot easily be derived from it.]

1. A measure of capacity used for dry goods ;

the fourth part of a bushel, or two gallons. The

imperial peck contains 554-548 cubic inches, that

of the United States 537-6.
The Scottish peck was the fourth part of the firlot and

contained 4 Upptes^ 553-5625 cubic inches for wheat, but

87*55 for barley, rye, pulse, salt, and other commodities.
In England, the peck formerly varied greatly according to

locality and to the commodity measured. See . C. and
Farm. Words (E. Dial. Soc.) 173.

1300 Battle Abbey Custumals (1887) 14 Et debet cariare

j ambram, j busseflum, et pek salis. 1338 in Dugdale
Mpnasticon. (1846) II. 584/1 In j. pekko sails. Ibid. 584/2,
xiiij. [equi] quorum quilibet j. pekka. 1351-* Rolls of
Parlt. II. 240/1 Soient les Mesures,c'estassaver bussell,demi
bussell, & pec, galon, potel, & quarte, en chescun Countee
..acordantz a 1 estandard. 1351 Mem. Ripon (Surtees) I.

236 Cuidam leproso unum pek frumenti. r 1386 CHAUCER
Reeve's T. 90 The Millere shold nat stele hem half a pekke
Of corn by sleighte. 1390 Earl Derby's Exp. (Camden) 6
Pro iij

bul oussellis et j pecco auenarum, xixtf. ob. Ibid. 29.

1464 Mann. < Househ, Exp. (Roxb.) 545 Paid for a pekke
of otemelle, iij.fi. 1485 Digby Myst. (1882) n. 30 How,
hosteler, how, apeck of otys. 1526 TINDALE Matt. xiii. 33
Hid in 3 peckesoff meele. [So COVERD., Great B., Geneva,
Rheims\ WVCLIF mesuris, 1611 measures.] 1534 Ord. Govt.
Irel. in St. Papers Hen. VIII, II. 210 They [Irish lords] toke
a pecke of ootes of every plough in the sede tyme, called the

greatte horse, or chefe horsis pecke. *$yi Ibid, 495 Item,
that the greate peckes of otes..and suche other nedeles
extortions.. be clerly abolysheid. 1603 in Rec. Old Aber-
deen (1899) 33 That na darer draiff be sauld . . nor four d.

ilk pect. 1735 BRADLEY Fam. Diet.
s.y. Gallon, In Liquids

two Pottles, .make one Gallon.. But in dry Measure, two

Gallons, which is six Pottles, make one Peck. 1789 BURNS
Happy Trio i O, Willie brew'd a peck o' maut. 1846 J.
BAXTER Libr. Pract. Agric. {ed. 4) I. 272 Nine imperial

pecks to the statute acre, of good and clean Riga seed.

b. In various proverbial expressions.
1603 DEKKER Grissil (Shaks. Soc.) 6, I think I shall not

eat a peck of salt : I shall not live long, sure. 1710 PALMER
Proverbs Ixxix. 221 title, Every man must eat a Peck of

ashes before he dies. Ibid.) Every man must eat a peck of

dirt in his life I 1828 Craven Gloss, (ed. 2) s. v.,
' To measure

:o another a peck out of one's own bushel
',
to think or treat

others like himself. i86a HISLOP Prov. Scot. 31 Before ye
choose a friend eat a peck o' saut with him. 1901 Daily



PECK.

Chron. 23 Aug. 5/2
(A dry summer never made a dear

peck ', says an old weather proverb.
c. A swarm of bees such as would fill a peck :

cf. peck-swarm in 5.

1713 WARDER True Amazons (ed. 2) 37 Put a Swarm of
Bees of a Peck, in May, into a Hive of Glass. Ibid. vi.

(ed. 2) 77 One Peck of Bees in one Hive, will get much more
Honey than two half Pecks will do in two Hives.

d. A liquid measure of two gallons, dial.
1886 ELWORTHY W. Sow. Work-bk. s. v., Peck is a measure

of liquids two gals.
'
I do hear how Farmer Burge is

zillin o' very good cider vor a shillin' a peck '.

2. A vessel used as a peck measure.
1392-3 Earl Derby's Exp. (Camden) rs8 Et pro j pecco

ligneo pro mensura auenarum, iiijd?. 1404 Durham Ace.
Rolls (Surtees) 397, j pek pro prsebenda. 1598 SHAKS.
Merry W. 111. v. 113 Next to be compass'd like a good
Bilbo in the circumference of a Pecke, hilt to point, heele to
head. 1641 BEST Farm. Bks. (Surtees) 109 Yow must take
a spade and a pecke,.. and goe twice a day to the aunt-
hills.. take up the moules and alltogeather, and putte into
the pecke. 1705 HICKERINGILL Priest-cr. iv. Wks. 1716 III.

229 Can a Peck contain all the Water in the Sea? 1878
MACKINTOSH Hist. Ciyiliz. Scot. I. xi. 458 In 1492 three
men were put in the pillory, .for having pecks of too small
measure,

b. In the Isle of Man : see quot. 1903.
1887 HALL CAINE Deemster iii. 12 The bread-basket known

as the '

peck '. 1894 Manxman 32 The peck, the parch-
ment oat-cake pan. 1903 Eng. Dial. Diet., Peck, ..A.
wooden hoop, about 3 or 4 inches deep, and about 20 inches
in diameter, covered with a sheep's skin, and resembling the
head of a drum, it is used to keep oaten cakes in.

3. loosely. A considerable quantity or number,
a great deal, a '

quantity ',

'

heap ',

'

lot '. Chiefly
fig. in phr. a peck of troubles.

'535 in Archxologia XXV. 97 The said George .. told

hym that M r
. More was in a pecke of troubles. 1539 Aber-

deen Regr. (Spald. Cl.) I. 159 Calling of hir commond vyld
freris hvyr that scho wes, that hes ane pek of lyiss betuix
thi shoulderis. 1664 [ScuoAMORE] Homer d la Mode 2 Did
bring upon the Graecians, double Foure or five hundred
pecks of trouble. 1857 HUGHES Tom Brown i. viii, A pretty
peck of troubles you'll get into.

f4..-An ancient measure of land. 06s.

1442 Rolls o/Parlt. V. 59/1 A pek of Londe, Paster, Hethe
and Maresse. Ibid., Half a pek and a nayle of Londe,
Pasture and Hethe.

6. attrib. and Comb., as peck loaf, a loaf made
from a peck of Hour

; f peck-swarm, a swarm of
bees that fills a hive of the size of a peck : see I c.

1599 MASSINGEH, etc. Old Law iv. ii, I never durst eat

oysters, nor cut *peck-loaves. 1806 SUDR Winter in Lond. I.

196 The lord mayor ordered the price of bread to be raised
one penny in the peck-loaf. 1609 C. BUTLER Fern. Man. v.
L iv, All *pecke-swarmes, and other single swarmes after
Mid-Cancer [are fitted] with the least, or halfe-bushell hiue.

Feck, sb.t Obs. or local, [app. a local variant
of PICK sb., PEAK st>."]

1. A local name of various tools : see quots.
1485 Naval Ace. Hen. VII (1896) 72 Gonne hamurs . . iij,

Gonne pekkes . . viij. 1514 Lett. # Pap. Hen. VIII, I. 5721
(P. R. O.) xxii pekes for to hewe golinys stonys. 1544
Knaresb. Wills (Surtees) I. 47 One Carlille axe, one pekke.
1784 YOUNG Ann. Agric. II. 50 (Essex) They cut their beans
with a tool they call a peck, being a short handled scythe for
one hand, and a hook for the other. 1813 Agric. Essex
I. 163 The Flemish scythe is used in Foulness for cutting
beans : it is called a bean peck. 1883 Hampsh. Gloss., Peck,
sb. a pick-axe. 1884 Upton-on-SevcrnGloss., Pick, or feck,
(i) A pick-axe ; . . (2) A pointed hammer for breaking coal.

Ibid., Peck-shaft, the handle of a pick-axe,
2. A peak.
1481-90 Howard Honseh. Bks. (Roxb.) 139 For ij. coschyn

clothis with peckkes xxiiij.j. 1884 Upton.on-Severn Gloss.,
Peck, a point (peak) :

' The peck of the shou'der '.

Feck (pek), j*.3 Also 6 pekke, 6-7 pecke.
[f. PJECK

z-.i]

1. An act of pecking ;
a stroke with the beak or

bill
; (humorously) a snappy kiss : cf. PECKYa.2 2.

1611 COTGR., Becquade, a pecke, iob, or bob with a beake.
1824 Miss MITFORD Village Ser. i. (1863) 17 The robin red-
breast and the wren . . would stop for two pecks. 1859 M.
NAPIER Life Visct. Dundee I. n. 314 Argyle's . . audacious
but feeble peck at the throne in Scotland. 1893 SALTUS
Madam Sapphira 84 Bending toward his wife he received
from that lady a rapid and noiseless peck.
2. The impression or mark made by pecking;

a prick, hole, or dint; a dot; a slight surface injury.
1591 PERCIVAL Sp. Dict.,Picado,& pricke, a pecke, ;(?r^j-,

punctura. 1676). BEAUMONT in Phil.Trans.yil. 727These
[Trochites] have also a small peck in the middle making but
very little impression in the stone, and seldom passing
through it. 1740 DYCHE & PARDON s. v., A little hole made
in fruit as it hangs upon trees, is called a bird peck. 1797
Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) VI. 671/1 In engraving the flesh, the
effect may be produced in the lighter parts and middle tints

by long pecks of the graver, rather than by light lines. 1852
WIGGINS Embanking 1 5 Raising a bank of great bulk, turfing
or gravelling the sea face, and mending every little

'

peck
'

or injury as it occurs.

3. slang, orig. Thieves Cant. Food, meat,
'

grub
'

; provender.
Peck-alley, the throat. Peck andperch, board and lodging.

Peck and tipple (booze), meat and drink.

1567 HAR.MANCa<iif 86 She hathaCacling chete.agrunt-
ing chete, ruff Pecke, cassan, and popplarr of yarum. 1641
BROME JoviallCrew n. Wks. 1873 III. 388 Here, safe in our
Skipper, let's cly offour Peck. 1706 MRS. CENTLIVRE Basset
Table Prol., Poor House-keeping, where Peck is under Locks.
1732 M RS. DELANY in Life % Corr. I. 346 We went to supper,
and had a

profusion
of peck and booz. 1828 Lights ft Shades

II. 206 What's peck and perch, and a pound a-week? 1865
DICKENS Mat. Fr. iv. vii. The serving of the

'

peck
' was
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the affair of a moment. 1893 Kennel Gaz. Aug. 221/2 He
[a dog] wants a little more peck.

Feck (pek), z/.l Also 4-5 pekke, 4-7 pek,
peoke. [app. a collateral form of PICK z>.l, with
which it formerly often interchanged, as it still

does dialectally. Cf. MLG. pekken, to peck with
the beak.]

I. 1. trans. To strike with the beak, as a bird
;

to indent or pierce by thus striking. Often witli

advb. extension
; esp, peck out, to put or pluck out

by pecking.
1382 WYCLIF Prcrv. xxx. 17 The eje that scorneth the fader,

and that dispiseth the birthe of his moder, pecken hym out
crowis of thestremes [1388 crowis of the stronde picke out
thilke ijej. 1398 TREVISA Harth. DeP. R. xvlll. viii. (Bodl.
MS.), pe rauen. .fondeb wib his bille to pecke oute his ijen.
[Ibid., Smal briddes bat reseb on hym to picke out his i^en.]

1567 MAPLET Gr. Forest 71 b, She flieth and flacketh about
his eies and face, and pecketh and scratcheth out his eien.

1690 DRYDEN Don Sebastian \, i, These parrots peck the
fairest fruit. 1795 COWPED Pairing Time Antic. 57 Soon
every father-bird and mother Grew quarrelsome, and pecked
each other. 1863 KINGSLEY Water-Bab, vii, All the other
scaul-crows set upon her, and pecked her to death.

b. To make (a hole, etc.) by pecking: cf. PICK v. 1

1768-74 TUCKER Lt. Nat. (1834) I. 640 The beetle .. lies

sprawling upon his_ back; until the little tit-mouse comes,
pecks a hole in his side. 1813 Sporting Mag, XLVI. 160
A truce to pecking holes in the coat of this gentleman's book.
2. intr. To strike with or use the beak, as a bird.

1398 TREVISA Earth. De P. R. xvm. viii. (I3odl. MS.), ?ife
be asse haue a sore.. be sparowes lepib beron & peckej) wib
here billes. 1567 MAPLET Gr. Forest 71 b, They neuer leaue
off pecking til they haue made it verie sore. 1588 GREENE
Pandostp (1607) 27 He that striueth against Loue,. .with the
Cockatrice pecketh against the steele. 1774 GOI.DSM. Nat.
Hist. (1776) VI. 15 They peck and combat with their claws.
trans/. 1901 in Publ. Circ. 7 Sept. 227/2 The modern

printer merely pecks on a key-board.
b. l^eck at : to aim at with the beak, to try to

peck ; also trcmsf.
1604 SHAKS. Oth. i. i. 65 Tis not long after But I will

weare my heart vpon my sleeue For Dawes to pecke at.

1676 HOUBKS Iliaii xv. (1677) 229 Better in close fight to die
. . Than . -peck in vain at a weak enemy. 1687 Land. Gaz.
No. 2251/4 Finding we slighted him, [he] stretched to Wind-
ward, and there lay pecking at us. 1831 CARLYLE in Froude
Life (1882) II. 175 The more the Devil pecks at me, the
more vehemently do I wring his nose. 1874 L. STEPHEN
Hours in Library (1892) I. i. 9 It was .. the greatest of
triumphs when birds . . pecked at the grapes in a picture.

C. Peck at {fig;: To try to '

pick holes' in, or
'

pick to pieces
'

; to carp, cavil, or nag at.

1641
' SMECTYMNUUS '

Vind. Answ. v. 70 The Scripture hee
pecks at. 1768-74 TUCKER Lt. Nut. (1834) II. 475 Without
pecking at the Bible, they can find matters to joke upon
elsewhere. 1872 BESANT & RICE Ready Money Mortiboy
viii, She had pecked at him so long, he could not have
digested his dinner without his usual dessert.

3. trans. Of birds: To take (food) with the beak;
esp. in small bits at a time. Often with up.
c 1386 CHAUCER Nun's Pr. T. 147 Pekke \v. rr. pek, peke,
Camb. pikke, llarl. pike) hem vp right as they growe and
ete hem yn. 1623-4 MIDDLETON ROWLEY Sp. Gipsy 11.

i. 50 Grain pecked up after grain makes pullen fat. 1798
WORDSW. Old Cumbld. Beggar 20 The small mountain birds
Not venturing yet to peck their destined meal. 1804 J.
GRAHAME Sabbath. 460 Where little birds . . Light on the floor,
and peck the table-crumbs. 1883 S. C. HALL RetrospcctM.
324 The fowls were left to peck up anything they might find.

fig. 1669 F. VERNON in A. Lang Valet's Trag. etc. (1903)
Sr, I fear you can peck but little satisfaction out of it.

b. intr.

1798 Sporting Mag. XI. 220 The pigeon, .is still alive, and
pecks as well as usual.

4. trans, and intr. Of persons : a. To eat, to
feed, colloq. (orig. Thieves' Cant), b. To bite,
to eat daintily or in a nibbling fashion.
a 1550 Ilye Way to Spyttel Hous 1050 in Hazl. E. P. P.

IV. 69 Thou shalt pek my jere In thy gan for my watch it is

nace gere. 1610 ROWLANDS Martin Mark-all (Hunter. Cl.)

39 Pecke is taken to eate or byte : as tlu Buffo, peckes me by
the stampcs, the dogge bites me by the shinnes. 1665 HEAD
Eng. Rogue l. iv. (1680) 33 Most part of the night we spent
in Boozing, pecking rumly. 1703 Levellers in Harl. Misc.
(ed. Park) V. 454 So they all fell heartily to pecking till they
had consumed the whole provision. 1814 HYRON Juan xv.
Ixx, The ladies with more moderation mingled In the feast,

pecking less than I can tell. 1884 Cheshire Gloss. (E.D.S.),
Peck /or one's self, to gain one's own livelihood. 1893
BARING-GOULD Mrs. Curgenven liii, Thanks, I'll peck a bit.

II. 5. trans. To strike (something) with a pick
or other pointed tool, so as to indent, pit, pierce,
or break it up ; also, to mark with short strokes.

Often with advb. complement, as peck down, peck
in, peck up, etc.

a 1530 HEYWOOD W<:aM<Tr(Brandl)752, 1 hauepecktagood
peckynge yron to naught. 1573-80 BARET Alv. P 219 A
stone pecked, or dented in as a millstone. 1666 J. SMITH
Old Age 79 Because they cannot make their mills grow,
as they daily decay by grinding; they are fain to supply
that want by often pecking their milstones. 1701 S. SEWALL

i

Diary 20 Jan., The Father was pecking Ice off the Mill,
wheel. 1848 Jrnl. R. Agric. Sac. IX. 11. 537 [Soil] stony
or gravelly, so as to require .. to be pecked with a mathooic
or pick. 1854 BARTLETT Mex. Boundary II. xxix. 193
Boulders covered with rude figures of men, animals &c.
all pecked in with a sharp instrument. 1874 WOOD Out of
Doors 213 The best way to dig for insects is to peck up a
circular patch about eighteen inches in diameter, throw
aside the frozen clods, and then to work carefully down-
wards. 1894 J. K. FOWLED Rec. O. Country Life xvii. 204

j

Part of a wall was pecked down and carted away.

PECKER.

(b. intr. To strike with a pick or the like ; to

pick. Alsoy?f. Obs. or dial.
l633 T. JAMES Voy. 78 A happy fellow,, .pecking betwixt

the Ice, strooke vpon it. 1691 WOOD Ath. Oxon. I. 379 His
Genie being more prone to easier and smoother studies, than
in pecking and hewing at Logick. 1883 Folk-Lore Jrnl. I.

317 Away they pecked at it hard and fast.

t 6. trans. To dig or root up with something
sharp. Obs. or dial.

1764 Mus. Rust. Ill.lxxvi. 338 When harvest is done, the
stubble may be got up at one shilling per acre, . . this is called

pecking the haulm, from the method of performing the work.
1898 G. W. E. RUSSELL Collect. % Recall, xxiii. 298 He . . wan-
dered about the lanes . . pecking up primroses with a spud.

III. 7. Phrases : f To peck mood, to change
one's tune (obs.}. To peck a quarrel: see PICK v. 1

13. . Seuyn Sag. (W.) 262 And sone sche gan to pekke mod.
c 1412 HOCCLEVE De Reg. Princ. 4347 But or bei twynned
pens, bei pekkid moode.

II For other occasional obs. uses : see PICK t/.
1

Hence Pecked (pekt) ///. a. recked line, a line

formed by short strokes thus -- --.
1864 BOUTELL Her. Hist, f, Pop. xvii. 2 (ed. 3) 270 A mill-

stone arg., pecked sa. 1866 Spectator 26 May 567/1 An
aggressive game cock . . sent him in with a pecked and bleed-
ing face. 1874 Use/. Know!. Sac. Atlas, Map of World
margin, Pecked lines are the co-tidal lines, or the series of
points on the surface of the ocean where high water takes
place at the same instant.

Feck, v? Now chiefly dial. Also 6 peke, 7
pecke. [Variant of PICK v." = PITCH t>.l]

1. trans. To pitch, cast, fling, throw; to jerk,
move suddenly. Obs. exc. dial.
1611 COTGR., Vergette, .. a boyes play with rods or wands

pecked at a heape of points. 1613 SHAKS. Hen. VIII, v. iii.

94 You i' th' Chamblet, get vp o'th'r.iile, He pecke you o're
the pales else. 1667 DHYDEN Maiden Qitetn v. i, I can . .walk
with a courant slur, and at every step peck down my head.

1753 HOGARTH Anal. Beauty xvi. 217 'Pecking back
'

her
elbows (as they call it) from the waist upwards. 1890
Gloucs. Gloss., Peck. . 2 To pitch, fling.

t 2. intr. To have a pitch, to incline. Obs.
1639 LD. DIGBY, etc. Lett. cone. Relig. (1651) 118 He that

would reduce the Church now to the form ofGovernment in
the most primitive times, .would be found pecking toward
the Presbytery of Scotland. 1696 LORIMLU Goodwin's Disc.
vii. 50 Such a Man seems to be pecking towards the Socinians.

3. intr. To pitch forward
; esp. of a horse : to

stumble in consequence of striking the ground with
his toe instead of coming down on the flat of his
foot. dial, and colloq.
[When said of a horse, often associated with PECK si.

2
, i/.

1
5.]

c 1770 JI/S. Addit. in Grose Provinc. Glass. (1790) (E.D.DJ.
1847-78 HALLIWELL, Feck.. (4! To stumble. Yorksh. 1881
Miss JACKSON Shropsh. H'ord-l'k., Peck, pick.. to pitch for-

ward, to go head first ; to over-balance. ' Mind the child
dunna peck out on 'is cheer '. 1881 MRS. P. O'DONOGHUE
Ladies on Horseback I. iii. 42 Your horse.. might he apt to

?eck,
and so give you an ugly fall. 1898 A. HOPE Ritpertof

{entzau vi, The horse pecked and stumbled, and I fell for-

ward on his neck. 1899 PREVOST Cumbld. Gloss. (E. D. D.)
s. v., A horse that goes rather '

close to the ground
'

with his
fore feet, will frequently touch the ground with his toe and
make a stumble such an one pecks from want of vigour.

f4. Peck over the perch : see PEAK r.l

t Feckage (pe-kedg). Obs. Cant. Also peck-
idge. [f. PECK z/.l + -AGE.] Food, victuals.
1610 ROWLANDS Martin Mark-all (Hunter. Cl.) 40 Peck-

age meat or Scrooft scraps. 1621 B. JONSON Metani. Gipsies
Wks. (1692) 615 With the Convoy, Cheats, and Peckage.
a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Peckidge, Meat.

Pecked, a. Obs. exc. dial. = PEAKED a.

1744-30 W. ELLIS Mod. Husbandm. IV. i. 92 This we
shoot down in our fields in a round pecked heap. Ibid. 129
(E. D. S.) A ram that is pecked -arsed. 1884 Upton-on-Sevirn
Gloss, s. v., A boat is peck-ed at both ends, and a trow is

round at both ends.

Pecked (pekt),///. a. : see PECK z>.i

Peckedeuaunted, var. of PIKEUEVANTED Obs.

Fecker (pe-kaj). [f. PECK z>.i + -ER!.]
1. One who, or that which, pecks ; a bird that

pecks; the second element in various bird-names,
as YiG-pecker, FLOWEB-/ftv(w, Nw-pecker ; also
short for WOODPECKER.
1697 DKYDEN Virg. Georg. iv. 18 The Titmouse, and the

Peckers hungry Brood. 1717 GARTH tr. Ovid's Mel. xiv,
'Twas here I spy'd a youth in Parian stone : His head
a pecker bore [orig. in vertice picum] : the cause un-
known To passengers. 1883 J. S. STALLYBRASS tr. Grimm's
Teutonic Mythol. 111.973 The pecker was esteemed a sacred
and divine bird. 1884 G. ALLEN in Longm. Mag. Jan. 294
By far the greater number of modern birds belong to the . .

orders of the perchers, the peckers, and the birds of prey.
b. An eater, feeder (with qualifying adj.). slang.

1861 C. C. ROBINSON Dial. Leeds (E. D. D.), He's a rare

pecker. 1873 Slang Diet. s. v. Peck, A hearty eater is

generally called
' a rare pecker '.

2. a. An implement for pecking ; a kind of hoe.

1587 T. HARIOT Virginia in Hakluyt Voy. (1600) III. 27r
The women with short peckers or parers, . . of a foot long, and
about fiue inches in breadth, doe onely breake the vpper
part of the ground to raise vp the weeds, grasse, and olde
stubbes of corne stalks with their roots. Ibid., For their

come,.. with a pecker they make a hole, wherein they put
foure graines. 1848 Jrnl. R. Agric. Soc. IX. n. 551 A small
narrow hoe or pecker. . . A small hand-pecker.

f b. Telegraphy. An obsolete type of relay. Obs.
In the old

'

pecker
'

the end of the lever was V-shaped, and
its up-and-down motion resembled the pecking of a bird.

1858 H. C. F. JENKIN Papers, etc. (1887) I. p. Ixxxvi, Click,

click, click, the pecker is at work.
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PECKET.

C. Weaving. A shuttle-driver : PICKER sb. \

1831 G. R. PORTER Silk Manuf. 216 The ends of this
',

shuttle-race are prolonged by boards, which form troughs or
j

boxes, in each of which is placed a piece of wood or thick
'

leather, called a pecker or driver, ana these drivers are made
to traverse on small guide wires fixed between the side rails

and the ends of the troughs. 1878 BARLOW Weaving x. 136
When the shaft [of the draw-boy] rocks from side to side of
the machine, it will carry the pecker. .with it.

3. slang. Courage, resolution. ($orig. beak or

bill.) Chiefly in phr. to keep (one
1

s} pecker up.
1853

'

C. BEDE '

Verdant Green i. xii, Keep your pecker
ith

1875 W. S. GILBERT Trialby Jury 4 Be firm, my moral pecker.
4. Comb. Pecker-mill : see quot.
1802 J. DRAYTON* View S. Carolina 121 Rice mills, called

pecker, cog, and water mills. . . The first . . so called, from
the pestle's striking, .in the manner of a wood pecker.

Fe'Cket, v. [frequent, of PECK z/.l; perh. after

Y.picoter, or bgqueter^ trans, and intr. To peck
repeatedly, to continue pecking.
1862 Miss THACKERAY Story Eliz. n. m Cornh. Mag. VI.

490 Empty stables, with chickens pecketting in the sun.
1866 Village on Cliff iii, The great carved cupboard, with
the two wooden birds pecketting each other's beaks. Ibid.

ix, Cocks and hens are pecketing the fallen grains. 1896
BARLOW Martins Company 176 (E. D. D.) Equally fatal

would have been the pecketing of poultry.
Fe-ckful. [See -FUL.] As much as fills a peck.
1856 KANE Arct. E.vpl. I. vi. 64 One of my Karsuk brutes

[dogs] bas eaten up two entire birds'-nests . . a peckful at least.

Peckhamite (pe'kamsit). Min. [Named
1880 after J. S. Peckham, an American chemist:
see -ITE

l.]
A greenish-yellow meteoric silicate of

iron and magnesium.
1881 Pop. Set. Monthly XVIII. 861 Professor J. Lawrence

Smith has found a new meteoric mineral in the analysis of
the great meteorite which fell in Emmett County, Iowa, in

May, 1879, and has named it Peckhamite.

Peckho, variant of PEKOE, a kind of tea.

Pe'cking, vbl.sbl [f. PECK z/.i + -IN&I.]
1. The action of PECK v. 1

;
an instance of this;

alsoy?,f. fault-finding.
1398 TREVISA Earth. De P. R. xvm. viii. (Bodl. MS.), pe

asse may vnnebe defende hym selfe a^ens his [sparowes]
rese peckinge and bitinge. 1589 R. HARVEY PI. Perc.

(1860) 10 If thy mill stones be not worne too blunt, for want
of pecking. 1692 BENTLEY Boyle Lect. ili. 105 Supersti-
tious Observation of the pecking of Chickens. 1757 BURKE

Abridgment. Eng. Hist. \Vks. X. 199 The Druids. .attended
with diligence the flight of birds, the pecking of chickens.

1885 W. CORY Lett. $ Jrnls, (1897) 515 The gossip and the

pecking of country towns.

2. concr. fa. A piece pecked or picked off, as

in dressing stone. 06s. b. (See quot. 1875.)
1600 in Hakluyt Voy. IIL 619 You shall finde it [white

sand] like shauings and peckings of free stone. 1875 KNIGHT
Diet. Mcch. 1647/1 Peckings, Place-bricks, from the outside
of the kiln and insufficiently burned.

Pecking, -vhl. sb* [f. PECK v.% + -ING 1.]

1. The pitching or throwing (e.g. of stones).

Hence pecking-bag.
1857 HUGHES Tom Brown n. iv, He .. strides away in

front with his climbing-irons strapped under one arm, his

pecking-bag under the other. Iota,, There close to them

lay a heap of charming pebbles.
' Look here ', shouted East,

'
here's luck 1 I've been longing for some good honest pecking

this half-hour. Let's fill the bags'.

2. A tossing or jerking (as of the head).
1890 CLARK RUSSELL Shipmate Louise I. xi. 241 With a

pecking, so to speak, of her face at the gangs of men on the

quarter-deck.

Pe'cking, ///. a.
[f. PECK z/.l + -ING 2.] That

pecks.
1727 BAILEY vol. II, Pecking, striking with the Bill as

Birds do. 1827 MONTGOMERY Pelican Isi. iv. 200 She..
drove him from her seat With pecking bill, and cry of fond
distress.

b. fig. (cf. hacking}.
1865 jrnl. R. Agric. Soc. Ser. n. I. n. 289 Troubled with

a .short
*

pecking
'

cough.

Peckish. (pe-kij),a. colloq. [f. PECKv.
1 + -ISH 1

.]

Disposed to '

peck
*
or eat ; somewhat hungry.

1783 GROSK Diet, Vulg. Tongue, Peck, victuals ; . .peckish,

hungry. 01825 FORBY I'oc. E.Anglia, Peckish, hungry;
disposed to be pecking. 1837 T. HOOK Jack Brag xv, I get
peckish at night somehow. 1898 J. K. JEROME Second
Thoughts 279 You're a bit peckish too, I expect.

b. Appetizing, rare.

1845 P. Parleys Ann. VI. 238 This perch has been kept
in a small garden pond . . ; biting at everything peckish that

comes in his way.
Hence Pe'ckishness, hungriness, hunger.
18.. Phases Bradford Life in (E. D. D.), In a state of

considerable peckishness,

Feckle (pe-k'l), sb. Obs. exc. dial. [Reduced
from speckle ; but cf. PECKLED.] A spot, a speckle.
Also attrib.

,
as peckle-head, a partridge.

1570 LEVINS Manip. 47/19 A Peckle, macula. Ibid. 125/29
A Peckil, macula. 1688 R. HOLME Armoury n. 311/1 A
Part ridge [is called], first a Peckle- Head. 1884 C/iff/f . Gloss.

,

Pecka or Peckle, a freckle.

Peckle (pek'l), z/.
1 Obs. exc. dial. [f. as prec.]

trans. To speckle.
1570 LEVINS Manip. 47/23 To Peckle, ntaculare. 1580
HOLLYBAND Trtas. Fr. Tong, Picotcr, to peckle, to pricke
thicke, to specke. 1611 COTGR., Grivoler, to peckle, or

speckle ; to spot with diuers colours. [Still in Cheshire and
South Lancash. Eng. Dial. Diet.}
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Feckle (pek'l), w.2 rare. [dim. orfreq. ofPECK
z/.1] trans. To peck slightly or repeatedly.

[<( 1500 Colkelbie Sow 912 (Bann. MS.) Hir best brod hen
callit lady Pekle pes.] a z8io in Cromek Reffi. Nithsdale
Song 245 (Jam.) Come, byde wi' me, ye pair o 1

sweet birds,
..Ye sail peckle o

l

the bread an' drink o' the wine. 1827
HOOD Alias. Fairies v, And all [birds] were tame And
peckled at my hand where'er I came.

Peckled(pek'ld), a. Nowf&z/. Also 6 peculd,
7 peackled. 8-9 pecklt. [f. PECKLED. orz/.l +
-ED: or perh. directly from SPECKLED.] Spotted,

variegated, speckled ; parti-coloured. Also comb.

1552-3 Inv. Ch. Gds., Staffs, in Ann. Lichfi-eld (1863) IV.
20 Itm. iiij albes, on cope of saten bruges, & on of peculd
silke. 1577 B. GOOGE Heresdach's Husb. (1586) 138 You
must tooke beside, that his toong bee not black, nor peeled.
1611 COTGR., Gelinote de bois, the pied, or peckled Pheasant,
or wood Henne. 1615 W. LAWSON Country Housevj. Card.
(1626) 2 When Summer cloathes your borders with greene
and peckled colours. 1746 COLLIER (Tim Bobbin) View
Lanes. Dial. 5 The peckltjump [coat]. 1858 Jrnl. R. Agric.
Soc. XIX. n. 386 The

'

peckled-faced
'

ones are rejected as

breeding sheep. [Still in many Knglish dialects.]

Hence Fe'ckledness, spottedness, speckledness.
1611 COTGR., Griveleure, pecklednesse, or specklednesse.

Pe'ckly, a. rare. [f.
PECKLE sb. + -Y.] Charac-

terized by speckles or spots,
'

peckled'.
1859 All Year R. No. 29. 58 Shropshire and Staffordshire

[had] the once famous peckly-faced breed. Ibid. 61 The
*

peckly
'

face which once distinguished the hill sheep of

Shropshire has become an uniform grey.

fPe-ckman. Obs. ?An officer of the royal
stables.

1525 in Hoitseh. Ord. (1790) 201 The six sumpter men and
one Besage man, The Peckman, The King's Foole. 1684
E. CHAMBERLAYNE Pres. St. Eng. i. (ed. 15) 185 A Yeoman
Peckman, a Yeoman Bitmaker.

f Pe-ck-point. Obs. [f. PECKZJ.- + POINT so.]
4 A boyes play with rods or wands pecked at a

heape of points
1

(Colgrave (1611) s. v. Vergette}.
1653 URQUHART Rabelais \\. xviii, Panurge,. played away

all the points of his breeches at primus sccundus, and at

peck point (in French called Lavergette).

Fe'cksniff. [A proper name of fiction : the

Warwickshire Wordbk. of G. F. Northall 1896
has *Picksntfft paltry, despicable; an insignificant,

paltry, contemptible person'.] The name of a

character in Dickens* novel ' Martin Chuzzlewit
'

( 1 844), represented as an unctuous hypocrite,

habitually prating of benevolence, etc. Used allu-

sively. Hence Pecksni-ffery, Pe'cksniffism, con-

duct or utterance resembling that of Pecksniff;
Fecksni'fflan a.

t resembling Pecksniff; whence
Pecksni'ffianism (nonce-word'].
1874 J. HATTON Clytie (ed. 10) 101 It seemed to smile a

Pecksniffian smile of pity upon her. 1885 Pall Mall G.

17 Mar. 3/1 This odious compound of Tartuffism, Pharisaism,
and Pecksniffery. 1888 TALMAGE in Voice (N. Y.) 2 Feb. 7
Ask Thackeray to express your chagrin, or Charles Dickens
to expose Pecksniffianism. 1803 Athen&um 8 Apr. 430/3
He lectures Pepys for winebibbing, and we feel very much
disposed to take him to task for Pecksnifnsm. 1901 Scotsman
4 Mar. 6/2 A fine benevolence of phraseology.. which, we
fear, is not free from a Pecksniffian twang.
Peck stone, Peck-wheat : see PEAK sbl 3.

Pecky (pe-ki), a.l U. S. Also peeky, peaky.

[app. f. PECK sb.3 + -Y.] (See quots.)
1848 DICKESON & BROWN Kept, on Cypress Timber of

Miss, ff La, 8 That species of decay to which it [the

cypress] is most liable, shows itself in partial and detached

spots at greater or less distances, but often in very close

proximity to each other. . . Timber affected in this way is

denominated by raftsmen Pecky. 1876 Giuilt's Arc/tit.

Gloss., Pecky^
timber in which the first symptoms of decay

appear. An American term.

[BARTLETT 1859-60 s. v. Peaky, or Peeky% misquotes Dicke-
son as

using/tft-^y ; thence, Webster 1864, Peeky\ Century
Peaky (also peeky, pecky). Funk peaky \ associated with
PEAKY a. 2

,
PEAK v.']

Pecky (pe-ki), <z.2 colloq. [f.
PECK f.1

,
2 + -Y,]

1. [PECK v~\ Pitching ; choppy ; apt to stumble.

1864 BLACKMORE Clara Vaughan Ixi, Knocking about on

apeckysea. 1893 H'iltsh.Gloss.^ Pecky , inclined to stumble.
' Th' old boss goes terr'ble pecky '.

2. [PECK 7'.i] Like the peck of a bird.

1886 F. C. PHILIPS Jack $ Three Jills I, vii. 90 My
sisters, .administered flabby, pecky kisses.

Peco, variant of PEKOE (tea).

t Pe'corous, a. Obs. rare" . [&&.'L.pMoros-us,
f. peats, pecor- cattle.]
1656 HLOUNT Glossogr., Pecorous (pecorosus), full of Cattle,

or where many Cattle are.

fPect, obs. form of PECKED ppLa. \ see quot.
1633 GERARD Descr. Somerset (1900) 132 Their market t

is ..full of pect eles as they call them because they take

them in those waters by pecking an eale speare on them.

Pect, obs. Sc. f. PECK sbl

Pectase (pe-kt^s). Chem. [f. PECT-IN or

PECT-OSE, after diastase] A ferment supposed to

exist in fruits, etc., and having the property of

converting pectin into pectic and other related acids.

1866-77 WATTS Diet. Chem. IV. 363 According to Frcmy,
all vegetal tissues which contain pectose. .contain also a
kind of ferment called pectase, comparable in its mode of

action to. .diastase. 1893 [see PECTIC].

Pectate (pe'kta). Chem,
[f.

PECT-IC + -ATE *.]

A salt of pectic acid.

1831 T. THOMSON Chem. Inorg. Bodies (ed. 7) II. 122

PECTIN.
Braconnot is of opinion that the soluble pectates constitute
a complete antidote against all metallic poisons. 1866-77
WATTS Diet. Chem. IV. 368 The pectates of the alkali-metals
are soluble in water) the rest insoluble and gelatinous.

tPe-cteale. Obs. rare- 1
. ? (app. some kind of

wild fowl ; but cf. pect eles in PECT///. a.}
1579 E. HAKE Neuies out of Powles Ch.-yd. iv. D ij b,

Stonetiuets, Teale, and Pecteales good, with Busterd fat and
plum.
Pecten (pe-kten). Anat. and ZooL PI. pec-

tines (pe-ktinfz), pectens. [a. L. pecten, pectin-
a comb, a heckle or card, a rake, the pubic hair,
an instrument for striking the strings of a lyre,
a scallop-shell, etc.

;
f. pcc-t-Hre to comb, cognate

with Or. iTfK-tiv to comb. In earlier use generally
with L. plural pectines]
1 1. The set of bones in the hand between the

wrist and fingers ; the metacarpus. Obs.

6-1400 Lanfranc's Cirurg. 157 J>e boonys of J>e hand Jrat
ben clepid pecten. 1541 R. COPLAND Guydon's Quest.
Chirnrg. G iij. In the thyrde conjunction be foure bones. ..

That coniunction is called the brest of the hande or pecten.

2. The pubes; also, the pubic bone or share-

bone. ? Obs. [prop. L.]
[(1400 Lanfranc's Cirurg. 176 J>at boon

J?at goty ouer-

Jjwert vndir pe ars aboue be ^erde, & is clepid os pectinis.]
1661 LOVELL Hist. Anint, # Min. 15 Applied to the pecten
and genitalls in a plaister it helpeth the Gonorrhea. 1710
J. HARRIS Lex. Techn. II, Pecten^ in Anatomy, is the same
with the Regio Pubis. 1855 RAMSBOTHAM Oostetr. Med. 5
The smallest of the three divisions of the os innominatum is

the os Pubis, Pecten, or Share Bone, situated anteriorly.

3. Applied to various comb-like structures in

animal bodies, a. A pigmented vascular process
which projects from the choroid coat of the eye
into the vitreous humour in birds, and in certain

reptiles and fishes ; also called marsupium.
1713 DERHAM Phys.-Theol. iv. ii. 104 In birds. .the Choro-

eides hath, .a curious pectinated work seated on the optick
nerve. The structure of this Pecten is very like that of the

Ligatnentunt Ciliare. 1856 TODD & BOWMAN Phys. Anat.
II. 23 In birds, there is a remarkable plicated, coqtb-like

process of the choroid, .. termed the pecten.
b. Each of two comb-like appendages behind

the posterior legs in scorpions.
1826 KIRBV & SP. Entomol. xxxv. III. 540 The poisers of

Diptera and the pectens of scorpions. 1835 KIRBY Hob. fy

Inst. A trim. II. xvii. 126. 1888 ROLLESTON & JACKSON
Anim. Life 523 Class Arachnida. . .The abdomen has appen-
dages only in Scorpionidai, . . the pectines or combs, organs
probably of touch.

C. A comb-like organ, usually formed of small
stiff hairs, on the legs of certain insects, as bees.
1816 KIRBV & SP. Entomol. xviii. (1818) II. 118 [Humble-

bees] the males.. .Their posterior tibiae also want the corbi-

cula and pecten that distinguish the. .other sex.

d. The pectinated structure on the claws of

certain birds, e. The CTENOPHORE or comb-row
of a ctenophoran.
4. A genus of bivalve molluscs, having a rounded

shell with radiating ribs suggesting the teeth of

a comb; an animal of this genus, a scallop.
i68a SIR T. BROWNE Let. 15 Mar., "Wks, 1836 I. 336 The

pectines or skollops. 1778 KING in Phil. Trans, LXIX. 40
Pectens, cockles, limpets. 1835 KIRBY flab, fy Inst. Anint.
I. viii. 264 Those elegant shells the Pectens or Comb Shells.

attrib. 1835-6 TODD Cycl. Anat. I. 711/2 In the Pecten

family. 1849 H. MILLEK Footer. Creat. xi (1874) 202

Layers of mussel and pecten shells.

Pectic (pe'ktik), a. Chem. [ad. Gr. TTTJICTIK-OS,

f. TTIJKT-OS congealed, curdled, f. stem m/7- of

irrjyvvttv to make firm or solid.] In pectic acid
t

a transparent gelatinous substance formed by chemi-

cal action from PECTIN, and forming an important
constituent of fruit-jellies.

(By further transformation it is converted into parapecttc
acid (PARA- 2 a) and metapectic acid.) Pecticfermentation t

the fermentation supposed to be produced by PECTASE,
which converts pectin into pectic and other related acids.

1831 T. THOMSON C/ietn. Inorg. Bodies (ed. 7) II. 120

Braconnot gave it the name of pectic acid, from the great

tendency which it has to form a jelly with water. 1863
MITCHELL Farm of Edge-wood 225 Pears have a modicum
of pectic acid at a certain stage of their ripeness. 1866-77
WATTS Diet. Chem. IV. 363 Under the influence of acids or

alkalis, pectin is gradually modified, and ultimately trans-

formed into a strongly acid compound called metapectic acid,

passing however through a series of intermediate modifica-

tions called by Frc'my parapectin, metapectin, pectosic acid,

pectic acid, and parapectic acid. 1893 Syd. Soc. Lex.,

Pectase, an organic albuminoid ferment found in unripe
fruits and roots, which determines the Pectic fermentation.

Pectin (pe-ktin). Chem. [f. stem pect- of PECTIC

+ -IN 1
.]

A white neutral substance, soluble in

water, formed from PECTOSE by heating with acids,

or naturally in the ripening of fruits, and consti-

tuting the gelatinizing agent in vegetable juices;

in the further process of ripening, it is converted

into parapectin (PARA- 2 a), metapectin, and other

related substances ("see PECTIC).
1838 T. THOMSON Chem. Org. Bodies 146 Vauquelin, who

found pectin in the tamarind, considered it as the same with

pectic acid. 1866-77 WATTS Diet. Chem. IV. 364 Green
fruits. .do not contain pectin ready formed, but onlypectose.
. . When the fruit is ripe, the juice . , contains a large quantity
of pectin, and still more of parapectin. . . Lastly, fruits in the

over-ripe state no longer contain a trace of pectin, that sub-

stance having been converted into metapectic acid.



PECTINACEOTJS.

Hence Fectinaceous (-^'Jas) a., related to or

containing pectin.
1844 DUNGUSON Med. Lex.s. v. Pectinous, A pectinous or

pectmaccous vegetable principle. 1887 tr. Sacks' Physiol.
Plants 328 The share in metabolism taken by some other

organic compounds, such as pectinaceous substances.

Pectinal (pe'ktinal), a. (sb.] 1 Obs. [ad. med.
L. pectinalis, f. L. pecten, pectin- : see -AL.]
1. Anat. Belonging to the '

pecten
'

or pubes ;

pcciinal bone, the pubic bone, sharebone.

1541 R. COPLAND Guydon's Quest. Ckirur. liv, Two great
bones. .that be coniuncte w l this spondyle of the holowe
bone behynde and before in makynge the pectynall bone.

2. Nat. Hist. Of the nature of or resembling a

comb ; applied by Sir T. Browne to flat-fish, from

the resemblance of the spine with its apophyses to

a comb. Also as sb., in //. flat-fish.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Jtp, IV. i. 181 Other fishes. .as

Decimals, or such as have the Apophyses of their spine made
laterally like a combe. Ibid. x. 203 Pectinall [fishes], whose
ribs are rectilineall. 1656 BI.OUNT Glflsspgr., Pectinals ..

their back-bone, and ribs do in some sort resemble a comb.

1705 EVELVN Syh'ti n. iii. (1729) 119 The Silver-Fir, .is dis-

tinguished from the rest by the pectinal Shape of it.

Pectinate (pe-ktim"ti, a. Chiefly Nat. Hist.

[ad. L. pedinat-us, f. pecten comb : see -ATE 2
.]

= PECTINATED.
1793 MARTYN Lang. Bot., Pectittatuittfolium, a pectinate

leaf. 1816 K|RBY & SP. Entamol. IV. 321 Pectinate. ..

Antenna furnished on one side with a number of parallel stiff

branches, resembling somewhat the teeth of a comb. 1833 A.
EATON Man. Bot. N. Amcr. n. (ed. 6) 129. 1846 DANA
Zooph. 594 Margin of the pinnules pectinate. 1870 HOOKEK
Stud. Flora 189 Bracts with.. pectinate tip and margins.

Pectinate
(jpe-ktSart),

v. [f. L. pcctinat-,

ppl. stem oipectinare to comb, f. pecten comb.]
1 1. (See quot.) Obs. rare".
1613 COCKERAM, Pectinate, to comb. 1656 in BLOUNT.
2. To fit together in alternation like the teeth of

two combs ;
to interlock, f a. trans. Obs. rare.

b. intr. in reciprocal sense : = IXTEHDIGITATE.
1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ej>. v, xxii. 266 To sit crosse

legg'd, or with our ringers pectinated or shut together is

accounted bad. 1884 BOWER & SCOTT De Bary's Phancr.
234 The bundles, .are separated from one another by other

bundles, which pass between them, and pectinate with them.

Pectinated (pe-ktin<;ited), ppl. a. Chiefly
Nat. Hist. [f. as PECTINATE + -ED.] Formed
like a comb ; having straight narrow closely-set

projections or divisions like the teeth of a comb.
1671 RAY in Phil, Trans. VI. 2278 The Tongue was.. of

an equal breadth to the very tip, which was toothed or

pectinated about the edges. 1766 PENNANT Zool. (1768) I.

200 The edges of the toes [of Grouse] pectinated. 1861
Miss PRATT Flower. PI. I. 4 A pectinated leaf is one whose
narrow segments resemble the teeth of a comb.

Fe'Ctinately, adv.
[f. PECTINATE a. + -LY 2

.]

In a pectinate manner ; like the teeth of a comb.
1846 DANAZ00/-5. ( 1848) 652 Branchlets, long and pecttnately

arranged. 1875 C. C. BI.AKE Zool. 333 The tentacles are set

pectinately on two arms.

Pectination (pektin^'-Jan). [n. of action from

pectinare to PECTINATE : see -ATION.]
fl. The action of combing (the hair). Obs.

1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp. s. v., Frequent pectination is

recommended by many physicians.. as an exercise.

2. The action of interlocking or condition of being
interlocked like the teeth of two combs. ? Obs.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. v. xxii. 266 The complica.
tion or pectination of the fingers was an Hieroglyphick of

impediment.
3. The condition or character of being pectinated ;

concr. a pectinated or comb-like structure.

1819 G. SAMOUELLE Entnnwl. Compend. 248 Antennae.,
with a double series of pectinations. 1874 COUES llirds
N..W. 513 Absence of pectination of the middle cla\v. 1876
F. BRODIE in G. F. Chambers Astron. i. i. 15 The pectina-
tions which fringe the whole of the edge of the umbra.

Fectinato- (pektin^to), combining adverbial
form of L. pectindtus PECTINATE a., prefixed to

other adjs. in the sense 'pectinately' . . .
, or 'pecti-

nate and . . .

'

; as in pectinate-denticulate, pecti-
nato-erose, pectinato-funbricale, pectintito-piniiate.
1846 DANA Zoopft. (1848) 210 Lamellae.. deeply pectinatu-

erose, or penetrated by oblong cellules, [hid, 232 Lamella:
. . finely and elegantly pectinato-denticulate.

Pectineal (pekti-m'ial), a. Anat. [f. mod.L.

pectine-us, f. pecten comb + -AL.] Pertaining to

the pecten or pubic bone : applied to certain parts
of this bone and connected structures : see quots.
1840 G. V. ELLIS Anat. 650 The pectineus muscle.. arises

from the pectineal line of the pubes between the spine and

nlineal eminence. 1875 SIR W. TURNER in Encycl. Brit.

Jz8/2 The pectineal border . . forms part of the line of

separation between the true and false pelvis.

II Pectilieus (pektrnj'|j). Anat. erron. -ceus.

[mod.L., f. pecten, pectin- comb; cf. flumineus,
virgineus, etc.] For pcctinetis musculus, name of
a flat mnscle arising from the pectineal eminence
of the pubic bone and inserted into the thigh-bone
just behind the small trochanter.

1704 }. HARRIS I.ex. Tec/in. I, Pectineus, is a Muscle on
the Thigh. 1872 MIVART Elem. Anat. 346 The pectineus
and adductors of man.

Pectini-, before a vowel pectin-, combining
form of L. pecten comb, used in the formation

601

of scientific words. Pe'ctlnibranch (-braerjk),

-bra'nchian, -bra'nchiate [BBANCHIA] ,/,/)'.r.. be-

longing to the Peciinibranchia (or -branchiata),
a family of gastropod molluscs having comb-like

gills, or ctenidia (also called Ctenobranchia") also

as sb., a mollusc of this family. Pe'ctinicorn

[L. cormi horn] adj., having pectinate antennae,
as the division 1'ectinicornia of lamellicorn beetles

(also Fe:ctinico'rnate i ; sb., a beetle of this

division. Pectlni'feroiis a. [L. -ferus bearing],

bearing a pecten or comb-like structure. Pe'ctini-
form a., (a) comb-shaped ; (<$) of the form of a

scallop (PECTEN 4). Pectiuiliac (-i'liajk) a. =
ILIO-PECTINEAL. Pe-ctiniro'strate a. [L. rostrum

beak], having a comb-like beak or snout (Mayne).
1835-6 TODD Cycl. Anal. I. 556/1 The *Pectinibranchiate

Mollusks. 1857 MAYNK Expos. Lex., Pcclinicornis, applied
to an insect having pectinated antenna: . . *pectinicornate.
Ibid., Pectiiiifcrus, having combs. ..*pectiniferous. 1831 J.
DAVIES J\[an. Mat. Med. 135 This salt .. crystallizes in

*pectiniform needles. 1893 Syd. Soc. Lex., Pcctini/orui
septum, the median, .connective tissue septum between the

two corpora cavernosa of the penis.

Pectinid(pe'ktinid). Zool. [f.rnod.L.pcctinidx,
f. PECTEX : see -ID 3.] A mollusc of the family
Pectinid& or Pecten family ; a scallop.

Fectinite (pe'ktinsit). Palxont. [(.\..fcctin-
PECTEX + -ITK 1.] A fossil pecten or scallop.
1677 PLOT Oxfordsh. v. 72 Stones resembling escallops.,

the next following Pcctinites. 1796 KIRWAN EU-in. Jlfiti.

(ed. 2) I. 81 Impressions or petrifactions of muscles, snails,

corals, pectinites. 1852 TH. Ross IlitJtil'oldfs Trav. I. v.

184 The oysters and pectinites.

Fectinoid (pc'ktinokl), a. Zool. [f.
as prec. +

-DID.] Resembling a pecten or scallop. (Mayne.)
Fectinous (pe-ktinss), a. Chcm.

[f.
PECTIN +

-OL'S.] Of the nature of or related to pectin :
-

PECTIXACEOUS, PECTOVS b.

1844 [see PKCTINACF.OUS]. 1892 Chambers' Encycl. IX.

788/1 The juice of the [beet] root contains .. albuminous,
pectinous, and other substances.

Fectize (pe'ktsiz)] v. [f. Gr. m/Kr-os fixed,

congealed (cf. PECTIC) + -IZE.] trans, and intr.

To change into a gelatinous mass
;

to congeal.
1882 OGII.VIE, Pectizc, . . to congeal; to change into a

gelatinous mass. //. Spencer. 1885 C. G. W. LOCK Work-
shop Receipts Ser. iv. 10/1 The zinc compound does not.,

sufficiently pectise cellulose. Ibid. 10/2 The film of pectised
cellulose. Ibid., Pectising is brought about by the copper
solution.

Pectolite (pe-ktJbit). Min. (Also pek-.)
[Named (pcctolith) 1828 by Von Kobcll, f. Gr.

irrjKT-os congealed + -LITE.] A whitish or greyish

hydrous silicate of calcium and sodium, found
in close aggregations of acicnlar crystals, usually
fibrous and radiated in structure.
1828 Ediit. Jrnl.Sc. IX. 367 Pektolite..a mineral which

is found on natrolite. 1899 Anicr. Jml. Sc. VIII. 275
Experiments relative to the constitution of pectolile.

Pectoral (pe'ktoral), sb. and a. Also 6 pec-
turall, 6-7 pectorel(l, -all. [As sb., in sense I,

a. OF. pectoral (IT,^ in DuCange),ad. 1^. pectorals

breast-plate, sb. use of neuter of pectoralis adj., f.

pcctus, pector- breast; as adj., direct from the

L. adj., or a. F. pectoral adj. (isth c. in Littre).

Senses 2-4 of the sb. are absolute uses of the adj.]
A. sb. 1. Something worn on the breast.

a. An ornamental plate, cloth, or other decora-

tion, worn on the breast ; an ornamental breast-

plate; spec, (a) that worn by the Jewish High
Priest (^ BREAST-PLATE 2); (&) R.C.Ch. that

formerly worn by a bishop in celebrating mass.
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 389/1 Pectoral of a vestyment, or

other a-rayment, pectorals, rationale. 1445 Instr. Queen's
Corona.!, in Rymer Fadcra (1710) XI. 83 A Pectoral of
Gold garnished with Rubees, Perles. 1506 GUYLFORDE
Pilgr. (Camden) 7, xij crownesof fynegolde, and xij pectorals
and a riche cappe. 1633 T. ADAMS Exp. 2 Peter i. 16 The
twelve stones in Aaron's pectoral. 1775 ADAIR Anter. Ind.

84. 1894 Times 26 May 19/1 A Royal pectoral, on which
two crowned hawks support the cartouche of Usertasen II.

b. A piece of armour for the breast :
= BREAST-

PLATE i.

1590 SIR J. SMYTH Disc. Weapons 3r b, Lighting vppon
their shafrons, cranets, or steele pectorells. 1706 PHILLIPS,
A Pectoral, a Breast-plate, Armour, or Defence for the
Breast. 1834 PLANCHE Brit. Costume 29 A border of metal
to the collar, which acted as a pectoral.

fc. An ornamental cloth for the breast of a

horse : cf. PEITREL, POITREL. 06s.
1602 SEGAR Hon. Mil. $ Civ. 11. xi. 71 His horse sadled

with blacke leather, ..the pectorel of blacke leather with a
crosse paty of gold, hanging before the horse feete. 1653
GREAVES Seraglio ri The Bridles, Pectorals, Cruppers,
Saddle-clothes, .set so thick with jewels of divers sorts, that
the beholders are amazed. 1662 Act 14 Chas. II, c. 3 23
A Bitt and Bridle with a Pectorell and Crupper.

d. A chest-protector.
1881 Pop. Sc. Monthly XIX. 150 The great majority.,

still stick to coarse linen next the skin, and use woolen
pectorals only as counter-irritants.

2. A medicine, food, or drink, good for affections

of the chest, i. e. the lungs and other respiratory

organs (or, loosely, the internal organs generally).

PECTORILOQUY.
1601 HOLLAND Pliny II. Explan. Wds. Art, Pectorals, i.

such medicines as bee fit for the breast and lungs. i699EvKLYN
Acetaria 89 There are Pectorals for the Breast and IJowels.

1749 CHESTERF. Lett. 22 June, They recommend an attention
to pectorals, such as sago, barley, turnips. 1830 LINDLEV
Nat. Syst. Bot. 91 The roots of the liquorice contain.. a
sweet subacid mucilaginous juice, which is much esteemed
as a pectoral.
3. Anat. Short for pectoral muscle, pectoralfin.
1758 J. S. Lf Drans Obscrv. Siirg. (1771) 157 The Hall.,

came out under the Pectoral. i8z8 STARK Elem. Nat. Hist.
I. 164 Dorsal fin conical, situated above the pectorals. 1855
BAIN Senses fy hit. (1864) 203 The great pectoral bringing
the arm forward, the deltoid lifting it away from the side.

f 4. (Sec quot.) Obs. nonce-use.

1617 Jatuia Ling. Advt.,To render the volume as portable
. . and if not as a manuall or pocket-booke, yet a pectorall or

bosome-booke, to be carried twixt ierkin and doublet.

B. adj.
1. Of, pertaining to, situated or occurring in or

upon, the breast or chest ; thoracic. Chiefly Anat.
Pectoral arch or girdle, the shoulder-girdle (see GIRDLE

sb 4 b). Pectoraljfi'is, the pair of lateral tins attached to
the pectoral arch in fishes, usually thoracic in position,
corresponding to the fore limbs of other vertebrates. Pcc-

(Syd. Soc. Lex. 1893). Pectoral respiration (see quot. 1834,
and cf. COSTAL a. i). Pectoral ridge, the outer edge of the

bicipital groove of the humerus, into which the pectoralis
major muscle is inserted.

1578 BANISTKK Hist. Man i. 21 The produced paries of
the pectorall Spondilles. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny II. 352 The
rheume or calarrhe that hath taken a way to the brest or

pectorall parts. 1615 CKOOKT, Body ofMan 776 The first is

called Pectoralis the Petorall Muscle, so named from his

situation, because it occupleth the forepart of the Chest.

1769 PENNANT ,?<><?/. III. 84 The pectoral fins are very large.
i?8z MONPO Anat. 167 The ei^ht upper ribs were formerly
classed into pairs, with particular names.., the crooked, the

solid, the pectoral, the twisted. 1831 R. KNOX Cloqucfs
A?iat. 33 In general, the pectoral cavity is symmetrical.
1834 J. FOKBES l.aennec's Dis. Chest (ed. 4) 13 If the abdo-
men dilates with comparatively much greater force than the

chest, the respiration is named abdominal; if the contrary
obtains, it is called pectoral. 1888 ROLLF.STON JACKSON
Amm. Life 341 All Vtrtebrata possess typically two pairs
of limbs the pectoral and pelvic.

2. Med. Of a medicine, food, or drink : Good
for diseases or affections of the chest (or, loosely,
the internal organs generally).
1576 BAKER Jewell of Health n. Ixxxvi. 85 A pectorall

water, or water for the breast, .. that especialhe auailelh in

the weakenesse of the stomacke. 1637 BRIAN Pisse-Proph.
(1679) 23 Some pectoral physick to ease his cough. 1732
ARBUTHNOT Rules of Diet i. in Aliments, etc. 246 Peaches
are.. cordial and pectoral. 1830 LINDLEV Nat. Syst. Bot.

314 The leaves [of Ferns] generally contain a thick astringent
mucilage, with a little aroma, on which account many are
considered pectoral and lenitive. 1857 MAYNE je/Jtfj, Lex.)
Pectoral Jfoss, a common name for the Lichenpiilmonarius.
3. Worn, or intended to be worn, on the breast.

1616 BULLOKAR Eng, Expos., Pectorall, belonging to the

breast, or which hangeth before the breast. 17*7-35 CHAM-
BERS Cycl. s. v., In the Romish Church Bishops and regular
Abbots wear a pectoral Cross. 1849 ROCK C/i. of Pathers
II. vL 175 We are led to believe that the formal use of the

pectoral cross, as now worn over the chasuble, goes no farther

back than the middle of the sixteenth century.
4. fig. Proceeding or derived from the 'breast*

or '

heart', i. e. from one's internal feeling or con-

sciousness.

1630 DONNK Serin. Matt, xxviii. 6 Let. .no Angell of the

Church, . . proceed upon an ipst dixit t upon his own pec-
torall word and determination. 1633 EARL MANCH. A I

Mondd (1636) 184 At this time a good mans tongue is in his

breast, not in his mouth, his words are then so pithy and so

pectorall. 1865 tr. Strauss' New Life Jesus I. i. viii. 44
The inflated language here used betrays already the pec-
toral colouring which Keim expressly claims for his work.

1890 J. F. SMITH tr. PJleiderers Develogm. Theol. \\\. iii.

(1891) 281 Neander's pectoral theology involved a serious

lack of historical criticism. [Cf. next.]

Pe'ctoralist. [f. prec. + -IST.] (See quot.,
and cf. prec. B. 4.)
1886 FARRAR Hist. Intcrpr. viii. 415 [Neander's] motto

was, pcctus facit thcologum^ and many sneered at his fol-

lowers as pectoralists.

Pextorally, adv. rare. [f. as prec. t -LY 2.]

hi a pectoral manner or position : in quots., a. in

relation to one's inward feeling, at heart; b. on
a 'pectoral

'

diet : cf. PECTORAL B. 4, 2.

1662 M. MASON Friendly Admon. Rout. Cath. 4 Would
you not then have been pectorally glad of that Indulgence?
1749 CHESTERF. Lett. 21 Aug., Be regular, and live pectorally.

Pectoriloquy (pektorrl<Skwi). Path. [ad. F.

pectoriloquie, f. L. pectus^ pector- breast -j- -loquium

speaking.] The transmission of the sound of the

voice through the wall of the chest to the ear in

auscultation
; usually a sign of a cavity or some

other affection in the lung.
1834 J. FORBES Laennec's Dis. Chest, (ed. 4) 36 This

peculiar phenomenon (which I have denominated Pectori-

loquy). 1853 MARKHAM tr. Shoda's Auscult. 290 The
pectoriloquy is. .much cleArer and louder.. in a gangrenous
excavation, than in one formed by pulmonary abscess.

So Fectoriloquial (pektoril^u-kwial), Pectori-

loquous (pektori'l^kwas) adjs.^ of, or of the nature

of, pectoriloquy ; Pectori-loqnism, pectoriloquy.
1846 WORCESTER, *Pcctoriloquial, relating to pectoriloquy.

Museum. 1834 Good's Study Med, (ed. 4) II. 524 To lh >s



PECTOSE.

apparent transfer of the voice to the chest.. [Laennec] has

given the . . name of *pectoriloquism, or mediate ausculta-
tion of the voice. 1834 CycL Pract. Med. III. 47/2 There
was no metallic tinkling, bourdonnement >

or pectoriloquism.
1862 H. W. FULLER Dis. Lungs in The production of

"pectoriloquous resonance.

Fectose (pe-kt^ s). Chem. [f.
stem pcct- of

PECTIC + -OSB.J An insoluble substance related

to cellulose and occurring with it in vegetable
tissues, esp. in unripe fruits and fleshy roots

; by
the action of acids, etc. it is converted into PECTIN.

1857 W. A, MILLER Elem. Chew. III. 83 The cellular tissue

of many fruits, and of turnips, carrots, parsnips, &c., con-
tains a substance which he [Fremy] terms fiectose, and
which is quite insoluble in water, alcohol, and ether. 1866-77
WATTS Diet. Chem. IV. 363 Pectose . . gives the hardness
to unripe fruits. It is probably isomeric with cellulose, or

differs from it only by the elements of water.

Hence Pectosic (pektfsik) a., in Pectosic acid,
an acid formed immediately from pectin by the

action of pectase or alkalis, and converted by
further action of the same into pectic acid.

1866-77 [see PECTOUS].

Fectostracan (pektp*strakan), a. and sb.

Zool. [f. mod. Zool. L. Pectostraca (f. Gr. ITJJKT-OS

congealed + oarpafcov tile, potsherd, shell) + -AN.]
a. adj. Belonging to the division Pectostraca of

Crustacea in Huxley's classification, a synonym of

Cirripedia. b. sb, A crustacean belonging to this

division, a cirriped. So Pecto'stracous a.

Pectous (pe'ktas), a. Chem.
[f.

Gr. ITIJKT-OS

congealed + -ous.] a. Congealed, solidified: said

of modified forms of substances ordinarily fluid.

b. Related to pectin. Pcdons acid, name of a

particular acid related to pectic acid (cf. -ous c).
1861 GRAHAM in Phil. Trans. 184 Fluid colloids appear to

have always a pectous modification. 1866-77 WATTS Diet.

Chem. IV. 364 Pectase immersed in water for two or three

days, is decomposed, .and is then no longer capable of acting
as a pectous ferment. Ibid. The conversion of the pectin
into pectosic and pectous acids. 1875 B. W. RICHARDSON
Dis. Mod. Life 104 In course of time .. the vital tissues

become thickened, or, to use the technical term, 'pectous '.

f Pe*ctron. 06s. [An erroneous formation

(thought by Barret to be French), app. derived

in some way from L. pectus, pcctor- breast.] I

FEITREL, POITREL.

1598 BARRET Theor. IVarres, Gloss. 252 Pectron^ a French

word, is the arming of the hrest of the horse. 1622 F.

MARKHAM Bk. Wiir\. \\. 4. 166 The Horses head, necke,

brest, and buttocke barbed with Pectron, Trappings, Crinier,
and ChiefTront.

t Pectuncle. Obs. Anglicized form of L.

pcctunculus a small scallop (dim. of pectoi : see

PECTEN 4), a name formerly given to the cockles.

1753 CHAMBERS CycL Suf>p, s. v. Pccten, The genus of

pectuncles, or cockles, has be-n made by all authors a very
extensive one. 1797 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) XIV. 80/2 There
are shells universally allowed to be pectens or scallops,
which have no ears, and others as universally allowed to be

pectuncles or cockles which have.

Fectunculate (pekUrgkWflA), **. Entom. [f.

mod.L. type ^pectunculat-itSj f. pectuncttl-us t dim.
of pec'ten: see prec. and -ATE ^.] Having a row
of minute spines or bristles

; finely pectinate.
1826 KIRBY&SP. Entomol. IV. 310 Under Jaws.. Peduncu-

late . . .When the stipes below the feeler has a row of minute

spines set like the teeth of a comb.

II Fectus (pe-ktife). Anat. and Zool. PI.

pectora. [L.,
= the breast.] a. The breast or

chest, b. Ornith. The thoracic region of the

under surface of the body of a bird
; usually, the

anterior protuberant part. c. Entom. The lower
surface of the thorax or prothorax of an insect.

1693 tr. Blancards Phys. Diet, {ed. 2), Pecius, the fore-

most part of the Thorax reaching from the Neck-bone,
down to the Midriff. 1834 M CML-RTRIE Cuyiers Aniin.

Kingd. 450 In the other Nemocera, the proboscis is. .directed

perpendicularly or curved on the pectus.

f Pecua-rious, a. Obs. rare , [f. L. pecu-
ari-us of or belonging to pecu cattle + -OUS,]
1656 BLOUNT Glossogr,> Pecuarious, serving for, or belong-

ing to Beasts or Cattle. 1658 in PHILLIPS,

Pecudiculture (pe-kiwdik^ltiui, -1/3.1).
rare.

[f. L, pecud-em a beast, in pi. cattle -f CULTURE:
after horticulture^ etc.] The rearing of cattle.

1885 Century Mag. XXIX. 363 Agriculture and Horti-
culture. Pecudiculture.

Pecul, variant of PICUL
;
obs. form of PECKLE.

t Fe'CUlate, sb. Obs. Also 7 -at. [ad. L.

ptculat-us embezzlement, i.peculari\ see next. In

F.peculat (1568 in Hatz.-Darm.), It. peculate, Sp.
peculado.] = PECULATION.
a 1649 DRUMM. OF HAWTH. Hist. Jos. 77, Wks. (1711) 24

Articles being forged and urged against them, especially of

peculate, as sale of crown-lands, waste of the king's treasure,

..transporting lands to themselves and their friends. 1656
J. HARRINGTON Oceana Wks. (1700) 159 Such aswerearrain'd
or try'd for Peculator Defraudation of the Commonwealth.
1686 BURNET Trav. iii. (1750) 153 One of the Nobles was
accused of Peculat. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Su/>/>., Peculator,
one who is guilty of the crime aSfoAjteufott,

Peculate (pe-kitfl^t), v. [f.
L. peculdt-, ppl.

stem of peculdrl to embezzle, f. peculium private

property, orig. in cattle, f. pecu cattle, money.]

602

fl. trans. To rob (the state or country) by
peculation. Obs.

1749 W. DOUGLASS Brit. Settlem. N. Atner. II. 17 In
Massachusetts . . they peculated the Country by ruinous

unnecessary Kxpence of Money.
2. To embezzle or pilfer (money).
1802 H. MARTIN Helen ofGlenross III. 223 Two thousand

pounds, .what she justly charges me with having peculated
from her Father. 1817 SOUTHEV Hist. Penins. War II. 619
The people, .accused them of having peculated the public

money. 1884 Manchester Exam, i Oct. 4/5 Several millions
of taels, which they have . . peculated from the Imperial funds.

3. intr. To practise peculation.
1861 LOWELL E Pluribus Union Pr. Wks. 1800 V. 45

They., have peculated in advance by a kind of official post-
obit. 1876 ROGERS Pol. Econ. xi. 135 The honesty of a
servant or manager, who does not embezzle or peculate.

Hence Peculating vbl. sb. and ppl. a.

1783 BURKE Sp. Fox's E. Ind. Bill Wks. IV. 93 An oppres-
sive . . rapacious, and peculating despotism, with a direct

disavowal of obedience to any authority at home. .is. .the
state of your charter-government over great kingdoms. 1895
Athenaeum 7 Sept. 328/1 [The endowments have] long since

vanished, no doubt, into the pockets of peculating pashas.

Peculation (peki/Zl^-Jan). [n. of action f. L.

pecularl to PECULATE (put for \*.peculatus PECU-

LATED.): see-ATioN.] The appropriation of public

money or property by one in an official position ;

the embezzlement of money or goods entrusted to

his care.

1658 PHILLIPS, Peculation, a robbing of the Prince or
Common-wealth. 1784 COWPKR Task u. 667 The family of

plagues That waste our vitals ; peculation, sale Of honour,
perjury, corruption, frauds. 1821 tr. Rollin's Anc. Hist.

(ed. 15) III.
yii.

181 To be tried for peculation. 1874GREKN
Short Hist, ix. 9. 700 Marlborough was dismissed from his

command, charged with peculation, and condemned.

Peculator (pc*kiiSfU*tw). [a. L. peculator an

embezzler, agent-n. i. pecfilari to PECULATE.] One
who peculates ;

an embezzler, esp. of public money
or property.
1656 BLOUNT Glossogr.^ Peculator^ that robbeth the Prince

or common treasure. 1783 BURKE .9/. Fox's E, Ind. Bill
Wks. IV. 77 The supposed peculators and destroyers of
Oude repose in all security in the bosoms of their accusers.

1855 MOTLEY Dutch Rep. \\.
y, (1866) 217 An infamous pecu-

lator, .rolling up a fortune with great rapidity by his shame-
less traffic in benefices, charges, offices.

Peculiar (p/kiw'liaj), a. and sb. Also 5 -ier,
6 -er, -yer, -eer, -yar, 6-7 -iare. [a. obs. F.

peculier (i6thc. in Godef.), or ad. L. peculiar-is
of or relating to private property, f. pecitli-um

property
in cattle, private property, that which is

one s own, f. pecu cattle. Cf. also OF. pcculiaire

(ithc.) in same sense.]
A. adj.

1, That is one'sown private property; that belongs
or pertains to, or characterizes, an individual per-

son, place, or thing, or group of persons or things,
as distinct from others. Const, with preceding

possessive (my own, the kings own}, or with to.

Peculiar to now always denotes
'

belonging exclusively
to

'

; formerly it might denote '

belonging specially to '.

fa. Of property, material possession, etc. Obs.
c 1460 FORTESCUE Abs. 9f Lint. Man. ix. (1885) 130 How

necessarie it is J>at the kynge haue grete possescions, and
peculier livelod ffbr his owne suirte. a 1548 HALL Chron.,
Hen. VI 151 The Duke of Gloucester had not so muche
aduaunced..the common wealth and publique vtilite, as his

awne priuate thinges & peculter estate. 1652 NEEDHAM tr.

Seldens Mare Cl. 6 The Sun, Aer, Water, Nature did not
frame Peculiar ; A Public gift I claim, a 1668 PAVF.NANT
Man's the Master iv. i, Now even all peculiar fields ar

turn'd to common roads about this populous town. 1724 DE
FOE Tour Gt. Brit. I. 123 Sturbridge Fair. .. This square
..is separate and peculiar to the wholesale dealers in the

woollen manufacture.

b. In general sense, esp. of qualities, features,

characteristics, etc.

t Peculiar institution, a cant phrase in XI. S. for negro
slavery, formerly often spoken of in the Southern states as
' the peculiar domestic institution of the South '. Obs.

1509 FISHER Fun. Serni. C^tcss Richmond Wks. (1876) 294
The dayes that by the chirche were appoynted she kept
them diligently and sereously, & in especyall the holy lent. .

besyde her other peculer fastes of deuocion, as saint Anthony,
'

t

the peculiar gut ot neavn. 1721 ISAILEY, 00101, a J ree

peculiar to Great Britain. 1766 FoRnvcE*$>rw. Yng. Worn.

(1767) II. xiii. 222 A timidity peculiar to your sex. 1826

DISRAELI Viv. Grey vi. ii, Imitating the peculiar sound of

every animal that he met. c 1852 5. Carolina Gaz. (Farmer
Diet. Amer.\ The dangers which at present threaten the

peculiar domestic institutions of the South.

f2. Of separate or distinct constitution or exist-

ence
; independent, particular, individual ; single.

1507 FISHER Fun. Serm. Hen. VII^ Wks. (1876) 272 He
sente money to be dystrybuted for .x. M. masses peculeer
to be sayd for hym. 1551 RECORDE Pathw. Knoiul. \\.

Introd., Minding to reserue the proofes to a peculiar boke
which I will.. set forth. 1602 SHAKS. Ham. HI. iii. n The
single and peculiar life is bound.. To keepe it selfe from

noyance. a 1711 KEN Hymns Evang. Poet. Wks. 1721 I.

155 Ev'ry Thorn gave a peculiar Wound. 1799 W. TOOKE
View Russian Emfi. II. 50 The Khanate of Kazan subsisted
as a peculiar state till the year 1552.

PECULIAR.

|
3. Distinguished in nature, character, or attributes

from others
; particular, special.

1590 SIR J. SMYTH Disc. Weapons 2 Detracting .. the
excellent effects of our peculiar and singular weapon the
Long Bowe. 1628 FELTHAM Resolves n. xxxi, We seldome
find any, without a peculiar delight in some peculiar thing.
1642 ROGERS Naatnan To Rdr., Sermons are more peculiar
for the suppressing of vicious manners. 1776 ADAM SMITH
/K N. v. IL (1869) II. 437 A more proper subject of peculiar
taxation. 1849 GROTE Greece n. xlvii. VI. 66 The position
of the_Corinthians was peculiar, 1860 TYNDALL Glac. i. iv.

35 This latter point, .is one of peculiar interest.

4. Having a character exclusively its own, sui

generis ;
unlike others, singular, uncommon, un-

usual, out-of-the-way; strange, odd, 'queer*.
1608 TOPSELL Serpents (1658) 598 The tongue of a serpent

is peculiar; for.. it is also cloven at the tip. 1726 BUTLER
Sfrrn. Forgiveness Wks. 1874 II. 113 We are in such a
peculiar position, with respect to injuries done to ourselves,
that we can scarcely, .see them as they really are. 1811
A. T. THOMSON Land. Di$p. m. (1818) 445 The odour is

peculiar and aromatic; the taste gratefully acid. 1837
DICKENS Pickw. xx, Mr. Waller's knowledge of London
was extensive and peculiar. 1888 Miss BRADDON Fatal
Three i. i, She is a girl of peculiar temper. Mod. colloq.
He was always thought a little peculiar.
5. Peculiar

jurisdiction (atithority, etc.), in

Canon Law, a jurisdiction proper to itself, exempt
from or not subject to the jurisdiction of the

bishop of the diocese. Cf. B. 5.

1525 ABP. WARHAM Let. to Wohey in Ellis Orig. Lett.
Ser. in. cxxxv, The value of the benefices within the
diocesse of Canterburie and the iurisdictlon peculiar of the
same. 1555 J. PHILPOT in Foxe^. ffM. (1583) 1799, 1 haue not
offended in your Dioces. For that whiche I spake . . was in

Paules Churche . . which . . is a peculiar jurisdiction belonging
to the Deane of Paules. 1726 AYI.IFFE Parergon 94 The
Archbishop whereof has also a peculiar Jurisdiction in

thirteen Parishes within the City of London [etc.]. 1822
D. & S. LYSONS Brlt.

t Devon, Colyton.
. . The Dean and

Chapter of Exeter are patrons of the Vicarage. . . The Church
is in their peculiar jurisdiction. 1840 Penny Cycl. XVII.
103/2 The living of Dorchester [Oxon.] is a perpetual curacy,
in the jurisdiction of the peculiar court of Dorchester.

6. Peculiar People: a. a name applied to the

Jews as God's own chosen people; hence transf.
in religious sense. (Also p. race, nation, etc.)
1494 FABYAN Chron. vn. 550 Of his great mercy he hath

visyted ys,
I truste, his peculier people. 1535 COVERDALE

Dcut. xiv. 2 The Lord hath chosen the to be his awne
peculier people from amonge all the nacions. Titus
\\. 14 To pourge vs to be a peculiar people vnto himselfe.

1651 HOBBES Leviath. n. xxxi. 187 Having chosen out one
peculiar Nation for his Subjects. 1738 WESLEY Ps. LI. xxi,
The dear peculiar Race Their grateful Sacrifice shall bring.

b. A modern religious sect (called also the

Phiinstead Peculiars} founded in 1838, and most
numerous about London.

They have no preachers, creeds, ordinances, or church

organization, and they rely wholly on prayer for the cure of

disease, rejecting medical aid ; this last is the feature which
brings them specially under public notice.

1875 Punch 19 June 267/1 Of course the Peculiar People
have the right to believe in miracle and also the right to
disbelieve in medicine. 1892 Spectator 19 Mar. 391 Drugs
may be dispensed with altogether, as by the Peculiar People
or the Faith Healers, 1901 Essex Weekly Neivs 29 Mar.

2/4
'

Peculiar
'

parents censured at Barking.

f7. In peculiar, as a peculiarity ; in particular.
1607 TOPSELL Four-f. Beasts 315 Egipt had this in

peculiar, that no other order, no not a senator, might be

president or govern among them. 1690 LOCKE Govt, r. xi.

162 One may as well say, ..this Dominion was to belong
in peculiar to one of his Issue. 1704 NORRIS Ideal World
11. xii. 435 As for Truth he must be a great stranger to her

and to himself too, that shall look upon it as a possession in

peculiar.
B. sb. (absolute uses of the adj.)

I. In general senses.

1. a. A peculiar property or possession ;
a pro-

perty or privilege exclusively one's own.
1650 T. B. Worcester's^ Apofhth. 105 Leave was obtained

..that he might be buried in Windsor Castle (where there

is a peculiar for the family). 1737 WHISTON Josephus, Hist.

v. xi. 2 They would preserve.. that temple which was
their peculiar. 1846 GROTE Greece n. vi. II. 543 How far

the peculiar of the primitive Sparta extended we have no
means of determining. 1865 Plato I. xiv. 451 A peculiar

appertaining to philosophers, distinct from though analogous
to the peculiar of each several art.

fb. =peculiarpeople (A. 6 a) : said of the Jews,
and of Christian believers. Obs.

1609 BIBLE (Douay) Mai. iii. 17 And they shal be to me._.
to my peculiar, and I wil spare them, as a man spareth his

sonne. a 1617 BAYNE On Eph. (1658) 116 Beleevers are a

peculiar to God, are set apart. (21638 MEDE H'.fc. (1672)
181 We who are God's peculiars, must demean our selves

peculiarly both toward God and man. 1659 HAMMOND On
Ps. cvi. 40 He would own them for ever as his peculiar.

+ c. One's own wife or mistress. Obs.

1615 G. SANDYS Trav. 66 Yet are they [Turks] to meddle
with none but their owne peculiars: the offending woman
they drowne, and the man they gansh. a 1700 B, E. Diet.

Cant. Crew, Peculiar^ a Mistress.

1 2. One's peculiar, one's private interest or

special concern. Obs.

1625 in Cosin's Corr. (Surtees) i. 60 In respect ofmy peculiar
I am better. 1637 R. ASHLEY tr. Malvezzts David Per-
secuted^54 Hee is governed by that which appertaines to the

King, and not by Bis owne peculiar. 1720-1 Letf.fr. Mist's

JrnL (1722) II. 256 The Concern they will learn for the

Affairs of the Universe, will naturally lead them to a close

attention to their own Peculiar.



PECULIAR. PECUNIARY.

f3. A peculiar attribute or quality ;
a peculiarity ;

a special or exclusive characteristic. Obs.

1580 PUTTENHAM Eng, Poesic i. if. (Arb.) 21 A peculiar,
which our speech bath in many tilings differing from theirs.

1625 HP. MOUNTAGU App. Caesar 331 Omnipresence is the

absolute Peculiar of the Almighty. 1657 W. RAND tr. Cos-
sandis Life Peiresc \. 150 Peradventure [those Stigmata,
or insensible parts] might . . belong to some peculiar of that

disease which is termed Elephantiasis. 1701 NORRIS Ideal
World 206 There is this peculiar in vision that is not in our
other senses, that it includes an outward objective perception.

(21750 A. HILL Whs. (1753) II. 396 Your poetry is a peculiar,
that will make it impossible, you should be forgotten.

f 4. An individual member of a class or part of

a collective whole; a particular, item, or detail.

1610 HEALEY St. Aug. Citie ofGod \\i.\\. (1620) 247 Why
. . could not ha . . extend his generall power through each

peculiar? 1713 DERHAM Phys.-Theol.\\.\. 365, I shall-.

speak only of two peculiars more.

II. Specific and technical senses.

5. Eccl. A parish or church exempt from the

jurisdiction of the ordinary or bishop in whose
diocese it lies, either as a royal peculiar (i. e. a

chapel exempt from any jurisdiction but that of

the sovereign) or as subject to the jurisdiction of

a bishop of another diocese, or to that of a dean,

chapter, prebendary, etc.

Court ofPeculiars^ a branch of the Court of Arches having
jurisdiction over the peculiars of the archbishop of Canter-

bury. (Peculiars were, for most purposes, abolished by
Act 10 & it Viet. c. 98.)

1362 Bp. W. ALLEY in Strype Ann. Ref. (1709) I. xxxi. 310
That Bishops may have jurisdiction to call all criminal
causes before them, and to reform other disorders in all

Peculiars, and places exempt, which be spelnncy latronum.

1631 WEEVER Anc. Fun, Mon. 309 Shorham is but a Peculiar
to the Archbishop, who holds his prerogatiue wheresoeuer
his lands do lie. 1658 PHILLIPS, The Court of Peculiars,

1704 J. HARRIS Lex. Techn. I, Peculiar, signifies a par-
ticular Parish or Church that hath Jurisdiction within its

self, for Probat of Wills, &c. exempt from the Ordinary,
and the Bishops Courts. 1768 BLACKSTONE Comm. III.

v. 65 The court of peculiars is a branch of and annexed
to the court of arches. It has a jurisdiction over all those

parishes dispersed through the province of Canterbury
m the midst of other dioceses, which are exempt from
the ordinary's jurisdiction, and subject to the metropolitan
only. 1865 Pall Mall G. 21 Aug. 9/1 Burian, the royal
deanery, has been a peculiar since the days of Athelstan,
and kept its privileges when other peculiars were abolished.

1899 IVestm. Gaz. 20 Mar. 10/2 The Dean of the Arches
took his title from the old Court of Peculiars of the Arch-

bishop of Canterbury, who formerly exercised jurisdiction
over thirteen exempt parishes in the diocese of London and
fifty-seven parishes called

'

peculiars
'

in other dioceses. . .

These '

peculiars
'

were abolished about fifty years ago, and
the Court of which the Dean of the Arches was Dean went
with them.

b. transf, and_^. A place, district, office, etc.,

exempt from ordinary jurisdiction.
1591 G. FLETCHER Russe CoHimw, (Hakl. Soc.) 37 Out of

the province.. of Vagha, there is given him for a peculiar
exempted out of the Chetfird of Posolskoy, 32,000 rubbels.

1605 CAMDEN Rem. 4 That Scotland was by them accounted
an exempt kingdome, and a Peculiar properly appertaining
to the Roman

Chappell. 1651 N. BACON Disc, Gm't. Eng.
n. iv. (1739) 21 It [the Chancery] soon becomes a kind of

Peculiar, exempting it self from the ordinary course in

manner of Trial, and from the ordinary rules of Law.

f 6. In the colonies and provinces of New
England: A district, or piece of land, not included
in any 'town', nor as yet incorporated as a 'town',

1720 Connect. Col. Rec. (1872-4) VI. 210 Resolved .. That
Mr. John Read, who dwells between Fairfield and Danbury,
be likewise annually listed, as a peculiar to Danbury. 1737
Ibid. VIII. 133 All peculiars, or lands not as yet laid within
the bounds of any town,, .shall be assessed by the rates of
the next town unto it. 1739 Ibid. 230 Being informed that
a certain piece of land in the county of Windham . . is not in

any town but still remains a peculiar, . . Be it enacted . . That
the said tract of land be annexed to the town of Voluntown.
1779 Vermont State Papers (1823) 297. 1809 KENDALL
Trav. I. ii. 17 Precincts or peculiars are in some cases
ordered to be rated at or in certain towns, and in such
cases are rated and governed by the town.

7. a. A nickname in Oxford ((--1837-8) for

members of the '

Evangelical
*

party. (Cf. A. 6 a.)

1837 J. H. NEWMAN Let. in Purcell Manningi^Q^} 1.224
The amusing thing is that the unfortunate Peculiars are
attacked on so many sides. 1838 Bi>. WILBERFORCE Diary
in Ashwell Life (1879) I. 119 [He] had all the faults of the
low tone of the Peculiars strongly marked. 1895 PURCELL
Manning I. 114

'

Puseyhes and Peculiars
'

stood shoulder to
shoulder.

b. One of the Peculiar People: see A. 6 b.

x876 C. M. DAVIES Unorth. Lond. 175 (heading) The
Plumstead '

Peculiars'. Ibid. 176 The risk.. of having a..

contagious disease spread.. by the manipulations of these
*
Peculiars', ifyy^m DailyNews^ Apr. 7/4 AH you who mean

to follow in the same old way and be Peculiars follow me.

fPectrliarism. Obs. [f. prec. + -ISM.] The
doctrine or practices of* Peculiars' (B. 7 a).

1836 NEWMAN Let. in Liddon, etc. Life Pusey (1893) I. xvi.

368 London is overrun with peculiarism, 1838 BP. WILBER-
FORCE in Ashwell Life (1879) I. iv. 119 A good man, but
a poor creature, evidently set up by Peculiarism.

eculiarity (pfldwl^aeTiti). [f. PECULIAR +
-ITY; cf. late L. peculiarity (St. Gregory).]
The quality or condition of being peculiar.

1 1. The condition or fact of belonging exclusively
to oneself; exclusive possession; private ownership.
1610 BP. HALL Epist. v. ii. 24 What neede we to disclaime

all peculiarity in goods?

[
fb. spec. The condition of being God's peculiar

people. Obs.
1661 BAXTER Mor. Prognost. ii. xlviii. 62 Some of them

[Jews] Re-established in their own Land : But not to their

antient peculiarity, or policy and Law. 1777 FLF.TCHKR
Bible Calvinism Wks. 1795 IV. 255 If God had made his

covenants of peculiarity with all mankind, would they not

have ceased to be peculiar?
2. The quality of being peculiar to or character-

istic of a single person or thing ; also, an instance

of this, that which is peculiar to a single person
or thing ;

a distinguishing or special characteristic.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ef. n. v. 90 That a piece of

opium will dead the force and blow [of a bullet]..! linde

herein no such peculiarity, no more then in any gumme or
viscose body. 1726 LEONI Albert?$ AtcJiit. I. 78/2 We
shall speak first of those things wherein they agree ; and of
their peculiarities afterwards. 1850 M cCosn Div. Govt. n.

i. (1874) 114 The peculiarity of a miracle is, that it has not
a cause in the natural powers operating in the Cosmos. 1853
J. H. NEWMAN Hist.Sk. (1873) II. ' ii.6i It is a peculiarity
of Asia that its regions are either very hot or very cold.

f 3. A particular liking or regard ;
a partiality.

1687 BOYLE Martyrd. Theodora xi. (1703) 152 He could
discern in her Breast such a resentment of his Services, as.,

imply'd a peculiarity for his Person. 1847 K.MHRSON AY/;-.
iWt'n, S/iaks. Wks. (Bohnt I. 362 Shakespeare lias no pecu-
liarity, no importunate topic; but all is duly given.

f b. Special attentive-ness to a person ;
cf. PAR-

TICULARITY 7. Obs.

1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa iii, I had not value enough for

him to treat him with peculiarity either by smiles or frowns.

4. The quality of being sin generis or unlike

others
; singularity, uncommonness, oddity ; also,

an instance of this, an odd trait or characteristic.

1751 LD. ORRERY Remarks Swift (1752) 17 She died
towards the end of January, .absolutely destroyed by the

Jeculiarity
of her fate. 1777 BOSWELL "Johnson 17 Sept.,

said, in writing a life, a man's peculiarities should be

mentioned, because they mark his character. 1817 Miss
MITFORD in L'Estrange .#(1870) II. i. 18 There is another

very singular peculiarity about Mr. Talfourd ; he can't spell.

1865 R. W. DALE Jew. Temp. xvi. (1877) 179 You will have
noticed the peculiarity of the expression.

j* 5. = PECULJARISM : cf. PECULIAR B. 7 a. rare.

1838 BP.WILBERFORCK in A. R. AshweU Life (\fyty I. iv. 114
They will disgust some well-intentioned Churchmen by a
fanciful imitation of antiquity, and drive them into lower

depths of
'

Peculiarity '.

Peculiarize (p/ki/7-liaraiz), v. [f. PECULIAR #.

+ -m:.] trans. To make peculiar.

f 1. To appropriate exclusively to. Obs.

1624 HEYWOOD Gnnaik. in. 140 He onely peculiaiist-d to

himselfe a fift part of the people, and the rest were imployed
in agriculture and tillage. 1653 SCLATER Fun. Senn. 25 Sept.
(1654) 15 Xapta/ia,. .a word not used in any Heathen Author,
but peculiarized to the inspired penmen of Holy Writ. 1704
NELSON Fasts fy fesf. xi. 112 There was to be no more IJis-

tinction betwixt the Children of Abraham and other People,
and no one Land more peculiarized than another.

2. To give or impart peculiarity to.

1640 HOWELL Dodonas Gr. 75 Touching that Title, which
doth peculiarize Druina's Monarch from all other. 1796
COLERIDGE Lett.* to J. Thefauall (1895) 197 This, I think,

peculiarlses my styje
of writing. 1821 Blackw. Mag. IX.

515 Those distinguishing marks which peculiarize
the Latin

original. 1852 STONE Balloii's Spir. Manifest. L 15.

Peculiarly (p/'ki
p

liaili),aflfe. [f. PECULIARS.
+ -LY ^.] In a peculiar manner.
1. In a way that is one's own, and not another

person's; as regards oneself ; individually.

1573-80 BARET Alv. P 220-1 Things that were his owne
peculiarly. 1685 BOYLE Effects of Mot. vii. 89 Any Vault
that were exquisitely built, would peculiarly answer to some
determinate Note or other. 1726 Nat. Hist. Irel. 86 A
certain sort of sea-coal., wonderful small, and peculiarly
called comb. 1815 Chron. in Ann. Reg. 12/1 He would bring
him to account for his conduct to himself peculiarly, 1871
MOB LEY Voltaire (1886) 6 Many of his ideas were in the air,

and did not belong to him peculiarly.

2. In a way distinct from others
; particularly,

especially ; also colloq. ,
more than usually.

1561 T. NORTON Calvin's Inst. i. vi. i Wherby the
faithfull haue alway been peculiarly seuered from the

prophane nations. 1571 GOLDING Calvin on Ps. xxx. 13
The very course of the woords requireth, that hee should
make mention here peculiarly of his own dewtie. 1650
FULLER Pisgah 391 Table of shew.bread , . made of that

gold, which his father David had peculiarly prepared for

that purpose. 1749 FIELDING Tom Jones v. vii, To render
the lot of one man more peculiarly unhappy than that of
others. xSao W. IRVING Sketch Bk. I. 51 A little air of
which her husband was peculiarly fond. 1891 HELEN B.
HARRIS Afol. Aristides \. 5 The Arabs regard the spot as

peculiarly sacred.

3. In a way unlike others ; unusually, strangely,

oddly, queerly.
1847 C. BRONTE J. Eyre xix, If you knew it, you are

peculiarly situated : very near happiness ; yes; within reach
of it. 1901 Daily Chron. 16 July 5/1 [HeJ is one of those

peculiarly-constituted Englishmen who rather enjoy the
West Coast climate than otherwise.

FeculiameSS (pfldw'Iiaines). Now rare.

[f.
PECULIAR a. + -NESS.] The quality of being

peculiar ; peculiarity.
1561 DAUS tr. BuUinger on Apoc. (1573) nob, Their

peculiarnesse or diuersitie is, that Sathan hath sowen
sundry heresies in the Church [etc.], a 1638 MEDE Wks.
(1672) 5 Things sacred.. which have upon them a relation
of peculiarness towards God. a 1658 J. DURHAM Exp. Rev.
\. (1680) 25 Done to shew a peculiarness in that day and
the meetings on it.

fPecu-liate, v, Obs. rare . [f.
L. pecnliare

to provide with a peculium.] So -f-Peculiatiou.
1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Peculiate . . to punish by the purse,

to take away a mans goods ; also to enrich. 1658 PHILLIPS,

Pcculiatiiw, a taking away a mans goods.

Ii Peculium (p/ki;rlim). [L.pecillium private

property; deriv. o,ipecu cattle.]

1. Rom* Law. The property which a father

allowed his child, or a master allowed his slave,
to hold as his own.
1706 in PHILLIPS, 1767 SIR J. D. STEUART Pol. Econ. I. n.

vi. 193 Why was a peculium given to slaves, but to engage
them to become dextrous? 1854 MILMAN Lat. Chr. in. v.

(1864) II. 26 The peculium over which full power was vested
in the son was extended by Augustus., to all which he

might acquire in military service.

2. A private or exclusive possession, property, or

appurtenance.
1681 GLANVILL Sadducismus \\. 167 They know the Soul

survives the Body, and therefore make their bargain sure
for the possession of it as their Peculium after death. 1720
WATERLAND Eight Scrt/t. ii. 51 They [the Jews] were his

peculiuin^ his chosen People, and. .He was in a more eminent
manner their God. 1771 BCKKK Lett., to Bp. Chester (1844)
I. 297 This is the peculium of blame, which your lordship
has portioned out to me, and separated from the common
stock. 1858 J. MARTINFAT Stva. Chr. (1873) 348 Uelieve
not . . they have snatched ii [this planet] as their peculium
quite out of the Supreme Hand. 1883 Spectator 3 Nov.
1406 The office has thus come to be regarded as a peculium

,
for the youthful sons or personal friends of Judges.

tPecU'Uial, a. Obs.
[atl. I,. pecunidl-is y f.

petunia 'money'; in earlier sense 'property*, f.

pccu cattle; cognate with OTout. *fehlt t
Goth.

fathit, OE.Jw&fjfitb: see FEE.]
1. Consisting ofor exacted in money; = PECUNIARY

a. I. b. Having to do with pecuniary penalties.
c 1386 CHAUCER I''riar $ T. 16 If any persone wolde vp-on

hem pleyne Ther myglite asterte hyin no pecunyal pcyne.
a 1548 HALL C/iron., Hen. VII (1550) 57 Englishmen dyd
liile pas^e vpun the obseruacion and kepynge of penall
lawes or pecuniall statutes. 1582-8 Hist. Jas. I '/ (1804) 174
They should olTer him a ccrtane pecuniall sum in lecom-

pence. 1594 T. BEDINGFIELD tr. nl&chici'uelli's Florentine
Hist. (1595) 46 Condemned in pecuniall punishment. 1714-26
\T^ Ment. Gideon Gut/trie nooo 1 54 We were all sentenced,

they to penal mid pecunial mulcts and I to banishment.

2. Of or pertaining to money ;
PECUNIARY a. 2.

1508 Kalendcr Sht'ph, (1892) III. App. 180 Cease of your
pecunyall pensement. 1530 PALSGR. 320/1 Pecunyall, belong*
yn^e to money, pccitnial.

t Pecirniar, a. Obs. rare 1
, [ad. OF./^ww/-

aire.]
= PECUNIARY a. i. Hence fPecirniarly

adv., pecuniarily.
1530-1 Act 22 Hen. I'///, c. 15 All and singular. . peynes

of death, peynes corporall and pecunyar, 1656 KAKL MONM.
tr. Boccaiinis Adi-ts.fr. Parnass. \\. vi. (1674) 145 They
should make poor mens faults pecuniarly punishable.

Pecuniarily (p/ki/niiarili), adv. [f. next +
-LY -.] In a pecuniary manner ;

in respect of

money; f by exaction of money (obs."].

a 1614 DONNK Bm^oi'dTo? n. iii. 2 (1644) 94 Saltque law

punishes a witch, which is convict to have eaten a man,
pecuniarily, and at no high price, a 1734 NORTH Lives

(1826) III. 196 There was no foundation . . to charge him
criminally or pecuniarily, to which he had not answers
incontrovertible. 1879 M. PATTISON Milton 9 Milton's
father's circumstances were not such as to make a fellowship

pecuniarily an object to his son. 1885 Laiu Times 28 Mar.

389/2 P. and N. . . became pecuniarily embarrassed.

Pecuniary (p/kiw-niari), a. (sb,} [ad. L.

I pcalniari-iis, i.pecftnia money : see -ARY *. In K.

; pfatniaire (isth c. in Hatz.-Darin.).]
1. Consisting of money ; exacted in money.
1502 Ord. Crysten Men (W. de W. 1506) iv. xxi. 238 Or

doth punycyons pecuniaries pryncypally by his auaryce.
1641 J. JACKSON True Evang. T. i. 46 He .. inflicted both

corporall smart and pecuniary mulcts upon them. 1726
SWIFT Gulliver M. vi. 151 Whether they received any pecu-
niary reward for pleading. 1766 tr. Beccaria's Ess. Crimes
xvii. (1793) 68 There was a time when all punishments were

pecuniary. 1875 STUBBS Const. Hist. II. xiv. 138 The many
pecuniary aids that he has been obliged to ask for.

b. Of an offence or law : Having a money
penalty, entailing a fine.

1610 DotOfH Pseudo-martyr 211 Hee cast in a dead sleepe
all bloudy lawes, and in a slumber all pecumarie lawes
which might offend, & aggrieue them. 1651 N. BACON
Disc. Govt. Etig. ii. ix. (1739) 54 Having learned how to
make capital offences pecuniary.
2. Of, belonging to, or having relation to money.
1623 COCKERAM, Pecuniarze, of or belonging to money.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. i. iii. ii Their Impostures
. . deluding not onely unto pecuniary defraudations, but the

irreparable deceit of death. vjqpAnecd. W.Pitt I. xxi. 333
The legacy of ^10000 . . had amply supplied his pecuniary
wants. 1841-4 EMERSON ss. t Prudence Wks. (Bohn) I. 98

Imprudent genius, struggling for years with paltry pecu-
niary difficulties.

3. Having regard to money; of which money
is the object. ? Obs.

1672 SIR T. BROWNE Let. Frienti 20 Strong and healthful

Generations, which happen but contingently in mere pecu-
niary Matches. 1775 FALCK Day's Diving Vessel 2 His dis-

position penurious ; his views pecuniary.

t B. sb. Money; in pl. t
resources in money;

money matters. Obs.

1604 R. CAWDREY Table Alph., Pecuniarie, coyne. 1748
RICHARDSON Clarissa (1810) III. ix. 63 Old Antony has

already given the mother ahint which will make her jealous
of pecuniaries. 1767 J. PARSONS Rem. Japhet 36 To pecuni-



PECUNIOTTS.

aries, the Earl of Hillsborough hath wisely added the means
of instruction.

Fecunious (p/ki;7
p

ntos), a. Now rare. Also

6 pecwnios. [ad. L. pecunios-us abounding in

money, moneyed, i.pecwiia money: see -ous. Cf.

obs. F. ptcunieux (Oresme I4th c.), perb. the im-

mediate source. The negative impecunious is

much more used.]
1. Well provided with money; moneyed, wealthy.
1393 LANGL./". PI. C. xin. n Frereswollen ^e louye, And. .

praye for \>e, pol by no], yf J>ow be pecunyous. 1535 W.
STEWART Cron. Scot. (Rolls) III. 523Trowand that tyme tha

war pecwnios, 1631 SUF.RWOOD, Pecuiiious(orfull of money),
PecunicuX) quiabeaiiconp ef argent. 1706 PHILLIPS, Pecnni-

ous, Moneyed, or full of Money. 1886 Sat. Rev. n Dec. 789/1
She succumbed to theblandishnients ofa pecunloussquireling.

f2. Money-loving, avaricious. Obs. rare~ l
.

a 1529 SKEI.TON Bk. 3 /W*-.rWks. 1843 I. 200 Pecunyous
fooles, that bee auaryce, . . weddeth these olde wyddred
women, whych hath sackes full of nobles.

So Fectmio'sity, the state or fact of being sup-

plied with money.
1883 G. A. MAcDoNNELL Chess Lifc-Pict. 166 A French-

man, whose he-ringed fingers . . betokened a certain amount
of pecunJosity.

t Pe'Ctmy. Obs. Also 5 -unie, -uyne. [a.

NF. and \Y.pecunie Central QY.pecune, ad. L.

pccilnia money.] Money.
1393 LANGL. P. PI. C. iv. 393 Be be pecunie y-payed Jiauh

parties chide, c 1450 Life St. Citthbcrt (Surtees) 8041 And
noght for na pecuyne Mending of |>air lyues proloyne. 1484
CAXTON Fables of A ifonce ii, The second fable is of the

commyssion of pecuny or money.
Feel 1

. Also 4-6 pedde, 7 pedd. See also

PAD sb* [Ofunknown origin.] A wicker pannier;
a hamper with a lid.

Chiefly in use in the Eastern Counties from Northants to

Essex, and in Devon and Somerset.

1390-1 in \V. Hudson Leet Jurisd. Norwich (1891) 73
Thomas Pennyng assuetus est accipere equos cum peddys,
diversorum extraneorum et ducere in domum suam, unde
liallivi amittunt custumam suam; et est communis forstal-

lator piscium. c 1440 Promp. Pa>-vt 390/1 Pedde, idem

quod i>anere. 1473 SIR J. PASTON in P. Lett. III. 102

Whyche I praye yow and Berney to gedre joyntly,..to
trusse in a pedde, and sende them me hyddre. 1565 T.

JERMY Let. to W. Paston 31 Jan. (MS.), To the peadelers

packe or the botorn of his pedde or hamper, a 1661 FULLER

Worthies, Dorset, i. (1662) 278 Dorsers are Peds or Panniers

carried on the backs of Horses, on which Haglers use to ride

and carry their Commodities. 1691 SHADWELL Scourers iv.

J, I ..flung down all the peds with pippins about the Streets.

a 1825 FORBV I7oc. E. Anglia^ Ped, . .a large wicker basket

with a lid. Two are commonly used,, .one on each side of a

horse, in which pork, fowls, butter, and eggs, are carried to

market, and fish hawked about the country. 1881 Standard

29 July 5/8 The fish .. are packed in 'peds
1

or small boxe.

b. Comb. t
as ped-betly, ped-market.

1:1825 FORBY Voc. E. Anfflia, Ped-beil^^..^. belly round
and protuberant like a ped. 1865 WAY in Promp. Pari>.

389 note, The market in Norwich, where wares brought in

from the country are exposed for sale, being known as the

ped-market. 1886 EfLWOBTHY H r
. Sam. Word-bk.s.v.^ There

is a large ped-market at Taunton every Saturday.
Ped^. Abbreviation of PEDESTRIAN, slang.
1863 Tyneside Songs 87 White and Rowan, champion peds,

bangs a the lot for racin'. 1881 Sportsman 31 Jan. 4/6.

Pedage (pe'dedg). Obs. exc. Hist. [ad. med.

L. pedagium (nth c. in Du Cange), for earlier L.

pedafiatm; see PEACE.] Toll paid for passing

through a place or country : = PEACE.

1382 WYCLIF Ezra iv. 13 Tribute, and pedage [1388 tol,

Vitlg. vectigal], and ^eris rentus thei shul not }iue. ^1425
MS. Cott. Claud. A.2\f.i24 b, Alle bat vnrythefully settyth

tallages vppon men of holy chirche, as pedage [pr. podage],

gwyage, or any obur vnskylful thraldom. 1607 COWELL
Interpr.) Pedage (pedagium) signirieth money giuen for the

passing by foote or horse through any countrey. 18.. tr.

Charter toNew Salisbury &\\. 1228 in Q. Rev. (1826) XXXIV.
327 Its citizens should be quit, throughout the land, of toll,

pontage, passage, pedage \orig, paagio], lastage, ..carriage,
and all other customs, a 1843 SOUTHEY Comm.-pl. Bk. III.

396 The abbot was to wall the town, and receive pedage.

PedagOgal (pedagJu-gal), a. rare.
[f.

L.

ptedagog-us PEDAGOGUE + -AL.] Of or belonging
to a pedagogue.
'775 S. J. PRATT Liberal Opin. xlviii. (1783) II. 19 The

threatening tone, the brow austere, Bespoke . . pedagogal
tyranny. 1823 New Monthly Mag. VII. 386 He. .smirked
his way to a pedagogal desk.

Pedagogic (pedagfdgik), a. and sb. Also

peed-, [mod. f. L. pf&dagogic-ns, a. Gr. TratSayoj-

yitc-6s, f. TraiSaytay-us pedagogue : see -1C. So F.

ptdagogique (1702 in Hatz.-Darm.).]
A. adj. Of, pertaining to, or characteristic of

a pedagogue or pedagogy ; having the office or

character of a

1781 WARTON Hist. Kng. Poetry 1. III. 259 In the peda-
gogic character he [Higgtns] also published Holcot's [Hu-
loet's] Dictionarie^ newly corrected . . &c, 1833 SIR W.
HAMILTON Discuss. (1852) 558 Paedagogie and didactic

theory. 1856 MASSON ss. 393 The pedagogic era of the

worthy and long dead Mr. Luke Fraser. 1881 Nature
XXIII. 615/1 A Pedagogic Congress. 1885 J. PAYN Talk of
Town I. 41 The pedagogic tone in which he had spoken.
B. sb. (usually //. Pedagogics.) The science,

art, or principles of pedagogy.
1864 WEBSTER, Pedagogic^. .(Gzr.fedtigogik.) The science

or art of successful teaching ;.. Pedagogics,.. The same as

Pedagogic. 1888 Jml. Educ. i Aug. 369 Pedagogics can
no more than theology be put on the shelf.

604

Pedagogical (pedag^ikal), a. [f. as prec.

+ -AL.] PEDAGOGIC.
1619 HALES Lett. Synod Dort i Jan. in Cold. Rem. (1688)

443 The putting of Interrogatories, which thing they much
disdained as Pedagogical. 1797 Monthly Mag. XLVIII.
314 Voltaire .. was in a thousand degrees superior to the

pedagogical fanatic. 1834 H. MILLER Scenes fy Leg. xxviii.

(1857) 410 He relinquished his pedagogical charge for a

chapel in Kilmarnock.

Hence Pedago'glcally adv., in the manner of

a pedagogue ;
in relation to pedagogy.

1877 Echo 3 1 July 2/4
' The results have been most favour-

able', says one, 'spiritually, morally, and pedagogically'.

1884 Aihcn&um 26 Jan. 117/1.

Pedagogism: see PEDAGOGUISM.

Fedagogist (pe-dag^lst). [f.
PEDAGOGY +

-1ST.] One versed in pedagogics.
1894 Educ. News (U. S.) 14 Apr. 230 To profess one's self

a Herbartian is not to reject any of the truths discovered

by previous pedagogists. 1895 F.ditc. AY?'. Sept. 164 Con-

Mdering the meager attention that.. pedagogists have given
to the principles.

Pedagogue (pe'dag?g),j. Forms: 4-6 peda-
goge, 6-8 pedagog, 6-8 (9 in sense i) paeda-

gogue, 7 psedagog, 6- pedagogue, [a. OF.

pedagoge (Oresme 14111 c.), also pedagogue (i4th c.

in Littre), ad. L. pesdagegUS, a. Gr. tratSayttjyvs a

trainer and teacher of boys, f. vats, ircuSo- boy +

aytuyos leader.]
1. A man having the oversight of a child or youth ;

an attendant who led a boy to school. Obs. exc.

in reference to ancient times.

1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 191/1 He durst not for his

pedagoge or his governour whyche was wyth hym. 154*
UDALL Erasm. Apoph. 183 Alexander.. had many paeda-
gogues, nourturers and schoole maisters, 1637-50 Row Hist.

Kirk (Wodrow Soc.) 206 The careles education of the

children of noble men,., the sending them out of the coun-

trey,

1770

under the charge of psedagogues suspect in religion.
LANCHORNE Plutarch (1879) I, 203/1 The office of a

pedagogue of old was . . to attend the children, a 1855 J. J.
BLUNT Right Use Early Fathers Ser. i. ii. (18691 29 The

Paedagogue of Clemens Alexandrinus contains a number of

precepts which the Pacdagcgue (who gives a name to the

treatise) is supposed to impart to his pupil as he takes him
to school.

t b. fig. (chiefly in reference to St. Paul's use of

TiatSayojyuy in Gal. iii. 24.)

1538 STARKEY England n. iii. 206 The law. .as Sayn Poule

sayth dymcly,.. ys the pedagoge of Chryst. 1583 N. 1'.

(Rhem.) Gal. iii. 24 The Law was our Pedagogue in Christ.

[\Y~YCLIF vndirmaister, TINDALE scolemaster, 1611 Schoole-

master.] 1609 BIBLE (Douay) i Kings Comm., S. Paul

teaching that the whole law was a pedagogue guiding men
to Christ. ^1633 AUSTIN Medit. (1635) 268 The Law. .is

but the Pedagogue to the Gospel. 1653 BINNING Serin.

(1845) 22.

2. A man whose occupation is the instruction of

children or youths ;
a schoolmaster, teacher, pre-

ceptor. Now usually in a more or less con-

temptuous or hostile sense, with implication of

pedantry, dogmatism, or severity.

1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls) VI. 7 Sigebertus . . ordeyned
scoles of lettrure. ., and assifnede pedagoges and maistres

for children. 1494 FABYAN Citron, v. cxxxiii. 117 [He] or-

deygned ouer them scole roasters and pedagoges. 1396
NASHE Sajffron-Walden Epistle Dedicat. 1613 SIR E. HOBY
Counter-snarle 39 As if I were now to learne of such
an Hipodidascahan Pedagogue to measure my phrase by
his rule and line. 1660 PEPYS Diary 25 July, A Welsh

schoolmaster, a good scholar but a very pedagogue. 1735
SOMERVILLE Chase n. 96 Cow'd by the ruling Rod, and

haughty Frowns Of Pedagogues severe. 1875 GLADSTONE
Glean. VI. v. 145 Without . . any assumption of the tone of

the critic or the pedagogue.

fb. An assistant teacher
;
an usher. Obs.

1563-7 BUCHANAN Reform. St. Andros Wks. (1892) ii The
studentis..salbe..onder cure of the principal or sum regent
or pedagogis lernit and of jugement, quha sal haif cure of

thayr studie and diligens. 1613 R. CAWDREY Table Alph.
(ed. 3), Pxdagogttc, vsher to a Schoole-maister.

f3. A schoolroom or school building. Obs.~ l

1745 POCOCKE Descr. East II. n. 231 Another part [of the

university of Halle] is what they call the pedagogue, which
is for noblemen and gentlemen ; there are six youths in each

room, with a master over them.

Hence Pe'dag-ogne v. trans., to instruct as a

pedagogue; Pedaoguery(pe-dag/>gri),(a) a peda-

gogic establishment ; (b) the occupation of a peda-

gogue ; Fedagogniing
1

(pe'dagfgirj) vbl. sb. t the

acting as, or following the occupation of, a peda-

gogue (attrib. in quot.); Pedagogfuish (pe'dagpgij")

a., characteristic of a pedagogue.
1689 PRIOR Epist. F. Shepherd 82 This may confine their

younger Stiles, Whom Dryden *pedagogues at Will's. 1724
WKLSTED IVks. (1787) 130 To pedagogue a man into this

sort of knowledge. 1820 SYD. SMITH Ess. (ed. Beeton) 209
The children are.. to be taken from their parents, and

lodged in immense *pedagogueries. 1883 T. C. HADDON in

W. R. W. Stephens Life Freeman (1895)
I. 8 In a long life

of pedagoguery, 1803 A. WILSON in Poems <$ Lit. Prose

(1876) I. 103 The same routine of *pedagoguing matters.

1830 Blackw. Mag. XXVII. 482 A climax of *pedagoguish
vanity, a 1878 MOZLEY Lect. \. (1883) 15 Those narrow and

pedagoguish tactics of law.

Pedagoguism, pedagogism (pe-dag?-

gi:z*m, -godghz'm). [f. PEDAGOGUE (or its Gr.

original) + -ISM. Cf. obs. F. paidagogisme (i6th c.

in Littre).] The character, spirit, or office of a

pedagogue ;
the system of pedagogy (quot. 1836).

Ibid. 61 1 ThePedagogy.
Proctors should go to the Colleges or Pedagogies of the

PEDAL.

1642 MILTOK Apol. Sweet, vii. 34 German rutters, of meat,
and of ink, which, .may prove good to heale this tetter of

Pedagoguisme that bespreads him. 1656 BLOUNT Glossogr.,

Pedagogism, the office of a Pedagogue. 1836 Blackvj. Mag.
XL. 594 Pedagogueism should be made so universal .. that

every mental study, .should be included and confined within
the schools. 1838 Ibid. XLIII. 768 Literature and peda-
gogism are in Germany identic in spirit.

Pedagogy (pe-dag^i, -gfl'iclsi, -g/'gi). Also

6-7 peda-, psedagogie, 7- psedagogy. [a. F.

pfdagogie (Calvin i6th c.), ad. Gr. irmSa-ywyia office

of a irmSo-yoryos : see PEDAGOGUE. So mod.Ger.

padagogie]
1. The function, profession, or practice of a

pedagogue ; the work or occupation of teaching ;

the art or science of teaching, pedagogics.
16*3 COCKERAM 11, Skoole-masters-ship, fedagogie. 1659

HEVLIN Ccrlamen Epist. 334 Prince Charles.. was com-
mitted to the Pedagogy of M. Thomas Murrey, a Scot by
Nation. 1691 WOOD Ath. Oxon. \. 219 He continued, not-

withstanding in his beloved Faculty of Pedagogy. 1858
BUSHNELL Nat. ff Supfrnat. xii. (1864) 379 With disquisi-

tions, theories philosophies, pedagogies, schemes of reforma-

tion. 1900 G. C. BKODRICK Mem. $ Impr. 12 An excellent

old-fashioned teacher blissfully ignorant of paedagogy '.

2. fig. Instruction, discipline, training ; a means
or system of introductory training. (In I7th c.

frequently used of the ancient Jewish dispensation,
in reference to Gal. iii. 24 : cf. PEDAGOGUE i b.)

1583 STUBBES Anat. Abus. I. (1879) 37 He would that this

their meane and base attyre should be as a rule, or peda-

gogie, vnto vs. 1614 RALEIGH Hist. World n.
iy. 5 The

law of Moses . . was . . ordained to last untill the time of the

Paedagogie of Gods people, or introduction to Christ, should

be expired, a. 1703 BURKITT On N. T.
t
Acts x. 2 Proselytes

of the covenant, that is, such Gentiles as submitted them-
selves to . . the whole Mosaical paedagogy.
3. A place of instruction ;

a school or college.

(Also Jig.} Obs. exc. Hist.
c 1625 DONNE Serin. Ps. xxxii. 1,28. Paul was in a higher

Pedagogy, and another manner of University, .caught up
into the third Heavens,. . and there he learnt much. 1783
W. F. MARTYN Gei>g-. Mag. II. 151 An incredible number of

colleges, gymnasia, pedagogies. 1895 H. KASHDALL Univ.
Eur. Mid, Ages II. n. 609 The poorest students could not

afford the cost of residence in a Peda
Proctors s

offenders.

Pedagrew, obs. form of PEDIGREE.

tPedai'le. Obs. Forms: 4 pedaile, -aille,

pytaille, pitaile, 4-5 pedale, 5 pedayle, pedel,

pettaill, pitall. [a. AF. pedaile
= OF. pietaille,

pitaille, f. pit, pied foot, with collective suffix

-aille: cf. CANAILLE.] Foot-soldiery, infantry.
c 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. (1810) 191 pe duke at J>at bataile

lost sex & britty knyghtes, pre hundreth ofpedaile. Chron.

Wace (Rolls) 895 Wyjroute seriauntz & ober pytaille [v. r.

pedale]. 01352 MINOT 1'oems vii. 56 Of pitaile was bare

mekill more. 0400 Laud Troy JSk. 4867 A thousand

knyghtes . .With alle the pedel better and werre. Ibid.

17025 Thousandes ten Off men of Amies & doghti men,
With-oute comune & other pedale.

Pedal (pe-dal), sb. [app. a. F. pedale, used by
Rabelais in the sense 'feet' or 'trick with the feet ,

by Oudinot 1642, of the pedals of the organ, ad.

It. pedale a foot, foot-stool, footstalk, stock of a

tree, etc. (Florio), pedale aorgano
' the low key of

organs' (Baretti) ; f. L. pedal-is adj.: see next.

The English use of the word by Cotgrave in 1611

before this sense is recorded in Fr. is notable.]

1. A lever worked by the foot, in various musical

instruments, and with various functions.

O. In the organ : (a) Each of the (wooden) keys played

upon by the feet, resembling those of the manuals in form

and arrangement, but much larger, together constituting the

feiial keyboard or pedal-board, and usually operating upon
:i separate set of pipes of bass tone (pedal-pipes} forming the

pedal organ (see ORGAN si.' 2 d). (*) A foot-lever for draw-

ing a number of stops out or in at once (COMB[NATION-/W<J/
or CoMPOSlTlON-^iMW). (c) The foot-lever by which the

swell-box is opened and shut (SwELL-;fo/). (rf) Any one

of various foot-levers occasionally used, e. g. for coupling
two keyboards, (e) Short for pedal organ or keyboard.
1611 Com*., Basses tnarcAts,pedz\\s; the low keyes of some

Organs to be touched with the feet 1694 MOTTEUX Rabelais

v. xx. (1737) 88 The Pedals of Turbith, and the Clavier .. of

Scammony. 1776 SIR J. HAWKINS Hist. Mus. IV. i. 150

The German organs have also Keys for the feet called

Pedals 1829 Specif. Organ, St. James's, Bermondsey in

Grove Diet. Mus. II. 599 Three Composition Pedals to

Great,. . Pedal to couple Swell to Great. 1863 J. R. GREEN

Lett (1901) 121 A. is learning the organ.. and is already

great in the pedals. 1880 E. J. HOPKINS in Grove Diet.

Mus II. 606 The ' Sforzando coupler
'

is a movement worked

by a pedal, by the aid of which the Great Organ is suddenly

attached to the Swell. It reinforces the strength of the

Swell to a far greater extent than by the ' crescendo pedal.

. Other subsidiary pedals are occasionally introduced.

b. In the pianoforte, etc. : (a) A foot-lever for raising the

dampers from the strings, thus sustaining the tone and ren-

dering it fuller (damperpedal, often loosely called loud or

diminishing their length of blow, or by interposing a strip

of cloth between them and the strings (celeste pedal), (c)

Any one of various others occasionally used; e.g. the sus-

taining-pedal for sustaining a particular group of notes after

they are struck ; and several in late harpsichords and early

pianofortes for modifying the tone, or for special effects.

(d) Each of the keys of a pedal-board
like that of an organ,

sometimes attached to a pianoforte or harpsichord.



PEDAL. 605 PEDANTICAL.
1840 Penny CyeL XVIII. 141 In foreign piano-fortes we

find many pedals, but in the English we have scarcely ever

more than two one for piano effects, and the other for

forte. Ibid., Fig. 5. ../n, Damper pedal lifter. 1861 WYNTER
Soc. Bees 431 There was something .. so innocent in her

bearing, that you instinctively put down the soft pedal in

Sxir
voice when addressing her. 1880 A. J. HIPKINS in

rove Diet. Mus, II. 678 J. S. Bach had a harpsichord with

two rows of keys and pedals.
C. In the harp : Each of a set of seven foot-levers by which

the pitch of the notes may be raised either one or two semi-

tones by stopping the strings at different points, thus

enabling the performer to play in any key.

1771 BURNEY Pres. St. Music (i-j-j$) I. 59 note, This method
of producing the half-tones on the harp, by pedals^ was
invented at Brussels, about fifteen years ago, by M. Simon.
1880 A. J. HIPKINS in Grove Diet. Mus. II. 683 In the Harp
the pedals are not keys . . but it is their province to alter the

pitch in two gradations of a semitone each.

d. Sometimes applied to the treadles by which the bellows
are worked in a harmonium or reed-organ,
1882 OGILVIE s. v., On the harmonium and parlour-organ,

the pedal works the bellows.

2. A lever worked by the foot in various machines

or mechanical contrivances ; a treadle : esp. in

a bicycle or tricycle.

1789 E. DARWIN Bot. Card. n. (1791) 56 Inventress of the

woof, fair Una flings The flying shuttle through the dancing
strings : . . Quick beat the reeds, the pedals fall and rise.

1869 Routledge's Ev. Boy's Ann. 477 The Pedals or stirrups
[of a bicycle] are made of various shapes. 1885 C. G. \V.

LOCK Workshop Receipts Ser. iv. 288/1 When the pedal is

depressed, the rod is raised. 1888 J. & KLIZ. PENNELL Sent.

Joitm. 182 Every turn of the pedals I felt must be the last.

1897 Westm. Gaz. 20 Aug. 8/1 Von Baader first constructed
a velocipede with pedals in 1820.

f 3. A footstalk, pedicel. Obs. rare.
1660 SHARROCK Vegetables 33 The best generall token of

maturity is its loosness from the pedall by which it is joined
to the stock. Ibid. 117 To serve as a foundation to the

pedal of the blossom.

4. Mus. A note (regularly either tonic or domi-

nant) sustained (or reiterated) in one part, usually
in the bass, through a succession of harmonies
some of which are independent of it ; in organ-
music usually sustained by holding down a pedal.
Also called Pedal-point (see 7) or organ-point. Donl'le

Pedal : two notes (regularly tonic and dominant) so sustained

simultaneously. Inverted pedal: a note so sustained in

any other part than the bass, esp. in the highest part.

1854 tr. Che^ubini's Counterpoint 66 The pedal is a note

prolonged and sustained during several bars. 1856 MRS. C.
CLARKE tr. Berlioz* Instrument. 5 The bass string can cross
an upper open string, .while the open string remains as
a pedal. 1869 OUSELEY Counterp. xxii. 177 Towards the
end of a fugue it is usual to place a dominant pedal.

6. Geom. A curve or surface which is the locus

of the feet of the perpendiculars let fall from a

fixed point (the pedal origin or pole] upon the

tangents to a given curve or surface.

Negative pedal: that curve or surface of which a given
one is the pedal. Oblique pedal; the locus of the feet of
lines drawn from a fixed point to the tangents at a constant

angle with them other than aright angle. SecondPedal:
the pedal of the pedal (of a curve or surface) : so thirdpedalt

etc. (the pedal itself in relation to these is I\IQ first pedal).
1863 CAYLEY Coll. Math. Papers V. 114 If rays proceeding

from the point S are reflected at the given curve, then the

epicycloid (or pedal) in question is the secondary caustic.

1873 B. WILLIAMSON Diff. Calc. (ed. 2) 183 If perpendicu-
lars be drawn to the tangents to the pedal, we get a new
curve called the second pedal of the original : and so on.
With respect to its pedal, the original curve is styled the

first negative pedal, etc. 1885 A. G. GRF.ENHILL Dijf. Calc.

(1886) 24 The locus, .is called the pedal of the curve with
respect to 0, and is called the pole of the pedal.

6. Humorously or affectedly used for ' foot*.

1894 Outing (V. S.) XXIII. 884/2 [At Shanghai] I did see
the celebrated shrunk or dwarfed feet.. .The first two or three

pairs of these stunted pedals that I noticed excited my pity.

7. attrib. and Comb. Of, belonging to, connected

with, worked by, having, or constituting a pedal
or pedals (in sense I or 2), as pedal action, clavier^

coupler (f copula], harp y key> keyboard, mechanism^
pallet', pipe, rod, soundboard, stop, tracker played
upon the pedals of an organ, or constituting or

involving a pedal (in sense 4), as pedal bass, note,

passage
1

, in Geom. relating to a pedal curve or
surface (see PEDAL sb. 5, a. 3) ; pedal-board (see
I a) ; pedal-check, a device for preventing the

pedals of an organ from being pressed down ;

pedal-piano, a pianoforte fitted with a pedal-board
like that of an organ ; pedal-point == sense 4.
1784 E. JONES Mus. Rel. Welsh Bards (1794) 105 Some-

times the Pedal Harp is called the German Harp. 1829 in

Grove Diet. Mus. 1 1. 599 Pedal Organ. . . Double Pedal Pipes.
1834 Ibid. 600 Manual and Pedal couplers. Radiating Pedal-
board. 1852 SEIDEL Organ 33 The pedal-keys are generally
made of oak. Ibid. 70 The pedal-copula is a contrivance
by which.. the manual may be joined or coupled to the
pedale. 1869 Routledge's Ev. Boy's Ann. 475 Ornamental
caps to keep the pedal-stays (of a bicycle] firmly in their

places. 1880 F. CORDER in Grove Diet. Mus. II. 678 Pedal
Point,.. \s the sustaining of a note by one part while the
other parts proceed in independent harmony. ..The sus-

tained, or pedal note, when first sounded or finally quitted,
must form part of the harmony. Ibid. 68r The following
passage . . is so far a pedal passage. . . Songs and short pieces
have been occasionally written entirely on a Pedal bass.

1896 Godey's Mag. Apr. 369/2 A bicycle of peculiar pedal-
mechanism. 1898 Cycling 6 The pedal dismount . . is effected

by waiting till the left pedal is at its lowest and throwing
the right leg over the saddle and back wheel.

VOL. VII.

Pedal (pe'dal, pf'dal), a. [ad. L. pedal-is of

or pertaining to the foot, of the size or dimension
of a foot, f. pes, ped-ein foot : see -AL. (The pro-
nunciation prdal is restricted to sense i, i b.)]
1. Of, pertaining to, or connected with the foot

or feet. a. gen. rare.

1625 N. CARPENTER Geog, Del. r. vi. (1635) 150 The Nadir
is directly vnder our foote, and therefore may be called the
Pedall point. 1801 STRUCT Sports <y Past. n. ii. 71 Places

appropriated to pedal races. 1883 CHILDEKS Sp. Ho. COHUH.
10 May, A bicycle would be held to be propelled by. .pedal
power.

b. Anat. and Zool. : usually in reference to the

'foot' or podium of a mollusc.
1851-6 WOODWARD Molhtsca 187 Mouth small, proboscidi-

form, retractile into the pedal notch. 1866 TATE Brit.
Mollusks it. 18 The pedal muscles retract the foot.

f-2. Of the length or measure of a foot. rare.

1656 in BLOUNT Glossogr. 1658 in PHILLIPS.

3. Geom. Relating to the feet of perpendiculars ;

of or pertaining to the pedal of a curve or surface.

Pedal curve or surface PEDAL sb, 5. Pedal line, the line

through the feet of the perpendiculars on the sides of a

triangle from any point on the circumscribed circle. Pedal
origin, pole : see PEDAL sb. 5.

1863 CAYLEY Coll. Math. Papers V. 113 If the given curve
be a parabola, then the locus or pedal curve is a curve of
the third order. 1873 B. WILLIAMSON Diff. Calc, (ed. 2)

184 The tangent at any point on the pedal locus. 1877
Int. Calc. (ed. 2) 144 In this case, the pedal area is a mini-

mum. ..The distance between the pedal origins.

4. Mus. That is, or relates to, a pedal or pedals:
see PEDAL sb. 1,4, 7.

Pedal (pe-dal), v. [f. prec. sb.] intr. a. To
play upon the pedals of an organ, b. To work
the pedals of a bicycle, etc. so as to propel it

;

also trans, with the bicycle, etc. as object. Hence
Pe'dalling, pe'daling vbl. sb. ; also Fe'daller,
pe'daler, one who pedals.
a. 1866 [To pedal on the organ is remembered]. 1889

Athenaeum 9 Feb. 188/1 [Organ-music] having the best

method of pedalling indicated for all the difficult passages.
b- 1888 Art Jrnl. LI. 125 '2 There the travellers ceased to

pedal [on a bicycle]. 1888 P. FURNIVALL Phys. Training 7

One of the difficulties of pedalling at a high speed. 1892
Harpers Weekly Mag, 9 July 667/3 To do what?.. Pedal
a bicycle or swing a tennis racket? 1881 Wheeling n Mar.
465/2 The

peddlers
of the big wheel.

Fedalian (p/d^-lian), a. rare. Also 7 -ean.

[f. L. peddli-s of or pertaining to a foot, of a foot

long + -AN: cf. sesquipedalian.]
fl. Of a foot long; ? lengthy, tedious. Obs.

1634 in Antid. Sabbat. Err. (1636) Aivb, His Pedalean
penne delivered us a Theologicall decision.

2. = PEDAL a.

1830 MAUNDER Diet. Eng. Lang., Pedalian, pertaining to

the feet.

Pedalier (pedattM). [a. F.//<&/zVr (1881 in

Littre Supplement^ f. ptdale PEDAL sb^ The
pedal keyboard of an organ ; a similar set of pedals
attached to a pianoforte or harpsichord ;

* an inde-

pendent bass pianoforte to be played by pedals
only' (Grove Diet. Mus^},
1881 Daily Tel. 14 Feb., The lowest key on the pedalier

of a large organ. 1885 J. H. MEE in Grove Diet. Mus. IV.

324 While learning the or^an his step-father let him have
a pedalier attached to his harpsichord.
J*edalism (pe'daliz'm). nonce-wd. [f. PEDALS.
+ -ISM.] Pedal agency, action of the feet.

1863 DE MORGAN Pref. in From Matter to Spirit 41
Mrs. Hayden was seated at some distance from the table,
and her feet were watched by their believers until faith in

pedalism slowly evaporated.

Pedalist (pe-dalist). [f.
PEDAL sb. + -IST.]

One skilled in the use of the pedals (of an organ,
or of a bicycle, etc.).
1880 A. J. HIPKINS in Grove Diet. Mus. II. 678 An eminent

pianist and remarkable pedalist. 1896 Columbus (Ohio)
Disp. 26 Sept., Instead of silk waist, like her sister pedaUst,
she has a belted blouse.

f Peda-lity. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. PEDAL a. : see

-ITY.J The fact or quality of being pedal, going
on foot, or having feet, the possession of feet.

1696 t?J- SERGEANT] tr. T. Whites Peripat. Inst. 216

Cloven-footednesseincludespedality. 1661 BLOUNT Glossogr.
(ed. 2), Pedality.., ableness of foot; a measuring by or

going on foot. 1692 COLES, Pedality^ measuring by, or able

going on foot. So 1775 ASH.

Pedament, obs. form of PEDIMENT.

iPeda*neoTlS,<z- Obs. rare-- 1
. [i.'L. pfddne-us

of the dimension or size of a foot, petty (f. pes,

ped- foot : see -ANEOUS) + -ous. In F. pedant
(i6thc.).] Of low standing, of small account, petty.
1617 COLLINS Def. Bp. Ely n. viii. 321 What pedaneous

author haue not they made a father of? [1656 BLOUNT
Glossogr.) Pedaneous (pedanens), that goeth on foot.]

Pedant (pe'dant), sb. (a,} Also 7 paedant.

[a. F. pe'dant (1566 in Hatz.-Darm.) or its source
It. pedante teacher, schoolmaster, pedant.
The origin of the It. is uncertain. The first element Is

app. the same as in peda-gogue, etc.; and it has been
suggested that pedante was contracted from a med.L.
pxdagdgant'em, pr. pple. of Pxdngdgtire to act as peda-
gogue, to teach (Du Cange) ; but evidence is wanting.]
fl. A schoolmaster, teacher, or tutor (= PEDA-

GOGUE 2, but often without implication of con-

tempt; in quot. 1662 = PEDAGOGUE i). Obs.

1588 SHAKS. L. L. L. in. i. 179, I that haue beene..A
domineering pedant ore the Hoy. 1599 b. JONSON Cynthia's
Rev. n. i, Hee loues to haue a fencer, a pedant, and a

musician, scene in his lodgings a mornings. 1601 SHAKS.
Twcl. N. in. ii. 80 Like a Pedant that keepes a Schools
i'th Church. 1654 H. I/ESTRANGE Chas. I (1655) 145 From
a Countrey Pedant, he became. .a Peer of the Realm. 1662

J. HAKGRAVE Pope Alex. VII (1867) 48 He kept a small
school in Rome, which he left to serve Cardinal Maffeo
Barberino, to wait upon his nephews as a pedant.., con-

ducting them every day to school to the Roman College
and bringing them back again, a 1704 T. UROWN Eng. Sat.
Wks. 1730 I. 27 Oldham ow'd .. nothing to his birth, but
little to the precepts of pedants.
2. A person who overrates book-learning or

technical knowledge, or displays it unduly or un-

seasonably; one who has mere learning untempered
by practical judgement and knowledge of affairs

;

one who lays excessive stress upon trifling details

of knowledge or upon strict adherence to formal
rules

; sometimes, one who is possessed by a theory
and insists on applying it in all cases without dis-

crimination, a doctrinaire.

1596 NASHE Saffron Walden 43 O, tls a precious apotheg-
i maticall Pedant, who will finde matter mough to dilate

!
a whole daye of the first inuention of Fy,fa^fnin. 1663
BUTLER Hud. i. i. 94 A Babylonish dialect, Which learned
Pedants much affect. 1711 ADIJISON Sp^ct. No. 105 ^4 A
Man who has been brought up among Hooks, and is able to

|

talk of nothing else, is., what we call a Pedant. But, me-

,
thinks, we should enlarge the Title, and give it every one
that dues not know how to think out of his Profession and
particular way of Life. 1812 Miss MITFQRU in L'Estrange

! Life (1870)
I. vi. 172, I mean your learned younjj ladies

pedants in petticoats. 1874 GREEN Short Hist. viii. 2. 465
;

He [Jas. I] had the temper of a pedant ;. .a pedant's love of

theories, and a pedant's inability to bring his theories into

j

any relation with actual facts.

3. attrib. or as adj. That is, or has the character

of,apedant; of or pertaining to a pedant; pedantic.
1616 R. C. Times Whistle vi. 2505 Each pedant Tutour.

1670 DRYDEN -2nd Pt. Cong. Granada in. ii, It points to

pedant colleges, and cells. 1703 ROWE Fair Penit. v.
i,
The

I pomp of words, and pedant dissertations. 1845 CAKLVI.E
Cromwell (1871) IV. 71 Respectable Pedant person?. 1875
L. MORRIS Kvensong cliii, The pure thought smirched and
fouled, or buried in pedant lore.

4. Comb.
1611 COTGR., Pedantc$qut\ pedanticall, mkhornizing, pe-

dant-like. 1884 SYMOXDS Shaks. Predcc. vii. 263 The
honours of that pedant-rid Parnassus.

Hence Pe'dantess, a female pedant; Pedant-
hood, the condition or character of a pedant.
1784 R. BAGE Barham Downs I. 75 Unfeeling pedantess,

, says I .. thou art no wife for me. 1843 CARLYLE in Last
Words o/T. C. (1892) 217 Hard isolated Pedanthood.

t Peda nte, -a'ntie, -a'nty. Obs. Also 6-7
peed-, 7 -ti, -tee. [^1'P- a. It. pedante PEDANT

(cf. county -) ;
the ending being aiterwards assinii-

1 lated to Kng. -/V, -y, whence app. sense 2.]
1. = PEDANT.
1593 R. HARVEY Philad. 9 Why should not a Moonke be

! as credible as a Paedanty? 1603 BACON Aih'. Learn, i, ii.

3 So was the state of Rome. . in the handes of Seneca a
Pedaiiti. 1625 j. PHILLIPS Way to Heaven A iij b, Rated,
as if it had beene a Schoole-boy, by some austere Pedantee.

1630 LKNNAKD tr. Charrons Wisd. (1658) 142 The Pedantic
or houshold school master.

2. A company of pedants. rare"~ l
.

1641 MILTOM Animadi'. i. 56 You cite them to appeare. .

before a capricious Pasdantie of hot-liver'd Grammarians.

Pedanterie, -ery, obs. forms of PEDANTRY.
Pedantic (p/dse-ntik), a. (j.) [f. PEDANT or

It. pedante + -ic. Of English formation : the

i corresp. It. adj. is pedantesco, F. ptdantesque. So

mod.G.^WaK/*V<7j, Da. and Sw./W<ZttS&.] Having
i the character of, or characteristic of, a pedant ;

characterized by or exhibiting pedantry ; exag-

geratedly, unseasonably, or absurdly learned. (In

;

first quot., Pedagogic, schoolmasterly.)
.v 1600 DONNE Sunne Rising i, Busie old foole, unruly

' Sunne, . . Sawcy pedantique wretch, goe chide Late schoole-

, boyes. c 1631 T. CAREW On Death ofDonne 25 The Muses

j

garden with Pedantique weeds O'rsprcad, was purgj'd by

[

ihee. 1788 Rtiv Aristotle's Log. vi. 1. 128 He was without

pedantry even in that pedantic age. 18*5 MACAULAY Ess.,
Milton i He does not. .sacrifice sense and spirit to pedantic
refinements. 1855 MOTLEY Dutch Rep. in. i. (1866) 338
Rather a pedantic than a practical commander, more capable
to discourse of battles than to gain them. 1871 R. ELLIS
Catullus Ivii. 7 Bookish brethren, a dainty pair pedantic.

t B. sb. A pedantic person, a pedant. Obs.

1607 R. QAREW] tr. Estiennes World of Wonders Viijb,
That proud pedanticke . . , who promised immortalitie to

those to whom he dedicated any of his works. 1658 FRANCK
Nort/t. Mem. (1694) 27 This Age degenerates from Potentates

to Pedanticks.

Feda'ntical, a. 1 Now rare. [f. as prec. +

-AL: see-iCAL.] =PEDANTIC<Z. (Rare after i7thc.)
1588 SHAKS. L. L. L. v. ii. 406 Three pil'd hyperboles,..

Figures pedanticall. 1603 NORTH Plutarch [1676 1003

Hist. Eng. I. iv. 301 Fisher ..was weak, superstitious,

pedantical;. .but he was a singlehearted man.

f Peda-ntical, a* Obs. rare- 1
, [f. after It.

*pedante, ppl. sb. irorapttlare 'to foot it (Flono).J

Travelling on foot, pedestrian.
1622 MALYNES Anc. Law-Merck. 53 A way one Road

broad, is called a high-way for passengers PedanticaH.



PEDANTICALLY.

I

FecUrntically, adv. [f.
PEDANTICAL m.i + 1

-LY 2.] In a pedantic manner
;
with pedantry.

1631 BRATHWAIT H'hitnzics, Almanack-maker 14 Some :

stolen shreads he hath raked out from the kennell of other !

authors which most pedantically he assumes to himselfe.

1838-9 HALLAM Hist. Lit. HI. i. 7 A profusion of learning is

scattered ail round, but not pedantically or impertinently.
1860 EMERSON Cond. Life, Fate Wks. (Bohn) II. 314 "1'is

frivolous to fix pedantically the date of particular inventions.

So Peda'iiticalness.
1668 WiLk-iNS Real Char. n. viii. 2. 204 Narrowness,

Pedanticalness, Littleness of Mind.

Pedanticism (p/dse-ntisiz'm). [f. PEDANTIC a.

+ -ISM.] A pedantic expression or notion
;
a piece

of pedantry.
18 . . Portfolio No. 235. 129 (Cent.) Perhaps, as Cuninghame

suggests, Inigo's theory was simply an embodiment of some

pedanticism of James I. 1897 Naturalist 270 Not so lar-

moyant. .as the first-named pedanticism.

Peda iiticly, adv. Now rare. [f. as prec. +
-LY ^.]

= PEDANTICALLY. So Peda-nticness.

1647 H. MORE Cupid's Conflict xxxviii, What thou dost

Pedantickly object Concerning my rude rugged uncouth

style. 1653-4 WHITELOCKE Jrnl. Suied. Emb, (1772) I. 388
He spake latin fluently, butt not pedantickly. 1830 W. IJ.

COOLF.Y Marit. f, Int. Disc. (1846) III. v. xviii. 274 He does

not pedanticly shun theories.

1656 EARL MONM. tr. Boccalinis Advts. fr. Parnass. \.

xxiii. 35 Moral Sciences, .are reputed meere pasdantickness.

Pedantie : see PEDAXTE Obs.

Pedaiitism (pe-dantiz'm). Now rare. [f.

PEDANT + -ISM. Perh. immediately a. f.pL
:danlisine

(Montaigne, i6th c., in Hatz.-Darm.).]

fl. The office or authority of a schoolmaster;

the state of being under a schoolmaster or teacher,

pupillage. Alsoyff. Obs.

1603 FLORIO Montaigne i. xxv. (1632) 78 The first fifteene

.or sixteene yeares of his life, are due unto Pedantisme, the

rest unto action. 1611 COTGR., Pedagogic,, -th' Office of a

Teacher ; also Pedantisme. 1651 BIGGS Ne-.u Disp. r 232
Nor have not since my pedantisme and junior practise in

the medical profession. 1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Pedantism,
the Office or Function of a Pedant. 1858 in PHILLIPS.

2. The character or style of a pedant ; pedantic

phraseology, treatment, or method ; pedantry.
IS93 NASHE Four Lett. Confut. Ep. Ded., Wks. (Grosart)

II. 1 80 Loue poetry, hate pedantisme. 1628 FELTHAM Re- \

solves II. xliv, They conversing onely among bookes,
^are

Jut
into affectation and pedantisme. 1879 FARRAR St. Paul

. 32 How unutterably frivolous this apotheosis of pedantism
would appear to a serious-minded. .Jew.

3. With a and //. A piece of pedantry, f a.

The proceeding of a pedant or dogmatic peda-

gogue ;
b. A pedantic expression or characteristic.

1656 J. HARRINGTON Oceana Wks. (1700) 59 To make a '

man . .engage to believe no otherwise than is believ'd by my
Lord Bishop, or Goodman Presbyter, is a Pedantism, that

has made the Sword to be a Rod in the hands of School-

masters. 1858 CARLYLE Fredk. Gt. vm. i. (1872) III. i These

confused Prussian History-Books, opulent in nugatory

pedantisms and learned marine-stores.

Fedantize (pe-dantaiz), v. ff. as prec. + -IZE,

or a. F. pedantiser, -izer (Cotgr.).]

1. intr. To play the pedant ; to speak or write

pedantically.
Also to pedantize it.

1611 COTGR., Pedantizer, to pedantize it, or play the Pedant :

to domineere ouer lads. 1657 J. SERGEANT Schism^Dis-
pacftt 8 That I..am a detestable person,, .one of the aSiKOi

(as he pedantizes it). 1783 AINSWORTH Thesaurus (ed.

Morell), To pedantize, or play the pedant, literaturam

ostentare, vet venditare. 1862 Sat. Rev. 4 Jan. 22/1 To
vegetate and pedantize on the classics.

2. trans. To turn into a pedant; to make pedants.
a 1734 NORTH Lives (1890) III. 89 That bare reading with-

out practice, which pedantiseth a student but never makes
him a clever lawyer. 1883 Sat. Rev. 18 July 88/2 The cramp-

ing and pedantizing influence of a pseudo-system.

Pedantocracy (pedantp'krasi). [f.
PEDANT

+ -OCBACY. App. first used in French form /<<-

dantocratie by J. S. Mill writing to Comte.] A
system of government by pedants ;

a governing

body of pedants. So Pedantocrat (pfdse-ntokriEt),

a ruler who governs on pedantic principles ;
Pe-

dantocra-tic a., characterized by 'pedantocracy'.
[1842 MILL Lett, a A. Comte 25 Feb. (1899) 28 H ne pour-

rait en resulter que ce qu'on voit dans la Chine, c'est-a-dire

une pedantxratie. 1842 COMTE Let. to Mill 4 Mar. iljid.

35 Votre heureuse expression &z pfdantocratie.\ 1859 MILL
Liberty v. 203 If we would not have our bureaucracy de-

generate into a pedantocracy. 1872 FARRAR Witn. Hist. v.

184 A Pedantocracy of unpractical Philosophers. 1883 F.

HARRISON in Contemp. Rev. Mar. 314 He [Gambetta] was
not a corrupting pedantocrat like Guizot. 1886 MORLF.Y

Crit. Misc. (1888) III. 214 The fastidious or pedantocratic
school of government.

Pedantry (pe'dantri). Also 7 pedanterie,

-ery. [ad. It. pedanleria (used by Sidney), f.

pedante ;
or its F. repr. pedanterie (Pasquier, 1560

in Hatz.-Darm.) : see PEDANT and -EBY, -RY.]
1. The character, habit of mind, or mode of pro-

ceeding, characteristic of a pedant ;
mere learning

without judgement or discrimination; conceit or

unseasonable display of learning or technical

knowledge.
1612 DONNE Pngr. Soul\\. 291 When wilt thou shake off

this pedantery Of being taught by sense and fantasie ? 1646

SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. I. vi. 24 A practise that savours

much of Pedantery. I7IOSTEF.LE 7a//-No.244P7 Pedantry

proceeds from much Reading and little Understanding.

606

1766 FOBDYCE Serm. Yng. Worn. (1767) I. vii. 298 That
men are frighted at Female pedantry is very certain. 1802-

2 SYD. SMITH Ess. (ed. Beeton) 95 Pedantry is an ostenta-

tious obtrusion of knowledge, in which those who hear us

cannot sympathise. 1841 DTsRAELi AIHCH. Lit. (1867) 100

The pedantry of mixing Greek and Latin terms in the

vernacular language is ridiculed by Rabelais.

b. with //. An instance of this : a piece of

pedantry, a pedantic form, expression, etc.

1581 SIDNEY Apol. Poetrie (Arb.) 19 Skill of gouernment,
was but a Pedanteria in comparison. 1656 BLOUNT Glossogr.,

Pedanteries, pedantick humors, phrase affectings, Inkhorn

terms. Br. 1778 WAKTON Hist. Eng. f'oetry xxv. II. 133

The narrow pedantries of monastic erudition. 1864 BURTON
Scot Abr. I. i. 19 A series of feudal pedantries.

2. Undue insistence on forms or details ; slavish

adherence to rule, theory, or precedent, in con-

nexion with a particular profession or practice.

[1724 SWIFT Drapiers Lett, v, The pedantry of a drapier
in the terms of his own trade.) 1845 S. AUSTIN Ranke's
Hist. Ref. III. 124 Even Erasmus, spite of the favour he

enjoyed at court, found no mercy from monkish pedantry.

1863 P. BARRY Dockyard Econ. 119 He who slavishly

adheres to rule displays pedantry at every turn, a 1869
VISCT. STRANGFORD Stl. Writ. I. 92 Pedantry, we take it,

signifies undue stress laid on insignificant detail, and over-

valuation of petty accuracy. 1902 FAIRBAIRN Philos. Chr.

Relig. n. ii. 410 To require that every element in a figurative
word be found again in the reality it denotes, is not exegesis
but pedantry.

f Peda-nty. Obs. rare 1
, [ad. It. type *pedante

from pedare to foot it (Florio).]
'

? Running foot-

man' (Latham).
1606 WARNER Alb. Eng. xiv. xci. 369 For most, like lehu,

hurrie with Pedanties two or three.

Pedanty : see PEDANTE Obs.

Pedarian (ple<>'rian), a, and sb. Rom. Antiq.

[f L. peddri-us of or belonging to a foot, of a foot

long, also in pcdarii senatores (see below); f.

ped-em foot : see -ABY i and -AN.]
a. adj. Applied to Roman senators of an inferior

grade, who ' had no vote of their own, but could

merely signify their assent to that of another".

b. sb. A pedarian senator.

The reason of the appellation is not rightly known : see the

Latin Dictionaries.

1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp., Pedarian. in antiquity, those

senators who signified their votes by their feet, not their

tongues ; that is, such as walked over to the side of those

whose opinion they approved of, in divisions of the house.

t Pe'dary, a. (sb.) Obs. rare. [ad. L. pedaritis :

see prec. and -ARY 1.]

1. Of or relating to a foot or to the feet; in quot.

used absol. or ellipt. with pi.
= A pardon or

indulgence for a pilgrim (who had vowed to per-

form a pilgrimage on foot).

1537 tr. Latimers Serm. bef. Convoc. Dj b, Some brought
forth Canonizations, . . some pardons and these of wonderful

2. Rom. 'Antiq.
= PEDARIAN a.

1598 GRENEWEY Tacitus, Ann. in. xiv. (1622)84 Also many
pedary Senators rose vp & stroue, who should propound
things most base and abiecL

3. fig. Second-class, second-rate, inferior.

1657 W. MORICE Coena quasi Koikij Def. xi. 128 All the

School (onmes qui de hoc re memixeruntsa\lh no pedary
schoolman) [Vasquez].

Pedate (pe-d/t), a. Nat. Hist. [ad. ~L.peiiat-us

having feet, f. ped-em foot : see -ATE 2.]

1. Having divisions like toes, or like the claws

of a bird's foot ; spec, in Bat. applied to a com-

pound or lobed leaf having a slender midrib passing

through the central leaflet or lobe, and two thicker

lateral ribs which branch at successive points to

form the several midribs of the lateral leaflets or

lobes (instead of these all arising from a common
central point as in a palmate leaf). Applied also

to the venation of a simple leaf when thus arranged.

Also t Pedated (in same sense).

1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp., Botany Table 2, Distinctions

of the Leaves.. of Plants. .Pedaled. 1760 J. LEE /nlro/t.

Bot. II. xxxi. (1765) 152 Arum, with pedate Leaves. 1835

LINDLEY Introd. Bot. (1848) II. 359. 1857 HENFREY Bot.

95 Palmate (at digitate) leaves are such as have a number

I

of distinct leaflets arising from one point. ..The only true

modification appears to be Aiepedate leaf, analogous to the

pedatisect simple leaf, but with distinct leaflets. 189^ KERNER
& OLIVER Nat. Hist. Plants Index, Pedate venation.

2. Zool. Furnished with or having feet, footed.

1816 KIRBY & SP. Entomol. xxii. (1818) II. 272 Two classes

..Apodous larva?, or those that move without legs, and

Pedate larvz. . . that move by means of legs. 1826 Ibid.

xlvii. IV. 365 In proportion as pedate animals approach to the

human type, their motions are accomplished by fewer organs.

3. Anai. Expanded (at the end) like a foot.

1870 ROLLESTON Anim. Life 27 (Common Fowl). The

similarly-expanded, or 'pedate
1

extremity of the external

hyposternal process overlaps the posterior sternal ribs.

Hence Pe'dately adv., in a pedate manner.
1821 S. F. GRAY Nat. Arrangcm. Brit. PI. 71 [Leaves]

pedately cut. 1870 HOOKER Stud. Flora 10 Helleborus. . .

Leaves palmately, pedately or digitately lobed.

Pedati-, combining form of L. pedatus PE-

DATE, in botanical terminology in adjs. relating to

leaves: Pedatifld (pfdoe-tind) [L. -fidus split],

pedately cleft or divided at least half-way to the

PEDDLE.

base; Pedatiform (pj"dae-tifim), approaching
a pedate form, or having the ribs pedately arranged ;

Pedatilo bate, Peda'tilobed (p/d?ti-), pedately
divided with rounded divisions or lobes ; Peda'ti-

nerved (p/cl^i'ti-), having the nerves or ribs pedately

arranged; Pedatipa'rtite (p/cl3ti-) [see PARTITE],

pedately divided nearly to the base ; so Peda'ti-

sect, Pedatise-cted (p/d^ti-) [L. sectus cut].

1793 MARTYN Lang. Bot., Pedatifidumfolium^ a pedatifid
leaf., the parts of the leaf not being separate ; but connected,
as in the feet of water fowl. 1857 HENFREY Bat. 93 The

general prefix pedati- may be used in the words pedatifid,

pedatisect, or pedatipartite. 1857 MAYNE Expos. Lex.,

Pedatifid,.. pedatilobate,. . pedatipartite,. . pedatisected. 1866

Treas. Bot. 855 Pedate, Pedatifid,..pedatijonn, . .pedati-

lobed, or pedatilobate, . . pedatinemed, ..pedatipartite, 01

pedatisect, when a pedate leaf has segments separated intc

so many distinct leaflets.

Peda'tion. rare. [In sense i, ad. L. pedation-em,
n. of action f. pedare to furnish with feet or props
in sense 2, n. of condition l.pedat-us PEDATE.]

fl. (See quot.) Obs.

1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Pedation, a staking, propping 01

setting up of vines. 1658 in PHILLIPS.

2. Zool. Condition as to feet. (Cf. dentition?)

1857 MAYNE Expos. Lex., Pedatio, term employed b>
Fabricius to denote the manner in which the feet of insect:

are developed, the number of articulated pieces . . , the forrr

of the different parts [etc.] : pedation.

t Pe-dature. Obs. rare", [ad. L. pedatilra

space or extent of a foot, f. ped-em foot.]

1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Pedatvre (pedaturd], a proportior

of digging, building, etc. of so many foot assigned tc

Souldiers or workmen. Hence in PHILLIPS.

t Pe:ddelapo-tecary. Obs. rare 1
. [?f

PEDDLE v.] ?A peddling apothecary, an itineranl

medicine-vendor.

1561 HOLLYBUSH Horn. Apoth. 17 b, I my selfe haue sen<

a strange peddelapotecary minister to the commun people
that two or thre dyed of it.

Peddelar, obs. form of PEDLAR.

Pedder (pe'dsaX Now Sc. and dial. Forms

3 peoddare, 4-6 (9 dial.) pedder, 5 ped(d)are

peder, 8 peddar, 9 dial, pether, -ur. [app. :

derivative of PED, pannier, basket, although pet

has not yet been found so early. Cf. also PEDLAR/

One who carries about goods for sale (? in a '

ped
or pack) ;

a pedlar. (But in one MS. of Promp
Parv. app.

' a maker of panniers, a basket-maker'.

a 1225 After. R. 66 pe wreche peoddare more noise hi

makeo to aeien his sope, ben a riche mercer al his deorewurS"

ware, c 1380 WYCI.IF Wks. (1880) 12 Pedderis berynge .

precious pellure and forrouris for wymmen. 14.. ffom. il

Wr..Wiilcker 685/18 Hie revelus, a peder. c 1440 Prom}
Parv. 389/2 Peddare, calatharius (K. qui facit calat/ios.

quaxillarius, quassillarius, . . (P. piscarius). c 1440 Jacob'

Well 41 Fullerys, mercerys, grocerys, vynterys, pedderys

owyn to payin fe tythe of here getyng be here craft. 148

Cath. Angl. 272/2 A Pedder (A. A Pedare or A Pcdlare

rnolus, negociator. 1513 DOUGLAS SEneis vm. Prol. 5

The pirat pressis to peyll the pedder his pak. 1597 SKEN

De Verb. Sign. s.v. Pede-puherosust
Ane pedder, is callei

an marchand, or creamer, quha beans ane pack or cream

vpon his back. 1764 J. Kirby's Suffolk Trav. (ed. 2) 53 I

is no unusual thing for Peddars to attend the I ides regu

larly, receive and pack up the Fish, on the common Kej

1807 HOGG Mountain Bard 188 To guard the door, Ar

bark at pethers, boys, an' whips, a 1823 FORBY Voc.

Anxlia, Pedder, one who carries wares in a ped, pitches i

in open market, and sells from it. 1825 BKOCKETT N. C

Gloss., Pedder, Pettier,..* pedlar a travelling merchant.

nivincj nil re^aira nu nuncanc m u

This hole perfyte genolagie Of pedder knavis superlatyvf

1552 HULOET, Pedderman, instilor. 1820 SCOTT Monasi

xxxv, The pedder-coffe who travels the land.

Peddle (pe-d'l), v. [Of obscure history: prob

ably I and II are historically distinct words.

Branch I (exemplified 1532 in PEDDLING /..) was ap[

a back-formation from pfdlcr, PEDLAR, taken as peddl-e

implying a verb peddle. Branch II (1597-8 in FXODUN

fpl a ) appears to be an alteration of PIDDLE . (evidence

from 1545). The two seem subsequently to have acted upo

each other, esp. in the derivatives. In both branches a der

vative in -ifig is known much earlier than the finite vert

cf. the relation of gardening, tailoring, formed on the sbs

to the rare finite vbs. to garden, to tailor.}

I. 1. intr. To follow the occupation of a pedlar

to go about carrying small wares for sale.

i2 [see PEDDLING ppl.a. i]. 1591 [see PEDDLING vM. 1*1

1650 TKAPP Comm. Lev. xix. 16 As a pedlar that first fil

his oack with reports and rumors, and then go s pedlmg u

and ilown. 1651 OGILBY JZsof (1665) 3 T" deal with thos

Cur Lit, The Rump, The most innocent.. those whos

talents had been limited by Nature to peddle and purloin.

2. trans. To trade or deal in as a pedlar; t

carry about and offer for sale. Chiefly
U. S.

_

1837 HAWTHORNE Tivice-T. T. (1851) I.
xyi.

249 Going t

peddle out a lot of huckleberries. 1856 OLMSTED Slai

States 630 Many negroes were in town, peddling eggs, nut

b. fig. To deal out, or offer for acceptance, i

small quantities ; to ' retail '.

1837 EMERSON Amer. Scholar Wks. (Bohn) II. 175
Th



s peddlingly

PEDDLING.

original unit. .has been so minutely subdivided and peddled
out. 1864 BOWLES in Century Mag. (1889) Sept. 703/2

Going around peddling his griefs in private ears. 1892 A.

BIRRELL Res_ Judic. v. 132 The usual fortune of those who
peddle new ideas.

II. 3. intr. To busy oneself with trifles; to

work at something in a trifling, paltry, or petty

way ; to trifle, dally. (Cf. PIDDLE.)
1597-8 [see PEDDLING fpl.a. 2], 1755 JOHNSON, ToPeddle,

V. . To be busy about trifles. . . It is commonly written

fiddle. i8ia WELLINGTON in Gurw. Desp. VIII. 658 The
court of Directors must be prevented from meddling with or

peddling in the discipline of the Army. 1865 LOWELL Ode
Harvard Comment, li, No science peddling with the names
of things. -Can lift our life with wings Far from Death's idle

gulf. 1867 J. HATTON Tatlants of B. xv, It doesn't suit

me to be peddling about in the old style of farming. 1877
SYMOSDS Kcnaiss. It. vi. 367 Coteries . . peddling with the
idlest of all literary problems.

b. trans, with away : To fritter away on trifles.

1880 JEFFERIES Hodge <y M. I. 290 The squire's time, .was
peddled away.
Peddler : see PEDLAB.

Peddling (pe-dlirj), vbl.sb. [See PEDDLE v.

and -ING 1.] The action of the verb PEDDLE.
1. The occupation of a pedlar; the carrying about

of small goods for sale. Peddling out, dealing
out or retailing in petty quantities.
1591 PERCIVALL Sp. Diet., Regatonia, pedling, buying of

small wares. 1688 J. CLAYTON in Phil. Traits. XVII. 792
The best of Trade that can be driven is only a sort of
Scotch Pedling. 1760 C. JOHNSTON C/irysal (1822) II. 109
That lower species of trade called Pedling. 1862 TuoLLorE
Orley F. vi, I call it hawking and peddling, that going
round the country with your goods on your back. It ain't

trade. 1898 KIPLING Fleet in Being ii. 22 A slow peddling-
out of Admiralty allowance for the month.
attrib. 1641 EVELYN Diary 8 Oct., Little wagons.. full of

pedling merchandises, drawne by mastive-dogs. a 1697
AUDREY Nat. Hist. Surrey (1719) III. 227 Here are two
Fairs, viz. on September i2th, and Whit-Tuesday; (a Ped-
ling Fair). 1870 MORRIS Earthly Par. I. n. 515 Neither on
peddling voyage am I come.

b. concr. Pedlars' wares ; smallgoods. nonce-use.
1737 JAS. MURRAY Lett. (1901) 37 We. .send our peddling

to.. the neighbouring colonies, for which we have European
or other goods at their price.

t c. Peddling French = Pedlar's French (PED-
LAB 3 b). Obs.
1 a 1550 ffjre Way to Spyttel Hous 1054 in Hazl. E. P. P.

IV. 69 Thus they babble, ..I wote not what with theyr
pedlyng frenche.

2. The action of dealing with trifles, or in a
j

paltry trifling way. (Cf. PIDDLING vl/l. s6.)
1868 FARRAB Seekers Concl. (1875) 332 The

' moral peddling ',

the pedagogic display.. we have had to point out. 1899
Allbutt's Syst. Med. VIII. 120 What can be done quickly
and thoroughly will probably be beneficial, and prolonged
peddling the reverse.

Pe-ddling, ///. a. [See PEDDLE v. + -ING 2
.]

1. Of persons: Plying the trade of a pedlar; going
about with small goods for sale.

1531 MORE Confut. Tindale Wks. 639/2 Yet se we wel
ynough how gredely the pedelyng knaues that here bring
ouer theire bookes, grispe aboute an halfepeny. 1662 J.
DAVIES tr. Olearius' Voy. Ainbass. 24 There was a passage
..from the Castle to the Church, along which came first

several pedling Merchants, who sold wax Candles. 1728
MORGAN Algiers Pref. n The peddling Traders; which the

wealthy_ Dons deem Interlopers. 1834 JAMES J. Marstoti
Halt xii, I began conversing with him as a peddling Jew.
2. a. Of persons : Busying oneself with trifles, or

in a trifling way ; occupied with petty details, or

characterized by such occupation, b. Of things :

Of small consequence; trifling, contemptible, petty,
mean, paltry, trashy. (Cf. PIDDLING///. a.)
1597-8 BP. HALL Sat. n. iii. 25 Since pedling barbarismes

fan
be in request. 1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 274

'hreescore and eight sects of name, besides other pedling
factions. 1693 Afol. Clergy Scot. 37 Our Pedling little

Reformers. 1759 FRANKLIN Ess. Wks. 1840 III. 500 The
province was to receive it in so pedling a way, as rendered
it in a manner useless. 1828 Craven Gloss, (ed. 2), reddling,
trifling, of little value. 1845 CARLYLE Cromwell (1871) I. i

Poor peddling Dilettantism. 1885 CLODD Myths fy Dr. I. i. i

9 We find place given to inane peddling details.

Hence Pe'ddlingly adv., in a peddling way.
1892 Graphic 22 Oct. 478/3 A Minister who . . is peddlin

unambitious.

Pede (pl). [f. L. pes, ped-em foot : cf. It.

piette.] A foot or base. Only attrib. as in pede-
cloth, an altar-carpet; pede-window, a term

formerly applied to the west window of a cruci-
j

form church (being at the foot of the cross).
1842 Ecclcsiofagisl I. 209 Two specimens of a pcde cloth

or Altar carpet. 1846 Ibid. V. 187 It struck us that lychno-
scopes help to explain, and were themselves explained by,
pede-windows. 1870 ROCK Text. Fabr. I. 66 A carpet ..

for covering the top of the higher step at the altar, called
by some a pede-cloth.

Pedee, pedie (p?<3)- Obs. exc. dial. Also 7

paddee, pedee, pedy, 7-9 peedee (pfdi"), gP.D.
[Derivation uncertain : several early writers asso-
ciate the word with L. pes, pedem foot, pede on

foot.] A serving-lad, footboy, groom ; in igth c.,
on the River Tyne, the boy on board a keel.
1642 LD. ESSEX in Antiij. Rep. (1807) I. 391 No Trooper..

shall suffer his Paddee to feed his Horse in the Come,
or to steale men's hay. 1646 Sc. Acts CAas. f, VI. 233/2
No allowance . . is to bee given . . for the tenth man, or the

607

Pediese or Boys and Horse. 1658 J. JONES tr. Ovid's Ibis
160

note,.Who can blame Dolon, a poor Pedee, for adventur-
ing his life for Gold? 1661 BLOUNT Glossogr. (ed. 2), Fedee
(from Arj), a (commanders) Fool-boy. 1676 W. RowC~V/.
Blairs Autobiog. x. (1848) 160 About 30,000 men beside

boys, pedies, lackies, &c. 1706 PHILLIPS, Peace, an ordinary
Foot-boy, a Drudge ; as ' What must I be your Pedee
upon all Occasions:' ?<ri8oo in Gilchrist Songs (1824) n
So P. D. and his marrow were e'en pawk'd ashore. 1825
BROCKETT N. C. Gloss., Pee-dee, a young lad in a keel, who
has charge of the rudder, 1863 in Tyncsidc Songs 6 Wor
blagaired lad, the young Pee Dee. 1894 HESLOP Northumtld.
Gloss, s.v., The crew of a keel consisted of the skipper, two
bullies, and the pee-dee, who was generally a boy from
twelve to fourteen years old.

b. Comb., as pedee-solicitor.
1675 A. HUYBERTS Corner-Stone 3 A junior Doctor of the

gang they employed to be their Pedee-Solicitor,

t Pe-degorize, v. Obs. rare 1
, [app. rudely f.

pedegre, PEDIGREE + -IZE.] To make a pedigree;
to derive through a pedigree.
1665 SIR'!'. HERBERT Trav. 135 Abuzvez Dcilamshaw,..

the hundredth in descent from Adam as they pedegorize.

Pedegre; e, -grewe, -grow, etc., obs. ff. PEDI-
GREE.

Pe_del, Pedeler : see PEDAILE, PEDLAH.
t Fedelion. Herb. Obs. Also 6 patedelion,

6-7 padelion, -lyon. [a. . pied (or f/zV) de lion
' Lions foot, Lions paw, Ladies mantle,. . Padclioii"

(Cotgr.). Also F. pas de lion in same sense, and

patte de lion ' Bastard blacke Ellebore, Beares-fuot,
Setterwort . . also, zs Pied lie lion' (Cotgr. ; I.ittie

has pied de lion znApatle de lion both as '= akht-
mille, lady's mantle.] A name of certain plants:
a. Black Hellebore; b. t Leantopodium; c. Lady's
Mantle : cf. Lion's foot, Lion's paw, LION sb. lib.
14.. Stackh. Med. MS. \. 108 in Anglia. XVIII. 297 Late

take a gres . . pat men clepe pedelyoun. 1516 Grete llerball
clviii. K ij b, De elleboro nigro, Pedelyon, or lyons fote.

1578, 1611 (see PADELION]. 1589 J. RIDER Lat. Diet. 1751
An hearb called patedelion or pied de lion. ..Leontopodivm.
1597 GERAUDE Herbal App., Pedelion is llellclwrus nigcr.
1640 PARKINSON Thi-at. Hot. 538 We in English [call it]

Padelyon, after the French. 1864 PRIOR Plant-it. (1879) 175
Padelion, . . from the resemblance of its leaf to the impress
of a lion's foot, the lady's mantle.

Pedement, obs. form of PEDIMENT.

fPe-dera, Pe-derote. Obs. [cf. obs. It.

pedero, pederetti, pedcrite the opal.] Old names
of the opal.
1585 T. WASHINGTON tr. Nicholays V'oy. iv. xi. 123 b. In

this place are also found . . the Pederote, which Plinie callelh

Opalius. 1610 W. FOLKINGHAM Art ofSurvey i. iii. 5 The
purple Amethyst, greene Emerauldes, and Opall Pederas.

Pederast, etc. : see P.EDEKAST, etc.

Pederero, variant of PEDBEKO, a small gun.
t Pe'descript. nonce-word, [f. L. pede with

the foot + scriptum written, writing ; after manu-
script.] Something written by the foot ; humor-
ously used for the imprints of kicking.
1652 SHIRLEY Honoria fy Mammon iv. i, I tell you, sir,

verbatim : for a need, I have it all in pedescripu
Pedeshaw, obs. form of PADISHAH.
II Pedesis (pfcl;-sis). [a. Gr. irrj5t;cris leaping.]A name given by Prof. Jevons to the Brownian

movement of minute particles : see BHOWNIAN a.

1878 JEVONS in Q.Jrnl. Sc. Apr. 170/1 Some writers have
called it the Brownian movement. . . I have ventured to coin
. . a new word, and call the motion pedesis, from Gr. mj{7)<ri5

leaping or bounding. 1891 Nature XLV. 430/1 The fact that

pedesis is_stopped by the addition of an electrolyte would
appear to indicate that the water complices are disintegrated
in the presence of ions.

Pedestal (pe'destal), sb. Forms: a. 6- pe-
destal (also 6 -alle, -ale, pettestale, 6-7 pe-
destall, 7 -estell, -istal). /3. 6-8 piedestal(l, 7

piedstal^l, -stoole, piedistal. [ad. F. piAieslal
(1547 in Hatz.-Darm.), ad. It. piedestallo, -\pie-
dislallo, i. e. pie di stallo foot of a stall,

' the base
of any frame or engine" (Florio 1611), i.pie,pieJe
foot + stallo stall, hovel, shed, stable. In Eng.
piid- became pcd-, conformed to I-,, ped-em foot.]
1. The base supporting a column or pillar in

construction ; the base on which an obelisk, statue,

vase, or the like is erected ; also, each of the two
supports of a knee-hole writing-table, usually con-

taining drawers.
a.. 1563 SHUTE Archit. C ij b, If ye will set Stylobata, or

Pedestal, vnder your pillor, . . you shall make a foure square,
. . one ende shalbe the height of the square or body of the
Pedestall. Ibid., Thus endeth the Pedestale or Stylobata.
1589 PUTTENHAM Eng. Poesie n. xi. (Arb.) no The Filler.,
is considered with two accessarie parts, a pedestall or base,
and a chapter or head ; the body is the shaft. 1599 DALLAM
Trav. (Hakl. Soc.) 63 Tow rankes of marble pillors; the
pettestales of them ar made of brass. 1663 GERBIER Counsel
30 It seldom happens that a Pedestal is put to the Tuscan
Order. 1703 MAUNDRELI, Journ. Jerus. (1707) 20 This
serv'd for a Pedestal to a Throne erected upon it. 1718
LADY M. W. MONTAGU Let. to C'tcss Sristol 10 Apr., An
obelisk . . is placed . . upon a pedestal of square free-stone,
full of figures in bas-relief on two sides. 1845 PARKER Gloss.
ArcAit. (ed. 4), Pedestal or Footstall, a substructure fre-

quently placed under columns in Classical architecture. 1866
CARLYLE in Mrs. C.'s Lett. III. 254, I have discovered in
drawers of pedestal these mournful letters. 1879 SIR G.
SCOTT Led. Archit. I. 87 The singular ornamentation of
the pedestal or basement of the doorways.

jS. 1580 HOLLVBAND Treas. 1-r. Tang, Piedeslal dvnc

PEDESTRIAN.

| colomnc, the foote of a
piller,

a piedestall. 1603 HOLLAND
!

Plutarch's Mor, 1277 Little statues upon great bases and
I large piedstals. 1792 Resid. in France U79?) ! 348 His
j

bust erected on the piedestaL
2. A base, support, foundation (material or

immaterial).
1591 SYLVESTER Du Bartas \. iii. 1027 Heav'n's chastest

Spouse, supporter of this All, This glorious Building's goodly
Pedestall. 1638 DRUMM. OF HAWTH. Irene Wks. (1711) 165

: Obedience being the strongest pedestal of concord, and
concord the principal pillar of state. 1649 J KR - TAYLOR Gt.

Excmp. i. Disc. iv. 120 Self-denial and Mortification, which
are the Pedestal of the Crosse. 1742 YOUNG Nt. 'Ik. vur.
40,2 Fain would he make the world his pedestal. 1847
EMERSON Repr. Men, Uses Wks. (LJohn) I. 276 The true
artist has the planet for his pedestal ; the adventuier .. has
nothing broader than his own shoes.

b. Humorously applied to the foot or leg.
1812 SIR R. WILSON Priv. Diary I. 13, I wish my fairer

1 countrywomen would.. adopt the exterior neatness, even if

nature should not. . be as gracious in moulding the shape of
|

the pede.stal. 1827 Mirror II. 387/1 My now knock-knee
pedestals bend to the bandy.
3. In technical uses : f a. On a railway, the

'chair* used to support the rails, or a base to

support the chair (W/j.); b. an axle-guard or horn-

plate ; c. the standard or each of the standards
or supports of various machines or pieces of me-
chanism, e.g. the upright standard of a boring-
machine or similar tool, that of a pillow-block
which holds the brasses in which the shaft turns, etc.

1774 M. MACKENZIE Maritime Surv. iv. 4; Set the Brass

j

Pedestal on a firm Support. . . Then hang the Quadrant on
the Pillar, and by the Spirit-level and Screws in the Feet,

1 the Pillar maybe set perpendicular. 1816 Specif, ofLosk
$ Stefhensorfs Patent No. 4067. 2 The joinings of the rails

with the pedestals or props which support them. 1825 J.
NICHOLSON Opcrat, Mechanic 653 A chair is., placed on
a pedestal at every three or four feet distance,, .according
to the length of the cast iron rails. 1835 Mtc/i. Mag.
XXIII. 228 The pedestal for the joint., to be fastened to

I the sleeper with cotter bolts. 1874 KNIGHT Diet. Meek.
,

202/1 Axlc'gitardi one of the pedestals in which the boxes
of an axle play vertically as the springs yield and recoil.

4. attrib. and Comb. t as pedestal-dance, -dancer^

trunk; pedestal-box, a journal-box (Cent. Diet.

1890) ; pedestal-coil, -coiler, an upright coil of

steam-pipe for use as a radiator (1'itnk's Stand. Diet.
I ^95); pedestal-cover, the cap of a pillow-block ;

pedestal-rail (J\*aut.) t see quot.; pedestal-table,
one with a massive central support or foot.

1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mcch. 1704/2 (figure of Pillow-Block),
c. *pedestal-cover. 1895 Daily News 23 Jan. 6/7 The fancy
trick and burlesque bicycle act and *pedestal dance. Ibid.^
On the authorised printed programme . . the Dunedin Troupe
were duly put down fur two performances as bicyclists, and

j

Mdlle. Donegan..as a 'pedestal dancer. < 1850 Rudim,
Navig, (Weale) 136 *Pedcstal*rail

t
a rail about 2 inches

thick, ^that is wrought over the foot-space rail, and in which
there is a groove to steady the heels of the balusters of the

galleries. 1856 OLMSTED Slave States 383 Cypresses, with

great "pedestal trunks, and protuberant roots.

Pe'destal, v. [f. prec. sb.]
1. trans. To set or support upon a pedestal ; to

furnish with a pedestal, lit. andyff.
1648 EARL OF WESTMORELAND Otia Sacra (1879) 77 All the

fabnck Is pedestall 'd upon those precious piles. 1715 M.
DAVIES At/ten. Brit. I. 185 The Theater is Grounded,
Pedestal'd and Carpetted over. 1802 H. MARTIN Helen of
GUnross II. 255 There is nothing I detest more than being
pedestaled for a genius.

_
1889 Pall Malt G. 2 Apr. 3 '3 He

seems to us to miss the significance of the true Imperialism
which pedestals itself on Nationalism,
2. To form a pedestal for, to support as a pedestal.
1890 HOSMER Anglo-Sax. Freedom 121 Every convenient

stump pedestalled its orator.

Pe'destalled, -aled (-aid), a. [f. prec. sb.

or vb. + -ED.] Provided with, set upon, or having
a pedestal.
1889 At/icn&um 14 Dec. 825/3 The clay counterparts of

the '

cordoned
'

or pedestalled vases. 1893 SALTUS Madam
Sapphira. 38 The pedestalled lamps, the yellow shaded
candles. 1901 A. J. EVANS in Oxf. Univ. Gaz. 12 Feb. 340/1
A pedestalled cup and small bowls of marble.

Fede'Strial, a. [f. L. pedester on foot, going
on foot

(f. pcd-eni foot, pedes footman) + -AL.]
1 1. On foot, going on foot, PEDESTRIAN. Obs.
1611 CORYAT Crudities 289 Statues of worthy personages,

partly equestriall, partly pedestriall. 1632 LITHGOW Trav. vi.

252 All , . being mounted on Mules saue onely pedestriall I.

1634 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. 29 Not a stones cast further,

sleepes Tom Coriats bones, consumed in his pedestriall, ill

contrived Pilgrimage,

f 2. Of archery : Performed with the bow drawn

against the foot. Obs.

1792 MOSELEY Ess. Archery iv. 86 A curious expedient
of this pedestrial Archery, used by the Ethiopians in hunting
Elephants. Ibid. 93 The facts relating to pedestrial Archery.
3. Fitted for walking ; as, the pedestrial legs of

a crab. 1890 in Cent. Dkt.

Hence Pede'strially adv., on foot

1632 W, LYNNESAY in Lithgow Trav. B iij, A length of no
such course, by ten to one, Which thou thy selfe pedestrially
hast gone. 1864 in WEBSTER.
Pedestrian (p/de'strian), a. and sb. [f. L.

pedester (see prec.) + -AN.]
A. adj. 1, On foot, going or walking on foot ;

performed on foot ; of or pertaining to walking.
1791 WORDSW. in Chr. Wordsw. Mem, (1851) I. 71 Your

wish to have employed your vacation in a pedestrian tour.
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PEDESTBIANATE.

1829 LYTTON Disowned i, A greater degree of respect than

he was at first disposed to accord to a pedestrian traveller.

1840 DICKENS OlaC. Shop xvii, Grinder. -used his natural

legs for pedestrian purposes. 1880 G. MEREDITH Tragic
Com. xvi, By the aid of a common stout pedestrian stick.

b. Of a statue : Representing a person on foot,

as distinguished from equestrian.
1822 Gentl. Mag. XCII. I. 268 The statue., is to be

pedestrian.
2. Applied to plain prose as opposed to verse, or

to verse of prosaic character ; hence, prosaic, com-

monplace, dull, uninspired ; colloquial, vulgar.

[L. pedester = Gr. irtfos in prose, prosaic, plain,

commonplace. Sometimes contrasted with the

winged flight of Pegasus.]

S

spellings out of Horace's Epistles. 1805 Rose
(1827) 28 Burcardus . . his diary is written in a pedestrian
and semi-barbarian style. 1819 BYRON Juan Ded. viii, Who
wandering with pedestrian Muses, Contend not with you
on the winged steed. 1888 Diet. Nat. Biog. XIII. 11/2

Crane's verse is of a very pedestrian order.

B. sb* One who goes or travels on foot; a

walker ; esp. one who walks as a physical exercise

or athletic performance.
1793 (title) The Observant Pedestrian, or Traits of the

Human Heart; in a Solitary Tour from Caernarvon to

London. 1802 Gentl, Mag. LXXII. 338 Pedestrians (under
which name the moralizing travellers of the present day are

well described). l%i*Chron,\pAnH.Rcg. 129/1 A well-known

pedestrian who had been in the habit of supplying the

Counties of Devon and Cornwall, with ballads. 1813 [see

PEDESTRIANISM], 1832 MARRYAT A". Forster i, As happy as

a pedestrian who had accomplished his thousand miles in

a thousand hours. 1895 Westm. Gaz. 2 Mar. 9/2 Professor

Blackie in his younger years was a great pedestrian, and he
used to boast that there was not a mountain in Scotland on
the top of which he had not been.

Pedestrianate (p/de'strian^t), v.
[f. prec.

+ -ATE a
7.]

= PEDESTRIANIZE.
1864 N, fy Q. 3rd Ser. VI. 118/2, 1 have been pedestrinating

through a corner of Oxfordshire. 1889 Set. Atner. 29 June
402/2 The trial court had held that bicycling was a form of

pedestrianating. 1890 B. W. RICHARDSON wAsclepiad VII.

37 The poor wretches who have to pedestrinate slowly on.

Pedestrianism (p/de-striamz'm). [f. as prec.
+ -ISM.]
1. The practice of travelling on foot, walking;

walking as an exercise or athletic performance.
1809 Snorting Mag, XXXIV. 162, I do not intend to level

the least sarcasm at pedestrianism. 1813 W. THOM (title)

Pedestrianism ; or, An Account of the Performances of cele-

brated Pedestrians during the last and present Century. 1843
B. COOPER Life of Sir A. Cooper (L.), Captain Barclay's
famous feat of pedestrianism a thousand miles in a thousand
hours. 1882 SALA Amer. Rcvis, (1885) 400 Comfortable

pedestrianism in the greater number of young American
towns is next door to an impossibility.

2. 1'rosaic or commonplace quality of style.

1892 Sat. Rw. 21 May 602/1 An almost Wordsworthian

pedestrianism of style.

Pedestrianize (p/de'strianaiz), v, [f.
as prec.

+ -i/..] intr. To act the pedestrian ; to go or

travel on foot
;
to walk. Also to pedestrianize it.

Hence Fede'striauizing vbl.sb. and///. a.

1811 SHELLEY in Hogg Life (1858) I. 399, I intend to

pedestrianize. 1826 Blackw. Mag. XX. 10 You must

pedestrianize it for a few unmeasured miles over hill and
dale. 1834 A. WALTON Tour Banks Tltames 141 Setting
forth the advantages of pedestrianising^,

1861 Sat. Rev.

14 Sept. 275 Englishmen are distinguishable among the

nations of the earth as pedestrian ising animals.

t Fede Strious, a. Obs. [f. L. pedester on

foot, going on foot + -ous.] Going on foot, esp.

as opposed to flying or swimming.
1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. in. i. 105 Men conceive

they never lie down, and enjoy not the position of rest,

ordained unto all pedestrious animals. 1755 JOHNSON, Pc-

dtstrious, not winged, going on foot. 1821 T. TAYLOR
Apulcius 335 The mortal genus of bodies is divided into the

terrene and terrestrial (or pedestrious) [etc.].

Pedetentous (pedAe-ntas;, a. rare. [f. L.

pedctent-im, -tempt-im step by step, cautiously (f.

pede-m foot + tend-cre, tent- to stretch) + -ous.]

Proceeding step by step, advancing cautiously.

1837 SYD. SMITH Let. to Archd. Singleton Wks. 1859 II.

286 That pedetentous pace and pedetentous mind in which
it behoves the wise and virtuous improver to walk. 1862

Edin. Rev. Jan. 65 Their admission to political privileges
should be one of gradual and pedeteatous elevation.

Pedetic (p/de'tik), a. [ad. Gr. irrjSrjTiK-vs,
f.

ifTjSrjTrjs leaper : cf. PEDESIS.] Of or pertaining to

pedcsis. Pedetic movement Brownian movement.
1878 JEVONS in Q. Jrnl. Sc. Apr. 171 The pedetic move-

ment cannot be better seen than by taking a drop of old

common ink which has been exposed to the air forborne
weeks, and examining it under thin glass with a magnifying
power of 500 or 1000 diameters. 1892 Xature^ XLV. 429/2
The pedetic or Brownian motion of small particles.

Pedi-, the usual Latin and Eng. combining form

of L. pcs, ped-em foot, used in numerous com-

pounds, as L. pediseqmiS) Eng./cflVcwre, pediform y

pedipalp) etc. q. v.

Pediad (pe'dised), a. Cryst. [ad. Gr. ireStd?,

-a5a adj. fiat, level, f. ittSiov a plain.] Of or per-

taining to pedia, consisting of pedia: see PEDIOX.

1899 W. J. LEWIS Crystallogr. xi. 148 The class may be

called the pediad class of the anorthic system.

608

|| Pedialgia. Med. Also -algy. [f. Gr. ireS/ov

the metatarsus + -a\yi'a ache, pain.] Neuralgia in

(the sole of) the foot.

1853 DUNGLISON Med, Lex., Pedialgia, 1857 MAVNE
Expos. Lex., Pedialgia, . . pedialgy. 1893 Syd. Soc. Lex,,

Pedialgia, pain in the sole of the foot. As a neuralgia of

the foot. .this occurred on a large scale in 1762 at Savigliano
in Piedmont.

Pediatric, var. of P.HDIATKIC: see P.EDO-. So

Pe'diatry = P.EDIATMCS ; Pedia*trist, a psedi-
atric practitioner.
1884 Archives ofPediatrics I. No. I Important contribu-

tions to pediatrics. 1890 Cent. Diet., Pediatria, Pediatry,
same as pediatrics. 1897 Trans. Ainer. Pediatric Soc. IX.

44, 1 wish to speak more especially to the general practitioner
and pediatrist.

Pedicel (pe-disel). Also 7 pedicil(l. [f.

mod. But. L. pedicell-ns (Linnaeus Philos. Bot. 82

'Pedicellus est Pedunculus partialis'), dim. of

fedicul-us little foot, footstalk, dim. otpcs, fed-em
foot. In mod. F. fedicelle.]
1. Hot. A small stalk or stalk-like structure in

a plant; applied by Grew to the filament of a

stamen ; in mod. use csp. each of the secondary or

subordinate stalks which immediately bear the

flowers in a branched inflorescence (the main stalk

being the peduncle] ; also, a single main flower-

stalk when short or slender ;
a small peduncle.

1676 GREW Anat. FliKucrs iii. 2 That Sort of Attire,

which maybe called Seminiform; being. .a little Sheaf of

Seed-like Particles ; standing on so many Pedicills. Ibid,

4 Standing sometimes double upon each Pedicil. .Some-

times fastned to their Pedicils at their middle. 1821 S. F.

GRAY Arrangeul. lirit. PL 105 Flowers either sessile or

upon pedicells. 1854 LINDLEY Sch. Bot. n The stalk of

the flower is its peduncle : and if the latter is divided into

many small stalks, its divisions are called pedicels. i86j

DARWIN J-'ertil. Orchids Introd. 7 The pedicel, or prolonga-
tion of the rostellum, to which in many exotic Orchids the

pollen-masses are attached.

2. Zool. and Anat. Applied to vaiious small

]

stalk-like structures in animals (most of which are

also called PEDUNCLE).
a. In insects, the third joint of an antenna, .esp^

when

geniculate and forming a base for the succeeding joints ;

also, the basal joint of the abdomen when long and slender.

b. The stalkon which the eye is supported in some Crustacea,

etc.; an eye-stalk, c. The stalk by which a brachiopod,

cirriped, etc. is attached, d. Each of the ambulacral feet

of an echinoderm. e. The PEDICLE of a vertebra.

1826 KIRBY & SP. Entomol. III. 366 Pedicellus (the

Pedicel). The second joint of the Antenna. 1830 R. KNO\

j

Cloyncfs Anat. 26 Others. .have compound eyes supported

upon a moveable pedicel. 1851-6 WOODWARD MoUusca 25

The pedicel of terebratula. IHd. 104 Stromtitix.. .Animal

furnished with large eyes, placed on thick pedicels. 1854
[see eye-pedicel, EYE so.

1
28]. 1883 G. J. ROMANES in

Athenxum 17 Mar. 349/1 The righting movements of a sea

urchin when inverted on its ab-oral pole (which are per-

formed by means of the pedicels). 1888 ROI.LESTON JACK-
SON Anim. Life 546 The tube feet or pedicels.

3. attrib.,ns pedicel-cell, a cell forming a pedicel,

e. g. that supporting the antheridium in CharaceK.
1881 VINES Sacks' Bot. 238 Beneath the pedicel-cell of the

ascus shoot out filaments which form the envelope of the

fructification. 1884 Trans. Victoria lust. 86 These twenty-
four cells, together with the pedicel cell of the globule.

Hence Pedice'llar a., pertaining to, or of the

nature of, a pedicel ; Pe'dicelled, -eld a., having
a pedicel, pedicellate ; Pedice'lliform a., of the

form of a pedicel.
1806 GALPINE Brit. Bot. n* K

tiffin.
..Seed 4, pedicelled.

1870 HOOKER Stud. Flora 154 Fertile flowers subsessile,
males pedicelled. 1871 COOKE Brit. Fungi II. 618 Ramuli

pedicelliform, ascending, septate. 1900 Proc. Zool. Soc.

287 Brissus carinatus. ..There are 5 pedicellar pores on

each side of subanal area.

II Fedicellaria (pe^lisele^'ria). Zool. PI. -.
[mod.L., i. pedicell-us : see prec.] In Echinoderms,

Kach of a number of small pincer-like organs, with

two, three, or four valves, on the outside of the

i body, usually among and around the spines.

Pedicellate (pe-disel^t), a. Bot. and Zool,

Also pedicillate. [f. modX./tt&c&ttf + -ATE *.]

i Having a pedicel or pedicels; spec. \nZool. belong-

ing to the division Pedicellata of Echinoderms.

1828-32 in WEBSTER. 1830 LINDLEY Nat. Syst. Bot. 174

]

Flowers usually sessile, sometimes pedicellate. i83_6-$'loDD
Cycl. Anat. II. 30/2 The true or pedicellate Lchmoder-

! mata. 1862 DANA Man. Geol. 194 Pedicellate eyes. 1872

t
OLIVER Elem. Bot. 81 In Wallflower, the peduncle., gives off

successively a number of short-stalked (pedicellate) flowers.

So Pe'dicella'ted a. = prec. ; Pedicella'tion,

the condition of having a pedicel or pedicels.

1848 JOHNSTON in Proc. Berw. Nat. Club II. No. 6. 302,

6th [joint].. terminated with a pedicellated vesicle. 1885

GOODALE Physiol. Bot. (1892) 39 In the cells of many plants

. .pedicellated concretions occur.

Pedicle 1
(pe-dik'l). Nat. Hist., etc. [ad. L.

pedicul-us footstalk, dim. of pcs, ped-em foot, or
1

ad. F. pedicule (1557 in Hatz.-Darm.): see -COLS.]

1. Bot. A small stalk, footstalk, pedicel ; formerly,

the stalk of a leaf ^
= petiole\ or of a flower or

PEDICULOSIS.

fruit (
=

peduncle^) now usually, a minute stalk-

like support, as those of seeds, glands, etc.

[1562 TURNER Herbal n. Gvb, Y floures grow..vpon a

long small pediculo, that is a footlyng or footstalcke.] 1626

BACON Sylva 592 The close and compact substance of

their leaves and the pedicles of them. 1755 Gentl. Mag.
XXV. 210 The flowers stand on long pedicles, affixed several

together to one common peduncle. 1706 WITHERING Brit.

Plants II. 466 Leafstalk .. beset with minute glands on

pedicles. 1872 OLIVER Elem. Bot. n. 158 1'he funicle (the

pedicle by which the ovule is attached to the placenta).

2. Zool., etc. A small stalk
;
a pedicel or peduncle.

spec. a. Path. A stalk by which a tumour or morbid

growth is attached to a part of the body. b. Anat. Each
of the two narrow thickened parts of a vertebra connecting
the centrum with the lamina, and forming part of the neural

arch. c. Zool. The process of bone supporting the horn of

a deer or any animal of the family Cctvidz.

1753 N. TORRIANO Gungr. Sore Throat 39 A whitish

Eschar . . held by several little Pedicles, (or stringy Fibres,
like a Cancer). 1808 BARCLAY Muscular Motions 249^ [The
cerebrum and cerebellum] may each be divided . . into similar

halves. . ; each of the halves sends forth a pedicle, pedunculus,
or crus. IHd. 473 We observe the eyes, on moveable

pedicles, . . as in crabs and lobsters. 1828 STARK Elem. Nat.
Hist. II. 348 Tribe .. Sphegides .. base of the abdomen
narrowed into a long pedicle. 1831 K. KNOX Cloqttct's

Anat. 23 This vertebra has.. a small rib-like bone placed

transversely before the pedicle, which connects the processes
to the body. 1841-71 T. R. JONES Anim. Kingd. (ed. 4) 552
In . . Orbicula, the pedicle is wanting, the lower valve of the

shell being fixed immediately to the rock. 1876 PACE Ada.
Text-bk. Geol. iii. 53 Garnets . . projecting from pedicles of

felspar. attrib. 1851-6 WOODWARD MoUusca 229 Cardinal

and pedicle impressions conjoined.

Hence Pe'dicled a., having a pedicle, pediculated.
1880 SIR J. PAC.ET in Mem. fy Lett. vi. 305 The pedicled

exostoses which are common on the femur and humerus.

t Pedicle-. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. \..pedica shackle

for the feet
;

cf. manide, MANACLE (L. manicx .]

A shackle for the feet, a fetter.

1627 E. KELLET Ret.fr. Argicr 39 What . .they could not

effect vpon you . . by manicles and pedicles of iron.

Pedicru, obs. form of PEDIGREE.

Pedicular (p'"di'ki/(lai), a. [ad. "L.pedicular-is,

i. pcduul-its louse. Cf. F. pcdiculairc.] Of or

pertaining to a louse or lice ; lousy.
1660 HOWELL Parly ofBeasts 26, 1 am not subject to breed

Lice and other Vermin ; And whereas this pedicular disease

[etc.] attend Mankind. 1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v. Pali-

cularis niorbus, Herod is said to have died of the pedicular
disease, a 1843 SOUTHEY Doctor ccxii. (1848) 573 The souls

of their friends who are undergoing penance in the shape of

fleas, or in loathsome pedicular form. 1876 BRISTOWE Tit.

ft Pract. Mcii. (1878) 343 Impetigo in children limited to

the back of the head is often of pedicular origin.

Hence PediculaTity (nonce-wd. ), the nature or

personality of a louse.

1876 RASKIN Fen Clav. Ixvi. 183 Is there.. a Divine

Pedicularity ?

Pedicnlate fpflHtHW), a. (sb.~)
AT

at. Hist.

[f. L. pediatl-us footstalk + -ATE *.] 1. = next.

1857 MAYNE Expos. Lex., Pcdiculatus, Bot. having foot-

stalks: pediculate.

2. Belonging to the group Pcdiculati of teleost

fishes, characterized by the elongated basis of the

pectoral fins, resembling an arm. Also as sb. A
member of this group.
1880 GUNTHEK Fishes viii. 469 Pediculates are found in

all seas.

Pediculated (p/di-kWWted) ,
a. [f. as prec. +

-ED -.] Having, or borne upon, a pedicle ;
stalked.

(Chiefly in Path, of morbid growths.)
1822-34 Good's Study Med. (ed. 4) I. 469 We observe on

the surface of the lungs single vesicles . . apparently pedicu-
lated. 1846 BRITTAN tr. Ma/gaignc's Man. Surg. 359 Cancer

of the tongue . . sometimes . . is a pediculated tumour. 1856-8
Van dcr Hoevcn's Zool. I. 58 Phalanx. Body pediculated.

Pedicula-tion. rath. [ad. late L. pedicidd-

tion-em, f. pedlciilus louse : see -ATJON.] Infesta-

tion with lice :
= PEDICULOSIS.

1719-26 QUISCY Med. Z>iV/.(ed.3), PCdiculation . . is a par-

ticular Foulness of the Skin very apt to breed Lice. 1857

MAYNE Expos. Lex., Pediculatio, . . pediculation : other-

wise called Morbus pedicnlaris and Phtluriasis.

Pedicule (pe'dikiwl). Nat. Hist. rare- , [a.

Tf.f^dicu/e (1557 in Hatz.-Darm.), ad. L. fediculns

PEDICLE.] A pedicel, pedicle, or peduncle.
In modern Diets.

Pediculine (p/di-kiwbin), a, Entotn. [f.
L.

fedicul-us louse + -1NE !.] Belonging to the group
Pcdiculina of heteropterous insects, comprising
the true lice. 1893 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

Pedi'Culo-! comb, form from ~L.pedicul-its foot-

stalk ;
in pedi'culo-fro'ntal a., (a section) through

the base of the frontal convolution ;
so pedi'culo-

pari-etal a. Pedi^cnlopbo-tla : see quot.

1893 Syd. Soc. Lex., Pcdiculophobia, term for
_a

morbid

dread of Pediculosis, associated with the delusion of its

being present when it is not so in reality. 1899 Allbutt's

Syst. Med. VII. 328 The second section through the base

of the frontal convolutions forms the pediculo-frontal section.

Ibid., The fifth [section] is formed by dividing the hemi-

sphere three centimetres posterior to the fissure of Rolando

and. .constitutes the pediculo-parietal section.

II PediculO'sis. Path. [f.
L. pedicul-zts louse

+ -osis.] Infestation with lice; a diseased con-

dition marked by the presence and multiplication

of lice upon tlie skin ; phthiriasis.



PEDICULOUS. 609 PEDIMENT.

1890 in Cent. Diet. 1899 Alibutfs Syst. Med. VIII. 701

Vagabond's disease,, an extensive pigmentation of the skin

due to the combined effects of pediculosis, scratching, and

exposure.

Pediculous (p/di'kiz/bs), a. [ad. L. pedicti-

los-us, f. pedicul-us louse.] Infested with lice,

lousy ; also, of or pertaining to a louse, or charac-

terized by lice (=* PEDICULAR).
121550 linage Hypocr. iv. 540 in Skeltons Wks, (1843),

Proude and pestiferous Pold and pediculous. 1602 DEKKLK
Satirom. Wks. 1873 I. 200 Like a lowsie Pediculous vermin
th'ast but one suite to thy backe. 1824 LANDOR Imag,
Conv., Jos. I fy Casanbon Wks. 1853 I. 32/2 Your pedi-
culous friars and parti-coloured bald-coot priests. 1892
STEVENSON Across the Plains 291 Seized., with a pedicu-
lous malady.

Pedicure (pe'dikiu<u), j/>, [a. F. pedicure

(1781 in Hatz.-Darm.),f. L.peSjpedi- foot + curare

to take care of, cure.]
1. One whose business is the surgical care and

treatment of the feet
;
a chiropodist.

1842 in DUNGLISON Med. Lex. 1889 Science XIV. 308/1
Dentists, pedicures, trained nurses, and veterinarians.

2. The surgical treatment of the feet, esp. in the

removal or cure of corns, bunions, and the like.

1890 in Cent. Diet, 1893 in Syd. Soc. Lex.
So Fe'dicurism, the practice or art of a pedicure ;

Pe'dicurist = PEDICURE i.

1863 SALA. in Temple Bar VIII. 73, I am afflicted with
corns defying the most recondite efforts of pedicurism. 1870
W. CHAMBERS Winter. Mcntonc v. 61 The pedicurist . . takes
his stand behind a table and chair.

Pedicure (pe'diki/Kt), v. [f. prec. sb.] trans.

To cure or treat (the feet) by the removal of corns,
etc. Hence Pe'dicuring vbl.sb.

1894 Mute's Chron. (Columbus, O.) 5 May, Two hot foot-

baths a week and a little pedicuring will remove the cause
of much discomfort. 1896 Columbus (Ohio) Di$p. 6 Mar.
4/4 One's lower extremities are pedicured without cost.

Pedie, Pediement, obs. ff. PEDEE, PEDIMENT.
PediferoUS (p/ai'feras), a. Bot. and Zool. [f.

HKxLL. iteZ^fer (t.peS) pedi~ foot + -fer bearing) +
ous.] Having feet or foot-like parts ; pedigerous.
1857 MAYNE Expos. Lex., Pediferus^.. provided with feetf

..pediferous.

fPe-difoot. Obs. rare-'1 , [f.
L. ped-em foot

+ FOOT.] A tendril (rendering *L,. pediculus}.
c 1420 Pallad, on Hush. iv. 375 To kepe hem

long; also,
Let picche her pedifeet [L. pcdiculos\ & honge hem hie.

Pediform (pe'ditjwm), a. [f. L. type *pedi-

fonn-iSj f. pcs, pedi- foot : see -FORM.] Having the

form of a foot : said chiefly of the organs of insects.

x8a6 KIRBY & SP. Entomol. IV. 311 Feelers .. Pediform,
when they resemble the legs in structure or use. 1852 DANA
Crust. 1. 13 The jointed or pediform portion ofthe mandibles.
1880 UASTIAN Brain 100 The pediform maxillary palpi.

Fedigerous (p/di-d.^eras), a. [f. mod.L. type
*pediger (f. L. pes, pedi- foot + -tff carrying) +
-ous.] Tearing feet or legs.
1826 KIRBY & SP. Entomol. III. xxxv. 581 In the hexa-

pods . . there are usually three pedigerous segments. 1877
HUXLEY Anat. Inv.Anim.\\. 279 Of the twenty pedigerous
segments, the first eleven have each one pair of appendages.

Pedigraic (pedignF'ik), a. rare, [irreg. f. PEDI-
GBEE + -ic.] Of or pertaining to a pedigree.
1873 R. C. JENKINS in Archseol. Cant. VIII. 60 Pedigraic

matter to be collected from the above Will and Probate. 1902
N. ff Q. 9th Ser. IX. 430/1 A pedigraic account. .of this

historical family.

Pedigree (pe'digr/). Forms : see below. [In

I5th c. pedegru, pee-de-grew, etc., app. AF. forms

=sF.//y(//VflT) degnie crane's foot; so called 'from
a three-line mark (like the broad arrow) used in

denoting succession in pedigrees* (Prof. Skeat), 'a

conventional mark consisting of three curved lines,

which bears a distinct resemblance to the claws of

a bird' (C. Sweet in AthenKiim 30 Mar. (1895)
409, where information is given as to the appear-
ance of old MSS. genealogies in pedigree form).]
A. Illustration of Forms.
a. 5 pedicru; pedegru, -greu, -grewe, -grw;

pedygru ; pee de grew(e, 6 pede-, pedagrew ;

pedigrue, 6-7 -grewe.
a. 1410 in Madox Formul. Anglic, xxviii. (1702) 15 Omni-

bus Christi fidelibus ad quos pra:sens Pedicru pervenerir.
1412-20 LYD<;. Chron. Troy Epil. (1550), Who so

lyst loke
and doe vnfolde The pee de Grewe of these cronicles olde.
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 390/1 Pedegru, or petygru, lyne of

kynrede, & awncetrye. 1548 UDALL, etc. Krasm. Par.
Mark L 14 Genealogies and pedegrewes. 1607 SIR J. H. in

Harington Nugx Ant. (ed. Park 1804) II. 224 The true
memories and pedigrews of their auncestors.

0. 5 pe de gre, pedigre, (?) peedeugre ; 5-6
peedegre ; pedegre, 6-7 -degree ; 6- pedigree.

ft, 1436 LYDG. in Pol. Poems (Rolls) II. 131 A remem-
braunce of a peedeugre how that. .Henry the sext, is truly
borne heir unto the corone of Fraunce. Ibid. 135 The
peedegre doth hit specific, The figure lo of the genelagye.
1433 *>' Edmund in. 299 Doun fro the stok off kynges
descendyng The pe de gre by lyneal conueyyng. 1523
FITZHERB. Sun'. Prol., If the owner make a true peede-
gre or conueyaunce by discente or by purchace vnto the
said landes. 1547 J. HARRISON Exhort. Scottes Bvijb,
Some fetchyng their pedegre from the Goddes, and some
from the deuils. 1599 SANDYS Europx Spec. (1632) 144
Seeing Pedegrees change .. together with mens fortunes.

1599 SHAKS. lien. V\ u. iv. 90 Willing you ouer-looke this

Pedigree. 1815 SCOTT Guy M. ii, Godfrey Bertram, suc-

ceeded to a long pedigree and a short rent-roll.

y. 5 petiegrew ; petygru, -grwe ; pytagru,
-grwe ; 5-6 petegreu, petigree ;

6 pete-, peti-,

petie-, pety-, pette-, petti-, petty-, -greu,

-gru(e, -grew(e, -gre(e, -grye ; (peti degree,

petit(e degree) ; 6-7 pete-, peti-, pettigre(e.
y. 14.. in Chron. R. Glouc. (1724) 585 A Petegreu, fro

William Conquerour. .vn to kyng Henry the vi, c 1440

Promp. Parv. [see a], c 1486 Surtees Misc. (1888) 47 As he
can and woll more largely show unto you by petiegrew. 1499
Promp. Parv. 402/1 (Pynson), Pytagrwe or lyne or kinrede.

1513 BRADSHAW .SV. Werbitrge \. 124, 1 entende to make playne
descrypcyon . . Also of lier petygre the noble excellence.

1529 RASTELL Pastyme^ Hist. Flem. (1811) 60 As the lyne
and petegre aboue shewyth. 1530 PALSGK. 253 Petygruwe,

genealogie. 1565 in Haklnyfs k'oy. (1904) VI. 340 They
instruct in al the petigrues of princes. 1577-87 HOLINSHED
Chron. II. 33/2 To fetch their petit degrees from their

ancestors. 1587 FLEMING Contn. Holinshed III. 1370/2
Twelue petidegrces of the descent of the crowne of England,
..by the bishop of Rosse. 1652 H. L/ESTRANGE Amer. no

Jewes 58 So shall wee all at last be of one Petigre.
B. Signification.

1. A genealogical stemma or table ; a genealogy
drawn up or exhibited in some tabular form.

14.10
in Madox Formul. Anglic, xxviii. (1702) 15 Nos ..

sigilla nostra .. huic prajsenti Pedicru Etpposuimus, 14*5
Rolls of Parlt. IV. 267/1 My Lordes Counseill Marchall
..had yeven in to yat high place of Record a Pedegrewe.
Ibid. 268/2 Yeving in a Peedt-grce in writyng. 1465 Paston
Lett. II. 210 Be the pedegre mad in the seyd last Dewkis
fadirs daijs. ci66o WOOD Life an. 1634 (O. H.S.I I. 45 To
appeare before the said officers or heralds with his armes
and pedegree. 1711 MRS. LONG in Swift's H-'ks. (1841) II.

477, I wish too at your leisure you would make a pedigree
for me. 1870 FREEMAN Norm. Cong. (ed. 2) I. App. 703
The family of which he had just given the pedigree.
2. One's line of ancestors ; an ancestral line ;

ancestry ; lineage, descent.

ri44o LYDG. Hors, Shcpc # G. q in Pol. Rel. L. Poems
(1866) 15 Be dissent conveyed the pedegrewe Frome the

patryarke Abrahame. 1465 PastOH Lett. II. 210 As for

the pedegre of the seyd Dewk, he is sone to William Pool,
Dewk of Suffolk. 1548 UDALL Erastn. Par. Luke Prol. 15
The nativitie and petigrewe of Chnste. 1549 COVERDAI.E,
etc. Erasm. Par. Heb. 10 Melchisedech . . had neither

father, nor mother, nor pedigrew. 1591 HARINGTON Orl,
Fur. xxvi. Ixix, As one that thence deriv'd his pedegrew.
a 1683 SIDNEY Disc. Gout, ii. 24 Who had no better cover
for his sordid extraction than a Welch Pedegree. 1700
DRYDEN Ajax fy Ulysses 231 From Jove like him I claim

my pedigree, And am descended in the same degree. 1876
FREEMAN Norm, Cong, V. xxiii. 331 Men had forgotten a

pedigree which had to be traced through a long line of

foreign princes in Flanders.

b. Of animals.
1608 TOPSELL Serpents 79 The true younger bees, .derive

their originall and petigree from the kingly stocke. 1818 [see

PEDIGREED]. 1829 LYTTON Deverenx n. i, To vouch for

the pedigree.. of the three horses he intends to dispose of.

1868 DARWIN A nun. fy PI. I. ii. 51 The pedigree of a race-
horse is of more value in judging of its probable success
than its appearance. 1880 HAUGHTON Phys. Geoff, vi. 282
The modern Horse, whose pedigree [i.e. from the Eocene
Hipparion} has been.. traced by Professor Marsh.

c. transf* Origin and succession, line of succes-

sion; derivation, etymological descent.

1566 BARTHELET (title} The Pedigrewe of Heretiqucs,
wherein is truly and plainly set out the first roote of Here-
tiques begon in the Church. 1581 STANYHURST sEtteis To
Rdr. (Arb.) 14 Attempt too fetche thee petit degree of

woordes, I know not from what auncetoure. 1628 PRYNNE
Loue-locfces 3 That which had its birth, source, and pedegree
from the very Deuill himselfe, must needes bee odious. 1715
M. DAVIES At/ten. Brit. I. i [Of the word '

Pamphlet '] Its

Pedigree can scarce be trac'd higher than the latter end of

Queen Elizabeth's Reign. 1833 CHALMERS Const. cifAfan
II. ix, The origin and pedigree of our moral judgments.
1839 H. ROGERS Ess. II. UL 127 Both words. .may very
probably have had the same pedigree perhaps the same
parentage.
3. (Without article.) Descent in the abstract;

esp. distinguished or ancient descent
;

'
birth'.

c 1460 in Pol. Rel. <y L. Poems (ed. 2) 292 Sewte and
servise we owe..To)?i hi^nesse-.As royall most by pedigre.
1579 LYLY Euphucs, Let. to Aldus Wks. 1902 I. 317 If thou

clayme gentry by petegree, practise gentlenesse by thine
honestie. 1676 HOBBES Iliad xx. 235 Though Vertue lieth

not in Pedigree. 1701 DE FOE True-born Eng. 351 Vet she

boldly boasts of Pedigree. 1826 SCOTT Mai. Malagr. i, I

am by pedigree a discontented person. 1896 SIR W. LAWSON
in Westnt. Gaz. 4 Sept 8/2 He did not want them to

despise pedigree, because pedigree was the pedestal of the
British Constitution.

4. A race or line; a family; a line of succession ;

loosely, a long series, list, or '

string
'

of people.
1532 MORE Con/tit. Tindale Wks. 617/1 [To] lest and rayle

vpon the whole pedegre of Popes. 1596 H. CLAPHAM Briefe
Bible i. 26 Sheths Petygre marrieth with them. 1604-13 R.
CAWDREY Table Alph.^ Pettigree^ stocke, or off-spring. 1837
SIR F. PALGRAVE Merch. <$ Friar (1844) 81 They are all

alike,
' the whole pedigree on 'em Radical or Conservative,

Whig or Tory '.

5. attrib. and Comb. Of, pertaining to, or having
a pedigree or recorded line of descent, s\s pedigree
cattle, cereal, stock, wheat

\ pedigree-hunting',

-implying^ -making^ -monger, -sheet.

1863 Card. Chron. 23 May, I was induced last autumn to
sow a considerable breadth of land with Pedigree Wheat.
1871 FREEMAN Hist. Ess. 34 Just as pedigree-mongers
nowadays invent pedigrees. 1897 Cental. Mag. Oct. 339
Pedigree-making is to genealogy what classification is to

geology, botany or zoology. 1901 Daily News 22 Jan. 5/2
He may go pedigree-hunting for himself, or he may employ

a pedigree-hunter. 1901 Scotsman 28 Feb. 6/2 The Perth
sale of pedigree shorthorn cattle.

Pedigreed (pe-dignd), a. [f. prec. + -ED 2
.]

Having a recorded pedigree : said esp. of cattle.
1818 Sporting J\Iag. II. 215 A pedigreed horse. .\\hose

pedigree was, probably, made out only by the horse-dealer.

1893 RUSKIN Poetry Arc/tit, i. i. 14 In France, there prevail
two opposite feelings,., that of the old pedigreed population
. .and that of the modern revolutionists.

Pe-digreeless a. Having no pedigree.
1899 Westm. Gaz. 12 May 2/2 A pedi^reeless animal.

f fe-digrist. Obs. rare.
[f. PEDIGREE + -IST.]

A maker of pedigrees. (Implied in next.)

f Pedigri-stical, a. Obs. rare.
[f. prec. +

-JCAL.] Hence t Pedigri'stically adv.
t
after the

manner of a maker of pedigrees or genealogist.
1630 T. WKSTCOTE Devon (1845) 247 This line.. might.,

have been pedigristically delineated . . but that of right
belongs to.. the heralds.

fPe'dilave. Obs. rare'*-, [ad. L. pediluvium
(see below), or F. pcdiluve t assimilated to /ave

t

L. lavare to wash ; or ? error.]
= PEDILUVIUM.

1710 T. FULLER Pharnt. Extemp. 281 A Pedilave that is

potentially Cold . . uscth to bring great Relief.

II Pediluvium (pcdil'-viz;m). PI. -ia. Also
in anglicized form pediluvy. [med. or mod.L.,
i. pcs, pedi- foot + -litvium (in comp.) washing, f.

lu-cre to wash.] A foot-bath; a washing of feet.

Also attrib.

1693 tr. ttlancard's Phys. Diet. (ed. 2), Pediluvium, a sort

of Bath for the Feet. 1782 W. HEBEKDEN Conttn, xviii,

(1806) 101 Warm pediluvia. i8e8 WEBSTEK, Pedilitiy. 1865
AGNI.S STRICKLAND Queens Eng. I. 90 Perhaps he [King
David I] was conscious of his want of ski!! at a peditia-ntm
party ; or . . had seen too much of such scenes during the life

of his pious mother Queen Margaret. 1898 P. MANSON
Trap. Diseases xx.xvii. 140 Hot mustard pediluvia.. are in

constant use.

Hence Pedilu'vial a., of or pertaining to the

washing of feet, or to a foot-bath; in quot. sb.pl.
ceremonies connected with the washing of feet (as
a religious act).
1828 LANDOR Imag. Conv., Leo XII <$ Gigi, After which

holy function, go and prepare for the pediluvials.

Fedimane (pe'dim^'n). Zool. [a. F. pedi-
Diane (Cuvier 1797), f. ^.pcs^pedi- foot -f- manus

hand.] A pedimanous quadruped : see next.

1835 KIHIIY Hab. fif Inst. Anlm. II. xxiv. 491 They [the

Opossums] have been called Pedimanes.

Pedimanous (prdrmfinas), a. Zool. [f. as

prec. -f- -ous.] Having feet like hands : applied
to the lemurs and opossums in reference to their

hind feet.

1839-47 TODD Cycl. Anat. III. 290/2 None of the.. pedi-
manous. . Placentals present this condition of the hind leg.

1857 MAYXE Exfos. Lex., Pedimanus* . .applied by Via]
d'Azyr and Blnmville to a Family (Petiiinani..) of the

Mammifera, . .of which the feet, having the thumb opposible,
are thus converted into a kind of hand : pedimanous.

t Pedime'chan. Obs. [f.
L. pes, pedi- foot +

Gr. tMixav<n machine, engine.] A kind of veloci-

pede in which the motive power was applied by
means of a spring and ratchet.

1844 Mcc/t. Mag. XLI. 369 Hankins's Pedimechan or

Spring Propeller.

.Pediment l
(pe'diment). Forms: a. 7 pere-

raint, peri-, perriment. /3. 7 peda-, pede-, 8

pedie-,piedment, 8- pediment. [An alteration

Qiperimcnt^pcremint, said to be a workmen's term,
and 'corrupt English'; of obscure origin: see note

below.]
1. A word applied since the I7thc. to the tri-

angular part, resembling a low gable, crowning
the front of a building in the Grecian style of archi-

tecture, especially over a portico. It consists of

a flat recessed field framed by a cornice and often

ornamented with sculptures in relief. Also applied
to similarly-placed members in the Roman and
Renaissance styles, whether triangular, semicir-

cular, or of other form, also to those of similar

shapes placed over niches, doors, or windows.

Hence, in Decorative art, Any member of similar

form and position, as one placed over the opening
in an ironwork screen, etc.

a. 1592 R. D. Hypnerotomachia 22 b, The Coronices . . were

corrospondent and agreeing with the fating out of the whpl
worke, the StilHced or Perimeter [Margin. A periment m
corrupt English], or vpper part of the vppermost Coronice

(orig. iF stillicidio delta suprema cornice] onely except.
i6ox-a in Willis & Clark Cambridge (1886) I. 451-2 Item
to John Hill Joyner for xiiij yeardes of wanscott over the

high table in the Colledge hall at ii
s vid the yeard 35': ..and

for a periment in the middest of the same wanscott xx.
Ibid. II. 629 A phaine for the peremmt of the Coundite.

1603-4 Ibid. 575 A Perriment on the topp of the Organs
wlh the scrowles and 7 bowles for the same.

j3. 1664 EVELYN Ace. Architects^ etc. 140 Those Roofs

which exalted themselves above the Cornices had usually in

face a Triangular plaine or Gabel (that when our Workmen
make not so acute and pointed they call a Pedament) which
the antients nam'd Tympanum. 1688 R. HOLME Armoury
m. 400/2 He beareth Argent, a Gate or Port in a Wall, with

a Pedement Imbattelled between two round Towers. 1704

J. HARRIS Lex. Techn. I, Pediement, a Term in Archi-

tecture) the same with Fronton. 1730-6 BAILEY (folio),

Pediment^ an ornament that crowns the ordonnances, finishes
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the fronts of buildings, and serves as a decoration over

gates, windows, niches, etc. It is ordinarily of a triangular

form, but sometimes makes an arch of a circle. 1737 CHAM-
BERLAYNE Sf. Gt. Brit. i. in. xi. 272 Clarendon Printing-
House [Oxford]. On the Tops of the South East, and West
Piedments, are the Tunnels of all the Chimneys. 1796 H.
HUNTER tr. St.-Pierre's Stud. Nat. (1799) H. 373 On one
side of the pediment which crowns it is stretched along an
ancient River-god. 1866 R. CHAMBERS Ess. Ser. n. no
Presenting,, .on the pediments of the windows, the letters

S. P. T. 1870 DISRAELI Lotkair vi, The carved and gilded

pediments over the doors.

2. Referred to I* pis, pedem 'foot*, and used for:

A base, foundation
;
a pavement. (Cf. next.)

1726 DART Canterb. Cathedr. 14 The Pedement of St.

Thomas's Altar. 1747 Genti. Mag. 362 His Neapolitan
majesty has paved several parlours of his new palace . . with
mosaic and other pediments taken up entire. 1880 W. GRANT
Christ our Hobe i Three pediments support the viaduct of

life along which Christians pass to glory.

3. Comb.) zspediment-like adj., pedimentwise adv.

1844 LISGARD Angh-Sax. Ch. (1858) II. App. C. 338 At the

gable ends, the trunks [of which the walls were built] rose

gradually pedimentwise to the height of fourteen feet. 1874
BOUTKI.L Arms -V Ann. iii. 45 An elevated visor or frontlet

of a triangular pediment-like form.

[Note. Pediment^ in Evelyn pcdainent, in Randle Holme
pciienicnt) has the appearance of a derivative in /</, of
L. /*V, pedi~ 'foot

1

. But L. pcddntentum was a 'vine-

stake
1

or 'prop', It. pcdamcnto 'any foundation, ground-
worke, base, or footing

1

(Florio): senses with which the

modern '

pediment
'

has no connexion. Evelyn's word was
evidently an attempted improvement upon the workmen's

Periiiient or percntint, which the translator of Hypntroto*
machia considered to be 'corrupt English' for ferimetcr,
But the corruption of perimeter to feriment is difficult to

imagine, and the connexion of sense (see Willis Arc/tit.

Nomencl. Midd. Ages 37 note) is far-fetched ; and it seems
more likely that percmint was a workman's corruption of

Pyramid^ which a triangular gable sometimes resembles in

section, and which is actually pronounced pcrimcnt^ or

gu rrintent by the illiterate in some districts of England (e. g.

in West Somersetsh.) at the present day. This would also

better explain
' the peremin t of the Coundite

'

in 1601-2 above,
since the Fountain in question had no 'pediment ',

but a
curved roof in form of an ogee cupola. If this is the deri-

vation, we have the series pyramid* Pcreinint^ fefiffUftft

peda-t pede-ipcdiment,\

tPediment 2
. Obs.rare~ l

. [irreg. ad. \pedd-
mentuni) f. pedare to prop (a vine) : see -MENT.]
A stake or prop for vines.

1727 BRADLEY Feint. Diet, s.v. Chesnutt
It makes the best

Stakes and Poles for Pallisades, Pediments for Vine Props
and Hops,
Fedime'ntal, a. [f.

PEDIMENT * + -AL.]
1. Of or pertaining to a pediment, of the nature

of a pediment.
1851 C. NEWTON- in Rnskin's Stones Ven. I. App. xxi, 406

The necessities of pedimental composition first led the artist

to place the river-god in a reclining position. 1864 A thcnxnm

27 Feb. 304/2 Externally, the ends of the naves and tran-

septs will present eight pedimental facades flanked by sup-

porting turrets.

b. Shaped like a pediment, rising to a vertical

angle; applied esp. to the 'diamond-shaped* head-

dress worn by women in the i6th century.
1890 Cent. Diet. s.v., Commonly called by writers on

costume the pedimental head-dress. 1895 TrailfsSoc, Eng.
III. 158 The butterfly and steeple head-dresses died out

with Henry VII, and a head-covering, called the kennel,

pedimental, or diamond-shaped head-dress, took its place.

2. Of or pertaining to a pedestal: seePEDlMENT 1 ?.

1891 G. MEREDITH One ofour Cong, xxxvi, She read off the

honorific pedimental letters of a handsome statue, for a sign
to herself that she passed it.

Fedixnented(pe'dimented), a. [f. as prec. +
-ED ^.] Having a pediment ; formed with or made
like a pediment.
1845 PETRIE Eccl. Archit. Irel. 248 The only example of

a pedimented lintel, which I have met with in Ireland.

1866 Athenaeum No. 1999. 241/2 The pedimented windows.

1875 J. C. Cox Churclies of Derbysh. I. 245 Two female

figures kneeling at desks.. wear pedimented head-dresses.

Ibid. 340 A plain incised cross with a pedimented base.

Pedimeter, another form of PEDOJIETER. Hence

Pedime-tric, Pedi'metry.
1890 in Cent. Diet.

Pedion (pe'dipn). Cryst. PI. pedia. [a. Or.

tr&iov a plain, a flat surface.] A term introduced

to denote any face of an anorthic crystal ; each

face being bounded by a set of faces of which no
two are necessarily parallel, and which are con-

nected only by a law of rational indices.

1899 W. J. LEWIS Crystallogr. xi. 148 Each form consists

of a single face, and will be called &pedion.

Pedionomite (pedi,(?-n^m3it). rare. [f. Gr.

TTtSiovop-os plain-dweller + -ITE.] An inhabitant

of a plain, a dweller in a plain.
1876 BURTON Etruscan Bologna 16 They would overspread

the surrounding lowlands, and become pedionomites.

Pedipalp (pe-dipselp). Zool. Also in L. form

pedipalpus, pi. -i. [f. mod.L. Pedipalpi sb. pi.

(Latreille, 1806), f. L. pes> pedi- foot + palpus
feeler, PALP.]
1. An arachnid of the group Pedipalpi^ dis-

tinguished by large pincer-like palps; formerly

including the true scorpions, now restricted to the

Phrynidx and Thelyphonidx, or whip-scorpions.
1835 KIRBY Hab. <$ Inst. Anim. II. xvi. 89 In the Pedi.

palps.. the first pair of legs of Octopods seem to wear the

610

form and in some measure to discharge the functions of

antenns.

2. Each of the pair of palps or feelers attached

to the head just in front of the ambulatory limbs

in most Arachnids ;
in some cases, as in scorpions,

large and pincer-like or chelate.

1826 KIRBY & SP. Entonwl. III. xxxv. 684 The first pair
of pedipalps are not chelate. 1828 STAKK Elem. Nat.^Hist.
II. 184 Processes behind representing jaws and pedipalpL
1884 A. SEDGWICK Clans' Text-Bk. Zool. 510 [Scorpions]
seize their prey, .with their large chelate pedipalps.

Hence Pedipalpal (pedipje'lpal) a., pertaining
to a pedipalp; Pedipalpate a., provided with

pedipalps; Pedipa'lpous a., belonging to the

group 1'edipalpi (see i) ; having large pedipalps.
1864 WEBSTER, Fedipalpous, pertaining to, or resembling)

the pedipalps. 1877 HUXLEY Anat.^ Inv. Anini. vii. 384
The pedipalpal portion of the proboscis.

Fedipulate (pfiU-piflLsH), v. nonce-wd. [f. L.

pSs, pedi- foot, after manipulate.] trans. To work
with the feet. So Pedipula'tion, Pedi'pulator.
1889 Sat. Rev. 26 Jan. 92/2 Pedipulation, on the analogy

of manipulation, clearly means doing something with the

feet. 1892 Longm. J/fl". Dec. 208 My very first attempt to

manipulate, or rather pedipulate those slippery engines
[snow-shoesj. 1893 Clote 13

Feb. 1/4 Who . . ever saw a [ Foot-

ball] player of any note incapable of using both 'pedipu-
lators '. 1900 O. ONIONS Compl. Bachelor xi. 158 Bassishaw
must have been as busy in his pedipulations as an organist.

Pedireme (pe'dir/m). Zool. [f.
PEDI- + L.

rein-us oar.] Proposed name for a crustacean whose
feet serve for swimming ;

a copepod.
1835 KIRBY Hal', f; last. Anim. II. xvii. 133 The tribe of

crabs termed swimmers, these I would call Pediremes.

t Pedi'SSequent. 06s. rare~\ [f.
L. pedi-

sequ-iis following on foot, a foot -follower, f. PEDI-

+ -sequ-us following, scqitl to follow, the ending
conformed to L. sequent-em following.] A fol-

lower, an attendant. So fPedi'ssequous a.,

following, attendant upon something.
1607 TOPSELL Four-/. Beasts (1658) 107 Untill. .he [a deer]

be forced to offer up his bloud and flesh to the rage of all

the observant pedissequants of the hunting Goddess Diana.

1657 TO.MLINSON Return's Disf. 565 The melancholical

Captain-humour. .also the Bilious which is pedissequous.

Pedistal, obs. form of PEDESTAL.

Pedlar (pe'dbi), sb. Forms : 4-5 pedlere, 5

pedlare, 5-6 pedeler, 6 peddelar, 7 (9 in Diets.)

peddler, 6- pedler, pedlar. [Origin obscure.

The nthc-jftdlm has the form of an agent-noun, but

occurs long before there is any trace of the vb. pcdle,

PEDDLE, in any sense, from which therefore it cannot be

assumed to be derived. It is app. synonymous with PEDDER,
and may possibly have been a modification of that word

(cf. Scotch tinkler for tinker), or formed on the same basis

fed. But the Promptorium (1440) has both pcdrler and

pedlere with distinct explanations, and without any reference

to each other.]

1. One who goes about carrying small goods for

sale (usually in a bundle or pack} ;
a travelling

chapman or vendor of small wares. (Now techni-

cally distinguished from HAWKER, q. v.)

1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. v. 258, I haue as moche pite of pore
men as pedlere hath of cattes, pat wolde kille hem, yf he

cacche hem my^te, for coueitise of here skynnes. c 1430
LYDG. Min. Poems (Percy Soc.) 30 Now coorbed is thi

bakke; Or sone shal bene as pedeler to his pakke. 1579
SPENSER Sheph. Col. May 238 All as a poore pedler he did

wend, Bearing a trusse of tryfies at hys backe. 1660 MILTON

Griffith's Serin. Wks. 1851 V. 390 Not unlike the Fox, that

turning Pedlar, open'd his pack of War before the Kid.

1860 SMILES Self-Help ii. 40 Articles of earthenware . . were . .

hawked about by..pedlers, who carried their stocks upon
their backs.

b. Jig. One who 'deals in" something in a small

way, a 'retailer'.

1681 GLANVILL Sadducismus II. (1726) 454 My Zeal against
those Pedlers of Wit. 1870 LOWELL Study Wind. 152 The

pedlers of rumor in the North.

C. A female pedlar, a pedlaress.
1705 VANBRUCH Confederacy l. ii, The rogue had a kettle,

drum to his father,, .and has a pedlar to his mother.

2. A contemptuous designation [app. f. PEDDLE

v.] for: One who peddles, or works in a petty,

incompetent, or ineffective way.
.11585 Poi.wART.Wx/ms- zv. Montgomery 153 Pedler. I pittie

theesapinde. 1825 COBBETT /fur. AV<fo(i88j)II.4i The poor
deluded creature., who knew nothing.. about such matters

. .was a perfect pedlar in political economy.
3. attrib. and Comb.
a 1553 Emv. VI in Burnet Hist. Kef. (1681) II. Collect. Rec.

7iTheFarmer..wilIbeaPedlar-Merchant. I59tr. lunius
on Rev. xiii. 16 Pedlerlike abuse of indulgences. 1398 E.

GILPIN .S/t<W. (1878) 4 To reade these pedler rimes. 1776
ADAM SMITH JK. N. HI. iv. (5869)

I. 418 In pursuit of their

own pedlar principle of turning a penny wherever a penny
was to be got. 1842 THACKERAY Sultan Stark Wks. 1900
V. 739 An old pedlar-woman, who was displaying her wares.

4. Combinations with pedlar's, a. Pedlar's

basket: a local name for the Ivy-leaved Toad-

flax, Linaria Cymbalaria ; also for Saxifraga.

sarie>i/osa(Ei'MenScH.); pedlar's pad: seequot.
1828 Craven Glass, (ed. 2\ Pedlar's Basket, Ivy leaved

snap-dragon. . . Pedlar s-Pad, a walking stick.

b. Pedlar's French: the language used by

vagabonds and thieves among themselves ; rogues'

or thieves' cant
; hence, unintelligible jargon, gib-

berish. (In quot. 1610 trans/. A rogue, vagabond.)
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1530 PALSGR. 727/1 They speke a pedlars frenche amongest

them selfe. 1567 HARMAN Caveat 23 Their languag which

they terme peddelars Frenche or Canting. 1610 Histrio-
jnastix iv. i, When euery Pedlers-French is term'd Mon-
signuer. a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Creur, Pedlars-Frenck,
a sort of Gibrish-.used by Gypsies, &c. Also the Beggers
Cant. 1887 HALL CAINE Deeinster xxxii, Kidnapped ? No
such matter. . . What pedlar's French !

Hence fPe dlar v. trans., to make a pedlar of;
inlr. to act as a pedlar; Pedlaress, a female

pedlar ; Pe'dlaring, Pe'dlarism, the occupation
of a pedlar, itinerant retail trade, petty dealing ;

Pe'dlarly a., belonging to or befitting a pedlar.
1661 I. B. in A. Bronte's Songs etc. 176 Why *pedler'st

thus thy Muse? Why dost set o'pe A shop of wit, to set

the (idlers up? a 16x3 OVERBURY A ll'ife (1638) 128 Some
foule sunne-burnt Queane that, since the terrible statute,

recanted Gypsisme, and is turned *Pedleresse. 1862 Athe-
n&uin 30 Aug. 266 *Pedlaring did not continue to be a

pretty thing. 1892 W. W. PEYTON Memorab. Jesus \. 22

This is historical pedantry and critical pedlaring. 1699
T. BROWN in Fain, fy Courtly Lett. (1700) 182 If they are

not at last reduc'd to their old ancient *Pedlarism. 1617
COLLINS Def. Bf. Ely I. iv. 182 You long to be vntrussing

your "pedlerly fardles.

Pedlary (pe-dlari), sb. (a.) Also 6 -arie, 6-7

-erie, 6-9 pedlery, 9 peddlery, [f.
PEDLAB +

-T : cf. beggary]
1. The business or practice of a pedlar. Also^ff.
1604 HIERON Ansu'. Popish Ritne Wks. 1613 I. 569 Those

sacraments, which holy be, You stayn'd haue with your
pedlery. 1751 JOHNSON Rambler No. H9P6, I.. might.,
have been doomed . . to the grossness of pedlary, and the

jargon of usury. 1833 J. HOLLAND Manuf. Metal II. 320
Those '

small wares ', the sale of which constituted . . the

staple of ancient pedlery.
b. Small goods sold by pedlars ; pedlars' wares.

1593 NASHE Christ's T. Wks. (Gros.) IV. 142 The third

time . . they shall haue baser commodities : the fourth time
Lute strings and gray Paper. . .When thus this young Vsurer
hath thrust all hys pedlary into the hands of nouice heyres,. .

he [etc.). 1759 Bk. ofFairs a Mwrras, Carmarthenshire, Aug.
21, for cattle, sheep, and pedlary. 1858 MRS. OLIPHANT Laird

ofNorlaw I. 290 An unbelievable accumulation of pedlery.

1890 HALLETT loco Miles in Shan States 4 You may see. .

parties of Shans. .with, .sundry articles of peddlery.

2. Trifling or contemptible practices or things;

trumpery, trash, rubbish.

1530 TINDALE Answ. More (Parker Soc.) 170 To confirm

his preaching of ear-confession and pardons, with like

pedlary. 1651 BIGGS New Disf. T 252 More ridiculous ped-
leries then the pageantries and puppetries of Bartholmew
Faire. 1816 COLERIDGE Lay Serin. 341 Wandering. .with its

pack of amulets, bead-rolls, . .fetisches, and the like pedlary.

B. attrib. or as adj.

1. lit. Belonging to a pedlar or his occupation ;

pedlar's.
1550 BALE Eng, Votaries n. 99 Saynte Godrycke . . went

first abroade with pedlary wares, and afterwardes on pilgrim*

age. 1587 HARRISON England ill. xv, Little else., than good
drinke, pies, and some pedlerie trash. 1630 TinkerofTuraey,
Tinker's T. (1859) 18, I would have pawn'd all the pedlary
packes that ever 1 carried. 1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa III.

let. 2. 1824 Miss MITFORD Village Ser. i. (1863) 216 Solid

old-fashioned silken pincushions, such as Autolycus might
have carried about amongst his pedlery-ware.

1 2. fig. Fit for a pedlar ; pedlar-like, peddling,

trashy,
'

trumpery ',

'

rubbishy '. Obs.

1555 R. TAYLOR in Foxe A. 4- Jlf. (1570) 1705/1 Hys pedlary

pelfe packe is contrarye to the playne simplicitie of Christes

supper. 1563 BECON Displ. Pop. Mass Wks. in. 43 Your

peuishe, Popish, priuatepedlarypeltyng Masse. i674tvELYN
Navig. fy Commerce Misc. Writ. (1805) 634 Condemning tha

pedlary and sordid vices of retailers.

Pedling: see PEDDLE, PEDDLING.

Pedo- : see P.EDO-.

Pedoeuvre (pWw'vai). nonce-wd. [f. L. fed-em
foot, after MMMMMfcl A planned movement or

performance with the feet.

1815 COLERIDGE Aids Rrfl. (1873) 193 The bees

recourse to the same manoeuvre (or rather pedceuvre).

t PedO'ffraphy. Obs. rare-'1
, [f. Gr.

the grounds -ypcupia -GBAPHY.] (Seequot.)

1625 N. CARPENTER Geog. Del. n. ix. (1635) i4r

description of the dry-land separated from the Wat<

haue termed Pedographie.

Pe-domancy. nonce-wd. [Hybrid f. pedo- for

PEDI- foot + Gr. -ftavTfia -MANCY.] A jocular term

of Gabriel Harvey's for divination by the soles of

the feet : taken by some later authors seriously.

I59 G. HARVEY Pierce's Super. (1593) 132 Pedomancie [is]

fitter for such Coniurers, then either Cniromancie, or Necro-

mancie, or any Familiar Spirite,
but contempt. 1652 GAL-LE

Magastrom. 165. 1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Pedomancy, a

kind of divination by the lines of_the^sole
of the feet. 1709

may
tudy

[as palmistry].

Pedometer (pflb-mftai). [ad. F. ptdometre

(Bion 1723), hybrid f. fedo- for L, pedi- foot + Gr.

ftfrpov measure, -METER. French had also the

etymologically more correct form podometre (1712

in Hatz.-Darm.). In sense 2, the first element

might be vt&ov ground.]
1. An instrument for recording the number of

steps taken, and thus approximately measuring the

distance travelled on foot : usually somewhat re-

sembling a watch in size and appearance, having

had

This

ers, we
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a dial-plate marked with numbers, round which
a pointer or index-hand travels.

[1711 HAUTEFEUILLK Machine arpentante ro Le podomctre
ou conte-pas. 1723 EtON Instr. de Alatlicm. 96 Get instru-

ment se nomme Pedometre ou Compte-pas.] 1713 E. STONE
tr. Bions Math. Instr. in. ii. 88 Construction of the Pedo-
meter or Waywiser. 1797-41 CHAMBERS Cycl. , Pedometer,
or Podowelcr, way-wiser ; a mechanical instrument, in form
of a watch j consisting of various wheels, .which by means
of a chain or string fastned to a man's foot, .advance a notch
each step. 1783 J. FISCHER Patent Specif. No. 1377. 6 The
pedometer or pace- and step-teller. 1786 JEFFERSON Writ.
(ed. Ford) IV. 194. 1876 Handtk. Sci. App. S. Kens. 25.
1880 MARK TWAIN Tramp Abr. xi. 85 Harris carried the little

watch-like machine called a 'pedometer', whose office is to

keep count of a man's steps and tell how far he has walked.

2. (See quot.)
1717-41 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v., Pedometer is sometimes also

used for a surveying wheel, an instrument chiefly used in

measuring roads; popularly called the way-wiser. Jbid. t

Perambulator, in surveying, . . called also pedometer.
So Pedome-tric, Fedome'trical adjs., of, per-

taining to, or of the nature of a pedometer; serving
to measure a distance travelled on foot; hence

Pedome'trlcally adv. Fedometrician (-i'jan),
a maker of pedometers ; Fedo'metrlst, one who
uses a pedometer.
1783 J. FISCHER Patent Specif. No. 1377. 6 A pedometrical

watcn can be made also with two dyal plates. 1883 ALEX.
STEWART

'

Twi-vt Ben Nevis # Glencoe ix, A method ofpedo-
metrically ascertaining the maximum and minimum ofspring
temperatures. 1837 Bltickw. Mag. XXII. 46^ No Pedo.
metrician will ever make a fortune in a mountainous island.

Ibid., One tolerable pedestrian who is also a Pedometrist.

Fedoiuotive (pe-d<frn<5utiv), a. and sb. [erron.
f. pedo- for PEDI- + MOTIVE, prob. after locomotive.]
a. adj. Actuated by the foot or feet. b. sb. A
vehicle worked by the foot or feet; a velocipede.
1824 Mechanic's Mag. II. 81 Pedomotive Carriage. 1830

Ibid. XIII. 34 The pedomotive-carriage .. seems to re-

quire rather too much labour. 1843 Ibid. XXXIX. 389 We
have two or three elegantly-formed pedomotives in Birming-
ham now, that work upon the simplest plan possible. 1884
Cycl. Tour. Club Monthly Gaz. Dec. 360/2 A sociable is the
steadiest of all pedomotive machines.

Fedomotor (pe-domiMoa). [erron. {.pedo- for

PEDI- + Moron.] A contrivance or device for the

application of the foot as the driving power in

a machine, as a treadle, pedal, etc.
; esp. a pedo-

motive vehicle, as a bicycle, etc.

1844 Mech. Mag. XLI. 370/1 The numerous velocipedes,
pedomotors, manumotors, &c., which have been brought
before the public during the last thirty years. 1884 in
KNIGHT Diet. Mech. Suppl. 665/2.

Pedopleu-ral = PLEUROPEDAL (a ganglion in

mollusca). 1890 in Cent. Diet.

Pedotrophic, etc. : see P^DO-.

II Fedregal (pe:drega-l, pe-dregal). Also erron.

pedragal. [Sp. pedregal
' a stonie place

'

(Min-
sheu), i.piedra stone = L. petra.] In Mexico and
south-western TJ. S., A rough and rocky tract, esp.
in a volcanic region ; an old lava-field. Also

transf. An ice-field resembling such a tract.

1853 KANE Crinnell .tf. xxxiii. (1856) 289, I am struck
more and more with the evidences of gigantic force in the

phases of our frozen pedragal. 1856 Arct. Expl. I. 197
An area more like the volcanic pedragal of the basin of
Mexico than any thing else I can compare it to. 1881 HHYAST
& GAY Pop. Hist. U. S. IV. xiv. 378 His [Santa Anna's]
position was flanked on the west by a rugged field of broken
lava, called the Pedregal, and on the east by marshy ground.

Pedrero (pedre-ro). Now /fa/. Forms: a. 6
pedrera, 8 peder-, pidr-, pedrero. 0. 6-7 pet-
rera, 7 petrara, peterera, petarrero, 8 peteraro,
8-9 pet(t)erero. -y. 7-9 paterero, 8 patar-,
paderero, pattararo, (paterro), 8-9 pat(t)er-,
patararo, patter-, patarrero. [n.Sp. pedrero 'a

murthering peece vsed in warres, to shoot chaine-
shot or stones from '

(Minsheu) = Cat. pedrer, Pg.
peJreiro, It. peiriere, Pr. peirier, F. pierrier,
formerly perrier, all repr. L. type *petrarius, -urn,
in med.L. petraria a stone-throwing engine (Du
Cange), from petmrius adj., f. petra stone: cf.

PETRAKV, PERRIER. The English forms show many
corruptions of the original, the later ones being
app. influenced by PATTER v.~\ A piece of ord-
nance originally for discharging stones ; formerly
also used to discharge broken iron, partridge-shot,
etc. ; and for firing salutes.
a. 1598 BARRET Theor. Warres v. 124 The Cannon and

double Cannon; the Pedrera, Basilisco, and such like.

1704 J. HARRIS Lex. Techn. I, Pedrero, or as it is usually
called by the Seamen, Petterero, is a smal I piece ofOrdnance,
most used on board of Ships to fire Stones, Nails, broken
Iron, or Partridge-shot. 1706 PHILLIPS, Pederero. 1712 E.
COOKE Vcy. S. Sea 346 A Ship .. carrying 20 Guns, and 20
Brass Pedreros. 1748 Anton's Voy. m. vhi. 380 The galeon
.. had .. twenty-eight pidreroes in her gunwale. 1769
FALCONER Diet. M_arine(i^),Clt/defierrier,l'tie(c,K\fx\s.
of a pedrero or swivel-gun.
p. 1600 J. PORY tr. Leafs Afr. Introd. 40 Stricken with a

little gunne called Petrera. 1675 in J. Easton Narr. (1858)
104, {I] will gelt and fitt up a Petrara for Capt. Chambers.
1675 TEONCE Diary (1825) 65 Our greate gunns . . and our
petarreros humming. 1676 Land. Gaz. No. 1130/4 Three
Guns, and one Peterera. 1759 FALCONER go-Gux Ship 47
While peteraroes swell with infant rage. 1817 SIR J. BAR-

611

1 RINGTON Pen. Recoil. (1876) 9 The hereditary petereroes
scarcely ceased cracking all the evening.
y. 1689 LUTTRELL Brief Rel. (1857) I. 620 A French pri-

vateer of 22 guns and 16 patereroes. 1693 R. LYDE Retaking
of Ship 'Friend's Adventure* 2 A Privateer of St. Malloes,
of twenty-two Guns, eight Pattereroes. 1726 SHELVOCK
Voy. round World 274 This ship . . of 700 tons, 8 guns,
and 10 patareroes. 1753 Mem. Capt. P. Drake I.xii. 86 He
directed the Grenadiers., to inarch with Paterro's, and some
Field-pieces to follow. 1762 STERNE Tr. Shandy V. xix,
Had it been his last crown, he would have sat down and
hammered it into a paderero, to have prevented a single
wish in his master. 1823 in Spirit Pub. Jrnls. 527 They
fired a four pound patterero. 1844 TLTPER Crock o/G. liii.

337 The patereroes on the lawn thunder a salute. 1886 V.
LOVETT CAMERON Cruise ' Black Prince

'

xix. 230 The fort

. .mounted twenty-two iron guns besides pateraroes.

Peduncle (p/cl-nk'l). Nat. Hist. [ad. mod.
Bot. L. peduncitl-us footstalk (Linnasus Philos.

Dot. 82 D, Pedunculus, truncus partialis elevans
Fructificationem nee folia), dim. oifed-em foot.
In L. only as a late variant of pcdiculus, pedficulus louse.

In F. peduncule (1765 Encycl.!,/AfocK/<r(Dict. Acad. 1835).]
A comparatively long and slender part forming a

support or attachment for some other part or
member in a plant or animal body ; a footstalk.

1. Bot. The stalk of a flower or fruit, or of
a cluster of flowers or fruits; the primary or
main stalk, or one of the general stalks, of an
inflorescence, which bears either a solitary flower,
a number of sessile flowers, or a number of sub-
ordinate stalks (pedicels) directly bearing the

flowers. (Distinguished from a leaf-stalk or

petiole?) Also sometimes applied to other stalks,
as those that bear the fructification in some fungi.
'753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Sitpp., Peduncle, among botanists,

expresses that little stalk which grows from the trunk or
branches of a plant, and supports the parts of fructification, I

the flower and the fruit, or either. 1762 Phil. Trans. LIII.
83 Of equal length with the peduncle. 1830 LINDLEY Nut.
Syst. Bot. 139 Leaves either opposite or alternate; in the
latter case opposite the peduncles. 1874 COOKE Fungi 39
In all the Pucciniaei, the peduncles are permanent,
2. Zoo!., etc. A stalk or stalk-like process in an

animal body, either normal or morbid.
spec. a. The stalk by which a cirriped,brachiopod, actino-

zoon, etc. is attached to some foreign body :
= PEDICEL 2 c.

b. A slender part or joint by which some part or organ is

attached to another, as that of the abdomen in some insects,
and the eye-stalk in some crustaceans :

= PEDICEL 2 a, b.

C. Anat. Applied to several bundles of nerve-fibres in the
brain, connecting one part of it with another (some of which
are also called crura : see CRUS 2 b). d. Path. A stalk or
slender process by which a tumour or morbid formation is

attached to some part : = PEDICLE 2 a.

_ 1797 M. BAILLIF, Morb. Anat. (1807) 348 Attached to. .the
inner surface of the tunica vaginalis testis, by very small

processes or peduncles. 1828 STARK Elcm. Nat. Hist. II.

123 Lamarck divides the class Cirripeda into .. Peduncu-
lata. Body supported by a tubular moveable peduncle, of
which the base is fixed upon marine bodies ;.. Sessilia.

Bodydestitute of peduncle, and fixed by the shell. 1840 G. V. I

ELLIS Anat. 29 The crura cerebelli, or anterior peduncles
of the cerebellum. 1852 DANA Crust, i. 405 Peduncles
of eyes slender. 1868 WOOD Homes without H. xxx. 573
The abdomen is.. attached to a slender footstalk or peduncle.
1886 A. WISCHELL Walks^ Geol. Field 193 Living species of

Lingula . . clinging by their fleshy peduncles to the wharves.
3. Comb.
1849-52 TODD Cycl. Anat. IV. 1210/2 The peduncle-like

post-abdomen forms a receptacle for the ova.

Hence Fedn/ncled ., furnished with or having
a peduncle or peduncles, pedunculate.
1806 GALPINE Brit. Bot. i* Spikes peduncled. 1821 S. F.

GRAY Nat. A rrangem. Brit. PI. 247 Fruit oblong, peduncled.
1870 HOOKER Stud. Flora 299 Umbels peduncled.

PedTmcular(p/'d2Vr|kirfla.i), a. Nat. Hist. [ad.
mod.L. peduncular-is, f. peduncuhis: see prec.
and -AR V] Of, pertaining to, or of the nature of
a peduncle (in any sense).
1806 GALPINE Brit. Bot. 51* Verticils peduncular, many-

flowered : dichotomous. 1822-34 Good's Study Med. (ed. 4)
I. 407 To restrain polypus, as a.. term, to peduncular ex-
crescences in the nostrils. 1888 ROLLESTON & JACKSON
Anim. Life 61)4 The body of the Brachiopod lies at the.,

peduncular end of the shell. 1899 Allttitt'sSyst.Mcd.Vll.
325 The corpus callosum is a decussation of the peduncular
fibres.

Pedunculate (pfd0-qki#l#), a. Nat, Hist.

[ad. mo&.^.pedutuutat-nSyi.pedunatlus: see above
and -ATE 2

. In mod.F. ptdonculf (1798 in Hatz.-

Darm.).] Furnished with or having a peduncle or

peduncles ; supported by a peduncle ; stalked.

1760 J. LEE Introd. Bot. I. xx. (1765) 6r When many
pedunculate Flowers are produced out of v.vj Common Calyx.
1826 KIRBY & SP. Entomol. xlvi. IV. 306 Pedunculate,..
when the head is constricted behind into a distinct neck.

1852 DANA Crust. \. 7 The species with pedunculate eyes.

1877 HUXLEY Anat. Inv. Anim. vi. 298 A typical peduncu-
late Cirripede.

Pedirnculated, <?.
[f. as prec. + -ED.] =prec.

175* J. HILL Hist. Anitn. 97 The angular-bodied Sepia,
with long pedunculated tentacula. 1815 KIRBY & SP.
Entomol. ix. (1818,1 I. 264 The singular pedunculated eggs
from which these larvae proceed. 1835-6 TODD Cycl. Anat,
I. 517/2 The eyes are.. either pedunculated or sessile.

Pedunculation (-^-Jan). A'at. Hist. [n. of
condition f. mod.L. pedttnculat-us : see above and

-ATION.] The formation of a peduncle ; the con-
dition of being pedunculate.

PEEK.

| 1847-3 TODD CycL Anat, IV. 129/2 Pedunculation (single
i or multiple) is not uncommon [in hpomata].

t Pe-dware. Obs. [Origin obscure.
Perh. from FED, basket, though this hardly accounts for

the sense, or perh. an error in Cooge for PODWARE, copied
by Worlidge and Phillips; but podwarc is itself of doubtful
history, since pod

' = cod has not been found till about a
century later than podivare and peduwc.}
Pulse; pease or beans: cf. (JoDWAitE 1

1, PODWARE.
1377 H' GOOGE Heresbach's Hnsb. 24 Fruites of the

earth.. that beareth Coddes, as all kinde of Pulse, or ped-
ware. Ibid. 25 If after two seasons of Corr.e, you sowe
Pulse or Pedware, the barrenncr ground must rest three

yeeres. Ibid. 26 Wheate, Barley, Pedware. 1669 WORLIDGE
Syst. Agric, (1681) 329 Pedware, Pul-e. 1706 PHILLIPS,
Pedware, a Country-wurd for Pulse, as Pease, Beans, etc.

Pedygru, obs. form of PEDIGKKE.

t Pee, sbl Obs. Forms : 5-7 pee, 5-6 Sc, pe,
(//.peys), 5-7pie,6Pj 7py. [In 151*1 c./^,/<? =
late Mhl./fe, now //)',/{/ 'coat of coarse woollen

stuff; found from i-j-thc. in comb, courtepy = Du.
korte pie short coat of this kind. Ulterior history
obscure : see Franck, Now only (in the spelling

pea} in PEA-COAT, PEA-JACKET, q. v.] A coat of

coarse cloth worn by men, esp. in the i6th century.
i4&$ActaDiJiin. Anditorurn (1839) 112/1 Twa pee govnis

ane of franch blak ane v)?ir of tanny, price of be blak pee v /;,

1490 Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scot. I. 191 Item, to Dave
Caldwell, .. Jame Dog and \Ville lialfowre, x elne of russat
to be thaim peys. 1494 Ibid. 233, yiij

ellis of chamlet, rede
and quhite, to be ilkain of thame a lifTray pe. 1498 Aberdeen
Regr. (1844) I. 427 To Mabuys belman xxj-. to by him ane
pee for to pass ilka Mononday tliroucht the toune. 11578
LINDESAY iPitscottie) Chron. Scot. (S.T. S.) I. i74Couchrane
..was clad in ane ryding pie of blak wellvet. 1585-6 Will
ofR. Thorpe (Somerset Ho.}, One grene P or maundilion.

171623 FLETCHER Lovers Cure \\. i, Your lashed shoulders

[covortd] with a velvet pee. 1635 D. DICKSON Pract. Wks.
(1845) I. 127 A soldier's pie was put upon him.

b. Comb. t $& py-doublet, pee-ypy-gown*
1483 Pee govnis [see above]. 1648-78 HEXHAM, Pijet

Py-gown, or Rough-gown, as Souldiers and Seamen wear.

1673 // 'eddcrbnrtis I 'ocab. 23 (Jam.) Perforate, a py-doublet.

Pee (pO> -^ Mining. [History unknown.]
The poition common to two veins which intersect.

1653 MAXLOVE Lead Mines 44 (E. D. S.) Some take me
for one thing, some for other free, As New thing, OM thing,
Crosse-vein, Tee or Pee. 1747 HOOSON Miner's Diet. O iij,

If one Miner have a right to this Vein, . .and another has a

Right to a Vein which crosses it, and makes the Pee; he
that comes to the Pee first takes it. 1851 Act 14 # 15 / 'ict.

c. 94 13 If any Vein shall cross Another Vi-in, the Miner
who comes to the Pee or Intersection first shall have such
Pee or Intersection.

Pee, J^- 3 Mining. [Origin uncertain : ? PEA 4
.]

A small piece of ore.

1747 HOOSON Miners Diet. S j. The first pee or bit of Ore
that the Cavers find in a Morning by Purchasing. 1824
MANDER Miner's Gloss. (E. D. D.),

' Pee of ore
',
a piece of

ore gotten from the vein free from all spar, kevel.

Pee, sbJ^ Abbreviation of CALIPEE.
1764 FOOTE Patron i. I, Not the meanest member of my

Corporation but can distinguish the pash from the pee.

Pee, variant of PEA ^.

Pee (p/")i v north, dial. [Origin unascer-

tained : cf. PEEK v^\ intr. To look with one

eye (as in taking aim) ; to squint ; to peer.
1674 RAY N. C. Words 37 He pees: He looks with one

eye. 1703 THORESBY Let. to Ray (E. D. S.), Pee,, .is also
to look near and narrowly. 1818 TODD, To fee,..lo look
with one eye. In use to this day in Cumberland. 1825
BROCKETT N. C. Gfoss., Pee, to squint,

to spy with one eye
to look through contracted eye-lids. 1869 LonsdaU Gloss.,

Pee,..\.Q look with one eye, to squint, to take aim.

Hence Fee-pee a., peering, squinting,
1804 Europ. Mag. XLV. 20/2 Says I, that can't be Hoga's

head, for Hoga had little pee pee eyes,

Pee, Pee and kew : see P, the letter.

Peeble, Peece, obs. forms of PEBBLE, PIECE.

Peed (pl), a. north, dial, [f, PEE v. + -ED i.]

Blind of one eye.
1674 RAY N. C. Words 37 Peed, blind of one eye. 1891

RIGBY Midsummer xix. 197 He had evidently, .got to the
'

peed '. .side of Mr. Tinkfemere.

Peedegre, -eugre, -igree, obs. ff. PEDIGREE.
Peek (p/k), st>.1 Also peak. [f. PEEK

z>.*]

A peep, a glance, a * keek '.

1884 ROE Nat. Str. Story vi, Their father gave them a

peek into the.. brooding-room. 1893 F. ADAMS Neiv Egypt
54 Eyelid -closing indolence, varied by sudden peaks of wide-

staring alertness.

Peek (pflc), st>.z [f. PEEKz>.2] The shrill note

or pipe of a small bird.

1834 MUDIE Brit. Birds (1841) I. 291 The birds [meadow-
pipits] . .continue uttering their feeble and complaining peek.
Peek (p^k), vl Forms; 4-5 pike, pyke, 6-7

peke, 6 peake, peeke, 7- peak, peek, (9 dial.

pick). [In W&. pike,pyke\ origin obscure.
The verbs keek, Peek, w\<\ peep are app. closely allied to

each other. Kike and pike, as earlier forms of keek and
Peek, occur in Chaucer ; pefe, peep is of later appearance
(iSth c.). Kike, keek, has Teutonic cognates (see KEEK)
which are wanting for peek and Peep\ whether the latter

have in some way arisen out of keek, or are distinct in origin,
is unknown. Quot. 1530 gives a F. piper =peke% but this

sense of piper has been found nowhere else, and Is app. an
error of Palsgrave. The phonetic relations between the

forms pike, peek, peak, are as yet unexplained.]
intr. To look through a crevice, or out of or into

a recess, etc. ; to peer, peep, pry, look in, or out.



PEEK.

1374 CHAUCER Troylus\\\, n (60) And Pandarus.. Come
nere, and gan yn at pe curtyn pike \Campsall MS. pyke],
And seid God do bote on al syke 1 1526 SKELTON Magnyf.
667 Why, can ye not put out that foule freke ? No, in euery
corner he wyll peke. 1530 PALSGR. 655/2, I peke or prie,

je pipe hors. 1576 GASCOIGNE Steele Gl. (Arb.) 68 That
one eye winks, as though it were but blynd, That other pries
and peekes in euery place. 1577 STANYHURST Descr. Irel.

vi. in Holin$Jtcd\\. 50 If he once but frowne at them, they
dare not be so bardie as once to peake out of their cabbins.

1632 HEVWOOD ist Pt. Iron Age m. i. Wks. 1874 III. 312
We shall haue him.. come peaking into the Tents of the
Greeks. 1681 T. FLATMAN Heraclitus Ridens No. 39(1713)
I. 255 As like one of your Smithfield Lions, as ever he can
peke out of his Nyes. 1739

'

R. BULL' tr. Dedekindus'
Grobian-us \.

iy. 36 He [Crocodile] gapes : the wing'd
Inhabitant of air Does to his mouth in hopes of prey repair,
In ev'ry hollow Tooth securely peak, And pick from thence

)?y
Tes

ing into the cupboards. 1893 Field 27 May 770/3 Salmon
were reported as showing, or rather '

picking , to use the
local phrase,
Hence Pee'king///. a.t prying.
01700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Peeking Fellow , a meer

Sneaks, one that peeps in every Hole and Corner. 1853
Worcester Transcript Apr. (Bartlett), The members . .

l>ehaved in such an undignified, ludicrous, peeking, bom*
bastical manner

(
that they obtained the appellation of the

'

smelling committee '.

Peek (p*~k), z/.2 dial Also peak. [? Echoic.]
intr. To speak in a thin piping voice

;
to peep,

squeak ;
to utter the slightest sound.

1808-25 JAMIESON, To peak^ peek, to peep, to speak with
a small voice resembling that of a chicken. 1810 COCK
Strains II. 135 (E. D. L>.), I winna hear my frien's misca't,
Sae dinna ment to peak. 1881 Leicestersh. Gloss., Peak, ..

to cry like a young bird ; squeak like a young mouse, etc.

Peek, obs. form of PEAK, PIQUE.

Peek-bo, peek-a-boo. Now chiefly U* S.

[f. PEEK z*.
1

: cf. keek-bo* KEEK v. 3.]
= BO-PEEP,

PEEP-BO. (See N. e/ Q. loth ser. II. 85, 153.)
1599 B. JONSON Ev. Man out of Hutu. jv. ii. (fol. 1616),

Nay, neuer play peeke-boe [fjl. i64obopeep] with me. ci88o

AmericanSong(\r\ N. & Q., as above), Peek-a-boo I Peek-
a-boo ! I see you hiding there. 1903 C. CGIM-LLAM^ School of
li 'oods (U. S.) 29 Like a mischievous child playing at peek-
aboo.

Peekie : see PEAK sb Peeky, var. PEAKY a?
Feel (pit), $bl Forms : 4-5 pel, (4 peyl\ 4-9

pele, (5 pell, -e), 5-6 Sc. peill, -e, (peyll), 6 Sc.

peil, (piel, paile), 6-7 peele, 4, 8- peel. [Known
01300 in latinized form peluni (later sometimes

pela}, in AF. pel, piel, in I4th c. ME. pel, pele,
whence I5~i6thc. St. peil. In sense I = OF./tV,
piel (mod. F. pieit) stake : L. pdl-us, pdl-ittn stake.

The development of sense 2 is parallel to that of
j

the cognate PALE sb. 1
;
that of senses 3 and 4 is

more obscure, but cf. the synonymous PILE.
For a detailed historical examination of the word, see

Peel: its Meaning ami Derivation, by Geo. Neilson F.S.A.
Scot. 1893.]

fl. A stake. [The usual sense in OF.] Ol>s. rare.

1303 R. BRUNNE HandL Synne 2120 He }ede and clambe
vpp on a pele \v. rr. pel, peyl ; r//*reche dele ; F. encuntre
zfn pel se addresce}. And hyng J>eron by be hond. Ibid. 2166

pou art a-cursed, J>ou waste weyl, And hange were wur)?y

wyb iren schod. Ibid. 4637 Iren-schod was ilka peel [rime
ilka del].

j* 2. A palisade or fence formed of stakes ; a

stockade
;
a stockaded or palisaded (and moated)

enclosure, either as the outer court of a castle, or

as an independent fort or defensible position. Obs.

[1208-9 Accts. in Jos. Stevenson Hist* Docum. ScotL II.

361 Pro vadiis xlviij operariorum venientium de Westmer-
fand et Cumberland .. usque Loghmaban .. ad faciendum
pelum ibidem.. .Et pro vadiis [iv sarratorum] euntium apud
JLoghmaban ad sarranda ligna pro constructione peli ibidem

per ij dies...Et pro vadiis carpentariorum missorum apud
Loghmaban .. pro factura peli ibidem per ij dies. 1290
Let. Pat. Ediu. I, Ibid. II. 404 Ad ordmandum et provi-
dendum de secura custodia clausi extra castrum de Logh-
maban palitio firmati. 1300 Indenture 2 Jan., Ibid. 408 Et
qe les meisons quil [Robert de Clifford] ad fait en le piel
de Loghmaban lui dempcrgent pur luy et pur ses gentz.

1300 (Sept.) Liber Quotidtanus Contrarot. Gardcrobas 165

Carpentariis facientibus peluni in foresta de Ingelwoode
assidcndum circa castrum de Dumfres. 1300 (Oct.) Letter

fr. Edward I. Stevenson II. 296 Cest a savoir, que nostre

seignour le roi est ale a Dounfries pour lever son pel e

efforcer le chastel. 1301 Let. fr. R. de Tilliol gardeyn de

Lougchmaban to Edw. I. 10 Sept. in Stevenson II. 432
Sachez, sire, qe .. sire Johane de Soules, sire Ingram de
Humframville . . nous ardyrent nostre vile et assalyrent
nostre pele demyway prime dekes a houre de noune. c 1430
FORDUN & BOWER Scotichr. xn. i. (1759) 220 Hoc in anno
[1301] municipium de Linlithgw, quod Anglice Pele vocatur,
per regem Anglian constructum est.J

CI330 R. BRUNNE Chron. IVace (Rolls) 15012 Ful baldely
& stiHe Dide he vitaille be toun ful wel, Defensable wyf
bretaxes & pel. Chron. (1810) 157 pe Romancer it sais,

Richard] did mak a pele, On kastelle wise alle wais,
j

wrouht of tre fulle welle. 1375 BARBOUR Bruce x, 137
And at lythkpw ves than a peifi, Mekill, and stark, and
stuffit weill Vith ynglis men. 1425 WYNTOUN Cron.\\i\.

6141 The Pele.. off Lyddale. 1:1470 HENRY Wallace ix.

1693 The peyll thai luk, and slew that was tharin. 1528
St. Papers Hen. VIII, IV. 492 One strong pele of ill Will

Armistraungesj buylded aftur slche maner that it couth not
be brynt ne distroyed, unto it was cut downe with axes.

612

1535 Sc. Acts Jos. ^(1814) II. 346 That euery landit man
duelland in be Inland or vpon pe bordouris, havand pare
ane hundreth pund land.. sail big ane sufficient barmkyn
apoun his..landis..of Stane and lyme..for be Ressett and
defens of him his tennentis and )>er gudis in trublous tyme
w* ane toure in the samin for him self gif he thinkis it

expedient : And pat all vther landit men of smallar Rent
..big pelis and gret strenthis as pai pies for saifing of
pare selfis men tennentis and gudis: And

J?at
all the saidis

strenthis barmkynnis and pelis be biggit and completit
within twa yens vnder pe pane. 1575 ^** Prw? Council
Scot, III. 236 For pulling doun of a peill of the said George
Chaleris..and sta and awaytuke XL ky and oxin. 1589 in
Exch. Rolls ScotL XXII. 25 The fewmailis of the park and
peil of Linlithquew. 1596 DALRYMPLE tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot,
I. 08 Bot thay far starker do make, four nuiked, of earth

only, quhilke nathir can be burnte, nor w'out a gret force of
men of weir doune can be castne. .thir ar thair pailes.

f3. A castle; esp. a small castle or tower; =
PILE sb.% Obs. (app. only in English writers.)
^1384 CHAUCER H. Fame \\\. 220, I gan to romen til

I fonde The castel yate on my ryght honde. ..Ther mette
I cryinge many oon, A larges, larges, hald vp wel, God
saue the lady of thys pel. 1483 CoM. Angl. 273/2 A Peille
..A castelle, 1573 CHURCHYARD in Nichols Progr. Q.Eliz.
(1823) I. 399 A httell Bastillion, builded on a hil .. to the
which piel the soulders of the main fort did repayre, 1679
[see PILE so.-].

4. The general name, in modern writers, for the
small towers or fortified dwellings built in the

i6thc. in the border counties of England and

Scotland, for defence against hostile forays ; con-

sisting of a massive square edifice, the ground-
floor of which was vaulted, and used as a shelter

or refuge for cattle, while the upper part (the
access to which was by a door on the level of the
first floor, with external ladder or movable stair)
was the abode of the owner and his family.
_
(In this sense, probably orig. short for peel-house (see 6),

!. e. house defended by a peel (in sense 2). But the name is

now applied in. many cases in which it has no historical

support.) It is evidently akin to sense 3.

17*6 GORDON Itin. Septent. 54 At this Town [Kirkin-
tilloch] there is another Fort upon the Wall, called the
Peel, ijgt Archzeologia X. 102 This kind of building was
called in Scotland a^eef, and in England, a keep or dungeon.
1805 SCOTT Last Alinstr, i. xxv, He passed the Peel of
Goldiland. Ibid. iv. iii, The frightened flocks and herds
were pent Beneath the peel's rude battlement. 1846
BROCKETT N. C. Gloss. II. 69 The 'peel* was a square tower
strongly fortified, where cattle were secured in the bottom
story at night, and the family occupied the upper part.
1882 J. HARDY in Proc.Berw. Nat. Chtb IX. No. 3. 425 The
mansion ..is an adaptation ..of an old fortified peel to
modern requirements. 1894 R. S. FERGUSON Westmorland
xviii.aSo These peels.. are small and massively built towers
of stone, with high-pitched roofs of slate.

5. Hence, the proper name of a place in the Isle

of Man. (Cf. Castletotun in the same island.)
[i399 Charter of Ifen. IV in Rymer Fccdera VIII. 95/1

Concessimus eidem Comiti Northumbrian Insulam, Castrum,
Pclam, et Dominium de Man.] a 1718 in Keble Life Bp.
M'ilson vl. (1863) 199 The Ordinary hath used to send for

aid unto the Constable of the Castle, or of the Peel. 1765
Act 5 Geo. Ill) c. 26 Preamble^ All the islands, castle, pele,
and lordship aforesaid.

6. attrio., as peel-dike, the wall or rampart of

a peel ; peel-house, -tower = sense 4.
1505 Ace. Ld. High Treat. Scot. III. 84 To bigging of

the pell dikis of Linlithqw. 1586 Reg. Privy Council Scot.
\

IV. 106 Ane peill house, with byre, hall and berne. 1814
SCOTT Wav. xli, Had you put this gentleman into the pit j

of the peel-house at Balmawhapple. 1851 TURNER Dom.
Archit. I. i. 11 In the border countries these towers,
commonly called Pele towers, are very usual. 1856 J. C.
BRUCE Bayeitx Tap. Elucidated ii. 36 The ancient 'peel
houses

'

of the North of England. 1874 HARE Story of my
Life (1900) IV. xvii. 258 An occasional peel-tower stands
like a milestone of history.

Peel (pH), $b2 Forms : 4-7 pele, 5-7 peele,

5- peel, (6 piele, 6-7 peale, 8-9 peal, 9 dial.

pale). 0. 5, 9 dial. pyle. [ME. a. OK. pele

(mod.F. pelle shovel) : L. pala spade, shovel,
baker's peel. Cf. PALE sb$\
1. A shovel or shovel-shaped implement: now

j

locally or dialectally applied to a nre-shovel, and
in some technical uses : see quots.
Some of the early quots may belong to 2.

14. . Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 599/36 Pala Item dicitur

latum instrumentum ferreuin ad opus ignis, a pele. 1572
Wills % Inv. N. C. (Surtees) I. 349 The Kitching. One
Raking croke, one Iron por, one pele, one iron coulrake

ij
1

viij*
1
. 1626 in Naworth Ifouseh. Bks. (Surtees) 237

Mending a shovell and a peale, vd
. 1686 tr. Cltardins

Trav. Persia 81 This Past is very white. .. They serve
it upon little Woodden Peels made on purpose. 1687 A.
LOVELL tr. Thevenot's Trav. n. 9 Two men set a stirring of
it with wooden peels. 1743 Lond. fy Country Brew, iv.

j

(ed. 2) 257 [They] burn it 12 Hours into aCpak. .which they
break and divide into pretty large Pieces with an Iron-Peal.

1807 VANCOUVER Agric. Devon (1813) 214 The cream, .may
be removed, .into an open vessel, and there moved by hand
with a stick about a foot long, at the end of which is fixed

a sort of peal, ..with which about 12 Ibs of butter may be

separated from the butter-milk at a time. 1825 J. NICHOL-
SON Operat. MecJtanic 360 At the top of the table is a large

triangular iron peel or shovel, with its fore part bearing upon
the edge of the table. 1828-32 WEBSTER, Peel,. .in popular
use in America, any large fire-shovel.

2. spec. A baker's shovel, a pole with a broad
flat disk at the end for thrusting loaves, pies, etc.,

into the oven and withdrawing them from it.

1400 Lanfranc's Cirurg, 155 pis boon is lich to a pele

PEEL.

wi&> |>e whiche men setten breed into }>e ouene. c 1475 Pict.
Vac. in Wr.-Wulcker 808/33, 34 Hoc furnorium , Hcc pila,
pyle. 1519 HORMAM I'ulg. 154 b, Sette in the bredde with
a pele. c 1537 Thersites in Hazl. Dodslcy I. 424 The
backster of Bal[d]ockbury with her baking peel. 1551
HULOET, Pile for an ouen. Loke in piele. 1596 Union Inv.
(1841)2 On iron peale, ij searces, j great bread grate. 1614
B. JONSON Bart. Fair in. ii, A notable hot Baker 'twas
when hee ply'd the peele. 1688 R. HOLME Armoury HI.

85/2 A Baker, with a Peel in his both hands. 1750 W.
ELLIS Country Housew. 75 Set them on a peal, and lay
them to bake at the oven's mouth. 1886 T. HARDY Mayor
Castertr. (1895) 310 (E.D. D.) Hearing a noise, out ran
his wife with the oven pyle. 1887 S. Cheshire Gloss, s. v.,We have two varieties of peels, viz. bread-peels and pie.
peels. 1890 Clones. Gloss., Pale, or Peel, a flat, spade-shaped
tool used by bakers, to take dishes, etc., out of the oven.

3. Printing. A T-shaped instrument used to

hang up damp freshly printed sheets to dry.
1683 MOXON Meek. Exerc., Printing xxv. F i He Loads

and unloads his Peel again successively, till he have Hung
up the whole Heap. 1771 LUCKOMBE Hist. Print. 487 He
takes the Handle of the Peel in his left hand, and lays the

top part flat down upon the Heap. 1858 SIMMONDS Diet.

Trade, Peel, . .a printer's tool for hanging up damp printed
sheets on a line to dry.
4. The blade or wash of an oar. U. S.

1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mech., Peel.. 3. (Nautical.'} The wash
of an oar. 1890 WEBSTER, Peel. .Also, the blade of an oar.

5. attrib., as in two-peel, three-peel machine, sizes

of the cutting-machine in biscuit-making ; peel-

end, the portion of a biscuit- or cracker-machine

beyond the cutter.

1884 KNIGHT Did. Mech. Suppl.
Peel (pH), sb* Also 6-7 peele, (7 peil).

See also PILL rf. 1
[Appears first in i6thc., as a

collateral form of the earlier PILL sb\ (still widely
used in the dialects) after PEEL v.1 (Cf. also OF.
pel, mod.F.peau skin, rind, peel : L. pell-em skin.]
The rind or outer coating of any fruit

; esp. in

orange-, lemon-, citron-peel; candied peel, the
candied rind of various species of Citrus, esp.
the citron, used as a flavouring in cookery and

confectionery.
[1383-18.. : see PlLL^.'l
1583 in Hakluyt Yoy. (1599) II. 269 For churned milke we

gaue them bread and pomgranat peeles, wherewith they vse
to tan nc their goats skinnes which they churne withall. "1611

COTGR., Follicule,. .a huske, hull, peele, or skin inclosing
seed. 1615 [see ORANGE-PEEL). 1673 Lemmon peil [see
LEMON st>. 1

5], 1712 tr. Poinet's Hist. Drugs I. 143 A Nut,
having a green Bark or Peel. Ibid. 151 Candied Orange Peel.
1861-80 Sips. BEKTON Hovseh. Managem. 1871 Ingre-
dients . . 2 oz. of sweet almonds, i oz. of candied peel . . ; cut
the peel into neat slices. Ibid. 1878 Add the sugar, peel,

ginger, spice, and treacle. 1873 EMERSON Lett. ffSoc. Aims
viii. 192 The rich feed on fruits and game, the poor, on a
watermelon's peel.

b. Comb., as peel-maker, one who prepares
candied peel.
1851 in Illustr. Lond. Neius 5 Aug. (1854) 119/3 Occupa-

tions of People. . .Peel-maker.

Feel, i*.4 Sc. [Goes with PEEL
z>.2]

A match,
an equal.
1723 W. HAMILTON Wallace vn. ii, In time of peace, he

never had a peel, So courteous he was, and so genteel. 1813
PICKEN Poems II. 131 (Jam.) She fuish him John Gilpin, nae

sang is its peil, For a pattern to work by. 1882
' STRATHESK '

More Bits xiv, When time was called, the numbers on each
side were equal, or peels, in curling phraseology.

Feel, sb.5
,
collateral f. PILLOW, now dial.

Peel (p'"l), z).
1 Forms: (3 peolien), 4-5 pelen,

-yn, 5-6 (9 Sc.) pele, 6 peele, piel, 6-8 Sf. peil,

(peill, peile), 7 peal, 7- peel. [A collateral form
of PILL zi.l, formerly used in all the senses of the

latter
;
in later use, in Standard English, appropri-

ated to the sense 'decorticate' and uses thence

derived. For the phonology see PILL v}- (It seems

possible that the comparatively modern sense-

differentiation of pill and pele, peel, may have
been influenced by the example of F. piller to

pillage, rob, and peler to deprive of hair, to strip
of skin, to peel.)]

I. To pillage, rob.

fl. trans. To plunder, pillage, spoil, rifle, strip
of possessions (a person or place) ;

= PILL z).
1 i.

1303 R. BRUNNE Handl. Synne 2357 Certys befte ry3t

wykked ys . . Namly, pore men for to pele Or robbe or

bete with-oute skyle. Ibid. 6790 Lorde 1 how shal these

robbers fare That the pore pepyl pelyn ful bare, c 1386
CHAUCER Pars. T. f 693 What seie we than of hem that

pelyn & don extorcions to holy chirche ? 1450 Rolls ofParlt.
V. 204/2 Hit [the said Isle] hath be so pelyd and oppressid.
a. 1600 Jok Up-a-lands Covipl. in Evergreen (1761) I. 231
Pure Commons presentlie ar peild. 1648 SYMMONS Vina.
Chas. 1 161 All the people, .who have been wrongedj peeled
and oppressed. 1670 MILTON Hist. Eng. I, Archigallo..
by peeling the wealthier sort, stuff'd his Treasury. 1731
BERKELEY Alciphr. in. ii Would it not be a disagreeable
Sight to see an honest Man peeled by Sharpers ?

t b. transf. To exhaust or impoverish (soil) ;

= PILL w.i i b. Obs.
1610 W. FOLKINGHAM Art of Survey i. ix. 35 Oates doe

well in a leane dry Clay, though they peele a better and

prepare a moist.

f2. To seize or take by violence or extortion;
to make a prey of; = PILL v. 1

3. 06s.

[f 1350-1618: see PILL .' 3.]

1456 SIR G. HAVE Law Anns (S. T. S.) 91 A man gais



PEEL.

to the were for covatis to pele and rub gudis. ? 1507

Comunyc. (W. de W.) Aiij, What shall than profyte thy

good in plate Or poundcs that thou of the people pele? 1542
UDALL Erasm.Apoph. 280 b, His soudiours. .pieled all that

euer thei could fyngre.

II. To decorticate, strip.

3. To strip (anything) of its natural integument
or outer layer, as an orange, potato, or the like of

its skin or rind, a tree of its bark; to remove the

peel of; = PILL vl 5.

[1225-1879 : see PILL z'.
1

5.]

c 1430 Tivo Cookery-bks. 8 Take oynonys and schrede hem,
and pele hern. 1462 in Finehale Priory (Surtees) 95 To fete,

pele, occupie,and carie away wod and barke. 1464 Mann, fy

Honseh. Exp. (Roxb.) 280 Roste an egge hard and pele it.

1698 FROGER I'oy* 129 An Herb that can be peeled in the

same manner as Hemp with us. 1747 MRS. GI.ASSE Cookery
ii To dress Potatoes. Boil them . . then peel them. 1799 G.
SMITH Laboratory I. 263 A sweet apple, peeled and cut.

1866 GEO. ELIOT F. Holt Introd.,The basket-maker peeling
his willow-wands in the sunshine. 1877 BRYANT Planting
ofApple-tree v, Girls.. Shall peel its fruit by cottage-hearth.

b. Usually peel off: To strip off or pare off

(skin, bark, etc.) ;
= PILL y.1 5 b.

[1440-1604: see PILL&. 1 sb.]

1573-80 BARET Alv. P 358 To Pill oft, or rather peele, as
it were to pull off the skin, rinde, or the barke of a tree.

1687 A. LOVELL tr. ThevcnoCs Trav. \. 124 They peal off

the Rind of them, then cut them into quarters. 1725
DK FOE I

7
oy. round World (1840) 154 They peeled it off

thicker or finer as they had occasion. 1790 Trans. Soc.

Arts VIII. 27 Earth that has been peeled and burnt. 1897
AHhutt"s Syst. Med. IV. 116 The thickened capsule cannot

readily be peeled from the surface of the liver.

c. To make or form by peeling ;
= PILL 27.1 50.

1885 BIIJLE (R.V.) Gen. xxx. 37 And Jacob took him rods

of fresh poplar .. and peeled [.1611 and earlier w. pilled]
white strakes in them.

d. To bare (land) of its herbage, as by shaving
off, cutting down, or eating down crops, etc. close

to the ground ; PILL v.^ 5 d.

[1555-1903: see PiLL^. 1
sd.]

1789 Trans. Soc. Arts (ed. 2) II. 107 His pastures and
clover crops were peeled to the earth.

4. intr. Of trees, animal bodies, etc. : To become
bare of bark, skin, etc. ;

to cast the epidermis (as
after a fever). Of skin or bark: To become de-

tached, scale off. Also b. To admit of being

peeled or barked. = PILL z*.
1 6.

|. 1000-1886: see PILL v.' 6.]

1634 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. 183 The rinde or skin peeles
off most easily. 1641 BEST Farm. Bks* (Surtees) 15 A
meanes to make them peele better. 1713 SWIFT Tale of
Midas 36 Against whose torrent while he swims, The

'

golden scurf peels off his limbs. 1837 DICKENS Pickiu. xix,
* This is delightful . . !

'

said Mr. Pickwick, the skin of whose
expressive countenance was rapidly peeling off with exposure
to the sun. 1860 TYNDALL Glac. I. xx. 143 Its outer surface

appeared to be peeling off like a crust. Mod. I have been

sunburnt, and my face is peeling.

5. intr* or absoL To take off one's clothes or

outer garments ; to strip, as in preparation for

some exercise. (Orig. a term of pugilism ;
later

of athletics ; now slang or colloq?}

1785 GROSE Diet. Vulg. '/'., Peel, to strip: allusion to the

taking off the coat or rind of an orange or apple. 1800
HURDIS Fav. Village 51 The swain Who, to his fair shirt

peeled, from dusky dawn To latest twilight gathers the full

ear. 1818 Sporting Mag. II. 231 He peeled in Tothill-fidds
with the utmost sang froid. 1829 MARRYAT F. Mildinay
xvi, He began to peel, as the boxers call it. 1858 O. W.
HOLMES Aitt. Breakf.-t. i, What resplendent beauty that
must have been which could have authorized Phryne to
1

peel
'

! 1892 FURNIVALL in f/occteve's Wks. I. p. xlvii. note,
He peeld to scull bow down-stream.

b. trans. To strip wholly or partly of clothing ;

to take ^(clothes), colloq.
1820 CORCORAN Fancy Note 89 [Randull's] figure is re-

markable, when peeled, for its statue-like beauty. 1852
R. S. SURTEES Sponge's Sp. Tour (1893) 147 Jack was in
the act of 'peeling' himself, as he called it. 1872 C. KING
Afountain, Sierra N~eu. x. 217 Sarah Jane arms peeled
cooking up stuff. 1888 Detroit Free Press 20 Oct. (Farmer),
She peeled off her wedding dress and boots.

c. To peel it, to run at full speed. U. S. slang.
1860 BARTLETT Diet. Amer. s. v., To run at full speed.

'Come, boys; peel it now, or you'll be late.*

d. dial. Of a dog, etc. : To show its teeth.

1890 P. H. EMERSON Wild Life xxvi. 109 Lor, that peeled
and showed his ivories at us.

1 6. Phrases, a. To pack and (or) peel, ?to pack
and unpack (or unwrap); to deal in any way; to
have dealings. Sc. Obs.

_
Peel prob. meant '

divest of its wrapping or covering ',
but

its sense is uncertain, and was a matter of forensic dispute
already in 1680.

1503 Sc. Acts Jas. IV (1814) II. 245/2 And b1 na man pak
nor pele in Icitht nor vberis

placis vtouth be kingis burrowis
vnder |>e pane of eschaetmg of J?e gudis to J>e kingis
vse, J>' be tappit said pakkit or pelit a^ane J?is statute,

j

1506 Burgh Rec. Edin. (Rec. Soc.) I. 109 We ar greittumlie !

defraudit in our cvstomes throw pakking and peling of
merchand gude in Leith to be had furth of our realme.

1540 Sc. Acts Jas. V (1814) II. 375/2 It Is statute and
ordanit bat na persoun vse pakking nor peling of woll hidis
nor skynnis lois' nor laid outw* fre burgh and priuilege
Therof. 1680 in Fountainhall Decisions (1759) I. 81 By the

84th act Parl., 1503, and 24th act, 1633, the merchants must
only pack and peil at free burghs : Now loading and un-

loading is the same thing with packing and peiling. This
was denied by the Dukes Advocates, who called

'

packing
'

the stowing of goods in packs, and '

peiling ', they did not
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agree what it meant. 1824 SCOTT Rcdganntlet ch. x, I am
not a person to pack or peel with Jacobites.

b. Peel andpoll : see PILL v 7.

Peel, vJ* Sc. Also 8-9 peal, 9 peil. [Goes
with PEEL sk* : origin unascertained.] trans. To
equal, to match.

<7 1700 in Poems Comp. Archers (1726.) 62 When Ardrose
was a Man, He cou'd not be peal'd. 1825 JAMIESON, To
Pt'el

t Pcal> Peil, ..to equal, to match, to produce anything
exactly like another.

Peel-crow, obs. variant of PILCROW.

Peele, obs. form of PKAL, PKEL, PKLLJ/>.I

Peeled (pzld), ppl.a. [f. l'EELz'.i + -Knl. Sec

also PILLED.]
1. Stripped of possessions, plundered, reduced to

destitution. (Now as Jig. of 3 or 4.)

1508 DUNBAR Flyting 241 Mauch muttoun, vyle buttoun,
peilit glnttoun, air to Hilhouse. 1560 HOLLAND Crt. I'enus
iv. 673 For laik of pith he is sa puir andpeild. 1659 GARDEN
Tears of Ch. 355 The indigent and peeled Clergy. 1847
EMEKSON Poems (1857) : 3^ ^ s l^V lan<l peeled, thy realm
marauded ?

2. 1 >t privcd or bereft of hair, bald
; tonsured ;

= PILL ,D///. a. 2.

[1386-1681: see PiLi.ED/X- rt - 2 -l

^1470 HKNKYSON Three dcid Pmuys Poems (ed. Laing)
31 So sail ye ly ilk ane with peilit powys. 1513 DOUGLAS
sEneis xin. Prol. 33 Vpgois the bak wyth hir pelil ledderyn
flycht. 1591 SUAKS. i Hen, I "/, i. iii. 30 Piel'd Priest, doo'st

thou command me to be shut out ? 1653 URO_UHART Rabelais
i. xi, He.. cared as little for the peeled as for the shaven.

3. \Yorn threadbare, as a garment ;
bare of

pasture or herbage, as ground, b. transf. Beggarly,
mean, wretched. (Cf. BALD a. 4, 6.)
a 1510 DUNBAR Petition of Gray Horse Poems l.vi. 38

Pastouris that ar plane and peild. ('1530 RI-.IJFOKDK Play
Wit <y Sc. etc. (Shaks. Soc.) 63 We have so manye lasshc.s to

lerne this peelde songe. That I \vyll not lye to you now and
then among. 1535 STEWART Cron, Scot. III. 117 Pynd and
puir like ony peild tramort. 1581 PKTTIE Guazzos Civ.

Conv. u. (1586) 88 b, Some rich Gentlemen, .goe with a peeld
t breed bare cloke on their backe. 1625 LISLK Du Bartas,
Noe 123 The mount of Emeraudes which is very high, bare
and peel'd, without any herbe or tree growing thereon.

4. Stripped of skin, bark, rind, etc.; decorticated,
excoriated. [1382-1828: see PILLED />/ a. 4.]

1723 KUADLFY Fam. Diet. II. 7 F ij/2 Compotes of peel'd

Verjuice. 1799 J. ROBERTSON Agric. Perth 353 This peeled
[oak] copse-wuod makes excellent fuel. 1848 LYTTON
Harold \\\. v, Each had had . .his

' white palace
'

of peeled
willow wands. 1894 K. GKAHAME Pagan P. 22 Pleasures
of the mind whereof, .the men of muscle and peeled faces

are only just beginning to taste. 1894 Northumbld. Gloss.
t

Peeled grain, a tree branch stripped of its bark.

b. Jig. Of the eyes: Open, on the alert: in phr.
to keep {ones) eyes peeled. U. S. colloq.
1883 F. M. CRAWFORD Dr. Claudius viii,

l

Keep your eye
peeled there, will you?

1

the Duke shouted. 1889 FAKMKR
Americanisms^ To keep one's eyes peeled^ ..to keep a sharp
look out ; to be careful. A variation of '

to keep one's eyes
skinned'. 1901 Mitnsey's Mag. XXIV. 568/1, I kept my
eyes peeled, but I didn't see her in the afternoon croud.

5. In the following passage scattered and peeled
is a doubtful translation

;
but the expression has

become a literary commonplace, peeled being
vaguely associated with one or more of the senses

above.
1611 BIBLE Isa. xviii. 2 Goe yee swift messengers to a

nation scattered and peeled \marg. Or, outspread and
polished; I'ulg. convulsam et dilaceratam ; 1382 WYCLIF al

topullid and torn ; 1388 drawun up and to-rent ; 1535
COVERDALH: a desperate and pylled folke; 1885 R. V. to
a nation tall and smooth (iiiarg. Or, dragged away and
peeled)]. Ibid. 7. 1732 BERKELEY Senn, to S. P. G. Wks.
III. 247 They lay under the curse of God, ..peeled and
scattered in a foreign land. 1744 WESLEY Addr. to King
in Overton Evangel. Revival ix. (1886) 162 A people
scattered and peeled and trodden under foot. 1781 COWPER
Expost. 246 If Heaven spared not us, Peeled, scattered,
and exterminated thus. 1883 J. MACKENZIE Day-dawn in
Dark Places 63 The harmless vassalls . . are then scattered
and peeled, driven hither and thither, and mercilessly killed.

fig. 1892 Daily Neius ^ Mar. 3/5 The utter rout of the

Reactionaries has made the peeled and wasted remnant that

remain utterly incapable of hindering the work.

Hence Pee ledness (also pielde-).
1580 HOLLYBAND Treas. Fr. Tong^ Escorchwtre du siege^

the pieldenesse of the seate. 1610 HOLLAND Camden'sBrit,
u. 143 From a disease, scab and peelednesse.

Peeler l
(prbi). Forms: 4-5 peler, 5-6 -our,

-owr, 6 Sc. pelor, pellour, peiler, pieller, peal-

ler, 7 pieler, 6- peeler, [f. PEEL vj- + -ER 1
.

See also FILLER.]
fl- A plunderer, spoiler, robber, thiefj^PlLLER

1 1.

a 1352 MINOT Poems (ed. Hall) ii. 15 Now haue ^ai, J?e

1 elers, priked obout. 1436 Libel Eng. Policy in Pol. Poems
(Rolls) II. 164 These false coloured pelours, Called of Seynt
Malouse. 1508 DUNBAR Flyting 70 How that thow, poysonit
pelor, gat thy paikis. a

ijjio
Poems xviii. 12 Than every

pelour and purspyk Sayis, Land war bettir warit on me.

1535 LYNDESAY Satyrs 2469 Put thir thrie pellours into

pressoun strang. 1545 JOVE Exp. Dan. xi. AAvij b, A vyle
couetouse extortioner and pieller of the people. i6o8ToPSKLL

Serpents (1658) 639 Apollodorus, the Theef, Pieler, and
spoiler of the Cassandrines.

b. A plant that robs or impoverishes the soil.

1573 TUSSER Husb. (1878) 49 Graie wheat is the grosest,
..and a peeler of ground. *7<>7 MORTIMER Husb. (1721) I.

152 Hemp.. as 'tis esteemed a Peeler of Land, 'tis best to
sow it upon Lands that are rank. 1744-50 W. ELLIS Mod.
Hitsbandm. II. i. 38 All the oat tribe are great peelers or
robbers of the goodness of the earth.

PEELING.

2. One who peels, strips, or pares off the skin

or rind of fruit, the bark of trees, etc.
; also, an

instrument or machine for peeling.
1597 Sc. Acts 5 (Heading of Act Jas. I, c. 33) Stcallers of

greunc woodde..peallers of Trees. 1755 JOHNSON, Peeler,
one who strips or flays. 1846 H. MARSHALL Ceylon u
Peelers who failed to produce monthly above 30 Ibs. of
cinnamon, were liable to be flogged. 1881 Pull Mall G.

5 Oct. 14/1 The peelers [of peaches] earn from sixty cents,

to two dollars per day. 1883 Cnsscll's l<*ain. Ma^. Aug.
528/1 The [coffee] beans again thoroughly dried and the

parchment .skin removed by a 'peeler '.

b. St. and north. Irel. A name given to a crab
when it peels or casts its shell or '

peel '.

1866 W. GREGOR Dial. Banffshirc, Peeler, the Shore-crab
when casting its shell. 1880 in Antrim $ Down Gloss.

1883 Century Mag. July 378/2 Large craw-fish, which \VLTU

about to shed their outer cases, or shells, and which for this

reason are called 'shedders ', or
'

Peelers '.

Peeler- prloi). A nickname given to members
of the Irish constabulary, founded under the

secretaryship (1812-78) of Mr. (afterwards Sir)
Robert Peel ; hence subsequently also to policemen
in England : see quot. 1858. Sec JJnHBY 2.

1817;
GEN. MATHK.W in Part. Deb. 1386 The Irishman.,

was liable to be carried off without a moment's \\arning, by
a set of fellows well known in Ireland.. by the name of
Peelers, 1818 SIR R. PEEL Let. to Gregory 14 Apr., We
must not make the Peelers unpopular, by maintaining tln-m

against the declared and unequivucal sense of the county in

which they act. 1829 Blackw, J\lag. XXV. ^69 The
'

Peelers
'

(by which significant term the whole constabulary
force appointed under Mr. Goullmrn'.s bill, as well as those

by Mr. Peel's aet, are known in the vernacular 1

. 1850
KINGSLEY Alt. Locke x,\\v, He's yonc for a peeler and
a search warrant to break open the door. 1858 Penny Cycl,
2nd Suppl. 494/1 Mr. Peel, as Hume Secretary, inttoiiuced
..the new Metropolitan Police Act [18-29] which provided
London with its efficient body of '

Peelers
', subject to the

Home Office, in lieu of the old 'Charlies'. 1881
' RITA

'

My Lady Coquette xvi, The peelers ain't after him.

Peeler :i
. local. [Origin unknown.] In Kent:

An iron bar used for drilling holes for hop-poles
or wattles.

1796 J. BOYS Agric. Kent (1813) 56 A large iron peeler to
make holes in the land for the [hop] poles, costs 6 J

, or 7".

1805 R. W. DICKSON Pract. Agric. (1807) I. 45 Hop-peeler.
The peeler is made use of for forming holes for the hop-poles.

Peel-garlic : see PJLUAULIC.

Peeling (prlirj , vbl. sb.
[f. PKEL v^ + -ING T

.

See also PILLING vbl. sb.]

1. The action of PEEL t 1
.
1

, in its various senses.

f a. Plundering, spoliation, robbery. Obs.

[1350-1627: see PILUNG vbl. sb.]

1649 HOWMI.I. Pie-cm. Parl. n This illegal peeling of the

poor Peasan.

b. The stripping or removal of bark, rind, skin,
or external layer.
1564 Reg. Privy Council Scot. I. 279 The peling of the

bark of the standand treis. 1704 Collect, I'oy. (Churchill)
III. 788/1 Workmen employ 'd in peeling of the Cinnamon.
1805 FORSYTH Beauties Scotl. (1806) III. 353 Some people.,
in barking trees,. . peeled many of them down to the ground.
This. .is.. called peeling below the axe.

c. The coming off of bark, skin, etc. ; esp. the

sealing off of skin after fever.

1884 BOWER & SCOTT De Barfs Phaner. 554 The peeling
off and decay of the outermost layeis. 1897 AllbutfsSyst.
Med. II. 130 The patient's release will be dependent on the
end of peeling.

d. The putting off of clothes ; stripping, colloq.
1834 M. SCOTT Cruise IHidge xvii, The operation <^peeling

was all this while going on amongst the gingham-coated
gentry. 1879 Daily News 7 Apr. 3/2 The process of l

peel-
ing

'

had to be gone through. All outer garments were soon
taken off, and . .deposited on board the umpire's steamer.

e. Peeling andpolling : see PILLING vbl. sb. I b.

2 concr. That which is peeled or peels off;

a strip of bark, etc. ; esp. the rind, skin, or outer

layer of fruits or roots, which is peeled off when
they are prepared for food.

1597 A. M. tr. Guillewtatis Fr. Chinirg. 490/2 Con-
serve of Roses, Marmalade, Citron peelinges. 1688 R.
HOLME Armoury u. 85/1 The rind, peeling, or skin of any
Fruit. 1796 MRS. GLASSE Cookery xiv. 260 Boil the peeling
of the apples and the cores in some fair water. 1832
MARRYAT JV. Forster x, A kid of potato-peelings. 1880
C. R. MARKHAM Perm'. Bark 461 The outer bark comes ofT

..in thin silvery peelings.

*t*b. spec. A thin skin or fabric formerly used

as a dress material. Obs.

[1611 COTGR., CVwr//,..th' outward thinne, and white

pilling, of a dressed sheepes skin.] 1693 Land. Gaz. No.

2837/4 A white Peeling Mantua flowered, lined with Green
Damask. 1693 SOUTHERNS Plaid's last Prayer \\\. iii. 31,
I did but stay to chuse some white Peeling for a pair of

Breeches. 1769 Dublin Mercury 16-19 Sept. 22 Cardinal

silks, sarsnets, peelings, and persians.

3. The name of a variety of apple. ? Obs.

1676 WORLIDGE Cyder (1691) 210 The Peeling is a very
good lasting -apple. 1731 BAILEY (ed. 5), Peeling, a lasting
Sort of Apple that makes excellent Cyder.

4. attrib. and Comb., *& peeling-ax , -iron, -mill.

1791 Trans. Soc. Arts IX. 175 They bring the Coffee to

a machine called a peeling-mill, where it is divested of its

outside skin and pulp. 1875 KNIGHT Diet. Aleck., Peeling-
iron, a shovel-shaped thrusting-instrument whereby bark is

loosened and pried away from the wood. 1884 ibid. Suppl.,

Peeling axe^ a double-bitted axe used in barking trees. 1887

Daily News 3 Nov. 5/3 Another member of the family.,
had had the fever and was in the 'peeling stage '.
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Peeling (priirj),///. a.
[f.

PEEL z>.i + -iNG 2
.

See also FILLING///. a.} That peels, in the senses

of the vb.

1897 J. HUTCHJSSON in Arch. Surg. VIII. No. 31. 219
Patches of a peeling and desquamating psoriasis on his

left hand and arm. 1900 Ibid, XI. No. 41. 61 Peeling
patches in the palms being coincident with papules. 1900
Westm. Gaz. 13 Sept. 8/1 The decorative beauty of the

leaves and the peeling stems.

Peelite (p/'lait). [See -m 1
.] In British

politics, A name given to those Conservatives who
sided with Sir Robert Peel when he introduced his

measure for the repeal of the Corn-laws in 1846,
and who continued for some years to form a group
intermediate between the Protectionist Tories and
the Liberals, to the latter of whom most of them
at length united themselves. So Pee'lism.
&*&Ecclesiologi$t XIV.4I His views are moderately Con-

servative : in fact he is an ecclesiological Peelite. 1858
TROLLOPE Dr. Thome i, There, .was a taint of Peelism in

the latter [the western moiety of the County]. 1895 Edin.
Rev, July 266 The Peelites, .were soon merged indistinguish-

ably in the Liberal party.

Peell, obs. form of PELL sbl

Peen (p*~n), sl>. dial.) tcchn.^ and U. S. Also 7

pen, 9 pean, pene. [Of uncertain origin : app.
a northern and Sc. form of PAXK j.3

, pern, influ-

enced in form by PEEX v. But cf. Norw. /<?,
psenn

* the hinder sharpened part of a hammer *

(Aasen), referred by some to Sw. dial, pen, pan
(Rietz), Da. peen fine, neat (?orig. 'thin').] The

sharp or thin end of a hammer-head, opposite to

the face ;
= PANE sb$

1683 MOXON Mech. Exerc., Printing^. p 20 The Hammer
..hath no Claws but a Pen. 1688 R. HOLME Armoury in.

321/2 Smiths. .Hammers have no claw or slit in the Pen, as

those that are for drawing out of Nails. Ibid., The Pen is

the small end of [a hammer], 1825 JAMIBSON, Peen, the

sharp point of a mason's hammer. 1881 [see PANE $b?\.

1890 Cent. Diet. s.v.Peeti vb., Striking regularly all over
with tlie peen of a hammer. 1900 In Eng. Dial, Diet, from
Sc. and north. Counties.. .

b. Comb., as peen-end (of a hammer); peen-
ended adj. (hammer) ; peon-hammer, a hammer
having a peen or sharpened end; a shoemaker's

hammer.
1885 Harpers Mag. Mar. 558/1 The differences between

peen-hammers and bush-hammers.

Peen, pene, ^. Obs. exc. dial. [app. of Norse

origin : cL Ihre Sw. pa&na ut en ting to extend or

beat out in length and breadth
;
Sw. dial. (Rietz)

pena,pana, e.g.piina nt jarnet to beat iron thin,
to hammer out in length and breadth

; Da. dial.

(Molbech) pene, pxne, pene net to beat out
;
Norw.

dial. (Ross) penna, psenne nut to hammer out flat.]

trans. To beat thin with a hammer, to hammer out.

1513 DOUGLAS sEntis vn. xi. 72 The sickyr helmis penis
and forgis out. Ibid, viu. Prol. 93 Sum penis furth a pan
boddum to prent fals plakkis. Ibid, vm, vii. 128 The glow.
and Jrne to well and peyne anon. [In Eng. Dial. Diet, from
Shetland and Orkney, CumblJ., N. E. Lane.; in Westmld.
and N. Yorksh., as a shoemaker's term,

*
to beat the edge

of a sole with the peen of the hammer '.]

Peeng, variant of PING, sound of a Imllet.

1890 Illustr. Land. News Christm. No. 2/3 The high
soprano

'

peeng
'

of a small hail of Minie bullets.

Peenge (pindg) ,
v. Sc. and nortk. dial. Also

pinge. [Formed perh. on ivhinge, under the

influence ofpeep, peek, peevish, or the like.] intr.

To whine, complain in a whining voice.

?i5.. in Evergreen (1824) I. 51 A Bytand Ballat on warlo

Wives, That gar thair Men live pinging Lives, 1791 J.
LEARMONT Poems 377 The unhappy ne'er shall peenge to

me in vain. 1815 SCOTT Guy M. xxxix,That useless peenging
thing o

1

a lassie there at Ellangowan. 1825 BROCKKTT

ng child. 1900
and Northumb.

Peeoy (pfid'i). Sc. Alsopeeoye,peeoe,pioy(e,
pee-o-ie, pyowe. A boy's firework, consisting of

a small cone of damp gunpowder, "which is lighted
at the top ; also called a *

spitting devil '.

1821 GALT Prcwost xxvi, He was apt to puff and fiz, and
go off with a pluff of anger like a pioye. 1823 JA.MIESON,
Peeoy, pioye, peeoe, s. t a small quantity of moistened gun-
powder, formed into a pyramidal shape, and kindled at the

top. 1886 A. STEWART Remin. Dunfirinline fa Pee-o-ies

made of wet powder kneaded into a paste in the hand. 1889
STEVENSON Master ofB. ii. 22 Chapping at the man's door,
. .and puttin' poother in his fire and pee-oys in his window.

Peep (P'~p), J*- 1 Forms : 5 pepe, 5-6 Sc. peip,
6-7 peepe, 7- peep. [f.

PEEP z;.
1
]

I, 1. An imitation or representation of the

feeble shrill sound made by young birds, mice, etc.

1423 JAS. I Kingis Q. Ivii, Now, suete bird, say ones to

me '

pepe '. c 1440 Gesta Rom. i. xlv. 364 (Add. MS.) The
Gate come beside, and herde the mouse Crie in the barme,
pepe ! pepe I c 1470 HENRYSON Mor. Fab. n. (Town $ C.

Mouse) xxi, How fair ye sister? Cry peip, quhair euer ye
be I 1636 PRVNNE Unbish. Tim. Ep. (1661) 26 As a Poppet,
which springeth up and down, and cryelh peep, peep. 1822
LAMB Elia Ser. r. Praise Chimneys., Their little pro-

1880 JKFFERIES (.it. testate 91
the hedge-sparrows.. cry 'peep-peep' mournfully.

II. sb. 2. A name for this sound; a cheep or

faint squeak. Now arch, or local.

c 1470 HENRYSON 3for. Fab. xni. {Frog fy Mouse) i, Scho
[the mouse] ran, cryand with mony piettons peip. 1513
DOUGLAS sEneis vi. v. 106 The todir ansueris with a petuus
peip. 1562 J. HEYWOOD Epigr, \. xxviii, I neuer heard..
So muche as one peepe of one mouse. 1884 ROE Nat. Ser.

Story vi, The first faint peep that should announce the
senior chick.

1 3. A fancy name for a company or brood of

chickens. Obs. rare.

1486 Bk. St. Albatis Fvij, A Pepe of chykennys.
4. A popular name of certain birds.

ta- A young cock. Obs. b. U. S. A name given to

several species of sandpiper ; also to a species of rail, Rallus
carolinns. c. A local name of the Meadow-pipit.
a. 1688 R. HOLME Armoury \\. 311/1 A Cock first [called]

a Peep.
b. 1794 MORSE Amer. Geog. 168 Peep, Rallus Carolinus.

1864 SALA in Daily Tel. 27 July, A
'

Peep
'

is a very abject
and idiotic little bird found in New England. . . He is given
to staggering about in an imbecile and helpless manner...
The . . New England mind . . has long since endorsed the
locution

' as tight as a peep ',
to express an utter state of

tipsification. 1873 LONGF. IVayside Inn HI. Prel. 77 The
plover, peep, and sanderling. 1894 NEWTON Diet. Birds 702.
C. 1885 SVVAINSON Prov. Names Birds 45 Meadow Pipit

(A nthns Pratensis). . . Peep ( Forfar.) .

Peep (p'~p), sb Also 6 pype, 6-7 peepe.

[f.
PEEP z;.*]

1. An act of peeping; a look or glance as through
a narrow aperture or Irom concealment

;
a surrepti-

tious, furtive, or peering glance.
1730 SWIFT Traulits n. 33 Hence that wild suspicious

peep, Like a rogue that steals a sheep. 1784 COWPER Task
iv. 779 He contrives A peep at Nature, when he can no
more. 1786 MME. D'ARBLAY Let. T. Twining 10 July,
When I come to town 1 shall never get a peep at you.
1838 DICKENS Nick. Nick, iv, Snawley .. took another

peep at the little boy on the trunk. 1852 MRS. STOWE
Uncle Tom's C. xix. 172 You've only seen a peep through
the curtain. 1873 TRISTRAM Moab\\\. 124 The nearer gorge
..afforded a magnificent peep.
b. fig. Said esp. of the first appearance of day-

light, as mpeep of dawn, of the morning, PEEP OF
DAY. Also, A tiny speck of light.

1530 PALSGR. 804/1 At daye pype, alaplpedit jour. 1579
FENTON Guicciard. xin. (1599) 608 He came by the peepe of
the morning to the top of the mountaine. 1616 LANE Contn.

Sqr's T. viii. 101 From morninges peepe till high midd
noone. 1750 GRAY Elegy 98 Oft have we seen him at the

peep of dawn. 1882 STEVENSON New Arab. Nts. (1884) 246
There was no light . . but a little peep from a lamp.

c. = PEEP-BO. Obs. exc. dial.

1677 OILPIN Demonol. (1867) 423 When Satan makes nice

with men . , He plays at peep with them, that he may make
them more earnest to follow him. 1903 in Eng. Dial. Diet.

(cited from N. W. Derbyshire).

2. transf. a. A small aperture, b. A crevice

for looking through ; spec, the slit in the leaf-sight

of a rifle: see peep-sight in 4. o. dial. An eye.
a 1825 Balankin iii. in Child Ballads iv. xciii. (1886) 323/1

At the sma peep of a window Balankin crap in. 1847-78
HALLIWELL, Peep, an eye. Somerset.

1 3. A mode of cheating at dice : see quot. Obs.

1711 PUCKLE Club 22 Gamesters have the top, the peep,

eclipse, thumbing. Note. Shaking the dice so forward in the

box, that by an apparent face, they know when to clap down,
so as to throw the reverse.

4. attrib. and Comb, [some of these are from the

verb-stem, PEEP v.%] : peep by-play', -glass, -stone ;

peep hawk (dial.), a kestrel ; peep nicking-
machine : see quot.; peep-sight, a backsight for

rifles with a peep for bringing the foresight into

line with the object aimed at : see 2 b.

1659 R. WILDE Poems (1870) 10 Dark-lantern language,
and his *peep by-play. 1893 LU.MSDF.N Sheep-head 196
Can ye wi' thy *peep-glass explore The all eterne ? 1880

Antrim <V Down Gloss,, *Peep haiuk, the kestrel. 1884
KNIGHT Mech. Diet. Suppl., *Peef Nicking-Nachim\ a

special gun tool which forms the peep in the leaf of a rifle

sight. 1881 GREESKR Gun 151 An elevating Vernier *peep-

sight attached to the stock of the rifle.

Peep, $b$ Early form of PIP sb

PeepCpJp)!^. 1 Now arch, or local. Forms: 5-6

pepe,o Sc. peip, 6-7 peepe, (6 pyep, 8-9 piep),

7- peep. [Late ME./^V-, which began c 1400 to

take the place of the earlier pipe-n, pype-n, found

in same sense a 1250 (see PIPE v. 1
}
= OF. piper

(T2thc. in Godef. Compl.): cf. L. pipdre, also

ptpiare^ pipire, It. pipare and pipiare, all said of

birds, also F. pipier,
*

ptpier to peepe, cheepe, or

pule, as a young bird in the neast* (Cotgr.) Cf.

also Du. , LG., mod.Ger. piepen, Lith. pypti> Czech

pipatiy in same sense; also Gr. jrfiros, L. pipio
a young 'peeping' bird, Ger.piepvogel; all of echoic

origin. Pepe(ii> peep, corresponds in vowel to F.

ptpier, but whether connected with it, or indepen-

dently formed in Eng., is not clear : see PIPE v. 1
]

1. intr. To utter the weak shrill sound proper
to young birds, mice, and some kinds of frogs ;

to

cheep, chirp, squeak.
^1403 LVDG. Temple ofGlas 180 Maydens jung of age,

That pleined sore with peping & with rage, a 1530 HEY-
WOOD Z,o7v(Brandl) loBWere it but a mouse, Io,sholde pepe
in your ere. 1552 HULOET, Pyep like a chycken, crane, or

fawcon,/#/V. 1566 PAINTER Pal, Pleas. I. 72 The yonge
larkes . . peping and chirping about their mother, 1601

HOLLAND Pliny I. 298 By the 20 day .. ye shall heare the
chick to peepe within the verie shell. 1611 BIBLE Isa. x. 14
There was none that moved the wing, or opened the mouth,
or peeped [1885 R. K chirped]. 1648-78 HEXHAM, Piemen
als een mays, to Peep like a mous. 1706 PHILLIPS, To Piep,
to cry like a chicken. 1883 Harper's Mag. Aug. 378/2
A brood of chickens peeped in a coop in one corner.

1885 Scrihners Mag. XXX. 730/1 Sometimes a nest of

young chimney-swallows . . would fall upon the hearth,
'

pieping
'

for human sympathy.

fb. To sound shrilly ;
said of music. Obs.

1501 DOUGLAS Pal. Hon. 1.361 Proportion sounding dulcest,
hard I peip.

2. transf. Of persons, etc. : To speak in a weak,
querulous, shrill tone

;
to squeak ; to '

sing small '.

(Chiefly contemptuous.)
c 1550 LYNDESAY Pedder Coffeis 23 Peipand peurly with

peteouss graniss. 1570 FOXE A. <y M. (ed. 2) 1904/1 Frier
Bucknham. .was so dashed, that neuer after he durst jjeepe
outofthe Pulpit agaynstM. Latymer. 1611 BIBLE Isa. viii. 19
Wizards that pee.pe [A*. I', chirp] and that mutter. 1625 B.

JONSON Staple ofN. n. i, O, the only oracle That ever peep'd
or spake out of a doublet. 1736 Disc. Witchcraft 12 These
Oraclers, when they pretended to receive Answers from the

Dead, would piep like Chickens. 1737 RAMSAY Sc. Prov.
xlv. (1750) 123 Ye 're no sae poor as ye peep. 1802 LEYDEX
Ld.Sonlis xlvi, Young Branxholm peep'd and puirly spake,
' O sic a death is no for me !

'

1863 W. PHILLIPS Speeches
vi. 136 No one has ever peeped or muttered.

Peep (p'"p)j v^ Forms : 5-6 pepe, 6-7 peepe,
7- peep. [Not known till late in icrthc. ;

not in

Promptorium or Catholicon. The earlier synonyms
were keke ^Promp.), and/&, in I4thc. kike and

pike, to which pepe had probably some phonetic
analogy : see PEEK z'.1]

1. intr. To look through a narrow aperture,
as through the half-shut eyelids or through a

crevice, chink, or small opening into a larger

space ; hence, to look furtively, slyly, or pryingly.
c 1460 Tffamtlty Myst. xiii. 581 Mak. Nay, do way; he

slepys. ///us pastor. Me thynk he pepys. 1535 COVER-
DALE Song Sol. ii. 9 He loketh in at the wyndowe,
& pepeth thorow the grate. Ecclus. XXL 23 A foole

wyll pepe in at y* wyndow [1611 peepe in at the doore] in to

the house. 1570 LEVINS Manip. 70/15 To Peepe, inspicere.

1590 SHAKS. Mids. N. iv. i. 89 When thou wak'st, with thine

ownefooleseies peepe. 1596 Merck. V. i. L 52 Some that

will euermore peepe through their eyes, And laugh like

Parrats at a bag-piper. 1692 BENTI.EY Boyle Lect. viii. 241
Those remote and vast bodies were formed, not merely upon
our account to be peept at through an optick glass. 1703
MACNDKELL Journ. Jems. (1732) 126We had an opportunity
just to peep into it. 1719 DE FOE Crusoe i. xi, I began to

take Courage, and to peep abroad again. 1768-74 TUCKER
Lt. Nat. (1834) II. 319 The little bird that peeps in at the

window. 1843 CARLYLE Past $ Pr. n. vi, One peeps direct

Into the very bosom of that Twelfth Century. 1860

EMERSON Cond. Life v. (1861) 108 We must not peep and

eavesdrop at palace doors.

fig' I59 SPENSER F. Q. i. i. 39 And low, where dawning
day doth never peepe, His dwelling is.

t b. Obs. slang. (See quot. and cf. PEEPY a.}
a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, As the Cull Peeps lefs

Mill him, when the Man is a Sleep, let's Kill him.

2. fig. To emerge or protrude a very short

distance into view (as from concealment) ; to

begin to appear or show itself: chiefly said of

natural objects, as daylight, flowers, distant emi-

nences, etc. Often more distinctive^, from i : To
appear as if looking out or over something.
i535CovERDALE Jer, vi. i A plage and a greate misery pepeth

outlWvcLiF is seen, 1611 appeareth, 1885 R. V. looketh forth]
from the North. 1595 GOODWINE Blanchardyn \\. I ij, When
the day began to peepe, they tooke their horses and rode to

Tormaday. 1606 SHAKS. Ant. <vCV. i. iv. 53 NoVessellcan

peepe forth : but 'tis as soone Taken as scene. 1628 GAULE
Pract. The. (1629) 25 So was it the same Christ that peeped
in the Law, through Types and Figures. 1634 MILTON
Comus 140 Ere. .The nice Morn on th' Indian steep From
her cabin 'd loop hole peep. 1709 POPE Ess. Crit. 232 Hills

peep o'er hills, and Alps on Alps arise. 1770 GOLDSM. Des.

Vill. 330 Sweet as the primrose peeps beneath the thorn.

1821 CLARE V'ill. Alinstr. I. 6 The steeple peeping o'er the

wood's dark brow. 1857 W. COLLINS Deati Secret
yi. i, The

stem of a pipe peeped out of the breast-pocket of his coat.

b. Of a plant, seed, etc.: To begin to show itself

above the soil ; to sprout.
1593 NASHE Christ's T. Wks. (Grosart) IV. 185 Those

blossomes which peepe foorth in the beginning of the Spring,
are frost-bitten and die. 1707 MORTIMER Husb. (1721) II. 9
When your Plants begin to peep, Earth them up. 1765
EARL HADDINGTON Forest-trees 16 It [hornbeam] lies as

long in the seedbed before it peeps as the ash. 1873 BRYANT
New <$ Old i, Flowers, that were buds but yesterday, Peep
from the ground where'er I pass.

o. Of a mental characteristic or the like: To
show itself a little unintendedly, to come slightly
into view unconsciously.
1579 W. WILKINSON Confut.Familye ofLove, BriefDescr. t

The doctrine of H.N. began to pepe out. 1611 SHAKS.
Wint. T. iv. iii. 148 Your youth And the true blood which

peepes fairely through 't. 1826 LAMB Elia Ser. n. Genteel

Style Writ., The way the retired statesman peeps out in his

essays. 1881 LADY HERBERT Edith 8 Little indications of

selfishness and heartlessness would peep out now and then.

3. trans* To cause to appear slightly ;
to put

forth or protrude (the head, etc.) out from a

hiding-place, b. To cause or allow (the eye) to

peep, rare*

1597 SHAKS. 2 Hen. IV, i. ii. 238 There is not a daungerous
Action can peepe out his head, but I am thrust vpon ii.

1669 DRYUEN Tyran. Love in.
i, This love.. Peeps out his



PEEP-ABM.
coward head to dare my age. 1788 Disinterested Love I.

115 Hiding himself in the belfry, and occasionally peeping
a bit of his head out. 1818 KEATS Endytn, \. 871 A wel
Whose patient level peeps its crystal eye Right upward.
4. trans. To spy out by peeping, rare.

1817-18 COBBETT Raid, U. S. (1822) 235 Telling them the

story of Baker's peeping out the name, marked on the sack,
which the old woman was wearing as a petticoat.

Peepal : see PEI-TUL.

t Peep-arm. Obs. rare.
[f. PEEP v.~ + ARM :

cf. next.] In phr. To play peep-arm, to let the
arm be seen as briefly as possible.
1625 B. JONSON Staple of N. i. i, A broken [i. e. worn out

at the elbow] sleeve keeps the arm back.. And thence we
say, that such a one plays at peep-arm.

Peep-bo (prp,bou:). colloq.
= BO-PEKP. Cf.

PEEK-ISO.

1837 DICKENS Pickui. x, Small restless black eyes, that

kept winking and twinkling on each side of his. .nose, as if

they were playing a perpetual game of peep-bo with that
feature. 1847-78 HALLIWELL, Peep-do, . . the term is extended
to the occasional obscuration of a debtor, or of one accused
of anything rendering his visibility inconvenient. 1889

'

J. S.
WINTER' Mrs. Bob (1891) 40 The afternoon sun playing
peep-bo among his thick golden curls.

Peeper '

(p^p31 )- [f- PEEP ~<-'.
1 + -EE 1

.]
1. One who or that which peeps or cheeps.
1611 COTGR., Pepicur, a peeper, cheeper ; puler.
2. spec. a. A yonng chicken or

pigeon.
1591 LYLY Endyin. v. ii, I preferre . . an ancient henne before

a younge chicken peeper. 1649 G. DANIEL Trinarch.,
Hen. V, cclvii, But nobly cover with a Wing wide Spread ;

Feathers above 'em to Surround them All, Amated peepers.
1733 BRAMSTON Man of Taste 14 Snails the first course,
and Peepers crown the meal. 1755 JOHNSON, Peeper, a young
chicken just breaking the shell.

b. U. S. A name given to various tree-frogs, esp.
the Hylodes.
1884 ROE Nat. Ser. Story vi, He said they were peepers.

1889 G. H. ELLWANGER Garden's Story i. 19 The chorus
of the Hylodes, or peepers,., that piercing treble .. that
nothing even the katydid can equal in strident intensity.

Peeper *
(prpaj). [f.

PEEP v.- + -ER i.]
1. One who peeps or peers ; esp. one who looks

or pries furtively, a prier, a ' Paul Pry '.

1653 GAULE Magastrom. 375 He.. had his eyes put out ;

an apt punishment for all peepers and star-gazers. 1663
KILLIGREW /'arson's Wed. v. iii. in Hazl. Dodslty XIV. 519What would not I give for a peeper's place at the meeting >

1711 STEELE Spectator No. 53 T 8, I doubt not but you will
think a Peeper as much more pernicious than a Starer. 1795
WOLCOTT(P. Pindar) Convention Bill Wks. 1812 III. 380
Then let the bullet. .Dismiss the saucy Peeper to the dead.
2. slang. An eye. Chielly//.
a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Peepers, Eyes. 1753 J.

SHEBBEARE Lydia (1769) II. 181 An understanding as much
distorted and awry as his two peepers. 1785 GROSE Diet.
Vulg. T., Peepers, eyes ; single peeper, a one eyed man.
1819 Sporting Mag. V. 6 A slight cut on the right peeper.
1848 THACKERAY Van. Fair xiv, A secret .. invisible .. to the
stupid peepers of that young whiskered prig.
3. a. Cant. A looking-glass; also (quot. 1785)

a spyglass ; pi. a pair of spectacles, b. A small
window (nonce-use}.

GROSE Diet. Vnlg. T.', Peeper, a spying glass; and also a
looking glass, (cant). 1825 JAMIESON, Peepers, . . a cant term
for spectacles, Roxb. 1899 BARING-GOULD Bk. of West I. ii.

30 The windows.. are small, and the brown thatch is lifted
above these peepers.
4. As a loc.il name of animals and plants : a. A

species of Tub-fish, Trigla cuculus (Cornwall)
(Eng. Dial. Diet.}, b. A local name of the Pim-
pernel (Lees Flora W. Yorksh. (1888) 795).
Peep-eye (prp,3i:). rare. = BO-PEEP, PEEP-BO.
1887 Harper's Mag. Dec. 79/1 The baby.. made futile

efforts to play peep-eye
'

with anybody jovially disposed in
the crowd.

Peep-hole (pf-pihoul). A small hole through
which one can peep.
1681 OTWAY Soldiers Fort. i. i, And then for a peep- Hole,

odds fish I have a peep-Hole for thee. 1716 LADY M. W.
MONTAGU Let. to Pope 14 Sept., The Comedy .. began with
Jupiter s falling in love out of a peep-hole in the clouds
1857 J. H. NEWMAN in J. Jennings Life (i8S8) 119 We see
each other as through the peep-holes of a show. 1890 F W
ROBINSON Very strange Family 3 Mr. Barnett had . . put up
the shutters, and had glass peep-holes made in every one of
them.

Fee-ping, vbl. si.i
[f. PEEP v.i + -ING i.] The

action of PEEP z/.l
; cheeping.

c 14031 [see PEEP o.'J, 1552 HULOET, Pipynge or piepyngeof hyrdes or fowles. 1709 W. DERHAM in Phil. Trans.
XXVI. 491 The Peeping of Chickens in the Egg, ..I have
my self divers times heard that. 1863 T. W. HIGGINSON
Army Life (1870) 71 No sound but the peeping of the hoes
in a marsh. 1868 A. K. H. BOYD Less. Mid. Age 353 The
leeble peeomg of two weak.. voices singing a long duet.

Fee-ping, vbl. sb.'
[f. PEEP v .-' + -ING l.] The

action of PEEP v? : looking through a narrow
opening, peering, prying ; emergence into view.
IS93 NASHE Christ's T. Wks. (Grosart) IV. 185 If at the

lirst peeping put of the shell, a young Student sets not a
graue face on it . . he is cast of and discouraged. 1593 SHAKS.
Lucr. 1089 Why pryst thou through my window '! leave thy
peeping. 1653 WALTON Angler xvi. 2Io In a morning upwe rise Ere Auroras peeping. 1826 SCOTT ll'oodst. v, No
one has paid fur peeping since Tom of Coventry's days.
attrib. 1692 R. L'ESTRANGE Fables civ. 98 The Fo-c spy'dhim .. through a Peeping Hole. 1713 STEELE Englishm.

615

No. 8. 49 A next Room, into which there were the peeping
Holes frequent in Taverns. 1880 BROWNING Muleykeh 65
I have found me a peeping-place.
Fee -

ping,///. a.i [f. PEEP v. i + -ING 2.] That
peeps or cheeps ; cheeping.
1568 T. HOWELL Arb. Amitir (1879) 76 The Robine small

and peeping Wren. 1614 SYLVESTER Bcthulia's Resc. n
455 The peeping chicken. 1643 HORN & ROB. Gate Lang
Unl. xiv. 147 Young chicks, callow and unfledged . . called
peeping chicks. 1894 R. B. SHARPE Handbk. Birds Ct. Brit.
1. 107 The Meadow.Pipit, .uttering a 'peep '-ing note

Fee-ping, ///. a.*
[f. PEEP v? + -ING 2.] That

peeps or peers; that peeps forth or emerges slightly
into view ; ^(sfang) drowsy, nodding, 'winking*
Peeping Tom: see quot. 1837; hence allusively.
1592 WYKLEY Armorie 13 Putting foorth a little cressant

or a peeping mollet. c 1617 MIDDLETON Witch v. ii, Whilst
we show reverence to yond peeping moon, a 1700 B. E.
Diet. Cant. Crew, Peeping, Drowsy, Sleepy. 1707 MORTIMER
Husb. (1721) II. 34 The first peeping red Buds and Leaves.
1784 COWPER Tirocin. 235 Ere he yet begin To show the
peeping down upon his chin. 1796 GROSE Diet. Vlllg. T.,
Peeping Tom, a nick name for a curious prying fellow.

1837 Penny Cycl. VIII. n8/r The story [of Godiva] is em-
bellished with the incident of Peeping Tom, a prying inquisi-
tive tailor, who was struck blind for popping out his head
as the lady passed. 1884 Sat. Rev. 14 June 779/2 A mossy
recess surrounded by peeping flowers.

Peeple : see PEEPUL.

tPee-pling. Obs. rare-*,
[f. PEEP z/.l + -LING.]A little

'

peeping
'

animal
;
a chicken.

'594 O. B. Quest. Profit. Concern. 29 She returnes into
le house to her peepling, singing, I haue her, I haue her.

Peep of day. [See PEEP si/:* i b.]
1. The first appearance of daylight, the earliest

dawn.
[1330: see PEEP sb:- i b.] 1577-87 HOLIN-SHED Chron. III.

1138/1 The morrow.., by the peepe of daie, all the batteries
began. 1882 J. PARKER Afast. Life I. 118 The first sacrifice
was offered at the very peep of day. fig. a 1836 MRS. T.
MORTIMER (title) The Peep ofDay ; or a Series of the earliest

religious Instruction the Infant Mind is capable of receiving.
attrib. 1852 SMEULEY L. Arundel 612 Always supposing

our peep-of-day amusement goes as it should do.
2. Peep-of-day boys, a Protestant organization in

the North of Ireland (1:1784-95), whose members
visited the houses of their Roman Catholic op-
ponents (see DEFENDER i d) at daybreak in search
of arms. So Pecp-of-day clergyman, principle ;

also Peep-o'-dayism.
1807 VANCOUVER Agric. Devon (1813) 468 The insurgent

banditti of Tories, Hearts of Steel, Peep-o'day Boys, White
Boys, &c. 1825 C. M. WESTMACOTT English Spy I. 267
[He] joined the peep of day boys in fuil cry. 1845 SYD.
SMITH Fragin. Irish Rom. Cath. Ch. Wks. 1859 II. 340/2A peep-of-day clergyman will no longer preach to a peep-of-
day congregation. 1890 LECKY Eng. in iSr/i C. xxvi. VII.
20 A corps of volunteers which had been originally raised
on Peep of Day principles.
3. A local name of the plant Star of Bethlehem,
Ornithogalum umbellatum (S/iropsh. Wordbk. 1879).
Peep-show (p'"'pij<?

u
). [f. PEEP v or sb.* +

SHOW si.] A small exhibition of pictures, etc.,
viewed through a magnifying lens inserted in a
small orifice. Also fig.
1861 in Mayhew Loud. Labour III. 88/1 Being a cripple

I am obliged to exhibit a small peep-show. 1865 DICKENS
Mut. Fr. iv. vi, A Peep-show which had originally started
with the Battle of Waterloo, and had since made it every
other battle of later date. 1869 SPURGEON J. Plonghm.talk j.8 As boys see sights in a peepshow at our fair. 1870LOWELL Study Wind. 25 The peep-shows which Nature
provides with such endless variety for her children.

Ij
Peepul, pipal (p*~pl). Also 8-9 peeple,

pippal, peepal, pepal, -ul.pipul. [Hindi/^a/:-
Skr. pippala] An Indian species of fig-tree (ficits
religiosa), regarded as sacred : = EO-TBEE. Often
attrib., peepul-, pipal-tree.
1788 Asiatic/I Res. I. 390 An excavation .. in the ground

filled with a fire of pippal wood. 1798 W. TENNANT Ind.
Axreat.(iSo3) II. 356 The seeds of the peeple tree..asoften
as they fall upon an old edifice spring up into trees with
great rapidity. 1831 TRELAWNEY Adv. Younger Son II
162 A large pepul tree grew near, 1841 ELPHINSTONE Hist.
Ind. L 241 I he country is often scattered with old mangoe
trees and lofty tamarinds and pipals. 1887 LANG Myth,Ritual f,Rel:g. II. 235 The village Gods which in Indiadwell
in the peepul or the bo tree. 1891 KIPLING Life's Handicap
Pref. 7 Great pipal trees overhung the well-wmdlass.

Peepy lp/"pi), a. dial, and
collot;. [f. PEEP v.-

jrrf.*+-T.] a. Drowsy, sleepy. (Cf. PEEP v.- 1 b.)
b. Characterized by peeping.
1847-78 HALLIWELL, Peepy, sleepy, drowsy. Go to peepy-

t>y. I.e. to sleep, l/ar.dial. iSgeSNowDEN Web of Weaver
3 (E. D. D.), With long waiting we fell peepy. 1898 M. P.
SHIEL Yellom Danger 150 Peepy little bewitching eyes.
Peer (p!^), sb. (a.) Forms : 3-5 per, 3-6 pier, 4

peor, 4-5 pare, peyre, 4-6 pere, 4-7 peere, 4-8
peir, 5 pir, pyere, peyr, pyre, peree, 5-7 piere,
6 peare, 4- peer. [ME. a. OF: per, peer ( toth c.
in Littre), since i6th c.pair, = Pr., Sp. par, \1.pare,
~L. par-em equal. In OF. per was both adj. and
sb. ; in English the adj. use is quite subordinate,
and only in the expression peer to, where it might
also be viewed as the sb.]
1. An equal in civil standing or rank

; one's equal
before the law.

[iS Klagna Caria xxi, Comites & barones non amerci-

PEER.
entur nisi per pares suos. Ibid, xx.xix, Nullus liber homo
capiatur, vel imprisonetur, .. nisi per legale judicium parium

.,
- __.;,. 100 By his side He set

him doun as pier and pier, c 1450 tr. De Imitatione in. xxi.
89 Wheber he sufire of his prelate or of his piere, or of his
lower. 1587 HARRISON England u xi. (1877) i. 222 When
soeuer ame of the nobilitie are conuicted of high treason by
their peeres, that is to saie equals. 1660 R. COKE Justice
Vind. 16 Nor must StrarTord suffer by an ordinary way of
judicature by his peers,.. he must die by Act of Parliament.
1763 BLACKSTONE Comm. I. xii. 403 As the lords, though
different in rank, yet all of them are peers in respect of
their nobility, so the Commoners, .all are in law peers, in

respect of their want of nobility. 1808 SCOTT Mann. i.

xxvni, He . . strode across the hall of state, And fronted
Marmion where he sate, As he bis peer had been. 1877MRS. OUPHANT MaAers Flor. iii. 79 The sacred chain of
friendship links together those who are unequal in rank as
well as those who are each other's peers.
2. One who takes rank with another in point of

natural gifts or other qualifications; an equal in

any respect. Said also of things.
c 1290 i'. Kng. Leg. I. 453/166 Seint Martin was apotk-ne

pier: for be holie gost a-li^hte In him ase in be Apostles.
^1300 Cursor Jlf. 7970 Of al be psalmes o be sauter pis
psalme o penance has na per. c 1386 CIIAI UEK Nun's Pr. T.
30 Chauntecleer In al the land of crowyng nas his peer.
1470-85 MAI.ORY Arthur xv. vi, I knowe wcl tho\v hast not
thy pyere of ony erthely synful [nan. 1481 CA.VION Godfrey
clxiv. (1893) 242 He bad moche leyd doun his pryde..hc
wende to haue faughten peer to peer. 1535 Cm i- KIGALI;
Ecclus. vi. 15 A faitlifull frende hath no pcare. 1682 SIR T.
BROWNE Chr. J/,-r. I. 36 Fidelity, Bounty and generous
Honesty . . wherein . . the true Heroick English Gentleman
hath no Peer. 1791 COWPEK Iliad n. 491 Ulysses. .Jove's
peer in wisdom. 1863 TYNDALL Heat v. 158 (1870) 134When we wish to overcome molecular forces, we mu-t attack
them by their peers. 1888 BRYCE Amer. ComiiKv. Ixxiv.

(1890) II. 607 Some of those men were the peers of the best
European statesmen of the lime.

1 3. One who is associated or matched with
another

; a companion, mate
;
a rival. In quot.

c 1330 = wife. Obs. or arch.

13.. K. Alis. 1576 Damoselis plaien with peoren alle.

(1330 R. BRLNNE Chron. ( I 8io) 105 Malde be queue his

K rS
,

ln God scho c
!'
d endyng. 1382 WYCLIF Malt. xi. 16

Children Slttynge in cheepynge . . cryinge to her peeris
[etc.J. CI400 Dcstr. Troy 3673 Pollux the pert kyng
and his pere Castor. 1467 Waterf. Arch, in iu,V; Kt'p.
Hist. ^/.V6'. Comm. App. v. 300 Every Maite and Maires
pare..shal have his own voice to thelection of the Maire.
1591 SPENSER Vis. Worlds Van. vi, An hideous Dragon..
Strove with a Spider his uncquall peare. 1657 COWLEY
Death Will. Harvey ii, My sweet Companion, and my
gentle Ptere. 1730-46 THOMSON Autumn 493 O, glorious
he, beyond His daring peers ! 1817 KEATS hndym. iv. 271,To stray away into these forests drear, Alone, without a peer.
4. A member of one of the degrees of nobility

in the United Kingdom; a duke, marquis, earl,

viscount, or baron.
Peers are of three classes : peers cf the United Kingdom

or of the realm (up to 1707 called peers of England, from
1707 to iSoiflccrsofGreat Britain), a\\oi\\}\o\Yi,\\'hen of age
and not otherwise disqualified, may sit in the House of
Lords ', peers of Scotland, of whom sixteen are elected to
each Parliament as representative members to sit in the
House of Lords ; peers of Ireland, of whom twenty-eight
representatives are elected for life to the House of Lords.
By a declaration of the House of Lords in 1692, Bishops are
only lords of Parliament, and not peers.
[1321-2 Act 15 Edw. II, Nous piers de la terre, Countes &

Baronns, en la presence notre Seigneur le Roi, agardoms
que Sir Hugh le Despenser le fitz et Sir Hugh le Despenser
le piere soient desheriteez. 1332 Rolls of Parlt. II. 68/2Le Seigneur de Wake & autres Pierres de la terre. J 1382WYCLIF Scl. m-s. III. 514 By counsail of peeres of be
rewme. 1:1470 HENRY Wallace vin. 15 Thai.. Besocht him
fair, as a peyr off the land, To cum and tak sum gouernaill
on hand. 1559 Mirr. Mag., Rich. II 5 The Piers and Lordes
that did his cause uphold. 1593 SHAKS. 2 lien. VI, iv. vii.

127 The proudest Peere in the Realme shall not weare a
head on his shoulders vnlesse he pay me tribute. 1654
VILVAIN Epit. Ess. II. i. 26 Kings rule is good, wors the
Peers optimacy. 1707 E. CHAMDERLAYNE Pies. St. bug. in.
iii. 276_A11 Peers of the Realm being look'd on as the King's
Hereditary constant Counsellors. 1826 DISRAELI Viv. Grey
n. viii, The neighbouring peer, full of grace and gravity.
1900 Whitakers Aim. 120 The House of Lords . . consists
of the Spiritual Lords of England . . the Temporal Peers of
England, Great Britain, and the United Kingdom, and, in
addition, 16 Hereditary Peers of Scotland selected to each
Parliament, and 28 Hereditary or created Peers of Ireland
elected for life.

b. In reference to France: (a) One of the
twelve peers of France : see DOUZEPEHS

; (b) One
who possessed a territory which had been erected
into a lordship, and who had a right to sit in the
Parliament of Paris ; (c) A member of the Upper
Legislative Chamber, 1814-1848.
[c 1205, c 1310 : see DOUZEPERS.) c 1470 HENRY Wallace x.

91 1 The peryss off France was still at thair parlement. c 1489
C:AXTON Sonnes of Aymon xx. 453 Rowlande was a ferde

hich, after some wryters, are callyd dozepefys. 1611 COTGR.'
v. Pair, La Cour dcs fairs, ..the Parliament of Paris

wherein the Peeres of France may sit as Assistants. 1630R. Johnsons Kingd. q Commvj. 178-9 The Twelve Peeres
of France have the precedence before all the rest of the
Nobility... Of these Peeres, there be six of the Clergie.
1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl. s. v., The title peer, in France, is

bestowed.. on every lord or person, whose fee is erected into
a lordship or peership. 1808 SCOTT Mann. vi. xxxiii, When
Rowland brave and Oliver, And every paladin and peer, On
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Roncesvalles died 1 1848 W. H. KCLLY tr. L. Diane's Hist.

Ten Y. I. 131 Measures.. directly opposed to the consti-

tutional charter, to the constitutional rights of the chamber

of peers, to the laws of the French.

c. Applied to the o>oioi of Sparta, i.e. those

citizens who had equal right to hold state offices.

1838 THIRLWALL Greece IV. 373 All who were unable to

defray this expense, were ..degraded into a lower class,

from the rank of Peers to that of Inferiors, or Commoners.

1852 GROTE Greece n. Ixxiii. IX. 344 A Spartan citizen, but

not one of that select number called The Equals or 1 he Peers.

5. In generalized sense: A man of high rank,

in any country, state, or organization ;
a noble.

c 1350 Will. Palerne 3976, & alle t>e lordes of bat lond. .&

be best burgeys..& be pers of spayne bat were to prison

take c 1440 Bone Flor. 233 Go we to owre cowncell perys.

1549 COVERDALE, etc. Erasm. Par. Heb. xii. 25 An enumer-
able syght of angels the heade peares & inhabitauntes

thereof, c 1586 CTESS PEMBROKE Ps. LXVIII. xi, Egipts

greate peeres with homage shall attend. 1665 NEEDHAM
tied. Medicinx 21 Summoning all the Peers of the Faculty

to a solemn Assembly. 1712 ADDISON Sped. No. 41? ?

The Stature and Behaviour of Satan and his Peers.

fig. 1701 DE FOE True-born Eng. 27 Pride, the first Peer,

and President of Hell.

6. attrib. and Comb. a. attrib. That is a peer.

1693 G. STEPNEY in Drydens Juvenal viii. (1697) 209 A
Peer Actor is no monstrous thing, Since Rome has own d

Gaz. tr Aug. 1/3 11 i "j
provincial townsfolk and their womenkind. 1901 Vaily

Tel. 8 July 11/4 Lord Cardigan was the first peer-prisoner

to be defended by members of the liar.

b. Comb., as peer-maker. -making; -ridden adj.

1884 CHAMBERLAIN Sp. at Denbigh, The cup is nearly full.

We have been too long a peer-ridden nation. 1894 H estm.

Gaz. 30 Mar. 6/3 Mr. Gladstone has been the greatest peer-

maker of this, or perhaps of any, century. 1900 /A/rf.

29 May 2/2 Peer making used to be considered a dearly

cherished prerogative of the Crown.

B. adj. or quasi-arf/. Equal (to).

[a 1300 Cursor M. 450 To godd self wald he be pere. 1387
TREVISA Higdcn (Rolls) I. 49 Asia is most in quantlte,

Europa is lasse, and pere [HlUDEN par, 1432-50 egalle,

CAXTON lyke] in noumbre of peple. Ibid. 179 pe grete

Constantinus bulde and made |is citee euene and pere

to Rome \xqucun Romx}. 1567 Satir. Poems Reform.
vi. 36 ?our strength to thairis on na way mycht be peir.

[1687 A. LOVEI.L tr. Thrvenot's Trnv. n. 23 He is Peer to

the great Lords of the Countrey. 1881 Atlantic Monthly
XLVII. 296 More than one artist whose hand has not been

peer to his feeling.]

Hence Pee'rhood, the condition of being a peer,

peership. Also (noncc-wds.) Pee'rlsli a., of or

pertaining to a peer ; Pee-rling, a peer's son, an

embryo peer ; Pee'ry a., abounding in peers (so

plcriness).
1888 Sat. Re-J. 9 June 704 His flourishing period of pool

hood and 'peerhood when Louis Philippe was king, a 1734

NORTH Examcn i. ii. 141 (i?4) 109 Any other Peer.,

might have been taken and made a *Peensh Example ot.

1793 J- WILLIAMS Life of Ld. Darrymort 62 The gay

Peerling, who is barely entitled to the honors and immu-

nities of manhood. 1865 Spectator 25 Nov. 1302/2 A
monopoly of power can no more be safely allowed to peers,

peerlings, and peers' sons-in-law, than to artizans. 1893

Westm. <Jaz. 5 July 2/2 The new Cabinet is "peery to the

end. .no one less than an earl gets anything this morning.

Peer (pi-'-O, v-1 Forms : 4-5 pere(n, 5 peere,

peyre, Sc. peir, 6- peer. [a. OF. perer, var. of

pairier, parer : L. pariare to make equal, i.par-cm

equal, PEER.]

f 1. trans. To make equal ; to class as equal ; to

put in the same rank or on an equal footing with.

'375 BARBOUR Bruce ix. 666 [ Bruce] To quhom, in-to gude

cheuelry I dar peir nane. 1:1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xvin.

(Egipciane) 1312 To be quhilk..al be warld ma nocht be

peryd. c 1610 SYLVESTER tr. Mathieu's Mem. Mortal, xxxn,

Man . Presume not yet to peer thee with thy God. a 1662

HEYLIN Hist. Presbyt. x. (1670) 347 Being now Peered

with the Lord Chancellor, and the Earl of Essex.

2. To equal, to rank with.

a 1440 Sir Degrev. 1887 Was never perus my?th hym
peyre By resone ne ryjth. 1614 T. ADAMS in Spurgeon
Treas. Dav. Ps. cxix. 162 Of Homer it is said that none

could ever peer him for poetry. <JI796 BURNS 'O wha is

she that toes me '

(Chorus), O that's the queen o womankind,
And ne'er a ane to peer her. 1826 MARY HOWITT Surrey ,n

Captiv. v, Young Surrey, that brave heart T hat knight-

hood might not peer.

3. intr. To be equal, to rank on an equality.

1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. xv. 410 Ancres and hermytes, and

monkes and freres Peren [v. rr. peeren, peres] to apostles

)>orw her parfit lyuynge. 1:1430 Hymns yirg. (1867) 62

He wolde haue peerid with god of blis. 1577 B. GOOGE
Heresbach's Husb. (1586) 147 b, Hertford may well with the

best peere. 111847 ELIZA COOK Old Mill-stream ii, The
Thames of Old England . . Could not peer with the mill-

streamlet close to my home.

4. [f. prec. sb.] trans. To make (a man) a peer;
to raise to the peerage, to ennoble, colloquial.

1753 Dedication on Dedication n He was to be peered
and pension'd. 1883 TENNYSON in Life (1897) II. xv. 300
Her Majesty must decide as to when I am to be peered..

Peer (pi-M), v -
2 Also 6-7 peere, (8 pier).

[Known from <:I59O: of uncertain origin and

history.
Exactly the same sense as i below was expressed in the

I4thc. by PIRE v. (app. = L&.pircn); and/cer has accord-

ingly been assumed to be merely a later form or spelling of

fire. But, besides that there was a clear chronological gap
Detween the two words, peer is not a phonetic development
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of fire, and cannot, so far as is at present known, be formally

identified with that word ; whether there was any irregular

or ulterior connexion does not appear. In is-i6lh c., pere,

peere, were also ordinary spellings of PEAR v. = appear;

and, in many instances (see senses 2, 3 below) the use of

peer comes so close to that of pear (appear), that it is diffi-

cult to believe that there was not some blending of the two

words, attributable to the fact that when peer, to look out,

is said of inanimate things, the meaning is that they appear
as if they were looking out. In several of the Shakspenan

uses of peer it is difficult to determine whether the things

are thought of as looking out, or as just appearing.]

1. intr. To look narrowly, esp. in order to dis-

cern something indistinct or difficult to make out.

1591 i st Pt. leronimo i. i. 109 One peeres for day, the other

gappes for night. 1596 SHAKS. Mtrch, F. i. i. 19, 1 should be

still .. Peering in Maps for ports, and peers, and rodes. 1623

JAS. I in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. I. III. 139, 1 have bene trowbled

with Hamilton, quho. .wold needs peere over my showlder

quhen I was reading thaime. 1722 DE FOE Moll Flandtrs

(1840)275,! walked about peering and peeping into every

door and window I came near. 1831 POE Raven v, Deep
into that darkness peering, long I stood. 1838 DICKENS

Nich. Xick. xxxi, How dare you pry, and peer, and stare

at me, sirrah ?

b. trans. To search out, to pry out.

1838 Lett.fr. Madras (1843) 181 We did not want him to

go and peer out all the gossip concerning them.

2. intr. (fg.~) Said of inanimate things figured as

looking out : To '

peep out
'
so as just to be seen ;

to appear slightly or in a half-hidden manner.

1592 SHAKS. Rom. fy 7*1. I. i. 126 An houre before the

worship! Sun Peer'd forth the golden window of the East.

1596 i Hen. /(", v. i. i How bloodily the Sunne begins

to peere Aboue yon husky hill. i8ip SOUTHEY Keliama xv.

viil Domes, and pinnacles, and spires were seen Peering

above the sea. 1830 TENNYSON Dirge vi, The frail blue-

bell peereth over Rare broidry of the purple clover. 1831

CARLVI.E Sart. Res. in. xi, Already streaks of blue peer

through our clouds. 1841 W. SCALDING Italy ff
It. Isl. I.

30 To"wns and villages, .peer out from amidst vineyards, or

clumps of the dark flat-topped pine.

3. intr. (Iransf.} To show (itself) ;
to come in

sight ;
to be seen, to appear : nearly = PEAR v.

_

1592 SHAKS. Ven. <J-
Ad. 86 Like a dive-dapper peering

through a wave, Who, being look'd on, dives as quickly in.

1594 PLAT Jewell-ho. in. 91 One inch of the neck [of the

viol] only to peer aboue y ashes. 1599 SHAKS. Hen. f, IV.

vii. 88 For yet a many of your horsemen peere, And gallop

ore the field. 1611 Wint. T. IV. iv. 3 No Shepherdessi-,

but Flora Peering in Aprils front. 1756 HOME Douglas H.

(1757) 28 D.irkly a project peers upon my mind. 1822

B. CORNWALL Flood of T/tcssaly H. 314 The horrid rocks

peered up as black as death. 1850 BLACKIE /Eschylus II.

124, I spy the ship ; too gallantly it peers To cheat mine eye.

f 4. trans. To make to appear or peep out, to

show a little. Obs. rare.

'593 SHAKS. Lucr. 472 Who ore the white sheet peers her

winter chin, The reason of this rash allarme to know.

Peer (pi), v? Sc. and dial. Also 6 peir,

pere. [Origin unknown.] trans. To pour.

('We commonly use pour, when greater quantities issue

forth; and pere, when the liquor trickles down by dr >ps, or

as it were small threeds' Ruddimnn Glass, to Douglai)

1513 DOUGLAS ^Eneis VI. iv. 37 The fat olie did he jet and

peir [<</. 1553 pere] Apoun the entraillis, to mak thann him

clcir. 1863 MONCRIEFF Dream 37 (K.D.D.) She was hindered

on peering the flick. 1881 /. of Wight Gloss., Peer, to pour

out lard.

Peer, obs. f. PJCABJJ., PEARS'., PIER.

Peerage (pi'-reds). [f. PEER sb. -I- -AGE.]

1. The body of peers, a. in the United Kingdom.
1454 Rolls ofPar It. V. 242/1 The . . obeissaunce that I owe

to doo. .to you the Perage of thisjande. 1647 CLARENDON
Hist. Ret. i. ii Having so great an Influence upon the

Body of the Peerage, that [etc.]. 1763 BLACKSTONE Comm. I.

ii 1 57 A bill passed the house of lords, and was countenanced

by the then ministry, for limiting the number of the peerage.

1848 THACKERAY Bk. of Snobs xxi, We have said Bull

knows nothing : he knows the birth, arms, and pedigree of

all the peerage.

b. in reference to France.

1667 MILTON /'. L. I. 586 When Charlemain with all his

1'eerage fell By Fontarabbia. 1875 STUBBS Const. Hist.

II. xv. 183 The very limited peerage which in France co-

existed with an enormous mass of privileged nobility.

o. in generalized sense : Nobility, aristocracy.

1725 POPE Odyss. I. 355 Convoke the Peerage, and the

Gods attest. 1817 J. TAYLOR in Paulding Lclt.fr. South

(1835) I. 213 The peerage of knowledge or abilities.. can no

longer be collected and controlled in the shape of a noble

order, a 1854 H. REED Lect. Brit. Poets vi. (1857) 229 Ihe

peerage of Pandemonium stood mute in expectation of

Satan s voice.

2. The rank or dignity "of a peer.

1671 F. PHILLIPS Reg. Necess. 434 The Viscounts, a Title

no longer ago than the Reign of King Henry the sixth, . .

turned into a Dignity Titular, or Peerage. 1771 Junms
Lett. Ixvii. (1772) II. 308 My humble congratulations upon
the glorious success of peerages and pensions, so lavishly dis-

tributed. 1841 PEEL in Croker Corr. II. 410 The satisfac-

tion of answering a letter which.. does not apply for a

baronetage or a peerage. 1885 FREEMAN in Encycl. Brit.

XVIII. 458/2 The peerage differs from nobility strictly so

called, in which the hereditary privileges . . pass on to all the

descendants of the person first created or. .acknowledged

as noble. 1892 GLADSTONE Let. to Lyon Playfair 13 Aug.
If it is agreeable to you I should have sincere pleasure

in submitting your name to her Majesty for a peerage.

Jjf, 1692 R. L'ESTRANGE Fables clxxxviii. (1714) =02 Whe.

a Reasonable Soul descends to Abandon the whole Man to

the Sensuality of Brutal Satisfactions, he forfeits his Peerage

and the very Privilege of his Character and Creation,

fb. The territory or fief of apeer: -PaEEDOMJ
1759 ROBERTSON Hist. Scot. vn. Wks. 1813 I. 539 Many o

PEERSHIP.

the abbeys and priories had been erected into temporal

peerages.
3. A book containing a list of the peers, with their

genealogy, history, connexions, titles, etc.

[1709 A. COLLINS (title) The Peerage of England.] 1766 A.

JACOB (tit/el A Complete English Peerage, containing a

Genealogical and Historical Account of the Peers of this

Realm , together with the different branches of each family.

1856 WHYTE MELVILLE Kate Cov. xvii, His name was in

the Peerage.

f4. Equality. Obs. rare 1
.

1681 FLAVEL Meth. Grace xiv. 279 He had a peerage or

[uality with his father in glory.

5. attrib. and Comb., as, peerage-book, -maker.

1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl. s. v., The twelve peers created at

once in the late reign, was a main argument in behalf of the

peerage bill. 1736-7 SAVAGE Volunteer Laureat No. 6, Wks.

1775 II. 224 No trust to honour! that you ne'er will stain

From peerage-blood, which fires your filial vein, a 1823 J.

PENNEY Linlit/igo-Mshire(^2^l<f te>
This peerage-maker,

is however, mistaken. 1863 THACKERAY Round. Papers, Carp
at Sans Sonci, A pedigree as authentic as many in the

peerage-books.

Peerch, obs. form of PERCH.

Feerdom

T

.

r . [f.
PEER sb. + -DOM.]

1. The condition or rank of a peer ;
= PEERAGE 2.

1603 FLORIO Montaigne I. xli. (1632) 138 The women that

succeeded in the Peeredomes of France, had . .right to assist

and privilege to plead. 1895 CHAMBERLAIN Sp. Ho. Comm.

13 May, Wherever the suspicion of peerdom attached, a

Committee must be appointed to inquire into the case.

f 2. The territory or fief of a French peer. Obs.

1611 COTGR., Ferric, a Peeredome ; the estate or dignitie

of a Peere. 1670 COTTON Espernon I. lit. 128 This Castle

with the demean and territory belonging to it. .was s_oon..

advanc'd into a Dutchy, and Peerdom, under the Title of

the Dutchy de la Valette. 1762 tr. Busching's Syst. Geog.

IV. 297 Menin is one of the twelve peerdoms or Patriatus.

3. The condition of being peer or equal ; equality.

1891 W. O. NEWNHAM Arlesford Ess. 102 Termsof perfect

loving intimacy and equality, perhaps I may be allowed tc

coin a word and to add '

peerdom ', with our Father. 1898

Dublin Rev. Apr. 405 Supremacy.. could not thus efface the

>eerdom of those over whom it was exercised.

Peere, obs. form of PEAK sb. and v., PIEB so.

Peeress (pio-riV. [f.
PEER sl>. + -ESS.] The

wife of a peer. Peeress in her own right, a woman

laving the rank of a peer by creation or descent.

1689 Land. Gaz. No. 2441/4 Tickets for the Peers and

Peeresses Servants to attend at the Coronation. 1765 BLACK-

STONE Comm. I. xii. 402 A peer, or peeress (either in her owl-

right or by marriage) cannot be arrested in civil cases. 1878

STUBBS Const. Hist. III. xx. 439 There are instances of

countesses, baronesses, and abbesses being summoned.. to

'urnish their military service, but not to attend parliament

as peeresses. 1898 \mtakers Titled Persons 18 The rank

of a Peeress in her own right is inherited by her eldest son,

. .or, in default of a son, by a daughter.

Peerie, var. PEERV sb., peg-top.

Peering (pi'rirj),///. a. [f.
PEER v. 2 + -ING -.]

That peers ; looking narrowly and curiously ;

'

peeping ', just appearing.
1629 MILTON Nativity 140 Hell it self will pass away,

And leave her dolorous mansions to the peering day.

1765 FOOTE Commissary \. Wks. 1799 II. 15 The ten bags

of tea, and the cargo of brandy, them peering rascals took

from me in Sussex, has quite broken my back. 1802 NoUe
Wanderers II. 83 A tender plant, whose peering blossoms

have been blighted by some chilling blast. 1870 MORRIS

Earthly Par. III. iv. 236 Down on the sea-farers did he

gaze now With curious peering eyes.

Hence Pee-ringly adv.

1840 Tail's Mag. VII. 503 Jack . .squinted peermgly at his

revered father. 1876 G. MKREDITH Beauch. Career I. vui.

115 An Austrian sentinel looked on passively, and a police

inspector peeringly.

Peerl(e, obs. form of PEAKL.

Peerless (pities), a. [f.
PEER sb. + -LESS.]

Without peer; unequalled, matchless.

was piereles Of beaute. 1494 . . .

He [Henry II] was pereles in chyualry, in warre, and in

lechery. 1579 SrENSER Slieph. Cal. June 32 Such pierlesse

pleasures haue we. 1667 MILTON P. L. iv. 608 The moon,

Rising in clouded Majestic, at length Apparent Queen un-

vaild her peerless light. 1715 Wodrow Corr. (1843) II. 691

A person wonderful for . . his peerless industry. 1871 MACDUFF

Mem. Patmos xix. 268 It stands out by itself with peerless

grandeur, in annals sacred and profane.

b. in advb. constr.

1596 DALRYMPLE tr. Leslie's Hist. S_cot.
vn. 4 Sa peirles

proud, as na toung of man is able to discriue.

Hence Pee-rlessly adv., Pee-rlessness.

1500 B. JONSON Ev. Man out ofHum. iv. iv, The Gentle-

woman ..is not so peerelessely to bee doted vpon. 1611

COTGR., Singularite, singularitie, excellence peerlessnesse.

1656 TRAPP Comm. 2 Thess. ii. 3 That breathing devil, so

portentously, so peerlessly vicious. 1865 KINGSLEY Herrw.

xviii, She is peerlessly beautiful. 1894 Chicago Advance

8 Feb., To exhibit the peerlessness of Christian Theism.
^

PeCTly, adv. rare. Also 5 perelioh. [-LV -.J

+ 1. In the manner of a peer or equal. Obs.

1398 TIIEVISA Barth. De P. R. xvm. i. (Bodl. MS.', 5if man

is defouled wi|> luste, . . ban man is made pere & vnwise pere.

lich to vnresonable bestes.

2. In the manner of a peer, humorous nonce-use.

1888 W. S. GILBERT Yeomen of Guard \. 13 The song of

a merry maid, peerly proud, Who loved a lord, and who

laughed aloud.

Peerse, obs. form of PIERCE.

Peersnip (pl-ujip). [f.
PEEK sb. + -SHIP.]

1. The status of a peer ;
= PEERAGE 2.



PEERY.

1577 I?, de L'isle's Legendary C iij b, Parliament did also

..expulse the Duke of Guise.. from his fore sitting, which

by reason of his Peereshippe he chalenged aboue a prince
of France. 1817 BBNTHAM Parl. Reform (1818) 52 Say
whether Peership is honesty.

fb. The fief of a (French) peer; PEKBAGBab.
1594 R. ASHLEY tr. Loys le Roy 55 b, Dukedoms, Princi-

palities, and Peereships patrimonial!. 1727-41 [see PEER
so. 4 b].

2. Parity, equality.
1641 Lords Spiritual 15 There is much more parity or

pecrships betweene the Lords Spiritual! and Temporall, ..

then betweene the Commons and any one of them. 1884
W. C. WILKINSON Edw. Arnold^ n. vi. 156 He claims that

Buddha raised woman to peership with man.

Peert, obs. or dial, form of PERT.

Peery (pi'ri), sb. <Sc. and north. Also piry,
peary, peerie. [perh. dim. of^Vw, PEAK, from
its shape.] A peg-top, made to spin with a string.

1805 MclNDOE Moses's Compl. Poems 40 Bowls, and ba's,
and taps, and pirys. 1816 SCOTT Antiq. xx, Mony's the

peery and the tap I worked for him langsyne. 1879 THOMSON
& TAIT Nat. Phil. 1. 1, 106 It is the case of a common
spinning-top (peery), spinning on a very fine point. 1882

Lift J. Clerk Max-well iii. 51 He.. took some interest in

the spinning of '

pearies '.

Peery (pi*ri), a. 1
[f. PEER v.- + -Y.] Inclined

to peer ; given to peering or looking narrowly or

curiously ; hence, prying, inquisitive, suspicious.
a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Ovw, Peery t fearful, shy, sly.

1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa (1811) V. 71 They engaged a

peery servant .. to watch all her motions. 1821 SCOTT
Kenihv. ix, Two. peery gray eyes, which had a droll obli-

quity of vision. Pirate xxxi, And here. .we have been
wasting our precious time, till folk are grown very peery.
1891 Temple BarMag, July 365 Eyes small, bright, 'peery ',

and quick glancing.
b. Rogues' Cant. Knowing, sly.

i757 GIBBER Refusal in. (1777) 49 Are you peery, as the
cant is? In short do you know what I would be at now?
1804 COLLINS Scripscrap 24 An old peery Sharper, deep
vers'd in the game.

Peery, a.- ; see under PKEB sit.

Pees^e, obs. ff. PEACK, PEASE, PEISE, PIECE.

Peesk, obs. form of PEACH.

Peesweep, peaseweep (pf-zw/p). Sc. and
dial. Also 9 peese-weep, peeswip, peasweep.
[From the cry of the bird.] The lapwing or pewit.
1796 Statist. Ace. Scotl. XVII. 251 Tringa vanellus,. .

Lapwing, Teuchit, peesweep. aiSio TANNAHILL Poems
(1846) 18 The peeswip's scrighin' owre the spankie-cairn.
1820 filacfau. Mag, VI. 568 In pursuit of the Whaup and
the Peaseweep. 1891 BAKRIK Lit. Minister xxxv, The
plaintive cry of the peesweep as it rose in the air.

b, A local name of the Greenfinch.

1885 SWAINSON Prov. Names Brit. Birds 59 Greenfinch . .

Peasweep. Because one of its notes, sounding thus, closely
resembles that of the peewit.

Peet, Peeter, obs. form of PEAT, PETER.
Peetweet (prtw/t). U.S. [Echoic: cf./^w//.]
A popular name of the spotted sandpiper or sand-
lark of N. America ( Tringoides macularius}.
1844 J. E, DE KAY ZooL New York ii. 247 The Spotted

Sand-Lark . . known among the people by the name of Peet-

weet, in allusion to its notes. 1858 THORKAU Maine IV. ii.

(1864) 135 A company of peet-weets were twittering and
teetering about over the carcass of a moose. 1894 NKWTON
Diet, Birds 811 The Common Sandpiper. ..In America its

place is taken bya closely-kindred species, ..the 'Peetweet
1

or Spotted Sandpiper, so called from its usual cry.

Peevish (p^vij), a. Forms: 4 peyuesshe,
5-6 peuysh, 6 peuis^s'/h(e, -ische, -ys(s)he,
-yche, -ess, piuish(e, -isshe, pyuysshe, pie-

uish(e, pewech, peeuish(e, -esh, 7 pevish,
pievish, 7- peevish. [First evidenced in end of

14111 c., but rare before 1 500. Derivation unknown.
The exact sense of the adj. in many of the early

quots. is difficult to fix, and the following treatment
is in many respects only provisional.
None of the etymological conjectures hitherto offered are

compatible with the sense-history.]

fl. Silly, senseless, foolish. Obs.
J393 LANGL. P. PI, C. ix. 151 And bad hym 'go pisse with

hus plouh, peyuesshe shrewe !' [A. vn. 143 pillede screwe;
B. vi. 157 for-pyned schrewe]. 1519 HOKMAN Vulg. 21 b,
Some make serche and dyuynacion by water, some by
basyns, . .some by coniuryng of a soule, and suche other:
and al be acurst or pyuysshe \partim execrabilia^ partiin
jncra ludil'ria}. 1529 JIoRE Dyaloge iv. Wks. 271/1 The
piuishe pleasure of the vayne prayse puffed oute of poore
mortall mcns mouthes. 1542 UDALL Erasm. Apoph. 94 b,
To laugh such a peuishe tnfleyng argument to skorne. 1565
JEWEL Dcf, Apol. (1567) 669 That whole tale.. is nothing els,
but a peeuishe fable. '1586 C'TF.SS PEMBROKE Ps. XLIX. v,
These, whose race approves their peeuish waie [1611 This
their way is their folly]. 1633 FORD 'Tis Pity v. iii, This
is your peevish chattering, weak old man ! 1676 Doctrine
of Devils 56 Christ did his Miracles among a peevish,
foolish, sottish people, (as the World accounted them),

fb. Beside oneself
;
out of one's senses

; mad.
1523 SKELTON Carl. Laurel 266 Some tremblid, some

girnid, some gaspid, some gasid, As people halfe peuysshe,
or men that were masyd. 1548 UDALL, etc. Erasm. Par.
Acts xli. 15 [They] aunswered to the mayden, Surely thou
arte peuyshe. 1578 LYTB Dodosns in. Ixxvii. 426 Suche as
by taking of poyson.are become peeuishe or without vnder-
standing. 1591 LYLY Endym. i. i, There was neuer any so
peeuish to imagin the Moonc cyther capable of affection,
or shape of a Mistris.

f 2. Spiteful, malignant, mischievous, harmful.
1468 [implied in PEEVISHNESS a]. ? 1500 Cluster PI. viii.

617

317 Alas ! what presumption shold move that peeuish page,
or any eluish gedling^ to take from me mycrowne? 1513
DOUGLAS sEneis xi. xiv. in This ilk Aruns..thys pewech
man of weir . . schuke in hand hys oneschewabill speir. 1567
HARMAM Caveat Ep. Ded. 2 b, Their peuish peltinge and
pickinge practyses. 1568 GRAFTOM Chron. II. 176 In deri-

sion of the king, they made certaine peeuishe and mocking
rymes which I passe ouer. 1570 LEVIES Manip. 145/42

Peuish, praiius. 1601 ? MARSTON Pasquil fy Kath. \\. 245
This crosse, this peeuish hap. Strikes dead my spirits like

a tliunder-clap.

b. In mod. dial. Of the wind : Piercing, 'shrewd'.
1828 Craven Gloss, (ed. 2), Petvisk% piercing, very cold;

a peevish wind. 1863 MRS. TOOGOOD Yorksh. Dial., The
wind is very peevish to night.

f 3. An epithet of dislike, hostility, disparage-

ment, contempt, execration, etc., expressing the

speaker's feeling rather than any quality oi the object
referred to. Obs. Cf. mod. /Ar^vc/, wretched, etc.

1513 DOUGLAS sKneis XL viii, 78 For thou sal neuer los,.

Be my wappin nor this richt hand of myne, Sik ane pevyche
and cative saule as ihyntiWungvamaniwam tal<-i dextra
hoc . .amittcs}. 1523 LD. BERNERS J-'roiss. I.ccclxi. 587 Sirs,

howe is it thus .. that this peuysshe douehouse holdeth

agaynst vs so longe? 1534 MOKE Coinf. agst, Trib. Wks.
1185 The wolf, .spyed a fay re cowe in a cloae. . .as for yonder
peeuish cowe semeth vnto me in my conscience worth nut
half a grot. 0:1548 HALL Chron., lien. VI 115 Such..
craftie imageners, as this peuishe painted Puzel was.

f4. Perverse, refractory, Iroward ; headstrong,
obstinate; self-willed, skittish, capricious, coy. Obs,

1539 CKANMER Great Bible Pref., Not onely fool yshe
frowarde and obstinate but also peuysshe, pertierse and
indurate. 11553 UDALL Rovster D, ad fin., These women
be all suche madde pieui^h elues, They wyll not be woonne
except it please them seines. 1589 NASHE^(Z/. Absurd, 39
Nothing is so great an enemie to a sounde iudgment, as the

pride of a peeuish conceit. 1591 SHAKS. Two Gent. \. ii. 49
This it is to be a peeuish girle, That flies her fortune when
it followes lier. 1621 BP, MOUNTAGU Diatribe 515 Diana,
evermore a peevish angry goddesse. 1623 WEBSTER Duchess

ofMetlJi in. ii, We read how D.iphne, for her peevish flight,
Became a fruitless bay-tree, a 1655 VINES Lords Sitpp. (1677)

269 It would be unnatural and pievish in a child to forsake
his mother. 1671 H. FOULIS Hist. Rout. Trcas. (1681) 23
Birds were not so sbie and peevish formerly.
5. Morose, querulous, irritable, ill-tempered,

childishly fretful, a. Of persons.
In early quots. often referred to as the result of religious

austerities, fasting, and the like.

ci&jpHickscornerT) iij, And I sholde do after ymirej-chole,
To lerne to patter to make me peuysshe. 1596 SHAKS.
Merck. V. i. i. 86 Why should a man whose blond is warme
within, Sit like his Grandsire, cut in Alabaster?.. and creep
into the laundies By being peeuish? 1653 JEK. TAYLOR
Serin,for 1 'car xxxix, Some men fast to mortifie their lust;

and their fasting makes them peevish. 1708 SWIFT Aboltt.

Chr.) Excellent materials to keep children quiet when they
grow peevish. 1742 YOUNG Nt. Th. n. 175 Body and soul,
like peevish man and wife, United jar, and yet are loth to

part. i86z SIR l!. EKODIE Psychol. /,/. II, iii. 77 One
whose state of health renders him fretful and peevish in his

own family.
b. Of personal qualities, actions, etc. : Charac-

terized by or exhibiting petty vexation.

1577 FULKE Ansiv. True Christian 89 Without any con-
tention of peuishe enuie. 1650 FTLLKK Pisgah iv. iii. 57
Gods providence on purpose permitted Moses to fall into

this peevish passion [at Kadesh]. 1711 STEELE Sped. No. 107
Fi Unapt to vent peevish Expressions. 1822 HAZLITT
Table't. II. iv. 73 With a peevish whine in his voice like

a beaten school-boy.

fo. Const. /<?, with, Obs. rare,
J655 in Nicholas Papers (Camden) III. 128 He is uery

peuish to Mr. Ouerton and will tell him uery litle. 1697
FLOYBE Cold Bat/is i. iii. (1700) 61 The People grew peevish
with all Ancient Ceremonies.

t 6. See quot. (Perhaps some error.)

1674 RAY N. C. Words, Peevish, witty, subtill.

7. in advb. constr. = PEEVISHLY.
a 1529 SKELTON El. Rmnmyng^) She was not halfe so

wyse As she was peuysshe nyse [foolishly particular].

[1594 SHAKS. Rich. Ill, iv. iv. 417 (Qo. i, 1597) Be not

pieuish, fond in great designes. Qo, 2 pccuish, fond ; Qos,
3-8 peeuish fond ; Folios peeuish found ; Malone conjectured
peevish-fond, the reading adopted in mod. cdd.]

Peevishly (pTviJli) adv - [f P rec - + -LY 2
.]

In a peevish manner
; f foolishly, spitefully, per-

versely, skittishly (obs.)\ with petty vexation or

discontent; morosely, querulously, petulantly.
1530 PALSGR. 840/2 Pcvysshely^ -uergonneuseincnt. 1566

T. STAPLETON Ret, Untr. Jewell. 17 You do but peuishly,
to builde your untruth upon that reason. 1580-3 GKEKNK
Mamillia Wks. (Grosart) II. 219 An iniurious Gentleman. .

who with despightfull taunts hath abused the Gentlewomen
of Sicillia, most peeuLshlie describing their apparell, and
presumptuouslie decyphering their nature. 1601 SHAKS.
Twel. N. ii. ii. 14 Come sir, you peeuishly threw it to her :

and her will is, it should be so return'd. a 1638 MKDE lifks.

(1672) i If they should unwisely disvalue and peevishly
reject the whole for some passages not agreeing to their

particular Sentiments. 1679 J. GOODMAN Penit. Pardoned
in. iii. (1713)310 Men will be always sighing and complaining
and peevishly refuse consolation, a, 1680 ROCHESTER Song
iv. Poems (1790) 17 Then if, to make your ruin more, You Tl

peevishly be coy. 1762-71 H. WALPOLE Vertue's Anccd.
Paint, (1786) III. 209 Ratcliffe replied peevishly,

'

Tell him
he may do any thinjj with it but paint it '. 1832 HT.
MARTINEAU Ireland iii. 46 Peevishly complaining of mani-
fold evils that it was impossible to remedy.
Peevishness (pfvijnes). [f.asprec. + -NESS.]
The quality of being peevish.
fl. Silliness, foolishness, folly ; madness. Obs.

1523 SKELTON Carl. Laurel 637 With a pel lit of peuisshe-
nca they had suche a stroke. 1540 HYKUK tr. Vivcs* Instr.

PEG.

Chr. Wotn. ii. ix. (1557), The more wee mocke you..
and gcue vnto you aboundantly that peuishenes [inertias
iltas], which you call honour. 1552 HULOET, Peuishnes,
insania. 1586 A. UAY Eng. Secretary \\. (1625) 45 Were
the peeuishnesse of my conceits correspondent to those

vaine-glonous humours of yours.

1 2. Perverse, refractory, obstinate, or spiteful
character or behaviour; malignity, perversity. Obs.

1468 Paston Lett. II. 326 To be depryved de omni bettf-

ficio ecclesiastico for symouy, lechory, perjory, and doubble
variable pevyshne>se. 1582 G. MARTIN Discov. Corrupt.
To Rdr. ii Why do they change the title, striking out
S. Panics name..? what an heretical peeuishnes is this.

1601 I-'. GODWIN Bps. Eng. 223 [A] sumptuous toombe..
which by the barbarous and doltish peeuishnes of some
body, is pittifully defaced. 1664 H. MOKK Myst. Iniq. \\.

ii. xxi'i. 468 Undoubtedly our Heroical Reformers did not
..act out of peevislmess and spight, and please their own
humour and impcluu.Miy of spirit.

3. Disposition to be vexed at trifles; moroseness,

querulousnesa ; fretfulncss, petty or childish ill-

temper.
1561 T. NORTON Calvin's Inst. iv. xx. S 29 Parents shew

themselves so hard . . that with their peeuishnesse {ntorositate\

they doe immeasurably wearie them. 1649 JEK. TAYLOR
Gt. Exemp. \\. Disc. ix. 33 Some dispositions we have
seen . . assaulted by peevishn^sse through immoderate fast-

ing. 1726 LJriLER Si'rttf. Kcsentin., Thnt which in a more
feeble temper is peevishness, and languidly discharges itself

upon everything which comes in its way, ..in a temper
of greater force and stronger passions, becomes rage and
fury. 1857-8 SEARS A than. xiv. 122 What we call the
moroseness and peevishness of age are none other than the
real disposition, .coming forth without disguise. 1859 Gto.
ELIOT A. Bedc iv, Timid people always wreak their peevish-
ness on the gentle.

Peewee, pee-wee (pr\w). [Echoic, from
the cry of the bird.]
1. Sc. A lapwing :

= PEWIT.
1886 STEVKNSOM Kidnapped xxii. 213 The moorfowl and

the peewees crying upon it. 1894 CKOCKETT Raiders 384
The spotted eggs o

1

the pee-wees.
2.

' A name in New S. \Vales for the Magpie Lark,
Grallina picata

'

(Morris Austral Eng. 1898).
3. Applied to a small child.

1894 H. GARDENER Unojf. Patriot 169 She can play with
those two peewees of Miller's, while he and I look over the
stock and drive about the place a little.

4. See PKWKE.

Peeweep, peweep (p2-w/p), piewipe (psi
1-

waip). local. [Echoic, from the bird's cry.] A
lapwing: = PEWIT i.

a 1825 FORHY Voc. E. Anglia, Pic-wipe, the pewit or
common lapwing. 1888 FENN Ditk o' the Fens 87 I'll show
you where there's more piewipes' eggs. 1892 STEWAKT Shet-
land Tales vi. 65 Listening to the murmuring waves and
the faint cry of the

'

peeweep '.

Peewit, another form of PEWIT, the lapwing.
Peeyle, Peezle, obs. forms of PEAL, PIZZLE.

Peff, dial, variant of PECH, PJSGH v.

Peg peg),^. 1 Forms: 5-7 pegge, 5 pege, 7-8
pegg, 6- peg. [First mentioned in Promp. Parv.

c 1440 ;
of obscure history, but app. of LG. origin;

cf. dial. Du. peg plug, peg, small wooden pin
(Franck), LG. pigge peg (Kluge) ; also MDu.
pegel

l
little knob used as a mark '

: ODu. *pagil
little peg, pin, or bolt, esp. as a mark (Franck) ;

also dial. Du. pegel icicle, LG. pegel stake. Some
also compare Da. pig, Sw. pigg pike, point, spike.]

1. A pin or bolt made orig. of wood, also of

metal or the like, usually of a cylindrical or slightly

tapering shape, and used to hold together portions
of a framework, parts of machinery, etc., or for

stopping up a hole, as the vent of a cask
; also,

a similar pin driven into or fastened in a hole in

a wall, board, etc., or into the ground, and left

projecting to serve for hanging up hats, clothes, etc.,

for holding the ropes of a tent, etc., or for marking
boundaries, the level of a surface, the score in

ciibbage, etc. Also short for clothes-peg.
(," 1440 Promp. Parv. 390/1 Pegge, or pynne of tymbyr,

cai'illa. 1487 Cath, Angl. 272/2 A Pege (A. Pegge). 1530
PALSGK. 253/1 Pegge of woode, chenille. 1570 LKYINS

Manip. 53/23 A Pegge, clauus, 1575 TURBEKV. Faulconrie

276 To take a Junyper sticke, or suche like drye tymber,
and thereof to make a small sharpe pegge. 1593 NASHE
Christs T. 24 May it be as a pegge in a vessell, to broche
blood with plucking out.

159^8 FLORIO, Caniglia, any ring
or peg fastned in the wall to tie horses to. 1654 GATAKER
Disc. Apol. 39 As it is with an Archer.. when he h;ith hit

the white or cloven the peg. 1660 BOYLE New Exp. Phys.
Mech. i. (1682) 8 A tapering Peg of brass. 1664 EVELYN
Sylva (1679) 27 Oak is excellent for..pinns and peggs for

tyling. 1712 ADDISON Spect. No. 403 Pio His Hat that

hung upon a wooden Pegg by him. 1768-74 TUCKER Lt.
Nat. (1834) I. 593 There are pegs and pins in a building as

well as beams and columns. 1854 in C. Robinson Kansas
Conflict (1892) 76 A great many Missourians have already
set their pegs in that country. 1857 Chambers' Inform.
People II. 718/2 A cribbage-board .. possesses holes for

the scoring of each party, and the scoring is effected by
means of pegs. 1858 GLENNY Card. Every-day Bk. 239/1
Lay a verge of turf close to these pegs, and thus permanently ,

mark one side of the road. 1875 J. D. HEATH Croquet
Player 19 The recognised method of naming the hoops is

by threes,, .first hoop, second hoop, third hoop, hoops three

to peg [or post], two to peg, one to peg, &c. 1879 MCCARTHY
Own Times II. xxvii. 317 The tents were torn from their

pegs and blown away.



PEG.

b. Phrase. A roundpeg in a square hole (or vice

versa), a man placed in a station unsuited or uncon-

genial to his peculiar capacities or disposition.

1836 FONBLANQUE Eng. under Seven Administr. (1837)

III. 342 Sir Robert Peel was a smooth round peg, in a

sharp-cornered square hole, and Lord Lyndhurst is a rect-

angular square-cut peg, in a smooth round hole. 1901
Westm. Gaz. 24 Dec. 2/2 Was there ever a more glaring
case of square peg in round hole and round peg in square?

f C. A broach of a deer's horn :
= BBOACH sfr. 7.

1611 COTGR., Chevilleures, the broches of a Deeres head;
all the pegs aboue the two lowest.

d. Applied to something resembling or suggest-

ing a peg : see quot.
1847-78 HALLIWELL, Pegs, small pieces of dough rolled up,

and crammed down the throats of young ducks and geese.

2. In special applications.
a. In stringed musical instruments,A pin of wood

or metal to which the strings are fastened at one

end, and which is turned to adjust the tension in

tuning ; a tuning-pin. Often in fig. expressions

(with some of which cf. 3).

1604 SHAKS. Oth. n. i. 202 Oh you are well tun'd now :

But lie set downe the peggs that make this Musicke. 1645
Up. HALL Remedy Discontents iv. 14 Like to a skilfull

Musitian, that can let down his strings a peg lower when
the tune requires it. a 1677 BARROW Popes Snprent. Introd.

x. (1687) 18 Popes of high spirit
and bold face.. did ever

winds the Pegs over his Head. 1842 TENNYSON Vision ofSin

87 Let me screw thee up a peg, Let me loose thy tongue with

wine. 1886 STEVENSON Jir. Jekylln, My love of life screwed

to the topmost peg. 1898 STAINER 8: BARRETT Diet. Mus.
Terms s. v. Tuning, String instruments of the violiri, guitar,

and pianoforte class are tuned by altering the tension of the

strings at the end where they are carried round a moveable

peg.
b. One of a set of pins fixed at intervals in

a drinking vessel as marks to measure the quantity
which each drinker was to drink.

See STRUTT Con/pleat I'ii-w (1775) I. 48.

1796 PEGGE Anonym. (1809) 183 The first person that

drank was to empty the tankard to the first peg or pin ; the

second.. to the next pin, etc. 1851 LONGF. Gold. Leg. iv.

Ri/cctory, Come, old fellow, drink down to your peg ! But
do not drink any farther, I beg ! 1865 KINGSLEY Herew. iv,

We ourselves drink here by the peg at midday.
c. The metal pin on which a peg-top spins.

1740, 1812 [see PEG-TOI']. .1828 Boy's Own Bk. 12 A top
with a long peg is best at this game.

d. Shoemaking. A pin of wood or (latterly) of

brass or condensed leather, used to fasten the

uppers to the sole, or the lifts to each other.

[1765 '! implied in pegging-awl: see PEGGING vbl. sb. 3.]

1825 JA MIESON I Peggiri-mvl, a kind of awl used by shoe-

makers for entering the pegs or wooden pins driven into the

heels of shoes. 1872 Japanese in Amcr. 206 Shoes .. are

fastened on the bottom by wooden pegs, thereby creating

peg factories.

e. A wedge-shaped piece of wood projecting
from a jeweller's board.

1879 CassMs Tcchn. Educ. IV. 349/1 In the centre of the

hollow is a small wedge-shaped projecting piece of wood,
called the peg, on which he performs all his operations.

3. fig. ? The interval between two successive

pegs ;
a step, degree. Chiefly in phr. to take,

bring, let (\pitll) (a person) down a peg (or two),

a peg lower, etc., to lower him a degree in his own
or the general estimation, to humble, snub, mortify.

Also, passively, to come down a peg. Cf. 2 a.

1589 Pappe w. Hatchet To Huffe, Ruffe, etc., Now haue

at you all my gaffers of the rayling religion, tis I that must
take you a peg lower. 1635 in Crt. ft Times Ckas. I (1848)

I. 58 Talking.. of the brave times that would be shortly.,

when.. the Bishop of Chester, that bore himself so high,
should be hoisted a peg higher to his little ease. 1664
BUTLER Hud. n. ii. 522 We still have worsted all your holy

Tricks, . . And took your Grandees down a peg. 1707 HEARNE
Collect. 24 Feb. (O. H. S.) I. 336 You'll bring me down a peg
lower in my Conceit. 1732 BERKELEY Alciphr. vi. 18 He
is a peg too high for me in some of his notions. 1781 C.

JOHNSTON Hist. J. Juniper II. 247 An opportunity for

letting him down a peg or two. 1809 NavalChron. XXIV.
32 Chance . . has . . raised these gentlemen a peg higher. 1894
MRS. H. WARD Marcella II. 324, I must take that proud
girl down a peg.

4. To move, start, stir a peg, to make a move.
1810 SIR J.

BARROW in Croker Papers 27 July, Our whole

squadron in the Downs, not one of which attempted to

move a peg. 1841 Punch. I. 243/1 You'll not stir a peg.

1852 MRS. STOWE Uncle Tom's C. viii, You've got to fork

over fifty dollars, flat down, or this child don't start a peg.

1855 SMEDLEY H. Coverdale iii. 18 One condition without

which I don't stir a peg.
5. fig. A peg to hang (a discourse, opinion, etc.)

upon, an occasion, pretext, excuse, or theme for.

J8l2 J. NOTT Dekket's Gulfs Horn-bk. 30 note, The re-

mark of a St. James's-street chairman, that 'a crust of bread

and cheese was an excellent peg to hang a pot of porter

upon '. 1858 R. S. SURTEES Ask Mamma, i, [A] quarrel-
some fellow, who merely wanted a peg to hang a grievance

upon. 1891 Lancet 3 Oct. 750 The chief use of a fact is

as a peg to hang a thought on.

6. A drink; esp. of brandy and soda-water.

618

those vile concoctions of spirits, ice, and sodawater. 1896
A. FORBES Camps, Quarters, S(C. 263 [She] brewed him
a mild peg with her own fair hands.

7. a. A tooth, esp. a child's tooth. Now dial.

and nursery prattle.
1597-8 BP. HAI.L Sat. vi. i. 290 Her grinders, .shall . .waxe

as ill As old Catillaes, which wont euery night Lay vp her

holly pegs till next day-light. 1828 Craven Gloss, (ed. 2\

Pegs, teeth.

b. A wooden leg (colloq.} ; also, a leg (humorous) .

C(. peg-leg in n.
1833 M. SCOTT Tom Cringle iii. 79 It had been left three

inches too long, so he had to jerk himself up to the top of

his peg at every step, a 1845 HOOD Faithless Nelly Gray
iii, The army-surgeons made him limbs : Said he,

'

They're
only pegs '. 1847-78 HALLIWELL, Peg . . (4) a leg, or foot.

8. An implement furnished with a pin, claw, or

hook, used for tearing, harpooning, etc. : a. a prong
or tine fastened to a pole or string, used for har-

pooning turtles, a turtle-peg; b. a husking-peg.
1731-48 CATESBY Nat. Hist. Carolina (1754) II. 39 Turtle

are mo.st commonly taken at the Bahama Islands. .by strik-

ing them with a small iron peg of two inches long; this peg
is put in a socket at the end of a staff twelve feet long . . [and]
fastened by a string to the pole. 1827 G. A. McCALi. Lett,

fr. Frontiers (1868) 178 The Colonel had directed Maximo
to bring with him his turtle-seine, his

'

peg
'

and all other

appliances for hunting the green turtle. 1846 [see peg-
striker in n]. 1872 TALMAGE Serm. 162 Cora-busker's peg
never ripped out fuller ear.

9. a. A thrusting blow. dial, or slang.

. Chiefly in Anglo-Indian slang. (Cf. 2 b.)

1864 TREVELYAN Compel'. Wallah (1866)158 Brandy and
belattee pawnee, a beverage which goes by the name of

a *

pec
'

(according to the favourite derivation, because each

draught is a '

peg
'

in your coffinl 1883 F. M. CRAWFORD
Mr. Isaacs 7 Trial.. who could absorb the most 'pegs'

a straight arm. 1825 BROCKETT -V. C. Gloss., Peg, a blow or

thump.
b. An act or effort of 'pegging on '

(PEG v. 10) ;

a stiff effort to make one's way. rare.

i894C*K^/'/'(U. S.) Apr. 36/2 From there to the next mark
was a dead peg to windward.

10. Short for PEG-TOP i . rare. Peg in the ring:
see quot. 1847-78.
1835 MARRVAT "Jacob Faithf. v, In playing at marbles, and

. peg in the ring. 1840 P. Parley's^ Ann. I. 85, I wish you
would change tops with me. I'll give you my two pegs for

your boxer. 1847-78 HALLIWEI.L, Peg-ifi-thc-riiig, at top, is

to spin the top within a certain circle marked out, and in

which the top is to exhaust itself, without once overstepping
the bounds prescribed. 1885 New Bk. Sports 311 If the

full game of peg-in-the-ring be played, [there is] a good deal

of excitement and varied interest.

11. attrib. and Comb., as peg-hole, -maker; peg-
like adj. ; peg-board, a board with holes and pegs
used in some games ; peg-cutter, peg-float : see

quots. ; peg-ladder, a ladder, usually fixed, with

a single standard having rungs fixed through it, or

to one side (Knight Diet. Mech. 1875) ; peg leg,

a wooden leg (see sense 7 b) ;
one who has a

wooden leg; peg-man, a tent-pegger ; peg-pole,
an upright pole pierced with peg-holes, for ascent

by a gymnast having two pegs in his hands which

he inserts alternately; f peg-roots, local name
of the Green Hellebore (Hellcborus mridis) ; peg-

striker, one who catches turtles with a peg (sense

8 a) ; peg-strip, a strip or ribbon of wood from

which pegs are split off in the pegging-machine ;

peg-tankard, one with pegs inserted at regular

intervals to mark the quantity each person is to

drink (see sense 2 b) ; peg-tooth, a peg-shaped
tooth, a canine tooth ; peg-wattled : see quot. ;

peg-wood, dogwood used in small splinters by

jewellers for cleaning the pivot-holes of watches.

1899 Allbutfs Syst. Med. VIII. 246 We can merely men-
tion bean-bags, *peg-boards, size and form boards, as some
of the apparatus found useful for the purpose [of amusing
and instructing the weak-minded]. 1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mech.

1648/1 *Peg-cutter, an instrument or machine for removing
the ends of pegs from the insides of boots and shoes. A
float. Ibid.,

*
Peg-float, an implement for rasping pegs from

boots and shoes. 1872 HARTLEY Clock Aim. 48 (E. D. D.)

Besides, he's a *peg leg. 1889 Pall Mall G. 16 Aug. 3/1
The days of the old

'

peg
'

legs have gone by. 1901 A^. $ Q.

qth Ser. XI. 404/2 A wooden leg, in the sense ofa peg-leg, Lord

Uxbridge never wore. 1723 Lond. Gaz. No. 6193/3 Thomas
Atkines, . . *Pegmaker. 1859 F. A. GRIFFITHS A rtill. Man.

s'.

hujus per vulnus transadigunt, unde "i'eg-roots dicuntur.

1846 WORCESTER, *Peg;striker, one who catches turtles by
striking them with an iron peg having a string attached to

it. Holbrooh. 1873 KNIGHT Diet. Mech. 1650/1 *Peg-strip,
. .invented by Sturtevant, 1858. 1796 PEGGE Anonym. (1809)

183 *Peg-Tankards, of which I have seen a few still remain-

ing in Derbyshire, . . hold two quarts, so that there is a gill

of ale, i.e. half a pint Winchester measure, between each

pin. 1884 Leisure Hour May 299/2 The peg-tankard . . had

pegs in it, dividing the height into eight half-pints. 1681

GREW Museum I. 43 The Teeth are about threescore, thirty

in each Jaw;..*Peg-Teeth, not much unlike the Tusks of a

Mastiff. 1765 Treat. Dam. Pigeons 82 The wattle.. ought
to be broad across the beak ; short from the head towards

the apex, or point o_f
the bill, and tilting forwards from the

head j for if otherwise, it is said to be *peg-wattled, which

is very much disesteemed. 1884 F. J. BRITTEN Watch ft

Clockm. 184 A watch maker would be quits at a loss without

a stock of *peg wood. 1885 C. G. W. LOCK Workshop
Receipts Ser. iv. 327/1.

Peg (peg), so.2 [An alteration of Meg = Mar-

garet ; cf. Polly - Molly, Mary.']
1. A pet form of the female name Margaret:

PEG.

cf. also PEGGY. Hence in proverbial nicknames :

Peg Trantum, a romping, hoydenish girl, f Gone
to Peg Trantunis (Crancutiis), dead (obs. slang).
1694 MOTTEUX Rabelais v. vii. (1737) 30 That will sink you

down to Peg-Trantums, an hundred Fathom under Ground.
a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Gon to Pegtranlums, Dead.

1706 E. WARD Wooden World Diss. (1708) 8 He fulfills to

a Tittle the never-failing Proverb,
'

Set a Beggar on Horse-

back, and he'll ride to Peg Crancums '. a 1825 FORBY
Voc. E, Anglia, Peg-trantum, a galloping, rantipole girl;
a hoydenish mauther.

2. Old Peg (dial?, : Skim-milk cheese.

1785 GROSE Diet. Vulg. T., Old Pegg, poor Yorkshire
cheese. 1796 Ibid. (ed. 3) s.v. Peg, Old Peg ; poor hard
Suffolk or Yorkshire cheese. 1825 BROCKETT N. C. Gloss.,

Old-peg, And-pt'g, an inferior sort of cheese made ofskimmed
milk. It is also called, not inaptly, leather hungry.

Peg (peg), v. [f. PEG rf.i]

I. Uses in which an actual peg is in question.
1. trans. To fix or make fast with a peg; to

fasten with or as with a peg or pegs. Also with

down, in, out, up, etc.

1598 FI.ORIO, Cauicchiare, ..to peg or pin in. 1610 SHAKS.

Temp. I. ii. 295, I will rend an Oake, And peg thee in his

knotty entrailes. 1664 EVELYN Sylva (1679) 13 Peg it

[branch] down with a hook or two. 1718 Entertainer
No. 19. 127 After he has mounted his Box, and methodically

pegg'd his Cloak. 1846 J. BAXTER Lilir. Pract. Agric.
(ed. 4) II. 23 The plants. .must be trained close to the wall,

or pegged to the bank as they grow. 1857 F. L. OLMSTED
Journ. Texas 96 When the corners [of the tent] are pegged
out by the flat iron pegs attached, our night quarters are

ready. 1859 W. S. COLEMAN Woodlands (1866) 10 Framed
of oak trunks split through the centre and roughly pegged
together. 1869 E. A. PARKES Pract. Hygiene (ed. 3) 416
Sometimes boots are not sewn, but pegged. 1873 TRISTRAM
Moab v. 86 They.. left him a whole day under a broiling
sun pegged to the ground.

b. fg. To confine
;

to tie or bind down, to

restrict.

1824-9 LANDOR Imag. Conv., Hilton tr Marvel\Vks. 1846 I.

123, 1 will not be pegged down to any plot. l82gScorr Jrttl.

17 Mar., Here are two pleasant and pretty women rjegged

up the whole day
'

In the worst inn's worst room . 1872
BAGEHOT Physics <5- Pol. (1876) 219 Before he is pegged
down by ancient usage.

C. fig. To fix the market-price ; to prevent the

price from falling by buying freely at a given price,

or to prevent it from rising by selling freely. Stock

Exchange slang.
1882 Pall Mall G. 8 Apr. 6/1 Arbitrarily raising prices

against them '

pegging prices up ', it is called. Ibid., No
doubt there will be new '

peggings up.' 1891 New York
Herald 31 May 6/2 (Farmer) Portuguese have been well

pegged, but other
' Internationals

'

have been featureless.

2. To insert a peg into, provide with a peg.

fa. To insert or thrust a peg in the nose of

(a swine, etc.) to prevent it from routing. Obs.

1543 Act 35 Hen. VIII, c. 17 15 Unlesse the same swyne
be sufficiently ringed or pegged. 1631 R. BYFIELD Doctr.

Sabb. TOO He intended to pegge or ring an hog. [Ibid., He
put the pegge into the nose of the swine.]

fb. To plug; to spike (a cannon). Obs.

1551 CRANMER Ansiv. Gardiner in. Wks. (Parker Soc.) I.

200 And I trust I have either broken your pieces, or pegged
them, that you shall be able to shoot no more. 1583 STOCKER
Civ. Warres Lwe C. iv. 60 b, The!.. broke one peece of

Ordnaunce, and pegged or poysoned an other. 1747 MRS.

GLASSE Cookery x. 117 Take a live lobster, boil it in salt and

water, and peg it that no water gets in.

c. f (a\
To broach (a cask, etc.) (obs.}. (K) To

provide with a vent and peg.
1721 AMHERST Terrx Fil. No. 34 (1754) 181 He pi-g'd

several buts, and gave me a glass of each to taste. 1742
Lond. 4- Country Brew. I. (ed. 4) 69 There should be first

an Examination made by pegging the Vessel to prove, if

such Drink is fine, the Hop sufficiently rotted, and it be

mellow and well-tasted.

3. To strike or pierce with a peg ;
to strike with

the pike of a peg-top; to transfix with a turtle-peg

(PEG s/i. 1 8 a); to harpoon, b. intr. To aim at

with a peg or a peg-top ; to use the turtle-peg.

1740 DYCHE & PARDON, Peg. .also to strike or hit any thing

with the iron point that is fastened or put into childrens

toys, called castle-tops. 1806-7 J- BERESFORD Miseries Hum.
L\fe (1826) III. x, Attempting to peg it [a top] down
into the ring. 1815 Misc. in Ann. Reg. 547/2 Turtle abound

amongst the islands. ..we could neither peg^any
from the

boat, nor yet catch them on shore. 1828 Boy's Own Bk. 12

The moment it [a peg-top] rolls out, he may take it up, and

peg at those which still remain inside. 1865 DICKENS Mitt.

Fr. III. vi, Silas pegged at him with his wooden leg. 1884

BARINC-GOUI.D fffXalaA xi. 156 She turned sharply round,

[and] pegged at him with the umbrella.

4. Cribbage. To mark (the score) with pegs on

a cribbage-board (also absol.) ; rarely, to mark the

score of (a person) ;
hence transf. to score (a given

number of points).
1821 [see PEGGING vtl. sb. i]. 1824 Miss MITFORD Village

Ser. i. (1863) 217 Dear Mossy could neither feel to deal and

shuffle, nor see to peg. 1868 PARDON Card Player 22 You
must be careful how you peg your opponent. 1870 HARDY
& WARE Mod. Hcyle 76 The Cribbage-board, which contains

sixty-one holes, divided into compartments of five each, in

which each player pegs or marks the game as follows. Ibid.

77 Suppose your opponent leads off with a nine, you play a

six and cry
'

fifteen ',
and peg two holes.

6. To mark with pegs; esp. to mark the boun-

daries of (a piece of ground, a claim for mining or

gold-digging, etc.) with pegs placed at the corners :

usually peg out.



PEG.

185* W, H. HALL Pract. Exp. Diggings Victoria (ed. 3)

23, I. .selected an unoccupied spot, .pegged out eight square
feet, paid the licence-fee, and returned to my mates. 1858
GLENNV Card. Every-day Bk, 239/1 Ranging its [a line's]
further progress with the work already pegged in. 1861
BEKKSF. HOPE Eng. Cathedr. igthC. vii. 256 An electrotype
would be cast straight from the master's clay, while the
stone or marble has been pegged and roughed out by his

journeyman. 1890 GoldfieIds of Victoria 17 Several other
claims have been pegged out and registered. 1894 A.
ROBERTSON Nuggetsi etc. 102 He pegged the ground, and
applied for a lease.

II. Transferred and figurative senses.

f6. To cram, gorge, glut. Obs. rare~ l
.

(It is uncertain whether this is the same word.)
01400-50 Alexander 4278 Surfet vs wlattis, To pegge vs

as a peny hoge bat praysis no}t oure lajes.

f 7. To drive in as a peg by repeated blows. Obs.
1614 D. DVKE Myst. Selfe-Deceiuing 354 Vnlesse wee.,

doe so pegge and hammer them [holy thoughts] in. n 1618
Two Treat, H. Schoole Afflict. (1618) 340 No doctrine can

enter, unless it be pegged, and hammered, and knocked into
vs by the fists of this sowre and crabbed schoolemaster
[affliction]. 1647 TRAPP Comtn. 2 Pet. iii. i So must Ministers
with one Sermon peg in another.

8. intr t To aim with, or as with, a weapon at (or

for-} ; to drive at. b. trans. To aim (a missile) at.
a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Peg at Cocks, to throw at

them at Shrovetide. 1830 Boston Gaz. 26 Oct. 4 Roe con-
tinued 'pegging

'

at Heardson. 1875 F. I. SCUDAMORE Day
Dreams 155 He 'pegs' for larks but is not disdainful of

sparrows. 1895 FKANCIS Daughterof Soil \\\. 34 She pegged
a stone at me.

c. Peg it : to let drive, to 'pitch' into, colloq.
1834 BOWLING Othello Tra~: n. v, You peg it into him,

and pray don't spare him. 1889 Lie. Viet. Gaz. 18 Jan.
(Farmer), Peg it into him, snacks.

d. trans. Of a pointer or setter : To point at, set

(a game bird).
1893 Field 7 May 695/1 Then Satin found birds, and

directly after pegged a single bird that Crab had passed.
Ibid. 695/3 Directly after he pegged birds properly, making
a good point.

9. intr. To make one's way with vigour or haste.

Also with away, off, etc. dial, and colloq, .

e'gal ', pegging away with a unanimity that was really
delightful. 1880 Miss BKADDON Jitst as 1 am iii, Geoffrey

. Blake pegged along the hard road of industrious poverty
till he came to the Temple of Fortune. 1884 LE FANU in

Temple Bar Mag. Aug. 484 Away with me out of the hall-
door. .and down the street I pegged like a madman.
10. intr. To work on persistently, to ' hammer '

away; esp. peg away ; a\so peg on, along, colloq.
1805 STAGG Misc. Foetus 132 I' th' meanteyme th' fiddlers

changt an playt As hard as they cud peg. 1809 MALKIN
Gil Bias iv. xi. f 6 Slices of roast meat, at which we began
pegging with all possible pertinacity. 1837 DICKENS Pick-M.
xxx, The particular friends resumed their attack upon the
breakfast. . .' Peg away, Bob ', said M r. Allen to hiscompanion,
encouragingly. i86z THACKERAY Philip vii. 1864 ABR.
LINCOLN in Leland Life xi. 196 [Lincoln, when asked what we
should do if the war should last for years, replied]' We'll keep
pegging away '. 1867 J. R. GREEN Lett. n. (1901) 172 It is no
good pegging away at one little point. 18.. Amer. Hebrew
XXXIX. 52 (C. D.) We have gradually worked and pegged
along year by year. 1892 Spectator 16 July 83/2 Mr. Field

pegged on 'till the annual value of the paper. .had become
160.

11. trans. (See quot.) slang.
1819 MOORE Tom Crib 80, I first was hir'd to peg a Hack.

Note, To drive a hackney coach.

12. intr. To consume pegs (PEG sbJ- 6), tipple.
slang.
1873 in Slang Did. 1901 Blackw. Mag. Nov. 601/1

Samuel has an Indian liver. He pegs.
III. 13. Peg out : see also i, 5.
a. trans. (?) To exclude entirely. Obs.

1672-3 MARVEI.L Reh. Transp. II. 262 You have made my
Lord Summus Pontifex and Pontifex Maximus to . . the
pegging out of the Prince.

b. Croquet. To put (a ball) out by making it

hit the winning-peg.
1875 J. D. HEATH Croquet Flayer 48 A rover may be

pegged out by the adversary, but only if he be a rover also.

c. To pay or give out (a line, etc.). dial.

1895 NICHOLSON Kilwuddie i6o(E. D. D.) Let her gang-
Grannie ! peg oot the line.

d. intr. Cribbage. To win the game by reaching
the last holes before the ' show '

of hands.
1870 HARDY & WARE Mod. Hoylc 81 He may with a very

poor hand be just able to
' show '

or peg out.

e. intr. To peg or pitch one's tent.

1898
'

R. BOLDREWOOD ' Rom. Canvass Town 5 The bright
idea of '

pegging out
'

struck some smart pilgrim.
f. To die ; to be ruined, slang.

1855 Herald ofFreedom (Lawrence, Kansas) 29 Sept. 2/5
Both parties are badly cut, and we are happy to state that
the free-soiler is in a fair way to 'peg out', while the pro-
slavery man is out and ready for another '

tilt '. 1870 Echo
10 Mar. (Farmer), Then.. the heart-broken man exclaimed,
'Oh, George, George, why did you peg out?' 1882 J.
HAWTHORNE Fort. Fool i. xxii, When old Tabanaka pegs
out, you'll be chief for certain. 1899 MARY KINGSLEY IK.
African Stud. i. 7 Then follows full details of the pegging-
out of J. and his funeral, &c.

II Fegall (peg9'l). Also peegall, packall.
[a. Du. fagaal, ad. Carib pagala.] A basket of
native make used by the Indians of Guiana.
[1796 STKDMAN Surinam (1806) I. xv. 404 A few baskets

called pagala.J 1825 WATERTON Wand. S. Amer. iii. 193

619

Hilher the Indians come with monkies, parrots, bows and
arrows, and pcgalls. 1858 SIMMONDS Viet. Trade, Packa.il,
Pagala, a kind of basket made of the outer rind of the Ita

palm (Mauritia flexitusa}. 1899 KODWAY Guiana U'iMs
107 They . . pkiced these articles carefully away in their

pegalls, or wicker trunks.

Pegall, variant of PKGGLE.

Pegaiiite (pe-gansit). Min. [Named 1830
(in Ger. peganif) f. Or. wf]yavov rue (the herb), in

reference to its colour : see -ITE ! 2 b.] A hydrous
phosphate of aluminium, of a greenish colour,

usually occurring in incrustations on quartz.
1832 SHEPAUD .'!//'. 178. 1868 DANA Min. 582 Ptganite...

Lustre greasy to vitreous. Color deep green, greenish-
gray, greenish-white.

FegaSUS (pe-gascs). [L., a. Or. n-^yaaot, f.

vrjyr] spring, fount, named from the TTtjyai or springs
of Ocean, near which Medusa was said to have
been killed. Formerly also, as in Fr., Pe-gase, in

ME. Pegasee.]
1. Gr. and Lat, Mylhol. The winged horse fabled

to have sprung from the blood of Medusa when
slain by Perseus, and with a stroke of his hoof to

have caused the fountain HIITOCRENE to well forth

on Mount Helicon. Hence, by modern writers

(first in Boiardo's Orlando Innainorato, (-1490),
represented as the favourite steed of the Muses,
and said allusively to bear poets in the '

(lights
'
of

poetic genius.
a. 1315 BARCLAY F.glogcs iv. (1570) Cvjb/2 Against the

Chiiner here stoutlymust he fight, Here must he vanquish the
fearefull Pegasus, a 1348 HALL Citron., lien. I'III (6 Then
entred a person called Keaport,. .sitting on a flyeng horse w'
wynges ft fete of gold called Pegasus, 1592 DA VIES /mil/art.
Soul i. vii. (1714) 21 When she, without a Pegasus, doth fly.
1602 MARSTON An!, f, Mel. in. Wks. 1856 I. 35 The soules
swift Pegasus, the fantasia, a 1657 LOVELACE J-'aleoii 44 The
heron mounted doth appear On his own Peg'sns a lanceer.

1711 SIIAHTESB. Charact. v. ill. i. (1737) II". 382 For this

purpose I will allow you the pegasus of the poets. 1809
BYRON Bards <$ Rev. ix, Each spurs his jaded Pegasus
apace. 1846 Loxcr. (title) Pegasus in Pound.
0. 1386 CHAUCER Sfr.'i T. 199 Lyk the Pegasee The

hors bat hadde wynges for to flee, c 1439 LYDG. Lyfe St.
Albon (1534) A ij, With full swyfte wynges of the pegasee.
c 1470 HENRYSON Mor. Fab. v. (/'>/. Beasts} xiv, The war-
wolf and the pegase perilluus.
attrib. and Comb. 1596 I''ITZ-GEFFRAY Sir F. Drake (1881) 8

Th' amber-weeping Pegase-hoofe-made fount. I599MARSTON
Sco. Vmanifnlli The spirits Pegase Famasie Should hoyse
the soule_from such base slauery. 1600 TOURNEUR Transf.
Metam. i, Awake sad Mercuric And Pegase-winged pace
the milkie way. 1639 SIR W. ALEXANDER Coutin. \\-rscs in

Drumm. of Hawtk.'s ll'ks. (1711) p. iv, Ne're did Apollo
raise on pegase wings A muse more near himself.

b. Her. A winged horse as a bearing, etc.

1563 LEIGH Arnuirie 202 b, He beareth Azure, A Pegasus
Argent, called the horse of honour. 1678 Loud. Ga~. No.
1332/4 For his crest an helmet mantled, a Pegassus holding
ill his mouth an oaken branch. 1761 Brit. Mag. II. 251
Supporters. Two Pegasusses argent, wings, crests, tails, and
hoofs, or. 1864 BOUTELL Her. Hist, <$ Pep. xx. 2. 334.

c. Astron. One of the northern constellations,

figured as a winged horse, containing three stars of

the 2nd magnitude forming with one star of Andro-
meda a large square (the square of Pegasus].
1696 PHILLIPS (ed. 5), Pegasus, Perseus's winged Horse, a

Celestial Constellation. 1868 LOCKYER Elem. Aslron. 355.
165 The square of Pegasus is a very marked object.

2. Zoo!. A genus of fishes, typical of the family
Ptgasidx, of peculiar form, with body somewhat
like a horse's head, and one dorsal and one anal fin,

suggesting wings ;
also calledflying sea-horses.

1835 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 7) XII. 227/2. 1847 CARPENTER
Zoot. 518 The Pegasus. .the pectoral fins are large, and
are spread out in a wing-like manner ; whence these curious
Fishes have derived their name, which signifies Flying
Horses.

Hence fPegusaTian, Peg-ase'an (-ee'an, -ei'an),

Fega'sean (-a'sian) adjs. [L. fegasei-us, Pegase-
us~\, pertaining to, connected with, or resembling
Pegasus; swift; poetic; fPe'tfasez;. trans, (nonce-

wd.), to serve as a Pegasns to
; Pe'gasid Zool.,

a fish of the family Pegasidx (see 2) ; Pe'gasoid a.,

resembling Pegasus; belonging to the Pegasidez.
1607 TorsELL Foiir-f. Beasts (1658) 253 The *Pegasarian

coursers of France, by the like change of Horses, run from
Lyons to Rome in five or six days. 1614 C. BROOKE Ghost
Rich. ///, Poems (1872) 140 My winged horse did *pegase
my desire. 1590 T. WATSON On Death Sir F. IValsin^ham
Poems (Arb. ) 153 Weepe yee sisters of the learned hill : That
your *P;egasean springs may leap their bound. I626WALLER
Navy 16 We.. who can fear no Force But winged Troops,
or Pegasean Horse. 1628 FELTHAM Resolves n. xxxii.
101 Death . . with a Pegasean speede, flyes vpon vnwarie
Man. 1647 H. MORE Cupids Conflict lii, An unexpected
Pegaseian song. 1667 MILTON P. L. VII. 4 Above th'

Olympian Hill . .
,
Above the flight of Pegasean wing. 1717

Belgrade 6 Pardon, . . that thus my Pen Should strive to
raise its Pegaseian Flight. 1762-9 FALCONER Shifrwr. in.

26 From earth upborne on Pegasean wings. 1599 MARSTON
Sco. Villanie v, How now? What droupes the newe
*Pegasian Inne? 1613-16 W. BROWNE Brit. Past. n. ii,

Ye Sisters of the Mountaine, Who waile his loss from the

Pegasian Fountaine.

fPe-ggage. Obs. rare-", [f. PEG v. + -AGE.]
The action of fastening with pegs.
1611 COTGR., Chevillagc, a pegging, or pinning; peggage,

pinnage.

PEGGY-MAST.

Pegged (pegd), ppl.a. [f. PEG v. + -EDI.]
Made fast, fixed, or fastened together with pegs.
1611 COTGR., Cherille, . .pegged, pinned; fastened with

pegs. 1858 SIMMONDS Diet. Trade, Pegged Boots, boots
with woudun pe.Ljs in the soles, instead of metal nails or
brads. 1893 SKI.OUS Trav. S, E. Africa 135 Judging by
the length of the pcgged-out skin [of a lion].

Pegger (pe-gai). [f. PEG v. + -ERI.]
1. One who pegs: in the senses of the verb.
1611 COTGR., Chcvilleurt a pegger. 1818 TODD, Pegger,

one who fastens with pegs. Not now in use. 1873 ^lang
Diet., Peggers, people who constantly stimulate themselves
by means ofbrandy and soda-water. 1901 Scotsman 1 1 Nov.
2/6 The pegger of a block of claims.

!. = VEGQWQ-maffa'ne. (Cent. Diet. 1890.)

Pegging (pe'giij), vol. sl>. [f. PEG v. + -ING 1.]
1. The action of the vb. PKG in various senses.
1611 COTGR., Chcvilleure, a pegging; a fastening with

pegs. 1657 W. COI.ES Adam in Eden cii. 317 Called .. Beare-
foot, Setterwort, and Settergrasse, because Husbandmen use
to make a hole, and put it into the Earc or Dewlap of
their cattle, which they call Peuning or Settering. 1821
LAMB Elia Ser. i. Mrs. Mattel, The pegging [at cribbage]
teased her. 1846 J. BAXTER Libr, Pract. Agric. (ed. 4)

I.

446 The poor animal has., to undergo the painful operations
ofpegging, blistering,swimming,and firing. 1881 Leiccstersh.
Gloss, s. v. Peg. 1884 SVMONDS in Pall Mall (,". 22 Feb. 2/2
Propelling his toboggin with the sticks or '

pugging ',
as it

is technically called. 1885 A't'iu l>k. Sports 311 A great
many boys never master the true overhand fashion of

pegging. 1890
' R. BoLDBEWOOD '

Miner"s Right iii. 32
'i he adjacent lot. .was to be had for the pegging-out lirst.

2. concr. Tegs collectively, material for pegs,
fb. dial, (see quots.).
1744-50 W. KIT is Mod, Hnsbandtn, VI. in. 60 Thiis we

call Peggings, being composed of those Corals that were
swept off that Heap of Wheat after Throwing. 1750
Country //onseii'. 2 What we in Hertfordshire call Peggings
..being what comes from the Umleiline or Blighted, or uilicr

Wheat Ears, most of which contain in them \ery thin little

Kernels, that will easily part from their Chaff.

3. attnb. and Comb. \ pegging-awl, an awl for

drilling holes for the pegs of shoes; pegging-
jack : see quot. ; pegging-machine, a machine
for driving in the pegs of shoes; pegging-rammer;
see quot. ; pegging-top = PEG-TOP.
1765 C/iron. in Ann. -AV^. 158/2, 85 pair of shoemakers

nippers and pincers, 33 pegging-awls, 37 awls of other sorts.

1794 Rigging$ Seamanship I. 88 Pegging-awl, .has 4 sharp
edges towards the point, and is smaller than a slabber. 1875
KNIGHT Diet. Mt:c/i. 1648/2 Pegging-jack, an implement
for holding a boot or shoe and varying its position while

being pegged. Ibid. 1650/1 Pegging.rammer (Founding],
a pointed rammer for packing the sand in molding, 1899
Century Mag. Oct. 958/1 The poor boy's coinin' roun

1

as
fast as a peggin'-lop.

Peggie (pc'g'l),j. dial. Also pegall, pigall.

[Origin unknown : by some associated with pigl\
A local name for the fruit of the hawthorn

; a haw.
1827 HONE E?<cry-day J>Ji: II. 1598 'Haws'. .in the west

are called pegalls w pigalls. 1879 JKFKKKIES Wild Life in
S. Co. xl. 223 Pigeons feed on the peygles which cover the

great hawthorn bush so thickly as to give it a reddish tint.

Pe'ggle, v. focal. [Variant of PECKLE
z/.^J

intr. To peck, continue pecking.
1868 FENN in Aunt Judy's Mag. i Aug. 241 Thrush.,

comes to dig and pt-ggle away at the plums. [General in

midland counties: see Eng. Dial. Diet.}

Peggy Cpe'gi), so. [Altered from Meggy,
Maggie = MARGAEET, of which it is a familiar

equivalent (cf. PEG sb.-') hence in various local

and dialectal uses.]
1. A man of feminine habits, a molly, a simpleton.
1869 Lonsdale Gloss., Peggy, a simpleton.
2. A local name of various species of the Warb-

lers (Sylvia] and allied genera of birds ; also of

the Pied Wagtail. See quots.
1848 Zoologist VI. 2137 (Leicestersh.) Thewhitethroat[is]a

'

peggy ', which term includes also the garden warbler. 1879M iss JACKSON Shropsh. IVord-bk. s. v., The Willow Warbler ;

..the Chiff-chaff; and. .the Wood Warbler, are respectively
and alike called Peggy and Peggy-Whitethroat. 1881
Leicestersh. Gloss., Peggy, a name j^iven to the garden
warbler, the black-cap, botli the whitethroats, the sedge-
warbler, and probably others of the family. 1885 SWAINSON
Proz>. Names Birds 44 Pied Wagtail.. Peggy dishwasher
(Kent). 1887 Kentish Gloss., Peggy. ., Peggy-wash-dish.
3. = DOLLY sb. 1

4 a. Hence peggy-tub.
1823 J. BADCOCK Dow. Amiisein. 153 Family linen or

home-made cloths may be bleached with much less. . wear-

and-tear, than is experienced in the use of the Yorkshire

Peggy-tub. 1860 BKIERLEY Tales Lanes. Life, Traddlepin
F. ii. 144 How well she looked at a tub how dexterously
she twisted her fat red arms about when . . plying the '

peggy .

1883 FENN Patience Wins (1886) 169 Clothes were washed
in the peggy tub, and kept in motion by a four-legged peggy
..with a cross handle.

4. Peggy-with-(Jier-} lantern = JACK-A-LANTERN.
1855 Shewild Ann. 9 (E. D. D.) As bad as follerm Peggy

wit lantern. 1869 A". # Q. 4th Ser. IV. 508/2 Occasionally
in the plashy meadows 'Jack or Peggy-with-lanthorn' was
visible after dark. 1870 E. PEACOCK Ralf Skirl, II. 31
Dazed . . so as not to discern the flicker of a peggy wi' her
lantern from the light of day.

Peggy (pe'gi), a. [f. PEG j.i + -Y.] Of the

form of or resembling a peg.
1881 QUAIN Med. Diet. 1595/1 The lower incisors are

peggy and pointed.

t Pe*ggy-mast. Sc* Obs. Forms: 5 pegr
mast, pygy mast, 6 pege mast, cllipt. (pi.}

piggeis. A yard to which a pennon was attached.



PEGLESS. 620 PEISE.

1494 Acc. Ld. High Treas. Scot. I. 253 Ane gret mast, ane

ra, ane swken, a pygy mast. 1496 Ibid. 300 A barel of pyk
and a pcgy mast to the said schip. 1505 Ibid. III. 86 To
Robert Bertoun..for ane mozan mast and ane pege mast.

1513 DOUGLAS sEneis in.
yi. 4 For the south wyndts blast

Our piggeis and our pinsalis wavit fast.

Pegh, Peght, variants of PECH, PICT.

Pe-gless, a. [See -LESS.] Not having a peg.
1896 Daily IVtivs 25 Nov. 6/5 [The bullet with a peg] its

effect is much more deadly than the pegless one.

Pe-glet. [See -LET.] A little peg.
1890 Temple Bar Mag. Mar. 416 A couple of tent-pegs,

which, .he tightens by driving in supplementary peglets.

t Pe-gma, pegme. Ohs. [a. L. pegma, a.

Gr. irijypa framework fixed together, movable

stage or scaffold in a theatre, f. mjy-vvctv to fasten.]

A kind of framework or stage used in theatrical

displays or pageants, sometimes bearing an inscrip-
tion

;
hence transf. the inscription itself.

1603 B. JONSON Jas. Fs Coronat. Entertninm. Wks.
(Rtldg.) 529/1 In the centre.. of the pegme, there was an
aback or square, wherein this elogy was written. 1612
CHAPMAN Widtnoes T. n. Plays 1873 III. 34 We shall heare
. .what Reuells : what presentments are towards: and who
penn'd the Pegmas. 1623 MIDDLETON Triumph Integr.

. (Bullen) VII. 386 Four other triumphal pegmes, are
onour hisl'
imp. Cobl

for such odde pegma's.

.

. .planted to honour his lordship's progress through the city.

1647 WARD Simp. Cobler 26 The Verses are even enough
'

Pegmatite (pe'gmatait). Min. [f. Gr. irrjypa,

irrjyfj.ar- in sense of *

thing joined together or con-

glutinated' + -lTE 1
.] A coarsely crystallized kind

of granite, containing little mica. Hence Fegma-
titic (-ti'tik), Fe'jfmatoid adj's., resembling or

having the structure of pegmatite.
1832 DARWIN in Life fy Lett. I. 238 At Bahia the pegmatite

and gneiss in beds had the same direction. 1852 TH. Ross
Humboldt's Trai>. II. xxiv. 460 The pegmatites, or graphic
granites. 1864 WEBSTER, Pegmatite, . .a variety of granite,
in which the quartz, as seen over the surface, has some
resemblance to Oriental writing; called also graphic
granite. 1896 Xatitral Science Aug. 86 The pegmatitic
structure of so many igneous veins.

Pegomaiicy (prg<?msensi, pe'g<?-). rare. [f.

Gr. TTrjyf} spring + -MAXcy : in mod.F. ptgomancie
(Littre).j Divination by springs or fountains.

1727 in BAILEY vol. II. 1824 MCCULLOCH Scotland IV. 43
Omens are obtained, .by the mode in which the air bubbles
rise. This was the Pegomancy of the Greeks.

Pe-goose, obs. form of PEAK-GOOSE.

fPe-grall, a. Sc. Obs. Alsopeggrell,pygrall.

[Origin unascertained.] Petty, paltry, trifling.

1535 LVNDESAY Satyre 2653 Ane peggrell theif that steillis

ane kow. 1555 Satir. Poems Reform, xxxvi. 126 That fals

and dcgenerat seid Of Douglassis. .That of his bluide re-

savit be pygrall pryce. 1567 Ibid. Hi. 121, 1 did reid, . . How
Acan tuik the excommunicat guid : . . Gif God was wraith at

ane small pegrall stouth [etc.].

Pe'g-top, pegtop. [f. PEG j<M + TOP j.]
1. A pear-shaped wooden spinning-top, with a

metal pin or peg forming the point, spun by the

rapid uncoiling of a string wound about it.

[1740 DYCHE & PARDON, /V^
1

. .also the name of a small

piece of steel or iron put into chiklrens toys, called castle-

tops.] 1801 STRUTT Sports fy Past. iv. iv. 341 The peg-top,
I believe, must be ranked among the modern inventions.
1812 H. & J. SMITH Rej. Addr., Baby's Debut iii, Quite
cross, a bit of string I beg. And tie it to his peg-top's peg.

1834 GAUNTER Orient. Ann, viii. no Here we saw several

Hindoo children spinning tops, precisely like the common
peg-top used by children in Europe. 1887 JESSOPP Arcady
viii. 238 If there are two men in my parish who can spin
a peg-top, I don't know the second.

b. A game of spinning peg-tops.
1828 Boy's Own Bk. 12 Regular games at peg-top are

played. . . The object of each player being to split the tops of
his companions. 1841 T. A. TROLLOPS Summ. If/". France
I. viii. 122 The pupils and their ecclesiastical masters began
playing peg-top together. 1885 New Bk, Sports 313 Peg-top,
like marbles, appears to have very much gone out in London.

2. //.
= peg-top trousers : see 3.

1859 FARRAR Julian Home xx, Cut-away coat, and mauve-
col oured pegtops. 1862 H. KINGSLEY Ravenshoe Ixvi,
Better than pegtops and a black bowler hat, which strike

no awe into the beholders.

3. attrib. Having or suggesting the shape of
a peg-top, as peg-topform^ vase, tvhisker

; peg-top
trousers, a form of trousers very wide in the hips
and narrow at the ankles, in fashion c 185,8-65.
1858 TRKVELYAN Cambr. Dionysia, Nor picked a pocket ;

nor worn peg-top trousers. 1869 E. A. PARKES Pract.

Hygiene (ed._3> 415 The much-laughed-at pegtop trousers
seem to be, in fact, the proper shape. 1804 Daily Neivs
__*-v_ _ /_ TU_ r___ _r ..__ ___ -ti* ____ .__v ____ . .1

26 Apr. 8/3 The sleeve, .shows a new pattern, called, .'the

peg- top ', which is pleated above, and at the wrist, .is banded
with taffetas, fixed with buttons.

Hence Pe'gtopped///. ., havingpeg-top trousers.
1861 Illustr. Lond.News 15 June 549/1 Two white-hatted

and pegtopped inefiables.

Pegyll, obs. form of PICKLE.

Pehlevi, Pehlvi : see PAHLAVT.

Peice, obs. f. PIECE; obs. Sc. f. PACE j. 2
,

PASCH, PEACE. Peich, peigh, var. PECH.

Peiede, Peiere, obs. ff. PAID, PAIR.

II Peignoir (pgn'war). [F., in i6th c. peig-
nouoir (in Hatz,-Darm.), f. peigner to comb.] A

loose dressing-gown worn by women while their

hair is being combed ; a kind of linen or flannel

gown put on on coming out of a bath ; misapplied
to a woman's morning-gown.
1835 Court Mag. VI. p. xxii/i Pelisse robes, or peignoirs

oflight materials, .are now universally adopted in promenade
dress. 1837 THACKERAY Ravenswing j,

I shall have on my
peignoir. 1880 Miss KROUGHTON Sec. Th. n. x, Coolly
wrapped in a white peignoir by her window.
Comb. iBSo'OuiDA'jI/^MsI.i. i2'i'he last bathers, peignoir-

enwrapped, were sauntering up from the edge of the sea.

Peignt, obs. f. PAINT. Fell, peill^e, Peiler,
obs. Sc. ff. PALE v., PEEL, PEELER.

t Permander. Sc. Obs.
[app. corrupt ad. OF.

pimentier, med.L. pigmentCiriust f. piment : L.

pigment-urn a spiced drink.] A preparer of or

dealer in spices or perfumes ; a perfumer.
1630-56 GORDON Hist. Earldom Sutherland (1813) 438

Their owne claime from Gulielmus de Sancto Claro, the king's

peimander.

Fein, Peine, obs. forms of PANE, PAIN.

Peinct, peint, obs. forms of PAINT.

II Peine (p<?
Jn). [F. peine (pgn), PAIN.] Pain,

punishment. In phrase peineforte et dnre (f'occas.

partly anglicized): 'severe and hard punishment', a
form of punishment, formerly inflicted on persons

arraigned for felony who refused to plead, in which
the prisoner's body was pressed with heavyweights
until he pleaded or died

; pressing to death. Also
used allusively. (Cf. PENANCE sb. 5.)

1554 Dial, on Laws Eng. it. xli. 133 He shal haue paine
fort and dure (that is to say) he shalbe pressed to death,
and he shall there forfait his goods, and not his lands. [So
1721 St. German's Doctor fy Sfm/. 277.] 1815 SCOTT Guy
M. xxxvii, I hope she has had the conscience to make her

independent, in consideration of the peine forte et dnre
to which she subjected her during her life-time. 1839
KEIGHTLEY Hist. Eng, \. 416 The 'peine forte et dure'..
was not abolished till the middle of the i8th century. 1888

Encycl. Brit. (ed. 9) XX III. 465/2 A case ofpeine occurred
as lately as 1726. At times tying the thumbs with whipcord
was used instead of the/t'/w,

Peion, -oun, -onie, obs. ff. PIGEON, PEONY.

Peip, Peiple, obs. Sc. forms of PEEP, PEOPLE.

Peir, obs. Sc. f. PEAK sb. and v.
;
obs. f. PIER.

Peirameter (paine-m/tei). [mod. f. Gr. ircipa

trial, attempt, endeavour -f -METER.] (See quots.)
1843 FRANCIS Diet. Arts* etc., Peirameter, an instrument,

invented by Mr. J. Macneil, which indicates the amount of
resistance offered by the surfaces of roads, of different con-

structions, to the passing of wheel carriages, etc. 1875
KNIGHT Diet. Meek., Peirametcr^ . . a clumsy form of

dynamometer, being dragged along on the ground. The
power required to move it is indicated by a finger on a dial.

Peirandlie (Sc.}, apparently : see PEAR v.

Peirastic (psirse'stik), a. rare. Also pir-.

[ad. Gr. wfipaffTtft'Os of the nature of trying, ten-

tative, f. ireipav to try.] Involving, or performing,
an attempt or experiment; experimental, tentative.

So f Peira'Stical=/'nj:.f/;V; Feira'stically adv.
t

in the way of attempt or experiment, tentatively.
1656 STANLEV Hist. Pkilos, v. (1701) 175/1 Of Plato's

Dialogues are Physick..Logick. .E thick.. Politick. .*Pira-
stick. 1800 Monthly Mag. IX. 582 This work is wholly of
the pirastic kind. 1859 KINGSLEY Misc., Tennyson I. 215
One .. belonging to a merely speculative and pelrastic
school a 1647 SIR R. FILMER Disc. Taking Usefor Money
(1678) 4 A Father to stir up.. the industry of his Son, doth
lend him an hundred pound with a *peirastical Covenant for

gain not intending, .to take any interest at all. 1817 T. L.
PEACOCK Melincourt xviii, Proceeding pedetentim, and

opening the subject *peirastically.

Peirce, Peire, obs. forms of PIERCE, PAIR.

Peirl(e, Peirrie, obs. forms of PEARL, PERRY.

Pairs, var. PERSE a. Obs. ; obs. f. PIERCE, PARSE.

Peirt, obs. form of PERT.

Peis, obs. f. PEACE, PEASE, PEISE, PIECE.

tPei'sage, pesage. Obs. [ME. a. OF.

pesage, f. pcser to weigh, PEISE + -AGE.] A duty

paid for the weighing of goods.
[1321 Rolls Parlt. II. 39 Concessimus. .Ricardo de Byflet

custodiam Pesagii in Portu et Villa Suthantonie.]
1455 Rolls ofParlt. V. 311 Profittes and Emolumentes of

Waters, Fisshynges, Mylnes, Cranages, Stallages, Peisages,
Passages. 1706 PHiLLii's, Pesage, a Custom or Duty paid
for the weighing of Merchandizes or Wares. 1894 MRS.
GREEN Town Life in i^th C. I. v. 183

'

Pesage ',.-[2] toll..

for the weighing of goods.

tPei'Sant, pe sant, a. Ohs. Forms: 5-6
pesaunt, 6-7 peisautj 5 peysaunt, 6 peysant,
peasant, 7 peizant ; (also 5-6 Sc. paisand, pay-
sand). [ME. a. OF. pesant, pr. pple. of peser to

weigh, PEISE; in spelling peisant assimilated to

the Eng. form of the vb. ; \\\e.$. paisand was prop,

pr. pple. of paise, PEISE, = prising.]

Heavy, a. lit. I laving great weight, ponderous.
b. Forcible, as a blow given with a heavy body.
C. fig. That weighs or presses heavily upon one ;

oppressive; toilsome, d. Weighed down, oppressed,
as with drowsiness, etc.

a. c 1450 Merlin 119 Thei smote on his helme grete strokes

and pesaunt. 1483 CAXTON G. de la Tour cxxxiv, His hede
was ryght pesaunt and heuy. 1520 St. Papers Hen. K/7/,
VI. 55 He had seen Your Grace wellde one [sword] more

pesaunt then the same. 1584 HUDSON Du Bartas" Judith

n. in Sylvester's Du Bartas (1621) 700 Yet like the valiant
Palme they did sustaine Their peisant weight, redressing vp
againe. 1600 ROWLANDS Knave of Clubs (Percy Soc.) 5
Misers. .Which with their moyling care and pessant paines,
Had .scraped thousands.

/3. c 1470 Golagros fy Ga-w. 463 Pellokis paisand to pase,
Ciapand gunnys of brase. 1513 DOUGLAS sEncis vi. vi. 61
Vender the paysand and the hevy charge.
Hence t Pei'santly adv., heavily.
1503 HAWES Examp. Virt. vn. viii, His strokes .. were so

peysantly on hym sette.

Peisant, obs. form of PEASANT.

Peiscush, variant of PESHOUSH.
Feise (/^z, P'~z) sb. Obs. exc. dial. Forms :

4-5 Peys 4-6 pels, 5 pees, 5-6 peyce ; peyse,
5-7 peise ; 6 peasse, peysse, pece, pese, pease ;

6-7 peize, peyze, peaze. /3. 4-6 pays, 5 payee,
paiss, paysse, pass(e, 5-6 pais ; payse, 5-7
paise, Sc. pace, 7 paize. [ME. peis, peys, in

i6thc. (pvs), a. early OF., ONF. and AF. peis

(central vr.pois, now poids) = Pr. pens, pe$, Cat.

PC$I Sp. and It. peso : L. pensuni something
weighed, weight, sb. from neut. pa. pple. of pen-
dere to weigh. The forms in -e, when early, repre-
sent QY. peise, med.L. pensa,pcsat fem. weight, of

same derivation : see Dn Cange. In i6th c. the

two forms ran together as (p^).]

f 1. The quality of being heavy ; heaviness,

weight. Also in semi-concr. sense, said of that

which is heavy: cf. weight, looti, burden. Obs.
c 1330 R. RRUNNE CJiron. \Vace (Rolls) 8792 J?o stanes..

Ar so heuy, & of swylk peys. 13.. Cocrde .4095 Be pays
it closes togeder agen. 1398 I'REVISA Barth. De P. R. n.

xviii. (i495)ciij/i Angels, .bennotgreuyd wyth wyghtenother
pees of body, c 1450 Cov. Afyst. (Shaks. Soc.) 237 An holy
ston Rythsad ofweyth and hevy of peys. 1534 MORE Contf.
agst. Trib. m. xxvii. (1847) 3 12 Lift up and let hang with
the peise of all his body, bearing down upon the. .wounded
places. 1582 T. WATSON Centvrie of Lone xxvii, When
Charons boate hath felt her peaze \rime ease]. ci6n
CHAPMAN Iliad xn. 167 A stone of such a paise, That one
of this times strongest men, with both hands, could not
raise. 1624 Ki*. MOUNTAGU Immed. Addr. 33 Where each

part sustaineth the peise alone.

fb. In various fig. uses of 'weight': Gravity,

importance; burden (of blame, punishment, re-

sponsibility) ; steadying weight,
c ballast '. Obs.

1470 HENRY Wallace VIM. 1441 All the haill pa[i]ss [v.rr.

pes, pais] apon him selffhe sal tak. c 1470 HENRYSON Fables

yi\\.(\l'olffy Lamb} viii. (Bann. MS.),OfFnisawindeid ilk man
salbeir the paiss. c 1500 Three Kings Sons 100 He thought
the matier was of grete peyce, wherfore he wolde make no

sodeyn answere. is68GRAFTONC/w0. II.62i,xv. thousand

men, in whom consisted the waight and peyse of the whole

enterprise. 1589 PUTTENHAM Eng. Poene \\. (Arb.) 144 Full

heauie is the paise of Princes ire. 1602 BLUKRDII XatarfA
Rei>. n. Prol., That with unused paize of stile and sense,
We might waigh massy in judicious scale.

f2. Definite or specified weight; the amount
that a thing weighs. Obs.

1382 WYCLIF Jer. Hi. 20 Ther was no pels [1388 wei^te]
of the bras. 1389 in Eng. Gilds (i%jo) 38 Candils. .brennyng
abouten his corps, of xij. lib. peys. 14.. in Hist. Coll.

Citizen London (Camden) 106" Newe nowblys . . of lasse

wyght thenne was the olde nobylle by the paysse of an

halpeny wyght. 1540 Kec. ofElgin (1903) 48 1'hat the leif

baksteris obserwe and keip the peis and weych[t] giffin to

tham. 1610 HOLLAND Camden's Brit. n. 59 He tooke the

peise of some of them by hand.

fig. c 1412 HOCCLEVE De Reg. Princ. 1689 Aduoutne and

periurie, and wylful slaghtre, .. lik ben, and o peys )>ei

weye. 1555 J.
PROCTOR Hist. IVyat's Reb. 45 And thereby

outweye the luste peize of bounden duetye.

j-b. A definite measure of weight. Obs.

1419 in Fabric Rolls York Mittsf. iSurtees) 37 Et in iij

sem' et in iij pais
1

albi vitri. 1552 Nottingham Kec. IV.

p. xxvii, For euery peyse [of tallow] sold contrary to this

[order].

f c. (Of peise ,
or attrib?) Used to distinguish

certain coins of special weight, as distinguished from

others of the same name but lighter. Obs.

1451 Sc. Acts Jas. II (1814) II. 40/1 pe Inglis new noble

callit of paise sal haif cours |->an for xiijj. \i\jd. 1456 Ibid.

46/1 pe henry Ingliss noble of paiss. 1463 in Bury ll'ills

(Camden) 35, 1. .beqwelhe toSeynt Edmondand hisschryne

my hevy peys noble, wich weyeth xxs. 1469 in Somerset
Medieval Wills (1901) 215, 20$. of peise grotes.

3. concr. A weight ;
a piece or lump of some

heavy substance used in some way on account of

its weight ; spec, (a} a standard weight by which

to weigh goods ; (f) one of the weights of a clock,

by which its mechanism is moved. Now dial.

1303 R. BRUNNK Handl. Synne 5949 Fals peys and fals

mesure. 13.. A'. A Us. 1620 (Bodl. MS.) Wif> peises[z/.r. peys]
stones and Gauelok Her fon hij gynnen fast to knok. Ibid.

1630 Summe wib peys was to ffrussht Summe wi)> gauelok to

de> lussht. 1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. xm. 246, I hadde neuer,

..^ut of ^e popis jifte Sane a pardoun with a peys of led.

c 1430 LYDG. Min. Poems (Percy Soc.) 246 Lyk an horloge
whan the peys is goo. c 1440 Pronip. Parv. 390/1 Peys of

a welle, telo, in K. kyptre (ciconia). 1479 Vatton Chitrchw.
Acc. (Som. Rec. Soc.) 113 Makyng of the peysys of ledde

upon the belowys. 15.. Aberdeen Regr. (Jam.), To wend

[wind] the peassis thairof [of the clock]. 1600 R. CAWDREY
Treasurie 60 A Clocke can neuer stand still from running,

so long as the peases and plummets doo hang thereat. 1637

RUTHERFORD Lett. i. cxxxi. (1664) 255 The wheels, paces
and motions of this poor Church. 1670-90 in Edgar Old
Ch. Life Scotl. (1885) 35 [("Jetting cords for the] paizes.

1880 \V. Cormv. Gloss.) Paysen^peizen^ weights.



PEISE.

tb./i-. Obs.

c 1380 WYCLIF 3>r;. SeLWks, II. 321 j?e peysof Goddisri^t
mut nedis wey after mennys werkes. c 1412 HOCCLEVE De
Reg. Princ. 60 Best is I stryue nat Agayne the pays [v.r.

neysj of fortunes balaunce. 1642 ROGERS Na&man ao8

The peize and weight which this carnall world hangs upon
a Religion of form.

f4. Forcible impact, as of a heavy body; mo-

mentum, impetus ; a heavy blow or fall. Obs.
c 1489 CAXTON Btauchardyn Hi. 201 Alle at one peyse cam

and spored their horses nyghe vnto the ooste of Subyon.
1493 Festivalt (W. de W. 1515) 35 With a grete peyse they
let the cros?e and the body fall downe togyder in to the

mortesse. 1590 SPENSER F. Q. in. ii. 20 He [Ptolemy] with

apeaze it [the glass tower] brake. 1602 MARSTON Antonio s

Rev. v, i, That she may fal with a more waightie paise.

5. Balance, poise, equilibrium; suspense; the

act of balancing or holding poised. Now dial.
a 1400-50 Alexander 3260 Houande here a hand-qwile and

hingand in payse \Ditbl. MS. on payse]. 1601 R. JOHNSON
Kingd. fy Commw. (1603) 263 Their forces may. .bee saide
to be ballanced with a just and equall peyze. 1609 Ey.Woman in Hum. \\. i. in Hullen O. PI. IV, Let your faire

hand be beame unto the ballance And with a sledded peyze
lift up that beame. 1867 ROCK Jim an AW/xxx. lE.D. D.),
I've lost ma paise.

FeiseCp^z, pfz), v. Obs. exc. dial. Forms: 4-7
peiae, peyse, payse, 5 peysse, 5-6 pase, 5-7
paise, 6 payze, (peace), Sc. paisse, 6-7 peize,
peyze, pease, paize, 7 peiz, peayse, peaze, pese.

[ME. peise, repr. the stem-stressed form of OF.
peser (3rd sing. pres. peise)

= Pr. pessar, pezar,

Sp. pesar, It. pesare: L, pensare to weigh, freq.
of pendfye to weigh. In I4thc. OF., peise often

became poise, and this vocalization was sometimes
extended to the inf., etc., e. g. poise)', poise", poisons,
poiserois* Cf. the mod.Kng. form POISE.]
f 1. trans. To weigh, measure the weight of, as

in a balance. Also absol. Obs.

1362 LANGL. P. PL A. v. 131 pe pound ^at heo peysede by.
1382 WVCLIP Isa. xlvi. 6 56 that, .sillier with a balaunce
peisen. c 1430 LYDG. Min. Poems (Percy Soc.) 190 Al my
body peyssed in balaunce, Weiethe not an unce. 1571
DIGGF.S Pantom. in. xv. S iij, It mought be paised or

waighed in Ballance. 1586 BKIGHT Melanch. xiv. 72 The
ballance peaseth all kinde of waighty thinges alike. 1609
HOLLAND Annn. Marcelt. 28 To weigh and peise the
mountaines.

fb. fig. Of non-material things. Obs.
f 1430 LVDG. Min. Poems (Percy Soc.) 179 Graunt us ..

Geyn our trespas gracious indulgence, Nat lik our mentis
pelsed the qualite. a 1557 GRIMALDE Song, Prayse of
Measurekepyng 18 Stands largesse iust, in egall balance
payzd. 1559 Mirr. Mag., Hen. VI, x, Our wit and willing
power are paysed by his will.

c. To estimate the weight of, as by lifting or

poising in the hand. In quot. 1390 with obj. cl. :

to estimate or guess by doing this. Now dial.

1390 GOWEnConf. III. 314 This Maister to the Cofre is

come, He peiseth ther was somwhat in. 1539 TAVERNER
Card. II 'yscd. n, 9 b, The seruaunt peysynge now this, nowe
that boxe. at laste chase that whiche conteyned the lead.
1610 HOLLAND CamJen's Brit. i. 34 Pearles, the bignesse
and weight whereof he was wont to peise and trie by his
hand. 1880 PEARD Mother Molly xi. 138 She had just
'

pesed
'

it in her hand, and the weight was nothing.

f 2. Jig. To weigh in the mind
;

to deliberate

upon, consider, ponder; to estimate. Obs.

1382 WYCLIF Prcv. xxi. 2 The Lord forsothe peiseth the
hertis. 14.. HOCCLEVE Min. Poems (1892) 57 J>at he peise
and weye What myn entente is. a 1548 HALL Chron.,
Hen. VI 145 Peisyng.,the inconueniencesj and harme that
might fal. 1591 SYLVESTER Du Bartasi. h. 1191 Lett's peiz
and ponder Th' Almighties Works. i633P. FLETCHER Purple
1st. viii. xvi, Those vaunts in balance peysing, Which farre
their deeds outweigh'd.

f 3. To place or keep in equilibrium ; to hold

suspended or supported; to balance, poise; also

(quot. 1594), to cause to sway to and fro (like

something suspended) while supported in the hand.
1388 WYCLIP Prov, viii. 29 Whanne he peiside the founde.

mentis of erthe. 15x3 DOUGLAS AZneis v. vii. 84 Eneas
Pasis thair wecht als lychdie as a fas. 1567 GOLDING
Ovitfs Met. viii. (1593) 188 The workeman . . Did peise his
bodie on his wings, and in the aire on hie Hoong wauering.
1589 R. HARVEY PI. Fere. (1860) 21 She peaseth the sword
of fustice with an vprighte hand. 1594 PLAT Jcwell*lio. n.

47 Hee . . caused an egge to stand alone by peyzmg it to and
fro betweene his handes. 1633 P. FLETCHER Purple fsl. ir.

vli, Upon this base a curious work is rais'd, .. Though soft,

yet lasting, with just balance pais'd.

t b. To bring into or hold in mutual equilibrium,
as in the scales of a balance ; to balance (two
things) against each other, or (one thing) against
another ; to make equal in weight. Usually^-.
1453-80 tr. Secreta Secret, xx. 17 The wisdome of god

peysith euenly, and ordeyneth alle thingls forto serve to his
creaturis. 1601 R. JOHNSON Kingd. <$ Commw. (1603) 130
The citie of Lubecke . . doth in so euen a ballance peayse
the differences of these twoe nations ; as it suffereth not the
one to practice against the other. 1623 MALYNES Anc.
Laiu-Merch. 183 The needle, being a bodie indued with
two seuerall properties, the one of Grauitie, and the other
of Leuitie, which being equally peized, forceth him to abide
in the Horizon.

f C. To be of equal weight with
, weigh as much <

as, balance, counterbalance. Obs.
1577 WHETSTONE Remembr. Gascoigne liv, You, in Ballance

of deceit wtl Lawyers payze, I feare with ouer waight. 1607
MIDDLETOM Family of Love n. iv. 231 Whose want of
stoare . . could not peiz thvnequall scale of auarice.
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t 4. To put a weight upon, add weight to
; to

weight, load, burden
;
to weigh down ; to oppress ;

to furnish with weights (quot. 1573). lit. andyff.
1411 tr. Secreta Secret., Prh: Pri-j. 199 He became

mournynge and Sorefull and hugely hym peyset that l.e

had god so mych y-grewid. 1535 Ln. BURNERS Froiss. II.

clxx. [clxvi.] 497 He were worthy to peyse the gybet.
?573-4 m Swayne Sarum Church. Accts. (1896) 122 For
ij li. of Iron to payse the clocke iiijrf. 1577-87 HOLINSHED
Chron. III. 851/2 It would helpe to peize the ballance on
his side. 1594 SHAKS. Rich. Ill, v. iii. 105 Lest leaden
slumber peize me down. 1627 H. BURTON Baiting rope's
Bull To Rdr. 4 The wise Pilot, that can make vse of baser
earth for balasse, to peize the vessel!.

t b. intr. To prefs downwards by its wtnght.
'595 SPENSER Col. Clout 849 The cold began to covet heat,

And water fire ; the light to mount on hie, And th' heavie
downe to peize.

5. trans. To drive, bear down, etc. by impact
of a heavy body, or (generally) by force

;
to force.

Now dial.

741400 Morte Arth. 3038 Thane boldly )?ay buske, and
bendes engynes, Payses in pylotes. Ibid. 3043 Paysede and
pelid downe playsterede walles. 1570 Iturham Depos.
(Surtees) 116 Thou harlott preist ! pei^te thou me? I will
be here when I lyst, in spite of thy teithe.

b. To force (open, up, loose, etc.) by weight or

pressure, dial.

6. intr. To have weight, be of a specified weight,
weigh (so much). Now dial.

1361 LANGL. P. PI. A. v. 131 pe pound bat heo peysede by
peisedeaquartrun more ben myn Auncel dude. 1390 GOWER
Con/. II. 135 Hou that it peiseth Above al o:her metall most.

CI430 LVDG. Min. Poems (Percy Soc.) 160 A purs that

peiseth lihte. a 1470 TIPTOFT Caesar xii. (1530) 15 Litell

ryngys of yren paysing a certayn weyght. 1583 STUBBES
Anat. Abus. it. (1882) 28 To vse sinister meanes to make it

pease well in waight. i88z Reports Prmiinc. 19 (E. D. D.)
This will paze more than you think,

fb. intr. To press heavily, to weigh. Obs.

1450 Merlin 37 When thei fele that the werke peyseth
hevy vpon them.

Hence Peised///. a.
; Pei'sing vbl. sb. and///, a.

1382 WYCLTF Reel. vi. 15 Peising of gold and of siluer.

1513 DOUGLAS JEneis vm. v. u Fui'th of plaitis gret Wyth
paissit flesche plenist the altaris large [L. citinulantquc
oneratis lancibus aras\. 1602 MARSTOX Antonio's Re::
I. v, Whose well pais'd action ever rests upon, Not giddie
humours, but discretion, a 1628 F. GREVII. Rlustapha
Chorus i, Wks. (1633) 95 As equall pcising liberality.

Peise, obs. form of PEACE, TEASE, PIECE.

I Pei'seless, a. Obs. In 7 peizlesse. ff.

PEISE sb. + -LESS.] Without weight ; very light.
1606 SYLVESTER Du Rartas n. iv. in. ftfagniftcence 978

Like pei/lesse plume born vp by Boreas breath.

tPei'Ser. Obs. [f. PEISE v. + -ER!; cf. OK.
peseor,-eur, in regimen pesere. ]
1. One who weighs, ponders, or estimates.

1382 WVCLIF Pro*', xvi. 2 Of spiritis the peisere is the
Lord [1388 the Lord is a weiere of spiritis], 1611 COTGR.,
Pescur, a peiser, weigher ; ponderer.
2. An officer appointed to weigh goods, spec,

the tin from the Cornish mines.
1485 Rolls o/Parlt. VI. 366/1 The Office of Peyser, within

oure Towneand Porte of Suthanton. 7^/^.383/1 The Offices
of Peiser and Gaoler of oure Towne of Lestwithiell. 1602
CAREW Cornwall 14 The officers deputed to manage this

Coynage are, Porters to beare the Tynne, Peizers to weigh it.

Peishwa, -wall, variants of PESHWA.
f Peisy, a. Obs. In 6 peizie. [f. PEISE sb. +

-T.] Weighty, heavy.
1599 R. LINCHE tr. Fount. Anc. Fiction G, Compacted of

sohde and peizie lead.

Peit, obs. form of PEAT.

tPei'trel,peytrel, petrel, sb. Obs. Forms:
4 (9) peytral, 4-5 -elle, 4-7 -el, 5-6 -ell ; 6 -erel,

7 -il; 6-7 peit(t)relj; 4 paytrel, 5-6 -ell(e,

-ylle, paitrell, patrelle, 6 pattrell; (5 pettryll),
6 petrel(l, -il, -al, peterell, 6-7 pet(t)rel(l, (6

pewtrell, peutral, -il). [ME. a. AF./<.-(V/= OF.
peitral (mod.F. foiti-ail}

-
Sp. fc/ral, It. petrale

: i,. perforate breast-plate, neuter of pectoralis adj.,

f. pectns, pector- brenst : see PECTORAL.] A piece
of armour to protect the breast of a horse (often

richly ornamented, and retained for ornament after

its defensive use had passed away) ; occas. also

applied to a breast-collar :
= POITKEL.

13,. Coer de L. 5713 Hys crouper heeng al full off belles,
And hys peytrel, and hys arsoun. c 1380 Sir Ferumb. 3665
Brydel & paytrel & al be gere Wib fyn gold y-harneysed
were, 1:1386 CHAUCER Can. Yeom. }'rol. ff T. n Aboute
the peytrel stood the foom ful hi}e. 1483 Cath. Angl. 271/2
A Patrelle, antela, pectorale, 1513 DOUGLAS sEneis vn. v.

194 Thair brusit trappouris and patrellis. 1552 HULOET,
Pewtrell for a horse, antela. 1555 EDEN Decades 271 When
theyr peitrels or drawynge collers are put on them. 1556
WITHALS Diet. (1568) 393/1 A peterell, antilena. 1558
PHAER sEnei'd vn. Tij, Horses. .Their brestes embroydryd
gylt, their paitrells pendant compasfolde. 0x586 SIDNEY
Arcadia. IIL (1629) 272 His

petrell
and raines, were em-

brodered with feathers sutable vnto it. 1600 F. WALKER
Sp. Mandeville 143 b, Besides the ordinary gyrths and
peutrals, comming ouer their breast and belly. 1607 TOPSELI.

Four-/. Beasts (1658) 240 That neither girths, peytrif, sturrops,
trappings, or crupyard, fall betwixt the Back and Saddle.
1653 Digram Katilaji i. r, It is enough to break both

PEKIN.

girths and pettrel. 1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Petrel, see
Pectoral. Ibid., Pectoral, a brest-plate or defence for the
brest, a Peitrel, Poitrel, or Stomacher.
Hence f Pei'trel v. trans.,to put a peitrel on. Obs.

1393 LANOU P. PI. C. v. 23 Sette my sadel vppon soffre-

til-icn-see-ray-ryme ; Let peitrel hym and pole hym. 1688
R. HOI-ME Armoury in. xix. (Roxb.) 165/1 Mounted on a
Pettrelled or Barded courser.

Peizant, Peize, variants of PEISAXT, PEISE.
t Pejorate, v. Obs. rare-",

[f. I., pejerat-,
ppl. stem of pejcrare (from per-jurare) to swear

falsely.] intr. To forswear, commit perjury. So
fPejera-tion [ad. t,.fijeraliSn-em\, a false swear-

ing, forswearing.
1650 BRINSLEY Antidote 7 When the Titles of God are

abused, .. by way of Pejeration ..or by way of wicked
swearing. 1656 BLOUXT Gtossngr., Peierate, to forswear, not
to do that he hath sworn to do. 1658 PmLl.irs, Pejeration,
a forswearing.

Pejorate (prdgordU), v.
[f. L. pejorat-, ppl.

stem of pejorare to make worse, f. pejor-em worse.]
trans. To make worse, deteriorate, worsen.
1653 R' SANDERS Physiogn., Moles 1-2 If black.it pejorateth

these his good fortunes, a 1701 SI-DI.EY Grumbler I. i,

Instead of meliorating, it pejorates. 1751 FRANKLIN Ess.
Wks. 1840 II. 316 Slaves also pejorate the families that use
them. 1893 STFVESSON Catriona iv. 39 You do not appear
to me to recognise the gravity of your situation or you would
be more careful not to pejorate the same.

Pejoration (p/il.^or^'-JanX [ad. med.L. p?jo-
ration-em, n. of action from pejorare : see prec.J A
making or becoming worse, a worsening, deteriora-
tion ; depreciation (of property).
_
1658 PHILLIPS, PejoratioH, a making worse. 1659 GAUDEN

Tears of Ch. i. xiv. 131 Which pejorations, as to the piety,
peace and honour of this Nation, no man. .can behold, with-
out sad and serious deploring, (11734 NORTH /. ires ( 1 8j< <)

III. 59 Everyone chose rather to pay for amelioration than
receive for pejoration. 1831 BROUGHAM in Wilson & Shaw
Lords' Rep!s. V. 295 What ameliorations and what pejora-
tions are to be taken into the account '/

Pejorative (prd^oivitiv, p/d.^-rativ) ,
a. and

sb.
[f.

L. type *pejdrativ-us, f. ppl. stem oifcj'Si are :

see PEJORATE and -IVE : so mod.F. pfjora/if.]
a. adj. Tending to make worse; depreciatory;

j

applied especially to a derivative word in which
the meaning of the root word is lowered by the
addition of a suffix or otherwise, b. sl>. A word
of this character, as poetaster, poeticulc, poetling.
1882 OGILVIE (Annandale) s. v., Poetaster is a pejorative of

poet, a 1888 G. MASSON Sel. Tales ffod. Fr. U'riltrs

(1892) 252 '1 his substantive has now a pejorative meaning.
1892 F. ADAMS in N. #f Q. 8th Ser. II. 151/2 The Italian

! bocfaccifl is a pejorative form of bocra, a mouth, equivalent
to the modern colloquial English

'

ugly mug '. 1895 F. HALL
Two Trijles i. A Rejoinder 35 Home TpokeV pejorative

j gratnmatist, based on the unclassical Latin grammatista,
was.. formerly in some vogue.
Hence Pejoratively adv., in a depreciative or

deteriorated sense. 1890 in Cent. Diet.

Pejorism (prdgoriz'm). nonce-wil. [f. "L.ff/or,

pejorem worse + -ISM, after pessimism] The belief

that the world is becoming worse.

_ 1878 MAX MULLER Hibbert Lect. vii. 371 Man has believed
in pessimism, he has hardly ever believed in pejorism.

Pejority(p/oV<mti). [f. as prec. + -ITY.] The
state or condition of being worse ; worscness.

1613 T. ADAMS Blackc Devill 72
' The last state of that

man shall be worse than the first '. . .This pejority of his state

may be amplified in six respects.

Pek, obs. form of PECK sbl, v. 1
,
PICK v.l

Pekan (pe-kanX [Canadian Fr. pekan, ad.

Abnaki (Eastern Algonkin) ptkan<> ^Rasles).] A
carnivorous beast {Mustela pennanti) of the weasel

family, a native of the noithern parts of North
America, valuable for its fur; called also Pennant's
marten

;
= FISHER 2 b ; also, the fur of this beast.

1796 MORSE Anter. Geog. I. 200 Fisher. In Canada he is

called Pekan. 1877 COUES Fur Anim. iii. 65 The Pekan is

much the largest of the genus, and indeed of the whole
Weasel kind.., excepting only the Wolverene and Grison.

Pekan, variant of PECAN.

Peke, obs. form of PEAK v., PECK s/>.1
,
PEEK v.

II Pekea (pzkra). Also piqui, pikia. [The
native name in Tnpi. \V. Piso De Kebus Nat.

htdiamm, Amsterdam 1658, 141, has '

Pequca
sive Pekia'

'.]
A tree (Caryocar butyrosum) of

the tea family (Temstroemiacese), native to Guiana,
valuable for its timber, and producing nuts resem-

bling the souari- or butter-nuts, but more oily.
1810 SOUTHEY Brazil III. 758 The

piqui
is of more im-

portance to a country like Piauhy where drought is the

great evil. 1863 BATES Nat. Amazon viii, The pikia. .bears
a large eatable fruit. 1866 Treas. Bot. 229/1 C[arj'ocar]
butyrosum . . is called Pekea by the natives,, .its timber. .is

valuable for ship-building, mill-work, etc.

Pek-ex, obs. form of PICK-AX.

Pekin (prki-n, -ki-n,). [a. F. Pikin, the Jesuit
Missionaries' spelling of the Chinese Pc-ktng (p?'~

kf'rj), lit.
' northern capital" (opposed to Nanking

'southern capital'), the name of the capital of

China ; hence, applied attrib. or elliptically.]
1. A kind of silk stuff.

1783 JUSTAMOND tr. RaynaFs Hist. Indies HI. 193 Valencia
manufactures Pekins superior to those of China. 1835 Court



PEKOE.

Mag. VI. p. ii/i Some of the most novel promenade robes
are composed of pekin. 1891 Daily News 24 Feb. 5/3 The
material was. .striped brocade or pekin, having on the silken

stripes flowers in old rose, attrib. 1848 THACKERAY Bk.
Snobs iv, The most superb Pekin bandannas.

||
2. Fr. p^kin^plqiiin (p^kgh) : Aname originally

given by the soldiers under Napoleon I to any
civilian

;
occasional in English use.

[Referred by Littre to sense i, trousers of pekin being
much worn under the Empire. Hatzfeld and Darmesteter
consider this derivation doubtful.]

1827 SCOTT Napoleon III. 70 These professional troops..
were quite ready to correct the insolence of the pekins (a
word of contempt, used by soldiers to those who did not

belong to their profession). 1870 Spectator 19 Nov. 1371
Study was actually discouraged as fit only for pekins, and
diplomatists often knew little more than soldiers. 1870
LOWELL Study Wind. (1886) 81 1'here was hardly such a

thing as a Pekin. 1899 Speaker 16 Sept. 282/2 The pe'kin,
even when ne sits in the Court of Cassation, is treated with

contempt.
Pekk, -e, obs. forms of PECK j^. 1

Pekoe (pe'ko, prktf), s6. Also 8 peco, pecko,
peckho. [From Chinese : inAmoy dialect pek-hot

in Cantonese pak-ho ; from pek, pak = Mandarin

peh, pai white + ho, Mandarin hao down, hair.] A
superior kind of black tea, so called from the leaves

being picked young with the down still on them.

1712 ADDISON Spect. No. 328 Coffee, Chocolate, Green,
Imperial, Peco, and Bohea-Tea seem to be Trifles. 1771
f. R. FORSTFR tr. Osbeck's I7oy. I. 250 Rack-ho, or Pack-no,
is that which we call Peckho, which has leaves with dots.

1859 SALA Tit), round Clock (1861) 141 The huge tea ware*

houses, where . . the flowery Pekoe or the family Souchong,
slumbers in tin-foiled chests.

Hence Pe'koe v. trans., to mix with pekoe tea.

1892 WALSH Tea (Philad.) 182 A choice or 'pekoed
'

For-

mosa will be found the most desirable and valuable. Ibid.

184 If the Assam be '

pekoed
'

so much the better.

Pekul, variant of PiCTTL, a weight.
||
Pel. Obs. [Anglo-Fr., = OF. /*/, mod.F.pieu\-

L. palus stake : see PEEL sb^\ A stake at which

swordsmanship was practised in the I4th century.
1801 STRUTT Sports fy Past. in. i. 3 (paraphrasing AF.

MS. of i4th c) The author .. strongly recommends a con-
stant and attentive attack of the pel . . for so he calls the

post-quintain. ..The practitioner was then to assail the pel,
armed with sword and shield, in the same manner as he
would an adversary.

Pel, obs. form of PALL, PEEL j^. 1
,
PELL jv^.1

11 Pela, pe-la (p^'la). [Chinese pai, pe- t peh-
white + la wax.] The white wax obtained in

China from the wax insect (Cocciispela or sinensis);
Chinese or China wax.
1794 PEARSON in Phil. Trans. LXXXIV. 383 The Chinese

collect a kind of wax, much esteemed by them, under the
name of Pe'-la, from a coccus deposited . .on certain shrubs.

||Pelada (p/la'da). Path. Also in Fr. form

pelade. [F. pelade a disease that causes falling
off of down or hair, f. peler to deprive of hair.]

(See quots.) Hence Peladic (p/lse'dik) a.
, of or

pertaining to pelada.
1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp.^ Pelada,^. kind of alopecia,

or distempered state of the body, occasioning the shedding
of the hair, arising from a venereal cause. 1857 in MAYNE.
1899 Allbutt's Syst. MeeL VIII. 905 Microbacillus of the
'

peladic utricle '. . . Found in the ampulliform dilatations of
the hair follicles, .in enormous numbers.

f PeladoT, -ore. Obs. rare" 1
, [a. S^.pelador

' one that pilleth, maketh bald, or bare
'

(Minsheu),
f. pelar : \,. pildre : see PILL 7^.] A depilatory.
1616 B. JONSON Devil an Ass iv. iv, To know how to make

Pastillos of the dutchess of Braganza, . . The peladore of
Isabella.

Pelage (pe-ledg). [a. F. pelage (:6th c. in

Littre), the hair, wool, or fur of an animal, in

reference to its kind or colour, f. Q}?.peilt pel9 F.

poil hair, down + -AGE. (Cf. peler to deprive of

hair.)] A general and collective term for the fur,

hair, wool, or similar covering of a quadruped.
(Parallel to plumage?)
1828-32 WEBSTER, Pelage, the vesture or covering of wild

beasts, consisting of hair, fur or wool. Bacon. 1848 S. W.
WILLIAMS Middle Kingd. I. iv. 156 Bear, wolves, tigers,

deer, and numerous fur-bearing animals are hunted for

their pelage. 1866 HUXLEY Preh. Rent. Caithn. 132 The
ass and the zebra are far more strikingly differentiated by
their pelage than by their skulls. 1877 J. A. ALLEN Amer.
Bison 456 A young male in summer pelage.

Pelage, obs. form of PILLAGE.

Pelagial (pfl^-dgfal), a. [f. L. pelagi-us, a.

Gr. ir\dyi-os of the sea (f. L. pelag-us, a. Gr.

tr\ayos the sea) + -AL.] Of or belonging to the

open sea
;
= PELAGIAN a. 2 2, PELAGIC a.

1899 J. A, THOMSON Sci. of Life xiiL 179 The distinctive

population of the littoral, pelagial, abyssal, fluvial, and ter-

restrial areas.

gi
N

Pelagian (pn^-dgian), a.' and rf.* [f. L.

Pelagian-us (Augustine), f. Pelagius, latinized

form (see prec.) of the name of a British monk of

the 4th and 5th centuries, whose doctrines were

fiercely combated by St. Angnstine, and condemned

by Pope Zosimus in A. D. 418.
1645 PAGITT Heresiogr. (1662) 229 Pelagius .. his name in

Welsh was Morgan, which signifies the sea.]

A. adj. Of or pertaining to Pelagius or his

doctrines.

622

I Felagius denied the Catholic doctrine of original sin,
I asserting that Adam's fall did not involve his posterity, and
I maintained that the human will is of itself capable of good
j

without the assistance of divine grace.

, 1579 W. WILKINSON Coufut. Familye ofLone, BriefDescr. t

< Uany a simple soule hath hee shamefully, .deceiued with
,

his foule Pelagian opinion. 1651 BAXTER Inf. Bapt, 263
i Origen. .being a leader and Patron of the Pelagian error.

1697 SOUTH Strm.(l6qg) III. 45 Throughout all this Pela-
ian Scheme, we have not so much as one Word of Mans
atural Impotency to Spiritual Things. 1879 FARKAR St.

Paul II. 216 note. The Pelagian [theory] treats Adam's sin
as a mere bad example.
B sb. A follower of the doctrines of Pelagius.

1532 MORE Confut, Dr. Barnes vnr. Wks. 798/2 Sayncte
Austin wrote . . those woordes against . . the Pelagians and the
Celestians. 1553 Articles of Religion, ix, Originall Sinne
standeth not in the following of Adam, as the Pellagianes
doe vainelie talke,. .but it is the fault, and corruption of the
nature of euery manne, that naturallie is engendred of the

offspring of Adam. 1706 J. RINGHAM Fr. Ch. Apol. nr. x,
None ever disliked the use of the Lord's Prayer but only
the Pelagians. 1884 RUSKIN Pleasures ofEng. 16 The Pela-
gian's assertion that immortality could be won by man's will.

Pelagian (p/l^-dgifin), a* and s/>.* [f. L.

pefagi-its (see PELAGIAL) + -AN.]
A. adj. f ! Of or pertaining to the pelagix

fetic/iaeorscsL shells whence purpledye wasobtained.

(Cf. L. pelagiitm purple colour.) Obs.
1601 HOLLAND Pliny II. 259 The Tyrians make their deep

red purple, by dipping their wool first in the liquor of the

Pelagian purples.
2. Of, pertaining to, or inhabiting the open sea

or ocean ; pelagic.
1746 DA COSTA in Phil. Trans. XLIV. 400 They are no

pelagian Shells, as those are ; Bays and Harbours are the
Places where they are fish'd. 1776 Conehoi. 66 Some
[shell-fish] are pelagian, or inhabit only the deeps of the sea.

1832 LYKLL Princ. Ceol. II. 126 A line of shoals may be as

impassable to pelagian species, as are the Alps and the
Andes to plants and animals peculiar to plains.

b. Inhabiting islands in the open sea or ocean.
1842 PRICHARD Nat. Hist. Man (ed. 2) 346 Pelagian

Negroes have long been well known as inhabitants of the
interior of the Penang Islands.

33. sb. An inhabitant of the open sea or ocean.
1854 BADHAM Halieut. 75 The Mediterranean pelagians

(or open sea-fish) have neither brilliancy of colour, nor

delicacy of flesh.

Pelagianism (p/lMgifcrn'm). [f. PELAGIAN-
a.1 + -ISM.] The doctrine of Pelagius and his fol-

lowers : see PELAGIAN al
1583 FULKE Defence viii. (Parker Soc.) 342 While you would

seem to fly from Pelaglanism, you fall into flat Pharisaism.
1651 BAXTER Inf. Baft. 313 This doctrine which hangs the

efficacy of the Holy Ghost upon man's Will,, .is downright
Pelagianism. a 1744 BOLINGBROKK Let. to Pope Wks. 1754
III. 332 To assert Antipodes might become once more as
heretical as arianism, or pelagianism. 1855 MILMAN Lat.
Chr.

xiy. iii. (1864) IX. 145 The Pelagianism charged against
Scotus is . . purely metaphysical.

Pelagianize (pfl^'dfliiitaiz),
v.

[f.
as prec.

+ -IZE.J intr. To act the Pelagian ;
to hold or

give expression to the views of Pelagius.
1625 Bp. MOUNTAGU App. Cxsar 83 In the point of Free-

will the Church of Rome absolutely and wholly Pelaghm-
izetfa. 1674 HICKMAN Quinquart. Hist. (ed. 2) 31 Doth not
Arminius Pelagiam/e in this?

Hence Pela-giiTiizing
1

ppl.a.\ Pela-gfianizer.
1625) H. BURTON Truth's Triumph 315 Those Pelagianizing

enemies of the grace of God. 1674 HICKMAN Quinquart.
Hist. (ed. 2) 215 To let the new Pelagianizers see, there was
no quarter for them in Oxford, a 1861 W. CCNSINGHAM Hist.
Theol. (1864) II. xxv. 376 The latter class they were ac-

customed to call Pelagianizing Remonstrants.

Pelagic (pflse'dgik), a. [ad. L.pe!agic-us, a. Gr.

*irf\ayifc6s t f. ire'A<ry-o? the sea.] Of or pertaining
to the open or high sea, as distinguished from the

shallow water near the coast; oceanic ; now spec.

living on or near the surface of the open sea or

ocean, as distinguished from its depths.
1656 BLOUNT Glossogr.^Pclagick^ of the Sea, or that liveth

in the Sea. xSoa BINGLEY Anttn, Biog. (1813) 111.420 The
Pelagic Nereis. 183* LVELL Princ. Geol. II. 280 Littoral
and estuary shells are more freguently liable, .to be inter-

mixed with the exuvise of pelagic tribes. 1843 Rep. Brit,

Assoc. 13 Seamen are., well acquainted with the general
forms of the pelagic fish. 1865 GOSSE Land fy Sea (1874)

150 The pelagic shells, or those which during life rove freely

through the sea. 1882 Nature XXVI. 550 Used technically
by naturalists, the term Pelagic applied to living things,
denotes those animals and plants which inhabit the surface

waters of the seas and oceans.

b. Of sealing : Carried on or performed on the

high seas. So pelagic sealer.

1891 Black-w. Mag. Oct. 609
'

Pelagic* sealing as at present
carried on, cannot long be continued. 1897 Daily News
27 Jan. 6/6 The Commission was sent out in consequence
of the statements made by the United States and Russia
that the seal herd was being wiped out by pelagic sealing.

1901 Munseys Mag. (U. S.) XXV. 358/1 The pelagic sealers

kill the animals with guns, spears, or any effective weapon
while they are in the water.

f Pela-gious, a. Obs. [f. 'L.pelagi-us (see PE-

LAGIAL) + -ous.] = PELAGIC.
1661 LOVELL Hist. Anim. $ Min. Introd., Fishes, which

are, I. Marine, and these are either pelagians, living in the

main sea,, .or littoral. 1857 MAYNF. Expos. Lex.^ Pelagiust

..of swimming birds, comprehending those that frequent
the sea, where they find their food : pelagious.

Pelagite (pe
f

lad3ait). Min. [f.
Gr. wcAa-yos

.] Aname given to nodules ofoxide of

PELASGIC.

manganese and iron obtained in deep-sea soundings
in the Pacific Ocean.
1876 A. H. CHURCH in Min, Mag. I. 52 The singular!!)- of

the mode of formation, of the occurrence, and of the com-
position" of these concretions should constitute no bar to
their recognition as a distinct mineral species under such
a name as Pelagite. It would at present be impossible to

assign a formula to this
'

pelagite '.

Pelagosanr (pe-lagosga). Palseont. [ad.mod.L.
pelagosaunis, f. Gr, irtXayo-s sea + aavpa lizard :

see SAURIAN.] A genus of fossil crocodiles with

amphiccelian vertebras, found in strata of the

Jurassic age. 1882 in OCILVIE (Annandale).

Pelagra, variant of PELLAGRA.

Pelamyd, -mid (pe-lamid). Also 6 palmita ;

7- (in L. form) pelamis, -mys, pi. pelamides;
8-9 palamede. [ad. i,.pelamys, -myd-, pelamis, a.

Gr. Tnj\apvs, -ftvSa. The form palamede represents
F. falannde 'a young Tunnie' (Cotgr.); palmita

It. palamite
' a fish called a tunnie before it

be a yeere old, a sommer whiting' (Florio).]
1. A small Mediterranean fish ; a young tunny.
1598 Epulario G j b, To dresse a Palmita, which is a kind

of Tonny. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny I. 243 The old Tunies and
the young, called Pelamides, enter into great Motes and
skuls into the sea Pontus. 1617 MORYSON Ititi. i. 259. 1781
GIBBON Decl. $ f~. xvil (1788) III. 13 note, Among a variety
of different species, the Pelamides, a sort of Thunnies, were
the most celebrated. 1810 ANNE PLUMPTRE Resid. France
II. vi. 76 The palamede.. seems so much of the same nature,
that some persons have supposed it only the young thunny.
1854 P.ADHAM Halieut. 188 After

passing the anniversary
of their first birthday, these pelamyds attained maturity,and
were dubbed thunmes in consequence. 1857 BIRCH Anc.
Pottery (1858) II. 289 A pelamys or tunny.
2. Applied to the genus Pelamys (Cnvier 1831)

of scombroid fishes.

1863 COUCH Brit. Fishes II. 102 Pelamid.

Pelare, obs. form of PILLAR.

Pelargic (pflaudjik), a. [ad. Gr. ire\apytic-6s
of the stork, f. irekapyos stork : see -1C.] Of or

pertaining to the storks.

1830 tr. Aristophanes. Birds 217 O thou hawk of Sunium 1

Hail, Pelargic King !

Pelargonic (pelajgjvnik), a. Chem. [f. PE-
LARGON-IUM : see -1C.] Of or derived from the

genus Pelargonium ; esp. in Pelargonic acid, a

fatty acid, C 9H lgO2 , prepared from the volatile

oil of plants of this genus; nonylic acid. So
Pela'rgonate, a salt of pelargonic acid ; Pe'lar-

gone, a crystalline substance, soluble in ether,
obtained by the dry distillation of barium pelar-

gonate; Pela-rgone ne, a hydrocarbon obtained

among the products of the dry distillation of

hydroleic or metoleic acid ; Pe larjfyl, the radical

of pelargonic acid (C9H ]7O).
1857 MILLER Elem. Chem. III. 306 Pelargonic Acid. .was

originally extracted from the leaves of the geranium, by dis-

tilling them with water. Ibid,, Pelargonic anhydride.. is

obtained by acting upon pelargonate of baryta with oxy-
chloride of phosphorus. 1866-77 WATTS Diet. Client. IV. 370
Pelargonic acid is a colourless oil.. which solidifies in the

cold, melting afterwards at 10. Ibid. 371 Pelargonate
of Ethyl .. Pelargonic ether. Ibid., Chloride of Pelargyl,
CgHiTOCl, is obtained by the action of pentachloride of

phosphorus on pelargonic acid.

II Pelargonium (pelaJg^-nifrn). Sot. [mod.L.
(L'Heritier 1787), f. Gr. irf\apyus stork: app.
modelled on the earlier yipavtov, geranium.] An
extensive genus of plants of the N.O. Geraniacese,

chiefly natives of the Cape of Good Hope, having
showy flowers and fragrant leaves, commonly
cultivated under the name atgeranium.
1819 Pantologia, Pelargonium, Crane-bill, in botany. 1835

Encycl. Brit. (ed. 7) XI. 686/2 Pelargoniums are of easy
culture, propagating readily by cuttings. 1861 Times 23 May,
The azaleas, pelargoniums, and other spring flowers being
in particularly good condition. 1890 Golden South 155

Pelargoniums grow three or four feet high.

Pelasgian (pflarzdzian), a. and sb. Also 6

-ien. [fTL. Pelasgi-us, a. Gr. ne\aayi-os of or

pertaining to the Hckaayoi or Pelasgi : see b.]

a. adj.
= next b. sb. One of the Pelasgi, an

ancient race of doubtful ethnological affinities,

widely spread over the coasts and islands of the

Eastern Mediterranean and ./Egean, and believed

to have occupied Greece before the Hellenes.

1585 T. WASHINGTON tr. Nicholas's Voy. u. ix. 43 The first

inhabitants of [Lesbos] . . were the Pelasgiens. Ibid., Priape,

king of the Pelasgiens. Ibid., After the palasgiens, succeeded

the Eoliens. 1783 T. ASTLE in Archxol. VII. 348 On the

radical Letters of the Pelasgians and their derivatives. 1822

MITFORD Hist. Greece I. i. 2. 29 Strabo assures us, that the

Pelasgians were antiently established all over Greece. 1869
TOZER Highl. Turkey II. 23 Situated in the midst of the

great Pelasgian nation.

Pelasgic (pfla'zdgik), a. [ad. L. Pelasgic-us:

see prec.J Of, pertaining to, or characteristic of

the Pelasgi or Pelasgians.

Pelasgic architecture, building, the oldest form of masonry
found in Greece and the neighbouring lands, constructed

of rough or unhewn stones piled up without cement.

1785 T. ASTLE in Archaeol. VII. 361 Homer was a native

of Ionia, where the Pelasgic alphabet was first improved.

1815 H. MARSH Horn Pelasgicae title-p., A Description of



PELDON.
the Pelasgic or &o\ic Digamma. 1831 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 7)
HI. 413/1 margin, Pelasgic architecture. 1840 Penny Cycl.
XVII. 377/2. 1860 EMERSON Cond. Life, Power\V\i$. (Bohn)
II. 337 With all his hairy Pelasgic strength directed on his

Opening sense of beauty.

Pelaw, Pelch, variants of PILAU, PILCH.

Feldon (pe'ldan). Coal-mining. [Origin un-

known.]
* Hard and compact siliceous rock

'

(Gresley Gloss. Terms Coal-fuming 1883).

Pele, obs. form of PEAL, PEEL, PELL.

Pelecan, obs. form of PELICAN.

Fe'lecani ne, a. Orntih. [f. L. pelecan-us
PELICAN + -INE

'.] Of or pertaining to the genus
Pelecanus of birds.

1860 Proc. Zool. Spc. 330 The tongue [of Bala:nicepsJ is

extremely small, an important Pelecanine character.

Pelecoid (pe'1/koid), a. and sb. Geoni. Also

9 erron. peli-. [ad. Gr. TreXe/coetS^y, f. irt\Kvs ax,

hatchet + -etS^s -form, -shaped.] a. adj. Hatchet-

shaped, b. sb. A figure bounded by a semicircle,
and two concave quadrants meeting in a point,
and so resembling the blade of a battle-ax.

[1706 PHILLIPS, Pelccoides, a Name which some give to
a certain Geometrical Figure, that somewhat resembles a

Hatchet.] 1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl. s. v. Angle, Pelecoid

Angle, .is that in figure of a hatchet. 1864 WEBSTEK, Peli-
coid. See Pelecoid.

Pelecypod (pHe'sip^d), a. and sb. Zool. [f.

Gr. TT\ffcvs hatchet + -irooos -footed.] a. adj.

Having a hatchet-shaped foot, as a bivalve mollusc;

pertaining to such a mollusc, b. sb. A pelecypod
mollusc. Hence Pelecypodous a.

t
in same sense.

1857 MAYNE Expos. LCJC., Pelecypodus, applied .. to ..

Mollusca. .that have a foot in form uf a club or of a tongue :

pelecypodous. 1890 Cent. Diet., Pt-lecypod. 1897 B. WOOD-
WARD in Concise Knowl. Nat. Hist. 619 In the higher Pele-

cypods they are fill branch. Ibid., Diagram illustrating
successive development of pelecypod gills.

Pelegrim, -grine, obs. n. PILGRIM, PJSBEGBINE.

Pele-mele, variant of PELL-MELL.

Pelemele, obs. f. PALL-MALL, PELL-MELL.

Peler, obs. form of PEELER, PILLAR.

tPe'lerin. Obs. rare. Also5pilleryn. [a. F.

pelerin PILGRIM.] A pilgrim.
1456 SIR G. HAVE Law Arms (S. T. S.) 96 Gif pilleryns

may be maid prisoneris. c 1614 SIR W. MUKE Dido <$

sEiieas i.
77^

We straying Pelerins will ne'r assay't.

tPelerinage, pelrinage. Obs. rare. [ME.
a. ^.pekrinage PILGRIMAGE.] A pilgrimage.
c 1300 Beket 5 Gilbert., mid on Richard, .to Ieru.salem.com.

There hi dude here pelrynage. 1390 GOWER Conf, I. 69 The
noble wommen of the toun Most comunliche a pelrinage
Gon forto preie thilke ymage. Ibid. II. 385 Forth comth
Paris with glad visage Into the temple on pelrinage.

Pelerine (pe'lerin, -f n). Also 8 pelorine, 8-9
pelerin. [a. Y. pelerine, transferred use of fern, of

pelerin PILGRIM pilgrim's mantle or cape.] A
name applied from time to time to various fashions

of mantles or capes worn by women ;
in recent

use, a long narrow cape or tippet, with ends

coming down to a point in front, usually of lace

or silk, or of the material of the dress.
The name appears to have been in vogue 1740-50 (it was

obsolete to Fielding in 1752); again about 1764; also 1825-35,
1855-68, 1884-1904; the shape or material being probably
more or less new each time.

1744 ELIZA HEYWOOD female Spect. No. 5 (1748) 1.237
Her neck suffers for it, and confesses, in scarlet blushes.. :

this misfortune, however, she conceals under a handkerchief
or pelerine, and high tucker. 1745 GentL Mag. 272 In

pelerin clad, or silk manteal. 1752 FIELDING Covent Card,
yrnl. 9 May, Within my memory.. this [cloak].. was suc-
ceeded by the pelorine, the pelorine by the neckatee. 1764
Mem. G. Psalmanazar 118 A short leathern or oil-cloth

cloak, not unlike what the women call a pelerine. 1827
Souvenir I. 21 (Stanf.) A half high canezou.. composed of
their Jaconet muslin, and trimmed round the bust with a row
of deep points, which form a pelerine. 1831 Lincoln Herald
9 Sept. 3/5 The triple lappel forms a square pelerine behind.

1855 DICKENS Dorrit \\. ix,
' Arthur ', whispered Flora,

' would you object to putting your arm round me under my
pelerine?' 1868 Express 30 Alar., The petticoat or under-
skirt being of silk, the upper one of cachemire of the same
shade, and the costume completed by a short pelerine tied
behind. 1884 GirCs Own Paper 28 June 618/1

'

Pelerine
'

is now the usual name for the shoulder cape. 1898 Daily
News 2 Apr. 6/5 The pelerine is to be a favourite form of

mantle, many of the new capes being finished in front with

long, rounded pelerine ends.

b. attrib. and Comb.

a mantilla, or else in the pelerine stile, with blond lace.

1903 W'estm. Gaz. 6 Feb. 3/1 The deep pelerine-like collar
of lace or mixed lace and chiffon.

Pele's hair (prliz heXi). [transl. of Hawaiian
ranoho o Pele, hair of Pele, the goddess of the
volcano Kilauea.] Volcanic glass from the vol-
cano Kilauea, found in fine hair-like threads.

1849 DANA Gcol. Paci}. 200 Pele's Hair. 1861 BRISTOW
Gloss. Min. 276 Pele's Hair, lava blown by the wind, .into
hair-like fibers.

Pelestre, peletre, -tur, var. PELLETER i Obs.

Pelet, -ette, obs. ff. PELLET. Peletone, erron.
f. PELOTON. Pelewe, obs. f. PILLOW.
Pelf (pelf), j/\ Also6pylfe,9<#a/.pilf. [ME.

a. ONF. *pelft, instanced 1370 as peuffe^ mod.

Norman////fe, var. ofOF./^/r (nth c. in Godef.),

peufre spoil; ulterior derivation uncertain; perh.
related to L. pilare in sense ' to pillage ', 'F.piller]
fl. Property pilfered or stolen, spoil, booty. Obs.
a 1350 S. Nicholas 444 in Horstm. Altengl. Leg, (:88i) 16

Als pe theuis. .Partid (>aire pelf hi a wud side, c 1450
St. Cuthbert (Surtees) 5989 pair schipp, with all J>air pelf,
To ]ie mynster |>ai [pirates] betake, Full amendis forto make,
c 1470 HENRYSON Mor. Fat>. ix. (Wolf $ Fox) xiv, Schir..
and we get of yone pelf, Ye man tak trauell and mak ws
sum supple,

f2. Property, possessions, goods, 'gear*. Obs.
c 1450 St.CtttJtbert (Surtees) 7166 t*e monkes duelt be bairn

self, Sa did J>e nonnes, with all pair pelf. 1573 TUSSEK
Husb. (1878) 122 Go muster thy seruants, be captaine thy
selfe, Prouidiug them weapon and other like pelfe. 1608
SHAKS. Per. \\. Prol. 35 All perishen, of man, of pelfe, Ne
ought escapend but himselfe. 1847 Mischief qfMuses 17
And who, from managing his master's pelf Had now begun
to manage for himself.

3. Money, wealth, riches
; now depreciatory :

(

filthy lucre'.

1500-20 DUNUAR Poons Iviii. 25 Thay panss nocht off the

parrochin pure, Had thai the pelfe to pairt amang thame.
1549 COVERDALE, etc. Erasiit. Par. Jas. iv. 38 You., wliiske
about by sea and by lande to get pelfe for your olde

age. 1581 ]. BELI. Ifaddon's Answ. Osor. 278 Why do they
uphold their pylfe with such outrage and tirannyc? 1589
PUTTENHAM 1'lng. Poesieiii. xxii. (Arb.) 266 'A misers myndc
thou hast, ttiou hast a Princes pelfe.' A lewd terme to be
giuen to a Princes treasure. 1590 SPENSER F. Q. in. ix. 4
But all his minde is set on mucky pelfe. a 1656 BP. HALL
7vt*/. ll'ks. (1660) 223 Ye rich men cannot think to carry
your pelfe with you into Heaven. 1720 WKLTON Suffer.
Son ofGod II. xvi, 422 The Covetous Man looks upon his

Pelf, and adores it as his God. 1790 P.URKF, />'. Rev. 137.
1833 HT. MARTINEAU Charmed Sea ix. 130 Too busy after
his pelf to bestow any thought on the first marriage celebra-
tion. 1874 L. MORRIS Professor iii, As blind to all that

passes self As any churl that slaves for pelf.

f 4. Trumpery, trash, rubbish
; frippery. Obs.

1555 BRADFORD Let. to Rawlins in Foxe A. fy M. (1583)

for pelfe, and trash, and fardles of lies, before he see them.
1596 GOSSON Quipfor Gentlewomen xiv, AH this new pelfe
now sold in shops, in value true not worth a louse. 1632
BURTON Anat. Mel. n. ii. iv. (ed. 4) 286 Which tu her guests
she shews, with all her pelfe.

b. Refuse; now az'at., vegetable refuse, weeds.
1589 Pi TTKNHAM Eng. Poesie in. xxiu. (Arb.) 281 Pelfe is

properly the scrappes or shreds of taylors and skinners. 1600
S. NICHOLSON Acolastus (1876) 7 We of all people once that
were the pelfe, . . Almighty loue hath chosen to himselfe.

1646 TRAPP Conim. John xv. 20 Our memories are as.. nets
that keep the pelf, let go the clean water. 1678 PHILLIPS
led. 4), Pelf. . in Faulconry, is the refuse and broken remains
left after the Hawk is relieved. 1828 Farm. Jrnl. 21 Jan.
(E. D. D.}, Which is the best means of clearing a wood from
roots and pelf? 1880 IV. Cornwall Gloss., Pilf, light grass
and roots raked together to be burnt.

C. Dust; fluff. Obs. exc. dial.

1584 COGAN Haven Health ccxxiv. (1636) 259 Gather it. .

picke it cleane from dyrt and pelfe. 1880 II'. Cornwall
Gloss., Pilf, /'///, PiUeni) light dust or fluff.

d. A worthless person, a good-for-nothing. Now
dial.

1551 SIR J. MASOs<tf. iS.P. Foreign, Edw. VI, VI. If. 287),
The olde worne pelff [Diane of Poictiers] fearing ther by to
lefe some parteof her credite. 1781 J. HUTTON Tour to Caves
(ed. 2) Gloss., Pelfe,&. bad, or good-for-nothing person. 1876
JHid-Yorksh. Gloss., Pelf, a term bestowed on a worthless

person.
5. Comb.) *& pelf-licker \ pelf-spurning adj.
1653 URQUHART Rabelaisi. liv, Here enter not base pinching

Usurers, Pelf-lickers, everlasting gatherers. i87oj. HAMILTON
IMoses iv. 78 The high-souled, pelfspurning Abraham.

tPelf, v. Obs. [ME. a. OF. felf-er (also

pelf-ir), var. of pelfrer to pillage, rob, f. pelfe,

pelfre spoil : see prec. sb., and cf. PILKEK
.]

trans, and intr. To spoil, rob.
a 1300 dinar M. 6149 (Cott.) For to pelf )>at folk vnlel
And help his folk of Israel. 1387 TKEVISA Higdcn (Roils)
II. 95 Infangthef pelfynde inward 1538 BALE Tlirc Lawes
617 If ye knewe how he coulde pelfe.

Pelfer, obs. form of PILFER.

t Pe'lfish, a. Obs. [f. PELFJ*. + -ISHI.] Of
the nature of pelf, rubbishy, paltry.
'577 STANYHURST Descr. Irel. Ep. Ded. in Holinshcd

I. i b/2 That I may the sooner ynbroyde y pelfish trash,
that is wrapt wythm thys Treatise. Contn. Hist. Ircl.

Ded. ibid. 76/1 Hee shall bee sure, to fynde them that wyll
bee more prest to blabbe forth his pelfish faultes, than they
will be ready to blaze out his good desertes.

t Pelfry. Obs. Forms : a. 5 pelfere, 6 -fre,

-frey, -fray, -fery, -fary, peltry. /3. 5-6 pil-,

pylfre. [a. ONF. *felferie, instanced 14-151110. !

in forms peuferie, feufferie, mod.Norm, peuferie,
j

penfrie (Godef.) frippery. See also PILFERY.]
1. Things pilfered; booty, spoil.
1480 CAXTON Chron. Enr. v. ir Alle that other pilfre he

yaf unto other folke of the boost. 1496 Divss ff f'^uf.
vn. i. 277/1 Open theft is whan the theef is taken with his

pelfere. 1539 St. Pnfers Hen. Vllf, III. 155 Owt of
;

whyche countre the sayd Scotlys fled, and left mych corne,
butters, and other pylfre, behinde theim, whyche the ost

hadde. 1565 JEWEL Def. Afa!. (1611) 642 The gaines and
pelferies that the Phariseis made of the people.
2. Trumpery, rubbish, trash ;

= PELF sb. 4.
a 1519 SKELTON Agst, Garneschc Wks. 1843 I. 123 Soche

pelfry thou hast pachchyd, And so thyselfe houyr wachyd.
1538 BP. SHAXTON in Burnet Hist. ^^(1715) III. Collect.
Kec. 146 Lockes of Heere, and filthy Ragges, Gobbetts of

PELICAN.

Wodde, under the Name of ParcelLs of the Holy Cross, and
such Pelfrie. 1545 ASCHAM Toxopk. (Arb.) 83 He.. .states

out much rifraffe, pelfery, trumpery, baggage and beggerie
ware. 1551 CRANMER Ansu<. Bp. Gardiner Pref. A iij,

Indulgences, Beades, Pardons, Pilgremages, and suche oilier

pel fray.

Pelham (pe'lam), [From the surname Pelham.]
In full, Pelham bit, a form of bit combining the
snaffle and the curb in one. So Pelham bridle.

1849 YouATT Horse 190 If the curb-bit is in fault, a snaffle
or Pelham-bit should be used. 1851 '(JKCIL* Stud Farm
139 The Pelham. .is a species of hybrid between a curb and
a snaffle. 1875 WIIYTE MELVILLE Riding Recoil, iii. (1879)
48 A light-mouthed horse steered by a good rider, will cross
a country safely and satisfactorily in a Pelham bridle. 1894
GEO, ARMATAGE The Horse vi. 87 The Pelham.. is a curb-
bit with a joint in the middle, instead of a port. It furms a
double-rein bridle.

Pelican (pelikan). Forms : 1-7 pellicaue,
3-8 -lean, (5 -yean(n, 6 -ycane, pillycane) ;

5- pelican, 7 pelicane, -ecane, 7-9 pelecan.
[(Like F. filican (1210 in Halz.-Uann.), I'r.

pelican^ Sy.pelicano, \\.. pellicano) ad. late L. peli-
can-us

t
more correctly pelecaints, ad. Gr. Tif\e/mi>,

applied by Aristotle (in part at least) to the pelican
(ot irf\fKavfs oi \.v ruts TTora^tuis ytvofufvot) ', app.
closely related to TrcXc/cas', -avra woodpecker, perh.
f. ireXtKav to hew or shape with an ax, TtiKtKvs ax,
hatchet, from the appearance or action of the bill.

IIcAeitdi' was also used by the I,XX to render tli- Hek
J"iXp qiidth, in two (or three) of the pkitcs in which it

occurs (in Eng. versions '

pelican ') ; in the two others,
Isa. xxxiv. ii, Zeph. ii. 14, dirTuruiit Greek words \vcie usucl,
arid tliere the \tjr.sio;i of 1611 has 'cormorant', but the
Revisers uf 1885 restore 'pelican

'

a.s in Covcrdale.J
I. The bird.

1. The name now appropriated to a genus,
PelecaniiSj of large gregarious fish-eating water-

fowls, remarkable for an enormously distensible

membranous pouch which depends from the lower
mandible of the long hooked bill and is usul for

the storing of fish when caught. Two species, P.

onocrotalns, the Common or White Pelican, and /'.

crisptiSj the Crested Pelican, are found in South-
eastern Europe and adjacent regions, and are the

original 'pelicans'; to these the Noith American

species P. trachyrhynchus is very closely allied.

Other species are found in the West Indies, Africa,
India, the Malay Archipelago, and Australia.
In all the quotations down to i4th c., and many later, the

identification is vague, the bird being itself unknown in

Kngland, and the word merely a reflex of pelicanus of the

Vulgate in Ps. ci'i\ "],pclicano solitudinis
'

the pelican of
the wilderness', which was app. not the pelican of naturalists.
In the four other places where the same HeL>, word occurs,
the Vulgate has onocrotalns, a L. name of the modern
'pelican'. Elsewhere (Co)itm. in Sophon.^y. ed. Villarsi
VI. 709) St. Jerome makes two kinds of onocrotnlus^ one
the water-bird, the other that of the wilderness ('onocrota-
lolrum, duo genera, aliud aquatile, alitid solitudinis '). So
Isidore (Orig. xn. vii. 32). These appear in the pseudo-
Jerome Brev. in Psalt. (Villarsi VII. Appx. 271) as two
kinds of/#/i

i

c
-awj (here identified \v\\\\onoo~otali4s} ; whence,

ultimately, in Trevisa, quot. 1398 below.
c loooAffs. J's. (Th.) ci. s[cii. 6] Ic geworden com pellicane

jelic, se on westene wunaS. 0:1225 Ancr. R. 142 Dauid,
anon efter ^>et he heuede iefned ancre to pellican, he efnede
hire to niht fuel, a 1300 E, E. Psalter ci. 7 Like am I made
to pellicane of anncsse. 1382 WYCLIT ibid., Lie I am maad
to a pellican of wildernesse. 1398 TKEVISA Barth. DC P. R.
v.

xxyiii. (Bodl. MS.), So do> Je pellican ^at hat also

porphirio. Ibid. xn. xxx, pere be[> twei manere of Pelli-

cans; one woneb in watres and etej* fische and ^e o^er
woneb in lond & loueb wildernesse. 1475 Pict. I'oc. in

Wr.-Wiilcker 762/15 Hiepdicanus^ a pelycan. 1535 COVER-
DALE Isa. xxxiv. ii But Pelllcanes, Storkes, great Oules,
and Rauens shall haue it in possession, i dwell there
in. 1604 DRAYTOM Owle 135 The Pellican in Desarts farre

abroad, Her deare-lov'd issue safely doth unload. 1673
RAY Journ. Low C. 28 A Museum . . and therein, .a Pelecan's
Skin and Bill. 1688 R. HOLME Armoury n. 15/1 Diverse
nan.cs ascribed to the Devil. .as an Owl, a Kite, a Raven,
a Pellicane, from his ravening, and unsatiable desire of

Devouring, Isa. 34. ii. 15. 1x1711 KEN Ifyninotheo Poet.
Wks. 1721 1 1 1. 74 Complaining Pelicanes themselves bemoan.

1877 ^' ^' EDWARDS Up AY/rf vi. 130 We see a top-heavy
pelican balancing his huge yellow bill over the edge of the

.stream, and fishing for his dinner. 1883 Chambcrs's Kticycl,
VII. 362/1 They often fly in large flocks, and the sudden
swoop of a flock of pelicans at a shoal of fish is a striking
and beautiful sight.

b. In reference to the fable that the pelican
revives or feeds her young with her own blood.
This is given by Epiphanius and St. Augustine ; it appears

to be of Egyptian origin, arid to have referred originally to

another bird.

1398 TREVISA Barth. De P. R. xn. xxix. (Tollem. MS.),
The serpent hatef? kyndely |?e pellican.. and styngeb and
infecteb )?e briddes : ]?an sche sniitej> here selfe in J>e breste,
and spryngeb blood up on hem, and rerej? hem fro deej? to

lyf. (11400 Leg. Rood(i%Ti) 172 pe pelicane his blod did
blede per-with his briddus for to fede. i53oLYNDESAY Test.

Papyngo noo My birneist beik I laif, with gude entent,
Onto the gentyll, pieteous Pillycane, To helpe to peirs hir

tender hart in twane. 1591 SYLVESTER Dit Bartas L v.

811-32. 1593 SHAKS. Rich. //, n. i. 126 That blood already
(like the Pellican) Thou hast tapt out, and drunkenly
carows'd. 1601 CHESTER L<n>e's Mart., Dial, clxxx, The
Pellican. .reuiues her tender yong, And with her purest
bloud-shed doth asswage Her yong ones thirst. 1695 CON-
GREVE Love for L. \\. vii, What, would'st thou have me
turn Pelican, and feed thee out of my own Vitals? ^848

79-a



PELTCAN. 624 PELLAMOUNTAIN.
MRS. JAMESON Sacr. $ Leg. Art I. Introd. 36 The Pelican,

tearing open her breast to feed her young with her own blood,
was an early symbol of our redemption through Christ.

fo. Hence Jig., applied to Christ as reviving
the dead in spirit by His blood. Obs.

1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de \V. 1531) 107 b, Y moost piteous
pellycane & heuenly phisycyon, our sauyour lesu. a 1649
DRUMM. OF HAWTH. Poems Wks. (1711) 25/1 Ungrateful
soul ! that .. did~t not think at all, or thoughtst not right,
On this thy Pelican's great love and death. 1814 GARY
Dante, Paradise xxv. 113 [St. John] who lay Upon the
bosom of our pelican.

2. A representation of the pelican in art or

heraldry.
Pelican in her piety (in Heraldry), a pelican represented

as vulning (/'. e. wounding) her breast in order to feed her

young with her blood.
a 1400-50 Alexander 5129 Rekanthes of rede gold railed

of gemmes, With pellicans & pape*ioyes polischt & grauen.
c 1420 LYDG. Assembly of Gods 807 On hys hehne on hygh
a pelican he bare. 1610 GuiLUM Heraldry in. xvii. (1611)
162 He beareth Gules, a PelHcan in her nest, with wings
displaied, feeding of her young ones, Or, vulned proper.
1643-4 in G. A. Poole Churches ; their Structure, etc. (1845)
vi. 56 A glorious cover over the font,, .with a pelican on the

top picking its breast. 1672 J. DAVIES Anc. Rites Durham
17 A goodly fine Lantern, or Letteron, of Brass, .with a great
Pelican on the height of it, finely gilt.. her wings spread
abroad, whereon did lye the Book. 1885 Times 30 Apr. 7/6
Delicately engraved representations of the Agnus Dei and
the Pelican in her piety. 1897 J- WELLS Oxford t? Coll, 199
note, The Corpus tradition is that Keble..was once known
to have thrown bread at the Pelican.

II. Transferred applications.
3. An alembic having a tubulated head, from

opposite sides of which two curved tubes pass out

and re-enter at the body of the vessel
;

used in

distilling liquors by fermentation.

1559 MORWYNG Evonym. 102 Let it be put into a pellicane,
that is a vessell with eares or handles on ether syde one.
1610 Ii. JONSON Alch, 11. iii, The Retort brake, And what
was sau d, was put into the Pellicane. 1683 SALMON Doron
Med. i. 307 Being permixt together in a Pellican let them
remain in digestion. 1706 PHILLIPS, Pelican or Blind
Alembick.
4. An instrument having a strong curved beak,

formerly used for extracting teeth.

1597 A. M. tr. Guillenteaii s Fr. Chirurg. 27/1 We cut
them [extra teeth] of[f ] with our cutting pellicane. 1688 R.
HOLME Armoury in. 398/1 A Single Beak Peliican with a
screw, .is an instrument to draw out corrupt and faded teeth.

1846 BRITTAS tr. Malgaigncs Man. Oper. Surg. 73 Amongst
the multitude of instruments invented . .some are absolutely
bad, and ought to be rejected ; such are the '

pied de biche
',

and the
'

pelican'.

b. ( A hook somewhat in the shape of a pelican's

bill, so arranged that it can be easily slipped by
taking a ring or shackle from the point of the

hook' (Cent. Diet. 1890).
5. An ancient piece of artillery; also, the shot

from it.

1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl. s. v., PelHcan, again, is the name
of an ancient piece of ordnance, carrying a ball of six

pounds. 1754 H. WALPOLE Lett. H. Mann 6 Oct., When
your relation, General Guise, was marching up to Car-

thagena, and the pelicans whirled round him, he said,
1 What would Chloe [the Duke of Newcastle's cook] give for

some of these to make a pelican pie ?
'

1867 SMYTH Sailor s

lVord-bk. t Pelican^, .the old six-pounder culverin.

III. 6. attrib. and Comb., as pelican brood,

daughter', oil^pie \pelicanwise adv. ; pelican-fish ,
an

eel-like fish (Eurypharynx pelecanoides] , dredged
from a great depth near the Canary Islands : so

called from its enormously developed jaws and

large gular pouch ; pelican-flower, a West Indian

evergreen climbing plant {Aristohchia grandi-
flora}\ Poisonous Hogweed (Treas. Bot. 1866);
pelican ibis, an Asiatic wood-ibis (Tantalus

leitcocephalus} ; pelican lectern, a lectern of the

shape of a pelican ; pelican's foot, a gastropod
shell (Aporrhais pes-pelecant}^ so called from its

digitate outer lip ; pelican's head, a wooden
battle-club with a rounded head and a projecting

beak, used by the natives of New Caledonia.
1818 KEATS Endym. i. 815 Nurtured like a *pelican brood.

1605 SHAKS, Lear\\i.'\v. 77 Twas this flesh begot Those "Peli-

cane Daughters. 1883 Leisure Hour 312/2 The characters
of the Eurypharynx (wide-throated *pelican fish) are so
divided. 1881 Field 13 Aug. 262/1 Conspicuous next in

order., were numbers of *pelican ibises. 1898 J. T. FOWLER
Durh. Cath. 57 The modern . .

*Pelican lectern. 1862 H.
&i'D.CarrofCarrlyon III. 39 Their doubts feed themselves,
*pelican-wise, from their own breast.

Pelicanry (pe-Hkanri). [f. prec. + -KY : cf.

heronry.] A place where pelicans breed.

1864 JERDON Birds India II. n. 860, I have visited one

Felicanry
in the Carnatic, where the Pelicans have (for ages,

was told) built their rude nests on rather low trees in the
midst of a village.

Pelice, obs. form of PELISSE.

Pelicoid, variant of PELECOID.

tPe'liom. Min. Obs. [mod. (Ger. i8i8)ad.
Gr. TreX/cu/ia livid spot, in reference to its greyish
blue colour.] A synonym of IOLITE.
i8ao in MOIIS Char. Nat. Hist. Syst. Min. 68.

Pelisse (pelf-s). Also 8 pellioe, 8-9 -ise, 9
-isse, pelice. [a. F. pelisse , formerly pelice = It.

pelliccia
*

any kind of furred garment* (Florio):

med.L. pellicia (Papias), for ~L. pellicia (or -iced]
'

tunica or vestis
t
a coat or garment of skins or fur,

f. pell-is skin.]
1. t a. A garment of fur. Obs. b, A long mantle

or cloak lined with fur.

1718 LADY M. \V. MONTAGU Let, to Otess Mar 10 Mar.,
One of her slaves immediately brought her a pellice of rich

brocade lined with sables. 1789 WESLEY Will in Coke &
Moore Life in. iv. 2 (1792) 515 My pellise I give to the

Rev. Mr. Creighton. 1804 CT. RUMFORD in Phil. Trans. <

XCIV. 181 We might naturally expect, that a pellisse would
be warmest when worn with the hair outwards, as I have

j

found it to be in fact. 1806 A. DUNCAN Nelson 104 A pelice
j

of sable fur. 1874 BOUTELL Arms $ Arm. ix. 182 Proto-

types of more recent hussar pelisses with their fur lining.

2. A long mantle of silk, velvet, cloth, or other

material, worn by women, reaching to the ankles,
and having arm-holes or sleeves.

1753 MRS. DELASY in Life $ Corr. (1862) 321, I don't
,

know what you mean by a pompadour, unless it is what we I

call in this part of the world a pelisse; which in plain

English is a long cloak made of satin or velvet, black or

any colour ; lined or trimmed with silk, satin, or fur, accord-

ing to the fancy. 1801 Sporting Mag. XIX. 115 The ladies

were principally dressed in sarsnet pelisses. 1837 DICKENS
;

Piclrw. v, A tall bony woman straight all the way down i

in a coarse blue pelisse, with the waUt an inch or two below
her arm-pits. 1893 GEORGINA HILL Hist. Eng. Dress II.

216 The women of the last generation all wore pelisses,
j

1898 LADY MARY LOVD tr. Uzanne'
l

s Fashion in Paris ii. 39
'

[c 1800-4] Pelisses were coming into general use. They
were worn long, almost reaching the ground, with wide :

sleeves turned back over the wrists, and round cape collars.

b. A garment worn out of doors by young
children over their other clothes.

1852 [Remembered in use]. 1879 Madame Bayard's
Bouquet of Fashion No. 32 Children's Dresses. No. 941.
Infant's Pelisse. 1894 L. T. MEADE Iron Crip II. xxxi.

159 She dressed the baby in his white hat and white pelisse.

c. Used for the ecclesiastical cassock.

1877 J. D. CHAMBERS Div. Worship 26 The Pelisse or
i

Cassock was the ordinary clerical gown or under garment
3. attrib. and Comb., as pelisse-rob* \ pelisse-

cloth, a twilled woollen fabric, used for pelisses.

1835 Court Mag. VI. p. x/2 Pelisse robes, both of satin
j

and velvet, have been during the last week very much
j

adopted.

II Pelisson. Obs. In 5 pely-, pellycon. [OF. |

pelissonj in i4th c. pelican (f)

' a furd petticoat or i

frocke' (Cotgr.), AF. pel/icoun, in med.L. pelli- \

don-em, It. pelliccione
' a great furred gown

*

(Florio), med.L. pellidon-em, deriv. of pellicia

PELISSE.] A furred gown ;
= PELISSE i.

1491 CAXTON Vitas Pair. (W. de W. 1495) ' xxxvii. 43^
His clothynge was oonly of a sacke, and a mantell of pel-

lycon. Ibid. 50 His Frocke, his Pelycon and his Gospellis.

[1876 PLANCHE Cycl. Costume I. 391 King John orders a

grey pelisson with nine bars of fur to be made for the queen.]

Fellte v prlsit}. Geol. [f. Gr. nr]\-6s clay, earth,

mud + -ITE i.] A rock composed of an argillaceous
sediment.

1879 RUTLEV Study Rocks xiv. 299 The psamnutes and

pelites..are respectively represented by the various sand-

stones, arkose, etc., and by the tuffs.

Pelitic (pHitik), a. Geol. [f. prec. + -ic.] Of
the nature of pelite ; composed of fine sediment.

1879 RUTLEY Study Rocks xiv. 299 The clastic rocks..he
divides into the psephitic, the psammitic, and the pelitic.

Pelitory, obs. form of PELLITORY.

Fell (pel), $b. Obs. exc. //*>/. Forms : 4 pel, 5

peall, pele, peele, peell, pelle, 6 pyll, 6- pell.

[ME. a. AF. pell, peal, OF./*/(l3th c. in Littre),

mod.F. peau (
= Pr. pelt pelh, Cat. pell, Sp. picl> It.

pelle} : L. pell-em skin, leather, parchment.]
fl. A skin or hide; esp. a furred skin used as or

forming the lining or trimming of a cloak ; a cloak

(
so lined or trimmed, a fur. Obs.

13., K. Alts. 6697 Y wol chargen al the bestis With pellis,

and siglatouns honeste. c 1325 Lai le Frcine 172 Therin

she leyed the child, for cold, In the
pel

as it was bifold.

c 1450 Cov. Myst. (Shaks. Soc.) 246, ij doctorys with him

arayd with pellys aftyr the old gyse. 1596 HP. W. BARLOW
Three Serm. ii. 88 Our flesh swelleth, and like Sathyrions

pelles or skinnes. .we are of vnquiet and restlesse minds.

fb. The skin with which the deciduous horns

of deer are at first covered ; the * velvet '. Obs.

In quot. 1575 app. associated with PILL, PEEL sb?

1575 TURBERV. I'enerte 242 His heade when it commeth
first out, hath a russet pyll vpon it, the whiche is called

Veluet. a 1700 B. E. Diet, Cant. Crew, To Fray,, .when

i Deer rub.. their Heads against Trees to get the pells of

their new Horns off.

2. A skin or roll of parchment, a parchment ;

spec, each of the two pells, of receipt {pellis re-

ceptoruni) and disbursement {pellis exituum\ kept
at the Exchequer, b. In//. The Office of the Exche-

quer in which these were kept. Obs. exc. Hist.

1454 Rolls ofParlt. V. 249/1 That it be entred In the pele
of your receipt. Ibid. 272/2 Which mayappere in the peele
of the Resceyt of youre Eschequer of Record. 1485 Naval
Ace. Hen. VII (1896) 7 As in the Peall of Michelmasse
Terme. .playnely doth apiere. 1577-87 HOLINSHED Chron.

III. 1245/1 In which Easter tearme was William bishop of

Yorke also made treasurer, as is prooued by the pell of

Exitus. 1681 NEVILE Plato Rtdiv. 197 No Sanctuary to

fly to, but a peice of Parchment kept in the Pells, c 1802

CANNING Grand Consult. Poet. Wks. (1823) 40 But our frugal
doctor.. Gives his pills to the public, the Pells to his Son.

C, Clerk of the Pells, an officer formerly charged

with the entry of receipts and disbursements on
the parchment rolls in the Exchequer. So Master

of the Pells. Obs. exc. Hist.
a 1603 in Hoitseh. Ord. (1790) 244 Clark of the pell ; fee

,\T> 10. o. 1657 HOVSELL Lona'iHOJp. 370 Touching, .the Clerk
of the Pell; his duty is, to enter every Tellers bill into a
Roll call'd Pellis Receptorum. 1665 PEPVS Diary 29 Sept.,
Mr. Warder, Master of the Pells. 1834 Act 4*5 Will. IV,
c. 15 i The Offices of Auditor, and of each of the Four
Tellers of the Exchequer, and of the Clerk of the Pells, .are

hereby abolished. 1846 Blachw. Mag. LIX. 464 His party
..acknowledged his services by a retiring pension, which
Mr. Pitt . . exchanged for the clerkship of the pells.

3. attrib. and Comb., as pell-office (sense 2) ;

fpell-monger, a dealer in skins and furs
; fpell-

wool, wool plucked from the skin of a dead

sheep ;
= PELT-WW/.

1676 NEEDHAM Pacquet Adv. 31 May they leave off bark-

ing when he comes into the City ; and not do as dogs do at

a *Pell-monger. 1697 LUTTRELL Brief Rel. (1857) IV. 311
Mr. Lemar, a clerk in the *pell office in the exchequer.
1429 Rolls ofParIt. IV. 360/2 pat no man make noon in-

wynde withynne J>e flese,..ne berynne to putte lokkys,

*pellewolle, terre,..ne noon ober filthe. 1443 Ibid. V. 61/1
That ther be put in noon of thoo Worstedes, eny Lambe
woll, nor Pell woll.

Fell, v. Obs. exc. dial. [Origin uncertain : cf.

PEAL z'.
1

;
also L. pellere to drive.]

1. intr. To hurry, rush.
c 1300 Havelok 809 Shal ich neuere lengere dwelle, To

morwen shal ich forth pelle. 1903 Eng, Dial. Diet., Pell..

to dash, drive or strike violently; to walk with a heavy
dashing step.

2. trans. To beat or knock violently, esp. down,
a 1400-50 Alexander 117 How be powere out of Persy

pellid doune his kny^tis. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny I. 431 Beat
and pell them downe with perches and poles. 1606

Sueton. 156 The buffons and jesters about him made good
sport, pelling him with olive and date-stones, "la 1750 Battle

Sheriff-Muir in Child Ballads (1857) VII. 260 For well

I wat I saw them run, Both south and north, when they
begun, To pell and mell, and kill and fell.

Pell, obs. form of PALL, PEEL sb

Pellac, pellack : see PELLOCK * and 2
.

t Pellage. Obs. [f. OF. pel PELL sb. + -AGE.]
A duty or impost formerly levied on skins exported.
[1409-10 Rolls ofParlt. 1 1 1. 625/2 [Le] Subside & Custumes

des Layns & Pealx lanutz, outre le Pondage, Tonage, Au-

nage, Pellage, & d'autres Marchaundises.] 1601 Blount's
Law Diet. (ed. 2), Pellage. ., the Custom or Duty paid for

Skins, Pelts or Leather.

II Pellagra ;pel^'gra, -se-gra). Path. [It. and
mod.L. (Y.pellagre\ said to be i. pell-is + 1 -agra
in chtragra-, podagra (gout in the hands, the feet) ;

but perh. orig. It. pelle agra
'

rough skin '.] An
endemic disease (frequent among the peasantry of

Southern Europe, esp. Lombardy, often attributed

to eating diseased maize), in which the skin reddens,

dries, and cracks, and the epidermis peels off in

bran-like scales ; the digestive organs and central

nervous system are affected, and the disease often

ends in insanity.
1811 HOOPER Diet. Med. s.v., The disease called the

pelagra does not appear to have been noticed by any of our

npsologists. 1840 Penny Cycl. XVII. 388/1 Pellagra is a
disease chiefly affecting the skin, and particularly prevalent

amongst the peasantry of the north of Italy. 1864 N. Sj/ef.

Soc. Year*bk.Mcd. <$ Snrg. 176 ///, The endemic pellagra of

Aragon . . is absolutely identical with the endemic pellagra
of Asturias. 1863 Chambers s Encycl. VII. 363/1 Pellagra,
atone time the name of a .. skin-disease .. is now employed
to designate a group of phenomena, of which the most pro-
minent and significant are mental. 1874 BUCKNILL & TUKE
Psych. Med. (ed. 3) 364 The first descriptions of pellagra

appear about the year 1770.

Hence Fellagragre-nic a., engendering pellagra ;

Fella-grin, a person affected with pellagra.
1865 Chambers'* Encycl. VII. 363/1 Of 500 patients in the

Milan Lunatic Asylum in 1827, one third were pellagrins.

1903 Brit. Med. Jrnl. n July 86 Alcoholism renders the

organism more prone to suffer from pellagragenic poison.

Pella'gTOUS, a. Path. [ad. \\.pellagroso, F.

pellagreuxt -eitse, f. PELLAGRA : see -ous.] Of the

nature of or pertaining to pellagra ; affected with

pellagra. So (in latter sense only) Fe'llagrose a.

1864 N. Syd. Soc. Year-bk. Med. $ Suty. 176-6, Phthisis

and scrofula do not appear to be at all prevalent among the

pellagrose. Ibid. 176 in, The endemic pellagrous affections

of Spain are absolutely identical with those of the Landes
district [of France], and those of Italy with the sporadic

pellagrous diseases of France. 1874 BUCKNILL & TUKE

Psych. Med. (ed. 3) 364 Pellagrous Insanity, Ibid., The total

number of pellagrose in the Milanese provinces in 1856 was

..16-3 per looo of the population. Of these,.. 9 per cent.

were insane.

t Fellamoirntain. Obs. Also 6 puliall-,

6-7 pela-, -mountayne. [app. a popular cor-

ruption of some med.L. herbalists' name, e.g. Pule-

giuni monianuni^ or Serpyllum montanurn : cf.

"also PELLETER*. The OF. name was poliol^ pott-

lieul.] A name of Wild Thyme.
i575 TURBERV. Faulconrie 223 Sage, Mints, Pelamountaine,

Cloues, Cynamon, and such other sweete comfortable deuises.

1578 LYTE Dodoens \\. xliv. 231 This herbe is now called, .in

English wilde Tyme, Puliall mountayne, Pellamountayne,
and running Time. 1601 CAREW Cornwall ig_

Natures

liberal! hand decketh many of the sea cliffes with wilde

Hissop, Sage, Pelamountayne. ., and such like well-sauouf-

in^ herbcs. 1677 N. Cux Gcntl. Recreation ii. 248 Take



PELLAR.

Germander, Pelamountain, Basil, Grummel-seed, and Broom-
flowers, of each half an ounce.

Pellar, -er. dial. (Cornwall). [? f. PELL v. +
-AB^, -Eli 1

.] An exorcist ; a wizard, conjurer.
1865 R. HUNT Pop. Rom. W. Eng. Ser. 11. 81 She and her

friends were satisfied that she had been ill wished. So she
went to the '

Peller '. . . The spell was taken off, and the old
woman grew strong. Ibid. 77 His wife then stated that the
virtue was in her and not in him; that she was of the real
4
Pellar' blood. 1893 Long-m. Mag. Feb. 389 She was going

to the 'peller
'

to get a ' charm
'

said for him.

f Pellard. Obs. or Hist. [ad. med.L. pellarda

(1388 in Du Cange), of uncertain origin: perh.
a derivative of L, pellis^ It. pelle skin.] A kind of

cloak or tunic : see quots.
1846 FAIRHOLT Costume in Eng, Gloss., Pellard^ a gar-

ment like a super-tunic. 1876 PLANCHK Cycl. Costume 1.

391 Pellard^ another name for the houpeland.

Pellatory,Pellatur: seePELLiroiiY.PELLETER,
Pelle, obs. f.PALL, PEAL. Peller, obs. f.PEALER,

PILLAR; var, PELLAR. Pellere, var. PELURE! Obs.

Pellet (pe'let), sb.^ Forms: 4-5 pelet, (5

-ette), pelote, (5 -ot), pylote, 6 pellete, -ette,

-ot, -otte, -it, -yt, -at, 6- pellet, [a. F. pelote

(lithe.) = Pr., Sp./t'/(?/ff, Pg. pellota. It. pilhtta
'any round bundle or bal

'

(Florio), med.L. pe-
lota^pilota^ deriv. of It. pila, L,, pita ball.]
1. Any globe, ball, or spherical body, usually

one of small size ; a ball of some plastic or soft

substance, esp. of medicine or food, a bolus, a pill.

t
1390 GOWER Con/. II. 306 Of pich sche tok him a pelote,

The which he scholde into the throte Of Minotaure caste
rihte. f 1400 Lanfrancs Cirurg. 183 Grir.de hem & tern-

pere hem vp wijj ius of iouis barba, & make berof pelottis.

(1430 Two Cookery.hks. 39 Take Jan J?in fleysshe..make
Jjer-of pelettys, as it were Applys. 1481 CAXTON Myrr. i.

xv. 48 God fourmed the world alle rounde, lyke as is a pelette.
1591 PERCIVALL Sp. Dict.

t
Hallulla

% pellets to cram pullen.
1607 Topsr.LL Four-f. Beasts (1658) 419 The little berries or

pellets which are within the Pom^ranate. 1676 WISEMAN
Ckirurg. Treat. (J.), I dressed with little pellets of lint.

1768-74 TUCKER Lt. Nat. (1834) II. 589 We are citizens of
the universe, inhabitants of the little corner thereof, the

dirty pellet where we are now stationed. 1829 SOUTHEY
Allfor Love n. xxxix, As when an electric pellet of light
Comes forcibly out at a touch. 1851 D. WILSON Preh. Ann.
(1863) II. iv. iii. 260 The most primitive of Scottish coinage
is the simple gold pellet. 1853 SOYER Pantropk. 161 The
pqultry..are made to swallow pellets .. composed of two
parts of barley flour, and one of maize.

2. spec. A ball, usually of stone, used as a missile

during the I4th and I5th centuries, and shot from

mangonels, mortars, etc.; a cannon-ball; in later

use, a bullet
; now applied to small shot.

[i339 Peleta; de plumbo: ^1370 Pelottes de fer: see GUN
sb, i.] 1362 LANGL. P. PI. A. v. 61 As pale as a pelet in a

palesyehe seetnede. c 1384 CHAUCER //. Fame 111.553 Thrugh
out euery Regioun Went this foule trumpes soun As swifte
as pelet out of gonne. 7/11400 Morte Arth. 3037 Thane
boldly bay buske, and bendes ensjynes, Payses in pylotes
and proues theire castes. t; 1440 Promp. Parv. 391/1 Pelot,
rownde stone of erthe, or other mater (//., P. pefet), pilcus^
vcl piliolitS) rudus. 1489 CAXTON Faytes of A. \\. xx. 135
Dyuers other small gonnes castyng pyllettes of leed and
comon stones. 1495 Naval Ace. Hen. 11'(1896) 274 Pyllettes
of lede & dyce of yron. 1497 Ibid. 95 Pellettes of leed for

Serpentynes. 1555 EDEN Decades 180 A great and verye
rounde pearle, . . as bygge as a smaule pellet of a stone bowe,
and of the weight of xxvi. carattes. 1377 DEE Relat. Spir.
I. (1659) 78 An yern, like a pair of tongs ; in form of a Mould
to cast Pellets in. 1607 TOPSELL Four-f. Beasts (1658) 329
To cure a wound made with harquebush-shot. .. First seek
with an instrument whether the pellet remain within or not.
a 1668 DAVENANT Siege Wks. (1673)68 These Cannon Pellets
will bruise me shrewdly. 1719 D'URFEY Pills (1872) V. 137
For these Guns are such pestilent Things, To put a Pellet
in one's Brow. 1841 GREENER Sci. Gunnery v\\. 251 There are

many parts about the body of a bird, whereia a pellet of
No. 7 will affect its vitality equal to a pellet of No. 2. 1880

JEFFERIES Gr. Feme F. 252 The pellets hissing past his ears.

fig? X SZ3 SKELTON Garl. Laurel 637 With a pelHt of

paper pellets. 11764 LLOYD Poet Poems (1790) 185 Around
the frequent pellets whistle From Satire, Ode, and pert
Epistle. 1862 TVSDALL Mountaineer, i. 7 The heavy rain-

pellets., rattle with fury against the carriage.
b. A toy bullet of clay, wood, paper, etc., used

in sport or play, esp. as the charge of a pop-gun.
'553 EDEN Treat. News Ind, (Arb.) 23 To blowe them

oute of a trunke as we doe pellets of claye. c 1626 Dick of
Devon, ir. i. in Bullen 0. PI. II. 26 And my Devonshire
blade, honest Dick Pike. Spard not his Sugar pellets among
my Spanyards. 1657 W. MORICE Coena quasi KOICT} xxix.

287 Childrens gunns, to shoot the pellets which they put
into them. 1856 KANE Arct. Expl. I. vi. 56 Our rifle-balls

reverberated from their hides like cork pellets from a pop-
gun target.

3. Her. A roundel sable :
= GUNSTONE 2.

[1562 LEIGH Armorie 150 b, Hebeareth Or, iii Ogresses in
Fesses. These are Pellettes of gunnes, and are neuer other
colour, then Sable.] 1572 BOSSEWELL Armorie n. 8ib,
Th' Ogresse is the same that we call a Pellet of a gonne.
a 1661 FULLER Worthies, Northampton, u. (1662) 299 This
Sir John bare, for his paternal Coat, Argent on a Bend
Gules, three Swans proper, between as many Pellets. 1766
PORNY Heraldry (1777) Diet., Pellets, the name given to the
Black Roundlets, by English Heralds alone. 1864 BOUTELL
ffer. Hist. $ Pop. xv. 15 (ed. 3) 303 Lord Latymer charges
a pellet upon his silver saltire.

4. A circular boss or raised part, rounded or flat,

in coins or decorative work.

625

i&4> FRANCIS Diet. Arts etc., Pellet',
a Gothic architectural

ornament, consisting of plain, flat, circular pieces or pellets,

arranged along a fascia or band, at equal distances. 1864

J. EVANS Coins Anc. Britons iii. 45 When a central pellet
is surrounded by a circle of smaller pellets or ovals, I have
called it a 'rosette' or 'star of pellets'. 1875 FORTNUM
JMaiolica xv. 168 The shallow bowl . . marked at the back with
the crossed circle, having a pellet in one of the quarters.
5. attrib. and Comb*, as pellet ornamentation

(see 4), system ; pellet-like adj.; pellet bow: see

quot. 1852 ; pellet moulding Arch.) a moulding
consisting of a flat band on which are circular flat

disks (Gwilt Archit. Gloss. 1876) ; pellet powder,
gunpowder compressed in moulds into pellets of

defined quantity and form.
1816 Sporting Mag. XI.VIII. 244 Killing fourteen phea-

sants with a *
pellet bow or air gun. 1852 R. F. BURTON' /*'/

conry in Valley Indus i. 7 The pellet-bow . . is made of a slip
of bamboo, bent in the shape of our ancient weapon ;. .it has
two strings stretched parallel to each other from horn to
horn. About the centre a bit of canvas or coarse cloth, an
inch or an inch and a half in length, is sewn tightly to the
two cords, and against it the pellet, a lump of hard clay,
about the size of a ' taw ', is firmly held by the thumb and
forefinger, which draw the bow. 1860 TVSDALL Glac. i. x.

65 All the way home we were battered by this *pellet-likc
rain. 1838 PAKKI-IU Gloss. Arc/lit, (ed. 2),

*Pellet Moulding,
an ornament in Norman architecture. i&7ong'ttteeri6Sept.
184/1 *PelIet powder was recommended for. .adoption with
heavy guns by the Gunpowder Committee of 1866.

tPC'llet, sb2 Ofis. Forms: 5 pilet, pylet,
pellet, 6 pellot. fa. OF. pelete, -ette, pellett,

-ette, dim. of/tf/: L. pell-em skin.]
1. A pellicle, a thin or fine skin or membrane.
tri420 Pallad, on /fits!', i. 590 And other while an hen

wul ha the pippe, A whit pilet that wul the tonge enrounde.
Ibid. vi. 144 Oon of hem chese, Or that pellet that closith

euery half The chike and pyiouncruwe, hool either half.

2. The pelt or skin of a sheep or other animal.

[1298 Bolton Priory Com/>otus If. 21 De lana domus. .De
lokettis et pelettis.] c 1440 LYDC. !/ors, Xhepe $ G, 358 (MS.
Lansd.) Of .sheepe al-so comyth pilet [JAV.V. Harl. $ Lamb.
pelt.CAXTON pellet] eke fell,. .Caried ovir see where men
may it sell, c 1440 Prantp.Parv. 398/2 Pylet, skyn,/W/w(P.
cittis). 1470 HKXRYSON Mor. Fah. ix. (IVolf fy Fox} xviii,
Thair sail na pedder-.pyke your pellet fra me ; I sail of it

mak mittenis to my luhs. 1583 Leg. tip, St. Androis 12

Plucking the pellotis or euer the scheip be slane.

Pe'llet, v. [f. PELLET st>. 1 ; cf. F. pelotef.}
trans, f a. To form or shape into pellets ; to

send as a pellet (obs.}. b. To hit with (paper)

pellets, small shot, etc.

1597 SHAKS. Lovers Coinfl. 18 Laundring the silken

figures in the brine That seasoned woe had pelleted in

teares. 1606 Ant. fy Cl. in. xiii. 165 Till by degrees the

memory of my wombe,. . liy the discandering of this pelleted
storme, Lye grauelesse. 1870 Pall Mall G. 7 Nov. 7 A
newspaper correspondent, who, treating himself to a battue
in the Emperor's preserves, delivered an erratic charge and
pelleted a beater's finger. 1891 G. MEREDITH One of our
Conq. xxxvi, The English kick at the insolence, when they
are not in the mood for pelleting themselves.

Pe'lleted, ppl. a. [f. PELLET v. or sb.^ + -ED.]
Marked or charged with. (heraldic) pellets.
1623 MIDDLKTOM Triumph Integr. Wks. (Bullen) VII. 389

This Chariot drawn by two. .pelleted lions. 1766 PORNY
Heraldry (it^'Dict., Pelleted, Pellited^ term used to denote

any Charge or Bearing marked with Pellets.

tFelleter 1
, peletre. Herb. Obs. Forms: 4-5

pelestre, 5 peletre, -thre, -tur, pelletre, -etur,

-atur, -eter, 5-6 peletyr. [ME. peletre, -ethre,
a. AF. peletre, -estre, f. (by dissimilation of r..r)
OF. *peretre t piretre (Cotgr.) = Sp. petitrt (:

*peritre):\J.pyr~ 1 pirethntm : Gr. irvptQpov fever-

few
; cf. TrvpTo$ fever. See also PYBETHBE. The

history of sense 2 is obscure.]
1. = PELLITORY i, the Pyrethrum of the ancients.
a 1387 ^Sinon. Barthoi. (Anecd. Oxon.) 34 Piretrum,

pelestre idem. 1400 Lanfrancs Cimtrg. 262 Seed of rosis

& peletre & zinzibere. a 1450 Stockh. filed. MS. 184 Long-
wourt or pelethre of Span ye (Eleborus). Ibid. 214 Pelethre ;

Peretrnm domyticum. (.1450 Alphita (Anecd. Oxon.) 145
Piretrutn, herba.. satis communis, radix eius multum est

acuta in sapore qua utimur. gall, et ae
. pelestre. 1530

PALSGR. 253/1 Peletyr an herbe.

2. Wild Thyme {Thynuts Serpylhtni], or Garden

Thyme (T.vulgaris}. Cf. PELLAMOUNTAIN.
a 1387 Sinon, Bartkol. (Anecd. Oxon.) 39 Serpillum et

fterpillum idem sunt, s. pelestre, tamen herpillum quando-
que sumitur pro poligonia. ,11400 Pistill of Susan 116

Daysye and Ditoyne, Ysope and Aueroyne, Peletre \v. rr.

pelletre, -tur] and Plauntoyne. c 1420 Pallad. on Hush. \.

1024 Of tyme is wex and hony maad swettest ; Of tymbra,
peletur and origon. 14.. Anc. Cookery in House/i, Ord.

(1790) 441 Take, .myntes, and peletur, and costmaryn, and
sauge. 1483 Catk. A ngl. 273/2 Pelleter . .,serpilluin y

herba est.

t Pelleter -. Obs. In 6 pellytour. [ad. OF.
peletier (\ 2\.h c. in Hatz.-Darm.), mod.F.

(i6th c. in Littre), f. OF. pet, L. pell-em skin, fur.]
A fellmonger.
1575 TURBERV. Faitlconrie 12 Thin skynnes sent to the

furryers and pellytours of Fraunce.

Pelletierine (peletio-rain). Chem.
[f.

name
of the French chemist Bertrand Pelletier (1761-97)
* -INE

">.]
A colourless alkaloid (C 8H 13NO) ob-

tained from the bark of the pomegranate.
1881 WATTS Diet. C/tem. 3rd Suppl. 1498 Pelletierine, the

alkaloid of the pomegranate. 1897 Allbutt's Syst, Meet. II.
1021 In toxic doses the action of pelletierine resembles that
of curare.

PELLITORY.

Pellety, a. Her. [f. PELLET rf.l 3 + -Y for F.
-i = -ed.] Charged with pellets ; pelleted.
1571 BOSSEWELL A rmoric n. j 10 b, An head de cheual rassed

de Argent, pellitie, betwene two winges Sable, brydelled
golde, set on a wrethe Argent and Vert, manteled Gules,
doubled Argent. 1869 VV. S. ELLIS Antiq. Her. viii. 163
iwtc, Their robes decorated with paly and pellety patterns.

Fellian (pe-lian), a. Math. [f. the name of

John Pell, an English mathematician (1610-85):
see -IAN.] Applied to a particular kind of inde-
terminate equation : see quot.
1873 CAVLEV Coll. Math. Papers IX. 477 The Pellian

equation is y* = ax'+l, a being a given integer number,
which is not a square (or rather, if it be, the only solution is

y i,-r = o), and x, y being numbers to be determined:
what is required is the least values of x, yt

since these, being
known, all other values can be fuund.

Pellibranchlate (pelibra-rjki/t), a. (sS.)
Zool. [ad. mod.L. Pellibranchiata neut. pi., f. L.

pell-is skin + branchial gills : see -ATE 2
.] Belong-

ing to the rellibranchiota, or nudibranchiate gastro-

pods (of J. E. Gray), which have no distinct gills
but breathe by means of the skin. b. as sb. A
mollusc of this group.

Pellican^e, Pellice, obs. ff. PELICAN, PELISSE.
Pelliceous (peli-ss, -i-Jzas), a. rare- 1

, [f.
L. pellice-ns, -i-ns made of skin + -ous.] Of the
nature of a thin skin, membrane, or pellicle.
1731 GALE in t'/iil. Trans. XXXVII. 160 Made of a Plant

that had many pelhceous Tunicles.

Fellide (pe-lik'l). Also 6 -ycle, pel(l)ikel.
fad. L. pellicida small or thin skin, dim. of pell-is

skin.] A small or thin skin
;
a fine sheet or layer

of some substance, either covering a surface or

(less usually) enclosing a cavity ;
a membrane,

cuticle, film. Chiellyin scientific use, and applied
to natural formations, as a thin membrane in an
animal or plant body, a fine scum on a liquid, etc.

1541 R. COM.AND Gi(ydons Quest. Chirurg. F
ij b, It hath

collygaunce with the bely by his outwarde pellycle. 1547
BOOHDE Brev. tlealth x. lob, loynynge to the pellicles of
the kydnes. 1548-77 VICARY Anat. viii. 11888) 61 The
Lunges is deuidcd into fine Lobbes or Pellikels of fiue

portions. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny I. 466. 1669 W. SIMPSON
Hydrol. Chyin. 276 The newly ingendred juyces, in their
own pellicles or membranes. 1707 Lurios. in Ifusb. <f Gard.
136 We need only Evaporate the humidity ..till there appear
a little Pellicle on the Water. 1815 J. SMITH Pantnainti
Sc. ff Art I. 17 A pellicle of iron may be taken from a
surface of a 100 square inches by the Chisel. Ibid. II. 112

Having observed how thin the pellicle of oil poured out
upon water will become, w ithout losing its effect in depriving
the wind of its influence. 1871 TVNDALI. Fragw, Sc. (1879)
II. xiii. 324 A thin pellicle of india-rubber. .surrounding a
pea keeps it hard in boiling water. 1872 HUXLEY Phys. iv.

78 The blood in each capillary of the lung is separated from
the air by only a delicate pellicle.

Pellicule ',pe'likil). ran: [ad. L. pellicula ;

cf. Y . fellicule U55 in Hatz.-Darm. X] =
prec.

_c 1400 LanfranSs Cinirg. 32 Boonis, pelliculis, gristlis,

ligamentis ^c skyn. 1541 R. COI-LAND Cuydon's Quest.
Chirurg. F

ij b, His webbe withinforth is conteyned with
the sayd pellicule. 1684 T. GOUDARD Plato's Demon 93
Over which a Pellicule, or kind of Skin, in most places was
spread. 1741 HANKEWITZ in Pkil. Trans. XLI. 829 The
Water, being evaporated to a Pellicule, deposits saline

Crystals. 1903 Brit. lied. Jrnl. 14 Mar. 617 A bacillus

slightly motile producing a pellicule in bouillon.

Pellicular .peli'kiwlaj), a. [ad. moA.L.felli-
cularis, f. pellicula PELLICLE: see -AR 1

.] Of,

pertaining to, or of the nature of a pellicle; having
or characterized by a pellicle; membranous, filmy.
1857 in MAYNE Expvs. Lex. 1859 SUMPLE Diphtheria 42

Found to have no effect against the pellicular inflammation
of the gums. 1883 Hardwiclis Photi'gr. C/ion. (ed. Taylor)
366 Substitution of Gelatine for Collodion as the agent for

presenting the sensitive Bromide of Stiver in a pellicular
form. 1893 Brit. Jrnl. Photogr. XL. 745 Having developed
and washed his pellicular negatives.

t Pellipar, -per. Obs. rare. [ad. med.L. pelli-

paritis, -perius, f. L.fellis skin +pariire to prepare.]
A dresser of skins or hides; a skinner.

[1390 Earl Derly's Exp. (Camden) 91 Cuidam pellipario
proj pilche de beuere.] ^1410 York Myst. Introd. 24 note,
The Pellipers and other craftsmen of this city. [1754 STRYPE
Stov/sSvro. II. App. iii. 687/2 Richard Knight Fishmonger,
John Pasnur Pellipar.]

Pellise, Pellit, obs. forms of PELISSE, PELLET.

Pelliteri, obs. form of PELTRY rf.i

Pellitory (pe-litari). Forms : 6 peli-, pely-,
pellatory, pellytorie, -ye, pille-, pillitorie,
-tore, 6-7 pellitorie, 7 -tarie, 6- pellitory.

[Found first in i6thc. : partly (in sense i) an
alteration of the earlierpeletre, peletyr, PELLETEK ',

with changed suffix ; partly (in sense 2) an altera-

tion of *perelarie, pareiarie, PAKIETARY, 'L.paric-

taria, It. paretaria, F. parictaire, paretaire (f. L.

parietem wall), by dissimilation of r . . r to /. . r.

It is not clear whether these two changes of the earlier

words were independent of each other, or whether one in.

fluenced the other ; but the result was that by 1550 or there-

abouts both words had become pclfitory.]
1. A composite plant, Aitacydus Pyrethrum,

the Pyrethrum of the ancients, and peletre, PEL-
LETER of Middle English, called distinctively Pel-

litory of Spain, a native of Barbary, the root of



PELL-MELL.

which has a very pungent flavour, and is used in

medicine as a local irritant and salivant and as a

remedy for toothache. Also applied to the root

(raiiix pyrethrt) as thus used.

Called by Lyte Bastard Pellitory : see also b.

'533 Etvor Co*/, Helthei*. ii. (1541) 84 b, Them that be

vexed with toothe ache. .'lake Pelytory of Spayn one ducat

[etc.]. i57oLEVlNsJ/<z/>. 105/22 Pellitorie, pyrelrum. 1578
LYTE Dodoens III. xix. 342, 1 thinke we may wel cal it bastard

Pelitory or Bertram. 1592 LYLY Midas in. ii, O ! what will

rid me of this paine ? Some Pellitory fetcht from Spaine.

1597 GERARDE Herbal II. ccl. 619 Pellitorie of Spaine is

called in Greeke Trupefpor . . in Spanish Pclitre . . in high and
lowe Dutch Bertram. 1611 CoTGR.,/Wt-^rt', Hearbe Bartram,
bastard Pellitorie, right Pellitorie of Spaine. 1705 TATE tr.

Ccnulcy's Bks. Plants iv, The Pellitory healing Fire contains,

That from a raging Tooth the Humour drains. 1773 Gentl.

Mag. XLIII. 439 The root of pellitory of Spain, .should be

held in the mouth often. 1876 HARLEY Mat. .lied. led. 6)

535 Pellitory is a native of the north of Africa, whence it has

been introduced into the south of Europe.

t b. Applied, usually with qualifying words, to

other plants in some way resembling this ; esp. (a)

Masterwort, Peitccdanttm (Imperatoria) Ostru-

t/iiuni, an umbelliferous plant with a pungent root

(also Great or false Pellitory of Spain) ; (b)

Sneezewort, Achillea Ptarinica (also IVild or

Bastard Pellitory]. Obs.

1578 LYTE Dufacns n. xix. 299 Of great Pellitorie of

Spayne, Imperatoria, or Masterwort. Ibid. in. xx. 342 Of
wilde Pelitory. .the whole herbe is sharpeand biting, almost

in last like Pellitory of Spayne, and for y l cause mental it

also wild Pellitory. 1597 GEKARUE Herbal n. clxxviii. 484
Ptarmica. Sneesewoort. . . The whole plant issharpe, biting

the toong and mouth like Pellitorie of Spaine, for which
cause some haue called it wilde Pellitorie. Ibid, ccclxxii. 848

Imperatoria. Master\voorts, or False Pellitory of Spaine.

1607 TOPSELL Four-f. Beasts i 1658) 103 If there be put unto

it wilde Pellitory, it will also distract and dissipate them

[serpents] again. 1738 DEKKIXG Cat. Stirp. 179 Ptarmica.

..Sneezewort. Bastard-pellitory. 1760 ].LE.E Introd. Bot.

App. 312 Pellitory of Spain, False, Chrysanthemum.
2. A low bushy plant (Parufaria offtcinalis,

N.O. L'rticacese) with small ovate leaves and

greenish flowers, growing upon or at the foot of

walls. Commonly distinguished as Pellitory of
the wall. Also extended to the whole genus Parie-

taria. (See also PAUIETAKY si*.}

1548 TURNER Names of Herbcs 41 Helxine or pardition is

called in englishe Parietorie or Pelletorie of the wal. .in

frenche Du parietaire. 1562 Herbal n. 13 Parietorie or

Pilletorie of y wall. 1580 HOLLYBAND Trens. Fr. Tong, De

f.-lffaritoire,..aa herbe called Parietory, commonly Pulli-

tone. 1610 B. JONSON Alch. in. iv, A good old woman.,
did cure me With sodden ale, and pellitoriep'

the wall. 1747
WESLEY Prim. Physic (1762) 57 A Pint of juice of Pellitory

of the Wall bruised in a Marble Mortar. 1821 CLARE I'ill.

Minslr. I. 210 Where the mouldering walls are seen Hung
with pellitory green. 1884 MILLER Plant-n., Pellitory,

hmzi\ttr\,ParictariapeHHS}'ll'anica.. .New Zealand, Parie-

taria debilis.

3. altrib. and Comb.

1713 PETIVER in Phil. Trans. XXVIII. 187 These Leaves

are green, and in their Segments resemble the I'yrctliriim

Canariense or Pellitory Dasie. 1760 J. LEE Introd. Bat.

App. 322 Pellitory. tree, Zanthoxylnm. 1797 DOWNING Dis-

orders Horned Cattle 57 Give the beast a quart of pellitory

tea two or three times a day. 1861 HUL.MI; tr. Moquin.
Tajidon n. v. ii, As if they had been chewing pellitory root.

Pell-mell v pe-l|me-l, with shifting stress), adv.

(a., sb., v.) Also 6 peale meale, peale-meale,

6-7 pel mell, pel mel, pel-mel, 6-8 pelmell,

pesle mesle, pesle-mesle, (8 pezle mezle), 6-9

pell mell (7 pel-mell, pell-mel, pelmel, 7-8

pall-mall), 7-9 pellmell, 8-9 pele mele, 9 pele-

mele. [a. "S.pele-mele, in OF. pesle mesle (i 2th c.),

pelle-melle (i4th c.), for which also mesle-pesle,

melU-pelle, mesle-mcsle, brelle-mesle (\2\\ic.~). The
element mesle, mile was app. the stem of the vb.

mesler, miler to mix, mingle ;
the origin oipele is

uncertain ;
Diez queried pelle, pele shovel, or paele

pan, as if mixed together with a shovel, or in

a pan ;
but the various forms in OF. suggest merely

riming combinations formed on mesle, mele, as in

tire-lire, Eng. namby-pamby, etc.]

1. With disorderly or confused mingling ;
in a

confused medley ; together in disorder, without any
order ;

in mingled confusion, promiscuously.
1596 Z. I. tr. La-jardin's Hist. Scanderbeg 162 The men

lay wallowing all along vnder their tentes, pell mell amongst
their horses. (11641 Bp. MOUNTAGU Acts <V Man. viii. (1642)

540 Nor were men and women intermingled pell mell in

their Synagogues. 1687 A. LOVELL tr. Thc-.'cnofs Trav.

I. 283 Then the Guns went off Pell Mell on all hands. 1766
PENNANT Zool. (1768)11.448 Assuming the shape of a wedge
. .for they [wild geese] cut the air the readier in that form

than if they flew pelmell. 1814 JEFFERSON Writ. (1830) IV.

242 We should now have been all living, men, women, and

children, pell-mell together. 1840 CARLYLE Heroes ii. (1858)

233 Shoulder-blades of mutton, flung pellmell into a chest.

1849 GROTE Greece II. xxxviii. V. 34 After whom, with an

interval of two furlongs, the remaining host followed pell-

mell. 1867 LADY HERBERT Cradle L. x. 267 The dead and
the dying were huddled pell-mell together.

b. Said of pnrsuers and pursued.
1579-80 NORTH Plutarch (1676) 129 He entred amongst

them that fled into their Camp pelmell, or hand over head.

1603 KNOLLES Hist. Turksdbii) 91 Fearing lest the enemie

in that hurly burly should pell mell enter m with the rest.

1677 Land. Gaz. No. 1181/4 [They] were so closely followed,

626

that our Soldiers entred with them pell-mell into the City.

17x3 Ibid. No. 5106/2 The Turks and Tartars entred Pellmell

among the Swedes. 1859 GREEN Oxf. Stud. i. (O. H. S.) 14

[They] rushed pell-mell with the fugitives into the city.

c. Of combatants: Without keeping ranks; hence,
at close quarters, hand to hand, man to man; in

a melee.

1579 DIGGES Stratiot. 105 If at anye time they should

come to the sword, or ioyne peale meale with their Enimies.

1598 BARRET Theor. Warns Gloss. 251 Pel mell, a French

word, and signifieth the mingling of men together, buckling

by the bosome one with another. 1663 BUTLER Hud. i. iii.

506 To come pell-mell to handi-Blows. 1733 FIELDING Don
Quixote in Eng. III. xi. There they are at it pell-mell ; who
will be knocked on the head I know not. 1767 STERNE
Tr. Shandy IX. xxvi, To attack the point of the advanced

counterscarp, and pcle mele with the Dutch to take the

counterguard of St. Koch sword in hand.

f2. Without discrimination, indiscriminately;

in the mass. Obs.

1586 HOLINSHED Chron. (1808) IV. 912 To be an actor in a

tragedie of bloudshed and slaughter universallie, pesle mesle

to be perpetrated. 1600 HOLLAND Livy xxxiv. liv. 883 These

plaies and games haue been beheld and looked upon pell

mell, without any such precise difference. 1606 Bp. W.
BARLOW Serm. 21 Sept. Div, Bishops were not made \v^r\v

pell-mell, at all aduentures. 1657 W. MOHICE Coena quasi
Kou'ij v. 50 Their way of excluding men pell-mell, and in

the lump, a 1659 Bp. BROWNRIG Serm. (1674) I. x. 133 God
sometimes punishes a Nation pell mell.

3. In disorder and hurry; with vehement onset;

with a rush; inheadlonghaste ; headlong, recklessly :

often referring to the action of a single person.
1594 KYD Cornelia \. 266 The murdring Enemie Pesle-

mesle pursued them like a storme of hayle. 1596 NASHI-:

Sajfron ll'alden 97 One Master Heath.. set vpon it and
ansu ered it in Print

pell
mell. 1677 VARRANTON Eng. Improv.

194 Two Books which were so fitted to the Countrey-mans
capacity, that he fell on Pell-Mel!, n 1734 NORTH Li.-es

(1826) III. 109 Finding his brother falling thus pelj-mell into

affairs of trade. //'/</. 372 Their university learning fell in

pesle mesle with their prescriptions. 1784 MME. D'ARBI.AY

Diary 3 Nov., I have not had an unpleasant thought that

1 have not driven away pellmell. 1824 W. IRVING T. Trav.
I. 223, I went to work pell-mell, blotted several sheets of

paper with choice floating thoughts. 1853 KANE Grinnell

K.rfi. xii. (1856) 90 We were an absurd party of zealots,

rushing pell-mell upon the floes with vastly more energy
than discretion. 1878 Masque Poets 97

'

Repent yourself,
the Nephew sneers, And at it goes pell mell.

B. adj. vpe'limel) Disorderly and violent, tumul-

tuous; confused, promiscuous, indiscriminate.

1585 JAS. I Ess. Poesie (Arb.) 17 Syne Phifers, Drummes,
and Trumpets cleir do craue The pelmell chok with laruni

loude alwhair. 1596 SIIAKS. i lien. IT, v. i. 82 Moody
Beggars, staruing fur a time Of pell-mell hauocke, and con-

fusion. 1657 TOMLINSON Rcnou's Disp. Pref., The [bundling
and pell-mell Granadoes of impertinent contradiction. 1817

J. SCOTT Paris Revisited(fA. 4) 157 The pell-mell rout of the

French has been described in a variety of publications. 1898
Aliinttt's Syst. Med. V. 935 This is a pell-mell classification.

C. sb. Promiscuous or indiscriminate mingling;

confusion, disorder
;
a confused mixture or crowd,

a medley ;
a hand-to-hand fight, a mel^e.

1598 BARRET Theor. Warns in. i. 36 The dagger is a

weapon of great aduantage in Pell mell. 1600 E. BLOUNT
Ganzonfs Hasp. Inc. Fooles aj b, Lord, what a pell-mell

of conceit and inuention you shall discouer. 1657 W. MORICE
Coena quasi KCHI'TJ v. 50 The old impure way of Pell-mell

tends to many evils. 1831 J. WILSON in lUackw. Mag.
XXIX. 307 Thunderbolts pursue the pell-mell of the panic.

1849 CLOUGH Dipsychus n. iv. 68 High deeds Haunt not the

fringy edges of the fight But the pell-mell of men. 1884
TENNYSON Becket Prol., The Church in the pell-mell of

Stephen's time Hath climb'd the throne and almost clutch'd

the crown.

D. vb. trans. To mingle confusedly or indis-

criminately ; to mix up in disorder, rare. Hence

Pell-melling vbl. sb,

1606 BIRNIE Kirk-Bnriall (1833) 31 They pel-mell the

dead with the living all in one kirk, a 1649 DRUMM. OF

HAWTH. Fam. Epist. Wks. (1711) 147 The game ended,

I great deal of pell-melling, yet no such disorderly work.

Pell mell, obs. form of PALL-MALL.
. Se. Forms:

4 pelok, 6 pellok, (6 -at), 7 pealok, 7-9 pellack,

8 -uck, pallach, (9 palaori), 9 pelloch, -ock. [In
1 4th c. pelok, latinized peloca. Origin obscure :

the Gael, peikag appears to be from Lowland Sc.]

I The porpoise (Phocn'na communis~). But in quots.

1331, 1541, app. some other species.

1331 in Exch. Rolls Scat/. I. 397 Et eidem, per vnam

petrain de porpoys et tres pelokis, xvi. \lbid. 36; Per vnam

pelocam, missam camerario, vs.] 1511 Ace. Ld. High Treas.

Scot. IV. 337 Item, to Robert Buttone katour for ane selcht

and ane pellok and salt to thaim. 1541 BELLENDEN Descr.

Alb. ix. in Cron. Scot. B vj b, This firth [of Forth] is rycht

plentuus of coclis, osteris, rauschellis, selch, pellok, merswyne
& quhalis. 1645 Shetland Witch Trial in Hibbert Descr.

Shell. Isl. (1822) 599 Being transformed in the lyknes of an

pellack quhaHl. 1710 SIBBALD Hist. Fife 53 A Palach, a

great Destroyer of Salmond. 1792 Statist. Ace. Scotl. IV.

22 A species of sea animals .. called buckets, pellocks, or

porpoises. 1828 SCOTT /'. M. Perth iii, Gambolling like a

pellack amongst the waves. 1894 CROCKETT Raiders 219

Like a school of pellocks in the Firth.

fig. 1755 FORBES jfrttl. to Portsmouth in /J/rt.retc. 28 Ihe

second chiel was a thick, setterel, swown pallach.

f Pellock
'

i
. Sc. Obs. [app. f. PELLET i*.,

with exchange of dimin. suffix : see -OCK.] A ball

FELLY MELLY.

thrown as a missile from a cross-bow, hackbut,

cannon, etc. ;
a bullet ;

= PELLET sbl 2.

c 1470 GoL fy Ga:v. 463 Thai bend bowis of bras braithly
within ; Peliokis paisand to pase, Gapand gunnys of brase.

1496 Ace. Ld. High Trfas. Scot. I. 320 Giffin to a man to

tak mesour of muldis of diuers gunnys, to send in trans to

mak pellokisof irne.xvjrf. 1513 DOUGLAS sEneis\n. xii. in
Wyth leyd pellokis from engynis or staf slyng . . thair fa men
doun to ding. 1540 Sc. Acts Jas. V (1814) II. 371/2 Euery
landit man within pe samin Sail haue ane hagbute of founde
. .with bare calmis bullettis and pellokis of leid. .or Irne.

b. Comb, t Pellock-bow Obs., an arbalest.

1538 in Pitcaim Crim. Trials I. "293 Ane irne of ane
Pellok-bow.

Pellot, -otte, obs. forms of PELLET.

Pellour, obs. f. PEELER i
;
var. PELUKE Obs.

Pellow, obs. variant of PILAU.

fPellu'ce. Obs. rare. [app. a. obs. F. pehts.se

(Cotgr.\ collateral form ofpeluche shag, plush, cf.

Sp. pelusa down, It. peluzzo fine hair, soft down :

see PLUSH.] Plush.

1598 HAKLUYT Voy. I. 98 The rich Tartars somtimes fur

their gowns with pelluce or silke shag [tr. I., tie stutoa setx,

Rubruquis, 1253], which is exceeding soft, light, & warme.

Fellucent (p81''Snt), a. rare. [ad. L. pel-

lucent-em, pr. pple. oipel-,perlficere, f. per through
+ lilfere to shine : cf. luteni.] next.

1886 UIGC; Bampton Lect. 191 As the pellucent alabaster

vase shows the fire within.

Pellucid (pel'tt'sid),<z. (jv5.) \&&.'L.pcllricia-us,
f. pel-, perliicere to shine through : cf. lucidtis, f.

lucere to shine. Frequent in scientific and literary

use, but not colloquial.]
1. Having the property of transmitting, or allowing

the passage of, light ; translucent, transparent ;

clear. Pellucid zone : see ZONE.

1619 BAINBRIDGE Descr. Late Comet 10 That the Comets
taile is nothing else but an irradiation of the sunne through
the pellucide "head of the Comet. 1642 H. MORE Song of
Soul n. Psychathanasia \. ii. 5 A lamp armed with pellucid
horn. 1657 S. PURCHAS Pol. Flying-Ins, i. iii. 6 A Bee
hath four drye pellucid skinny wings. 1690 LOCKE Hum.
Und. II. xxiii. (1695) 161 Thus Sand, or pounded Glass, which

is opaque, and white to the naked Eye, is pellucid in a

Microscope. 1715 tr. Pancirollus' Rernm Mem. I. i. iii. 10

[It] is diaphanous or pellucid, transmitting (like Glass) all

Forms and Shapes. 1810 WORDSW. Scenery of Lakes I.

(1823) 27 The water is perfectly pellucid, through which.,

are seen, to a great depth, their beds of rock or of blue

gravel. 1840 G. V. ELLIS Anat. 37 The inner wall, or

septum, between the ventricles, is thin, almost pellucid. 1863
TYNDALL Heat iv. 127 (1870) 109, I will.. send the rays.,

through this slab of pellucid ice.

2. fig- fa. Easy to 'see through' or delect;
'

transparent '. Obs. b. Showing the sense clearly,

clear in style or expression. C. Perceiving clearly,

mentally clear.

1644 R.' BAILLIE Lett. ,y Jrnls. II. 150 Their craft was

pellucid. 16*1 K. W. Conf. Charact. 23 The higher he

thinks to soare..the more he unvailes his own imbecility,

and renders himself pellucid. 1822 LAMB Elia Ser. n.

Confess, of Drunkard, To muddle their faculties, perhaps
never very pellucid. 1861 J. PYCROFT Ways f, Words 237
Writers of the school of Addison were smooth, measured,
and pellucid.

f B. sb. A pellucid body or substance, rare.

1669 W. SIMPSON Hydrol. Chym. n. vii. 73 Some are dia-

phanous, others opake..hut in pellucids, as Helmont saith,

that e-.'cstrum vitx reverberates it self.

Pellucidity (pel'wihHtl). [ad. L. pelliici-

ditas, f. pellucidus : see prec. and -ITY.] The

quality or condition of being pellucid ; transparency
or translucency : clearness. Also_/?f.

1642 H. MORE Song Soul i. m. Ixv, Nor did 't take in

through pellucidity The penetrating light. 1756 C. LUCAS
Ess. Waters I. 35 Our Thames, .preserves her purity and

pellucidity.
1868 MILMAN St. Paul's xviii. 463 With an

incomparable ease and pellucidity of language.

Feilircidly, adv. [f. PELLUCID + -LY 2
.]

In

n pellucid manner.

1824 WIFFLN Tasso xv. lix, The waves that played Round

her, each limb beneath pellucidly arrayed. 1868 Contcmf.
Rev. IX. 76 lilake is uniformly pure, sweet, pellucidly

perfect in form.

Fellu cidness. [f.
as prec. + -NESS.] Pellucid

quality, pellucidity.
1684 BOYLE Poroiisn. Bod. vi. 96 The Pellucidness which

the Stone acquires in Water. 1771 PENNANT Tour Scot.

(1790) 97 Its jiellucidness is like that of brown crystal. 1816

J. SCOTT I'is. Paris (ed. 5) 89 Distances are lessened by the

pellucidness of the medium through which they are seen.

Pellu'Cido-, used as combining adverbial form

of L. pelliicidns PELLUCID, as in Pellu^cido-

pn'nctate a., marked with pellucid dots.

1876 HARLEY Mat. Med. (ed. 6) 719 The leaves are alternate,

. the younger ones pellucido-punctate.

Pelluck, Pellure, obs. ff. PELLOCK i, PELUBE.

Pellycan, -cane, obs. forms of PELICAN.

fPe'lly melly, adv. phr. Obs. rare. Also 5

pelley melley. [ad. OF. pile-mile, with final e

pronounced, or with Eng. advb. suffix -LY 2. Found

a century earlier than the simple PELL-MELL.] =
PELL-MELL adv.

CI4SO Merlin. 391 Thei . . smyten thourgh the peple of

kynge Bohors all pelly melly. ///</. 397 That oo peple

smyte thourgh the tother all pelley melley full desirouse eche

other to a-paire. 1601 Br. W. BARLOW Defence 66 We..

grant this prerogatiue.-not to euerie man pelly melly.



FELMATOGRAM.

Pellyson, variant of PELISSON Ods.

Pellyt, Pellytorie, obs. ff. PELLET, PELHTORT.
Pe-lmatogram. rare", [f. Gr. irfA/iaro- sole

of the foot + -GUAM.] A foot-print.
1890 in Cent. Diet. 1893 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

Pelmatozoan.(l>e-lmat0zi7u-an ,
a. a.nds&. Zool.

[f. mod.L. Pclmatozoa, neut. pi. (f. Gr. ireA/iaTu-

(see prec.) + fop animal) + -AN.]
a. adj. Belonging to the division Felmatozoa

of Echinoderms, characterized by a stalk by which

they are fixed, and comprising the Crinoids and
the extinct Blastoidea and Cystoidea. b. sb. An
echinoderm of this division. So Pe Imatozo'ic a.,

belonging to or characteristic of the Pelmatozoa.

1891 A thenxitm 24 Jan. 1 25/2 Gross errors, such as putting
..the pelmatozoic Crinoids among the '

Stellerida '. 1900
Lankesttr's Treat. Zool. in. 19 Assumed . .to he homologous
with the original three radii of the primitive Pelmatozoan.

[bid., The Holothurians..are primitive as regards Pelma-
tozoic structure.

Pelmel, obs. form of PALL-MALL, PELL-MELL.

Pelo-, combining form of Gr. mjXos clay, mud,
occurring in a few rarely used scientific words,

chiefly zoological. Pelobatid (pfbbse'tid), an

amphibian of the family Pclobatidx, typified by
the genus Pelobates [iSdrr/s walker]; so Felobatoid

(pflfbatoid) a., belonging to or resembling this

genus or family. Pelobiid (-bsi'id), a beetle of
the family Pelobiidse, typified by the genus Pela-
bius [-Bios living] ; so Pelobioid (plf>'bi|Oid) a.

Pelodytid (-di-tid), an amphibian of the family
PeloJytid&, typified by the genus Pelodytes [Si/rijt

diver]; soPelodytoid (pfljrditoid) a. Pelolithic

(-li-J)ik) a. Geol. [\tffos stone], applied to rock-strata

consisting of clay. Pelomedusid (-mli/7-sid), a
tortoise of the family Pelomednsidse, typified by
the genus Pelomedusa

;
so Pelomedirsoid a.

Pelopliilous (pjljrfiUs) a. [-PHILOUS], clay-loving.
1888 Athcnzum 3 Mar. 2^9/2 He [Prof. G. B. Howes)

regarded their total absence in Pelobates and Pelodytes as
fresh evidence of the *pelobatoid, rather than the discofilossid
affinities of the last-named genus. 1884 Geol. Mag. 526 The
Coral Rag is only an episode in the *pclolithic series; it is

absent throughout a distance of nearly 120 miles, and over
this tract there is a complete passage from the Oxford into
the Kimmeridge Clay. 1888 F. A. LEES Flora H'. Yorks.
80 The chief ^pelophilous species in the [West] Riding.

Pelo(e, Peloer, obs. var. PILAU, PELUBE.

II PelO'n, a. (s6.) [Sp. felon, pi. pelones, bald,

hairless.] Bald, hairless: said in Spanish America
of nearly hairless races of animals there developed.
b. sb. An animal of such a race.

1879 tr. De Quatrefages' Hum. Species 51 In America,
where the oxen have a European origin, the hair commences
with becoming very fine and few in number with the pelones,
and disappears entirely with the calongos. 1882 A. K.
SWEET Sketches fr. Texas Siftings 61 The pelon dog is a
great favorite with the Mexicans in Texas.

f Pelo-pium. Chem. Obs. [mod.L. (H. Rose,
1846), f. Pelops, name of the mythical son of
Tantalus : see -IUM.] Name given to a supposed
new metal found in the mineral tantalite : after-

wards discovered to be identical with niobium

(columbium). Hence f Pelopate [-ATE
4
], a salt

of '

pelopic
'
or niobic acid.

1849 D. CAMPBELL Inorg. Chem. 277 Pelopium it the other
new metal discovered by M. Rose in the Bavarian tantalites.
Ibid. 278 Pelopates are formed by similar processes to the
tantalates.

Pelore, variant of PELURE Obs., far.

II Peloria (pflSo-ria). But. [mod.L., f. Gr.

wi\aip-o$ monstrous, f. Tri\<up prodigy, monster
;

used first as a specific adj. in the name Linaria

Peloria.] Regularity or symmetry of structure

occurring abnormally in flowers normally irregular
or unsymmetrical.
1859 DARWIN Orig. Spec. v. 145 In irregular flowers, those

nearest to the axis are oftenest subject to peloria, and become
regular. 1885 Science Gossip 184 Peloria, or the regular
form of flowers normally irregular, seems to be most common
among flowers with spurred petals.
Hence Pelo'rian, Felcrriate, Pelorio (pH^'rik)

adjs., affected with or characterized by peloria ;

Pelorism (pe loriz'm) = peloria ; Pelorize (pe'lu-
raiz) v. trans., to affect with peloria (whence
Peloriza'tion).
1896 HENSLOW mid Flowers 164 In the *pelorian variety

the complete number, five, may be restored. 1889 Sci.
Amer. n May 293/2 In Linaria. cymbalaria 'peloriate
flowers and other changes were found. 1857 MAYNE Expos.
Lex., Peloricus, that which is of unnatural size j monstrous :

'peloric. 1860 DARWIN in Life f, Lett. (18871 II. 290 There
is, I believe, only one case on record of a peloric flower being
fertile. 1868 Anim. q PI. xiii. II. 58 *Pelorism is not
due to mere chance variability, but either to an arrest of
development or to reversion. 1876 BALFOUR in Emycl.
Brit. IV. 129/2 In some instances, by *pelorization, it is

found that tetradynamous plants become tetrandrous. 1868
DARWIN Anim. ff PI. xxvi. II. 346 The most perfectly
pelonseil examples had six petals, each marked with black

striae like those on the standard-petal.

Pelosilie (pe-l&ain). Chem. Also pelo'sia.

[Arbitrarily f. Cissam)pelos (name of the genus
of which C. Pareira, the Velvet Leaf, is a species)

627

+ -INE 5
.] An alkaloid found in pareira root :

= ClSSAMPELINE.
1866-77 WATTS Diet. Chem. IV. 371 Pelosine or Cissampe-

line. 1876 HARLEY Mat. Med. (ed. 6) 723 An amorphous
alkaloid, cissampelia or pelosia. 1880 GARROO & BAXTKR
Mat. Med. 187.

Pelot, pelote, obs. forms of PELLET.

II Pelota (pt-ltf'ta). [Sp. pelota ball, augmen-
tative of pella: L. pila ball: cf. PELLET.] A
game of Basque origin, somewhat resembling tennis

or rackets, played in a large court with a ball,

which is struck with a kind of racket made of
wicker-work and fastened on the hand by means
of a leather glove attached to it.

(1891 T. CHILD in Harper's Mag. Mar. 511.] 1895 Wcstm.
A new outdoor game, played in the Basque
t Buenos Ayres, will be seen in London this

.

Gaz. 9 May 8/2 A new outdoor game, played in the Basque
provinces and at Buenos Ayres, will be seen in London this
summer. It may be roughly described as a combination of
racquets and tennis, and it goes by the name of pelota. looz
Daily Chron. 26 June 4, 3 We want to see the sturdy Basque
at his pelota play.

II PelotO'H. Also 8 peletou(e. [F. peloton

(pslotoh), deriv. of pelote (nthc. in Ilatz.-Darm.)
ball, heap, platoon, 1'r., Sp. pelota, It. pillotla:

pop.L. pilotta, dim. oipila ball.]

f 1. A small ball or spherical mass. Ol>s. rare.

1716 M. DAVIES Athcn. Hiit. III. 93 To pelter him with

Heaps and Clouds of those Historical Balls or Librarian
Bullets, or Pelotes or Peletons. 1725 BRADI.KY Fain. nict.
s. v. Presage, Other Presages of Rain are, the falling down
of Chimney-Soot all on a sudden. . ; the heaping of Ashes
into Peletones.

2. A small body of soldiers
;
= PLATOON.

1706 PHILLIPS, Peloton, see Plotton. 1744X1x1^1. tr. l\aphi's
Hist. Eng. III. Contin. 209/1 Before he siiflWc'l any pdntun
of his battalion to discharge. 1883 A. FOKE'.F.S in I-'orta.

Rev. i Nov. 664 A brilliant officer in command of anything
from a peloton to an army corps.

Pelour, obs. f. PEALER, PEELER, PILLAR; var.

PELURE Obs. Pelowe, obs. f. PILLOW, PILAU.

Pelrimage, early form of PILGRIMAGE.

Pelrinage: see PELERI.NAGK.

Pe-lsy, a. NowrtVa/. [f. dial. pehe (alsopehli)
refuse, trash + -y.] Of little value, trashy.
1631 R. H. Arra-ignm. Whole Creature iv, 28 A kind

of light Pelsie corne, inclosed in certaine eares, which are

long and swanipe, and full of awnes. 1828 Craven Gloss.

(ed. 2), Pelsy, mean, worthless.

Pelt (pelt), sb.l Also 7 pealt. [Appears
early in i^thc. Kvidcntly related to PELL s6. 1

,

but actual formation obscure.
It may perhaps have been syncopated from PELLET s!>.,

with sense 2 of which it agrees, though such a syncope is

very unusual. It may also have been a back-formation from
PELT-KY (analogical to paste, pastry, etc.)

; peltry being =
QF.pclettric, app. from pcU'te, PELLKT sb:1 }
1. The skin of a sheep or goat with short wool

on ; also, the raw or undressed skin of a fur-bearing
animal

;
a fell.

1435 in Kennett Par. Ant. (1818) II. 250, xiv peltys bi-
dentum. c 1440 [see PELLET sb.1 2]. c 1550 Vise. Common
Weal Eng. (1893) 56 Haue not ye graisers raised the price
of youre wolles and peltes? 1570 FOXE A. $ RI. (ed. 2) 746/2
Some others of them [Saints] went about in peltes and goates
skinnes. 1579 TWVNE Phisicke agst. Fort. n. xciii. 284 Thou
hast not the skynne of a Bucke, nor the pelt of a Lambe.
nor the case of a Foxe. 1602 WARNER All: Eng. XL Ixvi.

(1612) 281 Their store of Sables, p'urres, and Peaks. 1661
FELTMAM Resolves <ed. 8) u. Hi, God .. out of pity to his

creature, ..put him into pelts. 1808 Compl. Grazier (ed. 3}

45 The whole [sheep's] body [should be] covered with a thin

pelt. 31825 FOKBY V'oc. E. Anglia, Pelt, a sheep's skin
with the wool on. 1837 WHITTOCK, etc. Bk. Trades
(1842) 256 (Furrier) Preparing ihe skins or pelts of furred

animals, and converting them into muffs and tippets.
2. spec. A raw skin of a sheep, goat, or other

animal stripped of its wool or fur; the com-
mercial name for a skin in this state before tanning.
1562 Act 5 Eliz. c. 22 i It shall not bee laufulL.to make

any Peltes, that is to saye, to pull, sheare, clippe or take

away the Wooll of any Shepe-skinne or Lambe-skinne. .

unles suche person . . doo make or cause to bee made therof. .

laufully tanned leather or Parchement. 1641 BF.ST Farm.
Bks. (Surtees) 29 The skinnes of fatte sheepe ..put forth
more woll, and alsoe the pelts are better, for that there is

more substance to worke upon. 1688 R. HOLME Armoury
in. 86/2 Pelts, are the skins when the Wooll is taken off.

1802 PALEY Nat. Theol. iii, A thin membrane like the pelt

for hats. 1858 SIMMONDS Did. Trade, Peltries, Pelts, the
commercial name given to the skins ofanimals before tanning.
fig. 1634 Bp. HALL Contempt,, N. T. IV. xi, The church is

fleeced, and hath nothing left but a bare pelt upon her back.

1894 CROCKETT Raiders 149 Folk that are aye taking their

nap off other folks are the thinnest in the pelt themselves,

t b. The skin of a fish. Obs. nonce-use.

1584 HUDSON Du Bartas' Judith v. in Sylvester s Whs.
(1621) 739 Ye Carmans bolde that all on fish do feede, And
of their pelts do make your warlike weede.
3. Applied to the human skin, humorous or dial.

<:i6os ROWLEY Birth Merl. v. ii, Flay off Her wicked
skin, and stuff the pelt with *traw. 1651 BIGGS New Disp.
p 144 1'he profuse sweat, that rills through the creeks of the
Pelt, the pores. 1892 M. C. F. MOKRIS Yorks. Folk.ta.lk
Gloss, s. v., They're thick i t' pelt. 1903 Public Opinion
8 Oct. 471 How delightful the feel of the briny breeze and
the boisterous wave on the bare pelt !

4. f a - A skin of an animal worn as a garment ;

a garment made of a skin or fell. Obs.

PELT.

*S&S COOPER Thesaurus, Diphtera^ a sheapardes pelte or
garment made of sheepe skinnes. 1580 LUPTOX Siz-yi/a 21
Our father Adam.. had but a leather Pelte to cover his
nakednesse. 1585 HIGINS tr. Junius' Nomenclator 161/1
Mastntcd. ,a pelt, or garments made of wolues and heares
skins, which Nobles in old time vsed to weare in winter.
1649 C. WAI.KKR Hist. Independ. n. 239 Some of them lead
Dray-horses, wore Leather pelts.

b. Untanned sheepskin used to form a printer's

inking-pad ;
an inking-pad so formed, a pelt-ball.

1683 MOXON Mcch. F.xerc., Printing ^86 Pelts, Sheep
Skins untan'd, used for I tall Leathers. 1824 J. JOHNSON
Typogr. II. xxi. 655 Pelts, untanned sheep skins used for balls.

1 5. Applied opprobriously to a person com-
I pared to a dried skin; (a) a miserly closefisted

; person; a niggard, a skinflint; (/>) a withered or

j

wizened person. Obs.
J545 ELYOT Diet., Aridus homo, a drye felowe, of whom

nothyng may be gotten, som do call hym a pelt, or a pynche-
beke. 1757 MRS. GHIFTITH Lett. Henry ,y Frances (1767) I.

, iS A diabolical, miserable pelt of an old maid called Mel-
I pomene.

6. The dead quarry of ahawk,esp. when mangled.
Sec also quot. 1674-91.
1615 LATHAM Falcomy (1633) n Put on her Hood : then

lure her againe unto the dead pdt. Ibid. Gloss., /V//, is

the dead body of any fowle bowsoeiiur dismcmbred. 1674-
| 91 RAY N. C, Words 54 Pelt is a word much used in Fal-

conry for the skin of a Fowl sttift, or the Carcase it self of

j

a dead Fowl to throw out to a Hawk. 1852 R. F. HURTON
i

J'\ilconry in I'alley ofIndus v. 60 If two [hawks] are down
;

.., the falconer is always flurried by their violent propensity
to crab over the 'pelt '.

7. attrik. and Comb., as ^pelt-skin \ pelt-ball
= sense 4 b; peltmonger, one who deals in

skins; pelt-rot, a skin-disease in sheep due to

damp ; pelt-shaker, Hatniaking, one of the work-
men who prepare the pelts for the making of hats;
so pelt-shaking; pelt-wool : see quot. 1753.
1822 BFWICK Mem. 238 The common *pt.-lt-balls then in

use.. daubed the cut and blurred and overlapped its tdges.
1565 COOPER T/u'saurns, Pellio, . .a skinner ; he that makeih
thynges of skinnes: a *peltemunger. 1755 JOHNSON, Pclt-

jnofiffcr, .. a dealer in raw hides. 1523 FITZHERB. Hnsl>.

54 There is an other rotte, whiche is called *pelte-rotte,
and that commeth of greatte wete, specyally in woode coun-
treyes. 1736 W. ELLIS New Kxper. Hush. 42. 1902 Brit.
Med. Jmt. No. 2146. 378 Muscular tremors (' hatter'.s

shakes') are most often observed in those engaged in dusty
post-carroiting processes for example cutters, lockers, and
'pelt-shakers). Ibid. 377 The various processes include (i)

cleaning the skins.. (7) locking, 18) *pelt-shaklng. 1621

Vestry Bks. (Surtees} 80 Item for a *pelt skinn receyved
from Ludlworth] : ij d. 1543 tr. Act 8 Hen. ]*!, c. 22
That no man.. put in the same [fleese], lokkes, "peltwol,
tarre, sand, yerth, grasse, nor no dyrt \orig. lokkes pelwoll
tarre peers sablon terre ne herbe, ne nulle autre orde r

]. 1753
CHAMBERS Cycl. Si<pp., Pelt-wool, wool stripped of the skin
or pelt of a dead sheep.

Pelt, -r/'.-
[f.

PELT vl : cf. PILT sb.]

1. An act of pelting ; a vigorous blow or stroke,
as with a missile

;
the act of pelting with missiles

or (Jig.} with obloquy.
1513 DOUGLAS /Ends xni. ii. 15 Wyth monypeltscheddand

thar purpour blude. c 1570 Sfarr. Wit <y Science v. iv.

:
in Hazl. Dodsley II. 391 Here is a pelt to make your
knave's heart fret. 1632 VICARS tr. I'irgil ix. 280 Troyes
llioneus brave With a huge stone a deadly pelt him gave.

1771 SMOLLETT Humph. Cl. 4 July Let. i, The cripple, .gave
him such a good pelt on the head with his crutch, that the

|

blood followed. 1819 Black"<u. Mag. IV. 727 Divers digs
and many a ponderous pelt, a 1839 GALT/^W/^W ofDestiny
in. (1840) 26 Adversity assails with pelt and scorn The would
be great. 1889 Pall Mall G. 28 May 6/5 Amusing pastimes,

i winding up with a general pelt of flowers.

b. The beating of rain or snow
;
a
pelting storm.

1862 SHIRLEY Nugz Crit. vii. 301 Not the rain of the

temperate zone, but a down-pour, a pelt, a water-spout. 1880
BLACKMORE Mary Anerley xl, For all things now were in

one indiscriminate pelt and whirl of white. 1887 D. C.
MURRAY One Trav. Returns vi. 92 The swish and pelt of
the rain were heard in pauses.
2. An outburst of temper, a rage. Cf. PELT z/. 1 6.

Obs. exc. dial.

1573 G. HARVEY Letter-bk. (Camden) 28 Saiing further in

a great pelt, that he mmdid not in deed to deni me him
, self. 1655 FULLER Ch. Hist* \\\. v. 30 The Pope being in

,
this

pelt, /Egidius a Spanish Cardinal! thus interposed his
a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Pelt, a Heat or

otg
be wanted '.

3. The action of pelting (I'ELT z>.l 7); esp. in

full pelt, (at) full speed.
1819

'

R. RABELAIS' Abcillard 8f Heloisa. 230 To prison
pelt away we should go. a 1845 HOOD TaUofTrititiptt
xxvii, Just fancy a horse that comes full pelt. 1862 H. MARKYAT
Year in Sweden I. 148 Two postboys gallop up full pelt,
without either saddles or stirrups. 1885 J. PAVN Talk of
Tixvn II. 196 The others, .ran on full pelt behind them.

Pelt, sb.% Now only dial. [app. a parallel
form to palt, found in mod.Eng. dial, in the same
sense, and assumed as the stem of PALTRY sb.,

which see for foreign cognates. To this apparently
belong PELTING a., and PELTRY rf. 2 ; but the

phonetic history of the group is very obscure.]
Trash or rubbish in the way of clothes, rags (obs.) ;

also in mod. dial., Refuse, waste or dirty matter.

1567 HERMAN Caveat xxiv. 76 [At night] many wyll plucke
of their smockes, and laye the same vpon them in stede of

their vpper sheete, and all her other pelte and trashe vpon
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her also, a 1585 MONTCOMFRIE Flyting 266 This prouerb,
foule pelt, to thee is applyit. [Cf. 1851 T. STERNBERG Dial.

Northamptonsh. s.v., The refuse of corn that rises to the

top of the sieve after reeing, is also termed fait.} 1866 W.
GREGOR Dial, of Banffsh. 124. 1880 JAMIESON, Pelt. i. A
piece of strong, coarse cloth, or of a thick, dirty dress ; a rag,

Banffsh. 2. Anything that is waste or dirty, trash.

tPelt, $b>* Obs. rare. [ad. 'L.pelta : see PELTA.]
1. A light shield of leather or hide : = PELTA i.

But in quots. 1617-33 the sense may be as in PELT sv.^ 4.

1617 MORYSON /fin. in. 267 The poorer sort haue only
helmets of iron, and thick leather pelts in stead of armor.

1633 J. FISHER True Trojans n. v, Under the conduct of

Demetiaes prince March twice three thousand, arm'd with

Pelts and Glaues. 1658 PHILLIPS, Peltiferous, ..that carrieth

a Pelt which is a kind of Target made of skins.

2. Bot. = PELTA 2.

1758 Phil. Trans. L. 6So On the edges . . the parts of

fructification are placed, in the form of flattish oblong bodies,
in these mosses called shields or pelts.

Pelt (pelt), vl [Known from end of ith

century : origin uncertain.

Thought by some to be the same word as ME. PIJ.T, pult
to thrust, push, which also had the spelling pelt. Hut the

difference of sense, and the chronological break between
the two, make this origin very doubtful.]

1. trans. To strike with many or repeated blows

(now, in Standard Eng., with something thrown);
to assail with missiles.

(The wider sense is still Sc. and north. Eng.)
a 1500 in Ashm. MS, 61 No. 16 Wherefore seyd y* belteW grete strokes I schnll hym pelte. 1570 FOXE A. < M.

(ed. 2) 373^2 The Christians inuadyng and entring into the

munition incircumspectly, were pelted and pashed with

stones by them which stode aboue. 1604 SHAKS. Oth. II. i.

12 The chidden Billow seemes to pelt the Clowds. 1621-3
MIDDLETON & ROWLUY Changeling \\. i. 55 I'll stand this

storm of hail, though the stones pelt me. 1687 A. LOVEI.L

tr. Thevenot's Tray. i. 159 A crowd .. pelting one another
with Cudgels. 1719 DK FOE Crusoe ii. ix, They stood

pelting us .. with darts and arrows. 1782 Miss BL'RSEY
Cecilia vi. v, There came a violent shower of hail . . Cecilia

was. .pelted. 1796 MORSE Awer. Geog. I. 295 The soldiers

. .were, .insulted and pelted by a mob armed with clubs,

sticks, etc. 1835 SIR J. Ross Narr. -2nd l''oy. xlvi. 602

Make snowballs and pelt each other. 1884 Q. VICTORIA
More Leaves 370 We were literally pelted with small nose-

gays, till the carriage was full of them.

b. fig. To assail with reproaches or obloquy.
1658 J. HARRINGTON Prerog. Pop. Govt. (1700) 231 But

Macchiavel . . is deservedly pelted for it by Sermons. 1710
Tatler No. iqo p i, I.. have had the Honour to be pelted
with several Epistles. 1775 JOHNSON in Bos well Life (1831)
III. 183 No, sir, if they had wit, they should have kept

pelting me with pamphlets. 1864 SIR F. PALGRAVE Norm.
"

Eng. IV. 200 The surrounding multitude .. pelted the

'relates with opprobrious epithets.

2. To drive by force of blows, missiles, etc.

1582 STANYHURST^-.'/J i.(Arb.)34Toosoyl vnacquaynted
by tempest horriblye pelted. Ibid. iv. 96, 1 thinck, that the

Godhead, ..Thee Troian vessels too this youre segnorye

n'
ed. 1886 BURTON Arab. Nts. (Abr. ed.) I. Foreword 7

s and lasses, driving, or rather pelting, through the

gloaming their sheep and goats.

3. intr. To go on striking vigorously ;
to deliver

repeated strokes or blows. Alsoyf^.
1533 SrEWAurCVo*. Scot. II. 608 The Scottis..Than peltit

on thair powis ane lang space, Quhill thi war slane ilkone

in that same place. 1645 MILTON Colast. 2, I still was

waiting, when these light arm'd refuters would have don

pelting at thir three lines. 1674 N. FAIRFAX Bulk <fr Selv.

Ep. Ded., They play'd the Men only, when they had done,
in pelting on't with the distaff. ^1817 HOGG Tales <y Sk.

II. 173 The smith .. pelting away at his hot iron. 1819
W. TKXNANT Papistry Storm'd'(1827) 134 Sanct Salvador's

lang strappan steeple Had peltit five hours to the people.

b. Of rain, snow, the sun's rays: To continue

to beat with force or violence.

1821 CLARE l
r
ill. Minstr. II. 152 The storm pelted down

with all his might. 1879 ATCHERLEY Boerland 168 The rain

began to pelt. 1889 Repentance P. IVentiuorth I. ix. 176
There was a big unshaded window, .through which the sun
still pelted freely.

4. intr. To strike at vigorously with missiles;
to go on firing,

'

fire away'. Alsoyf^".
1565 BP. JEWEL Let. to Bullinger in Strype Ann. Ref.

(1709) I. xlv. 457 Here I am again pelted at. 1591 SHAKS.
i Hen. t'f, in. i. 82 The Bishop, and the Duke of Glosters

men, . Haue fiil'd their Pockets full of peeble stones ; And . .

Doe pelt so fast at one anothers Pate. 1698 FRYER Ace. E.
India <v /*. 45 Besides innumerable [shot] in her Rigging,
Masts and Sails, from those [ships] that pelted at a distance.

1848 WHATKLY Let. in Life (1866) II. 133, I will not set up
any proposal like a Shrove-Tuesday cock for you to pelt at.

5. trans. To go on throwing (missiles) with

intent to strike. Alsoy?^.
1683 WOOD Life ii Apr. (O. H. S.) III. 42 The rout fol-

lowed, and pelted stones. 1745 H. WALPOLE Let. to H. S.

Con-way i July, When all the young Pitts and Lyttletons
were pelting oratory at my father. 1862 DICKENS Bleak Ho.
xxxiii, Will somebod y hand me anything hard . . to pelt at her ?

J* 6. intr. To throw out angry words. Obs. Cf.

PELT sh? 2 : PELTING///, a. 2.

[1566: see PELTING ppl.a. 2.] 1593 SHAKS. Liter, 1418
Another stnother'd seems to pelt and sweare. 1631 R. H.

Arraignm. IVhole Creature xvi. 281 Like Children in their

minoritie, that pelt it, and pule, and cry, for one toy they
want. 1673 MILTON True

Rjtlig, 15 If they who differ in

matters not essential to belief, . . shall stand jarring and

pelting at one another, they will be soon routed and sub-

dued. 1706 PHILLIPS, To /W/...Also to be in a Chafe or

fit of Anger, to fret and fume.

7. intr. To beat the ground with rapid steps ;

to move at a vigorous and rapid pace.

1831 S. WARREN Diary Physic, xvi. (1832^ I. 382, 1 heard the

report of a gun.., and pelted away. 1843 LEVER J. Hinton
xxxv, Two or three hundred cars, all going as fast as they
can pelt, a 1845 HOOD To Mary m. i, 1 too longed much to

pelt but my small-boned legs falter 'd. 1872 BAKER Nile
Trib. xix. 332, I saw the rhinoceros pelting away.
Hence Pe-lted///. a.

1697 DRYDEN l
r
irg. Past. HI. 97 My Phyllis Me with

pelted Apples plyes. 1900 \Vtstm, Gaz. 23 July 2/3 A pelt-

ing bombardment of ice lumps, ..the pelted district must
have had an exciting time.

Pelt,^.- Obs. exc. dial. [f. PELT sh?\ To strip

or pluck off (the pelt or skin)from ;
to skin, fleece.

1596 NASHE Saffron Walden 87 He. .presently vntrusseth

and pelts the out-side from the lining. 1641 SPELMAN De
Sepult. 31 These.. doe so shave and pelt the people, that

the cry thereof is very grievous.

fb. To pluck the leathers from. Obs. rare.

1692 R. L'ESTRANGE Fables cvii. (1694) 101 A Man took an

Eagle, Pelted her Wings, and put her among his Hens.

tPelt, v. 3 Obs. [Cf. PALTER v. and PELTING a.

In form, this looks like the verb whence PELTING a. is

derived, but the connexion of sense is not obvious.]

intr. ?To parley or bargain; to haggle in bar-

gaining ;
PALTER.

1579 W. WILKINSON Confut. Familye ofLoue 41 Those men
which sell by whole sale haue a quicker dispatch, . .than
those which stand pelting out untill the end of the market.
1610 JMirr, Mag. 166, I found the people nothing prest to

pelt, To yeeld, or hostage giue, or tributes pay.

f Pelt, v, a form of ME. PILT, to thrust, q. v.

1617 COLLINS Def. Bp. Ely i. i. 77 Whereas you p?' ':, and

pelt, and clowt euery thing into euery place tha: you can,
like a beggers coate.

I! Pelta (pe-lta). PI. peltffl (-If). [L. pelta,
a. Gr. TTfA-TT? a small light shield of leather.]
1. Antiq. A small light shield or buckler used

by the ancient Greeks, Romans, etc.

1600 HOLLAND Livy xxvm. v. 670 The Peltx are certaine

small bucklers or targuets, nothing unlike unto the Spanish
Cetrz. 170* ADDISON Dial. Medals Wks. 1736 III. 137 On
the left arm of Smyrna, is the Pelta or Buckler of the

Amazons. lB4gGRO^E. Greece 11. xlix. VI. 294 Lightly armed
with javelins, ..and the pelta or small shield.

2. Bot. Applied to various hield-like structures;

spec, the apothecium or spore- case of a lichen when
without an excipulum or rim, as in the genus

Pdtigera {Peltidea)\ also, a bract or scale attached

by the middle like a peltate leaf.

1760 J. LEE Introd. Bot. \. iii. (1765) 9 The Peltae are the

Fructification of the Lichen. 1785 MARTYS Rousseau's Bot.

xxxii. (1794) 499 Ash-coloured Ground Liverwort {Lichen
caninns Lin,] ., is . . veined underneath, and villous, with a

rising pelta or target on theedge. iSsSCARPESTKR I'eg.Phys.

756 This head consists of a central disk, termed the p?lta t

or shield, on which the spore cases are arranged in a radi-

ating manner, like the spokes of a wheel.

tPeltage. Obs. rare- 1
, [f.

PELT j.i + -AGE.]
Pelts collectively ; peltry.

1698 G. THOMAS West-New-Jersey 32, I shall begin with

Burlington-County, as for Peltage, or Beaver Skins [etc.].

Feltast (pe'ltaest). Gr. Hist. [ad.L./f//otfo,
ad. Gr. 7r\Ta<rr^?, f. iri\rrj : see PELTA.] A kind

of foot-soldier : see quot. 1849.
[1600 HOLLAND Livy xxxi. xxxvi. 794 Certaine targatiers,

whom they call Peltastx.] 1623 BINGHAM Xenophon 67 In

the meane time Cherisophus.. sent the Peltasts, and Slingers,
and Archers puer to Xenophon. 1838 THIRLWALL Greece V.

269 It was with no more than 1000 Phocian peltasts. 1849
GROTE Greece n. xlix. VI. 258 Peltasts, a species of troops
between heavy-armed and light-armed, furnished with a

pelta (or light shield) and short spear or javelin.

Peltate (pe-lt^t), a. Bot. and Zool. [ad. L.

peltat-us armed with the PELTA.] Shield-shaped;

usually of a leaf: Having the petiole joined to the

under-surface of the blade at or near the middle

(instead of at the base or end) ; hence, said of

other stalked parts having similar attachment.

1760 J. LEE Introd. Bot. in. vii. (1765) 190 Peltate, Shield-

fashioned, when the Petiole is inserted into the Disk of the

Leaf, and not into its Base or Margin. 1830 LINDLEY Nat.

Syst. Bot. 10 Herbs, with peltate or cordate fleshy leaves.

1852 DANA Crust, u. 865 The large peltate plates on either

side of the body posteriorly. 1875 BENNETT & DYER tr.

Sacks' Bot. 372 The pedicel of the hexagonal peltate scale.

So tPe-ltated a. Obs. = PELTATE; Pe-ltately

adv., in the manner of a peltate leaf; Felta'tion,

peltate condition, or a peltate formation.

1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp. s.v. Leaf, Peltattd leaf,, .the

petiole of which is affixed to the disk. 1828-32 WEBSTER,
Peltately, in the form of a target. Eaton. 1870 HOOKER
Stud. Flora 254 Nutlets, .peltately attached to a thickened

conical receptacle. 1881 Jrnl. Bot. X. 135 A similar pelta-

tion towards the extremity of the proximal expansion occurs

in many of the leaves of Nepenthes phyllant/>hora.

Pelta'ti-, Pelta'to-, mod. combining forms

of 'L.peltatus PELTATE, as in Peltatifid (-tce'tifid) a.

[afterpinnatifid"] ; Felta'to-di gltate <r. : see quot.
1866 Treas. Bot. 858 Peltatifid is applied to a peltate

leaf

cut into subdivisions; w\& peltato-digitate to a digitate leaf

with the petiole much enlarged at the setting on of the

leaflets.

tPe'lter, sb.1 Obs. [Agent-noun belonging to

PELTING a.] A paltry or peddling person.
<zi577 GASCOIGNE Flowers Wks. (1587) 41 Yea let suche

pelters prate, saint Needam be their speede, We neede no
text to answer them but this, The Lord hath nede. 1577 T.

KENDALL Flowers of Epigr. 4The veriest pelter pilde maie

seme, to haue experience thus. [Cf.
'

pilde peltinge prestes ',

PELTING a. J553-J

Pelter, sb2
[f.

PELT #.i + -ER!.]
1. One who pelts, esp. with missiles.

1828-32 WEBSTER, Pelter, one that pelts. 1830 GEN. P.
THOMPSON Exerc. (1842) I. 276 To ask why the pelters
should not be put into the stocks. 1881 P. ROBINSON Under
Punkah 186 The driver and guards.. have no time to get
down and catch the pelters, and therefore it is safe to pelt.

b. humorously. A gun or pistol ; also, a small

ship carrying guns.
1827 BARRINGTON Personal Sk. II. 10 Our family pistols,

denominated pelters, were brass. 1890 Daily News 2 Dec.

5/3 The old *

donkey frigates
'

and '

ten-gun pelters ',
which

were an old theme of jocularity in the service.

C. A pelting shower, colloq.

1842 liARHAM Ingol. Leg. Ser. 11. Dead Drummer, In vain

sought for shelter From . .

' a regular pelter '. 1901 0. DOUGLAS
House iv. Green Shutters 145 The storm's at the burstin !..

we're in for a pelter.

d. One who or that which '

pelts
'

or goes

rapidly: in quot. a swift horse, colloq.

1901 Munsey's Mag. (U. S.) XXIV. 484/1 It ain't the first

time the pelter's carried double.

2. A rage,
*

temper '. dial.

1861 BARR Poems 9 (E. D. D.), I couldna speak a single

word, I was in such a pelter. 1888 ' R. BOI.DREWOOD *

Robbery itnder Anns Hi. 19 Nobody ever seemed to be able

to get into a pelter with Jim.

[Pelter, sb$ 9

( a dealer in skins or hides'.

In Cent. Diet., etc. without tjuot. The historical words
are PELLETER and PELTIER; in mod. use also PELTERER.
Groome Pelter in Household Ordinances (1790) 41 from
Liber Niger of Edw. IV is a misreading ofgrotne pulter of

the MS.]

Pe'lter, v. Chiefly dial [Iterative of PELT v. :

cf. patter.~\ trans. To go on pelting or striking

(also^.) ; intr. to patter (as rain).

1715 M. DAVIES A then. Brit. I. Pref. 2 Now Giles the Foot-
man.. pelters him with Sentences out of the Holy-Fathers
and Scholastick Divinity. 1716 Ibid. III. 93 [see PELOTON

i]. 1828 Craven Gloss, fed. 2), Pelter, to patter, or beat.

1858 LEVER Martins ofCro M. xiv. 131 Now, rising to pace
the room, or drawing nigh the window to curse the peltering
rain without. [In Eng. Dial. Diet, from Cumberl. to Notts.]

Pe'lterer. [f.
PELTKY + -EB 1

: cf. fruiterer,
'

Afu
booths . . of the pelterers with their smelling hides.

Pelti~, combining form of PELTA, in a few

rarely used scientific terms, chiefly botanical.

f Felti'ferous a. [I., peltifer], bearing a pelta or

small shield. Peltifo-lions a. [L. folium leaf],

having peltate leaves. Pe'ltiform a., shield-

shaped ; of a peltate form. Peltigerine (pelti*-

d^erain) ., belonging to, resembling, or charac-

teristic of, the genus Pcltigera of lichens, having

large shield-shaped apothecia. Pelti'gerous a.

\y>. peltiger\i shield-bearing (Mayne Expos. Lex.'].

Feltine-rvate, Pe'ltinerved adjs., having the

nerves or veins radiating from the centre as in a

peltate leaf.

1656 BLOUNT Ghssogr., *Peltiferovs, that weareth or

bears a Target like a half moon. 1857 MAYNE Expos.

Lex,) Peltifoluts .. having peltate leaves: *peltifolious.ML Peliiformis . . applied to apothecise in form of a

shield .. : *peltiform. 1893 Syd. Soc. Lex., Peltifonn,

applied . . in Mineralogy, to couches or beds that are

convex, and inclined on the slope of a mountain. 1890 Cent.

Diet., *Peltigerine. 1866 Treas. Bot. 858 *Peltinerz>ed,

having ribs arranged as in a peltate leaf.

t Peltier. Obs. In 4 -yer. [a. OF. peletier

(i2thc.), in mod.F. pelletier (pglty*). app. f. OF.

pelete, pellete, -ette> PELLET MJ A furrier.

1389 Gild of Peliyers, Norwich in Eng. Gilds (1870) 29

Peltyers and o^ere god men be-gunne HS gilde and (>is

bretherhod of seynt Willyam J>e holy Innocent and marter

in Norwyche.

Felting, vtl. si', [f.
PELT z>.i + -ING i.] The

action of PELT v.1
; beating with missiles

; per-

sistent striking or beating.
1605 SHAKS. Lear in. iv. 29 Poprc naked wretches, where

so ere you are That bide the pelting of this pittilesse storme.

1830 CUNNINGHAM Brit
:
Paint. II. 120 To avoid the pelting

of the storm of invective. 1840 DICKENS Barn. Rvdgc ii,

The rude buflets of the wind and pelting of the rain.

Pe Itiug, a. arch. [Known from c 1 540, and

very frequent to ci688. Occasional in modern

authors as a literary archaism. App. related to

PELT si.3
,
and PELTRY sbZ A variant PAI.TIXG

early, and does not yield the required sense, unless it is

held that felting began with some such sense as '

haggling
or shuffling ', and passed through

'

peddling ',
to that of

'

petty, trashy, contemptible
'

; a sequence not proved.]

Paltry, petty, contemptible ; mean, insignificant,

trumpery, inconsiderable; worthless.

1540 R. WISDOME in Strype Eccl. Mem. I. App. cxv. 319

The putting away of pelting perdons and the roting out of

famous idols. 1553 BALE I'ocacyan 43 They are but pilde

peltinge prestes. 155* OLDF, Antichrist 133 So beggarly a

suburbe, or so pelting a village. 1565 CALFHII.L Atinsw.

Treat. Crosse (1846) 10 Like a pelting pedlar, putting the

best in your pack uppermost. 1573 G. HARVEY Lettcr-bk.

(Camden) 12 Inforcid rather to bungle up a pelting histori

then to write a set epistle. 1593 SHAKS. Rich. II, n. i. 60

This Land of such deere soules. .Is now Leas'd out. .like to

a Tenement or pelting Farme. 1603 Mcas.for 31. n. ii.
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112 Euery pelting petty Officer Would vse his heauen for

Thunder. 1634 Bp. HALL Contempt., N. T. iv. xxvii, To
tender a trade of so invaluable a commodity to these pelting
petty chapmen for thirty poor silverlings. 1685 Gracian's
Courtiers Orac. 186 Sometimes a little pelting fret costs
a repentance, that lasts as long as life. 1820 SHKLLEY Philos.
View Reform in Dowden Life II. 293 A set of pelting
wretches, in whos< '

. . the more ma
ii. (1874) 37 Gi
. .had dwindled into pelting villages.

Hence f Pe'ltingly adv., in a mean or paltry
manner.
c 1592 BABINGTON Notes on Gen, xxi. 22 Wks. (1622) 73 It

is not euer by and by well spared, that pinchingly and
peltingly is spared. 1602 Contention betw. Liberality A>

Prodigality n. iv. in Hazl. Dodsley VIII. 350 For thy pains
I will not grease thy fist Peltingly with two or three crowns.

Pe-lting, ppl. a. [f. PELT .i + -INQ 2.]
1. That pelts ; chiefly of rain, hail, etc. : driving,

beating, lashing. Also_/?f.
1710 PHILIPS Pastorals ii. 99 The pelting show'r Destroys

the tender herb and budding flow 'r. 1817 COLERIDGE Sibyl,
Leaves, to Rev. G. Coleridge, Chance-started friendships.
A brief while Some have preserved me from life's pelting
ills. 1851 HELPS Camp. Solit. x. (1874) 164 There is a piti-

less, pelting rain this morning.
2. Violent, passionate, hot. Chiefly in pelting

chafe. 06s. exc. dial.

1570 FOXE A. $ M. (ed. 2) i645/r margin, [Bp.] Boner in
a pelting chafe. 1384 LYLY Campaspe v. iii, Good drinke
makes good bloud, and shall pelting words spill it? 1624
HEVWOOD Gunaik. 309 This young man .. being fas our
English phrase sayth) in a pelting chafe. 1684 BUNVAN
Pilgr. ii. 66 When they were come to the Arbour they were
very willing to sit down, for they were all in a pelting heat.

f Pe-ltish, a. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. PELT sb.- 2 +>

ISH '.] Irritable ; angry, enraged.
1648 HERRICK Oberon's Palace 17 And flings Among the

elves, if mov'd, the stings Of peltish wasps.

Peltless, a. rare. [f. PELT sbl + -LESS.]
Without having a pelt or fur.

1897 Outing (U. S.) May 122 Every man in the hunt can-
not kill a fox, and yet there will not be one to grumble
because he returns peltless at night after a hard day's run

II Peltogaster (peltogse-staj). Zool. [mod.L.,
f. Gr. w(\rrj shield (see PELTA) +"faarfip stomach.]A genus of degenerate cirripeds, having simple
bag-shaped bodies, parasitic upon hermit-crabs.
1876 Benedcn's Anim. Parasites 38 The result of a retro-

gressive development like that of the peltogasters, which. .

lose all the attributes of their class.

Pe-ltoid, a. rare. [mod. f. Gr. ircXri; shield

(see prec.) + -OID.] Shield-like.
1857 MAYNE Expos. Lex., Peltotdis, . . resembling a shield :

peltoid. 1893 Syd. Soc. Lex., Peltoid,. .shield-like.

Peltry (pe-ltri), sbl Also 5-6 peltre, 5 -ie,
pelliteri. [In ME. a. AF. pelterie (Gower) = OK.
peleterie (i3thc. in Littri), mod.F. pelleterie (in

prose pronounced pgltrz), deriv. oipeletier,pelktier,
furrier, PELTIER, deriv. of OF. pel, L. pell-em skin.
So It. pellettaria

' the skinners or furriers trade
'

(Florio), f. \\..pelle skin. In mod. use app. a new
adoption, ? from the French in North America.
Not exemplified from c 1525 to 1700; and then first in

reference to the North American fur trade. Not in Bailey,
Johnson, Ash. In Todd, with quot. 1771.]
1. Undressed skins, esp. of animals valuable for

their furs
; fur-skins, pelts collectively.

1436 [see peltry^uare in 3]. (11451 FORTESCUE Wks. (1869)
553 They brynge .. all maner of .. Peltry. 1474 CAXTON
Chesse in. iii, Perchymyn velume peltrie and cordewan
170! Col. Rec. Pennsylv. II. jfSThat the said Indians shall

, - - r ng the Miamis. 1796MORSE Amer. Geog. II. 25 Norway exports great variety
of

peltry, consisting of skins of bears, lynxes, wolves, ermine
grey squirrels, and several sorts of foxes. 1861 WILDE Catal.

651 Formerly the Hudson's Bay Company transported all
the peltry that is, furs and skins collected over a vast
area, to Lake Winnipeg.

, rum, and
^ - = -- , 1838 Penny
Cycl. XI. 23/1 Canoes.. loaded with packs of beaver-skins
and other valuable peltries. 1884 S. E. DAWSON Handbk.
Jtom. Canada 154 The fleets of canoes went out [from
Montreal) with supplies or returned with peltries.
t 2. A place or room for keeping fur-skins or

pelts. Olis. rare.

1483 Cat/i. Angl. 274/1 A Peltry (A. A Pelliteri) or a
skynnery, pelliparium. [1861 Our Eng. Home 05 In the
baronial mansion.. there was also.. the peltry for his furs.]
3. attrib. and Comb., aspeltry-man, manufacture,

trade, traffic ; f peltry-ware = sense I.

1436 Libel Eng. Policy in Pol. Poems (Rolls) II. 171
Osmonde, coppre, bow-staffes, stile, and wen, Peltre-ware
and grey, pych, terre, borde, and flex. 1525 LD. BERNERS
Froiss. II. clxx. 480 Laden with clothe of Brusselles, or
peltre ware comynge fro the fayres. 1746 W. HORSLEY
.tfW(i748) I. 129 fhe Peltry or Fur Trade. 1783 TUST-AMOND
tr. Raynats Hist. Indies VII. 8 The peltry trade was
a very inconsiderable object. 1854 R. G. LATHAM Native
Races Russian Emp. 51 They preserved, .their original
character of huntsmen, fishers,, .and peltry-men
t Peltry, sl>? Chiefly St. Obs. Also 6-7 -ie,

6 -ye, -ei. [app. another form of PALTRY si., of
VOL. VII.

629

about the same age, agreeing in the vowel with
PELT sb.*, and with PELTING a.] Refuse, rubbish,
trash

; a piece of rubbish.

1550 CKOWLEY Epigr. 1366 Forsakinge the Pope wyth al his

peltrye. 1553 BALE Vocacyon Pref. 6 b, Hys vayne beleue of

j

purgatorye, and of other Popysh peltryes. 1566 in Peacock
I Eng. Ch. Furniture (1866) 48 A corporax a crwet wth
I diuerse other popishe peltrie. a 1567 Gude ff Godlie B.,
With Huntis up xiii. At the last, he salbe downe cast, His
peltrie, Pardonis, and all. 1619 A. DUNCAN Admon. in Row
Hist. Kirk (Wodrow Soc.) 322 Better be pyned to death by
hunger, nor for a little peltrie of the earth to perish for ever.
I75S FORBES Jrnl. Portsmouth in Ajax, etc. 29 You ne'er
saw sik peltry i' your born days. 1808 JAMIESON, Peltrie,
peltry, fa/trie,, .vile trash; a term of contempt applied to
any thing that is worthless or troublesome.

t Peltry, a. Obs. By-form of PALTRY a.
c 1587 MONTGOMEKIE Sonn. xxiv, A peltrie pultron poysond

vp with pryde.

II Pelu (pe-ltt). [Native name.] A small legu-
minous tree (Sophora tetraptera), having very hard
wood, growing in Southern Chili and Patagonia.
1884 MILLER Plant-n., Pelu-tree, Sophora tetraptera
IIFeludo (pfla-do). [Sp., sb. use of peludo

hairy, (. pelo :-L. pilus hair.] The hairy arma-
dillo (Dasypus villosus) of S. America.
1845 DARWIN I'oy. Nat. v. (1873) 96 Of armadilloes three

species occur, namely, .. the Dasypus villosus or peludo
t Felu're l

, pe llvire. 06s. forms : 4-5 pel-
lure, pelure, pellour, pelour(e, pelur, (4 peo-
lour, pelore, pellere, 5 peloer, pillour). [a.
AF. pellure (i4th c.), in OY. peleure, pelure, (.pel,
in mod.F. peau :-L. pell-em skin, fur: see -UKE.]
Fur, esp. as used for the lining or trimming of
a garment; furred garments collectively, furs.

1325 in Rel. Ant. II. 19 Hir wede, Purfiled with pellour
doun to the teon. 1:1330 R. BRC'NNE Chron. H'acr (Rolls)
11195 Ober pelure ynowe ber were..Lomb or boge, conyng
or hare. ? 1370 Robt. Cicyle 267 Ther was never ;yt pellere
half so fyne. c 1400 Beryu 3928 A mantell . . I .furrid with
peloure. 1475 Bk. Noblesse (Koxb.l 80 '1 he usaige of pellure
and furres they have expresselie put away.
Hence fPelnred a. Obs., adorned with fur,

furred ; f Pelury Obs. =
pelure.

.r 1400 St. Alexius (Laud 622) 398 Ciclatpunes bat weren
of pvijs, Pelured wi|> Ermyne and \vib grijs, Alle she cast
away. 1460 Lybeaus Disc. 875 Her mantyll was rosyne,
Pelvred wyth ermyne. c 1460 Launfal 237 Har manteles
wer of grene felwet, ..I-pelvred with grys and gro. 1470
HARDING Chran. LXXIV. xiii, All in graye of pelury pre-
ordinate, That was full riche, accordyng to their estate

II Pelure *
(pslw-r). [F. pelure, OF. peleure,

f. peler to peel, lit. peeling.] Paper as thin as an
onion peeling. Usually pelure-paper.
1887 Postage Stamps of Australia $ Oceania 78 New

Zealand . .Issue III. Upon very thin greyish paper (the pelure
of catalogues). Ibid., Issue IV. The paper, .is sometimes as
thin as the so-called pelure-paper of Issue III. 1891

' PHIL
'

Penny Postage Jubilee xiii. 204-5 Then we have ribbed,
quadrille, pelure, batonne, etc., papers. ..Pelure is somewhat
of a thin hard and crisp texture.

Pelvi-, combining form (not in ancient L.)
from L. pelvis basin, PELVIS, in scientific terms.
Pelvi-ferous a. [-FERGUS], bearing or having a

pelvis. Pelviform a. [-FORM], basin-shaped.
Pelvi-meter [-.METER, F. pelvimitre], an instru-
ment for measuring the diameters of the pelvis;
so PelTi'metry, measurement of the diameters of
the pelvis. Pelvimyon (-maiyn), pi. -ons or -a

[see MYON], a '

myon
'

or muscular unit of the

pelvis (distinguished from pectorimyoii). Pelvl-
o'tomy [irreg. after words from Gr. : see -TOMY],
the operation of section of the pelvic bones, usually
through the symphysis pubis (symphysiotomy), esp.
in obstetric practice. Pelvtre'ctal a., belonging
to the pelvis and rectum. Pelvisa'cral a., be-

longing to the pelvis and sacrum. Pelvi'scopy
[-SCOPY], examination of the pelvis (in quot., of
the kidney). || Pelviste-rnnm Comp. Anat., an
element of the pelvic arch supposed to be homo-
logous to the omosternum of the pectoral arch

;

hence Pelviste-rnal a., of the nature of or per-
taining to a pelvisternum.
'839-47 TODD Cycl. Anat. III. 906/1 The whole chain of

*pe[viferous vertebrata. 1857 MAYNE Expos. Lex. 898/2
"Pelviform. 1866 Treas. Bot. 859 Pelviform, like Cyathi-
form, but flatter. 1823 CRABB Teclmol. Diet., 'Pelvimeter.
1828-32 WEBSTER, Pclvimeter, an instrument to measure the
dimensions of the female pelvis. Coxe. 1863 N. Sya. Soc.
Year-bk. Hied, fy Surg. 337 The practice of internal *pe!vi-

1

MAYNE Expos. I.ex.,"Pelmotomy. 1880 ALLBUTT & PLAY-
FAIR Syst. Gynaecology 634. 1887 Brit. Med. Jrnl. 28 May
1163/2 Originating m tie *pelvi-rectal space. 1900 Ibid.
3 Feb. 248 Renal *pelviscopy.

Pelvic (pe'lvik), a. [irreg. f. L. pelvis + -ic :

cf. the better-formed P'. pelvien.]
1. Of, pertaining to, contained in, or connected

with the pelvis (PELVIS i).
Pelvic arch, pehic girdle : the girdle formed by the bones

of the pelvis, the hip-girdle. Pelvic limbs : the limbs sup-

ported by the pelvic arch ; as the legs of a man, the hind
legs of a quadruped, the ventral fins of a fish.

1830 R. KNOX Beclard's Anat. 44 The trunk .. presents
two extremities, the one superior or cephalic, the other in-

PEMMICAN.
! ferior or pelvic. 1857 H. MILLER Test. Rocks ii. 83 Without

thoracic or pelvic arches. 1872 NICHOLSON Pal&ont. 303
The hind-limbs are . . connected with the trunk by means of
the

'

pelvic arch '.

2. Of or pertaining to the pelvis of a crinoicl.

1849 MuRCHISON Sihtria x. 223 In most Encrinites the
arms issue immediately from the edge of the pelvic cup.
Felviferous to Pelvisternum : see PELVI-.

II Pelvis (pe-lvis). Anat. and Zool. PI. pelves
(pe-lvzz). [L. pelvis basin, laver; the anatomical
sense is mod.L.]
1. The basin-shaped cavity formed (in most

vertebrates) by the right and left haunch-bones or
ossa innominata (consisting of the ilium, ischium,
and pubis, on each side) together with the sacrum

\
and other vertebrte

; being the lowest or hindmost
: cavity of the trunk. Also applied to these bones
i themselves collectively, constituting the girdle

j

which supports the hind limbs.
True pelvis, that part of the (human) pelvis below the

ilio-peclincal line ; false pelvis, the space above this be-

I
twcen the iliac fossa;.

1615 CKOOKE Body ofMan 118 These bones together with
I the holy-bone, make that pelvis or Dish which conutineth

j
part of the guts, the bladder and the womb. i68z T. GIBSON

I

Anat. (1685) vi. xvi. 1754-64 SMELLIE lUidwif. I. 81 The
I brim of the Pelvis is wider from side to side than from the

|

back to the fore-part. 1850 LVELL ind Visit U. S. II. 196
Part of a human pelvis. 1865 Keailcr 28 Jan. 107/1 A good
collection of pelves of individuals of both sexes.

2. The basin-like cavity of the kidney, into which
the uriniferous tubules open.
1678 TYSON in Phil. Trans. XII. 1035 Anatomical Obser-

vations.. ; an unusual Conformation of the Emulgems and
Pelvis. IHd. 1038. li&T. GIBSON /4naf. (1697) 127 Within
the Kidney there is a membranous Cell or Sinus, called Pelvi-;,
which is nothing but an extension or dilatation of the head
of the Ureter. 1693 tr. B/ancanfs Phys. Diet. (ed. 2) s.v.

Choana, The Pelvis of the Reins. 1857 9- I !'D Urin.
Deposits {ed. 5) 316 A concretion in the pelvis of a kidney.
3. The basal part of the calyx of a crinokl.

1849 MURCHISON Siluria x. 223 In this remarkable Encri-
nite the upper edge of the pelvis is seen to be surmounted

: by at least twenty or twenty-five arm-joints. 1872 NICHOL-
SON Palxont. 125 A series of plates, .termed 'basal' from
their position, and which constitute the '

pelvis
'

of Miller.

4. A basin, rare.

1727 DART Canterb. Cathedr. 13 Archbishop Islip..left
them, .four silver Pelves with four Lavatories of the same.

Pelyco- (peliko), combining form of Gr. irt'Auf,
irt'Atw- bowl, cup, taken as = PELVIS i, in a few
rare scientific words. Pelycography (-frgrafi)

[-GRAPHY], description of the.- pelvis. Pelycolofry
[-LOGY], the anatomy of the pelvis. Pelyco'meter

j
[-METEU] = PELVIMETER. Pelycosaurian (-s<x-

lian) a., belonging to the division Pelycosatiria
of extinct saurian reptiles of the Carboniferous

epoch, having two or three sacral verttbia:
; sl>., a

reptile belonging to this division.

1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mech., relycometer, a Pelvimeter. 1880
Athcnxum 6 Nov. 612/1 Mr. Cope's ^roiip of Pelyco-
saurians in North America. 1893 Syd. Soc. Lex., Pelyco-
graphy . . Pelycoli'gy . . Pelycomett r.

Pelycon, obs. form of PELISSON.

Pelyon, Pelyr, obs. forms of PILLION*, PILLAR.

Pelytory, obs. form of PKLLITORY.
t Pe-mblico. Amer. Obs. Also 7 pembly-,

pemli-, pimpli-, pimlieo. A name given to the

dusky shear-water or cohoo (S'l/ffimis obscurtis),
from its cry.
1624 CAPT. SMITH Virginian. 171 Another small Bird there

is, because
she_

cries Pemblyco they call her so; she is

seldome scene in the day but wh*-n she sings..; too true
a Prophet she proves of huge winds and boysterous weathei .

c 1630 Hist. Bermudaes (Sloane MS. 750, If. 4b: cf. Hakl.
Soc. 1882, 4), Another smale Birde ther is, the which, by
some Ale-banters of London sent ouer hether, hath bin
tearmed pimplicoe, for so they Imagine (and a little re-

semblance putts them in mind of a place so dearely beloued)
her note articulates. 1686 GOAD Cclest. Bodies I. ii. 3 The
Crow, Cock, . . Peacock, the Pimlieo.

Fe'mbroke. Name of a town and shire in

Wales and of an earldom in the British Peerage.
Hence Pembroke table, or ellipt. Pembroke,
a table supported on four fixed legs, having two

hinged side portions or flaps, which can be spread
out horizontally, and supported on legs connected
with the central part by joints.
1778 Seducers 5 A Pembroke table should this corner grace.

1790 MME. D'ARBLAY Diary Jan., Dr. Fisher says he hopes
it was not a card-table, and rather believes it was only a

pembroke work-table. 1792 Elizabeth Percy I. 58 These
inlaid Pembrokes of wonderful workmanship. 1870 MRS.
WHITNEY We Girls vi. 105 The little pembroke was wheeled
out again.

Femmican (pe-mikan), sb. Also pemican.
[a. Cree pimecan, pimekan, f. pime fat.]
A preparation made by certain North American

Indians, consisting of lean meat, dried, pounded,
and mixed with melted fat, so as to form a paste,
and pressed into cakes ; hence, beef similarly

treated, and usually flavoured with currants or the

like, for the use of arctic explorers, travellers, and

soldiers, as containing much nutriment in little

bulk, and keeping for a long time.
1801 SIR A. MACKENZIE Vn. St. Lawrence Pref. 121 The
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PEMMICAN.

provision called Pemican, on which the Chepewyans and

other savages in the N. of America chiefly subsist in their

journeys. 1827 Chron. in Ann. Reg. 58/1 Pannican, a con-

centrated essence of meat dryed by a fire of oak and elm

wood, so as to reduce 6 Ib. of the best beef to i Ib. 1855

LONGF. Hiavj. xi. 31 Then on pemican they feasted, Pemi-

can and buffalo marrow. 1869 E. A. PARKES Pract. Hygiene

(ed. 3) 245 The Pemmican of the arctic voyagers is a mixture

of the best beef and fat dried together.

b. fig. Extremely condensed thought, or literary

matter containing much information in few words.

1870 HUXLEY Lay Serin, xii. (1874) 257 A sort of intel-

lectual pemmican. 1888 Spectator 8 Sept. 1211/2 It [Sir

F. Bramwell's Address] is really a wonderful specimen of

thought and knowledge, reduced to pemmican.
c. attrib.

1831 Westm. Rev. XIV. 441 Who will, .give us a chance. .

of . . getting rid of the soup and pemmican diet we have so

long been doomed to. 1895 Daily News 16 Oct. 5/7 Their

big pemmican cache, 124 miles distant. 1900 Athenxum
8 Dec. 749/2 A certain tendency to what may be described

as the pemmican style.

Hence Pe'mmican v. trans., to condense, com-

press,
'

squeeze '. So Pe'mmicanize v. ; whence

Pemmicauiza'tion.
1837 T. HOOK Jack Brag vi, As if he had seen all the

demons of the Hartz Forest pemmican 'd into one plump

lady. 1839 in Ncv; Monthly Mag. LV. i So elaborated

a history, which.. might be Pemmicaned into a compara-

tively few pages. 1892 Pall MallG. i Sept. 3/2 The modern

man is but rarely inclined to read his history in many
volumes. He much prefers it pemmicanized. 1901 Wistm.

Gaz. 16 Dec. 4/2 What one may cal|
the era of tlie Pemnu.

canisation of life is rapidly approaching.

PempMgoid (pe-mfigoid), a. [f.
PEMPHIG-US

+ -OID; cf. Gr. /itpi7ai5r;s (Hippos). ]
Resem-

630

pens, ol 700 acres each. 1844 MRS. HOUSTON Yacht Voy.
\

Texas I. 92 The pens, or villas of the rich inhabitants, who

go there occasionally to enjoy health or coolness. 1885 LADY
BRASSEY The Trades 222 The garden.. is surrounded by a

j

park, or
'

pen ', as it is called here.

3. A contrivance for
'

penning
'

or confining the !

water in a river or canal, so as to form a head of

water ;
a weir, dam, or the like. ? Obs.

1585 Act 27 Eliz. c. 19 Such old and former Bayes or Pens

whereupon hath lately beene .. standing some iron milles.

1607 COWELL Iiiterpr. s. v. Bay, Bay or fenn, is a Pond-

head made UD of a ereat heighth, to keep in store of Water.

bling or of the nature of pemphigus.
1822-34 Gooffs Study Mcd. (ed. 4) II. 384 Hippocrates.,

as well as Galen, speaks of pemphiocoid fever . . as pestilential

and malignant. 1899 Allbutts Syst. Med. VIII. 671 Pem-

phigoid eruptions.

PempMgOUS (pe-mfigss), a. [f. next + -ous.J

Of the nature of, or affected with pemphigus.
1857 MAYNE Expos. Lex. 899/1 Pemphigous. 1864 W. T.

Fox Skin Dis. 31 Pustular, and pemphigous dermatoses.

II Pemphigus (pe'mfigs\ Path. [mod.L.

(M. de bauvages, 1763^, f. Gr. 7re>W, ift^l-

bubble.] An affection of the skin characterized by
the formation ofwatery vesicles or eruptions (bullse)

on various parts of the body. Also in Comb.
_

1779 D. STEWART in Duncans Med. CommentariesVl. 84.

1787 S. DICKSON in Trans. R. Irish Acad. I. 47 Observa-

tions on Pemphigus. 1800 Med. Jrnl. 1 1 1. 265 Transparent
vesicles of the size of a pea, similar to those which rise in

pemphigus. 1897 A Mutt's Syst. Med. II. 206 A bulla like

a pemphigus blister. 1898 P. MANSOS Trop. Diseases xxxvu.

566 Large pemphigus-like blebs.

|| Pemphix (pe-mfiks). Path. = prec.

1842 DUSGLISON Mcd. Lex., Pemphix, Pemphigus. 1896

Allbatfs Syst. Mcd. I. 743 The faucial affections of small-

pox, chicken-pox and pemphix.

Pemptarchie, obs. erron. f. PENTABCHY.

Pen (pen), i/'.
1 Forms: I penn,4//. penez,

4-7 penne, 7-9 penn, 7- pen. [OE./e?z of un-

certain origin : cf. PEN z1
.
1
]

L A small enclosure for domestic animals, as

cows, sheep, swine, or poultry; a fold, sty, coop, etc.

(The OE. instances are of uncertain meaning.)

[957 in Birch Cart. Sax. No. 1009 III. 212 Of bam penne
on hean assc. 968 Ibid. No. 1217. 498 And lang bjera heafda

on etta penn.] 13.. E. E. A Hit. P. B. 322 Bobe boskez &
bourez & wel bounden penez. 1523 FirzHERB. Husb. \ 38

Kynde her heed with a heye rope, or a corde, to the syde of

the penne. 1570 LEVINS Manip. 60/33 A Penne, or coup,

caula. 1598 SHAKS. Merry ly'. m. iv. 41 Tel . . how my
Father stole two Geese out of a Pen. 1697 DAMPIER Voy.
I 369 Making of a large pen to drive the Cattle into. 1726-46

THOMSON Winter rf& Now, shepherds .. fill their pens With

food at will. 1833 HT. MARTINEAU Loom * Lugger i. vi. 93

They will wake up all the sheep in the pens for a mile round.

1903 IVt'stm. Gaz. 2 Oct. 2/1 On some French estates the

partridges are confined in large pens.

b. transf. A number of animals in a pen, or

sufficient to fill a pen.
1873 C. ROBINSON A'. S. Wales 31 Pens of oxen, fattened

on the natural grasses. 1888
'

R. BOLDREWOOD '

Robbery
under Arms xii, Father opened his eyes at the price the

first pen brought. 1904 Daily News 2 July 6 Her fowls

were a pen of pure Minorcas and a pen of Plymouth Rocks.

2. Applied to various enclosures resembling these:

see quotations.
c x6ao FLETCHER S: MASSINGER Double Marriagev.i, He's

taken to the tower's strength. ..We have him in a pen, he
cannot 'scape us. 1769 FALCONER Diet. Marine (1789)

Bouchots, crawls, pens, or places inclosed by hurdles, for

fishing on the sea-coast. 1829 HALIBURTON Nova-Scotia II.

ix. 392 In winter they [the moose-deer].. describe a circle
?
anc

press the snow with their feet, until it becomes hard, which is

called by hunters a yard, or
pen. 1873 G. C. DAVIES Mount. r

Mere v. 38 Put them into the penns made within the bow o

a net. 18.. T. C. CRAWFORD Eng. Life 57 (Cent.) Th<

place [in the House of Lords] where visitors were allowet

to go was a little pen at the left of the entrance. 1888 K
EGGLESTON The Graysons xxx. 326 Building some rail pen
to hold the corn when it should be gathered and shucked

1890 Cent. Diet., Pen !
, n. . . 3. In the fisheries, a movable

receptacle on board ship where fish are put to be iced, etc

b. spec, in the West Indies : A farm, plantation

country house, or park. (Often spelt penn.)
1740 [implied in pen-keeper: see 4]. 1792 Gentl. Mag

LXII. 515 A pen in Jamaica is a farm or plantation. 1796
MORSE Amer. Geog. I. 763 (Jamaica), 400 breeding farms o

43 The Banks are sufficiently high to admit of Four Feet

pen without overflowing Lands. 1840 Evid. Hull Docks

Com. 140 There is a pen at the mouth of the Hull.

4. Comb.: pen-branded a., (of an animal)

branded with a mark denoting the particular pen
to which it belongs; pen-fed, a., fed in a pen, or

in confinement ; pen-head, the dam or weir at the

head of a mill-lead ; pen-keeper (W. Indies},

the overseer of a plantation or farm
; pen-pond,

a pond formed by a 'pen' or dam; pen-pot, a

cage or '

pot
'

for keeping crabs or lobsters in

confinement ; pen-wet (see quot.).

1890
'

R. BOLDREWOOD' Col, Reformer (1891) 232 Cows,

unbranded calves, and 'pen-branded bullocks. 13.. E. E.

Allit. P. B. 57 My polyle bat is *penne-fed & partrykes

bobe. 1805 State, 1-raser of Fraserfield, etc. 229 (Jam.)

They take in water from the river Don, at the intake or

penhead of the meal-mill. 1740 Hist. Jamaica vii. 237 If

any Person.. refuse, either by himself, Overseer, or *Penn-

ceeper, to discover, .the true Number of their Slaves, Horses,

tc. 1904 Daily Chron. 31 Mar. 6/2 Herons . . bringing their

oung little fishes captured from the *pen-ponds close by.

750 COLLIXSON in Phil. Trans. XLVII. 41 That the crab

vill subsist . . in the fishermens
*
pen-pots, for the space of

ome months. 1851 STEPHENS Bk. Farm (ed. 2) II. 365,':!

Rain, .would easily find its way, were the sheaves inclined

.ownwards to the centre of the stack. . . The sheaves that are

a spoiled are said to have taken in *pen-'^et.

Pen (pen), si* Also 4-7 penne, (6 pene), 7

penn, \Sc. pend). [ME. a. OF. pcnn\(pe,ie,

pan(n]e\ I2thc. in Godef.;
- It. pcnna leather,

illume', quill, pen :-L. penna feather (pi. p\ions;*

vings), in late L. pen for writing (Isidore).
In OF.pome had senses r, i b (from Vulgate), and 4 below:

n mod.F. it has only those of 'long feather of the wing d^
tail (remex and rectrix), large feather of a bird of prey (in

t-'alconry), feather of an arrow, plume on a heraldic crest .

Fr. and Eng. usage have thus gone widely apart, Fr. having
substituted plume, where Eng. has retained pen, while vice

versa Eng. uses//'""* in Heraldry for Fr. penne.}

I. A feather, a quill, and connected senses.

1. A feather of a bird, a plume. Obs. or dial.

1377 LASGL. P. PI. B. XII. 247 Rist as be pennes of be

pecok peyneth hym in his fli5te. 1393 ItiJ. C. xv. 180 Ac
for bus peyntede pennes }>e pocok is honoured. 1398 TREVISA

Burth. De P. R. xt. iii. (Tollem. MS.), Also be souberne

wynde .. changeb in foules and briddes olde pennes and

Feperis [orig. pennarum veterum ct plumarum}. a I4C~5O
Alexander 4988 All be body &be brest.. Was finely florischt

& faire with frekild pennys. 1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W.

PEN.

3. Transferred senses,

f a. A quill-like pipe or tube. Obs. rare.

c 1420 Pallad. on flush. IX. 186 The water that gooth

thorgh the leden penne [i,.condite}. 1582 BATMAN Trevisa's

Earth. De P. R. v. xxxv, By gendring of humours in the

wosen and pennis of the lunges [L. in pennis pulmonis}.

b. A quill shaped like a spoon, for taking snuff;

hence, a snuff-spoon of any sort. Sc. and dial.

1790 SHIRREFS Poems 29 Now, o' the snish he's for a dose ;

Wi pen just rising to his nose. 1890 HALIBURTON lit Scottish

Fields 98 The pinch was conveyed to the nose by means of

a bone snuff spoon or pen, as it was called.

C. The internal, somewhat feather-shaped shell

of certain cattle-fishes, as the squids.

[1635 SWAN Spec. M. (1670) 342 The Calamary is some,

times called the Sea-clerke, having as it were a knife and a

pen.J 1872 NICHOLSON Palzont.i^ Teuthidae. Shell con-

sisting of an internal horny
'

pen
'

or 'gladius ', composed of

a central shaft and two lateral wings. 1877 HUXLEY A nat.

Inv. A aim. viii. 540 There is always an internal shell, which

is either a pen, a sepiostaire, a phragmocone, or a combina-

tion of the latter with a pen.

d. The rigid petiole or midrib of a leaf. dial.

1818 Edin. Mag. Oct. 330 (Jam.) A beggar received nothing

but a kail-castock, or pen, that is, the thick rib up the

middle of the colewort stalk. 886 REA BecJttide Boggle 250

Her hands get cut with sharp stones and bracken pens.

II. A writing tool, and derived senses.

4. A quill-feather or part of one, with the quill

or barrel pointed and split into two nibs at its

lower end, so as to form an instrument for writing

with ink ;
a quill-pen. Hence, (b~)

in modern use,

a small instrument made of steel, gold, or other

metal, pointed and split like the lower end of

a quill-pen (or formed from a quill itself, a '

quill-

nib'), and used, when fitted into a pen-holder, for

writing with ink or other fluid; the whole con-

tiivance, pen and pen-holder, is also collectively

called a pen, the writing-part being often dis-

tinguished as a ' nib
'
or

'

pen-nib '. Also (<:) by

extension, any instrument adapted for writing with

fluid ink. (The chief current sense.)
- With words expressing special purpose, as DRAWING-/* ;

geometric pcnCirx tracing curves) ; lithographicpen ; music

pen; right-line or straight-linepen=&-t&H\nf.-?en; orspecial

construction, as FOUNTAIN-/, STYLOGRAPHS /<, q. v.

a 1300 Cursor M. 24075 (Edin.) Es na tung mai spek wit

word, Ne writer write wit pennis orde. 1377 LASGL. P..1 1.

B. ix. 39 J>ough he couth write neuere so wel, ?if he had no

penne, J5e lettre.. I leue were neuere ymakcd. Ibid. xvll. 13

pe glose was gloriousely writen with a gilte penne. 1382

WYCLIF 3 John 13, Y wolde not wrijte to thee U ynke and

penne. 1474 CAXTON Chcsse 77 On his eere a penne to

wryte with. 0530 L. Cox Rhet. (1899) 88, I wolde that

they wolde set the penne to the paper. 1600 ROWLANDS
Lett. Humours Bload 5 Gracing his credite with a golden

Pen. 1611 BIBLE Ps. xlv. i The penne of a ready writer.

1611 MIDDLETON & DEKKER RoaringGirl m. ii. 225 Lawyers

pens : they have sharp nibs. 1657 AUSTEN Fruit Trees \. 52

With a Quill the one halfe cut away, or a Pen of steele

(made thin for the purpose). 1672 Land. Gaz. No. 735/4

One Pocket book covered with Vellum, with Silver Claspes

and Silver Pen, and several Writings in it. 1678 MARY
HATTON in //. Corr. (Camden) I. 169 It comes in my mind

through it mixed grew. 1623 B. JONSON Staple of N. v. vi.

Blaclrw. Mag. XXIX. 860 Hector is here chicken-hearted

crowed-down cool in the pens -fugy, as the cockers say.

b. In //. The flight-feathers (remiges) or pinions

of birds regarded as the organs of flight ; hence,

like
'

pinions ', put for
'

wings'. Orig. a literalism

of translation after L. pemtx of the Vulgate : so

in OF. pennes (Godef.). Now a poetic archaism.

1382 WYCLIP Ps. ciii. 3 [Thou] that gost vp on the pennys
of windis [1388 on the fetheris of wyndis, Vulg. superpennas
ventorltm}. 1382 Ezek. i. 5 And four faces to oon, and four

pennys to oon [1388 foure wyngis weren to oon, Vulg. quatuor

penme utii]. 1513 DOUGLAS SEncis xn. v. 79 The lycht thai

[fowlis] dirkin with thar pennys thik. 1611 SIR W. MURE
Misc. Poems iv. 5 The tragic end of Icarus . . Lyk as he did

presume, too hie w' borrowed pends {rime endis]. 1667

MILTON P. L. vii. 421 Featherd soon and fledge They summ'd
thir Penns. .soaring th' air sublime. 1800 tr. Haydn's Crea-

tion. On mighty pens uplifted soars the eagle aloft. 1885-94

R. BRIDGES Eros f, Psyche Sept. xvi, He flasht his pens, and

sweeping widely round Tower'd to air.

c. A short rudimentary feather or quill just

breaking through the skin of a bird
;
= PEN-

FEATHER 2, PIN-FEATHER. Chiefly dial.

1828 Craven Gloss, (ed. 2) s. v., This chicken's full o'
pens.

1880 Miss JACKSON Shropsh. Word-bk., Pens, so. pi. the

rudimentary quills of feathers, as of fowls, ducks, &c. a 1900

Eng. Dial. Diet., In W. Yorksh. a young bird is first nakt
,

then in
' blue pen ',

then '

fleggd '.

2. spec. The quill or barrel of a feather ;
the quill

of a porcupine. Obs. or dial.

ci4oo Lanfranc's Cirnrg. 89 A calose hardnesse. .as it

were a goos penne or ellis a kane. c 1400 MAUNDEV. (1839)

xxvi. 269 Griffounes . . of hire ribbes and of the pennes of

hire wenges men maken bowes. 1578 LYTE Dodoens tv. liv.

514 With the fourth men did write. .as they do now vse to

do with pennes and quilles of certayne birdes. 1607 TOPSELL

four./. Beasts (1658) 117 The Porcupine, who casteth her

sharp pens into the mouth of all Dogs. 1871 COWIE SMI.
is/, xv. 89 Having no catheter, he relieved the patient with

a '

haigrie's pen
'

(i. e. a heron's quill).

1710 Bfli ill-NRY .xp. ittoie, t.e<.n. iv, 2 ou L muu* ....j

further Care they received Oil as fast as they wasted it, (as

in those which we call Fountain-Inkhorns, or Fountain Pens).

1748 LADY LUXBOROUGH Lett, to Shenstoiie 18 Dec., A curse

against crow-pens ! 1750 Fount. Knowl. Brit. Legacy 29

The expeditious or Fountain pen.. is so contrived as to

contain a great quantity of ink and let it flow by slow

degrees. 1786 S. TAYLOR Shorthand Writing 98 [For

Short-hand) a common pen must be made with the nib

much finer than for other writing, .with a small cleft. ..But

I would recommend a steel or a silver one that will write

fine without blotting the curves of the letters. 1789 MME.

D'ARBLAY Diary if Lett. (1854) V. 39 And then I took a

fountain pen, and wrote my rough journal for copying to my
dear Sorelle. 1810 livRON Let. to H. Drury 3 May, I am..

writing with the gold pen he gave me. 1837 DICKENS

Pickw. xxxiii, A hard-nibbed pen, which could be warranted

not to splutter. 1894 J. C. JEAFFKESON Bk Recoil. I. i. 20

Marvellously skilful in cutting quills and nibbing pens. 1899

N fr Q Oth Ser. III. 365/2 Quills as pens remained in use

in some houses as the only writing tool up to a dozen to

twenty years ago. . . Nowadays . . the word 'pen has almost

dropped out of usage, except to express the pen and holder.

b. Viewed as the instrument of authorship ;

hence, the practice of writing or literature ; t literary

ability ; manner, style, or quality of writing.

1447 BOKENHAM Seyntys (Roxb.) 10 Vouchesaf . . My wyt

andmv penne so to enlumyne With kunnyng and eloquence.

1581 EARL NORTHAMPTON (title) A Defensatiue against the

Poyson of supposed Prophecies; not hitherto confuted by

the penne of any man. 1605 BACON Adv. Learn, n.vn. 2.

2s To me. .that do desire as much as lyeth in my penne, to

round a social intercourse between Antiqume and pro-

cience. 1702 ECHARD Eccl. Hist. (1710) 401 The writings

of this author, .shewing a very fine and polite pen. 1775

JOHNSON Tax. no Tyr. 84 Men of the pen.. have strong

inclination to give advice. 1820 COBBETT Gram. Eng. Lang.

i (1847) 12 Tyranny has no enemy so formidable as the pen.

i8\o LVTTON Richelieu II. ii. 308 The pen is mightier than

the sword. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. iii. 1. 403 The drama

was the department . . in which a poet had the best chance of

obtaining a subsistence by his pen.

c. Including, and hence put for, the person who

uses the pen, a writer or author. Now rare.

1563 Mirr. Mag., Rivers vii, What harme may hap by

hereof lying pennes. 1605 B. JoNSON.SX/Vm Pref.,[Abook]

wherein a second Pen had a good share. 1693-4 GIBSON in

e
fi



PEN.

Lett. Lit. Men (Camden) 217 An inequalitie of stile and

composition . .the necessary consequence of different pens.

1791 A. YOUNG Tra-j. France 113 You hear of the count de
Mirabeau's talents ; that he is one of the first pens of France,
and the first orator. 1821 Trav. Cosmo III i The tranila-

tion has been faithfully made..by a distinguished pen.

5. Applied to other things having the function of

a writing pen. f a. An instrument for cutting or

pricking designs or letters; a stylus; a graver. Obs.

13.. E. E. Allit. P. B. 1724 Pe fiste wi)> )>e fyngeres..pat
rasped renyschly be woje with f?e ro^ penne. 1560 BIBLE

(Genev.) Job xi.x. 24 Oh that my wordes \vere..grauen with
an yron pen in lead. i64oGLAPTHORNE Hollander in. Wks.
1874 I. 119 Rare Paracelsian, thy Annals shall be cut in

Brasse by Pen of steele. 1650 BULWER Anthropomet. 236
Both men and women paint and embroider their bkins with
iron Pens.

b. A black-lead or other pencil. Now dial.

1644 EVELYN Diary 2 Nov., I with my black lead pen
tooke the prospect. 1684 T. GODDAHD Plato's Demon 22

To read those places, which are marked with the red lead

Pen. 1755 JOHNSON, Pencil .. 2. A black lead pen, with
which cut to a point they write without ink. 1818 SCOTT
Hrt. Midi, xxxix, The Duke of Argile.. wrote your name
down with a keelyvine pen in a leathern book.

c. Electric pen t
Pneumatic pen, modern inven-

tions which perforate the lines of writing in fine

dots, whence copies are made in ink by stencilling.
1876 Jrnl. Soc. Telegr. Engin. V. 180 Mr. Sivewright in

describing the Electric Pen said :. .The object of this pen is

to pierce fine holes in sheets of paper, forming stenciISj from
which impressions are taken.

6. Phrases. Pen-and-pencil (attrib?}, using both

pen and drawing-pencil or brush ; pen-and-wash^
using both pen and brush

;
also PEN-AND-INK.

[1658 W, SANDERSON Grafhice i The most excellent use of
the Penn, and Pensil, is illustrated. .By Mathematicall..

Charts, Mapps, etc.] 1896 Idler Mar. 242/1 There are

many well known pen and pencil men of to-day who can

scarcely obtain sufficient commissions. 1893 W. G. COLLING-
WOOD Ruskin I. 122 We have no pen-and-wash work of his

before 1845. 1900 Westm. Gaz. iz Nov. 2/1 The interesting

pen-and-wash revivalist experiments of Mr. Roger Fry.

III. 7. attrib. and Comb. a. simple attrib., as

pen-box^ -draughtsman^ -drawing, -powder^ -rack
t

-sac (from 3 c), -scratch, -sketch, -slip, -steel, -stroke,

-work, -wright, -writing, b. in reference to the

pen as an instrument of authorship (cf. 4b), as

pen-agility, -combat^ -cuff, -errantry (after knight-

errantry)) -fellow, -fencer, -fighting, -gossip vb.
,

-life, -pains, -prattle, -scolding, -slave, C. objective
and obj. gen., as pen-cleaner, -cutter, -driver;

-pusher \ pen-holding, pen-bearing, -nibbing adjs.

d. instrumental, etc., &>pen-worker', pen-persecuted^
-written adjs. ; dss penlike adj.
1887 HEiLPRiN/V.tfr/.'4ff/w.m. 1.268 *Pen-bearing cuttle-

fishes or calamaries. 1642 HALES Schism 3 As long as the

disagreeing parties went no further than Disputes and
* Pen-combats. 1893 Bookworm 316 Prynne and he came
to "pen-cuffs. 1723 Loud. Gaz. No. 6222/10 David Shepard,
. .*Pen-Cutter. 1889 J. PENNELL (title) *Pen Drawing and
*Pen Draughtsmen, their work and their methods. 1878
BROWNING Poets Croisic cii, Our middle-aged *Pen-driver

drudging at his weary work. i8a$ WATERTON IVand.
S. Amer. iv. i. 295 If..thou wouldst allow me to indulge
a little longer in this harmless *pen-errantry, I would tell

thee [etc.]. 1583 N. T. (Rhem.) Pref. 8-9 Of which sort
Calvin himselfe and his *penfellows so much complaine.
1654 BAKER tr. Balzac's Lett. IV. To Chancellor 3 These
*Pen-fencers onely begge the Seal of your Authority. 1818
SOUTHEY Lett. (1856) III. 85 If I were not rather disposed
at this time tp *pen-gossip with your worship. 1871 RUSKIN
Fors Clav. vi, 5 My hand is weary of *pen-holdmg. i6oa
WARNER Alb. Eng. x. Ixii, Infuse ye

*
Perm-life .. into ore

taken Fames by death. 1581 HubC&RnAw&fawv. (1887)
T. T.

Practical policy, .beating 'pen-pains out of distance in the
race of preferment. Ibid. I. v. 21 Much *pen-persecuted,
and pelted at with libellous pamphlets. 1593 G. HARVEY
Pierce'* Super. Wks. (Grosart) II. 17 Such a Bombard-
goblin.. With drad *

Pen-powder, and the conquerous pott.

1754 RICHARDSON Grandison V. xxi. 121 The design of my
*pen-prattle. 1858 SIMMONDS Diet. Trade

^ *Pen-raek, a
support for pens. 1883 HYATT in Proc. Amer. Assoc. Adv.
Set. (1884) 3^38

A flap or hood -like prolongation of the

mantle, forming a *pen-sac. \W$Ckicago Advance 6 Mar.,
We have not a "pen-scratch in our statute founded in such
reason. 1887 Athenaeum 29 Jan. 166/3 Some *pen-sketches
with tinted shadows, 1597 J. PAYNE Royal Exch. 32 The
devill hathe his seducing secretaries or *pennslaves. 1659
FULLER App. Inj. Innoc. (1840) 290, I hope that memory-
mistakes and *pen-*Hps in my book will not be found so

frequent. 1898 Cycling 44 Covered with a *pen-steel shell
or bush. 1843 RUSKIN Mod, Paint. I. i. i. ii. 7 Three
*penstrokes of Raffaelle are a greater, .picture than the
most finished work that ever Carlo Dolci polished into

inanity. 1712 POPE Let. Wks. 1751 VII. 245, I will not
encroach upon Bay's province and *

pen-whispers. 1644
SIR E. DERING Prop. Sacr. bij, Can a leisure be found for

^pen-work? 1899 ll'estm. Gaz. 4 Sept. 3/3 The last pen-
work of Charlotte Bronte. 1901 Daily News 14 Feb. 9/3
*Penworkers were only being paid six to twelve shillings
per week. 1870 H. CAMPKIN in Trans. Land, fy Middlesex
Archxol. Soc. III. 232 The Grub Street *penwrights,
8. Special Combs. : pen-master, a master of

the pen, a skilful writer, a calligraphist ; pen-
name [tr. pseudo-F. NOM-DE-PLUME, q. v.], a ficti-

tious name assumed by an author, a literary pseu-
donym ; pen-picture, a picture drawn with the

pen; usually Jig. a picturesque description; pen-

631

! plume PEN-FEATHKU
; pen-point, (a) the point

of a pen ; (6) dial, a steel pen or nib ; (c) literary

'point' or effectiveness; pen-portrait (cf. pen-
picture} ; pen-tray, a long narrow tray for pens
(often forming part of an ink-stand). Also PEN-
CASE, PEN-CLERK, PENCRAFT, etc.

a 1661 FULLER Worthies^ Hereford (1662) 40 Two such
Transcendent *Pen-masters. .may even serve fairly to en-

gross the will and testament of the expiring Universe.
18.. B. TAYLOR cited in Webster (1864) for

*Pen-name.
1882 J. A. NOBLE Sonnet in Eng. $c. ii. (1893) 69 Christina
Rossetti .. contributing, under the pen-name of Ellen

Alleyne, a number of tenderly beautiful poems. 1853
Zoologist II. 4054 The desultory manner in which Mr.
has arranged his *pen-pictures. 1899 Daily A

r
cvjs 16 Sept.

7/2 Ostrich feathers or painted *ptn-plumesare the principal
trimming. 1884 Chamb. Jml. 25 Oct. 686/1 Hitherto,
iridium has been used solely for *pen*points. 1902 Daily
Chron. 27 Mar. 3/3 If one [plot]., were reclaimed, liquefied
into words and given pen-point. 1884 E. YATES Recoil. l

j-

Exp. II. 227 To visit and make a "pen-portrait of him.

1858 SIMMONDS Diet. Trade, *
Pen-tray, a small wooden

I tray for holding pens. 1882 Catal.Dk. Hamilton $ Collect.

\ 231 A Persian lacquer pen-tray.

Fen, sb? Also 7 penne. [Origin unascer-
1

tained.] A female swan.
(In Order of 1524 (ArchxoL XVI. 156) the male and female

i are distinguished as 'sire and dam '.)

c 1550 Order for Swannes 27 in ArchxoL Inst. Lincoln
(1850) 309 The cignettes shalbe seazed to the King, till due

j
proof be had whos they are, and whos was the swan that is

away, be it cobb, or penne. 1641 H. lii;sr farm. 2>s.

(Surtees) 122 The hee swanne is called the cobbe, and the
shee-swanne the penne ;

. . the owner of the cobbe is to have
the one halfe, and the owner of the penne the other halfe.

1882 P. ROBINSON Noah's Ark x. 340 The female bird

technically called
' the pen

'

has equal claims to notice both
for personal bravery and parental solicitude.

Pen, sb.*- local, [a. Brythonic (Welsh, Cornish)
pen head.] A word originally meaning 'head',

frequent in place names in Cornwall, AVales, and
other parts of Britain, as Penzance, Penmacnmawr,
Penrith, Pencaitland ; in some localities, esp. in

the south of Scotland, used as a. separate word in

names of hills, e. g. Eskdalemuir Pen, Kttrick Pen,
Lee Pen, Penchrise Pen, Skclfhill Pen, etc. ; rarely
as common noun,

' the pen *.

[i6oz CAREW Cornwall 55 Most of them begin with Tre,
Pol, or Pen, which signifie a Towne, a Top, and a head:
whence grew the common by-word By Tre, Pol, and Pen,
You shall know the Cornishmen. 1628 COKE On Litt. 5 b,
Pen signifieth a hill.] 1715 PENNECUIK Descr. Tiuecddale
Wks. (1815) 49 Lee Pen is a high and pointed hill of a
pyramidical shape. ..Cairn Hill., is a stupendous mountain
like Lee Pen. 1775 ARMSTRONG Comp. to Map of Peebles

Ham.), Hills are variously named . . as Law, Pen, Kipp,
Coom, Dod, Craig, Fell, etc. 1805 SCOTT Last Minstr. i.

xv, From Craik-cross to Skelf-hill pun. 1890 Gloucester
Gloss. (E. D. S.) s. v., I live just under the Pen to which
Pen lane leads.

Pen, v. 1 Forms : I *pennian ; 3-7 penne,
(7 penn), 6- pen. Pa. t. penned, (pend) ; also

7 pend. Pa. pple. penned (pend); also 6-7 pend,
(6 arch, ypend). See also PEXD .-, PENT///. a.

[ME. pcnnen, repr. OE. *pennian (evidenced only
in onpennad unpenned, opened), app. f. penn, PEN
sb.l Connexion with LG. pcnnen, pannen to bolt

(a door) and penn pin, peg, is not clear, as these

words seem to be related to OE.// PIN, peg.]

fl. trans. To fasten, make fast (?as with a bolt
or the like; to bolt). Obs. (See PIN v.)
c izoo Trin. Coll. Horn. 181 Hie tune3 to hire fif gaten,

and penneS wel faste. 1377 LANGL. P. PI, B. xx. 206 Con-

science^.
. made pees porter to pynne \MS. B penne] \>e sates.

2. To enclose so as to prevent from escaping; to

shut in, shut up, confine. Often with up\ also in.

(See also PENT ///, a.}
cizoo Trin. Coll. Horn. 43 5if ure ani is J>us forswoljen,

and bus penned, clupe we to ure louerd. [a 1225 Ancr. R.
94 pet heo beocS her so bipenned.] 1393 LANGU P. PL C.
vu. 219 Ich putte hem in pressours and pynned \MS. M
pennede] hem ^erynne. 1579 SPENSER Sheph. Cal. Oct. 72
bonne-bright honour pend in shamefull coupe \gloss Pent,
shut vp in slouth, as in a coope or cage]. 1593 SHAKS. Lucr.
681 For with the nigh tlie linnen. .He pens her piteous clamors
in her head. 1602 znd Pt. Return fr. Parnass. in. ii.

(Arb.) 40 Weede pen the prating parats in a cage. 1650
BULWER Anthropomet. 185 It is a custom, .to Pen them up
in too streight Swath ing-bands. 1687 B. RANDOLPH Archi-

pelago 34 The Venetian armada.. have a custom never to
be in any haven or port where they may be penn'd in. 1692
DRYDEN St. Euremonfs Ess. 8 This constraint of Humours
so long pen'd up. 1706 A. BOYER Ann. Q. Anne IV. 3,
I narrowly missed being penn'd up in the bay of Gibraltar.

1899 S. R. GARDINER Cromwell 95 Fairfax after a magni-
ficently rapid inarch penned them into Colchester.

3. spec. a. To confine (the water) in a river or
canal by means of a weir, dam, or the like, so as

to form a head of water
; to dam up. Also absol.

(quot. 1791). Now rare.

1576 in W. H. Turner Select. Rec. Or/<W(i88o) 384 They
..do.. penne away the water in spmmer. 1791 R. MYLNE
Rep. Thames fy Isis 51 This weir may be taken away if

Godstow lock pens sufficiently high. 1840 Evid. Hull
Docks Com. 41 This mode of penning up the river so as to
convert it into a dock. 1859 LKWIN Invas. Brit. 90 At Wye
b a mill-dam by which the water is penned back.

b. To confine or shut up (cattle, poultry, etc.)
in a pen ; to put into or keep in a pen.
c 1610 Women Saints 60 He pend them [the wild geese]

PENAL.
all fast in a house. 1667 MILTON P. L. iv. 185 Where
Shepherds pen thir Flocks at eeve In hurdl'd Cotes. 1792
S. ROGERS fleas. Mem. l\. 245 And on the moor the shep-
herd penned his fold. 1807 CKABBE Par. Reg. in. 846 Drive
that stout pig and pen him in thy yard. 1891 Times 6 Oct.

9/6 The number of sheep penned showed an increase of 540
British and 830 foreign.

tPen, v.~ Ohs. rare. [f. PEN- sb.- i.] inlr.

To develop feathers, to become fledged.
1486 Bk.Sl.Altans I! vij b, When she [an hawk] bcgynnylh

to penne, and plumyth, and spalchith and pikith her selfe.

Pen, v.'A Forms: 5-7 penne, (6 penn), 6-

pen. Pa. t. and pple. penned (pend, ; also (fa.

///.) 6 pende, 7 pend. [f. PEN sl>.~ 4.] trans.

To write down with a pen ; to put into writing,
set down in writing, write down, write out, write ;

to put into proper written form, draw up (a docu-

ment) ;
to compose and write, to indite.

1490 Plwnpton Corr. (Camdenl 100, I have bene willi

Thomas Horton. . & pemiyt ij inquisicions of dyverse wayes.
1530 I'ALSGK. 523/2, I can devyse a thing wel, but 1 can nat

penne it. 1563 Mirr. May., Rivcrsx, The pkiyntes alrcdy by
the pende are brief enough. 1683 (title] Pantgyrkk upon
Folly, penn'd in Latin by Erasmus, rendered into English
by White Kennett. 1709 HEAKNE Collect. (O. H. S.) II.

209 They., penn'd down the words they were to speak.
1808 SCOTT Mann. vi. xv, Thanks to St. Bothan, son of mine,
Save Gawain, ne'er could pen a line. 1880 Miss I'.KADUON

Just us I am xii, I thought of penning a letter to the Times.

t b. To write of or about, to set forth or describe

;
ill writing. Obs.

e xSSS HARPSFIELD Div. Hen. VIII (Camden) 283 These
..calamities, if they should be penned and set forth a^ the
matter craveth. 1579 GOSSON Sc/i. Abuse (Aib.) 25 Philam-
inones penned the birth of Latona..in verse. 1659 PKAHSON
Creed t. (1839) 95 Moses, who first penned the original of

humanity.

Pen, variant of PEND sb.- and >.*

Penaohe, obs. form of PANACHE.
Penacute (phaki-t), a. (sb.) Heb. and Gr.

Grain. \i.\j.pSne (more correctly pxne] 'almost,

nearly', before a vowel /J- + ACCTE. In this in-

stance formed directly &({*penultimate.] Having
an acute accent on the penultimate syllable ; par-

oxytone. b. sb. A word so accented. Ilence

Penacu'te v. trans., to accent acutely on the

penultimate syllable.
1731 WESLEY Wks. (1872) XIV. So If [a word has an

acute] on the last [syllable] but one, [it is termed] a pen-
acute. 1764 W. Pzivxrr Accetttus rediviz'i\-L\ The Dorians

penacuted verbs ending 01-, ..that is, provided they were

j

third persons plural. 1874 A. B. DAVIDSON Heb. Grain, vii.

15 note, In continuous discourse small words or words

penacute are often attracted to the end of preceding ones.

Penadjaceiit, psen.- (p?nad33
-

sent),a. nonce-

vd. [f. L. pine, pen- (see prec.) + ADJACENT.]
Next to adjacent.
1888 SOLLAS in Challenger Rcf>. LXIII. 157 The cladi of

adjacent or pxnadjacent fibres are given oil at about the
same levels.

Penseid (p'~'id),ii. and a. Zool. Alsopeueid.

[ad. mod.L. Pemxidse pi., f. femeus, name of the

typical genus : see -ID".] a. sb. A member of the

family Penxida! of decapod crustaceans, allied to

shrimps, b. adj. Belonging to this family. So

adjs. and sbs t

1852 DANA Crust, n. 1594 The animal is probably the larve

of some Penseidean. 1877 \V. THOMSON Voy. Challenger
II. iii. 193 Some scarlet caridid and peneid shrimps.

Penal (pf'n&l), a.1 Forms: 5 penale, -alle,

5-7 peuall, 6-7 pcenal, -all, 6- penal, [a. F.

phial (i2-i3thc. in Hatz.-Darm.), ad.L./tVw/-Mf

prop, pan&lis of or belonging to punishment, f.

p<xna penalty, ad. Gr. iroivrj quit-money, fine.]

1. Of, pertaining to, or relating to punishment.
a. Having as its object the infliction of punish-

ment, punitive ; prescribing or enacting the punish-
ment to be inflicted for an offence or transgression.
Penal Laws :

* those laws which prohibit an act and im-

pose a penalty for the commission of it
'

(Wharton) ; esp. in

Engl. and Irish history,
'

penal laws in matters ecclesiastical
'

(quot. 1687) ; spec, the laws inflicting penalties upon Non-
conformists and Papists. Penal Code (in Ireland), a name
applied to the successive penal statutes passed in i7th and
1 8th centuries against Papists. (See Diet. Eng. Hist.

1884 s.v.)

*439 Rolls of Parlt. V. 8/2 Notwithstondyng full noble
Ordinances penales, that have ben mad therof. 1467 in

Eng. Gilds (1870)403 Alle the articles penalle,ordeyned and
affermed by the same. 1533 MORE Debell, Salem Wks,
1033/2 Neuer can al the wittes.. make anyone penal law,
such that none innocent may take harme therby. 1687

JAS. II Declar. Lib. Conscience 4 That.. the Execution of
all. .Penal Laws in Matters Ecclesiastical.. be immediately
Suspended, a 1720 Songt

Vicar of Bray, When royal

James obtained the crown. .The penal laws I hooted down
And read the Declaration. 1764 GOLDSM. Trav. 385 When
I behold . . Each wanton judge new penal statutes draw. 1782
BURKE (title) Letter to a Peer of Ireland on the Penal Laws
against Irish Catholics. 1845 STEPHEN Comm. Laws Eng.
(1874) II. 20 Penal provisions intended for the better pre-
servation of game. 1874 FKOUDE Eng. in Ircl. ix. iii. (1881)

350 The House of Commons was indignant, .and clamoured
for the reimposition of the Penal Laws. 1884 Diet. Eng.
Hist. 809/2 The Penal Code, in Ireland, was first felt under

James I. Ibid., [The Irish Parliament] set to work [1695]

upon the legislation known to infamy as the Irish yenal
code. Ibid. 810/2 The great Roman Catholic Emancipa-

80-2



PENAL.
lion Act of 1829, by which the last relics of the abominable f

Penal Code were swept away.
b. Of an act or offence : Liable to punishment ;

causing a person to incur punishment ; punishable,

esp. by law.

1472-3 Rolls of Parlt. VI. 60/1 Which eschaunge [of

foreign for English money] shuld be unto theym, by dyvers
other Statutes, to excessivlygrevous and penall. 1568 GRAF-
TON Chron. II. 745 He.. began, .to serch out the penall

offences, as well of the chiefe of his Nobilitie, as of other

Gentlemen. 1673 MARVELL Reh. Transf. II. 291 Here is a

Law, that not to kneel at the Lords Supper shall be more
Penall than Murther. 1769 KLACKSTONE Comm, IV. xv.

217 There is.. one species of battery, more atrocious and

penal than the rest. 1872 YEATS Growth Contnl. 276 A
second edict made it penal to pay more.

c. Having the nature or character of punish-

ment; constituting punishment; inflicted as, or in

the way of, punishment.
Penal servitude, a term introduced into British criminal

law in 1853, to designate imprisonment with luird labour at

any penal establishment in Great Britain or its dominions;
then substituted for transportation.
1600 J. HAMILTON Facile Traictise 276 This chaingement

suld be maid with . . a penal satisfaction for sinnes committit.

T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. vi. v. 300 Wee . . might
tie Deluge . r , r ...."., . .

also necessary. 1667 MILTON P. L. I. 48 In Adamantine

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. vi. v. 300 We<
conceave the De-luge not simply penall, but in some way

Chains and penal Fire. a. 1826 HEUKR tr. Pindar ii. 106

I n chambers dark and dread Of nether earth abide, and penal
flame. 1858 LYTTON What will he do > vll. ix, His father's

misfortune (he gave that gentle appellation to the incident

of penal transportation). 1858 LD. ST. LEONARDS Handy-
Bk. Prop. Law xxii. 171 The punishment of a guilty

person is.. penal servitude for three years.

d. That is payable orfoifeitable as a penalty.

1623 in AT. Shaks. Sac. Trans. (1885) 505 The said

Christopher Hutchinson..and the Compl' John Comber
entred into one bond or obligacion vnto the said William

Torden in the penall somme of sixty three poundes. 1671
"MILTON Samson 508 Let another hand, not thine, exact

Thy penal forfeit from thy self. 1723 POPE Odya. vm. 334
Free from shame Thy captives; I ensure the penal claim.

1882 OGILVIE s. v., Penal sum, a sum declared by bond to

be forfeited if the condition of the bond be not fulfilled.

If the bond be for payment of money, the penal sum is

generally fixed at twice the amount.

e. Used or appointed as a place of punishment.
1843 Penny Cycl. XXV. 141/1 Penal settlements are de-

signed for the punishment of criminals convicted of very

grave offences in the penal colonies. 1831 WHITTIER Chapel
ofHermits 167 Lord, what is man? . .chance-swung between

The foulness of the penal pit And Truth's clear sky. 1876
MATHEWS Coinage xxii. 229 Cayenne is . . that whole district

of French Guiana within which is the penal colony of

France.

f. Involving, connected with, orcharacterizedby,
a penally or legal punishment, g. Of, pertaining to,

or subject to the penal laws, penal servitude, etc.

1647 in lotA Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. v. 495 They
. . have ingadged themselves by their pennall boundes . . for

the payment of the foi said summes. 1691 Land, Gets. No.

2662/4 Lost. ., a last Year's Almanack, having in the Cover

some Penal Bills for Money. 1861 W. BELL Diet. Law
Scot. 626/2 An action is said to be penal when the con-

clusions of the summons are of a penal nature ; that is, when
not merely restitution and real damages, but extraordinary

damages and reparation, by way of penalty, are concluded

for. 1886 J. C. MONAHAN Rec. Ardngh fy Clonmacnoise 37

In those penal times, Dr. O'Flynn was compelled to ad-

minister the Sacrament of Confirmation under very distress-

ing circumstances. 1899 U'estm. Gaz. 31 Oct. 8/3 The

prisoners are divided into three classes, . ,'lhose of the first-

class, known as the penal class [etc.].

t 2. Painful ; severe, esp. in the way of punish-
ment. Obs. (Cf. PEN-ALLY i, PEXALITY 2,' PENALTY:.)
1490X^/4 Hen. I'll, c. 2oWhicheaccionsbe verry penall to

alle mysdoers and offenders in suche accions condempned,
and moche profitable aswell to the Kyng as to euery of his

Subgettes. ai6s6Bp. HALL Breathings Dmont Soul xlix.

(1851) 205 Either he [Elijah] knew that chariot . . was only
glorious, and not penal. 1709 STRVPE Ann. Ref. I. xxvi.

279 A law was passed for sharpening laws against Papists :

wherein some difficulty had been, because they were made

very penal.
Hence t Penal-law v. (Obs. nonce-wd.} trans.,

to execute a penal law against.
1689 HICKERINGILL Ceremony.Monger v. Wks. 1716 II.

439 No man more zealously cries up the.. Acts of Uniformity,
when he gets a Nonconformist thereby upon the Hip, and
to Penal-I-aw him.

Pe-nal, a. 2 Anat. rare, [f. PEN-IS + -AL.] Per-

taining to the penis : = PENIAL a.

1867 Jrnl. R. Agric. Soc. Ser. n. III. II. 499 The penal

portion of the urethra.

Penality (p/hae-liti). Now rare. [a. f.plnaliti

(iSthc. in Hatz.-Darm.) or ad. med.L. pcenalitas

penalty, mulct (Du Cange), f. L. pceniil-is: see

PENAL l and -ITY. Cf. It. penalita
'

penaltie, for-

feiture" (Florio).]

fl. Painfulness; pain, suffering:
= PENALTY I.

c 1495 Epitajfe, etc. in Skelton's Wks. (1843) II. 391 Your

plesures been past vnto penalyte. 1302 ATKYNSON tr. DC
Imitations II. xii. 194 In greuouse temptacions & tribula-

cions, & penalite of lyfe. 1513 BRADSHAW St. Werbitrge n.

1060 Counnyng surgeans . . '1 o cure this gentylman from

penalite.

f2. = PENALTY 2. Obs.

1531 in W. H. Turner Select. Rec. Oxford 101 Suche

penalytes as hathe . . ben . .accustomyd to be payed, a 1548
HALL Chron., Hen. VII 34 b, (They] banyshed oute of

their.landes and seigniories all Englishe.. commodities vpon

great folfeylures and penalties.

632

3. Tlie character or fact of being penal.
1650 SIR T. BROWNE /VK</. Ep. i. vi. (ed. 2) 18 Many of the

Ancients denied the Antipodes, and some unto the penality
[so ed. 1658 ; edd, 1646, 1676 penalty] of contrary affirma-

tions. 1802-12 BENTHAM Ration, Judic. Evid. (1827) II. 415

Respect . . to the general nature, to the penality or non-

penality, of the suit. Ibid. III. 253 Offences occupying a

high rank in the scale of criminality or penality.

Penalize (pz'nalsiz), v. [f.
PENAL a. 1 + -IZE.]

1. trans. To make or declare (an action) penal
or legally punishable.
1879 ESCOTT England I. 260 The law . . prohibits and

penalises the employment of all children under ten years of

age. 1890 Tablet 17 May 765 The Ecclesiastical Titles

Act .. penalising the assumption of territorial titles by
Catholic Bishops. 1892 Law Times XCII. 141/1 It was
not the intention of the Act to penalise such

' mere blunders '.

2. Sport. To subject to a penalty (see PENALTY
2 c) ;

lience generally, to subject to some com-

parative disadvantage, to handicap.
1868 Morn. Star 8 June, The best two-year-old field . . the

winner is pretty sure to spring from the penalised lot. 1888

Times 31 Aug. 7/1 The principle of
'

penalizing
'

bounty-fed
sugar has been adopted by all the Powers. 1893 Ibid.

12 June 7/2 The Duke of Portland's .Schoolbook (penalized
10 Ib.) and Lord Cadogan's Stowmarket are the best of the

public performers. 1896 Cape^ Argus 7 Nov., We have no
income tax, and in order to raise revenue . . the poor man is

penalized at almost every point of the Customs compass.
Hence Penalization, the action of penalizing.

(In quots. attrib.')
1888 Times 31 Aug. 7/2 The penalization policy is sup-

ported strongly by Germany, Russia, Italy and Spain.

1895 BEKKY in E. London Dispatch (S. Afr.) 24 Apr., In-

serting in the Agreement . . a penalization clause.

Penally (prnali), adv. [f.
as prec. + -LY 2.]

In a penal manner.

'f 1. Painfully, severely. Obs.
c 1450 tr. De Imitations in. xxx. 99 pese miseries hat

penaly greueb be soule of by seruant.

2. In the way of punishment or penalty. (In

quot. 1651, ? Under a penalty.)
1647 TRAPP Comm. Rev. xviii. 2 They have fallen culpably,

and shall fall penally. 1851 BIGGS New Disp. r 26 Though
charity towards our neighbour be pcenally commanded.

1690 SOUTH Serm. (1697) II. vii. 283 The State, and Condition

penally consequent upon these Sinners. 1827 G. S. FABER
Sacr. Calend. Prophecy (1844) I. 119 Penally given up to

this second Little Horn by reason of the Apostasyin question.

1883 Law Times Rep. LI I. 359/1 The respondent ought not

to be affected penally by the omission of the board to take

the prescribed steps.

So Pe-nalness,
' liableness to a penalty '.

1727 BAILEY, vol. II.

Penalty (pe-nalti). [Not found till after 1 500;

ultimately ad. med.L. pcenalitas, f. panalis PENAL;
cf. the doublet PENALITY. The reduction of -ity

to -ty suggests an AF. origin.]

f 1. Pain, suffering. Obs. rare.

1313 BRADSHAW St. Werburge I. 3080 To dyssolve her

wo and great penalte. 1642 H. MORE Song ofSoul n. ii. n.

xiv, It breaks and tears and puts to penalty This sory corse.

2. A punishment imposed for breach of law, rule,

or contract ;
a loss, disability, or disadvantage of

some kind, either ordained by law to be inflicted

for some offence, or agreed upon to be undergone
in case of violation of a contract ;

sometimes spec.

the payment of a sum of money imposed in such

a case, or the sum of money itself; a fine, mulct.

1312 Act 4 Hen. VIII, c. 6 2 The one moitie of every of

the said penalties to beto the Kyng. 1360 DAUS tr, Sleidane's

Comm. 103 b, A penaltie was set for sucbe as obeyed not the

decree of Spier. 1396 SHAKS. Merch. }'. iv. i. 248 The
intent and purpose of the Law Hath full relation to the

penaltie, Which heere appeareth due vpon the bond. 1664
H. MORE Myst. Inia., Apol. viii. 541 He would submit

himself to any equitable Mulcts or Penalties. 1667 MILTON
P. L. vn. 545 In the day thou eat'st, thou di'st ; Death is

the penaltie impos'd. 1738 BLACKSTONE Comm. I. Introd.

ii. 59 These prohibitory laws do not make the transgression
a moral offence, or sin : the only obligation in conscience is

to submit to the penalty, if levied. 1789 Bath Jrnl. 27

July Advt., The Act inflicts a penalty of Ten Pounds on

persons letting out News-papers to read for hire. 1865
KINGSLEY Herew. ii, The pains and penalties of exile did

not press very hardly upon him.

b. Jig. Suffering, disadvantage, or loss, resulting

directly from some course of action, esp. from an

error or fault, or incident to some position or state.

1664 H. MORE Myst. fnif. xix. 72 With them Marriage
cannot be omitted without very high penalties inflicted by
that Nemesis interwoven with the law of Nature. 1790
BURKE Fr. Rev. 135 You., in doing it have incurred the

penalties you well deserveto suffer. x837THiRLwALLC7r^
fii. VI. 273 It was the heavy price which he had to pay for

5) 356 :

should outlive its substance.

c. Sport. A disadvantage imposed upon a com-

petitor or a side (usually in the form of an advan-

tage given to the opposite side) as punishment for

a breach of rules ; also, a disadvantage imposed
on a competitor who has been a winner in some

previous contest in order to equalize the chances ;

a handicap. (See also 5.)

1883 Daily Tel. 28 Sept. (Cassell), The conditions of the

race include neither penalties nor allowances.

d. 1'lir. On, upon, tinder (t in} penalty : with

PENANCE.

the liability of incurring penalty in case of not

fulfilling the command or condition stated, t Upon
his penalty : at his peril (quot. 1653).
1560 DAUS tr. Sleidane's Comm. 23 b, Commaunding al

men to eschew his . . company, under the lyke penaltie.
1600 Child-Marriages 176 Patrick Foord is also bounden for

him as his surety, in the like penalty vnto her maiestie for

his apperaunce. 1633 Clarke Papers (Camden) III. 8 That

[he] upon his penalty forbeare to sit or act there longer.

1783 WATSON Philip III (1839) 209 To quit the Spanish
dominions, under the penalty of perpetual servitude. 1858
O. W. HOLMKS Ant. Breakf.-t. viii. 71 Many minds must

change their key now and then, on penalty of getting out

of tune or losing their voices.

t3. A condition imposed; a liability, obligation.
1601 R. JOHNSON Kingd, $ Commit 1

. (1603) 172 Hee._.
deuided his dominion amongst them,., only with this

penalty, to find alwaies in readiness a certaine number of

footmen and horsemen.

t 4. An act liable to punishment, a penal offence.

1596 Edw. Ill, H. i, It is a penalty to break your statutes.

5. attrib. (esp. in sporting phraseology, as in

penalty goal, kick : see 2 c).

1889 Daily News 28 Nov. 6/6 Each side had a penalty
kick. 1891 Ibid. 30 Nov. 4/7 Yorkshire beat Lancashire

. . by the narrow margin of a penalty goal to nothing. 1897

Ibia. 31 May 2/6 All their resources will be taxed to the

inmost to get their orders completed before 'penalty-day '.

1895 Pall Mall C. 15 Oct. 9/1 It is .. impossible that they
could have done anything with their penalty handicaps

against such a return as this.

Penance (pe'nans),.ri. Forms: 3-7penaunce,
(4 penaunse, -ans, -anz, -anx, -once,panance),

4-6 pennaunce, (-ans), 4-8 pennance, (5 pen-

awnee, -awuuse, panans, 6 panence, pen-

nenee, -ens, psenance), 3- penance, [a. OF.

peneance, -aance, -attce, pennance (I2th c. in

Godef.) : L. pxnitentia, f. psenitenl-em PENITENT:

see -ANCE. This popular OF. form was gradually

ousted from French by the ecclesiastical form

penitence, a new adaptation of the L.]

f 1. Repentance, penitence. To Jo penance [L.

agere pn-nitentiam, OV.faire penance'], to
repent.

a 1300 Cursor M. 18489 Bot loues nu vr lauerd dnght,..
and dos yur penans quils yee mai. Ibid. 26771 To crist

bou bald bi penance fast. 1:1373 Sc. Leg. Saints xviii.

(Egipciane) 549 Ihesu cryste..bus lang in me has pennans
socht. 1382 WYCLIF Matt. iii. 8 Therfore do jee worthi

fruytis of penaunce. Ibid. xxi. 29 Afterward he stirid by

penaunce {gloss or forthenkynge], wente. 1483 CAXTON
Gold. Leg. 20/1, I cam not for to calle rightfuf men but

synners to penaunce. 1333 COVERDALE Bible Prol., That

his people be not blynded in theyr understondyng, lest they
beleue pennaunce to be ought saue a very repentaunce,

-
beleue pennaunce to be ought saue a very repenta

amendment, or conuersyon vnto God. 1348-9 (Mar.)

Com. Prayer, Collect St. John Baptist's Day, To preprepareom. a, . ,

the way of thy sonne our sauiour by preaching of penaunce
[1662 repentance]. 1632 SANDERSON Serm. 518 It is but an

hypocritical! semblance of Pennance. .where is no care,

renovation of mind.

b. In the Roman and Greek Churches, reckoned

as one of the seven sacraments, and as including

contrition, confession, satisfaction, and absolution.

c 1313 SHOREHAM Poems (E. E. T. S) i. 843-6 Penaunce

hyt hys a sacrement pat men scholde fonge And mote.

Penaunce heb maneres (>re, por? sorje, schryfte, and
edbpte.

"353 A rticlcs of Religion xxv, Those fiue commonly called

Sacraments, that is to say Confirmation, Penance, Orders,

Matrimonie, and extreme Unction, are not to be compted
for Sacraments of the Gospell. 1657 Penit. Conf. iv. 49

That the Sacraments of Penance will supply all other

defects. 1884 Catholic Diet, s.v., Lastly, penance is a

sacrament of the new law instituted by Christ for the remis-

sion of sin committed after baptism.

2. The performance of some act of self-morti-

fication or undergoing of some penalty, as an

expression of penitence; any kind of religious disci-

pline, whether imposed by ecclesiastical authority,

or voluntarily undertaken, in token of repentance

and by way of satisfaction for sin; penitential

discipline or observance ; spec, in Eeel. use, such

discipline or observance officially imposed by a

priest upon a penitent after confession, as an in-

tegral part of the sacrament of penance : see I b.

To do penance, to perform such acts or undergo

such discipline. (The main current sense.)
c 1290 Beket 8 in S. Eng. Leg. 1. 106 Gilebert him bi-boujte

be Croiz for-to fo ln-to J>e holie lond his penaunce be bet to

do. <ri3jo R. BRUNNE Chron. (1810) 303 per penance was, bei

suld go in pilgrimage. 13.. Cursor M. 26617 (Colt.) O sin

bat opin es and kid Tak open penance and vn-hid. ^1375

Sc. Leg. Saints iii. (Andreas] 155 Sa suld bat aid his

penance mak In prayer, almus, and in wakk. c 1386 CHAUCER

Pars. T. f 30 Hooly chirche by luggement destreyneth

hym for to do open penaunce : as for to goon perauenture

naked in pilgrimages or bare-foot, c 1400 MAUNUEV. (Roxb.)

viii 30 pal [monks] liffez in grete abstinence and in grete

penaunce. 1470-83 MALORYA rthur xxi. vii, Grete penaunce

she toke as euer dyd synful lady in thys londe. 1483

CAXTON G. de la Tour I ij b, She was thyrtty yere and more

in a deserte makyng there her penaunce. 1536 Chron. Gr.

Friars (Camden) 92 There was v. men . .dyd opyn pennans. .

this was their pennans : furst to come owte of the vestre with

shettes apone ther backes,and echeof them a rodde in their

honddes wyth a taper lych [etc.). 1633 H. COGAN tr.

Pinto's Trav. vii. 21 He shut himself up for fourteen days,

by way of pennance, in a Pagod of an Idol. 1727-41

t nAMiitiiS }<!., Penance, in our canon-law, is an eccle-



PENANCE.
siastical punishment, chiefly adjudged to the sin of fornica-

tion. 1752 HUME Ess. $ Treat. (1777) II. 463 Not to

mention the excessive pennances of the Brachmans. 1797
London Courier^ Nov., On Sunday last the Parish Church
of St. Mary, Lambeth, was.. unusually crowded.. to see

Mr. John Oliver. .do penance in a White Sheet, for calling
Miss Stephenson, the domestic female of a neighbouring
Baker, by an improper name. 1884 Catholic Diet. s. v.,

Penance came to mean the outward acts by which sorrow
for sin is shown, and the word was supposed by St. Augustine
to come from posna.

b. Sufferings after death as a punishment for

sins ; the sufferings of purgatory, or the like. *IObs.

1362 LANGL. /'. PL A. xi. 301 Lewide iottis Percen wi}>
a pater noster J;e palais of heuene Wiboute penaunce, at here

partynge in-to hei^e blisse. c 1386 CHAUCER Softtfln. T. 16

Trentals seyde he deliueren fro penaunce Hir freendes
soules. 1656 COWLEV Pindar. Odes Notes (1669) 9 The
opinion.. that souls past still from one body to another, till

by length of time, and many penances, they had purged
away all their imperfections. 1664 JDR. TAYLOR Dissuas,

Popery i. ii. 4 According to the old penitentiary rate, you
have deserved the penance of forty thousand years. 1697
DRYDEN Eneid vi. 452 A hundred years they wander on
the shore, At length, their penance done, are wafted o'er.

3. transf. in various allusions to sense 2; in later

use often coinciding with sense 4.
c 1305 Land Cokayne 178 Whose wl com j>at lond to, Ful

grete penance he mot do. 1374 CHAUCER Attel. fy Arc.
347 But as be swane..Ageyni.st his dethe shall synge his

penavnse. c 1430 LVDG. Min. Poems (Percy Soc.) 146 Thu
must of rihte yeve hym is penaunce, With this flagelle of

equite and resoun. 1588 SHAKS. L. L. L. i. i. 115 He keepe
what I haue sworne, And bide the pennance of each three

yeares day. 1724 DE FOE Afcm. Cavalier (1840) 240 We..
made our horses do penance for that little rest they had.

1823 B'NKSS BUNSEN in Hare Life (1879) I. vii. 248 A person
used to Dutch neatness must, 1 fear, be in hourly penance
when waited upon by Italians. 1865 PARKMAN Champlaitt
" ( I 875) 215 But rest was penance to him.

fb. Poor fare, sorry cheer (as of one fasting or

doing penance) ; to take penance^
' to take pot-

luck '. Obs. rare.

[So ^.faire penitence, Sp. hacerpenitencia^ to make sorry
cheer, dine or fare poorly. Used, by way of modesty, in

inviting any one to join at a meal at which no special
preparation is supposed to have been made for him.]
c 1460 Towneley Myst. xxvii. 246 Sir, we you pray, . .This

nyght penance with ys to take, With sich chere as we can ,

make. Ibid. 289 It is bot penaunce, as we saide, That we
j

haue here. 1379 SPENSER Sheph. Cat. Feb. 89 For Youngth
is a bubble blown vp with breath, ..Whose way is wilder-

nesse, whose ynne Penaunce.

1 4. Pain, suffering, distress, sorrow, vexation.

(In quot. 1390, the outward expression of sorrow,

mourning.) Obs. (exc. as involved in 3).

_ ci33o R. BRUNNE Chron. (1810) 113 J>o f>at becasteleskept,
in _penance bei soiorned. c 1386 CHAUCER Pars. 7". P 269
Seuit poul after his penaunce in watir and in lond. 1390
GOVVER Conf. III. 291 Thei toke upon hem such penaunce,
Ther was no song, ther was no daunce. c 1450 St. Cuthbert
(Surtees) 6355 He moght noght opyn his mouth, .lie suffird

slyke penaunce. 15*5 LD. BF.RNERS^VW'W. II. xciii. [Ixxxix.]

278 Therby the penaunce of Sir Wylliam Helmon was greatly
asswaged.

1 5. Punishment. Obs.

Specifically applied by 1 7-1 8th c. legal writers topeincforte
et dure

t prob. after Britton ; but his use seems quite general= '
their punishment '.

(1292 BRITTON i. v. 2 Etsi il ne se veulentaquiter, si soint
mis a lour penaunce jekes autaunt qe il le

prient.] 13..
Seuyn Sag. (W.) 1520 Gelteles he suffred this pennaunce.
1375 BARBOUR Bruce xix. 51 Soyne eftir he wes sent Till his

penans till dumbertane, Anddeit in that tour of stane. 1489
CAXTON Faytes of A . in. xxi. 220 So were it thenne wel a i

harde thynge that they shulde bere penaunce of that that
\

they ought to be Innocent of. 1587 TURBERV. Trag. T. 127
That fire might be fet Wherein the wench to frie, To feele
the penance of her fact, f 1630 in Rushw. Hist. Coll. (1659)
I. App. 32 Upon his arraignment he stood mute, therefore I

the Roll is, that he was put, to pennance, that is, to strong
'

and hard pain. 1667 MILTON P. L, x. 550 To aggravate
Thir penance. 1769 BLACKSTONE Comm. IV. xxv. 320 He !

..shall, for his obstinacy, receive the terrible sentence of

Rename, or peineforte et aure.

6. attrib. and Comb., as penance-doing sb. and

adj., -fire, -gold, -pain, -sheet, -time.
c 1425 Orolog. Sapient, iii. in Anglia X. 349/5 Confessours
& virgyns, ^at suffred heer in penaunce-doynge. 1668 R.
WILD Poems (1870) 85 And turn this surplice to a penance-
sheet. 1808 SCOTT Mann. m. xv, Some slight mulct of

penance-gold. 1848 G. B. CHEEVER Wand. Pilgrim Hx. 310
Multitudes of penance-doing people. 1866 J. H. NEWMAN
Gerontius v. 41 The chill of death is past, and now The
penance-fire begins.

Pe-nance, v.
[f. prec. sb. : cf. to sentence.']

trans. To subject to penance ;
to impose or inflict

penance on
; to discipline, chastise.

a 1600 HOOKER Eccl. Pol. vi. iv. 6 He speaketh of them
which sought voluntarily to be penanced, and yet withdrew
themselves fromopen confession. 1602 WARNER Alb. Eng.
ix. Ii. (1612) 230 They pennance thee and take thy goods
away. i66x FELTHAM Resolves n. Hi. (1677) 263 Design'd..
as a Hair-shirt to pennance him for his

folly in offending.
17*3 Gentleman Instr. in. Hi. (ed. 5) 397, 1 might bring you
upon your Knees, and penance your Indiscretion. 1871
R. B, VAUGHAN St. TJwmas Aquinas I. 195 The little cell
in which Abelard prayed and penanced himself. 1888 H. C
LEA /fist. Inquisition II. 10 They penanced a dozen citizens

by ordering them to Palestine.

Hence Pe'nanced///. a.
; Pe'nancing vbl. sb.

i79S SOUTHEY Joan of Arc in. 422, I saw The pictured
flames writhe round a penanced soul. 1869 Life M. M.
Hallahan (1870) 229 His facetious threats of scolding, and
penancing.
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Fe'nanceless, <*. rare. [f. PKNASCE sfi. +

-LESS.] Without doing or undergoing penance.
1377 LANGL. P. PL H. x. 462 Suclie lewed iottes . . passcn

purgatcrie penaunceles at her hennes partynge, ln-to }>e

blisse of paradys.

t Pe'naucer. Obs. [a,QT?.fenetut-,penantieri

in both senses (I3thc. in Godef.), ad. med.L.

p&nitentiari-vs (Du Cange) : see PSNITENTIABT.]
1. One who imposes penance ; spec, a priest

specially appointed to hear confession and impose
penance in extraordinary cases, a penitentiary.

(See also PESITENCEB.)
13 . . Cursor Af. 26165 ^an m^i al asoil bot pape allan . .and

vnder him his penancer. Ibid. 26341 Ojjer cases . . pat biscop
ti! him-seluen sere Haldes or til his penancer. 1377 LANGL.
P. PI. 1J. XX. 317 Persoun or parissh prest, penytancere
\v.r. penauncer] or bisshop. [1865 Test. El'Ot: (Surtees} III.

314, 1397. 23
rd May. Letter .. authorising a marriage .. by

the authority of the papal penancer.]
2. One undergoing penance. rare~.
c 1490 Promp. 1'arv. 391/2 Penawnte (//. penaunscer..

P. vKn&xaaes'),aritenciatus.

t Pe'nancy. Obs. rare. [f. PENANCE, with
altered suffix, after L. -cntia : see-ANCY.] a. I'eni-

tency, repentance, b. Punishment ; suffering (after

death) ;
= PKNANCK sl>. 5.

1611 SPEKD Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. xxi. 93 Her penancy was
scene, in her sorrowes conceiued. 1682 H. MOKK Amwt.
Glanvill's Lux C\ 73 That the Penandes of Reprobates are

endless, I shall ever thus persuade myself.

Pen and ink, pen-and-ink, fhr.
A. as sb.

1. lit. The instruments of writing : see PEN sf:. 2 4
and INK sb. (Hyphened when this helps the sense.)
1463 G. ASHBY Poems i. 68 Hauyng pen and Inke euyr at

my syde. 1517 TORKINGTON Pitgr, (1884) 51 He askyd pene
and ynke, and wrotte hys sonne. 1762 OKAY Let. to J.
Brown 19 July, There is but one pen and ink in the house.

1809 BYRON Eng. Hards ff Sc. Rev, 402 Oh, Amos Cottle 1

for a moment think What meagre profits spring from pen
and ink ! 1869 Daily AVmy 14 Dec., Here, .we meet with
a man of pen-and-ink.
2. Short fot pen-and-ink draining', see B.

1890 Pall 3[all G. in Mar. 3/1 Three pen-and-inks by Sir

John Millais. 1900 westm. Gaz. 20 Oct. 3/2 Some good
drawings.. especially a pen-and-ink,

' Les Halles, Malines '.

B. as adj. (properly hyphened).
1. Using pen and ink

; occupied in writing ;

clerkly. Now rare or Obs.

1676 WYCHERLEY PI. Dealer v. i, What, and the Pen and
Ink Gentlemen taken too ! 1745 H. WAI.POU; Lett. (1846)
II. So The Uuke of Bedford, .says he is tired of being a pen
and ink man. 1819 Edin. Rev. XXXII. 112 One of these
mercantile pen and ink emperors.
2. Done, made, or executed with pen and ink :

usually of a drawing or sketch
; also, done or

described in writing. (Hyphened.)
1842 DICKENS Ainer. Notes ix. (1850) 99/1 A crooked pen-

and-ink outline of a great turtle. 1861 CKAI v. Hist. Bug. Lit.
II. 193 The last blow struck in the pen-and-ink war. 1888
BURGON Lives 12 Gd. Men I. ii. 137 His pen-and-ink drawing
from memory of that object is surprisingly accurate. 1897
Acadetny-i, Apr. 381/2 It [Cowper's correspondence] is the
best pen-and-ink conversation that we have.

C. as vb. intr. (nonce-use.) To use a pen and

ink, to write. (Hyphened.)
1801 SOUTHEY Let. to G. C. Bedford 19 Aug. in Life (1850)

II. 159, I am..pen-and-inking for supplies, not from pure
inclination.

Hence (nonce-wds.) Pen-and-inkage, Pen-and-
inkmanship, the use of pen and ink, the occupa-
tion of writing.
1804 SOUTHEY Let. to y. Ricknian 20 Jan. in Life (1850)

II. 250 If I regarded pen-and-inkmanship solely as a trade,
I might soon give in an income of double the amount.
1894 Temple Bar Mag. Mar. 339 The sunk rock of pen-and-
inkage so often the outcome of a plethora of leisure.

So t Pen and inklioru, as writing instruments,
carried by clerks, etc. ; usually atlrib. or as adj.

(with hyphens) : Using or carrying a pen and

inkhorn, engaged in writing, clerkly ; learned,

pedantic (cf. INKHORN 2 b).
1593 SHAKS. 2 Hen. VI, iv. ii. 117 Hang him [the Clerk of

Chatham] with his Pen and Inke-horne about his necke.

J599 JAS. I BatriA. Awpof (1682) 86 Booke language and
penne and inke-horne tearmes. 1601 CHETTLE & MUNDAY
Dffiunf. Earl Huntington \. iii. in Hazl. Dodsley VIII. 118
A paltry pen-and-inkhorn clerk. 1628 WITHER Brit. Re-
inemb. n. 38 Let no man thinke, lie racke my memory For
pen-and-imcehorne termes, to finifie My blunt invention. 1653
FULLER Ch. Hist. iv. i. 18 They. . projected the general
destruction of all that wore a pen-and-ink-horn about them.

Penang, var. PINANG, areca-nnt or -tree.

Penang lawyer : see LAWYER 4.

Fenannular (pfnarnitflii). a. [f. L. fane,
PENE-, nearly, almost + ANNULAR.] Nearly annular

;

of the form of an almost complete ring; circular

with a small part of the circumference wanting.
1851 n. WILSON Preh. Ann. n.vi. 313 The Dilated Penan-

nular Rings (as I would propose, .to call this class of relics).

1885 J. R. ALLEN in Mag. Art Sept. 458/1 Armlets. .of

penannular form, with expanded circular ends.

t Penant. Oh. Also -aunt(e. [ME. a. OF.
penant, earlier peiieant, -aant:L. pxnitent-etn,
PENITENT (by which penant was superseded
a 1500).] A penitent; one doing penance ; in last

quot., one suffering in purgatory.

PENCEL.
ft 1300 St. Gregory 944 in Herrig's Archiv LV1I. 6q

Penaunt he seme^ wel of si^t. 13. . Cursor iV. 26857 (Colt.)
For fals penantes men sal bam tak. c 1400 26 Polit. Poems
(K. K. T. S.) xxv. 476 Thys maketh me to drowpe and dare
That I am lyke a pore penaunte. ci\yiPilgr. LyfMan-
hodc i. xxix. (1869) 20 Vnshette Je doore, and make your
pemmntes [Fr. pcnans\ entre in.

Penant, variant of PENNANT 2, kind of stone.

fPena'rious, a. Obs. rare- , [f. 'L.penati-its
of or pertaining to victuals, f. pen-its provision.]
1656 BLOUNT Glossogr,, Penarlous, of or belonging to pro-

vision for victuals. 1658 in PHILLIPS.

t Pe'nary, a. Obs. rare. Also pcenary. [ad.
L. pcemiri-us (Quint. % f. pcena penalty, punish-
ment: see-AKY.] Pertaining to punishment, penal.
1651 HOBBF.S Govt. $ Soc.^ xiy. 7. 217 The second [part of

the Law] which is styled vindicative, or pcenary, i.s manda-
tory. 1659 G.\t DKN Tears of Ch. i. i,\. 76 Not always for

penary chastisnients, but oft for trial! of graces.

Penashe, obs. form of TANACHK.

fj Penates (p/W'i/z), sb. pi. [L. Penates pi.,

]>crh. f. penus innermost part of a temple of Vesta,

sanctuary.] In ancient Roman mythology, The
guardian deities of the household and of the state,

\vho were worshipped in the interior of every

dwelling-house ;
often coupled with Lares (see

I,AH) ; household gods. Also tmnsf. andy5^.
1513 DOUGLAS sEneis xm. x. 81 Penates, or the GoddU

domesticall. 1549 THOMAS Hist. Italie 8b. 1616 B. JONSON
J-'orest ii, They ?>aw thy fires Stiine bright on every hearth,
as the desires Of thy Penates liad been set on flame, To
entertain them. 1662 KVELVX Chalcogr. (1769) 27 The
Penates of Laban. 1775 [see I.AR i ]. 1792 \V. ROHKRTS
Looker-on No. i (1794) I. 9 My mother had a pious regard
for this relick, which was always one of her little fauitcs,
or pocket-gods. 1824 BYRON Dcf. Transf. n. i, 103 Yet
once more, ye old Penates ! Let not your quench'd hearths
be Ate's ! 1882 PKBODY Eng. Journalism xv. IOQ John
Walter broke up his household.. in Printing House Square,
set up his penates al Bearwood.

Ii Fe'nbard. [mod. Welsh penbardd, f. pen
head + bardd BARD sb^- (The older W. form was

pcnnbeirdd)
(

chief of the bards', applied to Talie-

sin in KitlJiwch and livent Mctbinogion (Rhys and

Kvans) 107.)] A head or chief bard.

1779 Ann. Reg. TI. 144 He becomes a Penbardd or Pen-

cerdd, chief of the faculty lie was candidate in. 1848 LYTTON
Harold vir. v, Still the penbard bent over his bruised harp.

Fe'n-case. [f.
PEN sb;- + CASE sb2~\ A case

or receptacle for a pen or pens. (Cf. PENNER 1
,)

1599 MINSHEU n, A penner or pencase, 7'itfi: Ca.i'O. dc
cscrivanias. a 1805 A. CAKLYLK Aittolnog, 96 He made me
a present of a pen-case of his own turning.

fb. By extension, A case or receptacle generally.
Obs. rare~l

.

1662 J. CHANDLER Van Hclinont's Oriat. no But exhala-

tions, which in the account of the Schooles, are the daily
matter of Windes, Mists, Comets, Mineralls, Rockie Stones,
saltness of the Sea, Earth-quakes, and of all Meteors, seeing

they have no pen-case or receptacle in nature ^rig, cum
pennarium in natura non habeant], nor matter sufficient for

so great daily things,.. are wondrous dreams.

FeilCe (pens), collective plural of PENNY, q. v.

for forms and simple senses. Used also in a lew

compounds, aspence-collection, -dealing ,
etc. \pence-

cncumbcred) -paying adjs. ; f pence-lack, lack of

pence, want of money; pence-table, an arith-

metical table indicating the number of shillings or

pounds equivalent to given numbers of pence.
1393 LANGL. P. PI. C. xxn. 378 Somme (?orw pans-delynge

[B. xix. 374 penyes delyngej. 1399 Rich. Redeles in.

142 For J>ey. .make}? ^e peple (Tor pens lac in pointe flbr to

wepe. 1834 Taifs Mag. I. 43/1 Entertainments got up for

the relief of pence-encumbered pockets. 1861 DICKENS Gt.

Expect, ix, [He] put me through my pence-table from
' twelve pence make one shilling

'. 1894 Westin.Gaz. n Sept.

2/1 Their painful pence-collection likened itself in my mind
to O'Connell's repeal-rent. 1899 Athenxum 21 Oct. 548/1
Two insular and pence-paying realms.

Penceful, obs. form of PENSIFI-L.

Fencel, peiisel, -il (pe-nsel). Now only
Hist, or arch. Forms: 3 (7, 9 arch.} pensile, 4
pensal, -cele, -cell, 4-6 pencel, -celle, -selle,

4-7 -sell, 5 -salle, 6 -syll ;
Sc. pin-, pynsal ;

6

(9 Hist.} pensall, 6-7 (9 arch} pencil, peusel,

-sil, 7 -cill, Sc. pinsell. fa. AF. pencel (Du
Cange), reduced from penoncel, PENNONCEL, dim.

of penon, PENNON. Intermediate forms are seen

in the OF. dial, pannccel^ panncchel, paignichel,

pengneceal) penccheal, pencheal (Godef.), also in

med.L. pennucelhiS) peniceltus, pencelhts (Du
Cange), indicating a phonetic series penoncel,

penocel, pene- orpenicet, pencd. The spelling pensil
found in some writers suggests a fancied connexion

with pensile from L. pendere, pcnsnm to hang.]
A small pennon or streamer.

ci275 LAV. 27183 pe king heom sette vp on an hulle mid

mony pensiles [c 1-205 mid feole here-markenj. 13.. K.
A Us. 2688 Armed alle in gyse of Fraunce, With fair pencel
and styf launce. ^1330 K. BRUNNK Chrou. (1810) 169 In

Philip nauie of France a pencelle ^el put oute, His annes
on a lance ouer alle J>e schip aboute. 1375 BARBOUR Bruce
xi. 193 Pensalis to the vynd vaffand. 6-1400 Land Troy
Bk. 14391 With many a lonely fair pensel Off gold, of Inde,
of fair sandel. 1513 DOUGLAS sEneis in. vi. 4 The south

wyndis blast Our piggeis and our pinsalis wavit fast, a 1548

HALL C/tron. t
Hen. VIII i b, The chariot was garnished



FENCELESS.
with banners and Pencelles of tharmes of his dominions.

a 1575 Diurn. Occitrr, (liann. CI.) 158 Ane pensall quhairin
wes contenit ane reid lyoun. 1592 WYRLEY Arntorie

t
Ld.

Chandos 33 Banners, pensils, stremers, wauing bright. 1688

K. HOLME Armoury in. xviii. (Roxb.) 122/2 Six speares or

pikes, garnished with penoncells or pencills disvelopped.
1805 SCOTT Last Minstr. xiv. xxvii, Pensils and pennons
wide were flung. 1830 Frasers Mag. I. 38 With pensiles

fluttering in the breeze. 1864 GREENSHIELDS Ann. Lesma-
hagow Bo Agreeing to serve under his pensall or banner,

f b. transf. A knight carrying a pennon. Obs.

1523 LD. BERNERS Froiss. I. ccxxxvn. 339 All the Com-

panyons, to the nombre of xiL hundred pensels, And they
were right hardy and valyant knightes. Ibid, ccclxi. 586
The names of the baners and pensels that were with the erle.

T c. A lady's token worn or carried by a knight.
c 1374 CHAUCER Troylus v. 1043 She made hym were a

pencel of here sleue. c 1400 Rowland $ O. 1073 For J>''
lufe

of his leman fay re of face A glofe to his pensalle he hase.

1470-85 MALORY Arthur x. xlvii. 488 This damoysel..sent
to hym a pensel, and prayd hym to fyghte with sire Corsabryn
for her loue.

Pencel, -ell, obs. forms of PENCIL.

Fenceless (pe'nsiles), a. [f. PENCE + -LESS.]
Destitute of pence, or of money.
1638 BRATHWAIT Barnabees Jrnl. in. Gij, Ancient Stam-

ford .. Where are pencelesse purses many, 1848 I.YTTON
Harold \v. vii, My father's son stands landless and penceless.

Pencey, variant ot'PENSv a., pensive.
Pench(e, Sc. form of PAUNCH; obs. f. PINCH.

II Penchant (panjaft). [F. penchant, sb. use

of pr. pple. of pencher to slope, incline Pr.

pengar, penjar : L. type *pendlcdre from pendcre
to hang.] A (strong or habitual) inclination

;
a

favourable bias, bent, liking.
1672 DRYDEN Marr. a la Mode v. i, I have so great a tendre

for your person, and such a penchant to do you service.

1698 VANBRUGH Prov. Wife n. ii, He has a strangepenchant
to grow fond of me. 1752 FRANKLIN Let. Wks. 1887 1 1. 259,
I own I have too strong a penchant to the building of

hypotheses. 1824 Miss MITFOKIJ Village Ser. i. (1863) 215
She had a penchant for brown, and to brown I had a re-

pugnance. 1839 LONGF. Hyperion iv. iv, The others showed
a most decided penchant for the ancient Greek music.

Penched, obs. form of PINCHED.

Penchute (pc-n,JV7t). rare- , [f. PEN sbl 3
+ CHUTE.] = PENTKOUGH.
1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mech. 1657/1 Penchute^ a trough con-

ducting the water from the race to the water-wheel.

Pencif, Penciful : see PENSIVE, PENSIFUL.

Pencil (pe-nsil), sb. Forms : 4-7 pensel, 5-6
poncel, pinselle, 6 pencille, -ile, pensyle,
pincel, pynsil, -ell, pinicill, 6-7 pensil, -ill,

-ell, pencill, -ell, 7 pensal, -ile, 7- pencil, Sc.

pincel. [ME. a. OF. pincel (i3lhc. in Littre"),

mocl.F. pinceau = Pr. pinzel^ Sp. pincel \ pop.L.

*penicellum, for cl. L. pcnicilluni paint-brush,
pencil, dim. of pcnicuhts brush, dim. 01 penis tail.]

I. 1. An artist's paint-brush of camel's hair, fitch,

sable, or other fine hair, gathered into a quill ; esp.
one of small and fine make, suitable for delicate

work. Now arch, f Formerly also applied to a

large brush, e. g. for spreading varnish, etc. over

a surface (0Af.).
c 1420 Pallad. on Hush, v. 157 Taak rubryk poured in sum

litel shelle, And therwithal the baak of euery bee A pensel
louche as they drynke at the welle, And note hem after

whiderward they fie. 1440 Prontp. J'arv. 391/2 Pencel,
for portrayynge, penicnlus. 1483 Cath. A ngL 280/2 A
Pinselle, pinsella. 1534 MORE Treat. Passion Wks. 1297/2
We shoulde with a bundel of humility, as it were with a

paynters pensell, dypped in the redde bloude of Christe,
marke oure selfe on euerye syde. 1562 TURNER Herbal n.

88 The leues [of the Pine tree] grow in tuftes together, not

vnlyke vnto..som great pinselles that paynters vse. 1591
R. FITCH in ffaklttyt's l

r
oy. (1599) II. I. 263 All the Chineans,

laponians, and Cauchin Chineans do write right downwards,
and they do write with a fine pensill made of dogs or cats

haire. 1605 PLAT Delightcsfor Ladies xxxviii, Laye. .some

gumme..with a pensill upon your past[e], 1607 TOPSELL
Four-/. Beasts (1658) 535 Plaisterers Pencils, wherewithal

they rub wals. 1672 SALMON Polygraph, in. i. 165 Pensils

are of all bignesses, from a pin to the bigness of a finger,
called by several names, as Ducks quill filched and pointed . .

Jewelling pensils and bristle Pensils. 1717 LADY M. W.
MONTAGU Let, to Abbe Conti 29 May, The walls almost
covered with little distiches of 1 urkish verse, written with

pencils. 1826 KIRBY & SP. Entomol. \. (1828) IV. 542 With
a camel's hair pencil take them out of the water. 1842
TENNYSON Gardener's Dan. 26. 1859 GULLICK TIMBS
Paint. 295 The smaller kinds of brushes are still sometimes
termed 'pencils

'

; but the use of the word '

pencil
'

instead
of ' brush

'

as distinctive of and peculiar to water-colour

painting, has become obsolete.

b. As the instrument of art in painting, put for

the painter's art, skill, or style; and transferred

to word-painting or descriptive skill. Cf. BRUSH
Sb* 2 b.

^1386 CHAUCER Knt.'s T. 1190 With soutil pencel [v. rr,

pensel, -ell] was depeynted this storie. ci6oo SHAKS, Sonn.
ci, Truth needs no colour, with his colour fix'd ; Beauty no

pencil. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny xxxv. ix. 534 He and none
before him brought the pencill into a glorious name and
espcciall credit, a 1649 DRUMM. OF HAWTH. Poems Wks.
(1711) i Of my rude pensil look not for such art. 1752 GRAY
Bentley 4 Bentley..bids the pencil answer to the lyre. 1797
GODWIN Enquirer \. \\. 41 The rich and solemn pencil of
Tacitus. 1837 W. IRVING Capt. fionnerille II. xvi. 274 The
grandeur . . of the views. ,beggar[s] both the pencil and the

pen. 1837-9 HALLAM Hist. Lit. in. vii. 31 Hts descriptions
are vivid, .j his characters are drawn with a strong pencil.
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c- fig-
1581 PETTIE tr. Gtiazzo's Civ. Conv. ill. (1586) 156!), By

the pensill of your judgement to draw foorth those parts
out of euerie of those customes. 1595 SHAKS. John in. i.

237 They were besmear 'd and ouer-staind With slaughters

pencill. 1655 tr. Com. Hist. Francion IV. 6 Apelles did

never paint a Man better than I did set forth my Master

by the pensil of my Eloquence. 1735 GRAY Progr. Poesy
in. i, This pencil take, .whose colours clear Richly paint the

vernal year. 1837 DISRAELI Venetia m. iv, Tinted by the

golden pencil of autumn.

2. An instrument for marking, drawing, or writing,
formed of some solid substance which leaves a

coloured mark upon a surface over which it is

drawn; formed of such materialsas black-lead, white

or coloured chalk, charcoal, soft slate, aniline, etc.,

and having a tapering point for its application to

the surface
; spec, a thin cylinder or strip of such

substance enclosed in a cylinder of soft wood, or

in a metal case with a tapering end; usually,

when not otherwise expressed, applied to one of

black-lead (plumbago or graphite) so prepared.

(Now the prevailing sense.)
In pencil, in pencilled writing (cf. in ink). Knight of the

pencil, one whose business is done with a pencil ; in racing

blang, a bookmaker.
i6iz IJRISSLEY Litd. Lit. v. 47 Note them with a pensil of

black lead. 1683 PF.TTUS Fleta fl/in., Jiss. Words Met. s.v.,

Black Lead., of late., is curiously formed into cases of Deal
or Cedar, and so sold as dry Pencils. 1708 Loud. Gaz. No.

4404/3 Lost... a Pocket-Book. ., with a Silver Clasp, and
Wooden Pencil, tip'd with Silver at both ends. 1799 llitll

Advertiser 23 Mar. 2/3 Velvet Writing Paper, and Metallic

Pencils. 1842 ABDY Water Cure (1843) 52 He gave me his

card, with a few words in pencil, for Priessnitz. 1880 Print.

Trades Jrnl. xxxi. 24 Conrade Gesner..in 1565, says that

people had pencils for writingconsisting of a wooden handle

with a piece of lead. 1883 Punch 7 Mar. 109/1 The Knights
of the Pencil, Sir, hold that backers, like pike, are more
ravenous in keen weather. 1890 Cent. Diet., Metallic pencil,
a pencil made of an alloy of tin, lead, and bismuth. The

paper to be written on with it is prepared with bone-ash.

b. In Scotl. and north of Kngl. spec.
= Slate-

pencil. Hence, a fine clay-slate or other laminated

shale, of which slate-pencils are made.

1878 Borings 1 . 264 (E. D. D.). 1894 Northumlld. Class..

Pencil, shale, or '

plate
'

of a somewhat compact nature, used
for coarse slate pencils.

c. A kind of crayon or pencil-like stick of

colouring matter, for tinting the eye-brows, eye-

lashes, or lips, for theatrical or cosmetic purposes

{eyebrow-pencil, lip pencil, etc.).

II. 3. A small tuft of hairs, bristles, feathers,

or the like, springing from or close to a point
on a surface. Now only in Nat. Hist.

1599 B. JONSON Cynthia's Rev. iv. i, Sir, you with the

pencil on your chin. 1776 WITHERING Brit. Plants (1796)
IV. 267 Pileus bright bay, set with dark triangular pencils
of hair. 1870 HOOKER Stud. Flora 224 Campanulaceie. ..

Anthers naked or tipped with a pencil of hairs.

4. Optics. A set of rays converging to or diverging
from a single point, or such number of them as may
fall upon any surface or be considered collectively.

1673 GREGORY in Rigaud Corr. Sci. Men (1841) II. 253
Pencils of the same angles are more truly reflected by a con-

cave than refracted by a lens. 1705 C. PURSHALL Mecli.

Macrocosm 255 'Tis possible for any . . Pencil of Rays to lie

so Refracted by a Concave Glass, that.. they shall proceed
from it in Parallel Lines. 1790 IMISON Sch. Art I. 95

Pencil, the appearance of electric light issuing from the

point of a body electrified positively. 1837 GORING
PKITCHARD Microgr. 180 The extreme or marginal rays of

the pencil will undergo greater refraction than those., nearly

coinciding with the axis of the pencil. 1879 RUTLEY Study
Rocks ix. So A convergent pencil of polarised light.

b. Optic pencil, the
rays

that pass from any
point through the crystalline lens, and are again

brought to a focus on the retina, thus forming a

double cone with the crystalline as common base.

1704 J. NORRIS Ideal World II. vii. 360 Called the optick

pencil, as being the instrument whereby the pictures or

images of things are delineated to the eye. 17*7-41 in

CHAMBERS Cycl. s. v. Optic. 1786 W. HEKSCHEL in Phil.

Trans. LXXVI. 500 That Indistinctness of Vision which
has been ascribed to the smallness of the Optic Pencil. 1819
in Pantologia.
5. Geom. The figure formed by a set of straight

lines meeting in. a point. Also extended to a set

of curves of a given order, passing through a

number of points corresponding to such order;
and to a set of planes or curved surfaces passing

through one line or curve.

1840 Penny Cycl. XVI 1 . 402^1 A pencil of lines is a number
of lines which meet in one point. 18^9 CAVI.EY Coll. Jlfa//t.

Papers II. 577 A system of points in a line is said to be
a range, and a system of lines through a point is said to be
a pencil. 1865 Ibid. V. 484 (//'//*-) On the intersections of a

pencil of four lines by a pencil of two lines. 1890 Cent. Diet.

s.v.,Ajciatpencil,, .the figure formed by a number of planes

passing through a given line, which is called the basis or

axis of the axial pencil.

6. Applied to objects resembling a pencil in

shape, a. (More fully pencildiamond.") A glazier's
diamond ;

= DIAMOND sb. 4. rare.

1837 Penny Cycl. VIII. 475/1 The pencil diamond used

by glaziers to cut glass with is a small fractured piece of

diamond.. of a trapezoidal shape, weighing about the 6oth

part of a carat, and set in a wooden handle. ..Two pencil
diamonds are now in use, the old and the new or patent pencil.

PENCIL.

b. A belemnite. rare.

1843 HUMBLE Diet. Geol. t; Min., Pencil, a name given to

the belemnite.

c. A small medicated bougie.
1890 in WEBSTER.

III. 7. attrib. and Comb.
,
aspencil-brush, -clasp,

f -daubing
' made or written with a pencil ', as

pencil-drawing, -line, -mark, -note, -sketch
; objec-

tive and obj. gen., as pencil-maker, -scrubber,

-seller, -sharpening; pencil-selling adj. ;
instru-

mental, as pencil-mark sb. and vb., pencil-written

adj. ; similative, etc., as pencil-formed, -like,

-shaped adjs.

1822-34 Good's Study Uteri, (ed. 4) I. 67 To apply it with

4/1 The whole of the 'pencil-construction should be mo_st

accurately made in the finest faint lines with a hard pencil.
1654 WHITLOCK Zoototnia 491 No such harsh Noise, as

hobling Musick, or such an offensive Sight as *Pencill-

dawbing. 1830 LINDLEY Nat. Syst. Bot. 57 Stigmata.,

papulose or "pencil-formed. 1842 DUNGLISON filed. Lex,,
"Pencil-like [or] styloid processes. 1875 HUXLEY & MARTIN
Elem. Hint. (1877) 33 The outgrowth of pencil-like bunches of

branches. 1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mech. 1658/2 The Florida cedar

is used by all of the principal *pencil-makers in the world.

1835 JANB MARCET Mary's Cram. I The "pencil-marks on
the page. 1858 W. CORY Lett. <$ Jrnls. (1897) 71 Such books

as he must buy to pencil-mark for future reference. 1897
MARY KINGSLEY W. Africa 305, I got a 'pencil note, with

my letter of introduction, .delivered. 1774 FOOTE Cozeners
l. Wks. 1799 II. 152 That "pencil-selling, mongrel Manasses !

1776 WITHERING Brit. Plants (1796) I. 310 Appendages to

the keel (generally) 2 "pencil-shaped substances, with 3

divisions, fixed towards the end of the keel. 1501 Harper's
Mag. CI 1. 798/1, 1 think he considered my "pencil -sharpening
a greater accomplishment. 1851 HAWTHORNE Ho. Sev.

Cables viii. (1852) 91 The "pencil-sketches that pass from
hand to hand, behind the original's back.

b. Special Comb. : pencil-blue, a particular
shade of blue obtained from indigo, formerly used

in calico-printing, for painting in parts of a design;

pencil cedar, a name given to several species of

juniper, the wood of which is used for the casing
of lead-pencils ; pencil-compass, a pair of com-

passes, one leg of which bears a pencil ; pencil
diamond: see sense 6 a; pencil fever: see quot.

1873 ; pencil flower, a name for the genus Stylo-

santhes of leguminous plants (
Treas. Bot. 1 866) ;

pencil-lead (see LEAD sl>. 1 3), black-lead or

graphite as used for making pencils; a slender

stick of this for fitting into a metallic pencil-case
or an ever-pointed pencil ; f pencil man, a man
of the '

pencil
'

or brush, an artist ; pencil-piece,
a piece of pencil-lead of proper length for making
a pencil ; pencil-sharpener, an instrument for

sharpening a black-lead or slate pencil by pushing
or rotating it against a cutting edge ; pencil-stone,
the mineral PYROPHYI.LITE ; pencil-tree, the

groundsel-tree (Bacc/iaris halimifolia) ; pencil-

vase, a vase in which the pencils or brushes, used

by the Chinese and Japanese for writing, stand up-

light ; pencil-wood, the wood of the pencil cedar.

1860 O'NEILL Calico Printing 337
*Pencil Blue, .receives

its name from the manner in which it was
ap_plied

to the

cloth, viz.,by meansofa fibrous matter like ari artist's pencil.. .

Pencil blue consists of indigo in the deoxidised and dissolved

state. 1825 Ccntl. Mag. XCV. i. 318 The "pencil, a juniper

cedar, is scarce here ; it grows much like the fir-tree in every
respect. 1866 Treas, Bot. 642/1 Junifcrus bennudiana,
Pencil Cedar; J. virginiana. Red Cedar. 1883 Encycl.
Brit. XIV. 197/2 The trees [of Ladak] are the pencil cedar

(Juniperus cxcelsa), the poplar and willow [etc.]. 1875
KNIGHT Diet. Mech. 1659/2

*
Pencil-compass, one having a

pencil-end at one leg ; or a compass to which an ordinary

pencil may be attached. 1873 Slang Diet.,
*
Pencil-fever, a

supposititious disease among racehorses . . sets in when,
despite the efforts of the

' marketeers ',
a horse can no longer

be kept at a short price in the lists, through his actual con-

dition being discovered, and when every layer of odds is

anxious to write his name down. 1883 15'ham Weekly Post
1 8 Aug. 8/5 Among the latest victims of 'pencil' fever is

Elzevir, who has been doing so badly of late that the horse-

watchers advise their clients to have nothing to dp with

him. 1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mech. 1658/2 The 'pencil-leads

as sold by stationers and jewelers for pencil-cases and ever-

point pencils are little cylinders made of graphite and clay

kneaded with water until it assumes the consistency of

putty. 1589 I.ODGE Scillaes Metam. etc. (Hunter. Cl.) 33
The "pencile man that with a careles hand Hath shaddowed
Venus. 1710 SHAFTESB. Charact., Adv. to Author i. 3 As
in our real portraitures, particularly those at full length,

where the poor pencil-man is put to a thousand shifts, whilst

he strives to dress us in affected habits, such as we nevet

wore. 1839 URE Diet. Arts 947 The ends of the "pencil-

pieces become dry first, and by their contraction in volume

get loose in the grooves. 1875 KNIGHT Diet. Meek. 1659/2
*
Pencil-sharpener, a device against which a lead or a slate

pencil is drawn or rotated in order to sharpen the point.

1886 CasselCs Encycl. Diet.,
* Pencil-stone. 1896 CHESTER

Diet. Names Min., Pencil-stone, a popular name for pyro-

phyllite, because slate pencils are made from it, 1884 MILLER

Plant-n., "Pencil-tree. 1890 Cent. Diet., Pencil-tree^ .so

named from the long brush of pappus borne by the fruiting

head. 1859 DICKINSON Song Sol. \. 17 (E. D. D.) T' main

timmers of our house is "pencil wood.

Hence {nonce-ivifs.) Pe'ncillous a., of the form

of a pencil ; Fe'ncilly a., like or of the nature of

a pencil or pencilling ; f Pe'ncilry, pencil-work.



PENCIL. 635 FEND.

1620 MIDDLETON & ROWLEY World Tost at Tennis 345, I

black hair, And her delicate eyebrow's soft penally line.

1857 BULLOCK Cazeaux* ftlidwif, 70 The little vessels. .sub-

divide into very delicate ramuscules, assuming a pencillous

arrangement.

Pencil (pe-nsil), v. [f. prec. sb.]
1. trans. To paint with a (

pencil
*

or brush (pis*

or arch.} ; now, usually, to colour, tint, or mark
with or as with a black-lead pencil. AlsoySg;
c 1531 in E. Law Hampton Crt. Pal. I. 364 Redd ocker

for pensellyng of the new tennys play. 1641 MILTON C/t.

Gffvt. n. PrerT, Time enough to pencill It over with all the

curious touches of art. 1854 J. S. C. ABBOTT Napoleon (1855)
I. xxxviii. 586 The sun. .pencils with beauty the violet and
the rose. 1863 SIR T. B. BURKE Viciss. Fam, Ser. HI. 290
Trial and hardship had pencilled their features with the

lines of care. 1902 ELIZ. L. BANKS Newspaper Girl 242
The editor continued blue-pencilling other pages.

b. To depict or represent with the pencil or

brush; ^transf. to depict or paint in words (pbs.)\

also (in later use), to outline, sketch, or delineate,

in pencil. Alsoy%:
1610 HOLLAND Camdcn's Brit. i. 631 Lanthony. .the situa-

tion of which Abbay Giraldus Cambrensis. .shall pensile it

out unto you for mee. 1621 T. WILLIAMSON tr. Cottlart's

Wise Vieillard 98 Horace in his art of Poetrie doth
pensill

and picture out an old man in this manner. 1631 WEEVEK
Anc. Fun, Mon. 372 These words thereupon being most

artificially pensild. 1644 [H. PAKKER] Jus Pop. 49 The
Scripture pensilsthe great Monarchies under tlie lineaments
of Lions. 1768-74 TUCKER Lt. Nat. (1834) I. 78 Some, .very
learnedly insist that the image penciled on the backside of
our eye. .is the object we behold. 1774 M. MACKENZIE
Marit. Sun'. 74 Then sketch the Curvature between C and
B, and pencil it. 1853 KANE Grinnell Exp. xv, Shaded
towers and sunlit pyramids of ice penciled their fantastic

outlines against the sky. 1873 E. SPON Workshop Receipts
Ser. i. 3/2 Drawings are first pencilled and then inked.

2. To write or jot down with a pencil.
1760-7* H. BKOOKE Fool of'Qua/. (1809) III. 25, 1 have.,

pencilled, for your use, an abstract. 1825 COLERIDGE Aids
Refl. (1848) I. 124 The first marginal note I had pencilled
on Leighton's pages. 1861 WILSON & GKIKIE Mem. E.
Forbes xii. 427 He would, .pencil down in verse the ideas as

they rose in his mind.

b. To enter (a horse's name) in a betting book.

1871
' M. LEGRAND' Cantbr. Freshm. 35

'

Well, then, I've

been told of an outsider ', mentioning an animal whose
name he had not had the pleasure of pencilling.
3. intr. To form into pencils (of light).
a 1774 GOLDSM. Surv. Exp. Pkilos. (1776) II. 293 Every

visible point., may be considered as a candle sending forth
its ray, which splits and pencils out into several other rays
before it arrives at the eye.

4. trans. To treat or *

paint' (a wound, etc.)
with something applied with a fine brush.

1822-34 Good's Study Med. (ed. 4) III. 268 Penciling the
wound with lunar caustic. 1843 R; J- GRAVES Syst. Clin.
Med. xxvi. 331 Pencilled over with Plenk's liniment. 1876
tr. //. von Ziewssen's Cycl. Med. IV. 80 The Application of
Fluids [to the Larynx] (a) Pencilling.

Pencil, variant of PENCEL.

Pencil-case (pe'nsll|k^s). A holder for the

reception of a pencil or pencil-lead (or of a similar

slender stick of prepared aniline, etc.), usually of

metal, and sometimes highly ornamented
; also,

a case of wood, leather, etc., for keeping pencils
of any kind in.

1552 HULOET, Pensyle case, graphiarium. 1712 J. JAMES
tr. Le Blond's Gardening 84 This Tracing-Staff, ..'tis the

very Pencil-Case of him that traces Things upon the Ground.
1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl. t Port-craion, a pencil-case, an
instrument serving to inclose a pencil, and occasionally also
used as a handle for holding it. It is usually four or five

inches long, and contrived so as the pencil may be slid up
and down it by means of a spring and button. 1869 WINSOR
& NEWTON List of Water Colours, etc. 58 Round Pencil
Cases. Flat leather Pencil Cases, etc. 1879 Print. Trades
Jrnl. xxix. 35 A large and massive gold pencil-case, a
masterpiece of mechanical ingenuity.

Pencilled, -iled (pe-nsikl),///.a. [f. PENCIL
sb. and v. + -ED.]

I. 1. Having or furnished with a pencil.
1593 NASHE Christ's T. (1613) 163 In a third place is

there a grosse-pencild Painter.

II. 2. Painted with a 'pencil* or fine brush;
depicted with or as with a *

pencil
1

; now, usually,
drawn or sketched '

in pencil '.

1593 SHAKS. Lucr. 1497 So Lvcrece set a worke, sad tales
doth tell To penceld pensiuenes, & colour 'd sorrow. 1604
DEKKKR King's Entertaintn. Wks. 1873 I. 318 Crownes on
their heads, and scepters with pensild scutchions in their
hands. 1784 COWPER Task i. 417 Satisfied with only
pencill'd scenes. 1807 CRABBE Par. Reg. in. 349 Her china
closet. .For woman's wonder held her pencilled ware.

3. Marked with or as with a pencil ; delicately
marked or streaked with thin concentric lines

(instead of masses) of colour or shading.
1592 K.YD Sol. fy Pers. iv. i. 79 Small pensild eye browes,

like two glorious rainbowes. 1829 LYTTON Dismvned ii, His
brows finely and lightly penciled. 1875 W. HOUGHTON SA.
Brit. Insects 89 The wings [of the insect] are often delicately
pencilled. 1890 Century Mag. 51/2 The remainder of the

plumage being penciled, or marked transversely, with narrow
black lines at right angles to the shaft of the feather.

4. Written with a pencil.
1794 MKS. RADCLIFFE Myst. Udolpho i, The pencilled lines

on the wainscot met her eye. 1875 HUXLEY in Life (1900)
I. xxx. 448 A pencilled request that I would call on him.

5. Having or formed into pencils of rays ; radiate.

1853 KANE Grinnell Exp. xxxiii. (1856) 287 Its penciled*
rays could be seen reaching nearly to the horizon.

6. Zool. and Bot. Tufted ; brushy ; penicillate.
1846 J. BAXTER Liar. Pract. Agric. (ed. 4) I. 304 The

various rich-coloured stripes., of a fine tulip, should
..terminate in fine broken points, elegantly feathered or

pencilled.

Pe'nciller, -iler. [f. PENCIL v. + -Eii 1
.]

1. One who pencils ; a draughtsman, a writer ;

spec, in Calico-printing, an artist who painted in

part of the design, before the introduction of blocks.

1780 A. YOUNG Tour Irel. II. 36 Eighteen bleachmen. .Six

pencillers. 1836 LANDOR Peric. fy Asp. Epil., No penciller of
similar compositions, 1883 Ross Busby <y its Neighbour*
hood iv. 104 A good deal of the colouring was done by the
hands of '

pencillers ', as they were called,

2. a. Racing slang. A bookmaker's clerk.

1879 Daily Neivs 24 Oct. 2/1 Ten races were set for

decision,.. business was brisk among the pencillers. 1887 St.

James
1

Gaz. 2 June, When the favourite won, the accused
and his clerk, or '

penciller ', promptly changed their clothes
and decamped.

b. A reporter, rare.

1897 Chicago Advance 22 July m/i Your penciller. .has
tarried a day to gather these scattered hints of a meeting.

Pe'iicilling, -iling, vbl. sb. [See -ING i.]

1. The action of the vb. PENCIL in various senses;

esp. fine colouring or drawing; also transf. the

fine tinting or marking of natural objects resem-

bling that executed by a pencil.
1706 Art ofPainting (1744) 389 A harsh way of penciling.

1753 HOGARTH Anal. Beauty .vii. 96 Whether they are.,
made by the penciling! of art or nature. 1831 N. P. WILLIS
Poem at Brown University 178 Beneath The spreading
trees, fine pencillings of light Stay. 1861 BKRESF. Horn
En^.Catkcdr. igt/tC. 54 Delicate pencilling replaced strong
horizontal lines. 1878 LAWRENCE tr. Cotta's Rocks 83 The
linear foldings or pencilling of frequent occurrence in gneiss.

2. concr. A drawing or sketch with a pencil ;

a jotting or note, made in pencil ; Jig. a literary
sketch or portrait.
1830 CUNNINGHAM Brit. Paint. I. 331 He used to sit and

fill ms copybook with pencilling^ of flowers. 1886 RTSKIN
Prxtcrtta I. iv. 124 Two little pencillings from Canterbury
south porch and central tower. 1886 SYMONDS Renaiss. It.

(1898) VII. viii. 24 Ariosto's bright and many-coloured
pencillings, were . . distinguished by . . firmness of drawing.
3. (See quot.)
1875 KNIGHT Diet. MecJt. 1659/1 To draw a line of white

paint along a mortar-joint in a brick wall, to render the

joint more conspicuous and contrast with the colour of the
bricks. This is termed penciling.

Pencilling, ///. a. [f. PENCIL v. + -ING 2
.]

That pencils, or uses a pencil.
1887 Daily Tel. 12 Mar. 5/2 A registration fee ..is extracted

from every member of the pencilling fraternity [= book-
makers].

Pencion, -cyon, obs. forms of PENSION.

fPe'n-clerk. Obs. [f.
PEN sb* + CLERK.]

A ' clerk
' whose scholarship extended merely lo

the use of the pen (as distinguished from clerk =
clergyman or scholar) ; a clerk, a secretary ; also

fig. In quot. 1575, a user of the pen, writer.
c 1380 WVCLIF Wks. (1880)246 pei wolen not presente a

cleric able of kunnynge. .but a kechen clerk as a pcnne
clerk. 1560 PILKINGTON Expos. Aggcus (1562) 181 If he be
but a pen-clarke. 1575 LANEHAM Let. (1871) 56 Az bad a

penclarlc az I am. 1602 R. T. 5 Godlie Semi. 175 The holy
prophets and Apostles, the penclearkes and secretaries of
the spirit of God. 1634 W. TIHWHYT tr. Balzac's Lett.

(vol. I) 239 None could therein any way compare with our
Practitioners and Pen-clarkes.

Pencraft (pe-n|kraft). rare. [f.
PEN $b? +

CKAFT sb^\ The craft or art of the pen ; the

occupation of, or skill in, writing ;
the business

of a writer, writing, penmanship, authorship.
1600 HOLLAND Livy ix. xlvi. 349 The same yeare, C.

Flavius. .sware an oth, that he would no longer be a notarie

and use pencraft. 1759 STERNE Tr. Shandy II. iv, I would
not give a groat for that man's knowledge in pen-craft. 1831
SCOTT Ct. Robt. Introd., To think that I merit not the empty
fame alone, hut also the more substantial rewards of suc-

cessful pencraft. 1894 F. S. ELLIS Reynard Fox 255 But
by good pencraft was the story Told.

Pencyfe,Pencyfull,obs.ff. PENSIVE, PENSIFUL.

fPend, sb} Sc. Obs. [Derived, in some way,
from . pendre or Spendere to hang: cf. PAND.]
L = PENDANT sb. 2.

1488 Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scot. I. 82 Item, a brasselat of

fold
with hede and pendes of gold. 1507 Ibid. III. 263

tern, for j pair of silver bukkilles with pendes gilt for t lie

Kingisschone. 1313 DOUGLAS sEtu'isxu. xiv. 132 OnTurnus
schuldir, lo ! The fey gyrdill hie set dyd appeyr, With
stuthis knaw and pendeis schynand cleyr. a 1568

' IVald
my giid Ladye that J luif 47 in Banncttyne Poems (Hunter.
Cl.) 658 Hir belt suld be of bowsumnes,.. Baith heid and

pendes with hartlines, Inemmellit weill with all.

2. A hanging ;
a valance of a bed ;

= PAND.
1578 in Hunter Biggar fy Ho. Fleming xxvi. (1862) 333

Ane pend of purpour weluot pasmentit w l sillier,

Pend, $bt Sc. Also 9 pen(n. [f. F. pendre
or L. pendere to hang.] An arch ; an arched or

vaulted roof or canopy; the vaulted ground-floor
of a *pecl' or bastel-house; an archway; an arched
or covered-in passage or entry.
1533 BELLENDEN Li^>y i. viii. (S. T. S.) 50 He ordamt twa

preistis to be caryit in ane chariot, maid in maner of ane

pend abonc bare hede [curru arcuate], 1535 STEWART

Cron. Scot. (Rolls) II. 441 On Forth thair wes ane brig of

tre, But pend or pilfer, vpone trestis hie. a 1568 Licktouns
Dreme 18 in Bannatyne Poems (Hunter. Cl.) 289, I tuke..
and kest my self rycht with ane mychtie bend Outthruch
the volt and percit nocht the pend. 1616 Aberdeen Regr.
(1848) II. 338 Twa pilleris and thrie bowis, fynelie wrocht
with chapture heidis at the beginning of the symmeris
of the pendis. 1635 PERSON Varieties \. 33 Mahomet his

Chest of Iron., doth hang miraculously unsupported of

any thing, because either the pend or some vertical! stone
of the Vault ..is of Loadstone. 01670 SPALDING Troitb.
Chas. I (Spalding Cl.) I. 313 At the wastend of the pend,
quhairon the gryte stepill stands. 1770 lii-. FORBES Jrnl.
(1886) 307 Join'd to the north wall stood the building now
called the College,, .the Pend still entire. 1893 STEVKNSON
Catriona i, We took shelter under a pend at the head of a
close or alley. 1893 CROCKETT Stitkit Minister 199 A low
'pend

'

or vaulted passage.
b. The vault of heaven.

1663 Sin G. MACKENZIE Religious Stoic \. (1685) 2 The
stately fabrick of Heavens arched I'end. 1819 W. TEXNANT
Papistry Storm d (1827) 43 Throu 1

Aurora's gildet gate,..
And up the pend, at furious rate.

c. An arched conduit
;

' a covered sewer, small

conduit ; also, the entrance to, or the grating over,
a conduit or sewer' (Jamieson 1880).
1824 MACTAGGART Gallovid. EncycL, Pcnn, a sewer. 1834

MRS. MAXWELL Let. 5 Apr. in Life J. C. Maxwell ii. 27
The water gets from the pond through the wall and a pend
or small bridge.

d. attrib. Fend-close, an arched passage.
1535 Aberdeen Regr. XV. (Jam.), Fyw scoir of pendstnnis

& vj scoir xv. laidis of wall stanis. 1880 JAMIESON, Pen-
mouth, the entrance of a pend or covered gateway.

t Pend, sb Obs. rare. [app. f. PEND z/.=* 3.]

Leaning, inclination, tendency, impetus.
1674 N. FAIRFAX Bulk v Selv. 65 Hut we are at no such

pend, as we should be fain to fly to either the one or the

other. Ibid. 119 A pend or earnest strift fronuvards, which
we call springsomness.

Pend, sb Obs. or dial. [Variant of PEN sbJ- :

cf. PEND v. 2] -fl. PENJ/>. I I. Cbs.

1542 UDALL Erasm. Afoph. 120 b, Tbe facion or lykcnesse
..of a pende, wherein to kepe other beastes.

2. dial. Pressure; pinch, straits.

1823 E. MOOR Suffolk U'ords 272 'There's the pent!':
the point of pressure. 1879 in Ari.li. VIII. 172 (E.D.I),)
He helps me in a pend.

fPend, sb.s Sc. obs. variant of PEN sb

t Fend, v. l Obs. Also 4 pent. Pa. t. pended ;

also 5 pent. [Aphetic f. afendt APPEND z/.
1

, OF.
apendrel\ intr. To belong, pertain to.

c i3zo Sir Tristr. 1090 A word j?at pended to pride Trislrem

\>o spac he. Ibid. 1383 Alle bing. .pat pende to marchandis.

13.. . E. Allit. P. B. 1270 [Thai] pyled Alle )>e appare-
ment bat pented to be kyrke. tattoo Mortt,' Art/t. 1612

Opayneand operulle that pendes there-too. c 1460 Towncley
Myst. xxii. 100 Herode..coud fynd with nokyns gyu
Nothyng herapon that pent to any syn.

Pend, v* Obs. exc. dial. [An extended form
of PEN z;.

1
: cf. PEND sb. and PENT ///..] To

pen or shut in
;
to confine, to limit. Often pendup.

c 1400 Plowman's T. 650 Wei worse they woll him tere,
And in prison woll hem [1561 him] pend. ^ 1450 Castle
Perseu. 1247 My prowd pouer scbal I not pende, tyl I be

Eutte
in peynys pyt. 1542 UUALL Erasm. Ap^pk. 120 Suche

owarde creatures as many women are ought rather tu bee

pended up in a caj^e of iron. Ibid. 297 b
s Antipater [was]

..chaced into Lamia. .& there pended up. 1571 GOLDING
Calvin on Ps. xxi. 12 God wil pend them up in some corner.

b. dial. (See quot.) Cf. PEND sb. 2.

(21825 FORBY Voc. E. Anglia, Pend, v. i. To press or

pinch. Commonly said of apparel which docs not fit.

Pend, z'. 3 [app. a. Y.pend-re: late \*.pend-ere
im pendere to hang. But in some cases aphetic f.

apendt
APPEND v.'2

,
or short for depend.]

T" 1. trans. To hang ; to append. Obs.

1500-20 DUNBAR Poems xliii. 40 Thair seilis ar to pendit.
1660 BONDE Scitt. Rfg. 112 The Cynical Puritan would
hang him., the Independent would pende him if he did not

solely depend on him as on God almighty.
2. intr. To hang; to depend, a.y?^. (now dial.)
1556 J. HEYWOOD Spider fy J<\ xxxix. 19 So that woorship-

fulnes : and honestnes, Do pende ech on other. 1642 H.
MOKE Song Soul in. i. xv, But if we grant,, .that the souls

energie Tends not on this base corse. 1839 BAILEY festns
xx. (1848) 256 Principles and doctrines pending not Upon
the action of the poem here. 1859 HUGHK.S Scour. White
JIors\\\\

t
Tend upon it, a good-bred girl like Lu wouldn't

stand it.

b. literal, (literary affectation.)
1802 MKS. RADCLIFFE Gaston de Blondeville Posth. Wks.

1826 II. 149 To that great tower, still called of Caesar,
which was the

keep;
on it pended the prison-turret of the

merchant. 1857 B'NESS TAUTPHOEUS Quits I. vii. 100 A
bunch of ponderous seals pending over his portly paunch.
3. To hang over, impend, incline, lean. Obs. exc.

dial. Cf. PEND sb2
1674 N. FAIRFAX Bulk fy Selv. 121 It asks some time to

heave or pend in, before it actually starts, a 1825 FORBY
l/oc. E. Anglia,Pendi z'.-.To incline or lean, 'The wall

pends this way.

Fend, z\4 Sc. Also 7 pen. [prob. f. PEND
sb (though evidenced somewhat earlier).] trans.

To arch, arch over, vault. Hence Pe-nded///. a. t

arched ; Pe'nding vhl. sb., an arching.
1491 Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scot. I. 181 Item, to the

massonis of the Palis.. for the pendin of thre voutis. M97
Ibid. I. 342 Item,..giffin to Wat Merlioune, for his task of

Dunbar, that is the pending of the hall, bigging of Hannis
toure [etc.]. 1499-1500 Durham Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 656
Pro le pendyng ad stagnum molendini. a 1684 LAW Mem.



PENDACE.

(1818) 216 Major Learmont..was taken. .in a vault which
he diged under ground, and penned for his hiding. 1883
HOGG Tales (1866) 200 Ane could hae gaen oure it like a

pendit brigg. 1823 W. TENNANT Cdl. Beaton iv. iii. 113
A gousty lump o' black pended stanewark.

Pend, obs. pa.t. and pple. of PEN v.

t Fendace. Se. Obs. Also 6 -ase, -ass. [A
deriv. of Y.pend-re or L. pend-ere to hang: cf.

OF, pendace hanging pap.]
= PENDANT 2.

1502 Ace. Ld. High Trea. Scot. II. 348 In pairt of pay-
ment for hedis and pendases for harnessingls, . .xxviij s. 1511
Ibid. IV. 196 For the haill harnesing ungilt [of the king's
mule] in bukkilljs, pendasis, junctuns, naillis and utheris

necessaris thairto,. ,iij//. xij^. 1539 Aberdeen 7ir.gr. (1844)
I. 159 Quhar thou tynt the pendace of thi belt in the hie

pubhct gett.

Pendale, obs. form of PENDLE $b

Fendall, in Her.: see SPINDLE-CROSS.

Pendant, -ent (pe-ndant, -ent), sb. Forms :

4-6 pendaunte, (4-5 -aunt, 5 -awnt), 4-5 pen-
dande, (4 -aunde, 5-6 -and, 6 -on), 5 pennaunt,
7 -ant, 5- pendant, -ent. \^.^. pendant (\^\\\ c,.

in Littre'), sb. use of pr. pple. ofpendrc to hang.]
I* = F. pendant pente, slope.

+ 1. Slope, declivity, inclination (of a hill, etc.).

Obs. (So in OF.) Cf. HANGING, HANG sb.

1387 TREYISA, Higden (Rolls) I. 109 J?e water, bat falleb
dounward and sou}>ward wib be pendaunt toward lerusalem,

takej> no defoul. 1430 Pilgr. Lyf^Manhode it. xcviii.

(1869) in Up on be pendaunt of an hitlous valey, foul and
deep and derk. 1578 LVTE Dodoetis I. Ixxxiii. 123 Lowe
moyst wooddes, standing in the pendant or hanging of
Miles. ci6oo NORDEN Spec. Brit., Cortew. (1728) 98 The
towne seateth nere the nauigable Tamar, on the bendinge
or pendent of a hill. 1641 HEVLIN 77^ to Hist. (1671) 358.

II. Something that hangs or is suspended.
2. A loose hanging part of anything, usually of

an ornamental character, as a knob, bead, tassel,

etc. ; now, chiefly, an ornament of some precious
metal or stone, attached to a bracelet, necklace,
etc. ; rarely, an ornamental fringe.
13.. Gaw. <$ Gr. Knt. 168 f>e pendauntes of his payttrure.

1377 LANGL. P. PL B. xv. 7 As persones in pellure with

pendauntes of syluer. c 1400 Melayne 994 He tuke b*

pendande in his hande. 14. . Nom. in Wr.-Wdicker 735/10
(Nomina Vesthnentorum} HocPendulum, a pendand. 1555
EDEN Decades 79 Hanginges made of gossampine silke..

hauing golden belles and suche other spanglesand pendauntes
as the Italians caule Sonaglios. 1604 E. G[RIMSTONE]
D^Acosta's Hist. Indies v. xxix. 419 A litter well furnished
with curtlns and pendants of diverse fashions. 1621 BURTON
Anat. Mel. in. li. HI. iii. (1651) 473 Why do they.. deck
themselves with pendants, bracelets, ear-rings, chains [etc.] ?

1695 J. EDWARDS Perfect. Script. 242 Rebekah was pre-
sented . . with this forehead-pendant asapledg. i876PLANCH
Cycl. Costume, Pendants, . . the ornaments appended to

necklaces. 1877 J. D. CHAMBERS Div. IVorship 52 Stoles
and Maniples, all with pendants of gold and gems.

fb. spec. The end of a knight's belt or lady's

girdle which remained hanging down after passing

through the buckle, and was usually fashioned as

an ornament. Obs.

13.. Gaw. fy Gr. Knt. 2038 Hot wered not J>is ilk wyje for

wele bis gordel, For pryde of ^e pendauntez, ba$ polyst J>ay
were. 1420 E. E. Witts (rtfa) 45 A gurdill of blake sylke..,
with a gode bokyll & a pendaunt, & in be same pendaunt
an ymage of seynt Christofre. 1463 in Bury Wills (Camden)
16 To John Hert my gyrdyll with a bokyll and pendaunth
of siluir, Grace me gouerne wretyn ther in. a 1548 HALL
Chron., Hen, VIII 239 The buckles and pendentes were all

of fyne golde. 1577 DEE Relat. Spir. n. (1659) 24 She hath
a girdle of beaten gold slackly buckled unto her with a

pendant of gold down to the ground.
c. spec. The pendant part of an ear-ring, an ear-

drop. (Common in i;thc.)
1555 EDEN Decades 161 The men and the women haue

pendauntes of gold and precious stones hanginge at their

eares. 1564 A. JENKINSON in Hakluyt's Voy. (1598) I. 346
His earerings had pendants of golde, a handfull long. 1589
NASHE Returne ofPasquill Wks. (Grosart) I. 138 By Gods
helpe, I will hang such a payre of pendents at both your
eares. a 1657 LOVELACE Poems (1864) 232 Hang a poetick
pendant in ner ear. 1688 Lond. Gaz. No. 2340/2 His
Eldest Daughter not delivering her Pendants quickly they
cut off her Ears with them. 1738 GLOVKR Leonidas HI. 284
Their ears grac'd with pendants. 18*4 W. IKVING T. Trav.
I. 56 A plump Flanders lass, with long gold pendants in her
ears. 1882-3 SCHAFF Encycl. Relig. Knowl. I. 501 So-called

ear-pendants, .were also attached to the ear-rings,

d. Transferred applications.
c 1586 M. ROVDON Elegie Astrophel i, The garnisht tree

no pendant stird. 1631 BKATHWAIT Eng. Gentlew. (1641)

295 The poynt or pendent of her feather wags out of a due
posture. 1746-7 HERVEV fifedit.tyfy) I. 128 Not a Blade
of Grass, not a single Leaf, but wears the watery Pendants.

1841-4 EMERSON Ess. Ser. u. iii. (1876) 78 Man, ordinarily
a pendant to events, only half attached.

j-3. A natural hanging part. Obs.

t a. //.
= TESTES. Obs. (So in OF.)

<-i325 Metr. Hot. 55 He schar al awai ful rathe His
members and his penndanz bathe. 1634 SIR T. HERBERT
Trav. 15 They gird themselues with a piece of raw leather,
and fasten a square peece like the backe of a Gloue, to it,

which almost hangs so low as their pendants. 1638 FORD
Fancies i. ii, Twit me with the decrements of my pendants ?

Though I am made a gelding [etc.],

t b. Bot. An anther. Obs.

1664 POWER Exp. Philos. i. 51 The chives which grow out
of red Pinks, and which are tipped with red Pendents, be-

smeared over with a small Mealy Powder. 1727-41 CHAMBERS
Cycl., Pendants, among florists, a kind of seeds, growing on

stamina, or chives. 1790 BAILEY, Pendants (in Botany} are

636

|
the male Part of a Flower called Apices, placed on the Top

[

of those Threads which are termed by Botanists Stamina*
4. Applied to mechanical constructions.

t a. A plumb-line. Obs. rare.
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 392/1 Pendawnt, of wrytys crafte, or

masunry, jte<#c/a. 1330 PALSGR. 253/1 Pendant for car-

penters, niueau.

t b. A pendulum. Obs.

1644 DiGBvTVrt^. Bodies \x. 74 Galileo.. sayth that to make
the same pendant goe twice as fast as it did, .. you must
[etc.]. 1653 GAUDEN Hierasp. 253 Like weighty Pendants
once violently swayed beyond the perpendicular line and
poyse, they are a long time before they recover the point of
fixation and consistency.

C. A hanging chandelier or gaselier.
1858 SIMMONDS Diet. Trade, Pendant, a hanging burner

for gas. 15^03 Daily Chron. 20 Jan. 8/1 An escape of gas
from a sliding pendant in the room.

*f d. A pendent escutcheon, a hanging shield.

1629 DEKKER Londons Tempe Wks. 1873 IV. 125 On the
four angles, or corners over the termes, are placed four

pendants with armes in them. Ibid, 127 At the four angles
of it, four pendants play with the wind. 1727 BAILEY vol. II,
Pendants (with Heralds), pendant escutcheons.

5. Arch. a. In the Decorated and Perpendicular
styles : A knop or other terminal (often richly

carved) together with the stem suspending it,

hanging from a vault or from the framing of an

open timber roof. b. In Carpentry, A similar

object, usually less ornate, on the lower end of the

newel at the angle of a staircase when this projects
below the string. C. A carved (chiefly in bas-

relief) or pictorial representation of fruit, flowers,

etc., in a hanging position, as an ornamental or

decorative feature.

1322 Ely Sacrist Roll in Willis Archit. Nomencl. (1844) 45
In cariagio et excisione petr' empt'. apud Swaffham quffi
vocatur pendaunt. 1427-8 Ibid,, Un arche d'alabastre ..

avec pendants et knottes. 1587 FLEMIXG Contn. Holinshed
III. 1315/2 In the top of this house was wrought .. upon
Canuas, works of iuie and hollie with pendents made of
wicker rods. 1620 in Swayne Sarum Churchw. Ace. (1896)
171 Turninge of Banisters and pendantes

(
8s, 1662 GERBIER

Princ. 6 Pendants, Garlands,.. and an infinite number of

Ornaments, which are put on the Frize. 1838 PARKER Gloss.
Arckit. (ed. 2), Pendant, Pendent, a sculptured ornament
hanging from a Gothic roof, either of stone or wood ; chiefly
used in the latest, or Perpendicular style. 1842-76 GWILT
Archit. Gloss. s.v., The pendent was also used very fre-

quently to timber-framed roofs, as in that of Crosby Hall,
which has a series of pendents along the centre of it. 1859
PARKER Dotn. Archit. III. iii. 59 Pendants are more com-

monly used in the roofs of halls than in those of churches.
1868 Chambers' Encyl. IX. 76/2 Staircases .. had usually
massive oak balusters . , and were ornamented with carved

panels, pendants, &c.

6. Arch. In open timber roofs : a. A wooden

post placed against the wall, usually resting on a

corbel, its upper end secured to the hammer-beam
or to the lower end of the principal rafter ; also

called pendant-post, b. A spandrel formed by the

side-post, the curved brace, and the tie-beam or

the hammer-beam, c. In stone-work : A shaft

worked on the masonry of the wall, supporting the

ribs of a vault or an arch or the pendant-post of

an open timber roof, and resting on a corbel or

terminating in a decorated boss.

[1359: see pendant-Post in 14.] 1452 in Willis & Clark

Cambridge (1886) I. 282 Principal Bemys with braces and
pendaunttes. ..Item, atte euery end of the pendaunt shalbe
a angell. 1579 Ibid. 310 Pendons to the principals, eche of

vj foote longe. 1596 SI-ENSER F. Q. iv. x. 6 It was a bridge
you ill in goodly wize With curious Corbes and pendants
graven faire. 1706 PHILLIPS, Pendent,^. Supporter of Stone
in Building. 1875 PARKER Gloss. Archit. (ed. 4), Pendant
This name was also formerly used for the spandrels very
frequently found in Gothic roofs under the ends of the tie-

beams, which are sustained at the bottom by corbels or other

supports projecting from the walls. In this position it is

usually called a Pendant-post. 1879 SIR G. SCOTT Lcct.
Archit. II. 226 These columns being converted into pen.
dants, the structural arches supply the support demanded.

7. Naut. (Riggingpendant?) A short rope hang-

ing from the head of a (main or fore) mast, yard-

arm, or clew of a sail, and having at its lower end
a block or a thimble spliced to an eye for receiving
the hooks of the fore and main tackles. Also a

similar device used in other parts of a ship. Also
called PENNANT.
Often with qualification, defining position or purpose, as

brace-, fish-) reef-tackle-, stay-tackle-, yard-tackle-, rudder-

pendant.
1485 Naval Ace. Hen. ^77(1896) 36 Double pendaunts..

viij, Single pendaunts .. viij. Ibid. 37 Pendaunts with
double poleis [= pullies]..ij. Ibid,, Brasse pendaunts for

the mayne yerdes .. ij. 1495 Ibid. 255-6. 1497 Ibid. 327
Pendantes for Bower takles. 1627 CAPT. SMITH Seaman's
Grant, v. 20 A Pendant is a short rope made fast at one end
to the head of the Mast or the Yards arme, hauing at the

I other end a blocke with a shiuer to reeue some running rope
in. 1713 Lond. Gaz. No. 6129/3 Eleven Inch Cable laid

Pendant. 1776 FALCONER Diet. Marine, Pendent,pantoire,
is also a short piece of rope, fixed under the shrouds, upon
the head of the main-mast and fore-mast, from which it

depends as low as the oat-harpings, having an eye in the

lower end which is armed with an iron thimble.. .There are
. .many other pendents, .which are generally single or double

ropes, to whose lower extremities is attached a block, or

tackle. 1825 CHOYCE Log Jack Tar (1891) 4 We.. secured
it [the rudder] to the stern post by means of pendants and
tackles. 1862 Catal. Internat. Exhib. II. xu. 5 The

PENDANT.
pendants.. are unwound evenly as the boat descends into
the water.

b. Irish pendant (jocular), any rope yarn, reef-

point, gasket, etc., hanging loose.

1840 R. H. DANA fief. Masi xxii. (1854) 124 There was no
rust, no_dirt,

no rigging hanging slack, no fag ends of ropes
and '

Irish pendants' aloft.

1 8. Used by confusion for PENNON. Obs.

1552 HULOET, Banners, pendauntes, or Standers, splayed
in battayle, signa infesta. 1632 SHERWOOD, A Penon (or

Pendant) in a ship, or on the top of a horsemans staffe. 1644
EVELYN Diary 20 Oct., Over wnich hang divers banners and
pendants, with other trophies taken by them from the Turkes.

b. A pennon-shaped wind-vane. [mod.F.^<?(?K,]
1860 Merc. Marine Mag. VII. 25 A .. roof . . surmounted

by an iron weather pendant.
9. Naut. A tapering flag, very long in the fly

and short in the hoist ; spec, that flown at the
mast-head of a vessel in commission, unless dis-

tinguished by a flag or broad pendant (see b).
The flying of the pendant at half-mast denotes the death of

the captain, its absence that the vessel is out of commission.
[In this sense presumably a corruption of PENNON (q.v.);

perhaps by assimilation to sense 7 above; but pendant
has been in official use from the earliest date to which the
name has as yet been traced, though the accepted pronuncia-
tion 'vs pennant, which has also been the most common non-
official spelling since c 1690.]

1483 Nav. Ace. Hen. VII (1896) 40 Gittons of Say:
Standardes of Say ;. .Stremers of Say ; Pendauntes of Say
for the Crane lyne. 1495 Ibid. 260 Baners of say. .Gyttornes
of say.. Pendantes of say with Rede Crosses and Roses.
Ibid. 273. 1588 Survey of the 'Ark Royal

1
in Defeat of

Armada II. 246 Streamers xiiii; Pendants xvi ; .. Flaggs
of St. George iii. 1599 MINSHEU Sp. Diet., Gallardetes,
streamers or pendents m ships. 1688 R. HOLME Artnoury
in. xv. (Roxb.) 48/2 Pendant or Streamers, are those colours,
which are hung out on the

yard Armes, or from the head of
the masts,, to beautifie the ship. r-jizLond. Gaz. No. 5051/3
The Contractors for furnishing Her Majesty's Navy with
Colours {as Ensigns, Jacks, Pendants and Fanes). 1712 E.
COOKE Voy. S. Sea 4, 1 will hoist a Pendant at my Mizen-
Peak. 1797 NELSON in Nicolas Di$p. (1845) II. 346, 1 hoisted

my Pendant on the Irresistible. 1825 H. B. GASCOIGNE
Nav. Fame 59 Our warlike Pendant, master of the seas.

1854 Tait's Mag. XXI. 268 With vigorous stroke of oar and
pendant flying fair.

fig. 1687 Advise to Testholders ix. in Third Coll. Poems
(1689) 21/2 Herbert, whose fall a greater blow did feel, From
topmast pendant to the lower Keel. 171 1 SHAFTESB. Charact.,
Moralists H. iv, Consider where we are

;
and in what a uni-

verse !..when instead of seeing to the highest pendants, we
see only some lower deck, and are. .confin'd even to the hold
and meanest station of the vessel.

b. Broad pendant', a short swallow-tailed pen-
dant flown as the distinctive mark of a com-
modore's ship in a squadron.
1716 Lond. Gaz. No. 5483/3 The Swedish Fleet with two

Flags and seven broad Pendants. 1743 BULKELEY& CUMMINS
Voy. S. Seas 2 The Commodore hoisted his broad Pendant,
and was saluted by every Ship in the Squadron. 1813
WELLINGTON in Gurw. Desp. XI. 244, I beg leave to con-

gratulate you upon your hoisting a broad pendant. 1882

Navy List July 451 Table Money is. .payable only while

Flag or Broad Pendant is flying within the limits of Station.

C. A ship-of-war with pendant flying.
1802 G. ROSE Diaries (1860) 1 . 480 There were . . 101 sail of

pendants.

\ 10. Her* = LAMBEAU. Obs. rare.

1634 PEACHAM Gent!. Exerc. HI. 151 It [a label] is a kind
of fillet,, .it is the difference of the elder brother, the father

being alive, it is drawne of two, three, four, or five pendants,
not commonly above. 1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl., Pendant. .

a term applied to the parts hanging down from the label

III. 11. That by which something is hung or

suspended: in quot. 1580, a ring or the like for a

bunch of keys; now spec, that part of a watch by
which it is suspended, consisting of the pendant-
shank or stem and the pendant-ring or bow.
1580 HOLLYBAND Treas. Fr, Tong, Pendant de clefs, a

pendant or thing that hangeth. 1611 COTGR., Pendant,
a pendant ; a hanger; any thing that hangeth, or whereat

another thing hangs. 1678 Lond. Gaz. No. 1363/4 Lost.,

n gold Chain Watch,. . the Christal and Pendant Ring broken

off". 1721 Ibid. No. 6002/3 Lost.., a Gold repeating Watch,
Name, .engraved on the inner Case under the Pendant.

18*4 in Spirit Pub. ^rtils. (1825) 50 John Sheen made such
a desperate tug at his watch, that the pendant broke. 1884
F. I. BRITTEN IVatch $ Clock. 24 In the rack with

pendant up for twelve hours it [a watch] is found to have
lost 8s...With pendant down for twelve hours it is found to

have lost 2 s.

b. Anything suspended or hung up: in quot.

a votive offering, rare.

1621 BURTON Anat. Mel. n. L m. L (1651) 225 TEsculapius . .

his temple was daily full of patients, and as many severall

tables, inscriptions, pendants, donaries, c... as at this day
at our Lady of Loretta's.

12. A thing, esp. a picture, forming a parallel,

match, or companion to another ; a match, com-

panion-piece. Also said of a person. Often pro-
nounced as French (pahdan).

[' II se dit de deux objets d'art h peu pres pareils, et destines

afigurer ensemble en se correspondant
'

(Littre).]

1788 W. EDEN in G. Rose's Diaries (1860) L 78 It [a mere
red ribbon] certainly would be considered as a pendant or

companion to the Duke of Dorset's blue ribbon. 1809
WELLINGTON in Gurw. Desp. IV. 565, I think the chace out

of Portugal is &pendant for the retreat to Corunna. 1848
MRS. JAMESON Sacr. $ Leg. Art (1850) 287 When St.

Catharine is grouped with other saints, her usual pendant
is St. Barbara. 1876 GEO. KI.IOT Dan. Der. Ixii, The figure

of Mirah.. made a strange pendant to this shabby, foreign-

looking, eager, and gesticulating man.



PENDANT.

b. An additional statement, consideration, etc.

which completes or complements another; a com-

plement, counterpart.
1841 Miss SEDCWICK Lett. Abr. I. 93 Mr. B. told a pendant

to this pretty story. 1862 MERI\ ALE Roin. Emp. Ixii. (1865)
VII. 4or The narrative of the historian forms a fitting

pendant to that of the satirist. 1884 Standard 4 Mar. 5/2
The article called

' Rich Men's Dwellings
' was avowedly

a pendant to the paper . . of Lord Salisbury on ' Labourers
and Artisans' Dwellings '.

f!3. //. Pending or unsettled matters; 'unpaid
claims' (Jam.). Obs.

1492 Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scot. I. 206 Sowme of thir

pendentis .vcxy //. vj s. viij d. Of the quhilkis the comptare
sais he has obligacionis and in his bukis.

IV. 14. attrib. and Comb., as pendant-ring,
-shank (see sense ii) ; pendant-like, -shaped adjs. ;

pendant-wise adv. ; f pendant-bearer, pennon-
bearer, ensign ; pendant-bow, the ring or ' bow '

of a watch-stem (Bow sb.^- 1 1) ; pendant-fittings,

hanging fittings for electric light ; pendant-post
Arch. = sense 6 a

; pendant-tackle : see quot. ;

pendant-winding a., said of a keyless watch
which is wound by rotating the pendant-shank or

stem ; called also stem-winding.
1552 HULOET, *Pendant bearer, signifer, 1901 WATER-

HOUSE Conduit Wiring 30 Using ^pendant-fittings in place
of ceiling roses, a 1711 KEN Hymns Kvang. Poet. Wks.
1721 I. 183 In Stars. .by the Seraphs in Mosaick wrought,
Jesus of Nazareth, King of the Jews, Wav'd "pendent-like.
1359 Ely Sacrist Roll in Parker Gloss. Archit. (1850) 346
In xii lapidibus pro *pendaunt postes portandis. . . In viii

magnis arboribns quercinis pro postes pendaunts. 1850
PARKER Gloss. Archit., Pendentfast, in a mediaeval principal
roof truss, is a short post placed against the wall, the lower
end rests upon a corbel or capital, the upper end is fixed to
the tie-beam. 1875 [see sense 6]. 1843 t'cnny Cycl. XXVII.
108/1 The "pendant-shank or push-piece. 1895 IVestm.
Gaz. 29 July 8/1 Four large *pendant-shaped pearls set in
diamond cups. 1884 KNIGHT Diet. Afech. Suppl. 666/1
*Pendant Tackle, .. a tackle rigged from the masthead
pendant. 1875 Ibid. 1660/1

*
Pendant-winding Watch.

1545 RAYNOLD Byrth Mankynde 14 How be it the myddle
parte..onely heldith *pendand wise or lokith downwarde.
Hence Pe ndanted a., having or furnished with

pendants ; Pe-ndanting sb., pendants collectively,
or as a kind of work.
1664 EVELYN Ace. Archit. in Frcarts Archit. etc. 131

The Masonry at the front of these [Arches] being cut by a
peculiar slope of the Stone is call'd Pennanted, till it come
to joyn with the mcnsnla. 1815 J . S.Mn H Panorama. Sc. fy

Art I. 163 A regular and valuable series, from the plain
Norman round arched roof, to the elaborate pendanted roof
of Henry the VII's chapel. 1851 RUSKIN Stones Vcn. I.

xxix. 4, I would rather, .have a plain ridged Gothic vault,
with all its rough stones visible. .than all the fanning and
pendanting and foliation that ever bewildered Tudor wight.

Pendant, a. (//.), the earlier but now less

usual spelling of PENDENT a.

A. = PENDENT a,, q. v.

f B. quasi-/;r/>.
= PENDING prep. [

= F. pen-
dant.] Obs. rare.

1642 tr. Perkins' Prof. Bk. ix. I 598. 259 Issue in taile

hringeth a Formedon against thediscontinuee, and pendant
the suit sheweth the deed ofentail[ = '

the suit being pendant'].

Pendase, -ass, variants of PENDACE Obs.

|| Pendaul, variant of PANDAL.
1815 Sporting Mag. XLVI. 20 A magnificent pendaul . .to

accommodate 10,000 people.

Pendaunde,-aunt(e,-awnt, obs. ff. PENDANT.
Pendecagon (pende'kagffa). rare. [Short for

*penledecagon, f. Or. irfvrf five + St/ta ten + -ysuvos

-angled.] A plane figure having fifteen angles
and fifteen sides :

= QUINDECAGON.
. '695 ALINGHAM Geam. Efil. 95 It is also necessary to
inscribe a pentagone in a Circle, as also a pendecagone.
Pendecule, -ekle, obs. forms of PENDICLE.
Pendele, obs. form of PENDLE sb?
II Pendeloque. [F. pendeloque (pand^lo-k),

also pendeloche, f. pendeler to dangle.] A pendant,
of jewellery or the like, used as an ornament.
[1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Pcndiloclus (Fr.) jags, danglings,

or things that hang danglingly; with Jewellers they are the
lowest part of Jewels, which hang in that manner.) 1864
CARLYLE Fredk. Gt. xvi. vii. (1872) VI. 214 Seven pieces of
jewelry, pendeloques, &c., with price affixed.

tPe-ndence. Obs. rare- 1
. [Ct.OY.pendance

slope, inclination (Godef.), It. pendenza 'a downe-
hanging' (Florio): see PENDENT and -ENCE.]
Slant, inclination ; pitch (as of a roof).
1624 WOTTON Archit. in Rtliq. (1651) 269 The Italians are

very precise in giving the Cover a graceful! pendence of
sloapnesse.

Pendency (pe-ndensi). Also 7 -anoie. [f.
PENDENT : see -ENCY.]
1. The state or condition of being pending or

continuing undecided, or awaiting settlement.
1637 J. WILLIAMS Holy Taile 43 They would not serve his

turn even in that pendancie. 1726 AYLIFFE Parergon 79Nor can the Appellant alledge Pendency of Suit before the
Judge a Quo. 1848 AKNOULD Mar. Insur. i. iii. (1866) I.
102 At any time during the pendency of the risk.

2. Pendent position ; droopingness, droop, rare.
1770 T. WIIATELY Mod, Gardening 142 Two or three

groupes of large trees, feathering down to the bottom, and
by the pendency of their branches favouring the declivity.
1831 S. WARREN Diary Physic, vii, Her head covered with
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a velvet cap, over which drooped in snowy pendency, an
ostrich feather.

Pendent, -ant (pe*ndent, -ant), a. (prep.}

[orig. penda'^nt, a, F. pendant', see PENDANT sb.

About 1600, this began to be written pendent, after

'L.pendens, ~enteM, and this has now become the

more frequent spelling, though pendant is often

used, esp. in senses associated with those of the sb.]
1. Hanging ; suspended from or as from the

point of attachment, with the point or end hanging
downwards

; dependent. Of a tree : having down-

hanging branches. Formerly often following its

sb., esp. in Heraldic use.

^Letters pendants ($Q OF.): letters having seals attached.
c 1412 Hocci.Kvt: De Reg. Princ. 423 Gownes of scarlet, . .

with pendant sleues downe On ^ grounde. 1481 CAXTON
Godcjfroy cxiii. 171 He sente lettres pendantes oueral his

londes. 1486 Bk. St. Alhans Kj, The pendaunte federis.

1593 NASHE Four Lett. Confut. Wks. (Grosarn II. 220 A
jolly long red peake. .whereat a man might hang a Jewell,
it was so sharpe and pendant. 1598 SHAKS. Merry IT. iv.

vi. 42 Loose en-roab'd, With Ribonds-pendant, flaring 'bout
her head. 1602 Hani, iv. vii. 173 There on the pendant
boughes, her Coronet weeds Clambring to hang. 1625 in

Rymer Foedera (1726) XVIII. 237 One emrauld Pendent,
one blewe Saphire, and three Pearls Pendent. 1727-41
CHAMHKRS Cycl, s. v. Jlaroineter^ Pendant Barojneter is

a machine rather pretty, and curious, than useful. 1807
WORDS\V. U'h. Doe iv. 91 The pendent woodbine. 1858
LVTTON What will he do i. v, The boat gently brushed
aside their pendant boughs.

b. Pendent with, hanging with, hung with.

1853 KANF Grinnell Exp. viii. (1856) 60 Their tunnel-like
roofs were often pendant with icicles.

2. Overhanging; jutting or leaning over; also,

descending in a steep slope ; slanting ; placed or

hanging on a steep slope.
(71400 Land Troy Bk. 9244 With swerdes gode that were

trenchaunt Fau5t thei to-gedur by that hil pendaunt. 1515
BARCLAY Egloges iv. (1570) C vj b/i A mountayne . . With
pendant cliffes of stones liarde as (lent. 1587 FLKMING Contn.
Holinshed III. 1008/2 The whole countrie..is pendent
towards the south and west parts. 1613-39 1- JONKS in

Leoni tr. Palladia's Atchit. (1742) II. 51 The top. .is

pendent, to throw the Rain-water off. 1644 KVKLYS Diary
22 Oct., Another pendant towre like that at P^a, 1708 J.
PHILIPS Cyder \. 109 On ..that cloud-piercing hil IPlinlimmon,
from afar the traveller kens Astoni.srTd, how the goats their

shrubby browze Gnaw pendant, 1847 EMERSON Poems(i5-])
40 By the pendent mountain's shade.

b. Jig. Overhanging ; impending, rare.

1805 EUGENIA DI ACTON A'urts of Desert I. 28 The clouds
blackened, the tempest was pendant. 1877 TENNYSON
Harold n. ii, Having . . lied like a lad That dreads the

pendent scourge.

3. Hanging or floating unsupported in the air or

in space ; supported above the ground on arches,
columns, etc. Now rare or Obs.
ci6oo Timon iv. iii. (Shaks. Soc.) 67, I hearde from

Pseudocheus. .that the moone was an ilande pendante in
the air. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny xxxvi. xii. II. 578 The
pendant gallery and walking place at Gnidos. 1603 SHAKS.
Meas.for J/. m. j. 126 To be imprison'd in the viewles^e
windes And blowne with restlesse violence round about The
pendant world. 4:1790 IMISON Sch. Art i. 247 An inverted

image of the object will.. seem to hang pendant in the air.

1813 EUSTACE Tour Italy (1815) II. 15 Strabo .. represents
it as a pendent garden raised on lofty arches of white stone,
planted with evergreen shrubs.

4. Hanging in the balance, remaining undecided
or unsettled, pending.
1633 G. HERBERT Temple, Lent

y,
Those same pendant

profit*, which the spring And Easter intimate. 1829 SOUTHEY
in Q. Rev. XLI. 412 Our then pendant disputes in America.
1832 Hist. Penins. War III. 204 To wait the effect of a
treaty then pendent with_ Spain. 1880 MUIKHHAO Ulpian
ii. 2 So long as the condition is pendent he remains a slave
of the heir's.

5. Gram. Of which the grammatical construction
is left incomplete.
1849 W. FITZGKRALD tr. Whitakers Dispuf. 150 Though

there be in the holy scriptures some pendent sentences, and
inversions. 1859 tr. BengePs Gnomon I. 526 The con-
struction of the language is pendent. 1884 FARRAR Cantb.
Grk. Test., Luke xxi. 6 Tavra a eewpeiTf. It is what is

called the *

pendent nominative '.

II Pende-nte li-te. Law. [L. pendente, ablative
of pendens hanging, pendent, lite, abl. of lis law-

suit; lit. 'with the lawsuit pending'.] While
a suit is pending ; during litigation: a Latin phrase ;

of the Roman Law, often used in English context,
i

^1736 \V. P. WILLIAMS Rep. II. 580 The ordinary should
;

have power to grant administration during absence, as well :

as . .pendente lite. 1833 Penny Cycl. I. 340/1 The court will, ;

generally speaking, allot alimony to the wife pendente lite, :

or during the continuance of the litigation. 1872 IVhartoris i

Law Lex. (ed. 5! 719/1 Admin Sstration/V/fc&wte lite is some-
j

times granted when an action is commenced in the Probate
Court touching the validity of a will.

Pendentive (pende'ntiv), sb. (a.} [ad. F.
'

pendentif, -ive (1567 in Hatz.-Darm.), f. L. pen-
dent-em hanging : see -IVE.]
1. Arch. Each of the spherical triangles (or tri-

angular segments) formed by the intersection of a

hemispherical dome (or in extended use, a conical
,

surface) by two pairs of opposite arches springing ;

from the four supporting columns
; orig. (as in the

Byzantine and derived architectures) supporting an
I

independent dome, cupola, or the like. Also
j

PENDING.
f (as in Gothic architecture) extended to each of
1 the similar segments constituting that part of a

groined vault resting on a single impost.
1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl. s. v., The pendentives are usually

of brick, or soft stone. 1823 P. NICHOLSON Pract. Build. 148
Pendentives are eitherspherical, .spheroidal, or conical. 1840
Penny Cycl. XVII. 40^/2. 1842-76 GWII.T Archit. 2091
To cover the ceiling of a square room with conical penden-
tives. 1849 FREEMAN Archit. 168 Four columns, .served to

support the cupola. . .Ileing- raised on a square ground plan,
the angles were connected by pendentives, whose ingenious
and varied combinations are especially remarkable.
9 2. Incorrect uses : = PENDANT 5, 6.

1845 FORD Handl'k. Spain I. in. 374 The honeycomb
Stalactical pendentives. .are all constructed on mathematical
principles; they are composed of numerous prisms, united

by their contiguous lateral surfaces. 1861 Miss K. A.
liKAiTORT Egypt. Sepulchre* I. ii. 16 The high flat wr.llsatc
unrelieved by.. any architectural ornament, save one in-
variable line of cornice along the (op of the wall, formei 1

< f

simple pendentives of three brick> in the up; LT HAV. U\D
bricks in the second, and one brick beluw these. 1893 11. (',.

KEKNK Hist. India I. ii. i. 60 It is now in five --toieys,
the two lower divided from the lot by balconies, supported
on rich pendentives going all round the circumference.

B. adj. Of or belonging to pendentives ; of lhr
form of or having pendentives.
1790 W. WKIGHIK Grotesque Archit. 3 The dome was . .

ornamented with pendentive .shell and frosted work. 1825
J. NICHOLSON Opcrat. Mechanic 578 }\-ndcntii.-c cradling,
is a cove bracketing, .springing from the rLCtan^iilar walls
of an apartment upwards to the ceiling, so as to form UIL-

horizontal part of the ceiling into a complete circle or

ellipsis. 1840 Penny Cycl. XVII. 402/2 The dome of the
hall or principal office of the London ami \\Vstni it. -t-.-r !',;>:,!;

is a pendentive one. 1879 SCOTT Lcct. Archit. xvi. II. 2p.

PC'ndently, adv. rare. Also -antly. [!.

PENDENT a. + -LY-.] In a pendent manner; in

quot. 1662, in dependence.
1662 GURNALL Chr. in Ann, verse 19. iii. 4 (1669) 491/2

If any in the World need walk pendantly upon (Joel, more
than others, the Minister is he. 1847 WKBSIKK, Pcndently^
in a pendent manner.

Pendice, obs. var./r//^, PENTHOUSE.
Fendicle (pe-ndik'l). Chiefly Sc. Also 6

-ikle, -ikill, -ekle, -ecule. [f. L. type *pen~
dicnl-um, i. pendcre to hang + -cithun^ suffix form-

ing names of instruments, also often diminutive.
Cf, L. pcndicitl-us (in med.L. pendiditm} a cord
or rope to hang with.]
1. A hanging ornament, a pendant. Now rare.

1488 Ace. Ld. S/r'g/i Treas. Scot. I. 85 Item, a ruf and
pemliclis of the same. 1560 in Registr. Cart, Ecclcsie
S. I'.gidii dlaiin. Cl.) p. xlvii, Satict Gelis < oitt,and the litill

pendekle of reid veluett that hang at tiis feit. 1641 R.
J'.AILLIE Lett.

15- Jrnls. (1775) I. 251 All casts him out of
their thoughts, as a pendicle at the Lieutenant's ear. 1878
H. M. STANLEY Dark Cont. 59 The natives dress their hair
in long ringlets, ..adorned with pendicles uf copper.
2. Something dependent on or pertaining to

something else, as a subordinate part or adjunct ;

an appurtenance, appendage, dependency.
1533 BELLENDES Lhy i. ii. (S. T. S.) 16 Fra ^e begynnyng

of lavyne to ^e begynnyng of Alba J>e colony and pendikillis
Jjareof war xxx 5eris. 1577-95 ^t-'scr. Isles Scot/, in Skene
Celtic ScotL III. App. 428 The remanent. .lies were reknit
but as pertinents and pendicles of the said four lies. 1609
Sc. Acts Jos. VI 11816) IV. 448 The keiping of the saidis

signettis shall be. .a particular pendicle of the said office of
secretarie. 1792 Statist. Ace. Scot. III. 330 The Parsonage
of Stobo. .having four churches belonging to it, which were
called the Pendicles of Stobo. 1883 STEVENSON Sihcrado Sq.
107 A pendicle of Silverado mine.

b. spec. A small piece of ground, a cottage, etc.

forming a dependent part of an estate
;

in later

use esp. such a part separately sublet.

1546 Reg. Pri-y Council Scot. I. 43 The said castell,..

parkis, medowis, pairtis and pendeculis thairof and thair

pertinentis. a 1649 in Drwtnn. of HaivtH. 's Wks. (1711)
157 That none of them trouble or molest Mr. William
Drummond of Hawthornden his said lands, with houses,
higgings, yard 1

;, parts, pendicles, and pertinents thereof.

1791 NEWTE Tour Kng. $ Scot. 129 These feudal vassals
let smaller lots, .to the husbandmen ; and these again sub-let

pendicles to the great body of the labouring people. 1814
SCOTT IVav. xlii. 1881 in Edin. Rev. July 279 To roll into
one conveniently-sized farm, several of the small, often

scattered, parts, pendicles, and pertinents.

Pendicler (pe-ndiklaj). Sc. [f. prec. + -ER l.]
The holder of a pendicle ; an inferior tenant.

1791 NEWTE Tour^Eng. $ Scot. 130 Neither the grant of
the extensive domain to the immediate tenant of the Crown,
..nor that of the husbandman to the pendicler and cotter,
was. .absolute and perpetual. 1794 Statist. Ace. Scot. XI.
357 The parish also abounded with pendiclers, or inferior
tenants. 1893 J- SKINNKH^W/^/C^-. Metaphysician xxxviii.
202 The antipathy of the large farmers to the pendicler class.

Pendicula-tion, obs. form of PANDICULATIO.V.
1611 COTGR., Pendiculation, a pendiculation ; or,astretch-

tng in th
1

approach of an Ague.

f Pendrlatory, a. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. Y. pen-

diller (i3thc. in Hatz.-Darm.), corresp. to a L.

type *pendiltdre, dim. or freq. oipcndere to hang :

the Eng. formation is Urquhart's, after the frequent
ending -atory \ see -ORY ^.] Pendulous.-

1653 URQUHART Rabelais i. xlii, In his dangling and pen-
dilatory swagging [F. en petulillant}.

Fending (pe-ndin),///. a. xn&prep. [Formed
after F. pcnd-ant, L. pend-ens hanging, in sus-

pense, suspended, not decided, with Eng. ppl.

ending -ING 2
. Cf. PEND z>.3] A. ///. a.
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PENDLE.

1. Remaining undecided, awaiting decision or

settlement. Orig. of a lawsuit; cf. ~L.pendente lite.

1797 NELSON in Nicolas Disp. (1845) II. 371, I have to

thank you for your account of Prizes pending in the

Admiralty Court, 1818 JAS. MILL />>//. India I. I. i. 13 A
treaty was then jpending with Spain. 1838 PKESCOTT Ferrf.

ff Is. (1846) I. iii- 185 To abide the issue of the pending
negotiations. 1859 LANG M'and. India 381 While this little,

but interesting, debate was pending between the prosecutor
and the prisoners.

2. Hanging, overhanging, rare.

1756 AMORY Bttncle (1770) I. 221 The pending rocks in

view inclosed a space of four acres.

b. Impending, imminent, rare.
1806 Glencore Twer I. 181 A dreadful blow pending over

thee. 1833 MRS. BROWSING Prom. Bound ^-2 Innocent of
all These pending ills.

B. prep, or quasi-/;v/. The pres. pple., in Fr.

pendant, \*3\g. pending, was used in a construction

corresp. to the L. ablative absolute; thus L. pen-
dente lite, F. pendant le proccs (

= le proces etant

pendanf^ pendant or pending the suit (while the

suit is pending) : see PENDANT a. B. When the

pple, stood before the sb., having the same function

as a prep., it came gradually to be viewed as such,
=

During, throughout the continuance of, in the

process of. Cf. DURING, NOTWITHSTANDING.
1642 J. M. Argt. cone. Militi.i 18 The King may dissolve

a Parliament when he pleaseth, but, pending Parliament

unndjourned, the King can not retarde their proceedings.
1726 AYUFFF, I'arcrgon (J.). A person, pending suit with
the diocesan, shall be defended in the possession. 1818
CRVISE Digest (ed. 2) V. 194 The daughter, .brought a
formedon for the recovery of the estate tail; pending which
all the proclamations were made. 1855 MOTI.EV Dutch
Rep. \. iii. (1866) 106 Pending the peace negotiations, Philip
had been called upon to mourn for his wife and father.

b. While awaiting, until the occurrence of, until.

1838 DICKENS NLh. Nick, xxi, Pending his return, Kate
and her mother were shown into a dining-room. 1884
Times [weekly ed.) 5 Sept. 15/1 Pending further emigration
or clearances. 1894 C. N. ROBINSON Brit. Fleet 149 Pend-

ing the completion of the new building.

Pendis, -ise, -ize, obs. var.yV;;//.^, PENTHOUSE.

Pendle 1
fpe'ncVl). Obs. or dial. Also

J

1

pen-
dill, -all, -el, 9 -il. [From L. pendere or F.

pendre to hang: for sense I cf. Tt.pendiUe 'a thing
that hangs danglingly* (Cotgr.), and mocl.F, pen-
dcloqite hanging ornament; cf. also PENDULE.]

f* 1. A hanging ornament, a pendant. Obs.

1663 GERBIER Counsel 69 Heads and Pendills four inches

Diameter, at four pence a head, six inches Diameter, six

ence a head. 1667 PRIMATT City <$ C. Build. 66 Posts,

ails, Bannisters, Pendalls, and Halls for conveniency and
ornament, ? 1x1670 in \V. Hunter l>igar fy Ho. Fleming
xxyii. (1862) 342 The lady gaed up the Parliament Stairs,
\Vi' pendles in her lug sae bonnie. 1710 RL-DDIMAN Douglas
sEncis Gloss, s. v. Pcndcs^ Pendants, .we call them pendles.

f2. A screen hanging from the front of an altar;

an altarcloth. Obs.

1501 Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scot. II. 65 For x!j elne iij

quartern wellus to be offreis and crucis to the redestand and
to the pendale and antependale of the altnir. 1512 Ibid.

IV. 358 For ane chessable with orphis ane albe amyt, altar

towellis, ane pendele to the altar,, .v It. viij s. ix</.

t 3. An overhanging part, natural or artificial :

cf. JETTY sb. 2. Obs.

1581 STVWARD Mart. Discipl, \\. 125 Some large riuer,

or some deepe dale, hauing high pendles ouer it, either cast

there by Art, or fortified by nature. 2663 IZeston Kec. (1881)
VII. 17 Ordered that noe Jettie nor pendill y l shall be
erected but shall be full 8 foot in height from the ground.
4. A pendulum. Obs. or dial.

1742 MS. Church Ace. Glaston in Rutland C/O.M. (E.D.S.)
s. v., Allowed fox [the carpenter] for cutting way for the

penclle. 1828 Cra-ccn Gloss, (ed. 2), Pendil, the pendulum
of a clock.

Pe'ndle-. local. Also pendal. [Derivation

obscure.] A local term for various kinds or beds

of stone as occurring in quarries. Also pendle-
roek, -stone.

a 1808 in Batchelor Agric. Bedford iv. 8 Under which is a
small stone, short, thick, and hard, called the pendle rock.

1839 MuRCHisoN5//r. Syst. i.ii. 18 * Pendle'. Brownish hard
calc grit, jointed and fissured. 1847-78 HALUWELL, Pendle'
rockt the top stratum in the stone-quarry at Islip, co. Oxon,
is called the pendle-rock. 1854 Miss BAKER Kerthump.
Glossary, s. v., Pendle^ a name given by quarry-men to
the upper course in a stone-pit, whether of the upper or
lower Oolite or Fuller's earth. 1900 Stone Trade Jrnl.

Aug. (E. D. D.), The upper eight or ten feet of loose stuff

[are] cleared away, thus 'ridding' the ground for the
'

pendal ',
as the slates are called. . .The frost swells the bed

of natural moisture in the '

pendal ', and In a thaw the layers
may be separated by a few blows with a hammer.

Fendragon 1
(pen|drae-gan). [Welsh = chief

leader in war, dux belloritm^ f. pen head + dragon
dragon, the dragon symbol or standard, a leader
in war, f. L. draco, draconem dragon, the standard
of a cohort. Cf. the appellation Insularis Draco,
with which Gildas addressed Maglocunus or Mael-

gwn.] A title given to an ancient British or Welsh

prince holding or claiming supreme power; chief

leader or ruler.

In English, chiefly known as the title of Uther Pendragon,
in the merit Arthur.
1470-85 MALORY Arthur \. \, Hit befel in the dayes of

Vther pendragon when he was kynge of all Englond. 1591
SHAKS. i Hen. I'/, in. ii. 95 Once I read, That stout Pen-

pe
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' dragon, in his Litter sick Came to the field, and vanquished
; his foes. 1834 Penny Cycl. II. 415/2 After he [Arthur]
became Pendragon. 1859 TENNVSON Lancelot fy Elaine 423

,
'1 he dread Pendragon, Britain's King of kings.
Hence Pendra'gonish a.

,
characteristic of a

I'endragon, tyrannical; Pendra-gonsMp, the rank
or position of Pendragon.
1650 B. Discolliminiitm 34 It is past my skill how to get

money, .till these Pen-dragonish Assessments be over. 1834
Penny Cycl. II. 415/2 Ambrosius, his [Arthur's] predecessor
in the Pendragonship. 1859 TENNYSON Guinwerc 395 Till

yet once more ere set of sun they saw The Dragon of the

, great Pendragonship.
fPen-dragon 2

. Obs.
[f.

PEN* s/>* + DRAGON'.]
A winged dragon.
1601 HOLLAND Pliny xit. xix. I. 372 Certaine marishes,

guarded and kept with a kind of cruell Bats. .and with
certain flying Pen-dragons \aligerisqnt serpentilms\.

tPe'ndugum. Obs. rare~ Y
. Meaning un-

known. (Some have conjectured = PENGUIN.)
a 1529 SKELTON Sp. Parrot 210 For Parot is no churlish

i chowgh, nor no flekyd pye, Parrot is no pendugum, that
men call a earlyng.

Peildulant (pe-ndilant), a. Also 7- -ent.

[f. I., type *pendulant-enii pr. pple. i*penditlare:
see PENDULATE. Cf. \\..pendolante

(

downe-hanging
i
or dangling* (Klorio).] Pendulous, pendent.
1650 BULWER Anthroponict. xxi. 232 [He] brought his..

legs. .to be very big. .the humours descending upon their

;
pendulent instability. 1804-5 Miniature (1806) I. 59 To
snatch the pendulant chemise From gossamery lints. 1868
DII.KE Greater Brit. I. i. x. 120 Its leaf is thin and spare. .;

and its buds pink and pendulent.

Pendular (pe-ndiIii), a. ff. PENDUL-UM +
-Ail 1

.] Of or pertaining to a pendulum; resembling
that of a pendulum, as a simple vibration.

1878 MAYER Sound 152 A simple sound is only given by a

pendular vibration. 1881 BROADHOUSB Mus. Acoustics 157
The form of vibration known as '

pendular '.

Pendulate (pe-ndi/H^t), v. [f. L. type *pen-
dula-re ~ It. pendolare 'to hang sloping, to dangle

intr. a. To dangle, swny to and fro, swing like

a pendulum, oscillate, undulate, b. Jig. To fluc-

tuate or oscillate between two opposite conditions;
to be in suspense or undecided.

1698 Christ Exalted cv. 85 He bad a good steddy pair of
Ballances that did not pendulate an Hairs breadth. 1828
H'cstt. Rev. Apr. 442 As his [an auctioneer's] hammer
pendulates. 1837 CARLYLE Diain, Ncckl. xvi. Ess. 1872 V.

193 The ill-starred Scoundrel pendulates between Heaven
and Earth. 1847 GILFILLAN in Tait's Mag. XIV. 69 Some
pendulate perpetually between the grave and the gay. 1865
Spectator 14 Jan. 49 Here we have a surrounding envelope
of photogenic matter, which pendulates with mighty energies,
and. .produces heat and light in far distant worlds.

Pe'ndule. Now rare. Also 7 pendul. [In
sense i, app. ad. L. pendnl-us PENDULOUS; cf. It.

pendulo 'downe-hanging or dangling* (Florio); in

senses 2, 3, a. F. pendnle (1664 penditlle}^
1. Something pendulous or suspended, f & ?

1578 BANISTER Hist. Man VH, 90 A round, long, and litle

thicke pendule, called. .Vuula.

b. A hanging ornament, a pendant; an ear-

pendant, rare. (Cf. obs. Y.penditle.}
1683 in A. Shields Faithful Contending (1780) 108 Yea,

one pendule of his crown should not be yielded. 1853 KAXE
Grinncll E*p. xxviii. (1856) 230 [Hel rejoiced in a couple
of barbaric pendules, doubtless of bad gold, but good con-

ducting power.

f2. A pendulum. [F. pendule masc.] Obs.

166$-6 Phil. Trans. 1. 114 Theuse of Pendules for knowing
by their means the State of one's Health from the different

beatings of the Pulse, a 1683 EVF.LYN Hist. Retig. (1850) I.

12 Moved by a spring, pendule, or poise, which first gives
motion to the first wheel. 1798 FRERE & CANNING Lwes of
Triangles 13 in Anti-Jacobin No. 23 Let playful Pendules

quick vibration feel.

3. A time-piece having a pendulun:; a clock,

usually small and ornamental. Now only as Fr.

pendule (pahd/H) fem. fb. Short for pendulum-
watch : see PENDULUM 4!) (<?Ar.).
1661 EVELYN Diary 3 May, I return'd by Fromantil's the

famous clock-maker to see some pendules. 1664-5 Phil.

Trans. I. 14 The difference, .will not be at all perceived in

the Penduls. 1670 Ibid. V. 1149 Directions how to find the

Longitudes by the Pendul. 1865 Cornh. Mag. July 10 The
little pendule on the chimney-piece struck the half-hour.

1884 F. J. BRITTEN Watch <$ Clockm. 264 Escape wheels of
French pendules make two revolutions a minute.

4. attrib.

1661 EVELYN Diary i Apr., That great mathematician and
virtuoso [Huyghens], inventor of the pendule clock. 1677
PLOT Oxfordsh. 152 They sow also a Wheat about Weston
on the Green, which from the hanging of its ear they call

Pendule Wheat. [Cf. pendulum-wheat s. v. PENDULUM 4 b.]

Penduline (pe'nditfbin), a. (sir.} [a. F. pen-
duline (Buffon) = It. pendolina *a kind of birde'

(Florio), mod.L. penditltn-ns t
f. pendul-us; see

PENDULOUS and -iNE 1
.]

1, Applied to a bird that builds a pendulous nest,

esp. thefen<tu/tne titmouse of Southern and Eastern

Europe (&githahts penditlinus^.
i8o BINGLEY Anim. Biog. (1813) II. 196 The Penduline

Titmouse. 1843 Penny Cycl. XXV. 6/1 Penduline Titmouse
and nest. 1868 WOOD Homes "without H. xi. 212.

2. Pendulous, as a bird's nest.

1885 SWAINSON Prw. Names Brit. Birds 31 Long-tailed

PENDULOUSLY.
Titmouse. . .The penduline form of the nest, and the feathers

which compose the lining, have obtained for the bird the
names of Jack in a bottle . . Bottle tit . . Feather poke.
B. sb. A titmouse of the genus Penditlinus

(a synonym of sEgithalus*} , or allied to this.

1890 in Cent. Diet. 1902 Speaker 19 Apr. 76/1 The Gold
Crest should surely be ranked as a Penduline.

Fe ndulograph. [f- PENDUL-UM + -GRAPH.]
A curve representing a combination of musical

sounds, traced by an instrument which combines
the vibrations of two or more pendulums, as in the
I IARMONOGRAPH.
1881 J. ANDREW PendnlograJ>h 18 These Pendulographs

are pictures or portraits of the intervals, concords, and dis-

cords of the Musical System. They are produced by a pen
placed under the control of two pendulums, which are tuned
to swing.. the ratios of the musical intervals. 1894 New
Sci. Rev. Oct. 169 A pen . .writes, .a portrait of the chord
which two corresponding strings of a sounding harp would
utter to the ear. This spiral writing is a pendulograph.

Pendulosity (pendi/%-s!ti). rare.
[f. type

*pendulose for PENDULOUS + -JTY.] The quality
or condition of being pendulous ; pendulousness ;

hanging position.
1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep.v. xiii. 254 He had slender

legs, but encreased them by riding after meals; that is, the
humours descending upon their pendulosity, they having no

support or suppedaneous stability. 1859 G. MEREDITH R.
fever?/ xxx'iii,

' I'm sure I beg pardon ',
Benson murmured,

arresting his head in a melancholy pendulosiiy.

Pendulous (pe'ndi/?l3s), a. [f. L. pendul-us
hanging down, pendent (f. pendere to hang) +
-ous. For element -/- cf. credit!-us,garrul-n$, etc.]
1. Supported or attached above so as to hang
downwards

; suspended ; hanging down, pendent,

drooping. Freq. in Nat. Hist., e.g. of the nests

of certain birds, the ovules, flowers, etc. of plants.
1656 RIDGLEY Pract. Physick 218 Gorgareon is a pendu-

lous kernel. 1695 J. EDWARDS Perfect. Script. 242 This. .

was no ear-ring, but a pendulous jewel upon her face. 1781-3
W. F. MARTYS Geog. Mag. I. 232 Ears long, broad and

pendulous. 1834 PRINGLE Afr, Sk. vi. 204 On the few

straggling trees, .appeared the pendulous nests of the loxia

and weaver-bird, 1850 W. S. COLEMAN Woodlands (1866) 40
Some varieties have the branches quite pendulous like the

weeping willow, 1880 GRAY Struct. Bot. vi. 8 (ed. 6) 277
Ovules are .. pendulous, when more or less hanging or

declining from the side of the cell.

t b. Supported or poised so as to project or

overhang; suspended overhead; overhanging. (Cf.

HANGING///, a. 2.) Also^/f^. Impending. Obs.
c 1605 ROWLEY Birth Merl. v. i. (1662) G iij, I will erect a

Monument upon the verdant Plains of Salisbury ., with

pendulous stones that I will hang by art, 1605 SHAKS.
Lear\\\. iv. 69 All the plagues that in the pendulous ayre
Hang fated o'te mens faults. 1684 T. BCRNET Th. Earth
i. 266 The pendulous gardens of Alcinous. c 1705 BERKELEY
Descr. Cave of Ditnmore Wks. 1871 IV. 510 A third [cave]
. . stopped up by the fall of such pendulous rocks as are
above mentioned.

C. Hanging or floating in the air or in space.

(In quot. 1638 withyf^*. allusion.) Now rare or Obs.

1638 FEATLY Transub. ^ And you.. he hath placed in a

pendulous Bishopricke adjoyning to Mausolus hissepulcher
in the

ayre. 1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. n. iii. 72 The
like doth Beda report of Bellerophons horse which framed
of iron and placed betweene two Loadstones with winges
expansed, hung pendulous in the ayre. 1667 MILTON P. L.
iv. 1000 Wherein all things created first he weighd, The
pendulous round Earth with balanc't Aire In counterpoise.

1696 WHISTON Th. Earth (1722) 19 Globes of Fire and

Light pendulous in our Air. a 1849 POE City in Sea 27
So blend the turrets and shadows there That all seem

pendulous in air.

2. spec. Suspended so as to swing, oscillating ;

hence, of movement : Of, or resembling that of,

a pendulum; oscillatory, undulatory; consisting of

simple vibrations.

1706 W. JONES Syn. Palmar. Matheseos 288 The Velo-

cities of a Pendulous Body . . describing different Arcs.

1728 PEMBERTON Newton's Philos. 87 The greater the arch

the pendulous body moves through, the greater time it takes

up. 1855 BAIN Senses fy Int. it. iv, 7 (1864) 270 In walking
there is a pendulous swing of the leg. 1879 G. PRESCOTT

Sp. Telephone <y) (If] the plate has a simple pendulous motion.

3. fig. Hanging in suspense or wavering between

two opinions, purposes, or tendencies ; vacillating,

undecided, unsettled, uncertain,doubtful. Nowra;r.
1624 F. WHITE Repl. Fisher 572 The third [opinion] is

pendulous, with shew of Limitation, and Mitigation. 1644
PRYNNE Rome's Master-P* (ed. 2) 16 The Kings mind was

wholy pendulous (or doubtfull). 1677 R. CARY Ch>onol. \\.

ii. in. xi. 245 He farther shews how Various and Pendulous
Eusebius is, in making forth his Reckonings. 1779 JOHNSON
Let. to Mrs. Thrale 4 Oct., In this doubtful pendulous state

of the distemper, advice may do much. 1850 MRS. BROWNING

Sonn.fr. Portuguese xxxvi, A love set pendulous between

Sorrow and sorrow.

t b. Dependent, contingent, conditional (on or

upon something else). Obs.

Conditional 2 Arminians maintain Conditions, so as if the

Efficacy of Christ's Death were pendulous thereon.

Pe'ndulously, adv. [f. prec. + -LY 2
.] In

a pendulous manner; so as to hang or swing;
with a swaying movement. Alsoy?^. Waveringly,

undecidedly.
1633 PRYNNE Histriomastix 152 Mans corrupt nature is



PENDITLOUSNESS.

farre more pendulously prepense to vicious, than to good
examples. 1697 DERHAM in Phil. Trans. XX. 2, I lelt an

Eye in the Wire, to suspend the whole Barometer, .that it

might hang pendulously. 1873 L. WALLACE Fair God vii.

vli. 474 Between the work of yesterday and that to come
his mind played pendulously. i88a O'DONOVAN J/I.VT/

Oasis I. x. 175 The fruit hanging pendulously above the

heads of the passers-by.

Fe'ndulousness. [f.
as prec, + -NESS.] The

quality or condition of being pendulous; in quot.

jig. Undecidedness, wavering.
1641 SYMONDS Scrint bef. Ho, Cotntn, Bijb, There is either

reluctance, ..or pendulousnesse of heart. 1727 BAILEY
vol. II, PctuZtfJousnets, pendentness. 1753 in JOHNSON.

Pendulum (pe'ndi//lz>m). PI. -ums, formerly

(rarely) -a. [a. mod.L. pendulum (1643 in Watt

Bibliotk.}, sb. use of neut. of L. pendul-us PZNDU-
LOUS, lit. a pendulous or free-hanging body ;

in It.

pendolo (Galileo Operazioni Astronomiche, 1637).]
1. A body suspended so as to be free to swing or

oscillate ; usually, an instrument consisting of a

rod, with a weight or bob at the end, so suspended
as to swing to and fro by the action of gravity,
and used for various mechanical and scientific

purposes; esp. as an essential part of a clock,

serving (by the isochronism of its vibrations) to

regulate and control the movement of the works,
so as to maintain a constant rate of going, and
enable it to keep regular time.
1660 BOYLE New E*p. Phys. Mcc/i. xxvi. 202 We thought

it not amiss to try if a Pendulum would swing faster, or
continue swinging longer in our Receiver. Ibid, xxxvii. 316
We conveyd into our Receiver .. the Pendula formerly
mention'd. a 1677 HALE Print. Orig. Man. n. iv. 152 The
late discovery of the Motion of the Pendulum. 1685 BOYLE
Effects ofMot. vi. 69 The great swing that may be given to

Pendulums by a very languid force, if it successively strike

the swinging body. 1785 SARAH FIELDING Ophelia II.
i,

She was as regular as a pendulum. 1844 HKKSCHEL Ess.

(185^) 583 Two pendula,a copper and an iron one, . . were
furnished by the Society. 1879 A. M. CLERKE in EncycL
Brit. X. 31/1 The experimental verification of this fact led
him [Galileo] to the important discovery of the isoclironism
of the pendulum.

b. With qualifying word.

Compound pendulum, (a) a pendulum consisting of a
number of weights at fixed distances ; an actual material

pendulum regarded theoretically, as opposed to a simple
Pendulum (see below); (/>) a compensation pendulum whose
rod consists of bars of different metals. Conical pendu-
lum, a pendulum so contrived that the bob revolves in a
circle, the rod thus describing a cone. Mercurial (or
t Quicksilver) pendulum( a compensation pendulum with
a cylindrical bob containing mercury, whose upward expan-
sion by heat counteracts the lengthening of the rod. Seconds
pendulum, a pendulum of such a length as to oscillate
once every second ; a pendulum 'beating seconds ', Simple
pendulum, (a) a theoretical or ideal pendulum consisting
of a particle having weight but no magnitude, suspended by
a weightless inextensible rod, and moving without friction;
(I)) a pendulum consisting simply of a bob suspended by a
cord or wire, without any special contrivance, as for com-
pensation of the effects of heat ; (/} a pendulum unconnected
with any mechanism. Spherical pendulum, a pendulum
so contrived that the bob can move in any circle on a given
spherical surface (the same as conicalpendulum). See also
BALLISTIC /., COMPENSATION /., CYCLOIUAL, /., GRIDIRON p. t

HYDROMETRIC/.
1726 GRAHAM in Phil. Trans. XXXIV. 42 The Irregu-

lantyof the Clock, with the Quicksilver Pendulum, .exceeded
not ..a sixth Part of that ..with the common Pendulum.
1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl. s. v., Simple Pendulum.. .Com-
Pound Pendulum. 1795 HUTTON Math. Diet. II. 207 The
length of a Pendulum, so measured, .that it will perform,
each vibration in a second of time, thence called the second's
Pendulum. Ibid. 210 Simple Pendulum, and Detached Pen-
dulum, are terms sometimes used to denote such Pendulums
as are not connected with any clock, or clock-work. Ibid.)
The Mercurial Pendulum was the invention of the ingenious
Mr. Graham .. in 1715. 1819 Pantologia s.v., The conical
or circular pendulum, is so called from the figure described
by the string or ball of the pendulum. 1862 CAYLKY Coll.
Math. Papers IV. 525 That the motion of the spherical

pendulum is sensibly affected by the rotation of the Earth
is the well-known discovery of Foucault. 1871 TAIT &
STEELE Dynamics of Particle (ed. 3) 208 The Conical
Pendulum, as it is called, when the particle moves in a
horizontal plane and therefore in a circular path, the string
describing a right circular cone whose axis is vertical

2. Jig. In reference to oscillation (of a person,
or of opinion, etc.) between two opposites.
1769 J'<nius Lett. xv. (1771) 72 Is this the wisdom of a
,reat minister? or is it the vibration of a pendulum? 1818
JYRON Ck. Jitir. iv. cix, Man ! Thou pendulum betwixt a
smile ^and tear. 1836 Penny Cycl. V. 300/1 The pendulum
of opinion swings to the side opposite to that on which it

has been unduly brought out of its position of equilibrium.
looo Westw. Gaz. 8 Nov. 4/2 The moral of the Canada
elections is that there is no swing left in the Pendulum
anywhere.

ta. To play pendulum : to swing or oscillate

like a pendulum (lit. crySJf.).
1893 SALTUS Madam Sapghira 171 Beyond asking him to

play pendulum I see nothing. 1897 MARY KINGSLEY IV,

Africa \v. 77 Great rollers, .make the vessels lying broad-
side on to them play pendulum to an extent that precludes
the discharging or taking on of heavy cargo.

f3. A clock that goes by means of a pendulum,
a pendulum-clock ; also, a pendulum-watch (4 b).
1664-5 Phil. Trans. I. 14 The same Objection, .against

the exactness of these Pendulums, hath also been made here.
..This difference, .will not be at all perceived in the Pen-
duls. 1696 DERHAM Ariif. Ciockm. 62 For the use of such

I
1

639

as would convert old Ballance Clocks into Pendulums. 1706
PtuLLirs, Royal Pendulums, are those Clocks whose Pendu-
lum swings Seconds, and goes eight Days, shewing the Hour,
Minutes and Seconds.

4. attrib. and Comb. a. simple nttrib., Charac-
terized by oscillation, or by regular movement
from side to side.

1820 Sporting Mag. VII. 108 The pendulum shake [of the

band] may be mentioned next. 1865 Englislun. JIag. Jan.
13 The popular mind in England has. .swayed from side to
side in a somewhat pendulum-fashion.

b. Comb., KS,pendulum-rod; pendulum-like adj.,

pendulum-wise adv. ; f pendulum-balance, the

balance-wheel of a watch, acting as a pendulum ;

pendulum-ball, -bob, the heavy ball or bob

forming the lower end of a pendulum ; pendulum-
clock, a clock that goes by means of a pendulum ;

pendulum-cock [CncK sli.\ 16] (see quot.' ;

pendulum governor [GovEiixou 8], a governor
consisting of two equal pendulums attached to and

revolving with a spindle driven by the engine or

machine to be controlled, and operating by 'centri-

fugal force
'

; pendulum-hausse, a hausse or

breech-sight for a gun, so contrived as to remain
vertical when the wheels of the gun-carriage arc

not on a level; pendulum-level, a plumb-level :

see quot. ; f pendulum-piece, a time-piece having
n pendulum, a pendulum-clock; pendulum-press,
a punching-press in which the punch is driven

by a swinging treadle
; pendulum-pump, (a)

' a

pump in which a pendulum is employed to govern
the reciprocating motion of the piston'; *J>} 'a

direct-acting donkey-pump in which the fly-wheels
have an oscillatory motion in a vertical plane

'

;

(f) 'a pump the handle of which swings each
side of its center of suspension' (Knight Did.

Aleck.} ; pendulum-spindle, a spindle having
a pendulum attached, which it causes to revolve ;

pendulum-spring, f (a) the coiled hair-spring
connected with the balance-wheel {pendulum-
balance) of a watch (obs.) ; (A) the spring
to which the pendulum of a clock is attached;
f pendulum-watch, a watch of the modern type,
with a balance-wheel provided with a spring and

oscillating regularly, thus having the function of

the pendulum of a clock (obs.') ; f pendulum
wheat (see quot.); pendulum-wheel, (a) the

escapement-wheel of a clock ; (6) the balance-

wheel of a watch (lobs.}; pendulum-wire, flat

steel wire used for the pendulum-springs of clocks.

1878 ABXKY />,W(>7-. (1881) 255 The ^pendulum apparatus,
which in general outline consists of a pendulum swinging i:i

front of sensitised paper in such a manner as to give a grada-
tion of exposure to it, and a consequent variation in tint.

1680 Loud. Gaz. No. 1538/4 Lost.., a Silver Watch, .with
the Hours and Minutes, a 'Pendulum Ballance, without

String or Chain, ci 1688 VILLIERS (Dk. Buckhm.) Militant
Ccufrle Wks. (1775) 128 Sir John pushes my lady against
a fine new *pendulum-clock. 1898 P. MANSON Trap. Dis-
eases xiv. 226 The sounds of the heart are, like the beats of
a well-hung pendulum-clock, evenly spaced. 1884 F. J.
BRITTEN Watclt Iff Clocknt. 62 In clocks, the *pendulum
cock is the hracket supporting the pendulum, a 1859, J 887
*Pendulum Hausse [see HAUSSE]. 1737-41 CHAMUEKS Cycl.,

Plumb, or *Pendulum Level, that which shews the horizontal

line, by means of another line perpendicular to that described

by its plummet, or pendulum, a 1721 KEILL Maupertuis'
Diss. (1734) 2 In the year 1672, Mr. Richer going to Cayenne
. . observed that the *Pendulum-piece he had carried with

him^ retarded considerably in respect of the Sun's mean
Motion. 1752 ELLICOTT in Phil. Trans. XLVII. 480 Holes
drilled in the broad part of the *pendulum-rod. 1823
IMISON Sc. fy Art I. 82 A pendulum-rod is longer in warm
than in cold weather. 1727 Phil. Trans. XXXV. 304 A
very irregular Motion . . like the *Pendulum-Spring of a
Watch. 1884 F. J. BRITTEN Watch f, Clxkm. 192 In small
clocks the pendulum spring is often too stout. 1664 Phil.
Trans. I. 13 Concerning the success of the *Pendulum-
Watches at Sea for the Longitudes. 1678 PntLLirs (ed. 4),
Penttulum IVatck,. .newly invented by Monsieur Christian

Hugens of Zulichem,. .in which by a Pendulum or Regu-
lator, the time is more exactly proportioned than ever

4]. 1825 J. NICHOLSON Operat. Mechanic 402 Affected by
any unequal impulse of the *pendulum-wheel upon the

pallets. 1892 PallMallG. 12 Feb. 4/2 One of the electric

lights that swung *pendulum-wise from the ceiling arrested
the attention of trie House.

Pene, obs. form of PAIN, PEN 2
;
variant of PKEN.

Pene- (ph)> prefix, repr. L. pxiie 'nearly,

almost, all but", before a vowel pxn-, pen-, in

a few words of rare occurrence or nonce-words,
as Pe iiecontempora-iieous, Fe ne-felo'iiious,
Pe ne-i'nfinite (also peninflnite), Pe^ne-omni'-
potent ai//s. ;

in some coses formed after petiiiisufa,
as f Pe:ne-i-sle = PENINSULA, : see PENILE si. ;

t Pe^ne-la'ke, a piece of water almost surrounded

by land (obs.) ; Pe neplai'n, a nearly flat region,
a tract of land almost a plain.
1901 S. BUCKMAN in Q. Jrnl. Ceal. Sx. LVII. 144 Brought

about by what may be called *penecontemporaneous denu-
dation. 1890 'R. BOLDUWOOD' Col. Reformer (1891) 82
' Lots

', said the *pene-felonious traveller
'

good place to

PENETRABLE.

camp'. 1647 WARD -V/////. Col'lcr 47 These *pene.infinite
{later edit, pen-infinite] insolencies, which are the most
finite Infinites of misery to men. 1668 Wiuaxs RealChar.

,
54 *Pene-lake, Haven, Harbour, Port, Key. 1894 Black-.v.

Mag. June 822 That *peneomniputent thing, public opinion.
1894 Nation (N. Y.) 9 Aug. 99/2 A lowland of moderate
relief close to sea level a 'peneplain, as I should term it.

Penede, var. PKNIDE. Penegrysse, obs. f.

PENNY-GKASS. Peneid, var. I'KX.EIII. Penele,
Penelle: see P.VXKLE, PANEL. Peneles, obs. f.

PENNILESS.

II Penelope 'p/he-WpO- [? Or. nrpre\u-m)

(Herodotus ,
in Homer's Odyssey nr/rfAorcfia.]

1. Name of the wife of Ulysses in ancient Greek
. legend, \\lio, during her husband's long absence,
1 unravelled every night the web she had woven

during the clay, and thus put off the suitors whose
offers she had promised to entertain when the web
should be finished; hence (after Latin), allusively
for ' chaste wife '.

1581 J. lita.r. Haddon's Ans-^'. Osor. 374 b, A Strumpet
doth behaxe her selfe mure modestly amongest us O:-orius,
then Penelope doth amongest yon, 1581 Pi- i i n; tr. (iiiazzo's

Civ. Com', ill. (1586) 136 b, My concubine is a great deale
mure modest, than thy Penelope. 1835 J. RVIMAX in Corn-

i wallis Xew World (1859) ! App. 378 Our absent Penelopes
were, doubtless, dreaming.
2. '/.on I. A genus of gallinaceous birds of Central
and South America, typical of the subfamily Penc-

lopinx or Guans : so named 1786 by Merrcm.
[Cf. 1678 RAY inilttg/ify's Ornith, 375 The common Wigeon

or Whcu-er: Penelopt Aldrovandi, torn. 3. p. 218, lin. 30.]

1836 MACGILUVBAY tr. lluinboldfs Tra-'. x.\iv. 3^5 1 here
is a great variety of gallinaceous birds., such as the turkey,
the hocco or curassow, penelopes and pheasants,
Hence Penelopean (pmelopfan) a., of or per-

taining to, or resembling the web or weaving, or

time-gaining policy of Penelope ; Penelopine
(p/"ne'Wp3in) a. '/.ool., belonging to the subfamily
l\ne!opin& of gallinaceous birds

; Fenelopize ?.

(nonce-iuJ.}, intr. to do like Penelope.
1837 BEUDOES Let. May, Poems (18511 p. ciii, And so I

weave my *Peneloj<ean web, and rip it up again. 1903

j

Contcnip. Rev. Apr. 590 The deliberate and Penelopean acts

I
of many of his advisers. 1853 MoiLKYin (X YV. Holnu-s Life

\

x. 11878) 72 There is nothing for it but to *penelopize, pull to

pieces and stitch away again.

Pener, Penerial, -all, obs. ff.PEXNERl, PENNY-
ROYAL. Penerth, obs. {.penn'orth, PENNYWOBTH.
Penes, pi. of PENIS.

Penest (pme'st). Creek Hist. [ad. Gr. TrcWaTTp.]
A Thessalian serf; a bondsman; a labourer.

1835 THIRLWALL Greece I. x. 437 The vast estates of these
nobles were cultivated. -by their serfs, the Pencsts. 1846
GKOTE Greece II. iii. (1862) II. 60 The Free Agora could not

|

be trodden by any Penest.

Penestone, obs. form of PENISTONE.

Penetauncer, variant of PENITENCEII Obs.

Penetrability pe nftrabHiti). ff.
PENE-

TRABLE: see-iTV. Prob. ad. moA.\J.*peiiftrabilitas\
cf. F./VK//ra<W///(Hnygensi690.inHatz.-Darm. .]

The quality of being penetrable.
fl. Capacity of penetrating; penetrativeness.
1609 BIBLE (Douay) i Kings Coinm., The foure dowries of

glorified bodies. . Impassibililie. . Agilitieand Penetrabilitie,

1659 H. MOKK IiniHort. Soul i. li. ir The Immediate
Properties of a Spirit or Immaterial! Substance are Penetra-

bility and Indiscerpibility. 1687 Answ. Psychap. (1689)
122 Now for the Penetrability of Spirits, it is evident.. that

they can wholly penetrate one another.

2. Capability of being penetrated ; spec, in Nat.
Philos. The (conceived) capacity ol simultaneously
occupying the same space as something else (cf.

PENETRATION I b, IMPENETRABILITY 2).
a 1648 DIGBY Closet Open, (1677) 161 According to the

thickness and firmness of the piece [of meat] and penetra-
bility of it. 1777 PRIESTLEY .Matt. S, S/iir. (1782) I. iii. 33
Impenetrability being as much a property as penetrability.
1873 LEWES Probl. Life ff .Mind II. IV. 46. 282 All the
facts which seem to prove penetrability only prove that the

particles are mobile and separable, not that the particles
themselves are penetrable.

Penetrable (pe-nttrab'l), a. (s&.) [ad. L.

penetrabilis, i.penetrare (see PENETRATE and -BLE),
perh. through M'. pJnttrable (Oresme a 1400).]
fl* Having the quality or capacity of penetrating;

penetrative, penetrating (///. and _/?.). Obs.

1412-20 LVDG. Chron. Troy in. x.wiii. (MS. Digby 230)
If. 134/1 Bawme natural That ran-.Thoru} necke & liede in

to many place, Penitrableby veynesof the face. 1430-40
Bochas in. (MS. Uodl. 263) If. 193/2 Ther poynant poison
is so penetrable, a 1548 HALL C/ifon. t Hen. K//7 187 b,
His graces sight was so quike and penetrable that he saw
him, ye and saw through him, 1597 A. M. tr. Gut liemean's
Fr. Chirurg. 51 b/2 The penetrable coulde is allsoe a sore

enimye to all woundes in the Heads. 1668 H. MORE Div*
Dial.

t
SchoL (1713) 536 A Substance.. most perfectly pene-

trable, which entirely passeth through every thing.

2. Capable of being penetrated or pierced ; into

or through which access may be gained, a. lit.

(also in reference to sight).

1538 ELYOT, Peruius. .that maye be gone in, penetrable.
1607 TOPSKLL Four-f. Beasts (1658) 86 It is not penetrable
by the eye of man. 1745 P.THOMAS Jrnl.Ansc.n's I't-y. i^

Thick Woods so entangled with Undergrowt h that . . they are

scarce penetrable. 1856 KANE .-/re/. Expl. 11.300 Our desti-

nation was to the highest penetrable point of Baffin's Bay.
bl-2



PENETRABLENESS.

b. fig. Capable of being penetrated by some- I

thing immaterial, as reasoning, feeling, or thought ;

capable of being affected, susceptible ; capable of

being mentally seen into or through, discoverable.

1593 SHAKS. Liter. 559 His heart granteth No penetrable
entrance to her playning. 1594 Rich. Ill, III. vii. 225, I

am not made of Stones, But penetrable to your kinde

entreaties. 1602 Hani. ill. iv. 36. 1755 YoUSG Centaur
iii. Wks. 1757 I V. 186 Such a groan. It would eccho for ever

in a penetrable ear. 1840 Tait's RIag. VII. 275 The heads
of the peasantry may be thick, but they are penetrable. 1869
RUSKIN Q. of Air 5 Involved in great, though attractive

and penetrable, mystery.
B. sb. (pi.) Penetrable bodies or substances.

1658 linoMiiALL Treat. Specters iv. 277 The water ..doth

purge and water all penetrables.

Hence Pe'netrableness, penetrability; Pene-

trably adv. fa. penetratingly (pl>s.~);
b. so as

to be penetrable.
1594 NASHE Terrors of Nt. Wks. (Grosart) III. 274 To

make their prayers more penetrably enforcing. 1678 CUD-
WORTH Intell. Syst. i. v. 769 That which is Extended also,

but Penetrably and Intangibly. 1684 HOVLE 1'oroitsn.

Solid Bod. v. 41 The penetrableness ofMembranes to Fumes.

Penetral (pe-n/Ual). Now rare. Also 6

-traile, 7-9 -trale. [a. "L.penetral, -trale (usually

in pi. penetralia: see next), from penetral-is

interior, innermost, f. stem of penetra-re to PENE-

TRATE.] The innermost part ;
of a temple, the

sanctuary : usually in pi. :
= next.

1589 A. M[UNDAY] tr. Petlmendos xxi. (1653) 125 The pene-
trails., of the stomack. 1657 W. MORICF. CoenaguasiKpun]
vi. 64 Like .-Egyptian Temples, specious in the Frontispiece,
and a Calf or an Ape in the Penetral. 1660 H. MOKE Myst.
Cot!/, v. xi. 163 Piercing to the inmost penetrals of the

heart. 1875 G. MACDOXALD Makobn III. x. 151 It was
now impossible to leave the cavern.. . He returned into its

penetral.

II. with final -e (Lnt. or Eng.).
1661 FULLKK Worthies, Cheshire I. (1662) 180 To pierce

into the Penetrates of Learning. 1787 MAIV tr. Riesbcck's

Trav. Germ. Ivii. III. 102 After waiting therefore some time

the penetrale was opened, and I beheld my hero. 1827

G. S. FABER Sacr. Calculi. Prophecy (1844) III. 72 Seated

upon his throne, the mercy-seat, in the penetrale of the

Temple. 1871 G. MACUONALD Sonn. concerning Jesus iii,

When from the penetrale she filled the fane.

II Penetralia (penftre'-lia), sb.pl. [L., pi. of

penetral or penetrale : see prec.] The innermost

parts or recesses of a building ; esp. of a temple,
the sanctuary or inmost shrine ; hence gen. and_/^.

Innermost parts, recesses.

1668 HOWE Bless. Righteous (1823) 92 From the pene-
traliathe secret chambers of the soul. 1710 T. FULLER
Pharm. Extant*. 274 Admitted into the inmost Penetralia.

of the Lungs. 1779 \V. ALEXANDER ///.>/. Women iv. (1782)

I. 118 So little do.. [they] know what passes in all the

penetralia of the harams of the East. 1849 Miss MULOCK

Ogilvies xi. (1875) 86 But the sanctum sanctorum, the

penetralia of the city, is a small region surrounding the

cathedral, entitled the Close. 1876 HOLLAND Sev. Oaks
xxiii. 323 They followed the boy into the penetralia of the

great office.

Hence Penetra'lian a. rare, of or pertaining to

the penetralia.
1893 Lp. LYTTON King Poppy xi. 254 Within thy spirit's

penetralian shrine.

t Pe'netrance. Obs. rare~\ [f.
L. pene-

trant-em PENETRANT : see -ANCE.] The action of

penetrating ; penetration.
1642 H. MORE Song Soul i. n. xii, Sith that this withouten

penetrance Of bodies may be done.

t Pe'netrancy. Obs. [f. as prec. : see -ANCY.]

Penetrating quality; penetrativeness. (lit. s.i\A_fig.)

1663 BOYLE Use/. Exp. Nat. Philos. n. ii. 163 Powerful

Menstrnums, which by their activeness and penetrancy, are

to unlock other Bodies. 1692 RAY Disc. 25r Considering
the Penetrancy of such Vapours.

Fenetrant (pe-nftrant), a. (si.) [ad. L. pene-

trant-eiit, pr. pple. of penelrare to penetrate, or F.

pinetrant ppl. a. (13-141!! c. in Hatz.-Darm.).]
That penetrates ; penetrating.
1. lit. Havingthe property ofpenetrating, piercing,

or making its way into anything.
"543 TRAHEKON Vigo's Chirurg. n. iv. i. 68 Thys Apo-

steme is penetrant or persynge. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny II.

87 Their sent is piercing and penetrant. 1713 DERHAM
Phys.-Theol. 29 Its Rays would be less penetrant. 1887
R. GARNETT Carlyle vii. 126 The hit was fair and penetrant.

2. Jig. in reference to the mind, intellect, etc. :

Having or showing mental penetration or insight ;

acute; subtle :
= PENETRATING///, a. 3.

1599 SANDYS Ettropx Spec. (1632) 41 So searching and

penetrant is the cunning of that Sea [
= See]. 1661 BOYLE

Style of Script. (1675) 188 Whose penetrant and powerful

arguments defeat not God's enemies. #1734 NORTH Lives

(1826) II. 145 His skill was more pedantic than penetrant.

1836 W. A. BUTLER in Black. Mag. XXXIX. 455 He who
hath The vision penetrant of Poesie,

f B. sb. A person of penetration or insight.

01'!. rare.

i;i734 NORTH Exam. I. ii. 173 (1740) 121 Our Pene-

trants have fancied all the Riddles, .which in the Reign of

King Charles II. were many, came N. N. E.

Penetrate (pe'nftrcif), v. [f. L. penetmt-,

ppl. stem otpenctrare to place within, enter within,

pierce, etc. ; related to penitus interior, inmost, to

the inmost recesses. Cf. K. ptnttrer (13-141!! c.

640

in Hatz.-Darm.), and see -ATE 3
7, (Pa. pple.

penetrated, f rarely penetrate = L. penetrdtus.)
1589 PUTTENHAM Eng. Poesie in. iv. (Arb.) 159 Also ye

j

finde these words, penetrate, penetrable, indignitie, which
I cannot see how we mav spare them, whalsoeuer fault wee .

iinde with Ink-home termes : for our speach wanteth wordes i

to such sence so well to be vsed.]

1. trans. To make or find its (or one's) way into i

the interior of, or right through (something) :
j

usually implying force or effort ; to pass into or

through ; to gain entrance or access within
;

to
)

pierce. (Said also of the sight.)
In quot. 1541 To cause (a thing) to enter, insert (as in L.).

1530 PALSGR. 655/2, I penetrate, I perce or thrill thorowe

B.Urmt,jep<lnetrt,..Hn&jetrfSpint. 1541 COPLAND Guy-
don's Quest. Chifttrg. C iv b, The synewes be nat penetrate

'

but in y teth [L. ad denies vero^ implantarivid?ntur\ 1547
BOORDE Brer. Health cclxxix. 93 Coleryke humours . .

penytractyng the fleshe a lytel. 01548 HALL Citron., \

Rich. Ill 56 With out resistence [we] haue penetrate the

ample region, .of Wales. 1610 WILLET Hexapla Dan. 282

One bodie doth not penetrate or pierce another. 1697
DRYDF.N Virg. Past. vin. 97 Verse breaks the Ground, and

penetrates the Brake. 1791 MRS. RADCLIFFE Rom. Forest

v, Be more cautious how you penetrate the depths of this

forest. 1849 MURCHISON Siluriaiv. 76 Those strata. .were
also penetrated by powerful eruptions. 1860 TVNDALL
Glac. II. iii. 245 A cloud which it was almost impossible to

penetrate. 1878 HUXLEY Physiogr. 64 The light instead of

penetrating the snow, is thrown back from the ice-walls of

each little air-cell or cavity. Mod. The darkness was so
i

dense that the eye (or sight) could not penetrate it.

b. To enter and diffuse itself through ;
to per-

meate. Also with personal subj. : To cause to be

permeated ;
to imbue (with something).

1680 H. MORE Apocal. Apoc. 43 The fixed purity thereof
;

being ever penetrated by the presence of the seven Lamps
'

of Fire. 1762-71 H. WALPOLE Vertue's Anecd. Paint. (1786) i

III. 151 Gibbons, whose art penetrated all materials, carved

that beautiful pedestal. 1813 BAKEWELL Intri'd. Geol. (1815)

227 Organic remains.. of large vegetables, completely pene-
trated with silex. 1815 WORDSW. Sonn.,

' The Shepherd,

looking eastward' 4 That little cloud.. penetrated all with

tender light. 1856 FROUDE Hist. Eng. (1858) I. i. 49 A vast

organization which once penetrated the entire trading life

of England. 1887 Spectator 5 Nov. 1512 The reader.,

should have penetrated himself so to speak with the

atmosphere of the times.

2. intr. To make its (or one's) way into or

through something, or to some point or place (with

implication of remoteness or difficulty of access) ;

to get in or through ;
to gain entrance or access.

1530 PALSGR. 655/2 A dangerouse weapen that is able to

penetrate thorowe so stronge a harnesse. 1664 H. MORE
Myst. Iniq. l. xii. 40 Through which distance neither her

sight nor hearing can ever penetrate. 1732 POPE Ep.
Colihain 142 Born where Heav'n's influence scarce can

penetrate. 1798 FERRIAR lllustr. Sterne, Cert. Varieties

Man 211 After the natives of Europe began to penetrate
into the east. 1841-71 T. R. JONES Anim. Kiagd. (ed. 4)

430 A wide slit that allows the water freely to penetrate to

the interior.

3. Jig. (trans.) To pierce the ear, heart, or feelings

of; to affect deeply ;
to

' touch '.

1591 SHAKS. Two Gent. in. i. 231 Sad sighes, deepe grones,
nor siluer-shedding teares Could penetrate her vncom-

passionate Sire. 1641 Descr. l?amilic ofLove3 He [Cupid]

penetrateth the intrals of the most magnanimous. 1720
OZELL VerM's Rom. Rep. II. x. 145 Like a Man penetrated
with the utmost Grief. 1782 Miss BURNEY Cecilia x. x,

Cecilia, astonished and penetrated, opposed the alteration.

1834 SOUTHEY Doctor cxxxix. (1862) 347 Certain philo-

sophers .. have been, to use the French-English of the day,

deeply penetrated with this truth. 1878 R. W. DALE Lect.

Preach, vii. 184 Men may still be penetrated with awe by
the Divine Righteousness.

b. intr. To touch the heart, affect the feelings.

1611 SHAKS. Cymb. n. iii. 14, I am aduised to giue her

Musicke a mornings, they say it will penetrate.

4. fig. (trans.) To gain intellectual access into

the inner content or meaning of; to get or have

insight into
;

to see into or through ;
to attain

knowledge of; to find out, discover, discern.

1560 tr. Fisher's Treat. Prayer To Rdr. Aivb, Who. .so

profoundely doth penetrate the comfort, ioy, and consolation

commyng by true prayer. 1659 Gcntl. Callings. 19 If it

be thoroughly penetrated, it will appear no less opposite to

contentment than the former. 1734 tr. Rollins Anc. Hist.

(1827) VII. xvn. 259 Seleucus penetrated his scheme. 1818

JAS. MILL Brit. Ind. II. iv. v. 163 Clive penetrated and

disappointed his designs. 1880 E. WHITE Cert. Relig. 53
Men are left to penetrate their meaning by study and

discovery.
b. intr. To gain intellectual or spiritual access,

insight or knowledge ;
to

' see
'

into or through.

1589 PUTTENHAM Eng. Poesie i. iv. (Arb.) 25 They . . yet

penetrated further to know the diuine essences and sub-

stances separate. 1605 BACON Ada. Learn, n. v. 2 In

philosophy, the contemplations of man do either penetrate
unto God, or are circumferred to nature. 1751 HARRIS
Hermes Wks. (1841) 205 Thus it is that it [the mind] pene-
trates into the recesses of all things. 1866 R. W. DALE
Disc. Spec. Occas. vii. 233 We have not yet penetrated into

all the secrets of nature.

Hence Pe-netrated///. a.; Pe'netrating vol. so.

(also attrib. ;
often in reference to optical instru-

ments : cf. PENETRATION 2 b).

1656 EARL MONM. tr. Boccalinis Advts. fr. Parnass. n.

liv. (1674) 204 Mistaken in their penetrating into the hidden

sense of their actions. 1661 BOYLE Style ofScript. (1675) 87

Divers passages of Holy Scripture.. afford
out of their

penetrated bowels, rich and precious mysteries of divinity.

1799 SIR W. HERSCHEL in Phil. Traits. (1800) 49 The power

PENETRATION.
of penetrating into space by telescopes is very different from

magnifying power. 1837 GORING & PKITCHARD Alicrogr.
in An instrument whose light or penetrating power was
superior to the other.

Penetrating (pe-nnr^tirj), ppl. a. [f. PENE-
TKATE v. + -ING -.] That penetrates ; penetrative.
1. That pierces, or makes its way into or through

something ; spec. Having the quality of permeating
the bodily system, or of strongly affecting the

senses, esp. smell, taste, or hearing; sharp, pun-

gent ; shrill or far-sounding.

1598 FLORIO, Oxipori, a kinde of piercing or penetrating
medicine. 1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. n. ii. 58 Effluxions,
their penetrating natures. 1712 tr. Pontefs Hist. Drugs
I. 197 A strong penetrating Smell. 1802 BINGLEY Anim.
Biog. (1813) III. 349 The Penetrating Flea, or Chigoe. 1874
STUBBS Const. Hist. I. iii. 22. 47 Liberty is more penetrating
and more extensive than elsewhere.

2. fig. That touches the heart or feelings intensely;

deeply affecting.
1632 LITHGOW Trav. in. 107 Courteous penetrating lenity.

1851-5 BRIMLEY Kss., Tennyson 77 From the penetrating
tenderness.. of his love for the young girl.

3. fig. Having power to search with the mind
into a thing; having or showing insight; acute,

discerning.

riticks. 1718 Free-thinker No. 89. 237 Their Judgment

minu. xozo oeoil r, ax. refill l\, /ICULU icmuica, rtiiu a

penetrating look. 1875 WHITNEY Life Lang, ix.^74 It takes

a more penetrating and enlightened study to pick out the

signs of original unity.

Hence Pe'netratingly adv.; Pe'netratingness.
1662 H. STUBBE Ind. Nectar iii. 55 The strength and

Penetration (penftr?-Jan). [ad. late L.

penetration-em, n. of action from penctrare to

PENETRATE; cf. ^.penetration (Oresme, I4thc.).]
1. The action, or an act, of penetrating or pierc-

ing; the passage of anything into or through a

body ; also, mutual permeation as of two fluids.

1623 COCKERAM, Penetration, a piercing. 1667 MILTON
P. L. in. 585 His Magnetic beam, ..to each inward part
With gentle penetration, though unseen, Shoots invisible

vertue even to the deep. 1800 WOLLASTON in Phil. Trans.

XC. 241 Two fluids of unequal density are brought into con-

tact, and unite by mutual penetration. 1803 /bid. XC1II. 112

Mr. Brisson..has observed, that a mutual penetration takes

place, when eleven parts of gold are alloyed with one of

copper. 1826 R. SCOTT Hayling Island 95 Curiosity . .

has never induced the proprietor, .to descend below the

penetrations of the ploughshare. 1856 KANE Arct. Expl.
II. App. 301 It became myduty.. to attempt the penetration
of this ice.

b. Nat. Philos. Used for a supposed or con-

ceived occupation of the same space by two bodies

at the same time : formerly penetration of dimen-

sions (Scholastic L. penetralia dimcnsionwii). Cf.

IMPENETRABILITY 2.

1661 BOYLE Spring ofAir n. iii. (1682) 44, I see not how
the examiner's condensation can be performed without

penetration of dimensions: a thing that philosophers in

all ages have looked upon as by no means admitted by
nature. 1704 J. HARRIS Lex. Techn. I, Penetration of
Dimensions, is a Philosophical way of expressing, That two

Bodies are in the same Place, so that the Parts of one do

every where penetrate into, and adequately fill up the

Dimensions or Places of the Parts of the other i which is

manifestly impossible, and contradictory to Reason. 1830

KATER & LAHDNER Mech, i. 5 There are many instances of

apparent penetration ; but in all these, the parts of the body
which seem to be penetrated are displaced.

2. Power of penetrating, as a measurable quantity

or quality, a. Gunnery. The depth to which a

bullet or other projectile will penetrate any material,

as earth or metal, against which it is fired.

1807 HUTTON Course Math. II. 336 Mr. Robins found this

penetration, by experiment, to be only 5 inches. 1892

GREENER Breech Loader 125 The rack is placed about 4ft.

from the ground, and fired at from the standard distance

(40 yards) ; the number of sheets pierced by one or more

shots is the penetration. 1901 Daily Citron. 25 May 3/2

The more penetration shells nave the better.

b. Optics. The power of an optical instrument

to enable the observer to see into space, or into

an object.
(a) In a telescope : Power of rendering distant objects

visible or distinct, considered in relation to their distance ;

'

space-penetrating power '. It is measured by the number

of times that the distance of an object would have to be in-

creased in order that it should appear, when viewed through

the telescope, exactly as it does to the naked eye at its

actual distance. ( In a microscope : Power of the object-

glass to give distinct vision for some distance both beyond

and within its exact focus.

1799 SIR W. HERSCHEL in Phil. Trans. (1800) 82 My
telescope . possessed a power of penetration, which exceeded

that of natural vision 61.18 times. Ibid. 83 We did not stop

at the single stars, .when the penetration of the natural eye

was to be ascertained. 1867 J. HOGG Microsc. I. Ik 72

Penetration, or that power which enables the observer^
to

see deep into the structure of objects without any alteration

of focus,

3. Jig. The action, or capacity, of penetrating



PENETRATIVE.

something with the mind ; ability to see mentally
into or through a thing; keenness of perception or

understanding; insight, acuteness, discernment.

1605 BACON Adv. Learn, i. To the King 2, I have been
.. possessed with an extreme woonder at .. the penetration
of your ludgement. 1709 STEELE Tatler No. 57 F 2 You
can pretend to be a Man of Penetration. 1769 Junius Lett.

xv. (1771) 73 Common sense foresees consequences which
have escaped your, .penetration. 1865 DICKENS Afut. Fr. in.

v, Mrs. Lammle [was] a woman of penetration and taste.

4. attrib., as penetration tariff', see quot.
1890 Times 24 Dec. 3/4 M. Noblerrtaire .. has in this

pamphlet defended ..'penetration tariffs'. By this ex-

pression is meant tariffs which diminish with the distances
over which goods are conveyed.

Penetrative (pe-n/U^tiv), a . [ad. med.L.

penetratru-uS) f. ppl. stem of L. penetrdre : see

-ATIVE. In F. pene'tratif) -ive (i3th c. in Hatz.-

Darm.).] Having the quality of penetrating.
1. Having the quality of piercing, entering, or

making its way into anything; spec. Having the

property of entering through the senses, or of

keenly affecting the sense organs ; sharp, pungent.
Also said of the eye or sight in reference to its

piercing quality. Cf. PENETRATING ///.a. i.

1477 NORTON Ord. Alch. v. in Ashm. (1652) 69 Wherefore
it [sweet smell] is in Aier more penetrative. 1528 LYNDESAY
Dreme 73 The air was rycht penetratyve. 1578 LYTK
Dodoens \\, Ixxix. 253 The whole herbe is of a strong, and
penetratiue sauour. 1686 GOAD Celest. Bodies i. ix. 30
Cold is .. Active and Biting, Penetrative through Glass it

self. 1819 W. TAYLOR in Monthly Mag. XLVH. 401 The
churches of England and Scotland so nearly agree in

doctrine, that their ordinations might be rendered recipro-

cally penetrative. 1853 TRENCH Proverbs 140 'Where the
devil cannot come, he will send'; a proverb .. which ex-

cellently sets out the penetrative character of temptations.
2. Jig. That penetrates to the seat of the feelings.
1606 SHAKS. Ant. <*r Cl. iv. xiv. 75 Bending downe His

corrigible necke, his face subdu'de To penetratiue shame.
3. fig. Having the power of mental penetration ;

characterized by or showing insight ; intellectually
acute : PENETRATING///, a. 3.
a 1727 SWIFT Ep. to T. Sn<nu 9 O thou, whose penetrative
Wisdom found The South-Sea Rocks and Shelves where
Thousands drown 'd. 1846 RUSKIN Mod. Paint. II. in. n.

lii. i margin, Imagination penetrative is concerned not
with the combining but apprehending of things. 1871M OR LEY Voltaire (1886) 6 So vigorous and minutely penetra-
tive was the quality of his understanding.
Hence Pe-netratively adv., in a penetrative

manner, with penetration ; Fe'netrativeness,

penetrative quality, power of penetration.
1652 FRENCH Yorksh. -S^zviii. 71 Because of its wonderfull

penetrativenes leaving no part or places of the body un-
searched. 1697 J. SERGEANT Solid Pkilos. 456 Got by
looking more penetratively into those Distinct Natures in

pur Mind. 1873 M. AKXOLD Lit.
f- pog-wa(ify6) 165 By his

incomparable lucidity and penetrativeness. 1878 GROSART
in H. Mare's Poems Mem. Introd. 29/1 Of it Principal
Tulloch writes penetratively.

Penetrator (pe-n*tM). [a. late L. pene-
trator

^ agent-n. from penetrdre\ see PENETRATE
and -OR.] One who penetrates (lit. or_/".).
1824 W. IRVING T. Trav. I. 209 A digger of Greek roots, or

a penetrator of pyramids. 1829 LYTTON Dcvercux iv. v,
He is a perfect penetrator into human vices.

fPe-netre, v. Obs. rare" , [a. , penttrc-r.']
To penetrate.
c 1532 Du WES Introd. Fr. in Palsgr. 945 To penetre,

fausser [ to pierce]. 952 Penetrer, to penetre or throwe.

tPe'netrive, a. Sc. Obs. Also penitrive.

[f. stem of Y.p<!n4tr-er + -IVE. Cf. penser^ pensive.]= PENETRATIVE.
c 1480 HENKYSON Prayerfor Pest 26 in Bannatyne Poems

(Hunter. Cl.) 62 Slaik thy plaig that is so penetryve. 1533
BELLENDEN Livy \. x. (S.T. S.) 56 Tlu'rsex brethir..ruschit
with maist penetrive and awful wapynnys like be bront of
twa armyis togiddir. 1536 Cron, Scot. (1821) I. p. vii,
For stormis cauld and frostis penitrive.

Penett^e, obs. form of PENNET.
Pen-feather (pe'n tfe^aj). [f. PEN $b.~ +

FEATHEU.]
1. A quill-feather of a bird's wing.
1602 Withal's Diet. 17/2 The great feather of a bird called

a pen feather, pcnna. 1692 RAY Disc. n. iv. (1732) 192 How
happens it that we find none of their Pen-feathers? 1823
SCOTT Betrothed Introd., Take care your own pen-feathers
are strong enough to support you. 1899 Daily News 19 Aug.
7/5 Pen-feathers are seen on cycling hats.

2. A young undeveloped feather; a PIN-FEATHER.
1877 N. W. Line. Gloss,, Pen-feathers, small, undeveloped

feathers. 1900 Eng. Dial. Diet. (S. Nott.), 'A dont like

pluckin this fowl ; it's all pen-feathers '. Ibid. (Reported
from many districts, northern and midland.)

Pen-feathered (pe-nife^ad), a. [f. PEN sb2
I c +feathered, in the sense *

feathered with "pens"
only'. Cf. the synonymous PIN-FEATHERED.]
1. Having the feathers undeveloped, or showing

the quills or barrels only, without vanes (see PEN-
FEATHER 2), as a young bird; half-fledged; not

fully Hedged ; also}?f. immature,
' callow*.

1628 EARLE Microcosm., Aturncy (Arb.) 65 His hatching
[was] vnder a Lawer ; whence though but pen-feather 'd, hee
hath now nested for himselfe. 1659 R, WILD Poems (1870)
36 Not a pen-feathered lark who ne'er tried wing. 1708
PRIOR Turtle $ Sparrow 263 My children then were just
pen-feather 'd, Some little corn for them I gather'd. 1858
GEN. P. THOMPSON Audi Alt. I. liii. 208 The most extra-

641

ordinary argument, worthy of being set down in any pen-
feathered logician's list of fallacies.

2. Said of a horse or his hair when rough and

bristly.

1737 BRACKEN Farriery Impr. (1756) I. 346 So that the
Hair stare, and is (what some term) pen-feather 'd. i8z8
Craven Gloss, (ed. 2), Pen-feathered, when the skin or hair
of a horse is rough, he is said to be pen-feathered. His hair
is so sticky that it resembles pens or feathers. 1874 W.
WILLIAMS Pn'nc. I 'eterinary Med. (1888) 389 The hair stands
on end '

pen-feathered '.

Pen-fish, [f.
PEN sb? -\- FISH j.i]

1. A squid or calamary (cf. PEN1

j/>.~ 3 c).
1835-6 TODD Cycl, Anat. I. 321/2 The common Calamary

or Pen-fish.

2. The sparoid Ash Calamus pcnna of the Carib-
bean Sea: called in Spanish pez de pluina.
1890 in Cent. Diet.

Penfold fpe*n|fJuld}, sb. [f. PJ;\ sbl + FOLD
sb.-] A fold for penning sheep or cattle; also, an
enclosure for stray cattle, etc., a pound : = PIN-
FOLD sb. (Also fig.}
1575 CHURCHYARD Chif>pes (1817) 154 Who is betrapt in

penfold close is sure At neede to want both ayde and
skoiites. 1656 EAKL ^\^^^..\.r.BoccalintsAd~'ts.fr.Parnass.
i. xlvii. (1674) 62, I never had in my Penfolds above 500
Sheep. 1832 Act 2 fy 3 Will. II

*, c. 64 Sched. O. 30 Thence
in a straight line to the southern extremity, close by a pen.
fold, of the fence which divides the two fields. 1871 SWIN-
BURNE Stings hcf. Sunrise, Halt b<'f. Rome 275 The sheep
of the priests, and the cattle That feed in the pen folds of

Kings.

Pe'nfold, v. [f. prec. sb.] trans, a. To
divide into or as into penfolds. b. To confine in

or as in a penfold : PINFOLD v.

1830 I. TAYLOK Unitar, in Logic in Thcol. etc. (1859) 82
The \vhole area is penfolded by pews. 1851 Wesley (1852)
105 Those partitionments within which soulless religionists
are content to be penfolded.

Fenful (pe-nful). [f. PEN sb* 4 + -FUL 2.] The
quantity (of ink) taken up by a pen at one dip ;

transf. as much as one can write with this.

1555 R. BRAHAM Lydgatc'sChnm. Troy To Rdr., I shulde
neuer then haue dared, to haue bestowed hereof one ptinful
of yncke. tn66z HEVLIN Land (1668) 479 An Act. .which
he had also signed with the same Penful of Ink. 1771 H.
WALPOLE Let. to C'tess Ossory 27 June, I have not picked
up a penful [of news] since I wrote to my lord.

Pengolin : see PANGOLIN.

Penguin (pe-ngwin, pe-rjgwin). Also 6-7
pengwin, -gwyn, -guyn, 7 -guine, (S pin-).

[Origin obscure: see Note below. It appears that

the name was first given to the Great Auk or

Gare-fowl of the seas of Newfoundland, still called
in F. pingouin or pinguin (1600 in Ilatz-Darm.).
But it was soon applied also to the birds now
called penguins, in F. manchots (found by Drake
at Magellan's Straits in 1578), which have a general
external resemblance to the northern bird, though,
in the opinion of zoologists, widely removed in

structure. In this sense, also, Du. and Ger. pinguin,
Da. and Sw. pingvin, all from English.]
f 1. A former name of the Great Auk or Gare-

fowl (Alca impennis), Obs.

1578 PARKHURST Let. 13 Nov. in Hakluyt Voy. (1600) III.

133 Newfoundland Is in a temperate Climate. . . There are . .

many other kind of birdes store, too long to write, especially
at one Island named Penguin, where wee may driue them
on a planke into our ship as many as shall lade her. These
birdes are also called Penguins, and cannot flie, 1582
IngranCs Narrative in Hakluyt Voy. (1589) 560 The
Countrey men call them Penguins (which seemeth to be a
Welsh name). (71589 AT. Hare's Voy, Cape Breton in 1536,
ibid. 518 They came to part of the West Indies about Cape
Breton, shaping their course thence Northeastwards, vntill

they came to the Island of Penguin,, .whereon they went
and founde it full of great foules white and gray, as bigge as

geese. 1620 J. MASON New-found-land 4 The sea fowles,
are Guiles, white and gray Penguins. 1664 BUTLER Hud.
i. ii. 60 And were invented first from Engins, As Indian
Britans were from Penguins. 1678 RAY Willughtys Ornith.
322 The Bird called Penguin by our Seamen, which seems
to be Hoiers Goifugcl, 1792 G. CARTWRIGHT Jrnl, Resid.
Labrador III. 55 (5 July 1785) A boat came in from Funk
Island laden _with birds, chiefly penguins. [1863 LYELL
Antiq. Man ii. 15 Among the lones of birds, scarcely any
are more frequent, .than those of the auk or penguin (Alca

2. Now, The general name of birds of the family
SpheniscidW) including several genera of sea-fowl

inhabiting the southern hemisphere, as near Cape
Horn, the Falkland Islands, the Cape of Good
Hope, etc., distinguished by having the wings re-

presented by scaly 'flippers
'

or paddles with which

they swim under water.

1588 T. CANDISHE in Hakluyt Voy. (1589) 809 The Port of
Desire.. .In this place we had guiles, puets, penguyns, and
scales in aboundance. Ihiii. t We put into the Streight of

Magelan, and on the 8 [Jan. 1587] we came vnto the Islands
named by Sir Francis Drake the one Bartholomewe Island,
. .and the other Penguin Island. 1591 J. JANE Last Voy.
Candisk ibid. (1600) III. 85 This Penguin hath the shape of
a bird, but hath no wings, only two stumps in the place of
wings. 1638 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. (ed. 2) 13 Here
['Pengwin

'

or Robben Island, near Cape Town] are also
birds cal'd Pen-gwins (white-head in Welch) like Pigmies
walking upright. 1655 K. TERRY Voy. E. India 26 There
are very many great la/y fowls upon and about thU Island
[Robben Island] with ijrcat cole-black bodies and very white

PENIBLE.
heads, called Penguins. 1678 RAY Willughby's Ornith. 332
The Jiirds of this kind.. the Hollanders from their fatness
called Penguins. 1775 CLAYTON in Phil. Trans. LXVI.

: 103 There are four kinds ; the yellow, or king penguin; the
red ; the black or holey, from their burrowing under ground ;

! and the jumpingjacks, from their motion. 1877 W. THOMSON
!

/ 'oy. Challenger II. 167 The penguin as a rule swims under
, water, rising now and then and resting on the surface. 1885
i NEWTON in Encycl. Brit. XVIII. 45 Under the name
Impennes we have a group of Birds, the Penguins.. -The
title of an Order can scarcely be refused to them.
3. attnb. and Comb.

t
as penguin kind ; penguin

duck, a variety of the common duck having the
feet placed far back so as to induce a nearly erect

attitude like that of a penguin ; penguin grass,
the Tussock-grass of the Falkland Islands, Poa
Jlabcllala ; penguin rookery, an assemblage of

penguins, a penguinery.
18. . TEGETMBIER Poultry 3io(Cass. Suppl.) The colours of

the "'Penguin duck are varied. 1775 CLAYTON in Phil. Trans.
LXVJ. ioo Near the shore, \\here-ever there is a sandy soil,
a species of grass grows, called

*
Penguin grass. I774GOLDSM.

Nat. Hist. (1776) VI. 49 Those of the *Penguin kind ..with
round hills, legs hid in the abdomen, and short wings. 1885
NEWTON in Encycl. Brit. XVIII. 491/2 The habit of the

helpless birds, when breeding, to congregate by hundreds
and thousands in what arc called

'

'Penguin-rookeries'.
[.VoA'. Our earliest examples of the name penguin are due

tu Hakluyt. His account of Here's Voyage to Cape Urcton
was taken down by him, some fifty years after the event,
from the mouth of Thomas liuts, a .survivor of the voyage.
If we could be sure that the name *

Penguin Island
'

dated
back to 1536, this would be the earliest occurrence of tlie

word, as it is certainly the earliest English notice of the bird.

Ingrain's Narrative, if reliable, would he evidence fur the
name in 1568-9; but his tale is discredited, and is thus evi-

dence only that he had heard of the penguin by 1582, four

years later than 1'arkhurst's letter to Hakluyt. The southern

fowl, found by Drake fas by MaguUiuens before him) at

Magellan's Straits, is fully described in The World Encom-
passed l>y Sir Francis Drake, published by his nephew in

1628, 'out of the Notes of Mr. Francis Fletcher
1

, Drake's

chaplain (ed. Hakl. Soc., 1854, p. 75), hut no name U there

given to it. The name occurs however in a MS. of 1677,
stated to be a transcript of Fletcher's original Notes of 1578 ;

'infinite were the number of foules, which the Welsh men
named Penguin, and Magtlanus tearmed them geese

'

{ibid.

72) ; but the absence of the name from the printed work of

1628, and from three other i6th c. accounts of the voyage
(ibid. Appendix 217, 237, 271,), in which the bird is described,
makes the occurrence tfpenguin in Fletcher's original Notes
somewhat doubtful. The name certainly occurs in the
narrative of Candishe or Cavendish, 1588 ; though his state-
ment that Drake named one of the isles

'

Penguin Island
'

is at variance with that of the eye-witnesses Fletcher and
Winter (ibid. 76, 279), who both state that he named it St.

George's Island '

in honour of England*. The attribution
of the name ^iv/^-w/M to

' the Welsh men ', and its explanation
as WeUh J>en gwyn 'white head

', appears also in Ingrain,
and later in Sir Thomas Herbert's Travels in ed. 1634 as
a surmise, in ed. 1638 as an accepted fact. But, besides that
the Great Auk had not a white head (though it had white

spots in front of the eyes), there are obvious historical diffi-

culties, which some would remove in part by supposing the
name to have been originally given by Breton fishermen.
Other suggestions that the name is derived from L. pinguis
1
fat

',
or is an alteration of '

pin-wing ', referring to the rudi-

mentary wings, are merely unsupported conjectures.]

Penguin, var. PINGUIN, a West Indian plant.

Penguinery (pe'ngwinari). [f. PENGUIN +

-ERY.] An assemblage or colony of penguins ;

a place where penguins congregate and breed.

1839 FITZROY Narr. ' Adventure' I. 388 The old bird gets
on a little eminence, and makes a great noise. .holding its

head up in the air, as if it were haranguing the penguinnery.

Pen-gnn. Sc.
[f.

PEN j/>.- + Gux sb.] A toy

air-gun made from a quill ;
a pop-gun.

* To crack

like a pen-gun\ to be very loquacious* (Jamieson).
1818 SCOTT Hrt. MidL xvii, This mad quean, after cracking

like a pen-gun, and skirling like a pea-hen for the haill night.
1821 Blackw. Klag. Aug. 35 (Jam.) Pen-guns are made and
fired at the season when the turnip first comes to market;
which turnip, cut in thin slices and bored through with the

quill, forms the charge. 1833 MRS. CAKLYLE Lett. I. 37 He
sang, talked like a pen-gun.

Penholder (peiihMdai). [f. PEN s^z +
HOLDER*.] A holder for a (steel or other) pen,

consisting of a cylindrical rod of wood, ivory,

metal, or other material, with a metal barrel or

other device at the end into which a pen or ' nib*

(see PEN.r/>. 2 4) may be fixed ; the pen and penholder
together forming a writing Instrument or 'pen*
of which the penholder forms the handle.

1815 WELLINGTON <:/. to SirC. Flint 19 June (in Westm,
Gaz. 12 Apr. (1904) 9/2), A small silver or thick glass inkstand,
with one of Braham's patent penholders and one of his pens.
1859 Handbk. Turning 37 Any long slender piece of work,
as a screen handle or a pen holder.

Peni, obs. form of PENNY.
Penial (pf-nial), a. Anat. [f. PENI-S + -AL.]

Belonging to or connected with the penis.
1877 COUES & ALLEN N. Amer. Rod. 535 A dependent

lobe, occupying the site of the penial sheath of the male.
1888 ROLLKSTON & JACKSON Aniut. Life 33 Mammals of the
Rodent and other orders, .possess a peniafossicle.

tPe*nible r
. Obs. Forms: 4 peyneble; 4-5

peyn-,penyble ; 5 pein- ? 7 penible. [a. F. ptnible

(12th c. in Hatz.-Darm.), f, peine pain : see -BLE.]
1. Painstaking, careful; putting forth effort, hard-

working.
^1386 CHAUCER Clerk's T. 658 The moore trewe if hat it

were possible She was to hym in luue and niuoru ptnyble.



PENIBLY. 642 PENITENCE.
Monk's T. 310, I seye, so worshipful a creature.. So

penyble in the werre, and curteis eke. 1481 CAXTON Godcjfroy
209 The horses.. were in this bataylle more stronge and
more penyble than were the horses of the turkes.

2. Causing or involving pain or trouble
; painful.

i4z6 LVDG. De Guil, Pilgr. 6634 With many woundys ful

terry ble, And rebukys ful penyble. 1430-40 Bochas \.

xi. (1554) 22 b, Tell on anon, if it be possible, Which of their

sorowes is fond most peimble. 1633 l$AKTDit^qfDiseased
Introd. 21 His [Physician's] profession being in it selfe so

penible and laborious.

Hence f Pe'nibly (peynybly) adv., painstakingly.
1303 R. BRUNNE Handl. Synne 5802 A trew man. .pat wyl

serue J?e to pay, Peyneble, al bat he may. Ibid. 10339 I^ut

euery tynie was redy And seruede hym peynybly.

Penicil (.pe'nisil). [ad. L. /)V;7/-w.f PENCIL.]
1. Nat. Hist. A small bundle or tuft of slightly

diverging hairs, resembling a paint-brush.
1826 KIRBY & SP. Eutomol. IV. xlvL 277.

2. Med. * A tent or pledget for wounds or ulcers'

(Webster 1828-32).

Penicillate (pe-nisilA), a. Nat. Hist. [f. L.

penicitl-its (see prec.) + -ATE-. Cf. mod.F. ptni-

cilti.] a. Furnished with a penicil or penicils ;

having a small tuft or tufts of hairs, scales, etc.

b. Formed into or forming a small tuft or brush.

c. Having markings like those made with a pencil
or brush ; streaked, pencilled.
1819 G. SAMOUELLE Entoinol. Compend. 147 Joints [of

tarsi] penicillate dilated. 1835 KIRBY Ilab. <$ Inst. Aniin.
II. xvi. 66 The penicillate family, .is remarkable for several

pencils or tufts of long and short scales, which distinguish
the sides of the body. 1870 HOOKER Stud. Flora 310 Rumex
..stigmas penicillate.

So Pe'nicillaited a. =
prec. ; Pe-nicilla-tely

adv.) in the form of a penicil ; Pe^nicilla'tion,
a growth of hairs, etc., in the form of a penicil.

llu-34 Good's Study Med. (ed. 4) II. 556 The black

points sometimes present a stellated or penicillated arrange-
ment. 1846 DANA Zoopli. (1848) 127 The inner row [of

tentacles],, .furnished with a short fibrous penicillation at

the ends. 1872 H. C. WOOD Fresh-Water Algs 22 Fila-

ments- .in filiform fasciculi, which are ofttn much elongate
and penicillately exserted from the open common sheath.

Penicilliforni (penisHiff7.irn),<j, [ad. mod.L,

penicilliformis, f. penicill-us : see -FORM.] Of the

form of, or resembling, a hair-pencil ;

'

arranged
in a brush or tuft' (Syd. Soc. Lex.}.
iSix in HOOPER Med, Diet. 1831 R. KNOX Cloquct's

Anat. 465 Fasciculate, penicillifonn filaments, folded in the

direction of their length. 1857 MAYNE Expos. Lex.. Peni-

cillifortnisj. .resembling a hair-pencil. . : penicilHform.

II Peilicilliuill (j>enisrtu>m). [mod. Bot.I..,

f. L. penicill-uS) -;//.]
1. Bot. A genus of ascctomycetous fungi, including

several of the common moulds.

1867 J. HOGG Microsc. H. I. 298 Portions of penicillium
and aspergillus moulds. 1874 COOKS Fungi 3 The spores
of Penicillium are capable of being transformed into yeast.

2. Nat. Hist. and Anat. = PENICIL i, PENICILLUS I.

1893 Syd.Soc. Lex., Penicilliuw, term for a tuft-like mass
of vessels or fibres spreading out from one pomt.

I! Fenicillus (penisi'lws). 1*1. -i. [L. : see

PENCIL, PENICIL.]
1. Anat. Each of the tufts formed by the ramifi-

cations of the portal vein in the liver, and of the

minute arteries in the spleen.
1822-34 Good's Study Med. (ed. 4) I. 332 Absorbed from

the penicilli or pores of the liver. 1878 tr. H.von Ziemssens
Cycl. Med. VIII. 353 Each penicillus [in the spleen] with
the corresponding veins, forms a closed and independent
vascular system.
2. = PEMCIL 2.

1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl^ Penicillus, among chirurgeons
is used for a tent, to be put in wounds or ulcers. 1893 in

Syd. Soc. Lex.

Pe'liide. ? 06s. Forms : 4-5 penyde, 5-7
penede, 6 -idle, 6-7 -idee, 7 penid, 5-9 penide.
See also PENNET. [a. Y.p&ride (i.sth c. in Godef.),
ad. med.L. penidium, usually pi. -ia (Constantinus
Afer aiioo), a. med.Gr. ircvtotov, ~ta = 'spuma
sacchari* (frequent in Byzantine medical writers,

e. g. Actuarius and Nicolaus Myrepsus) ; supposed
to be ad. Pers. J^olj pamd refined sugar, in Arab.

al~fanid\ see ALPHENIC. (Thence also Diapcni-
dion.} Cf. Dozy & Engelmann Glossaire s. v.

Alfeftiqite, and Devic (Littre Supplt^ A piece
or stick of barley-sugar, or of a similar preparation
of sugar, used as a remedy for colds. (Usually//.)
1390 Earl Derby's Exped. (Camden) 19 Pro ij Ib. penydes,

ijj. c 1400 Lanfranc's Cirurg. 219 Se|?e it wif> a litil

salt & ^eue it t>e pacient & do Jieron penidis. 1533
ELVOT Cast. Helthe (1541) Si If there be no feuer, penidees,
malowes, orage, gourdes. c 1623 LODGE Poore Mans
Talentt (Hunter. Cl.) 28 Take. .of sugar penedes to the

quantity of them all. 1683 SALMON Doron Med. 1. 177 With
sugar Penids make a Bolus for one dose. 1851 MAYHEW
Land. Labour I. 204 If the boiled and yet soft sugar be

rapidly . . extended, and pulled over a hook, it becomesopaque
and white, and then constitutes pulled sugar ^ arsenides.

t Peni'diate, a. 06s. rare. [f. med.L. penidi-
um'. see -ATE 2.] In sugar penidiate^ app. =prec.
1656 RIDGLEY Physick 258 Sugar Penidiate, three ounces.

Peniform(pf-nif^im),rt. [f. L.peni-s + -I)FORM.]
Of the form of, or resembling, a penis.

1875 tr. H. von Zicimscns Cytl, Med. X, 76.

Penigrasse, -gres(se, obs. ff. PENNY-GRASS.
Penil (prnil). [a. F. ptnil (12-1 3th c.) : L.

type *pecti)iu'ztlutri) dim. of pecten 'comb', in

sense 'hair of the pubes'.] The suprapubic or

hypogastric region ;
the pubes.

1842 DUNGLISON Med. Z,t'.r., Penil, mons veneris. 1857
BULLOCK Cazeaux' Midiuif. 45 Found on the penil, the
labia majora, and the genito-crural folds.

tFe*nile, pe'nisle, sb. Obs. Also pene-isle.

[f. L. pxne- almost (see PENE-) + z'/d, ISLE, after

peninsula. Cf. F. presqttile^\
= PENINSULA.

1611 SPEED Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. xii. (1623) 703 A great Cape of
Land or penile in Normandy. 1618 BOLTON florns (1636)
280 From thence he suddenly escaped to the penile of Pharus.

1627 SPEED England i. 6 Britaine thereby is of a supposed
Penisle made an Hand. 1668 WILKISS Real Char. n.ri. 3.

53 Promontory, Cape, .. Point, Pene-isle. 1716 M. DAVIES
A then. Brit. III. Diss. Physick 39 Podalirius .. had her,
endow'd with tlie Penisle call'd Chersonesus, for his Pains.

Penile (prnail), a. Anat. [ad. mod.'L.pfntf-is,
f. PENIS.] = PENIAL.
1861 BUMSTP:AD l-'en. Dis. (1879) 319. 1889 TKKVKS Man.

Surf. III. 633 If the calculus be in the penile part [of the

urethra]. 1897 Alllnitt's Syst. Med. II. 1081.

Penillion : see PENNILL.

Peninsula (pmi'nsitfla). PI. -as (-az), for-

merly -80. Also 7 in anglicized form (or from

Fr.) peniiisul, -e. [a. L. pa^ninsula^ f. f>sene- t

PENE- almost + instda island : in F. ptninsitte

(1544 in Hatz.-Darm.). Peninsula in Livy and

Pliny is translated by Holland deinie island.]
A piece of land that is almost an island, being

nearly surrounded by water; by extension, any
piece of land projecting into the sea, so that the

greater part of its boundary is coast-line ;
e. g.

Hindostan, the Balkan Peninsula.

1538 LELAND Itin. III. 21 This Peninsula to cumpace It by
the Rote lakkith litle of a Mile. 1577 HARRISON England
\, viii. in Holinshed I. 14 b/2 None Islandes at all. .but one

lytle liyland, Cape or Peninsula. i6ia CAPT. SMITH Map
Virginia 4 Their corne-fields being girded therein in a
manner as Peninsulaes. 1615 G. SANDYS Trav. 220 A pro-

montory in forme of a pene-insula. 1633 T. STAFFORD Pac,
Hib. n. xxiii. (1821) 434 That Pen-insula ibeing strong in its

owne nature). 1754 PococKE Trav. Eng. (CamdenJ II. 108

Crossing over in a boat to the peninsula of Selsey. 1807
PIXKERTON' Gt-og. II. 203 The Malaian peninsula. 1860

MOTLEY Netherl. (18681 I. i. 7 The Spanish and Italian

Peninsulas have had a different history.

ft. 1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage vin. xiv. (1614) 816 Next is

that necfce or narrow extent of Land ..knitting the two

great Peninsuls of the North and South America together.

1617 MORYSON Itilt. i. 257 A Hill like a Peninsul. Ibid. -21^

The region or Country called Fife which is a Peninsule. .

lying between two creekes of the Sea called Frith and Taye.
1665 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. (1677) 351 A Pen-insule some
call it and no Isle.

b. The Peninsula (spec.'} : Spain and Portugal.
1775 R. T \viss Trav. Port.

<y Sp. 8 This peninsula (as the

natives call Portugal and Spain). i8ia SCOTT Let. to Miss
y. Baillie 4 Apr., My thoughts are anxiously turned to the

Peninsula. 1855 MOTLEY Dutch Rep. (1861) II. 290 The
romantic race which had once swayed the Peninsula.

Peninsular (p/hi-nsi/7lai), a. (str.) [f.
L. type

*pivninsular-is : cf. F. pfainsulaire (i 556 in Hatz.-

Darm.) : see prec. and -AB.] Of, belonging to, or

of the nature of a peninsula.
1612 BREREWOOD Lang, fy Rclig. 82 Inclosed after a pen-

insular figure between Danubius and the sea. a 1771 R.

WOOD Ess. Hojner^ Troade(iTj$} 312 Its compact peninsular
form. 1869 FREEMAN Norm. Cony. (1876) III. xii. 123 An
insular or peninsular site was specially sought out.

b. spec, (usually with capital.) Of or pertaining
to the peninsula of Spain and Portugal, or (esp.}

the war carried on there in 1808-14 between the

French under Napoleon and the English, Spanish,
and Portuguese under Wellington.
1812 L. HUNT in Rxaminer 21 Sept. 594/2 The main

objects of the peninsular War. A 1863 THACKERAY Mr. fy

Mrs. Berry u, He is an old Peninsular num. 1891 Chambers

Eneycl. VIII. 26/2 Peninsular and Oriental Company .. in

1840.. had then had an existence of three years' duration as

the Peninsular Company, which carried mails to Portugal
and the South of Spain. 1899 SIR H. MAXWELL Wellington
I. xiv. 373 The Peninsular Campaign.
B. sb. a. An inhabitant of a peninsula, b.

A soldier of the Peninsular war.
1888 Q. Re-'. CLXVII. 196 He [Besant] speaks of the

ruffling captain, who was no doubt 'an old Peninsular
1

.

1889 Nation (N. Y.) 17 Oct. 319/2 The Arabs traded with

the far-off peninsulars.

Peiiinsularity (p/hinsi^lre'riti). [f. prec. +
-ITY : cf. INSULARITY.] a. The condition of being
a peninsula, b. The character or habit of mind

resulting from living in a peninsula, and thus having
little contact with people of other nations.

1882 G. ALI.ES in Pop. Sc. Monthly XX. 599 Amusing
chat about the peninsularity of the Spaniards. 1891 J.

WINSOR Columbus xviii. 426 There is no proof that he ever

suspected the peninsularity of Cuba.

Peiiinsulate (p/"ni-nsi;?lc't), v. [f. PENINSULA
+ -ATE 3

7 ;
after insulate.'} trans. To make into

a peninsula ; to surround (a piece of land) almost

completely, as water ;
to divide into peninsulas.

1538 LELAND Itin. II. 52 Newton Water and Avon ren so

nere together in the botom of the West Suburbe of Malmes-

byri, that there within a Burbolt-shot the Toun is peninsu-
latid. 1774 PENNANT Tour Scot, in 1772, 22 A detached

tract peninsulated by sea, lake or river. 1796 MORSE Ainer.
Geog. I. 534 There are six considerable rivers which, with
their numerous branches, peninsulate the whole state. 190*
W. CROSSING in Devon N. $ Q. July 98 The tongue of land
. . peninsulated by the Swincombe river and the West Dart.

fig. 1809-10 COLERIDGE /'VzVrfti866)338The.. streammay
..appear to comprehend and inisle some particular depart-
ment of knowledge which even then it only peninsulates.
Hence Fenrnsulated ppl. a.

1781 WYNDHAM Toured. 2) 36 The bold craggy shore, and
the broken peninsulated knoles. 1846 M'CuLLOCH Ace. Brit.

Empire (1854) I. 53 The coast of Caernarvonshire, south-
ward from Menai Straits, is formed by the peninsulated hun-
dred of Lleyn. 1870 W. CHAMBERS Winter. Mentone \. 16
The picturesquely peninsulated shores of the Mediterranean.

t Feni'ntime, a. Obs. [f.
L. pxne- almost,

PENE- + intim-iis innermost.] Inmost but one.
1686 Phil. Trans. XVI. 81 The second or penintime

Satellite of Saturn. 1718 J. POUND ibid. XXX. 771 The
Radix of the penintime or second Satellite.

Peninvariant(pniinveViiant). Math. [f.PENE-
+ INVARIANT.] = SEMINVARIANT.
1860 CAYLEY Coll. Math Papers IV. 606 The leading

coefficient of a covariant . . in any covariant of a binary
quantic . . has been termed a penin~'ariantt

but a more
appropriate term is seminvariant.

Penirial v l, -ryal, obs. forms of PENNYROYAL.
II Fenis (prnis). PI. penes (-). [L. penis

oiig.
= cattda 'tail

1

,
afterwards as here.] The intro-

mittent or copulatory organ of any male animal

(in Mammalia also traversed by the urethra).
In Zool. sometimes extended to organs which deposit

spermatozoa without intromission. In Entotn. formerly used
to include in addition accessory structures, as claspers.

1693 tr. Blancard's Phys. Diet. (ed. 2!, Penis, the Yard,
made up of two nervous Bodies, the Channel, Nut, Skin,
and Fore-skin, c. 1789 W. BUCHAN Dow. Med. (1790) 325
An itching in the top of the penis. 1831 R. KNOX Clogitct's
Anat. 339 Becoming incorporated with the fibres of the

symphysis pubis, and the suspensory ligament of the penis.

1841-71 T. R. JONES Anint. Kixffd, (ed-4) 169 In Planaria
tremellaris, the penis, .is a white contractile body, enclosed,
when in a retracted state, in a small oval pouch.

b. Comb.) mpenis-bone ^
an ossification occurring

in the penis in certain Mammalia.
1836-9 TODD Cycl. Anat. II. 725/1 The repetition in the

clitoris., of the penis-bone of the male.

Penis, obs. pi. of PENNY.
Penisle : see PENILE sb.

Fenistone (pe*nistJn). Forms : 6 pen(n)e-,
pennie-, 6-8 penny-, 6-9 pennistone, 7 peny-
ston, 7-8 pen(n)iston, 7- penistone. [Name
of a small town in the West Riding of Yorkshire,
where the cloth so named was made.]
1 1. A kind of coarse woollen cloth formerly used

for garments, linings, etc. Obs.

1551-2 Act 5 # 6 Ed^u. f"'/, c. 6 i Clothes commonlye
called Pennystones or Forest Whites .. shall conteyne in

lengthe beinge welt betwixt twelve and thirtene yardes.

1576 BAKER Jewell ofHealth 21 A Bagge. .of whyte woollen

cloth (whether the same be Pennystone or Karsie). a 1600 T.

SMITH Let. in Stryp_e Stows Surv. (1754) II. v. xix. 401/2
Coarse Cloths made in the North Paris, as Northern Cottons
. .Checks, and Penistones. 1616 in Rep. Comm.Ing. Chari-
ties (1834) XXIX. 731, 40*. to be laid out in red peniston for

four petticoats. 1778 Eng. Gazetteer (ed. 2) s. v. Sturbridgf,
Abundance of cloths,. .kerseys, cottons, penistons, and fus-

ti.ins, are brought to it from Yorkshire and Lancashire.

attrib. 1656 New Eng. Hist. $ Gen. AVjf. (1850) IV. 125 It

is my will y* my couslne Elizabeth rich have my searge

gowne, and my Read penniston petticote. 1834 M. SCOTT
Cruise Midge (1859) 387 Poor drenched stormstaid devils in

their blue pennistone great coats shivering on the opposite
bank.

2. Penistoneflags, sandstone flags from the Coal
Measures around Penistone, used for paving-stones.
1688 R. HOLME Xr/mwrj' m* m/i Rough Stone, or Penny

Stone., are rough cut out of the Quarry. 1878 A. H. GRHKN,
etc. Geol. Yorksh. Coal-field \\. 3. 77 The Penistone Flags
are a group of very variable sandstones, with a few thin and

poor coals. They are best developed around Penistone, and

may be traced thence southwards to Sheffield.

Penitauncery, obs. form of PENITENTIARY.

Penitence (pe'nitens). Also 4-5 penytence,

(7 pceni-), 5 penitaunce. [a. OF. penitence (i ith c.

in Littre), ad. \* pxnitcntia (later pa>ni- t p2ni-\ n.

of condition f. pxnitens : see PENITENT and -ENCE.

Ql?.p4nitence t
as the learned form in ecclesiastical

use, gradually displaced the popular peneance^

PENANCE.]
1. The undergoing of some discipline or exercise,

voluntary or imposed by spiritual authority, in

outward expression of repentance, and expiation

of an offence ;
PENANCE sb. 2. Now rare, and

usually including sense 2.

c izoo Trin. Coll. Hont. 61 Swpure louerd ihesu crist fette

adam ut of helle, bo be hedde his penitence enden, and swo

he wile us ec, anne we hauen ure penitence fulendt-d.

a 1225 Ancr. R. 348 Efter schrifte, hit fallecS to speken of

Penitence, |?et is dedbote. 1-1386 CHAUCER Pars. T. Fii

Penitence is the waymentynge of man that sorweth for his

synne and pyneth hym self for he hath mysdoon. 1483

CAXTON Colo \ v, And whanne thow hast accomplysshed the

penytence whiche the preest hath gyuen to the. a 1600

HOOKKR Eccl. Pol. vi. iv. 2 The course of discipline in

former Ages reformed open Transgressors by putting them

unto offices of open penitence : especially Confession. 1796
Bt'RNEY Mem. Mctastasio I. 206, 1 shall undertake this busj.

ne>s, as a penitence for my sins. 1822 K. DIGBV Rroadst.

Hon. (1829) I. Godefridits 290 The ruins of Chaiuilly where



PENITENCEB.

the great Conde' ended his days in retirement and tl

practice of penitence. 1882 * OUIDA
' Marcmma I. iii. i

the

practice or penitence, isua UUIDA warcmma i. ni. 66

Jts very priests were sent to Santa Tarsilla as a penitence.

2. The fact or state of being penitent ; contrition

or sorrow for sin committed, with desire and

intention of amendment; repentance. (The pre-

vailing sense.)

1591 SHAKS. Two Gent. v. iv. 81 By Penitence th' Eternalls

wrath's appeas'd. a 1600 HOOKER F.ccl. Pol. vi. iii. 4 The

question why David's confession should be held for effectual

penitence, and not Saul's. 1658 URAMHALL Schism i. viii,

The degree of the delinquents penitence or impenitence.

1741-1 GRAY Agrippina 179 In lieu of penitence and vain

remorse. 1848 DICKENS Dombey xxiii, Is this the way you
show your penitence? 1881 TROLLOPK Dr. Wortles School

I. ii, He was one who thought that there should be a place
of penitence

allowed to those who had clearly repented of

their errors.

3. Comb., as (sense impenitence-garment.
1882-3 SCHAFF Encycl. Relig. Knowl. III. 2471/1 [\Val-

denses] Travelling two and two together, clad in woollen

penitence-garments.

fPe'nitencer. Obs. Forms: 4 penet-, 4-5
pent-, 4-6 penyt-, 4-8 penit- ; 4 5 -ancer(e,

4-6 -auncer, 5 -encere, 5-7 -encer, 6 -enser,

-ar, (7-8 -entier). [a. F'. ptnitencicr^ ad. med.L.

p&ni-y pcenitlntiarius, which took the place of the

popular F. form peneancier, PEXANCEH.]
1. In the mediaeval Church, a priest appointed to

hear confession, assign penance, and give absolu-

tion in extraordinary cases ; a penitentiary.
(11350 S. Andrew 309 in Horstm. Altengl. Leg. (1881) 8

Ledes hir to mi pemtancere. For of me has he playn powere.
1460 CAPGRAVE Chron. (Rolls) 151 A Krere Prechoure cleped
Raj'mund. He was Penytauncere undir tlie Pope. 1538 HALK
T/tre Lawes 1478 Hypocrisis . . I am a great penytensar, And
syt at the pardon. 1546 LANGLEY Pol. I'"erg. De Invent, vn.
iv. 136 Of them sprong the bastard penitencers in tlie dales
of Ihon the XXII. 1656 BLOUNT Glossogr.^ Pemtencer, ..

the Priest, &c. that enjoynstheofTendor his penance. [1840
BARIIAM Ingol. Leg. Ser. I. St. Nicholas, There is Mess
Michael, and holy Mess John, Sage Penitauncers I ween
be they.]

2. One undergoing penance; = PENANCER 2. rare.
c 1380 Antecrist in Todd 3 Treat. W'yclif(i%$\) 152 And

for her wenches and for her children, hem J?ei wolen not

prisoun, but make hem pentauncers. [So OF. pcnitencier.\

Penitency (pe'nitensi). Now rare. [ad. L.

/;;/-, pomitcnlia : see PENITENCE and -EXCY.]
The quality or condition of being penitent.
1. Penitence as a state

; repentance.
r 1450 Seven Deadly Sins 117 in Pol. Rcl. fy L. Poems

(1866) 218 The rote of an erbe I sholde vp hale, Men call it

chastite; and pounde it with penytencie. 1597 HOOKHR
Eccl. Pol. v. Ixxii. 7 Their Fastings were partly in token
of penitencie. 1630 J. TAYLOR (Water P.) Unnat. Father
Wks. n. 139/1 Hee dyed with great penitency and remorce
of Conscience. ^1708 KF.VERIDGE Thes. Thcol. (1710) II. 275
Works of penitenc}-. Humbling ourselves for sin, setting
ourselves against it, turning ourselves from it. 1863 KEBLF.

Bp. ll'ilson xix. 641 The penitency . .of so conspicuous an

adversary could not but encourage any favourable change
..taking place in men's minds towards the Bishop.

1 2. A penitential practice or discipline ;
= PENI-

TENCE i, PEXANCE, Obs. rare.

1597 HOOKER Eccl. Pol. v. IxxiL 13 Two kinds ther wer
of publike penitencie, the one belonging to notorious
offenders..the other appertaining to the whole church and
vnto euery seuerall person whome the same containeth.

1670 G. H. Hist. Cardinals in. i. 217 Ecclesiasticks who
formerly imploy'd their whole times in heaping up Peni-
tencies and Fastings. 1676 Warn, for Housekeepers 5-6
For to take our penitency, And boose the water cold.

Penitent (pe*nitent), a. and sb. Also 4 peny-
taunt, 4-6 penytent. [a. OF. penitent (i4th c.

in Littre), ad. l^.pxnitent-em^ pr. pple. ofpxnitere
(pan-, pen-*} to repent; this as a learned form, in

ecclesiastical use, gradually displaced the popular
OF. peneant, -ant, and ME. PENANT. In p&nitere
and its derivatives, the original L. form is held to

have been with/a;-, but in med.L. pa- was usual
;

in Romanic /-.]
A. adj. 1. That repents, with serious purpose to

amend the sin or wrongdoing; repentant, contrite.
c 1375 Sc. Leg: Saints xxxiv. (Pelagia) 190 [I pray} ^at J?ume

penytent wald take & to lesu reconforte me. c 1386 CHAUCER
Pars. T. f 13 He shal be verray penitent. 1432-50 tr.

Higden
_
(Rolls) IV. 461 [Titus] seide that hedidde never that

thynge in his lyfe whereof he was soory and penitente. 1552
Bk. Com. Prayer^ Absolution^ To declare and pronounce to
his people, beinge penitent, the absolution and remission of
their synnes. 1667 MII.TOM /'. L. x. 1097 So spake our
Father penitent, nor Eve Felt less remorse. 1725 DE For,

I'oy. round World (i^^ 46, I made him take two of those
penitent mutineers with him. 1840 J. H. NEWMAN Par.
Serin. I II. viii, A penitent prodigal who has squandered God's
gifts, 1902 W. L. NORRIS Credit of County ii, She was in
short penitent, but scarcely to the extent of being remorseful.

b. transf. of things : Expressive of repentance.
17*3 DE FOE Col. Jack (1840) 224 Though she wrote me

several penitent letters, acknowledging her crime, and
begging me to forgive her.

1 2. Regretful, grieved ; relenting, sorry, vexed.
Const, of, upon. Obs. rare.

1533 BF.LLENDEN
t
Livy v. (1822) 439 Ye sal nocht be

penitent of cure faith, nor we sal nocht be penitent of youre
empire. 1609 BIBLE (Douay) Manctsseh^ Thou art our Lord,
most high, benigne, long-suffering, and very merciful, and
penitent upon the wickednes of men.
3, Undergoing penance. In quot. 1613 transf.

643

Proper to penance or fasting days: cf. PENANCE
sb. 3 b, LENTEN a. 2.

1590 SHAKS. COM. Err. i. ii. 52 But we th.it know what
'tis to fast and pray, Arc penitent for your default to day.

1613 BEAUM. & FL. Coxcotnb \\. ii, Not a doore open now,
but double bard,, .thevery smithes that were lialfe venturers,
drink penitent single ale.

B. sb. 1. One who repents; a repentant sinner.

1434 MTSYN Mending of Life 108 Emonge J?is ^e penitent

manly hym-sclf bus vse & gostely arniore take. 1532
MORE Confnt. Tintfale Wks. 525/1 For penitentes are

accompted among the good. 1680 LUTTBKLL Brief A' el,

(1857) I. 53 The earl of Rochester is lately dead, ..and

though he lived but a debauch VI kind of life, yet he died a

great penitent, a 1740 \\'ATI:RI AND .SVrw., r John^iii. 9

(1742) II. 23 The question was not about dying Penitents.

1849 UICKMNS Dav. Copp. l\i, The only unchallengeable

way of making .sincere . . penitents.

2. A person performing (ecclesiastical) penance ;

one under the direction of a confessor
; also, in the

early church, a member of one of four ranks into

which those guilty of any of the mortal sins were

divided (see quot. 1850).
1412-20 LYDG. Chron. Troy ii. xiii. (1513! H vj, As a peni-

taunt in contritioun Ye you disraye. a 1425 L,angl, /'. PL C.
v. 130 Prouisour o^er prest ober penaunt \Canib. MS. Ff.
5. 35, penytaunt] for hns synncs. 1546 UALK l-'.ng. I 'ft(tries

I, 42 Guenhera . . was after hys death deuoulely receyueil
into ambesburye nondrye, as a penitent. 1601 SMAKS.
All's Well in. v. 97 Of inioyn'd penitents There's foure or

fine, to great S. laques bound, Alreadie at my liousc. 1662

Jesuits Reasons (1675) Niv, Who having been . . Scho'ars
of the Jesuits, were actually, when they dyed, Penitents of
the Jesuits. 1704 NELSON l-'cst. <y Fasts\\. 1.1739) 437 A Peni-

tent, who after Baptism having committed some grievous
Sin, was. .excluded the Assemblies of Christians. 1850
NEALE East, C/t. I. n. ii. 208 The four orders of penitents
were . . the Flcntcs^ whose place was in the porch ; the

Audicntcs, in the narthex ; the Consistcntcs and Suostrati,
in the lower part of the nave. 1854 MILMAX Lat. Chr.
vii. ii, The King, .clad only in the thin white linen dress

of the penitent.

3. pi. A name designating variousKoman Catholic

congregations or orders, associated for mutual

discipline, the giving of religious aid to criminals,

etc., or forming refuges for reformed prostitutes.

Rarely in sittg"., a member of such an association.

1693 tr. Emilianne's Hist, ATonast. Ord. xix. 221 Henry
the III,, .having seen, .the Procession of the White Penitents
at Avignon. 1706 tr. Di</>ins Keel. Hist. i6tk C. II. iv. xi.

449 Those of the Third Order of St. Francis, who are called

Penitents, were at first only a Congregation of Seculars of
both Sexes. 1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl. t Penitents^ .. certain

fraternities, or societies of persons who assemble together
for prayers, make processions bare-footed, their faces covered
with linen, and give themselves discipline, &c. There are
ivkite penitents in Italy, at Avignon, and at Lyons.. .There
are also bine penitents, and black penitents, which last assist

criminals at their death, and give them burial. 1797 MRS.
RADCLIFFE Italian Prol. (1826) 3 A church belonging to a
very ancient convent of the order of the Black Penitents.

1797 Emycl. Brit. XIV. 124. 1871 HOOK C/t. Diet. 577.

f4. Pnttenham's name for the rhetorical figure,

by which the speaker or writer subsequently retracts

or corrects a term used by him. Obs.

1589 PUTTENHAM Eng. Poesie in. xix. (Arb.) 224 Other-
whiles we speake and be sorry for it, as if we had not wel

spoken, so that we seeme to call in our word againe, and to

put in another fitter for the purpose : for which . . the Greekes
called this., the figure of repentance... I following theGreeke
originall, choose to call him the penitent, or repentant.

5. attrib. Penitent-form, a form or bench for

penitents ; the * stool of repentance *.

1887 HALT. CAINE Deemster ili. 45 The Testament falling

open on to the penitent-form. 1896 ACKWORTH Clog Shop
Citron. 305 (E. D. D.) An' yond's the penitent-form.

Penitential (penite-njal), a. and sb. Also 6-7
-all, 6 penytencyal'^1, 7 pcenitential. [ad. med.
L. pcenitential-is, f. pteni-, pccnitcniia : see PKNI-
TEXCE and -AL. Cf. F. ptnitentiel ; in 14-15^10.
penitential^ -tial (in Godef.).]

A. adj. 1. Of, pertaining to, or expressive of

penitence or repentance.
1592 Nobody <$ Someb. 942 in Simpson Sck. Shaks. (1878)

I- 3 r 3t I know his pemtentiall words proceede From a
remorcefull spirit. 1638 COWLF.Y Love's Riddle in, When
you have shed some penitential tears For wronging of
Palaemon. 1731 JOHNSON Rambler No. 139 f 9 Samson,
touched with this reproach, makes a reply equally peni-
tential and pious. 1:1845 FABECK Hyttin t Aly God, how
wonderful Thou art

',
I . .worship thee with trembling hope

And penitential tears. 1853 ROBERTSON Serin. Ser. m. xx.

263 The gloom of penitential life.

b. Penitential Psalms \ A name given to seven

psalms (vi, xxxii, xxxviii, Ii, cii, cxxx, cxliii) which

give especial expression to the feelings of penitence.

(The earliest use of the adj. in Eng.)
1508 FISHER (title] The fruytful saynges of Dauyd the

kynge & prophete in the seuen penytencyaU psalmes. Ibid.

Wks. (1876) 22 Reati quorum. This psalme of a good con-

gruence., is called a penytencyal psalme bycause penaunce
is so dylygently treated and spoken of in it. 1658 Whole
Duty Man, Priv. Devot. 6n This Penitential Psalm [H.]

may also fitly be used. 1710 J. BJNGHAM Chr, Antiq. xm. x.

13 The common Psalm of confession, or the Penitential
Psalm., being no other but the fifty-first Psalm. 1885
Cath. Dict. t Penitential Psalms., .Possidius tells us that St.

Augustine, when dying, caused the penitential psalms, which
are few in number, to be fixed on the wall opposite his bed.

Probably our penitential psalms are meant.

2, Pertaining to, expressive of, or constituting

PENITENTIARY.

ecclesiastical penance ;
of the nature of a penance.

Penitential robe, a robe worn by a public penitent.
a 1535 FISHER Spir. Consolat. Wks. (1876) 362 Doe you

these suffrages for your owne soule, whether they be praiers
or almes deedes, or any other penitential! paynefulnesse.
1546 HAIK l''.ng. I'ftarics \. 37 Theodorus . . publyshed a
serten boke of hys owne makynge, called A penytcncyall
sumnie. 1625 MKADK in KIlis Urig. Lett. Ser. I. III. 200
The Popes Legate, who came thither to impose upon her
I know not what penitential Confession for sixteen, .days,
for consenting to marry our King without the Popes dis-

pensation. 1781 COWI-ER Truth 95 Of all his conduct this
the genuine sense My penitential stripes, my streaming;
blood, Have purchas'd Heaven, and prove my title good.
1877 MRS. Oi-iJ'HAS-i Makers 1'lor. Hi. 83 In penitential robes,
with candle in his hand, and words of submission in his

mouth. 1885 Cat/i. Diet. (ed. 3) 652/2 From the latter part of
the tenth century flogging was added to the other penitential
exercises.

ftg. 1885 II. J.\Mr>/,/V. Ttwrxxx. 192 Streets.. paved with
villainous little sharp stones, making all exercise penitential.

B. sl>. 1. A person performing or undergoing
penance, a penitent. Also, in humorous allusion

(quot. 1664), a prisoner, ran.
1627 E. F. Hist. }-.div. // (1680) 16 Such melancholy Medi-

tations are deemed a fit food for Penhentials, rather than a

necessary reflection for the stomack of Regal authority.
1664 BL'ILKK ilud. n. i. 819 Then in their Robes the Peni-
tentials Are streight presented with Credential-. 1828
W.ia-w. J/rt^. XXIII. ^13 A cathedral in which a hundred
thousand penitentials might have prayed.

2. A book containing in codified form the canons
of the Church relating to penance, its imposition,
etc. ; a penitentiary manual ;

= med.L. fa-tti-

teutiale, liber pffnitcntialis.
1618 Sivi.DKN Hist. Tithes vii. 169 A Penitential made for

direction of Priests in auricular Confession. 1651 JER.
TAYLOR Holy Dying\. v. (17 19) 216 This Advice \va< inserted

into the Penitential of England in the time of Theodore

Archbishop of Canterbury. 1788 GIBBON- Decl. -V F. Iviii.

(1790) XI. 16 This mode of legislation was invented by the

Greeks: their penitentials were translated, or imitated, in

the Latin Church. 1874 STL-BBS Const. Hist. I. vii. 204 The
Ani^lo-Saxt-n Canons and Penitentials of the tenth century
are in great part translations.

3. //. Short for PenitentialPsalms : see A. i b.

1641 f. JACKSON Tine Kvang. T. n. 14} That of David in

the chiefe of his Penitentialls, Wash mte with hyssope, &c.

1672-5 COMIIKR Coiiip, Temple (1702) 14 The.. words of the
LI Psalm, or some other of the Penitential-;.

4. //. The signs, manners, utterances, demeanour,
or behaviour of a penitent ; apologetic demeanour,

appearance, or behaviour. ? Obs. b. Mourning
garments ;

black clothes (colloq^).

1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa. (1810) V. iii. 19 How odious
does sorrow make an ugly face ! Thine, Jack, and this old

bedlam's, in penitentials, instead of moving compassion,
must evermore confirm hatred. 1751 ELIZA H.EYWOOD .Stf/jj*

Thoughtless III. ?:viii, 222 (heading) Displays Miss Betsy in

her penitentials. 1805 EMILY CLARK Banks of Donro II.

146 During this interval Lord Oswell was quite in his peni-
tentials, in treating, .his dear angel to return. 1861 DICKENS
Gt. Expect, iv, Joe . .emerged from his room . . in a full suit

of Sunday penitentials.

j*5. //. The members of some monastic order :

= PEMTENT B. 3. Obs. rare'* 1
.

1632 LITHGOW Trav. i. 15 At St. Peters Pal lace, .there

meete 21. pilgrimes ; 14. from the Trinity . . and seuen from
St. Peters Penitentialls.

Hence Penite'ntially adv.) in a penitential

manner, in the manner of a penitent.
1648 JESKYN Blind Guide iv. 68 You., acknowledge it [the

charge] true, though not penitentially, but impudently.
1828 Bi&ckw. Mag. XXIII. 97 The soul may be sorrowfully
and penitentially sensible of its sins.

Penitentiary (penite-nfari), a. and sb. Also

5-7-enci-, 7 pceni-,pseni-. [ad.mcd.L./avn'A
7
;//?"-

firi-its adj. and sb., f. L. pseni-, jxsnitentia PENI-
TENCE : see -ARY J

. The sb. senses represent various

ellipt. or absolute uses of the L. adj., viz. med.L.

pGnitentiariuS) pcenitenti&ri&i *pcenitentiarium\
also = med.L. pccnitentialc

= liber p<xnitentialism

These are thus in their proximate derivation inde-

pendent formations, though all going back to the

adj. in L., Fr., or Eng. On this account the adj.
is here placed first, though some of the sb. senses,
taken direct from L. or Fr., were earlier in Eng. use.]
A. adj. 1. Of or pertaining to penance ;

ad-

ministering, or undergoing, penance.
1577 tr. Bulliwgers Decades (1592) 576 He did quite take

awaie the office of that penitentiarie Priesthood. 1581

J. BELL Haddotts Answ. Osor. 145 Standyng..in dispayred
case, is enforced dayly to runne to the second table of

Penitentiary Confession for relief. 1626 JACKSON Cretd\\\\.
ii. n His entertainement. . more despicable than the lodging
or entertainement of Pcenitentiary Pilgrimes. 1629 in Cra-
mond Ann. Banff{i&y\ II. 27 He would be enjoyned to

satisfie in saccloth vpon the penitentiarie seat. 1678 Lively
Orac. vn. ix, The penitentiary books and canons. 1845 J. H.
NEWMAN Ess. Devehpm. 413 The schism .. led to the ap-

pointment of a penitentiary priest in the Catholic Churches.

2. Pertaining to, or expressive of, penitence;

repentant, rare*

17511 Hist, in Ann. Reg. 15/2 To publish what, .might be

considered as a penitentiary declaration, a 1806 C. J. Fox
Reign Jos. //(i8o8) 169 After the death of his friends he

..wrote a penitentiary letter to his father. 1817 CHALMERS
Astron. Disc. vii. (1830) 285 At one with the humblest and

most penitentiary feeling which Christianity can awaken.

3, Intended for or relating to the penal and re-



PENITENTIARY.

formatory treatment of criminals. Penitentiary
House = PENITENTIARY B. 7. Penitentiary Act,
the Act 19 Geo. Ill, c. 74.

1776 BENTHAM Fragm. Gort. (ed. 2) Pref., The Penitentiary

system had for its first advocates Mr. Eden . .and Sir William

Blackstone. 1777 HOWARD Prisons Eng. iii. (1792)42 The

highwayman, .the footpad, .the habitual thief. .should end
their days in a penitentiary house, rather than on the gallows.

1779 Act IQ Geo. ///, c. 74 5 They, .shall erect, .two plain

strong, and substantial Kdifices or Houses, which shall be

called The Penitentiary Houses, for the purpose of confining
and employing in hard Labour . . such . . Convicts as . . shall be '

ordered to Imprisonment and hard Labour. 1791 BENTHAM

Panopt. Wks. 1843 IV. 144 House of hard labour, it was

suggested . . is a name by which no house will ever be called,

and the well-imagined word penitentiary-house was put in

its stead. 1818 SOUTHEY Ess. (1832) II. 176 Let the prison-

fare be a penitentiary regimen. 1877 tr. //. von Zieinssen's

Cycl. Mid. VI. 770 Autenrieth drew attention to the fre-

quency of scrofulosis in penitentiaries (so-called penitentiary

scrophula).
4. Of an offence: Punishable by imprisonment

in a penitentiary ; U. S.).

1856 OLMSTED Slave States 440 As it is a penitentiary

offense, the culprit spares no pains or expense to avoid con-

viction. 1896 Daily News 19 Dec. 8/1 Recall, .the state of

affairs at the end of the war.. up to then it had _been a
j

penitentiary offence to teach a black to read and write.

B. sb. I. = med.L. panitcntiiiriits.

1. A person appointed to deal with penitents or

penances ; spec, in R. C. Ch., an officer vested with

power to deal with cases which the ordinary parish

priest may be incompetent to determine.

1483 Cath. Angl. 274/2 A Penytenciary,>'W/Vc/ar/;.
11548 HALL Chron., lien. /'/// 51 b, On the Sondaye
foluwynge the Chaunceller commaunded the Penytensary
of Poules, too goo vp to hym and saye a Gospel]. 1679

J. SMITH Narr. Pop. Plot 6 Two Jesuits, .were. .advanced ,

to be the Popes Penitentiaries. 1797 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) i

XIV. 124 Penitentiary, in the ancient Christian church, _a
!

name given to certain presbyters or priests, appointed in

every church to receive the private concessions of the people.

1885 Cath. Diet. (ed. 3) 647/1 This [public penance], in the

case of secret sins, came to an end in the Church of Con-

stantinople soon after the abolition of the presbyter en-i -rijs

^erai'oias, or penitentiary, at the close of the fourth centur}'.

b. Grand, High {Chief, Great) Penitentiary,
a cardinal who presides over the office called

'penitentiary' (see 4), and has the granting of

absolution in cases reserved for the papal authority.

[ij8iMARBECK.A&. o/AW8o3The most high penitenciane,
Christ.] 1670 G. H. Hist. Cardinals i. in. 84 The office of

chief Penitentiary is given by the Pope to a Cardinal

alwayes. 1726 AVLIFFE Parergon 143 (The] Great Peni-

tentiary, .. together with his Counsellors, prescribes the
j

measure of Pennance. 1727-41 CHAMMF.RS Cycl. s. v., In

some places there is a grand penitentiary, and a sub-peni-

tintinry. 1842 BKANDF. Diet. Sci. etc. s. v., Briefs granted

by the grand penitentiary are at the present time entirely

gratuitous, and headed with the words '

pro Deo '.

f2. = PENITENT sb. i and 2. Obs.

1553 BECON Relieves of Rome (1563) 61 Flagellatorcs...

They doe beate them selues with scourges. . .These be

admitted by the bishop of Rome as penitentiaries. 1604
R. CAWDRF.Y Table Alph., Penitentiarie, one repenting, or

doing pennaunce. 1627 JACKSON Creed XL xlii. 2 Manasses
..died a Penitentiary. 1634 tr. Scudcry's Curia Pol. 52
To take revenge on a feebkj wounded, dying Penitentiarie,

weeping, and bleeding for his crimes.

3. A member of a religious order so called : cf.

PENITENT sb. 3.

1631 WEEVER Anc. Fun. Mem. 139 Many other reforma.

tions haue beene from time to time of the Franciscans, as

by the Minims, Recollects, Penitential ies, Capuchins, &c.

1683 LORRAIX Muret's Kites fun. 254 In the Chappel of

St. Petronilla [Rome], when they were digging a Grave for

a Penitentiary then lately deceased.

II. = med.L. fcenitentidria, F. penitencerie.
4. R. C. Ch. The office or dignity of a peni-

tentiary; an office or congregation in the Papal

Court, presided over by the Grand Penitentiary

(see I b), and forming a tribunal for deciding upon
questions relating to penance, dispensations, etc.

1658 PHILLIPS, Penitentiary, . .also a place in Rome, where
Priests sit and hear the confessions of those that come unto
them to that end. 1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl., Penitentiary, . .

an office, or tribunal in the court of Rome ; wherein are

examined and delivered out the secret bulls, graces, or

dispensations relating to conscience, confession, &c. 1903

Daily Chron. 31 Dec. 5/5 A prelate of the Apostolic
Penitentiary, the Congregation that deals with matrimonial

questions.

III. = OF. pen(e]ancerie; in mod.F. ptni-
tenciaire obs., pinitencier.

1 5. A place of penitential discipline or punish-
ment for ecclesiastical offences. Obs.

V 1421 BECKINGTON in Lett. Marg. of Anjou fy Bp. B.

(Camden) 27 Of which lesings one is, that he shulde have
made a letter ysett upon Faukener is gate, thanne maire of

London, and [he is] cast into the Penitauncery of Poules.

1644 H. VAUGHAN Serm. 15 There is an inestimable dis-

proportion betwixt the afflictions of the severest Penitentiarie

and celestiall Blisse.

6. An asylum or house of refuge for prostitutes

resolving on amendment of life.

1806 Evangelical Mag. XIV. 616 The Friends of the
intended London Female Penitentiary are respectfully in-

formed that a General Meeting will be held on Thursday
the ist day of January 1807. 1854 MILMAN Lat. Chr. m.
iv. (1864) I. 422 The feeling which induced the degraded
and miserable victim of the lusts . . of men to found, perhaps,
the first penitentiaries for her sisters in that wretched class.
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1873 I.IDDON Ptntt. Wk. in Ch. Eng. Pref., The nearness of

a Hause of Refuge or Penitentiary. 1891 Daily .\'cws

25 Sept. 5/4 The change of title, .from the
' London Female

Penitentiary Society
'

to the ' London Female Guardian

Society
1

has been universally approved of. .. When the

society was founded eighty-four years ago the term ' Peni-

tentiary' was well understood to mean a voluntary asylum
for the reception of those resolving on amendment of life.

7. A reformatory prison ;
a house of correction :

see Penitentiary House A. 3. In U.S. ' The place of

punishment in which convicts sentenced to confine-

ment and hard labour are confined by the authority
of the law' (Bouvier).
1816 Ann. Reg. 368 The General Penitentiary, Milbank,

contained 52 males and 76 females.. on the 22d May. 1825

JEFFERSON Autobiog. Wks. 1859 I- 47 Its principle, .was

adopted by Latrobe . .by the erection of what is now called

the Penitentiary. 1843 Penny Cycl. XXV. 152/1 The act

52 Geo. III., c. 44, was framed in conformity with the com-
mittee's recommendation, by which act the Penitentiary at

Millljank was commenced in 1813. 1885 Encycl. Brit. XIX.
748 The great penitentiary still standing after many vicissi-

tudes, but practically unaltered, at Millbank. [Demolished
in 1891.] 1898 Bou-'iers Law Diet, (by F. Rawle) II. 645
There are two systems of penitentiaries in the United States

. .the Pennsylvania system and the New York system.

IV. 8. = PENITENTIAL^. 2, Penitentiary book:

cf. A. i, quot. 1678. rare.

1853 ROCK "//. ofFathers IV. xi. 62 Theodore Archbishop
of Canterbury and Ecgberht of York had, severally, drawn

up a hand-book known as the penitentiary.

tPenite-ntiaryship. Obs. [t. prec. + -SHIP.]

The office of penitentiary (see prec. B. i).

1570 FoxFrA <y J/. (ed. 2) 2034^2 In the end the bishop
[i.e. the Pope] . . gratiliyn^ D. Cianmer wyth the office of

the Penitenciariship, dismissed them. 1691 WOOD Ath.
Oxon. I. 192 Afterwards he obtained, .the Penitentiaryship
or the Prebend of St. Pancras in the Cathedral Church of

St. Paul. 1716 M. DAVIES Athen. Brit. II. 213.

t Penitentionary. Obs. = PENITENTIARY sb. 2.

1577 FfLKE Cofifut. Purg. 173 There were small patience,

mekenes, or loue, in some of the purgatory penitentionaries.

f Penite-ntious, a. Obs. rare-", [ad. Y.pjni-
tencieux, -euse.}
1611 COTGR., Penitencieux, penitentious, verie penitent.

Fe'nitently, adv. [f. PENITENT a. + -LY -.]

In a penitent manner, repentantly, contritely.

1570 FOXE A. ff M. (ed. 2) 1170/1 The sayd Baynham. -to

submitte hym selfe penitently to the Judgement ofthe Church.

1603 SHAKS. Meas.for J/. IV. ii. 147 Hath he borne himselfe

penitently in prison? 1693 LUTTRELL BriefRet. (1857) III.

100 Capt. Winter was yesterday executed :. .He died very
penitently. 1864 PUSEY Lect. Daniel viii-ix. 486 He, Whom
they first pierced and then penitently gazed on, was God.

Pe'nitentness. rare. [f.
as prec. + -NESS.]

The quality of being penitent ; penitency.
1727 in BAILEY vol. II. 1775 in ASH.

tPeni-tion. Sc, Obs. Also 6 -issione. [ad.
late L. pcenitio =p:ln!tio.'] Punishment.

1547 Burgh Rec. Stirling 28 Apr. (1887) 48 Marioun Ray
amerciat for trubling of Agnes Hendersoun .. ordanis for

penitioun that..scho be put in the creile and hyng thair

during the will of the provest and baillies. 1551-2 Burgh
Rec. Prestwick 30 Jan. (1834) 62 pe ourisman of \>e gud
towne accusyt Alle\r

. Browne bal^e for be breken of ane ac

..and raferys be penissione to be inquest.

t Peniti'ssim, a. nonce-wit, [ad. L. *penitis-

sim-us, superl. ofpenitus interior.] Innermost.

1652 URQUHART Jewel Wks. (1834) 243 Being convoyed
into the penitissim corners of their souls.

f Pe-nitive, a. Obs. rare- 1
, [ad. med.L. type

*panit!vus
=

prmltivtis.} Punitive, penal.
1502 Ord. Ctys/en Men (W. de W. 1506) .v. iv. 388 The

lustycepenitiuesholdebetomochevrilawfullydymynysshed.
Penitote, erroneous f. PEUIDOT, q. v.

t Pe'nitude. 06s. rare 1
. In 7 pceni-. [ad. L.

psenitiido (early and post-cl.), i.pxnitere to repent.

So OF. Pe'nitude (Oresme, I4th c.).] Repentance.
1657 Penit. Conf. i. 7 Merafoia, which a learned Interpreter

[Beza] alwayes translates Resipiscence, and ^erafte'Aeia in

like manner alwayes by him rendred Paenitude.

Peilk, orig. form of PINK sb?-, a minnow.
Penknife (pe-n,n3if). [f. PEN sb2 + KNIFE.]
A small knife, usually carried in the pocket, used

originally for making and mending quill pens.

(Formerly provided with a sheath ;
now made with

a jointed blade or blades which fit inside the handle

when closed.)
14.. Nom. in Wr.-Wiilcker 682/21 Hie artawis, a pen-

knyfe. c 1450 Medulla in Cath. Angl. 50 note, Scalprum,
a penne knyf. 1481-90 Howard Househ. Bks. (Roxb.) 514

Item, payd..for a penknyff \.d. 1535 COVERDALE Jer.
xxxvi. 23 He cut the boke in peces with a penne knyfe.

1549 Compl. Scot. iii. 26 Cesar.. gat xxii. straikis vitht pen
knyuis in the capitol. 1658 W. SANDERSON Graphics 81

Sharpen then with a pen-knife. 1800 MAR. EDGEWORTH
Belinda xv, She shut the penknife which lay upon the

table. 1860 TVNDALL Glac. II. xvii, Was it [crack] sufficiently
wide to permit the blade of my penknife to enter it ?

b. attrib. and Comb.
1611 COTGR., Ganzvetier, a pen-knife-maker. 1768-74

TUCKER Lt. Nat. (1834) II. 621 Your penknife sheath for

him to pull open and shut again.

Pen-maker (pe-nm^koj). [f. PEN sb?}
1. A person who makes pens ; formerly, one

engaged in making and mending quill pens.
1779 in J. O. Payne O. Eng. Cath. Missions (1889! 78

Charles [Stewart], a penmaker. 1854 KNIGHT Onci upon a
Time II. 202 The steam-engine is now the pen-maker.
2. A machine for cutting pens from quills.

PEN3STACEOUS.

1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mech., Pen-maker, a tool formed like

a p; i' of pinchers for making quill-pens.

Penman (pe'nmsen). P'. penmen (pe'nmen).

[f.
PEN sb? + MAN sb.}

1. A man employed tr use the pen for an other; one

whose business is to write or copy documents, etc.
;

a clerk, secretary,
"

<tary, scrivener. Now rare.

1612 ROWLANDS ^ur Knaves (Percy Soc.) 109 But
Plutoe's pen-man J ju did late mistake, The Devil's errand,
for your maisters sake. 1628 COKE On Litt. 120 Clerk..a

pen-man who getteth his living in some court or otherwise

by the use cf his pen. 1727 A. HAMILTON New Ace. E. Ind.

I. xiii. 150 The Banyans, .are either Merchants, Bankers,
Brokers or Pen-men. 1858 MASSON Miltonl.-zo Scriveners,

as the rame implies, were originally penmen of all kinds of

writings. 1885 As it was Written in Cassetfs Rainbow
Si-r. Orig. Nwels 138 A penman's palsy shakes my wrist,

b. fig. Applied to the writers of Scripture

{penmen of God or of the Holy Ghosf) regarded as

writing from divine dictation or command. But

in later use, with holy, sacred, divine, inspired, etc.

= ' writer ', psob. taken in sense 3.
1601 HAKEWILL Van. of Eye viii. (1615) 45 Moses, the

pen-man of God. 16x1 BIBLF. Transl. Pref. 3 The authour

being God, not man ;
the enditer, the holy spirit..; the Pen-

men such as were sanctified from the wombe, and endewed
with a principall portion of Gods spirit, a 1656 HALES Gold.

Kem. (1688) 2 St. Paul, one of the first Pen-men of the

Holy Ghost, a 1659 BP. BROWNRIG Serin. 11674) II. xv. 186

Moses, the first Pen-man that God ever imployed. 1741
WARBURTON Div. Legat. II. 480 The inspired Pen-men. 1875
SCRIVENER Lect. Text N. Test. 7 In the case of the classical

writings, so with those of the sacred penmen.
2. A man skilled in penmanship ;

a skilful writer ;

one who writes a good hand ;
a calligraphist.

(With qualifying adj., zsgood, expert, swift, etc.)

1591 SYLVESTER Dit Bartas \. iv. 416 Smooth Orator, swift

Pen-man. 1607 DEKKER Westiu. Hoe 11. i. Wks. 1873 II. 295
We lacke painfull and expert pen-men amongst vs. 1706

PHILLIPS, Pen-man, a Person skill'd in fair Writing. 1878
BROWNING Poets Croisic Ixxv, Completed lay thy piece,
swift penman Paul !

3. A writer or composer of a book or other

writing ;
an author, a writer.

1592 GREENE Def. Conny Catch. (1859) 6 That palpable
asse . . that would make any penman privy to our secret

sciences. 1673 KIRKMAN Wits Pref., The most part of these

Pieces were written by such Penmen as were known to be

the ablest Artists that ever this Nation produced, by Name
Shake-spear, Fletcher, Johnson, Shirley, and others. 1710
SIIAFTESB. Charact. HI. II. i. (1737) I. 224 Able Penmen
rais'd to rehearse the Lives, and celebrate the high Actions

of great Men. 1886 DOWDEN Shelley I. iv. 135 The grand
bail .. taxing to the utmost the powers of the penman who
described the event next day in the Morning Herald.

b. Const of (that which is written). Now rare.

1610 Mirr. Mag. 604 The pen-man of my historic. 1624
GATAKER Good Wife i The penman of it was Salomon. 1641

J. JACKSON True Evang. T. III. 217 So doth the Penman of

the Epistle to the Hebrewes. 1706 A. BEDFORD Temple
Mus. viL 154 The Pen Men of the Holy Scriptures. 1882

FARRAK Early Chr. I. 329 The inspiration of the Holy Spirit
was not a mechanical dictation, which makes a man the pen
rather than the penman of sacred utterance.

4. Comb., as penman-like adj. (in quot., like the

work of a penman).
1843 RUSKIN Mod. Paint. I. 11. l.vii. 30 A violent, black,

sharp, ruled penmanlike line.

Penmanship (penm^njip). [f. prec. + -SHIP.]
The practice or performance of a penman.
1. The art of using a pen, i. e. of writing ; the

action of writing; skill in writing ; style of writing,

handwriting; calligraphy.
1695 AYRES (title) The Tutor to Penmanship, or The Writing

Master . . Shewing all the Variety of Penmanship and Ckrk-

ship as now practised in England. 1727 W. MATHER Yng,
Man's Comp. 52 Learn the Command of Hand by frequent

Use, Much Practice doth to Penmanship conduce. 1838
IAS. GRANT Sk. Land, g So closely is the handwriting
imitated, that.. even the parties themselves can scarcely

detect the imposture, in so far as mere penmanship is con-

cerned. 1868 M. PATTISON Aeadein. Org. v. 291 A clever

youth. . can discuss as many of the questions mooted by the

paper, as three hours of rapid penmanship permit.

2. The action, or style, of penning, i. e. wording
or composing, a document ; literary composition.
1793 BENTHA.M Mem. $ Con: Wks. 1843 X. 202 The pen-

manship of the statutes, .has, every now and then, become
the subject of a dissatisfaction. 1818 Ch. Eng., Catcch.

Exam. 329 The men of law .. by whom a part was taken in

the penmanship of this Act. 1818 BROUGHAM in Purl. Deb.

1029 He remembered that lord Kenyon had once called the

composition of an auctioneer his 'penmanship ', for he did

not think that it deserved the appellation of '

style '.

Perm, obs. form of PEN.

Fennaceous (pen^'Jss), a. rare. [f.
mod.L.

pennace-iis (f. penna feather, pen) + -ous : see

ACKOUS.] a. Omit/i. Having the structure of

a pen-feather or quill-feather, b. Entom. and

Bot. Applied to markings resembling feathers, or

to surfaces or structures having such markings.

1857 MAVNE Expos. Lex., Pcnnaceus, . . having the surface

marked with lengthened stains, .. compared to feathers.. :

pennaceous. 1890 WEBSTER, Pennaecous (ZSol.), like or per-

taining to a normal feather. 1890 Cent. Diet., Pennaceous. .,

having the structure of a penna or contour-feather; not

plumulaceous. ..In entotn., resembling^ the web ofa feather ;

having fine, close, parallel lines springing diagonally from a

single line. 1893 Syd. Soc. Lex., Pennaceous, in Botany,

marked with longitudinal stains looking like feathers.

Pennache -ed, obs. forms of PANACHE, -ED.



PENNAGE.

tFe'nnage. Obs. rare. [i.F.ftntiafe(Amjot,
l6thc.), f. penne plume : see -AGE.] = PLUSIAUE.
1601 HOLLAND Pliny I. 287 This very bird . . is . . for

the more part of her pennage, blew, intermingled yet
among witb white and purple leathers. 1752 CARTE Hist.

r'.ng. III. 376 This nobleman's staff, lighting on the King's
head-piece and taking away the pennage fastened to it with
iron. 1857 MAVNE Expos. Lex., Pennage, . . a term the
same as plumage.

Pennair, obs. form of PENNER >.

II Peiinal (pe-nal). [Ger. penna-l pen-case,

school-boy, a. mecl.L. pennale pen-case, 1'. penna
pen.] Formerly, in German Protestant Universities,
a slang name for a freshman, from their carrying
about with them their pen-cases for use at lectures.
1882 in OGILVIE, and in later Diets.

Hence Pe nualism [Ger. and mod.L. pcnnalis-
mus], an oppressive system of fagging practised

upon freshmen in German Universities in the lyth I

century. (Abolished about the end of the I7thc.)
1863 DOWDING Life G. Cali.vtns iv. 24 Pennalism was a

!

frightful system of '

bullying '. Ibid. v. 31 It was they who
held pennalism, with its terrors, in check. IHd. xx. 183.

Pennance, -ans, obs. forms of PENANCE.
Pennant 1

(pe-nant). [app. a compromise
between PENDANT and PENNON, representing the

usual nautical pronunciation of these words, of

which it is now the most usual form.]
1. = PENDANT sb. 7 ;

a rigging pendant.
1611 COTGR., Palenc, the Pennant ; a rope which helpes to

j

hoise vp the boat, and all heauie marchandise, aboord a

ship. 1658 PHILLIPS, Pendants in a Ship, are short ropes
made fast at one end either to the head of the mast or to
a yard, or to the clew of a sail. 1755 JOHNSON, Pennant,. .

a tackle for hoisting things on board. 1841 I UNA Seaman's
Man., Pendant, or Pennant, a rope to which a purchase is !

hooked. A long strap.. with a hook or block at the other
end, for a brace to reeve through, or to hook a tackle to.

b. (See PENDANT 7 b.)

1867 SMYTH Sailor's Word-Ik., Irish pennants, rope.
yarns hanging about on the rigging. Loose reef-points or

gaskets flying about, or fag-ends of ropes.
2. = PENDANT sb. 9, PENNON 3 : see qnot. 1867.
1698 FRYER Ace. E. India ff P. i His Majesty, Charles II,

was pleased to grant Letters of Mart: Which impowered
them to wear the King's Jack, Ancient, and Pennant, and
to act as Men of War. 1725 DE FOE I'oy. round ll'orld

(1840) 213 A small .. vessel, under Spanish colours, pen-
nant flying. 1755 JOHNSON, Pennant (pennon, Fr.), a small
flag, ensign or colours. 1816 'Quiz' Grand Master I. 24A pennant at the peak appears, To shew the fleet they're
at their pray'rs. 1867 SMYTH Sailor's Word-bk., Pen.
nant, a long narrow banner with St. George's cross in
the head, and hoisted at the main. It is the badge of a
ship-of-war. Signal pennants are 9 feet long, tapering from
2 feet at the mast to I foot. . . Broad pennant denotes a com-
modore, and is a swallow.tailed flag, the tails tapering. 1872
[see b]. 1895 Funk's Stand. Diet., Pennant,.. a small flag
. . flown during the performance on a naval vessel of some
public function; as, a church-pennant, meal-pennant, etc.

b. = PENNON i.

1815 Paris Chit-chat (1816) I. 26 Myriads of pennants and
white flags, .floated in the air. 1863 BARING-GOULD Iceland '

105 He put up the little pennant which adorned the tent

top. 1872 PRF.BLE Hist, flag (1880) 1 1 A squire's mark was
a long pennant similar to the coach-whip pennant of modern
ships of war. 1878 H. M. STANLEY Dark Cant. II. xiii. 374
Quivering flaming pennants of flame.

3. Mns. A hook of a quaver, semiquaver, etc. : i

= HOOK sb. 10 c. U. S.

1890 in Cent. Diet. 1895 in Funk's Stand. Diet.

4. Comb., as pennant-bearer ; pennant-ship :

see quot.

the commodore, and vessels in the employ of government.
Pennant 2

(pe-nnont). [a. Welsh pennant, \

lit. 'dale-head', l.pen'n) \\ea.A + nant valley; also
a frequent place-name in Wales.] Now usually ,

Pennant grit : the name applied to an unproductive
series of gritty strata lying between the Upper and
Lower Coal-measures in South Wales, whence
extended to analogous strata in the Bristol Coal-
field. Also Pennant flag, rock, stone.

1756 C. LUCAS Ess. H'aters III. 224 This bath was paved
with pennant flag., a stone that divides into slates of about
two inches thick. 1769 STRACHEY in Phil. Trans. XXX.
972 A Rock of Paving. Stone, call'd Penant,..which Rock
is sometime twenty Feet thick, or more. 1792 Gentl. Mag.
LXII. i. 222 The stone of these two crosses is of a very hard
and durable kind, usually called pennant, of a close gritty
nature, and dug every where in the mountainous parts of
Glamorgan. 1876 WOODWARD Ceol. E. Somerset f, Bristol
Coalfields 31 [The Coal Measures] are divided into three
series, an Upper productive Coal Series, a Middle and nearly
unproductive series called the Pennant Grit, and a Lower
productive series. 1886 JUKES-BKOWNE Hist. Ceol. 186 The
Pennant Grits. This series, .forms the fine range of escarp-
ments, which enclose the central table land of the county
[Glamorgan]. 1888 PRESTWICH Ceol. II. 95.

Pennar(e, -ard(e, obs. forms of PENNER i.

Feunate (pc-nA), a. rare. [ad. L. pennat-us
winged, f. penna feather : see -ATE 2

.]
1. Nat. Hist. = PINNATE.
(1704 J. HARRIS Lex. Techn. I, Pennata folia, winged

Leaves.] 1857 MAYNE Expos. Lex., Pennate.
2. = PENNIPOHM.
1877 ROSEN-THAI. Mnsdes S, Nerves 91 The fibres are

attached at an angle to a long tendon, from which they all
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branch off in one direction (semi-pennate muscles), or in two
directions like the plumes of a feather (pennate muscles).

3. Winged ; fif. very swift.

1870 R. R. COVEKDALE Poems 35 On pennate feet they
tread the way.

Pennated (pe-ne'ted), a. Now rare. [f. as

prec. + -ED.]

fl. Bot. = PEXNATE i, PINNATED. Obs.

1727 BAILEY vol. 1 1, A Pennated Leaf . . or feather Leaf,.,
in which the Parts of which the Leaf is compos'd, are set

along the middle Rilj ; either alternately or by Pairs, us in

..Vetches, &c. 1755 in JOHNSON. 1802-3 tr. Pallas
'

Tra-.'.

(r8t2) I. 538 The stalk branches out with pennated leaves.

2. Feathered; having slender lateral ribs like the
vane of a feather; also = PENNIFORM.
1819 G. SAMOUFI.LK Entontol. Compend. 267 Antenna? pen-

nated in the males: serrated in the females. 1836-9 'I onn
Cycl. Anal. II. 593/2 Some appearance of a pennated
muscle.

Pennati-, combining form of L. pennatus I'KN-

NATE, as in Pennatifld, Permatilobate, Penna-
tipartite, Pennatisect, -sected adjs. = PINNA-
TiFin, etc., q. v.

'783 JrsiAMOND tr. Raynats Hist. Indies I. 295 Large
pennatified [sic] leaves. 1857 MAYNE Kxfos. I.cx. 900/2
Pennatifid. . Pennatipartite . . Pennatisected. 1875 HUXLEY
in Encycl. Brit. L 130/1 The tentacles become flattened ami
serrated at the edges, or take on a. .pennatitid character.

Fennatnlaceau (penretiwlJi-Jian). a, and s!>.

'/.ool.
[f. mod.L. 1'cnnatii/acea neut. pi., f. Pen-

natula, the typical genus.] a. adj. Belonging to
the order Pennatiilacca of alcyonarian polyps,
b. sb. A polyp of this order. So Fennatula ceorts

(-("'Jns'i a., Pennatula-rian a. and s/>., Penna-
tula-rious a. =

prec.; Pennatnlid (penae'ti/did),
a polyp of the family l\nnatnlid, of which
Pennalida, the sea-pen, is the typical genus ; Pen-
nn/tv.loid a., resembling or allied to this genus.
1857 MAYNE l-lxfos. Lex. 000/2 A Family (I'ennatulirria)

of Zouphytes, having the Pentiatnla for their type : penna-
tularious. 1885 Athenaeum 30 May 690/2 On a pennatulid
obtained. .in the Japanese Sea at a depth of seventy-one
fathoms.

Pennaunce,Pennaunt,ob.;. forms ofPENANCE,
PENDANT sb. Penne, obs. form of PEN.
Penneard, obs. f. penn'orth, PENNYWORTH.
Penned (pend, poet, pc'ned), a.

[f. PEN sb.-

+ -ED-.]
1. Having

'

pens ', i. e. wing-feathers, or quills ;

winged; feathered, fledged; quilled, as a porcu-
pine. In Ha: Having feathers of a specified
tincture. ">. Obs.

CI470 HF.NRYSON Afar. Fab. v. (Part. Beasts) xvi, Eaith
otter and aip, and pennit porcupyne. 1495 Trcvisa's Barth.
De P. R. NVIII. xciv. (W. de W.I ffvj/2 The lesarde ..is not
fetheryd nother pennyd. 1552 HUI.OKT, Penned, pennatits,
plumtilus. Penned or franked, altilis, ut aliiliscygnus. 1572
BOSSEWELL Armorie ii. 46!), S. beareth Sable, a Sphinx
d'argent, crined, and penned d'Or.

2. In parasynthetic comb. a. from PEN sb.% r,
as hard-penned, tender-penned, weak-penned; b.
from PEN sb.'* 4, as angry-penned, having or using
an angry pen, i. e. writing angrily.
1486 Bk. St. A IbansA viij b, As longe as an hawke stondeth

vnder the nombre of vii. barris . . she is bot tender pennyd.
Ibid., She is not harde pennyde no more than a soore hawke.
1396 W. SMITH Chloris (1877) 4 My maiden verse ..Whose
weake pend muse to flie too soone doth proue. 1708 Brit.
Apollo No. 62. 3/1 Angry-pen 'd Maid.

Penned (pend), ///. .i [f. PEN z-.i + -ED i.]
Shut up in a pen ; confined, as water, by a weir or
lock : see the verb. Also with in, up, etc.

1794 W. VANDERSTEGEN Pres. State Thames 29 The
practicability of rendering the rapid river Severn a penn'd
navigation. 1840 Evid. Hull Docks Com. 138 The further
your penned-up dock went up the river the better.

Penned (pend), ///. a? [f. PEN v2 + -ED 1.]
1. Written (with a pen) ; set down in writing.

Also with adv., as well-penned.
1567 DRANT Horace, Efisl. xix. F viij, That they shoulde

for very spyte My penned poems teare. 1588 SHAKS. L. L. L.
v. ii. 147 Nor to their pen'd speech render we no grace.
1757 FOOTE Author i. Wks. 1799 I. 132 A well penn'd
address.

f2. Done or worked with a pen or quill. Obs.

*597 A. M. tr. Guillcmeau's Fr. Chirnrg. 15/2 Called the
penned stttchinge, because it is done with little quilles or
shades of a penne.

f Penneech. Obs. Name of an old game at

cards : see qnots.
1680 COTTON Compl. Gamester xxi. 104 A Game called

Penneech. ..If the Seven of Diamonds be turn'd up, that is

Penneech. 1688 R. HOLME Armoury III. xvi. (Roxb.i 73/r
Penneech, this game hath 7 cards apeece, and a card turned

vp which is Trump. Then play and he that wins the first

trick turns vp another card and that is trump ; and so
euery trick produceth a new trump till all the seaven are
playd. 1816 SINGER Hist. Cards 347.

t Pennell, obs. Sc. form of PANEL.
1586-7 Kef. Privy Council Scot. IV. 150 Fra all com-

perance thairin upoun pennell inqueistis or assyissis.

Penner 1
(pe-nw'. Obs. or dial. Also 4-5

-ere, 5 Sf. -air, 5-6 pener, pennare, 5-8 -ar, 6
-or, -ard(e. [ad. med.L. pennarium, f. penna
pen : see -ARIUM, -AR.] A case or sheath for pens,
of metal, horn, leather, etc., formerly carried at

|

PENNILESS.
de girdle, often together with an inkhorn

;
a pen-

ase ; in later use, sometimes, a writing-case.

the i

case ; in later use, sometimes, a writing-^
6-1386 CIIALCKR Merck. T. 635 Priuely a penner gan he

borwe, And in a lettre wroot he a! his sorwe. 1398 TKKVISA
Rartk. De /'. A', n. iv. (1495) biij/i Aungels..bere pennars
and ynke homes and other Instrumentes of wryttes. 14..
Lat. Eng. I 'PC. in Wr.-Widcker 601/34 Pcnnarhim, a
Pennere. c 1470 HENRYSON Alar. Fab. vil. (Lion ti Mouse}
Prol. vi, Ane inkhorne, with ane prettie gilt pennair. 1520
WHITINTON I'-utg. (1527) 27 One hath pyked out all the
pennes from my pennarde. 1541 Ace. Ld. High 'J'reas.
.ViOA in Pitcairn Crim. '/'rials I. "321 For ane Pennare of
silver, to keip Pyke-teithe in, to be Kinsis grace. 1591
r I.OKIO 2>nf I'ruites 89 S. Giue me my penknife, to make a
pen. D. It is in your penner, you doe nothing but write.
1611 COTGR., Escriptoire, a Penner. 1659 HOOI.E Contemns'
I is. II "orld xci. 11672) 187 We put up our Pens into a Pen-
nar [calamario]. 1688 K. HOI..MF. Armoury in. rg3/2 The
Kagle holdelh a Writers penner and Ink-horn in her lieak,
by the strings of it. 1864 ISoriKi.i. Her. Hist, f, 1'op. ix.
led. 3) 40 The Penner and Inkhorn. 1871 W. ALEXANDER
Johnny Gibt xlii. (1873) 235 The lid o' the penner.
Penner -

,pc-noj). [f. I'KN v,~- + -EK !.] One
who pens or words a writing, document, statement,
etc.

;
a writer of something (either the original

composer, or a copier). Almost always with of.
1570-6 LAMI:AII|IF. 1'eraui/'. Kent (1826) 162 If Edmund

Hadhenham, the penner of the Chronicles of Rochester, lye
not .shamefully. 1612 Sin (i. PATI.E Abp. ]\'liit,;ii:
The authors and penners of some of these libels w. iv. 'John
Penry and John Udall. ^1635 (,'OKHF.:T /V',v;.'.; (1807) .'4A Ilallad late was made Hut God knowes who'es the penner.
1758 BLACKSTONE Coinni. I. Introd. i. rr The penners of our
modern statute*. 1817 CANNING ill /'art. l\-b. i S6o With
regard to the address before the House ; the numerous pen-
ners of it should not have launched into affirmations. 1825
BENTIIAM Offic. Apt. .l/d-r/w/W, Indie. (1830)49 The pen.
ner of this -ame Act of Lord Eldon's.

t Penner^. Ol>s. rare- 1

. See quot.
1624 HEYWOOD Gnnaik. vii. 355 A bodkin or penner which

she wore in her haire for an ornament.

Pennerth, penn'eth, nbs. ff. PENNYWORTH.
Penneryall, obs. form of PENNYROYAL.
Pennestone, obs. form of PENLSTONE.
Pennet (pe-net). Obs. exc. local. Forms : 5

penett(e, 6 pennutte, pennite, 6- pennet. [t.

as PENIDE with change of suffix. Cf. Oil. peneto,
It. pennito barley-sugar, OF. pcnites (1359 '"

Godef.).] A piece or stick of barley-sugar (or
some similar confection) ;

= PENIDE.
(Xow a trade term for a sweetmeat of the. toffee kind,

flavoured with lemon, peppermint, etc. : see quot. 1883.)
1470-1 in Mem. Kifion (Surtees) III. 216 Penettes, 4,7".

1576 DAKER Jewell of Health 93 b, Take of Dates, of
Reysins, of Pennites of Sugar. .of eche six ounces. 1611
COTGR., Penidc, a Pennet ; the little wreath of sugar taken
in a cold. 1616 SURFL. & MARKH. Country Farme 371 It

serueth..for the making of Almond milke, Potage, Pennet*,
Marchpanes, and other such daintiedeuiscs. [ 1883 JfuMei :</.

Gfoss., Pennett, a kind of sweet, of the humbug species,
cut in form like a double pyramid. 1887 Labelfrom Con-
fectioner s Shop, Durham, Lemon Pcnnets.]
Pennied (pe-nid), a.

[f. PENNY + -ED-.] Pos-
sessed of a penny. Chiefly in comb., as one-pennied.

PenniferOTls'(peni-fer3s1, a. Nat. Hist. [f.

'L.pcnnifer(i.penna feather + -fer -bearing) + -oys.]
Bearing or producing feathers

; feathered.
1828 STARK Elem. Nat. Hist. II. 14 Belly and tail penni-

ferous. 1841 Frasers Mag. XXV. 3tg The giant Scotch
firs, with the shrill sough of their penniferous branches.
1857 in MAYNE Expos. Lex. 900/2.

Penniform (pe-nif}7.im), a. A'at. Hist. [ad.
mod.L. pennifonn-is, f. L. penna feather : see

-FORM.] Having the form or appearance of a
feather

; having a central axis with diverging lines

or fibres on each side, like the barbs of a feather
;

spec, applied to a muscle whose fibres are obliquely
arranged on each side of a central tendon.

1713 CIIESELDEN Anal. n. i. (1726) 73 The fibres of the

penniform muscles. 1808 BARCLAY Muscular Motions 414
The carneous fibres by their lateral attachments shorten the
tendons of penniform muscles. 1846 DANA Zooph. (1848)
594 Penniform or plume-shape. 1881 MIVART Cat 128
Sometimes the fasciculi radiate from a central band of dense
fibrous tissue in a penniform or semi-penniform manner.
Hence Pe nuiformi-ra-diated a., radiated like

the barbs of a feather; Pe-nuiformwi se adv., in

a penniform manner.
1793 YOUNG in 1'liil. Trans. LXXXIII. 173 Three penni-

fornn-radiated muscles. 1839-47 TODD Cycl. Anat. III. 287
The fibres converge penniformwise to a strong, .tendon.

FennigerOUS (peni-dgeras), a. ff.
I., penniger

(l.penna feather + -ger -carrying) + -ous.] Feather-

bearing, feathered.

1656 in BLOUNT Glossogr. 1835 KIRBY Hab. ff /nst. Aliim.
II. xvii. 151 The various

p_iligerous, plumigerous, penni-
gerous and squamigerous animals.

Penniless (pe-niles),a. Also penny-, fpeny;-,
etc. : see PENNY, [f. PENNY + -LESS.] Not having
a penny ; having no money ; poor, destitute.
c 1310 in Pol. Songs (Camden) 255 For thef is reve, the

lond is penyles. 1406 HOCCLEVE Misrule 130, I were

nakidly bystad By force of the penylees maladie. 1562 J.
HEVWOOD Prov. fy Epigr. i. xxiv. (1867) 98 Thou art

penilesse. 1591 GREF.NE Art Canny CatcK 11. n He was. .

turned to walke penny-lesse in Mark-lane, as the prouerb is,

1699 GAKTH Dispens. 12 Or where ill Poets Pennyless confer.
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PENNILESSLY. 646 PENNY.
1727 BAILEY vol. II, Penniless. 1751 JOHNSON Rambler
No. 1 7 1 F 10 At length I became absolutely pennyless. 1824
BYRON Def. Trans/. (1837) i. ii. 132 Though pennyless all.

1874 GREEN Short Ifist. ix. 8. 680 Either course must end
in leaving the Government pennile-s.

f b. Penniless bench : name of a covered bench
which formerly stood beside Carfax Church, Oxford;
and app. of similar open-air seats elsewhere ; prob.
as being the resort of destitute wayfarers. Hence

allusively. Obs.

1560-1 in W. H. Turner Select. Rec. Or/Wu88o) 284
Item, to. .Sylvester Kechyn, for mending the peneles benche

..ijs. iiij d. 1580 LYLY Eitf>hnes (Arb.) 244 Every stoole he
sate on was Penniles bench. 1596 Br. W. BARLOW Three
Serm. i. 120 By which. .they bring both their parentes and
themselues vnto Peniless bench, c 1600 L. HITTTOX Antiq.
Oxfords Eliz. Oxford (Q. H. S. 1886) 86 On the left hand,
under the East end of St. Martins Church, yee see that

Seate, which is called Pennelesse Bench, builded by the

Cittie, as well for their solace and prospect every waie, as
for the conveniencie of the Market Women in the tyme of
Raine. 1615 SWETNAM Arrajgnttt, ll'oni. (1880) p. ,\xiv,
Ashamed to returne home againe .. by weeping crosse and
pennyles bench. 1629 MS. Ace. St. John's Hasp,, Canter?*.,
For mending of pennye-less bench halfe a dayes worke.
a 1672 WOOD Life (O. H. S.) I. 139. 1860 WAKTKR Sea-
board II. 43 Though he have sometimes to sit on the
Penniless Bench.

Hence Pe-nnilessly adv. ; Pe-nnilessness.
1871 SALA in Bclgraviayi\.\

r

. 421 The pennilessness of their

spouses. 1890 SAINTSBURY Ess. Eng. Li/. (1891) 308 Did he
really journey pennilessly down to Eton?

II Peimill (pe'nil
h
), usually in pi. pennillion

(peni'l
h
i(Tn). [Welsh pcnnill verse, stanza (t.penn

head), pi. penn-,penillion^\ A form of improvised
verse adapted to an air played on the harp, sung
by the Welsh at the Eisteddfod and on other

occasions; a stanza of such verse.

1784 E. JONES i title) Musical and Poetical Relicks of the
Welsh Bards with a select collection of the Pennillion. 1829
T. L. PEACOCK Misfort. Elf>hin 125 The bards.. struck up a
sort of consecutive chorus in a series of pennillion or stanzas
in praise of Maelgon and his heirship. 1887 J. THOMAS in

Grove Diet. Mus. IV. 438 The singers continue to take up
their Penill alternately with the harp.

b. attrib. and Comb.
1784 E. JONKS Mus. Rcl. Welsh Bards (1794) 61 There

are several kinds of Pennill metres. . . The skill of the

pennill-singers in this is admirable. 1887 Times (weekly
ed.) 19 Aug. 15/3 Sir J. H. Puleston informed the Prince
of the rules of pennillion singing. 1898 H'esttn. Gaz. i June
5/2 Eos Dar, the leading penillion-singer, sang to the accom-
paniment of the harp the traditional penillion sung at Welsh
weddings.

Pennine (pc-nain;, Jl/z'/t. [Named 1840 by
Frobel and Schweizer, because found in the Pen-
nine Alps.] = PENXIXITE.
1844 I)ANA J//. 318 The name Pennine is derived from

its locality. 1878 LAWRENCE tr. Cotta's Rocks Class. 22

Pennine, RipidoHte and Chlinochlore are minerals re-

sembling chlorite.

Peniiiuerved (pe'niniivd), a, Bot.
[f. L.

penni-) comb, form of penna feather -t- NERVE +

-ED^.] Of a leaf : Having nerves or veins diverging
on each side of a midrib ; feather-veined, pinnately
veined. Also PennineTvate a.

1857 MAYNE Expos. Lex., Peniiincrvis, Bot. .. penni-
nervate. 1880 GRAY Struct. Bot. iii. 4 (ed. 6) 93 Pinnately
or Feather-veined (or Penninerved) leaves are .. those of
which the veins and their subdivisions are side branches of
a single central rib.

Penning (pe-nirj\ vhL st>. 1 [f.
PEN v. 1 + -ING *.]

The actiun of PENT
vJ- \ enclosing, confining, etc.

1626 BACON Sylva 152 The penning and enclosure of the

air, in the concave of the well. 1751 Act 24 Geo. //, c. 8 2

Locks, Weirs. .and the Shutting, Penning, Opening, Draw,
ing, Use. .thereof. 1886 C. SCOTT Sheep-Farming 201 In
penning, the dog works closely to the sheep.

Pe lining, vl>l. sb* [f.
PKN 77.2 + -ING ]

.] The
action of PEN v. 2

; writing, inditing.
a 1548 HALL Chron., Edw. IV 227 A letter .. bothe for

the stile the pennyng excellently end!ted. 1687 Royal
Proclam. 18 Nov. in Lond. Gaz. No. 2297/1 The Doubtful
Penning of some Parts of the said Act 1741 RICHARDSON
Pamela II. 154, I suppose it is of my Sisters Penning, and
he, poor Man, is the humble Copier. 1849 STOVEL Introd.
Canne's Necess. 63 The treatment of words, and the penning
of signatures, in that way was rather unusual.

Pe nning, ///. a. [f. PEN vl + -ING 2.] That
pens (see PEN z/.i) ; enclosing, shutting in.

1854 SVD. DOBRLL Balder xxiii. 124 Herdsman's evening
call, And bells of penning folds.

Penninite fpe-ninait). Mm. [Altered from
PENNINE: see-n'E 1

.] A mineral of the chlorite

group; a hydrous silicate of aluminium, magne-
sium, and iron, occurring in rhombohedral crystals.
1868 DANA /]//. (ed. 5) 4^95 Penninite... Pennine. ..Hydro-

talc of Meeker is pennimte from the Binnen valley, in the
Valais. 1882 Min. Mag. IV. 47 .

Pennipotent (pem-pJtent), a. rare- 1
, [ad.

L. pennipotens, -potent-em^ i. penna feather, plume
(see PEN; +potens powerful.] Strong on the wing;
strong-pinioned, powerful in flight.

1609 J. DAVIKS Holy Roode (1878) 15/2 Vnplume their

wings in flight pennipotent. 1656 in I'.LOUNT Glossogr.
Pennirial \l, obs. form oi PENNYROYAL.
Pennis, ohs. pi. of PEN, PENNY.
fPe-nnish, a. Obs. tuome-ivd. [f. PEN s&2 +

-I8H !.] Pertaining to a pen, or to writing.

I
1646 Vox Populi 17 Your Pulpit worke, and your pennish

paines.

tPe*nnisome, a. Obs. tnonce-u<d. [f. PENNY
+ -SOME.] Furnishing 'pence', i. e. money; lucra-

tive, profitable.
1631 WEKVER Anc. fun. Mon. 229, I finde little of any.,

charitie this Bishop performed, .with all these his pennisome
preferments.

Penniston(e, obs. form of PENISTONE.

Pennite (pe'nsit). Min. [Named by Hermann,
1849, from Pennsylvania, where found : see -ITE *.]

I A greenish variety of Hydrodolomite (see HYDRO-),
containing nickel.

1850 Aiuer. jfrnf. Sc. Ser. it. IX. 217 Hermann has made a
!

new mineral which he calls Pennite. 1868 DANA Min. (ed. 5)

708 Pennite of Hermann, from Texas, Pa., is in apple-green
to whitish crusts.

Pennite, obs. form of PENNKT.

Fenniveined (pe-nh-^nd), a. Bot. [f. L.

penni-, comb, form of penna feather, PEN + VEIN
+ -ED -.]

= PENNINEKYEIX
1855 Macglllivray

t

s Nat. Hist. Dee Side (ed. Lankester)

179 Pale green and nearly opaque beneath, penniveined
with reticnlar venules. 1872 OLIVER Elem. Bot. \\. 253
[Palm.s] are usually either ofthe radiate- or penni-veinedtype.
Pennoii (pe'nan). F'orms : 4-8 penon, 4 5

' penoun, 4 pen(n)own(e, 5 pynoune, -youn,
?pynon, Sc. pannoun, 5- pennon. [ME. a.

!

OF. penon (also penn-, pan-, pannoti} = Vi.peno,

penon, OCat. pano, It. pennone, generally held to

be a Romanic deriv. of L. and It. penna, F. penne
feather, plume, wing (Diez, Littre", Darm.). It.

had the sense
*

plume of feathers ', and OF. that of

;

* feather of an arrow *, as well as that of (
streamer *.

; Sp. has pendon, Pg. pendao^ mod.Cat. pend6, with

intrusive d, perh. by association with pender to

hang; cf. Eng. pendant ioi pennon.]
1. A long narrow flag or streamer, triangular

:

and pointed, or swallow-tailed, usually attached

|

to the head of a lance (or a helmet), formerly
i borne as a distinction by a knight under the rank
1 of banneret, and sometimes having his cognizance
upon it ; now a military ensign of the lancer

| regiments.
1375 BARBOUR Bruce vin, 227 Thairsperis, thalr pennownys,

!

and thar scheldis Of licht Illumynit all the feldis. c 1386
I
CHAUCER Knt.'s T. 120 By his lianer born in his penoun.
1387 TKF.VISA Higden (Rolls) V. 121 In the baners and

! penons of his knyghtes. 1390 GOVVKR Conf. III. 56 Of his

j

centre the signe was Thre nsshes, whiche he scholde bere
i Upon the penon of a spere. 1456 SIR G. HAVE Law Anns

(S. T. S.) 141 He tynis his pannoun and his haubergeoun.
14.. Lansd. MS. 225 If. 4^1 in Pronip. Parv. 392 note,
A guydon to be in length ij. yardes and a half, or iij. A
pennon of armes round att the end, and to be in length ij

yardes. c 1500 MS. ffarl. 838 If. 5 Euery baronet . . shal
haue hys bancr displeyd in ye feild yf he be chyef cap-
teyn, euery knyght his penoun, euery squier or gentleman
hys getoun or standard. 1501 Garrard's Art M'arrc 141
A litle Phane or Penon of silke upon a wyre. . . They
must weore this either upon their burgonets, or upon
their hats if they will. 1687 A. LOVEI.L tr. Tfte-'eiwt's

Trav. n. 104 At the end of this Carrere there are men
who have several Arrows ready, with little penons hanging
at them. 1700 DRVDEN Pal. fy Arcite \. 115 High on his

pointed lance his pennon bore, His Cretan fight, the con-

quer'd Minotaur. 1786 GROSE Milit. Antiq. I. 205 note, The
pennon was the proper ensign of a bachelor or simple knight.
L)u Fresne shews that even the esquires might bear pen-
non?, provided they could bring a sufficient suite of vassals
into the field. 1801 Ibid. (ed. 2) II. 52 The pennon was. .like

a banner, with the addition of a triangular point. By the

cutting off of this point, on the performance of any gallant
action by the knight and his followers, the pennon was con-
verted into a banner

; whereby the knight was raised to the

degree of a banneret. 1865 WAV in Promj*. Parv. 392 note,
A pennon was a small flag attached to the lance, whereby
the rank of the bearer was known. Wace appropriates it

to the knight, and the gonfanon to the baron, but at a later

time it seems to have designated the bachelor. . . In Harl.
MS. 358, f. 5, may be seen sketches of all these ensigns ; the

getone being swallow-tailed, the penon triangular, and
charged with the armorial bearing, the former being RMTO-
priated to the esquire or gentleman, the latter to the knight.
1882 CUSSAXS Her. (ed. 3) 274 The Pennon . . was usually
affixed to the end of a lance, from which, .it depended ; and
the Charges thereon were so embln/oned as to appear cor-

rectly when the lance was held in a horizontal position.

b. In wider or vaguer use : Any flag or banner.
?<z 1400 Morte Arth. 2918 Thane sir Priamous be prynce,

in presens of lordes, Presez to his penowne, and pertly it

hentes. 1530 PAI.SGR. 253/1 Penon a lytell baner in a felde,

Pennon. 1563 GOLDING Caesar vn. (1565) 206 b, Cesar.,
rolled up his banners, and hid the penons and antesignes
of his Mmldier.s. 1599 SHAKS. Hen. V, in. v. 49 Barre Harry
England, that sweepes through our Land With Penons !

painted in the blood of Harfiew. 1835 Penny Cycl. III.

408/2 The drapery of a trumpet was in early times, as now,
the pennon-quarree of a banner. 1880 ' OVIDA ' Moths II.

234 The soft wind would blow brightly on the pretty
j

pennons of the Kermesse pavilions.

v.fig. Applied to things of the shape of a pennon,
c 1618 MORVSON Itin. iv. iv. i. (19/33) 332 Rowles baked

like dry Fritters, and sett forth with Penons of Cutt paper,
in the forme of Apes, Birdes, and like thinges. 1820 SCOTT '

Alonast. xxiv, A pillar of dark smoke, which .. spread its I

long dusky pennon through the clear ether. 1863 HAW-
THORNE Our Old Home (1879) 158 Little factory villages..

|

with their tall chimneys, and their pennons of black smoke.
d. Her.

1586 FKKXK P>laz. Gcntrie 197 The field is Gewles, a

banner of three pennons or. 1688 R. HOLME Artuoury in.
xviii. (Roxb.) 122/1 He beareth a speare Or, garnished or
adorned with a penon or penoncell Argent.
f2. a. A knight-bachelor ; b. An ensign-bearer.
1475 Bk. Noblesse (Roxb.) 15 For he [Ser John Chaundos]

had in his retenu M 1
. ij

c
. penons armed & x M 1

. horsmen.
1568 GRAFTON Chron. II. 239 The Duke of Brabant had
.xxiiij. Banners and Ixxx. Pennons, and in all .vij. thousand
men. a 1661 FULLER Worthies^ Hartford. \\. (1662) 32
Surely he was a man of merit, being Penon or Ensign-
bearer to one, Esquire of the body to three successive Kings,
and M r

. of the Horse to one of their Queens.
3. The long pointed streamer of a ship ; also

called PENDANT and PENNANT.
1627 DRAVTON Agin&ntrt Ixvii, A ship most neatly that

was lim'd, In all her Sailes with flags and Pennons trim'd.

[In Chalmers's Poets, pennants, whence in Richardson.]
1632 SHERWOOD) A Penon (or Pendant} in a ship. 1658
PHILLIPS, Penon, ,. also a streamer in a ship. 1807 J.
BARLOW Columb. n. 354 O hapless day! .. That saw my
wandering pennon mount the tide. 1852 LONGF. Warden
o/Cinqite Ports ii, Flowing flag and rippling pennon. 1884
MRS. C. PRAED Ztro xiv, Yachts with pennons flying lay at
anchor in the harbour.

f 4. Erroneously put for PENDANT sb. I, a hanging
ornament. Obs. rare.

1546 Richmond Wills (Surtees) 63 Also I give to my
dowghter..a girdle with penons and buckle of silver.

5. poet. Used by Milton, and others after him,
for : A wing, pinion.
1667 MILTON P. L. ii. 933 -Fluttring his pennons vain

plumo down he drops Ten thousand fadom deep. Ibid. vn.

1740 SOMERVILLF. Hobbinolii. 190 The.. Wasp.. in the
'US Nectar plung'd, His filmy Pennons struggling flaps

441. 1740 SOMERVILLF. Hobbinolw. 190 The
viscous Nectar plung'd, His filmy Pennons !

in vain. 1796 COLEKIDGE Ode Departing year Epode ii,

I hear the famish 'd brood of prey Flap their lank pennons
on the groaning wind. 1813 SHELLEY Q. Mab \. 204 Again
the Coursers of the air Unfurled their azure pennons.
Pennoncel (pe-nansel). Obs.GL<c.flist. Forms:

4 penonceal, 5, 9 -cell, 5 penoun-, 7, 9 -eel, 9
-eele, 8- pennoncel, (9 -celle). [a. QV.penonee!
(= It. pennoncello, 'a little plume or bunch of

feathers, also a little streamer or banderoll
'

(Florio)i med.L. pemtncellus, penonse/lus, Du
Cange), dim. of penon, PENNON. See also the

reduced form PENCEL, which is found earlier.]
A small pennon borne upon a helmet or lance,
a PENCEL; a pennon or pendant of a ship.
1390 GOWER Conf. III. 308 Than sen thei stonde on every

side, Endlong the schipes bord to schewe, Of Penonctals
a riche rewe. c 1489 CAXTON Sonnes ofAyinon vi. 153 The
k-yng . . fonde her besi aboute a penouncell of a spere that she
made full fayr for the knyghte Reynawde. e 1489
Blanchardyn xviii. 56 Many a highe mast that bare grete
say lies And many penoncelfes, baners, and standardes that
the wynde shok here and there. 1610 GLTILLIM Heraldry
iv. xiv. (1611) 224 These penoncels are made of certain smal

peeces of Taffeta or Sarcenet, cut after the forme of a
pennon, wherewith martial! men doe oftentimes adorne
their speares and launces. 1688 R. HOLME Armoury in.

xviii. (Roxb.) 122/2 He beareth a speare Or, garnished or
adorned with a penon or penoncell Argent. 17*7 BAILEY
vol. II, Pennoncels. 1814 SCOTT Chivalry (1874) 33 Whom
they were entitled to muster under a Penoncele or small

triangular streamer somewhat like the naval pennant of the

present day. a 1835 MOTHEKWELL Madman's Lore, The
fluttering of each penoncel By knightly lance upborne.
Pennoncier (penansiu). rare , [a. OF.

penon', pennoncier (Froissart I4thc.\ f. penon
PENNON.] A knight bachelor (as distinguished
from a knight banneret).
1890 in Cent. Diet.

Pe'nnoned (-and), a. [See -ED 2
.] Having,

bearing, or furnished with a pennon. Also _/?".

1849 THACKERAY Atra Cnra iii, No knight am I with

pennoned spear. 1868 LOWELL Invita Minerva 2 The
Bardling came, where by a river grew The pennoned reeds.

1882 FREKMAN Keign It 'ill. Ritfus II. vi. 2.209 He. .would
show himself before their gates with a hundred thousand

pennoned lances. 1897 ll'estm. C,az. 2 July 3/1 Behind
this line we get a glimpse of plumed helmets and pennoned
lances of some of the cavalry.

Pennor, obs. form of PENNER*.
Penn'orth, colloq. contraction of PENNYWORTH.
""ennutte, obs. form of PENNET.

(pe-ni). PI. pennies (pe-niz). pence
(pens). "Forms: see below. \()Y*.p$ning,pending,

Paining, later p$nig = OFiis. panning, panning,

-ig, OS. fanning (MLG., LG. pennink\ MDu.
pcnninc, -ing-, also/<v//'V; \^. penning], OHG.
pfenning (pkaniinc, phyiting,, pf$nting (MHG.
pfenninc, -ic, -ig-, Ger. pj'cnnig), ON. panning?
(mod. Icel. peningr, Sw., ODa. penning, Da. pi.

penge = ON. p$ngar 'money'); not recorded in

Goth, (which has skatts for St/^a/woy in N. T.). In

early ME., Ormin had still peninng', but the usual

MK. form after 1200 was petti, peny, from OE.

penig. The forms with double in OE. were

chiefly Northumbrian ;
in ME. pttnnie, penny, with

nn, was app. not used till the 1 5th c. OE. and

early ME. had also, le nm"" 'ike OFris., forms

in pott-. In ME. Panels, penejes,

passed through pane '.it's, pern's, to the

I4thc. pans, pens, tl 'spelt in i6thc.

pence. But, beside 1 : penys, pennys,

pennies, continued in ? : sec the forms

in A. 2 $, and signifi. c.



PENNY.
The OE. and cognate forms point back to the types

*/>a>iing t *panding)
*
panning^ a series which does not con-

form to any phonetic law, but suggests that the word was

foreign and of unsettled form. But it was evidently of

WGer., or even (unless the ON. was borrowed from OE.)
of Common Germanic age. No foreign source however is

known ; and the suffix /, occurring in other names of

coins, as shilling, farthing, OHG. chcisitring, etc., bespeaks
at least a Teutonic formation on a radical element pand ov

pan(n\ This has been sought in WGer. *pand, OHG.
pfant, PAWN, with reference to a possible use Q\ \hzpanding;
and in WGer. panna, Ger. pfasine PAN, with possible
reference to shape. Of these words themselves the Germanic

origin is uncertain.]

A. Illustration of Forms.

1. Sing. a. i pending, pening, -inc, penning;

3 (Orm.} peninng. &. i peenig, panig, pseni,

1-2 penis, 2-4 peni, 4 pane- (in comp.), 4-8
peny, 5 penye, -ey, 5-7 penie, (6 peanyj; 5-8
pennie, (6 -ye), 5- penny.
a. 835 Pending [see B. i]. -950 Lindisf. Gosp. Matt. xxii.

19 gebrohtun him penning \_Ags. G. anne peninc, v. r. aenne

penig ; Hatton enne panig]. c 1000 /KLFRIC Gram. xxv. (Z.)

50 Hie as, bes peningc [v. rr. pening, penig, peni]. c 1000

AgS, Gosp. Matt. xx. o pa onfengon nig a;lc his pening
[//a//<7 panig; Lindisf. suindrigopenmngus]. ciaoo ORMIX

3281 Illc mann an peninng ^efe. Ibid. 3287.

0. ciooo Ags. Gosp. Matt. xx. 2 He sealde aslcon asnne

penig {Hatton aenne pgenig]. cn6o Hatton Gosp. Matt,
xx. 9 pa onfengen hi a;lch hys panig {Ags. Gosp. pening,

penig], a\txyQMoral Ode 67 Healse mid his penie sepeober
mid his punde. a 1300 Cursor M. 22328 For a peni [Fairf.

peny] hit sal be safde. c 1450 Merlin \. 142 For a penny
that ye lese on this side, ye shall wynne tweyne. 1530
PALSGR. 253/1 Penny coyne, denier. 1584 POWKL Lloyd's
Cambria 71 To giue them a penie for euerie man. 1590

RECORDE, etc. Gr. Artes (1640) 326 That a sterling peny,
round without clipping, did then weigh 32 comes of wheat

dry. 1668 MARVELL Corr. Wks. 1872-5 II. 186 The taking
of an half-peny and a peny. 1673 C. HATTON in H. Corr.

(Camdent 118 To be shewn as a sight, peni apiece.

2. Plural, a. i peningas, pendingas, pen-

(d)i(n)cas. #. 1-2 penegas, pan-, 2-3 pene-

^es, panewes, -as, 3 panewes, pone-, -wees;

peniis, -ijs, 3-4 panes, 4 pannes, penis, 4-5
penyes, 4-6 penies, Sc. pennyse, (5 peyneyes,
pennis), 5-6 penys, penuys, -is, (Sc.) -eis, 6

(Sc.) pennyis, 6- pennies. 7. 4-5 pans, (4

pons), 4-6 pens, 5-6 pense, 6- pence. 5.

5 penses, -ys.
a. 835 IVill'm Thorpe Cfarters 474 Se mann se to londe

foe agefe hire erfehonda xiii. pund pendingae. c8oo K.
/KLFRED Laws c. 3 (Schntid 72) gebete-.baes borges bryce
mid v pundum maerra paeninga. ^897 Gregory's Past.
C. 1. 391 We wiernafl urum cildum urra peninga mid to

plegianne. ^950 Lindisf. Gosp. Matt. xx. 9 Onfengon
uindrigo penningas.
0. c xooo Ags. Gosp. Matt. xx. 10 pa onfengon hig syndrige

penegas [Hatton smdrie panegesj. Ibid. Luke x. 35 [He]
brohte o5rum d<ege twegen penegas {Lindisf. tuoege
pend, Hatton paneges]. ^1175 Lamb. Hom.%>$ pa twein

pene^es. c woo I'ices $ Virtues 79 Befaste6 here pane5es
oe ha5ene menn. c 1205 LAV. 2369 Paelles and ptirpras And
guldene ponewaes [^1275 panewes]. Ibid. 14684 Twalf
panewes. a 1290 i*. Eustace 6 in Horstm. Attcngl. Leg.
(1881)211 Of gold and ponewes[z>. r. penyes] rounde. 1:1290
S. Eng. Leg. I. 263/93 A man, pat ?af hire breo rounde

panes, a 1300 Fall fy Passion 58 in E. E. P. (1862) 14 For
xxx peniis he him sold, a 1300 Cursor M. 4835 (Cott.) Al
redi penijs [Gd'tt. penis] for to tell. Ibid. 13483 Qua had o

penis thre hundreth Bred for to bi. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints
vii. (Jacobus) 738 For pennyse thretty. 1387 TREVISA
Higden (Rolls) II. 345 Also bis [Saturn] ordeyned pannes of
bras, c 1400 Apol. Loll. 52 Of hem bat ^euen a peney, or

peyneyes, to prestis. <i 1425 Cursor M. 13483 (Trm.) Who
so had penies J?re hundrebe. 1426 LYDG. De Guil. Pilgr.
18037 The pennis that iudas toke. c 1430 St. Cuthbcrt
(Surtees) 6346 Penys foure or fyue. 1500-20 DUSBAR Poems
xxxiv. 63 Gif I ten dayis wan pennyis thre. 1512 Act 4
Hen. I

7
f/fj c. 19 14 All manner of pennys beyng sillier.

a 1649 DRUMM.OF HAWTH. Hist. Jus. /, Wks. (171 1)3 Twelve
pennies of the pound.
y. ,^1305 Judas Iscariot 133 in E. E. P. (1862) no pe

teobing berof was brettie pans. 1340 Ayenb. 23 pri manere
of guodes..bet be dyeuel wyle begge mid his pans. 1362
LANGL. P. PI. A. Prol. 86 Seriauns. -Pleden for pons and
poundes be lawe. 1377 Ibid. B. v. 243 To wey pens with a

peys. 1381 WYCLIF John xii. 5 Whi is not this oynement
seeld for thre hundrid pens? 1426 LYIJG. De Guil. Pilgr.
J 7732 The pound for xx** pans I selle. ?ai$oo in loM
Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. iv. 424, 21 pense in pense
and half pense. 152(5 TINDALE Matt, xviii. 28 Wone off his
felowes which ought hym an hundred pence. 1549 Erase*
nose Coll. Muniments 18. 59, Fore pense.
S. 1482 Monk of Evesham (Arb.) 52 Tho fyrye pensys y

was compellyd to deuoure with an opyn mowthe. 1495
Rolls of ParIt. VI. 463/1 Receptes of Penses to the same
Elizabeth.

B. Signification. I. Original senses.

1. An English coin of the value of ^ of a shilling,
or ?riy f ^ pound ; originally and for many cen-
turies of silver, in later times of copper, now (since

ng ol silver pe
with the reign of Charles II j a small number have since
been regularly coined as Maundy money. Copper pennies
began to be coined in 1797 ; copper halfpence and farthings
having been used from the time of Charles II.

a 725 Laws of Inc c. 59 (from /Klfred's compilation,
earliest MS. ^925) Oxan horn bi3 x paeninga [?'. rr.

peninga, peniga, penega) weorS. 835 in Thorpe Dipl.&vi Sax. (1865) 47 And him mon forgefe 3eran Sreotene
hund pending[a]. a 1000 Ecgbert. P&nit. iv. Ix. (Thorpe
Laws II. 222), Se riht scylling by| a be xii penegum. a 1131

647

O, E. Chron. ^x\. 1124 Se peni;; tvaes swa ifcl b;et sc man
ba haefde .. an pund he ne mihte cysten ba;r of for nan
bing twelfe penegas. c 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. (iSioj 238
Edward did smyte rounde peny, halfpeny, ferthyng, . . pe
kynges side salle be be hede & his name writen, pe croyce
side what cite it was in coyned & smyten. 1485 CA.XTON
C/ms. Gt, 245, iiij pens of money courant yerely. Ibid, 246
They shold wyth a good wylle pay the penyes. 1596 SHAKS.
Taw. S/tr. in. ii. 85 Nay by S. lamy, I hold you a penny,
A horse and a man is more then one, and yet not many. 1706
PHILLIPS, Penny,a small Coin .. ; its Weight is 32 Grains of
Wheat well dried. 1710 J. HARIUS Lex. I'echn. \\, Penny,
Denarius^ was the first coined piece of Silver we have any
account of; and for many Years the only one. 1727-41
CHAMBERS Cycl. s. v., The penny sterling is now nigh disused
as a coin; and scarce subsists, but as a money of account.

1797 Proclam, 26 July in Lond. Gaz, No. 14031/1 We have

thought fit to order, that certain Pieces of Copper shall be

coined, which should go and pass for One Penny, . .and that
each of such Pieces of One Penny .should weigh One Ounce
Avoirdupois. 1837 Penny Cycl. VII. 330/1 The first English
[silver] pennies weigh 22^ grains troy. Towards the close
of Edward III the penny weighs 18 grains, and in the reign
of Edward IV it fell to 12, after previously sinking to 15.
In. .1551, the penny was reduced to S grains, and after the

43rd of Eliz. to 7$^ grains, at which weight it still continues.

b. Applied to local or other varieties of this

coin, sometimes of different value.
Irish penny, Manx penny, copper pennies of the same

value as the penny sterling with a different design on the

reverse, formerly coined for Ireland and the Isle of Man ;

Scots penny, a coin or monetary unit, equal in i7th c. to
one-twelfth of the English penny ; f Penny dcble^ f Penny
force: see quot. 1598.

1538 Aberdeen Regr. (1844) I. 158 Dauid Bruce, .promhtit
to pay me the soume of thretty poundis in penny and penny-
wortht Scottis. 1598 STOW .Vw>7'. 43 The penny weyght [to

weigh] 24. graynes (which 24. by weight then appointed,
were as much as the former 32. graynes of weight), a pennie
force, 25. graynes and a halfe, the pennie deble, or feeble
22. graines and a halfe. 1617 MOKVSON ///;/. i. 283 The Scots
haue of long time had .. Placks, which they esteemed for

4 pence, but 3 of them make an English penny; also Hard-
heads, esteemed by them at one penny halfe-penny, whereof
eight make an English penny. Ibid. 284 They [the Irish]
had little brasse pence, and pence of a second kinde, called

Harpers, being as big as an English shilling. They had also
brasse farthings, called smulkins, whereof foure made a

penny. 1688 R. HOLME Armoury in. 25/1 An Irish Penny
.. hath the Stamp of the Harp and Crown upon it. 1786
CARDONNELL Numisin. Scot. 24 Table I. In which is shown
how many numeral pounds, shillings, and pennies Scots
were coined out of one pound weight of gold, a 1850 JAS.
GRAY Introd. Arith. (ed. 100} n (Scotch Money), 2 Pennies
= i Bodle = kd. Sterling. 2 Bodies = i Plack = ^d. 3
Placks or 12 Pennies i Shilling id. [sterling], 1898
G. B. KAVVUNGS Brit. Coinage 135 The last Irish coinage

I
took place under George IV, when pennies and halfpennies

j

were struck. .1823. Ibid, 192 George III. coined pennies
i and halfpennies for Man in 1786.. ./\ev.

t
Three legs con-

joined at the hip, fbid., Queen Victoria coined a Manx
penny, halfpenny, and farthing, in 1839 only. ..This is the
last coinage for the Isle of Man. Ibid. 210 In 1870 a series

of nickel pennies, halfpennies and farthings was begun for

Jamaica.
C. The full plural, pennies (A. 2 #}, is now used

only of the individual coins ; pence (A. 2 7) is

usually collective, expressing the amount, however
made up; but it is sometimes used of individual

coins, when no stress is laid upon their being such.

Pence is especially used after numerals, where from

twopence to elevenpence (rarely twelvepence\ and
in twentypence )

it is stressless (t^'pens, etc.) and
now written in combination. See these words.

With other numbers pence is written separately (or

hyphened) and has a separate stress, as eighteen

pence (^*t/h|pe'ns).
When such a combination means a single coin, or even a

single amount, it is treated as a single substantive, and may
have a plural, e. g.

* a new sixpence ',

' two sixpences
'

;

'

the

school-children's twopences ',

' how many eightpences are
there in ten shillings?' See TWOPENCE, THREEPENCE, etc.

k Tp such combinations, halfpenny and_/fcrM;,f are added
without and, e. g.

*

postage twopence-halfpenny ',

' the early

penny-farthing foreign post-card ',

* a sixpence-halfpenny
shop '. These phrases may also take a plural : see quot.

1724. Adjective or attributive uses of these combinations
are formed with -penny, e. g. t'jiopenny^ etc. : see 10.

c 1000- [see examples under A. 2 ]. c 1305- [see under

A.2y]. c 1380 WYCLIF H'ks. (i88o)36Tocursea manfor sexe

pans. \q& Libel Eng. Policy in Pol. Songs (Rolls) 1 1. i75,xij

pens in the golden pounde. 1590 SHAKS. Com. Err. i. ii. 55
Oh sixe pence that I had a wensdaylast. 1590 Mids.N.
iv. ii. 22 Sixpence a day for playing Piramus. 1724 SWIFT
Drapier's Lett. iii. Wks. 1755 V. n. 50 We have many sorts

of small silver coins,, .such as the French three-pences, four-

pence half-pennies, and eight-pence farthings, the Scotch

nve-pences and ten-pences, besides their twenty-pences and
three and four-pences. 1726-31 TINHAL Rapins Hist. Eng.
(1743) II. xvn. 157 Six-pences, Two-pences, Pence, and

Half-pence. 1837 Penny Cycl. VII. 329/2 From Egbert's
time, with very few exceptions, the series of English pennies
is complete. Ibid,, Pence, halfpence, and farthings are

extant of John, all struck in Ireland. 1865 Reader'No, 148.

493/2 A large hoard of short-cross pennies. 1866 CHUMP
Banking x. 226 Coinage of England : Athelstan A. D. 925 to

Henry II A. D. 1189, silver pennies only.

2. Rendering L. denarius (see DENABIUS) ; also

occasionally argentens (' piece of silver '), and
HUMMUS ( numjmt$sesiertiuSj$sxtEBXis\ Chiefly,
now only, in Biblical use and allusions thereto.

^950 Lindisf. Gosp. Mark xii. 15 Brenges me penis [L.

denarinm] bictte ic sesit. ^975 Kits/iiv. Cosp. John vi. 7
Tu hund peninga [L. duccntonun denariorum} to hlafum
ne xitiyhtsumaS him. ciooo Ags. Gosp. Luke x. 35 And
brohte ocfruin dae^e twegen pene^as [L. duos denarius,

E

PENNY.
WYCI.II-' twey pens, r-. r. pans], ("1275 Passion ofour Lord
119 in O. E. Misc. 40 If ich so ispede pat ich bitraye ihesu,
hwat schal beon my medeV

prytty panewes, hi seyden. c 1380
WYCI.IF Serin. Sel. Wks. I. 32 He toke two pens, and ?af
hem to be hosteler. 1387 TRLVISA Higden (Rolls) I. 273 pey
schulde euery jere offre foure pans [L. quatuor numnios\ to

^e chirche work of Seynt Denys. c 1400 MAUSLJKV. iKo.\lj.)
xi. 42 pai salde Criste for xxx. penys. 1535 COVKHUALE
Jcr. xxxii. 9 Seuen sycles and ten syiuer pens [L. decent

argi'ntcos}. 1638 JLNIUS Paint. Ancients 303 Antomus the
Triumvir his pennies were mixed with iron. 1646 BI-. HALL
alt of Gil. (1650) 134 Even the eleventh houre carried the

rny
as well as the first. 1720021:1.1. I'ertot's Rom. Rep.

vii. 424 note, The Penny of Gold among the Romans was
worth a Thousand Sesterces. 1796 H. HUNTKR tr. St.-

Pierre's Stud. Nat. (1799) III. 480, I do not speak of the

penny paid to Cesar by St. Peter. 1881 N. T. (R.V.) Luke
xx. 24 Shew me a penny. Whose image and superscription
hath it? And they said, Ca^ar's.

b. Sometimes applied to the French denier or

10 centime piece; also, to the now obsolete coin
of Jersey of that value {Jersey penny] ^ superseded
in 1877 by a coin s= ^ shilling. Formerly also

used to render the name of the Dutch penning,
the German pfennig^ the Low German /<*;//.;, and
other foreign coins corresponding in name. In

U. S. colloq.j a cent.

1727-41 CHAMBERS C?^' s. v., The French />i'fitt}', or denier,
is of two kinds ; the Paris/xy, called (tem\r /'tin'xis; and
the Penny of Tours, denier Tonrnois...'\'\-\v. Out*, h fenny,
called penniiik, is a real money, worth about one fifth 11101 e

than the French penny '/'0itmois...At Hambourg, Nurem-
berg, &c. \^K penny or pfennig' of account, is put ci;u;il to

the French penny Tournois. 1862 ANSTED Channel fsl. iv.

App. A (ed. 2) 561 Thirteen Jersey pence are equivalent to

an English shilling. 1889 FARMER Diet. Ainer., Penny, a

cent, and thus about bait" the value of an English penny.
1898 (j. I!. RAWLINGS Brit. Coinage 194 Xo coins were struck

]

for Jersey till 1841, . .the English shilling at that time being

j

valued in Jersey at thirteen pence. . .The penny is as follows.

II. From the fact that the (silver) penny was
for many hundred years the chief or only coin in

circulation, the name became to a great extent

synonymous with * coin ',
'

piece ', or ' unit of

money
1

,
whence the following uses:

3. A coin : applied with a defining or descriptive

adjunct to various coins of the British Isles, of dis-

tinct origin from the ordinary penny. Now Hist.

Penny of twopence^ a silver coin of the value of twopence,
a half-groat; gold penny^

a gold coin of the value of 20

shillings issued in 1257.

1483 Cath. Angl. 274/1 A Pen^pf
twa Pens (A. Penny;.),

(tidragina. 1523 Act 14 fy 15 -Jen. I'III, c. 12 As many
halfe grotes called pens of two pens. 1523 FITZHERB. Ihtsb.

54 Peny grasse..hath a Icafe as brode as a peny of two
1

pens, and neuer beareth floure. 1565 in Keith Hist. S<ot.

(1754) App. 118 That thair be cui^eit ane Penny of Silvir

callit the Mary Ryall,..of Weicht ane Unce Troce-weicht.

1578 Keg. Privy Council Scot. III. 31 Thair salbe ane

penny or pece of gold prentit and cunyeit of twentie ane
carret fine. 1700 TYRRELL Hist. Eng. II. (975) This Year
[1257], according to the MS. Chronicle of the city of London,
the King Coined a Penny of Pure Gold of the Weight of
Two Sterlings, and commanded that it should go for

Twenty Shillings. 1895 W. A. SHAW Hist. Currency i. 4
Five years later (1257) Henry III of England imitated the

;

florin in his gold pennies.

4. Used as a general or vague word fur a piece

!
of money ; hence, a sum of money, money.
Now chiefly in pbr. a. pretty penny : see 96.

1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. (1810) 64, & alle bat he mot gete,
he roljbed & reft, Peny no penyworth, no ping he no left.

1340 Ayenb. 23 Ycleleblisse . .pet is >c dyeules peni, huermide
he bayp alle be uayre pane-worbes ine be markatte of bise

wordle. a. 1375 Loy Folks Mass Bk. App. iv. 514 Go vp to

him with ful good-wille, And bi peny, him profre. ^1384
, WYCLIF Sel. IVk$. III. 377 pei done bis to wynne bo
! penye. c 1386 CHAUCER Reeve's T. 199 They hym bisoght
Ofherberweand of ese as for hir peny. 1585 T. WASHINGTON

'

tr. Nicholay's I'oy. it. xx. 57 b, They may ..there be lodged
1

..without paying of any pennie. ifagCoCKERAM Eng. Diet.
\ in. s. v. Afa.rimitcan, The Emperour gaue him a small

I penny. 1649 in J. Harrington Def. Rights Univ. Oxford
1

(1690) 26 They living wholy upon the penny, buying all

I

commodities but having nothing to sell. 1657 HEYLIN

|

Undccciv. People 20 The Minister hath neither corn nor

,
hay, nor any provision for expence of houshould, but what

i he buyeth by the penny. 1764 H. WALPOLE Let. G. Montagu
24 Dec, I shall put your letter to Rheims into the foreign

post with a proper penny. 1792 BURNS ' What can a yonng
lassie

1

i, Bad luck on the pennie that tempted my minnie
To sell her poor Jenny for siller an' Ian' ! 1822 LOCKHART
A. Blair 139 A braw little penny to her tocher.

b. In//. = money: orig. as consisting ordinarily
of (silver) pennies ; in later use, often depreciative,
' small money ',

'

coppers ',

* small earnings '.

c 1290 S. Eng. Leg. I. 26/8 To be apostles he wende anon
and to heore fet be panes caste, a 1300 Cursor AI. 5507 Wit
b.tir penis boght was he. c 1470 HENRY Wallace vui. 692
Pryce off pennys may mak ws no ranted. 1611 COTGR. s. v.

Sien, Wholoosethhis pence forgoeth hissence. 1641 MILTON
Ch. Govt. ir. Wks. 1851 III. 139 Dispensers of treasure.,

without price to them that have no pence. 1653 URQUHART
Rabelais \. xlv. 203 He.. gave unto each of them a horse. .

together with some pence to live by. 1883 G. B. GOODE
Fish. Indust. 6 (Fish. Exhib. Publ.), Their descendants. .

are to-day hauling pence up out of the water faster than
their forefathers ever learned to do.

fc. (Singular.) With ordinal numeral, express-

ing an aliquot part of a sum of money, as the

fifth penny, i. e. every fifth penny in any number
of pennies ; one-fifth of the whole amount.

1038 t harter of Harold Ilaranfot in Kemble Cod. Dipl.

82-2



PENNY.
IV. 57 [He] baed hine fultumes 10 Jxim hirode embe Jxme
briddan penig. c 1300 Song Husbandin. 8 in Pol. Songs
(Camden) 149 Ever the furthe peni mot to the kynge. 1381
Reg. Privy Council Scot. III. 427 All and haill the erldome
of Gowry, with the teind penny of all wardis. 1585 Ibid. 743
The first fructis and fyft penny of the same beneficeis.
i6i8 RALEIGH Prerog. Parl. (1628) 8 In the 14. yeare he

(Henry III] had the 15. penny of all goods given him vpon
condition to continue the great Charter, c 1645 HOWKLI.
Lett. i. xli, None can hire or build a House, but he must
pay the tenth penny. 1681 Lond. Gaz. No. 1654/2 The
Nations of this City have declared their willingness to give
twice the aoth penny, which . .will raise a Million and a halfe.

1776 ADAM SMITH W. N. i. ix. (1869) I. 95 In 1720 interest

was reduced from the twentieth to the fiftieth penny, or from
five to two per cent. 1844 G. DODD Textile Maim/, v. 168
Remunerated by what was termed '

the fourth penny ',
that

is, each journeyman received as his wages.. the fourth part
uf the gross sum for which such cloth was sold.

td. First penny prime cost, cost price. In

quot. 1674, perh. = first amount, amount starting
a contribution, testimonial, etc. ; a handsel. Obs.

1586 A. DAY Eng. Secretary n. (1625) 63 Seuen Buts of

Sack, which cost the first pennie seuenteen Duckats the But.
1620 CAPT. SMITH AVo Eng. Trials (Arb.) 242 Her fraght,
which she sold at the first penny for 2100 pounds. (-1645
HOWKLL Lett. (1650) II. 48 Her cargazon of broad cloth was
worth the first peny neer upon 3oooo/. 1674 MARVELL Ctfrr.
Wks. 1872-5 II. 424 E. of Pembroke marryed to Madame
Qerronal's [sic] sister. The King gives 1000 first peny.

e. The particular sum of money or amount of
some tax, impost, or customary payment. AVith

defining adjunct, *&Borchel-penny, cock-p., common
penny, earncst-p.,firc-p., gaitgc-p., God's-p., hanse-

pcnny, homage-p., Peters-penny (-pence}, Kome-p.,
scot-p., tcind-p., tithing-p,,'wanl-p., etc. See these.

<r 1194 in Ayf. of M'cthcrhal (1897)308^1 quiete de.. aver-

pen! et de blodwita..et de hundredpeni et de thethinge-
penL 1444 Rolls of Parit. V. 117/1 pat the peny which
is called the Gauge peny, be not paied to the Gaugeour.
1461 Ibid. 476/1 A sumine of money claymcd at two law-

dayes in the yere, called Tithyng peny, otherwise Tottyng-
peny. 1479-81 Rec. St. Alary at Hill 102 The ernyst
pcnys and potacions at diuerse tymes amonge the workemen.
1508- [see EARNEST-PENNY]. 1562 Keg. Privy Council St.ot.

I. 222 Without payment ofany composition!! or teind penny.
1845 S. AUSTIN Ranks's Hist. Ref, I. 79 At Regensburg, in
the year 1471 the allied powers, .attempted to impose a
.sort of property tax on the whole empire, called the Common
Penny. Ibid. 213 The scheme of a Common Penny was now
resumed. 1890 GROSS GildJIerch. I. 31 There were dues at
Andover called 'scot-pennies', 'hanse-pennies', and 'sige-
pennies'. 1904 U'cstm. Gaz. 16 Mar. 12/1 The church was
built in the old feudal days when the Bourchiers.. held estate
in Chingford, and.. in 12^ an agreement was entered into
between the Abbot of WflKham and the Dean and Chapter
of St. Paul's by which the latter were exempted from the

payment of
'

Borchel Peny' and * Ward Peny '.

5. As the type of a coin of small value, or of
a small amount of money. Often in contrast with

pound (see also 9 f, h) ;
with a negative, as not

a penny = not the least amount, no money at

all; so never a penny, not worth a penny.
a 1200 [see A. i ft]. ? a 1366 CHAUCKR Rom. Rose 451

Povert al aloon, That not a peny hadde in wolde. 1414
KRAMI-TON Penit. Ps. 46 There scnal no man, for peny ne
pounde, Have ' Ne reminiscaris, Domine?' 1457 Pasion
Lett. I. 414 A peny yn seson spent wille safe a pounde.
1530 in W. H. Turner Select. Rcc. Oxford 74 Clare had
never peny for hyt. 1568 GRAFTOX Chron. II. 589 Hauing
onely the name and style of the same, without any peny
profile, or foote of possession. 1570!". WILSON Demosthenes
97 margin^ It is the well spent penny that saveth the pound.
1655 GUKNALL C/tr. in Arm. verse 12. v. 3 (1660.) 85/1
Wilt tliou stand with God for a day or two, buckle with him
for a penny? 1782 Miss HCRNEV Cecilia v. i. Never knew
a man worth a penny with such a coat as that on. 1840
BARHAM lugol. Leg. Ser. i. Jacktt. Rheinis vi, Never was
heard such a terrible curse ! But. .Nobody seem 'd one penny
the worse !

III. Transferred uses: chiefly elliptical.

1 6. = PENNYWEIGHT. Obs.
cioooSa.r. Leechd, II. 298 Pund clesewiho".xii. penegum

licsse bonne pund waitres. & pund ealoogewiho.vi. pcne^um
mare ponne pund wait res. 1398 TREVISA Barth, De P. K.
xix. cxxxi. (1495) nn iij/2 Dragmaistheeyghteparteof Vncia
and weyeth thre Pans of syluer. Scrupulus..is acountyd
for ten Pans. 1579 Keg. Privy Council Scot. III. 189
Tuicheing the reductioun of our Soverane Lordis cunyie to
ellevin penny fyne. 1590 KI-XORUE, etc. Gr. Art&s (1640)
127 Whereas. .the weight is called by the name of a penny,
it is not me lit a penny of silver money, but a penny of
Gold-smiths weight, which containeth 24 Barly Corn.

f 7. The amount bought for a penny, a penny-
worth. Obs.

1564 Child-Marriages 208 All iij went to.Kichard Barkers
liouse, and dronke, eithe[r] of them a peny. 1591 SPENSER
M. Hiibbcrd 523 Whereas thou maist compound a belter

penie.

8. = PENNYLAND, q.v.
IV. 9. Phrases and Proverbs.

a. Apcnnyforyour thoughts; I would give something to
know what you are thinking about (addressed to one in a
'brown study '). tb- A penny in theforehead; in allusion
to a playful nursery joke, in which a cold coin is pressed on
the forehead so as to be felt as if still there after its removal :

see Notes and Q.Q\h.s, VIII. 189. Obs. c. A penny saved
is a fanny gained (got, earned), d. A fenny soul never
came to twopence, e. A pretty (/Ine, etc.) penny; a con-
siderable sum (in the way of gam or cost), f. In for a
pcnny^infor apound'. having entered upon a matter one
must carry it through whatever it involves, t g- No fenny ,

I/O paternoster; a saying referring to priests insisting on
being paid as a condition of performing services

;
hence =

nothing for nothing ; if you want a thing you must pay for

648

it. So nopaternoster; KO penny = no work, no pay. Penny
nor paternoster (quol. 1566), neither pay nor prayers;
neither love nor money. Obs. h- Take care of the pence^
and the pounds will take care of themselves, ti- To
think one s penny (good} silver: to have a good opinion of

, oneself. Obs. j. \ To make Penny of, to turn into money,
to sell (obs.) -, to make a (good, etc.) penny of, to make profit

|

by (?<?Ar.). (See also e.) tk. To turn (wind)t!ie (a} penny.
to employ one's money profitably ; or, to gain money. Obs.
exc. in to turn an Jionest penny (see HONKST a. 4 b). See
also PENNY-WISE.
a. 1546 J. HEYWOOD Prov. IL iv. (1867) 50 Wherwith in a

great musyng he was brought. Freend (quoth the good
man) a peny for your thought. 1738 SWIFT Pol. Conversat.
8 Wevtrvut, Come: a Penny for your thoughts. Miss. It

is not worth a farthing: for I was thinking of you. 1765
BICKERSTAFF Mtudof Mill i. viii. 17 My lord, a penny for

your thoughts.
b. 1658-9 Burton's Diary 9 Mar. (1828) IV. 106, I am

not bound always to look you in the face like children, to
see if you have a penny in your forehead, a 1734 NORTH-
i'-vam. ii. v. 15 (1740) 324 We may hope better of their
Abilities than to be wheedled as Children with a Penny in the
Forehead.
C. 1695 RAVENSCROFT Canterbury Guests ii. iv, This I did

to prevent expences, for . . A penny sav'd, is a penny got.
1811 BYRON Hints fr. Horace 516 A penny saved, my lad,
's a penny got. 1838 Chamb. Edin. Jrnl. 45 A penny
saved is a penny gained. 1899 Pall Ala/1 Mag. Sept. 107A penny saved is a penny earned.
d- 1844 Chamb. Jrnl. II. 225 A penny soul never came

to twopence. 1859 SMILES Self-Help ix. (1860) 235 Narrow-
mindedness in living and in dealing.. leads to failure. The
penny soul never came to twopence.
6. 1768 J. BYRON Narr. Patagonia (ed. 2) 209 By which

the soldiers made a pretty penny. 1782 Miss BURNEY
Cecilia i.x. iv, If a man makes a fair penny, .he has as much
title to enjoy his pleasure as the Chief Justice. 1796 MKS.
GLASSE Cookery vii. 131 By that time the.. ingredients are

reckoned, the partridges will come to a fine penny. 1885
B. HARTE Marnja i, Then the captain might still make
a pretty penny on Amita. 1889^Boston (Mass.) Jrnl. 12 Jan.,
Uncle Sam's navy is costing him a pretty penny these days,

f. 1695 RAVENSCROFT Canterbury Guests
y. i, Well than,

O'er shooes, o'er boots. And In for a Penny, in for a Pound.
1823 BYRON To Kinnaird 23 Dec. 1840 DICKENS Old i

C. Shop Ixvi, Being in for a penny, I am ready, as the
j

saying is, to be in for a pound.
g. 1546 Snppl. Commons 11871) 87 Theyr couetouse is

growne
into this prouerbe,

' No peny, no pater noster '. 1566
ASCOIGNE Supposes i. i, Pitie nor pencion, peny nor pater

noster shoulde euer haue made Nurse once to open hir mouth
in the cause. 1640 BASTWICK Lord lips. vi. E iv b, No penny,
no Pater noster ; they looke more to their tithes, then to their

taske. 1707 HtCKKRiNGiLL /Vfctf-iy1

. n, ii. 22 Once was No i

Pater Noster, No Penny ; now No Sermons, not a Penny,
not a Farthing.
h, a 17*4 LOWNDES in Chesterf. Lett. 5 Feb. an. 1750

[Old Mr. Lowndes, the famous Secretary of the Treasury.,
used to say] 'lake care of the pence, and the pounds will

take care of themselves '. 1854 R. S. SUHTEES Hundley
Cross xiii,

' A real out-and-out workin' chap, that will, .look !

sharp ater the pence, without leavin' the pounds to lake care ;

of themselves .

i. 1579 TOMSON Calvins Scrm. Tim. 13/2 Suche as..
'

thought their penie good siluer. 1594 GRKENE & LODGE
Looking Glasse Lodge's Wks. (Hunter. Cl.) 17 Tho she

say that she is fairest, I think my pennie siluer by her leaue.

1603 BRETON Packet Mad Lett. liv. (1879) 20A There are
more Batchelors than Roger, and my penny is as good siluer

as yours.
j. 1512 in Pitcairn Crim. Trials I. 76* To mak penny of

J>air landis and gudis. 15.. Aberdeen Regr. (Jam.), The
prpuest, &c., chargit the officiaris to mak penny of the claith

prisit. 1726 BERKELEY Let. to T. Prior i Dec., Wks. 1871 i

IV. 139, I gave him old clothes, which he made a penny of.
;

1782 Miss BARNEY Cecilia v. viii, Warrant Master Harrel's
made a good penny of you.
k- *54^ J- HLYWOOD Prov. \\. viii. (1867) 75 Towne ware I

was your ware, to tourne the peny. c 1645 How ELL Lett. ,

('754) 76 There is no State that winds the Penny more

nimbly, and makes quicker Returns. 1712 ADDISON Spect. ,

No. 452 P 4 A Projector, who is willing to turn a Penny by
this remarkable Curiosity of his Countrymen. 1887 Miss
E. MONEY Dutch Maiden (1888) 5 Lucas had been sent i

across the seas to turn ihe '

honest penny
' and pick up

some gold.

V. 1O. With prefixed numerals, forming adjec- !

lives of price or value : see FIVEPENNY, FOURPENNY, j

SIXPENNY, etc. Applied to nails, such adjectives
|

denote the original price (in I5th c.) per hundred;

o&Jivcpenny itait, a nail which cost $d. a hundred,

tenpcnnynail,a.Yia.\\ costing io</. a hundred. (These
names persisted after the prices fell, as they began j

to do in some places before 1500, and they are

now used to designate sizes of nails.)

1426-7 Rec. St. Mary at Hill (E, E. T. S.) 67 Also for iije

x peny nayl to je vyse, ijsvjd. Also for iiij vj peny nay], ijs.

1427-8 Ibid. 69 Also for ij
c x peny nayl to l>e same werk,

xx d. Also for iiij
c
vj peny nayl . . ij s. Also for a c. of ij

peny nayl, ij d. 1484 Ibid. 120 Item
z
for ij c di. iiij penye

nayle, xd. Item, for di. c vd nayle, ij d ob. Iiem^ for di.

a c iij penye nayle, j d ob. 1494-5 Ibid. 208, Item, iij c vj d

naile, xvd. Ibid. 210 Item, iijc di. v. peny Naile, xiiijd.

1481 Nottingham Rcc. II. 320 Unum centum et dimidium de

thrcpcny nay> ad valentiam iiij d. ; et de diniidio centum
de forpcny nayf, ad valentiam de ijd. 4:1850 Rndim.
Nai'ig, (Weale) 135 Nails of sorts are, 4, 6, 8, 10, 24, 30, and

4o-penny nails, all of different lengths.

11. attrib. or as adj. a. Of the price or value of

a penny, costing a penny, as penny brick (BiucK
r^- 1 3), fattt

t commons (COMMONS 3 b), cord> dreadful
(DREADFUL C), hen, horrible (HORRIBLE B), knifet

loaf, mass, newspaper, paper, pie, roll, stamp,
"whistle, etc. ;

for the use of or admission to which
the charge is a penny, v&penny boat, bus, club, concert,

PENNY.

gaff (GAFF j/>.
4
), gallery, lecture, lodging, reading,

show, steamer, tram, etc. ; (of a game) at which the

stake is a penny, o&penny-nap, -ombre', (ofa person)
that sells something or does some work for - a

penny or at a cheap rate
; hence, engaged in mean

or inferior work ; as penny-barber, foot-post, poet,
wit. Here penny (though sometimes hyphened)
may be considered as an adj. : cf. penny loaf with

twopenny or sixpenny loaf. b. Of or pertaining
to a penny, aspenny'-breadth, ^-brede (BKEDE sbty.
a 1704 T. BROWN Sat. on Fr. King Wks. 1730 1. 61, I hope

thou'lt in the Friars take a shop, Turn *penny-barher there.

1855 THACKERAY Newcomes xxxvi, We came by the steamer,
and I prefer the *peniboat. 1862 Routledge's Pop. Guide
Lond. 44 The Penny boats go to and from London Bridge
and Hungerford.. about every five minutes, c 1430 Two
Cookcry-bks. i. 7 Kyt it in smale pecys of the *peny brede.

1535 LYNDESAY Satyre 3576 The Saviour of men, In all this

warld hes nocht ane penny braid Quhairon he may repois
bis heavinlie head, a 1550 \Vardr* Ace. Hen. VIII in

Archxol. IX. 250 Syxe pecis of Venysse reabande, pennye
bredith of div'se colours. 1649 G. DANIEL Trinarch.^
JIcn. I

', xvi, One Day writes an Age; Though a Good
hand, pussle an Eye to Read't A Pater-Noster, in a Penny
Breadth. 1735 "Penny brick [see BRICK sbt 3]. 1806 A.
HUNTER Citlina (ed. 3) 152 Then pour in beef gravy with
the soft part of a penny brick. 1862 MRS. SEWKLL Patience
Hart xxx. 227, I went into a baker's shop and bought a

*penny bun. 1630 B. JONSON AVw Inn iv. i, Keep they
their *penny club still? a i6i3Qvi-:HUL'RY Charact. t Metre
Fellow Wks. (1856) 105 At meales, he sits in as great state

over his "penny-commons, as ever Vitellius did at his

freatest
banquet. 1599 SHAKS. Hen. I', m. vi. 50 Let not

>ardolphs vital! thred bee cut With edge of *Penny-Cord,
and vile reproach. 1873 Slang Diet.,

*
Penny dreadfuls,

. , those penny publications which depend more upon
sensationalism than upon merit, artistic or literary, for

success, a 1625 KLETCHEU Chances v. ii, A *penny foot-post

Compell 'd with cross and pile to run of errands. 1851
MAYHKW Lond. Labour I. 40/1 There are shops which have
been turned into a kind of temporary theatre (admission one

penny). , .These places are called by the costers **Penny
Gaffs'. 1866 Daily Tel. 16 Oct. 2/4 She wished to go into

the penny gaff a second time, and said she had no money.
1337-8 Durham Ate, Rolls (Surtees) 33 In v", vij. *peny-
hennys emp.. .viijs. xjd. 1899 F. H. DODD \\\ Daily Neivs

13 June 8/5 '"Penny horribles
'

always have a public^ though
it is questionable if dime novels are now so prominent as

they once were. 1852 Eliza Cook's^ Jrnl. 22 May 57/2 The
power of the Penny has only been discovered of late years.
The Penny Magazine, and the Penny Cyclopsedia, fairly

inaugurated the discovery. "Penny Lectures are the neces-

sary corollary from It; and before long the Penny News-
paper may fairly complete it. 1418 Maldon, Essc.r, Court-
Rolls (Bundle n, no. 3), Panis frumenti - . vocat. *penylof.

1594 ULUNDEVIL Exerc. i. x. (1636) 31 If a penny-loafe
must weigh two pound, Wheat being at three shilling a

bushell. 1840 DICKENS Old C. Shop xlv, A penny loaf was
all they had had that day. 1779-81 JOHNSON L. P., Swiff
Wks. III. 373 At night he would go to a *penny lodging,
where he purchased clean sheets for sixpence. 1591 SPENSEK
M. Hubberd 452 Their "penie masses and their complynes
meete. 1852 *Penny Newspaper [see beside penny lecture

above]. 1862 Sat. KfO, B Feb. 154 A halfpenny or penny
newspaper. 1710 SWIFT Let. to Sterne 26 Sept., Looking
over while you lost a crown at *penny-ombre. 1834 Taifs

Mag. I. 423/1 A set of idle "penny-page men. 1711 ADDISON

Sped. No. 124 F 2 Many a bulky Author would make his

Appearance in a *Penny-Paper. 1600 KEMP Nine Daies
Wand. Diijb, A "penny Poet; whose first making was the

miserable stolne story of Macdoel, or Macdobeth, or Mac-
somewhat. 1804-6 SYD. SMITH AFor. Philos. (1850) 100

That race of penny poets who lived in the reigns of Cosmo
and Lorenzodi Medici. 1860 GLADSTONE Diary 3 Oct. in

II. 184 Some of the *
penny press which has

1859 Suffolk Chron. 13 Sept. {heading)^ "Penny Readings
for the Working Classes. 1861 C. SCLLEY (title) Penny
Readings in Ipswich and Elsewhere. 1883 P. E. GIBBONS
in Harpers Mag. Apr. 661/1 Penny readings are enter-

tainments at which each who enters pays a penny. 1836-48
B. D. WALSH Aristop/t,, KnigJits i. iii, I will hack you like

a "penny roll. 1601 CHESTER Loz^s Mart. etc. (1878) 179
The cause of all our monstrous *penny-showes. 1839 ROW-
LAND HILL Memorandum i3th June,The stamp-office would

charge the nominal value.. (a penny a sheet for *penny
stamps, twopence a sheet for twopenny stamps, etc.). 1881

Stamp Collector s Ann. 38 (Postage-stamp Savings Bank)

Slips of paper.. with spaces below marked out for affixing

twelve penny stamps. 1881 H. JAMES Portr, Laiiy xv, They
. .went on a *penny-stearner to the Tower. 1818 SCOTT Rob
Roy x, Pipes I they look more like "penny-whistles. 1879
STAINER Music ofBible 94 Comparing a penny whistle with

a common bandsman's fife. 1619 H. BUTTON Follies Anat.

(Percy Soc.) 7 Times puny *pcnny-wits I loathing hate.

12. Comb. a. Objective and obj. gen., as penny-

calching^ pinching adjs., -collector, b. similative,

etc., as penny-brown^ -grey^ -sized adjs. c. Special
Combs.: fpenny-ale, ale sold at a penny a gallon,
thin ale (obs.} ; penny-bank, a savings bank at

which a sum as low as a penny may be deposited ;

f penny-bean, ?a kind of bean with a flat round

seed (0Ar.) ; penny-bird, local Irish name for the

Little Grebe (also called drink-a-penny} ; f penny-
bred (-brede, -breyde), ?a baker's moulding-
board for penny-loaves (see BRED sb^\ penny
bridal =penny wedding ; penny-cress, the plant

Thlaspi a)-venset
or some other cruciferous plant

with flat round pods ; f penny-dale, -deal, -dole

[see DALE^, DEAL sl>. 2 ,
DOLE ^.1], the dealing

or distribution of a penny to each of a number of



PENNY.

persons ;
in phr. ly penny-d. : hence as adv. at the

rate of a penny each ; penny-dog, (a) a kind of

dogfish, also called miller's dog or tope ; (b) Sc. and

north, dial.
'

a. dog that constantly follows his

master" (Jam.) ; a dog of an inferior breed
;

f penny-earth 1 [ME. penierpe\, a villainage
service of ploughing, for which one penny was paid

by the lord
(o/>s.~) ; penny-earth -, local name of

the Fuller's Earth of the Oolitic group of strata,

which abounds with the round shells of Osti-ea ;

t penny-farm (-ferme\ a money rent, instead of

services ; penny-fee Sc., a payment of a penny ;

'

wages paid in money
'

(Jam."; ; penny-fish, the

John Dory (see qtiot.) ; t penny-flower, the

plant
'

Honesty
'

(Lunaria liicnnis}, from its

flat round pods (obs.} f penny-full a., (of the

moon) round like a penny,' full' (obs.~)\ f penny-
gavel [GAVEL J&lj: see quot. 1872; -f penny-
grave, a local manorial collector of money
payments and dues

; penny-in-the-slot a. [from
the direction 'Put a penny in the slot'], (of
machines and mechanical devices for putting

weighing machines into action, for automatic

supply of various commodities, etc.) actuated by
the fall of a penny inserted through a slot or

narrow opening ; also fig. ; penny-leaf, -leaves,
a name for navelwort or wall pennywort ( Cotyle-
don Umbilicus}, from its round leaves

; t penny-
mail Sf., a small money payment in acknowledge-
ment of feudal superiority ; f Penuyman, (a) an

impersonation of money, also called Sir Penny ;

(b) see quot. 1610
; fpennymeal sf>. and adv., by

pence, a penny to each, penny-dole; penny-
motion, ? a penny puppet-show ; pe'nny piece,
a piece of any commodity sold for a penny ;

pe'nny-pie'oe, a piece of money of the value of a

penny, a penny; penny pies =penny-leaf ; penny-
pig Sc., an earthenware pot with a slot for collecting

pence saved or received as gratuities ; f penny-
pouch, a pocket or bag for coin ; fpenny-pou'nd-
like adv., at so much in the pound; fpenny-
purse, (a) a purse for pence or small coins ; (l>)Jig.

a penurious fellow, a niggard ; f penny -rife a., as

rife or common as pennies, very common or pre-
valent

; f penny-room, a place (e.g. in a theatre)
to which the price of admission is a penny ;

) penny-toller (penitollere), ?an official who
takes a toll of a penny; penny-tru-mpet, a toy

trumpet costing a penny ;
also Jig. in reference

to petty boasting; so penny-tru'mpeter; penny
wedding, a wedding at which each of tne guests
contributes money to the expenses of the enter-

tainment and to the setting up of the newly-
married couple ; formerly customary among the

poorer classes in .Scotland, Wales, etc. ; penny-
whip, -wheep, Sc., small beer sold at a penny
a bottle ; t penny-white a., whitened or rendered

fair with (silver) pennies, i. e. with wealth : said

of a rich woman, esp. one who is not naturally
beautiful (ol>s.). Also PENNY-A-LINE to PENNY-

WEIGHT, q. v.

1362 LASOL. P. PI. A. v. 134 *Peni Ale and piriwhit heo

pourede to-gedere For laborers and louh folk. 1544 PHAKK
Rfgiin. Lyfe (1560) B ij, To drynke onely pennye ale, or

suche small drynke. 1862 ANSTED Channel 1st. (1865) 557 A
*]'enny Uank,for savings ofamounts too small to be received
at the ordinary savings banks, was opened in Jersey on the

ist of January, 1862. c 1550 LLOYD Trens. Health Bv,The
Branne of Lupines or *penny beane layd on the hearye
place, wyl make the heare to fall. 1885 SWAINSON' Prtr,'.

Names Brit. Bit-its 216 Little Grel>e. .*Penny Bird (Longh
Morne ; Carrickfergus). (71375 Sc. Leg. Saints vi. {Thomas}
339 Gyfe he be nocht *penny bovvne, Lat it til vs bath be
commowne. 1390 Nottingham Rcc. I. 244 Unum *peny-
breyde ad iiijf? 1411 Il'iit. \\. 84, j. penybrede, iij(/. 1624
in Cramond Ann. Bauff(\^-^] II. 23 Anent the great abuses
of *pennie brydells in aill houses, a. 1829 Sir Hit^h x. in

Child Ballads (1889) III. 281/1 The nexten steed that he
drew out, He was the *penny-bro\vn. 1805 H. K. WHITE
Rent. I. 154 'Penny-catching pamphlets. 1713 J. PETIVEK in

Phil. Trans. XXV11I. 200 Broad-leaved yellow "Penny-
Cress. Alysson httcuni, Pvfyxoni felic, 1892 (I. TKAVKICS
Mima. Maclean (1893) I. 215, I found a plant of penny-cress
in a piece of waste ground. 1581 J. BEI.I. Maildotis Atts;i>.

Osor. 457 b, What shall we say of the Maunger ? which is

shewed at Rome in the CatheJrall Church of Mary M.iior,
not without *pennycrooching? 1495 in Test. Ebor. (Surtees)
IV. 26 To poore people

be *penydale, iiij

1
. iij'. iiij

d
. 1521

Ibid. VI. 6, I will that my executors dispose pppon my
beriall daye to poore people penny deale. 1530 in Weaver
Wells Wills (1890) 25, xv'i to be delte penydole. 1540 Test.
El'or. (Surtees) VI. 108, I will that no penny doll be delte
for me. <. 1680 [F. SEMPII-L] Banishm. Pirverty 6 in J.
Watsons Coll. Se. Poems (1706) t. n His wink to me hath
been a Law, He haunts me like a *penny-dog. 1836
YARRELL Brit. 1-islics II. 390 The Tope is a common
species along the southern coast, where it is known by the
names of

Penny Dog and Miller's 1>O. a 1300 Gloucester
Cart. (Rolls) III. 134 Faciet unain aruramqueevocatur *pcni-

herbe, et valet tres denarios, quia recipiet de bursa domini

quartum denarium. 1892 VINOGRADOFK 1'illninage in Eng.
282 When the ploughing-work is paid for, it may receive the
name of pcnyeartli. 1712 J. MORTON Northamft, i. n.

649

65 That here call'd
*Penny-Earth, a Stoney Karth with n

great Number of Sea-shells in it. Some of those Shells

being fiat and roundish, . .haue occasion 'd it that Name of

J*enny-Earth. 1356 in Jarrow Cotupoti (Surtees) 37 Quia
dimiltuntur ad *penyferme per Priorem. 1781 KUHXS '

J/y
Nannie

)
O '

vj, My riches a's my *
penny-fee. 1816 SCOTT

Old JMort, viii, For the penny-fee and a' that I'll just leave
it to the laird and you. 1857 C. DRONTE Professor\\. xviii. i

The others she had purchased with her own penny-fee.
a 1683 SIR T. UROWNE Tracts in. 99 The fish called .. by-

some, a Peter or *Penny-fish : which having two remarkable
round spots upon either side, these are considered to be the
marks of St. Peter's fingers. 1578 LYTK Dodocns n. vi. 154
The Iirabanders,.do call it Penninckbloemen, that is to say,

*Permy floure, or mony floure. 1597 OKRAKDI-: Herbal i.

cxvii. 377 We cal this herb in Knglish Pennie flower or

money flower, c 1470 HEN'RYSOS Mor. Fab, x. (Fox ff Wolf)
xxiii, The nicht was licht, and *penny full the mone. 1440
in Somner Gavclkind (ibtSo 1 26 Per redd iturn & servitium
vocatum Peny gavel, viz. reddendo annuatim eisdem Abbati
& Coven tui & eorum Successoribus de qualibet swillinga ..

decem & novem solidos & octo denarios. 187* K. W.
ROBERTSON Hist. Ess. 133 The system of penny-gavel, in

accordance with which the land was measured into caru-
cates or ploughlands, and a tenth of its estimated value paid
to the overlord. 1579 in Trims. E, Riding Yorks, Antiq.
Soc. (1901) VIII. 12 'Pennygrave [or collector of fines and
tolls]. 1741 Copy Court-Raff, Manor of Burstwick, Ilol-

dernesS) 1'arks., Ralph Burnsall, deputy penny-grave to
the Lord. 1892 Pall Mall G. 3 Feb. 3/2 ~Penny-in-the-
slot machine. 1895 M'estnt, Ga~. 17 Apr. 3/3 The idea
occurred to a Mr. Brownhill, of Birmingham, of adapting
the penny-in-the-slot system to the gas meters, . .Thedemand
for these penny-in-the-slot meters has been of an extra-

ordinary character. 1900 SHAW 3 Playsfor Puritans p. xxvi,
That is why your penny-in-the-slot heroes, who only work
when you drop a motive into them, are so oppressively
automatic and uninteresting. 1808 Mcd. Jrnl. XIX. 348
*
Penny \$sS., Cotyledon utiwilicus. 1886 BRITTEN & HOL-

LAND &ttff, Plant'H,, Penny Leaves,., from its round, flat

leaves. 1491 Act. Audit. (1839) 146/2 p said James allegiis

|>at he has \>e said landis in tak tor *penny male alanerly.

121586 in Pinkerton Anc. Scot. Poems (1786) 321 Sum
with deir ferme ar hirreit hail), That wount to pay bot penny
maill. (-1440 Castle Persev. 2767 *Penyman is mekyl in

mynde : my lone in hym I leye 8: laue. Ibid. 2779 Nyth &
day, mydnyth & morn, in Penyman is al his trust. 1610 in

Calr. Doncastcr ttorough Rec. (1902) IV. 18 That no
butcher dwelling within this towne commonly called apcnny-
man shall take For wages of any otln.-r butcher for killing of
meat above -2.d. for every beast. 1480 CAXTON t 'ontn. Twita's
Hidden (Rolls) VIII. 556 Knleven schyllynges eyght pens,
to be delyd *penymele. 1542-5 HKINKLOW Lament. 8 Vn-
hol pen . .except it be on the Sondayes. . !iy peany meale.
1601 SIK W. CORNWALLIS Ess. xii, Like the *penny motions
able to stirre, and stare, and downe againe. 1601 STOW
Ann. 957 The butchers of London"' sold *penny pieces of

beefe for the reliefe of the poore, euery piece two pounde
and a halfe, 1797 I.ond. Gaz. No. 14031/2 Such Penny
Pieces [shall be received] as of the Value of One Penny.
1899 CROCKETT lone Starch xiv,

' Don't you give in, or lake
a penny-piece from one of them !

'

she said. 1866 Trcas.
Bot. 341 Its orbicular concave peltate exceedingly succulent

leaves, called by children
*
Penny-pies. 1673 // 'edderburns

Vocab. 13 (Jam.) Ca/>sclla fictilist
a *

penny pig. 1827 SCOTT
Jrnl, 24 Feb., Your penny-pig collections don't succeed.

1643 TUAPP Comin. Gen. xli. 35 Neither was this a *penny-
pouch, but a bag so big, as needed a bearer, c 1650 in

Keble Bp. Wilson vL (1863) 197 [The Lord's debt is first to be

paid ; secondly, orphans' goods ; and afterwards the claimer's]

^penny-pound lUce. \w$Paston Lets. III. 83 Raff Blaund-
rehasset wer a name to styrte an hare ..; ware that *j</.

perse. 1:1645 HOWELL Lftt. vi. xvii. (1650) 204 His heart
was shrivelled like a Leather peny-purse when he was
dissected. 1606 BIKNIK Kirk-Burlall (1833) 16 This super-
stition is .. becomme most 'penny-rife Papistry, a 1619
FLETCHER IVit without M. iv. v, Till you break in at plays
like prentices,, .and crack nuts with the scholars In *penny
rooms. 14.. I'oc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 598/13 Nnniarins,..^.

*penitollere. 1783 WOLCOTT (P. Pindar) Odes Roy. Acad.
vi, Sound their own praise from their own *penny trumpet.
1827 Hansard's Parl. Deb. XVI. 1249 Drums, and the

abomination of penny trumpets were in request among the

younger Inhabitants. 1828 lilackw. filag. XXIII. 367

Having acted as his own ""penny-trumpeter, c 1730 HURT
Lett. N. ScotI. xi. (1754) I. 261 They have a *Penny-
Wedding: that is, when a Servant-Maid has served faithfully,
and gained the good will of her master and mistress, they in-

vite their Relations and Friends, and there is a Dinner or

Supper on the Day the Servant is married. . . In the Knd
every Body puts Money into a Dish.. for the new Couple.
a 1845 HOOD Ki/manst-gg; Honeymoon vi, Love .. will fly-

away from an Emperor's match To dance at a Penny
'

Wedding ! 1785 BURNS Holy Fair xix, Be 't whisky gill,

or *penny wheep, Or ony stronger potion. 1821 Blackw.

Mag. Dec. 671 (Jam.) To get desirably tipsy upon penny-
whip for twopence. 1622 MABUE tr. AlematCs Guzman
d'Alf. n. 95 [Her] estate was now such. .that, .she was

*penny-white (as we say), and so was married in the end.

a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Penny-white^ said of her, to
1

nu Fortune has been kinder than Nature.

e'nny-a-li'lie, # [The phrase (a) penny \

a line used attrib.] Of writing or a writer : Paid

at the rate of a penny a line ; of cheap and super-
ficial literary quality. (Cf. PKNXY-A-LINKK.)
1833 Westm. Rev. XVIII. 199 The penny-a-line men are

generally persons who are by no means qualified to report
common proceedings. 1849 THACKERAY Lett. Feb., [It]

will afford matter to no end of penny-a-line speculation.

So Pe-nny-a-li
pne v. trans. (nonce-wd^ to write

at a penny a line ;
to review in the style of a

penny-a-liner (see next).
1897 HARE Story ofmy Life (1900) VI. xxx. 467 Reviews,

whose writers can scarcely even glance at the books they
are penny-a-lining.

Pe:nny-a-li'ner. [f. as prec. + -EK*.] A
writer for a newspaper or journal who is paid at

a penny a line, or at a low rate (usually implying

PENNY POST.

one who manufactures *

paragraphs *,
or writes in

an inflated style so as to cover as much space as

possible); a poor or inferior writer for hire; a
hack-writer fur the press, (contemptuous?)
1834 H. AINSWORTH Rooku'ood in. v, Penny-a-liners and

fashionable novelists ; so many damned dramatists, and
damning critics. 1840 THACKERAY Paris Sk.-ble. Wks. 1900
V. 44 This country is surely the paradise of painters and
penny-a-liners.

Hence
(itonce-wels,) Fe:nny-a-li-nerism, an ex-

pression in the style of a penny-a-liner; so Pe-nny-
a-li'ning- sb., the practice or work of a penny-a-
liner; adj., writing, or written, at a penny a line,
or in the style of a penny-a-liner.
1870 JACOX Rcc. ofKeclnse II. iii. 52 A story, .originally

due to the fancy of a penny-a-liner. 1849 THACKERAY
t endennis l.\.\ii. Dr. Johnson has been down the street

many a time with ragged shoes, and a bundle of penny-a-
lining for the Cent's Magazine. 1852 MRS. CARLYLK Lett.
I. 172, I must positively interrupt this penny-a-lining, and
go to bed. i872/'c/i5Uct. 143/2 The note of preparation,
to use a penny-a-Hnerism, is now sounding for the winter
theatrical campaign. 1878 STUBBS Led. Study Hist. (1886)
129 The very penny-a-lining letters of inferior men.

tPe-nny-farther. Obs. [f. PENNY + FATHER.]
A man who is too careful of his pence ;

an old

miser, a niggard, skimlmt, penurious fellow.

1549 CHALOSMR Erasmus on Folly K. iij, That pennio
father skrapeth it together* bothe by God and by the divell.

1551 KOJUNSON tr. More's Utopia n. (1295) 183 Knowing
them to be suche nigeshe penny fathers, that they be sure. .

not the worthe of one fart hinge of that heape of gold shall
come to them. 1594 DRAYTON Idea 128 The Sonne of some
rich Penny-father, Who.. Leaves to his Sonne all he had
heap'd together. 1694 Men n:rx Rabelais, Pantagr. Prog-
nost. v, 234 Pinch-crusts, Hold-fa^ts, Michers, and I'tnny-
fathers.

Pe'iiny-grass. [f. PENNY + GUASS.] Popular
name of three different plants: a. Navelwort or

"Wall Pennywort, Cotyledon Umbilicus
;
b. Marsh

Pennywort, Ilydrocotyle vulgaris (in both cases

from the round leaves) ;
c. Yellow-rattle, /'///-

nanthits Crista-galli (from the flat roundish pods .

a 1387 Sinon. Barthoi. (Anecd. Oxon.) 43 Umbilicus
rcitcris, . . penigresse. c 1450 Alphita (Anecd. Ox on.) 44
(,'oiilidon siue simbalion^ umbilicus ueneri.-, idem, .penygres.
1523 FITXIIKKB. Husb. 54 Peny grasse .. groweth lowe by
the erthe in a marsshe grounde, and hath a leafe as brode
as a peny of two pens, and neuer beareth floure. 1613
MAKKHA.M Eng. Husbandman n. n. vii. (1635) 84 If., the

Pcni^nisse be hard, dry, and withered, then, .your Medduw
is ripe. 1757 DYKR Fleece i. 690 Nor tainlworm shall infect

the yeaning herds, Nor pennygrass, nor spearwortV pois'nous
leaf. 1886 UHM-IKN & HOLLAND Ertg: Plant.-n. App.,
Grass, Penny. .(3) Cotyledon Uwl'ilicus.lrcl.

Pe*nnyland. Obs. exc. dial. Also^penilond.
[f. PENNY + LAND; app. the vernacular form of

med.L. denanata (dcnaratci^ dcnerala} terrx (see

PKNAHTATE), and possibly also of mimmata terry
^

the rent of which was (sometimes at least a penny.
Cf.

' duodecim tamen nummatas. .singulosannos reddentes
ei 12 denarios' (Madox Kxeh. I. 155)-]

A portion or measure of land valued at a penny
a year ;

a DENARIATE.
Its extent may have varied in different localities; one

quotation in Dn Cange refers to a tenement of half a rood
and three denariates, whence it appears that there were
more than three pennylands in half a rood. If there were

four, the pennyland would be -fe of an acre, or 5 sq. poles,

enough for a house and small yard. In some parts of
France the denrcc (denariatd) is still a measure of 4-73

perches (Godef.). But the pennylands of Orkney and .Shet-

land may have been of greater extent.

a 1300 Gloucester Cart. (Rolls) III. 134 Tenentes. . Peiri-

lond ad vitam et ad volnntatem dumini. 1774 (i. GIKKORD
in Low Orkney (1879) 145 The term Pennyland in Orkney
signifies simply quantity .. in Schetland it likewise marks
the quality, and according to the value of the land every
Mark contains more or fewer Pennies. 1822 PETKHKIN Notes

Orkmy fy Zetl. 6 (E. L). D.) None of these pennylands, or
other terms, indicate any definite extent of ground; and
they are of different extent in different towns. Hut all the

pennylands, marks or cowsworths in the same town are of

equal extent. 1873 W. M'TLWKAITH Guide II 'igtoivtishirc 39
The penny-land of the smith. 1898 Shetland AVrc-s 30 Apr.
(E, D. D.), Shetland, as part of the earldom of Orkney, must
have l>een original))' divided into ounce and pennylands.

Penny post, penny-post. [See POST sb.]
An organization for the conveyance of letters or

packets at an ordinary charge of a penny each
;

esp. (in early use) that established c 1680 for

London and its environs within a radius of 10

miles, and (in mod. use) that introduced on 10 Jan.

1840 (on the initiative of Rowland Hill) for the

United Kingdom, and extended to nearly all

British colonies and possessions in and after 1898.
1680 J. STOKES Let.fr. London 3 July in Rhode fsl. Hist.

.Soc. Coll. (1002) X, My note came, .by the peny post, that

is a post office, which for a peny wee cann have a letter

carried to any part of the citty. 1682 LUTTRELL Krie/ Rcl.

(1857) I. 244 Mr. Do[ck]wray and partners, the inventers of

the penny post here in London, are putt down. .but. .the

duke hath thought fitt to sett it up again, and 'tis manadged
by the cheif postmaster of the general] post office. 1685 P.

HENKY Diaries -y Lett. (1882) 347 Write a line or two now
and then by the Peny-post. 1706 PHILLIPS, Penny-Post^ a

Post-Office that conveys Letters and Packets under a Pound-

weight, paying one Penny for each to all Parts of the City
of London, and ten Mile-* round about. 171* ADDisowSfocf.
No. 457 f i Proposals for a printed News-paper, that should



PENNY-POSTAGE.
take in the whole Circle of the Penny-post. 1794 Gcntl. Mag.
LXIV. n. 666 The extension of the penny-post hither [to

Enfield] took place [on June 23]. 1825 SCOTT Jrnl. 28 Dec.,
A sly rogue, .requested of me, through the penny-post, the

loan of ,50. 1840 Penny Cyet. XVIII. 455 Between 1814
(

and 1 839.. The Postmaster-general had authority to establish

penny posts for letters not exceeding in weight four ounces, :

in, from, or to, any city, town, or place in the United
j

Kingdom. . .There is a penny post for Dublin, the limits of
'

which the Postmaster-general has authority to alter. 1858
R. S. SURTKKS Ask Mamma Ixxviii. 342 The penny post
was one of the few things that came without being long

j

called for. 1904 Daily Chron. 9 Jan. 5/1 To-morrow is

the sixty-fourth birthday of the Penny Post, inaugurated {

January 10, 1840.

b. attrib., as penny-post letter^ penny-postman^
|

penny-post office.
1686 Land. Gaz. No. 2188/4 The General Penny-Post Office

is removed from Crosby-House, .to Star-Court, .in Cornhill.

1688 ASHMOLK Let. \nA[em.(i-ji-j)q-j Which the Civility of a

Penny-Post Letter would have cleared and prevented. 1690
LUTTRELL Brief Rcl. (1857) II. n8 His majestic hath

granted Mr. Dockwra ^ 500 per ann. out of the penny post

office, in consideration of his being the first projector thereof.

170* Eng. Thcophrast. 358 [Busy bodies] have their stages
about the town as regular as a penny postman. 1768-74
TUCKER Lt. Nat. (1834) I. 101 The penny-postman finds no

perplexity in his walks to any part of it [London]. 1864
TKNSYSON Let. to IV. C. Bennett 22 Oct., Believe me, tho'

penny-post maddened, yours ever, A. Tennyson.
So Pe'iiny-po'stag-e, the postage of letters, etc.

at a charge of a penny each.

184. Ocean Postage Rni'dope Inscr., Britain! from thee

the World expects an Ocean Penny Postage. iSfQChatnbers'
Bk. Days I. 89/2 A memorable day. .on which the idea of

a Penny Postage was first exemplified. 1890 Pall Mall G.

g Jan. 7/1 The Jubilee of the Penny Post. Fifty years

ago to-morrow, by virtue of a warrant published in the

London Gazette on the 28th December, 1839, was in-

augurated our system of penny postage.

tPe'nny-prick. Obs. An old game of which
the nature is uncertain.

It appears to have consisted in aiming at a penny, perhaps
placed originally as the PRICK or mark for shooting at ; see

also quots. 1770, 1829.

1421 Maldon^ Essex
i
Court-Rolls (Bundle 12, No. 8) Cum

hominibus utentibus ludos illegitimos, viz. alias scaccarulos
et penypryke ad gravitatem proximorum suorum. 1447
Shilling/ord Lett. (Camden) 101 Yong peple.. within the

saide Cloistre have exercised unlawful! games as the toppe,
cjueke, penny prykke and most atte tenys, by the which
the walles of the saide Cloistre have be defowled and the

glas wyndowes all to brost. 1551 Nottingham Rec. IV.
102 Dyce, slyde grote, penypricke, caylles, tennes. 1610

T. SCOTT Philomythie^ etc. (1616) Mjb, Their idle honres

..They spend at shoue-boord, or at penny pricke, At dice,

cards, tennis, [c 1770 in Grose's Provinc. Gloss. MS. Add.
(P.) (E. D. D.) Penny-prick, a sport, throwing at halfpence

placed upon sticks which are called Hobs. 1801 STRUTT
Sports <y Past, iv, iv. 353. 1829 J. HUNTER Hallams. Gloss. t

Penny-prick, a game consisting of casting oblong pieces of

iron at a mark.]
Hence t Pe'nny-pricker Obs., one who played

at penny-prick.
ci$is Cocke Loreirs B. n Tyburne collopes, and peny

pryckers ; Bowlers, mas shoters, and quayters.

Pe*nny-re:nt. ?0Ar. [See RENT.] Rent paid

(or received) in money ;
annual (or periodical) pay-

ment in cash; income in money, revenue, t). A
quit-rent of a penny,
1511 IVill of Westburn (Somerset Ho.), In Penny-rent.

1611 COTGR., Denier de seruice, Pennie rent: a quit or
chiefe rent: or, the reservation of a single pennie in lieu of
all other rents and seruices (homage excepted). a 1619
FLETCHER Wit without M. in. i, What jointure can he
make you? Plutarch's Morals? Or so much penny-rent
in the small poets? 1655 FULLER Ch. Hist. vi. v. 344 The
Pensions were but bare Penny-Rent, whilst Abbey-Lands
were lowly rated farre beneath their true valuation. 1673
WYCHERLEY Gentleman Dancing-^I. in. i, Though he. .has

two thousand five hundred seventy-three pounds sterling,
twelve shillings and twopence a year penny-rent. 17*9
Season. Rein. Trade 24 This drains from thence the Penny-
rents of most of the great Estates of that Kingdom [Ireland].

1754 RICHARDSON Grandison 31 Mar.-i Apr., He proposes
a jointure of .1200 a year penny-rents, and 400 guineas a

year for her [Miss Mansfield's] private purse.

Pe*nny-ro:t. [See ROT j.] A name for

Marsh Pennywort, from its round leaves, and sup-

posed property of causing rot in sheep.
1597 GERARDE Herbal \\. cxliii. 424 Cotyledon palustris:

in bnglish Sheepes killing Pennygrasse, Penny rot, and in

the north countne White rot.

Pennyroyal (peni,roi-al). Forms ; penny
(in its var. forms) with a. 6-7 ryal(l, rial;l, etc.

(rarely two words or hyphened ;
10 varr.), &, 6-8

royal (1 ( etc. (as one word, two words, or hyphened;
13 varr.); 7- pennyroyal, [app. an alteration

(? corruption) of the earlier pitlyole ryale, in AF.
puliol real - OF. poliol, pouliol, ponlienl thyme
(: L. type *pulegiol-um, dim. of L. pulegiitnt

thyme) + rjat, royal royal. Intervening stages
between polio! and pen(ri)y have not been found

;

mod. Walloon dialects have poll, pouli\ mod. F.

poultot.']
1. A species of mint (Afentha Pntegiuni), with

small leaves and prostrate habit ; formerly much
cultivated and esteemed for its supposed medicinal

virtues,

a. 1530 PALSGR. 253/1 Penneryall an herbe, poulliot. 1538
TURNER /yW/i, Origanum, .e^-iherbaquainuulgub jppellat

650

Fenyryall . c 1550 LLOYD Trcas. Health Q iv, Leaues of Rue,

Tymej Organe, Pennyrial. 1573 TUSSER Hnsb. (1878) 04
Penenall. 1657 C. BECK Univ. Char. I vij b, Penirial herb.

0. 1533 ELYOT Cast. Helthe (1541) 58 b, Maioram, Peny-
royalt. 1597 GERARDE Herbal it. ccxxu 671 Our common
Pennie Royall. 1607 TOPSEI.L Four-/. Beasts (1658)

197 One ounce of Thyme, one ounce of Penny-royal.
1671 SALMON Syn. Hied. \\\. xxii. 422 Penyroyal .. good
against cold and affections of the Nerves and Joynts.

1736 KULEY Househ. Diet. 459 Pennyroyal is., of a sharp
bitter taste. 1853 SOVKK Pantrofh. 73 They may be seasoned
with pepper, pennyroyal, honey, or sun-made wine.

2. Applied, usually with qualifying words, to

other aromatic labiates, or other plants. f a.

\Vood Pennyroyal', a name proposed by Turner

for the Wood Speedwell, Veronica officinalis. Obs.

fb. Wild Pennyroyal'. Basil Thyme, Calamintha
Acinos. Obs. C. In North America, applied to

the fragrant labiate ffedeoma pulegioides (or other

species), d. Bastardm False Pennyroyal: names
for two N. American labiates, Tnckosteinina

dichotomum and fsanthus canileus. e. = Penny-
royal-tree : see 3.

1538 ELYOT Diet.* Tragoriganon, an herbc whiche I

suppose, is callyd Peny royalle gruwyng wylde. >S4^
TURNER Xames of Herbcs 19 It mayc be called in eng-
lishe Paules Betony or wodde Peny ryal. 1552 HI/LOET,

Peny royal I, or puliel royal 1 vr^\^calamintha^tragoHgano)t.
1578 LYTE Dodoens n. Ixxv. 247 There be three sortes of

Calamynt. ..The second kinde which is called wild Penny.
ryall, hath also square stalkes couered with softe Cotton,
and almost creeping by the ground. 1760 J. LEE Introd.
Bot. App. 322 Virginian Penny-royal, Satureia. 1857
HESFREY Bot. 350 Hedcoma p-idcgioidcs is the Penny-royal
of the United States. 1858 LONGF. M. Standish via, Over
the pastures, .made fragrant by sweet penny-royal.
3. attrib. Pennyroyal-tree, Satureia viminca

(Treas. Bo?., 1866); pennyroyal-water, a liquor
distilled from the leaves of pennyroyal, formerly
used in medicine.

1761 MRS. DELANY in Life $ Corr. (i860 III. 629 [She]
took a cup with pennyroyal water in her own hand. 1855
DELAMEK Kitch. Card. (1861) 134 Pennyroyal water was

formerly much distilled as an antidote to spasmodic, nervous,
and hysterical affections.

Pennys, obs. pi. of PEN*, PENNY.

Fe'nny-stone. [f- PENNY + STONE.]
1. Sc. and north. A flat round stone used as a

quoit ; also, the game played with these.

'375 t
see H 1483 Cath. Angl. 274/2 A Penystane, discus.

1519 Priory of Hexhain (Surtees) II. 157 Ludi inhonesti. .

viz. tuttes, et handball ac Pennyston. 1771 PENNANT Tour
Scot, in 1769, 167 Antient sports of the Highlanders..
Throwing the penny-stone, which answers to our coits.

1807 J. STAGG Poems (Cumbld. Dial.) 12 Some play'd at

pennice steans for brass. 1895
* SARAH TYTLER

' Macdonald
Lass xiv. 186 Do you mind yon game of penny-stanes?

b. attrib. in penny-stone cast, the distance to

which such a stone is or can be thrown.

1375 HARBOUR Bruce xvi. 383 The vay Wes nocht a penny-
stane cast of breid. 1752 D. KENNEDY in Scots Mag. (1753)

July 336/2 Being.. about two pennystone-cast before the

said Mungo. 1886 STEVENSON Kidnapped 52 That's but a

penny stonecast from Rankeillor's house.

2. A kind of ironstone, occurring in nodules,
found in the Coalbrookdale coalfield, in Shropshire.
1803 J PLYMLEY Agric. Shropsh. 54 Penny-measure ; a

pale-T>lue clod, in which lies a large quantity of small balls

of ironstone, called pennystone. 1868 PARTON Notes on

Shropsh. Coalfield in Shropsh. Word-bk. s.v., The Penny
Stone is the most remarkable and productive iron-stone in

Shropshire. It is composed of a series of nodules.

Pennystone, obs. form of PENISTONE.

Pennyweight (pe-niw^t). [f.
PKNN v +

\VEIGHT sb.] A measure of weight, equal to

24 grains, ^ of an ounce Troy, or -^ of a pound
Troy. (Formerly =*

$%-$ of a Tower pound, i. e.

22J grains, which was the actual weight of a silver

penny.) Abbreviated dwt,

[ciooo Sax. Lcechd. I. 248 genim of J>am lichoman J>ysse

ylcan wyrte mandragore, ^reora pene^a xewihte.) 1398
TREVISA Earth. De P. R. XVH. Ixxi. (Bodl. MS.) A peny
wei}t of J>e rote J?erof \$c. of ferula] idronke in tvvei ciates of

wyne. c 1400 Lanfrancs drvrg. 62 Make of hem smale

ballys J>at weygen j. penye wyjt. 1590 RECOKDE, etc. Gr.

Artes (1640) 133 As 24 Barley-corns dry, and taken out ot

the middest of the Ear, do make a penny weight, 20 of those

pennyweights make an ounce. x6ai BURTON Anat. Mel. n.

iv. it. i. (1651) 377 To give Hellebor in powder to ii* weight.

1789 W. MERREV Coinage Eng. 8 The silver penny was
about twenty-two grains and a half of Troy-weight, but

called a pennyweight Tower. 1877 HLACKMORK Erenia li, In

that letter the Major mingled a pennyweight of condolence
with more congratulation than the post could carry for the

largest stamp yet invented.

b. A proportional measure of one-twelfth used

in stating the fineness of silver
;
see qnots., and cf.

CARAT 3.

twelve penny-weights fine ; when it contains rV of alloy, it

is then called eleven penny-weights fine. 1835). NICHOLSON

Opcrat. Mechanic 763 If the mass of silver be pure, it is

called silver of 12 penny-weights.

Pe*nny-wi*se, adj.phr, or a. [of. PENNY 5.]

Wise or prudent in regard to pence, i. e. careful

(esp. over-careful) in small expenditures ; usually in

\fax. penny-wise and pound-foolish, thrifty in small

matters while careless or wasteful in large ones.

PENNYWORTH.
1607 TOPSEI.L Four-/. Beasts 609 If by covetousnesse or

negligence, one withdraw from them their ordinary foode,
he shall be penny wise, and pound foolish : that is, suffer

a great losse in his cattel, for saving from them a little meat.

1607-12 BACON Ess.) Riches (Arb.) 238 Be not penny-wise ;

Riches have wmges, and sometymes they fly away of them-
selves. 1712 ADDISGN Sped. No. 295 r6, I think a Woman
who will give up her self to a Man in Marriage, where there is

the least Room for such an Apprehension,., may very
properly be accused . .ofbeing Penny Wise and Pound foolish.

1842 THACKERAY Miss L&we Wks. 1886 XXIII. 272 What
a miserable penny-wise economist you have been !

Hence Penny-wisdom, the quality of being
1

penny-wise' ; Fenny-wi:se-pound-foo-Ushness.
1829 1JENTHAM ylistice fy Cod. Petit. 1 16 That humanity

which has penny wisdom for its counsellor. t&ypAtJienxuni
23 Feb. 212/2 This seems to us the very quintessence of

penny wisdom and pound folly in management. 1860 SALA
Lady Clu'stcrf. v. 8 Penny-wisdom, and pound-foolishness
are now as prevalent as ever. 1895 \\~cstm. Gaz. 3 Dec. 2/2
It is folly.. to cripple and maim our own people by the

penny-wise-pound-foolishness of
'

twopenny-halfpenny
'

edu-
cation.

Pennywort (pe-niwzut). [f.
PENNY + WORT.]

Name for several plants with rounded leaves.

1. (Distinctively Wall Pennywort?) Cotyledon
', Umbilicus (N.O. Crassulace&} t

a common plant in

the west of England and in Wales, having peltate
leaves of a rounded concave form, and growing in

the crevices of rocks and walls
; Navclwort.

c 1400 Lanfratics Cirnrg. 55 Putte to Jis medicyn J>e his

of sum cold erbe: as morel, penywort, virge pastoris. 1:1450

AlpJiita (Anecd. Oxon.) 41 Cnitbaiaria,.. umbilicus ueneris

idem. angl. penigres uel penywyt. 1578 I-VTE Dodoens \.

\

xxv. 37. 1579 LANGHAM Card. Health (1633) 474 Wall

j

Peniwort is good against all inflammations and hot tumors,
I

S. Antonies fire, and kibed heeles being applied. 1756
t WATSON in Phil. Trans. XLIX. 832 Wall Penny-wort,
i Kidney-wort ; heicestriensibus Navel-wort. 1858 LEWES

Sea-side Stud. 189 From the crevices peep the stone-crop,
the leaves of the foxglove, pennywort, and., other wall

loving plants.

2. (Marsh Pennywort or Water Pennywort?)

Hydrocotyle vtilgaris, a small umbelliferous herb

with rounded peltate leaves, growing in marshy
places. Also extended to other species.

1578 LYTE Dodoens i. xxv. 37 Bycause of a certayne simili.

tude. .that it hath with Pennywurte of the wall, we do call

|it] water Pennywurte. 1597 GKRAKDE Herbal n. cxliii. 424
Water Pennywoort is called.. in English, Sheepes killing

Pennygrasse, Penny rot. 1866 Trcas. Bot. 606 H\jydrocotyle\

vulgar/Si common Pennywort, is one of the few British

plants which have peltate leaves.. it possesses no noxious

properties, and sheep moreover refuse to eat it.

t 3. (Mountain Pennyworth] Saxifraga cunei-

folia (Dr. Stapf). Obs,

1578 LYTE Dodoens i. xxv. 37-8 Thicke Pennywurte. ._.

Mountayne or Syngreene Pennywurte, is a rare plante, it

groweth in some places of the Alpes and other mountaynes
beyond the Sea.

4. Obolaria VBrgM&v(NjO. GD^&HMM^ftHMM
North American herb with roundish upper leaves.

Pennyworth, (pe'niwzu))), contr. penn'orth
(pe'nojbj. Forms : a. I penis weoiU, peningc-
wurHS, 4 paneworjj, 4-5 pene-, 4-7 peni-,

4-8 peny-, 6-8 penni-, -wor)>, -worth, etc., 6-

pennyworth (also as two words, or with hyphen).
0. 6 penerth, 6-7 penworth, 7 pennerth,

pen'worth,penn'worth, (penneard, penn'eth),

7- penn'orth, (8 pen*orth, 8-9 pennorth). [f.

PENNY + WORTH.]
1. The amount of anything which is or may be

bought for a penny ; as much as is worth a penny.
a. a loooChartero/Orcy in KembleCW. DipL IV. 278 An

peningcwurS weaxes. c xooo Ags. Gosf. John vl 7 NabbacS
hi genoh on twegera hundred peneja wur^e hlafes. c 1000

Sax. Lcechd, III. 38 An penis weor3 swefles. 1340 Ayenb,
37 Hi habbe> bri paneworjxjs of worke uor ane peny. 1377
LuHB. P. PI. B. in. 256 It is a permutacioun apertly, a

penyworth for an othre. 1483 Cath. Angl. 274/2 A Peny
worthe, denariatum. 1559 Fabyaris Chron. 705 The
maior wente to the woode warfes, and solde to the poore

people billet and faggot, by the peniworthe. 1573 Notting-
ham Rec. IV. 153, xviij. peyneworthe of appyles. 1758

JOHNSON Idler No. 35 f 8 She., will never buy anything by

single pennyworths. 1851 D. JERROLIJ St. Giles vii. 69
'

Ordering, .two pennyworth of ale, and bread and cheese.

/5. 1566 Clnirchw. Ace. St. Dumtans, Canferb., One
\ penerth of vd nayles. 1617 MS. Ace. St. Johns //<>.(/.,

Canterb., For thre penneard of wax candelles iijrt'. 1848
THACKERAY / 'an. Fair xxxviii, She had colloquies with the

greengrocer about the pennorth of turnips.

b. Of land. (Cf. PENNTLAND.)
1598 Ktuiresl'orough Wills (Surtees) I. 215 One pennye-

worthe pf land lyinge at Norwood Edge.

c. fig. Amount, sum ; esp. a very small, or the

least, amount ; often with negative
= not the least

bit, none at all
; ironically',

' a deal ',

* a lot '.

1362 LANGL. P. PI. A. vin. 49 Of J>e pore peple no pene-
i wor|> to take. 1456 SIR G. HAVE Law Arms (S.T. S.) 155

All that I may.. I suld tak fra him, and never geve him

a penyworth tharof. 1590 NASHE Past/nil's Apol.i. Bb,
[She] had requited euery penni-woorth of duetie with many
a pounde of fauour. 1616 SIR R. DuDLR in Forteseue

y (

rt/^rj(Camden) 16, 1 have never accepted from any Prince

or Prelate one jieniworth of Kntertayncment. 1664 BL-TLER

//W. it. iii. 57 This was the Pen'worth of his thought To

pass time and uneasie trot. 1771 SMOLLETT Humph. Cl.

26 Apr ,
It [a dose of medicine] worked Mrs. Gwyllim a

pennorth. 1894 BLACK Highland Cousins I. 18 There will

not be a pennyworth of grudging in her welcome.
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f 2. That which is or may be bought for a given

sum, in contrast to the money itself. (Often in//.)
r 1330 R. BRUNNE C/iron. (1810)64 Alle bat he mot gete, he

robbed : reft, Peny nopenyworth, nobing be no left. 1465-6
Mann. <$ Housch. E.rp. (Roxb.) 175 To pay me..viij. li. in

mony, or in klothe, swche peneworthes as I schal holde me
plesed. 1516 Will R. Pcke of II 'akcfield 4 June, To pay. .

liij marker in money or ells in such convenient pennyworth
as they will taike for the said money. (11591 H. SMITH
Serin, i Tint. vi. 6 When he hath bought it,.. he boasteth

of his pennyworths, and saith, it is better than his money.
1656 H. PHILLIPS Purcli. Patt. (1676) B iij b, No man will

take a Lease of an house, ..but he hath some reason.. to

..provoke him thereunto, either by the worth of the peny-
worth, or the conveniency for his Trade and Living.

3. Money's worth, value for one's money ; a (suffi-

cient) return for one's payment or trouble ; a bar-

gain ; f profit, advantage obtained. Usually with

qualifying adj. (good, great, fair, rich, cheap; bad,

dear, etc.) ;
also absol. A good bargain ; some-

thing obtained at a cheap rate, or fully worth
what is given for it. (Oftcny?^.)

. 1340 Ayenb. 23 pet [ydeleblisse] is be dyeules peni huer-
mide he bayb alle be uayre pane-worbes ine the markatte of
bise wordle. ^1430 Pitgr. Lyf Manhode in. xxvii. (1869)

150 Riht ofte she sheweth good penywoorthes. rt'553
UDALL Royster I), iv. vii. (Arb.) 75 Haue once more wiili

hailc shot, I will liaue some penyworth, I will not leese all.

1592 SHAKS. Rom. # Jitl. iv. v. 4 You take your peniworths
now. Sleepe for a week e. 1639 FULLER Holy H'ar\\: xv.

(1840) 205 To sell his life at such a rate that the buyer
should little boast of his penny worth. 1659 Gentl. Calling
v. xviii, If a witness prove a better pennyworth than the

Judge, subornation shall do the business. 1661 BAXTER
Mor. Prognost. n. xix. 49 Cheap Food and Rayment is

every ones Penny-worth. 1667 PKIMATT City fy C. Build. 55
They do sometimes buy very great pennyworths in old
Rubbish. 1702 S. PARKKR tr. Cicero's De Finibus n. 101

That he onlydesign'd to make his own Pennyworths and

Advantages. 1772 MKS. E. MONTAGU in Doran Lady of
last C. vii. (1873) 173 If a blue tafety .. should come in your
way and seem a pennyworth, please to add it. 1819 SCOTT
Fain. Lett. (1894) II. 44 The armour, which I have no doubt
is a great pennyworth. 1868 HOLME LEE B. Godfrey xii. 62
You will not find it a dear pennyworth.

/3. 1664-5 PEPVS Diary 3 Feb., Mrs. Turner.. Is vexed
because 1 do not serve her.. in helping her to some good
penn'eths. 1678 DRYDEN (.Edifiiis Prol. 33 You needs will
have your pen worths of the Play. 1716 M. W. MOM AC a

Bassette~tabU> With fifty guineas (a great penn'orth !) bought.

j*b. Price in proportion to value; (cheap, etc.)
rate. Usually in phr. at a (good, {.} pennyworth.
1641 EARL MONM. tr. Biondis Civil H'tirres v. 103 They

had it at a dearer penny-worth. 1704 ,S\virr T. Tub Wks.
1760 I. 57 This tract of land he bought at a very great
penny-worth from the discoverers themselves. 1729 .A".

Jersey Archives XI. 167 Which said Plantation will be
sold at extraordinary Penniworth.

t C. In appositive or adverbial construction:
As a bargain, as good value for the money ; cheap.
(With or without qualifying adj.) Obs.

1466 Mann, fy Househ. Ex6. (Roxb.) 171 We pray 5o\v
that 3e wol lete heme have them the bctt[er] penewortbe
fore howere sake. 1682 Lond. Gaz, No. 1780/4 A very well

pe
Ri

nnyworth. 1771 FOOTE Alaido/B. in. Wks. 1799 II. 231
ich cloaths, which he has promis'd to sell me a pennorth.

fd. Robin IlooiCs penny-worth', a thing or

quantity sold at a robber's price, i.e. far below the
real value. Obs.

1631 StarChamb. Crt^cj (Camden) 117 Walton the Eaylifie
leavyed of the poore mans goods 77

1 ' att Robinhood'.s peni-
worths. 1677 W. HUGHES Man. of Sift n. viii. 122 In

Germany, there is a Robin-Hood's pennyworth to be had,
..8000 years of Pardon both from punishment and fault.

t . To cast (pnJs} pennyworths : to reckon up
what one gets for one's expenditure; to estimate
the advantages and disadvantages of an under-

taking ; to count the cost. 06s.

1530 TINDALE Pract. Prelates Wks. (1573) 370 When the

prelates of both parties had cast their pentworthes against
all chaunces. 1548 UDAUL F.rasm. Par. Luke xiv, He wyll
..cast his peniwoorthes in his minde what charges wyll be
requisite for the finishyng of such a toure. 1589 GKKKSK
ftlenaphon lArb.) 72 Democles .. began to cast ouer his
bad peniworths, in whose face age had furrowed her
wrinckles. 1594 CAREW Tasso (.Grosart) 78 He casts his

penworths by some queint deuice.

f f. To have (get^ etc.) ones pennyworths of (out

of, on} : to have one's repayment or revenge on,
be revenged on. Obs.

1567 EDWARDS Damon <y Pithi<is in Dodsley O.P. XI. 263,
I wyll have my penyworthesof tbee therefore if I die. 1639
FULLER Holy War HI. xiii. (1840) 137 Leopold .. meaning
now to

get^hls pennyworths out of him, for the affront done
unto him in Palestine. 1707 Rejlex. upon Ridicule 207
They take out their Penny-worths in Satyr, and Slander.

Penolo-gic,<7. rare. [
f. PENOLOGY + -ic.] =next.

1900 Pop. iV. Monthly Feb. 468 The results of modern..
peiiologic research.

Penological (p/hoV-dsjikal), a. [f. as prec. +
-ICAL.] Of, pertaining or relating to, penology.
1847 '" WEBSTER. 1881 Philad. Record No. 3466. 4

Studies for penological students. 1888 W. TALLACK (title)

Penological and Preventive Principles, with special Refer-
ence to Kurope and America. 1892 Daily Neivs n Nov.
5/4 The deliberations of the Penological Commission in

Russia appointed last year have now been concluded.

Penologist (p/h^-lodsist). [f. PKNOLOGY +

-IST.] Oue who studies or is versed in penology.

1838 LIEBER Ess. Penal Law 62 All penologists of note.,

are agreed .. that insulation of the criminal is the only

Possible

means : i. To avoid contamination, etc. 1863 W. B.

EKROLD Signals Distress i Penologists. .will not be pre-

pared to maintain that [etc.]. 1886 American XII. 313
[It] has now the approbation of American penologi.sts.

Penology (p/hf 'lod^i). [f. Gr. TTOivrj fine,

penalty, L. pccna penalty, punishment -f -O-LOCY.]
The scientific study of the punishment and pre-
vention of crime

;
the science of prison and re-

formatory management.
1838 LIEBER Ess. PenalLaw 77, 1 ..know that sentimental-

ism in penology is, in its effects, cruel towards the offender

as well as society. 1861 W. L. CLAY Mem. J. Clay vi. 35

Penology has become a more complex, not a more simple
science. 1892 Pali Mall G. 21 May 2/2 A study in com-

parative morality or comparative penology.

Penoscrotal (prn0|Skr<m-ial), a. Anat. and
Path, [irreg. f. L. penis + SCROTAL.] Of or per-

taining to the penis and scrotum.

1874 VAN BURICM Dis. Genit. Org. 33 When it gets fairly

past the peno-scrotal angle. 1900 Lancet 2j June 1814/1
Kvident cases of peno-scrotal hypospadias.

t Pe'nOUS, a. Obs. rare. [ad. late \ t . fiends-its

(pseudo-Aug.) painful, f. peenet penalty, pain ;
cf.

Jf.peineuxt Olf.^emts, \t.penoso painful.] Painful
;

of the nature of or belonging to punishment.
1627 W. SCLATER Exfi. 2 'i hess. (1629) 173 Ourselues must

..procure discharge from temporall punishments by our
owne voluntary passions, and penous good workes. J'/>,'</.

291 'En-mjiia or eimi/iTjcris ; a penous kinde of" warning
ioyned with reprehension.

Pens, obs. form vipence, pi. of PENNY.

Fensal, variant of PEXCEL
; obs. f. PENCIL.

tPe'nsative, <?. Obs. Also^r/w/. -itive. [ad.

Sp. pcnsativo
*

pensive, full of thought, or of care'

(Minsheu 1599), f. pensar to think: sec PKNMVE
and -ATIVE.] Full of thought, pensive, anxious.

1574 HEI.I.OU ES Cucuara's Fain. Ep. (1577) 317 We soc no
other thing, but that the idle woman goeth alwayes peiiM-

'

tiue. 1582 N. Licin.FiKLD tr. Castanhcdas Conq. E. hid. \.

Ixiv. 130 b, After that he undtrstoode how small a fleete

there was left to defend his countrie withall, he could not
bee but verye pensatiue. 1612 SHRLTON Quix. I. Pref. 9 M y
friend seeing me so pensative, demanded of me the Reason
of my musing. 1654 GAYTON Picas. Notes iv. v. 201 Sancho
rested much confounded and pensative of that which be
heard they sav, that Books of Chivalry only contained
follies and lies.

Penseh, Sc. form of PAUNCH.

t Pense, sb. Obs. Also 6 peuss. [a. OF.

|
pense thought, f. pcnscr to think

; cf. PANMK,
PANSY.]
1. Sc. Thought.
a 1568 Cottsiddfi'i Man, all is l>ot I'anitie ! g in Banna-

tyne Poems (Hunter. Cl.) i ^6 Will we nocht prent in to ouie
mynd and penss That it is bot richt schort tyme we haif heir.

2. A PANSY.
1588 GREENE Alcida Wks. (Grosart) IX. 71 M.-r. Tbon

Madam, blame me not if I like Penscs well.. .Eripli. Not
Sir, as it is called a Pense, or as you descant a fancie : but
as we homely Huswives call it, Heartsease.

t Pense, & Obs. exc. dial. Also 6 pens^s.
[a. F. penser to think, be thoughtful (nth c. in

Ilatz.-Darm.), ad. L. pensare to weigh, ponder,
consider, freq. offentfjfre to hang, weigh. See also

PANSE.
(OK. had adopted the L. vb. a&piiisian to weigh, estimate,

consider; but this app. did not come down into ME.)]
a. trans. To think of, call to mind. b. intr.

To think, c. trans, (with compl.) To cause to

be thought, d. (dial.} intr. To be fretful.

r 1500 Lancelot 1431 Than arthur..In to his wit memora-
tyve can seik Of euery gilt wich that he can pens, Done
frome he passitb the jeris of Innocens, a 1520 JOHNSTON

j

Thi'e Deid Pollis 34 (Uann. MS.) With humill hairt vpoim
our pollis penss. 1560 HOLLAND Crt. I'enits n. 953 Thy
Actis pensit the far mair precious. [111825 FOKBY / 'oc. E.
Anglia, Pense, to be fretful. Jam. to be thoughtful.]

Pense, obs. form of pence, pi. of PKNNY.
I! Pensee. Also 5 penci. [In sense i, a. OF.

pensee (lath c.); in sense 2, only as Fr.]
fl. Thoughtfulness, anxiety, care; a thought,

fancy. Obs.

ci4io SirCleges 177 They, .thanked God with god entent,
And put away penci. UMQuCTOifCtawia* v, The pensee
or thought is envoluped in obscurete. ^1477 Jason 28

Contynuyng in his amoronse pensees & thoughts.

||
2. (pansf) A thought or reflection put in literary

form. (Consciously Fr.)
1886 HVNXI:K/I. Surriage xxxi. 386 There's another penste

for you. 1895 Daily News 30 Nov. 3/1 The author was
greatly addicted to what is called pensee writing.

Pensee, obs. form of PANSY.
Peneeful : see PENSIFUL.

Fensel, -ell(e, var. PENCEL
; obs. ff, PENCIL.

1 Pe iisement. Obs. rare. [a. . pensemcnt =*

It. pcnsamento thinking, thought, f. penser ^ pensar
to think. Cf. pansement (PANSE 2'.).] Anxious

thought, care, solicitude.

1508 Calender o/Sheph. (1892) III. App. 180 Cease of your
! pecunyallpensement, The whichedefyleth your entendement.

Pensero-se, a. rare. Anglicized form of next.

1831 Erasers Mag. 111.751 His lordship is . . penserose
and sentimental beyond conception. Ibid. IV. 325 The

, expression of his countenance in repose is generally pense-
rose and meditative.

II Pensei'OSO (pensei^-s^, a. and sb. [From
the title of Milton's poem // Penseroso (163^, n.

obs. \\.. penseroso (15/8 in Tasso Dialoghii}, now
pensicroso (Florio 1598', f. pcnsiere thought.] a.

Oiij. Meditative, brooding, melancholy, b. sb. A
brooding or melancholy person, or personality.
1763 J. ADAMS Diary 23 Dec., The II Penseroso, however,

is discernible on the f;iccs of all four. 1790 R. TYIJ-:K Con-
trast n. i. (1887) 24 How I should like to see that pair of
Penserosos together. 1831 Society I. 78 liut the penseroso
humour la>ted not long.

Pe-nship. rare 1
, [f.

PEN ,?/>.- + -SHIP.] Use
of the pen ; writing; = PENMANSHIP.
1806 WOLCOTT (P. Pindar) Tristia Wks. 1812 V. 272 Out

flames a paragraph of pretty penship.

[Pensible, misprint for PENSILE : see List of
Spurious Jfords.]

t Pensi-culate, v. Ohs. ntre~. [f. 'L.peiisi-

cularC) -at-, dim. deriv. of pcnsarc to weigh, pon-
der.] To consider, ponder. Hence fPeusicu-
la'tion, fPensi'culative a.

1623 COCKERAM 11, Carefully to Consider of, pensiciilati'.
Ibid, i, /Yw*Vw///,diligently considering of. 1658 Pun.-

Lii'S, PcnsittTtioti or Pcnsicitlation, a diligent considering.

Pe'nsiful, pe'nseful, a. Obs. exc. Sc. and
north, dial. Forms : 5 pense-, penceful(l, 5-6
pensi-, peuci-j pencyfull, pensyful, ;;- pensi-

ful, (Sc. S-Q pencefu', 9 pensefu'). [f.
PENSK

sb. or PEXSEK + -FI*L.]
1. Thoughtful, meditative, pensive ; anxious,

brooding; melancholy, sorrowful. Obs. exc. dial.
a 1450 [implied in next]. 1485 CAXTON* Paris fy f. 7 Seyng

hys doughter ful tryste and pensyful for thys. c 1489 -

Sonnes ofAyinon iv. 120 She was contynuelly pencyfull &
sory by cause that she myghte not here noo tydynges of
her children, c 1489 Rlanchardyn xxiii. 74 He went horn-
ward . .all penseful of the worties that he had herde of the

pucclle. //'/(/. 1. 193 Wherof lie had no grete loye, but
became pencirfull. 1587 l-'i, I.MING L'ontn. Ilolinshed III.

1 011/2 He . . was verie careful I and pensifull how to recouer
his countrie againe. 1865 Vot-xc Pictures 165 (K. I). D.)
Chair.-; that when pensefu' ye may rock in. 1876 \\~hitly

Gloss., Pcnsifiil, . . sorrowful.

2. St\ Conceited, giving oneself airs.

1788 PICKKX A'ttu-a-days Poems 62 Fash't wi' three or
four Sic pencefu' breed. 1825 JAMIKSOS, Pcnscfif^Ptnceftf)
adj., Proud, self-conceited, Ayr.s[hire].

Pe-nsifuluess, pe'nsefulness. Now Sc.

^.\v\ north, dial. [f. prec. -f -NESS.] a. Thoughtful-
ness, meditation ; anxiety, brooding, care, melan-

choly, b. Sc. Self-conceit, affected haughtiness.
a 1450 Fyss/iynge w. angle (1883) 2 With owt stody pensi-

fulnes or trauel. 1542 BOOHUE Dyetary Pref. (1870) 228

Myrth is one of the chefest thynges of Physycke, the which
doth aduertyse euery man., to beware of pencyfulness.
1543 CiKAiTos Contn. Harding 461 After dismissed [he]

dyed shortely for thouglit and pensifulnes of mynde. 1825
[see PENSINESS 2].

Pensil, -ile, -ill, var. PEXCEL
;
obs. ff. PKXCU,.

Pensile (pe-nsil, -sail), a. Also 7 pensil(l.

[ad. \*. pensil'is hanging down, pendent, i.pendere^

pens- to hang : see -JLE.]
1. Suspended from above, hanging down, pendent,

pendulous.
1603 11. JOXSON Coronat. Entcrtainni., Ouer her state two

crowns hanging, with pensile shields thorow them. 1626
HACON Sylva. 364 It is report of some good credit, that in

Deepe Caues, there are Pensile Crystall, and Degrees of

Crystall that drop from Above. 1666 J. DAVIKS Hist.Caribby
Isles 310 Those pensile Beds which they call Amacs. 1771
H. WALPOLE I'ertnc's Anccd. Paint. IV. ii. 41 Gothic

architecture, with all its airy embroidery and pensile vaults.

1854 HOOKKR lliinal. Jmls. I. ii. 39 The pensile nests of
the weaver bird were abundant.

b. Steeply overhanging ;

'

hanging
'

or situated

on a steep declivity.
c 1750 SHEXSTONE Ruined Abbey 6 His azure stream, with

pensile woods enclos'd. 1750 Elegies xxi. u Or pen_sile

grove or airy cliff ascend. 1832 J. HRKE St. Herbert's Isle

69 No pensile wood that on thy hills recline.

2. Hanging in the air or in space ; suspended on

arches, with void space beneath ; vaulted.

1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 56, I might here also tell

of those Pensile gardens, borne vp on arches, foure square,
each square contayning foure hundred foote. 1703 Univ.
Diet. s.v. Babylon^ Babylon., was then the wonder of the
world for its walls and pensile gardens. 1718 PRIOR Solomon
i. 256 How the pensile ball Should never strive to rise,

nor fear to fall. 1830 W. PHILLIPS Hit. Sinai \. 678 Pensile

upon space Hang countless planets.

3. That constnicts a pensile nest.

1802 BINGLEY Anim. Biog. (1813) II. 187 The Pensile
Warbler is nearly five inches long. 1868 WOOD Homes
without H. x, 104 Pensile Mammalia. There are not many
mammalia which make pensile nests. 1901 Daily News
19 Feb. 4/7 Another pensile bird, the Baya sparrow of India.

Hence Fe-nsileness, Fensi'lity, the quality or

state of being pensile, rare.

1605 BACON Adv. Learn, i. vi. 10 In that excellent Books
of lob, wherein the pensilenesse of the earth,.. and the.,
conuexitie of Heaven are manifestly touched. 1727 BAILEY
vol. II, Pensilness, hanging Quality. 1640 G. WATTS tr.

Bacon's Adv. Learn, iv, i. 183 The fluctuation or pensility
of the Bowells.

Fe'usily, adv. Obs. exc. dial. [f. PENSV a. +

-LYJ
1. Pensively, anxiously, sadly.
1469 MAKG. PASTOS in P. Lett. II. 365, I pray ?ow and



PENSINESS.

requer gow that ye take yt not pensyly, for I wot wele yt
gothe ryth ner 3owr hart.

2. Sc. * In a self-important manner' (Jam.).
1725 RAMSAY Gentle Shcph. i. ii, His blue bonnet.. Whilk

pensylie he wears a thought a-jee.

Fe'nsiness. Obs. exc. dial. [f. PENSY a. +

-NESS.]
1. Pensiveness, anxiety.
c 1485 Digby Myst. (1882) in. 606 A ! how pynsynesse potyt
me to oppresse, that I haue synnyd on euery side.

2. Sc. (See quot.)
1825 JAMIESON, Fensieness, Pensfnness, self-conceitedness

and affectation, S.

Pension (pe'njan), sb. Forms : 4-6 pensioun,
(4 -ci-, -sy-), 4-7 pencion, 5 pensone, pen-
cyown, 5-6 pencyon, (6 -sy-), 6-7 pention, 5
pension, [a, F. pension^ -un (^1225 in Hatz.-

Darm.), ad. L. pension-on payment, rent, f. pens-,
ppl. stem oi pendere to weigh, to pay: see -ION.
With the various senses cf. those of L. pcmio in Du Cange.]
fl. A payment made by, or exacted from, a

person or persons ; a tribute, tax, charge, im-

position ;
a contribution

;
a price paid or received ;

an expenditure, expense, outlay. Alsoy?^. Obs.

1387 TRKVISA Iligden (Rolls) VII. 419 He hilde Rdwardes
lawe \\'ij? be amendynge berof; he forjaf f?e grcvoiis pen-
ciouns [Hidden fensiones no.vlas rentisit\ < 1440 I'romp.
Pan*. 391/2 Pencyone, dette to be payed, pensio. 1*1440
Alp/i. Tales 397 He made hym fre of al maner of tributt
& pension, a 1529 SKF.I.TON Col. Cloute 454 He payd a
bitter pencyon For mannes redemcyon. 1572 R. T. Dis-
course 49 Paul the third pope of that name had registred
fine and forty thousand whores that payed euery moneih a
pension or tribute to the pope, which did rise yerely to
fortie thousand ducates. 1608 TOI-SKI.L Serpents 76 lioth
rich and poor by tlieir good husbandry do gather guod
customesand pensions by them (Bees]. 1627 SPEED .-/a*M?
xxxviii. 3 H umber . . into which all the R'mers . . einptie
themselues .. as into the common-storehouse of Neptune
for all the watery Pensions of this Prouince. a 1638 MEDE
ll'ks, (1672) 674 With some of them [Arabs] he is fain to be
at a Pension for the safer passage of his Caravans.

2. Keel. A fixed payment out of the revenues of
a benefice, upon which it forms a charge.
[1316 Act 9 Kdiv. If, Stat. i. c. n Pro covrodiis, pension-

ibus, vel prehendinationibus. Cf. 1327 Act i Rdiu. ///,
Stat. n. c. 10.] -1380 WVCLIF Last Age of Church (1840)
31 Goodis of holy Chirche jxit prelatis wij> holde^ to hem,
as pensiouns, firste frutis [etc.]. 1460 FORTESCUE Abs.
fy Lim. Mon. xviii. (1885) 153 Yff hit woll

lyke
the kynge

to yeve no corodie nor pencion, wich he hath be ryght
off his corowne, off euery abbey, priory, and ober bowses.

ri52S Ann. WARHAM Let. to IVolsey in Ellis Qrig* Lett.
Ser. in, II. 31 The value of the benefices within the diocesse
of Canterburie . . with portions and pensions appropried
and assigned to Monasteries and other religiouse places.
1627 \V. BEDELL in Lett. Lit. Afen (Camden) 137 Pensions
upon Churches, &c., granted to Religious Houses. 1727-41
CHAMBERS Cycl.s.\', Pensionary^ In the Romish countries it

is frequent to have pensions on benefices. . . Pensions are now
only creatable by the pope; and are never to exceed one
third of the revenue. 1885 Cath. Diet. (ed. 3) 654/1 At the
Council of Chalcedon, "Maximus. .requested the sanction of
the Fathers to his assigning a pension out of the revenues of
the see sufficient for the support of Domnus.
t 3. Any regular payment made to a person for

present services
; stipend, salary, wages ;

fee. 0/>s.

1368 LANGL. P. PI. A. vm. 48 Men of lawe.. Of princes
and Prelatus heor pencion schulde aryse, And of \>e pore
peple no penewor^ to take. 1451 Yatton Churchw. At

to the Recorder. . .Item for his penciou, x. //. ..Item to the
TowneClerke for his pencion, iiij./i. ..Item to the Stewarde
for his pencion, li'ij.s. iiij. d. 1549 LATIMER ist Serin, bff.
Edw. F/(Arb.) 40 The vicar that scrueth.. hath but .xii. or
.xiiii. markes by yere, so that of thys pension he is not able

toby him bokes, nor geue hys neyghboure dryncke. 1611
BIBLE i Esdrasiv. 56 He commanded to giue to all that kept
the city, pensions and wages. 1656-7 DAVEXANT Rutland
Ho. Dram. Wks. 1873 III. 226 Your servants, .being confined
within the narrow bounds of pension, are accomptable for

all the orts by weight. 1776 ADAM SMITH W. N. n. ii. (1869)
I. 288 If a guinea be the weekly pension of a particular
person, he can in the course of the weekpurchase with it [etc.].

In uses which approach 4 :

b. Such a payment made to one who is not
a professed servant or employee, to retain his

alliance, good will, secret service, assistance when
needed, etc. ; a subvention, a subsidy, a fixed

allowance. C. A regular payment to persons of

rank, royal favourites, etc., to enable them to

maintain their state; also to men of learning or

science, artists, etc., to enable them to carry on
work which is of public interest or value.

1500-20 DUNBAR Poems Ix.vxiii, 27 Welcum, my pensioun
most preclair ; Welcum, my awiii Lord Thesaurair ! a 1548
HA LI. Chron, , /fen. ^'390, If the Frenche" pencions be the
susteiners of the Scottishe nobilitee .. then plucke away
Fraunce, and the courage of the nobles of Scotland shal be
sone daunted. 1576 FLEMINH; Panopl. Epist. 348, I nieane,
that your maiestie, of j'our owne accorde, giue many pensions
to the maintenaunce of learning. 1585 T. WASHINGTON tr.

Nicholas's l
r

oy. n. xix. 53 He.., augmenting her estate and
pention, accounteth her amongst the number of his wines.

1639 FULLER Holy War n. XXXVL (1647) 91 King Almerick
. .proffereth him a pension of forty thousand Ducates yearly
for his behooffull assistance. 1653 WALTON Angler i. 4 All

men that keep Otter dogs ought to have a Pension from the

Commonwealth to jncourage them to destroy the very breed
of. .Otters. 1671-2 SIR C, LYJTELTON hi Uatton Corr.

652

J
(Camden) 74, I heave my Lady Anne's pention was in y

;
banquiers hands. 1718 SWIFT Abstr. Hist. Eng. Lett. etc.

j 1768 IV. 259 The king of England agreed to deliver him
1 William the Lion, king of Scotland] up those twelve towns
(or manours) in England which Malcolm had held under

i
William the Conqueror; together with a pension of twelve

(
thousand marks. 1755 JOHNSON, Pension^ an allowance

i made to any one without an equivalent. In England it is

|
generally understood to mean pay given to a state hireling
for treason to his country. 1780 HARRIS Philol, Enq. Wks.
(1841) 548 [Peter the Great] invited foreign professors not

only to Petersburgh. .but to his ancient capital Moscow ; at
I both which places these professors were maintained wiih

liberal pensions. 1815 ELI-HINSTONE Ace. Caitbul (ifyz) II.

j
41 He holds some lands of the King, and receives a pension
besides; in return, he is answerable for the safety of travellers
in the Currapa Pass. 1845 S. AL STJN KankSs Hist. Kef. I.

j 309 To appear with his troops at CoblenU in the territory of
I Treves, immediately after the election, in order to earn the
I pension promised him by the king.

4. An annuity or other periodical payment made
\
by a person or body of persons, now esp. by a

government, a company, or an employer of labour,
;

in consideration of past services or of the relin-

, quishment of rights, claims, or emoluments.
Such pensions are provided in most civilized countries by

|

the State or other public body, for its officers and servants

|

on retirement from active service, and for soldiers, sailors,
and others on being disabled in the public service, or for

their wives and families in the case of death ; they are also

frequently granted, as a matter of bounty, to aged artists,

authors, etc., in recognition of eminent achievements, or to
theirwidows or orphans whenleft in straitened circumstances.

i Old age pension^ a pension or payment of so much per
week or month paid to a workman or poor person (or, as

i some advocate, to every one) on reaching a specified age ; as

\

is done in some foreign countries and British Colonies, and
as has been proposed in Great Britain.

1529 WOLSKY Let. to Gardiner in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. i.

II. ii That I may have summe convenyent pencion reservyd
unto me, suche as the Kyngs hyhnes of hys nobyl charite
shal thynke mete. 1601 SHAKS. Tivel. N. n. v. 197. 1617
MORVSON Itin. in. 290 They who are maimed in the warres
..haue from them a Pension for life, or the value of the
Pension in ready mony. 1701 J. JACKSON in Pepys" Diary

\ (I879
1

) VI. 232 The King has granted pensions to those
i poor families who suffered by this disaster. 1706 Q. ANNE
i Message /<? Commons 9 Jan., It would be very agreeable
i to her Majesty, if the Pension of sooo/. per ami. be con-
|

tinued and limited by Act of Parliament to his [the
Duke of Marlborough's] Posterity, for the more honourable

:

Support of their Dignities. 1768-74 TUCKER Lt. Nat. (1834)
II. 348 We have Chelsea and Greenwich hospitals for the
sick and maimed, pensions for the widows of such as have

i been slain. 1836 MARRVAT Aliiis/i. Easy xxiv, Mr. Jolliffe
not only obtained his promotion, but a pension for his

i

wounds. 1844 H. H. WILSON Brit. India I. 15 Shamshir
Bahadur was content to desist from opposition, and to

accept a pension for himself and for his family, with per-
,

mission to reside at Banda. 1858 RUSKIN Pol. Kcon.
i Art Add. ii, It ought to be quite as natural and straight-
I forward a matter for a labourer to take his pension from his

parish, because he has deserved well of his parish, as for a
' man in higher rank to take his pension from his country,

because he has deserved well of his country. 1878 BLACKLEY
Ess. Prev. Pauperism (1880) 28 The cost . . 14 . .would
entitle the insurer to receive Bs. a week, whenever sick, tiil

the age of 70, after which time he would draw a pension of

4$. per week as long as he lived. 189* Academy 2 Jan.
I2/3 [He] retires on a pension after forty years service.

1892 C. BOOTH Pauperism \\. iv. 60 The father of the
movement in favour of old-age pensions is Canon Blackley.
With him must always remain the credit of whatever good
may finally come out of any of these proposals. 1898 in

Bouviers Law Diet. II. 647
' Pensions are the bounties of

the government, which Congress has the right to give,

distribute, or recall at its discretion' (107 U.S. 68). 1902
Encycl. Brit. XXVIII. 468/2 (France) The State has to

contribute to the old-age pensions, fixed.. at not less than

90 and not more than 200 francs per person in favour of

people aged seventy and upwards.

f5. The annual (or other periodical) payment
made by each member of a gild, college, or society,
towards its general expenses ; esp. that levied upon
each member of an Inn of Court to defray the

standing charges of the Inn (e.g. maintenance and

repair of buildings and gardens, salaries of officers,

wages of servants, etc.). Obs.

Appears in the Black Book of Lincoln's Inn from 1433.

1431 in Eng. Gilds (1870) 275 At ech of these ij. morowe
spechis, euery brothir & sustir schall payen to y j

costage,
for his pensyon, ij.

denar. 1446-7 Black Bks. Lincoln's
/ (1899) I. 17 It is ordeyned. .that no man be behynde of
his pencyon ouer a geer. 1569 Pension Bk. Gray's Inn
(1001)2 Hy hath one Chamber.. chargeable with payment

I of pencion. 1630 ibid. 299 It is ordered, .that the steward

|

from henceforth shall receive all pencions wch shalbe due

j

for the persons of every gentleman in this Societie. 1680

]
DUGDALE Orig. Jurid. 212/2 Pensions are certain monys

i paid yearly by every one of the Society [Middle Temple] ;

j

viz. vi". viiid. per annum. Ibid. 290 That no Officer com-
pound for personal Pensions, but by authority from the
Pension Councel. 1838 Black Bks. Lincoln's Inn IV. 198
To consider the propriety of discontinuing the words
' Preacher

' and ' Pensions
'

as two items of the bills for dues.
;

1901 R. J. FLKTCHKR in Pension Bk. Gray's Inn i note

Pension, variously spelt in the MS. as Pencon, Pencion,
Pencn or Pention, means a payment.

f 6. Payment for board and lodging, or for the

board and education of a child, etc. Obs.

[1611 COTGR., Pension^, .also, money payed for the tabling,
or boording of children.] 1696 PHILLIPS (ed. 5), Pension^. .

a Summ pay'd by any Person for Dyet and Lodging. 1726
SWIFT Gulliver i, vi, The pension from each family for the
education and .entertainment of a child.. is levied by the

emperor's officers. 1796 MRS. K. PARSONS AJyst. Warning
IIL 5 A sum sufficient to pay for my pension in a convent

PENSION.
for two or three years. 1803 MARV CHARLTON Wife fy

Mistress II. 269 A household where she was to be tolerated
for the pension she paid.

b. A boarding-house, a lodging-house at a fixed

rate; occas. a boarding-school; f also formerly
a tavern, an ordinary. Now only as Fr. (pansyon),
and usually in reference to France or other Conti-
nental country.
1644 EVELVN Diary 8 Sept., I settled them in their pension

at, as with us. 1687 A. LOVELL tr. Thevenofs Trav. i. 18,
I then went to lodge in Galata,at a Flemand's House, .who
kept a Pension. 1778 J. ADAMS Diary 12 May, My little

son, and the other young Americans, at the Pension, dined
with us. 1833 R. PINKKRTON A'vssia 152 There is al-o a
respectable Pension or Boarding-school for Young Ladies.

1837 MARRYAT Olla Podr. xxxvii, The price demanded is

the same as at the pensions, viz. 200 francs.. per month.
1845 TAJLPOUXD I'ac. Rambles L 155 Gay toy-shops, and
flowering shrubs, and green-slmttered white ' Pensions '.

t c. To be or live in pension : to live as a
boarder in lodgings, to board. So to pnt in (to),
tlace on pension. Obs. (Now usually F. enpension^
1598 DALLINCTON Meth. Trav. B ivb, I would not haue

him at his owne prouision. Let him be still in pension with
others. 1665 }'crncy Mew, (1899) IV. 121 We are 16 of my
uncle and aunt* family, and all in pent ion, att ior. a weekefor
owerselves, and 7^. for owr servants with lodgens in. 1672-3
DKYDKN Assignation iv. i, My two nieces, .are to be placed
on pension there. 1714 MRS. MANI.EY Adv. Riella 06 She
\vasput for sometime to Pension, .at a poor Woman's House.
[1816 SHKLLEY Lett. Pr. Wks. i8So III. 353, I wish you to
look out for a home for me and Mary and William, and the
kitten who is now cnpen$ion.\
7. [from 5] A consultative assembly of the
members of Gray's Inn, one of the Inns of Court in

London : cf. PARLIAMENT 5 b.

1570 Pension Bk. Grays Inn 7 At this pencion yt is

ordered that all suche persons [etc.]. 1664 Ibid. 449 It is

ordred y' Mr. 1'eale shall bee summoned to attend y next

pencion. 1663 in Waterhouse Cinnin. Fortescitc's De Land.
Leg. 546 Every quarter,.. the Readers and IJenchers cause
one of the Officers to summon the whole Company openly
in the Hall al dinner, that such a night the Pension, or as
some houses call it, the Parliament, shall be holden, which
Pension, or Parliament in some houses, is nothing else but
a conference and Assembly of their Benchers and Utter-

liarre.stersonely. 1670 BLOUNT Law Diet. s. v.,That which
in the Two Temples, is called a Parliament, in Lincolns.

Inn, a Council ; in Gray's-Inn, is called a Pension ; that is,

an Assembly of the Members of the Society, to consult of
the Affairs of the House. 1897 Daily A>mr 30 Jan. 8/5
At a pension held yesterday Mr. Mattinson, Q.C., Recorder
of Blackburn, was elected treasurer of the Honourable
Society of Gray's Inn for the ensuing year.

\ 8. Put for PENSIONER. Obs. rare.

1544 Sttppl. to Hen. I'll/ Cjb, The greate burden
wherwith this your realme..is ouercharged through the
greate multytude ofchaun tery prestes, soule prestes . . muncke
pencyons, morowe mat prestes.

9. attri&.xnA Om0.,u (sense 4} pension age, book>

law, money; pension-fee', -list, -monger, -schemer,
etc. ; (senses 5-7) pension book, house, roll, room,
ivrit

; (sense 6) pension-boarder, -keeper, principle,
school; pension-divcllingy -paying, -proof adjs. ;

pension-parliament : see PARLIAMENT 8,

1898 IVesttn, Gaz. 26 July 3/1 The cost.. is roughly
estimated at ,2,340,000 if the pension age is sixty, and

i ,455,000 if the pension age is sixty-five. Ibid. 26 Feb. 2/1
The villa folk .. meet the *pensk>n -boarders on terms of
slight superiority. 1557 Order of Hospitalls Fvb, Yow
shall also keepe a *Pencion-Iiooke whiche shall declare the
Number of the poore in this CStie.relieud by this Hospitall.
1569 Pension Bk. Cray's Inn 2 That all thys graunt
may be entred into the pencion booke. 1601 HOLLAND
Pliny 1. 170 [Siccius Dentatuswas honoured] with a stipend
or *pension-fee out of the Exchequer & chamber of the

city. _ 1577 Pension Bk. Gray's Inn 30 A good and sub-
.stanciall chist. .to remayne in the *pencion house.. for the

keping of the bookes of account and pencion Roles. 1601
If'id. 153 Mr. Necton beinge warned to come to the pencion
house hath refused to come. 1816 Gentl. Mag. LXXXVI.
i. 116 The *Pension-list was full. 1663 in Waterhouse
Comtn. Fat-fescue's De Land. Leg. 544 The four houses of
Court., .every one that is admitted fellow, after that he is

called to the Masters Commons, payeth yearly 3. shillings

4. pence which they call the *pension mony. a 1843 ROSE
in Byroris ll'ks. (1846) 230/2 note, My trade of place and
*pension-monger. 1901 Empire Rev. I. 427 Habitual
drunkards and convicted criminals are to be rejected in

Victoria as in the other *pen sion-paying colonies. 1807 E. S.

I'ARKKTT Rising Sun I. 189 Quirk was *pension-proof
against all this womanish artillery. 1508-9 Black Bks.
Lincolns Inn (1895) 1. 159 Item, to the Botillers for wrytyng
the *Pencion Roll ijs. viij*/. 1651 Ibid. II. 392 The Butler
is every term to make up a Pencion Roll. 17*1 Ibid. III.

261 Over the *Pention Roome and under the Library of this

Society. 1902 le$ttn Gaz. 28 May 2/1 The ^pension-
school life of Hanover, Dresden and Leipzig . . seems a
harmless enough amusement for an ordinary girl of seven-
teen or eighteen with some money and sufficient good sense.

1537 Cal. Inner Temple Kec. (1896) I. 115 Yt is also agreed
. . at the said parliament that a *pencion writt shalbe served,

wherby the dettes of the Howse may the soner be paid.

1576 Pension Bk. Grays Inn 27 It is agreed that a pencion
writt be forthwyth suede. 1670 BLOUNT Law Diet.,
Pension-Writ. When a Pension-Writ is once issued, none,
sued thereby in an Inns of Court, shall be discharged or

permitted to come in Commons, till all duties be paid.

Pension (pe-nfan), v, [f. PENSION sb.
;

in

sense 2 corresp. to Y , pensionner (1465 in Hatz.-

Darm.), med.L. pensionare (1382 in Du Cange).]



PENSIONABLE.

1. intr. To live or stay in a pension or boarding-
house ; to board and lodge.
1642 Hmvri.L For. Trav. (Arb.) 27 When they meet with

any person of note, .and journey or pension with him any
time. 1649 Nicholas Papers (Camden) I. 129 For you to

pension, unless there were company sutable for you, would
not I conceave be agreeable. 1714 LADY M. \V. MONTAGU
Let. to /K. Montagu 9 Aug., It is the same thing as

pensioning in a nunnery. 1879 W. CORY Lett, <y Jrnls,

(1897) 450 The small country house where we pensioned.

2. trans. To grant a pension to, bestow a pension

upon; also (contextually), to retain or buy over with

a pension. To pension off^ to dismiss with a pen-

sion, to pension on retirement.

1701 AnmsoN Dial. Aledals iii. Wks. 17^6 III. 161 One
might expect, methinks, to see the Medals of that nation in

the highest perfection, when there is a society pensioned and
set apart on purpose for the designing of them. 1737 POI>E

Hor. F.pist. it. i. 387 The hero William, and the Martyr
Charles, One knighted Bl.ickmore.andonepension'dQuarles.

lated both parties in turn, pensioned at once the ministers of
the crown and the chiefs of the opposition. 1865 DICKF.NS
Mut. Fr. i. xv, You have taken it into your head that I

mean to pension you off.

Pensionable (pe-njanab'l), a. [f.
PENSION

7-. + -ABLE.] a. Qualified for, or entitled to, .1

pension. D. Of service, or injuries sustained in it :

Entitling to a pension. Hence Pe'iisionably ad-'.

1882 //'. Chester (Pennsylv.) Local Ne<ws II. No. 19. r

Those who incurred pensionable disabilities. 1892 Guardian
22 June 937/3 A teacher arrives at pensionable age. 1893
Columbus (Ohio) Dispatch 5 Oct., His claim had been
rejected because he was not '

pensionably disabled '.

Pensionary (pemjanari), s/>.
1

[ad. med.L.

pens^^tldri^^s : see PENSION sl>. and -ABY * B. i ;

cf. F. pensionnaire (i4thc. in Hatz.-Darm.).]
1. One who receives a pension ; often with sinister

implication : One who is attached by a pension to

the interest of a person or persons (expressed or

implied) ; a creature, hireling:
- PENSIONER i.

171548 HALL C/iron. t Edw. 11^ 236 Many other of his

Counsaill, had been in fee and pencionaries, of the Frenche
kyng. >599 SANDYS Europsg Spec. (1632) 182 A sure enemie
to the Spaniards, and to all his Favorites, partizans, and
pensionaries 1613 SHEKLKY Trav. Persia 33 The Tartars
. .through their dependance vpon the Ttirke, whose religion
they professel .and whose pemionaries they were. 1698 [

K.

FERGUSON] I'iew Eccles. 84, I will not discover at preseht
whom I know Court Pensionaries among the Presbyterian
Ministers. 1874 MOTI.FY JtarneveId \.\\\\. 343 Atraitortohis
country and a pensionary to her deadliest foe. 1874 GRKEN
Short His!, x. 2. 759 The Nabob sank into a pensionary,

t b. The recipient of an ecclesiastical pension.
1536 CROMWELL in Merriman Life $ Lett. (1902) 11.28 All

persones and \ icares and other beneficed men and pension-
aries within this deanry not being resident upon their

benefices.*

fc. A soldier, etc., receiving pay. Cbs.

1555 W. WATRDMAN Fardle Facions \. iv. C vj (Ethiope),
Ther are througheout the whole nacion certeine houses and
stockes, that are pencionaries at armes. 1582 Bp$,' Tran-
scripts ofNorton in AV/(MS.), Was buried Julij 6. John
Quylter, one of y

1

pensionaries of Deale castle.

d. One maintained by charity or in a charitable
institution : cf. PEXSIOXEB i c.

1753 N. TORRIAXO Gangr. Sore Throat i That Species of

Squmancy, which reigned last Year, .amongst the Pension-
anes of the Visitation of St. Mary in the Hack-Street.

2. [= Du. pensioiiaris,] Formerly, the chief

municipal magistrate of a Dutch city, \vith the
function of a legal adviser or speaker. Hist.
1587 HOLISSHED Chron. III. 1411/1 losse de Menin,

councellor and pensionarie of Dordreght. 1727 CHAMBERS
Cyct., Pensi<>[n]ary t

is the first minister of the regency of
each city, in the province of Holland. . . His office is to give
his advice in matters relating to the government, either of
the city in particular, or of the state in general ; and in as-

semblies of the states of the province is speaker in behalf of
his city. 1756 NUGENT Gr. Tonr, Xetkcrl, I. 287 [Dunkirk]
is governed after the manner of Flanders by a burgomaster
or mayor, echevins or aldermen, and a pensionary or
recorder. 1864 K.LRK Chas. Bold II. m. i. 45 A deputation,
headed by Jean Sersanders, the pensionary of Ghent.

b. esp. (properly Grand Pensionary -Du. Groot

Pensionaris}\ The first minister and magistrate of
the state or province of Holland and Zealand in

the Seven United Provinces of the Netherlands

(1619-1794), who was by virtue of his office presi-
dent of the legislature of the province, and per-
manent deputy to the States General.
The dignity was first created by Johan van Olden Barne-

veldt, under the title of Advocate of Holland and West
Friesland ; it attained to great distinction when held by
Johan de Witt 1653-72.
1655 Nicholas Papers (Cnmden) II. 232 Shee sent to Mr.

Oudart, who wes at the Hage, and commanded him to goe
to the Pensionary deWitte and assure him [etc.]. 1668 Loud.
Gaz. No. 283/3 The Heer de Wit is still to continue Pen-
sionary, and for an acknowledgement of the good services
he has done, his Salary is raised to 3000 Guilders per annum.
1761-1 HUMK Hist. F.ng. (1806) IV. Ix. 530 They immediately
dispatched Paw, pensionary of Holland [1631-36], as their
ambassador extraordinary to London. 1796 MORSE Amer.
Geog. II, 337 Grand Pensionary, formerly called the ad-
vocate of the republic. 1855 MACAULAV Hist. F.ng. xi.

III. 68 The office of Pensionary, always important, was
peculiarly important when the Stallholder was absent from
the Hague. 1876 BANCROFT Hist, V. X VI. xli. 235 The

VOL, VII.
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commercial treaty between France and the United States

was, about the same time, delivered to the Grand Pensionary
and to the Pensionary of Amsterdam.

c. transf. Applied ;is a satirical nickname to

English statesmen.

1771 SMOLLKTT Humph. Cl. 2 June, Ha ! there's the other

great phenomenon, thegrand pensionary [Pitt], that weather-
cock of patriotism, that veers about in every point of the poli-
tical compass, and still feels the wind of popularity in his tail,

1836 DISHAKU Kiinityjitede Lett. (1885) 206 This grand pen-
sionary of bigotry and sedition presumes to stir up the people
of England against your high estate.

3. = PENSIONER 5. \\\\ quot, a church or

chapel charged with an annual payment to a

mother churchO

1891 P. G. STONK Archit. Antiq. I. Wight in. 5 The
Parish of Brighstone..a chapel was built here. . . lleing
built after the foundation of Calbourne church, this latter

claimed it as a pensionary.

Pensionary, sb.- [f. TENSION^. + -AHY i K
2

;
on L. type ^pcnsiondria or *drium^\ A dwelling

or place of residence for pensioners : formerly, at

Cambridge, a residence for undergraduates not on
the foundation of a college.

1582-3 in Willis & Clark Cambridge (1886) II. 248 For
thatchinge the barne and stable in Pensionary, .xlvj". 1621
llnd. I. 186 The chambers in y* late pensionary. 1698 Ibid.)
Y - Itattlements in y* Pensionarie towards the Street. 1655
Fi'i.i.KK Hist. Cath. (1840) 41. 1886 WILLIS & CLARK Cam-
bridge II. 248 Accommodation [for more students] was pro-
vided [c 1590] in some houses opposite the college [St.

John's], on the site of which the New Divinity School partly
stands. This was called

' The Petitionary '.

Pensionary (pc-nj.maii ,
a. [ad. med.L.

pensionari-us : see PENSION sb. and -ABY i
A.]

1. That is in receipt of a pension or bounty; in the

pay of a person or persons expressed or implied ;

hence, mercenary, hireling, venal.

'11548 HALL L'/iron., Kdiu. 7^*236 To thmtent to bragge
another day, that the kynges Chamberlain of Knglande, hath
been pencionary, with the Krenchekyng. i5981!.-\K;u-.T Theor.
It 'arrcs v. in. 136 Fraunce, and Flanders, too full of his pen-
cionary troupes. 1679-88 Seer. Sen'. Momy Chas. <V Jas.
(Camden) 124 To Mary, widow of Henry Peacock, pencionary
trumpeter to King Charles the Second, bounty.. 20 o o.

1790 ItuitKH Fr. AVv. Wks. V. 2fi8. 1825 W. TAYLOR in

afotUhly Rn*. CVI. 488 An extensive pensionary clergy.

"837 [see PASUAMENTJ^,' 8]. 1880 MASSON Milton VI. 221.

12. Consisting, or of the nature, of a pension.
1631 BRATHWAIT ll'/iimzies, Launderer 59 Her age recei\ es

for her long sery-ice a pencionary recompence. 1771-2 F.ss.

fr. IJatckclor \.177 II. 127 They even obtained pensionary
favours for years. 188^ Times 19 June, The pensionary aid
is insignificant.

fctJ. Characterized by an ecclesiastical pension
or endowment. Olis.

1569 Reg. Privy Council Scot. I. 684 He is lauchfullie pro-
vidit ofauld in and to thevicarag pensionarie of thesamyn.
Pensioned (^en/and), ///. a. [f. PENSION ?-.

+ -ED 1
.] In receipt of a pension ;

now esp. retired

on a pension; in earlier use often implying venality.
1611 COTGR., Pensionnf) pensioned, stipended, hired by

pension, that takes an yearelie stipend. 1733 POPE Hor.
Sat. n. i. in Could pension'd lloileau fash in nonest strain
Flatt'rers and ISigots ev'n in Louis' reign? 1815 L. HINI
Feast ofPoets, etc. 78 Mr. Souihey, who is one of the pen.
sioned reviewers in the Quarterly, does not blush to tell

those who are acquainted with his former opinions, .that -a

mere stickler for Reform .. is little better than a 'house-
breaker '. 1897 Daily News 26 Feb. 7/4 Among the others

engaged . . are twelve pensioned policemen, >i\ army pen-
sioners, and two pensioned firemen.

Pensioner (pc-njanw). Also 5 pensener,
6-7 penc-, pentioner. [a. AF. pensionncrOY.
pensionnier(\'$z} inGodef.) = med.L.fe/isw/iaritts;
i, pension, PENSION : see -KB 2

.]

I. One who receives a pension or payment.
1. One who is in receipt of pension or regular

pay ;
one who is in the pay of another

;
in early

'

use, a paid or hired soldier, a mercenary; in 17
iSth c, often with implication of base motives:
a hireling, tool, creature.

1487 Kelts ofParlt. VI. 396/2 The said Wages, Fees and
Rewardes, of the said Capiteyne, Lieutenaunte and Soul*

deours, Artificers, Pensioners and Feodaries, of the said
Towne of Caleis and Cast el I ther. 1549 Cotiipl. Scof.xx. 166

5e ar be cum sodiours & pensionarls to jour enemeis. 1673
Jsscx Papers (Camden) I. 76 All which gives me ground to

suspect he is a Pensioner of France, a 1693 LD. DELAMER
Chas, II.'s Pensioners Wks. (1694) 116 The Name of a Pen-
sioner is verydistastful to every Knglish Spirit. 1733 POPE A"/.
Bathurst 394 In Uritain's Senate he a seat obtains, And one
more pensioner St. Stephen gains. 1771 SMOLLKTT Humph.
Cl. 5 June, If all the clerks of the Treasury, of the Secre-

'

taries, the War-office and the Admiralty should take it in

their heads to throw up their places, in imitation of the great
pensioner [Pitt). 1863 Annals of Fngl, III. 63(311. 1668)
Charles [II.] became the pensioner of the French king. |

1874 MOTLKY Barncveld I. ix. 365 A tool of the court and
;

a secret pensioner of Spain.
b. spec. One who is in receipt of a pension or

i

stated allowance, in consideration of past services
|

or on account of injuries received in service ; I

formerly applied esp. to the inmates of Chelsea
and Greenwich Hospitals.
1706-1849 [see OUT-I-ENSIONER]. 17*1 AMHF.RST Terrx Fit. I

No. 44(1754) 234 If the single article of losing an arm or a leg !

gives a man the precedence of ./Kneas, many a poor pensioner
of Chelsea college hath an equal right to it with his lordship.
1834 Taifs Mag. 196/2 The office of Comptrollers of Army

PENSIONER.
Accounts 13 to be abolished, and the in-pensioners of Kil-
niainham are to be removed to Chelsea. 1855 MACAM.AY
Hist. F.ng. xx. IV. 408 Greyheaded old pensioners who crept
about the arcades and alleys of Chelsea Hospital.

to. One maintained by public charity or in a
charitable institution. Ol>s.

1557 Order of Hospitalls Cj, The Number of children re-

maining and Pensioners relieved at the Cities charge.
fd. The recipient of an ecclesiastical pension;

a briK-ficed clergyman; = PENSIONARY j/;.
1 i b.

1578 Keg. Privy Coitn.il Scot. III. 22 Gif ony beneficit
man or pensionare sail happin to be slayne,. .the narrest
qualifiit persoun of his kin sal have the prt'sentatioun and
provisioni! of his benefice and gift of his pensioun. 1581
Ibid. 422 Parson of Kglischame and vicar pensioner of Kil-
marnok.

e. A"-
1742 \ursr, j\/. '//;. i. 67 And can Eternity belong to me,

Poor Pensioner on the Uounties of an Hour? 1878 11.

TAVI.OK Dgukftlion \. \. 17 We, Earth'?, pensioners, Expect
less bounty when her .store is scant.

f 2. spec. One of a body of gentlemen, instituted

by Henry VIII in 1509, ns a body-guard to the

sovereign within the royal palace ;
a gentleman-

at-arms : = GENTLEMAN 2 b. Obs.

Originally called .Spearmen, in 1539 Pensioni-rs, later

Gentletntn-Pensiotiers ; now GentlMien*at-nmts.
a 1548 11 ALL L'/iron., lien. I'lll 239 The kyng rode to the

last endc of the ranke where the Speares or Pcncyoners
stoode. 1573-80 liARMT Afo. P 253 Pensioner, a Gentleman
about his Prince alwaie redie, with his speare : a spearer.
1598 SMAKS. Merry ly'. ir. ii. 79. 1601 STOW Ainials 973
(an. 1539) In the moneth of December, were appointed to

wayte on the kings person 50. Gentlemen, called Pencioners
or Speares, like as they were in the first yeere of the king.
1603 LD. G. HUNSDEN Let. to jas. I in Chamberlayne St. Ct.
Brit, (1737) 230 It pleased Htr Majesty, .to grace me with
the Captain-ship of Her Hand of Gentlemen-Pensioners.

1630-1706 [see GENTLEMAN 2b], 1737 J. CMAMBKRI.AVNK
St. Gt. Brit. \\. 229 His Majesty's Honourable liand of
Gentleuien-Pen;.ioners. Ibid. 231 The Hand of Pensioners
have the Honour to bear the King's Royal linnner.

fb. transf. A member of a body-guard, an

attendant, a retainer. Obs.

1603 HOLLAND Plutarch 's Mor. 417 When his guard and
pensioners were come to this cottage where he [Anliochus]
had bee ne lodged. 1632 Cyrtipwdia 173 Hereupon he
draweth out of them a guard often thousand Pensioners, who
night and day should watch, .his Palace.

jig. 1590 SHAKS. Mids. .A". 11. i. 10, 1 serue the Fairy Qneene,
. . 1 he Cowslips tall, her pensioners bee. 1632 M II.TON

J~*enscro^o 10 Hovering dreams, The fickle Pensioners of

Morpheus train.

3. The officer in the Inns of Court who col-

lected the pensions, kept the pension-book or pen-
sion-roll, and accounted for the moneys received

(cf. PENSION sb. 5% Obs. exc. Hist.

1429-30 Black Bkt, of Lincolns Inn I. 4 Pensener.

1481-2 ///(/. 74 To inaister Lovdl, at y* tyme Pensionar.

1507 Inner Temple Kei. g On part to remayne in the seid
chest and the other with the pencyoner. 1570 Pension Bk.
drays Inn i There shalbe provided 3 dozen of sasers be the

pencioner. 1651 Black Bks. Lincoln's Inn II, 393 It is

ordered . . that there shalbe a Pencioner yeaiely chosen.

1663 in \Vaterhouhe Coittm. Fortcscne's De Land. Leg. 544
Of these [Benchers] is one yearly chosen, which is called
the Treasurer, or in some house Pensioner, who receiveth

yearly the said pension money. 1903 Staple Inn & its Story
54 The pensioner, corresponding much to what we term the
bursar of a college, was elected by the ancients.

t 4. A PENSIOXAKY of a Dutch city or province ;

the (Grand) Pensionary of Holland. Obs.

1652 EAKL MONM. tr. Benth-oglio's I/ist. Kelat. 5 The
greatest is usually compos'd of one or two Burgomasters,
some Sheriffs, one Scout Master, one Treasurer, anil one or
two Pensioners. 1669 Loud. Gaz. No. 428/4 The Heer
lohan de Witt Counsellor of Dordrecht, and a neer kinsman
of the Pensioner of that name. 1673 'Yv.MLv.Ob$frzt. i 'nited
Prov. Wks. 1731 I. 32 The Pension* r.. is a Civil-Lawyer,
vers'd in the Customs, and Records, and Privileges of the

Town, concerning which he informs the Magistracy upon
Occasion, and vindicates them upon Disputes with other
Towns. 1756 NUGENT (/>. Tour, Nethcrl. \. 19 The pen-
sioner of Holland, who sits with the nubility, delivers their

vote, and assists at all their deliberations.

II. One who makes a stated periodical payment.
f5. A tributary. Obs. rare.

1590 R. HICHCOCK Qnintess. Wit 60 A State, .her neigh-
bours, to haue her their freende, doo make them seines her
Pencionares. 1596 DALKY.MI-LK tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. iv.

210 In the meine tyme the Britams quha now x ^eiris had
bene pensioneris to the Scottis, quyetlie, tbrouch counsel of
Conan. .conspyre against the Scottis and Peychtes.
6. At Cambridge University: An undergraduate

student who is not a Scholar on the foundation of
a college, or a Sizar; one who pays for his own com-
mons and other expenses ;

= Commoner tit Oxford.
?r 1450 m Coles MS. \\\. M. Addit. 5845) If. yob, Item, the

Monkys pay to the Hedellys in Quinquagesima Dominica,
every Monke that is a Pensyoner \\d. ..except that he be
a Graduatt, then he shall not pay. 15700. HARVEY Letter-
l>k. (Camdeni 3 The Pensionars were also forthwith pro-
poundid. 1775 MASON A/em, Gray Gray's Poems 3 From
thence he removed to St. Peter's College, Cambridge, where
he was admitted a pensioner in the year 1734. 1796 MOHSK
slmer. Geog. II. in The greater pensioners are sons of the

nobility ..dine with the fellows .. the lesser pensioners dine
with the scholars that are on the foundation, but live at

their own expense. 1888 A. Donsos Goldsmith 20 He
[Goldsmith] had hoped to go to Trinity College as a pen-
sioner. 1900 Camb. Unit'. Cal. 5 Orders in the several

Colleges : i. Head, 2. Fellows, . . 6.\Scholars, 7. Pensioners,
who form the great body of the Students, who pay for their

commons, chambers, Otc.
,
8. Sizars.



PENSIONERSHIF.

f 7. One who lives in a house or institution '

paying for lodging and board
;

a boarder
; cap.

a girl or woman living en pension in a convent

or school in France, Belgium, etc. ;
= F. pension-

naire. Obs.

1672 DRYDEN* Assignation iv. iv, We are the two new
pensioners, Laura and Violetta. 1691 tr. EmiliannesObserv.

Joiirn. Naples 137 All of them take in Pensioners, and there

is never a Religious House, that hath not at the least Three- ,

score or Fourscore of them. 1745 ELIZA HKVWOOD Female
Sped. No. 10 '1748) II. 187 She entered into a monastery,
where she still lives a pensioner. 1817 SCOTT jV/z/W<v> ii. !

Wks. 1870 IX. 397 note, The , . convent .. where Josephine
was.. a pensioner or boarder.

8. atfrib., as pensioner guide , messenger \ /V;/^ ;

sioner parliament (see PARLIAMENT j/'. 1 8).
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LVDG. Mill. Poems (Percy Soc.) 206

1678 LI/TTRELL Brief Kef. g Nov. (1857) I. 3 It was a

parliament that gave those vast summs of money, and there-
|

fore called the pensioner parliament. 1711-12 Si KKi.K.V/'Vi'.
No. 326 f 2 A Band of Pensioner-Matrons, and an uld

Maiden Relation. 1856 RUSK IN Harbours Eng. Pref.. My
pensioner guide, .at Greenwich Hospital. 1898 Haily Xcws
22 Mar. 5-2 Wherever there are park-keepers wanted, cus-

toms watchers, prison warders, inland revenue, or pensioner
messengers, there the retired soldier has his chance.

Hence Pe'nsionersMp, the office or position of

a pensioner 'in quot. in sense 3).

1569 Pension Bk. Gray's Inn ('1901.1 3 Mr. Stanhope for

hys dilligence used in thomce of the pentionershipp nhalbe

allowed on varlett.

Pensionless (pe-njanles), a. [f.
PENSION si.

+ -LESS.] Without a pension, impendence!.
1832 Examiner 834/2 Pensionless and plarele^s aristocrats.

1881 S. LANE-POOLE in Macin. Mag. XLI\". 221/1 The
pensionless discharged soldier.

II Pensionnaire (paftayrag'r). [F. (141)1 c. in

llatz.-Darm.) *= med.L. pensiSndrius, and Kng.
PENSIONARY, PENSIONER.] a. f)ne in receipt of

a pension ; a pensioner, a paid retainer, rare.

b. One who boards in a French lodging-bouse,
institution, or family, c. A junior member of the

ComJttie Francaise.

1598 DALUNGT'ON Meth, Trav. M
iij b, Of his [King of

France's] Kxpence, . . it is very hard to relate an exact pro-

portion, considering . . the vncertainty of the numbers of

Pensionaires, or prouisioned. a 1794 GIBBON Autobiog. <y

Corr. (1869) 73, I now entered myself as a pensioiiain;
or boarder, in the elegant house of Mr. L)e Mesery. 1833
L. RITCHIE II 'ami. by Loire 46 The pensionnaires of the

nuns of Saint Ursula were next. 1897 Daily j\,~cw$ i Jan.
2/3 The average age of the new pensionnaires is seventy.

1897 ll'estni. Gaz. 2 Sept. 5/2 Some young people who were

staying in his house as pensionnaires. tyoiSiotswatt 16 Apr.
8/7 The distribution of roles among socie'taires and pension-
naires full members of the company and salaried aspirants.

t Pe'nsionry. Obs. rare~ ]

.
[f. PKXSIONKK:

see -BY.] A body of pensioners or paid retainers.

1641 MILTON Ch. Gorf. n. Wks. 1851 III. 177 He should
need no other pretorian band nor pensionry then the>e, if

they could once with their perfidious preachments aw the

people.

t Pe'nsitate, v. Obs. rare.
[f.

L. pensit-dre^
iterative of pensdre to weigh carefully, consider,

freq. or intensive of penJZre, pens- to weigh : see

-ATE :

'.]
trans. To consider, ponder. So t Feusi-

tatiou [ad. L. pensiiati8n-cni}t consideration,

pondering.
1613 COCK ERAM, Pensiiate^ to consider, to ponder. Pensi-

tation, a considering. 1647 LILLY Chr. Astral, cxvi. 562
He that.. will well pensitate what precedes, may frame a

considerablejudgment. 1651 BIGGS New Disp. 153Ajudicial
and serious pensitation.

Pensitive, erron. form of PEXSATIVE Obs.

Pensive (pe'nsiv),. \sb.} Forms: 4-6 pensyf,

(-yfe, -yff), 5-6 pensif, -cyf; 5-6 pensyve, 15

pensiwe, 6 -aeue, 6-7 Sc. pansiue), 6- pensive,

[a. F. pensif) -ive (lithe, in llatz.-Darm.), f.

penser to think : see -IVE.]
1. Full of thought; plunged in thought; thought-

ful, meditative, musing ;
reflective : often with some

tinge of seriousness or melancholy (cf. 3).

1362 LANGL. P. PI. A. vnr. 133 Ful pensyf in myn herte ;

For [1377 of] >at I sauh slepynge, ?if hit so be mihte. c 1440

Partonope 3853 Pensyfe thaughtfull alle day sytteth he.

1563 K. GOOGE Egfogs vi. (Arb.) 54 With pensyfe heart full

fraight with thoughts, I fled from thence away. 1639 N.
N. tr. Du Bosq's Compl. Woman i. 3,3 He had a greater
feare of those who were pensive as Brutus. 1794 Mus.
RADCLIFFE Myst. Udolpho i, The sweet expression of her

pensive face. 1863 I. WILLIAMS Baptistery \\. xxx'i. (1874) ,

172 Lost in Bewild'rings of his pensive mind.

t 2. Thoughtful or meditative as to plans and
future events. Passing into b. Full of anxious

n pvovj vc uuw
f.

p.ti limy V^UINUWHU jj, *+** LI. >>tLftiit-

ecret., Priv. Priv. 138 He sholde be Purveyaunt and

Pensyfe of thynges that may come aftyrwarde. 1477 EARL
RIVERS Dictes 109 He abode in his hous right pensyf and
ful of thoughte how he might escape fro this perille. 1549
COVERDALE, etc. Erasin. Par. 2 Cor. vii. 54, I ..was .so

pensyfe . . leste this infeccion myghte crepe among you.
1606 HOLLAND Sueton, 128 \Vhat pensive care he tooke, as

touching his health and safetie. 1654 WHITLOCK Zootomia

15, 1 owe not Misery the service to meet it, by pensive fears.

3. 'Sorrowfully thoughtful, sorrowful; mourn-

fully serious; melancholy* (J.); gloomy, sad.

f '375 $c- Leg. Saints xxx. (Theodera} 129, I pray be, sir,

bit tel me qtihy pu art nov pensiwe 8; mad, wont wes to

cherishing and comforting the innocent, serious and pensive.

1703 MAUNDRELL Joitrn. Jertts. (i 732) 64 She sal down weary
and pensive at so sad a disappointment. 1838 LYTTON* Alite

i.ii, Seeing her mother's emotion, [she] kissed away the te;ir>

from the pensive eyes. 1871 K. ELLIS Catullus xcvi. 3

When to a love long cold some pensive pity recals u>.

fb. Const, of, for, or infin. : Sorry. Obs.

c 1450 Merlin i. 6 My suster is so hevy and pensif of our

mys-happes. 1577-87 HOUNSHED t'//>w/. (1807) II. 137 King
Henrie doubtlesse wa* right pensive for his [Becket'sJ death.

1615 r>i;ATmv.\n Strappado ^1878) 32 Pensiue still To doe
whats good, but frolike to doe ill.

4. transf. Of things : Suggestive of, associated

with, or implying thought, anxiety, or melancholy.

fb. Carefully considered (Mr.).
1548 UD.U.L Erasjn. Par. Luke xxi. 34 With the other

pen^ife cares of this present life, a 1560 HOLLAND Crt.

I 'finis n. 539 Sine to counsall thay passit all l-eliue. Con-
sidderit weill the sentence was pensiue. 1633 MAY Hen. //,

vi. 439 They., thither pensive sackcloth brought. 1685
LADY RUSSKLL in Buccleuch MSS. (Hist. MSS. Corom.) L
344, I have now left the country and the pensive quiet of it.

a 1732 CAY Fables n. vii. 46 Would that avert one pensive
hour '{ 1792 S. ROGKRS Picas. Mem. n. 207 Pensive Twi-

light in her dusky car. 1830 SCOTT Demotwl. viii. 246 How
have I sate while piped the pensive wind. 1860 HAWTHORNE
Marb. Faun (Tauchn.) II. iv. 45 Adam.. never knew the

shade of pensive beauty which Eden won from his expulsion.

5. al'sol, as sh. Pensive manner or mood.
1775 C. JOHNSTON- Pilgrim 122 The Archbishop and he

have parted not the best pleased with each other, which has

put my friend a little in the pensives. a 1814 Manceuvring
n. i. in Xcw.Brif. Theatre II. 89 Fold your arms as if you
were musing no, not so more on the pensive.

Hence f Pe'nsived <z., nonce-ivd. t ? rendered

pensive or sad, saddened.

1597 SHAKS. Lover s Compl. 219 These trophies of affections

hot, Of pensiv'd and subdued desires the tender.

Pe iisivehead. Obs. rare. [See -HEAD.]
Pensiveness.

? (11412 LYDG. Two Merchants 874 And seide,
'

Freend,

your pensifheed asswage '. a 1450 Merita Jlisste in Lay
Folks Ma*s Bk. 392 Now hope, now dred, now pensyffhede,
now thought, Al thyse yfere palen myn chere and hewe.

Pe'nsively, adv. [f.
PENSIVE a. + -LY -.] In

a pensive manner: a. With meditation; medita-

tively, thoughtfully, musingly; b. "With serious

or melancholy thoughtfulness.
1569 SF-KNSER I 'is. Petrarch in Theat. M'drldl. Bvjb, On

herbes and floures she walked pensiuely. 1613 SHAKS.
Hen. /*///, M. ii. Stage direct., The King drawes the

Curtaine and sits reading penMuely. Sitjf. How i-ad he

lookes ; sure he is much afflicted. 1651 HOHBKS Govtt
<"j-

Soc. Pref., While-t I contrive, order, pensively and slowly

compose these matters. 1791 MRS. K.MK:LUKK Rom. Forest

\iii, She sat for some time leaning pensively on her arm.

1879 KKOUUE Short Stud. (1883! IV. v. 374 He had walked
down the bank pensively while I was m the difficulty.

Peusiveness (pe-nsivnes). [f._
as prec. +

-NESS.] The quality or state of being pensive ;

thoughtfulness, usually tinged with melancholy;
heaviness of mind or heart, sadness, melancholy ;

t anxious thought as to coming events, appre-
hensivcness (pbs,).

1412-20 LYDG. Chrou. Troy \\. xiv. (1555), Now ye are

gone, pensyfnesse me sleath. 1515 BARCLAY Ecloges \i\\.

in Cyt. ^ Uplondyshm. (Percy Soc.) p. Ivii, The pensive-
ness and payne Of courtiers or they their wages can ob-

tayne. i8z N. LICHEFIKLO tr. Castanhedas Cong. E.
Ind. i. xxix. 73 The rest of the Fleete was so caet away
before their eyes, wherewith they were stroken into a very

great pensiuenesse. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny I. 8 He deliuered

the army from all pensiueness and feare. 1670 _EACHAKD
Cont, Clergy 22 For him that rives blocks or carries packs,
there is no great expence of parts, no anxiety of mind, no

great intellectuall pensiveness. 1751 JOHNSON Rambltr
No. 204 F 7 The moments crept imperceptibly away through
the gloom of pensiveness. 1827 J. W. CROKKR Diary 17 Feb.,

There was not only no grief, but not even a decent pensive-
ness. 1858 HAWTHORNE Fr. $ It. Note-Bks. II. 31 The
divine pensiveness of a Madonna's face.

Pensone, obs, form of PENSION.

Penstemon, var. spelling of PENTSTEMON.

Fenster (pe-nsta-i). rare. [f.
PEN sb or v.%

+ -STER.] One who uses a pen in a small way ;

a petty writer ;
a literary hack.

1611 COTGR., Plumeteur, a Scribe, Clerke, Penne-man,
Scriuener, Penster. 1871 G. MEREDITH //. Richmond I.

311 Oh I the poor penster ! 1902 Sat. Rev.^ 22 Feb. 224/1
The enterpriMiig penster who acted for a daily paper.

Penstock 1
(pe-n,sVk). [f.

PEN sbl + STOCK s/>.]

1. A sluice or flood-gate for restraining or

regulating the flow from a head of water formed

by a *

pen' (see PEN st>. 1 3), as in a water-mill.

1607 COWELL Interpr. s. v. Bay, Water comming out of

them by a passage or flud-gate (called the penstocke). 1725
Loud. Gtiz. No. 6420/3 A Penstock of a Pond. 1801 Trans.

Soc. Arts XIX. 268 The penstock, which regulates the

quantity of water running to the wheel. 1864 Daily Tel.

26 July, There are sixteen openings .. through which the

sewage flows into the reservoirs as regulated by the pen-
stocksor floodgates.
attrib. 1791 K. MYLNE Rep. Thames <$ Isis 52 Two ten

ft. Bridges to a Penstock ditch. 1861 Times 7 Oct., The

penstock-chainher, tide flaps, and overflow channel at the

junction of the High Level, the Middle Level, and the

Outfall Sewers are works of magnitude and interest.

2. (U* S.} The channel or trough in which a

PENT.

penstock (in sense i) is placed: = PENTBOUGH.
b. A tube by which water is conveyed from a head
of water into a turbine, c. Also applied to the

barrel of a pump, through which the water passes up.
1828 WEBSTER, Penstock^ a narrow cr confined place formed

by a frame of timber planked or boarded, for holding or

conducting the water of a mill-pond to a wheel, and furnished
with a flood gate which may be shut or opened at pleasure.
1864 //'/V/., Pen-stock... 2. The barrel of a wooden pump.
1894 /V/. Set. Monthly XI.V. 613 A penstock . . is a great
tube, usually, ..of boiler plate., conveying water under head
into the wheel-case in which the turbine revolves.

Pe-nstock^. rare , [f.
PEN sb.- + STOCK sb.]

A penholder.
1864 WKKSTFK, Pen-stock.. . 3. The handle used with a

metallic or other pen.

II Pensmn (pe'iiswm). rare. \L.pensum weight,

charge, duty, in F. an (

imposition
'

at school; f.

L. fendjjre to weigh.] A charge, duty, or allotted

task ; a school-task or lesson to be prepared ; also

('. S.^i a lesson or piece of work imposed ns a

punishment, a school *

imposition*.
1705 J. HOWE ll'ks. (1834) 208/1 (Stanf.) Every one hath his

Pens itui, his allotment of work and time assigned him in this

world. i88oj. W. SHKRKR Conjuror's Daughter 91 John
Dowse, .worked at his daily task as a schoolboy sat down
to his pensum. 1890 in Cent. Diet.

Pe'nsy, a. Now Sc. and dial, [f . OF, pensif,
in nom. sing, and pl./^w/V; cf. hasty, jolly ^ tardy^
1. = PENSIVE.
a 1400-50 Alexander 2990 With princez in hys palays all

pensey [r.r. petisej he sittes. c 1440 Alph. Tales 80 Or he

passyd any forther or made ane ende, he began to wax hevy
it pensie for J>ls tho^lit. 1831 J. WILSON Noct. A titIn:

.xxix. (1856) III. 177 It's an in.spirin retreat .. for the inditin

o
1

a bit cheerfu' or pensie sang ! 1876 WHITEHEAD Daft
Diit'it', etc. 270 Her that was now so quiet and pensy.
2. a. Giving oneself airs, self-conceited, b.

Spruce, neat.

There, couthie, and pensie, and sicker, Wonn'd honest young
Hab o

1

the Heuch. 1830 J. M'DIAKMID S&. Art/., Jeanie
Deans 382 Many of the neighbours regarded her [Helen
Walker] as

' a little pensy body
'

that is, conceited or proud.

3. a. Fretful, peevish (of children), b. Fasti-

dious (of appetite).
rtiSas FOKBV I'oc. E. Auglia, Pensy, fretful; uneasy.

Chiefly applied to wayward children. 1866 N. y Q. 3rd
Ser. X. 67/1 Another person, speaking of a little dog that

ha.-, 1 een much petted, says 'he is so pensy, he will not

touch new milk '. 1893 in Cozens-Hardy Broad Xorfolk g.j

She is a poor
'

pensey little thing '.

Pensy, Pensyiul, Pensyl, -syll, obs. ff.

PANSY, PENSIFUL, PENCIL, PENCKL.

t Pent, s/>.
1 Obs. [app. from PENT///, a. : cf.

bent ppl. a. and sb.-]
1. A place in which water is pent up ;

a reservoir

or enclosed pool. (Cf. PEN sb 3.)

1570-6 LAMBARDE Perainb. Kent (1826) 134 A Pent and

Sluyce hath been made, which both open the mouth, and
scowre the bottome of the haven. 1587 FLEMING Contn.

Hoiinshed III. 1537/2 The harborough was become a pent,
out of the which nothing could passe out or in. 1674 Land.
C>az. No. 940/4 The Sea has broke into the Pent against
the liench, and above it towards Moots Bulwark [at Dover).

17*1 PKRRV Daggenk. Breach 123 At the.. place called the

upper Pent.

2. ?State of being pent; pressure. Cf. PKM>
sbji and *.

1674 N. FAIRFAX Bulk $ Selv. 72 In the middlemost,
\\here the pent or bear of it beneath was nothing at all.

Pent (pent), sb.- [Short for PENTHOUSK, or

assumed as the first element of it.]
A sloping

roof or covering, a PENTHOUSE. (In quot. 1760

npp. repr. F. petite sloping surface.)

[1647 G. DANIKL Trhtarch., Hen. I
'

cxxxvil, As all the

Toyle of Princes had beene Spent To force a Lattice, or

Subdue a Pmte.] 1754 Remembrancer (1778* V. 487/1 A
pent over the base story, and shops, and a little slip of

a window to light a closet by the side of the chimmes. 1760
H. W'ALPOLK Let. to Earl ofStrajford 7 June,, Four cham-
bers practised under the pent of the roof. 1883 HOLME LKK

Lm'ing -y Serving I. ii. 22 The pent over it to throw off the

rain. 1895 Jtnl. R. Instit. Brit. Archil. 14 Mar. 350 It is

well either to have a porch or pent.

Pent ij>ent),/rt. pple. and ///. a. Also 6 pente,
arch, ipent, 6-8 <?;<// .'ypent. [In form, pa. pple.

of f PEND z. 2 var. of PEN J, and so primarily -

\pended, penned ; but in its sense-development
somewhat independent of the vb.]

(a} as pple., (/>} as adj.
(a) 1555 W. WATREMAN Fardle Facions n. ix. 190 This

people .. pente within narowe boundes. 1579 SfBHSKR

Sftep/i. Cat. Jan. 4 His flock, that had bene long ypent.

1667 MILTON P. L. ix. 445 Long in populous City pent.

Venice Like high-swoln floods drive down the muddie
dammes Of pent allegennce. 1626 BACON Syk'a 233 The
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mingling of Open Air with Pent Air. 1764 GOLDSM. Trav.

291 The pent ocean, rising o'er the pile. 1851 M. ARNOLD
]-'.nif>cdoclcs on l-.tna I. ii. 182 In vain our pent wills fret.

b. With in, lip, as pple. or adj.
a 1350 Meric Tales in Skcltoifs M'ks. (1843) I. p. Ixxii,

I hane ben pent in .. at Westminster in prison. 1581 MUL-
CASTKR positions xxxix. (1887) 187 Content to be pent vp
within prinate dore.s. 1622 CALI.IS Sttit. Scii'ft'S (1647) 54
A River .. is a running Stream, pent in on either side with
Walls and Banks. 1713 DF.KHAM Fhys.-Thcol. 15 A stag-

nating, confined, pent-up Air. 1866 J. B. Kosi: tr. OvifPs
Met. 86 The pent-in wave, Chafed by obstruction. 1879
MCCARTHY Oivn Times II. xxvii. 322 A relief to perplexed,

pent-up emotion.

2. Of a place, room, etc. : Shut up, confined.

^Const. as pple. or adj.)

1594 \st Pt. Contention viii. 21 Go get thee gone, Vnd ill

thy pent \'p studie rue my shame. 1803 ^Icti. Jrnl. IX. 187
The pent up bed-house, the clothes of infection unventilated

and unwashed. 1872 LONGF. ll'ayside Inn Ii. Finale 39 All

left at once the pent-up room, And rushed into the open air.

f 3. Having something pent or closely confined

within it
;
distended or strained by being overfull

of something. i^Const. as pple. or adj.) Obs.

1601 HOLLAND Pliny I. 20 All parchments and such like

bladders or skinnes are so pent and stretched with spirit and

wind, that they burst withall. 1667 N. FAIRFAX in Phil.

Trans. II. 546 She .. found some relief by it, but was after

much pent in her wind. 1728 Vol'NG Love Fame VI. 30
Thro

1

dreadful silence the pent heart might break.

Pent, obs. or dial, form of PAINT.

Penta- (penta), before a vowel pent-, a. Gr.

irtvra-, combining form of irivrt five, occurring in

many words in Greek as a variant of the earlier

Tt(vTt-, and forming the initial element in various

modern technical words adopted from Greek, or

formed from Greek elements or on Greek analogies.
In Chens, it indicates the presence of five atoms of

some element, as in pentacarbon, penta-coinpound
(see below), pentachloride, pentafluoride, penta-

siilphidc (-JUtp/iuref), pentoxide, and in many-
worded descriptive names without number, a&pcnta-

iiitro-diiizo-ainido-monoxy-hoino-fluorescein.
Pentabasic ^-b.

Ti

'sik) a. Chan., having five atoms
of a base, or of replaceable hydrogen. Pent-
acanthous (-akonibos). a, Xttt. Hist. [Gr. axarffa

thorn], having five spines. Peiitaca psular a.,
[

having five capsules. Pentaca'rfoon a. Chem.,

containing five atoms of carbon : cf. PEXTAXE.
j

Pentaca'rpellary a. Hot., consisting of five car-
;

pels. Pentachromic (-knnrmik) a., of five colours,

capable of distinguishing (only) five colours in

the spectrum, f Fentaco'ccous a. Bot. [mod. I,.

(occiitn carpel, f. Gr. KOKKOS grain, seed]
= penta-

carpdlary; or, having five seeds, or five cells

each containing a seed. Pe'nta-co'mpound, a

chemical compound of the pentacarbon series : see

PEXTAXE. Pentacro'stic sb. and a. : see quots.
Penta'ctine, Penta'ctinal, -acti'nal adjs. Zool.

[Gr. n/m's, axTlv- ray], having five rays, as a

sponge-splenic. Pentaoyolic a. Bot. [Gr. KVK\OS

circle], said of a flower having the parts in five

cycles or whorls. Pentadelphous (-ade'lfas) a.

Jyot. [Gr. aSf\ipos brother], (of stamens) united by
the filaments in five bundles ; (of a plant) having
the stamens so united. Pe nta-dodecahe'drcm,
a dodecahedron contained by twelve pentagons,
a pentagonal dodecahedron. Pe'ntadraohm

(-dnem) [DKACHM], an ancient Greek coin of the

value of five drachmas. Pe'ntafid a. Bot. [L.

fulits split], cleft into five,
= QUIXQUIFID. Penta'-

g-amist [after KIGAMIST], a person who has been

married five times. Pe'ntaglot [Gr. -f\arra,
aaa tongue; tf, polyglot]: see quot. ; sofPenta-
glo'ttical a. Pentaha loid a. Client., containing
live atoms of a halogen in the molecule. Pe^nta-
hexahe dral a. Crysi. [see HEXAHEDKAL], having
five ranges of six facets each; so Pe ntahexa-
he dron, a figure of this form. Pentale'mma
Logic [after DILEMMA], an argument analogous to

a dilemma, involving five alternatives. pVnta-
loffne (-l('g) [after DECALOGUE], a set of five rales

or laws. Penta logy [cf. TKILOOY], a combination
of five mutually connected parts; a pentad.
Pentalo'phodont a. [Gr. Xo^os ridge, oSovs,
uttovr- tooth], having five-ridged teeth, as a

mastodon of the genus Pcntalophodon (Cent. Diet.*).

Fentape'talons, f -pe'talose adjs. Bot., having
five petals. Pentaphonic (-f('-nik) a. A/HS. [Gr.
i/wwij sound] = PENTATOXIC. Pentaphyllous
(-li'las) a. [Gr. <pv\\ov leaf], five-leaved. So
t Pentaphylloi'deous a. Fenta'pterons a. Bot.

[Gr. TiTtpov wing], having five wings, as certain

fruits. Pe'ntaptote Gram. [ad. Gr. nevrairronos

adj. ^Priscian)], a noun having five cases. Pe'nta-

ptych (-ptik) [Gr. vrvxh fold, after DIPTYCH,
TIUPTYCH], an altar-piece or the like consisting of

five leaves, i. e. a central piece and two folding

pieces on each side. Pcnta'rsic a. Pros. [AKSis].

having five stresses. Pentase-palous a. Bot.,

having five sepals, f Fe'ntaspast [Gr. -onao-ros

from aird-fiv to draw, pull] : see quot. Peutaspe'r-
nious a. Bot. [Gr. a-nippa seed], having five seeds.

1857 MAYNE Expos. LfjL-., Pentacanthus, applied to a fish

with five spinous rays to one of its fins, . ,*pentacanthous.
1730-6 BAILEY (folio),

*
Pentacapsiilar, having five seed

pods. 1775 in ASH. 1866 ODLISG Anim. Chew. v. 108
*Pentacarbon molecules such as amido-valeric acid or

phocine. 1849 13. CAMPBELL Inorg, Chein. 290
* Penta-

chloride of antimony, SbCI.i. 1880 CLEMINSHAW U~nrtz (

Atom. The. 227 Phosphorus and antimony can unite with
five atoms of chlorine to form the pentachlorides. 1900
Lancet 4 Aug. 323 'i Intermediate between normal and di-

chromic colour vision there are those whose vision is *penta-
chrornic, tetrachromic, and trichromic. 1902 iqt/i Cent . Apr.
607 Those who see five colours may be termed pentachromic.
1707 SI.OANK Jamaica I. 209 It (the fruit) is 'pentncoccous,
or divided into five Cellula;, containing each a blackish
Seed. 1866 OULING A nun. Cheat, iv. 66 Of tri-, tetra-, anil

*penta-compounds, including glycerine, the lactic, butyric. .

and valeric acids. 1730-6 BAILKY ifolio),
*
Pentachrostick^

a set or series of verses so disposed, that there are alway.s
found five acrusticks of the same name in five divisions of
each verse. 1828 WEBSTKU, Pentacrostic^a., containing five

acrostics of the same name in five divisions of each verse.

1887 SOI.LAS in Encycl. Brit. XXII. 417/1 Modifications of
the triaxon hexactme type. , dagger ;..<% *pentactine. 1875
BENNETT & DYER Sac/is' Bot. 548-The flowers of Gramine<e
and Orchidea; can be traced t^ack to the trimerous 'penta-
cyclic type. 1830 LISDI.KY 2 ât. Syst. Rot. 36 They [the
Cotton Tree tribe] are also known by their *pentadelphous
stamens. 1857 HKNIKICY Bot. 212 In Hypericaceaj we
have triadelphous, and pentadelphous states; but tliese..

are generally denominated polyadelphous. 1869 PiiiLLii's

J'esuv. x. 273 These five types of form, all regular,, .and all

parts of one equi-axed system, may be named and employed
to designate crystals,, .the cube, octahedron,. ,*penta-dode-
cahedron. 1807 ROBINSON Archxol. Gneca v. xxvi. 548
Besides the tetradrachm. .were coined *pentadrachms and
hexadrachms. 1882 OCILVIK, *pntajid. 1880 CLEMIHSHAW
ll'ttrtz Atom. Theory 113 This also applies to phosphorus
*pentafluoride. 1656 UI.OUNT Gfassogr., *Pcntagaini$t, one
that hath had five wives. 1834 Eraser's Mag. IX. 483 Her
father, the worthy Pentagamist. 1882 O';n.\ IK, *Pentetlot,
a work in five different languages. 1656 lli.oi'NT Glossogr.^
*
Ptntaglottical) that hath five Tongues, or is skilled in five

several Languages. 1876 Encycl. Brit. V. 516/2 The com-

pounds containing more than five atoms of halogen behave
as mixtures of the *pentahaloid compounds with halogens. .,

they furnish the products of the decomposition by water
of the pentahaloid compound, and also the free halogen.
1805-17 R. JAMESON Char. Min. (ed. 3) 204 *Penta-hexahe-
dral when the crystal's

surface consists of five ranges of

planes, disposed six and six above each other. 1857 MAYNI-;

J-',.v/>0s, Le.r,, *Pentakexahedron* 1797 W. TAYLOR in

Monthly Rev. XXIV. 555 This *pentalogue is chiefly ob-

jectionable on account of the vague drift of the fifth com-
mandment. 1853 FURNKAI'X (title) The Poultry Pentalogue,
or Five Rules for Fancy Fowls and Fowl Fanciers. 1904
AthcnxiiHi 18 June 788/2 It is easy to see that the desire to
find a *pentalogy in everything has led to somewhat fanciful

distinctions. 1899 CAGXKY tr. Jaksch's Clin. Diagst. {ed. 4)
v. 188 These observers disco\-ered cadaverin (*pentamethyt-
endiamine) in the urine. 1693 Pkil. Trans. XVII. 684
The Flowers grow in Clusters like those of the Vine, are

*pentapetalose. 1706 PHILLIPS,
*
Pentapetalous Plants.

1719 (Ji INCY Lex. Physico-Mea. (ed. 21 347 The Umbelli-
ferous Plants, which have a pentapetalous Flower. 1845
LIXDLEY ScJt. Bot. vi. (1858) 104 c, Corolla monopetalous, or

pentapetalous. 1881 MACFARRBN Countcrp. iii. 5 A scale.,
is *pentaphoiuc when the 4

th and 7
th degrees from the key

note are omitted. 1730-6 BAILEY (folio), *P^ntaphyllons^
having 5 leaves. 1857 MAYSK fc.\-pos. LC.Y., Pentapterus, ..

having five expansions in form of wings, as the capsule of
the Evonyinus latifolius, ,.*pentapterous. 1656 13 LOUNT

Glflssogr.)

;

Pentaptotes, nouns declined onely by five Cases.

1854 FAIRHOLT Diet. Terms Art 336 *Pentaptych, an altar-

painting having many leaves. 1899 Speaker 16 Dec. 279/2
The *pentarsic line, .must consist of five bars, and at least

two of the stresses must be strong and full upon the last

syllables of a bur. 1857 MAYNE Expos. Lex., *Pentasepa-
lous. 1870 BESTLEY Man. Bot. (ed.2)2i6. 1702 RALPHSON
Math. Diet,, *Penta$pa$t) an Engine consisting of five

Pullies, viz. three above and two below. 1828-32 WEBSTER,^
Pentaspcrmousi containing five seeds. Encycl. 1849 D.
CAMPBELL Inorg. Chem. 311 Yellow precipitate, which is

the *pentasulphide of arsenic (sulpharsenic acid'. 1854 J.
SCOI-I-KKN in Qrr's Circ. Sc. t Chem. 4^3 *Pentasulphuret of

antimony, otherwise called sulpho-antimonic acid.

Pentace, obs. form of PENTHOUSE.
Pentachord (pe'ntakid). Mies. [f.

PENTA-
+ Gr. xP^7 s ^ ring) CHORD.]
1. A musical instrument with five strings.

1721 BAILEY, PcntacJiorci^ any musical instrument that has
five strings. 1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v.,The invention of

the pentachord is referred to the Scythians. 1759 in Grove
Diet. Mus. I. 4 A piece composed on purpose for an instru-

ment newly-invented in London, and called the pentachord.
1825 FOSBROKE Encycl. Antiq. 629 Pentachord^ strung with
ox leather, and touched by a goat's foot.

2. A system or series of five notes.

1811 BfSBV Diet. Jlfits. (ed. 3), Pentachord, ..among the

ancients, sometimes signified . . an order, or system, of five

sounds. 1880 \V. S. ROCKSTRO in Grove Diet.
Altts^.

II. 341
F.ach of these [ecclesiastical] Modes is divisible into two
members, a Pentachord, and a Tetrachord.

1 3. The interval of a fifth. Obs. rare.

1694 W. HOLDER Harmony (1731) 66 (Table of Intervals)

5th. Diapente, Pentachord.

Pentacle (pe'ntak'I). [In me&.'L.pcntacu/um,

app. f. PENTA- five + -nihtm^ dim, or instrumental

suffix, but actual history obscure. It. had penta-
rolo 'any thing or table of five corners' (Florio),
F. had ;i6th c.) pentaclc, something used in necro-

mancy (Godef. says 'a five-branched candlestick
1

).

As applied to something worn round the neck as an amulet,
some would connect it with F. pentacol^ pcndacol (i-jth c. in

Godef.) a jewel or ornament hung round the neck, f. pciui-
hang, a to, col, coit neck.]

A certain figure (or a material object, e. g.

something folded or interlaced, of that shape used
as a symbol, esp. in magic; app. properly the

same as PENTAGRAM; but also used for various

other magical symbols, esp. the hexagram or six-

pointed star formed by two interlaced triangles.

(See also PENTANGLK O
The /rwMtYt- of Sol<iwu, in H. More 1664, i> the same a.-

]\&pentangle ofSolomon ffiSirGawaync c 1340, Sir Thomas
Browne 1646, and others.

1594 CHAPMAN Shadi>i>.' JVY., Hynnnts in Cynthiain \Vks.

(1875) 16/2 Then in thy clear and icypentacle, Now execute
a magic miracle. 1607 DKKKMK //'/;. ofBabylon \Vks. 1873
II. 200 Take Periapts, Pentacles, and j)otent Charmes To
coiiiure downe foule fiends. 1616 LJ. JONSON Devil an Ass \.

ii, They haue . . Their r.iuens wings, their lights, and pentacles,
With characters; 1 ha' seene all these. 1664 H. MOHK Myst.
! nit], i. xviii. 3 Their Pentacles which they hang about
their necks when they conjure (which they forsooth., call the
Pentacles of Solomon) are adorned and fortified with Midi

transcriptions out of holy Scripture. [1668-70 M. CAS.UT'->\

Credulity ty Incred. (1672) 71 I !y certain pcntticuta, and seal.-,

and characters to fence themselves and to make themselvis
invisible against all kinds of arms and musijuet bullets.]
1808 Scon Marm. in. xx, His shoes were marked with cross
and spell; Upon his breast a pentacle. 1862 LYIJON .V/;-.

Story 1, You observe two triangles interlaced and int-erted

in a circle ~i The Pentacle in short. 1885 Sat. Rt ''. 19 Sept.
380/2 Tin: sacramental [charm] bore a figure that looked like

a rough copy of the pentacle.
Hence Fenta'cxilar a., of, pertaining to. or of

the nature of a pcnlacle. In mod. Diets.

Peiltacriiiiii (penta-'krinin). Chem. [f. mod.
L. Peutacrin-Ks isee next) + -IN 1

.]
A colouring

matter found in Pcntairimts and other crinoids.
1888 KOLLESTON & JACKSON Anint. Life 575.

Pentacrinite (pentae'krinait). ral&ont. [f.

mod.L. vOken 1815' ]\ntacrin-us '

sea-lily' ''f. Gr.

TTfvra- live -f Kpivov lily^ + -ITE ' 2 a.] An encrinite

or fossil crinoid of the genus Pentacrini&s or family
rcntacrinidwi having a pentagonal column.
1818 W. Piui.Lii'S Qutl. Min. q- C.col. (ed. 3) 141 Petri-

factions of marine animals, as corallites, encrinites, penta-
crinites, entrpchites, and trochiies. 1854 I!AKI;\VKLL Gcol. 49
Another fossil abundant in the lias i> the pentacrimte.

Pentacriuoid (ptntK-krinoid ,
a. and s/>.

'/.ool, [f. as prec. + -OID.] a. mij. Allied to

or resembling the genus Pentacrinus or family
Fentacrinidw of crinoids (chiefly extinct, and found

as fossil 5\ b. sb. = A pcntacrinoid crinoid.

1877 Huxi.EV Anat. hn>. Anini. ix. 551 A striking ie-

semblance to the oral end of the young Pentacrinoid larva

of Comatula. 1888 ROLLESTON & JACKSON A Him, Life 571
In the pentaerinoid. i.e. stalked Antt'tfon.

Pentactinal to Pentacyclic: see PKMA-
Pentad ,'pe'nta-d . [ad. Gr. itwras, -a5a, later

forms of TTf/iTrdy, -a5a a group of five : see -AD i a.]
1. The number five (in the Pythagorean System) ;

a group of five.

1653 H, MOKK Conject. Cabbal. (1713) 153 So manifest is

it what special reason Pythagoras had to mention the

Tetrad, rather than the Pentad, or any other number, in

that form of swearing by Him that first imparted the
Cabbala. 1660 STANLEY Hist. Philos, IN. (1701) 382/2 The
Pentad is the first complexion of both kinds of number, even
and odd, two and three. 1891 DRIVKK hitrod. Lit. O. Test.

(1892) 48 The laws appear often to be arranged in Pentads,
or groups of five.

2. A period of five years. (Cf. DECADE 2.)
1880 J. D. WHITNEY Climatic Changes \\\. 337 The means

of the last two pentads, 1866-70 and 1871-75, were almost

exactly the same as the grand mean.

3. Chem. An element or radical that has the

combining power of five units, i. e. of five atoms of

hydrogen. Also attrib. or adj.
1877 WATTS Fownes Cliem. \. 460 Vanadium was, till lately,

regarded as a hexad metal . . ; but Roscoe has shown that it

is a pentad. 1880 Athenxion 1 1 Dec. 781/3 The authors. ,

conclude that in that substance phosphoruses a pentad.
Hence Pentadic (-se'dik) a., of the nature of

a pentad (sense 3\ pentavalent; whence Feuta-
dicity (-di-siti), the fact of being a pentad.

Pentadactyl, -yle (pentfidce'lctil), a. and sl>.

Also 7 pente-. [ad. L. pentadactyl-us^ a. Gr.

Tr(vTa8aftTv\-os five-fingered or -toed ; f. PENTA- +
Sd^ruA-os finger. In lOXxLf. penfadattyU.]
A. adj. Having five toes or fingers.

i8z8 STARK Elcnt, Nat. Hist. I. m Pkalangista^..^^\.
pentadactyle. .; anterior toes separate. 1854 R. OWEN in

Circ. Sc., Organ. Nat. I. 226 The toe answering to the fifth,

in lizards and other pentadactyle animals. 1887 Athenxunt

23 Apr. 548/1 It is shown how primitive is the plantigrade

pentadactyle foot of man.
B. sb. f 1. tr. L. pentadactylus (Pliny),

'
a kind

of shell-fish* (Lewis & Short). Obs.
1661 I.OVKI.L Hist. Anita. <y Min. Introd., The turbine.--,

are great,, .tuberous, ..muricate, or pentedactyls.
2. A j>erson with five digits on each limb.
1880 PROCTOR Rough Ways 213 George, who was a penta-

dactyle, though somewhat deformed about the hands and
feet. lbid.

t Marie, a pentadactyle with deformed thumbs,

gave birth to a boy with six toes.

So Pe^ntadacty'lic a. = prec. A ; Pentada'c-

tylism, the condition oi being pentadactyl.
S3 -2



PENTADACTYLOUS. 656 PENTAMETER.
1879 tr. llaeckefs Evol. Man II. 300 The original parent-

form of the entire group had anteriorly and posteriorly five

digits (I'entadactylism). 1880 PKOCTOR Rough Ways 213
A girl hexadactylic on the right side of the body, and
pentadactylic on the left side. 1886 GUNTHER in Encycl.
Brit. XX. 454/2 The digital elements seem to indicate more
than pentadaclylism, as in the extinct Ichthyosauri.

Pentadactylous (peatftdse'ktibs), a. [f. L.

pentadactyl-tts (see PENTAUACTVL) + -ous.] Hav-

ing five digits (fingers or toes), or five processes

resembling fingers, as a star-fish. Obs.

1683-4 ROBINSON in Phil. Trans. XXIX. 480 This appear'd
to me a-kin to. .the Stcllx Marinx^ being Triangular, and
sometimes Pentadactylous. 1856-8 W. CLARK / 'an der
Hocvens Zool. II. 609 Feet short, pentadactylous. 1875
SIR \V. TURNED in Encycl. Brit. I. 830/1 The human foot,

therefore, is a pentadactylous, plantigrade foot.

Pentadecane (pe-ntadrkJm). Chem. [f. late

Gr. irevrafafca- (in comb.) for it tvrt KaiSttea fifteen

+ -AXE 2 b.] The paraffin of the 15-carbon series,

Ci 3 lI 32. So Pc'ntadecine(-d/s3in), the correspond-

ing hydrocarbon of the ethine series, C ]5H 23 ;

Pentade cyl, the radical C 13H 31 .

1878 WATTS Diet. Chem. VI. 903 Pentadecane,. .obtained
from American petroleum. ..With chlorine it yields penta-
decyl chloride. . .Pentadecinc^. .homologous with ethine or

acetylene.

PentadelphoustoPentagamist: secPEXT.v-.

Pentageron : see PENTAGONON i. Pentagle :

see PENTANGLE. Pentaglot: see PENTA-.

Pentagon (pe*ntag<?n), a. and j^. Gcom. Also

7 -one. [In A, ad. L. pentagon-its^ a. Gr. ntvTa.-

yojv-os pentagonal, five-cornered, f. irtvra- PENTA-
+ -ytav-oy from stem of yojy'ta angle. In B, ad. L.

pentag&n-um t
Gr. irwrayowov, the neuter adj. used

as sb. Of. F. pentagone sb. (i3thc. in Littre),
whence the Eng. form in ~gvne.]

f* A. adj. Having five angles; pentagonal. Obs.

(or regarded as attrib. use of the sb.}.

1570 UILLISGSLEY Euclid \v, xi. 118 In a circle geuen to

describe a Pentagon figure equilater and equiangle. 1660
BAKROW Euclid iv. xi, A Pentagone figure. 1669 STAYNKED
Fortification n The Front A K. in the Pentagon Fort.

B. sb. A figure, usually a plane rectilineal

figure, having five angles and five sides. In Fort
if.

A fort with five bastions.

1571 DIGGKS Pantom.) Math. Treat. Def. i\. T ij, Enery
eq ui later triangle, square, or Pentagonum. 1650 R. STATYLTON
Stradas Low C. H'arres vn. 41 A Fort, .built in the forme
of a Pentagon. 1660 BAKKOW Euclid iv. xii, About a circle

given to describe an equilateral and an equiangular penta-
gone. 1760 GRAY Notes Walfole \V~ks. 1843 V. 201 A man . .

holding a pair of compasses and by his side a Polyedron,
made up of twelve pentagons. 1800 Asiatic Ann. Reg.) J//JV.

Tracts 214/2 The castle of Helgica ; an old pentagon with
round towers at the angles.

^ 1870 Illustr. Lottti. A'fU's

29 (Jet. 446/2 The fort is built in a pentagon.
b. Comb. Pe'ntagon-dodecahe*dron,adodeca-

hedron contained by twelve pentagons.
1895 STORV-MASKEIANE Crystalfogr. 183 The pentagon-

dodecahedron approximates, .to the regular dodecahedron
of geometry in proportion as the dihedral angles, .approach
equality. ..The regular dodecahedron.., impossible as a

crystallographic form, is the limiting figure between the

two classes of pentagon-dodecahedra.

Pentagonal (pentargfaai), a. 0/>.) [f. prec.

+ -AL: cf . pentagonal (1533 in Hatz.-Darm.).]
L Gcotn.j etc. Of or pertaining to a pentagon;

of the form of a pentagon, having five angles and
five sides, five-cornered or five-sided.

Pentagonalfigure in quot. 1612 PENTAGONON i.

1571 DiGGts Pantom. \\. ix. M iv b, The Area of this penta-

1 gonals 6, and so on. //>/(/., Formula; for the sums of
! terms of the several ranks of Polygonal numbers. ..Penta*

; gonals, - ~ n.

for a preseruatiue against Hobgoblins. 1785 MARTYS Rous-
seau's Bot. xvi. (1794) 172 The species is distinguished by its

pentagonal calyx. 1872 NICHOLSON Palaeont. no Order n.

Aftteroidea,. .the body is star-shaped or pentagonal, and con-

sists of a central
'

disc ',
surrounded by five or more lubes or

'arms'. 1879 Casselfs Techn. Ednc. IV, 136/1 The Italian

engineers . . adopted the pentagonal or bastion shape,

b. Applied to a solid figure or body of which
the base or section is a pentagon ; having five

edges or dihedral angles.
1570 IJiLLiNGSLtiY Euclid \i. Def. x. 314 If the base be a

Pentagon, then is it a Pentagonall or fiueangled Pyramis.
1771 PKSNANT Tour Sect, in 1760 (1790) 68 Great column:-,

of stone . . regularly pentagonal or hexagonal. 1840 LARUXER
Geom. 232 A regular pentagonal pyramid.

C. Contained by pentagons, as a solid figure.

1851 RICHARDSON Ceol. v. (1855)91 The pentagonal dodeca-
hedron may likewise be formed on the cube. 1895 STORY-
MASKELYNE Crystallogr. 177 The pentagonal icositetra-

hedron (or twenty-four-pentagonohedron).
2. Arith. Pentagonal numbers : the series of

POLYGONAL numbers i, 5, 12, 22, 35, 51, 70, 92,
etc. formed by continuous summation of the arith-

metical series 1,4, 7, 10, 13, 16, etc.

1670 COLLINS in Rigaud Corr. Sci. Men (1841) II. 196 It is

likewise a pentagonal number, or composed of two, three,

four, or five pentagonal numbers. 1795 HUTTON Math.
Dict.

t Figurate Numbers, such as do or may represent some

geometrical figure,.. as triangular, pentagonal, pyramidal,
etc., numbers.

b, as sb. A pentagonal number.

1795 HUTTON Math. Pict. s. v. Polygonal Numbers, The
Angles, or Numbers of Angles, are the same as those of the

figure. . . So the angles, .of the j>entagonalsare5,of the hexa-

Hence Fenta'gonally adv., in a pentagonal form
;

so fFenta'gonary, fPentag'O'nian adjs.
= PEN-

TAGON A L
; Pentagonolie'dron [after rhombohe-

dron, etc.], a solid figure contained by pentagons;
Penta'g-onoid a.

t resembling a pentagon, some-
what pentagonal.
1658 SIR T. BROWN K Card. Cyrus iii, The flowers before

explication are *pentagonally wrapped up with some re-

semblance of the Matta or moth. 1658 R. WHITK tr. Digby's
Powd. Syinp. (1660) 72 The *pentagonary figure of every
one of those stones. 1598 R. HAYUOCKE tr. Lomazzo \. in
Their circular, *pentagonian,hexagonian,octagonian, square
and crosse ones. 1895 STORY-MASKELYNK Crystallogr. 183
The pentagon-dodecahedron. .. The twelve-*pentagonohe-
dron is a very characteristic form of certain mineral species.
1882 SLADEN in Jrnl. Linn. Sac. XVI. 203 Marginal contour

*pentagonoitl.

II Fenta'gonon. Obs. [a. ^ r - ***T&y*nw, sb.

use of neuter of wevrayuv-os : see PENTAGON.]
1. = PENTAGRAM, PENTANGLE I.

The fona&ttttaffati0ttj pcnta^oron^pentageron, here cited,

appear to be corruptions or scribal errors.

< 1590 GREENE Fr. Bacon ii. (1594) liij, The great arch-

ruler, potentate of hell, Trembles, when Bacon bids him, or

his fiends Bow to the force of his Pentageron. Ibid. xiii.

H ij, Coniuring and adiuring diuils and fiends, With stole

and albe and strange Pentaganon. 1591 NASHE P. Petti-

It'-sse Wks. (Grosart) II. 126 Some of old time put great
superstition in characters, curiously engraued in their Pen-

tagonon, but they are all vaine, and will do no good.
c 1605 ROWLEY Birth Merl. v. i. (1662) G ij b, He binde you
up with exorcisms so strong, that all the black pentagoron
of hell, shall ne're release you.
2. = PENTAGON B.

1625 PURCHAS Pilgrims I. v. xiii. 698 A faire and strong
Castle, a regular Pentagonon '\\t.\\ fortified.

t Peilta'gonous, a. Obs. [f. L. pentagon-its

(see PENTAGON) + -ous.]
= PENTAGONAL.

1661 LOVKLL///J/. A nun. fy Min, Introd., Amongst Fishes,
The Cartilagineous, are plaine or long : . . The heart is penta-
gonous. 1673 PhiL Trans. VIII. 6188. 1761 ELLIS ibid.

LI I. 358 It is formed of pentagonous joints, or vertebras.

Pentagoron: see PENTAGONON i.

Pentagram (pe'ntagrsem). [mod. ad. Gr.

TTfi>Td-,TTCVTypaf*}*ov sb. from neuter of TrfvTtypap-

/^-os adj., formed or consisting of five lines, f. ircVre

five + ypanfjLrj line, mark.] A five-pointed figure
A formed by producing the sides of a pentagon

both ways to their points of intersection, so

as to form a five-pointed star ; the '
five

straight lines* of which the figure consists form

one continuous line or * endless knot '. Formerly
used as a mystic symbol and credited with magical
virtues. (Also called pentalfha, pentaclt (pentagle,

pentangle^, \pentagonon {-goron t -geron}.)
1833 /''raser's Mag. VII, 547 The pentagram was a penta-

gonal figure, supposed to possess the same kind of power
which, amongst us, used popularly to be attributed to the

horse-shoe. 1855 TENNYSON Brook 103 Sketching with her

slender pointed foot Some figure like a wizard pentagram
On garden gravel. 1878 A. W, WARD Greene's J-r. Bacon
il. 51 Notes 209 The pentagramma, pentageron or peri talpha
is the mystic figure 'produced by prolonging the sides of

a regular pentagon till they intersect one another. It can
be drawn without a break in the drawing'. i8j>5

Miss
A. M. STOODART J. S. Blackie \\\\. ij6t

I found a hindrance
a pentagram in my way, like Meplnstopheles.

Pentagraph, erron. form of PANTOGRAPH.

|| Pentagynia (pentad.^i-nia). Bot. [mod.L.,
f. PENTA- + dr. yvvfj woman, female, taken in sense

'female organ, pistil'.]
An order of plants in

many classes of the Linnocan System, comprising
those having five pistils. Hence Pe'ntag-yn (rare),

a plant of this order; Fentag-ynian, Penta-

gyuious, Penta-gynons adjs,, belonging to this

order, having five pistils.

1760 J. LEE Introd. Bot. n. viii. (1765) 92 Pentagyiiia,

comprehending such" Plants a^ have five Styles. 1828-31
WtbSTKK, Pcntagyn,. .a plant having five pistils. Pcnta-

gyniati) having five pistils. 1829 Lot" lyo^Pcntagynous, having
five styles. 1857 MAYNE Expos. Lex. 902 Pentagynious.

Pentahedral (pentahedral, -he'dral),tf. Also

pentaedral. [f.
PENTA- -f Gr. (Spa seat, base +

-AL : cf. HEXAHEDRAL.] Of a solid figure or

body: Having five faces; csp. having five lateral

faces, five-sided (as a prism of pentagonal section).

So fPentahe'drical, Pentahe'drous adjs. in

same sense; Pentahe'dron, a solid figure having
five faces.

1804 WATT in Phil. Trans. XCIV. 310 note, Hexaedral

and *pentaedral prisms are most abundant; then the tetra-

cdral, the triedral, heptaedral, and octaedral. 1816 KIRHY
& SP. Kntomol. IV. 266 Pentaedral, that hath five sicks.

1658 PHILLIPS, *Pentahedrical figure, ..a figure which hath

120 The *pentaedrous Columnar Coralloid IJodies are com-

pos'd of Plates set lengthways.

Pentahexahedral, -hedron : see PENTA-.

Pental Cpe-ntal). [f. stem of PKNT(ANE, etc. +

-a/, app. after chloral.'} A name for trimethyl-

tthylene (C S II, when used as an anaesthetic.

1891 Lancet 3 Oct. 789 A new anaesthetic called pental,
which does not produce total unconsciousness, but only
a kind of hypnosis. 1893 Brit. Med. Jrnl. 18 Mar. 44/11
Velez thinks pental may with advantage replace chloroform
and ether in many operations of short duration. 1893 Syd.
Soc. Lex. i Pental. CoHio. Trimethylethylene.. .It has been
used as an anaesthetic, but is not a safe drug.
Pentalemma to Pentalogy: see PEKTA-.

II Pentalpha (pentse-lfa). [a. Gr. weVToA^a,
a synonym of ntvra^pa^ov PENTAGRAM, f. irtvrf

five + dX0a the letter Alpha or A
; from its pre-

senting the form of an A in five different positions.]
= PENTAGRAM, PENTANGLE i.

1818 HOBHOUSE Hist. Illustr. (ed. 2) 344 We often see

English shepherds cutting the pentalpha .. in the turf,

although they never heard of Antiochus, or saw his coin,
and although they are ignorant of its mystic power. 1810
1). TURNER Tour Normandy I. 179 The produced pentagon,
or combination of triangles, sometimes called the pentalpha.
1855 E. SMEDLEV Occult Sciences 61 The salutary 'pen-
talpha '..should be written on the stable doors.

Pentamerous (pentarmer3s\ a.
[f.

PENTA-
-f Gr. pipes part + -ous.] Having, consisting of,

or characterized by, five parts or divisions.

1. Bot. Having the parts of the flower-whorl five

in number. (Often written ^-met'ons.)
1835 LINDI.KY Introd. Bot. (1848) I. 316 Pentamerous^ if

a flower consists of organs in fives. 1857 HESFREY EUtn,
Bot. 222 Trees or shrubs with . . an imbricated s-merous calyx
and corolla. 1879 BENNETT in Academy n Jan. 33/2 The
four stamens of Scrophulariaceae and I.abiatae are admitted
to result from a degradation from the pentamerous type.

2. Zool. a. Consisting of five joints, as the tarsi

of certain insects ; also applied to such insects

themselves, as the beetles of the group Fentamera.

b. Having five radiating parts or organs, as a

star-fish or other echinoderm.
1826 KTRBY & SP. Kntomol. III. xxxv. 683 Pentamerous

insects are those which have five joints in all their larsi.

iSzB/tid. IV.xlvii. 376 Tarsi pentamerous. 1870 ROLLKSTON
Anim. Life Introd. 143 Echlnodermata. Animals, .which. .

. combine with a radial and, ordinarily, pentameroui, arrange-

ment, traces of a bilateral symmetry.
So Penta ineral a. = prec. ; Fenta'meran, a

pentamerous beetle (see 2 a, above) ;
Pe'ntamere

(-miej), each of the five divisions of a pentamerous
animal; Penta*merism, the condition or character

of being pentamerous; Fenta'meroid a., allied to

the extinct genus Pentaments, of the family Penta-

meridae of brachiopods, having somewhat penta-

gonal shells; sl>. a brachiopod of this family.

1842 BKANDE Diet. Sci. etc., Pentamerans* Pctttaurera . .

a section of Coleopterous insects, including those which
have five joints on the tarsus of each leg. 1899 Nature

14 Sept. 460/1 Theories of stalked-ancestry, pentameral
symmetry, and the like. 1900 LANK ESTER Treat. Zool, in.

IQ Variation from pentamerism may arise suddenly (discon-

tinuous meristic variation 1
. Ibid, 99 The whole animal can

be divided into 5 corresponding and almost symmetrical
sections,

'

pentameres ', by 5 imaginary
'

perradial planes '.

Pentameter (pentse'm/tai}, sb. and a. Pros.

fa. L. pentameter sb., ad. Gr. irtvra^trpoy adj.

consisting of five measures, sb. a verse or line of

five measures
;

f. irwra- five -f ptrpov measure. Cf.

F. pentametre sb. (V 1500 in Hatz.-Darm.).]
A. sb. A verse or line consisting of five feet.

1. In Greek and Latin prosody : A form of dacty-
lic verse composed of two similar halves i^penthe-

mimers), each consisting of two feet and a long
syllable (thus equivalent to a dactylic hexameter

with the second half of the third and of the sixth

foot omitted); in the first penthemimer each of

the two feet may be either dactyl or spondee, in

the second they must both be dactyls. Most

commonly used in alternation with hexameters,

constituting elegiac verse : see KLKGIAC A. I.

The name arose from a mistaken analysis of the verse as

two dactyls lor spondees), a spondee, and two anap^.sts.

1580 PUTTEKHAM nff. Poesif i. xxiy. (Art>.) 6^ Elegie..

was in a pitious maner of meetre, placing a limping Penta-

meter, after a lusty Exameter, which made it godolourously
more then any other meeter. 17*5 WATTflpW in. ii. 3

Certain Latin words should be framed in the form of hexa-

meters or pentameters; and this may be done by those who
know nothing of Latin or of verses, c 1805 CoLtRiixit Misc.

Poems, Eleg. Metre, [Example] In the hexameter rises the

fountain's silvery column, In the pentameter aye falling

in melody back. 1874 SAYCE Compar. Philol. ix. 384 The
charm of the Latin pentameter is enhanced by the rhyming
of the last syllables of the two penthemimers.
2. Applied to lines of verse consisting of five feet

in other languages ; e. g. the English
' heroic

'

or

iambic verse ot ten syllables.

1706 A. BEDFORD Tctnple Mas. vi. 114 Odes and Hymns..
in several kinds of Verse. .some were Pentameters. 1749
Pwer Pros. Numbers 39 The Oesura falling constantly on

the fourth Syllable in the English Pentameters or Heroicks,

creates a dull Uniformity in the Flow of the Verse. 1886

BKICCS Messianic Prnph. xi. 340 The pentameters use quite

frequently the divine name 'Adonay Jahveh.

B. adj. (Now attrib. use of sb.) Consisting of

five metrical feet ; having the form of a penta-
meter (see A), esp. of the dactylic pentameter.
1546 LANGLEY Pol. I'trt*. De Invent, i. viii. 17 Of the

number of the fete, as Exameter and Pentameter which is

also called Elegiacal. 1781 J. WAKTON Jiss. Pope x. II. 211

Like Ovid's Fasti, in hexameter and pentameter verses.
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1854 EMLKSON Lett, fy Soc. Aims, Poet, fy Imag* \Vks>. (Bohn)
III. 171 Those weary pentameter tales of Dryden and others.

Hence Penta met*red u.
y

written in penta-
meters ; Fenta'metriit, a writer of pentameters ;

Fenta'metrize v. trans., to make into, or like,

a pentameter.
1599 Preserv. ffcti. I'll \. (1866) 5 This trew kinde of

hexametred and pentame [red. verse. 1803 TODD Spenser's
ll'ks. I. p. x.\ {{.note, English hexametrists and pentametrists.
a 1843 SOUTHKY Doctor, J-ragui. (1848) 674/2 Horace lias been
made to say the same thing by the insertion of an apt word
which pentame Irises the verse. 1898 W. E. HKITLAXD in

Jrnl, Philol. XXVI. to There was not the same risk of

pentametrizing the hexameters.

I
Pentandria (pentarndria). Bot. [mod. I,.

(Linnseus 1735), f. mod. I., pcntandr-us. f. Gr.

ncvT(a- five + avSp-, stem of av-fjp man. male, taken

in sense ' male organ ', stamen : see MoifANDRIA.]
The fifth class in the Linnzean Sexual System,

comprising plants having five stamens not cohering.
So Fenta nder (fare} [F. pent'and're], a pentan-
drous plant; Penta'ndrian, Penta ndrions, and.

(usually) Pentandrous ad/s., belonging to the

class Pentandria ; having five free stamens.

1760 J. LEE Introd. Bot. n. xix. (1765) 113 Pentandria^
comprehending such Plants as have five Stamina. 1785
M AKTYN Rousseau's Rot, i.v. (1794) 88. 1806 GALPINR Brit.

Bot. 25 Tumarix. Flowers pentandrous. 1828-32 WKHSTKK,
Pentander^.. Pentandriau. 1830 LINTLKY Nat. Sysf. Bot.

220 The pentandrous corolla and 5 lobed calyx. 1857
MAYNE Expos, I. ex. 902/2 Pentandrious, or pentandrous.
1875 BKSSKTT & DYF.K Sac/is" Bot. 531 The same probably
also happens in the pentandrous Hypericinea;.

Pentaiie (pe*nt?n). Chein. [f. Gr. itivrt five

+ -ANE 2 b.] The general name of the paraffins of

the pentacarbon series, C 5H la ; also called Qttin-
lanc and Pentyl hydride. Three such hydrocar-
bons are known (see quot.\ all colourless mobile

fluids, occurring in petroleum, etc. Also attrib.^
&s penfane lamp, vapour, etc.

So Pentene tpe'ntm), an olefine of the pentacarbon series,

QjHio ; comprising four known forms, one of which is

AMYLEXE ; Pentine ipe'ntain), also Pe'ntinine, Pe'nty-
lene,the hydrocarbon CiH*, of the same series, homologous
with acetylene or ethine ; of this eight forms are possible,
and six known, the chief being VALKRYLESK ; Pe ntinyl,
the radical C:,H?, as in pentinyl ethyl oxide, C7Hi-jO;
Pento'ic <i., applied to fatty acids, aldehydes, etc. of the
same series, as Pentoic or Valeric acid, CjHiuO-j; Pentone,
Pe ntonene, a hydrocarbon of the formula C^H 6 : Pe'ntyl,
the radical CjHn, of which one form is AMYL; hence
Penty lie a.

1877 WATTS Fownes* Ckem, \\. 48 Pentanes, CsHia. Of
these hydrocarbons there are three modifications, viz. :

i. Normal Pentane [CHjJCHafeCHs]. 2. Isopentane
[CjH 5 .CH(CH.(M. 3- Neopentane [C(CHnh]. Ibid. 58
Pentenes, CsHm. Of the four possible modifications..
NormalPCntenc, or Ethyl-ally), CaHs. CsH-, - . boils at 37. . .

fsopentcne^cx Amylene, is obtained, together with isopentane,
by distilling, .amyl alcohol, .with sulphuric acid. Ibid.)

Tertiary peiityl iotlide. Ibid. 63 I'alerylenc or Panting}
C-,Hc. Of this hydrocarbon two modifications are known.
Ibid. 64 Valylcne orpcntone t CiHg,. .is formed by the action
of alcoholic potash on

valerylene
dibromide. Ibid. 148

Peniyl alcohols and ethers. The formula CsHiaO may in-

clude eight different alcohols., .[i] Butyl Carbinolor Normal
Primary Pentyl Alcohol.. .[2] Isobntyl Carbinol, Isopentyl
Alcohol, or Amyl Alcohol.. the ordinary amyl alcohol pro-
duced by fermentation. Ibid. 292 Pentoic or Valeric Acids. . .

These acids admit of four metameric modifications.. .The
first and second are obtained by oxidation of normal penty lie

and isopentylic or amylic alcohol respectively. 1892 ROSCOK
Elctn. Ckcvi. 286 Pentyl alcohol, CjHiaO, is obtained from

pentylic acid by reducing first to the aldehyde and then to

the alcohol. 1892 MOKLEY & MUIR Watts' Diet. III. 807/2
Pentonene .. occurs in oil deposited by compressed gas
derived from bituminous shale.

attrih. 1895 Daily News 23 July 5/5 The pentane-air
flame . . is produced by burning a mixture of air and pentane
vapour from a suitable argaud burner. 1896 Ibid. 30 Jan.
s i Mr. A. Vernon Harcourt's pentane standard had again
DMH vindicated as a reliable and exact standard, while in

practical use in gas testing the pentane-arg:ind, proposed by
Mr. Dibdin in 1886, had been chosen as a suitable substitute
for candles in daily work.

Petttangle (pe'ntaeqg'l). Also 7-9 pentagle.

[In form a hybrid f. Gr. itfvra- PENTA- + ANGLE;
but, in sense i, perhaps an accommodated form of

pcntaglC) in origin a variant of PEXTACLE.]
1. = FENTACLE, PENTAGRAM, PENTALHIA.
13.. Gaw. 9f Gr. Knt. 620 Then Jay schewed hym Je

schcldc J?at was of schyrgoulo!, \Vyth pefMBtMlgri de-paynt
of pure golde hwez; . .Hit is a syngne ^at Salamon set sum-
(juyls, In bytoknyng of traw(>e, bi tytle (>at hit habbez, For
hit is a figure J>at haldez fyue poyntez, And vche lyne vmbe-
lappe/ and loukez in oj>er, And ay quere hit is endelez, and
Knglych hit callen Ouer-al, as I here, be endeles knot.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. \. x. 42 They are afraid of
the pentangle \cd. 1650 pentagle] of Solomon \margin, (cd.

1050), 3 triangles interserted and made of five lines]. 1655
MOUFET & BENNET f/ealth's /////n (1746)67 Diet is defined
. . an exact Order in Labour, Meat, Drink, Sleep, and
Venery : for they are thought to be Pythagoras his Pent-

angle or five squar'd Figure. 1827 \V. G. S. Excurs* Vill.

Curate 128 Had I but shown him the pentagle of Solomon,
or the Chaldee Tetragrammaton, . .how the fiend would
have howled at me in vain.

2. = PENTAGON, rare.

1658 RO\VL\M> Moufet's Theat. Ins. 997 The water Oras-

hupper of Rondoletius, whose head is like a pentangle,
having as it were five corners. 1701 MOXON Math. Diet.,

mt..b a Geometrical Figure having five Angles. ..

i
the same, only a Greek and I^atm word joyncd.

Pentangular (pentaeTjgii2lai), a. [f. as prec.
+ angular^ Having five angles or angular points;

pentagonal.
1661 MOK<;AX Sph. Gentry \. 44 The Mullet points are all

strait and pentangular. 1673-4 GKKVV Anat. Trunks I. i.

10 Through a Glass, some appear Pentangular, others

Sexangular, and Septangular. 1806-7 J. HEKKSI-OKD Miseries
Iluiii. Life (1826) xviii. 189 Those pentangular divisions

which characterize the back of the sea-tortoise. 1872 \V. S.

SVMONDS A'tv. Rocks x. 381 It was of a pentangular shape
with a bastion tower at each angle.

Pentapetalose to -phyllous : see PENTA-.

Pentapody (pentse'jxJcH). Pros. [ad. Gr. type
*7rfTaffo5(a, f. TTfVTairovs of five feet, f. ircvra- +
TIOVS foot: cf. DlPODT,] A verse or line consisting
of five feet, or a sequence of five feet in a verse.

1864 in VW.KSTKK. 1884 ALLKN J. Hadlcys Greek Grannn.
1072 A single foot, taken by itself, is called a monopody ;

two feet, taken together, a dipody ;
three feet, a tripody;

four, five, six, &c., a tetrapody, pentapody, hexapody, &c.

1891 Harper's Mag. Mar. 570/2 Even the pentapody exists

in song and dance. Ibid., Hundreds [of folk-songs] in

Hungarian music consistingofdipodies,tetrapodies,tripodies,
pentapodies, and hexapodies. 1900 H. W. SMYTH Greek
Meiic Poets 280 He [Pythermos] borrowed from Sappho the

logaoedic pentapody (hendecaSyllabns).

!] Fentapolis (pent^-pAHs). [F.. a. Or. TTfi-Ta-

TroAty a state of hve towns, f. Trtfra- live + irwAts

city, town.] A confederacy or group of five

towns: applied in ancient times to several such

groups.
\c 1425 WYNTOL'N CtvH. i. 1 1 jy Peiitapolis next i> >yne, 1'ur

v. citeis bar ar fync. 1608 SHAKS. Periciei\ Drain. Pers.,
Simonides, king of Pentapolis.] 1838 THIKIAVAU, Greece
II. xii. 89 These six colonies formed an association, .. dis-

tinguished by the name of the Dorian Pentapolis. 1882

SCHAFF Encycl. Relig. Knozvl. III. 1653 Nicholns III . .com-

pelted Rudolph of Hapsburg to cede the pentapolis and the

exarchate of Ravenna to the papal see.

Hence Pentapo-litau a. t of or pertaining to a

Pentapolis, spec, to that of Cyrene in Lybia.
1727-41 CHAMHKRS Cycl. p. v. Patripassian t

Uecanse
Sabelliuswas of Pentapolis, and the

[Patripassian] heresy
spread much there, calle<i the Pentapolitan doctrine. 1853
KINGSLEY Hypatia xxi, Did the Pentapolitan wheat-ships
go to Rome ?

Pentapterous to Pentaptych: see PKNTA-.

Pentarch (pe-ntaJk), sb, [ad. Gr. type irtv-

rapxos (used in Byzant. Gr.). f. ITVT(< five + -apxo-;

ruler : cf. tetrarch. In mw\3?, pentarque (Littre).]
a. The ruler of one of a group of five districts

or kingdoms, b. One of a governing body of

five persons.
[1656 15 LOU xr Gltiss-'gr., Pcntarck . .a Captain of five men.]

1793 HELV tr. O*Flaherty s Ogygia I. 6^ None of the

pentarchs under that title assumed llie dominion of the

whole island (Ireland). 1798 W, T.WI.OK in Monthly Rci:
XXVII. 500 To substitute a monarch for the pentarchs of
the present constitution.

Pe'ntarcll, a. Kot. [mod. f. Gr. TTVT * five +

upX'n beginning.] Arising from five distinct points
of origin, as the woody tissue of a root.

1884 BOWER & SCOTT DC Kary's Phiincr. 348 The xylciu
is triarch to pentarch and octarch.

PentaTchical, a. raw 1
, [f. as next + -IOAI,.]

Of or belonging to a pentarch or a pentarchy : in

quot._/
r
. (cf. next, 2 b, quot. 1633).

1641 J. JOHNSON A cad. Lore 3 Thus was the sentinell of

my pentarchical souldiers permitted to rest.

Pentarchy (pe'ntaiki). Also 7 won. pempt-.

[ad. Gr. ircprapx"1 a rule of five, a quinquevirate,
f. irh'Tf five + -ap\(a rule.]
1. A government by five rulers; a group of live

districts or kingdoms each under its own ruler.

In quot. 1871 applied to the European system of the
' Five

Great Powers '.

1587 HOLISSHKO Chron., /list. En$t I. 15/1 The monan hie

or sole gouernement of the Hand became a pentarchie, that

is, it was diuided betwixt fine kings. 1611 SPEED /fist. Gt.

/yrit. ix. vi, 47 Dermot Mac Murgh lin that time of the

Irish Pentarchie, or fmefold Kingdome) hauing secretly
stolne away the wife of Rothericke. 1799 S.TCRNEK Anglo'
Sax. I. ii. vi. 253 East AngHa made it a tetrarchy; Essex
a pentarchy. 1871 Echo 27 Jan., Some writer lately deplored
the dissolution of the great European Pentarchy.
2. The government of a country or district by

a body of five persons ;
a governing body of five.

1661 Sir A. Haslerigs Last Will $ Test. 3 Though I

stood ever a profest enemy unto Monarchy, I appeared
a constant Zealot for a Pentarchy. 1711 SWII-T Examiner
25 Jan., A picture, .representing live persons as large as the

life, sitting in council together like a pentarchy. 1827
SCOTT Napoleon ii, 'I"he inconvenience of this pentarchy.

b. fis.

1633 P. FLETCHKR Purple Isl. v. xxxviii, Auditus, second
of the Pemptarchie. Ibid, vi. xlii, Those five fair brethren

[the senses] which I sung of late, For their just number
called the Pemptarchie. 1651 UIGGS +\'ew Disp. 33 The
Pentarchy of sences. 1855 MILMAN Lat. Chr. xiv. iii. (1864)
IX. 119 What may be called the Supreme Pentarchy of
Scholasticism [Aquinas, Bonaventura, Albertus Magnus,
Duns Scotus, Ockham].
Pentarsic to Pentaspermous : see FENTA-.

Pentasticli (pe'ntastik). [ad. mod.L. penia-
sfic/i-iiSy a. Gr. irfrTnemx-oy adj. t>f five lines, f,

PENTA- + arixov row, line.]
1. A group of five lines of verse.

(1656 BLOUNT Glossogr. t Pcntastick^ . .that consists of five

verses.] 1658 PHILLIPS, Pentasticks, .. Stanza's, consisting

of live verses. 1881-3 in Si/tajfs Encycl. Kelig. Knowl.
III. 1945 In the few instances of pentastichs. .the Ia*t thtce

lines usually unfold the reason of the thought of the
ttrst two. 1891 [see OCIASIICH].

t 2. (See quot. i Qbs. rarc~ <)
.

1656 ULOUNT Gfossogr., I'enta$tick$(pcntast'n.hx), porches
having live rowes of Pillarb.

Fentastichous ^pentaa-stikas), a. Bot. [f.
as

prcc. + -oca.] Arranged in five rows, five-ranked;

es/>. of a stem : having five leaves in the spiral row,
and thus five vortical rows or orthostichies in the

phyllotaxis.
1857 MAVNI: A'.t/<w. />.r., Pcntasttchus, .. disposed in

five rows, ..pentastichous. 1861 HKNTLEY Man. Bot. i^y
This arrangement of cycles of five. .is termed the quin-
cuncial, pentastichous or five-ranked arrangement.

Pentatom. -6 (pe'ntastfmi, -0m). ZooL Also
in L. form. [ad. mod. I,. Pentastomum, f. PENTA-
+ Gr. -arofios adj. formative f. TTO/KI mouth; so

called from the appearance of the mouth and the

two pairs of chitinoid huoks adjacent to it. (Sn
in mod.F.)] An animal of the genus Pcuta^tonnini
or Pentastoina,) comprising internal parasites infest-

ing man and other animals; an aberrant group of

Arachnida, formerly classed as trematode worms.
1857 tr. fCncJteniHCtsters Parasites Hum. ^V^-^Syd. Soc.l

II. 7 People took these four feet for the same number of
oral orifices, so that counting in the true mouth, five sucli

openings were obtained and the animal received the name
of PeitiastoniHin. 1872 AI^I KKS .SV. .y Pract. .I/ft/. ied. 61

I. 196 Primer.. pointed out, in 1*147, tne existence of the

penlastoma as a parasite in the human subject. 1878 Bhi.i,

Gegi'nbanrs Cotnp, Anat, 1-08 This is most marked in

Pentastomum, when the ovary is attached to a circular canal.

1890 Century Di\f., Pentastome.

ho Penta stomoid a., resembling the genus
PeHta$tomuni\ or belonging to the grouj) Ptiita-

stonioidea* represented by this genus; sb. nn animal

of this group, Fenta'stomous a. : see quot.
1857 MAYSK f-'.\pos. /.r.r., Pentastottnts, having fivt-

mouths or openings : pentastomous. 1890 Cent. Diet., Pen-
tastomoid.

Fentastyle ^pe'ntastail), a. and sl>. ArJi.

;-(Zrt; IJ
. [f.

I'EXTA- + Gr. arCX-os pillar. ;So in

mod.F.)] a. adj. Having five columns in front

or at the end, as a building, b. sb. A building
or portico having five columns.

1727-41 CHAMHKRS OV/M Pentastylc, in architecture, a

work wherein are five rows of columns. 1794 Kmiim. Am.
Arc/tit, (1810) 122 PcntastyU) an edifice having five columns
in front. 1823 I*. N ICHOLSON Pract. Build, 590. i88z

OGILVII-:, Pentastylc, .. having five columns.

Pentasyllable (pemtasilse'bik), a. [f.
L.

petitasyllab'ttS) a. Gr. wfVTaav\\afi-os five8yllabled
+ -it1

,
after SYLLABIC.] Consisting of five syllables.

So Pentasy'llabism (tionce-wd. } , pentasyllable

condition; Pentasyllable, a word of five syllables.
a 1771 GRAY Ofacrr. Eng. M.trc Wks. 1843 V. 257 Penta-

syllable and Tetrasyllable Mines of ver>e]. These are rarely
used alone. 1816 Q. Rev. XV. 369 It could nut he done in

less compass than a pentasyllable. 1892 F. HALL in Xation

(N. Y.) 25 Aug. 145/1
* Litcrariau ', however, if we can

excuse its pentasyllabisni, seems to recommend itself a;, sup-

plying a desideratum.

Pentateuch (pe'ntatiwk). \9A.L.pentaieui:h-ttst

-uni ^Tcrtullian ^207), sb. f. (lr. 7 irfvia,Ttvx~u<i

the pentateuch (Let. of Ptolemceus (Jnostictis c 160,
in Epiphaniua Adv. Hwes. xxxiii. 4), sb. use

(sc. ^ipAoy) of -ntVTaTtvxos adj. 'of five hooks', f.

TrtfTa- five + TfDxos
'

implement, vessel', in post-
Alexandrian Gr. 'book'. In F. Pentateuque\
1. Name for the first five books of the Old Testa-

ment (Genesis, Exodus, Leviticus, Numbers, and

Deuteronomy) taken together as a connected group,

traditionally ascribed to Moses (hence called * the

five books of Moses ').

1530 PALSCK. 253 >\ Penthatheukes, fyve bokes of Moyses
lawe, pcntat/icvion. 153* MoRt Confut. Tindalc Wks.

^43/2 That after these bokes well learned, we bee mete for

Tyndales pentateukes, and Tyndales testamente. 1586 J.

HOOKKR Hist. Irel. Ep. Ded., Then he and losua. .did de-

liuer vnto them the whole Pentatychon of Moses to be
dailie read & taught. 1614 SELDEN Titles Hon. 15 Long
before his time was the Pentateuch turned into Greek.

1646 SIR T. BHOWSK Pseud. Ep. vi. i. 276 Jerome professeth,
in his translation he was faine sometime to relieve hhnselffl

by the Samaritane Pentateuch. 1768-74 TUCKER Lt. Nat.

(1834) II. 410 The Israelite had nothing more to do than

open his Pentateuch. 1867 LADY HERBKKT Cradle L. viti.

210 They were shown the oldest known copy of the Pen-
tateuch.

2. (ran
ff.

A volume composed of five books,
etc. : see quots. rare.

1656 BLOUNT Glossogr,, Pentateuch^ a volume of five

Hooks. 1658 PHILLIPS, Pentateuch,, .also any volume con-

sisting of five books. 1842 DUNGLISON Med. Lex. s. v., By
analogy some surgeons have given the name Surgical
Pentateuch to the division of external diseases into five

classes: wounds, ulcers, tumours, luxations and fractures.

1891 CMEYSE Orig. fy

'

Relig. Cont. of Psalter \. \. 6 The
Hebrew Psalter came together not as a book but as a Penta-

teuch. 1891 BLADKS (title) The Pentateuch of Printing, with

a Chapter on Judges.
Hence Fentateuchal (pentali/7'kal) a. t of, per-

taining to, or contained in the Pentateuch.
a 1846 WILLIAMS cited in Worcester. 1863 UAKWIN in Life.

(1892) 257, I have long regretted that I.. used the Penta.
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teiuhal term of 'Creation '. 1890 GLADSTONE Inipregnailt
Rock (1892) 176 The spirit, .of the Pentateuchal laws.

Peiitathionic (pCTrtl^^Trik), a. Chem.

[irreg. f. PENTA- + Gr. Bttov sulphur + -ic : see

DITHIONIC.] In pentathionic acid, an acid con-

taining five atoms of sulphur in the molecule,

II 2S5O6 , colourless, inodorous, and of bitter taste.

Hence Fentathionate ^JwrJnA). a salt of penla-
thionic acid.

In quot. 1849, applied to the anhydride or oxide (S-,Oj).

1849 IX CAMIMIKLL Inorg. Chan. 58 Pentaihionic acid^
So Oj.. This acid is in solution when an excess of sulphide
of hydrogen gas is passed into a saturated solution of sul-

phurous acid. 1881 Athc'ixitin 29 Jan. 169/1 Obtaining
beautifully crystallized barium and potassium pentathionates.
1881 Xature XXIII. 615/2 Mr. V. Lewes .. describes ..

several potassium pentathionates. ., These experiments
appear to establish beyond doubt the existence of penta-
thionic acid.

Pentathlete (pentx'Jdft). [ad. Gr. irtvTaO-

XtfTr/s. f. irfvraOkov : see next.] An athlete who
contended in the pentathlon.
1828 K. H. BARKER Parritutet I. 522 noti\ Between Porson

and Patr. .the difference was as great as between, .a pugilist
and a pentalhlete. 1873 SYMONDS Grk. Pivts iii. (1877) 87
Vou give all kinds of honours. .to runners, boxers, pent-
athletes, &c.

Pentathlon ,'pentarbl^n . Also in Lat. form

pentathlum. PI. -a. Gr. and Rom. Aiitiq.

[a. Gr. -nivraQKov, f. vcVrc five -t- aO\ov contest.]
An athletic contest consisting of five exercises

leaping, running, throwing the discus, throwing
the spear, and wrestling', all performed on the

same day and by the same athletes.

1706 PHILUI-S, Pentatliluiii. 1711 BuDGELL /enf. Xo. 161

? 7 The Commonwealths of Greece ; from whence the

Romans afterwards borrowed their Pentathlum^ which
was composed of Running, Wrestling, Leaping, Throwing,
and Boxing. 1776 R. CHANDLER Trav. Greece iv. 15
Telamon and Peleus.. challenged their half-brother Phocus
to contend in the Pentathlum. 1852 GROTE Greece n.

Ixxx. X. 4^7 The pentathlon, or quintuple contest, wherein
the running match and the wrestling match came first in

order. 1868 W. SMITH Diet. Gr, ty Rom. Antiq. s. v.. The
pentathlon was introduced in the Olympic games in Ol. 18.

Pentatomic pentatp-mik), a. Chem. [mod.
f. Gr. ntvTf five + aropos ATOM *- -ic : cf. atomic.

"\

Containing five atoms of some substance in tlie

molecule ; spec, containing five replaceable hy-

drogen atoms
;
also = PEXTAVALKNT.

1872 WATTS Diet. Client. VI. 72 Pentatomic Alcohols.

Pinite and quercite, two saccharine bodies having the com-

position CfiHiaO.-,, probably belong to this class of bodies.

1873 J. P. COOKE Neiv Chew, 290 No definite pentatomic
hydrate is known. 1873 WATTS Fownes Chem. (ed. 1 1) 633
Glucoses may. .be expected to act as pentatomic alcohols.

Fentatomid Cpentae*t^mid)| a. Entom. [f.

mod. I,. Peufatomidsc pi-, f. Pcntatoma^ name of the

typical genus Olivier, 1789), f. Gr, vtvra- PENTA-
live -t- -TOUOS cut, in reference to the 5-jointed

antennae.] Belonging to the family Pentatomidx,

of plant-feeding heteropterous insects, mostly of

warm climates, and often brilliantly coloured. So
Penta'tomine a. in same sense ; Penta'tomoid a.,

related to, or resembling, the Pentatomidx.
1890 Cent. Diet., Pentatoniinc..Pentatoinoid. 1900 Il'is

VI. 260 Tinnunculus Amurensis. . Its stomach contained 18

large pcntatomid bugs.

Pentatone 'pe*ntattm). Mus. rare ,
[f.

PENTA- + TONE, after tritone^\ 'An interval of

five whole tones, an augmented sixth* (Stainer Sc

Barrett).

Fentatonic Cpcntatp'nik), a. Mus. [mod.
(Carl Engel, 1864), f. PENTA- + Gr. TOV-OS TONE +
-it1 : cf. TONIC.] Consisting of five notes or sounds;

esp. applied to a form of scale without semitones

^equivalent to the ordinary major scale with the

fourth and seventh omitted), used by various ancient

nations, and by modern semi-civilized races, as well

as in the popular melodies of different countries

(often called the Scotch scale).

1864 ENGKL Mus. Anc. A'at. 124 A scale .. consisting of

only five tones, wherefore I have given it the name of Penta..

tonic Scale. 1887 L. SCOTT Titsc. Stud. n. iv. (1888) 222
The ancient scale being pen tatonic, i.e. five notes, leaving
out our fourth and seventh. 1891 Athenxnm 12 Dec. So?/.:
India. .differs, as Europe differs, from the rjetitatonic and

heptaionic scales of the Chinese and Indo-Chinese.

Pentatremite(pentatrrinait). Palxont. Also

contracted pentremite. [ad. mod.L. Pentatre*

rtitfcs, f. PENTA- + Gr. rprj^a hole, aperture : see

-ITE l
2.] An cchinoderm of the genus Pcnta-

trciiiifas, belonging to the extinct class BlastoiJca,
allied to the crinoids. So Pentatrematoid (-trr-

matoid) a.
y belonging to or resembling the Penta-

tremitidiK) typified by Pentratremites\ sb. an

echinoderm of this family.
1864 WKBSTF.R, Pentremite, a fossil crinoid. 1873 DAWSON

Earth % Man v\. 153 One curious group, that of the P>n-

tremiteS) a sort of larval form. 1890 Cent. Diet.) Pentatre*
niatoid, . Penlatrewitt.

Pentauncer, obs. form of PEXITEXCER.

Pentavalent (pentae'valent), a. Chem. [f.

PEVTA- + L. -valcnt-cin having power or value.]

Having the combining power of five atoms of hy-

drogen or other univalent element ; quinquivalent.
1871 ROSCOK Klein. Chem. 174 The elements of the

nitrogen group possess a peculiarity by which they fre-

quently appear as if they were pentavalent. 1881 A. \V.

\VILUAMSOX in Nature XXIV. 418/1 An atom of nitrogen or

of antimony is only known to be trivalent in combination
with hydrogen; but each of them occurs in form of a penta-
valent compound with chlorine.

Pente, obs. and dial, form of PAINT.

Penteconta- (pent/k^nti), before a vowel

-cont-, combining form, repr. Gr. vfvrrjxovra

fifty, in a few rare wprds. f Penteco'ntarch [ad.
Gr. ircvTT]K<jVTapxo$] t

a commander of fifty men.
Penteco'ntadraclxm (-dnem) [ad. Gr.ircvTrjKovTd-

SpoXpop]) a Cyrenaic coin worth fifty drachmas.

Pentecontaglo'ssal a. [Gr. y\w<raa tongue],
written in fifty languages. Penteco'iitali tre [ad.
Gr. vtVTTjxovTaXtTpar]) a Sicilian coin worth fifty

litrfe, or ten drachmas.
138* WYCUF i Mace. iii. 55 After these thingus Judas

ordeynyde duykis of the peple, tribunys \gloss that oon
ledde a thousand], and centoriouns [or ledinge an hundrid],
and pentacontarkes [leders of/yftyj. 1656 BLOUNT Glossogr.^
Pcntecontarck. a Captain of fifty men. 1807 ROBINSON
Archafol. Gryca v. xxvi. 548 In some authors we find the

wordpentecontadrachm,or fifty drachms. 1846 J. 11. LiNusav
(title] Penteconlaglossal Paternoster, or the Lord's Prayer
in 50 Language-;. 1850 LKITCH tr. C. O. Mutter s Anc. Art
132 The costly ma->ter-pieces of Sicilian engravers, the

great Syracusan pentekontalitres at the head.

!! PenteCO'nter !
. Gr. Antiq. [a. Gr. vvri}-

Kovrfjp.] A commander of a troop of fifty men.
1623 UISGHA.M Xenophon 54 The Coronels. .framed six

Companies, euery one consisting of an hundred men, and

appointed Captaines ouer them, and Penteconters, and Eno-
motarches. 1850 GROTE Greece \\. Ivi. VII. 159 The Pente-
kutiter and the Lochage were responsible also each for his

larger division.

Penteco-nter -. Gr. Antiq. [ad. Gr. vtvrrj'

teovTrjprjs.'] A ship of burden with hfty oars.

1838 THIUI.WAI.I, Greece IV. xx.xiv. 346 Dexippus.. .who
was sent out with a penteconter.., sailed away to Uyzan-
tium, 1846 GROTE Greece t. iv, Danaos placed his fifty

daughters on board ofa penteconter (or vessel with fifty oars).

Pentecost (pcTat/k^st). Also 5 pentcost,

pencost, 5-6 penthecost^e, 6-7 penticost^e, 7

pentycost. [a. Christian L. pentHcoste (Tertul-

lian), a. Gr. -ntvrr^Koar'q (sc. rj^tpa or to/mj) fiftieth

(day or feast), in Tobit ii. I, 2 Maccabees xii. 32.]
1. A name of Hellenistic origin for the Jewish

harvest festival (called in the Old Testament the

Feast of Weeks) observed on the fiftieth day of

the OUER (q. v.), i. e. at the conclusion of seven

weeks from the offering of the wave-sheaf, on the

SJCOIH! day of the Passover.
The first day of the Passover is always

the isth Nisan ;

the i6th Nisan is the First Day of the Umer or wave-

offering ; seven weeks from which, on the 6th Sivan, is the

Feast of Weeks. Thus, in IQCO, the i6th Ni^an coincided

with Sunday i5th April, and the 6th Sivan with Sunday
3rd June, which were also, that year, Easter Sunday and

Whit-Sunday; but the Jewish festivals, being regulated

solely by the moon, may fall on any day of ilie week : see 2.

("looo /Euniic How. I. 312 On Sam ealdan Pentecosten
sette God x 3am Israhela folce. ^1175 Lamb. Horn. 80.

138* WYCUF 2 Mace. xii. 32 After Pentecost IVulg. post
Pentecosten^ LXX fi*ra fie T?JC Aeyo^eViji' irfCT^KoorTji ], thci

wenten a^eins Gorgias, prepoost of Ydutne. Acts n. i

Whanne the dayes Pentecostes, \gloss that is, fyftii 1388
daies of Pentecost] weren fulfillid, alle disciplis weren to

fidere
in the same place. 1360 BIBLK ((Jenev.J Tobit ii. i

n the feast of Pentecoste which is the holy (feast^
of the

seuen wekes [so in 1611 ; LXX iv rr) irfi-TrjKtxriy <oprn i

fVTtv ayia cnra f^SofidStaf]. 1737 \V IIISTOS JoscphHS^

yewish ll'aru. iii. i That feast which was observed after

seven weeks, and which the Jews call Pentecost. 1900 G. T.

Pt'KVKS in Hastings Diet. Bible III. 741/1 It is certain that

thi Jews celebrated the sheaf-waving on Nisan 16, and
Pentecost on the fiftieth day after (.Sivan 6), without regard
in either ca>e to the day of the week.

2. A festival of the Christian Church observed

on the seventh Sunday nfter Easter, in commemora-
tion of the descent of the Holy Spirit upon the

disciples on the day of Pentecost (Actsii.); the

day of this festival, \Vhit-Sunday ; also, the season

of this festival, \VJiitsuntide. arch, or Hist.
The Resurrection of Christ is recorded to have taken phu.c

on the second day of the Passover, being that year the tir.st

day of the week. Seven weeks after that (and so again on

the first day of the week) was the Feast of Weeks or Pente-

cost. In commemoration of this, these two Christian

festivals are always held on the first day of the week

(Sunday), and so in most cases do not coincide with the

Jewish festivals.

tiooo /ELKKIC f/ow. I. 312 f>es dajjoerlica da;5 is ure

Pentecostes, ^aet is, se fifteo^oda da:^ fram 8m Kaster-

d^se. 6-1050 KyrhtfcrtJis llamiboc in Anglia VIM. 311
\Vtl selmne by5 pentecosten on him ^eendod. a ixoo 0. K.

Chron. an. 1086 priwa he bser his cynehelm alee gcare. .On
Kabtron he hine ba:r on \V'incea*rre, on Pentecosten on

Westmynstre. 1387 TREVISA Hidden (Rolls) IV. ^47 pat

3ere about Pentecoste, J>at is Witsontide,^e apostles ordeyned

(e la-ise lames, Alphens his sone, bisshop of lerusalem.

1481 CAXTON Godeffroy clxv. 244 '1'here helde they theyr

pentliecost or wytsontyde. 1592 SHAKS. Kmn. V Jul. \. v.

38 Come Pentycost as quickely as it will. 17*6 [see PESTE-
COSTAL $b.\ 1841 LONGF. Childr. Lord's Supper \ Pente-

cost, day of rejoicing, had come. The church of the village

Gleaming stood in the morning's sheen.

atlrib. 1568 GRAPTON Chron. II. 034 Vpon the Tuesday in

Penlicost weeke. 1664-5 i'1 Swayne Sarum Church. Ace.

(1896) 338 Mr. Kent penticost mony 6s. 8rf. [Cf. PENTE-
COSTAL, sb.\

3. fig. in allusion to the gift of the Holy Spirit, or

the circumstances attending it recorded in Acts ii.

176. WESLEY Serin. Ixviii. 20 Wks. 1811 IX. 241 The
grand pentccost shall 'fully come': and 'devout men in

every nation '..shall 'all be filled with the HolyTJhost'.
1847 KMERSON Poems. Problem, Ever the fiery Penteco.it
Girds with one flame the countless host. 1901 W. SANDAV
in Expositor May 327 Calvary without Pentecost is not yet
in vital relation with ourselves.

Pentecostal (pentrk^-star, sb. and a. [ad.
L. pentccostal'is adj. (Tertullian\ f. pentecoste : see

PEXTKCOST and -AL. In A. ad. med.L. pentccost-
alia '[neuter pi. of adj.) pentecostal (payments).]
A. sb. (usually pi.'} Offerings formerly made in

the Church of England at Whitsuntide by the

parishioners to the priest, or by an inferior church
to the mother-church. Ol>s> exc. Hist.

1549 LATIMER -$rd Serin, bef. Ediu, I '/ (Arb.) 83, I should
haue receyued a certayne dutye that they cal a Penteco>tal.

1609 in \V. Money /list. Ne-vbury (1887) 529 Pd for Pente-

costalles, otherwise called smoke farthings. 1695 KENNETT
Par. Antiq. ix. 597 This old custome gave birth and name
to the Pentecostals or Whitsun-contributions. 1716 AvUAPC
Parcrgon 434 Pentecostals, otherwise called \Vhitsun-

Farthings, were Oblations made by the Parishioners to the
Parish-Priest at the Feast of Pentecost.

B. adj. Of or pertaining to Pentecost ;
like that

of the Day of Pentecost in Acts ii.

a 1663 SANDERSON (J.\ The collects adventual, quadra-
gesimal, paschal, or pentecostal. 1836 KEBLEIII Lyra. Apost.
LXXXIV. iii, The sacred Pentecostal eve. a 1842 A. REED
//ymn t

'

Spirit Divine^ attend ourprayer* vi, Come as the

wind with rushing sound And pentecostal grace. 1850
ROBERTSON Serin. Ser. in. ix. 116 These are the pentecostal
hours of our existence.

|| PentecOSter. Gr. Antiq. [a. Gr. irevTijKOGTrjp,

false reading for TTfVTT/woi'T^p.]
= PKNTECONTKB 1

.

i&o8 MITFORD Greece I. iv. 216 The officers of each mora
of infantry.. were one Polemarch, four Lochages, eight

Pentecosters, and sixteen Enomotarchs.

|| Pentecostys (pent/'k^'stis). Gr. Antiq. Also

irreg. anglicized as pe'ntekosty (-kpsti i. [a.

Gr. irtvrrjfcoaTvs (pi. -ils) a number or company
of fifty, f. irtvTTj/eoffT-os fiftieth.] A body of fifty

men, as a division of the Spartan army,
1808 MITFORD Greece I. iv. 216 Each Loch us consisted of

four Pentecostyes, and each Pentecostys of four Knomoties.

1850 GROTE Greece \\. Ivi. VII. in Each lochus comprised
four pentekosties . . each pentekosty contained four enomoties.

1869 W. SMITH Diet. Grk. $ Rom. Antiq. (ed. 2) 483/1 An
enomotia, pentecostys, &c,

Pentegraph, crron. form of PAXTOGRAPH.

Pentela-teral, a. rare- 1

, [f. Gr. ircWe five

+ LATERAL.] Five-sided, quinquelateral. So

f Pentelater a. (erron. penti-) in same sense.

1^71 DIGGES Pantom.^fath. Treat. Hh ivb, A pentilater

Prisina, hauing for.. the syde of his pentagonall equiangie
basis the first lyne. 17*8 NICHOLS in Phil. Trans. XXXV.
483 Two equal pentelateral Pyramids.

Pentelic (pente'lik;, a. Also 6 erron. pent-
like. [ad. L. Pentelic-its^ a. Gr. HtvT(KtKos, f.

ntvTt\rj name of a deme of Attica.] Of or from
Mount Pentelicus, near Athens: esp. applied to

the famous white marble there quarried.
1579-80 NORTH Phttarch (189,1 1. 266 The pillers..are cut

out of a quarrie of marbell, called pentlike mar bell. 1697
POTTER Antiq. Greece i. viii. (1715) 39 If [the Stadium] was
built of Pentelick Marble. 1881 Archil. Pnbl. Soc. Diet.,
Pentelic Marble. . is still used (1878) as for the new academy
at Athens.

So f Penteli'cian, Pente'lican adjs.

1741 MIDDLKTON Cicero I. ii. 135 The Mercuries, .of Pente-

Hcian marble, with brazen heads. 1847 KMERSON Refr.
Men, Plato Wks. (Buhn) I. 294 They [the -Greeks] cut the

Pentelican marble as if it were snow.

Pentene, Chem. \ see under PEXTANE.

Penter, obs. form of PAINTKB.

f Pe-ntereme, a. Obs. rare. [f. Gr. ireWt five

+ L. remits oar.] See quot. 1656.
1656 Bi,ousr Gloswirr., Pentircnte^ a Galley that has five

Oares in a seat or rank, or a Galley wherein every oar hath
live men to draw it. See Quinqucrcmc. 1844 THIKLW.\LL
Greece VIII. Ixiv. 266 A fleet of sixty pcntereme gallejs.

Pentes, -esse, obs. forms of PENTHOUSE.

t Pe'ntest. Obs. /v;'6"~
1

. Name of some kind

of jirecious stone.

a 1400-50 Alexander 5268 Pi5t fulle of pentests and obire

proude stanes.

Penteteric (pentrte'rik' ,
a, Gr. Auliq. [ad.

Gr. irwTtTijptKos.'] (Occurring every fifth year

(according to modern reckoning, every fourth, both

of two consecutive occurrences being counted;, as

the greater Panathencua at Athens.

1890 in Cent. Diet.

Penthenainier (penjflni'mw). Anc. Pros.

[ad. Gr. nfvBrjfu^prt^ consisting of five halves, f.

TTtvTf five + ymntprji halved (17^1- half+ pepos part).]

A group or catalectic colon of five half-feet ; esp.

as constituting each half of a pentameter, or the

first part of a hexameter when the cicsura occurs

in the middle of the third foot. (Cf. HEPTHE-

MIMER.) Hence Penthemi-moral a.,
applie^to

a cxsura occurring in the middle of the third fuot.



PENTHOUSE.
1586 WRBBK Etig. Paetric (Arb.) 80 The shortnesse of the

seconde Penthimimt;r will hardly be framed to fall together
in good sence. 1795 PAKR in E. H, Barker 1'arriana (1829)
II. 623 Content to consider the shorter verse as composed of
two penthemimers. 1869 HI.ACKMOKE Lorna D. ii, I had
replied to Robin now, with all the weight and cadence of

penthemimeral caesura. 1871 Public Sc/i. Lat.Gratn. 467
The Pentameter, .consists of two Dactylic Penthemimers,
which must be kept quite distinct. \y&&Athe>izuin 24 Nov.
704/3 The treatment of the weak and the strong penthe-
mimeral caesura of the dactylic hexameter.

Penthouse (pe*nt tboin), pentice fpe-ntis),
s/>. Forms: see below. [\\Y.. pen/is, rarely yV;;Y.r,

app. aphetlc from OF. apentis, apendis, -dcis : cf.

mecl.L. appendiciitm in I'romp. 1'nrv. and Cathol.

Angl. =
pentyce, pentis ;

also appcndilinm in Dti

Cange
' a smnll sacred building dependent upon a

larger church', post-cl. L. appeiidiciuin an append-
age, f. appendlre to hang something on another,
to attach in a dependent state. As a small building,
erected as a ' lean-to

'

to another, has usually a ruof

with one slope only, the word was evidently from
an early period 'esp. in the aphetic form; asso-

ciated with y.pente slope, declivity, 'hang', which
became at length a regular element of the sense;
hence the later popular etymology pent-house for

pentis : cf. work-house, vulgarly workis.
The OF. apt-ndis and afentis appear to represent L.

appendiciiun and *afen(fiticiuin. But the early history
of the word offers difficulties, esp. that in OF. the short
forms without a- are very rare, while in Eng. they are the
earliest, appcntice not being known before Caxton.]

A. Illustration of Forms.
a. 4 pendize, 6 pendis, 7 8 pendioe.

<r 1315 Pendize [see B. i]. 1592 Manch. Court Lett Rec.

(1885) II. 60 Settinge vpp a huuell..or slated pendis. 1656
Pendiee [see B. i b]. 1749 Fairfax's Tasso xt. xxxiii, O'er
their Heads an iron Pendiee [earlier edd. pentise, -ice] vast.

/3. 4 pentiz, 4-6 pentis, pentys, (5 penttis,

pentace), 5-7 pentise, 5-6 pentyse, (-yoe, -es,

-esse, 6 -isse, -ische, -ose, 7 -ese, pantise), 6 8

(9 arc/i.} pentice.
c 1315 Pentiz [see B. i]. 1381-2 Durham Ace. KoHs(Sur-

tees) 389 Pro coppertura del pentys scaccarii. c 1420 IVyclifs
Bible, Neh. vii. 4 marg. gloss, Hulkis and pentisis weren

Ui

V- r.i-12. rtiiifirctt xiii. 29 i nogn pentiscne Like tne wmdowe
built, a 1599, 1600 Pentise [see B. 1,2]. i6isiHancA.C'ftirt
I*eet Kcc, (1885) II. 306 Erecting*: certen postes and cover-

1804 K. ANDERSON Ctaatld. Rail. 105 She sticks ou
leyke a pentes. 1884, 1901 Pentice [see B. i, 4). lUsJn.iA
CAkTWRiGHT in Portfolio 114 The poor. .were fed daily.,
under a pentise, or covered way.

y. 6 - penthouse, pent-house. (6penthehouse,
7 paint-house).
1530 PAUSCR. 253/1 Penthouse of a house, afpentis. 1568

GRAFTON Chron, II. 267 He caused all the Penthehouses
of the Towne of Parys to be pulled dtjwne. 1573-1883
Penthouse, Pent-house [see B. i, 2|. 1606 CHAPMAN Maus.
1)'Olive Plays 1873 I. 211 Faith Sir I had a poore roofe, or
a paint-house To shade me from the Sunne.

B. Signification.
1. A subsidiary structure attached to the wall of

a main building and serving as a shelter, a porch,
a shed, an outhouse, etc. a. Such a structure

having a sloping roof, formerly sometimes forming
a covered way between two buildings, or a covered

walk, arcade, or colonnade, in front of a row of

buildings; a sloping roof or ledge placed against
the wall of a building, or over a door or window, for

shelter from the weather
; sometimes also applied

to the eaves of a roof when projecting considerably.
f !3a5 Ift'tr. Horn. 63 Thar was na herberie To Josep and

his spouse Marie, Bot a pendize that was wawles, Als oft in
borwis tounes es. Ibid. 66 In a pouer pentiz, I wys. c 141$
WYNTOUN Cron. iv. xxvi. 2648 Betwene howsis twa Quhare
men gert a pentys ma. 1467-8 Cat. A nc. Rcc. Dublin ( 1 889)
I. 328 Owyr that to make a pentyse and a fyttyng place
undre, for the wyrship of the citle marchaundes. . to sat there-

upon for ther eyse. a 1500 in Arnolde Chron. (1811) 92 Yf
ony other pentice [AFr. in Liber Albus \. 336, ap/>enticcs\
porche or gate be ouyr luwe lettynge the people coming or
ryding. 1513 LD. BEKXKRS Froiss. I. cxxv. 150 Than kyng
Philyppe. .or he went caused all ye pentessys in Parys [tcs
apjtcntiz de l'aris\ to be pulled downe. 1573-80 BAHET
Ak>. P 254 Penthouse, or the house eauings. 1596 SHAKS.
Alerch. I", n. vi. i. a 1599 in llakliyt's I'ty. II. 11. 70 In
ech side of the street es are pentises or continual! porches for
the marchants to walke vnder. 1624 WOTTON Archit. in
Kefif. (1672) 48 Those Climes that fear the falling, .of much
Snow, ought to provide more inclining Pentices. I668PEPV5

Rains like a Penthouse. 1755 JOHNSON, Penthouse, a shed
hanging out aslope from the main wall. 1816 SOUTHEV in
O. Rev. XVI . 372 Under the pent.house of a cottage. 1884
-Srt/. Rei>. 5 July 13/2 The projecting corbels. .show that a
pentice ran along that side.

f b. \\ithoutreferencetoaslopingroof: Any
smaller building attached to a main one, an annex;
spec, at Chester: see quots. 1810, iSS6.

659

\ 1483 Ca/fi. Angl, 275/1 A Pentis (A. Pentesse), nf>f>endLr,
app>idich<i>i t appendicvlttm ; appendicitis. 1579-80 NORTH

I

Plutarch 1 1895) IV. 249 He built that famous stately Theater

|

. .and joyned unto that also another House, as a Penthouse
[oiern-ep e^KJAxioF TC] to his Theater, c 1650 in R. H. Morris
Chester (1895) 200, 1497 the North syde of the Pentice was
new buylded, and, 1573, the Pemice was enlarged, and
the inner Pendiee made higher, the nerer made lesser.
The Sheriffs Court removed to the Comon Hall. 1656 \V.

j

WHBB /K Smith's I 'ale-Roy. Eng. 39 S. Peters [Chester]. .

;

underneath the church in the street is the Pendice, a place
buildcd of purpose, where the .Major useth to remain. 1708
Land. Gaz. No. 4409/2 Chester, Kebr. 7, ..The Mayor entei-
tain'd several Gentlemen and Citi/ens in the Pent-house.
1810 LYSUNS Clu'shire 582 An ancient building called the

Pentice,.. called in some old Charters the appentice^ was
formerly the place in which the She rnffs' courts were held,
and banquets given. Note. AppcntitittM,..:\ smaller build-

ing annexed to a larger one. 1886 K. HUI.LAND Chester
,

C,loss. s. v., The Pentice at Chester was an ancient building

I

attached to St. Peter'sChurch, which was taken down about
,

the year 1806.

c. A shed having a sloping roof, as a separate
; structure.

1816 KiRiiY Si-. Entomol. (i8:'8) I.xiv. 432 Without other
abodes than natural caverns or miserable penthouses of bark.

1840 DICKKNS Barn. Rudge 1.x, Fleet Market.. was a long
irregular row of wooden sheds and pent-houses.
2. Applied to various structures or contrivances

of the nature of or akin to a sloping roof, whether
attached to something else or independent ;

as an

awning over a stall or a window
;
a canopy ;

ashed
for the protection of besiegers, or a covering
formed of the soldieis' shields held over their

heads L. phitens, testmio.. b. spec. The corridor
with sloping roof round three sides of a tennis-court.

1530 PALSGR. 253/1 Pentes or paves esfat, soitbtil. Ibid,^
Pentys over a stall, avuent. 1600 FAIRFAX Ttisso xvn. x,
He on

hjs Throne was set,. .Under a Pentise wrought of
Silver bright. Ibid. xvm. Ixxiv, Their targets hard abone
their heads they threw, Which i<>ynd in one an iron pcntUe
make. 1608 WILLET llc.\apla Exod. 603 It might seme as
a penlice to defend the vaile. 1611 COTGR., Anrtnt, a pent-
house of cloth &c., before a slittp window, &c. 1651 Kt'c.

Ded/iain, Mass. (1892) III, 187 The shingling of the pent-
house ouer ye Hell. 1688 K. HOI.MK Armoury in. 265/1
Pent-house^ the place on which they first cast out the liall

[at Tennis]. 1847 LOXGK. Ev, i. i, Hives overhung by a
penthouse. 1863 WHYTK MKI.VIU.K Gladiators I. 23 Under
cover of a moveable pent-house,, .the head of the column had
advanced their battering-ram to the very wall. 1883 GKKSLKV
Gloss. Terms Coal Alining, PettthousfOT Penthits

^
a woodtn

hut or covering for the protection of sinkers in a pit bottom.

3. Jig. Applied to things, material or immaterial,
likened to a penthouse, as serving for defence, or

as projecting above something (e.g. the eyebrows\
1589 NASHK Anaf. Absurd. 1J iij, A pretence of purilie, a

pentisse for iniqnitie. 1639 SIIIHI.KV Halt \. ii, Not above
your forehead. When yon have brush'd away the hairy
peniehouse, And made it vi-,il)le. 1704 SWIFT Haft. tiks.

Misc. (1711) 253 Like a shrivled lieau from within the Pent-
house of a modern Peruke. 1819 SCOTT /van/toe ii, There.,
lurked under the pent-house of his eye that sly epicurean
twinkle. 1859 TKNXYSOS Vivien 657 He dragg'd his eye-
brow bushes down, and made A snowy penthouse for his
hollow eyes.
4. attrib. and Comb.^ as penthouse-cornice, -roof\

also Jig. (see 3), as penthouse brows, hat
y

lid

(= eyelid) ; penthouse-like, f -steep adjs.
1588 SHAKS. L. L. L. in. i. 17 With your hat penthouse-

like ore the shop of your eies. 1605 Mact>. \. \\\. 2oSleepe
shall neytherNight nor Day Hang vpon his Pent-house Kid.
1681 COT ION Wond. Peak (ed. 4} 43 The first steps. .Were
easie.. .Scarce pent-honse-stecp. 1691 DRYUKN A'. Arth.
in. ii, My pent-house eye-brows, and my shaggy beard.

1823 SCOTT Peveril xxiv, His huge penthouse hat. i88z
Miss BRADDON-Jf&-JFtffit/ 1 1. viii. 163 This worldly dowager,
with keen eyes glittering under penthouse brows. 1901 S. K.
LEVKTT-YEATS Traitor's It 'ay x. 124 A thin slit of iky was
visible between the pentice roof.

Penthouse fpe-ntphaus), v. Also 8 pentise.

[f. prec. sb.] (Almost always in pa. pple.)
1. trans. To furnish with a penthouse.
1615 G. SANDYS Trav. 32 The inferior [Mosques] are., pent -

housd with open galleries. 1777 W.Go8TUMGCjBffito6. (ed. 2]

29 A stone wall, .pentised over head, was called by the pool
people their cloisters.

2- Jig. To cover or shelter as with a penthouse ;

to overhang as a penthouse.
1664 POWER /T.r/. Pkilos. \. 23 The Gloworm or Glass-

worm. Her Eyes.. are pent-hous'd under the broad flat

cap or plate which covers her head. 1833 WOK usw. Wrens
Nest v, Others [nests] are pent-housed by a brae That over-

hangs a brook. 1845 TALI-OURD I'nc. Rambles I. 91 The
little old, odd, town of Cluses stands actually pent-housed
by the mountain sides.

3. To make like a penthouse ; to cause to project.
1655 FULLKR Ch. Hist. ix. viii. 6 It being pen[t]-housed

out beyond the foundation, and intent of the Statute, a 1661

Worthies, Oxfordsh. (1662) 329 With these Verdingales
'

the Gowns of Women beneath their wastes were pent-housed
out far beyond their bodies.

Pentice, earlier form of PENTHOUSE.
fPe-nticle. Obs. rare~ l

. Used by E. Fairfax,

app. metri grati&t as - PENTICE, PENTHOUSE.
1600 FAIRFAX Tasso xvm. Ixxiv, Their targets hard above

their heads they threw, Which join'd in one an iron pentise
make, . . For that strong penticle protected well The knights,
from all that flew and all that fell.

[Pentile, mis-spelling of PANTILE, in Johnson,
copied in subsequent Diets. (Misquoted by J. from
Moxon, who

PENULT.

Pentine, etc. Chern. : see under PENTANE.
Pention, -er, obs. ff. PENSION, PENSIONF.K.

Petitionary, erron. form of PENITENTIARY.
1560 DAus tr. S/'t'i(/atu''s Conun. vn. 156 b. Than go they

to the master of the Ptntionaries \adpcenitentimpra?ft>ctuin\
and fyne with him for a pcce of money.
Pentis, -ise, -isse, obs. forms of PENTHOUSE.
Pentlandite i,pe-ntlandoit\ Klin. [Named

by Dufrcnoy, 1856, after its discoverer Mr. l*ent-

land : see-lTE 1
.]

A native sulphide of iron and
nickel, of a bronze-yellow colour.

1858 C.RK.-.r. & LETTSOM Min. 47^. 1893 Aiuer. J,nL Sc.
Ser. in. XI A*. 494.

Pentlike, o(>s. en on. f. PENTKLU-. Pento-
graph, erron. f. PANTOCKAPH. Pentoic a ,

Pentone, etc. Chem.\ see under I'KNTANK.

Fentose Cpe-in^s}. Chem.
[f.

Cr. wtVrc live

-t -O.SK -.] 'A name given to compounds resem-

bling glucose, but having only five atoms of carbon
in the molecule; e. g- tetra-oxy-valeric aldehyde.'
1892 MOKI.I.V & MUIR H'atts Diet. Chem. III. 807/2.

1899 CAGSEV Jaksclis Clin. Dia^n. vii. 327 The quantita-
tive determination of the pentose group of sugars, ibid. ^34
It appeals that pentoses are frequently contained in beer.

Pentoxide (pent^-ksaid ). Chem. [PENTA-.]
A binary compound containing five equivalents ol

oxygen.
1863 72 WATTS /)/. Chem. 1.324 Pentoxide of Antimony,

Antimonic Oxide .. Sb^Os. 1881 Athenvwu 24 I)t-c. iy>'
:

\

The author lias prepared, .a puntoxide uf didyiniimi.
Pentremite: see PKNTATKKMITK.
Pent-roof (pe'nt|i;7f). [mod. {.pent- in PKNT-

HuL'sE + KOOF
sl>.~\

A rout like that of a pent-
house1

, sloping in one direction only; a shed-roof.

1835 Court Mag. VI. 66/2 Her masts struck, her rigging
down, and her hull covered in with a pent-roof thatch, from
stem to stern. 1894 H. Si'i.H.m Nldderdede ^7 ; A j

eculiar
feature of this old homestead is an open pent-roof or arcade.

Pentrough (pe'n,t!^f). [f.
PEN sh 3 +

TROUGH.] A trough, channel, or conduit, usually
of planks or boards, constructed to convey the

water from a head of water formed by a '

pen
'

(see PEN sb.^ 3) to the place where its force is

applied, as in a water-mill. (Cf. PENSTOCK l.j

1793 Trans. Soc. Arts^A. 163 A Pentrough fur eqnali/ing
the wattr falling on water-wheels. 1853 GI.YXN Pi>- t >e>

M'ater 43 There is a sluice to regulate the supply at top,
fixed in the pentrough, and another at bottom which regu-
lates the expenditure.

Pentstemon, penstemon (pen t>trmDn\
Jiot. [mod.!,. Pentstemon '.Mitchell, 174**), irreg.

(for *pcntastcnit>n} f. Gr. itivrt five + CTTTJ/XCUI/, taken

as = stamen
;

from the rudimentary fifth stamen
in addition to the four perfect ones characteristic

of the order. The spelling and pronunciation
pensteuion are common in popular use.]
A genus of herbaceous plants of the N.O. Scro-

phitlariacese., natives of America, cultivated for

their showy clustered flowers, which are usually
tubular and two-lipped, and of various colours.

1760 J. LEE Introd. Bot. App. 322 Pentstemon, Chelone.

1846 |. I'AXTKK Libr. Pract. Agric. led. 4) I. 325 Penstemons
may be raised from slips struck in heat. 1881 CI.ARK Rt'SSEi.i.

Ocean Erec-L, viii, Ijeds of dahlias, lilies. . roses, pentstemons.

Pentyce, -ys, -yse, obs. lorms of PENTHOUSE.

Pentyl, etc. Chem. : see under PENTANH.

t Pe'nnary. Obs. rare. [f.
late L. pcmtarhts

adj.
= penarius of or for provisions, f. pemts stoie

or provision of food
; cf. pcndriits^ -ia sb. store-

house, granary.] A storehouse.

1607 UP. J. KING Serm. 5 Nov. 31 A whole penuarie and
store-house of sin. 1633 T. ADAMS Exp. 2 Peter n. i How
would they ..fill their barns, their granaries, penuarles. Ibid.

6 Their vault was a penuary and storehouse of destruction.

Penuchle, penuckle, var. PINOCLE, card-game.
Fe&nlt (p/nzrlt), a. and sh. [Originally an

abbreviated way of uniting the word PENUI.TIMA.]
A. adj. Last but one, penultimate. (Common

in Sc. in i6-i7th c., mostly in reference to the day
of the month ; in later use chiefly scientific.)

1539 Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scot.\\\ Pitcairn Crim. Trials
1. 299 *New5erisGiftis, J: pennultand last day is ofDecember.

1589 R. BKUCE Serin., Isa. xxxviii. (1843) 164 The penult
verse of the chapter. 1597 MOKLEV Intiod. Mus. 76 In

your penult and antepenult notes, you stande still with

your descant. 1636 W.^coT.'l/W. Narr. (1846) 127 Moderator
of the penult General Assembly. 1675 GREGORY in Rigaud
Corr. Sci. Men (1841) II. 266 De Beaune hath that method
of removing the penult term .. without fractions. 1695
SIBBALD Aittobiog. (1834) 132, 1 came over the fells to Jed-
burgh, .the penult day of October 1662. 176* KuMnJStttm,
Crit. xviii. (1833) 308 In the penult line, the

proper place of
the musical pause is at the end of the fifth syllable. 1818
STARK Elem. Nat, Hist. 1 1. 160 Lateral appendages of the

penult segment, .fleshy. 1838 SIR W. HAMILTON in Reiifs
Wks. 11.690/1 The penult note applies to these. 1852 DANA
Crust, i. 76 The penult joint of the eight posterior legs.

B. sb. tl. The last day but one (ofa month). Sc.
a 1571 KNOX l/ist. Ref. Wks. 1846 I. 144 The Cardinal I

..caused all Bischoppis..to be convocat to Sanctandro.se

against the penult of Februare. a 1639 SPOTTIswoon Hist.

Ch. Scot. vi. (1677) 351 They came to London the penult of

the moneth. a 1670 SPALIHXG Troitb. C/ias. / (Bann. Cl.)9o

Upon Thursday the penult of January.
. Gram, The last syllable but one.



PENULTIM.
18*8 in WEBSTER. 1871 PuMic Xch. I. at. Gram. 6 Words |

of more than two syllables have their Accent on the Penult

when long. 1875 WHITNEY Life Lang. vii. 126 The penult
of

'

raedde
'

had a long vowel before a doubled consonant.

f Penu'ltim, -ime, . and si>. Ol>s. [ad. L.

pieinil/im-us : see next. Cf. F. phiultu-me (I3lh

c. in Littre).] Last but one ;
- PENULTIMATE.

<Ti53l Du WES Intrad. Fr. in 1'alsgr. 931 The tone hath

an n. in the penultyme syllable. 1538 SIK U. TIKE in Ellis

Orif. Left. Ser. ill. III. 223 At London, the penultyme of

August, 1538. 1655 FULLER Ch. Hist. vi. iii. 324 A second

Race succeeded, derived from Norman Uarcy the Penultim

Lord in the last Pedigree. 1725 SI.OANE Jamaica II. 196

The two first and last pairs [of legs| being two inches long,

the Penultime not much more than half so much.

llPenultima (p/mHtima). [Lit., properly

pxnultima, fem. of fsenu/limus PENULTIMATE (sc.

syllaba or ttota), f. psene almost + tiltimiis last.]

The last syllable but one (of a word or verse). In

quot. 1776, the last but one of a series of notes.

1589 PUTTENHAM Eng. Poisie It. iv. (Arli.) 85 The sharpe
accent falles vpon the penultima or la>t saue one sillable of

the verse. ijwPiKi'fr Pros, \iniiliers 26 It is plain he read

it thus nfioppO'igi't without any Regard to the Accent on

the Penultima i>s>. 1776 BfRXF.v His!. Mas. 1.9 1'aranete

S\nfniiiit-non, penultima of this tetrachord.

Penultimate (pftie'ltimAt), a. and s/>.
[f.

PENE-, L. pxne almost + ULTIMATE, alter L.

pKiinltim-iis: see prec.]
A. adj. Last but one; next before the last of

a series of things. Chiefly in scientific and

technical use.) b. Occurring on the last syllable

but one : cf. B. a.

1677 PLOT Ox/anis/i. 15 They [sounds of an echo] next

strike the ultimate secondary object, then the penultimate
and antepenultimate. 1709 UAKXKS in Hearne Collect.

8 Feb. (O. H. S.) II. 167 Thanks for your penultimate

rhapsody. 17*7-41 CHAMBERS CycL, Peiiultitiia, or renal,

timate, in grammar, denotes the syllable, or foot, immedi-

ately before the last. . Hence antepenultimate is that before

the penultimate, or the last but two. 1813 UVROS l'>r.

Alydos il- x\. note. One more revise positively the last ..

at any rate, the/ivmltimate. 1834 McMuRTOlE Cm-icr's

Anitti. Kingd. 249 The penultimate w horl forms,
.a^ depres-

sion which gives the aperture more or less of the figure of

a crescent. 1881 MIVARI Cat 99 The penultimate phalanx
of each digit, .is hollowed out on its outer side.

b. i8ii MAKSII I.ect. Kng. Lang. 380 The great frequency
of ultimate and penultimate accentuation.

B. s/>. The last member but one of a series :

spec-,
a. (.Irani. The last syllable but one of a

word. b. WVV. The lowest card but one of a suit.

C. Mat/i. .see quot. 1872).
1 1717-41 : see A. ] 1823 CHABB Tcclmol. Diet., Penultimate,

the last syllable but one in a word. 1846 in WORCESIKK.

1872 CAYLEY Coll. Mal/i. Papers VIII. 526, I have had

occasion to consider .. the form of a curve about to degenerate
into a system of multiple curves; a simple^ instance is a

tiinodal quartic curve alwut to degenerate into the form

x-y- ^
o, or siy a 'penultimate' of x"-y"~

- o. 1876 C. M.
DAMES Uiwrth. Land. 313 He., also leaned to long penulti-
mates in Phrynia and Libya. 1876 A. CAMPBEI.L-\V'AI.KER

Correct Card Gloss. (1880) 13 Penultimate, M/. Beginning
with tlie lowest card but one of the suit you lead originally,

if it contains more than four cards.

Penultimatum (pJht>ltim?'t#m). nonce-iuJ.

[after PENULTIMATE and ULTIMATUM.] A demand

amounting almost to an ultimatum, or sent imme-

diately before an ultimatum.
1881 Daily Tel. 29 May 5 The Consuls-General hand in an

ultimatum, or pemiltimatum, to a recalcitrant Ministry.

1899 H-'estm. Gaz. 6 Xov. 3/2 Nearly three weeks after the

rejection of the '

penultimatum '.

I! Penumbra (p/h
1mbra\ [mod.L. (Kepler,

1604), f. PENK-, "L.psene almost -t- UMBRA shadow.

Cf. F. penombre (1671 in Hatz.-Darm.).]
1. The partially shaded region around the shadow

of an opaque body, where only a part of the light

from the luminous body is cut off; the partial

shadow, as distinguished from the total shadow or

nm/ira ; esp. that surrounding the total shadow of

the moon, or of the earth, iifan eclipse, producing

respectively a partial (or annular) eclipse of the

sun, or a fainter obscuration bordering the full

shadow on the disk of the moon.
[1604 KEPLER Ad 1 'itell. Ptiralipom. 239 Quod est inter

KL,NM penumbra dicatur, LN vero umbra. 1709 M. G.

HANSCHII'S (in Kepler's Wks. ed. Frisch III. 516) Umbra;

pcnumbraque (quam primus ipse in astronomiam mtroduxil). I

1666 Phil. Trans. 1. 348 The Moon was not at all obscured

by the true shadow, but entred only a little
^into

the

Penumbra. 1690 LEYBOL-RM Curs. Math. 745 The
/'<;

660

c. Painting. (See quot.) |

1826 KLMKS Diet. Fine Arts, Penumbra t in painting,

drawing, Sic., that point of a picture or drawing where the

shade blends itself with the light... These gradations should
be nearly imperceptible.
2. fig. A partial shade or shadow ('in various

metaphorical applications}, esp. regarded as border-

ing upon a fuller or darker one.

1801 MAR. EDCEWORTH Angelina iv, I will defend him,
madam,. .against every shadow, every penumbra of aristo-

cratic insolence. 1836 J. ABBOTT ll'ay (o do Good \\. 187 It

is but a penumbra, a twilight of virtue and happiness. 1862

MASSON in Mac tit. Mag. Aug. 319 Those who can surround
a definite designation with the due j>enumbra.

Penumbral ,'p/mrmbral), a. [f. prec. + -AL.]

Of, pertaining to, of the nature of, or characterized

by a penumbra or partial shadow. Also_/?^.
Pemtmbral eclipse^ a lunar eclipse in which only the

penumbra falls on the moon's disk.

1768 Phil. Trans. LVIII. 331 It was remarkably distinct

from the penumbral shade. 1822 IMISON Sc. <y Art I. 443
Places which fall within this penumbral cone, and are out

of the dense shadow. 1856 KANE A ret. E.\pl. II. i. 14 We
are looking forward to this more penumbral darkness as an
era. It has now been fifty-two days >ince we could read

such type. 1884 TVNDAI.L Let. in Tinns 26 Nov., Between
truth and untruth there lies a penumbral /one which l>elongs

equally to both; and I have often admired the adroitness

with which Mr. Chamberlain sails within the ' half-shadow '.

Penu'mbrouS, " rare" 1
. [.See-<u:s.]

=
prec.

1887 W. HOI.M\S HI-NT in Content}. Ret'. July 24 In the

penumbrous dulness I discerned a mass of white rock lead-

ing to the higher level.

PEON.

p
fPenur. Obs. rare- 1

. [For */Vw;v, ad. L.

^t'nftria (cf. prai'ittciaj province.]
= PKNUJIY i.

So fPenured a. rare" 1

[-1:0 -], reduced to desti-

tution.

(-1461 Paston Lett. II. 74 He is a gentylman, and of is

kyne, and in gret penur. 1570 FOXE A. $ M. (ed. 2) 166/2
The people penured with famine woulde go xl. together

vpon the rockes,..and..throw them selues down to the sea.

Penurious , p/niu-^rias' ,
a. [= obs. Y.peint-

ricnx ;i.5th c.% It. pennrioso (^Florio), med.L.

finnrios-its, f. 'L.pSnuria: seePENfitY and -ors.]

fl. In want ; needy, beggarly, indigent, poverty-
stricken (alio./gO Nvitn tf> lacking, wanting in.

1596 SPENSER /''. Q. v, v. 46 Die rather would he in

penurious paine, ..Then his foes love or liking entertaine.

1607 SHAKS. Timon iv. iii. 92. 1614 DYKK Myst. Self-De-

a'/r'/i>-(i6i5)57 Dives, rich in this world, became exceeding

penurious in the other, a 1618 RALEIGH Afivict0fS0*(l&$l)

5 ( lod is not so penurious of friends, as to hold himself and
his Kingdome saleable for the refuse and reversions of their

lives, who have sacrificed the principal thereof to his enemies,

t b. Of things, circumstances, material condi-

tions : Of, pertaining to, or associated with want ;

poor, scanty, exiguous; barren, unfertile. (In the

effect upon persons, passing into a fig. sense of 2.)

1621 DONNE in Fortesc. Papers iCamden) 157 Neylher..
knowes how narrow and penurious a fortune I wrestle with

in thys world. 16*6 HACOS Syfaa ? 93 It is certain, that

While is a penurious Colour, and where moisture is scant. . .

Blew Violets, .if they be starved, turn Pale and White. 1633
PKVNNE //istriotnnstLr 322 In these penurious times, who
can hardly spare.. halfe so much? a 1639 W. WHAM:IKV

/Vo/V/V/Ci-m. :xxxix. 11640)12 Seven most scant and penuri-

ous yeares of great famine. 1775 JOHNSON ll'est. 1st. .V< oi.

Wks. X. 488 Hut where the climate is unkind and the ground

penurious. 1789 G. WHITE Selborne ^1853) 3 Swell to a lake

the scant penurious rill.

2. Niggardly, stingy, parsimonious, grudging ;

hence transf. indicative of stinginess, meagre,

slight, mean, 'shabby*.
1634 MILTON Comns 726* As a grudging master, As a penuri-

ous niggard of his wealth. 1778 JOHNSON Let. to J. NUhol*
26 Nov., I am very well contented that the Index is settled

for. Though the price is low it is not penurious. 1796

HUKKK /-c/. Noble i.d. Wks. VIII. 29, I ever held a scanty

and penurious justice to partake of the nature of :i wrong.

1830 D'IsKAKLi Chas. /, III. viii. 163 The most affluent of

our nobility, was penurious in his loans to the King.

fig. 1894 MARQ. SALISBURY A tidress to Brit. A sstf. 8 Aug ,

Lord Kelvin limited the period of organic life upon the

earth to a hundred million yeais, and Professor Tait in a still

more penurious spirit cut that hundred down to ten.

f 3. Fastidious, dainty : see quot. Obs. rare.

fortune contracted by my sins. 1671 WII.KINS Nat. Kelig.

334 Those, that out of penuriousness can scarce afford them-

selves the ordinary conveniences of life out of their large

possessions, have been always accounted poor. 1759 UILWORTH

I'afe 126 To shew the waste of some, and the sordid penuri-
ousness of others. 1848 MILL Pal. Ecoii. n. vii. 3(1876)173

They are oftener accused of penuriousness than prodigality.

t Pentrrity. Sc. Obs. [f. L.ftuiiria PENURY,
with change of suffix: see -liv.]

= PESUBV i, 2.

1480 HENKYSON Test, Cres. 321 Greit penuritie Thow
suffer sail, and as ane beggar die. 1513 DOUGLAS .-Ends i.

Prol. 386 Tuichand our tongis penurite. 1533 BnUMBKM
Lwy II. v. (S. T. S.) 144 Na penurite of vittalis suld follow.

'577 Aberdeen Kegr. (1848) II. 30 The exorbitant dartht of

victual! and pennrite thairoff. 1596 DALHYMH.E tr. Leslie's

Hist. Scot. I. 35 In vthir places, for the penurilie of wodis,
out of the }eard we cutt peates.

tPe-nurous, a. Obs. rare- 1
, [f.

PEXUR or

I'KSUBV + -ous.] Lacking, wanting.
1594 CAREW'/VIS$ (1881)50 Who list not peace, warre take

he as his owne, For store of brawles was neuer penurous.

Penury (pe'imiri). Also 5 pennury ,penowry,
(punyrie). [ad. L.f,"iiiin'a oipsenfiria want, need ;

perh. through Y.penurie ijth c. in Liltre).]

1. The condition of being destitute of or straitened

in the necessaries of life
; destitution, indigence,

want ; poverty.
1431-50 tr. Iligden (Rolls) V. 51 Origenes, lefte in grete

pennury [in siunina pennria.\ helde a scole of grammar at

Alexandrye. c 1489 CAXTOS Sonnes o/Aynion iv. 121 I.ale

vs goo agenst her.. and tell her our grete penurye and our

nede. 15*6 T|NDAL.& xxi. 4 Hut she of her penury LS.>

1611 ; iS8r K.I', want] hath cast in all the substaunce that

she haclde. 1600 SHAKS. A. Y. L. i. i. 42 Shall I keepe your

hogs, and eat huskes with them? What prodigall portion

haue I spent, that I should come to such penury? 1624

DONNE Serin., fsa. vii. 14 (1640) 13 The sheaves in harvest,

to fill all penuries. 1750 GRAY Elegy 51 Chill 1'enury

repress'd their noble rage. 01839 PHAKD Poems (1864) 11.

237 Penury with love, I will not doubt it, Is better far than

palaces without it. 1874 GREEX Short Hist. ix. J 5. 645

Shafteslmry's course rested., on the belief that the penury
of the Treasury left Charles at his mercy.

2. Lack, deartli, scarcity, scantness, insufficiency,

want {of something material or immaterial).

1447 in Kpis!. Acad. O.von. (O. H. S.) 1. 261 fe gret . .

multitude of scolars, and the gret penury of boks >at
e

f

Ignorant ladies often mistake the word penmious for nice

and dainty.)

Pemrriously, adv. [f. prec. + -LY 2
.] In

a penurious manner ; f indigently, stnrvingly,

I'entttnbra. 1690 LFYBOURN Curs, Math. 745 The /V-
poorly (pbs.}\ grudgingly; scantily; meanly.

umbra towards the perfect Shadow, does, little by little, j^^ j> JONSON Cynthias Rev. n. ii, Unlesse 'twere Lent,

grow more and more obscure. 1769 HIRST in Phil. Trans. Knu>r-weeks, or fasting dayt-s, when tlie place is most
LJX. 231, I saw a kind of penumbra or dusky shade, which

penuriously emptie of all other good outsides. 1633 '!'.

preceded the first external contact two or three seconds of

time. iSia Woonnoi/SF. Astron. xxxv. 366 'i'he time at

which the Moon first enters the Earth's penumbra. 1869
TYNDALL Notes Lect. Light 12 If the source of light l>e

a point, the shadow is sharply defined ; if the source be a

luminous surface, the perfect shadow is fringed by an im-

perfect shadow called apenumbra,
b. The lighter outer part or border of a sun-spot,

surrounding the darker central nucleus or umbra.

1834 MRS. SOMERVILLE Conncx. Phys. Sc. xxxvii. (1849)425
One of these spots, .with its penumbra, occupied an area of

3780 millions of square miles. 1868 LOCKVKK GuiUewins
Heavens (ed. 3) 48 If the spot and its penumbra are formed

by a conical opening, the sloping sides of which reveal to us

tlie thickness of the envelopes.

I
penuriously emptie of all other good outsides. 163^

! ADAMS Ex6. 2 Peter ii. 15 Nor Is it enough to clear thee,

that thou didst not injuriously get what thou hast penuriously

kept. 1782 Miss liuRNEY C ecilia v. ii. Her mother was

;

determined, .to live as penuriously as ever. 1786 W. GlUPIM

: Lakes Cnmbld. (iSo8) II. xxi.\. 228 A river, considerable in

its dimensions ; tho penuriously supplied with water. 1860

MOTLEY Netherl. (1868) II. xviii. 447 Eli/abeih .. shrank

penuriously from the expenses of war.

Pemrriousness. [f.
as prec. + -NESS.] t a.

Poverty, want, scantness, dearth (pbs^ b. Niggard-

liness, stinginess, meanness. AttO^Cf*
c 1629 DONNE Serin., John x. 10 f 1640) 72 With what penuri-

ousnesHe . .ofdevotion . .of reverence do you meet him (Christ ]

here? 1630 //'/</., Job \\\. 17. 132 The pemiriousnesse uf my

mutitue o scoars, an te gret penury o s

ben amang us. 1454 Kflls of Tfirlt. V. 272/1 The greet

punyrie and scarsite of money. 1615 G. SANDYS 7>v(z-. 97

In a maruellous penury of water. 1699 GARTH Disfens. v.

65 You owe. .to your stars your penury of sense. 1779 J.

MOORE View Sac. Fr. (17891 I. viu. 50 There is an absolute

penury of public news. 1839 DE yriNCF.Y Ktfotl. Lakes

Wks. 1862 II. 127 In early youth 1 laboured under a peculiar

embarrassment and penury of words.

3. Pemiriousness, miserliness, parsimoniousness.
Now rare.

1651 JKK. TAYLOK Scrm.far Year u. x. 130 God sometimes

punishes .. idlenesse with vanity, penury with oppression.

1685 DRYI.KX 'J'/ireu. August, sto Let them not still l>e

obstinately blind. ..with malignant penury To starve the

royal verities of his mind. 1754 KOOTK Ktiig/its i. \\ ks. 1 79 ,

I. 62 He is a thrifty, wary, man. .. The very abstract of

penury! 1806 MKTCALFK in Owen U'elltsleys /Vs/. 810

When, by a cold penury, 1 blast the abilities of a nation,

the ill I may do is beyond all calculation. 1871 R. ELLIS

Catullus xxiii. 4 A father and a sttp-dame Each for penury
fit to tooth a (lint-stone.

Penwiper (pe-nwahpar. [f.
PEN sl>.2 4 +

\VIPKK.] A contrivance for cleaning a pen by-

wiping the ink from it ; usually consisting of one or

more pieces of cloth folded or fastened together,

: but also made in other forms (specified as
' brush

penwiper ',

'
tassel penwiper ', and the like) ;

often

of ornamental or fanciful design.

1848 TIIACKEKAY Bh. Snobs xxiv, The penwiper .. was the

imitation of a. .dahlia. 1865 DICKKXS Mut. Fi: ir. i, I only

make pincushions and pen-wipers to u~e up my waste.

fig. 1900 T. FOWLER in A'. * Q. gth Ser. VI. 74 The pen-

wiper ',
a small piece of folded silk which is attached to the

back of the proctor's gown [at Oxford).

Fenwoman (jwnwiwBfa). [f-

"E -v ** 4 +

WOMAN, alter penman.] A woman skilled in the

use of the pen ;
a female writer. (Usually with

qualifying adj.)
1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa (1811) I. xlii. 329 O what a

ready penwoman ! 1818 SCOTT Hrt. Midi, xxxix, I am llae

great pen-woman, and it is near eleven o'clock o the night.

1880 UISKAKLI Kiutyui. lix, Mrs. Neuchatel was a tine

penwoman ; her feelings were her facts, and her ingenious

observations of art and nature were her news.

Hence Pe'nwomanship [alter penmanship], the

practice or art of a penwoman ; feminine writing.

1775 s ) PRATT Liberal Ofin. (1783) III. 144 Srie began

iirim to indulge her favourite pleasures of penwoman-

sfiip. 1803 SOUTHKY Lett. (1856) 1.2H Senhora, it is a hand-

writing of the feminine gender it is penwomauship.

Penworth, obs. f. penn'orth, PENNYWORTH.

Peny, Penyde, obs. forms of PENNY, PEN-IDE.

Penyriall, Penyston, obs. ff. PENNYROYAL,

PKMSTONK.

Penytancer l e, -enser, etc., var. PENITENCER.

Peolour, variant of PELL-RE '
Obs., fur.

Peon (p'~Yn).
Also (in sense i) 7 pion, pyone,

pe-une, peun. [In sense i,ad. Pg.feao pedes-

trian, foot-soldier, day-labourer, and F.fian, foot-

soldier, footman, servant on foot, whence in some

!'.. Indian vernaculars pin-n ;
in sense 2, a. Sf.fttn

in same senses; = OK. peon. It. pedone, me.1.1..
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pedltn-em foot-soldier, f. L. pcs, pcd-cm foot. A
doublet of PAWN sl>J, OF. /tow.]
1. In India : a. A foot-soldier, b. A native

constable. C. An attendant or orderly ;
a footman

or messenger.
1609 W. FINCH in Purchas Pilgrims (1625) iv. iv. 3. 421

The first of February, the Caplatne [Hawkins] departed
with fiftie Peons, and certaine Horsemen. 1613 ibid. IV. viii.

3. 484 Dispeeded one of my Pions to Lowribander with
a Letter. 1633 K. CARTWKIGHT in St. Papers, Col.

,
E. Imlics

290 His poor man. . was met with by t lie Governors '

pyones
'

..and clapt up in prison. 1638 SIR T. HKRBERT Trm'. (ed. 2)

35 With some Pe-une* (or black foot-buyes who can pratle
some English) we rode to Surat. 1687 A. LOVELI. tr.

Thevcnot's Trav. in. I. i. 2 These Pions of the Custom-house
[in India]. 1697 DAMHF.R I'oy. round World (1699) 507 At
this Moors Town they got a Peun to be their Guide to the

Moguls nearest Camp. 1747 Gcittl. Ring. July 341 The
whole French garrison of Pondicherry, consisting of about
1000 regular troops, 200 trained peons, and many others.

1840 MALCOM Traz>. Hindustan Gloss., Peon (pronounced
Pune), a Hindu constable. 1896 CROKKR tillage TaL-s 2

Uody-servants, peons, syces, and all the barrack dhobies.

2. In Spanish America : A day-labourer; in S.

America, a man or boy leading a horse or mule
;

in Mexico, spec, a debtor held in servitude by his

creditor till his debts are worked off.

1828 C. BRAND Jrnl. I'oy. Peru v. 104 The mules were
straying about.. and our wild, uncouth-looking peons were
"assembled round a fire, under the lee of a large rouk. 1860
TVLOR Anahitnc xi. (iS6i) 291 If a debtor owes money and
cannot pay it, his creditor is allowed by law to make a slave
or pton of him until the debt is liquidated. 1880 C. R.
MARKHAM Perttv. Bark xxiii. 257 The mule owner brought
with him a strong lad as peon, to assist in loading and
unloading the beasts.

attrib. 1851 MAYNE REID Scalp Hunt. x. 76 We see the

clumsy hoe in the hands of the peon serf. 1874 RAYMOND
Statist. Mines ty Mining 332 Peon labor was but a trifling

expense to the employer.

Peonage (pWnedj). [f. prec. + -AGE.] The
work or service of a peon; the system of having or

using peons or enslaved debtors.

1. In S. America, attendance upon a horse or
mule

;
in Mexico spec, the condition of a peon serf,

servitude for debt
; the system of holding peons.

1850 G. A. McCALL Lctt.fr. Frontiers (1868) 500 The
greatest lever that could be used in overturning the present
system of peonage. 1860 <>. W. HOI.MKS Elsie I', xii. (1887)
134 The master who held her in peonage. 1870 J. ORTON
Andes fy Amazons iv. (1876) 79 Horse hire, peonage, and
most mechanical work must be paid for in advance. 1903
Times 25 Nov. 5/6 The peonage system in the South
practically amounts to an attempt to restore slavery tinder
another name.

2. In India : The serviae or employment of peons
as messengers, etc. : see prec. I.

1900 Indian Engineering 24 Feb. 115 The hourly post.,
a far more satisfactory agency for the spread of their price,
lists than the old cumbersome and unreliable peonage.
Peo'nick, obs. form of P.EONIC.

1706 HEARNE Collect. (O. H. S.) I. 171 Dr. Eaton writ
a Discourse of ab l a sheet on Peonick verse.

Peonled : see PICKED.

Peonisin (proniz'm). [f. PEON + -ISM.] =
PEONAGE i.

1864 WEBSTER cites D. WEBSTER.

Peony (

vpr6ni). Forms: a. I peonie. /3. 3
pyone, (pioine), 4 piane, 4-5 pione, 5 pyon,
-oun, -an, (pylone). 7. 5-6 pyonie, -ony,
-onye, pionye.pyany, -ye, 6 pionee, 6-7 pionie,
peionie, peonie, 6-9 piony, 7 peiony, pseonie,
8 pioney, 6- peony, 7- peeony. [In OE., peonie
wk. fern., ad. late L. (and It.) peonia, L. peeonia
(Pliny) ; in ME.,/z<j, a. northern F. (Norm, and

Picard) pione = OF. peone, peoine, pioine, mod.F.

pivoine ;
in 151)1 c., pyonie, piony, peony, fieony,

conformed to L. pxonia, a. Or. Tratavia. the peony,
f. Tlaiuiv, Poeon, the name of the physician of the

gods, a physician; cf. TICLIUIVIOS healing, medicinal.]
1. A plant (or flower) of the genus Pseonia (N.O.
Ramtnculacex), comprising stout herbs, or rarely
shrubs, with large handsome globular flowers of
various shades of red and white, often becoming
double under cultivation

; esp. the commonly culti-

vated P. officinalis, a native of central Asia and
southern Europe, with flowers usually dark red.

_The root, flowers, and seeds were formerly used in medi-
cine, and the seeds also as a spice (quots. 1299, 1362, etc.).

Mule and Female Peony, old names for P. corallina and
P. efficinalis respectively. (These names are erroneously
reversed in Miller's Gardener's Diet, and Nciu Syd. Sac.

Lex.'t^ Tree Peony, the shrubby species /'. Moittan,z. native
of China.
o. c 1000 Sax. Leechd. I. 168 Deos wyrt 3e man peonian

nemneS wtes funden fram peonio bam ealdre.

0. CMOS foe. in Wr.-Wulcker 557/28 Pionia i. pioine.
IJ99 Durham Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 495, iij li. de pyone,
iijs. ijrf. ob. 1362 LANCL. P. PI. A. v. 155, I haue peper and
piane [B. v. 3r2 piones; C. VII. 359 pionys] and a pound of
garlek. a 1400 Pistill vf Susan 108 pe persel, |>e passenep
..pe pyon, \>e peere. 1:1450 Cov, Myst. (Shaks. Soc.) 22
Here is peper, pyan, and swete lycorys.
y. 14.. Stockh. Mcd. MS. n. 336 in Anglia XVIII. 315
Take v greynes ofpionye. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 395/2 Pyany,
herbe, pionia. Ibid. 401/1 Pyony, herbe, idem quod pyanye.
1533 KLVOT Cast. Helthe HI. v. (1539) fob, Pourgers of
choler.. Pyonie. 1548 TURNER Names o/Herbes 59 Peony
l he female groweth in euery countrey, but I neuer saw the

VOL. VII.

male sailing only in Anwerp. 1591 SYLVKSTER Du Dattas
I. iii. 712 About an Infants neck hang Peonie, It cures

Alcydescruell Maladie. 1610 \V. FOLKINGHAM Art ofSurvey
M ii. 38 Dry earth for Peionie, with sand for Paunces. 1706
PHILLIPS, Pseonia, the Peony or Piony, a Flower, the
Roots of which are of great Use in Physick. 1784 COVVPKR
Task i. 35 There might ye see the pioney spread wide, The
full-blown rose, the shepherd and his lass. 1867 PEARSON
Hist. fcng, 1. 56 It is even possible that to Rome we owe
the rose, the lily, and the paeony.

2. attrib. and Comb. a. attrib. ^or- as adj. Re-

sembling a peony-flower, dark red
; esp. of the

checks, plump and rosy. b. Comb., w$ peony-bush,
-root, -seed; peony-faced adj.; f peony-kernel,
a peony-seed; fpeony-water, a drink made from
the peony.
1548 TURNER Names ofHerbcs 59 Peony roote is hote in

the fyrst and dry in the thyrde degree. 1694 SALMON Bate's

Dispens. (1713) 16/2 You may give It either alone, or in Black -

cherry-water, or Peony-Water. 1796 MRS. GLASSE Cookery
xxi. 327 Stick the cream with piony kernels. 1810 Splendid
Follies III. 48 Mopping their piony cheeks with a handker-
chief. 1892 T. HAKDY tt'ell-Belwed \. v, The beating of the
wind and rain and spray had inflamed her cheeks to peony
hues. 1895 Daily Chron. 28 Aug. 3/5 Rose-flowered, pajony-
flowered, and Japanese asters.

People (pn>'l), sb. Forms : a. 3-6 peple ;

(3~5 Pepule, 4-6 -ul, 5-6 -ull(e ; 4-5 pepille, 4-6
-ill, 5-6 -il

; 5 pepylle, 5 -6 -yll ;
6 Sc. peiple,

7 peeple). &. 4-5 poeple, (5 -ul), 5- people,
(5 peopel, -ull). 7. 3-5 puple, (5 pupile, -ill,

-yll, -ull) ; 4-5 peuple. 5. 4-5 pople, (4 -ille,

5-6 -il). [a. AF. poeple ("Britton), people (Rolls
of Parlt.)

= OF. pople ^ poeple, pucple, peuple, puple
Pr. poble, pobol, Sp. pueblo >

It. popolo: L. popu-
lum, ace. bipopulus the people, the populace.]
1. A body of persons composing a community,

tribe, race, or nation; = FOLK i. Sometimes
viewed as a unity, sometimes as a collective of

number, a. In singular, as a collective of unity.
[1292 BUITTON i. Introd., Edward. . Roide Kngleterre. .De-

sirauntz pes entre le poeple qe est en nostre proteccioun.]
1340-70 Alex. # Dind. 1089 So. .}e b<_n by-set m anyle, pat
J>er may comen in }our kif> non vnkouf>e peple. ^1375 Sc.

Leg. Saints\\. (Paulas) 461 pu [Rome] art digue callit to be
now haly folk and pepill chosyn. Ibid. iv. (Jacobus} 16 pis
James,.. J>e wa can ta to span5e..bat puple to cristyno
treutht to brynge. 1390 GOWER Conf. II. 180 Til so befell,
..That god a poeple lor himselve Hath chose. 1400-50
Alexander 3412 Ilk a pepill his possession in pes 111031 he
broweke. 1562 WINJET Cert. Tractatis i. Wks. (S. T. S.) I. 7
Setting vp ane peple heiilles left of God. 1611 BEAUM. &
FL. Kingfy no K. \. i, I were much better be*a king of beasts
Than such a people. 1835 LYTTON Rienzi n. vi, Rienzi ad-
dressed the Populace, whom he had suddenly elevated into
a People. 1852 TENNYSON O/A? Dk. Wellington 151 A people's
voice ! we are a people yet. 1862 STANLEY Ji":i>. Ch. (1877)
I. v. 87 Whatever history exists is the history of a man,, .but
jiot of a people.

b. In sing, form, construed as a plural.
13.. Cursor M. 7323 (Colt.) Omang }?ir puple [G.. Tr. J>is

folk, F. baire folk] sal Jjou latt A stalworth man bat saul
haitL, 1340-70 Alex. <y Dind. 4 pere wilde centre was wist
& wondurful peple, pat weren proued ful proude. 1600 J.
PORY tr. Leo's Africa Introd. 41 Ouer against which cape. .

do inhabits the people called Bramas. 1611 BIBLE Isa. viii.

19 Should not a people seeke vnto their God? 1653 HOLCROFV
Procopius 1. 13 This people are Christians,., and have, .been

subject to the King of Persia. 1857 BUCKLE Civiliz, I. xiii,

745 Every people worthy of being called a nation possess in

their own language ample resources for expressing the

highest ideas.

c. //. peoples, nations, races (
= L. popiili^

gentes).
This plural form was avoided in i6thc. Bible versions, and

by many i7th and i8th c. writers : see d. It was thought to

require defence or explanation even in 1817 and 1830.
c 1374 CHAUCER FormerAge 2 A Blysful lyf, . . Ledden the

poeples in the former age. 1382 WYCLIF Rev. x. n It be-
houeth thee eftsoone to prophecie to hethen men, and to

puplis [TINDALE to Gfueva people, Rhem., 1611, A*. /".

peoples], and to langagis,and to many kingis. [Soxvii. 15 in

the same versions.] 1430-40 LYDG. Bochas \\. i. (1554) 33/b, ,

Obedience . .combineth the true opinions In hertes of peoples.
!

1551 ROBINSON tr. Afore's Utop. \. (1805)26 So manye strange ,

and vnknowne peoples and countreis. 1582, 1611 [see 1382

abpvej Before nations and peoples. 1639 FULLER Holy
ll'ar v. xtii. (1840) 266 Saladin answered him, that he also
ruled over as many peoples. 1665 BOYLE Occas. Reft. v. i. I

(1848) 298 A Throne, to which above an hundred other

Peoples paid homage. 1778 Br. LOWTH Transl.Isa. xxxiv.
i Draw near, O ye nations, and hearken ; And attend to me,
O ye peoples ! 1806 W. TAYLOR in Ann. Rev. IV. 218 The
moral habits of the several peoples of the earth. 1817 G. S.

FABER Eight Dissert. (1845) I. in. 11. 208 Gen. xlix. 10..
j

People. In the original Hebrew the word is plural. If
}

therefore the delicacy
of our ears be offended by the uncouth

j

sound of Peoples : let us at least . . substitute the more
euphonic word nations. 1830 GEN. P. THOMPSON Exerc,
(1842) I. 261 To say

' The Representative of \\\t peoples
'

[as
trans. Le Represcntant des Peitples\ would not be under-
stood at all. Such, however, is the idiom of the original.

1853 WHEWELL Grotiits II. 2 The peoples who had been
under his authority will be their own masters. 1864 H.
SPENCER Princ. BioL \\. viii. 80 I. 241 The characters of

neighbouring peoples. 1877 MORLEY Crit. Misc. Ser. n. 345
All our English-speaking peoples.

fd. In the sense * nations' the form people was
also used unchanged: constantly so for the Gr.
and Heb. pi. in Tindale and Coverdale and othw
i6th c. Bible versions founded on them (but not in

Rhem.); nearly always so in Geneva, and in 1611

(where the Revisers of 1881-5 have uniformly
substituted peoples]. Also in many i8th c. writers.

1526 TINDALE Lttkt: ii. ^i For myne eyes have sene the
savtour sent from the Which ihou hast prepared before the
face of all people [ruif Atum>

; soCovERD. tu 6Yt'z-rt
?
and 1611 ;

WYCLIK pcplis, r. r. puplis ; Rhem. and A'. / '. peoples]. 1535
CovftDALE /V. lxvi[i]. 3 Let the people prayse the \O Gxl),
yee let all people prayse the. [So other versions t<> 1611 ;

WYCLIF puplis, A'. /'. peoples.] Dan. iv. i Nabuchodu-
nosor kynge, vnto all people, kynreddes and tunges [WYCLIF
peplis, v.r. puplis, 1611 people, A'.K. peoples]. 1567 d'tH/ify
(/,'(///> />'. Ps. ii. (S. '!'. S.) 85 All natiounis. .'1 he Kingis, and
the peple, with ane consent, Resistis the, thy power and thy
glair. 1611 BIBLE Isa. ii. 4 Hee shall iudge among the
nations and shall rebuke many people [WYCLIF puples, R.l'.

peoples]. 1625 N._ C.\krKNiKU (,V,^. Dd. u. xiii. ,4635) 214
Letters and discipline were first borrowed from the e;i>ternti

people. 1793 JEFFERSON II 'n't. 113591 IV. to It will prove
that the a-ents uf the two people [tin; U. S.and France] are
either great bunglers or great ra-cals.

e. transf. Ot animals ,in quot., after the Vulg.
and llebv . C'f. FOLK i b.

1382 WYCLIF Prov. xxx. -.-5 Ampti-, a f*.-Me puple, that

greithen in rep time mete to them [1388 Amtis, afeMt: pupk-;
JS35 COVERIXM.I', The Fmmettes are luit a weake people;
1560 (tlenevj, The pismires a people not strong; 1611 The
Ants are a people not strong].
2. '1 he persons belonging to a place, or consti-

tuting a particular concourse, congregation, com-

pany, or class. Construed as plural.
As said of a congregation or body of worshippers, it some-

times approaches the sense of May people', Maity': sue 4 b.

a 1300 Cursor M. 651 ^Cott.JAll folud him,. .() }'<j pt-ple
[/*". poeple] of ilk tun. r 1330 Amis <y Aiuil. 2101 Child
Amoraunt stode the pople among. 1362 LANGL. /', PI. A.
Prol. 56, I font here Freres.. Prechinge be peple. <; 1400 .SV.

AIfxius(L&ud 622) 563 Ffor ligttynges grete, tS; Jjonticr Ma^t,
Wcl sore J?e poeple was agast. 1480 CAXTON L7it;>n. J-lng.

CCxIii, (1482) 282 Was tber a rumour.. that kyng Richard
conic to westmynstre, and the peuple of london ratine thyder.
1548-9 (Mar.) L'. Com. Prayer, Alorn. Prayer, Then shalbe
read ii. lessons distinctly with a loude voice, that the peuple
niaye hearc. 163^ LITIIGOW Trav. v. 184 Monasteries, the

people whereof. -Hue vnder the orclt-r of Saint Basil-j. 1711
MRS. LONG in Swift's M'ks. (1841) II. 477, I wish.. you
would make a pedigree for me ; the people here want sadly to
know what 1 am. 1739 GRAY Lt'ttn to Ashton 21 Apr., The
Abbes indeed and men of learning are a Ptople of easy
access enough. 1855 MACAVLAV Hist. Eug. ,\ii. 1 II. u-j The
people of Cavan migrated in one body to Knniskillen.

fb. As collective sitig. A body or company of

persons; a company, a multitude. Also with//. Ohs.
c 1386 CHAUCER Ktit.'s T. 1655 The paleys ful of peples vp

and doun, Here thre, ther ten. 1390 GOUKR Conf. I. 82 He
spilleth many a word in wast '1 hat.schal with such a iu, ( ple

trete.^
c 1400 Destr. Troy 1034 He [Hercules] Assemblid of

Soudiours a full sai'.de pepull. c 1449 PI-COCK R tpr, iv. viii.

464 Whenne the 1't-pli-, weren clepid to Ljidere to him. 1482
WABKW. Ch>-on, iCanulen) S He. .gaderyd a grete peple of
menne. 1533 COVI-.KDALK 2 Chron. xxx. 13 There came
together vnto Icrusalem a greate people, to kepe the feast
of vnleuended bred. i66z tr. Schol. to //. More's Antid.
Ath. in. ix. 2 11712) 171 Who. .affirms that Witches have
no more to do with the Devil than other wicked peoples.
3. Persons in relation to a supeiior, or to some

one to whom they belong. Chiefly with possessive.
a. The lieges or subjects of a king or other ruler,

spiritual or temporal ; the subjects or servants of

God, of Christ, or of a Saint (quot. f 1450) con-
sidered as their personal sovereign or lord

;
the

parishioners of a parish priest or parson, the con-

gregation or 'flock' of a pastor, etc. Const, as//.
[1292 BRITTON I. v. 2 En despit et damage de nous et de

noster poeple.] 0:1300 CursorM. 18371 pun es be lauerd. .of

hele, Til all hi peple for to bring Vteof thralhcd til |-i chusling.
c 1430 LYDG. Alin. Poems (Percy Soc.) 4 Beseching [God] . . to
send yow prosperite and many 5eris, to the comfort of alle

youre loving peple. 1444 Rolls ofParlt. V. 8/1 Vc King. .

havyng compassion ofhis peoples compleynt. ci^tpSt. Ciith-
bert (Surtees) 5231 pe pepil of ^e saynt Fledd away with hair

gude, And to durham all bai ;ode. 1556 Chron. Gr. Friars
(Camden) 31 For cruelnes that he dyd unto hys perys and
hys pepull. 1611 BIHLE Dan. ix. 26 The people of the Prince
that shall come, shall destroy the citie. 1733 POPE Ess.
Man in. 214 Twas Virtue only. .A Prince the Father of a

People made. 1851 TENNYSON To the Queen vi, She wrought
her people lasting good. Ibid, ix, Some august decree,
Which kept her throne unshaken still, Broad-based upon her

people's will. 1897 Q. VICTORIA Alessagc 22 June, From my
heart I thank my beloved people. May God bless them.
1902 K. EDWARD VII Let. to his People 7 Aug., The
prayers of my People for my recovery were heard.

transf. 1577 B. GOOGE Hercsbaclis Hush. iv. (1586) 182
Who [king bee] must himselfe also bee depnued ofhis wings,
if he bee to busie headed, and will alwaies be earning his

people abroade.

b. The body of attendants, armed followers, re-

tainers, retinue, workpeople, servants, slaves ; also

(now less usual), crew (of a ship), troops, soldiers,
* men '

(in relation to their officers). Const. //.
13. . Coer de L. 1652 Also Robert Tourneham Gret peple

with hym cam. 13. . A". A Us. 1032 (Bodl. MS.) All \>e nines
of }K toun Hadden litel foysoun pat day J?at com Cleopatras
So mychel poeple wij her was. c 1450 Merlin xxviii. 566 The
kynge Bandemagrt assembled his peple that he haddexxml .

1568 GRAFTON Chron, I. 42 And on a tyme goyng on hunt-

yn i
when he had lost his people, he was destroyed of Wolues.

1611 COTGR. s. v. Mien, II cst des miens, he is one of my ser-

uants, people, followers. 1679 CLAVERHOUSE Let. EarPof
Linlithgiwj \ June, I mad the best retraite the cdnfusion
of our people would suffer. 1743 P. THOMAS Jrnl. Ansotfs

I'oy. 51 Commissioned the Trial's prize.. with the same

Commander", Officers and People. 1828 SCOTT F. M. Perth

xii, The Douglas people are in motion on both sides of the

river. 1847 G. R. GLEIG Battle of Waterloo n. xxx. 245
84
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Throughout this magnificent advance the Duke was up with
the foremost of his people. 1836 OLMSTED Slave States 659
Vegetables for the family, and for the supply of 'the people'.

C. Those to whom any one belongs; the members
of one's tribe, clan, family, community, association,

church, etc., collectively ; esp. in public-school and

university, and hence in general colloquial parlibce.
One's parents, brothers and sisters, or other rela-

tives at home. People-in-law, the relatives of

one's wife or husband '

colloq.}. Const, as//.
1381 WVCUF Gen. xxv. 8 Abraham.. was deed in a good

elde .. and he was gaderyd to his puple [i6n was gathered
to his people]. 1474 CAXTON Chesse n. ii. 27 And so a

(Juene ought to be chaste, wyse, of honest peple. 1837
W. IRVING Capt. Bonneville 111.246, I have taught him the

language of my people. i85iCARi,Y(.E.SVcr//>/^n. vi. (1872)

139 Mrs. Sterlingana the family had lived, .with his Father's

people through winter. 1890 WALFORD HtKWC qfStnite n
Youths whose '

people 'are so sure to be met with in Piccadilly.

1894 MRS. DVAN All in a Man's K. (1899) 262 John and
I went down into Devonshire, for me to be introduced to my
people-in-law,you know. 1897 MAX PEMIIRRTOX in H'wdsor
Mag. Jan. 267/2 A sense of freedom from the narrower con-

trol of home and people. 1902 l-'.ton Glossary 25 Hoys
always speak of their relations as

*
their people

1

. This of
course is not by any means restricted to Eton. Mod.
(O.vonian)

'

1 shall have my people up at the Eights '.

4. The common people, the commonalty; the

mass of the community as distinguished from the

nobility and ruling or official classes. Const, as//.
[1306 Rolls ofParlt. I. 219/1 Pur eux & le Poeple aprendre

de la foi Dieu, Jt faire oreisons.] c 1330 R. HKI/NNK Chron.

(1810) 127 To London ^ei him (Henry] brouht with grete

solempnite. pe popille him bisouht ber kyng forto be.

1387 TREVISA Htgden (Rolls) I. 35 Seuene persones whos
dedcs me write)) in stories, bat bee)?, kyng in bis rewme,
kny^t in bataile, luge in plee, bisshop in clergie, Imvefulman
in be peple, housbond in hous, religious man in chirche.

1390 OOWF.R Conf. 11,317 If I among the poeple duelle, Unto
the poeple I schal it telle. c 1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxh.) Pref. 2

Assemblee of be pople \MS. C peple] withonten lordes bat

may gouerne J>am es as a fioklc uf schepe bat has na schepe-
hird. L 1489 CAXTON Blanchardyn xxxi. n6Amonge the

knyghtes ^ pepyll of Tourmaday. 1593 SHAKS. 3 Hen. / '/,

in. iii. 35 Our People, and our Peeres, are both mis-led.

1650 Nicholas Papers (Camden) I. 198 The People in Kng-
land are universally discontented with the daily new Taxes
imposed on them. 1771 Juttiits Lett. lix. (1772.1 II 264,! speak
to the people as one of the people, a 1854 H. RKF.D Lect.

Eng. Lit. vii. (1878) 225 He caught the ear of the people by
using the people's own speech. 1879 M. ARNOLD G. Sand
Mixed Kss. 339 The people is what interested George Sand.
And in France the people is, above all, the peasant. 1892
ZANGWIU, Childr. Ghetto I. 231 The Club was the People's
Palace of the Ghetto. 1900 HOLUNGSHFAD According to my
Lights 5 Thackeray, .was not so well known in the streets

as Charles Dickens he was not MI much of a '

people's man '.

b. Thepeople is sometimes contextually equiva-
lent to 'the lay people*,

(
the laity', as distinguished

from the clergy ; although in most such cases it

can be explained as = Hhe congregation' (sense 2),
or ' the parishioners' or ( flock' (sense 3), in relation

to the priest, clergyman, or minister.

1361, 1548-9 [see sense 2]. 1548-9 Bk. Com. Prayer^ Com-
munion, Then shall the Prieste [1552 minister] firste receiue
the Communion in both kindes Mmselfe, and next deliuer it

to other Ministers, .. and after to the people. "1633 fl.

HKKBERT Countrey Parson vi, Hoth Amen and all other
answers which are on the clerk's and people's part to answer.

1879 SIMMONS Lay Folks Mass Hk. Introd. 18 The Church
. . having appointed simultaneous but separate devotions for

the priest and people.

5. Politics. The whole body of enfranchised or

qualified citizens, considered as the source of power;
esp. in a democratic state, the electorate.

[c 1412 HOCCLEVE De Keg. Princ. 2886 Ffor peples vois

is goddes voys, men seyne.] 1646 T. EDWARDS Gangrxna
IIL 15 Thai all Power, Places, and Offices that are just in

this Kingdom, ought only to arise from the choise and
election of the people. 1648-9 Jrnl. Ho. Connn. 4 Jan., The
Commons of England, in Parliament assembled, do Declare,
That the People are, under God, the Original of all just
Power. 1692 WASHINGTON' tr. Milton's Def. Pop. M.'s
Wks. 1738 1. 516 Under the word People, we comprehend
all our Natives, of what Order and Degree soever; in

that we have settled one Supreme Senate only, in which
the Nobility also, as a part of the People, .may give their

Votes, ijpga Gouv. MORRIS in Sparks Life fy ll^rit. (1832)
II. 243 It is not possible to say, to the people or to the sea,
so far shall thou go and no farther. 1809 KENDALL Trav.
I. vii. 50 An example, I believe solitary in the statutes, of
i he use of the word people as a body possessed of civil

rights, a 1849 EBEN. ELLIOTT ' God snre the people ',
When

wilt Thou save the people, O God of mercy, when? 1859
MILL Liberty i. 12 The will of the people .. practically
means, the will of the mosi numerous or ihe most active

part of the people;.. the people consequently may desire
to oppress a part of their number. 1884 Spectator 2 Aug.
998/2 He also accused the Government of not trusting
the people, of shrinking from an appeal to the people.
1888 BRVCE Amer. Commw. (1890) I. xxiii. 328 The supreme
law-making power is the People, that is, the qualified voters,
acllng in a prescribed way.

6. Men or women indefinitely; men and women;
persons, folk. Construed as //.
13.. Sir Beues (A.) 2275 J>re kinges and dukes fme His

cheualrie adoun ginne^ driue, And mecbe o|>er peple
ischent. 1361 LANGL. P. PL A. i. 7 pe moste parti of f>e

peple fc'a.t pa-,sej nou on eorj>e. 1413 Pilgr. Smule (Caxton
1483) iv. xxiii. 69 Lycence is nought easy to gete Spyrytes
for to speken to dedely people. 1482 WARKW. Chron.

(Camden) 5 Whereof the most peple were sory. 1605
SHAKS. Macb. \. vii. -33, I haue bought Golden Opinions
from all sorts of people, a 1617 HIERON Penance for Sin

662

xv. Wks. 1619-20 II. 233 They become on a sudden to be
(as it were) other kind of persons and people then l>efore

they were. 1662 J. DAVIES tr. Olearms' I'oy. Ambuss. 293
The City was so depopulated, that there were not people
enough left to fill the sixt part of it, 1705 STANHOI-K

Paraphr. I. 59 A Nature which cannot bear its own, and
much less other Peoples Burden. IJK^STEELE 7a//t'rNo. 36
f 3

' There are Some People who fancy, if Other People
Autumn repartees ;

*

People may give themselves Airs ; but
Other People, perhaps, who make less ado, may be, perhaps,
as agreeable as People who set themselves out more '. 1837
DICKENS Pickw. iv,The scene ofaction, towardswhich crowds
of people were already pouring from a variety of quarters.

b. Often with defining words, where the singular
lias the distinctive man or woman \ e. g. alms-

people^ applicable to alms-men or alms-women^ or

to both ; so coloured people, conntry-people, labour-

ingpeople, lay-people, tffivns-peopte. working people,

work-people, old people^ young people \ people of
colour, people of quality, etc. For these, when

specific, see the qualifying element. Good people,

formerly a courteous form of addressing an

assemblage : cf. Goon a. 2 c.

1429 Rolfs ofParlt. IV. 336/2 An hole Disme of your lay

poeple. 1514 BARCLAV Cyt. fy Uplondyshm. (Percy Soc.) 5

\Ve finde yonge people be moche improvydent. 1554 Chron.

Q. Jane (Camden 1850) 56 Good people, I am come hethet
to die. Ibid. 57, I pray you all, good Christian people, to

beare me witnesse that I dye a true Christian woman. 16*5
PURCHAS Pilgrims ix. xii. 2 They hold that Monkies in

times post were men and women, and call them in^their

language
* The old people '. 1667 PBPYS Diary 10 Apr., No

more people of condition willing to live there. 1711 tr.

Pomet's Hist. Drugs I. 148 Freely .. eaten by People of

Quality. 1766 (!OLI>SM. Elegy Mad Dog i Good people all

of every sort, Give ear unto my song. 1879 SIMMONS Lay
Folks Mass Bk. Introd. 18 It was a congregational service

in which the lay people took their part in their own tongue.

(899 Scribners Mag. XXV. 76/1 From daybreak .. foot-

people and carriages began to take up a position on the
downs.

c. emphatically. Human beings.
c 1450 Merlin 534 Ffor thei be no

peple
as other be, but It

be feiuk-s of helle,..lTor neuer mortall man myght do that

these hauc vs don. 1589 PUTTLNHAM Eng. Poesie in. xvii.

(Arb,) 191 Raskall is properly the hunters terme ghien to

young deere, leane and out of season, and not to people.
Mod. There were some sheep in the field, but no people.

d. transf. Living creatures, poet, or rhet.

a 1667 JEK. TAYLOR Serin, (1678) 11. xiii. 90 Joynts of a dead
Man . . fit fjr nothing but for the little people that creep in

Graves. 1821 SHELLEY Hellas 523 We saw the dogfish
hastening to their feast. Joy waked the voiceless people of
the sea. 1899 GF.RTR. JEKYLL Wood fy Garden vii, The
flitting of butterflies, the hum of all the little winged people
among the branches.

7. Unemphatically, people becomes quasi-pro-
nominal (cf. a wan, MAN sb. 4 g), equivalent in the

nominative to 1*\ on, Ger. man, but having a corre-

sponding objective and possessive ;
e. g.

*

people

say that he is extravagant ',

( cabs waiting to bring

people back ',

'

to give people what they want ',

'one who can read people's thoughts \ In this

sense people has in colloquial use taken the place
of men ('men say

1

, etc.) ; but in early ME. the

people. (
= F. Foti) seems to have had a similar use.

r 1175 On Serving CJtrist 62 in O. E. Misc, 92 per he

J>olede pyne as }>e peple me tolde. 1377 LANGL. P. PI. P.. n.

214 Ac marchanlz..apparailled hym as a prentice }>e poeple
to serue. 1599 SHAKS. Much Aao n. i. 266 A man may Hue
as quiet in hell, as in a sanctuary, and people sinne vpon

people. 1696 PKIOK Secretary 16 But why
of Athens rehearse, Where people knew love, and were

partial to verse? 17.. SWIFT Misc. ij.), People were tempted
to lend by great premiums and large interest. 1843 J. H.
XI:\VMAN Lett, (1891) 11.425 People cannot understand a
man being in a state of doubt. 1871 MORLEY Crit. Misc.
Ser. i. Carlyle (1878) 163 Excess, on the other side, leads

people into emotional transports.

8. attrib. and Comb., as people-organ, -pleaser,

-worship ; people-blinding, -born> -dwonring, -pes-

tered adjs. ; people-king [tr. JL. popuhts rex, F.

peuple-rof\ y
a sovereign people; people-state, a

democracy.
1822 R. POLLOK in D. Pollok Life 151, I saw no *people-

bltnding farce kept up. 1848 BUCKLEY Iliad Q A
*
people-

devouring king art thou. 1796 BURKE Regie. Peace \.

Wks. VIII. 113 That Great Britain should. .bid with the

rest, for the mercy of the *people-king. 1813 tr. Pouquei'ille

125 In the estimation of these barbarians, the name of

Romans, of the people-king, is equivalent to that of vassal

or slave. 1822 T. MITCHELL Aristoph. II. p. vi, A dramatic

tetralogue, developing, in the author's peculiar manner, his

idea of a people-king. 1866 MOTLEY in Corr. (1880^ II. 239
A Hapsburg is not like a People-King, which cannot, save

by annihilation, die. 1851 MRS. BROWNING Casa Gnidi
It', i. 814 This .. teacher will. .build the golden pipes and

synthesize This 'people-organ for a holy strain. 1557
GKIMALDK Lover to his Dear 15 in Totfell's .Misc. (Arb.) 97
'

Peeplepesterd London lykes thee nought. 1579-80 NORTH
Plutarch (1657) 31 He..remaineth now no more a King or

a Prince, but becometh a Teople-gleaser, or a cruell tyrant.

1605 SYLVESTER Dtt Bartas \\. iii. iv. Captains 1200 The
"People-State, the Aristocracy, And sacred Kingdom, took

authority A-like from Heav'n. 1881 C. WORDSW. in Overtoil

& E. Wordsw. Life (1888) 332 A general fete of *people-

v^rship, by the people themselves.

Hence Peopleize (prp'Uiz) v. nonce-wd. t to

render popular in character ; -f Pco'pleahip Obs. t

PEOPLEDOM.
the position of a commoner, plain citizenship ;

Feoplet (prplet), a small people, nation, or tribe.

1865 E. Ih-KRiTT J/-'a/ /~am/ End\\. 208 The Established
Church could not do a better thing to begin with, than to

'Pt-oplt'ise these magnificent edifices [the cathedrals] com-
mitted to its trust. I cannot say p^pulnti.-it-, because a kiiul

of flashy significance attaches to that word. 1650 B. Dis>
colliniininm 48 If I be an K.squire, I \\ ill sell my Ksquireship
to any honest man for a good

*
People-ship. 1872 R. BLACK

tr. Guizot's Hist. Fr. I. 3 A *peoplet | Vr.pfttpladc] distinct
from all its neighbours in features, costume, and especially
language. 1880 Kpisodes J-'r. Hist. 9 Charlemagne had
still., much rigour to exercise in Saxony, including the
removal of certain Saxon peoplets out of their country.

People (p*~*p'l) z'. Forms : see prec. [a, F.

peupler, in OF./o/A1

;-, pncpter t pupler (i2th c. in

Hatz.-Darm.
s

, i.peitple: see prec.]
1. trans. To furnish or fill with people or inhabi-

tants ; to populate.
c 1500 Mthtatu 18 And he began within her land. .for

to byld & make fayre tonnes & strong Castels, and was
the land within short tyme pcuplt-d raisonably. 1599 SHAKS.

do n. iii. 251 The world must be peopled. 1604 K.Much Ado
GfRIHSTOm] lyAcosta'sflist. Indies iv. vi. ? 19 The force of
Silver.. hath peopled this mountaine more than any other

place in all the>e Kingdomes. 1696 WHJSTON Tit. Earth n.

1722) 137 The nearest Regions must have l>een first and
most fully peopled. 1766 RKID L?t. Wks. 1. 47/1 Our College
is very well peopled this session. 1840 THIKI.WALL (freeie
VII. lix. 369 Seleucus founded his new capital. .Antiochia,
peopling it with the inhabitants of Antigonia.

b. transf. To fill or stock (with animals,
inanimate objects, etc.').

<*533 I-i>- KKKNKRS Gold. Bk. M. Atirel. (1546) Kk, O
ybet., thou arte peopled with innocent is. 1644 G. PLATTES

in Hartlifts Legacy (1655) 247 It lasts three or four.. years
in the ground, according as the ground is good, and (at

first) well peopled with it. 1837 J. W. CROKER in C. Papers
8 Feb., Our influenza, .continues somehow to people the

churchyards.
c. jig. To imagine, or represent, as peopled.

1817-18 SHELLEY Ros. <y Helen 147 This silent spot tradition

old Had peopled with the spectral dead, a 1854 H. RF.KD
Lect. Jirit. Poets (1857) !]

*i- 87 That region which his

genius has peopled with spiritual creations, 1879 PROCTOK
Pleas. M'ays .SV. x. 199 The fancies of men have peopled
three of the four., elements., with strange forms of life.

2. To fill or occupy as inhabitants ; to inhabit
;

to constitute the population of (a country, etc.).
c 1489 CAXTOM Semut ofAymou vi. 150 Ye sholde have see

come there knyghtes, gentylmen, burgeys, .. yomen, . . so

that this castell was pepled of all maner of folke. 1606 (1.

W[OODCOCKE] Hist, li'stine xxxvin. 120 There is no differ-

ence between the Frenchmen that inhabit Asia, and the
Frenchmen that people Italy. (117*7 NEWTON Chronol.
Amended \, 11728) 106 The people of Caria.. began to

frequent the Greek seas, and people some of the Island <

therein. 1732 POPE Ess. Man i. 27 What vary'd Pieliig

peoples every star. 1854 BRIGHT Sp., Russia y. Mar. (1876)

236 The thousand millions of human beings who.. people
this planet.

b. transf. and fig. of animals, inanimate ob-

jects, etc.

1593 SHAKS. Rich. II, v. v. 9 These same Thoughts, people
this Little World. 16x1 BEAUM. it FL. King and no K. i. i,

I.. have sent The pride of all his youth to people graves.

1632 MILTON Penseroso^ As thick and numberless As the

gay motes that people the Sun Beams. 1805 W. SAUMH.KS
Min. tt'aters 224 The variety of marine productions that

people this element. 1865 KINCISLEY /it't't^t.'. viii, The heroes
of 1 roy, Alexander and his generals, peopled her imagination,

f c. absol. To settle down as inhabitants or

colonists ; to form a settlement. Obs.

1596 RAI.F.ICH Disco?'. Gviana 19 leronimo Ortal de Sara-

gosa, with 130 soldiers, .was cast with the currant on the
coast of Paria, and peopled about S. Miguell de Neueri.

1604 E. ([RIMSTOSE] D'Acosta's Hist. Indies vn. v. 508
Many talked of peopling there, and to passe no farther.

3. intr. (for re//.) To become tilled or occupied
with people ; to grow populous.
1659 HKYLIN Examen Hist. i. 108 The world had peopled

very slowly, .if Eve had not twinned at least at every birth.

1796 MORSI: Amer. Geog. I. 355 This state [Vermont] is

rapidly peopling. 1892 Home Missionaiy (N. Y.) July 155
Not being on the line of a railroad, it has not peopled so

fast as Creede.

Peopled (p/'p'W), ///. a. [f. prec. vb. + -ED 1.]

Occupied by people; full of inhabitants ; inhabited.

Also/?-.
1509 HAWKS Past. Pleas, xliv. (Percy Soc.) 217 Octavyan

..Throughe the worlde and the peopled preace Letters had
sent. 1591 SHAKS. Two Gent. v. iv, 3 This shadowy desart

..I better brooke then flourishing peopled Townes. 1598
HAKLUYT I'oy. I. 5 The first peopled land that he had
found since his departure from his owne dwelling. 1686

DRYDEN Elegy Mrs. A. tCHligrew 126 When the peopled
ark the whole creation bore, ijiz ADDISON Spect. No. 519
?2 Every partof Matter is peopled: Every green Leafswarms
with Inhabitants. 1844 STANLEY Arnold (1858) I. vil. 324
To present to one's mind a peopled landscape.

b. with advbs.

1588 PARKE tr. Mendozas Hist. China 200 The suburbes
..was so well peopled. 1604 E. G[RIMSTONE] tr. D'Acosta's
/fist. Indies in. MX. 178 At this day we see it lesse peopled.

1790 BI:KKK Fr. Kef, 191 England, the best -peopled part of

the united kingdom. 1841 W. SI-AIJIING Italy $ It. Isl.

III. 173 Cremona., a large city not half peopled. 1859

JEPHSON Brittany xv. 251 The country .. was hilly. .and

thickly peopled.

tPeO'pledom. Obs. [f.
PEOPLE sb. after king-

dom
^\

A province, commune, deme (usually with

reference to ancient Greece) ; also, the dominion
of a people, a democracy.



PEOPLELESS.

1657 EARL MONM. tr. Parutas Pol. Disc. 119 Greece.,
was divided into many several Peopledoms. 1659 J.
HARRINGTON Lawglving HI. iv. (1700) 460 The (wioi)
Feopledon^ or Prytanys of Athens, which Theseus gather 'd

into one body. 1660 BONUI; Scut. Kt'g. 33? It is the people
now which make the King; if so, why ever had we any
Kingdoms? why were they not called Peupledoms ? 1711
K. WARD I 'nig, Brit, vu. 80 And hope the Kingdom will

become, In time, a glorious Peopledom.

FeO'pleless, - [f. as prec. + -LESS.] Having
no people or population ;

uninhabited.
1621 LADY M. WHOTH Urania 115 Delos..once rich and

jwpulous, now poore and peoplelesse. 1643 T. CASK Scrtn.
in Kerr Cweuants^fy Cov. (1895) 248 Thy sword hath made
many a faithful minister peopleless. 1855 R. CHAMBERS in

Chainb. yrnl. IV. 185/1 AH seemed as desolate and people-
less as when Ingolf tir>t approached the island.

Peopler (prptoi;. [f.
PEOPLK v. + -EK

i.] One
who peoples or causes the peopling of a country ;

a colonizer ; an inhabitant.

1604 E. G[RIMSTONL] tr. D'Acostas Hist. Indies in. ix. 149,
I have knowne. .the Gennerall Jerome Cost ilia, the auntient

peopler of Cusco. Ibid, vu. ii. 498 The second peoplers..
came from other farre countries. 1692 O. WAI.KKR Grk. <v

Rom. Hist. 63 note, Cham, the Son of Noah, and Peopler
of Africa. 1841 LAXL Arab. Nts. Ill, 137 Where are the

kings and the peoplers of the earth? 1872 BLACKIK Lays
Htgkl. 96 Peoplers of the peaceful glen.

fig. 1821 ^.vamincr 62-^/1 Greek mythology is the religion
of our poetry, the peopler of our starry spheres.

Peopling (poplin), rbl.sb.
[f. as prec. + -ING!.]

The action of the vb. PEOPLE; settling with or

occupation by people or inhabitants.

1571 (title) A Letter sent by I. K ..wherin is conteined
a large discourse of the peopling & inhabiting . . the Ardes,
and other adjacent [countries] in the North of Ireland. 1690
IxicKti Goi't. n. v. 36 In the ,. first Peopling of the World.
1881 W. G. MARSHALL Thro Amer. iv. 94 The peopling of
America U proceeding at a great rale. 1885 J. HALL in

yrnl. Linn. Soc. XXII. 23 The peopling of the Antarctic
lands with their characteristic generic types (of plants].

b. concr. Population, rare.

1834 A'ew MtmtMy Mag. XLI. 415 Next in degree
amongst the rural peopling stands

'

the bold yeoman '.

t Peoplish, a. Obs. rare* 1
. In 5 pepelyssh,

poeplissh. [I. poeple, PEOPLE sb. + -ISH ',] Ple-

beian, clownish, vulgar.
.

< '374 CIIAUCKK Troylus iv. 1677 Euery thing fral souned
in-to badde, As rudenesse an pepelyssh \v. r. poeplisshj
appetit.

t Peoplish, v. Obs. rare-", [f. PEOPLE sb. +
-ISH -.] trans. To people.
1530 PALSGR. 655/2, I peplysshe, I fyll or store with people,

jc pcuple. ..The towtie is nat all thynge so bygge as Yorke,
but it is better peoplysshcd.

Peose, obs form of PEASE.

Peotomy (p/^rtomi). Surg. [f. Or. ir4os penis
+ -To/wa cutting.] Amputation of the penis.
1890 in Cent. Diet. 1893 in Syd. Sac. Lex.

Peow-WOW, variant of Pow-wow.
fPepa-stic, a. and sb. Obs. rare-*.

[
= F.

pepastique, mod.L. pepasticitm, app. for pepantic-
-tet/t, fr. Gr. wfiravrtttus having the quality of ripening
or softening; but cf. Gr. wciraffpos (Hippocrates)

vfMPra concoction.] a. adj. Having the

quality of ripening or digesting; digestive, b. sit.

A medicine that assists digestion, a digestive. So
t Pepa-stical a. Obs. rare- 1

.

1657 TOMI.INSON Retwtis Disp. 699 The temperate Medica-
ment it, truly pepastical. 1706 PHILLIPS, Pepasticks^ Medi-
cines that digest and allay Rawness in the Stomach, etc.

1842 IK NtiLisoN Afcd. Lex. i Plastic, a medicine supposed
to have the power of favouring the concoction of diseases ;

maturative.

Pepe, ol)s. form of PEEP.

Peperine (pe'perin), a. rare. Also pip-, [f.

next.] Consisting or composed of peperino.
1756 WATSON in Phil. Trans. XLIX. 500 On the floor

there were, .bones, which were included in four pieces of
ihe piperine stone. 18*6 New Monthly Mag. XVI. 250
The beasts, .had crept into every, .peperine cave they could
meet with.

II Peperino (peperriw). Geol. Also piperno,
piperino. [It. peperino, in Florio piperigno>
dial, piperno, f. pepere pepper: so called from its

consisting of small grains.] A light porous volcanic
rock or tuff, usually of a brown colour, formed of

sand, cinders, etc. cemented together : a name first

given to the tufas of Monte Albano near Rome.
1777 HAMILTON in Phil. Trans. LXVIII. 3 The stone in

genera! use for building here, is. .a hard volcanic tuffa ..

<jf the sort called Piperno in Italy. 1794 Si LUVAN I'ieiv
Vat. II. 197 Tufa, peperino, or piperno. 1796 KIKWAN
Klein. Min. (ed. >) I. 415 Pipcrino ., seems a concretion
of volcanic ashes. 1879 RUTI.KY Sttttfy Rocks xii. 23$ The
piperno of Pianura, near Naples. 1882 ('.MKII, Geol. Sk.
1 1 1 \Ve took refuge in a little cave in the calcareous peperino.

II Peperoniia (pepeiwrmia). Bot. [mod.L., f.

(jr. vfiTfpi pepper.] A large genus of herbaceous

plants of the pepper family (Pipcracex], found in

warm climates, bearing spikes of minute flowers,
and in some species ornamental foliage.
i8Sa Garden 15 July 41/3 Very few of the Peperomias are

worthy of general culture. 1896 ll'tstii/. (iaz. 18 Feb. 2/3
Covered with >oft green moss and quantities of peperonuas,
begonias, and ferns of all possible different shapes.

Pepin, obs. form of PIPPIN.

t Pepinnier. Obs. rare" 1
. Also pepinnery.
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1

[ad. F. pepinicre = ptpincrie (Cotgr.), f. pcpin

riPFIif.] A place where plants are grown from
seed

;
a nursery for seedlings.

1601 HOLLAND Pliny XVH. .\. I. 510 For to make a good
pepinnieror nource-gardtn, there would be chosen a. .special

peece of ground. [1847-78 HALUWKLL, Pt'plnnery, that

part of an orchard where fruit stones are set for growing.]

|[ Pepita (p^p/Ha). Also anglicized as pepit.

[Sp. pepita pip, kernel, whence K. pepite.~\ A
lump, grain, or nugget of native metal.

1748 Earthquake of Peru \?itf. \\ Lumps.. of the purest
gold unmix Yl with any Dregs, as usually these Pepita's are.

1777 KOHI-.KI SON Ilist. Anic>\ vn. II. 342 Gold. . is often found
in large Pepitas^

or grains. 1811 PINKLRTON Petrology I. 243
Pe pits of cupper are intermixed, and the miners only use picks.

fPeple, obs. anglici/ed form of PEPLOI.
1658 PuiLLirs, PcplC). .a hood, or kerchief; also a kinde of

imbroidered vesture.

Peple, obs. form of PEOPLE.

fPeplo-graphy. Obs. rare" . [ad.Gr. weTrAo-

ypatpia description of the pcplos of Athene, or the

mythological subjects represented on it i^see next"
;

name of a work by Varro.]
1656 BLOCXT Gfasst\i>-r., ri'plcgm/>hy,..\\\z desciipti<ti of

the vail, Lalled PcptliHt.

,
Peplos, peplus 'pe'pVs, -v*'-. [a. Gr.

WfwKo5t in pi. TrcTrAa, whence I,. /V////J, /(///^///.]
An outer robe or shawl worn by women in ancient

Greece, usually of rich material and design, hanging
in loose folds and sometimes drawn over the head;

sj>ct t that woven yearly for the statue of the goddess
Athene at Athens, embroidered with mythological
subjects, and carried in procession to her temple
at the greater PnuatheiiKa.

1776 K. CHANDLKR Trar. Greece xx, IQJ The procession
of the Greater Panathenita attended a peplus or garment,
designed as an offering to Minerva Polias. 1850 I.KITCH tr.

C. O. Mutters Anc. Art 340 (ed. v) 405 The Peplos, which
was very much worn in early times., is rerogni^ed with

certainty, in the statues of Pallas in the early style. 1875
MKOWNING Aristoph. Afiol. 4827 O child, put from thine eyes
The peplos, throw it off, show face to sun !

Hence Fe'plosed ^-fst) u. (i7Mfltf-), clothed

with the ])eplos.

i875liRowMNG.'f ristflpli.ApoLi'ji Peplosedand Kothornted
let Atlienai fall !

I! Peplum (peT>l^m). \\... ptphitn : see prec.]
1. *= PKPLOS.
1678 CUDWORTH Ititcll. Syst. I. i\-. i a. 342 Peplum i>

properly a womanish Pall or Veil, embroidered all over, and
consecrated to Minerva. 1834 PI.AKCHL Krit. Continue 99
'Ifo&pfflutn or veil, and the wimple, was frequently of gold
tissue or richly embroidered silk.

185)1
E. ARNOLD/./. World

192 Tyrian girls danced by, ..Clad in the purple peplums.
2. In modern use : Name of a kind of overskirt,

in supposed imitation of the ancient peplnm.
1893 Wcstm. GHZ. 17 Oct. 4/1 A handsome gown of

crimson velvet, made with a very long train, and corsage
with peplum front and a sable collar. 1896 Daily Neics
3 Oct. 6/5 The revival of the

*

peplum' over-skirt, hanging
in deep, bold points over an under-dress, is announced. Ibid.)
The peplum in velvet over rich brocade.

|| FepO (\)i'po . Bot. [mod. Hot. use of L. pepo,
-onein pumpkin, a. Gr. wtmtv, short for irfnajv

aixvos a gourd eaten when ripe, f. viitojv adj.

ripened, ripe, mellow.] An inferior fleshy fruit,

with numerous seeds attached to parietal placenta?,
and a firm rind chiefly derived from the calyx ;

characteristic of the Cucurbitacea&t
as the gourd,

melon, cucumber, etc.

[1706 PHILLIPS, /V/c, the Pumpion, a large kind of Melon.]
1861 IJKNTLKV Man. Hot. 3-23 The Pepo is an inferior, one-
or spuriously three-celled, many-seeded, flohy or pulpy
fruit. 1880 GARKOD & IJAXTKK Mat. Med. 258 The fruit.,

consists of a globular pepo, about the size of an orange.

t Pe'pon. Obs. [ad. L. pcpon-eni (see prec.)
or K. pepon (i5~i6th c. in Godef.) 'a Pompion or

Melon
'

(.Cotgr.).] A pumpkin, the fruit of Cucur-
bita l^epo ; also, the plant itself.

1382 WVCI.IF Num. xi. 5 The goordis, and the pepony*
[1388 & COVKRD. melouns, Gcncv. pepons], and the leeke.

1333 ELYOT Cast. Hclthe n. vii. (1541) igb, Melones and
Pepo ties be almoste of one Kynde .. the Pepon is moche
greatter, and somwhat longe. 1570 LKVINS Mattip. 164/15
A Peapon, pepo. 1378 I.vn: Dodocns v. xxix. 587 The
great Pepon. 1608 WILLET Ifexatla Exod. 248 Tney pre-
ferred peppons, onyons, leekes and garlike before it. 1657
W. COLES Adam in I'.dcn clxvi. To which may be added

Melons, Peponjj, Cucumbers, Artichokes.

Pepper (pe*pai\ sb. Forms : i pipor, piper,

4 peopur, 4-5 pepir, (5 pepyr(e, -ur, pepre),

4-6 piper, 4-8 peper, 6- pepper. [OK. pipor
= OLG. *pipar, MLG., MDu./^r(LG. and \)u.

pepcr\ OHG.//^r, MUG. and Ger./^v,GN.
piparr (Norw. pipar^ S\v. pcppar, (JUa. piherr^

Da.yV/w) ; Com. \\Ger. a. \j. piper = Gr. irtirtpt,

of Oriental origin : cf. vSkt. pippal? long-pepper.
The condiment must have become known to the

Germanic peoples with its Latin name before the

4th c. From OK. pipor^ through *piopor, *pcopor, .

came ME. peopur, pepur^ peper.
(L.piper gave Pr.fefov, OF. and A F./*, F. potvre^\

'

1. A pungent aromatic condiment, derived from

species of Piper and allied genera (see 2), used from
ancient times for flavouring, and acting as a diges-

j

PEPPER.
:

live stimulant and carminative; esp. the dried
berries of Piper nigrum or an allied species, either

,
used whole [PEPPERCORNS) or ground into powder.
c xooo /KLFRIC Grant, ix. (Z.) 44 Piper, piper \v. r. pipor].

t 1000 Sa.v. Lst-chd. II. 24 Menu pipor \\\\> Invjt ewudu.
ft 1300 Siriz 279 in Mat/ner Altcngt. Spraclipr. 1 1 i/i J'epir
nou hhalt thou elen, This mustart sha! ben tlit mete. 1362
LANGL. /*. PI. A. v. 155, I haue peper [C. vii. 359 piperj and
piane, and a pound of garlek. 1488 Nottingham Kcc. III.

269 Tor d. a quarter of pepur. 1543-4 Act 35 Hen. I'///,
c. 10 lhey..shal for euer yelde beare and pay yerely..one
pounde of pepper, in and for the acknowledgyng hym. 1562
TURNER Heroal \\. gob, The vertue of all peppers in commun
is to heat, a 1687 Pi/nv Pol. Arith. (1690) 46 Sugar,
Tobacco, and Pepper, .custom hath now made necessary to
all sorts of peuple. 1781 GIHBON Dal. $ F. .\.\xi. Il'l. 22;
note

t Pepper wa?>a favourite ingredient ofthemo.it expensive
Roman cookery. 1856 KMKKSON Jtng. 'J'raitf, Wealth,
Finding that milk will nut nourish, nor sugar sweeten,, .nor

pepper bite the tongue.
b. filack pepper, the moit usual form of the

condiment, prepared from the buries dried when
not quite ripe. White pepper, a less pungent form,
from the same berries dried when fully ripe, or
from the black by removing the outer husk. (See

;

also 3.) /-<w,V pepper* a similar condiment pre-
pared irom the immature fruit-spikes of the allied

plants Piper (jChavicd) ojpcinarttm and P. loiigttm
.C. Ro.\'in(rghii . formerly supposed to be the
(lowers or unripe fruits of /'. nigntni.

1000 Sax. Lccchd. II. iS6 jenim laimes pipore.-, .x. corn.
Ibid. 234 \\'yrc him sealfe. .of blacuiu pipore. 13.. A". A Us.

7O33(BodI.MS.)pe white Peper hij libben by. ti4ooM.M'NDi-:v.
(1839) xv, 168 'I here is iij nianer of peper alle \ pon u tree,

Long peper, blak peper, and white peper. . .The lung peper
comethe first.. and it i> lyche the chattes of haselle that
comethe before the lef. 1546 [^v 4]. 1600 J. POKY tr. /.tvV

Africa Introd. 42 '1'his tailed or long pepper so far excelled)
the pepper of the east Indies, that an ounce thereof is of
more force then halfe a pound of that other. 1769 MKS.
KAFI-'ALD Kng, Ifousckpr. (1778) 343 Half an ounce of black

pepper, the same of loni; peppei. 1857 HKNI-RKY J-ll-at.

Hot. 383 Long Peeper is the dried s])ikes of Ckavica I\o.\--

bnrghi. 1866 Tr?as. Bst. 264 The J^onji Pepper which in

imported by the 1 hitch is said 'to be produced by an allied

species, C. offidnaruni. 1876 HAKLLV Mat. Med. (ed. 6)

434 Long Pepper has been employed by the Hindoos in

medicine from the earliest times.

c. In extended use, including the pungent condi-

ments yielded by other plants : see 3.

1838 DON Card. Dict._\V. 446 Capsicum frittctccns. ..

The ripe pods are dried in the sun. . . It is then fit fji u-u as
a pepper. 1886 HLNTI-.K Imp. Gtiz. India X. 277 Nepal . .

Indian corn, rice, or pepper dunny the rains. 1904 Aitny
V Xavy Store Catal., Cnraline pepper, a kind of red pepper.
Mignonette pepper, a whitish pepper.
2. The plant Piper ui^ritHi, a climbing shrub

indigenous to the East Indies, and cultivated also

in the \Vest Indies, having alternate stalked entire

leaves, with pendulous green flower-spikes opposite
the leaves, succeeded by small berries turning red

when ripe. Also, any plant of the genus Piper
(including Chai'itii) or (by extension) of the N.O.

Piperaces&.
i398TKi-;vi;,A#rt>-M./W. R. xvn.cxx.xi. (Uodl. M.S.) Whan

the wodes of peper bej> ripe, c 1400 MAUXULV. (Roxb.)
xviii. 83 Pepre growez in maner of wilde wynes be syde t>e
treesse of be forest, for to be suppoweld by pain. 1553 Knt.N
/ rcat. Ncwe Ind. (Arb.) 20 Pepper groweth in Calicut.

1693 SIR T. P. BLOUST Nat. Hist, 51 Pepper grows best in

shaay places ; that it hath a weak Stem, to be supported
like Vines. 1858 HOGG I'eg. Kingd. 686 Order CXCIV.
Pipcraeex. The Peppers are confined entirely to the tropics.

b. Applied to other plants, usually with quali-

fying words (see 3, 5), or, in particular localities,

absolutely ;
in quots.

= PKITEK-TKKE a.

1893 KATK SANBOKN Truthful Woman S. California 74

Marengo Avenue is lined UTI either side by splendid speci-
mens of the pepper, the prettiest and most graceful of all

trees here. 1897 Outing (U. S.) Mar. 582/1 Four magnolias
were planted at each cross street, and the inter-spaces filled

with peppers.
3. With qualifying words, applied to various

plants furnishing pungent condiments or to such
condiments themselves ; sometimes to plants having
leaves of a pungent flavour.

African pepper, (<t) Habzelia- (A'yfapia} xthioptca or
other species (N. O. Anonaccx} ; (/') Capsicum fastigiatum.
Anise pepper, Xaitthoxylon iiiantschuricnii: of China
( Trcas. Hot. 18661. Ashantee or West African pepper= African CUBEBS. Bitter pepper, Xantho.\-ylon Daniellii
of China {Twos. ]>ot.\. Boulon pepper Africanpepper
(a) (//7</A Chili pepper, ia)= PKITER-TREK a; (perron.-
CHILLI. Chinese pepper ^ Japanese pepper (Trcas.
Hot.). Clove pepper, a local English name of All-spice.

Ethiopian pepper African /. (n\ Guinea pepper,
(dj species of Capsicwn ; (l>) species of A motnuttt : see

GUINKA PHI-PER; (<) - African p. (a). Japanese pepper,
Xanthoxyhn. piperitum of Japan and China. Java
pepper = CLBEB (Trcas. Bot.\. Melegueta pepper
grains of Paradise: see GRAIN s/\

l

43.. Monkey pepper
--African p. (a) (Trcas. Bot.), Mountain pepper, the
si-L-ds of a species of caper, Capparis sinaica (Trcas. Hot.).

Negro pepper African p. (a) (Trcas. Bot.). Poor man's

Pepper,
(*i) a name for species of cress (Lepidiunt '. see

'EiM'ER
FORT i); (l>) common .stoiiecrop, Sfdum acre. Spur

pepper, shrubby Capsicum, C.fmtesccns (Miller Plant-n.

1884). Star pepper -bitterpepper (Trcas. Bot.). Tas-
manian or Victorian pepper

~ Pwrea-Ttti b, Tas-
inanniaaromatica (Miller Hattt-n.). tWhite pepper,

an
old name for salad rocket, Kruca satwa : see also i b. \VIId

pepper, (a) I'itex trifolia of the East Indies (Trcas. Bot.)\
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PEPPER. 664 PEPPER-AND-SALT.

V^) locally, common yarrow, A chillea. Millefolium (Britten

& Holl., 1886). See also \j&Li.-pepper', BETEL-/f//irr, BIHD-

pepper, BoNNET-/^//^r, CAYENNE pepper, CHERRY Pepper^
COUNTRY Pepper^ CUBEB pepper, GOAT-/V//IT, INDIAN/*'//^,
JAMAICA pepper^ RED Pepper WALL/C/JV^, WATER pepper.

1858 SIMMOXDS Z>A A Trade,
*
African Pepper, the fruit

of the Xylopia. aromatica, which is used as pepper in Sierra

Leor

used to season cheesecakes. 1866 Trcas. Bot. 1240 The

)-pepper, Uuinea pepper, or Ethiopian

pepper, and by old authors Piper tethiopicunt, 1760 J. LEE
Introd. Bot. App. 322 "Poor Man's Pepper, Lepidium. 1866

Treas, Bot. 862 Poor Man's P., the provincial name of

Lepidiitm latifolium. 1886 BRITTEN & HOLLAND Eitg.

Plant-n., Poor Man's Pepper, (\) Lepidium campestre.
Warw. (2) Seditm acre. Notts; Suss. Prior, p. 185. 1866

Treas. Bot. 219 The shrubby Capsicum, or "Spur Pepper
(C. frutesceas},. .a native of the East Indies,. .has been in

our gardens since 1656. 1884 MILLER Plant-n. 1538 TURNER
LibelluS) F-itzonton siue Ernca. ,. aliqui uocant *whyte
pepper.

4. In allusive or proverbial expressions, usually

referring to the pungent or biting quality of pepper.
c 1400 Rom. Rose 6029 Ladyes shulle hem such pepir

brewe, If that they falle into hir laas. c 1530 R. HILLES
Common-PL Bk. (1858) 140 Though peper be blck yt hath a

gode smek. 1546 J. HEYWOOD Proz: 11. iv. (1867) 51 Blacke
inke is asyll meate, as blacke pepper is good. 1601 SHAKS.
Twel. N. in. iv. isSHeere's the Challenge, reade it : I warrant
there's vinegar and pepper in 't. a 1732 GAY AV?f Song
New Similies 52 Her wit like pepper bites. 1820 .Sporting

Mag. VI. So Spring. .gave the big one pepper at the ropes.

1863 READE Hard Cask xvi, Jump, you boys ! or you'll
catch pepper. 1869 Routlcdges z>. Boys Ann. 468 By
loading it with slugs, .he should be able to give the 'var-

mint
'

pepper. 1893 FEXN Real Gold (1894)20 Feeling what
a lie it was, I grew pepper.

f b. To take pepper in the nose : to take offence,

become angry, bo to snuff pepper in the same
sense. To have pepper in the nose (quot. 1377):
to behave superciliously or roughly. Obs.

1377 LANGL. /*. PL IJ. xv. 197 Boxome as of berynge to

burgeys And to lordes, And to pore peple han peper in be
nose. 1520 WHITIS T ON I 'nig. (15271 24 If ony man offende

hym, he may not forthwith take peper in the nose, and
show by rough wordes..that he is angred. 1602 znd Pt.
Ret. fr.Parnass. i. iii. 343, I tell thee this libel of Cam-
bridge has much salt and pepper in the nose. 1624-61 R.
DAVENPORT City Nightcap iv. in Hazl. Dodsley XIII. 166
Here are some of other cities, .that might snuff pepper else.

1682 BUSYAN Holy War 267 The peevish old gentleman
took pepper in the nose. 1694 MoTTBUX Rabelais iv. v.

(1737) 20 Having taken Pepper in the No<e, he was lugging
out his Sword.

5. attrib. and Comb., as pepper-berry', -fieldt

-plantation, -seed
% -vend\ pepper-proofw. ; Pepper

Alley, name of an alley in London, hence allu-

sively in pugilistic slang (cf. quot. 1820 in 4 and
PEPPER i r

. 5); pepper-bird, a name for the toucan

(see quot.) ; pepper-bottle = PEPPEU-BOX i
;

pepper- brand, a disease of wheat (=BrjNT^.3 2);

t pepper-bread, gingerbread ; pepper-bush, (a)
the common pepper, Piper nigntm, or any bushy

plant called pepper (see 3) ; (b} Clclhra alnifolia

(Sweet Pepper-bush), a fragrant-flowered shiub of

the heath family growing in swamps in the east of

N. America, or C. tinifolia of the West Indies ;

pepper-cake [cf. Du. peperkoek ^in Kilian), Ger.

pfejferkuchen]) local (Yorksh.) name for a pungent
kind of gingerbread ; pepper-cress, (a) 7'cesdalia

nudicaulis (see CRESS); (/>) garden cress, Lepidium
sativum (Cent. Diet.) ; pepper-crop, stonecrop,
Sedum acre (Treas. Bot. 1866); pepper-dulse,
Scotch name for a pungent edible seaweed, Lau-
rencia pinnatijida ; pepper-dust, the sweepings
of warehouses where pepper is stored, often used

to adulterate black pepper; pepper-elder, name
for plants of the genera Peperomia, Enckea^ and

Artanthe, allied to the common pepper ; pepper-

gingerbread, hot-spiced gingerbread (cf. pepper-
cake

, ; f pepper-horn, a vessel or box for holding

pepper ; pepper-man , ,ys\ quot.) a dealer in

pepper; pepper-mill, a small hand-mill for grind-

ing pepper (Simmonds 1858); pepper-moth =
PEPPERED moth; f pepper-nosed a. Obs., apt to

take offence (cf. 40); pepper-plant, the plant

Piper nigrum, or any plant producing
*

pepper' ;

pepper-pod, the pod of any species of Capsicum ;

1" pepper-polk Sc. Obs. [POKE j.], a bag for

pepper, a spice-bag ; pepper-porridge, porridge
flavoured with pepper; pepper-posset, posset
flavoured with pepper ; pepper-rent, rent paid
in pepper : cf. PEPPERCORN rent ; pepper-rod,
a West Indian euphorbiaceous shrub, Croton
hnmilis ( Treas, Bot. 1 866) ; pepper-root, any

species of Dentaria, esp. D. diphylta (= PEPPER-
WOKT i b), so called from the pungent-flavoured
root (ibid.} ; pepper-sauce, a pungent sauce or

condiment made by steeping
* red peppers' (capsi-

cum-pods) in vinegar ; pepper saxifrage, book-

name for the umbelliferous genus Sifans \ pepper-

shrub, any shrubby plant called '

pepper* ^see 3 :

cf, PEPPER-TREE) ; pepper-vine, (a) the common
pepper-plant, or any climbing plant called 'pepper'

(see 2,3) ; spec, (b) Ampelopsis bipinnata^ aN. Ameri-
can plant allied to the Virginian Creeper; pepper-
weed, any small wild plant allied to the common
pepper, as species of Feperomia \ pepper-wheat,
wheat affected with pepper-brand; t pepper-wine
(see quot.); f pepper-worm, a microscopic ani-

malcule contained in pepper-water (see PEPPER-
WATER i). Also PEPPER-AND-SALT, PEPPER-BOX, etc.

1820 Sporting Mag. VII. 145 His mug, it was chaffed, had

paid a visit to '*pepper alley'. 1821 Ibid. 274 It was Pepper
alley on both sides. 1611 COTCR. s.v. Poyvre ver</, Some
report that the prdinarie *Pepper-berrie gathered while tis

greene, and vnripe .. is that which we call white Pepper.
J 7S2 J- HII,L Hist. Anini. 381 The Ramphastos, with a

yellow rump. The "Pepper-bird. 1846 WORCESTER,
*
Pepper-

brand, a disease in grain. Farm. Ency. 1611 FLORIO,

Pepdfo,. .Ginger or *Pepper-bread. 1832 I'eg. Subst. Food
358 Piper nigrum. .. This ~pepper-bu>h is. . found native. .

on the coastof Malabar. 1866 Treas. Bot. 862 Sweet Pepper-
bush, an American name for Cletlira. 1648-78 HEXHAM,
Peper-koeck, *Pepper-cake or Spice-cake, 1818 TODD,
Pepper-gingerbread, what is now called spice-gingerbread ;

and in the north pepper-cake. 1868 ATKINSON Cleveland
Gloss, s.v., All comers to the house are invited to partake of
the pepper-cake and cheese. 1778 LIGHTKOOT Flora Scot. 953
Fucus pinnatifidus . .This Fucus has a hot taste in the

mouth, and is therefore called
*
Pepper Dulse by the people

in Scotland, who frequently eat it as a salad. 1844 J. T.
HEWLETT Parsojis fy H'. xxi, He. .took

*
pepper-dust instead

of brown Scotch snuff. 1858 SIMMONDS Diet. Trade,*Pepper-
elder^ a species of the pepper tribe,.,abundant in Jamaica,
the aromatic seeds of which afford a good substitute for the

black pepper of the East Indies. 1596 SHAKS. i Hen. IV, m.
i. 260 And leaue in sooth, And such protest of *Pepper
Ginger-bread, To Veluet-Guards, and Sunday-Citizens.
ft noo Gerefa in Anglia 11886' IX. 264 Sticfodder, *piper-

horn, cyste. 1648-78 HEXHAM, Peper-huytjen, Small Pepper-
horn to put spices in. #1661 HOLYDAY Juvenal xiv. 258
1

Wcuh, weigh !' cries This badger, this great *pepper-man.

1864 WEBSTER,
*
Pepper-moth, a moth of the genus Biston,

having small spots on the wings resembling grains of pepper.

1580 H. GIFFORD Cilloflotvers (1875) 113, I know some

*pepernosed dame. Will tearme me foole and sawcie Jack.

1611 COTCR., Poyvrctte, . . some also call so, the Guinnie
*
Pepper plant. 1866 Trcas. Bot. 1126 T\asmannia\ aro-

inatica. .. The colonists call it the Pepper-plant, and use its

little black pungent fruits as a substitute for pepper. 1844
W. H. MAXWELL Sports fy Adv. Scot. v. (1855) 64 A senior

major, hot as a *pepper-pod. a 1568 Wowing of Jok ff

Jynny vii. (tiann. MS.), Ane *pepper polk maid of a padill.

i8oj Poet. Petit, agst. Troctorising Trumpery 92 All

piping hot, as *pepper-porridge. 1669 STUBBE Let. 17 Dec.

w.Boyles U'k$. (1772) I. Life 91 It creates in the throat

such a sense, as remains, after drinking *pepper-posset.

1738 SWIFT /W. Confersat. 142, I hope you are *Pepper-
proof. 1866 ROGERS Agric. fy t'rices I. xxv. 626 The general

prevalence of *pepper-rents, (the term has survived to our

time, but in the altered meaning of a nominal payment)..
An obligation laid, .upon the tenant to supply his lord with
a certain quantity (generally a pound) of pepper at a given

day. 1648-78 HEXHAM, Pepersauce t

*
Pepper-sauce. 1864

WEBSTER, Pe/>per-saitce. 1899 Scribner's Mag. XXV. 100/1
His skin is full of oil, and whiskey,, .and canvas-back ducks,
and pepper-sauce. 1854 S. THOMSON Wild Fl. in. (ed. 4)

234 The *pepper saxifrage.. is distinguishable by its yellow
flowers. 1626 BACON Sylva 576 The seeds of Clove-Trees,
and *Pepper-seeds. 1693 Phil. Trans. XVI 1. 687 It's Trunk
is loaded with Snails, and the *Pepper-Shrub often climbs

up It like Ivy. 1830 Hobart Town Almfinackf>$ in Morris

Austral Eng. s.v. Pej>per~tree, A thick grove of the pepper-
shrub, Tasmania fragrant, 1720 STKYPE Stows Svr?'.

(1754) II. v. ix. 262/2 They petitioned., that no Pepper might
be brought in for three Years into any of her Dominions, the

Time of the *Pepper-vend requiring no less. 1801 Asiat.
Ann. Reg. II. Misc. Tracts 78/2 The *pepper-vine.. grows
very well there, and produces a large corn. 1862 BLVERIDGE
Hist. India I. Introd. n The pepper-vine, .entwines among
the cocoas and other palms of the Malabar coast, and forms

a considerable article of export. 1866 Treas. Bot. 1217 Vine,

Pepper. Ampelopsis bipinnata. 1884 MILLKR Platit-n.,

Pepper-vine, Two-winged Virginian Creeper. 1871 KINGS-
*

LEY At Litst v, That one happens to be.. a *pepper-weed,
first cousin to the great black-pepper bush. 1744-50 W.
ELLIS Mod. Hushandm. II. 11. 32 What we call 'Pepper-.

wheat. 1764 Museum Ritst. III. ii. 5 A good crop,, .clear

from smut and pepper-wheat. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny I. 421
We spice our wines now adaies aUo, . . we adde pepper and

hony therto : which some call Condite, others *Pepper wines.

1657-83 EVELYN Hist. Rclig. (1850) I. 31 The., mite or

*peper-worm, (that dust of a creature, whereof fifty thousand

are contained in one drop).

Pe*pper, v> [f. prec. sb. (OE. had piporian^

piprian, gepiperian, in same sense (so ON. /fjfcns,

QHG. p&JMft, MHG. and Ger. pfeffer(e}nt Du.

pepereri] \
but the current verb seems to have

been formed anew in i6th c.]

1. trans. To sprinkle with pepper ; to flavour or

season with pepper; to treat with pepper. Also

absol.

[ciooo Sax. Lecchd, II. 182 Sele bonne ^epiporodne wyrt-
dreuc. Ibid., gepipera mid xx corna. Ibid. III. 76 Pipra
hit sybban swa swa man wille.] 1581 and i6zo[see PEPPERED].

1738 SWIFT Pol. Conversat. 142 This Venison is plaguily

pepper'd. 1796 MRS. GLASSE Cookery x. 161 Dried salmon

. . when laid on the gridiron should be moderately peppered.

1865 J. MACGREGOR Rob Roy Baltic (1867) 205 There' is

the blind that won't pull down or stop up, and the pepper-
box that won't pepper.

b. Falconry. To wash (a hawk) with water and

pepper, in order to cleanse her from vermin, etc.

[So F. poivrer^\

1618 LATHAM. Falconry n. 34 Hauing on euening your
water with pepper prouided, and when you haue, according
to the order and accustomed manner, well washed Mid
peppered her, take off her rufterhood. Ibid. 81 Vpon the
receit of such a Hawke from the Cage, suddenly to make
her gentle, by peppering, watching, and other such like
accustomed vses.

2. To sprinkle (a surface) as with pepper ; to

cover, or fill with numerous small objects, spots,
or dots, likened to grains of pepper; to besprinkle,
dot, stud. Alsoy?^-. (Mostly mpa.pple.)
1612 J. DAVIES Wifs Pilgr. (1878) 46/1 Note the Lyning

of the roialst Robe ; Its powdred Ermyne, pepperd too
with Stings. 1705 LADY WESIWORTH Let. 9 Mar. in W.
Papers (1883) 40 Betty . .affects to be afraid of the small

pox, and thearfor I fear would be pepered with them should
she get them. 1835 M. SCOTT Cruise Midge xxi, The
neighbouring thickets were peppered with.. small white-
washed buildings. 1882 B. HARTE Flip ii, Her flushed face

..peppered with minute, .freckles. 1896 Moxon's Meek.
Exerc., Printing 422 Every page was peppered with italic.

3. To sprinkle like pepper ;
to scatter in small

particles. AlsoJig.
1821 CLARE I'ill. Minstr. 1. 197 As grinning north-winds.,

pepper'd round my head their hail and snow. 1899 Miss
E. TH. FOWLER Double Thread xii, People go peppering
them [words] all over the place, utterly unconscious of the
awful responsibility.

4. To pelt with shot or missiles. Alsoy?^.
c 16447. SOMERVILLE J/cw. Somervilles (1815) II. 347 First

peppering them soundly with ther shott. 1689 SHADWELL
Bury F. \. i, There i'faith I pepper'd the Court with libels

and lampoons. 1742 FIELDING y, Andrews i. xvi, I'll pepper
you better than ever you was pepper'd by Jenny Bouncer.
J 773 Life N. Fro-wde 135 She soon got into order and
peppered us with her small Shot. 1866 GEO. ELIOT F.
Holt ii, You may pepper the bishops a little. 1884 S*LA
Journ. due South i. xxiv. (1887) 327 Peppering the guide
occasionally with Greek and Latin lore. 1885 Century
Mag. XXX. 386/1 Galloping after us, and peppering us
with shot-guns.

b. intr. To discharge shot or other small

missiles (at something).
In quot. 1767 said of rain, to pour heavily; in quot. 1894

(colloq.) to
'

go at it
'

vigorously : cf. Pelt.

1767 GRAY Let. to Mason n Sept., We came peppering and

raining back through Kesvvick toPenrith. Next day, raining
still. 1890 W. A. WALLACE Only a Sister 37- He could not

possibly be peppering away at the pheasants in Sir James's
covers. 1894 MORRIS in Mackail Life II. 300 The nightin-

gales.. O my wig,*they were peppering into it

5. trans. To inflict severe punishment or suffering

upon ;
to '

give it
*

(a person)
* hot

*

;
to beat

severely, trounce; also \ to pepper (one's) box or

pans (obs.). Hence, fb. To pnnish effectually
or decisively; to give (one) his death-blow (lit. or

by hyperbole), to 'do for', ruin. Now rare.

c 1500 in Babets Bk. 404 My master pepered my ars with
well good spede. 1589 NASHE Pasquits Retvrne Wks.
(Grosart) I. 97 Against the next Parliament, I wyll picke
out a time to pepper them. 1592 SHAKS. Rom. fy 9*1 m- i-

102, I am pepper'd 1 warrant, for this world. 1596
i Hen //', it. iv. 212. 1608 DAY //;. out ofBr. \. iii, And
I were a man as I am no woman, i'de pepper your box for

that ieast. 1609 ARMIN Maids of More-CI, (i8o) 89 Boy
lie pepper your pans. 1631 HEYWOOD wid Pt. Maid of
West iv. Wks. 1874 II. 393 She's peppered by this. 1693
SOUTHERNE Maid's Last Prayer n. i. Wks. 1721 II. 28 If

be finds out my haunts he swears he'll pepper me. 1797
MRS, RADCLII FE Italian xxii, Well, signer, he's peppered
now, 1869 Lonsdale Gloss., Pepper ..2 To beat, to thrash.

6. To give pungency, spice, or flavour to : fa-
a person : to

* heat ', to excite to anger or other

strong feeling (obs.} \
b. to 'season', 'spice'

(speech or writing). Also absol.

1600 ROWLANDS Lett. Humours Blood vii. 84 Parboild in

rage, pepperd in heate of ire. 1835 Blackw. Mag. XXXVII.
515 A novel . . requires less intense, less fierce interest, than

the acted drama, and, accordingly, the novelists do not

pepper quite so high as the dramatists.

t c. To dose with praise or flattery. Obs.

1654 GAYTON Picas. Xotes 24 Our [mock] Emperour, having

please. 178$ SIR J. REYNOLDS in Leslie & Taylor Life

(1865) II. viii. 459 Vying with each other who should

pepper highest.

tv. To infect with venereal disease. (F.potvrer.)
1607 DEKKER Nortlmi. Hoc it. i. Wks. 1873 III. 21. 1615

J. STEPHENS Ess. ft Char. iv. 28 And then you snarle against
our simple French As if you had heene pepperd with your
wench. 1694 MOTTEUX Rabelais \. xxi. (1737) 93. 1709

Brit. Apollo II. No. 44. 3/1. 1713 Pns. St. Russia I. 277
A Woman of the Town . . having peppered some hundreds

of the Preohrazinsky Guards.

Pepperage, variant of PEPPEHIDGE.

Pe'pper-and-sa'lt.
1. Name for a kind of cloth made of dark- and

light-coloured wools woven together, showing
small dots of black and white, dark grey and light

grey, or the like, closely intermingled ; also, a

garment made of this. Usually attrib. or as aJj.

1774 LAUY M. COKE Jrnl. 28 Oct. (1896) IV. 420 To bring

me six yards of a Cloth I saw . . that is called pepper and

salt, a 1843 SOUTHEY Comm.-pl. Bk. IV. 408 A strange

looking settee., covered with pepper and salt cloth. 1844

THACKERAY Little Trail, i, Tall men in pepper-and-salt
undress jackets. 1849 MARRYAT I'alcrie vi, A suit of

pepper-and-salt. 1887 Pall Mall G. 4 Aug. 6/1 Flourishing

the striking red handkerchief which furnishes an agreeable

relief to his general pepper-and-salt exterior.



PEPPER-BOX. 665 PEPPER-TREE.

2. Name for the American plant called 'harbinger
of spring

'

(Erigenia bulbosa) ;
from the colour-

contrast of its white petals and dark anthers. U. S.

Pe -

pper-box.
1. A small box, usually cylindrical, with a per-

forated lid, used for sprinkling powdered pepper.
1546 inventories (Surtees, No. 97) 86 A peper box, weying

vj oz. iij quarters. 1598 SHAKS. Merry W. ill. v. 149 Hee
cannot creepe into a halfe-penny purse, nor into a Pupper-
1'oxe. a 1781 R. GRAVMS Fable in Dodsley Coll. roetns

11782) V. 70 The pepper- box.. upon the table. 1865 [see
PEPPER v. i\

b. In allusive expressions. (Cf. PEPPER si/. 4,

*0
1821 Sporting Klag. VII. 273 Both now began to slash

away, and the pepper box was handed from one to another.

1901 Daily Ne^vs 25 Feb. 6/2 The swarm of nonentities

upon whom., the pepper-box of titles is shaken.

2. transf. Applied contemptuously to a small

cylindrical turret or cupola.
1821 SCOTT Kenilw. xii, The monotonous stone pepper-

boxes which, in modern Gothic architecture, are employed.
1855 THACKERAY Ne^vcomes xxii, There are a score [of

pictures] under the old pepper-boxes in Trafalgar Square as
fine as the best here.

3. At the Eton game of fives: see quot. 1902.
1865 Etoniana Anc. fy Mod, 178. 1889 SHRINK Mem. E.

Thring 17 Then, when the loose ball came, clapping it

into the pepper-box, dead. 1902 C. R. STONK Eton Gloss.

25 Peppcr~b0x, One of the great differences between Eton
fives and Rugby fives is the pepper-box, the irregular
buttress sticking into the court, .imitated from the original
fives court in ihe side of Upper Chapel.. .Originally pepper-
box was the name applied only to the Dead Man's Hole,
but now generally to the whole buttress.

4. fig. A hot-tempered person.
1867 H. KiNGSLiiY Si!cote0fSilcotesyi\\\,(I%J6)^^ Make

love to Dora, if the young pepper-box will let you.
5. attrib.

1825 in Hone Every-day Kk. I. 049 The pepper-box towers
remind the spectator more of pigeon-houses than church

steeples. 1836 MRS. SHERWOOD Nun \. 5 The pepper-box
turret on each side of the gateway.

Pe'pper-ca stor, -caster. [See CASTOR 2
.]

1. A small vessel with a perforated top, usually
one of the castors of a cruet-stand, for sprinkling

pepper at table.

1676 Land. Gaz. No. 1079/4 A Sugar Castar. A Pepper
Caster. A Mustard Pot. 1836 [see CASTOH -

r]. 1861 ALH.
SMITH Med. Student 42 The simple act of pouring the

vinegar into the pepper-castor. 1891 A. LANG Angling Sk.
122 The happy-go-lucky disposition to scatter my Greek
accents as it were with a pepper-caster,
2. transf. a. prec. 2 : also attrib.

'859 JKPHSON Brittany x. 174 That hideous tower with
the pepper-caster on the top.

b. A slang term for a revolver.

1889 J. JEFFKRSOM Autobiog. jii. 72 Badger and I would
trudge to our room arm in arm, carrying our money in a

shot-bag between us, and each armed witli a Colt's patent
'pepper-carter '.

Peppercorn (pe'poikfTin). Forms: seePEPPER.

[f. PEPPER sb. + CORN sb.l 2 b.]
1. The dried berry of Black Pepper.
c 1000 Sax. Leechd. II. 24 genim eft senepes sa:des dael. .

& .xx. piporcorna. a 1400-50 Alexander 2025 How all hi

soft grayns Sail vndire-put be all be pake vn-to bir peper
cornes. 1596 SHAKS. i Hen. //", in. iii. 9 And I haue not

forgotten what the in-side of a Church is made of, I am a

Pepper-Come, a Brewers Horse. 1652 HOWKLL Giraffis
Rev. Naples n. (1663) 34 None might embeazle the value
of a pepper corn. 1769 MRS. KAFKA LD Eng, Housekpr.
(1778)283 Mix them with. .a blade or two of mace, a few

pepper corns, and a little salt. 1815 J. SMITH Panorama
Sc. fy Art \. 525 As absurd as to suppose that a grain of
sand should command the motion of a mill-stone, or a
pepper-corn that of a mountain.

b. Formerly often, and still sometimes, stipulated
for as a quit-rent or nominal rent : see quots.
1607 HIKKON Sernt. 2 Tim. iv. 7 Wks. I. 221 Some great

man, out of his bounty, giueth thee an inheritance of some
pounds by the yeare ; thou must pay a pepper corne for thy
rent. 1616 R. C. Times" Whistle v. 2007 Sha't have a new
lease for a hundred yeares, . .and shall yearly pay A pepper-
come, a nutt, a bunch of may, Or some such trifle. 1669

Boston^ Rcc. (1881) VII. 50 He payeinge a pepper corne to
the said Treasurer upon demand for ever on the said

2gth September. 1818 CRUISE Digest (ed. 2) V. 379 The
reservation of a peppercorn in the bargain and sale for
a year Is a sufficient consideration to raise a use in the
bargainee, so as to make the release valid. 1898 Encycl.
Laws Eng. s.v., In modern times building leases sometimes
reserve a pepper-corn as rent fur the first few years.
fig. 1646 EVANCE Noble Ord. 31 You can never have a
firme possession, till you hold your Honours in this title,
that God bestowes them, and untill you give a Pepper corne
of honour unto God. i78oCowpF.R Table-t. no True. While
they live, the courtly laureat pays His quit-rent ode, his

pepper-corn of praise.

2. attrib. a. Of or consisting in a peppercorn,
as peppercorn rent (see I b) ; alsoySg-. very small,
insignificant, trivial.

1791 WOLCOTT (P. Pindar) Remonstrance 83 Not pepper-
corn acknowledgment I owe 'em. 1860 EMERSON Cond,
Life t Worship Wks. (Bohn) II. 396 After their peppercorn
aims are gained, it seems as if the lime in their bones alone
held them together. 1863 KEBLE Bp. Wilson xxi. 712
To whom and his heirs and assigns the property is granted
for a thousand years at a peppercorn rent.

b. ? Of peppercorn colour; dusky black.

1893 SELOUS Trav. S. E. Africa 107 High cheek-bones,
oblique eyes, and peppercorn hair.

3. Comb., #3, peppercorn-size

1899 Allbutfs Syst. Med. VIII. 592 It is miliary to

pepper-corn sized.

Hence Fe'ppercornisli, Pe'ppercorny adjs.,

of the nature of or resembling a peppercorn.
1762 J. H. STEVENSON Crazy Tales 24 First his acknow-

ledgment being paid, A pepper-corn ish kind of due. 1861

DICKENS (7/. Expect, viii, Ufa peppercorny and farinaceous
character.

Peppered (pe-poid), ///. a. [f.
PEPPER v.

+ -ED*.] Sprinkled or seasoned with pepper ;

sprinkled with small dots like grains of pepper ;

pelted with shot, etc. : see the verb.

1581 Satir. Poems Reform, xliv. 200 The peperit beif can

lail^e be the threid. 1620 VENNEK Via Recta. (1650) 259
Salt and peppered meats. 1694 MOTTEUX Rabelais v. (1737)
2I 7- *795 Sporting Mag. V. 49 The peppered tails returned
as they came. 1860 O. W. HOLMES Prof. Breakf.-t. i, A
shelf of peppered sheepskin reprints. &]$ Spectator 22 Feb.

237/1 A bit of
'

peppered tongue ', not worth an answer, and

hardly worth an action.

b. Peppered moth, collector's name of the

Geometrid moth Amphydasis (Biston] betnlaria.

1832 RENNIE Consp. Buttcrfl. $ Moths Index.

Pepperer (pe'paraj), [In i,f. PEPPER^. +
-ER 2

: cf. med.L. piperarius i^Du Cange) ; in 2, f.

PEPPERS. + -ER*.]
1. A dealer in pepper and spices ;

a grocer.

(The original name of the Grocers' Company of

London : see quots.) Obs. exc. Hist.

[1180 in Madox Hist. Exchquer(ijii) 390 Gilda Piperari-

orum, unde Kdwardus est Aldermannus.] 1309 Hustings
Rolls No. 38. 102 in Guildh. Rcc., Ralph le Balancer,

Pepperer. 1622 MALYNES Anc. Law-Mcrcft. 74 At the suit

of the Pepperers, now called Grocers of London. 1633
Sttnu's Siirv. 278 In the reigne of Henry the sixth .. the

Pepperers or Grocers had seated themselves, .in liuckles-

bury. 1843 LYTTON Last Bar. l. i, It was but a scurvy
Pepperer who made that joke. 1904 J. A. KiNt;uoN Strife
ofScales 8 One Andrew Godard, a Pepperer, was appointed
[6 Ed \v. II, 1312] Keeper of the King's lienm.

2. One who or that which peppers ; Jig. a hot-

tempered person ; something pungent or biting.

1711-12 SWIFT Jrnl. to Stella 20 Feb., A '

Representation
of the state of the nation to the queen '. . I believe it will be a

pepperer. 1865 DICKKNS Mut. />. I. vi, But it's my way to

make short cuts at things. I always was a pepperer.

Pe'pper-gTaSS. a. Any species of Lepidiutn,
as L. sativum, common garden-cress; from the

pungent taste, b. PILLWORT, Pilularia globit-

lifera, N.O. Marsileace&\ cf. PEPPERWOKT 2.

(.-1475 Pict. Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 787/6 Notnina bladorum
:t arborum . . Hec salwca, a pepyrgresse. 1760 J. LEE
Introd. Bot. App. 322 Pepper-grass, Pilularia, 1828-32
WEBSTER, Peppergrass> ..also, a plant of the genus Lepi-
dium. 1856 in Olmsted Slave States 708 A widow and her

children living, for three days and nights, on boiled weeds,
called pepper grass.

Fepperidge (pe-psrids). Also -age ;
see also

PlPPEKIDGE.
1. A variant of PIPPERIUGE, local English name

of the Kirberry.
1823 in MOOR Suffolk Words. aiqoo in Eng. Dial. Diet.

from Hertford, Suffolk.

2. U. S. The Black Gum, Sour Gum, or Tupelo,
a North American tree of the genus A'yssa, having

very tough wood.
1826 F. COOPER Mohicans (1829) I. vi. 77 A trencher,

neatly carved from the knot of the pepperage. 1864

WEBSTER, Peppcr-dge. 1866 Treat. Bot. 798 N\yssa\ vil-

losa, the Sour Gum, Black Gum, Pepperridge, or Tupelo
tree, common from New England to the Carolinas.

Pepperily, Pepperiness : see PEPPERY.

Peppering (pe'parin), vhl. sb. [See -ING 1
.]

The action cf the verb PEPPER
; sprinkling with, or

as with, pepper; pelting with shot, missiles, etc.

1580 HOLLYBAND Treas. Fr. Tang, Poivrade^ peppring.
,11814 Gonzanga v. i. in New Brit. Theatre III. 148 A
] >rit ish sailor, .always ready to give the enemy a peppering.
1845 /'. Parley's Ann. VI. 356 The peppering of the rain on
the tiles and windows. i85i DCTTON COOK /'. Foster's D.

iii, With a plentiful peppering of blacks about their plumage.

Pe'ppering,///.. [See-ixo
2
.] That peppers

(see PEPPER z>.) ; pungent, angry ; falling heavily

(as rain), 'pelting*.
1712 SWIFT Jrnl. to Stella 27 Mar., I sent him a peppering

letter. 1827 SCOTT Jrnl. 30 July, Oneof the most peppering
thunder-storms which I have heard for some time. 1878
MOKKIS in Mackail Life (1899) I. 361 We have just had
a peppering little snow-shower.

Pepperish (pe-parij)^. [f.PEPFER^. + -ISH i.]

Somewhat peppery ; fig. somewhat testy or angry.
1808 SCOTT Let. to Ellis 18 Nov., Will not our editor be

occasionally a little warm and pepperish ? 1819 Metropolis
I. 154, I remember your father, .a little pepperish or so.

Peppermint (pe'paimint). [f. PEPPER sb. +
MINT sb.-\ app. after Bot.L.]
1. A species or subspecies of mint {Mentha pipe-

rita], cultivated for its essential oil (oil ofpepper-
mint', see 2).
Also applied with qualifying words to other species of

mint or other labiates having similar properties.
1696 RAY Synopsis (ed. 2) 124 Mentha .. sapore fervido

Piperis. Pepper-Mint found by Dr. Eales in Hartfordshire.

1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp. s. v. Mentha^ . . 16. The common
thick spiked pepper Mint. 1755 JOHNSON, Peppermint,
mint eminently hot. 1838 T. THOMSON Chetn. Org. Bodies

473 Oil of Peppermint.. is extracted from the leaves of the

..common Peppermint. 1866 Treas. Bot. 862 Australian

Peppermint, Mciitfia australis. Small
, Thyinns I'ipcr-

ella. 1884 MILI.KK Plant-it., Chinese Pepper-mint, Rlentha
ari'ensis glabrata. ..Japanese , Mentha a>~-ensis var.

Piperascens.
2. The essential oil of peppermint, or some

preparation of it.

It has a characteristic pungent aromatic flavour leaving an
after-sensation of coolness, and is much used for flavouring
sweetmeats, etc., and in medicine as a digestive stimulant
and cai minaiive, and to qualify the ta-te of nauseous drugs.
1836 HKANDE Ckcin. (ed. 4) 987 It is insupportably bitter,

with an aroma like peppermint. 1866-77 WATTS Diet.
L'hcnt. IV. 187 tOils, Volatile) The hydrocarbons from
wormwood, anise, thyme, mint.. group with ordinary tur-

pentine ; bay, myitle, and rosemary stand alone. .. Pepper-
mint is somewhat intermediate in its properties.

b. A lozenge flavoured with pepj ermint, a

peppermint-drop.
1884 J. QUINCY Figures of Past 176 [He] produced jn-t

the stimulant required in the form of a package of pepper-
mints. 1899 KARL ROSI-;KKY in Daily *\'eu's 4 Nov. 3/2
You have an assortment of eloquent extracts like a box of

peppermints to take away the ta>te of anything that fails to

comt: up to the higher standard.

ti. (\i\ {\\\\, pepperviint-trcc.''} Name for several

Australian species of Eucalyptus (E. amygdalina^
pipcrita, ttc.), yielding an aromatic essential oil

resembling that of peppermint.
1790 J. M kite's I'oy. A". S. ll'alcs App. 227 Tin.1 nrttm. i .f

Peppermint Tree has been given to this plant by Mr. \Vliiie

on account of the very great resemblance beiw ccn tlu.- t'-.stn-

tial oil drawn from its leaves and that obtained from the

Peppermint. 1880 SUTHERLAND Talcs Goldfields 30 A \voody
gully, filled with peppermint and stringy-bark trees.

4. attrib, and Comb. Peppermint -camphor
= MENTHOL

; peppermint-drop, -lozenge, a

lozenge made of sugar, flavoured with peppermint ;

peppermint-oil = 0// of peppermint (see i, 2,;

peppermint-tea, an infusion of the leaves of the

peppermint; peppermint-tree (see 3); pepper-
mint-water, a cordial distilled from peppermint.
1865-68 WATTS Diet. C/u'ttt. III. 8Sr "Peppermint-camphor

is an alcohol containing the radicle CnjH m (menthyh. 1878
W. S. GILBERT H.JW.S. Pinafore, A. i I've chickens and
conies and pretty polonies, Antl excellent *peppermint drops.
1888 Pop. Set. Monthly Apr. 785 Peppermint-drops are made
of granulated sugar and water heated to the boiling-point.

1846 LINULKY I't'g. Ki'/gd. 660 The volatile oil .. is what
gives their flavour to ""Peppermint lozenges. 1875 tr. //.

-on Zieinssen's Cycl. filed. I. 460 Aromatic drinks, chain* i-

mile tea, 'peppermint tea, &c. 1757 A. COOPER Distiller n.

v. (1760) 126 The simple Waters now commonly made,
are Orange-flower-water,. ,*Pepper-mint-water, etc.

fPe-ppernel. Obs. rare-*-. [Origin obscure.]
;

Apparently, a lump or swelling (Nares).
1611 I'EAUM. & KL. Knt. R-urti. Pestle n. ii, A has a Pepper-

nel in 's head, as big as a Pullets egg.

Pe-pper-pot. 1. - PEPPER-BOX i.

1679 I.ond. Gaz. No. 1381/4 One Mustard Pot and Pepper
Pot of silver. 1860 EMERSON Cond. Life, l>eauty, What !

has my stove and pepper-pot a fal.-e bottom !

b. In various allusive and figurative uses: cf.

PEPPER-KOX i b, 2, 4.

1838 JAMES Robber vi, Wiley would have been in the

pepper-pot at Uppington by this lime. 1886 Carnh. Mag.
July 29 The old workhouse is gone, and a new one with

olden vane-; and pepper-pots has arisen in its stead. 1894
'ENN In Alpine I-'alley I. 105 Apologise for saving that old

pepperpot's life !

2. A West Indian dish composed of meat (or

fish, game, etc.) and vegetables stewed down with

cassareep and red pepper or other hot spices.
a 1704 T. BROWN Lett.fr. Dead \\. Wks. 1760 II. 215 That

most delicate palate-scorching soop called pepper-pot, a kind
of devil's broth much eat in the West Indies. 179* Woi.con
(P. Pindar) Rights ofKings Ode ii. Terrenes of fiatt'ry are

prepar'd so hot By courtiers a delicious pepper-pot. 1796
STEDMAN Surinam (1813) II. xxvi. 292 Pepper-pot is a di.sh

of boiled fish and capsicum, eaten with roasted plantains.

1899 RODWAY Cniiina Wilds 122 She quickly returned with

a calabash of thin pepper-pot and a cake of cassava bread.

b. In Pennsylvania, a stew of tripe and dough-
balls highly seasoned with pepper. (Cent. Diet.}

3. attrih. and Comb.
1883 G. MACUONALU J^onal Grant I. 34 One house with

the pepper-pot turrets. 1897 MAKY KINGSLF.Y //--'. Africa 27
A hill, on whose summit stands Fort William, a pepper-pot-
like structure now used as a lighthouse.

t Fe'pper-que-rn. Obs. Forms: see PEPPER
and QUEHN J

. A quern or hand-mill for grinding

pepper ; a pepper-mill.
1402-3 Durham Aec. Rolls (Surtees^i 217, j par de pepir

qwerns. -1440 Promp. Par-c. 393/1 Pepyr qwerne (A"., S.

pepirwherne),fractillnm. 1564 H 'ills fy /n?'. N. C. (Surtees)
1. 22 5, iiij stonepotts ij pep'quernes viijrf, 1656 BLOUNT
Glossogr. t Quern lUelg.) a handmill; as a Pepper Quern,
a Mill to grinde Pepper. 1825 JAMIESOX, Pepper-curne, a
hand-mill used for grinding pepper.

Pe'pper-tree. A name given to various trees :

cf. PEPPER sb. 3. spec. a. An evergreen tree or shrub

of S. America, Schimis Molle^JJ. Anacardiacege},

having a pungent red fruit ; cultivated for orna-

ment in California and Australia ;
b. A tree of

Australia and Tasmania, Drimys or Taswatinia

aromatica, or other species (N.O. AIaitoliace%}

having small pungent fruit used as pepper.
1691-2 SLOANE in Phil. Trans. XVII. 462 A Description

of the Ptmienta or Jamaica Pepper-Tree. 1745 P- THOMAS

Jrnl. Anson's Voy. 36 Besides. . there are . . the Pepper Tree.



PEPPER-WATER.
1797 Monthly Mag. III. 208 The number of nutmeg-trees
transplanted from the Indies, is less than even that of the

peppei -trees. 18*7 HELLYKR in BUchoff /'* DiemensLand
(iSjj) 175, I saw several pepper trees, and procured the
berries. 1839 T. L. MITCHELL Three Hxped. F.. Australia.
II. xil. 280 We also found the aromatic tea, Tasmania aro-
)naticn. , . The leaves and bark of this tree have a hot biting
cinnamon-like taste, on which account it is vulgarly called
the pepper-tree. 1883 Century Mag. Dec. 201/1 Bright
green pepper-trees.. give a graceful plumed draping.

Pe'pper-wa:ter.
1. An infusion of black pepper, formerly used for

microscopical observation of infusorian organisms.
1686 PLOT Staffordsh. 97 Minute bubbles (that move like

Animals in pepper water). 1691 KAY Creation \. (1692)
159 Those Animate-ilia, not long since discovered in Pepper-
water. by

Mr. Lewenhoek,of Delft in Holland. 1766 BAKER
in Phil. Trans. LVI. 71 The seeds of mushrooms, the
feathers, of butterflies, pepper-water, &c.
2. ?Somc kind of soup flavoured with pepper.
1798 Snorting ftlag. XI. 308, I supped.. in his house on

mulagatoney or pepper-water.

Pe"pperwood. Name given to several trees

having pungent or aromatic wood or bark.

Among these are Xanthoxylum Clava-hcrculis t
of West

Indies, etc. ( HOUGH American ll'tw/s, 1894, v. 30* ; .'w/v/-

littaria Californica (Ibid. 1897, vn. 34); also, Dicypcllium
caryophyllatum Nees, lira/if Clove Bark (Poo < raw, linyra
Quiytiha}) and Licaria guiauitttsis (Carib Licari-Kanali),
the Hois de Rose of Cayenne (Trcas. />W., Suppt. 1874;
MILM-;K Plant-namcS) 1884).

Peppcrwort (pe-paiwwt). [See WORT.]
1. A species of cress (Lepidiitm latifolinnt}.

formerly also called Dittander or Dittany ; also

applied to the genus Lepidiitm in general.
1561 TUHNKK /A-j-iW ii. 34 b, Lcpidium is called in

Knglishe Dittani, but foulishly and vnlearnedly; in Duche
Pfefferkraut that is peperwurt. 1578 LYTE Dodocns v. Ixvi.

631 Dittany whiche we may more rightly cal Pepperwurt,
hath long brocle leaues. itfo/ToPSKLL/Vv/vC /leasts (1658)
420 The herb called Nard or Pepper-wort . .will presently
help any Hea>t which is bitten by the Shrew, 1676 T.
CLOVEK in Phil. Trans. XI. 629. 1857 MAVXE Expos. Lex.,
Pepferworti a common name for the Lepidium ibcris. 1866
Treas. />ot., Peppenvort, Lepidiitm.

b. Applied in N. America to Dentana difhylla.
also B\\e& pepper-root,
1861 Miss PRATT Flmvcr. Pi. I. n 2 The root of. .the Two-

leaved Coral-root, is used by the Americans instead of
mustard, and is called Pepper-wort. 1866 Treas. Bot. 393
The roots of D\cutaria\ diphytla. .are used, .from Pennsyl-
vania to Canada,, .under the name of Pepperwort.
2. //. A name for the N.O. MarsileaccK, con-

sisting of small aquatic plants allied to the ferns.

1846 LINDLEY eg. Kingd. 71 Marsileacxx.- Peppenvorts.
//it/. 72 The main feature by which Pepperworts are known
as an Order from Lvcopodiaceae. 1851 T. MOORK (title) A
Popular History of the British Ferns, .comprising the Club-
Mosses, Pepperworts, and Horsetails

b. Lindley's name for N.O. riperacex.
1846 LISOLEY I'cg. Kingd. 515 Order cxcvi. l^ipcracex,

Pepperworts. Ibid. 516 Pepperworts are related to Buck*
wheats, Saururads, and Nettles.

Peppery (pe'pari), a.
[f. PEPPER sh. + -Y.]

1. Abounding in pepper ; of the nature of or

resembling pepper, esp. in pungency or irritating

effect; pungent, 'hot'. (In (mots. 1699, 1709,
Consisting of small grains like pepper; in 1860,
Characterized by small dots in engraving.)
1699 DAM PIER I'ty. II. i. 9 There you have black Oaz and

dark Peppery Sand. 1709 tbid. III. n. i8a Small Peppery
Sand. 1830 IJXDLEY Xat. .Syst. Rot. 170 It has a very
hitter peppery taste. 1860 O. \V. HOLMES Prof. Break/. -t.

ii, Thy roses hinted by the peppery burin of Hartoloz/i. 1900
J)aily Xeivs 26 Oct. 3/2 You get a peppery feeling, a tickling,
a dryness of the throat, an irritation of the mucous membrane.
2. Jig. a. Of speech or writing : Sharp, stinging,

pungent ;

'

highly spiced '. b. Of a person, his tem-

per, etc. : Hot-tempered, irascible, irritable, testy.
18*6 SCOIT Diary 28 Feb., Completed Malachi to-day. It

is.. in some places perhaps too peppery. 1844 DICKKNS
Mart. C/tus. xvii, Some good, strong, peppery doctrine.
i86 Sat. Ktv. 14 Sept. 268 fhe opponent may be a peppery,
narrow-minded man. 1897 N. <y (?. 8th Ser. XII. 343/1
Dash [a dog] was small, young and peppery.

I lence Pe'pperily adv.
; Pe'pperiness.

1900 Miss BKOUGHTON Foes in. Law^ xxi. 305 The olive
branch is . . offered, accepted . . or pepperily tossed back. 1890
Cent. Diet., Pepperiness.

Pepsin (pe'psin). Also formerly -ine. [mod.
(Schwann 1836, Poggendorff Anna/en XXXVIII.
558), f. Or. irty-is digestion (f. stem weir- to cook,
digest, etc.) + -ix *.] A ferment contained in the

gastric juice, having the property of converting pro-
teids into jxptones in the presence of a weak acid

;

also used medicinally in cases of indigestion, etc.

1844 in DUSGLISON Mfd. Lc.v. 1845 G. K. DAY tr.

Simon's A nim. Ckcm. I. 22 Pepsin. This name . . was given
by Schwann, -to a substance which constitutes the most
essential portion of the gastric juice. 1873 RALFE Phys.
Chcm. 129 Pepsin is a greyish-white powder, insoluble in

water, alcohol, and ether, very soluble in dilute acids.
attrib. 1886 St. Stephens Rw. 13 Mar. 12/1 As good as

a pepttoe pill before dinner. 1894 S. KISKE Holiday Stories

(1900) 1-13 He forgot his-dyspepsia and lib pepsin tablets,

I lence Pe'psinate v. trans. , to mix or treat with

pepsin ; Pepsini ferous a.
, producing pepsin

{Cent, Dift.}\ Pepsi'nogen: see quot. 1893.
i88> QUAIN Med. Diet. 378 2 *Pepsinated pills ofpounded

raw beef. 1899 \V, JAMES in Talks to Teachers onPsychol,

666

I 206 With our future fo<xl..pepMnated or half-digested in ad-
vance. 1878 FOSIKR Phys. n. i. 2. 220 We have a certain
amount of. .evidence of the existence of a matter offerment,
or 'pepsinogen, comparable to the pancreatic zymogen.
1893 yd. Soc. Ltx., Pepsinogcn, the zytnogen which is con-

tinually being formed by the protoplasm of the gastric
glands, and is converted, during secretion, into pepsin, and
discharged from the gland-cells.

t Pepst, "ifa.fple. or a. Obs. [Origin unknown.]
'

Apparently a term for intoxicated' (Nares).
1577 KENDALL Ft. fcpigr. Lviij,Thou drunken faindst thy-

self of late: Thou three daies after slepst : How wilt thou
slepe with drinke in deede, When thou art throughly pepst ?

Peptic (pe'ptik), " and sl>. [ad. Gr. imrTiitus

able to digest, f. nt-trr-os cooked, digested.]
A. adj. 1. Having the quality of digesting;

belonging or relating to digestion : = DIGESTIVE
A. i

;
used spec, in relation to the digestion in

which pepsin is concerned, as in peptic digestion,
stomachic or gastric digestion; peptic glands, the

glands which secrete the gastric juice.
1651 BIGGS New Disp. 295. 218 Not by the intense pep-

tick quality, but by the vigour of the digestible . . ferment.
1660 GAL'DEN Sacrilcgus 13 Who have good stomachs to

both, if they had but. .some Peptick power. 1866 HUXLEY
rhys. vi. (1869) 167 These peptic glands which, when food

parses into the stomach, throw out a thin acid fluid, the

gastric juice. 1878 FOSTER Phys. II. i. (1879) 233 Pepticdiges-
lion is essentially an acid digestion. 1898 Allbittt's Syst,
Mcd. V. 294 A peptic asthma due to indiscretions in diet.

2. Having the quality of promoting or assisting

digestion: = DIGESTIVE A. 2.

1661 LOVKLL /fist. Anini. fy Mill. 403 The rtv-//;'O, is helped
by..pepttck powders, if from the stomach. i8a8 Blacktu.

Mag. XXIV. 53 Thanks to a peptic pill of Doctor Kitchiner.

3. Able to digest; having good digestion: =
EUPEPTIC A. 2.

1827 C.vKi.YLt (,Yv//. l\oin. I. 63 A sound peptic stomach
does not yield so tamely to the precepts of the head or heart.

4. ? Pertaining to or caused by suppuration. (Cf.
DIGESTIVE A. 4.)
1884 M. MACKENZIE Dls. Throat $ Nose II. 167 Ante-

mortem peptic softening can be the cause of the injury.
B. st>. 1. (See quot.)

1841 UIXGLISON MeJ. I-c-r., Peptic, a substance which
promotes digestion, or is digestive.

2. //. The digestive organs, humorous.
1841 TKNNYSOM Will Waterproof x, Is there some magic

in the place V Or do my peptics difter '.' 1888 W. WALLACE
in Academy 7 Apr. 235 To be taken, refrained from, or mixed,
according to the constitution and condition of our peptics.
3. //.

' The doctrine of digestion
'

(Webster 1864).
Hence Pe'ptical a. = PEPTIC a. Peptician

(pepti'Jan), a person who has good digestion;
Pepticity (pepti'slti , good peptic condition.

1831 Frascrs Mag. III. 12 His .. political, practical, and
peptical Theory of the Universe. 1831 CAKLYI.E Misc. (1857)
III. i The true Peptician was that Countryman who an-
swered that

'
for his part, he had no system '. 1838 Let.

27 July in Fronde Life in l.omt. v. 1. 141 A bit of brown
bread, and peace and pepticity to eat it with.

Feptogen (pe-pWUgen), [f. Gr., irirro-s (see

PEPTONE, PEPTIC) + -GEN.] A general name for

substances which stimulate the formation of pepsin
in the gastric juice. So Peptoge'nic, Pepto'-
genons a<ljs., having the quality of forming, or

stimulating the formation of, pepsin ; also, having
the quality of converting proteids into peptones.
1875 DARWIN liiscclk: PI. vi. 129 The glands of the

stomach of animals secrete pepsin as Schiff asserts, only
after they have absorbed certain soluble substances, which
he designates peptogenes. 1893 Sytf. Soc. Le.v.

t Pcpiogenic,
pepsin-producing. Term used for those substances which,
introduced into the stomach, stimulate the secretion of the

pepsin ofthe gastricjuice. 1900 Lancet 4 Aug. Advt.43Pepto-
genic M ilk Powder . . converts the caseine into a condition cor-

responding, .to the peptone-like albuminoids of breast milk.

Peptonate (pe-pt<5h<>t). Chem.
[f. next +

-ATE* c.] An organic salt produced by the action

of a peptone on an inorganic salt, in which the

]u.])tone-radical takes the place of the inorganic
acid-radical.

1876 UARTHOI.OW Mat, .Veil. (1879) ='2 The salts of silver
most probably enter the blood as albuminates and pepto-
iiales. 1807 Alltutfs Syst. Med. II. 934 Subcutaneous
injection of the peptonate of mercury.

Peptone (pe-ptoun). [ad. Ger. pepton (C. C.
I^hmann, 1849, in I>cr. Sachs. Gesellsch. f. Wis-

seiisc/t., Rfatli.-Fhys., 67. I. 12), ad. Gr. TrcirroV,

ncut. of Gr. winr-os cooked, digested ; spelt -one in

Fr. and Kng.] The general name for a class of
albuminoid substances into which proteids (the

nitrogenous constituents of food) are converted by
the action of pepsin or trypsin (the digestive fer-

ments of the gastric and pancreatic juices) ; differ-

ing from protcids in not being coagulable by heat,
and in being easily soluble and diffusible through
membranes, and thus capable of absorption into

the system.
1860 -V. Syd. Sac. Year Bk.Jlcit. 76 Peptone has a very

much higher endosmotic equivalent than simple albumen.
1871 HUXLEY Phys. vi. 147. 1881 DARWIN I'eg. Mould 43
In such plants as Drosera and Diontea; .. animal matter is

digested and converted into peptone not within a stomach,
but on the surface of the leaves.
altrib. 1878 KINGZETT Anijn. Chtm. 40 The peptone-

substance is synthetically changed into solid albumin again.

PER.

1899 CAGNEV tr. Jaksclis Ctin. Diagn. vii. 311 The peptone
precipitate is dissolved by the addition of water (etc.).

Peptonize .pe-pu-n^iz;, v.
[f. FEPTOKE +

-IZE.J trans. To convert ^a proteid) into a peptone ;

esp. to subject (food) to an artificial process of

partial digestion (predigestion) by means of pepsin
or pancreatic extract, as an aid to weak digestion.
Hence Pe'ptonized, Pe'ptonizing///.<7<7/,>. ; also

Peptoniza'tion, the action or process of peptoniz-
ing ; Fe'ptonizer, a jwptoni/ing agent. AlsoJig.
i88o iVrt/'rt'XXIII. 169 Preparation ofartificially-digested

food, peptonised materials 1881 Ibid. 235 In peptonisation
of albuminoid .substances. 1884 Health E.vhib. Catal. 17/2
Preparations of the digestive ferments for peptoiming. .food.

Peptonising apparatus. 1885 GOODALE Pl'.ysiot. Bot. (1892)
366 It lias ihe power of peptomzing p^ruteidx 1893 Nat.
O&seru. 5 Aug. 303/1 A good comedy is the best of pepto-
nisers. 1895 At/tenjfttut 21 Sept. 392/1 Wholesome food tu
the apparently large public which likes its science pcptonized,

Pe-ptxjnoid. [f.
J'KPTONE + -on>.] Trade-name

for a preparation containing peptones : see prec.
1893 Syd. Soc. Lex.) Pcptonoids ofbeef.
\\ Peptonuria l

,]
)ePt'7ni^a "

ri^}- Path- [mod.L. ?

f. 1'Ei-roXK + Gr. ovpov' urine : see -URIA.] The
presence of peptones in the urine.

1891 Lancet 3 Jan. 6^/2 Peptonuna occurred after the

injection. 1897 Allhutl's Syst. Mcd. III. 560 Peptonuria
may appear and towards the end a little albumimiria.

Peptotoxill (pept0|t>'ksin). [f.
Gr. irtirru-s

(see I*EPTIC) + TOXIN.] 'A poisonous alkaloid

formed from peptones during digestion, and becom-

ing decomposed later on, as putrefaction takes

place' Sya, Soc. Lex. 1893).
1890 in Cent. Diet. 1897 Allbutfs Syst. Med. II. 815 In

the case of gastric digestion we have a ptomaine pepto-
toxin. 1899 Ibid. VIII. 65 Certain toxic bodies of the nature

ofuepto-toxines have been found in the urine by Kwald.

Pepuzian (p/pi/rzian). Ch. J/ist. Also Pepu-
sian. [ad. med.L. repusiani, -ztafii, f. Jy

epusiat

-.:/ff, Ilirot/(|a.] A member of a sect of Montanists
in the 2nd century, so called from Pepuza in Phry-
gia. Also f Pcpusite.
1565 T. STAPLKTON Fortr. Faith 62 b, The Pepuzians

would haue taught him that holy orders is no Sacrament.

1625 UK. HALL No Peace v. 1
. Rome 3 One while, we are

Pepuzians that ascribe too much to women ; then, wee are

Ongenists, for holding the Image of God to be defaced in

man. 1653 R. MAILLIE Dissuas. 1'itui. (1655) 23 That Phry-
gian pepusite had gotten the beginning of his way from the
herelick indeed. 1717-41 CHAMBERS Cyt.1. s.v., They had
their name I*epzians from a pretence that Jesus Christ ap-
peared to one of their prophetesses in the city Pepuza in

Phrygia, which was their holy city.

Per, obs. f. PEAK sl>.
; var. PEAK v. Obs.

Per (paj), /;r/. A Latin (Ital. and Old French)

preposition, meaning 'through, by, by means of ;

in med.L. and Fr. also in a distributive sense =
1 for every . . .

,
for each . . .' : used in Kng. in

various Latin and OF. phrases, and ultimately

becoming practically an Kng. preposition used

freely before substantives of many classes.

I. In Lat. phrases (including med.L. and Italian).

1. per accidena (f also quasi-anglicized as per
a?ddHfc} [= Gr. Kara avfiftfBrjKos] by accident,

by virtue ofsome accessory or non-essential circum-

stance, contingently, indirectly. Opposed to//* se.

1528 PAVNEI. tr. Salem*'* Regiut. (1541) 49 b, Water that
is temperately colde, doth somtyme per accidence, stere one
to haue an appetite. 157* [>>ee }er se\ -1590 MARLOWL
Faust, iii. 46 (1878) Did not my conjuring speeches raise

thee ? ;>peak. Meph. That was the cau^e, but yet $er
accittcns. 1654 WIIM LOCK Zootoinia 221 Causes fler si; and
Causes per Accidens working the same Effects, a 1680

CHARSOCK ll'ks. (1865) III. 230 This punishment is only
accidental to the gospel, it becomes the >avour of death per
accidcnS) because of the unbelief of those that reject it.

b. In Logic applied to conversion in which the

quantity of the proposition is changed from uni-

versal to particular: see CONVERSION 4.
Called by Hoethius Cotiversio per accident^ because the

particular affirmation in this case serves inttircitly s& con-

verse for a universal affirmation with whose subaltern par-
ticular it is directly (pr'tncipaliter) convertible. Aristotle's

term was aiTrrpwf) KOTO. /*<fpof
- '

conversion as to a part
'

because only part of the statement is converted.

[ftS*S UoKiHii's de Xyllogisiiio Categoriio i. (ed. Basil.

1570* 539) t'er acddens autem convert! dicitur particularis
aiTirmatiu universa) i arTimiationi, quta particularis affirm-

atio sibi ipsi principal! convertitur.] 16^7 T. Goon firicf
frtiit Logic 27 Conversion Per Accident is a change of the

Subject into the place of the Predicate, et contra, keeping
the same Quality, but changing of Quantity. 1840 WHATEI.Y

Logic 78 This might be fairly named conversion by limita-

tion ; but is commonly called Cottvcrsion per accident. 1843
MILL Logic (1856) n. i. 2 This process, winch converts

an universal proposition into a particular, is termed conver-

sion Per accident.

2. per annum, (so much) by the year, every year,

yearly: almost always in reference to a sum of

money paid or received.
1601 R. JOHNSON Kingd. y Couture. (1603) 89 The professor

in divinity, hath per annum 1 125 florens. 1677 YAKKAN i os

Hug. /tufrffv, 152 At present there is at lea^t five hundred

pounds per /Itinur/t, paid. 1886 D. C. MLRKAV Cynic
Fortune xii, An income of a hundred pounds per annum.

3. per consequens (^ also per consequent [
F.

par consequent], per consequence}, by consequence,

consequently.



PER. 667 PER-.

r 1386 CHAUCER Sotnpn. T. 484 An odious meschief This '

day bityd is to myn ordre and me And so per \v.r. par) con-

sequens in ecli de^re Of hooly chirche. 1413 Pilgr. SowI?

(Caxton 1483) iv. xxvi. 71 Than ben they al euene, and per

consequent theyr wyttes shold ben euen. c 153* l)n \Vi-:s

Introii. />. in Palsgr. 959 Howe one may make dyverse.,
sentences with one worde, and perconsequent come shortely
to tlie freuch speche. i6ai BI'KTON Attnt. Mel. i. ii. in. i,

So per consequents, disturbing the .Soul.

4. per contra [It.], on the opposite side (of an

account, etc.) ; on the other hand
;

as a set-off.

See CONTRA C. i.

1554 PRAT Africa Ep. A v b, Honour. .doth the noble

man ateyne ; which . . preferreth and aduanceih his pore ser-

uauntes;per contra.\\\ now much displeasure with (iod,. .doth

he incur in whose seruyce his poore seruantes do not floryshe.

1588 J. MKI.LIS Brief* Instr. D vj, And when this [Creditor]
side or the Debitor side is full written, that you mynde to

make it euen with the Debitor syde per contra. 1750
CHKSTKRF. Lett. (1774) II. 38 When I cast up your account. .

I rejoice to see the balance so much in your favour; and
that the items per contra are so few. 1820 J. SCOTT in Loud.

Mag. Jan., Refer, as/Vr contra, to Maclvor's ideas, a 183*
BFSTIIAM Deontoi. xi. (1834) I. 157 This will be the account
on the side of profit. Per contra, he will be led to estimate

i. Sickness [etc. J. 1840 UARMAM Ingol. Leg. Ser. i. Ace.
Nfvt Play, Per contra, he'd lately endow'd a new Chantry.

b. as sh. The opposite aide (of ah account, etc.).

1804 MRS. E. MERKY Let. in Mem. Moore (1856) VIII. 52
Matter arises every instant that you would convert into

amusement, but the per contra makes us both bear the de-

privation of your society
with resignation. 1846 MKs.dom:

Eng. Char. (1852) 123 Without any per-contra of sums with-

drawn therefrom. 1880 J. PAYN Con/id. Agent III. nj
There must l>e something, .to \\\e per contra.

5- per diem, (so much) by the day, every day,

daily. (Cf. per annum.)
1520 Rutland Papers (Camden) 42 Lalxjvrers heired, xi. at

vjd. per diem. 1615 PL-UCHAS Pilgrims II. vi. iv. 867 His
entertainement was tweiitie tine shillings /*/ diem. 1742
FU.UJING y, Andrews I. viii, To attend twice Per diem, at !

the polite churches and chapels. 1835 UKI-: Philos. Mantif.
348 The work-people were paid iooo/. per diem in these '

several factories.

b. as s/>. An amount or allowance of so much
every day. Chiefly U. S.
1888 BRYCE Amer. Commiv. II. App. 650 Members of the

Legislature shall receive.. a per diem and mileage; ..such

per diem shall not exceed eight dollars. \9yjOuting (\J. S.J

June 281/2 In ad lition to the per diem above stated.

6. per menu 3m, (so much) every month: cf. 2, 5.

1647 Kingti. M't kly Intelligencer No. 238. 758 (Stanf.) The
addition of forty thousand pounds per mensem to the present
sixty thousand pounds. 1810 T. WILLIAMSON K. Ind. Vad- 1-

M. \. 284 The manjy is usually paid from five to seven

rupees per mensem,

7. per procurationem (commonly abbreviated

per proc., per pro. , p.p. ; sometimes read as per
procuration) : by procuration, by the action of
a procurator or official agent, by proxy or deputy.
1819 in Barnewall & Cresswell Reports (1828) VII. 280 i

Six months after date pay to my order i56o/., for value re-
j

ceived : T. Bitrleigh. Accepted /t->- procuration of G. G. II.
'

Mtinnings. S. Munnings. 1882 HITHKI.L Counting-ho. ,

Diet. (1893) 242 In commerce it is usual to employ the well-

known Latin phrase 'per procurationem', to call attention
to the fact that a signature is made by proxy. Ibid. 224.

'

The phrase 'per procurationem' is commonly contracted
into V- A' 1895 AwVy -\Ytf9 Apr. 3/6 Owing to ill health, ;

she allowed him to sign
'

per pro ',

8. per saltum, by a leap, at one bound, without
intermediate steps, all at once. (Rarely attrib.)
1600 W. WATSON Decacordon (1602) 14 Others to be but

doctors of clowts, per saltum. 1640 CHR. HAHVII-; Synagogue
xii, To take degrees, per saltum, though of quick Dispatch,
is but a truants trick. 1679 J. GOODMAN Penit. i*ard. \\. i.

(1713) 151 In hopes to be made saints per saltum. 1842 3
GROVE Corr. Wtys. Forces (i%j j) 150 To account for the/c/-
saltum manner in which chemical combinations take place.

9. per se, by or in itself (himself, herself, them-

selves"); intrinsically, essentially; without reference

to anything ^or any one) else.

1572 WHITGIPT U'ks. (1852) II. 83 For they belong unto
God properly and Per se, to man per etccidens. 1606 SIIAKS.
Tr. $ Cr. i, ii. 15 They say he is a very man per se and
stands alone. 1704 J. HARRIS Lex. Tec/in. I. s.v.. We say
a Thing is considered fer se, when 'tis taken in the Abstract,
and without Connexion with other things. 1748 FRANKLIN
Lett. Wks. 1840 V. 211 Air is an electric per se. 1883 SIR
J. C. MATHKW in Laiv Rep. n Q. B. Div. 392 It was very
questionable whether the words used were defamatory per >e.

fb. Formerly used in naming a letter which by
itself forms a word (A per se, fper se, per se),
or a symbol which by itself stands for a word (ami
per se = 8c, AMPERSAND'

; hence allusively: see

A, I, O (the letters).
c 1475 [see A (the letter) IVJ. a 1530 J. HEVWOOD Weather

(Brandl) 104 Some save I am I perse I. 1597 MORLFY
Introd, Afns. 36, & per se, con per se [see CHRIST-CROSS 3].

10. In various phrases, as per antiphrasin, per
arsm et thesin,per deliqttiitm (see ANTIPHRASIS,
ARSIS, DELIQUIUM-); per capita (/aw), 'by
heads', applied to succession when divided among
a number of individuals in equal shares (opp. to

per stirpes) ; per fas et (aut) nefas, by right and
(or) wrong, by means fair or foul

; per interim,
for the meantime, during the intervening time ;

per minima, througli the minutest particles ; per
pares, by (his) peers; per quod (Law),

'

whereby
1

,

a phrase formerly used, in order to maintain the
;

action, in a declaration of special damage ; per
stirpes (/.aw),

*

by stocks
'

or 'families'
; applied

to succession when divided in equal shares among
ihe branches of the family, the share of each branch

being then subdivided equally among the repre-
sentatives of that branch (opp. to per capita).
1398 TKKVISA Barth. De F. A'.vn. lix. 11495) rvj b/i A pos-

tume . .hyghte Herisipila, that is holy fyre per *Antifrasim,
that is by contrary manere spekynge. 1670 LASSELS / 'oy.

Italy i. 153 An Academy of Wits, called Gli Otiosi,or Idle-

men,. .per antiphrasin, because they are not idle. 1597
MOKLEY Introd. MHS. ii. 114 If. .you make a Canon per
*arsin # thesin, without anie discorde in binding maner in it.

1682 WARBURTON Hist. Guernsey (1822) 90 Patrimonial
estates are divided per stirpes; purchased estates, per *capua.
1766 BLACKSTOSEGW//W. II. xiv. 217 Their representatives. .

became themselves principals, and shared the inheritance

Per capita, that is, share and share alike. 1666 BOVI.K (''rig.

J-'ormes fy Qua/. U. iii, As neither oil of tartar per *deli~

qniittn, nor spirit of salt will dissolve silver, so both the

one and the other will precipitate it. 1600 W. WATSON
/Decacordon (1602) 96 Margin, LQ maintaine their reputation,

per *fas ant nefas they care not how. 1771 Jiuihts Lett.

xliv. (1772) II. 153 Likely enough to be resisted per fas et

nefas. 1714 Loud. Gaz. No, 6^1^/1 The Director of Meat/ is

charged with the Vote of the Electorate of Bohemia per
"interim. 1704 J. HARRIS Le.\\ Techn. I, If Silver and
1 ,L-ad be melted together, they will mingle and be united
with one another per

*minima, u 1734 NORIH F..rnm. I.

il. $ 159 (1740) 120 His Lordship had stood his Trial per
*Tares. 1768 BI.ACKSTONI: Comm. 1 1 1, viii, 124 It is

necessary that the plaintiff should aver some particular
damage to have happened ; which is called laying his action
with a/Vr 'i/rtod. 1682 Per *slirpes [see/V>' capita above).

1766 lii.ACKSTONK Comm. II. .\iv. 218 The law of Kngland. .

would still divide it only into three parts and di>,inbute it

per stirpes. 1881 H. \V, NICHOLSON Fr. Sword to Share
xiv. 96 Intestate property goes to lineal descendants per

II. 1. In OF, phrases, some of which occur also

with the more usual form PAH, q.v., ,. per charite,

per company , etc.; others are fper niaistrie,

'by mastery', by conquest; per my et per tout

(/.aw),
*

by half and by all', by joint-tenancy;
per pais, per pays (Law),

'

by the country
*

: see

PAIS. See also PEK.YDVENTTRE, PEHCASE, PER-

CHANCE, PEKFAY, PERFORCE, PKKo,rKn.
c 1330 R. BRUNSI-: Chron. (r3io) 164 Hi \>e se side he nani,

S; wan it per *maistrie. 1628 COKE tr. Littleton in Inst. i86a,
Kuery ioyntenant is seised of the land which hee holdeth

ioyntly Per *my $ per tout. 1704 J. HAKKIS /.t'.v. Tt't hii. I.

s. v., A Joynt-Tenant is said to be seised of the Lands that
he holds jointly Per my $ per tout', that is, he, is seised

by every Parcel, and by the whole, 1828 lUdin. J\ci\

Sept. 97 A province of literature of which they were

formerly seised per my et per tout. 1614 SKLDKS Titles

Hon. 280 Speciall liastardie is triable per
'

Pais. 1664, 1768
[see PAIS], 1828 D. i.r; MARCHANT Rep. Claims to ttnrony

ofGardner p. xxxvi, The tenant in possession offered issue,
either in grand assize or per pays.

b. As a prefix in nonce-advbs. after perchance ^

perhaps, as per-hazard, per-likelihood.
1807 J. BARLOW Coining, vi. 423 And some war minister

per'hazard reads In what far field the tool of placemen
bleeds. 1834-43 SOUTHKY Doctor ccxliv. (1848) 66s/i Dis-
courses which perchance, and (I fear; per-likelihood, it may
be thy fortune to hear.. at thy parish church.

2. In Heraldryi
in phrases denoting partition of

the shield ia the direction of any of the principal
ordinaries (per BKN*D, per CHEVRON, per CROSS,
per FESSE, per PALE, per SALTIRE) : see these

words; also PARTED, PARTY a t Also per long'.
see quots. s. v. INDENTILI.Y.

III. As an English preposition.
1. By, by means of, by the instrumentality of;

esp. in phrases relating to conveyance, as per
bearer) per carrier, per express, fer post, per rail

y

per steamer, etc. Also = according to, as stated

or indicated by, as per invoice^ per ledger, per
margin^ etc. ; as laid down by (a judge,- (quot.

1818). So, in humorous slang use, (as) per usual
= as usual. Also (exceptionally) in other senses,

a& per this time = by this time, per instance = for

instance (cf. F. par exemple).
1588 J. MKLLIS Briefe Instr. G j b, And for euery Debitor

yee shall say. Per such one N., as appeareth in my olde
booke A in such a leafe. 1599 Child-Marriages 179 Re-

ceiued.onepacquetofLettresperpostedyrectedtoMr. Maior.
1618 R. COCKS Diary (Hakl. Soc.) II. 28 Yet, per the

pleasure of God, got her affe. 1675 in J. Easton Narr.
(1858) 103, I hope my Brother, Knapton, Sharpe, &c. will

bee here per first. 1710 STEELE Tatar No. 231 ? 4, I send

you by this Bearer, and not per Bearer, a Dozen of that

Claret. 1765 in J. Hancock his Bk. (1898) So My late

Uncle (of whose sudden death you have undoubtedly per
this time heard). 1770 T. DAVIES in J. Granger s Lett.

(1805) 49 Send ine,y*ci* return of the post, a proper acknow-
ledgement. 1798 WORDSw. Let. to Cattle 28 Aug. (in

Sotherans Catal. (1899) 57), A very" pleasant journey per
foot, per waggon, per coach, per post-chaise. 1804 Some-
thing Odd\. 1 22 They're all ready and willing, .per instance,
Sir Somebody Something [etc.]. 1810 CAIT. TUCKER in

Naval Chron. XXIV. 336 Men, selected as per margin.
1818 CRUISE Digest (ed. 2) II. 485 Rut, per Holt, the estate
was limited by way of use to the issues female. 1874 W. S.
GILBERT Charity iv, I shall accompany him, as per usual.

2. In distributive sense, following words of number
or quantity in expressions denoting rate or pro-
portion : For each . . . , for every . . . : A prep.*
S b, BY prep. 24 c. See also PEE CENT, CENT i 2.

1598 BARRET T/ieor. H'arres 54, 7 rankes at 2 men pet
ranke in the fore angles. 1611 SPEED f/ist. Gt. Brit. i\.

xiii. (1623^ 732 Kuery one of cch sexe., should pay by the

nead,orJiw/W as they call it, twelue pence. i663tii-Knn K

Connse/bq Three shillings /crdoozen. 1689 Apol. Walker*
Ace. Sii'gt' Londonderry 24 Twenty puumU Kine/Vr Month.
1703 M.UNUKKU. Jonrn. Jems. (1721*67 It is ordinarily
fourteen Dollars p,-r heat!. 1734 Builder's Diet. I. F vij li

(Bricks^ Their usual Price is from twelve to sixteen Shillin-s

per Hundred. 1800 Asiat. Ann. Reg., Hist, hui, 26/1 Tin-
allowance .. was one thousand rupees per day. 1825 I.

NICHOLSON Operat. Mechanic 546 To charge the work at

per foot. 1887 MOLONKY Forestry II'. Afr. 151 It was worih
from 4^. to \s. 6d. per pound.

b. In nonce-vbs. formed on phrases belonging
to this sense, as per-sheet, to charge at so much
per sheet ; PEK-CEXT

z/., q. v.

1805 SOI:THKV Let. to J. Rickman 22 Mar, in Life (1850)
II. 319 Per-sheeting was in use as early as Martin Luther's

lime, who mentions the price a curious fact.

Per-, prefix^. The Latin preposition per (see

prec.) used in composition with vcrhs, adjectives,
and their derivatives. A lari^c number of these

have come down through 1-r. into Kng. ; others

have been adopted directly from Lat., or formed
in I'-ng. on Latin elements, or (as was frequent in

16-17111 c.) on words already in Kng. use. Tlie

following are the chief uses in Latin ami Knglish.
I. As an etymological clement. In tlie senses :

1. Through, in spare ur time; throughout, all over: with

verbs {and their derivatives), as perainbuliire to walk

through, PERAMBULATE, perforate to bore through, PFK-

roK.viK, pi>~'a<1iirc to go through, PKRVAI;!-:, pewigilare
to watch through, PERVIGILATE! forming adjs., as pervius
having a way through, PKRVIOUS.

2. Throutih and through, thoroughly, cjinpletely, to com-

pletion, to the end : \\ith verlis (and derivativt-s), as/('r//fV'V

to do thoroughly, complete, J'KKI-I'.CT, pertnniare to change
throughout or completely, I'KKMI-TK, perpetrCire to l'i K-

H-iTK.vi F, pertitrl-are to PERTURB; SO Pi-iKl.'SR, etc.

^. Away entirely, to destruction,
*
to the bad*: with verb-.

i and derivatives), as pcrdere to do away with, destroy, lose

(PFRoniox),/tvv/</ to go to destruction, I'KRISH, pervert?re
to turn away evilly, I'MKVERT^t^vVwwv to takeaway entirely,

destroy, annihilate O'I-IRI-MI-TOKY).

4. Thoroughly, perfectly, extremely, very: with adjs. and

advbs.jas >teracw/j very sharp, PERACUTE, perdiltgens very
diligent, PKROILKIEST, pcrfewidtts, Pi;ui I:HVID. Formerly
also in Eng. with derived sbs. tor their analogues), in sense
*
v -ry great ',

'extreme
', &&ferdiligencet pcradvertcncc.

IT. In Chemical nomenclature. (From 4 above.)
5, Forming sbs. and adjs. denoting the maximum
(or supposed maximum) of some element in a

chemical combination ; esp.
a. \Vilh names of binary compounds in -IIK

(formerly -wet), designating that in which the

clement or radical combines in the largest pro-

portion with another element, e. g. PEHOXU>K, PEK-
CHLOBIDE (^perchfarw-et), PEK-IOKIDE, PEKSUK-
I'HIDE (f persitlphitrct), q.v. Also perbro'mide
(fperbro'rauret), a compound of bromine with

another element or radical, in which the bromine
is present in larger proportion than in other com-

pounds: ^>percyanide (f ~cya'nnret)^ perphosphide
f -pkospkitret\ etc. Hence in derivative verbs, etc. :

as PEUO.KHUTE, -oxijyi'Zfy perphosphitrettedt
etc.

This u.se of per. was introduced in 1804 by Dr. T.

Thomson, in his System of Chemistry, ed. 2, for combina-
tions of oxygen with a metal, pero.\ide being used to

indicate ' that the metal Is thoroughly oxidized ', or 'com-
bined with as much o.xygen as possible': see PEROXIDE. It

was subsequently extended to combinations of other ele-

ments, as PERCHLORIDE, etc. In strict chemical nomen-
clature names in per* have been to a great extent super-
seded by those with more definite numerical prefixes (e.g.

Peroxide ofmanganese by manganese dioxide), or by others

in which the constitution of the substance is differently

expressed (e. g. perchloride and peroxide of iron, \tyferrit

ihloride, ferric c-i-ide). But the per- compounds are retained

in some cases, especially in pharmacy and popular use.

b, \Vith adjs. in -ic, naming oxides, acids, etc.,

designating that compound which contains the

greatest proportion of oxygen (and, consequently,
the least of the element named,, as perbro'mic

arid, hydrogen perbromate, HBrO4 ; perchro*mic

aeidy HjCrjOg; periri'dio fttt&j indium trioxide,

IrO3 ; pernrtric and, IINO4 ; pero'smic acid

(= oxide), OsO
4 ; perruthe'nic acid (

=
oxide),

KuOj, etc. Sec also PERCHLORIC, -IODIC, -MAN-

GANIC, etc. Also in names of the salts of these

acids, and analogous bodies, as PERCH LORATE,

-IOPATE, -MANGAXATE, -SULPHATE, q. V., ptrchrO'-

mate, perirrdiate, pernvtrate, perpho'sphatt, per-

ti'tanate, etc.

Many of these also are now abandoned for names other-

wise formed ; e. g. pcrnitrate of iron, of mercury, now

ferric and mercuric nitrate.

Formerly per- was also prefixed to adjs. in -ons, where

hypo- is now used, as persitlphurmis Hvitisfi-piit-'ROfs;

so pernitrotts, perpho$phoroiis.
1804 [see PEROXIDE], 1813 [see PKRSI'U-MATK]. 1818 [see

PEKCHLOKIC, PKKCHI.ORIDE]. 1818 HENRY l-'.lt-nt. Chew. (ed. S)

I. 405 When 400 measures of nitrous gas and ico measure-*

of oxygen., are mixed together., we obtain 100 measures of

a compound, called by (Jay \A\^^.c^>er-nifroits add. Mr.

I>alton..has lately proposed to call it sub-nitrous acid.

Ibid. II. 12 Hypo-phosphorous or Per-phosphorous Acid.

1819 [see PERIUDIDE]. 1826 Henry's Chew. \\. 129 A solu-



PER-.

lion is obtained, in which the metal is more highly oxidated,

constituting per-nitrate of mercury. 1836 J. M. GULLY
Magendits Formnl. ted. 2) 124 Perbromuret of Iron.. is

a brick-red salt, very soluble, deliquescent. 1836 BRANDE
Client, (ed. 4) /rtV.r, Perbrumide, Perfluoride. Ibid. 771
The chromate of the peroxide of iron (perchromate) is

soluble. 1842 PARNKI.L Client. Anal. (1845) 347 The soluble

double compound of percyanide of cobalt and cyanide of

potassium (cobalti-cyanide of potassium). 1849 D. CAMP-
HELL Inorg. Cheni. 272 [They] leave, on washing with

water, a pertitanate of the alkali. 1854 J. SCOFFERN in

Orrs Circ. Sc.
t
Chcm. 449 Solutions containing perchromic

acid possess a beautiful blue tint. 1866 KOSCOE Elem.
Chem. 102 Perbromic Acid, or Hydric Perbromate .. ob-

tained by the action of bromine upon perchloric acid.

1868 WATTS DUt. Chem. V. 138 Tetroxide of ruthenium,

RuOi, Ruthenic tetro.vlde^ Perruthenic acid. 1873 Fmvnes'
Chetn, (ed. n) 436 A deep indigo-coloured solution of basic

potassium periridiate. /fa'd.
t
The trioxide, or Periridic

oxide, is not known in the free state. 1876 HAHLF.V Mat.
Med. (ed. 6) 85 Adding again half as much bromine, the

perbromide is formed. Ibid. 215 Iron combines with a

portion of the nitric acid to form a soluble pernitrate, 1877
Athenaeum i Dec. 702/2 Mounting for the microscope speci-
mens of small animals which have been hardened in per-
osmic acid. 1880 CI.EMINSHAW ll'urtz' Atom. The. 231 In

perrutliciiic acid and in osmic acid, .ruthenium and osmium
act as octovalent elements. 1882 Athenaeum 13 May 607/1
They find that ozone prepared by the electrization of dry
air is mixed with another gaseous compound,

'

pernitric
acid'. The formation of this acid is limited, like that of

ozone, by a given temperature.

Per-, prefix-, representing OF. per or F. par
(see TAR prep., PER prep. II), in phrases which
have coalesced into single words, as PERAHYENTURE,
PERCASE, PERCHANCE, etc. ;

so also (with second

element Kng.) PERHAPS.

fPera'cetate. Chem. Obs. [f. PER- J 5b +

ACETATE.] A compound of acetic acid with a

base, containing a maximum proportion of the acid.
Peracetate ofiron^ old name of Ferric acetate.

1836 I!RANDE Chem. fed. 4) 1118 Peracetate of Iron may
be obtained by digt^ting turnings and clippings of iron in

acetic acid. 1864 H. SPENCER Bwl. \. 20 Prof. Graham re-

murks of the peracetate of iron, that it may be made a source
of soluble peroxide.

Peract (panvkt), v. Now rare.
[f. \*.peracf- t

ppl. stem of peragcre to perform, accomplish, f.

per- (PER-
1

2} + agcre to drive, do.] trans. To
practise, perform; to accomplish, carry out.
1621 Summary ofDtt Bartas I. iii. 149 In certaine sports

called Floralia,. .diuersinsolencies. .wereperacted. 1642 H.
MORE Song ofSoul iv. xxxi, ThU faculty. .Extends itselfto

whatsoever that The soul peracts. 1654 VILVAIS Kpit. Ess.

r. Ii, Sundry ages after the Flood peracted. 1685 H. MORK
Paralip. Prophet, xii. 89 For the more contentfully peract-

ing this Tax. 1892 STEVENSON Vailima Lett, xvii, Much
waste of time,.. and little transacted or at least peracted.

fPera'ction. Obs. rare~>0
. [^.'L.pcracdon-em^

n. of action f. peragcre : see prec.] Performance,

accomplishment.
1623 in COCKERAM. So in BLOUST, PHILLIPS, and COLES.

tPera'Ctor. [Agent-n. f. L. peragcre to PER-

ACT.] Name of an obsolete surveying instrument.

1674 LEYBOURN Coinpl. Surveyor 237 An Instrument which
he calleth a Peractor, which is no other than a Theodelite,

only the Ilox and Needle is so fitted to the Center of the

Instrument, that. .the Index may be turned about, and yet
the Uox and Needle remain immoveable. 1766 Compl.
Farmer s.v. Surveying^ For the doing of this, there are

several instruments Very proper, especially Mr. Ratbburn's

quadrant upon the had of his peracter.

Feracute (p5
:

r&kifi*t), a. Path. Now rare.

[ad. L. peracutus very sharp : see PER- * 4 and

ACUTE.] Of diseases: Very acute or severe;
attended with much inflammation.

1398 TREVISA Barlh. De P. R. vn. xlix.
t
(Bodl. MS.), IHca

passio..ts icleped one of J?e euels bat bej>icleped peracute. .

for . . it sleej> in one daye ober tweyne. 1661 LOVELL Hist.
Anim. fy Min. 438 If simply acute they [the diseases] may
be judged on the fourteenth day ; ifperacute on the seventh.

1870 S. GEE Aitscttlt. fyPerciiss.$6 In per-acute oedemiaof
the lungs. 1897 Allbutt"s Syst. Med. IV. 112 It has been

proposed by Thierfelder to divide all cases into three groups ;

peracute, subacute and protracted.

Peradis, obs. form of PARADISE.

Peradventure (peradve'ntiiu), adv. arch.

Forms: see below. ^i(^..per- 1parauenture^ a. OF.

phrase /^r orpar aventure
, by chance. On the one

side this was syncopated \.Q per-^paraunturej per-
aunter \ on the other, the full form began in 1 5th c.

to be conformed to L. spelling as peradventure ,

which in i6th c. superseded the earlier forms.]
A. Illustration of Forms.
a * 3~5 Per auenture, 3-6 perauenture, (4

-ere, 5-6 -ur), 4-5 par auenture, 4-6 parauen-
ture, (4-5 -ur, -our, 5 peraventor, -tre, pur-
aventure).
cizQo Bcket 867 in S. Eng. Leg. I. 131 Obur bov schalt

leose bine bischopriche : and per Auenture H lif. c 1350
Leg. A'otfrf (1871) 65 pan par auenture send sail he Sum of
his angels to pat tre. 1377 LANGL, P. PI. B. v. 648 Per-
auenture I be nou^te knowe ^ere. 1400 in Roy, $ Hist.
Lett. ffen. IV (Rolls) 24, I clayme to be of kyn tyll yhow,
and it peraventour noctit knawen on yhour parte. 1430 in

Rymer Ftedera. (1710) X. 456 Betwix whom puraventure
such division shal falle. 1437 Rolls of Parlt. V. 439/1
Peraventre half ayenst half, c 1449 PECOCK Re/>r. \. xiii. 72
Perauentur summe of the writingis. 14.. in Jiabees Bk. 356
Peraventor aftyr A ^ere or tweyne. 1549 LATIMER 4//i -SVrw.

(Arb.) 1^6 But parauenture you wyll saye What

668

and they preache not at all ? 1560 DAUS tr. Sleidancs Ccmm.
119 b, Perauenture they wyll saye, it is the right of the

churche. 1596 DALRYMPLF. tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. I. 25 The
pray quhilke perauentur, thay brocht f;ir off.

0. 4 per aunter, 4-5 ;y dial.} peraunter, (4

-aunt3re, -ire, -ure ; -antere, -tre, 4-5 -auntre,

4 6 -anter, 5 -awntyr) ; 4-5 par aunter, 4-6
paraunter, '4 -auntre, -tur, 4-5 -awntre, -ter,

-antyr, 6 -anter).
1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 2018 pat bou mi^t perauntre rome

winne. 13.. Profir. Sanct. in Herrig's Archiv LXXXI.
302/329 Not once par auntur in be wike, a 1340 HAMPOLE
PsatterMv. 13, I had hid meperauntire frahim. 13. . Minor
/'oemsfr. I'enwn MS. xxxii. 312 Parauntur go to dampna-
ciun. c 1375 Cursor M. 26136 (Fairf.t Suche man peraunture
111131 him bring in mistrouf. 1426 LYDG. De G/u'l. PUgr.
1106 And thus peraunter slant the cas. 1426 Rolls ofParlt.
V. 410/1 Thagh perauntre thei plesed hym. c 1440 Promp.
Parv.y)-$'\ Perawntyr. 1535 LYNDKSAY Satyre ^^-]\ Peranter
ar as gauckit fidis as I. 1589 PUTTENHAM Eng. Poesie in.

xi. (Arb.) 173 To say paraunter for parauenture. 1828
Craven Gloss, (ed. 2), Peraunter, peradventure.

7- 5~7 peraduenture, 5- peradventure, (5

-our, 6 -ur; 6 paraduenture, -tter, -tuir).
1470-85 MALORY Arthurs.. Ixxiii. 540 Peraduenture there

wille be somine knyghtes ben displeased. 1526 SKELTON
Afagnyf. 50 Peraduenture I shall content your mynde. 1535
JOYE Apol. Tindale (Arb.) 44 And paraduenture cal them
theirs. 1563 WJN^KT //"y. (S. T. S.) II. 30 Paraduentuir he
hes spokin thir thingis raschelie. 1611- [see B. 3].

B. Signification.

1 1. In a statement of fact : By chance, by
accident ; as it chanced, befell, or happened. Obs.

1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 7710 Richard is o neueu brec bere

Is nekke ber to, As he rod an honteb & par auntre is hors

spurnde. a 1624 BI-. M. SMITH Serm. vi. (1632) 115 God
wrought so vpon ones conscience that peraduenture was

priuy to the designe, but had been sworne before to keep it

secret.

2. In a dependent clause expressing hypothesis or

purpose (with if, unless, that, lest} ; By chance or

accident, perchance ; ifperadventure^ if it chance

that.

13.. Cursor M. 28911 (Cott. Galba) If a doghty man for

det, Par auenture be in presun set. 1387 TRKYISA Higdcn
(Rulls) VII. 121 He. .hastily wente a\vey, bat bere schulde
no lettynge peradventure \\->.forsan\ come unto hym. 14. .

HOCCLKVE Compl. Virgin 93 Lest bat somine folk par
auenture No knovvleche hadde of thy persone aright. 1568
GRAFTON Chron. II. 739 Least lie peraduenture should be

noted with the spot of Nigardship. 1603 SHAKS. Meas.for
.If. iv. vi. 5 He lelis me, that if peraduenture He speake
against me on the aduerse side, I should not thinke it strange.

1843 IAITON Last Bar. n. ii, Unless, peradventure, their

wives were comely and young. 1874 MONSIGNOK PATTERSON
In Ess. Relig. Cf Lit. Ser. in. 132 If, then, peradventure, (or

ttAh&tper impossible,}*, young candidate for ordination has

passed unscathed through the pestilent State hotbeds of

infidelity to which he has been statutably assigned.

3. In a hypothetical or contingent statement
;

and, hence, making a statement contingent : Per-

chance, haply; maybe, perhaps; not improbably,
belike.

Used with the subjunctive or its equivalent (peradventure
he may be, would be), the future tense {peradventure lie

?W/S ^f) t
and the pres. or past indicative (peradventure he

is, or -was there] ; in the last
*
it may be the fact that . . .

'

:

cf. PERCHANCE 3.

1297 R. GLOL-C. (Rolls) 7373 Parauntre [v.rr. perauentere,
par auenturej me him tolde more ban sob were, c 1330
Assump. Virg. (B. M. MS.) 9 Par auenture ^e haue 11031

iherde How oure ladi went out of bis werde. c 1386 CHAUCER
Merck T. 426 Paraunter [v. rr. perauntir, perauenture]
she may be youre purgatorie. 147(^-85 MALORY Arthur u.

iv. 81 Parauenture said Balyn it had ben better to haue hold

SDW
at home. 1535 COVERDALE Tobit x. 2 Pernduenture

abelus is deed, and no man wyl geue him the money.
1597 SHAKS. 2 //en. IV, in. ii. 315 Peraduenture I will with

you to the Court. x6ix BIBLE Gen. xviii. 24 Peraduenture
there be [COVERD. maye bej fifty righteous within the citie.

i Kings xviii. 27 Peraduenture he sleepeth, and must be

awaked. 1651 HOBBKS Leviath. \. xiii. 63 It may perad-
venture be thought, there was never such a time. 1742
FIELDING J. Andrews III. xii. 108 Peradventure I may be

an hour later. 1859 TENNYSON Elaine 868 Peradventure
had he seen her fir^t She might have made this and that

other world Another world for the sick man.

b. Qualifying a word or phrase, usually by

ellipsis.

1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 4204 He wole be Umemele To
drawe & uorsuolwe par auenture at one mele. 1390 GOWER
Conf. II. 239 Fortune stant in aventure, Per aunter wel.per
aunter wo. 1483 Rolls of Parlt. VI. 256/1 By cause

peradventour of privee and secrete Grauntes. 1575 Gamut.
Gurton iv. ii. in Hazl. Dodsley III. 232 Lo, where he
commeth towards, peraduenture to his paine. 1611 BIBLE
Transl. Pref. i Hee was no babe, but a great clearke, that

gaue foorth.., in passion peraduenture,.. that hee had not

scene any profit to come by any Synode. 1714 GAY Sheph.
Week Proeme, I have chosen (paradventure not overrashly) to

name mine by the Days of the Week.

Peradve'nture, $b._ [sb. use of prec.
Johnson says *It is sometimes used as a noun, but not

gracefully nor properly'. But the use is well supported.]

1. The possibility of a thing being so or not;

uncertainty, doubt
;
a contingency ;

a conjecture,

chance, hazard.

[01450 Knt. de la Tour (1868) 56 Thus she putte condicion

in her ansuere, but oure Lorde putte there inne no condicion,
nor no perauenture.J 1627 USSHER Lett. (1686) 384 This

general peradventure might run in St. Hierom's memory.
1636 BRATHWAIT Rom. Emp. 338 Upon better advice, and
doubtfull peradventure of the successe. 1682 SIR T. BROWNE
Chr, Mor, i. 8 Covetousness . . only affected with the

PERAMBLE.
certainty of things present, makes a peradventure of things
to come, f 1790 COWI-KR H'ks. (1837) XV. 335 Some to be
saved infallibly, and others to be left to a peradventure.
1858 MRS. OLIPHANT Laird ofXcrla-.v 1.251 The Hush and
all its peradvenlures of hardship and solitude. 1871 H. Ii.

fr OKMAN Living Poets 292 The poem . .ends with shadowi-
ness and peradventure.
2. Phrases. a. Out of, past, beyond, without

(all) feraJvettture, out of the realm of uncertainty,

beyond question, without doubt.

1543 UDAI.L Erasin. Apoph. 329 As soone as the matier
was clere & out of parauentures. 1553 T. WILSON Rhet.

71 b, To whome [the devil] they will without peraduenture,
if Goddes grace be not greater. 1570-6 LAMBARIJK Peraml'.
Kent 11826)96 In course of time, the matter was past all

paradvemure. 1583 STUBBES Anat. Abits. n. (1882) 88 In
his good time, without all peraduenture, the Lord will looke

vpon him. 1639 T- DE GRAY Coinpl. fforscm. 155 This
is an approved cure, and beyond all peradventure. 1739
MKLMOIH Fitzosb. Lett. (1763) 177 True beyond all perad-
venture it is. 1855 MOTLEY Dutch Rep. in. ii. (1866) 375
This was now proved beyond peradvL-nture. 1865 UUSHNELL
I'icar. Sacr. in. v. 271 A state of natural punition that is,

without a peradventure, endless.

t b. By, at (a) peradvcnture, by haphazard,
chance, or accident ; at random, randomly. Obs.

[1603 H. CROSSE yertitesCoiinniu. (1878) 53 Such things as
are done by chaunce-medley, or peraduenture without a
setled minde.] 1633 Up. HALL Hard Texts Prov. xvi. 33
The lots are throwne at randome and at peradventure.
1683 Exhortation ff Advices 4 [It] is to choose a Persuasion

!

at a peradventure. 1684-5 SOUTH Sertti. (1727) I. 322 A
Man by meer peradventure lights into Company.

If 3. Used for ADVENTURE.
1584 R. W. Three Ladies Land. \. A iij, Faith ile goe seek

paiaduentures and be a seruing-creature.

tPeradvertence. Obs. rare 1
,

[f. PER-14 +

ADVERTENCE.] Thorough carefulness or attention.

1526 SKELTON Magnyf. 2497 Syrs, I am agreed to abyde
your ordenaunce, Faythfull assuraunce with good peraduert-
aunce.

Perseon, another form of PEREION.

t Pera-ffable, a. Obs. rare-". [PER- 14.]
1623 COCKERAM, Ferajfable, easie to be spoken to.

Peraffetted, erron. i. paraphed: cf. PARAPH v.

Peragall, Perage, obs. ff. PAREGAL, PARAGE.

f Pera-gitate, v. Obs. rare-", [f.
L. peragi-

tare: see PER-! 2.]

1623 COCKERAM, Peragitate, still to moue.

Peragrate (pe'iagrt'it), v. Now rare. [f. L.

peragrat-, ppl. stem ofperagrare, f. per through +

agritm field, country.] trans. To travel or pass

through (a country, space, stage). Alsoyf^.
1542 UDALL Erasm.Apoph. 266 b, When he had peragrated

all the 'worlde as ferre as any lande went. 1665 HARVEY
Ad-vice agst. Plague 10 The Pestilence., peragrates the four

ordinary times : . . First, the Commencement. . . Secondly,
The Augment. ..Thirdly, The State. .. Fourthly, The De-
clination. 1890 Sat. Ret', ii Jan. 53/2 In such a book on
such a subject, where the author is peragrating faca avia

Pierithtin, it is perhaps more difficult . .tojudge his handling.

Peragratioii (peragr^-Jsn). Now rare. [ad.
1 L. peragratidti-em, n. of action from peragrare :

see prec.] The action of peragrating ;
a travelling

through or travel sing.
1611 COTGR., Peragration, a peragration, .. wandering

through, trauelling ouer. 1676 GLANVILL Ess. in. 49 What
are Aristotle's peragrations of Asia, to ail these ? a 1677
HALE Prim. Orig. Man. n. vii. 188 By the successive per-

agration of these Waters.

fb. Month ofperagralion(hs\.'[on,') : the period
of the moon's revolution from any point of the

zodiac to the same point again ;
a sidereal (or

tropical) month. (Cf. CoxSECL'TlON 2 d.) Obs.

1561 EDEN tr. Cortez Arte Nauig. n. xi. 38 This is called

the moneth of peragration. 1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud.

Ep. 212 A month of Peragration. .containeth but 27. dayes,
and about 8. howres. 1694 HOLDEK Disc. Time vi. 69 The
moon has two accountsof hercircuit, . .one her periodic month,
or month of peragration : . -the other is her synodic month.

Peragua, obs. f. PIBAGUA, a \\'. Indian canoe.

Perai (pzrai-, pz'rai'), piraya (piia'ya). Also

S-gperi.gpirai. Also PIRANHA, [ad. Tupi/z'ra-ja,

in Brazilian Tupi pira~n
v
a, name of the fish, lit.

'scissors'.] A voracious fresh-water fish, Serra-

i

salmo piraya, of the Orinoco and other rivers of

tropical America, having a serrated belly and

sharp lancet-shaped teeth.

[1648 MARCGRAVE Brasil. 164 Piraya et Piranha.] 1753
CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp. , Piraya, . . the name of a fish caught
in the American rivers. 1769 E. BANCROFT Nat. Hist.

Guiana 189 The fish called a peri by the Indians and white

inhabitants, is about 18 inches in length. 1816 SYD. SMITH

ll'/ts. (1859) II. 75/2 The quivers were close by them, with

the jaw-bone of the fish pirai tied by a string to their brim.

1862 WOOD Nat. Hist. III. 329 The peraya, or pirai has

been removed from the Salmomdae and placed in another

family. 1879 Waterton's Wand. Index, Perai . . some-

times called the Blood-fish of the Orinoco, can make fatal

attacks on human beings, its numbers compensating for its

small size. 1883 C. F. HOLDER in Harpers Mag. Dec.

107/2 In the Orinoco is found the perai, whose nest, .hangs

pendent from some, .branch, drifting in the tide.

Peraill, perai, Peralous, obs. ff. PERIL, -ous.

Peralatik, peralytyk, obs. ff. PARALYTIC.

Peralin, -ing, obs. Sc. forms of PARELLINO.

fPera'nible,^- rare. [f.
neat: cf. PREAMBLE.]

A place for walking in ;
an ambulatory, a cloister.

1546111 Strype Eccl.Mcm. II. App. A. 7 At Windsor..Al
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the church peramble, and the choir of the college hung and

garnished as aforesaid.

fFera'ttible, ^- Obs. Also 6 -bal, 6-7 -bule.

[f.
\Jf perambulate (see PERAMBULATE), conformed

to AMBLE z>.] To walk about, to perambulate

(trans, and intr.} ;
also _/%>. to wander, ramble.

1508 KENNEDIE Flyting 10. Dnnl>a.r 337, I perambalit

[1568 JAS\ Bann, perambulat] of Pernaso the montayn.
1539-4 'n 9*^ Rep. Hist. JMSS. Comm. 306 The same
watche..In dew order to peramble the circuyte of the saide

towne. 1630 J. TAYLOR (Water P.) Pennilesse Pilgr, \Vks.

i. 127/1 Thus I perambuling poore John Taylor Was giu'n
from Mayor to Shriefe, from Shriefe to Jaylor. 1632 LITH-

cow Trav. ix. 422 Ceasing to peramble through any more

particulars.

Perambulant (perse
p

mbi/<nant), a, rare. [ad.
L. perambulant-cnt) pr. pple. of pcrambuldre to

PERAMBULATE : see -ANT *.] Perambulating, stroll-

ing, itinerant.

1865 LF.CKY Ratten. II. vi. 331-2 The poor found congenial
recreation in fairs, dances, perambulant musicians. Ibid. 333

Simply a perambulant flute-player.

t Pera*nibulate, ///. a. Obs. In 6 -at. [ad.
L. perambitlat-uS) pa. pple. of perambuldre : see

next.] Perambulated ; walked through, along, or

around
;
trodden by walking ;

ascertained by per-
ambulation.

1509 HAWES Past. Pleas, vni. v. (Percy Soc.) 30 That he
walke not . . The perambulat waye. 1575-6 A'^T- Privy
CouncilScot. II. 490 The perambulat landis betuix thelandis

of Creychtmontgorth and Nethertoun.

Perambulate (perse-mbirfl^t), v.
[f. L./*/--

ambulat-) ppl. stem blperambulare (f. per through,
all over + ambulare to walk) : see -ATE 3

5.]

1. trans. To walk through, over, or about (a

place or space) ; formerly more generally, to travel

or pass through, to traverse.

1568 [see PERAMBLE t-.quot. 1508]. 1607 J. T)\\'iF.sSumwa
Totalis C iv, Ere once the Sunne his Round perambulate.
1665 W.twiJexGrotius'LowC. ll'arrcs 414 The Sea, is, I cannot

say, inhabited, but perambulated by the Samogitians. 1763
JOHNSON 25 June in Boswell, There is a great deal of Spain
that has not been perambulated. 1879 CassclVs Tec/in.

F.duc. IV. 96/1 He was wont to perambulate the garden and
the hothouses, lantern in hand.

b. fig. To *

go round \ surround in position.
1863 HA\VTHORNE0?'CVrt'//V?;;(i87o}i68 In the centre of

the grassy quadrangle about which the cloisters perambulate.
C. intr. To walk about ; to travel or move

about (quot. 1806).
1607 HEYWOOD Faire Maide Wks, 1874 II. 48, I am per-

ambulating before a female. 1611 CORYAT Crudities 29
Perambulating about some of the principal! streets of Paris.

1800 COLQUHOUN Coititn. Thames iii. 84 The boats per-

ambulating [among the shipping] during the night. i8z5
LYTTON Falkland i. (1827) 38 Persons who always per-
ambulate with a book in their hands.

2. spec. a. trans. To travel through and inspect (a

territory) for purposes of measurement and division ;

'to survey, by passing through* (J.). b. To walk

statedly or in procession around the boundaries of

(a forest, manor, parish, etc.) for the purpose of

formally determining or preserving them; to make

perambulation of: see PERAMBULATION 3.
1612 DAVIES Why Ireland, etc. 249 Commissions.. to view

and perambulate those Irish territories, and thereupon to
divide and limit the same into, .counties. 1679-88 Seer.
Serf. Money Chas, q- Jas. (Camden) 179 A comic'on under
the great scale, for perambulating the forest of Beare.

1757 MRS. GRIFFITH Lett. Henry fy Frances (1767) I. 59
note, A certain annual festival [Ambarvalia], among the

Romans, when they perambulated the bounds of their

farms, and sacrificed to Ceres. 1799 S. FRERMAN Town Off.

35 The Selectmen appoint persons to perambulate, run and
renew the dividing lines between the towns. 1883 A merican
VI. 359 Boundary stones, which used to be annually per-
ambulated by the mayor and corporation.

c. intr. To make perambulation; to beat the

bounds.

1708 S. SEWALL Diary 12 Apr., Cant. CulHver and others

perambulating for Bramtrey and Milton, went with us.

Hence Pera-mbulated///. <z.; Pera'mbulating
vbl.sb. and///, a. (in quot. 1862 (Jnimorons nonce-

use) = being wheeled in a perambulator).
1675 OGILBY Brit, Pref. i Their Perambulated Projections

. . being much inferior to what might have been done. 1824
T. THOMPSON Hist. Ck. Swine 157 To confirm the custom
of perambulating. 1829 H. HAWTHORN Visit Babylon 18
The perambulating bugs, that made every limb I had, a
meal. 1862 CALVERI.EY Verses <$ Tr.

t

* Hie vir^ hie est' v,
Each perambulating infant Had a magic in its squall.

Perambulation (perembi/?UTi'j3n). [a, AF.
perambulation ) \n.z&.V,. perambitlatio (both in early
use in England in sense 3), n. of action from

perambuldre : see prec. and -ATION. Cf. It. per-
ambitlazione (Florio).]
1. The action of walking through ;

a walk, a

journey on foot; formerly more generally, the action
of travelling through or about ; a tour.
c 1485 Digby Myst. (1882) n. 67, I shall. .make perambula.

cion, Thorow-oute damaske. 1579-80 NORTH Plutarch (1805)
II. 136 Then he sent out skowtes,.to viewe the way of their

perambulation. 1632 I.micow Trav. vni. 342 Whether dis-
content or curiosity droue me to this second perambulation.
1788 CUMBERLAND Observer No. 96 IV. 25 The fatigue of so
ill-timed a perambulation disabled me from expressing that

degree of admiration, which seemed to be expected. 1829
LYTTON Devereu.v n. xi, I.. venture to request you to seek

VOL. VII.

some other spot for your nocturnal perambulations. 1877
' H. A. PAGE' De Quinccy II. xvi. 29 In the course of his

daily perambulations at Lasswade.

b. Const, of (the place).
1642 HOWELL For, Trav. (Arb.) 43 In the perambulation

of Italy young Travellers must be cautious, .to avoyd one
kind of Furbery or cheat. 1779-81 JOHNSON L. /'., Milton
Wks. II. gi He seems to have intended a very quick per-
ambulation of the country [Italy]. 1861 LEWIS Jerusalem ;

no In their perambulation of the walls both .started i:i

opposite directions.

2. The action of travelling through and inspecting ;

a territory or region ; a survey, b. transf. A
;

written account of a survey or tour of inspection.
1576 LAMBARDE {title,) A Perambulation of Kent : Con-

teyning the Description, Hystorie, and Customes of that

Shyre. 1605 BACON Adv. Learn, i. vii. 6 Adrian spent
his whole reign . .in a perambulation or survey of the Roman
empire. 1657 Woon Life (O. H. S.) I. 215 Apr. 30. .. he

began his perambulation of Oxfordshire ; and the monu-
ments in Wolvercot church were the first that he survey'd
and transcrib'd. 1894 Lancet 3 Nov. 1069 The work will

Include a 'Perambulation
1

, such as is found in the classic

by Stowe and Strype.
3. The action or ceremony of walking officially

round a territory (as a forest, manor, parish, or

holding) for the purpose of asserting and recording
its boundaries, so as to preserve the rights of posses-

sion, etc, ; beating the bounds.

[<:i25o BRACTON iv. ix. (Rolls) III. 70 Fiat inde per-
ambulatio et sic terminetur negotium,] 1540 Act

;,:>

Hen. I '///, c. 12 Discrete persons, .to make parambulacions
& to appoint .. wher the boundes .. shal extend. 1563
Homilies n. Rogation Week \\. (title], An K.\hortatl->n to :

be spoken to suche Paryshes where they vse theyr Per-

ambulation in Rogation weke. 1590 Reg. Privy Council
Scot. IV. 515 Ane court of perambulatioun haldln mair nor
ane hundreih yeiris syne. 1654 Boston Rec. (1877) II. 119
Mr. James Oliver and Robtt Turner are appoynted to run
the line betwixt Cambridge and Rock.sUiry, and the towne
of Boston in perarnbulatyon. 1704 J. HARRIS Lex. Tec/in.

I, Perambulation ofthe Forest ,
is the Surveying or Walking

about the Forest, or the Limits of it, by Justices, or other
Officers, .to set down the Metes and Bounds thereof. 1875
STUBBS Const. Hist. II. xiv. 149 The perambulations ,

necessary for carrying out the forest reforms were ordered. :

b. transf. A record of a perambulation.
[1373 Rolls ofTarlt. II. 320/2 Oe les Chartre, Franchises,
& Perambulation dont iveste Hi!!e fait mention soient ratitle/.j

1610 HOLLAND Ca)iiJeris Brit, i. 497 King Henry the Second i

..disforested it (as wee finde in an old Perambulation).
4. The boundary traced, or the space enclosed,

by perambulating; circuit, circumference, bounds;
district, precinct, extent, lit. and Jig.
1601 JOHNSON Kingd. % Commw. (1603) 46 In that per-

'

ambulation is contained the greater part of Hungarie.
1678 T. JONES Heart fy Right Sou. 116 The one lying
within the perambulation and jurisdiction of Divine sove-

raignty, the other of humane. 1705 HiCKERiNCILL Priest'Cr.
iv. (1721) 215 They were never quiet till they, .enlarged
the Perambulations of what they had. 1860 FORSTER Gr.

\

Remonstr. 226 Kxtending the boundaries of the forests in

Essex, and annihilating the ancient perambulations. 1892
Daily AYrw 25 Jan. 5/4 Nominally the Forest has a per-

j

ambulation of ninety-three thousand acres.

fS.y^. Comprehensive relation or description; I

also, circumlocution, 'beating about the bush*. Obs. I

1509 HAWES Joyf. Mcdit. viii, What sholde I shewe by !

perambulacypn All this grete tryumphe. 1603 BACON Adv.
Learn. II. To King | 15, I will now attempt to make a

,

generall and faithfull perambulation of learning, a 1652
BROME Mad Couple i. Wks. 1873 I. 16 Leave these per-

j

ambulations; to the point. [Cf. PR EAMBULATION.]
6. attrib.

1670 in Daily Chron. 12 May (1904) 4/7 Spent on the

perambulation dinner, ^3 los. 1886 WILLIS & CLARK
Cambridge I. Introd. 12 A sort of boulevard, or perambula-
tion-road (circuitus).

Perambulator (perae-mbi^'tai). [Agent- !

noun f. L. perambulare to PERAMBULATE : see -OR 2.]

1. One who perambulates, a. gen. One who
walks or travels through or about a place; a

traveller, pedestrian. Now rare or Obs.
16x1 SPEED Hist. Gt. Brit. vii. ii. 259 Their Metropolitane

Citie Canterbury, which was the paterne (saith that Countries
Perambulator [Lambarde]) that this Sigebert followed in

the erection of his. 1630 J. TAYLOR (Water P.) Wks. u. 81

The Longing desire that America hath to entertaine this

vnmatchable Perambulator. 1832 G. DOWNKS Lett. Cont.
Countries I. xix. 305 (Italy) Were it not for the canals, .the

element, water, would be altogether absent from the per-
ambulator's view.

jb. One who performs a perambulation for de-

termining boundaries": see PERAMBULATION 3. Obs. \

1667 Rect Mnddy River <y Brookline, Mass. (1875) 39 Mr.

John Hull, . . Peter Aspinwall are chosen perambulators for
j

the bounds between Muddy River and Roxbury. 1699 ,

Boston Rec. (1881) VII. 234 The perambulators chosen by i

the Selectmen to run the line between Charlestown and
Boston. 1815 SIR W. GRANT in Cooper s Rep.) Chancery
315 The Course taken by the Perambulators, .was such as

|

to include the Whole of. .what they claimed as Common
j

belonging to the Parish.

f 2. A machine for measuring distances, con- !

sisting of a large wheel trundled by a handle along
the ground, with attached clockwork and dial for

|

recording the revolutions
; a hodometer. Obs.

1688 R. HOLME Armoury in, 374/2 A Perambulator, .by
'

which they measure the distances between place and place.

1753 W. STUKELEV in Afem. (Surtees) III. 465 The machine
called perambulator, or way-wiser, which measures the
road. 179* Phil. Trans. LXXXII. 113 From the mouth
of Cuddalore riser to the north end of the base I measured,

with a perambulator, just four miles and one furlong. 1828
HUTTON Course M'ath. II. 57 The perambulator .. has a
wheel of 83 feet, or half a pole, in circumference.

3. A hand-carriage, with three or four wheels, for

one or two young children, pushed from behind.

(The current sense; often colloquially abbreviated
to pram.)
1857 Miss YoN'Gn Let. i Oct. in C. Coleridge Lifefy Lett.,

Then little Con^tantia Wood arrived driven up in a per-
ambulator. i86o^J// Year Round No. 52. 35 Small per-
ambulators for the weakly dolls .to be trundled in.

t Pera-mbulatory, sb. Obs.
[f.

L. peram-
bnlare. -at- \ see prec. and -OHY l. Cf. AMBULATORY.]
a. A place for walking about in; a walk. b. VA
record of a perambulation (PERAMBULATION 3).
1636 IJRA-rmvAiT Rom. Enip. 233 Curious \valkes and

pcrambulatories befitting so great a Majesties residence.

1773 Amherst Rec. (1884) 61/2 That the Perambulalry of
the Line between Hadley and Aniht-rst Lately run. .be
accepted.

Perambulatory fpOra.-'mbirflutarr, a.
[f.

as

prec. + -OKY -.]

1. a. Given to perambulating ; vagrant, wander-

ing, strolling, itinerant. b. Fcitaining to or

characterized by perambulation.
1803 W. TAYLOR in Ann. AVr-. I. 425 It is probable that

a perambulatory population would originate. 1805 K. H<- :

KINS \tiflc) An Abstract of the particulars contained in a

perambulatory survey of above aco miles of turnpike road.

1826 Wacktt'. J/rt^- XX. 277 Such .. as you sometimes -oe

in the scenery of a Perambulatory Theatre.

2. nonce-use. Relating to perambulators.
1856 Taifs Mag. XXIII. 306 We introduced the.. pet am-

luiLaory patent, only to show the risk of dealing in j>:a^nt

!l Ferameles 'peramrhV. Zool. [mod.L. (G.
St. Ililaire) f. Gr. irTjpa bag, pouch + L. meleSj
melts a marten or badger.] A genus of small

marsupials of Australia and New Guinea, typical
of the family PerafttelidsG, or true Bandicoots.
Hence Ferame'lid, an animal of this genus, a

pcrameles ;
Ferame'line a., belonging to the

sub-family containing }*eranteles\ Perame'loid a,,

akin to or resembling l^cramcjes.

[1879 A. R. WAI.LACF. Austratas. iii. 55 The Peramelidre,
or bandicoots and rabbit-rats, are small animals, .allied to

the kangaroos.] 1886 P. ROIUNSON I'allty Tcet. Trees 98

Here, too, is that other eccentricity, the 'rabbit-eared Pera-

meles ', such a nondescript to look at that Xaiure herself

niu^t have been puzzled, .to say what it was she had made.

fPerame-ne, a. Obs. rare- 1
, [ad. L. per-

aniccn-ns, f. per- (PER- 4) + am(snns pleasant.]

Very pleasant.
1657 TOMLINSON Renoits Disp. 278 With a. .red flower and

peramene odour.

Peramount, Peramour : see PARAMOUNT, etc.

Perand, Perans, appearing, etc. : see PEAK t\

Peranter(e, obs. variant of PERADVENTURE.

Perantique (p5ra?nt?k), a. nonce-ivd. [See
PER- 4.] Very antique or ancient.

1883 G. STEPHENS S. Buggfs Stud. North. Mythai 66

Lines of verse . . in a perantique dialect.

[Perareplum, error (atpeare-plum : see PEAR sb.

1573 TUSSER//KJA (1878) 76 Perareplums,blackandyelow.]

Perau, obs. form of PARA 1, Turkish coin.

Peraunter(e, -ire, etc., obs. ff. PERADVENTURE.

Peravail, var. PARAVAIL Obs. Perawick, obs.

f. PERIWIG. Perayle, obs. f. PAREL, PERIL.

Perbend, variant of perpend, PARPEN.
1858 in SIMMONDS Diet. Trade. 1864 in WEBSTER.

Perboil(e, obs. form of PARBOIL.

fPerbole, obs. aphetic form of HYPERBOLE.
1678 DRYDES Kind Keeper iv. i, Will you leave your per-

bolcs, and come then? Ibid. v. i, Nay an you are in your
perboles again !

t Perbreak, -brake, z'- 1 Obs. Forms : 4-6
perbrake (4 pere-), 6 Sc. perbraik. Pa. pple.
6 Sc. perbrekit. [perh. f. L. per through +
BREAK z;.: cf. "L. pcrfrin$re\ but the early spelling
-brake does not belong to the vb. break (cf. however
BRAKE z'.

1
), and the compounding of a native vb.

with a L. prefix is unexpected in the I4th c. App.
not to be identified with PARBREAK z 1

.]
a. trans*

To make a breach in, break through, shatter, b.

intr. To suffer a breach, to burst or break asunder.
c 1370 R. BRUNNE Chron. Wace (Rolls) 7950 A strong

casteT. . pat non \vyj> force mighte hit take, Ne wyj engyns
hit perebrake [v.r. non engine perbrakej. c 1420 LYDG.

Story of Thebes nt. in Chaucer's Wks. (1561) 370/2 As he
that hurteleth ayenst harde stones Broseth him self, and

unwarly perbraketh. 1497 ^p- ALCOCK Mons Perfect. C iij,

Thy door is open and the scale is
1 not perbraked. 1513

DOUGLAS Mneis i. iv. 25 Perbrakit schippis but cabillis

thair mycht ryde. Ibid. vi. vi. 63 Can grane or geig ful

fast the jonit barge. ^ and with lekkis perbraik, Scho suppit

huge wattir of the lare.

t Perbrea'k, perbra'ke, ^, 2
, parallel form of

PARBREAK >., to vomit, to spue.
1495 Trevisa's BdrtJi. De P. R. xvm. xxvii. (W. de W.)

787 A hounde. .etyth. .ofte careyne so gredily that he per-

brakyth [JlfSS. brake^] and castyth it vp. 1567 GOLDING
Ovid's Met. vi. (1593) 148 To perbreake up his meat againc.
1601 HOLLAND Pliny xx. iv. II. 40 For them that would per-

breake or vomit, the best way to take it [radish], is at the

t-nO of a meale.
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PERBRBAKER.
Hence f Perbreak'er ; t Perbrea'king vbl. sb.

1495 Trci'isas Barth. De P. R, xvni. xxvii. (W. de W.)
787 A hounde gadryth herbes. .by whom he purgyth hymself
wyth perbrakynge [3ISS. brakynge] and castynge. 1576
NEWTON Lemnie's Complex. (1633) 175 In vomiting and per-

braking. 1620 THOMAS Lat. Diet., I

r

omitort ..a. vomiter, a

spewer, a perbraker.

Percale (llperka-1, paikt^-l). Forms : 7-8 per-

calla, -callis, -caula(h ; 8- percale, [app. orig.
from some Eastern source : origin uncertain (cf,

however Pers. pargalah a rag). The mod. use is

an adoption (with the material) of F. percale (i 723
in Hatz.-Darm.). In Sp. percalt

It. percallo.~\ a.

orig. A fabric imported from the East Indies in

the 1 7th and i8th centuries: ? = BOOK-MUSLIX : cf.

quot. 1696. b. In mod. use, A closely woven cotton

fabric, orig. of French manufacture, with higher

finishing than muslin, and without gloss.
a. 1621 R. COCKS Diary (Hakl. Soc.) II. 160, 7 peeces

white percallas. 1696 J. F. Merchant's W'are-ho. 33 A
sort of fine Galileo called Percallis, there being of it two
sorts, the one is much like Sallampoires, and is made up
much like it . . ; the next is made up like a IJook ; these

sorts are indifferent fine, and are. .much used for Shifts and
Shirts, but the Book-Percallis is the strongest. 1757 AViv
Hist. E. Ind. II. 143, 8100 pieces percales. 1813 \V. M-IL-

BURN Orient. Comm.
t
II. 221 Percanlnks^ Pieces RSoo.

b. 1840 TUACKKRAV Paris Sk.-bk. 6 A light bed which has
a tall canopy of red penale. 1884 GirFs Own Paper Aug.
682/1 Quantities of cottons, chintzes, and percales are to be
seen in the shops, in preparation for a hot summer. 1890
Cent. Diet. s. v., The soft-finished percale is an English
manufacture, of less body than the French percale.
attrib. 1880 ' Ou IDA

' Moths I.6i Look at our camelot and
percale gowns that Worth sends us.

Fercaline (paikalrn, psukalin). [a. F. per-

caline, dim. ofpercale : see prec.] A glossy kind
of French cotton cloth, usually dyed of one colour.

1858 SIMMONDS Diet. Trade-) Percaline (French), fine cotton

print. 1888 Harper's Slag. Oct. 740/1 A gray calico skirt

and coarse petticoat of percaline.

Fercarbide (pojka-jbaid). Chem.
[f.

PER- 5
+ CAKBIUE.] A compound containing the maxi-
mum proportion of carbon with another element.
Also Perca-rtouret. So PercaTburetted a., con-

taining or charged with a maximum of carbon, as

pertorburetted iron.

1826 HENRY Eleni. Chew. I. viii. 424 This gas .. termed

by them Olefiant gas . . has since been called bi-carlmrctcd
or Pet-carbureted hydrogen. 1857 MAYNE Expos. Lex. 904/2
A percarburet. Ibid, /V7'<r#?'^K?"^7<.r,,percarbureted.

t Ferca'SC, adv. Obs. (exc. dial.} Forms: see

CASE sbl
;
also 4-6 (gdial.} par-; 5 Sc. percass,

-chass, 6 -caiss, -kase. [ME. a. KV, par cas,per
cas

y OF. par cas : see PER and CASE sb.i Cf. F.

par hasard\ for sematology, see PERCHANCE.]
1. In a statement of fact : By chance, as it chanced

;

= PERADVEXTURE adv. i, PERCHANCE i.

1375 BARBOUR Bruce in. 481 Then hapnyt at that tyme
percass, That the Erie of the Leuenax was Amang the hilHs.

c 1386 CHAUCER Pard. T. 557 And with that word, it happed
hym par cas To take the botel, ther the poyson was. 1513
DOUGLAS sEneis v. vi. 75 Quhar as fast by The stirkis for

the sacrifice, per cace, War newly brittnit.

2. If (except, lest, etc.) percase, if (lest, etc.) by
chance, if the case or chance were that. Cf. PEK-
ADVENTURE adv. 2, PERCHANCE 2, PERHAPS 2.

ci4ia HOCCLEVE De Reg. Princ. 1471 If J?at J?ou haddest

per cas ben a prest. 1513 MORE Rich. ///, Wks. 45/2
Yf shee bee percase so obstynate, and so preciselye sette

vppon her own wyl, that [etc.]. 1571 CAMPION Hist. frel. ',

vii. (1633) 20 If percase for advancement of their Citties, they
straine a point of truth. 1575 Mirr. Mag.) Hastings xi,
Least thou differ, to thincke me kinde, per case.

3. In a hypothetical or contingent statement : It

may (might) chance or be the case that . . . ; may-
be, perchance, peradventure, perhaps.
13.. Cursor Af. 4002 (Gutt.) If bu will \>a\ sal pasce. And

cum nohut in his hand percas. 1390 GOWER Con/. III. 14
The weies ben so slider, In which he mai per cas so falle,

(

That he schal breke his wittes alle. c 1440 LYDG, Hors^ \

Shepe fy Goos 535 (Lansd, MS.) That thou canst nat, parcas
a-nothir can. 1575 GASCOIGNE Pr. Pleas. Keniiw. A v, i

Percase she came this worthy Queene to serue. 1605 M. SUT-
|

CLIU K Brief E.rant. 91 They woulde percase say the same
'

of Scotland but that theire conscience told them contrary,
j

1828 Craven Gloss, (ed. 2!, Parcaas. 1876 ll'hitby Ghss. t
\

Perkeease, or Penaset perchance.
b. Qualifying a word or phrase, usually with

ellipsis :
= PERADVENTUKE B. 3 b, PERCHANCE 3 b.

[1377 Act i Rich. //, c. 7 Repreignantz vers eux la value
de eel Hvere, ou per cas la double value, per tiel covenant

;

1611 trans/, taking againe towards them the value of the
same Liuerie, or percase the double value.] 1523 WOLSEY
in Fiddes Life n. (1726) 71 Reasonable offers..more re-

garded than per-case the qualities of the person. 1574 tr.

Littletons Tenures 53 Y on plough land is lotted to the

purparty of the one, as percase to the yonger sister. 1600
DARRELL Detect. Harmet 99 The Bp. had scene him doe his
tricks before that time, yea, percase, oftentimes.

Percaula(h, obs. variant of PERCALE.

Percayue, Perce, obs. f. PERCEIVE, PIERCE.

Perceant (pausant), a. poet. arch, or Obs.

Also 4-7 persant, 5 perceaunt, persand, 5-6 i

persauut. [a. F. persant', pr. pple. of percer to

pierce.] Penetrative, keen, piercing, lit. andyf^.
1377 LA SGI.. /'. PL Ii. i. 155 And portatyf and persant as

pe poynt of a nedle. c\qx*\.t.Secreta Secret. ^Gov. Lord*h.

670

I I. i, 47 He was a man of. .persand vndirstandynge. c 1400

I

Rom. Rose 2809 Hir laughing eyen, persaunt and clere.
c J53 Crt. Love 849 Now am I caught, and unwar sodenly
\\'ith persant stremes of your yen clere. 1590 SPENSER
F. Q. \, x. 47 All were his earthly eien both blunt and bad,
. .Vet wondrous quick and persaunt was his spright. 1610
W. FOLKINGHAM Art of Survey i. vi. n Pellucid, milde,
sul)till, cleare, sweet, persant, sopne

hot and colde. 1819
KEATS Lamia \\. 301 The sophist's eye, Like a sharp spear,
.. Keen, cruel, perceant, stinging.

Perceaue, -ceave, obs. forms of PERCEIVE.

Perceauerance, var. PERCEIVERANCE Obs.

t Percei't. Obs. rare. Also 4 parceit, 5 per-
seyte. [f. PERCEIVE, on the analogy of deceit

^

receit, etc. : cf. CONCEIT.] Perception.
1399 LAXCL. Rich. RedeUs Prol. 17 It passid my parceit..

How so wondirfull werkis wolde haue an ende. c 1400
Jieryn 3785 Geffrey had ful perseyte of hir encoinbirment.
1681 W. KOBKHTSON Phrased, (.'.en. (1693) 1141 He hath

very small perceit of what is past.

Perceivable (pais/" vab'l), a. Now rare. [In
ME. a. OF. percevable (i4th c. in Hatz.-Darm.) ;

in

later times referred directly to PERCEIVE
v.~\

1. 'Perceptible; such as falls under perception*

(J.). a. By the senses : Sensible.
c 1450 .Ifaero Plays (E. E. T. S.) 55/598 It ys ioy of ioys

inestymable, To halse, to kys be anyable 1 A louer ys sone

ptrceyvable He (>e smylynge on me, wan J^at doth remove.
1614 RALEIGH Hist. World (1634) 5 He created, and was
the sole cause of this aspectable and perceivable universal.

1788 ANNA SEWARD Lett. (1811) II. 122 There was a perceiv-
able smile upon the lips. 1847 Illitstr. Lond. News$ Sept.
146/1 Filthy sewers, .perceivable by the nose.

b. By the mind: Intelligible, appreciable.
1567 DRANT Horace To Rdr. * v, I being in all myne

other speaches so playne, and perceaueable. 1754 EDWARDS
Freed. Will n. vi, All perceivable Time is judged and

perceived by the Mind only by the. .successive Changes of
its own Ideas. 1832 Hr. MARTIXEAU Hill $ Valley vi. 84
There were many perceivable reasons for this change.

f 2. That may be gathered or collected (as taxes) ;

= F. percevable. (Cf. PEKCEIVE v. 8.) Obs. rare.

1569 Act n Eliz. In Bolton Stat, frel, (1621) 300 As like

forfeytures to your Majestic by the lawes of this Realme be
leviable and perceivable.

Hence Ferceivabrlity, Fercei'vableness.
1641 GASCOIGSE in Rigaud Con-. Sci. Afen (1841) I. 45 The

perceivableness of this ceasing by the contraction. 1883
A. BARK ATT Phys. Metempiric 76 The condition of the co-

existence of a plurality of monads in mutual relation, and
the consequent perceivability of a universe.

Fercei'Vably, adv. Now rare. [f. prec. +
-LY 2.] Perceptibly, appreciably.
1660 JER. TAYLOR Duct. Dnbit. i. v. Rule vii, When the

judgment of the man is discernibly and perceivably little.

1726 SWIFT Gulliver iv. i, I.. found myself perceivably to

improve every time. 1772-84 Cook's Voy, (1790) VI. 2023
They were now greatly surprized to find the distance scarce

perceivably diminished.

Percei'vance. Obs. exc, dial. [a. OF. per-
cevance (i2thc. in Godef.), f. percevant t pr. pple.

^{percevoir to PERCEIVE : see -ANCE.] The capacity
of perceiving, discernment, wisdom

;
the action of

perceiving, perception (mental or physical).
1534 TINDAI.F. Epk. i. 8 Which grace he shed on us abound-

antly in all wisdome, and perceavaunce [1526 prudency,
1611 BIBLE prudence], a 1562 G. CAVENDISH Wolsiy (1893)

i

133 Havyng perceivaunce. .that the truthe in this case is !

verydoughtfull to be knowen. 1694 R. BURTHOGGE Reason fy

Nat. Spirits 57 The Eye has no Perceivance of things but
under Colours that are not in them, a 1825 FORBY Voc, E.

Anglia s.v., 'The boy is a dunce, and has no perceivance'.
1855 ROBINSON Wkitby Gloss, s, v., 'I had no perceivance
about it ', knew nothing of the matter. 1893 COZENS-HARDY
Broad, Norfolk 85 If the man.. is occasionally the worse

j

for drink, and not to be depended upon, they say he has no !

persayvance over hisself.

So f Percei'vancy Obs. rare, perception.
J^49 J* ECCLISTON tr. Behmeiis Epist, vi. 85 By the I

formation, or impression it hath brought it selfe into the i

Perceiyancy of the Essence. In which Perceivancy or

Sensibility the Magneticall Desire Is arisen.

t Percei-vant, a. Obs. rare 1
, [a. F. per-

j

(evant, pr. pple. ofpercevoir \ see prec. and -ANT.] i

Perceiving, observant, understanding.
c 1400 tr. Sccreta Secret. , Gav. Lordship 103 pat he loke !

to, and be peisayuant, whenne nede shal fall.

Perceive (pa-isrv), v. Forms: 4-7 perceyue,
-ve, perceiue, (4 -cayue, -seiue, 4-5 -seyue,

-sayue, 5-6 St. -sawe, 6 -saue, -saife, -saive,
6 -cive, 6-7 -ceaue, -ve}; 4- perceive; also 4-6
par-, 5 pur-, [a. OF. *f>etrftv-re, northern form
of pcr$oivre, now percevoir (stressed stem perceiv-

pcr$oiv-}-t
= Vi.pcrcebre, Sp. percebir, Pg. per-

ceber'.L.percipfre to take possession of, seize, get,

obtain, receive, gather, collect ; also, to apprehend
with the mind or senses, understand, perceive; f.

per through, thoroughly + capture to take, seize,

lay hold of, etc. Both branches of the L. sense

were used in OF. ; mod.F. has chiefly that of

.' receive, collect', which is less important inEng.,
and now obs. (Perceive may in some cases have
been aphetic for aperceive, APPEHCEIVE.)]

I. To take in or apprehenU with the mind or

senses.

1. trans. To apprehend with the mind ; to be-

come aware or conscious of; to observe, under-

PERCEIVE.

stand. Const, simple obj., oly. clause, or
olij. and

inf. or compl. Also absol.
ft. 1300 Cursor J\f. 8625 (Cott. ) At f>e last . . sco parceuid, pat

sco was of hir child deceuid. c 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron.
Wace (Rolls) 16263 Pider cam nought (x> Osewy;.. When
Penda hit pencilled, he made gret fare fibr >at Osewy was
nought (rare. 1393 LANGL. P. PI. C. xx. 66 He perceyuede
by his pous he was in peril to deye. c 1400 Yivaine f, Gain.
2034 Sir Vwayn persayved .. That it was so ner the nyght
That no ferrer ride he might. 1516 TIXDALE Mark ii. 8
When Jesus perceaved in his sprete. that they so reasoned
in them selves. 1591 SHAKS. Two Cent. n. i. 159 Doe
you not perceiue the iest? 1681 P. RVCAUT tr. Crucian's
Critick 143 He. .perceived himself led another way. (11733
MANDEVILLK World Unmasked (1736) 15, I perceive I shall
soon have a very different opinion of that master than
I have hitherto entertain'd. 1801 PALEY Nat. Theol. v. 7
(1819) 65 If we perceive a useful end and means adapted to
that end, we perceive enough for our conclusion. 1849
MACAULAY Hist. Eng. vi. II. 75 The courtiers and foreign
ministers soon perceived that the Lord Treasurer was prime
minister only in name. i86z H. SPENCER first Princ. I. iii.

20 If . . the object perceived is self, what is the subject that

perceives ?

t b. Of an inanimate object :
' To be affected

by' (J-)- Obs. rare- 1
.

1626 !!ACON Sylva 818 The Vpper Regions of the Aire per-
ceiue the collection of the matter of Tempest and Winds,
before the Aire here below.

1 2. To take in fully or adequately ;
to grasp the

meaning of, comprehend, understand. Obs.
21300 Cursor M. 10785(0011.) pe feind suld noght per-

ceiue pat a maiden suld consaiue. 1:1460 Ttnuneley Myst.
vii. 92 Perceyf well what I shall say. 1526 Pilgr. Per/.
(W. de W. 1531) 32 b, It is requyred that he haue..sucne
langage, as he may be perceyued of them to whome he
precheth. 1559 Prim. Hen. VIII Pref. in Priv. Prayers
Q- Eliz. (Parker Soc.) 12 That the youthe..vse the same,
vntill thei bee of compitent vnderstandyng and knoweledge
to perceiue it in latin. 1575 LANEHAM Let. (1871) 35 Forte
grande est la ponnoyr qu'aitoit la tr^snobU Science de
Mttsiqnesnr ks espriteshitinains; perceiue ye me ? I haue
tuld ye a great matter noow.
3. To apprehend (an external object) through one

of the senses (esp. sight) ; to become aware of by
sight, hearing, or other sense

;
to observe ;

' to dis-

cover by some sensible effects
'

(J.). Const, as in I.

Haldayn, |>at bare J>e croice on hie, Sex & gritty paiens
enbussed priuelie. 13. . A" Alis. 1984 (bodl. MS.) He haj> per-
ceyued by his si^th, pat he ne hab a5ein hym mi3th. 1382
WVCLIF Acts ii. 14 Be this thing knowun to gou, and with
eeris perseyue my wordis. c 1420 LYDG. Assembly of Gods
264 Next vnto hym, as I perceue mought, Sate the goddese
Diana, c 1440 York J/ysf. xl. 164 By no poynte couthe I

parceyue hym passe. 1470 HENRY Wallace in. 250 Na
Sothren that tyme was persawyt in thai wais, Bot he tholyt
dede that come in thar danger. 1560 DAUS tr. Sleidane's
Comtn. 206 They went awaye by nyght so pryvely, that the

enemy perceived it not. 1592 DAVIES Immort. .S'ow/xv. \-.

(1714) 70 Ev'n ttie Ears of such as have no Skill, Perceive a
Discord. 1601 SHAKS. Jul. C. v. iii. 13 Are those my Tents
where I perceiue the fire? 1632 J.

HAYWARD tr. Kiondis
Erontena 98 By the cries she perceived the troopes to bee in

a hot conflict. 1756 C. LUCAS Ess. Waters \, 132 No re-

markable smell could be perceived from it. 1812 H. & J.
SMITH Rej. 'Addr. xiii, [She] Protrudes her gloveless hand,
perceives the shower. 1878 GEO. ELIOT Coll. Breakf. P. 226
Whatever sense perceives or thought divines.

t 4. re/I. (
= F. sepercevoir^"apercevoir} andpass.,

in senses i and 3. Const,
that^of^

a. re/I. Obs.
a 1300 Cursor Jlf. 443 When he [Lucifer] parceued him be

[J/S. he] bis pat he was ouer all ojer in blis. '3. Guy
Want). (A.) 7261 Gij him perceyued in J>at stounde pat..
}>urch wepen y-grounde . .No slou3 him man neuer mo. 1483
CAXTOS (T. de la Tour Iv. E v, A seruaunt of her lord.. per-

ceyued hym of it and told it to his lord. (1489 Blanchardyn
xxi. 71 I haue not perceyued me of this that ye telle me.

fb./flw. To be perceived', to be aware. Obs.

a 1300 Cursor A/. 1893 (Cott.) Quen noe sagh and was
arseueid pat Jis rauen had him deceueid. c 1330 R.
RUNNE Chron. (1810) 159 R[lchard] was perceyued, |>ei

were renged redie. c 1470 HENRY Wallace xi. 106 Or thai

com ner that place, Oflfthaim persawyt rycht weill was gud
Wallace.

1 5. trans. To apprehend what is not open or

present to observation; tosee through, see into. Obs.

1375 BARBOUR Bruce x. 37 The King. . Persauit thair sub-

tiHte. c 1380 WYCLIF l\ ks. (1880) 10 Lest here ypocrisie
be parceyued. c 1440 Getifrydes 3193 Whanne the Sowdon

persei%
pid his entent. 1532 MORE Confitt. Tindale Wks.

666/2 Here is it ethe to spye and perceyue hys iuglyng well

inoughe. 1651 HOBHES Let'iath. 11. xxvii. 154 They think

their designes are too subtile to be perceived. 1660 STANLEY
Hist. Philos. III. i. 35 For those who futures would

perceave,

f 6. To recognize. Obs. rare.

1553 T. WILSON Khet. (1580) 216 Not onely could they
not perceiue theim by their faces, but also they could not

dtscerne theim by any other marke..in all their bodies.

f- 7. intr. To discern between. Obs. rare.

1495 Twisas Earth. De P. R. vi. v. (W. de W.) 192 By
voys and face we perceyue [MSS. men knowij>] bytwene
chyldren and men of full aege.

II. To take into possession. Cf. L. penipcre^
F. percevoir, in lit. sense, from L. capSre to take.

f8. trans. To receive (rents, profits, dues, etc.).

1382 WYCLIF Tobit xiv. 15 Al the eritage of the hous of

Raguel he perceyvede \_Vitlg. percepit]. 1472-3 Rolls of
Parlt. VI. 4/2 Every of the seid men Archers, to have and

perceyve \\d. by the day oonly. 1512 Knaresb. Wills

(SurteesJ I. 4, I will that my forsaid doghters have and

persaive all the revemeuse. 1596 BACON Max. ff Use Com.
Law i. xx. (1636) 73. 1625 Concession to Sir F. Crane in

Rymer Faedera, XVIII. 60 To have, houlde, perceive,

pa
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PERCEIVED. 671 PERCEPTIBLY.

receive and take the said annuitie or yeerely pension of two
thousand pounds.

fb. in gen. sense: To receive, get, obtain. 06s.

1481 MonkofEvesham (Arb.) 75 Gretely merueylde why he

yat was so honeste of leuyng..had not yette perceiuyd fully

reste and ioye. 1540-54 CHOKE Ps. (Percy Soc.) 19 Full

ipedely let me obteyne Thy socoure, and perceyue the

same. 1591 SHAKS. Two Gent. \. i. 144 Pro. Why? could'st

thou perceiue so much from her? Sp. Sir, I could perceiue

nothing at all from her; No, not so much as a ducket for

deliuenng your letter. 1748 J. NORTON Redeemed Captive

(1870) 22 Mrs. Smeed was as wet., but through the good
providence of God, she never perceived any harm by it.

Perceived (paosfvd),///. a.
[f. prec. + -ED l.]

tl. (Cf. PERCEIVE v. 4 b.) Having perception ;

aware ; wary, circumspect, wise. Obs.

1400 Laud Troy Bk. 14588 Thei sayde
' that Troyens

were dissayued, And that thei were not persayued To
graunte the trewes when thei it asked '.

2. Apprehended, seized with the mind, observed.
r 1440 Protiip. Purv. 382/2 Parceyvyd,/r;rt//wj. 1573-80

]\\KKT Afo. P 264 Plainly perceiued, or knowen : manifest,

euident,/rs/('<r/.r. 1704 NOKKIS Ideal \\~orld\\. Pref. n
The perceived agreement of thisidea with tbeextreams. 1875
WHITNKY Life Lang. .\lv. 290 Available for perceived needs.

Hence Perceivedly (paisrvedli) adv.
\

Per-
cei'vedness. rare.

1625 in Rushw. Hist. Coll. (1659) I. 189 Our Allies in those

parts will be suddenly and perceivedly strengthened and
enabled. 1871 <4/tfWVfV94JUne77Q Prof. Fraser. .stating
as Berkeley's ultimate doctrine, that the condition of sensible

things during the intervals of uur perception of them was
one of potential perceivedness or perceivability.

Perceiver (p^Jsrvoj),^. [f. PEBCEIVB + -BE1.]
1. One who perceives, a percipient ;

an observer,
undcrstandcr.
a 1550 R. WYKR tr. C. dc Pisan's C. Ilyst. Troye A j b, And

where mysordre, in thy translacion is Unto the perceyuer.
1645 MILTON Tctrach, Introd., Under the appearance of a

grave solidity, which estimation they have gain a among weak
perceivers. 1867 EMERSON Lett. <y Soc. Ai>nsv\\. (1875) 177
Newton the philosopher, the perceiver, and obeyer of truth.

1893 PAT MORE Rclig, Poets 2 The Poet is par excellence,
the perceiver, nothing having any interest for him unless

he can, as it were, see and touch it with the spiritual senses.

f 2. One who obtains or receives; a recipient,

participator. Obs.

1400 Apol. Loll. 10 pus t>e apostil did alle Jings for he

gospel bat he schuld be maad perseyuer J>er of. Ibid. 28
Hi >at we schal . . be so perceyuers of cristis meritis. c 1440
HVLTON Scala Perf. (W, de W. 1494) n. viii, Of he prysoner
of helle makyth [it] a perceyuer of heuenly herytage. 1675
TKAHERNE Chr. Ethics xxxii. 540 A quick and lively per-
ceiver, a tender sence, and sprightly intelligence.

t Perceiver, v. Obs. rare. Also 5 perseuer,
6 perceuere, perceyver. [app. a. ONF. per-
ceivre, percevire (i3th c. in Godef. : see PERCEIVE)
taken as the verb-stem : cf. render

', tender.'] trans.

To perceive, make out.

1495 Trevisa's Barth. De P. R. in. xix. (W. de W.) 65
The witle of smellynge perseueryth [MSS. perseyueb, perc-]
and knowith smelles. 1503 HAWKS Kxainp. \-~irt. x. xiii,

Hard it wyll be loue so to couere [i.e. kever] But tliat som
man shall it perceuere. 1509 Past. Picas, xix. xxii,

Thoughe. .wyth a stormy pery The fyre was blowen,yet we
dyd it cover, Bycause abrode it should nothyng perceyver.

t Percei'verance, -a-nce. Obs. Forms :

5-7 perseuer-, -ver-, 6 perceyuer-, -ver-, per-

ceuer-, -ver-, perceauer-, 6-7 perceiuer-, -ver-;

5-7 -aunce, -ance. [app. f. as prec. +-ance} as an

equivalent of OF. percevance ^..percevant^ pr. pple.
of percevoiri see -ANCE), of which the natural

ling. repr. was percevance, later PEKCEIVANCE.

Through the insertion of the -er
t
the word was

brought into confusion with perseverance^ already
in the language and also stressed perseverance^
1, Faculty or capacity of perceiving ; the act of

perceiving ; mental (rarely physical) perception,

understanding : = PEKCE1VAKCE.
c 1440 Gesta Rom, \\. 230 (Add. MS.) Foryetefull wille, or

flesshly delectation, .. defouleth the myrrours, that is, con-

science and perseveraunce . .so that the soule may not se god,
1509 HAWES Past. Pleas, vi. iv, So by logyke is good per-

ceyveraunce To devyde the good and the euyll asondre.

1548 UDALL Erasm. Par. Luke xvii. 143 Lightenynge
boodainlye flashynge foorthe . . before ye haue any per-
ceiueraunce that any suche thing is to come, a 1592 GREENE
George a Greene (1599) U ij, This is wondrous, being blinde
of sight His deepe perseuerance should be such to know us.

1618 LATHAM zmi Bk. Falconry (1633) 45 Then you shall

j.erceiue that shee will haue perceiuerance and vnderstanding
by the dogs remouing and gluing way with feare vnto her.

2. Perceived or perceptible appearance.
1546 LANGLEV Pol. Verg. De Invent. 11. xv. 61 God

wyllyng . . to shewe the grosse wyttes of men some per-
ceiueraunce of hymselfe. 1579-80 NORTH Plutarch^ Panlus
.Eutilius (ad fin.), He sodainly fell into a rauing (without
any perseuerance of sicknes spied in him before). 1600
SURFLET Countrie Farmc vi. x. 744 If.. there be any per-
ceiuerance and shewe that the budde will likewise blossome
and fiowre.

So f Perceiverant Obs,rare~ l PERCEIVER jA. i.

1509 HAWES Past. Pleas, xi. xxiv. (1554), For first doctrine,
in all goodly wise The perseuerant [1555 perceyverauntj
trouthe [1555 trowthe), in his booth [1555 bote] of wil.

t Perceivera-tion. Obs. rare 1
, [f. as prec.

+ -ATlox.] ^
prec. i.

c 1440 Gesta Row. Ii. 250 (Harl. MS.) A shrewde or a
froward wil, or a rleshli delectacion, that makith foule the
consienns and the perseueracion [Add. MS. perseverance],
so that ^e soule may not Se god, ne his owne perill.

Perceiving (paisrvirj),^/. sb. [f. PEUCEIVE v.

+ -ING i.] The action of the vb. PERCEIVE in its

various senses : a. A becoming aware, observing,

cognizance, perception ; fa being perceived.
1375 H,\KBOfR Bruce ii. 15 The Bruce. .Cert priuely bryng

Stedys twa. He and the clerk, for-owtyn ma, Lap on, for-

owtyn persawyng. c 1440 Alp/t. Tales 243 pat durst not

cry in \>e cetie for purseyvyng, & bai went vnto be wuddis.

1509 FISHKK Fun, Serin, C'tcss Richmond Wks. (1876) 292
To the vnderstondynge of latyn wherin she had a lytell

perceyuynge. 1585 T. WASHINGTON tr. Nicholays b'oy. n.

xxii. 60 Without the knowledge or perceiuing of their hus-

bands. 1762 KAMKS Eiem. Crit. (1833) 475 Perceiving i^ a

general term for hearing, seeing, tasting, touching, smelling.

t b. The receiving (of rents, etc.) (obs.}.

1485 Rolls of Parlt. VI. 319/2 The perceyvynge or

taking of any issues or proffuts therof. 1503-4 Act 19
Hen. fr'/i, c. 27 i Endentures to be made of all suche

reteyndres receyvynges & perceyvynges.

Percerying, ///. a. [f. as prec. + -IXG -.]

That perceives ; percipient ; formerly (now rarely J

also, discerning, penetrating, sagacious.
6*1410 Master ofGame (MS. Digby 182) xi, A good matin

and a perceyuande. 1525 LD. BKKNKRS J-'roiss. II. xxviii.

79 As sage and as parceyuing as any hyghe prince in his

dayes. 1645 MILTON Tctrtich. (1851) 235 It must needs
bee both unjoyous and injurious to any perceaving person
so detain d. 1736 UUTLEK .Inal, i. i, Glasses .. preparing
objects for, ana conveying them towards the perceiving
power. 1862 H. Si'KNctK J*'irst Princ. \. iii. 20 (1875) 65
The mental act in which self is known, implies, .a perceiving
subject and a perceived object.

Hence Fercervinguess, the quality or state of

perceiving; perception, discernment.

1897 F. THOMPSON Ar
f~u Pot'ins 130 For I know, Albeit,

with custom-dulled perceivingness.

Fercel(l, -mel, obs. forms of PAIICEL, -MEAL.

Percel;!, percely, etc., obs. forms of PAKSLKV.

Percemonie, obs. form of PARSIMONY.
Per cent (pai se-nt), //i/'. {sb.) Usually with

full-stop (for cent,}
t
as if an abbreviation of per

centum, which is the form used in Acts of Parlia-

ment and most legal documents
;

but see CENT 1.

[See PER III. 2 and CENT 1
.]

A. Phrase. By the hundred
; for, in, or to

every hundred : with preceding numcrnl, expressing
a proportion, as of a part to the whole amount, or

esp. of interest to principal. See CENT 1 2.

Sometimes definitely = in a hundred pounds (of sterling

money), as ' a shilling per cent
' = is. in ^zco.

1568-1888 [see CENT 1

2].

b. With numeral forming a phrase used aitrib.

('four per cent loan'), or as sb. \\\ pi. ('three per

cents'), denoting public securities bearing such and
such a rate of interest : see CENT * 2 b.

1822-88 [see CENT 1

2b],

B. Per cents (without preceding numeral) as

sb. pi. Percentages : spec* in U. S. schools.

1850 MRS. 11ROWS ING Soul's Tniv. 23 The tread of the

business-men who must Count their per-cents by the paces
they take. 1883 $$rd Rep. Cincinnati (Ohio) Schools 71
No committing text-books to memory no cramming for

per cents.

Hence Perce'nt v. colhq. in U. S. schools. Also
with a numeral, -per-ce'nter (one who lends at so

much per cent) ; -per-ce'nting
1

(paying so much

per cent).
1883 Student (U. S.) III. 286 When students are found

obtaining help of others they are not percented at all. 1883
$yd Rep. Cincinnati (Ohio) Sc/wo/s 71 As in Physics so in

United States History, there is no percen ted written examina-
tion. 1897 Pall Mall G. 2 June 2/2 He had been charged
with lending money at 650 per cent. . .charged with being a

65o-percenter. 1852 K. S. SUKTEKS Sponges Sp. Tour (1893)

192 What a succession of joyous, careless, dashing, sixty

per centing youths we have had.

Percentage (paise-nted^). [f. prec. + -AGE.]
A rate or proportion per cent ;

a quantity or

amount reckoned as so much in the hundred, i. e.

as so many hundredth parts of another, esp. of the

whole of which it is a part ; hence loosely^ a part or

portion considered in its quantitative relation to

the whole, a proportion (of something).
1786-9 BENTHAM Princ. Internat. Law Wks. 1843 II.

548/2 The difference between the per centage gained in that

trade and the per centage gained in the next most pro-
ductive trade. 1809 MALKIN Gil Bias iv. ii. t 4 Middle
men in the trade .. pocket a tolerable per centage. 1834
MACAULAY Pitt Ess. (1887) 316 It had been usual for foreign
Princes. .to give to the Paymaster of the Forces a small

per-centage on the subsidies. 1860 TVNOALL Glac. n. iii. 246
A certain per-centage of the heat will pass through the

glass. 1886 F. HARRISON Choice Bks. i. 10 A serious per-

centage of books are not worth reading at all.

attrib, 1812 J. SMYTH Pratt. ofCustoms (1821) 326 A Per

Centage Duty on the true Value is also payable. 1843
PARNELL Chum. Anal. (1845) 4^4 Calculating the Atomic
Constitution of a Body from its Per-centage Composition.
Hence Ferceiitagred (-edgd) a.

t expressed or

stated as a percentage.
1884 AVw Bug. Jrnl. Ednc. XIX. 376 To judge the

teacher through his character and methods rather than by
percentaged results.

Percentile (paise-ntail, -il), a. and sb. [f. per
centrum* app. after bissext-ile^ etc.]

a. adj. Pertaining to percentage ; reckoned as

a percentage, b. sb. Eacli of a series of values

I

obtained by dividing a large number of quantities
I into a hundred equal groups in order of magnitude;

that value which is not exceeded by the lowest

; group is \\& first percentile ;
that not exceeded by

: the lowest two, the secondpercentile ;
and so on.

1885 K. G.U.ION in Jrnt. Anthrop. Ittst. Feb. 276 The
value which 50 per cent, exceeded, and 50 per cent, fell

short of, is the Median Value, or the 5Oth per-centile, aii'l

this is practically the same a* tliu Mean Value; its amount

|

is 85 Ibs. 1889 in Xatnrc 24 Jan. 298/2 The data were
! published in the Journal of this Institute as a table of

'

|><jr-

centMes *. 1890 Cent. Diet,, rcn.cnti!c, adj. In perccnt;i;4t; :

1

&S) percentHe measurement.

t Pe*rcepie:r. Obs. [a. F. pcn-e-picrre^ lit.

i

'

pierce-stone ', a name of AU hennlla arvensis

(and other plants;.] The plant . \lchemilla arvtnsis.

(Cf. PAUSLKY-l'IKRT.)
1610 HOLLAND Canui<:ii's J>fit. i. 237 In the fields.. is

found Percepier, an herbe peculiar unto Kngland. 1640
[see PARSLEY-HEW]. 1658 1'niu.ii's, /V>'t('//Vr, a certain

; Herb, growing in some part-; of Somersetshire, it li.ub small

flowrs of a greenish hew, and i-- i;oud to provoke urine. 1760
J. Liu; Introd. Bot. App. 322 IVruepier, Aptiancs.

Percept (po-.isept;, sb. rhihs. [f. I,, percept-
nut, (a thing) perceived, ncut. of pa. pple. of

pcnipcre to PKKCEIVE : after concept. "\

1. The object of PERCEPTION.

1837 SIR W. HAMILTON I.sgU iii. (icouj I. ,jj \Vhcthu it

ini.:;iit not . . be proper to introduce the U:i in pcixept fur tin;

I object of perception. 1880 SiucwicK in \^tk (.ait. \\\.
1

355 In any act of perception the matter that is percept or

object is commonly outside the organism uf the percipient.

2. The mental product or result of perceiving a^

distinguished from the action.

1876 MAUDSLEY Pkysiol. Mind v. 273 A puixupt i> tlie

abstract of sensations, .so a concept is the abstract of per-

cepts. 1883 Chamb. Jrnl. 82 Has the mental percept been
evoked without any antecedent sense-percept? 1899 All-

butt's Syst. Mcd. VII. 399 Word-images as integral com-

ponents of percepts and concepts.

tPerce-pt, v. Obs. rare~ l
. [f. L. pcrapt-,

pj)l. stem oi pcniperc.'] trans. I'KHCKIVK,

1652 GATLE Jfagasirom. 59 And is not the hi^he^t specu-
lation of it percepteil and perfected by manual) ni>truments,
and those fallacious, too, as themselves complain?

Perce-ptful, a. wv- 1
.

[f.
PtucEPT sb. -f- -ITL.]

Having a perception, perceptive.
1867 J. I!. RosEtr. VirgiT$&iieid\Q\ As when perceptful

of the coining cold [iv. 403 hionis incmorcs} The frugal
emmets pile their wintry grain.

Perceptibility (parse:ptibi-Iiti). [f. next:

see -ITY. Cf. t''. perceptibility (Diderot, iSthc.).]

1 1. Capacity or faculty of perceiving ; per-

ceptivity. Obs.

ceptibility and feeling, viz. the eternal! Nature.

2. Capability of being perceived.
1678 CumvoRTH Intell. Syst. i. v. 718 The very essence of

truth here is this clear perceptibility or intelligibility. 1768-
74 TUCKER Lt. Nat. (1834) I.

511
We must look for some

other property in body rendering it perceivable, and this

\ve may call perceptibility. . .Whether spirit has the like

perceptibility too, we can never certainly know. 1843
RUSKIN Mi>d. Paint. I. n. v. i. 6 According to the number
of rays transmitted is the perceptibility of objects below the

water.

Perceptible (pwse'ptib'l), a, [ad. late L.

pcneptibil'is ^Cassiod., Boeth.), f. penip-cre, per-

cept- to PERCEIVE: see -BLE. Cf. OK. perceptible

(1372 in Hatz.-Darm.).]

f 1. In active sense: Percipient, perceptive of.

1551-70 U. G. Beware the Cat (1864) 52 The cell per-

ceptible of my brain intelligible was yet so gross. 1644
DIGBY Nat. Bodies \\\. 6. 50 That. .will not hinder them
from being very hoat to the sense of feeling (which is

most perceptible of dense thinges). 1734 Hi-. T. GREENE
Disc. Four Last Things (1753) 7 When this separation

happens, of the soul from the body. .(the soul), .becomes.,
more perceptible of happiness or misery. 1772 Birmingham
Counter/. I. i. 19 Too perceptible of the tender emotions
of love.

2. Capable of being perceived by the senses or

intellect, cognizable, apprehensible ;
observable.

1603 HOLLAND Plutarch's Mor. 1032 The soule is not per-

ceptible by any sense. 1699 BURNKT 39 Art. i. (1700) 27 It

is perceptible to every man that this is impossible. 1777

JOHNSON Serm.jfbr Dodd\t\ Bosivell^ Freed from their bonds

by the perceptible agency of divine favour. 1866 GKO.
ELIOT F. Holt v, With a perceptible flashing of the eyes.

b. quasi-arft/. Perceptibly, distinctly, clearly.

1771 LUCKOMBE Hist. Printing 241 After a P . . the A
separates itself more perceptible than from any other letter.

Hence Perce'ptifoleness (rare} t capability of

being perceived.
1709 Brit. Apollo II. No. 43. 2/1 Tlie Perceptibleness of

Motion.

Perceptibly (pajsc'ptibli), adv. [f. prec. +
-LY -.] In a perceptible manner ; (now chiefly) in

or to a perceptible degree.
^11714 ABP. SHARP \yks. (1754) III. xiii. 238 Whether this

change be not always performed so perceptibly,as that the man
himself can give a particular account both of the time when,
and the manner how, it was wrought in him? 1794 SULLIVAN
View Nat. II. 379 The nearest of which [stars} .. is not

perceptibly altered in magnitude. 1884 F. TEMPLB Kelat.

Relig. <y Sc. iii. (1885! 76 Our separate acts are perceptibly

subject to our own control.
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PERCEPTION.

Perception (psise-pjan). Also 5 -sepcion,

-ceptioune. [In earlier senses, a. QY . perception
action of receiving (i2thc. in Littre*) ;

in later,

perh. directly ad. L. perception-em > lit.
'

receiving,

collecting ',
hence * sensuous or mental apprehen-

sion, perception, intelligence, knowledge': n. of

action from perdpere to take, receive, PERCEIVE.]
The action, faculty, or product of perceiving.

I. From the literal sense of L. penipfre, to

take, receive.

1. The collection or receiving of rents, etc. Now
only in legal phraseology.
1493 Act<i Audit. (1839) 184/1 The lordis .. deliueris

bat..Alexr Inness of b* Ilk dois wrang in |>e perceptioune
vptaking and whhalde of be malez and gerssoumez of be

landis of menedy. 17*3 Pfes. St. Russia I. 60 Revenues.,
which are the Czar's own both as to Propriety and Per-

ception. 1769 Aclome Inclos. Act 7 Entry, distress, and per-

ception of the rents and profits. 1847 ADDISON Law ofCon-
tracts n. i. i (1883) 240 The lessee had the benefit of. . the

perception of the profits for the whole term purported to be

granted. 1885 Law Rep. 16 Q. Bench Div. 62 There must
have been something more than a mere perception of profits.

t 2. The receiving or partaking of the Eucharist

or sacred elements. Obs,

1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 435/1 Y* masse may be comprys.ed
in four partyes .. the third parte dureth fro the pater noster

vnto the persepcion & the fourth parte dureth fro the per-

cepcion vnto thende of the masse. i624<JATAKER Transithst.

105 What this potion and perception is (saith he) it is our

part to learne. 1674 Ch. fy Court of Rome ^ The . . entire

perception of the holy Eucharist.

II. From the secondary or metaphorical sense

of L. pei'cipUri', to be or become cognizant of.

3. The taking cognizance or being aware of objects
in general ;

sometimes practically consciousness.

In Locke esp. as distinct from volition,

1611 COTGK., Perception^ a perception ; a perceiuinz, appre-
hension, vnderstanding. 1632 SHERWOOD, A perceiuing or

perception, perception, appcrccvancc . 1665 GLANVILL Dcf.
I 'an. Dogin, 20 Perception of spirituals, universals and other
abstracts from sense, as Mathematical lines,, .self-reflection,

l-'reedom,,.are not at all competible to body or matter. 1665

Scepsis Set. xii. 64 The Best Philosophy .. derives all

teiiiilive Perception from Motion, and Corporal impress.

1690 LOCKK Hum. Und. n. i. 9 Having Ideas and Percep-
tion being the same thing. Ibid. vi. 2 The two great and

principal Actions of the Mind. .are these two: Perception,
or Thinking, and Volition, or Willing. 1725 WATTS Logic
1. 1, First, the Nature of Conception or Perception shall just
be mentioned. .Perception is that Act of the Mind (or as

some Philosophers call it, rather a Passion or Impression)
whereby the Mind becomes conscious of any Thing, as

when 1 feel Hunger, Thirst, or Cold, or Heat; when I see

a Horse, a Tree, or a Man ; when I hear a human Voice, or

Thunder. 1751 HARRIS Hermes i. 'ii. (17861 15 By the

Powers Q$ P<.')'ception^ I mean the Senses and the Intellect.

t b. By Bacon used of the fact of being affected

by an object without contact, though consciousness

is absent. Obs.
1626 BACON Sylva ix. Pref., It is certame, that all Bodies

whatsoeuer, though they have no sense, yet they haue Per-

ception :. .and sometimes this Perception in some kinde of
Bodies is farre more subtill than the Sense:.. a Weather-
Glasse will finde the least difference of the Weather in Heat
or Cold, when Men finde it not. laid. 462 It is. .reported
that.. a Cucumber. .will, in 24 houres shoot so much out, as
to touch the pot [of water]; which if it be true..discouereth

Perception in Plants, to moue towards that which should

helpe and comfort them. Ibid, 819 Great Mountaines haue
a Perception of the Disposition of the Alre to Tempests,
booner than the Valley's or Plaines below.

4. The taking cognizance or being aware of a

sensible or quasi-sensible object.
1704 J. HARRIS Lex. Techn. I, Perception, is the clear and

distinct apprehension of any Object offered to us, without

forming any Judgment concerning them. 1736 BUTLER
Anal. i. i, The whole apparatus of vision, or of perception
by any other of our senses. 1813 SIR H. DAVV Agrtc. Ckem.
(1814) 55 Vegetables are living structures distinguished from
Animals by exhibiting no signs of perception. 1836 J.
TAYLOR Phys. The, AnotJier Life 62 Now we think of five

species of perception, hereafter we may become familiar

with a hundred or a thousand. 1868 N. PORTER Hum.
Intellect i. iii, 102 (1872) 119 Perception, in the technical
and limited sense of the term, is appropriated to the know-
ledge of material objects, and of the external world. This

knowledge is gained or acquired by means of the senses,
and hence, to be more exact, we call it sensible perception,
or, more briefly, sense-perception. 1882 --Proc, Soc. Psych.
Research I. 13 Gathering evidence on the obscure but im-

portant question of what may be termed supersensuous
perception.

b. loosely. Personal observation
; esp. sight.

1817 JAS. MILL Brit. fndia\. ii. II. 358 I3y withdrawing
the pretended mother from the perception of disinterested
witnesses. Ibid. v. viii. 6So His agents.. did state whatever
they chose, matters of hearsay, as much as of perception.

5. The intuitive or direct recognition of a moral
or sesthetic quality, e.g. the truth of a remark,
the beautiful in objects.
1827-48 HARE Guesses Ser. n. (1873) 562 When our feelings

are the most vivid our perceptions are the most piercing.

1830 MACKINTOSH Eth. Philos. Wks. 1846 I. 16 Other philo-

sophers .. have concluded, that the utility of actions cannot
be the criterion of their morality, because a perception of
that utility appears to them to form a faint and inconsider-
able part of our Moral Sentiments. 1840 WHEWELL PJtilos.

Induct. Set. (1847) II. 569, I should propose the term..

Callsesthetic, the science of the perception of beauty. 1860

TYNDALL Glac. n. ix. 270 Such pleasure the direct perception
of natural truth always imparts. 1890

'

R. BOLDREWOOD
'

672

Col. Refortner (iSpi) 291 The ordinary prudences and
severities of conscience might be calmly placed behind the

perceptions. 1903 RALEIGH Wordsworth 158 Perception.,
is a transaction between the outer powers that operate on
the mind through the senses and the inner powers of the
mind itself, which impose their own forms on the things
submitted to it.

6, In strict philosophical language (first brought
into prominence by Reid) : The action of the

mind by which it refers its sensations to an ex-

ternal object as their cause. Distinguished from

sensation, conception or imagination, and judge-
ment or inference.

1762 KAMES Elan. Crit. III. 379 External things and their

attributes are objects of perception : relations among things
are objects of conception. 1785 REID Intell. Powers
i. i. (1803) 28 The perception of external objects by our

senses, is an operation of the mind of a peculiar nature, and
ought to have a name appropriated to it.. .1 know no word
more proper to express this act of the mind than perception.
Ibid. 27 We are never said \.vperceive things, of the existence
of which we have not a full conviction. . . Thus perception is

distinguished from conception or imagination. Secondly,
Perception is applied only to external objects, not to those
that are in the mind itself.. .'L'hus farccfitwn is distinguished
from consciousness. Thirdly, The immediate object of per-

ception must he something present, and not what is past.
We may remember what is past, but do not perceive it. ..

And thus it is distinguished from remembrance. In a word,
perception is most properly applied to the evidence which
we have of external objects by our senses. But .. the word
is often applied by analogy to the evidence of reason or of

testimony, when it is clear and cogent. 1840 MILL Diss. fy

Disc. (1859) II. 91 The writer who first made Perception a
word of mark and likelihood in mental philosophy was Reid,
who made use of it as a means of begging several of the

questions in dispute between him and his antagonists. 1842
SIR W. HAMILTON in Reid's \\~ks. I. 160/2 According, as in

different senses, the subjective or the objective element pre-

ponderates, we have sensation or perception. 1843 MILL
Logic i. lii. 4 Besides the affection of our bodily organs

I from without, and the sensation thereby produced in our

minds, many writers admit a third link in the chain of phe-
nomena, which they call a Perception, and which consists
in the recognition of an external object as the exciting cause
of the sensation. 1855 Miss COBBE Intuit. Mor. 1.46 Every

| perception necessitates this double element of sensation
i and intuition, the objective and subjective factor in com-
i bin:ition. 1856 FERRIER Inst. Mctaph. v. v. 149. a 1860
WHATKLY C0#*m/ Bk. (1864) 83 We have a distinct view of
the difference between the past and the present, because we
have a perception of the latter, and only a conception of
the former. 1860 MANSEL Mctaph. i. 67-8 Perception.,
has been used by various writers in a wider or a narrower
sense sometimes as synonymous with consciousness in

general, sometimes as limited to the apprehensions of sense
alone. Under the latter limitation it has been found con-
venient to make a further restriction, and to distinguish
between sensation proper and perception proper. 1876
MAUDSLEY Physiol. Mind iv. 221 Perception includes not

only the internal feeling, but the reference of it to an
external cause. 1884 J. SULLY Outlines Psychol. vi. 152.

7, The (or a) faculty of perceiving (in any of the

preceding senses 3-6).

[1678 NORRIS Coll. Misc. (1699^ 232 That faculty of Per-

ception whereby I apprehend Objects, whether Material or

Immaterial, without any Material Species.] 1712 ADDISON
Spect. No. 519 p 4 Existence is a blessing to those beings
only which are endowed with perception. 1841-4 EMERSON

ss.> Love Wks. (Bohn) I. 75 He is a new man, with new
perceptions. Ibid.) Manners 212 Defect in manners is

usually the defect of fine perceptions. 1856 SIR B. BRODIE
PsychoL Ing. I. ii. 48 The organ may be so imperfect that
the perception of colours may be in a great degree . . wanting.
1873 M. ARNOLD Lit. $ Dogma Pref. 25 Perhaps the quality
specially needed for drawing the right conclusion from the
facts, .is best called perception, delicacy of perception. 1873
SYMONDS Grk. Poets vi. 182 Had the Greek race perceptions
infinitely finer than ours? 1800 C. L. MORGAN Anim. Life
$ Intell. ix. 372, I regard the bees in their cells, .as workers
of keen perceptions and a high order of practical intelligence.

8, The result or product of perceiving; = PER-
CEPT 2.

1690 LOCKE Hunt. Und. i. iv. 20 Whatever Idea is in

the Mind, is either an actual Perception., or by the Memory
it can be made an actual Perception again. Ibid. iv. xi, 4
Tis plain, those Perceptions are produced in us by exteriour
Causes affecting our Senses. 1739 HUME Hum. Nat. (1874)
I. I. i. 311 All the perceptions of the human mind resolve

themselves into two distinct kinds, which I shall call

Impressions and Ideas. 1780 BENTHAM Prtnc. Legisl. v. i

Pains and pleasures may be called by one general word
interesting perceptions. 1831 BREWSTER Nat. Magic vi.

(1833) 148 Its invisibility to surrounding friends soon stamps
it with the impress of a false perception.

. f b. transf. A perceptible trace or vestige. Obs.

1650 BULWER Anthropomet. 88 No tract at all nor any
perception of hairs is to be seen either in the lips or chin.

Perceptional, a.
[f. prec. + -AL.] Of, per-

taining to or of the nature of, perception.
1862 F. HALL Hindu Philos. Syst. 264 The mistake in

question is not perceptional, but inferential. 1874 CARPENTER
Ment. Phys. App. (1879) 7 21 Particular parts of the convo-
lutions may be special centres of the classes of perceptional
Ideas that [etc.].

Hence Perce'ptionalism, r/u'/os. t
the * common

sense
'

doctrine in philosophy, that what men call

their perceptions are true perceptions of the very

things they claim to perceive.
1891 E. J. HAMILTON Medalist 5 The philosophy from which

the- following chapters derive their force .. has been named
Pcrceptionalism* . . This philosophy prizes highly the Aris-

totelian doctrine of* common sense
*
or

' common perception ',

. .but differs from it in being a developed system.

Perce'ptionism. nence-wd, [See -ISM.] The

PERCH.

theory that derives all knowledge ultimately from

sense-perception.
1882 BERESF. HOPE BrandretJis II. xxv. 124 To curb the

caprices of arrogant perceptionism.

Perceptive [paae-ptir),
a. (*.) [f. "L.pcrctpt-t

ppl.
stem Q{percipere to perceive -f -IVE.]

1. Characterized by or capable ofperceiving; per-

taining to or having perception; instrumental

to perception.
1656 Artif. Hundsovi. 145 They have more perceptive eyes

than ever I had. 1678 NORRIS Coll. Misc. (1699) 10 A Body
..exquisitely Perceptive of the least Impressions. 1783
REID Intell. Powers 279 Our active and perceptive powers

: are improved and perfected by use and exercise. 1877 E.
CAIRO Philos. Kant v. 91 All monads are with Leibnitz per-
ceptive beings. 1897 WATTS-DUSTOS Ayhvin n. ii, Your
mother's perceptive faculties are extraordinary.

b. Oi" ready perception, intelligent. Also with of.
1860 KUSKIX Mod. Paint. V. ix. xii. 14 Its great men,

whose hearts were kindest, and whose spirits most percep-
tive of the work of God. 1868 DICKENS Lett. (1880) II. 396
With an audience so finely perceptive, .the labour is much
diminished.

t 2. Perceptible, cognizable. Obs.

1754 EDWARDS Freed. Will iv. ix. (ed. 4) 368 Contrary to

the revealed or perceptive Will of God. 1813 T. BUSBY tr.

Lucretius I. in. 236 When rich wines their essences diffuse,
Or unguentsno perceptive weight they lose.

B. $(>. fl. One who perceives, a percipient

being. Obs. rare. Cf. INTELLIGENT B. i.

1694 R. BURTHOGGE Rcas. <$ Nat. Spir, vin. n. 263 The
Original Perceptive is sensible of all, (and needs must, for he
that made the Eye must needs see, and he that planted the

Ear, must needs hear ; and he that gave an heart unto man
must needs understand).

2. pi. The perceptive faculties or organs.
1858 H. SPENCER Ess. I. 254 The mind.. must keep itsper-

ceptives active enough to recognise the least easily caught
sounds. 1879 G. MEREDITH Egoist III. ix. 181 By the

patient exercise of his quick perceptives.

Perceptively, adv. [f. prec. + -LY 2.] in

a perceptive manner
;

in respect of perception.
1768-74 TUCKER /,. Nat. (1834) II. 296 Our mental organ-

ization. .can [never] produce an actual perception without a

perceptive substance within to discern them ; which sub-

stance cannot be a compound, nor can perceptively reside

unless in an individual. 1855 DICKENS Lett. (1880) I. 413
Enormous effect at Sheffield. But really not a better

audience perceptively than at Peterboro. 1899 E. S. HAL-
DANE y. F. Ferrier iii. 46 It is not an essential that feelings
should be perceptively referred to an external object.

Perce-ptiveness. [f. as prec. + -NESS.] The

quality of being perceptive ;
readiness of percep-

tion; intelligence, insight,.

1852 THACKERAY Esmond n. xv, Looking into Esmond's
heart.. with that perceptiveness affection gives. iB^HEU'S

'

Anim. fy Mast. viii, (1875) 207 Great intellectual gifts are

not required on the part of the lesser personage of the two
; companions, but only perceptiveness and receptiveness.

Perceptivity (paisepti-viti). [f. as prec. +
1

-ITY.] prec.
1690 LOCKE Hunt. Und. n. xxi. 73 Perceptivity, or the

Power of Perception, or Thinking ; Motrvity^ or the Power
of Moving;..! crave leave to make use of these two new
Words. 1768-74 TUCKER Lt. Nat. .(1834)

II. 460, I may be-

lieve myself a conscient, not a consciousness ; . . nor a percep-

tivity, but a perceptive spirit. 1809 Edin. Rev. XV. 127
Dr. Walker adduces this fact in proof of the perceptivity of

; plants. 1876 MRS. WHITNEY Sights ff Ins. xxiv. 237 She

impaneled a jury of her own clear, strong perceptivities.

Percepto-, combining form from L. percept-tun

I
(see PERCEPT), as Perce^pto-mo'tor a., applied
to action apparently automatic, but really due to

mental perception and experience : e. g. the blink-

ing of the eye when any object comes close to it.

1878 tr. //. von Zicntssen's Cycl. Mcd. XIV. 607 These
'

percepto-motor
'

reflex acts still exhibit a high degree of

automatism.

Perceptual (paue-ptiwSl),
a. [f. L. type

*perceptn-s (cf. cotucptti-s], from penipere to PER-

CEIVE + -AL : cf. conceptual^ Of or pertaining to

perception ;
of the nature of percepts.

1889 MAX ML'i.LliK in igtA Cent. Mar. 399 Our perceptual
images. 1890 Atheuxwiii 25 Jan. 121/2 The origin of con-

cepts or univtrsals was traced to acts of attending to percep-
tual data for the purpose of harmonizing them with their

perceptual context.

Percer, obs. f. PIERCER. Perceueraunce,
-everance, var. PEHCHVERANCE Obs.

Percevere, Perceyue, -ceyve, obs. ff. PER-

SEVERE, PERCEIVE.

Perch (paJtJ), si. 1 Forms : 4-6 perehe, 7-8

pearch, 7- perch. [a. F. perdtc-.-'L. perca

(Pliny), a. Gr. irc'/wn; : cf. nipitvus dark-coloured,

iripKa^tw to become dark.]
1. A common spiny-finned freshwater fish (fena

Jluviatilis) of Europe and the British Isles, the

flesh of which is used as food. Hence extended

to the other species of Perca, as the common

yellow perch of N. America (/'. americana or

Jlavescens), or to the family PerciJx in general.

(PI. now rare, the collective singular being used

instead, as with other names of fishes.)

13.. A". Alls. 5446 Fleijeyng foules blake, .. of perches
i
and of savmouns, Token and eten grete foysouns. 1387

; TREVISA Higdeii (Rolls) I. 423 In }>e o(>er [pond] is perehe
!

and troU5tis. 14915 Bk. Kt. Albans, Fishing (1883) 28 The
, perehe b a daynleuous fysshe & passynge bolsom. a ISJJ



PERCH. 673 PERCH.

LELAND ttin. V. 70 Good Pikes, and Perches in greate Num-
bre. 1653 WALTON Atiglerlx. 179 The Pearch. .is one ofthe
fishes of prey, that, like the Pike and Trout, carries his teeth

in his mouth. 1704 POPE Windsor For. 142 The bright-ey'd

perch with fins of Tyrian dye. 1870 MORKIS Earthly Par.
III. iv. 296 Within the mill-head there the perch feed fat.

b. Applied on the Pacific coast of the United

States to any fish of the viviparous family Embio-
tocid& or surf-fishes

;
also locally to various other

fishes, usually with qualifying word (see 2).
1882 J. E. TESISOS-WOODS Fish N. S. Wales 31 Lates

colonorum, the perch of the colonists ..really a fresh-

water fish, but. .often brought to the Sydney market from
Broken Kay and other salt-water estuaries. . . The perch of
the Ganges and other East Indian rivers (L. calcarijer) . .ex-

tends to the rivers of Queensland. Ibid. 45 The.. genus
Chilodactylus is . . largely represented in Tasmania and Vic-

toria, one species being commonly imported from Hobart
Town in a smoked and dried state under the name of

'

perch '.

1890 Cent. Diet. s.v. Kmbiotocidze, Nearly all are marine,
abounding on the Pacific coast of the United States, where

they are among the inferior food-fishes, and are called

perches, porgies, shiners, etc.

2. With qualifying word, applied (chiefly locally)
to various fishes of the family Percidx, and to

some of other families, resembling the common
perch or taking its place as food.
Black perch, a name for dark-coloured species of Ccntro-

Pristis, also called black bass', also for various other dark-
coloured fishes allied to or resembling the common perch ;

Blue perch, (a) the BUKGAI.L or GUNNER (Ctenolabrus ad*

spcrsus^ fam. Labridx} ; (b) aCalifornian surf-fish, Ditrcina
latcrale (fam. Enibiotocidg>} ; Buffalo-perch, (a) the fresh-

water drum, Haplodinotiis gritnmcns, fam. SctOttuda (see
DRUM sk l n); 0) a buffalo-fish, Ictiobus bubalus, fam.
Catostomidae (see BUFFALO 2,5'; Grunting perch =

bujffalo-

pcrck (a}\ Pearl-perch: see quot. 1898; Red perch,
(a) the rose-fish Sebastes marinns of the North Atlantic;
0) in Australia and Tasmania, species ofAtttJii'as; (c) in

California, Hypsipops rubicundus ; Sea-perch, (tt) a fish

ofthe genus Labrax, a bass; (b) afishofthegenus6Vr/-aj
or family Serrnnidx ; (c) red perch ; (d)=bluc Perch (a) ;

Tiny perch, a fish of the family Klassomidae, very small
freshwater fishes of the Southern United States; White
perch, (a) Moronc awericana, family Labracid&\ (b) a
local name of the Buffalo-perch (a); (c) various species of the
Embiotocidm (see i b); Yellow perch, the common perch
of North America (see i). See also GOLDEN /mrA, GREY/.,
LOG/., MAGPIE/., etc.

1611 COTCR., Perche dc mer, the sea Pearch ; a wholesome,
rough-find, and longuelesse, rocke-fish. 1661 LOVKLL Hist.
Aniin. $ Mitt. 214 The Sea-perch... The head with honey
helps pustules, &c. 17*9 in Dantpier"s Voy. (ed.3> III. n. 415
The Red-listed Pearch. Isgoodtoeat. 1818 RAFINESQUE/^.
20 July in Jordan .V. Amer. Ichthyol. (1877) 13 Red Perch.

1836 Penny Cycl. VI. 423/1 Centropristesnigricans, one ofthe

species known by the name of the black-perch or black-bass,
is abundant in the rivers of the United States. 1855 LOSGF.
Hiaw. v. 47 He. .Saw the yellow perch, the Sahwa, Like a
sunbeam in the water. 1860 Blue perch [see BURGALL!. 1879
GOODE Fisheries U. S. 34 Scbastcs Alarinus, .. Norway
Haddock ; Hemdurgan ; Red Perch. Polar Seas and South
to Cape Cod. i88z J. E. TENISON-WOODS Fish N. S.
Wales 48 Scbastes percoides...ln Victoria it is called the
Red Gurnet perch. 1881 E. P. RAMSAY Food Fishes N. S.
Wales 35 (Fish. Exhib. Publ.) The most important of our
freshwater fishes are.. the two species of the Murray Cod
(Otigorus), the Golden Perch (Ctenolatcs}* 2 species, the
Silver Perch and MacLeay's Perch (T/terapon} t

the River
Perch (Lates), 2 species. 1898 MORRIS Austral Eng. t

Black-Perch^ a river fish of New South Wales, T/terapon
nigcr, family Percidx. Ibid., Fresh-water Perch, name
given in Tasmania to the fish Micropcrca tasmanix. Ibid.)

Murray-Perch^ a fresh-water fiih, Ollgorus mitchelli^ closely
allied to .. the Murray-Cod. Ibid., Pearl-Perch, a rare
marine fish of New South Wales, excellent for food, Glanco-
SQitia

scapjtlarc, family Percidae. Ibid., Sea-Perch, a name
applied.. in Sydney, to the Morwong [Chilodactylus], and
Bull's-eye [Priacanthtts macracanthus] ; in New Zea-
land and Melbourne, to Red-Gurnard [Scbastes pcrcoidcs].
3. Comb.

t as perck-like^ -shaped adjs. ; perch-
backed a., resembling in shape a perch's back

;

perch-pest, a crustacean parasite of the perch ;

t perch-stone : see quot. 1658.
1658 PHILLIPS, The Perch-stone, a. white stone found in the

head of a Perch. 1835 KIRBY Hub. ,y lust. Anim. II.

Index, Perch-pest. [Cf. p. 31, Pest of the Perch. .takes its

station usually within the mouth, fixing itself, by means of
its sucker, in the cellular membrane.] 1840 Penny Cycl.
XVII. 432/1 Perch-like fishes whose operculum is produced
behind. 187* EVANS Anc. Stone Implements xxiv. 567

Gtaucosowa, . .named G. scaptilare.

Perch (paitj), sb* Forms: 3-6 perche, 6
pearche, 6-8 pearch, 7 peerch, 5- perch. See
also PERK sb [a. F. perche (i3thc. in Littre)= Pr. perja, perga, Cat./m'rt, Sp. pertha, It. per-
tica\ L, pertica pole, long staff, measuring-rod.]

I. 1. A pole, rod, stick, or slake, used for various

purposes, e.g. for a weapon, a prop, etc. Obs. or
dial, in gen. sense.

6-1190 S. Eng. Leg. I. 273/78 Cristofre bi-side bulke
watere.. In his bond a long perche he bar, is staf as >ei it

were. 5wane any man wolde ouer fiat watur, opon is rug he
him caste And tok is perche and bar him ouer. [14x9 Liber
Albus in. ii. (Rolls) I. 260 Item, si ascun perche dascune
laverner soit pluis large, ou soi pluis extendent que nest or-

deigne.] c 1440 Protnp. Parv. 393/1 Perche, or perke,/--
tica. 1578 LYTE Dodoens in. lix. 399 The lame Hoppe ..

w'mdeth it selfe about
poles

and perches. 1600 HOLLAND
Livy i. xxxv. 26 Scaffolds born up twelue foot high from the
ground with forked

perches or props. 17*5 BRADLEY Fain.
Diet. s. v. Willow, Within two years they will be gallant

Perches. 1902 Contcmp. Rev. Dec. 839 The men knock the

fruit from the trees with long poles and perches.

fb. A heavy staff used in fulling or walking
cloth by hand. Qbs.

[1350-75: see PERK sb.\ i b.] 1387 TRF.VISA ///*/(.* (Rolls)
IV. 409 t>e lewes stened bis lames .. and .. sinyte out his

brayn wib a walkere his perche [L. perticafullonis].
c. A pole set up in a shallow or other special

place in the sea, a river, etc., to serve as a mark
for navigation.
1465 [see perch money in 6]. 1672 in Picton L'poolMnnic.
R cc. (.1883)1.308 A Perch at the lower end of the Key. 1683
Ibid., Wee order that the Perch bee. .sett upp at the blackc
rocke. 1702 Land. Gaz. No. 3781/4 A Perch. .with awhile
Brush upon it. 1858 Merc. Marine Mag. V. 175 There is a

Bright Tide Light, and two perches on the western side.

1875 BEDFORD Sailor s Pocket Rk. v. (ed. 2) 139 Perches with

balls, cages, &c. will.. be at turning points.

d. The centre pole by which the hinder carriage
is connected to the fore-carriage in wagons and in

some kinds of coaches and other four-wheeled

vehicles.

1668-9 PEPYS Diary 6 Feb., The bolt "broke that holds the
furewheels to the perch, and so the hordes went away with

them, and left the coachman and us. 17*8 VANBR. & CIB.
Proz<. Hitsb. n. i, Crack ! went the Perch ! Down goes the

Coach ! 1794 W. FELTON Carriages (1801) I. 45 Sometimes
the perch is made of a bent form, called a compass perch.
1863 Q. Rev. CXIV. 313 It is difficult for us to understand
how a four-wheeled plaustruni, without a perch, was ever
coaxed round a curve how it turned nobody knows.

II. 2. A bar fixed horizontally to hang something
upon; a peg. ;

= PERK jA* 2. Obs. or Hist.
'ia 1366 CHAUCICR Rom. Rose 225 A mantyl hunge liir fa>t

by, Upon a perche, weike and smalle. ^1391 Astrol. n,

23 T^iow most hauea plomefbanging on n. lyne heyer than
thin hcued on a perche. ^1440 Cesta Rom. i.\. 24 (Harl. MS.)
[She] hongyd it vp on a perche in hire chambir. 1538
KLYOT Diet., Petiolus, a lytle foote : also a perche whereon
frutes or onyons be hanged. 1860 WKALE Diet. Terms,
Penh, a small projecting beam, corbel, or bracket, near the
altar of a church. 1871 KINGSLKY At Last xi, A 'perch'
for hanging clothes, .just such as would have been seen in

a mediaeval house in England.
f b. A bar to support a candle or candles, esp.

as an altar-light : cf. PEBCHEK - and PEKK s/>. 1 2 b.

[1302 ftt.'g'. Palat. Diinelin, (Rolls) III. 47 Pertica, super
quam ponuntur cerei et candela;.] 1499, 1532-3 [see perch-
candle in 6]. 1565 CALI-HII.I. Answ. Treat. Crosse 140 b,

My Lord Maior hath a perch to set on hys perchers when
hys gesse be at supper.
3. A bar fixed horizontally for a hawk or tame

bird to rest upon.
11386 CHAUCER A"/.V T. 1346 What haukes sitten on the

perche aboue. Nun's Pr. T. 64 As Chauntecleer among
hise wyuesalle Sat on his perche that was in the halle. 6-1400
MAUNDEV. (1839) xxii. 241 [Therj ben sett upon a perche4or
5 or 6 gerfacouns. 1575 TUKBEKV. Faulconric 115 So neare
that they maye hit close togyther on the pearche. 1613

PuRCHAB/V^r/wa^-ff(i6i4) 54 The pearclies whereon they
set their Canarie birds, which else would be killed by Pis-
mires. 1774 GOLDSM. Nat. Hist. (1776) V. 340 Standing up-
right upon the perch like a sparrow-hawk. 1852 R. F.
BURTON Falconry V^all. Indus vi. 64 She is placed, unhooded,
on her perch. Note, The perch is a round rod projecting
from the wall, garnished with cloth, which hangs beneath it

like a towel.

b. Anything serving for a bird to alight or rest

upon ;
also transf. for anything, or for a person,

To take ones perch : to perch, to alight. Peck and
perch : sec PECK st>.3 3.

1470-85 MALORY Art/ntr vr. xvi, A Faucon came fleynge
. . and she flewe vnto the elme to take her perche.
1526 Pilgr. Pcr/.(\V. de W. 1531) 156 She flyeth vp to a
perche or braunche of a tree, and after her maner she
syngeth full swetcly. 1603 SHAKS. Meets, for M. n. i. 4 We
must not make a scar-crow of the Law, ., let it keepe one

Arct. Expl. II. xxvii. 269 The tides rose over it, and the
leaves washed against it continually, but it gave a perfectly
safe perch to our little boats. 1877 BRYANT Odyssey v. 405
The sea-nymph took her perch On the well-banded raft.

C. fig. An elevated or secure position or station.

^Often with direct allusion to a bird's perch.)
1516 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 2 b, Euen so man . . may

. . flye vp neuer so hye . . from perche to perche, from pleasure
to pleasure, from honour to honour. 1654 H. L'ESTRANGE
Cftas.

/(i6^5) 87 Never did the Prerogative descend so much
from percn to popular lure, as by that concession [of the
Petition of Right]. 1818 KEATS Endym. in. 14 They proudly
mount To their spirit's perch. 1884 PAE Eustace 63 It

gives me a lift to the perch that I'd long had an eye for.

d. colloq. A small seat on a vehicle, usually
elevated, for the driver, or for a livery servant.

1841 LEVER C. O'^falley cviii, The postilion was obliged
to drive from what (Hibernice speaking) is called the perch,
no ill-applied denomination to a piece of wood which about
the thickness of one's arm, is hung between the two fore-

springs and serves as a resting-place. 1875 KNIGHT Diet.

Afech., Perc/t. .(Vehicle) . . An elevated seat for the driver.

e. In Jig. phrases (colloq. or slang}. To throiVj

tuni) etc. over the perch, to knock off ones perch >

etc.: to upset, vanquish, ruin,
* do for', put an

end to, be the death or destruction of.

So to tip over the perch , hop the perch^ etc. : to be ruined
or vanquished ; to die. Cannot flutter above the perch
(quot. 1649) : said f a young bird, hence of an inexperienced
or ignorant person. To peak or peck over the perch: see
PEAK v. 1

i b.

[a 15*9: see PERK s&. 1
3 b.] 1568 FULWF.LI. Like Will to

Like E iij, Charged to make privy serche, So that if we may

be got, weshalbe throwen ouer the perche, 1587 HAKLUYT
Voy. (1810) III. 400 Some drugge that should make men
pitch over the perch. 1594 NASHE Vnfort. Trai<. 17 It

was inough if a fat man did but trusse his points, to turne
him ouer the pearch [in the sweating sicknes], 1649 G.
DAN- i EL, Trinarck., Hen. II ', clx, As yet some cannot flutter

'bone the Perch. 1702 T. BKOWN Lett. fr. ZtozdT'Wks. 1760
II. 237 For feur when I am once got into the grave, the grim
tyrant should give me a turn over the perch, and keep me
there. 1737 OZELL Rabelais \\\. Prol. 15 Either through
Negligence, or for want of ordinary Sustenance, they both

tipt over the Perch. 1791 CMARI.OTTK SMITH Celestina

(ed. 21 I. 132 The old girl must hop the perch soon. i8
SCOTT Pirate xl, Such a consummate idiot as to hop the

perch so sillily. 1864 Athi'nxum 22 Oct. 523/3 Lord John
Russell, .took the Dean off his perch.

tf. [Obliquely derived from prec. phrases : cf.

I'KKCH v. 6, to die.] Death. Obs. slang.
1722 W. IJROMI.KV Let. to y. Grahinc 22 Apr. in J. Bagot

Col. J. Graftiim (1886) 32 My letters ye>terday put me into

a very great quandary, upon hearing of your friend's perch
[i.e. the death of the Earl of

Suiuleilandj. Ibid. 6 May,
I do not believe that any of my friends rejoice at the late

perch, though I am told that others have shown very
indecent joy.

4. A wooden bar, or frame of two parallel bars,
over which pieces of cloth are pulled, in order to

examine them thoroughly; formerly also used in

dressing cloth, blankets, etc., with hand-cards : cf.

PERCH v. 5. [So in French.] Obs. or dial.

a 1533 Li>, HKRNERS Gold. />'. .V. Aitrel, (1546) Cc !j b, Ye
haue btrayned it on the tcntours, and drawen it on the

perche. 1666 \V. SPURSTOWE Sfi'r. Chym. nS Cloth that is

drawn over the Perch. Ibid, 164 The circumspect Merchant
contents not himself with the seeing and feeling ofln^ Cloth
. .but he puts it upon the Perch, and setting it between the

light and himself, draws it leasurely over, and so discovers,
not only the rents and holes that are in it, but the inequality
ofthe threads, etc. 1883 Alinondbury % 11udders/. Gloss,

III. 5. A rod of a definite length used for measur-

ing land, etc.
;
hence a. A measure of length, esp.

for land, palings, walls, etc. ;
in Standard Measure

equal to 5] yards, or 16] feet, but varying greatly

locally : see quots. Also called POLE or ROD.

1398 TRI:VISA Karth. DC P.R. .MX. cxxi.v. (Add. MS. 27944^,

J>e pase conteynej? fyue feet and J>e perche elleuene pas.--e and
ten feete. [Some errur : L. \vx>pa$sus pedcs ,\. particapedcs
.xx.] 1491 Act 7 lien. I'll, c. 14 Hounde to repaire

CCCCLXVIJ perches, every perche of xviij fote, of the pale
of the parke. 1523 FIIXHEKB. Hitsb. 12 An acre ofgrounde
by the statute, that is to say .xvi. fote and a halfe, to the

perch or pole, foure perches to an acre in bredlh, and fortye

perches to an acre in lengthe. 1542 RKCORUK Gr. Aries

{1575} 207, 5 yardes and a halfe make a Perche. 1669 Won-
LIDGE Syst. Agric. (1681) 330 A Perch, or Lug is sixteen foot

and a half Land-measure, but is usually eighteen foot to

measure Coppice-woods withal. 1672 PETTY Pol. Anat.

(1691) 52 The Perch of Ireland is 21 Foot. 1763 Museum
Rust. I. Ixxiii. 315 l!e:>ides tlie.se statute measures, theie are

in England what maybe called customary perches, differing
one from the other in length in various counties a 1850

JAS. GRAY Introd. Arith. (ed. 100) 8, Tables, 5^ Yards -
i Pole or Perch.

b. A superficial measure of land, equal to a

square of which each side is a lineal perch ; a

square perch or pole (normally
-

f\-$ of an acre).

1442 Ro/ls of Farlt. V. 59/1 A quarter and an half of a

perche, and a pek of Londe. 1571 DIGGES Fantont. 11. xii.

N iij, There is in that parke 1188 acres, and 24 perches.

1654 WHITLOCK Zootoinia 200 Not to lose a Pearch of my
many Acres,through imperfect Survey. 1766 Conpi. farmer
s.v. Lucerfi) A perch of transplanted lucern. 1836 LANDOU
Pcric. fy Asp. Wks. 1846 II. 371/1 Pindar ! you have brought
a sack of corn to sow a perch of land. 1863 MORTON Cycl.

Agric. in O. C. fy F. Words (E. D. S.) 174 Perch (Guernsey}
7 yards squared for land measure, making 1$ perches.

(Jersey) 7$ yards -22 feet [squared], ^ of an acre.

c. A solid measure used for stone, containing
a lineal perch (see a) in length, and usually \\ feet

in breadth and i foot in thickness ; but varying

locally, and for different materials.

1823 P. NICHOLSON Pract. Build. Price-bk, 90 An Irish

rod or perch of stone-walling, .is twenty-one feet in length,

eighteen inches in breadth, and twelve inches in depth.
1849 D. G. MITCHELL Battle Srt;/n/tcr(iS$2) 57 Will these

blouse-men, who sup in Tuilleries today, hammer stone
tomorrow at ten sous a perch ? 1863 MORTON Cycl. Agric.
in O. C. <V F. Words (E. D. S.) 174 (Devon} Perch of stone

work, i6i feet in length, i in height, and 22 inches in thick-

ness [
= 3oi feet]; of cob work, 18 feet in length, i in height,

and 2 in thickness.

IV. 6. attrib. and Comb. : perch-bolt, the bolt

or pin upon which the perch of a carriage turns ;

t perch-candle = PERCHER- (ol>s.) ; perch-car-
riage, a *

carriage', or framework of a vehicle

(CARRIAGE 28), having a perch ; perch-coach,
a coach having a perch ; perch-hoop, in a vehicle,
' the hoop that unites the other timbers to the

perch* (Felton) ; perch-iron, a general term for

i

the iron parts of a carriage-perch (Knight Diet.

\
Mech. 1884) ; perch-loop, an iron fastened to

i a carriage-perch, having loops for the straps which

: pass to the bed, to limit the swing of the body
(ibid.) ; perch money, money paid for the

maintenance of perches (sense I c) in a harbour,
etc. ; perch-plate, an iron plate placed above,

below, or at the side of a carriage-perch ; perch-
pole, a climbing-pole used by acrobats; perch-
stay, one of the side rods which pass from the

perch of a carriage to the hind axle as braces.



PERCH.

1794 \V. FELTON Carriages (1801) I. 40 The under carnage
is the conductor, and turns by means of a lever, called a

pole, acting on a centre pin, called a *perch-bolt. 1879
Cassctt's Tcchn. Edac. IV. 174/2 The perch-bolt, or centre-

point on which the wheels lock round. 1499 Promp. Parv,

393 (Pynson)
* Perche caad*Q,>fff*M&R. 1532-3 in Swayne

Sanmt Chnrchw. Ace. (1896) 265 Halfe dowsen of perche
Candelles vij d. ob. 1800 Hull Advertiser n Oct. 2/4
A neat post chaise, with *perch carriage. 1815 /VinV Chit-

Chat (1816) I. ior [He] paces along gravely with two
enormous black horses, and in a *perch-coach. 1794W. FELTON
Carriages (i%oi)\. 102 A *perch hoop, which unites the wings
to the perch, by being tightly drove over them. 1465 Cat.

Anc. Kec. Dublin (1889) I. 323 Hit is ordeynet. .that al. .

pay *perche mony to the water baliffes of the havvyn of

the seid citte. 1794 W. FELTON Carriages (1801) I. 52 The
side

*
perch-plates, [p. 45 Plating with iron the sides of

perches is a great improvement.]
Perch. Cp5*tJ), v. 1 Forms : see PERCH sb.- [a.

F. perche-r (i4th c. in Littre), f. perche PEKCH sb?}
I. 1. *////'. To alight or rest as a bird upon a

perch, to settle, or to stand or sit, as a bird, properly

upon a bar, bough, etc. with its feet grasping the

support. Hence transf. of persons and things :

To alight or settle, or to stand, sit, or rest, upon
something (usually at a height above the ground,
and affording narrow standing-room).
1486 Rk. St. Albans C viij, She perchith when she

itondyth on any maner bowe or perch. 1530 PALSGR. 656/1,
I perche, as a hauke or byrde..on a boughe or perche, jc
fcrchc. 1586 SIDNEY Arcadia it. Poems i&;3 II. 55 Her
shoulders be like two white clones, Pearching within square
royall rooues. 1601 SHAKS. JuL C. v. i. So. 1063 CHARLKTON
CJtor. Gtgant, 29 Where ever the Roman Eagle pearch'd.
1712 ARBUTHNOT John Jinllu\. ii, Thou wilt be hung up in

c 1384 CHAUCKR //. Fame in.

by Was perched hye vpon a st

court Ixix, Bedf<
Battle ofLutze.

in. 901 How that myn K^lc fast

itoon. 1627 DKAYTOS Agin-
court Ixix, ttedfords an Eagle pearcht vpon a Tower. 1633

^en in Ifarl, Misc. (Malh ) IV. 188 You shall

find the heavenly benediction perched on the points of your

chains, or thy quarters perching upon the most conspicuous

E'aces
of the kingdom. 1804 J. GRAHAME Sabbath 440

irds of dazzling plume Perch on the loaded boughs. 1862 1.

JOHNS Hrit. Hirds (1874) 174 A long and almost straight
[claw] is best adapted for perching on the ground.
2. trans. To set or place upon a perch, to cause

to perch ; to set up on a height, or as on a perch.
Also

rcfl.

1575 TCRBEKV. Fanlconrle 115 When you see them sit

close that one to that other for warmth, .pearche them and
lewre them both togither. a 1687 H. MORE (J.*, If you
could perch yourself as a bird on the top of some high
steeple, 1853 KASE Grinnell E.\-p. xxxi. (1856) 265 The
driving ice, and the groaning pressures which have perched
us thus upon a lump of drift. 1883 GILMUUR Mongols xviii.

217 Crows perch themselves on the top of loaded camels.

o. pa. pph. (from i and 2, being the result cither

of having perched or being perched). Standing,

seated, or settled as a bird upon a perch ;
set up

on an eminence, esp. with little standing-room.

swords. 1669 WORLIDGE Syst. Agric. (1681) 247 The most

part of them, .are shot with a Fowling-piece, either perched
by a Dog, or otherwise, or flying. 1835 SIR J. Ross Narr.
2nd Voy. vi. 83 A castle perched on its summit. 1860

TYNDALL Glac. i. ii. 19 Upon the.. moraine, .were perched
enormous masses of rock. 1862 JOHNS Brit. Birds 290,
I have always failed to observe it actually perched and

singing. 1877 ULACK Green Past, xxxvii, (1878) 297 The
Lieutenant, perched up beside the driver was furnished with
a couple of umbrellas. 1884 Manch. Exam. 13 May 5/2
The heights on which the old town is perched.

II. f 4. trans. To furnish with, or fasten to, a
'

perch' or pole, for a prop or support. Obs.

1398 TRKVISA Barth. De P. R. xvn. clxxvii. (Add. MS.
27944) It [vine] ha^> vertue and might to bynde hemself

togideres and bej? perched & trayled and bounde to tryeu
Jjat ben nyje (?erto.

6. To stretch (cloth from the loom) upon a perch

(PEKCH sb? 4), for the purpose of examining and

burling, or detecting and removing imperfections,
such as knots or holes, or (formerly) of raising the

nap by hand-cards. (Now done by gigging', see

GIG v.)

Hence, dial. a. To examine piecework of any kind before

payment, or to submit such work for examination by the

employer, b. To raise a nap on woollen cloth. (Eng.
Dial. Diet.)

i5ja Act 5 y 6 Edw. Vf, c 22 Certen Milles called Gigge
Milles, for the perchinge and burlinge of Clothe, by reason
whereof the true Draperie of this realine ys wonderfully
empayred. 1892 Chambers' Encycl. X. 730/1 Perching
consists in making a close inspection of the piece with the

object of marking all defects.

6. [From the phrases hop the pcrch^ etc. : PEKCH
sb? 3e.] To die. slang. (Cf. PEROHKii 1

6.)
1886 Sporting Times 3 Aug. 1/3 (Farmer) 'Well, s'pose

I perched first?
1

'Well', replied Pitcher, 'I should just
come in where you were lying

'

[etc.].

t Perch, v? Obs. [Collateral form of PERK vl
The existence of f>erk ;is a northern form of PERCH sb? and

r'.
1

, appears to have led to some confusion between PERCH z'.'

and PERK v.* t
and given rise to this variant of the latter.]

intr. To raise or exalt oneself, to push or set

oneself up aspiringly, self-asscrtingly, or presump-
tuously ;

= PERK v.i i, i b.

1581 J. BEI.I, Haddons Ansiv. Osor. 299 b, Contemning
the authorise of the higher powers, .[they] will presume so

proudly to pearch through intolerable pryde, to make
themselves their coequalles. 1598 DRAVTOS Heroic. Ep.
xiv. 143 Some.. which proudly pearch so hie. 1599 NASIIK

Lenten Stuffe'C.i}, In Anno 1240, it [Yarmouth] percht vp
to be gouernd by balies. 1611 HAKKWILL DavnCsl'ow 211

674

It never leaves pearching and pushing forward, till It set it

selfe higher than is meet.

Hence f Perched///, a. = PERKED; f Perching
I'bl. sb. and ///. a., perking.
1575 LANEHAM Let. (1871) 51 More, fayr, eeuen, and fresh

holly treez, for pearching and proining, set within. 1598

Herrings Tayle Djb, His pearching homes are ream'd
a yard beyond assise. 1600 Hosp. Inc. Foolcs A iv, Those

pearched Cuckoes that laugh at all the world. 1617 U.

JONSOS Vision of Delight 132 Nor purple Phesant. .with a

pearched pride Wave his dis-coloured necke, and purple side.

Perch, obs. form of PAKCH v.

Percha (paulja). Short for GUTTA-PERCHA.
1876 PREECE & SIVEWRIGHT Telegraphy 236 Unless they

are quite loose
they

will damage the percha. Ibid. 238
One side of the percha should be well warmed for about two
inches back, and then brought forward over the joint.

Perchance ,p3.i|tja*ns), adv.
(s/>., a.) arch.

Forms: 4 par chance, par chauuce, per chance,

4-6 parchaunce, perchaunce, 5 perchauns,
-chawnce, 6 parchance, perchaiise, 4, 6- per-
chance. [Mli. a. AK. parchance (Go\vcr Mzrettr

14876), f. OY,par by, and chance CHANCE : cf. F.

par /tasard, also I'EUADVENTURE, PERCASE, and
the later PERHAPS.]
f 1. In a statement of fact : By chance

;
as it

happens or happened : = PERADVENTURE adv. I,

PEUCASE i. Obs. exc. arch.

1340 HAMPOI.E Pr, Consc. 2489 For our gude dedys cr ofte

done wrang, . . Or parchaunce done oute of charite. 1390
GOWI'R Conf. I. 358 It fell per chance upon a day A Rpvere
of the See was nomc. 1500-20 DimBAR Poems xlii. 15.
I said,

'
Is this gour gomrnance, To tak men for thair luking

heir?' liewty say is, *5a . schir, perchance ^e be my ladeis

i>resoneir '. 1601 SHAKS. Tivel. JV. i. ii. 5-6 / 'to. . . Perchance
ic is not drown'd: What thinke you saviors? Cap. It is

perchance that you your selfe were saued. 1815 W. H.
IUKLAND Scribhleowania 165 Descending astounded, asylum
to seek, She pops, as perchance, upon kind Mistress Meeke.

2. In a conditional clause or the like (in quot.

1865, an interrogative sentence) : By any chance ;

as may be, as is possible :
= PERADVENTURE adv. 2,

PERCASE 2, PERHAPS 2.

1400 Rom. Rose 5042 If with chllde they be perchaunce.
1596 SHAKS. Merck. I', v. i. 75 If they but heare perchance
a trumpet sound. 1676 LISTER in Ray's Corr. (1848) 125
If perchance anything has escaped his diligence. 1791 Cow-
rEK Odyss. xxi. 458 Should ye hear perchance a groan. 1865
SWINBURNE Poems $ Ball., I licet 31 Sleep, is it sleep per-
chance that covers Each face? 1870 IRVANT Iliad I. ill.

102 Lest perchance He smite thee with his spear.

3. Qualifying a statement so as to express pos-

sibility with uncertainty : It may be that ; maybe,

haply: =PEHADVENTURE adv. 3, PERCASE 3, PER-
HAPS i. Used a. with the subjunctive mood or

its equivalent (perchance there may, might, would

be) ; b. with the future indie, (perchance there

shall or will be) ;
c. with the pres. and past tenses

indie, (perchance there is, was, has been, etc.)-

In a. the statement is already contingent, and perchance
may be taken, as in i and 2, in its literal sense of^'by
chance

',

' there may, might, would by chance be '; but in c.

the statement is made contingent by perchance, and we
cannot there substitute 'by chance ',

the meaning being 'it

may chance to be the fact that there is, was, or lias been '.

This is also true of b., but there the event itself being future

and so subject to contingency, the use of 'perchance' is

somewhat transitional between a. and c. The loss of the

subjunctive inflexions in England the levelling of this mood
in form under the indicative, makes some early examples,

esp. of the past tense, doubtful between a. and c. ; thus

'perchance they had
'

might mean 'perchance they might
have

'

; and it may have been in this way that a phrase origin-

ally = \,. forte has come to be used as -forsitan, Cf. also

the development in
'
it may be that he is here ',

'

may be he

is here
',
and (dial.)

' he is maybe here '.

a. 1390 GOWEK Conf. I. 117 It mai par chance faile. Ibid.

III. 10 Per chance in such a drunkeschipe I mai be decl.

ci57o Pride $ Lowl. (1841) 18 Perchaunce an issue

hereon maybe ioynt. a 1661 FULLER Worthies (1840) III.

159 Some perchance would assign another reason. 1719
YOUNG Revenue n. i, Something perchance may happen To
soften all to friendship, and to love. 1835 J. H. NEWMAN
Par. Serm. (1837) I. xxi. 320 They thought death perchance

might be a change for the better, a 1848 K. W. HAMILTON
Kew. fy Punishm. viii. (1853) 375 This view may perchance
be discarded.

b. i40o Evang. Nicod. 377 in Herrig's Archly LI 1 1.

30,8 His blode mot on vs fall And on our childer bathe. Sir

Pilate said: parchaunce so sail. (-1400 MAUNDKV. (Roxb.)
xxxi. 139 Godd .. will perchaunce take wreke on bam.

1542-5 BRINKLOW Lament. (1874) 87 Perchaunce ye wyll

saye, ye seke no soche thynge thereby? 1610 SHAKS. Temp.
n. ii. 17 Perchance he will not minde me. 1791 CowPW
Iliad'.\\-\\\, 244 Panic-seized, perchance The Trojans shall

from fight desist. 18*1 SHELLEY Caldcron n. 134 Many
still Are mine, and many more, perchance shall be.

C. c 1400 Aj>ol.
Loll. 37 Freud, perchauns Jni hawtist to

wete & enquire, c 1420 Pallad. on Husb. i. no The lond

is good, the colour nought, perchaunce. 1559 Hfirr. Mag.^
Warwick xiii, Perchaunce thou thinkest. 1606 SHAKS.
Ant. iff Cl. i. i. 20, 25 Fuliiia perchance is angry. . - Per-

chance? Nay, and most like. 1740 C. PITT Virg. sEtuiti

i. 779 Perchance, ..He roams the towns, or wanders thro' the

woods. 1858 G. MACUONALD Phantasies (1878) II. xiv. 37
This shadow was perchance my missing demon.

b. Qualifying a word or phrase, by ellipsis :

= PEKADVENTURE ^b, PEKCASE 3 b, PERHAPS i b.

1382 Pol. Poems (Rolls) I. 266 Er he a childe put hir

withinne, And perchaunce two at ones. 1390 GOWKR Conf.
III. 354 Noght al per chance as ye it wolden. IJSKKLTON
Why not to Court* 634 Parchaunce halfe a yere, And yet

PERCHER.
neuer the ncre. 1602 SHAKS. Ham. in. i. 65 To dyetobleepe,
To sleepe, perchance to Dreame: I, there's the rub. 1683
WOOD Life 22 May (O. H. S.) III. 55 The Laboratory, per-
chance one of trie most beautiful and useful in the world.
1862 LONGF. Wayside fun Prel. 91 Let me in outline sketch
them all, Perchiuice uncouthly.
B. quasi-i^.

)
1. Jjy perchance: by chance. Obs. rare.

1495 Treinn't Barik, DC P. R. xvn. clxxv. (W. deW.);i7
ISy perchaunce it happyth that it crokyth and bendeth.

2. The word 'perchance', or a statement qualified

by it
;
an expression of uncertain possibility.

^1677 HARROW Serm. Wks. 1716 II. 178 Interposing.,
now and then his may-be's and perchances.

C. quasi-aflj/. (in predicate.) Dependent on
chance, nonce-use.

1891 J. SMITH
l-ettifii>shij)

iii. 40 There is no intention to

show that the life in Christ is perchance, haphazard, some-
thing which may begin today and end tomorrow.

fPerchant. Obs. rare". [
= F. perchatit (in

same sense, sb. use of pr. pple. of penher to

perch.] (See quot. ; app. never in Eng. use.)

1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl., /'crc/ianf, among fowlers, or

decoy-bird, which the fowler has fastened by the foot, and
which flutters about the place where it is tied, to draw other
birds to it. [Hence in mod. Diets.]

Perche, obs. form of PEKCH, PIEIICE.

Perched (pojtjt, poet. p5-.itjed), ///. .i [f.

1'EKC'H v. 1 + -ED 1 and -.]

1. Seated as a bird upon a perch ; set up on

a high point ; spec, in Ccol. applied [after !'.] to

a block or boulder left resting upon a pinnacle
or other narrow support by the melting of the ice

which carried it thither.

1384- [see PiiRCH t'.
1
3!. 1859-65 PAGE Geol. Terms, Perched

Blocks. 1863 LYELL Antii]. Ufa*! xy. 294 If the glacier is

lowered greatly by melting, these circles of large angular

fragments, which are called
'

perched blocks ', are left in a

singular situation near the top of a steep hill or pinnacle.

1878 HUXLEY rliys!ogr_. 164 Such stones [poised perhaps on

the very edge of a precipice, or balanced upon a mere point]
known as perched blocks or blocs percMi. 1883 R. W. DIXON
SIana i. ii. 5 That blinking hood Which in the perched owl's

orbs by daylight lies.

2. Furnished with a perch or perches : a. for

birds, b. Of a carriage: cf. PERCH sb* \ d.

1671 MILTON Samson 1692 And as an ev'ning Dragc-n

came, Assailant on the perched roosts, . . Of tame villatic

Fowl. 1794 \V. FELTON Carriages (1801) I. 57 Coaches and

phaetons, either perched or crane-necked.

Perched, ///. a. z : see under PEKCH v."

Fercher :
(pautjai). [f.

PEKCH z 1

.
1 and - + -Kill :

cf. V . fenhein:"] A person or animal that perches.
I. From PEKCH z>.~

\ 1. One who aspires to a high position ; a

self-assertive person. Obs.

1581 MULCASTKR Positions iv. 16 So is it worthy praise to

rest in some degree which tleclareth a pearcher, though
abilitie restraine will that it cannot aspire whemito it

would.

II. From PERCH v. 1 2. A bird that perches.

1775 WHITE in /'/;;/. Trans. LXV. 260 [The young swallows]

then are conducted to the dead . . bough of some tree, where

..they are attended with great assiduity, and may then be

called pcrchcrs.
3. spec. A bird having feet adapted for perching;

a member of the Inscssorcs or perching birds.

1835-6 TODD Cycl. Anal. I. 267/1 The perchers .. always
live in pairs. 1873 W. CORY Lett, ft Jnils. (1897) 304

Singers and perchers are scarce where the land is too dry
for worms. 1884 Ccntmy Mag. XXVIII. 489 Entirely a

ground bird and not a percher.

4. A person perched on a height or eminence.

i8M in C. W. Hatfield Hist. Notices Doncasler (1866)

86 The approach of the badger. .was to be signalled by the

percher [who has perched himself in a tree).

5. A workman employed in perching cloth (see

PEKCH t'.
1
5) ;

a butler. [OK. perchcnr.]
1890 Ccnl. 'l)ict. s. v. Perch'i, r., The cloth is stretched in

a frame, and the percher carefully examines the whole

texture for imperfections, which may consist of burs and

knots, which he carefully removes, or of holes, which he

nicely darns.

6. slang. A dying person. (Cf. PERCH t'.l 6.) _

1714 VISCT. HOUSGUKOKE Let. to ?. Gralune 21 Jan. in

J. liagot Col. y. Crahme (1886) 28 The Queen is well,

though the Whigs giue out that she is, what they wish her,
1

apercher ',

7. See quot. (Perh. a different word.)

1891 WRENCH U'iuclustcr H'ord-M., Percher, a Latin

cross laid horizontally against the name of an absentee on

any roll. [Remembered by Rev. C. B. Mount in 1839.]

t Percher 2
. Obs. Also 5 -ere, -or, (pier-

chier), 5-6 .perchour, 6 pearcher. [f.
PEKCH

sb? (sense 2 b), i. e.
' candle for placing on a

perch '. The forms suggest an AF. *percher - F.

*pcrchier, L. type *pcrticari-ns, but examples are

wanting.] A tall candle, of wax or tallow : sec

quot. 1706.
a 1331 Man. Midtorutn Hen. Prior Cantcrli. in MS. Cott.

Calha E. IV. If. 45 Item, candele que vocantur perchers
continent in longitudine xv pollices ;

unde xviij perchers

pond. j. Ii. cere. 1:1374 CIIAUCKK Tnyha IV. 1245 I'Tor by

)>e percher [;>. r. morterj which b:u I se brenne I knows
wel |>al day is not fer henne. 1392-3 Earl Derby's Exped.

(Caimlen) 252 Pro iiij. torches et perchers [MS. peris]

emptis. 1426-7 Kec. St. Mary at Hill 67 For a pound

perchors for ly^t to be werke men id ob. 1431 Nottingham
Kcc. II. 130 In torches .. priketes et pierchiers. t M4
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Promp. Parv. 393/2 Percher, candylle, .. perticalis. 1513
Bk. Kernynge in Kahees Kk. 279 Drawe the curtynes, than
se there he morter or waxe or perchoures be redy. 1562
A. BROKE tr. Rom. $ Jul. Shaks. Wks. 1803 XX. 324 In
her hand a percher light The nurce beares up the stayre.

1577 tr. Bitllingers Decades n. i. (1592) 103 Seneca saytli,
Let. .no man sette pearchers or taper light before the Gods.

1613-18 DAXIKI. Coil. Hist. Kng. (1626) 104 Fortygieat lone;

perchers of the Kings best candles. 1706 PHILLIPS, Perchers^
the Paris-Candles formerly usM in England ; also the bigger
sort of Candles, especially of Wax, which were commonly set

upon the Altars.

II Fercheron (pfrpron). [Fr. adj. from le

Perche, a district of France comprising the depart-
ments of Orne, Kure-et-Loir, Sarthc, Loir-et-Cher.]
A horse of a noted breed raised in le Pcrche, com-

bining strength with lightness and speed, much
used in France for artillery and for hc*vy coaches,
and now largely bred in the western United States.

1875 S. SIDNEY Bk. Horse xi. 241 The Percheron is another
breed of trotting cart-horses, which has in name a consider-
able reputation in England. ..These Percherons, in their

best form, were the post-horses of France. 1901 Scribner's,

Mag. Apr. 414/2 Heavy wagons, .all drawn by stocky
Percherons and big Western grays or stout Canada blacks.

Perchess, obs. form of I'UKCHASE.

Pe'rching, vbl. sbl [f. PERCH vl + -iwi 1.]

The action of the verb PERCH (in various senses).
In quot. 1483, provision of perches in a fairway
or the dues paid for this : cf. PERCH sb:- I c

;
in

quot. 1818 =
perching-place.

1483 Cat. Ant: Rec, Dublin (1889) I. 364 All manner of
men that occupieth shippes. .shall pay to the Watyr-baillifF,
for his perchyng, ii. d of silver, as oft tymes as thei coinyth
yn and out. 1552 [see PERCH r'.

1

5]. 1818 KKATS Endym.
I. 535 Pluck down A vulture from his towery perching. 1892
S. KARBF.R Beneath Helveltyrfs Shade 46 The '

perching
'

of boulders by the agency of ice in the glacial period.
attrib. 1883 MARTIN K: MOALE Vertcbr. Dissect. 132

This is the perching muscle, and is so arranged that when
the bird flexes the leg upon the thigh, .the flexor muscles of
the toes are pulled upon and the foot made to grasp the

perch. 1888 E. EGGLESTON Craysons in Century Mag.
June 274 He managed, .to get perching-room on the window-
sill. 1889 W'omeris Union Jnil, 15 Nov. 87 Having their
work carried to the perching room [to be examined: see
PKKCH z-.

1

5].

/.^ 1
[See-ixo-'.] That perches;

spec, in Ornith. applied to the IXSKSSORES or

birds with feet adapted for perching ;
insessorial.

1774 UEATTIE Mhtstr, \\, viii, The perching eagle oft was
beard to cry. 1813 VIGORS in Trans. Linn. Soc. XIV. 405,
I wish, .to designate this order by the title of Insessores or

Perching Birds. 1880 A. R. WALLACE Isl. Life iii. 35
The whole series of British Passeres or perching birds.

Perching, vbl. sb. and ///. a* : see PERCH v

Perchling (p5Mtf|Ug). [f. PERCH sbl + -LIXU 1

2.] A small perch or percoid fish.

185* Frasers Alag. XLVI. 90 The small group of diminu-
tive perchlings, of transparent bodies, called Ambassis.
Perchlo'r. Abbrev. viperchloride (of mercury).
1896 AllbutCs Syst. Mt'd. I. 429 The thermometer placed

in
'

jj carbolic
'

or
'

-^ perchlor
'

for a few minutes.

Ferchlor-, perchlo:ro-. Chem. Combining
form of perchloric ) perchloride^ perchlorinated \

chiefly indicating a compound in which there is the
maximum replacement of hydrogen by chlorine,
as in perchloracettC) perchloraldehyde, -benzene^

-ethane, -ethyltc, perchloroquinone^ etc.

1857 MILLKR Elem. Chem. III. 182 These perchlorinated
compound ethers, such as the perch loracetic ether. .and
perchloroformic ether. .are very unstable. Jbid.

t Amongst
these products perchloraldehyd. .is always present. Ibid.

354 Perchlorokmone, chloranile (Ci^CliOi) .. forms pale
yellow flakes of pearly and metallic lustre. 1862 Ibid.
(ed. 2) III. 409 Perchloroquinone. 1866 ODLING Anint.
Chem, 123 Hy treatment with chlorine, all four bodies yield
..chloranil C'eCli O_>,or perchloroquinone. 1882 Athenaeum
ii Nov.632/i Perchlorethane, perchlorbenzene, and nitrogen
were obtained.

Perchlorate (paikloo-rA). Chem. [f. PER-!
5 b + CHLOHATB.] A salt of perchloric acid. Hence
Perchlo-rated///. a. (see quot.).
1826 Heniy's Elem. Chem. I. 537 Perchlorate of potassa

does not change vegetable colours. 1856 MILLER Klein.
Chem. II. 536 No insoluble perchlorate is known: the per-
chlorate of potash is the least soluble of these compounds.
1880 CLEMINSHAW ll'urtz' Atom. The. 140 The alkaline

sulphates, selenates, permanganates, and perchlorates are

isomorphous with each other. 1857 MAVNE Expos. Lex.
905/1 Perchlorated ether has been employed to designate
a body obtained either by combining directly chlorine with
olefiant gas, or [etc. ].

Perchloric (pajkloo-rik), a. Chem. [f. PER-!
5 b + CHLORIC.] In Perchloric acid, hydrogen
perchlorate, HC1O4 , the oxygen acid of chlorine

containingmoreoxygenthanCiiLORicacid(HClO3 ).
1818 W. HENRY Elem. Chem. (ed. 8) I. 437 The per-chloric

acid will then consist of one atom of chlorine = 33.5, united
with seven atoms of oxygen= 52'5. 1856 MILLER Elem.
Chem. II. 536. 1869 ROSCOE Elem. Chem. (1871) 115
Perchloric acid is one of the most powerful oxidizing agents
known. '

Ferchloride (pajklo^rDid). Chem. [PER-
i

5 a.] A compound of chlorine with another ele-
ment or radical, containing the maximum pro-
portion of chlorine. (These are now usually
otherwise expressed; e.g. perchloride of carbon

(perchlorinated chloride of ethylene), carbon tri-

chloride C 2C1 6 , perchloride of iron (trichloride of

iron), ferric chloride Ke.jCl 6 ,
as distinguished from

ferrous chloride (proto- or dichloride of iron)
l''cCI 2 . !

So Perchlo'rinated, combined or charged
with the maximum proportion of chlorine

;
hence

Perchlorina'tioii.
|
Perchlo'rnret Obs. = Per-

chloride.
1818 W. HENKV Elem. Chem. II. 15 In the chloride of

.phosphorus its elements are united atom to atom; while
in the per-chloride two atoms of chlorine are cQmbined
with one of phosphorus. 1843 K. J. GKAVKS Sj'st. Clin.
Mfd. 32 Some denominate sublimate perchloride [ofmercury j.

1881 T. RIUGE ill Med. Temp. Jrnl. XLVI. 83 He was
placed on full diet.. and was ordered perchloride of iron.

1857 MILLKK Elem. Client. III. 180 An alcoholic solution
of potash decomposes ^perchlorinated ether. 1863-72 WATTS
Diet. Chem. I. 766 Several perchlorinated compound ethers

..yield trichloride of carbon, when similarly treated. 1882
Atheit&nm n Nov. 632/1 The authors have studied the
effect of exhaustive *perchlorination . . on quinolin [etc.].

1857 .MAYNK Expos. Lex. 905/1 A "perchloruret.

Percid (pausid), sb. and a. Ichthyol. [f. mod.
I,. rercidx pi., f. L. perca PERCH sb.l : see -ID :1

.]

a. sl>. A fish of the family Pcrcidx, typified by the

genus Pcrca or perch, b. adj. Belonging to the

family Peniilie. Also Pe rcidal a.

1890 in Cent. Diet.

Perciform (p5-Jsif<J.nn), a. Ichthyoi. [ad.
mod.L. perciformis, f. L. perca PERCH si/. 1 : see

-FOR>I.] Of the form of, or resembling, a perclt ;

spec, belonging to the division Perciformfs com-

prising the J'erciciir and several allied families.
1880 DAY in Jrnl. Linn. Soc. XV. 52 On the Coromandel

coast . . I found the small perciform Therapons residing
inside Medusae.

Percil(e, obs. forms of PARSLEY.
Percimonious, obs. form of PARSIMONIOUS.
Fercine (po-jsain), a. and sb. Ichthyol. [f.

mod.L. Percinx- pi., f. L. perca PERCH rf.l] a.

adj. Belonging to the subfamily Percinx of the

Perciiix. b. sb. A fish of this subfamily.
1890 in Cent. Diet.

Percipience (pojsi'picns). [f. L. type *perci-

pientia, f. percipient-em, pr. pple. of pcrcipcre to

PERCEIVE: see -EXCE.] The action or condition
of perceiving; perception, cognizance.
.

T 7**-74 TVI.-KER I.t. .\at. (1834) I. 313 Sei^eor percipience
is the standing so circumstanced as that the impulse of
objects striking upon us may be transmitted so as to raise

perceptions. 1836 I. TAYLOR Pliys. The. another Life
(1858) 126 The mind's.. percipience of sensitive pleasure.
1886 GUKNKY Phantasms of Living 1. 406 An example of
collective telepathic percipience. 1891 HARDY Tess (1892)
378 She lay in a state of percipience without volition.

Percipiency (pajsi-pitnsi). rare.
[f. as prec.

+ -ENCY.] fa. =
prec. (pl'S.']. b. The quality

of being percipient.
1662 H. MORE t'/iil,<s. U'rit. Pref. Gen. (1712) 13 A

necessary requisite of that which is capable of the function
of Common-percipiemy. 1845 MKS. UROWNISU Lett. 3 Mar.
(1897) I. 243 The review amused me.. by its percipiency
about your remembering me during your travels in the East.

Percipient (psasi-picnt), a. and sb. [ad. L.

percipient-em, pr. pple. oipcrcipcre to PERCEIVE.]
A. adj. That perceives or is capable of perceiv-

ing; conscious; observing; seeing; discerning.
1692 BENTLKY Boyle Lect. ii. 52 A percipient and rational

Creature. 1764 REID Inquiry \\. 4. 137 It.. can only be the
act of a percipient or thinking being. 1802-12 UKNTIIAM
Ratwn. Jadic. Kvid. (1827) II. 497 Employed in the
character of attesting (i.e. percipient and signing) witnesses.

1838-9 HAI.I.AM
(list. Lit. III. in. iii. 86. 73 The eternal

basis of conviction, .. the consciousness of a self within,
a percipient indivisible Ego. 1862 MAURICE lilor. fy Mi't.
I'hilos. IV'. ix. 128. 648 The man becomes through a divine
life percipient of God.
B. sb. One who or that which perceives.

1662 H. MORE I'hilos. Writ. Pref. Gen. (1712) 13 That
vital Sympathy and Coactivity, that transforms objects ill

their exactest circumstances to the common Percipient.
1665 GLANVILI. Scepsis Sci. v, The Soul is the sole Percipient,
which alone hath animadversion and sense properly so
called. 1744 HARRIS Three Treat, n. i. (1765) 56 Nature
passes to the Percipient through all the Senses. 1867 I.KWKS
Hist. Philos. (ed. 3) II. 301 In the very act of imagining it,

you include an ideal percipient.
b. spec, in Telepat/iy, etc. One who perceives

something outside the range of the senses, or ' on
whose mind a telepathic impact falls '.

1885 Pnc. Soc. PsychicalResearch 1 1 1. 92 An apparition of
a dead person whose death was unknown to the percipient.
1886 GURN'EY Phantasms ofLiving I. 6 We call the owner
of the impressing mind the agent, and the owner of the

impressed mind the percipient. 1898 Month Jan. 52 note,
Intimate personal relations between the writer and the per-
cipient of the vision.

Percive, obs. form of PKHCEIVE.

Perclose, obs. variant of PARCLOSE sb.

tPerclose, obs. var. PARCLOSE v., to enclose;
to close, conclude.

1535 St. Papers Hfn. Vlll, II. 260 At Chester we re-

ceyved letters from Mr. Krabazon, whiche we send you
herin perclosed. 1538 Ibut. III. 73 Which if we may have
before the perclosing of this letter, your Lordship shall have
them herin inclosed. 1542 IKd. 437 At the perclosing of
your saide Treasorers laste accompte. 1558 Cal. Anc. Rec.
Dublin (1889) I. 472 After the same, .accompt perclosed and
no surplusage fonde.

1

fPercoa-rcted,///. a. Oh. rarc~.
[f. PER- 3

-i- COARCTED.]
I&KCOCKERAM, Percoarctctl, brought into a narrow roome.

tPercO'Ct, '. Obs. rare. [f. I,, percod-. ppl.
;

stem of pcrcoqnlrc, f. PER- 2 + coqufre to boil,

|
cook.] trans. To boil or hent through or

thoroughly. So Perco'ct ///. a. [ad. L. percoctits
'

pa. pple.], fig. 'overdone', hackneyed.
1635 SWAN Spec. M. vi. (1643) 302 The heat of the sunne

percocting those waters which are extreamly salt. 1657
I'OMLINSON Renou's Disp. 715 Turpentine, .may be added
when the Salve is percocted. 1879 G. MKHIDIIII Egoist
II. .\i. 246 To abstain from any employment of the obvious,
the percoct, . .likewise, .the overstrained.

FerCOid ;p5-jkoid , a. and sb. Ichthyol. [mod.
f. L. perca + -oil): fust in 1-'., in pi. Pcrcoides,
Ctivier's name for the perch family of acantho-

! pterygious fishes (/'ercii/ie').] a. adj. Resembling or
akin to a perch ; belonging to the perch family of

lishes. b. sb. A fish of the perch family. So
Percoi'dean a. and sb.

;
Percoi deous a.

[1840 Pi-liny (.'yd. XVII. 431/2 J'fi -,/<;>, or I'erco'iiles of
Cnvier. ///</., Thetirst division of the Perco'ides, according
to Cuvier, comprises [etc.].] //'/</. 433/1 In the fifth division

I

of Percoid fi>hes the ventral lins are placed in advance of
the pectorals. 1846 SMART Suppl. s. v., Percoids are a tribe
of acanthopterygian fishes, of which the perch is the type.
1851 GOSSK *\tif. in Jamaica 190 It was of a percoid form
. .and about a foot in length. 1887 Athenxitm 9 July 58/1.

Percolate (pauktflA), sb. [ad. 1 .. percC>lat~-um

strained, neuter pa. pple. of percoldi -e : see next.]
A product of percolation.
1885 C. (',. W. LOCK H'orkshnp Receipts Ser. iv. 205/2

Kach successive part of the percolate lessens the sugar in

the percolator. 1898 Rev. Brit. Pharm. 7 The alcohol is

recovered from the last two percolates, and the residual
extract dissolved in the reserved percolate.

Percolate (psukd'U't),*/. [f. L.ferculat-, ppl.
stem oi pcrcfflilre, f. per PER- I through f coldre to

strain, f. col-tim a strainer.]
1. trans. To cause (a liquid) to pass through the

interstices of a porous body or medium
; to strain

or filter (naturally or artificially). Loosely, To
cause (a finely divided solid) to trickle or pass

through pores or minute apertures, to sift. Now
rai e.

1626 BACON Xylva 396 Springs on the Tops of High-Hills
are the best: For .. they.. are more Percolated thorow a
gtc-at Space of Earth. 1658 EVKI.VN l<r. Gard. (1675) 292
Vou shall percolat it through a sieve or course cloath. 1715
tr. Pancit'ollns' Reruur Mem. I. iv. x. 190 Strainers, through
which they percolated Snow to cool their Wines, c 1842

|

LANCI-: Cottage Farmer 23 Oatmeal, undressed, percolated
between the lingers into boiling water.

b. fg.
a 1677 HALE Pruit. Ong, AI<i>:. n. i. 129 The Evidences of

Fact are as it were percolated through a vast Period of Ages,

|

and many very obscure to us. 1808 HKNTHAM Sc. Reform
i 48 Double-refined, and treble-refined, by being percolated
'

through the lips and pens of Commissioners and Conimis-
i

sioners' Clerks, and Agents, and Writers to the Signet.
2. intr. Said of a liquid ; To pass through a

porous substance or medium ;
to filter, ooze, or

trickle through.
1684 I.OYI.I; Ponwsn.Aniin.ff SolidBod. vi. 94 A tradition,

j

that in. .the West Indies they have, .large Vessels, \vherein

j

they put water to percolate, as it were, through a strainer.

1687 A. LOVEI.I, tr. Thivenofs Trav. n. 62 Through these
'

Jars the Water transpires and percolates into an earthen
Vessel underneath. 1726 SWIFT Gulliver \\\. v, Extracting
the nitre, and letting the aqueous or fluid particles percolate.

1813 UAKKWELL Introd. Geol. (1815) 109 The caverns have
buen formed by the agency of water percolating through
natural fissures. 1878 HUXLEY Physiogr. 24 The water
which has percolated through the sandy beds.

b - flS- :,cf".///ev-, trickle.}

1867 LEWES Hist. Philos. (ed. 3) II. 399 That influence.,
has percolated down to the most ordinary intelligences, 1876

j

GLADSTONE Homeric Synchr. 251 The worship of Isis had
, percolated at several points into the Greek Peninsula.

3. trans. Of a liquid : To ooze or filter through
! (a porous body or medium) ;

to permeate.
1794 SULLIVAN View Nat. I. 258 It suffers that rain to

percolate the earth. 1709 KIRWAN Geol. Ess. 118 Water
j percolating the pores of the basalt. 1885 K. BUCHANAN
j

Master ofMine vil, It was actually percolated with sea-
f water oozing through the solid granitic mass.

fig. 1865 MEKIVALE Rom. Kmp. VIII. Ixvii. 306 A senate
. .so freely percolated by the blood of the lower classes.

Hence Pe'rcolated ///. a.
; Pe'rcclating vbl. sb.

j

and ///. a.

1694
'

S. S.' Loyal <y Iinfatt. Satirist 22 In yon Socratick

i
Wisdom do 's survive And flow with purer percolated streams.

1864 W. K. TWEKDIE Lakes fy Rivers of Bible i. 20 Like
i percolating waterit [bitumen] exudes through the veins into

the wells. 1871 C. KING Mountain. Sierra. Nev. ix. 191
Under the influence of the.. constant percolating of surface
waters. 1880 GEIKIE Pltys, Geog. iv. 246 Limestone is liable

to be dissolved and removed by percolating rain-water,

Percolation (p&krfpjNl). [ad. L. percola-
tion-em

,
n. of action from percdlare to PERCOLATE.]

The action or process of percolating.
a. The action of straining or filtering a liquid

through some porous material ; filtration; spec, in

; Pharmacy^ the process of obtaining an extract by

passing successive quantities of a dissolving liquid

through a pulverized substance until all the soluble

matters are extracted (
= DISPLACEMENT 3 c).



PERCOLATIVE.

1613 Pi'RCHAS nigrunage v. xiii. 512 This freshnesse of

the springes, .may rather be ascribed to percolation and

strayntng through the narrow spongie passages of the earth.
_ ./., r-T . . i_ T . _ t _.-___ __.T *

:

subtile Natures. 1790 Med. Jrnl. I. 402 The.. utility of

Mr. Collier's new machines for percolation. 1822 T. TAYLOR

AfiuleiHs 207 She defecates, by percolation, the precious
wine. 1885 C. G. W. LOCK Workshop Receipts Ser. iv.

198/1 Percolation, .is a kind of filtration, commonly called
'

by displacement ', employed for extracting the essence from

roots, herbs, seeds, barks, &c.

b. The action of passing, as a liquid, through
the interstices of some porous body or substance

;

an oozing through.
1646 SIR T. liROWNE Pseud, Ep. n. i. 56 Petrifications, or

Mineral! indurations, like other gemmes proceeding from

percolations of the earth disposed unto such concretions.

1799 KIRWAN Gcol. Ess. 378 Dense strata of clay.. alone

could detain the sea water, and prevent its percolation,

1841-71 T. R. JONKS Aniw. Kiiigd. 838 ted. 4) 345 The
chyle or nutritive material extracted by the food exudes..

by a species of percolation, through the walls of the in-

testine. 1862 DANA Man. Gcol. 662 The waters, .reach the

ocean only by percolation through the beach.

fc. Phonetics. Used of the emission of the breath

through a narrow opening between two of the

organs of speech, in producing vocal sounds. Obs.

1668 WILKINS Real Char. \\\, x. 361 Percolation of the

breath betwixt both the Lips contracted round-wise which
makes the vocal whistling sound. ll>id. t

Percolation of the

breath between the top of the Tongue and the roots of

the Teeth. 1711 J. GREENWOOD Eng. Gram, 254 Letters

framed by a percolation or straining of the Breath through
a kind of Chink betwixt the Tongue and upper Teeth.

d. fg.
1660 JER. TAYLOR Duct. Dublt. n. ii. rule ii, If we list to

observe that . .Pythagoras, .and Socrates had great names

amongst the leading Christians, it is no wonder if in the per-
colation something of the relish should remain. 1873 Daily
A't'tus 27 Aug., People grow weary of waiting for the slow

percolation of that doctrine through the official mind.

6. attrib.

1895 Daily Ncivs 8 Oct. 9/5 A paper was read ..on
* The

Relative Value of Percolation Gauges '. 1899 CAGNF.Y tr.

Jaksctis Clin, Diagn, \. 94 The greater ease with which

watery blood neutralises the acid, .in the percolation tests.

Percolative (pauk^W^tiv), a. rare. [f.
PKU-

COLATE J-. : see -ATIVK.] Having the quality of

percolating or allowing j>ercolation.
1863 JrnL R. Agric. Soc. XXIV. n. 579 Separating the

retentive soils from the percolative, water-bearing soils.

Percolator (pauk^U'taj). [Agent-n., in L.

form, from percolare to PEBCOLATK.] a. One who
or that which percolates, b. An apparatus for

percolating or straining a liquid; a filter or strainer:

() for straining coffee; (?') for obtaining an ex-

tract by percolation (see PERCOLATION a).

1842 FRANCIS Diet. Atts, Percolator^ a filtering machine.

1857 HENFRKY Bot. 653 Through these tissues the juices

freely percolate., they act as percolators. 1871 'M. LEGRASD'
Cambr. 2'reshm. xiv. 238 Taking occasional sips of black

coffee at making which, in a patent percolator, Sir. Samuel
had become . . quite a proficient. 1885 C. G. W. LOCK // 'ork-

shop Receipts Ser. iv. 198/2 Gradually pour into the per-
colator sufficient of the. .liquid to be filtered, to drive before

it, or 'displace ',
the liquid contained in the mass.

Percollice, -collois, obs. ff. PORTCVLLIS.

Percomorph(p3'Jk^m^f),a. and.y/>. IchthyoL

[f.
mod.L. Fercomorphi pi., f. L. perca t Or. vpierj t

PEKCH J^. 1 + Gr. -/lop^oy, f. t*op<prj form.] a. adj.

Belonging to the order Percomorphi of Cope,

comprising most of the spiny-finned fishes, b. sb.

A fish of this order. So Percomo'rphic, Perco-

mo'rphous adjs.
1885 Cows Ong. Fittest xi. (1887) 330 The double bony

flijor of the skull of the Distegous percomorph fishes is a

complication which places them at the summit of the line of

true fishes.

Percolitation (paJk^ntt
T
*j3n). rare. [ad. L.

perc<mtati0n-em t
n. of action from percontare, -art

to inquire, interrogate.] A questioning, inquiry.

So Percontatorial (psjk^ntato^'rial) a.
t given to,

or pertaining to, questioning ; inquisitive.

1623 COCKERAM, Percontation^ an enquiry. 1656 STANLEY
Hist. Philos. vni. (1701) 310^1 Percontation is a thing for

which we cannot answer significantly, as Interrogation, yes:
but as thus, He divelleth in such a place. 1835-8 S. R.
MAITLAND Dark Ages ii. (1844) 24 Between a percontation
and interrogation, the ancients made this distinction that

the former admitted a variety of answers, while the latter

must be replied to by
'

yes
'

or 'no'. 1853 THACKERAY In
United States, This percontatorial foible has grown with
the national growth. 1861 Sat. Rev, 18 May 496 The
forms of the house, on putting a question, do not admit the

percontatorial process to be continued.

Percophid 'p^'jk^fid). IchthyoL [f. mod.L.

Percophiax pi., f. Percophis (f. L. pcrca t Gr. iripxij

PKRCH .sA1 + Gr. ityis serpent): see -ID-**.] A fish

of the family Percopkidee (typical genus Percophis\
allied to perches, but with elongated body and

pointed head. So Pe'rcophoid a., belonging to

this family ; sb. -* Percophid.

.

ccr-
t cr-j of cernere to sift + instrumental suffix

676

-bruin."} trans. To pass through or as through a

sieve, to sift. So f Fercribra'tion, passage through
or as through a sieve.

1664 POWER Exp. Philos. \. 59 The bloud is so divided by
the minuteness of their Capillary Vessels, or percribration

through the habit of the Parts. 1668 H. MORE Dfa. Dial.
n. xviii. (1713) 145 Thy Brain thus blown up by the per-
cribrated influence of thy moist Mistress, the Moon. 1681

GLANVILL Saddiicismits n. (1726) 378 Instances of their easy
percribration through porous bodies. .

tPercrirciate,!'. Obs. rare-". [i.'L.fercritciare,
{. PER- 2 + cntciarc to torment : see CRUCIATE.]
1656 KLOI'NT Glossogr,,PercrHci(iie,lo torment greatly.

Pereulace, -cullas, -cullice, etc., obs. ff.

PORTCULLIS.

Ferculsion (psjkzrljsn). rare. [f. L. type

*ptrculsim-em, f. perciils-, ppl. stem of percellHre

\

to upset, strike with consternation, etc.] ) a.

Consternation, shock of mind or feeling. Obs.

b. A physical stroke or shock. So tPerctvl-
sive a. Obs., characterized by giving a shock.

1609 Bp. W. BARLOW Arts. Nameless Cath, 20 As the

paines are vnsufferable to flesh and blood, so haue they a

very perculsiue force euen vpon the Soule. 1657 RKKVE
God's Plea Ep. Ded. 9 Tliey are not yet come to her

j

dejections, trepidations, perculsions. 1822-34 Good's Study
' Altd. (ed. 4) IV. 176 An ovulum, detached.. by the force of

the orgastic perculsion.

t Percvrnctorily, adv. Obs. ilonce-wd. [irreg.
f. PER- + L. cunctarl to delay, loiter, after per-

fitnclorily^\ In a loitering manner, lazily.

1615 T. ADAMS Blackc Dcr'illi-j This is he that makes men
seme God percunctorily, perfunctorily to go slowly to it,

to sit idly at it.

Percur (pajkv'l), v. rare. [ad. \ percurrtre
to run through, f. PER- I + currcre to run : cf.

concur. Cf. F. parfourir.] trans. To run through,
traverse (either of actual motion, or of extension).
1657 TOMLINSON Raton's Disj>. 285 A leaf., with three

strokes percurring its longitude. 1835 URE Philos. Maniif.
384 The fan produces its greatest effect when the points of
its wings percur in revolving about eighty feet per second.

t Percurra-tion. Obs. [enon. f. PKRCUB v. +
-ATION, for *pemtrsion.~\ A running through.
1785 Gt'titl. Mag. LV. t. 265, I have chosen the Empire of

Russia as the theatre of my percurrations.

Percurrent (paiKO'r&Jt), a. rare. [ad. L.

percurrent-em, pr. pple. of fercnrr-fre : see PER-

CUR.] Running through ; continuing orextending

throughout, or from one end to the other ; spec, in

\
Bot. said of a midrib or other nerve extending
from the base to the apex of a leaf.

1578 BANISTER ///j/. Moat. 32 All the motions., excellently

percurrent, and yet at length to cease, or end at these
1

bones. 1882 OGILVIE (Annandale), Percurrent, running
\ through from top to bottom. 1886 Casscll's Encycl. Diet.,

l\TCiirrent, running through. Obsolete, except in botany.

Percursory (pwkihisori), a. rare. [f. L.

percursor one who runs through : see -ORY 2.]

a. Characterized by running through something

rapidly or hastily, b. humorously. Running or

moving swiftly along.
1837 LOCKHART Scott vii. (1839) I. 280 He visited some of

the finest districts of Stirlingshire and Perthshire; ..not in

the percursory manner of his more boyish expeditions. 1864

J. LEECH in J. Brown Horx Subs. (1882) 40 Look at the

tail of his descending friend's horse. Look at another's

percursory
' Lincoln and Bennett

'

bowling along \

Percuss (psjk-s), v. [f. L. percuss-, ppl.
stem of percttterc to strike or thrust through, f.

PER- i + quatcre to shake, strike, dash, etc.]

1 1. trans. To strike so as to shake or give a shock

to ; hence gen. to strike, hit, knock, give a blow

to. Alsoyf?'. Obs. (in general sense).

1560 ROLI-AND Crt. 1'enns n. 146 Percust he was into per-

plexitie. 1615 G. SANDVS Trav. 6 Earth quakes percussed,
men with the affright. 1626 BACON 6>fo 117 Solid Bodies,

:

if they be very softly percussed, give no Sound. 1694
MOTTEUX Rabelais v. (1737) 229 Our Auricles, percuss'd by
Fame sonorous.

2. Med. To tap or strike gently (some part of

|

the body) with the finger or an instrument, for

purposes of diagnosis, or uf therapeutics.
1834 J. FORBES Lacnnec's Dis. Chest (ed. 4) 17 When we

percuss comparatively the two sides of the chest. 1897
i Allbutt's Syst. Mcd. II. 382 The joints or muscles affected,
;

may be percussed, pressed or moved with impunity.
b. absol. or ititr.

1849-52 TOBD Cycl. Anat. IV. 1034/1 Percussing over the

5th nb at its junction with its cartilage. 1883 T. L. BRLNTON
1 in Nature 8 Mar. 437/2 Thus he percusses rapidly over a

nerve when the pain is dull or grinding, and percusses slowly
when the pain is acute.

Hence Percirssed ppl. " (i Her. = PERCUS-

S.\NT); Percu'ssing///. a.

1572 BOSSEWELL Arinoric 11. 42 [Lions] are borne. ..Their

tayles forked, ..descendante, percussed, and contercoloured.

1665 HOOKE ftlicrogr. 55 Storms, or Oars, or other percuss-

ing bodies. 1897 Allbutt's Syst. .Iftit. IV. 656 The sound

produced by the impact of the percussing finger on the one

: percussed.

Pei'CUSSailt (psakfsant), a. Her. [f.
as PER-

|

cuss v. + -ANT, after other heraldic adjs. as pas-
sant, rampant, etc.] Said of the tail of a lion or

other animal when represented as bent round as if

lashing its side : cf. percussed in prec.

PERCUSSION.
c 1828 BERRY Encycl. Her. I. Gloss., Percussant, or Per

cussed,., sometimes applied to the tail of a lion, or other ani

mal, when lying on the back or side, as if he were beatinj
and striking himself therewith. 1889 in ELVIN Diet. Her.
Percussion (psjkcjan), sb. [ad. L. per

cnssion-em, n. of action from percutfre : see PER
cuss. Cf. F. percussion (i-fth c. in Littre), perh
the immediate model.]
1. The striking of one body with or against anothe:

with some degree of force, so as to give a shock

impact; a stroke, blow, knock. Usually in referenci

to solid bodies ; more rarely to liquids, or to ai:

(as producing sound). Chiefly in scientific use
Centre ofpercussion : see CEXTRE s/>. 16.

1544 PHAER Regiin. I.yfc C vij, Sometyme the sayde payiv
[of the eye] commeth by percussion or strykynge. 160
HOLLAND Plutarch's Mor. 1348 He saith': That we doe.
heare by the percussion and beating of the aire. 1654 R
CODRISGTON tr. Justine, etc. 561 Antoninus Verus. .did di<

by a percussion of blood in the head, which Disease th<

Greeks call the Apoplexy. 1669 Phil. Trans. IV. 1088 Th
Doctrine of Percussion on which depends that of the Cuneu
or Wedge. 1794 G. ADAMS Nat. ff Exp. Philc-s. III. xxxi

259 Percussion puts all the parts of the wood into ;

tremulous motion. 1822 IMISON Sc. ff Art II. 29 No hea
seems to follow from the percussion of liquids in soft bodie t

1879 Casscirs Techn. Educ. IV. 146/2 Fulminating silvei

even when moist, will explode by percussion.

b. transf. and Jig. : e. g. the striking of SOUIK

upon the ear
;
the ictus or rhythmic

'

beat
'
in verse

the stroke of an '
evil eye ', etc.

1607 SHAKS. Cor. l. iv, 59 With thy grim lookes, and Th
Thunder-like percussion of thy sounds Thou mad'st thin

enemies shake. 1625 BACON Ess., Ejity (Arb.) 511 Th
Times, when the Stroke, or Percussion of an Enuious Ey
doth most hurt, are, when the Party enuied is beheld i

Glory. 1674 tr. Rapin's Refl. Aristotle's Treat. Poesi
Pref. 13 In the Italian and Spanish, .all the Rimes are di<

syllable, and the percussion stronger.
2. Specific applications.
a. The striking of a fulminating powder, o

percussion-cap (see 5), so as to produce a spar]
and explode the charge in a fire-arm.

AiaSportingMag. XXXVI. 273 Heused one of Forsyth'

gun-locks, which, flintless, goes off by percussion. 182

tr. P. W. Schmidt (1824) in Jrnl. Franklin Inst. 100 O
some kinds of fulminating powder inflammable by pet
cussion and their use in fire-arms. 1846 GREENER Sci

Gunnery 90 Percussion has been for some years introduce!

into the service, for igniting the charge of all large guns.

b. Med. The action of striking or tapping wit!

the finger, or with a small hammer (percussion

hammer) upon a part of the body, either to ascer

tain the condition of some internal organ by th

sound produced, or for therapeutic purposes.
If the stroke is made directly upon the body, it is callei

immediate percussion ',
if upon something placed again*

the body (e.g. a finger of the other hand, or a small instru

ment made for the purpose), mediate percussion.
1834 J. FORUES Laemiec's Dis. Chest (ed. 4} 471 Percussio

of the thorax yielded a much clearer sound on the righ
than on the left side. 1843 R. J. GRAVES Syst. Clin. Met,

Introd. Lect. 16 How much has the treatment of pectora
diseases been improved by the application of auscultatio

and percussion ? 1893 Syd. Sac. Lex. s. v., Medical percussio:
was known to Hippocrates, but was only used in abdomina
diseases. It was not until the time of Auenbrugger that it

use was suggested for diseases of the chest.

C. Instrument of percussion : a musical instru

ment that is played by percussion or striking.

Mostly applied to those used chiefly or solely for markini

rhythm, and either struck with a stick or the hand (as th

drum, triangle, tambourine), or struck together in pairs (a

cymbals); rarely to stringed instruments in which the string

are struck by hammers. Hence percussion is sometime
used collectively for the instruments of percussion in ai

orchestra, or their players (cf. strings, wind, wood).

etc. ;..4- of Percussion, as the Drum, Cymbals, etc. 190

Daily Nevis 25 Feb. 8/5 Almost all the strings are pupils c

the conductor, and the wind and percussion are promineu
members of London orchestras,

d. A device in some reed-organs by which i

small hammer is caused to strike the reed as th

air is admitted to it, thus quickening the productioi

of the sound.

1879 A. J. HIPKINS in Grove Diet. Mus. I. 667 Anothe

cussion .

3. Mas. The actual 'striking' or sounding c

a note or chord, esp. of a discord, as distingnishe<

from preparation and resolution.

1880 C. H. H. PARRY in Grove Diet. Mus. II. 685 Percm
sioti . .is the actual sounding of the discord.

1 4. Chiromancy. A name for the outer edge c

the palm of the hand : see quots. Obs.

1644 BULWKR Chirol. 75 The hand thus closely
shut an

the fingers all turned in... The nether part. .Chiromancei

call the pomell or percussion. 1653 R. SANDERS Physiogn. i

The percussion is the outer part, which moves when w
strike anything. Ibid. 116 Such lines in the percussion c

the hand denote drowning.

5. attrib. and Comb. Of, for, pertaining to, o

worked by percussion ; esp. made or constructed s

as to be ignited or exploded by percussion (cf. 2 a]

as percussion arm, bullet, fuse, gnu, utatth.prinifi
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tube; belonging to, used for, or produced by
medical percussion (sense 2 b), as percussion
bh'.ii, dullness ( dull sound), hammer, massage,
note, resonance, sound, stroke, thrill, tone

; per-
cussion cap, a small copper cap or cylinder

containing fulminating powder, exploded by the

percussion of a hammer so as to fire the charge of

a fire-arm
; percussion drill, a drill worked by

percussion ; percussion figure, a characteristic

figure produced by a blow with a pointed instru-

ment on a thin plate of certain crystals ; per-
cussion grinder,

' a machine for crushing quartz
or other hard material by a combined rubbing and

pounding process' (Knight Diet, Mech.) ; per-
cussion instrument = instrument ofpercussion :

see 2 c ; percussion-lock, a form of lock for a
fire-arm in which the charge is fired by means of

^.percussion cap; percussion powder, the powder
used in percussion caps, consisting, since ('1823,
of mercury fulminate, previously composed chiefly
of perchlorate of potash ; percussion-sieve, an ap-

paratus for sorting ores according to size by means
of two inclined sieves which are agitated by levers

(Knight) ; percussion-stop, a draw-stop in a

reed-organ which puts the percussion (2 d; into

action ; percussion-table, an apparatus for sort-

ing ores according to weight, consisting of a slightly
inclined table or frame which is shaken inter-

mittently by a mechanical appliance.
1844 Rcgul. <y Ord. Army 104 The *Percussion Arm does

not require so much repair as the Flint Musket. 1823
Specif, J. Dtiy's Patent No. 4861 Nipple or spill to receive
the copper "percussion caps. 1895 GUTTMANN Mann/.
E.vplt)s. II. 275 Percussion caps were first made by Joseph
Egg, an Knglish gun-maker, in 1815. 1892 GREENER Breech-
Loader 2 The percussion-cap gun was a great improvement
on the flint-lock, and although its day was short, it may be

regarded as the most durable gun ever made. 1890 \V. J.
GORDON Fffttn^ry 43 The hard whinstone is excavated by
*percussion drills and dynamite. 1904 Daily Chron. 13 June
6/3 Special rules, .including one prohibiting the use of per-
cussion rock-drills in hard stone. 1873 KNIGHT Diet. Mech.,*
Percussion-fuse, a fuse in a projectile set in action by con-

cussion when the projectile strikes the object. 1879 CasselFs
Teclin. Editc. IV. 122/2. 1827 J. SHAW in Jrnl. Franklin
Inst. 283 The slowest powder was much the safest in the

percussion gun. 1819 Trans. Soc. Arts XXXVI. 80
"Percussion gun-lock. Silver medal voted to Mr. Collinson
Hall. 1898 Alllnitfs Syst. Mud. V. 212 Percussion .. with
a pleximeter and 'percussion-hammer . . yields a clear
metallic sound. 1872 VKATS Teclin. Hist. Camm. 53 The
Egyptians had many of the wind, stringed, and *percussion
instruments at present known. 1845 Mus. CARLVLE Lett. I.

356 A pair of pistols with 'percussion-locks. 1887 D.
MAGUIRE Art of Massage (ed. 4) ii. 20 His 'percussion
massage is nothing more than that employed by the ancients.
1880 BARWKI.I. Aneurism 73 *Percussion notes were dull on
the inner two inches of the clavicle and in a semicircle ex-

tending down to the first rib. 1819'!'. Ii. JOHNSON Shooter's

Coinp. 102 'Percussion powder, .ignites with a blow. 1825
COL. HA\VKI-;K Instr. \ 'ng. S/><>rtsinen(e(\. 4) 77 Mr. Joyce.,
establishing a manufactory of this anticorrosive percussion
powder in which he does away entirely with the oxyrr.uriate.

1824 Franklin fnst. Kef. in Mech. Mag. Ill, Joshua
Shaw's improved 'percussion primers. 1838 Civil Eng.
$ Arch. Jrnl. I. 358/1 When the percussion primer
strikes. 1876 Trans. Clinical Soc. IX. no Over the

right side the 'percussion-resonance was normal. 1868

Rep. to Gvvt. U. S. Munitions War 28 Full-cock the

hammer, pull the trigger, causing the hammer to strike
the *percussion-slide . .

, forcing it against the rim of the

cartridge, and exploding it. 1875 KNIGHT Diet. Meek.,*
Percussion-stop, a piano-forte stop to the organ, which

renders the touch like the former. 1853 MARKHAM tr.

Skodit's Auscult. 21 The fluid in the cavity is disturbed by
the 'percussion-stroke, and a sound, similar to the move-
ment of saliva in the mouth, is then produced. 1875 KNIGHT
Diet. Mech.,

*
Percussion-table, 1881 RAYMOND Mining

Gloss., Percussion-table. 1870-93 S. GEE Auscult. fy Per-
cuss, iii. (ed. 4) 75 'Percussion Thrill. A peculiar quivering
sensation . . sometimes produced by percussion. 1839 J.
MARSH in Jrnl. l-ranklin Just. XXIII. 114 'Percussion
tubes for cannon.

Hence Fercrrssional a., of or pertaining to per-
cussion ; f Fercu-ssionist, one who uses a per-
cussion gun (obs.'] ; Fercu-sslouize v .

= PER-
CUSSION- v.

17^76
HAWKINS Hist. Music I. in. vii. 341 His[Cassiodorus']

division of instrumental music .. into three parts, namely,
percussional, tensile, and inflatile. 1817 Sporting Mag. L.

45 He deals in death blows as a percussionist, By his patent
detonating, weather proof, water proof, fire proof guns. 1832
G. T. VIGNE Si.c Months in Ainer. II. 76 In New York. .a

gunmaker had out over his door, 'Flint and steel guns altered
and percussionized '.

Ferctrssion, v. [f. prec. sb.] trans, a. To
fit (a fire-arm) for being fired by percussion (see

prec. 2 a), b. To treat with percussion massage.
Hence Percu-ssioning vbl.st. (in both senses);
Percu ssioner, a. a workman employed in per-

cussioning fire-arms; b. an instrument used in

percussion massage.
U. 1846 GRKKNER Sci. Gunnery 176 The percussioning of

a gun, (as the fitting in of nipple, boring breeches, filing
cocks, &c. is termed). 1881 Gun 250 When percussioned
the gun is shot at a target. Ibid., In the days of muzzle-
loaders the percussioner's branch was a very important one.
b. 1887 U. MAGUIRE Art o/ Massage (ed. 4) ii. 32 They

use.. the properly called percussioner, ..a bundle of birch
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I branches. Ibid. iii. 47 That the part being percussioned
should become accustomed ..to the manipulation. The
ways of percussioning are numerous.

), a. (.!/>.) [f. L.peratss-,

ppl. stem of percutere (see PERCUSS + -IVE.]

Having the property of striking; of, pertaining to,

characterized by, or connected with percussion.
1793 HOLCROFT tr. Lavater's Physiogn. xiii. 69 Great

original and percussive power. 1800 VINCE llydrostat. xi,

(1806) 114 The same body will always give the same ton.-,

whether the percussive stroke be greater or less. 1857 II.

SrKNCKR Ess. I. 24 The first musical instruments were with-
out doubt percussive. 1876 BRLSTOWE Th. fy Pract. Meii.

(1878) 4_i5
The auscultatoryand percussive phenomena.,may

ilitfer little if at all from those which attend capillary bron-
chitis. 1882 Rep. to Ho. Repr. Prec. Met. U. S. 595 Per-
cussive machinery that expends its force on metal.

B. sb. A musical instrument of percussion.
1890 in Cent. Diet.

Hence Perctrssively adv., Percu ssiveness.
1863 A. M. BELL Prim. Speech 162 In upbraid, upborne,

upmost, ,.&c.,. .the /' is a mere stop of the voice and loses

its final percussiveness. 1890 Cent. Diet., Percussircfy.

Percu'SSOr (paik-s<J.i, -ea). [a. L. pcrcussor
a striker, etc., agent-n. from percutere: see I'KIL-

CTSS v. Cf. mod.F. percnsseur (Littre).] One
who or that which percusses or strikes

; spec.
a small instrument for medical percussion, a per-
cussion-hammer.

1890 in Cent. Diet. 1896 Allhitt's Syst. Med. I. 374 Dr.
Granville's percussor.

Percutaneous (p;)Jki/rt,
T
i-n/os), a.

[f. L. per
cute.ui through the skin + -aneoiis, after cutaneous :

cf. circiimforaneoiis, subterraneous] Made, done,
or effected through the skin. Hence Percuta/ne-
ously adv.

, through the skin.

1887 Anter. Jrnl. t'sychol. Nov. 184 Percutaneous stimu-
lation., gave results with somewhat greater irregularity.
1902 Brit. Med. Jrnl. 12 Apr. 929 A man, who injected
something into the larynx percutaneously. 1904 ll'id.

17 Sept. 39 The so-called percutaneous sutures.

Pereu'te, v. [a. t.percute-r,tA."L,percutlre:
see next.] trans. = PEISOTS.S v. 2

; esp. in massage.
1887 1). MAGI IKK Art of Massage (ed. 4) iv. 98 After

having.. fiictioned and percuted the muscles of the neck.

Percutieilt (p-Mkitt-JiOnt), a. and sb. ? 06s.

[ad. L. pcrcutient-em, pr. pple. of percutere to

strike through, etc. : see PERCUSS.] a. adj. Strik-

ing, percussive, b. sb. Something that strikes;
the striking agent or body.
1626 BACON Sylva 190 Where the Aire is the Percutient,

..against a Hard Body, it never giveth an Exterionr Sound.
1656 tr. llobbes' Elein. Philos. (18391 347 1 he velocity of the

percutient is to be compared with the magnitude of the

ponderant. 1666 Phil. Trans. I. 306 The Vehemence of the
Percussion depends as much upon the length of the percu-
tient body, as upon the velocity of the Motion.

Percylite (po-Jsilait). J//. [Named by
Brooke, 1850, after Dr. Percy, who analysed it:

see -LITE.] An oxychloride of lead and copper,
found in minute sky-blue cubical crystals.
1850 Philos. Mag. Ser. in. XXXVI. 131. 1889 Min. Mag.

VIII. 172 The crystals are. .percylite.

Percyl^l, -cyly, obs. forms of PARSLEY.

Pereynne, obs. form of PERSIAN.

tPerd. Ol>s. rare- 1
, [app., from the rime,

for pert, ferte, a. OF. perde, perte = It. perdita
'

loss
'

: late L. or Romanic *perdita sb. from pa.

pple. of L. perdere to lose. (< )F. had also a rare

masc. form perd, pert : L. type/%?. 'i]
Loss.

c 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. Wace (Rolls) 3841 Non wolde
helpe restore his perd [rime pouert].

Perdao, -au, -aw, var. I'ABDAO Obs., E. Indian
coin. Perde, obs. form of PARD, a panther.
Perdicine (pa'Jdisain), a. Ornith.

[f. mod.
L. perdicin-us in Perdiclnx (sc. aves birds) ,

f. L.

perdix, -icem partridge.] Of or related to a par-
. triclge ; pertaining to the subfamily Perdicinse. of

the family PhasianidsR, of which PerJix, the

partridge, is the typical genus. 1890 in Cent. Diet.

t Perdicle. rare~. In 5 -ycle. A name for

some precious stone : app. aetites or eagle-stone.
< 1440 Proinp. Parv. 394/1 Perdycle, precyous ston, ethites.

|| Perdi'do. Obs. rare 1
. [Sp. perdido adj.

lost, used as subst. : see PERDUE.] A desperado.
a 1734 NORTH Exant. m. vi. 70 (1740) 475 The Duke of

Monmouth, with his Party of Perdidos, had a Game to play
which would not shew in quiet Times.

Perdie 'fperde, -ee), var. PARDIE, 'by God'.

tPe-rdifoil, pe'rdifol. Obs, rare. [Angli-
cized from mod.L. perciifoliits, f. perd-fre to lose +

folium leaf.] A plant which annually loses its

leaves
;
a deciduous plant. So f Ferdifo'lions a.,

deciduous
;
not evergreen.

1657 TpMLiNsoN Kenan's Disf. 269 Its leaves are perdi-
folious ; it germinates every year [sedperdifolia el auotannis
genriinans]. 1727 BAILEY vol. II. Pcrdifols, Plants that
shed their leaves. 1775 ASH, Perdifot, a plant that drops
its leaves in winter. 1803 B. S. BARTON hleni. Hot. ii. 66
The Passion-flower of America and the Jasmine of Malabar,
are evergreens in their native climates, but become perdifoils
when they are transplanted into Britain.

Perdigie, obs. erroneous form of PRODIGY.

Perdigwena, variant of PERDRIGON Obs.

t PerdHigent, a. Obs. rare~\ [ad. L. ptr-
dlligent-em : see PER- ]

4.] Very diligent. Hence
f Perdi'ligence, thorough diligence.
1694 Moi n.rx Rabelais v. xxiii. IDS Your. .Industry inter-

nected with perdiligent Sedulity, and sedulous I'ei diligence.

tPerdiatu-rb, f. Obs. rare-',
[f. PKR- 2 +

DISTURB r.] trans. To disturb or hinder greatly.
1538 FnxiiEiiH. Just. Peas 103 Vf any perdisturbe or let

the execution of this acte [etc.],

t Pe-rdit, pe'rdite, a. Obs. rare. [ad. I..

pcnlit-us, pa. pple. of pfntere to lose : see PER-

DITION.] J.ust to virtue
; abandoned, wicked.

111632 T. TAYLOR Cod's Jiuigcui. 1 1. vii, A young man
of a most perdit and debaucht course of life. 1645 PACITT
llcresiogr. (1662) 286 The most perdite sort of men.
Hence tFe-rditly adr., (a) in a wicked manner,

abandoned!}-, (/>; desperately [cf. L. perdite amare
to be desperately in love],
a 1632 T. TAYI.OK (M's Judgem. n. iv. (1642) 50 Omphule

..of whom he was perditly enamoured. 1637 HEYWOOH
Dialogues ii. Wks. 1874 VI. 118 A thousand times had rather
wish to die, Than perditly to affect one base and vile.

Perdition (paidi-fan). Also 4 -cyun, 4 f>

-cion, -cioun,etc. [MK. a. OK. perdiciini nthc.
in I.ittre

1

, perdition, F. perdition, ad. ].. perdi-
tion-em, n. of action from perdere to make away
with, destroy, lose

;
f. PER- 3 + dare to give, put.]

1. The fact or condition of being destroyed or

ruined ; utter destruction, complete ruin. Now rare.

1340 HAMl'OI.K Psalter, etc. 520 (Dent, xxxii. 15) Bisyde
U_be day of perdicyun. 1382 WYI-LIT i/'id.. Ny? is the day
ofperdicioun [Vul

;
ii. tiics pcrditionis ; COVI-:KI>., the t>nif uf

their destruccion is at houde]. /'fvz: \i. 15 Tu tbis

anoon shal come his pevdicioun, and sodeynli he shall be
to-treden [Vulg. perditio sita; COVKKD. destrucciun, 1611

calamity]. 1456 SIR G. HAVE Law Arms (S. T. S.) 87 The
parting of him and his company out of the ost, put all the
lave in poynt of perdiciouu. it 1548 HALL Chron,, lien. VII
27 b, \Vbat lo^se *\: perdicion of many noble Capitaynes
and stronge souldiours must, .ensue at the assume. 1604
SHAK.S. Oth. 11. ii. 3 Certaine tydings.. importing the meere
perdition of the Turkish l-'leete. 1643 tr. Hilt/aims' E.rfer.
Chyrnrg. \\. 9 A i;it-at Combustion, .leaveth behinde it a
. .withered scarre, by reason of the perdition and contraction
of the skin. 1682 SIR T. BKOWNK Chr. Mar. n. S 7 A Man
may be cheaply vitious, to the perdition of himself. 1829 W.
Ik\ IN'G in Life fy Lett. (1864) II. 371, I trust in a few days to

linish the narrative of the invasion and perdition of Spain.

f b. In affected or rhetorical use : Loss, diminu-

tion, lessening. Obs.

1599 SHAKS. Hen, I
7

,
in. vi. 103 The perdition of

th'atbuersarie hath beene very great, reasonuable great.
1602 1/am. v. ii. 117 Sir, his defmement suffers no perdi-
tion in you. 1610 Tciiip. I, ii. 30 There is no soule, No
not so much perdition as an hayre Betid to any creature in
the vcssell.

T c. That wherein ruin or destruction lies
; the

'

ruin
'

of anything. Obs. or arch.

1625 MILTON Ode Jlcatk /''air Infant x, To turn .Swift-

rushing black perdition hence. 1649 JER. TAYLOR Gt.

E.veinp. n. Ad Sect. xii. 03 Free revellings, carnivals and
balls, w hich are the perdition of precious hours. 1718 ROWE
tr. Lncan x. 94 Thou lewd perdition of the Lutian name !

2. Theol. The condition of final spiritual ruin or

damnation, the future condition of the wicked and

finally impenitent or unredeemed
;
the fate of those

in hell, eternal death.
(A special theological application of the word, which has

led to its disuse in the general sense.)

1382 WYCLIK John xvii. 12 No man of hem perischide, no
but the sone of perdicioun [Vulg. nisiJilius pcrditionis\.

Phil. i. 28 The which is to hem cause of perdiciouu
[gloss, or of damnacioun, TINDALE, a token of perdicion!
1432-50 tr. lligdcn (Rolls) III. 123 This Antecriste .. is

callede the son of perdicion. 1563 Homilies II. Nativity
(1859) 47 Children of perdition and inheritors of hell fire.

1614 RALEIGH Hist. World \. vi. 3. 85 [They] daylie
trauaile towards their eternal! perdition. 1781 COWPER
Hopc'^'j If appetite, or what divines call lust,. . Be punished
with perdition, who is pure? 1869 BROWNING Ring <y Bit.

XL 2283 Would you send A soul straight to perdition, dying
frank An atheist?

b. In imprecations. (Cf. damnation^
1604 SIIAKS. Oth. m. iii. 90 Excellent Wretch: Perdition

catch my Soule But I do loue thee. a 1619 FLETCHER

I

Bonduca ill. v, Perdition Take me for ever, if in my fell

anger, I do not out-do all example. 1841 LANE Arab. Nts.
I. 106 ' Perdition to unfaithful wives !

'

1894 R. BRIDGES
Feast ofBacchus n. 566 Perdition take me now !

fc. The place of destruction or damnation. 06s.

In Wyclif, after the Vulgate, rendering Hebr. p-|2f
al'atfdon the place of perishing, Hades ; in Coverdale and
1611 rendered ' destruction '.

1382 WYCLIF Job xxviii. 22 Perdicioun and deth seiden,
With oure eris wee han herd the fame of it. Prov. xxvii.

20 Helle and perdicioun neuere ben fulfild. Ps. Ixxxviifi],

12 [n] Whether sum man shal telle in sepulcris tin mercy ;

and thi treuthe into perdiciouu. 1667 MILTON P. L. l. 47

;
Flaming from th' Etherial Skie With hideous ruine and

i

combustion down To bottomless perdition.

3. Comb. Perdition-money : see quot.
1683 BARNARD Heylin Ivi. 173 The exacting of Sconses or

[ perdition mony, which he [as Treasurer of Westminster]
divided among them that best deserved it, who diligently

kept Prayers, and attended upon other Church Duties.

Hence Ferdi'tionable a., deserving perdition.
1827 POLLOCK Course T. m. 529 Wild, blasphemous, per-

ditionable thoughts, That Satan in them moved.

t Perdi-tious, a. Obs. rare- 1

, [irreg. f. prec.

after ambitious, etc.] Given over to perdition.

1609 DEKKER Raven's Aim. 1) iij b, The faster that fire-



PERDIX.

workes are throwne amongst these perditions children the

lowder will grow their rage.

: Pe'rdix. The Latin word for 'partridge',

retained in the Douay Bible, and used in Ornitho-

logy as a generic name: see PARTRIDGE, PEUDICINE.

1609 BIBLE (Douay) i Sam. xxvi. 20 The king of Israel is

come forth to seeke one flea, as the perdix is pursued in the

mountaines. 1840 Penny Cycl. XVII. 435/2 The genus

Perdix, Bliss. . . is made to contain the subgenera Pam*
. . Chytopns . . Cotitrnix . . Ptihpachns . . and Ortyx.

Perdon(e, -oun, obs. forms of PARDON.

PeTdrioide. humorous nonce-wd. [f. F. fer-
drix partridge + -CIDE i.] A partridge-killer: in

ijnots. appositive
= Partridge-killing.

1826 SYD. SMITH Wks. (1859) II. 79 The perdricide
criminals are more numerous than the violators of all the

branches of the Decalogue. 1837 C. LpKFT Self-formation
II. 129 When I. .heard from my perdricide comrades there

the tale of their September exploits. 1864 Q. Aet: CXVI.
203 No '

perdricide
'

gentleman could . . imagine that [etc.].

t Pe'rdrigoil. Obs. (Also 6 perdigwena, S

padrigon.) [a. F. perdrigon (Littre''), in i6th c.

perdigoine, in Cotgr. perdigomic, in Yi.perdigon,

perdrigon, properly 'young partridge', according
to Littre and Hatz.-Darm. from its colour.] A
variety of plum, black, violet, or white (Littre),

formerly highly valued for its flavour.

1599 HAKLUYT l-'ay. II. 165 Of later time was procured
out of Italy ..the plumme called the Perdigwena. 1664
EVELYN Kal. Hart. (1729) 233/2 Plums, Perdrigon, White, i

Blue, Primordial, Reine Claud. 1727 BRADLEY Fam. Diet.
%

s. v. Exposition ta SHU, The White perdrigon which we
esteem one of our best plums. 1733 MILLER Card. Diet.

{

s. v. Pramis, The Violet Perdrigon Plum. 1770 FOOTE >

Lame Lover in. 62 A damascen plum, .does pretty well

indeed in a tart, but .. to compare it with the queen mother,
the padrigons. .the green-gages, or the orlines. 1884 HOGG
l''niit Manual 730.

Perdu, perdue (psidi/?-, p5-jdi, || pjrd), a.
;

and sl>. (Also 7 pur-due ; par-, perdieu, -dew.)

[a. F. perdu
'

lost, perished ; forlorne, past hope of

recouerie, cast away 'etc. (Cotgr.) ; app. originally
]

introduced in the Fr. military phrase seatinellc

perdue, and so usually spe\tferdtie ; in later times

often (now usually) treated as an alien Fr. word,
and written penlu or perdue, according to gender.]
A. adj. (or /a. ///.).

) 1. In sentinel perdue, perdue sentinel (called by
Barret 1 598 forlorne sentinell): a. The post of

a sentinel (see SENTINEL sb. i) in a very advanced

and dangerous position, where he can hardly hope
to escape death, b. A sentinel posted in such a i

position. Obs.

(Quot. 1591 is punctuated 'breaches in espials, in sentinels,

perdues '; if this is right, the quot. belongs to B. i.)

1591 Garrards Art Wnrre I. i In Trenches, where per-
chance hee shall stand a number of houers in the water and

myre vp to the knees: and besides vp on the Bulwarkes,
breaches, in espials, in Sentinels perdues, and such like,

when occasion requires and necessitie constraines. [1508
BARRET Tlieor. Warres iv. ii, The properforlorne Sentinell

is that which is set either on horse-backe or foote.. neare

vnto the enemies campe: ..so neare vnto the enemie, that

being discryed and scene, he shall with great difficulty

retire and escape.] 1628 BURTON Anat. Mel. Democr. to

Rdr. (ed. 3) 32 So many. .desire to enter vpon breaches, lye
sentinell perdue, giue the first onset [etc.], a 1648 LD.

HERBERT Life (1764) 7^ Sir Edward CecilL.used often

during this Siege, to go in person in the night time, to try
whether he cou'd catch any Sentinells perdues. 1688 R.

HOLME Armoury in. xix. ^oxb.) 149/2 A Perdue sentinejl
is..layd down in the open field, where he lyeth on his

belly with his eare to the ground to heare what he can
from the enemy.
2. In other connexions :

t a. Placed in an extremely hazardous position,
such as that of a ' forlorn sentinel ', or a ' forlorn

hope
'

; hence, in a desperate case, lost. Obs.
1618 FLETCHER Loyal Suly. I. i, Put/. How stand you

with him [the Duke], Sir ? Thcod. A perdue captain, Full

of my father's danger. 1653 GAUDEN llierasp. 235 Where
. .peevish cavils and pertinacious calumnies, . .do but rally

themselves, as in a case perdue, to see what can be done by
volleys ofrayling Rhetonck. 1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Perdu,
lost, perished, forlorn, past hope of recovery, cast away,

(b. Lying out, passing the night out of bed. Obs.

1634 CAREW Ca-l. Brit. Wks. (1824) 154 Though it be to

the surprize of a perdu page or chambermaid.
c. Lying hidden ; hidden, concealed ; disguised.

Now chiefly as Fr.

a 1734 NORTH Exam. i. ii. 160 (1740) 113* The Trick of

a Brace of perdue Witnesses, charged and primed in order
to a short Turn. 1837 H. AINSWORTH Crichton n. ii, A
Huguenot perdue in the Louvre.

3. In phrase to lie perdu. (Also, to set, leave,

stand, etc. perdu.) Now chiefly as Fr.

a. In military usage: Placed as an outpost,

sentinel, guard, scout, etc., in an exposed, hazard-

ous position ;
hidden and on the watch

; (lying) in

ambush, in wait, in order to surprise or attack.

Often transf. ofjig.
1607 B. BARNES Dwils Charier Eivb, This very night

must I stand Perdue for this bloudy service. 1611 BEAUM.
& FLETCHER King ft No King I. i. 1624 MASSINGER Bond-
man H. i, There s a sport too, Named lying perdue.. 'tis

a game Which you must learn to play at. a 1625 FLETCHER
Woman's Prize I. iii, I'll stand perdue upon 'em. 1628

WITHER Brit. Kememo. iv. 761 Suggestion lay pur due by

678

Contemplation, And sought to disadvantage Meditation. '

1629 SHIRLEY W'edding IV. iii, Let's steal away before we le

discovered. I do not like when men lie perdu. 1642 FULLER

Holy t Prof. St. IV. ix. 278 It is unfitting he should lie

Perdue, who is to walk the round, n 1668 DAVENANT

Siege Wks. (1673) 82 A Weezel That lies Perdue for a Hens
Nest. 1678 BUTLER Hud. \\\. iii. 34 ThisHudibras..by the

Furies, left Perdue, a 1716 SOUTH Serin. (1727) VI. xii. 418
If a Man is always upon his Guard, and (as it were.' stands

perdieu at his Heart, to spy when Sin begins to peep out in

these first Inclinations. 1767 STERNE Tr. Shandy IX. xvi,

liridget stood perdue within, with her finger and her thumb

upon the latch, benumb'd with expectation. 1837 WHITTOCK,
etc. Bk. Trades (1842) 287 Overtaken in his solitary career,

lying
'

perdue
'

behind some tree, or bush. 1884 blanch.

M'eckly Times n Oct. 4/6 Probably in the village inn a

skilful penny-a-liner is lying perdu, .la get a scrap of their

conversation.

b. I lidden away ;
concealed

;
out of sight, with-

drawn from sight. Now usually as Fr., spelt/-<///
or perdue according to gender, (a) Of persons.
1701 J. PHILIPS Splendid Shilling (,\i\$b This Caitif. .oft

Lies perdue in a Nook or gloomy Cave. 1754 RICHARDSON
<;>-<indiscn 1 1781) I. xxv. 174 Mr. Greville was not gone out

of town, hut intended to lie rjerdue. 1819 SCOTT Lt\t;.

Montrose xi\ ,
Hold . . We must lie perdue, if possible. 1855

CARI.YI.K Misc., Prinanranb (1857) IV. 345 They seek

shelter in a cavern, stay there perdue for three days. 1855
P.ROWNING histims Tyranmis iii, All in vain ! Gold and

jewels I threw, Still he couched there perdue. 1870 Miss
BROUGHTON Red as Rose xiv, She has been lying perdue,

deeply buried in the unwonted luxury of a French novel.

(b) Of things, qualities, etc.

1758 Misc. in Ann. Reg. 373/2 The ingenious author tells

us. .the general's intention remains/*W. 1809 \V. IRVINI;

Kmckerh III. ii. (1849! 150 A host of honest, good-fellow

[ualities. .which had lain perdue. 1876 BFSANT & RK.K
C,old. Butterfly Prol. i, Hidden in the belt of each, or

carried perdu in the trouser's-pocket. 1893 SEI.OUS 'J'n:: .S'.

/'. Africa 441 [It] had lain perdu in my head all that time,

t B. sb. Obs. [Partly short for sentinel perdue

<>i.enfan/sperdiis,see below, 2c; partly elliptical

or contextual uses of the phrases in A. 3 : cf.

r 1600 BACON Apol. cone. Ld. Essex 61 Madame..you
haue put me like one of those that the Frenchmen call

h'.nfans prrdns, that serue on foote before horsmen.J

fl. = .Sentinel perdue, A. I a. Ol>s. rare.

1611 TOURNEUR At/l. Trag. 11. vi, I would you would
relieue me, for I am So heauie that I shall ha' much adoe To
stand out my perdu.

1 2. A soldier placed in a position of special

danger, as an outlying sentinel, or ordered on

some hazaidous enterprise, as to act as scout or

skirmisher, lead in an assault, etc., and hence con-

sidered as virtually lost or in a desperate case. Obs.

1605 SIIAKS. Lear IV. vii. 35 (Quarto) To watch, poor
Perdu With this thin helme. 1614 C. BROOKE Trag.
Rich. /// xlii. The centynels are plac't ; perdu s are sent.

163* B. JONSON Magn. Laity m. iv, Your old Perdues, who,
after time, do think.. that they are shot-free. 1638 Mass.

Hist. Collect. Ser. til. VI. 6 Having.. laid out our pardues,
we betook ourselves to the guard. 1648 in Rushw. Hist.

Coll. IV. II. 1173 Our Purdues lie so near the Enemy, as to

hear them discourse. 1681 L. ADDISON Disc. Tangier 7 The
Karl in person every night laid Perdues to prevent Surprisals.

1706 PHILI.II-S, A Perdu*, a Sentinel or Soldier plac'd in an

advanced and dangerous Post.

fig. a 1641 SUCKLING Completion Writing Slinks. Poems

(1646) 30 Out of the bed the other fair hand was On a green
sattin quilt. .There lay this pretty perdue, safe to keep The
rest o' th' body that lay fast asleep.

fb. collectively. The body of troops on ontpost

duty; the watch, guard. Obs.

1622 T. SCOTT Belg. Pismire 31 Such are the Guard, the

Sentinell, the Watch, the Perdu for the Common-wealth.

1654 H. L'EsTRASGE Clias. / (1655) 69 During this siege,

there was taken by the English perdu, a French mau [etc.],

t C. pi.
= FORLORN HOPE [F. eiifants fel-tins'] ;

a body of soldiers selected for a specially hazardous

military duty. Obs.

ci6io SIR J. MELML Mem. (1683) 15 The King. .sent a

number of Infantry Perdews to his Trenches, to bring on the

Skirmish. 161 1 COTGR. s. v. Perdu, Enfans fcrdus, perdus :

or the forlorne hope, of a campe (are commonly Gentlemen
of Companies). 1614 SYLVESTER Bcthulia's Rescue v. 327

Two thousand Perduz first Give bravely th' Onset. 1656

BLOUNT Glossogr., Perdues, . . the forlorn hope of a Camp, . .

are so called, because they are given for lost men, in respect

of the danger of their service.

f d. transf. One who acts as a watcher, scout,

or spy. Obs. (From 3 a.)

1639 FULLER Holy War v. xxii. 267 Poland . . lying constant

perdue of Christendome against the Tartarian. 1650

Pisgali \\. 57 Shepheards lying constant Perdues in defence

of their flocks, a 1661 Worthies, Nortlnunbld. n. (1662)

314 The Sheriffs .. who in effect, lay constant Perdues

against the neighbouring Scots, a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant.

Crew s. v. Budge, Standing Budge, c. The Thieves Scout

or Perdu. 11734 NORTH Exam. II. iv. 116 (1740) 292 Sir

William Waller the Perdue, was the Discoverer. .and, by
his Diligence, the Man taken and sent to Newgate.

fe. transf. A person in a lying or crouching

posture. Obs. rare.

1681 COTTON Wand. Peak (ed. 4) 33
Eccho tir'd with

posting, does refuse To carry to th' inquisitive Perdu's That

couchant lye above, the trembling news.

f 3. A morally abandoned person ;
a desperado ;

\

a profligate, a roue. Obs.
1612 Cmr.MAN U'iddmucs T. n. i. Wks. 1873 III. 23 Profane

Ruffms, Squires to Bawds & Strumpets,. .Debaucht perdu's.

t Perdu, perdue, v. Obs. rare. [f. prec. sb.]

1. inlr. (with ii). To lie perdu, act the part of

a sentinelperdue, act warily.

PERDURABLE.

1656 S. H. Gold. Lain 33 Thus the Lord Fairfax did no

wrong; but wisely Sentinel'd and Perdu'd it to prevent

Surprisals, and the better to surprize his Surprizers.

2. trans, (reft.} To place in ambush, hide.

1658 R. FRASCK North. Mem. (1821) 61 An ordinary Artist

may kill a trout, provided he purdue himself at a reasonable

distance.

t Ferdu'ce, v. Oh. [ad. L/*nfife-&v to lead,

bring through, f. PKR- i + dncZre to lead.] trans.

To bring on, lead on
; to induce.

1570 FOXE A. fy AL (ed. 2) 1932/1 You might easely be

perduced to acknowledge one Church with vs. 1610 GIMLLIM

Heraldry in. xvii. (1660) 205 By the motion of the Feet our

bodies are perduced from place to place. 1657 TOMLINSOS
Renous Disp. 298 Exsiccating ulcers and perducing them
to a sknr. 1665 HAHVKY Advice agst. Plague 26 Carhum 1<^

. .easily perduced to a laudable maturation.

So f Perdu-ction. [ad.
L. perductioti-em, n. of

action from perdfttcre\. Obs. ;wv~~.
1656 HI.OI M f,7<wi><>r., renfifffftw, :i bringing or leading

through.

tPerduell. Oh. rare*, [ad. L. perdueUis a

public or private enemy, f. PER through + dueUis

a warrior.]
1623 COCKKKAM, /\'nfufll, a strong stubborne enemie.

Perduellion (p5idii*|C*lian).
Rom. and Sc.

Law. [ad. I,. perduellion-em t
f. perduellis : see

prec.] Hostility against the state or government ;

treason. (Oh. in Se. Law.}
1533 HKLLENDEH Livy i. x. (S. T. S.) 60 This law of per-

duemoun was of maist horribil cryme. 1693 Apol. Clergy
Scot. 61 On the i3th of October 1582. the Assembly of the

Church at Edenburg, did by an Act approve of that per-

duellion [the Capture of the King]. 1774 BP. HAI.LII\\\

Anal. Koin. /.rttt'Ciygs) 130 The punishment of Perduellion

was i. Ultinntin SuppliciiitH, or Natural Death of the

Criminal. 1818 SCOTT Urt. Midi, xii, I am of opinion . .

that this rising.. to take away the life of a reprieved man,
will prove little better than perduellion.

So t*erdu-ellism [a. Fr. pcrditeUisme 'Treason

against Prince or Countrey' (Cotgr.)].
n ,

against the King or Country.

[Perdulcms in Johnson, copied in later Diets.
;

spurious word (misprint for PENDCLOUS).]
Perdun'^e, obs. form of PARDON.

Pel-durability (pwdifwabi-liti). Also 5

-blyte, -blete, -bylyte. [In ME. a. OF. par-,

perdurablcle (i 2th c. in Godef.). The mod. word is

a new formation from perdurable^ The quality

of being perdurable; continuous duration ;
everlasl-

ingness ; permanence. In mod. use chiefly in Philos.

i- 1374 CHAUCER Boeth. n. pr. vii. 45 (Camb. MS.) Natheles

..as many yeeres as ther-to may be multyplyed ne may nat

certes ben comparysoned to the perdurablyte J>at is endeles,

1413 Pilgr. Sowle (Caxton 1483) iv. xxiii. 69 This is nought
in tnyn choys, nouther qualite ne quantite, ne perdurabyly te

of thy peyne. 1483 CAXTON Cold. Leg. 345/2 That by that

forme the perdurablete of theire Goddes sholde be shewed.

1865 MILL Exam. Hamilton 192 Something which is dis-

tinguished from our fleeting impressions by what, in Kantian

language, is called Perdurability. 01873 F-ss- Kelig.

(1874) 200 Substance is but a general name for the per-

durability of attributes. 1877 BOWEN Mod. Philos. xv. 269

What is this necessary axiom . . but the perdui ability of

material substance ?

Perdurable (pajduH ra.b'1, psudifuab'!), a.

Also 5-6 par-, [a. OF./*/--, pardurable (izth c.

in Godef.) = Pr. perdurable, It. pcrdiirabile, acl.

late I., penlili-al'ilis (Boeth.), f. perjfirare : see

PKRDURE and -BLE. Very rare from a 1660 to

i Soo, and by Johnson considered obs. ; common

again in igth c.] Enduring continuously, lasting,

permanent ; everlasting, as measured by human
life or human history.
c 1250 [implied in PERDURABLY]. c 1374 CHAUCER Boeth. n.

met. iii. 27 (Camb. MS.) Is it certeyn and establyssed by lawe

perdurable )>at nothinge >at is engendred nys stedefast ne

estable. 1387-8 T. USK Test. Love n. viii. (Skeat) 1. 87 The
thank of a people, .procedeth of no wyse jugement ; never is

it stedfast pardurable. 1430-40 LvoG. Bm/ias vill. Prol.

(1558) i b, For to make our names perdurable. ^1460
FORTESCUE Ats. f, Lim. Man. xiy. (1885) 142 Perdurable

livelod ffor the sustentacion off his estate, a 1548 HALL

Chran., Hen. VI 141 b, Gain is not alwaies perdurable, nor

losse alwaies continuall. 1509 SHAKS. lien. \'~, IV. v. 7 O
perdurable shame, let's stab our selues. 1645 MILTON Colast.

Wks. 1738 1.305 What thing in the nature of a Covenant

shall bind the other to such a perdurable mischief? 1806

H. SIUUONS Maid, Wife, t, Widow I. 204 A friendship

.. of a more perdurable nature than a thousand of those

which are daily moulded out of bows, smiles, curtesies.

1814 SOUTHEY Roderick xvi. 287 Leaving a name perdurable
un earth. 1865 MILL Exam. Hamilton 199 The existence

of a perdurable basis of sensations. 1880 T. HODGKIX

Italy f, Inn. in. viii. II. 540 [That] so vast and perdurable
a structure as the Roman Empire could utterly perish.

b. esp. (in theological lang.) Everlasting, eter-

nal, as opposed to things of this world and of time.

c 1386 CHAUCER Pars. T. p i The blissful lif that is per-

durable c 1450 Merlin 93 In soche maner that thow lese

not the lif perdurable, a 1336 Calisto ff Mllit. in Hazl.

Dodslfy I. 64 The mighty and perdurable God be his guide.

1657-82 EVELYN Hist. Relif. (1850) I. iii. 5. 248 The
material and perishing substance can never comprehend
what is immaterial and perdurable. 1882-3 in Sc/iaJ? s

Encycl. Relig. Knou'l. III. 2525/1 The separate and per-

durable personality of man.

c. O! material things : Able to withstand wear

or decay ; imperishable ; lasting indefinitely.



PERDURABLENESS.

1374 CHAUCLK Bocth. i. pr. i. 2 (Camb. MS.) Hyr clothes

weercn niaked of riht delye thredes and subtil craft of

perdurable niatere. 1586 FKRNE Blaz. Centric n. 20 Black

. .is the most perdurable of all other colours. 1604 SHAKS.

Otk, I. iii. 343) I confesse me knit to thy deseruing, with

Cables of perdurable loughnesse. 1624 HEYWOOD Gunaik.

vi. 294 Having perdurable monuments raised to her as well

in Babilon as in Athens. 1816 SOUTHEV Lay ofLaureate

xiv, Sculpture there had done her fitting part, Bidding the

forms perdurable arise Of those great Chiefs. 1849 JAMES
Woodman xix, I am of granite., hard and perdurable.

Hence Perdu'rableness (/'are), the quality of

being perdurable ; perdurability.
i6i8CoKKt' Litt. i. i. ii Our Author .speaketh here

of the amplenesse, and greatnesse of the estate, and not of

the perdurablenesse of the same. 17*7 in BAILEY vol. II.

1858 Sat. Rev. 13 Mar. 259/1 One more proof of the per-
durableness of aristocracies.

Perdurablete, obs. form of PEKDUHABILITY.

Ferdurably (see prec.), adv. Also 3 par-, [f.

PERDURABLE a. + -LY ^, or directly after the OF.
adv. pardurablement ^\ In a perdurable manner

;

permanently, lastingly ; everlastingly, eternally.

ci*soO. Kent. Ser/a. in O. E. Misc. 31 Ne for po litle

sennen, bet no man h'me ne mai loki ms noon deseu[e]rd

pardurablelicbe fram gode, ne fram holi chereche. c 1374
CHAUCKR Boctk. v. pr. iv. 128 (Camb. M.S.) Thilke same

symplc forme of maupatisperdurablelyin thedyuvne thoght.
a 1450 Knt. de la Tour (1868) 70 That she wolde not late

hem reyne euer in that synne, to be loste perdurably. 1509
HAWKS I'ast. Picas, i Percy Soc.) 208 That after your lyfe

frayle and transitory You may than live in joytj perdurably.

1603 SHAKS. Meas.forM. in. i. 115 If it were damnable, ..

Why would he for the momentarie tricke Be perdurably
fin'de? 1871 P. BAVNE Days of Jezebel i. i. 3 Promise-
words.. should be like to those Left perdurably graven in

the rock By Sidon's cunning workmen.

Perdurance (pwdiii9*rans\ Now rare. [a.

obs. F. />'-, perdurance (15-161)1 c.), f.pardurant
pr. pple. : see -ANCE.] Permanence, duration.

1508 FISHER Fcnit. Ps. cii. Wks. (1876) 194 Ferre aboue
the perduraunce of heuens, or of the erth. 1592 WVRI.KV

Arworie, Ld. Chandos 30 We.. high honors plant as if

perdurance had promised coiitinuall showring. a 1650 MAY
Stitir: Fttppy (1657) 59 Or else erect new Castles in the Air,
and .strengthen their foundation with half an hours perdur-
ance longer then the former. 1875 VEITCH Lucretius 76

Space, Tune, Cause, Identity, Perdurance, and oilier notions.

Perdirrailt, a. rare~ l
. [^.^.perdnrant-em^

pr. pple. viperdnrare to PERDURE: see -ANT. Cf.

obs. Y. perdurant (i6thc. in Godef.).] Lasting,

continuous, permanent.
187* BLACKIE Lays HigkL 44 Nature hates perdurant

peace.

tPe*rdurate, v. Obs. wt,'~ l
. [f. 'L.pertfurare

(see next) -f- -ATE 3.]
= PEKDURE v.

15. . Christmas Carols (Percy Soc.) 37 Christe, Secret in

forme of bread, In mydst of us shall perdurate.

Perduration (po-idiur/i'Jan). arch. [Noun of

action f. I,, peniurart to PERDUKE : cf. late L.

perdnratio (Gloss. Cyril, in Quicherat), and obs.

F. perduration^ The action of enduring in-

definitely ;
continuous duration, continuance.

1508 FISHER Fenit. Ps. cii. Wks. (1876) 197 Almyghly
god..hauynge euerlastynge perduracyon, without begyn-
nynge, without ende. 1603 HARSNET Pop. Impost. 116 To
multiply the torments of helfire upon any Devil, unto

immensity of weight and Infinity of Perduration. 1658
PHILLIPS, Perduration^ . .a lasting very long. 1825 filackw.

Mag". XVIII. 286 Happily such perduration of good or ill

can be inflicted only in a fairy tale.

Perdure (paidm***), v. Now rare. [a. obs.

F. par-, perdurer, ad. L. perdilrare, f. PER- 2 +
diirdrt to harden, endure, f. dttrtis hard.] intr.

To continue, endure, last on.
c 1450 Cov. Rlyst. (Shaks. Soc.) 254 >e wole not redresse

Be mowthe jour dedys mortal but therin don perdure.
1590 GREENWOOD Answ. Def. Read Prayers 27 Yt was the

chief part of their office, to perdure in the worde and prayer.

1854 HICKOK Mental Pkilos. 76 The mind pcrdures while
its energizing may construct a thousand lines.

Hence Ferdirrmg ///. a., lasting, enduring con-

tinuously.
1501 DOUGLAS Pal. Hon. Epil. 6 Thy Maiestie mot haue

eternallie. .Felicitie perdurand in this eird. atfaa Flottdcn
F. vii. (1664)68 And in perduring peace remain. 1890 J.
SKINNKR Dissert. Metaphysics 109 The Soul is revealed

intuitively as a perduring living agent or entity.

Perdy, -dye, obs. forms oiperdu:, PAUDIK.

Pere, obs. f. PAIR, PEAK, PEEK, PEKIUE, PERRY T
,

PIEK. Pereago, obs. form of PIRAGUA.

Peregal, variant of PAKEGAL Obs.
y equal.

Peregrin, variant of PEREGRINE.

t Pe regrinage. Obs. rare. [ad. med. L.

pcregrntagiuni (1236 in Du Cange peregrindtlo ,

f. peregrin-its (see PEREGRINE) + -agium, ad.

Romanic -agg'tOj -age; see -AGE. Godef. gives
one instance vipcrtgrinage in F., but only of early

i6thc.] = PEREGRINATION, PILGRIMAGE (q. v.).

1340 Aycnb. 187 yele men makeb to god sacrefices of

uestinges, of peregrinages, of ssarpnesses of bodye. [fr.

orig. (MS. Cott. Cleop. A 5 If. 141), sacrifices de ieuner, de

pelerinages.]

t Pe'regrinancy. Obs. rare- 1

, [f. L. pere-

grinant-cm, pr. pple. of peregrinarl: see next and

-ANCY.] Sojourning ; pilgrimage.
1674 STAVELEY Rom. Horseleetch (1769) 280 The Church in

this world is.. in a state of peregrinaucy and militancy.
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Peregrinate (pe-regrin^-t), v. (Also 6-;
crron. peri-.) [f.

L. peregrinat-, ppl. stem of

peregrinarl to sojourn or travel abroad, f. pere-

grin-its foreign, a foreigner : see PEREGRINE. Cf.

F. ptrtgriner, Sp. peregrinar, It. peregrinare, to

go on pilgrimage.] intr. To travel, journey.
1593 NASHE Christ's T. 28 That Sepulcher . . which you

perigrinate to adore. 1632 LITHGOW Traz>. r. o They haue

perigrinated to know the life of States. 1793 \V. ROBERTS
Looker-on No. 30 (1794) II. 82 It is of late the custom to

peregrinate by night. 1812 SCOTT Let. to J. B. S. Morritt
12 Oct. in Lock/tart, We peregrinated over Stanmore, and
visited the Castles of Bowes, .and lirougham. 1864 London
Soc. VI. 392 She peregrinated calmly in a pinched bonnet.

b. To sojourn in a foreign country.
1755 JOHNSON, Peregrinate^ . . to live in foreign countries.

C. trans. To travel along or across; to traverse.

1835 Eraser's Mag. XI. 33 The path I was about to

peregrinate was . . hackneyed beyond conception. 1878
BKSAST & RICE Cello's Arb. II. xvii. 271, I pick up rags
and tatters of information as I peregrinate the streets. 1885
G. MEREDITH Diana of Cross-ways II. ii. 55 He could have
wished himself peregrinating a bridge.

Hence Pe'regrina ting z'bt. so. and///. a.

1611 COTCR., Pelerinant) peregrinating, wandering, or

going on Pilgrimage. 1805 EIGENIA DE ACTON Nuns of

J^esert^
I. 293 Not one thought was bestowed upon the

peregrinating culprits. 1862 Westw. l\c?>. Jan. 65 Pere-

grinating bishops produce no effect upon them.

Pe-regrinate, a. rare. [f.
L. peregnnat-its

having travelled or sojourned abroad, pa. pple. of

pcregnnan^\ Foreign-fashioned, having the air

of one who has lived or travelled abroad. (A
purposely pedantic term put by Shakspere into the

mouth of Holoferncs
;
thence taken by Lytton.)

1588 SHAKS. L. L. L. v. i. 15 Fed. ..He is loo picked, too

spruce, too affected, too odde. as it were, too peregrinat, as
I may call it. Curat. A most singular and choise Epithat.

1853 LYTTON A/y Novel \. iv, Imagine this figure, grotesque,
peregrinate, and to the eye of a peasant, certainly diabolical.

Peregrination (peTBgrin*jan). [a. F.yvv/-

grination (I2th and i6thc. in Littre), or ad. [,.

peregrination-em^ n. of action from peregrinarl to

PEREGRINATE. Cf. It. peregrinazione* Sp. pere-

PEREGRINE.

191 'EiriSrj/xia ts ai/0pcJTrous fc)eov, a Peregrination of a God
among men. 1697 BP. PATRICK Comm. Exod. vi. 4 He thinks
the Peregrination of the Fathers is attributed here to the

Children.

b. Jig. Man's life on earth viewed as a 'sojourn in

the flesh '.

1. The action of travelling in foreign lands, or of

journeying from land to land ; hence, by extension,
of travelling from place to place.

ft 1548 HALL Chroti.^ Hen. II' 19 His daily peregrinacion
in the desert, felles and craggy mountains of [Wales].
a. 1550 in Boordcs Introd. Knmvl. (1870) Forewords 23 The
Peregrination of Doctor Hoarde. 1604 E. G[RIMSTONK]
D'Acostas Hist. Indies vn. iv. 505 This going forth and

peregrination of the Mexicaino, will happily seerne like to

that of Egypt. 1650 HUWELL l-'or. Trav. (Arb.) n Amongst
those many advantages, which conduce to enrich the mind
with variety of Knowledge, .. Peregrination, or Forraine
Travel! is none of the least. 1763 JOHNSON Life Aschant
Wks. IV. 626 The purse of Aschani was not equal to the

expence of peregrination. 1818 SCOTT Hrt. Alidl. i, Before

they had advanced far on their peregrination.

b. With a. and //. A course of travel (properly

abroad); a journey, esp. on foot; a perambulation;
in //.

= travels. Also, A narrative of travels.

1548 HOOTER Ten Conunandm. x. 167 How light so euer
this vngodlie people make there gaddynges or peregrina-
tions: they shalbe culpable and accomptable for as many
faultes, as is donne by his familie throwghe his absence. 1585
T. WASHINGTON tr. Nicholay's I'oy. i. i. i The nauigations
and peregrinations Orientals of Nicholas. 1604 E. G[RIM-

STONE] D'Acosta's Hist. Indies in. xxvii. 202 The Peregrina-
tion which I have written. 1711 ADDISON Sfiect. No. 130
P 4 The vicious Habits and Practises that he had been used
to in the Course of his Peregrinations. 1777 ROBERTSON
Hist. Awcr. \. 31 The wild fanaticism.. first incited men
to enter upon those long and dangerous peregrinations.
1820 W. IRVING Sketch Bk. I. 151 My peregrinations
about this great metropolis. 1853-8 II AWTHORNK Eng.
Notc-Bks. (1879) II. 321 [He] recently published a book of

his peregrinations.

t c. A going us a pilgrim ;
a pilgrimage. Obs.

1528 ROY Rede me (Arb.) 106 Hathe Englond soche
stacions Of devoute peregrinacions As are in Fraunce and

Italy? a 1552 LI:LASD Itin. IV. 71 [Throgmorton] his

Father, .dyed in Peregrination going to H Jerusalem. 1637-

50 Row Ilist. AT/r*(Wodrow Soc.) 75 Workes of supereroga-
tion, mentis, pardones, perigrinationeis, and stationeis.

t d. The migration or transplantation of a

plant, etc. into another country. Obs. rare.

1679 EVELYN Sylva (ed. 3) xxv, Concerning the Peregrina-
tion uf that tree [Elm] into Spain.

e. fg. A systematic going through a subject,

writing, course of study, etc. f. The '

pilgrim-

age' or 'journey* of life: see 2 b.

1615 CKOOKE Body of Ulan 197 Being ariued at this place
in the tract of my Anatomicall Perigrination. 1653 R-

MASON Commend. Let. in Buhvcrs Anthropoinct., When
first I cast up this account of your ingenious peregrination

through the world. 1717 L. HOWEL Dcsidcrius (ed. 3) 126

Modesty.. is absolutely necessary to be retain'd thro' the

whole Course of our Peregrination till we arrive at the Love
of God.

f2. A sojourning in a foreign land
; the condition

of dwelling as a sojourner; sojourn. Ohs. or arch.

1630 R. N. tr. Camdens Hist. Kliz. 125 If he [the Czar]
should . . be constrained . . to leave his country, she promised
..toreceiue. .him. .with all honour worthy so great a Prince,
..to assigne unto him a convenient place for his perigrina-
tion, a 1638 MEDE IVks. (1672) 597 [The] 430 years of the

Peregrination [in Egypt] Exod. 12. [40]. The 40 years
travail in the Wilderness. 1692 BENTLKY Boyle Lcct. vi.

readie to shift: whereby they represent vnto \s our pere-

grination in this mortalitic. 1626 DONNE Serin. ,
Ps. xc. 14

(1640) 808 The Saints.. pray that God would powre down

tion [in itinerc sire pcregrinationc\ of human

Peregrinatcr (pe*regrm#taj). Now only

affected, [a. L. peregrinator^ agent-n. from pcre-

grinarl to PEREGRINATE.] One who peregrinates ;

a traveller in foreign lands, or (loosely) from place
to place ; a pilgrim ; a wanderer.
1610 Chester's Trl. (1844) Address 10 Like a poore Perc-

grinator.. contented to passe through the Purgatorie of the

Printing-house. 1668 M. CASAUBON Credulity 66 He makes
himself a great peregrinator, to satisfie his Curiosity.

1819 \V. TAYLOR in Monthly Rci\ LXXXVIII. 501 Careful

to record facts of practical utility tu future peregrinators.

1829 T. L. PEACOCK Misfort. Elphin .\ii, More materials for

absorbing thought, than the most zealous peregrinator, ..is

likely to have at once in his mind.

Hence Pe'rejfrina tory a., rare, characteristic of

4*1 peregrinator; moving from place to place.
*773 Okserv. Prcs, St. Pwr 107 There are among them

^ome unquestionably honest and commendably industrious . .

accustomed to that peregrinatory mode of living.

Peregrine, peregrin '.'pe-n^rin), a. and sb.

Forms: 4-5 peregryii v e, (6 pelegryne). perry-

gryne, 7 perigrine, 6- peregrine, 7- -grin.

[ad. 1>. peregrin-us coming from foreign parts,

foreign, a foreigner, f. pereger that is abroad or on

a journey, pcregre adv., abroad, to or from

foreign parts, f. per through + ager field, territory,

land, country ; cf. F. peregrin adj., migratory,

foreign (i6th c.\ sb. a pilgrim, in Oresme ^1400
Godef.). In Kng. found fust, and until the i6th c.

only, in the name of the faucon peregryn or pere-

grine falcon, in QY.faukonpelerin (under the in-

fluence of which Ld. Bemeixhaa/awcottpe/eFrytte).
The inherited form of L. peregritnis, through
Romanic and OF., is PILGKIM, q.v.] A. adj.

1. Foreign, belonging to another country ; out-

landish, strange ; imported from abroad ; also,

f foreign, extraneous, or alien to the matter in hand

(obs?). Peregrine tone (mcd.L. tonns pcregnnus},
name of one of the Gregorian

* tones' or chants.

( 1530 L. Cox Rhct. (1899) 52 Other prohemes (whiche. .are

nut set out of the very mater it selfe). .are called peregrine
ur straunge prohemes. fiS4 PHg*"- '!' iS8 in Thynnes
AHttttadv.(io6s) 82, I tokehim to be a straunger ;. .we ware
both perrygryne. 1574 HLLLOWES Gncnara's Fain. Ep.
(1577) 165 You a^ke me histories so straunge and peregrine,
that my wittes may not in any wise but needes go on

pilgrimage. 1585 SIR J. MKLVU, Let. in IVodrow Soc. Alisc.

^1844) I. 439 Mr. Craig to preach openly against the

Peregrine minister^ 1609 DOULAND Ornith. Microl. 35
There is another Tone, which many call the Peregrine, or

strange Tone,.. it is very seldome vsed in our Harmony.
1679 EVKLYN Sylva. xxiv. (ed. 3) 119 Our Damasco-Plum,
Quince, Medlar, Hgue,. .as well as. .several other Peregrine
trees. 1728 MORGAN Algiers I. Pref. ^5 Matters of so

peregrine and grotesk a Nature as this [History]. 1831
GEN. P. THOMPSON Excrc, (1842) I. 333 Some persons have
declared the style of the author [Bentham] to he.. occasion-

ally peregrine and difficult. 1893 Working Mcns" Coll, Jml.
Oct. 259 In my own small garden 1 have four peregrine
species of grass.

2. Astrol. Of a planet : Situated in a part of the

zodiac where it has none of its essential dignities.
1588 J. HARVEY Disc. Probl. 108 Jupiter, .extolled, and

preferred aboue Saturne, who at that instant is Peregrine,
and out of all his essentiall dignities. 1663 DRYDEN Wild
Gallant Prol. 26 Venus, the lady of that house, I find Is

Peregrine. 1706 PH ! LLI f& s. v., Among Astrologers, a Planet

is said to he peregrine, when found in a Sign or Place of

Heaven, where it has none of its five Essential Dignities,
viz. House, Exaltation, Triplicity, Term, or Face. 1819 J.

WILSON Compl. Diet. Astral. 168 The lord of the house

being combust, retrograde or peregrine.

1 3. Upon a pilgrimage ; upon one's travels ;

travelling abroad. Obs.

1655 M. CARTER lion. Rediv. (1660) 209 Certain peregrine
Christians going to visit the Holy Sepulchre. 1658 OSBORN
Adv. Son Wks. (1673) 55, I am not much unwilling togive

way to peregrine motion for a time. 1768 STERNE Sent.

Journ. (1778) I. 25 (Dcsoblieeant} The whole army of

peregrine martyrs ; more especially those travellers who set

out upon their travels, .under the direction of governors.
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PEREGRINITY.

4. Peregrine falcon (also 4-5 faucon pere-

gryu(e, 6 fawcon pelegryne, and see B. 3) :

a typical species of falcon (JFalfO peregrinus) of

very wide distribution, and formerly held in the

greatest esteem for hawking.
There are numerous local races, varieties, or sub-species,

some of which, as the American peregrine or Duck-hawk
(Falw atiatttiti) and the Australian F. nielanagenys^ are by
many ornithologists ranked as distinct species.
[The name is merely an Kngluhing of the med.L. falco

Pcrcgrinus (used c 1250 by Albertus Magnus DC Animal.
xxin. viii, Falconum genus quod vocatur peregrinum); the
Fr. is faucon pclerin (used c 1263 by Brunetto Latini) ; It,

Jalcone pellegrino (i3th c.); all meaning 'pilgrim falcon
'

;

so called because the young were not, like the nidaces,
ttiafs

t or EYAS hawks, taken from the nest (which is usually
built on an inaccessible crag or precipice), but caught on
their passage or 'pilgrimage' from their breeding-place:
'

faucpns que om apele pelerins, parce que mes ne trueve
son nif, ains est pris aussi comme en pelerinage ', Brunei. Lat.
Trcsor cl. (ed. Chaballle 202). Hence also the name
passage-hawk*, in Eng. transl. of Buffon, pilgrim falcon.
or haivk. (See also HAGGARD sb.)\

c 1386 CHAUCER Syr.'s T. 420 A ffaucon peregry" [?'. r.

gryne] thanne scmed she Of fremde Land. 1486 Bk. St.

Allans D iij b, Tlier is a Fawken peregryne. And that is

for an Erie. 1535 Ln. BKKNKKS Froiss. II. xlvi. 159 Fawcorjs
pelegrynes, that haue stande and rested longe on the perche
hath grete desyre to flye abrode. 1575 TURHEKV. P"aJconrie

33 Of the Haggart Falcon, and why she is called the

Peregrine, or Haggart. 1774 GOLDS.M. A'af. Hist. V. 121

The peregrine falcon does not moult till the middle of

August. i843YARRKLL Hist. Birds I. 32 The great docility
of the Peregrine Falcon, and the comparative ease with
which the birds :ire procured, has rendered them the most
frequent objects of the falconer's care and tuition. 1875 W.
M'lLWRAiTH Ciiiidc n'igtmimshire 139 These precipices are

frequented by the peregrine falcon.

5. Peregrin prmtor [L. prtor percgrinus\, a

second pra'tor appointed at Rome B. c. 47, to

administer justice between Roman citizens and

peregrins, or between peregrins themselves: see H. i.

1880 MUIRHKAD Gains I. 6 The two praetors, the urlian

and the peregrin.

B. so. 1. A sojourner in a foreign land
;
a person

residing in a place where he is a stranger or

foreigner ;
now only in Rom. Antiq. A resident in

ancient Rome not having the rights of citizenship,
an alien denizen.

1593 BILSON Gcvt. Christ's Ch. 7 Isaac and lacob soiourned
as strangers and peregrines first in the land of Canaan.
<f 1656 USSHKR Ann. vr. (1658; 430 They were peregrines
and strangers in the land of the Jews. 1675 CROWNS
Country ll'it in. 47 b, The great favours and honours you
were pleas'd to confer on me, who am but a peregrine. 1880
MUIRHEAD Gains i. 68 If a woman who is a Roman citizen

has by mistake married a peregrin as if he also were a

citizen, she is permitted to prove cause of error. Ihid, iv.

^7 In the same way a peregrin feigns citizenship when he
is pursuer in the same action.

a maruellous number of Strangers, and Peregrines or

Pilgrims. 1654 GAYTON Pleas. Notes in. ii. 76 The story
of an Outlandish Peregrine, or Traveller.

3. = Peregrinefalcon \ see A. 4.

1555 EUEN Decades 283 There are also ierfalcons sakers
and peregrines whiche were vnknowen to the ancient princes.
1612 SKLUEN Illnstr. Draytons Poly'Olb,\. 85 Whether these

here are the Haggarts (which they call Peregrin 's\ or Falcon-

gentles, I am no such Falconer to argue ; but this I know,
that the reason of the name of Peregrin's is giuen, for that

they com from remote and vnknowne places, a 1661 FUI.LKR

n'orthies* Shropsh. 4 The Aryes of Pembrook-shire, where

Perigrines did plentifully breed. 1759 IJ. MARTIN Nat. Hist,

r.n^. 1 1, Pembroke 359 Excellent Faulcons, called Peregrins.

1865 KINGSLKV Herew. xx t Out of the reeds . . shot the

peregrine.

Peregrinity (pcrt'girniti\ [ad. V.ptrtgrinitj

I Rabelais i6thc.\ or ad. L. peregnnitas ihe con-

dition of a peregnnits or foreigner: see -ITV.]
The condition of being a foreigner or alien, esp. in

Roman Antiq. (see quot. 1880); fine quality or

fact of being foreign, foreignness, outlandishness,

strangeness (obs.).

1591 G. FLKICHKR Russc Coinnnv. (Hakl. Soc.) 151 This
causeth the Emperours to.. be very wane for excluding of
all pei egrinitie that might alter their fashions. 1607 Schol.
Disc. agst. Antichr. \\. v. 33 The affected peregrinitie of his

.straunge attire. 1774 BOSWKIJ, *Jrnl. Tonr Hebrides 29 Aug..
He said to me. .

' these people, sir, . . may have somewhat of
a peregrinity in their dialect, which relation has augmented
to a different language '. I asked him \ipert-trinity was an
English word. He laughed and said,

' No '. 1807 F.

WRANGHAM Serin. Transl. Script. 21 Stamped with idiotism

or with peregrinity. 1880 .MUIRHEAD Gains 566 Peregrinity,
the condition of those who, being free, were neither citi/ens
nor colonial or Juntan latins, though possibly Roman sub-

jects. 1900 Jrnl. Ednc. Mar. 206/2 A mere concomitant of

peregrinity.

b. A sojourn or journeying abroad, rare.

1851 CARLVLE Sterlings, iv, Five health-journeys which . .

he had to make in all.
' Five forced peregrinities '. Ibid.

vi, A new removal^ what we call
'
his third peregrinity', had

to be decided on.

11 Pereion, perseon (perai^n, per/'yri)- Zool.

[A factitious term intended to represent Gr.

irfpatuojv, TTfpaiwi', pr. pple. of ntpatovv
*

to carry

across, transport*, erron. taken as '
to walk about .
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Later users of the term have more exactly trans-

literated the reputed Gr. source as yVvuw/.] A
name for the thorax in Crustacea, as bearing the

ambulatory limbs. Cf. PLEON. Hence Perei'o-,

perse'opod, Pereio*-, perseo'podite, one of the

ambulatory limbs attached to the pereion.
1855 C. SPKNCE BATE in Rep. Brit. Assoc. (1856) 27 Thoracic

segments, (Pereion, from irepaiow to walk about : pereion,
part which supports the walking legs. This and the following

[pleon] are suggested Instead of the old and incorrect

synonyms of thorax
^ abdomen, &c.). Ibid. 35 Tlu fereio-

pada.) or walking feet. This includes the five posterior
thoracic feet of authors. 1877 \V. THOMSON Voy.CItalicftgcr
I. ii. 131 At the base of the first segment of the pereion.

1877 EncycL Brit. VI. 635 2 In the adult SfyfUj eight pairs
of limbs (that is to say the five pairs of fereiopodites or
'

walking-feet ',
and the three pairs of maxillipeds or 'jaw-

feet ') are all furnished with two branches. 1893 STUBBING
Crustacea, iv. 44 The trunk. .is often called the perseon,
intended to signify the ambulatory part. Ibid. 45 The
possession of chelae is not confined to the first pair of so-

called perasopods.

t Pere-jonette ; in 5 pereionet(t)e, also

perionet == pear-jonet : see PEAR sb. 5.
c 1386 CMAVCER Miller's T. 62 She was ful moore blisful

on to see Than is the newe pereionette tree. [So 4 AfSS. ;

Catft&. pere lonete Ire, Lansd. perionet tree.]

Perell, obs. form of PARREL, PEARL, PERIL.

Perella (pere'la\ perelle (pere-1). [ad. F.

perrelk) var. of parelle^ L. parella : see PARELLIC.]
The lichen Lecanora Parella^ or the dye obtained
from it.

1783 Ji STAMOND tr. Raynafs Hist. Indies V. 230 The

plant know'n by the name of Perella, which is made use of
in dying scarlet. 1838 SIMMONDS Diet. Trtide, Perelie

^
a

name for the crab's-eye lichen, . .found on rocks in moun-
tainous countries, which yields a purple dye.

Peremint, Peremounte, obs. fT. PEDIMENT,
PARAMOUNT.
t Pere'mpt, v. Civil Law. Obs. rare. [f. I,.

perempt-, ppl. stem ofpen'mere to destroy, cut off,

kill, etc.: see PEREMPTORY.] trans. To do away
with, extinguish, quash (a legal process or suit).
So T Pere'mption Obs., quashing.
1726 AYLIFFE Parergon 82 Nor is it any Objection to say,

That the Instance of the Cause of Appeal is perempted by
the Desertion of an Appeal. Ibid. 151 This Peremption of
Instance was introduced in Favour of the Publick, lest Suits
should otherwise !>e rendered immortal and perpetual.

t Pere'mptor, a. (sb.) S\\ Obs. Forms : 6

-oir, -oure, 0-7 -our, 7-8 -or. [a. F. pfremptoire
(i3ihc. in Littre). ad. L. peremptori-ns PEREMP-
TORY. Cf. F. exception plremptoire in Littre.]

=
PEREMPTORY. (Chiefly in Sc. Law.)
4-1470 [impli'-d in PKKEMPTORI.Y]. 1549 CompL Scot, Ep. 6

I''or fait of ane peremptoir conclusione. 1561 Reg. Privy
Council Scot. I. 167 To propone all his defenssis peremp-
touris and dilatouris, quhilkis thai will use. 1576 Ibid.

II. 540 In respect . .that the samyn day wes peremptour.
1582 Ibid, III. 50^ His Majestic hes ordanit and appointit
his court of justiciarie to be haldin. .assecund court peremp-
toure to all persoDU arreistit to this present court. 1609
SKKNE Reg. M<ij.* Forme Proces in This secund summons
is peremptour. ibid. 115 For ane peremptour exception
proponed, and lawfully proven, causes the proponer therof,
to be perpetually, .absolved. 1721 RAMSAY Content 193 The
missive letter and peremptor bill Forbade them rest.

b. ellipt. as sb. A peremptory exception, de-

fence, or plea: see PEREMPTORY A. i.

1571 IiASSATYXE Jrnl. Trans. Scot. (1806) no So am not
I bound to answir tharne, nor yit there accusatione, till that

they give answir to my peremptour.

Peremptorily (pe-remPtgrili^rtrtfe. [/.PEREMP-
TORY + -I.Y -.] In a peremptory manner; so as

to preclude debate, discussion, or opposition.
1. So as to fix or settle the matter; so as to

decide the question; decisively, conclusively; so

as to leave no doubt ; definitely, positively.
1513 JAS. IV Let. to Hen. VIIf 26 July in Hall Chron.,

J/t'H. I'llI 29 b, The sayd metyng of our and your com-
missioners at the borders, was peremptorily appoyncted
betwyxt you and vs. 1596 BACON Ma.r. ty Use Com. Law
n. (1635)51 A fine,. barreth estates peremptorilie. 1677 (!ALK

Crf. Gentiles II. iv. 500 What their sin was cannot be perem-
torily determined. 1743 H. WALPOLE Lett, to Mann I.

Ixxiv. 266 Monday is fixed peremptorily. 1878 R. W. DALE
Led. Preach, vi. 165 The question cannot be determined

peremptorily. 1882-3 Schajfs F.ncycl. Rclig. A~<w/. III.

2473/2 The worship of saints and the doctrine of purgatory
were peremptorily rejected as opposed to Scripture.

b. In the way of a peremptory citation.

1591 GRKKNK Disc. Coosna.ge(\^-2} 18 The scitat'ion shalbe

peremptorily serued in his parish Church.

c. In theway of 'peremptory challenge' (PEREMP-
TORY J without giving a reason for the objection.
1660 Trial Regie. 33 You may Challenge five and thirty

Peremptorily. If you go beyond; you know the Danger.
1681 TrialS. Collcdgt-zi Mr. Just. Jones. Do you challenge
him peremptorily, or with cause? 1708 J. CHAMBERLAYNK
St. Gt. Brit. i. in. vi. (1737) 186 A prisoner may challenge
35 of the Juries peremptorily in High-Treason. 1874
(. 'hatubers' EncycL VII. 354/2 Those who, on being arraigned
for felony,., peremptorily challenged more than twentyjurors.

d. As at a peremptory time or in obedience to

a peremptory order ; without fail.

1715 in Picton L'pool Munic. Rec. (1886) II. 19 Every
Councill man that does not attend at two o'clock, .or within
half an hour after two o'clock in the afternoon peremptorily.

f2. Absolutely, without exception or question.

PEREMPTORY.
1626 HACON Syton 400 Some Organs are so peiemptorily

necessary, that the Extinguishment of the Spirit doth
.speedily follow. 1683 VIU.IERS iDk. IluLktun.) Rehearsal
in. i. (ed. 4) 25 This bong is peremptorily the very best that
ever yet was Written. 1788 H. \\"ALILK Let. to KarlStraf-
ford 1 2 Sept., September .. has hitherto been peremptorily fine.

t3. Determinedly; obstinately. Obs.
c 1555 HARPSFIELD Dh-orce Hen. VIII (Camden) 129 Ifhc

stood stiffly and peremptorily, he and his house lived ever
after in perpetual and public ignominie. 1661 Funerals
Montrose in Marl. Misc. (Park) VII. 299 One who stuck

peremptorily to the present marquis.
4. Iii the way of positive belief or assertion

;

with full assurance; positively, dogmatically.
1571 GOI.DING Calvin on. Ps. Ii. 18 He speaketh not

peremptorily, as though God rejected the sacnfyse.s. 1596
SHAKS. i Hen. II ', it. iv. 472. 1638 KAKEK tr. &UMK* Lett.

(vol. II.) 145 It is not fit. .to affirme anything loo peremp-
torily. 1751 H. WALFOLE Lett. (1846) II. 457 Stone at
first peremptorily denied having seen that book. 1822-34
Goods Study Mcd. (ed. 4) I. 341, I.. have not yet employed
it on a scale that enables me to speak peremptorily.
5. In the way, or with an air, of positive
command or the like ; imperatively ; imperiously.
1630 I'KYNNK Anti-Arinin. 177 That which euery man is

peremptorily bound to beleeue, must needs be true. 1677
HORNECK Gt. Law Consiif. iii. (1704) 60 It is he that per-

emptorily commands this consideration. 1839 JAMES Louis
A"//", I. 139 The Swedes .. peremptorily insisted upon
taking their departure. 1896 GEN. H. PORTER in Century
Mag. Nov. 29, 1 had to order him peremptorily to leave the

battery.

Peremptoriness (pe'remPtarines). [f.
as

prec. + -XKSS.] The quality or character of being

peremptory; positiveness, absoluteness; conclusive-

ness, imperativeness, assurance, dogmatism, iin-

periousness ; t fixed determination, obstinacy, etc.

1586 A. DAY Eng. Secretary n. (1625) 29 Finding by such

peremptorinesse my sense to bee ouercome, you. .cut me yet
thirtie pound shorter. 1602 WARNER Alb. Eng. Epit. (1612)

375 This vnexpected peremptorinesse in him amazed and
misliked not a few. 1649 ROBERTS Clavis BiH. 413 The
Peremptorinesse of Gods purpose to ruine Babylon. 1699
BURNET 39 Art. xiv. (1700) 134 Words .. delivered in the

strain and peremptoriness of a Command. 1748 RICHARDSON
Clarissa (1810) I. xvii. 114 No peremptoriness, Clary
Harlowe : once you declare yourself inflexible, I have done.

1876 GREEN Stray Stud. 318 Her exhortations at the sick-

bed have a somewhat startling peremptoriness about them.

t Peremptorize, v. Obs. rare. [a. obs. F.

peremptoriser(\(>'Ai c. in Godef.), or (in quot. 1644}
f. PEREMPTORY + -IZE.] a. See quot. 161 1. b. To
make peremptory or absolute.

1611 COTGR., Pereinptoriser, to peremptorize; to grant, or

passe away peremptorily. 1644 J. GOODWIN Innoi. Triumph.

(16^5) 67 Authentic. .to peremptorize by fire and sword all

their limitations whatsoever, as agreeable to God's Word.

tPere'mptorly, adv. S'c. Obs. [f. I'EKEMPTOU

+ -i.v ^
: cf. F. pi'remptoirement (1349 in Hatz.-

Darin.).]
= 1'KitEMrroniLY.

'1470 HENRYSON Mor. Fab. \\.(Parl. Beasts) iii, Sum-
momt the scheip before the wolf, that he Peremptourlie. .

Compeir. 1564 Reg. Privy Council Scot. I. 292 His pro-

curatour,quha proponit peremptourlie ane exceptioun. 1639
DRUMM. OF HAWTII. Hist. Jos. F, Wks. (1711) 99 [Before

1530! suits of law were peremptorly decided by baillies,

sheriffs, and other judges.

Peremptory (pe'rcm
!)

t3ri), a. (adv., si.~)
Also

6-7 peremtory, -ie, (6 perentory, paremptory,
parantarie, peremytorie, peremmatory, 7 par-

antory, perremtory\ [ad. (through C?i.peremp-
torie, F. pfremptoire} L. peremptdri-us destructive,

deadly, mortal ; that puts an end to, decisive ;
f.

pcrcmptor delayer, pcrempl-ns, pa. pple. of peri-
tncre to take away entirely, cut off, destroy (f.

PEII- 3 + cmcre to buy, purchase ; orig., to take) :

j

see -OBY. Introduced into French and English as
1 a term of Roman Jurisprudence, in which use

retained in Scots Law (in l6-i7thc. usually as

PEREMPTOR) ; thence, in transferred senses, also in

English Law, and at length in general use. (Sense
6 was taken later from the more literal L. sense.)]

I. 1. In Roman Law, used in the sense ' that

destroys, puts an end to, or precludes all debate,

question, or delay', hence 'decisive, final', in

peremptory edict, decree, ordinance (peremptoriuin

edicitim, Digest 5. I. 70), and peremptory excep-

tions, defence, plea {peremptory exceptions, Gai

Inst. 4 120, 121), viz. such as tend to quash the

action (see EXCEPTION 4) ; hence, also, in Eng.

Law, peremptory challenge (CHALLENGE sb. 3) or

exception (quot. 1596', an objection without show-

ing any cause, allowed to a prisoner against a

certain number ofjurymen; peremptory mandamus,
a mandamus in which the command is absolute,

usually issued after one found insufficient ; peremp-

tory writ, an original writ directing the sheriff to

enforce the defendant's appearance in court with-

out option ;
so peremptory citation, etc.

fcriaSoBKACTON iv. xx.(Rolls)III. 2o6Suntenimexceptiones,

qutc competunt contra breve, & assisam differunt, sed non

perimunt. . . Est etiam quiedam peremptoria quantum ad per-

sonain imtus & dilatoria jndicii, & non peremptoria quantum
ad personam alterius. 1292 I!RI n ON, Exceptioun peremptorie:
see EXCEPTION 4.) 1530-1 Act 22 lien. I-'///, c. 14 No

person arrained for any pety treason murder or felony be



PEREMPTORY.

b. Hence, in ordinary language, t("0 Of a con-

clusion, statement, fact, etc. : Admitting no con-

tradiction or denial, incontrovertible; settling the

matter, conclusive, decisive, definite, final. (Obs.,
or merged in 4.) (J>) Of a command, order, etc. :

Admitting no refusal; imperative.
(a) 1532 MORE Confut. Tiiutalc Wks. 465/1 The finall

peremptorye stoppe against al contradiccion. a 1548 HAI.I.

Citron., lien. VII1 174 He in no wise woll take the detiaunce
dooen by your Herault asa paremptoryintimacionof warn.

1

.

1640 RHYSOI.DS Passions xxxviii, A mathematician's con-
clusions ought to be peremptory and grounded on principles
of infallible evidence. 1718 HKARMC Collect. (O. H. S.) VI.

367 The chief reason.. was to get a peremptory Answer
from the V. Chancellor whether I should print Neubrigensis. I

(/') 1576 FI.KMING I'atwpl. Epist. 9 margin. Oner the which
he had peremptorie gouernment, and iudiciall authoritie.

1607 ROWLANDS Oiog. Lantli. it The Theife..in the per-
emptory tearmes of 'Stand, deliuer your Pursse '. 1759 JOHN-
SON Itassclas xxxiii, A peremptory command would have

compelled obedience. 1843 CARLVLK Pastff I'r. iv. iii, New
imperious peremptory necessities. 1878 Bosw. SMITH Car-
thagc 405 The orders of the Senate were peremptory.
2. Law. Said of a day or time decreed or defi-

nitely fixed for the performance of some act, esp.
in a court of law. Rarely in general use. ? Ois.

'SJS-M Act 5 Hen. ("///, c. i The seid Chaunceller. .shall

prefix and assign unto hym a convenyent peremptorie day
to prove hys objection. 1579 in Arclixol. Cant. II. 81 A
parantarie daye for us to apper before the saied exchetor.

1656 KARL MOSM. tr. Boccalinis Advts.fr. Parnass. n.
xciv. (1674) 247 They..prefixt five days for the first, five for
the second, and five more for the last peremptory tearm, for

every one to come in. 1754 RICHARDSON Grandison IV.
xxiv. 174, I may as well fix a peremptory day at once.

b. Hence, Positively fixed; absolutely deter-

mined or settled ; absolutely requisite, essential.

1596 DRAYTON Leg. iv. 454 For ways there be the greatest
things to hit, If Men could find the peremptorie gate.
1625 I'.ACON Ess., Seditions Kf Tr. (Arb.) 41 1 [That] no Etiill

shall appeare so peremptory, but that it hath some Out-let
\

of Hope, a 1711 KKN Preparatives Poet. Wks. 1721 IV. 85 I

Should A^ony upon you seise, Pray not for peremptory
Ease. 1860 EMERSON Comt. Life, \Vealtli Wks. (Bohn) II.

i

346 It is a peremptory point of virtue that a man's inde- I

pendence be secured.

fc. colloq. 'Absolute', utter, thorough. Obs.

1598 15. JONSON Ev. Man in Hum. i. i, What would you
doe, you peremptory gull?

1 3. Precluding all doubt or hesitation in regard
to action; resolute; resolved, determined (to do

something, or that something be done) ; also, in a
bad sense : Obstinate, stubborn, self-willed. (Of
a person, or thing personified, or of purpose,
action, etc.) Obs.

'589 _GHEENE IHcnaphon (Arb.) 21 The ayre yeelding
preiudiciall sauors, seemd to be peremptory in some fatal 1

1659 in Hiirton's Diary (1828) IV. 301 He proved a peremp-
tory fellow, and would not confess. 1702 /-';'. 'I'lieophiast.

183 When we are fickle and irresolute, we brag of being
obstinate and peremptory. 1711 SHAFTESB. Clutrac. ll. i.

('737) II- 230 There are hardly any-where at this day a sort
of People more peremptory. 1759 FRANKLIN Ess. Wks. 1840
III. 279 The House is peremptory, and will admit of no
alteration in their bill.

4. Of persons, or their words, actions, etc. (often
in reference to manner) : Positive in opinion or :

assertion ; quite certain, fully assured ; esp. in bad
|

sense, Intolerant of debate or contradiction
; over-

confident, showing too much assurance, dogmatic.
1586 A. DAY Etig. Secretary n. (1625) 21, I am not a little

i;rieued to think that you should in that peremptorie sort you i

do, attribute vnto me the name of so base and vnfit a dealing.
1588 SHAKS. /,. L. /,. v. i. n His humour is lofty, his dis-
course peremptorie. 1691 KAY Creation n. (1692) 94 In my
denial of the Spontaneous Generation of Plants, I am
not so confident and peremptory. 1706 ESTCOURT Fair
l-'.xamp. in. i, They are able to put the peremptoriest I

Witness to a Nonplus. 1861 O. W. HOLMES Bread t, Nnus-
'

paper m Old I'd. Life (1891) 13 Say what you like, only
don't be too peremptory and dogmatic. 1862 MAURICE M>''.
ft Met. rhilos. IV. vii. i. 333 The dogmatism and peremp-
tory propositions of Hobbes.

5. Intolerant of refusal or opposition ; insisting
on compliance or obedience; imperious, dicta-

torial. (Now the most usual sense.)
1591 SHAKS. Two Gent. I. iii. 71 To morrow be in readinesse,

to goe, Excuse it not : for I am peremptory. 1614 B. JONSON

681

Rtirth. Fair IV. i, lustice Overdo is a very paralitory Person.

1773 GOLUSM. Stoops to Coil,], v. i, Ha ! ha ! ha ! The peremp-
tory tone in which he sent forth his .suhlime commands !

1837 DICKEXS f'ickiv. ii, '1'npman was somewliat indignant
at the peremptory tone in which he was desired to pass the
wine.

t II. 6. Deadly, destructive. 0/is.

1567 FENTON Trag. Disc, 24 [She] doth threaten my
yonge and tender yeares with more perentorye plages. 1605
BACON Adv. Learn. i. vii. S 3 Those Notions of Religion.
policie and moralitie; which do preserve them.. from all

ruinous and peremptory erroms and excesses. 1614 W. 1'..

Phitosofher*s Btutqitct led. ^) 3 There are subjectory and
pertinent peremptorie infirmities, .therevnto belonging.

fB. as at/7'. a. colloq. Absolutely, entirely.
b. Ity a peremptory order

; without fail. Of>s.

'533-4 Act 25 Heu. VIH, c. 3 i Kvery person and
persones that . .chalenge peremptorie at>ove the nomher of
\x. [Cf. quot. 1530-1 in i.] 1598 11. JUNSON E"'. Man in
11 inn. \. v, The most peremptory absurd clowne of clnisten-

dome, thi.s day, he is holden. [1709 SlKvi'K Ann. Ref. 1. ii.

64 That he [Lloner] should make his answer by words on
Wednesday next peremptory at nine of the clock.]

f C. ellipt. as sl>. Short Imperemptory challenge,

citation, command, rule, writ, etc. Obs.

1606-7 BACON Rep. Naturalization in Lett, fy Life (tS6oj
III. 327 If want of health may not excuse attendance, nor
want of hearing answer for not reporting, he knew not what
to say for himself. For others they have stood as peremp-
tories, but to him they caiuiot serve as dilatories. 1644
PRYNNE & WAI.KHR Eieunes's Trial 8 He procured sixe or
seven successive adjournments of the day of triall (some of
them after a perremtory). .thereby to tire out the Prosecutors.

(11670 HACKKT Abp. n'illiains \. (1602) 174 Two or three
afternoons he allotted every week to hear peremptories.
1737 Order ofCm-It Water Club 2t Apr. in jV. (y Q. gth Ser.
VII. 489 Xo man be allowed more than one bottle to his

share, and a peremptory. 1733 RICHARDSON Gramlison
(1810) II. xvi. 172, I went lip with my father's peremptory,
as I may call it, to my sister.

Perende, appearing : see PEAK -
i

.

Ferendinate (pere-ndin^t), v. ran:
[f. ppl.

slem of med.L. perendinare. v
in cl. I., only in vbl.

fo.perendinatio, Martial), f. percndiii-ns (the day)
after to-morrow, f. pcrcndiS ;

on the day after to-

morrow (Or. Ttcpav beyond, L. die on the day).]
a. trans. To put off till the day after to-morrow,

to defer from day to day. rare. b. intr. To stay
from day to day, to make an indefinite stay. So
Pere-iidinaiit [ad. med.L. perendinant-ein, pi',

pple.]: see quot.; Perendina tion, rare, 'a putting
off till the day after to-morrow '.

1656 BLOUtnG?ostt!gr.,J
3
eretutittate. r , toput oft" foraday,

or till the next day after to morrow. 1658 Pini.i.ii'S,

Penndinattion, a putting off for a clay. 1886 Wii.us >\:

CLARK Cambridge I. Introd. 88 The word perendinant
(perentibiaJis) was originally applied to persons who availed
themselves of the hospitality of religious houses, by making
long visits. Ibid. 89 The .Master and Scholars are not to

permit anyone to perendinate within thc-ir walls for a longer
period than a fortnight. Ibid., The founder of Queen's
College, .prohibits his scholars to grant to any perendlnating
stranger a chamber for life.

Ferendure (parendiu>M) (
z>. rare.

[f. PER- 2 +
ENDUKK.] intr. To endure or last through a long
time, or throughout a process or course of action.

Hence Perendii'ring ///. a.

18.. F.iicycl. Srii.<O.\ Perenduring Rome. 1896 Chicago
Advanced Mar. 452/2 Self is not the

'

I
'

as the perenduring
subject of all its acts.

Perengale, variant of I'AHEGAL Obs.

t Pere-nmity. 06s. rare. [PER- 4.] Excessive

enmity.
1585 GREENE riaactomachia Wks. (Grosart) V. 55 There

had ben such a perenmitie betweene the house of the
I'uUtracchic&nd. the Ct-liJ, that [etc.].

tFere'nnal.rt. Obs. [Ct.Q.percnnel(n&c.
in Godef.), ad. 1,. type *pcreniial-is L.femuiis.]
i PERENNIAL.

1485 Digby Myst. (1882) 111.617 Good lord of lorddes, my
hope perhenuall [Vperhennall], With |:c to .stolid In grace
and fawourtose. 1635 PERSON I'arietien. 5 In respect of
the Heavens perennall and incessant rotation, and the
Ayres continual! revolution. 1681 RVCAUT tr. Gracian's
Critick 37 Those perennal Streams of Fountains.

Pereunate (pere-iu-'t), v. rare.
[f. ppl. stum

of L. pertnnarc, (. per through + aninis year, or
f. perennis : see next.] a. trans. To make peren-
nial or lasting, b. intr. To last or live through
a number of years, as a perennial plant. So
Perenna'tion.
1^23 COCKERAM, Pcrcnnate, to last many yeares. 1698

Money Masters all Things 16 So tho' Money can't peren-
nate your days, Yet after Death, she hath the power to
raise You into Bliss. 1888 I. B. BALFOUK in Nature 20
Dec. 188/2 Properly to understand perennation, the perc-n-
n.uing portions must be examined at all periods of the
resting season as well as when they are starting anew into
vegetative activity.

Perennial ( pere'nial ), a, and si.
[f. L. percn-

ni-s lasting through the year or years ;f. per
tlirough + ann-its year) + -AL : cf. PKKKNNAL.]
A. at/J. 1. Lasting, continuing, or extending

throughout the year; said esp. of a spring or
stream which flows through all seasons of the year.
(But both in this and b, the sense is capable of being under-

stood as
'

Lasting through successive years, never-failing,
perpetual ', as in 2, of which continuance through all the
seasons of the year is the condition.)

PERENNIBRANCHIATE.
1703 P\MI'ILK I'nj'. d7J9> III. i. 21)6 Rivers, Brooks, and

Perennial Springs. 1713 |)KKIIA,M I'hys.-Tlu-ol. 11. v. (1727)
50 note, There is such a Thing as Subterraneous Heat.. As
is manifest from the smoking of perennial Fountains in

frosty Weather. 1879 A. K. WALLACE Australasia xvi. 309
Their rapid (low and perennial supply of water are excellently
adapted for irrigation.

t b. Remaining green or leafy throughout the

year; evergreen. Of plants or their leaves.'; Obs.
1644 EVLLVN lliary 8 Nov., A row . .covered over with tl e

natural shrubbs, ivy, and other perennial greenes. 1688 K.
Hoi.ME Armoury n. 117/1 Perenniel leaves.. last all the
year. 1762-9 FALCONER Shipwr. in. 363 Where round
the scene perennial laurels bloom.
2. Lasting through a succession of years, or

through a long, indefinite, or infinite time ; endur-

ing, lasting, permanent, never-failing, continual,
perpetual ; everlasting, eternal.

1750 JOHNSON Rambler Xo. 72 f ; A constant and
perennial softness of manner, c 1750 SHF.NSI ONK Klefies xiii.

19 Myriads in '1 hue's perennial list enn>ll'd. 1839 CARLYLE
Chartism iv. (1858) 17 A government and guidance of white
European men which has issued in perennial hunger of
potatoes to the third man extant. 1865 I IICKENS Milt. Fr. i.

x, Perennial yomh is in her artificial flowers.

b. Oi plants, their roots, etc. : Remaining alive

through a number of years; said esp. of a herb
which dies down to the root and shoots up afresh

every year : opp. to annual and biennial.

1672-3 GKKW Anat. Knots I. i. 16 In what particular
way, some Roots become Perennial. Some an: whlly so,
a^ those of Trees, Shrubs, and divers other woody Plants.

1760 J. LEK Introd. Hot. in. .xxiii. (1765) 234 In warm
Regions, Plants that are annual with us will become
perennial or arborescent. 1880 HAI C-HION r/iy.s. d<'. vi.

299 The vegetation consi-ts mainly of perennial herbs and
shrubs. 1891 K. PEACOCK ,V. Krciidon II. 433 The perennial
sweet-pea which she had planted.

c. Zoo/, and Anat. Growing continually from

persistent pulps, as the incisor teeth of a rodent.
d. Entom. (a) Living for more than one year,

as an insect. (7<) Forming colonies which are

continued from year to }enr, as ants, bees, etc.

1] e. loosely. Recurring year after year.
1845 M'CruocH Taxation \. iv. '1852) 124 The difference

between A's actual income of loco/, and the corresponding
perennial income of 66o/., that is, 3-to/., will, if accumulated
for twenty-seven years and a half, at 4 per cent., produce
i6,5oo/.

B. sb. 1. A perennial plant : see A. 2 b.

1763 MILLS Sj'st. Piatt. Htisb. II. 413 It may desliuy
annual plants, such as corn, entirely ; but in perennials, like

grass, it destroys only the leaves or blades. 1868 ROGERS
rol. Econ. xiv. (1876) 197 The cotton-plant, .grows freely
as a perennial in all tropical climates ; it flourishes as an
annual over., the warmer part of the temperate /onts. 1880
GKAV Struct. />'<>/. iii. i. 32 Perennials are plains which
live and blossom or fructify year after year. They may or

may not have perennial roots.

2. Something that lasts, or remains fresh, through
a succession of years. (Always with conscious
allusion to sense I.)

1771 MRS. GRIFFITH Hist. I.atiy Bar/an III. 65 Slie..tolJ
me that.. the most constant lovers were not to be con-
sidered more than perennials. 1827 LAMB Let. to H. C.

Robinson, His jokes.. were old trnsty perennials, ..always as

good as new. 1889 Pall Mall G. 31 July 3/2 Belonging to
the annuals rather than the perennials of poetry.
Hence Perennia'lity, the quality of being peren-

nial
; something that is perennial ; Fere'nnialize

v. trans., to make perennial or permanent.
1841 Klack'.i'. Klag. XLIX. 152 The truths to which they

are so much attached have a perenniality of new aspects.
1858 CARLVI.E l-'redk. Gt, x. ii. (1872) 1 1 1. 212 Mere ephemera
..not related to the Pcrennialities at all. 1898 Speaker
3 Sept. 287/1 Welling springs, converging to a hollow, have
perennialised a wide shallow pool.

Perennially (pere-niali), adv.
[f. prec. adj.

+ -LY 2
.] In a perennial way ; throughout (he

year, or a succession of years ; constantly, per-

manently, perpetually, eternally.
1784 Parody in Boswell yc-hnsoti, A captive in thy

ambient arms, Perennially be thine. 1831 CARLVLE .S'd/7.

Res. II. ix, Thou findest the Altar still there, and its sacred

Lamp perennially burning. 1877 E. R.ONDEK Bas. 1-aitlt

ix. 396 Duty or Obligation is submission to the authority of
moral law, recognised by conscience as perennially binding.

1[ b. loosely. Year after year.
1861 SMILES Engineers II. ll. v. 154 The attacks of the ague

to which they were perennially subject. 1861 AM>IEII
Channel 1st. iv. xxiii. (ed. 2) 537 The controle, whose office

is perennially vacant.

Perennibranch (pere'nibnenk), a. and st>.

y.ool. [f. mod.L. J'erennibranchia neut. pi., f.

ptmmiiPnaannUi + BKANCHIA.] a. atij. Having
permanent gills; belonging to the division ftrenni-
branchia (or Fcrennibrancltiata) of Amphibians,
which retain their gills through life. b. sb. An
amphibian of this division. Also Ferenni-
bra'nchiate a. and sb. (opposed to CADUCI-

BRANCHIATE).

lamuy. 1040 _KAI<;, i ercnnirrancntalt's. 1875 Ht'XLi^v in

Encycl. Brit. I. 762/1 It is probable .. that no known
Labyrinthodonts were perennibranchiate. 1888 ROI.LKSTON
& JACKSON Aniul. Life 404 In the perennibranch Urodcla.

(the gills) are retained. 1890 Cent. Did., Pirennioraxeli,
a. and H.



PEBENNIOTJS.

t Perc'nnious, " Obs. [f. L. perenni-s \

+ -ous ; cf. illustrious, etc.]
= PERENNIAL.

1628 PRYNNE Brief Suivay Epist., The perennious pre-

perenmous and pi

doe flow.. the waters of life.

tPere'nnity. Obs. [ad. L. perennitas, f.
j

perennis perennial : see-liv. C{.O.per(lfennit/>

(.Godef.) in Diet. Acad. 1878.] The quality of

being perennial; continuance for several years,

or through a long or indefinite time
; permanence,

perpetuity.
'597 ! Klx'G On Jonas (1618) 107 Cesternes that are

broken and cannot holde, I say not water of life and

perennity, but no water at all. 1641 J. TRAPPE Theol. Thcol.

Contents i. 6 Of the perennity and perpetuity of the

Scriptures. 1713 DERHA.M Pkys.-Thcol. II. v. (1727) 51 note,

The Perennity of divers Springs, which always afford the

same (Quantity of Water.

Perentele, Perentory : see PARENTELE, PER-

EMPTOBT.

fPere-qual. Obs. rare. [f. L. type *persqual-is,

f. PEE- 4 + xqnal-is equal ;
cf. PABEGAL, PEKEGAL.]

An equal, peer, match.
a 1578 LINDESAY (Pitscottie) Chron. Scot. (S. T. S.) I. 135

No man of hollsome judgement bot will grant we had no

perequall in Ewrope.
fPerequa-tion. 01's.rare-". [&.Y.pel-equation,

ad. I,, perxqaatnnt-ein, n. of action from persi[iwre
to make quite equal, f. PEK- 2 + sqitare to EQUATE.]
1611 COTGR., Perctjiiation, a perequation ; an equalling, or

making euen.

Pere-quitate, v. rare-'' [ad. L. perequitdre :

see -ATE ,
f. PER- I + equitare to ride.] trans.

To ride through, traverse on horseback.

1780 JOHNSON Let. to Mrs. Thrale 15 June, Among the

heroes of the Borough, who twice a-day perambulate or

perequitate High Street, .rides. .Sir Richard Hotham.

t PeTer. 0/>s. Also 5 peryr. [a. AK. perer
-- OF. perier, F. poirier pear-tree, f. OF. peire,

F. poire PEAR.] A pear-tree.
14.. Pistill of Susan 70 (MS. P.) The palme and be

popeler, be perer {other MSS. perie] and the
ploume^[.l/.V.

plowine, rime sowme]. 14. . Songs <y
Carols xxxi. (Warlon

Cl.) 36 In the myddis of my gardyn is a peryr set.

fPere-rrate, v. Obs. rare-". [[.'L.pcrerrare.]

1623 COCKEKAM, Percrrate, to wander vp and downe.

f Pererra'tion. Obs. [n. of action from L.

pererrare: S3e prec.] A wandering through vatious

places ;
a rambling ;

a travelling about.

1608-11 BP. HALL Epist. v. ii, What need wee to. .spend
our daies in a perpetuall pererration'.' 1658 EVELYN Let.

to E. Thurland 8 Nov., Unlesse . . noblemen make wiser

provisions for their educations abroad, above . . the ordinary

commerce and import of their wild pererrations.

Peresche, obs. f. PARISH, PERISH, PIERCE.

Peresil, obs. form of PARSLEY.

t Pe-retre. Obs. Also 5 peretyr, pertyr. [a.

OF. *peretre, Cotgr. piretre, ad. L. fir-, pyre-
thrum : see PELLETKR, PELETRE, and PVRETHRE.]
= PELLITORY i, Pellitory of Spain.

c 1440 Promp. Pant. 394/1 Perctre, herbe (P. peretyr), fere-

/nim. IHd. 395/2 Petyr, herbe (or peretre ; P. pertyr).

Perewake, -wig, -wyke, obs. ff. PKEIWIO.

t Pere-xcellently, adv. Obs. rare-\ [See

PER- 4.] Very excellently, very highly.
c 1450 Mirmr Saluacioun 2659 The king his Sugits lurid

so perexcellently.

Pereye, obs. f.PEiuuE, PERRY; var. PORREY Obs.

f Perfa-bricate, v. Obs. rare-", [f. L. per-

fabricarc (see PER- 2 and FABRICATE).]
1623 COCKERAM, Perfabricat, to go through with building.

Perfay *$&?), int. arch. Forms: a. 4-5

parfay, 4 parfai, par-fai. 5 par-fay, -fey, par-

fey(e, -faie. P. 5-6 per fey, 5 perfey(e, 4-6,

9 arch, perfay. [ME. a. OF. par fei, AF. also

parfai, fay, f. par by (PAR prep, i) + OY.feiJ,

fcitjci, moA.f./oi:-L.jU-tm FAITH.]

By (my) faith
;,. verily, truly : cf. FAY sli.^ 6 b.

(Oh. in ordinary use since i6th c., but revived

by some modern poets.)
a 1300 Cursor M. 298 (Cott.; fe erlh it has na sun parfai

[G. parfay, /'. perfay, Tr. perfey]. Ikidt 597 Parfay \v.rr.

parfai, forsobe] bat es bot eth to rede. 1375 BAKBOL'R Rrucc
I. 39 The land vj ^er, and mayr perfay, Lay desolat eftyr

hys day. c 1386 CHAUCER Miller's I'. 495 Som maner confort

shal I haue parfay. c 1450 St. Cuthbcrt (Surtees) 7838

pai Did mare harme ban gude parfay. a 1550 Image
Hypocr. in. 408 And then, my lordes, perfay.. Not all your

gold so gay.. Shall serve youe to delaye. 1570 LEVINS

Manip. 196/47 Parfay, medius fideus. 1819 W. TENNANT
Papistry Storm'd (1827) 15 She had task't hersel, perfay,
To work before a certain day A pair o' stockins. 1865
SWINBURNE Poems fy Hall. Ser. i. Masque Q. Bersabe 117

This knave hath sharp fingers perfay. 1870 MORRIS Earthly
Par. I. I. 338 Perfay all goeth more than right.

Perfect (pa-Jfekt), a. (adv., sir.) Forms : see

below. [Orig. ME. parfit, -file,
a. OF. parfit,

-file (lithe, in Littre) :-L. perfect-um, pa. pple.

of ftrficfre to accomplish, perform, complete, f.

PER- 2 + facere to do, make. Subsequently influ-

enced by OF. parfet, -fete, -feit, -fait, in which

the radical part is fet, fait (pa. pple. of faire) :-

L. factum. At length gradually conformed

682

(partly through parfaict, perfaicl, perfect) to the
|

L. original perfectus. The change of par- to per-

went on from I4th to i6thc. In ME. and i6th c.

the stress varied between perffte and pe'rfit ;
in

Scotch (perfai't) is still prevalent in some senses,

and in others displaced by (peTfit).]

A. Illustration of Forms.

1. a. 3-4 parfijt, 4-5 -fijt, 5 -fyght, 5-6 -fight.

ft. 4-5 perfijt, 5-6 -fyght, 6 -fight, 7 -fyit.

o. c 1290 S. Eng. Leg. I. 58/160 }if bou wolt parfijt beo,

sul al bi guod. 1382 \VYCLIF i John ii. 5 Forsothe who

kepith his word, verily in him is parfijt charite. 1387 TRE-

VISA lligdcn (Rolls) 111. 363 pat parfijt welbe bat is noujt
in worldly richesse. 1477 EARL RIVERS (Caxton) Dictcs 17

Withoute witte he may not be parfight in science. 1485

CAXTON Chas. Gt. 22 For pees and parfyght vnyon. 1556

J. HKYWOOD Spider ff F. Ixxxy. 6 Our parfight sight from

blindnesse standeth. .in aduersite.

/3. 1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls) V. 185 He hadde perfijt

knowleche ofsevene artis. a 1529 SKEI.TON Prayer to Father

4 Of all perfections the essencial most perfyght ! 1556 J.

HEYWOOU Spider f,-
F. xviii. 4 Both partes apeere of so pure

perfight skill. 1650 Presbytery Bk. Strathkogic (1843) 137 ,

For the making vp of a perfyit manse and gleib.

2. a. 3-5 parfite, 4-6 -fyte. 0. 4- perfite, -fyte.

. (11300 Parfite [see B. 3]. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints i.
j

(Pctrus) 256 For thefis amang bame pece parfyte vill have.

c 1450 tr. DC Imitatioiie I. iv. 6 pe partite bileue(> not lightly

all jjinges bat men tellib. alsJsLu. BERNERS//KOIxxxviii.

278 Suche as he had parfyte trust in.

P. c 1340 Perfite [see B. 3 a). 1432-50 tr. lligdcn (Rolls) V.

185 Perfite knowlege of the vij sciences liberalle. 1500-20
DUNBAR Poems xlvii. 14 To wryte Quhat plesans is in lufe

perfyte. a 1568 ASCHAM Scholem. i. (Arb.) 40 A separate
and perfite note. 1611 SIR W. MURE Misc Poems \. 34
Once taist yat nectared delyte, Of all pleasoures y most

perfyte. a 1699 KIRKTON Hist. Ch. Scot. (1817)301 Making
the island happy by a perfyte union. [1808-25 JAMIESON,

Perfit, Perfite. . . The term is still used to denote one who
is exact in doing any work, or who does it neatly. The
accent is on the last syllable. 1851 W. ANDERSON Rhymes
(1867) 34<E. D. D.) There's few sae perfite as we should be.]

3. n. 3-6 parfit, 4-6 -fyt. (6 -fytte). 0. 4-7

(dial. -9) perfit, (6 -fitt, -fytt), 5-7 perfyt.
a 1300 Cursor M. 12483 (Cott.) Maister es he self parfit

[v.rr. parfite, -fitt, perfite]. 13.. Minor Poemsfr. Venwn
MS. 573 Parfyt love is ther non. c 1430 LYDG. Mix. Poems

(Percy Soc.) 48 Pore in spirit, parfit in pacyence. 1450-1530

Myrr. our Ladye 310 God . . made them parfyt in kynde on

the Saterday. 1555 HARPSI-TEI.U in Banner's Homilies 4

Her he made parfytte. 1560 WHITKHORNE Ord. Souldiours

(1588) 45 b, If you will make it parfiter.

&. c 1374 CHAUCER Boeth. in. pr. ii. 51 (Camb. MS.)

Blysfulnesse is a perfyt \v. r. perfit] estat. 1559 Bp. SCOT

in Strype Ann. Kef. (1824) I. App. x. 444 The fawters

therof contende, that it is most perfitt. 1603-32 FLORID

Montaigne I. xl. (ed. 3! 132 Sound, and in perfit health.

[But FLOKIO 1598-1611, COTGR. 1611 spell perfect.} 1610

J. MELYILL Autobiog. (Wodrow Soc.) 259 The King
efter his perfyt age of tuentie and a yeirs. 1628 LE GRYS

tr. Barclay's Argents 222 That excellent old mans perfitest

remission. 1645 J. DURYE [Scotchman] Israel's Call 31

Perfit holines. [1808-15 Perfit : see A. 2 /3.]

4. a. 5-7 parfet, (.6 -fett. -fayt(e). /3. 6 per-

fait, -fayt, 6-7 perfet, (6 -fett).
a. 1419 SIR W. BARDOI.PH in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. n. I.

76 God-.^eve }ow ryght goode lyf and longe parfet helthe of

body. 1530 PALSGR. 780, I weare heare nexte my bodye as

parfayte folkes do. ? 1668 LADY LYTTELTON in llatton

Corr. (Camden) 54, I am infinitely reioyced to heare.. of her

parfet recovery.

p. 1526 TINDALE 2 Cor. xii. 9 My strengthe is made pcrfait

throu weaknes. 1536 R. BKERLEY in Four C. Eng. Lett.

(1880) 34 An yf yt were never so perfett. 1538 STARKEY

England \. ii. 62 Euery thyng. .more perfayt in hys nature.

593 Q. ELIZ. tr. Boeth. v. pr. v. 115 With a steddyer &
perfeler Judgement. 1667 MILTON P. L. vill. 415 Supream
of things Thou in thy self art perfet, and in thee Is no

deficience found. [The words perfect
and imperfect occur

34 times in Milton's Poems, and in 22 instances the spelling

is perfet, impcrfct (A. J. Wyatt Kote to P. R. iv. 468).]

5. a. 6 parfecte, -faict. 0. 6 perfecte, per-

faict(e, 6- perfect.
<> '55*-3 r"v- Ch. Goods Staffs, in Ann. Lichficld IV. 46

A juste true and a parfecte survey. 1593 Q. ELIZ. Boeth. I.

pr. i. 3 Parfaict for fine workmanship.
0. 1526 TINUAI.E Matt. v. 48 Ye shall therfore be perfecle,

even as youre hevenly father is perfecte. [So 1535 COVI.RD.]

Luke i. 3 Booth were perfect before Clod. Acts xl.

24 He was a perfaicte man. 1530 PALSGR. 320 Parfyte..

Perfecte (Vr.) perfect ..patfect. 1551 T. WILSON l.ogikc

(1580) 44 b, The perfect ende of all. [Perfect became the

usual spelling c 1590.]

B. Signification. I. General senses.

fl. Thoroughly made, formed, done, performed,

carried out, accomplished. Ots.

a. Of a legal act : Duly completed.
c 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. (1810) 254 To bat ilk scrite

Edward set his scale, pat his gift was perfite, & with witnes

leale. 1567 Sc. Acts Jos. F/U597) S i The acceptation of

the said office of Regentrie .. sail be halden, repute, and

esteemed lawful!, sufficient, and perfite.

b. Of offspring : Fully formed.

Passing into sense 3 : see esp. 3C.

1387 TREVISA lligdcn (Rolls) II. 197 Somtyme a womman
conceyueth twey children and is but a litel tyme bytwene ;

and so be children ben afterward i-bore oon after ober, and

beeb perfit i-now. 1400 MAUNOEV. (1839) v. 48 And the

first Day next after men fynden in the askes a worm ; and

I

the secunde day next after men fynden a brid quyk and

perfyt. 1538 ELYOT Diet., Al'ortio . . to brynge forthe a

chylde, or it be perfecte [CoorER perfite].

c. Of full age; either = grown up, adult, or of

I an age legally competent for a specified function.

PERFECT.

1382 WYCLIF 2 Mace. v. 24 Comaundynge to hym for to

slea alle of perfit age. 1547 J. HARRISON Exhort. Scottcs

Avjb, He shal at "his perfect yeres bee restaured to the

whole isle of Britayn. 1565 Reg. Privy Council Scot. 1. 358
Thai may emir within thre termis nixt eftir thair perfyte

age of xliii yeris. 1605 SHAKS. Lear i. ii. 77 Sonnes at

perfect age, and Fathers declin'd. 1773 MONBODDO Lang.
(1774) I. l. i. ii When he comes to be of perfect age.

2. Fullyaccomplished; thoroughly versed. trained,

skilled, or conversant. Const, in, with, \of a

subject, arch.
a 1300 Cursor Jit. 12483 pou broght me not a barn to lere

Hot maisteres he self parfit. 1387 TREVISA lligdcn (Rolls)

III. 219 Among alle he IPlalo] is i-preysed .
for a parfite

techere of philosofie. Ibid. VII. 71 By craft of be sterres, in

he whiche craft he was perfit inow. 1450-80 tr. Set reta Secret.

21 He that is a parfit studiaunt in that science, c 1510 MOHE
1'ieus Wks. 3/1 [He] was in dede, both a parfet phllosophre,
and a parfet diuine. 1578 T. N. tr. Cong. W. India 212

They were very perfite with theyr bowes. 1592 GREENE

Ditfut. 20 The Hawke that is most perfect for the flight.

1597 SHAKS. 2 Hen. II', iv. i. 155 Our Men more perfect in

the vse of Armes. 1606 HOLLAND Sue/on. 48 He deemed

nothing lesse beseeming a perfit and accomplished Captame,
than bast-making and rashnesse. 1669 GALE Crt. Gentiles

l. 11. ix. 137 They.. were admitted to the state of. TfAe^cur,

the perfect, and so made partakers of al Mysteries. 1831

SIR W. HAMILTON Discuss. (1853) 406 The Master, Doctor,

or. perfect graduate, was, in like manner. .oblige_d
imme-

diately to commence, .and to continue for a certain period

publicly to teach. 1838 WHEWELI in Life_(i88i_) 192 The
other persons.. not being very perfect in their duties.

f b. Completely prepared ;
made ready. Obs.

1382 WYCLIF i Kings vi. 7 Forsothe the hows, .is beeldid

of stonus ouer scorchid and parfite. 1568 BIBLE (Bishops')

il'id., The house.. was built of stone perfite before it was

brought.
c. Thoroughly learned or acquired, got by heart

or by rote,
'
at one's fingers' ends '. Also of a

person : Having learnt one's lesson or part

thoroughly. (Cf. letter-perfect, word-perfect.^
1581 MULCASTER Positions v, That the learning to write be

not left of, vnlil it be verie perfit. 1588 SHAKS. /.. /-. L. v.

ii. 562, I hope I was perfect. I made a little fault in great.

| Cf. lines 553-4.) 1592 I'en. # Ad. 408 The lesson is but

! plain, And once made perfect, never lost again. 1603
i Meas.for M. v. i. 82 When you haue A businesse for your

selfe : pray heauen you then Be perfect. 1665 PtfYS Diary
21 Sept., To refresh myself in my musique scale, which I

would fain have perfecter than ever I had yet. 1844 ALB.

SMITH Adv. A/r. Ledbury (1847) II. ii. 174 Mrs. Grimley

kindly undertook to prompt, as the performers were not all

very perfect. Mod. (School). Try to get this lesson perfect.

3. In the state proper to anything when com-

pleted ; complete ; having all the essential ele-

ments, qualities, or characteristics ;
not deficient

in any particular.
a 1300 Cursor M. 1 1626 (Cott.) Ne haf yee for me na barn-

site, For i am self man al parfite. a 1325 Athanasian

Creed 30 in Prose Psalter 195 He is parfu God, parfit man.
beam! of resonable soule & of mannes flesshe. 1548-9

(Mar.) Ibid, in Bk. Com. Prayer, Perfecte God, and perfecte

i
man. 1571 Articles of Religion ii, Two whole and perfect

natures, that is to say, the Godhead and manhood.
_

b. Of actions, states, qualities, and the like.

c 1340 HAMPOLE Prose Tr. iii. 7, I had . . na perfite

contrycyone. 1382 WYCI.II- i John iv. 18 Drede is not in

charite, but parnjt charite sendith out drede [1516 TlMDALE*

Parfet love casteth out all feare]. c 1386 CHAUCER Pral. 338

He..heeld opinion that pleyn delit Was verray felicitee

parfil. c 1475 Partemiy 3094 She allwais loued me with
'

hert parfight. i548-9(Mar.) Bk. Com. Prayer, Communion,
Who made . -a full, perfect, and sufficient sacrifyce, oblacion,

have no doubt. 1869 TYSUALI. Kates Lcct. Light 1 1 There

is no such thing as perfect transparency or perfect opacity.

c. Of productions material or immaterial, (l b

may belong here.)

1413 Pilgr. Sowle (Caxton 1483) v. xiv. 107 Ther is no

body parfit withouten thre dymensions. 1526 PUgr. I erf.

(W. de W. 1531) i Lyke as the great worlde was made

perfecte in vij dayes. 1593 SHAKS. 3 Hen. I'1, 11. i. 26 1 hree

glorious Sunnes,each one a perfect Sunne. 1628 1 . SPENCKH

Logick 276 Aristotle is of opinion, that this onely is the

forme or figure of a perfit Syllogisme. 1665 PKPYS Diary
22 Sept., He did twelve feet under ground find perfect

trees over-covered with earlh. 1697 tr. 11itrgersdicius' Logic
l. xxiv. 98 Speech is either perfect or imperfect. Perfect is

that that absolves the Sentence. 1872 J. F. CLAKKE Self-

Culture xvi. (1889)349 Nature finishes everything. ..Every

little flower is perfect and complete, from root to seed,

f d. Sound ;
of sound mind, sane. Obs.

1470-85 MALOKY Arthur xvn. v. 695 Whanne he sawe

the letters and vnderstood them, yet he enlryd, for he was

ryghte parfyte of his lyf. 1552 HUI.OET, Perfecte or sounde,

integer. 1605 SHAKS Lear iv. vii. 63, 1 feare I am not in my
perfect mind, a 1619 FLETCHER Mad Lover I. n, What

postures he puts on ! I do not think he's perfect.

4. In the state of complete excellence ; free from

any flaw or imperfection of quality ;
faultless. But

often used of a near approach to such a state, and

hence capable of comparison, perfecter (= more
'

perfection).

e. . . .

weie to hevcne ban evere Crist dide himself. 1519

Dyaloge \. Wks. 129/2 Than had our lord not made hys

order and course perfite in the begynnynge. 1542 BOORDE

Dyetary ix. (1870) 251 Abstynence for this matter is . . the

parfylest medysone. 1565 Satir. Poems Reform, i. 80 My
pen is not in perfytt plight her graces to displaie. 159



PERFECT,

R. PAYNE Descr. Irel. (1841) 3 Most of them speaking

good and perfit English. 1685 TEMPLE Ess. Card. Wks.

1731 I. 185 The perfectest Figure of a Garden I ever saw
..was that of Moor-Park in Hertfordshire. 1784 JOHNSON
Let, to Sasfres 20 Oct., A perfect performance of any kind

is not to be expected, and certainly not a perfect dictionary.

1841 L. Ht'NT Seer ii. (1864^ 64 The perfectest prose-fiction

in the language. 1853 J. H. NEWMAN Hist. .Sfc. (1873) 1 1.

iv. viii. 197 The barbarian, in his own estimate, is [>erfect

already ; and what is perfect cannot be improved. 1877
MOKI.KY Crit. Misc. Ser. n. 391 The only people whom
men cannot pardon are the perfect.

b. spec. Of supreme moral excellence; righteous,

holy ; immaculate.
c 1290 [see A. ij. 1340 HAM COM-: /V. Cause. 3766 For sum

J>at semes gude here and parfite, . . after he dede, er dampned
als-tite. 1388 WVCI.IF Matt. v. 48 He }e pnrfit, as joure
heuenli fadir is parfit. 1450-1530 Myrr. onr Ladye 76
None maye wythslonde eny temptacyon be he neuer so

parfyt, wythout specyall hetpe, and grace of god. 1526 [see

A. 5 ]. 1611 BIBLE Ps. xxxvii. 37 Marke the perfect man,
and behold the vpright : for the end of that man is peace.

1743 WESLEY Serin. Chr. Perfect., Kvery one that is perfect

is holy: and every one that is holy is, in the Scripture
sense, perfect.

c. Of things: Marked by moral perfection.

1535 COVERDALE Ps. xviii. 30 The waye of God is a

perfecte waye. Ibid. xix. 7 The lawe of the Lorde is

a perfecte lawe. 1738 WESLEY Ps. cxxxix. xiv, Guide me
in thy perfect way.

5. Completely corresponding to a definition,

pattern, or description.
a. Of a geometrical figure, a point of space or

time, and the like : Exact, precise.
c 1391 CHAUCER Astral, \. 18 Som of hem semen perfit
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to the sum of its aliquot parts. (Formerly in

other senses: see quots. 1422, c 1440.)
1422 tr. Secreta Secret.* Priv. Ptif. 214 Do thou that they

bene ten, fore tene is a perfite nombyr, and hit contenyth in

hym-sylfe foure nombres, that is to witte, one and two, and
thre and foure. -1440 York Alyst. xliv. 9 We are leued

a-lyue, elleuyn,..Or we begynne vs muste l>e even,.. For

parfite noumbre it is none, Off elleuen for to lere. 1570
Uiu.iNGSLF.Y Euclid vii. def. xxiii. 187 The paries of 6 are

i. 2. 3, . .and mo paries 6 hath not : . .wherefore 6 is a perfect
number. So likewUe is 28 a perfect number.. .This kindu
of numbers is very rare. i674JKAKK Arith. (1696) 5 Perfect

Numbers are almost as rare as perfect Men. 1709-29 V.
MANDKY Syst. Alath., Arith. 5 There are found but few
Perfect Numbers. .to wit, from i to 40,000000, only these:

6, 28, 496, 8128, 130816, 2096128, 33,550336 ;. .all the Perfect

Numbers begin by turns from 6 and S. 1795 Hun ON Math.
Diet. s. v.

9. Gram, f a. Of verbs : Regular. Obs. b.

Applied to the tense which denotes a completed
event or action viewed in relation to the present;
hence (with qualification) to any tense expressing
action completed at the time indicated : see J'LK-

PKKFECT, Future Perfect (Fi'Ti'RE a. 2).

1530 PAI.SGR. Introd. 30 Verbes parsonall be of thre sortes

panyte, anomales, and defectyves. Ibid. 84 The preterperlit

ten.s, as je ay parti \ have spoken. Ibid. 88 The preter
parfit tens. 1581 E. CAMPION in Confer. \\. (1584) Nivb,
I pray you what tewpns is it ? Campion, The perfect
tt'inflnS) euen as clansis the I.atiue worde is. 1727-41
CHAMBKRS Cyc/. t Perfect

^

in grammar. Preter or preterit-

perfect tense, is an inflection, marking a time perfectly past.

1879 BAIN Higher Eng. Gram. 166 The infinitive followed

by a past participle forms a perfect infinitive active: 'to
have loved ', 'having loved '.

p
h

b. Ofa copy, representation, etc.: Accurately re

producing or reflecting the original ; exact, correct.

t Of a notion, thought, etc. : Exactly correspond-
ing to the facts, correct (pbs.}.

1540-1 ELYOT Iwage GOT.'. 2 In this boke was expressed of

souernaunce so perfyte an image. 1592 T. DIGGES (title)

A Perfit Description of the QflestiaU Orbes. 1595 SHAKS.

John v. vi. 6 flub. Whose there? Spt-ake hoa. . . Bast.

Hubert, 1 thinke. Hnb. Thou hast a perfect thought. 1611
BIRLK Transl. Pref, 4 That Translation was not so sound
and so perfect, but that it needed in many places correction.

1790 PALKY I/or:? /'ait/, i. 6 A more perfect copy procured
at Aleppo. 1867 HOWEI.I.S Ital. Jintrn. 299 The perfectest

reproduction of the Greek theater in the world.

c. Fully answering to what the name implies.
(1449 PI-COCK Rcpr. \\. xv. 233 Samaritanys..weren not
erfite and ful lewis neither thei were perfite and ful

ethen. a 1548 HAU. Chron., Hen. IV 10 b, Made hym as
he surely coniectured his perfite frende, where in dede be
was inwardly his dedly enemie. a 1613 OVERBURY A Wife,
etc. (1638) 286 The Devil is the perfectest Courtier. 1833
KEBLK Scrm. vl (1848) 142 That combination of sweetness
with firmness., which constitutes the temper of a perfect

public man.
d. Entire, unqualified ; pure, unmixed, un-

alloyed.
1590 SHAKS. Afids. N. i. n. 98 Either your straw-colour

beard, your orange tawnie beard, ..your perfect yellow.
1591 '1 "it'o Gent. iv. iv. 194. 1595 John i. i. 90 Mine
t-ye hath well examined his parts, And findes them perfect
Richard. 1600 J. POKY tr. Leo's Africa n. 71 The walles,
the towers, and the gates built all of perfect marble. 1648
in Bury Wills (Camden) 217 My damaske sword, with the
handle of perfect gold. 1699 VANIJRUGH False Friend, n. i,

You talk, .like a perfect stranger to that tenderness methinks

every son should feel for a good father. 1878 Huxi.r.v

Physiogr. 6 To a perfect stranger.. such a method of de-

scription would be unintelligible.

e. Mere, sheer
; unmitigated, utter. (Qualifying

something bad, repulsive, or disliked.) Chiefly

i'o/loq. or dial,

1611 SHAKS. Temp. i. i. 32 His complexion is perfe< t

Gallowes. 1714 ADDISON Loivr No. 39 P 2 He.. has. .re-

duced himself to a perfect iskeleton. 1748 Ansons Voy. i.

viii. 79 The storm.. proved a perfect hurricane. 179' A.
WILSON Watty $ Meg- in Poems $ Lit. Prose (1876) II. 5
She's tired wi

l

perfect skelping. 1801 MACNEILL Poet. ll'k*.

(1856) 139 (E. D. D.) Worn to perfect skin and bane. 1804 6
SYD. SMITH Alor. Philos. (1850) 187 A man whose chin
terminated in a point. .would be a perfect horror. 1818
SCOTT Hrt. Midi, xxiv, The queen tore her biggonets for

perfect anger. 1861 QUINN Heather (1863) 156 (iar a thief

forget himsel', An' blush for perfect shame. Mod, colloq.
It is perfect nonsense to say that he cannot.

f6. Completely assured, fully informed, certain:

of a statement or speaker. Obs. rare.

1568 GKAFTOM Chron. II. J-JQ He had perfect worde that
the Duke of Clarance came forwarde towarde him with
a great armie. 1611 SHAKS. Wint. T. \\\. iii. i Thou art

perfect then, our ship hath toucht vpon The Desarts of
Hohemia. 1611 Cynib. in. i. 73, I am perfect, That the
Pannonians. .for Their Liberties are now in Armes.

f-7. In a state of complete satisfaction; satisfied,
contented. Obs. rare.

1605 SHAKS. Macb. in. iv. 21 Then comes my Fit againc :

I had else beene perfect. 1607 Timon \, ii. 90 Might we
but haue that happmesse my Lord.. we should thinke our
selues for euer perfect.

II. Technical senses.

8. Arith. Applied to a number which is equal

, tinguished from the thirds and sixths). Hence c. Applied
;

to the intervals of a fourth, fifth, and octave, in their normal
\

form (opp. to augmented and diminished}: now sometimes
i

(like thirds, sixths, etc.) called major. So Perfect chord or
1 triad> a name for the common chord in its direct position

(involving a perfect fifth), as opp. to the imperfect or
diminished triad, d. Perfect cadence : a cadence con-

, sisting of the direct chord of the tonic preceded by a domi-
nant or subdominant chord (authentic or pla^al cadence),

, and forming a full close : opp. to imperfect and interrupted
,

cadence.

1597 MORLBY //rtu Alus. 18 The Moode perfect of the
lesse prolation is, when all go by two, except the Semibreefe :

I as two Longes to the Large: .. three Semibreeues to the
' Breefe. Ibid., The moode perfect of ibe more is, when all

j

go by ihree ; as three Longes to the Large: three Breeues
to the Longe [etc.]. Ibid. 72 You must not rise nor fall

with two perfect cordes togither. Ibid. Annot., Why some
of ihose consonants [

= consonances] . . are called perfect, and
other-some vnperfect, I can giue..no reason. 1667 Perfect

Concords[see I.M PERFECTS. 7]. 1704 J. HARRIS Lex. Techn. I,

Perfect Fifth t \\\t same with Diapente. 1727-41 CHAMBKRS
Cycl. t Perfect, in music, denotes something that fills, and

. satisfies the mind, and the ear. -In which sense we say,
perfect cadence, perfect concord, c. l&7$Qu6KlJtYffaratmy

\

xiii. 154 The perfect cadence corresponds exactly to a. full

stop in writing. 1880 W. S. ROCKSTRO in Grove Diet. A/its.

I. 766 Mode, Time, and Prolation were themselves capable
, of assuming a Perfect or an Imperfect form. . .Notes, even
when Perfect by virtue of the Mode, Time, or Prolation in

which they were written, could be made Imperfect.

11. PJiysiol.,Anat. t e\.c. Having its proper charac-
teristics developed to the fullest degree ; typical.
1693 tr. Blaticanfs Phys. Diet. (ed. 2) s.v. Perfecta Crisis,

\

One Crisis is called perfect, another imperfect ;.. perfect is

i
that which frees the Patient perfectly and entirely from the

j

Distemper; and it is either salutary or deadly. 1805 Med.
'

frill. XIV. 84 Inoculated cow pock, under its most perfect

j

form. 1830 R. Ksox Bi-clnrifs Anat. 244 Perfect cartilages
: also occur under the form of incrustation or plates. 1841-71'

T. R. JONKS A aim. Kingd. (ed. 4) 721 Most of the parts
enumerated as entering into the composition of a perfect

I or typical skeleton. 1856 GRVNDON Life xxv. (1875) 322
* Perfect

'

is used by the naturalist to express the degree in
which those peculiarities are developed which characterize
a particular group, 1863 Chambers Encycl. V. 589/2 The
mouths of mandibulale Insects are sometimes called Jijfar/,
and those which exhibit a different character, imperfect.

f b. (See quot.) Obs.

17*7-41 CHAMBKRS Cycl. y Perfect, in physiology. A perfect
animal is used by some writers for that which is born by
univocal generation; in opposition lo insects, which they
pretend to be produced by equivocal generation.
12. Bot. Having all four whorls of the flower

j (calyx, corolla, stamens, and pistils).

1706 PHILLIPS, PerfectJlawers (among Herbalists) are those
that have the finely colour'd small leaves, call'd Petala,
with the Stamina, Apices, and Stylus. 1717-41 CHAMBERS
Cycl. s. v., Perfect flowers are such as have petala, pistil,

stamina, and apices. 1861 BENTLEY .Ifan. Bot, 557 Coni'
bretacex.. .Leaves exstipulate, entire, without dots. Flowers
perfect or unisexual.

13. Ent. In the most completely or finally

developed form or phase of existence, as perfect
insect, state, etc.

1834 Encycl. Hrit. (ed. 7) IX. 86/2 Mouffet. .mistook the
aquatic larva: of Libellulaj for creatures entirely distinci
from the perfect insects. Ibid. 87/2 The imago or perfect
condition. 1863 Chambers' Encycl. V. 591/1 The inter-
mediate or pupastateoften differs Httle..from t he perfect state.
14. Physics. Conceived as existing in a state of

ideal perfection, as perfect elasticity, gas.

PERFECT.

1849 THOMSON in Trans. R. Soc. Edin. XVI. 545 A perfect

thermodynamic engine., is a machine by means of which
the greatest possible amount of mechanical effect can be
obtained from a given thermal agency. 1850 RANKINK
ibid. XX. 148 The elasticity of a perfect gas at a given
temperature varies .simply in proportion to its density.
1867 THOMSON & TAIT Xat. Phil. I. 514 That property of

perfect elasticity towards which highly elastic bodies in

nature approximate. Ibid. 592 A perfect fluid . ,\* an un-
realizable conception, like a rigid, or a smooth, body: it is

defined as a body incapable of resisting a chance of shape.
1867 BESAXT Hydrodynamics (ed. 2) i A perfect fluid U
assumed to have no 'viscosity ',

no property of the nature
of friction.

15. Printing. ]\ rfcct ream, a ream of =; 1 ft

sheets, = printer s ream : see RKAM j.-"-

1888 JACOB! Printers' I'ocab. 98 Reams of paper made up
to a printer's ream, i. e. 516 sheets, are said to be '

perfect '.

C. asaw'z'. = I'KKFKCTLY. Obs. exc. dial, m poet.
c 1470 (tt'/agros <V daw. 1 100 As I am cristynit perfite.

a 1550 in Ditnbar's Poftns (S. T. S.) 317 In the runtiv In-

and I Can nortit dwell haiih pcityte. 1567 Ti RHF.KV, Piers
to T. Kpit. etc. 9!), Men daymen may you are not perfite
wise. 1596 DAI.UYMIM.I: tr. Lex/if's Hist. Scot. \. 61 Thay
bad the similitude of perfyte si -liup</n fuiili-.. i68z CKKH u
tr. Lucretius (1683) 214 No Compound's perfect >nlkl, free

from Pore. 1726-31 TINDAL Rapin's Histi t'-ag. (1743) II.

xvii. 102 A perfect honest man, 1830 TFNNYSUN Madeline
ii, Frowns perfect -sweet along the blow.

D. quasi-;//.

1. That which is perfect, perfection, rare, poetic.
1842 TKNNYSON Two Voices 292 That type of Peifert in

his mind In Nature can he nowhere find.

2. tiram. Elliptical to* perfect tense: see K y h.

1841 R. (1. LAIHAM J'*>ig. Lang. $ 180 One of two fonn>,
sometimes, .that of the Greek 1'erfect, ami sometimes. . tluii

of the Greek Aorist. 1848 J. \\'- DONALDSON Grk. C,rau:.

425 Tlie perfect expresses the state or condition consequent
on an action. 1888 1!. H. KI-NNMJV Shorter I.at. Primer
T> The Perject in the sense of / hwe lo^'ed is Primary :

in the sense uf / loved it is Historic.

\ 3. l*erfit) -fet, -fight: an occasional copyist's
eiror for PROFIT (.due to confounding the MS.
contractions foryV;'- and J&7T0-).

1495 Trc-<isas tiarth. De /'. ft. iv. ix. (W. de W.), liuthe

for nede and for perfyghte [L. tttilitatein\.

Perfect (poMfekt, pajfe'kt", v. Forms: a. 5-6
parfyte, etc. (seeprec.). 0. 5 perfyght, 6-7 per-

fite, -fait, 6- perfect, [f. PERFECT a., in its

various late ME. and early mod. Kng. forms. Less

usuallypronounced/^y^r/, as if directly f. ppl. stem

of L. perfn'cre to accomplish, finish, complete.]
1. trans. To bring to completion ; to complete,

finish, consummate; to carry through, accomplish.
1494 FABVAN Chron. n. xxviii. 20 He began the .iiii. hyghe

wayesof liretayne, the whiche were fynysshed and parfyted
of Helynus his sone. Ibid. vi. clxiv. 158 Whiche con-

clusyon perfyghied, Lewys. .retornyd into Germany. 1512

flelyas in Thorns prose Rout. (i8:?C) III. 30 After that the

false olde woman h;id parfet and tluone their treason. 1529
CROMWELL in Merriman Life <V Lett. (1902) I. 324 All which
bokes be not yet ..parfyted unto my mynde. 1562 Bi: JEWEL
Apol.Ch. Eug. ii. i. Wks. (Parker Soc.) III. spThere he. .shaH

sit, till all things be fully perfitted. 1588 A. KING tr. Cam's/its'

Catt'c/t. in Cath. Tractates ($. T. S.) 193 The boilding of the

wallis of lerusalem was perfaitit be Nehemi.i. 1596 DKAYTON
Leg. iii. 347 To perfect my command. 1624 QUARLKS Sion's

Rlegies iii. ii Labour perfected, with the evening ends. 1629
SIR W. MURE True Crucif. 2088 The Worke of Man's
salvation to perfite [rime delite]. 1641 MILTOS Reform, i.

(1851) 10 Exact Reformation is not perilled at the first push.

1644 Arcop. (Arb.) 39 The Councell of Trent, .brought
forth, or perfeted those Catalogues, 1725 POPE Odyss. n.

125 Then urg'd, she perfects her illustrious toils. 18^5
STUBBS Const. Hist. II.xv. 291 This design was perfected in

b. Printing. To complete the printing of a

sheet of a book, etc. by printing the second side.

1824 J. JOHNSON Typogr. II. 661 When one side is printed,
it revolves from one cylinder to the other, and is then per-
fected by the second form. 1888 JACOBI Printers' Vocab.

98 Perfect up.. the pointing of the second side of the paper
in half-sheet or sheet work.

f 2. To bring to full development. Obs.

1398 THEVISA Barth. De. P. R. viii. xvi. (Add. MS. 23944)
Pe sonne..ordeyneb and dlsposi^ & parfitij* alle J>ingis in

pis worlde. 1607 TOI-SULL J'our-f. Beasts (1658) 259 The
males are sooner per tiled in the womb then ihe females.

3. To make perfect or faultless
;

to bring to

perfection ; loosely : To bring nearer to perfection ;

to improve.
c 1449 [see PERFECTING vbl. sb.\ 1567 DRANT Horace^ De

Arte Poet. Uij, Those verses reprehende,. Correcting, and

perfyting them with ouernotynge hande. 1575-85 ABP.
SANDYS Serin, xxii. 12 Perfiting himselfe in Godlinesse.

1630 LENNARD tr. Charron's \\~isd. in. xiv. 22 (1670) 452
Learning marreth weak wits and spirits, perfitteth tlie strong
and natural, a 1703 BUKKITT On N. T. Heb. vii. 12 To
perfect sinful man, is to free him from the guilt of sin,..

and to make him., capable of communion with God. 1859
THACKERAY Virgin.\'\ % George especially perfected hisaccent

so as to be able to pass for a Frenchman. 1875 LYEI.L

Princ. Geol. II. in. xxxvi. 289 When the art of the breeder

has been greatly perfected.

4. To make (a person) perfect in some art, etc. ;

T" to instruct or inform completely (pb$.).

1603 SHAKS. Mcas.forM. iv.iii. 146 Her cause, and yours
He perfect him witball. 1610 Temp. i. ii. 79 Being once

perfected how to graunt suites, How to deny them. 1628

BP. HALL Old Relig. 154 That which can perfit the teacher,

is sufficient for the learner. 1819 A. BALFOUR Campbell \.

Hi. 23 It will take five or sax years to perfyte him in that

language. 18*3 GALT Entail I. xiii. 96 To send her for
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three months to Edinburgh ; there, and in thai time, to

learn manners,
' and l>e perilled ', as her mother said,

' wi a

Uj-uding-schoul education ',

5. intr. To come to perfection or maturity, rare.

1870 MORRIS Earthly Par. iv. Kpil. 437 And all those

images of love and pain, Wrought as ttie year did wax,

perfect, and wane.

Perfectation (p5if6lrt'Jan). rare.
[f.

PER-

FECT T'. + -ATION.] The action or process of making
or becoming perfect.

183* GKN. P. THOMPSON Rxerc. (1842) II. 55 Man's per-
feet at inn is a flower that may be increased without the

possibility of showing it in a state it cannot go beyond. 1874
W. R. GRKG Rocks Ahead 8 The change is not a carrying

out, a completion, a perfectation of our former system, but

a reversal of it.

Perfected see the vb.), ///. a.
[f.

PERFKCT v.

+ -KD 1.] Made perfect, completed.
1552 Hri.ORT, Perfected and ended, integer. 1848 MAI-RIO-

Semi. Lords I'rayer iii. (i26i) 28 They require that which
Is different in kind from anything which their eyes see, not

merely that in an improved and perfected form.

llenje Perfectedly adv., ]>erfectly, completely.
1693 UKVKRI.KV True St. (Aw/. Truth. \% When indeed

with a Face perfectedly open, we shall l>ehold as in a

Mirror, . lesus Christ the Image of (lod in his own Glory.

1892 P>. MATTHKWS in Harder s Mag' July 279/1 We might
suppose that the present spelling of the Knglish language
was in a condition perfectedly satisfactory.

Perfecter p^'-ifrktai, pajfe'ktD-i). Also 5 per-

fiter, '-our), -fyter, parfiter, -fy^ter. [f.
PERFECT

?.'. + -ER *
: cf. PEKFKCTOK.] One who or that which

perfects, completes, or finishes; a consmnmator,
f 1410 Kmv. DK. YORK blaster of Game (MS. Digby 182)

Prol. (cf. ed. 1904 pp. 6-7), He shal se, whiche houndes
cuinmeth in the vanchace and the myddell and whiche ben

per titours (v.rr. parfiters, perfyters] after that that shall

come. Ibid.* To loke . . which houndes ben vanchasours
and per filers \~'.r. parfy^ters]. 1611 Co'Kik., l*arfaiseur,
a per feeler, accomplisher, finisher. 1678 Ci'invoKTH Intell.

Syst. i. iv. 485 The Ancients . .

supposing
this (lod [Saturn]

to be the (liver and Perfecterof all happiness to men. 1740
WAKKUKTON Div. Legal* II. iv. v. 277 The Inventor and
Perfecterof the Arts of Life. 1881 N. T. (R. V.) //</'. xii. 2

Looking unto Jesus the author and perfecter of our faith,

Perfectibila-rian, Perfectibi'lian, nonce-

words = PEEFECTIBILIST : see next.

1816 T. L. PKACOCK Headlong //alf\ t
These four persons

were, Mr. Kuster, the perfectibilian ; Mr. Escot, the deteriora-

tion^! ; Mr. Jenkison, the statu-quo-ite [etc.]. 1832 Erasers

Mag. VI. 499 Kvery unwashed artisan has become, .a philo-

sopher, a perfectibilian, and so forth. 1852 Kiackw. Ma%.
LXXII. 278 We should have left it lo ihe Perfectibila-

rian to show what probability there is that this ignorant
and disorderly class wilL.be absorbed in ihe higher.

Perfectibilisni (paiftkti'biliz'm). [f.
asPEit-

KKCTIBLK + -ISM.] The doctrine of the perfectibility

of human nature in this life. So Perfecti'MUst,
one who holds this doctrine.

1798 W. TAVLOR in Monthly Rev. XXVII. 513 He had

originally intended for them the name of Perfect ibili^t. 1853
7'ai'fs Mag. XIX. 749 Satires of socialiMii and perfectl-
bilism. 1883 Sat. Rev, 8 Dec. 725 'i \\'e are in rebus snobbicis

at any rate perfectibilists. The snob of this generation . . is

u much more odious reptile than he of the last.

Perfectibility (pwfektibHHi . [f. next: cf.

*' ptrfeftibititt ,1771 in Hatz.-Parm.,.]
1. Capability of being perfected or becoming

perfect; the quality of being improvable to per-
fection

; spec, the capacity of man. individual and

social, to progress indefinitely towards physical,

mental, and moral perfection ;
the doctrine of this

capacity.
1794 MATHIAS Purs. Lit. (1708) 210 A most affectionate. .

regard for the welfare of mankind, who are to exist some
centuries hence, when the endless perfectibility of the human
species (for Mich is their jargon) shall receive its completion

upon earth. 1809 European Mag. LY. 18 A man who
understood (to use an expression of the new school) the

perfectibility of which our language was capable. 1882-3

SchaflPs Encycl. Rclig. Knvwl. 11. 1038/1 'The religion of

humanity', wKose fundamental dogma is the spontaneous

perfectibility of the human race without any human aid.

2. loosely. A state of perfection or improvement ;

cotter. A person who has attained to this. rare.

1800 W. IttvitiaA'aicJker/i. i. v. (1861) 29 Let us suppose, .thai

ihe inhabitants of the moon . . had arrived at . . such an
enviable state of perfectibility, as to control the elements.

1815 W. H. IRELAND ScribMttmutxia Pref. 6, I do not.,

arrogate to myself perfeclibilily in a literary sense. 1828

P. CUNNINGHAM N. S. Wales (ed. 3) II. 271 There was a
*

Margaret
'
also in the female convict-ship, .who had attained

10 such religious and moral perfectibility, lhat [etc.]. 1872
LKVKB Ld. Kilgobbin Ixxiv, We live amidst human perfecta-
bilities all of Irish manufacture.

Hence Perfe ctibilita'rian, an upholder or

advocate of human perfectibility, a perfectibilist.

1873 MORI.EV Rousseau II. 118 The intense exaltation of

spirit produced both by the perfeciibilitarians; and the fol-

lowers of Rousseau.

Perfectible (pajfe-ktlb'l, p5-jfektib'l). Also

9 -able. [f.
PERFECT v. or a. + -IBLK, as if from

a L. type *ptrfectibilis, perhaps used in med.

or mod'.L. : cf. It. perfettibih
' that may be per-

fected
'

(Florio 161 ,
F. perfectible (Diderot

1767, admitted by Acad. 1798).] Capable of

being perfected or brought to perfection.
1635 PERSON Varieties \\. 64 Everything perfecliblestriveth

to altaine to its own perfection, a 1839 OAI.T Demon of
Destiny vn. (1840) 44 Superior beings shall hereafter ri^e,

Made hence perfectable. 1898 I- STEPHEN Stud. Biographer
I. vii. 250 Man, he [Godwin] thought, was perfectible, and
a litile calm argument would make him perfect.

Perfecting
1

(see* the vb. ),?/'/. sb. [f. PERFECT

?'. + -ING 1
.]

The action of the vb. PERFECT;

carrying out, completion, consummation ;
also the

fact of becoming complete or perfect.

[c 1449 Pi-rot K. AY/r. v. xiii, For this cause of the more per-

illing lordis and ladies it is allpweable . . hem to haue man-
siouns conenable for ihem within ihe monasieries.] 1494
KABYAN Chron. II. an. 1382 (R.) To mete for ihe perfyghting
of tins accorde. 1583 Reg. Privy Council Scot. I 1 1. 604 For

heiring, flitting, and perfyting of the compt of umqwhile
Andro liuke. 1611 BlBLS Ef>h. iv. 12 He gatie some ..

Pastors, and teachers: For the perfecting of the Saints.

1705 STANHOPK Pa>'aphr. III. 424 In order to the perfecting
of a Christian's Salvation. 1860 TYXDALL Glac. i. xxi. 147
The gradual perfecting of the structure.

b. attrik. Perfecting machine or (U.S.)

press, a printing machine, on which the sheet, as

it passes through, is printed first on one sideband

then on the other. (Cf. PERFECT v. \ b.)

1847 - 1 ^' r '
/'- MaS- J an - 36/1 Mr. Lilile. .has his perfecting

machine.. (as those which print a sheel of paper on both
skies l>efore leaving the machine are called). 1858 Printer

tN. Y.) I. 95 This wonderful achievement, .the perfecting

press.

Perfection paife'kjan), sb. Forms : 3 per-

fectiun, 4-5 perfecciouu, 4-6 -yon(e, -ion(e,

p-7 perfectioun(e, 5 perfection, fa. OF. per-

fection (i2th c.), perfeccion [13-14^ c. in Godef.

( 'otnpl.}, ad. L. perfection-cm, n. cf action f. per-

ficere, perfect- : see PERFECT a.]

1. The action, process, or fact of making perfect
or bringing to completion; completing, consum-

mating, finishing, accomplishing.
1381 WYCLIF JVittn. vi. 21 Aftir thai that he hath auowid

in thou^t, so he shal do, to the perfeccioun of his holynes.

1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) i b, Kuery religious per-

sone sholde intende the perfeccyon of his s.mle. 1585 T.

WASHINGTON tr. Nicholay's I'oy. iv. i. 114 The auncients

also had their superiours, which admonished them in ihe per-
fection of their dutie. 1678 TEMPLK Let. to I.d. Treasurer
Wks. 1731 II. 479 After all the Applauses have been given
me here upon the Perfection of the last Treaty. 173* LAW
Serious C. v. (ed. 2! 70 To make the most of a short life, to

study your own perfection. 1871 MOKLEV / 'oltaire (1886) 10

For ihis process of perfection, we need first the meditative,

doubting, critical type.

f 2. The fact or condition of being perfected or

completed ; completion ; completed state, com-

pleteness. Qhs.
a 1225 Ancr. A*. 372 Hundred is ful tel, & noteth per-

fecliun, bet is, ful clede. 1388 WYCI.IK Heb. vii. 19 The
lawe broii;t no thing to perfeccioun. 1489 CAXTON Faytcs
ofA. in. xiii. 197 The thynge shal be conducted and broughi
lo a gode endynge and perfection. 1563 Homilies n.

Xativity (1859) 402
' When the fulness of time was come ',

thai is, ihe perfection and course of years appointed from

ihe beginning. 1602 MAKSTON Antonio's A\T-. in. iv, Woman
receiveth perfection by the man. 1679 G. K. tr. Boaystitaifs
Theat. M'orUi \*\. Pref. 5 This work (which I thank God,
I have now brought to perfection).

b. The full growth or development of anything;
the maturity of a plant, animal, etc.

c 1566 J. A i.DAY tr. Boaystttaus Theat. World S
jj, Although

somewhat maye be added to all olher Aries.. this [printing]

alone haih en tred with such, .perfection into this worlde,
that [etc.]. 1578-9 Reg. Privy Council .Scot, 1 1 L 113 Seing
his majestic dalle growand. .lo ihe gretar perfectioun of aig.

1611 IJim.K Luke viii. 14 They, .bring no fruite to perfeciion.
,11682 Sm T. BROWNE Tracts, Plants Script. 30 He
planted many [Cedars] though ihey did not come to per-
fection in hi- days. 1774 GOLDSM. Xat. Hist. (1776) VII.

204 They continue in the womb till ihey come lo such

perfeciion as to be able lo burst from ihe shell. 1855 MILMAN
/.at. Ckr. xiv. v, The creation, growth, perfection of new

languages.

t c. Mus. The condition of being
'

perfect , as

a note, interval, etc. (see PERFECT a. 10). Prick

ofperfection : a dot used to make a note '

perfect *,

i. e. to lengthen it by one-half. Qbs.

1614 T. K.WKNSCHOFT (title) A Briefe Discovrse Of the true

(but neglected) vse of Charact'ring ihe Degrees by their

Perfection, Imperfeciion, and Diminution in Measurable

Musicke. 1674 PLAYFORD Skill Mus.
viii./I'his prick of

perfection or addition is ever placed on the right side of all

notes.., for the prolonging the sound of that note it

follows to half as much more as it is. 1880 W. S. ROCKSTRO
in Grove Diet. Mus. I. 767 Ways in which the Perfection of

certain notes may be changed to I mperfeciion, and vice versa.

3. The condition, state, or quality of being per-

fect or free from all defect ; supreme excellence ;

/lawlessness, faultlessness. But often treated as

a matter of degree : Comparative excellence.

ciys SHOKEHAM (E. E.T.S.) i. 1396 pe ordre of deakne,

pel nys of more perfeccioun pane bys ordre of subdeakne.

1460 CAPGRAVS Chron. (Rolls) 82 In his lyme felle a grele

debale beiwix lewis and hethen, vhich sect vas of most

perfeccion. 1570 BILLINGSLEY Euclid in. Inirod. 81 Of al

figures ihe circle is of most absolute perfection. 1610 SHAKS,

Temp. ii. i. 167, I would with such perfection gouerne Sir:

T'Excell the Golden Age. 1711-12 SWIFT Iniprcn: Rng.

degrees of perfeciion.

b. concr. An embodiment of perfection ;
a perfect

person, place, etc.

1594 SIIAKR. Rich. Ifft
i. ii- 75 Vouchsafe (diuine perfection

of a Woman) Of these supposed Crimes, to giue me leaue ..

but to acquit my selfe. 1604 Oth, i. iii. 100, 1611 BIBLE
Lam. ii. 15 Is ihis ihe ciiie lhat men call the perfection of

beauty? < 1830 SYO. SMITH in Lady Holland Life \.
35,1

A beautiful girl .. exclaimed, 'Oh, Mr. Sydney! thU pea
will never come to perfection '.

' Permit me then ', said he
taking her hand, . .

'
lo lead perfeciion lo the pea '. 1852 M iss

SEWELL Kxper. Life xviii. (1858) 128 This would be the

very perfeciion of a dress for you.
4. The condition or state of being morally per-

fect
; holiness; fin ME. spec. The austerity of

monastic life, monastic discipline (pbs^}. Christian

perfection y the relatively perfect holiness attainable

by man, in distinction from the absolute divine per-
fection. Counsel ofperfection', see COUNSEL sb. 2 b.

171340 HAMFOLJI Psttltery\\. 5 pis perfeccioun is bai (>e

deuel & be wftrld haf na pousle in vs. 1390 GOWKK Cotif. I.

18 For iher ben somme,..That god.. Hath cleped to per-
feccioun In the maner e as Aaron was. 1470-85 MAI.ORY
Arthur xxi. ix. 855 Therfore lady sythen ye haue taken

you to perfeccion I must nedys lake me lo perfection. Ibid.

x. 856 Whan ihey sawe syr Launceloi had taken hym
to suche perfeccion ihey . . loke suche an habyte as he
had. 1494 FAUYAN Chron. v. cxxxv. 121 Amonge theyse
bretherne was one named t'edman, a man of great perfeccion.

1552 ABP. HAMILTON Catec/t. (1884) 19 Malrimonye wn^

degenerat fra the first perfeciioun. 1554 9 .V<>^.v <y Hall.

(1860) 3 The lantarne lo lead us in the pathe of perfecllyon.
I 743 WKSLKY Serin. Chr. Perfection 8 Christian Perfeciion

therefore does not imply . . an Exemption either from

Ignorance or Mistake, or Infirmities, or Temptations. In-

deed it is only another Term for Holiness. 1789 //'X'\.

(1872) IV. 445 The doctrine of Christian Perfection, which
God has peculiarly entrusted to the Methodists. 1882

A M. FAIRBAIHX in Content}. Rev. XLIL 868 The grand
aim of the Buddhist is to atiain a perfeciion like Iimldha'<.

5. The most perfect degree, the highest pitch (of a

quality, condition, faculty, etc.) ; the extreme or

height (of anything good or evil).
a 1340 HAM POLE Psalter Prol. (1884) 4 pis boke of all haly

writ is mast oysed in halykyrke seruys, forj>i ^>at in it is per-
feccioun of dyuyne pagyne. ^1380 Wva.n ll'ks. (1880) 366

Moyses lawe is moralle in bis poynie bai longeb lo |>e per-

feccyon of presthode. 1624 CAPT. SMITH I'irghria iv. 125
The other Saluages assaulted the rest and slew them. . . Hut

fearing this murther would come to light, .would now pro-
ceed to the perfeciion of villanie. 1729 BUTLKR Serin, xii.

Wks. 1874 II. 154 The perfection of goodness consisls in love

to ihe whole universe. 1842 Miss MITFOKD in L'Eslrange
Life (1870) III. tx. 142 The perfection of cunning is to

conceal ils own quality.

6. Proficiency in some accomplishment or art.

(11568 ASCHAM Scholew. (Arb.) 89 \Vhan..lyme shall

breed skill, and vse shall bring perfection. 1677 EVELYN

Diary 10 Sept., Having ihe Latin, French, and Spanish

tongues in perfection. 1704 ADDISOS Italy (1733) 37 Fence,

Dance, and Ride in some tolerable Perfection. 1856EMERSON
Eng. Traits, Ability Wks. (Bohn) II. 40 Every man is

trained to some one art or detail, and aims at perfection in

that. 1879 HAKI.AN Kyesight v. 54 Such perfection has been
reached in the manufacture of artificial eyes, that [etc.].

7. (With a and //.) A quality, trait, feature,

endowment, or accomplishment of a high order or

great excellence.

1572 H. MIDDKLMORE in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. n. III. 8

Suerly Monsieur is a goodly gentilman, and hathe many
perfections in him. 1604 E. G[RIMSTOXK] D'Acostas Hist.

Indies vi. xvi. 466 The Indians of Peru had one perfection,
which was, to teach their young children all artes and

occupations necessary for the life of man. 1667 DKYUKN
Sir Martin Mar-all m. i, I am not Master of any of those

Perfections; for, in fine, Sir, I am wholly ignorant of

Painting, Musick, and Poetry. 1784 J. POT ILK I'irtuous

Villagers II. in, I constantly discover new graces, new

perfections, and new merits, unobserved before.

8. Phrase. To perfection', completely, perfectly.

1388 WYCLIF Job xi. 7 In hap. .thou s< hall fynde Almy^ti
God til to perfeccioun. 1611 BIBLE ibid.^ Canst thou tinde

out the Almightie vnto perfection? 1751 R. PALTOCK P.

ll'ilkins xxxiv, They were pleased with it [the fire] to

perfection. 1766 C.oi DSM. / ~ic. II '. xvii, Olivia . . acted the

coquette to perfection. 1898 MRS. I SAB. BISHOP A~i,;i

xviii, Nagasaki, .lighted, cleaned, and policed to perfeciion.

Perfection, v. rare. [f. prec. sb. : cf. K.

pcrfcitionnc-r (Cotgr. 1611).] trans. To bring to

perfection, to perfect. Hence Perfe'ctioiied///. a.

1548 [see Pi:i<i-KcnoxiNc]. 1651 ir. Dt'-lns-Cirt'eras' Don
J'cnisc 305 We lived there in great repose, imploying the

lime, .in perfectioning our loves. 1799 in Spirit Put'. Jmls.
III. 243 All persons are interested in perfectioning these

new bases of the conjugal connexion. 1841 IVlsKAKU A men.

Lit. (1867) 700 This perfectioned model of a government.

Ferfe'Ctional, n. rare. [ad. med. I.,
fer-

fectwnalis, in OF. perfectionnal y
f. L. perfection-

'cm I*KBFKCTKX + -AL.] Of, pertaining to, or of

the nature of perfection.

1495 Trcrha's Bartk. DC P. R. \. (W. de W.) A iv/i The
names whyche betoken or sygnyfye dyuyne or godly per-

feccyon been callyd names perfeccionalles \orig. nomina

perfeclionalia, Corbichoris Fr. les noms perfeclionnaulx].

1659 PEARSON Creed *J\. (1839) 549 Life eternal may be looked

upon under three considerations: as initial, as partial, and

as perfeciional. . . I call lhat perfeciional, which shall be

conferred .. immediately after the blessing pronounced by

Christ,
'

Come, ye blessed children of my Father '.

t Perfe'ctionary. Ohs. rare- 1

, [f.
PERFEC-

TION + -AHY.] ? = PERFECTIONIST b.

1647 TKAPP Comtn. Matt. xix. 17 None but a proud I.uci-

ferian would have said, as Vega, ihe Popish perfect ionary, did.

Ferfe'Ctionate, ?' Now rare. [prob. f. med.

or mod.L. *
perfectiondre : cf. Olt. perfettionare

(Florio 1598;, F. perfectionntr (Cotgr. i6n v

;
or

(in 1 6th c* writers) after the Ki. : see PERFECTION :.



PERFECTIONATED. 685 PERFECTLY.

and -ATE 3.] trans. To bring to perfection ; to

make perfect or complete ; to perfect ; f to make

(a person) perfect in (a study, etc.) (obs.*}.

1570 FOXE A. <V M. (ed. 2) Ooiij/r Y* greatnes of my
Criesthode : . .l>egon in Melchisedech: ..continued in the

children of Aaron: perfectionated in Christ. 1598 BARRKT
Tht&r. Warres \. ii. 13 Histories, .sharpen and perfcctionate
the wits of man. 1634 \V. TIRWHVT tr. Balzac's Lett, ji To
augment the merit of our faith, and the more to perfectionate
ojir Piety. 1695 DKYDEN rara.il. Poetry fy Faint, Ess.

(Ker) II. 122 In this manner, .painters and sculptors, .per-
fectionate the idea, and advance their art even above nature
itself. 1755 JOHNSON, Perfectionate.. .This is a word pro-

posed by Dryden, but not received nor worthy of reception.

1784 J. BARRY in Left. Paint, i. (1848) 66 Laws.. for per-

fectionating human nature. 1849 THACKERAY Pendcnnis
xx lit, Every great artist . . had need of solitude to perfectionate
his works. 1863 COWDEN CLARKE Skaks. Char. iv. 102.

Hence Ferfe ctionated ///.</., Ferfe'ctionatingf
I'bl. sb. and ///. a.

; also Perfe'ctionator, one
who makes perfect.
1695 DRYDEN tr. Du Frcsnoys Art Paint.) Observ. 24
He has. .founded an Academy for the Progress and Per-

fectionating of Painting. 1795 tr. Merdtr's Fragm. Pi'l,

#r Hist, I. 183 Nature, .forms man precisely for a perfection-
ated Society. 1818 Blackiv. Mng. 111. 23 Poetry.. is aUo
a selective and perfectionating art. 1839 AV?f Alonthly
filag- LVI. 381 Alan, .is but a more complicated zoophyte,
a perfectionated stomach, a 1849 H. COLERIDGE Ess. (1851)
II. 119 Pope was not the founder, but head scholar and
peifectionator of a school 1867 ]. LEGGE Confucius (1877)
23 A system of social perfectionating.

Perfectiona'tion. rare. [n. of action from

prec. : see -ATION.] The action of bringing to

perfection, perfeetiooing ; the fact of being made
perfect.
1812 In Spirit Pub. Jrnls. XVI. 358 The new System of

Anti-mnemonics, to the perfect ionat ion of which the Cheva-
lier has devoted the last fifty years of a long life. 1840
HI.ACKIK iii Anna M. Stoddart Life (1895) I. viii. 194 The
law of the universe is Perfectionation that is to say, pro-
gression from bad to good . .and from better to best.

Perfe-ctioner. rare. [f. PERFECTION v. + -ER 1.]
One who or that which brings to perfection,
1883 R. Cusr Mod. Lang. Afr. Introd. 19 Language has

been the handmaid of Religion, and Religion the herald,
instrument, and peifectioner of Civili/ation.

Perfe'ctioning, vbl. sb. [f. PERFECTION v. +
-!N"G *.] The action of bringing to perfection.
1548 UDALL Erasm. far. Lithe xxiv. 186 Christe.. taught

the perfeccionyng of the lawe, whan he pronounced those

Mraunge beatitudes neuer afore heatd of. 1693 EVELYN*
D la Quint. ComfL Card. 1 1. 95 Culture really contributes
to the Perfectioning of its new Productions. 1761 FOOTK
Orators \. i, The perfectioning of our countrymen in. .the

right use of their native language. 1877 HUXLEY Anat.
tw.Amnt. i. 59 The gradual perfectioning of the respiratory
machinery/

Perfe'ctionism. [f. after PERFECTIONIST :

see -ISM.] A system or doctrine of religious,

moral, social, or political perfection ; esp. the

theory that moral perfection can be or has been
attained by man

; spec, (with capital P) the

system of the Perfectionists of Oneida Creek, N. Y.
1846 WORCESTER cites Ch.Oh. 1870 Athemenm 5 Feb. 187

Oneida Creek Perfectionism. 1890 Spectator 19 July,
Professor Dicey, .does not arrive at his conclusions by any
reference to abstract theories or appeals to political per-
fectionism. 1892 Academy 2 July 25/2 He [Tolstoy] con-
tinues to develope his cherished ideas on the subject of

perfectionism and self-improvement.

Perfectionist (pwfe-kfanist). [f. PERFECTION
sb. + -IST.] One who holds any theory or follows

any practice as to the attainment of religious,
moral, social, or political perfection.
1694 S. JOHNSON Notes P<tst. Ltt. fifi, Burnct i. 66 Must

the Wise and Free and Great Men of a Nation be Slaves
for Company with such Perfectionists in Church-Doctrine?
1892 \V. B. SCOTT Xn/tfAiqf. \otes I. 128 As a perfectionist
iii poetry, whose thought and rhythm were one, he [Leigh
Hunt] seemed to hold Coleridge above all others,

b. esp. One who holds that religious or moral

perfection may be attained : (with capital P) a name
at various times assumed by or given to sects,

parties, or persons, who held this doctrine, or claimed
to have attained moral or spiritual perfection.
1*57-83 EVELYN Hist. Kelig. (1850) I. p. xviii, Men of all

religious, .were protected and encouraged under notion of
New Lights, Perfectionists, a Godly Party [etc.]. .21665
J. GOODWIN Filled w. the Spirit (1867) 231 The apostle
raying unto the Galatians, 'So that ye cannot do the things
that ye would

1

,
is as a sword passing through the soul of

those who are called perfectionists amongst us, casting down
the crown of their conceit of perfection to the ground. 1748
RICHAKDSON Clarissa (1811) III. xx. 124, I have read in
some of pur perfectionists enough to make a better man than
myself either run into madness or despair. 1791 HAMPSON
Mcni. J. ll'eslty III. 197 Perfectionists and Anti-per-
fectionists were the grand divisions of methodism. i88a
KARRAR Early Chr, II. 408 note, Whether there is any
special allusion to Gnostic Antinomian Perfectionists.

c. spec, (with capital P.) A member of the com-
munistic community of Oneida Creek, N. Y.
1867 Dixox KevrAnier. (ed. 6) II. xx. 208 On the opposite

verge of thought, .stands a body of reformers who call

themselves, in their dogmatic aspect. Perfectionists, in their
social aspect, Bible Communists. 1874 J. H. BLUNT Ditt.
Sects, Perfectionists, a . . sect of Antinomian Communists,
established about the ytar 1845 by John Humphrey Noyes.
1875 -V. Ainer. 7vVr-. CXX. 227 1 he success that he ascribes
to the Shakers, the Perfectionists, and the rest.

VOL. VII.

' d. attrib, (in various senses).
c 1847 WHITTIER Fame $ Glory Prose Wk-,, 1889 III. 389

! There are .. perfectionist reformers . . who wait to see the

j

salvation which it is the task of humanity itself to work
! out. 1856 R. A, VAI/GHAN Mystics x. i. Notes (1860) II.

307 Many were beginning to seek- in this perfection!^
doctrine a refuge from the exactions of the priesthood. 1867
DIXON New Anier. (ed. 6) I. xxit. 243 According to all (he

Perfectionist prophets, Holiness and Liberty are the two

primary elements in the atmosphere of heaven, that is to

i say of a perfect society.

Hence Perfection! stic a., of or pertaining to

Perfectionists.

i88a-3 Sckaff
t

& Encycl. Relig: Knowl. III. 1841 Loscher

..rejected those chiliastic, tenmnistic, and perfectionist ic

doctrines [of the pietists].

Perfe Ctionize, v. rare. [See -IZE.] trans.

To bring to perfection ; to perfectionate, perfect.
1839 MRS. SHELLEY Notes Shelley's ProtttetA. Unb. S.'s

\Vks. 1882 I. p. Ixv, That man could be so perfectionized as

to be able to expel evil from his own nature.. was the

cardinal point of his system. 1843 Tail's Nag. X. 617 Steam
allows us leisure to examine into old abuses, and perfectionize
new reforms. 1846 H. W. TORRENS Ren:. Milit. Hist. 374
We must, .endeavour to perfectioni/e our military system.
Hence Perfe'ctionizing ^/. sb. and///, a.; also

Perfe'ctionizement, Perfe'ctiouizer.
l8ar Tales Landlord New Ser. III. U'itJi Glas Llyn iS

From Italy and Greece he had brought with him an un-

?uenchable
thirst for perfectioniring. 1841 Kl<ickw, Mag.

,. 481 Ye accomplishment perfectionizers. .this i.s the fate

that awaits your daughters at last. 1844 Ibid. LV. 21 o The
theories of the perfectionizement of the fair sex now issuing
from the v*ess. 1851 WOOPWARP Mollusca 4 '1 he per-

foctionUmg of the functions of nutrition and reproduction.

Perfe'ctionmeiit. [h PERFECTIONS. + -MENT,
after F. perfectwnncment (1725 in Hatz.-Darm.).]
The action of bringing to perfection ; perfecting.
1827 I. TAYLOR Trattstn. Anc. Bits. xiii. (1859) 160 The

general perfectionment of reason and of taste. 1831 SOUTHEY
in Q. Kn: XLV. 420 The whole profits being to be applied
to the perfectionment of civilization. 1860 FARRAR Or iff.

Lang. i. 27 [Of writing] there is the clearest proof of its

human origin and gradual perfectionment.

tPerfe'ctious,^. Obs. rare 1
,

[f. PERFECTION:
see -ous.] Of the nature of perfection.
1607 COKK Charge at Norwich Assizes 6 The glory of her

dignity shall receiue perfections Honor.

Pe*rfectism. [f.
PERFECT a. + -ISM.] The

doctrine or system of the Perfectists, esp. of the

German Pietists.

1830 PL'SF.V f/tst. Enq. n. viii. 225 These men . . still con-
tinued incessantly to warn their congregations by name
against Francke and Pietism anil Perfectism.

Perfectist (paMfcktist). Obs. exc. Hist. [f.

as prec. + -1ST.] PERFECTIONIST: esp. applied to

those of the I7thc., and to the German Pietists of

the iSthc.
1618 Baritet'cli's Afiol. D, Winberger is principall of the

Perfectists, and you of the Arminians. 1630 G. WiDDOWtcs
Schysmatical Puritan F ij b, A Mechanicke. .is receiued

amongst the Perfectists for a lawfull preacher, if their non-
Ecclesiasticall spirit calls him. 1641 D. CAWDRKY Three
Scrm. 68 These late upstart Perfectists. 1830 PUSKV Hist.

F.nq. ii. viii. 197 In 1700 an edict was renewed forbidding
the preaching against the Pietists.

'

Since certain Lutheran

preachers, .toss about in many sermons. .the false names
of Pietists, Perfectists, new holy Quakers, and such like'.

Ibid. 225 They warn incessantly against the Perfectists.

Perfective (pajfe-ktiv), a. (sb.) Now rare.

[ad. L. type *perfectiv-tt$ (perh. in mod. I,. : cf. It.

pcrfettivo^ ty. perfective*}; see PERFECT v. and -IVE.]
1. Tending to make perfect or complete; con-

ducive to the perfecting or perfection 0/* anything.
1596 BACON J\fax. % Use Com. Law i. xiv. (1636) 59 This

enrolment is no new act, but a perfective ceremony of the
first deed of bargaine and sale. 1620 T. GKANGKH Div.

Logike 31 That which is agreeable to, and perfectiue of
his kind. 1693 TYKRELL Law Nat. 314 Causes (whether
efficient, or perfective). 1771 WKSLEY Jl-'A-s. (1872) V. 295
The far more excellent way, more perfective of the Soul.

1839 BAILKV Festus xi. (1852) 134 The purifying wave,
pertective fire. 1865 MOZLEY Mirac. i. Notes 219.

2. In process of being perfected, or of attaining
the perfect state.

1848 JOHNSTON in Proc. Berw. 'Naf. Club II. No. 6. 213
Duges was., able to see., the eight legs in a perfective state.

185* DICKENS Lett. (1880) I. 274 Not knowing the immen>o
resources and the gradually perfective machinery necessary
to the production of such a journal.
3. Gram. Expressing completion of action :

applied to that kind or species of verbal action

(Ger. aktionsarf) which is considered as completed
or finished, and so to forms or modifications of the

verb which express completed action: opposed to

IMPKKFECTIVE.

Originally applied to one of the branches or 'aspects
'

of
the verb in the Slavonic languages ; more recently to verb-
forms in other Indo-European languages, esp. those com-
pounded with a preposition, expressing the completion uf
the action expressed by the simple verb, as L. edgrc to eat,
coviederc to eat up j suadcre, per3nadt'n: t etc.

1844 K- GARNKTT in Froc. Phiiot. Soc. 11854) I. 268 In the
Slavonic languages, .a regular, .distinction is made between
perfective and impcrfective verbs, that is between those ex-

pressing an action completed at once and not repeated, and
those denoting continuance or reiteration. 1887 MORFIU.
Serbian drain. 31 The perfective aspect denotes either that
the action has been quite completed or that it will definitely
cease. 1895 P. GILES Manual Cowpar. Philol. 545 When
present and aorist are found in the same verb [in Greek],

the former is the durative, the latter the perfective or

momentary form.

B. sb. tl. A perfectionist. Obs. rare.
1600 \V. WATSON Decacordon(\(x>2} 57 Vn wort hie creature-,

to be iuslly ct-n^ured of by these worthie perfeciiues [the

Jesuits]. Ibid. 132 High conceited perfectiues.
2. Gram. A perfective use or form of a verb.

1904 J. H. MOT: [.TON in Expositor Nov. 361 'Ayo>n'o0oi
is only used in the durative present, but KaTtzywi C7<xcr0a: ..i-.

a good perfective.

Hence Perfe'ctively adv., in a perfective way,
in a way tending to completeness; Perfe'ctive-

ness, Perfecti-vity, the quality of being perfective;
Perfe ctivize v. trans., to render perfective.
1701 OKEW Cosm. Sacra 11. vii, 20. 73 As Virtue is seated

Fundamentally, in the Intellect ; so, Perfectively, in the

Phancy. So that Virtue, is the Force of Reason. 1704 NORRI-*
fdeal \Vorld\\. xii. 481 Their intrinsick excellency or essential

perfectly
eness of the understanding. 1774 KI.HTCHEK Grace

<V Justice Wks. 1795 IV. 177 The..gosptl is found.. per-
fect ively in the Acts of the Apostles and the Epistles. 1809-
zo Coi.F.RinCE Friend (1818) III. 155 Plato, .philosophised
legitimately and perfectively, if ever any man did in any
age. 1904 J. H. MOULTON in Expositor Nov. 360 In o:

airoAAvficfot, strongly durative though the verb is, we see
its perfectivity in the fact that the goal is ideally reached.
Ibid, 357 The compounded adverb . . per feet i vises the simplex,
the combination denoting action which has accomplished
u result, while the simplex denoted action in progress. Ibid.

358 The meaning of the Present-stem of these- perfectivised
roots naturally demands explanation.

t Pe-rfectless, a. Obs. rare, [irreg. f. PER-
FECT a. + -LESS.] Devoid of perfection, imperfect.
1591 SVLVESTF.R On Bartas i. viL 133 Fond epicure, thou

. . Imagintdst a God so perfect-less.

Perfectly (po-aft-ktli), adv. Forms: sec PER-
FECT a. [f. PKiit'ECT a. + -LV -.] In a perfect
manner or degree.
1. So that nothing is left undone and no part is

wanting; completely, thoroughly.
1303 R. liRUSNi: llandi. Syitne 12093 He bat shryue^hym

parfytely, Asswybe..He ha)> for:yvenes of Goddy.s Jyfte.
a 1340 HAMTOLI: Psalter xv. 7 Ptrfitly may we noght \>"

wibouten synn. (.-1400 MAUNDKV. (koxh.) vii. 25 On (
-

e

secund day pat wormees turned till afowle perlitely fonrmeti.

1530 PALSCR. Introd. 32 The thre general! distinctions of

tyme, present, parfytly past, and tocuine. a 1656 lir. HAI.I.

Rgfit* lt-'Jts* (if6o) 4^ They were all perfitly reclaimed.
a 1692 POI.LEXFKS Disc. Trade (1697) A iv, Goods perfectly
manufactured which hinder the consumption of our own.,
ought to be discouraged. 1776 UIBBON Did. $ F. xii. I. 334
The troubles .. had never been perfectly appeased. 1833
LYELL Prii/c. Ge>>t. III. 311 The large accumulations of

perfectly-rolled shingle.

b. In full measure; to the fullest extent
;
without

any shortcoming or failure.

a 1340 HAMPOI.K Psalter cv. 24 He is maste at loue bat . .

perfytliest
lufis hcuen. 1482 WARKW. Chron. (Camdens 16

Therewas sue lie a grete myste, that nether of them myght sec

othere perdtcly. 1560 J>Al.'S tr. Sleidane s Cotnnt, 232 In

lyke maner shall we also.. know more perfidy our prtntes,
\iyues, children, and what so euer is besydes. 1653 WALTON
Angler i. 4, I hate them [otters] perfectly, because they
love fish so well. 1676 tr. Guillatiere's I'oy. Athens 80

Osman..(who understood perfectly the humour of the Turks
in those parts), .advised him to threaten, 1695 Ln. PKFSION
floet/t. v. 235 Affirming that that Universal i.s nothing which
Reason thinks it so

perfectly
sees. 1866 GKO. KLIOT -/'.

Holt i, I understand the difficulty perfectly, mother.

2. In a manner or way that is perlect or faultless

in form, style, or nature; with perfect or complete
exactness, correctness, fitness, or excellence; to

perfection.
c 1375 -Vt:. Leg. Saints \\. (Thomas) 14 Cyfe he his varke

dois parfytly. c 1400 Hcjyn. 3300 Ffor .iij preciouse stonys
been within the hafft Perfitlych l-couchid. c 1450 HOLLAND
I/irtvlat 183 Parfytlye thir 1'ikmawis .. With thar party
habitis present thain thar. a 1533 Ln. BERNKRS Ifiton xl.

132 Teche hyr to speake perfeyghtly the language of
frenche. ^1540 HEYWOOIJ Fv-ur PP. in H;izl. Dodslty I. 383
By the mass, learn to make courtesy. . N;iy, when ye have
it perfidy, Ye shall have the devil and all of courtesy.
1596 DANLTT tr. Conines (1614) 290 Whereof he discoursed

perfectlier than my selfe that came from thence. 17*2 Di:

FOE Plague (1754) 25 They cannot be so perfectly call'd

the -Fore-runners, or Fore-tellers, much less the Procurers
of such Events. 1789 JEFFERSON Writ. (1859; III. 9 Mr.
Littlepage has returned, .to Warsaw, where he has been per-

fectly received by the King. 1903 Blackw. Mag. Dec. 772/2,
I had trained it into being a perfectly mannered house pet.
Mod. She acted the part perfectly. The dress fits perfectly.

fb. In a manner morally or religiously perfect ;

righteously. Obs.

1340 HAMPOLE Pr. Consc. 3428 Swa parfht-ly may nane lyf

here, With-outen veniel syns sere, c 1386 CHAUCER Wife's
Prol. in He spak to hem that wolde lyue parfitly. c 1491
Chast. Goddes Chyld. 13 Though I wyll but fayntly, my
wylle is to wylle perfyghtly.

y. To the iullest possible degree or extent ;

entirely, quite : with an adj. t adv., or///;*.

enoughe.it wyll bee perfitely Redde. 1677 LAI>Y CHAWOKTH
in i-zt/t Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. v. 43 The DlucliessJ
is perfectly well again. 1719 DE FOE Crusoe 11. ii, Whom
I knew.. perfectly well,

ijraa
Col. Jack (1840) 327, I

was perfectly easy. 1753 EARL OF BATH in World No. 17

Every body is dressed so perfectly alike. 1790 MRS. INCH-

BALD Wedding Day t. ii, Lady Contest. Would not that do
as well? Lord Rakeland. Perfectly as well The very

thing. 1807 T. THOMSON- Ghent, (ed. 3) II. 378 Take a
.

quantity of fixed alkali perfectly dry. 1826 DISRAELI I "/>

Grey v. v, But all looked perfectly comntc
ilfaut.^ 1846
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PERPECTNESS.

RYLAND Foster's Life $ Corr. II. 472 Unostentatious and '

perfectly simple address. 1896 Law Times Rep. LXXIII.
615/1 The railway line . . was perfectly straight for a distance

of over 700 yards.

b. Physics. See PERFECT a. 14.

1784 G. ATWOOD Rcctil. Motion <$ Rotation 376 In the i

impact of perfectlyelastlc bodies. 1824 WmwELLJtfateft&f
j

(ed. 2) 248 Bodies are called perfectly elastic when the
i

force of restitution is equal to the force of compression.

PerfectnesS ( p3Mfektnes). Forms: see TEH- ,

FECT a. [f. as prec. + -NESS.] The quality or con-
j

dition of being perfect (in the various senses of the

adj.); perfection. (In early use chiefly in the
;

religious sense of a perfect life.)

a 1340 HAMPOLE Psalter Prol. (1884) 3 pe sange of psalmes ;

..does away synne.it quemes god, it enformes perfytnes. |

1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. x. 200 Poule preched ^e peple ^at par-

litnesse loued. c 1400 Lanfrancs Cir:irg. 90 Boile alle ^ese ,

to J?e perfi^tnesse of a sirup, c 1430 LYDG. A/ttt, Poem*

(Percy SocJ 59 Pristhode Huethe in perfitenesse, Andean in

lytel liaue sutflsaunce. 1464 Rolls of Parlt. V. 562/1
That every of the seid Clothes, .be. .sealed .. in witnes and
record of the

fprseid
true lengh, brede and parfitnes. 1526

TIXDALE Col. iii. 14 Al>ove all these thynges put on love, i

which is the bonde off parfectnes. [So later Kng. vv. ; WYCLIF
and Rhem. perfection. 1 ^1529 SKELTON Col. Cloute 978

Theyr chambres thus to dresse With suche parfetnesse And i

all suche holynesse. 1535 COVFRDAI.E Job ii. 9 Dost thou

yet contynue in ihy perfectnesse? curse (>od, & dye. 1588
SHAKS. L. L. L. v. ii. 173 Pag. Once to behold with your

j

Simne beamed eyes, With your Sunne beamed eyes...
Bero. Is this your perfectnesse ? be gon you rogue. 1607
MAKKHAM Caval. iv. (1617) 29 There is nothing.. which ;

brings a horse either to perfitnes.se or imperfitnesse, but
i

onely practise. 1795 COLERIDGE Plot Discovered 33 That >

Constitution, from whose present perfectness they derive

their only possible justification. 1838-9 HAI.LAM Hist. Lit.

n. v. 82 In this varied delineation of female perfectness.no
earlier poet had equalled him [Spenser]. 1871 PALGHAVE ,

Lyr. Poems 72 Home of the peace earth cannot give In her i

most perfect perfectness \ [Mod. Sc. Ma.vini t
Practice

;naks perfyteness.]

Perfector(p3jfe'ktaO. [a. 'L.perfecfor, ngent-n.
from pcrficfrc to accomplish, etc. : see PERFECT.] i

One who perfects or completes ;
= PKHFECTER.

1587 GOLDING De Mornay vi. 81 The Soule. .is. .after a >

sort the perfection (or rather the perfector) of the body.

1836 LYTTON Ath ns (1837) II. 406 Slen who form the first

steps in the progress between the originator and the per-
fector. 1883 B. W. RICHARDSON Cycling an Iniell. Pursuit,
The perfectors of geographical research.

f Perfe-ctory, a. Obs. rare" 1
, [f.

L. perfect-, ,

ppl. stem : see -DRY.]
*= PERFECTIVE i.

1693 BF.VEHLEY True St. Gosp. Truth 31 Any other Grace

Preparatory, or Perfectory.

Perfectua-tion. rare. [f. L. pgrfeetu s (u-
\

stem) a perfecting or completing (Tertull.), f.f>er-

ficerC) perfect-urn to complete : see PERFECT a.J ;

Completion, consummation, accomplishment.
1883 Mod. Thought Jan. 27 A more rapid success and

a readier perfectuation of desires.

t Perre-cture. Obs. rare- 1
, ff. L. perfect-,

ppl. stem (see above) + -URE: cf.* conjecture^ etc.] ,

The fact of being perfected or matured ; perfection.
a 1552 LEI.AND Itin. VI. 53 [When] the Come is mervelus

faire lo the Vee, and ready to shew Perfecture it decayith.

Perfe-rvent, a. rare. [f. PER- 4 + FERVENT.]

Very fervent ;
of great fervour.

1888 Harpers Mag. Dec. isV' Prompting others to gifts

and alms by kindly poems, by perfervent essays.

Perfervid (paifauvid), a. [ad. mod. L. per-

fervid-ust f. PER- 4 + fervidns FERVID ; chiefly

in the phrase perferviditm ingeniitm Scotomin,
founded on Buchanan's Scotoruni pr&fervida

ingenia (Kentni Scotic. Hist. xvi. Ii.).

Per/frvidns, though quite regular in form, is not recorded

in ancient Latin; an instance of perfervida- formerly cited

from Columella v. 5 is an erroneous reading in Gesner's ed.

(1737) for prxfervida.\

Very fervid, glowing, or ardent.

1856 MASSON Ess., Scot. Infl. Brit. Lit. 395 Without

maintaining at present that al! Scotchmen are perfervid. .it

will be enough to refer to the instances which prove at least

that some Scotchmen have this character. 1875 HEI.PS Soc.

Press, xxii. 339 The next generation has something in it of

the brilliant nature of the Irish, or the perfervid nature of

the Scotch. 1884 HOWELLS in Harper's Mag. Dec. 115/2
With perfervid gratitude.
Hence Perfervi'dity, Perfe'rvidneas, also

Pe'rfervour, perfervid quality.
1861 J. BROWN !/ot\-e Subs. Ser. n. 425 This perfervor of

our Scottish love-songs. 1884 Sat. Rev. i Nov. 559/2 We are

disposed to regret these manifestations and consequences of

the perfervidity of Birmingham. 1890 .Spectator 4 ()ct.,The
characteristic of the Scotchman is perfervidness, exhibiting
itself in strenuosity, in enthusiasm, and in excess.

Perficient (pajfi'Jent), a. (sl>.) rare. [ad. L.

ferfiticnt-em ) pr. pple. of perficfre to complete,

finish, accomplish (see PERFECT <i.).] A. adj.

That accomplishes! achieves something; effectual,

actual.

1659 H. L'ESTRANCE Alliance Div. Off. 263 The essential

and perficient Act of Confirmation,?'^. Imposition of Hands.

1765 BLACKSTONE Comtn. I. xviii. 481 The king being the

sole founder of all civil corporations, and the endower the

perficient founder of all eleemosynary ones, the right of

visitation of the former results.. to the king; and of the

latter to the patron
or endower. 1888 Science XII. 3 *i The

perficient objection [to pronouncing grace] was probably the

inconvenience to the service of the repast.

B. sb. One who perfects or completes.

686

1641 H. L'EsTRAXCE Coifi Sabbath n Rest being. .The
|

perfection of the perficienl and of the tiling perfected. i66a

EVELYN Chalcogr, 106 Certain it is that practise and ex- i

perience was iis Nurse and perficient.

[WKBSTER 1828 (copied by later diets.) gives the sense
1 One who endows a charity

'

; app. founded upon quot. 1765
in A ; but for this, as a sb ,

there appears lo be no evidence.]

t Pe'rfidently, adv. 06s. rare~\
[f. *per-

JiJent adj., acl. L. per/idem, -fldent-cnt, f. PER- 4 +
L. fident-cm trusting, confident, bold, pr. pple.
of fid-ire to trust : cf. confident, diffident'.] 'With

thorough trust or confidence ; vt-ry confidently.
1650 ]!. DiscMimixlum 53 The Grand Cause of this

Realine, so perfidently indeavoured, and highly applauded
by some, so counter-wrought and condemned by others.

f Perfl-diate, a. 06s. rare.
[f.

L. perfidia
PERFIDY + -ATE 2

.] Marked by perfidy ;
= next, b.

1632 LITHGOW Trav. x. 437 The notes of their abiured

names, and perfidiat paines.

Perfidious (pajfrdias), a. [ad. \^.perfiitios-us,

f. perfdia PERFIDY: see -ous : cf. It. perfidioso
=

perfuio (Florio 1598).] Characterized by perfidy;

guilty of breaking faith or violating confidence
;

deliberately faithless ; basely treacherous.

a. Of persons.
1598 FI.ORIO, Per/ittv, Pcrfidwso. perfidious, trecherous.

1601 SHAKS. All's It-'ell v. iii. 205 He's quoted for a most

perfidious slaue. 1618 SIR R. BOYLE Diary (Grosart) 11.2/7
The former conveighances the perfiddeuws I.o Beaumont
deceased had made. 1734 tr. Rollins Anc. Hist. (1827) V.

xiv. viii. 402 He thought himself skilful in proportion as he

was perfidious. 1827 LYTTON }'ellinm xvii, I am the victim

of a perfidious woman. 1855 MACAL'LAY Hist. Eng. xix. IV.

266 1 he most covetous and perfidious of mankind.
absol. 1651 tr. Dc-las-Covcras Don Ftniscbi, Don Pedro,

so was this perfideous called.

b. Of actions, etc.

1603 KNOLI.RS Hist. Turks (1638) :gS The wicked author

of that perfidious war. 1696 TATE &. BRADY Ps. cxix. 163
Perfidious Practices and Lies I utterly detest. 1759 DIL-

WORTH Pope <;3 A knowledge of his underhand and perfidious

dealing. 1848 LYTTON Harold ill. ii, '1 he perfidious
surrender of Alfred, Edward's murdered brother.

Perfidiously (pajfi'dissli), adv. [f. prec. +
-LY '-.]

In a perfidious manner
;
with perfidy.

1589 RIDER Bibl. Sclwl. 1078 Perfidiously, itijidelitcr.

1607 SHAKS. Cor. v. vi. 91 Perfidiously He ha's betray'd

your businesse. 1631 GOUGE Cod's Arrows
_lil. 57. 290

Zedekiah perfidiously and perjuriously maintained war

against Nebuchadnezar. 1781 GIBBON Decl. ff F. (1869) III.

Ixv. 631 He perfidiously violated the treaty. 1864 BRYCE

Holy Rom. Kutf. xx. (1875) 364 Austria at Campp Formio

perfidiously exchanged the Netherlands for Venetia.

Perfi'diousness. [f. as prec. + -NESS.] The

quality of being perfidious ;
unfaithfulness

;
base

treachery.
1597 HOOKER Eccl. Pol. v. Ixii. 17 The harme of other

metis perfidiousnes it lay not in vs to auoide.
_ 1651 BAXTER

Inf. Bapt. 202 Perfidiousness lies most in breaking Covenants
and Oaths. 1711 Land. Gas. No. 6114/5 Monsters of

Ingratitude and Perfidiousness. 1818 HALI.AM Mid. Ages
(1872) I. iii. 11. 411 Tyrants detested for their perfidiousness
and cruelty.

tPerfi'dity. 06s. rare. [f.
L. fcrfid-tts (see

next) + -ITY.]
= next.

1607 TOPSEI.L Four-/. Be,ists 530 In the male [hamster]
there is this perfidity, that when they have prepared al

their sustenance., hee doth shut out the female, and suffereth

her not to approch nie it. 1691 R. I,'ESTRANGE Josephns,

Aittiq. II. xv, The very Fatigue of the Expedition would
make them repent both the Perfidity and the undertaking.

Perfidy (paufidi). [a. F. pirfidie (ifith c. in

Godef. Comply = It. perfidia (.Florio 1598), Sp.

perfidia (Mtnsheu 1599), ad. L. perfidia faith-

lessness, treachery, f. perfid-us that breaks faith

or promise, faithless, treacherous, f. PER- 3 +

fid-es faith.] The deceitful violation of faith or

promise ; base breach of faith or betrayal of the

trust reposed in one; teachery ; often, the pro-
fession of faith or friendship in order to deceive or

betray.
1591 HARVEY Four Lett. Wks. (Grosart) I. 200 The Athe-

nians were noted for lauish amplifieng. .the Carthaginians
for deceitfull perfidie. 1607 SIR E. HOBY in Ellis Orig. Lett.

Ser. l. III. 86 Many other things he reporteth of the perfidy
of the French nation, a. 1776 HUME On Morals (1777)

App. iv., These great virtues were balanced by great vices ;

inhuman cruelty; perfidy more than punic : no truth, no

faith, no regard to oaths, promises or relicion. 1781 PRIESTLEY

Corrupt. CAr.lI. IX. 186 It was., a.. deliberate act of perfidy.

1885 S. Cox Expositions xxv. 331 The name of Judas has

become a byword of covetousness and perfidy.

iPerfrnish, v. 06s. [f. PER- 2 + FINISH v.,

after obs. F. far-, perfinir (Palsgr.), or mecT.L./--

fimre.] trans. To finish thoroughly, complete.
1513 CROMWF.LI. in Merriman LifeSf Lett. (1002) I. 31 After

this grete acte well and victoryously perfynysshed.

t Perfi'JC, v. 06s. [f.
PER- 2 + Fix v. (L. had

perfig!re, perftx-, in the sense 'transfix'. OF.
had parfix adj., fixed (as a day) ).] trans. To fix

firmly or definitely ; to determine.

1509 HAWES I'nst. Pleas. (Percy Soc.) 87 My mynde..
Bothe daye and nyght upon you hole perfyxte. 1612 Two
Noble K. in. vi, Take heed.. this quarrel Sleep till the hour

perfixt. 1699 BURNET pq Art. xix, The Jewish Religion
had a Period ]>erfixed, in which it was to come to an End.

1776 NIMMO Stirlingshire xi. 263 They surrendered before

the day perfixed.
Hence f PerfiTted, perfixt ///. a. Perfixed salt

PERPOLIATB.
= fixed salt (FIXED 4 b). fPerfi-jctly adv-,

definitely, precisely.
1605 TIMME Qucrsit. It. vi. 128 Whatsoeuer it contained of

the volatile salt wil reside in the bottome with his perfixed
salt. 1685 Col. Kic. Pennsylv. \. 139 Six days before the

perfixt day for holding the Court. 1605 SYLVESTER Dii

Bartas ii. iii. III. La'.v 561 Sith the holy man Foretels per-

fi.xtly what, and where, and when.

t Perfla-ble, 06s. [ad. L. perfabil-is that

can be blown through, f. perjlare : see PERFLATI;.]
That may be blown through ; open or peimeable
to the wind ; allowing of ventilation.

t 1410 Pallaii. on Husb. I. 1002 But make hit high, on

euery half pet flable. 1603 FLORIO Montaigne II. xii. (1632)

288 Epicurus makes the Gods, bright-shining, transparent
and perflable. 1620 VLNNER I'ia Recta Introd. 6 in an

house, to the end it may be perflable, it is expedient to haue
windowes on euery side.

t Perflant, a. Her. Obs. rare-'1 , [ad. L. pcr-

Jlaiil-em, pr. pple. oiperjlare: see next.] Blowing.
1678 JORDAN Tri. London n A shield, Argent, charged

with the four Winds, Perfiant.

Perflate(p3jfl^1
't),z'. Now rare. [f. ~L.pcrflr.t-,

ppl.stem of perjlare, f. PEH- I +farelo blow. Cf.

tii/fate.] trans. To blow through, ventilate.

i 1540 BOORDE The bokc for to J.erne Bijb, Come thpu
south wynde and perflat my gardyn. 1620 VKNNER l-'ia

Kecta Introd. 5 They cannot be freely perflated and purified
with the windes. 1798 W. BLAIR Soldier s Friend 55 The
canvas should be drawn up every day, the straw well shaken,
and perflated by the wind. 1831 JASK PORTER Sir E. Sea-

ward's Karr. II. 123 We permitted it [the air) to perflate

our dwelling by night as well as by day.
Hence Perfla'ting iibl. sit. and fpl. a.

1869 E. A. PARKES Pract. Hygiene (ed. 3) 128 In some

systems.. the perflaling power of the wind has been used.

t Perfla'tile, a. 06s. [ad. post-cl. L. pcr-

fiililis that can be blown through, f. perfat-us
blown through, pa. pple. of perjlare : see prec.]

Exposed to wind ; subject to ventilation ; airy.

1664 EVELYN Syha (1679) 3 [We note] the more lofty : poor,
and perflatile [places] for yew, box, and the like. 1667 C.

MEKRET in Phil. Trans. II. 465 [To] make that Story filter

for drying of Corn, and more perflatile. 1699 EVELYN Ace-

tnria (1729) 157 Aery and moderately perflatile Grounds.

Ferflation (paaflf -Jan), [ad. ~L.perJlatidn-ei>i,

n. of action from perjlare to PERFI.ATE. Cf. F. ptr-

Jlation (Pare dfjo).] The action of blowing

through ; free passage of wind or air ; ventilation.

1658 SIR T. BROWNE Card. Cyrus iv, They had the ad-

vantage of a fair perflation from windes. 16515 WOODWARD
Nat. Hist. Earth jv. (1723) 228 Which the Miners effect by
Perflations with large Bellows. 1775 JOHNSON Jturn.
Hebrides 182 That [barn]., was so contrived .. as by f er-

petual perflation to prevent the mow from heating. 1816

A. C. HUTCHISON Pract. Obs. Surg. (1826) 206 Cleanse and

thoroughly ventilate, by a perfiation of air, the place from

whence they came. 1901 Brit. Med. Jrnl. 9 Mar. 570/2
The alternative rooms must be situated.. in such a manner
as to secure perflation from opposite fronts.

t Pe-rfluence. Ob. In 6 Se. perfluens. [f.
as

next : see -ENCE.] The action of flowing through;
flow (of words).
a 15*0 MERSAR in Bannatynt AfS. (Hunter. Cl.) 604/28 Be

nochl of wirdis our grit [
= words over great] perfluens.

Pe-rfluenoy. rare. [f. PEHFLUEM: gee-XBOT.l

Williams's rendering of teddaid, lit.
' a dissolving',

name of n Welsh metre of 10 + 9 syllables. So
Perflirid a., 'dissolving': applied to the 'con-

veyed
' word or words that follow the rime-word

in the first line of the toddaid : as in

A vynno evo a tydd\n ei vrb
A'r hyn a vynno na bo ni bydd.

1856 J. WILLIAMS Cram. Kdeyrn 1761 The perfluency
consists of nineteen syllables, having two homceorythms in

the stave, with a.perfluid word, like the iccurrent word of

a direct homceorytnm systich, ending on the tenth syllable.

Perflnent (paifl7'cnt), a. [ad. "L.perfltient-tm,

pr. pple. of perfltt-Hre to flow through (in iCthc.

F. per/liter), f. PER- I *fot-lre to flow.] Flowing

through ; having the quality of flowing through.
Pcrfluent battery, a'kind of galvanic battery operated by

a liquid flowing through.

1673 GREW I'eget. Roots \\. 59'The Water being more per-
fluent than the-rest, will, -strain, with a lighter Tincture of

them. 1742 Lotid. fy Country l>rev}. I. (ed. 4) 16 Chalk.,

administers nothing unwholesome to the perfluent Waters.

1809 COLERIDGE in Sir H. Dary's Rein. (18581 in Its in-

closed stream or.perfluent water-force. 1884 KNIGHT Diet.

Mrch. SuppL, Perfluint Battery, "e in which the exciting

liquid flows through the cells orrell to keep it constant.

Perfoliate (jXHfl>'lUt), a. Hot. and Etitom.

[ad. niod.L. perfolicit-us (f PER- I + foli-um leaf :

see -ATE 2
2), used in i6th c. in Perfoliala, name

of the plant Biipteiirum rotundifolium.
1548 TI-RNER Names of

'

Jftrbes (1881) 85 Perfoliata is an

herbe. ..The Germans cal it Durchwassz. It maye be called

in englishe Thorowwax, because the stalke waxeth thorowe

the leaues. 1611 COTGR., Perfoliate [Fr.], Through-wax,

through-leafe (an hearbe). 1706 PHILLIPS, Itrfoliata, (Lat.)

the Herb Thorough-Wax.]
1. Bot. Having the stalk apparently passing

through the leaf, the result of a congenital union

( f the edges of the basal lobes round the stem.

Said orig. of a plant and its stalk; in later use

transf. of the leaf.

1687 CLAYTON in Phil. 7VK.(i7:i9)XLI. 150 This Plant has

several woody Stalks,, .as I remember, perfoliat. 1785 MARTVN
Rousseau's Bot. xix. (1794) 260 Known by its yellow corollas
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and upright smooth perfoliate stalks. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl.

Supp. s. v. Leaf, Perfoliate leaf, that whose disk is pierced

by the stalk. 1845 LINDLEY Sck. Bat. \\. (1858) 77 Leaves
. .perfoliate. 1859 W. S. COLKMAN Woodlands (1862) 131 The
Perfoliate Honeysuckle. 1880 G KAY Struct. Bot. (ed. 6) 107
It is the stem which is literally perfoliate, i.e. which seem-

ingly passes through the leaf; hut it is customary, though

etymologically absurd, to call this a perfoliate leaf !

2. Lnt. Of antennae: Having the joints dilated

or expanded laterally all round, so as to appear
like a series of round plates pierced by a shaft or

stem. Also Perforated.
1751 J. HILL Hist. Aniut. 52 The Dyliscus, with brown,

perfoliated antenna:. The great Water Beetle. 1819 G.

SAMOUELLE EntotnoL Comfitnd. 166 Perfoliate club of

antennae. 1826 KIRBY & SP. Entontol. IV. xlvi. 323 Perfo-

liate Knob. iBzSSTAKK _"//. Nat. //ist. II. 261 Antenna:. .

with the first three joints longer than the following, perfuli-

ated, the last elongated and conical.

Ferfolia-tipn. [f. prec. : see -ATION.] Tlic

condition of being perfoliate.
1880 GRAY Struct. Bot. Hi. 4 fed. 6) 107 Uvular i.i perfo-

liata .. reveals the explanation of the perfotiation : the base

of the lower leaves conspicuously surrounds and encloses

the stem : that of the upper is merely cordate and clasping ;

the uppermost simply sessile by a rounded base.

Pe-rforable, a. rare. [ad. L. type *perforabilis,
f. peifora-re : see -BLE.] That can be perforated.
1890 in Century Diet.

Perforant (pauforant), a. [ad. L. perforant-

em, pr. pple. of psrforare, or a. . pcrforant, pr.

pple. of perforer to PERFORATE.] Perforating.
1833 MKS. BROWNING Pronteth. Bound 85 Heavily now

Let fall the strokes upon the petforant gyves.

Perforate (paufor^t), ppl.a. [ad. L. perforat-
esj pa. pple. of perforHre : see PERFORATE

z-.]

= PERFORATED : construed as pple. and as adj.

1540-1 ELYOT Image Gou, 40 Suchc abuses can not he

longe hidde from princes, that haue tlieyr eares perforate
(as is the prouei b\ 1597 A. M. tr. Guilleineau's Fr. Chirurg.
C ij b/i Applyede cleane through the perforate tonge. 1626

BACON S)lva 470 An Earthen Pot perforate at the Bottom
to let in the Plant. 1661 LOVELL Hint. Anim. <y Min.
Introd., '1 he teeth are serrate and sharp, and two are. .per-

forate, by which they ejaculate their poyson. 1870 HOOKER
Stud. Flora 33 Alyssum.. septum entire or perforate.

Perforate (.p5-jf6r^t), v.
[f. L.pcrforat-, ppl.

stem Qiperfordre to bore through, pierce through ;

f. PER- i -fford-re to bore, pierce.]
1. trans. To make a hole or holes right through ;

to pierce with a pointed instrument or projectile ;

to bore through ; spec, to make rows or series of

small holes or perforations separating coupons,

stamps, etc., in a sheet.

1538 ELYOT Dict.^ Inforo, .to perforate or make a hole. 1597
A. M. tr. Guilletneau s Fr. Chirurg. 26 b/i We should per-
forate or thrust them throughe. 1646 Sn; T. BROWNE Pseud.

Ep. iv. vi. 194 We topke out the guts and bladder, and also

perforated the Cranium. 1731 ARBUIHNOT Rules of Diet

407 Worms will perforate the Guts. 1772-84 Cook's Voy.
(1790) V. 1709 Some of them.. perforate the lower-lip into

separate holes. 1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mech. 1668/2 The
machine will perforate 250 sheets [of postage stamps] per
hour, and the punches and boles are adjustable far stamps
of different sizes. 1876 PREECE & SIVKWRIGHT Telegraphy
120 Key a causes i, 2, and 3 to perforate the paper in one

vertical line. 1891
' PHIL' Penny Post. Jubilee 73 The red

penny was first issued imperforated. . . Later [1854] it was
per-

forated with fifteen oval holes. 1896 Times 16 Dec. 5/2 The
wounds, .showed that the destruction of bone and tissue

perforated by the new bullet was tremendous.

b. To make a hole or holes into the interior of

(a thing) ; to bore into ; to make an opening into.

1712 BLACKMORE Creation i. 20 Tell, what could drill and
perforate the Poles, And to th' attractive Rays adapt their

Holes? 1856 STANLEY Sinai ty Pal. ix. 337 I-arge caves.,
still perforate the rocky sides of the hill. 1863 KATES Nat.
Amazon. II. 96 The ground is perforated with the entrances
to their subterranean galleries.

C. To 'pass through* in position (cf. PASS v. I d) ;

to extend or be continued through the substance of.

1820 W, IRVING Sketch Bk. I. 242 Dark, passages, with
which this old city is perforated, like an ancient cheese.

1831 R. KNOX Cloquefs Anat. 510 [The nerve] descends

obliquely outwards, perforates the glutreus maximus muscle,
..and expands upon its posterior surface. 1840 G. ELMS
Anat. 56 The divisions of the eighth nerve.. again perforate
the dura mater through smaller openings.
2. To form (a hole, etc.) by boring or punching.
1876 PREECE & SIVEWHIGHT Telegraphy 120 The punches

which perforate these holes in the paper.
3. intr. To penetrate, make its way into or

through something; to make a perforation.
1775 Sterne's Sent. "Joum. Cojitin, III. 179 Casting a most

amorous leer through those beautiful eye-lashes, which pene-
trated farther than I thought it possible for a single look to

perforate. 1897 Allbntt's Syst. Meet. III. 975 The stomach
. . may become adherent to the transverse colon into which
the ulcer perforates.

b. In pass, sense : To suffer perforation, to be-

come perforated.
1897 Allbutfs Syst. Med. III. 889 The cysts are apt to

perforate and to b-.irst.

Pe-rforated,///.^. [f. prec. + -ED*.]
1. Pierced with one or more holes : said esp. of a

thing constructed with small holes, spaces, or open-
ings passing through (as a wall or carved panel).
Perforated muscle, the short flexor of the toes, and the

superficial flexor of the fingers, the tendons of which are

perforated by those of the/crforating muscles (see below).

8

1597 A. M. tr. Gnittemtau's Fr. Chirurg. 13 b/2 The bullet-

drawer with the ring, or with the perforated spoon. 1676
WORLIDGE Cyder (1691) 96 A grater made of perforated
Latten. 171^-41 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v. Chair, The perforated
Chair, wherein the new elected pope is placed, F. Mahillon

observes, is still to be seen at Rome. 1758 J. S. Le Dran's
Obsert>, Surg, (1771), Perforatus Musculus^ the Perforated

Muscle. 1866 Cornh. Mag. Aug. 170 A series of perforated
brass saucers or colanders. 1876 Givilt's Archil. 2224 /,

Perforated zinc . . is extensively employed in filling up
squares in sashes, or panels in partitions, to assist ventila-

tion. 1904 I>rit. Med. Jrnl. 17 Dec. 1628 The occurrence
of a perforated gastric ulcer.

b. Her* Said of a charge pierced with a hole

or holes. See also quot. 1 704.
1486 Bk. St. A/bans, Her. C v, Thys cros mascutatit sum

tyine is peiforatit in the masculys as it is opyn in the per-

syng. 1704 J. HARRIS Lex. Techn. I, Perforated. ..The
Armorists use it to express the passing or penetrating of one

Ordinary (in part) thro' another; as thus. He bearcth Or,
a Bend Ermine Perforated thro' a Chevron Gules.

c. Nat. Hist. Full of little holes or perfora-

tions, cribrose. Bot. Having translucent dots

which resemble holes, as in species of Ilypcricum.
1678 PHILLIPS {ed. 4), Perforated, a term applyed to Herbs,

as when the leaf of any Herb being held against the light,
seemeth full uf little holes.

d. Conch. Applied to a spirally wound shell of

which the centre is hollow instead of solid.

1851-6 WOOUWARD Mdlltisca 100 The axis of the shell,

around whkh the whorls are coiled, is sometimes open or

hollow ; in which case, the shell is said to he perforated, or

umbilicated (e.g. Solarium).

6. Anat. ^Perforated space or spot, anterior and

posterior, small regions within the skull perforated

by numerous holes for the passage of blood-vessels.
1886 Cassetfs F.ncycl. Diet. s. v., The anterior perforated

space or spot constituting a depression near the entrance of
the Sylvian fissure, and the posterior forming a deep fossa

between the peduncles at the base. 1899 Atlbutt's Syst.
Med. VII. 608 In passing across the anterior perforated
space it [the Sylvian artery] gives off a number of branches.

2. Made or outlined by perforations, rare.

c 1790 IMISON Sch. Art \\. 55 Then with some fine pounded
charcoal.. rub over the perforated strokes, which will give
an exact outline. 1891

' PHIL
'

Penny Post. Jubilee 153 Per-

forated Initials on Stamps.

Perforating, ppl.a. [f.
as prec. + -INC 2.]

That perforates ; boring, passing through ; spue.

applied to certain arteries, nerves, etc., which

pierce or pass through other structures
; Jig. of

mind or intellect: Piercing, penetrating.
Perforating machine = PERFORATOR i b, c. Perforating

muscle, the long flexor of the toes, and deep flexor of the

fingers, the tendons of which perforate those of the per-
forated muscles; so perforating arteries. Perforating
ulcer, an ulcer in any part which perforates the structure;

esp. an ulcer commencing on the sole or palm and slowly ex-

tending so as sometimes to perforate the foot or hand.
1661 K. W. Conf. Charac. To Rdr. i To suppose .. that

your penetrating and perforating intelleciiialls will extract

sunie honey from this aloes. 1704 J. HARRIS Lex. Techn.
I, Perforatns. is a Muscle belonging to the Fingers, .. its

Tendons are Perforated to admit those of the Perforating
Muscles to pass thro' them to their Insertions. 1842 DUNGLI-
SON Aft'rt. Lex., Perforating Arteries, in the hand,., in the

thigh, . .in the foot. 1878 T. BRYANT Pract. Snrg. I. 172

Perforating ulcer of the foot was so called by Vesigne of
Abbeville in 1850. 1878 tr. H . von Zicms&en's Cycl. Med.
VIII. 162 A perforating ulcer of the oesophagus, analogous
to 'perforating ulcer of the stomach'. 1895 Westm. Gaz.
18 Sept. 3/2 One man had no less than three perforating
wounds all in a perfectly clean condition.

Perforation (p5lfo>#Jan). [ad. late L. per-

foration-em, n. of action from ptrforare to per-

forate; cf. OF. perforation^ -ation (i4th c. in

Hatz.-Darm.), perh. the immediate source.]
1. The action of perforating, boring through, or

piercing ;
the fact or condition of being perforated ;

spec, the making of a row or series of small holes

in a leaf or sheet of paper, so as to enable a

portion to be easily torn off.

c 1440 Ges.'a Ro>n. iv. io(Harl.MS.) Sir,. .some tyme is

sucbe holiyng and perforacion goode, and not wikkide.

1626 HACON Syfc'a 500iThe likeliest way [is] the perforation
of the body of the tree in several places one above the other,
and the filling of the holes [etc,]. 1836-41 HRAKDE Client*

(ed. 5) 260 The mechanical force . . is shown by the per-
foration of paper. 1881 SPOTTISWOODE in Nature 6 Oct.

548/1 Gun-cotton itself.. merely shows signs of perforation
like the card. 1891

' PHIL
'

Penny Post. Jubilee 147 Next
follows the perforation [of the sheets of stamps], which
is performed by machinery.

b. Sttrg. The formation, through accident or

disease, of a hole through the thickness of any
structure, as through the wall of the intestine, etc.

1666 BOYLE Orig. Formes
<$ Qnal. (1667) 16 Bloudy Fluxes

occasion'd by the perforation of the Capillary Arteries.

1876 HRISTOWE The. $ Pract. Med. (1878)224 Perforation

of the bowel may occur in patients of all ages. Ibid. 229
If signs of perforation manifest themselves, our only hope
lies In keeping the patient under the influence of opium or

.morphia. 1882 Mid. Teinf>, Jrnl. LI. 108 If perforation
should take place let me have large and repeated doses of

opium.
2. A hole made by boring, punching, or piercing;

an aperture passing through or into anything ;

a passage, shaft, tunnel ; each one of a row or series

of small holes punched in a leaf or sheet of paper,
or between postage or other stamps in a sheet,
in order to facilitate their separation.

1543 TRAHERON I'igo's Chirurg. ix. 241 For remotion of

thys aposteme, ye muste make a new and larger perforation
or borynge. 1599 A. M. tr. Gabelhouer^s Bk. Physicke 34/1
Inoculated Pearles, or Pearles without perforationes. 1665
HOOKK Microgr. 38 Pipes of Glass, with a very small perfora-
tion. 1783 POTT Chirurg, \\''ks. II. 18 They have no

perforations or apertures. 1870 Routledges En. Boy's
Ann., Snppl. Mar. 4/1 [Stamps] with pin-pricked perfora-
tions. 1891 'PHIL' Penny Post. Jubilee 150 A simple
perforation is that which the perforating machine has pro-
duced by punching the paper completely out, leaving a regular
series of small round holes between each row of stamps.
3. The natural orifice of an organ or part of the

body.
1615 CKOOKE Body ofMan 945 The first externall perfora-

tion. .is called by a proper name, Meaius Aitditorus, the
hole ofHearing, 1688 UOVLE Final Causes Nat. Things
iv. 148" That admirable perforation of the uvea, which we
call the pupil. 1797 M. liAiLl.lF, Mori'. Anat. (1807) 417
The hymen is sometimes found without a perforation in it,

so that the vagina is completely shut up at its external

extremity.
4. attrib. and Comb., z.

1

?. perforation-sound; per-
foration-gauge, in Philately, a gauge or rule for

readily counting the number of stamp-perforations
in a given length (conventionally, two centimeters).
1879 St. George's Ilosp. Rep. IX. 788 On inflation, air

passes into the tympanum without perforation sound. 1891
' PHIL

'

Penny Post. Jubilee 152 In order to ascertain the

various sizes of perforations a perforation gauge has been
invented.

Perfbratiye (paufotftiv), a. (V;.) [a. Y.per-
foratif,-h<e (in Cotgr.), f. I*, perforate ppl. stem
of perfordre to perforate + -IVE ] Having the

character of perforating; tending to perforate.
1597 A. M. tr. Guitlemeaus Fr. Chirurg. 12 '2 Settle the

perf^ratiue trepane verye fast on the broken bone. 1727-41
CHAMBERS Cycl. s. v. Trepatmtn, There are als>o perforative

trepans, and exfoliative ones. 1878 tr. //. Ton Zientsscris

Cycl. Med. VIII. 238 According to another view, perforative

peritonitis is to be regarded as a particular form of this

disease. 1898 Allhittt's Syst. Med. V. 736 Perforative

pericarditis may result from the bursting of any neighbour-
ing abscess.

fB. sit. An instrument used to perforate ; spec.

the perforative trephine for piercing the skull. 06s.

1758 J. S. Le Dran's Observ.Surg. (1771) 304, I performed
the Puncture.., and having withdrawn the Perforative

a white Pus. .was discharged by the Canula.

Perforator (pa'Jior^taj). [Agent-noun in L.

form, from perforate to PERFORATE. In mod.K.

pcrforateur (^Littre).]

1. An instrument or machine used for perforating.
a. Surgery, (a) a trephine; (/>) an instrument for penetrating

the fcetal skull, b. A power-machine for drilling rock in

order to blast it, in tunnelling, etc. c. A machine for

perforating postage-stamps, etc. ; also, that used for per-

forating the paper-! ibbons used in some forms of telegraphy.

1739 S. SHARP Surgery x\i\, 61 Withdrawing the Perforator,
leave the Waters to empty by the Canula. 1767 GOOCH
Treat. Wounds I. 245 After making many adjacent holes,
with a drill or perforator, as far as the nieditulliuni. 1790
R. BLAND in Med. Conimun. II. 454 We are under the

necessity of using the perforator and crotchet. 1811-34
Good's Study Med. (ed. 4) IV. 152. 1871 Daily News 18

Sept., At the beginning of December we heard quite clearly
the blows of the perforators against the rocks. 1876 PREECE
& SIVEWRIGHT Telegraphy^ 119 The [Wheatstone] apparatus
consists of three parts: the perforator^ which prepares the

message by punching holes in a paper ribbon; the trans-

mitter.. and the receiver. 1900 Daily News 13 Oct. 6/3
When the perforators have bored a hole some three feet

deep, it is filled with dynamite and fired.

2. A boring organ possessed by some insects,

variously used as a sting, an ovipositor, etc.

1828 STARK Elem. Nat. Hist. II. 335 Tenthredo. . .Per-

forator not projecting beyond the anus. Ibid. 336 Some
have the last half segment of the abdomen prolonged into

a point, with a projecting perforator of three filaments.

Perforatory tpauloratori), a. [f. ppl. stem of

L. perfordre to PERFORATE : see -ORY 2
.] Of or

pertaining to perforation; perforative.
1867 Philatelist I. 64 Desiring specimens of perforatory

varieties.

Perforce (pwlo'M)j adv., sb. Forms : 4 par
force, 4-6 parforce, 6- perforce, (6 perforse,
Sc. perforss, 7 per force). [ME, a. OK. par
force by force (i2thc.) : see FORCE sb. 5 b.]

A. Phrase, adverb.

1. fa. By the application of physical force or

violence ; by violence ; forcibly. Obs.
c 1330 Arth. 9f Merl. 8040 (Kolbing), .xv. bousinde [paiens],

^at hadden born hem o^an Parfors in to Bedingham. 13..

Seuyn Sag. (W.) 488 Par force he hadde me forth i noine.

n 1400 A'. Alt's. 2533 (Bodl. MS.) Antioche & Tyberye also

Abouten hij gonnen goo Par force smyten in to be ^renge
Anddudeii beastes from oj?eredienge. 1494 FABYAN Chron.
v. cxxiii. loo They encountred the sayde people yt caryed
the sayd treasoure and stuffc, & parforce toke it from the

knyghtes. a 1533 I,D. BKKNERS liuon xlviii. 162. 1545

parforce. (6x4 CAPT. SMITH Virginia 62 The Salvages

assayed to carry him away perforce. 1670 NARUOROUGH
"Jrnl. in Ace. Sev. I.ats Voy. i. (1694) no Unless such Ships
of force were to go thither and Trade per force.

b. In weakened senses : By constraint of circum-

stances or of the prospect of physical force ; by
moral constraint

; compulsorily, of necessity.

154* UDALL Erasm. Apofih. 237 b, Ity this craftie meanes

he constreigned Caesar in matter parforce to gt-'ue hym
perdone. 1579 SPKNSKR Shepk. Cal. Nov. 127 Klouds of

leares flowe in theyr stead perforse. 1675 HOBBKS Odyssty
87 2
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(1677) 231 Twelve days the wind continued at north, Which
kept the fleet perforce within the bay. 1748 WESLEY Wks.

\

(1872) II. 109, I went, perforce, into the main street. 1813 ;

SCOTT Triernt. in. x, He paused perforce, and blew his
|

horn. 1868 E. EDWAKDS Ralegh I. xxv. 606 The reader
;

must perforce, on that one point, make his own inferences,

C. quasi-o^. Of necessity ; necessitated, forced.

1580 LYLY Evphues (Arb.) 408 Which by so much the more
is to be borne, by howe much the more it is perforce. 1895

J. SMITH Pertn. Message Exod. ix. 123 Here we have no '.

perforce succumbing to an irresistible decree.

d. Patience perforce : see PATIENCE sb. I f. So
to be patient ptrforce, etc.

c 1560 A. SCOT T Poems (S. T. S.) xx. 9 Perforss tak paciens,
And dre thy destiny. 1568 GRAFTON Ckron, II. 746 Slie

being, .without comfort of defenders, by pacience perforce,
was compelled to suffer and susteyne. 1575 1680 [see
PATIENCE i f]. 1655 FULLER Ch. Hist. in. i\. 28 The
Papal party did struggle for a time, till at last they were

patient per-force.

6. Perforce oft properly
'

per force of,
'

by
force of,

*

by dint of.
1809 COLERIDGE Lett., to D. Stuart (1805) 54) Periods.,

alarmingly long, perforce of their construction. 1868 TENNY-
SON Liart'tius 167 Do they, .so press in, perforce Of multi-

tude?
B. quasi -sb. and sb.

1. quasi-j^. in phrases by perforce^ by force or

compulsion ; ofp&ffortet
of necessity. Also nonce- !

use - necessitating cause or circumstance.

iS*5 L.D. KERNERS Froiss. n. clxvi. [clxii.] 459 Nowe by
perforce they rause the cardynalles to entre into conclaue,
and to chuse a Pope. 1871 MRS. WIUTXEY Real Folks iii.

(1872) 89 With this backing, and the perforce of there being
nobody else, young Dr. Ripwinkley had ten patients within
the first week. 1897 Westw. Gaz. 7 Aug. 3/1 Of perforce
he Js an authority oa the subject.

f 2. sb* A military officer of inferior rank to a

quarter-master, in the Scottish Army, 1 7th c.

tjamieson suggests A drum-major.) Obs.

"1643 Sc. Acts CHas. I (1819) VI. 47/1 With power to the
.said C'olonell To nominat and appoynt..a perforce. ..The
pay of the perforce to be monethlie 18 lib.

t PerfOTCC, v. Obs. Also 5-6 par-, [a. OF.
parfoi-cier^ -forcer, f. par through +forcer to FORCE.]
lit. To force greatly.
1. rejl. ( obs. F. se parforcer}. To strive or

endeavour to the utmost ; to do one's best.
r 1489 CAXTON Sonncs ofAymon vi. 138 Yf ye wyll par-

force yourselfe a lityll, this paynymes shall not holde afore
vs. 1490 Emydos xix. 71 SKe parforseth hyr self, wytli
hir grete teeth to etc the rotes vnder the grouude. 1541 R.
COPLAND Guydotfs Quest. Chirurg. R ijb, Yf God. .gyue me
good fortune I shall perforce me to make it hole complete.
2. trans. To force, constrain, oblige.
1509 in Mem. Ifen. VIf (Rolls) 442 The kynge..wyl not

in no wyse be perforsyd forto confyrme the sayed maryaje.
1530 PAI.SGK. 652/2, I parforce a man, I constrayne hym to

iio a thyng. a 1541 WYATT Poei. H'ks. (1861) 122 When
other run, perforc'd I am to creep.

Perforcedly (paifouieali), adv. rare 1
, [f.

perforced) pa. pple. of prec. + -LY 2
; app. influenced

by PEHFORCE adv^\ Under the constraint of force

or necessity.
1855 BROWNING An Epistle 179 He holds on firmly to some

thread of life (It is the life to lead perforcedly).

t Pe-rfored (-ed), a. Her. Obs. [ad. Y.perfort
pa. pple., perforated.]

- PERFOEATEO///. a. i b.

1661 MORGAN Sph. Gentry \\. i. 15 A Cross having the four
ends., clamped, .as the Milroin it self is., and is perfored as :

that is also.

Perform (paifp'jm), v. Forms: a. 4-6 par-,

perfourme(n, parforme^n, V
6 perfurrne), 4-7

performe, 5- perform. 0. 4-5 par-, per-

fourne(n, perforne(n ; par-, perforny, per-
fourny. [ME. a. OF. par-, perfourmer^ -farmer, \

-former (rar^*, and chiefly AF. ; 1291 in Godef.). |

This may have been originally f. par- (
= PER- 2)+

'

former FoitM v., or forme FOKM s6., so that the

etymological sense would be 'to carry through in

clue form '

; on the other hand, it may have arisen

as an etymologizing or a merely phonetic alteration i

of the much more frequent OF. parfournir (in

AF. also ra.TC\ypai-fourner, istconj.) to accomplish
entirely, achieve, complete, f. par- + -foitrnir to

FURNISH : see PKRFUKNISH v. Whatever the '

formal etymology may have been, the AF. par- \

fourmer and its Eng. representative derive tlieir

meaning entirely from parfonmir. In the last

quarter of the 1 4th c., some Eng. writers substituted

par^perfo u}m e, in imitation of the form gener- ,

ally current in Fr., for the older par-^ perfo(it}rme.
The innovation, however, was soon abandoned :

the forms with n occur in some ithc. MSS. of

I.angland, Chaucer, and Gower, but our quota-
tions exhibit no examples from works originally
written later than 1400.]
f 1. trans. To carry through to completion ;

to complete, finish, perfect (an action, process,

work, etc.). Obs.
o. -1374 CHAUCKR Troylusm. 417 J>is grele emprise Par-

forme it out, for now is most nede. 1382 WYCI.IF Phil. i. 6 He
that bigan in sou a good work, schal performe til into the day
of Jhesu Crist [1611 will pt-rforme it {ntarg.) or will finish

it; 1881 R.I', will perftct it], c 1440 Alfh, Tafcs 159 per

C88

chiftan. .chargid hym to perform at he had begon. 1481
CAXTON Myrr. L xx. 60 The sonne . . hath perfourmed hLs

cours round aboute therthe. iS3sCovERi>ALE i Ckron. xxvii.

24 loab . . had begonne to nombre them, and perfourmed it not.
1620 T. GRANGER Div. Logike 32 Confirmed by appetite,
or affection, performed by nature, and outward adiuuants.

. c 1386 CHAUCER Merck. T. 551 (Ellesm.) Parfourned [so

Heng. ; 5 HISS, par-, perfo(u)rmed] hath the sonne his Ark
diurne,

*t* b. To complete or make up by addition of
what is wanting. Also with up. Obs.
c 1391 CHAUCER Astrol, \\. 10 Than shal the remenant bat

leueth performe the howr inequal by nyght. 1494 FABYAN
Ckron. v. Ixxxiv. 62 Then to furnysshe or perfourme the

Story of Vortiger, nedefull it is or necessary to retourne to
the matier where we before laft. 1530 Privy Purse Exp.
Hen. VIII \$a?]\ 26 Delivered . .to performe up A sonime
.xlj. 1537 in Strype Eccl. Mem. I. App. Ixxxviii. 229 That
the sacrament of Confirmation is a sacrament performing
the sacrament of Baptism.
0. ^1386 CHAUCER Sonipn. T. 553 (Ellesm. & Heng.) The

Confesjour . . Shal parfourne vp The nombre of his Couent.

*f c. To make up or supply (what is wanting).
a 1533 Ln. RERNERS Huon cIL 577, I pray to god to par.

fournir: that she wantethe. 1551 ROBINSON tr. More's Utop.
n. (1805)170 The lacke of the one is performed and fylled vp
with the aboundaunce of the other.

f 2. To finish making, complete the construction

of (a material object or structure). Bedperformed^
a bed fully furnished, a bed complete. Obs.
c 1450 LOVELICH Grail xliv. icji And whanne the towr per-

formed Is, thanne schal it be Clepid with-Owten Mys ;

* the
towr Of Merveilles '. f 1483 CAXTON Dialogues 33 Donaas
the doblet maker Hath performed [orig. parfatcte] my
doublet. 1494 in Somerset Med. Wills (1901) 323 To per-
forme my bed abovesald a paire of shetes owte of my cofer.

1531 in Weaver Wells Wills (1890) 77 To my servante

Margery, ..a crocke, a flockebed performyd.

fb. esp. To complete by addition of ornament,
to *

finish off', decorate, trim. Obs.

1420 /.". E.
Wills^

11882! 46 Also a dosen of pentre vessell

performyd. 1483 in Antig. Rep. (1807) I. 40 The furr of
the same trappour perfourmed with xxij ermyn bakks. 1530
in Weaver Wells Wills 18 Haifa dossyn of pewter ve^sefis

performyd, 1612 Wardr. Ace, P'cess Elizabeth's Marriage,
Rich white florence cloth of silver to make one goun for a
bride maiden, and to performe another.

t 3. To make, construct (a material object) ; to

execute (a piece of work, literary or artisticX Obs.

1463 in Bury Wills (Camden) 43 That my executours per-
forme [ed. pfoore] and do make .Seynt Marie awter, Rysby-
gale, and y croos beforn my gate. 1478 [*ee PERFORMING
vbl.sb. 3]. 1505 in Gage Hist. Suffolk (1838) 145 Paid
to Oliver mason for .. performing a dore. 1535 COVER-
DALE Ecclus. Prol., I laboured and dyd my best to per-
fourme this boke. 1610 Map Nottingham*.) Performed

by lohn Speede and are to be sold in Popes head Alley.

1711 W. SUTHKHI.ANO Shipbuild. Assist. 6 A Ship. .may be
;is well performed as such large Buildings. 1766 ENTICK
London IV. 408 The goodness of the pavement, lately per-
formed with Scotch stone, 1774 J. BRYANT Klythol. II. 442 A
garland, .of Mosaic, or inlaid work, and not ill performed.

t b. absol. or intr. To compose a work or

treatise; to write (upon a subject). Obs. rare.

1703 S. PARKKR Eusebins vi. 107 Hyppolitus . . another of
the Writers of that time,, .perform'd upon the Six Days-
Creation, and upon part of the Sacred History immediately
following it.

t 4. To bring about, bring to pass, cause, effect,

produce fa result). Also with ot>j. clause. Obs.

a. 13.. E. E. Allit. P. H. 542 Ixi ! suche a wrakful wo..
Parfonned" be hy,e fader on folke hat he made. 1382
WYCLIF Proi>. xvi. 30 That..thenketh slireude thingis,..

parformeth euel. 1393 LANGL. P. PL C. xvi. 173 Al be witt
of JMS worlde . . Can nat performen a pees . . Profitable for bobe

parlies. 1548 GEST Pr. Masse in H. G. Dugdale Life (1840)

App. i. 91 O holy Trinite performe that thyssacryfyce. .may
be acceptable to the. 1610 SHAKS. Temp. i.ii. 194 Hast thou,

Spirit, Performd to point, the Tempest that I bad thee? 1700
MAIDWELL in Collect. (O. H. S.) I. 313 This beneficial act ..

may perform the support of this.. academy. 1715 DKSA-
fii'i.iKRS Fires hnpr. Title-p., Altering. .Chimneys. .already
Built, so that they shall perform the same Effects.

. c 1374 CHAUCKR Baetk. HI. pr. ii. 67 (Add. MS.) Certys
ber nys non ober bing bat may so weel perfourny [v. r. per-
forme] blisfulnesse as an estat plenteuous of alle goodes.
1377 LANGL. P. PL B. xin. 78 pis goddes gloton..he per-
fortieth \v.r. performeb; C. xvi. 87 perfourneb] yuel. 1390
GOWER Con/. III. 35T Ovide ek seith that love to parforne
[rime Satorne] Slant in the hond of Venus the goddesse.
5. To carry out in action (a command, request,

promise, undertaking, etc.) ;
to carry into effect,

execute, fulfil, discharge.
o. [1291 in R. de Avesb. Mirab. Gestn (1720) 18 Qil . .eit la

seisine de tut la terre & des chastiels Descoce tauntqe'drqit
soit fait & performe.] "1350 Will. Palcrne 1558 Wenestow
bat i wold his wille now pariourme? (1391 CHAUCER Astrol.

Prol., There ben some conclusions bat wole .nat in alle

thinges performen hir byhestes. 1413 Pilgr. So-wle (C&xton)
I. xxi.

(18^9) 22 Yf it so were that he had ony tyme per-
fourmed hispromysse. i53SCoVFRDAl.K Ps. \x[i], 8 Y 1 I maye
daylie perfourme my vowes. 1665 MANLEY Grotius' Low
C. Warrcs 385 He was not onely not able to perform his

threats, but also unable to defend himself. 1728 YOUNG
Odes to King 22 Our Fleet, if war, or commerce, rail, His
will performs. 1875 DASENT Vikings I. 148 Sigvald had ..

performed the first of the two conditions.

. 1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. xiv. 290 Pore men perfornen
[C. xix. 128 parfournen] be comaundement. Ibid, xv, 320
Who perfourneth his prophecye of the peple bat now lyhbeth ?

..If any peple perfourme bat texte, it ar bis pore freres !

c 1380 Sir Fermnb. 355 Yf bou byn auaunt perforny my^t,
a-rys vp anon and di^t be. Ibid. 1994 By Mahoun, . .

par-
forny y wol by red. 1390 GOWER Conf. III. 131 Which of
his kinde mot parforne 1'he will of Marte and of Satorne.

1395 '. E. tt'ills 10 To parfourne trewly this testament.

PERFORMABLE.
6. To carry out, achieve, accomplish, execute

(that which is commanded, promised, undertaken,
etc., or, in extended sense, any action, operation,
or process undertaken or entered upon); to go
through and finish, to work out, do, make.
a. 13.. E. E. Allit. P. C. 406 penne al .. Par-formed

alle |>e penaunce J?at |?e pryncc radde. 138* WVCLIF John v. 36
The workis th;it my fadir 5af to me that I performe hem,the
ilke workis that I do. 1447 HOKENHAM Seyntys (Roxb.)
26 Than fynt he hymself . . More strong to performyn his

journe. 1596 Pilgr. Perf. (W. de W. 1531) i6b, Let

eueryperMjue.. go torch strongly. .performynge his pilgrym-
age to our lorde god. 1600 J. PORV tr. Leo's Africa
vi IL 313 The inhabitants of Cairo .. will promise much,
but performe little. 1605 SHAKS. Macb. m. iv. 77 Murthers
haue bene perform'd Too terrible for the eare. 1617
MORYSON /tin. m. 271 They performe this office for three

yeeres. 1652 NEEDHAM tr. StUttft Mare Cl. 335 1'faat

Sea-Fight perform'd between the French Fleet.. and the

English Fleet. 1669 STURMY Mariner's Mag. i, ii. 36
To perform the foregoing Problem Arithmetically, c 1750
in

' Bat
'

Cnck. Man. (1850) 30 It [cricket] is performed by
a person who. .defends a wicket. iwMRS. A. M. BENNKI i

Beggar Girl (1813) V. 270 While this operation was per-
forming (

= being performed], another carriage was heard.

1799 Hull Advertiser 23 Mar. 1/4 The Lazaretto where
the French were performing quarantine. 1849 THACKERAY
Pendennis xxvii, I have had to go up and perform the

agreeable to most of them. 1868 LOCKYEK Eletn. Astron.
ix. (1879) 319 The Moon's nodes perform a complete revolu-
tion in nineteen years.
$. \\yi$Roll$ofParlt. 1.351/2(36 lesbusoignestochauntes

H et sun Koiaume ne seient faites ne pe:furnies sanz assent
de H.] 1377 LANGI- P. PL B. v. 405, I parfourned [v.r.

performed] neure penaunce as be preste me hi^te. ,. 1386
CHAUCKR Doctor's T. 151 (Ellesm. & Heng.) How bat his

lecherie Paifourned sholde been ful bubtilly.

f-b. Loosely, in antithesis to promise, etc. : To
grant, furnish, give, pay, that which is promised.
a 1569 [see PERFORMED ///. a. below]. 1582 N.T. (Rhem.)
John xii. 19 note, He [Holy Ghost] is promised and per-
formed onely to the Church and chiefe gouernors and
general councils thereof, a 1661 FULLER Worthies, Sussex
(1662) 167 Perfoiming Life to those to whom he promised it.

C. absoL or intr. To do or carry out what one
has to do, or has undertaken; to discharge one's

function, do one's part ; to do, act (well, ill, etc.).

138* WYCLIF 2 Cor. viii. n Now forsothe and in dede

performe ?e. 1607 SHAKS. Cor. i. i. 271 Though he performe
To th' vtmost of a man. 1696 LUTTRELL BriefRel. (1857)
IV. IOQ All their utensils and moulds, .which performed with

great dexterity. 1737 BRACK KN Farriery /nipt: (1757) II. 4
Horses.. that would perform better upon a Journey than
such as eat twice the Quantity. 1858 ULSHNKLL Nat. -y

Supernal, ii. (1862) 29 Paul found it present with him to will,

but could not find how to perform. 1886 St. Stephen's Ra>.

13 Mar. 11/2 Florin [racehorse J. .performed most moderately.

7. spec. To do, go through, or execute formally
or solemnly (a duty, public function, ceremony, or

rite ; a piece of music, a play, etc.).
[c 1386 CHAUCER Prioress' '/'. 4 Noght oonly thy laude

precious Parfourned is by men of dignitee, liut by the mouth
of children thy bountee Parfourned is.] 1613 PL'RCHAS

Pilgriinage(\6n) 62 They abhorred the killing of Kine, but

peiformed much worship to them. 1687 A. LOVELL tr.

The^enot's Trav. \. 109 Four Churches . . where l^ivine-

Service is performed but once a year. 1709 STEKLE Tatlcr
No. 4 P 4 The Opera of Pyrrhus and Demetrius was ptr-
formed with great Applause. 1766 ENTILK London IV. 447
Several .. songs are performed. 1771 T. HULL Sir It-'.

Harrington (1797) III 102 All the tiftie the ceremony u;s

performing [ being performed], 1804-6 SVD. SMITH Mor.
Philos. (1850) 175 Any air. .performed upon such an instru-

ment as the bagpipe. 1848 WHEWKLL in Todhunter Ace.
His It 'rit. (1876) II. 343 His brother, .had then just written

a play which was performing at the Fran^ais. 1848 DICKESS

Dombey iii, The funeral., having been performed to the

entire satisfaction of the undertaker. 1873 J. L. SANPOKU
tistimntcs F.ng. Kings, Chas. I 334 The mass performed by
the priest at the altar.

b. To act, play (a part
or character).

1610 SHAKS. Temp. m. iii. 83 Brauely the figure of this

Harpje, hast thou Perform'd (my Anell). 1711 SrEELt

Spect. No. 141 ? 2 In Acting, barely to perform the Part is

not commendable, but to be the least out is contemptible.
1802 tr. Ducray-pmninirs Victor 111. 272 One of my
people . . in the habit ofan ecclesiastic performed the hypocrite
10 admiration. 1805 W. COOKE Mem. S. Foote I. 67 Foote
himself performed the character of Huck at Drury-lane.

c. absol. or intr. To act in a play ;
to perform

music, play or sing ;
to go through a performance.

1836 LANK Mod. E&'pt. (1849) II. vii. 113 Players of low
and ridiculous farces . . called Mohhabbazce^n . . frequently

perform at the festivals prior to weddings and circumcisions.

1842 MACAL-LAY Aw. ( Fredk. Gt. (1887)695 He. . performed
skilfully on the flute. 1903 Daily Citron. 23 Nov. 5/1 Much
better adapted, .to a soloist whether performing on larynx,
violin or piano.

t d. trans. To play upon, play (a musical instru-

ment). Obs. rare.

1811 BUSBY Diet. Mus. (ed. 3) s. v. Master of Song^ To
teach the children of the chapel-royal to sing, and to perform
the organ.
Hence PerfoTmed ///. a.

c 1440 Promp. Parv. 38^/1 Parformyd . .,perfictus, com-

pletus. c 1530 Pol., Rel. <V L. Poems (1806) 31 A performyd
towre & a baare cofyr make, ovyr late, the greate bilder

wyse. 1538 KLYOT Di\t., Actus .., performed. "1569
K.INCKSMYLL Mart's Est. Sx. (1580) 51 The promise of ibc

hoped atul performed Saviour. [Cf. 6 b above.]

Performable (pajf^-imab'1), a. [f.
PERFORM

V. + -ABLE.] Capable of being performed ; that

may be carried out, executed, effected, or done.

1548 GEST Pr. Masse in H. G. Dugdale Life (1840) App. i.



PERFORMANCE.

?3
An issue no lesse perfourmabje then resonable. 1650

)URYK Just Re-prop. 28 Nothing is farther required ofthem
then what they proclaime themselves to be a performable
duty. 1701-* LOCKK On Miracles Wks. 1804 HI. 455
Operations performable only by Divine Power. 1903 Hibbert
Jrnl. Mar. 599 A rite not performable without the uishop.

t b. (A thing) To be performed or done. Obs.

1577 HELLOWES Gneuara's Chroit. 35 Suche thinges as

they should commaunde to be perfourmable. 1663 BOYLE
Use/. A"-r,4. Nat. Philos. I. iii. 62 The remembering of it they
hold to be an act of Religion, performable by all Man-kiude.

Performance (pajf^amans). [f.
PERFORM v.

+ -ANCE : perh. formed in Anglo-Fr. (It occurs
as French in a memorandum by Mary Stuart of

14 Feb. 1571-2, in Godef.)] The action of per-

forming, or something performed.
1. The carrying out of a command, duty, purpose,

promise, etc. ; execution, discharge, fulfilment.
Often antithetical to promise.
1531 Dial, on Laws Eng. n. vi, The sayde executours

delyuer the goodes of theyr testatour in perfourmance of
the sayde bequest. 1598 Child-Marriages 162 The maior
of the said Citie. .shall Cause performans of this agrement
to be had vpon either side, xtioi SHAKS. All's ll'ell n. i.

205 Thy will by my performance shall be seru'd. 1611
BIBLE Luke i. 45 There shall be a performance of those

things which were told her from the Lord. 1613 in -V.

Sheiks. Soc. Trans. (1885! 505 Securitie. . for the performance
of the said intier pencion of three shillinges. 1715 DE FOE
yoy. round /rtv-A*" (1840) 154 Hail or security for the per-
formance. 1785 PALEY Mor. Philos, III. I. v. in Promises
are not binding, where the performance is unlawful. 1814
GARY Dante's Inf. xxtv. 75 To fair request Silent perform-
ance maketh best return.

2. The accomplishment, execution, carrying out,

working out of anything ordered or undertaken
;

the doing of any action or work
; working, action

(personal or mechanical).
1494 FABYAN Ch'on. iv. Ixxv. 54 For the parfourmaunce

of the rest or other dele of the same. 1578-9 in Monthly
Mag. (1813) i Aug. 4j The hoy ofiendinge, by his father or
mother whipped, the constable seeinge the performance
therof. 1669 SIUII.MY Mariner's Mag. i. ii. 33 In perform-
ance of the last Problem, ..the Lines A and C, must be set

upon one and the same Line, 1766 A, GUMMING Clock fy

Watch Work 161 Thus may the performance of watches
be made, .toapproximate that of clocks, 1815 I. NICHOLSON
Oferat. Mechanic 77 That there is a certain velocity., which
will procure to an overshot-wheel the greatest performance.
1845 STEPHEN Com,,,. Laws Eng. (1874) II. 639 The perfor-
mance of & post mo> tern examination. iS^HARLAN Eyesight
iv. 46 In the performance of some experiment.

b. Something performed or done ; an action,

act, deed, operation. Often in emphatic sense: A
notable deed, achievement, exploit.
'599 SHAKS. Hen. V, in. China 35 Still be kind, And eech

out our performance with your mind. 1605 Macb. v. i. 13
Iiesides her walking, and other acluall performances, what
. . haue you heard her say ? 1693 Humours Town A v b,
I cou'd never much value their Performances. 1744 ELIZA
HEYWOOD female Sped. No. 8 (1748) II. 62, I am not apt
to be vain of my own performances. 1866 GEO. ELIOT /'.

Halt xi, He.. had given especial attention to certain per-
formances with a magnet.

C. A piece of work (literary or artistic) ; a work,
a composition. Now rare or merged in b.

1665 Gt.ANViLL Def. Van. Dagm. 51 That great man, the
excellence of whose philpsophick genius and performances,
tlie most improv'd spirits acknowledge. 1706 E. WARD
Wooden World piss. (1708) To Udr. A iv b, As for the Per-
formance itself, it is but an Essay. 1753 HOGARTH Anal,
lieauty xi. 89 In justice to so fine a performance [statue of

Apollo], .we may subjoin an Observation or two on its per-
fections. 1818 GARROVV Hist, fy Antiq. Croyiion }) He
published, .lives of. .Saints, and other performances. 1861
CRAIK Hist. Hag. Lit. II. 338 The celebrated performances
of Robertson and Gibbon. 1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) I. 46
His performances in prose are bad enough.
3. spec. The action of performing a ceremony,

play, part in a play, piece of music, etc. ; formal
or set execution.
<ri6ll CHAPMAN fliad\\K. 707 While that work and all

the funeral rites Were in performance. 1777 W. DALKYMPLE
Trav. .V/. <y Port, clxx, I saw.. a French phiy represented
here with some degree of performance. 1891 MARTINF.AU in
Law J'iines XC. 250/2 It was a piece of music arranged
for a hand, and could only be of value for the purposes of
public performance.
attrib. 1894 Daily Knits 23 July 5/5 An action.. for

infringement of copyright, or rather performance-right.
tb. A ceremony, rite, or public function per-

formed. Obs.

1673 True Worship God 14 Enquiry, .concerning the per-
formances in use amongst the Heathens in the worship of
their gods. 17588. HAVWARD Sena. p. xiv, To think there is

nothing in religion ; by which means our public perform-
ances are despised.

c. The performing of a play, of music, of gym-
nastic or conjuring feats, or the like, as a definite
act or series of acts done at an appointed place
and time; a public exhibition or entertainment.
1709 STKKLE Taller No. 4 T 4 A great Part of the Per-

formance was done in Italian. 1836-9 DICKENS S&. Boz,
Prill. Theatres, The hour fixed for the commencement of
the performances. 1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) IV. 25.
1897 Westin. Ga:. 13 July 5/1 According to his evidence
a performance was not a performance unless paid for and
money was taken at the doors.

t4:. Trimming, or a set of (fur) trimmings. Cf.
PKKPOKM v. 2 b; PERFORMING, vbl. sb. 2. Ots.

. 1515 Skinner's Inv. in Codicil to Will ot T. Kur?h
(Somerset Ho.), Item a performaunce of fox 'poutes xvj<r.
.. Item a performaunce of conye womhys x'ljtf.
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Hence f F*rfo*rmancer Obs.j one who goes
through a performance, a performer. So also

f-Perfo-rmancy Obs,, performance; Performant
nonte-wd. (cf. informant}, a performer.
i6ai LADY M. WROTH Urania 363 Cleare force must bee

found in the be*t performancers of them, 1608 Merry
Devil flf Ednumton in Hazl. Dedsley X. 263 No conjura-
tions, nor such weighty spells As tie tlie soul to their per-
formancy. 1809 COLKHIDGE in Sir//. Davy's Rem. (1858)
no, I contemplate Dr. Stock as the perfonnant.

1 Performa'tion. Obs. [f. PERFORM v. or

AF. performer: see -ATION. (It occurs in a Fr.

letter of Mary Stuart, 14 Dec. 1584, in GodeO]
The action of performing; PERFORMANCE (in its

various early senses).
1504 in Bury Wills (Camden) 96 Item I wyll that all my

londys and tenements.. shall remayn to the performacion of
the prestes seruyce duryng the seid xx 11

yeerys. 1505 in

Mem. Hen. I'll ^Rolls) 251 The Kynge hymselfe sitithe in
cownsaile with hys lords abowte the performacion of the

quynes wille, 1529 in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. n. II. 23 To be

contynuall suter to your Highnes for the performacion of
the saide ccccc markes. 1599 HAKI.UYT Voy. 1. 164 This In-
denture made, .for the performation ofy things vnderwritten.

t PerfO'rment. Obs. \$<x*pe)formmcnt, f.

PERFORM + -MENT.] Performance.
15*7 in Southwell l-'isif. (1891) 130 For a performent of

the ,ame my wille. Ibid, 131 Kor a performeiu of my laste
wille. 16*4 MlDDLKTON Game at Chess Induct. 62 Pawns
argue but poor spirits and slight performents. a 1641 13 K
Moi:xTAGU Acts <y Matt. i:i. (1642) 202 [He] enableth
all unto endowments and performents beyond nature.

Performer (p9-if^im3a). [f. PERFORM +-ER"!.]
One who (or that which) perlorms.
1. One who carries out or fulfils a promise,

undertaking, etc. ; one who executes or does an
action or piece of work

; an agent, doer, worker.
1588-9 Rt'g. Privy Council Sc<>t. IV. 364 The panic

obscrvair and performatr uf the premissis. a 1592 (JUEENK
jf{ts. ly^ n. ii, A fit performer of our enterprise. 1604 SHAKS.
All's Well\\\. vi. 65. 1655 FCI.LER Hist. Caint>. (1840) 108
The '

undertakers
'

in our present age have happily lost their
first name in a far better of 'performers'. 1866 J. G.
MI-RPHY Connn. Exo<i. xxxiii. 19 The Keeper of covenant,
the Performer of promise.

b. Said of a horse in reference to its style of

performance in racing, etc. : cf. quots. s. v. PER-
FORM 6 c.

1884 lllustr. Spsrt. Sf Dram. AVwi 16 Feb. 563/2 What
a pity it is that such a good-looking horse, .should be such
an uncertain performer !

2. One who performs a part in a play, a piece
of music, athletic exercises, tricks, etc., as a public
exhibition of art or skill ; one who gives or takes

part in a performance or public entertainment
;
an

actor, player, singer, etc.

1711 STEKI.E Spect. No. 141 p 2 In Theatrical Speaking, if

the Performer is not exactly proper and graceful, he is

utterly ridiculous. 1741 H. WALPOI.E Lett, to Mann (1834)
1. xvi. 58 \Vehave got the famous Bettina to dance, but she
is a most indifferent performer. 1776 BUKNEY Hist. Mus.
(1789) I.it i. 280 Celebrated performers on the flute. 1836-9
DICKENS Sk. Btz, Mrs. J. Porter^ None of the performers
could walk in their tights, or move their arms in their

jackets. 1845 E. HOL.MKS A/ozart 5 An admirable performer
on ihe violin.

1 3. That which brings about or produces some-

thing. Obs.
1616 ANTHONY (title) The Apologie or Defence of a verity

..called Avrvm Potabile .. especially auaileable for the.,

comforting of the Heart and vitall Spirits the performers
of health.

Ferfo'rming, vbl.sb.
[f.

PERFORM + -ING*.]
The action of the verb PERFORM, in various senses.

fl. Finishing, completion, full accomplishment.
1388 WYCLIF Dan. ix. 27 The desolacioun schal contynue

til to the parformyng and ende. c 1440 Promfi. f'arv. 383/2
Parformynge, complecio^ pcrfcciio, 1563-7 BUCHANAN Re-
form. St. Andres Wks. (1892) 16 Thre 3eris efter the per-
forming of thys reformation.

t 2. Finishing off, decoration, trimming. Obs.

1465 Mann, ff Hoitsek. K.rA. nf. (Roxb.) 491 Item, paid
hym fore performynge of the valaunce, \\].s. \\\].d. 1467
/Pttf, 411 Item, for di. a yerde of lynenge for performynge,
vij.rf. 1503 Privy Purse Exf>. Eli's, York (1830) 89 For half
a furreof shankes for the perfourmyng of the same gown \}.s.

1518 Ifart. AfS. 2284 If. 14, v ManteHes of lyberdes wombes
for performyng of a gowne of russet velute.

t3. Making, construction : composition. Obs.

1478 MARG. PASTON in P.Lett. III. 230 Chargyng yow
that it be not solde to none other use than to the performyng
of yowyr fatlyrs toombe. 1489 CAXTON Faytes of A. m. i.

168 To thyhelpe in the perfourmynge of this present boke.
4. Carrying out, execution, doing, performance.
c 1420 LYDG. Assembly ofCods 837 Foryeuenes of Trespas,

. Performyng of Penaunce. 15*6 Pilgr. Perf. (W. de W.
1 53 I)^3b, From the perfor;nynge of his dutyes. 1575-85
ABP. SANDVS Serin, xxii. The performing of my office

amongest you, I must confesse, hath l>en much unlike. 1663
GKKBIER Cottmel c j, Men of parts endeavour the performing
of their task.

b. spec, of a play, music, etc. : in quots. attrib. ;

performing right, the right of performing a piece
of music, etc.

1889 Daily News 8 Feb. 2/2 If foreign authors really
possess valuable performing rights, it is only just that they
should be paid the moderate fees they demand. 1807
HIPKISS in Daily AM 2 July 6/5 The London Phil-
harmonic pitch is now A = 439 for 20 deg. Centigrade,..
practically agreeing with the performing pitch of Vienna

PERFUME.
' and also of Paris. 1199 Westm. Caz. 10 June 6/3 The pcr-
! forming rights of ;i lyric.

Performing, ///. a. [f. as prcc. + -ING -,]
1. That perlorms, carries out, executes, or does

something ; acting, doing.
1707 WATTS llyinn '/>',-/, nir tongue* ii, Sing the sweet

promise of hisgiac'-, And the performing (Jixl. 1845 BKO.VN-
ING Soul's Trag. 11, Hut have there not been found, too,
performing natures, not merely promising?
2. spec. Applied to nnimals trained to perform

fents or tricks as a public exhibition.
1886 Pall Mallf.;. 3june4/i Performing lions, performing

dogs, and performing leopards are common enough in tl.e

hhow business.

Perforne, -forny, -fornys, -fourne, eic. :

see PKKFOKM, I'KKKI KXISH.

t PerfO'Ssion. Ofis. ran. [ad. late 1.. fa -

fosswn-efii, n. of action from pcrfaJcre to dijj

through, f. Ptn- i 4 fodb-e to dig.] A digging ot

boring through ; perloration.
1*95 j- EDWARDS I'erfcct. Scrift. 149 The females ur.iier-

|
went troublesome. . pertbssions in the lap;xrts of their ear^.

t Pert'ra-ct, a. Obs. rare. [aA. L. perfract-us,
pa. pple. ofperfringlrt to break through, t. PtR- I

-Yj'ranglie to break.] (?) That has broken through
or transgressed laws or rules.

1616 R. CARPENTER 7'<i.v/. C'uu-ge 42 The perfract a ;-.!

obstinate hath a portion, and that is reprehension.

fPerfreta-tion. cbs.-
[i. I, . feifi-ei,':n to

soil over, f. I'J;R- i Jrfielinn strait, channel.]
1656 BI.OUNT (t7i^st'f.. rcrfi-etation. a passing o\cr, ' -

tlnough the Sea.

t Pe-rfricate, v. Obs. [f. L. feifncat-, lat. r

ppl. stem (beside ferfrict- , of pcrfritare to rub all

over, f. PEK- 2 + fricare to rub.] trans. To n.b

thoroughly or all over.

"597 A. M. tr. Cidllcmcau's Ft: dtiriug. ~,2b/i We llr-t

of all perfricate and rubbe the place. 1599 tr. i,'iif c .-

Iwutr's Bk. Fhyihke 15/1 That it may be perforated to

poulder. 1610 VKNNI;R I'iit Recta (1650) 320 The btliy ., ,d

stomack must not be perfricated. 1755 JOHNSON s.v. l\,.i,
'J'o scour; to wipe; to perfricate.

Perfrication (pSrfrik^Jbn). [n. of action

frompicc. Cf. PERFBICTION l.] Rubbing all ove;,

thorough rubbing ; vigorous friction, charing.
1607 TOPSEI.L f''ou>--f. ISfasts (16581 106 Rub them there-

with every day, and they are cured by that perfri< a:iu :.

1658 PHILLIPS, l\'rf>icatif>n, or ri-r/rut;(in, a ruljbir-.g < r

chafing throughly, i 1817 lloor. 'I tiles $ Sk. II. 215 Se%(.i':

perfrication was requisite. 1893 in >yd. St>c. Lex.

f Peri'ri-ct, a. Obs. run-', [ad. L.pe>frict-iis,

pa. pple. of perfricare to iub all over
;

in allusion

to the phr. pcrjriiarefrontem (facicm,os~ to rub
the blushes from cnc's face, i. e. to cast off all

shame.] Unblushing, 'brazen'.
1660 WATERHOL'SK Arms f( Ann. 153, I have not so per-

frict a forehead to Justine tondon in all her demeanors.

t Perfriction J
(pajftrkjen). Obs. rare. [f.

L. perfrictiSn-ttil, n. of action (in ancient I,.} from

perfricare (ppl. stem pfrfiicat- and pcrfrict-'] : set

PEBFBICATB.J = PEBFKICATION.
1656 RuawnGlosa4%r. t Perfriction . ., a rubbing, or fittti::;;

hard or throughly. 1708 Brit. Af>olU> No. 94. 2/2 A Gla-s
'I'ntie. ., violently heated by Perfiiction.

tPerfri'CtlOll 2
. Obs. rare. [ad. I., pcrfriction-

ein a chilling through, n. of action f. pcrfrTgire to

be chilled through, f. PEH- 2 +fi~igerc to be cold.]
A thorough chill, a violent cold.

1607 TopSF.i.t. Four-/. 1'tasts (1658) 203 The body of the

patient must be first washed or anointed with Acopns, so ?.<;

all perfections by sweat may be avoided. 1656 Bl.otNr

(jlssoffr. t Perfriction. ., a great, through or quaking cold,
a shivering for cold, which goeth before the fit.

I Perfri-gerate, v. Oh. [f. ppl. stem of 1..

perfrlgerd- re; i. PEK- 2 + frigcrare to make coo!.]
trans. To cool or chill through or thoroughly. So

I Ferfrlffera tion [also in mocl.F.], the action oi

cooling or condition of being cooled through.
1585 GREENE rlanelonuichia Wks. (Grosart) V. 104 Ul:c

peculiar diseases to this starre are. .windmesse, imbecillitie

of heate, perfrigerations, and such others. 1650 liuLwcs

Anthropointt.x. 106 The heart-strings of these women mu^t
lie very much perfri.cerated, by reason of the inward defect
of heat. //</., The advenient peifrigeration of inspired aire.

1658 tr. Portals \'at. bftigic iv. xiv. 140 Perfrigerated Argil
. . will keep corn thirty or forty years from corruption.
1661 I.OVEI.I. Hist. Anim. ^ Min. Introd

, Their breathir.g
is not acknowledged by diverse, who acknowledg only ptr-
frigeration.

t Perfnmatory, a. and sb. Obs. rare. [ad.

f.parftimatoire, i./>t:rfiiti/er(cL obs. M.perfuiiiare,

-ato) : see -ORY.] a. adj. b. sb. (See quots. and
cf. FUMATOBY.)
1611 CoTGR.,/'<(^/7(;;/rt^>t', perfumatorie, perfuming ; vsed

in, or for, perfumes. 1639 LEIGH t>//. Sacra (164?) 451
A perfumatory or incense Altar. 1755 JOHNSON, Pcrjutua-
tory adj., that which perfumes.

Perfume (po'jfiftm, psjfi/J'm), sb. Also 6 par-,

[a. V.parfiim (1528 in Laborde Gloss.'),
= obs. It.

perfumo, Sp. perfttmo, sb. from obs. It. pcrfumarc,
Sp. perftttnary

F. perftuner : see next.

Orig., like the vb., stressed flerfit'itit: so in i8th c. diets ,

and in Webster 1828 ; usually in 17-181(1 c., and frequently
in lotli c. poets ; but Shaks. has pc't/miu 7 times against 3,

and Walker 1791 considered the stress fixed on fer. ; on the

other hand lodd, 1818, held it was 'sometimes though
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rarely so stressed
'

; but during the igth c. this became the

predominating prose usage.]

1. a. orig. The odorous fumes or vapour given

off by the burning of any sxibstance, esp. by such

as emit an agreeable odour, as incense, b. Hence,
The volatile particles, scent, or odour emitted by \

any sweet-smelling substance ; the fragrance dif-

fused by liquid scent, exhaled by flowers, etc.

1533 ELYOT Cast. Helthe iv. ii. (1541) 74*>, I toke for a !

parfame the ry tides of olde rosemary and burned them.

1538 Diet
, Sitjffitio> & sujfttusi a perfume or fumigacyon. ;

55S KUEN Decades 43 Aniinx album ^
whose perfume is of '

most excellent effect to he^le the reumes. 1578 LYTE

Dodoens \. xii. 20 The parfume of the dryed leaues laydc

vpon quicke coles.. hel pet h suche as are troubled with the

shortnesse of winde. c ^592 MARLOWE Massacre Paris i. iii,

Methinks the gloves have a very strong perfume, c 1600

SHAKS. Sonn. civ, Three April perfumes in three hot Junes .

burn'd. ci6ao ROBINSON Maty Magtf. 1044 Perfumes, 1

exhaled from y* spicy beds. 1756-7 tr. Keyslers 'J rav. '

(1760) III. 383 St. Antony's remains is said continually to
J

emit a most fragrant perfume, which is chiefly smelt at a

crevice behind the altar. 1810 SCOTT Lady of L. i. xxxy, j

The wild rose, eglantine and broom, XVafted around their

rich perfume. 1870 YEATS \af. Hist. Ccmni. 208 The

perfume of most flowers depends on the presence of a

fragrant volatile or essential oil.

'C. fig. fragrance, savour ; repute.
c isSd'C'TESS PEMBROKE Ps. L. viii, My dearest worship I

In sweete perfume of offred praise doe place. i6aa BACON
He':. I'll 140 Perkin, for a perfume before him as he went, ,

caused to be published a proclamation. 1822 LAMB Elia i

her. n. Detached T/t., The sweetest names, and which carry
^

a perfume in the mention, are Kit Marlowe, Drayton [etc], ;

1850 MRS. JAMESON Leg.Monast. Ord. (1863) 209 She. .shed
'

over the whole district the perfume of her sanctity.

2. A substance, natural or prepared, which emits, ,

or is capable of emitting an agreeable odour ;

a fluid containing the essence of 'flowers or other

odorous substances; scent. Orig. applied to such

as diffuse a sweet-smelling odour when burned,

1542 BOORUE Dyetary xl. (1870) 302 A lytell of some per--

fume to stande in the mydle of the chamber. 1555 EDKN
Decades 250 They are these folowynge .. : Cinamome, ...

Spekenarde, Cassia, sweete perfumes. 1560 BIBLE (Genev.)
F.xod. xxx. 35 Thou shall make of them perfume composed
(1611 a perfume, a confection; A". K. incense, a perfume]
after the arte of the apo'.ecary. 1644 DIGBY .\'at, />W/fj viii.

i. 53 Perfumes, .fill theayre, thai we can put I our nose in no

part of the roome, where a perfume is burned, but we shall

sruell it. 1717 LADY M.W. MOXTAGC Let. to Mrs. Thistle-

thwayte i Apr., Little arches to set pots of perfume, or

baskets of flowers. 1841 LANE Arab. Xts. I. 69 Perfumes

which are generally burnt in these performances. 1871
TVNDALL Fragm. Sc. (1879) I. ii. 57 Patchouli acts more

feebly on radiant heat ihan any other perfume yet examined.

3. attrib. and Comb.
%

as perfume-intrncri -pot ;

perfume-laden adj.

1836-48 B. D. WALSH Arhtoph., Acharn. iv. vi, Hold out

y >ur perfume-pot ! 1837 H. AIN^WOKTM Crichton I. 2,8 By
the faint light of the two perfume-distilling lamp>. 1874
LtsLt CARR Jud. G-.t-ynne L vii. 228 Perfume-laden buds.

1887 MOI.ONEY forestry It^. Afr. 345 Acacia Farnfsfttna,. .

cultivated on the perfume farm* of the South of trance..
fir the perfume obtained from the flowers and known as

Cassie.

Perfume (p3jfi/7'm), v. Also 6 par-, [a. F,

parfwne-r (1418 in Caumont Voy. en Jerusalem
139; gands parfitrneZ) 1528 in Laborde Gloss.

, ,
=

obs. It. perfttmare, Sp. perfumart f. PER- I, 2

+fumare to smoke, lit. to perfuse with smoke.]
1. trans. To fill or impregnate with the smoke or

vapour of some burning substance; fa. of some
substance for disinfecting or the like : to fumigate.

1538 ELYOT Dict.^ Sitffio .., to perfume. 1560 DAUS tr.

Sleidcwes Comm. 2090, They fayne that she dyed of the

plage, and perfume the house with the granies of luniper.

156* HESTEK Seer. Phiorav. i. xvii. 18 Then parfume hym
with Cinaber fiue or sixe mornynges. i6o7Tof'SELL Fonr-f.
i;?a>ts (1658) 273 Take a wreath of Pease-slraw or wet hay,
and putting fire thereunto, hold it under ihe Horses nose,

so as the smoke may ascend up into his head; then being
thus perfjmed [etc.]. 17x2 Lond. Gaz. No. 6031/1 The
Houses were disinfecting or perfuming.

b. of incense or otlier substance emitting an

agreeable odour. (Now merged in 2.)

1546 BALE Eng. \'otaries\. (1560)92 b, They are. .Lighted,

Processioned, Censed, Smoked, Perfumed and Worshypped.
1555 EDEN Decides 162 They perfume their temples with

frankensence. a 1633 G. HERBERT Country fat-son xili, He
takes order.. that the Church be. .strewed, and stuck with

boughs, and perfumed with incense. 1658 A. Fox ll'urtz

Surg. ii. xviii. 126 Sometimes 1 perfumed these warm clothes

with Frankincense.

f-c. To cause to emit pungent or odorous

vapour in burning ;
to use as a fumigating agent.

Obs. rare.

1607 TOPSEI.L Four.f. Beasts (1658) 188 With the hoofs of

a Goat they drive away Serpents, and also with the hairs by
burning and perfuming them in the place where the Ser-

l>entt lodge. Ibid. 200.

2. To impregnate with a sweet odour; to impart
a sweet scent to. (Now the ordinary sense.)

1339 in Lit, Kern, Ediv. I'I (Roxb.) I. p. xxviii, Rayment
..brought of newe, to and for his Grace's bodye. .shalbe

purely brusshed, made clene, ayred at the fyer, and per-

fumed throughly. 1596 SHAKS. Tarn. Shr. i. ii. 152 Take

yjur paper too, And let me haue them verie wel perfum'd ;

For she is sweeter then perfume it selfe. 1598 DHAYTUN
Heroic. Ep.^Q. Margaret to Dk. Snjfoik 89 My Daisie-

ftower, which erst pcrfumde die ayre. 1718 LADY M. W.
MONTAGU Let, to C'tess oj Mar 10 Mar., She is perfumed

690

and dressed in the most magnificent and becoming manner.

1856 G. WILSON Gateways Knowl, (1859) 67, 1 am not aware
that it is held essential to the anointing coronation-oil that

it be perfumed.
fig. 1573 TUSSER Husb. (1878) 8 With losses so perfumid
was neuer none aliue. 1604 T. WRIGHT Passions v. 255 In all

suiters presentes, a man of a bad scent may easily feele

a smell of profit, which perfumeth those gifts. 1661 BOYLE

Style of Script. (1675) 199 David and his princes, .perfum'd
that vast offering, .with this acknowledgment to God.

,t 3- intr. To exhale like incense or perfume. Obs.

1546 LANGLEY Pol. l
r
irg. De Invent, i. v. 12 Howe Jupiter

and the other goddes-.repared thyther to feele the fragrant

odours that perfumed from the sacrifices.

Hence Perfirrning///. a.

1707 MORTIMER Husb, (1721) II. 176 Tarragon is one of

the perfuming, or spicy Furnitures of our Sallets. 1719
LONDON & WISE CompL Card. 205 To contribute towards

the giving a perfuming relish.

Perfumed (psufiwmd, paifiw-md), ppl.a. [f.

PERFUME v. or sb. + -ED. (Cf. F. parfume, 1528.)]
1. Impregnated with sweet odour ; scented.

1538 ELYOT, Dict. t Sujfitus, perfumed. 1589 GREENE

Menaphon (Arb.) 36 His Samela, whose breath was per-
fumed aire. 1597 SHAKS. 2 Hen. IV, in. 1. 12 In the perfum'd
Chambersof the Great. (11674 CLARENDON Hist. Reb. xui.

33 A present of Plate, Jewels, and perfum'd Leather.

1813 SIR H. DAVY Agric. Chetn. 11814) 103 Perfumed dis-

tilled waters. 1876 T. HARDY Kthelberta (1890) 35 She has

just been dancing with that perfumed piece of a man they
call Mr. Ladywell.
2. Having a natural perfume; fragrant or sweet-

smelling ; scented.
c 1610 ROBINSON- Mary Magd. 318 The Pinke, y Daffodill

and Cheuisance, All in Perfumed sets, yr fragrant heads

aduance. 1719 LONDON & WISE Contpt. Card. 7 1 The
tail'd Pear, .by some esleem'd because it i-; much perfum'd.

1836 Penny Cycl. VI. 432/1 C. Mahaleb, the perfumed
cherry.

t 3. fig.
'

Fragrant
'

to the mind. Oh.
1625 H. JONSON Staple of N. i. ii, Studied And perfumed

flatteries. 1641 MII.TON- Ch. Gavt. it. iii. (1851) 172 Perfumed
bankets of Christian consolation. <zi66i FUU.KK ll'orthit's,

Glostersh. (1662) 362 Muriel., left a perfumed Memory
to all the Neighbourhood.
Perfumeless (pa'jfiwm-, pa.ifi/7'mles), a.

[f.

PERFUME sb. + -LESS.] Destitute of perfume or of

perfumes.
1885 G. C. LORIMER in Ifomilet. Rev. (U. S.) Sept. 232 As

perfumeless as the edelweiss. 1892 rail Mall G. 14 July

1/3 Another perfumer with a quick eye for business, grasped
the situation of perfumeless Paris in an instant.

Perfumer 1
^pajfi/rma-i). [f. PERFUME v. or

sb. + -EK: perh. after F. parfumettr (1528 in

Laborde Gloss. 431), f. parfumer to perfume.]
1. One employed to fumigate or perfume rooms.

1599 SHAKS. Muck Ad** i. iii. 60 IJeing entertain'd for a

perfumer, as I was smoaking a musty roome [etc.].

2. One engaged in making or selling perfumes.
1573-80 BARET Ah'. P 286 A perfumer or that maketh

a perfume, sujffitor, 1587 GOLDISG De Mornay xvii. (1592)

273 He dealt with reason as perfumers doe with Gyles. 1660

F. BKOOKE tr. Le Blanc's Trav. 22 Their kiichins may be

taken for perfumers shops so sweet and odoriferous. 1724
Land. Gaz. No. 6250/10 Perfumer of Gloves. 1828 T.

HOOK Punning v, Perfumers men of scents must be.

Hence Perftrmeress, a female perfumer.
1631 Celestina 1. 1 5 Shee was a Laundresse, a Perfumeresse,

a Former of Faces.

t Perfdnier
'

2
. Obs. Also 7 -ier. [ad. F. par-

fumier cabinet of perfumes, f./z;//tt,rRFCME j&]
A casket of perfumes ; a vessel for perfuming.
1591 PEKCIVALL. Spanish Diet., Sahtnnador, a perfuming

pan, or a perfumer. 1601 HOLLAND rtiny vn. xxix, Hauing
found among the spoils of Darius the king, his perfumier
or casket of sweet ointments. 1681 Lond. Gaz. No. 1585/4

Stolen.., two Silver hilled Swords,.. a Silver Perfumer, ..

a Drabdeberry Riding Coat.

Perfumery fpwfaS-mari), [f. PERFUMER ]
:

see -EKY. In mod.F. parfumcrie (in Littre).] a.

The preparation of perfumes ;
the business of a

perfumer, b. Preparations used in perfuming ;

perfumes as a class of substances, c. A perfumer's

place of business.

1800 tr. Ltigrangc's Chem. II, 387 Fourcroy i* of opinion
that it might be employed in perfumery. 1844 DICKENS
Mart. Chuz. v, Compromises between medicine and per-

fumery, in the shape of toothsome lozenges and virgin honey.
1860 EMKHSONCW. Life, Consid. Wks. {Bohn) II. 413 The
service of a perfumery or a laundry. 1865 Public Opinion

1 Jan. 19 Perfume, as its name imports, was. .originally

incense, the earliest use of perfumery having been to offer

sweet odours to the gods, 1893 F. G. KKSVON HyperidfS
!

Introd. 16 Midas was employed by Athenogenes as manager

.j

of a perfumery.
attrib. 1841 ELPHINSTONE Hist. lad. II.

I

ix. iii. 341 Every department, from the Mint and the Treasury
down to the fruit, perfumery, and flower offices.

Perfivming, vbl. sb. [See -ING 1.] The
'

action of the verb PERFUMED a. Burning of incense,

etc. ; fumigation ; disinfecting. l>. Scenting.
1548 ELYOT Diet., Sttffitio..) a perfumyng or fumigacion.

1560 DAITS \.r.Sleidanc'sConiJii. 342 Smoking and perfuming
,

with sensours \orig. fumigationes atque suffitus thuribulis].

1656 EARL MoNM.tr. Koccalini^ /W. Touchstone (1674) 260

The perfuming of Gloves with Ambergreese. 1873 E. SPON

\ Workshop Receipts Ser. i. 383/2 Perfuming [of soap] is

generally done when the paste is in the frame.

C. attrib. and Comb. 9
as perfwning-pan ^ -pot,

'

-room, -vessel.

1564-78 BULLEYN Dial. a^st. Pest. (1888) 49 Forgette not
'

sweete perfumes of Rose water, cloues maces, vinegar in

a perfuming pan. 1647 TRAPP Contm. Ads v. 41 The

PERFUNCTORY.

martyrs, .released for a season, seemed to come. .out of a

perfuming-house rather than a prison-house. 1655 MOUKF.T
& BENNKT Health's Imprm'. (1746) 95 Boil it gently in

a perfuming Pot with Spiknard and white Wine. 1772 Ann.
Reg. 2/1 Over their graves are generally little open stone-

buildings, which, .have a niche for a perfuming vessel.

fPerfumist. Ul>s. [f. PEKFUME sb. + -IST.]

One who practises perfuming, or uses perfumes.
1603 Mirr. Worldly Faint in Hail. Misc. (Malh.) II. 529

Remember that perfumist, who being bedaubed with ..

ointments, . .when he should have thanked Vespasian, .for

an office received, was highly rebuked by him.

Perfumy (paufiHmi), a. [f. PERFUME sb. + -v.]

Having or emitting perfume ; fragrant.
1853 Miss YOXCF. Heir of Rcdclyffc vii, They basked in

the fresh breezy heat and
i erfumy hay. 1876 Blackw. Mag:.

Dec. 714 Rich, .perfumy wine.

t Perfirnetion. Obs. rare-". \z&.\..perfunc-

tion-cm, n. of action from pcrfung-i, perftmct- to

fulfil, perform, go through, endure.] (See quot.)
1656 HLOUNT Gloisogr., Perfunction, a doing or enduring

a thing to the end, an accomplishing or finishing a matter.

Perfunctionary (pa-ifwrjkjanari'i, a. rars.

[f.
as prec. t -AKY, alter Ft XCTIOXABT.] Perfunc-

tory, formal ; suggesting or having the air of an

official or functionary.
1838 -Vfio Monthly Mag. LIV. 206 A female voice, in a

soft but somewhat perfunctionary tone, demanded ' Kst ce

qu'on peut allumer le feu?' 1864 Gd. li'onts 227/2 With
the air. .of adrill-.sergeant, upright as a sign-post, grave and

perfunctionary i:i guise.

Perfunctorily po.ifpTjktsrili),a</z'. [f.
PER-

FUNCTORY a. + -I.Y 2.] In a perfunctory manner;
as a necessary duty to be got rid of; as a matter

of mere form or routine.

1581 MVLCASTER Positions xxxvii. (1887) 162 Not perfunc-
torilie taken knowledge of, but thoroughly examined, c 1616

S. WARD Coalfrom Altar (1627) 69 Why is it that some of v

pray.. in publique so briefly, so perfunctorily, and feebly?

1768-74 TUCKER /./. Nat. (1834) II. 489 The office of a

clergyman may be performed . .either perfunctorily, as a task

necessary for entitling him to receive his tithes or his

stipend,.. or carefully and conscientiously, as a trust reposed
in him by Ciod. 1885 Law Times 28 Feb. 311/2 Loose law

carelessly and perfunctorily administered.

Perftrnctoriness. [f.
as prec. + -NESS.]

The quality of being perfunctory.
1654 WHITLOCK Zoatomi:i 434 The nimble Perfunctorinesse

of some Commentators (that skip over hard Places). 1657

W. MORICE Coena quasi Kou>j Pref. 24 There will be less

fear ..of negligence and perfunctcriness. 188* A.'heiixmt:

ti Mar. 314 Nor can Justin Martyr's testimony to the gospel
be compressed into a few sentences without perfunctoriness.

t Perfunctorious, a. Obs. [f.
L. ptr-

functori-tis perfunctory + -OL-S.]
= PERFUNCTORY.

1600 flume's Adtnonitienn in ll'cdrtnu Soc. .!/(:._ (1844)

586 In executing your particular charges then, thair is a

gryt negligence, a lothing, a perfunctorius doing, a 1653
BINNING Serin. (1845) 297 It must be a perfunctorious, super-

ficial, and empty joy. 1819 McCmE .Melville I. iii. 97 The

perfunctorious performance of their official task.

t Perfnncto-riously, adv. [f. prec. + -LT 2
;

atisw. to late L. peifunctorie.]
= PEBFUNCTOKILY.

1651 MAKBURY Cornm. Hakak. i. 2 Prayers, .perfunctori-

ously vented in the church. 1714 H'odrfai Corr. (1843) III.

155 As ignorantly and perfunctoriously gone about as any

part ofour worship. 1824 LASDOR Iintig. Cffnv., Middleton cy

Mngliat>eclii Wks. 1853 I. 119/1 He was inclined to execute

his duty too perfunctoriously.

Perftrnctorize, v. rare. [f.
PERFUNCTORY

i + -IZK.] trans. To perform in a perfunctory
manner

;
to go through as a piece of routine.

1866 Contemp. Rev. II. 504 All heartiness, .must be absent

,
from services where the stalls are empty, and only one canon

and one minor canon perfunctorize the duties.

Perfunctory foMfirnktart), a. [ad. late jurid.

L. perfunclori-iis
' done in a careless or superficial

manner, slight, careless, negligent", lit. 'charac-

teristic of one whose aim is to get through or get

\

rid of a matter', f. pcrfunctor, agent-n. from fer-

i fungi to perform, discharge, go through, get done

with, get rid of: see -DRY.]

1. Of a thing : Done merely for the sake of

getting through the duty ;
done as a piece of routine,

or for form's sake only, and so without interest or

zeal ; formal, mechanical ; superficial, trivial.

1581 [implied in PERFUNCTORILY]. 1593 G. HARVEY Pierces

Super, in Archaica (18151 II. 206 It is little of value ..that

can be performed in such perfunctory pamphlets on either

side. 1655 STANLEY Hist. Pliilas. in. (1701) 120 Alexander

had not been great, if Xenophon had not said, even the

Keholders. 1819 SOUTHEY i'> T. More II. 101 Attendance

at divine service, at times when the service is merely per-

functory. 1883 J. PAYN Talk of Town I. 254 (He) just

glanced at tha two documents in a perfunctory manner.

b. Of a person: Acting merely by way of duty ;

official ; formal
; lacking personal interest or zeal.

1600 W. WATSON Decacor,lon (1602) 141 None but such as

will be lesuiticall wholly, and not perfunctory, may find any
fauour there. 1644 MILTON Arecf. (Arb.) 58 The pre-

sumptuous rashnesse of a perfunctory licencer. 1701 NORRIS

Ideal ll'm-U\. v. 323 How many perfunctory inquirers there

are lhat carelessly interrogate this Divineoracle. 1870 LOWELL

Among my lits. Ser. I. (1873) 267 How little that per-

functory person dreamed of what was going on under his nose.

t2. Stated in formal terms, or with official

formality. Obs. rare- 1
.



PERFUNCTURATE.
1647 CLARENDON Hist. Keb. vi. 104 A formal, and per.

functory Message should be sent to his Majesty, whereby
they thought a Treaty would be enter'd upon,

Perfu-ncturate, v. rare. [f. L. type *pcr-

functura, f. ferfungi (see PERFUNCTORY) -t- -ATK 6.]
trans. To perform or do in a ]x:rfunctory manner.
1860 in WORCESTER (cited from Xortk Brit. Rcv.\

t PerfuTllisll, <.: Obs. Chiefly S<: and north,

dial. Forms : a. 4-5 perfornys, -yce, 4-6 per-

furnis, -ys, -ysoh, -isshe, 5perfournys, (Canton
parfor-, -four-, -furny(s)she), 6 perfurneis(e,
-eiss, 9 arck. perfurnish. ft. 5 perfourmys,
6 Se. perfurmis, -meis. [f. F. parfourniss-,

lengthened stem of parfournir, in Of1
', to achieve,

complete, accomplish, furnish completely, furnish

with what is wanting to completeness (in Britton,

Gower, etc.), f. par through PER- 2 + fournir
to accomplish, complete, supply, FfRNiSH, q. v.

Ptrfttmisk is connected with perform by the

intermediate ME. parfourne, parfourny (see PER-

FORM), and l6\h<:.perjurmis,ferfouratys, here.]
1. trans. To perform, carry out, execute : = PER-
FORM 5, 6.

a. 1375 HARBOUR fintci- xn. 61 This wes thefirst strakof the

ficht, That wes perfornyst douchtely. 1442 Aberdeen Regr.
(1844) I. 397 Thai sail fulfill and perfornyce his said werk
efter the tenour of thee uden tour, c 1489 CAXTON BlatKhardytt
xliii. 169 To parfurnysshe her request. 1518 llelyas in

Thorns /'rase Rom. (1828) III. 63 Then Helyas perfurnisshed
his purpose, a 1^72 KNOX Hist. Ref. Wks. 1846 I. 445 To
perfurneise hir wicked interprises.
p. 1591 l.yxiesay's Monarche 4151 Quhen tliay had done

perfuimeis {ed. 1552 perfurneis] his intents.

b. intr. (or fass. To admit of being carried out.

'393 Test. El<or. (Surtees) I. 186 In kase be that this wyt-
word will noght perfurnysche. I will it be abrydged ; for
I will hafe of na mans part bot of myne aune.
2. To furnish, supply (orig. what was wanted

to complete) : = PERFORM i b. f Also \\i\\\forlh.
* '533 BEI.I.ENDEN Livy\u. ii. (S-T.S.)247 Toperfurnis bis

batall,..tlie latynis..war commandit to gif bair maist reddy
support. 1536 Croii. Scot. (1821) II. 469 Ane of thir
clannis wantit ane man to perfurnis furth the nowmer.
rt '557 Dittrn. Occurreitts < Bannatyne Cl.) 37 To perfurneiss
ane thowsand horsmen for thrie monethis. a 1578 LINDESAY
(Pitscottie) Chran. Scot. (S.T.S.) I. 288 Pulder and bullat
sic as he might perfurneis at that tyme. 1819 W. TF.SNAXT
Papistry Storm d(i?,-2-]} 178 That near him did perfurnish 'd

stand \VT a' his battle-gear.
(3. 1410 Searchers Verdicts in Surtees Misc. (1888) 15 Thay

sail hafe all the lede that ys tliare nowe, and perfourmys the
remenand of thayr costes.

3. To decorate, trim, 'furnish': = PERFORM 2 b.

1375-6 Durham Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 582 In perfurnisyng
capucium doniini Prioris. .ex furura piopria.
4. To finish, bring to completion : =PERFORM i.

a. c 1450 St. Cuthbert (Surtees) 7937 This thing to ende to

perfournys. c 1489 CAXTON Soitnes ofAymon xii. 304 Goo
a side & lete vs parfornysshe our batayll. 1490 Eiieydos
-\vi. 62 I'o gyue hyin commaundeinent . . that he parfour-
nyshe hys vyage.
C- '553 Douglas' sEneis til. viii. 82 Fra that perfurmist

[MS. perfurnist] was our ofierand day.
Perfuse (pajfiw-z), v .

[f. L. per/us-, ppl. stem

oiperfimdere, (. PER- +fundere to pour out.]
1. trans. To overspread with any moisture; to

besprinkle (with water, etc.) ; to bedew ; to cover
or suffuse with anything shed on (e. g. radiance,
colour, grace, goodness").
15.6 I'Ugr. Perf. (W. de W. 1531) 182 b, In mouth and

lyppcs, all perfused with grace. 1613 JACKSON Creed \: xii,
Kach as it were to perfuse itself with its own goodness. 1686
GOAD Cclest. Bodies i. ii. 3 Some Creatures, .perfusing them-
selves with water. 1732 J. WHALEY Poems 175 The Cheek
with red perfus'd, the down-cast Eye. 1862 THOHEAU
Excursions, Wild Apji'.es (1863) 297 Red inside, perfused
\iith a beautiful blush.

2. To pour (something') through ; to diffuse

through or over; to cause to flow through. Also/f?.
1666 HARVEY Morlt. Angl. xii. 144 These clouds, as they

are raised out of the Sea .. being perfused through the Air.
1857 Truths Calh. Relif. (ed. 4) 178 They have the devil
inland, perfused, and transfused into them. 1904 Brit.
Med. Jrttl. 17 Sept. 681 By perfusing Locke's fluid through
the coronary system of the heart of cat or rabbit.

Perfusion (paafiw ^an). [ad. 'L.perfitsion-em,
n. of action f. perfundere : see prec.]

a. The action of pouring (a fluid) on or over ;

shedding on
; diffusion through.

1574 N EWTON Health Mag. 9 There should ensue an oynte-
ment or perfusion of temperate oyle. 1632 tr. lintel's Praxis
Med. 291 The perfusion of natural! heate . . doth gine life to
the wormes. 1666 HARVEY Morb. Angl. iv. 47 A perfusion
of a just proportion of gall. 1700 SIR J. FLOYER Cold Baths
I. ll. 41 A large Perfusion of Cold Water recollects the heat.
1775 SIR E. BARRY Obscry. H'ittes 294 Leave to others the
active parts of the perfusions, detersions, &c.

b. spec. The pouring over of water in baptism,
as opposed to immersion.
1607 .!>, hoi. Disc. agst. Antichr. i. ii. 1 12 What, and serueth

the signe of the water . . for the time only of the perfusiou ?

1711 J. GALE Rejl. H'alfs Hist. Inf. Baft. 134 This rite
was wout to be performed by immersion, and not by per-
fusion. 1889 DRYSDALE Hist. Prestyt. Eng. 439 Perfusion
(pouring or sprinkling) was not accounted unlawful.

c. concr. That which lias been poured over. rare.
1848 Ecdesiologist VIII. 99 Wine for the abhition of the

chalice of the mass, and also another chalice to receive the
perfusion of the finger*

691

Perfasive (paifw-siv), a. [f. *L. per/us-, ppl.
stem (see PERFUSE) + -IVE.] Having the character
of being shed all over, or diffused all through.
1817 COLERIDGE Riog. Lit, 159 The perfusive and omni-

present grace which have preserved, a* in a shrine of precious
amber, the Sparrow of Catullus, the Swallow, the Grass-

hopper, and all the other little loves of Anacreon. 1869
\V. G. T. SiiEnn JI#niUetics iii. 85 Unity that is thorough
and perfusive, and moulds the multitudes of materials.

Pergameneous (pojgamrnm), a. [f. L.

pergamen-a PARCHMENT + -ECUS.] Of the nature
or texture of parchment ; parchmenly.
1826 KIRBY & SP. EtUotuol. HI. xxxv. 606 Something

between coriaceous and membranous, which I shall express
by the term pergameneous, ibid. IV. xlvii. 371 Teginina.
generally pergameneous, reticulated with nervures. 1866-8
OWEN Anat. I'crte&r, (L.), This is closed by a perga-
meneous expansion. 1899 Allhntfs Syst. Med. VIII. 708
The consistence of the .skin is. .somewhat pergameneous.
t Pergamenous. 06s. rare-". =^prec.
1656 BI.OUNT Glossogr., Pcrganicnous, of or belonging to,

or full of Parchment or Velum.

Pergamentaceous (paigamentfi-ps), a.
[f.

med.L, ptrgament-um PAKCHMEKT + -ACEOT-S.]

Farchmenty ;
= PERGAMENEOUS.

1847-9 Tono Cycl, Anat. IV. 20/1 Polypary pergamen-
taceous or corneous. 1875 HTXI.EV in Encycl. Brit. \. 763/1
[They] are apt to become tough and almost jjergamentaceous
in spirit specimens, %

Pergana : see PERGUNNAH.

tPerge, v. Obs. rare- 1

, [ad. \,. perg-ere to

go on, proceed. Prob. founded on the use of the

L. imper. perge (pS'-idg*), 'go on, proceed', as in:

1588 SUAKS. L. L. L, iv. iL 54 Pcrge^ good M. Holofernes,

A'?*-] ,

intr. To go on, proceed.
1607 WII.KINS Afiserifs Ittforccd J\[arr. it, Thou art a good

Frank, if thou perge^t thus, thou art still a companion of

gallants.

Perget(te, pergit, obs. forms of PARGET.
II Pergola (p3Mg<Ha). [a. It. pergola

l

any arbor,
boure or close walke of boughes, namely of vines'

(Florio) : L. perguhi projecting roof, shed, vine

arbour; f. pergere to proceed, come forward.]
1. An arbour formed of growing plants trained

over trellis-work ; esp. a covered walk so formed.
1675 KVELYN Terra (1729) 39 Twixt East and North erect

a Pergola or Shed, so contriv'd wiih a Cover, as to exclude
or admit the Rain, snow and weather at pleasure. 1849
RUSKIN Sev. Lamps ii. 43 In the cupola of the Duomo at
Parma .. we might have taken the vines for a veritable per-
gola. 1866 SVMONDS Sk. Italy <$ Greece i. v. (1874) 95 Vines
. .climb the six stories, to blossom out into a pergola upon
the roof. 1896 M. D. FAIKUAIKN in Daily News \$ Sept.6/i
The pergola, or vine-clad arbour, is before the door.

t 2. An elevated stand or balcony. Obs. rare.

[Cf. It. pergolo covered balcony.]
1654 EVELYN Diary 20 July, Nee re this [Wilton] is a per-

gola or stand, built to view the sports. 1656 FINETT Am-
bassadors 210 He was ordained his standing in the Pergola
of the Hanquetting House.

fPergracil, a. Obs. rare , [ad. L. per-
\

gratilis very slender.]
1623 COCKERAM, PergraciH, leane, slender.

t Pergra-phical, a. Obs. rare- , [f. L. per-
graphic-its very skilful, very artful (f. PER- 4 +

;

graphicus} + -AL.] Hence tPergra-phically adv. '

1613 COCKF.RAM, Pcrgrajicall, cunning. Ibid, n, Very
'

Cunningly done, Pergrajfically. 1656 ELOUNT Glossogr.,
Pergraf-hical..) very cunningly made ^or done, aitificial,
workmanlike.

t Pergra teful, a. Ol>s. rare- 1
,

[f.
PER- 4

+ GRATEFUL, after L. pergrat-tu very agreeable.]

Very agreeable to the mind or senses.

1657 TOMUNSON Reuou'sDisf.iJS They mutuate a flavour

pergratefull to the stomach.

II Fergtmuah, pergana (paigj-na\ Also 8

purgunnah, 9 pergunna. [a. Pers. and Urdu

&3j parganah district.] A division of territory

in India, comprising a number of villages ;
a sub-

division of a zillah.

1765 HOLWELL Hist. Events i. (1766) 217 The lands of
the twenty-four Purgunnahs, ceded to the Company by the

treatyof 1757. "799 GRANT in R. Patton Asial. Monarchies
(1801)208 note, The Moghul empire, in its greater divisions
of soubahs, circars, pergunnahs, corresponding to our de-
nominations of provinces, counties, hundreds, or parishes.
1844 H. H. WILSON Brit. India. II. 536 The office of

Kanunc;o in each Pergana, or district, was revived. 1895
MRS. Ii. M. CROKER Village Talcs (1896) 117 The people of
the pergunnah . do not know you.
attril,. 1844 H. H. WILSON Brit. India I. 464 Where the

collections were regulated by pergunna or district rates.

t Perha'p, adv. Ol>s. rare. [A form parallel
to PERHAPS, formed on the singular HAP, chance.]
= PERHAPS

; perchance.
1570 LEVINS Manip. 27/30 Perhappe,_^>r//,^7;>-/<usA 1573

I. FoULttin Sir T. More 's Cam/, agst. Trio. To Rdr. ivl>,

Though that perhap to other folke he seeme to Hue in al

worldly wealth and blisse. 1634 Haringtons Qrl. Fur. II.

xxxviii, Perhap a man, or some infernall sprite.

t Perha-ppen, adv. 'Idial. Obs. [app. an
alteration of perhaps or perhap, after may-hap,
dial, may-happen, mapptn; cf. the similar W.Midi,
dial, lichappen.} = PEKIIAPS.
1756 TOI.DEKVY Hist. 2 Orphans II. 26 If .. you do these

things here, perhappen you'll do the same at another place.

PERHIBIT.

I Ibid. 56, I am not afraid to own my name, though perhappcti
I you are. [So /<>;/.]

Perhaps (parhac-ps), adv. (sb.} Also 5 per
happous jj'),

6 perhapis, perhappes. In vulgar
j

or careless speech often shortened to p'raps (preeps).
1

[f. PEH prep. II. i + kappes, haps, pi. of hapfe,
HAP s., chance, accident : cf. on, upon, in hapf>(cs

j

(MAP 4 b) ; perhap and perhappes appeared later

;

than peradventure, percale, and perchance, which

perhaps lias now in great measure superseded.
i
This later origination explains the absence of a sense-

development parallel to that of the other words.

Perhaps occurs only thrice in the Bible of 1611, all in tl'c

N. T., and ail originally in the Rhemisli version.]

1. A word qualifying a statement so a* to express
! possibility with uncertainty : It may be, possibly ;

PERCHANCE 3 ;and with the same constructions).
(The examples c 1430 are uncertain. The reauing of the

1 MS. (Harl. 372 If. 45, 51) may ue per hapfou^ but it may
I just as well be //> happens, or, in the second instance,
fer ha.ppa.ns. In lULs uncertainty the quots. are left here, ;i;

being the earlier traces of any form of tlie word )

[1^1430 J.VUG. Min. Poems i Percy Soc.) 34 She wol per
happous(?J inaken hir avowe. Ibid. 35 Per happous (?) one Is

loved that wol not fade.]

1528 Rnv Retit we (Arb.1 98 Savynge wother whyV^
perhapis They gett a feawe broken scrapis. 1546 Suppii*,

: ofPoore Commons IK. E. T. S. i 85 Perhappes some one of -. s

j

hath hylded c. shepe. 1590811A KS. Com. Err. n. i. 4 Pcrhar s

some Merchant hath inuited him. 1598 MKHKS Palladia
Taatia 286 To thinke on this, may pleasure be prehap^
another day. 1617 MORYSOS Itin. i. no Perhaps I ]i;ui.

scene a more sumptuous monument, but a more beautiful!
did I neuer see. 1677 JOHNSON in Rays Cor. (1848) i;8

Perhaps I may give farther answer to this query. 1766
GOLDSM. I'ic. Wakef. xix, Pt-rhajis I shall never .sec him ,

happiness more. 1835 HOOD P^ctry\ Prose, $ H'orsev, He
..is p'rhaps the sole Bard at this present Whose Poems ;ue
certain to pay. 1837 DICKENS Pickw. xxxii,

'

Very good, sir,
1

responded Mrs, Raddle, with lofty politeness.
' Then p'rap-*,

sir, you'll' [etc.]. 1876 T. HARUY Ethetberta xxxiii, Mr.

Julian says that perhaps he and his sister may also cu', '

for a few days before the season is over.

b. Qualifying a word or phrase, usually with

ellipsis : cf. PERADVEMTRE 3 b, PEKCASE 3 b,

PERCHANCE 3 b.

1534 MOKE Comf. a.g$t. Trtl>. in. xxiv. Uj, But as it maic
be, perhappes ye: so it may be, perhappes naye. 1615 <"..

SANDYS Trav. 6 The '1'owne .. stretclieth along .. perh.ifs
a mile in length. 1711 HEARNK Collect. (O. H. S.) III. if 7

Perhaps ab4 y* time of Edw. I. or later. 1809 MALKIN (',il

Mas xn. i. (.Rtldg.) 423 A little too broad, perhap*. 1883
Manch. Exam. 29 Nov. 5/1 There are three, or perh.-if^

four, courses open to us.

2. In a conditional clause : As may happen or

be the case ; as is possible ; by any chance : =
PERADVENTTRE 2, PEBCASE 2, PERCHANCE 2. Now
rare, and chiefly in unless perhaps.
1576 FLKMINC Panopl. Epist. 405 Vnlesse (perliappes) you

vse these or such lyke woords. 1582 N. T. (Khem.) Aits
viii. 22 Pray to CJod, if perhaps this cogitation of thy
hart may be remitted thee. 2 Cor. ii. 7 Lest perhaps
fso 1611; 1881 R. I

7
, by any means] such an one be swal-

lowed vp with oner great sorovv. 1600 J. POSY tr. Lids
Africa vi. 281 Not one drop of water is to be found, vnles'-e

perhaps
some raine falleth. Mod. You may take this, un-

less, perhaps, you would prefer to wait for a better.

B. sh. a. A statement qualified by 'perhaps';
an expression of possibility combined with uncer-

tainty, suspicion, or doubt
;
an avowedly doubtful

statement, b. Something that may happen (or

exist), or may not
;
a mere possibility.

1534 MORK Comf. agst. Trib. in. .xxiv. Uj, All his fcr-

geueness goeth, cosin, you se we], but by perhappes. 1641

J. SHUTB&miA 4- J/ag-ar (164$) 38 Often have we known
those that have cast themselves upon this perhaps, to have
been taken away suddenly, a 1680 CHARNOCK Delight in

Prayer \f\&. (1849) 241 Little comfort can be sucked from
a perhaps. 1790 COWPER Let. to S. Rose 3 Jan., I always
feel in my heart a perhaps importing that we have possibly
met for the last time. 1843 CAKLYLE Past fy Pr. in. i, We
quietly believe this Universe to be intrinsically a great,

unintelligible Perhaps. 1866 RUSKIN Eth. Dust iv. 60 We can
make ourselves uncomfortable to any extent with perhapsts.
Hence Perha'ps v. a. intr. To use the word

'

perhaps
'

; to make expressly doubtful or con-

jectural statements; b. trans, to qualify with
'

perhaps' as an expression of uncertainty.
1789 J. WHITE EarlStrongboiv\\. 95 He, probably, would

have continued perhapsing against Ireland. 179* Efaina I.

77, I perhaps'd every thing.

fPerhe*ndinancer. Obs. rare. [Voi+pcrendi-
nanc-er^ f. med.L. perendinare (erron. perhend-}
to stay, sojourn, lit. to defer till the day after

to-morrow: see PERENDIKATE.] A sojourner, a

lodger.
1489 Injunct. Prioress Appleton in Dugdale Monast. A ngl.

(1825) V. 654/2 Item that yee take noe perhendinauncers
or sojorners into your place from hensforward, but if they
be children or ellis old persons. 1736 F. DRAKE Eboracum
i. ix. 385.

Perhenuall, obs. corrupt form of PERENNAL.
(Cf. med. L. perhcnnis for peretinis.}

t Perhi'bit, v. Obs. rare. [f. L. perhibit-,

ppl. stem of perhibere to hold out, asciibe, etc., f.

I'ER- 2 + habere to have, hold.] trans. To hold

(to be), to repute.
1657 TOMLINSON RCMUS Di$j>. 567 Galen is perhibited its

Author, .because he celebrated it.



PERHIEMATE.

f Perhi-emate, r. Obs. rare-", [f. ppl. stem '

of L. per-hiemdre, f. per through + /items winter.]

>>:!>: To spend or pass the winter.

l3 COCKEBAM, Perhiematc, to winter at a place.

Ferhorresce (pajh^re-s), v. [f.
PKR- 2 +

\

L. horresclre to begin to shake, to shudder, etc.]

trans. To shudder at.

1895 \V. WALLACE in Fortn. Rn. Apr. 544 The subjective
iJealtsm Mr. B. perhorresces.

Peri (pl'ri). [mod. ad. (cf. fr.pe'ri) Pers.
(_j^j

/iW or pfn, in Pehlevi /an* evil genius, male-

volent elf or sprite, A vestan (Zend) pairika one

of several beautiful but malevolent female demons
,

employed by Ahriman to bring comets and eclipses,

prevent rain, cause failure of crops and dearth,

ttc. ; in mod. Persian, poetically represented as a

beautiful or graceful being (cf. fairy in Eng.) ;

j

hence such combinations as pari-ru 'fairy-faced',

fin-paytar 'fairy-formed', etc. (But the word
has no etymological connexion withfairy.)]
In Persian Mythology, one of a race of super-

human beings, originally represented as of evil or

malevolent character, but subsequently as good

genii, fairies, or angels, endowed with grace and

beauty. Hence fraiaf. 'a fair one '.

1777-80 RICHARDSON Persian Diet. Diss. p. xx\v, Those

livings, who inhabited the globe immediately before the

c real ion of man, they call Peris and Di-'cs. ..The Peris are

described as beautiful and benevolent ; and though guilty
oferrors which had offended Omnipotence, they are supposed,
ii consequence of their penitence, still to enjoy distinguished
marks of divine favour. Ibid, xxxvi, The Peris and Dives

are supposed to be-forined of the element of fire. . . Perfume
i- the only food of the Peris. 1786 tr. Beckforifs I'aihck

(i363) 64 Are the Peries come down from their spheres?

1813 HVRON BrMc Afyiios i. v, My Peri ! Ever welcome
here '. 1617 MOORF. I. alia A'., I'aratiisc >i Peri, One morn
a Peri at the gate Of. Kden stood disconsolate. 1889 C. C. K.

c'/ for Srason 240 Peers, peasants, peris of opera and play,

Lords, ladies, and louts.

Peri, obs. form of PERM, South American fish.

Peri-, prefix, repr. Gr. -ntpi prep, and adv.,

'round, around, round about, about", combined
i:i these senses with verbs and their derivatives,

substantives and adjectives ; (a) in adverbial con-

struction, as f(fi^\ianv to look around, u/)i-

UTptipav to turn round, Trfpi'oSos a going round,

refHTraros walking about. ir/w'xpi"<7os gilded all

over; from the sense 'all over', it was an easy
extension to those of '

altogether, quite, very,

exceedingly, beyond measure ', as in irfpi/toAAjjs

right beautiful, very beautiful, and that of
'

going

beyond' or 'exceeding', as in irtptroffvftv to over-

slioot. (i) In prepositional construction, forming

parasynthetic adjs. and derived sbs.,e.g. wtpiKap&io?
' situated irtpi itapdia, around or about the heart ',

thence TO vfptKapotov
' the membrane surrounding

the heart, the pericardium '.

A small number of technical Greek words in ntpi-

\vere adopted in ancient .Latin ; more were added

in late and mediaeval Latin
;

most of these are

represented in the modern Romanic kings., and in

English i^see PERICARDIUM, PERICARP, -PERIOD,

PERIPATETIC, PERIPHERY, PERIPHRAJBK, PEKIPLUS,

PERISTYLE, PERITONEUM) ; and, -on the model of

these, adaptations of ancient Greek compounds in

rrfpi-, and new compounds from Greek element!

(frequently also, from Latin elements), have been

introduced in great numbers in modern scientific

Latin (esp. in biological nomenclature), and in the

scientific terminology of the modern languages

generally, in which peri- has been found to be a

convenient prefix for denominating the structure or

region lying round a defined organ or part. Most

of these terms are (with the appropriate modifica-

tion of form) of international currency, and it is

often difficult to ascertain in which of several

languages a particular term was first used.

The more important/iv/. words(incladingthoieof historical

standing, and those in more or less general use) will be found

in their alphabetical places ; others of less importance or

more exclusively technical use follow here.

1. In numerous scientific terms, chiefly anatomical

and pathological.
In these pet-i- has a prepositional relation to the sb.

implied in the succeeding element isee i3) above).

a. In adjs.
= situated or occurr.ng about or

around, surrounding or enclosing (the part, organ,
etc. denoted by the second element) ; sometimes

aUo = pertaining to the part, or thing, denoted by
a corresponding sb, (see b) : as

Pe'riadventi'tial, situated outside \headventitia

or outer coat of a blood-vessel ; Periampu-llary,
around an ampulla or dilated mouth of a duct (in

quot., that of the bile-duct) ; Peria'nal, around

or about the anus (Syd. Sac. /.ex.'; ; Periarte'rial,

around an artery or arteries ;
Periarti'cular

[L. arlu-ultis joint], around a joint; Peria'xial,
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around an axis; spec, around the axis cylinder of a

nerve; Peribra-nchlal (-kial) ,
around the branchiae

or gills; Peribro'nchial (-kial
1

!, around the bron-

chial tubes ; PeribuTsal, around a onrsa miicosa

in a joint; Pericascal (-s/'kal), around the crccutn ;

Perice llular, around a cell or cells; Perice-

pha'lic [Gr. Kt<pa\ri head], round the head, as the

external carotid artery-; Perice'rebral, around

the brain, orthe cerebral hemispheres; Perichordal

(-kj>Mdal), around the notochord or spinal cord
;

Perichoroi'dal (-kor-), around the choroid coat

of the eye ; Perico'rneal, around the cornea of

the eye (Sj'd. Soc. Lex.} PericoTtioal, around

the cortex (see CORTEX 3) ; Pericystic (-srstik)

[Gr. KMJTis bladder], around the bladder, or a

cyst ; Peride-ntal [L. dens tooth] = periodontal ;
\

Peridn'ral, around the dura mater ; Perie'ndy- \

mal, Periepe-ndymal, around the ependyma or

lining membrane of the cerebral ventricles and |

spinal canal
;

Perifasci'cnlar [L. fasciculus i

bundle], around a bundle, e.g. of nerve-fibres; ,

Perlfi'bral, Perifl'brous, around a fibre, as

the pirifibram of a sponge (see b) ; Perifol-

li-cnlar, around a follicle ; Feriganglio'nic,
around * ganglion ; Perifra-stric [Gr. -faarr)p \

belly, stomach], aronnd the stomach or alimentary

canal ; Perigla-ndular, around a gland ;
Peri-

glo'ttic {Gr. -yAtuTTa tongue], around the base of

the epiglottis; Perignathic (-gnae'pik) [Gr. 71-0605

jaw], around the jaws ; Ferihepa'tic [Gr. f/irap

liver], around the liver
; Feri-inte'stinal, around

the intestines ; Perilaryngeal (-rrnd^'al), around

the larynx ; Perilenti-cnlar, (the space) surround-

ing the crystalline lens of the eye ; Perilo'bnlar,

around the lobes or lobules (of the liver or

lungs' ; Perilympha'ngial [L. lyinpha lymph +

Gr. arfyiiav vessel], around a lymphatic vessel;

Perimetrial (-m/'trial) [Gr. /IIJT/XJ uterus], around

the uterus (= PERIMETHIC a.'2}; Perine-phral,
Ferine phric [Gr. rt<ppos kidney], around the

kidney (so Perine-pnrial, pertaining to the peri-

nephrium : see b) ; Perimrclear, around the

nucleus; Perio'cnlar [L. oculm eye]
= pcrioph-

thaliiric; Periodo-ntal [Gr. obom tooth], around

a tooth, pertaining to the periodoutum (see b) ;

Fericesopbajfeal (ftsffe'dySl), around the oeso-

phagus ; Perioophoric (-oiofprikj [Gr. uoipopoi'

ovary], around the ovary; Periophtha-lmic [Gr.

u<p0a\nos eye], around the eye ; Perio'ptio [see

Ol'Tic]
= pciiorHlal; Perio'ral [L. as, or- mouth],

around the mouth
; Perio'rbital, around the orbit

of the eye ; Feripancrea'tic, around the pan-

creas ; Peripapillary, around the optic papilla ;

Feripe-nial, (muscular fibres) surrounding the

penis ; Peripe'talous, around the petals of a plant,

or the petaloid ambulacra of an echinoid ; Peri-

pharyngeal (-fari'ndjial),
around the pharynx ;

Perlpo'rtal, around the portal vein (Sya". Soc.

Lex. ) ; Periprosta'tic, around the prostate gland ;

Perlpylo'ric, around the pylorus ; Perire'ctal,

situated aronnd the rectum ;
Perire-nal [L. rin

kidney] = perinephric ;
Perirhi'nal [Gr. fit,

flv- nose], around the nose (Syd. Sot. /.ex.) ;

Perisple'nic, around the spleen ; Perisyno'vial,

around the synovial membrane ; Perithora'clc,

around the thorax; Perlto'nslUar, around a tonsil

orthe tonsils; Peri.tracb.eal (-trt-'''kial), r.round

the trachea of an insect ; Peritvnrnal [L. ungitis

nail], around the nail; Periure'thral, around

the urethra ; Perin'terine, around the uterus ;

Periva'scnlar [L. vascttlutii vessel], around a

vessel or vessels (usn. blood-vessels) ; Perive'nous

[L. vena vein], around a vein
; Periventri-cular,

around a ventricle ; Perive'sical [L. vcstra blad-

der], around the bladder ; Perlvi'sceral, around

the viscera ; Perlvite-lline, around the vitellus or

yolk of an ovum. (See quotations after c.)

b. In sbs. (mostly in Latin form) denoting
a part, organ, etc., surrounding or enclosing that

denoted by the second element : as PERIANTH,
-ANTUK'M, PERICARDIUM, etc.

|| Periceme'ntum, the substance surrounding the

cement of a tooth; Pe'richord [see CHORD], the

sheath or investment of the notochord ; ||
Peri-

de-nteum [f. L. dens, dent- tooth, after PERI-

CARDIUM] (see quot.) ; ||
Perlde'smium [Gr.

Sfr/^os band], 'the areolar tissue ensheathing a

ligament
'

(Syd. Soc. Lex.) : || Perldi'dymls

[after epididymis\, the tunica albtiginea envelop-

ing the testicle (Sj'd. Sue. Lex.); || Perifl'brnm,
a sheath surrounding a fibre and other parts in a

sponge ; || Perigra-mium [Gr. 70^105 marriage]

Bot., an involucre enclosing both male and female

PEKI-.

reproductive organs in mosses ; || Perigrlo ttis [a.

Gr. /x7\euTTir a covering of the tongue], the

epithelium or skin of the tongue ; also, the epi-

glottidean gland ; ||
Perine-piirinm [Gr. vafpos

kidney], the connective tissue which envelops the

kidney; Periodo'ntum, -odo'ntium [Gr. otiovi

tooth], the periodontal membrane, which invests

the fang of a tooth; Periophtha-lmium [Gr.

o<p9aXp.6i eye], the nictitating membrane of a bird's

eye ; || Periphora-nthimn, Bot. - PERICLINIUM ;

||
Periste-thlum [Gr. trrijOos breast], Kirby's

name for a part of the thorax of an insect, now

usually called niesostennim ; || Peritendi'nenm,
the connective tissue forming the sheath of a tendon

(Syd. Soc. Lex.); ||Perithe-lium[nfter</>M/;'K/],
a layer of cells like epithelium, lining a vessel or

cavity ; vascular epithelium ; ||
Periio'nium [Gr.

faivrj belt] Bot., a name for the thin non-siliceous

membrane of a young auxospore in diatoms. (See

quotations after c.)

c. Path. In sbs. in -ITIS (-si'tis), denoting inflam-

mation occurring in the parts around or about that

denoted by the second element, or in the part
denoted by a corresponding sb. (see b) ; with

corresponding adjs. in -itic (-i'tik) ;
as PERICARDI-

TIS, PKRINEURITIS, PERITYPHLITIS, etc., q. v., and

many others, of which the following are examples.

Perladenl-tis [Gr. oofy gland], inflammation of

the connective tissue around a gland ;
Periarte-

rl'tis, of the outer coat of an artery (hence Peri-

arteri-tic a.) ; Periartliri tis [Gr. apepov joint],

of the tissues round a joint (Syd. Soc. Lex.) ;

Peribronchi Us, of the peribronchial connective

tissue; Pericho lecystitis [CHOLECYST], of the

peritoneum immediately covering the gall-bladder

(SyJ. Soc. Lex.); Pericoli'tis (-coloni'tis), of the

connective tissue round the colon ; Pericolpi'tis

[Gr. xoXros bosom, taken as = vagina], of the

connective tissue round the vagina (Syd. Soc. Lex.) ;

Pericowperi'tis, of the connective tissue around

Cowper's glands ; Pericysti tis [Gr. KVOTH blad-

der], of the connective tissue around the urinary

bladder ;
Pe ricystomati'tis.

' of the surrounding
coat or membrane of an ovarian cystoma

'

(Billings

1890) ; Peridesmitis, of the peridesmium (see

b) ; Perldidymi-tis, of the perididymis (see b) ;

Pe Tieiicephali-tis [ENCEPHALON], of the mem-
branes surrounding the brain, esp. the pia mater ;

Perienteri tis [Gr. ivrtpov intestine], 'of the

subperitoneal connective tissue surrounding the

intestine' (Syd. Soc. Lex.) ; Perigastri tis,
' of the

peritoneal coat of the stomach
'

(Billings) ; Peri-

hepati'tis [CJr. ijirap liver], of the serous tissue

forming the capsule of the liver ; Perilarynjri'tis,

of the connective tissue round the larynx (Syd. Soc.

Lex.); Perilympliang(e)i-tts [seeperilywphaiigial
in a], of the connective tissue around a lymphatic

vessel; Perimetri'tls [Gr. ^rpa uterus], of that

part of the peritoneum about theuterns(hencePeri-
metri'tio a.) ; Perimyeli'tis [Gr. pv(\u! marrow,
taken as - spinal cord], of the membranes sur-

rounding the spinal cord ; Perinephri-tis, of the

perinepnriuiii (see b) or tissue surrounding the

kidney (hence Perinephrl'tio a., relating to peri-

nephritis; also erron. = perinephric: see a);
Periodonti tis, of ti\e pcriodoHtum (see b) ;

Peri-

oesophagi'tis, of the connective tissue around

the oesophagus (Syd. Soc. Lex.) ; Perioophoritis

(-Oifforai-tis) [Gr. iioQupav ovary], of that part of

!
the peritoneum contiguous to the ovary (Syd. Soc.

Lex.} ;
Periorbi'tis [contr. for pctiorbiiitis], of

the periorbital membrane (see a' ; Periorclii-tis

(see quot.) ; Perlpachjrmeningitis (-pne'kimen-

indjai-tis), of the outer layer of the dura mater;

Periphacitis (-lasai'tis) [Gr. tpaxus lentil, taken as

= lens], of the capsule of the crystalline lens of the

eye (Mayne Expos. Lex.) ; Periphlebi-tia [Gr.

1 <p\ty, <p^f0- vein], of the connective tissue forming

j

the sheath of a vein (hence Peripblebi tic a.) ;

Feripleuri-tia, of the areolar tissue beneath the

pleura ; Peripy'lephlebi'tis [Gr. \TI gate, <p*i>f>

i vein], of the connective tissue surrounding the por-

I

tal vein (Syd. Soc. Lex.) ; Perisalplngi'tis [Gr.

aa\my( trumpet, taken as = Fallopian tube],
of

I that part of the peritoneum adjacent to the Pallo-

i pian tube (ibid.); Perisplenl'tis, of the peri-

\

toneal tissue forming the capsule of the spleen

I

1

(hence Perlspleni'tic a.) ;
Peritonsillftis, of

the tissue surrounding the tonsil
;
Periuretliri-tis,

of the tissue surrounding the urethra; Perivascu-

li-tis, of the perivascular sheath (see a) of a blood-

vessel, esp: of the retinal vessels (Syd. Soc. Lex.);

Perivisoeri-tis, of the tissues round the viscera.



PERI-. 693 PERIBLASTIC.

1897 AllbtttCs Syst. Med. II. 143 In very severe cases [of

Scarlatina] the Adenitis is often associated with a low form
of *periadenitis. Ibid^ III. 721 Carcinoma starting in the

duodenum near the biliary papilla juxta-ampullary or*ptri-
ampullary carcinoma, as it has been called. 1898 Ibid. V. 2

In each lobule the peribronchial ti>sue (as well as the *peri-
arterial) is continuous with the perilobular tissue. Ibid. 313
Both the "periart critic and penbronchlal granulations may
occur as separate nodules. 1880 A. FLINT Princ. Med.
196 To. .inflammatory changes in the outer coat of the

arteries the name *periarteritis is applied. 1897 All&Utfs

Syst. Med. III. 80 *Periarticular bony formations may cause
entire dislocation of a joint. 1881 K. R. LANKESTER in

Encycl. Brit. XII. 548/2 The Actinozoa.. exhibit a differen-

tiation of this space into an axial and a *peria.\ial portion.

1878 HKLL Gfgenbaur's Camp. Anat. 400 A cavity formed
around the branchial chamber by the lumen of these united

sacs, the *pertbranchial space (perithoracic chamber of
authors). 1873 '!'. H. GRKKN Introd.Pathol. (ed. 2) 297 The
thickening of the *peri-bronchial tissue which sometimes
occurs in chronic bronchitis. 1876 tr. Wagner s Cen. Pathol.

{ed. 6) 243
* Peri-bronchitis. . is a term applied to inflamma-

tion of the outer halves of the bronchial wall. 1897 Alllmtt's

Syst. Med.. III. 132 The redness, *peri-bursal swelling, and
tenderness slowly disappeared. 1879 St. George's Hasp.
Rep. IX. 353 *Perica;cal inflammation. 1896 Alllwtfs Syst.
Mid. I. 121 An extensive *pericellular cirrhosis in cattle.

1899 Ibid. VII. 537 The nerve-cells of the brain are placed
within pericellular sacs. 1900 Lancet 18 Aug. 539/1 The
*
pericementurn compressed between the root of the teeth

and the alveolus very quickly became necrosed. 1890
BiLLiNGS-AW. Med. Diet. 1 1. 311 *Pericephalicartery. 1876
tr. Wagner's Gen, Pathoi. (ed. 6) 158 The peri-vascular
lymphatic spaces communicate freely with the

*

peri-cerebral

spaces. 1878 BF.LL Gegenbaurs Comp. Anat. 447 *Peri-

chordal tissue, 1876 tr. \\'agners Gen. Pathol. (ed. 6) 151
The *perichoroidal space and its efferent canals. 1883
Standard 3 Jan. 5/6 The cause of death was perityphlitis
and suppurating *pericolitis. 1857 DLXGLISON Med. Lex.
604 *Pericolonitis. 1889 G. A. BKKUY Dis. Eye i. ii. 72
"Pericorneal injection. 1878 A. HAMILTON Nerv. Dis. 100
A "peri-cortical collection of blood. 1874 VAN UUKEN Dis.
Oenit. Org. 78 The connective tissue around the gland is

always largely implicated.., making the disease mainly a

*peri-cowperitis. 1876 GROSS Dis. Bladder 31 The tumor
may be a *pericystic accumulation of pus. 1874 VAN BUREN
Dis. Genit. Org. 240 *Peri-cystitis is the formation of matter
in the connective tissue around and outside of the bladder.

1889 J. M. DUNCAN Clin. Lect. Dis. ll'om. (ed. 4) xliii. 377
Purulent *pericystomatitis .. usually leading to general
peritonitis and death. 1859 J. TOMES Dental Sitrg. 90 The
absorption being performed by the "peridental membrane.
Ibid. 439 Two distinct structures.. the *peridenteum of the

tooth and the periosteum of the bone. 1753 CHAMBERS
Cycl. Supp. s. v. Periosteum

t This [membrane].. when it

covers.. the ligaments [is called] *peridesiniujn. 1853 in

DuN'GLisoN. 1899 Allbntt's Syst. Med. VI. 881 Secondary
inflammatory processes, .occurring in the *peridural cellular

tissue. 1896 Ibid. I. 184 Considered as primary *penence-
phalitis. 1846 J. E. DAY tr. Simon's Anini. Client. II. 500
Analysis of the fluid found in the peritoneum of a boy. .who
died from ^perienteritis. 1899 AllbutCs Syst. Mcd. VII. 22

Hallopeau . . uses the word *peri-ependymal . . as synonymous
with central. Ibid. VI. 704 Proliferation of the intra- and
*peri-fascicular connective tissues. 1884 A. HYATT in
Proc. Boston Soc. Kat. Hist. XXIII. 83 The threads are
surrounded by a *perifibral membrane. Ibid.^ Tins *peri-
tibruni envelopes the spicnles as well as the fibre. 1899
Allbntt's Syst. Med. VIII. 586 Confined to the immediate
neighbourhood of the follicles, the sebaceous glands, and the

"perifollicular papules. 1863 BERKELEY tint. Mosses Gloss.

312 *PerigamiuM t
the portion of the fertile reduced

branchlets which contains the archegonia. 1899 AllbntCs
Syst. Med. VI. 733 Thickening of the 'perigangliontc tissue.

1856 ALLMAN Fresh-Water Polyzoa 23 That the *peri-

gastric fluid consists mainly of water which has obtained
entrance from without. 1842 DUNGIJSON Med. Lex.,
*Perig.'ottis t epiglottic gland. 1880 A. FLINT Princ. Med.
590 Inflammation of the serous investment of [the liver], .is

called *perihepatitis. 1856 WOODWARD Mollnsca HI. 335
The lower part of the alimentary canal continues sur-
rounded by . . the *

"peri-intestinal sinus'. 1893 Syd. Soc.

Lex.) *J
>
tri/atynfitis..ofktn ends in *perilaryngeal abscess.

1889 G. A. BERRY Dis. Eye i. iv. 96 The intermediate free

portion of the membrane fills in the "perilenticular space.
1896 Allbntt's Syst. Med. I. 840 Slight *peri!obular

cell

infiltration in the portal canals. 1891 Qitain s Anat. (ed. 10)

II. (. 387 In the serous membranes, rounded nodules.. are

developed either around or at one side of an enlarged
lymphatic ('perilymphangial nodule). 1899 Allbnifs Syst.
Med. VI. 439 [Lymphangitis] is practically always a>soc'i-

ated with inflammation of the tissues immediately sur-

rounding the vessels *peri-lymphangitis. 1859 TODU Cycl.
Anat. V. 63g/i *Perimetrial inflammation occasionally
reaches the suppuration stage. 1863 N. Syd. Soc. Year-bk.
Med. 402 The cellular tissue between the folds of the broad

ligaments of the uterus is the primary seat of 'perimetritic
exudations. 1875 JONES & SIEV. Pathol. Anat. (ed. 2) 757
"Perimetritis is. .inflammation of the peritoneal covering of
the uterus. 1899 Allbntfs Syst. Med. VI. 912 A marginal
or "perimyelitis as it is called being the result. 1897 Ibid.
IV. 342 A remarkable absence of *perinephric fat. 1877 tr.

//. t>on Zienissen's Cycl. Med. XV. 544 Inflammations of
the Kidney., and of the *Perinephr!tic Tissues. 1880
A. FLINT Princ. Med. 907 Perinephritic abscess. 1842
DUNGI.ISON Med. Lex.,

*
Perinephritis, inflammation of the

external cellular and fibrous membranes of the kidney ..

Raytr. 1896 Allbntt's Syst. Med. I. 212 Shrunken nuclei

lying in *peri-nuclear vacuoles. 1893 Syd. Soc. Lex., *Peri-
otular s^ace, the space that surrounds the eyeball, .between
it and the wall of ihe orbit. 1854 Jrnl. R. Agric. Soc.
XV. ii. 308 The *

periodontal covering to the tooth. 1899
Allbntt's Syst. Med. VI. 743 Inflammation of the peri-
odontal membrane. 1871 L. P. MEREDITH Teeth (1878)
93 More cases of root troubles, as abscesses, *periot!ontitis,

etc., occur in teeth filled with amalgam. 1878 T. BKVANT
Pract. Snrg. I. 557 The 'alveolo-dentine membrane', or

"periodontum, invests the root of the tooth and lines the

bony socket. 1897 AllbutCs Syst. Med. III. 369 'Perioeso-

phageal abscess. 1900 E. R. Lankester's Treat. Zool. m.
via. 22 A perioesophageal sinuV.is completely.. separated

VOL. VII.

from [the body cavity]. 1889 J. M. DUNCAN Clin. Lect.
Dis. Worn. (ed. 4) 214 The abscess is *peri-oophoric. Ibid.
180 Liability to oophoritis and to *peri-oophoritis. 1886
TRISTRAM in Ibis Ser. v. IV. 42 The white *periophthalraic
line reaching to the forehead. 1691 KAY Creation u. 11692)

36 The nictating Membrane or *Perioplithalmium. 1893
Syd. Soc. Lex., *Perioral, surrounding the mouth. 1896
Cambridge Nut. Hist. II. 298 In the perl-oral region of

Spatangus pnrpurcus. 1893 Syd. Soc. Lex., *Periorbital
membrane. 1875 H. WALTON- Dis. Eye 50 *Periorbitis is

meant to include inflammation of the orbital bones, and of
their investing periosteum. 1890 BILLINGS \at. Med. Diet.
II. 314

*Periorchitis . .
,
inflammation of the tunica vaginalis

testis. 1899 Allbutt's Syst. Med. VI. 881 External spinal

pachymemngit is., is also designated
'

*peripachymeningitis '.

1897 Ibid. IV. 265 Inflammation, which becomes extended
to the *peripancreatic tissue. 1893 Syd. So^.. Lex., W>/-
papillary, situated round the optic papilla. 1890 I!TI,LIN<;S

Art/. Med. Diet. II. 314 'Peripenial muscle. 1856 HENSLOW
Diet, Bot. Terms, *Pcript>talons. 1857 MAVNIC Expos. Lex.,
Peripetalus, . .applied by Mirbel to nectaries which surround
the corol or the petals.. : peripetalous. 1877 HIXI.KV Anat.
Ini 1

. Anim. ix. 574 Others surround the outer extremities of
the petaloid ambulacra, and are termed peripetalous. Ibid,
x. 602 A ciliated *peripharyngeal band. 1896 AllbutfsSyst.
fifed. I. 609 A *periphlebitic abscess. 1879 BCMSTKAD / 'en.

Dis. 765 Schiippel has described, .syphilitic "periphlebhis.
1893 Brit. Med. Jrnl. 18 Feb. 346/1 *Periplenriti& is applied
to an affection whose chief feature issuppurative celluliti-. uf
the thoracic wall. It is not nece^arily confined to the

neighbourhood of the pleura;. 1860 Sn< H. THOMPSON Dis.
Prostate (i%f&) 59 Deep perineal or *periprostatic [abscesses J.

1897 Allbntt's Syst. Med. III. 953 The *perirectal connective,
tissue. Ibid. 674 The *perirenal fat. .normally tends some-
what in the same direction. Ibid. 574 "Perisplenic abscess
..described in connection with malaria. 1899 Ibid. VI. 267
The most diagnostic value attaches, .to a *perisplenitic
friction rub. 1880 A. FLINT Princ. Med. 590 *Peri-

splenitis signifies a local peritonitis about the spleen. 1876
tr. Wagner's Gen. Puthol. (ed. 6.1 150 Broad canal.s clothed
with endothelium (or *peritheliuni), in the axis of which
are found the blood vessels. 1878 "Perithoracic [see peri-
ln-anchial above]. 1876 tr. von Ziemssens Cycl. Med. VI.

914 "Peritonsillar, or retrotonsHlar abscess. 1897 AllbntCs
Syst. Med. IV. 752 Connection between acute lacunar
tonsillitis. *peritonsillitis and acute rheumatism. 1899 Cam.
bridge Xat. Hist. VI. 332 *Peritracheal spaces in which run
tracheae. 1899 CHKYNE & BURGHARD Surgical Treatment \\.

x. 171 *Pert-ungual onycliia. 1874 VAN BURKS Dis, Genit.

Org- 79 *Peri-urethral abscess. Ibid. 78 *Peri-urethritis.

1872 T. G. THOMAS Dis. Women (ed. 3) 64 *Peri-uterine
cellulitis or pelvic peritonitis. 1873 A. FLINT Nerv. Syst.
i. 56 The blood vessels here [in the cerebro-spinal centres]
are surrounded by what have been called *perivascular
canals, 1879 St. George^s Hosp. Rep. IX. 149 The brain

small,.. the ventricles and perivascular canals increased in

size. 1898 AllbntCs Syst. Med. V. 796 An aspiratory "peri-
ventricular effect caused by the adhesions. 1876 GKOSS
Dis. Bladder 262 Inflammation of the "perivesical and peri-

prostatic, connective and vascular tissues. 1867 J. HOGG
Microsc. u. ii. 370 In the

v
perivisceral cavity of the earth-

worm. i9AAfl&utt'sSyst.Med.V, 1036 The *perivisceritis
of Huchard. 1890 Qitain's Anat. {ed. 10) I. i. 10 Half of
the germinal vesicle is extruded into the *perivitelline space.
1887 GARNSF.Y & BALKOUR tr. Gaffa/

1

* (iBj?) Outlines 19 The
two cells. . grow, .alongside of one another to the normal sixe

of auxospores, and on their outer surface, .appears a mem-
brane of cellulose, the "perfzonium.

f 2. In Crystallography t
used (orig. in Fr., by

Haiiy) to form adjs. applied to prisms derived from

primary four-sided prisms, whose faces are increased

to the number indicated by the names, by the

development of secondary facets on their edges :

perioctahedral') so peripolygonal ;
also periortho-

gonous : see quots. Obs.

1805-17 R. JAMESON Char, Afin. (ed. 3) 198 Peri-hexa-

hcdral, peri-octahedral, peri-decahedral, and pcyi-dodeca-
hcdral, when the primitive four-sided prism is changed by
means of decrements into a six, eight, ten or twelve sided

prism. Ibid. 207 Peri-polygonal (/'. peri-polygone}, when
the prism has a great number of lateral planes, such as ihe

peri-polygonal tourmaline, 1857 MAYNI: Expos. Lex., Peri-

orthogontis, applied by Haiiy to a variety of which the

primitive form, which is a rbomboidal prism, changes into a

rectangular prism by the effect of decreases: periorthogonous.

Periagua (also fperiaga, -go(e, -guay, etc.),

another lorm of PIRAGUA.

II Ferialgia (pt-riix-W^ia). Path. Also peri-

algy. fmod.L., f. Gr. vtpi exceedingly + 0X70*

pain,] Kxcessive pain. Hence Peria'lgic a.

1853 DTNULISON Med. Lex., Perialgia, a very violent

pain. 1857 MAVSK Expos. Lex., Perialgia, .. perialgy.

1890 in BILLINGS Mtd, Diet. II. 3n. 1893 ty'f- 't>( '( - ^*'-*"-

Perialgia, Perialgic.

Perianth. (pe-riiEen]>). Bot. Formerly in L.

form perianthium. [app. directly after F.

perianlhe (Rousseau I77 J ~7) at^ mod.L. peri-
anthium (i7thc. in Ray), f. (Jr. vtpi about + av6os

flower (after Gr. ircptfcapirtov : see PERICARP).]
1. A structure surrounding, or forming the outer

part of, a Mower
;
a floral envelope.

fa. In earlier use, a synonym of CALYX ; and,
like it, applied also to an INVOLUCRE or whorl of

bracts, as that at the base of the flower-head in

the Composite. Obs.

a. [1686 KAY Hist. Plant. I. 22 Seim'na.. qua? nullo prater
perianthium .. tegmine donantur.] 1706 PHILLIPS, Per.
ianthimn, or Calyx (among Herbalists) the Flower-cup in

|

most Plants. 1748 Phil. Trans. XLV. 169 The Bud or
j

Rudiment . .appears in Autumn wrapped up iu a conic scaly
Perianthium. 1762 KHRET in Phil. Trans. LIU. 82 At
the base of this . . petal is situated an irregular . . triphyllous

periantheum. 1806 GALPINK Brit. Bot. 44* Strat totes.

ijpatha 2-leaved. Perianthium superior, 3-cleft.

/3. 1785 MAKTYN Rousseau's Bot. xxi, The early Hepatica
..has a perianth of three leaves, which being remote
from the flower, is rather an involucre than a calyx. Ibid.

xxvi, The calyx or perianth common to the whole flower.

b. Now, The outer part or envelope of a flower,
which encloses the essential organs (stamens and

pistils); either double, i.e. the calyx and corolla

collectively, esp. when so much alike as to appear
to constitute a single part ; or singk, when there

is only one, which may be either green (sepaloid)
like an ordinary calyx, or coloured '(petaloid) like

an ordinary corolla.
1828 Si AUK Elan. Xat. Hist. II. 477 The Dicotyledonous

plants with a double perianth, but with the corolla formed
of a single petal attached to the caly.v. 1835 I.INDI.KY

Introd. Bot. (1848) I. 326 The word i'urianth signifies the

calyx and corolla combined. 1857 HI-.M-KKY Bot. 189 A
large number of the Monocotyledonous orders possess a peta-
loid perianth; that is, thcic arc- tuo < in Ics of petaloid
organs, which, from their resemblance, or their actual

coherence, have the appearance of a single ht.xarnerous
whorl. 1880 OKAY Struct. Bot. \\. i (txl. 6) 164.

C. Ill liverworts, a leafy ur membranous covering
surrounding the archegonium ; in mosses, the

cluster of leaves surrounding the sexual organs in

the ' flower'.

1857 HKNFKEY />'< t. 320 (Hepatica;) The vaglmile, . .the
circle of leaves, often confluent, surrounding it, form the

Jterigone, perianth or in?>oli<cel. 1866 Treas. Bot. t'6; [In

liverworts] the involucre and perianth coexist sometimes
in the same plant. 1875 UKNNKTI 8: DVMR tr. Sachs Bot.

293 ISesiiles the envelopes just named [perichsetiinn, etc.],

there isalso often ill Hepaliau (but not in Mouses) a so-called

Perianth, whiJi throws as an annular wall at the ba<e ut

the archegonium, and finally surrounds it as an open sac.

2. attrib. and Comb., as perianth-leaf t -segment,
-titbc, -wlwrl.

1870 HOJKI-IH Stnd. Flora 3^6 Htnniniitm .. Perianth-

segments incurved. Ibid. 362 Trichonema . .spathe lunger
than the perianth-tube. 1875 IJKNNKTT 8: DYER Sac/is' Bot.

556 Both of the trimerous j)erianth-whorls petaloid.

Hence "f* Peria'ntheoxis, Peria'ntliial adjs ,

having, or pertaining to, a perianth.
1857 MAYNE Expos. Lex., Pcrianthens, Bot., applied to

a flower provided with a. .perianth : periantheous.

Periapt (pe-riicept). Also formerly in Gr. form

periapton, pi. -a. [a. K. ftriapte (iGthc. in

Godef.), ad. Gr. Trepiairrov, in same sense, f. irtpi

about + OITTO-S fastened, f. anrtiv to fasten.] Some-

thing worn about the person as a charm ;
an amulet.

1584 K. SCOT Discov. ll'itJicr. xn. vii. (1886) 180 All their

chnrmes, periapts, characters, amulet-;. 1591 SHAKS. i Hen. I '/,

V. iii. 2 Now belpe >'e charming Speller and Periapts. 1661
LOVFI.L Hist. Aniin. fy Min. 216 Some use it as a periapt
against enchauntments. 1669 \\'. SIMPSON HytiroL Chym.
74 Many periapta become effectual by being such polite
bodies. 1727-41 CHAMBF.RS Cycl., Periapton, a Jciiul of
medicine.. which being tied about the neck, is supposed to

prevent, or cure diseases. 1816 COLERIDGF. Lay Serin. 341

Superstition, .goes wandering ..with its pack of amulets,
bead-rolls, periapts, fetisches, &c. 1861 LADY LI.ANOVI u in

Mrs. DelanysIJfe $ Corr. II. 274 note, Dr. Ciraham..
mentions . .a spider having been >e\vn up in a rag and worn
as a periapt about the neck to charm away the ague.

Feriaqua, obs. form viperiagita : see PIRAGUA.
Periarterial to -articular: see PERT- a, c.

Astron. Also periastre. [mod. f. Gr.

close around + atnpov star, after PERIHELION",

PKRIUEK.] That point in the orbit of a heavenly

body revolving around a star (as a companion star

in a binary system, a comet, etc.) at which it is

nearest to the star. \\sQattrib. Hence Peria'stral

a., of or pertaining to the periastron.
1851 NrcnoL At chit. Heav. 223 The swiftness with which

certain individuals of the Double Stars sweep past their

PeriJielia, or rather their periasurs is amazing. 1867-77
G. F. CHAMBERS Astron. Vocab. 918 Peiiastre. 1872
PROCTOR Ess. Astron. iii. 40 Twenty millions of years . .

must have elapsed since those comets were last in periastial

passage. 1876 Atht-nynm 16 Dec. 805/2 The small star is

now at or near its periastron. 1887 LOCKVFH in Proc. R. Soc.

XUU. 154 In some [variable stars].. the variation would
seem to be partly due to swarms of meteorites moving
around a bright or dark body, the maximum light occurring
at periastron. 1890 J. THORNTON Adi'. Physiog. xiv. 225.

Periauger, obs. i.periagua : see PIRAGUA.
Periaxial: see PKKI- .1.

Feriblast (pe-riblcest). Biol. [f. Gr. vtpi
around + -BLAST.] a. The main part of the sub-

stance of a cell, as distinct from the external cell-

wall and the internal nucleus :
= PERIPLAST b.

b. The outer layer of protoplasm in the egg of a

teleostean fish, surrounding the central yolk.
1857 DUNGLISON Aft'rf. Lex. 694 Perihlast.., the amor-

phous matter, which surrounds the endoblast .. or cell

nucleus, and undergoes segmentation. 1889 H V. WILSON
Evttbryol. Sea Bass in Bull. U, S. Fish Cotntn. (1891) IX.
216 Sections through this stage are the most important
for the study of the formation of the periblast. Ibid. 217
The central periblast layer becomes thicker than m the

earlier stages.

Periblastic (periblae-stik),^. EmbryoL [f.as

prec. + -ic.] a. In Haeckel's nomenclature, Ap-
plied to a meroblastic ovum which germinates _by
segmentation of the superficial part, becoming

83



PERIBLASTULA.

periblastnla, and perigastrula,
1876 LANKESTER in Q. Jrnl. Microsc. Sc. XVI. 62 The

periblastic mode of development is most common in the

Arthropods, in Tracheata as well as Crustacea; .. The
essential point about the periblastic type is this, that the

food-material collects at an early stage of development
centrally, so as ta be completely enveloped by the formative

protoplasm.
b. Of or pertaining to the periblast (see prec. b).

1889 H. V. WILSON (as above) 216 They [the marginal
cells] are even marked off from the surrounding periblastic

protoplasm.

||Periblastula(periblarstila). Embryol. [mod.
L., f. PERI- + BLASTULA.] The BLASTULA arising
from a PERIBLASTIC ovum.
1876 LAN-RASTER in Q. Jrnl. Microsc. Sc. XVI. 63 In such

cases the fertilised egg passes at once to the Peiiblastula

stage, and cannot be said to exhibit either a /V>'/-monerula
or / V/V-cytula, or /Y?-;-niorula stage.

Periblem (pe-riblem). Bot. [mod. (Ger.,
Hanstein 1868, ad. Gr. irpl(3\ij^a anything thrown
or put round, f. irfpi0a\\fiv to throw round, put
on (^as a covering).] Term applied to the em-

bryonic cells of the growing-point of Phanerogams
from which the primary cortex is developed.
1873 MACSAB in Q. Jrnl. Microsc. Sc. XIII. 50 In the

Periblem tissues the lateral brandies and leaf-structures

originate. 1884 BOWER 8; SCOTT DC Bary's Phancr. 8 The
separation of plerome and periblem does not appear in all

ca-^s so hharply marked. 1885 GOODAI.E PhysioL Hat. (1892)

155 In the earliest stage of its development the leaf is a
mere papilla consisting of nascent corttx iperiblem) and
nascent epidermis (.dermatogen

1

.

II PeriboluS (pcri-b<?l#s), -OS (-**). [a. Gr.

irfptfto\os compass, circuit, enclosure (as of a

temple), whence in eccl. V.. peribolus (Vulgate) ;
f.

vtpi round + j3o\-, from /3aAAe(f to throw: cf. prec.]
In Gr. Antiq. An enclosure or court around a

temple; the wall bounding such an enclosure.

Hence applied to an exterior enclosure in early
Christian churches.

1706 PHILLIPS, Pcribolns (in Archil.) the outward Wall

encompassing any Place ; also a Park or Warren. 1776 K.
CHANDLER Trav. (.irecce iit. 12 The temple was inclosed by
a peribolus or wall. 1861 LEWIS Jerusalem 207 The old

wall, the outer peribolus of the Temple platform.
attrib, 1891 A. li. EDWARDS Pharaohs^ l-'eHalts <5

-

Expl. 43
The peribolos wall twenty four feet in thickness.

Peribranchial to -caecal : sec PKKI- a, c.

II Fericambiuni perikarmbi#m). Bot. [mod.
L. (Nageli and Leitgeb 1868;, f. Gr. irepi around

+ CAMBITM, q. v.] A term applied to the outer

portion of the vascular cylinder ur stele, lying
between the vascular bundles internally and the

innermost layer of the cortex externally. It was

originally used with special reference to roots.

The term has now been generallyabandoned for PERICVCLE.

1875 BKNNF.TT iS; DYEK Sac/i^ />''/. 144 The formation of
lateral roots in a mother-root commence-. . . in a layer of tissue

which must be considered the outer layer of the plerome,
and is called Pericambium. 1899 .\'af. Science Dec. 458
Pericambunn was given up for the better term, pericycle,
because the form was apt to be confused with cambium.

t Pericard, sb. and a. Obs. [ad. F. ptricarJe

(Pare, ^1560; in Cotgr.), ad. L. pericardium : see

below.] A. sb. = PERICARDIUM.
1639 J. W. tr. Guiberfs Char. Physic, in. 143 If they desire

to have the heart embalmed by it selfe, ..make an Incision

in the pericard. 1696 Phil. Trans. XIX. 331 In the Peri-

card was little or no Scrum.

B. adj. [ad. Gr. ntptKapSiOS : see PERICARDIUM.]
Surrounding or enveloping the heart.

1708 Brit. Apollo No. 31. 2/2 Contain'd in Membrane
Pericard.

Pericardiac Cperikaudiark), a. [f. PERI-

CARDI-UM, after cardiac.']
- PERICARDIAL. Hence

Pericardiaco-phrenic (perikaidaitak^ifre'nik) a.

[see PHRENIC], name of certain branches of the

internal mammary artery which are connected with

the pericardium and the diaphragm.
1822-34 Gootfs Study Med. ted. 4) II. 562 Beneath the

pericardiac covering of the heart. 1875 HUXLEY & MARTIN
H.lein. Biol. (1877) 133 The heart is a short, thick, somewhat
hexagonal symmetrical organ lodged in the pericardme
sinus. 1893 Syd. Soc. Le.r.

y
Pericardiaco-phrenic arteries.

Pericardial (perika-jdial), a. [f. PEitr-

CARDi-L'M -t- -AL.] Of, pertaining to, occurring in,

or connected with the pericardium. (In quot. 1654
app. used for 'cordial'.)
Pericardial fluid, the serous fluid or lymph secreted by

the inner layer of the pericardium.
1654 GAVTON Pleas. Notes \\, iv. 51 Her breasts . . never

leaves the trepidations, till she hath got a Pericardiall Julip,
which she loves at her heart. 1831 CARLVLE Sart. Res. in.

ii, Without which Pericardial Tissue the Bones and Muscles

(of Industry) were inert, or animated only by a Galvanic

vitality. 1846 P. M. LATHAM Lect. Clin. Afed. xxiii. 105
The effects of pericardia! inflammation. 1880 GUNTHER
Fishes 151 The pericardial and peritoneal sacs.

So Perica rdian, Perica'rdic [F. pcricardiqite

(Cotgr.)] adjs., in same sense.

1656 HLOUNT Glossogr., Pericardian^ belonging to the

Perichard, . . a membrane . .involving the whole heart. Ibid.

s.v. yein, Pericardick Vein^ the second branch of one of
the two main ascendant branches of the hollow vein ; whence
it runnes to the Pericardium. 1868 DUNCAN tr. Fi'gitiers

694

Insect W. Introd. 13 By the aid of this.. the blood can

penetrate the heart from the pericardia chamber.

II Pericarditis (pe'iikaicbi-tis). Path. [f.

PERICARD-IUM + -ITIS.] Inflammation of the peri-
cardium. Hence Pericarditic (-i'tik) a,

1799 HOOPER Med. Diet., Pericarditis, inflammation of the

pericardium. 1834 J. FORBES Laennec's Dis. Chest (ed. 4)

571 Cases of chronic pericarditis. 1854 JONES & SIEV. Pathol.
Anat. (1875) 35 Cases of pericarditis of renal origin. 1857
MAYNE Expos. Lc.v. 907/2 Pericarditic.

il Pericardium (perika'idi#m). Anat. Also
6 -don, 6-7 -dion, 7 anglicized pericardie ; see

also PEBICABD, [Latinized form of Or. (TO) irfpi-

ttapStov (the membrane) round the heart (Galen),
]

neuter of TTfpitcapSios adj., f. tr<pi around + ttapSia

heart.] The membranous sac, consisting of an
outer fibrous and an inner serous layer, which
encloses the heart and the commencements of the i

great vessels. Also applied to the sac enveloping
or enclosing the heart or corresponding organ in

certain invertebrates.

1576 NEWTON Lemnies Complex. 105 b, The pannicle
or coffyn of the heart, called Pericardion. 1578 IJAMSIER
flist. Man i. 24 b, Pericardon (whiche is the Initolucre of
the hart). 1615 CROOKE Body ofMan 358 All that distance
which is betweene the Basis or broad end of the heart and
this Pericardium. 1658 PHILLIPS, Pericardie^ (Greeks the

film, or thin skin, wherein the heart is enwrapped, aijn
KI-.N Hymns Ei'ang. Poet. \Vks. 1721 I. 170 One. .from
his Pericardium streaming ey'd Both Blood and Water. 1860
ALFOKU Coinw. N. T, John xix. 34 The spear perhaps pierced
the pericardium or envelope of the heart. 1888 ROLLESTON
& JACKSON Anim. Life 133 Fresh-water Mussel. .. Next to

the pericardium is the non-glandular thin-walled duct.

Hence Pericardiotomy, Fericardotomy
(ftomi) [-TOMY], the operation of making an

incision into the pericardium.
1900 Lancet 13 Oct. 1063/2 In 1898 Podrey did a peri-

cardutomy for a bullet wound uf the heart, 1901 Brit. Med.
Jrnl, 9 Mar. 38/2 Reichard finds that resection of a rib is

absolutely necessary in pericardiotomy.

Pericarp (perika-ip). Bot. [= F. pericarps \

(1556 in Hatz.-Darm.), It. pcricarpio (Floiio), ad. '

1 6th c. L. pericarpitttn, a. Or. nfptKap-rriov pod,
husk, shell, f. irtpi around + tcapnus fruit. In earlier

use in the L. form: see PERICARPIUM *.] A seed-

vessel; the case containing theseed or seeds, compris-

ing the outer shell, rind, or skin, and the enclosed

pulp, etc. if any; the wall of the ripened ovary or

fruit of a flowering plant. (See EXDOCARP, Ki'i-

CARP, MESOCARP.) Also applied to a special
structure containing the spores in certain crypto-

gamous plants, as the cystocarp of flurideous algae.
1 7S9 1'- STILLINGFLEET Misc. 7*racts, /iifit'tjf's lEcon. Xat.

(1762) 63 Most ..f the pericarps are shut at top, that the

seeds may not fall. \\otc\ Whatever surround^ the seeds is
;

called by botanical writers a pericardium, and as we want
an English word to express this, I have taken the liberty to

call it a pericarp. 1785 MARTYN Konsscau"s Bot. x. (1794)

KA bilocular pericarp, or seed-vessel of two cells. 1835
NDLKY Introd. Bo!. (1848) II. 3 Every fruit consists of

two principal parts, the pericarp and the seed. 1875 UESNETT
^ DVI.K Sachs Hot. 236 Articulated branches, which.. '

form the peculiar
'

Pericarp
'

of Lejolisia [a florideous algaj.

Hence f Perica-rpic a. t
= PEBICARPIAL

;
Perl-

carpoi dal a., resembling a pericarp.
1819 LINOLEY tr. Richard's Observ. 37 The pericarpic !

direction of the embryo. 1890 Cent, Diet., Pericarpoidnl,

Perica'rpial, a.
[f.

next : see -AL.] Of or

pertaining to a pericarp.
1830 I.INMLEY Nat. Syst. Bot. Introd. 30 An ovarium. .con-

sists of one or several connected pericarpial leaves, called

carpella. 1876 HARLF.Y Mat. Mad. (ed. 6) 381 The peri-

carpial coats being rejected.

II Perica'rpium !
. Bot. Now rare. [mod.

(i6th c.) L., a. Gr. trfpitcapmov.]
- PERICARP.

1691 KAY Creation i. (1692) 99 Besides this use of the Pulp
or Pericarpium for the guard and benefit of the Seed, it

serves also, .for the. .Sustenance of Man and other Animals.

1748 Phil. Trans. XLV. 565 Its Pericarpium is a round dry ,

Capsule, slightly four-corner'd. 1830 LINDI.HY Nat. Syst.
Bot. 124 Decandolle considers the rind of the Orange to be i

of a different origin and nature from the pericarpium of
;

other fruit. 1866 Treas. Bot., Pericardium, the peridium |

of certain fungals.

II Perica'rpium -. Med. Obs. [med. or mod.
|

L., a. Gr. TifpiKapmov bracelet, f. vepi around + !

xapwus wrist.] A plaster applied to the wrist, ;

formerly used as a cure for various affections.

Piece i. i. So An often try'd Pericarpium or WrUt-Plaister

for Deftuxions and Fumes of the Eyes.

Perice, obs. form of PERISH v,

Pericellular to -cementum: see PERI- a, b.

Pericentre ; perise'ntaj). [f.
PERI- + CENTRE,

after perihelion^ That point, in the (eccentric)

orbit of a body revolving around a centre, at which

it is nearest to that centre.

1902 NEWCOMB Study Univ. 159 The point nearest the

latter is called the periastron or pericentre, and corresponds
to the perihelion of a planetary orbit.

So Ferice-ntral, Perice'ntric adjs., arranged
or situated around a centre or central body.
1857 MAYNE Expos. Lex.^ Pericentrictts, Bot., applied by

A. Richard to the insertion of stamens when the undivided

PEEICLASE.

part of the calyx being plane or only concave, the stamens

appear to be disposed around the centre, as in the Polygonex :

pericentric. 1889 BKNNETT & MURRAY Cryptog. Bot. 192
These pericentral tubes are often connected with one another
and with the axial cell by threads of protoplasm. 1890
Cent. Dict. t Pericentral tubes, in bat., in the so-called

polysiphonous seaweeds, the ring of four or more elongated
cells surrounding the large central elongated cells. 1895
Funk's Stand. Diet., /Y/v'a'W/r/f.accumulatedor deposited
around a central point: specifically, in geology, said of lava
accumulated on the sides of a cone, either in streams or as

falling fragments.

Pericerebral : see PERI- a.

Ferichaetial (perikrtial), a. Bot. Also 9
perichsetal. [f. next -f -AL.] Belonging to or

constituting the perichaetium.
1821 S. F. GRAY Nat. Arr. Brit. PI. I. 221 Perichsetial

leaves. Imbricated leaf-like organs surrounding the repro-
ductive organs [of Mosses], 1835 LINDLEV Introd. Bot.

(1848) II. 107 [The sporangium] is ..surrounded by leaves of
a different form from the rest, and distinguished by the
name of perichxtial leaves.

II Perichsetium (perik/-tim). Bot. [mod.L.
(in Linnaeus (Jen. J'lattf. (ed. 5, 1754)487), f. Gr.

vtpt around + \airij long hair, as of a mane, leaves,

foliage ; in modern use taken also as = (
bristle*.

Perichxtiwn (on the analogy of perianthium, pert-

carpiutn, etc.) ought to mean '

that which surrounds or en-

circles the hair or foliage ', but is employed to express the
hair or foliage that surrounds.]

A whorl or cluster of modified leaves at the base

of a group of reproductive organs, or of the fructi-

fication, in mosses and some liverworts.

1777 LIGHTFOOT Flora Scot. II. 737 Haller ranks this moss

[Rrymn cxspiticiuin} among the Hypmtms on account of
the vagina or perichcctiwn at the base of the filament.

1796 YA'mn KING Brit. Plants (ed. 3) I. 364 An anther taken
out of the Perichsettum or leafy calyx. 1863 BERKKLEY
Brit. ^losses Gloss, yz Periek&Huitt.i&t leaves immediately
surrounding the base of the fruit stalk.

Ferichsetous (perikrtss), a. Zool. [f.
mod.

I,. Ferichxta t
a genus of worms having the seg-

ments surrounded by bristles (f. as prec.) + -ous.]
Surrounded by bristles ; having segments surrounded

by bristles, as earthworms of the genus Perich&ta.

1870 ROI.LESTON Anim. Life 125 The cesophageal or
'

calci-

ferous
'

glands, structures said to attain a great development
in the Perichietou& worma -i&jfr Cambridge Nat. Hist. II.

268 The '

perichaetous
'

condition of some earth-worms.

Periche, obs. form of PERISH.

Pericholecystitis : see PERI- c.

II Perichondrium (perikjrndriwn). Anat.

[mod.L., f. Gr. ufpi around + x^fyos cartilage;
after PERIOSTKUM, In mod.F. pt

!

rickondre.~\ A
meinbianc, consisting of fibrous connective tissue,

enveloping the cartilages except at the joints.

1741 MONRO Anat. Bones (ed. 3) 51 Cartilages are. .covered
with a Membrane named Perichondriiun, which is a-kin to

the Periosteum of tlie Hones. 1756 Gent 1. Mag. XXVI. 516
To take them off with a cutting instrument, destroying the

periosteum and perichondrium. 1881 MIVART\Cat 287 The
mucous membrane, .is inseparably united with the peri-
osteum and perLhondriuin of the different parts.

Hence Pericho'ndrialrt., surroundingor investing
a cartilage ; of or pertaining to the perichondriu-m ;

|| Perichondri'tis, inflammation of the peiichon-
drium (hence Perichondri'tic a., pertaining to or

affected with pcrichondritis) ; || Perichondro-ma,
-ome, a tumour growing from the perichondrium.
1839-47 TODD CycL Anat. III. 1005/2 *Perichondrial

lining of the cartilaginous passages. 1878 BELL Gegenbaur's
Comp. Anat. 451 P.y investing or growing around the carti-

lage, funning a perichondrtal ossification. 1846 tr. JInsses
Descr. Distrust's Circ. <y Kesp. n. v. 276 No difference is

observable between this disease and *penchoiidritis. 1880

A. FLINT Princ. Med. 292 Inflammation of the tissues

immediately surrounding the laryngeal cartilages is called

laryngcal perichondritis. 1875 JONES & SIEV. Pathol.

Anat. (ed. 2) 142 Cartilaginous tumours arise, .more rarely
on the outside, under or from the periosteum ('perichon-
droma 1

.

Perichord to -choroidal: see PERI- a.

11 Perichoresis v pe^ikorrsis . TheoL [a. Gr.

vfptx&pijffts going round, rotation.]
= CIHCCM-

INCKSSION, q. v.

[1781 GIBBON Dccl. fy F. xxi. nets, The ire/x. \<apr)<rts t or

iirLuminccssio is perhaps the deepest and darkest corner of

the whole theological abyss.] 1858 J. MARTINEAU Stwf.

Chr. (1873) 79 Are we to understand the phrase three persons,
to mean three beings united by

'

perichoresis
'

? 1895 EDWARDS
in Expositor Oct. 243 The perichoresis within the Trinity
does not touch the Logos so far as He is incarnate.

II Pericladium(pcrikl^-di^m). Bot. [mod.L.

(Link 1825), f. Gr, vpt around + Ad5os branch.]
The sheathing base of a leaf-stalk when expanded
so as to surround the supporting branch.

1832 LINDLEY Introd. Bot. 95 When the lower part only
of the petiole is sheathing, as in Umbelliferas, that part is

sometimes called \ht perkloiiium. 1856 in HENSLOW Diet.

Bot. Terms.

Peridase (pe-rikl^s). Min. [ad. mod.L.

periclasia V8cacchi, 1840), erron. f. Gr. vfpi- very,

exceedingly + /fXaffts breaking, fracture: intended

to refer to its very perfect cleavage. (But Gr.

7rpiV\a<ris means twisting or wheeling round;

brokenness, ruggedness.)] A mineral consisting

of magnesia with a smalj admixture of protoxide of



PERICLASITE. 695 PERIDITTM.

:-snapea poMiions, ana Moping on every side iroma coin-
centre or apex, and then they are said to be periclinal,
-clinal, or quaquaversal. 1881 JOHNSTON in Pop. Set.

thly XIX. 53 The subjacent rock would thus have a

iron, found in greenish crystals or grains, in ejected

masses of crystalline limestone at Vesuvius and

elsewhere. Also called Fericlasite (pcri'klassit).

1844 DANA Alitt. 405 Periclase. .occurs in the calcareous

blocks of Mont Somma. 1868 Ibid. 134 Perichi-ite. 1872
Nei'ill Catal. Min. 28 Periclasite, small but perfect crystals
in calcite.

Periclean (periklran), a. [f. proper name
Pericle-s + -AN.] Of or pertaining to Pericles

(B. c. c 495-429) and his age in Athenian history;
the period of the intellectual and material pre-
eminence of Athens. Also transf.
a 1822 SHELLEY Ess. fy Lett. (Camelot ed.) 46 The Greeks

of the Periclean age. 1874 MAHAFFY Soc. Life Greece i. 2

If one of us were transported to Periclean Athens. 1901

Daily Ckron. 4 Oct. 4/6 She . . has striven towards the Peri-

clean ideal of the woman least spoken of for good or evil

among men. 1901 lYestnt. Gaz. 12 Dec. 4/2 Raeburn . . lived

during what Sir Walter Armstrong quite justly calls the

Periclean age of Kdinburgh.
Periclinal (periklarnal), a. (s/i.) [f. Gr. n-fpi-

KXfc-ijs (see next) + -AL : cf. antMinaL\
1. Geol. Sloping in all directions from a central

point :
= QUAQUAVKKSAL.

1876 PAGE Adv. Text-lib. Geol. iv. 84 They are found in

dome-shaped positions, and sloping on every side from a com-
mon ce

cyclocl

Mant/i/y XIX. 53
quaquaversal or periclinal dip away on all side

2. Bot. [
= Ger./v'X'// (Sachs 1878).] Applied

to those cell-walls at a growing-point which run in

the same direction as the circumference of the

shoot. Also as sb. = periclinal wall or plane.
1882 VINES Sachs* Bot, 951 The planes of the walls in a

growing-point are classified thus : ti. rericlinal, those which
are curved in the same direction as the surface (seen
in longitudinal section), b. Anticlinal. .. c. Radial. ..d.
Transverse, Ibid., If the outline (in longitudinal section)
of the growing-point i.s a parabola, the periclinals will con-
stitute a system of confocal parabolas of different parameter,
1885 GOOIULE Pliysiol. Bot. 11892) 382.

Hence Fericli'ually adv., with a dip on all sides

from a central point. 1890 in Cent. Diet.

Pericline ^pe-riklsin). Min. [mod. f. (Breit-

haupt 1823) Gr. Tnpw\ivris sloping all round, on
all sides, f. vtpl around + -xAii/r/s sloping, f. KKivtiv

to bend, lean
;

in reference to the great inclination

between the terminal and lateral faces.] A variety
of ALBITE found in large opaque white crystals in

the chloritic schists of the Alps. Also atlrib., as

pericline twin, a twin crystal in which the

macrodiagonal axis is the twinning-axis, as is

frequent in crystals of pericline.
18320. U. SHEPARD Min. 186 Perikline. Heterotomous feld-

spar. 1868 I) \s.\ Min. (ed. 5) 350 Pericline is in large, opaque,
white crystals. 1898 Naturalist 176 A zonal structure as
well as twinning both on the pericline and albite plans.

Pericli'uium. Bot. [mod.L. (Cassini 1818),
f. Gr. jrfpi around + x\ivi] couch.] The involucre
of Composite.
1826 G. N. LLOYD Bot. Terminal. 148 Periclinimn, .. a

term used by Cassini to denote the common calyx of com-
pound flowers. 1832 LINDLEY Introd, Bot. 102 In Composite,
the involucrum often consists of several rows of imbricated
bracteae. .. Linnaeus cajled it calyx cointnnnis, .. Richard
pcripliorantkiuin, Cassini pericliniutn.

t Peri-clitancy. Obs. rare- , [f. L. pericli-

tanl-em, pr. pple. of periclitarl: see below and

-ANCV.] = PERICLITATION.
165* BLOUNT Glossogr., Periclitancy, Periclitation, a

proving, adventuring,, .jeoparding, or putting in hazard.

tPeri'clitate,//^- a. Ol>s. \tA.\*pericKtat-vs
tried, tested, pa. pple. of periclitarl : see next.]

Exposed to peril, imperilled.
1525 St. Papers Hen. l-'l/f, VI. 481 The occasion of

longer division in Cristendome, wherby the hole state of the
same may be periclitate and put in extreme daunger.

t Peri'clitate, v. Ol>s.
[f. L. periditat-, ppl.

stem of perlclitdri to expose to risk, danger, or

peril, f. perifilium, periclum trial, risk, danger;
cf. F. periclitcr (1390 in Godef.).] trans. To
expose to peril ;

to imperil, endanger, risk.

1623 COCKEKAM, Periclitate, to hazard. 1657 TOMLINSON
Renous Disp. 390* They would periclitnte their lives. 1765
STERNE Tr. Shandy VIII. iii, Such a dose of opium!
periclitating, pardi ! the whole family of ye.

b. ititr. for pass. In pr. pple. (also as ppt.a.}.
1694 MOTTEUX Ratelais v. (1737) 232 Our State s naufra-

geous and periclitating. 1853 Tail's Mag. XX. 262 The
policy of Metternich. .would appear to be the one obligatory
on the statesmen of that ever periclitating monarchy.
t Fericlita'tion. O/'S. [a. F. periclitation

(a 1530 in Godef.), ad. L. periclitiilidn-em, n. of
action from perlditarl; see prec.]
1. The action of exposing or condition of being

exposed to peril ; peril, danger, hazard, jeopardy.
1527 St. Papers ffert. If!//, VI. 585 To the danger and

perictitacion of Cristes feithe. 1599 A. M. tr. Gabctlwuer's
Mk. Physicke 49/1 It may without anye periclitatione be
administrede

to_
them. 1625 CHAS. I Sp. Wks. 1662 I. 361

Your own Periclitation necessitates an early Resolution.

1659 H. L'ESTKANGE Alliance Div. Off. 316 Corporal
mafadies, which are accompanied with great periclitation.
2. An experiment, esp. one involving risk; a

trial, a venture. [So in L.]

1658 PHILLIPS, Periclitation^ (lat.) an adventuring, hazard-

ing, or endangering. 1670 *$\.\\'*.\\,\V.\KG Physicians Repos. Si

Tin-. Prescription . . is grounded upon some former periclita-
tions. 1897 HDWELLS Land1. Lions Head 227 During his

social and financial periclitations in a region wholly incon-
ceivable to her.

fPericlita-tor. Ohs. [agent-n. in L. form
from L. pcnclitan \ see above.] One who makes
a venture or experiment ;

an experimenter.
1602 F. HERING tr. ObendSrfers Anat, Kp. Ded. A ij,

IJolde Periclitalors in the Practise of Physicke. 1657 TOMLIN-
SON Renon's Di$p. 114, I will not relate stories. .of these

impious periclitatours.

Pericolitis to -colpitis : see PERI- c.

Fericonch -pe-rik^rjk). Zoo!, [f. Gr. vcpi
around + ftoyx*] shell.] A shell growing around
the body in the veliger or larval form of a mollusc.
1888 Proe. Boston. Soc. Nat. Hist. XXIII. 542 Professors

Hyatt and IJrooks consider the protoconch in cephalous
molluscs as .. probably derived from the periconch of

Scaphopods.

II Pericope (ptjri'ktJpi'. [Late L. pencopc
(Jerome) section of a book, a. Gr. TrfpiKoirri a

section, f. irepf around f KOTJTJ cutting, TrfpiKuir-r-etv
to cut round. In inod.F. ptricope^ A short

passage, section, or paragraph in a writing.
1658 \V. BURTON /tin. Anton. 59 You shall have the whole

pericppe, as it is in the Translation of I'luk-mie from the
Arabick. Ibid. 71 A corrected reading of the whole IV-ii-

cope. 1884 l-'.din. KCT>. Jan. 137 The pericope of ' the
woman taken in adultery' is entirely omitted from this

work. 1889 I,imi-ooT Ess.
'

Supcrnat. Relig! 203 'J'ln's

pericope is an interpolation where it stands.

b. Eccl. A portion of Scripture appointed for

reading in public worship.
'695 J- KDWAHHS Perfect. Script, i. xiii. 566 Jerome spraks

of a Pericope of Jeremiah. 1869 GINSIJURG in L'fooi Lit.

V Phil. Soc, Proc. XXIII. 311 Next iti point of antiquity
is the division of the Pentateuch into 175 Pertcopes. 1884
D. HUNTER tr. K cuss's Hist. Canon i. 3 These passages.,
were disconnected fragments,, simply pericopes or lessens,
as they were called'afterwards in the Christian Church.

c. Anc. Pros.
' A passage consisting of strophe

and antistrophe' (Liddcll & Scott s. v. nfpiKoir^}.
Hence Pericopic (perikp'pik) <7., of, pertaining

to, or connected with a pericope, esp. in relation

to the lesson for the day.
1888 J. KKR Lect. Hist. Preaching vii. 117 The passage

for the day was called a Pericope or section, this gave
rise to the Pericopic system of preaching, which prevails
still on the Continent in many Protestant churches. Ibid.
ix. 160 Every minister who cares to have an intelligent con-

gregation should adopt some '

pericopic
'

system, reserving
freedom for occasional divergence from it.

Pericorneal to -cowperitis : see PEKI- a, c.

tPe'ricrane. Obs. [a. K pjricrane (1541 in

Hatz.-Darm.), ad. med. or mod.L. pcricraniuui\
see next.] = PERICRANIUM (chiefly in sense 2\
1682 D'URFEV Butlers Ghost 159 For with all Calmness

I'le maintain, Had Wisdom seiz'd your Pericrane, .. You
would just Sentiments pursue, And grant my Depositions
true. 1708 T. WARD Eng. Kef. in. (1710) 17 These i~-Mi'd

out of Penrys Urain, And Vdal's fruitful Pericrane. 1764
Museum Rttst. II. Ixxxi. 280 Though no great scholar,
[he] may have many things treasured up in his pericrane.
1804 HuDDBSFOBD M'iccaittical Chaplet 158 Ajax a rock in's

arms could take And hurl it at your pericrane.

II Pericranium (perikrt'i-nii'ra). Also 6-7 in

Gr. form pericranion. [med. or mod.L., a.

Gr. wtpittpAnov, neuter of itpiKpavto$ round the

skull, =
r) TitptKpavios \ITWV the membrane under

the skin of the skull, f. xcpi around + Kpaviov skull.]
1. Anat. The membrane enveloping the skull,

being the external periosteum of the cranial bones
[1525 tr. Bnttawfc&s $''' Aivb/2 That panicle that

is named of Galienus pericraneum dothe couere all the
hole panne, and is somwhat tyke to senewes.] 1541 R.
COPLAND Gtiydotts Quest. Chirurg. D iv. Of what substaunce
is the great pannacle that is called Pericranium, and wherof
bredeth it? 1741 MONRO Anat. Bones (ed. 3) 66 Periosteum
(qpmmon to all the Bones, but in the Scull distinguished
by the Name of Pericrania at). 1878 T. BRYANT Pract.

Surg. I. 198 It is probable that the blood is effused beneath
the pericranium.

2. loosely (usually in affected or humorous use) :

a. The skull, cranium ;
b. The brain, esp. as the

seat of mind or thought. Now rare.

1590 MARLOWE -znd Pt. Tantbitrl. \. iii, Cleave his peri-
cranion with thy sword. 1621 FLKTCHER 1st. Princess \\. v,
1'he clerk and he are cooling their pericraniums. 1630
DfcKKER -2nd Pt. Honest It'/i. iv. i. We whose pericranions
are the very limbecks and stillatories of good wit. 1700 T.
BROWN Amnsent. Ser. fy Com. 10 The Caprichio came
Naturally into my Pericranium. i8i6T. L. PEACOCK Head-
long Hall !

t Arguing .. various knotty points which had
pu/zled his pericranium. 1847 L. HUNT ,!/<, Wotnen^ fy

B. II. iv. 52 A possessor of oaks thick as his pericranium.
Hence Pericra'nial a., of or pertaining to the

pericranium (whence Fericra-nially adv., in quot.
humorously = so as to cover the skull) ; Peri-
cranics (-krn^'niks), humcrJtis,

f

brains*, wits;
|| Pericrani'tis, inflammation of the pericranium.
1890 Cent. Diet., Pericrania!. 1841 Eraser's Mag. XXI 1 1.

220 My wife had taken, .the book, and. .the wig, and, placing
the latter pericranially where the former had been, she gave
the volume to the countess. 1800 LAMB /.rA to Manning
22 Aug., To speculate strangely on the state of the good
man's pericranicks.

t 1852 J. MILLER Pract. Snrg. iv. (ed. 2)58
Idiopathic pericranitis is more frequently chronic than acute.

tPe'ricrany. Obs. In 7 -ie; pi. -ies. Angli-
cized form of PKKICRAMUM.
1658 Pim.ui's, Pericrame t ..\ht hairy scalp, or skin that

covereth the skull. 1718 OZELL tr. Tourtte/ort's I'oy. I.

ioj 1 he smoke, .began to muddle the poor Peoples Peri-
cranies. 1735 Swii i Poetry Misc. V. 171 And when they
join thi-ir Pericranies, Out .skips a iJook of Miscellanies.

Fericulant (peri'ki/Xlant), a. nonce-ivd. [f.
J,. pcncuhint-eni) pr. pj)lc. of rare 1,. perhulan\
i,peritul-um <langtr + -AXT.] In danger, in peril.
1896^ HOWKLIS Impressions \ I-..\-p. 70 A Purgatory.. out

of_ which one (.an hopefully undertake to pray periculant
spirits.

t Peri'CuloilS, . Ol>s. [ad. I,, pcncnlds-us,
i. peniiiliim danger, pciil : ace -ors.] - I'KHII.OCS.

1547 )!,.,)Ki)i; Krev. Heal/,', Picf. 4 In pcii. ulll- c;iu.-c- "In:

Chi, iir^ion oujjht to consult will, an oilier. ,/ 1552 1., , -M,
/tin. III. 47 Driven toward llic M.,uth of this Water, her
is no Haven, but peiictilus Kukke.-. 1646 Sni T. HKOWNK
J'xin/. Kp. iv. .sii. (1650) 187 S;tturiic..ilotli cause these

periculous periods. 1683 ]'.. HOCKKI: Pirf. /','; i /,7i,- ( -',-

Mystit DU'. L'O Periculous teuijiestivires, hard Seasons.

1835 HOGG in l-'ras,. i-'s -l/.v. XI. 159 'Tis re ,lly ridiculous
'J o turn into h olic a case o

\
i-r; 1 uluus.

Hence t Peri'culonsness Ol'S.

1547 DOOHDK ISrt-'. Health cclxxxv. r, 4 l,, Plilebotliomy
the u liu \\f. I dyd neuer vse ill this ir.altt I

, Lonsidi-ryiiiie
the periciilisnes of it.

Pericycle I'CTis.iik'lj. Hot. [mud. (Van

Tieghem, in 1* r. iSS^;, ad. Gr. wfpf'^u^Aos all round,

spheiical, nif<imnKow to encircle. J A term applie'l

(instead of the earlier I'KBICAM BUM) to the outer

portion of the vascular cylinder, lying between the

vascular bundles internally, and the cndodermis or

innermost layer cf the cortex externally.
1894 SCOTT Stnutiiral Bet. 61 Surrounding the whole

riiiii of \asciilar hundles on the tjutside is a layer of thin-

wnlled cells, the /ovV.rc/,-. 1896 ULNSI.UW ll'ilii /-'/wen 39.

Perioystic to -denteuru : see I'KHI- a-c.

|| Pericytla (perisi-tiIa). Embryo/, [mod. I..,

f. PKM- + C'Yi't J.A.] The CVTL'LA arising from a

PEHIHLASTIC ovum.
1876 I.ANKI SIKK in

(,'. Jrnl. Mntvc. Si: XVI. 62 Haeckcl
is inclined from this to assert as a general rule that the
Penmonerula acquires a nucleus, 1 ecomesa Pericytula, ami
then Cleaves into tuo, four, Sc., cells, to form the J'eiitnorula.

Periclerm (pc'ridrjmr. [mod. f. Gr. 7rf/

mound + Sippa skin : in mod. I- . ptriderme."\
1. '/.ool. A hard or tough covering investing the

body in certain Iljdrozoa.
1870 XICHOI.SCN Man. Zool. 77 It is invested by a strong

corneous or chitinous covering, often termed the
'

periderm '.

2. /Jot. A name introduced (in (jer. perideniiis .

by von Mohl (1836), to designate the corky layeis
of plant-stems; subsequently extended to include

the whole of the tissues formed from the cork-

cnmbium or phellogen.
[1839 I.IXDLEY Introd. But. (ed. 3) Sy The Efif/iiiruiii

of

Link, rhla'ittii or I'criiteniris ol Mohl, consisting of several

layers of thin-sided tubular cells.] 1849 J. H. IJAI FOUR
Altin. Bot. 85 After a certain period, . .the coiky portion
becomes dead, and is thrown off.., leaving a layer of
tabular cells orpeiidtTin below. 1875 BKNNKIT cc DYKK tr.

Sat/i*' />W. 81 The formation of cork is very frequently
continuous, or is renewed will] interruptufe ; and when this

occurs uniformly over the whole circumference, there arises

a stratified cork-envelope, the I'eriderm, replacing the epi-

dermis, which is in the meantime generally destroyed.
Hence Ferlde'rmal a., of or pertaining to the

periderm.
1884 HOWKR & SCOTT & fiary's Winner. 545 '1 he peri-

dermal structures always arise in a layer of cells which has

already been differentiated, ll'id
,
The formation of bark

is the immediate consequence of the internal formation of

periderm, and the name is as a rule employed for the dried-

up tissues and the adjacent peridcimal layeis conjoinUy.

Peridesmitis, -desmium : see PEIU- b, c.

II Peridiastole (pe^ridaiiae'st^lj). J/iysiol.

[mod. (Gendrin, in Kr.) f. Gr. iripi over, be-

yond + DIASTOLE.]
' Term for the hardly appreci-

able interval of time between the diastole of the

heart and the following systole' (Syd. Soc. /.ex.).
Hence Feridiastolic (-daiiastp'lik) a., belonging
to the pericliastole. ;Cf. PERISYSTOLK, -ic.)

1843 DUNGLISON Med. /,i:r., I^iastolc, . .the almost in-

appreciable time, which elapses between the diastole and

systole has been called perisystoU, and that which succeeds-

to the diastole, peridiastoli. 1873 HAYUEN Dis. HtartZi
Peridiastolic phenomena are, complete relaxation of auricles

and ventricles, and free entrance of blood from great veins

into auricles, and from auricles into ventricles. 1876 tr.

H. ran Zictiisscn's Cycl. Meet. VI. 56 It is a matter of
choice if any one likes to imitate Gendrin, and distinguish
a peridiastolic as well as a presystolic murmur, and a peri-

systoiic one.

Perididymis, -didymitis : see PEKI- b, c.

Peridinial (peridfnial), a. Zool.
[f.

mod.
Zool. L. Peridiniiint, f. Gr. nfpiSivTjs whirled round,

vfpifli'tiv to whirl round.] Belonging or related

to the genus Peridiniuni (wreath-animalcules), or

family Peridiniidtl ol infusorians.

I! Peridiuni (p/ri-di^m). I'l. -ia. Bot. [a.

Gr. vrjpiSiof, dim. of mjpa leathern bag, wallet.]

The outer coat or envelope of certain fungi, which

encloses the spores; it is variously shaped, and

often partly gelatinous.



PERIDOT.

1823 in CRABB TeJmol. Diet* 1826 G. N. LLOYD Bot.
Terminal. 148 Peridiujti, a thin membrane in some Fungi,
which separates in various ways, under which lie the seeds
or seed-bearing bodies. 1832 LINDI.KY Introd. Bot. i. iii.

203 Peridiuiit, is also a kind of covering of sporidia; peri-
diolum is its diminutive. 1861 BKNTLEY Man. Hot, 387. 1874
COOKF. Fung-i 34 The peridia are seated upon this mycelium.
Hence Peri-dial a., of or pertaining to the peri-

dium ; Peri'diiform a,, of the form of a peridium ;

Feri'diole [mod.L.y^v'<//0///w, dim. { pcridiuin~\,
a small or secondary peridium, or the inner layer
of a peridium when double.

1832 [see PERIDIUM]. 1832 LIN-DI.KY Introd. Bot. 207
PcritiiolC) Fr. ; the membrane by xvhich the sporule.s are

immediately covered. 1857 MAYNI. A'.r/o. /,r.r., /V'v'-

rfV(7/ww,..a peridiole. 1874 COOKK l-'nngi 35 Externally
there is a filamentous tunic, composed of interlaced fibre-,

sometimes called the peridiole. 1887 GARNSEV & RALi-ouRtr.
DC Bary's Fungi Ixxxix. 312 A very massive peridial wall.

Peridot vpe-ri<Vt). Forms: 4 peridod, ^peni-
tot), 4-5 peritot e, (pelidod(de), 5 perydo,
perydote, -tote

; 8-9 peridot ',e, (9 peritot).

[a. F. peridot, in OF. peritot (1220 in Du Cange),

peridot^ -don, peredo* pelido (Godef.), in mcd.

(Anglo-)L. pemdota (1272 in Du Cange).
The uncertain form-, and foreign appearance of the word

have suggested an Oriental origin; but there appears to 1

no valid basis for the conjecture uf its identity with Arabic

farldat 'pearl, precious stone
1

.]

fa. In ME., A name of the chrysolite. 0/>s.

(bef. 1500). b. (From Fr. after 1700.) A jeweller's
term for the variety of chrysolite called OLIVIXE.
[1265 Wardrobe Acf. on Pipe Roll 53 Hen. Ill m 2

(fc-sfl,j laspis cum cnssa et j anulus cum peridota ct j saphi-
ru>. 1348 Test. Ebor. (Surtees' I. 51 Unum anulurn cum
peridod imposito. 1358 Ibid. 70 Annulum ineum aureum
cum lapide vocato pelidod.] 13.- E. E, Allit. /*. B. 1472

Penitotes,&pynkardines,ayperlesbitwene. ci4ooMACNnK\.
(1839' xx. 219 The grene ben of Kmeraudes, of Perydos [F.

j>,-ridoz\ and of Crisolytes. r 1400 Siege of Troy 1496 in

Arc/tir ncu. S/>r. LXXII. 47 With Charbuncles that shynes
bryght And Perytote>> of moche myght. c 1420 Antitrs of
Art/i. xxxi. (Irel. .M.S.), His polans with his pelidoddes were

jioudert to pay. c 1460 Kmare 155 Deamondes and koralle,

Perydotes and crystal 1, And gode garnettes bytwene.
b- 1706 PHILLIPS, Peridot iFr.), a precious Stone of a

greenish Colour. 1788 tr. Cronsted''s Min. (ed. 21 I. 142
The oriental crysolite and peridot are the very same gem.
1811 PINKEKTON Petral. II. 31 The common chrysolite, or

peridot of the French. 1877 W. JONKS Finder-ring 247
A gold ring with a stone called Peritot. 1885 Entycl. P>rit.

XVIII. 534/1 Peridote, a name applied by jewellers to tht:

green transparent varieties of olivine. When yellow, or

yellow Uh-green, the stone is generally known as '

chrys .lite '.

attrib. 1874 DAWKISS in Ess. Owens Coll. Manch. v. 136
Identity of composition may be traced between the meteorite
of Cha*signy and the peridot rock of New Zealand.

Hence Perido'tic a., pertaining to, of the nature

of, or containing peridot ; Fe'ridotite Min. [see
-JTE 1 2 b], a mineral consisting of peridot -^olivine)
with admixture of various other minerals.

1897 GRIKIR Anc. Volcanoes Gt. Brit. I. 31 Ptcrites or
other varieties of Peridotites.

Peridronie ^pe'ridnMin). [ad. Gr. wtpfopoji-os

running round, a surrounding rim or gallery, f.

wf/x round + -Spopos running, 5pJ/*oy a race or

course : in mod.F. ptridrome.\ (See quots.)
1623 COCKER AM, Pcridromc, a gallery. &]6QvtW.T Arckit.

Gloss., Peridronie^ thespace, in ancient architecture, between
the columns of a temple and the walls enclosing the cell.

Peridural : see PERI- a. Perie, var. PJSURV

Obs., pear-tree. Perieces: see PKRKECI.

Periegesis (peTi^'d^rsis). [a. Gr. irfpir)-

yijffis, lit. the action of leading about as a guide,
f. vfpf around + TJyrjfit

1

; leading; hence, a description
such as that given by a guide.] A description of

a place or region. (In quot. 1820, A journey or

progress about, a tour.) So Feriegetic (penij/-

d^e'tik) a. [ad . Gr. nfpirjyrjTtKvs befitting a irtptijyrjTTjt

or guide, descriptive], giving a description of a

place or of objects of interest.

1627 I. JONSON Underwoods xvi, In thy admired Peri-

egesis, Or universal circumdtiction Of all that read thy
Poty-OIbion. 1820 LAMB Elia Ser. i. Tivo Races a/Afen, In
\i\<. fiericg sis, or triumphant progress throughout this inland.

1850 KKITCH tr. C. O. Miillcr^s Anc. Art <ed. 2) 35 Peri-

egetic authors who described remarkable objects in places
famed for art. 1857 J. W. DONALDSON C/tr. Orthod. 228 The
l>ook of Joshua, .actually mentions (xviii. 9) a periegesis of
the Holy land' described by cities into seven parts in a book'.

Ferielesis (pe:ri,?I/~-sis\ Mus. [a. Gr.*c/u-
ft\i]<Tts rolling round, convolution, f. iHpi round +-

tt\rjat$ whirling, f. cl\ttv to wind.] In mediaeval

music, A long ligature (LIGATTRK st>. 4) or series

of notes sung to one syllable, usually towards the

end of a phrase or melody.
1880 \V. S. ROCKSTRO in Grove Diet. Mus. II. 601 Pcriclcsis,
..a long and sometimes extremely elaborate form of Liga-
ture, sung towards the close of a Plain Chaunt Melody.. .

Like the Cadenza in modern music, the Perielesis generally
makes its appearance in connection with the penultimate or

antepenultimate syllable of a final phrase.

Periencephalitis, etc. : see PERI- c.

II FerienterOH (periie'nter^n). Embryo!, and
'/.ool. [mod.L., f. PKRI- + Gr. tvrcpov intestine.]
A space between the outer and inner layers (ecto-
derm and endoderm) of a gastmla, being the

696

remnant of the blastocoele persisting after gastru-
lation, and forming a primitive body-cavity or

perivisceral space, as distinct from the archcnteron

or primitive intestinal cavity. Hence Perienteric

(-ente'rik) ., of, pertaining to, or contained in

the perienteron ; perivisceral.
1877 HUXI.KY Aunt. Inr. Anitn. xii. 685 The perienteron . .

may give rise directly to the perivisceral space, or channels,
of the adult. 1878 Bt-.i.i, Gcgcid'aur's Comp. Anat. 50 The
body-cavity, or perienteric cavity.

Perierj perierer, variants of PEKRIER Obs.

Periergy (pe'iiiS-id^i). rare, [ad. Gr. utpttpyia,
f, vflpfc/ryof over-careful, f. vcpi -f- Hpyov work.]
(See quots.)
1589 PUTTESHAM Eng. Pocsic in. xxii. (Arb.) 265 Therefore

the Greekes call it Periergiet, we call it ouer-labor, iumpc
with the original! : or ratlier (the curious) for his ouermuch
curiositie and studie to ihew himselfe fine in a light matter.

1730-6 BAILEY (folio), Periergy, needless caution or trouble
in an operation. 1823 CRABB TecJinol. Diet., Ptnergy
(K/ief,). .,a bombastic or laboured style.

Perifascicular to -gastric: see PEW- a, b.

Perigale, -all, variants of PAREGAL Ol>s.

II Perigastrula (perigse-strwla). Embryo!.
[mod.L. (Haeckel 18 . .} f. PKIU- + GASTIUT

I,A.]

The GASTRULA arising from a PERIBLASTIC ovum.
Hence Periga'strular a. So Perigastrula'tion,
the formation of a perigastrnla.
1876 J^NKKSTER in Q. Jrnl. Microsc. Sc, XVI. 63 The

invagination of the Periblastula to form the Perigastrula.

1879 tr. HDeckel's E-'ol. Man I. viii. 200 Surface cleavage
results in a Kladder-gastrula (Perigastrnla)., \\\t usual form

among Articulated Animals.

Perigee (pe"rid t:$j~!.
Aslr. Forms : see below.

[In current form, a. F. pcrigte (1557 in Hatz.-

Darm.), ad. 1 5-161he. L. perigctun^perigtenm (cf.

mtts/e iMitsfBut/t, etc.), ad. late Gr. veplyttoirt
in

Ptolemy, 'perigee', neuter of vipiyttos adj., 'close

around the earth', f. irepi around + 7*0, yfj the

earth. In earlier Eng. use the word was used in its

Gr. or L. form {-gecn^ -gseon, -geittn, -gaft4nt}^\
1. That/point in the orbit of a planet at which it

is nearest to the earth. In the Ptolemaic astronomy,

applicable to any planet ; now usually restricted

to the moon; rarely used of the position of the

sun when the earth is in perihelion. Opposed to

APOGEE i.

a. In form perigeon, -gseon, -geum. -gseurn ;

pi. -a, *f* -ons, f -urns ; phrase /';/ perigco,
1594 I'l UXDEVII. Rxcrc. vii. xliv. 3-14 b, His [the sun's]

swift motion i.s when he is in the opposite point to the Aitgc,
called Perigeon. 1603 SIR C. HEVDON Jnd. Astrol. xi. 248
Those points which we call Afogxa, or Pcrigya. 1621

BURTON Anat. Mel. 11. ii. iv. (1651) 284 The motion of the

planets, their magnitudes, apogeutns, perigeums, exceniri-
<.iiic^. 1682 /'////. Trans. XIII. 82 The Satellite was then
in Pt'rig.ro. 1704 J. HARRIS I. ex. Techn. I, Perigxon, or

Perigaeuiit) is a Point in the Heavens, wherein a Planet is

said to be in its nearest Distance possibly from the Earth.

1715 CMF.VSK Philos. Princ. Xat. Rclsg. \. 213 If the Moon
is then in her Perigeum. 1794 SULLIVAN l'u'~f Xat. I, 303
When both luminaries are in the equator, and (he moon in

perigeo. 1799 W. TOOKR I'itnu Russian
F.mji.

I. 56 Four

[days] before fhe full moon, two after its transit through the

pengaeum. 1844 LISCARD Anglo-Sax. Ch. (1845) II. xi.

173 From Pliny, .[they] inferred, that in the perigeum their

velocity must be apparently increased.

p. In form fperig6, fperige. perigee.
1594 J. DAVIS Seaman's Seer. i. Wks. (Hakl. Soc.l 245

Her [the moon's] swift motion is in the opposite of auge or

perigee, 1598 SYI.VKSTER Du Bartas n. ii. iv. Colitjtines

605 What Kpicicle meaneth, and Con-centrik, With Apoge,
I'erige, and Eccentrik. 1638 WILKINS New U'orld \. (1684)

53 If there were any Liqht proper to the Moon, then would
that Flannel appear Brightest when she is Eclipsed in her

Perige, being nearest to the Earth. 1642 H. MOKK Song of
Si'if/ ii. i. n. vi, Ai Cynthia in her stouping Perigee, That

deeper wades in the earths duski.sh Cone. 17050. PuitSHAU.
A/cch, Macrocosm 119 Tlie Moon is not .. always .. in

Perigee, when in Opposition to the Sun. 1834 Nat. Phifas.,

Astron. \. 35/1 (IT. kn. Soc.) The sun is in perigee about ihe

3oth of Deceml>er. 1834 M us. SOMERVIU.K Connex. Phys. Sc.

xiii. (1835) 115 The spring; tid.-s are much increased when the

moon is in perigee, because she is then nearest to the earth.

f2. The point of the heaven at which the sun has

the least altitude at noon ;
i. e. at the winter

solstice. Opp. to APOGEE 2. Obs.

1640 G. WATTS tr. Bacon*s Adv. Learn. 146 The Apogee
<>r middle point; and Perigee or lowest point of heaven.

1646 SIR T. HKOWNE P&UttL l:
,j>.

vi. v. 293 In the Apogeum
or highest point (which hajipeneth J n Cancer) it is not so hot

under that Tropick on this side the Ktniator as unto the

other side in the Perigeum or lowest part of the Eccentric.

3. fig. (Cf. APOGEE 3.)

1651 UIGGS New Disp. 155 Diseases in /Vr/c '**<' or declina-

tion. i66s GLANVILL Lux Orient, xiv. 119 They_have had
their Perigaj's as well as their Apo^ae's ; . . their Verges
towards the body and its joys as well as their aspires to

nobler, .objects. 1670 EACHARD Cont. Clergy 54 Sometimes
he withdraws himself into the apogicum of doubt, sorrow,
and despair ; but then he conies again into the perigteum of

joy, content, and assurance.

So Ferige'al, Perige 'an adjs. [f.
L. perige-um

+ -AL, -AN], of or pertaining to perigee.
1743 Phil. Trans. X LV II 1. 1 66 A new method for measuring

the difference between the apogeal and perigeal diameters,

of the sun. 1812 WOODHOISE Astron. xxxiii. 313 The apu-

gean and perigean lunar distances. 1867-770. F. CHAMIIKKS
Astron. n. i. 172 The Moon being, .in a perigean position.

PERIGYNIUM.

II Ferigenesis (peri,d;$e-nesis). Biol. [mod.
L., f. Gr. TTfpi round, about + GENESIS. \ Haeckel's
term for a theory of reproduction which attributes

the phenomena to rriyihmic.il vibrations of plasti-
d tiles or protoplasmic molecules; 'wave- generation'.
1879 COPR Orig. }-'itt<-st \. vi. 229 The Dynamic Theory of

reproduction I proposed in 1871, and it has been since

adopted by Hacckel under tlie name of perigenesis.

Periglandular to -gnathic : see PERT- a, b.

f Peri-gnous, a. Obs. rarc~^. For *perincous
PEKINEAL.

1541 R. COPLAND Guydon's Quest. Chirnrg. I iv, Where
oughte hicysyon to be made for (he stone in the bladder?
At the necke without the seame perignous.

Ferigon uwrig^n). Geom. [irreg. f. PERI- +
Gr. ywvia angle.] The angular magnitude traced

out by a line in turning once completely around
one end as centre ; an angular quantity of 360
degiees, or four right angles.
1868 SANDI MAN Pclicotctiis 304 A right angle is both one

half of a hemiperigon or a bemucnupengon, and one fourth

ofa perigon. 1892 ' i. 11. HAI.STI.H Klcm. Synth. Gconi. 6
If we turn still more, until I he moving ray has made a com-
plete rotation, .the angle is calKd a peiigon.

Perigonal (peh-gonal/, a. [irreg. f. PERI-

GONE + -AL.]
= PERIGONIAL.

1881 CARPENTER .Ilicrcsc. 339 ied. 6) 411 The antlieridia

or male organs of Sf/iOfHacfM . . are grouped in catkins at

the tips of lateral branches, each of the imbricated perigonal
leaves enclosing a single globose antheridium on a slender
footstalk.

PerigOlie (pe*rig^n). Also in L. form peri-
gO'nium. [a. Y .pJrigone, ad. mod-L./m^w///////,
\. Gr. ircp't round + yovos offspring, seed.

Pcrigonium was introduced by Hedwig (1787) for the

floral envelopes generally, and also used by him specially of

Mos>es; it was applied by Khrhart in 1788 to the floral

envelupesin Phanerogams: wpMgoM\y DeCandollei8i3.J
1. Bot. a. = PEKJANTH i b.

1819 LISDI.KY tr. Richard's Observ. Fruits and Seeds 13

w/f, That part in Carex which Linraeiu called a nectarium

. .is perhaps, as Mr. Brown has observed, a \.?\s.t pcrigonium.
1832 Introd. Bot. 114 Some writers, among whom are

Link and l)e Candolle, have substituted Perigonitun for

Perintithiitin. . .Khrhart, with whom the name Perigonium
originated, called it double when the calyx and corolla are.,

distinct, and single if they are not distinguishable. 1880

GRAY Struct. Bot. vi. i led. 6) 164 Flora! Envelopes, Peri-

anth, or Perigone, the floral leaves or coverings, //'iff.,

/'fri\'flM ///;;/, a later term [than perianthium], has the advan-

tage of meaning something around the reproductive organs.

b. The leafy investment of the male organs of

mosses; the male *

perianth' (PERIANTH i c).

1863 Ili-.RKKi.F.v Brit. Afosses Gloss. 312 Perigonium^ the

male inflorescence. 1875 BENNETT & UVKR tr. Sachs' Hot.

320 The male perianth {/'erigoiiiiini) [in mosse^J . . is of three

different forms. 1889 UKXSKTT MI.-RKAV Cryptog. Bot.

142 The male perianth or perigone is usually composed of

broader, shorter, and thicker leaves.. not [infrequently red.

2. Zoo/. A sac formed by the outer parts.of tlie

gonophore of a hydroid.
1871 G. J. ALI.MAN Alonogr, Gymnoblnstic Hydroids i.

p. .\v, Perigonimn ..) the walls of a sporosac by which the

generative elements are confined, and in which, when fully

developed, three laminae may be demonstrated. 1888 in

Challenger Ref>. XXIII. n. p. xxxv, The perigoninm or

sac formed by the more external parts of the gonophore.
Hence Perigonial (peiig^'

f

nial) a. [mod.L./0//#

perigonialia (Hedwig)], pertaining to a perigo-
nium.

1870 P.KNTi i-:v Man, Bot. (ed. a) 366, 3 or 6 small leaves,.,

termed pcrigonial, and constituting collectively a peiigone.

|] Perigord (ptr/gor). Also 8 (corruptly)

-gorde, -go. Name of a district in the south-

west of France, famous for its truffle?. Hence

F6rigord pie, a meat pie flavoured with truffles;

also applied to oilier rich or highly-seasoned pies.

1752 Ms. DMLANV in Life <V Corf. 80 A perigord pie had
been sent for on the occasion, to lie directed to a merchant
in Dublin. 1768 Hist, in Ann. Reg. 170/2 The bill of fare

. . Pciigo Pye. 1900 tt'cstui. Gaz. 20 Jan. 2/1 Now, if there

was one delicacy above another that Ralph prized it was
a Pe'rigord pie.

|i Perigordiiie ftxrigordra}. Also -gour-,

-jourdine. [a. .pcrigordine >
fern, of -/';/, f. /V;v'-

gord\ see prcc.] A country dance of Perigord,

sometimes accompanied by singing ; also, the music

for such a dance, in lively triple rhythm.
1880 in Grove Diet. A/us,, Pengourdine.

II Perigraphe (peri-graf/). Obs. [a. Gr. ircpt-

ypa<ftr) line drawn round, f. vtpi around + ypa<f)rj

writing, line.] a. An inscription around something.
b. (See quot. 1753.)
1674 JEAKF. Aritk. (1696) 86 This piece of Coin . . shewed

the Vessel in which the Manna was, inscribed with the

Perigraphe Shekel Israel. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp.,

Perigraphe, a word usually understood to express a careless

or inaccurate delineation of any thing: but in Vtsalius it is

used to express the white lines or impressions that appear
in the musculus rectus of the abdomen. [Copied by Webster

1828 with substitution of Pcrigraph for Perigraphe \ whence

in subset). Dictionaries, with a derivative adj. Perigraphic.\,M BUDBCt|. i^iuiioiiar ics, wiiu iiuciinin"- n-jj. * v <A .~f-*..

Perigrine, Perigua, obs. forms of TEKUGKIJ.^,

I'IKAGUA.

II Perigyninm (pericl^i-nipm). Bot. Karely

anglicized as perigyne (pe-ridjin). [mod.L.,
(

f.

Gr. ir*/M round + -ywi; woman, wife, in Bot. 'pistil .]



PERIGYNOUS. 697 PERILOUS.

Name introduced by Link for a structure sur-

rounding the ovary. In current use : a. A mem-
branous sac, investing the ovary in the Sedges
(Caw) ; the utriculus. b. A part of the leafy
investment of the female organs of mosses, c.

The membrane investing the archegonium in some
liverworts (

= PERIANTH i c).

1821 in GRAY Nat. Arr, firit. n, I. 163. 1863 UKRKKI.KY
Brit. Mosses Glos<. 312 rerigyniutu, the leaves encircling
the fertile had. 1870 HOOKER St*d. Flora 398 Fruit in

Care.v enclosed in the perigy^ium. 1882 VINES Sachs' Iif>t.

359 A perigynium .grows round the archegonia as a special
membranous envelope,

Perigyiious (peri'd^inas), a. Bot. [f.
mod.L.

pcrigyn-ns (Jus*iei 1789) (f. Gr. ITC/M around +

yvv-fi wife, female, pistil) t- -ous. In mod. F, /</>/-

,O';/tf -] Situated around the pistil or ovary: said

of the stamens when growing upon some part

surrounding the ovary (either the calyx, or the

corolla, or the edge of the hollowed receptacle) ;

also said of a flower in which the stamens arc so

placed. Opp. to EPHJYNOUS and HYPOCYKOUS.
1807 R. A. SALISBURY in Trans. Linn. Soc. VII I. i

That insertion of the Stamina which the celebrated Jussieu
has denominated Perigyiious. 1830 LINDI.KY ,\'af. ,V_r.v/.

Bot. IntrocL 27 Or they [stamens] contract an adhesion .,

\viih either the calyx or corolla, when they become fcrt-
gynfws. 1875 HKXNETT & DYER Sacks' Bot. 200 The peri-

gynous flower of a rose.

So Peri'gryny, the condition of being perigynoos.
1880 GRAY Struct. Rot. \\. 3 (ed. 6) 183 The perigyny

may be., merely theadnation of petals and stamens to calyx,
. .or. .the adnatlon of the calyx. 1887 Athcnxitm 10 Dec.

787/3 The shortening of the axis within the flower, giving
the transition from hypogyny through perigyny to epigyny.

[| Perihelion (perihHi (m). Astr. Also 7-8
-ium. PI. -ia. [A Grsecized form of mod.L.

pcrihclium (f.
Or. ircpt close about + 77X10* sun),

the latter introduced by Kepler on the analogy of

perigeum, irepiytiov (see Prodr* Dissert. Cosmo-

graphical'iini) 1596, and Epitome Astronom. Co-

pernic. 1618). Cf. F. ptrihttie (1740 in Hatz.-

Darm.'j.]
1. That point in the orbit of a planet, comet, or

other heavenly body, at which it is nearest to the

sun. Opp. to APHELION.
1666 riiil. Trans. I. 240 Not at present in the Ferihclnnn

of its Orbe, but nearer its Aphcliuin. 1690 LEY uoURN Curs.
Math. 768 The Aphelium is P, and the Perikelium X.
Ibid. 773 In Figure XXXV.. a is the Aphelion, p the
Perihelion. 1698 KEII.L Exam. The. Earth (1734) 319

helion, was above 166 times nearer the Sun than the Earth is.

1715 tr. Gregorys Astron. I. 147 In its ascent from the Sun,
from thePeriheliumto the Aphelium. 1834 MRS. SOMKKYILI.K
Conncx. Phys. Sc. xii. (1835) 108 The return of comets to

their perihelia. Ibid. xxxv. 374 When the comets are in

perihelio. 1880 A. R. WAI.LACK Isi. Life viii. 138 During
the period we are now discussing, .the south polar area,

^having its winter in perihelion, would have had less ice.

attrib. 1676 HAI.I.EV in RSgaud Corr. Sci. Men (1841) I.

239 The perihelion distance [of a planet]. 1867-77 G. F.

CHAMHKRS Astron. iv. ii. 292, Dec. 9, 1838, was the epoch of
the next perihelion passage. 1881 PROCTOR Poetry Astron.
xi. 397 Clouds of meteoric matter.. making their perihelion
swoop around the sun.

2. fg. Highest point,
'

zenith *.

1804 W. TAYLOR in Ann. Rev. II. 232 Mr. Pitt was now
in the perihelion of his popularity. 1873 H. SI-KNCER Stud.
Social, ix. 239 From the perihelion of patriotism he is

carried to the aphelion of anti-patriotism.
Hence Perihe lial, Ferihe lian adjs., of or

belonging to perihelion. (Now rare or Obs.}
1690 LEYBOURN Curs. Math. 772 As is the Aphelian

Distance of the Planet to the Perihelian Distance. 1738
MACHJN in Phil. Trans. XL- 220 The Perihelian Distance. .

is many times less than the Semi-distance of the Foci. 1784
Phil. Trans. LXXV. 144 To find the position of the axis
and the perihclial distance.

Perihepatic, -hepatitis : see PERI- a, c.

Ferihermenial pe^ihajmrnial), a.
[f.

fir.

TTfpt (pfjirjvtias: see below. Cf. mcd.L. *

perier-
menifc, Interpretationes' (Du Cange).] Pertaining
to or characteristic of Aristotle's treatise Ufpi

epHijvcias (
(

concerning interpretation ') ; also, Of or

pertaining to interpretation. Also (erron.) Peri-
hermi acal.
a 1529 SKKI.TON Refilyc. Wks. 1843 I. 209 Surmysed vnsurely

in their perihcrmemall principles. \margiii\ Ptrihermenias,
Latine interpretalio, &c. 1716 M. DAVIES Athcn. Brit. II.

151 [He] could never IK; prevail'd upon .. by the Peri-
hermiacal Innuendo's of both Universities, .to undertake. .

the History of the Reformation of the Church of England.
1890 Cent. Diet. s. v., Aristotle's doctrine in this l>ook

[lUpt 'f)/<f/i-n'i.s] does not precisely agree with that of his
'

Analytics ', and is called perihennenia.1 doctrine.

Peri-intestinal : see PEKI- a.

Perijove (]Krrid#niv). Astr. [> F. pJrijffve

(1766 in Bailly Essai So), in mod.L. ptrijoviiim^
f. PEHI- + I,. Jov-cin Jupiter, after perigee, peri-

helion.] That point in the orbit of any one of

Jupiter's satellites at which it is nearest to Jupiter.

1837 WHEWELL Hist. Induct. Sc. vn. iv. II. 229 Deter-

mining the direction of the motions of the perijove and node
pf each satellite. 1838 Penny Cycl. XI. 385/2 The first

I satellite .. will either be moving from perijove towards
! apoiove. or from apojcve towards perijove. 1881 Nature
\

XXIII. 298/2.

Peril (pe-ril), sb. Forms : 3- peril ;
also 3-5

i perile, -yl, 4 -ele, 4-5 -ille, -yle, -elle, 4 6 -el,

j 4-7 -ill, 5 -aill, -eill, -eyl(l, 5-6 -ylle, -ayle,

j 5-7 -ell, -yll ; 4-6 paril. etc. ;
6 perr- ; (also 5

peral, -ol, pearl, 6 pearil, pearrell . [a. F.

peril (loth c. in Littre) - \\.pcril, pcrilk. C'at.

peril, It. periglio : Ij.perFtit/iiin, perTclwn experi-

ment, trial, risk, danger, f. root of ex-pen- ri to try,

make trial of + -cuhtm, suffix naming instruments.]
1. The position or condition of being imminently

exposed to the chance of injury, loss, or destruc-

tion
; risk, jeopardy, danger.

a 1225 Ancr, K. i<)4 (Josthch foi)dunge..mei l>eon, nor |>o

peril, i<:ltoiH.-d breoste wunde. \zgj K. (ii.orc. (K"1M 2208
< )f peril a sc (S; eke a loud, a 1300 f. 'itrsor M . ^4852 (Colt.)

i f>e mariners, .war neuer in parel \v.r. port 1
1 mar. 1390

GOWER Cofif. II. 168 Satitnnis after bis cxi! l''ro Crctu cam
j

in gret peril. '! a 1400 I,YHG. Chorlc <y ftyrdc 181 Who
|

drcdeth no paryll, in paryll he shall fallc. 11533 '-.
[) -

i BKRNERS Ifnan Ixxxiii. 257 He was neucr in his Tyfe in

;

suche perell. 1575 J//;7-. Mag., f>k. Sowers, f xliv, Con-
i slant I was in my Princes <|uarel, To dye or Hue and spared

for no parel. 1595 SHAKS. John in. i. 29=; The perill of our
! curses light nn thee So beany, as thou >balt not ^hake them

ofT. 1749 SMOI.LKTI
-

Regieidt: \\. viii, Glory I* the fair child
> of peril. 1832 W. IRVING Al/iamf>ra II. 166 Having coin-

!
manded at Malaga during a time of peril and confusion.

1875 JOWETT Plato ^ed. 2) V. 128 In the hour of peril.

b. Const, (nO <?/" that which is exposed to danger
(chiefly with life) ; (l>) 0/~the evil fate that threatens,

1 or (obs. or arc/i.) of the cause of danger; f (c) to

with inf. (obs.').

1340 HAM POLE Pr. Come. 161 In grete ptrille of saul cs

bat man pat has witt and mynde and na glide can. < 1450
St. Cuthoert (Surtees) 1740 In peril! of bair lyues bai stodc.

1596 SHAKS. Merck. I', n. ii. 173 To be in perill of my life

with the edge of a featherbed. 1790 PALKV f/e;r Paul.
\Vks. 1825 III. 174 He acquitted himself of this commission

j

at the peril of his life. 1840 DiCKENS Barn. l\udge ii, You
were never in such peril of your life as yon have been within
these few moments.
c 1375 Cursor M. 26193 (Fairf.) Quen men is in perel \Cott.

wath] of dede. 1377 L.ANCL. P. PL B. xiv. 301 J?orw be p.is
of altoun Pouerte myjte passe with-oute peril of robbynge.
1481 CAXIOS Myrr. \\. vi. 76 Kynge Alysaundre. .eschewed

'

the parell and daunger of thise ol\ faun ten. 1553 UAI.K

I'ocafyon in Harl. Misc. (Main.' I. 330 In parell of the

sea, in parell of shypwrack. 1634 SIK T. HKRBKKT Trav.

5 Xhe.,ship-boyes were in perill of those Sharkes. 1876
GEO. ELIOT Dan. Der. xlvili, A vessel in peril of wreck.
c 1385 CHAUCER L. G. If''. 1277 Dido. There as he was in

peril for to sterue. c 1480 CAXTON Klanchardyn Hi. 201 He
was in pereyll to lose nym selfe and all his ooste. 1596

' SHAKS. Tain. Shr. Induct, ii. 124 In perill to incurre your
former malady.

2. (with a and//.) A case or cause of peril ; //.
'

dangers, risks.

Peril ofthe sea (Marine Insurance): see qnot. 1872.

rti3po Cursor M. 4051 (Cott.) () perils [v.r. perelis] bat lie

fell in Sum-qunt to tell i sal bigin. 1382 WYCMF 2 Cor. xi.

26 In perelis of flodis, in pevels of tIrenes, in perelis of kyn,
,

in perels of hethen men [etc.]. 1450-80 tr. Secreta Secret.
! 21 Pereylis and disesis that are to come of werres, pesti-
: lends [etc.]. 11548 HALLCAnwfc (//./fKb, Toauenture

themselfes on a newe chance and a doubt full parell. 1774
i GOLDSM. Xat. ///j/. (1776) VI. 181 Scarce one in a thousand

survives the numerous perils of its youth. 1817 W. SKLWVN
Law Nisi Prim (ed. 4) II. 893 It is the province of tliu jury
to determine, whether the cause of the loss be a peril of the

sea or not. 1872 Whartoris Law Lex. s. v., Perils of the

sea. .are strictly the natural accidents peculiar to the water,
but the law has extended this phrase to comprehend events
not attributable to natural causes, as captures by pirates,
and losses by collision, where no blame is attachable to either

ship, or at all events to the Injured ship. 1875 JOWKTT
Plato (ed. 2) I. 93 Soldiers, ..who are courageous in perils

by sea. 1884 Blanch. Exam. 3 May 5/1 The certain perils
of such an alliance.

3. Phrases, f a. At all peril(s : at whatever
risk

;
be the consequences what they may. By the

(ffff, nf) peril ofmy soul, upon myperil',
etc. : used

as asseverations. /;/ peril of', at the risk of, under
the penalty of (see also I b). Obs.

13.. /"./:. A Hit. P.C. 85 At alleperytea,quoth beprophete,
: I aprocbe hit no nerre. 1362 I.ANGL. P. PI. A. vi. 47 Nai,

bi be ptril of my soule, quod pers. c 1386 CHAUCER ll-'ife's

Prof. 561 My gaye scarlet gytes, Thise wormes ne tnisc

Motthes ne thise mytes Vpon my peril frete hem neuer
a deel. Men It. 'f. 1127 Vp peril of my soule I shal nat
I yen. 1470-85 MAI.OKV Arthur iv. i. 119 Ve lady, on my
parel, ye shal see hit. 1607 SHAKS. Cor. in. iii. 102 Wee. .

j

banish him our Citie In perill of precipitation From off the
i Rocke Tarpetan. [i8zo DVKON Mar. !-'al. \. ii, That I speak

the truth, My peril be the proof]
b. At (to to) your (his, etc.) peril: you

. (etc.) taking the risk or responsibility of the con-

sequences : esp. in commands, or warnings, refer-

ring to the risk incurred by disregard or dis-

obedience.

1433 Rolls ofParlt. IV. 477/1 Such as they well an<\vere

fore atte here perille. 1480 CAXTON Chron. Eug-.cvxiv. 200

nocht, on thy awin perrell beid [
= be it]. 1590 SHAKS. Mitfs.

N. HI, ii. 175 Disparage not the faith thou dost not know,
I,est to thy perill thou abide it deare. 1632 MASSINGER City
Madam iv. ii, Master Shrieve and Master Marshal, On
your perils, do your offices. 1664 in Bucclcuch MSS. (Hist.

M.v. C'lVmn.* I. ,.(i As they will answer the conttary at

their peril.*.. 1696 Pun i.irs (ed. 5
1

, Peril, . . sometimes ii^r.-l

by way of thrcatning. Do such a tiling at your Peril. 1719
IH: FOK Crusoe n. xi, We . .bade them keep off at their peril.

: 1832 Mr. MAKIINKAU ///// -V l'all<y iii. 46 Shew yourselves
. at your pfril. 1881 K. Hi i IIANAN C,od $ Man I. 141,

'

I mu>t
I
do my mavlrrV Inddin;^.' 'At your peril ! I have but to invc
ltn: woid, and they would duck ymi in the lior>epoiiI.'

f c. Withouttheperil of \ beyond the (dangerous;
'

reach or power of : cf. DANGER^, i 1>. Qhs. rare.

1590 SIIVKS. M/tfs. X. i\'. i. 15" To IH: ynnc from Aihcti>

j

where we mi^bt Ix: \\'itlnmt the perill of the Athenian I,aw.

\ 4. A matter of danger ;
a perilous or dangerous

matter. Const. // is peril^
it is dangerous ,tu do

, something . Oh$.

1297 K. <*ii.ot-c. (KolKl 6786 pe licicnu'Ti of be loud wold'j

,

horn al day niene pat hii nadde noti cir of him Si bat gret

|
i:ril it was Voi [XT nii^tc com lo al |-c ktnd yrct wo nor such
L;IS. c 1386 Oru'cKK li'ifc's Prol. 89 peril is b"lln- fyr and
inw tassemble. (1400 MAUNUKV. (Roxb.) \\\i. u; It es

urtjtc peril to pursue be Tartarenes. ([1450 Knt.dc la Tmtr
, (1868) 60 Whedir it \\'<.-re perel ]u to do IK.T counsaile or not.
1

('154 /V/;**''. '/'. 164 in Thynncs Auunath*. 81 You know
what pcricle it is together to lt.-y byrdis fa>! vnto the fyer.

5. attrib. and Comb., ^peril-proof, -,faring ndjs.

1605 SYLVKSIKR Hii Hartas n. iii. n. I-'atherx 75 A broad
' thick breastplate. .High peril-proof against affliction. 1807
MONTGOMKKV il'. Indies n. 141 The valiant sci/ed in peril-

daring fi-bt.

IK-ncc Pe'rilless <7., without or free from peril.
a. 1614 SVLVKSTKK Lilt. Bartas ji3 In their chamber pain-

lesse, peril-lesse.

Peril 'pe-ril), r.
[f. ]ircc. sb.]

1. trans. To put in peril, expose to danger; to

imperil, endanger, risk, ha/ard.

1567 M.M'i.KT Gr. }'\ircst ;y 1), If. .hir y011,5 be hurt or

pi/rilled in tbeir eiesiylit. 1586 JAS. \\ in Klli^ Ori. f.cit.

SIT. i. III. 19 It micnt perrell my reputalion amongst my
subjt-ctis. 1647 Ti;.\rr Coniui. Rt~>. i. 5 JotKithan perilled
his life, .for love of David. 1832 HT. MAKTJSEAU l-'aJi <v

All iii. 34 The world would IK: perilled by their O'liiini;

together. 1856 KANI-; Arct. E.\-pl. \. xv. 178 It thrcatenird

to encroach upon our anchorage, and peril the safety of the

vessel.

2. To take the risk of, venture upon, rct-r,

1849 \V. Ii. AvmuN l-.din. after Ffaddcn x, Thou hast

done a deed of daring Had litcn perilled but by feu-.

1 3. ititr. To be in danger. Obs. rare.

1641 MII.TON Ch. Ctwt. \\. iii. Wks. (1847) 50 To start bauk,
and glob itself upward from..any soil wbt-r-jwitb it may
pt-'ril to slain itself. 1647 THAIT Coiimi. Matt. xiv. -_ ; Whilst
the^ disciples were perilling, and well-nigh perishing, Christ

. was praying for th^m.

Hence Pe'rilled ///. a., c\]iosed to danger.
1845-6 TKKSCH f/n/s. Lcct. Ser. i. vii. 120 To do battle for

so^nc perilled truth. 1846 Mirac. x.vxii. (1861'! 44; Tlit

natural instinct of defence and lo\ e to tbeir perilled Lord.

Perilaryngeal, -laryngitis: sec PERI- a, c.

t Perile'ptic,^. Obs, >arc~ l
, [ad. Gr. irept-

\r}TTTtKos, f. irfptk.ap{3avfiv to comprehend, f. -ntpi

around + Xap&avtiv to take, seize.] Comprehen-
sive ; characterized by comprehension.
1678 CUDWORTH Intcll. Syst. \. iii. 37. 163 The tilings in

the world, are not administred merely by S perma tick

Reasons, but by Perileptick i^tbat is, Comprehensive Intel-

lectual Reasons).

Perill, obs. form ofPE.ua, PERIL.

Ii Ferilla peri'la . Hot. [mod. I,. (Linini:us,

1 764) ; origin unknown.] A small genus of

Labiates, natives of eastern Asia; esp. P. ociinoides^

grown as a half-hardy ornamental plant on account

of its deep-purple leaves.

1788 RF.F.S Chambers Or/., Peril/a, in llotany. . .There
is only one species. 1887 G. Nicholson's Diet. Garden.,
Pftttla, a genus consisting of only two or three specie-*, ..

natives of the mountains of India and China. 1900 Kcho
12 June 1/5 Geraniums, calceolarias, peiilla, and colciis

were not allowed to intrude their weedy presence,
Perilobular : see PERI- a.

Perilous (pe'ribs\ a. (<Wz>.) Forms : see

PERIL, and cf. PARLOUS, [a. \Y.pcri/tous - OK
pcriUos* -cits, mod.F. pt'rillcitxi L. pericttlds-uni,

f. pcriciil-um : see PERIL and -ous.]
1. Fraught with peril ; causing or occasioning

great danger; full of risk
; dangerous; hazardous.

('1290 A". /,';
r

. I^cg. I. 258/84 Heo come to a deop watui
and perilous, i 1350 /(*///. Palcrnc 1191 pere be pres was

perefouste, he priked in formed, c 1375 -V' I'Cg. Saiuts
xxtx. i/V'K 't'titis) 2 Lat i>enance is rycht perolouse. c 1470
G01. \ Gau'. 1104 Ane wounder peralous poynt. 1484
CAXTON Fables of /Rsop m. xx, To conuerse with folke of

cuylle IjT is a thyng moche peryllous. 1545 RAYNOLD Kyrth
Maitkyndc 62 This is the parelloust maner of byrth that is.

1643 PRYNNK Sex 1
. Power Part. \. (ed. 2) 21 Put to death

as a perilous enemy to the Kingdonie. 1789 HKLSHAM Ess.

I. viii. 165 Mr. Locke and his friends are reduced to a most

mplexing
and perilous dilemma. 1836 W. IRVING Astoria.

. 165 The latter felt (hey were in a perilous predicament.
1849 MACAU LAY Hist. Kng. vi, II. 32 The most arduous
and perilous duties of friendship.

f 2. Capable of inflicting or doing serious harm ;

arousing a feeling of peril ; greatly to be dreaded

or avoided ; dreadful, terrible, awful ;
= PAR-

LOUS 2. Obs.
c 1386 CnArcnK Rcmcs T. 269 Alayn auyse thee The

Millere is, a perilous man. c 1430 LYDG. Mtn. Poems (Percy

Soc.) 119 A perilous clymbyng whan beggers up arise To
hye estate. 1525 Ln. BBBKUa I-'roiss. II. ccxlii. [ccxxxix,]

747 They are the peryloust people of the worlde, and most

outragyouat if they be vp. 1530 PAI.SGR. 588/1 It i= a



PERILOUSLY.

perylous noyse, I tell you, to here a bee hosse in a
bp.xe.

(11548 HALL C/iron., Kick. Ill 29 b, When any blusteringe

wynde perelous thunder or terrible tempest, chansed. 1579
W. WILKINSON Con/lit. Familye o/ Lone 26 b, Instructed

how with a malitious mynde and perilous w'it, he might
runne descant at will. 1592 SIIAKS. Kom. q Jill. i. iii. 53
It had vpon it brow..A perilous knock, and it cryed bitterly.

1606 HOLLAND Sucton. 134 With her perilous fingers.. shee

would not sticke to lay at the face and eyes of other small

Children playing together with her.

fB. as adv. PARLOUS B. Obs.

1598 R. BERNARD tr. Terence, Heautoiil. ill. iii, This is a

perilous naughtie queane. 1849 JAMES ll'ut'dmatixii, Lovel,

you look perdous grim.

Perilously ^pe-riUsli), adv. [f. prec. + -I.Y -.]

In a manner involving peril ; very dangerously.
1340 Ayenl'. 254 Hy ul)3b perilousliche xuo (>et hy byre

spiTp, and ualb ofte inlo be grilles of be uo3elere of belle.

1377 LANCL. /'. PI. B. Prol. 151 A cat of a courte. .pleyde

wn> hem perilouslych. 1481 CAXTON Go-icffivy cKxiv. 258
Wherof cam grete stenche .. wherof the ayer as cotrupte
ouer peryllously. 1561 T. NORTON Calvin's lust. iv. x.\.

(1634) 740 Many herein doe perilously trie. 1624 SANDEKSON
S^riii. I. 112 People, as they are suspicious, will be talking

jjaialoiisly. 1709 STRVH: Ann. Kef. I. xl. 413 The Queen
fell perilously sick. 1897 MARY KINOSLEV /('. Africa 596
Head man comes perilously near breaking his neck by

frequent falls among the rocks.

Pe;rilonsness. [f.
as |irec. + -NESS.] The

quality of being perilous ; dangerousness.
1571 (JOLIJING Cahin on /'s. Kp. Ded. 3 '1'he perilousnes of

this present time. 1727 in HAII.KV vol. II. 1852 Miss
VciviiE Cameos (1877! IV. iv. 45 A sense of the perilousness
of the post to any honest man.

hPe'rilsome, n. 0/>s. [f. PERIL si. + -SOME.]

Fraught with peril ; perilous.

1593 NASHE Christ's T. Wks. (Grosart) IV. 239 They so !

poyson the ayre. .that from them proceedcth thys perrilsome

contagion. 1628 WITHER fin'!. Keineni. in. J4i No time to

come Can send me to a p'ace, so perilsotne, That I shall

feare it. 1650 I),\\ KNANT Gi'ndit'Cft Pref, The people be
,

often the greater enemy, and more pcriUome, being nearest.

Perilymph (pe-rilimf). Anat. [mod. f. PERI-

+ LYMPH.] The clear fluid contained within the

osseous labyrinth of the internal ear, and surround-

ing the membranous labyrinth. (Distinguished
from ENDOLYMPH.)
1836 9 TODD Cycl. Anat. II. 536/2 In birds the perilymph

j

is in much less quantity than in the mammifera. 1879
CAI.DERWOOD Mind fy Br. iii. 74 The vestibule . . has a bony
wall, and in its cavity is the fluid perilymph in which the

membranous vestibule is suspended.

Perilymphangial, etc. : see PERI-.

Pe:rilympha'tic, a. [In i, f. PERILYMPH +

-ATIC; in 2, t. PERI- + LYMPHATIC.]
1. Pertaining to the perilymph.
1877 BURNETT Ear 145 The perilymphatic cavity is inserted

into the lymphatic tract of all vertebrates. 1899 Alll'ittt's

Syst. Med. VII. 548 The peri-lymphatic space of the

internal ear.

2. Situated around the lymphatic vessels.

1879 Bi'MSTEAD Venereal Diseases (ed. 4) 612 This peri-

lymphatic inflammation is found in the thickness of the

capsule of Glisson.

Perimancie, obs. form of PYROMANCY.

|| Perimeningitis [peiriimtnindjai'tu). Path.

[mod.L., f. pcrimlninx dura mater (f. Gr. irtpl

around -H p-fpitt membrane, pia mater) + -ITIS.] In-

flammation of the Perimeninx, or dura mater of

the brain and spinal cord :
= PACHYMENINGITIS.

1857 in MAVNE Expos. Lex. 1892 GOWER Dis. Nervous

Syst. \. 266. 1899 AMutt's Syst. Med. VI. 881 External

spinal pachymeningitis. This condition is also designated
'

peripachymeningitis
'

or simply
'

perimeningitis '.

Periment, obs. form of PEIUMENT.

Perime'ristem. Hot. [mod. (Rassow, in

Ger. 1872) f. PERI- + MERISTEM.] The outermost

layer of the meristem at a growing point, which
de

. .

which is the outer /one, forming the external cortex and
the Dermatogen. Endistem, Existem, Mesistem.and Peri-

stem are abbreviated expressions for these successive layers.

Perimeter (piri'Bl/tol). [ad. L. periinclros,
a. Gr. irpi'^Tpos circumference, f. uipi around +

p.f-rpov measure: cf. It. peritnetro (Horio 1611),

Y.pc'rinietre (1541 in Hatz.-Darm.).]
1. The continuous line or lines forming the

boundary of a closed geometrical figure (curved or

rectilineal), or of any area or surface; circumference,

periphery, outline ; also, the measure or length of

the circumference. (Cf. DIAMETER I, 2.)

1592 R. D. Hypnerotoinackia 22 b, The Stilliced or Peri-

meter, or vpper part of the vppermost Coronice. 1620
T. GKANGEK Div. Loffike 173 A perimeter, which is the

circuite, or compasse of a figure. 1696 WHISTON Tltf'. Kartk
I. (17221 21 Of all Figures, whose Perimeters are equal, the

Circle is the most capacious. 1776 Kentisk Trav. Coip. 327
In less than three months, the whole perimeter .. or inclusion

of the harbour, was finished. 1840 LARDNER Geom. too The
perimeter of the polygon will continually approach t_o

coincidence with the circumference of the circle in which it

is inscribed. 1881 CASEY Sequel to Euclid 16.

fig. 1632 B. JONSON Magn. l.aiiy Induct., He makes that

his centre attractive to draw thither a diversity of guests, all

persons of different humours to make up his perimeter.

t b. Applied to a space surrounding something.
1641 MILTON Ch. Get'f. n. iii. (1851) 168 In respect of a

1570 DEE Math. Pref. a iij b, To be certified, either of the

length, perimetry, or distance lineall. 1571 DIC.GES 1'antoiu.

II. xiv. N iij b, '1 he one is equall to the semidiameters, the

698

woodden table and the perimeter of holy ground about it . .

the Priest esteems their lay-ships unhallow'd and unclean.

2. An instrument for measuring the held of vision

and determining the visual powers of different

parts of the retina.

1875 H. WALTON Dis. Eye 1070 The peiimeter brought
out by C. C. Jeaffreson, seems to be the best. 1899 Alllnitt's

Sfst.
Med. VI. 846 Their precise determination and localisa-

tion require the assistance of the perimeter.
attrib. 1889 G. A. BEHKV Dis. Eye 553 The result of a peri-

meter examination, .recorded on a chart.

Hence Peri'meterless a.

1849 Tail's Mag. XVI. 380 Illimitable, perimeterless,
immutable space.

Ferinietral (perrm/tral), a. rare. [f.
L.

perimctr-os (see piec.) + -AL : cf. diametral.} =
PERIMETRIC a.- i.

1685 H. MORE Paralip. Prophet, xxxii. 200 The words.,

relating to the . . inner House, intimate a Perimetral dimension
thereof.

Perimetrial, -metritis : see PERI- a, c.

Perimetric (perimrtrik), a. 1 Anat. and Path,

[f. Gr. TTI pi around + ^rpa uterus + -1C.] Situated

or occurring around the uterus.

1889 1. M. I)UNC\N Clift. Lect. Dis. \\~oin. xxviii. 227

Lumps produced by perimetric inflammation and adhesions.

Perimetric (perime'trik), a.- [f.
Gr. vfpi-

H<rp-m PERIMETER + -ic: cf. METRIC.]
1. Pertaining to a perimeter or circumference.

1890 in Cent. Diet.

2. Pertaining to or obtained by a perimeter (PERI i

METER 2
s
or perimetry.

1899 Allhdts Sysl. Med. VI. 761 A perimetric chart., i

shows merely a small central spot of clear vision around the

point of fixation. Ibid. VIII. 108 Perimetric observations

show that frequently the fields of vision are narrowed

generally for both eyes.

SoPerime'tricala. ; hence Perime'tricallym/i
1

.

1882 OGILVIE (Annandale), Perinictrical, pertaining to the

perimeter. 1897 Alll'utt's Syst. Med. VI. 763 Studying

perimetrically a case of homonymous hemianopsia.

Perimetry (pcri-metri). [f. as PERIMETER +
-Y : cf. geometry, etc.]

1. Measurement round ; perimeter. Now rare.

1.

jther to the perimetrie or circumference. 1903 li'estin. Gaz.

9 Jan. 2/1 The contention.. that cranial perimetry has but

little relation to cerebral quality is no doubt well founded.

2. Measurement of the field of vision by means of

the perimeter ^PERIMETER 2).

1893 Syd. Soc. Lex., Perimetry, the measuring the dimen-

sions of the field of vision by means of \hzperiincter. 1899
Allbutt's Syst. Med. VI. 847 It is unnecessary, .to convert

perimetry into a solemn function.

||
Perimonerula (peTimone-r'wla). Embryol.

[mod. L., f. PERI- + MOXERUL.V.] The MONEHULA

arising from a PERIBLASTIC ovum.
1876 [see PERICVTL-LA].

Perimorph (pe'rimjuf). Min. [mod. f. Gr.

Tripi around + fop^-q form.] (See quot. 1882.)
Hence Perimo'rphic, Perimo'rphons adjs., per-

taining to or of the nature of a perimorph ; Peri-

mo'rphism, perimorphic condition.

1882 GEIKIE Text-bk. Geol. n. ir. ii. 61 A mineral which

encloses another has been called a Perimorph ; one enclosed

by another an Endomorph. 1888 TEALL British Petragr.
Gloss. 442 Fcrintorpliisin. Sheerer termed those crystals

perimoi-phic which consist merely of a thin rind, the interior

being filled with other minerals. 1888 A. MARKER in Q. Jrnl,

Geol. Soc. XL!V. 453 Perimorphic hornblende.. bordering

augite-cores. 1893 Syd. Soc. Lex., Periinorphons crystals,

crystals which are made up of a nucleus of one mineral

surrounded by an envelope of another.

H PerimoruLa (periBJjrr'jJtt). Embryol. [mod.
I.., f. PEKI- + MORULA.] The MORUI.A arising

from a PERIBLASTIC ovum. 1876 [see PKHICYTULA].

Peri mplish, v. Obs. Also -esh. [f.
OF.

parempliss-, lengthened stem of parcniflir to fulfil

thoroughly, f. par- PER- 2 + cmp-lir: L. im-

pKre to fill up.] trans. To fulfil, accomplish,

complete. Also f Perimple'nish v. Hence

tPeri-mplishment, fulfilment, completion.
1499 ll'ill of ficnjaiiicn (Somerset Ho.), Perimplenisshing

my said testament. 1554 T. SAMPSON in Strype Eccl.Mcin.
III. App. xviii. 48 The perimplishment of your justification.

1596 H. CLAI-HAM liriefe Riblc n. 141 The perimplishment
of Daniels halfe weeke of yeares. 1621 BOLTON Hint. Ircl.

9 (25 Hen. VI) Many times they do notperimplish the same.

Perimyelitis : see PERI- c.

II Feriniysium (perimi-siimi). Anat. [iireg.

f. Gr. irfpi around + ^iCs muscle Astern p.v- } : cf. feri-

carpium, etc.] The sheath of connective tissue

enveloping a muscle. Hence Perimysial a.,

pertaining to the perimysium.
1842 DUNGLISON Med. Lex., rerintysium. Fascia. 1877

ROSENTHAL Muscles ty Nerves 198 Their covering of muscle-

! sheath (perimysium). 1899 AlllnttCs Syst. Med. VII. 215
The perimysium undergoes changes.

f Perindu-lgent, a. Obs.rare~. [ad. L. fer-

indiilgfnt-em : see PER- 4 and INDULGENT.]
1623 COCKERAM, Perinditlgent, very gentle, courteous.

Perine (pe'rsin). Dot. [ad. mod.L. periniuin

(Strasburger 1882), f. PERI-, app. after EXTINE,

I INTINE.] The outermost coat of a pollen-grain or

PERIOD.

spore when there are three ^inline, extine or exine
,

and ferine).
1895 KERNEK & OLIVER Nat. Hist. Plants (1902) II. 100

The wall of pollen-grains is, as a rule, three-layered. These
three layers are : the internal one or nvwr,tfie middle one
or extine, and the external one or ferine. . . The various

sculpturings, prickles, and other unevennesses of the outer

coat really appertain to the perine.

Perineal, -seal (perinfal),<z. [f. I'KRINE-UM

+ -AL.] Of, pertaining to, or situated in the

perineum. Perineal body : see PERINEUM.

1767 A. CAMPBELL Lcxiph.' (1774) 23, I suffered a total

perineal excoriation. 1835-6 T'ODD Cycl. Anat. I. 178 i

These muscles, .have the effect of making tense the different

perinxal aponeurosis. 1868 SIR H. THOMPSON Dis. of
Prostate 3 The posterior layer of the deep perineal fascia.

Ferine O-, used as combining form of PERI-

KEi'M, in a few terms of anatomy, pathology, etc. :

Perine ocele (-s/1) [Gr. Kr/Ar; tumour], perineal

hernia
; Perine'opla sty, a plastic operation on

the perineum; so Perine opla'stic a.; Perineor-

rhaphy (-frrafi) [Gr. pacpfi sewing, suture],

suture of the peiineum when ruptured ;
Perine o-

vagi nal a., relating to the perineum and vagina

{Syii. Soc. Lex.); Perine o-vu'lvar a., relating

to the perineum and vulva.

1811 HOOPER Med. Di(t.,Pennxocelc. iDsyMAYNE Exfos.
Lex. 911/1 A perineocelc. 1893 Syd. Sue. Lex., ferine,',

plastic operation, perineorrhaphy. 1875 tr. //. -'On Zieittssett's

Cycl. Med. X. 555 The operation of perineoplasty. 1872
T. G. THOMAS Dis. n'omcn led. 3! 129 The operation which

is now generally adopted.. has received the name of peri-

neorraphy. 1857 BfLi.otK Cazcaux' Midwif. 48 The nerves

are derived from the deep branch of the perineo-vulvar
branch of the internal pudic.

Perinephral, -ic, etc. : see PERI- a, b, c.

Perinerve (pe'rindiv). Anat. [f. PERI- +

NERVE.] -= PERINEURII-M.

1873 A. FLINT Nerv. Syst. i. 28 They [capillaries! never

penetrate the perinerve.

II Perineum, perinaeum (perinf m). Anat.

[Late L. (Cxi. Aurel. 1-440) perinxum, -neum, a.

Gr. nipifOior, irtpiveos, or perh. properly mjpiv- :

cf. in same sense irrjpiva ;
also iritis or irripiV, ace.

nrjpifa scrotum.] The region of the body be-

tween the anus and the scrotum or vulva ; denoting
either the surface of this, or the mass of tissue

{pcrincal body"] of which this surface forms the base.

i63*SHi:Kwool>,Theperineum,/<-r/<V. 169311. Blancarets

1'hys. Diet. (ed. 2), I'crinxnm, the Ligamentous Seam be-

twixt the Cod and the Fundament. 7S4~*4 SMELLIE

Miduitf. I. 93 The perinaeum. 1804 ABEKNF.THV Snrg.

Obs. 234, I made a division in the perineum. 1842 K.

WILSON Anat. I'aiit M. 193 The muscles of the perineum
are situated in the outlet of the pelvis.

Perineural ,peri,niii<>-ral;,
a. [f. Gr. iript

around + i rvp-ov nerve + -AL : cf. neural.} Sur-

rounding or investing a nerve, or a bundle of

nerve-fibres.

1899 Alll'utt's Syst. Med. VI. 501 There is in all these

cases.. leucocytal infiltration of the perineural sheath.

II Feriuenritis (pe ri,niur3i-tis). Path. [mod.

L., f. next + -ITIS.] Inflammation of the peri-

neurium. Hence Perinenritic (-i'tik) a., pertain-

ing to or affected with perineuritis (in quot. misused

lot perineural).
1878 A. HAMILTON A'en: Dis. 57 One a peri-neuritis, and

the other an inflammation of the optic nerve itself. 1893

A. S. ECCLES Sciatica 13 Distension of the perineuritic

lymph-spaces. 1897 Allbntt's Syst. Med. II. 58 Lepra-cells,

which infiltrating the perineurium produce perineuritis.

II Perineurium (periiniri^'riwrn). Anat. [mod.

I,., f. Gr. vipi around + vmpov nerve: cf. peri-

carpittm, etc.] The sheath of connective tissue

enveloping a bundle of nerve-fibres. Hence Peri-

iieu-rial a., of or pertaining to the perineurium.
1842 DUNGLISON Med. Lex., Perineiirion, Neurilemma.

1893 A. S. ECCLES Sciatica. 13 In the lymphatics of the

epineurium and the lymph-spaces of the perineurium. 1899

Alllmtt's Syst. Med. VI. 637 The thickened perineurium and

interstitial tissue.

Perinuclear, -ocular : see PERI- a.

Period (pi'Tipdl, sb. Forms : 5 peryod,

paryode, 6 peryode, periods, 6- period : see

also PARODY s/>.'* [a. Y.pi'riotie (i4the. in Hatz.-

Uarm.) =
Sp./>crimfa, \\.pcriodo, ad. 'L.fcrioti-us,

a. (Jr. jr(pi'o8os going round, way round, circuit,

revolution, cycle of years, periodic recurrence,

course, recurring fit of disease, orbit of a heavenly

body, rounded sentence, f. ntpi around + o5os way ;

in ancient L. used only of the period or cycle of

the four Grecian games, and of a complete sentence;

in med.L. in other of the Gr. senses.]

I. A course or extent of time.

f 1. The time during which anything runs its

course ; time of duration. 06s.

1413 Pilgr. Sov>lc (Caxton 1483) iv. xxvi. 72 For the tyme
and paryode bifore ordeyned of the first maker. 1614

RALEIGH Hist. lt'orld\. lii. S 13. 424 Unto all Dominions

Clod hath set their periods. 1626 BACON Sjrlva 587 How
by Art to make Plants more lasting than tlltir ordinary

Period. 1672 SIK T. BROWNE Let. friend n Many
Temples early gray have out-lived the Psalmist's period.

2. Chronol. A round of time or series of years,
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marked by the recurrence of astronomical coin-

cidences (e. g. the changes of the moon falling on

the same days of the solar year), used as a unit in

chronology ;
e. g. the Callippic* Diouysian, Julian %

Metonic period. Cf. CYCLED. 2.

1613 [see JULIAN]. 1694 HOLDER Disc. Time
(J.),

A cycle
or period is an account of years that has a beginning and
an end too, and then begins again as often as it ends,

1696-1876 [see CALLIITIC]. 1704 J. HARRIS Lex. Tec/in. I,

Period^ in Chronology, signifies a Revolution of a certain

Number of Years ; as the Metonick Ptntxf, the Julian
Period, and the Calippick Period. 1718 PRIDKAUX Connect.

O. fy N. Test. \\. iv, 231 In the language of Chronologers
a Cycle is a round of several years and a Period a round of
several Cycles. 1727-1876 (.see DIONYSIAN 3].

b. Astron. The time in which a planet or

satellite performs its revolution about its primary.
1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v., The periods of the comets

are now many of them pretty well ascertained. 1741 WATTS
Iniprav. Mind I. xvi. 2 Tell these persons, .that the earth,
with all the planets, roll round the sun in their several

periods. 1834 Nat. Phitos. t Astron. iii. 69/1 (Usef, Know!.
Soc.) Her time of being again in the same direction with
the sun, is called her synodic period\ or synodic revolution.
Ibid, 70/2 Her return to the same position with respect to

the equinox, or her tropical period, will be shorter. 1854
BREVVSTER More Worlds ii. 29 Its [Uranus'] year, or annual

period, is eighty-four years.

fc. PhysioL Period of the blood : see quot.
1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v. ( Period of the 0/AK/,..the

circle of the blood, or the tour it makes round the body, for

the support of life.

d. Physics. The interval of time between the

recurrence of phases in a vibration, etc.

1865 TYNDAU. Radiation xv. 52 The rays of light differ

from those of invisible heat only in point of period. 1869
in Eortn. Kev, Feb. 230 The energy transmitted to

the eye from a candle-flame half a mile distant is more than
sufficient to inform consciousness ; while waves of a different

period, possessing many times this energy have no effect

whatever. 1879 THOMSON & TAIT Nat. Phil. 1. 1. 54 The
Period of a simple harmonic motion is the time which
elapses from any instant until the moving point again moves
in the same direction through the same position.

G. Any round or portion of time occupied by a

recurring process or action, or marked by the

regular recurrence of a phenomenon.
1850 M cCosii Div. Gavt. n. i. (1874) 133 The tides of the

ocean .. flow in periods. 1862 TYNDALL Mountainceer. xi,
The heart beats by periods. 1902 // 'cstin. Gaz. 19 Aug. 8/1
This hypothesis is in full accord with the '

climate-period of

thirty-five years 'recently put forward by Professor Bruckner.

3. Path. The time during which a disease runs
its course ; that occupied by each attack of inter-

mittent fever from its accession to its remission
;

also, each of the temporal phases distinguishable
in the course of a disease.

1543 TRAHERON I*/go's Chirnrg. 50/2 Optalmia hath cer-
taine paroxysmes or fyttes, and periodes or courses. 1726
QUINCY Lex. Phys.-Med. (ed. 3), Period is the Space in
which a Distemper continues from its Beginning to its

Declension ; and such as return after a certain Space, with
like Symptoms, are called Periodit at Distempers. 1893
Sjtti. Soc. Lex.) Period,, .the time during which a disease

progresses frorh its accession to its declension; also, tho^e
marked changes that characterize the progress of a disease,
of which there are said to be five, the invasion, the aitg*
went, the state, or full development, the decline^ and the
termination. laid., The term period was also applied to
the time between two attacks of intermittent fever. It was
divided into two parts, the accession, .and the remission,

b. //. Also monthly periods', menses, catnmcnia.
1822-34 Good's Study Mcd. (ed. 4) IV. 121 The exact day

between any two periods of menstruation in which semina-
tion has taken effect. 1879 St. George's Hasp. AY/. IX. 777
Her habit is for the periods to recur every five weeks, rather
freely, 1893 Syd. Soc. Lex. y Periods.

4. An indefinite portion of time, spec, of history,
or of some continuous process, as life (generic or

individual), distinguished and characterized by the
same prevalent features or conditions.

1712 AomsoN Hymn, ' When all thy Mercies' xi, Through
every Period of my Life Thy Goodness I'll pursue. 1780
BUKKK .V/. at Bristol Wks. III. 383 The Reformation, one
of the greatest periods of human improvement, was a time
of trouble and confusion. 1809-10 COLERIDGE Friend (1865)
116 We have most of us, at some period or other of our
lives, been amused with dialogues of the dead. 1865-6 H.
PHILLIPS Amcr. Paper Curr. II. 148 The winter periods

S
roved always trying to the American cause. 1870 MAX
IULLFR Sc. Kettf. (1873) 66 Niobe was, in a former period

of language, a name of snow and winter.

b. Geol. One of the larger divisions of geological
time; usually subordinate loan era: see LrocK 5^.
1833 I.VKI.L Princ. Geol. III. 54 The period next ante-

cedent we shall call Eocene. 1853 PHILLIPS Rivers Yorksh,
iv. 124 All Holderness was a sea-bed in the 'glacial'
period. 1863 [see CRETACF.OUS 2]. 1895 Funk's Stand.
Diet. s. v., In the scheme of nomenclature proposed by the
International Geological Congress period is the chrono-
logical term of the second order, to which system is the

corresponding stratigraphic term; as, Silurian period or
system.

c. Any specified portion or division of time.
a 1751 HOLINGBROKE Stud, f/ist. (1752) I. vi. 236 The parti-

cular periods into which the whole period should be divided.

1793 BLKKE Corr. (1844) IV. 141 Twenty years would be too
long a period to fix for such an event. 1818 CKUISK Digest
(ed. 2) III. 499 Where a person acquires a second right, he
is allowed a new period of twenty years 10 pursue his remedy.
1855 MILMAN Lat. C/ir. xi. via, The termination of a
centenary period in the history of man. 1865 SWINBURNE
Anaftoria 302 Till time wax faint in all his periods.

d. Theperiod : the time in question or under con-

sideration; esp. the present day:' cf. DAY j. I3b().
1868 MRS. LYNN LINTON in Sat. Rev. 14 Mar. 340/1 The

gjrl of the period is a creature who dyes her hair and paints
her face. 1871 M. COLLINS Mrq. fy Merck. II. i. 2 Some of
them grow

'

fast
',
and '

loud 'mere '

girls of the period '.

II. Completion, end of any course.

5. The point of completion of any round of time
or course of action ~*>r duration; consummation,
termination, conclusion, end. Phrases : To put
(\give, set} a period to, -\ bring, come to a period \

\ to set down one's (or the] period (perh. with some
allusion to u b\ Now arch.

(1:1374, 1430-40: see PARODY sb.-\ 1590 GRKEXI-; Mourn.
Garni. Wks, (Grosart] IX. 150 She glaunced her lookes on
all, ..but at last she set downe her period on the face of

Alexis, thinking he was the fairest. 1591 SHAKS. i Hen, I V,
iv. ii. 17 The period of thy Tyranny approacheth. 1599 U.

JONSON Cynthia's Rev. \. iii, To end And give a timely
period to our sports. 1601 K. JOHNSON Kitigd. <y Coiinnw.
Ded., I put a period to these lines, a 1636 LYNUE Casefor
Spectacles (1638) Kp. Ded.. Death.. sets a period to all .suits

in Courts. 1647 CI.ARKXDON Hist. Reb. vii. 391 This
Answer was return'd to bis Majesty; which put a period to
all Men's hopes. 1670 EVELYN Let. Ld. Treasurer 20 Jan.
in Diary, Thestibiect of it being.. ye vvarr. .not yet brought
to a period. 1705 STANHOPE Paraphr. I. 140 A thing p;ist
and now come to .1 Period. 1734 WATTS Reliq. Juv. "(1789)
86 Let us hold the period of life ever in our view. 1750
JOHNSON Rambler No. 54 P 2 A man accustomed, .to trait:

things from their origin to their period. 1814 CAKY Dante,
Paradise xvi. 137 The just anger that hath.. put a period
to your gladsome days. 1882 SIKVKNSON New Arab. Xts.

(1884) 96, I mean to put a period to this prodigality,
t b. The final stage of any process or course of

action; the concluding sentence, peroration; the

finish, consummation, final event, issue, outcome.
c 1530 L. Cox Rhct. (1899) 66 The periode or conclusion

standethe in the bryefe t-'iiumeraeyon of ihynge.s spoken
before, and in mouynge the affectyons. 1581 J. BLLL
11addon's Answ. Osor. 404 Mysires money made upp
alwayes the peryode of the play. 1616 W. FORDE Serin. 64
So shall it he the period and end of my discourse. 1713
ADDISON Cato i. iii, O think what anxious moments pass
between The birth of plots, and their last fatal periods.
1769 ROHKKISON Chas. i

', vii. III. 28 Conducting the
deliberations, .to such a successful period.

f-c. An end to part ofa course; a stop. Obs. rare.

1590 MAHLOWE atuf Pt. Tamlntrl. i. iii, Vet shall my
soldiers make no period Until Natolia kneel before your
feet. 1634 SIR T. HERBKHT Trat>. 101 All terrene joyes are
mixt with discontent and periods,

fd. Death. Obs. rare.

i639WorroN Parallel Essex$ Buckhm. in Reliq. (1651 )

34 Touching the Dukes [Buckingham's] sn-ldain period.
1682 SIR T. BKOWNK Chr. Mor. 11. n The Tragical Exits
and unexpected periods of some eminent Persons.

1 6. The highest point reached in any course
;

the acme. Obs.

1595 MARKHAM Sir R. Grin-vile (Arb.) 78 Since hist the
sunne Lookt from the biest period of the sky. 1604 K.

G{RIMSTONK] D'Acostas Hist. Indies \\. vii. 98 When the
sunne is in the period of bis force in the burning Zone. 1606
SHAKS. Ant. y Cl. iv. xiv. 107. 1608 D. TfuviL] Ess, Pol. <y

Mor. 43 b, Nor was the massacre of this his warlike sonne
the period of his furie.

f

1 7. A particular point in the course of anything ;

a point or stage of advance
;

a point of time,
j

moment, occasion. Obs.
1600 W. WATSON Decacordon (1602) 341 If you aske of the

Mathematician, how to passe betwixt two period
1

*, he will
tell you that [etc.]. 1664 BUTLER Ilnd. n. ii. 657 At fit

Periods the whole Rout Set up their throats with Clam'rous
shout. ci79o IMISON Si A. Art II. 82 Farenheit's scale is

most generally in use, and the remarkable periods of heat
are as follows: 212 water boils, 175 spirits of wine boils,
112 fever-heat, 98 blood-heat [etc.]. 1793 SMKATON Edystone
L. 281 note, The work being now brought to such a
period that it could go on with less interruption.

f 8. A limit in space, appointed end (of a

journey or course). O/'S.

1605 WILLET Hexapla Gen. 463, 50 miles beyond, .which
was the vtniost period of their journey. 1633 HP. HALL
Hard Texts Ezek. i. 17 They moued all four together and
went right on to the period appointed. 1789 in Burke s

Coir. (1844) III. 87 Our best friends will not march, unless

they can perceive a period to their journey.

t 0. fig. The end to be attained, the goal. Obs.

1586 MARLOWE \st Pt. Tamlntrl. v. ii, If these had made
one poem's period. 1598 SHAKS. Merry If. in. iii. 47 This
is the period of my ambition. Ibid. iv. ii. 237. 1613
Hen. I "///, i. ii. 209 There's his period To sheath his knife
in vs. 1618 M. I'ARKT Horsemanship, Cures 18 When you
hatie gotten the period of your desire. 1643 MILTON Dhorce
Pref. (1851) 18 This therefore shall be task and period of
this discourse, a 1674 CLARENDON S/trv. Lei'iath. x.\x. (1676)
184 Which without doubt must be the natural and final

period of all his Prescriptions in Policy and Government.

III. In Grammar, Rhetoric, Music, etc.

10. A complete sentence. (Cf. Aristotle Rhet.
in. ix.) Usually applied to a sentence consisting
of several clauses, grammatically connected, and

rhetorically constructed. Hence, in"//., rhetorical

or grammatical language.
1*533 MORE Apol. xiv, 103 b, A very colde skuse to a

man Terned that wyll way the hole periodus togyther.J !

1579 E. K. in Spenser's Shrph. Kal. Ep. to Harvey, The
;

whole Periode and compasse of speache so delightsome for !

the roundnesse, and so graue for the straungenesse. 1593
NASHE Four Lett. Confut. 82, I know two seuerall periods
or full pointes in this last epistle, at least fortie lines long

;

a piece. 1634 MILTON Comus 585 Not a period Shall be i

unsaid for me. 1675 TEMI-LE Let.toKingVJks. 1731 11.330
He went on, and read a long Period in Cypher. 1764
GRAY Corr. N. Nicholls 19 Nov., If you will nut take this
as an excuse, accept it at least as a well-turned period,
which is always my principal concern. 1782 Co \\TER Table
T. 517 If sentiment were sacrificed to sound, And truth cut
short to make u period round. 1869 HI/XI.KY in Sci. Opin.
21 Apr. 464 Those oddly constructed periods which seem to
have prejudiced many per>ons against reading his works.

1875 WHITNEY Life Lang. x. 209 To put clauses together
into periods.

b. In Ancient Prosody, A group of two or more
cola (CoLox -

i); a metrical gioup or series of

dicolic, tiioolic, etc. verses.

1837-9 HAI.LAM Hist. Lit. i. ii. 6 He was the first. .who
replaced the rude structure of periods by some degree of

rhythm. 1882 \\\ .ADI-xCaxton 126 The Greek grammarian*
..called a complete sentence a period, a limb was a colon,
and a clause a comma. 1883 [sec COLON- i].

11. A full pause such as is properly made at the
end of a sentence.

1587 C.KEKSK Penelopes ll'cb Wks. (GrosartJ V. 151 She
fell into consideration with her .selfe that the lon^e^t Sommer
hath his Autumne, the largest .sentence his Period. [1589
PUTTESHAM I'.ng. Poesi* \\. iv. (Arb.) 88 The third they
called periodtts, for a complement or full pau>e, and as a

resting place and pciftctiou of M> much former spcach as
had bene vttered.] Ibid. Sy -Much more might be >ayd for

the v.sc of your three pauses, comma, colon, and periode.
1590 SHAKS. Mids. A'. \. i. 06 Make periods in the midst of
sentences. 1593 Liter. 565 She puts the period often
from his place. (11637 !' JONSON En:;. Grain, n. i\, Tilt-

distinction of a perfect sentence hath a more full stay, and
doth rest the spirit, which !:> a pause or a period.

b. The point or character that marks the end of

a complete sentence ; a full stop (.).

1609 J. DAVII-:S I/t)ly Richie (iS;3t 2u/.? Xo Commae-, but

thy Stripes; no Periods Hut thy Xailes. 1612 M KINSLEY I.iiii.

Lit. 95 In reading, that he (the .scholar] doe it distinctly,

reading to a Period or full point, and there to slay. 1748
J. MASON Eloait. 24 A Comma .stops itie Voice while we
may privately tell une, a Semi-colon two; a Colon three:
and a Period four. 1824 I.. MIKKAY Efig. Gmin. (ed. y 1.

4<.>5 When a sentence is complete and independent .. it is

marked with a Period. 1866 MASON- E>ig. Gnun. (ed. 7)
121 Punctuation. .4 The Full :->top or Period.

12. Jlhts. 'A complete musical sentence
'

(Stainer
& Barrett 1898).
1866 KNGKL :\'at. Mits. iii. 3 A period, however, does not

necessarily always embrace eight bars. 1880 C. H. H.
PARRY in Grove Diet. Mas. II. 692 A Period i> one of the
divisions which characteri.se the form of musical Works. . the
lesser divisions are phrases.
13. Anth. A set of figures in a large number
marked ofl by commas placed between or dots

placed over, as in numeration, circulating decimals,
and the extinction of the square or cube loot.

1674 JF.AKE Arith. 11696) 15 A Period U a comprehension
of I->esrees..as 123.. 12345, ^- '(1677 Cocker's Arith. i.

10. 6 A Period. .when a Number consists of more than
three figures or places, uhuse proper order is to prick or

distinguish every third Place . . so . . 63.452. 1690 LEY-
BOUK N Curs. Math. 4 Numbers .. of Three figure*, or
Places. .may properly be called a Period. 1704 J. HARRIS
Le.v. Tcchn. I. s. v., A Period in Numbers, is a Distinction
made by a Point, or Comma after every sixth Place or

Figure; and is used in Numeration, for the readier dis-

tinguishing and naming the several Figures or Places. 1859
KARN. SMITH Arith. <V Algebra (ed. 6) 76 The part [of a
circulating decimal] which is repeated is called the Period.

14. .Math. The interval between any two succes-

sive equal values of a periodic function, i.e. one
whose values recur in the same order \\hile that

of the variable increases or decreases continually.
1879 CAYLEY CW/. .fl/a/A. Papers'^. 468 The theta-functions

have the quarter-periods (i, i). the half-periods (2, 2\ and
the whole periods (4, 4'. 1882 MIM MIN L'nipl. Kincmat. 13
If < (.t' + ;M) (ft (JTI,. . )i being any integer and A a constant,
$ (.i') is a periodic function of _r, its period being A.

tFe'riod, v. Ol>s. [f. prec. sb.]
1. trans. To biing to a termination, put a period

to; to end, conclude ; to dissolve.

1595 Polinianteia (1881) 46, I am loath to bee too long in

my aduisements to you,, .and therefore heere I period them.

1607 SHAKS. Tittton i. i. 90 Your. . Letter he desires To
those baue shut him vp, which failing, Periods his comfort.
1668 HOWK P>less. KifhteoifS(\9>-2$ ;oi It will calmly period
all thy troubles. 1678 GAI.K Crt. Gentile* 1 1 1. 95 This ingenu-
ous Concession .. were sufficient to period our Conlroversie.

2. intr. To come to a conclusion, conclude.
1628 FKLTHA.M Resolves \. Ixi, You may period upon this ;

that where there is the mo^ pitty from others, there is the

greatest misery in the partie pittied. 16568. \\.GoM. Law
88 Here then I period. 16.. UAKTOX Itoliday's Acknowl.
(N.), Tis some poor comfort that this mortal scope Will

period.

Hence f Pe'riodingz'/'/. sb.
t finishing, concluding.

1659 Kysiiw. Hist. Coll. I. 39 This Parliament, .to continue
for the Enacting of Laws, and Perioding of things of Refor-

mation, as long as the necessity of the State shall require the
same.

Periodate, per-iodate (par,ar^d^0. Chem.

[See I
JEK- 5.] A salt of periodic acid. (In Phar-

macy, short for cah iitm periodate, an antiseptic.)

1836 IIKANDE Client, (ed. 4) 343 A sparingly soluble white
salt is obtained, which is a penodale of soda. 1871 ROSCOE
Elent. Chem. 122 Periodic Acid, or Hydrogen Periodate.

1890 Pall Mall G. 6 Jan. 2/3 A medical contemporary
mentioned that one sniff of periodate crystals would cure an
attack of influenza. 1892 Times 28 Oct. 3/5 It is claimed
that in the early stage of cholera periodate is successful ia

95 per cent of the cases.

So Periodic, per-iodic (p3r,aijfdik) a., as in
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Periodic acid, H5IO6 ,
an acid containing a larger

proportion of oxygen than iodic acid
;
Peri-odide

or t Perio'duret, a combination of iodine with

another element or radical in a larger proportion
than in a simple iodide.

1819 RRANDE Chetn. 138 Periodide of phosphorus is a black

compound, formed by heating one part of iodine with rather

more than 20 of phosphorus. 1836 Ibid. (ed. 4) 343 An
aqueous solution of pure periodic acid is formed. 1853 W.
GREGORY Inorg. Client. 117 Periodic Acid. 107=183-1.
Analogous to perchloric acid. 1857 MAVNE Expos, Lex.

912/1 Perioduret. 1897 Allbntfs Syst. Med. II. 742 One
sixteenth of a grain of periodide [i.e. of mercury] or of
corrosive sublimate.

Pe:riodeu-tic,a. rare",
[f. late Gr. vc/Nofctmfc

a traveller ; a physician, f. irfpi-oM-ftv to travel

about.] Pertaining to, or of the nature of, a quack.
1857 in MAYNE Expos. Lex. 1893 in Syd. Soc. Le.v.

Periodic (pwi^dik), .l [a. F. pJriodique

(i4th c. in Hatz.-DarnO, ad. L. periodicus (Pliny),
a. Gr. TTcpioSttfos coming round at certain intervals,

f. rr/x'o5o? PERIOD : see -1C.]

1. Of, pertaining, or proper to the revolution of

a heavenly body in its orbit, asperiodic motion^ time.

1642 HOWELL For. Trav. (Arb.) 87 In as short a compas of

time as the Sun finLsheth his periodic annuall motion. 1715
tr. Gregory's Astron. I. 192 If the Sun were retained by the

same Force [Gravity], propagated so far as itself, the Cubes
of the Distances of the Sun and Moon, .would have the same
Ratio as the Squares of their Periodic Times. 1833 HKKSCMKL.
Astron. viii. 248 A direct method of ascertaining the periodic
time of each planet.
2. Characterized by periods; recurring at regular

intervals ; spec, in Path, having regularly recurring

symptoms, as periodic fever. Often loosely, Recur-

ring or reappearing at intervals
;
intermittent.

Periodicfunction (Math.} '. see PERIOD sl>. 14. Periodic in-

eqitality{Astron,} '. see INEQUALITY 4. Periodic law(Chem,)\
the statement of the fact (first pointed out by MendeleefT in

1860.) that the properties of the chemical elements are

periodic functions of their atomic weights; i.e. that when

arranged in the order of these weights, the elements fall

into recurring groups or series, so that those having .similar

chemical and physical properties recur at regular intervals.

1661 LGYKLL Hist. Anim. <V Min. 365 The boulimos is

a great periodick appetite, often ending in nauseousnesse.

1742 YOUNG .\'t. Th. vi. 154 Periodic Potions for the Sick.

1750 H. WALFOLE Lett, to Mann (1834) II. 328, I have
advised several who are going to keep their next earthquake
in the country to take the bark for it, as it is so periodic.

1805 Med. Jrnl. XIV. 33 The fevers of the periodic cla.ss

exhibit great variety of condition. 1822-56 DK Qi IM.I.Y

Confess. (,1862) 25 The fretting. .of anxiety, which. .he kept
alive by this periodic exaction. 1859 PARKINSON Optics
(1866) 104 The cylindrical bcanis transmitted through these

annular lenses sweep the horizon and produce a revolving
or periodic light. 1879 CAYI.KV Coll. Math, facers XI. 529
The functions sin, cos;*, are periodic, having the period

2 JT,
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(;/+27r)
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;
the periodicity may be verified by means of the

foregoing fractional forms. 1880 Ci.r. \IINSHAW Witrtz Atom.
The. 154 A function of the atomic weights, which function

is periodic. 1881 STOKF.S in Nature XX IV. 617/2 A .syvu-m
of any kind subject to periodic disturbing forces. 1882

MINCHIN Unipl. Kincntat. 13 A function of a variable, .r, is

said to be a periodic function .. if its values repeat them-
selves for values of the variable differing by a constant.

3. Of or pertaining to a rhetorical or grammatical

period ; characterized by or expressed in periods.

1701 lr. Le Cltrcs Print. Fathers (1702) 276 Those Letters

are not writ in a Periodick Style, as the Orations. 1840 i

DF. QUINCKY Rhetoric Wks. 1859 XI. 52 The splendour of

his periodic diction, with his fine delivery, compensated bis

defect in imagery. 1860 MARSH Eng. Lang. xvii. 361 The
Italian resembles the Latin in independence of fixed laws

of periodic arrangement. 1875 JOWKIT I'lato (ed. 2) III. 527

Anaxagoras never attained to a connected or periodic style.

4. = PERIODICAL a. 5. rare.

1835 I. TAYLOR Sfiir. Despot. i. 19 The despotism of the

Periodic Press. 1904 ll't'stw. Gaz. 30 Apr. 5/2 There is in

all these respects no better model for the journalist or

periodic writer.

5. Relating to a juried or space of time. rare.

1884 J. TAIT Mind in Matter (1892) 168 A periodic con-

ception of the [six] 'days
' would at once suggest jtself,.. the

divine rest embracing an indefinite period.

Periodic, .-, per-iodic ; see under PERIODATE.

Periodical pi*ri^*dikal), a. (sfi.) [f.
as

PERIODIC rt. 1 + -AL.]
1. = PERIODIC a. i. f Periodical month', see

quot. 1690.
1603 HOLLAND Plutarch*s Mt>r. 1024 Nature. . determined

motion with periodicall revolutions. 1690 LKYHOI-KN Curs.

Math. 467 The Periodical Month is that interval of time, in

which the Moon returneth to the same place in the Zodiack
from whence she departed. 1704 J. HAKKIS Lex. Techn. I.

s. v., The Periodical Motion of the Moon, is that whereby
she finishes her Course round about the Karth in a Month.
a 1721 K.KILL Maufltrtuis' Diss. (1734) 37 The Periodical

times of the Planets. 1846 JOVCE Set. Dial., Astron. xiv. 98
This is called the periodical month.

2. Recurring after more or less regular periods
of time ; characterized by periods (of occurrence,

variation, etc.):
= PERIODIC 2.

Periodical cicada, a species of N. American cicada (C.

st'ptendecijn),\\\t larva ofwhich 'remains buried from 13 to 17

years underground. Periodical rh'fr, stream^ etc., one

that flows and dries up in successive periods,
1601 HOLLAND Pliny xx. iii. 38 Intermittent fevers which

the Greeks call Periodicall. 1611 COTGR., Periodic, -iytte,

periodicall. 1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. iv. xii. 215
Plato, who measured the vicissitude and mutation of States,

by a periodicall fatality of number. 1661 BLOUNT Glossogr.
(ed. 2) s. v., An Ague is called a Periodical disease, because
it keeps a just time of its return. 1783 JISTAMOND tr.

KayuaCs Hist. Indies II. 224 The rains, as in the other

countries situated under the tropics, are periodical. 1800

Hist. lud, in A sia,t. Ann. Reg. 9/1 At the commencement
of the northerly periodical winds. 1833 HERSCHEL Astron.
xii. 381 Among the stars are se^pral

which .. undergo a

regular periodical increase and diminution of lustre. . .These
are called periodical stars. 1850 R. G- GUMMING Hunter's

Life S. Afr. (1902) 58/1 We encamped on ..a periodical

stream, in the gravelly bed of which fine spring-water could
be obtained by digging. 1881 STOKES in Nature XXIV.
613/2 These [sun] spots as to their frequency and magnitude
appear to be subject to a periodical inequality. 1890 Cent.

Diet. s. v. Cicadidx, Some species, like the seventeen-year
locust or periodical cicada, arc noted for their length of life

underground.
b. Occurring in a regular succession.
Periodical coloifs : a series of coloured rings or bands

due to -the interference of light waves, in which almost the

same colours are repeated several times in similar order,
e. g. Newton's rings.

1830 HKKSCHEL.S/W. Nat.Phil.u. ii. 100 Doubly refracting
substances exhibit periodical colours by exposure to polarized

light. 1831 BKEWSTER Optics xiv. 125 The new series of

periodical colours which cross both the ordinary and the

lateral images.
3. Arith. Of, pertaining to, or expressed in,

periods
'

s
sense 13). rare.

, 1674 JKAKE.-J;vY/r. (1696)15 The Periodical Division shews
the thousandth place of the Number.
4. = PEKIOUIC 3. ? Obs.

1683 CAVE Ecclesiastici 335 Nazianzen's [style] is..more
sententious and periodical. 1710 ADDISON Whig Exam.
No. 4 P 4 Your high nonsense .. is loud and sonorous,
smooth and periodical. 1780 HARRIS Phihi. Enq. \\. iv. 103
The author, .would refer, .to the beginnings of his Hermes
and his Philosophical Arrangements, where some attempts
have been made in this periodical style.

5. Of literary publications, magazines, etc. : Pub-

lished at regular intervals longer than a day, as

weekly, monthly, etc. b. Written in or character-

istic of such publications ; writing for or connected

with magazines, etc.

In b, rather an attrib. use of the sb., B. i.

1716 ADDISON Freeholder No. 45^7 No Periodical Author
..must effect to keep in vogue for any considerable time.

1766 W. GORDON Gen. Counting-he. 260 Magazines and
such periodical writings. 1806 SOUTH KY Lett., to Lieut.

Southey 5 Mar., He. .knows good from bad, which is not

very often the case with periodical critics. 1838-9 HALLAM
Hist. Lit. iv. VL 35 The Mercure Galant was a famous

magazine of light periodical amusement. 11854 H. REF.D

Lect. Eng. Lit. vii. (1878) 231 The periodical literature,

destined to acquire such unbounded influence in the news-

paper press, and the leading reviews. 1882 FsoVDltCarfyle
I. 259 Some [literary men] were selling their souls to the

periodical pre^s.

6. Assuming a system of periods, (notice-use.}

1825 Ci'LBFRTSON Lect. Rev. xiii. 184 All the periodical

interpreters consider the Church of Kphesus as the hiero-

glyphic of the Universal or Catholic Church during the age
of the Apostles.

B. sb. [elliptical use of the adj.]

1. A magazine or miscellany, the successive num-
bers of which are published at regular intervals (ns

weekly, monthly, etc.). Not applied to a book

published in parts, nor usually to a daily, weekly, or

monthly newspaper.
1798 J. ANDERSON in Washington's Writ. (1893) XIV.

53 note, It will be a monthly periodical. 1839 LOWELL Lett.

(1894) 1. 46 [To] get paid for contributions to jieriodicals.

1878 LKCKV Eng. in i8/// C. I. iv. 519 The ' Gentleman's

Magazine '. .was speedily followed by.. the
' London Maga-

zine': and in 1750 there were eight periodicals of this kind.

2. nonce-uses, a. Periodical motion
;

b. A
periodical examination.

1892 Ohio Statesman 3 May, The superior planets . . making
their regular periodicals around the sun in their regular

periods. 1897 ABBOTT & CAMPBELL Life $ Lett. Jtnvett 1 1.

v. 136 They were examined at their various 'periodicals' lo

test their progress.

Hence Perio'dicalness, the quality of being

periodical or recurring periodically, rare.

1670 Phil. Trans. V. 2075 The opinion of Galen and others

concerning the Periodicalness or Stated returns of that

Flux. 1727 in I'AILEY vol. II
,
and in moil. Diets.

Perio-dicalist. tare. [See -IST.] A writer

for periodicals. So Perio-dicalism, Perio'di-

calize v.

1824 New Monthly Ma%. X, 223 We periotlicalists who
live to .shoot folly as it flies. 1837 Eraser s Mag. XVI. 530
It is a real injury to our literature when the slap-dash spirit

of periodicalismcomes'into Cyclopaedias. 1858(1. GILFILLAN

Let. in Watson Life (1892) 224, I am preaching and

periodicalising briskly.

Periodically ipl->rifrdikali\<z</z'. [See -LY -.]

At regularly recuirhig or definite intervals; also

loosely, from time to time, every now and then.

1646 Siitf. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. HI. xvii. 149 They commonly
doe both proceed*unto perfection, and have legitimate exclu-

sions, and periodically succeed each other, n 1745 W.
BKOOME (J.), There will be a regular flux and reflux, .every

eight hours periodically. iSas.M^CuLLOCH Pol. Econ.\\. v.

198 It may even l)e doubted, whether Turkey and Kgypt
are upon an average much less populous for the plagues
which periodically lay them waste. 1860 TYNDALI. Glac. \.

vii. 51 Over tin's summit the glacier is pushed, and has its

back periodically broken.

b. nonce-use. In a magazine or '

periodical *.

raser s Mag. XVII. 315 The crime is not the writing
mischievouslvt or shamefully, but of writing periodically.

Periodicity (pl*rwdi*lti). [ad. T.pfriedicii4

(1796 iu llatz. -Darin., Diet. Acad. 1835), f. L.

periodic-us : see PERIODIC and -ITY.]
1. The quality or character of being periodic ; the

quality of regular recurrence
; tendency to recur at

(more or less) regular intervals. (Chiefly in

scientific use.)

1833 HKKSCHEL Astron. xii. 380 Wherever we can trace

the law of periodicity the regular recurrence of the same

phenomena in the same times. 1868 LOCKVKR Gitillemms
Heavens (ed. 3) 27 We shall see, .that the number of [sun]

spots follows a certain periodicity. 1879 [see PERIODIC 2].

1882 VINES Stic/ts' Bot. 755 A similar periodicity exists in

the growth of leaves when day and night alternate normally.
2. Physiol. Recurrence of the 'monthly period';

menstruation : cf. PERIOD sb. 3 b.

1848 [see PERIODOSCOPK]. 1875 N. Amer. Rev. CXX. 187
In this harsh climate.. in their case, periodicity, nervous

sy.stem, intellect, and health require especial care.

Periodide : see under PEKIODATE.

t Pe'riodize, v. Obs.
[f.

PERIOD sb. -f- -IZE.]
trans. To bring to a period or end ; to terminate.

1611 SIR W. MUKE Elegie 22 The frouning fails, alvvayes

my fat all foes, Nocht bot our mynds permits to meet, to

periodue our woes. 1658 COKAINK Obstinate Lady i. n,

Stir not then ihou glorious Fabrick of the heavens, And
periodize the Musick of the

spheres. 1683 E. HOOKER Pref.
l*f>rdage"s Mystic Dh>. 98 For periodizing, or putting an
end. .to the. .altercations, disputations and dubitations of. .

Mystic Theologie.

Periodo'logy. [See -OLOGY i.]

1857 DUNGLISON Med. Le.r.'6gs Periodology.., the doctrine

of periodicity in health and disease. 1893 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

Periodontal, -um, etc. : see PERI- a-c.

Periodoscope (pT-'ri^dJskjup). [See -SCOPE.]

(See quot. 1893.)
1848 W. T. SMITH (////*) The Periodoscope, with Us applica-

tion to Obstetric Calculations and the Periodicities of the

Sex. 1857 in MAVNE Expos. Lex. 1893 Syd. Soc. Lex.,

Periodoscope, Obstet.^ a dial, constructed to help in calcu-

lating the day on which labour will most probably occur,

invented by Tyler Smith.

II Perioeci (perijrsai), sb. pi. In 6 sometimes

perieces. [med.L., a. Or. irtpiotitot, pi. of

iTfpioitcos, lit. dwelling round, neighbouring; also

as below. In F. ptria'tiens ;
in i6th c, peri<*ciens,

perii'ces : see quot. 1594.]
1. Dwellers under the same parallel of latitude,

but opposite meridians. (Cf. ANTXECI.')

1594 R. ASHLEY tr. Loysle Roy 123 b, In our time the Casii-

lians haue sayled beyond the Canaries, and bearing towards

t he We-.t, passed vntoour Perieces. 1652-62 H EYLIN Ccsmogr.
Introd. (1674) 20/1

'

Periceci
'

are such as dwell in the same

Parallel, on the same side of the ./Equator, how distant soever

they be East and West. i68a SIR T. BKOWNE Chr. Mor. i.

23 Fools, which are Antipodes unto the Wise, conceive

themselves lo be but their Peri&ci, and in the same parallel

with them. 1704 J. HARRIS Lex. Techn. I. s.v., Perioeci..

have the same Seasons of the Year, .at the very same time ;

as also the same Length of Days and Nights. 177* J. H.
MOORF Pratt. Navig. (1828) 53.

2. Gr. Hist. The dwellers in the country round a

city, or in the surrounding country towns and villages.

HencePeri<B'cic(-<B-Wc\Perice-cid(-CB-kia adjs.

1846 CKUIK Greece \\. vi. II. 483 The Pericekus was also a

freeman and a ciu/en not of Sparta, but of some one of

the hundred townships of 1-acoma. Ibid., The island of

Cythera..one of the Pericekic townships. Ibid. vii. II. 580

The dominion of Elis over her Pericekid territory. 1869

RAWLINSON Anc. Hist. 127 The injudicious severity with

which Argos treated her perioecic cities. 1873 SYMONDS

Grk. Poets iii. 85 'I he bitter hatred and contempt which

tin- Creek nobles in a Dorian state felt for the Perioeci, or

farmers of the neighbouring country.

Pericesophageal to -orbitis : see PERI- a-c.

Periogue, perioque, obs. forms of PIROGUE.

Perionet : see PEEE-JONE-TIT, PEAR sb. 5.

|| Perionychia (pe'iVni'kia). Path. [mod.L.,
f. Gr. wept around + fa, fovx' " a^-] Inflamma-

tion round the nails.

1879 P.L'MSTKAD I*en. Dis. 570.

Periosteal (pcri^ww), a. [f.
PERIOSTE-TJM

+ -AI,.] Surrounding or occurring around a bone;

of, pertaining to, or connected with the periosteum.

1830 S. COOPER Diet. Pract. Surg. (ed. 6) 465 These are

the periosteal exostoses of Sir Astley Cooper. 1845 TODD
& liowMAM Phys. Anat.\. 112 A layer of tissue., which may
be called the periosteal layer. 1875 H. WALTON Dis. Eye
53 A periosteal swelling.

PeriOSteo-, used as combining form of PERI-

OSTEUM, as in Perio'steo-alve-olar a. [see AL-

VEOLAR], belonging to the periosteum (of the jaw-

bone) and the sockets of the teeth ;
Perio steo-

phyte [Gr. <j>vr6v plant, growth], a bony growth
from the periosteum ; Perio'steoto-me [Gr. -rofios

cutting],
' the special knife used for periosteotomy

*

(Syd. Sor. Lex.} ;
Periosteo'tomy [Gr. TO/JI; a

cutting],
( the operation of cutting through the

periosteum' (ibid.}.

1897 A llbutt's Syst. Med, 1 1. 932 Periosteo-alveolar swelling.

iStyTREVES Afan. Sitty. II. 96 These periosteal new growths
are known pathologically as ostevphytcs t or more correctly

as periosteophytes.
Perio-steous, a. rare. [f. PERIOSTE-UM + -ous.]

= PERIOSTEAL.



PERIOSTEUM.

1822-34 Good's Study Med. (ed. 4) II. 58 The tendinous
and periosteous variety [of whitlow].

|| Periosteum (peri|p-st/'^m). Anat. Also 6-7
-ium, 7 -ion. [mod.L., for ancient L. periosteon

(Caelius Aurelianus c 420), a. Gr. Tripwartov, neuter

of irtpwarios adj.
' round the bones ', f. wept round

-I- oariov bone. In F. pilrioste (Pare' i6thc.).]
The dense fibro-vascular membrane which en-

velops the bones (except where they are covered

by cartilage), and from the inner (vascular) layer
of which bone-substance is produced.
1597 A. M. tr. Guillefiieaus Fr. Chirurg. 2/2 That verye

tender and sensible pellicle, Periostium. 1651 BIGGS New
Disp. 186 Periostion or Coat environing the Scull. 1741
MONRO Anat. (ed. 3) 153 They are said to have no proper
Periosteum within the Sockets. 1835-6 TODD Cycl. Anat.
1. 433/2 The periosteum is a fibrous membrane of a dull
white colour. 1881 MIVART Cat 256 The periosteum of the
neural canal.

lb. = PERIOSTRACUM.
1774 GOLDSM. Nat. Hist. VII. 10 Shells., have an external

crust, or periosteum, as Swammerdam calls it.

II Periostitis
(peTi^sUi-tis).

Path. Also
more etymologically periosteitis (-t*,3i'tis). [f.

prec. + -ITIS. In ^.piriosttite, -ostite.} Inflamma-
tion of the periosteum. Hence Periostltic (-i'tik)

a., pertaining to or affected with periostitis.
1843 R. J. GRAVES Syst. Clin. Med. xxviii. 354 The others

..were labouring under ozzena and periostitic pains. Ibid.

361 Periostitis is one of the most common effects of mercu-
rialization. 1854 JONES & SIEV. Patliol. Anat. (1875) 838
Simple periostitis is either suppuration or ossification.

llPeriostraCttmfperi^'strakom). Zool. [mod.
L., f. Gr. w<pi around + oarpaKov shell of a mussel,

etc.] The outer horny covering of the she'll of
a mollusc or brachiopod. Hence Ferio'stracal a.,

pertaining to the periostracum.
1840 Penny Cycl. XVII. 452/1. 1841 Ibid. XXI. 373/1

The external coat or layer, Epidermis and Periostracum of
authors, is of a somewhat horny or membranaceous character.
1870 NICHOLSON Man. Zool. 230 All living shells have an
outer layer of animal matter, which is known as the 'epi-
dermis

', or
'

periostracum '.

Peript, variant of PERIT Obs., minute weight.
Periotic (peri|<vtik), a. (sb.} Anat.

[f. Gr.
irtpi around + oZs, iir- the ear, urnx-os of the ear.]

Surrounding the ear: applied to those bones of
the skull (prootic, epiotic, and opisthotic) which
constitute a protective case or capsule for the
internal ear; usually confluent or entirely fused,

forming the petrosal or petromastoid portion of
the temporal bone, ellipt. as sb. A periotic bone.
1866 BRANDE & Cox Diet. Sd. etc , Periotic Bones. ., the

bones which surround the internal ear, or lalyrintk. 1870
ROLLESTON Anini. Life 8 A conjugate foramen between the
squamosal and the periotic. 1872 MIVART Eleni. Anat. 106
These three bony barriers protecting the internal ear may
be conveniently spoken of as the periotic mass.

Peripaehymeningitis to Peripapillary :

see PERI- a, c.

tPeripatetian (-rpan). Obs. Also 6 peri-
pateciau, -etion, -ieien, 7-8 -ieian, (6 pari-
patecian, 7 pyripatition). [For *peripatetician,
ad. F. pMfaUticiat, (. L. pcripatMc-us PEKI-
PATETIC + -ten, -IAN.]
A philosopher of the Peripatetic school.
a 1533 LD. BERNERS Gold. Bk. M. Anrel. (1546) B ij, Peri-

paticiens, Academiens and Epicuriens. 1539 AVI.MER Har-
borovie C j b, Stoickes, Academikes, Parip.ttecians. c 1590
GREENE Fr. Bacon xi. 73, I will.. walk up and down, and
be a peripatetian and a philosopher of Aristotle's stamp.
1631 R. H. Arraignm. Whole Creature xii. i. 108 Any
A^xiome of Aristotle amongst his Pvripatitions. 1753 tr.
J 'oltaire's Mifromegas 36 An old peripatician lifting up his
voice, exclaimed . .

' The soul is perfection and reason '.

b. One who walks or travels about (with play
on prec. sense).
1598 Br. HALL Sat. v. iii. 33 Yet certes Mjecha is a

Platonist, To all, they say, sauc who so do not list ; Because
her husband a farre-trafiq'd man, Is a profest Peripatecian.

Peripatetic (peripate'tik), a. and sb. Forms:
(5 perypatetik), 6 perrepatetieke, peripate-
tycke, 6-7 -tike,-tique, 7-8 -tick, S- peripatetic,
[a. F.flriJ>a/M(fue(m i^c.pery-, Hatz.-Darm.),
ad. L. peripatsticus belonging to the peripatetic
philosophy, a. Gr. mpnraTrjTiKos given to walking
about, f. jrfpin-aTj/T-jjs one who walks about, f.

ipi about, around + Ttartiv to tread, to walk ; in
reference to the custom of Aristotle, who taught
while walking in a vtpivaros or place for walking
in the Lyceum at Athens.]
A. adj. 1. Of or belonging to the school or

system of philosophy founded by Aristotle, or the
Aristotelian sect; Aristotelian; held or believed

by this sect of philosophers. (With capital P.)
1566 PAINTER Pal. Pleas I. 63 Phocion a peripatetique

philosopher. 1664 POWER Exp. Philos. \. 57 The Con-
troversie 'twixt the Peripatetick and Atomical Philoso.
phers. 1751 JOHNSON Rambler No. 85 p 13 The old peripa-
tetick principle, that Nature abhors a Vacuum. 1837
WHEWELL Hist. Induct. Sc. 11857) I.

19.3
The mixed Peri,

patetic and Platonic philosophy of the time.
2. \\ alking about or from place to place in con-

nexion with some occupation or calling : itinerant.
VOL. VII.

701

i Often humorous, with a glance at sense i.

1642 HOWF.LL For. Trin:. (Arb.) 13 Peregrination.. may be
not improperly called a moving Academy or the true Peri-

patetique Schoole. 1662 S. P. Ace. Latitude Men 15 A
certain Peripatetick Artificer.. came that way, who under-
took to mend it. 1768 STERNE Sent. Journ. 13. 1812 I..

Hi NT in Kxaininer ii May 301/2 A persecuted and peri-
patetic lady. 1831 CAHLYLE Sari. AVs. n. viii, His Peri-

patetic habits, favourable to Meditation. 1899 Alll'Utt's

Syst, Meti. VII. 258 Peripatetic mountebanks used, .to in-
clude a goat among their stage properties.

t b. loosely. Used for pacing tip and down in, as

j

a gallery or cloister. Obs.

1631 BKATHWAIT ]\'hiinzies, F.xchatige-nian 31 Entring
now the long peripatetLk gallery, they are encountred with
volleyes of. .questions.

c. jig. Of speech : Rambling, rare.

1863 DICKENS Mut. Fr. i. xi, [He] prolonged to the utmost
stretch of possibility a peripatetic account of an archery
meeting.
B. sb. 1. A disciple of Aristotle ;

a member of
the sect of philosophers who held the doctrines of
Aristotle.
c 1400 tr. Se^reta Secret., Gm 1

. Lordsh. 47 Oon sect bat er
namyd [per]ypatetiks affermes bat he steigh to je emperien
heuene yn be semynge of fir. 1550 BALE Kng. I 'at. II. 81 b,
The peripatetyckes or natural! philosophers of Aristotle s

secte. 1701 tr. Lc Clcrc's Prim. Fathers (1702) 5 The
School-men, who were Peripateticks, explained Divinity by
Aristotle's Principles. 1830 MACKINTOSH F.th, Philos. \Vks.
1846 I. 24 The mediocrity in which the Peripatetics placed
Virtue.

2. One who walks about ; a traveller; an itinerant
dealer or trader. (Mostly humorous.)
. i67 J- MOORE Ufaffe Mans Mart. n. iv. 109 The niuell
is

a_ Peripateticke, . . alwaies walking and going about,
seeking whom he may ensnare. 1712 STEELE Speci. No. 376
Pi It seems the peripatetic who walked before her was a
watchman in the neighbourhood. i798SouTHEY in Robherds
Mem. W. Taylor I. 221, I have a traveller, anil I am afraid
I shall want another of these peripatetics. 1864 IXJWKLL
Fireside Trav. 195 John and Jonathan are always in a
hurry when they turn peripatetics.
3. //. Journeyings to and fro; movements hither
and thither, humorous.
1769 MRS. GRIFFITH Delicate Distress I. 218 (F. Hall).

1811 I,. M. HAWKINS C'tess f, Gertr. I. 41 You can divine
their

'

having friends to dinner
'

by the white-aproned satel-
lites of the confectioner, and the preternatural peripatetics
of pots and kettles.

Peripatetical (peripate'tikal), a. Now rare.

[f. L. peripatetic-us (see prec.) -I- -AL.]
1. Of, pertaining to, or relating to the Peripa-

tetic philosophers or their system ; also = PEBI-
PATETIC a. I. Now rare or Obs.

1569 J. SANFORD tr. Agrippa's I'an. Aries 67 b, These doth
Thomas of Aquine follow fighting with a peripateticall argu-
ment. 1^70 DEE Math. Pref. A iv, All maner of Philosophie,
Academicall, or Peripateticall. a 1688 CUDWORTH fmmnt.
Mor iv. i. (1731) 147 Other Opinion called Peripatetical,
that asserts the Eduction of Immaterial Forms out of the
Power of Matter. 1692 RAY Disc. ii. (1732) 70 Unless we
will grant a peripatetical condensation and rarefaction.

2. = PERIPATETIC a. 2. (Mostly Atimoroas.)
1633 T. ADAMS Exp. 2 Peter\\\. 8 He wearies. .his inde-

fatigable solicitor, and makes his peripatetical profession
tedious to him. 21634 RANDOLPI! Pedlar Poems (1652)32A Peripateticall lourny-man that like another Atlas carries
his heavenly shop on 's shoulders. 1854 Eraser's Mag. L.

345 The British Association, ..the Archaeological Institute,
and the other peripatetical gatherings.

t b. ? Of the nature of a formal or strutting walk.
1589 NASHE Pref. Greene's Mcnaphon (Arb.) 10 Hauing

starched their beardes most curiouslie. to make a peripa-
teticall path into the inner parts of the Citie. 1607 DEKKER
H'esliu. Hoe n. i. Wks. 1873 II. 293 A Constable new chosen
kept not such a peripateticall gate.
Hence Feripate-tically adv., in the course of

walking about or moving on.

1837 CARLYLE French Rev. I. vii. vii, The tall Marquis.,
looks

peripatetically on this scene from under his umbrella.
1871 Daily News 18 Sept., [He] divided his attention
between a homely breakfast, consumed peripatetically, the

despatch of orderlies, and the elaboration of details.

t Peripate-tican. Obs. = PERIPATETIC sb. i.

'559 AVI.MER Harborowe A
ij b, Philosophers, as Aca-

demians, Peripateticans, Stoikes, Epicures.

t Peripate-ticate, v. nonce-wd. [f. PERIPA-
TETIC + -ATE3; c f. rusticate.'] intr. with it: To
'do' the peripatetic, to walk on foot.

1793 SOUTHEV Let. to G. C. Bedford 31 July, I am here
and there, and everywhere ;.. now peripateticating it to

Cambridge, and now an equestrian in the land of cyder.

Peripateticism '^pe ripate'tisiz'm). [f. PERI-
PATETIC + -ISM 2.]
1. The Peripatetic system of philosophy.
1661 GI.ANVILL I

7an. Dogm. xvi. 152 From this stock grew
School-divinity, which is but Peripateticism in a Theological
Livery. 1725 WATTS Logic iv. ii. 5 Reading over the

l

mere dry definitions and divisions of Scheibler's Compendium !

of Peripateticism. 1837-9 HALLAM Hist. Lit. in. iii. 4
The universities of Altdorf and Helmstadt were the chief
nurseries of the genuine Peripatelicism.
2. The habit or practice of walking about, or of

travelling from place to place. (Mostly humorous.)
1820 Blocks. Mag. VI 1 1. 92 Fourth-rate drudgery, doomed

to dwindle, .into unfeed peripateticism in the outer house.

1859 All Year Round No. 6. 133 That sham peripateticism
that the old traveller affects on board ship.

tPeripatetism. Obs. rare- 1
, [a. Y.pMpa-

titisme (1670 in Hatz.-Darm.), f. Gr.
one who walks about + -ISM.]

=
prec. I.

PERIPHERALLY.
i 1671 R. BOHt'N Wind if, In the more flourishing raign of

Penpatetisme.

Peripatize (pe-ripatsi-z), v. rare. [f. Gr.

TTfpt-naT-fiv to walk about, TrtpiiraT-of a walk t -IZE.]
intr. To play the peripatetic ; to walk about.
1641 J. JOHNSON Acad. Love 4 Here I began to peiipalize

and philosophate upon the force and eflicacie of this passion.
1843 I.VTTON Last liar. \. vii, The gaiden, in which. .he
was wont to peripati^e.

II Peripatus ', -OS '.pcri-patfe, -(). [L. peri-
patus = Gr. Ttcpiimroi, f. rrepi about + TTOTOS way,
path.] The walk in the Lyceum where Aristotle

taught ;
hence transf. the school of Aristotle, or

Peripatetic school of philosophy (cf.
' the Porch

'

.

1682 SIR T. I!KOWNE Chr. Mar. in. 21 Sleep not in the
Dogma's of the Peripatus, Academy, or Porticus. He a
moralist of the Mount. 1858 R. A. VAUC.HAN Ess. $ Ken.:
I. 5 He sees them walking in thefori/>atits, or sitting in the
shady retirement of the execlra. 1867 LF.WES Hist. Philos.

j

(ed. 3) I. 280 [Aristotle] simply received permission to teach
in the morning and evening at the pctifiatos,. .[of whkhl

I the shady walks offered facilities to his aci ustomed habit of
walking to ami fro during the delivery of lectures.

II Peripatus -
(peri-pates). Zool. [mod.L., n.

Gr. Trfpi-naTos ^one) walking about : see prec.] A
remarkable genus of Arthropods, constituting the

family Peripatidx (sometimes considered as a

j

separate order or class, 1'rotrachcata, held to repre-
sent a primitive ancestral type of both myriapods
and insects). The species are worm-like creatures
with a pair of antenna;, a pair ofjaws, and numerous

legs, inhabiting damp places among decaying wood
and the like, in the West Indies and Central

America, South Africa, Australasia, and New Zea-
land. Hence Peri-patid, Peripatrdean, Peri--

patoid aiijs., of, pertaining or allied to Peripatus.
The animal was found at St. Vincent by Rev. L. Guildint,'.

and described by him under this name in Zwl. Jrnl. II. 443
(1826) as a new genus of -Mollusca.

1840 tr. Cu-'icrs Aniui. K'inffd. 397. 1847 CARPI:NTI K
Zoot. 839 Lastly, we may mention a very curious genns
Peripatus, which is probably to be placed in this older

\Annelidse\. 1878 BF.LL Gcgcnt'aitr's G>////. Anat. 237
Peripatus has a simple form of body very similar to that of
the Annulata. 1888 ROLLESTON is; JACKSON Anim. Li/,- 522.

Peripetalous : see PERI- a.

II Peripeteia, -tia (pc ripetara, -Ua). Also

anglicized as peripety .piT-ri-p/ti), in S -ie. [a.
Gr. iripmtrtta a turn right about, a sudden change,
esp. that on which the plot of a tragedy hinges,
f. TnpnTfrris, lit. 'falling round', f. irtpi around +
stem TTT- of -ninrav to fall. The form peripely is

ad. Y.piripc'lie (Vauquelin, ifithc.).] A sudden

change of fortune or reverse of circumstances i'in a

tragedy, etc., or, by extension, in the actual course
of affairs).

1591 HARINGTON Orl. Fnr.
t Af>ol. Poet, pvij b, They would

haue an heioicall Poem (aswell as a Tragedie) to be full of

Peripetia. 1652 URQUHART Je-.i'el Wks. (1834) 230 In the

peripetia of this drammatical exercitation. 1713 SWIFT
Frenzy y. Dennis Wks. 1755 III. I. 143 Here is no peri-
petia, no change of fortune in the tragedy. 1864 KINGSLKV
Rom. <y Tettt. iv. 119 A strange peripetia for the Amal.
1877 MORLEY Crit. Misc. Ser. 11. 120 It would take a volume
to follow out all the peripeteias of the drama.

ft. 1753 Adventurer No. 83 p 2 A fable is called complex,
when it contains both a discovery and A peripetie. 1886
SYMONDS Kenatss. It., Catk. React. (1898) VII. xiv. 256
What peripeties of empire, may we not observe and ponder.
1904 Sat. Rev. 23 Jan. 107 liy no means . . let us have a

peripety caused by the casual overhearing of something
in the nick of time.

Periphacitis, -pharyngeal : see PEW- a, c.

Peripherad [peri-feroM), adv. Anat.
[f.

PERI-
PHER-Y + -ad: cf. CENTRAD.] To or towards the

periphery ; outwards, or away from the centre.
1808 BARCLAY Mustultir Motion* 243 Cavities that have

ducts or passages opening peripherad. Ibid. 443 Accessory
ligaments peripherad of the capsules. 1845 TODU& BOWMAN
Phys. Anat. I. 235 The mental stimulus is propagated no
further peripherad than the point of section.

Peripheral (peri-feral), a.
[f.

Gr. ir<pi<p<p-i)5

(see PERIPHERY) + -AL.] Of, pertaining to, or

situated in, the periphery ; constituting or charac-
teristic of the circumference or external surface

;

esp. in Anat., etc., of the surface or outward part
of an organic body, esp. in peripheral neuritis,
inflammation of one or more nerves of both sides.
1808 BARCLAY Muscular Motions p. xxi, An

aspect
. . to.

wards the circumference of any part, peripheral; and if

towards its centre, central. 1845 G. E. DAY tr. Simon's
A nun. Cheni. I. 123 The conveyance of arterial blood to the

peripheral system. 1871 DARWIN Emotions i. 35 Reflex
actions.. are due to the excitement of a peripheral nerve.
1881 Census of Eng. fy 11 'ales, Prelim. Rep. p. ix, The
increase of population [in London] in the past.. decade was
entirely peripheral. 1882 VINES Sachs' Bot. 876 The ligulate

peripheral flowers of Bellis
Jterennis. 1893 Ross & BUHV

Peripheral Neuritis i Peripheral neuritis has. .a clinical

and an anatomical aspect.

Peripherally, adv.
[f. prec. + -LT 2

.] In

a peripheral way or position ;
at or with regard to

the periphery.
1855 H. SPENCER Princ. Psychol. (1872) 1. l. vi. 125 The

feelings called sensations, of which the strong forms are

peripherally initiated. 1870 ROLLESTON Anim. Life Introd.

36 The peripherally-placed portions of the organs of special

89



PEBIPHERE.
sense. 1884 BOWER & SCOTT De Bary's Phaner. 304
Branches. . may .. anastomose peripherally or internally.

t Pe-riphere. Ol>s. rare- 1
.
= PERIPHERY.

1642 H. MORE Song ofSoul u. iii. in. xxxix, Sith water in
a wooden bucket born Doth fit itself unto ea<;h periphere.

Peripheria : see FlBlFHlBT.

Feripherial (perifio-rial), a. rare.
[f.

\..

ptripheri-a PERIPHERY + -AL.] = PEKIPHEKAL.
1672-3 GREW Anat. Roots \. iii. 28 The Peripherial Lines

are in some [Roots] more entire Circles, as in Dandelion ; in

others, made up of shorter Chords, as in Potato. 1894
C,col. Mug. Oct. 438 In a length of 173 mm. along the peri-
phery [of an ammonite] there are 21 peripherial ribs, which
are connected with 7 primary ribs.

Peripherie (perife-rik), a. [mod. f, L. peri-
fher-ia + -ic : cf. astronomic, philosophic, etc. In
mod.K. piSriphtrique (Littre).] Of, pertaining to,
or of the nature of a periphery ;

= PERIPHERAL.
1809 COLERIDGE Friend (1866) 284 note, Fiendish guilt

when it makes itself existential and peripheric. 1835
LlNDLEY Intnd. Hot. (1848) I. 387 The peripheric swelling
..quickly constitutes a kind of little utricle. 1870 tr.

Strickeu's Man. Hum. Histol. xv. (N. Syd. Soc.) 470 The
peripheric layer of the dentine. 1880 Times 21 Dec. 3/4

702

vej
and the vertebrate types of structure.

Periphe'rical, a. [f. as prec. + -AL.]
=

prec.
1690 LEYBOUKN Cttrs. Math. 321 The Proportion of the

whole Superficies of a Sphere, to the Quadrat of the Dia-
metre, is the same with that of the Peripherical Quadrat to
the whole Superficies. 1835 LINDLEY Introd. Bot. (1848) I.

386 A slight peripherical and continuous swelling is seen.

1859 TODD Cycl. Anat. V. 441/2 Organs developed upon
the nerve tubes, between their central and peripherical
termination.

Hence Feriphe'rically adv.

1850 LEITCH tr. C. O. Mutter's Anc. Art (ed. 2) 194 In
Ravenna there is the church of San Vitale, which is quite
peripherically built, on an octagonal ground plan. 1869 C.
RABACHE in Eng. Meek. 17 Dec. 329/2 They gravitate peri-
pherically. .round their planet.

Peri-pherous, a. rare- 1
,

[f. as PERIPHERAL
+ -GUM.] Of the nature of, or forming, a periphery.
1816 G. S. FABKR Orfg. Pagan Idol. III. 240 Exhibiting

to the eye seven peripherous steps or stages.

Periphery (peri-ten, pe-riferi). Also 4-6 peri-
ferie

; 7 in L. form periphe'ria. [
= OF. peri-

ferie, -p/ierie, ad. late L. peripkena circumference,
etc., a. Gr. iifpuptpfia circumference, line round
a circle, outer surface, deriv. sb. from neptfpfprjs

moving round, revolving round
; f. irtpi round

about + <f>p-ftv to bear, carry : cf. L. circitm-ferens

bearing or moving round.]
tl. Each of the layers .or strata (lower, middle,

and upper) of the atmosphere enveloping the earth.

(= med.L. periferia in same sense.) Obs.

1390 GOWEK Con/. III. 93 This Air in Periferies thre
Divided is.

2. The line that forms the boundary, esp. of any
round or rounded surface, spec, in Geom. The
circumference of a circle or of any closed curvi-

linear figure ; also, the sum of the sides of a poly-
gonal figure ;

a perimeter ; f formerly rarely, an
arc, a section of the circumference (obs.). Alsoyf^

1

.

1571 DIGGES Pantoni. \\\. iii. Qij, The side of the Cone
augmented in halfe the Peripherie of his base. 1589
PUTTENHAM Eng. Poesie n. xi. (Arb.) 114 The figure Ouall
. . keeping within one line for his periferie or compasse
as the rounde. 1660 BAKROW Euclid in. xxix, In equal
circles equal right lines subtend equal peripheries. 1797
Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) II. 522/2 A spectator at rest, with-
out the periphery of the moon's orbit. 1825 J. NICHOLSON
Operat. Mechanic 667 A locomotive steam-engine does not
exert the same constant force on the peripheries of the
wheels of the carriage, when it moves at different velocities.

184* E. WILSON Anat. I'ade M. (ed. 2) 5 In flat bones the
osseous tissue radiates.. from a central point towards the

periphery. 1858 J. MARTINEAU Stud. Chr. 270 Whose vision
is bounded by the periphery of a given creed.

p. 1644 EVELYN Diary 12 Nov., The whole oval peri-

pheria 2888f palmes. 1650 BULWER Anthropotnet. 187 The
Peripheria of the Breast is two Geometrical foot and two
inches. 1693 tr. Blancards Phys. Diet. (ed. 2), Peripheria^
the Circumference of the Body, or any Entrail thereof.

b. More generally: The external boundary or

surface of any space or body ; something forming
such a boundary.
1666 HAKVEY Morb. Angl. xxvi. (1672) 61 Sufficient to

exterminate noxious humours to the periphery or outward
parts. 1803 SYD. SMITH ll'ks. (1859) I. 38/1 We possess
the whole of the sea-coast, 15nd enclose in a periphery the
unfortunate King of Candia. 1809 \V. IRVING Knickerb.
(1861) 60 Laying his hands on each side of his capacious
periphery, and rolling his half-closed eyes around. 1841
LEVEH C. O'MalUy xiii, In one instant he became the
centre toaperipheryof kicks: cuffs: pullings,and haulings.
1879 CALDERWOOD Mind $ Br. ii. 10 The periphery or ex-
ternal extremities of the system, where there is cont%:t with
the outer world. \&&Allbittt*sSyst. Med. V. i The lobules,
which may be regarded as the pulmonary periphery.

C. loosely, A surrounding region, space, or area.

1759 B. MARTIN Nat. Hist. Eng. I. Middlesex 261 Spacious
Peripheries of Enrichment. 1822-29 Good's Study Med.
(ed. 3) II. 593 Some seem to dissolve, .and hence spread their

influence through very confined peripheries. 1872 tr. Figniers
Hum. Race \. 49 Throughout the whole periphery of this

country there exists no identity either of customs, language
or religion.

Periphlebitic, -itis : see PEBI- c.

(Orig. app. in Ger. by
Listing.)] Said of a region having one or more
internal bounding surfaces (or curves, when the

region is plane) unconnected with the external

boundary (e. g. a globe with an internal cavity,
or a circular race-course round an enclosed space),
so that a closed surface (or line, when the region
is plane) may be drawn within the region, such
that it cannot be contracted to a point without

passing out of the region. (Cf. CYCLIC 5.) Hence
transf. as periphractic number, the number of inde-

pendent internal boundaries in such a region.
1881 MAXWKI.L Electr. ty Magn. I. 17 When a region

I

encloses within itself other regions, it is called a Peri-

phractic region. Ibid. 24 The most familiar example of a
! periphractic region within which the solenoidal condition is

;

satisfied is the region surrounding a mass attracting or
!

repelling inversely as the square of the distance. Ibid. 23
j

The whole number of lines to be drawn to remove the peri-

phraxy is equal to the periphractic number or the number
of internal surfaces. 1895 H. LAMH Hydrodynamics 43

j

Let us suppose that the region occupied by the irrotationally
moving fluid is periphractic, i. e. that it is limited internally

I by one or more closed surfaces.

Periphrase (pe-rifr^z), sb. [a. F. ptriphrase
(1555 in Hatz.-Darm.), ad. L. periphrasis-, see

PERIPHRASIS.] = PERIPHRASIS.
1589 PUTTENHAM Eng. Poesie in. vii. (Arb.) 166 Speaking . .

i by periphrase or circumlocution when all might be said in
a word or two. 1674 BOVLE Excelt. Thepl. \. iii. 85 The

i same infallible Teacher, .implpys the vision of God as an
emphatical periphrase of felicity. 1727 POPE, etc. Art of

I Sinking 88 Penpfirase is another great aid to prolixity.
1866 Gt;o. ELIOT /'. Halt ii, Mr. Jermyn had a copious
Mipply of words, which often led him into periphrnse.

Periphrase (pe-rifr^z), v. \*.K.ptriphrase~r
(Cotgr. 1611), i. periphrase PERIPHRASIS.]
1. trans. To express by periphrasis.
1624 QUARLKS Job Pref., I commend to thee heere the

Historic of Job, in part, Periphrased ;
in part, Abridged.

1814 W. TAYLOR in Monthly Rev. LXXIII. 475 Delille thus

paraphrases and periphrases the passage.
2. intr. To use circumlocution

;
to speak or

write periphrastically.
1652 GATAKKR Antinom. 34 It would be over teadious. .to

be continually paraphrasing or periphrasing of them. 1828
WEBSTEH, Periphrase, v. i. to use circumlocution.

Periphrasis (peri-frasis). PI. -ses(-sfz). [a.
\.*periphrasis )

a.Gr. irfpitypaais circumlocution, pe-

riphrase, f. -ufpuftpa^fiv to express periphrastically,
f. iffpi round about, around +<pp&(etv to declare.]
1. That figure of speech which consists in ex-

pressing the meaning of a word, phrase, etc., by
many or several words instead of by few or one

;

a roundabout way of speaking, circumlocution.
JS33 MORE Apol. ix. Wks. 865/1 A fayre fygure,..that is

1 trowe called periphrasis. 1589 PUTTENHAM Eng. Poesie
in. xviii. (Arb.) 203 Then haue ye the figure Periphrasis,
. .as when we go about the bush, and will not in one or a
few words expresse that thing which we desire to haue
knowen, but do chose rather to do it by many words. 1657-8
in Burtons Diary (1828) II. 414 You do not express it but

by periphrasis and circumlocution. 1759 STERNE Tr.
Shandy I. xi, Yorick had no impression but one. .which, .he
would usually franslate into plain English without any
periphrasis. 1864 Theol. Rev. Mar. 16 Some name is needful
if we would avoid the loose clumsiness of perpetual peri-

phrasis. 1880 MCCARTHY Own Times III. xxxii. 60 The
plain truth may as well be spoken out without periphrasis.
2. An example or instance of this figure ; a

roundabout phrase. (The pi. periphrases is not

distinguished in writing from that otperiphrase.}
1579 E- K. G/oss Spenser s Sheph. Cat. Mar. 116 Stopping

P/tseons, is a Periphrasis of the sunne setting. 1612 T. TAYLOR
CamM. Titns ii. 9 The Gospel, which by a periphrasis is

called the doctrine of Christ, a 1638 MEDE Wks. (1672) 6
Those divine Periphrases or circumlocutions which the
Lord himself more than once makes of an Holy People.
1690 LOCKE Hum. Und. n. xxii. 7 And instead of either

of those Names, use a Periphrasis to make any one under-
stand their meaning. Ibid. in. x. 31 He that hath complex
Ideas without Names for them.. is necessitated to use Peri-

phrases. 1754 SHERLOCK Disc. (1759) L xiv. 364 The ex-
hortation . . is only a Periphrasis for Faith. 1865 Reader
i Apr. 365/1 The Laplanders and Tunguy only speak of
the bear and the tiger by a periphrasis.

t b. fig. An amplification, a larger expression.
a 1657 LOVELACE Poems (1864) 205 Till he but one new

blister is And swells his own
periphrasis,

a 1658 CLKVIILAND
Hecatomb 100 She, she it is that doth contain all Bliss, And
makes the World but her Periphrasis.

Periphrast (pe'rifnest). rare. [ad. Gr. type

*trfpi<ppa(jTT)s ) agent-n. from ir(pt<f>pattv: see prec.]
One who uses, or renders something by, periphrasis.
1879 F. HARRISON Choice Bks. (1886) 57 Edward Fitzgerald,

the translator or periphrast of Omar Kayyam.

Periphrastic (perifrorstik), a. [ad. Gr. irepi-

<l>paartK~6s periphrastic, f. irfpuppafciv : see PERI-

PHKAST and -ic. Cf. F. ptriphrastique (i6th c.

in Littie").] Of the nature of, characterized by, or

involving periphrasis; circumlocutory; roundabout.

Periphrastic conjugation {in Grammar), a conjugation
formed by the combination of a simple verb and an auxiliary,
as distinct from a simple formation from the verb-stem.

Periphrastic genitive, an equivalent of the genitive case,
formed by aid of a preposition, as o/\n Eng., de in Fr.

PERIPLUS.

1805 H. TOOKE Purley \\. 495 They borrowed the whole
Latin or French words .. instead of using their own peri-
phrastic idiom. 1826 SCOTT Woodst. viti.The tongue poured
forth its periphrastic language in such profusion. 1874
SAYCE Compar. Philol. vii. 289 The periphrastic genitive . .

must be referred to a later period. 1884 H. SWI-.ET Addr.
Pkilol. Soc., The periphrastic forms of the English verb.

t Periphra stical, a. [See -ICAL.] =
prec.

a 1638 MKDE Wks. (1672) 54 Pcriphrastical, but evident
sense. 1717 Wodrow Corr. (1843) II. 291 The language is

become too periphrastical.

Periphra-stically, adv.
[f. prec. + -LY^.]

In a periphrastic manner ; by periphrasis.
1668 WILKINS

Real^ Char. \\. iv. 67 They may as well be
expressed Periphrastically here as in all other Languages.
1791 BOSWELL Johnson 21 Mar. an. 1776, They [rats] are thus

..periphrastically exhibited in his poem .. : 'Nor with less
waste the whisker

1

d vermin race, A countless clan, despoil
the lowland cane '. 1865 Pall Mall G. 3 Nov. 10 It is im-

possible to translate the sentence except periphrastically.

Periphraxy (peiifrseksi). (Jeom.
[f. late Gr.

irfpi<ppa-t$ a fencing round : see PERIPHRACTIC.]
The condition of being periphractic.
1881 MAXWELL Electr. ff Magu. \, 23 [see PERIPHRACTIC].

1895 H. LAMB Hydrodynamics 70 For spaces of two
dimensions, periphraxy and multiple-connectivity become
the same thing.

Periphyll (pe-rifil). Bot. [ad. F. ptriphylle %

adj. and sb., f. Gr. irtpi about + <f>v\\ov leaf.]
1848 LINDLEY Introd. Bot. (ed. 4) II. 307 In many plants

..glands are evidently provided for [secretion]. ..M. Trin-
chmetti. .names them peiiphylls because they chiefly occur
near the periphery (of the leaf].

11 Periphysis(peri'fisis). Bot. Also anglicized
as pe'riphyse. [mod. I,., a. Gr. irfpitpvots, f. irtpi

around + <pv<ris growth. In mod.F. pe'riphyse^
' A

sterile capilliform hyphal branch projecting from
the wall of the pyrenocarp of certain Fungi, when
there is no hymenium in the cavity' (B. D. Jackson
Gloss. Bot. Terms 1900).
1887 tr. De Bary's Morphvl. Fungi 192.

Periplasm (pe'ri^lsez'm).
Bot. [mod. (De

Bary 1881) f. Gr. irepi around + vKaa^i anything
formed : see PLASM.] The portion of the proto-

plasm in the sexual organs of the Pcronosporex t

left over after the differentiation of the sexual cells.

1887 tr. De Bary's Morphol. Fungi v. 134 The space
between the oosphere and the wall of the oogonium con-
tinues to be filled with a slightly granular hyaline proto-
plasm, the Periplasm, which may easily be overlooked.

Periplast (pc'riplsett),
Biol.

[f. Gr. vtpi
around + ir\aar vs formed, moulded.]
t a. The intercellular substance or matrix in

which the organized structures of a tissue are

embedded (pb$.\ b. The main substance or body
of a cell (esp. of a highly organized cell, as an

ovum), as distinct from the external coating or

cell-wall and the internal nucleus, c. A cell-wall

or cell-envelope. Hence Peripla'stic a., of or

pertaining to the periplast.
1853 HUXLEY in Med.-Chirurg, Rev. Oct. 207 To the

former .. we shall throughout the present article give the
name of Periplast, or periplastic substance, . . to the latter,

that of Endoplast. . . We regard it as quite certain, that that

portion which corresponds with the periplast, forms a con-

tinuous whole through the entire plant. Ibid. 306 The
periplast. .which has hitherto passed under the names of

cell-wall, contents, and intercellular substance. 1861 J. R.
GREENE A/art, Anim. Kingd., Ccelent, 35 Its homogeneous
periplast [is] traversed in all directions by a complex mesh-
work of threads, which remain quite distinct from the

endoplasts about which they diverge. 1867 J. MARSHALL
Outl. Physiol. II. 643 Animal cells, .in their most complete
condition, as in the ovum, . .consist, like a vegetable cell, of

a cell wall or envelope, the periplast', of fluid or semi-

fluid contents, the endoplast; of a nucleus, and usually of

one, two, or more nucleoli. 1870 HEALS Protoplasm 14 His

[Huxley's]
'

endoplast
'

and '

periplastic substance
'

of 1853

together constitute his
'

protoplasm
'

of 1869. 1901 G. N.
CALKINS Protozoa 113 Klebs 11892) distinguishes two types
of peripheral structures, the periplasts

and outer coats.

. .The periplasts include all cuticular diflerentiations which
are a living part of the organism.

Peripleuritis : see PEUI- c.

llPeriplns (pe-riplx*). [L. periplits (Pliny),
a. Gr. irc/x'irAoi/9 a sailing round, f. vtpi around +

TrAoos, trAoOy voyage: in F .periple, It., \*. periplo.]
1. The action of sailing round, circumnavigation ;

a voyage (or journey) round a coast-line, etc. ;

a circuit, b. transf. A narrative of such a voyage.
1776 R. CHANDLER Ttav. Greece 221 The harbour of Epi-

ilaurus is long. Its periplus or circuit has fifteen stadia.

1853 DE QUINCEY Autobiog. Sk. xv. Wks. 1862 XIV. 455 My
mother now entered upon a periplus, or systematic circum-

navigation of all England. 1854 THOREAU Walden (1863)

319 It is wafted past the site of the fabulous islands of

Atlantis and the Hesperides, makes the periplus of Hanno.

b. 1803 W. TAYLOR in Ann. Rev. I. 438 Many a periplus,

many an itinerary was published. 1869 LIDDELL & SCOTT
(irk. Lex. s. v. lleptn-Aoo?, Periplus is the title of several

^eograph. works, still extant, by Scylax, Nearchus, Aga-
tharchides, Hanno. 1904 W. H. STEVENSON in Eng. Hist.

Rev. Jan. 139 note, This Greek original was made up from

a periplus from the Pillars of Hercules to Gades.

2. A manoeuvre in ancient Greek naval combats.

1850 GROTE Greece n. lx. VII. 448 note, The periplus

practised by a lighter ship to avoid direct collision against
a. heavier. Ibid. Ixiv. VIII. 234 This diekplus and periplus
were the special manoeuvres of the Athenian navy.



PERIPNEUMONIA.

Peripneumony (peripni-m<yni), || peri-
pneumonia (-pniHirwu-nia). Path. Now rare

or Obs. [a. F. pi!ripneumonie (Pare, ifith c.), in

\^\t.c.peripleumonie, ad. L.peripneu- , -pleumonia,
a. Gr. TTfptw\(vnovia (Hippocr.), later irfptnvev-

liovta, f. irfpi around, about + jr\ti/^ajr, later irvtv-

fuav lungs : see PNEUMONIA.] The old name for

inflammation of the lungs; = PNKUMONIA.
<z. f 1550 LLOYD Treas. Health A vj, A sodeyne laxe

folowinga pleurysieofa peripneumony[/;//i^r. peripeunomy]
is verye peryllouse. 1601 HOLLAND I*liny II. 167 Excel-
lent for the pletlrisie and Peripnewmony, /. the inflamma-
tion of the lungs. 1698 FRYER Ace, E. India \ P. 378.
1751 SHENSTONE Wks. ft Lett. (1777) III. 191 The peri-
pneumony under which he lahoured . . had terminated in an
adhesion of the lungs to the pleura. 1822-34 Gooifs Study
Mtd. led. 4) I. 483 note, Hooping-cough complicated with
bronchitis or penpneumony. 1879 Casselfs Tec/in. Educ.
IV. 251/2 His body, by the King's command, was dissected

by Harvey, who attributed Parr's death to peripneumony.
B. 1603 HOLLAND Plutarch 's Mar. 745 The malady called

PeripHfuinonia, that is to say, the inflammation of the

lungs. 1710 T. FfLLKR Pliarnc. Exteinp. 106 A Nitrons
Draught . . is chiefly prevalent against . . Peripneumonin.
1876 tr. //. van Ziemssen's Cycl. fried. V. 5 Among the
Greek and Roman writers

'

Pleuritis' and '
Pel [pneumonia

'

comprised the sum of their knowledge of this class ofdiseases.
Hence Feripneumouic (-mjrnik:) [Gr. Ttipivviv-

lionxus] a., pertaining to or affected with pneu-
monia ; s6., a person affected with pneumonia ;

tPeripnenmo-nical a. =feripnenmonic adj. (ol>s.\
1656 HLOUNT Glossogr., Peripneumonical, sick of a Peri-

pneumony. 1684 tr. Bonet's Mere, (.'outfit, vi. 204 There
arises every Year a Fever, with a great many Peri-

pneumonick Symptoms. Ibid. XL 386 Shortness of breath,

(ed. 4) II. 134 Dissections of peripneumonic subjects.

Peripneustic (peripnizrstik), a. Entom.
[mod. fT Gr. irtpi around, about + irvtvcmK-us of or
fit for breathing, f. stem nvtv- of rrvi-dv to breathe.]
Of insect-larvae : see quot. 1899.
1891 A. LANG Comp. Anat. i. vi. 482 The tracheal system

of peripneuslic larva? may he modified in various ways by
adaptation to different modes of life. 1899 Cambridge Kat.
Hist. VI . 450 Some larvae have stigmata arranged along the
sides of the body after the fashion normal in Insect-larvae ;

these are called
'

peripneustic '.

Periportal to -prostatic : see PERI- a.

Periproct (pe-riprpkt). Zool.
[f. Gr. iripi

around + irpo>T-os the anus.] That part of the

perisome or body-wall of an echinoderm which
,

surrounds the anus : opp. to PEBISTOME.
1877 HUXLEY Anat. Inn. Anim. ix. 569 In Echinus, the

apical extremities of the ambulacra abut upon the five
smaller of the ten single plates which surround the periproct.
So Peripro'ctic, Peripro ctcras adjs., surround-

ing the anus; pertaining to the periproct; Peri-
procti tis, inflammation of the connective tissue

about the anus ; hence Periprocti'tlc a.

1877 tr. Ziemssen's Cycl. Med. VII. 377 During the course
of the periproctitis. Ibid., The periproctitic exudation is

occasionally absorbed. 1890 BILLINGS Nat. Med. Diet.,
Periproclic.

Peri'pter, -ere. ">. Obs. Arch. \*.f.pfriftin
('559 in Hatz.-Darm.), ad. med.L. peripteron
(Vitruv.), a. Gr. miflmpov, neuter of Tttpiirrtpos

winged about, f. irepi about + irrtpov wing. ] A !

peripteral building. So
||
Feripteros, Peri-ptery.

1696 PHILLIPS (ed. 5), Peripter, a sort of Temple, which
had Pillars on all the Four quarters [ed. 1706 Peripteron or
Periptcre]. 1^04 J. HARRIS Lex. Tec/in. I, Periplcre, in

Architecture, is a Place encompassed round with Columns.
1760 RARER in Phil. Trans. LI. 799 Temples of this form
were usually peripteres..as the two temples of Vesta. 1823
P. NICHOLSON Pract. Build. 590. 1826 EI.MF.S Diet. Fine
Arts, Periptery, an edifice or temple environed .. by a
range of insulated columns.

Peripteral (peri -pteral), a. [f. as prec. + -AL.]
Having a single peristyle or row of pillars sur-

rounding it, as an ancient Greek temple.
1826 EI.MES Diet. Fine Arts, Peripteral, .. having

columns all round. According to Vitruvius, the fourth
order of temples. 1845 FORD llandbk. Spain vn. 529 It was
peripteral,with fluted granite pillars and Corinthian capitals.
1846 ELLIS Elgin Mart. I. 32 A peripteral hexastyle temple.
Peripylephlebitis, -renal, -salpingitia,

etc. : see PEKI- a, c.

Perisarc (pe-risajk). Zool.
[f. Gr. itfpi around

'

+ aapl, adpx-a flesh, as if from a Gr. *it(fiaa.pmov
(cf. pericarp-iuni) : cf. Gr. wpiaap/tos surrounded
by flesh.] The horny or chitinous case investing
the ccenosarc in some Hydrozoa. Hence Peri-
sa-rcal, Perisa'rcous adjs., pertaining to or con-

sisting of the perisarc.
1871 ALLMAN Monogr. GytnnoUastic Ifydroids I. p. xiv,

Perisarc. ..The unorganized chitinous excretion by which
the soft parts are to a greater or less extent invested. 1877
HUXLEY Anat. Inv. Anim. iii. 133 It obviously answers
to the perisarc of a Tubularian, and its presence in the
embryo of the Hydra, in which no perisarc is developed by
the adult, suggests [etc.]. 1888 ROLLLSION & JACKSON
Anim. Life 245 Thehydranthsare lodged in perisarcal cups
or hydrolhccx (= catycles). Ibid., This hydrophyton con-

;

sists of the ccenosarc. .and its perisarcal investment.

II Perisaturnium (pe ri,satiJuniom). Astr.

[mod.L., f. PEKI- + Satiirnns Saturn, after peri-

703
'

jovium PERIJOVE, perihdinm PERIHELION.] That

point in the orbit of any one of Saturn's satellites

at which it is nearest to Saturn.

1838 Penny Cycl. XI. 309 '2 The rate of progression of the
perisaturnium of any satellite. 1867-77 G. *" CHAMBERS
Astron. i. xiii. 152 The longitude of the peri-saturnium.
1878 NEWCOMB Pop. Astron. 556.

Perische, obs. form of PERISH, PIERCE.
Perisciail (peri-sian, -Jian), a. and sl>. [f. L.

Periscii, a. Gr. Ilfpiaicioi (see next) + -AN : cf. F.

periscien (1576 in Hatz.-Darm.).]
a. adj. Of or pertaining to the Periscii (in quot.

fig.}, b. sb. (in//.)
= PERISCII.

1594 R. ASHLEY tr. Leys Ic Roy 90, Periscians are they
which haue their shadowes round about them in form of
milstones. 1616 UULLOKAK Rug. Expos., Pcriscians, people
dwelling so neere either of the two Pules, that their shadowes
goe round about them like a wheele. 1682 SIR T. BROWNK
Chr. Mi)r. in. n In every clime \ve are in a periscian
state, and with our Light, our Shadow and Darkness walk
about us. 1715 tr. Gregory's Astran. I. 209 The Inhabitants
of these Zones.. are called Periscians, because the shadow
(the Sun not settingi moves round about them.

II Periscii vpm-si|3i, -i-Jipi), sb. pi. [med.L.,
a. Gr. irfpiamoi, pi. of vfpiaKtos throwing a shadow
all round, f. ufpi around + and shadow.] Those
who dwell within the polar circles, whose shadows
revolve around them as the sun moves around the
heavens on a summer day.
1625 N. CARPENTER Geog. Del. i. x. (1635) 227. 1652-62

HEVI.IN Ccsrtiogi; Introd. (1674) 20/1 Periscii are such as
dwell beyond the Polar Circles,, .because their shadows are
on all sides of them. 1704 J. HARKIS Lex. Tcchn. I.

Periscope (pe'risko'ip). [f. Gr. type */>i'r/mw-or
looking round, a looker round (cf. xaraciKo-nos], f.

T(pi around + axoirus look, aKoirftv to look.]
I. 1. A ' look round

'

;
a general or compre-

hensive view, a survey, rare 1
.

1822-34 Goods Study .Med. (ed. 4) I. 643 The following
passage, in which he (Dr. Ferguson] is taking a medical
periscope of the island of Antigua.

II. 2. Name of a variety of photographic object-

glass.
1865 Athenzuiii 4 Xov. 617 'i Steinheil's periscope, a new

photographic object-glass. 1890 Anthony's Photogr. />//.
I II. 129 Why the many styles of objectives. .?

'

Orthoscope,
Tachyscope, Kuryscope, Platyscope, Periscope.'
3. An apparatus used in a submarine boat, for

obtaining a view of objects above the water by
a system of minors.
1899 Il'fsfiu. Gas. 17 Jan. 5/2 Various experiments are

being carried out in order to provide these vessels with
'eyes', and notably with an apparatus known as the peri-
scope, which is based on the principle of the dark room in

photography, and which, by means of a tube, can be raised
to the surface of the water. 1902 A. S. HfRD in ig/// Cent.
Feb. 226 The use of what is known as the periscope.
This.

._by
a system of mirrors carries to the officer below a

reflection of what is occurring above.

Periscopic (periskjvpik), a. [f. as prcc. + -ic:

cf. telescopic. In mod.K. pcriscopique.] Enabling
one to see distinctly for some distance around the
axis of vision : applied to a lens or eye-glass so
formed as to give a wide field of view

;
also to

concavo-convex lenses.

1804 WOLLASTON in Nicholsons Jrnl. VII. 241 Experi-
ment proving the Advantage of Periscopic Spectacles. 1812

in Phil. 'Irans. 370 On a Periscopic Camera Obscura and
Microscope. 1822 IMISON Sc. q Art I. 461 These glasses
are called

Periscopic spectacles, from their affording the

opportunity of looking round. 1875 KNIGHT Diet. Jt/cc/i.

1668/2 Dr. Wollaston's periscopic lens for microscopes had
two plano-convex lenses ground to the same radius, and
between their plane surfaces a thin plate of metal with a
circular aperture. 1899 CAGNEY Jaksth's Clin. Diagn. x.

(ed. 4) 434 The periscopic eye-pieces, .are very excellent.

So Perisco pical a. = prec.
a 1846 Eclec. Rev. cited by WORCESTER.

Periscopism (pe-nilurpfcz'm). [f. as PERISCOPE
t- -ISM.] The capacity of seeing all round, or
over a wide field of vision, without moving the

eye ;
the faculty of periscopic vision.

_ 1877 Nature 21 .June 151/1 The purpose of the structure
is to give periscopism to the eye. 1881 J.ECoNiE Sight I. ii.

37 This defect of a homogeneous lens, Dr. Hermann shows,
isentirelycorrected bythe peculiar structure ofthe crystalline

scopism. Ibid. iii. 76 In the lower animals.. in which peri-
scopisrrMS so important.

Perish (pe-rif), v. Forms : a. 3-5 periss-en,
(3 -> 4 -y), 4-5 perisse, 4-6 peris, (-ys(e, 4
perijs, 5 Sc. perice, 5-6 perise), 6 Sc. periss,
(-eis, perreis(s). /3. 4-5 perisch-en, (4 -i,

perriche-n, 4-5 periche-n), 4-6perisch(e,-isshe,
-ysshe, (-ysch(e, -issche, 4 5 -yssche, 6 -iszshe,
Sf. perrisch), 4-6 perishe, (-ysh(e, 5 -esoh(e, 6
-esh, -essh, pearishe), 4-7 perisch, 6- perish.
7- 4-Spers-en,-i, persh(en,persch(e,perch(yn.
8. 4 paris, 5 -ische, -ysche, 6 -ioh, 9 north, dial.

par(r)ish. [ME. a. OF.fcriss-, lengthened stem
ofperir to perish, =Pi.pertr, It. perire :-L. perire
to pass away entirely, come to nothing, be lost or t

destroyed, lose one's life, etc., f. PER- 3 + ire to go.]
1. intr. To come to a violent, sudden, or untimely ,

PERISH.

end; to suffer destruction ; to lose its life, cease to

exist, be cut off. (Chiefly of living beings.;
c 1250 O. Kent. Sfrjti. in O. E. Misc. 32 Hise deciples..

seiden to him, lord saue us, for we perisset[h]. 1297 R.
GLOUC. (Rolls) 6936 pat ich mote boru J>is fure Brenne bi

neje & perissy [;<. rr. persi, perischi, perisshe]. tt 1300
Cursor HI. 20049 Womman sal peris o na barn, Ne nan wit
mischiue be forfarn. 1340-70 Alex, ff Dind. 452 For (>ei

]

bat sailen on be see..perichen ful ofte. 1382 WYCLIP Luke
xv. 17 Forsothe I pensche here thur} hungir. c 1475 Ran/
Coiljear 20 In point thay war to parische. 1484 CAXTON
Ftibles of^sop v. viii, The mooste parte of the corne..

perysshed that same yere hy cause of the grete rayne that
felle. (ZI533 '" DERNF.RS Ifnun Iii. 158 The shyppe..
pereshyd, and all my company. 1535 COVERDAI.K 2 Kings
ix. 8 That all the house of Achab maye peris/she. 1542-3
Act 34 -V 35 lU'tl. I 'iff, c. 8 i Many rotte, and perishe to
deathe for lacke of helpe of surgery. 1671 MILTON Samson

rather be said to perish than to die. 1793 SMKATON Edy-
stone L. Contents p. vii, The Lighthouse and all therein

perished. 1829 SOLTHEY Sir T. More II. 288 In danger of

perishing with hunger. 1836 W. IRVING Astoria III. 252
Who. .lingered in the wilderness to perish by the hands of

savages. 1865 TROLI.OI-E Helton list. i. i His son Charles
\vas now dead, had perished by his own hand.

b. (Chiefly Thcol.'} To incur spiritual death, be
lost. Of a nation or community : To suffer moral
or spiritual ruin.

( 1250 0. Kent. S,:riii. in 0. R. Misc. 33 Siggc we to him.
lord sauue us bet we ne perissi. a 1325 Atkanasitin Crcid
2 in Prose Psalter 193 pe which [faithl hot ;if icln-li kepe
hole A nou^t de-fouled, wyb-outen drede he shal peris wyb-
outen code [1548-9 lit. Cam. /Voj'Wwithout doubt he shal

perishe euerlastingly]. c 1380 WYCI.IF ll'ks. (i83o 370 ^if };e

gospel is hid, it is hid to hem bat perschen [1382 2 Cor.
iv.

^3 perischen). 1562 WINJET Cert. Tractatis i. Wk^.
(S. T. S.) I. 6 He .. sail require the blude oute of 3our
handis of the smallaste ane that sail perise throw }our
negligence. 1644 MILTON Kditc. i The reforming of Educa-
tion.. for the want whereof this nation perishes. 1781
C'OWPEK Expost. 95 When nations are to perish in their sins,
'Tis in the church the leprosy begins. 1782 Puu.si i.i v

Corrnpt. Chr. I. in. 295 Terom.. thought that no Christian
would finally perish. 1856 RVSKIN Mod. Paint. IV. v.

v. 4 Knowledge is good. .yet man perished in --eeking
knowledge.

c. Of things material : spa. (a~: as opposed to

things spiritual or eternal
; (<V, as the effect of

decay or exposure to destructive conditions ; (<
to

be lost, wasted, or squandered.
c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xvi. (Magdalena} 76 Piot martha,

bat was rycht wyse, Wald nocht thole bare landis perice.
Hot bathe bar partis \vysly steryt. 1382 WYCLII-- John \i. 12
He seide to his disciplis, Gedare ge the relyfs that ben left,
that thei perischen not. Ibid. 27 W'orche ye not mete that

perischith. c 1400 Kale St. Belief 1455 Al be vessel of be

abbay Aw hir to Jeme in right aray, So bat non perise ne be

frescos at Assisi are perishing .. for want of decent care.

1885 C. G. W. LOCK Workshop Receipts Ser. iv. 210/2 The
joints are apt to 'perish

'

by the action of the acids.

d. Of things immaterial : To come to an end,

pass away.
a 1300 Cui-sor M. 8789 Sir king . . we dut vr dede Sal

perijs.
a 1325 Prose Psalter xl[i]. 5 He shalle dien, and

his name shal peris. 1432-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) V. 281
Valentinianus themperour. .dredenge Aecius..causede hym
to be sleyne at Cartago, with whom the fortune of the
Weste pereschede. 1567 Glide ff Godlif B. (S. T. S.) 88 Saif
vs, gude Lord, and succour send, For perysit is halynes.
1763 J. BROWN Poetry f, Mus. v. 78 Bards of ancient
Greece, whose Songs have perished in the Wreck of Time.
1856 STANLEY Sinai ff Pal. vi. (1858) 271 The Phoenician

power which the Prophets denounced, has entirely perished.
e. In imprecations.

1526 TINDALF. Acts viii. 20 Perish thou and thy money
togedder. 1599 SHAKS. Hen. y, iv. iii. 72 Perish the man,
whose mind is bai kwaid now. 1717 POPE Elegy Unfort.
Lndy 45 So perish all, whose breast ne'er learn 'd to glow
For others good, or melt at others woe. 1773 GOI.DSM.
Stoops to Contj. II, Perish the baubles ! Your person is all

1 desire. 1810 SCOTT Lady of L. It. xxxiv, Perish my name,
if aught afford Its chieftain safety save his sword.
2. In pa. pple, with the auxiliary be, expressing

the resulting state (as with OK. perir). Now
chiefly said of the effect of exposure to weather,
cold, hunger, etc. : cf. i c, 3 d, f.

The formal correspondence of this to the passive of a
transitive verb led (71400 to the transitive use of the simple
tenses (sense 3!, which has not been developed in French.
(Some of these may be taken as passive of 3.)

1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 4648 pe relikes nolde hii no?t bileue
. . Vor raber hii wolde ymartred be ban hii yperissed were.
t 1380 WYCLIF AW. ll'ks. II. 70 pis sone of myn was deed,
and is quykened a;en, and he was perished [1382 Lute xv.

24 he perischidel, and is founden. 1389 in Kng. Gilds (1870)
117 If he dey, yat is for to say, if he be periched be water
or be lond. 1474 CAXTON C/iesse 75 A shyppe is soon
perisshed and lost by a litil tempest. 1531 ELYOT GOT. i.

xvii, Nothinge was perisshed sauue a litle bagage. 1545
RAYNOLD Byrth Mankynde 79 Vf the matrice be perysshcd
or otherwyse viciate. 1577-87 HOLINSHED Chron. III.

1185/1 The spire of the steeple was so perished that not

long after the same was taken downe. 1640-1 Kirkciiitt>r.

War-Comm. ilfiit. Bt. (1855) 76 The poore sogers are almost

perisched . . for want of schoes and clothes. 1667 WOOD
Life (O. H. S.) II. 113 [Laid] in a by-place expos'd to

weather, and thereby are much perish 'd, and become not.

legible. 1793 BUKKK Scarcity Wks. VII. 410 Several farmers

89-2
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..cut the green haulm as fodder fcr the cattle, then perished I

for want of food in that dry and burning summer. 1845 MRS.
CARLYLE Lett. I. 313 We were all perished with cold. 1895
Times (weekly ed.) 23 Aug. 675/4 The rope was perished
and should never have been used for the work.

3. trans. To bring to destruction, destroy ; to

put to death, kill (a person, etc.), wreck (a ship,

building, etc.). Obs. or arch. (exc. as in d).
c 1400 26 Pol. Poems 131 These ben myn enemyes, lord,

echone, Euer aboute to perysshe me. c 1400 Destr. Troy
11360 Thies wicked men bothe Haue purpost hom plainly
to perisshe our londes. 1432-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) I. 145
The dogges..be so greete and feerse that thei .. peresche

lyones. 1549 WKIOTHESLEY Chron. 23 Apr. (Camden) II. 10

A fire at Broken wharfe. .brent and perished aboue six

howses. 1622 R. HAWKINS I 'ay. S. Sea IxL (Hakl Soc.}

294 Another [wound] through the arme, perishing the bone,
and cutting the sinewes. 1632 LITHGOW Trav, vm, 355
Their Burser ..had almost perished his owne life. 1790
BURNS Tarn o Shantcr 168 For mony a beast to dead she

shot, And perish'd mony a borne boat, a 1845 HOOD The

Mary vil, Many foul blights Perish'd his hardwon gains.

f b. To destroy spiritually ; to ruin morally.

cityoAlph. Tales 106 He had so many thoghtis of syn
in his mynde bat he was like to be perisshid berwith. 1490
CAXTON Eneydos xxiii. 86 In my priue closet, where I was

perisshed. 1555 BONNER Homilies ii. n When we were

peryshed he saved vs. 1750 Student I. 299 Wishing God
to perish his body and soul, if ever he appear 'd on the

scaffold to do the act or lift up his hand against him.

c. To lose (a possession) ;
to waste, squander

(property, etc.) To perish the pack, to spend all

one has. Now only dial, and Sc.

c 1400 Destr, Troy 7614 To put hom in perell to perysshe
here lyues. a 1600 in tfaktuyfs I'oy. III. 845 This night we

perished our maine tressletrees. 1638 FORD Fancies iv. i,

If you have not perish'd all your reason, c 1656 BRAMHALL

Replic. vi. 235 If a Merchant doe reckon only the price
which his commodity cost him beyond Sea,.. he will soon

perish his Pack. 1691 J. WILSON Belphegor \. ii, One. .that

has perish'd his own Fortune, to save the Publick. 182*

GALT Sir A. Wylie xciii, Her son
perished

the pack, and

they say has spoused his fortune and gone to Indy.

d. With material object : To destroy, cause to

decay ; esp. as the result of exposure to weather or

injurious conditions. (See also a.)

1547 BOORDE tntrod. Knoivl. \. (1870) 121 There is no

wynde nor wether that dothe hurte or peryshe them. 1613

FLETCHER, etc. Honest Man's f-'ort. \. ii, His wants And
miseries have perish'd his good face. 1778 [W. MARSHALL]
Minutes Agric. 28 Jan. an. 1775, Will the frost perish the

exposed fibres?

t e. With immaterial object : To destroy, do

away with, put an end to. Obs.

a 1300 Cursor M. 22250 O rome Imparre be dlgnite Ne
mai na wai al perist be. 1470-85 MALORY Arthur xvn. ix.

703 In suche a maner entred the sone of god in the wombe
of a mayd mary whos vyrgynyte ne was perysshed ne hurte.

1509 BARCLAY Shyp of Fofys (1874) II. 255 We coueyte nat

to perysshe theyr fame in any wyse. 1593 BILSON Govt.

Christ's Ch. xiii. 265 The general) rage of ignorance and

oblivion, that hath .. perished the best writers before our

times. 1628 FELTHAM Resolves u. [i.] ii, The best way to

perish discontentments. 1643 STEER tr. Exp. Chyntrg. xiii.

48 That they grow not. .to a pin and webbe, or else cleane

perish the sight.

f. Said of the effect of cold, hunger, or priva-

tion, in withering or shrivelling up, or reducing
to a moribund condition. Now chiefly dial.

1710 DE FOE Crusoe it. i, Rains and Cold, .benumb and

perish their limbs. 1867 BAKER Nile Tribut. iii. 6r The
extreme heat of the sun and simoon perishes all vegetation. ;

Mod. dial. vEssex) The want of sleep perished me.

Pe'rish, sb. rare- 1
, [f. prec. vb.] The act of

perishing : in phr. upon the perish^ on the point
or in process of perishing. (Cf, on the wane.}
i8S COBBETT Rur. Rides (1830) I. 319 Everything seems

upon the perish.

Perish, -e, obs. forms of PIERCE.

Perishability (perijabrliti). rare. [f. next :

see -ITY.] Perishableness.
1811 SHELLEY in Dowden Life (1886) I. iv. 133 Inquiries

into our intellect, its eternity or perishability. 1847 LEWES
Hist. Philos. (1857) 61 The mutability and perishability of

all individual things.

Perishable (pe'rifab'l), a. (sb.} [f. PERISH z>.

+ -ABLE; cf. Y.pttrissable (c 1400 in Hatz.-Darm.).]
1. Liable to perish; subject to destruction, decay, .

or death ; esp. naturally subject to speedy decay, ,

as organic substances, minerals which rapidly
weather or become decomposed, and the like.

1611 COTGR., Perissal>le, perishable. 1648 J. GOODWIN
Youngling Elder 33 All books whatsoever are perishable.
a 1687 PETTY Pol. Arit/i.(i6go) 18 Silver, Gold, and Jewels,
. . are not perishable, nor so mutable as other Commodities.

1776 ADAM SMITH W. N. \. xi. (1869) I. 238 Of all the pro-
ductions of land, milk is perhaps the most perishable. 1790
COWPER Adam iv. vii, Thou perishable flesh and form of

clay. 1839 Mt'Rcmsox Silur. Syst. i. xxvii. 341 Non-mica-
ceous perliable shale. 1849 HELPS Friends in C. (1851) II.

1 85 Systems, constitutions, and the like are perishable things.
1862 DICKENS Lett. (1880) II. 172 It is not made of a perish-
able material.

2. a. absol. quasi-^. The perishable, that which

is perishable or transitory.
1821 BYRON ffeav. $ Earth i. 28 Were I the Seraph, And

he the perishable. 1843 J. MARTINEAU Chr. Life (1867) 10

It is the Immortal against the Perishable, a 1854 H. REED
Lett. F.ng. Lit. ii. (1878) 61 In tbe elder literature, the

perishable has passed away.
b. sb. pi. Things liable to decay : said chiefly

of food-stuffs in transit.

1742 RICHARDSON Corr. (1804* I. 83 The fall of the leaves
fills the pools, the ponds and the dikes, .with particles, and

|

animalcula, and perishables, of vegetable as well as animal
nature. 1807 MOORE Mem. (1853) I. 224 Recollections are

too like the other perishables of this world. 1880 MUIRHEAD
Gaius n. 64 A procurator may alienate perishables belong-
ing to his principal. 1895 Spectator 26 Oct. 553/2 Perishables
like fish and flowers.

Hence Pe'rishaToly adv., in a perishable manner,

by being perishable.
1891 Gd. Words Aug. 519 So strange it seems to me Beauty

should perishably find its close.

Feriskabieuess (pe'rijab'lnes). [f. prec. -f-

-NESS.] The quality of being perishable.
1690 LOCKE Govt. n. v. 48 Supposing .. nothing in the

island, either because of its commonness, or perishableness,
fit to supply the place of money. 18*5 AVw Monthly Mag.
XVI. 479 A deep and melancholy sense of the perishableness
of the noblest qualities. 1833 LEWIS Methods Obseru.

,

Politics I. 221 They [written memorial*] have a monumental
character as opposed to the perishableness of mere speech.

Perished (pe'rijt), ///. a. [f. PERISH v. +
|

-ED 1

.] That has perished, in the senses of the

vb.
; decayed, wasted; dead or brought to the

j

point of death with cold or privation.
1538 KLYOT, P-rrditus.., loste, perysshed, withoute re- I

couerie, out of hope. 1579 LANGHAM Gard. Health 587 The
leaues & root boyled in water and Hony, & drunke, healeth
the perished lungs. 1685 Land. Gaz. No. 1098/4 A brown
bay Mare above 14 hands high, . . a little perisnt in her Wind.

1757 W. THOMPSON R. N. Advoc. 46 It is no longer a

Wonder, such perished Stores should be bought up. 1823
GALT Gilhaize II. xxix. 282 The mourning women, and the

perished child in the arms. 1883 A, LANG in Contenip. Rev.
Dec. 842 The perished plays of Sophocles and ^Eschylus
might any day be brought to light. 1888

' R. BOLDREWOOD
'

Robbery under Arms xli, 'Dining at the camp!' says
Aileen, looking regularly perished.

Perishen,-oner,obs.ff.PARisHEN,PARisHioNER.
Fe'risher. [f. PERISH v. + -ER 1

.] That which

perishes or destroys, slang. An extreme (of any
course of action) ;

a 'plunger* ;
also applied to

persons as a term of contempt.
1888

'

K. BOLDREWOOD' Robbery under Arms xli, He..
went in an awful perisher took a month to it. and was
never sober day or night the whole time. 1896 Idler Mar.

282/1 Those perishers in the gallery didn't know anything
about Shakespeare.

Fe'rishmg, vbl. sl>. [f.
PERISH v. + -ING *.]

The action of the vb. PERISH : a. A going to de-

struction, suffering death j f b. A destroying,

causing destruction ''.obs.'].

a- a 1340 HAM POLE Psalter xiii. 4 Ilkan is cause of ober

perischynge. 1382 WVCLIF Ezek. xxviii. 8 Thou shalt die in

the perishynge of slayn men. 1643 MILTON Divorce xiii.

(1851) 54 Who shall answer for the perishing of all those

i-ouls? 1768-74 TUCKER Lt Nat. (1834) 1. 640 Painful perish-

ings by fire. 1864 SKEAT U/tland's Poems 74 Feuds and
traitorous deeds And perishing of precious seeds.

b. c 1400 Destr. Troy 11986 Haue pylie..of this pure
maidon ; Put hir in some place fro perisshyng of hondes.

1523 FITZHERB. Hnsb. 62 Se the knyfe go no deper than
the thycknes of the bone for perysshynge of the brayne.

1690 LOCKE Govt. u. v. 46 The exceeding of the bounds of

his just property, .the perishing of anything uselessly.

Perishing (pe'rijirj), ppl. a. [f.
as prec. +

-ING ^.] That perishes.
1. That goes to destruction ;

that passes out of

existence, or suffers decay, dissolution, or death.
c 1450 tr. De Imitatfotte \.

i. 2 To seke perishyng ryches
and to trusts in hem is vanite. 1663 GE RBI KR CMNMf/dSva,
The perishing Buildings of.Mortalls. 1710 SWIFT Tatler
No. 230 f 10 AH new affected Modes of Speech.. are the

first perishing Parts in any Language. 1844 WILLIS Psyche
36 The glory of the human form Is but a perishing thing.

2. That causes destruction or death ; deadly :

said of cold, privation, or the like.

1422 tr. Secreta Secret^ Priv. Priv. 246 The colde, and

moistnesse, wych is perissynge and contrarie to the lyfe.

1634 RAINBOW Labour (1635) 22 It cannot be said to be

cau>ally perishing. 1813 T. BUSBY tr. Lucretius v. Comtn.

p. vi, Destroyed by.. the perishing power of frost. 1893
EARL DUNMORE Pamirs II. 138 A night of perishing cold.

Hence Pe*risMngly adv., so as to cause to

perish ; deadly.
1698 FRYER Ace. E. India fy P. 298 Perishingly cold with

frosty Winds. 1876 SMILES Sc. Natur. vi. (ed. 4) 97 These

sleeping-places were perishingly cold.

Fe rishmeut. Now dial. [f.
PEUISH v. +

-MENT. Cf. F. ptrissement (i6th c. in Littre).]

t a. Destruction, damage, loss. Obs. b. dial.

'Starvation' by cold.

1548 UDALL, etc. Erasm. Par. John xii. 84 To bestowe
life is no perishemente but auantage. a 1549 LATIMER Let.

in Foxe ,-i.<y M. (158^) 1755 lusticesthat be to much natural!,

to theyr owne penshment both Body and Soule.
_
18*2

BEWICK Mem. ix. 116 Before she had waded through it, she

got very wet and a perishment of cold. 1855 ROBINSON

Whitby Gloss.) A Perishment, a severe cold.

Ferisome (peTis<?am). Zool. Also perisom;
also in L. form perisoma (peris^u'ma). [= mod.
F. perisome) and mod.L. perisoma^ f. Gr. wepi

about 4- awpa body.] The integument or body-
wall of an echinoderm, upon which the external

calcareous skeleton is developed. Hence Peri-

so'mal, Perisoma'tic, Feriso'mial adjs.t of or

pertaining to the perisome.
1872 NICHOLSON Pateont. 102 The class Echinodermata . .

is distinguished by the fact that the external envelope of

the body ('perisome ') has the power of secreting calcareous

matter to a greater or less extent. 1877 HUXLEY A nat, Inv.

Anim. viii. 513 The genus Sty lifer, which infests Star-fishes

and Sea-urchins, sometimes imbedding itself in the perisoma.
1877 W. THOMSON I'oy. Challenger I. iii. 172 The perisom
is divided into four muscular bands. 1877 HUXI.KY Anat.
Inv. A Htm. ix. 594 Portions of the perUomatic skeleton of
the aboral region. 1893 Syd. Soc. Lex. y Perisomal,. .Peri'

somatic^
. .PerisowlaL

Perisperm (pe-risp^m). Bot. [ad. F. ptri-

spenne ad. mod.L. perisperm-um (Jussieu 1789'!,

f, Gr. irtpi around + airtp^a seed.] The mass of

nutritive tissue or ' albumen
'

outside the embryo-sac
in some seeds (distinguished from the endosperm
within the embryo-sac) ; also, the tissue of the

nucellus, which sometimes persists in the ripe seed

(Brongniart 1827). Formerly used for the * albu-

men *

generally ;
also for the testa or integument

of the seed (Richard 1808).
1819 LINDLEY tr. Richard's Observ. Fruits <$ Seeds 84

Endosperm ;. .Jussieu called it Perisperm ; Ga:riner Albu-
men. 1835 HENSLOW Descr. <$ Phys. Bot. 269 In many
cases this nutriment, or

'

amnios',..is not wholly absorbed

by the ripening ovule; and it ultimately becomes the 'albu-

men' or
'perisperm*

of the seed, and is then farinaceous,

hard, or oily. 185* TH. Ross Humboldt's Trav. I. vL 214
The horned perisperm of the coffee-tree. 1885 GOODALE
Physiol. Bot. (18921 437 The food within the developing

embryo sac is termed endosperm; if around it, perisperm.
Hence Perispe'rmal, Perispe'rmic adj$. t per-

taining lo, or having, a perisperm.
1819 LISDLEY tr. Richard's Obs. 23 The origin of the

perispermic vessels. 1866 Trcas. Bot. t Perhpermic..far-
nished with albumen. 1876 HARLEY blat, Med. (ed. i) 443
The husk and perispermal membrane are inert.

Perispheric (perisfe-rik), a. rare. [f.
PERI- +

SPHERIC.]
(

Globular; having the form of a ball
*

(\Vebsteri828); spherical. Also Perisphe-ricala.
1828 WEBSTER cites Joum. of Science for Perispheric.

1846 WORCESTER, Perispheric^ Perispherical^ spherical ;

round.

Perisplenic to Perisplenitis : see PERI- a, c.

Perispome (pe'risp^um), a. and sb. Gr. Gram.

[abbrev. ofperispo'menon (also in use) = Gr. irtpi-

ajrwn<vov, neuter pr. pple. passive of r*M*vfif to

draw around, mark with the circumflex (any

syllable).] a. adj. Having a circumflex accent

on the last syllable, b. sb. A word so accented.

1818 BLOMFIELD tr. Matthite Gr. Gram. II. 958 Perisho-

incna, jrepto-irtuntvat which have the circumflex on the last

syllable, as (friAw, TI/AW, irovs. 1845 JELF Gr. Gram. i. iii. 36

Perispomena when the circumflex is on the ultima; as,

KaKw?, Tras. 1867 tr. Citrthtss Grk. Gram. (ed. 2} 21 A
word having a circumflex on the last syllable is called

Perispomenon. It-id. 93 After a perispome the accent of

the enclitic is entirely lost.

Hence Pe'rispome v., to place a circumflex accent

on the last syllable.

I! Ferispora'ngium. Bot. [f.
PEKT- + SPOR-

ANGIUM.] A structure surrounding or investing the

sporangium in cryptogams.
1856 in HENSLOW Diet. Bot. Terms. 1866 Treas. Bot. 865

Perisporangiuuii the indusium of ferns when it surrounds

the spore-cases or sori. 1867 J. HOGG Microsc. \\. \. 272 A
number ofspor idium-bearing filaments emanate from a kind of

membrane at the base ofa spheroidal cellular perisporangium.

Perispore (pe'rispo<a). Bot. [a. F. ptrispore,
ad. mod.L. perispo*rium (Richard 1808; also in

Eng. use), f. Gr. vepi around + ffiropos seed: see

SPORE.] t&- Name for the hypogynous bristles

of some sedges (see PERIANTH, PERIGYNIUM). Obs.

b. The skin 01 integument of a spore.
1848 LINULEY Introd. Bot. (ed. 4) I. 313 These [hypo-

gynous seise] are probably of the nature of the hypogynous
scales of Grasses, and have been named perispores [earlier

edd. perisporum\ by some French writers. 1857 MAYNE
Expos. Lex., /Vr/jy*(?r*w t

..ierm applied by L. C. Richard

and Persoon to the threads which surround the seed of the

Cyperacear. Hedwig and some other botanists have sub-

stituted this term for that of pericarp in cryptogamious

plants: a perispore. 1859 TODD Cycl. Anat. V. 217/1 The

spores are developed each in the interior of a perispore.

Perissad (perrsd), sb. (a.) [mod. f. Gr.

ireptffa-vs superfluous, redundant, in Arith. uneven,
odd (f. irtpi in sense

'

over, beyond ') + -AD.]
1. Chem. An element or radical whose quanti-

valency is represented by an odd number, as a

monad, triad, or pentad; opp. to ARTIAD. Also

attrib. or as adj.

1870 [see ARTIAD]. 1877 WATTS Fownts' Chem. I. 257
Elements . .of uneven equivalency, . .are designated generally
as perissads. Ibid. 258 In every saturated or normal com-

pound, .the sum of the perissad elements is always an even

number. &ySyd, Soc. Lex. t Perissad^ Chew,, having a

valency which is represented by an odd number.

2. Zool. = PERISSODACTYL (as adj.},

1893 Syd. Soc. Lex., Perissad. ,Zoo'l. t belonging to the

Perissodactyla .

Perisse, perisshe, obs. ff. PERISH, PIERCE.

Perissodactyl, -yle (pOrisodarktil), a. and

sb. Zool. [ad. mod.L. perissodactyl-us t
f, Gr.

wfptffo6-s uneven, odd * 5a*rvAo$ digit.] a. adj.

Having an odd number of toes on each foot, as an

ungulate mammal ;
odd-toed ; belonging to the

division Perissodattyla of Ungulata. b. sb. A
perissodactyl ungulate or hoofed animal ; //. in -s

or -a. Opposed to AKTIODACTYL.
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a. 1849-52 TODD Cycl. Anat. IV. 922/2 The elephant.,

belongs to the. .perissodactyle group of Pachyderms. 1872
NICHOLSON Patxont. 424 The three existing genera of

Perissodaclyle Ungulates.
b. 1854 OWEN Site/. * Teeth in Circ. Sc., Org. If.it. I. 242

The bony palate extends further back than in the perisso-
dactyles. 1875 C. C. BLAKE Zool. 33 Three great divi>ioiis

of Perissodactyla exist, of which the Rhinoceros, the Tapir,
and the Horse form the existing types, 1877 LE CONTE
Elem, Geol. MI. (1879) 508 He .. divided all bngulates into

Perissodactyls (odd-toed) and Artiodactyls (even-toed).

SoPerissoda'ctylate, Ferissoclacty lie. Peris-
soda ctylons adjs.

= prec. a.

1889 Nature 28 Nov. 84/1 Two species of the remarkable

Perissodactylate genus Macrauchenia.

Ferisso'logy. Khet. ? Obs. [ad. late L.

ferissologia, a. Gr. irtpiffao\t>yia, f. irtpiaao\u-fos

speaking too much, f. irtpiaaos, redundant + \</yos

speech.] Redundance or superfluity of speech ;

use of more words than are necessary ; pleonasm.
1583 FULKE Defence {Parker Soc.) 136 Haue not the most

elegant authors used hyperbatons, perissologies, and other

figures that are counted faults of speech? [1589 PUTTKSHAM
Eng. Poesie in. xxii. (Arb.J 264 Macrologia, or long lan-

guage . . : it is also named by the Greeks Perissologia.\ 1656
BLOUNT Glossogr., Pcrissology, superfluous speaking. 1776
CAMPBELL Philos. Kltet. (1801) I. 359 If we should say tlie

alcoratl we should fall into a gross perissology.
Hence Perissolo'gical a. (rare"),

' redundant
in words' (Webster 1828).

Perissosyllabic peri so,sila:'bik), a. [f. Gr.

vifn<T0o(rv\\af3-os having a syllable over 'f. trtpitr-

ffos) + -1C.] Havingaredundantsyllableor syllables.
Perusosyllabic liexameter, a name for the '

greater Archi-
lochian

'

measure, in which three trochees (or two trochees
and a spondee) are substituted for the last two feet of the

ordinary hexameter (as in Horace, L!k. I. Ode iv.).

Peristalith (peri-stalib). Archxol. [irreg. f.

Gr. v(piaTa(Tos standing round + Ai'flos stone. Better

ferisla-lolilh.] A ring or row of standing stones

surrounding a burial-mound, or the like.

1881 C. ELTON Orig. Eng. Hist. 131 Buried in the earth
and surrounded by a ring of stones, or '

perislalilh
'

of an
oblong form. 1898 Edin. Rev. Apr. 411 The rim of the
stone-circle or

'

peristalith '.

II Peristalsis (peristas-lsis). Physiol. [mod.
L., repr. a Gr. TttptaraKais, cf. irtpiaTaXr-ixus in

next.] Peristaltic movement : see next.

1859 TOUD CycL Anat. <$ Phys. V. 313/1 A peristalsis.,
which sets out from the cardiac extremity. 1875 H. C.
WOOD Tluraf. (1879) 38 piarrhcea, due to a violently
increased peristalsis. 1878 FOSTER 1'hys. I. iv. 4. 142 In a
twisted tube like that of the vertebrate ventricle, ordinary
peristalsis would be impotent to drive the blood onward.

Peristaltic (peristarltik), a. Physiol. [ad.
Gr. wipioTa\TiK-6s (Galen ,

f. n(piar(\\-ftv lit. to

send round, f. ari\K(iv to set, place, array, make
ready, dispatch, send. Cf. F. pcrislaltique (1680
in Hatz.-Darm.).] Applied to the automatic
muscular (vermicular) movement which takes

place in the alimentary canal and other hollow
or tubular organs, consisting of rhythmic wave-like
contractions in successive circles, by which the

contents of the organ are propelled along it.

1655 CULPEPPER, etc. Riveriut IX, vii. 266 This vomiting
cometh by the Peristaltick motion of the Guts. 1676 COLE
in Phil. Trans. XI. 609 Both these kinds of vessels seem to
have a peristaltick contraction of their own. 1753 N.
TOKRIANO Midwifry 14 The inverting peristaltic Motion of
the Fallopian Tube. 1881 DARWIN

Ifeg.
Mould 1 16 When

the earth was in a very liquid stale it was ejected in little

spurts, and when not so liquid by a slow peristaltic move-
ment.

b. trans/. (Ekclr.) See quot.
1858 THOMSON Malt. * Phys. Papers 11884) II. Ixxv. 80,

I ..venture to. introduce the term peristaltic to characterize
that kind of induction by which currents are excited in

elongated conductors through the variation of electrostatic

potential in the surrounding matter.

Hence Fericta'ltlcally adv., in a peristaltic
manner

; with peristaltic action or movement.
1859 TODU Cycl. Anat. V. 678/1 The food is propelled

onwards peristaltically. 1868 OWEN Anat. IferteAr. III.

501 Insulating the peristaltically winding intestines ftom the
constant respiratory movements of the abdominal walls.

Feristaphyline (peristje'filin),<z. Altai, [ad.
mod.L. ptristaphylin-us, f. Gr. v<pi around +
ora<l>\i\ivm adj., f. oracpuAi; bunch of grapes,
swollen uvula. Cf. mod.F. pJristaphylin (Littre).]
Situated about the uvula : applied to two muscles,
the externalpcristaphyline (or tensor palati , and
the internal pen'staphyline (or levator palali).
(1704 J. HARRIS Lex. Techn. I, PerittaphiUnus, interims

fr extrrxns, are Muscles of the Uvula.] 1840 G. V. ELLIS
A nat. 236 The circutnjlcxus jtalati, or external peristaphy-
line muscle, .consists of a vertical and a horizontal portion.

Feristerite (peri^tereit). Min. [f. Gr. vtpt-

orfpd pigeon, dove + -ITE l 2 b.] A variety of
ALBITE exhibiting a slight iridescence or opal-
e-cence like that of the plumage on a pigeon's neck.
1843 T. THOMSON in Lemd. f, Edin. Philos. Mag. XXII.

189 Peristeritf .. was sent me also from Perth in Upper
Canada. . . It is light brownish red, and exhibits a play of
colours, chiefly blue, on the surface. 1868 DANA Min. 356.
Peristeroid (perrsteroid), a. Orni/h. [mod.

f. Gr. wpioTfpd pigeon + -OID.] Of or pertaining
to the Pcristcroidtx, a group of birds in Sundevall's

classification (1873) identical with the Columbx or

pigeons.

Peristeromorph (perrstenThifMf). Ornith. [f.

mod.L. perisieromorphx, pi. fem. of peristcro-

inorphtts, f. Gr. irtptcrrtpa pigeon + ^optprj form.] A
member of the group Pensteromorphf in Huxley's
classification (1867), identical with the Coluinbfe

or pigeons. So Feristeromo'rphic, Feristero-

mo'rphous adjs., belonging to or having the

characters of the PeristcromorpliK.
Peristeronic (peristeVnik., a. [app. f. Gr.

wcptartpwv, -wva dove-cot i. irtpiarfpa dove, pigeon)
+ -IC.] Pertaining to or concerned with pigeons.
1868 Knits Peristeronic Soc. I That the Society be called

the National Peristeronic Society. 1876 FULTON & WRIGHT
Hk. Pigeons jS6 Of the National Peristeronic Society it may
be said that it holds the position ofthefirst pigeon societyof
ihe day.

_
1893 Hid. (ed. Luniley) vii. 58 Who would talk c>f

a pigeon's 'eye-lids' that has any knowledge of matttrs

peristeronic? 1904 Times 6 Jan. 8/5 The National Peri-

steronic Society was founded by the amalgamation of the
National Columbarian and the Philo-PeristCTOnic Societies.

Peristeropod (peri-sterJp(>d\ a. and sl>. Ornith.

[ad. assumed Gr. *ir(piaT(p6irc5-fs) pi. "of *irtpi-

aTtpinrovs pigeon-footed.] a. adj. Belonging to

the Peristeropodes, a section of Alcctoromorphx or

gallinaceous birds in Huxley's classification ',1868),

having the toes arranged on a level as in pigeons.
b. sb. A member of this group. So Feristercr-

podan a. and sb.
; Feristero'podons a.

Peristethium : see PEW- b.

Feristomatic (pe.ri|rtOTnae-tik), a. Bot. [f.

PEKT- + STOMA (pi. stomata].] Surrounding a

stoma of a leaf.

1876 J. H. BALFOLR in Encycl. Brit. IV. oo/i In Cerato-

pteris thalictroides the stoma is bounded by three cell-.

two of which.. are crescenlic and concave inwardly, while
the third surrounds them, . . and has on this account been
called peristomatic.

Peristome (pe-ristcum
1

,. Also in L. forms

peri'stoma pi. -ata), peristo'mium f
\>\. -ia .

[= F. pJristome (18..), ad. mod.L. peristoina
'

vHedwig 1782^, f. Gr. irfpi around + arufja mouth
;

altered (by Ehrhart 1787) to peristoinium, after

pericarpiitm, etc ]
1. Bot. The fringe of small teeth around the

mouth of the capsule or sporangium in mosses.

1796 WITHERING Brit. Plants (ed. 3) I. 73 Peristotna, the

fringe at the mouth of the Capsule of Mosses. 1818 HOOKER
& TAYLOR Muse. Brit. Introd. 4 The absence or presence of
the ftinge of the Peristome which Hedwig employed to so
much advantage. 1830 LISDI.EY Xat.Syst. Bet. 320 One or
more rows of cellular rigid processes, called collectively ihe

peristomium, and separately teeth. 1875 BENNETT & DYEK
Sacks' Bot. 331 We must now examine somewhat more
closely the origin of the Peristome.

2. Zool. a. The margin of the aperture of the

shell of a mollusc, b. Any special structure or

set of parts around the mouth or oral opening in

various invertebrates, as insects, Crustacea, hydro-
zoa, infusoria

; in echinoderms, the part of the

body-wall surrounding the month (opp. to PERI-

PROCT) ; in certain worms, as earthworms, the first

true somite, situated behind the prostomiuin or

prxstomium, and bearing the mouth.
a- 1851^-6 WOODWARD Moltusca 101 The margin of the

aperture is termed the peristome. 1870 ROLLKSTON A tiiin.

Life 47 The columella is seen in the angle .. ; its umbilicus
is partly ..concealed by the reflection over it of the peristome.
b. 1875 HUXLEY & MARTIN Elem. Biol. (1877) 93 (In l-'or-

ticeUz) o. The prominent everted rim (peristome). 1877
HUXLEY Anat. Ittn. Anim. v. 232 (Chzlopnda) The first

somite, which contains the mouth, is the peristomium. Ibid.
ix. ^(x)(Echinodeniiata} The ambulacra! plates are continued
on the peristome to the margins of the mouth. 1888 KOLLES-
TON & JACKSON Anim. Life 781 (Hydrozoa Acraspctia} The
mouth . . is situate in the centre ofa disc or peristome of great
mobility. 1896 Cambridge fiat. Hist. II. 481.

Hence Feristo-mal, Peristo mial adjs., sur-

rounding the month, circumoral ; pertaining to, of

the nature of, or having a peristome.
1888 ROLLESTOS & JACKSON Anim. Life 547 Peristomal

gills of some Ecltinoidea. 1900 Proc. Zool. Soc. 278 The
peristomal plates, .number in adults normally 9 in one row
and 8 in the other row of the pair. 1870 NICHOLSON Man.
Zool. 99 Between the mouth and the circumference of the

disc is a flat space, without appendages of any kind, termed
the

'

peristomial space'. 1881 SPRUCE in Jrnl. Bot. X. 18

Recklessly bandied about among peristomial genera. 1896
Cambridge Nat. Hist. II. 313 There are four long peristo-
mial cirri on each side. Ibid. 185 The peristomial depression.

Feristrephic ''peri,stre-fik), a. [irreg. f. Gr.

vipiaTpi<p<iv to turn round + -ic. (The etymo-
logical form would be periitreftu^)] Turning
round, revolving, rotatory (as a panorama). Also
Peristre phical, a,

1827 Black. Mag. XXII. 385 The whole visible nocturnal

sphere b peristrephical. 1838 Ibid. XLI 1 1. 709 They accom-
pany our ken like a peristrephic panorama. 1851 J. CAIRNS
Let. in MacEwan Life (1895) 351 Opening up a peristrephic
picture of the Christian world.

II Peristrophe (peri-str^fi). 06;. rare 1
, [a.

Gr. mptaTpcxpT].] A turning round, a revolution.

1716 M. DAVIES Athett. Brit. III. 12 A strange Peristrophe
'

of Policy and Religion.

Peristyle 'pe'ristail), sb. (a.) Arch. Also

7-9 in L. form peristylium, <> in Gr. form peri-
stylon. [a. F. peristyle (1554 in Hatz.-Darm.',

i ad. L. peris/ylum, perislylium, in Gr. inpia-rii^ov
'

sb., neuter of irf/wWf'A-os having pillars all round,
surrounded by a colonnade, f. ntpi around + <rrCXos

pillar.] A row of columns or colonnade surround-

ing a temple or other building, or a court, cloister,
etc. ; less properly, the court or space having
round it such a row of columns.
1612 PEACHAM Gcntl. Kxerc. 1. v. 17 All manner of com-

partnients, bases, perystiles, plots, buildings, &c. 1673 K AY
Journ. Lovj C. 268 A large square Court compassed about
with the fairest pcristyliinn or Cloysler that I ever saw.

1776 GIBBON Dccl. *- 1-. xiii. I. 396 A ft rittyliitm uf zranite
column-. 1833 KI.LIS Klfin Marbles (Libr. Ent. Knowl.)
I. 72 When the exterior of a temple was not surrounded by
a peristjle or colonnade, the temple was said to be apteral.
1878 SMITH Diet. (,r. r, Rom. Antta. 425/1 Round the

peristyle were arranged the chambers u^>i by the men.
*! Erroneously applied to the columned porch of

rt church or other large building, to a pillared

verandah, etc.

1694 Monk'.x Rabelais v. vii. 24 You go through a lar^c

/Vr/j///e', alias a lung Entry set about wiih Pillars. 1704 J.
HARRIS Lex. Techn. I. s.v., Peristyle is sometimes taken for

a row or rank of Column-, as well without as within any
Edifice ;.. Sometimes this was call'd Antipiostylc. 1863
MARY HOWITT /. Brcmer's Greece I. vii. 239 Crowding and
crushing . .about the peri-tyle and step- of tli*. church, ll'id.

II. xii. 27. 1866 MKS. RITCHIE I ittagc on Cliff x\\\. 195
When the wedding-party came out into the peristyle of

the church, the carriages had both di-appeared.
B. adj. .Surrounded by a colonnade.

1861 Sat. A'c?'. 15 Mar. 303 That the Mausoleum \va- com-
posed of an oblong peristyle building.
Hence Feristylar a., pertaining to, having, or

of the nature of a peristyle.
1876 J. FEKGLSSON Hist. Indian Archit iv. ii. 335 All

round the court there is a perLstylar cl-jister with cells.

Perisynovial, -tendineum : see PERI- a, b.

!! Perisystole 'perisi-st<yi,. I'/iysiol. [mod.
L. pcrisystole < Hartholine 1651), f. Gr. irfpi around
+ avaro\rj contraction; in F. pJrisystole (1/62 in

Did. Acad.},'}
' The short interval of time between

the systole and the following diastole of the heart;

inappreciable except when the heart's action is

failing' (Syd. Soc. Lex.* . Hence Ferisystolic

(-sistfi'lik) a., belonging to the perisystole.
1664 POWER Kxp. riiilos. I. 60 Without any interloping

perisystole at all. 1668 CU.FEPPER & COLE Uarthol. Anat.
li. vi. 104 'I hey confound the Perisystole or quiet posture of
the heart. [1651 UARTHOUNUS II. vi. 251 Confundunt i^eri-

systolen seu quietum.] 1758 J. -S. tr. Le Drans Observ. Sitrg.

(1771) Diet., Perisystole, that Instant of rest between the

Systole and Diastole of the Heart. 1853 MARKHAM Skoda s

Aitscult. 213 A murmur arising at the root of the aorta,

during the ventricular systole, is more perisystolic, than a
murmur arising in the ventricles. 1875 H.\YDEN Dis. Heart
8 1 The perisystolic phenomena.
tPe'rit. Otis. Also 6 peryott, 6-7 periot, S

perrot. [Origin unascertained.] A measure of

weight equal to se'js of a grain. 'Cf. DROIT -.}

1564 Conference of Wcightcs iMS. Rawl. I). 23 If. 6) The
mynters. .devyde a droyte into .20. peryottes, and a peryott
into .24. blanckes. 1649 Acts -y Ordin. I'arl. c. 43 (Scobell)

65 Twenty Mites makesaGrain; Twentyfour Urolts makes
a Mite ; Twenty Perils makes a Droit ; Twenty four Blanks
makesaPerit. 1680-1725 [see BLANKJ^. 10]. 1838 Murray s

lland-bk. TV*. Germ. 40 These tulip roots were never bought
or sold, but . . The bulbs, and their divisions into perils,
became like the different stocks in our public funds, and
were bought and sold at different prices from day to day.

t Peri"te, a- Obs. Also 6 peryt. [a. obs. F.

peril, -ile(c 1500), or ad. 'L.peril-ns 'experienced',

projxrrly pa. pple. of *periri (in ex-perin to make
trial of>] Experienced, expert, skilful, skilled.

1519 Chart. Jos. Kin M^Crie Life A. Meh-illc (1819) I. 459
V* said Maister Hary . . has made under him gude and perite
scolaris. 1594 O. H. Quest. Profit. Concern 10 No decree
could demonslrate vnto them anything sufficienl to respect
a more ciuill and perite life. 165* ASHMOLE Theat. Client.

Prol. ii Linus is said to be the most Perile of any Lyrkk
Poet, l8ao Blaclfw Mag. VII. 668 Friends who are in the
habit of exercising a profuse rather than a perite hospitality.

Hence t Feri'tely adv., skilfully. Obs.

1657 TOMLINSON Ktnou's Diip. 158 This hath been so

peritely adulterate'!.

II Perithecium 'periK'stfm). Bot. PI. -ia.

Also anglicized as perithece (pe'rijifs). [mod.L.
(Persoon 1796), f. Gr. vtpi around + Orjxr) case : cf.

fericarpium.] A cup-shaped or flask-shaped re-

ceptacle, usually with a narrow opening, inclosing
the fructification in certain fungi, etc.; spec, in

the Pyrenomycetcs. Hence Ferithe'cial a., per-

taining to the perithecinm.
1832 LINDLEY Introd. Bot. 209 Perit/uciutn. is a term used

to express the part which contains the reproductive organs
of Sphaeria and its coordinates. 1839 llnd. (ed. 3) 2^1 Lichens
. . Perithecium is the part in which the asci are immersed.

1857 BERKELEY Cryptog, Bot. 274. 1875 BENNETT & DVER
Sachs Bot. 256 Pyrenomycetcs .."The asci are formed in the

interior of small flask-shaped or roundish receptacles.. here

termed Perithtcia. 1889 BENNETT & MURRAY Cryffeg.
Bot 355 The Ascomycetes may be classed in three divisions :

..the PyrtnomyceteSi with ^yrenocarfs or p<ritheces (hy-

menia within flask -shaped bodies open at the neck). Ibid. 356
The pertbece does not differ essentially from the apothece.



FEBITION.

Perithelium, -thoracic : see PERI- a, b.

t Peri-tion. Obs. rare 1

, [n. of action from

L. pcrn-e, ferit-um to PEBISH.] Perishing, destrnc- .

lion, annihilation.

1640 Br. HALL Chr. .Vo.fcr. i. xiv. 168 Were there an abso- !

lute perition in our dissolution.

PeritoniOUS (perrtomas), a. Mill. [f.
Gr.

ntpi around + -TOUOS cut, cutting.] (See quot.)

1835 C. U. SHEPARD Mineral. I. xxiv, Peritonious. Note,

Implying that cleavage takes place in more than one direc-

tion parallel
to the axis, and that the faces are all of the same

quality.

Feritomy (peri-tomi). Surg. [f.
Gr. THpfropi)

circumcision, f. irtpi around + ro^rj cutting.] Cir-

cumcision, esp. of the cornea.

1889 G. A. HF.RRY Dis. Eye \. ii. 62 Performing the opera-
tion of peritomy or syndectomy. 1890 in BILLINGS .\at.

Mcd. Diet.

Peritoneal, -seal (peritOTU al) ,
a. [f.

next +

-AL.] Of, pertaining to, situated in, or affecting

the peritoneum.
1767 GOOCH Treat. H'ounds I 427 Kach carrying along

with it aperitona5alco.it. 1797 /'////. Trans. LXXXVII.
205 There was. .all the appearance of peritoneal inflamma-

tion. 1866 A. FLINT Princ. Mcd. (1880! 500 The peritoneal

thickening and fibrous adhesions which result from cir-

cumscribed peritonitis.

II Peritoneum, -seum (pe ritonf m). Annt.

[L. peritoneum, -cum (in Ca;l. Aurel., 420), a.

Gr. ntpiTovouov (-nov}. sb. from neuter of vept-

TWCUOS adj., f. irfpirovos stretched around or over,

f. n<pi around + -TOVOJ, from ablaut stem of Tfiv-

tiv to stretch: cf. TONE. Formerly also pery-
tone'on from Gr., and pe'ritone = F. periloine

(1541 in Hatz.-Darm.).] The double serous mem-
brane which lines the cavity of the abdomen, of

large extent and complex form, having numerous

folds (as the amenta, mesenlerics, etc.) which invest

and support the various abdominal viscera.

In vertebrates below mammal';, which have no diaphragm,
The membrane lining the whole body-cavity, corresponding
to the mammalian peritoneum and pleura combined (hence

sometimes called fteuroperitoiuum}. Also_ applied to

similar membranes lining the body-cavity and investing the

alimentary canal in some invertebrates, as insects.

1541 R. COPLAND Guydon's Quest. C/iirurg. H ij b, What
is the perytoneon, and wherof is itdyryuate? 1545 RAYNOLD

lyyrth Manhyndc I. xv. (1552) 46 The kell called Peritoneum.

1594 T. B. La Priinand. Fr. Acad. II. 348 There is an other

coate or skinne called Pevitone, because it is spread round

about the lower belly. 1615 CROOKK Body ofMan 344 The
wounds of the muscles of the lower belly and of the

Pt-ritonxtim or rim are nt mortal!. 1671 RAY in Phil.

Trans. VI. 2275 The Abdomen was compassed about with

a strong Peritonaeum. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Suppl. s. v.,

In the fish kind, the peritoneum, .is very variously coloured.

1804 ABERNKTHY .S urg. Obs. 8 The peritoneum. 1872 PEASLEE
Ovar. Tumors 3 A peculiar epithelium, not a continuation of

that of the peritonaeum. 1893 Syd. Sac. Lex., Peritoneum. . .

The structure in the Brachiopoda\\\&l holds the alimentary
canal suspended in the perivisceral cavity. .. The outer

layer of the digestive canal in the Insecta.

Hence Peritone-o- in Comb., as pcritoneo-vagi'nal

a., having relation to the peritoneum and vagina.
1898 G. S. HERMANN Dis. Women 843 The peritoneo-

vaginal method.

Peritonism (pe'ritoniz'm). rath. [f.
as next

+ -ISM : in mod.L. peritom'smns,~\ (See quots.)

1897 Allliutt's Syst. Med. III. 625 The haemorrhage may
produce the symptoms of acute peritoneal damage which

have been described under the title of' Peritonism '.

^
Ibid.

705 The symptoms, which are mainly those of intense

abdominal pain,
and collapse, and usually with vomiting,

have been described under the title of '

pentonism '.

Ii Peritonitis (pe ritonai'tis). Path. [mod.L.,
f. Gr. iripbov-os (see PERITONEUM) + -ITIS. In

mod.F. p^rilonite\ Inflammation of the peri-

toneum, or of some part of it.

1776 W. CULLEN First Lines Physic ( 1 778) I. vii. 203 We have

given a place in our Nosology to the Peritonitis; comprehend-
ing under that title not only the inflammations affecting the

peritonaeum, .but also those affecting the extensions ofthis

membrane in the omentum and mesentery. 1880 BEALE

Slig lit Ailin. 90 The pain of peritonitis is one of the most

terrible. .that any human being can have to bear.

Hence Peritonital (-ai'tal), Peritonitic (-i'tik)

<ntjs., pertaining to or affected with
peritonitis.

1879 St. George's Hosp. Rep. IX. 2 Perilonitic signs on
admission. 1883 Summary 26 July 3/3 The Bishop, .is not

out of danger, and ..cannot be considered so until the

peritonital inflammation is subdued. 1896 Allbttlt's Syst.
Med. \. 641 Various results of the peritomtic affection.

Peritonsillar to Peritracheal: see PERI- a,c.

Peritorie, -ye, var. PARIETART, pellitory.
Feritreme (pe'ritntn). Zool. Also in L. form

peritre'ma. [a. F. perilreine (Audouin 18..), f.

Gr. irepi' round + Tpijua perforation, hole.] a. A
small chitinous ring surrounding a breathing-hole
in an insect, b. The margin ot the aperture of a

univalve shell : = PERISTOME 2 a (Syd. Soc. Lex.).

1843 OWEN Comp. Aiiat. fin>ertel>r. Gloss. 383 Peritretna

.., trie raised margin which surrounds the breathing holes

of scorpions. 1870 NICHOLSON Man. Xool. 203 Pulmonary
sacs, opening upon the under surface, .by. -stigmata, each

of which is surrounded by a raised margin, or '

peritrema '.

1888 HUXLEY & MARTIN Elem. Bid. iv. 274 The mouth or

peritreme of the shell [of a snail).

706

So Peritre'matous a., surrounding an aperture ;

belonging to the peritreme.
1890 in Cent. Diet. 1893 in Syd. Sec. Ltx.

Peritrichan (peri-trikan), a. and sb. Zool.

[f. mod.L. Peritricha, (. Gr. *(pi around + T/MX-,

stem of 9pl( hair.] a. adj. Belonging to the

division Perilrirha of Infusoria, having a band of

cilia around the body. b. sb. An infusorian of

the division Peritricha. So Peri'trichons a.
;

hence Peri'tricliously adv., with a girdle of cilia.

1875 HUXLEY in Mcd. Times
ft

Gaz. 5 May 495/1 Accord-

ing to the distribution of the cilia, Stein has divided them
into the Hololricka, . .the Hcterotriclia, ..the Hypotricha,
. .and the Peritricha, in which they [the cilia] form a zone

round the body. 1877 Anat. IHV. Anim. ii. 109 The

process of sexual reproduction observed by Stein in the

peritrichons Infusoria. 1888 ROLLESTON & JACKSON Anim.

typica. 1900 Nature 13 Sept. 465/2 Both are actively motile

and periliichously ciliated.

Peritroch. (pe'ritr^k). Zool. [ad. mod.L. pcri-

trofh-us, a. Gr. -n(p'nfo\o^ circular, round, f. npi
around + rpo\us a hoop, a wheel, anything round ;

f. rp(\-(iv to run.] A circlet of cilia resembling
a wheel, as in a rotifer; an organism or embryo

having such a circlet. Hence Peri'troclial a.,

pertaining to or of the nature of a peritroch.

1890 in Cent. DL t.

|| Peritrochium (peritrou-kipm). Mech. [mod.

L., a. Gr. irtpi-rpo\wv a wheel (see prec.) ;
aav

iv Trtpnpo\iiii
= axis in perilrochio, the wheel-

and-axlc.] A wheel, as constituting part of the

mechanical power called the \vheel-and-a\le.

1704 J HARRIS Lex. Tcchn. I. s. v.. The use of this

Peritrochium. is to make the Cylinder or Axis be turned

the more easily by the means of Staves or Levers, which are

fix'd in its Circumference. See Axis in Pcritrochio. 1796

[see Axis']]. 1798 EDGEWORTH Pratt. Educ. (1822) II.

121 This organ is usually called in mechanicks, the axis in

pcritrochio, ..the word windlass or capstan, would convey
a more distinct idea to our pupils. 1866 in BKANDF. & Cox
Diet. Science, etc. [See Axis 'i.]

Peritropal (peri-tr^pal), a. Bot. rare. [f.

mod.L. feritrop-us (Jussieu) + -AL. In F. pin-

trope (Richard 1808).] Of an embryo or ovule: =

AMPHITROPAL, HEMITKOPOUS. AlsoPeri-tropous<r.

1819 I.IXUI.EY Richard's Otserv. Fruits ft Seeds 22 If it

[the seed] be attached to the axis, or to an axile trophosperm,

by an hilum equi-distant from the two ends or occupying
the whole length of the inner edge, it is called peritropal.
/bid. 86 Peritropal .. directed from the axis towards the

sides of the pericarp. 1835 Intmi />'<>/. (1848) II. 378

Peritropal, directed from the axis to the horizon, ..only

applied to the embryo of the seed. 1880 GRAY Stmcl. not.

viii. 313 Centrifugal (or peritropous), when [the radicle is]

turned toward the sides.

1[ Erroneously explained by Worcester :

1846 WORCESTER, Peritropal, turning around; rotary.

Ihwkcr. (Hence in some later Diets.)

|| Peritrope 'peri-tropf). rare. [=Gr. irept-

Tponri turning round, revolution, circuit.]
a 1656 USSHER Ann. VI. (1658) 600 This Peritrope is worth

the observation, That on the same day of the same moneth,
that the Temple should happen to be taken, and that after

543 years.

Peritrophic (peritrffik'), a. Entom. [ad. F.

pcrilropliiiiue, I. Gr. irtpi around -t- rpo^r/ food,

Tpoipwot feeding.] Surrounding the food : applied

by Balbiani (died 1899) to a chitinous membrane

lining the stomach in various insects.

1900 MIAI.L& HAMMOND Harlequin Fly\\. 59 The peri-

trophic membrane has been found in nearly every Dipterous
larva examined.

II Perityphlitis (periitiifoHis). Path. [mod.

L., f. PERI- + Gr. -rvipKov the oecnm or blind-gut

(Galen), neuter of r^Xos blind, after typhlitis.']

Inflammation of some part (the connective tissue,

the peritoneum, etc.1 around or adjacent to the

crecum. (When seated in the appendix vertni-

formis of the crectim, now distinctively called

appendicitis.') Also loosely applied to inflammation

of the coccum itself (strictly called typhlitis}.

1844 DUNGLISON Mcd. Lex., Perityphlitis,
inflammation

of the cellular substance surrounding the caecum. 1852

J. MILLER Pract. Surf (ed. 2) 333 Induced, on the right

side, by irritation forming the perityphlitis of Burns and

others. 1897 Allliutt's Syst. Med. III. 879 Fitz in 1886

placed the pathology of perityphlitis upon a sound basis.

1901 Bulletin 24 June. The King is suffering from peri-

typhlitis. 1901 U'estnl. Gaz. 24 June -7/3 It is only in

recent years that the word 'appendicitis
'

has been coined.

Formerly all inflammatory affections of this part of the

bowel were called perityphlitis.

Hence Perityphlitic (-i'lik) a., pertaining to,

of the nature of, or affected with perityphlitis.

1894 Lancet 3 Nov. 1026 A perityphlitic abscess was

opened, and the wound subsequently became diphtheritic.

1897 Allbutfs Syst. Med I II. 887 The vermiform appendix,
removed from the midst of a perityphlitic abscess.

II Periura'niuin. As/ion. [mod.L..,f. PERI- +

Uranus: cf PKRISATUKNIUM.] That point in the

orbit of any satellite of Uranus, at which it is

! neaiest to Uranus.
a 1900 (Noted by Assistant Secy. Royal Astronomical

Society).

PERIWIGGED.
Periurethral to Perivitelline: see PERI- a, c.

Periwig (pe'riwig),jA. Now only Hist. Forms:
a. 6 perwyke, perewyke ; 6-7 perwick(e, J

peri-, perawiok(e; perewake; periwike. 0.

6-7 perwig, perewig(e, perywygge, perrywig,
-wigge, perriwigg>, 6-8 periwigg(e, perriwig,

perrewig. perywig, periwyg, -weg, 6- periwig,

y. 6 periwinke, pere- periwincle, 7-8 peri-
winkle. [In i6th c.,pe-rwyke, alteration of per-
nuk,peTug, a. F. pemtque (i5th c.) : see PERI.'KK.

By corruption, or 'popular etymology ', penvyke
became perewyke, pcreu'ig, perrywig, periwig,
whence by abbreviation, \\'IG.]

1. An artificial imitation of a head of hair (or

part of one) ;
worn formerly, first by women and

then by men, as a fashionable head-dress; retained

by judges, barristers, etc., as .part of their pro-
fessional costume ;

used by actors as a part of

their make-up, and generally as a means of per-
sonal disguise, a concealment of premature grey

hairs, or a covering for baldness ;
a WIG.

a. 1519 Privy Purse Exp. Hen. I'lII (1827) 13 For a

perwyke for Sexten the kinges fole. 1532 Du WES Introd.

Fr. in Palsgr. 902 The perwyke, la pcrrit(que. 1568 SIR

F. KNOLLYS Let. to Cecil in Antic/. Rep. (1808) II. 394 She

[Mary Seaton] did set sotche a curled Heare upon the Queen
[Mary Stuart], that was said to be a Perewyke, that sho_ed
very delycately. 1648-60 HKXHAM, Hooft-hayr, Head-haire,
or a Perwick. 1688 R. HoiMKArmaurjrn 463 The sortsof

perawicks are, a short bob, a long perawick with side hair ..,

a grafted wig [etc.].

ft. 1579 LYLY Euphues (Arb.) 116 Take from them their

perywigges, their paintings[etc.]. .and thou shall soone per-
ceiue that a woman is the least parte of hir selfe. 1614
RALEIGH Hist. \\'orld\. iii. 5 He was .. glad to vse Per-

wigs of haire, and false beards of diners colours. 1641

MILTON Aniinadv i. 7 To have the Periwigs pluk't off that

cover your baldnesse. 1656 WOOD Lift; 4 Sept. (O. H. S )

1. 209, I bought me a perewige of my barber, 6s. 1667
PEPYS Diary 29 Mar.. To a periwigg.maker's, and there

bought two periwiggs. mighty fine. 1710-11 SWIFT Jrnl. to

Stella 15 Jan ,
It has cost me three guineas to-day for a

peiiwig. 1790 BURKE Fr. Rev 334 They took an old huge
full-bottomed perriw'm out of the wardrobe of the antiquated

frippery of Louis XIV. 1865 Miss BRADDON Sir Jasper i,

It related to. .atime in which men wore fantastically frizzed

periwigs upon their heads.

Y. 1580 HOLLVBAND Trcas. Fr. Tong. Perntqnier, he that

maketh Perewincles. 1598 Br. HAUL Sat. in. v. 8 Th' un-

tuly winde blowes off his periwinke.
a 1700 B. E. Diet.

Cant. Crew, Periwinkle, a Perruque or Periwig. 1730-6 in

BAILEY Jolio'.

fb. trails/, and fig. Obs.

1589 Pappe 7i'. Hatchet D, Martins conscience hath a peri-

wig ; therefore to good men he is more sower than wig.

1596 B GRIFFIN Fidessa (1876) 46 So soone as peeping
Lucifer Auroraes starre, The skiewith golden perewigsdoth
spangle. 01661 FULLER Worthies i. (1662) 77, I left a

Vacuity for them. For which Bald Place, the Reader (if so

pleased) may provide a Perewake. 1703 T. N. City <y C.

Pure/laser 59 When a Place is bald of Wood, no Art can

make it a Perriwig in hast.

f 2. An alleged kind of marine animal : see quots.

1634 W. WOOD Ne-v Eng. Prosp. i. ix. 36 The luscious

Lobster with the Crabfish raw, The Brinish Oister, Muscle,

Periwigge. Ibid. 39 The Perewig is a kind of fish that lyeth

in the oaze like a head of haire, which being touched con-

veyes itself leaving nothing to bee scene but a small round

hole. 1670 S. CLARKE Four Chitfest Plant. 37. 1671

JOSSELYN AVw Eng Karitics 29 Periwig,. . Per inkle or Sea
Snail or Whelk. 1674 Voy. New Eng. (1675) no The

Perriwig is a shell-fish that lyeth in the Sanjls flat and

round as a shovel-board piece and very little thicker ; these

at a little hole in the middle of the shell thrust out a cap of

hair, but upon the least motion of any danger it drawes it

in again.
3. attrib. and Comb., asperiwt-coiiifany, -maker,

etc.; periwig-patcd adj.

1598 FLORID, PerucMtrit, a periwig [1611 perwig] or

gregorian maker. 1602 SHAKS. Haiti. Ill ii. 10 To see

a robustious Pery-wig pated \Qos. Perwig-pated] Fellow,

teare a Passion to tatters. 1663 A"i 4 Feb., George

Grey, a Barber and Perrywigge.maker [notifies] that any
one having long flaxen hayr to sell may repayr to him.

"744-5 w - ELLIS'Mod. Husbandm. II. I. 72 (K. D. S.)

Thetches, when they are sown thick and grow well, com-

monly run into a peiiwig matting growth. 1813 Examiner
10 May 207/2 Young peciwig-pated gentlemen. 1834

MACAULAY Ess., Pitt 11887) 306 The periwig-company.

Pe'riwig, v. arih. [f. prec. sb.] a. traits.

To put a periwig on ;
to dress, cover, or conceal

with, or as with, a periwig. Often fig.

1598 SYLVESTER Du Bartas \\. \. iv. Han<iie-cr. 187 To

glaze the Lakes, and bridle up the floods And perriwig with

wooll the balde pale woods. 1639 FULLKR Holy War iv. ii.

168 Map-makers, rather then they will halls then maps
naked and bald, do periwig them with false hair, and fill up
the vacuum with imaginary places. 1658 BROMHALL '1 teat.

Specters iv. 254 Phujbuss haibinger, did periwigg the hori-

zon with his silver d locks. 1733 SWIFT Legion Club 0.1

Discoid periwig'd with snakes. 1825 HONE Evtry-day Kk.

I. 50 The .. ginger-bread bakers periwig a few plum buns

with sugar- frost, a 1843 SOUTHEY Comm.-pl. Bk. IV. 258/2

To lard a good story with pretlinesses,were like periwiggmg
and powdering the Apollo Belvidere.

fb. To make (hair) into a wig. Obs. rare- 1

.

1606 WARNER All>. Eng. xvi. cii. 402 The haire.. was

perwigged, once Hers.

Periwigged (pe'riwigd),///. a. [f. prec. sb.

and vb. + -El).] Wearing or having on a periwig.
1606 WARNER Alb. Eng. xvi. cii. 403 The rude perwigged

Drudge Salutes the Guests, a 1658 CLEVELAND U-'iis. (1687)
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383 Yield Periwig'd Impostor, yield to Fate. i&gzAt/ifnarttM
21 May 670/1 The appropriate rendezvous for periwigged
beaux.

Periwincle, periwinkle, obs. vars. PERIWIG.

Periwinkle l
(peiiwiqk'l). Forms : a. i

peruincse, 2-3 pervenke, 4 parvenke, -uink,

pervink(e, -vynke, 4, 5 -venke, -uenk(e, -uinke,

5 -uynke. . 5 per-, parwynke, 6 pyrwynke,
7 periwink. 7. 6 pervinkle, -uinkle, -uincle,

-winkle, -wincle, -winckle, -wyncle, -wynckle,
perywinkle, periuyncle, -wyncle, -winckle,

6-7 pervincle; 6- periwinkle, (7 perewinkle,
8 periwincle). [In OE. perttince, a. L, pervinca

(App. Herb. 4th c.), earlier vinea pervinca (Pliny),

whence also It. provencd, -vinca, Y. pervenche,
Norman F. pervenke. In ME., pervinke and (after

AF.) per-, parvenke, late ME. perwynke, in i6th c.

altered to pervinkle, perwyncle, and finally IQ peri-

winkle, usual since 1 600. (ScenotetoPEHiwiNKLE*.)
The derivation of L. pervinca is not clear : some connect it

with L. pervinch-e to conquer completely, with various sug-

gested explanations, Cf. sense 2.]

1. The common name of plants of the genus
Vinca (N.O. Apocynacese), esp. of the two Euro-

pean species, V. minor and V. major, the Lesser

and Greater Periwinkle, evergreen trailing sub-

shrubs with light blue starry flowers, varying in

V. minor with pure white.
In early times a garland of this flower was placed on the

heads of persons on their way to execution, with which some
have connected the It. name^rc di morte, flower of death.
a. ciooo ^ELFRIC Gloss, in Wr.-Wiilcker 136/10 Uin.a,

peruinc<e. n.. Voc. ibid. 544/39 Uinca, pervenke. ^1306
Execution Sir S. Fraser in Pol. Songs (Camden) 218
Y-fetered were ys legges under his horse wombe :. . A ger-
land of peruenke set on ys heved. c 1330 Oivayn IMiles (1837)

41 Rose and liii diuers colours Primrol and paruink. ?# 1366
CHAUCER Rom. Rose 1432 Ther sprang the violete al newe,
And fiesshe pervinke, riche of hewe. 1430-40 LYDG.
Bochas vi. t. (1554) 144 Thou hast. .Crowned one with laurer

. .Other with peruinke made for the gybet. c 1450 Alphita
144 Peruinca uel prouinca, ..gall, et a", peruenke.
/3. 1x1450 Siockh. bled. MS. ii. 3Q5 in Anglia XVIII. 317
Parwynke is an erbe giene of colour, c 1475 Pict. Voc.
in Wr.-Wiilcker 786/19 Hec pewinca,. .a perwynke. 1547
SALESBURY Welsh Diet., Givichiad Pysc^ pyrwynke. 1608
TOPSELL Serpents (1658) 637 The Egyptian Clematis or
Periwink.. is very good against the poyson of Asps.
V- ['So* \VillofHylle (Somerset Ho.),ij ofmy goblettes of

wynele, or periwyncle. .. It hath prety blewe ftoures and
the herbe crepeth vpon the grounde very thyke. 1578 LYTK
Dodoens 32 Peruincle hath many small and slender long
branches. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny xxi. xi. 92 The Pervincle
..continueth fresh and greene all the yeare long. x6n
FLORIO, Herba topiaria^ the hearbe Perewmkle. 1741 Couipl.
Fant.-Piece n. iii. 373 Double purple and large Periwinkle.

1798 WORDSW, Lines Early Spring iii, Through primrose
tufis, in that green bower, The periwinkle trailed its wreaths.
1866 Cprnk. Mag. Nov. 547 While periwinkles, flinging
their light of blossoms and dark glossy leaves down the
swift channels of the brawling streams.

t 2. fig. One who surpasses or excels; the fairest

or choicest
;
the

'

flower
'

: cf. the *

pink of per-
fection '. Obs. [So OF. pervenke : De tous vins

ce est le pervenke (Godef.).]
13. . Soiiff, Sir Piers Birmingham in Ritson Anc. Song's

(1792) 40 Dos kni^tis euch-one of him mai mak
inpne

as

perumk of ham alle. a 1400 Love Song (Harl. MS. 2253,
If. 72 b/2), Heo is lilie of largesse Heo is paruenke of prouesse.
a 1440 Sir Degrev. 730 Corteys lady and wyse,.. thou arte

pervenke of pryse.

fb. Playfully applied to a girl or woman. Obs.

1633 SHIRLEY IVittie Fair One iv. G iv, (To a chamber-
maid) Quicke periwincle to thy mistris now. 1640 Loves
Crueltie \\. C lij b, Very good, I shall love this periwinke.

f3. Her, In blazoning by flowers and plants, the

designation of the tincture azure or blue. Obs.

1725 COATS Diet. Her., Penvinkle^. . pitch'd upon by the
Inventors of the new Way of blazon by Flowers and Herbs
. .to supply the word Azure. 1727 in BAILEY Vol. II.

4. attrib. and Comb.
19-02 \Vestm. Gas. 23 Jan. 2/1 Ball frock .. of pale chiffon,

periwinkle.wreathed. Ibid. 4 Feb. 2/1 \Vherever you stand
. .you see the sea the wonderful periwinkle blue, heaving
slowly between the sparkling white sands.

Periwinkle- vpe'iiwirjk'1). Forms: 6 (?)pir-
wyncle, purwinkle, pur-, perwynkle ; peri-

winkil, -wyncle ; 6-7 perewincle ; 7 per-
wiukle, -winckle, perewmkle, periwinckle,
-winkel, 7- periwinkle, (7-8 -wincle, 9 perri- ;

dial, pennywinkle, -wilk). Also &. 6 peri-
winke, -winck.
[Known in this form only from i6th c. ; but OE. had in the

same sense a word variously read (in pi.) pinewinclan and
luineivincian (owing to confusion of the letters p and p=sx>).
The MSS. favour the latter, which may however be a
scribal error, as pine-Minde would explain the i6thc.

literary, and mod. dial, forms. In 'any case the second
element is the same. It is noteworthy that the first certain

appearance of per~^ feriuync/e, agrees so closely with that
of penvynclet PERIWINKLE sb\ from ME. pan>enket per-
ivynke, as if in some way "pinewincle and peruinke had
coalesced in the iormper^-yncle,perituink/e.\
1. The English name of a gastropod mollusc of

the genus LiMorina, esp. L. littorea the common
European coast species, much used for food, having

a dark-coloured turbinate shell. Formerly, and
still sometimes, used in a wider sense.

1530 PALSGR. 253/2 Perivyncle a shellfysshe, bigorneau,
itincau. 1552 HULOKT, Purwinkle fy^he, coclea. 1555
EDEN Decades 209 Of the leaste of these welkes or peru-
wincles they make certeyne lyiile beades of diners sortes

and colours. 1570 LEVINS Manip. 128/34 A Periwinkil.
Ibid. 138/31 A Periwynkle, cochlea. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny
I. 218 In like manner do Perwinkles and Snailes. 1611
SrEED Theat. Gt. Brit. xxiv. (1614) 47/2 At Alderley..
upon the hilles to this day are found cockles, periuinckles
and oysters of solid stone. 1697 DA.MHKK I'oy. (1729) I. 173
A great many Perewincles and Muscles. 1712 K. COOKK
I'oy, S. Sea 174 On the Rocks, abundance of Periwinkles.

1837 DICKKNS Pickw. xxxyiii, [S.un Weller says] I merely
quote wot the nobleman said to the fractious pennywinkle
ven he vould'nt come out of his shell by means of a pin.

1851-6 WOODWARD Mollusca u The limpet and periwinkle
live between tide-marks, where they are left dry twice

a-day. [1863 Tyneside Songs 46 Sometimes pennywilks,
crabs, an' lobsters aw bring. 18.. Eng. Dial. Ditt.

t Penny-
winkle [N'orthumb. to Kent and Devon].]

ft. 1545 KLVOT Diet., Coclea, a snayle haulng a shell, al>o

a fishe callyd a pyrwinke [1565 COOI-KK perwinke, 1573
per winkle]. 1570 LKVINS Mnnif. 138/26 A Periwinke,
cochlea. 1586 IJKicnr Melanch. vi. 27 Some are of harder

shels, as oysters, periwincks,
etc.

b. The shell of this mollusc. rare~ l

.

1625 PACHAS Pilgriiiis ix. xii. 4 The Manamotapn and
his subjects, wearc a white Periwinkle in the fore-head for a
lewell.

t 2. = COCHLEA 2 (of the ear). Obs.

1633 P. FLETCHF.R Purple Isl. v. 58 note. The last passage
(of the ear] is called the Cochlea, Snail or Periwincle ; where
the nerves of hearing plainly appear.
3. attrib. and Comb.
1612 PKACHAM Genii. Exerc. n. iv. 124 A Ladie..vpon her

head a Coronet of Peiiwinckle and Escallop shelles. 1836
Cou HAWKER Diary (1893) II. 101 An army of periwinkle
pickers. 1841 Ibid. 203 Mobbed with periwinkle men to

freight the crafts for Billingsgate.

Hence Pe'riwiiikled a., having or abounding in

periwinkles; PeTiwinkler, a gatherer or seller

of periwinkles ; Pe'riwinkling' vll, st>., the gather-

ingofperiwinkles; tPeriwinkling
1

///.., winding
like the cavity of a periwinkle shell : said of the

cavity of the ear.

1883 A. STEWART Nether Lochaber xliii. 265 The '

peri-
winkled shore

'

is a thousand times better than the '

barren
barren shore' of Tennyson. 1837 COL. HAWKER Diary
(1893) !' 122 Al' tne Billingsgate periwinklers are out

to-day. 1841 Ibid, igcj Swarming with vessels for gunning,
eel picking, and periuinkling. 1607 Lingua iv. ii, I set and
frame all words and ..make them fit For the perewinkling
poich, that winding leads From my close chamber to your
lordships cell.

Periwinkle, obs. variant of PERIWIG sb.

Fexjink (paJid^rnk), a. Sc. Also 9 prejink,
per-, prejinct. [Origin unknown. The word has
the form of a Fr. or L. derivative ; Jam. suggests
a F. *parjoint or L. *perjunctus ;

but these words,
even if they existed, would hardly give the sense.]

Exact, precise, minutely accurate
; prim, neat.

1808 JAMIUOMi Perjink) i. Exact, precise, minutely accu-
rate j prejink, Fife. 2. Trim, so as to appear finical.

1821 GALT Ann. Parish xxxvii. 299 All my things were

kept by her in a most perjinct and excellent order. 1843
BETHL-NE Sc. Fireside Stor. 121 She was a perjink body,
and carried her head our heigh. 1889 BARRIE Windoiv in
Thrums xiv, He was looking unusually perjink.
ft. 1808 Prejink [see above] 1822 GALT Provost xxvii.

203 The exposure that prejink Miss Peggy had made of
herself. 1829 Blatkw. Mag. XXVI. 242 A prim and prejink-
looklng fellow. 1839 MOIR frlansie Wanc/i xxiv. 306 Mr.
Baiter. .looked as prejinct as a pikestaff.

Hence Ferji'nks ^pre-) sb. //., in phr. on ones

pel-jinks^ on one's good behaviour, careful of details;

Perji-nkety ( pre-) a. per/ink ; Perji'nkity

(pre-) sb.
t
in //., exact details, niceties, proprieties ;

Perji/nkly (jare-) adv., with minute accuracy,

primly.
i82 GALT Sir A. Wylie xl. II. 68 If we maun be on our

prejincks, will you an' her baith rin awa thegither? 1822
Steam-boat ix. 180 A young genteel man, with a most
methodical gravat, prejinctly tied. 1830 Lawrie T. v.

iy. (1849) 205 Jointures, and tochers, and a' the other pre-
jinkities of marriage-articles. 1887 RUSKIN Prxterita II.

390 [She] had always what my mother called
'

perjinketly
'

ways, which made her typically an old maid in later years.

Feijonet(te : see PKHE-JONETTE, PEAR sb. 5.

fFerjcnrrney, v. Obs. rare 1

, [f. PER- i +

JOURNEY r'.] intr. To pass tlirough.
1566 Bnrgk Rec. Edinb. (1875) III. 218 Quhilk dursallw

patent to all the nychtbouris of this burgh, to periurnie,

gang, rest, and pas thair tyme, in the yeard foirsald gratis.

tPe'r*jurate,7>. Obs. rare" . [t.'L.perji'trat-,

ppl. stem ui perjftrare \ see PERJUKE v.]
= PER-

JURE f.

1623 COCKERAM, Per/ttrate, to forsweare. 1626 MINSHEU
Ditctor (ed. 2), To Periurate or to Periure.

t Ferjura'tion. Obs. [ad. med. (Anglo-) L.

perjurdtion-cm (i2thc. in Du Cange), n. of action

f. perjiirare : see PERJURE v. Cf. obs. F. parjura-
tion (i5th c. in Godef.).] The action or an act of

perjuring oneself; perjury.
1570 FOXE A. Sf M. (ed. 2) 1652/1 The Cardinall .. for-

gaue them all theyr periurations, schismes, and heresies.

1623 COCKERAM, /Vr/wra^w/, a forswearing. 1706 FARQUHAR
Recruiting Officer \\. iii, For me. .to late such an oath,
'twou'U be downright perjuration. 1723 Briton No. 21 (1724)

03,
'

I did shaave shaveral of our Friends from downright
Parjuration, for all dey have taaken de Uatesh '.

t Pe'rjurator. Obs. nonce-wd. [Agent-n. in

L. form f. perjnrare : see PERJUR-G v. ] Perjurer.
1689 T. PLUNKKT Char. Gd, Commander 55 False Jury-

men, Perjurers, Perjurators, Have at the Court, found

potent animators.

tFe*rjure, sb.l \a.^ Obs. Also 6 periur. [a.
AF. perjur ^Gower), parjitr, in F. parjiu\e
(i2-i3thc.), or ad. L. perjnr-its one who swears

falsely ; an oath-breaker, a perjured person ;
cf. PEK-

JL'RE
v.~\

One who commits perjury ;
a perjurer.

[1341 Rolls t>f Parlt. II. 130/1 Qar trop' y ad parjurs en
son Koialme.]
111540 HALE in Ellis Orig, Lett. Ser, HI. III. 153 Sum

of them ar knowne for common perjurs. 2546 Eng\
I'otaries \. (1550) 75 b, Callynge them ;i!l that nought was,
As hypocrytes, dyssemblers, dodypolles, . . periures. 1588
SHAKS. L. L. L. iv. iii. 47 He comes in like a periure, wearing
papers. [See note, s. v. PKRJURED 2.] 1613 BRATHWAII

Strappado (1878) 151 Vow-breaking periure, thai her selfc

adornes, With thousand fashions, and :ts many formes.

b. as adj. Perjurious, perjured.
(1420 LVDG. Siege Thebes 2049 Thow art..deceyveab!e

and falsly ek forsworn, And ek periur of thyn assured ooth.

a 1600 MoNTGOMERlB Misc, P. xviii. 70 To tell the hulk in

haist sho hyde, The kyt wes paljard and perjure.

t PerjUTC, sb-* Obs. rare" 1
, [prob. a. K.

parjure, ad. L. fcrjnrimn false oalh.] =PEK.n;uv.

1390 (lowKR Conf. II. 389 Of Covoiti^e and of Perjure, Of
fuls brocuge and of Usure.

Perjure (p^Jd^iU), v. Also 5-6 par-, [a.

I OF. parjitre-r (iithc. in Littre) : L. perjnrare
to swear falsely, break one's oath, f. PER- 3 -t jiirare

1 to swear. In AF, in Britton
;

in Eng. found first

I in pa. pple., in I5th c.]

fl. /;//;. To swear falsely, to commit perjury ;
to

bear false witness while on oath
;
to be false to an

[
oath, promise, etc. Obs.

[1292 BRITTON iv, ix. 2 Et si acun soit ftt parjiner a

i escient par acun sovereyn. transl. If any out; be made to

j

perjure knowingly by any lord superior.] 1647 N. UACON
Disc. tiwt. Eng. i. Ixiv. (1739) 135 He procurer a Dispensa-
tion from Rome to perjure and oppress without sin. 1731
SWIFT Judas Misc. 1735 V. 64 Some who can perjure thro'

a two Inch Board; Yet keep their Bi-.hoprieks, and scape
the Cord. 1788-9 GIBBON Autobiog. (1896) 388 Resolved to

abjure and perjure, as occasion might serve.

f b. With obj, clause (or fcornpl.).
Obs. rare.

a 1586 SIONKY Arcadia (1622) 249 Plentifully perjuring
how extremely her son loved her.

C. re/Iexive. Toperjure oneself\ to forswear one-

self. [So in F. se parjwert
from nth c.] Now

the usual const.

1755 JOHNSON, Perjure, i>.a., .It is used with thereciprocal

pronoun [1818 Tono adds', as,
' he perjured himself']. 1772

PRIESTLEY Inst. Relig. (1782) I. 114 A person who has. .per-

jured himself [is] the bane of society. 1797 Kncycl. Brit.

(ed. 3) XIV. 151/1 No man will perjure himself ()*ays

Aristotle) who apprehends vengeance from Heaven and

disgrace among men.

d. quasi-/rtjj2V^(seePEBJUKED). To beperjured'.
to be forsworn, to be guilty of perjury.
1477 EARL RIVKRS (Caxton) Dictes n Kepe you that ye be

not pariured and let trouth be alwey in your mouthe. a 1533
I,D. BERNKRS Hnon cxxxi. 487, I had rather be pariuryd
then to fordo that thynge that god wyll haue done to

punysshe the. 1649 JER. TAYLOR Gt. Exemp. \. Disc. ii. zi

J'o be perjur'd for the saving ten thousand pounds. 1719
YOUNG Revenge i. i, And are you perjur'd then for virtue's

sake? How often have you sworn? 1780 JVitv Negate
Cal. V. 27 It is probable, that if Birch had been perjured,
he would have been prosecuted.

f 2. trans. To prove false to or break (an oath,

vow, promise, etc.). Obs.

1483 CAXTON G. de la 7'ottrDj b, Than she lyeth and per-
iured her feith and trouthe. imCltANHERZtf/. toQ. Alary
in Foxe A. <y M. (1583) 1891 Which othes be so contrary y
the one must needs be periured. 1652 GAULE Magastroni.
307 He could not foresee how I,aomedon would perjure his

promise. 1809 Susan 1. 195 Even before the solemn vow had

passed their lips, determined to perjure it.

1 3. To prove false to (a person) to whom one

has sworn faith. Obs. rare, [In I5~i6th c. Kr.]
1610 FLETCHER Faithf.Shfph. in. i, She. .did pray For me

that perjur'd her.

1 4. To make perjured, cause to commit perjury.
Obs. rare.

1606 SHAKS. Ant. <V Cl. in. xii. 30 Women are not In their

l>est Fortunes strong; but want will periure The ne're touch 'd

Vesiall.

Perjured (pD-jd^Cud),///. a (sb.}
^
[pa. pple. of

prec. vb., after AF. perjure ^
OF. paijurf pa. pple.

I

of the intrans. vb., lit. i^one) that has perjured or

committed perjury. (From viewing it in Eng.
as passive, app. arose the quasi-passive const, of

the vb. : see prec. i d.)]
1. That has committed perjury; guilty of perjury ;

forsworn; deliberately false to an oath, vow,

promise, etc.

1453 in Trcvelyan Papers (Camden) 25 Ifhe [the chaplain]
be lecherus or perjured, a theaff, or a murderar. 1495

Act
ii Hen. l'f/

t
c. 25 6 To call in the supposed perjured

false, fleeting, periur'd Clarence. i68a BURNF.T Rights
Princes Pref. 37 In which Case he is in truth neither a I.iur

nor is he perjured. I^STEELE Tattir No. 105 P 3, I hope
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you won't be such a perjured Wretch as to forswear your
self, a 1859 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. xxtti. V. 87 Perjured
traitors who richly deserved axes and halters.

b. absoL and quasi-jA
1526 TINDALE i Tim. i. 10 The lawe is.

.geven..tp lyars
and to periured. 1604 T. M. Black Bk. in Middletons It 'fts.

(Bulled) VIII. 28 How many villains were in Spain, .. how
many perjurds in France. 1605 SHAKS. Lear m. iL 54 Thou
Peiiur'd, and thou Simular of Vertue.

f2. Characterized by perjury ; perjurious. Obs.
In quot. 1588 alluding to the former practice of attaching

to a convicted perjurer a paper announcing his guilt : cf.

quot. 1546 s. v. PEKJURY, and PAPER st>. 7 h.

1588 SHAKS. L. L. L. iv. iii. 125 O would the King, lierowne
and Longauill, Were Louers too, ill to example ill, Would
from my forehead wipe a periur'd note : For none offend,
where all alike doe dote, a 1635 CORLET Elegie on Dr.
Ra-'is Poems (1647) 18 Their hired Epitaphs, and perjur'd
stone, Which oft belies the soule when she is gone. 1814
SCOTT Ld. of Isles iv. xxvii, By her who hrooks his per-
jured scorn. The ill-requited Maid of Lorn.

f 3. Falsely sworn
; forsworn. Qbs,

1590 SPENSER /'. Q. ii. x. 40 The recommence of their per-
iured oth. 1697 DRVDEN* I'irg. Eel. viii. 25, I my Nisa's

perjur'd Faith deplore; Witness ye Pow'is by whom slie

falsly swore !

Hence Pe'rjuredly adv., in the manner of one

perjured ;
with perjury ; perjuriuusly.

1553 BALE tr. Gardiner'$ De I 'era Obed. Pref. A v, These
incarnate DevilleS, who coulde so advisedly saye yea than,
and so impudently, so rashely, so periuredly . . saye naye now.

1570 FOXK A. if- M. (ed. 2) 258/2 King Steuen. .ended hys
lyfe after he had reigned xix, yeares periuredly.

t PCTJUrement. Obs. [a. (W,par-,perjw-e-
ment (14-151!] c. in Godef.), f. parjurer: see

PERJURE v. and -MENT.] False swearing ; perjury.
c 1430 Pilgr. LyfManhode in. xxix. 1 1869) 151 For periure-

ment may not be but if mensonge make him come foorth.

1490 CAXIOX Eneydos xxv. (heading) ^
How dydo made her

lamentacyons repreuynge the periuremente of Laomedon.

Perjurer (paudgiiraj). Also 6 -our. ta PP- a -

&$.par- t perjurourt
f. parjurer to PEKJUIK : see

-OK. (Few examples from 1650 to igthc. ] One
who commits perjury, spec, in the legal sense; one
who proves false to an oath or solemn promise ;

one who is forsworn or has perjured himself.

1553 BAI.K tr. Cat-diners DC I 'era Obed. Pref, Couetous
catchers, doublefaced periurours. 1580 HOLLYBANU Treas.
J''r. Tong, Parjure i

a forsworne man, a Peiiurer. 1655 II.

VAUGHAN Site* Stint., Rules fy Lessors viii, The perjurer's
a devil let loose. 1755 JOHSSUN, Perjurer, one that swears

falsely. 1828 P. CUNNINGHAM N. S. ll'ales (ed. 3) II. 317
The perjurers were allowed to slip out of court without even
a reprimand. 1878 STUBBS Const. Hist. Ill, xviii. 49 He
was a perjurer who on a false plea had raised the nation

against Richard.

So Fe'rjuress, a female perjurer.
1898 Speaker 8 Oct. 432/2 A perjuress cannot be flogged, and

no one at present proposes to flog her.

Perjurious (paidgurias), a. Also 7 par-.

[ad. L. perjftrids-us, i.perjftriwn PERJURY.]
fL Of persons: Guilty of perjury; false to an

oath, promise, etc. ; perjured, forsworn. Obs.
c 1540 [implied in PEKJURIOUSLY). 1603 KNOLI.ES Hist.
Turks (1621) 297 Shew thy power upon thy perjurious
people, who in their deeds denie thee their God. 1699
POMFKET Love Triumphant 197 Trusting to perjurious
woman's truth. 1829.!. DONOVAN \\.Catechism of Trent m.
ix. Que.-t. 6 To the witness himself it is also most irksome
to be known as false and perjurious.
2. Of actions, etc. : Characterized by, exhibiting,

accompanied by, or resulting from perjury.
1602 WARNER Alb. Eg. Epit. 376 His[HaroId's] pariurious

appropriating to himselfe of the kingdoms. 1695 J. SAGE
Article Wks. 1844 I. 373 The Presbyterian preachers con-
demned the undertaking as unlawful and perjurious. (71734
NORTH Exam. n. iv. 84 (1740) 272 The holy Reach, of
this perjurious Scandal, was, that [etc.]. 1872 JsAFFBUOM
Brides 9f Bridals II. xxiii. 317 The old corrupt and per-
jurious suits for nullification of marriage.

Perjuriously (pajd^u* -riasli), adv. [f. prec.
+ -LY -.] In a perjurious manner

; with'perjury.
(1540 tr. Pol. I'erg. Eng. Hist. (.Camden) I. 164 Penda,
whome hee, breaking perjuriuslie his vow, afterwarde
murthered. 1612 UKKKER If it be not good Wks. 1873 III.

315 One of you two is periuriously forsworne. 1698 [K.

FERGUSON] K/u Eccles. 77 If., he should perjuriously
depose at the Kings Bench. 1884 A. A. PUTNAM 10 Yrs.
Police Judge xxiv. 207 (To] enforce the law and punish
those who perjuriously stand in the way of the enforcement.

Ferju-riousness. rare. [f.
as prec. + -NESS.]

The quality of being perjurious.
1823 BENTHAM Not Paul 257 Of the perjuriousness of

Pauls intent, a short proof, as thus already visible, in the
indignation excited.

tPe'rjurous, a. Obs. [f. L. perjur-us (see
PERJURE sb.\} + -ous.] = PERJCRIOUS.
a 1584 (title) Orations of Arsanes agaynst Philip the

Trecheious Kyng of Macedone. .and of Scanderbeg prayeng
ayde of Christian Princes agaynst periurous murderyng
Malininet. 1609 SIR E. HOBV Let. to T. H[iggons} 18
Make him a sorrowfull witnesse of your periurous vow. 1634
S. R. Noble Soldier n. ii. in IJullen O. PI. I. 287, I am
cheated by a perjurous Prince. 1849 in Lee Hist. Colum-
bus 1 1. 410 Old Ananias, .with Sapphira, his perjurous wife.

Perjury [pSMdjflrf). Also 5-6 par-, [a. AK.

perjurie (rare OF. parjurie) ; in mod.F. parjnre,
ad. L. perjiirium false oath, oath-breaking, f. per-

jnr-are to PERJURE,]
The action of swearing to a statement which is

known to be false, or of taking an oath which it

is not one's intention to keep ; spec, in Law, The
crime of wilfully uttering a false statement or

testimony in reference to a matter material to the

issue involved, while under an oath or affirmation

to tell the truth, administered by a competent
authority ; the wilful utterance of false evidence

while on oath.
In legal usage, perjury was first the offence of jurors in

giving a wilfully false verdict, they being sworn to give
a true verdict according to their knowledge ; as an offence
of witnesses it was apparently gradually evolved in con-
nexion with the change in the nature of Trial by JURY (q. v.);
' there is no trace in the statutes, or in the reported pro-

ceedings of the courts, of any penal law against perjury in

witnesses, as distinguished from that of jurors, earlier than
the reign of Henry VIII

'

(Penny Cycl. XVII. 459/2 ; but
see quot. 1495. In this act 'false serement

*

appears to be
the equivalent of 'perjury

'

in the modern sense).

[1292 BKITTOX iv. ix. 2 Parjurie est mensonge aferme par
serment.] 1387-8 T. USK Test, Lwe i. vii. 1. 51 Every

, opth . . muste haue these lawes, that is, trewe jugement and
: right wysenesse ;..if any of these lacke, the ooth is y-tourned
i in-lo the name of perjury. 1436 Rolls Parit. IV. 501/2 The

grete dredeles and unshamefast Perjurie, that orriblelycon-
tynueth, and dailly encresseth in the commune Jurrours of

y said Roi.ilme. 1477 EARL RIVMKS Dictes n Enforce

you not to cause them swere that ye knowe wil lye, lest

, ye be parteners to theyr pariury. 1495 Act ii Hen. /'//,
c. 25 6 If perjury be commytted by proves in the

Kinges Courte of the Chauncery or before the Kinges
honorable Councell or els where, that. .the. .Cbaunceller..
make like proces to call in the supposed perjured persones.
1546 in W. H. Turner Select. Rec. Oxford {iStov 180 John
Lewes, .shall for hys perjury. .sutfur xl dayes prysonment
. ., and also to ware a paper for perjury wythyn the seyd
Cyty threse^erall markett dnyes. ai548[see PAI-KU sb, 70],
a 1634 COKE On Lift. m. Ixxiv. (1648)164 Perjury is a crime

committed, when a lawful! oath is ministred. .to any person,
;

in any judiciall proceeding, who sweareth absolutely, and
falsly in a matter materiall to the issue. 1782 COWPKK

j

Table T. 418 When Perjury. .Sells oaths by tale, and at the

lowest price. 1840 Penny Cycl. XVII. 459/2 Perjury, by
the common law of England, is the offence of falsely swearing
to facts hi a judicial proceeding. 1875 JOWETT Plato \&&. 2)

I

V. 171 Where there would be a premium on perjury, oaths. .

|

should be prohibited as irrelevant.

b. Applied also to the violation of a promise
made on oath, the breaking of a vow or solemn

undertaking ; a breach of oath.

1532 MORE Confut. Barnes vin. Wks. 792/2 That, .running
oute of religion in apostacy, breakynge oi vowes, and freres

wedding nunnes, and penury were no synne at all 1550
BALE Apol. 47 He withdrewe hys anger, putte vp hys
swearde, and neuer thoughte an ye synne in that periury or

! breakynge of hys vowe. 1568 GRAFTON Chron. II. 7^6 The

|

Ambassadourswould not haue the truce proclaimed, thinking

I
therby, to saue the Duke from periurie, which had sworne,

i neuer to conclude a peace, tilt [etc.]. 1632 MASSINCER &
i FIELD Fatal D&wry iv. i. No pain is due to lover's perjury:

If Jove himself laugh at it, so will J. 1871 R. ELLIS Catullus
Ixiv. 148 Lo they fear not promise, of oath or perjury reck not.

c. with rtand//. : An instance of the foregoing ;

! a false oath
;
a wilful breach of oath.

c 1440 York Myst. xxvi. 75 Loo ! sir, Jis is a
periurye. 1495

j

Act n Hen. I'll, c. 25 i The haynous and detestable
! perjuries dailly commytted within this realme in enquestes
I
and Juries. 1592 SHAKS. Rom. fy Jn\. it. ii. 92 At Louers

1

periuries They say loue laugliL 1610 WILLET Hexapla
Dan. 286 Tbeir periuries, ..profane oathes are notoriously
knowne. 1719 YOUNG Httsiris i. i, It is an oath well spent,
a perjury Of good account in vengeance, and in love. 1840

! MACAULAY Ess., dive (1851) II. 520 The perjuries which
have been employed against us.

d. Comb. t as perjury-begetting, -mongering, etc.

1802-12 BKNTHAM Ration. Judic. Evid. (1827) II. 397
Judges, by whom evidence in these perjury-begetting shapes

! has exclusively been received. 1826 Hon. SMITH Tor Hill

(1838) III. 153 An exclusive command of the perjury-market.
1877 TKNNVSON Harold v. \. 178 The perjury-mongeiing
Count Hath made too good an use of Holy Church !

Perk (.paik), sb.l Obs. exc. dial. Also 5-7
perke, 6 pyrke, 6-7 pirke, 6-9 pirk. [A parallel
form of PEKCH ,$&-, chiefly in northern, north midl.,

!
and East Anglian use. Cf. NFr. perque^\

I. fl. A pole, stake: = PEKCH sb i. Obs.

1483 Cath. Angl. 276/1 A Perke, pertica. c 1490 Proinp.
Parv.3g4/2 (MSS. K.& H.) Perke, or perche,/cr^Va. 1513
DOUGLAS sEnet's xi. ii. 65 He bad the c;iphaiiis and the
dukis all. .Gret peikis bair of Irene saplyng. .To wryte and
hyng tharon baith all and sum The namys of thar ennemys
ourcum. 1613 PUKCHAS Pilgrimage vin. iv. 628 Cabans..
made with perkes, and covered with barkes of trees.

t b. A fuller's perch :
= PERCH sb \ b. Obs.

c 1350 St. Jantes 235 In Horstm. AltengL Leg. (1881) 56
A walker peik byside him stode. .With J>at perk his heued
he brak, c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints v!L (Jacobus Minor] 215
pane ane a walkare perk hynt And gafe sancte lamis sic

a dynte pat he J?e harne-pane brak in twyn.
II. 2. A bar fixed horizontally to hang some-

thing on or support something against : see quots.

Chiefly dial. Cf. PERCH sb* 2. Also dial, a rope
used for the same purpose, as a clothes-line, etc.

1818 VV. MUIR Poems 56 On every pirk the clouts are

clashing, a 1825 FORBY l-'oc. . Anglia, Perk,.. a, wooden
frame against which sawn limber is set up to dry. 1825
JAMIESON, Perk,.. a. rope extended for holding any thing in

a house. Ayrs. 1882 OGILVIE (AnnandaleJ, Perk, a pole
placed horizontally, on which yarns, etc. are hung to dry;
also a peg (perket) for similar purposes.

b. A bar or bracket to support candles (
= PERCH

sb.* 2 b) or an image. Obs. or Hist.

1475 Will ofRightivise (Somerset Ho.), LumSni dele perke
alias le Rodelofte. 1794 Gentl. Mug. LXI V. 1. 16/2 A perk or

pedestal for an image. 1838 PARKER Gloss. Archit. (ed. 2),

I /Vrr/*,/Vr,/V<zrc//,anold term for abracket. 1887 \V. H. H.
ROGERS Mem. West x. (1888) 178 On the right, .is the perk
or bracket on which the image, .was. .once stationed.

3. A perch for a tame bird, or anything on which
a bird may alight and rest. Also transf. a seat

for a person.
= PERCH sb* 3-3 d. Now dial.

c 1400 MALNDEV. (Roxb.) xvi. 73 A sperhawke sittand apon
a perke. a 1440 Sir Dc^rcv, 47 Haukes of nobulle eyre,

Tylle his perke ganne repeyre. 1560 HOLLAND Seven Sages
98 This saw the Py on his Pirk quhair scho sat. 1602 K.

! HERING tr. Obendorfer"s Anat. 15 Lyke a Daw vpon a

I

Perke. 1828 Craven Gloss, (ed. 2), Pteark% a pearcli fur

fowls. 1863 MRS. TOOGOOD Yorks. Dial., The hens have
all gone up to their peark.
fig* X^S I N. BACON Disc. Govt. Eng. \\. vii (1739) 41 Their
minds once.. upon the Wing, can hardly settle any where,
or stoop to the Perk again.

fb. \v\jig. phrases: To prick ,
turn over the

perk : see PERCH sb* 3 e. Obs.

11529 SKKLTON Garnesche 157 He wyl . . make youer
stomoke seke Ovyr the perke to pryk. 1601 DENT Pat/nv.
Heaven 152 Then they will hoist a man, and turne him over

the pirke.

4. A horizontal bar or frame over which cloth is

[
drawn so as to examine it thoroughly ;

= PEKCH
sb:- 4. Also the act or process of perching or

examining, as to stand the perk. W. Yorksh. dial.

See Eng. Dial. Diet.

III. 5. A lineal measure : PXBCHf,a 5. dial.

1825 JAMIESON, Perk> a pole, a perch. Ayrsh. 1879 in

Miss JACKSON Shropsh. Word-bk. 1900 in Eng. Dial. Diet.

from Glouc., Wore., Heref, Shropsh.
IV. 6. Comb. Perk-tree, a long pole ; now

dial.) a pole used to support a clothes-line.

c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xix. (Cristo/ore} 216 In-sted of staf,

a ployk he had, Wele nere as a perktre mad. 1548 Aberdeen

Regr, 11844) I. 259 Item, perkis and perktrees xxxj.

Perk (psjk), ^-a slang. Abbreviation of PER-

QUISITE. (Usually in plural, perks.}
1887 Pall Mall G. 7 Sept. 5/1 An order that free blacking

is no longer to be among the
'

perks
'

of Government office-

keepers. 1891 Daily News 2 Mar. 2/1 In the good old

days waste-paper went as the
*

perks' of Government officers.

Perk (pa-ik), a. Also 6 perke, 7 peark(e.

[Of uncertain origin : goes with PERK z-.i (which
is known much earlier). The Welsh pert compact,

trim,^V;rwj smart, are from Eng.] Self-assertive,

! self-satisfied, saucy, pert,
'

cocky
'

; brisk, lively,

in good spirits ; smart.

1579 SPENSER Sheph. Cal. Feb. 8 They wont in the wind

wagge their wrigle tailes, Perke as Peacock, a 1640 W.
FENSER Cont. Christ's Alarm (1657' 10 I 1 makes the heart

peark, and brisk. 1642 ROGERS Naaman 52 To suffer us to
' wax pearke.and sawcy with him. 1821 CLART Vill.&linstr.

I. 124 The dew-rais'd flower was perk and proud, a 1825
FORBY l-'oc. E. Anglia, Perk, adj. brisk; lively; proud.

189* Cosmopolitan XII. 120/2 How perk and military the

hearing of each.

Perk (psak), v. 1 Also 5 pyrk, 6 pirke, Sc.

park, 6-7 peark(e), perke, 7 pirck, perck,

peerk, pierk, 7-8 pirk. [Of uncertain origin :

goes with PERK a. It has been suggested to be

i

the same word as PERCH z/.
1

(cf. PEKK v*) ;
but

there are obvious difficulties. Welsh percu to

smarten, trim, is from Eng. (cf. sense 2). The

sense-development is also uncertain.]
I. intr. 1. To carry oneself in a smart, brisk,

or jaunty manner ; to assume or have a lively,

self-assertive, or self-conceited attitude or air.

what a ravishment 't had been to see Thy little Saviour

perking on thy Knee ! a 1734 NORTH Exam. \. ii. 97 The
Loyalists, .who sneaked, and their Enemies insulted, while

he sat pirking there. 1801 LAMB Let. to Manning Apr., Ky
; perking up upon my haunches, and supporting my carcase

with my elbows, I can see the white sails.

b. To lift one's head, raise oneself, or thrust

oneself forward, briskly, boldly, or impudently.
i Also with up.

a 1591 H. SMITH Wks, (1866-7)1.35 When their father and
' mother fall out, they [children] perk up between them like

little mediators, and with many pretty sports make truce.

a 1624 hi-. M. SMITH Serin., Heb, \. i (1632) 201 The snaile,

, when ,. he will be pearking and peeping abroad. 1676
ETHEREOGE Man ofMode \. i. She shall.. perk up i'lhe face

of Quality. 1827 in Hone Every-day Bk. II. 190 Chinese

figures, their round, little-eyed, meek faces perking sidewUe.

1839-40 W. IRVING IVolferfs R. iii. (1855) 15 The loquacious
' cat-bird flew from bush to bush with restless wing., or

i perked inquisitively into his face. 1842 BAKHAM Ingoi. Leg.
\

Ser. n. Old Woman in Grey, The old woman perk'd up as

I brisk as a bee. 1901 G. DOUGLAS House iv. Green Shutters

I 288 She tossed her head, and perked away from him on
her little high heels.

c. Jig. To exalt oneself or thrust oneself for-

ward ambitiously or presumptuously; to behave

impudently or insolently; to play the upstart.

Also with tip.

1529 LATIMEK ist Serm. Cardvrf These
provide Phariseys

which.. wyll perke and presume to sitte by Christ in the

Church. 1571 GOLUING Calvin on Ps. i. 4 Although y
vngodly persone perke vp like a highe tree. 1620 SANDERSON

St'rtn., i Cor. xii. 7 23 It is a very hard thing. .to excell

others in gifts, and not perke aboue them m self-conceipt.

1647 TRAPP Comtn. Jos. iv. 12 What dost thou then do pierk-

ing into his place? 1683 BUNYAN Case Consc. Resolved

(1861) II. 673 Thai they should not give heed to women



PEBK.

that would be perking up on matters of worshipping God.
1686 F. SPENCI-: tr. barillas' Ho. Alcdicis 33 Piero de
Medici, whose father perk'd up onely out of the Order of
bare Gentlemen, a 1703 BURKITT On N. T, i Cur. ix. 27 He
knew that Hagar would quickly perk up, and domineer over
Sarah. 1812 SOUTRKV Omniana I. 35 Be sure not to suffer

your reason to perk up and be dictating therein.

d. Also to perk it.

1661 FELTHAM Resohes n. i. 176 Shall . . the worm offer to

perk it up at the face of Man? 1683 BUNYAN Case Consc.
Resolved (1861) II. 673 When Miriam began to perk it

before Moses. 1714 POPE Epil. Revives J. Shore 46 That
Edward's Miss thus perks it in your face, a 1734 NORTH
Exam. II. v. r4 Better, .to bogtrot in Ireland, than to pirk
it in Preferment no better dressed.

e. fig. Of a thing : To project or stick up or

out, or to rise or lift itself, in a manner suggesting
briskness or self-assertion.

1583 STUBBES Anat. Alms. i. (1879)50 Hattes. ..Sometimes
they were them sharp on the crowne, pearking up like a

sphere (
= spearj. 1642 ROGERS Xaainan 63 We are like to

light Corke, which.. (except a man hold it under by a strong
hand) will pearke to the t*p. 1651 N. BACON Disc. Gout.E. ii. vi. (1739) 36 This Gourd.. might prove no less pre-
judicial by creeping upon the ground, than by perking
upward. 1842 DICKKNS Atiter. Notesx\\. (1850) 120/2 Ancient
habitations, with high garret gable-windows perking into
the roofs. 1866 R. CHAMBERS Ess. Ser. t. 43 Her neat apron,
..from the front of which perk out two smart, provoking-
looking pockets.

f. \\ith tip: To recover from depression or
sickness ; to recover liveliness, dial.

a. 1656 USSHF.R Ann. vi. (1658) 542 Thus Asia, which before
. was plagued with the Publicans.. begins to pirck up again.
c 16700. HEYWOOD Diaries, etc. (1881) 11.346 To bow down
his head as a bulrush, which in a wet day stoops, but in a
sun-shine day perks up again. 1706 PHILLIPS, To Perk up,
or Perk up again,, .to recover after Sickness. 1892 Gcntle-
iwmaris Bit. Sports I. 163 You will soon perk up, quite
ready to start again.

II. trans. 2. To make spruce or smart, to

smarten ; to prank, to trim, as a bird does its

plumage. Also with up, out.

CI48J Digby Sfyst. (rSSz) in. 358 Now I, prynse pyrked

prykkyd
in pryde. 1590 LODGE Kiifhucs Gold. Leg. (Casstll)

184 She looked like Flora perked in the pride of all her
flowers. 1613 SHAKS. Hen. /"///, n. iii. 21 Tis better to be
lowly borne,.. Then to be perk'd vp in a glistring griefe,
And weare a golden sorrow. 1753 School of Mnn 4 The
She-Linnet . . prunes her wings, cleanses her tail, and perks
herself put to enjoy a fine day. 1838 J. P. KENNEDY Rob of
Bowl xiv. 148 You are not quite a woman yourself though
you perk yourself up so daintily. 1843 CARLYLF. Past ff ft:
HI. iii, His poor fraction of sense has to be perked into some
epigrammatic shape, that it may prick into me. 1850 HAW-
THORNE American Note-Bks. (1883) 374 Poor enough to perk
themselves in such false feathers as these.

3. To raise briskly or smartly, to prick up ; to
hold up smartly or self-assertively; to thrust or

poke out. Also reft. To perk oneself.
01591 H. SMITH Stria, (ed. Tegg) I. 310 As the little birds

perk up their heads when their dam comes with meat. 1602
imi Pt. Returnfr. Pariiass. I. vi. 469 You light skirt starres,
. . By glomy light perke out your doutfufl heads. 1642
ROGERS Naaman 170 The spirit of presumption. whieh
prides and pearks up it selfe. 1652 COLPEPPER Eng. Physic.
216 A Monster called Superstition perks up his head.
1784 COWPEK Task vi. 318 The squirrel . . there whisks his

brush, And perks his ears. 1821 CLARE Vill. Minstr. II. ij6A flower . . Perks up its head. 1826 SCOTT Jrnl. 26 Apr.,
Those [papers] you are not wanting perk themselves in your
face again and again. 1874 BURNAND My Time xii. 104
'Dear me !' ejaculated her mother, pretending to perk her-
self up. 1879 JEFFERIES Wild Life in S. Co. 165 (The
blackbird] perks his tail up, and challenges the world with
the call already mentioned.

b. pa. pple. Raised, erect, sitting uptight.
1797-1801 G. COLMAN Br. Grins, Lady of Wreck II. xvi,

Perked on its. .haunches stood the. .reptile. 1879 DOWDEN
Southey -j

The small urchin, long perked up and broad
awake.

Hence Perked///, a., PeTking vbl.sb.

(11624 BP. M. SMITH Semi., t Pet. v. 6 (1632) 169 The
kingdomeof God is neither sitting, nor standing, nor perking,
nor stouping. ^828 Craven Gloss, (ed. 2), Pecarked, perched,
elated, proud. 1828 P. CUNNINGHAM N. S. Wales (ed. 3)
II. 150 It is only our native coachman with his spread-out
fan-tail and perked-up crest.

Perk, v2 Now dial. Also 6-7 pearke.
[Collateral form of PERCH z>.l, chiefly northern and
E. Anglian. Cf. NFr. perqucr = F. percker. Its

later use sometimes approaches PERK z.'] intr.
Of birds : To perch ; also transf. of persons.

f '5'3 DOUGLAS sEneis xn. Prol. 237 The cowschet crowdis
and pirkis on the rys.) 1588 GREENE Perimedes Wks.
(Grosart) VI I. 72 The Eagle and the Doue, pearke not on
one branche. a ifioo MONTGOMERY Misc. P. xviii. 41 This
girking pearkit in a place, Quharin ouer long he did delyt.
1797-1802 G. COLMAN Br. Grins, Luminous Hist, xxx,
Beauties who on eminences perk, a 1825 I'"ORBY I'oc. E.
Anglia, Perk, v., to perch.

t b. apa&\-passive and reft. To set oneself or be
set, esp. on some elevation. Chiefly in pa. pple.,
which prob. in origin belonged to the intr. use. Ons.
1513 DOUGLAS Mneii in. iv. 72 Ane, on a rokkis {printed

rolkis] pynnakle perkit hie Celeno clepit, a drery prophetes.
a 1529 SKELTON Ware the }lauk 70 On the rode loft She
perkyd her to rest. 1588 GREENE Pandosto Ded. (1607) 3
Caesars Crowe durst neuer crie, Aue, but when she was
pearked on the Capitoll 1639 SANDERSON Sena., Rom. xv.
6 20 One Matt . . hath perked himself up at length in the
Temple of God. 1794 U. PRICE Ess. Picturesque I. 215
The prim squat clump is perked up exactly on the top of
every eminence.
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Perk, perke, obs. or dial, forms of PARK.

Perkily (p.vjkili
1

,
ath.

[f.
PERKY a. + -Ly2.]

In .1 perky manner; self-asserlively, with self-

assurance; 'cockily'; pertly.
1878 Tinsley's Mag. XXIII. 186 Daisies and buttercups..

i peer perkily at one another. 1886 f. R. RF.ES Pleas. Hook-
worm i. 32 How perkily, on the shelf, .does the little i2mo.
.. shoulder it alongside his bigger brother in 410. 1901 G.
DOUGLAS House ID. Green Shutters 116 'Order, order!'
cried Wilson perkily.

t Perkin 1
(po-jkin). Obs. [A dim. form of the

name Pierre, Piers, or Peter : cf. Petci-kin.] From
the name Per/tin ]Varbeck, alleged to be that of
the personage who professed to be the younger son
of Edward IV, and as such claimed the crown in

1495 : A pretender to the throne, or to any exalted

position.
1685 KVEI.YX Diary 15 July, Vet this Perkin [the Duke of

Monmouth] had ben made to believe that the King had
married her [Mrs. Barlow]. 1715 MRS. CKNTI.IVKE Gotham
Election I. Wks. 1760 III. 177 I'll undertake to prove. this
Fellow deep in the Interest of young Perkin. IHd. iSs
You'd spend every Shilling of my Portion in Defence of

Liberty and Property, against Perkin and the Pope.
Perkin -

(poukin). [?f. I'L-KR (or ? f. PERRY -)
+ -KIX : cf. POMPIRKIN.] (See quots.)
If the word was derived from perry, it must have been

applied orig. to a weak kind of perry, analogous to ciiiet /.-tit

from cider; but of this evidence has not been found.

1785 GROSE Diet, I'ulg. T., Perkin, water cyder, c 1791
Encycl. Rrit. (ed. 3) s. v. HusbfUtdry -

;S The liquor,
called cyderkin, purre, or perkin, is made of the murk
or gross matter remaining after the cycler i* pressed out.

1863 MORTON C)-cl. Agi iV. II. 720 7 (E.D.S.) P,->kin iWilts,
Glouc. f. the washings after the best cyder is made.

Perkin, variant of PARKIN, gingerbread.
Perkiness (poMkini-s). [f. PERKY a. + -NESS.]
The quality of being perky; self-assertiveness

;
' cockiness

'

; liveliness.

1883 HALL CAINE Cokivts Cnt. v. r<g His [poetry], .was
more open to the charge of cheerful perkiness. 1885 Hrxi.i.v
in Life (1900) II. vii. 104 The perkiness of last week was
only a spurt.

Perking (pa-A-in,),///.,;. [f. PERK z'.i + -ING-.]
That perks : in various senses of PKRK'i'.l
1602 W. BAS Sword % Buckler B iij b, The pearking

Citizen and minsing Dame of any paltrie liegjjerd Market
toune. 1824 Miss MITFOUD Village Ser.l. (1861)223 Mr. Beck
..was a little insignificant, perking, .man. a 1851 MOIR May.
day iii, The perking squirrels small nose you see Fiom the
fungous nook of its own beech-tree.

Hence Fe'rkingly adv., in a perking manner.
1841 7'aifsMag.Vlll. 618 He drew up his head perkingly.

Perkimsm (ps'-ikiniz'm). Med. Also
kinsism. [See -ISM.] A method oftreatment intro-

duced by Elisha Perkins, an American physician
(died 1799), for the cure of rheumatic diseases; it

consisted in drawing two small pointed rods, one
of steel and one of brass, called '

metallic tractors ',

over the affected region ; tractoration. So Per-
kiae-an, Perkini'stio cuijs., of or pertaining to
this method

; Pe'rkinist, a follower of the method
of Perkins

; Pe'rkinize v,, to practise Perkinism;
Perki'nsian a., pertaining to Elisha Perkins.
1798 C. C. LANGWORTHY (title} A View of the Perkinean

Electricity; or, an Inquiry into the Influence of Metallic
Tr
mi
E...
a Poetical Petition against Galvanizing Trumpery and the
Perkinistic Institution. laid. 34 To crush the Perkinising
faction. 1824 M'CULLOCII ScotlandlV. 63 He who believes
in Perkinism or Bletonism or Mesmerism. 1853 DUNGI.ISON
Med. Lex., Perkinist, .. Perkinistic. 1880 Libr. Unit'.
Kruml. (N.Y.) XI. 515 The practice was called

' Perkinsism '.

lbid.,&. Perkinsian institution. .was established [in London]
for the benefit of the poor.

*

t Perkinite. Hist. Obs. Also -en-. A sym-
pathizer with Sir Wm. Perkins, executed in 1696,
forhis share in a plot to murderWilliam III

; applied
by enemies to Jacobites generally. Also allrili.

1703 HICKERINGII.L Priest-cr. n. viii. 81 Bloody Jesuites,
and the Tackers, and the Perkenites. 1700 Let. to Ld.
M[ayor] 4 The Perkinite Faction. Ibid. 8 Men who hold
no Correspondence with the Papists or Perkinites. 1711
E. WARD I'ti/g. Brit. xiv. 165 In all their Perkinite Addresses.

Perkish (pa-jkij"), a. [f. PERK a. + -ISH 1
3.]

Somewhat perk or forward ; rather perky.
1889 Univ. Rev. Mar. 365 A perkish young woman who

takes her foibles from a mother who ' went wrong '.

Pe/rkness. rare. [f. PERK a. + -NESS.] The
quality of being perk or elated

;

'

cockiness '.

01640 W. FENSER Cont. Christ's Alarm (1657) to The
law hath discovered his estate unto him, and pulled down
the pearknesse of his spirit.

Perky (pauki), a.
[f. PERK v^ or a. + -v.].

Self-assertive, forward, somewhat obtrusive or as-

suming; self-conceited, 'cocky'; jaunty; smart.
1855 TENNYSON Maud i. x. i, Seeing his gewgaw castle

shine, ..There amid perky larches and pine. 1864 Realm
18 May 3 Those perky little magicians who manipulate and
decipher the lightning with such autocratic unconcern. 1876
'P. PYPF.R' Mr. Gray ff Neighbours I. 53 No fortress of
daily prayers, set up by a perky young cleric. 1885 K.
GARRF.TTX/^yC/viii. 135 She gave a perky little cough,
and opened her mission. 1887 A. JESSOPP Trials Country
Parson (1800) 22 They give utterance to perky platitudes
about the clergy.

PERLUSTRATE.

Perl, obs. form of PEARL.

PerlacCOUS (pail^jbs), a.
[f. med.L. and

Rom. ferla I'EAKL + -At'Eoi's.J Resembling pearl
in appearance ; pearly, nacreous.
1777 PENNANT /.ool. (ed. 4) IV. 93 Anoniia K/iliifpium,..

color of inside perlaceous. 1841 JOHNSTON in Pioc. 11cm:
Xat. Club I. 264 Aperture \vhitt-, perlaceous.

Perlament, obs. form of I'ARLIAMKNT.
Ferlarian (pfule'-rian}, a.

[f. mod.L. Pcr-

lan'a, {. generic name rerla."] Of or pertaining to
the genus Perla or family J'cr/ii/x, or stone-flies.

1890 in Cent. Diet.

Perla-rious, a.l rare-". = PKRI.ACEOUS.
1857 in MAYXIC E^pos. Lex. 1893 in Sy,l. Sac. Le.r.

Perla-rious, .- rare-". = PEKLARIAN.
1857 in MAYNE l:xfos. Le.r.

\-Ferla,ssent,a t/i'.p/ir. Obs. rare" 1
, [a. OF. phr.

par Fassent.] By mutual consent or agreement.
1548 PATTEN Exped. Stc-tl. L vj, When thei [hostile bor-

derers secretly in league] perceiued thei had bene spied,
thei haue begun to run at [one] another, but -so apparauntly
perlassent as y lookers on resembled their chasyng like y
running at base, in an vplondUh tonn.

t Pe-rlate, Perla-ted, aiijs. C/icm. Obs. [ad.
mod.L. periiil-iim, l.perla PEARL : see quot. 1802.]
In perlatt: or ptiialfd acid, Bergman's name for

acid phosphate of sodium.
1789 J. KEIR Diet. Chem. 136 '2 The substance to which

Bergman has .^ivx-n the name of perlated acid. 1802 T.
THOMSON Chan. (i.V'7) II. 569 Ilaupt described it in 1740
under the name of sal miraUle ferlatum^m 'wonderful
perlated salt '. It was calledJertattd from tin.- i;rey, opaque,
pearl-like Colour \\bii b it assumed when melted by the
blow-pipe. 1857 MAYNI: Expos. Lex., Perlate Acid.

Perle (i 5.il). /harm. [a. F. perlc pearl : cf.

PEARL jA. 12.] A pellet: see quot. iSgs.
1887 Mctf/eal ^,\-~>'S L. 291 Whenever delirium is present,

it is allayed with the ice-bag to the head, or by the internal
use of ether (mferles), or of the bromides. 1893 .s'jv/. .Vet.

/.iM-., 1'crlc, . .a globule coated with gelatine j
and comainini;

some liquid substance, either volatile or of unpleasant taste.

Perle, obs. f. PEARL; obs. var. PURL.
Perlection (pajle-kjon). ran. [ad. L. /v/--

IcctiC'ii-ein (pel/-}, n. of action from pci-It\q!r<: to
read through.] The action of reading through.
ifttoWATEBHOUSE^TOIJCJ- ,4 . 135 Perfection ofAuthours,

|

and perusal of Records and Kntries. 1885 BCKTON Aral'.
.Vts. (1887) III. 277 Readings and perlections of the Koran.

t Pe-rlegate, v. Obs. rare, [irreg. f. L. pcrle-
gere (see prec.) + -ATE

'>.]
trans. To read through.

1597 A. M. tr. Cuillemeaiis Fr. Ctiirurg. v, To perlegate
my scriptums and writinges.

Perleque, Sc. : see I'URLICCE.

Perles, Perlew, obs. ff. PEERLESS, PURLIEU.
f Perli-brate, v. Obs. rare-",

[f. ppl. stem

ofL.perlil'rare, f. PER- 4 + librare, f. libra balance.]
!
To weigh exactly. So t Perlibra'tion.
1623 COCKLRAM, Perlibrate, to weigh. Perlibration, a

i weighing.

t Perli 'gate, v. Obs. rare~. [f. ppl. stem of
med.L. perligare, f. PER- 2 + Ugare to bind.] To
bind hard. So f Perliga'tion.
1623 COCKF.RAM, Ptrligate. Perligation, a hard binding.

1803 SYD. SMITH Ceylon Wks. 1859 I. 42 The secret of
infecting oysters with this perligenous disease.

Perlme ',p5-ibin), a. Zoo/,
[f. mod.L. Perla.']

Belonging to the genus Perla, or family Perlidx
or stone flies. 1893 in Syii. Sac. Lex.

Perlite (p5'ilait\ Jl/iu. Also pearlite.

[= V.perlile, G. perlit, moc]. f. F. and Ger. perls
PEARL : see -ITE -.] A peculiar form of obsidian

and other vitreous rocks, in which the mass some-
times assumes the form of .enamel-like globules;

pearlstone.
1833 LYELL Princ. Geol. III. 222 Resinous silex. ., pearlite,

obsidian, and pitchstone abound. 1879 RUTLEY Study Rocks
xi. 193 Petlile must be regarded as the vitreous condition
of the felsitic rhyolites. 1882 GEIKIE Text-bit. Geol. n. n.

vi. 141 Perlite (Pearlstone) another vitreous condition of
sanidine lava, .of vitreous or enamel-like globules.
Hence Perli-tic a., of or pertaining to perlite.
1879 RUTLEY Study Rocks xi. 183 Showing that the

petlitic structure had no existence when the rock was in

a state of fluxion. 1881 JUDD Volcanoes no.

t Perlocu-tion. Obs. rare. [ad. med. or mod.
L. perloculion-em, f. PER- i + locfilio speaking.]
The action of speaking, utterance, elocution.

1599 A. M. tr. Gabelhouer's Bk. Physickt 29/2 1 1 opitulateth
the perloquutione exceedingelye.

Perlocy, obs. form of PALSY.

Perlous, -ouse, obs. forms of PARLOUS.

Perlowre, Perloyn, obs.ff. PABLOUR, PURLOIN.
t Perlu-cid a., obs. variant of PELLUCID.
1695 TRYON Dreams fir Vis. ii. 14 More rare and perlucid

Exhalations. 1713 A. CAMPBELL Doctr. A/id. State (1721)

94 To make it Transparent or Perlucide.

Perlustrate (paJlzrstreit), v. Obs. exc. in

techn. use.
[f. ppl. stem of L. perlustrd-re to

wander through, traverse completely, f. PER- 1
,
2

+ lustrare to traverse, survey, review, examine.

Cf. obs. F. perlustrer (\tf-\fnhc. in Godef.).]



PERLUSTRATION.

trans. To travel through and view all over ; to

survey thoroughly. Also absol.

1535 EOORDE in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. in. II. 298 Sens my
departyngfromyow I haueperlustratyd Normandy, Frawnce,
Gascony, and Leyon. 1691 T. JACKSON in Thoresby's Corr.

(1832) I. 112 At nine also at night, they perlustrate to see

that all the students be within the college. 1701 fimuteA
Kirk Scss, Rec. 25 May, The elders who perlustrate y
toun in time of public worship. 1891 Oxford Mag. 6 May
320/1 The Curators of the Bodleian are once a year to per-
lustrate all parts of the Library.

Ferlnstration (p5uotr?'Jan). Obs. exc. in

techn. use. [n. of action f. prec. : cf. L. lustratio

lustration.] The action of perlustrating ;
a going

round and viewing or surveying thoroughly.
1640 G. WATTS tr. Bacon's Adv? Learn, v. ii. 220

The Art of Invention and Perlustration hetherto was

unknown. 1642 HOWELL For. Trap. (Arb.) 70 By the

perlustration of such famous Cities, Castles, Amphitheaters,
and Palaces. 1657 (title} Londinopolis ; an Historicall

Discourse or Perlustration of the City of London. 1817

T. L. PEACOCK Melincoiirt xxxii, They rose, as usual, before

daylight, that they might pursue their perlustration.

b. fig. The action of going through and ex-

amining a document ; esp. the inspection of corre-

spondence while passing through the post.

1896 F.iiin. A'cf. July 142 The
'

perlustration
'

of papers he

held to be quite as defensible as the bribing of office-clerks.

1902 ll'id. Oct. 536 The '

perlustration of foreign corre-

spondence in the post-office was an ordinary expedient in

all countries.

So Perlustra-tor [late L.], one who perlustrates.

1807 J. HALL Tra-'. Scott. I. 114 These morning and

evening visits were called Perluslrations, and the Heb-

ilomader, in reference to this.. was called the Perlustrator.

t Perltl'Stre, v. Sc. Ol>s. rare. [a. obs. F.

perlustrer: see PERLUSTRATE.] ^PERLUSTRATE.

1535 STEWART Cron. Scot. (1858) I. 115 As he had perlustrit

all the land. Ibid. III. 100 This nobill king perlustrit all

his land.

Perlyment, obs. form of PARLIAMENT.

Permaoeti, -cetty : see PARMACETY.

t Permai.il, -mane, v. Obs. rare. Also 5

permayne. [a. F. per-, parmaindre , parmenir,
-oir : L. permanere : see PERMANENT. (Cf. re-

main. ] intr. To remain, continue.

1456 SIR G. HAVE Lam Arms (S. T. S.) 225 Law of nature

..permaynis for ever undefoulit. 1657 TO.MI.INSON Renm's

Disp. 386* The concreted liquor . . permanes very long
Miaveolent.

Permain, -man, obs. forms of PEABMAIN.

t Pe-rmanable, a. Obs. Also 5 parm-. [a.

ONF. permainable (Ph. de Thaun), permanable,
OF'. parmcnable, f. stem of permanent, parmen-
ant: see PERMANENT.] Enduring, permanent.
1413 rilgr.Sou'te(Ca.*\.on) IV. xxix. (1859 >6i [Tojstablysshe

a thynge to be nought remeuyd oute of his place, but for

to standen stedfastly, alwey permanable. c 1422 HoCCLKVE

Permanence (pa'Jmanens). [ad. med.L. per-

manenlia (1319 in Du Cange), f. permanent-em
PERMANENT (see -ENCE} ; perh. through F. per-

manence (Oresme, i-jth c.), OF. parmanance,
-menance (12-ljth c.).]

1. The fact, condition, or state of being per-

manent ; continued existence or duration ; con-

tinuance, abiding.
1432-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) II. 215 Assiduite of feyntenesse

longethe to a man, impossibilite of permanence [HIGDEN

impossibititas pfrmanendi] lyjhtenes to falle. 1556 LAUDER

find. 2 Memory cannot be, without permanence of the

thing perceived. 1830 LYEI.L Princ. Geol. I. in The per-

manence of the snow, .is partly due to the floating ice.

2. The quality of being permanent; permanency,

abidingness.
a 1677 HALE Prim. Orig. Man. 1. iii. 73 That hath or may

have such a kind of permanence or fixedness in being. 1775

HARRIS Phitos. Arranges. Wks. (1841) 299 With respect to

all kinds of qualities, .there is one thing to be observed, that

-j by..
contents. 1874 MICKLETHWAITE Mod. Par. Churches 223

The essential quality of a monument is permanence.

Fe'rmanency. [f-
as prec. + -ENCY.]

1. The quality of being permanent; enduring
nature or character

; abidingness, lastingness.

'SSS EDEN Decades 338 There are.. but fewe which hold

not sum smaul portion therof [gold], more or lesse according

to the mixtion and permanencie of theyr substances. 1682

NORRIS literacies 87 The solidity and permanency of vertue.

1746 HERVEY Medit., Reft. Fl.-Gard. (1767) I. 127 They
want nothing but Solidity and Permanency; to equal them

with the finest Treasures of the Jeweller's Casket. 1865

Reader 7 Oct. 392/3 Recording their beauty . . in all the

permanency of print. Mod. The position has no per-

manency; it may come to an end at any time.

2. A (concrete) example of something permanent ;

a permanent person, thing, position, etc.

1841-4 EMF.RSOM Ess., Politics Wks. (Bohn) I. 242 A mob
cannot be a permanency. 1853 KANE Grinnell F.xf. xix.

(1856) 149 A seeming permanency compared with the ephe-

meral rums that beat against its side. 1884 Truth 13 Mar.

370/1, I only wish he might be considered a permanency.
Mail. Only a temporary engagement, not a permanency.
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Permanent (paMmanent), a (si.) [ad. L. I

permanent-em, pr. pple. ofpermanere to stay to the

end, f. PER- 1,2+ manere to stay ; perh. through
F. permanent (i4,th c.), OF. perma-, parmenant
(i3th c. in Godef.).]
1. Continuing or designed to continue indefinitely

without change ; abiding, lasting, enduring ; per-
sistent. Opposed to temporary.
1432-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) II. 255 Other thynges be per-

manente as thel were [HlGDEN cztera antem permanent}.
1481 CAXTOX Myrr. Prol. i Wordes ben perisshyng vayne
& forgeteful, And writynges duelle & abide permanent. 1526

t'ilgr. Pftf. (W. de \V. 1531) i6Wehaue no dwellyng place
ne Cite here permanent. 1610 WILLET HexapLi Dan. 80 A
stable and permanent know ledge. 1780 HARRIS Pliilol. Enq.
Wks. (1841) 467 Human institutions perish, but nature is

permanent. 1832 HT. MARTISEAU Denterara ii. 25 There
was a permanent population of 300 slaves on the estate at

that time. 1860 E. A. PARKES Pract. Hygiene (ed. 3) 117
In permanent barracks a man is allowed 600 cubic feet

[of air].

fb. That remains fixed, motionless. Obs.rare~ l
.

1588 GREENE Perimedes 32 Richesse is . . as brittle as

Glasse, standing vpon a Globe that is neuer permanent.
c. Bot. = PERSISTENT a. Opposed to fugacious.

1785 -MARTYS Rousseau's Bot. v. (1794) 53 These [styles]

are permanent, or continue after the petals and stamens fall

ulT. 1847 m CRAIG.

d. In special collocations : as permanent ali-

mony, alimony granted for life to a woman who
obtains legal separation from her husband : see

quot. 1833; /. blue, artificial ultramarine; p. gas,

a name formerly given to those gases which were

supposed to be incapable of liquefaction, as oxy-

gen, hydrogen ; p. magnet, a magnet whose pro-

perty continues after the magnetizing current has

ceased to pass through it
; p. rank : see quot.

1867 ; p. tooth, one of those which last during life,

as opp. to a milk-tooth ; p. way (road), the finished

road-bed of a railway, as distinguished from a con-

tractor's temporary way ; p. white,
'

sulphate of

barium, used as a water-colour pigment' (Watts
Diet. Chan. 1866-77).
1825 TRKDGOLD Railroads 33 For permanent roads the rails

are usually fixed by spikes driven into wooden plugs in the

blocks of stone. 1833 Penny Cycl. I. 340/1 It [alimony] may
be either temporary or permanent : . . in the second case,

when a decree of divorce has been obtained,, .a permanent

provision may be given to her [the wife). 1836 Ibid. VI.

380/1 A calf has usually two front teeth when he is dropped,
..these milk-teeth.. gradually wear and fall out, and are

replaced by the second and permanent teeth. 1840 BARHAM

Ingol. Leg. Ser. i. J.ickd. Rheiins, A Cardinal's Hat mark'd

in
'

permanent ink '. 1842 J. POPE in I'rx. Inst. Civ. Eng.
72 Description of the permanent way of the South-eastern rail-

way. 1842 FRASCIS Diet. Arts etc.. Permanent White,..
the sulphate of barytes, a valuable color for many purposes,
as no chemical substance will decompose it or change its

oolours. 1867 SMYTH Sailor's M'ord-[>k., Permanent rank,

that given by commission, and which does not cease with

any particular service. 1871 B. STEWART Heat 65 The
three permanent gases which have never been liquified.

life." 1888 Times 15 Oct. 10/2 A railway accident, causing

great damage . . to the permanent way.

f2. Of persons: Continuing steadfast in a course.

1432-50 tr. Higdfn (Rolls) IV. 349 The sonnes and

doihters of the seide Nicholas were permanente [per-

manserint] in chastite alle the tyme of theire life, a 1548

HALL Chron., Edvi. IV 213 b, All the tonnes.. wer per-

manent and stifle on the parte of kyg Henry.

3. absol. or as sb. a. The permanent, that which

endures or persists, b. A permanent person or

thing, c. See quot. 1882.

1826 LAMB Elia Ser. \\.Pop. Fallacies ii, Sharp distinctions

of the fluctuating and the permanent. 1856 DOVE Logic

Chr. Faith vl. 6. 413 This spiritual life is the permanent
of humanity. 1882 CAULFEILD & SAWARD Diet. Needlework,

Permanents, these are cotton cloths, of a light description,

similar in texture to Turkey Cambrics; some of them have

a slight glaze. They are dyed in a variety of colours, and

are much employed for the trimming of dresses. 1891 H.

JONES Browning 229 If man be.. a permanent that always

changes from earliest childhood to old age.

Permanently (paumanentli', adv. [f. prec.

+ -LY 2.] In a permanent manner ;
so as to last

or continue ; lastingly, enduringly ;

'

for good '.

1471 RIPLEY Com/i. Alcli. Pref. ii. in Ashm. T/ieal. Chem.

Brit. (1652) 127 That Mercury teynyth permanently. 1556

J HEYWOOD Sfidtr $ f. Ixxviii. 145 The feare heeld not

permanentlie. 1664 H. MORE Myst. Inio. I. I. xn. 48

That Law which is writ in our hearts by the finger of God,

durably and permanently. 1794 G. ADAMS Nat. f, Exf.
Philos. II. xx. 371 The changes of colour, in permanently,
coloured bodies. 1880 GEIKIE Phys. Geog. iv. 196 In

volcanic districts the water is often even at the boiling-

point, and remains so permanently.
So Fe-rmanentness (Bailey vol. II, 1727).

Permanganate (pmreggfaft). che>: l f-

next : see -ATE 4
.] A salt of permanganic acid, as

potassium permanganate or p. ofpotash, Mn 2K.,O.

1841 BRASi>EC//.v.(ed. 5) 725 Permanganate of Ammonia,

..Permanganate of Potassa. 1856 MILLER Elem. Cheni.

II. 921 Most of the permanganates are freely soluble in

water. 1871 tr. Schclleu's Spectr. Anal, xxxvi. 130 A thin

layer of potassium permanganate solution. 1885 C. r.

HOLDER Marvels Anini. Life 128 Permanganate of potash
is the best antidote to the poison of snakes.

PERMEATE.

Permanganic (pajmrerjgse'nik), a. Client.

[f. PER- 5 b + MANGANIC.] In permanganic acid,

the acid Mn 2H 2O8 ,
obtained from manganese.

1836 BRANDE Chem. (ed. 4) 635 Permanganic Acid. It is

supposed by Mitscherlich, that the salt obtained by adding
peroxide of manganese to fused chlorate of potassa, . .con-

tains manganese in the highest state of oxidizement. 1865-

72 WATTS Diet. Clu'ni. III. 819 Permanganate of Hydrogen,
or Permanganic acid, Mn2H*Os. 1879 Cassell's Techn.
Educ. IV. 255/2 The ores of manganese may readily be
detected by the fine red colour of permanganic acid.

t Fermansible, a. Obs. rare-', [prob.

repr. an OF. *permansible, or mcd. L. *permansibilis,
f. L. permans-, ppl. stem of permanere : see

-IBLE.] Enduring, permanent.
1500-20 DUNBAR Poems

_xxxvii. 31 [He] brocht the sawlis

to joy euir permansible [rimes terri ble, horri-ple].

i Perma nsiou. Obs. [A&.L.pcrmansion-em,
n. of action itom permanere (.see PERMANENT). Cf.

obs.'F.permatision (i6thc. in Godef.).] Abiding,
continuance

;
= PERMANENCE I.

1646 SIR T. BROWSE Psend.*Ep. in. xvii, From female

unto male, from male to female" againe, and so in a circle

to both without a pennansion in either. 1659 PEARSON Creed
v. (1839) 331 This interpretation supposeth that.. Hades

signifieth not death itself, ..but the state and condition of

the dead, or their pennansion in death.

Permeability (pa -im/iabi-liti;. [f.
PERMEABLE

+ -ITY : in f . permfabilitc (1625 in Hatz.-Darm.).]
The quality or condition of being permeable ;

capability of being permeated ; perviousness.

1759 WILSON in Phil. Trans. LI. 328 Confirmations of the

permeability of glass. 1805 W. SAUNDERS Min. Waters

487 The permeability of the skin to heat. 1882 GEIKIE

Tcxt-bk. Geol. in. n. ii. 2. 351 The permeability of sub-

terranean rocks.

b. Magnetic (Ac^ permeability : see quot. 1872.

1872 THOMSON in Papers Electrostatics <y Magn. 484 We
have thermal permeability, a synonym for thermal con-

ductivity ; permeability for lines of electric force, a synonym
for the electro-static inductive capacity of an insulator;

magnetic permeability, a synonym for conducting power for

lines of magnetic force. 1896 BEDELL Princ. of Trans/. 40
The reluctance, R, or magnetic resistance., varies.. inversely

as the cross-section and permeability.

Permeable (pa'Jm,ab'l), a. [ad. L. perme-
dbilis that can be passed through, f. permed-re to

PERMEATE: see -BLE. Cf. F. permeable (1587 in

Hatz.-Darm.).]
1. Capable of being permeated or passed through ;

permitting the passage or diffusion of something

through it ; penetrable ; pervious. Const, by, to.

(In first quot., That can be traversed or journeyed

through, passable.)
1432-50 tr. Higdcn (Rolls) I. 63 The hilles callede Caspii

..vnnethe permeable with oxen [HlCDEN vix plaustro per-

meabiles\ 1658 SIR T. BROWSE Card. Cyrus iii. 56 It

slides down the softer and more permeable Orifice into the

Omasus or third stomack. 1773 FRANKLIN Lett., etc. Wks.

1840 V. 454 Different kinds of glass, permeable or imperme-
able to electricity. 1858 BUSHNELL Serin. New Life ii.

(ed. 7) 31 It is the grand distinction of humanity, that it is

made permeable by the divine nature. 1803 SIR R. BALL

Story of Sun 251 Cast steel is as permeable to ether as a

grove of trees is permeable to wind.

t 2. Capable of permeating ; penetrative. Obs.

1661 LOVELL//K/. A aim. <r M'n. Introd., It generateth

good, temperate, and permeable juyce. 1751 G. RANDOLPH
Hath Water 53 Bath water . . is withal so active and per-

meable as to reach the remotest parts.

Hence Pe'rmeableness = PERMEABILITY ;
Fe r-

meably adv.

1684 BOYLE Porousn. Aniin. % Solid Bod. vin. 128 The
Permeableness of ordinary Glass Vessels to Chymical

Liquors. 1847 WEBSTER, Ptnncaluy, in a permeable manner.

Permeance (poumi'ians). [f. as next -t- -ANCE.]

The fact of permeating or penetrating ;
in quot.

1845 transf. something that permeates, spec, in

Elcctr. : see quot. 1893, and cf. PERMEABILITY b.

1845 MOZLEY Ess., Blanco White (1878) H. 139 A First

Cause, an intellectual permeance, an Anima Mundi. 1853

E. J. SHEPHERD Lelt. to Dr. Mailland iv. 24 The perme-

ance of his writings throughout the Churches of Christendom.

1893 O. HEAVISIDE Electro-Magn. The. I. ii.
3_i. 29

Permeability gives rise to permeance. . . Permeance is the

reciprocal of reluctance.

.Fermeant (p5Mmi,ant), a. [ad. L. permeant-

em, pr. pple. of permeare to pass through : see

-ANT!.] Permeating; passing or diffusing itself

through something.
1646 SIR T BROWNE Psend. Ep. II. v. 85 Gold..entereth

not the veynes with those electuaries, wherein it is mixed,

but taketh leave of the permeant parts, at the mouthes of

the miseraicks. 1839 BAILEY Festus xix. (1852) 297 One

divine all-permeant unity. 1877 BLACKIE II ise Men 65

The power Of that fine flowing permeant element [water].

Permeate (poum/^t), [f-
L- permeat-, ppl.

stem oipermeare to pass through, f. PER- I + meare

to go, pass.] trans. To pass, spread, or diffuse

itself through; to penetrate, pervade, saturate.
'

(Of things material or immaterial.)
i6o BOYLE Nau Exp. Phys. Mech. xvii. 120 Numbers

of them [emanations] do always permeate our Air. 1695

WOODWARD Nat. Hist. Earth ill. l. (1723) 136 1 his Heat . .

permeating the Interstices of the Sand, Earth, or other

Slatter. a 1704 in Somers Tracts'II. 234 All held a vital

Principle that doth permeate the whole World. 1801

SotmwT Thalal-a v.i,He..felt the coolness permeate every



PERMEATING.
limb. 1875 Lycll's Princ. CeoL II. in. xii. 420 There are

marvellously few species which permeate the whole of the

archipelagos. 1880 T. A. SCALDING KHz. Denionot. 31 This
intense credulousness.. permeated all classes of society.

b. intr. with through, info, among, etc.: To
penetrate, diffuse itself.

1656 STANLEY Hist. Pkilos. \. (1701) 211/1 Sublunary in-

visible Deities, which permeate through the Elements of
Matter. 1788 T. TAYLOR ProeIns I. 64 The reasons or pro-

portions of abundance and sterility, permeate through all

the mathematical disciplines. 1863 S. WILBERI-'ORCE Sp.
Missions (\ty$ 14 Producing its own proper effect upon the
heathen among whom it permeates.
Hence PeTmeating ppl.a.
1664 EVELYN Sylva xx\y[To separate] stony particles from

that permeating water. 1684 UOYLK Poroiisn. A nim, <y

Solid Bod. iv. 37 The Penetrant, or Permeating Kumes.
1810 SOUTH EY Kehama vn. v, The permeating light Shed
through their substance thin a varying hue.

Permeation (jwiraii^'Jan). [n. of action from

prec. : see -ATION.] The action of permeating or

fact of being permeated ; penetration ; pervasion.
1623 COCKERAM, Permeation^ a passing ouer. 1652 Br.

HALL Invis. World \. ii, Not a meer involution only, but
a spiritual permeation and inexislence. 1657 TOMLINSON
Kenons Di$p. 709 Oyl of Spike, which by its tenuity will

cause better permeation for the rest. 1830 I.YELL Princ.
Geol. I. 90 The effect . . of percolation by mineral waters, of

permeation by elastic fluids. 1882 GEIKIK Text-bk.Geol. \\.

II. vi. 168 The permeation of water from the surface.

Permeative (pa-jm/V^tiv), a. [f. L. permeat- ^

ppl. stem oipermcdre to I'EKMEATK + -IVE.] Having
the quality of permeating; penetrative; pervasive.
1657 TOMLINSON Renoiis Disp. 572 Camphyre. .makes the

Electuary more grateful and its permeattve quality more
efficacious. 1885 M, PATTISON Mem. vii. 305 [Due] to the
silent pcrmeative genius of science.

Permian (pa'.imian), a. (st>.) Geol. [Named
by Sir K. Murchison (1841), from the province of
Perm in Eastern Russia, where these strata are

extensively developed : see -IAN.] Name of the

uppermost division of the Palaeozoic scries of

strata, lying below the Trias and above the Car-
j

boniferous formation, and consisting chiefly of red

sandstone and magnesian limestone. Also cllipt.
as sb. The Permian system, or a formation belong-
ing to it

; pL = Permian strata.

1841 MURCHISON in Lond. fy Editt. Phil. Mag. XIX. 419
The carboniferous system is surmounted, to the east of the

Volga, by a vast series of beds of marls, schists, limestones,
sandstones and conglomerates, to which I propose to give
the name of Permian system '. 1847 ANSTED Anc. World
i. 14 The periods marked by the presence of Vegetables, and
the. .Reptilian Animals: Permian and Carboniferous. 1854
F. C. BAKEWELL Geol. 40. 1866

J. JONES in Intell. Observ.
No. 48. 437 The Permians adjoining South Staffordshire.

Permillage (paimi'ledg). rare. [f. PER
prep. + L. mille, F. mille, thousand + -AGE, after

PKHCENTAGE.] Kate per thousand ; an amount
reckoned as so much in the thousand.
1886 yrnl. Anthropol. Inst. XV. 363 We cannot assume

from this list that. .where Jews have a higher
'

permillage
'

they produce more experts per million in that branch.

Permirific (pjumsiri fik), a. [ad. med.L. per-

mirific~us : see PER- 4 and MIKIFIC.] Very
wonderful or marvellous.
1868 KINGSLEY Hermits 314 By the permirific sweetness

of the harmony, an exceeding operation of sacred virtue is

perceived more manifestly to spring forth [transl. Reginalds
Life St. Godric (a 1200) J. Permirifica harmonize dulcedine.]

tPermi'scible, . Ofa. rare- 1
,

[f. L. per-
mise-ere to mix thoroughly (see PERMISTIOX) +

-IBLE.] Capable of being thoroughly mixed.
1477 NORTON Ord. Alck. v. in Ashm. Theat. Chan. Brit.

(1652) 58 Fier. .causeth matters permiscible to be. 1656 in

BbOmrGfaaqrr. Hence in PHILLIPS, BAILEY, JOHNSON, etc.

t Fermi'se, v. Obs. In 5 -yse. [app. f. F.

permis-e, pa. pple. of permettre to PERMIT : cf.

COMMISE, 3\so premise, promise.] = PERMIT v.

1456 SIR G. HAVE Lain Anns (S. T. S.) 285 Quhat casis ar
tholit and permysit at the plesance of princis. 1481 CAXTON
Myrr. in. viii. 145 This consenteth and permyseth he that
is almyghty. 1491 Vitas Patr. (W. de W. 1495) v. xiv.

343 b/2 He sholde be pennysed toentre in to the chirche.

t Permi'ss. Obs. rare" 1
, [app. ad. L. per-

miss-us, f. ppl. stem of permittee to PERMIT.]
? Leave, permission.
1643 MILTON Divorce 11. i, Christ meant not to be taken

word for word, but like a wise physician, administering one
excess against another, to reduce us to a permiss.
Permissible (pMmrsib'l), a. [a. OF. per-

missible (isth c. in Godef.) = It. permissibile, prob.
ad. med.L. permissibilis, i. permiss-, ppl. stem of

permittere to PERMIT.] That can or ought to be

permitted ;
allowable.

1426 LYDG. De Guil Pilgr. 10840 Yt ys at alle tymes Per-

myssyble to pylgrymes To bern A skryppe & ek a staff.

1656 KLOUNT Glossogr. t Permissible, which may be permitted
or suffered. 1755 in JOHNSON. 183* AUSTIN Jurispr. (1879)
I, xii. 365 Sanction is not of the essence of permissible law.

1848 MILL Pot. Econ. I. 88 They may think such conduct
permissible. 1874 GREEN Short Hist, viii, i. 455 A course
of doctrine and discipline, from which no variation was
legally permissible.

Hence Permissibility, Permi ssibleness, the

quality of being permissible, allowableness ; Per-
mi -

ssibly adv., in a permissible way, as may be

permitted, allowably.
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1727 RAII.EV vol. II, Permissiveness. 1846 WORCESTER
cites DK. ALLEN for Permissibly, 1882 OGILVIE cites Eclee.
Rev. for Permissibility. 1882-3 Sehaff s Encycl. Rclig.
Knowl. I. 35 The ages of permissibility. 1892 Times 3 Aug.
7/3 If his rendering of the word was not quite what is

understood by it.., it was permissibly near.

Permission (poimijan). [ad. L. permis-
sion-cm, n. of action from pcrmittcre to PERMIT.
Cf. F. permission (1539 in K. Estienne), It. per-
missionc]
\. The action of permitting or giving leave;

allowance
; liberty or licence granted to do some-

thing; leave.

i432-5 tr. fligdcn (Rolls) II. 211 Thei may thro the per-
I mission of God \Dco fiermittcntc} transfigurale similitudes.

fbidt 427 The permission and sufferaunce of God. 1537
CROMWELL in Merriman Life <y Lett. (1902) II. no The
permyssyon of hym to haue suche a Scope to worke

j

myschyffes at his pleasur. 1560 I >.u:s tr. Sleidane's ( \nnui.

\
78 b, The same was done by my leave and permission. 1601
SHAKS. 7/. C. in. i. 247. 1671 MILTON /'. R. i. 496 Do as
them find'st Permission from above. 1777 SHERIDAN Sch.
Scand. in. i, Stanley has obtained permission to apply

I

personally to his friends. 1834 L. RITCHIE Wand, by Seine
151 Proceeds of a sale of permissions to eat butter during

j

I,ent. 1872 GEO. KLIOT Middlem. i. v, I have your guar-
dian's permission to address you.
f2. Giving up, abandonment. Obs. rarc~ l

.

1677 GALE Crt. Gentiles II. HI. 25 By God's secret judicial
I dereliction and permission of them.

3. attrib. t Permission cap (bonnet), ? a cap
,
permitted to be worn on occasions or in places

j

where it was proper to be uncovered, ?a skull-cap ;

permission ship, a ship having permission or
licence to enter a port otherwise closed.

1722 RAMSAY Three ttnnnets i. 21 Here's three *permissiun ,

bonnets for ye. 1685 Loud. Oaz. No. 2031/1 His Majesties
,
High Commissioner.. in his return ..having the High Con- '

,

stable on his right hand and the Great Marshall on his left,
with * Permission Caps and in their Robes. 1690 Ibid. No.
2564/4 A Guinea Negro Boy, ..on his head a black Cloth
Permission Cap, ..strayed away.., on the 3d instant. 1667
Col. St. Pnfers, Doni. 563 A French *pcnnission ship of '

300 tons came in [to Dea'l] with linen, and is gone up to
London. 1698 LUTIRELL Brief R el. (1857) IV. 360 The
house of commons, in a committee on the African trade,
resolved, that the company should have liberty to trade
. and that all permission ships or interlopers shall pay to
the company io,. per cent, before they trade thither.

Fermissioned (paimi-Jond), <z. rare.
[f. prec.

+ -EU-.] Having permission granted ; doing
something by permission.
'77.0 J- CI.UDBE Misc. Tracts, Physwgn. etc. I. 94 Per-

mission 'd dedicators I look upon in the light of private
'

taylors, who carry home suits of virtues, as the others do
\

suits of cloaths. 1819 WIFFEN Aonian Hours (1820) 140
'

Such two may meet no more permissioned and alone.

Permissive (paimi-siv), a. [a. OF. per-

missif, -we, f. L. permiss-^ ppl. stem of permittcre \

to PERMIT : see -IVE.]
1. Having the quality of permitting or giving i

permission ;
that allows something to be done or to

'

happen; not forbidding or hindering.
Permissive bill: spec, a bill, introduced into Parliament

several times between 1864 and 1877, having as its object to
j

give to each parish the right to refuse the issue of licences
to sell intoxicating liquors: the 'local option' movement
is a later development of the principle of the bill

1603 SHAKS. Meas.for M. i. iii. 38 When euill deedes haue
their permissiue passe. 1646 S. BOLTON Arraignm. Err. 18
God would by this permissive providence of his, have us
take heed as well what we heare, as how we heare. 1664
H. MoRE^/(7/. vii. Aph.v. 537 This command is noi a Positive
but a Permissive command. 1808 BENTHAM .SV Reform 112
Was it not meant that it should be, in the first instance,
imperative upon somebody, and then eventually permissive
to somebody else? 1832 LEWIS Use fy Ab. Pol. Terms 36
Permissive legislation as in the case of legal rules established

by courts of justice. 1865 Morn. Star 6 July, An Elector
asked Mr. Mill if he was in favour of the Permissive Hill.

;

1887 CAYLEY Coll. Math. Papers X 1 1. 434 This result . . may
contain only integer powers of z -c. .and we then say that

]

the point on the curve is a 'permissive
'

point. Or it may
j

contain fractional powers of z-c . .and we then say that the I

point . . is a '

prohibitive
'

point.
2. Permitted, allowed; not forbidden or hindered;

|

done, or acting, under permission or on sufferance; !

that may or may not be done, optional.
Permissive waste (Law) : waste that is allowed to happen

by neglect of repairs.
c 1420 Lvoo. Assembly of Gods 1731 The dedely enemy of

mankymle, By hys power permyssyue, entryd the ymages :

Withyn the temples. 1586 FF.RNF, Bias. Gcntrie 239 For
that which is lawfull with Kings is not permissiue to

subjects. 1667 MILTON /'. L. vm. 435 Thus I embolden'tl

spake, and freedom us'd Permissive, and acceptance found.

1790 BURKE l*'r. Rev. 319 At present the officers are known
at best to be only permissive, and on their good behaviour.
1818 CKUISE Digest (ed. 2) I. 266 Tenant for years is also

punishable for permissive waste.

Hence Fermi'ssively adv., in a permissive way,
by permission ; Permi'ssiveness, the quality or
fact of being permissive.
1622 BACON Holy War Misc. Wks. (1629) 108 To heare it

spoken to concerning the L,awfulnesse,not only permissiucly,
but whether it be not obligatory. 1835 GLADSTONE Let. to

Pusey in Liddon, etc. Life Puscy (1893) I. xiii. 306 It would
(IVO BM pleasure to see Dissenters avail themselves, per-
missively, but to the utmost practicable extent, ofour Church
education. 1837 Svu. SMITH Let. to Arc/id. Singleton
Wks. 1859 'I- 278A There is in the declaration a permissive-
ness and good humour which in public men has seldom been

PERMIT.

\
exceeded. 1876 Gi:o. KMOT Dan. Der. xlviii, She thrc.v a

j

royal permissiveness into her way of saying [etc.].

Permissory (pajmi-sori), a. rare- 1

,
[f.

I,.

permiss- (see prec.) -f -OKV.] = PEHMISSIVK 2.

1862 Lond. Rev. 16 Aug. 137 The advantages of tliih, per-
missory choice are obvious.

t Perm! stioil. Oh. [ad. L. pfrmi^ti^n-em
(var. of permixtionetfi}, in K. permission ^I'arc

\tfio), H.permistione
' a through-mixing

1

(Florio).]
An occasional variant of PERMIXTION.
1615 CROOKE Body cf Man 277 Seede is.. made of the

permistion of the .surplusage of the 1a-t Aliment and of the
influent or errant spirits. 1674 BOYLK Kxcdl. Thcot. \\. iit.

148 Because of the intimate union, and, ;is it wtrc, pcr-
mistion, .of the soul with the body.
Permit (pajrnrO, v, fad. L. permittere to

let go, give up. surrender, allow, suffer, permit, f. PER-
i< 3 + mittcre to let go, let loose, send : perh. after

F. permettre^ l.^th c. parmctre (Godef.,, 141(1 c.

pcrmefrc il.ittre); It. permcttere, in same sense.]
I. To allow, suffer, give leave; not to prevent.

1. trans. With the action or fact as object : To
admit or allow the doing or occurrence of; to

give leave or opportunity for. AYith simple ol>j.,

ol>j. cl., or inf.; sometimes also wiih indirect ol>j.

(dat.) of agent (with or without to].

1489 CANTON Faytcs ofA. in. xii. 192 To a man in defTciiM:
is permytted to hurt another. 1538 STAKKI v !'.upland \. iv,

113 The law doth command no sm.h intaylyng, but (KT-
inyttyth hyt only. 1539 HIBI.K i(lreat) i C^r. xiv. ,| It i,

not permitted vnto tluin to >pcal-;i.'. 1596 [>ALHYMPI,K tr.

Leslie's Hist. Scot. i. 117 He pennitis, tliat in .ueuct.il

parleaments t\va or ihni: of thamc be present. 1697 '*'" ' ' K

Antif/. Greece i. iv. (1715) 14 It bun.^ perrnittuil any M.m..
to make an Appeal to the People, a 1700 DRYDHN (J.I, A.^<:

. .permits not that our mortal members, .should retain tbc

vigour of our youth. 1848 TMACKLHAV / 'an. Fair liv, Sir

Pitt, .would by no means permit the introduction of Sunday
papers into liis household. 1856 FKOL-UK Hist, l-'.n^. I.

iii. 183 Appeals were permitted only fruiii out: ULxl-rsia^tiLa!

court to another. 1866 HOWI;LLS / 'enet. Life iii. j.|. I pciinit

myself, throughout this work, the- use of [etc.].

2. With the agent, etc. as direct object : To
allow, give leave to (a person or thing to do ^or

undergo) something. \\ ith inf. act. or pass, (rarely
\\ ithout to'} ; sometimes cllipt. with simple obj.
1514 UARCI.AY Cyt. % i *j>lnndyskm. i Percy Soc.) 22 No law

permytteth, nor wj-lleth man. .To conunyt niordre. 1526
I INHALE Acts xxvi. i Thow aric permitted to speake for

thy silfe. 1594 WIU.OIJIE Avisa L j 1>, When tyrne permits
>-ou not to talke. 1614 JACKSON Creed in. \xv. 4 To
permit malefactors trauerse the equitie of publique lawe-^.

1640 HABINGTON Queen <\fArra^on n, Will you permit The
General! knt-ele so lony V 1748 Anvil's i'oy. \\. vi. .-. ^
They had been permitted to wait on him. 1766 (!'>I.I>SM.

I'ic. II7. xii, Nothing could prevail upon her to permit me
from home. 1771 Jiinius Lett. I. (1772) II. 195 Permit me to

recommend him to your Grace's protection. 1881 HI.MV
Cornet of Horse x. (18881 97 Words.. which Sir William
had in his anger permitted himself to use.

b. rejl. with in\ To allow oneself to indulge in

or commit
;
not to refrain from. (Cf. ALLOW y.'i

1678 H. MORE Lett. (1694) 29 Whoever permits himself in

any sin .. is his own Prison and Jailour. 1849 fr'Norni-:

Nemesis of FaitIt 79 Having, .never permitted themselves
in extravagance. 1870 RUSK IN Lect, Art (1875) 96 They
will permit themselves in awkwardness, they will permit
themselves in ugliness.
3. absol. or intr. To give leave or opportunity ;

to allow. (Usually in subord. cl. with as or if.}

'553 KDES Treat. Neivc Ind. (Arb.) 32 As. .they presup-
posed the roundenesse of the earth would permitte. 1612
KRINSLICV Lnd. Lit. ix. (1627) 147 To examine over all thii

noted words, as time permits. 1818 CRUISK i^igest (ed. 2) ,

IV. 412 As far as the law would in that case allow i>r

permit. 1895 J. W. BUDD in Law Times XCIX. 544/2
A matter on wbich, had time permitted. I should have been

glad to have said something.
b. intr. with of: To allow of, admit of.

1860 TYSDALL Clac. \. xii. 87 The crack was not wide

enough to permit of the entrance of my finger nail. 1873
E. WHITE Life in Christ iv. x\vi. (1878) 426 It consisted
with the Divine wisdom to permit.. of the corruption of

patriarchal theology into pantheism and world-wide idolatry.

II. f 4. trans. To put, or allow to pass, out

of one's own keeping or power into that of another

(or of some force, influence, etc.) ; to commit,
submit, hand over; to give up, resign, leave; to

refer (to the will of). Const, to (un(o'). 0/>s.

1545 JOYE /.'.r/. Dan. Ded. A iv b, Whiche my labours
I permytte to the judgement of the godly & learned. 1614
RALEIGH Hist. World v. v. 7..691 That. .they should

wholly permit themselves to the good pleasure of the Senate.

1667 MILTON P. L. xi. 554 What thou livst Live well, how
long or short permit to Heav'n. 1725 POPE Odyss. ix. 403
He.. then permits their udder to the lambs. 1802 PALKV
Nat. Theol. xxvi. (1819) 457 There are advantages in per-

milling events lo chance.

f5. To leave undone, unused, etc.
;
to let pass,

let slip, pass by, pass over, pretermit, omit. Obs.

1566 PAINTER Pal. Pleas. (1813) II. 177 Shee, good gentle-
woman, woulde permyt no duetye . . unperformed. 1588
GREENE Pandosto (1607) 38 If they permitted this good
weather, they might staye long yer they had such a faire

winde. 1692 Narr. Karl Nottinghant^ Not to leave it

possible to be objected to him that he had permitted any-
thing that might prevent the escape of the French ships.

Permit (paumit, formerly psimi't), sb. [f.

PERMIT v. (with recent shifting of stress : liailey,

Johnson, Webster 1828 have/Vrw?'
1

/).]
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PERMITTABLE.

1. A written order giving permission to do some-

thing, a warrant, a licence; esp. one permitting
the landing or removal of dutiable or excisable

goods.
1714 Fr. Bk. ofRatem? The Goods shall be again visited

. . and the Sufferance or Permit shall be examined by the

Clarks of the Office. 1745 P. THOMAS Jrnl. Alison's Voy.

299 Here we lay.. not having a Permit from the Chautitck,

which Permit they call a Chop. 1860 Merc. Marine Mag.
VII. 157 Vessels are not allowed to leave, .the. .Dock until
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spirits without a permit. 1884 Times (weekly ed.) 10 Oct.

13/1 The Serf was required to carry a written permit or

1432-50 tr. lligden (Rolls) III. 469 The elementes. .thro

the permixtion of whom [Quorum pcrmi.itione} the stature

persons landing in South Africa.

2. Permission, leave (esp. formally given). (In

first quot._/?f. from I. In uses like those in quots.
a 1816, 1885, sometimes stressed pfrmi't.')

1730 FIELDING Rape upon Rape iv. vii, He that would
sin with impunity must have thy permit. 1733 Pol.^Baliads
(1860) II. 238 For sure 'tis unjust as well as unfit We should

bell our own goods without their permit, a 1816 BENTHAU
Ojf/ic. Aft. Maximized, Introd. Viau (1830) 14 If the fra-

ternity of lawyers . . could not find adequate inducement for

giving it their permit. 1885 in Law Times LXXV1II.
393/2 The rank of Q. C. is . . merely a permit to a barrister

to do a certain kind of barri^terial work.

t Permi'ttable, -ible, a. Ol>s. [f. PBBMIT v.

+ -ABLE, -IBLE : cf. AuMITTABLE, COMMITTADLE.]
= PERMISSIBLE.
1574 HELLOWES Gtieuara's Fain. Ep. (1577) 355 It is not

pL-rmittible for any man to bee iudge of himsclfe. 1753
Scots Mag. Mar. 116/1 Neutral [ships] upon which the

Prussians had laden permittable merchandize.

t Permi'ttance. 0/>s.
[f..

PERMIT v. + -ANTE :

cf. ADMITTANCE.] = PERMISSION i.

1580 H. GIFFOED Gilloflowcrs Ep. Ded. (Grosart) 27

Hauing by your Worships favourable permittance, con-

nenient oportunity in your seruice. a 1653 GOUGE Coinnt.

Hcb. vi. 3 Our purposes must be submitted to Gods per-
mittance. 1713 DERHAM Phys. TheoL v. v. (1727) 296 When
this System of Air comes, by Divine Permittance, to be

corrupted with poisonous, acrimonious Steams.

Permitted (paimi'ted , ///. a. [f. as prec. +

ED 1
.] Allowed; not forbidden or hindered.

1704 H. WARING (title) The Access to Virtue ; or, Per-

mitted Approach of a Court Penitent to the Divine Astrea.

1790 HAN. MOKE Rclig. Fash. World 138 An habit of self-

denial in permitted pleasures easily induces a victory over such

as are unlawful. 1877 FROUDE Short Stud. (1883! IV. 114
He indulged his natural inclinations at all permitted times.

Hence Permi'ttedly adv., allowedly.
1824 T. S. MULOCK in N. f, Q. gth Ser. VII. 501/1 The

force.. of the Satanic craft permittedly practised upon you.

Permittee ..poimitr). [f. as prec. + -EE-] A
person to whom something is (formally) permitted;
the recipient or holder of a permit.
1846 iu WORCESTER, citing RITCHIE.

Fermitter (paimrtw). [f. as prec. + -EE'.]
One who permits or allows.

c 1643 Maximcs Unfolded 30 [They] make men the sole

efficient, and God the approver and permitter. 1754
EDWARDS Fr<!fd. Will IV. XL (1762) 254 If by the Author of

Sin, is meant the Permitter,. . I don't deny that God is the

Author of Sin. i8it W. R. SPENCER Poems 45 Author of

good, Permitter of distress.

Permittible, variant of PEUMITTABLE.

Permitting ([warm-tin), vbl. sl>, [f.
PERMIT v.

+ -ING 1
.] The action of the verb PERMIT; per-

mission. (Now chiefly gerundial.)
1645 MILTON Tetrach. Deut. xxiv. i, 2 So that the sin was

not in the permission,, .(for then the permitting also had bin

bin) but only in the abuse. 1656 EAKL MONM. tr. Itoualini's

Advts. fr. faraass. I. Ixv. (1674) 82 The permitting of

Heresie. 1748 Anson's I'oy. 11. vi. 204 The permitting the

Pilot to stay with them as their guardian.

f Permi'X, v. Ols. [Back-formation from per-

mixl, PEKMIXED, q. v.
;

cf. COMMIX, Mix.] trans.

To mix thoroughly, intermingle. (See next.) Hence

f Fermi'xable a., capable of being
'

permixed '.

1678 R. R[USSELL] Gcber i. 18 And be permixed with

that which in them is of a permixable Substance. Ibid. ll.

i. n. 60 Permixing Sol, or Luna, with Venus. 1683 SALMON
Daren Mcd. n. 488 Permix them with burning wine.

t Permvxed, permrxt, ///. a. Obs. [orig.
ad. L. pcrmixt-us, pa. pple. of permisicre to mix

thoroughly, intermingle (f. PER- 2 + misclre to

mix) ;
afterwards treated as pa. pple. of PERMIX :

cf. COMMIXED, MIXED.] Thoroughly mixed, inter-

mixed, intermingled. (Const, as pple. or adj.)
1420 Pallad. on llusb. iv. 812 Blacke, bay, and permyxt

gray. 1432-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) II. 149 In Albania, where
thel did abyde afterwarde. .permixte with Britones. 1502
ATKYNSON tr. De Imitalione n. xi. 190 The pure loue of

lesu nat permixed with any inordinauns of fauour or affec-

cion. 1659 STANLEY Hist. Philos. xm. (1701) 565/^2
A leaf

of Colewort, whose small Pores are pester'd with little

Bodies variously permixt. 1660 tr. Paracelsus' Archidoxis
i. ii. 15 When water is permixed with vinegar.

t Permixtion. Obs. Also 6-7 -mixion. [ad.

L. permixtion-em (also permislion-}, n. of action

from permiscere (see prec.). Cf. obs. F. permix-
tion (i 5th c. in Godef. t"o///.).] A thorough
mixture or mingling ; intermingling ;

mixture.

TOMLINSON Renou's Disp. ll. xiiL 408 By permixion with

other Medicaments, it doth not depose its ferity. 1685

Coote's Mellif. Chirurg., /rat. 376 Black [Urine] is from

a permixtion of preternatural Melancholy.

So t Permi-xtive a. [f.
L. permixt- ppl. stem +

-IVE], having the quality of mixing thoroughly;

f Permi-xture = PEKMIXTION.

1528 PAYXEL Salerne"s Regim. Pb, The grosser .. that

meate is, the bygger the drynke parmyxtiue and delatiue

shulde be. 1604 PARSONS yd Pt. Three Confers. Eng. 145

This permixtnre going on for some few yeares. 1684-5
BOYLE Min. U 'liters 88 An invisible permixture of. . Arsenical

Fumes, may give the Water, .an Emetic Quality.

Pe'rmocarboni-fercms, a. Geol. [l.l'ermo-,

used as comb, form of PERMIAN + CARBONIFER-

OUS.] Forming a transition between the Carbon-

iferous and Permian systems ; applied to certain

Paleozoic formations in Bohemia and in N.America.

1885 LYELL Elem. Geol. xxiii. (ed. 4) 352 In the basins of

Pilsen and Rakowitz in Bohemia, the flora of the strata is

Carboniferous, but the fauna is decidedly like that of the

Penman series. These strata, which are called Permo-

carb[oniferous], have yielded 43 species of Amphibians.

Permoralize (paimp'raUiz), v. notue-wd. [f.

PER- 2 + MORAL + -IZE, after demoralize^ trans. To

permeate witli moral influence : opp. to demoralize.

1888 G. A. SMITH Isaiah xx. 328 Forgiveness of such a

kind cannot be either unjust or demoralising. On the

contrary, we see Jerusalem permoralised by it.

f Permo-tion. Ol>s. rare', [ad. L. permo-
tion-cm (Cicero).] Stirring; mental emotion.

1656 STANLEY I/is!. P/tilos. (1687) 133/1 They [Cyrcnaio]
held. .That nothing judgeth but by interiour permotion.

Perinoysaunt, obs. form of PARMESAN.

t Permue', v. Obs. rare. [a. OF. per-, par-
inner (I4th c. in Godef.) : L. pcrmfitare : see

PERMUTE.] trans. To change completely.
01450 Knt. dc la Tour (1868) 167 It was colde wynter,

and gret froste, and gret wynde, and that permuueded her

coloure [yuc litipcrmua la coulcur},

Permutability (paimiatabrliti). [f.
next +

-ITY.] The quality or condition of being per-

mutable.. a. Changeableness, mutability. b.

Interchangeableness.
1662 J. CHANDLER I'aa Hclmonfs Oriat. 151 The desire

of permutability or much changeableness. 1885 Trans.

Amcr. Philol. Assoc. July App. 41 The alternation or per-

mutability of certain sounds.

Permutatale (paimi/7-lab'l), a. [ad. late L.

permntabilis ^Ammianus, Boeth.), f. pertitiita-rc:

see PERMUTE and -ABLE.] That may be permuted.
1. Capable of being exchanged ; interchangeable.

1776 J. RICHARDSON Arab. Gram. B Some letters are per-

mutable, being such in general as are formed by the same

organs.
2. Liable to change ; changeable.
1662 [implied in PERMEABILITY]. 1846 WORCESTER cites

BUCKINGHAM.
Hence Permn'tableness j Pernurtably adv.

1847 in WEBSTER.

Permutant (pwndw'tint). Math. [ad. I,.

pcriinilant-cm, pr. pple. of permtitdre : see PER-

MUTE and -ANT 1

.] A function formed of the

aggregate of all possible permutations of a set of

characters or indices, each being positive or nega-

tive as it is obtained by au even or odd number of

interchanges.
1851 CAVLKY CM. Math. Papers II. 26 The term permu-

tant is due to him [J. J. Sylvester] intermutant and coin-

mutant are merely terms framed between us in analogy
with permutant, and the names date from the present year.

Permutate (poumiSUit), v. rare. [f. 'L.pcr-

iin'ital-, ppl. stem of L. permutare : see PERMUTE.]

fl. trans. To change, alter: = PERMUTE 2. Obs.

1597 A. M. tr. Gtiillcmaut's Fr. Chirurg. 53/1 Corrodent

bones doe alter and permutate the remanent part of bone.

1590 tr. Gavelhouer's Bk. Physickediji You shall as then

finde the Antes permutatede into water.
'

2. To exchange ;
to change the order of, go

through the permutations of: = PERMUTE 1,3.

1898 ZANCWILL Dreamers Ghetto iv. no Lurya. .who. .

wore a fourfold garment to signify the four letters of the

Ineffable Name, . . and who, by permutating these, could draw
down spirits from Heaven.

Permutation (p5amiti?'j9n). [a. OF. per-
mutation (I4thc. in Hatz.-Darm.), ad. 'L.permii-

taliSn-em, n. of action f. permutare to PERMUTE.]
1 1. Exchange of one thing for another ;

inter-

change ; commutation ;
barter. Obs.

1362 LANGL. P. PI. A. in. 242 In Marchaundise nis no

Meede, I may hit wel avoue; Hit is a permutacion, a peni
for anober. 1432-50 tr. lligden (Rolls) IV. 43 Men of Car-

tago sende Marcus Regulus to Rome, desirenge the

permutacion of theire men in captiuite. 1581 N. T.

(Rhem.) Matt. xvi. 26 What permutation shal a man glue
for his soule? 1622 MALYNES Anc. Law-Merch. 83 An
exchange of commodities or rather a permutation of com-
modities. 1754 ERSKINE Princ. Sc. Law (1809) 311 Permuta-
tion differs from a sale chiefly in this, that, in permutation,
one subject is to be given in barter or exchange for another.

2. Change from one state, position, etc. to an-

other ;
alteration

;
transmutation. Now rare.

PERMUTE.
c 1374 CHAUCER Troylus v. 1541 Fortune whiche bat per-

mutacion Of Binges hath. 1:1397 Lack Stedf. 19 The
worlde hath made a permutacion Fro Ryght to wrong. 1415
HOCCLEVE To Sir J. Oldcastle 17 A fair permutation fro

Crystes lore to feendly doctryne. 1543 TRAHERON Vigo's

Chirurg. II. III. xvii. 62 Thyrdely, it [quinsy] is ended by
permutatyon, or chaungynge to some other pane of the

bodye. 1650 SIR T. BKOWNE Pseud. Ep. v. xxii. (ed. 2) 230

They.. who think that at the confusion of tongues, there

was no constitution of a new speech in every family ; but

a variation and permutation of the old, out of one common
language raising severall dialects. 1790 BURKE Fr. Rev.

226 The violent convulsions and permutations that have

been made in property. 1856 DARWIN in Life Sf Lett. (1887)

II. 75 The continents have undergone within this same

period such wonderful permutations.
b. A changed form ; a transmutation.

1883 Q. Rev. Oct. 496 The image of Buddha, here typified

by a seemingly female permutation, cast also in bronze.

3. Math, f a. Transposition of the two middle

terms of a proportion. Obs. (now expressed by

pernmtando or alttmando). to. The action of

changing the order of a set of things lineally

arranged ; each of the different arrangements of

which such a set of things is capable. (Cf. COM-
BINATION 5 b.) Hence gen., in//, (usually in phr.

permutations and combinations) : Variations of

order or arrangement, various arrangements.
1570 IliLLiNGSLEY-Ewrf/i/v. def. xii. 133 Proportion alter-

nate, or proportion by permutation is, when the antecedent

is compared to the antecedent, and the consequent to the

consequent. 1656 tr. Hottts's Elem. Philos. n. xiii. 112 If

four Magnitudes be in Geometrical Proportion, they will also

be Proportionals by Permutation, (that is, by transposing the

Middle Terms). 1710 J. HARRIS Lex. Tcchn. II, Variation,
or Permutation of Quantities, is the changing any number
of given Quantities, with respect to their Places. 1806

HUITOS Course Math. I. 148 The doctrine of permutations,

combinations, &c. is of very extensive use in different parts

of the Mathematics; particularly in the calculation of

annuities and chances. 1838 DE MORGAN Ess. Probab. 32

Different arrangements of the same things make different

permutations. 1884 J. PARKER Apost. Life III. 192 The
letters are but six-and -twenty ill number, .but. .through how

many permutations, may those letters be thrown or passed !

4. J'hilol. The interchange of consonants occur-

ring regularly in cognate words belonging to related

languages, as in L. and Gr. duo, ling, two, Ger.

CKW
;
L. and Gr. tria, Eng. three, Ger. drei.

i860 HALDEMAN Anal. Orthogr. xi. 63 The well-known

Grimm's law, is a permutation. 1869 FARRAR Fam. Speech
i. (1873) 22 Those regular permutations of letters in different

linguistic families.

5. atlrib., as permutation-lock, a lock in which

certain parts can be transposed or shifted, so that

it is necessary to arrange them in some particular

way in order to shoot or withdraw the bolt.

1847 SAXE Raps Lock xxix, In the locks of safes, and

those safety locks They call the Permutation. 1875 KNIGHT
Diet. Mech. 1340/2 The letter, puzzle, permutation, or com.

filiation lock *has usually a series of notched rings, which

must be turned until all the notches are in line in order to

enter or withdraw the bolt. Ibid. 1669/1 The permuta-
tion principle was introduced into tumbler-locks by Dr.

Andrews of New Jersey, about 1841.

Hence Permuta'tional a., relating to permuta-
tion or permutations: Permuta'tionist, one who
holds or advocates a theory of permutation.
1888 J. T. GULICK in Jrnl. Linn. Soc. XX. 2502 These

numerators are found in the 7th line of a table of figures

which I call the Permutational Triangle. 1874 S. WlLBtu-

FORCE Ess. I. 79 Can any permutationist pretend that ex-

perience gives us any reason for believing that any change
of food,., could ever change the one type into the other ?

Permutatory (paamiw'tatari), a. rare. [ad.

med. or mod.L. peninltatori-us, f. permiitare : see

next and -DRY.] Of the nature of, or involving,

exchange. Also PermutatoTial a.

1853 WHHWELL Grotilts II. 55 Permutatorial acts either

separate the parties or produce a community between them.

A C1.4*A**WO \,l'"
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change thoroughly, interchange, exchange (f.
PEK-

2 + i/iiitare to change), or a. If . permitter (i-fthc.

in Oresme) = OY.permuer: see PEHMUE.]

fl. trans. To change one for another; to ex-

change, interchange. Obs.

1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. xm. no, I wolde permute my
penaunce with jowre for I am in poynte to dowel ! c 1450

St. Cnthbert (Surtees)65'i Pat Eata and Cuthbert Pcrmote

bair bischopryks same, Cuthbert to Eland, he to Hexham.

1555 in Hakluyt I'oy. (1599) I- 259 To buy.sel, trucke, change

and permute al and euery kind, .of wares. 1621 MALYNES

Anc Law-Merch. 91 A certaine equalitie in the value of

things permuted. 1657 REEVE God's Plea 165 Merchandise

..by permuting for Native commodities, it gameth tne

varieties of all Countries.

t b. absol. To exchange benefices. Obs.

ln LANGI. P. PI. C. 111. 185 Notories on persons |>at

permuten ofte. 1540 Act 32 Htn. MI, c. 10 Euerye of

thesayd benefyces. .should be..vtterly voyde, as if the said
.

offender had resygned and permuted. 1706 in PHILLIPS.

2. To change thoroughly; to change, alter,

transmute. Now rare or Obs.

c 1440 Promt. Parv. 394/2 Permutyn, or holy chawngynn,

fcrmuto. 1623 COCKERAM, Permute, to change. 1683 GAD-

BURY in Whnrion's Wks. Pref. 7 Reduction to the very

lowest Ebb of Fortune cannot permute a truly well grounded

and inbred Loyalty. 1686 AGLIONBY Painting Illuslr. 206

Giving leave to a Lady, to permute a Vow she had made.



PERMITTEE. 713 PERONEAL.
3. Math. To subject to permutation ; to alter

the order of; to re-arrange in a different order.

(Cf. PKRMLTATION 3 b.)

1878 CAVLEY in Encycl. Brit. VIII. 408/1 When the
columns are permuted in any manner, or when the lines are

permuted in any manner,the determinant retains its original
value. 1887 Longm. Mag. Oct. 587 He will hold to the
letters and permute their order to suit his own convenience.

Hence Permu'ter, one who permutes.
1552 HULOET, V*mv.\et,ftrtnutator, 1755 JOHNSON, Per-

muter, an exchanger, he who permutes. 1818 in TODD
[citing Huloet]. Hence in mod. Diets.

Fern (ps-in), s6. [ad. mod.L. fentis (Cuvier

1817), an erroneous adaptation of Gr. irripvi'; name
of a kind of hawk.] A bird of the genus J'ernis

;

the HONEY-BUZZABO.
1840 tr. Cuviers Aniin. Kin^d. 171 The Perns or Honey

Buzzards. The Common Pern .. pursues insects, and
principally Bees and Wasps. 1879 KKIGHTVVELL in ffkatn
Weekly Post 21 June 5/2 The honey buzzard (Pcrnis api-
vortts). . ,'1'he Petn, as it is sometimes called, does not feed
on honey, but on the honey-makers, digging up bees' nests
to get at the busy citizens.

f Pern (pjun), v. 1 06s. Also 6 pearn. trans.

To deal with after the manner of Dr. Perne, Master
of Peterhouse, Cambridge, 1554-80, who changed
his opinions adroitly ;

to change (a profession,
creed, etc.) for some ulterior end.

1589 Dial. Tyran. Dealing Bfs. Dij, Jacks. ^yhat
Doctor Pearne? Why he is the notables! turnecoate in al

this land, ..it is made a prouerbe. .that if one haue a coate
or cloake that is turned, they saye it is Pearned. 1608
SYLVESTER Du Bartas n. iv. iv. Sc/iismc 293 Those that, to
ease their Purse, or please their Prince, Pern their Profession,
their Religion mince.

Pern, v.-: see PERNYNG.
t Fernable, a. Obs. [a. AF. pernalU = OF.

freliable (i2thc. in, \Yace), f. pern- = pren-, stem
of prendre to take.] Proper to be taken or caught.
1390 GOWER Conf. III. 373 Thou miht noght make suite

and chace, Wher that the game is nought pernable [v. r.

parnable].

Pernancy (psMnansi). Law. Also 7 pur-
nanoie. [f. as prec. -I- -ANCY : cf. AF. peniance =
OF. prenance the action of taking into possession.]
The taking or receiving of anything ; taking into

possession ; receipt, as of rents, tithes, etc.

1642 tr. Perkins' Prof. Bk. ix. 606. 262 If. .a stranger is

purnor of the rent and the graumeedoth surrender his deed
by which the rent was made.. the same shall extinguish the
rent notwithstanding that the purnancie be made with the
assent of the tenant of the land. 1670 ULOUNT Law Dicf.

t

Peniaticy.., a Taking or Receiving. Tythes in Pernancy,
i. Tylhes taken, or that be taken, in kind. 1766 BLACK-
STONE Coiiim. II. xi. 163 When the actual pernancy of the

profits (that is, the taking, perception, or receipt,. .) begins.
1818 HALLAM Mid. Ages (1872) I. 254 [They] had an actual

possession, or in our law-language, pernaiuy of the profits.

Fernavigate (painarvigeit), v. [orig. in pa.

pple., after L. pentavigatus sailed through, f.

PER- i + navigare to NAVIGATE.] trans. To sail

through ;
to steer one's course through. Also fig.

1652 H. L'ESTRANGE Ajircr. no Jewes 10 The streight of
Anian (pernavigated onely in words). 1860 Macm. Mag. I.

228 By which it grips, understands, and pernavigates
experience.

t Fe'rnegate, v. Obs. [f. ppl. stem of L.

peniegare to deny altogether, f. PEK- 2 + negare to

deny.] trans. To deny absolutely ;
to deny flatly

or stoutly. Hence fPernega'tion, absolute denial.

1623 COCKEKAM, Perncgatt.', to deny. Ibid., Periicgation,
a denying. 1630 II. Discoltiininiutn 45 The full benefit of
all the.. tergiversations, excusations, contemporations, per-
negations.. that I. .can devise.

tPe'mel, variant of PARNEL, wanton yonng
woman

; applied in ridicule to an effeminate man.
'533 MORE Apol. xxvii. Wks. 893/2 TindalL.is as lothe,

good tender pernell, to take a lyttle penaunce of the prieste,
as the Ladye was to come anye more to dyspelyng. 1560
PILKINGTON Expos. Aggeus H ij, These tender pernelsmust
have one gowne for the daye, another for the night. 1581
NOWELL & DAY in Confer, i. (1584) Cjb, Master" Campion
being the Popes tender Pernell, accounteth a little racking
of him selfe, to be..crueltie.

Pe'rnette. [ad. It. pernctto, pi. -i, dim. of

perno hinge, pivot.] A small iron pin, one of
those used to support pottery in the kiln, so as to

expose the bottom of the piece to the full heat.

1884 KNIGHT Diet. Mech. Supp.
t Perni-ciable, a. Obs. rare-", [ad. L. per-

niciabilis, f. pernicics : see PERNICIOUS a. 1
, -ABLE.]

1656 HLOUNT Glossogr., Perniciaole, bringing destruction,
causing death, mortal, dangerous.

t Fernicion (panu'fsn), Obs. Also 6 -tioune,
7 -tion. [ad. late and med.L. pernicion-ein de-

struction (3rdc. in Gargilius)
= cl. L. pernidcs.]

Total destruction
; perdition ; ruin.

f 1530 L. Cox Rhct. (1899) 56 Sore punysshement and
pernicion to mysdoers. 1596 DALKYMPLE tr. Leslie's Hist.
Scot. in. 192 A cruel battel strukne..almai*t to the per-
nitioune of baith the armies. 1663 HUTLER //./. I. ii. 935
But Ralpho. . Looking about, beheld Pernicion Approaching
Knight from fell Musician. 1691 Atitiros Tracts II. 257.

1736 H. BROOKE Univ. Beauty in. 348 Ye pitied, envied
wretched great, Who veil pernicion with the mask of state.

t PerniciO'Sity. Obs. rare. [f.'L.pernuios-its

(see next) + -ITY. Cf. moA.Y.perniciosil^ (Little).]
The quality of being pernicious, dcstructivcncss.

(715^8 A. KID Rlcht Fontanc 71 in Bannaiyne Poems
(Hunter. Cl.) 264 Drownand in vice and perniciosite.

Pernicious (pwnrfaa), a. 1 Also 6 par-,
-tyous, 6-7 -tious. {ad. F. pernidcitx (13-141!!
c. in Hatz.-Darm.), ad. L. pcrnicios-us destructive,

baneful, ruinous, i.pcrnicics destruction, ruin, death,
f. PER- 2 + nex, nec-em death, destruction: cf. per-
necare to kill outright.] Having the quality of

destroying ; tending to destroy, kill, or injure ;

destructive, ruinous
; fatal, i

Pernicious^ anxiia}
a form of anaemia which advances to

a fatal termination without interruption. Perniciousfe-cer^
that which proves dangerous or fatal at an early stage.
1521 FISHER (title] Sermon.. made agayn ye pernicyous

doctryn of Martin luuther. 1529 MORE Dyaloge i. Wks.
iT2/i The confutacion of those perylouse and perniciouse
opinions. 1547 J. HAKKISON Exhort. Scottes a ij b, A thyng
detestable before God,, .and pernicious to the parties. 1578
LYTE Dodocns 24 The decoction of Fumeterre.-driueth forth

..all.. pernicious humors. 1646 SIR T. BROWSE Pseud. Ep.
iv. ix. 199 A Pestilence.. that proved pernitious and deadly
to those that Sneezed, a 1704 T. BROWN Two Oxford
Schot. Wks. 1730 I. 13 Men of pernicious principles. 1752
HUME Pol. Disc, x, 187 He is a pernicious citizen, said
M. Curius, who cannot be contented with seven acres.

1804 ABEKNKTHY Surg. Obs. 73 The dreadful effects of this

pernicious disease. 1898 Allbutt's Syst. Mcd. V. 519 The
first general account of pernicious anaemia is due to Dr.
Thomas Addison.

b. That harbours evil designs; wicked; vil-

lanous. Now rare or Obs.

1555 EDKN Decades 116 Consider howe pernitious a kynde
of men this is. 1605 SHAKS. Lear in. ii. 22 Seruile Ministers
That will with two pernicious Daughters ioyne Your high-
engender'd Battailes. 1662 J. DAVIKS tr. Mandelslo's Trav.
95 Resolv'd that they should . . make away that pernicious
Minister. 1791 COWPEK Odyss. xi. 467 Victims of a per-
nicious woman's crime.

Perui'cious, a.- rare.
[f.

L. pernix, peniici-

nimble, quick, fleet (f. PER- 2 + ;////", nix-its to

press forward, strive) +-ou.s.] Rapid, swift.

_
a 1656 USSHER Ann. vi. (1658) 580 Young men, pernicious

in respect of their agility [Quoting I'ell. Patetc. n. xxxiv.
'velocitate peruicibus ']. 1667 MILTON /-*. L. vi. 520 Part
incentive reed Provide, pernicious with one touch to fire.

[Cf. HORACE Ars Poet. 165 Amata relinquere pernix.] 1835
KIKBY Hal', ff Inst. Aniin. (1852) II. 115 Though some
birds are of such pernicious wing, there are others.. that
have only rudiments of wings.

Perniciously (pa-ini-Jasli),^'. [f. PERNICIOUS
fl.

1 + -LY -.] In a pernicious manner
; destructively,

ruinously; wickedly.
ci559 R. HALL Life Fisher in Fishers Wks, (E. E.T. S;)

II. p. xxxviii, Vsing his seditious booke pernitiously penned
to catch the ignorant sort. 1613 SHAKS. Hen. I--'///, n. i.

50 All the Commons Hate him perniciously, and o' my
Conscience Wish him ten faddom deepe. 1660 MILTON
Free Commit.'. Wks. 1851 V. 447 They who in pursuance
therof so perniciously would betray us. <zi797 H. WALPOLE
Meat. Geo. 77(1847) II. ii. 68 Never was a noble country so

perniciously neglected. 1828 W. SEWELL Ox/. Prize Ess.
26 A principle essentially and perniciously erroneous.

Perniciousness (pararfasnSs), [f. as prec.
+ -NESS.] The quality of being pernicious ; de-

structiveness, ruinousness.

1581 J. BELL Haddons Ansiv. Osor. 472 b, This notorious

See..doth ouerwhelme the whole state of y world with
vnrecoverable perniciousnes. 1651 BIGGS N'eia Disp. Pi 15
The perniciousnesse of laxatives. 1712 BERKELEY Pass.
Obed. 24 The absurdity and pcrniciousness of those notions.

1884 Manch. Exam. 23 Sept. 5/1 To point out its pernicious-
ness and the temptations to which it exposes its victims.

t Perni'city. Obs. [ad. L. pemtcitast
f.

pernix : see PERNICIOUS .-] Swiftness, celerity.

1592 NASHE P. Penilcsse (ed. 2) 37 By the incomparable
pernicitie of those ayrie bodies we [spirits], .out strip the
swiftnes of men, beasts and birds. 1657 THORNLEY tr.

Longus* Dap/mis <T Chloe 69 The ship, with an irrevocable

pernicity and swift nesse was carried away. 170^ NORKIS
Ideal World n. vii. 356 Whose insistence being increased

by the swiftness and pernicity of their motion.

Pernickety (pamrketi), a. [Of obscure

origin ; originally Scotch (and perh, north. Kng.
dial. : see Eng. Dial. Did.) ; but in common use

in U. S., and more recently introduced in literary

English by writers of Scottish nationality.
There is a shorter Sc. form Pernicky, which may have been

a childish attempt at particular (quasi partu kit-, partcckic} :

of this, pernickety may be an onomatopoeic expansion
Association with the kn&k group of woids, knick-knack,

knick-knackety knickety-knock, etc. may have been vaguely
present. Cf. the colloquial variant pernackity, pcrnackcty.}

Of persons, their attributes or actions : Precise or

particular about minutiae or trifles; fastidious,

punctilious. Of things: Requiring precise or par-
ticular handling or care; ticklish.

1 808- 1 8 JAMIESON. Perniekitie.. precise in trifles ; applied
also to dress, denoting trimness. S. perjink synon. 1814
HILL in Macni. Mag (1881) XLV. 72/2 Dear Doctor,
I received yours last night, and a., vexing, pernickety,
humorous, witty, daft letter it is. iSza GALT Provost
xxxi. I never saw any mortal man look as that per.

nicketty personage, the bailie, did at this joke. 1868 G.
MACDONALD R. Falconer II. 152 But Robert wadna like me
to taksiller whaur I did nae wark for't, . . He's some pernickety,
Robert. 1884 E. INGERSOLL in Harpers Mag. May 875/2

Any white man..grows lame and impatient at such con-

fining and pernickety work. 1885 A. BIRKELL in Contemp.
Rev. Jan. 30 The pernickety little player [Garrickl was

chary about lending his splendidly bound rarities. 1891
B. MATTHEWS Americanisms $ />V//. 11892) 29 The gram-
marian, the purist, the pernicketty stickler for trifles. 189*

Spectator 27 Feb. 290/1 Restrictions, some of them a trifle

pernickety. 1899 A. LANG in ttla<.ki\: Mag. Aug. 271/1 Our
age is more precise, more pernickety, .as to evidence.

Hence Perni'cketiness.
1890 in Century Diet. 1900 Spectator 15 Dec. 877 It

behoves every Minister to be careful to the point of fastidious-

ness, or, if you will, pernickittiness.

Pernitrous Client. = hyponitrous: sec PEK-! 5 b.

tPe*rnize, v. Obs. rare. [Sec-i/.E.] =PERNZ;.I
1611 COTGR., Retournersa robbe^..^ Pernize, or Apostatize

it ; to play the turne-coat,

t Pernocta-lian. Obs, rare. [f. med.L. per-
noctalia all-night vigils, i.pernoctare : see next and

-AX.] One who keeps vigil all night.
1846 HOOK Ch. Diet. (ed. 5), Pernoctalians, watching all

night, long a custom with the more pious Christians,
especially before the greater festivals.

t Perno-ctate, v. Obs. rare- ,
[f. ppl. stem

of L. pernocftirCj f. PKH- i + nox
t nod-etn night.]

To stay all night; to pass the night.
1623 COCKILRAM, Pernoctatc, to tarry all night.

Fernoctation (pain^kt^'/an). [ad. L. per-
noctdtion-eni a passing the night, n. of action f.

pernoctare : see prec.] The action of passing or

spending the night; csp. in Eccl. use, spending
the night in prayer ;

an all-night vigil.

1633 PRVNNK I/istrwiifasti.t: 429 Those Diabolicall per.
noctations wliich are this day practised, 1649 JER. TAYLOR
Ct Exanp. i. Disc. iv. 16. 128 Instances of >ack-cloth,,.

long fasts, pernoctation in prayers. 1725 H. UOUKM-; Antiy,
I'ulg. xii. 117 Among the primitive Christians the Lord's clay
was always ushered in with a Pernoctation or Vigil. 1839
W. O. MANNING Law Nations w. vi. (1875) 194 The rule of

pernoctation and twenty-four hours possession. 1893 Diet.
Nat. Biog. XXXV. 334/1 He [F. H.H. A.Mahoi, biog.

) to C:
:iieu] . . used

to go to Cambridge every evening by tin: last train in order
to perform the pernoctation essential for keeping a term.

t Pernor. Laiu. Obs. Also 5-7 peruour(e,
(5

"er )> 7 parnor, purnor. [a. AF. pem0ur=zQ*
prcncor, -ear taker, f. prendre^ prcn-ant to take.]
A taker or receiver, csp. of rent or profits of land
or other property.
[1292 BRITTOS i. xxii. 14 Nos pernours de vitayle ou de

autre chose \transl. Our takers of victuals or other things).

1341 Rolls of Parlt. II. 133/2 Et qe les Pernours puissent
prendre les Leynes ] 1485 Act i Hen. I'll, c. i That the
Demaundaunt in every suche cas have his accion ayenst
the. . pernours [ A*oilofP. 1'einerjof the profittesofthe Londes
or Tenementes demaunded 1531 Dial, on Laws Eng. \. xxx,
That wryt of annuyte lyeth neuer agaynst the pernoure:
but onlye agaynst the grantour or his heyres. 1642 tr.

Perkins* Prof. Bk. ix. 606. 262 If there be grauntee of n
rent cliarge in fee, and a stranger is purnor of the rent.

tPe-rnyng. Obs. rare- 1

. [V

Usually taken as vbl.sb. or pr. pple. of a conjectural vb.

^crtt, metathesized variant of/;rf, PKKI;N. But the passage
is obscure. Perh.

' bitwene
'

governs' tortors and trulofez
1

.]

13.. Caw. fy Gr. Knt. 611 On Ijrode sylkyn horde &
bryclclez on semez, As papiayez paynted pernyng bitwene
Tortors & trulofez entayled so J>yk.

Perochial(l, obs. ff. PAROCHIAL. Perochito:
see PARAKEET. PerofTer, obs. f. PROFFER.

Perofskite (pcr^'fskait). J/i/i. Alsoperov-,
perow-. [Named 1839 ^om personal name Pe~

rovski: see -ITE.] Titanate of calcium, occurring
in crystals varying in colour from yellow to black.

1844 DANA Mln. (ed. 2) 424 Perovskite consists principally
of titanic acid or oxide and lime. 1872 NeviU Catal. Min.
122 Perowskite. 1878 LAWRENCE tr. Cottars Rocks Class.

39 Perofskite occurs as an accessory in chlorite-schist.

Perogua, Perogue, obs. ff. PIUAGUA, PIROGUE.

fPeroke. Obs. rare 1

, [perh. a variant of

PERUKE, which, as also the It. perrucco, orig. meant
* hair of the head ',

*

long locks ',

* shock of hair *.]

app. The floss silk of a cocoon.

1540 Treas Poore Men 7 b, Rawe sylke & namely of the

Peroke of the sylke worme.

Perokito: see PARAKEET.

FeromelouS (pi-r^rm/las), a. Zool.
[f.

Gr.

irr]pone\r}s with maimed limbs (f. 7rj;pds maimed +
/u'Aoslimb) + -OUS.] Having the limbs defective or

wanting, as the group reromela (Dumeril 1841) or

Ophioniorpha of Amphibians, now Autopoda.
1875 HUXLEY in EncycL Brit. I. 751/1 Some Labyrintho-

donts were devoid of limbs, or peromelous. Ibid. 770/2
The peromelous modification of the Labyrinthodont type.

Peron, Peronall, obs. ff. PERRON, PARNEL.
Peronate (pio-rcM), a. Bot. [ad. L. pcromlHis

rough-booted,- f. pero boot of hide.] (See quot.)
1832 LINDLEY Introd. Bot 396 Peronate ; laid thickly over

with a woolly substance, ending in a sort of meal. ..This
term is only applied to the stipes of Fungi. 1866 Treas.
Bot 866/2.

llPerone (pe'iJn/"}. Anat. Alsoperona. [mod.
L. pei-one, peiona^ a. Gr. nfpovrj a pin, a buckle,
the fibula.] The FIBULA or small bone of the leg.

1693 tr. Blancards Pkys Diet. (ed. 2\ Perona^ also called

Fibula^ because it joyns the Muscles of the Leg. 1709
BLAIR in Phil. Trans. XXVII. 150 The Perone was fix'd to

the Tibia at the upper part, by a Pin. 1758 J. S. Le Drafts
Observ. Surg. (1771) 334 The Perone was broke obliquely.

Peroiieal (peronrzi), a. Anat. [f. mod.L.

peronx-tts (f. perone : see prec.) + -AL.] Pertaining

to or connected with i\\c perone or fibula.

1831 R. KNOX Cloqitet's Anat. 223 A branch of the pero-

neal artery. 1872 MIVART Elcnt. Anat. 177 Called the

fibula, or peroneal bone of the leg.



PERONEO-.

FeroneO- (penm0;, comb, form of mod.L. !

peroncus, -sens, PERONEAL, forming adjs. applied
to ligaments, muscles, etc. connected with the

fibula and with some other part denoted by the

second element: as Peroneo-caloa'neal, Peroneo-

ta-rsal, Peroneo-ti'Mal. These may also be

used ellipt. as sbs. ^sc. muscle, etc.).

1831 R. KNOX Cloquct's Anat. 225 Anterior Peroneo-tarsal

Ligament. 1872 HUMPHRY Myolofy 21 A part of the pos-
terior peroneo-tarsal ligament.

llPeroneilS (peronrfe). Anat. [mod.L. (prop,

adj., sc. musciiius muscle), f. PERONE.] Name

given to various muscles connected with the fibula.

1704 J. HARRIS Lex. Tcclin. I, Peroncus primus, a Muscle

of the Tarsus. 1872 HUMPHRY Myolc-gy 22 Insinuating
itself between the peroneus muscle and the fibula. 1875
HUXLEY & MARTIN Ktem. Bial. (1883) 232 The peroneus :

the largest and most external [muscle].

II Pei'Olliuni (perpu'nii'm). Z.ool. PI. -ia.

[mod.L., a. Or. Tttpitviov, dim. of irfpuVr; fibula, pin.]

Each of the cartilaginous processes connecting the

bases of the tentacles with the marginal ring in the

Karcomedusx, a section of the Ilydrozoa. Hence
Pero'nial n., of or pertaining to a peronium.
1888 ROLLESTON & JACKSON Aniin. Life 749 In the .\'ar-

comedusx, . . a nerve extends from the outer ring beneath

each peronium. In the Pcganthidz ..ihe peronia are very

rudimentary. i898SEDG\vicK Tcxtbk.Zool. I. 136 Otoparpae
or peronial streaks of ectoderm passing from the auditory
tentacles may be present.

II Peronospora (peronp-spfirS). Bot. [mod.L.,
f. Gr. TTtpovri pin, etc. (see PEHONE) + airopos seed,

SPORE.] A genus of minute parasitic fungi (moulds
or mildews), of which several species cause very
destructive diseases in various plants, as /'. viticola

in the grape-vine, and P. infcstans in the potato.
1884 S. HIBBERD in Times 27 Dec., Definite tracing of

the resting spores of the peronospora. 1892 Daily Ni'H'S

9 July 3/5 Vines and olives are promising, and the perono-
spoia. .has till now caused no sensible damage. 1895 Times
2 Jan. 13/2 Reports of the appearance of pcronosporos on
the growing crop [of currants].

Feropod (pi^nTp^d), a. and sb. Zoo!, [f. mod.
Zool. L. Peropoda, f. Gr. TTIJ^US maimed + iro5- foot.]

a. adj. Having rudimentary hind limbs, as certain

serpents; belonging to the division PcropoJa of

serpents, including the pythons, boas, etc. b. sb.

A serpent of this division. So Pero'podous a.

1878 BELL Gegcnbaurs Comp. Anat. 490 In all Ophidii,
among which the Peropoda only are provided with any
rudiments at all.

' t Fero'pus. Obs. Also 7 paropa, parapos,

piropus, rt pyropus. [Origin unascertained.] A
kind of fabric used in the early part of the seven-

teenth century, the same as or similar to PARAGON.
cifos Alteg. Worsted Wearers (I). M. Add. MS. 12504,

art. 64) A peropus and paragon [are] all one [cloth]. Ibid.

[see PARAGON sb. 5], 1622 BONOEIL Making Silk 25 Be it

say, Piropus, the backside of old Veluet, or such like stuffe

as hath no wooll on it. 1623 J.
TAYLOR (Water P.) Praise

Ilempseed Wks. (1630) in. 64/2 Rash, Taffeta, Paropa, and

Nouato, Shagge, Fillizetta, Damaske and Mockado. 1624
in Nawortlt Househ. Bks. (Surlees) 214, 10 yards of watered

peropus . . to make my Lady a cassock, xxx\ 1625 in J. C.

Jeaffreson Middlesex County Rcc. II. 184 Stealing of a

peece of imbrodered Peropus. 1706 in Watson Coll. Scot.

Poems i. 28 No proud Pyropus, Paragon, Or Chackarally.

Peroqua, Peroque, ubs. ff. PIRAGUA, PJROGUE.

Perorate (pe
-

r6r?t), v. [f. ppl. stem of L.

perorare to speak at length or to the close, f.

1'Eii- i + Srare to speak.]
1. intr. To speak at length, deliver an oration.

1603 SIR C. HEYDON Jnd. Astral, xxii. 493 Now hailing

perorated (as he thinkes) sufficiently, he beginnes to growe
to a conclusion. 1620 BRKNT tr. SarpTs Counc. Trent II.

125 They should demand of the Pope, some man of worth to

perorate against the accused. 1827 CARLYLE Misc., Richter

(1869! 4 Dr.Gabler and Dr. Spazier were perorating over the

grave. 1873 M. ARNOLD Lit. fy Dogma (1876) 331 They will

let the intelligent. Unitarian perorate for ever about the

Atonement if he likes.

b. trans. To utter with declamation, declaim.
1681 COLVIL Whigs Supplic. (1751) 119 Thus did he perorat

his filling. 1850 CARLYLE Latter-d. Pamp/i. ii. (1872) 60 A
foolish stump-orator, perorating .. mere benevolences.

2. intr. To sum up or conclude a speech or

oration
;
to utter the peroration of a speech.

1808 DE QUINCEY Let. to Sister 20 June in
' H. A. Page

'

Life (1877) I. 140, I summed up or perorated by impressing
on his misguided mind that [etc.]. 1818 HOBHOUSE Hist.

[Uustr. (ed. 2) 336 The following innocent conclusion wilh

which Visconti perorates. 1855 BROWNING Old rift. Florence

xxxiv, How we shall prologuize, how we shall perorate.

Hence Pe'rorating///. a.

1897 Daity News 17 Mar. 6/4 [He] has that besetting sin

of perorating speakers he drops his voice at the close of

his periods.

Peroration (peror^'Jsn). [ad. L. pcriration-
em the winding up of a speech, n. of action from

L. perffictre : see prec. So obs. F. peroration, F.

1. The concluding part of an oration, speech, or

written discourse, in which the speaker or writer

sums up and commends to hi audience with force or

earnestness the matter which he has placed before

them ; hence, any rhetorical conclusion to a speech.

714

c 1440 CATGRAVE Life St. Kalh. iv. 536 This was at bat

tyme hir peroracyon. 1570 Foxa A. ft M. (ed. 2) 1205/2

Finallyin the end of hys perorationihe concludeth the whole
summe of hys minde, in this effect. ^-1663 COWLEY Verses Ar

ss. (1609) 73 Which if I should undertake to do I should

never get to the Peroration. 1790 BURKE Fr. Rev. Wks. V.

131 When he arrives at his peroration. 1875 HELPS Soc.

Press,
yiii. 113 He should be all along preparing for his

conclusion, or peroration.
2. A discourse ;

a rhetorical passage.
1593 SHAKS. 2 //<>;. l-'f, i. i. 105 Nephew, what means this

passionate discourse? This peroration with such circum-

stance. 1607 TOPSELL Foitr-f. Beasts Ep. Ded., Leaning
these perorations, I will endeauor to proue vnto you [etc.].

1649 I'ULWER Ptithomyot. Pref. Avj b, Dr. Floud being the

first that in his peroration exhibited such a kind of Method.

1833-6 J. H. NEWMAN Hist. Sk. (1873) II. 11. xi. 295 At other

times, his peroration contains more .. elevated sentiments.

Hence Ferora'tional a., of or pertaining to a

peroration.
1868 Spectator i Feb. 120 One of those desperate snatches

at a perorational metaphor which always remind one of Mr.
Toots's peroration at the wedding breakfast.

Ferorator (pe-roreitai). rare. [Agent-n. in

L. form from pcrorare to PERORATE.] One who

perorates ; f the speaker of an epilogue.
1560 INCELEND Disob. Child (Percy Soc.) 55 Here the

Ryche Man and his Sonne go out, and in commeth the Per-

oratour. 1827 CARLYLE Germ, Rotii, III. 219 Six well-con-

ditioned perorators.

So Pero'ratory a., of or pertaining to peroration ;

sl>., utterance of a peroration.
1882 Society 16 Dec. 8/1 A string of rounded peroratory

periods. 1903 U'csttn. Gaz. 2 Dec. 2/2 There were occasional

lapses into what we can only call sentimental peroratory.

tFerOTC, f. Obs. rare. [a. Y . pi-rore-r (,1507

in Hatz.-Darm.), ad. L. pcrorare to PEROBATK.]
intr. To perorate, make a peroration.
1594 R. ASHLEY tr. Lays Ic Roy 76 When you perored and

pleaded. IHd. 95 In Athens, .it was not lawful in peroring
to moue affections.

Perosen, -in, variants of PERKOSIN Obs.

Perosseous (parp'sias), a. Physiol. [f.
PER-

+ L. os bone, after osseous.'] Taking place through
the substance of the bone.

1899 Allbntt's Syst. tied. VIII. 108 We should expect.,
that the perosseous hearing should be affected step by step
with the meatal.

Peroxide (parjrkssid). Chem. [f. PER- 5 a

(see note there) + OXIDE.] That compound of

oxygen with another element which contains the

greatest possible proportion of oxygen.
1804 T. THOMSON Chcjn. (ed. 2) I. 103 When a metal has

combined with as much oxygen as possible, I shall denote

the compound formed by the term peroxide ; indicating by
it, that the metal is thoroughly oxidized. Thus we have.,

the terms protoxide and peroxide to denote the minimum
and maximum of oxidizement ; and the terms deutoxide,

tritoxide, etc. to denote all the intermediate states which
are capable ofbeing formed. 1804 HATCHETT in Phil. Traits.

XCIV. 324 The air,, .after the wax is burned, combines with

the superficial part of the oxide, and converts a portion of it

into the reti or peroxide. 1812 SIR H. DAVY Chcnt. Phihs.

380 There are two definite combinations of tin and oxygene :

of Hydrogen. 1873 DAWSON Earth q- Man vi. 1 10 Peroxide

of iron or iron rust. 1881 BELL Sound I'y Radiant Energy
38 A test-tube containing peroxide of nitrogen.

Hence t Pero'xidate, Pero-xidize vis. trans.

and inlr., to convert, or become converted, into

a peroxide ;
to combine with the largest possible

proportion of oxygen ; whence Peroxida'tion,

Fero'xidizement, conversion into a peroxide.
1857 MAYNE Expos. Lex. 918/2 *Peroxidated. 1839 USE

Diet. Arts 39 The *peroxidation of the iron renders it less

soluble in the sulphuric acid. 1842 PARSELL Clicm. Anal.

(1845) 334 To prevent the peroxidation, by the air, of any
appreciable quantityof the protoxide of iron. 1827 FARADAY
Cncin. Manif. xiv. 310 Till the whole of the earth is *per-
oxidized. 1880 GARKOD & BAXTER Mat. tied 150 The use

of the chlorine and carlwnate of zinc.. is to peroxidize and

precipitate any iron. 1839 URE Diet. Arts 225 In order to

fix the iron by its 'peroxidizement.

t Perpacate, v. Obs. rare-", [f. ppl. stem of

L. perpacdre to quiet completely, f. PER- 2 +

pacare to PACATE.]
1623 COCKERAM, Perpacate, to set all things in order.

Perpen, variant of PARPEN.

Perpend (psjpe'nd), v. arch. [ad. L. per-

pendcre to weigh exactly, ponder, consider, f.

PER- 2 +penderc to weigh, pay, ponder.]
1. trans. To weigh mentally, ponder, consider,

examine, investigate. (With simple obj. or obj. cl.)

1527-8 Fox Let. to Gardiner in Strype Eccl. Mem. (1721)

I. App. xxvi. 79 My Lords grace . . perpending and ponder-

ing the exoneration of his own conscience.
_

1509 SHAKS.
Hen. V, IV. iv. 8 Perpend my words O Signieur Dewe, and

marke. 1660 H. MOKE Myst. Godl. x. ii. 496 They being
not at leisure to perpend things to the bottom. 1762 STERNE
Tr. Shandy VI. xvi, There are a thousand resolutions

._.

weighed, poised, and perpended. 1821 BYKON Juan \. Ixxii,

1 shall perpend if your proposal may Be such as I can

properly accept.

b. absol. or intr.

1601 SHAKS. Tntl. N. V. i. 307 Therefore, perpend my
Princess, and giue eare. 1848 Klackv!. Mnf. LXIV. 107

Perpend upon this.. at your leisure. 1868 W. R. GRKI;

Lit. fySoc. Judgin. 152 They are.. too impatient to perpend
and reflect.

PERPENDICULAR.

f2. To weigh in a balance. (A Latinism.) Obs.

1660 STANLEY Hist. Philos. ix. (1701) 375/2 He thinks how
long Cancer the day extends, And Capricorn the night:
Himself perpends In a just ballance, that no flaw there be,

Nothing exuberant, but that all agree.

Hence Perpe'nding vbl.sb. ; f Perpe-ndment.
1667 WATERHOUSE Fire Lond. 48 Great enterprises alwayes

requiring grave perpendment of the method. 1681 R. FLEM-
ING Fulfill. Script. iiBoi) I. 246 O that these would but by
a serious perpending consider the work of the Lord. 1868

F. E. PAGET Lucretia 190, I had barely finished my per*

pendings and explorations, when [etc.].

Perpend, obs. form of PARPEN.

tPerpe'ndant, -ent, a. Obs. rare. [f. PER-

4 + PENDANT, -ENT.] a. Remaining appendant.
b. Hanging down very much.

1642 tr. Per/tins' Prof. Bk. x. 643. 278 A man seised of

a mannor unto which an advpwson is appendant doth thereof

enfeoffe a stranger
'

Exceptis, reservatis etc. or Praeter
'

one

acre, and name the acre, and the Advowson, this is a good

exception. . .And the Advowson shall be perpendant unto the

acre which is reserved. 1650 BULWER Anthrofomcl. xi. 108

Their perpendent Lips hang down above a Cubite low.

t Pe-rpender. Masonry. Obs. [f. perpend,
PARPEN + -EK 1

.]
= PARPEN.

1611 COTGR., Perpins, perpenders, or perpent stones;

stones made iust as thick as a wall, and shewing their

smoothed ends on either side thereof. 1755 in JOHNSON
[erroneously explained as ' a coping stone '].

t Perpe'ndicle. Obs. rare. [a. OF. per-

pendicle (141!] c. in Hatz.-Darm.), ad. L. perpcn-
diculum plummet, plumb-line, f. *perpcndere, i.

PER- 2 + pcndire to hang. Cf. mod.K. perpen-
dicitlc (i6th c.), It. perpendifolo.'] A plumb-line.
14. . in Halliwell Kara Math. (1841) 58 Come toward and

go froward til be perpendicle, bat es to say-be threde whereon

pe plumbe henges falle vpon be mydel lyne of be quadrant.

1656 KLOL-NT Glossogr., Pcrpendicle, a plumb line, ..with

lead at the end. 1755 JOHNSON, Perpendicle, anything

hanging down by a straight line. 1867 SMYTH Sailors

Word-Ik., Perpendicle, the plumb-line of an old quadrant.

Perpendicular (pa-ipendrkiwlai), a., adv.,

and si'. Also 6 -pent-, [a. OF. perpendiculer,

icr,
= Sp. perpendicular, \\.pcrpendicotare, ad. L.

perpendicular-is, i. pcrpcndicul-um : see prec. and

-All 1
. Mod.F. has the parallel form perpendicu-

laire, ad. L. perpendiculariiis (both forms in

Front inns 1st c.).]

A. adj. 1. Situated at right angles to the plane
of the horizon, or directly up or down ;

vertical.

c 1391 CHAUCER Astral, n. 23 Thow most haue a plomet

hanging on a lyne heyer than thin heued on a perche, &
thilke lyne mot hange euene perpendiculer by-twixe the pool
& thin eye. 1555 EDEN Decades 121 It receaueth the soonne

beamesat noonetyde directly perpenticular ouer their heades.

1638 SIK T. HERBERT Trav. (ed. 2) 193 In the Sunnes per-

pendicular glances, wee found it hot. 1725 DE FOE I'oy.

raumt World (1840) 326 The water of the lake was swelled

about two feet perpendicular. 1822 IMISON Sc. fy Art I. 74

Measure the perpendicular height of the fall ofwater, in feet.

1892 GREENER Breech Loader 211 The prettiest of shots and

adifficult one to make is the perpendicular shot.

b. Of an ascent or descent : Nearly vertical ;

very steep, precipitous.
1596 SHAKS. i Hen. IV, n. iv. 378 The sprightly Scot of

Scots, Dowglas, he that runnes a Horse-backe vp a Hill

perpendicular. 1822 BYKON Heaven 4- Earth i. ill, Trees

that twine their roots with stone In perpendicular places.

1838 DICKENS Nick. Nick, iii, A female voice, proceeding
from a perpendicular staircase at the end of the passage.

1880 Eraser's Mag. May 650 Slippery steps .. connect the

various stories of this perpendicular hamlet.

O. Of persons : Of erect figure or attitude when

standing or riding ; also, upright ; (humorous) in

a standing position.
1768 STERNE Scut. Journ. (1775) I. 44 (Pidef) He canter'd

. .

A stout broad gentleman of sixty, perpendicular in attitude.

1859 Sunday Times 16 Oct. 5/3 Every seat.. was occupied

bars, the customer standing.

t d. fig. Directly leading to, entailing, or ante-

cedent to ; direct. Obs.

['579 J- STUBBES GapingGnlflevt b, Thys Trench mariage is

. . the very Tightest perpendicular downfal that can be

imagined from the point frama to our English state.] 1632

LITHCOW Tra-'. iv. 166 To these of the first reason, there is

another perpendicular cause. 1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud.

A/. I. xi. 44 Distorting the order and theorie of causes per-

pendicular to their effects. 1631 KIGGS Nem Disp. 149 The

prime indication perpendicular to health, and conducible to

perfect restauration.

t e. Directly dependent. Obs.

1555 EDEN Dccculcs 48, I haue added this [book] to the

tenthe as a perpendiculer lyne, and as it were a backe guyde
or rerewarde to the other. IHd. 50, I wyll nowe therfore

soo make an ende of this perpendiculer conclusion of the hole

Decade. 1632 LITHCOW Trav. II. 58 A perpendicular Pro-

uince annexed to it. 1691-* NORRIS Pract. Disc. (1711) III.

239 To have our Wills intirely conformable, and as it were

Perpendicular to his.

2. Geom. Of a line or. plane : Having a direction

at right angles to a given line, plane, or surface.

Const, to (f with).
A line is said to bd'perpendicolar (now more usually

NORMAL) to a curve when it meets the tangent at the point

of intersection at right angles.



PERPENDICULAR.

1570 BILLINGSLKV Euclid i. def. x. 3 The right lyne which
standeth erected, is called a perpendiculer line to that vpon
which it standeth. 1624 WOTTON Arc/tit, in Reliq. (1651)

224 That the Walls be most exactly perpendicular to the

Ground-Work ; for the right Angle., is the true cause of all

Stability, both in Artificial and Natural Positions. 1667
PRIMATT City $ C. Build. 1 59 How to draw a Perpendicular
Line from any Point, to any Line given. 1715 LEONI
Palladia's Arc/n't. (1742) I. n The middle of the upmo>t
Wall ought to be perpendicular with the middle of the

nethermost. 1882 MINCHIN Unipi. Kinemat. 37 Moving
in a plane perpendicular to the axis.

3. Arch. Applied (first by Kickman) to the third

or Florid style of English Pointed Architecture,

developed out of the Decorated style in the latter

part of the fourteenth century, and prevalent

throughout the fifteenth, characterized by the

vertical lines of its tracery.
i8i2-isRiCKMAN.V/>'/(.^f/.-/n7//V. (1817) 44 Perpendicular

English. .. The name clearly designates this style, for the
mullionsofthe windows, and theornaniL-ntal pannellingsrun
In perpendicular lines. 1820 D. TURNKR Tour Normandy
L 167 Nowhere, .have I been able to trace among our Gallic

neighbours the existence of the simple perpendicular style.

1875 STUBBS Const. Hist. II. xvii. 625 The unmeaning
symmetry of the Perpendicular Style. 1904 J. T. Fo\\ LI-IK

Durham Unh\ 10 Three good Perpendicular windows.

4. Comb.
c 1865 Ln. BROUGHAM in Clrc. Sc. L Introd. Disc. 6 The

third side of a perpendicular-.sided triangle.

f-B. adv. In a perpendicular manner; perpen-
dicularly, vertically. Obs.

[c 1391 : see A. i.] 15*7 K. THORNE in HaMuyt I'oy. (1589)
253 1 he one in the Occidentall partdescendeth perpendicular
vpon ihe 175 degree, 1699 EVKLVN Kal. Hoit. (ed. 9) 63
If the Tree be too ponderous to be lifted perpendicular by
the Hand alone. 1792 Munchauseris Trav. Suppl. 80 To
fall near two miles perpendicular.

C. sb, 1. An instrument or appliance for indicat-

ing the vertical line from any point: e.g. a
mason's or builder's plumb-rule or plumb-level ;

a gunner's level : see quots.
1603 B. JONSOM Jas. I Entertainnt. Wks. (Rtldg.) 531/2

In her lap she held a perpendicular or level, as the ensign
of evenness and rest. 1664 HUTLER Hud. \\. iii. 1019 I'll

make them serve for perpendic'lars As true as e'er were
used by Bricklayers. ^1727 NEWTON ChronoL Amended
{.(1728) 148 Dajdalus. .invented the chip-ax, and saw, and
wimble, and perpendicular. 1792 Trans. Sac. Arts ted. 2)
III. 184 An instrument, .called a Perpendicular, to be used
instead of a quadrant of altitude with the artificial globes.
1819 rantol<>gia t I'crfendicnlar^ in gunnery, is a small
instrument, used for finding the centre line of a piece in the
operation of pointing jt to a given object. 1859 F. A.
GRIFFITHS Artil. Man. (1862) 121 One quadrant, one per-
pendicular, for every four or five mortars.

2. A line at right angles to the plane of the

horizon, a vertical line
; also, a vertical plane or

face ; loosely, a very steep or precipitous face ;

a steep. The perpendicular (sc. line, direction 1

.

1632 LITHGOW Trav. x. 432 The Perpendiculars of long-
reaching Caucasus. 1656 HEYUN Sun-. France 4 Rising
from the bottom to the top in a perpendicular. 1756-7 tr.

Ktysler's Trav. (1760) III. 343 The tower of this church is

observed to lean a little from the perpendicular. 1772-84
Cook's I'oy. (1790) IV. 1501 The tide rises and falls about
six feet, upon a perpendicular. 1817 I.VRON Manfred IT. ii.

4 O'er the crag's headlong perpendicular. 1837-9 HALLAM
Hist. Lit. \. i. iii. 29. 160 FioravantL.is said.. to have
restored to the perpendicular [a tower] at Cento seventy-five
feet high, which had swerved five feet. 1838 Civil Eng. <y
Arch. Jrnl. I. 394/1 The length of the Rnby is 155 feet
between the perpendiculars.

b. Upright or erect position or attitude; also_y%-.
moral uprightness, rectitude.

1859 GEO. ELIOT A. Bede iv, For my part, I think it's

better to see when your perpendicular's true, than to see a
ghost. 1862 LOWELL Bigiow P. Ser. IL iii, They suit, .nut
your Southun gen'leman ilict keeps his parpendic'lar. 1874
T. HARDY Madding Crmvd iii, Springing to her accustomed
perpendicular like a bowed sapling, .she seated herself in
the manner demanded by the saddle. 1884 TF.XNYSON ttcckct
n. ii, Your lordship affects the unwavering perpendicular.

c. (slang.) A meal taken standing ;
an entertain-

ment or party at which most of the guests remain

standing.
1871

' M. LEGRAND' Camb. Freshm. xxi, This was the
first occasion on which he had been honoured with an
invitation to a Perpendicular, as such entertainments are
styled. 1873 Slang Diet., t^rpt-ndicular, a. lunch taken
standing-up at a tavern bar. 1882 EDNA LYALL Donovan
ix. I. 207, I dutifully attended my mother to three fashion-
able crowds' perpendiculars

'

is the best name for them, for
there is generally barely room for standing. 1890 ROMANES
in Life 266 Yesterday we had here [at Edinburgh] what at

Cambridge used to be called a 'perpendicular 'twenty
students to supper.

3. Geom. A straight line at right angles to a given
line, plane, or surface. (Chiefly in phr. to dmv a
perpendicular to a line, to raise a p. upon a line, to
letfall a p. upon a line from a point without it, etc.)
1571 Divots Pantom., Math. Treat, def. xxiii. Tiij, A

line falling from any solide angle of these bodyes perpen-

Parabola in the Point in which any other Right Line touches
it, and which is also its self Perpendicular to that Tangent.
1806 HUTTON Course Math. \. 286 A Perpendicular is the
Shortest Line that can be drawn from a Given Point to an
Indefinite Line. 1827 Ibid. II. 346 A perpendicular measures
the distance of any point from a plane.

715

Perpendicularity (paipendikiwlce-riti). [f.

I
L. type *perpcndicnlarita$>i. perpendicular-is*, see

prec. and -ITY. Cf. mod.F. perpendicularity (1741
in Diet. Acad.}, Sp., It. perpendicularity.]
1. Vertical or upright position ; upright attitude

,
or posture ; vertically.
1589 PUTTF.NHAM Eng. Poeslc ii. x. (Arb.) 102 In buildings

j

of stone or bricke the mason giueth a band., to hold in the
worke fast and maintaine the perpendicularitie of the wall,

1664 POWKR Exp. Philos. \\. no Pendents, .multiply their

undulations before they rest in theirdesired Perpendicularity.
1760 STILES in Phil. Trans. LII. 42 The column supported

,
its perpendicularity near a quarter of an hour. 1874 PAKKI-;K

]

Goth. Arc/lit, n. vi. 195 Perpendicularity is.. the charac-
1

teristic of these windows, 1874 T. HARDY Madding Cr<nud
xviii, His square-framed perpendicularity showed more fully
now than in the crowd and bustle of the market-house.
2. Geoni. Position or direction at tight angles to

I

a given line, surface, or plane.
1725 WATTS Logic \. ii. 3 The perpendicular^ of these

I lines to each other, is the difference of a right angle. 1841
'

J. R. YOUNG ^fath. Dissert, ii. 73 They preserve their per-
! pendicularity to one another. 1872 PKOCIOK Ess. Astron.
I xxv. 321 Perpendicularity of intersection.

Perpendicularly (paipaidi-ki/niuli), adv.
:

[f.
PERPENDICULAR a. + -LY -.] In a perpendicular

manner. 1. Directly up or down, vertically.
1555 EDEN Decaties 94 The soonne hauinge his course per-

pendiculerly or directly ouer the same. 1605 SHAKS. Lear
iv. vi. 54 The altitude Which tliou bast perpendicularly fell.

1725 DK FOE I'oy. round M'orId (1840) 333 It rose abunt
two fathoms perpendicularly. 1885 Spectator 8 Aug. 1045/1
The trees. .grow perpendicularly for iuo feet before ihe
branches commence.

t b. fig. Directly. Obs.
J6s8 J. JONES Ovid's Ibis 48 Gods presence is everywhere

but more perpendicularly in his Temple. 1688 NRKIS
Theory Lo'<e_

Pref. 4 To write nothing but what is directly
and perpendicularly to the Point in hand,
2. Ct'OJii. At right angles to some line or plane.
1570 Hiu.iNGsi.KY Euclid i. Pust. iv. 6 A right angle is

caused of one right lyne falling perpendicularly vppon an
other. 1667 PRIMATT City % C. Build. 159 A right Line
drawn cuts the Line given perpendicularly. 1703 MOXON
Mtih. Rxerc. 208 You must not hold the l!lade of this Tool
perpendicularly before the Work,., but aslant. 1879 Casscll's
7't'L/tti Ednc. vi. 349/2 Cogs or pins placed perpendicularly
to the face of the wheel.

Ferpendi cularness. rare. [f. as prec. +

-NESS.J Perpendicularity.
1606 G. WfooncpCKi-:] Hist. Ivstine XXIY. c,o Munified..

with the Perpendiculames and quarry of the ruckc. 1727
in I'AII.EY vol. II.

f Perpensa-tion. Obs. rare- , [ad. L. per*
pensation-em )

iwn\ perpeusare to weigh or consider

carefully, frcq. viperpendfre to PERPEND.]
1623 COCKERAM, Pcrficnsatiou, a due examining. 1658

'

PHILLIPS, Perpension, or Po-pensatton.

tPerpe-nsed, a. Obs. rare" 1
, [f. OF. per-

pcnsj (i3thc.), pa.pple. of perpeuser, or f. \,. per-
pens-US (see PKHPENSITY) + -KD.] Thoroughly
considered, thought out, deliberate: =

"L.perpensus.
Hence fPerpe'nsedly c.dv., with deliberation, de-

liberately: ~ L. perpense.
c 1540 tr. Pol. I'crg. Eng. Hist. (Camden No. 29) 102 That

he might set forwards his perpensed malitimis Enterprise.
1624 Hi-. MOUNTACU Immed. Addr. 156 If men doe not con-
sider their sayings perpensedly.

t Perpe'nsion. Obs. [n. of action f. L. per-
penderc.perpens- to PERPEND.] Mental weighing ;

thorough consideration or reflection ; deliberation.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud.
Ej>. i. vii. 25 Unto reasonable

perpensions it hath no place in some Sciences, small in

others. 1661 UOVI.E Style of Script. 238 The Disparity of
the Influences of the Hare Belief and the Due Perpension
of a Truth. 1674 K. GODFREY ////'. # Al'. Physic Pref., To
do which, after serious perpension, I was easily inclin'd.

t Perpe'nsity. Obs. rare~ l
. [i.L.pcrpcnsus

deliberate, pa. pple. viperpendcre + -ITY.J Atten-
tion.

1704 SWIFT T. Tn& ix, I desire the reader to attend with
the utmost perpensity.

t Ferpe nsive, . Obs. rare*, [f. L. per-
pens-its deliberate + -IVE.] Deliberative.

1647 WARD Simp. Cobler 38 It is rather Christian modesty
than shame.. to be very perpensive.

Perpent, variant of PARPEN.
t Pe:rperacu'te, & Obs. [f. PER- 4 + PER-

ACUTE (which already contains the same prefix).]

Intensely or excessively acute.

1647 WARD Simp. Cobler 23 To still the sad unquietnesse
and per-peracute contentions of that most comfortable
and renowned island. 1661 LOVKLL Hist. Anit/t. fy ftfin.

438 If simply acute they may be judged on the fourteenth
day: If peracute on the seventh; if perperacute, on the
fourth. 1665 HARVKY Advice agst. Plague 10 Per-per-acute
malign Feaver. 1671 HLAGRAVE Astral. Physic 26 There
are also some Sicknesses perperacute.

t Pe-rperous, a. Obs. rare~ Q
. [f.'L.perpcr-ns

heedless, inconsiderate, faulty, erroneous +* -ous.]
Hence f Pe'rperously adv. Obs. rare~ l

[
=

L. perpere], foolishly, erroneously, wrongly;
t Pe'rperitude Obs. rare~

t inconsiderateness,
foolish error.

1623 CUCKKRAM, Ptrperi/nd<>, rudenesse. 1657 TOMI INSOM
Kenou's Disp. 398 Not the factitious Lacca as some per-
perously imagine. \^yj Physical Diet. ^ /Vr/n>w$/y,foolishly
and unskilfully.

PEEPETRATRIX.

t Ferpe'SSion. Obs. rare. [ad. L. perpcs-
sion-etn, t. PER- i

,
2 +passion-em suffering, PASSION.]

1. Endurance of suffering.
<ii6o3 T. CARTWKIGIIT Coii/ul. Khem. N. T. (1618) 629

Free from all perpession or painful] passion. 1628 GAULK
Pract. The. (1629) 167 Vet was our Sauiour both, .terrified
in the apprehension of Wrath ; and in the perpession of
Death, crucified. 1659 PEARSON Creed xn. (1741) 393 The
eternity of destruction in the language of Scripture signifies
a perpetual perpession and duration in misery.
2. Suffering of impact or influence, rare 1

.

1675 J. SMITH Chr. Kelig. Aff. n. 13 Ascribing all . . to
the Perpessions, Collisions, Mutations and Mixtures of
Natural Beings among themselves.

tPerpet. Obs. Abbreviation of PERPETUANA.
1713 in Somers Tracts II. 38 Flannels, Perpets Serges

and Stuffs Exported from Christmas 1708 to Christmas 1709.
1745 Dt J-'M-'S Eiif,'. Tradesman xlvii. 11841) II. 190 The
county of Essex is chiefly taken up with the manufacture of
IJ;IL;S am] perpets.

Perpetrable (po-jputriib'I), a. [ad. late L.

fcrpdrabilis (Tertull. c 200", f. pcrpetriire : sec
below and -ABI.K.] C'ajiablc of Ix-ing perpetrated.
"'734 NOKTII Exam. I. iii. (1740) 128 No Wickedness per-

j

petrable with Safety \vill be left undone.

t Pe-rpetrate, pa.pple. oi>s. Also 5-6 -at.

, [ad. L. ferpetnlt-tts, pa.pple. of perpetrdre : see

next. In use before intiodttction of the finite vb.,
and after that as its pa.pple. ,

until displaced by
pcrpe/ralct/.'] Perpetrated.

I472"3 Avtts of1'arlt. VI. 19/1 Treasons and Felonyes ..

by any persone done or perpetrat. tz 1548 HALL Citron.,
Eiks. //'=44 ''''": great tyrannye. . that he and his people
had perpetrate and committed. 1549 Compl. Scot. x. .;

'lhe-e ( TUL'1 inuasions perpetiat conlrar ulire ix-a!me. c 1614
Sin W. MUKE Diaa ff sKtieas i. 375 Pigmalion's cruell crime,
Against her mate in privy perpetrate.

Perpetrate '.poMpi-tr^t), v. [f. ppl. stem of
L. pcrpct,-are to carry through, execute, jierform,
f. I'KK- i + pa/rare to bring to pass, effect. In

Latin, the thing perpetrated might be good or bad;
but in Kng. the verb, having been first used in the
statutes in reference to the committing of crimes, lias

been associated with evil deeds.] trans. To per-
form, execute, or commit (a crime or evil deed).
'547 -^^ i Eii-iv. I'f, c. 12 5 Vf anny parsone being ons

conuicted. .shall, .eftsones commit or perpetrate anuy of the
offences before mentioned. 1581 I.AMBAKPE Ein'ii. n. vii.

(1588) 264 If the offence bee perpetrated in a i'arne of the
house. 1634 SIR T. HKKBLRT Tra''. 34 To perpetrate like

villany oil the other Princes. 1749 SMOLLETI Rf^uiile v. ii,

1 he auspicious hour To perpetrate ihe deed. 1855 PKKSCOTT
rhilifr //, I. i. vi. 79 All the usual atrocities were perpe-
trated by the brutal soldiery.

t b. in neutral sense. Qbs. rare.

1663 UUT.LER //(/. i. i. 881 Success, the mark no mortal
Wit, Or surest hand can always hit: For whatsoe'er we
perpetrate, We do but row, w'are steer 'd by Kate.

c. colloq. Used humorously of doing anything
which the speaker affects to treat as execrable or

s'locking ; as to perpetrate a pnn, a caricature, etc.

1849 C. URONTE Shirley -xxxi, Sir Philip induced two cif

his sisters to perpetrate a duet. 1861 CRAIK Hist. Eng.
Lit. II. 173 It was now that they [Tate and llradyj per-
petrated in concert their version, or perversion, of the

Psalms, with which we are still afflicted. Mo,i. One of the
worst puns ever perpetiated.
Hence PeTpetiated///.rt.,PeTpetratingr i

i5/.5(';.

1552 Hi LOET, Perpetrated, perptttahts. 1643 MILTON
Divorce n. iii, The perpetrating of an odious and manifold
sin. 1660 R. COKE Justice Vind. Ep. Ded. 3 The most
perpetrated villany committed in the sight of the sun. 1697
t>HVi)i Ny/iwtvV/ vili. 452 The forests, which.. Fierce Romulus
for perpetrated crimes A sacred refuge made.

Perpetration (poapt-tr^-Jsn). [ad. ~L. perpe-
tration-em, n. of action from perpetriire to PER-
PETRATE : so in mod.K. (Littrej.] The action of

perpetrating or performing (an evil deed) ; the

committing (of a crime); also, the action per-

petrated ; a wicked or cruel action ;
an atrocity.

c 145 Mirottr Saliiacwun 3961 Of a synne dedely. .after

perpetracionne. 1534 Act 26 lien. VI11, c. 6 i The people
of Wales, .haue. .perseuered in perpetracion and commission
of diuers & manifold theftes. 1680 Counterplots 4 The
flagitious Achievements and most nefandous perpetrations
of that Parliament. 1797 MRS. RADCLII-'KE Italian iv, A man
whose passions might impel him to the perpetration of
almost any crime. 1854 J. H. NEWMAN Lect. Hist. Turks
ill. i. 136 The savage perpetrations of Zingis and Timour.

fb. Performance (in neutral sense). Obs. rare.
a 1631 DONNE Serin., Matt. v. 16 (1640) 79 In the acting

and perpetration of a good work.
C. colhq. The execution of something which the

speaker humorously affects to consider very bad or
' atrocious ', or as execrably performed.
1849 ROCK Ch. of Fathers I. 215 The whimsical perpetra-

tions of Borromini,

Perpetrator (poupetr^taa). [a. L. perpetra-
tor, agent-n. from perpetrare to PERPETRATE.] One
who perpetrates or commits (an evil deed).
1570 FOXE A . ff M. led. 2) 1 10/2 Estemed as menquellers and

perpetratours of most wicked factes. 1769 BLACKSTONE
Conini. IV. iii. 34 The actor or absolute perpetrator of the
crime. 1828 SCOTT F. jtf. Perth xix, The perpetrator of this

foul murder. i86a BURTON Bk. Hunter (1863) 183 What is

often said, .of other crimes.. if the perpetrator be sufficiently

illustrious, it becomes a virtue.

Hence Fe-rpetra tress, Perpetratrix(-trt
T
'-triks)

[see -FSS, -BIX], a female perpetrator.



PERPETRE.

1889 H. F. WOOD Englishman ofRue Cain vi. 82 Mistress

Lurid, perpetratress of those naughty tales. 1894 H'estm.

Gaz. 15 June, Constance Kent . . the perpetratrix of the Road

t Pe'rpetre, v. Obs. rare. [a. F. perpttre-r

(i4th c.), ad. L.perpetrare.'] trans. To perpetrate.

1490 CAXTON Eneydos vi. 26 Y" detestable cryme, per-

petred and commysed in the persone of. her swete and

late amyable husbonde. 1491 I'itas Patr. (W. de W.

1495) I. xxviii. 24 b/ 1 He beynge on a time in his cell or

lytyl hous was perpetred & commysed a murdre by some

homycides.

Perpetuable (pMpe-ti,ab 1), . rare.
^ [f.

L.

perpetu-are to perpetuate : see -ABLE.] Capable
of being perpetuated.
1885 GOODALE Physiol. Rot. (i 892) 444 When once originated

they [sports or varieties] are perpetuable by any of the pro-

cesses of bud-propagation just described.

Perpetual (papetiwiil), a. (adv. and :

Also 4 -ewel, 4-7 -uel, 5 -ueil, 6 parpetuall,

(perputall). [a.
F. perpttud (lathe, in Ilat/..-

Darm.) = It. perpetuate, ad. L. perpclu'il-is in

Quint., along with iinii<ersal-is), deriv. of pcr-

pelntts continuous, unbroken, permanent, f. PKR-

! + (V)pet!re to aim at, seek.]

1. Lasting or destined to last for ever ; eternal,

unceasing ; permanent (during life).

Perpetual curate: see CI-RATE 2; so>. curacy, cure.

a 1340 HAMPOI.K Psalter xxiv. 7 Kepe noght til vcngeaunce

perpetuel be trespasis of my southed. 1377 LANGL. /'. /'/.

B. xviii. 198 pat her peyne be perpetuel it no preyere hem

helpe. c 1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) xxiv. 112 He graunt bis

lettres of perpetuele peess till all Cri>ten men. 1436 SIR (1. I

HAVE Law Arms (S. T. S.) 79 Men that war symple and

nocht witly of perpetuale tningis, 1466 in Archsologia

(1887) L. i. 50 Mr. William leek vicar perpetuall. 1483

CAXTON G. de la Tour Cvb, He ilyde bis wyf to be.,

putte in pryson perpeuel. a 1333 FKITII Another lik. agst.

Rastell (1829) 227, I affirm hejl
& perpetual damnation.

1678 CUDWORTH tnlell. Syst. I. iv. 571 Following Plato, we
should say That God was Eternal ; but the World only Per-

petual. 1742 Yot-xc Nt. Th. 1. 166 How I dreamt OfThings

impossible !. .Of Joys perpetual in perpetual Change ! 1810

in Risdon's Surv. Devon 413 Clawton is a perpetual cure. 1

1830 R. KNO.X Beclanfs Anat. Life 13 Beclard. .was unani-

mously appointed to the office of perpetual secretary to that

learned society. 1878 HUXLEY Pliysiogr. 64 The [mountain]

top will be enveloped in perpetual snow.

b. Perpetual motion, motion that goes on for

ever ; spec, that of a hypothetical machine, which

being once set in motion should go on for ever, or

until stopped by some external force or the wearing
out of the machine. Hence ferpetual-molionisl.
1593 HARVEY Pierre's Super. Wks. (Grosart) II. 287

Entelechy.. shewing whence they [divine minds] came by
their heauenly and perpetuall motion. 1611 \'>. JONSON Chur.

Aulhor\r\Coiya!'sCrnditu's\su), He is alwaies Tongue-
Maior of the company, and if euer the perpetuall motion

be to be hoped for, it is from thence, a 1626 BACON .\\ --J

All. (1900) 43 We have divers curious Clocks; .. And some

Perpetuall Motions. 1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. F.p. n. ii.

65 Petrus Peregrinus .. a Frenchman, who two hundred

yeeres since left a Tract of the Magnet and a perpetual
motion to be made thereby. 1702 SAVERY Miner's Friend

So, I know the Notions of the Perpetual Motion, or Self-

moving Engine. 1862 H. SPENCER First Princ. ii. xxii. (1875)

493 It is of the same order as the belief that misleads per-

petual motion schemers. 1872 DE MORGAN Paradoxes 342
A perpetual motionist wanted to explain his method.

e. That serves, is applicable, or remains valid

for all time to come, or for an unlimited time;

e. g. perpetual injunction, settlement.

Perpetual action, a legal action for which there is no
limitation of time ; perpetual almanac or calendar, one that

can be adjusted so as to supply particular information for

any year or for many years; \perpetual alms Frank

Almoign : see ALMOIGN 2 ; ^perpetual caustic, common or

lunar caustic : see CAUSTIC sb. ij tperpetual pill: see quot.

1727 ; perpetual screw = ENDLESS screw.

c 1430 Godstmu Keg. 35 To be had and to be hold into fre

and perpetuel almesse. 1503-4 Act 19 Hen. VII, c. 29

Preamble, To hold . . of your Highnesse and of your heyres
in free & perpetuall Almes. 1641 WILKINS Math. Mafia
I. ix, Another invention, commonly styled a perpetuall

screw, which hath the motion of a wheel and the force of

a screw, being both infinite. 1631 G. W. tr. Cmuefs Inst.

238, I call those [actions] perpetuall..which have not any

C"aitstick, is a Chymical Operation, whereby Silver is ren-

dred Caustick by the Salts of Spirit of Nitre. 1727-41
CHAMBERS Cycl. II. s.v. Regains, Of this regulus [of anti-

mony] . .are made . . the antimonial pills ... These pills, having

..performed their office and been discharged the body, will

serve the same purpose again, and again ; whence they
have obtained the name otperpetualpills. 1799 P. MOORE
in R. Patton Asiat. Man. (1801) 104 note, The manifest, and

by no means unnatural, fruit of this last zemindarry system,
called the perpetual settlement. 1818 CHUISE Digest <ed. 2)

IV. 548 The Lord Chancellor decreed that a perpetual in-

junction should be awarded against Lord Forbes and his

trustees. 1844 H. H. WILSON Brit. India I. 443 Regula-
tions were passed in. .1802... announcing the principles of a

perpetual settlement, which..was effected in the districts

..subject to the authority of the Madras Government. 1881

Encycl. Brit. XII. 76 On the i7th February 1577 was signed
the '

Perpetual Edict ',
which ratified the Pacification of

Ghent. 1904 HARBOTTLE Diet. Allusions 193 Perpetual

League, a league entered into in 1291 by the three Forest

Cantons of Switzerland.

d. = PERENNIAL a. 2 b.

1882 Garden 4 Feb. 75/3 The Beta maritima ; known as the

Perpetual or Beet Spinach.
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e. Never ending, endless in succession in space.
1873 BLACK Pr. Thnle xiii, This city of perpetual houses.

2. Continuing or continued without intermission;

constant ;
continuous ; unfailing ; uninterrupted.

Perpetual fallows, a bellows capable of giving a continuous

blast of air.

c 1380 WYCLIF Sel. ll'ks. III. 431 To be bonde to per-

petual kepyng of siche maner signes. 1484 CAXTON Curtail

3 He shal be enuoyed [pr. ennoyed] now here, now there as

a courrour or renner perpetuell. 1532 ABP. HAMILTON Catcch.

(1884) 38 The well, .and perpetuall spring of gudnes. 1594
T. B. La Priinaud. Fr. Acad. n. 437 The humours and

qualities are in perpetuall motion. 1697 DKYDEN I'irg.

Cf-'org. IV. 540 With Waters drawn from their perpetual

Spring. 1755 MRS. DELANY Life fifCorr. (i860 III. 384 The

melancholy hurry of business, .for some time to come will

necessarily keep her spirits in a perpetual flutter. 1758
REID tr. Macquers Chyin. I. 362 Excite the fire violently

with a pair, or more, of perpetual bellows till the Iron melt.

1837-9 HAI.I.AM Hist. Lit. i. v. 16 This produced .. per-

petual baibarisms and deviations from purity of idiom.

b. Cmitinuous or unbroken in spatial extent.

1658 KARL MO:JM. tr. Partita's Wars Cyprus 109 An almost

perpetuall shore, which extends it selfe for the space of

thirty miles from the mouth of the Adice, to that of Piave.

1670-98 LASSELS / 'ay. Italy 1 1. 20 Great Pillars of freestone

..whose capitelli. .are joyned to one another above by
arches and a perpetual cornice. 1791 COWPER Iliail Ml. 381

[To Ajax] Agamemnon gave the chine Perpetual.

B. Used as adv. = PERPETUALLY.

CI374 CHAUCER Boeth. n. Pr. iv. 28 (Camb. MS.) Or cllis

yt last nat perpetuel. 1439 in Ancestor July (1904) 15 That
the said nonnes sette me in here martilage to pray for me
perpetuall. 1352 LYNDESAY Monarche 695 Motioun con-

tinuall, Quhilk doith indure perpetuall. 1607 SHAKS. Timon
iv. iii. 503 You perpeluall sober Gods, c 1742 GRAY Ignorance

4 Where rushy Camus
1

slowly-winding flood Perpetual draws
his humid train of mud. 1817 JAS. MILL l',rit. India II. IV.

viii. 282 The tribute, .was reduced from nine lacs perpetual,
to seven lacs per annum, for the space of six years.

C. sb. (elliptical uses of the adj.)

1. a. = PERENNIAL sl>. i. b. One of several

continuously blooming varieties of rose.

CI7IO CELIA FIF.NNKS Diary (1888) 300 All sorts of Per-

petualis as well as Annualls. 1859 LOCDON Gardening 1054
Roses. . . Damask perpetual. Hybrid perpetual. 1890 Daily
News 28 Jan. 6/6 A choice selection of hybrid perpetuals,

tea-scented, and moss kinds.

2. A machine used in shearing cloth : see qnot.

1879 Cassell's Techn. Eiluc. IV. 342/2 The shearing is..

effected by means of a machine called a '

perpetual ', con-

sisting of a roller with cutting blades passing spirally

round it.

f 3. A hereditary or heritable office. Obs.

1568 CECIL in Robertson Hist. Scot. (1759) App. xxvii,

Providing he shall not dispose of any offices or perpetuals

to continue any longer, but to these offered of the premises.

Perpetualist (pwpe
-

tiialist). [f. prec. +

-IST.] One who is in favour of the perpetuity of

something; spec, a name applied in the U.S. to

those who favoured the perpetuation of negro

slavery in the States.

1830 LYELL -2nd I 'isit U. S. II. 97 Those slave-owners who
are called perpetualists, who maintain that slavery should

be permanent. 1872 H. WILSON Hist. Slave Power I. 574

It was. .a most potent weapon in the hands of the apologists,

perpetualists, and propagandists of slavery.

Perpetuality (p3jpeti,ae-liti). [ad. L. type

*perpetita!itas (It. perpetualita, rare OF.ferpetu-

alitf}, f. 'L. perpetualis PERPETUAL: see -ITT. Cf.

the earlier form PERPETUALTV.] The quality, state,

or condition of being perpetual ; perpetuity.

1543 Perpetualitee [see PERPETUALTY, quot. f 1470). 1802

W. TAYLOR in Rpbberds Mem. I. 431, I., found in the

restlessness of curiosity a perpetuality of occupation. 1813
Yankee 13 Aug. 3/4 There will not be much difficulty in

proving the nan perpetuality of Mr. Redheffer s invention.

Perpetually (p3Jpe-ti,ali); adv. [f.
PER-

PETUAL a. + -LY '-.]

1. Everlastingly, eternally, for ever ;
in per-

petuity ; indefinitely, for the rest of one's life. arch.

c 1386 CHAUCER Knt.'s T. 1176 That thou and I bedampned
to prison Perpetuelly. 1426 AVDELAY Pot-ins 25 Therfore

damnyd sciialt thou be, Into hel perpetually 1491 Act 7

Hen. I'll, c. 10 The foreseid statute, .shuld be in his force

and virtue fro thens perpetuelly to endure. 1535 COVERDALE
Ps. Ixxvii. 69 There he buylded his temple on hye..that it

might perpetually endure. 1580 SIDNEY Ps. IX. v, He to

all his judgments shal apply Perpetually, a 1688 VILLIERS

(Dk. Buckhm.) Restoration \Vks._(i775)
106 Can shame

remain perpetually in me, And not in others?

2. Incessantly; persistently; continually, con-

stantly ; with constant recurrence.

petuelly.

506 Yet is his

Short Catech. in Lit. >r Doc. Edw. VI (1844).

odhead perpetually present with us a 1635

NAUNTON fragin. Keg. (Arb.)6: He lived almost perpetually
in the Camp. 1711 ADDISOM Sped. No. 105 P 6. I might
likewise mention the Law- Pedant, that is perpetually putting

Cases. 1855 MACAULAY Hist. En?, xviii. IV. 127 Encroach-

ments were perpetually committed. 1870 DICKENS E. Draod

ii, Crisparkle. .perpetually pitching himself head-foremost

into all the deep running water.

Perpe-tualuess. [f.
as prec. + -NESS.] The

quality of being perpetual : = PERPETUALITY.
1611 COTGR., Duree, euerlastingnesse, perpetualnesse.long

lasting. 1727 in BAILEY vol. II. 1856 RUSKIN Mod. I'aint.

III. IV. x. 8 A pathetic sense of its perpetualness, and

your own transientness. 1875 G. DAWSON Every day Counsels

(1888) 106 The perpetualness of some men's stings.

PERPETUATION.

t Perpetually (pajpe-ti/^alti). Obs. [a. OF.

perpetitaulle, -eltf, -ante, repr. L. type *perpeluali-
lalem : see PERPETUALITY.] = PERPETUITY i.

c 1380 WVCLIF lyks. (1880) 477 pey don harm to cristis

chirge hi perpetualte in ber synne. 1387-8 T. USK Test.

Ltw l. viii. (SkeatJ 1. 116 Yet scriptures for great elde so

been defased, that noperpetualtiemaie in hem been judged.
( 1470 HARDING Chtoii. c. i. (MS. Bodl. Arch. Seld. B. 10),

Athelarde. .held his tyme ay forth the souerante In heritage
and perpetualte [ed. 1543 perpetualitee].

f Perpetua'na. Obs. Also 7- S perpetuano,

7 -uanno, -uno, 8 -uanee. See also PERPET.

[app. a factitious trade name, f. It. or Sp. per-

petuo, L. ferpetmts, with Romanic ending -atia.

Hence F. pcrpctiiane.}
A durable fabric of wool manufactured in Eng-

land from the i6thc. (Cf. thesimilarnamesOTr/<7i/-

ing, durance, lasting, etc.) Also transf. tmc\fig.

1599 B. JONSON Cynthia's Rev. m. ii, Our gentleman
ushers, that will suffer a piece of serge or perpetuana to

come into the presence. 1611 FLORIO Ital. Diet., Dura,

forte,, .the stuffe Perpetuana. 1640 in Entick London II.

172 Drapery, Perpetuannoes. 1685 J. DUSTON Lett. Jr.

New-Eng. (1867) 14 The Cloathes of the Israelites, .in the

\\~ildernesse, never waxed old, as if made of Perpetuano
indeed. 1691 Loud. Caz. No. 2703/4 Stolen . ., 34 Pieces of

Colchester Perpetuano's. 1714 Fr. Bk. of Rates 403 The
Stuffs called Bays, Perpetuana's, &c. of the Manufacture,
which are sent to Italy. 1727 W. MATHER Yng. Mart's

Camp. 407 Kers[ies], Cottons, Bays, Perpetuanees, Fustians,
and Norwich Stuffs. 1778 Eng. Gazetteer (ed. 2) s. v.

.^n.il'itry, Sudbury . . drives a good trade in perpetuanas,

says, serges, &c. 1846 J. S. BL-RN For. Prot. Refugees 5

The Flemings taught the manufacturing of our Wool into

Broadcloth, Rashes, Flannel and Perpetuanas.
attrib. and Comb. 1606 DEKKER .Set'. Sinnes (Arb.) 27

The sober Perpetuana-suited Puritane. 1607 MARSTON
// '/i<it you will I. ii, Hee's in his old perpetuana sute.

1648 SIR E. DERING Ace. Bk. (N.), For a counterpayne
to the yellow perpetuana bed.

Perpetuance (paipe-tiwiina). [a. OF. per-

pttiiance (I3thc. in Godef.), f. ftrf&vtr to per-

petuate, pr. pple. perpetuant: see -ANCE.] The
action of perpetuating ; the fact or condition of

being perpetuated; perpetuation.
1558 CAVENDISH Poems, etc. (1825) II. 154 Nothyng hathe

here perpetuance. 1573 New Custom II. L in Hazl. Dodsley
III. 25 If trust to the gospel do purchase perpetuance Of
life unto him. 1870 K. Ml'l FORD Nation xvii. 341 To serve

ils end in the perpetuance of slavery. 1877 M. ARNOLD
Last Ess. on C/i. Pref. 6 The transformation of religion

which is essential for its perpetuance.

Perpetuant (pwpeti|Siit). Math. [ad. L.

pcrpetiiant-tm, pr. pple. of perpetuare : see -ANT.]
A seminvariant not reducible to a sum (or sum ol

products) of sem invariants of lower degree.

1885 CAVLEY Coif. Math. Papers XII. 251 A seminvariant

which is not reducible is said to be irreducible, or otherwise

to be a perpetuant. This notion of a perpetuant is due lo

Sylvester, see his Memoir ' On Subinvariants '.

attrib. 1904 Athenaiim 21 May 660/1 'On Perpetuant

Syzygies ', by Messrs. A. Young and P. W. Wood.

Perpe'tnate, ///. a. [ad. L. perpetual-its,

l>erf. pple. passive of peypeluare to PERPETUATE.]
Made perpetual; perpetually continued. Const.

os, pple. and as adj.
1503-4 Act 19 Hen. I'll, c. 32 Preamble, The wele suertie

and comfort perpetual of theym ther heires and successours.

1801 SOUTHKY Thalaba i. xxiii, The trees and flowers

remain, By Nature's care perpetuate and self-sown.

Perpetuate (pajpe-tiz^t), v. [f. ppl. stem

of L. pcrpclua-re to make perpetual, f. perfetu-us

perpetual: see -ATE 3. Cf. F. ptrpttHtr (141(1 c. in

Hatz.-Darm.).] trans. To make perpetual ; to cause

to endure or continue indefinitely ;
to preserve from

extinction or oblivion.

1530 PALSGR. 656/1, I perpetuate, I contynue a thing for

ever. 1579 FENTON Guicciard. in. (1599) 117 He iudged it

was a better meane to perpetuate his greatnesse. 1660 R.

COKE Justice I 'ind. 5 For we see all things are .. per.

petuated by generation in their species. 01711 KEN

Hymnotheo Poet. Wks. 1721 I. 306 Each courts its Mate,
And in their Young themselves perpetuate. 1713 STEELE

EnglisJunan No. 50. 320 The Memory of a Benefactor.,

may be perpetuated by erecting Statues, &c. 1768 BLACK.

STONE Comin. III. xxvii. 450 If witnesses to a disputable

fact are old and infirm, it is very usual to file a bill to

perpetuate the testimony of those witnesses. 1864 BRYCE

Holy Rom. Emp. ix. (1875) 145 It [the revived Romano.
Germanic Empire] perpetuated the name, the language, the

literature, such as it then was, of Rome.

fb. To continue or extend without intermission.

<zi6i9 FOTIIERDY Atheom. u. xiv. 4 (1622) 357 (tr. Ovid

Metam. i. 4) Ye gods draw on, perpetuate my rime, From

Worlds first being, to my present time. 1790 HAN. MORE

Kelig. Fash. H'orld 147 Is it not to be regretted, .that they

do not like to perpetuate the principle, by encouraging it in

their servants also?

Hence Perpetuated ///. a.; Perpe'tuating
vbl. sb. and ///. a.

1607 HIERON Wks. I. 43' They, which . .most study the

perpetuating of their fortunes. 1681-6 J. SCOTT CAr. Z-i/f.'

(1747) III. igi A continued and perpetuated Intercession.

a 1711 KEN C/iristofhil Poet. Wks. 1721 I. 522 Thou leav'st

me longing for a brighter Ray, And for a more perpetuated

Stay. 1774 in Picton L'fool Sftin. Kec. (1886) II. 241 For the

perpetuating the testimony of ancient witnesses.

Perpetuation (pajpetizv'-jan). [ad. med.L.

perpetualidn-em (Du Cange), n. of action from L.

perpetuare to perpetuate : cf. F. perpetuation



PERPETUATOR.

c.)j It. perpefnazione (Florio).] The action of

perpetuating or making perpetual ; permanent con-

tinuation; preservation from extinction or oblivion.

c 1380 WVCLIF Sel. ll'ks. III. 216 Of alle evelis bat comeb
hi weiward curatis is maad a perpetuacion. 1395 I'i KYFV
Rcntonstr. (1851) n Perpetuacion, or euere lastinue duringe.

1471 RIPLKY Cojnp. Alch. Pref. i. in Ashm. T/tcat. Chan,
Brit, (1652) 121 O pytewouse puryfyer of Smiles and puer
perpetuation. 1620 HP. HAI.L Hon. Afar. Clergy i.

yii. 40
I'hose. .may vow, .an holy perpetuation thereof to their end.

1646 SIK T. IJROWSE Pseud. Ep. \. x.xi. 267 The perpetua-
tion of a very ancient custome. 1752 JOHNSON Rambler
No. 203 P 8 Some, .provide for the perpetuation of families

and honours. 1867 SMILES Huguenots Eng. i. (1880) n
This invention [printing] ., contained within itself a self-

preserving power which ensured its perpetuation. 1874
STKFHKN Comm. v. viii. (ed. 7* III. 463 A court of equity. .

permitting any of the parties interested to institute proceed-
ings . . with a view to the mere perpetuation of the testimony.

Perpetuator (paipe*tia*i**tai) [Agent-n. from

PEBHETDATI v. : see -OR.] One who perpetuates.
1863 J. G. MURPHY Comm. Gen. iii. 24 The author and

perpetuator of a universe of being. 1871 SMILES Charac. i.

(1876) 27 They are the heirs of their greatness, and ought to

be the pei petuators of their glory.

Perpetuity (poipotiw-iti). [ME. perpetuite^
a. F. perpttuite ( 1 3th c. in Littre) = Pr. perpctnitat,

Sp. perpetitidad) \\.perpetuita\ ad. L. perpetmtat-

em, f. perpetu-us : see PERPETUAL and -ITV.]
1. The quality or state of being perpetual ;

endless

or indefinite duration or existence.
c 1450 Macro Plays (E. E. T. S.) 30/822 Thy obstinacy wyll

exclude [thee] fro be glorius perpetuite. 1494 FABYAN
Chron. vi. clix. 149 Than the Emperour. .transmutyd the
sentence of deth vnto perpetuyte of pryson, & losynge of his

syght. 1497 BP. ALCOCK Mons Perfect, I! iij, This materyal
tabernacle, which invent have no perpetuyte. 1587 GOLDING
DC Mflntay ix. (1592) 130 If we say that the Elementes and
the lining wights continue their perpetuities in their kinds.

1691 RAY Creation i. (1692) 51 For the Stability and Per-

petuity of the whole Universe. 1735-8 BOLINGBROKK On
Parties 144, I need not descend into more Particulars to
shew the Perpetuity of free Government m Britain. 1765
HIJ.CKSTOXE Comm. I. vii. 249 A third attribute of the king\
majesty is his perpetuity. ..The king never dies. 1858 FROUDE
Hist. F.ng. IV. xviii. 28 The final treaty, .conceived upon
a basis which promised perpetuity.

b. Phrases. /;/, to,for perpetuity, to all time,
for ever; for an indefinitely long or unlimited period.
*439 Rolls of Parlt, V. 28/2 To endure to the next

Parlement, and so forth in perpetuiie. 1574 tr. Littletons
Tenures 107 bt

The chaplayne..may charge y-' chauntry
with a rent charge in perpetuitye, 1652 J. WRIGHT tr.

Camus' Nat, Paradox
iy.

226 There to continue to per-
petuity, under pain of beeing Hanged if ever they returned.

1717 BULLOCK Worn, a Riddle, iv. 45, I cou'd contemplate
on these lines to perpetuity. 1802 WELLINGTON in Gurw.
Desp. 111.473 His Highness, .hereby assigns and cedes in

perpetuity to the Honorable East India Company, all the
territories detailed. 1862 DARWIN Fertil. Orchids ii.6g We
have here a plant which is self-fertilized for perpetuity.
2. A perpetual possession, tenure, or position.
1406 HOCCLKVE Misrule 374 For what thyng bat is lent,. .

Thow ther-in haast no perpetuitee. 1538 Ord. Lichfu-ld
Gild (E.E.T.S.) 10 [They] did admytt William Wylnehale,
priest, to be one of the prestes of the gild as to a perpetuyte.

1650 W. BROUGH Sacr. Princ. (1659) 500 What a folly is

this to preferre a lease to a perpetuity. 1847 L. HUNT Men
t

IVonten^ fV B. II. ix. 164 One system of morals.. acted upon,
and associated with flourishing perpetuities.

b. Law. Of an estate: The quality or condition
of being inalienable perpetually, or for a period
beyond certain Hunts fixed, or conceived as being
fixed, by the general law

; an estate so restricted

or perpetuated.
1596 BACON tlfa.v. fy Use Com. Law^ \. (1635) 47 Perpetuity,

which is an intaile with an addition of a Proviso Con-
ditionall, tyed to his estate, not to put away the land from
his next heire. 1607 NORDEN Srtrv. Dial. HI. in For
nothing is therein to be inserted, but matter of perpetuhie,
in recommending the present state of the Manner vnto

posterities. 1702 Land. Caz. No. 3839/4 The Perpetual
Advouson of Staplehurst,..is to be disposed of, either the

Perpetuity, or the next Presentation. 1818 CRUISE Digest
(ed. 2) IV._ 403 The Judges have, for many centuries,
established it as a rule, that real property should in no case
be rendered perpetually unalienable; or, as it is usually
expressed, the perpetuities should not be allowed. 1858
LD. ST. LKONAKDS Ilantiy Bk. Prop. Law xvii. 119 To
curb the rising desire to evade the wholesome rule of law as
to perpetuities.

3. A perpetual annuity. Hence, The amount or

number of years
1

purchase required to buy a

perpetual annuity ; the number of years in which
the simple interest or annuity on a principal sum
will equal the principal.
1806 HUTTOM Course Math. I. 266 An annuity may also be

for a certain number of years; or it may be without any
limit, and then it is called a Perpetuity. 1858 DE MORGAN
Kss. Probah. 189 Kach . . would have to pay for a perpetuity,

'

if the preceding fallacy were admitted.

t Perpe'tuOUS, a. 0/>s. rare.
[f. I,, per-

petu'us PERPETUAL- + -ous. (Cf. rare ONF.
perpetmvens in Clodef.)]

= PERPETUAL a. \.

Hence t Perpe'tuously adv., perpetually.
1611 SPEED Theat. Gt. Brit. [1614) 123 Great pitie it is

that so famous a worke should not be perpetuous. llnd. 23
1 1 deserved to be perpeiuously memorable. 1683 E. HOOK F.R

Pref. Pordage s Mystic Div. 71 A Conjunction which I wold
ever call Copulativ, and make, if I could, perpeiuously Con- ,

summativ.

Perpeyn, perpin (in Masonry) : see PARPEN.
VOL. VII.
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fPerpla'Cid, a. Obs. rare 1
, [f. PER- 4 +

PLAOZD.J Thoroughly placid or quiet.
1660 BUKNEY Kt'pfi. Awpoi- i.ifif'n) 32 A perplarid strain of

acknowledging authority.

tPerpla*nt, v. Ohs. rare-
1

*-, [f.
PER- 2 +

PLANT?'.] trans. To plant or fix firmly.
a 1548 HAI.L Chron., Rufi. /// 51 b, His especiall truste

and confidence was perplanted in the hope of their fideliue.

fPerplea-d, v. Obs. rare 1
. [f. PEK- 2 +

PLEAD
v.~\ intr. To plead strongly.

1581 J. HKLL Haddons Ans?t>. Osor. 340 b. As touching
Prescription of Antiquity, Osorius perpleding [orig. con-

testans] demaundeth of Haddon, in what wise he defendeth

yl lu's innovation.

f Perplex, si>, Obs. rare. [f. assumed L. type

*perplexu-s, after next and L. plexu-s plaiting,

twining, braid.] PERPLEXITY ; entanglement.
1652 H. L'KsiRANGR Amcr. no Jetues 36 Ready to perform

that office with the least trouble and perplex. 1762 GOLUSM.
Cit. W. cxiii, There, there's a perplex ! I could have wished
. . the author . . had added notes.

tPerple'X, a. Obs. fad. V,. perplcx-us involved,

confused, intricate, f. PKR- 2 + plexus interwoven,

entangled, involved, intricate, pa. pple. of/Av/^v
to plait, interweave. (L. had no vb. perplectcre?)
OF. had also perplaist, perplix [i$ih c.),/>er/>/ejc, -e

(i6thc.) repr. the L. adj.
In this family of words, the chronological order of the

senses in Eng. reverses the logical and historical develop-
ment in L.]

1. Of persons : Perplexed, puzzled, bewildered.

^1380 WYCLIF Sel. Wks. II. 422 pe Popis lawe..maki(?
hem [men] perplex, and bindib her conscience \\i\r feyned
bondis. 1520 WHITINTOS ^nlg. (1527) 13, I am perplexe or

doulfull in this mater. 1546 COVKRDALK tr. Cafcin's Treat.
Sftcrani. Cij, Sp dyd the sophisticall doctors .. holde the

myserable consciences to muche perplexe.
&. Of things : Intricate, and hence difficult to

unravel or clear up ; involved, tangled.
1534 MORE Treat. Passion Wks. 1309/1 An other maner

of rckenynge, with whiche wee shall not neede to medle.
J'hi-; muche is perplex inough. 1563-87 l-'oxi. .-/. % J/. (1596;
1621/1 Obscure and perplexe kind of writing. 1610 J.
DOVE Advt. Seminaries 2 The matter, .seemeth perplexe,
and very difficult. 1684 RAY Corr. (1848) 139 To give some
light. .by. .extricating what is perplex and entangled.

Perplex i'pajple-ks), 7'. [Formed under the

influence of PERPLEX a. and PERPLEXED ///.a.,
and at first used only in pa. pple., apart from"

which the earliest trace of the vb. is in the end of

the i6thc. ;
it occurs once in Shaks. : see quot.

1595. As to sense-development see PERPLEX a.]
1. trans. To fill (a person) with uncertainty as

to the nature or treatment of a thing by reason of

its involved or intricate character ; to trouble with

doubt
;
to distract, confuse, bewilder, puzzle.

[1477: see PERPLEXED ppl.a. \.\ 1595 SHAKS. John in. i.

222 b'ra. I am perplext, and know not what to say. Pan
What canst thou say, but wil perplex thee more? If thou
stand excommunicate, and curst? 1604 Qth, v. Si. 346.
1611 BiBLE2 Cor. iv. 8 We are perplexed, out not in despaire.
1623 CON-WAV in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. i. III. 155 That which
pinch't and perplex 't most. 1670-1 MARVELI. Corr. \Vk<.

(Grosart) II. 374, I think we shall perplex one of them
against the other, so that neither shall make any promise.
1791 COWPER Iliad xviii. 577 Perplex not with these cares

tfiy soul. 1855 PRKSCOTT J'hilifi //, I. ii. xii. 287 Their con-

tradictory accounts, .serve only to perplex, .the student.

fb. To torment, trouble, vex, plague. Obs.
1686 tr. Chardin's Coronat. Solyman 129 His Distemper

still perplex'd him. 1691 LD. I.AXSDOWNK Adolphits etc.,
:

Cloe's the wonder of her sex, "fis well her heart is tender,
How might such killing Kyes perplex, With Virtue to

defend her. 1703 MAUXDRELI. Jount. Jcrtts. (1732) 138 We
were a Jlttle

perplex'd by the Servants.

2. To render (a thing) intricate or complicated in

character and hence difficult to understand or deal

with ; to make (a thing) doubtful or uncertain

through intricacy; to complicate, confuse, muddle.
a 1619 FOTHRRBV Atheont. IP. iii. 3(1622)219 A very good,

and a sound reason ; though somewhat, perhaps, perplexed
vnto the vulgar vnderstanding, through [etc.]. 1641 J.

JACKSON True Evang. T. in. 228 Our peace both of Church i

and Common-wealth hath beene a little plundered and
perplexed. 1658-9 Burton's Diary (1828) IV. 160 It i-;

clearly out of order to perplex the question. 1701 Sun i

Contests Nobles .y Comm. iii, He added three hundred
commons to the senate, which perplexed the power of '

the whole order, and rendered it ineffectual. 1771 WI-SI.KY '

Wks. (1872) V. 135 Perplexing a subject plain in itst-lf.

a 1871 GKOTE Kth, Fragnt. iii. (1876) 61 It is possible by a
'

(.loud of unmeaning words to perplex the question. 1894
T. E. PAGE Aneid \\. 178 Notes 222 Editors perplex the

passage.
3. To bring into an intricately involved physical

condition
;

to cause to become tangled ;
to en-

tangle, intertwine ; to intermingle.
1620-55 I- JONES Stone-Heng (1725) 25 White, perplexed

(as it were) with a ruddy Colour. 1642 H. MORE Song of
Soni H. iii. in. Ixviii, An heap of Orbs disorderly perpfext.
1711 ADDISON S/>ect. No. 56 ^3 A thick Forest made up of

hushes, Krambles. and pointed Thorns, so perplexed and
interwoven with one another, that it was impossible to find
a Passage through it. 1765 (>OI.DSM. Double Transform,
71 Now to perplex the ravell'd noose, As each a different

way pursues. 1835 T. T. STODDART Art Angling in Scot.

(1836) 41 Some trout. .attempt to cut or perplex the tackle

among stones or weeds. 1860 HAWTHORNE Transform.
(Tauchn.) II. xvii. 192 The complication of narrow streets
which perplex that portion of the city.

PERPLEXING.
Hence Perple'xiug vbL sb.

a 1649 DHUMM. OF HAUTH. Irene Wks. (1711) 170 When ye
beget, .anxious entangling and perplexing of consciences.

Perple'xable, a. rare. [ad. L. perpkxabilis
perplexing, ambiguous, obscure, f. pcrplexan to

cause perplexity, f. perplexus : see PERPLEX
.]

fa. Tending to perplex, doubtful, ambiguous.
Obs. b. Capable of being perplexed, entangled,
or confused. Hence tPerplexability Jn 6

-ibility^, perplexity.
1592 R. D. Hypnerotoinachia 73 This., was not made

without .. much labour, and incredible diligence, with a
perplexibility of understanding to knowe the mysticatl con-
ccite. 1656 BI.OUN i Glossogr.^ Perplexable (ferfilexabilis)*
doubtful, ambiguous; hard to conceive and undtr.-tand.

Perplexed pojple-kst), ppl.a. Also 6-8 per-
plext. [app. in origin an alteration of PERPLEX
a., assimilated to pa. pples. in accordance with its

quasi-participial force as implying a resultant state.

As to the sense-development see PKKPLFX
.]

1. Of a person : Involved in doubt or anxiety
on account of the intricate character of the matter
under consideration ; bewildered, puzzled : see

PERPLEX v. i. Formerly in a more general sense:

Troubled : cf. PERPLEXITY i b.

1477 KARL RIVF.KS (Caxton) Dictcs Prol., In diueiseS: many
sondry wyses man is perplexid with worldly aduersitees.

1539 MORE Dyaloge Wks. 1115 That it might please his

.eoodnes in so great a parell not to leue me perplexed. 1578
BANISTER Hist Man VIM. 103 ( Jiandules ..pouryng forth
leares in a perplexed mynde. 1611 BIBLK Joel i. iS The
herds of cattle are perplexed, because they haue no pasture.
1706 PHII.I.II-S, /V>//- .vcd. confounded, troubled. 1836 MRS.
liROWNMNG Poet's i'ow i. xiii, Mai! winds that howling go !

..perplexed seas That stagger from their blow !

2. Of things, conditions, language, etc. : Full of

doubt or difficulty from its intricate or entangled
condition ; intricate, involved, complicated.
1529 MOKK DyalogL- \. Wks. 165/1 Why shoulde not I in

such perplexed case after helpe called for of God, take the
one pane at aduenture by Lot? 1576 FLEMING Panoj>l.
Epist. 399 Ambrosius is,. in some places .. perplext and
cumbersome to bee vnderstoode. a 1668 DAVENANT Man's
the Master in. i, This is the most perplext encounter that
I ever saw. 1785 RI-;ID Intell. Ptyiuers u. x. 287 His style
is disagreeable, being full of perplexed sentences. 1831
LEWIS Use q Ab. Pol. Terms xi. 93 On this point his

language is somewhat perplexed.
3. Of material objects: Having the parts intricately

intertwined or intermingled ; intricate, entangled.
1605 I'ACON Adi 1

. Learn, n. vii. 5 The formes of sub-

stances, (as they are nowe by compounding and trans-

planting multiplied) are so perplexed. 1664 KVELVX Syh-a
xii, That perplext canopy which covers the seat in his

Majesties garden at Hampton-court. 1748 Anson's I'oy.
in. x. 413 The history and inventions of past ages, recorded

by these perplexed [Chinese] symbols, must frequently prove
unintelligible.

Perplexedly (p^iple'ksedli), adv. [f. prec.
+ -LY -.] In a perplexed manner.
1. With mental perplexity or bewilderment.

1650 Sc, Metr. Ps. CXI.IH. iv, My spirit is therefore over-

whelm'd in me, perplexedly, a 1693 Urguharfs Rabelais
in. xxv. 210 Most perplexedly desirous to know the Name,
of him who should be his Successor. 1827 G. S. FABFR
Sacr. Calend. Prophecy (1844) III. 356 All persons seem to

be perplexedly looking out for a crisis of some description
or other. 1870 BURTON Hist. Scot. (1873) VII.Jxxv. 33 A
point on which many were perplexedly meditating and
doubting.
2. In an involved, intricate, or confused manner;

intricately, confusedly, ambiguously, obscurely.
Now rare or Obs.

1617 HALES Serin. 6 Going about rather perplexedly to

search the controversies, then grauely to compose them.

1625 HART Anat. Ur. i. ii. 16 It is a wonder to heare how
doubtfully and perplexedly. . they will . . prate of the patients
sicknesse. 1706 J. GARDINER tr. Rafin on Card. 11. 68 There

Trees, confus'd and wild, perplextly stray, Observe no

Order, and no Laws obey. 1796 T. GREEN Diary Lover oj
Lit. (1810) 12 The intermediate materials are capriciously
divided and perplexedly arranged.

Perplexedness (paiple-ksednes). [
f- as prec.

+ -NESS.] The state or quality of being perplexed ;

perplexity : of persons or things : see PERPLEXED.
1608-11 HP. HALL Medit. 9f Vows in. 81 They, through

paine of body, and perplexedness of minde, shall be least

able to resist, a i68 I- . GREVIL Sidney (1652) 244 To hold

the attention of the Reader.. in the strangeness or per-

plexedness of witty Fictions. 1653 ASHWKLL Fides Apost. g
Plaine, without Perplexednesse, or Obscurity. a 1693
Urqnhart's Rabelais in. xliv. 363 The Anxiety and Per-

plexedness of Humane Wits, a 1714 ARP. SHARP Wks.

(1754) I. iii. 62 The uncertainty and perplexedness of all

human events.

Perple'xer. rare, [f-
PERPLEX ?*. + -EH 1

.]

One who perplexes.
1694 MoriEi'x Rabelais iv. xlvi. U737/ 185 Perplexers of

Causes.

t Perple'xful, ^. Obs. rare. [f. PERPLEX sl>.

or v. + -FUL i.] Full of perplexity ; perplexing.
1618 T. ADAMS Heaven made sure Wks. 1861 I. 63 There

are many mysteries . . which curious wits with perplexful
studies strive to apprehend. 1633 F.xp. 2 Peter \\. 4 Had
I followed all the perplexful..questions of the school.

Ferple'xing, ///. . [f.
PERPLEX v. + -ING 2

.]

That perplexes ; causing perplexity.
(11631 DONNE Serin., Ps. ii. 12(1640)412 A subtile, and per-

plexing intricacy, in the Doctrinall part. 1667 MILTON P. L.



PERPLEXINGLY.
vin. 183 With perplexing thoughts To interrupt the sweet
of Life. 1714 GAY Trivia. \. 10 Long perplexing Lanes. 1870
FREEMAN Norm. Cong. (ed. 2) I. App. 758 He is a perplex-

ing writer to deal with.

Ferple'xingly, adv. [f. prec. + -LY 2
.] In

a manner that perplexes; bewilderingly.
1830 Blackw. Alag. XXVII. 10 The mind or person being

called, somewhat perplexingly perhaps, by logicians, the

subject. 1897 Naturalist 247 Later they became .. more

perplexingly numerous still.

tPerple'xion. Obs. rare. Also 5 -plyxcyon,
6 -plection. [ad. late L. perphxion-em^ n. of

condition f. perplex-us PERPLEX a. (cf. unions]
A state or condition of being perplexed ; perplexity.
c 1485 Digby Myst. (1882) in. 1986, I woll ponysch swych

personnes with perplyxcyon. 1585 T. WASHINGTON tr.

Xicholay's Voy. iv. xi. 123 [His lifej was mixed with a great
manner of perplections. 1611 HEVWOOD Gold. Age in. i.

Wks. 1874 III. 40 Amazement, warre, the threatning Oracle,
All muster strange perplexions 'bout my braine.

f Perple'xitive, and sb. Oh$. rare. Also
6 perplexatyue. [f.

L. perpltxat-i ppl. stem ol

L. perplexari + -IVE, or irreg. f. PERPLEXITY +

-IVE.] a. adj. Tending to perplex ; perplexing.
b. sb. An occasion of perplexity or anxiety.
1542 BOORDE Dyetary xxxix. (187-) 300 Let hym resorte

to mery company to breke of his perplexatyucs. 1660

FISHER Rusticks Alarm Wks. (1679) 428 Costly Comments
..and more perplexitive Unfoldings of it [the Word], tlutt

are made by our Schoolmen. 1709 MRS. MAN LEY Secret

Mem. I. no Vapours, a Distemper all new and perplexitive.

Perplexity i.paiple'ksiu). [ad. post-el. L.

perplexitas (Ammianus), f. perplex-its ^PERPLEX
a.), or a. F. perplexitt (i4th c. in Godef. CompL}]
The condition of being perplexed.
1. Inability to determine what to think, or how

to act, owing to the involved, intricate, or compli-
cated condition of circumstances, or of the matters

to be dealt with, generally also involving mental

perturbation and anxiety; puzzled condition, em-

barrassment, bewilderment, distraction.

6-1300 in Wyntoun Cren, vn. 3625 Succoure Scotland and
remede That stad is in perplexyte. 1375 HAKLKH'K ttrme
xi. 619 Thai war in srct perplcxite Hot with gret travale,

nocht-for-thi, Thai thame defemiit manfully. 1390 GOWKR
Conf. III. 348 Tho wasbelwen mi Prest and me Debat and

gret perple.xite. 1480 CAXTON Chron. Eng. I. (1520) 6/2
The chyldren of Israeli were in greate perplexyte. 1573-
80 BARET Alv. P 306 To be in so great danger and per-

plexitie, that he cannot tell what to do. a 1674 CLAHKNUON
Hist. Reb. ix. 118 The King had stayed at Hereford. .in

great perplexity, and irresolution. 1748 Ansaris Voy. \\\.

vi. 346 As we had no observation of our latitude at noon, we
were in some perplexity. 1866 G. MACDOSAI.D Ann. Q.

Neighb. xxxii. (1878) 550, I had been in great perplexity
how to let her know that I was there.

tb. Trouble, distress. Obs.

1375 BARBOUR Bruce xx. 78 His mail! eiss [malease = dis-

ea-,e] of Ane fundyn- Begouth; for, throu his cald lying..
Him fell that herd perplexite. c 1420 LYIXI. Assembly of
Gods 200 Let me the mater here Why he ys brought m thys

perplexyte. 1540-54 CROKE F$. (Percy Soc.) 19 Turne not

a>yde fro me thy face. When perplexitie doeth appere, 1549

Compl. Scot. vii. 71 Ther can nocht be ane mair vehement

perplexite as quhen ane person beand in prosperue at his

hartis desire, ande syne dechays in miseiabil aduersite. 1574

Reg. Privy Council Scot. II. 383 The said Issobell and hir. .

bairnis ar in grit perplexitie and povertie. 1658 PHILLIPS,

Perplexity,, .also trouble, or anguish of nunde.

2. With a and //. a. An instance of this con-

dition; a state of doubt or mental difficulty.
i: 1491 Chast. Goddes Chyld. 12 Some falle in perplexitees

for a thyng that nought is to charge or lityl. 153* MORE
Confut. Tindale Wks. 486 But if the sygnificacyon bee

knowen, then liued the chosen people of God in the old law

in a strange perplexitie. 1671 MILTON Samson 304 Till

by thir own perplexities involv'd They ravel more, still

less resolv'd. 1750 JOHNSON Rambler No. 36 f 8 Accidents

which produce perplexities, terrors, and surprises.

b. Something that causes perplexity, trouble, or

disturbing doubt
;
a matter or cause of trouble or

difficulty.

1598 MERES Palladis Tatnia 284 To bewai!e..the per-

plexities of Lone. 1609 BIBLE (Douay) Susanna i. 22

Susanna sighed and sayd : Perplexities are to me on everie

side. 1665 Phil. Trans. I. 105 All is involved with per-

plexities. 1870 J. H. NEWMAN Grant. Assent \. iv. 63 It is

to me a perplexity that grave authors seem to enunciate as

an intuitive truth, that everything must have a caus-j.

1877 FROUDE Short Stud. (1883) IV. i. ii. 24 The condition

of the clergy was a pressing and practical perplexity.

3. An intricately involved, entangled, or confused

state of anything, a. Of material objects.

1664 EVELYN Sylva (1679) 4 Dropp'd, and disseminated

amongst the., perplexitiesof the mother-roots. 1779 J. MOORE
View Soc. Fr. (1789) I. xxiv. 190 The difficulty

and per-

plexity of the road. 1800 Asiat. Ann. Reg.) Misc. Tracts

14/1 Toilsome and intricate marches .. with successive diffi-

culties to encounter, from the perplexities of the country.

1855 J. R. LEIFCHILD Corn-wait 120 Upon a comparison of

various classes of miners . . the intelligence of any class will

be found directly proportionate to the perplexity of the

minerals to be mined. 1881 W. G. PALGRAVK in Afactit.

Mag. XLV. 34 The dense perplexity of dwarf palm, gar-
landed creepers, glossy undergrowth.

b. Of affairs, a subject of study, etc,

1743 JOHNSONj Let. i Dec., With respect to the interest,

winch* a great perplexity of affairs hindered me from thinking

of. 1794 SULLIVAN View Nat. 1. 127 This subject, as I

before observed, with all its perplexities, was much agitated

by the ancients. 1879 CALDKRWOOD Mind <y Br. 69 Psycho-

logy has its own share of perplexity.

718

t Perple'xive, a. Obs. rare. [{.]_.. perplex-us
PERPLEX a. + -IVE : cf. L. complexivus.~] Having

, the quality of perplexing, tending to perplex.
Hence Perple'xiveneas, the quality of perplexing
or causing perplexity.
1620 B. JONSON Nfttisfr. ;For/</i)/uoWks.(RlUg.) 615/1

Tut, that's no news: your perplexive glasses are common.

1659 H. MORE Iminort. Sonli. ii. (1662)18 If the perplexive-
ness of imagination may hinder assent, we must not believe

mathematicall demonstration.

t Perple'xly, adv. Obs. rare l
.

[f.
PEHPLEX

a. + -LY
'*.]

In a perplexed manner
; confusedly.

1670 MR.TON Hist. Eug. v. VVks. 1851 V. 211 This is the

summe of what pass'd in three years against the Danes,.,
set down so perplexly by the Saxon Annalist.

Perple'xmeivt. rare.
[f.

PERPLEX v. + -U.ENT.]

Perplexed condition, perplexity.
1826 fi/rtot-su. Mag. XX. 336 The perplexment occasioned

hy sucti an extraordinary mass of materials.

Perplext, -ly, obs. forms of 1 EKPLEXED, -LY.

Ferplica'tion. rare~". [cf. I., ferplicat-us

interlaced, entangled.] (See quots.)
1656 ULOUNT Ghssogr., Pet-plication,- a folding to and

fro. 1853 DI'NGLISON JA1^. Z-f.r., t'crplication, a method
of tying arteries.

tPerpo-lished, ppl.a. Obs. rare. [f. PEK-4 +
POLISHED. Cf. obs. .parpoli>;parpoliss- (i6th c.).]

Thoroughly or highly polished.
1616 J. LANE Cent. Sgr.'s /'. ix. 7 Aspiringe pinackles,

perpolishd towres. Ibid. x. 261 All these perpolishd I will

statehe build.

t Perpoli'te, <* Obs. [ad. L. perpollt-us, pa.

pple. of perpolire to polish well or thoroughly, f.

PER- 2 +polire to polish : cf. V. parpoli (i6th c.).]

Highly polished- or refined in style.

1596 NASHE Saffron WalJen Ded., Not.. a more perpolite
Doctor than thy selfe. 1597 A. M. tr. CmUtintau's Fr.

(Jhinirg. *vj, This excellente, exquisite, and perpolite peece
uf worcke. 1648 HEKRICK Hesper., To HI. J. Harmar,
When first I find tho^e numbers thou do'st write, To be

most soft, terce, sweet, and perpolite.

t Perpo'nder, v. Obs. rare.
[f. PER- 2 +

I'oNDEK v.} intr. To ponder or consider thoroughly.
1599 NASHE Lenten Stujfc 21 Then perponder of the red

herringes priority. Ibid. 68 Nowe I perponder more sadlie

vppon it, I thinke 1 am out indeede.

f Perpota-tion. Obs. rare-". [ad. L. per-

fotatio continued drinking, drinking bout.]

1623 COCK ERAM, Perpotation, ordinary drunkennesse. 1721

BAILEY, Perpotation, a thorough drunkenness.

Perpoynt, obs. form of PAIIPEN, PORCUPINE.

Perprise, Perprisioun : see PUHPRISE, etc.

f Perpru-dent, a. Obs. rare- 1

, [f. PER- 4 +

PRUDENT.] Very prudent.
1535 BOORDE in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. in. II. 298 Our

most armipotentt, perprudentt, circumspecte, dyscrete, and

gracvose Souereyng Lord the Kyng.

t Perpusi'l, a. Obs. rare- 1
, (erron.-cil.) [ad.

L. perpusill-us, f. PEB- 4 + pusilius weak.] Very
small. So t Ferpusi'llity, extreme minuteness.

1597 A. M tr. Cuittemmu's Fr. Ctiirnrg. 27b/2 The

vaynes-.throughe there perpusillitye and rotunditye, they

avoyde the poyncte of the lancet. Ibid. 31 b/2 Horseleeches

are little and perpucil creatures like wormes.

tPerpyne. Obs. Corrupt fprm of PORCUPINE,

applied to a French gol* coin issued ^1507 by
Louis XII, and bearing the device of a porcupine.

It weighed about 53 grains troy, the contemporary

English sovereign being 240 grains.

1525 in Lett. S, Pap. Hen. Vlll, IV. I. 660.

\ Perquellies, -lea. Obs. (?)

It b uncertain what Coverdale meant ; pcrqueUis re-

sembles some i6thc. forms of portcullis.

*535 COVERDALE 2 Scun. v. 8 Who so euer smyteth the

lebusites, and optayneth the perquellies \ed. 1537 perquelles]

the lame & the blynde, which (lebusites) Dauids soule

hateth. [LXX. arrrevflu, if npcji*ttl| V"lg. tetigisset

domatum fistulas ; 1 382 WVCLIF touchide the goters of the

hows cues i 1388 hadde touchid the goteris of roouys ; 1539

Great B., Crannier, B/is\, Geneva, getteth vp to the gutters,

i 1611 gutter, 1885 R. I', let him get up to the watercourse.]

t Pereiue-r, -quei-r, -qnrre, ad'"- WO $r.

Obs. Also 4 -quere, 6 -quier. [a. F. par caw
\ (in OF. queur (tithe.), cuer (12-ijthc.), cueur

(i4-i5th c.), by heart, by memory, perfectly,

exactly.] By heart, by memory; hence, perfectly,

accurately, exactly. To have perqueir : to ' have

i by heart ', to know or remember perfectly.

1375 BARBOUR Bruce \. 238 Than all perquer he suld it wit.

<:i37S Sc. Leg. Saints xxx. (Thcodera) 414, & leryt sa, for

he was wyse, Al M til a monk suld fere, In to schorl tyme
wele perquere. 1500-20 DUNBAR Poems xc. 32 Gif thow

'

can nocht schaw furth thi synnes perqueir. 1577 in Balfour

Oppress. Orkn. f, Shell. (1859) 19 He [the Lawrightman]

pronuncit the decreitis perqueyrt in default of scrybis. a 1586

Sm R. MAITLAND Poems (1830) 16 Nor of ane Princes the

dewtie and the del, Quhilk I beleif thy heichnes hes per

queir. a 1610 SIR J. SEMPLE in Semfill Ballatis 11872) 247

The fearefull babe quho knawes his task perqueir. 1638

BAILLIE Lett. (1775) I. 17 A number of othir passages I had

perquire. 1722 RAMSAY Three Bonnets i. 102 Could newest

aiths genteelly swear. And had a course o' flaws perquire.

b. loosely. Certainly, without doubt, lorsooth,

verily ; rightly, uprightly.
a 1550 in Duiibars Poems (1893) 312 For he that pacience

can nocht leir, He sail displesance half, perqueir. 1562
' A. SCOTT Poems i. 46 Lat perversit prelettis leif perqueir.

PERQUISITE.

B. adj. Thoroughly versed, 'perfect' ; ready.
1572 Satir. Poems Reform, xxx. 72 Rype of ingyne, with

iudgement perqueir. 11600 MONTGOMEKIE Cherrie ff Slae

1467 Thair neirest perquierest Isalways tothembaith. 1742
R. FORBES Ajaxs Sp. in Poems Bin ban Dial. (1785) 2 At

threeps I am na' sae perquire, Nor auld-farren as he.

Percpiest (poakwe'St), v. rare 1

, [app. f.

PER- i -t- QUEST, after L. perqulrere: see next.]
trans. To search through.
1891 STEVENSON & L. OSBOURNE Wrecker xv, There never

was a ship more ardently perquested ; no stone was left

unturned, and no expedient untried.

f Perqui're, v. Ois. rare. [&&.\,.perquirre
to make diligent search for, f. PER- 2 + quserlre
to seek : cf. OF. parquerir] trans. To search

through, or make diligent search into. Hence

f Perqui-ring ///. a., inquiring.
1597 A. ^\.\.\.GuilUmeait'sFr.Chirurg. bivb/2 Mr. Rabet,

a verye inventive and perquiringe man. 1659 CLOBERY Div.

Gfitnpses 73 Perquire Zoographurs, and none recite, A
Komane Pope turn'd willing Anchorite.

Perquisite (psukwizit). Also 5,
-
perquesite

(7 -itt), 6-8 perquisit (7 -itt). [ad. L. per-

qulsituin that which is diligently searched for or

asked after, in ined.L. a thing acquired or gained,
an acquisition, f. L. perqulrfre (see piec.).]

1 1. Law. Property acquired otherwise than by
inheritance : see PURCHASER, and cf. CoxyUEST st>. 6.

[1250 BRACTON II. xxx. 3Ea quae dicta sunt, secundum

quosdam locum habent de perquisite in ulroque casu de

haereditate vero descendente aliud erit. c 1290 FLETA l. xi,

Tenementorum qtieedam . . tcnentur in Capite de Corona

quEedam vero de Rege pe_r
escaetam vel per perquisitum.]

c 1450 tr. Charter c 1255 in Godstovj Reg. (E. E. T. S.) 257

The londis the whichc the same Alisaundir had bothe of the

yifle of the said Raaf his fadir and also of his o\v ne getyng
of perquysitis in karsynton. 1596 BACON Majc. $ Use Corn.

Law i. xi. (1636) 50 Though the law givetli it not in point
uf inheritance, but onely as a perquisite to any of the bloud

so hee be next in estate. 1670 BLOUNT Law Diet., Per-

quisite.., signifies any thing gained by ones own industry,

or purchased with ones own Money; contradistinguished
from that which descends to one, from Father, or other

ancestor. 1704 J. HARRIS Lex. Techn. I.

tb. In generalized use : An acquisition. Obs.

1655 Jut. TAYLOR Gold. Grove To Rdr., Not in the

Purchases and Perquisites of the World.

2. Law. Casual profits that come to the lord of

a manor, in addition to his regular annual revenue.

For the sources of these see quot. I.S79'

[1379 in Madox Formulare (1702) 65 Manerium de Cha-

combe in Cumitatu Northamptonia2, cum omnibus suis

pertinentiis. .redditibus, serviciis, pratis, pasturis et perqui-
sitis Curiarum.] a 1552 LELAND Itin. II. 50 King Richard

the first gave to Cirencestre the Cortes and Perquisites of

7. Hundredes therabout yn Glocestreshir. c 1570 Pride ft

Lini'l. (1841) 36 Nowe hath a churle..take it in leace, To
wytte the lordship with the perquisite. 1579 Expos. Tcrtttcs

of La-we 156 b, Perquisites are aduauntages and profittes

that come to a manner by casualty, and not yearely : as

Escheates, Hariotes, Relyefes, wayfes, strayes. forfaytures,

amercements in courts, wardes, maryages, goods and landes

purchased by villaines of the same mannor, and diuers such

like things that are not cerleine but happen by chaunce,

somelymes more often then at other tymes. 1622 CALLIS

.Val. Stwers (1647) ' f tllc Copyhold were overflowed

by the Sea, the Lord should lose his Freehold of the soil, his

Seigniory, yearly Rents and Fines for admittances, and all

other perquesites. 1766 BLACKSTONE Camm. II. vi. 88

Marriage, or the valor maritagii, was not
in^ socage

tenure any perquisite or advantage to the guardian, but

rather the reverse. 1818 CRUISE Digest (ed. 2) IV. 320 A
court baron being incident to a manor of common right, the

manor cannot be granted by a private person, with an

exception of the court baron and its peiquisites; but maybe
so granted by the King. 1890 GROSS Gild Merch. I. 6 Com-
mutation of tolls, court perquisites, and other town dues.

3. generally. Any casual emolument, fee, or

profit, attached to an office or position in addition

to salaiy or wages.
,565 JEWEL De/ Afiol. (161 1) 641, I leaue out the yeerely

perquisites that the Pope made of his Elections, Preuentions,

other like merchandise. 1573 in Gross Gild Merch. II. 76

The wardens, .shall have the same perquisits that theynowe
have. l6l J. STEPHENS Procurations 44 Procnrationes for

his visitation, at supra, which is a perquisit or profit of his

Spirituall Jurisdiction. 1601 T. H[ALE] Ace. New Invent.

p. Ixvii, That part of their Office that enabled them to

receive several Admiralty Perquisites and Droits. 1693

LUTTRELL Brief Rel. (1857) III. 06 Colonel Goddard,

Governour of Bermudas, is to be allowed 500 per annum,
besides the perquisites of his government. 1759 ROBERT-

SON Hist. Scot. I. I. 13 When the officers of the Crown

received scarcely any salary besides the fees and perquisites

of their office. 1765 BLACKSTONE Couim. I. iv. 219 The queen

..is infilled to an antient perquisite called queen-gold, or

aurnm rtg inae. 1825 [EHKERSON Autokiog. Wks. 1859 I. 66

There shall be no establishment of officers.. with either

salaries or perquisites. 1869 BALDIV. BROWN Misread

Passages ix. 121 The meat offered in sacrifice was in some

measure the perquisite of the priest.

l>. fig.

1705 VANBRl'GH Conftd. I. Hi, Ah, Flippanta, the per-

quisiles of quality are of an unspeakable value ! 1712

ADDISON Speit. No. 469 r i To an honest Mind the best

Perquisites of a Place are the Advantages it gives a Man of

doing Good. 1897 Westm. Gaz. 23 Apr. 2/2 The King

(Humbert) seems to have treated the matter [attempt to

assassinate him] very coolly, remarking,
'
It is only one of

the little perquisites
of my trade '.



PERQUISITE.

C. Any article that has served its primary pur-

pose, or that is supposed to be no longer in use,

which is customarily left to subordinates, atten-

dants, employees, or servants to turn to their own

profit, or which they claim a customary right to

take or
*

pick up* for their own use.

Such are the perquisites of an executioner or hangman, of

valets, ladies' maids, cooks, college 'scouts', employees or

assistants in any work in which there tends to be some
waste or superfluity.

i 1709 PRIOR Widow fy Cat 39 Was it fit To maJce my
cream a perquisite, And steal, to mend your wages? 1735
SOMKRVILLE Chase ii. sB$ These claim the Pack, the bloody
Perquisite For all their Toils. 1853

'

C. BEDI;' Verdant
Green i.vi, Verdant discovered the extended meaning of the

word perquisites [among college servants]. 1855 PHESCOTT

Philip //, 1. 1. vii. ioo The pillage of a place taken by storm
was regarded as the perquisite of the soldier. 1861 SMILES

Engineer$\\. 196 The lightermen claimed as their right the

perquisites of '

wastage
'

and '

leakage ', and they took care

that these two items should include as much as possible.

d. A gratuity expected or claimed by some

employees, waiters, servants, and the like, from
those to whom they perform services in connexion
with the duties for which they are employed ;

a

customary
'

tip '.

1721 AMHF.RST Terrs Fit. No. 42 (1754) 222 Most candi-
dates get leave of the proctor, by paying his man a crown,
(which is call'd his perquisite,) to chuse their own examiners.

1727 GAY Btgg. Op. n, Your father's perquisites for the

escape of prisoners must amount to a considerable sum in

the year. 1803 Censor i Mar.
33,

I would meet another

objection, namely, that what is given to servants at inns is

not to be looked upon as wages, but as perquisites. 1841
W. H. AINSWORTH Old St. Pauls 1.325 A party of choristers

..were demanding 'spur-money
'

of him an exaction which

they claimed as part of their perquisites.

e. More vaguely : The emoluments or income
from any office.

Prob. so called first In cases where the income consisted

solely or mainly of casual receipts or gratuities.

1712 HEARSE Collect, (O. H.S.) III. 413 Dr. Hudson made
..[me] second Keeper of the Bodleian Library with Liberty
allow'd . . of being Keeper of the Anatomy Schoole . . on

purpose to advance the perquisites of the Place which are

very inconsiderable. 1784 COWPEI Task vi, 848 Where he
that fills an office, shall esteem Th' occasion it presents of

doing good More than the perquisite.

1 4. concr. An adjunct, appurtenance, or proper
accompaniment of anything. Obs.

[1494 wiUtfW, Stanborongh (Somerset Ho.\ Item lego
dicte ecclesie..unum craterem argenteum. .ad fabricanduin
exinde novam crucem argenteam cum aliis perquesiiis.]
1667 PEPVS Diary 22 Aug., My wife very fine to-day, in

her new suit oflaced cuffs and perquisites. 1686 tr. Chardins
Trav. Persia 383 Casbin..the City is much decay'd, ..and
..it has lost all those Perquisites that set forth the Pomp
and Grandeur of a sumptuous Court.

5. fig. A thing to which one has the sole right.
1793 WOLCOTT (P. Pindar) Ep. to the Pope Prol. 8 King-

making unto man is justly given, Once the great per-
quisite indeed of Heaven. 1838 PKKSCOTT Ferd. fy Is. (1846)
_I. ix. 452 The government kept a most jealous eye upon
what it regarded as its own peculiar perquisites. 1877 BLACK
Green Past. xxv. (1878) 198 Assaults on seats [in parliament]
deemed even more a personal perquisite than his own.
6. attrih. and Comb.
1712 (title) The Perquisite Monger. 1731 Gentl. Mag. I.

ioo The modern practice of perquisite-taking, which he

says may be stiled a skreen for bribery. 1809 E. S. BARRETT
Setting Sun I. 94 The perquisite-mongers..blow out the
candles with all expedition, to save as much as possible for

themselves. 1899 Daily News 20 July 5/2 This method. .

does away with, .the abominable perquisite system.

[Perquisite, a., error for prerequisite : see List

of Spurious Words.]
Pe-rquisited, a. rare- 1

, [f. PERQUISITE sb.+
-ED 2

.] Having or receiving perquisites; 'tipped'.
a 1743 SAVAGE in Johnson Life, If perquisited varlets

frequent stand, And each new walk must a new tax demand.

Perquisition (paikwizrfan). [a. F. perquisi-
tion (i5thc. in Godef. Compl.}, ad. med.L. per-

quisition-em ^
from L. perqtiire're : see PERQUIKE.]

f 1. The gaining or obtaining of something
otherwise than by inheritance: cf. PERQUISITE sb.

i. Obs. rare.

1461 Rolls of Parlt. V. 490/2 Pardons made by any of
the seid late pretended kynges, to any Body or persons. .for

purchace, pet quisicion or receyvyng of any of the premisses.
b. The exaction of perquisites, nonce-use.

1834 Tail's Mag. I. 632/1 Kven criminal judicature flings
its scarlet robe over the sin of perquisition ; Newgate itself

claims *

something above wages
'

for its turnkeys, something
known by the name of '

garnish '.

2. A thorough or diligent search
;
careful investi-

gation or inquiry; spec, (after French use), a domi-

ciliary or other search ordered by law for the dis-

covery ofa person, or ofincriminatingdocuments, etc.

1611 COTGR., Perquisition . .
,
a perquisition, diligent search,

or serious inquirie. 1626 T. H[AWKISS] Caiissin's Holy
Ctt. 302 The second [degree of good prayer], .is, the per-
quisition, to wit, the search of verityes. 1744 BERKELEY
Siris 126 So fugitive as to escape all the filtrations and

perquisitions of the most nice observers. 1793 SIR M. EDEN
in Ld. Auckland's Corr. (1862) III. 109 Orders were given
by the Government. .to make the most exact perquisitions
after him. 1839 JAMES Louis XIV, IV. 41 Papers. .found

during the Perquisitions in Normandy. 1898 Wtftm. Gaz.
1 3 July 9/ 1 A perquisition was made at the house of Madame
Ksterhazy. .but with no result.

t Perqui sitive. Obs. rare" 1
, [ad. L. type

i'

719

*perquisitivum, f. perqittstt-um PERQUISITE : see

-IVE.J
= PERQUISITE sb. 3.

c 1380 WYCLIF IVks. (1880) 393 pe clerkis ban many grete &
sniafe perquisitiuys.

Perquisitor (paokwi'zit^i). [a, 1,. perquisite^

agent-n. from perquirere : see PERQUIUE. Cf. K.

perqitisiteur (Oresme, i4thc. in Godef. Coinp/}
=

a.] fS" A thorough searcher. Obs. rare .

b. The original acquirer of an estate to which his

descendants have succeeded; the first purchaser:
cf. PERQUISITE^, i. rare.

1656 BLOUNT Glossogr^ PerquisilorQj&t..} an enquirer, or

diligent searcher, a 1867 CHIKK JUSTICE WOODWARD in

Roberts's Appeal, 39 Penn. St. Repts. 420 1'his proviso is

a legislative recognition of the general common law principle
of descents, that inheritable blood is only such as flows from
the perquisilor of the estate.

t Perquisqui'lian, a. Obs. nonce-wd. [f.
PER-

4 + L. quisquili-x trifles, rubbish -f -AX: cf. Qns-
QUILIAN.] Thoroughly trifling or worthless.

1647 WARD Simp, Cobler-zb The very pettitoes of infirmity,
the gyblets of perquisquilian toyes.

Ferradial (pojir^'dial). a. Zool. [f. PER-
RADI-US + -AL; of. radial.'] Pertaining to the

perradii or primary rays of a hydrozoan or other

coelenterate ; primarily radial.

1880 K. R. LANK ESTER in Mature 4 Mar. 414/1 An or^an . .

may be. .per-radial, inter-radial, or adradial in position.
j88i in Encycl. Brit. XII. 558/2 The eight arms of the

disc and their tentaculocysts are [four] perradial and [four]

interradial. 1888 KOLLESTON & JACKSON Anim. Life 717

(Ctenophora) The funnel gives origin to two '

perradial'
vessels. Ibid. 781 (Hydrozoa Acraspeda) Four of them, the

perradial tentacles, . . correspond to the four angles of the

mouth ; four others, the interradial tentacles, second in

development, to the centres of the square sides of the mouth,
and the remaining eight adradial tentacles occupy the

intervals between the per- and interradial.

Perradiate (pa.w
l

*di*<t), v.
[f.

PER- i +
RADIATE t 1

.]
trans. To radiate through ;

to pene-
trate or intersect with rays.

1839 BAILEY /'"cstns x. (1848) 105 All dark things brightened,
all contrariants blent ; And truth and love, perradiating life,

Be the new poles of nature. Ibid. xix. 218 The stars, Per-

radiated each like thunderbolts, Stand clustered into omni-
formal spheres.

II Perradius (pai,r-di#i). ZooI. PI. -ii (-i,3i).

[mod.L.,f. PER- 4 + RADIUS.] Kach of the primary
rays or radiating parts of certnin coclenterates.

1880 E. R. LANKKSTER in Nature 4 Mar. 414/1 The first

four radii [of a discomedusan hydrozoan] to appear in the

course of the growth from a simpler phase of development
are called the per-radii, the next four (between these) the

inter-radii, the next eight between these the adradii.

Perrafrase, obs. form of PABAPHKASE sb.

Perraling, erron. form of PARPALLING.

Ferre, obs. f. PERRY-; var. PORRAY Obs., pottage.

Perre, perree, var. PERRIE Obs., jewellery.

Perregal, variant of PABKGAL Obs.

f Perreptation. Obs. rare , fn. of action

from L. per-reptdre to creep or crawl through.]
1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Perreptation^ a creeping into

every corner, a diligent searching.

Perrerer, var. PERKIER Obs. Perrewig, obs.

f. PERIWIG. Perrey, var. PERRIE, PERRY 1 and 2
,

I'ORRAY Obs.. pottage. Perriago, -agua,
-aguer, -augre, -awger, obs. ff. PIHAGUA.

t Perridi-culous, a. Obs. rare- 1
,

[f.
L. per-

ndiful-us (f.
PER- 4 + ridicuhis laughable) + -ous.]

Thoroughly ridiculous.

c 1600 Timcn n. v, I hate the^e perridiculous asses Whose
braines containe, noe, not one ounce of witte.

tPe*rrie,pe*rry. Obs. Chiefly/^/. Forms:
a. 4-5 ^6) perre, 4-5 perree, -ey, -eye, (4 perey,

5 pere,pirre, 6 pyrre). ^. 4-5 perrye, -ie, 5-6
perry, (5 pery). 7. 5 pierrye, 6 pierrie, (9

pierie). [a.
* >F. pierrie ^ pierie (Godefroy), syn-

copated form of pierrerie, OF. perreHe, f. pierrc
stone + -erie\ see -ERY i.

The syncopated form is evidenced in 14-1610 c. in Godef. ;

app. Anglo- Kr. must have had perrie (from perrerie,

perrrie, perrie) as the source of i4tn c. M E. perrie^ perrye^
whence later perry. In the forms perre (the earliest and
most frequent in }&..}, perree,perrcy, -eye, the termination

is not easy to account for. (? F. J>erre t -cc pa. pple. used

sbst.; cf. Pr. peyraf.l* petratuw.} The late isth and
i6th c. forms pierrye) pierrie followed later French.]

Precious stones or gems collectively ; jewellery.
a. c 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. ll'acc (Rolls) 10042 A riche

corounal wil> perre. c 1350 //-"///. Palernc 53 In gode clobes

of golda-gre^ed fnl riche Wi^perrey and pellure pertelyche
to pe ri^ttes. 13- Minor Poemsfr, I'ernon fl/S. xxviii. 66

Heie perle, of al perey ^e pris. 1377 LANGU /'. PI. H. x. 12

Al pe precious perre J?at in paradys wexetb {?'. rr. perree,

pere, perrie, perreye]..
c 1386 CHAUCER Monk's T. 315 She

was al clad in perree [T, rr. perre, perrye, perry] and in

gold, c 1430 LYDG. Min. I
1

ooiis (Percy Soc.) 46 Kyche
attyres of stonys and perre \rime be]. 1:1450 Erie Tolons

327 Rychely sche was cladd, In golde and ryche perre [rim?
free]. (1555 Lyd'jafe's Ch>on. Troy \\. xi. Gj/i And all

aboue reysed was a see, Ful curyously of stones and perre
[j<7 MS. c 1425]. 1558 Bochas vin. xxii. 14 b, With royal

rubies, gold, stones, nor pyrre.]

/3. ? 1370 Robt, Cicyle 268 Alle was set with perrye [rime
crystyante]. 1386 Will Sir R. Grene (Somerset Ho.>,

Capucium de perry. 1390 GOWKR Con/. I. 143 For cloth of

gold and for perrie, Which him was wont to magnetic, la 1400
Morte Arth. 2461 Appayrellde with perrye and pret'ious

PERROTATORY.
stouo. '.'1.1475 V''- ^'' .'*' -/'t'i'vr 719 Ye ware the pery on

your head. V (11500 Chester PL iv. 93 Therfore horse,
names, and perye, As falles for mydignitie, The tythe of yt
I take of thee. 1560 How a Merckande 51 in Ha/1.
E. P. P. I. 198 He boghte hur perry to hut hedd Ofsaphers
and of rubeys red.

y. 1481 CAXTON Godcffroy xl. 78 As moche as two myghty
men myght susteyne of pierrye. a. 1541 WVATT Faithful
Icwer girctk his Mistress his heart Poems (1815) 152, I can-
not give broaches nor rings,.. Pierrie, nor pearl, orient and
clear. [1880 ContcJiif). Rev, Mar. .(21 All this tine pierie,
The riches of the land and of the sea.]

Perrie, obs. form of PEKHY !, -, PIRKIE, a squall.

t Perrier. Obs. Also 5 perrerer, perierer,

7 perier. [a.
( )F. perrier (12-i^th c. in Hatz.-

Darm,, now pzcrricr] Sp. pcdrero, It. pctriere t

repr. a L. type *pctrarius, and parallel to OF.

pcrrierC) med.L. petraria (T)u Cange
1

in same
sense, deriv. of .L. petra^ \' . picrre stone : cf.

PETRARY and PBDEBKO.] orig. A ballistic engine-
er cannon for discharging stones; later, a small

gun with which ships were armed = PEDKERO.
c 1400 tr. Secreta Secret. ,Go~'. Lordsh. in If bou shall

assayll castels, vse Instrument/ castyng stones, as Manholes
or Perrerers. 1481 CAXTON Godcjfroy clxxiv. 257 They.,
dytle do make engyns, perierers, Magonneauls, castellys,
chattes. 1524 in liakluyt's l-'oy. (1599) II. 71 Artillerie of
the Turkes- .Cannons perriers of brasse, that shot a stone
of three foote and a lialfe. 1643 i.anc. Tracts 174 The noise

of 9 canon and 2 purlers. 1696 PHILLIPS u:d. 5 ,
Pcrriers t

a small sort of Great Guns that shoot Stones, carried by
Privateers. [1885 C. W. C. OMAN Art of ll'ar 57 Against
walls fifteen to thirty feet thick, the feeble . . perrieres,

catapults,, -and so forth, beat without perceptible effect.]

Perrierie, var. PIKRREKIE Obs. Perril, obs. f.

PEARL, PERIL. Perriment, Perritore, Perri-

wig,Perriwinkle,Perrochioun,obs. ff. PEDI-

MEXT,PARITOR, PERIWIC, PERIWINKLE, PAROCHIAN.

f Perrogate, v. Obs. rare-", [f. ppl. stem of

L. pcrrogare to ask one after another.]
1623 COCKERAM ir, To Desire a thing heartily, perogate.

PerrOll (pe'ivn, or ns F. llpgroii;. Also 4

peroun, 5 peron. [a. Y. perron ( i ith c. in l.ittre)

= Pr. pciro, pciron, It. petrone large stone, great

rock, f. L. pctra. F. picrre .-tone.]

1. A large block or solid erection of stone, with

or without steps, used as a platform, the base of

a market-cross, a sepulchral monument, etc.

^1380 .V/V }-'crut!i!<, 44'-'9 Out of pe tour ban cam he doun,
And set hyin on an hey^ peroun. Y-inad a^ a ( hnyn.-. 1470-

85 MALOKY Arthur x. v. 419 The Peron that Merlyn had
made to fore \\here sire Laucyor. .was slayne. Ibid. Ixxxvii.

568 The peron and the graue besydes CameJot. c 1530 Lp.
J-JKRNKRS Arth. Lyt. Bryt. (1814) 133 There was pyght in

the myddes of the ft-ltle a grete perron, wheron there was

liangin^e a riche and a goodly slielde. [1611 CoTCB., Per-
ron, .also, a square Base of stone, or mettall, some fine or

six foot high, whereon, in old time, Knights errant placed
some discourse, challenge, or proofe, of an aduenture.]

b. spec, (see quot.).
1863 KIRK Chas. Hold I. i. vii. 297 Liege. ..In the centre

of the Square, on a pedestal of several steps stood a pillar.

. .The Perron regarded as an emblem of the civic organi-
zation. . was an ohject of patriotic reverence and affection.

Ibid. it. ii. 450.

2. Arch, A platform, to which one ascends by
steps, in front of a church, mansion, or other large

building, and upon which the door or doors open ;

sometimes applied to a double flight of steps

ascending to such a front door.

[ti475 Partenay 4974 And when that Gaffray was descend id

tho, At the perron longe bode not in ^at place, At castell

finding hys fader by grace.] 1723 CHAMBERS tr. Le Clerc's

Treat. Arc/tit. I. 129 Hy Perron we mean an Ascent or

Elevation given to the Entrance of a building. The Portail

. .of a Church, .or any other great Building, .ought to have
a Perron. 1843 THACKERAY Ir. Sk. Bk. I. i. 39 Whiskey-
and-water was ordered, which was drunk upon the perron
before the house. 1862 LVTTON Sfr. Story xxi, An imposing
pile,, .with, .grand perron (or double flight of stairs to the

entrance). 1864 SIK F. PALGRAVE Norm. <y Eng. III. 21

Standing on the lofty Perron of the tail Ducal Palace. 1898

QuiLLEH-Coucn Stevenson's St. Ives 306 The landlord wel-

comed us on the perron.

Perroquet, p. auk : see PARAKEET, PAROQUET.
Perrore, obs. form of PARURE.

f Perrosin. Obs. Forms: 5 perrosin, -yn,
6 perosin, -en, pirrosyn, 6-7 perrosen, 7 per-
-rosin. fapp. a corruption ot AF. *peis -resin

<=

OF. pois- or poix-resin
' the resin of turpentine

*

(Uttre). Cf. PITCH-RESIN.] An old name for a

resin of some kind, app. the dry resin obtained

from pine trees; colophony.
'1450 M. E. Med. Bk, (Heinrich) 173 Tak J?re quarterons

of dene rosyn, & a quarteron of good perrosyn, & half

a pounde of good oile de olyue. Ibid. 174 As sone as J>y

rosyn & by perrosyn beth molten & relented. 1545 Rates of
Customs C j b, Perosen the C. pound xiiir. iiiirf. 1563 T.

GALE Antidot. n. 52 Boyle your Rosyne, Pirrosyn and
Waxe, with four vnce of dearesuet. 1600 SURI ; LF.T Country
Farme i. iv. ii The best are made of aller tree, firre tree,

or pine tree, out ofwhich distilleth perrosen [Fr. orig. duquel
sort l.i poix resine]. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny II. 181 Taken
in wine with dry per-rpsin \resina sicca}, it [sphagnos]
catiseth one most speedily to make water. Ibid. 182 Of
the dry per-rosins [in sicco generc}, those are in most request
which be white, pure, transparent, or cleare, quite through.

Perrot, variant of PEBIT 06s., minute weight.

Perrotatory (p3j,r^u-tatari), a, [f.
PER- i +
91-2



PERROTINE.

ROTATORY.] Passing through a series of terms or

objects as if arranged in a circle, so that one passes
from the last immediately to the first again.
1890 in Cent. Diet.

Perrotine (perutrn). [a. F. perrotine ,
f. Perrot,

name of the inventor.] A machine for printing
calico in colours by means of wooden blocks.

1839 URE Diet. Arts 216 The Perrotine is a machine for

executing block-printing by mechanical power. 1883 K.
HALOAN E Workshop Receipts Ser. n. 211/1 Print on the

white and red discharges with the perrotine, or with a two-
colour cylinder machine.

f Perrour, obs. form of PARUBE.
a 1400-50 Alexander 1536 Poudird with perry was perrour

it othire. 1550 BALE Image Both Ch. \\\. Bbb iv, Theyr
copes perrours, and chysibilles, whan they bee in theyr

prelately pompeus sacrifices.

Perruck(e, -ruke, perruque : see PERUKE.

Perruquerian (per#ki'rian), 0. nonce-tvd. [f.

next : see -AN.] Of or pertaining to a
perruquier.

1836 DICKENS Sk. Boz> Boarding House i, The binning
locks of those chef-d'ceuvres of perruquerian art.

|| Perruquier (pen/ky^). Also 8 peruquier;
rarely anglicised as TEKUKIEB, q. v. [Fr., i. per-

ruque PERUKK.] One who makes, dresses, or

deals in perukes; a wig-maker.
1753 Fool E En. in Paris i. i, All the fraternity of

men makers,. .taylors, perruquiers, hatters, hosiers. 1837
THACKERAY Ravcnswing ii, The tailor.. exposed his head
to the. .perruquier's ga/e. 1882 SEKJT. BALLANTINE Exper.
viii. 85, I remember a fashionable perruquier being tried

many years ago.

f Perry ]

, pery, pirie. Obs. Forms: a. i

pirise, pir^e, pyrise, 15 pirie, pyrie, 5 pire,

piry>, pyry^e, pirry, purye, ;pyrrie. j8. 4-5
perie, -y^e, 5 pere, pereye, 6 perrie, perrey
(pearie). [OE. pirge, pirige, pirie ^ pyrie, wk.

fern., of obscure formation, taken by Pogalscher
to represent a late L. type *pirea, *perea (so.

arbor tree), from a late L. adj. *pire-us t *pere~its>
f. pirum, Rom. pera pear. (But no trace of such

adj. has been found in L. or Rom.)
The historical series piriget pirie, perie, ferric,

**

Perry, is

exactly parallel to that of ntirige, inirie, itierie, tnerrie,

merry, the i in both becoming e before r, which again was
doubled after the short vowel.]
A pear-tree; sometimes distinctively the wild

pear-tree. Also attrib.

937 in Birch Cart. Sax. II. 429 J>anon..up on stream . .

midde weardne up on \>a pyrian. 972 Ibid. III. 586 And-
!ang die on J?a pyri^an of |?a;re pyrigan on bone longan
apuldre. ciooo A^LFRIC Gloss, in Wr.-Wiikker 137/37
Pirns, pirige. Gram. vii. (Z.) 20 ffsecfirusJKa&pynxe,
hoc finnn seo peril. 13.. Senyn Sag. (\V.) 555 A fair

gardm,..Ful of appel tres, and als of pirie; Foules songe
therinne inurie. 1362 LANGL. /'. PI. A. v. 16 Piries and
Plomtres weore puschet to J>e grounde. c 1386 CHAUCER
Afcn/i. T. 937 Thus I lete hym sitte vp on the pyrie [v.rr.

purye, pyrye, Pyry, pirry, pire, pirie]. I398TREVISA Karth.
De P. R. xvii. ii. (Tollem. MS.), As whan a pery is graffid
on an appeltre. a 1425 Cursor J/. 37 (1'rin.) Of good pire
com gode perus. 14. ./ 'oc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 603/11 Piretum,
nnglice Pereye. 1577 B. GOOGE Ileresbach's Hush. (1586)

87 b, You may grafts the Apple upon the Perrey, the Haw-
thorne, Plome tree, Servisse tree, .. Poplar, Willowe and
Peare. 1578 LYTE Dodoens vi. xxxi, 697 High as a Perrie,
or wilde Peare tree. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny I. 474 There be
some Pyrries and Apple trees that bring forth fruit twice
a yeare.
attrib. 14.. Songs ff Carols xx\\. (Warton Cl.),To gryffyn

here a gryf of myn pery tre. 1523 FITZHERB. Huso. 137
A pere or a wardeyn wold be graffed in a pyrre stock. 1586
W. WEBBE Eng. Poetrie (Arb.) 76 Now Melilxee ingraft

pearie stocks, sette vines in an order. 1603 STOW Surv. 48
That he should buy certaine perie plants.

Perry 2
(pe'ri). Forms: 4 pereye, ?piri, 5

peirrie, pirre, 5-6 perre, pirrey, 6 perie, pirrie,

6-7 pery(e, perrie, 7 perrey, pyrrey, -ie, piry,
6- perry. [ME. pereye, a. QF,6erj (l3~l6thc.)j
perey (i^thc. in Godef.) : late L. type *peratittn t

f. late I/, pera L. pirum pear.] A beverage

resembling cider, made from the juice of pears ex-

pressed and fermented.

1315 SHOREHAM Poems i. 205 Ine wine me ne may, Inne

si[n:re, ne inne pereye [rime reneye]. 1362 LANGL. P. PL A.
v. 134 Peni Ale and piriwhit heo pourede to-gedere. c 1440
Protnp. Parv. 394/1 Perre, drynke, piretum. ^1480 HENRY-
SON Test. Cres. 441 Tak mowlit breid, peirrie, and ceder
sour. 1483 Cat/i. Angl. 281/2 Pirrey (Pirre), piretum.
1577 HARRISON England \\. vi. (1877) i. 161 A kind of drinke
made.. of peares is named pirrie. 1577-87 Hoi.iNSiiKi>C//r<w.
III. 1197/1 Boles laden with wine, cider, perrie, 1623 LISLE

sElfric on O. fy N. Test. Ued. xxxiv, Syd r in Kent, . . Pyrrie
in Wostersheere. 1693 KVKLYX De la Quint. Compl. Gard.
I. 1/7 The great Pear plantations, planted for the making
of Perry in those places where Vines cannot prosper. 1765
BLACKSTONE Comm. I. viii. 319 Excise.. at first laid upon . .

the makers and venders of beer, ale, cyder, and perry. 1840
Cottager's Man, 5 in Libr. U. Ktu, flnsb. III, Cider, perry,
wines,, might easily be obtained by an additional half acre.

b. attrib. and Comb, %& perryfarmer,perrypear.
1836 Pt'nny Cycl, V. 250 The cider and perry fanner will

feel the benefit of this. 1896 Jrnl. R, Horticiilt. Soc. Nov.
208 One of our oldest perry pears, the Longland, equals the

well-known Catillac for stewing.

Perry ;!
, variant of PXRBU 06s.

t jewellery.

Perry *, variant of PJKHIE, gust of wind.

Perryall, Perrygryne, Perrywig, obs. ff.

PAIR-ROYAL, PEREGRINE, PERIWIG.
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Persaife, -saive, obs. forms of PERCEIVE.

Fersalt, per-salt (pausgat, -s:lt . them.

[f.
PEK- 5 + SALT.] A salt formed by combination

of an acid with the peroxide of a metal.
i8o FARADAY E.vp. Res. x. 50 The per-salts give it

[rhubarb paper] an olive-green-tint, while the proto-salts

produce no change. 1836-9 TODD Cycl. Anat. II. 504/1 A
;>ub-phosphate, which on reaching the lungs became a per-
salt. 1883 Hardu'ich's Photogr. CJiem. (e'd. Taylor) 61 Free
Ammonia, .usually throws down a red Sesquioxide from the
Persalts of Iron.

Persan, -sante, obs. forms of PERSIAN.
+ Persanate, v. Obs. [f. L. persdnat*, ppl.

stem ofpersanare to cure completely, f. PER- 2 +
sdnare to heal.] trans. To cure perfectly.
1623 in COCKKRAM. 1657 TOMLINSON Renou $ Dhp. 431

Telephus wounded by Achilles was thereby persanated.

Persand, -sant, -saunt, variants of PERCEAKT
Ol's., piercing. Persar, obs. form of PIERCER.

t Persa'tanize, v. Obs. rare 1
,

[f. PER- 2

+ SATAM/K.] trans. To possess thoroughly with

or by Satan.

1857 Truths Cat /i. Rt'lig. (ed. 4) 178 His [Luther's] asser-

tion !>. 'that Zulnglius, and all who adhere to his doctrine,
are insatanizedj supersatanized and persatanized

*

Persaue, -sawe, -sayue, obs. ff. PEKCEIVK.

Persche, obs. f. PARISH, PKRISH v., PIERCE.

tPerscri'be, v. Obs. rare. [ad. L. per-
scrtftcrCi f. PEK- 1,2+ scrlbcre to write.] trans. To
write out, write or describe at length or in full.

1538 LKLASD N. Y. Gift in Itin. I. p. xxii, [Thou] tliat

from tynie to tyme hath with greate Diligence .. perscribed
the Actes of yowr nioste noble Prasdecessors, and the For-

tunes of this your Realme.

Ferscrutation (psjskrwt^'-jon). [a. obs. F.

psrscrufcUion (early i6th c.
,

ad. L. perscrftlii-

tion-cm, noun of action f. perstrutare: see PER-

SCUUTK.] A thorough searching or investigation ;

careful scrutiny, examination.

1603 FI.OKIO Montaigne i. xxii. (1632) 51 The first and
univer.vdl reasons are of a hard perscrutation. 1678 K.

R[USSBLL] tr. Geber n. i. i. iii. 27 Void of Ingenuity in every
I'erscrutation. 1843 CARLYLE Past^ <*(

Pr. \\. viii, Such
guessing, visioning, dim perscrutation of the momentous
future !

So Ferscnvtate v. trans., to make a careful or

thorough investigation ; -j-
Perscruta'tor [a. L.

(post-cl.) ptrscrittaior\) one who investigates

thoroughly (Blount Glossogr. 1656).
1900 A. LANG in Contemp. Rw, Dec. 789 We had all savage

languages perscrutated by new IJopps and Kuhns.

t Ferscru'te, v. Obs. rare. [a. obs. F. per-

scrnter, ad. L. perscrfttare^ f. PER- 2 + scrittare

scrfttdrl to search closely, examine.] trans. To
search carefully; to scrutinize thoroughly.

<t 1545 UOOKDE (title) The pryncyples of Asironamye, the

wbiche diligently perscrntyd is in maner a pronosticacyon
to the worldes end. 1547 Introd. Knowl. vii. (1870) 144
Vf they haue reason to perscrute the mater.

tFerse, sb.l Ol>s. Forms: 4-6 //. Perses
;

-is, 5-6 sing. Pers. Also (//.) 4-5 Persees, -eis,

5 -ies, Percys, -eys : see PAUSEE. [a. OF.
Perses pi. : L. Persas, in nom. Persx Persians

(whence, also, OK. had Perse, pi. Perseas).] A
Persian ; //. Persians.

[^893 K. /ELFRF.U Oros. n. v. 2 pa waeron (5a Perse mid
l?aem swij>e xee^sade. Ibid.) On Perseum.] 1382 WVCLIF
Dan. v. 28 Thi kyngdam is departed, and is ;oven to Medis
and to Persis. 1398 TREVISA Earth. De P. R. xv. cxvtil.

(.MS. Add. 27. 944), J>ider Nemroth be geaunt went .. and
laujt \>e perses [z>. r. Persis] to worschepe be sonne. 1552
I.VNDESAV Alonarche "^783 The ram with bonus two,

Comparit tyll Pers and Mede, all so. 1568 BIBLE
(Bishops')

Dan. vi. 12 The lawe of the Medes and Perses tnat
ahereth not.

Perse U^J3)> a - an^ s^'-~ wfh* Forms: 4-6
pers,4perce, peers,(=,perske),6peirs, 5, 7-perse.

[MK. a. OF. pcrs, -e, = r.pcrs, It. perso : late L.

pcrsus (in med.L., Du Ca.nge) : sec Note below.]
In early writers, Blue, bluish, bluish-grey ;

in later

writers often taken (after Italian) as a dark obscure

blue or purplish black ; also sb. as name of the

colour, or of a stuff of the colour.

!aiy66 CHAUCER Rom. Rose 67 It hath hewes an hundred

payr, Of gras & fioures, inde and pers, And many hewes ful

dyvers. < 1386 Prol. 439 In sangwyn and in pers he clad

was al. Ibid. 617 A long surcote of pers vp on he hade.

1438 Rk. Alexander Gt. (Bann. Cl.) 107 (Flowers) Purpur,
bloncat, pale & pers. .1500 Mcliisine 126 The eldest.,

hath one eye redde, & that other ey Is perske & hluw.

1513 DOUGLAS sEneis xir. Prol. 106 Hehaldand thame ia

mony diueis hew, Sum pers, sum paill, .sum bur net, and
sum blew. 1658 PHILLIPS, Perse^ sky colour. 1848 J. A.

CARLVLK tr. Dante's Inferno (1849) 78 The water was darker
far than perse \bitianioltopiu chc persa\. 1884 VKRN. LKIC

Eitphorioti II, Whirled incessantly in the perse, dark,

stormy air.

b. Comb, as t perseblewe.
a 1490 HoioNtK Itin. (1778) 88 Cum tribus robls de purpyre

et de perseblewe.
\Note. The Romanic word was perh. a back-formation from

Persia, or I* Persx Persians, Persiens Persian. Med. L.
had also, in same sense, persists, and persitus (cf, perske
above). Du Gauge approves of the view of Acarisius that

Perseus was a dtriv. offersa t
Ital. name of marjoram, refer-

ring to the colour ; others would explain pcrsicus as peach-
coloured, hv\\\pcrsica PEACH (itself from Persiens Persian)-

PEJRSECUTED.
In /Elfrk's Gloss. (Wr.-Wiilcker 163/2^) L. perseus is

glossed blxweti) i.e. light blue. Hut Klono 1611 makes It.

perso 'a darke or blacke mourning colour; some take it for

the colour of dead Marioram. Some have also vsed it for

a Peach colour.' Cf. DANTE Convito iv. xx. 14 11 perso e
un colore misto di purpureo e di nero, ma vince il nero.
See also Li itre as to range of meaning in French, and P.
TOYNBKK Dante Studies 314 The colour perse in Dante and
other mediaeval writers.]

Perse, obs. form of PAKSKE, PIERCE.

Persea (p5us/a). [L., a. Gr. ircpo-c'a.] a.

Ancient ftlythol. Name of a sacred fruit-bearing
tree in Egypt and Persia, b. In Bot. t a genus of trees

and shrubs, N.O. Lauraccx, common in tropical
America and the "West Indies, of which one species,

P.gratissima, produces the AVOCADO or ALLIGATOK

pear. Also Pcrsea-tree.
1601 HOLLAND Pliny xv. xiii, The tree Persea. .is far dif-

ferent from the Peach-tree Perstca, and Iwareth fruit like

vnto Sebesten, of colour red. 1706 PuiLLU's, Persea^ (Gr.)
a Tree that grows in Kgypt like a Peach-tree, and l)ear.s a
Fruit of the IJigness of a Pear or Apple. [1846 LINDI.KV
/ Vi

r
. Kingd, 5j7 The fruit of Persea gratissima, so much

esteemed in the West Indies under the name of the Avocado
pear. ] 1858 C. W. GOODWIN in Cainbr. Ess. 238 She requests
to have the persea-trees cut down. 1877 A. B. EDWARDS Up
Nile xii. 317 The sacred hawk sitting in the centre of a fan-

shaped persea tree. 1895 SIR J. \V, DAWSON in Expositor
July 60 [The tree of life] represented by different species,
as the palm, the banyan, the persea, the ouk, . .the mistletoe.

fPe*rsecate, v. Obs. rare ,
[f. ppl. stem of

L. persecare to cut through, f. PER- i + secare to

cut.] (,See quot.) Hence also t Perseca'tion.
1623 COCKERAM, Persecatc, to cut. Perse*, ation, a. cutting.

Persecute (p3'Js-
r
kit),^. Also6persequut'e,

-kute, parsecute. [a. F. perstcute-r (Oresme,

l-flhc.), f. L. persecM-i ppl. stem of persequl to

pursue, follow with hostility or malignity, f. PEB-

I, 2 + sequi to follow. (Littre and Hatz.-Darm.
derive . pers&ttter immed. from persc'citteitr.'}]

1 1. To pursue, chase, hunt, drive (with missiles,

or with attempts to catch, kill, or injure). Obs.
c 1477 CAXTON Jason 8b, lason and Hercules persecuted

tlium with tlieir aiowes as long as they dured. 1535 COVER-
DALE Josh. viii. 17 They lefte the cite stondinge open, that

they mighte persecute Israel. 'SS1 ROBINSON tr. Aiore's

Utop. n. (1895) 260 Theire enemies. .haue persecuted them
flying, some one way and some an other. 1697 DRYDEN
/ ~irg. Georg. i. 416 With Ualearick Slings, or Gnossian Bow,
To persecute from far the flying Doe.

t b. To follow up, pursue, prosecute (a subject) ;

to carry out, go through with. Obs.

1546 LANGLEV tr. Pol. I*erg. De Im-ent. \. viii, My purpose
is onely 10 speak of the Inventers,..not to persecute the

particulars, a 1661 FULLER Wort/lies^ Line. (1662) 144 Such

]>ersecute the Metaphor too much.

2. To pursue with malignancy or enmity and

injurious action
; esp. to oppress with pains and

penalties for the holding of a belief or opinion
held to be injurious or heretical.

1482 CAXTON Trevisa?s Higdcn \\. xiii, zoob, [He] refreyned

hym in many thynges, and in especial that he shold not

persecute ne greue cristen men. 1526 TINDALE Matt. v. n
Blessed are ye when men shall revyle you, and per:>ecute

you, ..ffor my sake. John v. 16 And therfore the ievves

did persecute Jesus, and sought the nieanes to slee hym.
1651 HOBBES Levtath. in. xlii. 276 In a place where the

Civill Power did persecute, or not assist the Church. 1689
POPPLE tr. Locke's ist Let. Toleration 12 That tlie

Church of Christ should persecute others,..! could never

yet find in any of the Books of the New Testament. 1779
BURKE Corr. (1844) " 2^9 Though I am.. a very attached

son of the Church of England, I think myself bound not to

wish to persecute you. 1784 COWJ-KR Task in. 309 Some
contagion, kind to the poor brutes We persecute. 1833
TKNNYSON You ask me "why 17 Should banded unions per-
secute Opinion, and induce a time When single thought is

civil crime. 1880 L. STEPHEN Pope ii. 58 The belief that a
man is persecuted by hidden conspirators is one of the

common symptoms in [insanity].

3. To harass, trouble, vex, worry ; to importune.
1583 T. WASHINGTON tr. Nicholay's I'oy. \. ii, [He] was

taken with a gneuous sickenes, which persecuted liiiu su

violently, that men dispayred of hi-, life. 1698 KKYEK Ace.

/:. India <(- /'. 310 By labouring in the Heat of the Day to

get over the Mountains, we were peisecuted with Diary
Fevers. 1741 POPE Dane. iv. 260 He may. . Plague with

Dispute, or persecute with Rhyme, 1879 (i. MI.KL-;DITH

Egoist xlix,
' Which is the cause of your persecuting me to

become your wife !

'

4. To prosecute (a person, f or suit) at law.

Now only a dialectal or humorous substitution

for PKOSECUTE v.

1484 CAXTON Curiall 40, Peple wliyihu by fiaude and

franchyse istudye for to drawe from unc and other suche

wordes by wliiche they may pcrsccuic them. 1560 DAI S) tr.

Skit/tine's Comm. 271 He wyll purscLiile his suite against
ihe Byshop. 1653 STANLEY //ist. Philos. in. (1701) 124/1

Crito in pursuit of this Counsel made choice of Archidainus,
an excellent Lawyer, but poor, who being obliged by his

gifts and kindness, persecuted eagerly all such as molested

not him only, but any of his friends. 1784 dial, in -A". (K
Line. Gloss, s. v.,

' Hoever is taken in the fact shall be per-

cicuted according to law, by the parish expens'. 1866

BKOGDEN Provinc. Words Line. (E. D. D.\
'

Trespassers will

be persecuted '. Notice near the Foss-dyke, Lincoln.

Hence Pe-rsecuted///. ., Pe-rsecutingz'/'/. sb.

and ///. a.

1542 BALE Mnnneof Synne 37 This cruell persecutynge,

thys murihcrynge of innocentes. 155* HULOKV, Persecuted,

persea ttutus, 1697 DKYUCIN Eneid xn. 1087 The deep-
mouth'd hound, .following still..The persecuted creature,



PERSECUTES.
to and fro. 1709 Si ANIIOVK Paraphs IV. 1 19 The blasphem-
ing, the persecuting Saul. 1781 Cowi'KK Kxpost. 278 Thou
that hast set the persecuted free. 1855 PI/SKY Doctr. Kcat
rrescnce Note K. 267 The new-made Christian was taken
to the persecuting Emperor Diocletian.

Persecutee'. [f. PERSECUTE v. + -EE (~ F.

ptrscut}^\ One who is persecuted.
1882 ULCKLAXD Kates <y Jot. 339, I doubt whether the

wretches [parasites of the whale] can afford much domestic

pleasure and comfort to the persecutee.

Persecution (paisrki77-Jnn\ Also 4 par- ; 5

persecussiou,-sicution,6-sequtioun,-quution.

[ME. persecucioHj etc., a. OF. persecution, pcrsccn-
i'ioiii -qiiiicion (

1 2th c.), ad. ^.persecution -c/fi, n. of

action from perscqul to PERSECUTE.]
1. The fiction of persecuting or pursuing with

enmity and malignity ; csp. the infliction of death,

torture, or penalties for adherence to a religious
belief or an opinion as such, \\ilh a view to the

repression or extirpation of it ; the fact of being
persecuted ;

an instance of this.

a 1340 HAM POLE Psalter xxvi. 6 If persecueyon of >e

world, or temptacyons wax ageynes me. 1340 I'r. Cause.

4451 Gret parsecucion ban sal he wyrk Agayn cristen men.
1375 HARBOUR Bruce iv. 5 His fayis..Maid sic A perse -

CBCtOune, ..On thaim that till hym luffand \ver. 1382 WYCLIF
Matt. v. 10 Blessid be tliei that suffren persecucioun for

rfatwrisnesse [1388 persecusioun]. 1460 CAPGRAVK Chron.
(Rolls) 64 He connected him that he schuld sese fro the

persecution of Cristen men. 1560 DAIS tr. Sleidanes
Conim. 115 b, At the same time chaunceth a persecution
against the Lutherians. 1643 SIK T. I'KOWNE Rclig. J\fcd.

i. 25 Persecution is a bad and indirect way to plant
Religion. 1665 UOYI.E Occas. Reflec. v. ii. (1848) 302 To
thrive by Persecution, .is not the incommunicable Preroga-
tive of Divine Truths ;. .even Errors do often gain by it too.

1785 PALKY Mor. riiilos. vi. x, 580 Persecution produces
no sincere conviction, nor any real change of opinion; on
the contrary, it depraves the public morals by driving men
to prevarication and commonly ends in a general tho' secret

infidelity. 1828 MACAULAY Ess., Hallain (1887) 59 To
punish a man, because we infer from the nature of some
doctrine which he holds.. that he will commit a crime, is

persecution, and Ls, in every case, foolish and wicked. 1880
LIOUON in Spectator 13 Nov. 1446 In the judgment of the

early Christians, the proceedings of Decius and Diocletian
were persecutions. To the Pagans of the day.. they were
simply legal prosecutions.

b. A particular course or period of systematic
infliction of punishment directed against the pro-

j

lessors of a (religious) belief; as, the ten persecu-
tions of the Christians under the Roman Empire,
the Marian persecution, etc.

1387 TRKYISA Iligdcn (Rolls) V. in pis ei3te^e ^ere of
Dioclicianus was J>e firste ;ere of J>e grete persecucioun f?at
was under Dioclicianus in J>e Kst and Maximiamis in |>e
West, c 1400 Three Kings Cologne xxxvi. 134 |>er began
a;ene a newe persecucioun of heresye a^ens ^e cristen fei^>.

1494 FABYAN Chron. iv. Ixvii. 46 Seynt Alboon, at V'erolamy
was martyred, In the .x. persecucion of the Churche, as

vyliMSsyth Policronicon. 1776 GIBBON Decl. fy F. xvi.

(1819) II. 434 The celebrated number of ten persecutions has
been determined by the ecclesiastical writers of the fifth

century. 1875 SCKIVENF.R Led. Tc.vt N. Test. 8 The last and
most cruel of the persecutions to which believers were sub-

jected throughout the Roman empire, that of Diocletian.

c. transf. Persistent or continued injury or

annoyance from any source; sometimes humorously
applied to the annoying importunity of advisers,

beggars, suitors, etc.

1585 T. WASHINGTON^. Nicholays Voy. \\. xiii. 48 b, Not
altogether exempt of diuers persecutions, as well by warres,
fire, pestilence, earthquakes, as sundry other calamities.

1605 SHAKS. Lear n. iii. 12 lie. .with presented nakednesse
out-face The W hides, and persecutions of the skie. i66z

J. DAVIES tr. Otcaritis' I'oy. Awbass. 6 There it was we
met with the first persecution of Flies, Gnats, and Wasps.
1803 JANE I'ORTEK 1 htuidcus xi. (1831) 96 While their fears

rendered him safe from their well meant persecution, he
gained some respite from vexation.

t2. The action of pursuing, pursuit, chase; pur-
suance, prosecution v

of an aim, etc.) ; quest. Obs.

1432-50 tr. Higdcn (Rolls) II. 331 Grete Alexander the

Conqueroure, ..in the persecucion of Darius [HicuEN, in

ptracqaendo Dar'ium; TKEVISA, whan he pursewed Darius].
1647 JEN. TAYLOR Lib. Proph. xiii. 3 A hearty persecution ,

of the rules of good life.

f3. (Legal; prosecution. Obs. rare.

"535 Act 27 Hen. VII'/, c. 20 3 Their lawfull accion
demaunde or persecucion, appeles prohibicions and all other !

their lawful defences and remedies in euery suche suite.

4. attrib. and Conib^ as persecution-fancier,
mania (an insane delusion that one is persecuted). :

1816 SYU. SMITH ll'tes. (1859) U >^3^ It is delicious to
the persecution-fanciers to reflect that no general bill has

f

passed in favour of the Protestant Dissenters, ifyy A Jibuti's
\

Syst. Mt'd. VII. 698 Even 'persecution mania' may be an
early symptom of general paralysis.

Hence Perseen tional a., of or relating to per- :

sedition.

1887 A/itn. \ .\\urol. VIII. 663 Dr. Robinson . .finds per- !

secutional delusions common as well as what he calls i

'homicidal mania
1

. 1899 AllbntCs Syst. fried. VIII. 193 !

\ .u ious delusions, generally of the '

persecutional
'

kind.

Fersecutive (p3Ms/"kitiv), a. rare. [f. L.
'

pcr$ecttt-t ppl. stem of persequi + -IVE.] Of a
|

persecuting character; tending or addicted to

persecution. Hence Fe'rsecutiveness.
1659 GAUDKN Tears Clt. iv. ii. 396 Use is made of persecutive

and compelling power; which is rather brutish than humane.
1664 H. MOKE Myst. frtiy. n. u. i. 338 If the Devil be a

721

Bea^, that which makes him so is the wickedness of his

nature, his persectitiveness of the Church of God. 1814
SCOTT li'av. xxxiv, GilfiUan.. refused topermit hi-, followers
to move to this profane, and even, as he said, persecutive
tune. 1864 Realm 22 June 2 They do more harm to real

region by their one-sided persecutive views than all the
Kenans and Colensos in existence.

Persecutor (pausikivtaj). Also 5-6 -our,

6-7 -er. [orig. a. &f.persecutour=.f.perstcuUur,OK ptrsecutitr (i2th c.), ad. L. persecutor-cm,
agent-n. from pcrscqul to PEHSECI-TE : see -oit,

-OUR. Also with -cr of Eng. origin : see -EH 1.] One
who persecutes; 'one who harasses others with
continued malignity' (J.); csp. one who harasses
others on account of opinions or belief.

1484 CAM ON Fnl'lcs of ,-Ksep VI. viii, \V'e haue a grete
rniMnye, whiche is a grete persecutour ouer vs alle. 1526
TINUALK i Tim. i. 13, I was a blasphemar, and a persecutor,
and a tyraunt. 1611 HI.-KTON Aunt. Mel. III. iv. i. iii.

(16^1) 666 I.ucian, that adamantine persequutor of super-
stition. 1642 MM.ION Afol. Srneet. \Vks. 1851 III. 301 A
needlesse and jolly persecuter call'd Indifference. 1776
< '.iiMioN l)ccl. <V {'. xvi. (1819) II. 418 The ancient apologists
of Christianity have censured, with equal truth and severity,
the irregular conduct of their persecutors.

Persecutory (p5'JS/'ki/?:t3ri), a.
[f.

as prec. :

see -OIIY.]
1. a. Given to persecution, persecutive. b. Of

or relating to persecution.
1654 S. CLAKKK Keel. Hist. 173 The crafty fetches, and

persecutory drifts whereby he endeavoured to allure the
Catholicks to the Arian Heresie. 1701 HIA KHT.KV Apo<.
Quest. 32 A City, and Kmpire.so Persecutory of his Servants,
as Pagan Rome. 1899 Alll'utfs Syst. Mc,1. VIII. 395 In

many cases persecutory and exalted delusions are inextric-

ably mixed.

1 2. Pursuant of. Obs. rare.

1774 HAI.MIAX Anal. Rom. Lai" ('1795^ oo Actions were
persecutory i. of the Thing. 2. of the Penalty. 3. of Both.

Persecutress (pMs/kitrts). [f. PKBBECU-
TIIII + -ESS.] A female persecutor.
1647 K- STAPYI.TOS Jmvnal vi. 105 note, Juno, the

pationesse of the chast, and implacable perseculresse ul

immodest women. 1760 H. \\'AI.I')|.K Let. tt> Sir I). D,t/.

ryuiple. 3 Feb., Resentment against her peisecutiess. 1889
L'omli. Alng. Mar. 322 T'he persecutress was relentless.

Persecutl'ix (p5JS/ki-triks). rare. [a. L.

pcrsecntrix, fern, ofpersecutor.]
=

prec.
11572 KNOX Hist. Kef. YVks. 1846 I. 244 A crnell per-

secutrix of Goddis people. 1816 Knnsv tS; Si', /-'.ntouwl.

iv. (1818) I.
i32_

The \-enom was ejaculated into the eyes
and upon the lips of its persecutrix. 1842 (i. S. FABHK
Prw.

^Lett. (18441 I- 23 If Rome be an idolatrous per-
secutrix of the real people of God.

Persee, obs. form of PARSES.
Perseic (paisrik), a. rare.

[f. per se (PEii

prep. 9) + -ic.] Of or pertaining to perseily.
1890 in Century Diet.

Ferseid uia-js/iid). As/ran. [ad. mod L.

Perscis, pi. Perseides, Gr. Ufparjls, pi. -i'8s, daughter
of Perseus.] In //., A group of meteors which

appear to radiate from the constellation Perseus.
Also attrib.

1876 G. F. CHAMBKUS Astron. 799 The meteors of the
shower were first named Perseids by Schiaparelli in the

year 1866. 1893 KIKKMAN in Astron. tr Astro-Fliysics xii.

791 History of the great comet of 1862, and of the thence
derived shower of Perseid meteors.

Perseity (psJsHtiy. [ad. med.L. perseitHs

(Duns Scotus c 1300), f. per se by itself=Gr. Kaff

aiiru, as used by Aristotle, Anal. Poster, i. 4 ;
see

VY.V. prep. 9. In F. perst'lM.] The quality or con-
dition of existing independently, or of being pre-
dicated essentially of a subject.
1694 R. liuRTHOcciK Reason $ Nat. Spirits ix. 269 Sub-

sistence is a mode of Existence, to which it adds Perseity.
1876 Conteinp. Re~<: XXVIII. 1006 One novelty. .in philo-

sophy the exclusion of the j>cr-se.-ity-M\& inust-be-ity^ which
cut such a figure in v. hat goes for metaphysics.
Perseiue, obs. form of PEKCEIVE.

Persel, persely, Perseline, Perseneppe,
obs. ff. PAHSLEY, PURSLANE, PARSNIP.
t Persenti'scency. Obs. rare. [f. L. pcrsen-

tisccnt-ein, pr. pple. of persentiscere to perceive

clearly, f. PER- 2 + sentiscere to perceive, detect.]
Direct or intuitive perception of truth and certainty.
1712 //. More's Antiet. Ath. Schol. on App. vi. 7 Let him

consider that this very Persentiscency is one of our faculties.

. -This internal Persentiscency may in some measure, though
at a great distance, imitate that divine.. Certitude.

Persepeion, obs. form of PERCEPTION.

tPeTsequent,<z. Obs. \tA.~L.ftrstgtunt-tm,
]ir. pple. of persetjni to follow after, to pursue.]

Following after, pursuing.
1650 ASHMOLI: Cliyin. Collect. 60 Made after this manner,

lest the fugient should first fly away, before the Fire could

any way bring forth the persequent thing. 1677 GALt Crt.
Gentries II. iv. 494 Divine grace is termed by the Greek

;

Fathers. .persequent or actuating and conservant grace.

Perservation, Perserve, obs. ff. PRE.SEJIYA-

TIIIN, PRESERVE. Perseu.obs. Sc. var. PUKSUEZ/.

Perseuerance, -aunce, obs. forms of PER-
CEivKK.vNfE. PKUSKVEHANCE.

tPerse'verable,!*. Ol>s. rare 1
, [ad.post-cl.

L. pcrseverabilis, f. perscvera-re to PEBSEVEKE :

see -ABLE.] Constant, enduring.

PERSEVERE.
c 1450 tr. /V Imitation? if. vii. 47 The loue of a crcatun:

is failyng it unstable; \>^ loue of icsu is true and |>erst:-

uerabfe.

Perseverance u MI>/vT "' riins ;- t
a - *' A; '-

Si'z'i'rancc ^i^thc. in llatz.-Darm.), ad. L. per-
srt't'nlntia steadfastness, constancy, persevciaiiLc,
f. pcrscrtrant-em : see next and -ANCK. Foimerly
(l)ojse*vcrans) : see Note to PKUSEVEKI-:.]
1. The fact, procc>s, condition, or quality of per-

severing ; constant persistence in a course of action,

purpose, or state
; steadfast pursuit of an aim

;

tenacious assiduity or endeavour.

(71340 HAMI-OLK rsaltcr xxxvi. S Ixjke J?at \iv e.sc of ill

stire not \>e fra perscueraitnct:. t 1374 CIIAI-CKR TroyIns \.

44 Biddetb ek for hem that \><c\\ at ot:, That yotl ht in gt;nim-:
ay Cootie perseueriuiuce \rimc pl&saunce]. 1:1420 Lvn'..

Assembly of Gods 1094 With Verttw hj.s r^rcwardc (.ainc

Good Perseutraunce (rime dysple>auni:c]. 1557 N. T.
((icnev.i I-'.ph.\\. 18 \\';itu!i thereunto xvtth ;ill pei>t;UL-ia!iL<:
| WVLI.. bysyiiesr, TINDAI.K in^lann: and ^uppticatioit).
1606 SIIAKS. Tr, (y C>: in. iii. 150 IVrstnieratiLe, deere my
Lord, Keepes honor bright ; to haue dutit, is to himi; t

v'tiitc

out of nisliioii. 1671 MILTON /*. A', i. 143 J(l>, Who.se con-
slant perseverance o\'ercaiiie \\ hate re his cruel malice
could invent. 1796 HUHKI; Coir. (1844) IV. 400 There is

nothing which will not yield tu ptrstvcrann: and method.

1838 DicKKXS-AYcA. Nick, xxii, They kept onwith unabated

perseverance. 1854 Mi [.MAN Lat. C/tr. \in. v, Perseverance
which hardened into obstinacy.

b. transf. of things : Persistence.
1866 GKOYI-: At/dr. l>rit. Assoi . in Corf, r/iys. l-\>rccs

(1867) 3^1 If species be Miid to l)e a persevetance uf type
incapable of blending itself with oilier types.

fc. Remaining, abiding .in existence). (>/o.

1657 TOMLINSON Renoits Disp., Places them . .in vessels. .

; for present use or perseverance, till occasion serves.

2. Thcol. Continuance in a state of race leading

finally to a stale of glory.
]'!ndlpcrsci'crani'C^pcrsci't'ranccoftltc saints: the doctrine

that those who are elected to eternal life, justified, adopted,
and sanctified, will never permanently lapse from ^race or

be finally lost : one of the '

l-"ive points of Calvinism ', and
thus stated in the Westminster Confession of f aith .\vii, i :

'

They whom God hath accepted in his Beloved, effectually
called and .sanctified by his Spirit, can neither totally nor

finally fall away from the state of grace, but shall certainly

persevere therein to the end, and be eternally saved '.

n 1555 lIn.MM'OKD Let. to Trai'cs in l'"o\e .-/. <v M. fi^Sj)

1663/1 The perseuerance of Gods grace, with the knowledge
of his good will, encrease with you vnto the ende. 1562 T.
NORTON tr. Cafai>i's Ins!. Table s. v., A confutation of the

most \vycked error, that Perseiierannce is geuen uf God
according to the Merit of men. [Cf. CALVIN hist. n. v. i; j

Ipsa perseverantia donum Dei est ; transl. ly Xtn-ton
t Con-

tynaunce yt selfe ys the gyfte of God.] 1628 Wirm;K Brit.

Kcincinb. u. 54 Nor helpes it those Who perseverance of the
Saints oppose. 1751 WI-:SU-.Y H'ks. (1872) X. 291 The
Apostle was at that time fully persuaded of his own per-
severance. 1852 HOOK I'/i. Diet. (1871) 579 According to the

Calvinistic system, the elect receive the grace of persever-
ance, so that when grace has once been received, they cannot

finally fall away from it.

Perseverance, -ounce, obs.ff.PB< KIVKKANCE.

Persevei'aiit (pots/Vibrant), a. Now rare.

[a. F. pcrstfvJrant (i2thc. in Hatz.-Darm.), pr.

pple. of perstverer to PKRSKVERE. Formerly
(p3.ise'verant\] Steadfast, persistent, persevering.
[1340: implied in PERBEVERANTLY.] 1413 rilgr. Swv/e

(Caxton) i. ^ii. 11859) y He hath been perseuerant in good
purpoos. 1552 A HI-. HAMILTON Catech. 11884) 9 Ane constant
and perseverent lufe. l6itf J. I,ANE Cont. Syr.'s T. \ n. 549
Not one perseverant mutinous hee spaerd. 1660 H. MOHK
Myst. Godl. it. viii. 45 That assuredly at the last, Passive

and PerseverantVertue shall ascend herTriumphant Chariot
1710 WHITBY Disc. Election \\. ii. iv. 333 Christ's coming.,
was not to save the Klect, but under conditions of Repent-
ance and perseverant Faith. 1854-6 PATMORE Angel in lio.

i. xu. 1. 64 When a bold youth so swift pursues, And siege
of tenderest courtesy With hope perseverant, still renews.

1903 Athewettnt 18 July 81/2 The. .perseverant zeal with
which he lias prosecuted this pious work.

tb. transf. Lasting, enduring, permanent. Obs.

'453 in Epist. Acad. O.von. (O. rf. S.) 1. 322 Oure seid

worke shall endure unto you and you re progeny a perse-
veraunt memorialle. 1510 Hewers HI. I 'irg. 84 Haile,starre
of the sea most radiant,.. A pure virgin alway perseverant.

PerseVC'rantly, <nfr. Now ran:
[f. prec.

+ -LY -, or directly alter the ( >F. adv. pcrseveran-
ment (lathe, in llatz.-Darm.).] In a persevering
manner

; perseveringly ; persistently ; continually.
1340 Ayenk, 210 Huanne Jwu wolde^t bidde goxl and acsi

wibliche and diligentliche, J>et is enlentifliche and per-
seuerantliche. c 1450 tr. DC linitat'wnc in. xxxv. 103 Where
is by feiJjeV slarnlc stedfastly & ierseuerantly. '533 MORE
Ansiv. Poysotied l)k. Wks. 1068; i And so dwelled* inChryst
iv Christ in him perseueran tly. 1656 Si ANI.LY ///>/. rhifas.

vi. (1701) 271/1 Go perseverantly thro
1

U, for it is of great

glory. 1826 C. P>LTLKK I'iuti. fik. Rout. Catli. C/t. 56 IJy

communicating perseverantly with the Churches in which
these oaths of allegiance and disclaimer have been taken.

t Fersevera'tion. 06s. [a. OF. penevera-
tioii, -acton (I3thc. in Godef.), ad. I*. pcrscvi-rd-

tion-cntj n. of action from pcrscvcrare to PER-

SKVEUK.] Persevering, perseverance.
1612 rasqitiCs Night-Cap (1877) 61 Shee said, his failh and .

long perseueration. Had almost forc't her to couuniseration.

1685 COTTON tr. Montaigne in. vi, [He] in this siege mani-

fested the utmost of what suffering and perseveration can do.

Persevere (p5isMM), v. Forms : a. 4-5

perse'uere, 5-7 -se*uer, -se'ver, 5-6 -ce'uer, 5

-seyuer, 6 perce*ver, -ceyver, -cea'uer, par-



PERSEVERE.

ss-u^r. 0. 4-5 persewe'r. 4-6 -seue're, 6

-syue-re, -seuei-r, -siuei'r, 5- perseve-re. [a. F.

persfve're-r, ad. L. persevtra-re to abide by strictly, i

continue steadfastly, persist, persevere, f. perse-

verns very strict, f. PER- 4 + sever-as strict, severe.

The usual Eng. pronunciation, down to the middle :

of the i "th c. or later, was (pajse'vsa). The form

perseve're appears to have been used from an

early period by Scottish writers, and isolated ex-

amples appear in Eng. writers in ijth (rarely in
'

i6th c.). Shaks. used only perseuer; Quarles,

1624, used both forms in the same poem; Milton

always perseve're, which became universal by :

c 1680. So with the derivatives perseverance,

perseverance, etc.

The two forms arise from the shifting stress in L. perse-
vera're and perseve'rat, F. persei-cre'r and feruyPrt,
Milton's use was doubtless deteimintd by Latin quantity ]

1. intr. To continue steadfastly in a course of

-action (formerly, also, in a condition, state, or

purpose), esp. in the face of difficulty or obstacles ;

to continue staunch or constant. Const, in, ~vith.

n. c 1374 CHAUCER Troylus I. 951 He haste> wel |>at wysly
kan a-byde, . . Be lusty, fre, perseuere yn (>yn seruyse. c 1400

Apol. Loll. 17 Who euer deserue to tak ()e sentence of

darning, if he wele perseyuer in his wit, no man mai reles-.e

him. 1523 LD. KERNKRS I-'roiss. I. 418 To take advyse
howe they shulde perceyver in their warr. 1568 GKAFTON
Chron. II. 892 That he should manfully and courageously

perceauer and proceede in this, .enterprise. 1594 SHENSKR
Amoretti xxxviii. 9 But in her pride she doolh persever
still. 1605 SHAKS. l.car in. v. 23, I will perseuer in my
course of Loyalty. 1624 QUARLES Job Medit. vii, A rare

Affection of the soule..doth perseuer [rime Neuer; but cf.

1624 in ]. 1678 i'tii;. Man's Call. 409 Nor priest nor
j

Jesuit could ever Move him, but he did still persever Like
;

a house founded on a rock.

0- c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints iii. [Andreas'] 631 Quhen pu seis

me In hardtorment persewer, Lowandmyn god with gladsum
cher. c 1375 Si: Leg. Saints xxxii. (lastin) 256 Bot cypriane

,et ban hut were In his foly cane perseuere.
c 1430 LYDG.

Mitt. Poems (Percy Soc.) 178 To persevere in virginal

clennesse. 1484 CAXTON Curtail z Now late vs graunte
that thou woldest perseuere in vertue. c 1500 Lancelot 1564

He thinkith no worschip to conquere, Nore in the weris more
to persyuere. 1500-20 DUNBAR Poems Ixxx 7 God_ gif to

the. .grace ay for to perseveir, In hansell of this guid new

3eir. 1533 GAU Richt Vay 82 He techit thayme .quhow
thay suld persiueir and be constant in prayer. 1624 QUARLES
Job Medit. xv, The lust and Constant mind, that perseueres
..neuer feares. 1667 MILTON P. L. vn. 632 Thrice happie
if they know Thir happiness, and persevere upright 1783

,

WATSON Philip III, iv. (1839) 231 If the Morescoes should

persevere in their present resolution. 1828 SCOTT F. M.
Perth x, Your Grace is best judge whether they have been

long enough persevered in. 1856 FROUDE Hist. Eng. I. il.

140 He was determined to persevere at all costs.

tb. Const, to with inlin. : To continue to. Obs.

1580 SIDNEY Ps. XLIV. xi, Why to hid thy face persever?

1614 LODGE Seneca 131 Let Fortune persever to be so

equally favourable unto him. 1745 ELIZA HrxviooD Female

Sfcct. No. 13 (1748) III. 28 What the duty of a wife bound
me to while living, I persevere to observe in death. 1796
MRS. M. ROBINSON Angelina II. 209 Persevere to cultivate

her friendship.

fo. with adj. or sb. complement: To remain,

continue to be. Obs.

1513 BRADSHAW St. Werburge I. 3009 Who-so perceuers
in herte and mynde true. 1563-7 BUCHANAN Reform. St.

Andros Wks. (1892)
ii In thys college nayne sal persever

regent in humanite abuve the space of
vij

or viij ^eir.

c 1600 DONNE Elegies on Mrs. Boulstrcd ii. 61 Had she

persever 'd just, there would have bin Some that would sinne,

imsthinking she did sinne. 1653 BAXTER Chr. Concord xix.

B iij, If he persevere impenitent.

fd. To proceed steadily on one's way. Obs.

1515 BARCLAY Kgloges iv, Who doth persever, & to this

Towre attayne, Shall have great pleasure to see the building
olde. 1596 DALRYMPLE tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. I. 37, I wil

j

liegin at the west cost of Lorne, quhair I left offe, and

thairfra Northerlie wil perseueir, vpon the Sey coste.

e. Theol. To continue in a state of grace. Cf.

PEKSEVERANCE 2. ? Obs.

\c 1450 tr. De Imitatione I. xxv. 23 There was a man in
. 7" f. ._ _ _ i _._._ ,_r. j i.. s. i *,

prove that every believer shall persevere.

f. To persist, insist, in speech or argument. Obs.

or arch.

1560 DAUS tr. Sleidane's Comm. 184 Davalus. .sayd he

could not fynd nothing, and herin persevered. 1691 BEVEKLEY
Mem. Kingd. Christ 7 Above all I persevere, that within

the Six next Summers, viz. in 97, the Kingdom of Christ

shall be in its Succession. [1859 LANG Wand. India 328
' Ah 1 And crime much crime !

'

his lordship persevered.]

f2. a. To continue, remain, stay in a place, or

in a state or condition (implying no active effort).

CX40I LYDG. Flour Curtesye 174 For ever to persever Ther

she is set, and never to dissever. 1483 CAXTON Cold. Leg.

261/1 Luke recordeth in his wrytynges sayeng that all they

722

Patentes .. stand and persevere in their full strength. 1523
Lo. BEHNERS Fraiss. 1. 714 Wherby the good Icve and

affectyon that hath bene bytwene you & the Comons of

Maunders shulde perceyver. 1549-62 STERNHOI.D & H. Ps.

cxix. 91 Even to this day we may well se, how all thinges

persevere. 1612 Enchir. Med. It. 37 The fourth day, if the

disease doe as yet perseuer. 1633 G. HERBERT Temple,
Heaven 10 Light, joy, and leisure ; but shall they persever?

Echo, Ever. 1696 WHISTON 'ill. Earth I. (1722) i All Bodies

will persevere for ever in that state .. in which they once are.

t3. trans. To maintain or support continuously;

to cause to continue ;
to keep constant, preserve.

1502 Ord. Crysten Men (W. de W. 1506) in. iii. 152 Obsti-

nates& perseuerynge theyr malyce. 1534 MORE Comf.agst.
Trib. i. Wks. 1159/1 That the fauoure of God perseuered

hym. 1655 GURNALL Chr. in Arm. verse 13. viii. 4 (1669)

143/2 Such want a principle of Divine life to draw strength
from Christ to persevere them in their course.

Hence PerseveTing (f -e-vering) vbl.sb.

c 1386 CHAUCER Sec. Nun's T. 117 Round and hool in good
perseuerynge. 1596 DALRYMPLE tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. 1. 70.

1667 MILTON/*. L. vlll.639, 1 in thy persevering shall rejoyce.

Persevering (pais/vio-rii)), ///. a. [-ING^.]
That perseveres : see the vb.

1650 FULLER Pisgah iv. v. 91 Such was his persevering

beauty . . that it lasted unto his old-age. 1659 Gentl. Calling

Pref, Their persevering Impieties. 1798 ISAHKLLA WILSON

Diary in Mem. (18251 131 All glory be to God for persevering

grace. 1816 SOUTHEY Poet's Pilgr. i. x, The persevering

Spaniard girt it round. 1836 T. HOOK C Gitrney (L.), He
trusted more to steady and persevering industry.

Hence Perseve ringly adz:, in a persevering

manner, steadfastly, persistently.
1611 COTGR., Constamment, constantly .. perseueringly.

1678 CUDWORTH Intell. Syst. i. iv. 568 Promising . . everlasting
life to those who believe in Christ, and perseveringly obey
him. 1798 Hull Advertiser 4 Aug. 3/3 He., has perse-

veringly refused to answer any interrogatory. 1858 FROUDE
l/ist. Kn. IV. xx. 229 The ambassadors, -had found Henry
perseveringly moderate. 1865 PLSEY Truth Eng. Ch. 70.

Persew, Persewer, Perseyte, Perseyve,
obs. ff. PURSUE, PEUSEVKRE, PEKCEIT, PERCEIVE.

Persh, sb. (a.) Obs. exc. dic.l. Also 4 persche.

[Origin unascertained.] A flexible twig ; a withe.

I308TREVISA Earth. De P. R. xyn. clxx[i]v. (Bodl. MS.),
Persche hi}t vimen viminis, and is a nesche ^erde. . . Of

persche be|> nedefulle bondes and knyttels made to binde vp
vines and hopes . .for tonnes. 1890 Gloucester Gloss., Persh,
osier.

' Persh bed.
1

b. As adj. Pliant ;
flexible.

1398 TREVTSA Earth. De P. K. xvit. cxliii. (1495) Tiv/2
Some wylowes ben.. more smale and plyaunt than other:

and. .ben persh. And ben so plyaunt that they breke not.

Per-sheeting : see PER III. 2 b.

Persian (pa'tjan), a. and sl>. Forms: 4 Per-

cien, -sien, 5 -cynne, -syn, -sen; -san, -sante,

6- Persian, (7 -cian) ; //. 6 -sience, -sianis.

[orig. ME. Persien, a. F. persien
=- It. pcrsiano:

L. type
*
Persian-us, f. Persia, name of the country,

in Gr. Tl<pcjis, OPers. Parsa, mod.Pers. Pars,

Arab. Pars. In i6thc. conformed to the Eng.

type in -IAN; sometimes also to F. person]
A. adj. 1. Of or pertaining to Persia, or its in-

habitants or language.
01400-50 Alcxuniicr 2885 pe pure propure name in per-

cynne tonge. 1587 HARRISON England n. xxii. (1877) I. 338

Our men are. .become, .through Persian delicacie crept in

among vs altogither of straw. 1605 SHAKS. Lear in. vi. 85,

I do not like the fashion of your garments. You will say

they are Persian. 1737 POPE Hor. Epist. 11. ii. 265 Robes of

Persian dye. 1841 ELPHINSTONE Hist. Ind. I. 287 Iri

Persian poets..a long description of inanimate nature is

rarely met with.

2. In the specific names of productions, natural

or artificial, found in or imported from Persia, or

attributed to that country or its people ;
e. g. Per-

sian carpel, cat, cyclamen, iris, jasmine, lilac,

poplar, ranunculus, etc.

Persian bed = DIVAN 3 ; Persian berries, the unripe

fruit of Khatnnus infeclorins, coming from Persia; also

commercially applied to those of other species grown in

Southern Europe; Persian blinds PEKSIKNNBS; Per-

sian cord: see quot.; Persian drill, a hand drill operated

by the movement of a nut backward and forward on
_lhc

ihread of a revolving screw, which carries the drill ; Persian
earth= Indian red (see INDIAN A. 4) ; Persian fire, I'nih.

tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. I. 77 Qnhil now in peace thay dayhe

perseueirit. 1784 Unfortunate Sensibility I. 74, I would

not.. that my children should persevere in infantine ignor-

ance till, quite grown up, they find themselves [etc.].

t b. Of things : To continue, last, endure. Obs.

c-1407 LYDG. Reson * Sens. 4386 Thilke fruyt as thou

maist se, Perseuereth ay in hys beaute. 1485 Rolls o/Parlt.

VI. 343/1 That the said Graunte or Grauntes, and Lettrcs

VNIHRAX i (Ptrsicus ignis, in tr. lilancanfs P'lys. /'A/.

1693); tPersian Iruit (in Sylvester), opium; Persian

insect-powder, an insecticide made of the flowers of

; Pyrethrum roseuni; Persian lily, a species of frilillary

{.Fritillaria pfrsicn); Persian lynx
- CARACAL; Per-

sian morocco, a kind of morocco leather, used in book-

binding, made from the skin of a hairy sheep called the

Persian goat ; Persian silk = H. 4 ; Persian tick, a

parasitic mite, Argas pt-rsicus, found in houses in some
I parts of Persia; Persian ware, name given to a variety

of glazed pottery ] Persian wheel, a wheel for raising
' water (a) a bucket-wheel (see BUCKET sbt 5), a NORIA ;

i (ft a wheel having chambers formed by curved or radial

partitions, which lift up water as they are submerged and

discharge it near the level of the axis.

1632 B. JONSON Magn. Laity iv. iii, Spread on the sheets

Under abraceofyour best "Persian carpets. i8o4LYDKKKER
Nat. Hist. I. 428 The most celebrated of all the Asiatic

breeds is the "Persian, or Angora cat. ..These cats are

characterised by their large size, th'eir long silky hair, ..and

the thick bushy tail. i88a CAULFEII.D & SAWARD Diet.

Ifttdlamrk,'Persian cord, a material for women's dresses,

resembling rep, made of cotton and wool. 1875 KNIGHT
Diet. Meek. 1671/2 A hand-drill. .sometimes known as the

j

"Persian drill .. is frequently used for fine work and in

dentistry. 1735 Diet. Polygraph. II. Kkvb, Indian-red, or

PERSICARY.

"Persian-earth, is what we improperly call English-red.
a 1618 SYLVESTER Panaretus 1303 That soft 'Persian Fruit

(so deer) Banefull at home, and little better here. 1597
GERARDE Herbal i. xcv. 152 This 'Persian Lillie..is nowe
made . . a denizon in some fewe of our London gardens. 1696

J. F. Merchant's Ware-ho. 34 There is one sort of Indian

Silk more, called "Persian Silk, or Persian Taffety, which

of all Silk that comes from the Kast Indies is of most use.

1704 Diet. Rust, et Uro.,
* Persian-Wheel, .for overflowing

of. . Land lying on the borders or banks of Rivers or Streams.

1829 Nat. Philos. I. ii. 6 (Usef. Knowl. Soc.).

3. Arch. (See quots.)
1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl., Persian, or Persic,, .a name

common to all statues of men, serving instead of columns, to

support entablatures. Ibid. s. v. Order, Persian Order, is

that which has figures of Persian slaves, instead of columns,
to support the entablature.

B. sb. 1. A native or inhabitant of Persia.

(In ME. also PERSE.)
c 1374 CHAUCER Bofth. it. pr. ii. 35 f>e kyng of perciens.

1390 GOWER Conf. I. 27 Persiens gon under fote. c 1489
CAXTON Sonnes of Aymon xxiv. 502 He .. smote vpon the

persans and dommaged theim sore. 1568 BIBLE (Bishops')

Dan. vi. 8 The lawe of the Medes and Persians whiche
altereth not. 1776 GIBBON Decl. <$ F. viii. (1788) I. 319

Zoroaster, the ancient prophet and philosopher of the

Persians. 1841 LANE Arab. Nts. I. 77 The tale, .was related

to me by a Persian.
*

2. I he native language of Persia.

1634 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. 170, I adde a little of their

language . . the English and Persian explayning one the

other. 1777-80 RICHARDSON Persian Diet. Diss. p. ^viii,
In

Hindoaan. .two thirds of the Persian, -is pure Arabic.

3. Arch. A male figure dressed in the ancient

Persian manner serving instead of a column or

pilaster to support an entablature : cf. A. 3.

1823 P. NICHOLSON Pract. Build. 590.

f4. A thin soil silk, used for linings. Also

called Persia or Persi in silk. Obs.

1696 J. F. Merchant's Ware-ho. 34 There is of those

Persians several lengths. 1704 Land. Gaz. No. 3992/3 East-

India Goods. ..consisting of .. Persians, Pudisways, Paunches.

1777 MME. D'ARBLAY Early Diary 7 Apr., She had an ex-

ceeding pretty . .dress, made of pink persian. 1876 PLANCHK

Cycl. Costume I. 394 Persian, a thin silk, used principally

for lining coats, gowns, and petticoats, in the seventeenth

century. attrib. 1710 Lond Gas. No. 4700/4 Stolen ..,

A strip d Persian riding Gown. 1838 DICKENS Nick. Nick.

x, Green persian lining.

5. = PERSIENNES.
Also pi. in Sp. form persianas, It. persiant (erron. -ani\.

1786 tr. Beckford's I'athek 11823) 75 Through blinds of

Persian, they perceived large soft eyes. 1856 MRS. BROWNING
Aur. Leigh vn. 662 The closed persiani threw Their long-

scored shadows on my villa-floor. 1860 Merc. Marine Mag.
VII. 222 With green persianas or shutters. 1861 MRS.

HKOWNING Parting Lovers ii, Did I undo The persian?

C. Comb, as Persian-looking adj. ; Persian-

like a. or adv., like a Persian (ill quot. a Parsee).

1679 Confinement, a Poem 54 He never . . rising Sun, can

Persian-like adore. 1902 Daily Chron. i Nov. 8/3 Persian-

looking ribbon passementerie.
Hence Persiana (.pojsia'ra), a dress material :

see quot. 1882; Pe'rsianist, a professed student
1

of Persian, a Persian scholar ;
Pe'rsianize v.,

trans, to make Persian in customs, language,

etc. ;
intr. to act like or play the Persian.

!827 Perils tr Captivity (Constable's Misc.) 327 A velvet

petticoat.. of
* Persiana. 1882 CAULFEILD & SAWARD Diet.

Needlework, Persiana, a silk stuff decorated with large

flowers. 1903 Nation (N. Y.) 12 Mar. 212/1 The Arabist, in

the rarest of cases, has been a "Persianist. 1816 W. TAYLOR

in Monthly Rev. LXXIX. 193 The Pythagoreans, as the

*Persianizing Greeks were called. i88a FLOYER Unexpl.
Baluchistan 330 They are most of them half Fertilized.

Pe'rsic, a. and sb. [ad. L. Persic-ns Persian.]

A. aJj.
- PERSIAN a.

1606 B. JONSON Masque Hymen Wks. (Rtldg.) 558 On
their heads they wore Persic crowns. 1738 NEAL Hist.

Purit. IV. 179 Printed in the vulgar I-atin, HeVew, Greek,.,

and Persick languages. 1771 SWINTON in Phil. Trans. LX I.

354 note, The letters of the antient Persic alphabet. 1835

BROWNING Paracelsus*. 187 Oh Persic Zoroaster, lord ofstars.

B. sb. 1. The Persian tongue: = PERSIANS*. 2.

1753 HAN-WAY Trccv. (1762) I. Hi. xlvii. 216 He could read

and write persic. 1850 J. BROWN Disc, our Lord (1852) I.

iv. 209 A word borrowed from the Persic.

t2. [I., tasinim.] Apc-ach. Obs. In qnot. attrib.

1599 A. M. tr. Galvlhouers Bk. Physicke 141/2 Take

Pcrsick stones, and contund them to pouldre.

Hence Pe'rsicize 2'. trans., to turn into Persian.

1881 SIR W. HL-NTEK in Kncycl. Rtit. XII. 731/1
'

India',

. .derived, .from the Persicized form of the Sanskrit iindhu,

a '

river ', pre-eminently the Indus.

II Persicaria (paisike-'ria).
Herb. [med. or

mod. L. (also It.), f. L.pcrstcnm (malum) peach :

cf. med.L. persicaritts peach-tree, and PEACH-

WOBT.] The plant Polygomim Persicaria, Dead

Arsesmart, or Peachwort ; also, with defining

words, applied to other species of Polygoitum ;

the garden species is P. orienlale.

1597 GERARDE Herbal n. cix. 361 Dead Arsmart is called

Persicaria, or Peach-woort, of the likenesse that the leaues

haue with those of the Peach tree. 1663 BOYLE Usef. kxp.

Nat. Philos. n. ii. 79 A Load of Persicaria or Arsmart,

brought to him by some of the Country People. 1824 Bliss

MITFORD Village Ser. i. (1863) 101 Buck-wheat, .. the

delicate pink-white of the flower, a paler persicaria. 1883

Good Words 710 Orach and fleabam-, the yellow toadflax

and pink persicaria.

t Pe'rsicary. Obs. Anglicized form of prec.

c 1400 Lanfranc's Cirurg. 83 pe ius of be leeues of pechis,



or el

146 They

PEKSICO.

llis persicarie. 1687 J. CLAYTON in Phil. Trans. XLI.

They take the biting Persicary, and chew it

Persico, persicot (p5-jsik0, -k<?j. [a. i ;th c.

F. persico, now persicot, a. It. persico, L. persictini

peach.] A kind of cordial prepared by macerating
the kernels of peaches, apricots, etc., in spirit.

1709 MRS. MANLEY Secret .Vti. (ed. 2) I. 108 Tincture of

Saffron, Barbadoes-Water, Persico. 1712 ADDISON Sjftct.

No. 328 p i. 1889 DOYLE Micah Clarke 9 Powders and

conffcts, cordials and persico. 1893 Syd. Soc. Lex., Pcrsicttt.

f Persi'de, v. Obs. rare~ a
. [ad. L. perside-rc

to continue sitting, f. PEK- I + sedcre to sit.]

1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., rersidi-,. .to sit by, to abide still.

Persie : see PERSE, I'AKSEE.

II Persiennes (pajjie-nz, || pgrsyjn), s/i. pi.

[Kr., pi. fern, of adj. persicn Persian.] Outside

window-shutters or blinds, made of light laths

horizontally fastened in a frame, so as to be mov-

able, like those of Venetian blinds.

1842 LOUISA S. COSTELLO I'tlgr. Auvergne 1.90 Throwing
the persiannes wide open. 1865 tr. Ercki>ian>i'L'lmtrian's

ll'ateitott (1870) 24 The Jews and Lutherans behind their

persienne-i up above.

II Persiflage (pfrs/'lla-,?). [Fr., f. persiflcr to

banter or rally slightly : see -AGE.] Light banter

or raillery ; bantering, frivolous talk
; a frivolous

manner of treating any subject.

1757 CHESTERF. Lett. (1774) IV. 103 Upon these delicate

occasions yon must practise the ministerial shrugs and persi-

flage. 1799 HAN. MOKE Fern. Ednc. (ed. 4) I. 15 The colil

compound of irony, irreligion, selfishness, and sneer, which
make up what the French.. so well expiess by the term

persiflage. 1814 W. TAYLOR in Ann. Rer. II. 308. 1827
SCOTT jrnl. 13 Jan., There is a turn for persiflage, a fear of
ridicule among them. 1853 KINGSLKY Ilypatia xxi, All his

smooth and shallow persiflage, even his shrewd satiric humour,
had vanished. 1893 A. DOBSON //. Wtilpole ix. 254 The ele-

ment in which his easy persiflage delights to dispart itself.

Persiflate ;pOMsitl<."'t ,v. ran-- 1
, [f. F. pdr-

sijler to banter lightly : see -ATE
'''.]

intr. To use

or practise persiflage; to talk banteringly.
[1848 THACKI-:HAY Van. Fair xiv, Osborne was quite savage.
The little governess patronised him and persiffled him.|
1849 Let. in Scribner's Mag. (1887) I. 551/1 We talked
and persiflated all the way to London.

II Persifleur (p^isiflor). [Fr., agent-noun f.

persijler : see prec.] One who is addicted to per-

siflage, who indulges in frivolous, quizzical talk.

1840 CARLYLE Heroes i, They felt that ifpersiflage be the

great thing, there never was such a persijlt-ur [as Voltaire].

1879 HARE B'ness Bunsen I. v. 147 He would have been a
consummate persifleur.

Persil, -sile, obs. forms of PARSLEY.
Persimmon (paisi-man). Forms : 7 putoh-

amiu, pessemmin, posimon, 8 pitchumon,
pishamiu, phishimou, porsimmon, 8-9 per-
siraon, 9 -siman, -simmen, 8- persimmon.
[Corruption of the native name in the Powhatan
dialect (Algonkin of Virginia). The exact form
of the first element is uncertain

;
the second is

the suffix -mitt, common to many names of grains
or small fruits in Algonkin dialects : cf. mondamin,
shahliomin, in Longfellow's

' Hiawatha '. The
stress was orig. not on the second syllable, per-
simi-n orfe'rsimin being earlier thanfersrmi/toii.]
1. The plum-like fruit of the tree Diospyros

virginiana ; the American Date-plum, of yellow-
ish orange colour, an inch or more in diameter,
with from six to eight stony seeds ; it is very |

astringent even when ripe, but becomes sweet and
edible when softened by frost. Also, The large red

fruit of the Chinese and Japanese species D. Kaki.
1612 CAIT. SMITH Map Virginia 12 The fruit like medlers;

they call PnUhatnins, they cast vppon hurdles on a mat,
and preserue them as Pruines. 1612 W. STRACHEY Trav. '

Virginia x. (Hakl. Soc) 119 They have a plomb which they
call pessemmins, like to a medler, in England, but of a
deeper tawnie cullour. 1670 D. DENTON Descr. New York
('845) 3 The Fruits natural to the Island are Mulberries,
Posimons, ..Huckelberries. 1705 HEVF.RLEY Hist. Virginia
II. iv. (1722) 112 Of stoned Fruits. I have met with
three good Sorts, viz. Cherries, Plums, and Persimmons.
1731 CATESBY Nat. Hist. Carolina I. p. x, Phishimons,
whorts, and some other fruit. 1760 J. LEE Intr,>d. Bot.

App. 322-3 Persimon Plum,. .Pishamin Plum, Diospyros.
1785 J. BELKNAP in M. Cutler's Life, etc. (18881 II. 235,
I enclose you the seeds of the Persimmon, a fruit natural
to Pennsylvania. 1859 All Year Round No. i. 17 The
[Chinese] persiman is like a large egg-plum, but containing
half a dozen stones. 1863 ALCOCK Capital Tycoon I. 323
Apples, pears, plums, peaches, chestnuts, persimmons,
oranges, . . all are here. 1887 Century Afag-. Oct. 859/2 Away !

Away !. .to where the purple and golden persimmons hang
low from the boughs.
2. (More fully persimmon-tree.} The tree Dios-

pyros virginiana (N.O. Ebenacese) a native of
North America, which produces the fruit described
in I, and yields a fine hard wood valuable for

turning. Also applied to other species, as Black
or Mexican P., D. Texana, which has a small
black insipid fruit, and Japanese P., D. Kaki.
1737 WESLEY Wks. (1872) I. 62 In the moistest part of this

land some porsimmon-trees grow. 1788 REES Chambers'
Cycl. t Plum, Indian date, pishamin, persimon, or pitchumon,

'

diospyros,..^ genus of the polyt^amia dioecia class. 1876
BANCROFT Hist. U. S. I. ii. 47 They brought .. loaves made

723

of the fruit of the persimmon. i88a Garden 7 Jan. 1/2 There
are. .fruiting Japan Persimmons, American Persimmons.
3. In various phrases. U.S. colloq. and slang*
1827 DE QUINCEY Murder Wks. 1854 IV, 50 Why or with

what view, it passes my persimmon lo tell you. 1889 FAKMKK
Americanisms s.v., 'To rake up the persimmons.' To
pocket the stakes or spoils. Iln'd., 'The persimmon atxwe
one's huckleberry ', . .an avowal of di-belief in one'sability to

perform.. a given task or undertaking. 1896 Daily Ncivs

5 June 5/3 There is. .in the Southern States, a proverb..
' The longest pole knocks the persimmon ', i. e, success falls

to him who has the most advantages. 1901-2 FARMER &
I Ii-.NLi'iy Slang s. v., That's persimmon (or all persimmon)
' That's fine '. 1903 CUTCLIFFE HYNE Mc Todd 40 No use

taking four bites at a persimmon.
4. attrib.) as persimmon-beer, -wood.

1643 I'irg'initi Stut. (1823) I. 250 Skowen's clamms and
Persimon Ponds. 1860 BARTLEIT Diet. Artttr. (ed. 3!, Per-
simmon Beer^ a kind of domestic beer who^e principal

ingredient is persimmons. 1892 Joseph Gardner y Sons*

Monthly Circular i Oct., Persimmon Wood, ,3 to ,3 ioj.

per ton.

Fersisitt dio'isiz'm). [f.
Or. iK/>ffiff' to speak

I\r>ian: see -ISM ] A Persian idiom.

1760 BVRO.M Jrni. <y Lit. Item, (1857) II. i. 619 The,

Arabisms, Persisms and Tyriasnis that tlie learned observe
in it [New Testament],

Persist (p^Jsi^t), v. [;id. L. persist-ere to

continue steadfastly, to persist, f. PEK- 2 + sistcrc

to stand. Cf. Y.pcrsistcr \ i-fth c. in Hatz.-Darm.).]
1. intr. To continue firmly or obstinately /;;

a state, opinion, purpose, or course of action, csp.

against opposition, or remonstrance. Formerly
also with infin*
1538 ELYOT Diet., Consto, topersyste or abyde in a thynge.

Ibid., Obstino, to be obstinate, or persist firme, in one
sentence or purpose. 1555 EDKN Decades Pref. (Arb.)53 To
persist in frowarde sioobernesse. 1574 tr. Marlorat's

Apocalips 43 Whosoeuer persi>teth in Gods truth to the

ende, there is no cause why he shonlde feare the euerlasting
death. 1606 SHAKS. Tr. fy Cr. n. ii. 186 Tims to persist In

doing wrong, extenuates not wrong. 1668 CULPEPPER
COLK Barthol. Anat. 372 Farewel most learned liartholine,
And persist to love me. 1779 SHERIDAN Monologue Gat-rick,
Can we persist to bid your sorrows flow ? 1858 DJCKKXS Lett.

(1880) II. 75 They persisted in going to the room last night.
b. To be insistent or urgent in a statement or

question ;
to persist in saying or asserting.

1698 FRYER Ace. E. India <y /'. 389 The Droger. .persists ;

What comfort can I reap from your disturbance? a 1774
GOLUSM. Hist. Greece II. 256 [Callisthenes] persisted in his

innocence to the la-it. 1838 LVTTON^//' i. vi,
' Mr. Aubrey

is not severe
', persisted Evelyn.

t 2. To remain or continue to be (something or
of some quality). Obs. or merged in I.

1539 Act 31 Hen. F///,c. 5 The saide Indenture shall per-
siste continue and abide, .in full strength and \crtue. 1590
MARLOWE 2nd Pt. Tantburl. \\. i, I will persist a terror to

the world. 1606 HOLLAND Sueton. 2 They persisted earnest
suiters still for him. 1671 MILTON Samson 249 But they
persisted deaf, and would not seem To count them things
worth notice. i7za WOLLASTON AW/t,*. Nat. v. 78 [Matter]
will always persist uniformly in its present state, either of
rest or motion, if nothing stirs, diverts, accelerates, or stops it.

f3. To remain standing (against opposing force);
to stop short (at some point). Obs. rare.

1643 SIR T. BROWNE Relig. tiled, i. 18 Those that hold
that all things are governed by Fortune, had not erred, had
they not persisted there. 1646 Pseud. Ep. vn. xvni. 381
He was able to persist erect upon an oyled planke, and not
to bee removed by the force.. of three men.
4. To remain in existence ; to last, endure.

1760 J. LEE Introd, Bot. i. xi. (1765) 26 The Calyx.. Per-

sisting, till the Fruit is come to Maturity. 1866 TATE^T-//.
Mollitsks iv. 747 Bulimus has persisted since the period of.,

the Upper Eocene. 1898 A. C. HADDON Study of Man
p. xxvii, Among the pigmy peoples.. we find many infantile

characters persisting in the adults.

Persistence (pwsi'stens). Also 6-9 -ance.

[In i6th c. a. Y . persistance (of. resistance) ; subscq.

changed to -ENCE after L. persistentcm : cf. next.J
1. The action or fact of persisting ; firm or

obstinate continuance in a particular course in spite
of opposition. Also, The quality of being per-
sistent; = PERSISTENCY.
1546 BALE \st Exam. Anne Askriue i A faste membre of

Christ by her myghtye persystence in hys veryte. 1633 BP.

HALL Hard Texts Jer. xiii. 23 After so long and obstinate

persistance in your wickednesse. 1786 BURKK \V. Hastings
Wks. 1842 II. 156 Such further evils, as must have been con-

sequent on a persistance therein. 1844 MAKC. FULLER Wvm.
iqtk C. (1862) 24 Persistence and courage are the most

womanly no less than the most manly qualities. 1874 GREEN
Short Hist. viii. 2. 472 The refusal of supplies was met by
persistence in the levy of Customs.
2. Continued existence in time or (rarely} in

space; endurance; continuous occurrence.
1621 RACHEL SPEGHT Frailty ofLife, Man is in sacred writ

compar'd to grasse,,.Of short persistance, like an Aprill
showre. 184.9 MURCHISON Siluria v. 103 A geological band
of great persistence. 1879 H. GEORGE Progr. <y Pov, Introd.

(1881) ii Political economy, .does not explain the persistence
of poverty amid advancing wealth. 1880 CARPENTER in igt/t
Cent. Apr. 599 The persistence of a. .number of cretaceous

types., through the whole of the Tertiary period.
b. spec. Persistence of an impression : the con-

tinuance of a sensible impression after the exciting
'

cause is removed, esp. of a visual impression upon |

the retina of the eye, the cause of many pheno- I

im-na in optics. Persistence of force or energy,
I

persistence of matter^ names for the two principles i

PERSISTING.

of the conservation of energy and the permanence
of matter.
1862 H. SPENCER FirstPrinc. n. viii. 251 note, I expressed

to .. Prof. Huxley my dissatisfaction with the current ex-

pression
' Conservation of force '. . . Huxley suggested per-

sistence. Ibid. (1867) 189 By the persistence of Force, we
really mean the persistence of some Power which transcends
our knowledge and conception.. .In other words, asserting
the persistence of Force, is but another mode of asserting an
Unconditioned Reality. i86g_TYNOALL Notes Lect. Light??
An electric spark is sensibly instantaneous; but the impres-
sion it makes upon the eye remains for some time after the

spark h:ts passed away. . . Wheatstone's Photometer is based
on this persistence. 1883 A. BAKKATT Phys. Metempiric 81

The persistence of matter and energy, and ihe law. .that
events happen equally well in all pails of space where their

conditions occur, prove that time and space have no real

existence, but are only forms of arrangement of phenomena.

Persistency ^pojsi^tOiiM . [f. L. persistent-
eni: sec ntrxt and -KNCV

;
rf. prec.]

1. The quality of persisting or being persistent ;

firmness or obstinacy in adheiing to a course,

purpose, or opinion ;
also PERSISTENT K i.

1597 SHAKS. 2 Hen. //', n. ii. 50 Thou think'st me asfarre
in the DiiK-ls liooke. .for obd tirade and persislencie. (71672
T. HORTON Serm., Ps. cxxxiii. i (1679) 195 This is also per-

taining to the love and concord of brethren, a perseverance
and persistency in it. 1833 SARAH AUSTIN Chanic. Goethe
II. 209 tiott', He did thi> with the more union r and persis-

tency. 1879 TKOLLOI'K in igt/i Cent. Jan. 36 Clever young
men, ambitious but idle and vacillating, are met every day,
whereas the gift of persistency in a young man is uncommon.
2. The- quality or condition of continuing in

existence; = PERSISTENCE 2.

1833 I-VEU. Princ. Geol. III. 331 Not to place implicit re-

liance on the alleged persistency of the ^ame mineral
characters in secondary rocks. 1866 THIRLWALI. Ran. (1878)
III. 304 It has only undergone a series of transformations,
which has not interrupted its persistency.

Persistent (psjsi'stent), a. [ad. I*.persistent-

em, ]>r. pplc. of persistere to persist. In F. per"

sistant\ cf. PERSISTENCE.]
1. Persisting or continuing firmly in some action,

course, or pursuit, esp. against opposition or re-

monstrance, or in spite of failure.

1830 HKKSCHEL Stud. Nat. Phil. 81 Our resistance against
the destiuction of. prejudices, .of sense, is commonly more
violent at fust, but less persistent, than in the case of those
of opinion. 1868 K. EDWARDS Ralegh I.xvi.332 His greed,
no less than his ambition,, .mack.1 him a persistent colonizer.

1888 I-'. HUME Mine. Midas i. i, Her suitors were numerous
and persistent as those of Penelope.
2. Existing continuously in time; enduring.
1853 KANH Grinnell Ex. xxxix. (1856) 360 There is a

something about this persistent day antagonistic to sleep.

1864 H. SPENCER Biol. I. in. viii. 144. 404 This assumption
of a persistent formative power, inherent in organisms, and

making them unfold into higher forms. 1866 TATE Brit.

Mollusks iv. 169 A marked and persistent variety. 1871 L.

STKPHKN Playgr. Eur. iv. (1894) 94 A persistent screen of

stormy cloud drove up the valley.

b. Of an action or condition: Continued, con-

tinuous, constant ; constantly repeated.
1857 G' Birds Urin. Deposits 289 The persistent occurrence

of deposits of the earthy phosphates in the urine. 1872
HUXLEY Phys. iv. 100 The persistent breathing of such air

tends to lower all kinds of vital energy.
3. spec. a. Zool. and Bot. Of parts of animals

and plants (as the horns, hair, leaves, calyces, etc.) :

Remaining after the period at which such parts in

other cases fall off or wither ; permanent ; con-

tinuing; opp. to deciduous or caducous.
1826 KIRIIY Sr. Entoniol. IV*. 344 Persistent. .. Legs

which the insect has in all its states. Ex. The le^s attached
to the trunk. 1830 LINDI.EY Nat. Syst. Bot. 206 Crowned
by the persistent lobes of the calyx. 1835 Knftv Hob. <y

Inst. Anim. II. xxiv. 502 Lastly, come the Ruminants,
whose horns are hollow and naked, but persistent. 1872
OLIVER Elem. Bot. n. 199 Called 'Everlastings' from their

dry, scarious, persistent involucres. 1880 GRAY Struct. Bot.

iii. (ed. 6)86 Leaves., may be. .persistent, when they remain

through the cold season, .during which vegetation is inter-

rupted. 1888 ROLLESION & JACKSON Anim. Life 348 In
some Mammalia the teeth grow from persistent pulps.

b. GcoL Of a stratum: Extending continuously
over the whole area occupied by the formation ;

not thinning out or disappearing.
1833 LYELL Princ. Geol. III. 173 The individual strata are

rarely persistent for a great distance. 1839 MURCHISON
Si'lur. Syst. I. xxlx. 372 The bed is persistent only for a few

yards. 1865 GEIKIE Seen. $ Geol. Scot. vi. 138 Even with
such doubtful forms, the two main systems remain tolerably
persistent.

Hence Persrstently adv., in a persistent manner,
with persistence or continuously repeated

action.

1859 SMILES Self-Help 323 Gentleness in society, .pushes
its way quietly and persistently. 1880 C. R MARKHAM
Pcruv. Bark iii. 276 A fair recompense has been persistently
refused.

Persi'ster. rare. [f. PERSIST v. + -ER 1
.] One

who persists.
1748 RICHAKDSON Clarissa (1811) II. viii. 44 Each of them

tends to the exclusion of that ungenerous persister's visits.

Fersi sting, vbL sb. [f. as prec. + -ING 1
.]

The action of the vb. PERSIST
; persistence.

11694 TILLOTSON Sert. t John iii. 19 Wks. 1717 II. 602

Another usual concomitant of Infidelity, is . . pertinacious

persisting in Error. 1800 Asiat. Ann. Reg. t Misc. Tracts

22/1 Convinced that his persisting was to little purpose.

Persisting, ppt.a. [f.
as prec. + -ING 2

.]

That persists, persistent ; spec.- PERSISTENT 3.



PERSISTINGLY.

1554 HULOET, Per.sistyng, cfin^/ans, jnttncus. 1636 BATON
Syk>a 902 It may mnke him . . more confident and persisting
then otherwise he would be. 1774 Ci RTIS Flora Lonti. i.

IT 777) I2 Pimpernel.. Calyx persisting. &y}Alll'iitCs Syst.
Med. VIII, 484 Columns separated by the persisting colla-

genous tissue.

Hence Persi stingly aJv., persistently.
1854 Tait's Mag. XXI. 451 He.. pursues }x:rsistingly an

idea. 1885 L. WIXGHEI.D llarl'ara rhilpot III. iv. 92 That
the interesting schemer .should so persistingly cling to a
Cause that was hopeless.

Persi'Stive, a.
[f.

PERSIST v. + -IVE.] Char-
acterized by persisting, tending to persist.
1606 SHAKS. Tr. *r Cr. t. iii. 21 The prptractiue trials of

great lone, To fiiule persistiue conslancie iu men. 1757
HOME Douglas ll, For chance and fate are words : Persistive
wisdom is the fate of man. 1896 Q. A'ra Oct. 354 The Kind's
plan was of no effect against his persistive constancy.
Hence Persi'stively adv., Persi stiveness.
1847 f. SIIKPPARIJ Life J. j-'osttrll. 500 These evils ought

t.) be boldly and persistively exposed. 1864 A. I.EIGHTON
Myst. J,tff. Edinburgh (1886) 238 Persistiveness draws, as it

were, a power from the wearing out of resistiveness.

Persiueir, obs. Sc. form of PKRSEVERE.

Persive, obs. form of PIERCIVE.

fPerske, obs. Se. form of (?) PARCH v.

1565 Ratidolf>h<s Fhiintasty 784 in Safi'r. I'oenis Reform.
i. The hills of highest bight are souest perskt with sone;
The Silver streames with somers drovvght are letten oft to
Kone.

Perske, obs. variaAt of PKHSK a., blue, bluish.

Persley, -lie, -ly, persoley, -oly, obs. forms
of PARSLKV. Persnepe, obs. f. PABSXIP.

Persolution (paJsol''J-"'n\ Chem. [SeePEit-
5.] A solution of the highest strength.
1854 J. SCOFFKKN in Orrs Circ. Sc., Cliem. 461 Solution^

of tin may. .come under the notice of the chemists as proto-
solutions and persolutions.

tPerSO'lve, v. Obs. [ad. L. persolv-!>-c to

release, discliarge completely, f. PER- 2 + soh'fre
to loosen, to pay.] trans. To pay in full ; to fulfil

or discharge completely.
11 1548 HALL Chron., E,hv. [I

'

230 b, .I.M. crounes, yerely
to be p<;rsolued iS: paicd within the tolire of London. 1550
HALE Afol. 83 If all thynges muste be persolued, that hathe
bene promysed in papisme.
Person (pSussn, ps-rs'n), sb. Forms : a. 3-4

persun, 3-6 persone, (4 persoyne , 4-5 per-
soon'e, (5 persown). 5-6 persoun e, personne,
4- person. 0. 4 parsoun, 4-7 parson, 5-6 par-
sone, 6 parsonne. [a. OF. persone (,i2thc. in

i.ittri), mod.F. personne. a personage, a person, a
man or woman, = Pr., It. perso'na : L. persona
a mask used by a player, a character or personage
acted (dramatis persona ,

one who plays or per-
forms any part, a character, relation, or capacity
in which one acts, a being having legal rights,
a juridical person ; in late use, a human being in

general; also in Christian use (Tertullian ^200) a
'

person
'

of the Trinity. Generally thought to be
related to L. persondre to sound through ; but
the long <; makes a difficulty. The sense mask has
not come down into Eng. ; and the other senses
did not arise here in logical order, the earliest

being i, 2, 4b, and 7. See also PARSON, a
differentiated form of the same word.]

I. 1. A character sustained or assumed in a
drama or the like, or in actual life ; part played ;

hence function, office, capacity; guise, semblance;
one of the characters in a play or story. (Now
chielly of the dramatis persons or characters in

a drama, and in -phr. in the person of = in the
character of, as representing.) t To put on a

ptrson, to assume a character (cf. PERSONAGE 7 b).
The strict dramatic use does not appear in Eng. so early

as the transferred use : cf. quot. 1590.
<i 1x15 After. K. 126 pe pellican..is euer leane... Dauid

efuede him Jjerto in ancre persone, and ine ancre stefne.

1377 I.Axr.i. p. pi. B. xvm. 333 In my paleys paradys in

persone of an addre, Falseliche }>ow fettest bere bynge bat
I loued. i8CDU POLE in Strype Eccl. Mem. I. Api>. Ixxxiv.

219 Never heard of the like in Christendom, against ony
that bear that person, that I do at this time. 1559 W.
CUNNINGHAM Cosnwgr. Glasse \ i Whan as he speaketh vnder
the parson of Phebus. 1560 DAUS tr. Sleidancs Comm. 107
They snsteyne the persones of intercessours. 1590 SHAKS.
Mids. N. m. i. 62 He comes to disfigure, or to present the

person of Moone-shine. 1600 A. V. L. Iv. i. 92 Well, in

iier person, I say I will not haue you. 1607 Lingitn II. iv,
Hees bold to bring your person vpon the Stage. 1608 [see
PERSONATOR). 1653 JER. TAYLOR Stria, for Year i. xxi. 278
No man can long put on a person and act a part, but his
evill manners will peep through the corners of the white robe.

11656 HALES Gold. Kem. (1688) 184 And put on a kind of

surly and sullen Person, of Purpose to deter her. 1665 LLOVD
Statt H'orthits (1670) 14 To fit them by degrees for the
person they are to sustain. 1712 ADDISON Sf>ect. No. 542
T i Had I always written in the person of the Spectator.
1779-81 JOHNSON /,. P., l.yttelton Wks. IV. 313 The names
of his [I.yttelton's] persons too often enable the reader to

anticipate their conversation. 1803-6 WORDSW. Intim.
Immort. vii, Filling.. his 'humorous stage' With all the

persons, down to palsied Age.
II. 2. An individual human being ; a man,

woman, or child. (In earliest use, The human

being acting in some capacity, personal agent or

actor, person concerned.)

724

<7 1225 Ancr. R. 316 Abuten sunne lifigeS six Jinges Jjet
1 1 it belief, .person, stude, time, manere, tale, cause. Persone,
K' be * dude J?eo sunne, oSer mid hwam me dude hire, 13 . .

Cursor M. 26684 (Colt.) To tell J>e nam o J>at person es na
man balden wit resit n. 13.. Cotr efe L. 3317 Fyftene
persons in Acres toun, He gaff hem clot his gret foyson.
' I 5ft HAMTOI.E Prose Tr, n The fifte comandement es bat
thou slaa na man. .And also here es forboden vn-rygJitwy.se
hurtynge of any persone. 1467 in io/A Rep. Hist. MSS.
Coinm. App. v. 304 That this acte be not prejudicial ne hurt
to no parson nor parsones. '1*1507 Comnntnyc. (W. de W.)
A iij, In Noes tyme bycause of synne. .Saue viij, persones
drowned were all. 1611 KIBLE Luke xv. 7 Ninety and nine
iust persons. 17*7 FIELDING Love in Sev. Masques HI. x,
There is a certain person in the world, who in a certain

person's eye, is a more agreeable person than any person,
amongst all the persons, whom persons think agreeable
persons. 1817 JAKMAN J. J. r<nvell's Devises (ed. 3) II.

337 The bequest did not spring from a parent or person
standing in the place of a parent.

b. Emphatically, as distinguished from a thing,
or from the lower animals. (Cf. 3.")

1481 CAXTOM 3fyrr. i. xiv. 43 Her [nature's] werke is alway
hiwh.be it in persones or in besies. 1665 UOVI.E Occas.

ReJJ. iv. xi. (1848) 233 My Opinions, whether of Persons or

things, I cannot in most cases command my self, a 1713
SPRAT (Jj, A zeal for persons is far more easy to l>e per-
verted, than a /eal for things. 1766 BI.ACKSTONE Cotntn. II.
ii. 16 The objects of dominion or property are things, as

contradistinguished from persons. 1893 PATMOKE Relig.
J'oet. 107 In every person who has a right to be called a
person, as distinguished from an animal, there are two
distinct consciences.

c. A man or woman of distinction or impor-
tance

;
a personage. (Usually with qualifying

word or words expressing this.)
(Outside English this was an earlier sense than 2.)

f 1400 Rom. Rose 3202 On hir heed she hadde a crown,
Hir semede wel an high persoun. 1579 Reg. Privy Council
Scot. III. 205 Johnne Cheisholme, comptrollar and secund
persoun of the artailyeirie. 1604 K. G[RIMSTONE] D'Acostas
Hist. Indies v, viii. 348 If it were a person of qualitie, they
gave apparrell to all such as came to the interrement. a 1648
I.o. HERBF.RT Hen, I'III (1649! 154 Charles Duke of

Hourbon, whom I find so considerable a Person at this time.

1671 DRYDEN Assignation \, \, A man of my parts and
talents, though he be but a valet de chambre, is a person.
1769 ROBERTSON Chas. l't vi. Wks. 1813 VI. 81 Immediately
the chief persons in the state assembled. 1845 M. PATTISOS
Jtss* (1889) I. 22 The Bishop . . whose great popularity at
Tours, .made him a person of much consideration.

d. Used contemptuously or slightingly of a man.
i78a Miss BURNEY Cecilia vi. i, Do you suppose a young

lady. .would want to take advantage of a person in trade".'

Ibid, ii, Miss Beverley, if this person wishes for a longer
conference with you, I am sorry you did not appoint a more
seasonable hour for your interview.

e. Youngperson: a young man or young woman
(L. jtwenis) ; now esp. used of the latter, when
the speaker does not desire to specify her position
as '

girl ',
' woman ', or *

lady *.

1535 COVERDALE Judttk vii. 12 Then came the men and
women, yonge personnes and children all vnto Osias, 1743

1793 W-
Looker-on No. 72 (1794) III. 125 There lived a young person
at Loudun from whom he could not resolve to be separated.
1801 Lnsignan \. 21 Her daughter, a young person of

seventeen. iSap SCOTT Monast. xviii, There be some flashes

of martial spirit about this young person [H albert Glen-

dinning]. 1885 W. S. GILBERT Mikaiio i, They are not

young ladies, they are young persons. 1893 MRS. F. H,
HURNETT One f knew best cf all xv. The Small Person

blushed, because she was of the Small Persons who are

given to superfluous blushing.

3. In general philosophical sense : A self-con-

scious or rational being.
1659 PEARSON Crecd(i%$$ 436 All which words are nothing

else but so many descriptions of a person, a person hearing,
a person receiving, a person testifying. 1877 E. R. CONDKR
Has. Faith ii. (1884) 72 We can address God as a Person,
and sustain, .relations [with Him] such as are possible only
between persons.

III. 4. The living body of a human being;
either (a) the actual body as distinct from clothing,

etc., or from the mind or soul, or (/>) the body
with its clothing and adornment as presented to

the sight of others ; bodily frame or figure. Usually
with of or possessive.
c 137* CHAUCER Troylus n. 652 (701) Troylus persone She

knew bysighteand ek by gentillesse. (71400 Destr. Troy
2139 To proffer our persons our pure goodes, To venge of

our velany and our vile harme. 1460 FORTESCUE Abs. <V

Lim. Man. vi. (1885) 121 Hishighnes shall |>an haue therfore

a bouute his persone.. lordes, knyghtes, and sqviers. 1526
TINDALK Col. ii. i As many as have not sene my parson

in

the flesshe. 1606 SHAKS. Ant. ff Cl. u. ii. 202 For her owne

Person, It beggerd all description. 1692 DRYDEN .S7. Kurt-
wont's Ess. 30 The Senate, .sent to advise Pyrrhus to take

care of his Person. 1738 LAW Serious C. iv. (ed. 2) 61 It is

very possible for a man that Is proud of his estate . . to dis-

regard his dress and person. 1766 GOI.DSM. I'ic. M'. xxxi,

It was her fortune, not her person, that induced me to wish

for this match. 1876 GF.O. KI.IOT Dan. Der. \. iii, One of

his advantages was a fine person.

b. (With qualifying adj.) A human (or quasi-

human) being considered in reference to bodily

figure or appearance ;
a man or woman of (such

and such) a figure. ? Obs.

1330 R. BRUNNF. Chron. IVace (Rolls) 14913 'Alas! 'he
,

sayde, 'so fair mankynde,. .So fare persones, so bright of i

ble.' c 1386 CHAUCER Sgr.'s T. 1 7 A fair persone he was and
,

fortunat. 1539 BIBLE iGreatJ Gen. xxxix. 6 And Josep[hJ
j

PERSON.

[

was a goodly persone, & a well fcmortd. 1610 Sn \K=;. TVw/.
1

l. ii. 416. i667.Mii.TON /'./-- u. no Belial, in act more
graceful and humane; A fairer person lost not Heav'n.
1768 SIFRNK .SV/. Joitrn. (1775) II. 137 (Mari.v, I asked
her if she remembered a pale thin person of a man. 1797-
1805 S. Si HT. LEE Canterb. T. Y. 27 'What person i.f a
man?' '

Very handsome, if he was not so pale.'

5. The actual si:lf or being of a man or woman
;

individual personality. With of or possessive : /it's

(own) person = himself; yourperson = yourself, you
personally. f Formerly often used by way of

respect : e.g. the king $ person for
( the king *.

1362 LANCL. /*. /'/. A. m. 172 pou knowest Concience, I

com not to chyde, Ne to depraue Jn persone with a proud
herte. 1386 CHAUCER Wife's T. 305 Ffor gentillesse nys
but renomee Of thyneauncestres, . .Which is a strange thyng
to thy persone. 1470-85 MALORY Arthur i. xxi. 67 Ye are
the falsest lady of the world and the most traitres.se vnto
the kynges person. 1513 CROMWELL in Merriman Life %
Lett. (1002) I. 37, I am so extremely desyrows that the noble

parson yf [sic: ?of] my saide Prynee showlde tarry withyn
Hys Realme. 1605 BACON Adi'. Learn. L vii. 5Traian..was
for his person not learned. 1643 'n Neal ///>/. Purit. (1736!
III. 35 The charge, .shall. .! either given to their persons,
or left at their nouses, a 1715 BURNFT Own Time I. 368
His circumstances may deserve that his character should
be given, though his person did not. 18*4 SCOTT AV/f-

gauntlet ch. xxiii, Let me first., see your Majesty's sacred

person, in such safety as can now 1 provided for it. 1853
.MAUKICF. Proph. ff Kings ix. 148 Asserting the dignity cf
liis own person, or at al! events of his own office. 1876
MOZLKY Unh>. Serrtt. iii. (ed. 2) 54 We observe .. to begin
with, that our bodies are not we, not our proper persons.
fis~ '^S* HOBBIES Leviath. i. xv. 75 Robbery and Yiolence,

:ire Injuries to the Person of the Common-wealth.

t b. Expressing bodily presence or action ;

presence or action
'

in person '. Obs. exc. as in u.
1480 CAXTON Chron. Eng. ccxliiL 11482) 289 Whan they

were y wedded.. the kyng his owne persone brought and
ladde this worthy lady to the bisshops place of wynchestre.
1509 HAUES Past. Pleas, xxx. (Percy Soc.) 146 Up than
1 went where as her person stode. itg] Order ofHospitalis
D iv b,The President . . without his persoun, shall no waightie
matters l>e determined or agreed on. 1585 T. WASHINGTON
tr. Nicholas's I'oy. m. x, 86 (They] do wrastle before his

person two and two. 1605 SHAKS. Alacb. m. iv. 128 How
j-ay'st tliou that Macduff denies his person At our great
bidding? [17^31

LEDIARD Sethos II. ix. 309, I hope to be
of service, .with my troops and person.]

IV. 6. Lato. A human being (natural person*}
or body corporate orcorporation (artificialperson} y

having rights and duties recognized by the law.

1444 Rolls flfParlt. V. 75/1 And Jy [the Master& Brethren
of the Hospital] by that same name mowe be persones able

to purchase Londez and Tenement z of all manere persones.

1475 Ibid. VI. 150/1 Any persone Temporel), corporal or not

corporal. 1704 I. HARRIS Lex. Tcchn. \. s. v., A Writ that

lies for Prebendaries, or other Spiritual Persons. 1765
BLACKSTONiiCVw/w. I. i. 123 Natural persons are such as the

God of nature formed us; artificial are such as are created
and devised by human laws for the purposes of society and

government ; which are called corporations or bodies politic.

1768-74 TUCKER Lt. Nat. (1834) II. 188 A crowd is no dis-

tinct existence,. .but if the same people be erected into a

corporation, there is a new existence superadded ; and ih--y
become a person in Jaw capable to sue and be sued [etc.].

1833 Act 3 <$ 4 Will. //'*, c. 74 i The word ' Person
'

shall

extend to a Body Politic, Corporate, or Collegiate, as well

as an Individual.

V. 7. TheoL a. Applied to the three distinctions,

or modes of the divine being, in the Godhead

(Father, Son, and Holy Spirit) which together
constitute the Trinity.

"

(Cf. ESSENCE sb. 4 b,

HYIOSTASIS 5, SUBSTANCE.)
< 1250 Gen. <y /IJT. 55 For 5hre persones and on reed, On

mi^t and on godfulhed. ^1315 SHORRHAM vii. 143 Wat may
J>e holy gost nou be? Persone J>rydde in trynyte. 1340
HAMI-OLF, Pr. Consc. 14 The sam God. .That woned ever in

his godhede, And in thre persons and anhede. a 1425 Cursor
Jl/. 288 (Trin.) perfore he is be trinite pat is o god and

persones J>re. 15*9 MORE Dyaloge \. Wks. 145/1 If y* one
Deleued in all the thre parsones of the trinite, y* father y

1'

sone the holy gost. 1663-70 SOUTH Serin. (1727) IV. vii.

284 A Plurality of Persons, or Personal Subsistences in the

Divine Nature, isagreatMystery.andsotobe acknowledged
by all who really are, and profess themselves Christians.

1768-74 TrcKER Lt. Nat. (1834) II. 188 The divine persons
differ in another manner than human persons. 1833 J. H.
NEWMAN Arians \\. ii. (1876) 155 The mysteriousess of the

doctrine evidently lies in our inability to conceive a sense ol

the word person, such, as to l>e more than a mere character,

yet less than an individual intelligent being. Ibid. v.

i. 365 The word Person which we venture to use in speak-

ing of those three distinct and real modes in which it has

pleased Almighty God to reveal to us His being.

fb. Substance: = HYPOSTASIS 3. Obs. rare 1
.

1548 GEST Pr. Masse in H. G. Dugdale Life (1840) App. i.

87 Semblable though the sayd body [of Christ] be presented
in the bred, howbeit it is not become one person therwith.

c. The personality ofChrist, esp. as uniting thetwo

natures, divine and human ;
= HYPOSTASIS f (d).

1562 Articles oj'Religion ii, Two whole and perfect Natures
. . were joined together in one Person, 1855 LYNCH Lett, to

Scattered ii. 34 Christianity shows itself in immense bieadths

oftime and life,which imply Profundity in the Person orChrist.

VI. 8. Gram. Each of the three classes of

personal pronouns, and corresponding distinctions

in verbs, denoting or indicating respectively the

person speaking {first per-son} , the person spoken
to (second person} j

and the person or thing spoken
of (third person} ;

each of the different forms or

inflexions expressing these distinctions.

[Gr. fipoabiirof in Dionysius Thrax ; L. persona in Varro.]



t

PERSON.

1520 WHITINTOX Vulg. (1527) 8b, Y c verbe shal be y" fyrst

persone. 1530 PALSGR. Introd. 27 This long hath ihre par-
sones in bothe the nombres of theyr verbes. Ibid.) Kuery
substantyue is onely of the thyrcle parson. 1671 PKTTV
Pol, Anat. (1691)97 The Quakers .. speak to one another

in the second Person and singular Number. 1764 \V.

PRIMATT AcCt'titas Rcrfiuii'i in The Dorians penacuted
'erbs ending or,.. that is, provided they were third persons
ilural. 1845 STODDART in Encycl. Metrop. (1847) I. 62/1
_n many Languages the person is necessarily expressed by
a pronoun. This is universally the case in the Chinese,.,
the verb being alike in all the persons. Mod. The narrative

is written in the third person.
VII. 9. Zool. Each individual of a compound

or 'colonial' organism, having a more or less

independent life, and often specialized in form or

function ; a zooid.

1878 HELL Gegenbaur's Couip, Anat. 117 In the Pennatu-
lida:. .some, and at times many, persons in a colony are less

well-developed. Ibid 123 When the persons of a colony
are dimorphic, those which are the more developed are at

the same time those which are functionally sexual.

VIII. Phrases and Comb.
10. In one's (own^ person, formerly also in (one's)

proper person (= L. /;/ proprift persond) : fa.
= in person (see 11). Obs. b. In one's own char-

acter (not as representing another) : see sense I.

u. [1292 BRITTON I. i. i Pur ceo qe nous ne suffisums mie
en nostre propre persone a oyer et tenniner totes les quereles
del poeple. tians. Inasmuch as we are not sufficient in our

proper person to hear and determine all the complaints of
our said people.] 1340 HAM POLE />. Consc. 4958 For to

sytte in dome in proper parsoun. c 1380 WYCLIF Sel. Whs.
III. 443Aftur(>at a man deserves in his ownepersoyne schal
he l>e rewardid. 1390 GOWER Conf. I 5 The which noman
in his peisone Mai knowe. 1472-3 Rolls ofParlt. VI. 52/1
That the said John Myrfeld, Richard Ledys, and either of

theym, in their propre persone and persones appere. 1516
Pilgr. Perf, (1531) 13 He wolde be in his owne persone,
the example of our hole iourney. 1560 DAUS tr. Slcidane's
CoMnt. 375 They haue ofte intreated you, sometime by their

Ambassadours, and somtime in their own persons.
b- i6oa WASHINGTON ir. Milton's Dcf. Pop. M.'s Wks. 1738

I. 503 Not such as the Poet would speak, if he were to

speak in his own person. 1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) III.

266 The poet is speaking in his own person. [See sense i.]

11. In person : with or by one's own action or

bodily presence ; personally ; oneself.

1568 GRAFTON Chron, II. 631 King lames.. then beyrig
there in person. 1597 SHAKS. 2 Hen. /I/, n. i. 127 (Quarto 1

,

You haue . . made her serue your vses both in pwrse and in

person. 1671 MILTON Samson 851 Princes of my countrey
came iti person, Solicited, commanded, threat n'd, urg d.

1748 AUSOH'S I'oy. 11. vi, 205 To return him thanks in person.
1782 PRIKSILEY Corrupt. Chr. II. x. 260 Charlemaigne ex-
cused the bishops from serving in person. 1868 FREEMAN
Norm. Conq. II. ix. 310 Others crossed the sea in person.
12. /;/ the person of (in his or her person}.
a. In the character of, as the representative

of, as personally representing. See sense i.

b. Embodied or invested in
; impersonated in

;

(as) personally represented by.
'581-3 Keg, Privy Council Scot. III. 541 A power strange

and unsufferabill to be in the persoun of ony inferior subject.

1678 DHVUEN All for Love Pref., Persecuting Horace and
Virgil in the persons of their sutcessours. 1809 KKNDALL
Trait. I. vii. 60 The company still subsists in the person of
the state. 1859 TENNYSON Enid 216, 1 will avenge this

insult, noble Queen, Done in your maiden's person to yourself.

13. To accept (\take), respect (| behold, ^ look

on) persons, or the person of any one: to look

upon with favour, to favour, to show partiality,

esp. on personal or improper grounds. (Scriptural.
Person here represents L. personam of the Vulgate (which

however has in some places ./WrVrw), the Gr. being rpoo-unrof
1

face, countenance, person ', usually in the comb. TrpoawiroAj-
rretc 'to accept the face of ', rendering Heb. D^C NtW ndsa

pUmm '
to lift up or accept the face

*

(prob. orig. to lift up
the face of one prostrated in humility or supplication).
^1300 Cursor M. 19944 (Colt.), I se he [Petre] said, .pat

godd, J>at mad for us ranscun, liihaldes noght mans persun.
1382 \VVCLIF Luke xx. 21 Thou takist not persoone of man,
but thou lechist in treuth the wey. of God. Row. ii. n
For accepciouns of persoones \gloss, that is, to putte oon
bifore another withoute desert] is not anentis God. 1535
CoVHMLB i Sam. xxv. 35 Behold I haue herkened vnto

thy voyce, and accepted thy personne (Vulg. honoravi
facit'in /Kant], Ps. Ixxxi. 2 How longe wil ye geue
wronge iudgment & accepte the persounes of the vngodly?
1539 IJiHLE (Great) Acts x. 34 There is no respecle of par-
sones wyth God Wnlg. Non est personarum acceptor Deus ;

1382 WYCI.IF not accepiour of persoones; Rhetn. not an ac-

cepter..; 1526 TINDALE God is not parciall j 1611 God is no
respecter of persones]. [See also ACCEPT v. 2, ACCEPTER,
ACCEPTION 2, RESPECT sb. and v. t RESPECTER.]
14. Comb.

1647 FULLER Good Th. in Worse T. (1841) 132 When we
are time-bound, place-bound, or person-bound. 1873 Miss
M. BLIND tr. Strauss' Old Faith fy NC-JJ xlii. 169 The
impersonal but person-shaping All.

t PCTSOII, v. Obs. rare. [f. prec. : cf. late L.

persdnare to represent.] = PERSONATE v. 5.
1643 MILTON Divorce n. xiv, Or let us person him like some

wretched itinerary Judge.
Person, obs. iorm of PARSON.
II Persona (pais^n-na). The Latin word for

PERSON, q. v,, used in certain phrases :

1. Persona grata [late L.], an acceptable person
or personage ; originally applied to a diplomatic
representative who is personally acceptable to the

personage to whom he is accredited.

2. In propria persona : see IN Lat. prep.
VOL. VII.
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Personable (po-jsonab'l), a. [f. PERSON sbt

+ -ABLE : cf. i6thc. F. personnable^\
1. Having a well-formed person or body ; well-

made, handsome ; good-looking, comely, present-
i able. (Now chiefly in literary use.)

i 1430 Syr Gent'r. (Roxb.) 1552 His bodie so personable
and plesaunt, So feir and so wel y-wroght. 1540-1 ELVOT
ImngeGoi'. 102 One woman.. hath manic cluldien, of theym

1 some be fayre and personable, some ill fauoured and crokecl.
i6 S. WARD Life of Faith in Death (1627) 69 The most
personable Creature that euer the Sunne saw. 1713 SWIFT

1 Cook Maid's Lett. Wks. 1755 III. n. 205 My master is a
personable man, and not a spindle-shank'd hoddy-dodcly.
1815 Sporting Mag. XLV. 79 She was. .too personable and
attractive a nymph to be without a swain. 1890 HESAST
Armorcl of Lyoncsse i. vi, Certainly, he was a personable
young man.

1 2. Law. Having the status of a legal person
(PERSON 6), and as such competent to maintain

i
a plea in court, or to take anything granted or

I given. Obs.

1544 tr. Littletons Tcnutes 68 Whan he is made abbot he
is as a man personable (LITTLETON edd. 1481-1530 vn home
ou person ; ed. 1557 parsonable] in the lawe, alonly to

purchase and to haue landes and tenementes .. to the vse
of his house, & nat to his owne proper vse. 1607 COWELL
Interpr. s. v., The tenent pleaded that the wife was an alien

borne in Portingall. .. The plaintife saith : shee was made
personable by Parlament, that is, as the Ciuilians would
speake it, habcre persoitatit standi in iitdicio. Personable
is also as much, as to be of capacitie to take any thing
graunted or giuen. Ibid. s. v. Personal, The demaundant
was judged personable to maimaine this action. 1660
SHERISGHAM King's St<prem. vii. (1682) 68 All agreed that

the King was Personable, and discharged from all attainder
in the very act that he touk the Kingdom upon him.

t 3. = PERSONAL. Obs.

1631 Virginia Stat. (1823) I. 172 Exempted from theire

personable service in the warrs.

Hence Pe rsonableness, personal handsomeness.
1604 T. WRIGHT Passions v. iv. 223 An apt figure, and

personablenes of body. 1654 R. CODRINGTON tr. lustine i.

21 Darius besides his personableness and his vertue, was of
neer relation in blood to the ancient Kings. 1:1815 JANI-:
AUSTRN Persuas. in, I know no other set of men but what
lose something of their personableness when they cease to

be quite young.

t Fe-rsonably, adv. Obs. [f. prec. + -LY
2.]

1. Like a peisonage of importance; in grand
style.

1481 CAXTON Reynard xix. (ArlO 47 Vf ye had seen rey.
nan how personally he wente wyth hys male and palster on
his sholder [Dit hoe persoenliken hi doe ghinc].

2. = PERSONALLY. [Cf. OF. personabkmcnt =

pcr$onnellenint^\
1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 371 b/i He myght not hym self

entende personably vnto hys thynges. 1538 FITZHERB, Just.
Peas 125 Upon payn of forty pounds personably to appere
before the kinge.

Personage (pa-Jsancd^). [a. OF. personage,

'Ottnage (i3th c. in Godef.), mod.F. pcrsonnage
Pr. penonatgt. It. personaggio, mcd.L. personati-
cum (1057 in Du Cange), -agittm t deriv. of /f^-
sotia PERSON: see -AGE.]
fl. A representation or figure of a person; an

image or effigy; a statue or portrait. Obs.

1483 in Lett. Rich. Ill <y Hen. VII (Rolls) I. 6 There was
a personage like to the symilitude of the king in habet

royall crowned with the crown oon his hede. 1588 PARKE i

tr. Mendoza's Hist. China 186 The gate was wrought of
masons warke of stone., full of figures or personages. 1601
HOLLAND Pliny vn. xxxviii, Alexander streiglitly forbad..
That no man should draw his pourtrait in colours but

Apelles the painter : that none should engraue his personage
but Pyrgoteles the grauer. 1604 E. G[RIMSTONE] D^Acostas
Hist. Indies v. xxix. 420 Upon this Utter they set the i

personage of the idoll, appoynted for the ftast. 1607-12
BACON Ess., Beauty (Arb.) 210 Apelles, or Albert Dureie,.. .

Whereof the one would make a Parsonage by Geometricall

proporcions, the other, by takeing the best paries out of
divers faces to make one excellent.

1 2. The body of a person ; chiefly with reference

to appearance, stature, etc.; bodily frame, figure; \

personal appearance : FEHSON sb. 4. (In quot.

1785 humorously for the 'person
1
or *

body '.) Obs. -.

1461 Rolls of Ptirlt. V. 463/1 The lieaute of personage that
i

it hath pleased Almyghty God to send You. c 1559 R, HALL '

Life Fisher in Fisher's It 'ks. (E. E. T. S.) 1 1. p. Ixiij,
j

Doctor Ridley (who was a man of verie little and small !

personage). 1606 BRVSKRTT Civ. Life 32 Well borne,
j

vertuous, chaste, of tall and comely personage, and well i

spoken. 1680 MORDEN Geog. Rect. (1685) 344 The Armenians '

are. .of comely Personage. 1701 C WOLLEV Jrnl. Nciv
York (1860) 57 Of a Gentile Personage, and a very agree-
able behaviour in conversation. 1785 COWPER Let. to Lady
Hfsketh 20-24 Dec.. Half a dozen flannel waistcoats.. to

(

be worn . , next my personage.
fig'

.

XS93 G. HAKVKY Piercers Silver. Wks. (Grosart) II.

103 His stile addeth fauour, and grace to beauty; and in a

goodly Boddy representeth a puissant Soule. How few
verses carry such a personage of state ?

fb. A person of (such and such a) figure or

appearance : = PERSON $b. 4 b. Obs.

1568 GRAFTON Chron. II. 594 Hee being a tall and hardie

personage. 1653 HOLCROFT Procoiust Goth. Wars MI. 75
He was a beautifull personage, tall, and of the goodliest
countenance that could be seen. 1706 PHILLIPS, Personage^
the same with Person; as She was a comely Personage.
1807 WORDSw. WJi. Doe w. 145 The monumental pomp of

age Was with this goodly Personage.
B. A person (man or woman) of high rank, dis-

tinction, consideration, or importance ; a person

PERSONAGE.
of note. (Originally always with great or the like

qualification, which in the igth c. began to be

implied in calling any one ' a personage '.)

1503-4 Act 19 Hen. K/7, c. 25 Preamble, Honorable per-
sonages to have joint., power with theseid persones ichersed.

'53* SIR J. RUSSELL in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. 11. I. 301 As
for the great e personages that be taken, .none of them shalbe
as yet put to no raunsome. 1654 EARL MONM. tr. Benti-

voglios Warts Flanders 42 The Councel of Spain was then
full of many eminent personages. 1683 Brit. Spec. 268 Her
Majesty, is a Personage endowed with rare Perfections both
of Mind and Body. 1811 Ln. MILTON Sp. Ho. Com. i Dec.,
The Great Personage at the Head of the Government. 1845
D'lsitAELi Sybil vii, Sir John Warren bought another estate,
and picked up another borough. He was fast becoming a
personage. 1893 F. F. MOOHK / Forbid Banns (1809) 120

Lady Ashenthorpe was a Personage. That she had become
a Personage, proved that she possessed a large amount of
tact.

b. In weakened or generalized sense: A person;
a man or woman (whose status the speaker does
not know, or does not desire to specify).
Sometimes applied ironically or laughingly to a self-

important person, who considers himself ' a personage
'

; aUo
with mixture of other senses.

a ISSS BRADFORD Let. to Lady I'ane in Foxe A. $ M.
(1583) 1648 Many whiche were in comparison of Peter, but
rascall personages. 1668 LLOYD \title) Memoires of the Lives
..of those Personages who Suffered for the Protestant

Rc'li^iuM. 1766 GOLDSM. Vic. 11'. xxx, The personage
whom we had long entertained as a harmless amusing com-
panion. 1786 MRS. A. M. BENNETT Juvenile Indiscr, II. 56
The Seraphic Miss Franklin, was, in his present opinion, a

very disgusting personage. 1818 R. SHARP I.ttt. <y Ess.

(1834) 54 Your shrewd, sly, evil-speaking fellow is generally
a shallow personage. 1879 GEO. ELIOT Theo. Such ii. 28

No impassioned personage wishes he had been born in the

age of Pitt. 1890
' R. Hoi.DRKWOOD

'

Col. Reformer (1891)

215 That ready-witted and helpful personage.

t 4. The quality of being a person or persons ;

personality. Obs. rare.

1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 198 b,_
For here is no

consubstancialite nor personage, whiche is in y deite.

f 5. Personal identity, personality, individual self.

Ourpersonages i
ourselves. Obs.

1531 ELVOT Gor. in. xxv, Any thinge wherby our wittes

may be amended and our personages be more apte to serue
our publike \veale. 1650 BuLWBR Anthrofomet* 179 Acts
of his personage and not of ours.

1 6. The sort of person any one is, or is repre-
sented to be, in respect of character, rank. etc. Obs.

1534 \VHITINION Tullyes Offices i. (1540) 43 Poetes iudge
coinly what soeu[e]r becometh a man by his personage. 1560
COLE Lett, to Jewell ii, The greater personage you beare,
the le-^se cause haue ye to be put to answer. 1576 FLI MING

Panopl. Epist. 242 Instruments wherew 1 he obteined esti-

mation, and wonne worship conuenient for his proper
personage. 1598 BARRET Tncor, H r

arres iv.lv. 115 Many

food
parts ought to be in the parsonage of a Sergeant

. laior.

7. One of the persons or characters of a drama

(dramatis person&), or of a dramatic poem, story,
etc, ; also one of the actors on the stage of history.
1573 in Cunningham Ace. Revels Crt. (Shaks. Soc. 1842)

32, Patternes for personages of Men & Women in strange

attyer. 1579 E. K. in Spenser's Sheph. Cat. Ep. to Harvey t

His [Spenser's] dewe obseruing of Decorum everye where,
in personages, in seasons, in matter, in speach. 1594 in

Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. i. III. 33 There being in that Tragcedie
sondry personages of greatest astate, to be represented in

auncient princely attire. 1751 JOHNSON Rambler No. 156
P6 Only three speaking personages should appear at once

upon the stage. 1828 D'!SRAELI Chas. I, I. Pref. 7 The
motives of the personages are some times as apparent as their

actions. 1861 TROLLOPS Qrley F. xix, I intend that Made-
line Staveley shall, .be the most interest ing personage in this

story.

b. Hence, the impersonation or acting of such

a character, the part (acted) ; in the phrases, to

take ttpon oneself^ put on
t pfay, assume the per-

sonage of\ *\*ojig. and trans/. ,
in to represent the

personage of.

1559 Mirr. Mag. (1563) B ij, I will take upon me the

personage of the last,, .full of woundes, miserably mangled,

withapalecountenaunce,and grisly looke. 1583 MULCASTER
\st Pt. Eletn. Pref., Her Majestic repiesenteth the personage
of the hole land. 1632 J. HAVWAKD tr. Biondis Erotnena

37 You have hitherto represented the personage of one,
whom you are not. 1641 LD. J. DIGBY Sp. in Ho. Com.
21 Apr. 3 Judges wee are now, and must put on another

personage. 1651 tr. De-las Coveras' Don benise 78 Every
one of us played so well his personage in this Comedy. 1685
COTTON tr.Montaigne i. xix. (1877) I. 75Whatsoever personage
a man takes upon himself to perform, he ever mixes his own
part with it. 1901 Pall Mall G. 27 Feb. 6/1 It is common
for tragedians to shut themselves up in their dressing-rooms
between the acts of a play, and to reassume their personage
immediately on being called.

tc. Assumed or pretended character; acting;
semblance. Obs.

157* tr. Buchanans Detect. Q. Mary M iv, At Setons sche
threw away all hir disguisit personage of mourning.
8. Phrases, f In one's own personage^ in person

(PERSON 10), personally (obs.). In thepersonage of,

t a. in the character of, as representing (obs.) ;

b. as represented by ; personified in ;
= in the

person <?/" (PERSON 12 a, b).

1534 CRANMER Misc. Writ. (Parker Soc.) II. 291 In case

I had so spoken the same unto you in my own personage.
Ibid. 294 To examine in your own personage the said mis-

doers. 1553 KENNEDY Contpend. Tract, in Wodroiv t>oc.

Misc. (1844) 153 Spekying unto his Apostolis in the person-

age of the rest of the ministeris of the Kirk of Bed. 1888

Wm



PERSONAL.

J. PAYS Prince ofShod I. i. 30 'Circumstances over which 1

she had no control
',

in the personage of her brother Ernest, |

were impelling her.

Personage, obs. form of PARSONAGE.

Personal (paMsanal), a. (sd.) Also 4-5 -el,

etc., 6 parsonal(l. [a. OF. personal (izthc. in
j

Hatz.-Darm.), -el (mod.F. -onnel), ad. L. per-
sonal-is of or pertaining to a person (in Law or

Gram.), f. persona PERSON : see -AL.]
1. Of, pertaining to, concerning, or affecting the

individual person or self (as opposed, variously, to

other persons, the general community, etc., or to

one's office, rank, or other attributes} ;
individual

;

private; one's own. Rarely in reference to an

animal (quot. 1796).
Personal EQUATION, personal IDESTITV : see these words.

1387 TREVISA. Higden (Rolls) III. 115 Seruius Tullius..

ordeyned first personal tribute [L. cenmtni\ to be Romayns.
1565 CALFHILL Answ. Treat. Cross vi. 135 Examples be

daungerous to be followed . .bycause they be sometime but

persona!!. 1601 SHAKS, Jut. C. n. i. n, I know no personall

cause, to spume at him, But for the general!. 1683 Col.

Rec. Pennsylv. I. 236 Know no reason why they might not

give their personal bills to such as would take them as

money to pass. 1796 HUNTER tr. St.-Picrre's Stud. Nat.

(1799) I. 79 Even the instincts of animals appear to be less

adapted to their own personal utility, than to that of Man.
1818 CRUISE Digest (ed. 2) III. 182 Although dignities are

now become little more than personal honours; yet they
are still classed under the head of real property. 1845 M.
PATTISON Ess. (1889) I. 18 It required all the personal
influence of the king to check the turbulence of his irritated

followers.

b. Const, to (cf. proper to, peculiar to}.
a 1768 ERSKING Inst. Law Scot, i. iv. 12. 58 The juris-

diction annexed to the principality is not heritable, but

personal to the King's eldest son. 1844 LINGARD Anglo-
Sax. Ch. (1858) I. il. 6r The authority .. was personal to

Augustine, and not intended to descend from him to his

successors. 1874 S. WiLBERFORct: Ess. I. 376 This is personal
to himself.

2. Done, made, performed, held, etc. in person;

involving the actual or immediate presence or

action of the individual person himself (as opposed
to a substitute, deputy, messenger, etc.). Of a

reciprocal action or relation, Carried on or sub-

sisting between individual persons directly.

.-1388 in Wyclifs SeL Wks. III. 493 pai sayne, Jat no

persone ne vicare ne prelate is excusud fro personele resi-

dense to be made in ber beneficys. 1494 FABVAN Ckron. II.

an. 1407 ( R.) With great dyrTyculte he pacyfyed them agayn
..and brought them to personall communycacion. 1588
SHAKS. L. L. L. \\. \. 32 Tell him, the daughter of the

King of France. . Importunes personall conference with his

grace. 1630 R. Johnsons Kingd tf Cominw. 387 The one
was their personall presence and travelling to the wars. 1733
C. COOTS 13 Dec. in Swift's Lett. (1768) IV. 59 Your allowing
me to some degree of personal acquaintance with you.

1844 THIRLWALL Greece Ixiv. VIII. 263 The wealthier

citizens..bound by law to personal service in the cavalry.
1880 L. STEPHEN Pope'w. 85 Pope, .did not enjoy the honour
of any personal interview with royalty.

t b. Present or engaged in person. Obs.

1596 SHAKS, i Hen. // ', iv. iii. 88 When hee was personall
in the Irish Warre. 1600 E. ELOUNT tr. Conestaggio 152

Kings ought to be personall in their enterprises. 1617
MOKYSON /tin. ii. 211 None but we that are personall actors

therein..can thorowly apprehend [etc.}.

3. Of or pertaining to one's person, body, or

figure; bodily: a. as an action or quality. "^Per-
sonal oath (qnot. 1577-87) : = bodily or corporal
oath (see CORPORAL a. 5 a).
a 1400-50 Alexander 5142 A purtrayour..scho prays with

bam to pas, And his personele proporcions in perchemen hire

bring. 1577-87 HOLINSHED Chron. III. i He tooke his per-
sonall oth before the altar of S. Peter at Westmister, to

defend the holie church, and rulers of the same. 1597
SHAKS. 2 Hen. IV, iv. iv. 8 Our Nauie is addressed, our
Power collected. ..Onelyweewanta lit tie personall Strength.
1620 BKATHWAIT Five Senses in Archaica\\.fa It is., a

personal comeliness, adds honour to our clothing. 1716
ADDISON Freeholder No. 21 f 3 A Princess whose Personal
Charms,, were now become the least part of her Character.

1865 LUBBOCK Preh. Times 21 The personal ornaments of
the Bronze age consist principally of bracelets,, .pins,, .and

rings.

b. as something affecting or having reference to

one's person or body.
1591 HORSEY Trav. (Hakl. Soc.) 165 The Russ Emperor

flies with his .. personall guard of 20 thowsand gonnors,
towards a stronge monesterie. 1765 ULACKSTONE Comm. I. i.

141 Three great and primary rights, of personal security,

personal liberty, and private property. 178* Miss BURNKV
Cecilia vin. iv, Turning their attention to her personal
safety. 1796 MOUSE Aiiier. Geog. I. 228 Designed, .for the

purpose of personal defence. 18x4 SCOTT Redgauntlet ch.

xvi, He shall have no personal ill-usage. i86iMiLL Utilit.

(1862) 65 It is. .considered unjust to deprive any one of his

personal liberty.

4. Having an individual person as object; relating
to a person in hU individual capacity; directed to,

aimed at, or referring to some particular person
or to oneself personally, spec, in a disparaging or

offensive sense or manner.

1614 T. LOKKIN Let. in Crt. $ Times Jos. 7(1848) I. 346
If they had.. not proceeded to personal invectives, and
mutinous and seditious speeches against his majesty, ..his

favourites, and .. the Scots in general. (7x719 ). ROGERS
(J.), Publick reproofs of sin are general..; but in private
conversations the application may be more personal. 1801

Med. Jrnl. V. 264 A dispute, which, by the conduct of my
opponent, has degenerated into personal abuse. 1844 DICKENS
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Mart. Chnz. xi, He asked him distinctly,.. as a personal
favour too,, not to play. 1863 H. Cox Instit, i.^iv. 19
Private Acts of Parliament are divided into those which are

personal and those which are local. 1888 J. INGUS Tent

Life in Tigerland 236, I seemed to take it as a personal
insult that anybody ..amid all the depressing surroundings,
should dare to be cheerful.

b. Const, to (cf. relative to, etc.).

PERSONAL.
and myxte apon any person or persons. 1:1450 6W.s.V; t

'

Keg. 304 Rele^ed to them and pardoned all accions reals and

personels of eny maner cause I-begonne. 1544 tr. Littleton's

Tenures in. iv. 73 b, Also as to accyons parsonels, tenauntes

jn comon ought to haue suche accyons parsonels loyntly in

all theyr names. 1768 BLACKSTONE Comm, III. via. 117 Per-

sonal actions are such whereby a man claims a debt, or

personal duty, or damages in lieu thereof: and, likewise,

whereby a man claims a satisfaction in_damages for some
L'.C. WILLIAMS

He [the Prince] had a different and good natured motive,

personal to our hero, for prolonging the conference.

c. Having oneself as object; directed to oneself.

1778 Miss BURNEV Evelina xxx, They have every one of

them so copious a share of their own personal e>leem. 1830
D ISRAELI Chas. /, III. iv. 60 The strong personal vanity of

the man.

d. transf. Making a personal remark, reflection,

or attack ; addicted to such remarks, etc.

1607 H. JONSON Volpone Ded., Where have I been par-
ticular V where personal? except to a mimic, cheater [etc.].

1855 TENNYSON bland i. x. li, And therefore splenetic,

peisonal, base, A wounded thing with a rancorous cry. 1882

PKBODY Eng. Journalism xxiii. 187 Punch., \* racy, frank,

and personal to a degree that often perplexes foreigners.

5. Of, pertaining to, or characteristic of a person
or self-conscious being, as opposed to a thing or

abstraction.

1651 HOBBES Leviatk. in. xxxiii. 206 If the Church be
not one person, then it hath no authority at all,, .nor has any
will, reason nor voice : for all these Dualities are personal.

1659 PEARSON Creed (1839) 435 Grief is certainly a personal
affection, of which a quality is not capable. 1835 URE
Philos Manuf. 5 At least double the amount of personal

industry is engaged in the arts, manufactures, and trade, to

what is engaged in agriculture. 1877 K. R. CONDEK Bas.
Faith i. 26 This unity is not .. possessed of what we call

personality ; incapable therefore of sustaining any personal
relation to man.

b. Having the nature of a person ;
that is a

person, not a thing or abstraction.
a 1860 J. A. ALEXANDER Go$p. Jesus Christ xxxvi. (i860

533 It is not before a mere abstraction that man trembles,
but before a personal avenger. 1860 PUSEY ArVft. /VffAi.,
Amos v. 21 Worshipping 'nature ', not a holy, Personal, Clod.

1880 HAUGHTON Phys. Geog. i. i Imagining., a personal
cteator of themselves and of the universe.

6. Law. Opposed to real: fa. originally, in

personal action (or plea], an action wherein the

claim was nut the restitution of a specific thing

(since the thing might be destroyed, concealed, or

transported beyond the reach of the law but the

recovery from the person concerned of compensa-
tion, i. e. of damages ; distinguished from a real

action, which claimed the restitution of the thing
itself 'being something indestructible and irre-

movable), and from a mixed action in which both

restitution and damages were demanded. (This
distinction is 0Ar., real actions having fallen out

of use early in 17111 c., and been formally abolished

in 1833. See Sweet Diet. Eng. Law 24.) Hence
b. personalproperty (estate, etc.), things recover-

able in the personalty or by a personal action, i. e.

chattels and chattel interests in land, etc., as op-

posed to real property (cstate t etc.), i.e. things
recoverable in the realty, or by a real action ;

viz.

land (in the legal sense : see LAND 4c), and rights

attached to the possession of land. Personal

property therefore includes generally all property

except land and those interests in land which pass
on the owner's death to his heir

; corresponding in

general (though not entirely) to the movables of

Scotch, Continental, and Anglo-Indian law.
Persona/ and real action represent L. actio in pcrsonam

and actio in rent of the Roman law, in which actions were

distinguished by the nature of the right thereby asserted ;

the terms were taken by Bracton into English Law, but

employed in a different way, to distinguish actions accord-

ing to the process of execution obtained, that is, in reference
not to the light asserted but to the relief afforded therein.

The thing sought by Uritton's actio in rent was restitution

of a specific thing which the law was always able to lay
hold of and hand over; this limited it to land and rights
exercisable over or in respect of land. But land and its

rights were hereditary possessions, descending to the owner's

heirs, hence real property became coextensive with or

equivalent to heritable property, and personalproperty came
to include all other property; this again reacted upon the

definition, inasmuch as the question whether any particular

property was hereditary and passed to the heir, or was non-

hereditary and passed to the executors or administrator--,

became the test whether the property or estate was real or

personal ; so that certain rights attached to land, came to

be treated as real or personal, not according to the original

application of these words, but according to the rule which
had been established as to the descent of these rights

severally. Thus leases, of whatever duration, as well as

mortgages and securities for money affecting lands or
heritable property, which in Scotland are themselves herit-

able and descend to the heir, in England go to the personal
representative, and are classed as personal estate. (See T.

Cyprian Williams in Lavj Quarterly IV. (1888); Pollock
and Maitland Hist. Eng. Law II. 179-80, 568-70.)

a,. [cza$o BRACTON in. iii. 2 Personates vero actiones sunt

quse competunt contra aliquem ex contractu, vel quasi.
1*93 BRITTON H. i. i Personels pletz pledables par attache-
mentz de cors ou destresces des biens moebles. a 1294
HENCHAM Summa Parva i. (1616) 81 Post defaltam in

1 actione Reuli, non competit in personal!.] 1448 Shilling'
\ fords Lett. (Camden) App. 139 Any action real personal!

injury done to his person or property,
in Law Quarterly Rev. IV. 401 Before the year 1832, the

plaintiff in a personal action could never obtain final judg-
ment against the defendant in default of appearance.
b. [a 1481 LITTLETON Tenures 497 En mesme le manere

est de choses personelx. 1481 Year-bit. 21 Edw. 7^(1599)
8 j b, Cest annuilie est un chose personal.] 1544 tr. Little-

tons Tenures in. iv. 74 There be possessyonsand propertyes
of Chatell reall and Chatell parsonal. i6 BACON Hen. VIt
123 Jewels, household-stuff, slocks upon his grounds, and
other personal estate exceeding great. 1650 in Bury Wills

(Camden) 226 The rest and residue of all my goods and

personall estate whatsoeuer..! doe will vnto my executours
towards the payment ofmy debts and legacies aforesaid. 1766
BLACKSTONE Comm, II. i. 13 In personal estates the father

may succeed to his children ; in landed property he never

can be their immediate heir, by any the remotest possibility.
Ibid. xxiv. 385 But things personal, by our law, do not only
include things moveable, but also something more: the

whole of which is comprehended under the general name of

chattels. 1838 W. BELL Diet, Law Scot. 735 In the law
of England, the distinction between real and personal pro-

perty, is almost, but not entirely, the same as the distinction

between heritable and movable property in the law of

Scotland. 1844 WILLIAMS Real Ft op. (1875) 8 Funded pro-

perty is personal. 1888 (see PERSONALTY]. 1895 MAITLAND
Bracton fy Azo (Selden Soc.) 173 It has been suggested that

had Bracton looked a little deeper, we might have had no
talk of 'real* and 'personal' property. 1895 POLLOCK &.

MAITLAND Hist. Eng. Law II. 180 When our orthodox
doctrine has come to be that land is not owned, but that

'real actions
'

can be brought for it, while no '

real action
'

can be brought for just tho>e things which are the sub-

jects of 'absolute ownership', it is clear enough that the
'

personalness
'

of 'personal property
'

is a superficial phe-
nomenon.

C. Personal contract
} injury^ law, representative:

see qunts.
i88 C. SWKET Diet. Enff. Law 200 A personal contract

is one which depends upon the existence, or the personal

qualities, skill, or services of one of the parties: such as

a contract of marriage, or a contract to paint a picture.
It follows from the nature of a personal contract that it

cannot be assigned, and that it is discharged by the death
of the party on whose personality it is founded. Ibid.

602 A personal injury is an injury to the person of an

individual, such as an assault, as opposed to an injury to

ln\ property, such as a trespass. Ibid., A system of laws

is said to be personal, when its operation is limited to one
of several races inhabiting a state, as in the case of India.

1883 n 'harton s Law Lex. 725/1 An heir-at-law or devisee

is a real representative; an executor or administrator is

a personal representative. [But the executor has been made
a '

real representative
'

for some purposes, by the Land
Transfer Act, 1897 (Sir F. Pollock).)

d. Personal diligence, personal execution (Scots

Law) : (a) the process for enforcing performance
of civil obligations by imprisonment of the debtor

(opposed to diligence or execution against estate

heritable or movable) ;
now abolished, exc. in

exceptional cases ; (b) also used to include attach-

ment of debtor's movables, as well as imprison-
ment (opposed to real diligence, i. e. against herit-

able estate).
a 1768 ERSKISE lust. Law Scot. iv. iii. 24 The power of

staying the execution of personal diligence might, if abused,

greatly impair the right competent to creditors for the

recovery of their debts. 1838 W. BELL Diet. Laiv Scot.

304 Personal diligence comprehends, ist. Letters of Horning
and of Caption .. 2d. ..the meditatio fitgae warrant.. 3d.

The Border Warrant. 1861 Ibid. 287/2 The use of these

h'tters [of Horning] is almost entirely superseded by the

Personal Diligence Act, i and 2 Viet., c. 114, which autho-

rizes warrant to charge, arrest, and poind to be inserted in

extract decrees. 1886 GOUDV Law of Bankruptcy 644 By
the Debtors' Act, 1880, and the Civil Imprisonment Act,

1882, personal diligence has been, with a few unimportant
exceptions, altogether abolished.

7. Cram. Of or pertaining to the three persons ;

denoting one of these : see PERSON sb, 8. spec. a.

said of a verb that has inflexions for all three

persons (opp. to impersonal: now rare) ; b. used

as the distinctive appellation of those pronouns
which denote the first, second, and third persons

respectively, viz. (in English) /, thou, he, in their

various genders, numbers, and cases.

1530 PALSGR. 4 Verbes..as well personall as il /*.. as

impersonall as il couient. 1590 STOCKWOOD Rules Con-

struct, 6 A verbe personal agreeth with his nominatiue case

in number and person. 1668 WILKINS Real Char. 305 The
Personal Pronouns, and any of the rest being us'd Sub-

stantively, are capable of Number and Case. 1871 ROBV
Lat. Gram. \\. xvii, 562 In the perfect indicative the

personal suffix has dropped off altogether. 1879 FARRAK
St. Paul I. 579 The needlessly frequent prominence of the

first persona] pronoun. 1889 M OR KILL Gram. Russ, Lang.
in. 3 Sometimes personal verbs are used impersonally by
an idiom in which all the Slavonic languages share, as

MHli XOWTCg, I wish, lit. it wishes itself to me.

1 8. Theol. Of or pertaining to substance (see

PERSON sb. 7 b) :
= HYFOSTATIC i. Obs.

1548 GKST Pi: Masse in H. G. Dugdale Life (1840) App. i.

87 Soch..is the personal presence of christes godheade in

hys manhode. 16*4 GATAKER Transubst. 168 When as by

personal union with himselfe, he giveth to the same body
a far higher and more inconceivable manner of being.



PERSONALISM. 727 PERSONALTY.

U9. Often (by confusion) for PERSONABLE a. i.

1658 To^sfIfsFour-/. Beasts 40 A goodly well proportioned
and personal \ed. 1607 personable] Prince, ^1760 Charlton
Ho. Papers in Sussex Archxol. Collect. X. 47, I am told

that the lad is very personal, with his own hair. 1888 MRS.
LVNNLINTON Thro Long Night i. viii, She. .made him out

at last to be really quite personal and presentable.

B. sb. f 1, A personal being ;
a person. 06s.

1678 C. HATTON 18 June in //. Corr. (Camden) 1. 163 Soe y l

neither I nor any personells shall receive any prejudice by
what I shall disclose to you.

2. pi. Things belonging to an individual person;

personal matters or things. ( spec. Personal goods
or property, personalty.
17*4 Briton No. 24. 106 The Personals of the Nation

belong not to this Enquiry. 1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa

(1811) I. xxxi, 219 Shall my vanity extend only to personals?
1751 ELIZA HEYWOOD Betsy Thoughtless I. 13 All his per-

sonals, which were very considerable in the bank,, .should

be equally divided. 1824 SOUTHEY Bk. of Ch, vi. (1841) 57
The personals he distributed among the poor.

b. //. Personal remarks or statements,
'

person-
alities '.

1742 RICHARDSON Pamela III, 227 We are going into

Personals again. Gentlemen and Ladie^, said the Karl.

1843 LVTTON Last Bar. 11. iii, Must I go bonnet in hand
and simper forth the sleek personals of the choice of her
kith and house?

c. i\ S. pi. Paragraphs in a newspaper relating
to individual persons or to personal matters.

1888 Pall Mall G. 22 June 14/1 What they call 'personals'
across the ocean.

3. Gram. Short for personalpronoun \ see A. 7.

rare.

1824 L. MURRAY Eng Grant, (ed. 5) I. 234 These personals
are superfluous 184$ STODDART in Encyd. Mctrop. (1847)
I. 45/1 It might, perhaps, have been better.. if the words
which we are now considering had been arranged in a class

between the personals and the article.

4. = PERSONNEL, rare. ? 06s.
1818 Blackw. Mag. IV. 159 The personal of the establish-

ments to be under the joint direction of the founder [etc.].

1833 Westm. Rev, Apr. 308 The personal of the army or navy.

Personalism (pa'isanaliz'm). [f. prec. +

-ISM.] The quality or character of being personal :

variously used to denote some theory, doctrine,

principle, system, method, characteristic, etc. that

is, or involves something that is, personal.
a 1846(7. Kev. cited in WORCESTER. 1865 J, GROTK Explor.

Philos. 1. 146 The idealism, personalism, or whatever it may
be called, which lies at the root of all that I have said. 1887
W. M. ROSSETTI Life Keats 20^ Personalism of a wilful and
fitful kind pervades the mass of his handiwork. 1890
Atlantic Monthly June 770/2 Hampered by this impotent
system of personalism . .the party in possession of the execu-
tive power soon begins to drift helplessly upon a sea of
troubles. 1901 CALDECOTT Philos. fy Relig. xii. 81 Against
the claim that Reason is the sole faculty of supersensible
apprehension, Personalism opposes its assertion that here
also Feeling and Will come into action.

So Pe-rsonalist, a. a writer of personal notes,

anecdotes, etc.
; b. a believer in or advocate of

personalism (in any sense).
1876 Nation (N. Y.) 15 June 382 As a witty and slashing

political personalist,. .he was considered by friend and foe

as without an equal. 1901 CALDECOTT Philos* fy Relif. xii.

85 If, however, a Personalist is found .. secretly relying

upon some peremptory intellectual or moral deliverances

really universal in character, these must be brought to

light, and he is passed from the school of pure Personalism
to some other, accordingly.

Personality (paisanse-liti). Also 4 -He. [a.

OK. personality (i4th c. in Hatz.-Darm.}, now/^?--
sottn-, ad. med. Schol. ~L.personality t

i,personal-is
PERSONAL : see -ITY.]
1. The quality, character, or fact of being a

person as distinct from a thing ;
that quality or

principle which makes a being personal. Also in

reference to a corporate body ; see PERSON s&.6.
c 1380 WVCLIF _SW. Wks- II. 296 Al J>e personalite of man

stondib in \>e spirit of him. 1655 H. MORE Antid. Ath.
,\ii. 5 App. (16621 210 For a time he loses the sense of his

own personality, and becomes a mere passive instrument of
the deity. 1692 BENTI.KY Boyle Leet. v. 152 We must be

wary lest we ascribe any Personality to this Nature or
Chance. 1802 PALEY Nat. Theol. xxiii. (rBio) 362 These
capacities constitute personality, for they imply conscious-
ness and thought. 1836 EMERSON Nature, Idealism Wks.
(!>ohn) II. 164 Religion includes the personality of God;
Kthics does not.

b. The condition ascribed to the Deity of con-

sisting of distinct persons (see PERSON sb. 7).

1492 RVMAN Poems xlii. 3 in Arckiv Stntt. nfu. Spr.
LXxXIX. 209 Ay thre in personahte, In deite but oon.

1624 GATAKER Transubst. 173 If a perfect substance or
nature (as was ihe humanity of Christ) could want the
naiurall personality and subsistence thereof, supplyed by
the divine person and Jiypostasis of the Soime of God. 1752
J. GILL Trinity iv. 81 Personality is the bare mode of sub-

sisting. 1833 J. H. NEWMAN A riant \\. ii. (1876) 154 The
apparent Personality ascribed to them [the Word, and the

Spirit] in the Old Testament, is changed for a real Per-

sonality. 1870 Gram. Assent i. v. 120 The Almighty
God, instead of being One Person only, which is the teaching
of Natural Religion, has three Personalities.

C. Personal existence, actual existence as a

person; the fact of there being or having been
such a person ; personal identity.
1835 THIPUVALL Greece I. viii. 337 This inference, .would

lead to other conclusions affecting the personality of

Lycurgus. 1849 KUSKIN Si:'. Lamps vi. _>. 164 The age

I of Homer is surrounded with darkness, hU very personality
1 with doubt. 1870 FREEMAX Xorm. Cong. 1 1. App. 673 There

|

are others., whose personality can be identified in Domesday.
2. That quality or assemblage of qualities which
makes a person what he is, as distinct from other

persons; distinctive personal or individual char-

acter, esp. when of a marked or notable kind. Also

fig. in reference to a thing.
1795 Jemima II.

167 Marmomei observes that even a
French girl of sixteen, if she ha* but a little personality, is a
Machiavel. 1847 EMERSON Repr. Men, Napoleon Wks.
(Bohn) I. 367 Mirabeau, with his overpowering personality,
felt that these things, which his presence inspired, were as

- much his own, as if he had said them. 1882 FARRAR in

Contenip. Rev. XLII. 807 The almost indescribable charm
which his sermons derived from his personality.

T b. ^with pi.
v A personal quality or charac-

teristic; an individual trait. Obs. rare.

1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa (1811) II. 138 In return [I] fall

to praising those qualities and personalities in Lovelace,
which the other never will have
3. A personal being, a person. (In first quot.

applied to the distinct
'

persons' in the Godhead :

cf. PERSON sb. 7 a.)

1678 CUDWORTH Intell. Syst i. iv. 597 The Platonisls thus

distinguishing, betwixt oiataand un-Do-Tauts, the Essence of
the Godhead, and the Distinct Hypostases or Personalities
thereof. Ibid. v. 750 Humane Souls Minds, and Person-
alities, being unquestionably Substantial Things and Really
Distinct from Matter. 1851 HAWTHORNE Ho, Sev.GnbUs
xi, By its remoteness, it melts all the petty personalities, of
which it is made up, into one broad mass of existence. 1895
W. H. HUDSON Spencer's Philos. 209 We cannot think of
an infinite personality. Personality implies limitation, or it

\

means nothing at all.

4 Bodily parts collectively ; body, person. Also
in pi. in same sense, rare.

1842 GEN. P. THOMPSON Exerc VI. 413 It might bait a

rat-trap ; though a well-fed rat would hardly risk his person
alities for such a pittance. 1884 MALLKSON Battle fields

*

Germany vi. 161 Notwithstanding that he was the possessor,
at the age of thirty-three, of little more than half of his orig-
inal personality, he was as active, as daring, as efficient,
as the strongest and soundest-limbed man in his army.
5. The fact of relating to an individual person,

or to particular persons ; spec, the quality of being
directed to or aimed at an individual, esp. in the

way of disparagement or unfriendly reference.

177* Ann. Reg. T&/J By specifying and applying their

charges to individuals, to incur the censure of a mean and
malicious personality *i96C\}M&EKLMiD Observer No. 93 III.

325 There is yet another topic, which he has been no less

studious to avoid, which is personality. 1814 D ISRAELI

guarrels
Anth (1867) 283 Personality in his satires, no

>ubt, accorded with the temper and the talent of Pope.
1856 FROUDE Hist. Eng. (1858) II. vi. 41 He had attacked

Wolsey himself with somewhat vulgar personality. 1865
TROLLOPE Belton Est. v. 49 Never referring with clear

personality to those who had Inrcn nearest to her when she
had been a child.

b. (Usu. in//.) A statement or remark aimed
at or referring to an individual person, usually of
a disparaging or offensive kind. (In quot. 1811 (//.)
used for

'

personal attentions or compliments*.)
1769818W DRAPER in Jttuius Lett. xxvi. (1772) 1. 187 Can-

not political questions be discussed without descending to
; the most odious personalities? 1811 Miss L. M HAWKINS
C tess <y Gertr. d8r2) III. lix. 262 When occupied at home,
she put by his personalities, by trying to interest him in a

plan of diligence, a 1850 CALHOUN Wks. (1874) III. 250
The Senator resorted to personalities. 1891 C. LOWE in

iqtJi Cent. Dec. 859 The Court cannot and will not stand. .

: journalistic personalities about its members.

fc. The fact of being personal, or done by
i

a person himself. Obs.

1648 FAIRFAX, etc. 2nd Remonstr. 36 The King comes in

j

with the reputation, .of having long sought it [Peace] by a

j

Personal Treaty:.. the truth is, neither the Treaty, nor the

Personality of it have advanced the businesse one jot.

6. Law. fa. = PERSONALTY a. Obs. b. =
PERSONALTY b ; gen. personal belongings, rare.

1658 PHILLIPS, Personality^ (a Law-Term) an abstract of

personal, as the action is in the personalty [1661 BLOUXT
personality; 1704 J. HARRIS Lex. Teehn. 1, Personality];
that is, brought against the right person. 1752 DOUSON
in Phil. Trans XLVII. 3^4 The interest or dividends of

many personalities in the stocks. 1858 HAWTHORNE /-'>.

<V It.Note-Bks. II 72 Michael Angelp's. .old slippers, and
whatever other of his closest personalities are to be shown.

C. The quality of concerning persons (in phr.

personality of laws *= F. personnaHte* ties statute}.

1834-46 J. STORY Confl. Laws i. 16 (1883) 19 By the

personality of laws foreign jurists gmttaHy OHM all laws
which concern the condition, state, and capacity of persons;

by the reality of laws, all laws which concern property
or things ; gnse ad rent sf>cct(int.

Personalization (pa-jsanabiz^'jsn). [f. next

+ -ATION.] The action of personalizing ; repre-
sentation or embodiment in a person ; personifica-
tion

; impersonation.
1880 FAIRBAIRN_ Stud. Life Christ Introd. (1881) 27 He

was the personalization of its genius, the heir of its work.
1884 Pop. Set. Mo. XXV. 458. 1888 S. MCC'OMB in Pulpit
Treasury (N. Y.) Mar. 606 Luther was the personalization of
tendencies, -that threatened the very life of the papacy.

Personalize (p5Msanftlaii),a, [f. PERSONAL^.
+ -IZE: c&Vod.P.^tfrJWMoscr.] trans. Torender

personal; to represent as personal, personify; to

embody in aperson, impersonate. HencePe'rsonai-
ized ///. a,

; PeTsonalizing vbl. sb. and///, a.

1727-41 CHAMBERS Cy-.t., Personifying, or /'crsonattsiaj;,
the feigning a person ; or attributing a person to an in-

animate being 1747 WAHBURTON Notes Shaki.
t
Hen. Vllf,

I. iv, Danger is personalised as serving in the rebel army,
and shaking the established government. 1754 A. MURPHY
Gray's fnn Jrnt. No 82 The Poets are fond of personal-
izing both physical and moral Qualities, a 1834 COLERIDGE
in Lit. Kem. (1839) IV, 430 The individual will or per-
sonalizing principle of free agency., is the factor. 1886 ^nt.

Rev. 31 July 167/2 Imagination is here a general term, an

abstraction, . .a personalized abstraction of the most surpris-

ing character. 1893 FAIHBAIRN Christ in Mod Theol. \. ii.

1,48 What sort of religious ideal did He personalize?

Personally v p5-JS9nali), adv. [f. PERSONAL a.

+ -LY-.] In a personal manner, capacity, etc.

1. In the way of personal presence or action
;

in

person : (by) himself, themselves, etc.

1398 TREVISA Barth. De P. R. xiv. xxxv. (Bodl. MS.),
Aboute be foote of ^is mountc be Hebrues .. were worbi to

see god in fuyte and in a cloude and to here hym speke
personallich. 1495 Act n Ken I '//, c. 7 Thnt they apperc
personally at the next general session*; of the peas. 1568
GRAFTON Citron. II. 933 He personally toke his ship at

Douer,..and sailed to Calice. 1665 MAN LEY Grotins* Lou<
C. Warres 576 Being very moderate, both in Sleep and
Recreations, he did more Personally, than by his Servants
and Ministers. 1765 BLACKSTONE Cottnn. I. xiv. (1793) 431
If the servant, going along the street with a torch, by negli-

gence sets fire to a house,., he. .must himself answer the

damage personally. 1863 H. Cox fnstit. in. vii. 632 The
Treasurer acted personally.it the Exchequer. 1900 F. H.
STQDDARD Ki-ol. Kng. Novel^ History in Scotland is edited,
or I may say personally conducted, to this day by Waller
Scott.

b. In objective sense, expressing the relation of

an action, feeling, etc. to the actual person men-
tioned :

= himself, themselves, etc. (as object of

some action, etc. .

1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg Hvii], He shold be punysshed
personaly vii fold more. nigfaG* CAVENDISH H'olscy (IQJ)
277 To se hyme personally deade 1684 T. HOCKIN God's
Decrees 342 This great truth is confirmed and more per-

serially applied in answer to S. Peters question. 1722 I'M

KOE Plague 94 They had given me a great deal of ill

Language too, 1 mean Personally. 1891 Law Times XC.
409/1 The amended writ ought to have been served on them

personally*
2. As a person ;

in the form or character of an

individual person.
1597 HOOKER Eccl Pol. v. Hi. 3 Christ is..a peison di\ine.

because he is personallie the Sonne of God, humane, because
he hath reallie the nature of the children of men. Ibid. liv.

5 Christ, .is man, but man with whomedeitie is peisonally
ioyned. 111729 J. ROGERS (J.), The converted man is per-

sonally the same he was before. 1860 PUSEY Miit. Prop'i.
128 As God the Word, when He took human nature, came
into it personally, .so that the fulness of the Godhead dwelt

bodily in it. Mod. In Christian theology, God is conceived
as personally existing and acting.

3. In one's pcisonal capacity; as an individual

person (as distinct from others) ; individually ;

in oneself; as regards oneself; esp.
(
for myself',

' as far as I am concerned \

1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. vii. II. 226 Howe had, like

Baxter, been personally a gainer by the recent change of

policy. 1878 LECKY Eng. in i8//* C. I. i. 128 None of the

Tory leaders were personally popular. 1902 \V. E. NORRIS
Credit of County xxii, Personally I don't despair. 1903 K.

ELLIS I.cct. Cominonit. Orienthts 17 To myself personally
the work has a peculiar interest. Mod, Personally I am in

favour of the change.
4. Comb. Personally conducted^ conducted by
some one in person : see sense I.

1884 Pall Mall G. 6 Sept. 4/1 Where Mr. Cook has not

yet led swarms of personally-conducted torn ists. 1892
UOBSON i8//; C. I'ignettes 22$ A flying visit of. .an hour,
with a miscellaneous and '

peisonally-conducted
'

party.

Pe'rsonaliiess. rare. [f. as prec. + -NESS.]
The quality of being personal.
1879 P. BROOKS Influence fesus iii. 194 It is this personal-

ness of all His moral enthusiasms. .that keeps us from ever

feeling or fearing in Jesus any of that moral pedantry. 1895
[see PERSONAL a. 6 b).

Personalty pus8nilti).
Law. [ad. late AF.

pcrsonaltie
= med.L. personalitas PERSONALITY :

cf. reality, realty.]

fa. See quots. 1607, 1888. b. Personal goods,

personal estate: see PERSONAL A. 6; also gen.

personal belongings, c. = PERSONALITY 6 c. rare.
<z 1481 LITTLETON Tenures 315 in. iv. (1516) D vb, Pin

ceo qe laccion est en le personalte & nemye en le realte.

1544 translation^ Bycau^e that the accyon is in the par-
sonalte and nat in the realle. 1607 COWELL /*ter6rn
Personalty (P?rsonaiitas)> is an abstract of personal!. The
action is in the personalty,.. that is to say, brought agnin&t
the right person, or the person against whome in lawe it

lielh. 1766 ULACKSTOSE Comm. II. xxjv. 385 Our court*

now regard a man's personalty in a light nearly, if not

quite, equal to his realty: and have adopted a more en-

larged and less technical mode of considering the one than
the other. 18^ JAR.MAN J. J. Powetfs Devises (ed. 3)

II. 163 The intention lo confine the word 'estate' to

personalty was inferred by the subsequent specification.

1845 STEPHEN Comm. Laws Eng. (1874) L 167 Things per-

sonal, (otherwise called personalty,) consist of goods, money,
and all other moveables, and of such rights and profits as

relate to moveables. 1865 Look Before J 'ou Leap I. 12 H is

gay jacket, his horses, and a few personalties. 1880 GLAD-
STONE Speech 15 Mar., You will find that the duties on^ per-

sonalties of half a million or one million are comparatively

insignificant! and so it is in regard to rales. 1888 T, C.

WILLIAMS in Laio Quarterly Rev. IV. 405 Actions were

said to be or to sound in the realty or in the personalty^

according to the nature of the relief afforded
therein.
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PERSONAB.
the terms, the realty, the personalty were applied to the

things recoverable in real or personal actions respectively.
Such things were then distinguished as real or personal

things.

t Fersonar, obs. Sc. form of PARCENER.

1385 in yd Ref. Hist. MSS. Comm. 410/2 To prowe glf

the forsayde personaris walde seke hym othir with tretys,

grace, or lauch. 1489 Acta Audit, (1839) 146/1 William

chancellare & marioune Inglis personans of J>e landis of

Richertoune.

FerSOliate (p5Mson#), a. [ad. L. persdnat-us

masked, feigned, f. persona mask : see -ATE -.]

fl. Personated, feigned,pretended }
counterfeit. Obs,

1597-8 BP. HALL Sat., Defiance to Envie 103 Or whether
list me sing so personate l\fy striving selfe to conquer with

my verse. 1607 TOPSELL Four-f. Beasts 483 A stranger,.,

seeing the counterfeit personate asse-Lyon, . . knewe it for an

asse in a lion's skin. 1640 R. BAILLIE (title) Canterburians

Self-conviction. ..With a Postscript to the Personal Jesuite

Lysimachus Nicanor. x8aa LAMB Ella Ser. i. Decay of
Beggars^ Under a personate father of a family, think, .that

thou hast relieved' an indigent bachelor.

t 2. Of the nature of a person, personal ;
em-

bodied in a person, impersonated. Obs.

i6i> BREREWOOD Lang. <V Relig. iSg^They held indeed

but one personate nature to be in Chiist, resulting of the

union of two natures not personated. 1633 T. AIMMS Exf>.
2 Petfr'\. 4 But if there be not always a personate devil,

there is always a personal devil. 1689 Col. Rec. Pertnsyfo.
T. 314 A Pattern and instance of personate humble deference,

Submission and Obedience.

3. Bot. Mask-like
; applied to a two-lipped

corolla having the opening between the lips closed

by an upward projection of the lower lip, as in the

snapdragon. (Distinguished from ringent.}
[1706 PHILLIPS, Persoxati, a Term us'd by some Herbalists

for such Flowers as express the gaping Mouths of some

living Creatures.] 1760 J. LEK Itttrod, Bot. \\. xvii. (1765)

107 Such as have a simple Stigma, and personate Corolla.

1785 MARTYS Rousseau's Bot. iv. (1794) 42 Personate or

masked flowers. 1870 HOOKER Stnd. Flora 261 Linaria,
Toadflax ..Coiolla personate.

4. Zoot. a. Having a masked or disguised form

(as compared with the perfect form) ; larval,

b. Having mask-like markings on the head.

Personate (paMson^t), v.
[f. ppl. stem of

late L. personare to represent, bear the character

of (Boethius : De Dual). Nat. Christi iv,
'

persona
dicta a personando, circumflexa penultima'), f.

persona mask, etc.: see PERSON s6 t Cf. It./cr-
sottare

*
to personate, to act or play the part of

any person
'

(Florio 1598).]
1. trans. To act or play the part of (a character

in a drama or the like") ;
to act, play (a drama,

etc.) ; to represent or exhibit dramatically.
1598 [see etym, abov]. i6oa MARSTON Ant.9f Mel. Induct,
A lo. Whome doe you personate? Pie. Piero, Duke of Venice.

1647 TRAPP Comm Matt. vi. 2 They [i-e- Stage-players] can
act to the life those whom they personate. 1774 WARTON
Hist. Eng. Poetry (1775) II. 203 Profane characters were

personated in our pageants, before the close of the fourteenth

century. 1873 SV.MONUS Grk. Potts vii. 190 It was one of
the chief actors of Marathon and Salamis who composed
the Prometheus, and personated his own hero on the stage.

b. To assume the character of; to
'

play'.
1704 SWIFT T, Tub \\. 177 The Elder Brutus only per-

sonated the Fool and Madman, for the Good of the Publick.

1709 Pro/. Adv. Relig. Wks 1841 II. 177/1 The proudest
man will personate humility. 1795 SOUTHEY Joan of Arc
in. 210 Upon the throne Let some one take his seat and

personate My presence, while I mingle in the train.

C. absol. To play or act a part ; to masquerade.
1642 R. WATSON Serm. Schiune 28 We pull off that false

vizard wherein their zeal too often personates. 1646 BUCK
Rich. ///, in. 76 margin He wrote, .sundry petty Comedies,
andEnterludes.ofteniimespersonating with the Actors. 1679

J. GOODMAN Penitent Pard. m. i. (1713) 251 Even those.,

that had raised the tragedy personate so well as to take

upon them to be his comforters. 1895 SIR H. IRVING in

Weitm. Gaz. 21 Aug. 3/3 The actor's first duty. .is to be the

man of his part to represent the personage, to personate.

2. To assume or counterfeit the person of

(another), usually for purposes of fraud
;

to pre-
tend to be, pass oneself off as.

1613 R. CAWDBEY Table Alph. fed. 3), Personate, to coun-
terfait anotheis person. 1634-5 BREKKTON Tra-v {Cheiham
Soc.) Si The Countess of Oxford personated the Queen and
deceived the child. 1694 in Wood Life 10 July (O. H. S.)

III.46o A yong woman in man's apparel, or that personated
a man. 1769 BLACKSTONE Contm* IV. x. 128 By statute 4 W.
& M. c. 4. to personate any other person before any com-
missioner authorized to take bail in the country is also

felony. 1879 DIXON Windsor II. xiii. 141 Having with him
the deposed King s confessor, .to personate the King.
aosoi 1855 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. xviii. IV. 345 He

wandeied ..about Iieland and England, begging, stealing,

cheating, perwnating, forging.

fb. tefl. with complement: To feign oneself

to be (some one). Obs. rare.

1708 SWIFT Abolit. Chr. Wks. 1755 II. t. 93 Instructions
to personate themselves members of the several prevailing
sects. 17x0 Lend. Gaz. No. 4759/4 Convicted for.. per.

sonating her self the Widow of Thomas Smith.

fc. transf. To cause to personate; to put
forward in a feigned character. Obs. rare.

i6ai BURTON Anat. Mei. in. ii. in.
iy. (1676) 302/2. I per

sonated mine own servant to bring in a present from a

Spanish Count.. as if he had been the Counts servant.

f3. To feign, counterfeit (a quality). Obs.

1630 B. JOVSON New fun in. ii, Tut, she dissembles; all is

personated And counterfeit comes from her! 1633M ASSINCEB
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Guardian i. i, Hear him, madam ; His sorrow is not per-
'

sonated.

t 4. To imitate, mimic ;
to imitate the example

of, follow. Obs. rare.

1646 J. HALL Horx Vac. 73 [Children's] tongues ate more
flexible to personate any pronunciation. 1647 TRAPP Com/it.

Rom. iv. 12 ITo] personate and expresse him to the lift, as

Constantines Children, .did their father.

t 5. To represent (a person, etc.) in writing (as

being of such and such a kind, or esp. as saying
so and so); to describe; sometimes, to describe

allegorically, indicatesymbolically, symbolize. Obs.

1591 SPENSER J/. Hubberd Ded., Simple is the deuice, and
the composition meane, yet carrieth some delight, euen the

rather because of the simplicitie & meannesse thus person-
ated. 1641 MILTON Aniiuadv. Ad sect. xiii. 58 That false

Shepheard . . under whom the Poet lively personates our

Prelates, whose whole life is a recantation of their pastorall
vow. 1667 WATERHOUSE Fire Land. 124 Jerusalem is per-
sonated to cry out,. .' Is it nothing to you all yee that pass
by?' 1693 DRYDEN yuvenal(i(x)T<2 Our Poet, .brands ev'n

the living, and personates them under dead mens Names.

6. To be or stand as an emblem or representa-
tive of; to stand for, represent, symbolize, typify,

signify ; to represent vicariously or officially, stand

in the place of; to embody in a personal form,

impersonate. Now rare or Obs.
1611 SHAKS. Cynib. v. v. 454 The lofty Cedar, Royall

CymbeKne Personates thee. 1640 FULLER Joseph's Coat

(1867) 74 These Elements, which personate and represent
Christ's body. 1700 C. NESSE Antid. Armin. (1827) 81 On
the behalf of those whom he personated on the cross 1850
T. M'CRIE Mem, Sir H. Agnciv xiii. (1852) icjo^Those rude
and vulgar men . . for a time personated religion in power.

1 7. To represent as a person, personify, rare.

1611 SELDEN Illustr. Drayton's Poly-nit, ii. 35 The
fruitfullbeddeofthis Poole, thus personated asa Sea Nymph.
1791-1813 DISRAELI Cur. Lit.

(i8_58)
III. 323 Time seemed

always personated in the imagination of our philosopher.

to. To mention personally or by name; to

name : = INDIVIDUALIZE 2. Ol'S. rare.

1651 Fuller's Ate! Reiiiv., Bolton (1867) II. 344 In re-

proving sin he never personated any man to put him to

shame. i6i GLRNALL Chr. in Arm. verse 19. x. 3 (1669)

| 507/1 The Minister is to reprove the sins of all, but to per-
sonate none.

Personated, ///. a. ff. prec. + -EDI.]
1. Dramatically represented or acted ; feigned,

pretended ; fictitious, imaginary : see the verb.

1606 B. JONSON Masque Hymen Wks. (Rtlde.) sy/i Be-

twixt these a personated bride, supported, her hair flowing,
and loose sprinkled with gray. 1711 ADDJSON Spfct. No. 92
r 5 Whether or no they are veal Husbands or personated

ones I cannot tell. 1790 BURKE Fr. Rev. 120 They could

not bear even the hypothetical proposition of such wicked,

ness in the mouth of a personated tyrant.

f2. ? Embodied in a person. Ol'S. rare.

1635 PAGITT Christianogr. i. ii. 11636) 62 They aflirme two
natures to be united in Christ:.. one personated nature to

be made of the two natures not personated, without mixtion

or confusion.

Fe rsonately, adv. rare. [f. PERSONATE a.

+ -LY 2
.]

In a personate manner ; in an assumed

character, feignedly.
1610 DONNE Pseudo-wartyr 56 If he wore this maske and

disguise cleane through the Epistle, then he spoke person,

ately, and dissembllngly. 1611 XV. SCLATER Key iii. 303 Ouer

great heat in pressing objections, though but personately.

Pe'rsonating, vbl. sb. [f. PERSONATE v. +
-INC l.J The action of the verb PERSONATE, q. v.

Personating agent Personation agent.

1607 SHAKS. Titnon v. i. 35 It must be a personating of

himselfe. 1695 J. EDWARDS Perfect. Script. 365 The per.

sonating of a Christian andajewby way of dialogue. 1879
Law Rep. 4 C. P. D. 193 At the polling-station in which the

j
respondent acted as personating agent.

Pe'rsonating, ///. a. [f-
as prec. + -ING 2.]

That personates : see the verb.

1612 SELDEN Illustr. Drayton's Poly-olb. i. A ij, In winding
steps of personating fictions. 1851 MRS. BROWNING Casa
Guidi IV. i. 30 Some personating Image, wherein woe Was
wrapt in beauty from offending much.

Personation (paison^-Jan). [n. of action

\

from PERSONATE z>.] The action of personating.
1. The action of assuming the person of another,

or of passing oneself off as some one else (usually
1 for fraudulent purposes).

i6 BACON Hex. I'll 113 One of the strangest Examples
of a Personation, that euer was in Elder or Later Times.

1856 DICKENS Let. to W Collins 13 July, The admirable

personation of the girl's identity.

2. The dramatic representation of a character.

1697 COLLIER Ess Mor. Sutj. u. (1698) 119 Men will not

be..consider'd by the Height of their Character, but for the

|
Decency of Personation. 1841 D'ISRAELI Amen. Lit. 11867)

542 He (Shakespeare] was fortunate in the personation of
'

his characters.

3. conir. A person or thing that represents some

other, dramatically or in the way of pretence.
1851 MRS. BROWNING Caia Gnidi W. i. 47 Tis easier to

gaze long On personations, masks and effigies, Than to see

live weak creatures crushed by strong
4. Representation or embodiment ofsome quality,

etc. in a person; the person as embodying such

quality, etc. ; impersonation.
1837 DICKENS Pickiu. v. Mr. Pickwick was the very per-

sonation of kindness and humanity. 1853 LYTTON My Novel
x. xxv, A very personation of the beauty and magnificence

j

of careless, luxurious, pampered, egotistical wealth.

5. atirib., as personation agent, an agent

PERSONIFICATION.

employed by a candidate at an election to detect

attempted personation of voters.

1885 Times (weekly ed.) 18 Dec. 10/4 Personation agents
for the Nationalist Candidates. 1886 Pall Mall G. 15 July
2/1 Had I been a personation agent I should most certainly
have protested against every alternate voter.

Personative (pa-Json^tiv), a. rare. [f. as

PERSONATE v. + -IVE.] Having the quality of

personating ; involving dramatic representation.
1789 T. TWINING Aristotle's Treat. Poetry (1812) I.

31
Immediate and obvious resemblance, we shall find.. only in

Dramatic or to use a more general term Personative

Poetry. 1898 T. HARDY Wessex Poems
p. viii, The pieces

are in a large degree dramatic or personative in conception.

Personator (pa-asonc'tai). Also 7 -er. [agent-
n. from PERSONATE v. : suffix orig. Eng., subseq.

Latin.] One who personates (in various senses).
1608 IJ. JONSON Hue fy Cry Cupid Pref., Expressing.. a

most reall affection in the personaters, to those, for whose
sake they would sustayne these persons. 1654 GAVTON
Picas. Notes Hi. xi. 144 Passions conterfieted long . . have

so alter 'd the personateis. 1863 LYTTON Caxtoniana II.i6o

In the drama William Tell is the personator of the Swiss

liberties. 1871 E. W. ROBERTSON Hist. Ess. 187 Was he
a petsonator of the betrayed jEtheling?

Persone, obs. form of PARSON, PERSON.

Persoiied (pa'Jsand), a. rare. [f. PERSON sb.

+ -ED 'A] f a. United in one person or substance.

Ol'S. fb. Seated in or belonging to a person,

personal, individual. Obs. O. In parasynthetic
comb. : Having a person or bodily figure (of a

specified kind).
1548 GEST Pr. Mnsse in H. G. Dugdale Life (1840) App. I.

86 Soch a presence of Christes body in the bread, wherwyth
they both shuld l>e un-everably personed and have al theyr
condicions and propei ties common. 1565 HARDING in Jewel

Dff. Apol. (161 1 ) 632 The Pope . .may erre by personed error,

in his own piiuate Judgement, as a man, and as a particular
Doctor in iis own opinion. 1615 CHAPMAN Odyss. x. I. 456
This man, So goodly person'd, and so match 'd with mind.

Personeity (pajsonriti). rare. [Arbitrarily
f. PERSON, app. after the etymologically formed

corporeity: cf. also hsccceity, ipseily.'] Used by

Coleridge app. for a. That which constitutes a

person ; the being or essence of a person, person-

ship, b. concr. A being of the nature of a person,
a personal being. (App. intended in both uses to

avoid some of the connotations of personality, as

applied to a human being or to one of the persons
of the Trinity.) Henceaffected by some later writers

in different senses of PERSONALITY and PERSONAGE.
i8ia COLERIDGE Lett. Convers., etc. II. 146 Our own

wandering thoughts may be.. the most effective viceroys, or

substitutes of that dark and dim personeily, whose whispers
and fiery darts holy men have supposed them to be. a 1834

in Lit. Rein. (1839) IV. i, I cannot meditate too often. .

on the personeity of God, and his personality in the Word.
Ibid. 166. Ibid. 232 Who can comprehend his own will ;

or his own personeity, that is, his I-ship (Ichhcit) 1 1836
Fraser's Mag. XIV. 411 Zun" expressing indifferently

either personeity or corporeity. 1873 M. COLLINS Miranda
I. 170 That illustrious personeity was nothing loth.

t Personer, obs. form of PARCENER.

1387-8 T. USK Test. Love H. ii.

Personifiable (pais^nifai^b'l), a. rare. [f.

PERSONIFY + -ABLE.] Capable of being personified.

1890 Harper's Mag. June 48/1 Outraged domesticity is

not a personifiable quality.

Personifiant(p3Jsc'nif3i|ant),a. rare~\ [ad.
F. personnifiant, pr. pple. of personnijier to PER-

SONIFY : see -ANT.] Personifying.
1856 RUSKIN Mod. Paint. III. iv. viii. 6 A full third, .of

the works of Tinloret and Veronese, .are entirely symbolical
or personifiant.

Personification (ps-isp nifikfi'Jan). [n. of

action f. PERSONIFY : so in mod.F. (1835 m Diet.

Acad.).] The action of personifying, or something
in which such action is embodied.

1. Attribution of personal form, nature, or charac-

teristics ; the representation of a thing or abstrac-

tion as a person : esp. as a rhetorical figure 01

species of metaphor. Also in art, the representa-

tion of a thing or abstraction by a human figure.
S7S3 JOHNSON, Personification, prosopopoeia ; the change

of things to persons: as, 'Confusion heard his voice
_. 1776

MICKLE tr. Camoens' Lusiad\\. 263 note, Poelry delights m
Personification. 1795 BURKE Regie. Peace iv. Wks. IX n
Therefore comes in abstraction and personification. .' Make

your peace with France '. 1865 TVLOK Early Hist- Man.
xi. 324 A personification of the phenomena of nature. 1875

JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) 1. p. xiv, The personifications of church

and country as females.

b. An imaginary or ideal person conceived as

representing a thing or abstraction.

1890 M'CosH D'tv. Gout. \ i. (1874) 22 The Stoic divinities

are just a personification of the stern method of the Stoic

character. 1869 TOZER Hifhl. Turkey II. 321 Scylla. who

is the personification of the whirlpool. 1885 CLOUD Hftks
ff Dr. i. iii. 44 Among the Aztecs, .the bird serpent, was a

personification of the wind.

2. The embodiment of a quality, idea, or other

abstraction, in a real person (or, by extension, in

a concrete thing) ; usually applied to the actual

person (or thing) as embodying the quality, etc.,

or exemplifying it in a striking manner or degree ;

an impersonation, 'incarnation' (of something).



PERSONIFICATIVE.

1807-8 W. IRVING Salmag, i. (1860) 20 A fair damsel, who
looked for all the .world like the personification of a rainbow.

1819 SCOTT Ivanhoe ii, The large-jointed heavy horses,.,

which, placed by the side of those Eastern coursers, might
have passed for a personification of substance and of shadow.

1855 MACAU LAY Hist. Eng. xi. III. 76 He was popularly
regarded as the personification of the Latitudinarian spirit.

0. A dramatic representation, or literary descrip-

tion, of a person or character, rare.

1814 I/ISRAELI Quarrels A nth. (1867)307 He was creating
new dramatic existences in the exquisite personifications of
his comic characters. 1848 THACKERAY I1

'

an. Fair liii, The
beautiful and accomplished Mrs. Rawdon Crawley's ad-
mirable personifications.

So Perso nifica tive <z., having the quality of

personifying ;
Ferso*nifica:tor = PEKSONIFIEB.

1834 SOUTHEY Doctor xxxiii. (1862) 79 Michael Drayton, ..

as determined a personificator as Darwin himself. 1864
Press 9 July 669 He is a perfect personificator of the travel-

ling mountebank. 1890 Cent. Dict. t Personificative.

Personified (paas^nifoid), ///. a. [f. PER-

SONIFY + -ED 1
.]

1. Represented, spoken of, or figured as a person.
1833 HT. MARTINEAU Fr. ll'ittes <y Pol. i. 16 Alms issuing

from an English merchant's pocket . . in the name of a per-
sonified vineyard. 1870 LUBBOCK Ortg. Civiliz. vii. (1875)

350 The worship of personified principles, such as Fear,
hove, Hope, &c.

2. Made into a person ; in human form. rare.

1851 GALLENGA Italy I. n. ii. 146 The poem of Dante was
to Iialy what the spark of the sun was to the personified

clay of Prometheus. 1899 Harpers A'/tig: Feb. 385 A fierce

battle raged between the personified geese who hissed and
the men who resented the offence.

Personifier (pMSjrnifai|W\ [f. as prec. +
-EH 1

.] One who personifies: a. A speaker or

writer who uses personification ; b. One who per-
sonates or acts the part of another.

1768-74 TUCKER Lt. Nat. (1834) II. 464 As I am a great
personifier, I have, .addressed that virtue as a person. 1871
G. MEREDITH Harry Richmond xm^ Captain Welsh could
not perceive in Temple the personifier of Alcibiades. 1900
R. J. DRUMMONO Apost. Teaching vi. 235 He ventured on

personification which became at times so vivid as to impose
on the personifier himself.

Personify (pai^nifel), v. [app. a. F. per-

sonnifier (in tioileau, i;th c.) f- L. type *personi-

ficare-. see PERSON and -FY,]
1. trans. To figure or represent (a thing or

abstraction) as a person ; to attribute a personal
nature or personal characteristics to, by way of

metaphor, in thought, or esp. in speech or writing;
in art, to symbolize by a figure in human form.

1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl. s. v., The poets have personified
all the passions; and made divinities of them. Ibid.

t
Personi-

fying is essential to poetry, especially the epopoeia. 1783 H.
BLAIR Lett. viii. I. 147 We can personify any object that

w-e chuse to introduce with dignity. 1834 M cMuRTRiE
Cuvier's Anim. Kingd. i It is in this latter sense, .that we

usually personify Nature. 187^ JOWETT Plato (fA. 2) IV.

376 Like mythologyj Greek philosophy has a tendency to

personify ideas.

2. To embody (a quality, etc.) in one's person or

self; to be an embodiment or concrete type of; to

exemplify in a typical manner ; to impersonate.

Chiefly in pa. pple. embodied, 'incarnate'.

1803 WELLINGTON in Gurw. Desp. (1837^ II. 404 The
natives of this country are rashness personified. 1849
MACAULAY Hist. Eng. ii, I. 246 In this man the political

immorality of his age was personified.
3. To make or turn into a person ; to give a
human form or nature to. (Cf. PERSONIFIED 2.)

1768 [W. DONALDSON] Life Sir B. Sapskull II. xxi. 174
Men possessed of that plastic virtue to personify, and even
make gentlemen out of the most stubborn and clownish

ingredients.
4. To assume the person of, to personate, rare.

1814 HOGG Con/. Sinner 257, I blessed myself, and asked
whom it was his pleasure to personify to-night? 1851
GALLENGA Italy i. 33 There were adroit men about him,
who did not scruple to personify him.

Hence Perso'nifying vbl, sh. and ///. a.

1886 Athcnxttiii 27 Feb. 290/1 Full of that personifying

tendency. 1898 ROBERTSON Poetry ff Relig. Ps. xi. 276
The personifying theorists.

Personize (pousanaiz), v. 10bs. [f.
PERSON

or L. persona + -IZE.]
1. intr. To assume a character; to act a part.
1593 G. HARVEY Piercc's Super. 197 It was nothing with

him (Dr. Perne] to Temporise in generc^ or in specie.,
that could so formally and featly Personise in inaividuo.

2. Irons. To represent as a person, to personify.
1734 J. RICHARDSON On Milton's P. L. n. 964 Milton has

Personiz'd them and put them in the Court of Chaos. 1757
Herald No. i (1758) I. 3 If the purity of the Christian

system admits not of her being personized and worshiped
externally in shrines. 176* GOLDSM. Cit. IY*. Ixx, If you
would make Fortune your friend, or, to personize her no

longer, if you desire, my son, to be rich.

Hence Personlzatlon, rare t the action of per-

sonizing; personification ; impersonation.
1890 in Cent. Diet.

Personne, obs. form of PARSON, PERSON.

Personnel (pfrsongl, pais^hc'l). [mod.F.,sb.
use of personnel adj., personal, as contrasted with
mattriel material, e. g. le maUriel ct le personnel
d'une armte. In earlier use anglicized : see PER-

SONAL B. 4.] The body of persons engaged in

any service or employment, esp. in a public insti-
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tution, as an army, navy, hospital, etc, ; the human !

as distinct from the materiel or material equip-
ment (o/an institution, undertaking, etc.).
In

o^uot. 1834 used in the French sense of 'the sum of

qualities which make up the character
'

: but this can hardly
be considered as more than an isolated use in Eng.
(1834 AV#. A'tT'. LIX. 329 In their hands, .the personnel

of the robbers [became] more truculent.]

1857 S. OSBOKN Quedah xv. 200 Captain Warren was

favourably impressed with the materiel and Personnel of

the native army co-operating with us. 1861 THACKKRAY
Four Georges 142 He knew the personnel of the Uni-
versities. 1863 P. BARRY Dockyard Econ. 39 It is not here

recommended that the personnel of the English dockyards
should be remodelled on the French plan. 1886 Ln.
BRASS BY Nov. Annual 3 From the personnel we pass
to the materiel of the [English] fleet. 1886 STUBBS Left.

Study Hist. iv. 89 To study the drama in its plot and

personnel, 1894 C. N. ROBINSON Brit. Fleet 315 The
personnel the body of men, that is, who themselves con-

stitute our Navy.
Pe rsonship. rare. [f. PERSON sb. + -SHIP.]

Personality, individuality.
1645 USSHER Body nii>. 78 Though one may communi-

cate his nature with one, he can not communicate his

person-ship with another. Ibid. 165 One natural! person-
ship, which.. in ordinary men inaketh a perfect person.

Persoonfe, -oun(e, -own, obs. ff. PARSON,
PERSON. Persour, persowr, obs. ff. PIERCER.

fPerspe'ction. Obs. [ad.
n. of action from perspiccrs to look through, look

closely into, view, behold, f. PER- i + speccre to

look.] A looking through, into, or at something ;

view, sight, inspection, contemplation; regard,

respect; insight; outlook, look-out. (Jit. and fig.}

1549 Couipl. Scot. viii. 72 O quhat vanhap. .is this that..

hes blyndit ;our ene fra the perspectione of ^our
extreme

ruuyne? 1621 T.WILLIAMSON tr. Goulards Wise I'ieillard

177 Such perspection and contemplation of faith is not .. a

vaine imagination. 1650 UULWER Anthropomct. 72 Not

only made, .for ornament unto the eye, but for perspection.
1681 UfSYAN Holy Jl'ar i, Kye-gate was the place of per-

spection.

Perspective (paispe
g

ktiv\ sb. [ad. med.L.

perspective, (sc. ars
,
the science of optics, fern, of

perspectivits : see next ; cf. F. laperspective (
1 4th c. ).]

I. f 1. The science of sight ; optics, (Also in//.)
c 1380 WYCLIF i>/. Wks. II. 299 As tellin men of perspectif,

J>er "ben J?ree maner of bodili sigt. 1387 TWEVISA IlJgdett

(Rolls) III. 365 He [Aristotle] made . . problemys of per-

spective and of methaphesik. 1398 Bartk. DC P. R. in.

xvii. (Tollem. MS.), J>e auctor of be science of perspectiue
\scientix perspective}, >at is J>e science of J>e sy^te. 1570
DEE Math. Pref. Bj, Perspectiue, is an Art Mathematical!,
which demonstrateth the maner, and properties, of all Radia-
tions Direct, Broken, and Reflected. 1577 HAKKISON England
n. iii. (1877)1. 78 Skill in the perspectiues. 1615 N. CARPENJKK

Geoff. Del. i. vii. (1635) 177 The Angle of Vision, as we finde

it taught in the Perspectiues. 1658 PHILLIPS, Perspective^..
the art of advantaging the sight by the contrivance of

glasses, being a branch of Opticks.

f2. An optical instrument for looking through
or viewing objects with ; a spy-glass, magnifying*
glass, telescope, etc. AUo^g"., esp. in such phrases
as to look through the wrong end of the perspective
= to look upon something as smaller or of less

consequence than it is. Obs.

In early use applied to various optical devices, as arrange-
ments of mirrors, etc. for producing some special or fantastic

effect, e.g. by distortion of images. (Cf. also 4b.)

[In the Chaucer quotation, the word in all the ancient

MSS. has the prefix contracted, the Hengwrt, Corpus, and
Lansdowne having (according to the Six-text ed.) the con-

traction/ for/tv, the Ellesmere, Cambridge, Petworth.and
Harleian 7334, having that for pro~> which is also the form
in the i6th c. printed edd. Notwithstanding this pre-

ponderance of 1VIS. testimony, there can be little doubt that

the correct reading is perspective, as shown by the history
of the two words ; prospective^ as a genuine word, having
arisen only c 1590.]
c 1386 CHAUCER Sqr.'s T. 226 (Hengwrt MS.) They speke

of Alocen and Vitulon Of Aristotle pat writen in hir lyues
Of queynte Mirours and of perspectyues. a 1529 SKELTON
Wits. (1843) I. 25 Encleryd myrroure and perspectyue
most bryght. c 153* Du WES Intrott. fr, in Palsgr. 1045
The perspectif or glasse in the whiche the kindes {printed
kindnes] and symiiitudes of thynges ben shewed. 1601

SHAKS. All's Well v. iii. 48 Contempt his scornefull Per-

spectiue did lend me, Which warpt the line of euerie other

fauour. 1634 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. Ded. Aijb, Like an

ill-sighted man, who sees with Spectacles or Perspectives.

1634-5 BRERETON Trav. (1844) 60 W. Daviseon offered to

furnish me with a couple of these perspectives, which shew
the new-found motion of the stars about Jupiter. 1646 BUCK
Rich. Ill Ded., To looke at other metis actions and memory
by the wrong end of the perspective. 1668 PEPVS Diary
13 July, To Reeves's; and there saw some [books], and be-

spokea littleperspective, and wasmightily pleased with seeing

objects in a dark room. 1692 DRYPKN St. Euretnont"s Ess.

280 By the means of Great Perspectives, which Invention
becomes more perfect every Day, they discover new Planets.

1709 STEELE & ADDISON Tatler No. 103 P 13, I.. refused

him a Licence for a Perspective, but allowed him a Pair of

Spectacles. 1716 GIBBER Love's Last Shift \. i, If we look
thro' Reason's never-erring Perspective. 1748 Ansoris Voy.
n. vi. 195 By means of our perspectives, .we saw an English
flag hoisted. 1789 BURNS Let. to Mrs. Ditnlop 4 Mar., As
a snail pushes out his horns or as we draw out a perspective.

II. 3. The art of delineating solid objects upon
a plane surface so that the drawing produces the

same impression of apparent relative positions and

magnitudes, or of distance, as do the actual objects

PERSPECTIVE.

when viewed from a particular point. (Formerly

also//, in same sense.) See also 6 b.

Without qualification, usually denoting linearperspective ,

an application of projective geometry, in which the drawing
is such as would be made upon a transparent vertical plant
(plane of delineation} interposed in the proper portion
between the eye and the object, by drawing straight lines

from the position of the eye (point of sight) to the several

points of the object, their intersections with the plane of
delineation forming the corresponding puintsof the drawing.
AERIAL/., ISOMKTRIC/., LINEAR p., PARALLEL/. : see these

words. Angular perspective ~ oblique p. Conical /.,
that in which objects are delineated as if projected upon the

surface of a vertical cone from a point in its a.xis, th

surface being then unrolled into a plane : so cylindrical /.
Gauche p., that in which the surface of delineation is not a

plane. Oblique p., that in which neither side of the

principal object is parallel to the plane of delineation, so that

the horizontal lines meet at u vanishing point.

1598 R. HAYDOCKI-: tr. Loniazzo Pref. 8 A Painter without
the Perspectiues was like a Doctor without Grammer. 1601

HOLLAND Pliny xxxv. xi. II. 547 So excellent he was in ihi.s

perspectiue, that a man would say, his euen,plaine, and flat

picture were embossed and raised work. 1694 DRYDKN V <>

.SW G. Kncllcr 39 Vet perspective \vas lame, no distance

true. Hut all came forward in one common \ie\v. 1702
Aimisox Dial. Medals iii, They have represented their

buildings according to the rules of perspective. 1704 J.

HAURIS Lex. Tcchu. I, Aerial Perspective is a Proportion-
able Diminution of the Teints and Colours of a Picture,
when the Objects are supposed to be very remote. 1783
MASON Art of Painting 163 Vet deem not, Vouths, that

Perspective can give Those charms complete by which your
works shall live. 1822 IMISON Sc.fyArt II. 385 The method
of drawing a building, .in oblique perspective. 1859 RUSKIN

Perspective Introd. 3 Every picture drawn in true perspec-
tive may be considered as an upright piece of glass on which
the objects seen through it have been thus drawn,

b. transf. The appearance presented by visible

objects, in regard to relative position, apparent

distance, etc.

1826 FAKAD.\Y/i-r/. Re$. xxxvii,(i8s9)2i6Theconvergence
of the rays to one spot . . was merely an effect of perspective.

1834 MRS. SOMERYII.I.K Conner. Phys. -Vc. xxxvii. (1849) 4^1
The stars, from the effects of perspective alone, would seem
to diverge in the direction to which the solar system was

going. 1881 ATKINSON tr. Helmholt^s Lcct. Sci. Subjects
Ser. n. in. i. 87 Aerial perspective. By this we understand
the optical action of the light, which the illuminated masses
of air, between the observer and distant objects, give.

c. Mod. Geom. = HOMOLOGY 4.

1857 CAYLEY Coll. Math. Papers III. 5 Triangles are in

perspective when the three lines joining the corresponding

angles meet in a point, or, what is the same thing, when the

three points of intersection of the corresponding sides He in

a line. 1881 CASEY Sequel to Euclid 77 Triangles whose

corresponding vertices lie on concurrent lines have received

different names from Geometers.. Townshend and Clebsch

call them triangles in perspective, and the point O and the

line JCYZ the centre and the axis of perspective. 1885
LEUDESDOKF Cremona's Proj. Gcom. iv. 20.

d. fig. The relation or proportion in which the

parts of a subject are viewed by the mind
; the

aspect of a matter or object of thought, as per-
ceived from a particular mental 'point of view'.

1605 BACON Adv. Learn, n. viii. i We have endeavoured
in these our partitions to observe a kind of perspective, that

one part may cast light upon another. 1613 DRUMM. or

HAWTH. Cypress Grove Wks. (1711) 120 All, that we can
set our eyes on in these intricate mazes of life, is but vain

perspective and deceiving shadows, appearing far otherwise
afar off, than when.. gazed upon at a near distance. 1813
SHELLEY Q. Mab n. 250 The events Of old and wondrous
times, .were unfolded In just perspective to the view. 1841
MYERS Calk. Th, iv. xxxv. 359 Clearly no method can be

satisfactory but that which preserves the perspective of

history true. 1894 H. DHUMMOND Ascent cfMan 11 Evolu-

tion, .has thrown the universe into a fresh perspective.

4. concr. A drawing or picture in perspective ;

a 'view'; spec* a picture so contrived as seemingly
to enlarge or extend the actual space, as in a stage

scene, or to give the effect of distance.

1644 EVELYN Diary 27 Feb., In the upper walkes are two

perspectives, seeming to enlarge the allys. Ibid, i Mar., A
mile Garden, which, tho' very narrow, by the addition of

perspecti
laboritary. 1651 J. JANE (title)

Image Vnbroken.
AKAaorof. The.

. A Perspective of the Impudence, Fals-

hood [etc.] in a Libell entitled f,tKovoit\.aimei^ against Enttur

Ba<riAi*i). 1664 POWER Exp. Pkilos. Pref. 18 Outside
Fallacies ; like our Stage-scenes or Perspectives, that shew

things inwards, when they are but superficial paintings.
1680 AUBREY in Lett, Eminent Persons (1813) III. 501, I

have a curious designe of his to drawe a landskip or per-

spective. 1703 OLIVER in Phil. Trans. XX I II. 1404 A
Perspective of the late King of Denmark's Family, the

Queen's Face being in the middle, and eight Princes and
Princesses round her. 1858 HAWTHORNE Fr. <"j-

//. Note-
Bks. II. 77 A vista of cypress-trees, which were indeed
an illusory perspective, being painted in fiwsco. 1861

THACKERAY Four Georges i. (1862)60 Hogarth's lively per-

spective of Cheapside.

f b. A picture or figure constructed so as to

produce some fantastic effect
;

e. g. appearing dis-

torted or confused except from one particular point
of view, or presenting totally different aspects from

different points. Obs.

>S93 SHAKS. Rich. II, it. ii. 18 For sorrowes eye . . Diuides

one thing intire, to many obiects, Like perspectiues, which

rightly gaz'd vpon Shew nothing but confusion, ey'd awry,

Distinguish forme. 1601 Tivel. N. v. i. 224 One face, one

voice, one habit, and two persons, A naturall Perspectiue,

that is, and is not. 1610 B. JONSON Altk. m. iv, Hee 11
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shew a perspectiue, where on one .side You shall behold the

laces, and the persons Of all sufficient yong helres, in

towne,.. On th' other side, the marchants formes, and others
That , .will trust such parcels : In the third square, the verie

street, and signe Where the commoditie dwels. [Cf. 1661

J.
POWELL Hum. Industry vi. 76 ; and 1686 PLOT Staffordsh.

ix. 100, where perspectives are described, but not named.]

fc. So, in similar senses, piece of perspective.

(Sometimes =^ peep show.} 06s,

1599 B. JO.NSON P.V. Man out of Hum. iv. iv, To view
'hem (as you'ld doe a piece of Perspectiue] in at a key-hole.
1621 BURTON Anat. JHel. \\. ii. iv. (1624)233 Those excellent

landslips and Dutch-workes,. .such pleasant peeces of per-
spective. 1662 J. DAVIES tr. Qlearins

1

Voy. Ambass. 16 A
Walking-St-iff, Vermilion Gilt, in which was a piece of Per-

spective, it 12 STILLINGFL. Orig. Sacr. IT. v. 8 To direct
them in those excellent pieces of Perspective, wherein by
the help of a Prophetick glass they might see the Son of God
fully represented. 1665 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. (1677) 151
Besides these upon the same Mountains some pieces of

Perspective are elaborately and regularly cut, resembling
the noblest sort of ancient structure. 1755 YOUNG Centanr
vi. Wks. 1757 IV. 262 As in some pieces of perspective, by
thd pressure of the eye . .the magnificent prospect is opened,
and aggrandized, still more and more.

5. A visible scene; a (real) view or prospect;

esp. one extending in length away from the spec-
tator and thus showing distance, a vista.

(In mod. use associated with sense 3.)
1620 SH ELTON Qiiix. III. xiv. 94 He saw the self-same

Face,.. the same Aspect, the same Physiognomy, the same
Shape, the same Perspective of the Batchelor Samson
Carrasco. 1652 LOVED AY tr. Calprenede's Cassandra HI. 156
The fronti'speece did discover itselfe in perspective through
a long walk of goodly trees. 1686 DRYDEN To Mem. Mrs,
Anne Killigrew 115 Of lofty trees, with sacred shades And
perspectives of pleasant glades. 1712 Spect, No. 524 F 5 At
the end of the Perspective of every strait Path,, .appeared
a high Pillar. 1770 GRAY Let. to Wharton 18 Apr., The
lofty towers and long perspectives of the church. 1791 MRS.
KADCLIFFE Rom. Forest ii, Dark hills, whose outline

appeared distinctly upon the vivid glow of the horizon,
closed the perspective. 1859 JETHSON Brittany ii. 21

Mysterious perspectives among pillars and arches.

b. fig. A mental view, outlook, or prospect,

esp. through an imagined extent of time, past or

(usually) future; hence sometimes expectation,
' look-out '.

1762 GOLDSM. Cit, IV. xxx, I saw a long perspective of

felicity before me. 1796 H. HUNTER tr. St.-Pierre's Stud,
.Vrt/. (1799) I. 438 This perspective of a divine felicity, here

below, would throw us into a lethargic rapture. 1879 FARRAR
St. Paul II. 255 The concluding words of this sect ion., open
a glorious perspective of ultimate hope for all whose hearts
are sufficiently large and loving to accept it.

6. Phr. / perspective, a. In mental view ;
in

prospect, looked for, expected : see 5 b. ? Obs.

(In quot. 1633 the sense is doubtful.)
1 *533 G. HERBERT Ten/pic, Sinne ii, Yet as in sleep we see

foul death, and live : So devils are our sinnes in perspective.
1640 C. HARVEY Synagogue xiv. Bible, Tis heaven in

perspective) and the bliss Of glory here. 1849 C. BRONTE
Shirley xi, Take care of this future magistrate, this church-
warden in perspective.

b. Drawn or viewed in accordance with the rules

or principles of perspective ; alsoyf^. : see 3.

1655 MRQ. WORCESTER Cent. fnv. 97 An instrument
whereby an ignorant person may take any thing in Per-

spective, as justly, and more then the skilfullest Painter can
do by his eye. 1806 Med. Jmi. XV. TO My delineations.,

together with one done by a friend in perspective. 1821
CRAIG Lect. Drawing \. 282 The tops of the trees.. receding
in perspective into the distance. 1902 Daily Chron. i6July
3/2 The engraver said he must . .

'

put it in proper perspective '.

c. Mod. Geom. = In HOMOLOGY : see 3 c.

III. f7. The action of looking into something,
close inspection ; the faculty of seeing into a

thing, insight, penetrativeness. Obs.

?as86Q. Ei.iz.Ztf/. to Jas. fV(Camden) 173, 1 haue not
so smal a parspectiue in my neighbors actions, but I haue
fotesene some wicked euent to folowe a careles gouvernement.
1622 BACON Ifen. I'll 23 Doubting that there would bee
too neare looking, and too much Perspectiue into his Dis-
guise, if he should show it here in England ; he., sailed with
his scholar into Ireland. 1643 MILTON Divorce n. xvii, And
this also will be somewhat above his rea _h, but yet no lesse
a truth for lack of his perspective. <? 1649 DKUMM. OF
HAWTH. Poems Wks. (1711) 24 To me this world did once
seem sweet and fair, While senses light minds perspective
kept blind.

IV. 8. atlrib. Perspective shell [in allusion to
its markings], the depressed conical shell of the

gastropod mollusc Solarium per$pectivum\ also
called sundial shell and staircase shell.

1890 in Cent. Diet.

Hence Perspe'ctived a., placed or drawn in

perspective ; Perspe'ctiveless a., devoid of per-
spective, drawn without regard to perspective (in

quot. fig.} ; f Ferspe -Oliver, f Ferspecti'vian,
one who treats of perspective.
1902 Westm. Gas. 12 Sept. 2/1 Towers, battlements,

cypi esses, statues al! *perspectived not merely for the eye
but for the imagination. 1874 H. R. REYNOLDS John Bapt.

Pyramis. 1569 J. SANFORD tr. A^rippas Van. Artes 34!),
The Geometricians and *Perspectiuians.

Perspective (paispe-ktiv;, a. [ad. late-L.

perspectiv-its (Boeth.), f. perspect-, ppl. stem of

pcrspicere : see PEBSPKCTION and -IVE; cf. V.per-
speetif, -ive (i4thc.).]

I. fl. Relating to sight ; optical. Obs.

1432-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) III. 365 This saide Aristotill. .

made . . problemes perspective [ ferspectiva problemata\ and
metaphisicalle. 1477 NORTON Ord. A left, v. in Ash in.

Tlieat. Chent. Brit. (1652) 61 Science Perspective giveth
great evidence, To all the Ministers of this Science. 1530
PALSGR. 320/2 Perspectyfe,beholdyngor regarding with the

eye, fierspectif. 1551 RECORDE Pathw. Knvwl. Pref.

Archimedes .. dvd also by arte perspectiue (whiche is a
parte of geometric) deuise such glasses within the towne of

Syracuse, that dyd bourne their enemies shyppes a great
way from the towne. 1592 R. IX Hypnerotomachia 27 The
entrie, which was by my perspective judgement twelve paces.

f2. Used for looking or viewing ; serving to look

through, or to assist the sight : applied to various

optical instruments or devices. Also fig. Obs.

Almost always in phr. perspective glass prec. 2.

1570 DEE Math. Pref. Bj, He may wonderfully helpe him
selfe, by perspectiue Glasses. 1594 PLAT Jewell-ho. in. 6
A perspectiue Ring that will discouer all the Cards that are
neere him that weareth it on his finger. 1613 FLETCHER,
etc. Honest Man's Fort. iv. i, This vizard wherewith thou
wouldst hide thy spirit Is perspective to shew it plainlier.

1614 RALEIGH Hht. World i. vii. 2 (1634) 85 A worthy
Astrologer now living [Galileo] who by the helpe of per-
spective Glasses hath found in the Starres many things
unknowne to the Ancients, c 16x9 WOTTON Let. to Bacon
in Reliq. (1651) 414 He [Kepler] applies a long perspective-
trunke, with the convexe glasse fitted to the said hole.
11626 BACON New ,4 r7. (1650) 30 We have also Perspective-
Houses, where we make Demonstrations of all Lights, and
Radiations; And of all Colouis. 1674 Loud. Gaz. No.
931/4 To be sold at the Sign of the Royal Exchange, ..

all sorts of Perspective Glasses, as well Telescopes as

Microscopes. 1727 POPE, etc. Art ofSinking \\. v. His eyes
should be like unto the wrong end of a perspective glass,
by which all the objects of nature are lessened. 1729
SAVAGE Wanderer i. 144 If tubes perspective hem the spot-
le>s prize. [1837 WHEWELL Hist. Induct. Sc. v. (1857) ! 3
Observed by Galileo Galilei.. by the assistance of a per-
spective glass.]

II. 3. Of or pertaining to perspective (see prec.

3) ; drawn according to perspective ; showing
the effect of distance, as a picture or actual scene

(cf. prec. 4, 5). f Perspective piece ~ piece of

perspective : see prec. 4 c (ohs.}.
1606 DEKKER Sev. Sinnes !. (Arb.) 17 You may behold

now in this Perspectiue piece which I haue drawne before

you, how deadly and dangerous an enemy to the State this
Politick Bankruptisme hath bin, and still is. 1617 MORVSON
Itin. i. 84 The painting of the arched-roof, rare for per-
spectiue Art, and the chiefe of that kinde. 1628 BURTON
Anat. Mel. ii. ii, iv. 259 Brokes, riuers, trees .. with many
pretty land^ktps, and perspectiue peices. 1731 W. HALF-
PENNV Perspective i To find the Perspective Plan of a
Square or Cube tixt above the Eye, whose Point of Sight
is in a Right Line, with the Middle of the Object. 1813
SCOTT Trierin. in. xxviii, A fair arcade, In long perspective
view displayed. 1850 LEITCH tr. C, O. Muller's Anc. Art
99 (ed. 2) 67 The art of painting . . made such

progress,
especially

in the perspective treatment of subjects, as
enabled it to appear in great perfection al the very begin-
ning of the next period. 1871 MRS. GATTY Parables fr.
Nature Ser. v. 67 That far-off visionary point where all

perspective lines converge, 1871 J.R. DICKSEE Perspective
i. i Perspective drawing is so termed, because in the study of
it, all objects are supposed to be seen through a transparent
plane.

b. Mods Geom. Belonging to perspective (prec.

$c) or homology ; homologous, homological.
1885 LEUDESDORF Cremona's Proj. Geom. 3 We are said

to project from a centre (or verte:*) S a given figure tr upon
a plane of projection a'. The new figure a' is called the per-
spective image or the central projection of the original one.

H4. ?Misused for PROSPECTIVE. (But cf. prec. 6a.)
1709 MRS. MANLEY Secret Mem. (1736) III. 274 My Hand,

unable to support the Pen, drops in perspective Extasies.

1796 J. BiDLAKE in New Ann. Keg. 155 O blindness to the
future ! That kindly veils sharp pain's perspective ills.

Perspectively (psjspe-ktivli), adv. [f. PER-
SPECTIVE a. + -LY -.]

fl. Optically ; as through an optical instrument.

(Sometimes with allusion to those producing
fantastic effects : see PERSPECTIVE si'. 2.) Obs.

1552 HULOET, Perspectyuelye, optice. 1599 SHAKS. Hen. F,
v. it. 347 Yes my lord, you see them perspectiuely : the
Cities turn'd into a Maid; for they are all gyrdled with
Maiden Walls.

f2. Clearly, evidently. (Cf. *L. penpecte, adv.)
1598 R. HAYDOCKE tr. Lomazzo n. 198 No otherwise than

that which it seeth beholding it Perspectiuely. 1632 Lmicow
Trav. v. 223 Which Houses haue stood on pillars..: the
infinite number whereof, may as yet bee, (aboue and below
the Sands) perspectiuely beheld.

3. According to perspective ;
in perspective (see

PERSPECTIVE sb. 3).

1703 MOXON Mech. Exerc. 252 If more Fronts than one be
shewn Petspectively in one Draught. 1853 Blackw. Mag.
LXX_IV. 95 Atmospheric light .. perhaps not quite per-
spectively true to the actual distances.

b. Mod. Geom. So as to be l
in perspective

*
or

homologous : see PERSPECTIVE sb. 3 c, adj. 3 b.

1865 CAYLEY Cell. Math. Papers V. 480 Two triangles,

ABC,A'B'C[ which are such that the lines AA\ BB', CC*
meet in a point, are said to be in perspective. .the triangle
A'B'C' issnid to be perspectively inscribed in the triangle
A BC.

Ferspectograph (paispe-kt%raf). [f. I-

perspect-j ppl. stem (see PERSPECTIVE a.} + -GRAPH.]
'An instrument for the mechanical drawing of

objects in perspective' (Francis Diet. Arts, 1842).
. 137 Asa practical means of teaching

'

perspective the perspectograph will be found a very handy
instrument.

So Fe rspecto'graphy (rar^ ), the art or theory
of drawing in perspective. 18641:1 WEBSTER.

t Perspicable, a. Obs. [ad. late L. per-
spicdbilis that may easily be beheld (Ammianus,
Augustine), f. *perspicarl =

perspic-ere to see

through, look closely into, perceive, behold. Cf.
L. conspifabilis, f. compicari beside conspicere.']
1. That can be seen through, transparent.
1615 T. ADAMS Spir. Navigator 5 This is 'mare vitreum*

a sea of glasse more cleare perspicable and transparent.
2. Capable of being beheld ; visible ; in view.
1660 F. BROOKE tr. Le Blanc's Trav. 237 Eight parts,

which are all perspicable from the middle station of the
Town. 1665 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. (1677) r42 There be
but nineteen Pillars at this day extant, yet the fractures and
bases of other one and twenty more are perspicable.

Perspicacious (pD-ispik^s), a. [f. L. per-
spicax, -caccm, having the power of seeing through,
sharp-sighted, i. perspicere : see PERSPECTJOX and
-ACIOUS. Cf. F. perspicace(\$$ in Hatz.-Darm.).]
1. Of clear or penetrating sight ; clear-sighted.
(Often passing into 2.) arch.
1616-61 HOLYDAY Persius (1673) 327 And can'st thou with

a perspicacious sight Discern the shew of truth from truth?

1751 JOHNSON Rambler No. 102 f 4 An expanse of waters..
;

covered with so thick a mist, that the most perspicacious eye
could see but a little way. 1879 Miss M. A. SPRAGLE

'

Earnest TriJJer xi. (1880) 117 Like the brilliant perspica-
!

cious stare of the critical world,

2. Of persons, their faculties, etc. : Of clear or

penetrating mental vision or discernment.

1640 HOWELL Dodonas Gr. (1645) 52 He was rarely quick
;

and perspicacious. 1721 STRYPE Eccl. Mem. III. App, xx.

59 [These] testify the man to be of a most perspicacious
; wit. 1873 H. ROGERS Orig. Bible iii. 121 He was far too

perspicacious to be imposed upon by any such false analogy.
^[3. erron. Clear, translucent, perspicuous, rare.
a 1820 SHELLEY Pr, Wks. fi88S) I. 415 The genuine doctrine

of '

political Justice ', presented in one perspicacious and
impressive river.

Hence Ferspica'ciously adv., with clear vision,
i clearly; Ferspica'ciousnesa.

1727 in BAILEY vol. II, Perspicadoitsness. 1750 JOHNSON
: Rambler No. 43 f 13 He that, .too perspicacious! y foresees
1

obstacles. 1779-81 L. P., Denham Wks. II. 78 The
particulars of resemblance are so perspicaciously collected.

Perspicacity (pa-ispikarsUi). [ad. L. per-
spuacitaS) f. perspicax : see prec. and -ITY : cf.

^ . perspicacite (i5-i6th c. in Hatz.-Darm.).]
1. Keenness of sight. Obs. or arch.

1607 TOPSELL Fottrf. Rcasts 493 From these fables of
i Lynceus came the opinion of the singular perspicacity of

|

the beast Linx. 1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. \. ii. 5
I Nor can there any thing escape the perspicacity of those
; eyes which were before light, and unto whose opticks there

is no opacity. 1774 GOLDSM. Nat. Hist. (1862) II. n. vii. 55
The barn-owl, .watches in the dark, with the utmost perspi-
cacity and perseverance.
2. Clearness of understanding or insight ; pene-

tration, discernment.

1548 UKCON Solace ofSettle Wks. (1560) n. 115 Thou shalte
i neuer by the perspycacyte and quyckenes of thy owne reason
! perceyue how it maye be possible. 1665 BP. PATRICK Parab.

Piter, xxviii. (1668) 323 The greatest wits want perspicacity
in things that respect their own interest. 1779-81 JOHNSON

, L. P., Blnckmore Wks. III. 173 [This] is the only reproach
which all the perspicacity of malice. .has ever fixed upon

j

his private life. 1809-10 COLERIDGE Friend (1865) 153 A
|

masterpiece of perspicacity as well as perspicuity. 1838
i PRESCOTT Ferd. $ Is. (1846) III. xvi. 183 She showed the

j

same perspicacity in the selection of her agents. 1876
GLADSTONE Homeric Synchr. 61 Lessing, in his Laocoon,
has discussed with luminous perspicacity [etc.],

t Pe'rspicacy. Obs. [f. L. pei-spicac-em PEH-
SPICACIOUS: see -ACY i.]

=
prec.

1599 B. JONSON Ev. Matt out of Hum. \. ii, Nay, lady,
doe not scorne us, though you haue the gift of perspicacie
aboue others. 1658 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. vii. xviii.

463 It was a very great *nislake in the perspicacy \edt 1646
perspicacity] of that Animal, a 1693 Urqithart's Rabelais
m. xliii. 355 In blunting the perspicacy of the Eyes of the
Wise.

t Perspi cience. Obs. [ad. L. pe>-spicientia,
f. perspirient-em^ pr. pple. of petsptcere to see

through : see PEKSPECTION and -ENCE.] Keen or

clear perception ; insight.
1661 FELTHAM Resolves n. iii. (1677) 163 Though it [Faith]

be set in a heighth, beyond our Humane Peispicience, 1 can
believe it rather super-elevated, then contradictive to our
Reason. 1721-90 in BAILEY. 1768 [W. DONALDSON] Li/e
Sir B. Safiskiill II. xx. 163 His conducting this perplexing
affair with so much judgment and persplcience.

t Pe*rspicil. Gw. [ad. med. or mod. L. per-

spicilluin, i. perspic-ere to see through + -illitm,

dim. and instrumental suffix: cf. aspergtllum.'] An
optic glass; a lens

;
a telescope or microscope.

1614 TOMKIS Albumazar i. iii, Sir, 'tis a perspicil. .With
this I'll readaleaf of that small Iliad. .Twelve long miles off.

1625 N. CARPENTER Geog. Del. \. iv. (1635) 87 It is manifest
out of the experiment of the new Perspicils, that the bodies
of the Sunne and Jupiter haue at least a double motion.
1661 GLANVILL Van, Dogm, 174 The Perspicil, as well as
the Needle, hath enlarged the habitable Wotld. 1680

Counterplots 29 There is no such mirrour so clear and true
to look in, no such optick or perspicil to see with.

Jiff. 1611 S. PAGE Commendatory Verses in Coryat's Cru-
dities, And give the world in one Synoptick quill Full

proofe that he is Brittaine's Perspicill. 167$ SIR E. SHER-
BURNE tr. Manilius Pref. 2 That the Galaxie is a Congeries
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of Numberless small stars was by the sole Perspicll of

Reason discovered by the Ancients,

f PerSpi'CTiate, # Obs, rare~ l
. [f. as next

+ -ATE*.] Transparent: = PERSPICUOUS I.

1477 NORTON Ord. Alch. v. in Ashm. Theat. Client, Brit. \

(1652) 64 Every cleere thinge perspicuate and fay re.

t PerSpi'Cuate, . Obs. rare- 1
. fa L. per-

j

spicu-MS PERSPICUOUS + -ATE 3.] trans. To render
j

perspicuous, clear, or transparent.

\^ Simple Reasons in HarL Misc. (Malh.) IV. 181 Our
|

faith in God, and loyalty to the King, are. .emblazoned, !

perspicuated, cognonunated, propagated, and promulgated.

Perspicuity (pojspiki/Hti). [ad. L. per-
j

spictiitas t
i. perspitu-us (see below and -ITV) : cf. :

K perspicttitt (i6thc. in Godef. Comf!,}.]
}!. Transparency, translucency. Obs.

1477 NORTON Ord. Alch. iii. in Ashm. Thcat. Chan. Brit,
j

(1652) 42 A goodly stone glittering with perspecuitie. 1594 :

PLAT jewell-ho. i. 4 Glasses through whose perspicuitie . .

one may discern weekly in what plight they are. 1601

HOLLAND Pliny II. 609 Pretious stones which are com- '

mended for their perspicuity and transparent clearenesse.
j

1691 RAY Creation \\. (1692) 122 The aqueous Humor of the

Eye. .hath the Perspicuity and Fluidity of common Water.

1750 tr. Leonardos' Mirr. Stones 35 To declare in what
Manner Perspicuity or Opacity happens in Stones.

2. Clearness of statement or exposition ; freedom
,

from obscurity or ambiguity ; lucidity.
1546 LANGLEY Pol. I*erg. De Invent i. x, The perfection

of an History resteth in matter and \voides ..The tenor of I

the u-ordes asketh a brief perspicuite. 1611 BIBLE Transl.
\

Pref. 8 The translation of the Seuemie dissentelh from the

Original! in many places, neither doeth it come neere it, for

perspicuitie, grauitie, majestic 1711 STEELE Spcct No. 2

P3 The Perspicuity of his Discourse gives the same Pleasure
that Wit would in another Man. 1833-6 J. H. NEWMAN
Hist. Sk. (1873) II. n. xii 295 Greek. .is celebrated.. for its

perspicuity, and its reproductive power. 1834 SOUTH KY
Doctor Iviii. (1862) 127 There is nothing more desirable in

composition than perspicuity; and in perspicuity precision
is included.

f3. Distinctness to the sight; conspicuonsness.
Obs. rare.

1609 B. JONSON Masque of Queens Wks. (Rtldg.) 575/2
j

AfteHt, succeeded their third dance. . . Wherein, beside that
!

principal grace of perspicuity, the motions were so even and
apt [etc.]. 1634 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. 88 A high imperious
mountaine. .eminent for height and perspicuitie.

II 4. improp. Discernment, insight, perspicacity.
1661 GAL-DEN in Chr. Wordsw. Doc. Suppl. (1825) 37 There

are no eyes I more justly dread than your's for the acute-
ness and

perspicuity, yet none to which I more willingly
present, .myself,

and what I do. 1680 MOKDEN Gcog. Kect.

(1685)458 When the Pupil can read the Alcoran with per-
spicuity. 1720 GORDON & TKENCIIARD Independ. Whig
(1728) 120 It may well be expected from Persons of their

Penetration and Perspicuity. 1806 H. SIDDONS Maid,
H'j/gt fy Widow III 21 r That worthy man could read hearts
with great perspicuity. 1865 DICKENS Mut. Fr i. xv, Mr.
Wegg made a smiling demonstration ofgreat perspicuity here.

tPerspi-culative, a. Obs. rare~~. [irreg. f.

L. perspic-ere to see through, see clearly.]
i6 COCKEKAM, Perspiculatiue* which may be seen.

t Perspi-culous, a. Obs. rare. [Erroneous
formation from L. perspicuous PERSPICUOUS.]
Clear, lucid. Hence f Persprculously adv.
1565 T, STAPLETON Fortr. Faith 122 b, S. Basill . .(whose

pleasaunt perspiculous eloquence who hauc read his workes i

in greke, can not but wonder at). i66a PAGITT Heresiogr.
(ed. 6) 220 A thing most perspiculously evident this day.

Perspicuous (pwsprkitt,as), a. [f. L. per- \

spicu-tts transparent, clear, evident (f. perspic-ere
to see through) + -ous.]
f 1. Transparent, translucent. Obs,

1477 NORTON CW. Alch. v. in Ashm. Thcat. Chem. Brit.

(1652) 64 Clnistall hath Water declyning toward Ayer,
Wherefore it is cleere, perspicuous and faire. 1599 H.
BUITES Diets Dry Dinner Pivb, [Tabacco] of a tawny
colour, somewhat inclining to red : most perspicuous and
cleare. 1660 BOYLE Ntw Exp. rhys. Mcch. xxxvii. (1682)

,

158 Water turning from perspicuous to white. 1669 Won-
'

LIDGE Syst. Agric. (1681) 293 Represented to our sitjit

through the perspicuous body of the Ajr. 175011 Leonardos'
Alift: Stones 224 Sapphire is a Stone of a yellow or Skie-blue

Colour, perspicuous like the must pure A/ure.

2. Clear or easy to be understood
; clearly ex-

pressed, lucid ; evident.

1586 B. YOUNG Gnazzo's Cr;>. Com>. iv 190 Whereupon the

(,)ueene commaunded him.. he should make that intricate
sentence more perspicuous. 1624 UATAKER Transubst. 87
The proofe is so plaine, and his meaning so perspicuous.
1668 DRYOEM Dram. Poesy Ess. (ed. KerJ I. 77 The reason
is perspicuous, why no French

plays, when translated, have,
or ever can succeed on the English stage. 1741 WAT is

Iwprov. blind \. viti. 6 Wheresoever he writes more ol>- !

scurely, search out for some more perspicuous passages in !

the same writer. 1791 BOSWELI. Johnson an. 1754 (1830 I.
j

243 The most perspicuous and energetick language. 1872
MlKTO Eng. Prose Lit. In trod. 13 Rules can be laid down
for the perspicuous construction of paragraphs.

b. Of persons: Clear in statement or expression.
"593 R - HARVEY Philad. 10 Or if Dianaes Priest be com-

monly obscure, .cannot it be, that hee should be perspicuous
at ante one timeV 1611 DEKKKK Rearing Girle Wks. 1873
III. 2u Prethee maUter Captaine lacke, be plaine and

rrspicuous
with mee. 1776 ADAM SMITH W. N. i. iv. (1669)

30, I am always willing to run some hazard of being
tedious in order to be sure that I am perspicuous. 1791 in

Boswell Johnson Aug. an. 1783, He [Johnson] was always
most perfectly clear and perspicuous.
3. Easily or distinctly seen, conspicuous. ? Obs.
1586 FERNK Blaz. Gentrie n. 102 Set in the chiefe of the

Coate, as in the most perspicuous place. 1615 G. SANDYS

Trav. 23 The mines that are now so perspicuous,.. Stand
foure miles South-west from the aforesaid place, c 1710
CEI.IA FIENNES Diary (1888) 50 Kty-minster. .so Lofty built

y* its perspicious above ye town. 1805 FOSTER A'ss n. ii.

140 An exceedingly distinct and perspicuous aspect.
b. Jig. Eminent, distinguished, conspicuous.

1634 Malory's Arthur Pref., The never-dying fame of the
illustrious Trojan Hector is perspicuous, a 1674 CLARENDON
Surv. Leviath. (1676) 274 The person of every Soveraign
Prince, is too notorious and perspicuous to need any such
demonstration.

If 4. improperly. Discerning, perspicacious, rare.

f b. Clear-sighted (obs.\
1584 R. SCOTT Discov. Witchcr Ep. Ded. to Sir R. Man-

wood, I know you to be perspicuous, and able to see downe
into the depth and bottome of causes, &c. 1650 GF.NTILIS
Considerations 224 That character. . is not scene many times

by the most perspicuous sight 1652-62 HEYLIN Cosmogr.
in. (1673) 9/1 From one of the summits or tops thereof, a
man of perspicuous eyes may discern the Euxine on the one
hand, and the Mediterranean on the other. 1865 SWIN-
BURNE Atalanta 221 The gods are heavy on me. .and my
perspicuous soul Darken with \ision.

Perspi CUOUSly, adv. [f. prec. + -LY -.]
1. In a perspicuous manner; clearly, evidently,

lucidly.
1592 WVRLEY Annorie, Ld. Chandos 3 It is of importance

that they be known.. by al, and that so perspicuously, that

..the meanest and simplest common soldier may thereby
know euerie particular officer 1637 H F.VVVOOD Dial.^ Procns
$ Piiella Wks. 1874 VI. 123 Thy minde by myne I see per-
spicuously. 1713 SIF.KLE Guard. No. 15 ^4 He will expiess
himself perspicuously. 1833 J. H. NEWMAN Anans \\. \\

(1876) 225 Dionysius .. declares perspicuously the principle
of the orthodox teaching.

1! 2. improperly. With perspicacity, rare.

1600 W. WATSON fiecacordon (1602) 317 This doctrine [of
the JesuitsJ when princes and other men of learning, Judge-
ment, and experience in such pragmatical plat formes do
perspicuously looke into: [they] perceiue [etc.].

Perspi cuousness. [f. as prec. + -NESS.]
The quality of being perspicuous; perspicuity.
1727 in BAILEY vol. II. 1787 W. MARSHALL Not folk II.

To Kdr. 6 With any degree of accuracy and perspicuous-
ness. 1862 MKRIVAI.K Rom. Einp. (1871) V. xli. 126 note.
Nowhere else are his stories told with such vivacity and
perspicuousness.

Perspirable pojspai-'-rab'l), a. (j#.) [f.
PKR-

si'iiu: z>. + -ABLE. Cf. F.perspirable (in Pare" 1 56 1
).]

1. Capable of perspiring; allowing the passage
of perspiration ; liable to perspire.
t Perspirable veins, an old name of the arteries, as the

supposed channels of the
'

vital spirits .

1604 F. HERING Mod. Defence A iv b, Womens bodies

being more soft, tender, and perspirable. 1684 tr. Boncfs
Merc. Conipit. vi. 158 i'he llloud, as it.. passes to and fro,

through the
perspirable

Veins. 1690 HOYLK Ckr Virtuoso
i. 6j Who would believe that the Poyson. .should be able.,
to continue in the warm and still perspirable Body of the
bitten person? 1744 tr. Bor/iaavc"s hist. III. 309 The
whole Surface of the human Body, .is perspirable. 1860- 1

FLOK, NIGHTINGALE Nursing 65 The skin absorbs the water
and becomes softer and more pe^pirable.

fb. Capable of breathing forth or emitting an
effluvium. 06s. rare.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pscnd. Ep. n. iv. 79 For Electricks
will not commonly attract, except they grow hot or become
perspirable. 1656 UI.OUNV Ghssegr^ Perspirable,, .that may,
or is able to breathe through.

c. Of, pertaining to, or attended with perspira-
tion : perspirable point, point of perspiration.
1805 W. SAUNDERS Min. Waters 496 To bring down the

animal heat to the perspirable point. 1822 Examiner 383/2
Her fan. which., he is essaying to pick up by a puffing and
perspirable exertion.

1 2. Liable to be blown through ; exposed to air

or the wind, airy. Obs.
c 1624 CHAPMAN Hotner's Epigr x, [Ida] Where every tree

lleare-. up in aire such perspirable heights. 1660 R. COKK
Po^vtr ,y Sitfy. 57 Joyning this perspirable region with the
celestial and intelligible. lABf WoilUIKE.S>*/.X^r&. (1681)

197 Let the Doors and Windows be stopp'd with Clay, that
the House be not perspirable with Wind or Air.

3. a. Capable of being thrown off in perspira-
tion (insensible or sensible), f b. Capable of

being exhaled or emitted in vapour (ol>s.}. f c.

Allowing of the passage of perspiration (obs.}.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud /:/. v. xxi. 270 The Amnios
is a generall investment, containing the sudorous or thin

serosity perspirable through the skin, c 17*0 W GIBSON
l'*arrier's Guide \, i. (1738) 5 Porous for the passage of

Sweat, or other perspirable Matter. 1744 BERKELEY Sirt's

88 Perspirable humours not discharged will stagnate and
putrefy. 1800 Med. Jrnl. IV. 9 Speculations concerning
tle perspirable Fluids of Human Bodies. 1822-34 Good's

Study Mcd. (ed. 4} IV. 417 A copious discharge of perspir-
able matter.

B. as $b. in//. Perspirable matters.

1797 J. DOWNING Disorti. Horned Cattle 30 A regular
discharge, or secretion of perspirables.

Hence Perspirabi-lity, capability of perspiring ;

liability to perspire.
1744 MITCHELL in Phil. Trans. XLIII. 145 On account

of the Perspirability of their l?odies. 1805 W. SAUNDERS
;!////. Waters 529 A salutary relaxation and perspirabilhy
of the skin.

t Perspirant. Obs. rare. [ad. L. perspirdnt-
cm, or F. perspirant, pr. pple. of L. perspirare or

Y.perspirerto PERSPIRE : see -ANT.] A perspiring
duct; a sweat-dnct.

1745 FRANKLIN Let* to Cadwal. Coldcn Wks. 1887 II. 5
That they [i.e. absorbent ducts] *hould communicate with

I the veins, and the perspiiants with the arteries only, seems
natural enough.

Perspirate (pS'ispir^t), 7'. rare. [f. 'L. per-

spiral-^ ppl. stem oi perspi rare \ see PERSPIRE and

,
-ATE ^. Perh. a back-formation from next.]

=--

PEBSPIRK, Hence Pe'rspirating///. a.

1822 AVit/ Monthly Afag. VI 504 The peispirating surface
of the leaf. 1843 THACKKHAV Carmen Lilticnse in. i, The
sun bursts out in furious blaze, I perspirate from head to heel.

Perspiration (pa-ispir^'Jan). [a. F. perspira-
tion (in Pare 1561), n. of action from perspircr,
ad. L. perspirare: see PERSPIRE.] The action of

perspiring, in various senses.

fl. Breathing out or through. Obs.
i6is COTOR., Perspiration* a perspiration, or breathing

through. 1681 CHETHAM Anglers Vade-tn. iii. 16 (1689)
27 It s convenient to bore small holes in it for their belter

perspiration. 1710 SIIAFTESB. Charac. in. Adv. Author],
He won d find the Air perhaps more larefy'd and sutable to

the Perspirulion lequir d, t> penally in the case of a Poetical
Genius

f" 2. Evaporation, exhalation, ()bs.

1652 FMKNCH Yoiksh. \\pa vil. ^o 'I'his Spaw water is

strongest, .in Winters frost, by reason of the earth being the
more bound up, and the said spirits being thereby kept
from perspiration. 1707 MORTIMER J/nsl*. (1721) II 32^
Cover d only with a loo>e Cover, that there may be a fiee

Perspiration of the Volatile Spirit of your Must.

3. The excretion or moisture thiough the pores
of the skin ^originally applied to the insensible

excretion, now also to the sensible) ; sweating.
i6a6 BACON .Syh>a 680 Much of the matter of hair in tliL-

other parts of the body [than the head] goeth forth by
insensible perspiration. 1656 lii.oL'xr Cilossogr., Perspira-
tion is as it were a breathing ot vaporing of the whole body
through the skin. 1704 Swn-r Mcch. Opt,'} at. Spirit ii. Mic.
(171 O 293 Tliese [Caps] when moisten tl with Sweat, stop all

Perspiration. 1740 HAYNAHLI Health (ed. 6) 21 F'or tlno
1

a
constant dilatation, The spirits spend by perspiration. 1804
ABERNETHY Snrg, Ol>s. 186 His feet put into warm \vatei in

hopes of procuring perspiration. 1841 ABDV ll'ater Cure
(1843) 159 He leturns to his bed, and drives out the em-my
by renewed perspiration.

t b. The exhalation of vapour or moisture

through the pores of plants. Obs.

1664 PoWHK E.\p. Philos. i 29 'I hat all Vegetables have
a constant perspiiaiion, the continual dispersion of their

odour makes out. 1674 ( inr.w / '(get. Trunks ii. 7 Part of

the Sap, remitted, in perspirations, back again into the Aer,

1796 MOKSI-: Amer. Ceog. I. 673 The peispiration of vege-
tables of all kinds, .fills the air with muistuie.

4. conn: That which is perspired ; sweat.

1725 N. ROHINSON Th Physick 72 It yields an Excrement
call d Perspiration, which is the last Digestion the Blood

undergoes. 1759 ELLIS in Phil. Trans. LI. 211 Their

covering was not thick enough to keep in their peispiration.
1884 F. M. CRAWFORD Rom. Singer I. 21 The next minute
the perspiration stands on your forehead.

5. Comb.
1849 E. LI. EASTWICK Dry Leaves 5 It is no holiday-work

climbing that sleep, craggy, perspiration-exciting. . Pinnacle.

1899 Watm Gnz. 29 Nov. 2/1 His red-brown perspiration-
bathed arms.

Perspirative ^pajspaie-rativ, po'jspir^'tiv,
1

, a.

rare. [f. L. perspirat-> pjil. stem of persplrare to

PKRSPIRE + -IVE.] Promoting or subservient to

perspiration ;
= next.

1730-6 UAILEY (folio). Perspiratrve% of or pertaining to

perspiration or breathing or exhaling through. 1753 JOHNSON,
Perspirative, performing the act of perspiration IHenLe
in later diets J a 1776 R. JAMES Diss. Fei'ets (1778) 157 It

is a very common error in practice,, .to administer very
heating and perspirative medicines, with an intent lo drive
out the measles as it is called.

Perspiratory (pajspaio'rlUri), a. [f. L.#tr-
spirat- (see prec.) + -ORY 2

.]

1. Subservient Jo, leading to, or producing per-

spiralion.
1725 CHEVNF, Health $ Lon% Life 15 Besides the Air that

gets through the perspiratory Ducts into the Blood, when-
ever we Kat. Drink, or Bieath, we are taking into our
Bodies such Air as is about us. 173* J. B. tr. Belloite's

Hosp. Sttrg. ii, Eliminate them out of the body by the

perspiratory passages. 1748 Phil. Trans. XLV. 294 De-
: posited .. in the very perspiratory pores of its bark. 1791

E. DARWIN Bot. Card. i. Notes 101 Concerning the use of

the leaves of plants. Some have contended that they are

perspiratory organs, c 1865 J. U'VLDE in Ctrc. Sc. 1. 428/2
Substances, which, .will close the perspiratory pores. 1900
Pilot 17 Nov. 632/2 The temperature was distinctly per-
spiratory.

2. Of, pertaining to, or of the nature of per-
spiration.
1805 W. SAUNDERS Mm. Waters 501 This is fulfilled, .by

establishing the perspiratory exaction in ihe fullest manner.
1874 BLACKIE Self-Cult. 51 To stimulate the natural perspi-
ratory action of the skin.

Perspire (paispaiou), v. [ad. L. perspira-re,

etymologically, to breathe through (J. PER- i +

spirare to breathe), but in ancient L. used only in

the senses * to breathe', and 'to blow constantly

(of the wind) *. This verb is not retained in the

modern Romanic langs.]

f 1. intr. Of the wind: To breathe or blow

gently through. Obs. rare.

1648 HER KICK Helper , FarendI Frost, What gentle winds

perspire ! As if here Never had been the northern plunderer
To strip the trees.

1 2. intr. Of any volatile substance : To pass
otit or escape in the form of vapour through pores



PERSPIRED.

(in the human body or any porous body or sub-

stance) ; to escape by evaporation ;
to evaporate ;

to exhale. Obs. (or arch.}
1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. 196 A man in the morning

is lighter in the scale, because in sleep some pounds have

perspired. 1664 PowtR Ejcp. Pliilos. I. 29 The Effluvium's

that continually perspire out of all Planls whatsoever. 1669
WORLIDGE Syst. Agric. (1681) 7 This Spiritus Mundi . . in

some places perspires more freely than in other, and causes

that different verdant colour of the Grass in certain rings
or circles, where the Country people fancy the Fairies dance.

1676 Cfrfc>-(i69i) 137 The cork being., porous, part of ihe

>puil>. .perspire. 1695 WOODWARD Nat. Hist. Earth in.

i. (1723) 161 [Heal] perspiring-forlh at the same Outlets

with the Water. 1799 G. SMITH Laboratory I. 436 The
water will perspiie through the pores of the cup.

t b. fi^. To transpire ; to come out, become

public ; to
'

get wind '. Obs. rare.

1766 ESTICK London I. 142 It never perspired what the.,

sum amounted unto. Ibid. 265 The affair perspiring.

3. intr. Of a person (or the animal body) : To

give out watery fluid through the pores of the skin.

Originally of insensible perspiration ;
later includ-

ing sensible perspiration or sweating. (Now the

ordinary sense.)

1715 N. ROBINSON Th. Physick 180 Dropsical People are

generally ob^eivd to sweat much, but perspire little. 176.
WFSLKV Sent:, i Cor. xiii. 9 During a night's sleep, a htalthy
man perspires one part in four less when he sweats, llian

when he does not. 1791 Gentl.Mag. LXI. 11.1099 '' is well

known that for some time past, neither man, woman nor

child.. has been subject to that gross kind of exudation
which was formerly known by the name of siveat; ..now

every mortal, except carters, coal-heavers and Irish Chair,

men .. merely perspires. 1799,17^. Jrnt. II. 394 A child is

much moie liable lo perspire than an adult. 1841 LANE
Arab. Xts. I. 121 The heat causes him immediately to per-

spire piofusely.

4. trans, f a. To breathe out ;
to exhale ;

to

emit or give oft (air, gas, vapour, fire). Obs. (or

_/tg.
of b.) b. To give off (liquid) through pores,

either insensibly as vapour, or sensibly as moisture:

said of organic bodies.

a. 1680 MORDF.N Gefig. Rcct. (1685) 329 The Grotta . .famous
for those pestilential Vapors which it perspires. 1683-4
ROBINSON in Phil. Trans. XXIX. 483 The various Effluvia

perspit'd out of our Glol. a 1711 KEN Preparatives Poet.

Wks. 1721 IV. 54 To make Love infinite perspire Devouring
Fire, a 1774 GOLDSM. Sitt-,<. Exp. Philos. (1776) II. 39 The
vapours perspired by the clove tree.

b. 1707 FLOYF.R Physic. Pulse-Watch 88 But when the

great quanlily of Chyle is perspir'd,. .Ihe Spirits are more

incrcas'd, and the Blood is well ratify 'd. 1759 Ir. Duhamtl's
Htisb. MI. xii. (1762) 385 To perspire offthe crudities of the sap.

1799 J/W. Jrnl. II. 141 The matter he perspired generally
smelt sour. 1807 J. E SMITH Phys. Bot. 67 The liquor

perspired becomes sensible lo us by being collected from

a branch introduced into any sufficiently capacious glass
vessel. 1837 Penny Cycl. IX. 18 After the blossom unfolds

it perspires a sweet honey-like fluid.

Hence Perspired (-ai'jd) ///. a. : Perspi'rlngr
vbl. sb. and ppl. a. (whence Perspi'rintrly adv.} ;

Perspi'ry a. (cotlo<i.\ full of perspiration.
1664 H. MORE Myst. Iniq., Apol. in. xv. 503 An Atmo-

spheie of perspired vapours. 1699 BENTLF.Y Phal. xiii.

392 Like the ptispiring Bodies of living Creatures. 1733
TULL Horse.llotiitg Htisl*. ii. 10 note, As soon as the per-

spiring Slale returns. 1857 G. Bird's Vrin. Deposits (ed. 5)

161 If. .an brganic acid.. be an element of the perspired
fluid. 1860 All \'ear Round No 63. 302 Two seedy old

women,.. wilh .black, perspiry old gloves. 18154 Evening
SMa'iir</26May,A Jack-in-tne-Green.. disporting himself,

perspiiingly, for ihe sake of a hardly-earned copper. 1897
MARY KINGSLEY JK Africa 689 Conscientiously rolled in

your blanket until the
pel spiring slage is well over. 1899

Atloutfs Syst. filed. VIII. 725 In health, an actively per-

spiling skin is usually a flushed skin.

fPerspoH, v. Obs. rare- 1
,

[f.
PER- 2 +

SPOIL v.~\ trans. To spoil or destroy completely.
I53 SURREY in Ellis Orig. Lett Ser i I 234 To kepe

theym logidder unto the tyme thai I shall knowe the L)uks

army bee perspoiled.

Perssh(e, obs. forms of PERISH, PIERCE.

Perssouar, obs. Sc. form of PURSUER.

t PerstE'nd, v. Obs. rare. [app. a confusion of

perceive and understand.] trans. To understand.
n 1577 GASCOIGNE Flowers Wks. 11587) 44 First then- you

must rwrMaud, I am no stranger I But English boy. in

England l-oine. 1599 PF.ELE StrClftm. Wks. (Rtldg.) 492/1

Say what is your will, that il I may persrand.

t Persti-inulate, v. Otis, rare ". [f. ppl. stem

of L. perstimulare, f. PER- 2 + stiinulare to stimu-

late.] trans. To stimulate exceedingly.
i6 COCKF.RAM. Petttiniu/ate, to piouoke.

t PVrstinate, v. Obs. rare", f f. ppl. stem

of L. pcislinare, an erroneous reading oiprifstindre
to buy, purchase ]

16*3 COCKERAM, Perstinate, to set price on a thing.

t Ferstre perous, a. Obs. rare. [f. L.per-

streplre to make much noise : cf. obslreperotis^\

Making much noise; noisy.
1618 FORD Lover's Mel. n. i, You're too perstreperous,

sauce-box.

Perstriction (paistri-kbo). [ad. L. (posl-

class.) perstriction-ein a rubbing, friction, n. of

action t.perstringlre : see PERSTRINGE.]
1 1. The action of perstringing ; sharp censure ;

criticism ; stricture. Obs. rare.

1681 H. MORE E.rp. Dan. Pref. 67 A free perstriction of

the disorders observable in the Reformed Churches. Il'id,

732

ii. 48 There is only a slight perstriction or brief intimation

of them.

2. Sitrg. An operation for stopping haemorrhage

by compression or tightly drawn ligature of the

artery.

1893 in Syd, Sac. Lex*
So t Perstri'ctive a. Obs., of the nature of or

tending to censure or reprimand.
1659 GAUDEN Tears Ch. in. xxi. 3^3 They . . make no

perstrictive or invective stroke against it.

Feratringe (pa-istrrnds), v. [ad. L. per-

string-tre to hind tightly, draw together, graze,

rub, blunt, make dull, touch slightly, glance at,

touch or wound slightly with words, censure, repri-

mand ; f. PER- 2 + stringtre to tie, bind.]

f 1. trans. To bind tightly ; to constrain, rare.

1684 T. GODDARD Plato's Dtmem 343 These proportionate
arguments, .whilst they perstringe the mind, do not con-

strain the body.
2. To censure ; to take to task ; to pass strictures

upon ;
to criticize adversely, find fault with.

1549 in Latimer's Serin, bef. Edw. VIt ii. Pref. (Arb.) 54
He [Latimer] so frankely and liberaliye taxed perstringed
and openly rebuked.. y* peculiar fauts of ceitayne of his

auditours- 1699 EVELYN A(etaria 168 So was I glad to

find it [the lazy life of friars] justly perstring'd and taken

notice of by a learned Person. 1831 DEQuiHCRY/ferr'Wks.
1857 VI. 113, I am endeavouring with the gentlest of knout-

ings quietly to
'

perstringe
'

your errors. Sam Parr !. .Per-

stringing, which was a favoured word of your own. was a no
less favoured act. 1880 Edin. Rev. Apr. 382 One of them, by
name Marcellus, is lightly perstringed as

*

praetenuis meriti '.

f 3. To touch on
;
to glance at ; to hint at. Obs.

a 1619 FOTHERBY Atheom. (1622) Pref. 8 They passe ouer

them so sleightly, and perstringe them so briefely, that all of

them may be truly affirmed to haue beene. .rather touched

then handled. 1653 H. MORE Conject. Cabbal. m. iii. (1713)

228 But that. .these parts of Knowledge should be per-

stringed by Moses in this H istory, it seems to me not to have
the least probability in it. 1697 BuxGHOPB Disc. Relig.
Assemb. 114 To observe when our neighbour is perstring'd

by such a doctrine. 1706 PHILLIPS, To Persiringe^ to touch

lightly, or to glance at a thing in discourse. 1797 T. GREEN

Diary Loi'tr of Ltt. (1810) 43 The prefaces and notes per-

stringe. .whatever has, of late years, obtained celebrity in

politics or literature.

f4. To blunt or dull (the eyes, or light) ; to

dazzle : to dim. Obs.

1603 HOLLAND Plutarch's Mor. 644 The interrogations
aKoand demaunds [ought to be] nothing darke or intricate:

lest they doe pei-Uiinge and dazzle their eies, who are not

quicke sighted. 1657 W. MORICF. Coena quasi Koif) xxii.

216 The Sun ..by his matchless light perstringeth and

eclipseth all other starrs. 1664 H. MORE Myst. Iniq. i. i.

vii. 21 The Golden splendour and magnificencyof them did,

it seems, so perstringe the eyes of the simple sort.

Hence Ferstri'nfring
1

vbl. st>. ; also Perstri'nge-

ment, censure, stricture, criticism.

1676 Doctrine of Devils 88 A perst ringing of the eyes

might delude them. 1891 Sat. Rev. 12 Dec. 669/2 One more

perst ringement and we have done.

t Perstruct, v. Ol'S.rare- 1
. \(.\..perst>uct-,

ppl. stem o(penlrttfre to build up completely, f.

PER- 2 + strnHre to build.] trans. To construct,

put together, fashion.

'547 BOORDE Brev. Health cclxxiv. 91 b, The mattere per.

strucled in dewe order and fashion.

Persuadable (pajsw^'dab'l), a. Also 6

-yble. [f.
PERSUADE v. + -ABLE ; but in earlier

form ad. L. type *persuddibilis, f. persuadi-re ]

fl. Having the quality of persuading, persuasive:
= PERSUASIBLE i. Obs.

1-1530 L. Cox R het. (1899) 41 The ryght pleasaunt and

parsuadyble arte of Rhetoryke.

2. Of a person : Capable of being persuaded ;

easy to persuade : PERSUASIBLE 2.

1598 FLORIO, Suaiitile, perswadable, that may be per-

swaded. 1679 J. GOODMAN" Penit. Patd. in. iii. (1713) 310 He
requires a perswadable, counsellable temper.^ 1768 CLARA
RKKVE Exiles III. 8q, I was rejoiced to find him so rational

and persuadable. 1877 MRS. OLIPHAST^/^C-J flor. x. 252

They had no easy or persuadable ruler in their new Prior.

f 3. Of a thing : That may be recommended to

acceptance : = PERSCASIBLE 3. Obs. rare.

1617 COLLINS DC/. Bp. Ely n. vii. 275 You confesse your
selfe that it is peisuadeable, but by inducements, namely
what others haue obseiued, found, and experienced.

Hence Persuadabi'lity (-ibHity), Persua'da-

bleness ;
Fersvta dably adv.

1797 SOUIHFY Let. to J. May 26 June in Life (1849) I. 317

There was a time when I believed in the *persuadibihty of

man, and had the mania of man mending. 1871 Persuada-

bilily [see PERSUASIBILITY, quot 1860]. 1889 J. M. ROBERT-

SON Ess. Crit. MethodTi The impulse to the struggle is the

notion of persuadibility. 174* RICHARDSON Pamela IV. 277

From what you intimate of Mr. H.'s Good Humour, and

his 'Peisuadableness, if I may so say. 1889 Blactw. Mag.
Apr. 569 Extraotdinary candour and petsuadableness. 1611

COTGR., /Vris/(V;/,*persuadeably. 1631 in SHEKWOOD.

[Hence r8i8 in TODD, and in Mod. Diets.)

Persuade (psjsw^-d), v. Also 6-8 perswade,

(6 Sf. -swaid, -suaid, -suaedj. [ad. L. persud-
dere to bring over by talking, induce, f. PER- I or

2+suai/ere to advise, recommend, urge as desir-

able: see SUADE, SUASION; perh. immediately
from F. persuader, in Oresme I4thc., but not in

general use until i6th c.]

I. To persuade a person.

PERSUADE.

L trans. To induce (a person) to believe some-

thing ; to lead to accept a statement, doctrine, fact,

etc. ; to win to a belief or assurance. Const, that

: (a thing is so), formerly sometimes ace. and inf.

a thing to be so); of (a fact, etc.\ rarely into,

f to, out of, \from (a belief, etc.,. Somewhat arch.

1513 MORE Rich. Ill Wks. 40 In youth,, .which is lighte
of beliefe and sone perswaded. 1538 STARKEY England \. ii.

29 Yf hyt [i. e. the will] be persuadyd that gud ys yl, and yl

I gud. a 1555 RIDLEY Lament. Chitrche (1566) Bviij, They
are perswaded it to be truth. 1581 MULCASTER Positions
vi. (1887) 41, I would take paines to peisuade them by
argumentes. 1600 J. PORV tr. Leo's Africa lit. 156 These. .

perswade women lhal ihey can foretell them their fortune.

Ci637 A. WRIGHT in Hist. Papers iRoxb) I. Introd. 6 The
villanous humour of Jago when he persuades* Olhello to his

jealousy. 1647 TRAPP Coinin t Cor. viiL 7 No mans speech
..shall ever perswade me from that opinion. 1651 HOBBES
Leviath. II. xxv. 132 To perswade their Hearers of the

|
Utility. .of following their advise. 1691-8 NORRIS Pract.
Disc. 11711) III. 39 Men must oftentimes be persuaded out of
their Senses, before^hey can be persuaded into Sense. 1777
SHERIDAN Sch. Scand. in. iii, They'll persuade me presently
I'm at Bengal. 1796 H. HUNTER tr. St. .Pierre's Stud. Nat.

I (1799) I. Pref. 31 He could not be persuaded that it actually
was only Ihe 24th of January. 1813 T. C. GRATTAN Father's

Curse i, I could not have been persuaded to the contrary

by a host of cynical philosophers. 1844 LADY G. C. FULI.KH-

TON Ellen Middlettm xi, We could peisuade her out of

those notions.

b. refl. To bring oneself to believe, convince

oneself; to arrive at a certain or assured belief; to

become or be sure.

1542 UDALL in Lett. Lit. Men (Camden) 4, 1 cannot persuad
myself that your maistershipp hateth in me.. any thyng
excepie vices. 1557 N. T. iGenev.) Hcb. vi. 9 We haue

perswaded our selues better things of you [1611 BIBLE,
Wee are perswaded better things of you]. 1604 SHAKS.
Oth. n. iiL 223, I perswade my selfe, to speake the trulh

Shall nothing wrong him. c 1625 MILTON On Death of
Fair Infant v, Yet can I not perswade me thou art dead.

1718^. CHAMBERLAYNE Rehf. Philos. Pref. (1730)9! Per-

swadmg themselves.. that their own Hypotheses will serve

ihem. 1873 BLACK Pr. Thule \\, Persuading oneself that

men and women are to be studied in that fashion.

c. pa.ppk. Led to believe, brought to the belief;
' convinced ', assured, certain, sure.

'553 EDEN Treat. Neiue Ind. lArb.) 24 The hole nacion is

ix.Tswaded that they greatly excel all other men. c 1595
CAPT. WYATT R. Dudley's Voy. W. Ind. (Hakl. Soc.) 9 Wee
had sight of a saile. .the which wee weare perswaded was
one of our consorts. 1678 BUNYAN rilgr. \. 152, I have a

Key . . that will, I am persuaded, open any Lock in Doubting
Ca-tle. 1703 MAUNDRELL Joiirn. Jerns. (1732) 15 Fully

perswaded of the truth of it themselves. 1790 PALEY
Hone Paul. Rom. i. 10 No one, I am persuaded, will suspect
that this clause was put into St. Pauls defence. 1851 H.
ROGERS Eel. Faith (1853) 282, I am thoroughly peisuaded
that the notion, .is a fallacy.

d. absol. To convince, be convincing, carry con-

viction ; to use persuasion.
1673 O. WALKER Ednc. (1677) 174 Such as perswade as

well as delight. 1714 Steele's Pact. Misc. 29 The charming
Youth Perswades with so much Eloquence and Trulh. 1891
STEVENSON & L. OSBORNE Wrecker 269 His strong steiling

face progressively and bilenlly persuaded of his full know--

led^e.

2. To induce or win over (a person) to an act or

j

course of action ; to diaw the will of (another) to

something, by inclining his judgement or desire

to it; to prevail upon, or urge successfully, to do

something. Const, to with inf. ^formerly sometimes

that with subord. /.) ; lo, unto, into (an action,

etc.) ;
alsofrom, out o/( =to dissuade successfully).

1513 MORE Rich, lit Wks. 41 The Quene being in this

wise peiswaded, such woorde sente vnto her sonne, and

vnto her brother. ija* TINDALE Matt, xxvii. 20 The chefe

preestes..had parswaded the people that they shulde axe

Bairabas. 1579 W. WILKINSON Confut. familye ofLoue 6

Yet saw he not a reason to per->wade him to let Israeli go.

1585'!'. WASHINGTON tr. \iclialay's I'oy. l. xii. 14 [He] vsed

al the meanes he coulde to perswade me from it. 1586 A.

DAV Eng. Secretary i. (1625) 70 To perswade him to the

use thereof. 01648 LD. HERBERT Hen. VIII (1683) 218

He had accorded divers other conditions, which rio olher

persons could have persuaded him unlo. 1771 T. HULL
Sir II'. Harrington I. 121 To persuade ihe lady into a

private martiage. a 1774 GOLDSM. Hist. Greece I. 381 To

persuade the young and old against loo much love for the

body. 1857 GF.O. ELIOT Scenes Clerical Life, Janet's Re-

pentance vii, Persuading my clients away from me. 1865

DICKENS Mut. Fr. i. vi, Be persuaded into being respect-

able and happy. 1873 JOWETT Plata (ed. 2) I. 128 The man
was persuaded to open ihe door.

b. absol. (See also 8.)

1577 EAI- OF LEICESTER in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. l. II. 373

We all do whal we can, to persuade from any progress at

all i6oa DANIEL Civ. Wars n. xxv, A sufficienl molive

to persuade. 1846 G. F. GRAHAM Eng. Synonyms (1862) 216

I n Older to persuade, we address the feelings and the imagina-

tion. In order to convince, we address the reasoning faculty.

c. To get by or as by persuasion, to 'coax'.

-.
x? NICOLAV & HAY A. Lincoln I. L (1890)25 It required

earnest and intelligent industry to persuade a living

out of those barren hillocks and weedy hollows.

t 3. To seek to induce (a person) to (or from)

a belief, a course of action, etc. ; to assure, try to

convince,
'

impress upon
'

(one) that
;

to urge,

plead with, advise or counsel strongly ; with/>,
etc., to advise against a course, to dissuade. Const,

as in i and 2. Obs.
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1515 ABP. WARHAM in Ellis Qrig. Lett. Ser. in. I. 371 In

c.ias they findeany rnaner of sticking or difficult ie in thayme,
not to wade verey far to persuade thayme. 1538 STARKEV

England i. ii. 52 Men of gret wyit . . began to persuade the

rest of the pepul to forsake that rudnes and vncomly lyfe.

1590 SIK J. SMYTH Disc. Weapons 6 They perswadtd him
with great vehemence, that it was veric meele and con-

uenient. 1675 Woou /.i/c\Q. H. S.) II. 332, 1 persuaded the

society to set it above the arches, hut I was not then heard.

1796 COLERIDGE /.<-//., to T. Poolc (iSgsl 186 That I should

find you earnestly and vehemently persuading me to prefer

Acton to Stowey. 1801 to Southey 362 Dr. Fcmviclc lias

earnestly persuaded me to try horse-exercise.

II. To persuade a thing.

f 4. To induce belief of (a fact, statement, opinion,

etc.); to lead one to think or believe; to prove,
demonstrate. Const, with simple okj., or obj. cl.

(with that, or ace. and inf.] ; and with to, unto, or

simple dative of person. Obs.

1528 G DE CASSAUS, etc. Let. Wolsey in Strype Eccl, Mem.
I. App. xxiii. 46 It was wel known and persuaded to the

Kings Highnes and your Or. of the gret zeal, Jove, and
affection that his Holynes beariih towards them both. Ibid,

49 It hath been persuaded to the Pope,.. that there is no

way to dclyver Italy of war, but to commence it in some
i.ither place. 1553 T. WILSON Rket. (1580) 225 We shall.,

perswade theim the rather the truthe of our cause. 1581

J. BELL Haddons Ansu1
. Osor. 292!), Suiely if Osorius

can perswade that to be true, he shall beare the bell away.
(i 1643 'jl> - FALKLAND, etc. Infallibility {\biffi 97 The grossest
t-i i ours, if they. .be but new, may be perswaded to the mul-
titude. 1685 tr. Bossttefs Doctr. Cat/t, Ch. ii. 3 This is

what they endeavour to perswade.
5. To induce the doing or practice of (an act,

course of action, etc.) by argument, entreaty, or

the like; to lead one to do or practise; to urge

successfully upon one ; to induce or lead to by
reasoning, etc. Const, simple obj.-, raiely obj. cl.\

with to, unto, or simple dative of person, arch.

1538 BALE Tkrt Lawcs n Perswadynge all truth, dys-

Mvadynge all iniury. 154* UIMLL Erasm. Apof>h. iSb, A
philusophier,.persuadyng the contempte of golde & siluer.

1560 \V HiTEiioRNE Arte lVarre(\i7i) 65 To persuade or to

diswade a thing vnto fewe is verye easie. 1593 SHAKS.

3 Hen. /'/, ii r. ui. 176 Your King. .Sends me a Paper to per-
swade me Patience? 1647 N. BACON Disc. Goi-t. Ens;. \. Ix.

(1739) 118 The Taxes, .were rather perswaded than imp^t-ed
upon them, 01677 BjHUtowCm/jw/ntof51(1714)43 Rational

considerations, apt. to persuade ContentcdnCH. 1753 L. M.

Accomplished H'oiitnn II. 294 But what need, .of so many
arguments to persuade that which U so conformable to their

disposition? 1840 J. H. NF.WMAM C/r. of iathers vii. 104
(tr. Let. of St. Basil), I know letters are but feeble instru-

ments to persuade so great a thing.

f 6. To commend (a statement, opinion, etc.) to

acceptance, to urge as credible or true; to inculcate ;

to go to prove, make probable. Const, as in 4. Obs.

1537 tr. Latiiitcrs ist Serin l>ef. Conrot. A vij. They haue
a wondcrfulle prety example, to perswade this thynge. 1542
UDALL Erasm. Apof-k. 234 Thei persuaded not to hym the

thynge that were false. 1553 KENSFDV Coinpend. Tract.

in Wodrow Soc. Misc. (1844) 105 The Jewis perswadtd
circumcisioun to be necessare \\ith Baptime. 1588 PARKE
tr. Mtndoza's Hist. China 128 There was none that better

coulde. .perswade with His Majestic the great importanrgof
that ambassage. 1611 BIBLE Acts xix. 8 Disputing and per-

5-wadtng the things concerning the K ingdom of God. a 1677
HALF. Prim. Grig. Man. \. vi. 127 Evidences of probability

strongly perswading the same Tiuth. 1687 ToWBRSON
Baptism 113 The former of these perswading Men's being
under sin from some inward principle.

t7. To commend to adoption, advise, counsel,

advocate, recommend (an act, course of action,

etc.). Const, as in 5. Oh.
1525 ABP. WARHAM in Ellis Ofig. Lett. Ser. lit. I. 371

Muche medling and persuading this Matter to come to

effecte. 1586 T. H. La Pnniattd. f-'r. A cad. i. (1594) 584

Megabyses. .perswaded the oligarchical! government. 1656
RIDGLEY Pratt. P/o'sii& 44 Physicians pcrswade that . the

Artery shall be cut crosse asunder. 1668 CULPEPPER & COLE
Barthol. Anat. Manual i. vi. 312 In Disease* of the Head
(if the Circulation did not perswade the contrary) the opening
of the Cephalick Vein would help a little more. 1781 MADAM
Thelyph, III. 326 He always perswades a public marriage.

III. 8. ;;///. To use persuasion ;
to plead,

expostulate, use inducements to win over to some

opinion or some course of action ; to do this suc-

cessfully, to succeed in bringing over or inducing.
1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 84 He wyll make other

persones to couer his offence.. or persuade & enireate for

hym. 1531 BKCON Pomaundcr o/ Prnyt-r Wks. (1560) n.

--15 The world perswaded vnto vanytyes, 1603 SHAKS.
Mcas./or M. v. i. 93 How I perswadtd, how I praid, and
kneel'd. 1684 tr. Road's Merc. Comfnt. \\. 176 Barber-
Chii urgeons sometimes perswade to it. 1798 LAMXM Gehir
\. 72 He went, nor slumber *d in the sultry noon When viands
couches, generous wines, persuade.

IV. Topersuade with, f 9. To use persuasion
with, expostulate with, plead with

; sometimes, to

prevail with. Obs.

1581 RICH Farewell (1846) 179 Not doubtyng but. .that he

hymself would so perswade with his brother, that she
should bee heard to speake in her owne defence. 1593
NASHE C/tn'st's T, 2 lesus, whom hee sent from Heauen
to perswade with these Hus-baml-men. 1596 SHAKS. Merck.
K. HI. ii. 283 The Magnificoes Of greatest port haue all per-
swaded with him. 1636 E. DACRES tr. MachiaveCs Disc.

Livy I. 235 A good man may easily have the meanes to

jwrswade with a licentious and tumultuous people, and so

reduce them lo reason. 1684 BUSVAN PUffr. u. 62 Whoever
they could perswade with, they made so too.

T to- fig- Of a thing : To have influence or

weight with ; to prevail or avail with. Obs.

VOL. VII.

1618 Let. in Rushw. Hist. Coll. (1659) I. to You and I

well know, that this stile most per : wades with them. 162*

MABUK tr. Aleman's Gtiznian d'Alf. i. 146, I saw,. that

neither perswasions, nor protestations would perswade with
her. 1643 TRAPP Comnt. Gen. xxxiv. 23 Profit perswades
miglitily with the multitude.

flO. a. with clause (with that or equivalent) in

senses 4 and 6, Obs.

1535 CKAXMER Let. to Cromwell in Misc. Writ. (Parker

Soc.) II. 304, 1 cannot persuade with myself that lie so much
tendereth the king's cause as he doth his own. 1553 T.

WILSON Rhet. (1580) Pref., These .. perswadtd with them
what was good, what was bad, and was gainfull for man-
kinde. 1651 R. VAUGHAN in Usshcr's Lett. (i6S6> 561 This
Evidence doth perswnde with me, that Cadwalader went to

Rome far before Anno 63o.

f b. with obj. clause or infin. expressing purpose,
in sense 7. Obs.
c 1540 tr. Pol. Verg. F.ng. Hist. (Camden) I. 161 Quen-

dreda. .wenteabowte to persuade with her husbande that h

should murthere Ethelbeltu& 1565 T. STAI-LKTOS Fortr,
Faith 59 S. Augustin persuadeln with him to leaue the

Man tehees. 1603 HOLLAND Plutarch's Mor. 406 His
friends perswaded with him that voluntarily, he would.,

give over this violent and lordly rule. 1637 HEVLIS Brief
Answ. Burton 6r His Doctors . . perswaded itb him . . to

vent that humour.

t Fersua'de,^. Obs. rare. [f. prec.] An act

of persuading ; persuasion.
1590 T. WAI SON Eclogue Death M'ahin^ham 421 Thy

learmi persuades command my sorrow cease. 1626 Faithful
Friends i. i, The king's entreats, Persuades of friends, .can

[not] move him.

Persuaded (p^swJi-ded),///. a. [f. as prec.
+ -EI>1.] Prevailed upon; convinced ; having an

assured opinion; f proved, demonstrated (0Af.) ;

induced by persuasion : see the verb, esp. i c.

1538 ELYOT Diet., linp^hus^ persuaded, prouoked, in-

forced. 1561!'. NORTON Calvin's Inst. i. vii. 5 Let this. .

stand for a certainly persuaded truthe. 1638 WILKINS A'ew
World ix. (1707) 72 This Answer .- rather bewrays an

obstinate, than a perswaded Will. 1837 HT. MARTINEAU
Soc. Ante 1'. II. 104 Thoroughly persuaded persons 1860
RUSKLN Mcd. Paint \\\\. i. 17 A persuaded or vuluntarily

yielded obedience.

Hence Persua'dedly tr r-.: Fersua'dedness.
1638 FORD Fancies I. i, He's our, own ; Surely, nay most

persuaded! v. 1648 HOVIE Seraph. Love i. (i-oo) 8 From
Persuadedness that nothing can be a giealer Happiness
than her Favour.

Persuadend
(paisw^'dend).

noncc-wd. [ad.
L. persuadcndus, gerundive of pcrsnadere to PER-

SUADE.] A person who is to be persuaded.
1865 GUOTI; Plato II. xxiv. 253 That the topics insisted on

by the persuader shall be adapted to the feelings .. of the

pets'uadend.

Persuader (pwsw^'dai). [f. PERSUADE v. +
-Ell 1

. Cf. obs. V . persuadenr (i5~i6th c.).] One
who or that which persuades. Const, ofs. person,

formerly also of an action, etc.: see the verb.

1538 ELVOT Diet., Pcrs*<rs(- t
a. perswadtr or inducer to

do a thyntie. 1550 KM.E Apot. 86 b, Neyther is S. Paule..
a persuader of vowes tnakynge. 1580 I\c%. Prny Council
Scot, III. 281 Blamit as the persuadetis of his Hienes in

sindrie thingis. 1603 KNOLLES Hist. Turks u6;8) 148 The
euill persuaders of rebellion preuailed with him. 1654 R.
CoDRINGTON tr. Justine x \\viii. 458 His friend . .was both his

Companion, and his penwader to undertake this journey.

ijfiSKowEtr. Lncan vi. 94'J'he sweet Perswader*,peaks. 1838
FR. A. KEMBLF, Kesid. in Georgia (1863) 35 The canoes..
ate very inviting persuaders to this species of exercise.

b. statig. Something used to compel submission

or obedience, as a weapon, spurs, etc.

1796 GKOSK Diet. l'nl>>. T. (ed. ?), Persuaders, spurs.

1833 MAKRVAT P. Simple xli. He never appeared on deck
without his 'persuader', which was three rattans twisted

into one, like a cable. 1844 DICKENS Mart. Ch:t~ xxxiv,
I didn't admire his carryin* them murderous little per-

suadf.rs, and being so ready to use 'em. 1871
' M. LECKANM*

Cambf. Freshm. xiv, 'Don't you go in "persuaders"
spurs, you knowt1 Mr. Pokyr explained.

Persuadibility, variant of PEKSUADABILITV.

Fersna-ding, vH. ib. [f. ns prec. + -iNG 1
.]

The action of the verb PERSUADE; persuasion.
1530 PALscn. 253/2 Persuadynt;, persuasion. iS35CovEn-

DALI: Act\ xix. 26 This Paul turneth awaye moch people
with his persuadyng. a 1614 DONNK Bta^aiaro? (1644) iq8

This perswading to his destruction. 1651 HOBBES Leviath.

\

in. xli'i. 289 There wa- then no government by Coercion,
! but only by Doctrine, and Perswading.

Fersua'ding, ///. a. [f. as prec. 4- -ING 2.]

That persuades ; persuasive.
1581 J. UFI.L Haffdon's Aunv. Oso>. 3 His Epistle is..

altogether of the perswadins; kinde. 1613 SHAKS. Hen. I'/ff,

iv ii. 52 He was. .Exceeding wise, faiie spoken, and per-

swading. a 1641 BP. MOUNTAGU Acts fy IWon, \\i. 1164^)173
An argument, and perswadinn motive.

(
174$ T. RANDALL,

in Sc. Paraph*, xi. vi, Though all men's eloquence adorn'd

My sweet persuading tongue.

Hence Persna'dingrly adv., persuasively.
1552 HULOFT Perswadynglye, persMast'H/iter. 1614 J.

COOKF Tu Quoqne in Dodsley 0, PL VII. 71 Some fitter

time Shall biin^ me more persuadingly unto her.

Persuance, obs. form of PURSUANCE.

tFersua'SC. Obs. rare. [ad. L. pcrsitasus

(-tt stem),f. ppl. stem of/tfTMNMrVYj Persuasion.

1599 PORTF.K* Angry It-'oin. Abin%d, v. K j. He may per-
swade as long as his petswase Is b.ickt with reason and a

right -full suie. Ibid. Kij, What say you vnto my perswase?

Fersuasibility (paisw^ilbi-Uti). [f.
next:

see *ITV.] The quality of being persuasible ; capa-

bility of being, or readiness to be, persuaded.

1617 DONNE Sewn. v. 49 When them shall have, .infused a

perswasibility into them and a perswasivenesse into me, by
thy Spirit. 184* W. IRVING in Life 4- Lett. (1866) III. 236
Maria Christina miscalculated .. on the persuasibility, if

I may use the term, of Espartero. 1860 HAWTHORNE Marh.
Faun xxvii. II. 177 The young counts good-nature and
easy persuasibility [so ed. 1865; cdd 1871, '79, '84, etc., per-
suadability] were among his best characteristics.

Fersuasible (pa-isw^-sib'l), a. [ad. L. /(;-
sudsibtl-is

t
i. pcrsuas-) ppl. stem <& persuaderc to

PEHSUADE : see -BLE.]
*j*l. Having the power to persuade; persuasive. Obs.

1382 \\ vcLiF i Cor. ii. 4 Not in persuable[t'.r. persuasible,
I'ul*. persuasibllibus ; 1388 suteli sturyng] wordis uf niannis

wysdom. 1532 MORK Confut. Barnes vm. Wks. 810/2 One
. .by hys peisuasible wordes had turned the waueringe
people. 1580 HARVEY in Spenser's Wks. (Grosart) I. 39
The best and persuasiblest Eloquence. 1647 THATP Comn:.
Col. xi. 4 With probable and persuasil-ile speeches,
2. Capable of being, or ready to be, persuaded ;

open lo persuasion.
1501 Ord. Crystsn Men (W. de W. 1506) iv. xxi. 278 That

sue he infante fereth & loueth god and were persuasyble.
1620 T- GRANGER Div. L^gikc 371 One that is rather per-
swaisable by mens authoritie, then by reason. J854 Blackn'.

Mag. LXXVI. 46 His wife being a persuasible woman, who
will hear reason after all.

f 3. Capable of being commended for acceptance ;

credible, plausible. Obs.
1628 JAGKSOS Cteed \\. xxxvi. 2 The latter opinion is in

itself persuasible. a 1643 Ln. FALKLAND, etc. [infallibility

(1646) 127 Xor [is] Mahurnettsme at any tune so perswahible
as Christian religion.

Hence Persua'sibleness, persuasibility; Per-

sua'sibly adv., in a persuasible manner; f per-

suasively.
JSSS in Foxc A. fy 3f. (1583) 1802 This man did . . speake

..earnestly and perswasibly, as euer I heard any. 1755

JOHNSON, PfrsuasiMeness t
the quality of being flexible b>-

persuasion. [Hence 1818 in TODD; and in mod. Diets.]

Persuasion fpa-isw^vjan). Also 6-8 persw-;

4 -ctoun, 6 -cion, -tio(u)n. [ad. L. persitasion-

ew, n. of action from fersitadcre to persuade : perh.

through K. persuasion (
1 4th c. persnacion in

Oresme, persuaciottn in Gower).]
1. The action, or an act, of persuading or seeking

to persuade ; the presenting of inducements or

winning arguments; the addressing of reasonings,

appeals, or entreaties to a pei son in order to

induce him to do or believe something.
1382 WVCLIK Gal. v. S Forsoth this persuacioun, or softe

mouynge, is not of hym that clepide ^ou. 1477 ^KL RIVFR^
(Caxton) Dittcs 133 Ther may no persuasions nor hoUoin
counsel! auaile. 1555 KDKN Decades 24 Seduced by theyr
perswasions- and prouocations. 1595 SHAKS. Jo/in v. v. n
Ths English Lords By his perswasion, are a^aine fa! tie ofT.

1697 HOTTER A'/ti'/. Greece f. iii. (1715' 10 These, he, by hi-.

Persuasions, appeas'd. 1788 GIBBON Dec/, fy /". xlv. (1869)

11.674 The arts of persuasion were tried without succe*.-.

1856 KPOUOE Hist. Eng* (1858) I. v, 472 Promises agd per-
suasions being unavailing, they tried threats. 1867 FRY-
MAN Ncrm. Conq. I. iv. 2^7 1'y force or persuasion, be

gained over to his side the Princes of Aquttatne.

T b. Something tending or intended to induce

belief or action
;
an argument or inducement. Obs.

f 1384 CHAUCER //. Fame n. 364 How thenketh the my
conclusyon.. . A goode persuasion Quod he hyt is. c 1450
tr. De Imi'atiote in. vii. 72 He wil not hileue be wily per-
suasions of K* enemy. 1531 MORE Confut. Tiudale Wks.

6957? Another that serueth more honest, or that hath better

perswasions, than he. 1598-9 [E. FOR OK] Parnmus i. (1661)

42 A sufficient perswasion to all that the Prince.. was mur-
dered. 1624 CAI-T. SMITH Virginia in. 63 For his relation

we gaue him many toyes, with perswasions to goe with vs.

c. Power of persuading, persuasiveness.
1601 S>MKS. Tivd. N. til. "iv. 383 1st possible that my

deserts to you Can lacke perswasion? 1759 STERNE Tr.

Shandy \. xit, Persuasion hung upon his lips, and the

elements of Logic and Rhetoric weie so blended up in him.

1858 LYTTON ll'hat will he do vm. i. note. No printer's

type can record his decoious grace, the persuasion of his

silvery tongue. 1868 M. PATTISON Acadfin. Org, v. 166

For teaching there is required a persuasion as well as for

advocacy, though of a difTeient kind.

2. a. The fact or condition of being persuaded,

convinced, or assured of something; conviction,

assurance, full belief.

1534 MORE in Ellis Or if. Lett. Ser. i. II. 51 The know-

ledge of your trew graciouse persuation in that behalfe.

1601 DENT Pathiv. Heai-en 242 In the verie Elect, and in

those which are growen to the greatest perswasion. 1667
MILTON P. L. xi. 152 Perswasion in me grew That I was
heard with favour. 1777 PRIESTLEY Matt. $ Sfiir. (1782)
I. Pref. 8 My doubts were, .converted into a full persuasion.

1855 UREWSTER Ncivton II. xx. 221 He intimated to Newton
..his persuasion of Flamsteed's fitness for the wotk.

b. With //. That of which one is persuaded ;

what one is led to believe ; a belief, conviction.

-1510 MORE Pi'cus Win. X4/I This is a very deadly &
monstrous perswacion, which hath entred the mindes of

men. a 1687 PETTV Pol. /trit/i.(i6oo) Pref., Examin the

following Perswasions, which I find too currant in the

World. 1737 WATERI.ANH Eucharist 175 My Perswasion

.. is, that the Passage relates not at all to the Eucharist.

1860 \V. COLLINS Wont. White i. viii, It will always remain

my private persuasion that [etc.].

3. $pf. Religious belief or opinion; a form or

system of religious belief, a creed. Rarely used for

political opinion. Hence, b. A body of persons

holding a particular religious belief; a sect, a

denomination.
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PERSUASIVE.

In Hebrew or Jewish persuasion^ often loosely or humo-
rously put for 'race'; hence app. the humorous use in c.

(1588 Marfirel. Epist. (Arb.) 24 The said lolm Cant, hath

many things in him, whiuh euidently shew a catholike per-

swasion.) 16*3 DONNE Encxnia Ep. Ded., A*iy matter of

Controuersie betweene vs and those of the Romane Per-

swa^ion. 1656 A. WRIGHT Five Serm. To Chr. Rdr., Those
of the Episcopal perswasion. 1662 Ilk. Corn. Prayer Pref.,

All his Subjects of what perswasion soever. 1684 Scander-

beg Rediv. ii. 16 Their then received Religion (which uas
as still it is, the Lutheran Perswasion). 1687 LUTTRELL

BriefR el. (1857) I. 404 Persons of the congregational per-
suasion in the citty of Norwich. 1769 BLACKSTONE Cotnm.
IV. viii. 104 The Church of England. The clergy of her

Persuasion. 1779 SHERIDAN Critic n. ii, While we, You
know, the Protestant persuasion hold. 1794 PALEY E">id.

'- v- 3 (1817) 93 The exertions of the Founder [of

Christianity] and his followers in propagating the new per-
suasion. 1807-8 SVD. SMITH Piymley's Lett, ix, I detest

that state of society which extends unequal degrees of

protection to different creeds and persuasions. 1813 HOB-
HOUSE Journey (ed. 2) 622 Many of them, being of the

Roman Catholic persuasion. i86a TROLLOPE Orley F.

xiii, Nor at first sight would it probably have been dis-

cerned that he was of the Hebrew persuasion, 1879 M.
ARNOLD Irish Cath. Mixed Ess. 101 Men of any religious

persuasion might be appointed to teach anatomy or chemis-

try. 1888 SAINTSBURY Ess. Kng. Lit. (1891) 184 His political

satires would have galled Tories, .. and could hardly be

read by persons of that persuasion with such complete en-

joyment.
b. 1727 SWIFT Whatpassed in London Wks. 1755 III. i.

790 All the different persuasions kept by themselves. 1844
S. \YILFKFORCE Jfi'st. Prot. Episc. Ch. Amer. (1846) 308
A field of battle on which each persuasion sought to obtain

the mastery. 1863 WHYTE MELVILLE Gladiators III. ii

These were the Essenes, a persuasion that reject pleasure
as a positive evil.

C. slang or burlesque. Nationality; sex; kind;
sort

; description.
[1863 ALFORD in Gd. IVords 199 We constantly read of the

' Hebrew persuasion ',
or the '

Jewish persuasion '. I expect
soon to see the term widened still more, and a man of colour
described as 'an individual of the negro persuasion '.] 1864
Daily Tel. i Apr. 5 Brawny, vituperative-tongued female 4

;,

of the Irish persuasion. 1885' F. ANSTF.Y
'

Tinted I'enus vii.

78 She saici .she thought it was.. a gentleman in the hair-

cutting persuasion. 1890 Amer. Naturalist XXIV. 236, I

have a canary of the feminine persuasion. 1902 R. HICH&NS
Londoners 33 A sinister moustache of the tooth-brush per-
suasion. 1903 B. HARRADEN Kath. Frensham 28 A dark
little man, evidently of French persuasion, came into the

room. Mod. (humorous.) No one of the male persuasion
was present.

Persuasive (ps-iswr'siv), a. and sb. Also 7-8
persw-. [ad. med. Scholastic L. persitasiv-its t f.

L. persitas-, ppl. stem : see PEKSUASIBLE and -IVE.

Cf. f.persuasifi -ive (i5th c. in Hatz.-Uarm.
;

in

Cotgr.), perh. the immediate source.]
A. adj. Having the power of persuading ;

tending or fitted to persuade ; winning.
1589 GREENE Menaphon (Arb.) 22 With such perswaslue

arguments. Dem'ocles appeased the distressed thoughtes of
his doubtful countrimen, a 1639 SPOTTISWOOD Hist. Ch.
Scot. (1677) 385 A most persuasive Preacher. 1718 POPE
Iliad xiv. 251 Persuasive speech, and more persuasive
sighs, Silence that spoke ;

and eloquence of eyes. 1814 GARY
Dante's Inf. \\. 66 Thy eloquent persuasive tongue. 1884
W, J. COURTHOI-E Addi&on v. 97 The most powerful and

persuasive advocate of Virtue in fiction.

B. sb. Something adapted or intended to per-

suade; a motive or inducement presented.
1641 T. WARMSTRY Blind Guide Forsaken 45 A strong

perswasive to carry us along to the throne of grace 1680

ALLEN (title) A Perswasive to Peace and Unity among
Christians. 1751 JOHNSON Rainbler^Q. 175 P2 What are

treatises of morality, but persuasives to the practice of
duties? 1855 PRFSCOTT /'/*//# //, I. i. iii. 40 Persuasives in

the form of gold chains, gold crowns and other compliments.

Persuasively (pajsw^-sivli), adv.
_

[f. prec.
+ -LY 2

.] In a persuasive manner ;
with a per-

suasive air ; so as to persuade.
1667 MILTON P. L. ix. 873 The Serpent wise .. with mee

Pcrswasively hath so prevaild, that I Have also tasted.

1695 Lu. PRESTON l^oeth.^ Life 32 Sometimes perswa^ively
gliding to that whi h is to follow. 1875 JOWETT Plato^

Apol. (ed. 2) I. 349 They almost made me forget my=elf so

persuasively did they speak.

Persuasiveness, [f. as prec. + -NESS.] Per-

suasive quality; power of persuasion.
1611 FLORIO, Persuasibilitii^ perswasiuenesse. 1655 FULLER
Ch. //ist. in. i. 34 The best perswasiveness of his flattery,
consisted in down-right arguments of gold and silver. 1715-
20 Pni'K///arf in. i-}T.note t

Nestor's Eloquence.. consisted in

Softness and Persuasiveness. 1881 W. COLLINS BL Roie
i. iv. 164 There was a tender persuasiveness in her tones.

FerSUa'SOry, a. Now rare or Obs. [ad.
med. or mod.L. persztasori-iis (f. L. persitdsor per-
suader : see -ORY 2

), whence also F. persnasoire

(Ch. Kstienne Diet. 1552).] = PERSUASIVE a.

1576 I
1 LI-.MING Panopl. fcpist. 431 margin. In this his

persuasorie speach, lie giueth a testimonie of the,. affection

which lie did beare to the Vniuersitie of Cambridge. 1608-
11 lip. HALL Epist. v. i, Their very silence is perswasorie.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. iv. v. 188 Rut neither is

this [conceit] perswasory. 1748 RICHARDSON C/arissa(iBn)
I. xx. 142 The last persuasory effort that is to be attempted.

1838 SIR H. TAYLOR Autobiog. I. xv. 247 The persuasory
and recommendatory process may appear more conciliatory.

t Pe'rsue. Venery. Obs. Also 6 parcy, par-

see, parsie, 7 pursue, [app. orig. *parcee, *per-

cee^ a. f.percte act of piercing (or perct, -Je pa.

pple. pierced, struck by an arrow, etc.). After a

734

series of corruptions, finally confused with pursue.]
The track of blood left by a stricken deer or other

wounded beast of the chase. To draw parcy y by

parsie, etc., to follow the track of blood.

1530 PALSGR. 739/1, I Mryke a dere or any other wylde
beest as a huntar dothe whan he clrawetli parcy.y^ enferre.
I have strykyn him, let go your blodhounde, je lay enferre,
. .laissez alter vostre liinier. 1590 SPENSER F. Q. in. v. 28

By tract of blood, which she had freshly scene To have

besprinckled all the grassy greene : By the great persue
which she there perceav'd Well hoped shee the beast engor'd
had beene. 159* WARNER Alb Eug. vn. xxxvi. (1612) 175
A fell fleet Dog, that hunts my Heart by parsee each-wheare
found. Ibid. Prose Add. 345 Ascanius and his Compame
drawing by Parsie after the Stagge. ai6ig FLETCHER
Bonihtca v. ii, Now h* as .drawn pursue on me he hunts me
like a devil. 1661 FRLTHAM Disc. Eccles. ii. n Resolves,
etc, 11677) 351 As pursue in a strucken Deer, they fall from
us like blond, and make us to be hunted to death.

Persue, Persuit, obs. ff, PURSUE, I'UHSUIT.

Persulphate (psiszj-lfA). Chem. [PKR- 5 b.]
That sulphate which contains the greatest propor-
tion of oxygen, or of the sulphuric acid radical SO 4 ;

as persulphate of iron, now more systematically
named JcrHc sulphate, Fe2 '''SO4 ) 3 ; persulphate of
mercury, now mercuric sulphate, HgSO4 .

1813 1*. THOMSON Ann. Philas. II. 452 If instead of the

sulphate of iron we were to make choice of the persulphate
of iron. 1880 GARROD & BAXTER ftlat. Med. 39 A mixed
solution of sulphate and persulphate of iron. 1893 Syd. See,

Le.r., Persulphate of mercury, mercuric sulphate.

Persniphide tpaaszrlfsid). Clum. [PKR- 5.]
That sulphide of any element or basic radical

which contains the greatest proportion of sulphur.

Originally called FEUSULPHUBBT. Now usually more

definitely named, as in'sulphide , pentasttlphide,
etc.

;
e. g. persnlphide or pcrsulphuret of arsenic^

or arsenious sulphide = arsenic trisulphide, As2S3 .

1855 MILLKR Elem. Chew. II. 585 Persulphide of Hydro-
gen (HS;,?) In older to procure this compound it is usual
to prepare first a persulphide of calcium iCaSs), which may
be formed by boiling equal weights of slacked lime and

powdered sulphur in water.

Persulpho- : see PKR- 5, 5 b and SULPHO-.

1836 P.RANDE Chew. -fed. 4) 658 Persttlphocyanvrtt of
Iron . may be obtained in the form of a deliquescent
uncrystalli/able mass, of a red colour. 1880 Nature XXI.
363/1 On persulphocyanate of silver.

Persulphuret. Chem. = PKRSULPHIDE.
1836 BRANDE Chem. fed. 4) 755 Persnlphnret ofArsenic.. .

When sulphuretted hydrogen is passed through a con-

centrated solution of arsenic acid, a yellow precipitate falis,

which resembles orpiment in colour. 1853 W. GREGORY
Inorg. Chem. (ed. 3) 135 The formation of persutphuret
of ammonium. 1854 J. SCOFFKRN in Orrsdrc. Sc., Clteni.

3*7 This process yields., persulphurets of the base radical.

So PersnlphuTic a. [PKR- 5 a], in persulphuric

acid, the acid H 2S 2O B , containing the largest
known proportion of oxygen in combination with

sulphur ; persulphuric oxide, the anhydride of this

acid, SaO7 , discovered by Berthelot in 1878.
t Persu-lphurous a. Obs. = HYPOSULPHUROUS.
1819 J. G. CHILDREN Chem. Anal. 432 A peculiar acid,

which he proposed to call the persulphurous. but afterwards

changed the name to that of hyposulphurous acid. 1883
Athenyitm 16 June 767/2 The formation of lierthelot's

persulphuric acid.

Persuita-tion. Path. rare~. [ad. L. persul-

tdtiO) n. of action from persultare to leap through.]
An eruption of blood Irum an artery.

1706 PHILLIPS, Persultatlon^ .in Surgery. .is taken fora

bursting of Blood thro' the Vessels, occasion'd by their

Thinness. [1853 DLTNCLISON Med. Lex., J'ersHttatio,]

Persun, obs. form of PARSON, PERSON.

Persure, Persute, obs. iT. PIERCER, PURSUIT.

fPerswage, v. Obs. rare. [app. f. PER- 2 +
SWAGE v, : cf. ASSUAGE.] trans. To assuage,

lessen, diminish, dim.

[Cf. 1:1485 Digby Myst. (1882) n. 1977 Rex. A! we may
syyti and wepyn also pat we have for-gon }*is lady fie. . .

Regina. pat
doth perswade [Vperswage] all my ble pat swete

sypresse pat she wold so ] 1503 HAWKS Kxamf>. I'irt. vi.

iii, Of cruell deth a dolfull ymage That all her beaute dyd
per hwage.

f Persway, v. Cbs. rare. In 7 perssway.

App. =
prec.

1614 B. JONSON Earth. Fair n. vi, The creeping venome
of which subtilt serpent,, .neither the cutting of the perilous
plant [tobacco] nor the drying of it, nor the lighting, or

burning, can any way perssway or asswage.

Persyle, Persyuere, obs. ff. PARSLEY, PER-

SEVERE.

Pert (p5.it), a. (sb., adv.) Forms: a. 3- pert,

4-7 perte, (6 perth, Sc. pairt). 0. 5-6 (9 dial.}

peert, 5-7 (9 dial.) peart, 6 peirt(e, pearte,

pierte, 6-7 (9 dial.) piert. [Aphetic f. APERT,

and, like it and OK. apert, partly repr, L. apertus,

partly
= OF. aspert^ cspert, L. expertw.

From i5th c. evidenced with a long vowel, peert ^
later

peart, piert (piJt, p/rt), retained dialectally and in U.S.,

esp. in ;.ense 6, as distinguished from the ordinary general

English sense 14) of pert. Hence peart wn&pert are some-
limes viewed as different words.]

I. fl* Open, unconcealed; manifest, evident;
APERT a. 1,2. Often opposed \& privy. Obs.

In quot. 1330, aperte folie ought perh. to be read, but

the Petyt MS. has it as printed.

PERT.
a. c 1330 R. ERUNSE Chron. (1810) 216 Hardely dar I say

he did a perte folie. c 1350 Will. Palerne 4930 per come
menskful messageres. .from hire bro^r partendo bat was
hire pert broker. 1387-8 1*. USK Test. Love in. iii. (Skeat)
1. 163 By no waie maie it be then through perte necesMte.
c 1460 Kos La belie Dame 174 (MS. Hail.) In hir failed

nothyng. .prive, or perte. 1579 SPKNSER Sheph. Cal. Sept.
162 Or priue or pert yf any bene, We han great Bandogs will

teare their skinne.

0. 15*9 in Vicary's Anat. (1888) App. xiv. 255 That no
persons.. from hensforth occupyeeny maner Shavyng, priuy
or peirt on the Sondayes.

t b. Open of countenance, frank. Obs.

1567 DRANT Horace Epist. xviii. Fvj, Be perte, and cleare
in countinaunce, Not malipert, and light.

f 2. Of personal appearance, a. (in early use)
Beautiful, b. (later) Smart, spruce, dapper. Obs.
a. (71400 Destr. Troy 542, I haue pittye of your person &

your pert face. Ibid. 14039 Pyrrus, the pert kyng put vnto
dethe PantasSIia the prise qwene, periest of ladies. 1684
OTWAY Atheist in. iii, He's so very little, pert and dapper.

ft. 1596 COLSE Penelope (1880) 167 A thousand prettie
damsels peart. 1608 DAY Law Truxtt ir. (1881) 28 What
think you of this Lady? would she not make a prettie peart
Dutches? 1611 COTGR., Codinet^ prettie, dapper, feat, peart.
. .Godinette, a prettie peart lasse.

II. t3. Jixpert, skilled; ready: =APERT4- Obs.

(,1250 Gen. $ E.v. 3292 Dor quiles he weren in 3e desert,
God ta^ie hem weie, wis and pert, c 1330 King of Tars 18

Hire to seo was gret preyere Of princes pert in play.

(-1500 Melusine xxxviii. 303 But geffray, that was pert in

armes, smote with hys clubbe suche a stroke vpon the

flayel, that he made it to flee out of the geantis handes.

b. Quick .to see and act, sharp, intelligent; adroit,

clever. Obs. since i/thc. exc. in dial, form^w/.
. 1375 BARBOL'R Bruce x. 531 Ane william francass, Wicht

and pert, viss and curtass. c 1400 Destr. Troy 1 2044
Cassandra. . Piiams purednghter, periist ofwit. 1484 CAXTON
Fables of sEsofi ad fin., The mayster that was perte and

quyck was anone promoted to a benefyce. c 1500 .Melusine

xix. 105 So pert & swyft they were. 1628 FELTHAM ^*--

soives 11. [i.] xcii, Thus we see for Morality, Nature still is

something pert and vigorous. 1644 MILTON Areop. (Arb.)7i
The acutest, and the pertest operations of wit and suttlety.

^. 1586 J. HOOKKR Hist. Irel. in Holinshed II. 96/2 Per-

ceiving that rough nets were not the fittest to take such

peart birds. 1640 R. BAILLIE Canterb. Self-convict, ii. u
Of so obscure and intricate a nature, that.. our Assembly
was to peart to make any determination about them. 1850
N. fy Q. ist Ser. II. 276/2

'

I beant peart at making button-

holes
',
said a needle woman. 1852 MRS. STOWE Uncle Tom's

C. xxi, She's such a peart young un, she won't take no
lookin' arter.

III. 4. Forward in speech and behaviour; un-

becomingly ready to express an opinion or give a

sharp reply ; saucy, bordering upon
'

cheeky
'

;

malapert: = APERT 5. Said usually of children,

young people, or persons in inferior position, such

as are considered to be too (

uppish
'

or forward in

their address. Now the ordinary sense.

a. c 1386 CHAfcKR Reeve's T. 30 (Corpus MS.), And sche

was proud and pert as is a pye [so 4 MSS, ; 3 peertj. a 1450
Knt. de la Tour xiii. 18 Y >aide y wolde not of her, for she

was so pert and so light of maners. a 1529 SKKLTON Bou-ge
ofCoitrte 71 And sayde I was to blame To be so perte to

pre^se
so proudly uppe. 1530 PAI.SGR. 320/2 Perte saucy or

homly, malapert. 1553 HUI.OET, Periein makyngeaunswere,
argntus et argutulus. 1654 JI-:R. TAYLOR Real Pres. iv. 73
S. Hierome reproving certain pert Deacons for insulting
over Priests. 1741 RICHARDSON Pamela I. 36 Says Mrs.

Jervis, Pamela, dont be pert to his Honour. 1826 DISRAELI

Viv. Grey u. xiv, As pert a genius as the applause of a
common-room ever yet spoiled. 1835 Sou THEY in Cory. TO.

C. Howies (1881) 319 Mrs. Barbauld was cold as her creed :

her niece. .pert as a pear monger. 1858 TNENCH Stud.
Words v, We have been obliged to make 'pert' do double

duty, that of 'malapert' and its own. As some word is

plainly wanting, not so strong as ' insolent
',
we have been

led to employ
*

pert
'

exclusively in an unfavourable sense.

ft. a 1430 Peert [see quot. c 1386 in a], 1515 BARCLAY Eg-
loges iii (1570) C ij b/2 Some be forgetful!, some peart, some
indolent. 1593 DONNE Sat. \. Poems (1630) 325 Though a

briske perfum d piert Courtier Deigne with a nod, thy cour-

tesie to answer. 1835 C F. HOFFMAN Winter in Far West
I 212 He looks so peert whenever he comes in.

b. Of behaviour, speech, etc.

1681 GLANVILL Sadducismns Pref, With a pert and pr.iq;-

matique Insolence they censure all. ijoz Lag. Theophrast.
6 We admire the pert talk of children, because we expected

nothing from them. 1835 LYTTON Riemiw. i, The grave
officer could not refrain a smile at the pert, .answer of the boy.

f-c. As a vague expression of disfavour. Obs.

a 1704 T. BROWN Imit. Pershts" Sat. i, Here a pert sot,

with six months pain, biings forth A strange, mis>haptn,ni:il

ridiculous birth. 1711 SWIFT Jrnl. to Stella 15 July, We
had a sad pert dull parson at Kensington to day. 1728
POPE Dune. ii. 39 With pert flat eyes she window'd well its

head, A brain of feathers and a heart of lead. 1752 H.

WALPOLE Let. to R. Bentley 5-12 Aug., The Fairfaxes ha've

fitted up a pert bad apartment in the fore-part of the Castle.

5. Bold (esp. in a blameworthy sense); forward;

audacious, presumptuous. Obs. (exc. as merged in 4.)

1535 STEWART Cron. Scot. (1858) I. 169 That none.. Durst

be so pert as to stryk with ane wapyn. Ibid. II. 15 That

ony Pecht sould be so perth to pieve, To pas that wall with-

out the legatis leve. 1590 MAKLOWK Edw. //, i. iv, Bui this

I scorne that one so basely borne Should by his soueraignes

fauour grow so pert. 1673 CHAS. II in Lavderdale P. (1^85)

1 1 1. 2 Now they are not so perte on that subiect as they were.

ft. 1535 LYNDESAY Satyre 2914 Ye are over
peart

with

sik maters to mell. 1570 LEVINS Manip. 211/15 Peaite,

audax, impudens.
6. Lively ; brisk, sprightly ;

in good spirits,

cheerful, 'jolly '. Since I7thc. only dial.\ often

used of the state of an invalid :

'

bright ',

'

perky ',



PERT.

'chirpy', as opposed to '

depressed',
* down '

(csp. in form peart : see /3.).

1581 NUCE Seneca s Octavia i. i, Syr Phoebus pert with

spouting beame From dewy neast doth mount apace.

1590 SHAKS. Mids. A', i. i. 13 Awake the pert and nimble

spirit of mirth. 1634 MILTON Nonius 118 And on the Tawny
Sands and Shelves, Trip the pert Fairies and the dapper
Elves. 1693 Humours To'vu 116 A young, pert, blooming
Girl. 1696 Is'erney Mem. (1899) IV. 477, I watched last night
with him and I thought him fine and pert in the morning
but hee fell ofT again in the afternoone as heedoth most Daies.

1872 R. Ii. MARCY Border Rent. 252 Wa'al, now, straanger,

..I war middlin'sort o
1

pert yesterday, but .. I'ze powerful
weak to-day.

0. dial, and U. S, (often viewed as a distinct

word \
' No word in literary English precisely expresses the idta

cfpeait ; least of any Ao&*pert. Peart conveys the impres-
sion of sprightly liveliness, of a joyous, healthy, fresh, happy
condition, in the person or animal to which it is applied.'
F. T. Elwurthy in N. ty Q. 9th st-r. IV. (1899) 525.

1500-20 DUN BAR Poems Ixxv. 10 He wes lownysche, peirt,

and gukit. jS78Gossos mSc/i. ^^{Arb.) Notes 78 When
he perceyues Don Cortes here so pearte. 1661 LOVEU. /fist.

Attiiii. fy Mix. 2 They are very peart in the new of the

Moon, and sad in the conjunction. i8z8 J. HALL Lett. fr.
H't'st 304 These little fixens..make a man feel right peart,
when he is three or four hundred miles from any body or

anyplace, 1857 HUGHES Tom f>rown \. iii, And watched the

hawks soaring, and the '

peert
'

bird. 1863 KINGSLEY ll'ater-

Hab. i, For which reason he [Torn] was as piert as a game-
cock. 1869 P.LACKMORE Lorno. D. xlv, QUICK she had always
been and 'peart', as we say on Kxmoor. 1889 HURST Hors-

ham, G/oss. Sitssex Words s,v., I'm sure the child is better

to-day, she looks so peart.

b. Of plants: fresh, flourishing, verdant.

17278. SWITZKR Pratt. Gard. n. xii. 95 Provided it [a melon]
ripens well whilst the leaves and stalk are pert and green.

1883 in Hampsh. Gloss.

C. Of liquor: Brisk, pleasantly sharp to the taste.

171722 LISLE Husb. '1757) I. 377 Oat-mall and barley-malt

equally mixtd.. makes a very pretty, pert, smooth drink.

(Cf. quot. ^1825 s. v. PERTISH.]

JB. sb. {afao/. use of the adj.) A pert person or

thing : in various senses, t In pert, openly (0l>s.}.

c 1400 Destr. Troy 13725 Firms of hat pert was pristly
enamurt c 1450 HOLLAND f/owlat 60 For schanie of my
<chape in pert till appeir. 1784 COWHER Task iv. 145 No
powdeied pert, pioficient in the art Of sounding an alarm,
assaults these doors.

C. adv. orqunsi-<tt&. : in various senses of the adj.

1399 LASGL. Rich. Redeles iv. 88 Some parled as perte as

prouyd well after, a 1400-50 Atexa-nder 2295 And Uedels
& bail^ais he bad a-none crye, iJefore hys peple so pert.

1485 li'aterf. Arch, in iuM Rep. Hist I\!SS. Comm. App.
v. 321 That.. will goo among them prevy or peart for his

propre besynes. 1528 ROY Rede ate (Arb.) 48 Morover that

no clarcke be so bolde, Prevy or pearte with hym to holde.

1530 PAI.SGR. 841 Privy or perte, en prive cu en apcrt. 1795
COWPER Pairing Time 28 A la-.t year's bird, who ne'er had
tried What pairing means, thus pert replied. 1859 J. RED-
PATH Roving Etiitor'2$>'' Now hold up your head and walk

pert. .. Quick come pert only there already ? pert !

'

jerked out the mulatto, to hasten the boy's steps.

t Pert, v. Obs. rare. [In sense 2, f. PERT a. 4 ;

in i, app. a phonetic variant of PEKK v.
; but the

relation between these words is obscure.]
1. trans, with up. To raise briskly :

=, PEKK v^ 3.
1611 HEAUM. & KL. Knt. Bum. Pestle i. i, Didst thou ever

see a prettier child? How it behaves it selfe .. And speaks
and looks, and peaits up the head?
2. inlr. To behave pertly :

- PERK v\ I b.

1637 POCKLINGTON Altare C/tr. 158 If. .allowed to piert

upon the Canons of the Church, and crow over her authority.
1661 GAUDEN Anfi-Baa-l-Uerith 292 Hagar perted against
Sarah, and lifted herself up against her superiours.

Pert, obs. form of PART.
Pertain (paat^-n), v. Forms: 4-6 par-, per-

tene, -teyne, 5 -tyne, -tiene, -tine, 5-6 -teigne,
-tayne, 6 partein, 6-7 pertaine, 4 -tein(e, 7

-tayn, 6- pertain. [ME. f>ar-, pertene, -teyne^
a. OK. partcn-ir (3rd pres. Norman parfen-t, par-
ten-ent, subj. partene, -teigne'. cf. CONTAIN) = Pr.

pcrttier t
It. perlenere to belong i\ Jt pertintrc to

extend, stretch, tend (to), belong (to), f. PER- i +
tenere to hold,]
1. intr. To belong, be connected (in various

ways) ; e.g. as a native or inhabitant, as part of

a whole, as an appendage or accessory, as de-

pendent. Const, to.

c 1350 Will. Palerne 1419 All be fcrete, Of lordes & ladies

hat to fcit lond partened. 1387 TKEVISA Higdrn (Rolls) II.

121 From bat tyme be citee and be see of Dorcbestre per-
teyned and longede to \>e prouince ot" Mtrcia. 1483 Act i

Rich. Illy c. 6 i To euery of the same Feyres is of right
peiteynyng a court of Pcpowders to mynystre to theim due
Justice. 1532 FRITH Afirtor i. Wks. (1829) 266 Whether
they be ouiwaid gifts or inward, pertaining either to the

body or soul. 1546 Key. Privy Council Stot. I. 28 The
samin (house) and landis pertenand thairto 1611 SHAKS.
Wint. T. v. iii. 113 If slie pertaine to life, let her speake too.

1850 GROVE Corr. Phys. Forces ted. 2) 8g, I have purposely
avoided this subject, as peitaining to a department of
science 10 which I have not devoled my attention. 1859
C. UAHKEK Asioc. Print, iii. 62 Scenes which pertain to an
age happily passed away.

t b. spec. To belong as a possession, legal right,
or privilege. Obs
c 1380 WVCLIF Seym. Sel. Wks I. 140 J>e sheep perteynen

not to him. 1425 Rails ofParIt IV. 2gS/i Sutlie service
as periienneih of honeste to my>aid Lord. 15x6 TINDALE
Maife xii. 17 Geve to Cesar that which bclongetb. to Ceiar :

735

and geve God that which perteyneth to God. 1591 DAVIFS
ftttntort. Soul vif. lii. (1714* 4^ To create, to God alone

pertains. 1609 SKENE A'fg. Maj. n The persewer may
alledge the lands to perteine to him. 1630 PKVNNI-; Anti~
Armin. 144 The real intention, benefit, and application of his

death.. pertains not vnto all.

C. To belong as one's care or concern. To

pertain to : to matter to, to concern. Obs. or arch.

1382 WYCLIF ft fark iv. 38 Maistre.perteneth tt nat to ihee,

that we peri*hen ? 1470-85 MAI.OKY Arthur xvi. xi. 679
But thow wenest to rescowc a mayde whiche perteyneth no

thynge to the. 1549 LATIMKK yd Serin,
t><'f.

l-'.div. I'f

(Arb.) 85 Thy syluer is drosse, .. What pertained that to

Esay? ^1696 PRIOR Lore Disarmed 27 To me pertains

not, she replies, To know or care where Cupid flies. 1870
BRYANT Iliad I. vi. 207 The cares of war Pertain to all men
born in Troy.

d. To belong as an attribute, fitting adjunct, or

duty ;
to be appropriate to.

1375 HARBOUK Bruce xm. 728 In that tuelf moneth suld he
Cum and clayme it, and thai for do To the king that perttnyt
thar-to, 1423 JAS. I Kingis Q. cvii, Though It to me per-
tene In lufi-, lawe the septre to gouerne. 1447 BOKKNIIAM

Styntys (Koxb.) 44 Anne is as myuhe to seyn as grace ..

worthyly thys appellacyoun To hyr pertenyth. 1552 Ilk.

Com. Prayer, Order. Dt'a<ons
t
\l perieinelli to thofrice of a

Deacon. .to assist the Prieste. 1577-87 HOMNSHCD Chron,
III. 2/2 Requiring at your hands the things which pcituine
to psace. 1688 R. HOLMK Armoury in. 321/1 Theic aie..

these Tools and Instruments pertaining to the Iron Workers.

1773-83 HOOLK Orl. 1'itr. xix. 522 Weapons that peiUiin to

war. 1861 M. P.vrnsox fcss. (1089) I. 47 To keep an iron

helmet ami harness, and all arms pertaining to a complete
furnishing for war.

2. To have reference or relation
;
to relr.te to.

(71400 MAUNDKV, (Roxb. ) xxxtv. 152 Spicery and all maner
of of>er gudez, and namely bat partenez to maniif/ lyfiade.

1432-50 tr. Hidden (Rolls) IV. 417 William Malmeshur ..

supposenge the writenge of that sion to peiieyne to Marius
the consul of Rome 1526 TINDALK 2 Pet. \. 3 All thynge;,
that pertayne vnto lyfe. 1611 UIBLK Transt. Prcf. 2 .Spe-

cially if it pertaine to Religion. ^1770 JORTIN Semi. (1771!

HI. iii 47 This law pertains, first to vu\vs made to (iod

himself and confirmed by an oath. 1841 BORROW Zintali I.

i. 233 We. .discoursed on matieis pertaining to our people.

f3. In both senses (i and 2), formerly some-

times with an indirect (dative) object without to.

Cf. BELONG v. 3. 06s. or dial.

1472-3 Rolls ofPat It, VI. 5?/ 1 Answere in and to:ill such
Writte and Writtes, ISille and Billes, . . pei leynyng any of the

premis>es. 1535 LYNDKSAY batyrc 3354 My coattis, and my
otTrands, With all that dois perteine my benefice. 1553 in

ftlaitl. Cl. Misc. 11840) I. 41 notC) 1, wyth all ffn-indU per-

tening me. 1618 (title of J/.V.) Itooke of the Land per-

teyninge the Famyly of the Twysdens in Kent.

f*4. The 3rd pers. sing, impersonally, and the

pres. pple. were used in the phrases as pertains to,

as pertaining to = as regards, as concerns, in

regard to, in relation to. Obs. (or arch.}

1526 TISDALE Row. iv. i Abraham oure father, aspertayn-
inge [so 1611; 1881 R. I

7
, according] to the flesshe.

Hcb, ix. 9 Gyfles and sacrifices are offered which cannot
make them that minister paifect, as pertaynynge to [1881
R. V. as touching) the conscitnce. 1568 BIHI.E illishops')
Rom. ix. 3 My kinsmen as parteyneth to the fleashe.

Hence Pertarning vbl. sb. (also pi. in concr.

sense = *

belongings') and ppl. a.

1591 PERCIVALL ty. Di\t., Pcrttncncia, perteining. 1869
BusHNELL Worn. Suffrage v. 90 Those things are duly con-
sidered as pertainings of a woman's lot. 1889 hlectncal
Rev. 29 Nov. 607/1 Seven houses and their ptttainings.

1898 E. PHH.LPOTTS Childr. of Mist i. v, The pertaining
farm already had a tenant.

Fertai'iimeirt. rare, [f, prec. + -MEKT.] A
belonging, an appurtenance.
1897 Contcinf>. Rev. Sept. 415 IThey] possess some of the

finest pertainmcnts of the human lace.

Pertake, Pertane, Perte, Pertene, Per-

tener, obs. forms of PARTAKE, PAKTAN (crab),

PART, PERTAIN, PARTNER.

t Perte *rebrate, z>. Obs. rare , [f. ppl stem
of L. perterehrare to bore through, f. PER- i -t-

tcrebiare to bore.] trans. (See qwots.)
1623 COCKERAM, Pcrtercl'rate, to wimble 1656 RLOUNT,

Perterebrate, to peirce or bore thorow with a wimble.

So f Perterebra'tion, a boring through.
1658 PHILLIPS, Pertcrcj-ration, a boring through with

a wimble. [Hence in Bailey, Johnson, and mod. Diets.]

f Perte-rrify, v. Obs. rare-*, [f.
PER- 2 -f-

TEKKIFY, after L. perternfacere to frighten

thoroughly.] trans. To terrify thoroughly.
1623 COCKERAM, Ptrter/fic, to fright.

Perterych, obs. form of PARTKIDGE.

fPerte'xed, ppl. a. Obs. rare , [ad. L./w-
text-ns

t pa. pple. Q{ptrtexcre to weave throughout.]
1623 COCKERAM, Pertexcd, weaued out.

Perteyne, Perteyner, -or, obs. ff. PEBTAIX,
PARTNER.

Pertliite (p5'jj>ait\ Min. [Named by T.

Thomson (1832) after Perth, Ontario, where found:

see-UK 1
.] (See quot. 1868.)

1832 C. U SIILFARD Mitt, i 232 (Chester) 1868 DANA
HIin. (ed. s

1 356 Perthite, a flesh-red aventurine feldspar,

consisting of interlaminated albite and orthoclase.

Hence Perthi'tic a., pertaining to, lesembling,
or containing perthite. In mod. Diets.

Perti, pertie, obs. forms of PARTY.

t Pe'rtical, a. Obs. rare,
f
ad. L. pertidii-ts,

f. pertua pole, PERCH s&.~] Of, pertaining to,

PEHTINACY.

or done by means of the measuring-rod or sur-

veyor's staff.

1625 NORDEN England Prcf. Addr., For want of pcrticall

demensuration, I have becne enforced to boi row the liclpe. .

of mine owne maps. 1656 B LOU NT Gtt>ss0r., Pertica!>

belonging to, or serving for a Peich or Pole.

Perticat, -e, Perticular, -er(e, Pertiliche,
obs. ff. PARTICATE, PARTICULAU, PKUTI.V.

t Pertinace, a. obs. AUo 5 -nax. [a. OF.

pertinace, also pertinax (r^lgthc.), in It. per-
tinace, Sp. periinaz, ad. L. pcrtinax, -aeon very
tenacious, f. PER- 4 + tenax tenacious

]
=- next.

14.. in Rcl. Ant. I. 192 Olde maistetez war 11051 Lisle ne

jietiinacez in sekynfi and serchyng of this forsaide cure.

1491 CAXTON I''itas Pair. (W. de W, 1495) n. 301/1 Seeyug
that he was pertynax &. ob^ynate.
Hence "j* Pertinacely ad'i'.

t pertinaciously.
1526 Pilgr. Pt'rf (\V, de W. 1531' 224 Perlynacely expoun-

ynge the holy scripture wrong, they fell in to heresyes.

Pertinacious ;i'0-iiin^-J.^s\rt. AUo7-atious,
7-8 -aceous.

[t.
L. pertinSci-^ stem of pertinax

(see PEUTINACE) + -Ol's.] Persistent or stubborn in

holding to one's own opinion or design ; icsolute;

obstinate. Chiefly as a bad quality.
1626 MFADE in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. i. III. 224 You will

perceive my Lord Digby's pertinacious importunity to come
to Parliament, a 1635 NAUNTON 1'tagw. j\t'g. (Arb.) zr

Given to any violent or periinaiious di^pute. 1655 Fri.i.ivK

Ch. Hist. in. vi. 43 To di>pight them, who are. .pertina-
cious wor^hippeis of one tiod. 1794 SULLIVAN l'icw Nat.

i V. 191 Pertinaceous bigotry may cbu^e to adlieie to it.

1805 FosifcR ss. i. iv. 55 As pertinacious a> ivy climbing
I a wall, a 1859 MACAULAY i>i&S* f 't-f'/J J & Atiei bury Ijecame

the most factious and pcrlinaciuus of all the opponents of
1

the government.
b, Obstinately or persistently continuing ; spec.

of disease, etc., not yielding to treatment.

1646 H. LAWRENCE Connn. Angells 60 1*111 them into a

pertinaiious and constant state of ill. 1675 GREW Disc.

Tasts Plants v. 6 The Baique of the Root, .impresseth a

periinaceous and diffusive laste. 1684 tr. l>o^tt s J/tJ'-. .

Compit. vni, 279 The flux., is sometimes so periinaceous,
! that it is impossible to stop it. a 1785 (JI.OVKK Athcnaid i,

, Recumbent, not reposing, there Consumes the hours in

i pertinacious woe, Which sheds no tear. 1878 UROUNING
|

Poets Croisic .\lix, Its pertinacious hues Must fade.

Pertinaciously tpsatin^-Jasli),
adv.

[f. prec.
+ -LY -.] In a pertinacious manner; resolutely;

! persistently ; obstinately, stubbornly.
1637-50 Row Hist, Kirk (1842) 58 The Assem'hlie con-

i demnesthis proposition as erroneous, false, and, if pcrtina-
ciotislie maintained, heretkall. 1751 HUME Pnnc. Morals

I i. i Disputes with Persons, pertinaciously obstinate in their

Principles, are, of all other 1
;, the must irksome. 1830

IVJsRALLi C/ias. /, III. v. 66 He kept cautiously and per-

tiiiaciou.[y to the laws. 1876 HOLLAND Scv. Oaks xi. 145
It returned and returned again so pertinaciously that he

was glad to order his horses and ride to the factory.

Pertina'ciousness. [See -NESS.] - next.

1651 JI:K. TAYLOR Holy Dying v. via. (1719) 249 Fearing
lest the pei tinaciuusness of her Mistress's borrows sliou'd

cause her vi! to revert, or her Shame to approach. (11711
KEN Psyche Poet. Wks. 1721 IV. 200 In a mistaken way
With Pertinaciousness I stray. 1837 T. HO-IK Jack Brag
xix, The pertinaciou;<ness with uhicii Mr. Levi.-rt adhered to

his opinion.

Pertinacity (psitinse'siti), [a. F. pertinacity

(1419 in Goclei.\ ad. L. type *pertinacitas (perh.
in med.L. for pertinacia\ in mod. It. pertinacitii

(cf. L. tcnacia and tenacitas}^ f. L. pertindc-tttl :

scePEKTiNACK.] The quality ofbeing pertinacious;
resolute or stubborn adherence, as to an opinion,

purpose, design, course of action, etc. ; persistency ;

usually in a bad sense : perverse obstinacy or stub-

bornness
;

evil persistence.
1504 ATKVNSON tr. De Inntatione t. ix. 159 It is a synne

of pertynacite & piyde. 1570-6 LAMBARDK Peramb. Kent
(1862) 179 Thomas Hetket. .having by fioward disobedience
and stubborne peitinacitie, provoked King If en tie the

Scconde to indignation against him. 0620 MORYSON /tin.

iv. v. iv. (1905) 482 The mere Irish .. haue ^singular and
obstinate peitmacity in relayning their old manners and
Customes. 1639 N. N. tr. Du Bosq's Cowpt. Woman u. 9

Constancy is but for good things, peitinacity for the bad.

1759 JOHNSON Idler No. 55? 3, 1 have collected materials

with indefatigable peiiinacity. a 1832 MACKINTOSH Rev. of
1688, Wks. 1846 II 87 The pertinacity of the heretic. 1845
SARAH AUSTIN Kanke's Jh'st. Kef. iv. i. II. 143 The im-

perialists carried on the siege of Marseilles with great per-

tinacity. 1880 HAUCHTON Pliys. Gcog. iii. 118 The piopnety
of the term is shewn by the pertinacity with which the lines

AA and CC cling to the water and avoid the land.

tPe*rtinacy. Obs. Also 7 -tenacy. [
= Pr.,

It., Sp. periinacia^ ad. L. ptrtinacia^ f. pettinax,
acem: seePEHTiNACE. Cf. prec.] P*BT1NACITY :

being the earlier word; very common in ijlhc.

Mostly in an evil sense.

4:1386 CHAUCER Pars. T. F330 Pertinacie is whan man
deffendeth hise folies and trusteth to muchel in his owene
wit. 1387-8 T. USK Test. Low n. i. (Skeat) 1. 46 Holy fader s

. . pioved. .her pertinacie todistroy. 1548 UDAI.L, eic. Erasm.
Par. Matt. xii. 71 The perlinacye and stubbernesse of the

lewes. 1577 HARRISON England n. i (1877) i 17 In cases

of heresie, pertinacie, contempt, and such like. 1605 15-

JONSON V'ol/>one \\. ii. My bleeding is not so coarse., to oflend

with pertinacy. 1656 BI.OUNT Glossogr^Pertitiacy..^Qi^^'
times.. taken in the good part for perseverance, constancy.

1686 GOAD Celest. Bodies n. iii. 192 Justifying it self by the

Pertinacy of the Constitution throughout all the lerm.

1751 Affect. AWr^//^**- 96 Reflecting on., the Disgiace

arising to himself, by his Ignorance and Fertinacy.



PERTINATB.

t Pe'rtinate, a. Obs. [An irreg. formation,

]>erh. on the mistaken analogy of intimate^ inti-

macy, and the like ; or originating in a misreading
vipertinace.]

= PERTINACE, PERTINACIOUS.
CXS34T. THEOBOLD in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser, in. III. 128

This Friar.. yn his sytuple opynnion somwhat penynate.
1545 JOVE E.\p, Dan. \i. 88 Oh how peitinate and styfe
are the vngodly lawers and act makers. 1552 LVNDESAV
Monarche 5730 All pertinat wylfull Arratykis.

Hence t Pe'rtinately adv. = PERTINACIOUSLY.
< 1400 Apol. Loll. 42 To defend be contrary pertinatly is

heresy, contrary to be feib. 1545 JOYE E.\p. Dan. xii. 211

These abominations when thei be defended pertinatly of
the enemies of the gospel, then their stifnecked pertinacie
inflammeth dlscordis.

Pertinence (,p5*itinens). Also 5-6 -tenaunce,
6 -tenance, -tynense. [In sense i, a. Olf.par-
tenance, partinance, pertinence^ f. partenant, pr.

pple. oipartemr\.Q belong; cf. PUKTENANCE ; in 3,

from PERTINENT : see -ENCE.]
1 1. Something which belongs or is an appendage

to another larger thing ;
= PUKTENANCE, APPURTE-

NANCE i and 2. Oh. a. Law. An adjunct to

property : cf. PERTINENT sb. a.

1432-50 lr. Higden (Rolls) VIII. 509, I, Henrlcus, duke..,
clayme and take. .the ciowne of Ynglonde with the per-
tinence. 1455 Roth fj Patlt. V. 320/1 The manuir of \Vhit-

gift, with the pertinences. 1525 TIN'DAI.E ^Inrg. Xfltes on
Matt. xiv. i. Wks. (P.nker Soc.J II. 233 Jewry, with her

pertenance, was then divided into four lordship-..

fb. The offal of a carcase; = PUIITENANCE 2.

1535 COVERDM.E Exod. \\\. 9 His heade w l his fete and

perienaunce [f>/>$\, Geneva^ 1611 purtenance].

f c. //. Belongings, appendages, trimmings of a
dres*. Obs.

1551 hw. Ch. Surrey (1869) 3?, j vestement of blacke
ilaniaike \\ith the pertj ntmes.

t 2. The fact of pertaining or being attached to.

Obs. rare.

. 1611 CHAPMAN Iliad xiv. 434 Wounding him In that part
. . Uetwixt the short ribs and the bones that to the triple gut
Have pertinence.
3. The fact of being pertinent; ---PERTINENCY i.

1659 H. THORNDIKE Wks. (18461 II. 665 The agreement of
them with other copies, together with the . . pertinence of sense.
a 1693 SOUTH ist Serm. on Ecclts. v. 2 Serin. 1737 II. 96 A
due ordering of our words. .; which is dune by pertinence
and brevity of expression. 1837-9 HALI AM //ist. Lit. u.

\iii. S Montucla tails him [Comniandin] the model of com-
inentator^ for the pertinence and sufficiency of his note--.

Pertinency (paMtinen:*!). [f. L. pertinent-cm
PERTINENT: see -ENCY.]
1. The quality of being pertinent or pertaining to

the matter in hand; relevancy ; appositeness.
1598 FLORIO, Pcrtt'nenza. pertinency. 1603 Montaigne I.

xxv. (1632) 73 Making choice of his reasons, loving perti-

nency, and by consequence brevitie. a 1652 J SMITH Sel.

J)isc. vii. 316 Because of their pertinency and usefulness in

the matter now in hand. 1701 NORRIS Ideal World \, \'\,

320 The pertinency of it to our present concern. 1794 PA LEY
Efid. i. ii. IT. i. (1817) 354 Still less is there of-pertinency
in Mr. Hume's eulogiuin. 1865 CARLVIE I''edk.Gt. xxi. vii.

. 1 3-J2) X. i23 Innumerable things, of no pertinency to us, are

wearisomely told.

t b. \\ith pi. An instance of this. Obs.

1654 \VHITLOCK Zooion-ia 208 On occasion to draw out
Pertinencies to some emergent. 1665Wn HER Lord's Prayer
Preamble, Made forth explicitely m every Essential and
Ciicumstanttal peitinency thereof.

f 2. ^ PERTINENCE i, AIH'LETEXANCK i. Obs.

1651 G. W. tr. Comel's lust. 103 Nor can a prescription be
of those pertinencies whose principles have not a perpetuall
and durable continuance. 1 187* K. W. KOBHKISON Hist.

ss. 127 The thanage of Kintore wlikli was made over in

1375 'saving the pertinencies \pcrtinenciis\ and our kanes.
'

by Robert H to John de Duribar, Earl of Moray.]
Pertinent ^pautincnt), a. and sb. Also 6 par-.

[Ultimately from 'L. pertinent-em, pr. pple. of per-
tinert to PERTAIN; but in early use immed. a.

OF. partenant (1246 in Godef.), pertenant t pr.

pple. of*OK. partenir\ the latinized pertinent is

cited by Hatz.-Darin, from Chr. de Pisan c 1400.]
A. adj. 1 1. Pertaining or belonging (to'} : a. as

a possession, dependency, or appendage ; b. as

a part, constituent, or function. See PERTAIN ^>. i.

[1278 Rolls ofParlt. I. 11/1 Les autres teires, purtinauntz
a Tillebury.] ("1407 LVDG. Rtson $ Sens. 5157 Any maner
her be fynde,..Gitryn or gomme, rynde and roote, Pertinent
vnto physike. 1412-20 Chron. Troy \. vii. (1555), An yle
to Grekes pertinent. 1586 A. DAY ng. Secretary i.(i625)
32 Whatsoeuer is pertinent to folly. 1633 SWAN Spec. M. \\.

2 (1643)63 This was a woik pertinent unto the third day.

f 2. Appropriate, suitable in nature or character.

1413 Pifgr. Soiult (Caxton 1483) HI. iii. 51 Many peynes
pertynent to dyuers synnes. 1423 JAS. I Kingis Q. cxxxviii,
l.at me se Gif thy remede be puitynent to me. 1539 Ait
31 Hen. Vlll, c. 5 A. .beautifull and princely manour ..

mete and partinent to his royall maicstie. 1567 MAPLKF Gr.
Forest A vj. Proper or pertinent to earths are many and
sundrie kindes. 1658 A. Fox Wurtz Sitrg. in. xiii. 255
To apply pertinent remedies for such Symptomes. 1697
POTTEK Antiq. Greece iv. xi (1715) 270 My Parents to the
Match will not consent, Therefore desist, it is not pertinent.
3. Pertaining or relating to the matter in hand

;

relevant ; to the point ; apposite. Const, to.

c 1380 WVCLIF .SVA Wks. II. 13 pei. .seiden, ^at |?ei hadden
no breed, how were it J>anne pertinent to telle hem of sour

dou^? 1532 MORK Confut. Tindale Wks. 6o/2 Lettyng..
the remenant passe, as nowe not pertinent properlye

to this

matter. 1631 GOUGE Go(Cs Arrows i. Ded. 9 Pertinent

736

therefore to the present times are the Treatises following.
1647 CI.ARFNDON Hist. Reb. iv. 309 A most pertinent
instance of the Tyianny, and Injustice of that time. a. 1713
ELLWOOD Autolnog. (1714) 353 Hooks and Papeis, pertinent
to the case in Hand 1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) V. 131 He
. . prefers a few good judges who make pertinent remarks on
the case.

B. sb. Something which pertains, belongs, or

forms an appendage, to another
;

a minor pro-

perty, appurtenance. Usually in pi.

a. Law. (Chiefly .ST.) Anything belonging loan

estate, the ownership of which it follows.

1396 in Scott. Antiq. (1900) XIV. 217 Al his landys of the
Murtclauch . . lyand within the schyrraydome of Banfe with
the pertinents. 1:1450 Godstow Reg. 35 The my lie of du-

dekesford, with the pertynentis. 1495 Rolls ofParlt. VI.

501/1 The Manours of Wodstock, Hanburgh and Stonefeld,
of the Hundied of Wolton, with the perlinentes, in the
Countie of Oxon 1

. a 1649 DRUMM. OF HAWTH. Fain. Ep.
Wks. (1711) 157 His said lands,., with houses, bigi>ings, yards,
parts, pendicles, and pertinents thereof. 1813 N . CARLISLE

Topog. Diet. Scot. II. s. v. /fassettdetut, The Church of

Hassendean, with its pertinents,, .\vere granted to Walter,
Earl of Buccleugh. 1864 CAKLYLE Frcdk. G't. .\v. x\v.

IV, 2ii Torgau and pertinents now his.

b. generally. Belongings ; apparatus ; depen-
dencies. Now Sc.

1526 Pilgr. Pft-f. (W. de W. 1531) 103 Whiche tree he.,
offteth.. with all the fruytes & partyneme* to the same.

1554 KNOX /,(/. in Set. Writ. 11845) 337 Make not your
members pertinents to sin, 111657 R* LO\EDAV Lett. (16631
in Great ones love at such solemn troubles to have their

servants presence signifie they have such pertinents. 1774
PE.NNANT Tour Scot, in 1772, 318 BoaN with nets and other

peiiinents for fishing 1854 H. MILLER St/t. $ Schm xxi.

(1858) 468 As if its thinking part had no other vocation than

simply to take care of the mouth and its pertinents.

Pe'rtinently, adv.
[f. prec. t -LY *.] In a

pertinent manner
; suitably, appropriately ; appo-

sitely, to the point or purpose.
1596 DRAYTON Leg. iv. 103 And to be nl wales pertinently

good, Follower not still the greutnesse of our Blond. 1626
T. H[AWKINS] Cauxins Holy Crt. 15 Nor yet will I touch
what might pertinently be disputed, a 1688 CuuWORTH
Iniuntt. Mor 11731) 230 ThK AiistOlle hath observed very
pertinently to our Purpose. 1738 NTAL Hist. Pnrit. IV. 4

[They] expounded some parts of the Scripture, .pertinently
to the occasion. 1885 Spectator 8 Aug. 1048/1 There Is

nothing new in this article, but the points are pertinently put.
So Pe'rtinentness, pertinence. rare~.
1727 in IJAIU:Y vol. II. Hence in JOHNSON and later Diets.

Pertiner, obs. form of PARTNER.

t Perti'ngency. Obi. [f. as PERTINGENT :

see -ENCV.] The lact or condition of reaching to

so as to touch.

1656 H. MORK Enthns Trl (1712) 3 The Outward Senses,
which upon the pertmgency of the Object to the Sensitive

Organ cannot fail to act. 1706 PHILLU-S, Pertingency% (in

Philos. ) a teaching to.

t Pertrngent, a. Obs. [z&.'L.pertingent-em,

pr. pple. ofpcrtingcre to stretch out, reach, extend,
f. per through (see PER- i ) + tangere to touch ; see

-ENT.] Touching; in contact ; reaching to.

1656 HI.OUNT G&MSdgr., Pertiugcnt, extending, reaching
or joyning near unto. 1658 PHILLIPS, Pertindent lines in

Heraldry, vide F.nti>e. Ibid., EntirePertrngents t are lines

that run the longest way of the sheilds position, without

touching the Center.

Partisan, -ant, -en, -on, obs. ff. PARTISAN.

Pertish (pa-jtip, a.
[f.

PEKT a. + -ISH l
3.]

Somewhat pert, inclined to be pert; in quot.
c 1825, rather brisk or sharp to the taste.

c 1825 Ho:tlsto>i Tracts II. xlviii 12 A sup of pertish beer.

1836 T. HOOK G. Gurney II. 287 A rather pertish, forward.

looking young man.

Pertition, obs. form of PARTITION sb.

Pertlike (pa'Jtbik), a. and adv. [f. PERT a.

+ -LIKE 2 a and b.] -fa. adj. Pert-looking, pert.
Obs. b. adv. Pertly, briskly, cheerfully, dial.

1582 STANYHURST sEneis \\ (Aib.) 54 The perilyke Greeks
thre flamd citty with ruthlesse victorye ransack. 1756 in

Daily Citron. (1905) 7 Jan. 3/2, I saw the Countess of

Coventry at Rantlagh. I think she isapert-llke husy going
about with her face up to the sky.
U. S. dial. 1879 TorKGKE Pool's Err. vii. 29 I've managed

to pull through thus far tollable perm-like.

tPe*rtling. Obs. rare. [f.PEHTfl. + -LING! 2.]

A peit or sharp child.

1581 MULCASTKK Positions xlii. (1887) 257 What a pleasure
would the maister take in such a perfit perteling?

Pertly (pautH'
1

,
adv. Forms: see PERT a.\

also 5 partly, [f.
PERT a. + -LY 2

.]
la a per:

manner.

fl. Openly, without concealment ; plainly; evi-

dently, manifestly. (Opposed \Q privity.} Obs.

13. . E. E. Allt't. P. B. 244 A payne t>er*on put & pertly
haTden. c 1350 Will. Palerne 97 pere pried he in priuely

and. pertiliche biholdes. 1468 Maldon Essex Liber B. If.

136 (MS.), Noo ducheman ner other alion shall here no
nuinere wepyn of werie, priuily ner pertly. 1533 m lot/t

Kfp Hist. MSS. Contm. App. v. 406 He..shuld buy or

bargayneforthe same hides per tly or oppen lye. a i67oSrAt.u
ING Tronb. Chets. / (1829) 21 He began tokyth in Strathaven,
and pertly and avowedly travelled through the country.

t 2. Kxpertly, skilfully ; cleverly, adroitly. Obs.
a 1400 Pistill qfSnsitJi 355 \>is prophete so pertly prouts

his entent. a 1440 Sir Eglatn. 753 The wornie ys stayne,
That haihe a knyjt done hym selfe allone. Pertly he my
fay. 1640 R. BAILLJE Canterh. ^elf-convict. H. n In Edin-

burgh Master SyiNerfe did peart ly play his pan.

PERTRANSIENT.
3. Smartly, sharply; briskly; promptly; readily;

quickly. Now dial, and U. S. (chiefly in form

pcartly).
1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. v. 23 How pertly afore

|>e poeple
resuun gan to pteche. c 1400 Destr, Troy 1033 To Pelleus

- '

. . . .

..appear, and pertly.

P 1515 Scot. Field 109 The King was glade of that

golde,. .And promised him full peertly, his part for to take.

1596 IJALRYMi'LE tr. Leslie's Hist. Stot. u. 163 The Romanis
persues peirtlie the flieris. 1856 G. D. BREWERTOS li'ar in
Kansas 383 To 'get along

'

in a happy-go-lucky sort of

way, winch he calls 'a-doin'-right-peaitly '. 1857 '!* H.
GLADSTONE Englishman yt Kansas 46 I'll teach these..

Free-soilers a lesson light peartly.

4. In a forward saucy manner ; boldly, auda-

ciously ; over-conndently.
c 1400 Laud Troy Bk. 11215 He sat pertly bolde vp-right

As man that hadde ben In his myght. 1523 COYER DA LK
Old God <y Ntw (1534) H, To se how pertely he pen_heth
forth of his neste. 1540 HVBDK tr. Vi^es Instr. Chr. \\'o;,

\\. XL 21 Any worde or dedeof y' cliilde, dooen lewde'y, . .

naughtily, wantonly or piertlye. 1606 SHAKS. Tr. <y Cr. iv.

v. 219 Yonder wals that pertly front your Towne,..Must
kisse their owne feet. 1699 BI:NTLEY Phal. Pref. 31 To my
surpiize he answer 'd me very pertly, a 1748 WATTS Etinc.

Children ix,The children of our age will pertly reply,, .must
we tuni Puritans again? 1852 THACKKKAY Esmondi. >iii,

'J he words were said lightly and pertly by the girl. 18740".

GsiKicZjl*fl W'oodsiv. 63 They carry their heads so pertly.

t Pe-rtly, a. Obs. [f.
PJ-KT a. + -LY l.] ? Ex-

perienced, skilled, expeit.
1465 in Tytler /fist. Scot. (1864) II. 388 Lord fleming ?al

adwis the kyng at al his pertly power wythl his gud cunsail.

1589 NASHE Anat. Absurd. Wks. (Grosart) I. 51 Translated

hy his loyle from the Panish good man Webbe, .. to a

pertly Gentleman in the Court. 1596 DALRYMPLE tr. Leslie's

tiist.Scot. vi. ug Duncan, King Makohne his bastard sone,
a man. .stout, bauld and perthe.

Pertness (pautnes). [f. PERT a. + -NESS.]
The quality of being pert.

of peitnes pure wemen a

2. Briskness, liveliness, spriphtliness, confidence.

1560 ROLLANU Crt, Venus \\. 30 Ane spark of peirtnes in

his breKt than grew. 1616 Kollock's Lcct. Passion Kp.
Ded., He was dumb before the earthly judge that ihou

might have boldness and peaitnesse in thy prayers. 1741
WATTS fit/fro?'. Mind i. v, There is indeed amongst them
a lively peitness, a parade of literature.

U.S. dial. 1885 C. F. HOLDER Marvels Anitn. Life ^.-4
1 That kinder tuck the peartness aoul of us, so to speak \

3. Forward boldness in behaviour or speech ;

sauciness; smartness bordering upon impudence:
esp. in inferiors or young people.
1573 TWVNK sEitfid xn. Mmj, This peartnes Phegeus

might not bide, nor piideof stomack bold, a 1658 J. DURHAM
E.vfi Rev. u. iii. [1680) 67 A symptom of that peannesse
and impudencie. 1741 RICHARDSON Pamela xxiv, Provided
she humble herstlf,..and is sorry for her pertness 1773
MRS. CHAPONI; lmproi> A//W (1774) II. viii. 103 Nothing is

so disgusting in vouth as pertness and self-conceit. 1881

RUSKIN Love's Mtinie I. hi. 82. 86 1'1'he parrot] is mostly

gay in plumage, often to vulgarity, and always to pertnes>.

t4. Pungency of taste. O/'s.

1756 Gentl. Mag. 372 Tlie Holy Well [at Malvern] drank
on the spot leaves a pertness in the throat approaching the

taste of brass or allum. 1777 SHERIDAN S<.h. Scant/, in. iii,

Spa-water, .has all the peitmssand flatulency ofchampagne,
wuhout its spirit.

t Perto'lerate, v. Obs. rare , [f. ppl. stem

of L. pertolerare to bear out : see PER- a.J

1623 COCKKRAM, Pet tolerate, to endure to the end.

t!'6rtra'Ctz/'l Obs. rare, [ad. \,, pertract-at t

to feel over, handle, f. PER- 1,2+ trattart to

handle, treat.] To treat <?Ain narration).

1542 BOORDE Dyetary xiii. (1870) 264, I wyl fyrst wryte &
pertract of ht-n-cgses. 1547 Ibid. Pief, The which doth

per tract howe a man shuld order him selfe.

t Pcrtra'Ct, v.- Obs. rare. [f.
L. pertrad-,

ppl. stem vlpertrahfre to draw out or on, f. PER- i

+ trahtrt lo draw, drag.] trans. To protract,

prolong (time).
a 1548 HALL Chron.

t
Edw. 7/^237 b, He..kepte with theini

a loni; communicacion to pertracte the tyine.

t Fertracta'tion. Obs. rare 1

. [adL,/</--
tractation-em, n. of action from perh actare : see

PEUTKACT z;.
1
] Handling, raanipulalion.

'597 A. M. tr. Guillemenus Fr. Chirurg. 46 b'i The

sliaipe ossicles or bones.. in the pertractatione uf the same

llimb] might pricke the Fleshe.

t Pertra'nsible, a. Obs. rare" 1
. [I, I* per-

transi-re to pass through, cross ;f. PER- i -t- trans-

ire to go across) + -BLE.] Capable of being
traversed or passed through ;

travtrsable.

1656 STANLKY Hist. Philos. vi. (1701) 249/1 Infinite is that

which Is pertransible without end.

t Pertra-nsient, a. Obs. rare- , [ad. L.

per-transient-em , $r,fpk.ofjperfransfrf:
see prec.]

Passing quite through, crossing from side to side.

1658 PHILLIPS, Entire pet-transient^ is in Heraldry a line

which cros*eth the middle of a shield, and runs diametrically

the longest way of her position. Ibid.^ Intcrsecants, in

Heraldry, are pei tran>ient lines which crosse one UMUMr.

1706 Ibid,^ Per transient^ passing or striking through as

.1 Colour does in a precious Stone. Hence 1711 in BAILEY;

1755 in JOHNSON; and in mod. Diets.



PERTBANSITION. 737 PERTUSSIS.

So f Fertransi'tion, a passing through, travers-

ing. Obs. rare~*.

1653 R. G. tr. Bacons f/ist. Winds 359 Let the fifteenth

Motion be the Motion of Pel-transition, or the Motion

according to the issues or holes by which the vertues of

bodies are more or lesse hind red or forwarded.

Pertre, obs. f. PEAKTREE. Pertrek, -trich(e,
-trick, -trige, -trik, etc., obs. ff. PARTRIDGE.

t Fertrou'ble, v. 06s. Chiefly Sf. In 5-6
perturble, 6 -trubil, -troubil. [a, OF. fer- t

partroubler^ f. PER- 2 + twitblr to TROUBLE. For
the -turble form (L. type *perturbuldre) t

cf. Dl.s-

TURBLE.] trans. To perturb, trouble greatly.
c 1470 HARDING Chron. i-.xxxv. iv. (MS Ashm. 34), Fortune

. . whare men wolde ay leven in charyte Thou doste pei lurble

\->.r. perturb*] wib niutabilyie. 1485 CAXTON Chas. Gt. 17
For this thyng I am noo thyng perturbled in my courage.

1513 DOUGLAS /Ensis \\\. \ii. 16 That . . scho -*uld perturble
\ed. 1553 pertroubil] all the toun. 18x9 W. TENNANT
Papistry Stofind (1827) 38 But mair pertrubill'd was his

case, Whan..They cam a' round him in a fluther.

So fPertroublan.ee, menial disturbance, per-
turbation. Obs. rare~ l

.

1513 DOUGLAS sEnffs xn. xi. 119 As first the schaddois of

pertrublans \cd. 1553 pertrublancej Was dryve away, and

hys remembrans '1 he lycht of ressoun has rccouerit agane.

Pertryche, -trycke, -tryk^e, obs. ff. PAR.
TRIDGK. Pertuisan, -zan, obs. ff. PARTISAN ~.

tFertund, if. Obs. rare- 1
. [ad. L. per-

tund-cre, f. PER- 2 + titndfre to beat, hammer.]
trans. To break through, perforate.
1657 TOMLINSON Renous Disp. 206 A Pyrotick. .breaks

the impost nine and pertunds the swellings.

Perturb (pwiirjb), v. [a. OF. 'per-, par-
tourher, -turber (i4thc. in Godef.), ad. L. per-
turbare, f. PEK- 2 + turbare to disturb, confuse.]
1. trans. To disturb greatly (physically or ex-

ternally) ; to cause disoider or irregularity in
; to

unsettle, confuse, derange, throw into confusion.

4:1386 CHAUCER Knt?s T. 48 What folk been ye that at

myn horn comynge Perturben [v. rr. perturbs, -tourbe(n ;

Cnnib. HIS. disturblen] so my feste with criynge. 1490
CAXTON Rncydos i. 13 'Ihe force and strengthe of the

troyians was thenne so perturbed by the prytkynge of
fortune, 1568 C'.HAFTON Chron. II. 69 Notyng in him
arrogancy and wilfulnesse, in perturbyng and refusyng such
an honest order of agreement. '599 JAS. I BaoiA. \,',,->v

To Kdr., Rnsh-headed Preachers, that thinkeit their honour
to contend with Innges and perturbe whole kingdomes.
1646 SIR 'I

1

. UROWNK Pseud, hp. vi. vi. 295 Perturbing the
Chaldean and Egyptian Records'with fabulous additions.

1874 M OK LEY Compromise iii. 96 To perturb the pacific order
ofsociety either by active agitation or speculative restlessness.

b. Astron. (Cf. PERTUKBATIOX 2 b.)

1879 PROCTOR Picas. Ways Sc. iii. 63 The members of the
sun s family perturb each other's motions in a degree corre*

spending with their relative mass. Ibid. 6} The earth plays
. .but a Miiall part in perturbing the planetary system.
2. To disturb greatly (mentally), to trouble; to

disquiet, agitate, discompose.
c 1374 CHAUCER TroyIns iv. 533 '561} ^it drede I moste hire

lierte to perturbe With vyolence }if I do swych a game.
< 1430 LVDG. Mitt. Poems (Percy Soc.) 16 No child be falce

iniquite Purturbed never his felicite. 1552 LYXDESAY
Monarche 5054 Gretlye it doith perturbe my mynde, 1632
B. JOSSON Magn. Lady \. i, I do nt-uer feel myself per-
turb'd With any general words 'gain>t my profes-ion. 1826
SCOTT ly'oodst. v, His childish imagination was perturbed
at a phenomenon for which he could not account.
absol. "1470 [see PEKTROUBI.K]. 1558 PHAKR ^-Encid vi.

R iij b, Thy greuous ghosi, Perturbing in my diemes hath
me compeld to see this coast.

Hence Pertu'rbing i>bt. sb. and ppl. a.
c 1386 CHAUCER Sompn T. 546 Whan bat be weder is fair

With-outen wynd, or perturbynj;e of Air. 1647 WARD^'/W/*.
Cobler 46 Distracted Nature calls for (JUtractmg Remedies ;

perturbing policies for disturbing cures. 1796 \V. TAYLOR
in Monthly Mag. II. 464 A mean to conjure away this

pertmbing spiiit. 1862 H. SI-ENCER F'mt Priac. n. v. 56
(1875) 182 The maintenance of a circular orbit by any
celestial body, implies, .that theie are no perturbing bodies.

Ferttrrbable, a. [f. PEKTUKB v. + -ABLE:
cf. OF. perturbable (14-151!! c. in Godef.).] Liable
to be perturbed. Hence Pertu rbabi lity.
1800 W. TAYLOR in Monthly Mag VIII. 590. The char-

actciistic feature of the Russian constitution is the substitu-
tion of military rank, perturbable at the will of the prince,
to hereditary or professional distinction. 1882 OGILVII:, Pcr~
titt i'dbic, Perturl-ability,

t PertUTbance. Obs. [a. OF. *perturbante t

i. pertitrber to PERTUKB: see -ANCE.] The action
of perturbing ; the fact of being perturbed ; great
disturbance; molestation; perturbation.

<. 1407 LVDG. Rtwn $ Setts. 5326 And somme gaf perse-
ueraunce Ageyn al maner pertui bauncc. 1426 DC Gut I.

Piigr. 21474 And whyl I lay thus in A trance, In gret
Anoyand perturbaunce. 1575 R. B. Appins <$ I'irfinia'm
HuL Dodslty IV. 133 No let, no slay, nor ought [ofj per-
lurbance. 1610 HtALEvi"/, Aug. OY/V of God MX. xvii.

(ti(U), Peace which no ptiturbanct:s can seclude (torn the
law of nature. 11714 ABI I

. SHARP Serin. Wks. (1754) III.
ix. 158 Some sudden pasbiou and perturbance of mind.

Fertu'rbancy. rare. [f. as prec. : see -ANCV.]
a. Perturbed or unsettled condition, disturbance.
b. The action or quality of perturbing.
1654 KARL MONM. tr. Bentivoglio's Warn Flanders 216

}>y reason of the great periurhancie of the Confederate Pro-
duces. 1880 W. ORO in lirit. Med. Jrnl. 31 Jan. 156/1
.Structures of equal here, perhaps, of greater-power of

perturbancy.

1 Pertrrrbant, a. and sb. rare. [ad. L. per-
tttrbHnt-em

% pr. pple. of pcrhtrbare to PERTUKB.]
;

a. adj. Disturbing, b. sb. A disturbing agent.
1875 NKWTON Diet. Girds (1893) 548 Open to the influence

:

of many pmurbants.
Perturbate (see next), a. [ad. L. pertitrlwt-

//5, pa. pple. ofpertttrbdre: see PEBTURB.]
1. Disturbed, put out of order

;
in A/a//i. = I.v-

;
OKD1XATE 4 a.

1570 IJiLLiNcsi.KY Euclid v. def. xix. 136 This kmde of

proportionalitie is called inordinate or perturbate. 1773
j

HoKst.Ev in Phil, 'trans. LXIV, 232 By cqui-distance per-
; turbate, C1J : C = CC. PC 1788 T. TAYLOR Proclin ( omin.
< I. 106 The doctrine of perturbate proportions, which Apollo-

nius has copiously handled. 1823 BtNTHAM Not Paul 190
I
The perturbate mode of his operation in this field [chro-

I
nology], 1862 TODHUNTER Euclid 280 In 19 he defines

i ordinate proportion, and in 20.. perturbate proportion.
2. Perturbed.
1860 RuSKELL J)iary in India I 294 How dreary is a siege

j

unless when the enemy aie active and stiong, and make
1

one uneasily perturbate.

Perturbate, '. rare. (For pronunciation,

;

see CONFISCATE, COMPENSATE.) [f. ppl. stem of

L. periurlare to PKKTURE.] trans. =PEKTURB.
Hence Perturbated, Perturbating///. ad/s.
*547 BOORDB Bre~i. 11tailh cxix. 45 The humour dis-

1

cendynye.doth penurbatu the hett. 1631 J. DoxE/V/i''*''"^

5 Happy is hee whose Mind is not pertui bated beyond his

Reason. 1771 MRS. GRIFFITH Hist. Lady I-iarton 1. 84 The
digresses of my perturbated mind. 1790 WILDIJOKE in

Phil, Trans. LXXX. 528 Ihis last. mentioned perturbating
force vanishes. 1891 biK K. BALL Ice Age 78 Unaltered
\\\ -o far. .a=; the more important cia->s of pti turbating efle'.t^

are concerned.

Perturbation (pSjtwtvi-Jan). [a. OF. per-
litrbacion (i4th c. in Littre), ^<\.\.~. perturbation-cm,
n. of action \. perturbare to PERTURB.]
1. The action of perturbing ;

the fact or condition

of being perturbed; disturbance, disorder, com-
motion; mental agitation or disquietude; tiouble.
c 1374 CHAUCER Bocth. i.

pr.
v. 16 (Camb. MS.), Thilke

pasbyunseat ben woxen hard in swellynge by rxiturbasyouns
mowyne in to thi thowht. c 1380 WVCLII-- 5*7. lt's. 111.401
Krcris ben cau^e..of perturbacioun in Cri'tendofii. 1460
Rolls of Tar(t. V. 38^/2 Outrageous and ynunesmable per
turbation and violence of the peas. 1555 Sc. Acts Mary
(1814) II. 500/1 Gif ony wernen or vtiieis .. singamt makis

Sietturbatioun
to the Quents litgis in the passage throw

Juriowisand vthers landwart townis. IS^SHAKS. RLk. ///,
v. iii. 161 Richard, thy Wife,. . Now fiJks thy sleepe with

peiturbatiun-;. 1667 MILTON P. L. x. 113 Love uas not
in thir looks, .. but apparent guilt, And shame, and per-,
turbation, and despaire. 1719 DE FOE Crusoe i. xiii, The
Perturbation of my Mind was very great. 1870 J. H. NEW-
MAN Gram. Assent i. v. 105 These \anous perturbations of

mind, \vhich are characteristic of a bad conscience.

2. Disturbance of the regular order or couise;

irregular variation, disorder.

1567 MAI-LET (7>-. Forest 10 Auaylable against diseases and
consumption of the Splcne, and other perturbations Melan-
cholike. 1621 BURTON An-it. Mel. 'I'o Rdr. (1624) n, I require
a fauourable censure of all faults omitted. . Perturbations
of Tenses, numbers [etc ]. 17** Won.ASTON AV//V. i\at. v.

85 The magnificence of the woild admits of some perturba-
tions; not to say, requires some variety. 1848 MILL Pol.

l\.con. in. iii. z Perturbations of value during a period
which cannot exceed the. .time necessary for altering the

supply. 1881 HL'XLEV in Nature \\ Aug. 344/1 Disease ..

is a perturbation of the normal activities of a living body.
b. Asiron. The deviation of a heavenly body

from its theoretically regular orbit, caused by the

attraction of bodies other than its primary, or by
the imperfectly spherical form of the latter.

1812 WoODHOUU Astton. x\x. 216 The perturbation of the

Karth caused by the attracting fotce of the Moon and
planets. 1834 MKS- SOMERVII.LE (.'annex. P/tys. Sc. iii. (1849)

25 Neptune produces a periodical perturbation in the motion
of Uranus. 1853 HERSCHEL Pop. Lecf.Sc. iil 25 (1871)

114 The calculation of the planetary perturbations., had
then been brought to great perfection.
3. A cause or factor of disturbance or agitation.
1597 SIIAKS. 2 Hen. /I/, iv. v. ?-; Why doth the Ctoune

lye theie, vpon his Pillow, He ing so ttouhtevonw a l!ed-

feilow? () pollish'd Pcrturlwtion ! Golden Care ! 1614 K.
TAILOR //o^v hath lost Pca>te v. G ij, Cressus royall ^elfe

. .is not tortured there as I'oets feine With multon GoUl and

sulphrje flames of fiie Or any such molesting perturljaiion.

Perturba tional, a. [t. prec. + -AL.] Of,

pertaining to, or ol the na'ute of perturbntion.
1849 HERSCHEL Astroir. Pref. 5 That very dtlicale and

oljsture part of ths perturbational theory. 1881 Athemum
No. 2811. 34?/ 1 A prilurbational inequality of two hundred
and forty years" period in the motions of the earth and Venus.

t Ferturba'tious, a. Obs. rare 1

,
[f.

PEII-

TURBATION : see -lous.] Causing perturbation ;

characterized by disturbing.
1630 TAYLOR (Water P.) Heauens Blew. f- Earths loy

Wks. in. ir6/i And for the auoyding of the troublesome-
nesie of Boats and Wherries. and other perturhatious tnulti-

tuiles theie was a lists or bounds, made with Lighters,

llnjo-, and cthtr great FJoates, to the number of 250 or

thcieaboutv

Perturbative (p^jtz/ubativ,

[ad. late I- pertitrbcitiv-n'i, f. ppl. stem o

Iwre to PERTURB- see -IVE.] Causing or apt to cause

perturbation or disturbance. Pertnrbaii've func-
tion (Astron.), a function expressing the potential
of the attractions which cause perturbation in the

motion of a planet : see PERTURBATION 2 b.

1638 Gen, Demands cone. Covenant 7 All such bands arc

declared to be seditious, and ptiiurbative of the publick
peace. 1823 Ann, Keg. 176 Journals edited in a manner
not less dangerous and periurbative. 1833 HKRSCHEL^J/?-<>.
xi. 321 The periurbative effect in this case, .is equal to th_
whole attraction of the moon on the earth. 1881 Naii.rt-

XXV. 72 Development of the principal part of the periurba-
tive function.

Ferturbator (pSutwb^taj). Now rare. [a.
late I,, pertitrbator (Ambrose, Sulpicius Severus',

agent-n. i,perlurbare to PERTURB: perh. through
OF. pcrturbateitr (1418 in Godef. Compl.}.] A
disturber, troubler ;

- PERTTRBKR.

,,S39 CROMWKI.I. in Merriman Life fy Lett. (1902) II. I'y
To be bruted suspected or noted as a peituibaiour of pea-..

'657-83 EVELYN ///, Rclig. (1850) 11 257 The no le-~.

perturbators of the qui':t and beauty of that ChnMi.. i

charity. 1753 Scots Ma*. XV. 6o/_ PiTturbators of th
public repose 1848 I-'rasers M<i. XXXVII. 392 '1 i.;.l

perturbator of kingdoms, .the terrible I'almerston.

Perturbatory 'poju^-jbatoii;, a. rare.
[:.

prec., or L. pcrtitrbat-^ ppl. stem of pcrtitrbart: to

I'ERTL'RB : see -OHY
-.] a. adj. Having the quality

of perturbing ; perturbative. b. sb. A name given
to the alleged power of certain persons to deflect

a divining-rod, or the like, by magnetic or other

influence residing in their fingers.
i856 A. FLINT Princ. Mtd. (ia8oj 139 Not to -

:

pettuibatoiy measures with a view to promote <ibsoipt;o >

too l.ji: 1885 Jrnl. Ftanklin Imtit. Feb. 112 The passim
pti tut batoiy is a high degree of expansive, and the ;, \\\>-

pcrturbatory in Iiku inamiLT a powerful compressive,

Ferturbatress. tare. [See-KSs.J A ftmaV-

perlurbator or disturber. So Ferturba'trix [a. L.

pertttrli&lriX) fern. i

Qiperiin'l'5.tor\,
1623 WooROFi-iiE Mar> oil) Fr. Tongue 325/2 HeaLije ;

llie I'erturbatre^seof publicke Peace. 1730-6 HAILKV (foii. .

PtrttttfatriX) [a dlstuibcr, a troublesome person] i:i ;>'-

lemale sex. 1882 OGILVII; (AnnaiKlale), Pertin bat* i.\,

Perturbed (paity'jbd, poet, -bod), ppl. a.
[:,

PERTURB v. + -KD 1

.] Uisqiuctcd, agitated, re^t-

less
; confused, deranged.

1512 //<Vjwm Thorns /Vtfi* ROM. (1828) 111.45 Matabni- :

was ful surye and perturbed of these tidings. 1602 .SiiA^s.

II'am. i. v. 183 Rest, rest, peilurbed Spirit. 1656 *.: -
,

-

F.ltw. PJiilos. (1839) 166 Whether the proportions
in both ouleis be successively answerable to one another,

which i.s called 01 dinate proportion, or not sticce^su fly

aiisutrablc, \\hich is called perturbed propoition. 1799
KIRWAN Cecl. hss. 283 The peiturbed state of the striit.L.

1871 M.AcDL'fF Mt.i'i, ratntos xii. 159 Tile perturbed spirit

of the spectator \^ calmed.

Hence Pertu'rbedly (-t-dli) adv.
t
in a perluib^d

manner, confusedly, distractedly.
1842 LYTTON Zanoni i. i, Music .. wanders perturbedly

through the halls and galleries of the memory. 1860 'A
.

COLLINS ll'ont. ll'/iite i. iii, Perturbedly picking up it,-:

bioken pieces of a teacup.

PerturberCpa-itDubaj). [(.FJEBTUBBV. +-EH'.]
A disturber, troubler.

1485 A'e/t's of Parlt. VI. 295'! Many evill doers, and p*,r-

lurbers uf the pres. a 1533 Ln. HKHNLRS Cold. A'Xr. M.
Aurel. (1546) Hhiij I), To put await the pertutbers of pejce.
1602 T. FiTZHERBKRr Apol. 18 Penurbeis, and enemies of

the common wealth, a; 1700 in Gtant Burgk Si/i. J>. <?.*/.

(1876) n v. 195 [Foi bidding them to be] pettuibers, vaguers
(wandering fiom place to place]

Perturble, variant ot PERTROUBLE Obs.

Pertu'rbmeiit. rare. [f. PERTUHBZ/. + -HKNT.

Cf. OF. pertnrbemeut (1300 in Goc!ef.).] Per-

turbing, perturbation.
1901 H. S. MKRRIMAN I'civet Glove v, He had tra\tll.xl

without pertmbinent.

PertU'sate, a. Bet. rate, [fas next + -ATE 2.]

'Pierced at the apex' (Webster 1879).

FertllSO (poJli's),a. rare. [ad. \*.pertiks~u ,

pa. pple. ofpertundcre to punch or bore into a holt,

f. PEK- i + titndere to beat, hammer.]
1. (See quot.)
1721 liAiLKY, Pertn&C) beaten to Pieces, bored thro', having

Holes.

2. Bot. Of a leaf: see quots.
1828-32 WEHSTFR, Pertuse, Pertuscd..?. In botany, fill

of hollow dots on the surface, as a leaf. 1866 Tieas. Bot.,

Prrtnse, having slits or holes. 1887 in Sit/iolson's Diet.

Gardening,
So Pertu sert a. =

prec.
"755 JOHNSON, Pcrtu$ed%

boied. punched, pierced with

holes. Diet. (Cf. quot. 1721 in PKRTI.-SK i.J 1828-3* ['*

PKRTUSE -2], 1858 MAYNE E*pos. Lex.^ /Vr/iw5, . . Bo:.

applied to leaves that are pierced with large holes and <1U-

tributed irregularly.. : pertused.

t Fertirsioii. Obs. [ad. late L. fertiniou-em,
n. of action from pertwiderc : see prec.]
1. The action of punching or boring.
n 1735 ARBUTHNOT {J.), The manner of opening a vein in

H ippocrates's time was by slabbing or pertusion, as it is per-

formed in horses.

2. A hole punched or bored.

1626 BACON Sy/va 470 And the better, if some few IV-r-

tutions be made in the Pot. 1657 AUSTEN fruit Trees 1:1.

19 Not so much because of the ptitusionsor holes in the Pot.

Pertussal (poJt sal), a. [irreg. f. next + -AL.]

Ol or pertaining to pertussis or hooping-cough..
1890 in Cent. Diet. 1905 Brit. Mcd. Jrnt. 25 Feb. ^

His work on Pertussal Glycosuria.

II Pertussis (pwursis). Path. fmcxJ.L., f.PKK-

4 -t- tttssis cough.] = HOOPING-COUGH.



PERUKE.

[177* T. KIRKLANO (.title) Dissertatio Inaug. do Pertussi.J

1799 HOOPER Mcd, Diet., Pertussis, the hooping cough.
i38o GAKKOU & BAXTKK Mat. Med. 361 Spasmodic coughs,
ab pertussis and asthma.

Perty, Pertycion, Pertyculer, Pertyner,
obs. ff. PARTY, PARTITION, PAKTKULAK, PARTNER.

Peruke (per/rk), sb. Forms: 6-7 perruke,

6-9 parruque, 7 perruck, -ucke, perru*ke,

perrucq ;
6 perug, 7 perucke, 6- peruke,

peruque. See also other early i'orms under PKRI-

wio. [a. 'E.ptmtqite (end of i^th c., in Diez and

Littre), ad. It. perrnca or parntccat of obscure

origin. Cf. Romanian par<k'$ t S[). pehtca, Pi;.

pruca> -nqua t
in same sense

;
also Sardinian pi-

litcca, Lomb. pelnch shock, lock, or large tuft of

hair, Piedm. ////<*//, Genoese pcllncco hair, thread.

Generally conjectured to be derived from \*. pitits,

It. pelo, OF. pel hair; but the phonetic difficulties

are considerable : see Diez and Littre; Hatz.-

Darm. say
'

origin unknown *.

The earlier Eng. stress was pe'rrnke^ found in verse down
to 1812; but Cotton \\?&peru'ke a 1659.]

1 1. A natural head of hair. Obs, [So F. per-

rnque in i6th c ]

1548 ELYOT Diet
, Captllainentum . .the heareof a mannes

head .. a perruke. 1590 C'TESS PKMBKOKE Antonie 1284
\Vho..Ib not amazed at Perruque gray Olde rustic Charon
ueareth.

2. (Iii early use, distinguished as zfahe or arti-

fuial peruke.) A skull-cap covered with hair so

as to represent the natural hair of the head ; a

periwig or wig. (In quot. 1661-2 app. a 'heart-

breaker'.)
( I''airholt makes the peruke

' a less cumbrous article
'

than

the periwig, which ' came into fa>hion in the time of

Charles II'; but the name is found 120 years earlier than

that, and identical in sense with periwig.)

1565-73 CoOftR 'J'hesa.itrus t Cnpillanie'itnin .,, a false

perruke. 1581 MULCASIKR Positions xxxix. (1887) 211 She
..must needes haue an vnnatuiall perug, to set forth her

fauour, where her owne [hair] had been best. 1606 HOLLAND
&!tet(>fi. 228 Wearing by reason of thin halre a perrucke

{margin} Or counterfeit cap of false haire. l6l3nAyWABp
Sonn. Kings 281 When their owne hair failed, they set arti-

ficial! Peruques, with long locks upon their heades. 1645
(r. UANII-.L t'oews Wks. (Cirosarl) II. 63 My Peiru'ke is as

neat An Equipage as might liecomeawuoer. a i6s9Corio
Burlesque Gt. Frost Poems (1689) 99 Perukes now stuck so

firm and steel fa^t, They all weie riveted to head last i65i -z

PLPVS Dia*y 24 Mar., By and by conies I.a Uelle Pierce to

see my wife, and to bring her a pair of peruques of hair.

1668 EVKLYN Corf. 27 Aug., The use of thirir monstrous

Perrucqs. 1757 WESLEY Wks. (1872) IX. 230 A fair peruke
may adoin a weak head. 1812 COM UK Picturesque iv.

(Chando>J 14 His chin well shaved, his peruke drtsstd.

1852 THACKERAY E$tHond\. v, Perruquq^of different colours.

//'/V/. 11 .\v. The generals in their peiukes made way for

Isim. 1878 BROWNING Poets Croisic Ixx.x, If it be worthy
piaises or rebukes. My poem, from lhe->e Forty old peruke.-i 1

b. A (heraldic) representation of a peruke.
1610 GtiLLiM Heraldry \\\. x\v. (1611) 174 He beareth

argent a ctieueron gules between three peruques sable.

y. atlrib, and Comb., as peruke-blot X
1

,
-man.

1654 GAYTON Pleas. Notes in. xiii. 159 Mr. Barber.. was a
Peiruke-man by profession. 1713 SWIFT Frenzy J. Dennis
Wks, 1755 III. i. 145 Mr. John Dennis, .snatched up a

peruke-block that stood by the btdbide.

Hence Pern'keless a., without a peruke.
1875 DOWDEN Shak$.

t
His Mind fy Art vii. 346 That a

most Christian king should each morning receive bis^erukfl
inserted upon a cane through an aperture of his bed-cut tains

is entirely coriect ; for the valet cannot retaiu faith in a pe-
rukeless grand monarch.

Peruke, v. .rare. [f. prec. sb.J trans. To
furnish with a peruke.
1669 Address hopeful young Gentry Eng. 32 Observe

how fashion has prevailVI against nature to pemique all

complexions with the fairest hair.

Feru'ked, . [f.
PERUKE sb. -t- -EI> -.] Wearing

a peiuke, having a peruke on;

1631 MASSINGER Maid of lion I. ii, He lias been all this

morning In practice with a peruked gentleman-usher 1856
KAYE Sir J. MaLoim I. xiii. 343 Loid Lake in full uniform

..powdered and peruqued 1858 CARLYLI-; J-ri'uk. (.it. vi.

vi. II. 97 The little peruked libanded high gentleman.

Peru'ke-ma ker. A wig-maker.
a 1697 AUBKEY Lizes, Gregory (1898) 1. 274 Grcgorie,

famous ptruq-maker, buryed at tit. Clement Danes church.

1753 HOGAHTH Anal. Heaitty vi. 31 A Roman general,
die^s'd by a modern tailor and peruke-maker for tragedy is

a comic figure. 1817 tr. tioaibit's Haydn $ Mozart -21^

Chance thiew in his way a peruke- maker.

Ferukier ^pertfltl*'!), rare. [Anglicized form
of PEiiKUyuiER.J Awig-maker. Hence Perukie-r-

ship (nonce-wii.\ the office or art of a wig-maker.
1822 PYNE ll'ine t? Walintts,(if$} ll.iv. 26 It certainly

\vas a skilful piece of perukiership. 1892 W, Ii. SCOTT
Aiitofaog* Nott-s 1. 44 On one side was a perukier with an

imposing assembly of law-wigs.

Perule pe'r
1

//! . Bot. [a. .peru!e t ad. mod.
I-, ferula, dim. of pc-ra, a. Gr. wrjpa purse, wallet.]

fa. The covering of a seed. Qbs. b. Applied, after

Miffed! and Zuccharini, to the scaly covering of a

leaf-bud, c. Applied, after L. C. Richard, to a
kind of sac formed by the adherent bases of the

two lateral sepa's in certain Orchideae.

1825 HAMILTON Diet. Terms Art, Pcrule, in Botany\ the

cover of a seed. 1856 HRNSLOW Bot. Diet, in Pcrnta. (a

little pouch,1

,
a sac formed in some Orchidca: by the pro-

738

longed and united bases of two of the segment* of their

perianth. The cap-like covering of buds, formed by the

abortion of their outer leaves. 1866 J reas. Hot.
t PeruU,

the covering of a leaf-bud formed by scales ; aliO a pro-

jection in the flower of the orchids formed by the enlarge-
ment of two lateral sepalb.

Hence Pe'rulate a., having a pcrule.

1858 MAYNE Expos. Lex.

Perusable (per-zab'l), a. [f. Pjir.usn v. +

-ABLE.] Capable of being perused.
1829 UENTHAM Justice f,- Coit. Petit. Advt. gin this way it

[printed matter] is perusable by any number of persons at

the same time. 1843 lltackw. Mag. LVII1. 374 The
Rosciad is.. not now perusable without an accompanying
feeling akin to contempt.

Perusal (per;?zal). [f.
PERUSE v. + -AL.]

1. Survey, examination, scrutiny. Obs. or arch.

1602 SHAKS. flam. n. i. 90 He fals to such perusall of my
face, As lie would draw it. 1653 H. MOKB Antiii. Atli. \. \.

(1712) 9 Permitting a freer perusal of matters of Religion
than in former Ages. 17x0 ADIJISON & Si EKLK Tatlcr

No. 265 P2 The Jury, after a short Perusal of the Staff,

declared. .That the Substance was British Oak. ituJUDD
Margaret n. vi, He . .gave her a close perusal with his eye.

2. A reading through or over.

< 1600 SHAKS. Sonn. .\\xviii. Ifonght in me, Worthy perusal
stand against thy sight. 1644 MU.ION A reef. (Alb.) 73 The
book. .being publisht to the world,, .by him who bolh for

his life !md for his death deserves, that what advice he left

be not laid by without perusall. 1711 STF.FLI: Xpect. No. 27
r 5 What could be observed of them from a Perusal of their

private Letters. 1867 SMILFS Ihtguettots Eng. i. (1880) 12

To the thoughtful, the perusal of the Bible gave new views

of life and death.

Peruse (pe"?z), v. [Found firt in ijthc.
In sense I, f. PER- i or 2 + USE v. ;

the connexion

of the other senses with this is not very obvious,

and there may have been two distinct formations ;

in the second, the sense of the per- element is

prominent, the notion being generally that of '

go

through
'

lit. or fig. ;
but the element -use is not

so easy to account for.]

I. f 1. trans. To use up ; to wear out by use.

111483 Liter Niger in iloiiscti. Onl. (1790) 18 Fees of

bestes, and also fees of other stufie perused, or otherwise

occupied within the court, and towelling it. 1485 Kaval
Ace. Hen. Yll (i%gf>) 57 Saile twyne. .Spent & perused in

a voiage into Lumbardye. 1536 in Strype Cranntfr (1694)

11. App. 26 Six and thirty old chysybils..some of them per-

used. 1570 LEVINS Manif-. 195/6 To peruse, feruti.

II. To go through.
t 2. trans. To go through (a series of things or

persons) so as to deal with one after another ; to

handle, deal with, describe, or examine l^a
number

of things'! one by one. 0/>s.

1479 in Eng. Cilds (1870) 414 The Maire, firsl..to name
and gyve his voice.., and after hym ihe bhirtf, and so all

the house perusid in the same, euery man to gyve his voice

as shall please him. 1523 FIIZHKRB. //tut. 40 I.et the

shepeherde..take those [sheep] that nede any handling.and

put them into the lyltell folde. And thus peruse them all

tyll he haue doone. 1581 W. STAFFORD Exam. Compl. ii.

(1876)63, I pray you peruse these series. .one by one, and

by course. 1669 RAY in Plulos. Lett. (1718) 32. 1 have per-

used thediied Plants you sent me, and. .added names to.such

as wanted, a 1716 SOUTH Sertii. (1744)
VIII. iii. 76 Let us

peruse the obligations that lay upon him [Adam] as a man.

f b. To go through by name ;
to name or re-

count in order. Obs.

1534 MOKE Com/, agst. Trib. I. Wks. 1154/1 It were a

long worke to peruse euery comforte that a man maye well

take of tribulacion. crsyjDisc. Common Wca.1 (1893) 47,

1 praie youe pervse those sortes..one by one and by cours.

c. To survey, inspect, examine, or consider in

detail, arch, (now associated with 51.

1533 El.vor Cast. Htltlie Pref. (1539) i When I had eftsones

perused that little fortresse. 1577 HARKISUN England n.

xxiv. (1877) l. 361 If you should happen to peruse the thicke-

nesse and nianer of building of those wals and liorowes.

1592 SHAKS. Rom. * Jui. v. iii. 74 Let me ]>etuse this face.

1667 .MILTON P. L. vul. 267 My self I then perusd, and

Limb by Limb Survey'd. 1726 POPE tt<|M. xxi. 439 He
..disdain'd reply; The boiv perusing with exactest eye.

1847 TENNYSON Princ. 11. 54 At those high words, we, con-

scious of ourselves, Perused the matting. 1866 G. MAC-

DONAi.li Ann. Q. Neiglii. xiii. (1878) 252 By this time I had

perused his person, his dress, and his countenance.

d. To travel or journey through observingly or

scrutinizingly. Obs. exc. dial.

1523 St. I'aptrt Hen. VI II, IV. 38, I have also well per-

used and vewed thii towne and castell. 1549 PAGCT in

Froude Hist. Ens:. (1860) V. 182 Make a progress this hot

weather, till you have peiused all those shires that have

offended. ioo J. Pony tr. Lea's Africa n. 67 This pioumce
I peiused in the companie of my deeie friend Sidi lehie.

1887 Htrtfird Gloss., t'ernse, to explore the fields or woods.

3. inlr. t To go from one to another of a series,

to proceed, continue (/.) ; to travel (humorous).
1523 FlTZHKKB. Husb. 30 Let hym caste out the .x. shefe

in the name of god, and so to pervse from lande to lande. tyll

he haue liewely tythed ail his corne. Itut S 124- '5*3
~

Surv. xix. (1519! 40 To peiu-e from house to house till he

come to saint Masnus dun che. 1895 KIPLING in Windsor

Mag 124 Unluckily, you cannot peiuse about the Hugh
without money.

t 4. trans. To go over (a writing, etc.) again ;

to revise, reconsider. Obs.

a. 1529 SKELTON P.Spnrome 813 Wherfore hold me excused

If I haue not well perused Myne Englyssh halfe abused.

1560 DAUS tr. SleiitaM-'f Comiu. 42 The Printers shall Print

nothinge but the same shall be fyrste perused. 1604 LACON

ApoL Wks. 1879 I. 440 It was perused, weighed, censured,

PERUVIAN.

altered, and made almost a new writing. 1632 SHKEWOOD,
To peruse, reroir, revcoir, revisiter. Perused, rez'cu, re-

I'isite. A perusing, rcveite.

fb. Togo through (a book) critically ;
to review,

criticize ; also, to set forth or expound critically.

1533 MORE Answ. Poysoned Bk. \. i. Wks. 1039/2, I wyll

good reader peruse the remanant of his booke after this first

part answered. Ibid. n. i. 1078/1. 1551 GARDINER Explic.
Cath. Faith 76 Thus haninge perused the effecte of the

thyide booke, I will likewise peruse the fourth.

5. To read through or over ;
to read thoroughly

or carefully ; hence (loosely) to read.

1532 ELYOT Let. in GOT. (1883) Pref. 79 Thei .. doo peruse

every daye one chapitre of the New Testament. 1591 SHAKS.
i Hen. '/, v. i. i Haue you perus'd the Letters from the

Pope, The Emperor, and the Earle of Arminack? 1647
CLARENDON Hist. Reb. I. 7 Having carefully perused the

Journals of both Houses. 1709 STEF.LE Taller No. 51 r 5,

I will show what to turn over unread and what to peruse.
1802 MAR. EDGEWORTH Moral T. (1816) I. xii. 99 H put
the paper, .into his hands, and waited. .whilst he perused
the case. 1887 BOWF.N I 'irg. Eclogue VI. 10 If any who love

me tjiere be This poor verse to peruse.

f b. Const, over. (Ci. reaii over.} Obs.

1561 DAUS tr. Bullinger on Apoc. (1573) 85 Let vs peruse
ouer stories, and see if there be not such wanes to be founde.

1579 in W. Wilkinson Con/ut. f'amiiye ofLone Pref. Note

*j b, Perusing ouer this little treatise. 1595 SHAKS. 'John
v. ii. 5 Perusing ore these notes.

Hence Peru'sed />//. a., in quot. in sense I, nsed

up, wom out ; Peru'sing ///. a.

a 1483 Liber Niger in tiouseli. Ord. (1790) 83 If they be

peiused clolhes, so that with honestye they will noe longer
serve. 1887 T. HARDY Wocdlanders iv. 26 Our new neigh-
bour is a strange deep perusing gentleman.

Peru'Se, sb. [f. prec. vb.] -\&. Perusal; study;

examination. Olis.

1578 BANISTER Hist. Jlfan I. i The diligent peruse of this

History of Bones. 1594 SOUTHWELL M. Magd. Fun. Teares

(1823) 120, 1 will pound these spices, and dwell a while in

the peruse of thy resolute fervour. 1600 W. WATSON Dcca-

cordon (1602) 358 The onely peruse of his bookes.

b. Sailors' colloq. Exploration, a 'look round'

ashoie.
' Come for a bit of peruse, Jack '.

Peruser (perw-zaa). [f.
PERUSE v. + -EK'.] One

who peruses (in vaiious senses: see the verb).

1549 BALE Lelamfs JV. years Gift Dv, No lesse profyt.

able to vs.. than were Strabo, Pliny, Ptholome, and other

Geographers to their perusers. 1622 R. PRESION Goodly

Manslitquis Ep. Ded. 3 Be no seuere examiner, but a mild

pervscr 1704 SHIFT T. Tali Pref., It will be absolutely

impossible for the candid peruser to go along with me
in a great many bright passages. 1758 JOHNSON Liler

No. 7 r 8 The most eager peruser of news U tired. 1824-9

LANUOR fmaf. Conv. Wks. 1846 1. 199 Swift, .was a peruser

of rare books.

Peru-sing, vt'l. sf>. [f.
PERUSE v. + -iso '.]

The action ofthe verb PEKUSE.

1 1. A using up. Obs.

1488 Kaiml Ace. Hen. I'll (1896) 6 Deliueree perusing &
other wyse demeanyng of the said shipps. Ikid. 35 DC-

liuerances perusynges & other wise demeaninges of the

said Shipps. 1495 Itid. 1 59.

1 2. Inspection in succession or detail ; examina-

tion, scrutiny :
= PEKUSAL I. Obs.

1587 R. HOVENDEN in Collect (O. H. S.I I. 220 Upon the

perusing, it received good hking 1648-60 HEXHAM Dutch

Diet.. Ken Overzieninge, an Overseeing, a Per-using, or a

Conferring.

3. Reading through : = PERUSAt 2.

'585 JAS. I Ess. Foesie (Arb.) 20, f was moued by the oft

reading and perusing of them, with arestles and lofty desire.

1644 MILTON Arcof. (Arb.) 47 Aiminius was perverted

meerly by the perusing of a namelesse discours writt'n at

Uelf. 1764 HAKMKK O/'serp. Pruf.u'l he perusing of Tiavels

is 10 most people a very delighlful kind of reading. 1808

Med. Jrnl. XIX. 85 (It) is well worth perusing, though
some ofthe instructions are not new to the English reader.

Peruvian (per-vian), a. (sb.) [f.
mod.L. /'-

ruvia, Latinized name of the country + -AN.] Of,

peitaining to, or native to Peru, in South America;

in the names of natural productions of that

country, as Peruvian balsam (
= BALSAM of Peru),

tat, cinnamon, cotton, tmerald, heliotrope, ipecacu-

anha, mastic tree, nutmegs, sheep, etc.

Peruvian province, a zoogeographicat subregion or pro-

vince consisting of the coast of Peiu and Chile with the

island of Juan Fernandez,

1747 tr. Anna's Fevcis 148 The Peruvian balsam is com-

monly used in fumigations only. 1748 Anson's i'oy. i. vi.

68 Vicunnas or Peruvian sheep. 1781 fnauanttat, QiMl.
II. 554 Bat, Peruvian. 1796 H. HUNTER tr. St. -Pierre's

Stud. Kal. (1799) H. 89 The French or Peruvian helio-

tiope. 1819 t'aiitologia, Peruvian Mastic Tree. 1842

BRANDE Diet. Sci., etc., Peruvian balsiint, the pioduce ot

the tfmXftHt J'enraiaiHim. ..It is obtained by boiling

Ihe twigs in water. 1847 CRAIG, 1'ermian mastie-tiee, or

Mulh.the tree Schinus niulll, a native of Brazil and Peru.

1866 Tteas. Hot., Daffodil, Peruvian, Ismene Amancaes.

1866 Ibid. s. v. Laurelia, The aromatic seeds of the Chilian

species, L. sempervirens, are used as a spice in Peru, and

are often called Peruvian Nutmegs. 1890 Cent. Diet. s. v.

Heliotrope, H t'enii'ianuui. the Peruvian hehotiope :
has

long been a favorite garden-plant, on account of the fra-

grance of Us floweis.

b. Peruvian bark, the bark of the Cinchona

tree : see BARK i*.' 7, CINCHONA.

1663 BOYLE Use/. Exp. Nat. I'liilas. IT. iii. 67 That Peru-

vian Bark that now begins to be somewhat taken notice of,

under the name of The Jesuits Powder. 1870 YEATS Nat.

Hist. Conim 234 Peruvian bark is usually imported in

packages, or serous, made of dried cow-hides.



PEBUVIN.

B. sb. A native or inhabitant of Peru. b. //.
Peruvian stocks, bonds, etc.

1776 MICKLK tr. Camoens' Lusind
Intrpd. 30 note. He

(Pizarro] massacred ihe Peruvians, he said, because they
were barbarians. 1865 G. MKREDITH Rhoda Fleming iii. I.

47, I see bonds in all sorts of colours, . . Peruvians orange,
Mexicans ted as the 1'ritish at my.
Peruvin (pe-rwvin). Chew.

[f. PEBUV-IAX
+ -IN!.] An alcohol (C 9H, O) distilled from
the balsam of Peru : STYKYLIC alcohol, or STYKONE.
1847 CRAIG, reruvine 1857 MILLER Klein. Chew 1 II. 477

1866-77 WATTS Did. Chem. IV. 381 Peruvin. Syn. wilh
Sty) one or Cinnylic Alcohol.

Pervade (pai\v''*d), v. [ad. I,, pervadfre to

go or come through, pass or spread through, f.

PER- i + vadere to go, walk.]
1. trans. To pass through ; to flow or extend

through ; to traverse. Now rare.

1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Pervade, to go and enter over all,
thorow or into ; to ^cape or pass through or by. 1725
POPE Odyss. xxiv. 18 So cowering fled the sable heaps of

gho*tS,..And now pervade the dusky land of dreams. 1775
K. CHANDLER Trav. Greece (1825) II. 192 A cave in Paphla-
gonia...It was lon^ and wide and pervaded by cold water,
clear as crystal. 1858 HAWTHORNE /<r. $ lt*Note*bks. (1871)
II. 122 Mr. Powers and I pervaded the whole universe.

1891 A. K. H. BOYD 25 Yrs. St. Andrews II. xvii. 54, I per-
vaded Westminster Hall and looked into most of the Courts.
2. To extend or diffuse itself throughout ;

to

spread through or into every part of; to permeate,
saturate. (Of things material and immaterial.)
1659 H. MORI; Innnort. Soul n. xv. 5. 274 There is a

vitall Aire that pervades all this lower world. 1704 NKWTON
Optics n. in. iii. Substances soaked in such liquors as will

intimately pervade their little pores, become by that means
more transparent than otherwise. 1791 HAMILTON Berthol-
lefs Dyeing I. Translator's Pref., An ardent spirit of
enquiry pervaded .. Europe. 1876 GLADSTONE Homeric
Syiichr. 102 That powerful sentiment of nationality, which
pervades the Poem*;.

b. intr. To diffuse itself, permeate. Now rare.

1653 H. MORK Antid. Ath. (1662) 153 Here union pervades
through all. 1796 MRS. E. PARSONS Myst Warning \V.
186 A general air of concern pervaded through the whole
party. 1809 PIXKNF.V Trav. France 105 In England, the
manners, habits and dress of the capital, pervade to the
remotest angle of the kingdom. 1889 GFIKIK in Nature 19
Sept. 49_>/i We find certain well-defined principles, or one
may term them natural laws, pervading everywhere.
Hence Perva dence, the action of pervading;
Perva der, one who or that which pervades.
1838 G. S. FABKR Inquiry 580 A pervadence of the world

both universal and complete. 1883 MOMKH-WILLIAMS Rclig.
Th. Ind. Ji. 39 Fire [according to Indian laws of thought!
is the pervader, smoke the pervaded. Ibid. 46 Vishnu, .his
function is that of a divine i'ervader, infusing his Essence. .

into created thing>, animate and inanimate.

Perva-ding, ppl. a. [f. prec. + -INC. ^.J That
pervades, or runs through.
173* POF-E Ess. Man \ 31 Of this frame the bearings

{etc.] has thy pervading soul Look'd thro
1

? 1841 MYEKS
Cath. Th. in. ix. 32 The preliminary and pervading assump-
tion of these pages. 1871 SMILES Charac. ii. (1876) 40 A per-
vading atmosphere of cheerfulness, contentment, and peace.

1 lence Perva'dinglyadv. ,
in a pervading manner;

Perva'dingness.
1851 KITTO BiHe IZluitr. (1858) TIT. 122 The Eastern

mind is so pervadingly regal that to be without a sovereign
is scarcely an intelligible state of things to an Oriental . 1872
UODQN Elem. Relig. 11.64 An inner self into which.. evil

penetrates so constantly and so pervadingly. 1862 F. HAU.
Hindu Philos. Syst. 64 In the matter of omnipresence,
or, rather, all-pervadmgness, he possesses it indeed.

Pervagate (p&vfigrt), v. [f. L, pervagat-,
ppl. stem ofpcrvagari to wander about, f. PER- i

+ vagnri to wander.] tram. To wander through.
1871 M. COLLIN> Mrq. gf Merch. I. ii. 6j Lord Waynflete

..was in the habit of pervagating the neighbourhood.
a 1876 Th. in Card. (i83o) I. 42 To lose myself in it, to

pervagate it, to find out its beauties without L'uidance.

So Pervaga tion, wandering about.
1656 BLOUNF Glossogr., rcti'dgation, a stiaying up and

down, a wandiing through or about. 1876 M. COLLINS
Midnight to Miiin. III. xi. 187 'The retou \ said Albany,
slopping in his polar bear pervagation,

' would be in ihe
words of an old proverb '.

Pervasion (paiv^an). [ad. late L. per-
vasion-em, n. of action fiom pervadere to PER-

VAUE.] The action of pervading; the condition
of being pervaded ; permeation ; penetration.
1661 BOVI.F Fluidity xvii, Roth tho-e kinds or manners of

fluidity, .will appear to be caused by the pervasion of a
foreign body. 1801 PALKY Nat. Thcol. vii. (1819) 74 Roots
and Kalk*..hftrd and tough as they are. yield to its powerful
pervasion. 1881 CLKLAND Evolution i. 4 The general, if

not altogether universal pervasion of sexu.il distinction.

Pervasive (parv^siv), a.
[f. L.pervas-, ppl.

stem of pervadere to PERVADE + -IVE.] Having
the quality or power of pervading ; permeative.

1750 SMFNRTONF. Economy m. 107 'The works of frost,
Pervasive, radiant icicles. 1794 W. ROHEHTS Looker-on
No. 40 II. 224 A pervasive beamy without name, descrip-
tion, or place 1886 S^MONDI AYm. It., Cath. React.
(1898) I. v. 235 In Italy the disintegrating process had
been.. far more subtle and pervasive.
Hence Perva'sively adv ,-in a pervasive manner;
Perva siveness, quality of pervading.
1879 Christian World 14 Nov. 732/5 Seldom. .have we

read discourses more "pervasively and distinctively Christian.

1895 R. F. HORION Teaching of Jew n. 240 He would
Himself be pervasively present, working powerfully on the
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of the Deity is the prominent feature of the Druse religion.

Pervay, erron. form of prevay, PRIVY a.

t Perve'ne, v. Obs. rare. [ad. L. pervenire
to arrive at, reach (a place), f. PER- 2 + centre to
come: cf. f.parveair to arrive.] intr. To reach

;

to get to, get access to.

1692 BENTI.EY Boyle l.ect 227 Effluvia ami spirits that
are emitted fiom the one, and pervene to the other.

1 Pervenient. Obs. rare. [ad. \.. pervenient-
ein, pr. pple. ofpet-venire : seeprcc.] The number
which comes as the result of multiplying one
number by another

;
the product.

.1400 Art Nonibryng 8 The .3 nombre, the whiclie is

ctepide product or pervenient... as twyes .5 is .10.. 5. the
nombre to be multipliede, and .2. the inultiptiant, and .10.
as before is come therof.

Pervenke, obs. form of PERIWINKLE!.

Perverse(po-jva]s,p3Jvo-as).rf. Geom. [f.ne.xt:
cf. PERVERSION 2a J A figure or image in which
the right and left diieclioi.s of the original are
reversed : such are the impression taken from any
figured surface, and the image of anything seen in

a plane mirror.

1893 in Funk's Standard Diet.

Perverse (paiva-js), a. Also 4-6 peruers.
[a. F. ptrvcrs, -e, ad. L. fenvrsin turned the

wrong way, awry, perverse, pa. pple. of pervirlcre
to turn about, subvert, PERVEKT.]
1. Turned away from the right way or from what

is right or good ; perverted ; wicked.
c 1369 CHAUCER Dctlte Blainuhf 813 'Ihe false traylercsse

peruerse [?.: r. perutrs], 1426 Lvnc. DC Cuif. J'i/gr. i-jooj
An hunte (Satan) sloode wilh his home Off there and looke
tyglu pervers. 1484 CAXTON J-'aMa f/ sKsep l i.y, '1'he

clecepcion and flaterye of the peruers am! evyile folte. 1526
TINIIALE Act; xx. 30. 1568 HIBLK (liishops'J Malt. xvii. 17
O faythlesse and peruerse nation, hu\ve long shal 1 be wilh
you? a 1631 DONNE Serin, cxxxi. V. 352 It is the perveisest
assertion that God gives man temporall things to ensnate
linn. 1741 YOUNG A'/. Th. vn. 866 Man's perverse, tleinal
War with Heav'n ! 1873 HI.ACK /'/-. 'J'lmle xiii, A peivuse
fancy lhat you are difTetent from the people you meet.

b. Not in accordance with the accepted standard
or practice ; incorrect

; wrong.
11568 ASCHAM Sc/ia.'em I (Arb.) 25 Peruerse iudaement,

both of wordes and sentences. 1850 H. RUCF.HS A.u. (16741
II. iv. 194 Perverse transfers of uncongenial idiom. 1856
STANLEY Sinai ,\ rat. Introd. 1 1838: 47 ^Massi\c walls and
colunn:ides, itregnlat and perver.-.e in all their proportions.

C. spec. Ot a verdict: Against the weight of

evidence or the ditection of the judge on a point
of law.

1854 SIR J. T. COLERIDGE in Ellis & Blaclib. Reports
(1855) III. 9j2 We shall grant a new trial if the veidict is

perverse, bur not if the evidence is merely conflicting. 1884
SIR J. STEPHEN in Law Kef. 12 Q. Ikiith Div. 285 If.,
a jury in a criminal case give a perverse \eidict, the law has
provided no remedy,
2. Obstinate or persistent in what is wrong;

selfwilled or stubborn (in error).
"579 I'VLY EuflniC'i (Arb.) 107 If women be not peruerse

they shall reape profile 1609 HIBLK (Douay) Wild. xvi. 5
They were destroyed wilh the bytings of perverse serpents.
1641 WILKINS Mat/:. Ulagick it. vi. (1648' 192 A blind and
pei verse incredulity. 1751 JOHNSON Raiul-lcr No. 87^2
Perverse neglect of the most salutary piecepts. 1860
K.MI KSON Comi. Life, Coiisid. Wks. (Bohn 111.423 The steady
wiongheadedness of one perverse person irritates Ihe best.

3. Untoward, froward
; disposed to go counter

to what is reasonable or recjniicd ; hence, wayward,
petulant, cross-grained, ill-tempered, peevish.
1412-20 LVUG. C/iron. Troy\\. x. (1555), This lady (For-

tune) wilfull and rechles As she that isfioward and peruers.
1568 OKAFTON Chroa. II. 754 He was with niischargmg of
aspeare, by fortunes peruerse countenaunce pit tifully slay ne.

1591 SHAKS. Rom. ff Jut. n. ii. 96 lie frowne and be pei.
uerse, and say ihee nay. 1660 K. I'.ROOKE tr. Le Blanc's
Trav. 313, 1 married the most perverse woman in the
world. 1754 RICHAKDSON Graiiduon IV. iv. 28, I touched
first one hand, then the othe-r, of. the perverse baby with
my lips. 1873 HAMERTON Intel!, l.ije x. v. (1873)389 It is

difficult for a man who feels cheerful and refreshed .. lo
wtite anything morbid or perverse.
afoot. 1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa (iSn) VI. 25, I expected

that the dear perverse would begin with me with spirit and
indignation.

tb. Of things or events: Adverse, unpro'pitious.
c 1440 1'artcMpc 2377 So this batayle ys perversse. 1671
MtLroN Salmon 737 Though the fact more evil drew In the
perverse event then I foresaw. 1713 SWIFT L'adenus $
1'ttncna Wks. i/5s III. n 79 Tiiough by one perverse event
I'allas had cross'd her first intent.

t Perve-rse, v. Obs. [ad. obs. F. pervenet,
f. peii'crs adj.: see piec.] trans. To pervert ; to
turn away from that which is good, right, or true.

1574 HELLOWFS Gnrnarn's Fain. Lf>. (1577)^:9 Such are.,
accursed of God, and haled of men. who .. confound Justice
wilh tyiannie, perucise ecruitie with iniquilie. 1653 '

'

KLAKK (////rl Covenant of God enlcied with Man-kinde. .,

with theSciipture texts perversed by Mr. 1 ombes vindicated.

t PervCTSCd, pfl-a. Chiefly Sc. Ofii. Also
6-7 perverst. [I.

L. pcrvtn-tn, pa. pple. with

Eng. suffix -ED'.] Perverted
;
= PERVERSE a. \.

1508 DUNBAR Tun Atariit ll'cuifii 2jq Sa, that mv preching
ma)' pers youi ptrverst hertis. a 1535 FISHER /( "*J.(E.E.T.S.)
" 437 By 'he errour of false doctrines and of peruersed

PERVERSIOSB.
heresies. 155* ABP. HAMILTON Catcch. (1384) 33 To fall into
a peiversit niyndc. 163* LITHGOW Ttav. i. 19 All Use

bypOCTUicall crew, of these peiucis'd lebui-hes.

Hence t Perve*rsedly adv., perversely; fPcr-
ve-rsedness, perveiseness.

535 FISHER U'ks. (E.E.T.S.J n. 444 To all them that be
nat oner peruetsedly drowned in the heresies of Luther.
1568 AV.. Privy Council Scot. I. 624 Continewand in bis
forniar perversednes. 1632 Lmicovy Trav. viu. 373 Hauinj;
past the peruerstnesse of this calamity. Ibid. x. 488 Whose
empty Sculles. .your selues peruerstly vexe.

Perversely (pa.iv5-.isH), adv. [f.
PERVERSE a.

+ -LY ^.] In a. perverse manner ; with perversity ;

in a way obstinately contrary to what is proper,
i true, or good ; untowardly, vexationsly, crossly.

1526 Pilgr. Pet/. (\V. de W. 1531) iSpb, In no wy>e to
doubt theiof, nor ptruersly to impn^ne it c 1559 R. HAU.
Life Fisher in Fisher's Wks. tE. K. T. S ) n. p. !iii, Had not
he bene other-wist pet \cisly bent. 1663 CUWI.EY I'ftsts
Stv. Occas., To Royal Soc. iv, Fiom Woids. which are but
Pictures of the Thought, fTho' we our 'Jbou-lus fiom them
perveisely drew). 17*7 HAFTF. Statins' Theiaid vi. 1090
The chiefs perversely blind Neglect the sign, nor t,ee th'
event behind. 1847 F.MI.RSON ptt >rs i' 11571 c,"i SlieamcouM
not so perversely wind But com ot Guy's was there 10 grind.

Perverseness (paivaMsnt's). [t. as prec. -r

-NKS.S.] The quality of being perverse; tlie dis-

po.?ition or tendency to act in a manner contrary
to what is right or reasonable; obstinate wreng-
headedness; refractoriness; corruption, wickedne.^.
1561 'J'. XOKTON Cafci'Ss /.!/. i. i Our owne ignorance,

. ,weaknesse
: perveisenesse, and corruption. 1644 MJI.TO\

Judtffit. Buter Wks. 1851 IV. 338 To enforce \\IL- inn< cenl
and fauitles toenduie the pain and misery of anottitis p-.-r-
versnts. 1741 KH.HAKUSUS Pamela. I. 36, I am likely f.>

suflei in my Reputation by the Perverseness and Folly > T
ihis Ciiil. 1814 CARY Dante, r<nadhe .\.xvn. Aigt., '!!:

perveisenessofman,who place-, his will on.. perishable things.
1880 K. WHITK Cert. Reti*. 60 Corruption.. brought in.,

through the interested per\ers.enesi> of false tea (.lie is.

b. Contrariness, adveisencss; nnfavourableness.
1748 Anton's l''oy. \\. iii. 152 They were, .delayed by t! t

I

perveiseness of the wind*. 1777 SHERIDAN St/t. Scai;d..
I'ontait, By fate's perveiseness, she alone Would doubt ui:r

truth.

t Perve'rser. Ob*. Also 5 -our. [app. orig.

ngent-noun in L. or AF. form fiom L. pervert?/r
or obs. F. pert'crser lo pervert ;

in form pervcr^r
referred to PEKVERSE v.} One who peivertsj a

corrupter, pervtrter.
1482 Monk of F.veshaw (Arb.l co Xot beyng rectors a: .!

fader.s, but perneisours and destroyers of her ?,owlys. a 1564
BECON Demands Holy Script. Pref., Such professors . r

rather perverseis of the gospel, aie like to that son wlnxh
promised his father to woik..,and wrought notliyng at ;

;

i!.

Perversion (paivSujbn). [ad. \,. pervert n-

trn, n. of action f. pervertfie to PtitVEUT : cf. I- .

pervinion (,16th c. in Littre and IIalz.-IXiim.).]
1. The action of perverting or condition of being

perverted ; turning the wrong way; turning aside
Irom truth or right; diversion to an improper use;

corruption, distortion; spec, change to error in

religious belief (opp. to CONVERSION* 8) ; tran^f.
a perverted or corrupted form of something.
1388 WYCLIF Prol. 45 If the speche of holi writ seme to

comaunde perueision of f-oule. .ii is figuratijf speche. 1563
FOXE A. $ M. (1583) 1674 Svfft \agan}. We sctke not thy
bloud but thy conueision. Shct\etdtn\ Tbtn shall >ou
prone my peruersion first before you condemn me. 1619
CORNWALI.IS Let. to Digby in Ju-lc^ t. Hart. Mhc. '1793) 36 j

Contrariwise, there might be great danger of the Inlanta's

peiveision. 1622 UACON* Holy War Wks. 1879 I. 528/7
Women to govern men, . .slaves freemen,., being total viola-
tions and pet versions of the laws of nature and nations.

1713 DI-:KHA.M /'/,_ i. *'I ln-ol. u. iii. A 5 Miraculous Perversions
I

of the Course of Nature. 1790 BURKE Fr. A\v . \\ ks. \'.

261 The perveision of history, by ihuse, who, for I!K- ^a;m-
' nefarious purposes, have perverted every other part of
1

learning. 1847 KMLKSON Repr. l\/in t Swede til>ii> \\ k',.

i (Kohn> I. 3^1 To what a painful perversion had Gothic
theology arrived, that Sweden bois admitted no coinersion

I

for evil spirits. 1873 IJLACK /'r, Thule ,\i, The statement
was an audacious perversion of the truth. 1877 KOBKHIS
llandik. Med. led. 3) I. 11 Perveision of the functions cf

digestion, assimilation, and nutrition.

2. a. Ceom. The formation of the perverse of
a figure; the pei verse itself.

1881 MAXWKI.L Elcctr. $ Mngn. II. 415 They are gee-
metrically alike in all respects, except that one is the per-
version of the other, like its tillage in a luokins glass. 1900
LARMOR SEthc*-^ .Matter 208 1 l.c change fiom a mole-
cule to its enantiograph involves .. perversion of its oibiial

configuration.
b. Med. and Sttrg. See quots.

1842 Iti NGI.ISON J\/ed. Lex., r?j~ven,ion, one of the four
modificationsof function in disease : the three others being
augmentation, diminution, and abolition. The Humorists
used the term also, to designate disoidei 01 inoibid change
in ihe fluids. 1858 MAVNI; Expos, t.f*. QI-O/I Uiastremma,
01 distonion of a pait : a perversion. 1899 AllbutPs Syst.
Mcd. VII. 693 A sensory perversion or defect.

t Perve'rsionate, a. Ofa. rare, [f, L. /<v-
version-enii or F. or Kng. perversion + -ATE^ 2.

Cf. affectionate, pa^ionat.\ Affected with per-
version ; perverted.
c 1450 Mankind 187 in Macro Plays 8 Vf we wyll mortyfye

owui carnall condjcyon, Ande owur voluntarye dysyres,

Jrai euer be pervercionatt.

tPerversio -

se,<2. Obs. rare. [f. L./tfmrrs-*J
+ -OSE: perh. meant for *pervcrsttose.} Perverse.



PERVERSITY.
c 1*50 Mankind 744 in Macro Plays 27 Thys peruersyose

ii.gratytude I can not rehers.

Perversity (paivS'Jsiti). [a. K. perwrsitt

(i,ithc. in Littre), ad. L. pervcrsitds, i. fen'ers-tts
I'EIIVERSE a] The quality or character of being

perverse :
= PEBVEHSENESS.

1538 Rov Kede vie (Arb.) 55 He liath falce fanses and

scrybes,. . Full of fraudes and pervtr^ite. 1549 COVEHDALE,
etc. Eras >n. Par. Titus iii. 31 b, An errour commynge onelye
of the fraylenes of man, is remedied by one or two warn-

yuges.but peruersitie is incurable and made worubyputtyng
to of remedies. 1687 KOKRIS To Dr. Plot on Staffitrdsk,

\, What strange Perversity is this of Man ! When twu a

Crime to tast th' inlUhtning Tree He could not then his

h.i:id refrain. 1831 CARI.VLE Sart. Res. I. iv, It is in this

peculiarity ..that all these short -comings, over-shootings,
a-id multiform perversities, take rise. 1865 Pall Mall G, 4
Oct. 2/2 The most flagrant instances of juratorial perversity.

1871 R. ELLIS Catullus Pref. 9 The experiments of the

Elizabethan writers [in classical metres] .. by that strange

peiversity which so often dominates literature, were as

o.ecidedly unsuccessful from an accentual, as the modern

experiments from a quantitative point of view.

Perversive ^pwva-jsiv), a. [f. I,, penws-,
ppl. stem vipervertere to PERVKBT + -IVE.]
T 1. Having the quality or tendency of turning

awry or distorting. Ofa. rare^
(11693 Urqnhiirt's Rabelais nr. xxxi. 256 A perversive
U ii::es-> and ConvuKiou of the .Muscles.

2. Having the character or quality of perverting
i:i nature, character, or use.

1817 G. S. FABER Eight Dissert. (1845) I. 73 A Scheme of

I'-eudo-Theology characterised by inculcating a series of

;^:vcrsive and usurpative Mcssiahships 1818 in Tone.
1814 LANDOR Imag. Conv. xxi. Wks. 1846 I. 126 An institu*

ti ^n pervetsive of those on which the goveinment of America
i-. constructed. 1862 LVTTON Sir. Story 171 Discourteously
perversive of the obvious intention of the quotation.

Pervert ipaavavit), v. Also 6 par-, -wert,
-vart. [ad. K. pervert-ir Pr. and Sp./tvzw/iV,
J'g. perverter)

It. perverUre^ ad. L. pervert-?re to

turn round or about, turn the wrong way, overturn,
turn to error or ruin, undo, corrupt ;

f. PER- 2,3 +
rtrtcre to turn : cf. convert

y
divert

> etc.]

tl. trans. To turn upside down ; to upset, over-

throw
;
to subvert, ruin. Obs.

i 1374 CHAUCKR Boeth. n. pr. i. 20 (Camb.) Fortune.,
r ;>th peruettyd the clerne^se and the estal of thi corage.
' 1450 Mankind 379 in Macro Plays. All ^e menys xull be
h >ught. To perverte my condycions, & bi ynge me to nought.
1543 JoYE Con/tit. Gardiner 9 So setting the carte before

tiie horse, and.. like an vngodly gardener to peruert and
lurne the rotes of his ptantes and herbes vpward. c 1560 A.
iMTOTr Poems (S. T. S.) xxxiv. 53 >our play [is] sone peruertit.

1804 R. CAWDREY Table AJph., Perucrt, ouerthrovve, or

iiirne up side downe, 1656 in ULOUNT Glesspgr.

2. To turn aside from its right course, aim, etc.

a. To turn aside from justice, right order, etc.

1382 \V\CLIF Dent, xxvii. 19 Cursid [is he] that peruertith
c: 3om of comlynge, faderles child, and widewe. 1483 Rail's

oj I'atlt. VI. 240/2 The ordre of all politique Rule was per-
\erted. 1526 TISDALE Acts xiii. 10 '1'hou ceasest not to

pervert the strayght wayesoff the lorde. 1620 VKNNLK I'in

i'ccta (1650) 297 If we pervert the order of Nature, as to

sleep in the day and wake in the night. 1650 BITLWEK
A ntliropcuiiet, 254 The Symetry whereof being causally

(.'casually] or purposely perverted. 1783 POTT Chirur^.
\\'ks. II. 76 The peristaltic motion of the whole canal is

di-turbedorperverted. 1868 FRKEMAS Norm. Conq. (1877)
II. vii. 127 They perverted the course ofjustice.

b. To turn from the proper use, purpose, or

meaning ; to misapply, misconstrue, wrest the

purport of.

c 1386 CHAUCER Melib. F 22-3 If thou do hem bountee they
wot peruerten it in to wikkednesse. 1413 Pitgr. SoU'le

(Caxton) 11. xliii. (1859) 49 They peruertyn hooly Scripture
by fals vnderstandynge. 1542-5 URINKLOW Lament. (1874) 86
The Supper of the Lorde is peruened and not vsed after

Clnistes institution. 1593 NASHE Christ's T. 83 They
perueit foundations, and will not bestow the Bequeathers
free alines. 1630 PRYNNR Aiiti-Annin. 118 It peruerts, it

cUanulls the very serie-,, and substance of the Scripture.
1700 UKYDEN Pref. FabUs Wks. t(ilohe) 506 He has per-
\e:led my meaning by his glosses. 1849 CoBBBM Sfttcktt
What I slated with reference to the great mass of the

1 rench people last year was perverted.

f C. To turn, divert. Obs. rare~ l
.

1611 SHAKS. <T>w3. n. iv. 151 Let's follow him, and peruert
the present wiath He hath against htm^elfe.

d. intr. for refl. To become perverted, rare.

i535QuARLEsw/^/cws i. i. 7 Blessings unus'd pervert into

ii Wast, As well as Surfeits.

3. trans. To turn (a person, the mind, etc.)

away from right opinion or action ; to lead astray;
to corrupt.

< 1375 .SV. Leg. Saints xii. (Agnes] 237 Hir..pat bis wich-
cnmeoai done, & perueitis thocht and wil Of al bat treutht

^iffis hir til. ^1380 WYCLIF Sel. ll'Jes. II. 318 pei witen not
how many men ben pervertid bi ber lore, c 1440 York
Nyst. xxvi. 113 He pervertis oure pepull. 1593 in K11U

Orig. Lett. Ser. n. III. 172 Seminarie Priests, Jhesuits..
sent hither to pervert such as aredutiefull and well inclyned.

1667 MILTON P. L. x. 3 How He (Satan] in the Serpent had
icrverted Kve, Her Husband shee. 1710 STKKLL Tatler
Jo. in P2 A Mind that is not perverted and depraved by
wrong Notions. 1859 MILL Liberty \\> When we forbid bad
men to pervert society by the propagation of opinions
which we regard as false and pernicious.

b. spec. To turn (any one, aside from a right
to a false or erroneous religious belief or system

(i.e. to what the speaker or writer holds to be such).

740

I3-. S. Erkenwoltlc 10 in Horstm. AltcngL Leg. (1881)
266 pe Saxones. .peruertyd alle t>c pepul bat in ^at place
dwellide. 1480 CAXTON Chron. Eng. iv. (1520)380/2 He
was perverted by the hereby of the Ariens, 1579 W.
WILKINSON Confitt. Famiiye of Love, Brief Destr., To
peruert and tuine from the truth xii godly Christian* which
were martyred. 1666 E. MOUNTAGU in \ith Rep. Hist.

MSS. Comm. App. v. 8 If the young Lord was a stiict and
a grounded Papist there was some danger my I-ady Dorothy
might bee perverted. 1770 J. R. FORSTtKtr. KalnfsTrav.
N. Awer.(iji2) II. 106 It seems that they have been rather

perverted than converted. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng vi. II.

87 Walker, .with some fellows and undergraduates whom
he had perverted, heard mass daily in his own apartments.

c. intr. To turn aside from the right course ;
to

become a pervert.
1387-8 T. USK Test. Lave i. ix. (SkeaO I. 127 So that in

nothinge thy kyude fiom his wil decline, tie from his nobley

peiverte. 14.. in Lett, J\larg, Anjou fy 1>P- Bttkington
(Camden) 167 Then I* wente to Rome, and from Rome to

Rodes, and I perverted to the Sowdcn in feythe. 1890
Graphic ii Oct. 420/3, 1593, the year when Henry perverted
to Roman Catholicism.

4. G'eo/tt. trans. To reverse the ri^ht and left

directions of; to form the perverse of (see PEK-

VERSE sh.},

1900 LARMOR SEther fy flatter 209 Enantiomorphy [of

a molecule] ieverses the signs of all its electrons and per-
verts their relative position.

Hence Perve'rting t'bl. sh. and^/Y. a.

cijfto \Vvci.iF ll'ks. (i88o> 386 Perueitynge of goddis
ordynance. 1533 TINDALE Supper of Lout \V'ks. 11573) 4

A gieat tunne full of Mores mischief and pernicious per-

uertyng of Gods holy woide, 1665 BOYLE Octas Kefi. iv

xii. (1348) 241 Of so per vert ing a Nature, is so high a Station.

1680 H ICKF.RINGILL Mooz 33 The Converting ofa Tuik has
a beiltr Reward than the perverting of one that is a Christian

already. 1711 PRIDEAUX Direct, Ch.-'^ardcni ted. 4} 22 A
perverting of the Statute.

t Perve'rt, a.. Ol>s. [? shortened from per-
verted \ cf. CONVERT .] Perverted; perverse;
wicked.
c 1470 HARDING Chron. XLVII. v. (Ashin. MS. 34), IJrylons

.. Afore Jjat were paynims and also perverts, c 1500
Lancelot 1471 Fore thow to gode was frawart and perwert.

1512 Act 4 Hen, \
7lll, c. 19 Pnawl'lc, Abydyng in his

seid indurat & pervart opynyons. 1549-62 STERNHOI.U & H.
J's. xxviii. 3 Repute me not among the sort Of wicked and

per tit rt. (1550 R. WKVER Lusty Jitventits I) j, Clod which
liath geuen me the knowledge To know his doctrine from
the false and peruaite.

Pervert I paivwt), sb. [app. absolute use of

prec., with shifted stress: cf. CONVERT sb.] One
who has been perverted ; one who has lor>aken

a doctrine or system regarded as trite for one

esteemed false; an apostate.
1661 BLOUNT Glos&ogr. (ed. y\ Pervert, one that is turned

from good to evil; as Convert is the coniiary. 1716 M.
DAVIES A then. Brit. II. 316 A Popish pervert and a

Protestant convert are, indeed, two different piovisionals.

1845 L> E QUIMJKY Coleridge <y Option Wks. 1862 XI. 95
Relapsing perverts {such is the modern slang'. 1860

THACKEKAY Round. Papers \. (1863) 4 That notorious "per-
vert

1

Henry of Navarre and Frame 1879 FARHAR .S/. Paul
\. 329 That this audacious pervert (Paul] should not only
preach, but preach to the heathen .. filled them with rage.

Perverted (p^vauted), ppl.a. [f.
PEKYUUX v.

+ -ED 1
.]

Turned from the right way, from the

proper use, from truth to error, etc.
;
\vicked

;
dis-

toited; misapplied.
1667 MILTON /'. /-. xn. 547 Todissolve Satan with his per.

verted World. 17*8 YOUNG Love f-'awe\\ t Rut own I must,
in this perveited age, Who mo>t deserve, can't always most

engage. 1844 W. H. MILL Serin. Tempt. Christ v. 113
That perverted self-consciousness which constitutes pride.
1866 ROGERS Agric. -y Prices 1. xxix. 693 Exhibitions of

perverted intellectual activity.

Hence Perve'rtedly adv.
; Perve'rtedness.

1816 G. S. FABER Orig. Pagan Idol. I. 61 The idolatry..
was all borrowed "perveriealy from the Israelites. 1860

PUSKV Alin. Proph. 374 All perveriedly imitate Thee, who
remove far from Thee. 1828 Hist. Lnq. t. p. ix,

The shallowness and *pervertedness of [such] enquiries.
1881 M. A. LEU-IS Two Pretty G. I. 209 Suffering from..
the pride of intellect and from voluntary pervertedness

Perverter ipaivaMta.!). [f.
PERVERT v. + -EU i.]

One who perverts, or turns from right to wrong ;

one who misinterprets or corrupts.
1546 LANGLEY Pol. I'etg. Dt ftertnf. vn. i. 131 The deui],

peruerter of all good thinges. 1648 JKNKYN blind Guide i.

6 He is a soul perverter. 1779-81 JOHNSON /,. /'., Pope
Wks. IV. 98 Perverters of epistolary integrity. 1807 (..

CHALMERS Caledonia I. it. vi. 302 Thi* story is retold by
Buchanan, ami by the other perverters of the Scottish

history. 1889 DOYLE Afit ah Clarke xviiL 175 The crown
which he had wrested*. from the Popish perverter.

Pervertible (pa.ivaMtib'1), a.
[f. L. type

*pcrvertibilis, f. pervertere ;see -BLE) : cf. obs. K.

pervertible (\fo\\. c.)-] Capable of being perverted.
1611 COTGR., Corrompablc, corrtimpable, corruptible, per-

uertable, deprauablt. 1651 DAVKNANT Gondibert Pref.

(1673) 15 Annies, if they were not pervertible by Faction,

yet are to Commonwealths like Kings Physicians to poor
Patients. 1711 SHAFTESB. Chatai ., Moralists i. iii, The

Hv

. ,

Depravity of Mind-*, .dependent on such pervertible Organs.
1888 BRYCF Amer. Comnnv. II. in. Ixiv. 473 New immigrants,
politically incompetent, and therefore easily penertible.
Hence Pervertibi'lity, capability of being per-

verted; Perve'rtibly^/z/., in a pervertible manner.
1850 ROBERTSON Serm. Ser. iv. xiii, That part of human

pervertibility is an awful fact and mystery. 1642 Aniinadv,
on Obscrvator's Notes 4 The Parliament is the Vniversall

unerring and unpervertibly just body of the Kingdomc.

PERVIGILATE.

Perve-rtive, a. rare. [f. PEEVEBT v. + -IVE.]
= PERVERSIVE 2.

1901 H. M!NTOSH fs Christ infallible, etc. (1902) 153 Their
whole conception .. is based upon a false and pervertive sub-

jectivity.

t Perve'rtness. Ofa. [f. PERVERT a. +

-NESS.] The quality of being pervert ; perversity.
1581 MARBECK Bk. of Notes 494 Not y

1 there ib anie

frowardnes->e or peruertne-^se in God.

t Perve'Stigate, v. Obs. [f. l^.pervestigat-,

ppl. stem of pervestig'Hre to trace out, f. PEII- 2 -t-

vestigare to track, trace.] trans. To trace out,

investigate diligently; to find out by research.

1610 W. FOLKINOHAM Art of Survey i. iii. 4 It would Ue

also peruestigated. whether it [the soil] be light, loose, softe,

fatt. Ibid.i ObM:ruation to peruestigate the Pregnance
wherewithttieLarthisimbouelled. i88 R. \\Q\JAK Armoury
ill. 139/1 Peri'cstigate, to seek out, or diligently to observe.

Pervestiga'tion. Obs. [ad. L. peri'estigd-

tion-eW) noun of action from pervestigare : see

prec.] The action of '

pervestigating
'

; diligent
research or investigation.
1610 \V. FOLKINCHAM Art of Survey \. xi. 44 The per-

uestigation of the secrets of Agriculture. 1638 CaiLUWSV.
Rclig. Prot. \. ii. 55 74 The pervestigation of the true

and genuine Text. 1715 tr. Panciretlus Rerum Mem. II.

xvii. 380 In the pervestigalion of this curious Theory.

t Pe'rviable, ". Obs. rare. [f.
rare L. per-

via re (i. PER- i -t- via way) + -BLE.] Capable ot

being passed through ; pervious.
1610 W. FOLKINCHAM Art of Sun-ey \. vi. 13 For woods,

how peruiable, huw penetiable, how enterlaced, as Timber
with Tinned, Coppice, or vnderuood.

t Pe'rvial, a. Obs. rare. [f.
L. pervi-us (see

PERVIOUS) + -AL.] Pervious; hence, easily seen

through, clear.

1595 CHAPMAN Ovid's Banquet Ded., That Poesie should

be as pei vial as oratory, and plainness her special ornament,
were the plain way to barbarism, c 1611 liiady.\\. Comm.
199 Vet all peruiall enough iyou may well sayj when such

a one as I comprehend them.

Hence t Pe'rvially adv. Ot>s., clearly.
c 1611 CHAPMAN Iliad n. Comm. 34 Since a man may per-

uially (or as he passe th) discerne all that is to be \nder-

stood. Ibid. xiii. 187 Imagining his vnderstanding Reader.!

eyes moie sharp*-, then not to see peruially through them.

Perviance, -aunce, obs. forms of PURVEYANCE.

tPe'rviate, v. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. 'L.pervi-us

(see PEBVIOUS) + -ATE 3.] trans. To make a way
through ; to penetrate, perforate.
1657 TOMUNSON Return's Dtsp. 392 [Galls] nodose, solid

and perviated with no holes

Pervicacions (^p^avik^-Jas), a. Now rare.

[f. L. pervtiax, -cac-em stubborn, headstrong (f.

root peri'ic- t)f pervincSre to carry one's point,

maintain one's opinion, f. PER- i 4- vim?re to

conquer, prevail against) -J- -lous.] Very obstinate

or stubborn; headstrong, wilful
; refractory.

1633 AMKS Agit Cerent, n. 93 Peivicatious contending,
without reason and measure. 1671 H. STUBBE Justif. Dutch
Ii'ar66 The Dutch. .grew moie pervicacious in opposition
to His Majesties Officers. 1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa 11811)

I. 167 One of the most pervicacious young creatures that

ever was heard of. 1853 G. J. CAYLKY Las Alforja* II.

174 The put>uit of pervicacious donkeys who diverged into

the green barley.

Hence Pervica'ciously adv. \
Pervica*clous-

ness.
1650 CHARI.ETON Paradoxes 83 The phansy of an Animal

pervicaciously surviving death, is impressed not onely upon
the blood: but also [etc.J. 169* BENTLEY Boyle Led. vi,

But if God hath act uallycieated those intelligent substances

..'tis pervicaciousness to deny that he created matter also.

1822 T. TAYLOR ApnUins* Golden Ass u. xx. 35 This man
1

being confused by the pervicaciousness of all those who
were looking at him.

Pervicacity (pajvikce-stti). Now rare. [f.

!
L. pervicac-em ^see prec.) + -ITY

;
cf. late L. pervi-

\

cacitas (Gloss. Philox.) for ancient L. pervicacia :

1 see next.] The quality or state of being pervica-

cious; obstinacy; wiliulness.

1604 PARSONS yd Pt. Three Cowers. Eng. 175 Was heerc

i constancy or pertinacity, perseuerance or peruicacity? 1660

j
H. MORE Myst. C>odl. vn. ix, Which constancy of theirs he

!
calls pervhafiam $ iiiflexibilem obstinativnetn, a Pervi-

cacity and inflexible Obstinacy. 18*5-9 MRS. SHERWOOD

Lady ofManor III. xx. 178, I never could account. .for the

i strange pervicaciiy of his humour in rejecting every kind of

refinement. 1837 C. LOFFT Stjfjanxation I. 197 Every
' man by patience and pervicacity may frame himself intel-

lectually to what he pleases.

t Pervicacy (pa-Jvikasi). Obs. [ad. L. pervi-
citfia steadfastness, stubbornness, obstinacy, It.

pervicacia, f. L. pervicac-em : see PERVICACIOUS.]
= PKRVICACITY (being the earlier word).
1537 CKOMWEI.L in Merriman Life $ Lett. (1902) II. 87

This princely goodnes, myght haue brought that desperat
rebell from his so stoiirdy malice, bi>ndnes and pervicacie.

1610 HOLLAND Camden's Brit. n. 127 I,ea.st his peevish

pervieacy should be more and more enkindled. 1711 in io/'i

Rep. Hn>t, JAVi". Comm. App. v. 113 Pharo and .. his

people of Egypt. .fatally payed for their pervicacy. 1748
RICHARDSON Clarissa II. \i. 31 If you persist in your per-

vicacy. Shall 1 be a pedant Miss for this word?

t Pervi'gilate, v. Obs. rare , [i. ppl. stem

of L. pervigilare to remain awake, watch all night,

f. PKK- i + vigildre to watch.]
1623 COCKERAM, Pcruigilate^ to watch.



PERVIGILATION.

So ( Pervigila'tion Obs. [L. pervigilatio~\, a

watching through the night, keeping of vigil.

1623 COCKERAM Pervigilation, a watching. 1721 BAILEY.

Pervincle, -vink(e,-kle,obs. ff. PEKIWINKLEI.

Pervious (pauvias), a. [f. L. pervi-us that

has a way or passage through (f.
PER- i + via way)

+ -CDS
;

in It. pcrvio.~\

1. Allowing of passage through; passable;
affording passage or entrance; lying open (to).

111631 DONNE Obsetj. Ld. Harrington's Bio. 6 If looking

up to God ; or down to us, Thou finde that any way is per-

vious, 'Twixt heav'n and eaith. 1659 STANLEY Hist. Plulos.

XI. (1701) 466/2 F.very Country is pervious to a wise Man ;

for the whole World is the Country of a wise Soul. 1725
PorK Odyss. iv. 1056 The bolted Valves are pervious to her

flight. 1781 GIBBON Dect. ff F. Iviii. (1869) III. 445 So large
a circuit must have yielded many pervious points. 1859
MASSON Brit. Novelists iii. 172 A time when the Highlands
were much less pervious.. to Lowland tourists.

b. esp. Allowing of passage through its sub-

stance; permeable.
1627 MAY Lucan iv. (1631) 5 Make the strooke earth to

deluge pervious. 1661 BOYLE Examen iii. (1682) 24 Glass
also is pervious to the Air. 1779 COWPKR Pineapple ff Rce
10 The frame was tight, And only pervious to the light.

1807 VANCOUVER Agric. Devon (18131 " A coarse argilla-
ceous gravel, pervious to water. 1871 I YNDALL Fragm. Sc.

(1879) 1. it. 40 Mellon! .. found crystals of sulphur to be

highly pervious to radiant heat.

C. fig. (a) That can be penetrated by the mental

sight ; fully intelligible,
'

transparent '.
(/<) Of a

person or the mind : Accessible to influence or

argument.
a 1614 DONNE BiaflaraTos (1644) S In exposition of places

of Scripture, which he alwaies makes so liquid, and per-
vious. 1684 T. BliRNEr 'I'll. Eartk I. 307 Sees all things
from top to bottom, as pervious and transparent. 1867
EMERSON May-Day, etc. Wks. (Bohn) III. 480 The solid,
solid universe Is pervious to Love. 1902 Scotsman 17
Jan 4/6 The Boer mind. -pervious to reason and the logic
of facts.

d. Zool. and Bot. Open, patent, patnlous :

opposed to impervious.
1806 GALPINE Brit. Bot. 14* Primula.. .Cor. throat per-

vious, tube cylindrical. 1874 COUES Birds N. W. 373 The
nostrils are very large and

pervious, whereas those of the
true Vultures are separated by an impervious septum.
2. Having the quality of passing through, pene-

trating, or permeating ; pervasive. Now rare.
1684 Contcmpl. St. Man n. v. (1699) r8o They [bodies of

saints] have an agility to move from place to place, . . like

light; to have their way free and pervious through all

places, and can penetrate wheresoever they please. 1718
PRIOR Solomon in. 622 What is this little agile, pervious
Fire, This flutt ring motion, which we call the mind? a 1849
H. COLERIDGE Poems (1850) II. 344 His mortal clay Abolish 'd

quite, or blent with pervious air.

Fe/rviousness. [f. prec. + -NESS.] The
quality of being pervious ; penetrability.
1669 HOLDER Elem. Speech 78 The Italians.. make the

Occluse Appulse, especially the Gingival, softer than we do,
giving a little of

perviousness_ 1672 BOYLE Disc Per-.iious-
ness Glass Exp. iii, The perviousness we above observed in

glass. 1871 TYNDALL Fragm. Sc. (1879) I. iii. 88 On account
of its extreme perviousness to the visible rays. 1882
in Longman's Mag. I. 39 The very meaning of transparency
is perviousness to the luminous rays.

Pervise, obs. form of PARVIS.

[Pervise v., editorial and dictionary error for

pernise, PERUSE.
1549 St. Paper 18 May in Bradford's Wks. (Parker Soc.)

II. 369 Clare Hall, the state whereof these two days we have
Jiotoughly pcrvised [orig. MS. perused). 1577 13k. Univ.
Kirk Scotl. (1839) 163 Their haill travells and work, .sould
be revysit and pervysit [MS. pervisit^peruisit, perused] be
some brethren.)

Pervu-lgate, v. rare. [f. ppl. stem of L.psr-
vulgare, [. PER- 2 + vulgare to make known.]
trans. To make public, make known.
1586 FERNE Blaz. Centric Ep. Ded., I did pervulgate the

same treatise vnto some of my familiars and acquaintance.
Hence Perirulga'tion, the action of making

public; advertisement, rare.

183* I. TAYLOR Saturday Even. (1833) 79 Religious prin-
ciples undergo a far more extended pervulgation than those
of any secular science,

Perwanah, -wanna, etc
, var. PUHWANXAH.

Perwick(e, -wig, -wyke, obs. ff. PERIWIG.
Perwinckle, -winkle, -wyncle, -wynke,

obs. ff. PERIWINKLE !,
2

.

Pery, -e, obs. ff. PERRIE, PERRY i,
2

) PIRRIE.
t Peryng,///. a. Obs. \i.pere, PEAR v. + -ING 2.]

Appearing.
1561 TURNER Herbal n. M iv, A stalk half a cubit hyghe..

about the whiche com furthe certayn furth peryng thyn>*es
.. which looke toward the roote. [Ibid., Y" thynges that
appere out in y' stalk in . . Horminum look downwarde.]
Peryngall, variant of PAREGAL Obs.

Peryr, variant of PERER Obs., pear-tree.
Peryshing, obs. form of PARISHES.
Perysshe, obs. form of PERISH, PIERCE.
Perywig, Perywinkle, etc., obs. forms of

PERIWIG, PERIWINKLE.
11 Fes (pfz). PI. pedes (pe-dfz). [The L. word

pes foot, used technically in Comparative Anatomy,
Hotany, etc.]
1. Comp. Anal. The terminal segment of the

VOL. VII.
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hind limb of a vertebrate animal, corresponding
to the human foot. Opposed to MANUS hand,
applied to the corresponding part of the fore limb.
1842 DUNCLISOX Med. Li-l., f'fs. the inferior extiemity of

the abdominal member. 1875 HUXLEY it MARTIN Elem.
JIM. (1877) 161 Thickenings, or callosities, of the integu-
nient, however, occur benealh the joints of the digits, both
in the pes and the manus.

2. Bot. A footlike part or organ ; a base of

support ; a peduncle.
3. Pros. A name for each of the two quatrains

forming the first part of a sonnet.
1880 illacm. Mag. No. 253. 46 The sonnet .. we find that

its volta occurs after the eighth line, that it has two pedes
of four lines each, and a caudaof six.

Pes, obs. form of PEACE, PEASE, PIECE.
t Pe-sable, a. Obs. rare. [a. OF. pesable, f.

peser to weigh, PEISE: see -ABLE.] Capable of being
weighed; in quot., Weighed ; evenly balanced.
c 1400 tr. Si'Crcta Secret , (/t>,--. Lordsh. 03 And a pesable

right [L. insticia ponderata} and mesuryd ys, to byholde
vpon statys by be self vnderstomlyng.

llFesade (p?za-d). \V. pcsade, altered (under
influence of peser to poise) from earlier posatic

(1579 in llatz.-Darm.), ad. It. posata, lit. 'pause,
resting', posate

'

arests which a horse doth make
in aduancing his forepart' (Florio 1598), f. posare
to PAUSE, rest.] (See quot.)
1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl., Pcsade. or Pi-sat,-, in the manage,

that action taught a horse, whemn be ri^es with his fore

feet, and bends them up to his body, without stirring the
hind feet. The Pesade is the first lesson taught a horse, in

order to bring him to curvetts, &c.

Pesage, variant of PEISAGE Obs.

II Pesame (pe-samc). Obs. [Sp. phrase fesa
/ne '

it grieves me', hence as sb.
' a compliment of

condolence '.] An expression of condolence : in

phrase to give or receive the pesame.
1676 I.ADY FANSIIAWE Mem. (1830) 225, I waited upon the

Queen to give her Majesty pesame of the King's death.
1678 PHILLIPS led. 4), I'esame (Sp.), a word often used by
Travellers, and to give one the 1'esame, is to condole with
any one for his loss, or sorrow.

Peaan, -ane, obs. variant of PJSANE.

tPesant. 0/>s. rare, fa. F. pesant (
1 1 th c. in

Littre), pr. pple. ofpeser to weigh, PEISE
;
also as

sb.
'

weight'. Cf. PEISANT n.]
1. The amount that a thing weighs ; weight.
c 1500 Melitsine xxi. 142. I shall gyue hym hys pesannnt

or weyght of syluer. It-id, xxxvii, 300 Al gaf you to eyther
of vs your pesaunt or weyght of fyn gold.

2. ?Name of a coin or weight. (Or ? BEZANT.)
1577 HELLOWES Guenara's Chron. x. 35 That he should. .

giue T.OOOOO pesants of golde \pesantes de oro\ to paye the
armie.

Pesant, obs. f. PEASANT
;
var. PEISAXT a. Obs.

t Pesanteur, -ture. 06s. rare. [a. F.

pesanteur (i 2th c. in Little), f. pesant: see prec.]
Heaviness, weight.
1480 CAXTON Ovid's Mel. xiv. xii, For the weighte &

pesanteur of the fruyt. 1689 G. HARVEY Curing Dis. fy
Expect, viii. 61 The pesanture of a Stone of compass.
Pesaunt, var. PEISANT Obs. ; obs. f. PEASANT.
Pesayne, obs. variant of PHASE.
Pescod, -code, -codde, obs. ff. PEASECOD.
Pese, obs. f. PEACE, PEASE, PIECE si. and v.

;

var. PEISE, PECE Obs. Pesen, obs. var. PISANE
;

obs. pi. of PEASE. Pesent, obs. f. PEASANT.
i; Peseta (peseta). [Sp., dim. of pesa weight ;

cf. peso Spanish dollar.] A modern Spanish silver

coin, equivalent to the French franc and Italian

lira; now (since Oct. 1868) the unit of value in

Spain. It is divided into loo centimes.
1811 P. KELLY Cambist II. 188 Silver Coins.. Spain..

Mexican Pecela (1774) [Value in Sterling] is. o'jd. ..Peceta
Provincial of two Reals of new plate (1775) ..as. lorf. 1860
All Year Round No. 45. 445 The honest burgher who . .

climbed up from penury to affluence by maravedis and
pesetas at a time. 1882 BITHELL Counting-ho. Diet. (1893)
225 The peseta of Peru is also i of the silver sol, and equal
to the French franc. 1893 T. B. FOREMAN Trip to Spain
55 We have each to pay a peseta (re*/.) for a cup of coffee.

HPeshctlsll,-kash,(p^JkD. E.Ind. Forms:
7 pish-, pisoash, 7-8 pishoush, 8 peiscush, 8-

peshcush, 9 paish-, pescush, peshkash, pesh-

kesh. [Pers. ^Xi-o peshkash first drawn, first

fruits, tribute, f. pesh before, in front -t- kash draw-

ing.] An offering: a present; tribute, quit-rent, line.

1634 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. 156 The Sultans and Chans
bestow Pishcashes, or gifts one on another. 1753 HANWAY I

Trav. (1762) II. xiv. vii. 371 A peiscush, or present from an
inferior to a superior. 1804 WELLINGTON m Gurw. Disp.
(1844) II. 1159 The payment of the peshcush and the
pensions due at Hyderabad. 1811 KIRKPATRICK Tippoo's
Lett, 9 The Paishcush, or tribute, which he was bound.. to

pay to the Government of Poonah. 1844 H. H. WILSON
Brit. India II. n. xi. 491 A peshkash, or tribute, of seven
lakhs of rupees a year had hitherto been paid to the Nizam
by the Company, for the northern Circars.

Peshe, obs. form of PEACH.
UPeshito (pejrto), Feshitta (pejA,ta), a.

\

and sb. Also 8-9 Peschito, 9'Peshitto. [Syriac
j

fshita, -tO, Jfc^AS p'shitld, -tS, 'the

PESO.

Simple' or 'Plain'.] The name given to the

principal version of the Old and New Testaments
in the ancient Syriac tongue, sometimes styled the

Syriac Vulgate.
'1 he

two_ Syriac forms are respectively masc. and fern, of
the adj. in the emphatic state, the latter agreeing with
tnappaijtd, .M,

'

version '. (The final A and d represent the
same vowel in Kaslern and Western Syriac pronunciation
respectively.) So far as is known the name appears first in
Moses liar Kt-pha, 813-903. The date of the Peshito lias
been variously put ; the prevalent opinion is that the trans-
lation of the O.f. was made from Hebrew at an early date,
and that the Peshito X.T. was a revision or recension made
early in the 5thc., of a translation going back, in part at
least, to the 2nd c., earlier forms of which are preserved in
the Sinaitic anil Curetonian MSS. Later versions, more
verbally rendering the Greek, were the Philoxenian and
Heraclean.

1793 H. MARSH tr. Michaclij Iiitto.i. N. T. II. i. 5 It is

called by the Syrians Peshito. that is the literal." 1821
T. H. HORNE Inlrod. Crit. Study Holy Script. II. 192 The
most celebrated of them is the IVschito or Literal (versio
Simplex). 1842 Penny Cycl. XXIII. 477/2 The Peshilo
(literal) Version, also called 'The Old Syriac Version

',
is

one of the moxt ancient and valuable translations of the
IHble. 1903 F. C. HURKITT in Encyd. KM. 5001/1 To
Kabbula is due both the publication of the Peshilta ami the

suppression of the Diatessaron ///</. 5025/1 In the OT.
the Syriac Vulgate, commonly called PJshitta, is a transla-
tion made direct from the Hebrew. 1904 A then&mn 22 Oct.
54i/2 't seems to be certain that the Syriac Vulgate, known
by the name of Peshitla, dates, so far as (be New Testament
is concerned, from the earlier part of the fifth century, and
ttiat Kabbula, ISisliop of Kdcs^a fruin 411 to .(;s, is mainly
responsible for ils redaction.

II Feshwa (p^Jwa). Forms : 7 peshua, S

paish-, 9 peish-, peesh-, peshwa(h. [Pers.

\j~>. peshwd chief.] The appellation of the chief

minister of the Mahratta princes ;from c 1660), who
made himself in 1749 the hereditary sovereign of
the Mahratta state.

The
princes

descended from Scraji became roisfaitu'attti.
the administration being in the hands of the peshwa; in

1749 the holder of the office, lialaji liishenalh, seized the

sovereignty and, without changing his official title, made it

hereditary in his family. In 1818 his descendant Hajcrow
surrendered his power to the Iiritish,and the government of
the Peshwa came to an end.

1698 FRYKK Act. K. India $ /'. 79 The English have

audience^ of Sevaji. He referred our Business to Moro
Pundit his Peshua, or Chancellour, to examine our Articles.

1782 Ann. Reg. 5 Assuming no other title or character
than that of Paishwa, or prime minister. 1804 CASTI.E-
I.KAGII

iji Owen U'ellfsley's Desp. 254 It appears hope-
less to attempt to govern the Mahratta empire through
a feeble and perhaps disaffected Peishwa. 1841 MAC-U:L.\Y
Ess., iy. Hastings {iSSj) 653 The Mahratta states, .acknow-
ledged, by words and ceremonies, the supremacy of the heir
of Sevajee, a roijaineant. . .and of his Peshu a, or mayor of
the palace, a great hereditary magistrate 1862 I*KVKK!IH;K
Hist. India II. v. v. 399 The object of contest was the office

of peishwa in other words, the sovereign power.
Hence Pe'shwaship, the office or rule of a

peshwa.
1782 Ann. Reg. 5 From this change, the empire of the

Ram-Rajah has been distinguished only by the appellation
of the Paishwasbip, or otherwise the government of Poonah.
1883 Encycl. Brit. XV. 291 The first collision with the

English . . arose from a disputed succession to the peshwaship.
fPeskan. Obs. A French spelling of PEKAN.
1773 His!. Brit, Dom. in N. Amer. 215 Other furs. .mar.

tins,. . sables ;..peskans, or wild cats ;. .and musk-rats.

Peske, obs. form of PEACH.

Pesky (pe-ski), a. U.S. colloq. [Origin un-
certain. (It has been conjectured to be an altera-

tion of *pesty, f. pest = plague, which suits the

sense exactly.)] 'Plaguy', 'confounded'; annoying,
disagreeable ; hateful, abominable.
(11848 DOWNING May-day New 1 'art 36 (Bartlett), I found

[looking for houses] a pesky sight worse job than 1 ex-

pected. 1859 W. P. TOMLINSON Kansas in 1858, 207 At
Fort Scott the ruffians have, .a large telescope,, .to prevent
themselves from being surprised by the pesky 'abolitionists'.

1878 MRS. STOWE Poganuc P. xxiv. 214 'Taint nothin' but
one o* these 'ere

pesky spring colds she's got. 1885 G.
AI.LEN Babylon i, To cuff him about the head for his pesky
idleness. [In Eng. Dial. Diet, from Oxf. and Bucks., etc.,
but app. only on the authority of late igth c. novelists ; not
in any of the dialect glossaries.]

b. as adv. = PESKILY
;

'

plaguy '.

1845 S. JUDD Margaret 305 (Bartlett) So pesky slow, we
shan't get through to-night. 1855 HALIBL-RTON A'at. f,
Hum. Nat. II. ii. 64 Don't be so pesky starch.

HencePe'skilya^., 'plaguily', 'confoundedly'.
1835 HALIBURTON Chckm. (1862) 65 He looked so peskily

vexed. 1855 Nat. f, Hum. Nat. I. v. 1 53 When a feller is

so peskilly sleepy as I be.

Pesle mesle, obs. form of PELL-MELL.

II Peso (p^'sa). Also 6 peaso, 7 pezo. [Sp.
peso weight, a certain weight of precious metal,
a coin of this weight : L. pensum : see PEISE sb.\
The name of a coin, either of gold (peso de oro) or

silver (peso de plata), formerly current in Spain
and its colonies

; now, of a standard silver coin =
5 francs or 3.1. I ilrf.,used in most of the S. American

republics. The Mexican silver peso = 5-43 francs,

or 4^. 3|</., is known as the Mexican dollar.

1555 EDEN Decades 87 Those pieces of golde which they
caule Pesos or golden Castellans. Ibid. 145 The weyght of

eight thousand Pesos. 1595 Drakes I'oy. (Hakl. Soc.) 12

The whole . . was yielded unto them for twenty-four thousand



PESON. 742 PESTER.

peasos, five shillings and sixpence a peece, to be payde in

pearles. 1654 WHITLOCK Zootomia 399 They gave 1500.
Pezos of Gold for a Horse. 1777 ROBERTSON Hist. Amer.
I. Pref., In mentioning sums of money, I have uniformly
followed the Spanish method of computing by pesos. 1850
PRESCOTT Peru II. iv. 86 On some days articles of the value

of thirty or forty thousand pesos de oro were brought in,

and occasionally of the value of fifty or even sixty thousand

pesos. 1901 Scotsman n Sept. 5/8 Colombia's financial

straits are extreme, and the paper peso is worth less than

three cents in gold.

f Peson, Obs. rare. [a. F. peson^ a balance

weight on a spindle, the balance knob on the end

of a balance, a weighing instrument with fixed

counterpoise and movable fulcrum ; deriv. of OF.

^peis : Rom. peso, L. pensum weight.] A kind of

weighing-machine : see quot. 1847, and cf. AUNCEL.
1459 Paston Lett. I. 474 In primis, a peson of gold, it

faylcth v. balles, weiyng xxiij. unces gold. 1847-78 HAI.LI-

\VELL, Peson, an instrument in the form of a staff, with balls

or crockets, used for weighing before scales were employed.

Peson, -e, obs. ff. peasen, pi. of PEASE.

Fess. Oh. exc. dial. [Derivation obscure: cf.

BASS .?/'.- 2, and PASSOCK.] A hassock or cushion

to icst the feet on, or to kneel on, esp. in church.

1575 Gamm. Gurton \. iii, My gammer sat her downe on
her pes, & bad me reach thy breches. 1623-4 in Willis &
Claik Cambridge (1886) II. 96 Sixe pesses for the Chappell
014. 1633 AMES Agst. Cere)n. \\. 182 A pesse, hassok, or

cushin may be called holy, because it is used to kneel upon.
1702-3 in Willis [as above] 211 Mats and pesses in the

Chappel. a 1825 FORBY l'ec t E. Anglia, Pess, a hassock to

kneel on at church.

Pess, obs. Sc. f. PACE j/>.-, PASCH; obs. f. PEASE,
PIECE. Pessant, variant of PEISANT Obs.

Pessary (pe'sari). [ad. rned.L. pessarium, f.

Isipess-utti) -us, a. (Jr. Trtatro? (pi. Trtffaa, as if from

TTfOffuv*-, an oval stone used in playing a game
like draughts; hence, a medicated plug, as here.]

1 1. A/ed. A medicated plug of wool, lint, etc.,

to be inseitcd in the neck of the womb, or other

aperture of the body, for the cure of various

ailments; a suppository. 06s.
c 1400 Lattfranc s Cirnrg, 339 A medicyn .. bat is putt in

bine>e wij? a clisterie,ouber wi|japessarie for to make Jene
a marines lymes wibinne. 1562 TURNER Herbal n, 25!),
The fioures of the wilde grape .. are good to put in pe>-
saries to stanche

blpdt.
1681 Phil. Trans. XII. 18, I

thought I had sufficiently arm'd my Senses against it, ..

my Kars with Cotton, my Xose with Pessaries, my mouth
\\itli Sp nges, all dipt in Vinegars and Treacles. 1718
QUINCV Conipl. Disp. 113 It is .. used outwardly in the
Form of a Pessary. 1860 TANKER Pregnancy \\\. 137 A very
efficient medicated pessary.

2. Surg* An instrument of elastic or rigid ma-
terial worn in the vagina to prevent or remedy
various uterine displacements.
1754-64 SMELLIK Midwi/. 1.418 Different kinds of pessaries

. . of a triangular, quadrangular, oval, or circular shape.
1805 Mcd. Jrnl. XIV. 98 A case of Prolapsus Uteri, in

which the sponge pessary seems to have a decided and
manifest superiority. 1846 BRITTAN tr. Malgaigne's Mem.
Oper. Surg. 556 Pessaries, .some, .are called vaginal /<'.<-

saries; the others, called uterine pessaries . 1861 HULMK tr.

J\foqnin~Tand0n u. in. n. 81 The manufacture of artificial

teats, pessaries, and other surgical instruments.

t Pesse. Med. Obs. (?)

1464 Mann, fy Househ. Exp. (Roxb.) 28o_
Put it in

a fayre clothe and wrynge owt the watyr therof into a pesse,
and put it to the sore yhe and it shall make it hole. 1562
TL-KNER Herbal \\. 89 A stirryng stik may be made of them
fit to prepare pesses and medicines to swage werines.

Fessen;e, obs. form oipeasen, pi. of PEASE.

Pesshe, obs. form of PEACEI.

Pesshoner, variant of PESSONER Obs.

Pessimism fpe litnii'm). [mod. f. "L,.pessim~
us worst + -ISM, after optimism : in F. pessimisme.~\

T" 1. The worst condition or degree possible or

conceivable; the state of greatest deterioration:

antithetical to OPTIMISM 2. Obs.

1794 COLERIDGE Lett. (1895) 115 'T is almost as bad as
Lovell's

' Farmhouse
', and that would be at least a thousand

fathoms deep in the dead sea of pessimism. 1803 SVD. SMITH
U'&s. (1850) 35 It is well to be acquainted with the boundaries
of our nature on both sides; and to Mr. Fievee we are
indebted for this valuable approach to pessimism. 1812
SOUIHEY Lett. (1856) II. 253 An age when public criticism
is upon works of fine literature at the very point of

pessimism,

2. The tendency or disposition to look at the

worst aspect of things ; the habit of taking the

gloomiest view of circumstances : antithetical to

OPTIMISM 3.

1813 Q. Rev. XIV. 230 This savours of pessimism. 1835
Edin. Kev. LX. 291 Violent extremes either way optimism
or pessimism, .must be pernicious. 1889 Times 12 Apr. <;/i

There was a fear of the contagion of that moral evil which
was visiting the end of the igth century namely pessimism.

3. The name given to the doctrine of Schopen-
hauer, Hartmann, and other earlier and later philo-

sophers, that this world is the worst possible, or

that everything naturally tends to evil : opp. to

OPTIMISM T. [ Get. pessimismus (Schopenhauer
1819), F. peisinrisme (Diet. Acad. 1878).]__ T^ ,-,__, T.: __ TM__ -,ss jm ism Of our own

| optimism is confronted by pessimism, which, by ihe mouths

i

of Schopenhauer, Hartmann, and their school, proclaims
|

that the world, the estate of man, and the powers from
which they emanate, are evil. Ibid. 196 Pessimism, which

i
affirms the definitive ascendency of evil. 1892 VV. S. LILLY
Gt. Enigma 32 Pessimism, in.. its contemporary presenta-

i tion, is irreconcileable with any form of the Theistic idea.

Pessimist (pe-simist), sb. (a.} [f.
as prec. +

i -IST; cf. F. pessimiste (1835 in Diet. Atad.}.]
a. One who habitually takes the worst view ot

things ; b. One who holds the metaphysical doc-

I

trine of pessimism. Antithetical to OPTIMIST.

1836 SMART, Pessimist
t
a complainer on all subjects, as

opposed to an optimist. 1858 Y>\\L-EX Age 174 Holding God
and man both pessimists. 1870 H. SPKNCER Data Ethics
Hi. 27 The pessimist says that he condemns life because it

results in more pain than pleasure. 1880 GOLDW. SMITH in

Atlantic Monthly No. 268. 202 The writer of patriotic

lyrics, however melancholy is their lone, can hardly have
been a consistent pessimist.
B. adj. (the sb. used attrib.} Characterized by

pessimism ; pessimistic.
1861 Times 23 July, If the pessimist sentiments of hon,

members who had spoken to-night [on the British Museum]
were to be generally adopted. 1868 M. E. G. DUFF Pol.

,

Surv. 9 [They] must have thought that I had taken a

| pessimist view of the situation. 1878 R. J. LLOYD Pessi-

mism (1880) 9 At the hands of the Pessimist philosophy.
1884 Manch. A'.ram. 2 Sept. 5/2 The amusements of the

people are often the theme of pessimist laments.

Pessimistic (pesimi'stik), a.
[f. prec. + -ic.]

Pertaining to, of the nature of, or characterized by

pessimism ; disposed to take the worst view of

circumstances.
1868 Chronicle 4 Jan. 5 The press itself was at first

sceptical, oppositional, and pessimistic with regard to Baron
i Beust's system. 1880 GOLDW. SMITH in Atlantic Monthly

No. 268. 202 Arthur Schopenhauer, the originator of the

pessimistic philosophy as distinguished from mere pessi-
mistic sentiment. 1889 Times 13 Dec. 5/4 The feeling here
..is day by day becoming more pessimistic.

Pessimistical (pesimi'stikal), a. [f.
as prec.

+ -ICAL.]
=

prec. Hence Pessimistically adv.

1885 American X. 297 The pessimistical teaching of the

English economists. 1888 Spectator 15 Sept. 1296/2 Dealing
with what is the chief dread of Unionists pessimistically
inclined. 1900 Pall Afall G. 27 Sept, 2/1 He. .spoke pessi-

mistically of our coast defences.

Pe-ssimize, v. rare. [f.
*L. pessim-tts worst +

-IZE, after pessimism.'} trans. To make the woist

of ; to take the most unfavourable view of.

1862 Daily Tel. 5 Sept., The rabid rage of a losing cause

; precipitating and pessimising its own loss, a 1873 Sat. Rev.

\

cited by F. Hall in Mod. Eug. 194,

t Pe-ssomancy. Obs. [f. Gr. irtaaus oval pebble
+ -MANCY.] Divination by means of pebbles.
1727 in BAILEY vol. II, whence in mod. Diets,

t Fe'SSOner. Obs. Also 4 pesshoner. [app.

\ repr. an AF. *pessotier, peiss-
== OF. poissonnier

(i3thc. in Littre), f. h.pessoun (Brilton)
= OF.

peissott, poisson
= Pr. peisso, Vt. pescione: pop.L.

1

^piscion-em, deriv. of pisc-is fish.] A fishmonger.
1310 (Jan. 13) in Cal. Let. Bk. D Lond. (1902) 45 [John

Gerard de Leuesham] pesshoner [admittedj. 1415 in York

\ Myst. Introd. 20 Pessoners {glossed Fysshmongers] and
i Mariners. Noe in Arena.

1878 DOWDEN .Stud. Lit. 20 The pes
iay aspires

to be constructive. 1878 R. J. LLOYD (title)

Pessimism, a study in contemporary Sociology. iSSoGoi.ow.
SMITH in Atlantic Monthly No. 268. 195 The established

Pessular pe*otfl&i)j a. [f.
L. pessul-us (see

next) + -AR.] Pertaining to or having the char-

acter of the pessulus. In mod. Diets.

II Pessulus (pe*si7/lz>s). Anat. [L. pessulus
a bolt.] a. A bolt-like bone : see quot. 1805. b.

In some birds, the cartilaginous or bony bar ex-

tending vertically across the lower end of the wind-

pipe, and forming part of the syrinx.

1805 A. CARLISLE in Phil. Trans. XCV. 204 The stapes in

these animals [guinea-pig, marmot! is formed with slender

crura, constituting a rounded arch, through which an osseous

bolt passes, so as to rivet it to its situation. This bolt I have
named pessnlus. 1890 in Cent. Diet, [in sense b]. 1896
NEWTON Diet. Birds 983 Before the septum has been re-

duced to the pessulus marking the beginning of the bronchi.

fPessu-ndate, v. Obs. [ad.L./e*fa/-, ppl.

stem ofpessitmlare (pessum dare} to ruin, destroy,
i. pessum adv. to the ground, to the bottom + dare

to give, put.] trans. To ruin, cast clown, destroy.
Hence f Pessunda'tion Obs.

1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Pessundate, to tread or cast under

feet, to put down or to the worst. 1658 PHILLIPS, Pessnnda'

tion,. .a putting to the worst, a casting under foot.

Fest (pest), [a. F. peste (R. Estienne 1539), ad.

L. pest'is plague, pestilence, contagious disease.]

1. Any deadly epidemic disease ; pestilence ;

spec, the bubonic plague : the common name <5f this

in Sc. in the 1 6th- 1 7th c. Now rare.

1568 SKEYNE The Pest A ij b, Ane pest is the corruption
or infection of the Air. aiyj* KNOX Hist. Kef. Wks. 1846
I. 204 Moreover, within the Castell was the pest, (and
diverse thairin dyed). 01613 OVERBURY Ncwes, Ansic.

Countrey Newes Wks. (1856) 179 Living neere the church-

yard, where many are buried of the pest. 1631 GOUGE God's
Arrows i. 47. 83 In Latine pestis importeth as much,
whence the Scots call this sicknesse the pest. 1637-50 Row
Hist. Kirk (Wodrow Soc.) 468 After he had been but one

yeare in Mr John Russell's house the pest came to

Edinburgh. 1715-20 Pors/fiSn/1. 192 Let fierce Achilles,

dreadful in his rage, The god propitiate and the pest

assuage, a 1839 FRAFD Poems (1864) II. 108 There came a
dark infectious pest To break the-banilet's tranquil re*t.

b. In imprecation : Pest on or upon = may a

plague light upon. [= F. (la} peste soil de.. t

peste de . . .]

1553 Resfiublica v. ii. in Collier Illustr. O. E. Lit. I. 54
Res, Yea, bothe Mercie and Verytee. Avar. A peste on
them bothe, saving my charltee. 1843 LVTTON Last Bar. iv.

vi,
'

Pest on these Burgundians ', answered Clarence.

2. Any thing or person that is noxious, destruc-

tive, or troublesome ; a bane,
'
curse *,

'

plague
*

:

a. a thing.
1621 T. WILLIAMSON tr. Goularfs Wise Vieillard 64

Tortured with particular passions, and diuerse diseases, and
pestes of the minde. 1632 LITHGOW Trav.\\. 260, I would
..haue eaten of them; but the Friers forbade me, saying;
they were the

onely pest of Death vnto a stranger. 1755
JOHNSON Diet. Pref. (ad Jin. \ 'J he great pest of speech is

frequency of translation. 1844 LD. BROUGHAM Brit. Const.
xvii, (1862) 283 Putting down the pest of corruption.

b. a person or animal. (Now the more usual

application.)
1609 JAMES I SJ>. fit White-hall Wks. (1616) 531 They

that perswade them the contrary, are vipers, and pests,
both against them and the Commonwealth. 1676 LISTER
in Ray^s Corr. (1848) 125 This sort of men being the bane
and pest of learning. 1709 STKEI.E Tatlcr No. 135 P i

The Pests of Society, the Revilers of Humane Nature. 1852
Miss YONGE Cameos I. xl. 340 Philippe IV, the pest of

France. 1865 LIVINGSTONE Zambesi vi. 152 To extirpate
these destructive pests [cockroaches]. 1899 Allbutt's t>yst.

Med. VIII. 867 Mosquitoes, harvest bugs, and similar pests.

3. attrih. and Comb.t as pest-angel^ place, spot,

-worm; f pest-cart, the cart to carry away the

bodies of the dead during a plague or pestilence ;

f pest-coach, a vehicle used to convey the infected

to the PEST-HOUSE; f pest-man, t pest-master,
one in charge of the infected, or of the arrange-
ments for getting rid of the plague; pest-ship,

f (a) a ship for the reception of those suffering
from the pest ; (/>) a ship having any infectious

disease on board.

1613 PuRCHAS/Y/^r/w/a!^ (1614)216 In a generall pestilence

they write, .strange characters and wonderfull names, which

(they say) are the names of "Pest-angels. 1603 DEKKEK
Wonderful Year Wks. (Grosart) I. in After the world had
once run vpon the wheeles of the *Pest-cart. 1841 W. H .

AINSWORTH Old St. Pants 1 1 . 68 The doleful bell announcing
the approach of the pest-cart. 1665 PEPYS Diary 3 Aug.,
They got one of the "pest-coaches, and put her into it, to

carry her to a pest-bouse. 1613 T. GODWIN Row. Antiq.
(1625) 181 Three *Pest-men, which were to ouersee those

that lay infected with any contagious sicknesse. 1642 Fore-
runner Revenge in Select. Harl. Misc. (1793) 275 He hath

conferred with the skilfullest *pest -masters. .\\ho visit the

bodies of those that die of the venom of the pest. 1665
EVELYN Diary 7 Sept., A *pest-ship, to wait on our infected

men. 1895 Edin AV? r
. Apr. 263 The horrors of the holds of

the pest-ship. 1872 I!AKER Wife Tribut. viii. no, I believe

in holy shrines as the "pest spots of the world. 1848 ELIZA
COOK My Own xiv, Do we not see the *pest-worm steal

The rose of Beauty to destroy ?

Festalozzian (pestal^tsian), a. (sb.} [f.
sur-

name PesUUoai -f- -AN.] Of or pertaining to the

system of elementary education introduced by Jean
Henri Pestalozzi (1746-1827), a Swiss educa-

tional reformer, who held the chief end of education

to be the development of the faculties in natural

order, the perceptive powers being the first to be

developed. For this he made much use of object-

lessons.

1826 C. MAYO Mem. Pestalozzi (1828) 22 Elementary edu-

cation., on the Pestalozzian system., is an organic develop-
ment of the human faculties, moral, intellectual, and physical.

1847 EMKRSON Repr. Men, Uses Ct. Men Wks. (Bohn) I.

286 Is it a reply. . to say society is a Pestalozzian school : all

are teachers and pupils in turn? 1859 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 8)

XVII. 47Q/I The Pestalozzian arithmetic was introduced at

a very early period, into the Dublin model schools.

B. sb. An adherent of the system of Pestaloz/i.

1868 R. H. QUICK Ess. vii. 178 The scandals which arose

out of the dissensions of the Pestalozzians.

Hence Festalo zzianism, the system of educa-

tion instituted by Pestalozzi.

1859 H. BARNARD (title] Pestalozzi and Festalozzianism.

Peste (pest\ v. rare. [a. F. pester to utter

the imprecation of peste tfe, f. peste PEST, as an

imprecation.] trans. To invoke a plague or mis-

chief upon ; intr. to give vent to angry impreca-
tions

;
to exclaim pest !

1815 SOUTHEY Lett. (1856) III. 9 So instead of pesting the

ode (that French word is better than either our synonyme in c

or in d), I set about it. 1824 in Spirit Pub. Jrnls. (1825)

280 In vain we clamour, curse, and peste, Our viands are

like all the rest. 1835 W. IRVING Tour Prairies 24 In spite

of all the pesteing and bedevilling of Tonish.

Pestelet, variant of PISTOLET Obs.

Fester (pe'stsi), v. Also 6-7 pestre, pesture.

[app. short for KMPESTEB, IMPESTER, or F. empes-

trer^ with which it is synonymous in its first sense;

used by Cotgrave to translate empestrer* In later

use influenced by PEST ; hence the sense '

plague '.

But several points tn the history are obscure : pester itself

is found much earlier than empester or impesUr\ and_the
prefix em- was generally dropped through an intermediate

-, as in !-, impair, aj. air, PAIR z>.-, em-, impeach, afeach,
PEACH v. ; but no parallel series appears to* pester.}

tl- trans. To clog, entangle, embarrass, obstruct

the movements'of; to encumber as by overloading

or the like. ///. andyS>. Obs.



PESTER.

1-1536 SIR J. RUSSELL Let. to Visct. Lisle 29 Aug. in /,.

Papers VII. 36 (P. R. O.) You are daily pestered with

business. 1542 UDALL Erasm. Apoph. 159 That we maye
not with to many thynges pestre&cloyethe reader. 1577-87
HOLINSHED Chro'i. I. 25/1 The Romane soldiers were.,

pestered with their heavie armour and weapons. 1608 CAPT.
SMITH True Relation 28 The Indians seeing me pestred in

the 0[o]se, called to me. 16x1 COTGR., JSniftSff^
f
1 tOptSttTt

intricate, intangle, trouble, incomber. 1653 HOLCROFT Pro-

co/>ius, Persian Wars i. 29 Seing him pestred in a narrow

passage. 1676 HOBBES Iliad xvi. 328 Cleobulus then pes-
ter'd in the throng by little Ajax taken was alive.

f 2. To obstruct or encumber (a place) by
crowding; to crowd to excess, overcrowd. Ols.

a 1548 HALL Chron., lien, I'! 103 b, Whether also fled so

many Englishemen, that the place was pestured, and. .thei

wer.. likely to be famished. 1572 Act 14 Eliz. c. 5 The
common gaoles. .are like to bee greatly pestered with a more
number of prisoners than heretofore hath beene. 1573
TUSSER Hush. (1878) 106 Some pester the commons, with
iades and with geese. 1588 LAMBABOB trttt, iv. xiii. 544
It is not my meaning to pester this Booke with Precedents.

1625 SIR J. GLANVILLE I7oy. Cadiz (Camden) 10 That noe

parte of tne Harbor might bee over pestred. 1719 DE FOE
Crusoe H. ix, I shall not pester my Account, .with Descrip-
tions of Places. 1748 Ansotfs I'oy. n. x. 246 Her hands.,
are as few as is consistent with the safety of the ship, that

she may be less pestered with the stowage of provisions.

f 3. To crowd or huddle (persons or things in

or info}. Obs.

1579 Gossos Sch. Abuse (Arb.) 22 They, .whom Anthony
admitted were expelled agayn. pestred in gal lies and sent
into Hellespont by Marcus Aurelius. 1634 MILTON Counts
6 Men ..Confin'd, and pester'd in this pin-fold here. 1686
tr. Chardin's Coronat. SolftntUt 154 With several great
Trees pester'd one within another.

fb. intr. for refl. To crowd, press. Obs.
1610 E. SKOFY Extr. Hist. Hen. IY of France 15 This

villaine. .to that purpose pestered somewhat neere his Person.

4. To annoy, trouble, plague, a. Of noxious

things, vermin, wild beasts, etc. : To infest. Now
merged in b.

1561 Burn. Panics C7t., Howe was this Realme pesterd
[

-

with straunge rulers, straunge^Gods. .and howe is it now
]

peaceablye ridde of they tn all. 1625 A. HATCH in Purchas
Pilgrims x. iii. ryoi The climate is. .not much pestred with

|

infectious or obnoxious ayres. 1664 POWER Exp. Philos.
i. 20 These Vermin that pester the outside of Animals. 1727
A. HAMILTON New Ace. E. Ind. II. xxxiii. 4 There are no
Inhabitants on those Islands, for they are so pestered with .

Tigers. 1796 MORSE Amer. Geog. II. 559 [Malabar] is rich
and fertile, but pestered with green adders.

b. To trouble with petty and reiterated vexa-

tions, as with questions or requests; to vex, annoy,
trouble persistently, plague. (The current sense.) I

1586 A. DAY Eng. Secretary i. (1625) 63 You are pestered
with some troubles. 1592 WVRLEY Annorie^Ld.Chandos \

82 He was perplext and pesterd in his lied. 1600 C TF.SS
j

ESSEX in Ellis Orig. Lftt. Ser. i. III. 57, I.. had never
|

ceased to pester you with my complaints. 1683 MOXON I

Mech. Exerc,, Printing xvii. P3 The hollow. .pesters the !

Workman to get the Letter out of the Mold and Matrice. !

1795 JEFFERSON Writ. IV. 124, 1 pestered him with questions.

1825 COBBETT Ritr. Rides 179 You are pestered to death
to find out the way to.. get from place to place. 1849 C.
BRONTE Shirley ii, These gossips. .will keep pestering me
about being married. 1877 A. B. EDWARDS Up AT&xiii. 349
The boys pester us to buy wretched half-dead chameleons.

Hence Fe'stered///. a.

1570 FOWLER Let. to Cecil 25 Feb. in Cal. St. Papers, For. <

192 The air is so evil in this pestered prison that [etc.].

1586 FERNE filaz. Gentrie 71 In the city amongst the pes-
tered habitations of artificers. 1603 SHAKS. Macb. v. ii. 23
Who then shall blame His pester'd Senses to recoyle, and
start? 1712 W. ROGERS Voy. 8 Very much crouded and
pester'd ships.

Fester (pe-stai), sb. Also 7 pesture. [f.

PKSTER
z>.]

fl. Obstruction; encumbrance. Obs.

>58S J- JANES Voy. J. Davies in Hakluyf* I'oy. III. roa
A very faire entrance or passage,, .altogether void of any
pester of ice. 1614 RALEIGH Hist World v. ii. 8 (1634)
604 Being without carriage, pester or other impediment.
2. Annoyance, trouble, bother; nuisance, plague. ,

1613-18 DANIEL ColL Hist. Em;, 98 To the great pe^ture
'

and disturbance of that people. 1873 HOLLAND A. Bonnie. \

xli. 205 As likely a^ any way he was a plague and a pester.

t Pe sterable, a. Ol>s. Also 7 pestar-,
-turable. [f. PESTERS. + -ABLE.] Of such a nature
as to obstruct or cumber; obstructing, cumbersome;
troublesome. Pesterable wares : see quots.
1540 Act 32 Hen. VIII, c. 14 For the freight of euery

tunne marchandives. .(pesterable wares only excepted). 1560
in Hakluyt's Voy (1509) I. 306 It must goe either shaken
and bounde vp or else emptie, which will bee pesterable.
i6ai MALYNES Anc. Law-Mcrch. 141 Pesterable wares
which take a great deale of roome are excepted, and must
be agreed for. [1867 SMYTH Sailor's \Vord-bk., Pcsaural'lc,
or Pesttiral'lt, of our old statutes, implied such merchandise
as take up much room in a ship.]

t Pe Sterance. Obs. rare. In6pestreaunce.
[f. PESTER v. + -ANCE.] a. Pestering, obstruction,

overcrowding, b. Encumbrance.
1548 UDALL Erasm. Par. Luke v. 52 b, That a man while

he teacheth the ffhotpell. maie stande quiete and safe from
ptMreaunce of the people, cloustreyng and throngyng to-

gether. Ibid. xvii. r34b, Castyng a\\aie from hym al pestre-
aunce and heauie carriage.

Pestera-tion. nonce-wd.
[f.

PESTER v. +

-ATION.] The action of pestering ;
that which

pesters or troubles;
* botheration '.

1801 A. WILSON in Poems ff Lit. Prose (1876) I. 92 To
banish every pedantic pesteration.

743

Festerer (pe-st3r3j). [f. PESTER v. + -EH~I.]
One who pesters : see the verb.
1611 COTGR., Euibarasseur, an intricator, pesterer, com-

berer. 1733 MILLNER Coinpend. Jrnl. 182 To keep that
Side of the Country clear of Pesterers. c 1817 HOGG Talcs
$ Sk. V. 22 Of all pesterers . . he was the most insufferable.

1893 F. ADAMS New Egypt 20 He has seriously damaged
his . . walking-stick on the fore-arm of some street-pesterer.

Be-staring, vbl. sh.
[f.

PESTER v. + -ING *.]

The action of the verb PESTER, in various senses.

155* Reg. Privy Council in Sussex Archieol. Collect. X.

199 Without sume hinderaunce to the cuntrie, and pestering
of the trayne. c 1595 CAPT. WYATT A'. Dudleys Voy. If.
Ind. (Hakl. Soc.) 59 Makinge the decks. .cleare of anie

pesteringe or impediments. 1598 MANWOOD Laives Forest
x. (1615) 73 For that the pestring of the Forest with many
houses, are noysome to the Forest. 1832 MARRYAT A'. Forstcr

xxviiij Clacking of pattens and pestering of sweepers.

Fe'stering,///.^. [f. asprec. + -ixc 2
.] That

pesters, in various senses of the verb.
1606 BIRNIE Kirk'Buriall Bivb, Our Kirk-courtes or

yardes. .being onlinarly bedunged by pestring and pasturing
brute. 1641 MILTON Antmaav. 51 All the hell pestering
rabble of Sumners and Apparitors. 1716 [see PICSTII-V]. 1868
MRS. WHITNEY P. Strong xi. (1869) 125 Her raw girl and
her pestering stove.

Hence Pe'steringly adv., in a pestering way.
1805 W. TAYLOR in Robberds Merit. II. 93 How pesteringly

I can scribble when there is business to agitate. 1875
TKNNVSON Q. Alary v. i, Unalterably and pesteringly fond !

Festerment (pe-stajment). Q&s, exc. dial.

[f. PESTER v. + -MENT.] The action of pestering
or fact of being pestered, in various senses of the

verb : (" overcrowding (o&s,} ; annoyance, worry.
1593 Pass. Morrice (1876) 51 An armie might have lodged

therein without pesterment. 1652 J. WRIGHT tr. Camus'
Nat. Paradox vi. 124 How joyfull were they to see them-
selves rid of the pesterment of their Companipns, 1729
FRANKLIN Ess. Wks. 1840 II. 26, I have all the trouble and
pesterment of children, whhout the pleasure of calling them
my own. 1828 Craven Gloss.

,
Pesterment

> embarrassment.

Festerous (pe'staras), a, rare. Also 6 pestre-
ous. [f. PKSTKK v. or sb. + -ots.] Having the

quality of pestering ; cumbersome ; troublesome.

1548 UDALL Erasm. Par. Luke v. 52 b, Remoued from the

pestreous throngyng of the multitude. 1578 T. N. tr. Cenq.
H'. India (1596) 197 Festerous wares. .that is to say stone,

timber, lime, bricke [etc.]. 1622 BACON Hen. I'll 216

Gaoling of them,.. which was chargeable, pesterous and of
no open example. 1825 HOGG Q. llynde 47 When petulant
and pesterous \Vene Kneel'd on the Sand.

tFe'Stful, a. Obs. [f. PEST + -FUL.] Pesti-

ferous, pestilential.
1608 SYLVESTER Du Bartas \\ iv. iv. Schhute 417 The

Lybians pest-full and un-blest-full shore. 1794 COLERIDGE
Destiny of Nations, Long and pest fill calms, With slimy
shapes, and miscreated life Poisoning the vast Pacific.

Pe st-liouse. [f. PEST+ IIorsE j/;.] A hos-

pital for persons suffering from any infectious

disease, esp. the plague ; a lazaretto. Also attrih.

1611 in I'icary's Anat. (i88S) App. iii. 166 Hclpinge such

persons as come to the Pesthowse. 1617 MORVSON Itin. \.

73 They have a Pest house called Lazaretto^ and two like

houses for Lepers. 1665 PEPVS Diary (1879) III. 199. 17221)1-:
FOE Plagtte(i%4<>)-$7 Some people being removed to the pest-
house beyond Bunhill fields. 1830 Miss MITFORD Village
Ser. iv. (1863) 265 He.. shunned ball-rooms and drawing-
rooms as if they were pest-houses. 1890 Times 20 Jan. 9/2
[The prisons] were pesthouses in which gaol-fever annually
claimed a multitude of victims.

fig, a 1613 OvERBi'RY Charac.i Prison Wks. (1856) 155 It

is an infected pest-house all the yeare long: the plague-
sores of the law, are the diseases here wholely reigning.

i833CARLYLE Misc. Ess.. Cagliostro (1840) IV. 352 A painful
search, as through some spiritual pest-house. 1840 DICKENS
Barn. Rudge Ixv, In all the crime.. of the great pest-house
of the capital, he stood alone.

t Pe sticluct. Obs. [f. L. pesti-s plague +
duct-us DUCT.] A channel of the plague, or of

any infectious epidemic.
1624 DONNE Devotions, etc. (ed. 2) 89 They may be made

instruments, and pestiducts, to the infection of others, by
their comming. 1671 W. DE BKITAINE Interest Eng. Dutch
War ii They begin to be look'd upon as the Pesti-ducts
of Kurope, the scorn and indignation of every good man.

tPestifere, a. Obs. rare. [a. . pestifire]
PESTIFEROUS.

1490 CAXTOV Encydos \-\\\\. 95 Vf her moeuyng [i.e. of the

course celestial] were irryted ayenste vs by pestyfere in-

fluences.

Pestiferous (pestrferas\ a. ff. L,ftstifert

-fcr-its plague-bringing, i.pesti-s plague + -ftr, stem

of fcr-re to bear, bring : see -FERUUS. In F.

pestiflre. In sense 3, f. F. pestiftrQ
I. 1. Bringing or producing pest or plague ;

destructive to health ; noxious, deadly ; of the

nature of a pest, pestilent, pestilential.

1542 I'ooRDE Dyeiary xxvii. (1870) 289 An ordre to be
vsed in the Pestyferous tyme. 1551 ROBINSON tr. Mores
Utofi. i. (1895) 55 Sendynge amonge the shepe that pesti-
ferous morreyn. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny I. 183 Vexed^at
certain houres..with the pestifeious heats and shaking
colds of the feuer. 1632 LITHGOW Trav vi 256 [No]
Trees, or Bushes, grow neere to Sodome . . such is the con-
sumation of that pestiferous Gulfe. 1726 LEONI Alberti's
Atthit. I. 3/1 We affirm the Air to be pestiferous, where there
is a continued Collection of thick Clouds and stinking
Vapours. 1830 Miss MITFORD Village Ser. iv. (1863) 229
Having lost many children in the pestiferous climate of
IJarbadoes. 1830 HERSCHEL Stud. Nat. Phil. i. iii. 56
Regions almost desolated by pestiferous exhalations.

PESTILENCE.

b. Of animals : Hurtful
;
noxious.

c 1600 Titnon in. iii, These women are a pestiferous kinde
of animals. 1731 Gentl. Mag. I. 12 The depredations of

Locusts, Palmer-worms, and other pestiferous vermin, 1894
Chicago Advance 27 Dec. 438/1 As pestiferous a creature as
could be allowed to roam at large.
2. fiif. Bearing moral contagion ;

hiulful to

morals or society ; mischievous
; pernicious.

1458 in Pecoclts Repr. (Rolls) I. Introd. 55 note, The
damnable doctrine and pestiferous sect of Reynold Pecock
exceedeth in malice and horribility all other heresies and
sects of heretics. 1523 St. Papers Hen. /'///, VI. i 21
Moche bounde to Allmyghty God, that the Popes Holynct
i.s rid of so pestiferous a Counsailour. 1630 A'. Johnson's
Kingd. ff Commit), in Done by the perswnsiuns of the

pestiferous Jesuites. a 1715 DTRNI-IT On>n Time (1766) I. 2

One of the most pestiferous forms of calumny. 1824 Hist.

Gaming 16 Those pestiferous hordes of gamblers, black-legs,
and sharpers. 1885 Manch. Exam. 18 July 5/3 They are
said to pursue their pestiferous occupation unchecked.

II. 3. [= F. pestift
snf

.] Plague-stricken ;

smitten with a contagious disease.

1665 KYKI.YN Diary ir Oct., I was em iron VI with multi<
tudcs of poore pestiferous creatuies bcgqinL: alines. 1858
FABER tr. Life Xavicr 369 A malady contracted in attending
on the pestiferous.

Hence Pestiferously adv., pestilentially, nox-

iously,
{

plaguy
'

; Pesti'ferousness.

1727 BAILEY vol. II, Pestifcrousncss. 1847 WKI STIT,

Pestiferously. 1863 GEO. EI.IOT Romola xlv, Melcrna, you
are a pestiferously clever fellow.

tPesti'fugOUS, a. Obs. rare.
[f.

L. pesti-s

plague + -fug--, stem Q{ fitgfre to fatt ftigare to

put to flight + -ous.] Having the property of

driving away or dispelling the plague.
1684 tr. Boncfs Merc. Commit, vi. 215 1 he business may In:

done by Pestifugous Alexitericks.

tPe'stify.V. Obs. [f. L. pesti-s plague + -rv.]
To cause or produce a pest. Hence fPe'stifying
///. a., plague-bringing.

1716 M. DAVIES Athen. Brit. III. Arianhw 30 Scatter
them about with his wonted pestifying and pestring Air of
Assurance.

Pestilence (pe*stilens), sb. (arfv.} Also 4-6
pestilens, -elence. 5 pestlens, 5-6 pestylens,
-yleuce, 6 -elens, 6-7 pestlence. [a, F.////<?/<?,
ad. L. pestikntia^ sb. of condition f. pestilent-cm
PESTILENT : see -ENCE.]
1. Any fatal epidemic disease, affecting man or

beast, and destroying many victims.

1303 R. HRUXNE Handl, Synne 1370 Vn Rome f\l a gnjte
moreyne..A pestelens of men. 1377 LANGL. /'. /'/. Ii. >;>,.

Q7 Many kene sores. As pokke> and pestilences. c 1440
Cesta Rom. xxxvu.* 360 (Add. M.S.) In the CUee of Rome
befille a grete pestilence of men and bestes. 1538 Si AKKKY

England r. iii. 83 Lyke as a pestyleiis . . destroyth a grete
nombur of the peptil wythout regard of any person had, nr

degre. 1539 BIBLK (Great) Ps. xc[i]. 6 The pestilence that

walketh in darkness. 1548-9 (Mar.) Jik. Com. Prayer,
Litany^ From plage, pestilence, and famine, ..(lood lordc

deliuer us. 1600 J. Pouv tr. Leo's Africa viu. 326 About an
hundred yeeresago, nil the monks of tliis monasterie died of
a pestilence. 1796 H HUNTER tr. St.-Picrres Stud. Nat.

(1799) II. 485 Should a pestilence come, and sweep off

one half of the people. 1845 Be DO Dts. Liver 394 In the

winter of 1830-31. .in some of the midland, eastern, and
southern countries, where the pestilence was most rife, the

existing race of sheep was almost entirely swept oflf. 1865
Corn/i. Alag. May 591 To be entitled to the name of

pesti-
lence, a disease must be unusually fatal, very rapid rn its

operation, and must destroy great numbers of victims.

b. spec. The bubonic plague, the plague par
excellence \

= PEST i.

[1350-1 Kolls ofParIt. II. 225/2 Et purs en cea ad il este

destonrbe, primes per la dit Pestilence.) 1362 LANGU P. PI.

A. x. 185 Mony peire se^fjen be pestilence han pliht hem
togedere. 1466 in Archxologia (1887) L. i. 50 Men and
women and children 3onge and olde of other parissches than
ther owne infecte in pestilence the which sekenes euery
man escheweth. 1556 Chron. Gr. Friars (Camden) 6 This

yere was the iij. great pestelens. Ibid. 22 [Edw. IV] xvip.. .

Thys yere . .was.. the terme defer rd from Ester to Myhylmas
be cause of the grete pestelens. 1564 HULLEVN Dial. agst.
Pest. (1888) 8, I met with wagones ..full laden with yong
barnes, for fear of the blacke Pestilence. 1579 Reg. Privy
CouncilScot. III. 229 The infectioun and plague of the jiisto-
lence. 1706 PHILLIPS, Pestilence or Plague, a Disease arising
from an Infection in the Air, accompany'd with Blotches,
Boils, and. .other dreadful Symptoms. 1823 M us. MARKHAM
Hht.Eng. xv'ni. (1853) 160 During the great pestilence he

bought a piece of ground, which he gave for a burying-ground
for those who died in London of that dreadful disease.

2. fig. That which is morally pestilent or per-
nicious ;

moral plague or mischief, evil conduct,
wickedness

;
that which is fatal to the public peace

or well-being. Now rare.

a 1340 HAMPOLE Psalter \. i In be chaiere of pestilens he

noght sate, c 1374 CHAUCER Boeth. iv. met. iii. 95 (Camb.
MS.) Mercuric, .hath vnbownded hym fro the pestelence of

his oostesse [Circes]. 1406 HOCCI.KVE Misrule 260 O flaterie !

o lurkyng pestilence 1 1577 NORTHBROOKE Dicing (1843) 97
Such players of enterludes. .are so noysome a pestilence to

infect a common wealth. 1604 SHAKS. Oth. n. iii. 362 !!'
powre this pestilence into his eare. 1634 Documents agst.

Prynne (Camden) 6 Clemens Alexandrinus, Tertullian, and
S18 Chrisostome, call playe howses the state of pestilence.

1875 MANNING Mission H. Ghost ix. 258 The fashions of the

day, the pestilence of bad literature.

t 3. That which plagues, injures, or troubles in

any way ;
a cause of trouble or injury ;

a plagne.
c 1374 CHAUCER Boeth. \. pr. iv. 8 (Camb. MS.), For M

the gouernementus of Citees..ne sholde nat bryngen in

94-2
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pestelence and destruction to goode fookk. 1456 SIR G. '

HAVE Law Arms (S. T. S.) 3 [To] put this travailland

warld in pes and rest that now is put in grete pestilence. |

1538 STARKEY England \. iv. 106 In no cunlrey may be any !

grettur peslylens.. then cyuyle warre. 1555 EDEN Decades
\

274 [Norway] hath also a peculiar pestilence which they i

caule Leem or Lemmer..a lyttle foure footed beasteabowte
j

the byggenesse of a ratte with a spotted skynne.

f 4. As an imprecation : A pestilence on or upon \

. . . / may a plague or mischief light upon .. . !

Cf. PEST i b, DEVIL 17, PLAGUE. The pestilence of
(a penny), not a penny: cf. DEVIL 21, FIEND 2 b.

With a pestilence, with a vengeance, so as to

plague or trouble, much more than one wishes. Obs.
c 1386 CHAUCER.\nnsPr. T. 590 A verray pestilence yp-on

ypw falle. 1568 NORTH Gneuaras Diall Pr. iv. viii. 129
The pestilens of penny he hath in his purse to blesse him
with. 1594 NASHE Unfort. Trav, F ij, He interpreted to

vs with a pestilence. 1594 GREENE & LODGE Looking
Glasse G.'s Wks. (Rtldg.) 120/1 We. .clap a plaster to him,
with a pestilence, that mends him with a very vengeance.
1602 SHAKS. Ham. v. i. 196 A pestlence on him for a mad '

Rogue ! 1612 CHAPMAN Widow's Tears \\, Djb, Has giuen
me a Done to tire on wiih*a pestilence.

5. attrib, and Comb., as pestilence ill, planet^
'

time ; pcstilence-hringer^ -causer ; pestilence-laden,

-stricken adjs. ; pestilence-weed, Dr. Prior's

name for PESTILENCE-WORT.
1362 LANGL, /'. PL A. xi. 59 To plese with bis proude

i

men sebbe pestilence tyme. c\qj$Pict. Voc. in Wr. AY ulcker :

801/30 Htc satnrnus, a pe-tlens planyt. 1552 HULOET, ]

Pestilence brynger or causer,fatifer^pestifer. 1819 SHELLEY
Ode Wt'st Wind \. 5 Pestilence-stricken multitudes, 1899
Month Mar. 300 Striking across pestilence-laden swamps.
tB. &sadv. 'Plaguy', 'pesky', 'tarnation*, colloq.

1614 L. JONSON Barth. Fair n. i, The Fair's pestilence
;

dead methinks. 1633 Tale of Tub iv. ii, Diogenes, A
mighty learned man, but pestilence poor.

t Fe Stilence, v. Obs. [f. prec.] trans. To
make pestilent, infect with disease. Also_/%

r
.

1593 NASHI-; Chrises T. (1613) 151 From our redolentest
|

refined compositions, ayre pestilenzing stinkes. .shall issue.

1598 TOPTE Alba (1880) 96 Loue (pestilenzing) doth infect
\

my Soule.

t Pestilence-wort. Herb. Obs. Also 7-
pestilent-wort. [ad. Ger. pestilenzwurx, pest'

ivu>", from its repute against the Plague.] A book-
name for the Butterbur, Petasites vitlgaris.
a. [1548 TURNER Names ofHerbes (E. D, S.) 61 Petasites

is called in the South partes of Englande a Butter bur,, .the

dm.h cal it pestilentz kraute [1562 Herbal\\. 83 Pestilent!

wurt/J. 1578 LYTI-". Dodoens i. xiii. 21 In Engli^he Butter
Burre : in high Douch PestilentZ'-wurtz'. in base Almaigne
..Pestilcntie world.} 1640 PARKINSON Theat. Bot. Table

1742 Pestilence wort is the Butler Burre. 1841 W. H.
AINSWOKTH Old St. Paul's I. 232 He likewise collected a
number of herbs and simples, as Virginian snake weed,
contrayerva, pestilence-wort, angelica, elicainpane.

/3. 1597 GEKARUK Herbal Table Kng. Names, Pestilent

woorts, that is water Burre Docke. 1617 MINSHEU Dnctor
t

.

Pestilent ivoorts . .\. hciba pestilentialis : quia radix huius
inultum valet contra pestem. 1766 Museum Ru*t. VI. 450
Buller-bur. or Pestilent-wort, resembles Colt's-foot in many
ie:-pectb ; but the flowers are purple, and grow in a thyrse.

Pestilent (pe'stilent), a. (sb., adv.) [ad. L.

pcstilens 9 -enl-tin, a deriv. of participial form from

pestis plague, m pestilis of the nature of a plague ;

Q\$Q pestilenttis : cf. gradlentus^ madlentits.]
1. Destructive to life ; fatal; deadly; poisonous. -

1432-50 tr. Higdcn (Rolls) III. 293 Socrates, .was com- I

pellede to eite an herbe pestilente in the name of goddes,
and he was dedde anoone. 1564 GOLDISG Justi>iey.\\. (1570)

'

09 Hamilco. .sodainly by the influence of a pestilent planet,
i

lost all his men of warre. 1606 SHAKS. Ant. <$ Cl. in. xlii.

194 The next time I do fight He make death loue me: for
;

I will contend Euen with his pestilent Sythe. 1784 COWPKK
Task in. 494 A pestilent and most corrosive steam. 1880

Our Nat. Responsibility for Opium Trade 14 The English \

meichani empoisons China with pestilent opium.
2. Producing or tending to produce infectious ,

disease
;
infectious as a disease or epidemic ; pesti- \

lential. Now rare.

1613 R. CAWDKEV Table Alph , Pestilent, contagious,
hurtfull. 1615 MAKKHAM Eg. Housew. \\. \. (1668)7 The i

Pestilent Feaver. .a continual Sickness full of infection and I

moitaltty. 1667 MILTON /*. L. x. 695 Vapour, and Mist,
and Exhalation hot, Corrupt and Pestilent. 1685 TKMI-LK
/:sj. Card. Wks. 1731 I. 188 The Lice of the Vine. This is

of all others the most pestilent Disease of the best Fruit-trees.
'

3. fig. Injurious or dangerous to religion, morals,
or public peace ; noxious ; pernicious.
1513 MORE Rich. ///, Wks. 39/1 Suche a pestilente ser- I

pente isambicion and desyre of vaineglorye and soueraintye.
15*6 TIXDALE Acts xxlv. 5 We have foundethis man a pesti- ;

lent felowe. 1655 Nicholas Papers (Camden) II, 208 Ther<
:. T i -e :i.i .-i _ c i .. ._ .1

and Puritan, is no bad neighbour '. 1855 PRESCOTT Philip //,
J

I. iv. i. 398 One [Corsair] distinguished..for the pestilent
activity with which he pursued the Spaniards.

*4. That pesters or annoys; troublesome; plaguy. |

Often used humorously.
159* SHAKS. Rom. <y Jut. iv. v. 147 What a pestilent knaue

is this same. 1602 -2nd Pt. Returnfr. Parnass. iv. v, O that

Ben Jonson is a pestilent fellow, he brought vp Horace

giuing the Poets a pill. 1625 K. Lose tr, Barclay** A rgenis
in. ii. 187 That old Woman, that Hagge, of a most pestilent
Wit. 1798 WOLCOTT (P. Pindar) Tales of Hoy Wks. 1812

IV. 409 All the servants agree that he is a pestilent man for

a rhyme. 1806-7 J- BERESFORD Miseries Hum. Life 1,1826)

i. Introd., I have some pestilent affairs upon my hands.

1873'!'. W. KtG&HSOtiOJc&trt Days'\. 18 Now and then a man
comes here.. with a pestilent desire to do something.
t B. sb. A pestilent thing or person ; a pesti-

lence ; an injurious person. Obs.

1567 Triall Treas. (1850) 29 We have sene,.this cancard

festilent
Corrupting our reahne to our great decaie, Ambition,

nieane. 1583 BABINGTON Commandm, vi. (1637) 53 The
translation .. of the Hebrew word Lczint, mockers, into

festilents, pestilent fellows and hurtful), for so they are

indeed, even the plagues of a Common-weale.

\ C. adv. Confoundedly; 'plaguy' : PESTI-
LENTLY 2.

1567 Triall Treas. in Hazl. Dodsley III. 273 By the mass,
but Hugh Howlit is pestilent witty. 1604 SHAKS. Oth, n. L

251 A pestilent compleat knaue, and the woman hath found
him already. 1641 SUCKLING Ballad on Wedding Wks.
('700) 30 Amongst the rest, one Pest'lent fine. 1x1700 B. E.
Diet. Cant. Ov?c, Pestilent -fine, Tearing-fine.

fPe-stilent, v. Obs. rare"1
, [f. prec. adj.]

trans. To infect fatally; to poison, corrupt.
1613 T. MILLES tr. Media's Treas. Anc. $ Mod. T. I.

27/2 So hurlfull are the Serpents teeth, they pestilent the
blood.

Pestilential (pestile-njary ,. Also 5-6 -cial.

[ad. med.L. pestilenlial-is ;
also in F. peslilcntiel

(1549 in Hatz.-Darm.), It. "\pestilenziale, -tiale

(Florio), f. L. pestilentia PESTILENCE: see -AL.]
1. Producing or tending to produce pestilence or

epidemic; noxious to life or health; pestiferous.
1398 TREVISA Barth. De P. R. xi. L (Bodl. MS.), Ny^nes

of careyns and of mareis for bi corrupcion bereof aier is

infecte and roted and ymade peslilencial. 1597 A. M. tr.

Gnillcmeaus Fr. Chirttrg. iS/i The matter beinge veno-
mous or pestilentialle. 1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. m.
vii. 119 Plagues or pestilentiall Atomes have beene con-

veyed in the ayre from different Regions. 1663 CoWLEY
Garden

Vj
All th Uncleanness which does drown In Pesti-

lential Clouds a populous Town. 1727 SWIFT What passed
in London Wks. 1755 III 1. 187 A-pestilential malignancy in

the air, occasioned by the comet. 1796 MORSE Amer. Geog,
II. 417 The Campagnadi Roma. .is now almost pestilential
1882 OUIDA' Marcmma I. 174 In the sultry pestilential
mists of a summer day in Matemma.

fb. Said of pernicious animals. Obs.

1697 DRYDEN Virg. Gcorg, m. 636 Snakes.. of pestilential
Kind To Sheep and Oxen, and the painful Hind.

2. Of the nature of or pertaining to pestilence or

infectious and deadly disease
; spec, of the nature

of or pertaining to bubonic plague, f Pestilential

fiver, old name of typhus fever (3yd. Soc. Lex.~)*

1530 PALSGR. 157 l-'ne charboncle* a carboncle, a sore

pe&tylencialL a 1548 HALL Chron., Hen. l\' 26 In this

sommer, the Pestilenciali plage .. infected the Citie of
London and the countrei round about. 1612 WOODALL
Snrg. Mate Wks. (1653) 76 Antimpnium . . is good against
pestilential fevers in their beginning. 1671 SALMON Syn.
Med. in. xxii. 400 The Figs open the Lungs,, .ripen Pesti-

lential tumours. 1704 J. HARRIS Lex. Techn. I, Pestilential

/'t-T^r.. differs from the Plague, as a Species or sort from
the Genus or Kind ; because a Pestilence may sometimes

happen without a Feaver. 1706 PHILLIPS, Pestilential

J&ttoff, a Plague-sore, or Botch. 1781 GIBBON De<l. fy F. Ivi.

(1869) III. 373 That camp was soon afflicted with a pesti-
lential disease. 1789 W. BUCHAN Dotn. Med. xx. (1790) 105
Of the malignant, putrid, or spotted fever. This may be
called the pestilential fwer of Europe, as in many of its

symptoms it be^rs a great resemblance to that dreadful

disease the plague. 1807-26 S. COOPER First Lines Surg.
(ed. 5) 69 The carbuncle of the plague is called symptomatic
or pestilential.

tb. Used as a specific against plague or pesti-

lence. Obs.

1460-70 I>k. Quintessence 24 Vse in be dayes two or bre

smale pelotis pestilenciales in oure 5 essencia.

t c. Infected with plague or pestilence; plague-
stricken. Obs.

1568 SKEYNE The /Ys/ (1860) 32 Quhasoeuir fmdis ibam
selfis pestilenciall, incontinent tak ane iniectione,

3. Morally baneful or pernicious.
1531 ELYOT Gov, MI. vi, Corrupted with pestilenciall auarice

or ambicion. 1651 JER. TAYLOR Serin, for Year \. iii. 34
So pestilential, so infectious a thing is sin, that it scatters

the poison of its breath to all the neighbourhood. 1782
PRIESTLEY Corrupt. Chr. II. ix. 187 John, .pronounced it

to be a pestilential, .doctrine. 1857 BUCKLE Ch-iliz. 1. xiii.

725 Bossuet had been taught that Mohammedanism is a

pestilential heresy.

f4. Pestilential Doctors, a humorous appellation
of those Doctors of Divinity who were created at

Oxford, without performance of Acts, during the

visitation of the Plague. Obs.

After the appellation Royal Doctors with which those were

dignified who were similarly created at the King's visit.

1654 GATAKER Disc. Apol. 42 If ever I took the Degree of

Doctor [of Divinity], I would so do it, as that I would not

be styled either a Royal, or a Pestilential Doctor ; which

by-names were in common speech given unto those that had
taken that Degree, at either of those times.

Hence Pestilentially adv., after the manner of a

pestilence; Pestile-ntialness(Bailey,vol. 11,1727).
1643 TUCKNEY Balme ofG. 35 Englands present disease. .

is giown pestilentially malignant. 1830 Prater's Mag. II.

417 Useless, nay, pestilentially unclean.

t Pestilentious, a. Obs. [ad. F. pcstilen-

ciettjCj i-tieux (I5thc. in Godef.) = It. pestilen-

zioso, f -tioso (Florio), ad. post-cl. L. pestilenti-

dsusj f. pestilentia PESTILENCE : see -ous.]
1. PESTILENTIAL a. i, 2.

1533 BKLLENDEN Lii>y in. iii. (S. T. S.) I. 249 pe gere [was]
i K lit pestilentius baith to burgh & latid, to na less mortalite

of man |>an lietst 1589 R. BRUCE Serm. (1843) 164 The dis-

ease .. was a pestileniious boil. 1632 LITHCOW Trau. vi.

256 'J'his contagious and pestilentious Lake [the Dead Sea].
1604 Loud. Gaz. No. 2948/2 The Pestileniious Distemper
which had for a long while reigned in that Island. 1745 tr.

Columclta's Husb. \. iv, The owner of a pestilentious, though
very fertile and fat land.

2. Noxious, pernicious; = PESTILENTIAL 3.

1533 BELLENDEN Livy \. xxii. (S. T. S.) I. 125 Tarquinius
sixtus..come armit on me bis last nycht, And has reft fra

me.. all my joy and solace to his pestilentius plesser. 1546
Reg. Privy Council Scot. I. 63 The pestilencious hereseis of
Luther, a 1586 SIDNEY Arcadia in. (1622) 332 Such a pesti-
lentious influence poysoned the time of my natiuitie. 1689
tr. Buchanan's De Jure Regni $$ Nothing.. is given us of
God .. more Pestilentious than a wicked King. 1748 H.
BROOKE Last Speech J. Good Poems & Plays 1789 II. 117
I n the days of old there wei e Giants . . , people of magnitude,
. -of prodigious deeds, and of pestilentious achievements.

Hence t Pestile'ntiousness.

1748 tr. l-'egciiiis' Dtitewp. Horses 25 The Pestilentious-
ness of the Disease.

Pestilently (pe-stilcntli), adv. [f. PESTILENT
a. + -LY -.] In a pestilent manner.
1. Perniciously, noxiously, mischievously.
1528 TINDALE Obed. Chr. Man Wks. (1573) 128 Would he

spare.. to alleage, and to wrest other doctors pestilently,
which feareth not for to iugle wyth the holy scripture?
1563-83 FOXE A. M. 56 Some..haue most pestilently
abused the authorh le of the holy and auncienl fathers. 1653
H. MORE Antid. Ath. in. ix. 7 The smell nevertheless

encreased, and became above all measure pestilently noisome.

2. Annoyingly ; intolerably ; excessively, out-

rageously,
'

plaguily'.
1567 Trial Treas. in Hazl. Dodsley III. 271 Hut some-

lime they cumber me pestilently. 1670 EACHARD Cont.

Clergy 35 The pietence of making People sagacious, and

pestilenlly willy. 1883 Standard 16 May 5/8 The most

nestilenlly annoying bird in the world.

SoPe'stilentness, the character of-beingpestilent.
17*7 in ItA i LEY vol. II ; and in mod. Diets.

Pestilent-wort: see PESTILENCE-WORT.
Pestilenze : see PESTILENCE v.

Pestilet, obs. form of PISTOLET.

f Pesti'lity. Obs. rare. [ad. L. pestilitas, n.

of quality f. pestilis pestilential (f. pestis plague) :

see-iTY.] Pestilential visitation, pestilence, plague.
1570 FOXE A. $ M. (ed. 2) 95/1 Latyn writers., making

mencion of the sayde pestilitie, declare how the beginning
thereof, .came, .out of Eihiope, and from the hot countries.

Pestill, -illation, var. PISTIL, PISTILLATION.

Festle (pe's'l,pe-st'l),^. Forms: 4-7pestel,
5 -tylle, 5-6 -telle, 5-7 -tell, -til (8-9 diaL\
6-7 -till, 7 -sel(l, -teell, 8 pistil, 5- pestle.

[ME. a. GF.pestelj -eil = It. pestetto\\* pistil-

lum, -zis (med.L. also pestillum} pounder, pestle,
dim. of *pi$trumt

f. pinshe^ pist-utn to pound,

bray, crush.]
1. An instrument (usually club-shaped) for bruis-

ing or pounding substances in a mortar. Pestle

and mortar, esp. those used by the apothecary in

triturating and compounding drugs ;
hence taken

as the symbol of the profession.
Used by Wyclif (i Chron. xxi. 23) also to render L. tribula.

threshing-instrument.

[1272 in Rogers Agric. $ Prices II. 566/2 Mortar cum
pestelello.] 1382 WYCLIF E.rod.\\\. 14 It [the manna] aperid
in wildernes Tassid, and as with a pestel pownyd, into the

lyknes of an hoore frost vpon ihe erlhe. 1388 Proi:

xxviL 22 Thou3 thou beetist a fool in a morter, as with a

pestel smytynge aboue dried barli : his foli schal not be don
awei fro him. c 1400 Lanfranc's Cirurg. 347 Make clene

be morter ; & ban leie beron camphore. .ban do berto oile,

8: grinde hem wel togidere wib be pestel. c 1440 Prontp,
Parv. 395/1 Pestel, of stampynge, fila, pistillits. 1584
COGAN Haven Health (1636) 107 Beat them small in a

woodden mortar, or marble, with a pestill of wood. 1711
STEELE Spcct. No. 52 F3 The renowned British Hippocrates
of the Pestle and Mortar. 1850 W. IRVING Goldsmith vi. 85
His medical science .. could not gain him the management
of a pestle and mortar.

fis- '589 P&ppe w- Ifatrhet D. Then baue I a pestle so

to stampe his pintles, that He beate all his wit to powder.
a 1839 PKAED Poems (1864) I. 282 Beat up by poetic pestle.

1849 !' G MITCHELL Battle Summer (1852) 232 He will

pound their pamphlets with his i>estle of a pen.

2. Applied to various mechanical appliances for

pounding, stamping, pressing, etc.; e.g.
a- The vertically moving bar inastamping-mill ; a stamp.

b. The beater or pounder in a fulling-mill. C- The stamper
in an oil-mill, t d. The piston of a pump (obs.),

1604 E. G[RIMSTONE] D'Acosta's Hist. Indies iv. xiii. 247
The difference of these engins is, that some goe with sixe

pest els, some with twelve, and others with foureteene. 1659
LEAK Waterwks. 3 The Pestle A may be put therein, which

shall be like to those which are used for Pumps and Forcers

of water; and., well invironed with leather. 1678 EVELYN

Diary 24 Aug., They stamp them (rags) in troughs to a papp
with pestles or hammers like the powder-mills. 17*7-41
CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v. Fulling t The principal parts of the

Fulling-mill are. .the pestles, or stampers. The pestles and

troughs are of wood. 1772 Ann, Reg. 213 ^Discontinuing
the use of pestles in making gunpowder at his mills. 1800

tr. Lagranges Chem. I. 234 Nitrate of potash, mixed with

. . charcoal and . . sulphur, forms gunpowder. These three

substances are pounded by means of pestles or a grinding-
stone. 1825 J. NICHOLSON Operat. Mechanic 450 (Oil mill)

When the workman wants to stop a pestle, he pulls at the

rope 18, during the rise of the pestle. When this is at its

greatest height, the detent is horizontal, and prevents
the

pestle from falling, bj: means of a pin projecting from the

side of the pestle, which rests upon the detent.



PESTLE.

3. The leg of certain animals, nsed for food, esp.

the ham or haunch of the pig (occasionally, the

foreleg) ; also, the human leg. Now dial,

(Cf. Ger. kettle a club, pestle, leg of pork, mutton, etc.)

1326 Wardr. Ace. Ediv. II 31/17 (MS.) Un pestel de pork,

3,\d. ?ci39O Form of Cury in Warner Antiq. Cnlin. 13
The fyletes bu^ two, that bub take oute of the pestefs.

14 . A nc. Cookery in Househ. Ord. (1790) 437 Take the

pestelles of the chekyns and couche horn in dysshes. c 1440

Promp. Parv. 395/1 Pestelle, of flesche, pestellits. a 1529
SKELTON E. Rummyng 423 Her legges..were sturdy and
stubbed Myghty pestels and clubbed. 1563 B. UOOGB
Egfogs etc. Cupido (Arb.) 123 A Belyebyg.. and Pestels two,

lyke Postes. 1568 WITHALS Diet. 48 b/2 A pestel of bacon,

pernasnilla. 1611 COTCR., fauci//tjf .the bought.. or pestle
of the thigh [of a horse]. 1777 HOOLE Comenius Vis. World
(ed. 12)71 He dresseth a swine with. .scalding water, and
maketh gamons, pistils, and flitches. 1828 Craven Gloss.

fed. 2), /*///,.. aKo the shank end of a ham or pork. 1886

ELWORTHV W. Som.Word-bk.'&.v.,*' Pestle o' pork.' So called,
when cooked fresh, instead of being salted for ham o' poik.

fb. Phr. The pestle of a lark: fig., a trifle,

something very small. So a pestle of a portigite,

humorously used for a
piece

of gold. Obs.

1597-8 BP. HALL Sat. iv. iv. 29 Yet can I set my Gallio's

dieting, A pestle of a larke or plouers wing. 1622 FLETCHER
Sea, IS0y. I. iv, Fran, Oh I am hungry. .. Tib. Here's a

pestle of a Portigue, Sir: Tis excellent meat with soure
sauce : And here's two chaines, suppose 'em sausages, a 1661
FULLER Worthies, Rutland. \\. (1662) 346 Rutlandshire is..

called by Mr. Cambden A nglix Provindola minima. I ndeed
it is but the Pestel of a Lark, which is better than a quarter
of some bigger bird, having the most cleanly profit in it.

1712 STEELE Sped. No. 326 f 5 Sometimes.. a Wheat-Ear
or the Pestle of a Lark were chearfully purchased.

f4. A constable's truncheon or club. Obs. rare.

1611 CHAPMAN May-Day iv.ljTottfa whether this chopping
knife or their pestels were the better weapons.
f5. Bot. Early form of PISTIL, q.v.
6. attrib. and Comb. : pestle-frame, the structure

in a pestle-mill which supports the pestles and the

machinery which operates them; f pestle-head,
a blockhead

; pestle-mill, a stamping-mill, a

powder-mill ; pestle-pie dial, (see quot.).
1823 J. NICHOLSON Operat. Mechanic 450 Profile of the

*
pestle-frame. 1591 PERCIVALL Sp. Diet., Majadero, a pest ill,

a dolt, a *pestill head, a beetle head. 1773 Act 13 Geo. Ill,
c. 13 An Act to enable certain persons., to continue to work
a*Pestle Mill,.. in making Battle Gunpowder, at Old Forge
Farm, in the parish of Tonbridge. 1777 HorgSuosectva 323
(E. D. D.) A '

*pestle pye ', a large standing pye, which con-
tains a whole gammon, and sometimes a neat's tongue also,

together with a couple of fowls, and if a turkey not the
worse. A noted dish at country fairs and wakes, and some-
times a Xtmas treat.

Fe'Stle, v. [a. QY.pesteler to bray, pound, f.

pestel', see prec.]
1. trans. To beat, pound, or triturate, with or as

with a pestle. Alsoyf^.
1413 Pilgr. Sowlc (Caxton 1483) m. ii. 51 So were they.,

cast in to the fire where they were with grete cheynes
pesteled and beten. 1659 HOWELL Lexicon, Fr. Prov. 25 A
morter, wherein Garlicke hath been pestelled in, cannot be
so washed, but that it will still retain some smell thereof.

1855 TENNYSON Aland i. i. xi, To pestle a poison 'd poison.
1884 SALA Journ. due South \. xiv. (1887) 186 The black-

eyebrowed assistant, .[was] pestling something in a huge
mortar. 1891 Chatnb. Jrnl. 20 June 385/2 She has been

put into a mortar and is btlng pestled into shape.
2. intr. To use or work with a pestle.
1866 HOWELLS Veriet. Z,i/c^6 His apprentice pestles away

at their prescriptions. 1871 IVedd. Joum*fa The apothe-
cary, .gaily pestled away at a prescription.

Hence Pe'stling///. a.

1609 B. JONSON Sil. Worn. m. iii, It will be such a pest'ling
deuice, . . It will pound all your enemies practises to poulder.

Pe'stoid, a. rare.
[f.

L. pest-is plague + -oil).]

Resembling the pest or plague.
1890 Cent. Diet., Pestoid fever.

Feature, obs. f. PESTEK. Pesyble, obs. f.

PEACEABLE. Pesyn, obs. i.peasen, pi. of PEASE.

Pet (pet), j.l Also 6 pette, S pett. [Origin-
ally Sc. and north. Eng. ; of unknown origin. Ir.

peat and Gael./^a/rt are from Sc.
From the history, app. not related in origin to PEAT s&.*,

though the words may at times have been confused.)

1. Any animal that is domesticated or tamed and

kept as a favourite, or treated with indulgence and

fondness; esp. applied to 'a lamb' (or kid)
' taken

into the house, and brought up by hand, a cade
lamb* (Johnson). (The latter is the ordinary
literal sense in Sc. and north. Eng.)
1539 Ace. Ld. High Trcas. Scot, in Pitcairn Crltn. Trials

I- *299 Item, to Thomas MelvilHs Wiffe, in Falkland, at Jje

K'mgis command, for keping of certane Pettis, and nurising
of |?e sainyn. \iwtc. These Pets consisted of Parroquets,
monkeys, peacocks, swans, &c , c.] 1674-91 RAY N. C.

Words, Pet, and Pet-lamb, a cade lamb. 1710 STEELE
Tatler No. 266 P 2 The other has transferred the amorous
Passions of her first Years to the Love of Cronies, Petts and
Favourites [a dog, monkey, squirrel, parrot]. 1808 JAMIESON
s.v. Pet vb., Pet., denotes, .more generally, any creature that
is fondled and much indulged 1825 BKOCKETT N. C. Gloss.,

Pet, a domesticated lamb. 1828 Craven Gloss, (ed. 2), Pet,
a cade or house lamb. [So 1869 Lonsdale Gloss.] 1830 [see
CADE st>? y\. 1837 M. DONOVAN Dow. Econ. II. 119 The
animal is cleanly in its habits, and is reared in the houses
rather as a pet.

b. Applied to a plant artificially reared.

1841 in J. Aiton Domest. Econ. (1857) 154 The pet having
been brought to this its firit state of e.\t>lence, must be put

745

' in the window. At first it will be a stout thread, whitish,
and covered with tiny scales; then the scales will expand a
little, and the end will become greener.

2. a. An indulged (and, usually, spoiled) child.

1508 DUNBAR Flytingw. Kenncdic 247 Herrctyk, lunatyk,

purspyk, carlingis pet. 17.. Scotch Prov., He has fault of
a wife who marries mam's pet. 1788 W. MARSHALL Yorksh.
Gloss., Pet, a child spoilt by improper indulgence. 1824

|

MACTAGGART Gallovid. Encycl. 380 A pet is always a
1

dangerous creature ; thus, a child /;lfr</ by its parents, plays
the devil some day in the world ; a sheep petted is apt to
turn a dnncker [= butter, one which butts J.

b. Any person who is indulged, fondled, or

treated with special kindness or favour
;
a darling,

favourite. Also transf. of a thing.
t I75S JOHNSON, Peat, a little fondling; a darling ; a dear

play-thing. It is now commonly called Pet.] 1825 KROCKRTT
N. C. Gloss., Pet,, .a fond designation fora female favourite.

1826 DISRAELI Viv Grey iv. i, Patronise him ! he is my
political pet ! 1833 T. CREEVEY in C Papers, etc. (1904) II.

260 He made himself a real pet of mine. 1872 KLACK Adv.
Phaeton xxx, No place was so much the pet of fortune as
the Blue IJell Inn. 1881 BESANT & RICK Chapl. of Fleet
i. x, I was once the pet and plaything of ladies, a sort of

lapdog. 1902 R. HICHEXS Londoners 11 You are the pet
of society.

c. Pet-day',

( a day too fine to last ': see 3d.
1825 JAMIF.SON s. v., It is commonly said

'

I fear this day
will be a pet ', Renfrew.

3. altrib. and Comb. a. atlrib.ws&adj. Of an
animal : Kept as a pet or favourite : orig. applied
to a lamb brought up by hand, a CAnE-Azw/>.
1584 Wills <V Inv. N. C. i.Surtccs) II. 99 One pette sheipe

4* 1674-91 Pet-lamb [see i] 1800 WORDSW. (title ofpoew)
The Pet Lamb. 1851 I). JKRROLD^"/. Giles xi. 105 [He] may
keep his pet-lamb safe from London wolves. 1863 BATES
Nat. Amazon I. 82 A favorite pet-bird of the Brazilians.

1890 D. G. MITCHELL Lands, Lett., fy Kings iii. 124
[Herrick] kept a pet goose at the vicarage, also a pet pig.

1897 Westm. Gaz. 30 July 1/2 Threatening, abusive, and
coaxing letters from pet-dog owners.

b. Of a person, or more usually transf. of a

thing (material or immaterial) : Specially cherished
;

for which one has a particular fondness or weak-
ness ; favourite. Also ("jocularly or ironically) pet
aversion, that which one specially dislikes.

1832 MANNING Let. in Purcell Life (1895) I. 97 My pet iron
bed . . I shall want at Merton. 1845 MIALL in NoticonA V. 25
The success of his pet financial scheme. 1846 H. ROGERS
Ess. (1860) I. 192 Philosophers arc apt to be blindly fond of
their pet theories. 1870 DICKENS E. Drood iii, The pet
pupil of the Nuns' House is Miss Rosa Bud. 1877 ^* R

?-
FORRESTER Migtwii I. 242 This pet weakness of her sex is

not to be scored against Olga. 1890 Times 14 Jan. 12/2
Prince Metternich was her pet aversion. 1898 G. B. SHAW
Plays II. Candida 117 My own particular pet scrubbing
brush has been used for blackleading.

C. Expressing fondness, endearing : chiefly in

pet name (often hyphened), a name expressing
fondness or familiarity, as the various abbreviated

and altered forms, diminutives, etc., of Christian

names ; a hypocoristic name.
1829 LYTTON Devereux m. v, Call me only by those pretty

pet words by which I know you will never call any one else.

184. MRS. BROWNING Sonn.fr. Portuguese xxxiii, Yes, call

me by my pet-name ! let me hear The name I used to run

at, when a child, From innocent play. 1875 JOWETT Plato
(ed. 2) III. 359 A lover who uses these pet names. 1892
Spectator 5 Mar. 331/2 They invent pet-names [for their

parents] usually tinged with a comic irreverence.

d. Comb.: pet-day: see quots. ; petland, the

realm of pets; pet-lover, a lover of domestic pets.
1823 GALT Gil/taize III. viii. 63 The lown of that time was

as a *pet day in winter. 1882 W. MARRIOTT in Standard
26 Dec. 7/4 They are generally accompanied by weather
4 too fine to last ', or what in Scotland is known as a 'pet-

day '. 1884 WOOD (title]
* Petland Revisited. -uy^Contemp.

Rev. Aug. 230 Pet lions were only one example of the aber-
rationsof *pet-lovers in ancient Rome.

Pet (pet), so. 2 Also 7-8 pett. [In use since

end of i6th c., first app. in the phrase
' to take the

pet
*

; origin obscure.
It has naturally been associated with PET j/'.

1

,
as being a

characteristic habit of a *

pet
'

or indulged and spoiled child;
but the connexion of sense is not very clear or Dimple, esp.
in the early phrase

'

to take the pet '. It is also to be noted
that in the i6th, lyth, and early i8th c., PET si'.

1 was still

an exclusively northern word, while PET sb? has been app.
Southern Knglish also from the first.}

Offence at being (or feeling) slighted or not made

enough of; a fit of ill humour or peevishness
from this cause : now usually implying one of a

slight or childish kind. To take (the] pet, to take

offence and become ill-humoured or sulky.
1590 LODGE Ephues Gold. Leg. Wks. (Grosart) IV. 90

Some while they thought he had taken some word vnkindly,
and had taken the pet. 1606 CHAPMAN Afons. D'Olive ii. i,

Fled backe as it came and went away m Pett. 1611 COTGR.,
Se inescontcnter de, to take the pet, or pepper in the nose,
at. i6ai LAUD Serm. on Ps. xxi. 6 When they may haue
a blessing and will not, it is a sullen pet. 1625 MASSINGEK
New \Vay \. ii, But what's this to your pet against my
lady? 1640 SANDERSON Serm. on Ps. cxix. 75 10 Jonas
took pet at the withering of the gourd. 1647 Let. of Intel-

ligence 16 Aug. (Clarendon MSS. 2376), The Lords. .in a

pet did adjourn their House. 1660 PEPYS Diary 6 Dec.,
Which did vex me. .and so I took occasion to go up and to

bed in a pet. 1707 Reflex, itfon Ridicule 199 Who takes
Pett at things that are lightly said. 1725 RAMSAY Gentle

Sheph. i. ii. song iii, The dawted bairn thus takes the pet,
Nor eats tho

1

hunger crave. 1830 SCOTT Jrnl. 23 May,
About a year ago I took the pet at my Diary, chiefly because

PETALINE.

\
I thought it made me abominably selfish. n&$o/Jral'. Ms
(Rtldg.) ii She went back to the house in a pet, shut herself

up, and cried the whole night. 1894 K. H. ELLIOT Gold,
etc. Mysore 102 They [tigers] take the pet in a case of
failure and go off in disgust.

fP6tj.3 Obs. rare. [a. F./*/(i3thc. in Littre*)

\

It. petto: L. pedit-us, in med.L. petttts.] A
breaking wind

;
= FAIIT sb.

1515 BARCLAY I'.gloges iv. (1570) C vj, Though all their

cunning scantly be worth a pet.

Pet (pet), v\
[f.

PET sb.\ ;
in early use .Sc.]

trans. To make a pet of, treat as a pet ;
to

indulge ; to fondle.

1629 2. BOYD Last Battell 324 Grosse euill thoghts fedde
and petted with yeelding and consent. 1788 W. MARSHALL
} 'oyksh. Gloss.

t Pt't, to indulge; to spoil by over-indulgence.
1818 Toon, Pet, to treat as a pet; to fondle; to indulge.
1824 [see PET-j^. 1

2a]. 1846 i). JERKOLU A/rs,Cautt/exxxvl t

Get another wife to study you and pet you upas I've done.

1847 HELPS Friends in C. (1861) I. 127 The truth is,..wu
cannot pet anything much without doing it mischief.

Hence Pe'tting
1

vhl. s/>., indulgence, fondling.
1873 BLACK Pr. Thule iii, The young man escaped a great

deal of the ordinary consequences of this petting. 1883
I!i'. TMOKOLD Yoke ofCJirtst (iSfy) 37 A little tender petting
does her a great deal of good. 1889 Athenxutn 27 Apr.

I 534/1 His fatherly affection for his children. .takes the form
: of unreasonable petting.

Pet (pet;, v.-
[f.

PET sl'.~] intr. To be in

a pet; lo take offence at one's treatment; to sulk,

1629 GAULE Holy ftladn. 239 Jonas pets for his Gourd.
1661 FELTHAM Resolves 11. ii, He sure is queasie stomack t,

that must pet and puke at such a trivial circumstance.
c 1685 Sin P. HUME Narr. Occurr. (1809) 40 The Krle petting
at it, forbare and stayed there. 1837 CARLVLE Fr. Rev.
II. v. i, The loyal Right Side sat. .as it were pouting and
petting.

b. trans. To cause to take offence, dial.

1814 W. NICHOLSON Peacock iv. Poems 104 Shou'd some
passage pet or pout them, They ken best if the bonnet suit

them.

Pet, Petach, obs. forms of PEAT, PIT, PATACHE.

Petal (pe-taT. [- F. pftale, Sp., It. petah,
1

ad. mod.L. petal-tun, in Fabio Colonna 1649
1

(Hatz.-Darm.) ; in ancient L. in sense
' metal

plate', a. Gr. -ntraKov thin plate, lamina, leaf, neuter

I

of ircraAo? adj. outspread, f. root TTCT- to spread.]
1. Bot. Each of the divisions (modified leaves)

of the corolla of a flower (see COROLLA 2), esp.
when separate. (Strictly, distinguished from the

; sepals or leaves of the calyx, but often including
these when coloured or petaloid.) At first used in

mod.L. form ///#;, pi. -a.

1704 J. HARRIS Lc.r. Techn. \,Peiala, is a Term in Botany,
i signifying those tine coloured Leaves that compose the

Flowers of all Plants. 1726 Flower Card. Displ. (ed. 2)

In trod., Petals, Leaves of a Flower ; so called to distinguish
1 them from the Green Leaves of the Plant. 1776 Wmitit-

INU British Plants (1796) I. 18 [It] contains Blossoms
of one Petal; and this Petal is fixed beneath the Germen.

1793 COLEKIDGE Rose i, Within the petals of a rose A
sleeping Love I spied. 1857 HENFREV Klem.Bot. 177 The
petals are either distinct, and then the corolla is called

Polypetalons, or they are coherent more or less, and the

corolla is ttionopetalous [or ^anwpetalons}. 1866 GKO. ELIOI
F. Holt \, Petals fell in a silent shower. 1883 G. ALLEN
in Knowledge 9 Mar. 143 The spring snowflake.. has three

sepals or calyx-pieces, and three petals or corolla-pieces;

only, .these two whorls exactly resemble one another.

fig. 1837 LYTTON E. Maltrav. i. vii, Love opens all the

petals of the soul. (11887 JKI-'FERIES Field <y Hedgerow
(1889) 6 From the sweet delicious violets think out fresh

petals of thought and colours, as it were, of soul.

2. Zoo!. In Echinoids : A petaloid ambulacrum,
or the dilated end of one. (Oftener in L. form.)
1888 ROLLESTON & JACKSON Anitn. Life 557 In the Cassi-

dulidie the peristoimal ends of the ambulacra dilate into

petala or p/iyllodes, forming a figure known as floscclla.

3. Comb., as petal- like ax\]. , petal-wise adv.

1828-32 WEBSTER, Petal-shaped, having the shape of a

petal. 1830 LINDLEV Nat. Syst. Bot. 145 The two coloured
lateral petal-like bodies. i86a ANSTED Channel Isi. \\. ix.

(ed. 2) 238 Petal-like tentacles .. furnished with cupping
glasses. 1880 W. WATSON Prince's Quest, etc. (1892) 6j

Doubtful as a dream that lies Folded within another, petal-
wise. 1882 G. ALLEN in Nature ij Aug. 374/1 The mere fai_t

that the btamens are opposite to the lobes of the calyx, ..in

itself shows that a petal-whorl has been suppressed.
Petaled : see PKTALLED.

Petaliferous (petali-ftras), a.
[f. mod.L.

I type *petalifer, i.pctal-um PETAL + -fer-us bearing:

|

see -FEROI:S.] Bearing petals.
1864 in WEBSTER. 1870 HOOKER Stud. Flora 79 Tetra-

: morphic flowers occur; petaliferous large. i88z G. ALLEN
1

in Nature 17 Aug. 374/1 Sclcrunthus or Alercitriatis. known
descendants of petaliferous forms.

Fetaliform (pe'talif^.im), a. rare. 'iQbs. [ad.

|

m od.L. peta Iiform-is, i. petal- itin PETA L : see

-FORM.] Having the form of a petal ; petaloid.
1806 GALPINE Brit. Bot. 3* Iris, .alternate petals reflexed.

St/g; petaliform. 1858 in MAYNE Expos. Lex.

Petaline (pe'tabin, -lin),rt. [ad. mod.L. //<*-
/in-us, f. \^. petal-urn PETAL: see -INE 1

, *.] Per-

taining to a petal ; situated on a petal ; consisting

of petals ; resembling a petal, petaloid.
1793 MARTYN Lang. Bot., Petalinum nectariuin, a peta-

line nectary. 1858 'MAYNE Expos. Lex., Petalinus, Bot.,

that which relates to a petal . . petaline. 1879 G. ALLEN
CoL-Scttse iv. 65 The corolla, or petaline whorl, forms in

! most flowers the main attractive organ.



PETALISM. 746 PETECHIAL.

Fetalism (pe'taliz'm). Am. Hist. [ad. Gr.

7rTaAiff/*os, f. nira\ov leaf: see PETAL and -ISM.

In mod.F. pttalismc (Littre).] A method of

temporary banishment (for five years) practised in

nncient Syracuse, in imitation of the OSTRACISM of

Athens, but effected by writing the name of the

person on an olive-leaf.

1612 North's Plutarch, Dloiiystus 1141 The other Lords
made :. law called Petallsme, to meete with this practise.

Ibid., By meanes of this Petalisme, the Lords banished one

another, so that in the end, the people became Lord. 1768
HUME Ess., Balance ofPower xxix. 199 The Ostracism of
Athens and Petnlism of Syracuse. 1900 F. M. CRAWFORD
Rulers of South I. 09 For their own safety the Syracusans
introduced the law of petalbm corresponding almost exactly
to the ostracism of the Athenians.

Petalite (pe'tabit). Mill, [mod. (d'Andrada,
1800) f. Gr. irtTa\ov leaf + -ITE.] A silicate

of aluminium and lithium, occurring in whitish or

greyish masses having leaf-like cleavage.
1808 T. ALLAN Names of A/in. 51 Petalite ,. a Swedish

mineral named by Dandrada. 1818 W. PHILLIPS Outl.
Min. <y Ccol. (ed. 3) Advt., Petalite .composed, in round

numbeis, of 80 parts of silex, 17 of alumine and 3 of lithion.

1850 DAUBENY Atom. The. xii, (ed. 2) 408 Minerals which
are destitute of water. .Petalite.

Petalled, petaled (pe-tald), a. [f.
PETAL

+ -ED 2
.] Furnished or adorned with or as with

petals ; having petals.
1793 MARTYN Lang. Bot., /V/<z<Wi'.yy70.r, a Detailed flower.

1823 UNDOES Romance of Lily Poems 145 The other curls,
and bends its belt Petalled inwards as it fell. 1845 T.
CoOPER Purgatory of Suicides (1877) 105 The purple eye
petalled with snow. 1888 SWINBURNK in ig/// Cent. XX11I.
318 Fledged not as birds are, but petalled as flowers.

b. In parasynthetic compounds, as crimson-

petalled, large-petalled, six-petalled,
etc.

1776 WITHERING Brit. Plants (1796) I. 160 Bloss. 2-petaled.
1868 GF.O. KI.IOT Sp. Gipsy \. 51 The ripe-cheeked fruits, the

crimson-petailed flowers. 1870 HOOKEK Stud. Flora 44
Viola.. . Flowers often dimorphic, the large-petalled flowering
eaily.. ; the small-petalled or apetalous flower late.

Petalless (pe-tal,les), a. [f. PETAL + -LESS.]
Destitute of petals ; apetalous.

- 1825 Greenhouse Conip. II. S? Petalless Pomaderris, a

shrub from New Holland. 1882 (J. ALLEN in Mature XXVI.
373 It has tiny green petalless axillary flowers.

Petally (pe'tali), a. nowe-wtl. [f. as prec. +

-Y.] Having or resembling petals.
1888 FKNN Man w. Shadow III. iii. 30 It darted from her

peially lips to the poisonous gum.
Petalocerous (petal^-seras), a. Entom. [f.

mod.L. Petalocera^ neut. pi. of petalocerus (f. Gr.

7rTaAoK leaf, plate + -/pos, -ojy horned, f. Ktpas

horn) + -ous. In F. pMafaire.] Having laminated

antennas, as the beetles of the division Petalocera

or Lamellicornes ; lamellicorn.
1826 KIKBY& SP. Entoinol. III. xxxv. 568 Its mesosternum

in its direction and appearance resembles that of many
Petalocerous beetles Ibid. IV. xlvii. 398 [He] discovered
that the thalerophagous and saprophagus Petalocerous
beetles resolved themselves.. into a circle.

Petalodont (pe'tabd^nt), a. and sb. Palxont.

[f. mod. L. Petalodns {-odont-\ name of the typical

genus, f. Gr. ttiraKov leaf + o5otJs, oStwr- tooth.]
a. adj. Belonging to the extinct family Petalo-

dontidx of sharks, having compressed teeth forming
a pavement, b. sh. A shark of this family. So
Fetalodo ntid ; Fetaloclo ntoicT a. and sl>.

1889 NICHOLSON Pal&ont. II. 111. xlvii. 929 Family Peta*
I0t1ontidx,

r

\\& Petatodonts form a family exclusively
Carboniferous.

Petalody (petitodl).
Bot. [f. Gr. type *trcra-

Xu>5(a, f. irfraXwS^s leaf-like, f. itiraXov leaf: see

-ODE.] The condition of having other organs or

parts of the flower modified into the form of

petals; e.g. the stamens in most* double* flowers,

or the calyx-lobes in some species of Primula,

Campanula^ etc.

1882 MASTERS in Jrnl. Hot. XI. 40 This specimen affords

an instance of true doubling or petalody of the stamens.

Petaloid (pe'taloul), a. [ad. mod.L. petaloi-

dcuSj f. Gr. n(7a\ov, L. pttal-um PETAL : see -OID :

in mod.K. pttaldide^
1. Bot. Of the form of, or resembling, a petal :

applied to parts or appendages of the flower when
'coloured' (i.e. not green} and of thin expanded
form and delicate texture, like an ordinary petal.
1730 STACK in Phil. Trans. XXXVI. 463 Where the Tube

expanded itself, it divided into moie than forty petaloid
Segments. 1845 LINDLEY Sch. Bot. iv. (1858) 25 Flowcis

unsymmetrical, with 2 petaloid and 3 herbaceous sepals.

1875 BENNETT & DYER tr. Sachs Bot. 470 The contrast of
structure referred to is frequently wanting, both whorls

being either sepaloid, as in Juncacea;, or both petaloid, as

inLiliurn; hi Helleborus, Aconilum, and some other speaes
the outer whorl or calyx alone is petaloid, the inner whorl
or corolla being transformed into nectaries. 1882 G. ALLEN
in Nature 27 July 300/2 All stamens show a great tendency
easily to become petaloid.

b. Belonging to the Pcialoideze,, a division of

Monocotyledons having normally flowers with

ordinary coloured petals or petaloid parts, as lilies,

orchids, etc. (not spadiceous, as arums, nor gluma-
ceoua, as grasses and sedges).

1836 Penny Cycl. V. 248 Under the name of Asphodels he \

[Lobel] grouped the principal part of modern petaloid
j

monocotyledons. 1872 OLIVER Elem, Bot. \. v. 58 Monoco-
tyledons . . with a perianth of petal-like leaves, hence called

. .Petaloid (Petalotdcz).

2. Zool. Applied to the ambulacra of certain
'

Echinoids, which have a dilated portion and a

tapering extremity, suggesting petals of a flower.

1862 DANA Elan. Geol. 160 As this portion has. .some
j

resemblance to the petals of a flower, the ambulacra are

then said to \xz petaloid. 1888 ROLLESTON &. JACKSON .,4 /w.

Life 558 Fascioles surrounding the petaloid ambulacra.

So Petaloi'dal a. (in quot.
= sense 2) ; Feta-

loi'deous a. = sense i b.

1872 NICHOLSON Palxont. 109 Ambulacra composed of

simple pores, not petaloidal.

II Petaloil (pe'talpn). [a. Gr. TrtraXov leaf of

metal, etc.] The plate of pure gold worn on the

linen mitre of the Jewish high priest. Also in L.

form petalnm.
1678 PHILLIPS (ed. 4\ Petalnm, a certain kind of ornament

which Priests formerly used to wear on their heads. 1874
Snpernat. Relig, II. in. ii. 406 The Apostle John wore the

mitre and petalon of the High Priest. 1882 FARRAR Early
Chr. I. xviii. 363 The High Priest .. wearing the name
Jehovah on the golden petalon upon his forehead.

Petalostichous (peta>-stik3s), a. Zool. [f.

mod.L. Petalosticha, neut. pi. of petalostichus (f.

Gr. irfTa\-ov Icaf-t- an'xos row) + -ous.] Having
petaloid ambulacra ; belonging to the division

Petalosticha of Echinoids.

Fetalous (pe-tabs\ a. rare- , [f. L. petal-
tun PETAL + -ous.] Having petals : the opposite
vf apetalous. Cf. monopetalons^polypetaloiis, etc.

1730-6 BAILEY (folio), Pctafous, having flower leaves. 1755
in JOHNSON. 1858 MAVNE Expos. Lex., Petalodes, having,
or full of leaves or petals ;. .petalous.

Petamar(e, variants of PATTAMAK.

Petance, obs. form of PITTANCE.

||
Petara'de. Obs. [Fr., ad. Pr. petarrada, f.

petarra, i. petar^ F. p^ter^ f. pet PET sh$~\
[1611 COTGR. ,/Wr>-(ZrtV, gunshot offailing.] 1658 PHILLIPS,

Pctarrade, ..a yerking out of a horse behind, commonly
accompanied with farting, a. 1693 UrqnharCs Rabelais in.

v. 54 In discharging of their Postern Petarades.

Petard (p/taud, p/tau), sb. Also 7 petar,

-arr(e, -arh, -arde, -arra, patar, pettar, pittar,
-ard. [a. F. petard^ f -art, pi. -ars (1580 in Littre)

(=It. petardo (Florio 1598); obs. Sp. petar *a

kinde of Artillery to batter, lately invented' (Min-
sheu 1599), mod.Sp. petardo\ f. ptier to break

wind, f. pet : see PET sb.% and -AKD.]
1. A small engine of war used to blow in a door

or gate, or to make a breach in a wall, etc. ;

originally of metal and bell-shaped, later a cubical

wooden box, charged with powder, and fired by
a fuse. (Now nearly or quite out of use.)

1598 FLOKIO, Pctardo, a squib or petard of gun powder
vsed to burst vp gates or doores with. 1604 SHAKS. Ham.
in. iv, 207 (2nd Quarto) For tis the sport to haue the enginer
Hoist with his owne petar. 1609 Ii. JONSON Sil. IVom. iv.

v, He has made a petarde of an old brasse pot, to force

Ejur
dore. 1611 COTGR., Petart, a Petard, or Petarre; an

ngine (made like a Bell, or Morter) wherewith strong gates
are burst open. 1614 CAMDEN Rein, (ed. 2) 241 Petronils,
Pistol 1, Dagge, &c. and Petarras of the same brood lately
inuented. 1627 DRAYION Aginconrt xxxviii, The Engineer
providing the Petar [rimes axe, far] To breake the strong
Percullice. 1637-^0 Rovv Hist. Kirk (Wodrow Soc.) 511
The noblemen, with a pittard brake up the utter gate of
the Castle of Edinburgh. 1670 COTTON Espernon Table,
Montereau Faut-Yonne taken by Petarr. 1721 DE FOE
Mt'iti. CaZ'rt//t

>

r(i84o) 113 By the help of a petard, we broke

open the gate. 1849 MACAU LAY
fjist.

iii. I. 322 A
third had defended his old house till Fairfax had blown in

the door with a petard.
b. Jiff. (See also HOISE if. 2 M

1639 MASSISGER Unnat. Combat i, i, Give but fire To this

petard, it shall blow open, madam, The iron doors of a

judge. 1642 FULLER Holy <y Prnf. 6V. v. ii. 364 His very
name being a Petrard to make all the city-gales fly open.

1678 BUTLER Hud. tu. i. 745 Eternal Noise and Scolding.
The Conjugal Petard, that tears Down all Portcullices of

Ears. 1878 STEVENSON Inland l
r
oy. 133, I never saw such

a petard of a man.
2. A kind of firework that explodes with a loud

report ;
a cracker.

[1611 COTGR., Petard, as Petari; also, a Squib] 1668

J. WHITK Rich
Caf>. (ed. 4) in Standing launces are

!

commonly made with hollow wood, to contain sundry ;

petards or rockets. 1884 St. Jawes' Gas. 25 July 4/2 Fusees,

petards, and crackers, fired off umniermittingly . . form an I

indispensable accompaniment of a festive occasion in China.

t 3. ?Some kind of cheating at dice. Obs.

1662 J.WILSON Cheats iv. i. (1664) 46 Did not I. .teach

you. .the use of Up-hills, Down-hills, and Petarrs?..And,
,

;enerally, instructed you from Prick-penny, to Long ;

,awrence?

Peta'rd, v. Also 7 petar, -arre. [a. F.
,

fetarder (1603 in Hatz.-Darm.), f. petard s\>. : see
t

prec.]
fl. trans. To blow open, or make a breach in, ;

with a petard. Obs.

1603 FLORIO Montaigne i. Iv!. (1632) 176 To scftle a
j

Castle, .. to pettard a gate. 1603 KNOLLES Hist. Turks
(1621) 1307 They resolved to petarde the Castle i67oCorroN
Espcrnon n. v. 201 To Petarre one of the Gates of the City.

tb. transf. Obs.

f:

1654 Z. COKE Logick Pref., The prayers of the Saints

ascending with you, will Petarr your entrances through
heavens Portcullis.

2. intr. To fire off petards (sense 2). rare.

1837 CARLVLE Fr. Hei'. \. in. ix, A 'wicker Figure'. .is

promenaded .. then solemnly consumed by fire .. with such

petarding and huzzaing.

Petardeer, -ier (petlidH-j). [a. f.pttardier,
(, ptftard : see -EER, -IER.] A soldier who manages
and fires a petard.
1632 SHKRWOOD, A Petardier.^/arffrVr. 1706 PHILLIPS,

retardeer, he that manages or applies a Petard. 1707 J.

CHAMBERLAYNE St. Eng.\\\. 656 Ordnance .. Mates to the

Master-Gunner. .Chief Petardier. 1715 Jrnls, Ho. Coinin.

41 Wages to the.. Fire-masters, Fife-workers, Petardiers,

Bombardiers, &c- daily attendant and employed in the

Office at the Tower [etc.].

t Peta'rder. Obs.. = prec.
1611 COTGR., Petardier, a Petarder; one that vses, or

shoots off, a Petard.

Petarrero, obs. var. PEDREBO, a small gun.

Petary, variant of I'EATEKY, peat-bog.
t Petasite. Herb. Obs. [ad. Bot.L. Petasites,

Gr. iriTaaiTrjs, f. JTCTOCTO? PETASL'S.] The Buttet-

bur or Pestilence-wort, Petasites vtilgaris.

1771 Gentl. Mag. XLI. 521/1 The autumnal fevers. .have

gone off very easy this season, by the use of Petasite root.

II Petasus (pe'tascs). [L., a. Gr. Triraaos, f. root

irtT- spread ont : cf. petal.} A low-crowned broad -

brimmed hat worn by the ancient Greeks, and

frequently represented as worn by the god Hermes
or Mercury; hence, also, the winged hat which
Hermes is represented as wearing in later art.

1595 B. JONSON Cynthia's Rev. v. iii, A Petasus or Mer-
curiall hat. 1601 Forest x, Though he would steal his

sisters' I'cgasus. And rifle him ; or pawn his petasus. 1842

J. YATEsin fmc.f'/iiial.S(K.(iB^}l.gThe dress, .consists

of boots, .. a scarf. ., and a petasus tied under the chin.

1873 SYMONDS Grk. Poets xi. 350 A boy emerging into man-
hood leaves his petasos and strigil and chlamys to Hermes,
the god of games.

Petaunce, etc., obs. forms of PITTANCE, etc.

Petaurine (pftg'rain), a. and sb. Zool. [ad.
mod.L. Petaurtitse fern, pi., f. Pelaurus : see

next, 2.] a. adj. Belonging to or having the

characters of the fttaurilUC : see next, 2. b. sb.

One of the Petaurinx ; a petaurist.

Petanrist (p/tjvrist). [ad. Gr. niTavptaT/js
a performer on the Tri-ravpoi' or spring-board.]

fl. An acrobat, tumbler, rope-dancer. rare~.
1656 I>LOUNT Glossogr., Pctanrist, a Dancer on the Ropes,

a Tumbler, a runner upon Lines. 1658 in PHILLIPS.

2. Zool. Any marsupial of the genus Pclaurista

or subfamily Petaurinie (
- the old genus Petau-

rus), most of which have a patagium or parachute

by which they are enabled to take flying leaps ;

a flying phalanger, Australian flying-squirrel,

flying-opossum, or opossum-mouse.
1835 KIR BY Hal', ff hist. Atiiin, Il.xvii. 159 The petaurists,

or flying squirrels. 1839-47 Tonn Cyil. Anat. III. 262/2.

1868 OWEN Anat. 1'crtebr. III. 416 In the Koala, which is,

perhaps, a more strictly vegetable feeder than the Petaurists

or Phalangers, the caxum..is more than three times the

length of the animal.

Hence Petanrfstic a. : see quot ;
Petauri-stine

a. and sb. = PETAVKIXE; so also Petau'rite a.

1656 I'LOUNT Glossogr., Petauristick, tumbling, vaulting,

running upon ropes. 1890 Cent. Diet., Petauristine, PC-

tnitrite.

Petchary (pe-tjari). [Onomatopoeic, from the

bird's cry.] The grey king-bird or chicheree of the

West Indies (Tyrannus dominicensis or grisetts).
1860 GOSSE Rom. Nat. Hist. 17 Then the petchary, from

the top of a tall cocoa-palm, cackled his three or four rapid

notes, 'OP, PP, P,Q'.
Pet-cock, [app. f. PET rf.l or?rf.3 + COCK

rf. 1
12.] A small plug-cock fastened in a pipe or

cylinder, as in a pump or a steam-engine, for

purposes of draining or testing.

1864 in WEBSTKH. 1875 in KNIGHT Diet. Mcch. 1672/2.
1888 HASLUCK IModel Engirt, llandybk. (rooo) 107 The pet-
cock often fixed to a feed pump barrel is used to test the

action of the pump (to see whether it is drawing water), and
to draw off confined steam or air.

Pete, obs. form of PEAT, PITY.

II Fetechia (p/trkia) ; usually in pi. petechiffl

(-kiji). Path. [mod.L., a. It. petecchia
' a

specke,
or freckle or spot in ones face ', pi. petccchil

' the

meazels or Gods markes' (Florio 1598); thence

also F. pttkhic (1741 in Hatz.-Darm.). Ulterior

history obscure : conjectures in Diez, Scheler,

Littre; Hatz.-Darm. say
'

d'origine inconnue'.]
A small red or purple spot in the skin caused

by extravasation of blood, occurring in certain

fevers, etc.

[1583 HESTER Seer. Phiorav in xvii. 32 This is the true

and perfect Unction, that helpeth Petecchie, a disease so

called in the Italian.] 1794-6 K. DARWIN Zoon. (1801) I. 434

Hence the oo/ing of blood from every part of the body, and
the pctefhix in those fevers which are termed putrid. 1891

C. CREIGHTON Hist. F.fiidein. Brit. 588 There were small

spots or petechiae like those often seen in the plague.

Petechial (pftrkial), a. [ad. mod.L. pet'e-

chialis, f. petechia : see prec.] Of the nature of,

pertaining to, or characterized by petechiae.
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1710 T. FULLER P/iartn. Kxtemp, 129 In. .petechial Fevers
..it is accounted destructive. 1842 ABDY ll''ater Cure (1^4^)
16 Attacked by spotted or petechial fever with violent epi^.-

taxis. 1866 A. FLINT Prim. Ned. (1880) 1 124 True petecliiac
are to be distinguished from the characteristic eruption of

typhus fever, which is often called petechial.

Petechiate (pft/'kiA), a. [f. inod.L. pcti-chia
+ -ATE *.] Marked or affected with petcchiae.
1890 in Cent. Diet. 1893 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

Pete'chio-, combining
form of PETECHIA, as in

petechio-erythematous adj. (See quot.)
1897 Allbnti's Syst. Med. II. 192 Petechio-erythcuiatons

Rashes. These are formed as the name implies by a com-
bination of petechial and erythematous eruptions.

fPetecirre, -cu-rie. Obs. [AK. for OF.

petite keuerie (see CURY) ; cf. Petty Citry, name
of a street in Cambridge.] 'Small cookery',
cookery on a small or simple scale.

c 1420 Liber Coc0ruin(i%fa) 42 Of petecure I wylle preche;
What falles per to jow wylle I teche.

Peteekot, Peteet, obs. ff. PETTICOAT, PETIT.

Petefull, obs. f. PITIFUL. Petegre, -greu,
etc.

,
obs. ff, PEDIGREE. Petelade : see PASTELADE.

t Pe'tenlaitr. Obs. [a. F. pet-cn-fair (pctan-

le-r), i. pet PET st>.*, en tair in.the air.] A jacket

reaching down to the waist.
T 753 A. MURPHY Gray s Inn Jrnl. No. 24 Two very ugly

Monkeys, dressed out.. with Paris Caps, and well chosen
Petonlair and Petticoat. 1754 Connoisseur No. 25 (1774) I.

d petenlaiis may be seen at

1761 FOOTE in Brit. Mag.
195 Hence it is, that sacks and petenlaiis may be seen at
Moorfields and White-chnpel. 1761 FOOTE in Brit. Mag,
IL_3i5 English cloths, Irish linens, and French pcte'nlairs.

Peteous, obs. form of PITEOUS.

Peter (p/'taj), sb. Forms: 1-2 Petrus, 2-
Peter ; also 3-5 Petir, 4-5 Fetre ; 7- peeter
(in senses 4-6). [In i2thc. Peter

^
ad. L. Petrus,

a. Or. nV/jos, lit.
* Stone

*, translating Syriac

Jt&)o kefd (Cephas] 'stone', the surname conferred

by Christ upon one of his disciples, Simon Peter,

historically known as St. Peter, in honour of
whom it subsequently became a noted Christian

name, in many local forms, e.g. It. Pictro^Pedro^^.
Pg. Pedro

y Pr. Peire, OF. Pierres, in regimen
Pierre, F. Pierre

t AF. Piers, Pers, Pierce \ OE.
Petrus, gen. Pet(e}res, dat. Pet(e]re, ace. Petrus,
-um\ in Hatt. Gosp. nom. Petrus, Peter, dat. ace.

Petre, ME. 3-5 Petir, 4-5 Wyclif Petre^
A male Christian name ; hence in many trans-

ferred uses, mostly referring directly or indirectly
to St. Peter.

tl. As an exclamation or quasi-oath. Obs. (Cf.

Mary! Marry! etc.)

1350 M'ill. Palerne 681 He wende ful witerly sche were
in is arnies ; Ac peter ! it nas but is puluere. 1362 LASGL.
P. PI. A. vi. 28 * Knowest bou ouht A Corseynt .Men calle}>

Seynt TreuJ>e '..* Peter !' quod a Plou^-Mon . .

'

I knowe
him as kuyndeliche, as Clerk dob his bokes*.

2. Used in proverbial phrases in conjunction with

Paul\ esp. in to rob (f borrow from, f unclothe)
Peter to pay (f clothe) Paul, to take away from
one person, cause, etc. in order to pay, or confer

something on, another; to discharge one debt by
incurring another.
In quot. c 1400 we might think that there was a mere con-

junction of two well known alliterating names (cf. Jack and
Jill); but something Is prob. due to the association of St.

Peter and St. Paul, as leading apostles and saints, and as

fellow-martyrs at Rome. The phrase 'to rob Peter, etc.'

may have no more specific origin; at least, the current

explanation (quoted by Heylin in 1657-61)15 in its details set

aside by the chronology, as well as by the occurrence of
the phrase in French also: cf. 1611 COTGK. s.y. Pol, DCS-
couvrir S. Pierre pour coiivrir S, /W, to build, or inrich
one Church with the ruines, or reuenues of another; also in

mod.F., decoijfer Saint Pierre four coijffcr Saint Paul.
11400 Lanfrancs dritrg. 331 Sum medicyne is for peter

t>at is not good for poul, for f>e diuersite of complexioun.
i5 1S DAKCLAY

Egloges^ i. Fewe Princes gene that which to
them selfe attayne. ..They robbe saint Peter therewith to
cloth S. Powle. 1562 J. HEVWOOD Prov. $ Epigr. (1867) 131
Rob Peter and pay Poule, thou sayst I do : But thou robst
and poulst Peter and Poule too. 1581 PKTTIE Gitazzo'sCiv.
Caitv. in. (1586) 168 b, That in my judgement is a shamefull

thing, .to uncloath Peter to cloath Paule. 1657-61 HKYI.IN-
Hist. Kef. (1674) 121 The Lands of Westminster so dilapi-
dated by Bishop Thirlby ..the rest laid out for Reparation
to the Church of St. Paul ; pared almost to the very t] nick in

those days of Rapine. From hence first came that significant
By-word (as is said by some) of Robbing Peter to pay Paul.

1692 R. L'ESTRASGK Fables clxxvi. (1714) 215 Those that
Rob Peter, as we say, to Pay Paul, and take the Bread out
of their Masters Mouths to give it to Strangers, a 1693
Urqithart's Rabelais in, iii. 35 You may make a shift by
borrowing from Peter to pay Paul.

f 3. A name for the cowslip: = Herb Peter (see
HERB sb. 7 b). Obs.
a 1400-50 Stfrkh. Med. MS. 192 Peter or cowsloppe, herfa

Petri.

t4. A kind of wine : ? = PETEK-SEE-ME. Ofa.
a 16*5 FLIITCHER Chatues v. iii. (Song) By old Claret I

enlarge thee, By Canary thus 1 charge thee, By Britain,

Mathewglin, and Peeter, Appear and answer me in ineeter.

f5. 'Some kind of cosmetic* (Halliwell). Obs.

1689 Disc. Van. JModish Women iii. 43 Our fickle Ladies
no less blush (I mean if their Peeter would give them leave 1

.

Ibid. xi. 175 Then her boxes of Peeter, and Patches, and
all her Ornamental knacks and dresses.

0. Thieve? Cant. A portmanteau or trunk
;

a
bundle or parcel of any kind.
1668 HEAD Eng. Rogue i. Canting Vocab., Peter, a Port-

mantua. a 1700 I>. 1C. Diet, Cant. Crw, l-'lick the Peeter,
cut off tlie Cloak-bag or Port-manteau. 1828 P.CUNNINGHAM
N. S. IVnles II. 231 'Three peters cracked and frisked',
made a frequent opening of the morning's log. 1894 A.
MORRISON Mean Streets, etc. 261 People sat defiantly on
piles of luggage at the railway stations, and there was never
a peter to touch for.

7. Blue Peter: see BLUE a. 13 (also in Whist

simply Peter}*
1803 \aval Chron. IX. 417 She has had Dine Peter's flag

flying at the fore, as a .signal, .for sailing. 1885 PROCTOU in

Longui, Mag. VI. 606 The signal or Peter consists in

playing an unnecessarily high card to a trick.

8. Comb. a. f Peter-corn : see quot. ; Peter-
fish = St. Peters fish (see b) ; f petergras >

(-grys), npp. a name for wild thyme ;
Peter

Gunner,
* an amateur gun* (Farmer S/attg; but

&. peter = saltpetre) ; f Peterlock(?) ; Peternet,
a kind of fishing net; Peter-pastoral adj., deri-

sive expansion oipasIoral. Also in Thieves' Cant
in sense 6, &$peter-claiming, -cutter, -hunting, -lay

(see quots.). See also PETER-BOAT, -MAX, -PENNY.

1894 A. MORRISON Mean Stnv/s, etc. 258 From this, he
ventured on *peterclaiming, laying hands nonchalantly on
unconsidered parcels and bags at railway stations. 1736
DRAKE Rt'oracnni \. vii. 332 One thrave of corn out of

every carucate of land. . in the bishopric of York ; which to

tliis day is called
*Peter corn. 1862 MAYHEW Lond. Lal>oi>r

IV. 339 Some cracksmen have what is called a *petter -cutter,
that is, a cutter for iron safes, a 1682 SIR T. I.KOWNK Tracts
iii. 0,9 The fish called, .by some, a "Peter or Penny-fish ..

having two remarkable round spots upon either side, these

are conceived to be the maiks of St. Peter's lingers. ^1425
Voc, in Wr.-Wflicker 645/2 Hoc sirpilhitn, *petergrys. 1615
Cold Yeare 1614, Cij, It was a shame that poore harme-
lesse Birds could not be suffered in such pittifull cold
weather to save them-selues under a Bush., but that eucry
paltrie "Peter-gunner must fart Fire and Brimstone at them.

1633 SHIRLEY witty Fair One IT. ii, I smell powder, . . this

peter-gunner should have given fire. 1811 Lexicon Balatr.,
Peter Gunner, who will kill all the birds that died last

summer. 1812 J. H. VAUX Flash Diit.,*Peter-hunting,
traversing the streets or roads for the purpose of cutting
away trunks, &c. from travelling carriages. 1725 New
Cant. Did.,

*Peter- Lay, Rogues who follow Petty Thefts,
such as cutting Portmanteaus, c. from behind Coaches.

1397-8 in 36/// Rep. Dtp. Kfir. (1875") A pp. n. 90 [Nine locks

with nine keys, called] *petrelokes. 1584 in Descr. Thames
(1758) 63 Treat Nets, "Peter Nets, must be two Inches

large in the Meish. 1880-4 DAY Fishes Gt. Brit, $ Irel. I.

p. ci, Peter~nets have floats along the upper rope and
weights along the foot-line, one end Is attached on shore,
and the other anchored out at sea on a right line with the
coast. 1821 Blacks. Mag, VIII. 672 Water-gruel sonnets
on the *peter-pastoral ruralities of the Serpentine.

b. Combinations with Peter's', f (St.) Peter's

barge, bark, boat, ship, allusive names for the

Christian or Catholic Church ; f St. Peter's corn,
the single-grained wheat, Triticum monocofatm

(Linn.) ; t Peter's cress, a name for Samphire : sec

quot.; (St.) Peter's flsh, a name given to several

fishes (as the John Dory, the haddock, etc.) having
a mark on each side near the pectoral fin, affirmed

in legend to have been made by St. Peter's thumb
and finger when he caught the fish for the tribute-

money (Matt. xvii. 27^ ; Peter's penny : see

PETER-PKNNY.
6-1440 CAPGRAVE Life St. Kath. iv. 1214 Ye shal leden

hem on-to *peteres barge. 1597 GEBARDB Herbal \. xlvii.

i. 68 Briza hlonoiodos, after L'Obelius; ..in English
*Saint Peters Corne. 1884 MILLER /YaA., St. Peter's Corn,
Triticum monococcitui. 1866 Treas. Bot. 347 *Cress, Offer's,
an old name for Crithmwn inaritimnm. Ibid. 348 Thus
a herb properly enough called Rock-cress from its growing
in the crevices of rocks, came to be known as Peter's

cress. 1611 COTGR., Doree, the Dorce, or *Saint Peters fish.

1668 WILKISS Real Char. 137 Doree, St. Peters fish. 1857
WRIGHT Diet. II. 738/1 Piter's-fish, the haddock. Haddock
has spots on either side, which are said to be marks of St.

Peter's fingers, when he caught that fish for the tribute.

1678 Donna Olimpia 188 The only man judged capable of

governing *St. Peter's Ship in so boisterous time.

c. St. Peter's wort (also St. Peterwort,
Peterwort), a name for several plants: (a) the \

Cowslip, Primula verts (
= Herb Peter) ; (b}

'

certain species of Hypericum or St. John's wort,

esp. H. quadrangithtm \
also of the kindred

American genus Ascyrum\ (c} Feverfew, Pyre-
thrum Parthenium.
? 1516 Crete Herball cccl. TV, Primula veris is called pry-

merolles. Some call it saynt peterworte. 1552 ELYOT,
Ascj>ruirtt ..of some is called Peter worte: other wolde
haue it to be Tutson; some think it to be a kind of S. lohns
worte, and that is most lykely, and may be called square
S. lohns grasse. 1578 LYTE Dodoens\. xi. i$ It [Feverfew]
is called. , of some Whiiewurte, also S. Peters wurt. Ibid.
xlv 66 It is hoate and dry like S. lohns grasse, or S. Peters
wurte. 1597 GERARDE Herbal \\. cli. 434. 1733 MILLER ,

Card. Diet., Ascyruw, S. Peter's wort. 1785 MARTYN
]

Rousseau's Bot. xxv. (1794) 373 Another wild sort. .growing
in moist hedges and woods, and called Saint Peter's wort.

Hence Peterkin, Pe'terling
1 nonce-wds. [dim.

i

of Peter\, a petty claimant to the spiritual position
j

of St. Peter and his reputed successors the Popes.
c 1662 F. KERBY in P. Ifeywood's Diaries, etc. (1883) III.

'

30 Proud peter-lings vouchsafe the crown to bles. 1892
HUXLEY Ess. Controverted Quest. 15 Setting up Lutheran, !

ZwingHan, and other Peterkins, in the place of the actual
claimant to the reversion of the spiritual wealth of the
Galilean fisherman.

t Peter, ^. l
[f.

PETER ^.5.] trans. To apply
cosmetics to, to 'paint'.
1656 EARL MONM. tr. Boccalini's Ad~cts.fr. Parnass. 161

My face is now so fresh and ruddy, because people have
peter'd it, and coloured it with lakes.

Pe'ter, v slang or colloq. [Origin unknown.]
1. /fans. To cease, stop, leave off. slang.
1812 J. H. VAUX Flash Diet., Pettr that, synonymous

with sttno that.

2. intr. Peter out (orig. U. S. Mining coUoq.} :

To diminish gradually and cease ; to run out and

disappear (as a stream, a vein of ore); to die out,

give out, fail, come to an end.
a 1865 A. LINCOLN in M'Clure Life (1896) 133 The store

in which he clerked was 'petering out 'to use his own
expression. 1865 S. BOWLES Across Continent 133 Hum-
boldt River., runs west and south from three hundred to

peer out .

Peter, variant of PKTRK, saltpetre, etc.

Feteraro, ols. var. PEDRKKO, a small gun.
Fe'ter-boat. [app. f. PKTKK sb. + BOAT : cf.

Pcterman.] Local name (chiefly on the Thames
and adjacent coasts) for a decked fishing-boat
smaller than a smack or yawl ;

also for a dredger
man's double-ended boat, travelling equally well

bow or stern foremost.

1540 in R. G. Marsden Set. PL Crt. Adm. (1894) I. 99, I . .

being in a certeyn petyr boat corny ng toward the towne of

Lye. 1607 DKKKER & WKUSIER Nortlnv. Hoc \\. \. Wks.
1873 III. 20 If we haue but good draughts in my peeler.
boate, 1769 Chron. in Aim. Reg. 69/1 Discovered by the

people of a peterboat, on the shore somewhere below
(jravesend. 1851 MAYHKVV Load. Lafoitr (iB6i) II. 148 The
boats of the dteilgernien are of a peculiar shape. They
have no stern, but are the same fore and aft. They ait--

called Peter boats. 1862 Catal. Internal, l-ixhib. II. XII.

18 Model of '

Peterboat
',
used in the whitebait fi-hery.

Peterera, -ro, var. PKDKEKO, a small gun.

tPe'terish, a. Obs. [f. PETRE i- -isii *.]

Containing saltpetre.
1690 in R' W. Cochran-Patrick Mcd. Siotl. iv. (1892) 65

When peteriih earth shall he found, to dispose thereof for

the convenience of the gun-powder factories.

Peterman (prtaima-n). [app. f. PETER s&.

(in allusion to the occupation ot Simon Peter).]
1. A fisherman; formerly, app. one who practised

a particular kind of fishing.
c 1400 Act Comm. Council London in C. Welch Twver

Bridge (1894) 88 An Acte concernyng Petermen and other

fysshing in the Thames [decrees that] none fish in the
Thames with anglys nor other engines, but only with nets

of assize and only at times seasonable, nor near any wharf
of the bridge. 1500 Ace., ibid., Fines of Petermen for

fishing and rugging at the bridge, and with their nets and

engines daily hurling the same contrary to divers acts

thereof made. 1624 HEVWOOD Captives iv. i, Cloiunc.
But [resolve mee] feythefully. Fisher. As I am honest

pectennan. 1629 H. BURTON Trutlis Triumph 230 The
troubled sea, where Romes Peter-men finde the best fishing.

1630 in Descr. Thames (1758) 68 No Peter-men shall . . fish

or work with any Manner of Net upon the said Water.
a 1825 FORBY Voc. E. Anglia, Peterman, a fisherman; a
fellow-craftsman of the Apostle Peter. 1894 C. WELC"II
Tower Bridge 73 Crowded with devout citizens, from the

dignified Alderman to the rough-clad peterman. (Historical.)

f2. Some kind of beer. Obs.

1767 S. PATKKSON Another Trav. II. 51 To give him a

dram, or a glass of peterman.
3. Thieves Cant. [f. PETER sb. 6.] A thief who

steals portmanteaus from vehicles.
1812 Sporting Mag. XXXIX. 209 As good a cracksman

or peter-man as any in the ring. 1863 Story of Lane.
T/ricf g (Farmer) Sometimes he d turn peterman, and he
had been generally lucky at it.

t Pe'tenuas. Obs. rare. [f.
PETER sb. +

MASS sd.1] The feast of St. Peter ad Vincula,

Aug. i. (Cf. next, quot. 1747.)
c 1000 WULFSTAN Horn. 1. 272 Romfeoh gelaeste man

hwilce xeare be Peteres majssan. \yfi Aberdeen. Regr. XX.
(Jam.), Petermas nixt cumis.

Petermorel, obs. wx. petty morel: see MOREL.

Fe'ter-pe:nny, Peter's penny. Usu.
in pi. Pe*ter-pe nee, Peter's pence, [f.

PETER
sb. (in reference to the claim of the see of Rome
to the patrimony of St. Peter) + PENNY.]
1. Hist. An annual tax or tribute of a penny from

each householder having land of a certain value,

paid before the Reformation to the papal see at

Rome ; also, a similar tribute paid by several

northern lands.
The institution of Peter's pence has been attributed to Ine

king of Wessex, 688-728, and to Offakingof Mercia, 755-94.
It is mentioned as due by ancient law in a (Latin) leiier of

Canute in 1031. Il was discontinued by statute in 1534.
c 1205 LAY. 31964 Inne wes be uormeste mon pe Peteres

peni bigon. 1207 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 10139 Fram rome he

bro^te an heste pat me here nome Petres peni of ech hous

pat smoke out of come. [Cf. 9720 Peires panes pat me
gadereb manion.] 1:1380 Antecrist in Todd Three Treat.
H ^///(iSji) 147 Antecrist makip hise [priestsj knowen..



PETER-SEE-MB.

bi peterpens gederynge. 21491 j. Rous Hist. Reg. Angl.
(1716) 72 Denarius Petri, Anglice Petir pens, vel Romscol.

1535 COVERDALE Bible Ded., I passe ouer his pestilent pyk-
ynge of Peter pens out of youre realme. 1647 N. BACON
Disc. Gffvt, Eng. i. Ixvi. (1739) 148 The Roman Tribute of

Peter-pence was allowed by the Conqueror's Law to the

Bishops Court. 1660 R. COKE Ptnver fy Subj. 183 Every
one who shall have thirty pence of current money in his

house, of his own property .. shnll pay a Peter-penny,
j

1747 CAKTE Hist. Eng. I. 274 Ueing paid at the rate of

a penny by every family that had thirty pence annual rent

in land, every year on the first of August, the feast of St.

Peter ad vincula, [it] wns thence called Peter-pence. 1882

Encycl. Brit. XIV. 668/1 Linkoping. . it was at a council

held in this town in 1153 that the payment of Peter's pence
was agreed to at the instigation of Nicholas Breakspeare.

2. Applied to the voluntary contributions of

Roman Catholic peoples to the papal treasury
since 1860.

1884 Times (weekly ed.) 26 Sept. 12/1 The more ignorant
believers who were asked to contribute to Peter's Pence.

1902 Encycl, 5r//.XXV. 483/2 He [Antonelli, 1870] obtained
from the Italians payment of the Peter's pence (5,000,000

lire) remaining in the papal exchequer.

t Fe:ter-see-me*. Obs. AlsoPeter-sa-meene,
-se-mea, (?) -semine. [A corruption of Pedro

Ximencs, the name of a celebrated Spanish grape,
so called after its introducer: see quot. 1846, and
Notes to Dekker in Pearson's ed. 1873.] ^ ^m^
of Spanish wine.

1617 BRATHWAIT Law ofDrinking 80, 1 am phlegmaticke
as may be, Peter see me must inure me. 1623 J. TAYLOR
(Water P.) Praise of llempseed $ Peeter-se-mea, or head-

strong Charnico, Sherry, nor Rob-o-Dauy here could flowe.

1623 MIDDLF.TON & ROWLEY Sf>. Gipsy in. i. (1653) Ej b,

Peter see me shall wash thy nowle. 1630 DF.KKKR znd rt.
Honest \Vh. Wks. 1873 II. 160 A pottle of Greeke wine,
n pottle of Peter sa meene. 1631 HEYWOOD \st Pt. Fair
Maid of West in. Wks. 1874 II. SOT Peter-see-mee, Canary,
or Charnico. [1846 FORD Gatherings fr. Spain 152 The
Pedro A'inicnez, or delicious sweet-tasted grape which is so

celebrated, came originally from Madeira, and was planted
on the Rhine, whence about two centuries ago one Peter

Simon brought it to Malaga.]

Petersham (prtsjjam). [Named after Vis-

count Petersham, <:iSi2.] (aitrib,^ or cllipt. as

st>.} a. Name for a kind of heavy overcoat or

breeches formerly fashionable
;

also for the cloth

of which such overcoats are made. b. Name for

a thick kind of ribbon of ribbed or corded silk

used for strengthening the waists of women's

dresses, and for belts and hatbands.
1812 Sporting J\Iag. XL. 95 What crowding and jostling

to get a side view Of my Petersham breeches and coat of

sky-blue. 1819 Hermit in London III. 82 Put on my dowlas

Petershams, half-stockings, and dicky. i863GRONo\v./iirc<V-
lect. \\, 154 The Viscount [Petersham] was likewise a great
Maecenas among the tailors, and a particular kind of great-
coat when I was a young man was called a Petersham.

1864 Athenaeum 29 Oct. 558/3 We deal with less disputable
matters when we come to Petersham coats, so called from .

the head of the
' Dandies

'

of half-a-century ago, who after-

wards became Earl of Harrington. 1904 if 'oollen Drapers
Terms in Tailor $ Cutt. 4 Aug. 470/3 Petersham Cloth : A
heavy woollen cloth having a round nap surface; used for

heavy overcoats.

Peterwort : see PETKR sb. S c.

Petewous, -wns, obs. forms of PITEOUS.

Pe-tful, a. rare.
[f.

PET ^.^ + -FUL."] Pettish.

1861 SALA Dutch Pict, xx. 315 Sitting, with petful im-

patience, in the parlour.

Peth, Pether, dial, forms of PITH, PEDDER.

t Pethrow, obs, corrupt form of PEDHERO.
1630 J. TAYLOR (Water P.) Brave Sea-fight Wks. in. 42

Ordnance of whole Cannon, Demy-Cannon, Cannon Peth-

row, whole Culuerlng, and Demy-Culuering-

Pethwind, variant of BETHWINE.

Petiaguay, -augre, obs. corrupt ff. PIRAGUA.

Peticoot, -cote, obs. forms of PETTICOAT.

Peti degree, petiegre, -grew: see PEDIGREE.
\

Petie, obs. form of PETTY, PITY.

Petifactor : see PETTIFACTOR.

t Pe-tifoot, //. petifeet. rare. [For pettyfeet ;
\

rendering L. pediculus^ dim. of pes foot.] Little

foot : in quot. peduncle or pedicle (of an apple).
c 1420 Pallad. on Huso. in. 902 Let her petifeet downward

be wende, And louche hem not vntil they schal be spende.

Petigre(e, -grue, e'tc., obs. forms of PEDIUKKK.

t Petigrew, pettigree. Obs. Also 6 pety-
grew, petigrue, -gre(e. [f. PETIT, PETTY a. + Pr.

greit t agreu holly (also grevel, agreveu, agrafd^
agraftielfi, Mistral) = Gascon agreu, Cat. grevol

(K&rting) : L. acrifolium holly (f. acri-s sharp,

piercing +/o/ium leaf) : cf. aquifolium (for *actti- t

acifoliwn) holly. Petit greu may itself occur
in Pr., as the equivalent of F. petit honx '

little

holly*, synon. of brusc, butcher's broom.]
A name for Butcher's Broom (Rusats aatlealus}.
1538 TURNER Libellus^ Kuscies..Huim\e; officinae uocant

bruscum, angli Butchers broome, & Petygrew. 1548
Names of Herbes 69 Petigrue groweth in Kent wilde by
hedge sydes. 1597 GERARDE Herbal ii. cccxxiv. 760 It is

called.. in English Kneeholme..and Petigree. i6nCoTGR.,
Petit houx t Kneeholme, Pettigree, Butchers Broome.

Pe-tillate, v. nonce-wd. [f.
F. pttiller (dim.

oiptier to break wind) : see -ATE 3
7.] jntr. To

crepitate, to effervesce (as an aerated liquid).

748

iSga Blackw. Mag. LXXI. 622 Sparkling Hock and

peculating Moselle.

tPetilo-demenage. 06s. rare. = Petty lode-

manage : see LonEMANAOE.
1622 MALYNES AMC. Law-Merch. 138 Primage, Petilo-

deminage, and sometimes Pilotage, according to the ac-

customed manner in the like Voyages.

Petimorel, obs. var. petty morel : see MOREL.

Petinine (pe'tinain). C/iein. [f. Gr. irireiv-us

volatile + -INE 5
.] A synonym of ho-butylamine,

CH(CH :,) 2-CH 2.NH 2 .

1853 I'harmac, Jrti/. XIII. 134 The sulphates of. .chino-

line, picoline, pelinine are. .insoluble. 1857 MILLER Elein.

Cliein. I II. 212. 1868-77 WATTS Diet. Chcm. V. 737 Petinine,
a volatile base obtained by Anderson from the most volatile

portion of hone-oil, is.. isomeric, or perhaps identical, with

tetrylamine.

Petiola-ceous, a. rare~". [f. L. fetiolus PE-

TKJI.E + -ACEOUS.] = PETIOLATE.

1858 MAYNE Expos. Lex., /V/7Wi?rcH..petiolaceous.

Petiolar (pe-tioliu), a. [f. L. fetiolus PETIOLE

+ -AK.] Of, pertaining to, of the nature of a petiole.

1760 J. LEE Inirod. Bot. in. xv. (1765) 204 Petiolar Buds.

1793 MARTYN Lang. Bot., Petioians cirrus, a petiolar

tendril, proceeding from the petiole of a leaf. 1830 LINDLKY
Ntit. Syst. Bot. 169 The genus Eriogonum in which there is

no petiolar sheath. 1884 BOWER & SCOTT DC Bary's Phancr.

376 In the glandular ends of the petiolar appendages of

I'assiflorae.

Also Pe'tiolary a., in same sense. rare~.
1828 WKRSTER, Petiolar, Pctiotftry.

Fetiolate(pe'ti01("t), a. [ad. mod.L. pctiolat-its,

f. feliol-tis PETIOLE: see -ATE 1
. In F. pclioti]

Having or furnished with a petiole; stalked;
borne or growing upon a petiole or stalk, a. Bot.

1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Sitpp. s. v. Leaf, Petiolule Leaf, one
affixed to a plant by means of a peculiar pedicle. 1785
MARTYN Rousseau's Bot. xvi. (1794) 183 The lower ones

[leaves] petiolate, the upper sessile. 1861 BENTI.EV Man.
Bot. (1870) 133 When a leaf arises from the stem by means
of a peliule it is said to be stalked or petiolate.

\>. 7.ool. : see PETIOLE 2
; spec, in Entom. Be-

longing to the division Petiolata of hymenopterous
insects, with a stalked abdomen, as bees, wasps, etc.

1826 KIRBY & Se. Eatamaf.~x\ul IV. 185 Insects that have
a petiolate abdomen. 1856-8 W. CLARK Van dcr Hoeven's
y.ool. I. 350 Abdomen always petiolate.

Also Pe tiolated a., in same senses.

1756 /'////. Trans. XLIX. 835 The leaves. .of this species
are constantly petiolated. 1856-8 W. CLARK Van derHoeven's
Zoot. I. 641 Branchiopoda. Two eyes petiolated and a
frontal ocellus sessile.

Petiole (pe-tuwl). Nat. Hist. [= mod.F.

petiole, ad. L. petiol-us little foot, stem, stalk of

fruit : specialized by Linnaeus :

1751 I,INN/F.US Philos. Bot. 41 Pctiolns, Pcdmuulnf, Pedi-

ciilus antecesspribus Synonym! fuere, nobis autem minime.
Petiolus promit folium, et Pedunculus Fructificationem.]

1. Bot. The footstalk of a leaf, by which it is

attached to the stem ; a leaf-stalk.

1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp., Petiole, petiotum, among
botanists, expresses that stalk which supports the leaves,. .

as the peduncle does the fructifications. Ibid. s. v. Leaf,
The oppositely pinnated .. folioles stand opposite to one
another on the common petiole. 1870 HOOKER Stnd. Flora

250 Leaves, ..gradually narrowed into long winged petioles.

2. Zool. Applied to a slender stalk-like structure

supporting some part, as the eye-stalk in certain

Crustacea, or the stalk connecting the abdomen
and thorax in wasps, ants, and other insects.

lySzAsDB^in Phil. Trans. LXXII.44I note, Crabs, whose

eyes are placed on petioles, or stalks, and are mpveahle.
1856-8 W. CLARK / 'an dcr Hoevcn's Zoot. I. 243 Filaments
of branchirc numerous, placed on a petiole twisted spirally.

Fetioled (pe-ti<?ld), a.
_

[f. piec. + -ED ^.]

Furnished with a petiole; petiolate.
1793 MARTYN Lang. Bot., Pcliolatumfolium, a Petiolate

or Petioled leaf. 1877-84 F. E. HULME Wild Fl. p. xiii,

Stem-leaves shortly petioled or sessile.

Petiolule(petic'littl). Bot, [ad. mod.L. peti-

olul-us, dim. of fetiolus PETIOLE; also in mod.K.

(Littre).] A partial or secondary petiole ;
the

footstalk of a leaflet in a compound leaf.

1832 LINDLEY Introd. Bot. I. ii. 04 In all truly compound
leaves the petiole is articulated with each petiolule. _

1861

BENTLEY Man.
Bot_. (1870) 167 The divisions of the

petiole..
are then called petiolules, stalklets, or partial petioles.

Hence Petio'lular a. [- F. faiolulaire], per-

taining to a petiolule ;

lulf\, having, or borni

Petio-lulatert. [
=

iolule.rne upon, a petiol
MAYNE' Expos. Lex., Petiolular. 1881 BAKER in

Jrttt. Linn. Soc. 267 Leaflets 7,.. alternate, petiolulate.

Petious, obs. form of PITEOUS.

Petipanik, petty panic : see PETTY a. 5.

Petit (tpe'tit, \\prtf), a. (st>.) Also 6 petyt, 7

pettit ; P. 5-6 petyte, 5-8 -ite, 7 pettite; 7. 7

peteet, -e. [a. F'.petit, (am. petite (lithe.) =Pr.
and Cai. petit, Olt. petitto, pitelto (both in Florio,

1611). Found in Anglo-Fr. phrases or combs.

from ijthc., and as an En g. adj. in I4thc. ;
but

before 1400 written also pety, later petty, which

became the proper English form ; but, beside this,

petit continued in use, being still common in

the i7thc., though little used in the i8th c.,

exc. as retained in legal phrases, or as influenced

by modern French (in some phrases from which it

PETIT.

still occurs). While it was still a living Eng.
word the final / was pronounced, as shown by the

frequent l6-i7thc. spelling petite, -yte (in Eng.
only a spelling-variant, not distinctively fern, as

in Fr.). The stress varied ;
the alliteration and

rhythm in Piers Plowman shows petit (as does the

surname Petlif] ; while the spellings peteet, -eete,

show final stress.

The origin of F. petit is uncertain :

' the piimitive type
appears to have been *pittittttm or *pettittvm

'

(Darmest.),
and as there is no such form in L., many scholars think it

a derivative of a Celtic root pett-
'

part, piece, bit ',
whence

also It. pezza, F. piece, Eng. piece. Cf. Diez s. v. Pita,

Thurneysen Kettoroman. s.v. Pezza, Kurting (IQOI), stem

pett-, No. 7106.]

t 1. Of small size, small ; also occas. Few or

small in number. Obs.
a. 1377 LANGU P. PI. B. xiv, 242 Pouerte nis but a petit

binge appereth nou}t to his naule. 1420 E. E. Wills (1882)

46, i petit brase morter. 1569 T. NORTON To Q.'s deceived

subjects N. C. Diij, The number is great agaynste you, infi-

nitely exceedyng your petit multitude. 1665 NF.EDHAM
died. Mcdicinae 193 That sort of petit Animals, 1671 F.

PHILLIPS Reg. Necess. 356 Which declared the number of

his Servants not to be small, petit, or inconsiderable. [1854
H. MILLER Sch. fy Schin. xv. (1858) 323 A really handsome
man,.. with, .an erect though somewhat petit figure.]

0. 1567 DHANT Horace To his lik. R viij, Stamering age
to petyte laddes in corners al wil reede thee. 1638 SIR T.

HERBERT Trav. (ed. 2) 113 Kishmy a pettite castle not

farre from Tasques. 1650 FULLER Pisgah i. xii. 40 Many
other petite tracts of ground. 1671 GREW Anat. Plants I.

vii. 16 As in cutting a petiteand Infant-Bean, may be seen.

y. 1660 tr. Ajtiyraldus' Treat, cone. Relig. I. i. 6 The
fortuitous concourse of infinite peteet Atomes. 1675 TEONGK
Diary (1825) 114 At the south east corner of this peteete

building.

f 2. Of little importance or value ; insignificant,

trifling :
= PETTY a. 2. Obs.

a. 1362 LANGL. /'. PI. A. vin. 60 His pardoun In purga-
torie is petit, I trouwe. 1554 in Strype Eccl. Ment. III. xvi.

139 It was not meet.. that the bishop [Bonner] should debase
himself to such' petit Functions of Preaching. IS^THYNNE
Aniwadv. (1865) 52 But on these and suche petit matters,
I will not nowe longe insiste, a 1716 SOUTH Serin. (1717)
V. 492 Their grand Subject was Truth, and consequently
above all petit Arts, and poor Additions, a 1734 NORTH
Lives (1826) III. 275 His name .. confined to some petit

cycle in a musty genealogy. 1759 DILWORTH Pope 99 [His]
taste . . was turned entirely towards the grand ;

he hated

everything petit.

3- "5*5 JEW-EL Repl. Harding (1611) 135, 1 passe by other

petite faults. 1610 T. ABBOTT Old Way 25 By a petite
reason [marg. al>surdat ratiitttcnla\ of Pelagius he was
driuen to speake absurdly thereof, a 1637 B. JONSON Under,

woods, Enpheine ix, In all her petite actions, so devote.

1691 WOOD Ath. O.tiiu. (1817) III. 1203 In translating, .and

otner petite employments.
t 3. Subordinate, minor, on a small scale : =

PETTY a. 3. Sometimes as opposed to grand. Obs.

a. 1531 Dial, on Laws Eng. n. li. S vb, To scour the see of

pyrates S: petyt robbers of the sec. 1552 HULOET, Petit

brybar, furcifer. . . Petit bribarye, latrocininin. a 1661

FULLER Worthies, Hereford, n. (1662) 35 Milfred (a petit

Prince of that Country). 1721 J. RICHARDSON Statues, etc.

Italy -2-j-i,
The Stiff, Petit Style of Painting, the Remnant of

Gothicism. 1724 Bp. NICOLSON in Ellis Grig. Lett. Ser. n.

IV. 335 All our pedlers and petit merchants are con-

federating, .against the currency of them. [1897 Geneahg.
Mag. Oct. 365 In it [manor court of Teignmouth] were

anciently tried all petit cases relating to the inhabitants.]

/3. 1570-6 LAMBARDE Peramb. Kent (1826) n Kent was
then divided into foure petite kingdomes. 1588 Eirea.

iv. xx. 619 To deliuer the gaoles of.. idle poor folkes, petite

theeues, and some others. 16x3 PURCHAS Pilgrimage in.

ii. 196. 1641 HEYLIN Help to Hist. (1671)4 Those inferiour

and petite Kings, being in tract of time worn out.

fb. Hence Petit-bribing adj., practising 'petit

bribery
'

: cf. quot. 1552 in 3 a. Obs.

1634 CANNE Necess. Scpar. 143 The petitbribing Sumner
,

rideth foorth laden with excommunications

4. In special collocations (rarely hyphened), as

an earlier form or variant ofpetty : petit custom :

i

see PETTY a. 5 ; Petit Bag, canon, captain,
officer : see PETTY BAG, PETTY CANON, PETTY

CAPTAIN, PETTY OFFICER; also, petit CAPE,
CHAPMAN, CONSTABLE, JUROR, JURY, LARCENY,
SEROEANTY, -TRY, SESSIONS, TREASON.

||
5. In some mod. French collocations adopted

in English, as petit baume, a liquor distilled

from Croton balsamifentm in the \Vest Indies ;

petit choux, petit point : see quots. ; petit verre,
a glass of liqueur [lit. a small glass]. Also PETIT-

MAITRE, PETIT SOUPER.

1858 HOGG Veg. Kingd. 658 The distilled plant furnishes

the liquor called ean de mantes, or *petii baume, in the

West Indies. 1706 PHILLIPS,
*
Petits Ciwux,s. sort of Paste

1862 THACKERAY Philip xix, He summoned the waiter, and

paid for his *petit verre. 1895 Cornh. Mag. Nov. 5211

[He] sipped his-tttit verre.

B. sl>. f I. A little boy in a grammar-school ;

a junior schoolboy. Also transf. Obs.

1460-70 Ipswich Sch. Reg. in Trans. R. Hist. Soc. (1902)

XVI. 166 Petytis vocati Apeseyes and Song. 1531 ELYOT
Gov. lit. xxv, Some.. be as who sayeth petites and unethe

lettered. 1534 MORE Com/, agst. Trib. i. xix. Wks. 1165/2
A teacher of children, (or as they call suche one in the

grammer scoles) an vsher or a mayster of the petytes. 1571



of fetit adj.:

PETITE.

FULKE Confut, Popery 127 You haue discouered such a
solemne secret to the yong petits of Popery. 1691 tr.

Enrilianne's Obscrv. Joiirn. Naples 10. They.. count them
[classes] backward ; for that which receives the Petits at first,

Is called the seventh Classis.

f-2. A variety of domestic pigeon. Obs. rare.

1725 BRADLEY Fnm. Diet. s. v. Pigeon, Many sorts of

Pigeons, such as Carriers, ..Barbs, Petits, owls, spots [etc.].

II Petite (p*trt, petft), a. [In sense i, obs.

var. of prec. ; now only as Fr. fern,

see prec.]

f 1. A variant of PETIT, q. v. (used without refer-

ence to gender or sex). Obs,

2. Now, of a woman or girl : Little, of small
stature or size, tiny.

1784 J. BARRY in Lect. Paint. \\\. (1848) 132 His [Raphael's]
women in general are either charged and heavy, .or dry and
petite. 1794 (iomviN Cat. IViltiams 51 Her person was
petite and trivial. 1829 Yng. Lady's Kk. 290 The style of
dress suitable to . . the pretty and petite. 1875 W. S. HAV-
WARD Love agst. World 48, I know that Florence's slender

petite figure cannot compare with mine.

3. In certain French collocations often used in

Eng., as petite morale, minor morals, the ethics

of every-day details; petite piece, a minor per-
formance

;
in //., the minor writings of an author

(formerly as Eng. petite pieces}.
1712 BITDGFLL Spcct. No. 341 F 9 [The French] always

close their Tragick Entertainments with what they call a
Petite Piece. 1797 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) VI. 155/2 The
petite pieces of this eminent writer [Dryclen] . . are too
numerous to specify here. 1825 JEFFREY Ess. (1844) I. 265
[They] composed a variety of petite pieces, and novels of

polite gallantry. 1832 Kdin. Rev. July 521 The duties, and
decencies, and charities, which are, after all, the petite
morale of a home. 1884 SEKLEV //. IValpole viii. 192 This
country is. .hardened against \\\t petite morale.

Petit;e degree, obs. erron. form of PEDIGREE.

Petiteness (peVtnes). [f.
PETITE + -NESS.]

f a. Smallness, small size (obs.}. b. Finicking or

dainty littleness; puntness (contemptuous}*
rti677 HALE Prim. Orig Man. in. vi. 276 In respect of

the BRiallneu and petiteness of these little Animals. 1796
Mod. Gulliver's Trav. 50, I could not manage their box,
(from its petiteness), so as to play with distinct fairness.

1887 Pall Mall G. 18 June n A sombreness and roughness
of dress and a petiteness of person about a number of them
[Irish Members],

II Petitio (pAi'Jw, p<y-t*. [L. : see next.]
The Latin word for 'asking, begging, petitioning, :

petition ', used in some phrases : esp.
|| Petitio induciarum, Law = IMPARLANCE 2.

1706 in PHILLIPS. 1847 CRAIG s.v. Petition, Petitio indu-
ciarttm

t the same in the civil law as importance in the
common law; namely, a motion made to the declaration of
the plaintiff by the defendant, whereby he craves respite, or
another d;iy, to put in his answer.

|| Patitio principii ,pitrjw prinsi'pi,3i) Logic
[lit. begging or taking for granted of the beginning
or of a principle], a logical fallacy which consists
in taking for granted a premiss which is either

equivalent to, or itself depends on, the conclusion,
and requires proof; an instance of this; a 'begging
the question '.

1531 TINDALK Expos, i John v. 1-3 Wks. (1573) 420/1
Which kynde of disputyng schole men call Petitioprincipii,
the prouyng of two certaine thynges, eche by the other,
and is no prouyng at all. 1565 JKWKL Kepi. Harding
Wks. 1848 II. 339 This argument is called petitio principii,
which is, when a thing is taken to make proof, that is

doubtful, and standeth in question, and ought itself to be
proved. 1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. \. iv. (1686) n.
1668 DBVDKM De/. Ess. Dram. Poesy Ess. (ed. Ker) I, 132
Here you see, instead of proof, or reason, there is only
Petitio principii. 1761 STEKSK Tr. Skaniiy IV. Introd.,
Had it not been for a fatitio principii. .the whole contro-
versy had been settled at once. 1827 WHATELY Logic iii.

3. 142. 1887 FOWLER Deduct. Logic (ed. 9) viii. 145 The
argument in a circle is the most important case of the
fallacy called Petitio Principii (or, as it is more properly
called, PtHtioQttgnti. begging the question).

Petition (p/ti-jw), sb. Also 4-7 -cion, 4-6
-cioun, -cyou, etc. [a. .pt*titton t

in QY.peticittn
(i2thc. in Littre), ad. L. petition-em, n. of action

j

i.pctfre to aim at, seek, lay claim to, ask, beg.]
1. The action of formally asking, begging, sup-

plicating, or humbly requesting; esp. in phr. to

make petition, to ask, supplicate, or formally beg.
1417 in Ellis Orig, Lett. Ser. n. I. 57 He was forced

againste his will to make peticion to have yo* Peace by
indenture. 1500 HAWES Past. Pleas, xxxvi. (Percy Soc.)
187 We thought to her we made peticion. 1555 EDEN
Decades 169 The instant peticion of any other person. 1611
BlBLK Ettktr vii. 3 Let my life be giuen me at my petition.
1673 TF.MI-LK Otttnr, United Prw. Wks. 1731 I. 37 Petition
signifying barely asking or demanding, tho' implying the
Thing demanded to be wholly in the 'Right and Power of !

vtm-
lhat K ' Ve'

- l8l? CoBBETT Addr. Men Bristol Wks. i

XXXIL64 Petition, peaceable petition, is the course. 1872
\ HATS Growth Comm. 212 The company's charter could be
renewed only on petition and payment of a fine.

to. Petition of the principle-, begging of the

question ;
= PETITIO principii. Obs.

1579 FL;LKE Heskins' Parl. 223 He must haue an easie
aduersane, or else he shall gaine litle by surh petition of
principles. 1618 CHAPMAN Hesiod Ded,, Or if the allusi.in

(or petition of the Principle) begge with too broad a Licence
in the General). 1829 LAN DOR Imag. Com'., Diogenes q
Plato Wks. 1853 I- 458/1 Those terms are puerile, and imply
a petition of a principle.
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2. A supplication or prayer; on entreaty; esp.
a solemn and humble prayer to the Deity, or to

a sovereign or superior ; also, one of the clauses of
a prayer, e, g. of the Lord's prayer.
c 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. (1810) 299 Nede behoued him

grante to clcrke & baroun, & hold bam \>e conante of ilk

peticioun. c 1385 CHAUCKR L. G. II7. 363 (MS. Gg. 4. 27)
And here compleyntys & petyciouns. 1470-85 MALORY
Arthur \\\, i. 214 Now syre this is my petycyon for thys
feest, that ye wylle gyue me mete and drynke suffycyauntly
for this twelue moneth. 1552 Bk. Coin. Prayer^ Com-
tminion, Then shall the

priest saye the Lordes prayer, the
people repeating after him euery peticion. 1671 MILTON
Samson 650 This one prayer yet remains, might I be heard,
No long petition, speedy death, 1697 DRYOEN / ~irg. Georg,
iv. 733 What shou'd he do, who twice had lost bis Love?
What Notes invent, what new Petitions move? 1750 GRAV
Long Story 49 My Lady heard their joint petition. 1885
RUSKIN Pleas. Eng. 136 Our petition in the Litany, against
sudden death, was written originally to her [St. Barbara].

b. transf. The matter of the petition ;
the thing

asked or entreated: as in to have or receive one's

petition* to grant a petition.
(-1440 Gesta Row. x.xxviii, 154 (Harl. MS.) Sithe I shall

dye, I aske the law of you*, set'/. J>at I may have iij. peti-
ciouns or I deye. 1480 CAXTON Chron. Kng. iv, (1520) 31 b/2He sayde. .he shokle haue somwhat of bis petycyon. 1526
TlNDALB i John v. 15 We knowe thatt we shall have the

peticions that wee desyred of hym. 1601 SMAKS. jnl. C. n.
i. 58 O Rome, I make thee promise, If the redresse will

follow, thoureceiuest Thy full Petition at the hand ofBrutus.
3. A formally drawn up request or supplication;

esp. a written supplication from an individual or

body of inferiors to a superior, or to a person or

body in authority (as a sovereign or legislature),

soliciting some favour, privilege, right, or mercy,
or the redress of some wrong or grievance.
[1314-15 Rolls o/Parlt. I. 297/1 La dite Prohibition, dount

les transescryt est cosu a ceste petitioun.] 1450 Ibid. V.
186/1 Agreith to this Petition of Resumption, and the same
accepteth. 1544 tr. Littleton's Tenures (1574) 17 They haue
none other remedy but to sue vnto the lorde by peticion.
1601 SIIAKS. All's }\-'eIl v. i. 19 That it will please you To
giue this poore petition to the King. 1631 Star CJtawo.
Cases (Camclen) 8 The petition of Philip Uushell, whose
Father was unjustly condemned, soe is the title. 1736
SHERIDAN in Swiffs Lett. (1768) IV. 161 Thus this great
affair has ended like the Yorkshire petition, which has-been
the chief business of the house of commons this session.
i8ia J. SMYTH Pract. ofCustoms (1821) 386 Goods are said
to be delivered by Petition, when they are returned for some
legal purpose, and are allowed to be imported without the
tedious form of an entry. 1844 II. H.WILSON Brit, India III.

550 They prepared a petition to the House against the liill.

f-b. spec. The form in which the Houses of

Parliament formerly presented a measure for the

king's granting : now represented by the passing
of a bill for the royal assent. Obs. exc. Hist.

[1367 Act
_
36 Ediv. Ill) c. 2 Sachiez nous avoir resceu la

peticion baillez a nous par la commune de notre realme, en
cest present parlement en la forme qui sensuyt.] 1414 Rolls
ofPartt. IV. 22 pe kyng of his grace especial grauntej) bat
fro hens forp no byng be enacted to pe Peticione of the

Comune, bat be contrarie of hir askyng, wharby bey shuld
be bounJe wif>oute their assent. 1439 Ibid. V. 9/1 A Peti-
tion putte up to the Kyng in this Parlement, by the Com-
munes of this londe. 1512 Act 4 Hen. VIII, c. n Every-
thing . byfore rehersed declared and expressed in this bill of

peticion. 1681 KEVILE Plato Rcdiv. in Another Act.. by
which it was provided, That no Parliament should be dis-

mist, till all the Petitions were answered ; That is, in the

Language of those times, till all the Bills..were finished.
i8z8 CKUISB Digest (*A. 2) V. 3 It became, .fully established
in the reigii of Rich. I II. that no award could be made on a

private petition, without a formal and complete act of the
whole legislature.

c. Petition and Advice (Eng. Hist.} : the Re-
monstrance presented by Parliament to Cromwell
on 4 Apr. 1657.
1657-76 WHITELOCK Mem. (1732) 655/2 A Writing which

they stiled, The humble Petition and Advice of the Parlia-
ment of England, Scotland, and Ireland to his Highness.
Ibid., This Petition and Advice was presented to his High-
ness by the House. 18*7 HALI.AM Const. Hist. (1876) II. x.

258,266. 1845 CARI.YLE Cromwell (1871) IV. x. 245 This
* Remonstrance

'

of Pack's. ., under the name '

Petition and
Advice presented to his Highness,' became famous to the
world in those spring months. 1884 C. H. FIRTH in Low

Pulling Diet. F.ng. Hist. 818/1 On the whole the Petition
and Advice established a far more workable distribution of i

political power than the instrument of government.
d. Petition of Right : the parliamentary declara-

tion of the rights and liberties of the people, set

forth in the form of a petition to King Charles I,

which was finally assented to by the king in 1628.

Although not a formal statute or ordinance,
(

it has
ever been accepted as having the full force of law*.

!

(See also 4 a.)

1627 Act 3 Chas. I (title] The Peticion exhibited to His
Majestic by the Lordes

Spiritual! and Tempo rail and \

Comons in this present Parliament assembled concerning
divers Rightes and Liberties of the Subjectes. [Conclusion!
All which they most humblie pray of your most Excellent
Majestic as their Rightes and Liberties. 1647 CLARENDON ,

Hist. Reb. I. 8 Yet all these provocations and many other !

. .produced no other resentment than the Petition of Right. !

a 1676 WHITKLOCK Mem. (1732) 10/2 The King gave another
Answer to the Petition of Right,, .which satNfy'd the Com-
mons,., and so that excellent Law passed. 1768 BLACKSTONE
Comm. III. 134 This drew on a parliamentary enquiry, and
produced the petition of right, 3 Car. L 1824 MACKINTOSH Sp. \

Ho. Com. i June, The illustrious Judge on this occasion ;

appealsto the Petition of Right. 1827 HALI.AM Const. Hist.
\

PETITION.
1

(1876) I, vii. 591 The Petition of Right, as this statute is still

called, from its not being drawn in the common form of an
act of parliament. 1844 LD. BROUGHAM Brit. Const, xv.
(1862) 228 The Petition of Right, whereby the Lords and
Commons obliged the King to declare the illegality of

requiring loans without Parliamentary sanction.

4. Law. a. Petition of right', an ancient Common
Law remedy against the Crown for obtaining
possession or restitution of real or personal pro-
perty : in Law Fr. petition de droit, L. pctitio

jtis/itix. {Encycl. Laws Eng.}
1467-8 Rolls of'Partt. V. 575/1 By Writte or Writtes, or

by Petition or Petitions of right sued. 1473 Ibid. VI. 72/2
Any Castelles . . or Knheritamentes..wherof any persone or

persones have had restitution by auctorite of Parlement, or
restitution by Travers, Petition of Right, Lyvere, or any
Rccovere by the cours of the commen lawe. 1658 tr. Coke's

Rtg. iv. ssa (1826) II. 4-.'8. 1768 BLACKSTONK Comm. III.
xvii. 256. [1797 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) XIV. 242/2 Petition
..is used for that remedy which the subject hath to help
a wrong done by the king..: In which sense it is either

general that the king do him right. .: Or it is special, when
the conclusion and indorsement are special, for this or that
to be_clone, &c.] 1840 Penny Cycl. XVIII. 34/1 In modern
practice the petition of right is not resorted to, except in
cases to which neither a traverse of office nor a monstraunce
do droit applies, or after those remedies have failed. ..The
Latin term petitio justitise

' shows that the words are used
in the sense of a '

petitioner right '. 1898 Kncycl. Laivs
J-'.ng. s. v. Petition of Right ,

Stated in general terms, the

only cases in which a petition of right is available are where
the land or goods or money of a subject have found their

way into the possession of the Crown.

b. A formal application in writing made to

a court (a} for judicial action concerning the matter
of a suit then pending before it (formerly called

a cause petition] ; (b) for something which lies in

the jurisdiction of the court without an action, as

a writ of habeas corpus, an order in bankruptcy,
etc.

; [c] in some forms of procedure initiating a

suit or its equivalent : see quot. 1872.
1737 Reclaiming Petition [see RECLAIMING z>/, sb. b], 1802-12

BIMIIAM Ration. J-udic. Avid. (1827) II. 366 Petition is

the name given to the instrument by which, in cases of

bankruptcy, claims are preferred to the Lord Chancellor

sitting in a judicial capacity superordinate to that of the
commissioners of bankruptcy. 1818 CRUISE Digest (ed. 2)
VI. 541 Lord Hardwkke.. .1 did not think fit to determine
the matter upon a petition, but thought it proper for a bill.

1838 W. liKLL Diet. Law .Scot. 735 In the judicial pro-
cedure of the Court of Session, a petition and complaint is

the form in which certain matters of summary and extra-

ordinary jurisdiction are brought under the cognisance of the
C'ourt. 1840 Penny Cycl. XVIII. 33/1 A petition is an appli-
cation in writing, addressed to the lord chancellor, the master
of the rolls, or to the Equity side of the Court of Exchequer,
in which the petitioner states certain f;icts as the ground on
which he prays for the order and direction of the court.. .

A cause petition is a petition in a matter of which the court
has already possession by virtue of there being a suit con-

cerning the matter of the petition; and the petitioner is

generally either a party to such suit, or he derives a title to
some interest in the subject matter of the suit from a party
lo it. When there is no suit existing about the matter of
the

petition, it is called an ex parte petition. Ibid. 33/2 A
petition may be presented for the appointment of guardians
to infants, and for an allowance for their maintenance. 1848
WHARTOH LawLex. 518/1 A petition is the proper mode of

coming before the court for the relief of insolvent debtors.

1872 // 'harton's Law Lex. (ed. 5) 729/2 Divorce and matri-
monial suits, and suits instituted under the Legitimacy
Declaration Act, are commenced by petition. //>/<?., Muni-
cipal Klection Petitions are tried by a barrister under the

Municipal Corporations Act, 1882.

+ 5. Alath. A postulate ; an axiom. Obs.

1529 MOHK Dyaloge i. Wks. 149/1 These two thinges seme
to me two as true pointes, and as plaine to a christen man, as

any peticion of Euclidis geometry is to a resonable man.

1570 KILLINGSLF.Y Euclid i. post. i. 6 After the definitions.,

now follow
petitions,

which are the second kynd ofprinciples.
Ibid., Petitions, .are certain general sentences, so plain, and
so perspicuous, that they are perceiued to be true as soone
as they are vttered. 1656 tr. Holies' Eleni. PJtilos. (1839)

37 Alw> certain petitions are commonly received into the
number of principles; as, for example, that a straight line

may be drawn between two points. 1709 J. WARD J'wg*.

A/atA, Guide (1734) 11 Postulate or Petition. That any
Number may be diminished. .by taking another Number
from it. 1795 HUTTON Klath. Diet. II. 270/1 Pt*stnlate

t a.

demand, petition, or a problem of so obvious a nature as to
need neither demonstration, nor explication, to render it

more plain or certain.

6. attrib, and Comb., as petition-form^ -monger,
-writer \ petition crown, a pattern crown piece

presented to Charles II by Thomas Simon, and

bearing his request for its comparison with the

work of John Roeter by whom he had been super-
seded at the mint.

1853 Niimisinatic Chron. XVI. 135 Simon's 'Trial Piece*
..There exist four varieties... that which has on the edge
Simon's Petition to Charles II. to be employed on his new
coinage, and which is consequently known by the name of
the Petition Crown. 1903 Daily Chron. 6 Nov. 5/2 The
Petition Crown piece, of which a specimen was sold on

Wednesday for 310. was the famous Simon's protest against

foreign labour. 1887 Bui.LOCH Pynours v. 46 This brave
document was inspired by some petition-monger. 1900

Daily News 30 Apr. 6/2 We have to bribe magistrates, clerks,

and petition-writers to get a hearing.

Petition (p/tijsn), v. [f. PETITION sb. : cf.

mod.F. petitionner (1792 in Hatz.-Darm.).]
1. trans. To address or present a

petition
to ;

to make a humble request or supplication to ;
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FETITIONAL.

spec, to address a formal written petition to (a

sovereign, a legislative body, person in authority,
or court).

1607 SHAKS. Cor. n. i. 187 You haue, I know, petition 'd

AH the Gods for my prosperltie. 1637 Documents agst.

Prynne <Camden) 72 Sondaie last the parishieners petitiond
his Majestic that their church might not be pulld downe.

1765 BLACKSTONE Comm. I. i. 143 There still remains a '

fourth subordinate right, appertaining to every individual,

namely, the right of petitioning the king, or either house of

parliament, for the redress of grievances. 1818 CRUISE
Digest (ed. 2) V. 161 Lord Pembroke petitioned the House
of Lords for a bill to set aside an amendment made in a
fine, levied in the Court of Great Sessions in Wales. 1845
SARAH AUSTIN Ranke's Hist. Re/. II. 273 To petition the

emperor to hold an ecclesiastical council in the German
nation. 1857-8 SEARS Athan. n. ii. 186 They petition
Pilate for a guard.

b. To solicit, ask, beg for (a thing).
1631 HEYLIN St. George 86 The picture of some state or

Country, petitioning .. the ayde and helping-hand of so

great a Saint. 1812 CKABBC Talcs xvi. Confidant, All that
I hope, petition, or expect.
2. absol. or intr. To address or present a petition,

to make petition, to make a humble request or

entreaty, to ask humbly (for something).
1634 HEYWOOD Maidenhead Lost i. Wks. 1874 IV. 108 You

petition heere For Men and Money ! 1751 LABELYE Westm.
Br. 25 Westminster Bridge was petitioned for. 1766 ENTICK
London IV. 71 The method of gaining admission into this

hospital is by petitioning to the committee. 1838 LYTTON
Alice iv. v, The Colonel petitioned for three days considera-
tion. 1847 TENNYSON Princ. \\. 300 Then Violet. . Petition 'd

too for him.

Hence Petitioned (p/ti'Jand) ///. a.

1894 H. HUNT in Daily News n June 8/2 That the !

petitioned should not misunderstand us.

Fetitioiial (ptti'fan$l), a. rare. [f. PETITION
sh. + -AL. Cf. conditionali etc.] Of, pertaining to,
or of the nature of a petition.
1600 W. WATSON Decacordon (1602) 120 A very formall

letter, petitionall or suppHcatiue. 1641 BURROUGHS S/on's

Joy 37 A voice hath come from the Citie, a petilionall

voice, graciously accepted by_ you. 1847 BUSHNKLL Chr.
Nnrt. H. via. (1861) 393 Working toward a grand petitional

harmony with them.

Feti'tionarily, adv. rare.
[f. next + -LY^.]

In a petitionary manner : (in quot. 1646) by way of

petitio principii or unproved assumption.
1604 Snpplic. Masse Priests i Ever lowelie to solicite,

|

yea petit ionarily to importunate your Maiestie, for the
j

happy grant of so manifold, farre-spreading..ablessednesse.
1646 SIK T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. iv. v. 191 This doth but

,

petitionarily inferre a dextraluy in the heavens.

Petitionary fp/tt-Janari), a. [ad. med.L. >

petttionari'its, f. petition-em PETITION : see -ABY 1
:

cf. F. pjtitionnaire (1792 in Hatz. -Darin.).]
1. Of the nature of, consisting of, containing or

characteristic of a petition.

*579 J- SIUBBES in Harington's Nn%se Ant. fed. Park

1804) I. 162 These fewe petitionarye lynes. 1597 HOOK i-: it

F.ccl. Pol. v. xlviii. 2 Petitionarie prayer belongeth only
to such as.. stand in need of reliefe from others 1611 Ii.

JONSON Catiline iv. I, It is our base petitionary breath That
blows 'hem to this greatnesse. 1738 NEAL Hist. Purit. IV,
i }9 Dr. Gauden presented a Petitionary Remonstrance.

1855 TENNYSON Brook 113 Claspt hands and that petitionary
;

grace Of sweet seventeen subdued me ere she spoke.

2. Of persons : Suppliant, entreating, petitioning.
Obs. or arch,

1607 SHAKS. Cor. v. ii. 82, 1 . .coniure thee to pardon Rome,
and thy petitionary Countrimen. 18*0 LAMB Elia Ser. i.

Two Races ofMen^ To say no to a poor petitionary rogue.

1 3. Containing an unproved assumption GIpetitio

principii. Obs. rare~*.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. iv. xiii. 227 From plains
and naturall principles, the doubt may be fairely salved,
and not clapt up from petitionary foundations and principles
unestablished.

t Feti'tionate, ^. Obs. rare. [f.
L. petition'

em PETITION + -ATE 3
: cf. ambitionate^ etc.] a.

trans. To address with petitions, supplicate, peti- \

tion. b. intr. To make petition ;
to address or

present a petition.
1624 BP. MOUNTAGU fnuned. Addr. 120 Their more then

prohabilitie to preuaile in whatsoeuer they shall petitiouate
God for mee. 1625 in Cosin's Corr. (Surtees) I. 76 It will ,

be time enough to heare from you agayne, and in no case
'

time to petitionate till something be don.

Petitionee vp/tipnf
1

). U. S., Law. [f. PETI-

TION v. + -EE.] The person or party against whom
a petition is filed, and who is required to answer
and defend.

1764 Conn. Col, Rec. (1881) XII. 262 Unless the petitioner
would .. execute notes of hand to the petitionee for the
whole added together. 1767 Ibid. 618 Under the circum-
stances the petitioner ought not in equity to be holden to

answer the same to the petitionee. 18287-32 WEBSTEK,
Petitionee^ a person cited to defend against a petition. 1895
in Funk's Stand. Diet.

Petitioner (pftfrjimX [f.
PETITION sb. +

-EH -
: c. pensioner t commissioner, etc., and med.L. i

petltionarius beggar, f. petition-em PETITION.
In earlier use than PETITION v., but, after the introduction

j

of the latter, naturally viewed as its agent-n. in -ER '.]
_

1. One who presents a petition; one who petitions.
'

For quot. 1414, cf. PETITION sb. ?b.

1414 Rolls ofParlt. IV. 22 Consideringe that the Comune i

of youre lond .. ben as well Assentirs as Peticioners- 1553
T. WILSON R/ict. Ep. Aij b, I shal be acontinuall peticioner
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vnto almyghtye God for your preseruation. 1647 WARD
Simp. Cobler 14, I would be understood . . an humble
Petitioner, that ignorant and tender conscienced Anabaptists
may have due time and means of conviction. 1791 Anecd.
W. Pitt I. viii. 182 The relief desired by the petitioners.
1855 MACAULAV Hist. Eng. xvi. III. 714 Some petitioners
asked to be heard by counsel.

b. Hist. One of those who signed the address,
also called AUDKESSERS (cf. quot. 1681 s. v.) to

Charles II in 1680, petitioning for the summoning
of Parliament. Opposed to ABHORRER 2.

1757-1870 [see ABHORRER 2].

2. Law. a. A plaintiff in an action commenced
by petition, b. A petitioning creditor.

1503 Roils of Parlt. VI. 526/1 By whlche longe tracte of
tyme, the said Sueters and Pelicioners were and shulde be
discomforted. 1593 SHAKS. 2 Hen. VI, \. iii. 26 Alas Sir,
I am but a poore Petitioner of our whole Towneship. 1764-7
[see PETITIONEE]. 1845 POI.SON Eng. Law in Encvcl.
Mctrop. II. 835/1 Praying his lordship to issue his inat,

authorizing the petitioner, as such creditor, to prosecute
his complaint in her Majesty's Court of Bankruptcy. 1876
BANCROFT ///, U. S. IV. Ii. 286 The question as presented
by Dunning was already decided in favor of the peiitioners.
Mad. Rep, Divorce O/., The judge pronounced a decree
m$i

t
the petitioner to have the custody of the children.

Feti tioning, vbl. sb.
[f. PETITION v. + -ING i.]

The action of making or presenting a petition.
a 1649 DKUMM. OF HAWTH. Dec!ar, t etc. Wks. (1711) 210

They could not be induced.. to acknowledge the smallest

error, either in the matter of their petition or in the manner
of their petitioning. 1769 BLACKSTOSE Comm. IV. 147
Neatly related to this head of riots is the offence of
tumultuous petitioning. 1849 MACAULAV Hist. Eng. v. II.

658 James .. had treated modest petitioning as a crime.

Petitioning, ppl.a. [f. as prec. + -ING*.]
That pelitions ; supplicating, humbly begging.
Petitioning 'creditor^ one who applies for an adjudication

in bankruptcy against his debtor (Wiiarfoti),

1615 BKATUWAIT Strappado (1878' in This priuiledge and
Knightly honour ; Winch hauing got by long petitioning
suite. 1649 MILTON fcikon. iv. Wks. 1851 111.361 Unaim'd
and Petitioning People 1845 POLSON Eng. Law in Encycl.
Metiop. II. 835/1 Proof being given before them [commis-
sioners of the -Court of Bankruptcy] of the petitioning
creditor's debt ..and of the act of bankruptcy, the trader is

declared a bankrupt, 1849 E. B. EASTWICK Dry Leaves 4
A pony standing on his hind legs like a petitioning poodle.

Peti'tionist. nonce-wd. [See -IST.] One who
makes a practice of petitioning ;

a professional
or professed petitioner.
i8zz LAMB Let. to Coleridge, I met a venerable old man,

not a mendicant, but thereabouts; a look-beggar, not a
verbal petitionist.

II Petit-maitre (prt/iiry-tr). [Fr., lit. little

master.] An effeminate man
;

a dandy, fop,
coxcomb.
1711 ADDISON Sf-ect. No 83 F 5 All his Men were Petite

Afaifres, and all hi^ Women Coquets. 1754 RICHARDSON
Grandison (1781) II. v. 88 Do you pretend, in such an age
of petit maitres, to live single? 1820 T. MITCHELL Connn.
A ristoph. I. p. cliii, A boon companion for the petiti-maitres
of the Ilyssus. 1843 JAMES Forest Days (1847) 37 The long
and hanging sleeves of the loo^e coat he wore were . . one of
the distinguishing marks of a petit maitre of that day.
attnb. 1744 H. WALPOLK Lett, to Mann 22 July, A

little, pert petit-maitre figure. 1880 SHORT HOUSE J.In%le$ant
xxxviii. 537 He had.. the look of a petit maitre, and even,
what is more contemptible still, of a petit-maitre priest.

Hence (nonce-wds.} Petit-mai treship, Petit-

martreism. So
[] Fetite-maitresse, the female

counterpart of a dandy, an tltgante.
1818 LADV MORGAN Ft. Macarthy (1819^ II. i. 68 (StanF.)

At the head of these pious petite mattresses stood Miss

Crawley. 1822 AV?c Monthly Mag. IV. no None of the

petit-maitre>hip of the ait. 1824 Ibid. X. 518 We. .begin

on the downy couch. 1840 Penny Cycl. XVIII. 167/1 \.Pink-

erton) The Frenchified style of thinking and air of petit-

maitre-ship affected by the quondam laborious antiquary.

II Petit mal (p^t? mal). [Fr.,
= the little evil.]

The milder or imperfectly developed form of epi-

lepsy, when the fits are abortive or incomplete.

[1878 tr. //. von Zit'wsscn's Cycl. Hied. XIV. 190 Fro
consideration of the

'

little attacks' (petit mal).} 1891 Dail
News i May 5/5 It is impossible In one examination to say
whether a man suffers from petit mal. 1899 Alibutt's Syst.
Mc,L VII. gro The attacks of petit mal which may accom-

pany head-nodding. Ibid. VIII. 07 Paroxysmal vertigo in

hysterical patients has been called hysterical petit-mal.

tPeti'tor. Obs. rare. [a. L. petltor a candi-

date, agent-n. from petfre to seek.] A seeker*

applicant, candidate.

1613 T. GODWIN ROM. Aittia. (1674) 144 The Roman
Petitors or Suitors for bearing office. 1655 FULLER Ch.Hist.

xi. ii. 48 A very potent (I cannot say competitor, the

Bishop himself being never a petitor for the place, but)

de.strer of this office.

Petitory (pe'titsri), a. [ad. late L. petUori-u$ y

f. petitor : see prec. and -ORY.]
1. Characterized by asking, soliciting, or begging ;

petitionary, supplicatory. Now rare.

1579 G. HARVEV Letter-bk. (Camdeni 62, I suppose it

needlesse extraordinarilye to procure any noblemans petitory
or commendatorye letters in any sutch private respectes.

1651 JER. TAYLOR Holy Dying iii. 2 (1727) 63 The proper
voices of sickness are expressly vocal and petitory in the

ears of God. 1720 WodrowCorr. (1843) II. 518 The opinion
of friends at London, that no petitory clause for protection

PETRARY.
and favour should be in. 1864 BURTON Scot Abr. I. v. 299
As an equivalent to some petitory lines.. there were verses.

2. Law. Characterized by laying claim to some-

thing; \i\petitoryaction, etc., an action claiming
title or right of ownership, as distinct from mere

possession, in anything; b. spec, in 6V. Law. see

quot. 1773.
1602 frci.BKCKK znd Pt. Parall. 48 In our Law it is held,

that there is no diuersitie, where a man selleth land depending
a writ petitorie of the same land, or doe giue it depending
the writ. 1773 ERSKINE Inst. Law Scot. iv. i. 47. 655
Petitory actions are so called,, .because some demand is

made upon the defender, in consequence either of a right of

property or credit in the pursuer. Thus, actions for restitu-

tion of moveables, actions of poinding, of forthcoming, and
indeed all personal actions upon contracts, or quasi contracts,
which the Romans called condictiones^ are petitory. 1847
in Aiton Domest. Econ. (1857) 339 The action should con-
tain declaratory conclusions as well as petitory conclusions,
adapted to bring out the Sheriff's views. 1880 MUIKHEAD
Gains iv. 92 The petitory formula is that in which the

pursuer asserts that the thing in dispute is his. 1901 Scots-
man 9 Mar. u/i A petitory action by the. .Patents Company
..for payment of "1500.

3. That involves a petitio principii. rare.

183* SIR W. HAMILTON Discuss. (1852) 63 The fact of the
external reality is not only petitory but improbable. 1836-7

Mftaph. (1877) II. xxvi. 142 Any hypothesis is probable
in proportion as. .it Involves nothing petitory, occult, supei-
natural.

II Petit pate. Now only as Fr. (rvt*' pate).
Also 5 pety-petty, 7 petty-patty, pettit past6,
petipete, 8 petty patee. [F. petit little, and

p&te pasty, pie.] A small patty or pie.
c 1440 Anc. Cookery in HouseJi. Ord, (1790) 450 Payn

pufie, and pety-pettys and cuspis and dottcettes. a 1625
FLETCHER Women Pleased \\. vi, Shall I make petty patties
of him? 1678 T. BAKER Tnnbridge Wells 12 (Stanf.) A
Treat tfpettit Pasttw\& Brandy. 1688 R. HOLME si nttettry
in. iii. 84/1 Petipetes are Pies made of Carps and Kels, first

roasted, and then minced, and with Spices made up in Pies.

1787 P. BECKFORD Lett. Italy (1805) I. 29 Mademoiselle
G

, lost the heart of. .Lord W G
, by eating too

many peHts pates. Petits pates were at that time very much
in fa&oion. i8iz Sporting Mag. XXXIX, 163 Sausages are
admitted with petit pates.

il Petit semper (p^ti swp*). [F. petit little,

and sottper supper.] A little supper ;
an uncere-

monious supper to which a few intimates are

admitted
; orig. in reference to the French court in

the 1 8th century.
1765 Ann. Reg. n. 56 Those petit-soupers of which the king

[of France] is so fond. 1819 SHELLEY Peter Bell'v. i, Among
the guests who often staid Till the Devil s petits-soupers,

1849 LONGF. in Life (1891) II. 149 After the concert a petit-

souper.

Pe'tkin, Pe'tling, nonce-diminutives of PET!.
1863 HOLME LEE Annie Warleigh II. 2 She tried to nurse

Katherine's tiny petkin. 1837 New Monthly Mag. LI. 183
Ue-scented and be-Honed petlings !

Petong, obs. form of PAKTONG.

Petous(s, petowiss, obs. Sc. forms of PITEOUS.

Petralogy, etc., erron. f. PETROLOGY, etc.

Petranel, obs. form of PETHONEL.

Petrardial{pftraukal), a- [f- Petrarch, It.

Petrarca^ personal surname + -AL.] Of, pertain-

ing to, characteristic of, or in the style of the

Italian poet Petrarca or Petrarch (1304-74). So
Fetra rchan a. (also as sb. = Petranhist}^ Pe-

trarche'sque, Petra*rchian adjs.\ Fetrarchisni

(p/"tra.ikiz'm), imitation of the style of Petrarch ;

Pe'trarchist, an imitator of Petrarch ; Fetrarch-
i-stical a., imitative of Petrarch; Fe'trarchize
v. intr., to imitate Petrarch's style.
1818 KEATS Let. Wks. 1889 III. 159 Were it my choice, I

would reject a *Petrarchal coronation. 1817 BEDDOES Lei.

Apr., Poems (1851) p. Ixix, The sonnets, &c. are much more
to my taste than that "Petrarchan 'eau d'Hippocrene
sucrce '. 1881 Athen&um 28 May 714/2 Conforming the

structure of his sonnet to the Petrarchan type. 1904 Q. Rev.

July s Wyatt . . leaned upon the forms of Italy the porcelain
sonnet of the Petiarchans, the satiric terza riina of the

Alamanni. 1839 HALLAM I/ist. Lit. n. v. u note, It is..
*
Petrarchesque in a high degree. ai8oiR.GALLP0ets(i8io)
12 His sweet *Petrarchian lay. 1881 Encycl. Brit. XIII.

506/1 From this period[i4th century] also dates that literary

phenomenon known under the name of *Petrarchism. 1823
ROSCOE Siswoiidfs Lit. En>. (1846) I. xv. 438 He ridiculed

both the pedants and *PetrarchUts. 1897 W. P. KBR Epic
Rom. 233 The ideal of Petrarch was formulated and

Wks. (Grosart) II. 93 All the noblest Italian, French, and

Spanish Poets, haue in their seuerall Veines *PetrarchIsed.

1611 COTGR., Petrarquiser, to Petrarkise it, to write like a

passionate louer. 1902 Q. Rev. Oct. 440 That was the

direction in which he [Surrey] Petrarchised.

Petrary (pe-trari). Now only Hist. [ad.

med.L. petrdria fern. (Du Cange), f. petra 'stone

= OF. perriere, Cf. also \\..petriero masc. (Klorio'
= Sy. pcdrero* Y.pierrier, all in same sense.] A
medieval military engine for discharging stones :

= PEURERO, PERKIER.
1610 HOLLAND Camdens Brit. \. 400 On the East-side

there was planted one Petrarie and two Mangonells. 1795
SOUTHEV Joan ofArc vm. 250 Charging with huge stones



PETRE.

Fetre (piHai). Also 7 peeter, 7-9 peter.

[In sense i, abbreviation of SALTPETRK
;
in sense 2,

ad. L. pelra, Gr. irc'rpa rock.]
1. = SALTPETRE. (Now only technical colhij.)

1594 (see c below]. 1626 BACON Sylt'ti 120 A Mixture of
Petre and Sulphur without Coale. 1644 NvEGnnnery (1670)
6 Certainly if Gunpowder were only made of peter, that

would be more strong than powder made of peter. Coal and
Brimstone. 1667 T. HENSHAW in Phil. Trans. II. 470 To
see whether it will shoot into Chrystals of Peeter. 1869
BI.ACKMORE Lorna D. i, The fire of candle lays hold of the

peter with a spluttering noise and a leaping.

t b. Also pttre-saU. Obs.

1708 Brit. Apollo No. 78. 2/1 The Peter-salt is that which
is chrystalliz'd last, is fix'd as Sea-salt. 1728 WOODWARD
Kleth. Fossils 36 note, Nitre, while. .in its native State, is

call'd Petre-Salt: when refin'd, Salt-Petre. 1763 Mnseiim
Rust. I. 53 To let the lye drain off from the petre-salt.

c. attrib., as f petre map, a manufacturer of

saltpetre (obs.'].

1594 PLAT Jewcll-ho. i. 47 That salt, whereof the Peter
men doo gather a bushell or two at the most, from thirty
tunnes of earth.

t 2. Oil ofpetre: rock-oil, petroleum. Obs.

1653 WALTON Angler \m. 172 A small piece of Scarlet.,
sokea in, or annointed with Oyl of Peter, called by some,
Oyl of the Rock. 1697 Pf"l- Trans. XIX. 544 There is

likewise Distilled from this Stone, an Oil which may be
used for Oil of Petre. 1741 Conipl. Fain.-Piete i. i. 58 Take
red and unsophistical Oil of Petre, and anoint therewith.,
the Part affected.

Petrean (p/trran),0. rare. lObs, [f.L.peirie-us
(
= F. pflrte, \\..pelreo, a. Gr. Trfrpaios rocky, stony,

f. irtTpa rock) + -AN. (Hence the name Arabia
Pelrsia. Arabia the rocky.)] Rocky ; of or per-

taining to rocks or stones ;
of Arabia Petiaea.

1632 LITHGOW Trav, vv2ro Arabia Petrea ..diuidetli the
true Syria from Canaan ; this Petrean countrey it selfe,

deualling euen downe to the limits of lacobs bridge. 1803
G. S. FABER Cabiri II. 448 We have already found in that

country the ancient petrean worship established.

Petreity (pftrriti). [ad. meA.Schol.L.petrieiidf,
f. petrne.-us : see prec. and -ITY. Cf. paneily.'] The
essential quality of being a stone, stoniness.

1711 tr. Werenfclsiits' Disc. Logomachy* v\. lor Hzecceitys,
Ecceilys, Petreitys, Quidditys, Identity's \_pctreitatcs, quid-
dilate 1

!, identitates ] . . and whole Cart-loads of Qualitys.
1901 M. H. DZIEWICKI Wyclifs Misc. Pliilos. I. p. Ixxvii,
What makes a stone to be a slone? Petreity. Therefore
igneity, petreity, are substantial forms.

Petrel (pe-ttel). Also 7 pitteral, 8 pittrel,

petril, petteril, 8-9 peterel. [Occurs in 1676
aspitteral, in 1703 spelt petrel by Dampier, who
says that the name was derived from that of
St. Peter : see quot. If this was so, petrel may
have been a formation analogous to cockerel,

dotterel, hoggerel, pickerel ; or might represent a
Latin dim. of Petrtu (e.g. Pelrillus, Pctrellus).
The name appears first in Eng. ; it occurs in F. (Jteirctl as

a term of Ornithology in Brisson 1760; to Buflpn ^82 it

was app. an Eng. word requiring explanation. The
Norwegian Soren Pedcrs, and Pedersfugl (Brunnich 1764),
and Ger. Peters vogel are also later than the Eng. and app.
suggested by it ; they support Dampier's explanation. (But
it is of course possible that the word had some other source,
represented by pitteral, and that the association with Peter
was due to popular etymology.)]
A small sea-bird, Procellariapelagica,V!\\h black

and white plumage and long wings; hence extended

(with qualifications) to any species of the genus
Procellaria (distinctively called Storm-Petrels or

Stormy Petrels), or of the family Procellariidse, or
order Titbiaares, esp. of the subfamily Procel-
lariiitR. See quot. 1804.
1676 FI.AWKS "Jrnl. I'oy. Nova Zcmtla. in Ace. fay. i. (1694)

181 Saw many Pitteralsabout the Ship. 1703 DAMPIER Vy.
III. 1.97 As they fly.. they pat the Water alternately with
their heel, as if they walkt upon it; tho' still upon the

Wing. And from hence the Seamen give them the name of

Petrels, in allusion to St. Peter's walking upon the Lake of
Gennesareth. 1748 /'Ml. Traits. XLV. 166 The Pittrel or
Storm-Fink. 1767 CARTKRET in Hawkesworth I'oy. (1773)
I. 318 The peterels, to which sailors have given the name
of Mother Carey's Chickens. 1768 PKNNANT Zool. II. 431
The whole genus of Petrels have a peculiar faculty of
spouting from their bills, to a considerable distance, a large
quantity of pure oyl. 1776 Ibid. (ed. 4) II. 467 Stormy
petrel. 1801 BARRINGTON Hist. N. S. Wales viii. 270 The
sooty petrel had appropriated a certain grassy part of the
island to herself. 1825 WATEHTON Wand. S. Amer. n. i.

85 When it blows a hard gale of wind, the stormy Petrel
makes its appearance. 1838 POR A . G. Pyni Wks. 1864 IV.

r23 Mother Carey's geese, or the great peterel. ..The great
peterel is as large as the common albatross and is car-
nivorous. l843YARRKl.L//u/. Brit, Binis\ll. 514 The Storm
Petrel,. .exhibiting the deep keel of a Swift, and possessing
accordingly enduring powers of flight, a 1879 'n Poems
Places, Br. America, etc. go Pied petrels coursed about the
sea. 1894 NEWTON Diet. Birds s.v.,The true Petrels, Pro-
allariinx, in which. .are combined forms so different. .as
the Diving-Petrels, Ptlecanoides or Halodroma, the Storm-
Petrels, Procellaria, the Flat-billed Petrels, Priox, the
Fulmar, the Shearwaters and others.. .The common Storm-
Petrel, Procellaria pelagica. .Seamen hardly discriminate
between this and others
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b. Locally applied to the Kittiwake.

1770 PENNANT Zool. IV. 26 [The] Kittiwake. .inhabits the
romantic cliffs of Flamborough head. [Note] Where it is

,

called Petrel.

Petrel, var. PEITBEL Ol>s. Petrenall, obs. f.
'

PETRUNEL. Petreol, obs. f. PETROL. Petrera,
-ro, obs. var. PEDRERO, a small gun.
Petrescent (pAre-sent), a. ?0!>s. \i.\,.petra

, rock, stone + -ESCKNT.] Properly, Becoming con-

;

verted into stone or petrified ; but usually, Having
the quality of petrifying, petrifactive. (In quot.

J757> Tending to form 'stone' or calculus.)
1663 BOYLE Use/. Exp. Nat. r/iilos. n. ii. y. A Liquor

abounding with pctrescent parts may. .turn Wood (as 1 have
observ'd in a petrifying Spring) into a kind of Stone. 1676
HODGSON in Phil. Trans. XI. 766 Concerning petrescent
Springs. 1757 Phil. Traits. L. 216 The petrtscent quality
of his urine was. .destioyed. 1763 Brit. Mag. IV. 216 He
thought it possible to make oysters and mussels breed pearls
by feeding them with a proper petrescent water. 1819 H.

|

BUSK Banquet n. 456* Round the lapideous tuft,, .petrescent
tendrils curl.

So Fetre sceiice, Petre'scency, the process of

\ petrifaction ; formation of calculus.
i66z J. CHANDLER Van HelmonVs Orzat. 246 That which

\

I have said.. of the Disease of the Stone, concerning the

stony seed, and so of petrescency or the manner of making
1 in stones. 1663 HOVLK Use/. Exp. Nat. Philos. n. ii. 35
,
None of the enumerated ways of Petrescency. .deserves to

'. be look'd upon as satisfactory. 1799 KIKWAN Geol. Ess.
'

140 It proves. .that petrifactions are carried on in appro-
priate circumstances in modern times, and the successive

process of petrescence.

Fetricolous (pAri-kJIas), a. Zool. [f. mod.
L. *petricola (f. petra rock -f- cohere to inhabit) +

-OL'S; in mod.F. pttricole (Littre).] Inhabiting
rocks; saxicolous ; lithodomous.
1858 W.iw&v. Expos* Lex.) Pctricolus.. shells found in more

or less hard rocks which their animals pierce: petricolous.
Petrie (p^-trz), v. Massage, [ad. F. ptiri-r to

knead, in QF.pestrir: L. lypG*20&/rfftf, f.pistnra

pounding.] trans. To knead in massage.
1887 D. MAGUIRE Art Jfassagc iv. (ed. 4) 57 (Jra.spin:;

between his thumb and four fingers those of the patient, he

fetries
all the circumference for a few minutes. Ibid. 58

'resses strongly while he petries the centre of the hand.

Petrifaction (petrife-kfan). Also 8-9 erron.

petre-. f f. PETRI FV, after satisfaction, stupe-

faction^ from satisfy, stupefy, L. sathfctcfre ^ stupe
-

facerej etc., instead of the etymological form

PURIFICATION.]
1. The action of petrifying, or condition of being

petrified; conversion into stone or stony substance
;

in Path, formation of (

stone
'

or calculus.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. n. v. 91 That corall is

soft under water, but waxeth hard as soon as it arriveth
unto the ayre, ..we have some reason to doubt,., from so
sudden a petrifaction, and strange induration. 1704 J.
HARRIS Lex. Tedm. I, Petrifaction, is properly the changing
of amix'd Bodyintoa Stony Substance, when it had no such
Nature before; and the Action by which this is performed,
is called, Petrification. 1802 PI.AYFAIK tlhtstr. Hntton.
The, 117 What are called petrifactions or the formation of

stony substances by means of water. 1885 G. DKNMAN in

Law Rep. 14 Q. B. I)iv. 951 Pearson ..[had made a] well for

the convenient petrifaction of barristers' wigs and other

interesting objects. 1896 Alibutfs Syst. Med. I. 195 Dead
tissues lying in the midst of living tissues are prone to calci-

fication and petrifaction.

b. fig. : of. PKTKIFY 2.

1722 WOLLASTON Rdig. Nat vi. T7 The principle of

compassion .. broke through bis petrifaction, and would
shew that it could not

totally
be eradicated. 1820 HAZUTT

I Lcct. Dram. Lit. 253 This is making a petrefaction both of

j

love and poetry. 1868 HAWTHORNE Antcr. Note*ttks. (1879)
j

II. 148 To my horror and petrifaction. 1874 DFUTSCH
Rent. 172 The common assumption that Islam is identical
with mental and religious petrifaction.
2. cotter. Something petrified, or formed by con-

version into stone; a stony concretion formed by
the petrifying of an organic body, as in fossils, or

by the deposition of mineral substance from solu-

tion in water or other liquid, as in stalactites and

stalagmites.
1686 PLOT Staffordsh. 190 So far are these stones from

being petrifactions. 1692 RAY Disc. n. iv. (1732) 155 His
curious Collection of Petrifactions, 1758 J. S. Le Drains
Observ. Snrg. (1771) 259 A Disposition in the Blood to form
Concretions and Petrefactions. 1812 Chron. in Ann. Reg.
142 There was discovered under the cliffs.. the complete
petrifaction of a crocodile, seventeen feet in length. 1848
DICKENS Dontiey xxiii, Curling and twisting like a petri-
faction of an arbour over the threshold. 1872 NICHOLSON
Palxont. 2 Fossils, or, as they are often termed, petrifactions.

fig. 1818 HAZLITT Eng. Poets v, (1870) 128 He gives you the

petrifaction of a sigh. 1856 STANLEY SitMi <y Pal. xiv.

(1858) 449 The House of Loretto is the petrifaction, so to

speak, of the
'

Last Sigh of the Crusades '.

Petrifactive (petrifc-ktiv), a. [f. stem of

petrifact-ion + -\\E', cf. stitpefaciive.] Having the

quality of petrifying ; causing petrifaction.
1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. in. xxiii. 167 The Lapi-

dtiscencies, and petrifactive mutations of hard bodies. 1778
W. PRYCE A/in. Corinth. 103 The petrifaclive <|uality of
water. 1857 H. MILLER Test. Rocks iii. 145 The famous

,

fossil-man of Guadaloupe, locked up by the petrifactive
agencies in a slab of limestone.

Fetrifiable (pe-trif9i,ab'l), a. rare~\
[f.

PKTKIFY + -ABLE.] Capable of being petrified.
In mod. Dicta.

PETRIFY.

Fetrific (p/triTik), a. Now rare. [ad. med.L.

petrijic-us, (.petra rock, stone: see -FIC.]
1. Having the quality of petrifying; making
something into stone, or as hard as stone; petri-
factive, petrifying; in Path, causing the formation
of ' stone

'

or calculus.

1667 MII.TON- /'./,. x. 293 The aggregated Soyle Death
with his Mace petnfic . . As with a Trident smote. 1670

j

W. SIMPSON Hytiral. Ess. 136 Indued with a deopilative,
and (if I may so say) antipetrilick property. 1695 CONGRKVK
Taking of Kamnre xi, Winj-'d Perseus, with Petrifick
shield Of Gorgon's head. 1746 SIMON in Phil. Trans.
XLIV. 308 Convinced of the petrific Quality in some Parts
of the Lough. 1811 W. TAYLOR in Monthly Mag. XXXI.
448 The progress of

peltifjc conversion may be traced to a
considerable depth in contiguous., strata. 1839 Di:QuiNci:v
Recoil. Lakes Wks. 1862 II. 44 Stiffened, as by the petrific
touch of Death.

fig. 1729 SAVAGE H'andtier I. 56 [Winter^] Breath A
nitrous Damp, that strikes petrific Death. 1782 Miss BUKNI.V
Cecilia VI. ii, A look meant to be nothing less than petrifn:.

1837 Dii QUISCF.V in Tail's Mag. IV. 69 No society is

. . so cheerless and petrific in its influence upon others.

2. 1-oosely in passive sense : Petrified, stony.
1804 ANNA SEWAHD Mem. Danvia 214 Marble and other

petrific substances. 1888 F. P. NOBI.E in Chicngit Atii-anc,:
10 May 290 In Heidelberg, Calvinism is plastic, Scriptural,
dynamic ; in Westminster, petrific, scholastic, dugmatic.

fPetri-ficate, v. Obs.
[f. L. typi:

*pctrificare'.\\.pctrificare, Y.pi'trijtei) : see -ATE :;

.]= PKTHIFV. So t petri'ficant a., petrifying.
1603 FLOKIO Montaigne 11. x.vxvii. (1632) 437 There was

some gretlie or petrificant qualilie. 1647 J. HALL /Vrw.v
II. 96 Though our hearts petrificated were, Vet causedst
thou thy law be graven there.

Petrification petrifikv
;

'Jbn). Now ;/<;. [a.
F. petrification (ifitlic. in Hatz.-Darm.) = Jt.

pelrificazione, t -atione (Florio), L. type (prob. in

mod.L.) *pelrifuiilio, n. of action from *pctrificarc,

purifier, PETRIFY. For this the non-etymological
petrifaction has been substituted.]

|

1. - PETRIFACTION i.

1611 COTGR., Petrification, a petrification ; a making
stonie, a turning into stone. 1646 SIR T. UROUNE Pseud.
Ep. n. v. 91 We have . . visible petrification of wood in

many waters. 1665-6 1'hil. Trans. L 320 Much has been
already said and written of Petrification. 1776 (1. Si Mri.r.

Building in H'ater 132 It is the Lime alone, that creates
the Petrification. 1882 GKIKIE Text-bk. Geol. v. 6n The
only true petrification . . consists in the abstraction of the

organic substances, molecule by molecule, and in their

replacement by precipitated mineral matter.

b. fig.
= PETRIFACTION i b.

1678 CI.'DWORIH Intcll. .Syst. I. iv. r. 193 Mortification
or petrification of the son I. 1681 H. HAI.LV\VKI.I.,I/I {a/j>rt/.
Introd. B, This state and condition he terms, .a Petrificatiun
or Mortification of the Mind. 1865 DICKENS Mitt. />. i. \, A
widowed female glaring petrification at her fellow creatures.

1891 Daily News_ 28 Apr. 6/2 The misfortune was that the

contagion of petrification had spread to the free churches.

2. lona: PETRIFACTION 2.

1677 PLOT Oxfordsh. ii. 26 Incrustations are petrifica-
tions, made by such waters as let fall their stony particles.
1762 tr. Buschings Syst. Geog. III. 579 Great numbers of

purifications, more particularly of marine shells and plants,
are found among them. 1794 SULLIVAN I'iew A'at. I. 61
Flints never having been found to contain purifications, or
the marks of any organized body.

Petrified (pe'trifaid), ///. a. [f. PETRIFY v.}
1. Changed into stone or stony substance.

1667 H. STUBIJE in Phil. Trans, II. 499 Upon those other
PUnts with petrified roots there gathers a Lime-stone.

1776 G. SEMPLE Building in II 'ater 40 Some of the Piers
were much more petrified than others, ll'id. 52 We met
with very large Cakes of the petrified Sand. 1813 BAKU-
WELL Introd. Geol. (1815) 442 Petrified fish have been dis-

covered in solid rocks in the very attitude of seizing and
swallowing their prey. 1841-71 T. R. JONES Aniin. Kingd.
(ed. 4) 649 The countless petrified remains known by the
names of Handles, Lituites, Orthoceratites, Cyrtoceratites.

b. transf. and_/ff. Represented or embodied in

stone.

1634 HADINGTON Castara (Arb.) 50 Spencer hath a Stone ;

and Draytons browes Stand petrified ith' wall, with Laurell
bowes Vet girt about. 1889 HISSEY Tojtr in Phaeton ro6
Our cathedrals, abbeys, and ancient churches are truly
petrified poems.
2. fig. Hardened, stiffened, 'paralysed' with

surprise, etc. : see PETRIFY 2.

1720 WELTON Suffer Sou of God II. xix. 533 Melt the
Petrified Obduracy of this Harden'd Heart ! 1790 HAN.
MORE Relig. Fash. H'orld (1791) 210 How would the petri-
fied enquirer be astonished. 1863 GEO. ELIOT Koinola \x\\\,
This petrified coldness was better than a passionate, futile

opposition. 1870 MAX M'L'LLER Sc. Kelig. (1873) 67 A
careful interpretation of the petrified language of ancient
India and Greece.

Petrifier (pe'trifoi,3j). [f. as prec. + -ER '.]
One who or that which petrifies.

1891 ABBOTT Philomyihiis Introd. 16 Almighty God,
reported as a Petrifier of unlawfully dressed fowls.

Petrify (pe'trifai), v. Also 7 erron. petrefie.

[a. F. petnfi-er (i6lhc. in Godef. Compl^ = It.

petriftcare
' to grow hard as a stone

'

(Florio), ad.

L. type *pe/rificare (prob. in early mod.L.), f.

petra rock, stone: see -FY.]
1. trans. To convert into stone or stony sub-

stance; spec, to turn (an organic body) into a stony
concretion by replacing its original substance by
a calcareous, siliceous, or other mineral deposit ;
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PETRIFYING.

also, loosely, to encrust with such a deposit, as may
be done by a stream of water holding the mineral

in solution. Also absoL

1594 PLAT Jeivell-ho. \. 22 Wood that is both metalized
and petrified in clay groundes. 1611 FLORIO, Insassire,. .to

enstone, to petrifie. 1668 K. L'STRANGK lri$. of Quev.
11708) 103 A Man would swear the whole Woman to be

directly Petrify'd. a 1697 AUBREY Lives (1898) I. 131 At
the foot-.runnesa fine cleare stream which petrifies. 1750
tr. Leonardus

1 Mtrr. Stones 30 Albertus gives an account
of a tree.. with a nest and birds petrified. 1805-17 K.

JAMESON Char, Min. (ed, 3) 229 Wood is petrified with an

earthy mineral, as in wood-stone and wood
-opal. 1869

TOZER Highl. Turkey I. 148 The eight caryatides, .were

Mipposed to have been petrified by. .magic.
2. fig. To change as if into stone, a. To deprive

of feeling, vitality, capacity of change or develop-
ment, etc.; to harden, benumb, deaden, stiffen.

1626 DONNE Scrtu., Luke ii. 29 (1640) 34 Doe not petrifie
and harden thy Conscience against these holy suggestions.
a. 1711 KEN Hymnaritnn Poet. Wks. 1721 II. 82 All Hell
let loose . . to blind And petrify the unrelenting M ind. 1742
POPE Dune. iv. 264 Full in the midst of Euclid dip at

once, And petrify a Genius to a Dunce. 1892 WKSTCOTT
Gospel of Life 57 It is. .possible to petrify a doctrine into
an outward formula.

b. To deprive of movement by a sudden emo-
tion ; to make motionless or rigid with astonish-

ment, horror, or the like ; to paralyse, stupefy,
strike dumb, confound. (Chiefly passive?)
1771 GOLUSM. Haunch of Venison 108 With looks that

quite pet rified enter'd the maid. 1786 MMK. I)'.\HKI.\V Diary
2 Aug., I was almost petrified with horror at the intelligence.
1814 COL. HAWKER Diary (1803) I. 96 Mr. Cudmore petrified
the whole neighbourhood with his astonishing pianoforte
playing. 1880 G. MKSEDITH Tragic Com. 287 She had
stood petrified before him, as if affected by some wicked spell.

3. intr. (for pass.} To become converted into

stone or stony substance ; to undergo petrifaction.
1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. n. i. 50 When wood and.

many other bodies doe petrifie. .wee do not usually ascribe
their induration to cold. 1730 A. GORDON Majfeis Amphith.
272 Cement like that of the Ancients, which petrified. 1776
(. SEMFLE Building in Water 40 Those Piers did not

petrify at all that lay on Beds that were not gravelly.
b. fig. : cf. 2.

1685 DkYDirN Thrcnod. August. 8 Like Niobe we marble
grow, And petrify with grief. 1721 AMHERSF Terrs Ft I.

No. 12 (1754) 62 A director, or scull of a college, .petrifies
in fraud and shamelesness. 1868 J. H. BLUNT Rrf.C/t. Eng.
1. 29 The minds of men had petrified in certain forms of

theological language.

Pe-trifying, vbl. sl>. [f, prec. + -ING*.] The
action of PETRIFY v. ; also concr. = PETRIFACTION 2.

1711 I. JAMES tr. Le Blonds Gardening 214 Rock-Works,
Congelations, Petrifying*, and Shell-Works.

f Pe'trifying, ///. a.
[f. as prec. + -ING 2

.]

That petrifies (see the verb) ; petrilhctive.
1652 FRENCH (title} The Yorkshire Spaw..the Dropping,

or Petrifying Well. 1660 R. COKK Justuc l-'ind. 21 Some
isofapetrifyingquality. 1 705 J. TAYLOR Jonrn. Edenlwough
(1903) 48 The water is of a petrifying nature and as it falls

tuins the moss into stone. 1878 HUXLEY Physiogr. 170 Such
springs are vulgarlycalled^/^VfV^j^rrMfj..aJI that such
springs are able to do is to simply cover the objects which
receive the water with a crust of carbonate of lime.

\>.te
1667 Decay Chr, Piety xvii. r 6 A kind of petrifying crime,

which induces that induration, to which the fearful expecta-
tion of wrath is consequent. 1800 MRS. HERVEY Mourlray
1-atti. II. 112 She seemed.. surprised to see Mrs. Mourtray,
to whom, with petrifying civility, she made a few speeches
on her recovery. 1814 MKS. J. WEST Aluiti tie Lacy IV.

249 That petrifying horror which, by benumbing every
faculty, renders them all incapable of useful exertion.

Petrine (prtrain), a. [f. L. Petr-us PETER +
-INE : cf. PAULINE, also Gr. virpivos stony, rocky.]
Of, pertaining to, or chaiactcristic of the Apostle
Peter. Petrine liturgy, the Roman liturgy tradi-

tionally ascribed to St. Peter.
Pttrinc claims, claims of the Popes, based on their tradi-

tional succession fiom St. Peter.

1846 S. DAVIDSON in Eclectic Rev. May 529 Another hypo-
thesis is that of Baur.. followed by IJillroth, [that) there were,
properly speaking, but two partiesin the Corinthian church,
the Pauline and the Petrine. 1853 J. MARTINEAU Stnd.
Chr. (1858) 252 The 'Tubingen romance '..that the antago-
nism between the Petrine and Pauline, the Hebrew and the
Hellenic Gospel. .continued into the second century. 1865
LITTLEDALE North Suit of Altar 5 The early Christian

liturgies, inclusive of the Petrine or Roman family. 1885
tr. Pfleiderer's Influence Paul iii. 142 The moderate Jewish
Christians (the Petrine section).

Hence Fetrinism (prtriniz'm), the doctrine of

(or attributed to) St. Peter, Petrine theology or

teaching ; Pe'trinize v. trans., to make Petrine,
imbue with Petrinism.

1857 M. I'ATTISON ,-s. <r88o) II. 230 The development of
Christianity through the antagonism of Petrinism and
Paulinfein. 1883 SCHAH- Hist. CA. I. in. x.vii. 212 He has
not. .brought upon the stage either a Paulinised Peter, or a
Petrimsed Paul. 1902 J. SMITH Integr. Script. 78 Baur's
tendency theory of a conflict between Petrinism and Paulin-
ism in the primitive Church, .no longer commands belief

Petrist (p<"trist). [ad. L. Pelrista, {. the per-
sonal name Petrtts, PETLR: see -IST.] A follower or

disciple of Petnis Lombardus (Peter the Lombard),
a schoolman of the Twelfth Century, called
' Master of the Sentences' (died 1164).
1600 W. WATSON Decacordon (1602) 140 Petrists.Thomistes,

Scotists, and other schoolemen.
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Petro- (petw), properly combining form of Gr.

ni-rpos stone or Ttirpa rock, as in PETKOGLYPH,
-GKAPH, etc. In Anat. used to form adjectives

descriptive of parts connected with the petrous
portion of the temporal bone and some other part
indicated by the second element (most of which

may also be used ettipt. as substantives) : as

Petrohyoid, Petroma'stoid, Petro-occi'pital

(petroccipital), Petropharyngeal, Petrosphe'-
noid, -spheiiordal. Petro-squamo'sal, -squa'-
mous, Petrotympa'nic.
1875 HUXLEY & MARTIN Elem. Biol. (1877) 243 The hyoid

bone. .from it a slip of muscle (*petrohyoid) wit! be seen

passing up towards the occipital region of the skull. 1848
OWEN Archetype ff Homol. 1/crtebr. .SkcL 29 The coalescence
of the primitively distinct mastoid with the ossifying capsule
of the labyrinth is very speedy, . .and a composite

'

"petro-
mastoid' bone is thus formed. Ibid. 31 In the walrus.. the

mastoid, or petromastoid, forms as large a proportion of the
outer lateral walla of the cranium as does the S(]uamosal.
1831 K. KNOX Cloquet's Antit. 85 The first part of this line

is named the "Petro-occipital suture.
1895 Syd. Sac. Lex ,

*
Fctro-splicttoid ligament. .. Fetro-sphcnoidal sitliu e. 1842
DUNGLISON Med. Lex.,

'

Petro-sphenoidal. 1899 Allbutt's

Syst. Med. VII. 507 There was a small opening into the
skull along the *petro-squamosal suture. 1879 St. George's
t/oip. Rep. IX. 240 A line of fracture. .extended from left

*pe_tip-squamous junction backwards along the parieto-
occipital suture as far as the sagittal suture. 1854 OWEN
Skcl. f, Teeth in Circ, Sc., Org. Nat. I. 238 [In the giraffe]
the *petrotympanic is a separate bone, as in all ruminants.

1877 BURNETT Ear 42 The petrotympanic fissure.

PetrobrUSian(petK>br;7-sian). C/t.ffist. [ad.
L. Petrobrusiani pi., f. name of Pierre de Bruys
(Pclrus firusiaiius), f. Bruys (Sriisiui/i}.] A
member of a sect founded by Peter or Pierre de

Bruys in the South of France early in the I2th

century, who rejected infant baptism, transubstan-

tiation, and the worship of the cross, and opposed
the building of churches, the observance of fasts,

sacred music, etc.

c 1559 R. HALL Life Fisher in Fisher's Wks. (E. E. T. S.)

135 Petrus Clinacensis against the.. Petrobrussians. 1686
HORNECK Cruel/. Jcsris xv. 357 Petrus Cluniacensis. .having
understood of the Petrobrusians, that they had a com-
munion but once a year, thus expostulates with them. 1727-
41 CHAMBEHS Cyd. s. v., F. Langlois objects manicheism lo
the Pelrobrussians. 1889 W. B. CARPENTER Perm. Eiein.

Rclig. iii. 116 The Petrobrusians, the Apostolical brethren,
and the Waldenses have been recognised as possessing
common aims.

Petrodrome (pe-trodnwm). Zool. [ad. mod.L.

Petrodroiints, f. Gr. irTpoj stone + -Spo/ios runner.]
An insectivorous animal of the genus Petrodro-
t/itis of elephant-shrews, esp. P. tetradactylus of

Mozambique.
Petrogeny (pftrp-djftii). [f. Gr. irirpa rock +

CUNY.] (Sec quot.)
1888 TEAI.L Petrography Gloss. 448 Petroginy, that de-

partment of geology which treats of the formation of rocks.

Petroglyph (pe-tr<Xglif). [ad. mod.F. pltro-
glyphe, f. Gr. jrVpa rock + -y\wpri carving.] A
rock-carving (usually prehistoric).
1870 Athenxum 12 Feb. 233 The peculiar cup-shaped

depressions and concentric rings rudely sculptured on
certain stones in this locality. In addition to these petro-
glyphs there are menhirs, cairns, and duns, while crannoges
occur in most of the lochs. 1883 IM THUPN Amon% Ind.
Guiana xix. 403 Richard Andie'e. .has described and figured
a very large numljer of examples of 'petroglyphs', as he
calls rock-drawings.
So Fetrofflyphic a., belonging to or of the

nature of a petroglyph; Fetroglyphy (pAr^'glifi),
the art or process of carving upon rocks.
In mod. Diets.

Petrograph (pe-trJgruf). (erron. petra-.) [f.

Gr. virpa. rock + -GKAPH.] A writing (or what is

supposed to be such) carved upon a rock ; a rock-

inscription.
1814 SoutHEy Lett. (1856) II. 366 The roik-manuscript,

Petragraph, or_ O^ham Inscription. 1888 Stii'iict: 27 July
40/2 Sir. Gushing s party found on the rocks of neighbour,
ing mountains pettographs, or crude etchings

Petrographer (p/"ir?-giafai). [f. as PETKO-
ORAi'HY -t- EiiT] One versed in petrography; one
who scientifically describes or studies rocks.
1881 JUDD I'olcanoes ix. 265 Some petrographers..have

maintained the principle [etc.). 1882 GEIKIE in Nature
XXVII. 26/1 What is known to petrograpbers by the name
of '

fluxion-structure '.

Petrographic (petrogrje-fik), a. [f. as PETRO-
GRAPHY + -ic.J Of or pertaining to petrography.
1864 in WEBSIEK. 1875 tr. Schmidt's l),^c. q Dai-u. 73

The pelrographic character of the oolitic strata. 1892
Nation (N.V.) 22 Dec. 474/3 Neglect of petrographic
methods by the members of the Pennsylvania Survey.

Petrographical, a. Also 7 erron. petra-.

[f. as next + -AL.] Relating to, engaged in, or

dealing with petrography ; also = petrographic.
1651 BIGGS New Dhp. loo In their petragraphicall

character of the qualities of it [Bezoar-stone), they make
many a voyage wide of the Equator. 1845 NKWBOLD in

Jrnl, Asiat. Sac. Bengal XIV. 285 The petiographical
characters of the Marhatta beds. 1880 Nature XXI. 287/1
To prepare his petrographical description of the Caucasian
region. 1895 T. DWIGHT Rep. Yale Univ. 74 The rapidly
increasing petrographical collections.

PETROLENE.
Hence Petrogra-phically adv., in relation to

petrography.
1845 NEWBOLD in Jrul. Asiat. Sac. Bengal XIV. 286

Petrographically speaking, the rock passes from a green
chloritic schist. 1875 tr. Schmidt's Desc. $ Datit: v. 96The deposit., may be divided into about 40 petrographically

, distinguishable layers.

Petrography (pttr^grafi). (In 7 erron.

petra-.) [mod. f. Gr. itirpa rock + -GBAPHY.]
The scientific description of the composition and
formation of rocks

; descriptive petrology.
1651 BIGGS Neii> Disp. 99 They who have written hitherto

of this stone [Bezoar-stone], . . have steer'd by the compasse
or Lant-skip only of others petragraphy and description.
1858 MAYNE Expos. Lex., Petrographia, term for a history
or description of rocks: petrography. 1885 J. J. H.
TEALL in Nature XXXI. 444/2 Descriptive petrography.,
concerns itself with the chemical, mineralogicat and physical
characters of the individual rocks. 1888 Brit. Petro-

graphy 5 It is necessary to remark that petrography is a
branch ofgeology,and not merely adepartment ofmineralogy.

Petrol (pe-trpl, prtrJtrl). Also 7 petroll, -eol,

-iolil,g*ole. [a. Y.ftirote (i3thc., Hatz.-Darm.),

petrotle (i6th c.), f. med.L. PETROLEUMJ q. v.]

fl. = PETROLEUM. 06s.

1596 LODGE Afargtirite ofAmerica (Hunter. Cl.) 52 As the

clay petrol draweth fire, so the lookes do gather affection.
1616 BUI.LOKAR Eng. Expos , Pctroll, a substance strained
out of the naturafl Bitumen. . . It is for the most part white,
and somtime black, and being once set on fire can hardly
be quenched. 1669 STURMV Mariners Mag. \. xtii. 85
These Ingredients being mingled wiih Oyl of Petriol. 1678
PHILLIPS (ed. 4), Petreol^ a certain Liquor that falls from
the Fields near Modena, like Oyl extracted out of a Rock.
1796 KIKWAN Elent. Alin, (ed. 2) II. 43 Petrol is evidently
nothing else but Naphtha, altered by the action of the air.

1811 PINKF.RTON Pctralogy II. 147 Naphtha, or pure rock oil,
as fluid and transp_arent as water; petrol, which is less fluid

and pure, when it is yet more impure it becomes mineral tar,

2. Chem. A hydrocarbon (C 8H JO ) occurring in

petroleum.
1866-77 WATTS Diet. Chem. IV. 381.
3. [Reintroduced from mod.Fr.] A name for

refined petroleum as used in motor-cars, etc.

[1895 SIR D. SALOMONS Horseless Carriage 14 Benzine of
a certain density, known in France under the name of
essence de fetrol, . , is the material employed to run the

engines.} 1897 Wfstm. Gaz. 23 July 7/1 To prevent the
sale in this country of a French preparation known as
1

Petrol', the fumes of which are said to be extremely explo-
sive and very easijy ignited. Ibid. 26 July 5/1 The death
by fire of a lady in a hairdresser's shop while having her
hair dressed with a preparation known as petrole. Ibid.

24 Nov. 7/3 [The car] was worked on the Daimler principle,
the motive power used being petrol, or refined pelt oleum.

1900 Daily Ne^us 24 Apr. 7/5 How largely petroleum spirit

(familiarly known as 'petrol'), holds favour may be seen

by stating that there were three steam cars, and but one
driven by heavy oil. Eighty . . were '

petrol
'

cars.

b. attrib. and Couih.

1893 Times 28 Nov. 1
1/3

The Germans had also attempted
petrol cycles.

Mr. Penmngton of New York had invented
a petrol bicycle. 1899 Westm. Gaz. 10 June 7/2 The
'Delahaye' four-wheel petrol-driven phaeton. 1900 BFAU-
MONT Motor Vehicles <y Motors xi'v. (heading Light
Petrol Motor Vehicles. Ibid, xv, Petrol Motor cycles. 1900
Daily News 7 Sept. 6/5 The two petrol omnibuses now
running had taught them some valuable lessons. 1903
Motoring Annual?& The power is derived from the Fischer

petrol-electric combination in which a petrol engine works
a dynamo and charges an accumulator.

Hence Pe'trol v. trans.) to supply with petrol ;

Pe'trolage, the pouring of petroleum in a thin

film over stagnant water and puddles, in order to

prevent the breeding of mosquitoes.
1902 Daily Mail 23 Apr. 3/6 The [motor-] cars can be fed,

gioomed, and petiolled for a nominal charge. 1904 Brit.

Med. Jml. 17 Sept. 630 It seems to me that this method
should take from the first this form namely drainage and
that it is not wise to substitute for it pelrolage. Ibid. 633
He is evidently sparing of oil for petrolage.

Petrol, obs. form of PATROL.

II Petrola'tum. Phann. [mod.L., f. PETROL +
-atum in atetatum^ sulphatwn, etc. : see -ATE '

c.]

The official name in U. S. Pharm. for pure vaseline,

called in the British Pharm. paraffimtm tnolle.

1887 Sci. Anter. (N. Y.) 7 May 293/3 With a silk hand-
kerchiefapply petrolatum evenly. 1890 WEBSTER s.v., Petro-

latum is the officinal name for the product. Cusmoline and
vaseline are commercial names for substances essentially
the same, but differing slightly in appearance and con-
sistence or fusibility.

Petrolean (p/trt^-l/an), a. nonce-wd. [f.
PETRO-

LE-t'M + -AN.] Using petroleum (for incendiary

purposes: see PETROLEUR).
1893 GOLDW. SMITH Ess. 2 Satanism manifests itself., under

various foimsand names, such as Nihilism, Inlransigentibin,
Petrolean Communism.

Petrolene tpe'trolfn). Chem. [z.Y.pdtrotine,
f. ptirole or PETROL-EUM + -ENE.] Boussingault's
name for the oily volatile constituent of asphalt or

compact bitumen.

1838 T, THOMSON Chem. Org. Bodies 721 This name
[Petrolene] has been given by M. Boussingault to a substance

which he extracted from the bitumen of Bechelbronn. ..

Petrolene, thus obtained, has a pale yellow colour, little

taste, but a bituminous odour. 1863-72 WATTS Diet. Chem.
I. 426 Accoiding to Boussingault .. asphalt or compact
bitumen is a mixture of two definite substances, viz. asphal-

tene^ which is fixed and soluble in alcohol, and
which is oily and volatile.
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Fetroleons (pAnMzas), a. [f. PETROLE-UM
+ -OTJS.] Abounding in or containing petroleum.
1768 tr. Busc/iing's Syst. Gcog. III. 61 The petroleous

wells of Saffo .. are observed to become very turbid. 1876
M. COLLINS Midnight to Midnight III. ix. 154 If he had
been able to command more champagne, howsoever petro-
leous, . . he might have been happy.

Petroleum (p/trH*%n). Also 6-8 -ium.

[a. med.L. petroleum^ f. L. petra (Gr. IMT/W)
rock + oleum oil.] A mineral oil, varying from

light yellow to dark brown or black, occurring
in rocks or on the surface of water in various

parts of the world
;

in modern times of great
economic importance, esp. as a source of oils for

illumination and mechanical power; rock-oil.

LTsually distinguished from the more limpid oils called

naphtha and the more viscid called maltha or mineral tar,
but sometimes used to include one or both of these.

['348-9 Accts. Exch.) K. K. Bundle 39r. No. 15. m. 18
Domino Regi de precepto suo . . in Cameram suam apud
Caleys..viij lb.de petroleum. 14.. Shane MS. 5 If. 10/2
Petroleum.. oleum est factum de petra. .G[allice] petroille.]

1526 Crete Herball xxvi. (1529) B v, Make a decoccyon in

oyle petrolium. 1543 TRAHEKON l'igo
l

sChirurg. (Straunge
Wds.), Petrolium is vsed for naphtha which droppeth out
of a babilonyke lyme. 1578 LVTE Dodoens \\. cvii. 296 The
garden Angelica, .smelleth almost like to Petroleum. 1601
HOLLAND Pliny xxxi. vii. II. 415 In Babylon . . is a certain

liquid Bitumen or Petroleum, an oleous substance {bitumen
liquiditm oleo simile}. 1607 MARKHAM Caval. i. (1617) 42
If you annoint.. with the oile Petrolium. 1695 WOODWARD
Nat. Hist. Earth iv. (1723) 217 The Bitumen . . found

floating in Form of an Oyl upon the Surface of the Water
..called by Naturalists Naphtha, and Petroleum. 1761
W. LEWIS Mat. Med. (ed. 2) 445 Fine petroleum catches
fire on the approach of a flaming body. 1800 Misc. Tracts
in Asiat. Ann. Rfg. 320/2 This oil is a genuine petroleum,
possessing all the properties of coal tar, being in fact the self-

same thing. 1826 Amer. Jrnl. Sc, X. 5 The other [well]

discharges, .vast quantities of petroleum, or,as it is vulgarly
called, 'Seneca oil '. 1842 BKAMDS &/.<&., etc., Petroleum^
a brown liquid bitumen, found in several parts of Hurope,
in Persia, and in the West Indies. 1861 Times 21 Jan.
7/6 In November 1859 in the State of Pennsylvania wells

as well as in coal oils.

b. attrib. and Comb.^ as petroleum-burner', -tar,

filter* -fnniace, -lump, -motor* -ointment) -spring,
-still* -stwe, -thrower (cf. PETROLEUU), -well\

petroleum-driven adj. ; petroleum-ether, a vola-

tile oil obtained from petroleum, also called

naphthalic ether ; petroleum-oil = petroleum ; in

mod. use spec, applied to those varieties whose

vapour ignites or *
flashes' at higher temperatures,

as distinguished from petroleum-spirit, whose

vapour flashes at lower temperatures.
1875 KMGHf Diet. Mech.

t

*
Petroleum-burner^ a burner

contrived to vaporize and consume liquid petroleum fed to
it from a reservoir. Ibid.*

*
Petroleum-car, one for trans-

porting petroleum in bulk. 1877 ULACK Green Past, xiii,
And drank *petroleum-champagne at 4 dollars a bottle.

1900 IVi'stm. Gaz. 28 Feb. 9/2 "Petroleum drinking is on
the increase in France. 1896 Ibid. 16 Nov. 9/1 In the

*petroleum-driven cars there is an odour, which would be
more acceptable if it were perfumed. 1866 Intetl. Observ.
No. 51. 231 A volatile essential oil .. termed *petroleum
ether. 1903 Westm. Gaz. 8 May 3/1 At a recent inquest
the "petroleum inspector of the London County Council
stated that within a fortnight there had been eleven sufferers
from the use of low-flash oil ! 1903 Daily Chron. n Dec.
6/6 The 'petroleum motors .. show that a very distinct
advance has been made during the twelve months. 1799
O. SMITH Laboratory I. 41 Mealed powder .. mixed with
rock-oi!, or *petroleum oil. 1874 J. H. COLLIXS Metal
Mining (1875) 121 Within the last few years, lamps for

burning paraffin and petroleum oils underground have been
deviled. 1898 Daily News 14 July 6/6 To adopt a flash

point
of loo degrees (Abel close test) as the dividing line

between petroleum oil and petroleum spirit. 1900 Regula-
tions Storage, etc., Petrol 15 May (Home Office), The ex-

pression
' Petroleum spirit

'

shall mean the petroleum to
which the Petroleum Act, 1871, applies. 1881 WATTS Diet.
Chew. VIII. 1500 Artificial Turpentine-oil, Petroleum-

spirit, Polishing Oil: distillate between 120^170. 1900
Daily News 17 Apr. 7/4 Petroleum spirit still holds the
field as a propelling force, both in the cars exhibited here
and in those seen in London streets. 1877 RAYMOND Statist.
Mines <$ Mining 21 Some ten years ago *petroleum-springs
were discovered in California. 1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mec/t.,
*

'Petroleum-still, a still for separating the hydrocarbon
products from crude petroleum, etc., in the order of their

volatility. 1800 Misc. Tracts in Asiat. Ann. Reg. 315 An
Account of the "Petroleum Wells, in the Burmah Dominions.

; Petroleur (p*trol<>r). [Fr. (in Dirt. Acad.

1878), f. petrole -*- -eur, ending of masc. agent-
nouns.] A (male) incendiary who uses petroleum.
Also|l Petroleuse (p^troloz) [fern, of this], a female
who does the same

; esp. applied to the women
who set tire to public buildings in Paris by means
of petroleum, during the Commune in May 1871.
1871 Standard-] Sept. 4 The judgment recorded against

the five Petroleuses, or petroleum-throwers, tried this week.
1871 KUSKIN Fors Clav. vii. (1806) I. 138 His daughter had
made a petroleuse of herself. 1878 DOWDEN Stud, Lit. 466
The petroleuse dragged like a chained beast through the

scorching streets of Paris. 1902 Daily Chron. 13 May 6/6
His looks suggested the pctroleur more than the litterateur.

Petrolic (pftr^rlikVa, [f. PETROL + -ic.] Of
or pertaining to petrol or petroleum ; also, relating
to the use of petrol motor-cars.

Petrolic cthert one of the four products into which crude
petroleum is refined, being that which comes over at a
temperature of 40 to 70 Fahr., Ad has a specific gravity
of '640 to "650.

1899 Allbntfs Syst. Med. VIII. 497 Recipe^ spirits of wine
|

200 grammes; petrolic ether, 5 grammes. 1902 Autocar
\ 19 July 69/1 The Swiss War Office have, .[provided] fur the
I purchase of an automobile for the petrolic instruction of

j
army officers.

Petroliferous (petwH'fSrss), a.
[f. PETRO-

,

LEUM or PETROL + -i-feroiis, -FERGUS, q. v.] Pro-

; dueing or yielding petroleum.
1890 in Cent. Diet, 1898 Nature 5 May 20/2 Subterranean

petroliferous strata. 1900 Pop. SLI. Monthly Mar. 610 The
new oil rock had proved petroliferous.

Fetrolin (petzvlin). Also won. -ine. [f.

, PETROLEUM or PETROL + -ix.] Christison's name
for a substance obtained by him from Kangoon
petroleum, identical with paraffin, b. A trade

,
name for ati oil obtained from petroleum.
1831 SIR R. CHRISTISON in Trans. R. Soc. Edin. (1836)

XIII. 121, I find that the crystalline principle of petroleum
differs materially from that of coal-tar,, .and I shall therefore

beg leave to denominate it Petrolinc. 1838 [see PAKAFI-IN
i]. 1842 KKANDK Diet. Sc. etc., Pctrolinc, a substance ob-
tained by distilling fche petroleum of Rangoon. 1884

. Health E.vhih, Latal. 77/2 Illuminating Oils, viz. Peiroline
or Crystal Oil.

Pe*trolist. [f. PETROL-EUM + -IST.]
= PETUO-

LEi'R, PKTROLEUSE.
1890 in Cent. Diet. 1905 Dundee Advertiser 10 Jan. S It

cannot be said that Louise Michel directly proposed the

institution of the Petrolists.

Fetrolize Vpe*tr0biz), v.
[f. PETROL, PETRO-

LEUM + -I/K.]
1. trans. To set on fire by means of petroleum :

, cf. PETROLEUR, PETUOLEUSE.
a 1876 M. COLLINS Th. in Garden (1880) I. 130 The com-

munists. . petrolising clubs and palaces, upsetting columns.

2. To make like petroleum ;
to imbue with the

character of petroleum, 1890 Cent. Diet, cites UHK,

Petrology p/lr^lod^i). [f.
Gr. -ntrpa rock +

-OLOGY : orig. formed erron. aspetralogy.] That
branch of geology which deals with the origin,

structure, and composition of rocks.
1811 PISKKKTON (title) Petralogy, A Treatise on Rocks.

1876 PACK Adv. Tcxt-bk.Geol. xx. 440 The whole petralogy
of the period.. is a thing taking place beneath and around
us. wtoAcademy 21 Oct. 410/3 German monographs deal-

ing with microscopic petrology. 1880 Nature XXI. 259 A
valuable memoir on the petrology of Rodriguez by Mr. N. S.

Maskelyne.
So Petrolo'gic, Petrolo gical ft., pertaining or

relating to {metrology ;
Petrolo 'glcally adv., in

relation to petrology ; Petro'log1st, one versed in

petrology ;
one who studies rocks scientifically.

1879 WEBSTER, Suppl., *Pctrologic, pertaining to petro-

logy* or the science or investigation of rocks. 1814 Edin.
Rev. XXIII. 64 By reading through this *petralogieal

, performance. 1864. J. II. JUKES in Reader IV. 678/2 The
lithological composition and petrological structure of the

\

rocks immediately beneath it. 1845 NEWUOLD in Jrnl.
Asiat. Soc. Bt-ngal XIV. i. 283 The schists.. of Kittoor

resemble, *petrologically, the jaspideous schists of Bellary
and Spndur. 1811 PINKKHTON tetralogy I. p. xvii, This
unavoidable uncertainty has been well illustrated by the

greatest of *petralogists. 1874 LYKLL Elan. Gcol. xxviit.

497 Rocks containing an excess of silica are termed by many
Petrologists acid rocks,

Petro-mastoid : see PETRO-.

ii Petroniyzoil (petromaivfih). Ichth. [mod.
L. (Linnaeus, 1735), f. Gr. TTC'T/TO-S stone + pvfav

'sucking, sucker', pr. pple. of /tuf-tti/ to suck, lit.

'stone-sucker', formed on the explanation of late

or med. L. lampetra^ from lambere to lick +

petra stone : see LAMPREY.] Name of a genus of

lampreys, now restricted to those of the northern

hemisphere. Hence Petromyzont, any member
of the Pet}'oinyzontid& or lamprey family ;

Fetro-

niyzo'titoid a., related to the lampreys ; also sb.

1753 CHAMBERS Cycl, Suf>pl., Petromyzon^ the stone-

sucker, in the Linnxan system of /oology, the name of a
, genus of fishes of the chondropterygii order, comprehending
1 the lamprey, &c. 1854 BADHAM Halicut. 438. 1878 BELL

Gcgcnbaurs Cotnp. Anat. 448 In Petromyzon two enlarge-
ments which contain the auditory organ are attached to the

,
sides of this capsule.

t Petron, variant of I'ECTBON Obs.

1590 BAKWICK Brcefe Disc. Weapons xviii. K iv, There is

ten to one armed more vpon the head then vpon the petron.

Petronel (prtfefl)i Now Hist, or arch. .

Also6-7-ell, (6 petrenall, petranel^l, petternel,

7 petronil, pewternel, Sc. puitterneir. [a. F.
\

petrinal (Pare i6th c.), dial, form of poitrinal

(poict-, pot-j GodefO, sb. use of poitrinal adj.
* of

or belonging to the breast or chest ', f. poitrine
i breast, chest : pop.L. *pectorina, f. pertus % pi.

; pertora breast. So called because in firing it, the

i

butt end rested against the chest.] A kind of
|

large pistol or carbine, used in the i6th and early
'

I "th century, esp. by horse-soldiers.
a I577GASCOIGNE II 'cedes Wks.^S?) 186 Their peeceslhen

are called Petronels. 1586 K. LANE Let. to Ralegh in

Hakluyfs Voy. (1600) III. 263 Being by the way shot thwart
the buttocks by mine Irish boy with my petronell. 1598
BAKKET Thtor. U'arres v. ii. 143 A Petranell,or horsemans

peece. 1602 Aberdeen Regr. (1848) II. 224 Hauing and

vsing of ane pistoll and puitternell . , and presenting the same,
to hawe schott at Andro Hay. 1611 CORYAT Crudities 341
Most of the horsemen being well appointed with muskets or

pewternels ready charged. 1656 PiLOt'NT Glossogr., Petronel,
a horsemans peece,. .which were always hanged at the Brest,

ready to shoot, as they do now at the Horses Brest. 1663
BUTLER Hud. r. ii. 787 But he with petronel upheaved,
Instead of shield, the blow received. 1813 SCOTT Rokeby \.

xi.v, 'Twas then I fired my petronel, And Mortham, steed
and rider, fell. 1824 Ann. Sporting\\. 200 Another engine,
called a petronel or poitrinal, which, according to Fauchet,
was the medium between the harquebuss and the pistol.

Nicot, however, says it was. .when discharged.. rested on
the breast of the person who used it. 1838 Hist, Rec. tfh
Dragoon Guards Introd. 2 The Cuiras>,iers were armed
Cap-a-pie, and their Arms were a sword and a pair of large
pistols, called petrenels. 1881 GRKKSKR Gnu 35 The German
'Kilters' were the first to employ 'petronels' or hand-
bombardeSj on horseback.

t b. transf. next. Obs.

1598 BARRET Theor. Warres v. ii. 142 The Petronell and
Pistulier is..weaponed with a Petronell peece, which is with
a snap-haunce. 1602 znd Pt. Return fr. /'amass, i. ii. 160
There be neuer an ale-house in England, ..but sets forth
M>me poets petternels or demilances to the paper warres in

Panics Church-yard. 1622 !'. M.M<KH.\M A'/,
1

. H'ar in. i.

5. 82 The third sort which are Carbines, are armed
Petronels.

t Petronellier. Ob*, [a. obs. F. pttrinalier

(3\$Qpoit~.poirt~ t pest-^) {. pet-, poitrinal: see prec.
and -1KB.] A soldier armed with a petronel.
a 1577 GASCOICNE Weeds Wks. (1587) 186 Or of the stone

wherwith the lock doth strike, Petronelliers, they called are

by like. 1590 BARWICK Brcefe Disc. Weapons G iv. Sir

lohn Smith dooth commend the Long bowes and the Cro$-

bpwes, to serue on horseback, to be better wepons then
either the Petronelliers or the Pistolliers [ s'].

Petro-occipital, -pharyngeal : see PETRO-.

Petrosal (p/tivii'sal), a. (JA) Anat.
[f.

L.

pctros-us stony, rocky + -AL.] Ap[>lied to the

petrous portion of the temporal bone {petrosal hone,
med. I,. os peirosum), and parts belonging to or

connected with it.

1741 MONRO Anat. /nines {ed. 3) 118 A Vein . .returns to

the superior pettosal Sinus. 1835-6 TODD Cycl. Anat. I.

739/2 The petrosal ridges form the sides of the triangle.

1854 OWEN Skel. $ Teeth in Circ. .Sc.,Org. Nat. I. 192 It

is excavated in front to lodge the petrosal cartilage. 1872
HUXLEY Phys. viii. 198 The essential organ of the sense of

Hearing, .[is] lodged in the midst of a dense and solid ma>b
of bone (from its hardness called petrosal)^ forming a part
of the temporal bone.

b. absol. as sb. ~ Vetrosal bone.

1848 OWES A r(hetype <V Homol. / 'ertebr. Skcl. 13, I have
substituted for 'pars petrosa

'

or
*

os petrosum
'

the sub-
stantive term 'petrosal '. . .' Petrosal

'

nab appeared to me tu

l>e the best English equivalent of Cuvier's
' rocher '. 1878

BKLL Gegenbaur*s Coinp. Anat. 458 In all Birds and

Reptiles the petrosal (prootic) lies in front of the ex-

occipital.

t Petro-se, a. Obs. >-arc\ [ad. L. petros -us,
i. petfa rock, stone : see -OSK.] Rocky, stony.
1661 LOVELL Hist. Aniui. cy Min. '-'32 Diphilus makes

them equal to the guilt-head, if living in pet rose places.

Petroseline (pe-tnfefUin), a. [f. L. petro-
selin-mn

t
a. Gr. trtTpoatKIvov rock-parsley, f. ire'rpo

rock + atKlvov parsley.] Of or related to parsley.
1727 S. SWITZEK Pract. Gard. vi. xlviii. 246 The apiuni,

comprehending the whole of the petrobeline family. 1760

J. LEE Introd. Bot. A pp. 322 Petroseline Wortle, Apiuui.

Petrosilex (petr^,s3i-leks). Min. [mod.L., f.

petr-us stone or petr-a rock + siUx flint, pebble ;

also in Fr. (1753 D'Holbach Min. tie Waleritts I.

176, in Hatz.-Darm.).] A hard rock; an early
name for compact feldspar, now called Felsite ; in

Dana given as a synonym of albite and orthoclase.

1770 Cronstcdt's Min. I. 68 Petro-silex, Lapis Cornells.

The Hornstein of the Germans. 1791 BEIJDOES in Phil.

Trans. LXXXI. 63 It forms molten currents of petrosilex
and flint exactly the same as our gun-flints. 1794 SULLIVAN
View Nat. I. 437 Porphyries, properly so called, and jaspers,
but more ambiguously petro-silices and felt

spar. 1815 J.

SMITH Panorama Sc. fy Art II. 463 Petrosilex, or Chert
occurs most frequently in beds of limestone. 1855 LVALL
Man. Geol. xxviii. (ed. 5) 476 Compact Felspar, which hai>

also been called Petrosilex, ..is allied to clinkstone, but is

harder, more compact, and translucent. It is a varying
rock, of which the chemical composition is not well defined.

1865 LUBBOCK Preh. Times iv. (1869) 77 The type of the

felspathic extreme of the series of trap rocks is..petrosilex
..the average composition of which is 25 parts quart/ and

75 felspar.

Petrosiliceous (petrosili-Jas), a. [f. prec.
after siliceous.'] Consisting of or containing pctro-
silex.

1799 K.\n\\'\xGeol.Ess. 174 Vast layers of porphyry, .either

argillaceous, or
petrpsiliceous. 1804 WATT in Phil. Trans.

XCIV. 298 A species of petrosilex is found.. in Corsica,
which contains radiated petrosiliceous glands, from half a

line to an inch in diameter. 1879 J. J. YOUNG Cerant. Art
60 Mineralogically, it is to be classed with petroailicious

felspar.

Petro-sphenoidj-squamous, etc. : seePETiio-.

Fetrostearin (petr<?,strarin). [f.
PETRO- +

STEARIN.] A name for ozocerite, a mineral re-

sembling stearin.

1879 WEBSTER, Suppl., Petro-stearine . .
,
a solid unctuous

material of which certain kinds of candles are made. 1893

in Syd. Soc. Lex.

Petro-tympanic : see PETRO-.

Petrouille, -ville, obs. forms of PATROL.



PETROUS.

Petrous (pe-tras^, a.
[f.

L. pelroe-us stony, |

rocky : cf. F. petreux, -euse (ijthc. in Godef.).]
1. Of the nature of, or as hard as, stone or rock ;

stony, rocky : in Anal. spec, applied to a part of

the temporal bone (in some animals a separate

bone), remarkable for its density and hardness,

and forming a protective case for the internal ear

or labyrinth; med.L. as petrosum, F. os pclreztx

(Pare) ;
also = PETROSAL.

[c 1400 Lanfrancs Cirurg. no pese boonys . . ben ful hard

bcre as be hole of be eere passij) boru}, & bei ben clepid

petrosa.] 1541 R. COPLAND Citydau's Qitest. Chirurg. D iv b,

The .v. and the .vj. be y" bones [of the head] that are

called Petrous, for they are harde as a stone. 1657 Physical
Diet., Petrous, rocky. 1741 MONRO Anat. Boacs (ed. 31

100 The Uferior petrous Part is thick. 1800 SIR A. Cooi'ER

in Phil. Trans. XC. 154 The probe struck against the

petrous portion of the temporal bone. 1869 HUXI.KV Phys.
viii. 228 The bony labyrinth, as this collection of cavities in

the petrous bone is termed, is perfectly closed.

absol. rty) Allliiitt's Syst. Mcd. VII. 596 Small abscess

size of Barcelona nut found in petrous.

2. ? Pertaining to rock or stone ;
? petrifying.

<zt8si MOIR Miner of Peru Poet. Wks. 1852 II. 172 By-

death unchanged So strong had been the power preservative,
Mineral or petrous, of the charmed flood.

Pett, -e, obs. forms of PEAT, PET, PIT.

H Pettah. (pe-ta). [atl.
Tamil pettai (Yule Sc

Burnell).] A town or village lying outside of or

around a fort, but itself sometimes partially forti-

fied. Also attrib.

1763 R. ORME Slilit. Trans. InJostan I. ll. 151 The

pagoda served as a citadel to a large pettah. 1803W KI. LI SGTON
in Gurw. Dcsp. II. 193 The Pettah wall was very lofty and

defended by towers. 1843 STOCQUELER Handbk. Krit. India

(1854) 383 The harbour is protected by a fort, .encircling

the town, and separated from the pettah, a part of Galle

inhabited by natives and government servants, by an

esplanade. 1876 JAS. GRANT Hist. India I. Ixxi. 369/1 The

pettah was taken on the 24th.

Pettaill, var. PED.UI.E Obs. Pettar-, Petter-

aro, var. PEBRERO Obs., a small gun. Pette,
obs. f. PET, PIT.

Petted (pe'tecl), ppl.a. [f. PET vl + -El)'.]

Treated as a pet or favourite, made a pet of, made
much of; indulged, spoiled by petting or in-

dulgence.
In sense often approaching the next, since the indulged

child is specially apt to take offence at supposed slights.

1724 RAMSAY Tea-t.Misc., Bonny Bessie iii, Petted things
can nought but teez ye. 1821 GALT Ann. Parish xii. (1850)

50 She began to cry and sob, like a petted bairn. 1826

DISRAELI VK>. Grey in. vi, The wind was capricious and

changeable as a petted beauty. 1828 SCOTT /". M. Perth

xxx, We are but like petted children, who break and throw

from them the toys they have wept themselves sick for. 1852

MRS. STOIVE Uncle Tom's C. ii, Eliza had been brought up

by her mistress, from girlhood, as a petted and indulged
favourite. 1877 BRYANT yd November 1861 ii, Tenderly
the season.. Spared the petted flowers that the old world

gave the new. 1887 Poor Nellie (1888) 143 The petted hobby
of two distinguished Ministers.

Petted (pe-ted;, a. [f.
PET si.- + -ED-.] In

a pet ;
offended or sulky at feeling slighted or ill-

used ; piqued ; given to taking pet, pettish.

1760 H. KKOOKK'FOO! of Qual. (1809!
I. 149, I was petted

at their neglect of us during our long illness. 1814 WoRDBW,
Excursion I. 580 Poverty brought on a petted mood And a

sore temper.
Hence Pe'ttedly adv., pettishly ;

Pe'ttedness.

1858 R. S. SURTEES Ask Mamma Ixiv. 287 Take off his

nightcap ! cried Jack, pulling pettedly at the strings of the

hood. 1893 Whilby Gaz. 6 Oct. 3/5 Though I do not wish

to show any pettedness I have now no alternative but to say
that I have no proposition to make.

Pettegre, -grye, obs. forms of PEDIGREE.

Petter ,pe-tai), sl>. [f.
PET v. 1 + -ER 1.] One

who pets or indulges.
1863 N. , >. 3rd Ser. III. 240 The author must.. be a

petter of all kinds of pets.

Petter (pe-taa), v. [Echoic : cf. PITTEB.] To '

emit the sound natural to a grasshopper.
1849 Tail's Mag. XVI. 106 The grasshopper was pettering

his monotonous contralto.

Petternel, Pettestale, obs. ff. PETRONEL,
j

PEDESTAL.

Pettiagua, -auger, etc., corrupt ff. PIRAGUA.

Pettichaps (pe'ti|tjep). Also 7-9 petty-

chaps ; 9 dial, pettichap. [f.
PF.TTY a. + ? CHAP

sb'- or . Locally used in Yorkshire and Lanca-

shire: a specimen of the bird was sent from

Sheffield to Willughby c 1670, under this name,
which thus entered into ornithological nomen-
clature ;

but app. never in general Eng. use, and

still chiefly a book-name.] A name of the Garden

Warbler (Syh'ia hortcnsis]. Also applied to other

species of warblers, as Lesser Peltichaps, the chiff-

chaff (Phylloscopus rufus) ;
dial, the long-tailed

titmouse (rare).

1674 RAY Collect. Words, Eng. Birds 86 Pettichaps : Ficc-

dula. Septima- Aldrov. 1678 Willughby's Ornith. 206

Mr. Jessop shot this bird in Yorkshire, and sent it us by the

name of Pettychaps. 1785 Phil. Trans. I,XXV. 10 The
male and female . . are both larger than the Pettychaps
described by Willoughby. 1829 KNAPP Jrnl. Nat. 211 The

quantities of cherries and raspberries that the blackcap and

pettichaps will eat are surprising. 1833 SF.LBY in Proc.
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Berm. Nat. Club I. 20 The greater pettichaps (Curruca.
|

Iwrtensis) and wood-wren, .are considerably later. 1843 H.
(

DOUBLEDAY in Zoologist I. 13 In the spring of 1841 the
i

redstart, .lesser pettychaps and garden warbler were very i

numerous. 1851 T. STERNBERG Dial, fy Folk-lore ofNorth- I

ants., Pettichap, the long-tailed titmouse.

Petticoat (pe-tik<J"t), sb. (a.) Forms : a. 5

pety coote, 6 pety cote, 7 petty coat, pettie
{

coat. 0. 5 pettecote; 5-7 pety-, 6-7 peti-,

pettycote ; 6 peteekot ; peticoot, petticoit(e ;

6-7 petti-, pettycoate ; pette-, peticoate ; 7

peticoat, pettie-coat, 7-8 pettycoat, petty-
-coat ;

6- petticoat. [Orig. two words, petty

coat, lit. little or small coat (cf. OF. cole, mod.F.
cotte petticoat, cotte simple under-petticoat). From
an early period written as one word, or less usually

hyphened.]
1. t A small coat worn by men beneath the

doublet
;
in quot. 141 2-20 app. a short coat worn as

armour. Obs. b. dial, (from 1 7lh c.) A waistcoat.

1412-20 I.YDG. Chron. Troy HI. xxii. (1555), The famous

knyghtes arme them in y place.. .A payre gussettes on a

pety coote. c 1440 Proinp. Parv. 395/1 Petycote, tunicula.
c 1460 J. RUSSELL Bk. Nurture 872 Se that youre souerayne
haue cleric shurt & breche, A petycote, a dublett, a longe
coote. 1474 Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scot. I. 26, j elne of
skarlete for a petticote to the King..Lr. 1542 BOORDE
Dyetary viii. (1870) 249 Next your sherte vse to were a

petycote of skarlet.

b. 1674 RAY S. f, E. C. Words (1691) 109 A Petticoat, is

in some places used fora Mans Wastcoat. 1736 J. LEWIS
Isle Tenet Gloss. (E. D. S.), Petty-coat, a man or boy's
waistcoat. [Hence in PEGGE Kenticisms.] 1834 PLANCHE
Brit. Costume 181. 1887 in Kent. Gloss.

2. gen. A garment worn by women, girls, and

young children (perh. orig. a kind of tunic or

chemise, but) usually a skirt dependent from the
'

waist. Also used as the equivalent for some '

similar Greek or Roman fehiale garment.
lOf the following early quots., several prob. belong to the :

specific senses a and b.)

1464 Mann. If Ilonseh. Exp. (Roxb.) 544 Item, for niakenge
of ij. petycotes for mastres Marget and in. Anne, iiij.rt'. 1520
Sin R. KLYOT Will in Elyofs Gov. (1883) I. App. A. 312

Every of their wifes a white petycote. 1530 PALSGR. 253 2

Petycote, cot-set simple, cotte simple, chemise de blanclut. ;

c 1532 DC WKS Ititivd. Fr. in Palsgr. 906 The petycote, lit
j

cotte simple. 1558 Aberdeen Regr. (1844) I. 309 For the
j

wrangous reiffing and away taking fra hir of ane plyd, ane

petticoitt [etc.], a 1586 SIDNEY Arcadia in. (1629) 235 Sixe I

maides, all in one liuerie of scarlet peticotes, which were
.

tucked vp almost to their knees. 1661 EVELYN Tyrannus
10 Those who sacrific'd to Ceres put on the pettycoat with

j

much confidence. 1858 HAWTHORNE Fr. fy It. Note-bks. 1.

98 A statue of Minerva, with a petticoat of red porphyry.

spec. a. A skirt as distinguished from a bodice,

worn either externally, or beneath the gown or

frock as part of the costume, and trimmed or

ornamented ; an outer, upper, or show petticoat.
1602 MARSTON Ant. % Mel. in. Wks. 1856 I. 39 The fringe

of your sattin peticote is ript. a 1641 SUCKLING Poems (1646)

38 Her feet beneath her Petticoat Like little mice stole in

and out. 1662 PEPYS Diary 18 May, She was in her new
suit of black sarcenet and yellow petticoate very pretty.

1711 ADDISON Spect. No. 129 F 8 A Lady.. entered, .in.
._a

hoop'd Petticoat. 1711 STEELE ibid. No. 145 P 7 There is

not one of us but has reduced our outward Petticoat to its

ancient Sizable Circumference, tho' indeed we retain still

a Quilted one underneath. 1712 Sfcct. No. 277 r 13 The

Puppet was dressed in a Cherry-coloured Gown and Petti-

coat. 1716 LADY M. W. MONTAGU Let. to Ctess Mar
14 Sept., Their Whalebone petticoats outdo ours by several

yards circumference. 1724 DE FOE Mem. Cavalier n. 248
Cme of my Comerades in the Farmer's Wife's Russet Gown
and Petticoat, like a Woman. 1796 JANE^ AUSTEN Pride

ft

Prej. viii, I hope you saw her petticoat, six inches deep in

mud, ..and the gown which had been let down to hide it

not doing its office. 1815 Zcluca I. 78 Her figure would

best be displayed in the Vandyke petticoat. 1816 J. SCOTT

/ "is. Paris (ed. 5) 109 Their boddices contrasted against
their petticoats with the judgement of a painter. 1824 SCOTT

Rcdganntlet ch. ix, A skirt, or upper petticoat, of camlet.

1881 Truth 19 May 686/2 One of her Court dresses has the

bodice of sky-blue satin. ..The petticoat is of net, covered

with silver lace.

b. An under-skirt of calico, flannel, or other

material.

(In early quotations not easily separable from a.)

1596 SHAKS. Tarn. Snr. it. i. 5 But for these other goods,
Vnbinde my hands, He pull them off my selfe, Yea all my
raiment, to my petticoate. 1625 MEADE in Kllis Orig. Lett.

Ser. I. III. 201 She came out of her bedchamber in her

petticoat. 1662 PEPYS Diary 21 May, Saw the finest smocks

and linnen petticoats of my Lady Castlemaine's. 1712

ADDISON Sped. No. 295 P 10 He would . . have presented her

. .with the Sheering of his Sheep for her Under-Petticoats.

1812 Poet. Sk. .Scarborough (ed. 2) 138 While Kate was like

a crouching goddess, In only petticoat and boddice. 1836-9
DICKENS Sk. Boz, Mr. Watkins Tattle i, I said, jokingly,

that when I went to bed I should wrap my head in Fanny's
flannel petticoat. 1844 MRS. SHERWOOD Hist. J. Marten
xv. 205 A good flannel petticoat ought to be little the worse

for one year's wear. 1848 [cf. CRINOLINE 4].

to. The skirt of a woman's riding-habit. Obs.

1663 PF.I'YS Diary 13 July, The..Queene. .in. .a white

laced waistcoate and a crimson short pettycoate, . . mighty

pretty ; and the King rode hand in hand with her. 1666

Ibid. 12 June, The Ladies of Honour dressed in their
|

riding garbs, with coats and doubtlets.., with perriwigs i

and with hats ; so that, only for a long petticoat dragging
under their men's coats, nobody could take them for women.

1711 STEELE Sftct. No. 104 F 2. 1814 SCOTT Rcdgatintlet
en. ix, A skirt, or upper petticoat, of camlet, like those

PETTICOAT.

worn [in iBthc.) by country ladies of moderate rank when
on horseback.

d. Applied also to the rudimentary garment
worn by women among primitive or uncivilized

peoples, e. g. the '

grass petticoat
'

of the Papuan
women.
1698 FRYER Ace. E. India fir P. 156 Over their Lower

Parts a Pitticoat or Lungy, their Feet and Legs without
Stockins. a. 1704 T. BROWN IValk round London (1709) 41
Our good Grandmother Lve_ might have sav'd her self a

great deal of trouble in tacking together Primitive Green
Petticoat and Wastcoat. 1712 E. COOKE / ~oy. S. Sea 336
The Women have short Petticoats made of Silk Grass.

8. //. Skirts collectively, upper and under
; also,

skirts worn by children, including young boys :

chiefly in phrase (said of a young boy) in petticoats.
1600 SHAKS. A. Y. L. I. iii. 15 They are but burs,. .if we

walke not in the trodden paths, our very petty-coates will

catch them. 1650 HOWELL Giraffi's Kev. Naples i. (1664) 78
He commanded also that all women . . shold tuck their petti-

coats somwhat high. 1727 SWIFT Country rest Wks. 1755
III. I. 176 A mouse . . took shelter under Dolly's petticoats.
1818 I. TAYLOR Scenes Europe (1821) 67 A young Dutch

[peasant] girl in her holiday suit, . .with petticoats only half

down the leg. 1833 HT. MARTINEAI' Three Agts iii. 85
The country was chalky, and whitened the hems of her

petticoats. 1837 MARRYAT Dog-fiend xiv, The old woman . .

executed her parental authority as if he were still in petti-

coats. 1877 MRS. FORRESTER Migtton I. 253, I have known
him ever since he was in petticoats. 1887 Daily Navs
23 Sept. 5/1 Both in batting and bowling, however, petti-

coats are decidedly hindering, especiajly
in windy weather.

1898 Cycling xii. 72 Petticoats, which only hamper the

action of the knees, must absolutely be discarded.

4. (chiefly //.) As the characteristic or typical
feminine garment; hence as the symbol of the

female sex or character. To wear or be in petti-

coats, to be a woman, to behave as befits a woman.
A Nero (or other male) in pcllicoais, a female

counterpart to Nero, or other man specified.

1593 SHAKS. 3 Hen. VI, v. v. 23 That you might still haue
worne the Petticoat, And ne're haue stolne the Breech from

Lancaster. 170* ADDISON Medttls ii.'Misc. VVks. 1726 III.

36 It is a great compliment methinks to the sex,, .that your
Virtues are generally shown in petticoats. rtl7isBuRNET
O7i>* Time I. (1724) 83 A saying that went of her [Lady
Falconbridge], that those who wore breeches deserved petti-

coats Ijetter, but if those in petticoats had been in breeches,

they would have held faster. 1766 CHESTERF. Lett, to

Godson (1898) 210 Ignorance is only pardonable in petty-
coats. i8a8 SCOTT F. M. Perth xi, Since she wears a

petticoat .. I will answer for her protection as well as

a single man may. 1853 KINGSLEY Misc., Shelley >; Byron
(1859) I. 321 Beatrice Cenci is really none other than Percy

Bysshe Shelley himself in
petticoats.

1880 OUIDA Moths
I. 39 She was a sort of Wesley in petticoats.

b. (sing.} The wearer of a petticoat ;
a female ;

the female sex.

1600 SHAKS. A. Y. L. n. iv. 7 But I must comfort the

weaker vessel!, as doublet and hose ought to show it selfe

coragious to petty-coate. a 1657 R. LOVEDAY Lett. (1663)

118 The Maistre de llostell still keeps his state with the

better sort of petticoats. 1728 YOUNG Lave Fame v, Vain is

the task to petticoats assign'd, If wanton language shews a
naked mind. 1776 J. ADAMS in Fant. Lett. (1876) 155 Rather

than give up this, which would completely subject us to the

despotism of the petticoat, I hope [etc.]. 1864 G. MEREDITH
Emilia, xxv, Must give up business to-day. Can't do

business with a petticoat in the room. 1898 Daily News
l Aug. 4/7 There was as much force as brutality in his

[Bismarck's] exclamation that the Emperor Frederick's

death would put an end to the rule of
'

petticoats in politics '.

5. A wide outer garment, made of oilskins or

rough canvas, worn by fishermen in warm weather,

and reaching below the knee, often undivided : cf'.

petticoat trousers in 9. U. S.

1890 in Cent. Diet. 1895 in Funk's Stand. Diet.

b. Applied humorously or contemptuously to

the skirts of a scholar's or clergyman's gown ; also

descriptively to the kilt of the Highlander or

Highland regiments, the fustanella of the Greek,
and similar male garments.
1:1730 BURT Lett. N. Scot. (1754) II. xxii. 189 That they

[Highlanders] would not be so free to skip over the Rocks
and Bogs with Breeches, as they are in the short Petticoat.

1849 MRS. MORTIMER Near Home, Turkey 357 It would
astonish you to see how fast they [dancing dervishes] turn

round in their full white petticoats. 1849 MACAULAV Hist.

Eng. xiii. (1871!
II. 34 Artists and actors represented Bruce

and Douglas in striped petticoats.

6. transf. a. A toilet-table cover reachingdownto
the floor, b. A sheeting hung round a yacht while

being launched, to hide its outlines. C. A project-

ing fringe-like part forming the foot of a tankard,

etc. d. Archery.
' The ground of a target beyond

the white
'

; the spoon, e. =
petticoat insulator :

see Qsee 9.

1864 WKBSTER, Petticoat, the outer space or surface of a

target. [Kng .] 1875 Encycl. Brit. 11. 378/2 Petticoat, or

Spoon, the ground of the target beyond the white. 1880

BARING-GOULD Mchalah xii. (1884) 164 The dressing-table

had a pink petticoat with gauze over it. 1899 ll'csttii. Gaz.

24 June 7/2 Shamrock is to be launched 'in petticoats'

on Monday. 1899 Daily NCU.IS 27 June 7/3 A long curtain

or '

petticoat
'

hung over the stern of the boat, and, reaching

to the ground, effectually prevented any view of the keel

and lower part of the yacht. 1903 P. MACQUOtn in Hurling-

tonMag. Apr., Inabout 1640. .the tankard becomesplainand

high with a so-called petticoat shooting out at the bottom.

II. attrib. and Comb.

7. simple attrib. Of a petticoat or petticoats.



PETTICOAT.

1587.Ace. Bk. in Antiquary XXXII. 118, vj yeardes of

petecote lace, xviij</. 1834 Tait's Mag. I. 663/1, I would
warrant every knave of them to kiss the hem ofthe petticoat-
tail of the smallest member of the sacred conclave. 1844
MRS. SHKRWOOIJ Hist. J. Marten xv. 217 It was flannel

petticoat time [i. e. for a clothing club distribution 1. a 1844
CAMIMIKLL Ef>. to Hor. Smith^\v\ his breeches of petticoat
size. .his garb is a fair compromise '1'wi.xt a kilt and a pair
of Mnall-clothes. i87z Kentledge's Ev. Boy's Ann. 664/2
To give you the horrors with, in petticoat days. 1886 DR.
RICHARDSON in Pali Mall G. 27 Sept. 6/2 A petticoated
generation could never do the full work of a generation
whose limbs were free of petticoat encumbrance.

8. attrib.(Qi\X\.T=adj.~}. a. In petticoats, wearing
petticoats ; that is a woman, female

; womanish.

(Often hyphened. 1 Now rare.

1625 HART Anat. Ur. u. vi. 85 The ignorant Empiricke,
the peticoate or woman-physitian. 1706 E. WARD Wooden
World Diss. (1708) 10 Many a Heccatomb of humble
Piayers, does he offer to appease this Petticoat-Deity. 1712
ADDISON Sped. No. 305 r 4 A Seminary of Petticoat Politi-

cians, who are to be brought up at the Feet of Madam de
Maintenon. 1725 BAILKV Erasin. Colloq. (1878) I. 186
What does this Petticoat- Preacher \concionatrix\ do here ?

1797 MRS. M. ROBINSON Walsingham II. 213 To ridicule

the petticoat pedant. 1813 MOORE Post-bag (1818) App. iv.

108 A Petticoat Pope in the Ninth Century.
b. Of, belonging, or relating to a woman or

women, as the wearers of petticoats; executed,

performed, wielded by a woman
; female, feminine.

1660 HKKEBINGILL Jamaica (16611 30 The Petticoat Sex.

1690 DRYDEN Amphitryon i. i, Venus may know more than
both of us, For 'tis some petticoat affair. 1800 Proc. E.
Ind. Ho. in Asiat. Ann. Reg. 63/2 He thought this petticoat
influence in the India Company, a most curious circum-
stance ! 1806 Francis Lett. (1901) II. 638, I will not go to

Petticoat Parties. 1828 SCOTT F. M. Perth xi, He will

obey you in making a weapon, or in xvielding one, but he
knows nothing of this petticoat service. 1850 KISCSI.EY
Alt. Locke xxvii, The coarsest allusions to petticoat influ-

ence. 1901 Westni. Gaz. 23 May 4/2 Miss Gertrude Elliott

has the only petticoat part [in a play].

9. Special combs. : petticoat body, a body
attached to or worn with a petticoat ; petti-
coat breeches, loose wide breeches with legs

resembling skirts, fashionable during the earlier

part of the reign of Charles II; petticoat insu-

lator, an inverted cup-shaped insulator of porce-
lain or the like that supports a telegraph wire

;

petticoat-maker, a maker of petticoats, esp, of

farthingales ; f petticoat-monger, ? a whore-

monger; petticoat-pensioner, a man paid by
a woman, a woman's 'fancy-man'; petticoat-

pipe, a bell-mouthed pipe in the chimney of a
locomotive into which the exhaust-steam enters

and which serves to equalize and strengthen the

draught ; petticoat-trousers, (a] a New England
colloquial name for wide baggy trousers ; () =
5 ; (c) the wide-seated trousers worn by Moham-
medan women; petticoat-wise adv., in the manner
of a petticoat.
1862 Eng. M'om. Dow, Mag. IV. 238/2 Patterns of the

newest and most fashionable under-linen, including . . petti-
coat band, "petticoat body. 1891 FLO. MARRYAT There is

no Death xii. 116 She had nut got on 'Rosie's' petticoat
body. 1658 R. HOI.MI-: in Faiiholt Costitnie in Eng, (1860)

255 A short-waisted doublet and *petticoat-breeches, the

lining lower than the breeches tied above the knee. 1860
FAIRHOLT Ibid. Gloss. 399 Towards the end of the reign !

of Charles the petticoat breeches were discarded. 1553 \

HULOKT, *Pettcote maker, indusiarius. 1783 AINSWORTH
Eng. Lat. Diet. 1605 Tryall Chev. v. ii. in Bullen O. PI.
III. 34;

"
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Newgate Cal. IV. 327/1 He became a petticoat-pensioner.
1864 WEBSTER, *Petticoatpipe^ one of aserie* of short conical

pipes, in a smoke-box, to equalise the draught. 1878
^g-iner\LVl. 57/3 Agood modification of the well-known
American petticoat pipe. 1753 N.Jersey Archives XIX. sgi
He took with him. .two Pair of "Petticoat Trowsers. 1761
Ibid. XX. 597 Run away, .an English servant lad. ..Had on
. -long petticoat trowsers, much worn. 1867 SMYTH Sailor's

W'ord-ok.) Pettit. oat tr&zvsers
t
a kind of kilt formerly worn

by seamen in general, but latterly principally by fishermen.

1885 UUKTON Aral>. Nts. II. 6 The strings of her petticoat-
trowsers. 1^03 Daily Chron. 31 Mar. 10/2 Overcoats slung
round the loins, "petticoat -wise.

b. Petticoat government: (undue) rule or pre-
dominance of women in the home, or in politics.
So Petticoat-governed a., ruled by a woman,
hen-pecked.
1702 J. DL'NTON (title) Petticoat-Government. Ibid. 70

By Petticoat-Government, I mean when Good Women
Ascend the Throne, and Rule according to Law, as is the
case of the present Queen. Again, by Petticoat-Govern-
ment, I mean the discreet and housewifely Ruling ofa House
and Family. 1702 (title) The Prerogative of the Breeches: an
answer to Petticoat-Government, written by a True-born
English Man. 1731 FttLDi.vr, Grub-St. Op. i. i, Petticoat-

government is a very lamentable thing indeed. 1825 COB_BETTRur. Rides (1885) I. 365 He, being under strict petticoat
government . . was compelled to get home that night. 1836-9
DICKENS Sk* Boz, Boarding-Ho. t, Mr. Calton seized the
hand of the petticoat.governed little man. 1884 Chr. World
19 June 453/1 This.. would throw electoral power into the
hands of women, and petticoat government would prevail.

Pe'tticoat, v. rare. [f. prec. sb.] a. trans.

To clothe in petticoa\s, put petticoats on ; fig. to

treat as a woman, b. intr. To wear, or posture
in, petticoats. Hence Pe'tticoating vbl.sb.
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1850 BROWNING Christinas Eve xxii, Let us hope That no
worse blessing befall the Pope, Turned sick at last of to-day's
buffoonery, Ofposturing*and petticoatings. 1895 J. WINSOK
Misshs. Basin 175 The Shawnees.. were restless in being
what was termed '

petticoated
'

by the Iroquois.

Petticoated (pe-tiktf'i-ted), a.
[f.

PETTICOAT
st>. + -ED-.] Having or wearing petticoats; female.

1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa (1811) VII! 49, I will contrive
to be the man, petticoated out, and vested in a gown and
cassock. 1824 Miss MITI-OKU f'7//ag^Ser. 1. 1 1863) 155 Days
of every variety of falling weather.. too bad to admit the

possibility that any petticoated thing, .should stir out. 1820
SCOTT AtoHftst. xiv, Here, dame, . .is a letter from your petti-
coated baron, the lord-priest yonder. 1859 G. MZKKUIIH
A', leveret \\. iii. 22 A lady who., was the petticoated image
of her admirable ancestor. 1871 //. Richmond xllv, She
..was. .in the squire's phrase, 'a petticoated parsimony'.
1871 M. COLLINS Mrq. <y Merck. I. iv. 131 She wanted to
make this. .School a petticoated Rugby. 1900 Qn,-c>t

Cycling Bk. \ To see a petticoated woman [cyclist] struggling
along on a windy day.

b. transf. Having a 'petticoat' or enclosing
pendent fringe : see PETTICOAT s/>. 6.

1858 LVTTON // '/nit will he do r. xix, This petticoated divan

suddenly closed round the painter. 1880 BARING.Clori.D
Mchalah MI. (1884) 169 [His] gilt balcony and petticoated
dressing-table.

c. ^See petticoat insulator^ PETTICOAT 9.)
1900 Engineering Mag. XIX. 754/2 They are supported

on strong porcelain insulators, triple-petticoated.

Petticoatery, -ie. nonce-wd.
[f. PETTICOAT

+ -ERY (with punning allusion to coterie).] A
petticoated company or coterie

; wearers of petti-
coats collectively.

f 1849 lilachc. Mag. LXV. 680 The whole coterie (which,
In this instance, is an undiluted petticoatery) assembles fur

consultation. 1884 Punch 22 Nov. 252/1 Astounding bnth
to the old-fashioned petticoaterie and the new-fangled
divided skirtKts.

Pe-tticoa tie. Sc. [dim.] A little petticoat.
1794 BURNS Coming through the Rye i, She draiglet a' her

petticoatie, Coming through the rye.

Fe'tticoatless, a.
[f. PETTICOAT s!>. + -LKKS.]

Without a petticoat, not wearing petticoats.
1888 Afacw. Mag. Aug. 306 The graceful curves of her

slight, petticoatless figure. 1896 Godey's Mag. Apr. 447/1
Men declare lhat the petticoatless female has unsexed her-
self and has left her modesty behind.

b. fig. Without female characters.

1892 Longm. Mag. Aug. 435 Mamie is perhaps the best

petticoat among Mr. Stevenson's rather petticoatless tale^.

Petticoat tails. Sc. [Origin uncertain : see

quot. 1825.]
* The name given to a species of

cake baked with butter, used as tea-bread
*

(Jamie-
son 1825).
? a 1800 Collect. Receipts 3 (Jam.) For Petticoat tails, take

the same proportion of butter as for Short Bread. 1818
SCOTT Br. Lamm, xxvi, Never had there been, .such making
ofcar-cakes and sweet scones, Selkirk bannocks, cookies, and
petticoat-taiU delicacies little known to the present genera- :

tion. 1825 JAMIKSON s. v., The general idea is, that this '

kind of cake is denominated from its resemblance to a section
of a petticoat. P'or a circular cake, when a smaller circle
has been taken out of the middle, is divided into eight
quarters. Hut a literary friend has suggested that the term

\

has probably a French origin, q.fctit gastean, a little cake.
\

The old form of this word is petit gastel. 1870 RAMSAY
Rcmin. vi. (ed._i8) 247. 1887 Pall Mall G. 27 Dec. 5/2

'

Yorkshire Parkin, Simnel cake, and Scotch petticoat tails :

are to be found among a host of local delicacies.

Pe-tticoaty, a. [f. PETTICOAT sb. + -Y.] Like
or akin to a petticoat.
1883 G. H. BOUGHTON in Harper's Alag. Mar. 522/2 He

wears a pair of baggy breeches, .very voluminous and petti-

coaty. 1885 Pall Alall G. 21 May 4 When men took to

wearing a long, petticoaty style of coat., some of them took
to wearing stays also.

tFettifactor, petifactor. Obs.rare. [app.
= petty factor*, cf. PETTY a. and FACTOR 3.] ?A
legal agent who undertakes small cases. Cf.

PETTIFOGGER.
1586 FKHNI-; Blaz. Gentrie 92 Thereby, the number of

pleaders and petifactors be so far increased that although
the common-wealth is wonderfully torn with the litigiou.snes
of clyents notwithstanding their purchase is not worth their I

rent. 1633 T. NASH Qnaternio 41 How difficult a thing it

is for a petifactor to rayse himselfe, without a great deale of

jugling and false-dealing.

Pettifog (pe'tif^g), v. [app. a back-formation
|

from PETTIFOGGER: cf. KOG v$ and PETTIFOGGING.]
1. intrt To act as a pettifogger; to plead or

conduct a petty case in a minor court of law
; to

practise legal chicanery; also transf. t
to wrangle

or quibble about small petty points.
1611 COTCR., Chicaner^ to wrangle, or pettifog it; to

spoyle, or perplex a cause with craftie, or litigious pleading.
1628 WITHKR 7>r//. Remeinb. vn. 738 And cogge, And lie,

and prate of Law, and pettifogge As craftily (sometimes) as

many a one Who divers yeares hath studied Littleton.

a 1680 BUTLER Rent. (1759) II. 165 He will, .rather pettyfog
and turn common Farreter, than be out of Employment.
c 1867 SV.MONDS in Life (1895) 11.133 They accepted the whole,
and were not trafficking or pettifogging about a portion.
1895 Westin.Gaz. iS June 1/3 'But what is this about a
woman lifting up her voice in a law-court and pleading?''

Oh, in America you can do that in a local police-court ; in

a mayor's court women may pettifog.*

2. trans. a. To plead (a case) with legal

chicanery, f b. loosely. To take by petty larceny.
1759 H- MAI.LKT M'ks. T. 22 He pettyfogs a scrap from

authors dead. 1858 N. J 'ork Tribune 23 Oct. 4/5 llle] saw

PETTIFOGGING.
fit. .to address to the Editor ..a letter pettifogging the hard
case of his master.

tPe-ttifog, a. and shl Ohs.

a. adj.
=

Pettifogging, b. s/>.
Pettifogger.

1647 LILLY Chr. Astral, clxxxv. 821 That he shall have
both the Civill and Common Lawyer and the pettifog
Atturney against him. 1796 CHAHLOTTK SMHH MarchmoHt
I II. 44 'I \vunt do thHtime you must try again, old pettifog.

fPe -

ttifog, sb.- Obs. Used as a paronomasia
on pettyfog -= mist, and pettifogging.
1641 MILTON Prel. Episc. 19 And thus much for this cloud

1 cannot say rather then petty-fog of witnesses, with which
KpiM;opall men would ca^t a mist before us.

Pettifogger (pe-tifpgaj). Also 6-7 pety-,
6 9 petty-logger ;

6 petifoger, 7 dial, -voguer,
petty foger. [Orig. sometimes as two wimls,

pettyfogger^ and later often hyphened, petti-fogger^
etc. First element PETTY adj.) second obscure:
cf. FocuKK 1

(but this was perhaps only a shorten-

ing of petty-Jogger'}. The general sense seems to

be the same as in PETTIFACTOK, of about the

same age.]
1. A legal practitioner of infeiior status, who gets

up or conducts petty cases; esp. in an opprobrious
sense, one who employs mean, sharp, cavilling

practices; a 'rascally attorney
1

.

1564-78 UL i.i.i-:vN
f

Dial.agst. Pest. (i88S) 19, 1 knowe iln/itu

VL'iie well ; they are two Pettifoggers in the Lawe. 1576,

1577 Petlie fogger [see FOCCJEK '
i ]. 1584 Leyccsters Ciumt/n'.

(1641) 178 A most wicked Promoter, and wretched Pelifoger,
enriched himself by other inens ruines. 1592 NA--HK /'.

Penitesst: (ed. 2) 6 Sergeant, Bencher, Counsellor, Atoniey
or petifoger. i6oz CAREW Cornwall 4 b, The worst con-

ditioned and least cliented Petivoguers. 1612 OKKKKR I/it
/'c' not good \Vks. 1873 III. 274 We must ;tll tunie petti-

foggers, and instead of gilt rapiers, hang buckram ba^-. ;u

ourgirdles. 1645 MILTON Colast. \Vks. 1851 IV. 365 Ameer
and arrant petti-fogger, who lately was so hardy, as to lay
aside his buckram wallet, and make himself a fool in Print.

1746 H. WAI.I-OLK Corr. (18461 II. 142 He behaved so like

an attorney the first day, and so like a pettifogger the

second. 1841 MACAULAY \V. Hastings Kss. (1851) 623 The
ravenous pettifoggers who fattened on the misery and terror

of an immense community. 1873 LONCF. Wayside Inn in.

Rhyme Sir Christopher 35 Morton of Merry Mount, That

pettifogger from Furnival's Inn.

f b. Sometimes app. a professional name. Obs.
1688 R. HOLME Armoury in. 63/2 Officers of the Palatinate

Courts in Chester. Asbizes..The Solicitor. The Petty
Fogers. Constable of the Castle [etc.]. 1721 MS. Par. Reg.
Catpton % Beds.) 5 Apr., Bur[ied] John Street of ShefforJ

(Pettyfogger).
2. transf. A petty practitioner in any depart-

ment; a tyro ;
an empiric, pretender.

1602 HKRKING tr. Oberndoerffer's Anat. 41 Laying open
the Packe and Fardle of these ciicumferaneous higglers,
and periling Pettifoggers in Physicke 1670 KACHAKM Cent.

(.'/L'r^y'22 He had much better commit himself loan approved*
of cobler or tinker,, .than to be only a di*e-.teemed petti-

fogger, or empyrick in divinity. 1711 PucKi.n Club 215.

41 That such petty-foggers and retailers ofnews and politicks
. .should pretend to teach their rulers how to govern.
3. Nailmaking. See quot. and cf. FoGGEK 1

3.

1871 A. S. HARVI-:Y in Gd. Words biv A large proportion
of the trade is in the hands of middlemen, called

'

foggers ',

those who truck being known as 'pettifoggers ',
euch of

whom employs a certain number of naihnakers.

4. A local name of a fish, the rockling.
1880-4 UAY Fishes C,t. Brit. $ Irel. I. 315 Pettifogger a.\\&

fautt QIC said to have been two local names in Cornwall for

some species of Motella [Rockling].
5. CVw//'., *& pettifogger-like adj.

1729 Mus. DELAXY in Life $ Con . 205 It is saucy, im-

pertinent, unmannerly, and pettyfogger-Iike, to be making
comparisons that are odious.

Pettifoggery (pe-tif^gsii). [
f- prec. + -Y.]

Pettifogging practice ; lejjal chicanery.
1653 MILTON Hirelings 62 The last and lowest sort of thir

arguments, that men purchas'd not thir tithe with thir land,
and such like pettifoggerie, I oimtt. a 1693 I 'rqithat Cs

Rabelais in. xxxvi. 306 Under-hand tricky.. Cavilling, Petti-

foygery. 1871 Athenaeum 28 Jan. 83 Code-making .. is

going on with vigour in South America: and this is not

surprising, for the Spaniards left them a legacy of mis-

cellaneous pettifoggery.

Pettifogging (pe'tifegig), vbL sb. [f. as

PETTIFOG v. -f -ING ]
.] The action of a pettifogger;

legal trickery ; chicanery, pettifoggery ; quibbling.
1580 HOLI.VBAND Treos. Fr. Tong, Chicancrie, pety-

fpgging. 1611 COTGR., CMeaneric j wrangling, pettifogging ;

litigious or craftie pleading. 1630 R, Johnson's Kingd. fy

Connmv. 171 (France) This Chiquanery (Petti-fogging) and

multiplicitie of Pleaders, came first from the Popes Court,
when his seat was at Avignon, (as my Author sahh), 1651
tr. Dc'las~Coi,'eras' Don Fenise 129, I was forced to spend
the greatest part of my goods in suites and pettifogi;ings,
untill I was forced to leave my country. 1843 H. ROGERS
Ess. (1860) III. So Number Ninety [Tract for the Times],
that singular monument of logical pettifogging.

Pettifogging (pe-tif^gin\ ///. a. [f. as prec.
+ -ING 2.] Acting as a pettifogger or rascally

attorney; mean, shifty, quibbling; also, pertaining
to or characteristic of pettifoggers.
1603 FI.ORIO Montaigne n. xxxvii. Petty-fogging Lawyer.

1604 T. WRIC.HT Cliinact. }Varr(ed. 2) 12 He was.. a petty-

fogging Phisitian at his owne costs, as they be petty-fogging

Lawyers thorow theyr owne sutes. 1649 MILTON Eikon.

iv, To see some store of their Friends, and in the Roman,
not the pettifogging sense, their Clients so neer about them.

1673 DRYDKN Amhoyna \. i, This Fiscal, who was . . an

ignorant Advocate in Rotterdam, such as in England we
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FETTIFOGULIZE.
call a Petty-fogging Rogue. 1759 STERNE Tr.Shandyl.
xl, The character of this last man, said Dr. Slop, . . seems to
have been taken from some pettifogging lawyer amongst
ou. 1837 DICKENS Pickw. liii,

' You are', continued Mr.
>ickwick-,..*a well-matched pair of mean, rascally, petti-

fogging robbers '. 1874 L. STEPHEN Hours in Library (\yz)
II. iv. 117 The pettifogging cunning which supposes the

gossips of lobbies.. to be the embodiment of statesmanship.

Pettifo'gulize, v. nonce-wd. [f. PKITIVOOeiB.]
intr. To quibble. Hence Pettifo'gulizer.

853 DE QUINCKY Antol'iog. Sk. Wks. I. 59 So far from
seeking to

'

pettifogulise
'

i. e, to find evasions for any
purpose in a trickster's minute tortuosities of construction.
Ibid. 60, I showed so much scrupulosity about the exact
value and position of his words, as finally to draw upon my-
self the vexatious reproach of being habitually a '

petti-

foguljser '. 1872 MINTO Rug. Prose 1M. i. i. 77 This '

petti-

fogulising',

Pettigree, obs. form of PEDIGREE.

fPettilashery, -lasaerie, obs. corrupt forms
vipetty LAUCKNY : cf. LAKCERV.
1591 GRKENH Connie Catch. \\. Wks. (Grosart) X. 118

Commonly. .called pilfering or petulacerie. 1592 Black
Hook's Messenger ibid. XI. 10 Filching, pettilashery, and
such trifling toyes. 1613 R. CAWURF.Y TabU Alph.> Petti-

hisserie, stealing of things of no great value.

Pettiloon, colloq. perversion of I^ANTALOOX.
1858 WHYTR MRL\ I

II.I.I:
; Tilbury Xogo 174 Two pair of

flannel 'pettiloons ', as people call them now, thick winter
trousers.

Pettily (pe'tili), adr.
[f.

PETTV a. + -LY -.]
In a petty, mean, paltry, or trivial way or manner.
1840 GKM. P. THOMPSON Kxerc. (1842) V. 86 Nothing has

been too grandly mischievous, or loo pettily vexatious, for

their doing. 1858 M. PATTISOS Kss. (1889) II. 18 We should
rather endea\'our a unity of doctrine and spirit among
Christians than pettily insist on establishing certain cere-
monies. 1883 STEVKSSOM Silverado Sq. (1886) 62 They are
. .pettily thievish, like the English gipsies.

Pettiness (pe-tim'-s). [f.
PETTV a. + -NESS.]

The quality of being petty; triviality, insignifi-
cance ; little-mindedness

;
an instance of this, a

petty trait
; formerly, a petty or trivial object.

1581 MIJI.CASTKR Positions ii. (1887) 6 A petie companion,
I confesse, but tilt some better do deale, why may not my
petinesse fullwell take place? 1599 SHAKS. Hen. /', in. vi. 136
Hisransome, which must proportion the losses we haue borne
..which in weight to re-answer, his pettiuesse would bow
vnder. 1660 H. MOKK Afyst. Godl. v. xv. 175 These petti-
nesses being below the Divine Majesty to catch at. 1845
UROWNING Pi\tor Ignotns ad fin., See their faces, listen to
their prate, Partakers of their daily pettiness. 1872 Si runs
in Meat. //'. de Coventria (Rolls) II. Pref. 15 A mean repro-
duction of all the vices and of the few pettinesses of his family.

Petting, vbl.sb.i see PETz/. 1

Pe'tting,///.^. [f. PKT 7-.1 + -ING 2.] That

pets. Hence Pe-ttinfflyai/?'., in a petting manner.
1895 Kii'i.isu -2nd Jungle />'. iSo

' Aowa ! Aowa!' said

Mowgli pettingly,
'
I have killed one striped ape.'

Pettish (pe'tij\ a. [f. PET j//.-' + -ISH!.
Hut the earliest ijuots. precede our first example of the

sb., and are not clearly connected with it in sense.)

Subject to 'pets' or fits of offended ill humour;
in a pet; proceeding from, perlaining to, or of the

nature of, a pet; impatiently angry ; peevish, ill-

humoured, petulant ; easily
'

put out '.

[1552 HULOET, Petyshe, iinpetuosns. 1570 LEVINS Manijt.
145/44 Pe'tish, fJfraeniS) iracundits.] ^1591 R. GREENHAM
Wks, (1599) 12, 1 am pettish, I am vncomfortable and vnquiet
with them, with whom I Hue. a 1641 Ijp. MOUNTAGU Actsty
Man. iv. (1642) 272 He became pettish, wayward, frantick,

bloudy. 1653 SCLATKR Civ. Magistracy 17 The pettish
Israelites (a people seldom if ever, pleased with God's present

Prpvidencies) who murmured under Moses. 1666 PRPYS
Diary 6 Aug., I checked her, which made her mighty
pettish. 1794 MRS. RADCI.IFFE Myst. Udolpho xii, She
received the apology with the air of a pettish girl. 1838
LVTTON Alice in. vii. This was a very pettish speech in

Rvelyn. '873 I. R. GRF.KN I^etters (1901) i. 7, I was.. too
weak and pettish for the rougher horse-jokes of stronger boys.

t Pe-ttiship. Ot>s. nonce-wd. [f. PETTV a. +
-SHIP.] Littleness ; pettiness.
1581 MULCASTER Positions xxxvui. (1887) 178 Some petie

lowlinges . . will needes seeme like, where their petieship
cannot light.

Pe'ttishly, adv. [f. PETTISH 4- -LY 2
.] In a

pettish manner
; peevishly, petulantly.

i6i9 FLETCHER Aftui Lover \\\. ii. Poorly, and pettishly,

ridiculously To fling away your fortune ? 1762 STERNE Tr.

Shandy V. xxxiii, He kept liis fore-finger in the chapter :

not pettishly, for he shut the book slowly. 1879 Miss
BRAOOOM Clov. Foot xii, 'Drip, drip, drip', cried Celia,
pettishly,

' one of these odious Scotch mists '.

Pe'ttishness. [f. as prec. + -NESS.] The
quality of being pettish ; peevishness, petulance.
1645 HP. HALL Remedy Discontents xiv, To see his bounty

contemned out of a childish pettishnesse. 1783 Miss BL-RNF.V
Cecilia HI. iii, Cecilia [was] offended at her pettishness and
folly. 1806 Rdin. Rev. VIII. 162 The. .pettishness of dis-

appointed selfishness. 186$ MRS. WHITNEY Gayivorthys
xxiii. (1870) 228 Her very little pettishnesses and vanities
were like the spring breeze.

Pettit(e, obs. forms of PETIT.

Pettitoes (pe-titJz), sb. pi. Rarely in sing.
Forms: a. sing. 6 pettytoe, petitoe, 8~9pettitoe ;

. //. 6 pettie toes, petitose, 6-7 petitoea, 7
petti-, 7-8 petty-toes, pettytoes, 6- pettitoes.

[Of uncertain origin; but before 1600 taken as
PETTY* a. and toes, pi. of TOE. See Note below.]
1. The feet of a pig, esp. ns an article of food ;

756

'

pig's trotters ; in earlier use the word seems to

have included the heart, liver, lungs, etc., not only
,

of the pig, but of calves, sheep, and other animals.
a. 1555 BfiADPOtD in Strype Red. Mem. (1721) III.

App. xlv. 133 Vf ye haue..halfe a Loyn of lean mutton :

a I'yii.^* Pettytoe, with half a dossen of grene salletts.

1597 15k. Cookeric 53 b, The first course at Supper. A Sallet,
a Pigs Petitoe, powdered lieefe sliced. 1725 BRADLEY /'Viw.
Diet. s. v. Pig's pettitoes. Take Pettitoes, .cut them into

halves, and let every Pettitoe be tyed up together.
. 1589 W. Darrtltt Exp. in H. Hall FMz. SM. (1887)

218 For dressinge ye mutton, rabbettes and a pigges pettie
toes. i5972rt'/V. Gd. llus-wincs lewell Bj b, For a Goose
gibluts and pigges petitose. 1598 FLORID, Pednecij\ all

manner of feete, or petitoes drest to be eaten, as calut^,
sheepes, neates, or hog-; feete, or pigs petitoes. 1607 BEAI -

MONT ll'oiimn Hater \. ii. Like the Table of a countrey
Justice, ..sprinkled over with all manner of cheap Sallads,
sliced Beef, Giblets, and Petitoes. 1683 E. HOOKF.R Pref.
Pordage's Mystic Dm. 56 To giv the Pettitoes in alms
wil not .. satisfi for stealing the Pig. 1793 WOLCOTT (P.
Pindar) /->. to Pope Wks. 1812 III. 203 Calves' Heads, Pigs
Pettitoes, perform as well. 1861 GKO. ELIOT Silas M. x, We
can send black puddings and pettitoes without giving them a
flavour of our own egoism, c 1875 M. JEWRY Model Cookery
79/2 When pettitoes are fried they should be first boiled,

t b. fig* in expressions of contempt. Obs.

1644-7 CLEVELAND Char. Loud. Dinrn. 7 Brereton and
Gell ; two of Mars his Petty-toes, such snivelling Cowards,
that it is a favour to call them so. 1647 WARD Simp. Cobler
26 Futilous womens phansies ; which are the very pettitoes
of infirmity, the gyblets of perqirisqnilian toyes. 1648
JFNKYN Blind Guide i. 17 Rather than this petty-toes of a
Pope can erre an haircs breadth.

2. The feet of a human being, esp. of a child
;

in quot. 1589 of an ape.
1589 R. HARVEY PI. Perc. (1860) 7 The medling Ape. .did

wedge in his pettitoes, so fast between the two clefts that he
stucke by the feete for a saie. 1592 LYLY Midas in. iii, And
you, Qelia, that would fain trip on your petitoes. 1611
SHAKS. tt'int. T. iv. iv. 619. 1708 T. WARD Kng. Kef. (1716)
146 His Grace.. Stood therefore up on Petty-toes. 1884

I
SALA Jonrn. due South i. xxiv. (1887) 323 The osseous

I structure of the tiny creature is yet perfect, even to the
bones of the pettitoes.

j

Jig, 1653 GAUUF.S Hierasp. 109 Particular congregations ;

I

which are, but as the Pettitoes or little Fingers of the
church.

Hence f Pettitoe v. intr. (with /"/) Obs., to

dance, move about on the toes.

1651 OGILBY sKsoft (1665) 180 Not in prophaner Arts, like

Popish Pigs, To pettitoe-it on the Organs Jigs.
{Note. Pttitoe, -toes, was in i7th c. taken by some (e.g.

Skinner, 1671) as = F. petite oie (lit. 'little goose') the

giblets ofa goose, which is thus given inCotgrave:
' La petite

aye, the giblets of a Goose ; also, the bellie, and inwards or
intralls, of other edible creatures.' The extended sense in
the second part of this definition is not mentioned by Littre

(who has a number of transferred senses of a different kind),
and it may really have been an English extension, and may
show the actual way in which a word meaning the giblets of
a goose was extended to the analogous parts cut off in

dressing a pig or other animal. Among these were the feet,
to which the ^A. petitoes would seem naturally to point, and
to which it may soon have been appropriated (cf. the quoi.
from Florio 1598). But if this is the history, it must have
taken place within the space of a generation, since the first

example of 'a pyges pettytoe
'

is of 1555, and fettytoes was
evidently applied to toes or feet by 1589. It is to be noted
that Cotgr. has also

'

Petitose [Fr.], the garbage of fowle (an
old word)"; but this is not given by Godefroy, and may be
some error. It may be worth inquiring whether petitoc was
not orig. a simple adoption of Olt. pctitto little, petty, small

(Florio), quasi
'

pet tics ', petty items.]

Fettle (pe-t'l), v. Sc. and north, dial. [dim.
or freq. of PET v.1 : see -LE,]
1. trans. To pet, fondle, indulge.
1719 RAMSAY Answ. to Hamilton 10 July iv, Sae roos'd

by ane of well-kend mettle, Nae stria' did my ambition

pettie, My canker'd critics it will nettle. 1781 J. HUTTON
Tour Caves (ed. 2) Gloss., Pettie, to coax, play or toy with.
1808 JAMIESON, /V/, Pettie, to fondle, to indulge, to treat

as a pet. 1818 SCOTT Hrt. Midi, xviii, They harle us to
the correction -house in Leith Wynd, and pettle us up wi'
bread and water, and siclike sunkets. 1882 J. WALKFK
Jaunt Anld Reekie^ etc. 181 Auld Scotland's muse I've
coaxed and pettled. 1889 NICHOLSON Folk-Sp. E. Yorks. 77.

2. intr. To nestle ; to cuddle (see CUDDLE z>. 2).

1855 ROBINSON IVhitby Gfoss., To pettie, to cling to the
.

mother's bosom as a young child. 1876 Mid-Yorks. Gloss.

i

s. v., Of a lamb and a sheep together, it will be said of the

former, that '
it petlles with its head against the old one ',

Pettie, var. PATTLE sb.) a plough-staff.

II Petto (pe-t,t<?). [It. petto: ~L. pectus breast.]
The breast : in petto (It.), in one's own breast or

private intention
; in contemplation ;

undisclosed.

1674 BLOUNT Glossogr. (ed. 4), In Petto (Ital.), in design, in

i
the breast or thought, and not yet put in execution. 1679

i J. SMITH Narrat. Pop. Plot 2 They reserved them in their

\
Petto, to be made use of upon occasion. 1712 S. SEWALL
Diary 29 Feb., I ask'd the Govr. to take a Copy of it : He

,
said No, It should remain yet in Petto, .and put it in his

Pocket. 171* Lond. Gaz. No. 50*5/1 There are Seven
Cardinals still remaining in Petto, whose Names the Pope

I keeps Secret. 1772 Ifattford Merc., Suppl. 18 Sept. i/i
'

His Majesty nominated some new Counsellors and Senator*,
I declaring.. that he kept two in petto, 1845 DISKAELI Sybil

iv. xiv, Great constitutional movements in petto.

Fettrel, variant of PEITREL Obs.

Petty (pe'ti), a. {sb.) Forms: 4-7 pety,

petti, 0-7 pettie, petie, pittie, (6 peti, pyty),
6- petty. [In late ME. pety\ phonetic spelling,
after Fr. pronunciation, ofPETIT, which finally took
the place of the earlier form.]

PETTY.

fl. Small (in size or stature) ; below the ordinary
! or normal size. Obs.

1393 LANCL. P. PL C. xvn. 84 And pouerte is a pety \B.
petit] byng aperejj nat to hus nauele. c 1430 LYDG. Miti.
i'ocms (Percy Soc.) 45 Go pety quaier, and war where thou
appere. 1592 GRKKNK Def. Conny Catch Wks. (Grosart)
XI. 68 The Ale-wife vnles she nicke her Pots and Conny-
catch her guestes with stone Pottes and petty Cannes, can
hardly paye her Krewer.

2. Of small importance, inconsiderable, insignifi-

cant, trivial
; little-minded, 'small'.

1581 MULCASTER Positions Ep. Ded. (1887)7, I know your
Maiesties pacience to be exceeding great in verie petie
arguments. 1582 T. WATSON Ccnturif of Lone Kp. Ded.,
In turning out this my pettie poore flocke vpon the open
common of the wide world. 1591 SHAKS. Two Gent. iv. i.

52 And I [was banished] for such like petty crimes as these.

1596 oftrtM, I', i. i. 12 Your Argosies with poitly
saile..Po ouer-peere the pettie Trafliqueis. 1597-8 BACON

i Ess., Expence (Arb.) 54 Commonly it is lesse dishonourable
to abridge pettie charges then to stoupe to pettie getting^.
1649 JEK. TAYLOR Gt. 7:',r*w/. n.Disc. lx. 124 Extirpate petty
curiosities of apparell, lodging, diet. 1666 DRYDEN Ann.
Mirab. ccxiii, His birth perhaps some petty village hides.

1 1713 SJEELE Guard. No. 20 P8 Our petty animosities. 1779-
;

81 JOHNSON /,. /J
., Denham Wks. II. 81 Most of these petty

faults are in his first productions. 1824 W. IRVING T. Trar.
II. 112 Those petty evils which make prosperous men miser-
able. 1871 R. ELLIS Catullus L 4 You of old did hold them
Something worthy, the petty witty nothings. 1875 WHITNEY
Life Lang, viii, 142 It is rather petty to link such an
element to the name of an Italian doctor. 1890 GROSS
GildMerck. I. 149 General dealers in petty wares.

3. Of persons or things in expressed or implied
comparison with others : Minor, inferior ; of

I secondary rank or importance ; subordinate ;
on

a small scale.

Sometimes hyphened or combined with a sb. as petyking,
petifalconer, pettie-itwe, petty-saint, petty-sphere^ etc. See
esp. petty bag, petty canon, and the others mentioned in 5.

1523 in iot/1 Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. v. 328 The
marcnant cheapell of the pittie rode [crucifrxj within the
cathedral chiich. 1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 22
The principall braunches, the vij gyftes of the holy goost ;

the iiij pety braunches, the iiij cardynall vert ues. 155* in

I'icary's Anat. (1888) App. xvi. 313 Suspicious men ..as
shalbe thought lo bee petie pickers. 1570 FO.XE A. <V I\I.

(ed. 2) 204/2 He [Edgar] being at Chester, viii. kinges (called

,

in histories Sttbregitti) to wit, petykings, or vnderkings,
;

came and did homage to him. 1570 LEVINS Alanip, 112/7
: Pette, secnndariiis. 1575 TURBERV. Falconrie 354 The peti-

I

falconers and novices which know not what it meaneth.

1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 284 Aden and Zibyth, two
pettie Kingdomes in Arabia. 1649 G. DANIEL Trinarch.,
Rich. 7/,ccxxxiv, Now the Machine moues on euery wheele,
And Petty-Spha;rs contribute to the whole. 1655 FULLER
Ch. Hist. in. vi. 14 William \Vkkwane, Arch-Bishop of
York .. esteemed a petty-saint in that Age. 1659 WOOD
Life Mar. (O. H. S.) I. 273 An alehouse or pettie-inne for

travellers, called The Chetquer. 1665 BOYLE Occas. Re/1.
iv. xvii. (1848) 268 Those petty Thefts for which Judges con-
demn Men. 1711 ADDISON Sped. No. 70 p 4 The Bwom,
who were then so many petty Princes. 1764 GOLHSM. Trar;
3y2, I

(1),'
from petty tyrants to the throne. 1831 J. \V.

CHOKER in C. Papers 5 Apr., Petty shopkeepers and small
fanners. 1879 FKOI:UE C&sar viii. 70 Mithridates was once
more a petty Asiatic prince existing upon sufferance.

f b. Petty (petif, fety-) school: a school for

little boys [see B. i] ;
a junior or preparatory

school. ^ petty (petty-*} form, the junior form.

1555-6 Lonth Rec. (1891) 140 Item paide . . at suche tyme
ns the petie scole was in making, \\s. [1580 FULKE Martiall
Confut. iv. Wks. (Parker Soc.) II. 163 Which .. he would
not have done in his petite School at YVinchester.] 1590 in

Hakluyt's Voy. (1904) VI. 361 All private and pety-schooles.
1674 // 'ill J. Storie (MS.), Poor children taught at a petty
school.. till they can go to Wakefield Free School. 1718
HICKES& NELSON J. Kettlewell i. ii. o He was first put to

a petty School. 1746 Brit. Mag. 112 He was placed, .near
the Bottom of the Petty-Form. 1818 BENTHAM Ch. Eitg.
n6The career, .from the petty format Eton or Westminster,
up to the examining Chaplain's study.

f 4. repr. F. petit, in petty master PETIT-

MAITBE ; petty nephew^ son = great-nephew, grand-
son. Ofts.

1611 SPEED Hist. Gt. Brit. IX. xxiv. 32 One being Petty
Nephew, the other Grand-child of Francis the first. 1625
LISLE Dtt KartaSi Noe 124 Joktan, the double Pety-son of

Sem, that is whose double grandfather Sem was. 1707

Reflex, upon Ridicule 200 A sort of Petty Master, that

thinks himself very Modish.

6. In special collocations, as petty average :

, see quols. and AVERAGE sh2 2
; t petty boy : see

quot.; tpettybrain = 13KAiNi,ET; fpetty budget,
! a small bag; applied attrib. to a lawyer ; cf./*/z-
, factor, pettifoggery petty cash, small cash items

of receipt or expenditure ; whence petty cash-book ;

fpetty coy =
petty-cotton : see COTTON sb. 7, and

quot. ; petty custom, -s, duty charged upon goods
coming to market : see/a;T

(a custnma in CLSTOM
sb. 4; petty dancers, the Northern Lights; petty
exchange ; see quot. ; f petty farm, the farming
of the petty customs ; f petty gladen, obs. name
of Gladiolus; f petty John, a small point ; petty
orders minor orders : see ORDER sb. 6 petty
pan, a small pan (with various local definitions) ;

f petty panic, Turner's name for Canary-grass,
Phalaris canariensis

; petty-point &., some kind

of stitch, ? = tent-stitch ; petty rice QUINOA ;

T" petty watch, an old name of coast-guards ;

petty weal, a petty state, province, etc. [sug-



PETTY. 757 PETULCOUS.

geited by common weai] ; t petty-world, a

microcosm. Also PETTY BAG, PETTY CANON,
PSTTY CAPTAIN, PETTY GOD, PETTY OFFICER, q. V.

as Main words; and/^vTy CAPE, CHAPMAN, -WOMAN,
CONSTABLE, JUROR, JURY, LARCENY, SERGEANTY,
-TRY, SESSION, SINGLES, TALLY, TITHE, TREASON,
VIEW, and names of plants, as petty COTTON, MAD-
HEB, MOHEL, MUCWORT, MULLEIN, SPURGE, WHIN:
for which see these sbs.

1848 ARNOULD Mar. Iastir, ni. v. (1866) II. 829 Small

charges occurring regularly in the usual course of the

voyage .. are called "petty averages. 1865 [see AVERAGE
sb.* 2). 1867 SMYTH Sailor's Word-bk., Petty average,
smaN charges borne partly by a ship, and partly by a

cargo, such as expenses of towing, c 1688 R. HOLME
Armoury in. 292/1 A "Petty Boy, or a Shoomakers petty
Boy. .Instruments belonging to the Cordwiners Occupation:
and are used generally for their burnishing and smoothing
down theStitches, and to pair pieces of Leatherupon. 1668
ClLl'EPPER & COLE Barthol. Anat. ill. Introd. 127 The
continued [parts] are the Brain, the "Petty-brain, and the
Marrow, c 1550 Itylt of Deuytl (1825) liiv, To euery of
these 'Pety bouget men of law and Tearmers, a couple of

Geldynges. 1834 J. BOWRING Min. Mor., Perseverance 139
Jonas kept what is called the "petty cash in the merchant's

counting-house, that is, he was charged with the payment
of all the small sums for the ordinary expenses of the
business. 1858 SIMMOXDS Diet. Trade, Petty Cask-book,
a book for entering small receipts and payments. 1736
AISSWORTH,

*
Petty coy (heib), Gnaphalium minus [app.

meaning Filagaminima}. 1442 Rolls ofParlt. V. 63/1 Your
grete Customes and 'petit Customes there. 1450 Ibid. 188/1,
xl Ii. in the pety Custume of London. 1482 Ibid. VI. 20^/2
Of oure petite Custume in oure Port of London. 17*3 Loud.
Caz. No. 6151/1 An Act. .for discontinuing Payment of the

Petty Port Customs [at Edinburgh]. 1635 L. FOXE Voy.
A".

Ilfest (Hakl. Soc.) II. 313 At clocke 12, there was
*Pettiedancers or henbanes (as some write them) North in

the firmament, betokening a storme, to follow within 24
houres. 1888 A. H.MARKHAM in Gd. Words Feb. 118/2
These luminous patches occasionally seen with aurorae are,
I think, the same so frequently alluded to by the old navi-

gators as the
'

pettie dancers '. 1682 SCARLETT Exchanges -2

This Exchange is two-fold, viz. An Exchanging of Monyes
for Monyes, one Coyn or sort for another; and a giving of

Money upon Exchange for a Bill, &c. The former of these
is *Petty Exchange, the latter Real. 1707 E. CHAMBKR-
LWNE Pres. St. Eng. in. in. 384 Commissioners .. have the
whole Charge and Management of all her Majesty's Customs,
(the 'Petty-farms excepted) in all the Ports in England.
1601 HOLLAND Ptiny II. 92 The *p-ty Gladen or Sword-
grasse. Ibid. 09 In the range of these bulbous and onion-
rojted plants, some place the root of Cyperus, that is to

say, of Gladiolus (/. Petie-gladen, Flags, or Sword-wort).
1640 BKOME Sparagus Gard. \\. iii, I have a many small

jests, "petty Johns, as I call 'hem. 1644-7 CLEVELAND Char.
Lond. Diurn., etc. Poems, etc. (1677) 104 It is a Maxim ..

That the only way to win the Game is to play Pettyjohns.
1679 V. ALSOP Melins Inquirend. \\. v. 291 To calf them
[i. e. Christ's institutions] the Circumstantials, the Accidents,
the minutes, the Punctilios, and, if need be, the Petty-Johns
of Religion. 17*7-41 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v. Orders, The
"petty, or minor Orders, are four: viz. those of door-keeper,
exorcist, reader, and acofyth. . .Those in petty orders may
marry without any dispensation. 1714 MRS. MANLEY Adv.
Rit-clla 62 The Daughter of a poor *Petiy-pan Merchant.
1825 JAMIESON, Pettie-pan y

s. a white-iron mould for pastry.
1905 Eng. Dial. Diet. Suppl., Petty /(>, a small, round,
earthenware pan in which mince-pies and other tarts are
baked. 156* TUKNKR He* bat \\. 85, I haue as yet heard no
English name of Phalaris, but for lak of a better name it

may be called "peti p^anik, of the likenes that it hath with the

ryght panic. 163* in 14/6 Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App.
in. 235 Ane waistcott of grtin taffiiie, wroght with

*pettie-
point. 1825 JAMIESON, Pettie point, a particular kind of

Dewing stitch. 1858 SIMMONUS Diet. Trade, *Petty*rictt a
name in Peru for the while seeds of Chenopodium quinoa.
1372 Rolls of Parlt. II. 314/2 De chescun Hundred des
Countees sur la Mer sont trovez sur la garde de Mier pur
Enemys aliens certeins gentz q'est appelle *Petti- Wacche.
1628 WITHER Brit. Renumb. 202 Should the Common-
wealth herself oppose These corporations . . it would scarce
obtaine That pow'r which could these *Petty-weales re-

straine. 1605 CAMDEN /?/. 7 A "pettie world within himselfe.

fB. sh. 1. A little boy at school
;
a boy in a

lower form
;
a junior schoolboy. Obs.

1589 NASIIE Martins Months vrinde To Rdr. 7 Some of
them . . were the Petties and Punies of that schoole, whereof
old Martin was the master. 1600 HOLLAND Livy in. xliv.

117 There were the schooles for peties kept, of reading and
writing. 1607 Stat. in Hist. WakefieldGram. Sch. (18921 71
This schole is not ordained for petties but for grammarians.
1617 MINSHEU Ductor^ A Petie in his crosse rowe. .an ABC
scholler. 01670 HACKET Abp. Williams \. (1692) 37 Mr.
Lamb .. came by holding fast to Fortune's middle finger,
from a schoolmaster that taught petties, to a Proctor in
Christian Courts. 1855 THACKERAY Ne^ucomcs iv, A junior
.ensign being no more familiar with the Commander-in-Chief
at the Horse Guards., than the newly-breeched infant in the
Petties with a senior boy in a tailed-coat.

fig. 1613 JACKSOM Creed n. xiv. 8 The School of
Christ, in which all in this life are but

'

parvuli ', petties or
children. 1619 W. SCLATKR Exp. i Thess. (1630) 26 Euen
of such petties amongst vs, Papists haue taken notice so
farre, as by them to make our Church odious.

2. A privy or latrine ;
= little-house(\Aii\&a. 13).

Widely prevalent in familiar use.

Petty-auga, -auger, corrupt ff. PIRAGUA.
Pettv Bag, petty-bag. Obs. exc. Hist. [See

quot. 1658.] An office formeily belonging to the
Common Law jurisdiction of the Court of Chancery,
for suits for and against solicitors and officers of that

court, and for process and proceedings by extents
on statutes, recognizances, scire facias^ to repeal
letters patent, etc. : see also CLERK 6c.

VOL. VII.

1631 in Crt. ft Times Chas. I (1848) II. 103 Some forty
officers more of the same court, as cursitors, filazers, petty-

bags, hanaper, c. 1631 WsCYKB Anc. Fun. Afan. 440
Clarke of the Petit 1'agge. 1648 C. WALKER Hist, [ndepend.
I. 83 Mr. Puiy the Petty-bag Office, besides iooo/. formerly
given him. 1654 GATAKKR Disc. Apal. 45 A Gentleman, one
of the Petti-Bag, who pretended a Title. 1658 PHILLIPS s. v.,

Clerks of the Petit bag, three officers of Chancery who record
the return of all inquisitions out of every Shire, all liveries

granted in the Court of Wards, make all Patents of Customer,
Gaugers, Controllers, etc., each record being put in a petit
or little leather bag; whence they had the denomination of
Clerks of the Petit bag. 1797 Monthly Mag. III. 48 The
specification of this bridge, as enrolled in the Petty bag
office. 1852 DICKENS Bleak Ho. i, Maces, or petty-bags or

privy-purses, .all yawning. 1896 SCARGILL-UIKD /</ rub.
Rec. (ed. 2) Introd. 14 By Stat. n & 12 Viet-, c. 94, the Clerks
of the Petty Bag were reduced to a single Clerk, and the
office was finally abolished in 1889.

t Pe'tty ca-noii, pe:ttica'noii. 06s. Also
6 petichanon, 7 peticanon, 8 petit-canon. A
Minor Canon : see CANON* ^ 2.

1530 PAI.SGR. 253/2 Pety cannon, nicaire. 1546 Mem.
Kipon (Surtees) III. 15, ix Chauntries . . the Incumbentes
wheiof be bounde to Iw presente in the Quere of the saide
Churche at all the service, .and be named Petichanons.

1556 Chron. Gr, Friars (Camden) 71 Thei..went in to the

pettycannons and fowte there. 1661 J. BARNARD Praclat.
Ch. Eng. 25 That the Vicars, Peticanons, singing men and

boyes, with the rest be turned into Schollers. 1769 DC Foe's
Tour Gt. Krit. III. 136 One Dean, and seven Prebendaries
..besides Petit-canons, Singing-men, and Choristers,

t Pe'tty captain, pe:tticaptain. 06s.

Also 5 pety-capteyne, 6-7 petit-capteyn, etc.:

see PETTY, PETIT, CAPTAIN. An officer below a

captain ;
a lieutenant. Also formerly used to

render various ancient titles, e.g. centurion.

14*0 LYDC. Assembly of Gods 635 As for pety capteyns
many mother wase. Ibid. 1093 Whyle these pety-capteynes
susteyned thus the feelde. 1489 CANTON Faytes of A. m.
ix. 185, I telle the that the pety captayne whiche is vndre
the captayne pi incypall may not godely doo this. 1526
TINDALE Matt, xxvii. 54 When the pety Captayne. .*awe
the erth quake. 1548 Privy Council Acts (1890) II. 160

Every captain to give yearelyij"; every petit-captein xij
1

*.

1563 GOLDING Cxiar 11565) 30 The old beaten soldiors, and
the peticapteyntis [centurioncs], and those that had the

charge of the men of armes, were sore troubled. 1586 J.
HOOKER Hist. frel. in Holins/ied II. 95/1 Holland, petit

Captaine to the carle of Salisbury. 1633 T. STAFFORD rac.
Hib. i. i. 12 Two shillings by the day for a petty Captaine.

Pettycoite, -cote, obs. forms of PETTICOAT.

t Petty frdian. 06s. nonfe-wd.
[f.

PETTY a.

+ \..jid-es faith + -IAN.] One 'of little faith '.

1647 TRAPP Comm. Matt. viii. 26 O ye of littlefaith. Ve
petty-fidians ; He calleth them not nullifidians. Ibid.xv*.

31 Thou petty-Julian, small-faith ; Christ chides Peter, and
yet helps him.

t Petty go-d, pe-ttigod. 06s. Also 6 petit

God, petigod, petti-god, etc. [f.
PETTY a. +

GOD.] A minor or inferior deity, a demigod,
So t Pe ttygoxldess.
1581 J. HELL Hnddon's Ansyj. Qsor. 508 Renouncing the

necessary helper of pettygodds and pettygoddesses, inter-

cession is made here onely vino Christ. 1585 FETHBRSTONB
tr. Calvin on Acts viii. 13 This man, whom the Samaritans
counted a petit God. 1600 J. PORY tr. Leo's Africa i. 39
They honour those doctours and priests, ..as if they were

petie-gods. 1610 Up, HALL Apol. Brownists xlv, The
maiestie of Romish petti-gods., was long agone, with Mithra
and Serapis, exposed to the laughter of the vulgar, a 1716 .

BLACKALL Wks. (1723) I. 504 Pulling up Prayers to the
Saints departed, as to a sort of petty Gods in Heaven.

Petty-oager, corruption of PIKAGUA.

Petty officer. [PETTY a. 3.]
1. generally. A minor or inferior officer,

1577-87 HoLiNSHED(7/:n7. I. 53/2 Petie officers to oversee
and overrule th<: people. 1598 BAKRET Theor. Warres in.

ii. 45 There be many petje
officers vsed amongst vs. 1603

SHAKS. Afcas.fbr M. \\. ii. 112.

2. spec. An officer in the navy corresponding in I

rank to a non-commissioned officer in the army.
1760 C. JOHNSTON Chrysal (1822) III. 14, I need not

'

describe to you the situation of a petit officer. 1768 J.
BYRON Narr. Patagonia (ed. 2} 28 It was very hard upon :

us
petty

officers. 1840 R. H. DANA Kef. Mast xx. 60 He !

had been a petty officer on board the British frigate Dublin.

1867 SMYTH Sailors H'0rdJ>k-, Petty officer^ a divisional \

seaman of the first class, ranking with a sergeant or corporal.

Petuis, obs. Sc. form of PITEOUS.
Fetulacerie : see PETTILASHERY.

Petulance (pe'tirflans). [a.

in Hatz.-Darm.), ad. L. petulantia : see next and
,

-ANCE. (In sense 2, influenced \>y petted, pettish, \

etc.)] The fnct or quality of being petulant.
1. Wanton, pert, or insolent behaviour or speech ;

self-assert iveness; wantonness, immodesty; sauci-

ness, insolence ; rudeness. Now rare or Obs.
1610 B. JONSON Masque Qberon 159 Satyrs, leave your

petulance. And go frisk about and dance. 1656 STAN LI;v
Hist. Pkilos, vi. (1701) 243/1 Behave not your self towards
Greece Tyrannically or Loosely, for one argues Petulance,
the other Temerity. 17*8 YOUNG Love Fame \\. 105 But time
his fervent petulance may cool ; For tho' he is a wit, he is

no fool. 1791 BOSWKLL Johnson an. 1738 (1816) I. 94 The I

Petulance with which obscure Scribblers, .treat men of the
most respectable character and situation. 1816 J.Gi I.CHRIST

Philos. Etym. 196 To repel the petulance of hollow upstart
pretension. 1818 SCOTT llrt. Midi, x, With the petula?ice
of youth she pursued her triumph over her prudent elder
sister.

b. A petulant or saucy expression.

1741 in Richardson's Pamela (ed. 2) I. Introd. 26 Naughty
contains, in one single significant petulance, twenty thousand
inexpressible delicacies! 1851 CARLYLE Sterlings, iii. (1872)
112 At limes too he ton Id crackle with his dexterous petu-
lances, making the air all like needles round you.
2. Peevish or pettish impatience ol opposition

or restraint; peevishness, petlishness.
1784 COWPER Task \. 456 The spleen is seldom felt where

Flora reigns; The low'ring cyt-, the petulance, the fiown.
1820 W. IRVING .Si-. Bk, 1. 102 The same weakness of mind
that indulges absuul expectations, produces petulance in

disappointment. 1848 W. H. KKLLY tr. L. Blanc's Hist.
Ten Y. I. 251 Charles X.'s appearance was tranquil,, .but
the sight of a bit of tricoloured ribbon, or a slight neglect
of etiquette, was enough to excite his petulance. 1876 J.
SAUNDERS Lion in Path iv, Her face wore something of
a disappointed child's willfulness and petulance.

Petulancy (pe-tizilansi). [ad. L. petulantia,
n. of quality {.petulant-em PETULANT: see-ANcv.J
fl. = PETULANCE i. Ohs.

ISS9 W. CUNNINGHAM Cowiogr. Clause 38 So folishe

(whether it sprong of petulancye, or ignoraunce, I knowe
not) as to affirme the Heauens to be flat, 1598 MERES
Pallad. Tamia 275 b, Lasciuiousnesse and petulancie in

poetrie mixt with profitable and piecing matters is very
pestilent. 1604 R. CAWDHKV Table Alph., Pttulancie,
wantonnes, saucines. 1646 J. HALL Hor& I'ac. 15^ Pride
and petuhincy are inseparable companions of victory. 1673
Lady's Call. iu ii. 14 God.. will not make acts of repeal
to satisfie the petulancy of a few masterless women. 171*
STEELE i/*ft/, No. 528 PI A curtain lascivious Manner which
all our young Gentlemen use in Publick, and examine our

Eyes with a Petulancy in their own, which is a downiiyht
Affront to Modesty. 1748 CHESTERF. Lett. (1774' I. 350 The
frequemation of Courts checks this petulancy of manners.
2. = PETULANCE 2. rare.

171* STEELE iSjfcf/. No. 370 p i The Petulancy of a peevish
old Fellow, who loves and hates lie knows not why, is very
excellently performed by. .Mr. William Penkcihinan. 1884
TENNYSON Becket \. iii, Thou goc^t beyond thyself in

petulancy !

Petulant (pe'ti^lSnt), a. (s&.) Also y-Serron.
petulent. [a. Y. petulant (1350 in Hatz.-Uarm.),
ad. L. petulant-em^ pr. pple. of *pettt!tire, dim. of

petere to aim at, seek, quasi 'to aim at or assail

in jest '. In sense 3, which is not found in L. or

Fr., app. influenced by petted, pettish.]
1. Forward or immodest in speech or behaviour;

wanton, lascivious. Now rare.

1599 MARSTON Sco. I 'illanie in. xi, Deride me not, though
I seeme petulant To fall into thy chops, a 1625 FLKTCHER
& MASS. La\vs Candy \\. i, I have been lx>th nurs'd and
train'd up to Her petulant humours, and been glad to bear
them. i683'I'RYON Way to Health 277 Corrupted . .amongst
Lascivious and Petulent Men and Women, through various
sorts of Vncleannesses, which are against God's Law. 1783
HAILF.S Antig. C/tr. Ch. ii. 20 Amongst tiie lively, petulant,
and licentious inhabit ants of Alexandria. 1859 G. MEREDITH
R. Feverel III. v. 128 The air of petulant gallantry.
2. Pert ; saucy ; insolent ; rude. Now rare.

1605 B. JONSON I'otyone in. ii, Look, see, these petulant
things, How they have done this ! c 1611 CHAPMAN
Iliad xix. 27 The petulent swarm Of flies. 1650 BULWER
Anthropomct. 256 A kind of Back -bit ing mockery, pro-
ceeding from mans petulant wit and invention. 1693
DKVDEN Disc. Orig. fy Progr. Satire Kss. (Ker) 11. 23 The
petulant scribblers of this age. 17*9 T. COOKE Tales, Pro-

posalS) etc. 124 Mr. Theobald is treated in so unhandsome,
foolish, and petulant, a Manner, thro the Dunciad. 1849
MACAULAY Hist. Eng. vii. II. 175 He is. .ns fair a mark as
factious animosity and petulant wit could desire.

3. Displaying peevish or pettish impatience and

irritation, especially on slight occasion.

1755 JOHNSON, PttvisA, petulant, waspish, easily offended.

1782 Miss BURNEY Cecilia v. iii, He was grown so ill-

humoured and petulant. 1830 ])'!SFFAELI C/ias. /, III. v. 72
Laud was petulant, passionate, and impatient of contradic-
tion. 1856 EMERSON Eng. Traits, Manners Wks. (Ilohn)
II. 46 The Englishman is very petulant and precise about
his accommodation at inns, and on the road. 1874 GREEN
S/tort Hist. viii. 2. 470 The address was met by a petulant
scolding from James. 1888 HI/ME Mine. Midas i. iii. With
a petulant gesture she hurled the rose out of the window.

B. sb. A petulant person (esp. in sense A. 3).
1682 SHADWELL Lane. Witcftesi. Wks. 1720111.225 Come,

good petulant, Mr. Chop-logick, pack up your few books..
And leave my house. 1755 Man No. 2. 4 Can satire be too

sharp for such petulants? 1893 T. M. HKALV in H'estnt.

Caz. 2 Nov. 2/1 Hostile journalists, .pursued Mr. Parnell

at the outset of his Parliamentary career as a boie, a
blunderer, and a petulant.

Pe'tulantly, adv.
[f. prec. + -LY?.] jn a

petulant manner ; insolently, wantonly ; pertly ;

with peevish or pettish impatience.
1610 HEALEY St. Aug. Citie of God i. i. (1620) 2 Those ..

most petulantly insulting ouer Christs seruants 1717
PARNELL Homer's tiatraclwm. n. Poems (1722)88 Myflow'ry
\Vreathstheypetulantlyspoil, And rob my chrysial Lamps of

feeding Oil. 1838 EMERSON Misc. Pajpe>s, Milton Wk-i.

(Bohn) 111. 300 Johnson petulantly taunts Milton with

'great promise
and small performance

1

. 1881 W. COLLINS
Bl. Robe ii, I am sorry I spoke so petulantly and so unfairly.

t Petulcons, <?. Obs. rare. [f.
L. petitlcu*

butting, wanton, frisky (f, petfre to aim at, assail,

etc. : cf. hittlcus gaping, f, hiare to gape) -f -ous.]

Batting ; wantonly aggressive.
1661 CAKK Fiat Lux iii. 13 (1665) 151 The Pape . .

whistles him and his fellow petulcous rams in order by
charitable admonition.

bo f Petu'lcity, offensive forwardness or temerity.
1628 T. MORTON Let. to Bp. Hall in H.'s Wks. 1837 IX.

408, I do, therefore, much blame the petulcity of whatsoever

author, that should dare to impute a i'opish affection 10 him.
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PETUN.

HFetim (p/tu'n, pe'tun). Obs. Forms: 6-8

petum, 7 pitum, 7- petun. [a. F. petun (in

i6thc. also petitm\ a. Guarani pety (nasalized _y,

nearly = F. ).] A native South American name
of tobacco, formerly partially in English use.

[1547-55 tr. Captivity //. Stade \\. xxii. (Hakl. Soc.) 147
The soothsayer, .fumigates it with a herb which they call

Bitiin.] '577 FRAMPTON Joyful News \\. 42 h, Many haue

giucn it the name, Pctuni, whiche is in deede the proper
name of the Hearbe, as they whiche haue traueiled that

Countrey can tell. 1600-14 Ncive Metamorphosis (N.),

Petun \erron. Puten] .. Tobacco cald, most sovernJgne
herbe approved, And nowe of every gallant greatly loved.

1616 SUHFL. & MARKH. Country Farme 219 To make
triall of this hearbe, caused the wound of a dogge to be
rubbed with sublimate, and then presently after to be

applied the juice of Petum, together with the substance and
all. 1630 J. TAYLOR (Water P.) Wks. (1630) (N.), Whereas
..the hearb (alias weed) ycleped tobacco, (alias) trinidadg,

alias, petun, alias, necocianum, a long time hath been in

continuall use and motion. 1763 tr. Chartevoix
1

Ace, Voy.
Canada 239 (Stanf.) A sort of Petun, or wild tobacco, grows
everywhere in this country. [1874 BURTOX in Captivity H.
Stade (Hakl. Soc.) Introd. 65 In the Brazilian tongue the

terminal -y was pronounced mostly like the Greek ypsilon
and the French U. Thus, Pity, tobacco, was phonetically
written Return and Pitun. 1893 Syd. Soc. Lex. s. v., When
they [the Caribs] .smoked it, they called it tabaco, and when
they snuffed it, petun.J
Petu-ncle. rare. [a. f.pttoncte (1555 in Hatz.-

Darm.), ad. L. pettuncul-us^ dim. of pecten a scal-

lop.] A small scallop-shell.
1854 BADHAM Halieut. 42 The be^t nidus for all kinds of

coquillages, oysters, scallops, the petuncles (whence we
derive our purples).

Petune (pAi/^n), v. [a. F. petune-r (1612 in

Ilatz.-Darm.) to smoke tobacco, f. petun : see

PETUN.] trans. To spray (tobacco) with, a liquid
intended to produce flavour or aroma.
190* in WEBSTER Snppl.

Petunia (pAiirnii). Bot. [mod.L. (Jussieu
1 789), f. PETUN : so called from its close botanical

affinity to the tobacco plant.]
1. A genus of ornamental herbaceous plants

(N.O. Solanacex or Atropacex) nearly allied to

tobacco, natives of South. America
; they bear

white, violet or purple, and variegated funnel-

shaped flowers. Also, a plant or flower of this.

18*5 Curtis. 's Hot. jlfag-. LI I. 2552 Petunia Ny^ taginifiora.

Large-flowered Petunia. . . Found by Commerson on the

shores of Rio de Plata. 1846 Li SULKY Veg. Kingd. 621

Solanaceae... Genera., ii. Petunia. 1861 WHYTE MKLVILI.K
Goodfor Nothing II. 169 A splendid confusion of verbena,

petunia, anemone, and calceolaria spangled with spots of

gold. 1882 Garden 25 Mar. 202/3 The Petunia, although
a perennial, may also be successfully grown as an annual.

2. The dark violet or purple colour of the petunia.
Also attrib.

1891 Daily Xeivs 19 Jan. 3/1 Woollen materials, .in dark-

tones of red, russet,.. violet, pansy, dahlia, petunia, &c. 1892
Ibid. 18 June Vj The yoke was of petunia velvet with a

deep frill of lace. 1894 Wcstm. Gaz. 26 June 8/2 The
Duchess wore a very rich costume of petunia and black.

II Petuntse fjvtirntse, p/tz>ntsej. Also 8-9
petunse, petuntze, 9 pehtuntse. [Chinese

(Mandarin) pai-tnn-tz9^ f. pai (dial, peh, pe} white,
inn a mound, stone + -tzt, a formative ending. Also
in F. pttunsQ A white earth, prepared in China

by pulverizing and levigating a partially decom-

posed granite, probably a mixture of kaolin with

quartz and felspar; used in combination with

kaolin in the manufacture of Chinese porcelain.
The name has also been applied to similar earths

prepared in other countries. Also attrib.

1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl. s. v. Porcelain, There are two
kinds of earths, .used in the composition of porcelain., the

second, called petunse, is a plain white, but exceedingly
fine, and soft to the touch. Ihid.) For the finer porcelain^,

they use equal quantities; four parts of kaulin to six of

petunse for moderate ones; and never less than one of

kaulin to three of petunse, for the coarsest. 1764 CROKER
Diet. Arts ff Sc. s. v. China-Ware, The preparation of

petunse is by pounding the stone till it be reduced to a very
fine powder. 1794 SULLIVAN View Nat. I. xxix. 440 Felt

>par, or petuntze, is generally opaque. 1868 DANA Min.
(ed. 5) 475 The petuntze (peh-tun-tsz) of the Chinese.. is a

ejuartzose feldspathic rock, consisting largely of quartz.

1879 J. J. YOUNG Ceram. Art 53 The manufacture of1 hard

porcelain was begun at Sevres in 1769, the quarries of

St. Yrieix supplying both the kaolin and petuntse. 1883
J*inns' Gititie wore* Porcelain Wks. 14 Petuntse is the

decomposed granite rock found in Cornwall. Composed of

quartz, felspar partially decomposed, and a talcose material.

Petuous, petwys, obs. forms of PITEOUS.

Petwood (pe'twud). [Corruption of Burmese
name hpet^wnn or pct-woon (Watt Diet. Econ.

Prod. 2nd. i8S9).] A large timber tree, Berrya
Ammonilla or moliis, N. O, Tiliaces1

^
found in

Hiirma, Southern India, Ceylon, the Philippines;
also its timber, called also Trincomalee wood.
1866 Treas. Bot., Petwood, Berrya mollis. [190* J. K.

GAMBLE Man. Ind. Timbers (ed. 2) 107 The Triucomali
Wood. .. Petwun, IJurm. ; Halmillila, hnlmilla, Cingh.
(whence the specific name).]

Pety, Petyte, obs. forms of PETTY, PETIT.

Petycioun, -cyon, obs. forms of PETITION.

Petygre, -grewe, -gru, obs. ff. PEDIGREE.

Petygree, butcher's broom ; see PETTIGREE.
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; Petypernaunt,petyperny. Obs. Usually
in pi. Forms (pi.) : 5 pety(peti) perna(u)ntes,
perneis, perneux, perneys, pernollys, pernys.
[Derivation of second element uncertain: perh.

Pernant = prcnant^ pr. pple. of prendre to take.]
A kind of pastry, app. akin \.Q pain /^?"(PAIN sb.^).
The has often been printed as u (?>) by editors, etc.

c 1390 Form o/Cnry (1780) 89 The Pety Pernaunt [printed
-uaunt]. Take male Marow . . powdour of Gyngur,.. datis

mynced, raisons of corance,..& loke bat bou make \>y past
with ^olkes of Ayren, & bat no water come J>erto; and
fourme by cofTyn, and make up by past. c 1430 Two
Cookery-bks. 50 Pety Pernollys. . .Take tnarow of bonys, to

or ,iij. gobettys, & cowche in be cofynn ; ban take ponder
Gyngere, Sugie, Roysonys of coraunce,& caste a-boue [etc.].

Ibid* 51 Pety Pernauntes. Ibid. 58, 59 (Bills of fare) Pety
perneux. c 1450 Ibid. 74 Anter peti pernantes. Take and
make thi Coffynsas hit is a-for said [etc.], c 1460 J. RUSSELL
Bk. Nurture 499 Kut of be toppe of a payne puff.. Also pety
perneys be fayre and clene. llnd. 748 Pety perneis may
not be exiled. 1513 Bk. Kcruynge'm Babces Bk. 271 Gelly,
creme of almondes, ..petypernys, quynces bake.

Fetzite (pe-tsait). Min. [Named 1845 by
W. Haidinger, after \V. Petz, a chemist, who
analysed it; see -ITE! 2.] Telluride of silver,

containing a variable amount of gold.
'849 J. NICOL Min. 477 The petzite of Haidinger is the

same species, 1868 DANA Min. 51 Petzite. .. Differs from
hesMte in gold replacing much of the silver. ..Color between

steel-gray and iron-black, sometimes with pavonine tarnish.

Peucedaneous (piws/d^rwas), a. Bot. [f.

mod.L. Pcucedanese
,

f. Pcncedanutn, a. Or. irtvxt-

Savov the herb hog's fennel (f. irtvtcyj pine + tftavov

eatable, food) : see -EOUS.] Belonging to the

Feufcdanemt
a suborder of Unibelliferx t having

the genus Peticedanum for type.
1858 In MAYSE Ex-pos. Lex. 1866-77 WATTS Diet. Chein.

IV. 386 Uml>elliferous plants of the peucedaneous tribe.

Peucedanin (piwse'danin). Chem.
[f. Pence-

dan-tim (see prec.) + -IN 1
.] A neutral substance

(C 12H 12O3) contained in the root of masterwort,
Peuccdanitm (Iwperatoria) Qstntthinm, and other

umbelliferous plants ; also called imperatorin.
1840 Penny Cycl. XVIII. 51/1 Peitccdanin, a peculiar

principle obtained from the peucedanuiii officinale^ or sea

sulphur-wort. .. The name of peucedanin was given by
Sihlatter. 1866-77 WATTS Diet. Chew. IV. 386 Peucedanin

crystallises in lignt, transparent, colourless, shining prisms.

PeUCyl (pi'sil). Chem, [f. Gr. nfintr} pine +

-YL.] An oily hydrocarbon obtained fiom turpen-
tine-oil : also called tcrebilene.

1857 MILLER Elem. Chem. III. 442 The liquid hydro-
chlorate has been termed hydrochlorate of peucyl. 1866-77
WATTS Diet. Chon. IV. 387 Peucyl, syn. with Tercbilene.

Peuish, Peule, obs. if. PEEVISH, PULE.

llPeulvan,-ven(lvlvan). Arckxol. [Fr./^/-
ven (1837 in Krnault, 1876 in Compl.Dict. Acad.},

pettlven or peitlvan (i 879 in Diet. Acad.}, a.

iireton peittvan (l.e Pelletier 1752), dial. Quiberon
pahve'n (Ernault\ f. pcfil stake, pillar (

= Welsh

paivt^.palus} +van, mutate of man appearance,

figure, statue (Le Pelletier, Legonidec, etc.), or

'tven, mutate of men stone, or ? merely formative

suffix (Loth, Krnault).] An upright long stone,
an undressed stone pillar of prehistoric age;

properly applied to those existing in Brittany.
1851 SIR F. PALGRAVE Norm, fy Kng. I. 469 When will

Druidical archasologisLs be convinced that menzhirand peul-

ven, cromlech and kistvaen tell us nothing? 1859 JEPHSON
Brittany v\. 182 It would puzzle many an engineer of the

present day to. .balance a peulvan or rocking-stone. 1889

Jrnt. Anthrop. Inst. XIX. 73 An 'inclined dolmen', and
four peulvens, or small upright stones, i m. 45 to 3 m. high.

Peun, pe-iine, obs. forms of PEON.

Peur(e, obs. forms of POOR, PURE.

Feutinfiferian (pitind,5iTian),<z. [f. proper
name Petttinger (poi'tiner) + -IA\,] Of or belong-

ing to Peutinger : in Petitingcrian table, a map on

parchment of the military roads of the ancient

Roman empire, supposed to be a copy of one con-

structed about A. D. 226.
This was found in the isth c. in a library at Speyer, and

came into the possession of Konrad Peutinger of Augsburg
(1465-1547), in whose family it remained till 1714; it is now
in the Imperial library at Vienna.

1796 MORSE Amer. Geng. I. 23 An ancient set of maps,
called the Peutingerian Table or map [note, found by Conrad

Celtes, and purchased by Conrad Peutinger a burgomaster
of Augsburg, from whom it derives its name]. 1834 Kncycl.
Brit. (ed. 7) X. 391/2 The Peutingerian TaHe.. forms a

map of the world, constructed on the most singular prin-
ciples. Ibid.) The Peutingerian Table serves as a specimen
of what were called Itincra Picta, the 'painted roads.' of

the ancients, intended for the clearer direction of the march
of their armies.

Feutral, -11, variants of PZITIIEL Obs.

-j-Pevera'de. Ol>s. Cookery. Also 4-5 -arde
;

4 pevorat, pevrate. [app. f. ONF./m*Wf pepper
+ -ADE.] A sauce of which pepper was an im-

portant ingredient : cf. POIVRADE.
'1390 Form ofCury in Warner Antiq. Culin. 25 Pevorat

for veel and venyson. 14.. Anc. Cookery ibid. 64 Pevrate

sause. Ibid. 70, Hoor in peverarde, or braune in pevernrde.
c 1430 Two Cookery-vks. 1 1 Brawn en Peuerade. i 1450 Ibid,

71 Urawne in peu[er]ard.

Pevett, obs. form of PIVOT.

PEW.

Pew (piw), J/'. 1 Forms: 4 puwe, 5 pywe,
peawe, 5-7 pewe, 5-9 pue, 7 piew(e, 6- pew.
[Late ME. puwe^ pywe, pewe, app. orig. identical

in form with OF. pttye, pine, poye fern., parapet,
balustrade, balcony: L. podia, pi. of podhti
elevated place, height, also, balcony, parapet,

balcony in the Roman theatre where the emperor
sat, a. Gr, irofiiov base, pedestal, dim. of woi^,
7ro5- foot. The Lat. sing, podium gave OF. /w/,
/<?/, puZj pou, pen height, hill, mount, hillock,

mole-hill, mod.F. pity hill, mount. But there are

gaps alike in the form-history and sense-history
of the word : see Note below.]

1 1. A raised standing-place, stall, or desk in a

church, to enable a preacher, reader, or other offi-

ciant to be seen and heard by the congregation ;

often with defining word, as minister spew, a pulpit,

prayer or praying few, reading or reader s pew,
the desk at which the service is read, a lectern,

shrivingpew, a confessional seat, apew forpenance',

etc. Obs.

Quot. 1470-85 is obscure ; it has been suggested to mean
a chantry chapel.

[1470-85 MALORY Arthur xiv, iii. 644 He fonde a preest

redy at the aulter, And on the ryght syde he sawe a pewe
closyd with yron.J 1479 Bury With (Camden) 50 My body
to be beryed in the pariche cherche of Eu.->ton be for the

chaunsell dore by syde the pue. 1487-8 Rec. St. Mary at
f/ill 130 Item, for nay lies for \>z schryvyng peawe, ob. 1529
MORE Dyaloge i. Wks. 127 Vpon y

6 sondaye at high masse
time, .for fulfillinge of hys penance, vp was the pore soule

set in a pew, that y peple might wonder on him and hyie
t^ic] what he sayd. 1548 Ckutckw. Ace. St. Mickatl,
Corn/till in Heales Hist. Pews I. 43 Payd to the loyner
for takynge downe the Shryuyng pew. 1550 BALE Eng.
I 'otaries \\. 31 b, To laye stones of great wayghte vpon the

roufe beanies of the temple ryght ouer hys prayenge pewe,
and to lete them fall \pon hym to hys vlter destruc-

cyon. 1568 Church. Ace. St. Peter, Chepe in Heales 38
Paid for ii matts for the pewe wherein M r Parson saithe

the service. 1640 FULLER Joseph's Cvaf, Christning Serin.

170 Passe from the Font to the Ministers Pue. 1640 C.

HARVEY Synagogue n'^ I doubt their preaching is not alwaits

true, Whose way to th' Pulpit's not the reading Pue. 1641-

1848 [see READING vbl.sb. iob]. 1646 HP. MAXWELL Burd.
Issach. in Phenix (1708) II. 264 Two always speak, the first

from the Reader's Desk or Pew, the other in some other

place distant from him. 1661 Bk. Com. Prayer, Comniina-

tion, The Priest shall, in the Reading-Pew or Pulpit, say :

[1549-1604 shall go into the pulpit
and say thus:]. 1692

BURNF.T Sarwn Visit. Art. in Heales Hist. Pi'ws I. 39
Have you in your said Church or Chappel a convenient

seat or Pew for your minister to read Divine Service in ?

2. A place (often enclosed), usually raised on

a footpace, seated for and appropriated to certain of

the worshippers, e.g. (in early use) for women only,

for a great personage (patron s, royalt lord's,

squires pew] or for a family (family pew) ;
in the

latter case often a quadrangular enclosure or com,-

partment containing a number of seats.

1393 LANCL. P. PI C. vn. 144 Among wyues and wodewes
ich am ywoned sitte Yparroked in puwes. 1427-8 Rec. St.

Mary at Hill 67 For certeyne pavynge & mevynge of pewes
in the cherche. 1453 Will

Hfiit. Wyntringham (Lambeth
1

,

Et volo quod in muroad sedile vocatum MlgKcft/fW* nupcr
dicte Katerine fiat scriptura sculpta in auricalco ex opposite

sepulturam meam. (1460,! RUSSELL Bk. Nurture
^ 917

Prynce or prelate . . or any o$>er potestate, or he entur in lo

t>e churche, be it erly or late, pen-cue all bynge for his pewe
l>at it be made preparate, bobe cosshyn, carpet, & curleyn,

bedes & boke, forgcte not that. 1479-81 Rec. St. Mary at

Hill loo For the makynge of a nywe pywe. 494~S /&''*

215 For makyng of the pewes for the pore pepull, and j pew
at the Northe dorre, and ij benches, and the pewes

in Sent

Steven ChapelL 1496-7 Ibid. 225, xij foot of borde, elmyn,
to knyel on In the pews. 1511 FABYAN Will in Chron. Prtf.

3, I will that my Corps be buried atwene my pewe and the

highe awter Win the qwere of the pari>she churche of

Alhalowen of Theydon Gnrdon. 1517-18 in Swayne Sarum
C/iHrc/nv. Ace, 59 For the pewys thys yere xs. \d. 1529

WOI.SEY in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. i. II. loGoyng this day owt

ofmy pue to sey masse, your lettres . . wer delyueryd vnto me.

1540 LudlowChurchw.Acc. (Camden)6 Ffor whiche pewe the

seide baylifes have awardede that the seide Richarde Lang-
forde shalle content and paye to the Churche wardeyns..
the some of vis. viijW. 1572 Wills $ Inv. N. C. (Surtees)

I. 369 My bod ye to be buried w*h in the parishe churche of

thorneton in the strett in the closyd or pew wherin I vse to

sitt 16*5 BACON Apophlh. Wks. 1879 1. 328/1 Sir Thomas
More.. did use, at mass, to sit in the chancel; and his lady

in a pew. And because the pew stood out of sight, his

gentleman-usher ..came to the lady's pew, and said 'Madam,

my lord is gone'. 1637 POCKUNGTON Altare Chr. iv. 28

The prophanenesse that is, and maybe, committed in close,

exalted Pewes. 1644 EVKI.YN Diary 6 Mar., The rest of the

congregation on formes and low stooles, but none in pewes
as in our Churches, to their greate disgrace. 1663-4 PKPVS

Diary 28 Feb., St. Pauls . . The Bishop of London . . sat there

in a pew made a' purpose for him by the pulpitt. ^1696
AUBHEV Lives (18981 1. 273 Under the piewes (alias hogg-

sties)of the north side of ihe middle aUle. 1766 BLACKS rosn

Comtn. II. xxviii. 429 Pews in the church, .may descend by
custom immemorial (without any ecclesiastical concurrence)

from the ancestor to the heir. 1842 F. E. PAGET Mitf. Mali'.

211 Asking your consent to the removal of your pew, and the

substitution of an open sitting in its place. 1845 G. A. Pooi.i:

Churches vii. 74 A man has no rignt, because he is rich,. .

to perch his coronet on the top of his canopied pue. Ibid.

xiv. 143 The close-hearted worshipper in a canopied pue,

with tables and a fire-place, behind crimson curtains. 1865

TROLLOPS Helton list, i, The squire was once more seen IM

the old family pew at church. 1904 H. LITTLKHALHS in



PEW. 759 PEWIT,

Kec. St. Mary at Hill i. Introd Note 22 As early as 1496
it was customary for certain parishioners to have pews
allocated to them.. .There were special pews for the poor
j>eopie, . . pews for men, . .and for women,
fig' X^S3 MH.TON Hirelings 85 His Sheep oft-times sit

the while to as little purpose of benefiting as the Sheep in

thir Pues at SmUhfwld.
b. Now commonly applied to the fixed benches

with backs, each seating a number of worshippers

(usually four to six or eight), with which the area

of a church or chapel is now usually filled, except
for the passnges affording access to these seats.

In most churches these have now superseded the earlier

'family pew' (see 2); but m the earlier quotations it is often

uncertain whi:h are meant.

Pew, as the place of a layman or member of the con-

gregation, is often opposed to///////; cf. c.

1631 WRKVER Anc, /**. Alan, 573 Dead bodies of the
Nobilitie whose funeral! trophies are wasted with deuouring
lime and.. scales or Pewes for the Townesmen, made ouer
their honorable remaines. 1654 WHITLOCK Zootomia 139
You may take away the Pewes, where all are Pulpitarians.

1665-9 BoVLB Occas. Refl. 111. vi. (1848) 150 As if all that

belongs to Ministers, and their Flocks, could be perform'd
in the Pulpit, and the Pew. 1691 IVetsils i. 5 The Neigh-
boring Wives already slight me too, Justle to the Wall, and
take the Upper Pew. 1706-7 FARQCHAR/>V<tK.r'.S'//'<i/, n. ii,

The Verger. .Inducts me into the l>est Pue in the Church.
1868 DICKENS Let. to Miss Dickens 18 Jan., It was very odd
to see the pews crammed full of people,

C. transf. The people who occupy the pews,
the worshippers or congregation ;

the hearers as

opposed to the preacher.
i88a J. PARKER Atost. Life I. 74 How can we preach to

a people unprepared to hear"? A prepared pulpit should be
balanced by a prepared pew. 1901 Contcmp. Rev. Mar. 323
As is the pew, so is the pulpit.

t3. A raised seat or bench, for persons sitting in

an official capacity, as judges, lawyers, etc.
;

a
rostrum used by public speakers or by academic

disputants, etc. ; an elevated station, 'stump', or

stand for persons doing business in an exchange
or public place ; a * box

'

in a theatre. Obs. exc. as

transf. from 2.

1558 PHAER sEncid \u. Tj, This was both minster, court
and hall, Here stoode theyr ofTryng pewes, and many a

slaughter downe did fall [Virgil vir. 175 Hoc illis curia

templum, He sacrissedes epulis]. <ri6oo Titnon\\, iv, From
whence doe yee hale him? from the pewes of most wicked
iudges. 1600 HOLLAND Lh-y ML Ixiv. 132 Duillius then.,
caused the Consuls to be called into their owne pues and
.-eates. 16x9 WADSWORFH Pilgr. iii. 15 Six other of their

companions disputing three against three in two pewes one

puerthwart the other. 1644 EVKLYN Diary 3 Feb, One side
is full of pewes for the Clear kes of the Advocates,who swarme
here [the Palais, Paiis] (as ouis at Wcstminxter). a i66t
HOLYDAY Jnz>en,il x. 187 Hut ne're Did silly lawyers blood
the pew besmear. 1668-9 PEPYS Diary 15 Feb., Did get
into the play;.. but I sat so fur I could not hear well, nor
was there any pretty woman that I did see, but my wife, who
sat in my Lady Fox's pew with her. 1678 UUTLEK Hud. in.

iii. 623 To this brave Man, the Knight repairs For Counsel,
in his Law-affairs; And found him mounted, in his Pew.
1804 SAI.A London.uf>to D,itt%o In the seventeenth century
..there were shops inside the Hall [Westminster Hall] itself;
and scriveners had their desks, and usurers their

'

pews'.

\ b. transf. Station, situation
;
allotted place.

C 1400 Pcty "Job 555 in 26 Pol, Poems 139 Ye lat me peyne
here in a peynfull pewe, That ys a place of grete doloures.

1607 DI:KKKR A'nts. Conjiir. ix. (1842) 72 The Eli<San
Gardens.. .The very Pallace wher Happines her selfe main-
tnines her Court. .. Women! .. scarce one amongst fine

hundred lias her pewe there. 1673 Char. Quack-Astrologer
Ji iij b. And placing the Planets in their respectiue Pues.

4. atlrib, and Comb. t as pew-bench, -cushion,
desk, -door, -end, -holder^ -keeper, -mate, -opener^
-seat, -shutter, -woman; pew-chair, tpew-dish:
see quots. ; pew-gallery, a gallery of pews ; pew-
mate, a fellow occupant of a pew, a '

pewfellow '.

Also PEWFELLOW, -RENT, etc.

1898 ll'estm. Gaz. 4 June 4/2 The grave is nearly covered
by a *pew bench. 1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mech.,

*
Pew-chair,

a seat affixed to the end of a pew so as to occupy a part of
the aisle when seats in excess of the pew accommodation are

required. i86a H. MARRVAT Year in Sweden II. 260 Some
idle boy had carved his initials on the *pew-desk. 1654
GATAKER Disc. Afiol.bj Pleading fr the set led and immove-
able Font .., which the Presbyterians, he saith, have brought
to a moveable and unsettled *Pue-dish. 1491 2 Rec. St.

Mary at Hill 173 For a peyre of henges for ihe *pewe dore.

15*0 WHIG. Cough in Surrey ArchxoL JrnL 184 My body
to be buried in erlh at my pew dore within our I^idy Chapell
of my parish Church. 1713 STEELE Guardian No. 65 p i

Clattering the pewdoor after them. 1874 MICKLETHWAITK
Mod, Par. Chutches 34 note, Fantastically-shaped *pew-
ends. 1846 B. WEBB Cont. Eccfi&iol, 173 Theie was a kind
of *pew-gallery on each side of the chancel. 1845 Etclc-

iiologist IV. 257 The *pue-holder may lock up his pue and
absent himself from Church. 1887 A. ABBOTT in Gladden
Parish Problems 70 A double organization, the communi-
cants or spiritual body . . being one, and the congregation or

pewholders. .the other or secular body. 1742 RICHARDSON
Pamela III. 233 Where. .it might be more likely seen by
the "Pew-keepers. 1596 COI.SE Penelope (1880) 165 Hut if

you needes will puling sit, A *pew-maie for you am I fit.

178* Miss LJi'Rsr.v Cecilia ix. v, To perform her promise
with the "Pew Opener. 1853

'

C. HEDB Verdant Green i. vi,

Seeing no beadle, or pew-opener, .to direct him to a place.
i885 RUSK IN PreteritA I. 282 There was no beadle to lock
me out of them [churches], or *pew-shutter to shut me in.

1810 S. GREEN Reformist II. 17 He. .would have given the

*pew-woman a shilling to have let him into a pew.
[Note. The phonological relation of puu>e, p\~ve, ftwe,

to OF. pye, puie, oflers difficulties. For the sense, cf.

i6th c. Dutch tBrabantish)///yr or pnyde (which must have

been taken from OF.). Plantin 573 has *cr Pajffj vn
lieu enleue au marche, ou centre r hostel de la vjlle, pour

or place elevated in a Market, to Proclaim or to Cry of any
thing

1

; cf. mod.Du. de />iti the front of a town-hall or other

building. Of the L. sing, podiittn, Du Cange gives one of

the mediaeval senses as *

Lectrum, analectrum in ecclesia.ad

quod gradibus ascenditur', i.e. a lectern or reading-desk m
a church, to which one ascend* by steps; in Italian, Florio

(1598) has *

Peggie, a hill or mounting side of a hill, a blotke
to get vp on horsebacke'. (So occasionally in Eng. horsf-

PCVJ = horse-block: see N. $ (?. lotn ^ 'V. 278 J u '>'
I 95*J

Tliese point to the series of senses : base, or raised structure

to mount or stand on ; raised place to stand on in making
a public speech or proclamation,

*

stump', rostrum; esp. in

a church, a raised lectern, reading-desk, pulpit, or the like ;

whence, generally, place elevated above the floor for any
purpose; particularly, sitting place on a raised base. But
it is not impossible that this last sense, which seems to lie

peculiar to Kng., may have originated in that of balcony,
balustrade

'

(see the Etymology), esp. if the name was first

applied to a range of scats raised against [he wall.]

Pew, J/'. 2 [a. OF. pen, var. of pel, pi. pens,
mod.F. pieu a pointed stake, a large stick shod
with iron.] A long-handled pointed prong, for

handling fish, blubber, etc.

1861 L. DE BOILEAU Recoil. Labrador Life 29 The Fi--h

are not taken out [of the seine] by hand, but by an instru-

ment called
*

a pew ,
which is a prong with one point. 1883

Fisheries Exhib. Catal. 197 Fish forks and pews used in

storing and handling the catch.

Pew, J/'. 3 SV. [Onomatopoeic : partly echoic,

partly expressive of the action : cf. TEW z'.-]

fl. The thin cry of a bird, esp. of the kite. Obs.
c 1470 HKNRYSOX ^for. Fab. xm. (/ rog fy Mouse} xix, The

fled..pyipand
with mony pew. 1513 DOUGLAS sEnt-is vn.

'rol. 125 The soir gied quhislis loud wyth mony ane pew.
155* Lvi)i-:sAY Monarchc 1451 Byrdis, with mony pietuous
pew AfFeritlye in the air thay flew.

2. A fine stream of breath forced through an

aperture in the lips ;
a thin stream of air or smoke.

1824 MACTAGGART Gallmnd. Encycl. (1876) 389 There's no
a pue o' reek in a' the house. 1895 CROCKKTT Men ofMoss-
Hags xviii, 126 Sending up a heartsome pew of reek into
the air, that told of the stir of breakfast. Hid. xliv, 312
With a pew of blue smoke, blowing from its chimney.
3, 7*o play pew. to make the slightest sound,

utterance, or exertion. (Always with negative
expressed or implied.) Cf. PAW j&2
17x8 RAMSAY Last S/>. Miser x\ix, He never mair play VI

pew. 1808 1 8 JAMICSON s. v., He canna play pw, he is

unfit for any thing. 1819 Scorr Dr. Lamm, xxiv, 1 couldna
hae played pew upon a dry humlock.

Pew, v
[f. PEW j*.i]

1. trans. To furnish or fit up with pews.
1449 [see/t-zv/X?- below]. 1634-5 BRERETON 7><zz>.(Clielham

SocJ 81 St. Nichol-church ..as neat pewed ..as any. .in

England. 1686 in A. I-ting Lindwcs Abbey xx. (i8?6) 242
It was agreed that the Kirk be pewed. 1766 Hist. Pflham,
Jlftiss. (1898) 119 The Town Has agreed on a Method to
Pew or Repair the Meeting House. i86t FREEMAN in

Life ff Lett. (1805) I. v. 321 The Normans are inferior to
the Gascons m this, that they pew their churches and some-
times lock them. rtfe|.S)tai40*xa May 524/2 The.. benchers

plastered it and pewed it and galleried it and whitewashed
it [the Temple Church}.
2. To shut np in or as in a pew.
1609 W. M. Man in ^/<w^ (1857) 100 To pick a pocket, or

pervert some honest man's wife he would on purpose be pued
withall. 1831 Examiner 71/1 The same men who were as

willingly pewed in the parish church as their sheep were in

night folds. 1855 BAILEY Mystic 59 Order loftier than the
mind of man Pews in its petty systems.
Hence Pewed ppl.a.\ Pewing vbl. sb. (also

concr. pews collectively).
1449 in Heales /list. Peivs I. 33 In..makyng of pleyn

dtsques & of a pleyn Radeleft and in paying of the said
chirch nou3t curiously but pleynly. 1454 in Test. I'ctnsta

289 To the fabric of the churche of Herne, viz. to make
seats called puyinge, x marks. 1848 B. WKHB Contin.
Kcclesiol. 77 A mo-^ miserable pued and galleried preaching-
room. 1874 MICKLKTHWAITE Mod. Par. Churches 32 The

pewed part of the church. 1884 I. CUBITT in Coniemp. Rev.
XLVI. 113 Nothing in his [Wien'sJ parish churches.,
impresses common observers more unpleasantly than the

pew ing.

PeW, pue (pi"), ?'.2 [Echoic: ctPBWjJ.3 i.]
intr. To cry in a plaintive manner, as a bird.

1398 TKEVISA Barth. De P. K. xn. xxvi. (Tollem. MS.),
The kyte..whan lie hungreb, he sechep his mete pewynge
[fd. 1535 wepynge] with voyce of pleynynge and of mone.
1530 LVNDESAY Te$t.Papy>igob<& Wesall gar cheknischeip,
and gcaslyngis pew. Ibid. 763, 1 mnye nocht pew, my panes
bene sa fell. 1549 Coinpl. Scot. vi. 39 The chekyns began
t.> peu quhen the gled (juhissillit.

a 1586 SIDNEY Arcadia
in. (1622) 398 The birds likewise with chirps, and piling could
Cackling, and chattering, that of loue beseech.

fPew, int. Obs. Also peugh. An utterance
of contempt or derision : ^

1*0011, PHEW.
a 1615 Fi KTCHER Noble Cent. in. i, Pew, nothing, the law

Salicke cuts him off. 1638 FORD Lady's Trial n. i, Hang
Dutch and French,. .Christians and Turks. Pew-waw, all's

one to me !

Pewage (pi/<'edg\ Also puage. [f.
PEW sbl

+ -AGE.] The arrangement or provision of pews;
rent paid for a pew or pews.
1684 J. WADF. in Nichols Coll. Top. $ Gen. (18-56) III. 317

For^pewage, Sr Lionel Jenkin ji 5 o. 1836 NICHOLS ibid.

316 The presents or gratuities which he received in addition
to the

'

pewage money '. 1841 (i. POULSON ftist. Holderntss
II. 288 The former pewage was very anciejit ; two pews
bore the inscription 1590. 1842 EctltsiologiU Nov. 62 The

puage ofall these churches Is exceeding bad. 1866 Guardian
27 Dec. 1327/1 The incumbent, .objecting, .that the services

might damage his income, arising almost entirely from
1

pewage '.

Pewdom (pi-dam). [f. as prec. + -DOM.] The

system or prevalence of pews in churches; the

condition or rank of being a pew.
1866 Ch. ff St. Rev. 24 Aug. 530 Dilapidated chance'*,

shabby altars, dreary hebdomadal services, and general
pewdom and beadledom. 1876 Mr. Cray fy Neighb. I. 143
The seats, .where the aged poor sat, had little doors to them,
to make them as much like pews as as possible without

giving them the full dignity of pewdom. 1888 E. J. PARS
in Ck. Times 30 Nov. 1044/2 The crusade against Pewdor:.

Pewee (pf-wi~). 7.5. and Canada. [Echoic:
cf. PEWIT.] A name applied by some to small

olivaceous fly-catchers oi the Family Tyrattttidw,,
and so identified with PEWIT 3; by others restricted

to the genus Conlofus, as Cctitopus vircns, the

IVood-pewee of the Unittd States and Canada.
1810 A. WILSON in Poems $ Lit. Prose (1876) I. 109 A

pewee had fixed her nest on a projecting shelf of the icclc.

1839-40 W. IRVING H'olforfs K. (1855) 19 The Pe-wit, or
Pe-wee or Phcjft>e-bird; for he is called by each of these name?,
from a fancied resemblance to the sound, of his monotonous
note. 1869 J. IJfRKOUGHS in C<ila.\y Mag. Aug., Ttie com-
mon pewee excites . . pleasant emotions, both on account of it

1

;

plaintive note and its exquisite mos.sy nest. 1870 LOWEI i.

Study ll'ind. (i886j 19 The pewce is the first bird to pipe

up
in the morning. 1874 S. F. UAIKD, etc. J\

T
. Ainer. Birds

II. 357 Contopits z'iwns, Wood Pewee. 1875 WHI IXLV Lift
Lang. vii. 120 The cuckoo and the peeuee and the tonc*'i

were named from their notes. 1883 Century Mag. Sej t.

685/1 The wood peuee builds an exquisite nest.

fPewewe. Ol>s. [Echoic: cf. I'EW sb?'] Imi-

tation of the plaintive cry of some birds.

1450 HOLLAND Uovilat 642 The Pitill and the PypeCIci!
cryand pcwewe.
t Pew-fellow. Obs. [i.

PEW s(>.
1 + FKLLOW.]

One who has a seat in the same pew ;
a fellow-

worshipper ;
one of the same communion, persua-

sion, or sect ; a companion, an associate.
c 15*4 WOI.SKY in J. Hooker ///i/. ire/, in Holinsfied (\$-])

II. 85/1 It hath pkscd some of your pufcllows to report thM
I am a professed enimie to all nobilitie, namehe to the

Geraldines. 1533 MOKE Debcll. Salem \Vks. 948/2 The
frere, that as he was preaching in the country, spyed a poorc
wyfe of the paiyshe whyspering \vyth her pewfellow. 1579
W. WILKINSON Coti/ut. Familyc rj Loue 44 b, Fayne would
they thtir toyes were pewefellowes with the sacred truth (f

God. a 1600 HOOKKR Eccl. Pol. vi. iv. 10 To please their

pew-fellows, the disciples of Novatian. 1630 MASSINCF.R
Picture in. iv, If you spend this way too much of your roy;tl

stock, Kre long we may be puefellows. 1673 Lady's Call.
I. v. 48 These sit down to talk and laugh with their Pew-
fellows [in church J.

Pewfol (pi/Hul\ [f. as prec. + -FUL.] As many
persons as will fill a pew.
1641 E. UDAI.L Contmnn. CcmUnessc 4 So many.. as there

be Pewfulls in the Church.

Pew-gaff (piw'^aef). [f. PKW sb.~ + GAFF sbl]
1884 KNIGHT Diet. Meek., .S'w///., Fcw>$aff i Fishing

1

,
a

hook on a staff, used in handling and pitching fish.

tPew-glede. Obs. rare. [f.
I'su" sbP -f

GI.EDE.] The Kite : see GLKUK.
1615 MARKHAM Picas. Primes v. (1635) 25 Made of a fine

greene floxe, and the wings of. .a Pew-glead.

Pewit, peewit (p/'wit, pi-it). Forms: n.

6 puwit, 6-7 puet, 6-9 puit, 7-8 puett. ft. 6

pewitt, 7-8 pewet, 8 peevit, pievit, 6- pewit,
8- peewit. [Kchoic, from the cry of the bird

; ct.

fee-weep, pcesweep ;
also Flem. piewit-voghcl (Ki-

lian), Dn. kieviet (kietiit Kil.), MLG. kivit, I,G.

kiwiti Ger. ki(e}bitz, kiivitz (Grimm), MHG.
giHtZ) etc. ; all of echoic origin. The original

Kng. type was prob. (pf-\v/t), whence by stress-

shift (p/"w/t, p/'wit, pi/i'it). 1'arallel names with
initial / (teen.'itt etc.) are also found both in Eng-
land and on the Continent : cf. popular >'. dix-hitit^
MLG. tfz'if (Grimm).]
1. A widely-diffused name of the Lapwing (I'a-

nelhts vitlgaris or tristattts} : the usual name in

Scotland, and in Kng. Dial. Diet, cited as used
from Northumberland to Berkshire.
a 1529 SKELTOS /'. Sflarwc 430 The culuer, the stock-

dowue, With puwyt the lapwyng, The versycles shall syng.
157 LKVINS Manip. 87/34 A Puet, //m/crr/s. Ibid. 149/36
Puit, fhalaris. i6ia in Nawtrtk Hcuseh. Bks. (Surtee 1

-)

29 Sr George I)awl>ton's man bringing aopueits. 1688 K.
HOLME Armoiny u. 254/2 A. .Pewet .. in the North of

England, .is called a Tewit, or Hastaid Plover. 1725 J.KAIJ-

I.KY Fain. Diet. s.v. Spring, The Snipe and Woodcock,
Pewit, or the like, c 1730 Brut Lett. N. Scotl. (1818) I. 1^9
The green plover or pewit.. is therein said to be the un-

grateful bird. i8ai CLARE / 7/7. Minstr. J I. 121 The start-

ling peewits, as they pass, Scream joyous whirring over-
head. 1842 TFNNYSOM Will Ir'atfrfr. ^30 To come and go
..Returning like the pewit [rime cruet].

b. The thin wailing cry of this bird.

iSia Sporting Mag. XXXIX. 106 The shrilly sounding
cry of Pe-wit. 1876 SMILES .SV. Natur. xiii. (ed. 4) 260 You
could now hear . . the pleasant pe?~vit of the I.apwing.
2. (In full pewit gull.) The black-headed Gull

(Lams ridi/HiiH/its) : from its cry.
1678 RAV IVillughly's Ornith. 347 The Pewit or Black-

cap, called in some places, The Sea-Crow and Mire-Crow:
I.ar:is cincreus. 1686 PLOT.Vtaffordik. 231. i78PtNNAsr
/.col. II. 426 The Pewit Gull...'Jhe notes of these gulls di<-

tinijuish them from any others; being like a hoarse laugh.

1885 SWAISSON Brit, Birds 209 Puit or Peewit gull.
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3. In U. S. A name given to various species of

Tyrant Flycatchers, as the Common Pewit, Sayor-
/; fitsca or S. phtebe^ and the Black Pewit, S.

nigricans, small birds of 6 or 7 inches long.

1839-40 [see PEWKK]. 1890 Cent. Diet, s.v. t 'I'he common
pewit abounds in eastern North America. 1894 NEWTON
Diet, Birds 711 The name Pewit ..was given from the bird's

cry, as it is in North America to one of the Tyrant-birds,
Xayornis fttsca, which is a general favourite there as a

recognized harbinger of summer.
4. Pewits eggs* a name for certain shells.

1776 DA COSTA ConcJiology 173 The sixth family is tlie

Kuces seu IJuIIa;, commonly called the Pcwifs Eggs.
5. Comb,, as pewit'-ground, -land (poor undrained

land), pewit-poolt
etc. (where pewits breed) ; pewit-

gull (see 2).
i586 PLOT Staffordsh. 231 At which Moss they continued

a'jout three years, and then removed to the old pewit pool
again. 1894 NEWTON Diet. Birds 710 The great Pewit-pool
;it Norbury in Staffordshire, .had ceased to be occupied by
the end of the last century.

Pewk(e, Pewl, obs. forms of PUKE, PULE.

Pewless (pi/7-Ies), a. [f. PEW
stg

+ -LESS.]
\Vithout pews; having no pew.
a 1857 D.JEXROl.D/Vnf-ff/wrWkSi 1864 IV. 233 Glancing

oMIy at Ins pewle-^s brother standing in the crowded aisle.

1874 MlCKLETHWAITB Mo<L Par. Churches 29 The fashion
f>r pewless churches. 1887 ANNA FOKBKS fHtulindt 236
Farther back, in a pewless space, native dames in smothering
veil* [etc.].

Pewne, Pewpe, Pewre, obs. ff. PAWX j<M,
P JOP. PURE.

Pew-rc^nt. The rent paid for a pew, or for

sittings in a church. Hence Pew-re :ntal, Few -

re ntar ; Pew -rented, Pew-re-nting ,///..

1840 Penny Cycl. XVIII. 52/2 Pew-rents, under the

church-building acts, are exceptions to the general law.

1843 Ktctesiologist II. 15 A fashionable pue-renied chapel.

1872 TAI.MAGE Serin. 105 The building U. .untrammelled by
tae pew-rental system. Ibid. 168 Pew-renting churches and
free churches. 1885 Truth n June 929/1 Let the phites go
round To take the mites of affluent pew-renters.

Pewtene, Sc. var. PUTAIN Oh.
y
a whore.

Pewter (piw'tai). Forms: 4-5 peutre, 4-6
pewtre, 4-8 peuter, 4- pewter (also 5 peautyr,
pewtyr(e, 5-7 peauter, 6 pewtur, 6-7 puter,
7-8 pewther) ; 4 peudur, -yr, 5 -dre, peauder,
c-6 (-9 tfial.) pewder. [NIK. a. OF. penfre, pcatt-

tre, peattltre, pialtre, etc. (from I2thc. in Godef.\
repr. an earlier *peltre = It. pellro, $\>..pe!b-e. In

later OK. also espiaulre^espeaulre\ in \\\\. piatitct'^

and spiaitter (in Kilian, peaittert speaitter], Ger.

spiaitter ^ LG. spialter. The mutual relations of

these forms and the origin of the word are un-

ascertained : see Diez (s. v. peltro], Korting (s. v.

*pcltmNi}) Littr, Hatz.-Darm., Franck (s. v.

Planter), Skeat; and cf. SPELTER. The form
with d (pewder) is still in dialect us.1 .]
1. A grey alloy of tin and lead, usually con-

taining one fifth of its weight of lead, for which
other metals are sometimes substituted, partly or

entirely, in the composition of different varieties.

[u^a HRITTON i. xv'i. 6 Qi mauveise chose vendent pur
bone, sicum peutre pur argent ou latoun pur or.] 1570
Bury Wills (Camden) i In vasis de pewtre debit, iiijj. \$d,

1387 in E, E. /F/7/s(E.E.T. S.) 2 The lauour of peuter with
the basyn of led. 1388-9 Atnngdon Ace. (Camden) 57, j charg

1

de peudur. c 1425 Pot. Ret. % L. Poems (190.1) 311 Do thi

licour in a vessel of peauder, or of leed, or of Rlas. c 1450
in Cat. Let. Bk. D. City <>fLond. (1902) 202 Alle the pottis
of peuter that ye fynde not aselyd. 1553-3 fnv, Ch. Goods

Staffs, in Ann. Lichfield JV. 17 A cruett of puter. 1551
/ft:'. Ck. Goods York, etc. (Surtees No. 57) 18, ij crewettes
of pewder. i6oa Narcissus (1893) 277 Whose head doth
shine with bright hairs white as pewter. -1782 PKIESTLEY

Corrupt. Chr. (I. vi. 35 A chalice of gold, or silver, or at least

of pewter. 1833 HT. MAKTINEAU Three Ages i. 9 The
service of pewter made a grand display. 1839 URE Diet,
Arts 952 The English tradesmen di-tinguish three sorts,
which they call plate, trifle, and ley newter j the first and
harde>t being used for plates and dishes ; the second for

beer-pots; and the third for larger wine measures. 1879
Casseil's Ttchn, Educ. i. ^5 A small proportion of antimony
combined with tin forms hard pewter.

b. Pewter utensils collectively ; pewter ware.

1573 TI:SSCR Hush. fiS/8) 175 That pewter is neuer for

rianerly feaste^. That daily doth serue so vnmanerly beastes.

1596 SHAKS. Tain. Shr, n. i. 357 Pewter and brasse, and
all things that belongs To house or house-keeping. 1596
i //e.'. fl/, n. iv. 51 Fiue yeares: Herlady a lon^ Lease for

the clinking of Pewter. 1604 Knaretkaroitgh Wills (Surtees)
I. 244 All the pewther as yt standes. 1717 RAMSAY Elegy
en Lucky Wood iv, Her pewther glanc'd upo* your een
Like siller plate. 1807 SOUTHEY Kspriellefs Lett. II. 72
We ate off pewter, a relic of old customs.

2. fa. Applied to armour : cf. pewter coat in 5.
iSii HSAUM. & Ft. Philasterv. iv, And every man trace

to his home again, And hang his pewter up.

b. A pewter pot. Alsoy?^.
a 1839 PRAED Poems (1864) II. 233 Now drinking from the

pewter. 1853 G. J. CAYLEY Las Alforjas II. 54 A huge
gla-s mug with a handle, as big as a pewter. 1861 HUGHES
Tom Ih'owii at Oxf. xi, Stopping in the bar to lay hands on
several pewters full of porter.

C. slang. A tankard or
*

cup
'

given as a prize ;

prize-money; money.
184* Er;\N Macheath, !-<t>u?d Yeoman, v. (Farmer), Hand up

the pewtejr, farmer, you shall have a share. 1873 5tang Die/.,

Pewter,, .the pots for which rowing men contend are often
called pewters. 1888 Academy 24 Mar. 202/1 The anxiety
for

*

pewter
'

or prize money, which, .animated our officers

and men.

t 3. A pale yellow alloy of gold and silver ;

= ELECTRE i, ELECTRUM 2. Obs.

Perhaps only a tiaditional entry in successive vocabularies,
founded orig. on some misunderstanding.
c 1425 Voc. in WY.-Wiilcker 653/12 Hoc Plectrum, pewtyre.

c 1440 Prottt- Parz>. 395/2 Pewtyr, metalle, elcctrwn^
so. undent commnnem sealant. 1483 Cath, Angl. 277/2
Pewdyr, elcctrutn. 1552 HULOET, Pewter, elcctrnm, or it is

a kynde of mettall, halfe golde, halfe siluer, or parte.
4. A polishing medium used by marble-workers,
made by the calcination of tin.

1875 in KNIGHT Diet. Meek.
5. attrib. passing into adj. Made or consisting

of pewter; also humorously',
in pewter coat

,quot. 1584), a cuirass, coat of mail ; f pewter
language (qnot. 1615), pothouse talk.

c 1400 Lanfranc's Ciritrg. 192 Leie it in a peuter disch.

1412-3 Abingdon Ace. (Camden) 94, j pewderpot de pot el.

152* in /Jury ll'itls (Camden) 115 A grett pewter basen.
'

' 5*5-*" KM* St. A/tiry at Hill 333 A pewtur pott for watur
: fur the preUtes". 1584 I.YLY Campa&pe v. iii, These pewter
I

coates canne neuer bitte so wel as satten dublets 1615
BRATHWAIT Strapp&io (1878) i Mounsieur IS.icchus, . .

j
singuler Artist in pewter language. 1631-2 in Swayne

j

Sarum ChitYchw, Ace. (1876) 316 A quarte and a pinte
i

of pewter pottts. 1688 in Willis & Clark Cambridge
(1886) III. 384 Two and twenty peauter Trencher plaits.

1707 MORTIMER Hush. (1721) I. 272 Placing a large Pewter-

platten under the Cluster of Bees. 1816 Scorr Antiq. iv,

With a pewter badge on the right arm. 1840 DICKENS
Barn. Rudge ii, A table decorated with a white cloth,

'

bright pewter flagons. 1894 Daily AVit-.v 10 Feb. 5/2 The
1

old familiar pewter pot is disappearing from London public-
'

houses, and it-> place is being taken by the Continental gla^.
6. Comb., as pewter-maker^ -making \ pewter -

\

buttoned^ -like, -topped adjs.; pewtsr-carrier, one
: who serves in an ale-house, a potman; pewter-
casa, a case for holding pewter utensils ; pewter-
mill, a lapidary's wheel made of pewter, used

with rotten-stone and water for polishing gems
of medium hardness (amethyst, agate, cornelian) ;

pewter-solder, soft solder, of similar composition
to pewter, but containing a greater proportion of

Jead. Also PEWTERWORT.
1779-81 JOHNSON* L. /*., Drjifat III. no It haunts me

wor.se than a 'pewter-buttoned serjennt does a decayed
j

cit. 1833 MARRYAT P. Simple it, I say, you "pewter-carrier, ;

bring us another pint of ale. 1789 Chron. in Ann. Reg. j

214/1 The fluid passed from the bell to the *ptwter-case, !

|

and spent its force there. 1874 BoUTELLXrWf^ Arm. ii.
|

38 Lefffcings funned of a *pcwter-like metal. 1901 Stirling
\

Nat. Hist. ^ Arcltxol. Soc. 22 Robert was a "pewter- maker.
1888 HASI.UCK ftfodel Kngin. Handybk, \ -jS Using culinary
'soft

'

or "pewter solder for uniting surfaces that are already

j

tinned. 1801 rail Mali G. 29 Oct. 2/2 Shouting and gesticu-

j
lating, in front of the long,

*
pewter-topped barrier.

Pewterer (pi tarsi). Forms: 4 peautrer,

5 pewtrer(e, -terere, 5-6 psuterer, 6 pewtrer,
peauterer, (7 peatterer\ 8 St. peudrar, peu-
therer, 6- pewterer. [MIC. peantrcr^ in AF.

peaittrer QF.peautrier (1300 in Godef.), peaul-
trier = It. peltrafa) peltraro (: */<?//; ario} t

f. OF.

peau(t)t*v t
It. ptttrVj PEWTER.] A worker in

pewter ; one who makes pewter utensils.

1348 in Riley Mem. Land. (1868) 244 [Stephen T^strauncc

I
and John Syward,] Peautrers. 1401 Rolls of Pa>'lt. III.

i 519/2 Peulerers. r 1440 Prom. Paw. 395/2 Pewtrere, clectu-

\
arius, vel stannarins. 1503 A(t_ 19 Hen. F//, c. 6 The

\

Pewterers and Draslers of the Cities of London anil York.

1530 PALSGR. 253/2 Pewtrer, pottier desiain, &cavltri?r.

1597 SHAKS. 2 Hen. IV, in. ,ii. 281 Hee shall cnarge you, i

and discharge you, with the motion cf a Pewterers Hammer, ,

i65o I'.OYLE New Exfi. Pkys. Mcch. xx. 146 We caus'd a
I

skilful Pewterer.. lo close it up. .with Soder. 1839 URK
j

Diet. Arts 120 Bismuth, with tin, forms a compound more
j

elastic and sonorous than the tin itself, and is therefore
j

frequently added to it by the pewterers.

Pewternel, obs. variant of PKTRONEL.

Pewterwort (piw'taiwzMt). Herb. [f.
PEWTER

+ \YOKT.] A name given to the plant Eqinseltun

hyemale on account of its use in polishing pewter
and other utensils.

J597 CiKRARDK Herbal \\. ccccxlii. 958 Italian rusliie Hor^e
j

i taile.. .Women. .scowre their pewter and wooden things of

the kitchen therewith,.. and thereupon some of our huswiues
do call it Pewterwoort. 1657 W. COLES Adaw in Kdcn

!
xxxiil. 60 The rougher kind hereof, called in English Shave-

i grass,.. hath been by some of them called Pewterwort.
|

1883 JKFFERIF.S in Longm. Mag. June 195 On the moist
i banks jointed pewterwort.

Pewtery (piw-tari),^. rare.
[f.

PEWTER 4- -Y.]

a. Pewter utensils collectively, b. An apartment
j

in a house, in which the pewter is kept.
1645 Inv. of Kimholton in Dk. Manchester Crt. $ Soc. \

Eliz. to Anne^bfi I. 374 Pewtery. 1864 OK. MANCHESTER
Ibid. I. 368 There is an array of pewtery which suggests an
idea of a spectacle next in brilliancy to a silversmith's.

Ibid. 373 Seven dozen of trenchers in the pantry, and the

pewter chargers and dishes in the Pewtery.

Pewtery, &
[f-

PEWTER -t- -T.] Of the nature

of, or characteristic of, pewter. 1864 in WEBSTER.

Pewtrell, variant of PEITREL Oh.

Pewy (pi/7'i), a. Ihtnting slang, [f. PEW sf>. 1

+ -Y.] Of country : Divided into small enclosures

by fences, as a church is into pews.

18*8 Sporting Mag. XXII. 359 The largest portion of our
liastern sportsmen.. would prove cock-taiK in a pewey and
stiff country. 1885 Daily Tel. n Dec. (Farmer), Sixty or

seventy years since the fences were stronger, the enclosures

smaller, the country more pewy.
Pex, obs. variant of PAX ; cf. peax, PEACE.

fPe-xity. Obs. rare- . fad. L. pexitds, f.

pex-us, lit. combed, hence, having the nap on it.]

1658 PHILLIPS, Pexilyt
the roughnesse of the web.

t Pey, Peyae, obs. forms of PAY, PEAT.

1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614! 831 They call this Deuill

Peyae, with whom the men haue often conference,

Peyce, variant of PEISE Obs. ; obs. f. PIECE.

Peyckes, Peyer, obs. ff. PICKAX, PATH sb.

Peyerian (poi|i-rian), a. Aitat. [f. proper
name Peyer \ see below -f -IAN.] Of, pertaining
to, or named after the Swiss anatomist Johann
Konrad Peyer (1653-1712): as the Peyerian (or

Peyer s] glands or patches, groups of follicles

in the wall of the small intestine.

1709 HOOPKR Mcd. Diet.) Pryer's gfandS) the glands of
the intestines. See Brttttners glands. 1831 Encycl. Brit.

(ed. 7) II. 816/2 Peyerian glands. 1885 KLEIN Micro-

Orgauisitis 86 In the inflamed Peyer's glands, in themesen-
teric glands, larynx, and lung-; of patients dead of typhoid
fever. 1893 Syd. See. Lex., Peyerian.

Peyet: see PIET. Peyl(l, obs. Sc. f PEEL sbl

Peyn(e, obs. f. PAIX. Peyneyes, obs. pi. of

PENNY. Peyni, Peynim, -yme: see PAYKNY,
PAYMM. Peynt, etc., obs. ff. PAIKT, etc. Peyr,
obs. f. PAIR, PKAU sb. and v.

Peys, obs. f. PEACE ; obs. Sc. pi. of PEE sb\

Peysan, -a(u)nt, obs. ft". PEASANT, PEISANT.

Peyse, peyss(e, obs. ff. PEISE, PEACE, PIECE.

Peyssant, var. PUSANE Obs.

Peytral, -el(le, variants of PEITREL Obs.

Peyvee, Peyze, obs. forms of PAVIE, PEISE.

Pezant, obs. foim of PEASANT.

(- Peza'ntic, a. Obs. nonce-wd. [f. pezant,
PEASANT + -ic.] Of the character of a peasant ;

boorish, clownish.

1613 SIR E. HOUY Counlersna>le 66 To defile my fingers
with such a Pezantique Fugitiue, who is ashamed of his

Fathers name.

fPeze, obs. form of PEISE 2>.,to weigh, balance.

1595 Alcilia fiSjg) 29 Twixt Hope, and Feare in doubtfull

ballance pezed.

II Peziza (p/V-si'za). Bot. [mod.L. (Dillenius) ;

cf. L. pezfca or fezita, f. Gr. 'f(9 a stalkless

mushroom.] A large genus of discomycetous

fungi, of cup-like or saucer-like shape, nnd often

of brilliant colour, growing on the ground or on

decaying wood, etc.
;

various species are called

citp-vi2ishroomst faity-t'tfps }
etc.

[1623 COCKERAM, Petite, a Mushrompe. 1706 PHILLIPS,

Pt-zica, a sort of Mu^hioom.] 1861 Miss PRATT Flnvcr. PI.

III. 55 The yellow hairy sessile Pe/i/a. 1887 W. PHILLIPS
Brit. Dhcomycctcs 126 This beautiful little peziza adheres

by a claw at the base to the putrid stems of decayed plant-
in moist places near rills of water. Ibid, 361 In its young
state it is truly Peziza-like, and very beautiful.

Hence Fezi'ziform (erron. -reform", Pezi'zoid

adjs.) of the form of or resembling a 1'c/iza.

1857 BERKELKY Cryptrg. Bot. 199 A pezizaeform body
figured by Greville. 1887 W. PHILLU-S Brit, I)iscoi}cetes

17 Pileus deflexed even from the first, not pezizoide.

Pezle mezle, obs. form of PEI.L-MELI,.

Pezo, Pezzant, obs. forms of PESO, PEASANT.

PfafB.au (pfe-fian), a. and sb. Math. [f. proper
name Pfaff(*vt below) -h -IAN.]

a. adj. Pertaining to, discussed by, or named

after, the German mathematician Johann Fricdrich

PfafT(i76e;-i825): applied to certain differential

equations,' etc. b. sb. Name given by Caylcy to

a species of function occurring in Pfaffs investiga-

tion of differential equations.
i8$a CAYLEY Coll. Math. Papers II. 19 The permulants of

this class (from their connexion with the researches of Pfaff

on differential equations) I shall term *
Pfaflians '. 1860

Ibid. IV. 600 A skew symmetrical determinant of any even

order is the square of a Pfaffian.

fPfalzgrave^ PALSGRAVE; hence fPfalzgra-
viate, a (German) palatinate.

1762 tr. liusching's .Syj/. Ceog. V. 197 The town. .is the

origin of the Pfalzgraviate of Swabia.

II Pfennig, -ing Xpk-nig, -H))- Forms : 6

phenyng, penning,6-7 phenning, 7-8 pfening,
8 phen(n}ig, 7- pfenning, 9 pfennig : see also

FENNIN. [Ger. pfennig, OHG. ffemittftWGtr.
*pani(ii)g, whence Eng. PENNY.] A small copper
coin of Germany, formerly of varying value, now
the hundredth part of a mark (see MARK sb.- 40),
or about \ of an Knglish penny.
1547 BOORDE Introd. Knffivl. xiv. (1870) 161 They haue

Norkyns, Halardes, Phenyngs,Crocherds,Sluier<s,and halfe

styuers 1575 Brief Disc. Troubles Frankforit (1846) 157

Thirteenenot Dalers lint hallersor phenninges. 1617 MOBV-
SON Itin. I. 287 At Nurnberg .. two hallcr make one

pfenning, fme pfening make onefinfer. 1756-7 tr. Kcysler's
Trav. (1760) I. 196 A small copper-piece, whose real worth

was scarce a pfeninu, went for a dollar silver -money, which

is equal to half n German rix-dollar. 1897 OUIDA jfassti-

rents xxxix, You haven't got a pfennig to spend.



PH.

PH,
a consonantal digraph, having usually the

phonetic value of F. It was the combina-
tion used by the Romans to represent the Greek
letter *, <j>

or cp, named *f, Phi. This letter, cognate
with Skr. bh (and so with Germanic b), was in early
Greek written IIH, and was a real aspirated / ;

it

was subsequently often written n*, mp, and had
then prob. nearly the same sound as German pf;
but by the second century B. c. it had sunk into a

simple sound, prob. the bilabial spirant (the sound
made in blowing through the lips). As the

Roman F was dentilabial, like mod. Eng. /, the
Romans in earlier times represented the Greek *
not by F, but by PH ; in the time of the Emperor
Severus, however, the two began to be confused,
and from c 400 were treated as identical. Hence
in late popular and mediaeval Latin, and in the
Romanic languages, f was often substituted, as it

is now regularly in Italian and Spanish (e.g.

fantasia, filosofia, Filippo, fotografico). This was
also the case to a great extent in Old French, and
in Old and early Middle English (see PHARISEE,
PHILISTEE, PHANTOM, PHEASANT); but here, under
the influence of the Latin forms, most words so
written were subsequently altered back to ph, the

greponderance
of which is particularly notable in

ower. Exceptionally the / remains in mod.
Eng., as in fancy (

=
phantasy), fantastic. In all

modern words of Greek derivation (e. g. in phano-,
philo-, phospho-, photo-, phyto-} ph is alone found.
One consequence of these conditions was that in the isth,

i6th, and i7thc., ph was frequently substituted foryin
words not of Greek origin, esp. in words that were some-
what rare, the scribes apparently taking ph as a more
learned, and thus presumably more correct, spelling. Many
instances of this will be found under F, and among the

ertain interjections, phew 1 pho ! phop I where perhaps it

may have been adopted to express the simple bi-labial
(' lip-breath ') consonant ithe sound made in blowing) as
distinct from the labip-dentaly! Modern phonologists, e.g.
Mr. A. J. Ellis in his

'

Palaeotype ', have used fill as the
symbol of the bi-labial sound. Greek had the initial com-
bination cfl-, in Roman spelling phth-. This was difficult
for the Romanic nations, and in the only early word of this

class, phthitioa, was reduced to
flit, til, or simple t. See

PHTHISIC, etc. In mod.F. words in plith are now normally
pronounced ft-; in Eng. the ph is generally mute and the
tli pronounced ; but in scientific words many scholars pro-
nounce f b-, a combination which is quite as easy as sf- in

sphere.

Ph (pronounced is also used to represent Hebrew 2
(without dagesh), and even initial 3 (according to the
Masoretic pointing, with dagesh) in proper names which
have come to us through a Greek form with * : see PHARAOH,
PHILISTINE, SERAPH. In the Roman spelling of Indian
languages//: represents the true aspirated/ (nj of Sanskrit),
and this is occasionally the origin of ph in alien words : cf.

PHULKAHI.

Phacellate (fase-l/t), a. Zoo!, [f. mod.L.
phacellus, pi. -f, ad. Gr. <pam\os bundle -t- -ATE %.]

Having phacelli or groups of filaments within the
central gastric cavity, as certain Hydroaoa.
1890 in Cent. Diet.

Phacochcere (foe-kJkiM). Zool. Also -chore.

[
= V.phacochere (Littre), ad. mod.L. phacochcerus;

f. Gr. (paKus lentil, wart + xoipos P'g-] A wart-hog.
1841 Penny Cycl. XXIII. 246/2 In the locomotive organs

the true hogs and the Phacochoeres bear the greatest re-

semblance to each other. 1849 Sk. Nat. Hist., Mammalia
III. 85 The range of the South African phacochcere, or
Vlacke Vark, does not appear to be precisely determined.
So Phacochce-rid (-cher-), an animal of the

family I'hacochccriiise
; Phacochce-riue (-oher-)

a., belonging to the family Phacocharidx ; Phaco-
chce'roicl a. =

phacochcerine ; sb. = phacochcerid.
In modern Dictionaries.

Phacocyst (foe-k&ist). Sot. Also phako-.
[ad. mod.L. phacocysle, f. Gr. cpaos lentil + Kvarn
CYST.] The lenticular nucleus of a cell.

1833 LINULEY Introd. Bot. (1848) II. 234 Each cell con-
tains two phakocysts. 1858 MAYNE Expos. Lex., Phacocyst.
Phaooid (fas'koid), a. rare", [ad. mod.L.

phacoides (applied by Vesalius to the crystalline
lens), in F. phacoide, f. Gr. <faxos lentil: see -OID.]

Lentil-shaped. Hence Phacoi'doscope = PHACO-
SCOPE.

1858 MAYNE Expos. Lex., Phacoides. .resembling a lentil
in shape: phacoid. 1864 tr. Danders' Anom. Accomm. Eye
Note 16, 1 have given to it in this form the name of phacoido-
scope,

which word fully expresses its object.

Phacolite (fe-Wlait). Min. Also phako-.
[ad. Ger. phakolit (Breithaupt), f. Gr. <f>a/cos lentil

+ \i9os stone.] A colourless variety of CHABAZITE,
occurring in crystals of lenticular form.
1843 POETLOCK Geol. 219 Levyne (? Phakolite) occurs in

double six-sided prisms. 1880 Academy 21 Aug. 139/1 The
occurrence of the zeolites, phacolite, and phillipsite, in
cavities of basaltic rocks containing liquid.

Phacometer vfa-kp-mrtsj). In quots. phako-.
[mod. f. Gr. <t>an6-s lentil, lens + -METEH.] An
instrument for measuring the power of lenses.

VOL. VII.

761

1876 Cat.,!. Sci. App. S. Kens. 117. 1893 Syd. Sac. Lex.,
Phakometer.

Phacoscope (fre-k&konp). Also phako-.
[mod. f. as prec. + -SCOPE.] An apparatus for

observing the changes in form of the crystalline
lens of the eye in accommodation to objects at

different distances.

1890 in Cent. Diet. 1893 in Syd. Sac. Let.
Phaeacian (ff^-JSn). [f. L. PhsMda, Gr.

*am('a, the isle of Scheria (Corcyra) + -AN.] One
of the inhabitants of Scheria, noted for their luxury;
hence (= L. Phfeax, Horace), a gourmand.
1788 LEMPRIERE Classical Diet. (1826) 510/2 The Phajacians

. .were naturally dull, effeminate, and so afiectatious, that
the ancients gave them the name of parasites. 1899 Speaker
28 Oct. 85/1 He was a bon vivant, declined into a fat
Phaeacian.. and latterly did nothing.

Fhaeism (friz'm). Biol. [f. Gr. -pou-us dusky
+ -ISM.] A dusky or dark variety of coloration,
which falls short of melanism.
1891 Athenxiim 12 Dec. 804/3 M<~- Jenncr-Wcir exhibited

two dark specimens of Zygsena minos . . [he] expressed an
opinion that the specimens were not representatives of
complete melanism, and suggested that the word '

phaiism
'

..would be a correct word to apply to this and similar

departures from the normal coloration of a species. 1899
Camor. Nat. Hist. VI. 337.

Phsenigm, erron. spelling of PHCENIGM Obs.

Phfflnocarpous (fihoka-jpas), a. Bot. rare-".

[mod. f. Gr. tpaivo- showing + Kapiros fruit + -OL'S.]
'

Bearing a fruit which has no adhesion with sur-

rounding parts' (Trens. Hot. 1866).
1858 MAYNE Expos. Lex., PAaneem-fas..flanocaipcaa,
Phaenogam, phe- (fTnfeem). Bot.

[f. mod.
L. phanogama, sc. vegetabilia (Willdenow 1X04),
or phsmogantK (sc. plantaf), f. Gr. tytuvo- showing
+ 70/105 marriage, sexual union ; in Ger. phano-
gamen sb. pi. (Rudolph! 1807).] A flowering
plant ;

= PHANEKOGAJI. So Phsenog-a-mian,
Fhaenoga'mic (phe-) adjs.

= PHANEROGAMIC;
Pliseuo g-amous a. (the earliest word of the group),
producing flowers, flowering; = PHANEROGAMOUS.
1846 LINDLEY Vcg. Kingd. Pref. 17 The substitution of the

words Monocotyledons, .. Cryptogams, *Phenogams, etc.,
for Monocotyledons, . . Cryptogams:, Phanogama;, &c. 1857
BERKELEY Cryptog. Bot. 8. 13 The word Pha?nogams is

very generally used as a collective term for flowering plants.
1828-32 WEBSTER, *Phcnogawian, having the essential

organs of fructification visible. 1841 DOCGLAS in I'roc. Ber-M.
Nat. Club I. 249 Additions to the *phenogamic Flora of the
district. 1814 R. BROWN Bat. Terra Austral. 4 *Phaeno-
gamous plants. 1821 S. F. GRAY Nat. Arr. Brit. PI. I. 43
Phenogamous..the sexual organs very distinct and visible.

1830 SIR W. HOOKER (title) British Flora, comprising the

Phainogamous, or Flowering Plants, and Ferns. 1883
GOODALE Physiol. Bot. (1892) 3 Division of the vegetable
Kingdom .. into .. Phaenogamous (or Phanerogamous) or
Flowering, and Cryptogamous or Flowerless Plants.

Phfflnology, Phenomenon : see PHENO-.

PhSBHOZygOtlS(f/nc-2ig3s),. Anthropol. Also
pheno-. [mod. f. Gr. <j>aivo- showing + (vyova
joining + -OUS.] Of a skull: Having the zygo-
matic arches visible from immediately above the I

centre ; of a person : having such a skull.

1878 BAKTLEY tr. Topinarcfs Anthrop. n. iii. 288 When the
angle is positive, the zygomatic arches are called pheno-
zygous. 1888 yrnl. A nthnp. lust. Aug. 7 The male is dis-

tinctly phamozygous, but the female is not.

Phaeodarian. (f~iode"Tian), a. and sb. Zool.

[f. mod.L. P/iKddiiria neut. pi. ^Hacckel), f.

phseodium, f. <pa'ws dusky + -odium (see -ODE).]
a. adj. Belonging to the Pfueodaria, a division

of Radiolarians characterized by a mass of dark

pigment (phseodium), containing rounded granules
(p/issodellse), surrounding the central capsule, b.
sb. A radiolarian of this division.

[1880 Nature XXI. 450/1 The extra-capsular-soft sub-
stance of all Ph;eodaria is distinguished by.. the mass of
Phasodella or 'dark pigment granules' which it contains.]
1888 ROLLESTON & J ACKSON A aim. Life 875 The spicules
being. .disposed.. radially only in the Phaeodarian family
Aulocanthida. 1900 Jrnl. Quekett Micros. Club Apr. 265
The central capsule is generally almost entirely imbedded
in the pba;odium.

Fhaeophyll (ffiHil). Bot. [mod. f. Gr. <t*u6s

dusky + <pvM.ov leaf: after CHLOROPHYLL.] Name
proposed for the brown colouring-matter, com-

posed of phycopheein and phycoxanthin, found in

sea-weeds of the orders Fucacese, and Phszospore&.
1890 in Cent. Diet. 1893 Syd. Soc. Lex., Phxophyll, the

brown colouring-matter of the Fucoidese ; also called

Phyllophzin.

Phaeton (fe-ttfn, f^-tan). [a. Gr. <t>a<Bsav shin-

ing, used in Gr. mythology as proper name of the
son of Helios and Clymene, famous for his unlucky
driving of the sun-chariot.]
1 1. allusively. A rash or adventurous charioteer

like Phaethon; any charioteer; something that,
like Phaethon, sets the world on fire.

1593 NASHE Four Lett. Confut. Wks. (Grosart) II. 242
That hee should talke of gnashing of teeth, yong Phaetons,
yong Icari, yong Chorebi, young Babingtons. 1629 Leather
13 Euerie priuate Gentleman now is a Phxton, and must
hinrie with his thundring Caroch along the Streetes. 1692
WATSON Body of

'

Div. 862 Sin is the Phaeton that sets the

PHAGOCYTE.
World on Fire. 1747 Gcntl. Mag. XVII. 94 If the hackney,
man should grumble, I fear our Phaeton must tumble.

2. A species of four-wheeled open carriage, of

light construction; usually drawn by a pair of

horses, and with one or (now generally) two seats

facing forward
;
but applied to carriages variously

modilied and distinguished as Stanhope, Mail,
Park, Dog-cart, Pony phaeton, etc.

[ J735 Machines approuvees pur I
'

Acad. Sc. VI. 3 Chaise
de Poste dont on pent fuire un Phaeton.] 1742 YOUNG AV.
Th. \. 819 Like Nero, .. drives his phaeton, in female uise.

1747 Miss TALBOT Lett., /c Miss Carter 18 Aug. (1809) I.

201 A fashionable post chaise or phaeton. 1794 FKI.ION

Carriages (iftoi) II. 68 The sizes and constructions of I'hae-
tons are more various than any other description of carriages.
1844 Act 7 f 8 Viet. c. gr Sched., Kvery horse . . drawing
any coach,, .barouche, chaise, phaeton, vis-a-^ is, calnsh. 1872
BLACK (title) Strange Adventures of a Phaeton. 1880 MKS.
FORRESTER Roy f,- I'. II. 16 Are you going to drive your
phaeton this afternoon?

t3. Aname for the planet Jupiter. (SoinFrench.)
1631 WIDDOWES Nat. I kilos, it Jupiter is a hrigbt Plannet

..being nctre the earth, of which he is called Phaeton.
4. attrib. and Comb,
1679 J. GOODMAN 1'cnit. Fard. I. v. (I7i3> 125 Fancy gets

the ascendant, and Phaeton-like, drives on furiously and
inconsistently. 1883 Standard 7 Feb. 2/5 The carriage was
described as a phaeton-wagonette.
Hence Phaetonee'r [cf. charioteer], the driver of

a phaeton; Phaet(h)o-nian = sense i
; Phaetho-nic,

f Phaetho-nical, fPhaetho'ntal, Phaetho ntic,

f Phaetho'ntical adjs., belonging to, characteristic

of, or resembling, Phaethon (see etymology above).
1890 ^at. Rev. 23 Aug. 244/1 A merry time had our

*phaetoneer. 1784 MACNEILL Poet. \\'ks. d8r2j I. 69 No
female -'Pbaetonians then Surpassed the boldest of our men
In gesture, look and straddle. 1708 Brit. Apollo No. 7. 2/2
Or would'st with *I'haetonick Pride, Within the Solar
Chariot Ride? ^1630 RISDON Siw. Deron 45 (1810) 52
Which *pha;tho!iical fact of his deserves the name of Nody.
a 1649 DKL.MM. OF HAWIH. I'oeins Wks. (1711) 37 Po burns
no more \\ilh *Pliaetontnl fire. 1658 J. JONLS tr. Oviit's
Ibis ist Ded., How *Phafctontick spirits break their ne<_ks.

1829 LAMB Let. to Oilman Dec., I fear their steed, bred out of
the wind without father, .hot, phaetontic. 1630 A'. Johnson's
Kingd. $ Coiiim'w. 509 Achmat..is left at this present to

manage the Horses of this *Phaetonticall Chariot.

Phageda3iia,-eiia (.fMl.^Kirna, fcg*'-). Path.
Also 7 erron. phngadena. [L., a. Gr. tjtayiStuva
an eating ulcer, cancer, f. <pay(iv to eat, devour.]
An eating sore

;
an ulcer that spreads and corrodes

the neighbouring parts; spreading erosion occur-

ring in an ulcer or sore.

1657 Physical Diet., Fkagadi'na, a running canker or

pock. 1676 WISEMAN Surgery n. x. 193 riiagaia'na,. .is

an Ulcer with swelled Lips, that eats the I1

le.sh and neigh-
bouring Parts in the bottome and edges of the Ulcer. 1891
Lancet 3 Oct. 751 Formerly diseases peculiar to a hospital
were the terror of the surgeon. Phaged.xna attacked wounds
even of the most trivial kind.

Phagedaenic, -enic (faedgfdrnik, -e-nik,

faegz"-), a. (sd.) [ad. L. phagcdxnic-us, Gr. <paft-

Saii/iK-os, f. <jMf(Satva : see prec.]
1. Path. Of the nature of, characterized by, or

affected with, phagedsena or spreading ulcer.

[1563 T. GALE Antidot. n. 65 It . . is approued in eatynge
vlcers called Phagedenica, &c.] 1656 BLULNT Glossofr.,
Phagedcnick. 1754 GOOCH in Phii. Trans. XLV11I. 815
He had an ulcer upon his leg, of the phagedrcnic kind.
1816 A. C. HUTCHISON t'ract. Obs. Surg. (1826) 194 On
hospital gangrene, and the sloughing phagedenic ulcer,
which occurs on board ships of war and in naval and mili-

tary hospitals. 1897 MARY KINGSLKY It'. Africa 6r8 The
great prevalence there of phageda;nic ulcers.

f 2. Mcd. Applied to a corrosive liquid prepara-
tion used for destroying proud flesh, or for cleans-

ing ulcers. Also ellipt. as sb. Obs.

1704 J. HARRIS Lex. Techn. I, Fhagcutenick Water, is

made by dissolving a Dram of Sublimate Corrosive in a
Pound of Lime \V"ater. 1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl. s. v.,

PhagedEenic medicines . . are used to eat oil fungous, or

proud flesh. 1766 Complete Farmer s. v. Poll-evil, Some
wash with the phagaedenic water. 1799 HOOPER Med. Diet.,

Phagedznics, medicines that destroy fungous flesh.

So fPhagedae'nical (-den-), Phagecke nous a.

1635 READ Tumors !f Vlcers 273 A..phageda;nicall and
cancerous ulcer of the head. 1725 BRADLEY Fain. Did. s.v.

Wounds, It is called by Farriers, .the Phagedenical Water.
1659 HICKMAN Justif. Fathers 15 Phagedaenous and eating
sores. 1895 Times 18 Feb. 13/5 The phagedenous ulcer has,
by some miracle, become the source of nourishment.

Phagocyte (fe-g&ait). Physiol. [mod. f.

(Metschnikoff)Gr. <t>ayo- eating, devouring + -CITE.]
A leucocyte (white blood-corpuscle or lymph-
corpuscle) which, under certain conditions, has
the power of absorbing and destroying pathogenic
microbes by a process of intracellular digestion, and
thus of guarding the system against infection.

1884 Q. yrnl. Micros*. Sc. XXIV. no Amoeboid cells

were frequently budded off from the ectoderm to join the
other devouring cells (phagocytes) in the body. 1889 E. R.
LANKESTER Adv. Sci. (1890) n. App. A. 112 [Metschnikoff's]

theory is that by accustoming these corpuscles, which he
calls

'

phagocytes ',
to tolerate a weak form of the poison

produced by pathogenic Bacteria, we * educate
'

them, so
that they are able subsequently to resist and eventually to

attack and destroy the same pathogenic Bacterium.. in a

stronger and deadly form. 1898 P. MANSON Trap. Diseases
\. 26 This body [the flagellated organism of malaria] seems
to have a powerful attraction for the phagocyte.
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Hence Phafrocytal(-s3t
-

tal),Pliafrocytic(-si'tik),
-leal adjs,, pertaining to, or having the nature or

function of, a phagocyte ; Phagocytism (ix'go-

saitiz'm), Phagocytosis (fe:g0sait<<u
-

sis), the ac-

tion of phagocytes ; the absorption and destruction

of pathogenic microbes by phagocytes ; Phago-
cytoblast, the embryonic form of a phagocyte.
1892 Pop. Set. Monthly XLI. 631 Influences which are

associated in aiding *phagocytic action. 1896 Allbutt's

Syst. Med. I. 87 Inflammation is to be regarded, on the

whole, as a phagocytic reaction of the organism against
irritants. 1869 Q. Jrnl. Microsc. Sc. Dec. 298 note, To
attribute very direct *phagocytica1 properties to the outer

layer of trophoblast cells. 1888 Nature 24 May9i/2**Phago-
citism' that is, the intracellular digestive process. 1891
'J'iines 13 Aug. 5/2 Dr. Metschnikoff had elaborated and
supported by great research his theory of ^phagocytosis,
according to which there was a veritable struggle for

existence, a battle a entrance between the cells of the body
and the invading micro-organisms.

Phagology (f*gpT6dji). nonce-wd. [f. Gr.

<f>ayo- eating -t- -LOGY.] The subject of eating or

feeding ; dietetics.

1837 filack-iu. Mag. XLII. 231 His having so accurately
studied the phagology of robins.

-phagOUS, suffix, f. L. -phag-us, Gr. -ipay-ui

eating (jn F. -phage] + -ous: as anthropophagous,

ichthyophagous, phytophagous, sarcophagous; also

in humorous nonce-words. Also -pliajfy, ad. Gr.

-<payla eating (s6.); asaMhropophagy,ichthyophagy.
f Phagyphany. 06s. rare 1

, [prob. repr.
a med.L. *phagyphania, f. Gr. <j>ay-tiv to eat,

-c/Kry-os eating + -<pavia, see -PHANY.] The festival

of the miraculous feeding of the five thousand,
celebrated on the fourth Sunday in Lent.

14. . Ephyphanye in Tundalcs Vis. (1843) I21 With loves V,
. . Kyve thousand., he dyd fede ; Of the whych myracle..
Thys day is named Phagyphanye, Lyke as hyt was fyrst
called Kphyphanye. For thys word phagy .. Is seyd of

fedyng or ellis refeccion.

Phah (fa), int. [Cf. PHO, PHOO, FAUGH.] An
ejaculation expressing contempt or disgust.
1592-3 G. HAKVEY Pierce's Super. Wks. (Grosart) II. 118,

1 wonder, his owne mouth can abide it without a phah.

Phaine, variant of PHASE.

t Phairse, pheirs. Sc. Obs. Also phraisse,
phrasso ,

frais. [Variant forms of fairss, fairce
= F'AttCE, partly with metathesis of r^\ A farce,

in earlier sense: = INTERLUDE I.

a 1578 LINDKS.W (Pitscottie) Chron. Scot. (S.T.S.) I. 379
Great treumph and blythnes of phrassis and playis maid to

hir at liir hame comming. . . Wpoun the eist syde thair was
maid to her ane trieumphant frais \_MSS. pheirs] be Schir
Dawid Lyndsay of the Mont. Ibid. 381 Greit triumph,
phraissis maid and playis wnto the queins grace. Ibid. II.

125 Singing playing dansing and pheirsis.

Phako : see PHACO-.

II I?halaena ^falrna). Entom. [mod.L., a. Gr.

ijta^aifa, prop. paAAaira a moth.] A moth : used

by Linnasus as a generic name for all moths; after-

wards for all below the Sphingina, or for the Geome-
trina ; not now used with any entomological value.

1658 ROWLAND tr. Moufet's Theat. Ins. 958 There are

those that interpret this Phalaina to be the Cicindela or

Glow-worm, but not rightly. Ibid, mo The Phalenae that

come from thence stick by the feet to the roofs of houses.

1752 J. HILL Hist. Anifit. 77 The antennae of the Phalaina
are attenuated to the point. . .The species of this genus are

very numerous. 1800 Asiat. Ann. Reg. 5/2 The pbaUena,
a species of which is to be found in a treatise published in

France on foreign butterflies.

Hence Phalaa'niau a., of or pertaining to a

phalajna ; sb. one of the Phalsenx, a moth, esp.
a geometrid moth ; Phalae'noid a., akin to a

phalcena; moth-like; sb. a moth-like insect.

1887 Science Apr. 318/2 Some of the Phalaenian larvae

have 12 legs, and some even 14. 1838 MAVNE Expos. Lex.

928/1 Phalenoid.

Fhalaeuopsid (faelzn^'peid). Bot. [ad. mod.
L. Phalsenopsis, f. Gr. (pakaiva moth + o^is appear-

ance.] An orchid of the East Indian epiphytic

genus Phalxnopsis ; a moth-orchid or moth-plant.
[1846 LINULEY r*eg. Kingd. 181 Order LII. Orchidaceae. .

Genera.. iii. Vandeae. ..Phalasnopsis.J 1880 l!['HBlL>GEL7ar<

Sun iv. 54 The phalaenopsids and other epiphytes ant less

ambitious. 1882 Garden n Feb. 97/1 The Phalasnopsids at

Rendlesham are specially distinguished by the size and
number of their leaves. Ibid., Fine plants of Phalaenopsis
are in full bloom.

Phalangal(falarngal),a. rare. \i.~L. phalanx,
phalang-, PHALANX + -AL.]

= PHALANGEAL. Also

Pliala'ugar a.

1848 QUAIM Eleni. Anat. (ed. 5) I. 174 The last two
phalangal bones of the little toe. '893 fyd. Sac. Lex.,
Plialangar process [in the organ of Corti]. Ibid., The

phalangar
bar on the outside of the ring in which lies the

nead of the twin cell of Corti.

Phalange 1
(fas'laendg). Also 6 falange, fal-

lange; phalangue, 7 phalang. [a. Fr. phalange,
in 1 3th c. phale>\%e (Hatz.-Darm.),

= It. falange,
ad. L. phalange-m, ace. of PHALANX.]
1 1. = PHALANX I. Obs.

1560 WIHTEHORNE Arte Warre (1573) 29 b, Calld, of the

Romanes, a Legion i of Greekes, a Fallange. 1569 STOCKF.R

tr. Died. Sic. II. xxxix. 90 He placed.. the F.lephames. .

before the Phalange or maine batlail. 1585 T. WASHINGTON

tr. Nicholay's Voy. in. iii. 73 The Macedonian Phalangue.
1689 PLUNKET Char. Gd. Commander, etc. 29/1 The
Macedons still march'd in great Phalanges, And kept that

order several Parasanges.
2. = PHALANX 3, 4.

1864 H. SPENCER Biol. in. 135 Here is a digit with its

full number of phalanges, and there a digit, of which one

phalange has been arrested in its growth. 1864 SALA in

Daily Tel. 25 Feb., The delicate and taper finger of woman
is plunged up to its topmost phalange into every political

pie. 1893 Syd. Soc. Lex., Phalange. ..Also, in EntomoL, a

joint of the tarsus in Insecta. Also, in Bot., a mass of

stamens partly joined together by their filaments.

Phalange 2
. Also 6 phalanga, phalang.

[= F. phalange, It. falangio, ad. L. phalaiigium,
a. Gr. tf>a\d-/ywv, in same senses.]

f 1. = PHALANGIUM r. 06s.

1551 TURNER Herbal i. D iv, Good against the bytinges of

phalanges & scorpiones. 1587 GREENE Carde of Fancie
Wks. (Grosart) IV. 112 He that is venomed by the Phalanga,
fceleth such painefull passions,

as he runneth mad. 1666

I J. DAVIES Hist. Caribby Isles 82 Other kinds of great Flies

..in these Islands, and which some call Phalanges. 1694
MOTTEUX Rabelais iv. Ixvii. (1737) 265 Phalangs, Sloe-

worms, Horn-worms.
2. An arachnid of the genus PHALANGIUM, or

family Phalangidse. ; a phalangid.
1876 E. SCHUYLHR Titrldstan xi. II. 123 The phalange

(StUpuga araneoides and .S". intrepida) is of a yellowish or

reddish brown, also with long hair, and when walking seems

\
as large as one's two fists.

Fhalangeal (falarnd^zal), a. Anat. and Zool.

[f. mod.L. phalange-us, f. phalanx, phalang- +

-AL.] Pertaining to, or of the nature of, a phalanx
or phalanges (PHALANX 3).

1831 R. KNOX Cfoyuef's Anat. 159 The anterior or

phalangeal extremity of this bone,.. also named the head.

1878 T. BRYANT Pract. Sitrg. I. 179 The disease involves

the last phalangeal joint or bone. 1893 Syd. Soc. Lex.,
P\halangeal\ process, the same as Phalangarprocess.
Also Phala'ngeaii a. rare~",
1882 in OclLVtS. 1893 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

Phalanger (falae-nclgaj). Zool. [a. mod.L.

(Buffon), also mod.F., f. Gr. cfa\dyyiov 'spider's
web ',

in reference to the webbed toes of the hind

feet.] A quadruped of the genus Phalangista, or

of the subfamily Phalangistinx, Australian marsu-

pials of arboreal habits, containing numerous

genera and species, usually of small size, with

thick woolly fur; the typical genera (Australian

'opossums') have prehensile tails; the flying

p/iatangers (called also flying-opossums, flying-

squirrels, or pelaurisis) have non-prehensile tails

and a flying-membrane or parachute.
1774 GOLUSM. Nat. Hist. (1862) I. vn. i. 515 The Phalanger,

so-called by Mr. Buffon,. .about the size of a rat, and has
i . . been called the Rat of Surinam. 1780 SMELLIE tr.

Buffon's Nat. Hist. (1785) VII. 175 We have called it the

phalanger, because its phalanges are very singularly con-

structed. 1876 Forest t Stream 13 July 375/2 The native

bear, the vulpine phalanger, the wombat. 1885 M. R. p.
THOMAS in Encycl. Brit. XVIII. 727/2 Bufibn gave to a pair
of cuscuses examined by him the name.. 'Phalanger', on
account of the peculiar structure of the second and third

toes of the hind feet, which are united in a common skin up
to the nails. 1890

' R. BOLDREWOOD
' Miners Right xxvii.

249 The rusule of the phalangers and the smaller marsupiab.

Phala-ngial, a. rare-". = PHALANGEAL.
1864 in WEBSTER.

Phalangian (falje'nd^ian), a. (s/i.) [In sense

i i, f. Gr. <f>a\a-f(, (paAa-v-y- PHALANX ; in 2, f.

mod.L. (PHALANX 3) + -IAN ; in 3, f. PHALANGI-
UM + -AN.]
1. Gr. Antiq. Belonging to a (military) phalanx :

see PHALANX i.

1843 Eraser's Mag. XXVIII. 696 The long spear of the

plialangian soldier.

2. Anat. = PHALANGEAL. rare-".

1853 in DUNGLISON Med. Lex.

3. Zool. Belonging to the arachnid genus Pha-

langiutn or order Phalangidea ; as sb. PHALANGIU.

1835 KIRBY Hal'. $ Inst.Anim. II. xv. 39 Some [crabs]

imitating spiders, and others phalangians.

Fhalailgic (falae'nd^ik), a. rare. [f. Gr.

tjmkayt, <j>a\ayy- PHALANX + -1C.]

1. Pertaining to or of the nature of a (military)

phalanx,
1846 H. W. TORRENS Rtm. Mil:'/. Hist. 45 A modern

tactician much given to prize the phalangic or columnar
formation for troops.

2. Anat. = PHALANGEAL. rare' .

1858 MAYNE Expos. Lex., Phalaugicus. .,of or belonging

j

to the phalanges : phalangic. 1893 Syd. Soc. Lex,, Pha.

langic, belonging to the Phalanges.

Phalangid (falfe-nd^id). Zool. [f.
mod.L.

Phalangidx, f. PHALANGIUM: see -ID 3.] An
arachnid of the family Phalangid& or order Pha-

|

langidea (typical genus Phalangiutit) ,
related to

j

the mites, but more resembling spiders, without

spinnerets or poison-glands, and usually with very

j

long and slender legs; the common species are

I

known as harvest-spiders or harvestmen, and in

U. S. as daddy-long-legs. So Phala'ngidan ;

Fhalangi'dean a., belonging to the Phalangidea.
1835 KIRBY Hali. f, Inst. Anim. II. xix. 303 The Class

;
consists oftwo Orders . . Pseudo Scorpions and Phalangidans.

1875 CAMBRIDGE in Encycl. Brit. II. 278/2 Phalangids . .

hofen slates (Mesozoic).

FhaUviigiform, a. Bot. and Anat. [f. PHA-
LANX or PHALANGIUM + -FORM.] Having the form
of a phalanx.
1858 MAYNE Expos. Lex., Plialangiformis. .Bot., applied

by Nees von Esenbeck to vegetable hairs which are pro-
vided with transverse septa with a contraction at the outside

of the septa, as in the Trades<antia: phalangiform. 1875
NEWTON in Encycl. Brit. III. 710/2 The rest of the second

post-oral is reduced to . . an elegant ridged phalangiform
basi-hyal.

Phala iigigrade, a. Zool. [ad. mod.L. P/ia-

langigrad-us, i. as prec. + L. gradus step ; cf.

DIGITIGRADE, PLANTIGRADE.] Walking on the

phalanges ; belonging to the (now disused) division

Phalangigrada, comprising the camel and llama.

1891 FLOWER & LYDEKKER Mammals ii. 50 Two forms, to

which the terms '

phalangigrade
'

{as the Camel) and ' sub-

plantigrade
'

(as in most Carnivora) are applied.

t Phala'ngious, a. Obs. [f. L. phalangi-iun
+ -OUS.] Of the nature of a PHALANGIUM (sense i).

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. in. xxvii. 177 Red Pha-

langious spiders like Cantharides mentioned by Mufletus.

Fhalaiigist (false'nd^ist, fse'land^ist). Zool.

[ad. mod.L. Phalangista, substituted by Cuvier

1 800 for Buffon's term phalanger.'} PHALANGEK.
1835 KIRBY Hob. ff Inst. Anim. II. xvii. 159 The phalan-

gists, or flying opossums. 1892 Daily News 4 Jan. 5/6 The
Sooty Phalangist the brown opossum from Tasmania.

So Phala-ngistine a., belonging to the sub-

family Phalangistinx ; sb. a marsupial of this

subfamily, a phalangist.

Fhalangite (farlaendgait). [ad. L. phalan-

gita or -ties, a. Gr. <pa\ayyinjs, f. <pa\ay( PHALANX :

see -ITE.] A soldier belonging to a phalanx.
[1600 HOLLAND Lily xxxvii. cxl. 967 Hee had of Mace-

donians sixteene thousand footemen, heavily armed after

their manner, called Phalangitz.} 1839 THIKLWALL Greece

xlviii. VI. 147 The phalangite soldier wore the usual defen-

sive armour of the Greek heavy infantry. 1856 GROTE
Greece n. xcii. XII. 77 The phalangiles were drawn up in

files generally of sixteen deep, each called a Lochus.

II Phalaiigiuni (falas'nd^iz'm). PI. -ia. [L.,

a. Gr. <jia\a-f-fwv a kind of venomous spider, also

a plant, spiderwort.]
) 1. Name for venomous spiders of various kinds.

1601 HOLLAND Pliny II. 360 These venomous spiders

Phalangia, which the Greeks distinguish ., by the name
of Lupus. 1658 ROWLAND tr. Moufet's Theat. Ins. 1061

Grievous symptomes follow the bitings of Pismire Phalangi.
um. 1671 Phil. Trans. VI. 3002 Whether the Tarantula
be not a Phalangium (that is, a six-eyed skipping Spider) !

b. Zool. A genus of non-venomous arachnids

having very long slender legs : see PHALANGID.
1848 JOHNSTON in Proc. Benu. Nat. Club II. 292 This

mite lives on the Phalangia. .or long-legged spiders.

1 2. A former name for various liliaceous and

iriclaceous plants. Obs.

1664 EVELYN Kal. Hort. (1729) 208 June . . Flowers in

Prime, or yet lasting .. Phalangium Allobrogicum. 1741

Compl. Fam.-Piece 380 Asphodels, Phalangiums, Smilax.

t Phala'iigy. Obs. Anglicized form of PHA-

LANGIUM (sense i).
1608 TOPSEI.L Serpents (1658) 770 There be many sorts of

Spiders found in very cold Countries, but no Phalangies at

all. 1659 STANLEY Hist. Philos. xn. (1701) 480/2 Athena-

goras .. felt no Pain at the biting of Scorpions, or Phalangies.

tPhalanque, obs. form of PALANK.

1683 Land. Gaz. No. 2055/2 This day the Enemy have
abandoned a Phalanque.

UPhalanstdre (ialaustfr). [mod.F., arbitrarily

composed ofphalanx with the ending of monaslere

monastery.] = PHALANSTERY.
1844 HENNELL Soc. Syst. 203 Mr. Owen's community is to

be located in a Parallelogram, Fourier's in a Phalanstere.

1853 LYTTON My Novel IV. viii, Tracts which . . substi-

tuted in place thereof Monsieur Fourier's symmetrical

phalanstere, or Mr Owen's architectural parallelogram.

Phalanste-rial, a.
[f.

as next + -AL.]
= next, A.

1843 Blnckw. Mag. HII. 811 Should., the Phalansterial

system of Fourier preferably suit their taste, they will be

entitled to enter into the '

phalanx of harmony '.

Phalaiisterian (fselaenstH'rian), a. and sb.

[ad. F. phalansUrien, f. phalanslfre : see -IAN.]

A. adj. Of, pertaining or relating to a pha-

lanstery, or the system of phalansteries.

1844 HENNELL Soc. Syst. 211 Two thousand colonists who

intended toestablish a Phalansterian Society at St. Catherine.

1875 N. Amer. Rev. CXX. 186 Unless children are to be

afterwards reared and educated like chickens in an Egyptian
oven upon Phalansterian principles.

B. sb. a. A member of a phalanstery, b. An ad-

vocate of the system of phalansteries ;
a Fourierist.

1843 Prater's Mag. XXVIII. 341 Members of secret

societies, clubbisls, phalansterians. 1895 LAYARD in i(M
Cent. June 1069 Now, we are not Phalansterians. Phalan-

steries have been tried and failed.

Hence Phalanste-rianism, the phalansterian

system, Fourierism ;
so Phalansterio (-e'rik) a.,

pettaining to or characterized by phalansteries ;

Pha'lansteri sm = phalanslerianism ;
Pha lan-

steri'st = phalansterian, B. b.

1848 Tail's Mag. XV. 706 The world once fixed, and
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*phalansterianism universally adopted, Fourier's first care

is to pay the English national debt. 1884 G. ALLEN Strange
Stories 320 The final outcome . . of all our modern *pha-
lansteric civilization. 1877 Echo 28 Sept. i_/4

*Phalansterism

or Fourierism. 1882 Standard 2 Aug., Social *phalansterists,
who look upon all forms of aristocracy as deplorable sur-

vivals of a dark age.

Phalanstery (fae'linsteri). [Anglicized form

of F. phalanstere (mod.L. type *phalansteriuni)]
In Fourier's scheme for the reorganization of

society, A building or set of buildings occupied by
a phalanx or socialistic community; hence, such

a community itself, numbering about 1,800 persons,

living together as one family, and holding property
in common.
1x1850 MARG. FULLER Life Without (1860) 148 Visions of

phalansteries in every park. 1852 HAWTHORNE Blithedale
Rom. II. ii. 26 One of our purposes was to erect a Pha-

lanstery .. after Fourier, .. where the great and general
family should have its abiding.place. 1882 BRACE Gesta
Girutf415 Christianity.. has no sympathy with Socialism. .

in.. its methods of dividing the returns from labour, or its

phalansteries or communities.
attrib. 1884 G. ALLEN Strange Stories 301 They sat

together in a corner of the beautiful phalanstery garden.
b. transf. Applied allusively to associations or

groups of persons, or the places where they dwell.

iSsoKlNGSLEY j4//. Locke viii, Everyroom. .heldits family,
or its group of families a phalanstery of all the fiends.

1856 EMERSON Eng. Traits, Land Wks. (Bohn) II. 15

England is a huge phalanstery-, where all that man wants
is provided within the precinct. 1883 HVNDMAN Hist. Basis
Socialism xiii. 449 The tendency now exhibiting itself to

turn workhouses into wholesome phalansteries.

Phalanx (farlsenks). PI. phaianxes, || pha-
langes (falae-nds/z). Also 7 falanx. [a. L.

phalanx, -angein, Gr. <f>a\ay, -0770.]
1. Gr. Antiq. A line or array of battle

; spec, a

body of heavy-armed infantry drawn up in close

order, with shields joined and long spears over-

lapping ; especially famous in the Macedonian

army. Hence b. sometimes applied to a compact
body of troops in later times.

1553 BRENDE Q. Curtius iv. (1565) 95 The square (whiche
the Macedons call phalanx). 1x1619 FLETCHER Bonduca It.

iv, Youth and fire Like the fair breaking of a glorious day
Guilded their Falanx. 1697 POTTER Antiq. Greece in. vi.

II. 63 The Macedonians..; The_ir Phalanx is describ'd by
Polybius to be a square Battail of Pike-men, consisting
of sixteen in Flank, and five-hundred in Front. 1766 GIBBON
Decl. <y F. (1869) I. i. 26 The strength of the phalanx was
unable to contend with the activity of the legion. 1838-42
ARNOLD Hist. Koine xxxvii. (1846) II. 491 The phalanx when
once broken became wholly helpless. 1874 REYNOLDS John
Bapt. vl, i. 367 Amid the serried phalanxes of Rome.
b. 1814 Columbian Centinel (Boston) 15 June 2/3 On
Monday the Charlestown Warren Phalanx paraded. 1862
GRATTAN Beaten Paths\. 185 Xoble veterans. ., the remnant
of those phalanxes which maintained the pride and power
of England in so many a hard-fought field.

attrib. 1838 ARNOLD Hist. Rome I. 71 The phalanx order
of battle was one of the earliest improvements in the art of
war. 1861 MUSGRAVE By.Roads 3<-5 They massed them in

phalanx form.

2. a. transf. A compact body of persons or

animals (more rarely things) massed or ranged in

order, as for attack, defence, united movement, etc.

1733 POPE Ess. Man in. 108 Who forms the phalanx [of

migrating storks], and who points the way? 1785 COWPEK
Needless Alarm 48 The sheep.. All huddling into phalanx,

'

stood and gaz'd. 1837 W. H. AINSWORTH Cricliton I.

237 A dense phalanx of cavaliers and dames of every age
and rank. 1891

'

L. FALCONER' Mile. Ixe 25 Sheltered. . .

from the north by high red walls and a phalanx of elms.

b. Jig. A number or set of persons, etc. banded

together for a common purpose, esp. in support
of or in opposition to some cause ;

a ' united front';
the union or combination of such Jn phr. in

phalanx, unitedly, in combination,
'

solidly ').

1600 W. WATSON Deeacordoit (1602) 239 To encounter this

Hispanised Camelion Parsons, with all his Africanian pha-
langes and lesuiticall forces. 1772 Pol. Reg. XI. 168 The
ministerial phalanx, it seems, is to be irreparably weakened
by your loss. 1817 JAS. MILL .fir//. India III. i. 32 On this

occasion, the crown lawyers opposed in phalanx.
C. In Fourier's social organization, A community

of persons living together in a PHALANSTJEBY, q. v.

1843 [see PHALANSTERIAL].
3. Anat. and Zoo!. Each of the bones, arranged

in series or rows, forming the distal segment of
the skeleton of each limb, beyond the metacarpus
or metatarsus ;

each bone of the digits (fingers and

toes, or homologous parts). Usu. in pi. phalanges
(rarely phalanxes').
1693 tr. BlancarcCs Phys. Diet. (ed. 2), Phalanx, the

Order and Rank, observed in the Finger-Bones. 1741
MOSRO Aiiat. Bones led. 3)271 Their Articulations with the
first Plialaiix of the Fingers is by Enarthrosis. Ibid. 274
Three Phalanges. 1807 Mid. Jnil. XVII. 347 It was
necessary to amputate the phalanges of the fingers. 1808
BARCLAY Muscular Motions 375 Certain animals can, with.
out clavicles, lay hold of objects with the digital phalanxes.
1872 MIVART Elem. Anal. iv. 152 Each digit consists of
three rather elongated bones termed phalanges.

b. Entom. Each joint of the tarsus of an insect.

o. Anal. Each of certain processes in the organ
of Corti in the internal ear ; a phalangar process.
4. Bot. A bundle of stamens united by their

filaments.

I 1770 Phil. Trans. LX. 519 The stamina . . divided into
1 five distinct phalanges, or bundles. 1880 GRAY Struct. Bot.

vi. 3 (ed. 6) 205 Phalanges or united stamen-clusters.

5. Taxonomy. A group in classification, higher
than a genus, but of no fixed grade.
1774 GOLDSM. Nat. Hist. (1776) II. 313 We should find it

difficult . . to place many that lie at the out-skirts of this

phalanx. 1785 MARTVN Rousseau's Bot. xvi. (1794) 209 These
are of another phalanx, having five petals to the corolla.

t 6. = PHALANGIUM i. Obs.
1608 TOPSELL Serpents^(1658) 769 The Phalangium or Pha-

: lanx Spider. Ibid., This kinde of Phalanx is often found

among Spiders webs.

Hence Pha'lanxed (-rjkst) a., drawn up or ranged
in a phalanx ;

also in comb., as close-phalanxed.
1766 G. CANNING Anti-Lucretius iv. 245 The close-pha-

lanx'd order of its course. 1812 BVRON Ch. Har. i. Ixxx,

Though now one phalanxed host should meet the foe. 1904
A. AUSTIN in Standard 13 (Jet. 2/5 A pall of smoke pene-
trated only by phalanxed chimneys.

tPhala'ric. Rom.Anliq. Obs. [n..falarique,
ad. L. plialaric-a, erroneous spelling of jaldrica
(in same sense , deriv. otfala (said to be Etruscan)
a scaffolding from which missiles were thrown in

sieges.] A javelin or dart wrapped in tow and

pitch, set on fire, and thrown by the catapult or

by hand, in order to set fire to a fortified place,
a ship, etc.

1608 SYLVESTER Du Bartas 11. iv. iv. Decay 964 With
Brakes and Slings, and Phalariks they play, To fire their

Fortresae, and their Men to slay. [1685 COTTON tr.

Montaigne I. xlviii. 11711; I. 440 They called a certain kind
of yai'cline. .Phalarica.}

tPhala-rical, a. Obs. ran. erron. Phalerioal.

[f. Phalaris (see PHALAKISM
; + -ICAL.] Like that

of Phalaris ; inhuman : cf. next.
1600 W. WATSON Decacordan ^1602) 245 How many

millions of men, women, and children, they haue there
murthered : and lhat with such inhumane barbarou>nes:>c,
and much more then Phalericall cruelty.

t Pha'larisin. Obs. Also 7 phalerism.
[ad. Gr. <pa\apian-6s cruelty like that of Phalaris,
the tyrant of Agrigentum, who caused those con-
demned to death by him to be roasted alive in a

brazen bull, the maker himself being the first

victim.] Inhuman cruelty; pleasure in the in-

fliction of torture.

1581 J. BELL Hodden's Answ. Osor. 278 b, This so great
slaughter and bootchery, ..so execrable PhalarUme and
Tyranny. 1604 PARSONS ^rd Pi. Three Confers. Eng.,
Relation Trial 47 Two bookes of the Atheismes, and
Phalerismes..of the ghospellers of our tymes. 1699 BENTLEY
Phal. Pref. 41 There's a certain Temper of Mind, that
Cicero calls Phalarism, a Spirit like Phalaris 's.

Fhalarope (fe-laroup). Ornilh. [a. F. pha-
larope (Brisson 1760), irreg. ad. mod.L. Phalaropus
(ibid.), f. Gr. ^oAapi's a coot ',<pa\apos having a patch
of white) + jrout, 7ro5- foot, intended to render
Edwards's designation Coot-footed Tringa (1741).]A name applied to several small wading and

swimming birds of the family Phalaropodid,
order Liinicolx, related to the snipes. They in-

clude the Grey or Red P., Phalaropus fulicarius,
noted for its great seasonal changes of plumage,
the Red-necked or Northern P., P. (Lobipes") liyper-

boreus, both occasional in Great Britain, and
Wilson's P., P. (Steganopits) Wilsoni, of America.
1776 PENNANT Zool. led. 4) II. 413 Phalarope [ed. i Grey

scollop toed Sandpiper], . . This is about the size of the
common Purre, weighing one ounce. 1843 YAKRELL Hist.
Birds III. 48 In its habits the Red-necked Phalarope very
closely agrees with the Grey Phalarope, but is . . much more
rare in England, and more common on the northern islands
of Scotland. 1894 NEWTON Diet. Birds 712 In the Pha-
laropes, as in the Dotterel and the Godwits, that sex [the
male] undertakes the duty of incubation,

II Fhalera (farlera). Gr. and Rom. Antiq. Also

7 phaler. [L. phalera, in pi. phalerx, orig. -a, a.

Gr. (pa\apa pi., in same sense.] A bright metal
disk or boss worn on the breast as an ornament by
men, or used to adorn the harness of horses.
1606 HOLLAND Sucton. 193 Attended.. with a multitude of

Mazaces and Curreurs gaily set out with their bracelets and
riche Phalers. 1886 Athewitm 31 July 148/3 Four large
bronze phalerae such as are usually supposed, .to belong to
horse-harness.

t Pha'lerate, a. Obs. In 8 phalarate. [ad.

j

L. phaleral-us, pa. pple. of phalerare to adorn
with trappings, f. phalerx : see prec.] Orna-

mented, decorated. In quot._/z>.
1702 C. MATHER Magn. Cftr. iv. tv. (1852) 93 A sort of

harangue finely laced and guilded with such phalarate stuff
as plainly discovers the vanity of them that jingle with it.

So f Pha-lerated a. Obs.

1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Phalerated,..trapped, or dressed
with Trappings, as horses use to be.

Phalencian (ial<-sian;, a. Also 6 -sian.

[f. L. Phalcudus, properly Phalseci-us (f. Pha-
Ixcns) + -AN.] Of or pertaining to Phalsecus, an
ancient Greek poet : applied to an ancient metre

consisting of a spondee, a dactyl, and three trochees.
1571 GOLDING Calvin on Ps. vi. i As if a man woold terme

it a Saphicke, or Phaleusian verse. 1639 SHIRLEY Maids
Revenge i. L B iij b, I can .. sting with Phaleucians [printed
Phalenciums], whip with Saphicks. 1658 PHILLIPS, Pha.
leueian verse. 18318 LANDOR Pericles ft Asfasia Wks. 1846

II. 373, I think she has injured the phaleucian verse, by
transposing one foot, and throwing it backward. 1903 Scott.

Hist. Rev. Oct. 38 The fourth epitaph is described as in
'

Phaleucian verse
'

that is in lines of eleven syllables.

So f Phaleu'cic, -eu'sic, -en ciac a. Obs.
;
=

prec. ; also absol. as sl>.

a 1586 SIDNEY Arcadia (1622) 228 [He] neuer left intreating
her, til she had (taking a Lyra Basiliits held for her) sung
these Phaleuciakes. 1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Phaleusick
Verse (phaleuceum carmen).

II Phallalgia (faelarldaia). Path. [f. Gr.

c^aAA-os penis + -ALGIA.] (See quots.) Hence
Phalla'lg'ic a.

1853 DUNGLISON Med. Lex., Phallalgia. 1858 MAYNE
Expos. Lex-., Phallalgia. .term for pain in the iiieinbrum
virile : phallalgy. . . Phallalgicits . . of or belonging to

Phallalgia : phallalgic.

Phallephoric (fsel/fjmk), a. rare.
[f.

Gr.

cpa\\T)tf>opta the phallus-bearing (f. cpa\\/Js + -<popos

bearing) + jc.] Of or pertaining to the bearing of

tie phallic emblems.
187(5 A. WILDER in R . P. Knight's Symbolic Lang. 55 note,

Venus Erycina. .worshipped by the Roman women, who
every first of April made a phallephoric procession to her
temple.

Phallic (fse'lik), a. [mod. ad. Gr. cpa\\uc6s, f.

r/xiAAos penis: in F. phallique (JJict.AcaJ. 1878,.]
Of or relating to the phallus or phallism; sym-
bolical of the generative power in nature.

1789 T\\ INING Aristotle' s Treat, Poetry 72 Those Phalli;

song>, which, in many cities, remain still in use. 1850
GROTE Greece n. Ixvii. VIII. 446 The exuberant revelry
of the phallic festival and procession. 1873 SVMONDS Grk.
Poets v. nS The Phallic Hymn, from which comedy took
its origin, was a mad outpouring of purely animal exulta-
tion. 1891 T. HAKUY 7ViJ (iSc^j 360 Myriads of loose white
flints in bulbous, cusped, and phallic shapes.
So Plia-llical a.

1900 W. SENIOR Pike <y Perch n Among the fislies of

fancy are. .a phaliical pike with golden fins ; a pike begotten
by the west wind.

Phallicism (fseiisiz'm). [f. prec. + -ISM.]
The worship of the phallus, or of the organs of

sex, as symbols of the generative power in nature.

1884 H. JENNINGS Phnllicism iii. ^3 It expressed deified

phallici^m in perplexing but convincing forms. 1890 A. H.
LEWIS in Outlook f, Sail'. Quarterly (U. S.) 145 Phallicism
..was the lowest phase of that cult [sun-worship].
So Pha'llicist, one who studies, or is verted in,

phallicism.
Phallism JfVliz'm). [f. Gr. <faXA-os PHALLUS
+ -ISM.] = PHALLICISM.

1879 M cCuNiocK & STRONG Cycl. Bibl. Lit.VUI. 55 The
religion of llaal, openly denounced by the prophet*, was
a sort of phallism. .which the Jews too often imitated.

So Pha'Uist = PHALLICIST.

|[ Phallitis (f&bi-tis;. Path.
[f. PHALL-US +

-ITI.S.] i,See quot.)
1853 in DCNGLISON Med. Lex. 1867 C. A. HARRIS Diet.

.I/a/. Terminal., Phallitis, inflammation of the penis.

Phalloid (fse-loid y ,
a. [f.

PHALLI'S + -<HD.]
1858 in MAVNE Expos. Lex. 1893 Aj-rf. Soc. Lex., f'/ial-

laid . . resembling the penis in appearance.
II Phallus (fx-\S^. PI. -i. [L.///a/^,a. Gr.

<f>a\\6s penis : so in mod.F. (1835 in Diet. Aiad.
/,.'\

1. An image of the male generative organ, symbol-
izing the generative power in nature, venerated in

various religious systems ; spec, that carried in

solemn procession in the Dionysiac festivals in

ancient Greece. In later times commonly worn
as an amulet or protection against the evil eye.
1613 PUBCHAS Pilgrimage (i_6i4) 79 Two substantial!

witnesses, besides others, affirming the same, namely two
Phalli, or Priapi (huge Images of the priuie part of a man).
Ibid. 579 This yard, which they called Phallus, was vsually
made of Figge-tree. 1797 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) XIV. 266/2
Phallus, among the Egyptians, was the emblem of fecundity.
1895 ELWORTHY Eril Eye 148 In compounded amulets the
commonest of all objects was the phallus or some other

suggesting the ideas conveyed by it.

2. Bot. A genus of gasteromycetous fungi, so

called from their shape ; of which one species, f.

impiiJicus, is the common stink-horn.

1857 HENFREV Elem. Bot. 636 In Phallus the volva is

more strikingly developed.
3. Comb., as phallus-worship.
1880 STALLYBRASS tr. Grimm's Tcut. Mytlwl. I. 213 rate,

Phallus-worship
. . must have arisen out of an innocent

veneration of the generative principle.

t Phalucco, obs. erroneous form of FELUCCA.
1615 G. SANDYS Trav. 227 A Phalucco arriueth at the place.

t Phan, obs. erroneous spelling of FAN.
1539 MS. Ace. St. John's Has}., Canterb., Payd for a

phan a[t] Baluerley \\d.

II Phanar (fse-naa). [Turkish fanar, ad. Gr.

cpavdpiov (mod.Gr. <favapi) lighthouse, lantern

(dim. ofipaiKjs torch, lamp, lantern).] A quarter of

Constantinople (so called from a lighthouse on
the Golden Horn), which became the chief Greek

quarter after the Turkish Conquest ; hence put for

the Greek official class under the Turks, through
whom the affairs of the Christian population in the

Ottoman Empire have been largely administered.

1901 Dundee Advertiser 3 May 6 All candidates
for the

post who did not show Russophile tendencies have been

eliminated. Whoever is appointed, he will be hostile to pre-
tensions of the Phanar.

87 -a



PHANARIOT. 764 PHANTASM.

Hence Phanariot (fanse'ri^t). [ad.mod.Gr.tfxxi'a-

piujTrjs: sec prec. and -OT-], a resident in the Phanar

quarter of Constantinople; one of the class of

Greek officials residing there ; also as adj.
1862 G. FIXLAY in W. R. W. Stephens Freeman's Life $

Lett. (1895) I. 281 If..phanariots and the nominees of diplo-
matists are not intruded. 1880 DONALDSON in Encycl, Brit.

XI. 125/2 Many of them were phanariots, accustomed to

double dealing, ambitious and avaricious. 1899 in Daily
Nevus 20 July 6/4 A masterpiece of Phanariot perfidy.

Phanatic, -ik, -ique, etc., obs. ff. FANATIC, etc.

Phancie, -y, obs. forms of FANCY.

Phane, an early spelling of FANE sbJ- 2 = VANE.
1387-8 T. USK Test. Love u. i. (Skeat) 1. 23 Some saine that

loue shulde be in windy blaster, that stoundemele tourneth
as a phane. c 1407 LYDG. Reson fy Sens. 6180 They turne

nat as doth a phane With vnwar wynde. 1500-20 DUNBAR
Poems Ixvi. 95 This fals fail^eand warld-.That ever more

flytis lyk ane phane. 1601-2 in Willis & Clark Cambridge
II. 629 For a phaine for the peremint of the Coundite.

Phane, obs. erron. form of FANE sb.%

fPhanekill. Sc. Obs. [dim. of FANE sbl i.]

A little flag or vane.

1538 Aberdeen Regr, XVI. (Jam.), The ferd part of vj

elnis of tapheit, quhilk wes maid ane phanekill of.

Phanelle, obs. form of FANNELL.

T Ph.a,'nerite, a. Geol. Obs, rare, [f. Or.

tpavtp-os (see next) + -ITE 1.] (See quots.)
a 1857 J. FLEMING Lithoi. Edinb. v. (1859) 51 The Phane-

rite series consists of deposits produced by causes in ordinary
operation, and respecting the circumstances under which

they have been produced little obscurity prevails. 1859-65
PAGE Handbk. Geol, Terms, Phanerite Series, .the upper-
most stage of the modern epoch, as consisting of deposits . .

whose origin is evident, as compared with the brick-clays
and boulder-clays, .which lie beneath.

Phanero- (fse'new), before a vowel phaner-,
combining form of Gr. fyavtpos visible, evident

(opposed to CRYPTO-): used in a few technical terms.

Phanerobra "iichiate a., having evident bran-

chiae or gills ; FfcanerocaTpous a. [Gr. ttapiros

fruit] (see quots.) ; Pha^erocodo-nic a. [Gr.
Kw5uv a bell], bell-shaped : said of the gonophores
of hydrozoans, when possessing a developed um-

brella; Fhanerocrystalline a., of evident crys-
talline structure ; Fhaneroglo'ssal, -glo'ssate,

-glo'ssous adjs. [Gr. "fXwaaa tongue], having a

distinct tongue : used of a family of Frogs ;
Fha-

nero'iuerous a. [Gr. pepospart], Ffca'neropneu'-
monous a. [Gr. -nvevnuv lungs] (see quots.).
1858 MAVNE Expos. Lex.^ Phanerocarpus ,. applied by

Eschenholtz to a section . . of the Acalepha Discophora,
comprehending those in which the reproductive corpuscles
are perceived across the body : *phanerocarpous. 1871 ALL-
MAN Gymnobl. Hydroids 195 The *phanerocodonic and the
adelocodonic gonophores. 1862 DANA Man. Geol. 72 *Pha-

nero-crystalline or distinctly crystallise. 1858 MAYNIC Expos.
Lex.

t Phaneroglossus .. *phaneroglossous. 1888 TKAI.E

Petrography Gloss. 443
* t haneromerous . . a term applied

to coarse crystalline rocks. 1858 MAVNE Expos. Lex.)
Phanerofineumonus .. applied by Gray to an Order.. of the

Gasteropodophora, which corresponds.. to the Pylmonea,
Operculata of Fe'russac: *phaneropneumonous.

Phanerogam (fse'nfir<?gse*m). Bot. [a. F.

phanerogams (adj. Ventenat 1799, De Candolle

1813; sb. Brongniart 1828), in mod.L, phanero-
gam-ns &&}.{. Gr.tpavtpo-s, PHANERO- + yapos marri-

age, sexual union.] A phanerogamic or flowering

plant. (Opposed to CRYPTOGAM.) Chiefly in plural.
In pi. phanerogams = mod.L. Phanerogams, plants

phanerogams* (Humboldt, Nova Gen. et Sp. Plant., 1815).
1861 L. STEPHEN tr. Bertepsclis Alps 47 The weak soft

cellular tissue of nearly all the other phanerogams. 1889

J. S. VAN CLEVE in Literature (N. Y.) 2 Feb. 261 The flora

.. includes 1080 phanerogams and 1800 cryptogams.

liPhanerogamia(fe :

neri7gae mia). Bot. [mod.
L., sing. fern, abstr. f. phanerogam-us : see prec.]
A primary division of the vegetable kingdom,
comprising plants having obvious reproductive

organs, i. e. stamens and pistils; the sub-kingdom
of flowering plants : opposed to CRYPTOGAMIA.
Actually a noun singular, but often erron. treated as pi.,

after such Zoological neuter plurals as, Mammalia t
=phane-

rogams; for this some have used a plural form phanero-
gamig\ but the only L. plural is phanerogams: see prec.
1821 Elcm. Pkilos. Plants (tr. De Candolle & Sprengel) 87

Plants whose parts of fructification are manifest, Phanero-
gamia. [1847 W. E. STEELE Field Bot. p. vi, The acknow-
ledged division of plants into those with stamens and pistils,
Phanerogamise, and those without, Cryptogam ia;. 1848
CARI-ENTER Anim. Phys. xv. (1872) 553 The gemmae of
Phanerogamia may be developed in connexion with the
parent structure.] 1857 HENFREV Bot. 395 The vegetable
kingdom. Subkmgdom I. Phanerogamia, or flowering plants.
Hence Pha-nerog-a-mic ., of or belonging to

the division Phanerogamia ; next.

1830 LYELL Princ. Geol. I. 123 In the continent of India. .

the proportion of ferns to the phanerogamic plants is only
as one to twenty-six. 1862 ANSTEO Channel Isl ir. viii.

(ed. 2) 198 These latter islands, .show no essential difference
in their phanerogamic flora. 1894 Naturalist 93.

Phanerogamous (fasnenrgamas), a. Bot.

[f. F. phancrogame adj. or mod.L. phanerogam-us
(see PHANEROGAM) + -ous.] Having stamens and

pistils ; flowering. (The earliest word of the

group in Eng. : opposed to CRYFTOGAMOUS.)
1816 J. BIGELOW in N. Eng. JrnL Med. fy Surg. V. 335

Humboldt affirms that . . the phanerogamous plants^ which
have been recognized as natives of the tropical regions of

both continents, are extremely few. 1881 Nature XXIII.
264/2 The phanerogamous Flora of Silesia.

Fh.anero'pterid,tf.,^. Zool. a. adj. Belong-

ing to the genus Phaneroptera [f.
PHANERO- + Gr.

iTTp6v wing] or family Phaneropteridee, of grass-

hoppers, b. sb. A grasshopper of this family.
1895 Camb, Nat. Hist. V. xiii. 323 Two specimens of a

little Phaneropterid . . brought from the Soudan.

Phang, Phanged, obs. erron. ff. FANG, FANGED.

f Phangle, obs. erron. form of FANGLE sbJ-

1648 E. SPARKE in Shute's Sarah <$ Hagar Pref. b j, Any
new Pnangles of these wilder times.

Phansie, -y, early forms of FANCY.

II Phailsigar (p
ll

a'ns/gar). [Hindi phansigar
strangler, noose-man, i.pkansi noose.] An East

Indian professional robber and assassin, one of

a gang who strangled and robbed travellers and

others ;
a thug.

1813 J. FORBES Orient. Mem. IV. xxxvii. 13 A tribe called

phanseegnrs, or stranglers. 1841 C. MACKAY Mem. Pop.
Delusions I. 371 Murderers, who, under the name of Thugs,
or Phansigars, have so long been the scourge of India.

Phailtascope (farntask^p). [irreg. f. Gr.

(payr-os visible + -SCOPE : cf. PH.YNTOSCOPE.] A
name independently given to different optical in-

struments.

1. A contrivance for exhibiting phenomena of

binocular vision by an arrangement of slit cards,

through which two figures seen at a certnin distance

converge into one combined image.
1866 BRANDE & Cox Diet. Scz., etc. II. 880/1 Phania-

scope^ the name given by Professor Locke, of the United

States, to an apparatus for enabling persons Vo converge
the optical axis of the eyes, or to look cross-eyed, and
thereby observe certain phenomena of binocular vision.

1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mech. 1677/2 Pkantascope..\ pair of

objects on the base-board is viewed through the perforations
of both cards, and by viewing the index the optical axes of

the eyes are converged and the objects are reduplicated, and
eventually a merged image appears in the central position.

2. = PHENAKISTOBCOPE.
1876 BERNSTEIN Five Senses 117 The persistence of these

incidental images is the basis of. .the pbantascope or magic
disc, on which various figures are seen in motion. 1881

Oracle 12 Nov. 306 The optical toy, which has been variously
called Phantascope, Phantasmascope, and Phenakistoscope.

Phantasia, another form of FANTASIA.

Pliaiitasiast (faent^'zisest). [ad. eccl. Gr.

QavTaGiaarai, pi. of tyavTafftaffT-ffs, f. (fwraffia

appearance: see FANTASY.]
1. Eccl. Hist. A name given to those of the

Docetse (also called Phantasiodocctx, ^avraato^o-

ttTjTai} who held that Christ's body was only a

phantasm, not a material substance.
1680 BAXTER Attsw. Stillingfl. xxxiv. 57 Phantasiasts.

1852 BP, FORBES Nicene Cr. 221 The Docetae, or Phanta-

siasts, and those who asserted our Lord was only in appear-
ance dead. 1863 LONGF. Wayside Inn i. Interlude v. 51
The creed of the Phantasiasts, For whom.. Christ [was but]
a phantom crucified !

2. One who deals in or treats of phantasies.
1855 SMEDLRV, etc. Occult Sc. 88 Ben Jonson, who had

some experience as a phantasmst, thus invokes the fairer

creations of this power in his
' Vision of Delight '.

Hence Phantasia'stic a., of or characteristic of

the Phantasiasts
;
of the nature of a phantasm.

1826 G. S. FABER Dijfic. Romanism (1853) 102 note
t
The

same line of argument is adopted by Tertuliian against
Marcion and his phantasiastic brethren. 1838 Inquiry
176 The Manicheans . . denied that Christ had any proper
material body; *the form, which was seen, having been

purely phantasiastic.

t Phantasim(e. rare. [Cf. It.
l

fantasima or

fantasma* (Florio 1611).] A fantastic being.
1588 SHAKS. L. L, L. iv. i. 101 This Armado is a Spaniard

that keeps here in court A Phantasime, a Monarcho, and
one thai makes sport To the Prince and his Booke-mates.
Ibid. v. i. 20, I abhor such phanaticall phantaslms, such
insociable and poynt deuise companions.

Fha'ntasist. rare. [f. phantasy, FANTASY ;

or a. Y.fantaisiste, f. fantaisie^\ = FANTAST i.

1864 ALGER Future Life 660 The ' Vision of Annihilation
'

depicted by the vermicular, infested imagination of the

great Teutonic phantasist.

Phantasm (fse-ntaez'm). Forms: a. 3 fan-

tesme, 5-7 fantasme, 7, 9 fantasm. 8. 6-

phantasm, (7-8 phantasme). [Orig. a. F. fan-
tasme (OF. also -esme) t

ad. L. phantasma, a. Gr.

(pavTaapa : see next. From i6th c. gradually con-

formed to the Latin spelling with//;-.]
I. 1. a. gen. Illusion, deceptive appearance.

Cf. PHANTOM i. Obs. or arch.
a 12*5 Ancr. R. 62 Louerd, sei5 Dauid, wend awei mine

eien vrom be worldes dweole, & hire fantesme [cf. Ps. cxix.

37]. 1460 Lybeaus Disc. 1432 Wyth fantasme, and fayrye,
Thus she blerede hys yye. 1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 289/1
The deuylle appered to them in guyse of a maronner in

a shippe of fantasme. 1656 STANLEY Hist. Philos. vm.
(1701) 303/1 Phantasm is that, to which we are attracted by
that frustraneous attraction, which happens in Melancholy,
or Mad persons. 1860 EMERSON Cond. Life, Hfasions Wks.
(Bohn) II. 446 'Tis all phantasm.

b. With a and pi. An illusion, an appearance
that has no reality; a deception, a figment; an

unreal or imaginary being, an unreality; a phantom.

1426 LYDG. De Guil. Pilgr. 10890 Yt are but fantasmes
that ye speke. 1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 1^5 b/2 He [St.

Germayn] dyd so many myracles that yf his merytes had
not goon before they shold haue ben trowed fantasmes. 1614
RALEIGH Hist. World i. xi. 8 They beleeve, and they
beleeve aniisse, because they be but Phantasmes or Appari-
tions. 1644 MILTON Areop. 10 Or else it was a fantasm bred

by the feaver which had then seis'd him. 1678 CUDWOKTH
Intell. Syst. \. ii. 8. 68 The Minds of men strongly possess'd
with Fear, especially in the Dark, raise up the Phantasms
of Spectres, Bug-bears, or affrightful Apparitions to them.

1778 Miss BURNEY Evelina (1791) I. xxx. 156, I will not
afflict you with the melancholy phantasms of my brain.

1843 CARLYLE Past <$ Pr. \\. i, Peopled with mere vaporous
Fantasms. 1843 PRESCOTT Mexico (1850) I. 119 The alle-

gorical phantasms of his religion, no doubt, gave a direction

to the Aztec artist, in his delineation of the human figure.

c. An illusive likeness (.?/" something), a 'ghost*
or

* shadow
*

; a counterfeit.

1638 BAKER tr. Balzac's Lett. (vol. II) 113 It is fit to stay
ones selfe upon the true vertue, and not to follow the vaine

Phantasmes of holinesse. 1699 BURNET 39 Art. xxvi. (1700)

297 If these are no true Sacraments which they take for such,
but only the Shadows and the Phantasms of them. 1870
DISRAELI Lothair xlviii, There is only one Church and

only one religion, all other forms and phrases are mere

phantasms. 1876 GEO. ELIOTDan. Der. \v\\\, Everyphantasm
of a hope was quickly nullified by a more substantial obstacle.

t d. One who is not what he appears or pre-
tends to be ; a counterfeit, an impostor. Obs.

1622 BACON Hen, VII 24 The People were in furie, enter-

tayning this Airie bodie or phantasme [Lambert Simnel]
with incredible affection. 1638 BAKER tr. Balzac's Lett.

(vol. II) 229 Farre from being a Plagiary, [he] refuseth that

which is his own, and suffers a Phantasme, to receive those

acclamations and praises which belong to himselfe. 1641
MILTON Prel. Episc. 23 Rather to make this phantasme
an expounder, or indeed a depraver of Saint Paul, then

Saint Paul an examiner, and discoverer of thisimpostprship.
2. An apparition, a spirit or supposed incor-

poreal being appearing to the eyes, a ghost. Now
only poet, or rhet.

c 1410 LOVE Bonavent. Myrr. xxvii. (1510) H iij b, The

discyples supposynge that it had ben a fantasme cryed for

drede. ^1550 CHEKE Alatt. xiv. 26 His discipils seing him

walking on ye see weer trobled saieng, y1 it was a phan-
tasm. 1643 SIR T. BROWNE Relig.^Med. \. 37 That those

phantasms .. do frequent Cemeteries, Charnel-houses, and

Churches, it is because these are the dormitories of the

dead. 1667 MILTON P. L. n. 744 Why..thou call's* Me
Father, and that Fantasm call'st my Son? 1863 P. S.

WORSLEY Poems fy Trans I, 7 Like the erring phantasm of a
man Slain traitorously and cast into the deep.

b. Psychics. The supposed vision or perception
of an absent person, living or dead, presented to the

senses or mind of another.

1884 Proc, Soc. Psychical Research I. v. 44 Phantasms,
as we call them, in order to include under a term more

general than phantoms, impressions which may be not

visual only, but auditory, tactile, or purely mental in char-

acter. 1886 GURNEY, etc. Phantasms of Living \. Introd.

35 We propose, .to deal with all classes of cases where. .the

mind of one human being has affected the mind of another

. . by other means than through the recognized channels of

sense. 1887 C. L. MORGAN in Mind Apr. 281 Where.. the

phantasm includes details of dress or aspect which could

not be supplied by the percipient's mind, Mr. Gurney thinks

it may be attributed to a conscious or sub-conscious image
of his own appearance .. in the agent's mind, which is tele-

pathically conveyed as such to the mind of the percipient.

II. 3. Philos. A mental image, appearance, or

representation, considered as the immediate object

of sense-perception : as distinct (a} from the external

thing represented, or (d) in Platonic philosophy,
from the true form or essence, perceptible by
thought only and not by sense.

1594 CAREW Hnartes Exam. IVits^
iv. (1596) 38 Brute

beasts with the temperature of their braine, and the fantasmes

which enter thereinto by the fiue sences .. partake those

abilities. r.6zo T. GRANGER Div. Logike 108 Memorie is a
facultie of retaining well the phantasmes of things. 1669
GALE Crt. Gentiles i. in. i. 19 Homer, and Hesiod .. busied

themselves about the phantasmes or pictures of Truth, but

regarded not the Truth it self. 1751 HARRIS Hermes
Wks. (1841) 221 It is then on these permanent phantasms
that the human mind first works. 1785 REID Intell. Pavers
i. i. 25 When they are objects of memory and of imagina-

tion, they get the name of phantasms. 1880 Academy 26

June 469 The phantasm or idea which awakens feeling in

accordance with an appetence is not abstract but concrete

and generally single.

t b. An idea, a concept. Obs.

a 1619 FOTHEKBY Atheom. n. ii. 8 (1622) 210 God is a

fantasme, that can fill the fantasie.

f4. Imagination, fancy. Obs.

1490 CAXTON Encydos xxii. 82 She saw also, to her semynge,
two sonnes shynynge one by another, that presente hemself

by symulacyon wythin the fantasme of her entendement.

1656 RIDGLEY Pract. PJtysick 252 Proceeding from a melan-

cholic Phantasme. 1689 EVELYN Let. to Pepys 4 Oct.,

Y L' subject of my wild phantasme. .naturally leading me to

something which I lately mention'd.

b. An imagination, a fancy: now always with

emphasis on its unreality (cf. i b).

1672 Sm T. BROWNE Let. Friend 17 His Female Friends

were irrationally curious so strictly to examine his Dreams,
and in this low state to hope for the Fantasms of Health.

1738 H. BROOKE Tasso i. 60 Ambitious phantasms haunt

his idle brain. 1856 R. A. VAUGHAN Mystics I. Pref. 5 Is

it well to recal from Limbo the phantasms of forgotten
dreamers ?

5. attrib.

1831 CARLYLE Sart. Res. I. iii, Visible and tangible objects

in this phantasm world. 1843 Past <y Pr. in^i, From

highest Phantasm apex to lowest Enchanted basis. 1871



PHANTASMA. 765 PHANTOM.
MORLEY Carlyle in Crit. Misc. Ser. i. (1878) 180 Why then

should not the royalist assume, .that the Protector was a

usurper and a
'

phantasm captain
'

?

Phaiitasma (ktntse-zma). Also 7 fantasma.

PI. -as, -ata v7 -aes). [a. It. fantasma = L.

phantasma^ a. Gr. <pdvraa^a appearance, mere

appearance, phantom, image, f. <pavrd-civ to

make visible, present to (or as to) the eye, f.

<f>avT-6s visible, f. stem <pav- of tptdv-ftv to show,

appear, bring or come to light. See also PHANTASM
and PHANTOM, which are forms of the same word

through Fr.] a. An illusion, vision, dream; b.

an apparition, a spectre : = PHANTASM i b and 2.

1598 SYLVESTER Du Bartas n. ii. in. Colonies 338 Round
about the Desart Op, where oft By strange Phantasma's

Passengers are scoft. 1599 MARSTON Sco. Villanie In

Lect. prorsus indignos, Shall this Fantasma, this Colosse

peruse And blast with .stinking breath my budding Muse?
1607 What you Will Introd., Wks. 1856 I. 221 Skrn'd
about With each slight touch of od phantasmatas. 1607
WAI.KINGTON Opt. Glass 149 He shall see.. strange phan-
tasmaes. 1631 J. TAYLOR (Water P.) Turn. Fort. Wheel
Pref., Dreames and phantasmas full of contradictions. 1763
GOLDSM. Ess. Misc. Wks. 1837 I. 227 Alt was a phantasma,
and a hideous dream of incoherent absurdities. 1816 SCOTT

Antiq. x, At length these crude phantasmata arranged them-
selves into something more regular. 1849 ROBERTSON Serin.

Ser. iv. ix, (1876) 78 These were all an illusion and a

phantasma, a thing that appeared, but did not really exist.

Phantasmagoria (f*ntaezin&g6Ti5). [f.

Gr. (pavTacrpa PHANTASM + (?) dyopa assembly,

place of assembly.
(But the inventor of the word prob. only wanted a mouth-

filling and startling term, and mny have fixed on -agoria
without any reference to the Greek lexicon.)]

1. A name invented for an exhibition of optical
illusions produced chiefly by means of the magic
lantern, first exhibited in London in 1802. (Some-
times erroneously applied to the mechanism used.)
In Philipstal's 'phantasmagoria' the figures were made

rapidly to increase and decrease in size, to advance and
retreat, dissolve, vam>h, and pass into each other, in a
manner then considered marvellous.
1802 Gentl. blag. June 544 Dark rooms, where spectres

from the dead they raise What's the Greek word for all this

Goblinstoria.1 I have it pat It is Phantasmagoria. Ibid.

(end of vol.), An awful sound proclaims a spectre near, And full

in sight behold it now appear.. Such are the forms Phantas-

magoria shows. 1805 Mi;s. CRKEVEvinC./'rt^r^.etc. (1904) I.

67 The Baron is preparing a phantasmagoria at thePavillion.

1831 UKEWSTER Nat. Magic iv. 80 An exhibition depending
on these principles was brought out by M. Philipstal in

1802, under the name of the Phantasmagoria... Spectres,
skeletons, and terrific figures.. suddenly advanced upon the

spectators, becoming larger as they approached them, and
finally vanished by appearing to sink into the ground. 1883
Encycl. Brit. XV. 207 Philipstal gave a sensation to his magic
lantern entertainment by lowering unperceived, between the
audience and the stage, a sheet of gauze, upon which fell

the vivid moving shadows of phantasmagoria.
b. Extended to similar optical exhibitions,

ancient and modern.
1830 SCOTT Demonol. ii. 59 The Almighty substituted, for

the phantasmagoria intended by the witch, the spirit of
Samuel. 1832 CELL Pompdana I. v. 98 Machines by which
phantasmagoria and oracular prestiges were played off. 1834
LVTTON Pompeii n. ix.

2. A shifting series or succession of phantasms
or imaginary figures, as seen in a dream or fevered

condition, as called up by the imagination, or as

created by literary description.

[1803 Europ. Mag. XLIII. 186 'The Phantasmagoria'
(title of a series of articles consisting of sketches of ima-

ginary characters).] 1828 LANDOR Iniag. Conv. Wks. 1853
I. 345/2 The army seemed a phantasmagoria, 1835 W.
IRVING Newstead Abbey in Crayon Misc. (1863) 347 Such
was the phantasmagoria that presented itself for a moment
to my imagination. 1875 E. Warn Life in Christ \\. xii.

(1878) 133 Milton's genius has filled the atmosphere with
a brilliant phantasmagoria of contending angels.

3. transf. A shifting and changing external scene

consisting of many elements.
1822 HAZLITT Table-t. Ser. n. v. (1869) 121 A huddled

phantasmagoria of feathers, spangles, etc. 1853 KANE
Grinnell Exp. ix. (1856) 68 The wildest frolic of an opium-
eater's revery is nothing to the phantasmagoria of the sky
tonight. 1880 SHORTHOUSE J. Inglesantxx\\\ t Without was
a phantasmagoria of terrible bright colours, and within a
mental chaos and disorder without a clue.

b. A phantasmagoric figure, or something com-

pared thereto.
1821 BYRON Vis. Judgm. Ixxvii, The man was a phantas-

magoria in Himself he was so volatile and thin.

4. attrib.

1841 Miss MITFORD in L'Estrange Life (1870) III. viii. 130
There was no background to form a phantasmagoria decep-
tion, since the part plainest to be seen was the figure as it

rose and sank above the paling. 1873 E. SPON Workshop
Receipts Ser. i. 295/1 By the aid of a gas microscope
attached to a powerful phantaMnagoria lantern the image
can be reflected on to a screen.

Hence f Phantasmagoriacal (-srakal), Phan-
tasmagoTial (whence -ally o</e>.), Pfcaixtasma-

g-o-rian, Phantasmagoric (-gjrrik), Fhantasma-
go'rical adjs. t of, pertaining to, or of the nature

of a phantasmagoria; hence, visionary, phantasmal;
Phaiita'smaffo rist, one who produces or exhibits

a phantasmagoria.
1823 Bltickw. Mag. XIII. 5.^7 Deucalion sees a *phantas-

magoriacal shadow of what . . forms the history of the ancient

world. 1828 SCOTT yrnl. 17 Apr., In this *phantasmagorial
place [London], the objects of the day come and depart like

shadows. 1822 Blackiv. Mag. XII. 86 A thousand other
scenes . . come up *phantasmagorially or panorama-wise
before us. 1827 Examiner 212/2 The Will-o'-the-wisp is

painted . . with shadowy and "phantasmagorian power. 1870
Contcmp. Rev. XIV. 180 It will ever elude his grasp like..

the phantasmagorian images on the canvas. 1818 COLFRIDI;E
in Lit. Ran. (1836) 1. 139 All Rabelais* personages are *phan-
tasmagoric allegories. 1883 SYMONDS.S'//<ZI.J. Prcdcc. \. (1900)

5 The phantasmagoric brilliancy of shows at Court. 1852
HAWTHORNE Biithedale Rom. Pref. (1879) 6 To establi^i a
theatre, .where the creatures of his brain may play their

*phantasmagorical antics. 1816 J. LAWRENCE in Monthly
1

Mag. XLII. 298 Whether.. it can possibly be worth while. .

|

for our chemists, or rather for our *phantasmagorists to

; repeat any of the old paHngene.sian experiments? 1862
i LYTTOM Str. Story Ixxi, Those arch phantasmagorists, the

philosophers who would leave nothing in the universe but

\

their own delusions.

Fhaiitasmagory (fsentse'zmagori). [Cf. F.

phantasmagoric.} PHANTASMAGORIA.
1837 CAiiLYLE/'V. Rev. III. i. iv, This dim Phantasma^ory

I

of the Pit. 1865 Frcdk. Gt. xxi. iii. (1872) IX. 304 'The
i tiling is reality ; but it reads like a Phantasmagory produced
! by Lapland Witches. 1873 M. ARNOLD l,it. <$ Dogma

(1876) 79 The ph;intasmagL>nes of more prodigal and wild

imaginations.

Phantasmal (faentse'zmal), a.
[f.

PHANTASM
:
or PHANTASMA -fAL.] Of the nature of a phan-

! tasm ; spectral ; having no material existence,

unreal, imaginary; passing like a phantasm.
1813 SHELLEY Q. Mab vi. 192 All that chequers the

phantasmal scene That floats before our eyes in wavering
light. 1817 Coi.KRiDGF. Biog. Lit. vii. (1882) 56 The phan-
tasmal chaos of association. 1870 LOWKLL Study //'/./.

! 230 No confirmation has been found for the story, fathered
: on a certain phantasmal Mr. Buckley. 1880 SHORTHOL'SIC

J. Inglcsant (1882) II. xvi. 320 With such phantasmal
imaginations he filled Inglesant's ears.

b. Psychics: see PHANTASM 2 b.

1886 GURNEY, etc. Phantasms of Living I. Introd. 65
Between the moment of death and the phantasmal announce-
ment thereof to a distant friend.

Hence Pliantasmallan a,, relating to what is

phantasmal ; Phantasma'lity, the quality of being
phantasmal.
1841 LYTTON Nt. $ Morn. in. viii, The idea grows up, a

horrid phantasmalian monomania. 1875 LEWES Probt. Life
$ Mind II. n. ii. 38. 45 Between the reality of our waking
sensations, and the phantasmality of pur dream perceptions

;

. .the contrast is marked. 1903 Critic XLIII. 354/1 His is

f the spirit that cries for delivery from the tyranny of his

senses, the phantasmality of the world.

Phailta smally, adv. [f. prec. + -LY 2
.]

In

a phantasmal manner or form
;
as a phantasm.

1855 Miss COBBE Intuit. Mor. 103 The belief that this
causation descends into the sensible world, and takes place
therein not phantasma I ly, but actually. 1886 GURNEY, etc.

Phantasms ofLiving\\. 530 Persons are phantasmally seen
or heard very soon before their actual appearance in the flesh.

Phantasmascope (f&ntf&*zniask0up). [irreg.
f. PHANTASMA + -SCOPE.]

= PHENAKISTOSCOPE.
1835 KIRBY Hab. $ Inst. Anim. I. App. 350 They appear

as if. .a hundred [legs] were revolving and so form a kind of
natural Phantasmascope. 1844 OLMSTED Rttd Xat. Philos.
viii. 558 The Phantasmascope consists of disks bearing on
their margin a variety of figures, which are so related to
each other, that each, .figure shall afford a continuation of
the preceding. 1865 J. WYLDE in Circ. Sc. I. 77/2.

Fhantasma'tic, sb. Ecd. Hist. [f. Gr. <$>av-

rafffjaT- (see PHANTASMA) + -ic.] PHANTASIAST.
1701 tr. Le Clercs Prim. Fathers (1702) 322 The Phanlas-

maticks. .who pretended that Christ had not a true Body.
Phantasma'tic, a. [as prec.]

= next.

1858 MAYNE Kxpos. Lex.) Phantasntaticns..^ of or be-

longing to Phantasma: phantasmatic.

t Phaiitasma'tical, a. Obs. [f. as prec. :

see -ICAL.] Pertaining to or of the nature of
a phantasm ; phantasmal. Hence j Pliantas-

ma'tically adv.

1642 H. MORE Song of.Soul Notes Q ij, In our corporeall
spirit: For that is the matter that the soul raiseth her

phantasmal icall forms in. 1658 BKOMHALL Treat. Specters
vii. 364 The Angels moving.. with a locall motion, by the

phantasmaticall body which they took [etc.], a 1688 CUD-
WORTH Immut. Mor. iv. i. (1731) 143 So are the Cogitations
that we have of Corporeal things usually both Noematicnl
and Phantasmatical together, the one being as it were the

Soul, and the other the Body of them. Ibid. 144 By a Rose
considered thus Universally and Phantasmatically, we mean
a Thing which so affects our Sense in respect of Figure
and Colour.

Fliaxita-smato'graphy. rare~. [f. as prec.
+ -(O)GBAPHY.] (See quot.)
1730-6 BAILEY (folio) Pref, P}iantasmat6'gra/>hy, .. a

Treatise or Discourse of celestial Appearances, as the Rain-
bow. 1823 in CRABB Technol. Diet. 1864 in WEBSTER.

Phantasmic (fsentse-zmik), a. [f. PHANTASM
or PHANTASMA + -ic.] Of, pertaining to, or of the
nature of a phantasm ; unreal

; imaginary. So
Pkanta'smical a.

1825 jVfW Monthly Mag. XIII. 185 His shadowy monarch
is assailed by ideal conspirators, and their phantasmic high
treason he will have atoned for by substantial flesh and
blood. 1857-8 SEARS A than. vi. 49 The spectacle, .was not

phantasmic, but real. 1863 A. B. DAVIDSON ##/. <V Lit.
ss. (1902) 16 A species of Doketism akin to giving Christ

a phantasmical body.
Phanta'smist. rare 1

, [f. as prec, + -IST.]
One who maintains something to be a phantasm ;

a PHANTASIAST.

1823 COLERIDGE Table-t. 6 Jan., It was real blood, ..and
not a mere celestial ichor, as the Phantasmists allege,

Fluuita:siuoge-iiesis. rare. ff.
(ir. <f>dv-

Taapa PHANTASM + GENESIS.] The causation or

origination of phantasms.
1890 in Cent. Diet. 1893 in Syd. Soc. Lex.
So Fhantasmogenetic (f^ntK-zm^jdg/he'tik) a.

t

producing phantasms or apparitions; esp. creating
or producing a phantasm (sense 2 b). Hence
Phanta smogene'tically adv.
1886 GURNEY, etc. Phantasms of Living \\, 279 A Phan-

tasmogenetic impulse conveyed directly from mind to mind.

1890 Cent. Diet., I'hantasmogenctically. 1903 F. W. H.
MYLRS Hum. Personality I. Gloss., Phantasmogenetic
centre, a point in space so modified by the presence of
a spirit that it becomes perceptible to persons materially
present near it.

Phantasmo'gnomy. [f.
as prec. + Gr. yvw^rj

means of knowing : cf. physiognomy.] (See quot.)
1855 SMFDLKY, etc. Occult Sc. 296 Phantasmognomy ..

teaches men to foresee and to foretell future or distant
events from the images which fancy presents to the mind.

FliantasmO'logy. [f. asprec. + -LOCY.] The
scientific study of phantasms. Hence Phantasmo-
lo'gical a, 1890 in Cent. Diet.

Phantast, -ic, -ical, etc., obs. or rare variants

of FANTAST, -ic, -ICAL, etc.

Phantasy, variant of FAXTASY (where see the

Note, as to its frequent use in some senses).

\- Pliantic, -ike. Ohs. rare. [? Syncopated for

pha'natick) FANATIC 2.] A possessed person.
1598 SvLvr.srER pit Bartas 11, i. n. Imposture 234 So doth

the Phantike (lifting vp his thought On Sathan'.s wing) tell

with a tongue distraught Strange Oracles. 1636 ULOUNT
Glossogr^ Phantick,

Phantom (fse'ntam), sb. Forms: a. 4-7 fan-

tosrne, 4-8 -om(e, 4 -ourn, -erne, -ime, -umme,
-on, faintum, 4-5 fauturn, 6 fantone). 0. 6-S

phautome, (7 -6m(e), f-S phar.tosme, 7- phan-
tom. [ME._/rt;//0j/Wt?, fantome^ a. OF. fantosmc
(i2thc. in Hatz.-Darm.) = Pr. fantasma ^ -aitma,

Cat. fantorma ) Sp., Ii.fantasma : L. phantasma,
a. Gr. </>di'Ta<7yita : see PHANTASMA. (/I'he o of the

Fr. (and Kng.) form has not been satisfactorily
accounted for.)]

1 1. Illusion, unreality; vanity ;
vain imagination ;

delusion, deception, falsity. Obs.
a 1300 Cursor M, 55 Hit ncys bot fantum \v.rr. fanton,

famonij for to say, 'lo day it is, to mom away. Ibid. 22160

\Vi}j lugulori Jiai sal be wroght, And fantum \v.rr. faintum,
fan torn] be, and ellcs noght. ^11300 /;'. E, Psalter iv, 3

Whi love yhe fantorn [L. vanitatcui} and lighinge speke ?

c 1384 CHALXKR H. Fame i. 493 (Fairf. MS.) Fro Fantome,
and Illusion Me save. 1390 GOWER Conf. III. 172 Josaphat
\\'as in gret doute, And hield fantosme al that he herde.

ci425 Hampoles Psalter Metr. Pref.Copyed has ^>is Sauter
ben of yuel men of lollardry :. .Hur fantom hath made mony
a fon. ^1500 A/elitsine xli. 311, I bylcue it is but fantosme
or spyryt werke of this woman. 1692 R. L'ESTRANGE Fables
ccccxliv. (1714) 481 The whole Entertainment of his Life

was Vision and Phantome.

|-b. NVith a and //. An instance of this; an

illusion, a delusion
;
a deception ;

a figment, a lie.

c 1325 E. E. Allit. P. B. 1341 Honoured he not hym ^at
in htuen wonies, Bot fals fantummes of fendes, formed with
handes. a 1340 HAM POLE Psalter^ etc. 505 pe deuyl sayd, ..

i. sail take Jiaim wib snarys of sere tempiactouns, and many
fald errours & fantoms. c 1420 Avow. Arth. ii, This is no

fantum, ne no fabullc. 1483 Cat/t. Angl. 122/2 A Fantum,
fantasma. 1628 WITHER Brit. Rcmcmh. 155 The tricks

And Fantosmes wherewithall our Schismaticks Abuse them-
selves and others. 1686 tr. Chardiris Coronat. Solyman 50
The Plxpress which they assure us to have been dispatched
..is a meer Fantome.

2. Something that appears to the sight or other

sense, but has no material substance; an appari-

tion, a spectre ; a
spirit,

a ghost.
1382 WYCLIF Matt. xiv. 26 Thei, seeynge hym walkynge

aboue the see, weren distourblid, seyinge, For it is a fantum.
c 1500 Mclusine xli. 311 It is som spyryt, sum fantosme or

Illusyon that thus hath abused me. 1621 MOLLE Camerar.
Liv. Libr. iv. ii. 265 An Abbesse in Spaine, whose place
a phantosme held in the Church .. while shee lay with a
wicked spirit that marled her. 1693 SMAI.LKIDGE Jul. Cxsar
in Drydens Plutarch IV. 484 The Phantom which appear d
to Brutus. I74J5SMOLLETT Tears Scot. -$\ The pale phantoms
of the slain Glide nightly

o'er the silent plain. 1859 TENNY-
SON Elaine 1016 Hark the Phantom of the house That ever

shrieks before a death. 1887 BOWEN Virg. sEneid vi. 292
The phantoms are thin apparitions; clothed in a vain Sem-
blance of form.

b. Something having the form or appearance,
but not the substance, of some other thing; a

(material or optical) image ^/"something.
1707 Curios, in Ifnsb. $ Card'. 325 When a Body is.,

reduc'd into Ashes, we find again in the Salts, extracted

from its Ashes, the Idea, the Image, and the Phantom of

the same Body. 1817 SHELLLY Rev. Islam vi. xxxiii. 5

As twin phantoms of one star that lies O'er a dim well,

move, though the star reposes. 1819 Promcth. Unb. \\\.

itj. 52 The forms Of which these are the phantoms. 1856
T. B. BUTLER Philcs. Weather iv. 63 (Funk) The thirsty

wanderer is deluded by the phantom of a moving, undu-

lating, watery, surface. 1882 P. G. TAIT in Emyct. Brit.

XIV. 582/1 Another curious phenomenon, .the phantoms
which are seen when we look at two parallel sets of palisades
or railings, one behind the other. .. The appearance. .is that

of a magnified set of bars, .which appear to move rapidly as

we slowly walk past.



PHANTOM.
c. fig. Applied to that which is a * vain show ',

or to a person, institution, etc., that has the name
and show of power but none of the substance, or

to one which remains a '

ghost of his (or its) former
j

self
1

; a cipher. Cf. GHOST sb.
p.

1661 EVELYN Tyranmts 23 Exorcising these Apparitions
'

and Fantosm's of a Court and Country. 1707 Reflex, upon. \

Ridicule 75 The Husband is only a Fantom. 1781 GIBBON
Bed. fy I'", xxxi. III. 260 The caprice of the Barbarians . .

once more seated this Imperial phantom [Maximus] on the

throne. 1818 HALLAM Mid. Ages (1872) II. vi. 131 They
annihilated the phantom of authority which still lingered
with the name of Khalif at Kagdad. 1874 GREEN Short
Hist. viii. 6. 530 'If I granted your demands', replied

Charles,
'
I should be no more than the mere phantom of

a king '. 1901 C. B. MOUNT in N. fy Q. 15 June 465 This
little phantom of a village [Temple, Cornwall] . .dwindled to

;

nothing.. in the eighteenth century.

3. A mental illusion
;
an image which appears

j

in a dream, or which is formed or cherished in the
|

mind
; also, the thought or apprehension of any-

thing that haunts the imagination.
1590 SPKNSER F. Q. ii. xii. 47 Who wondrous things con-

cerning our welfare, And straunge phantomes doth lett us

ofte foresee. 1706 ADDISON Rosamond ii. i, Farewel sorrow,
farewel fear, They're fantoms all ! 1758 JOHNSON Idler
No. 32 F ii We suffer phantoms to rise up before us, and
amuse ourselves with the dance of airy images. 1804
WORDSW. ' She was a Phantom

',
She was a Phantom of

delight When first she gleamed upon my sight. 1849 DK
QL-INCEY Eng. MailCoach in. v, Sister unknown . .a thousand

times, amongst the phantoms of sleep, have I seen thee

entering the gates of the golden dawn. 1879 15. TAYLOR
Stud. Germ. Lit. 127 There is the phantom of an implacable
Fate behind all those dreadful deeds.

"b. The menial image or concept of an external

object (considered as having a merely subjective ,

existence).
1681 GLANVII.L Sadducismns I. (1682) 3

The notion they
have of him is but a phantome and conceit. 1842 KMKRSON
LecL, Transcend, ^Vks. (Bonn) II. 280 How easy it is to

bhow him [the Materialist] that he also is a phantom walking
and working amid phantoms. 1865 GHOTE Plato II. xxv.

270 When you contemplate many similar objects, one and
the same ideal phantom or Concept is suggested by all.

4. The visible representative, image, or figure of

some incorporeal person or body politic.

1690 LOCKE Govt. u. xiu. 151 So [the supreme executor
of the law] is to be consider 'd as the Image, Phantom, or

Representative of the Commonwealth.
5. Technical uses. a. A model of an infant used

in obstetric demonstrations; cf. MANIKIN 2 c.

1882 in OGILVIE. 1902 Rep. Gen. Med. Council on Exam.
Univ. Durham 17 Candidates were required to demonstrate
on the

'

phantom
'

the application of the forceps. 1904 Brit.

Med. "Jrnl. 10 Sept. 605 A good description is given of the
various forms of

'

phantom '.

b. Angling. An artificial bait made to resemble

live-bait.

1883 Fisheries Exhih. Catal. 52 Patent Soleskin Phantoms, !

and Artificial Baits. 1892 G. R. LOWNDKS Camping Sk. 181
'

The '

phantom
'

had still less effect. Ibid. 207 Of a phantom
the boss had no opinion at all.

6. appositive or adj. That is a phantom ; merely
'

apparent, spectral, illusive. (Sometimes hyphened.) ;

c 1425 WYNTOUN Cron. vi. xviii. 2206 Syne bai herd, bat

Makbeth aye In fantown Fretis had
g_ret Fay. c 1450 Sf.

Citthbert (Surtees) 1861 pe fantom fyre it vanyst sone. 1671
F. PHILLIPS Reg. Necess. 478 To assert their pbantosme or

feigned soveraignty. 1726 POPE Odyss. xxn. 233 The ad-

verse host the phantom-warrior ey'd. 1762 KAMES Elem,
Crit. xix. (1833) 344. Such phantom similes are mere witti-

cisms. 1822-56 DK QUIXCEY Confess, Wks. 1897 III. 284
:

Phantom cavalry careered, flying and pursuing. 1850 S.

DOBELL Roman ii, Phantom ship to skim aerial waves Or
desert mirage. 1872 LIDDON Elem. Rclig. ii. 47 That

j

phantom-god who, as we are told, is only a pale reflection I

of human vanity.

7. attrib. and Comb. a. Simple attrib., as

phantom-land, -nation, -shape ,
-tribe

', -iuarning\ \

b. similative, as phantom -fair, -ivhite adjs. ;
also

phantom-like adj. and adv.

1855 TENNYSON Daisy 65 *Phantom-fair Was Monte Rosa.
a 1849 MANGAN Poems (1859) 42 Roams the *phantomland
for ever, c 1820 S. ROGERS Jtaly, I 'enice 141 *Phantom- '

like, vanish with a dreadful scream. 1860 T, MARTIN Horace
55 Before thee evermore doth Fate Stalk phantomlike. 1725
POPE Odyss. x. 627 The *Phantome-nations of the dead.

,

c 1820 S. ROGERS Italy (1839) 70 Two *phantom-shapes were

sitting side by side. 1812 W. TEMNANT Anster F. vi. Ixxix,
j

Oberon, the silver-scepter'd fay, That rules his *phantom- ;

tribes with gentle force. 1830 TENNYSON In Mem. xcii,

Tho' the months. .Should prove the *phantom-warning true.

8. Special combinations and collocations : phan-
tom corn,phantom corpuscle: see quots. ; phan-

j

torn-fish, the transparent young of the common i

conger ; phantom flesh : see quot. ; phantom-
larva, the transparent larva of a dipterous fly ,

of the genus Corethra \ phantom minnow (cf. |

5 b) ; phantom tumour, a rounded abdominal
;

swelling of temporary nature having the appear- |

ance of an actual tumour.

1674 RAY N. C. Words^ *Fantome corn, lank or light i

Corn. . . Phantosme Corn is Corn that has as little bulk or

solidity In it as a Spirit or Spectre. 1899 CAGNI-:Y tr. Jaksch's
Clin. Diagn. vii. (ed. 4) 258 They [i.e. red-blood corpuscles
in urine] may retain their proper form, or they may appear as

pale yellowish rings (*phantom corpuscles of Traube). 1879
Bull. Essex lust. (Cent. Diet.), Conger eels and their curious

transparent young *phantom fish are occasionally seen.

1674 RAY N. C. IVords, *Fantomcflesh, when it hangs loose

766

on the Bones. 1900 MIALL & HAMMOND Harlequin Fly ii.

78 The "phantom-larva (Corethra), which poises itself in the
middle depths of clear water. 188.3 Fisheries Exkib. Catal.
212 Flexible Minnows .. Caledonian Minnows.. *Phantpm
Minnows. 1900 Daily Ne'ivs 13 Oct. 8/2 A bewildering
'eenstrument', as the Highland gillie called a phantom
minnow. 1857 SIR T. WATSON Princ. fy Pract. Physic
(ed. 4) II. Ixvii. 415 The tumour which she had presented
to the notice of the surgeon was what has been called

a *phantom tumour. 1897 Allbutt's Syst. Meet. II. 1137.

Hence (mostly nonce-wonis) Pna ntom v. trans.,
to haunt as a phantom ; Phantoma tic [cf. phan-
tasmatic] a., phantom-like, unreal ; Phanto'mic,
Fhanto-mical adjs., of the nature of or resembling
a phantom; Phanto'mically adv., as or in the

form of a phantom; Fha-ntomish a., akin to or

suggestive of phantoms; Pha utomishly adv. (in 5

faiitomysliche), in the manner of or by means of

phantoms; Pha'ntomry, phantoms collectively;

Fha-iitomship, the personality of a phantom.
1899 Harper's Mag. Feb. 356, I had tried.. the cure-all

of hard work, but there was that ghost of the heart

"phantoming everything sadly. 1818 COLERIDGE in Lit.

Kent. (1836) I. 177 The love of Adam and Eve in Paradise
is.. not *phantomatic, and yet removed from every thing
degrading. 1877 T. SINCLAIR Mount (1878) 63 Their libraries

of volumes, .are but "phantomic. 1687 MRS. BKHN Emperor
of Moon II. i, Whether they appear 'd in solid bodies, or
*

fantomical, is yet a question. 1882 Gd. Words 602 Thus she

appeared "phantomically \pr, -mimically] to her slumbering
parents. 1832 Black. Mag. May 803/1 The time was late,
the place was "phantomish. 1:1420 Chron. I'ilod. St. 1142

pus visiones nere not *fantomysliche ydo. 1835 ANMEK tr.

znd Pt. fan&tus in. (1887) 159 Did the anguish of my spirit

Shape the wild "phantomry? 1715 C'TESS WINCIIELSEA
Ulisc. Poems 22 Of her "Phantomship requested, To learn
the Name of that close Dwelling. 1853 Miss E. S. SHEP-
I'ARD Ch. Auchcster xvi. (1875) 68 This ghost of an aphorism
stalked forth from my brain,, -and to lay its phantomship,
I am compelled to submit it to paper.

Plia'lltomist. [f. prec. + -1ST.] One who pro-
fesses some doctrine or theory as to phantoms ; in

quot., one holding the Docetic theory of Christ's

body, a phantasiast. Also attrib. or as adj.
1895 Ettin. Rev. Jan. 212 The reality of Christ's .sufferings,

which those who held the phantomist theory denied.

Plia'iitomize, v. rare. [f. as prec. + -IZE.]

trans, lit. To make a phantom of, reduce to a

phantom ; in quots. used polemically for, To ex-

plain away by interpreting in a '

spiritual
'

or

figurative sense. Hence Fha'ntomizer.
1860 WOLFF Trav. ff Adv. I. xii. 377 The system of inter-

preting., unfulfilled prophecy in a phantomizmg, or, what is

commonly called spiritual manner. Ibid. ^79 Against the

spiritual interpreters, that is, the phantomlzers, of the 3rd
and 4th verses. Ibid. II. 121 Christians who phantomize the

clear sense of prophecy.

[Phantomnation, error for phantom nation :

see List of Spurious Words]
t Pha-ntomy, st>. Obs. In 5 fantoraye. [f.

PHANTOM + -Y: cf. villainy, etc.] Illusion; fantasy;
the practice of illusion, deception.
c 1440 Gestn Rom. xcii. 421 (Add. MS.) Now ye mow se

the sothe, that it is false and vntrew, and fantomye.

Pha-ntomy, a. rare. [f. PHANTOM + -v.] Of
the nature of or characteristic of a phantom ; phan-
tasmal ;

dial, thin, reduced to a ' shadow '.

1877 E. LEIGH Cheshire Gloss. (E. D. D.), Horses are very
phantomy at this time of year. 1893 Temple Ear Maf.
XCVII. 240 A phantomy pair of thick black brows.

Pliailtoscope (farntfckoap). [f. Gr. <j>avTus

visible + -SCOPE : cf. PHANTASCOI'E.]
1. A modification of the kaleidoscope.
1894 Wcstm. Caz. 14 Sept. 8/1 This new invention, called

the phantoscope, and patented by Mr. W. S. Simpson,
differs from the traditional kaleidoscope as. .any object

of quite inconceivable beauty.
2. = PHANTASCOFE.
1902 in WEBSTER Sitppl.

t Phamm, obs. form of FANON.
c 1475 I'oc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 755/27 IIic Pfiano, phanun.

-phany, repr. Gr. -ipavii, -<t>av(ia appearance,

manifestation, f. stem <f>ai>- of <paiv-etv to show,

appear ; as in angelophany, epiphany, theophany.

fPhaometer (ktf-mftai). Obs. [f.
Gr. <JM.OS

light + -METER.] An apparatus for determining
the intensity of light ; a photometer.
1747 Phil. Trans. XLIV. 495 M. de Buffon, being asked

if it might be possible to invent a Phaometer, or Machine
for measuring the Intensity of Light.

Pharaoh (fe>ro). Forms: i Fharaon, 4
Pharaone, Pharaoe, Farao, 4-7 Pharao, 7

Pharoh, 8 Pharoah, J- Pharaoh, [orig. ad. L.

Pharao, Pharaon-em (whence F. Pharaon), a. Gr.

t-apaw, a. Heb. njPS panoli, ad. Egypt, pr-'o

great house. The later Eng. spelling takes the

final h from Heb.]
1. The generic appellation of the ancient Egyp-

tian kings ;
an Egyptian king, csp. that one under

whom Joseph flourished, and those in whose time

the oppression and Exodus of Israel took place.
(893 K. ALFRED Oros. I. iv. 2 Hiora (>eaw wsre ba;t hi

ealle niura cyningas hetan Pharaon. 1362 LANGL. P. PI. A.

PHARE.
Vln. 150 Hit fel as |>e Fader seide In Pharaones tyme.
1382 WYCLIF Gen. xii. i After two 5eer Pharao [1388 Farao]
sawe asweuen. a 1555 LATI.MER Sumi. fy Kem. (Parker Soc.)

177 After that he came at the Red sea, Pharao with his

power followed at his back. 1614 SELDEN Titles Hon. 73
The Egyptian Kings in holy writ vntill Salomons time are
all calld Pharaoh's. It was no proper name, but a title

which euery one of them had. 1877 A. B. EDWARDS Up
Nile xiv. 385 Rameses the Second, .remains to this day the

representative Pharaoh of a line of monarchs whose history
covers a space of fifty centuries.

b. Jig. Used as a name for any tyrant or task-

master.
c 1630 SANDKKSON Serin. Prov. xix. 21 34 Scattering such

proud Pharaohs in the imagination of their hearts. 1846
MRS. GORE .V. Eng. Char. (1852) _6q

The Sundays. . by per-
mission of his Pharaoh of the mill, were usually spent in

wandering with his sisters about the green lanes by Cades-

bridge, or Gaddesden.

f 2. (Also Pharaon, Pharoan, Pharo.) A
gambling game played with cards : = FARO !. Obs.

1717 GAY To Pulteney 79 Nannette last night at tricking
Pharaon play'd. 1739, 1748 [see FARO 1

i]. 1782 [T. VAUGHAN]
Fashionable Follies II. cclxii. 212 She. .spent whole days,
and even nights, at whist and pharoan. 1792 WOLCOTT (P.

Pindar) Odes Import,, Resignation xii, Behold, a hundred
coaches at her door, Where Pharo triumphs in his mad
career.

attrib. 1721 MRS. CENTLIVRE Artifice i, He belongs to a

Pharaoh-taole, 1 us'd to see him tally sometimes. 1729
GAY Polly n, For some time I kept a Pharaon bank with
success. 1796 COLQUHOL-N Police cfMetropolis p. x, [Houses]
where Pharo Banks are kept, a 1843 SOUTHEY Coinm.-pl.
Bk. (1849) IV. 416 A party were at the pharo-table.

t 3. A kind of strong ale or beer ; also known
as ' Old Pharaoh

',

' Stout Pharaoh '. Cf. FABO *.

Obs. or dial.

1683 G. MERIION Praise Yorks. Ale (1685) 3 Lac'd Coffee,

Twist, Old Pharoh, and Old Hoc. Juniper, Brandy and
Wine de I,angue-Dock. 1702 T. BKOWN Lett. Jr. Dead
Wks. 1760 II. 286 A morning's draught of three-threads and
old Pharoah. 1839 W. H. AISSWORTH jf. Sheppard II. v,

Don't muddle your brains with any more of that Pharaoh.

4. In names of animals, plants, etc.
;

as Pha-
raoh's ant, the little red ant (Monomoriitin fha-
raonis) ;

Pharoah's beans, nummulites found in

the rock of the pyramids, etc. ;
Pharaoh's chicken,

the Egyptian vulture (A
r
eophrtm percnofterus) ;

Pharaoh's corn, Triticum comfositttm, the grains
of which have been found in mummy-cases;
mummy-wheat; Pharaoh's fig, f() some species
of the genus Musa ; (b) Sycomorus antiquarian ;

Pharaoh's hen ~ Pharaoh's chicken
;
Pharaoh's

mouse, or rat, the ichneumon ;
Pharaoh's pence

= Pharaoh's beans; Pharaoh's serpent [cf. Exod.

vii. 9], a chemical toy composed of snlpho-cyanule
of mercury, which fuses in a serpentine form ;

Pharaoh's worm = GUINEA-WOKM.
1884 Leisure Ho. 236/1 Those round discs . . known as

XuiiiHlnlites, and which Straho was informed were petrified

beans' "Pharaoh's beans '. 1840 MACGILUVRAY Hist. Brit.

Jliras III. 166 Neophron percnoptcrus, the white neophron.

Egyptian vulture. *Pharaoh's chicken. 1753 CHAMBERS

Cycl. Supp. App., ''Pharaoh's Fig, . . a genus of plants called

by authors ntusn. 1884 MILLER Plant-n., Sycoi'ioms anti-

quorum, Pharaoh's Fig. 1876 Helps Study Bible, Birds

s. v. Eagle, The 'Egyptian vulture' or '"Pharaoh's hen',
common in Asia and all parts of Africa. 1607 TOPSELL

Four-/. Beasts (1658) 427 The Indian Mouse, or *Phaiaohs

Mouse (as some learned later Writers do write) is no other

then the Ichneumon. 1598, 1886 "Pharaoh's rat [see RAT
sl>.

1
I b]. 1865 /'all Mall (7. 18 Nov.

5,
I have found that

one half of a 6J. "Pharaoh's serpent is sufficient to poison
a large sized rabbit.

5. allrib. and Comb., as Pharaoh-likf adj.

1647 FULLER Good Th. in Worse T. (1841) 84 That I may
seasonably drown this Pharaoh-like procrastination in the

sea of repentance. 1899 Wcslm. Can. 23 Nov. 3/1 For a

while he shows a Pharaoh stubbornness,

Hence t Pharaonian (fe >r?,(7u-man), Pharaonlo

(-p-nik), f Pharao-nical adjs., of or pertaining to,

of the nature or character of, or like Pharaoh.

1673 PI:NN The Chr. a Quaker xviii. 577 "Pharaonian

Task-Master. 1853 KANE Grinnell Exp. xlii. (1856) 387

.1528 Impcachtit. ll'olscy in Furnivall Ballads fr. MSS.
I. 352 Where he clyd well, thowe doste Amys by thy

*pharon[i]call mynde. 1632 High Commission. Cases (Cam-

den) 266 It was a Pharaonical thing to deny her choice of

a midwife.

Fharbitin (fajbai'tin). Chem. [f.
Bot.L.

Pharbit-is + -IN.] A purgative resin obtained

from the KALADANA resin-plant P/iarbitis (or

Ifomsa) Nil ;
also called Pharbi'tisin.

1873 DRURY Use/. Plants InJ. 337 Dr. G. Bidie prepared
a resin from the seeds called Pkartitisin, which is a safe

and efficient purgative. 1887 MOLONEY Forestry W. Afr.

389. 1893 Syd. Soc. Lex., Pharbitin.

Fhare (fea). [a. F. phare (1553 in Hatz.-

Darm.), ad. L. phar-ns, a. Gr. </>apos : see PHAROS.]
1. A lighthouse ;

= PHAROS l 2. Alsoyff .

1656 BLOUNT Gtossofr., Phare,. .aTower or high place by
the Sea coast, wherein were continually lights and fires,

which served Seamen to see the Haven. 1668 SMITH Vn.

Constantinople in Misc. Cur. (1708) III. 23 On the Sandy
Banks stands the Phare or Watch-tower. 1835 BROWNING

Paracelsus v. 386 Sun ! . . what care If lower mountains light

their snowy phares At thine effulgence, yet acknowledge not

The source of day? 1845 Lett. (1899) 1- l Llkc lhe



PHARIAN.

light in those crazy Mediterranean phares I have watched
at sea.

f 2. A strait or channel lighted by a pharos ;
the

Strait of Messina : cf. FARE sb.* Obs.

1615 G. SANDYS Trav. 246 The Phare of Messina (for so

these streights are now called of the Lanterne that stands on
the point of Pelorus). 1651 HOWELL Giraffis Rev. Naples n.

Proem, The flames thereof flew ore the Phare of Messina
into Calabria. 1713 Land. Gaz. No. 6176/1 Near the Phare
of Messina.

Phareis, pi. of pharic> obs. form of FAIRY.

t Ph.aria11 (fe*'rian), a. Obs. [f. L. Phari-ns

of Pharos, Egyptian.] Of or pertaining to the

island of Pharos; poet. Egyptian, Nilotic, b. sb.

An Egyptian.
1591 SYLVESTER Du Bar(AS i. i. 500 The Ephe>ian Temple

and high Pharian Tower. 1614 MILTON Paraphr. Ps. cxiv,
And past from Pharian fields to Canaan land. 1718 ROVVE
tr. Litcan x. 778 He chears the drooping Phanans with
success, a 1729 CONGREVE tr. Ovid's Art ofLwe m. Wks.

1773 III. 271 If pale, let her the crimson juice apply; If

swarthy, to the Pharian varnish fly.

Phariseeail (faerisran), a. Also -ean. [f. L.

Pharis;v-us PHARISEE + -AN.] = next, i.

1643 MILTON Colast. Wks. 1851 IV. 367 All of tliem

Pharissan disciples, and bred up in their Doctrin. 1891
CHEYNE On'g. Psalter viii. 415 The Second Book of Mac-
cabees approaches much more closely to the Pharisean

theology.

Pharisaic (fxris^ik), a. [ad. L. Pharisaic-ns

(Jerome), a. Gr. <a/?i<rcu/c-oy, f. ^Ki/MffaT-os : see

PHARISEE and -ic. Cf. F. Pharisaique (Calvin).]
1. Of or belonging to the Pharisees.

1643 MILTOX Divorce n. vi, He.. removes the Pharisaick
mists rais'd between the Law and the peoples ayes. 1678
CUDWORTH tntell. Syst. i. i. 4. 6 The Pharisaick Sect

amongst the Jews. 1879 C. GEIKIE Christ 22 The bitterest

persecutions of the Pharisaic party.
2. Resembling the Pharisees in being strict in

doctrine and ritual, without the spirit of piety ;

laying great stress upon the external observances
of religion and outward show of morality, and

assuming superiority on that account ; hypocritical ;

formal ; self-righteous.
The particular connotation varies according as one or

other of the aspects in which the Pharisees appear in the

Gospels is emphasized ; the present tendency being to

emphasize that of self-righteousness.
a 1618 SYLVESTER Alls notgold xxiv, Wee are so Punctuall

and Precise In Doctrine (Pharisaik-wise). 1771 FLETCHER
Checks Wks. 1795 II. 13 He sets up pharisaic self, Instead of
Christ. 1795 SOUTHEY Soldier's Funeral 56 O my God!
I thank thee, with no Pharisaic pride I thank thee, that
I am not such as these. 1884 Congregational Year Bk. 86
There is something worse than Pharisaic respectability.
There is Pharisaic vice.

Pharisaical (feris^-ikal), a.
[f.

as prec. +

-AL.] fl. = PHARISAIC i. Obs.

1538 BALE Thre Lawes 1604 As Cayphas ones sayd in

counsell pharysaycall. 1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 124
The want of which office Christ objected to another of his

Pharisaicail hostes. 1831 BURTON Eccl. Hist. viii. (1845) 189
The Pharisaical part of the Council declared him to be
innocent.

2. = PHARISAIC 2.

1531 TINDALE Exp. i John ii. 3 (1537) 37 Our pharisaycall
doctours haue no doctrine to knowe when a man is in the
state of grace. 1625 BACON ss.

t Superstition (Arb.) 347
The Causes of Superstition are : . . Excesse of Outward and
Pharisaicail Holinesse. 1794 G. ADAMS Nat. fy Exp, Philos.
II. xx. 371 The pharisaical self-sufficiency of the modern
infidel. 1835 J. H. NEWMAN Par. Serin. (1837) I. xi. 161
There are vast multitudes of Pharisaical hypocrites among
baptized Christians.

Hence Pharisaically adv.
;
Fliarisa'icaluess.

1599 Kroughtons Let. vii. 21 So farre houen with surquedrie
and self-loue,. .Pharisaically., to annihilate all others. 1679
PULLER Moder. Ch. Eng. xvii. 489 Their many kinds of

Superstitions, and Pharisaicalness. 1884 Bookseller 6 Nov.
1177/2 He, pharisaically, in the interests of morality, gets
the thief, whom h taught, committed to prison.

Pharisaism (fje-ris^iiz'm). [f. mod.L. Phari-

saism-us, in i6thc. F. (Calvin) Pharisaisme, f.

Gr. <paptadt-os PHARISEE + -ISM.]
1. The doctrine and practice of the Pharisees

;

the fact of being a Pharisee.
1610 BP. HALL.-4/W. Brownistsiv.q Paul was (i<fiupio>i.eVoO

separated, which some would haue allude to his Pharisaisme.

1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl. s. v. Pharisee, Pharisaism is still

the prevailing doctrine in the Jewish religion. 1882 FARRAR
Early Chr. I. 519 It was the desire to preserve that Law
intact which.. formed the nobler side of Pharisaism.

2. The character and spirit of the Pharisees
;

hypocrisy ; formalism ; self-righteousness.
1601 W. WATSON Import. Consid. (1831) 27 You should

not be seduced by Pharisaism, hypocrisy, and plausible per-
suasions. 1711 Reflect, on Wall's Hist. Inf. Bapt. 351 What
at length, do you find, but a kind of men mad with
Pharisaism, bewitching with traditions? 1874 PCSEY Lent.
Serm. 167 Of all the Pharisaisms of the day, our Church-
going seems to me the masterpiece. 1879 FARRAR St. Paul
iii. I. 46 When we speak of Pharisaism we mean obedience
petrified into formalism, religion degraded into ritual, morals
cankered by casuistry.

Pharisean : see PUAUIS^AN, PHARISIAX.
Pharisee (fse-ris*), sb. Forms: a. 1-2 fari-,

phariseus, 3 pharisewus, farisew, 4 phariseu,

-i3ew,-ysu,farizeu, 5pharysew. /3. (3pharise),
4 far-, 4-6 pharise, -isey ; 4- pharisee. 7. //.

5 pharisen, -yaen. [a. Q]<,.fari-, pkaristus (gen.
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sing, -ces, pi. -eas\ in I3thc. pharisewns; thence

J&tfaristw1phariMW) -eu, etc. (cf. HEBREW). 0.

ME. pharise, -ee,a.. OY.f/iarise (i3thc. in Godef.).
The OE. and OF. were both ad. L. pharisseus,

-eus, a. Gr. $apl<raios, pi. -atot
tt

ad. Aramaic

N^B^"1E) firishaiyd emph. pi. of K^TD prtsk
Heb. VFTfaparusk) separated, hence separatist.]
1. One of an ancient Jewish sect distinguished by

their strict observance of the traditional and written

law, and by their pretensions to superior sanctity.
a. c$97 K. ^ELFKED Gregory's Past. C. xlvii. 362 Da Fariseos

jeliefdon Sa:re a;riste. c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Luke vii. 37 He
sat on bses fariscus [1-1160 Hatton farisees] huse. Ibid.

xi. 43 Wa eow fariseum [//aft. fariseen, xiv. 3 farisean]. Ibid.

xviii. ii Da stod se fariseus [flatt. phariseus]. c 1200 ORMIX
16862 Forr Farisew bitacnef>b uss Shcedning onn Ennglissh
speeche. Ibid. 19658 pa labe Farisewess. a izz$ Ancr. R.

328 Nout ase was be Pharisewus bet tolde his god deden.
a 1300 Cursor ;J/. 13588 paa phariseus [f. rr. -eseus, -aseus]
bat war ful fell. 1303 R. BKLXNK llandl. Synne 11647 ^
nat as be pharysu Preyde Gode a^ens hys pru. 1340 Ayenb.
175 Zuyche weren be farizeus of }>e godspelle, c 1450 Coi:

Alyst. xxiii. 215 Herke, sere phary.sew, and sere scrybe.
. [c 1290 S. Eng. Leg. I. 365/27 A-mong men of phari>e

bat lubere weren, he cam.) c 1380 WYCLIF Serin. Sel. \\'ks.

I. 223 Cunne we wel Goddis lawe, and loke wher Fariseis

grounden hem in it. Ibid. II. 36 Essey, Saducey and

Pharisey. 1382 Litke xviii. 10 Oon a Pharise [1388 a

Farisee] and the tothir a pupplican. 1390 Gowiiit Conf. I. 14
The Scribe and ek the Pharisee, 'la 1500 Chester PL xiii.

117 (MS. 1607) To the pharisies these wordes say [v.rr.

pharaseres, pharasittes]. 1526 TINDAI.E Luke vii. 36 He
cam in to the pharises housse. 1590 GREENWOOD Collect.

Sclaund. Art. E iv b, He was a Pharisey. Ibid. F iij b,

Blynde Pharesies. 1673 MILTON True Relig. 6 The Phari-

sees and Saduces were two Sects. 1841 TRENCH Parables^
Two Debtors, The true spirit of a Pharisee betrays itself.

y. c 1400 Rom. Rose 6893 Upon the chaire of Moyses..
Sitte Scribes and Pharisen.

2. A person of Pharisaic spirit or disposition ;

a self-righteous person ;
a formalist

;
a hypocrite.

1589 G. HARVEY Advt. Pappe Hatchet Wks. (Grosart) II.

168 Reprobates,, .tyrants, pharises, hypocrites, false pro-

phets. 1593 NASHE Four Lett. Confut. Wks. (Grosart) II.

193 Though he play the Pharisie neuer so in Justifying his

owne innocence, theres none will beleeue him. 1599
Broughton's Let. ii. 8 Xot the nation, but the affection

makes a Pharisee. 1682 TATE Abs, fy Achit. \\. 788 Whom
laws convict, and only they, shall bleed, Nor Pharisees by
Pharisees be freed. 1781 COWPF.R Truth 59 The peacock,
see Mark what a sumptuous Pharisee is he ! 1901

' LUCAS
MALET* Sir R. Calmady n. iii, I was a self-righteous little

Pharisee forgive me.

3. attrib. and Comb.
1611 COTGR., Pharisien^ hypocritical!, Pharisie-like. 1822

J. MACDONALD Mem. J. Benson 153 Did he Pharisee-like

bless God that he was not as other men ? 1874 PUSF.Y Lent.
Serm. 24 His may have been a respectable, decorous,
Pharisee religion. 1900 G. SWIFT Somerley 25 Perhaps ..

I did not mix the ingredients in their proper quantities:
a little too much Pharisee-tincture, I expect.

tPha'risee, v. Obs. rare. [f. prec. sb.]
intr. To play the Pharisee ; rejl. to take credit to

oneself for piety.
1598 TOFTE Alba (1880) 51, I loue not I to pharisie, nor

praise My selfe, for to her owne selfe I appeale. 1648
C. WALKER Hist. Independ. i. 30 Some of them . . acknow-
ledge the Scripture, but . . only . . to Pharisee themselves,
and Publican all the world besides.

Pliariseeisni (Ibs'ris^iz'm). [f. PHARISEE +
-ISM.]

= PHARISAISM.

1585 FETHERSTONE tr. Calvin on Acts xv. 7. 355 There
remained no phariseisme in Paul. 186$ L. OLIPHANT

Piccadilly vi. (1870) 221 The force and despotic power of
the Phariseeism of the present day.

tPharisian. Obs. Forms: 4 fariseu, -ysen,
6 pharisean, -esian(e, -isan, 6-7 -isian(e. [In
earlier forms a. F. pharisien (i3thc. in Hatz.-

Darm.) ; subseq. conformed to L. types Phari-

sxdn-ns, -idnus : see PHARISEEAN.] A Pharisee.
f 1394 P. PI. Crede 486 He.. founded hem on Farysens

feyned for gode. Ibid. 547 Be|j nou^t bise i-lyke Fully to

be Farisens in fele of bise poyntes? 1533 GAU Richt I'ay
108 Y phariseans and pyntid ypucritis quhilk vald mak
thair selff richtwis throw thair aune varkis. 1553 ABP.
HAMILTON Catech. (1884) 63 The pridful Pharisiane. 1567
Gitde ff Godlie B. (S. T. S.) 193 Wo be to 3ow, Pharesianis,
That Regnis 511 lyke hie Capitanis.

i Pliarinacal, <
r

- Obs. [f. \+.J>harmae~um9 9t.t

Gr. <f>appaft-ov poison, drug 4- -AL.] Of the nature

of, or dealing with, drugs ; pharmaceutical.
1638 T. WHITAKER Blood of Grape 22 Our pharmacall

compositions. 1694 WESTMACOTT Script. Herb. 214 Brandy
. .too often is used in its stead, by the Pharmacal Artist,

Pliarniaceutic (iaimasi/7'tik, -ki;rtik), a. and
sb. [ad. \j. phannaceittic-itS) a. Gr. tyappaKfVTIK-OS ,

f. (papuctKcvTrj'i
= $appaftfvs poisoner, druggist, f.

<papy.aK-ov poison, drug, medicine.]
A. adj. Pertaining or relating to pharmacy ;

pharmaceutical. Now rare.

1656 STANLF.Y Hist. Philos. v. (1701) 164 Medecine is of
five kinds. Pharmaceutic, cureth diseases by application of
Medecine. 1775 SIR E. BARKY Obsew. Wines 356 The
pharmaceutic cure of several diseases. 1830 SCOTT Demonol.
x. 403 A user of pharmaceutic enchantments.
B. sb. (Usually in pi. Pharmaceutics.) The

science of pharmacy; that branch of medical science

which relates to the use of medicinal drugs.
1541 R. COPLAND Galyens Terap. 2 Ajb, The parties of

the art of Medycyne(y l is to wyt dyetityke, pharmaceutyke,

PHABMACO-.
and cyrurgery). 1670 H. STL'EBF, Plus Ultra 67 Whosoever
shall enquire into the ill consequences of the two Pharma-
ceutics, will say, that. .the Galenical.. is always the most
safe. 1869 N. Syd. Soc. Year-bk. Afetf. 442 General Phar-
maceutics.

Pharmaceu'tical (see prec.), a. (sb.} [f. as

prec. + -AL.] Pertaining to or engaged in pharmacy ;

relating to the preparation, use, or sale of medi
cinal drugs.
1648 PETTY Adv. Hartlib 16 Some good pharmaceuti-

call, Botanick and Chymicall Institutions. 1799 Med. Jrnl.
II. 108 Remarks on the concentration of vinegar, and on
some pharmaceutical preparations formed from this acid.

1836-41 BKANDK Chem. (ed. 5) 24 The foundations of chemical
science are to be found in the medical and pharmaceutical
writers of the sixteenth century. 1868 Act 31 4- 32 I'ict.

C. 121 It shall be unlawful for any Person to.. use the title

'Chemist and Druggist '..unless such Person shall be a
Pharmaceutical Chemist. 1904 Daily Chron. 26 Feb. 9/6
The ' Pharmaceutical Journal ',

which is the official organ
of the Pharmaceutical Society of Great Britain.

B. sb. A pharmaceutical preparation; a medi-
cinal drug.
1881 B. S. PROCTOR in rharniaccut. 'j'rnl, 2i9The associa-

tion of trade in pharmaceuticals from extraneous sources
with the practice of pharmacy and trade in pharmaceuticals
made at home is a matter of convenience both to the pharma-
cist and the public.

Hence Fharmacetvtically adv., in relation to,

or from the point of view of, pharmacy.
1770 J"VtTi/ Disfans. p. v, Many . . articles I have examined

phannaceutically. 1880 GAKROD & BAXTER Jlfttf. I\Icd. 116
A solid mass is produced, rendering the combination pharma-
ceutically incompatible. 1882 Med. Temp. Jrnl. 1,1. i<:j

No alcohol has been administered. .either dietetically, phar-
maceutically or medicinally.

Pliarmaceu'tist (see above), [irreg. f. Gr.

(papl*attcvT-rj$ (see PHARMACBUTIC) + -1ST ; ? after

chemiC) chemist.'} A pharmaceutic practitioner ;

a pharmacist, druggist.
1836 J. M. GULLY Magendie's FornmL (ed. 2) 193 M.

Leroux, a pharmaceutist of Vitry-le-Franeais. c 1865 WYI.IJE

in Circ. Sc. I. 20 2 This.. has been taken advantage of by
sugar-refmers and pharmaceutists.

"f Pharma'cian. Obs. [f. late L. pharmafia
PHARMACY + -AN, app. after ^.pharmacien (J7thc.
in Hatz.-Darm.).] = next.

1720 BLATR in Phil. Trans. XXXI. 31 By the unanimous
Consent of all Physicians and Pbarm'acians.

Pharmacist (fft'imasist). [f.
PHARMACY +

-IST : cf. botanist.] A person skilled or engaged
in pharmacy; one who prepares or dispenses
medicines

;
a druggist or pharmaceutical chemist.

1834 LYTTON/'O////*'/'/!. ii, Unskilful pharmacists ! pleasure
and study are not elements to be thus mixed together. 1875
H. C. WOOD Thcrap. (1879) 437 He used two samples of the

alkaloid prepared by different pharmacists. 1898 Rev. Brit,

r/iarm. 29 The Pharmacopoeia, generally a stickler in

legality, speaks of
'

pharmacists', which, strictly speaking,
chemists and druggists are not.

t Fha-rmacize, v. Obs. rare 1
, [f. as prec.

-f -IZE.] trans. To treat with drugs, to
*

physic '.

1609 BP. W. BARLOW An&w. Nameless Cath. 108 That

Religion should bee Pharmacized with such Drugs.
i Pharmack. Obs. rare 1

-, [a. obs. F. phar-
maque (Cotgr.), ad. med.L. pharmacum, a. Gr.

(papliafc-QV drug, medical or poisonous.] A drug,
a medicine.

1643 DecL Lords < Com., Reb. Irel. 39 It is one sicknesse,
and one Pharmack will suffice.

Pharmaco-, repr. Gr. <papnaKo- }
comb, form of

<j>dpHaKov drug, medicine, poison, a formative of

technical words, as in the following :

Plia rmacodyiia'niic a., relating to the powers
or effects of drugs (Cent. Diet. 1890^ ;

so Fha rma-
codyna'mics sb. pL, the science or subject of the

powers or effects of drugs. Pharmacogrnosy
(faamak^-gn^si) (also in L. form -gno'sia, and less

correctly -gno'sis), the knowledge of drugs, phar-

macology ; esp. as a branch of natural history re-

lating to medicinal substances in their natural or

unprepared state ;
so Fharmacogrno'stical a.,

pertaining to pharmacognosy (whence Pharma-
cogno'Stically adv.} ; Pharmacogno'stics =

pharmacognosy. Pharmaco'graphy, a description
of drugs (Ogilvie 1882). Flia rmacoiua'uia, a

mania or craze for using or trying drugs (Dungli-
son Med. Lex, 1853); so Pha-rmacoinani'acal ^ .

madly or irrationally addicted to drugs (Mayne
Expos. Lex. 1858). Pharmaco'xnathy pharma-
cognosy (Ogilvie 1882). Fharmaco'meter, a vessel

or contrivance for measuring medicines. Fharma-
como'rphic a.

; see quot
1842 DUNGLISON Med. Le.v., *Phannacodynfimics^ a divi-

sion of pharmacology, which considers the effects and uses

of medicines. 1867 R. HUGHES (title) Manual of Pharmaco-

dynamics. 1842 DUNGLISON Med. Lex.
t

*
Pharmacogiio-

sia, a division of pharmacology, which treats of simples
or unprepared medicines. 1868 M. PATTISON Acadt-ni. Qrg.
v. 190 Special Botany, "pharmacpgnosis, inorganic botany.

1901 tr. Dieterich (title), Analysis of Resins, Balsams and
Gum-resins : their Chemistry and Pharmacognosis. 1890
Cent. Diet., *Pharmacognostical. 1884 F. B. PowER(ftMrJ
The Cinchona Barks *pharmacognostically considered. 1858
MAYNE Expos. Lex.> Pharniatognostica .. *pharmaco-
gnostics. 1890 Cent. Diet.,

*

Pharmacognosy. 1901 Chemist

<$ Druggist 7 Sept., Pharmacopedia is . . a commentary on the
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botany, chemistry, pharmacognosy, and pharmacy of the

medicines recognised by the British Pharmacopoeia. [1874
FLUCKIGER& HANBURY {title) *Pharmacographia : a History
of the Principal Drugs of Vegetable Origin met with in

Great Britain and British India.] 1830 Edin. Rev. L. 516

Impossible to light upon proper *pharmacometers. 1890
BILLINGS Nat. Med. Viet. II. 326 *Pharmacomorphic, per-

taining to the form or appearance of drugs.

Pharmacolite ifaumakolsi^t). Min. [Named
by Karsten 1800, f. Gr. <pappa.Ko-v poison + -LITE.]

Hydrous arsenate of calcium, occurring usually in

silky fibres. Magntsian pharmacolile, a synonym
of BERZELIITE (Dana Min. (1844) 239).
1805 R. JAMESON Syst. Min. II. 483 Pharmacolite. .occurs

as a coating. 1815 W. PHILLIPS Outl. Min.
*>

Geol. (1818) 27
Lime combined with the arsenic acid, forms a mineral called

Pharmacolite. 1850 DANA Min. (ed. 4) 220 Picropharmaco-
lite of Stromeyer. .is probably impure pharmacolite.

Pharmacology (fiumak^-lodgi). [ad. mod.

~L.pharmacologia (W. Harris 1683): seePHAKMACO-
and -LOGY.] That branch of medical science which
relates to drugs, their preparation, uses, and effects;

the science or theory of pharmacy.
1721 BAILEY, Pharmacology', a Treatise concerning the

Art of preparing Medicines. 1800 filed. jfrnl. III. 576 This
work, .answers the requisites of a good practical Pharma-

cology. 1875 H. C. WOOD Therap. (18791 *7 Pharmacology
is the general term employed to embrace these three

divisions [Pharmacy, Therapeutics, Mnteria Medica], 1883
Nature XXVII. 542*2 The knowledge of the action of

remedies, or Pharmacology.

Hence Pha rmacolo-jfical a., pertaining or re-

lating to pharmacology (whence Pharmaco-
logically adv.*) ; Pliarmaco'lofjist, a person
versed in pharmacology.
1851-9 HOOKER in Man. Sci. Enq. 421 Upon *pharmaco-

logical subjects Lindley's Flora Medica. .will be found
valuable. 1873 J. W. LEGG in St. Earth. Hasp. Rep. IX.

163 Operations, .done in the pharmacological laboratory.

1900 Lancet 8 Dec. 1644/2 The aldehydes are "pharmaco-
logically active, a 1728 WOODWAKD Fossils (J.), The osteo-

colla is recommended by the ^pharmacologists as an
absorbent and conglutinator of broken bones. 1881 HUXLEY
in Nature XXIV. 346/2 Sooner or later, the pharmacologist
will supply the physician with the means of affecting, in any
desired sense, the functions of any physiological element of

the body.

Pharmacopedia (fa-imakoprdia). Also in

anglicized form pharmacopedy(-k(7-p/ai). [mod.
f. PHARMACO- + Gr. -naiStia instruction : cf. cycle-

pxdia. (Introduced in 1901-2 as a substitute for

MATERIA MEDICA in sense 2 : see Pharmaceitt.

Jrnl. 29 Mar. 1902, p. 254.)] The art of impart-

ing instruction or information about drugs, or a

work containing such information ;
the sum of

scientific knowledge concerning drugs and medi-

cinal preparations. So Pha rmacope'dic (-pf-dik)

a., relating to the study of drugs; Pha-rmaco-

pe-dics sb. pi., the scientific study of drugs and

medicinal preparations.
1901 E. WHITE & J. HUMPHREY (title) Pharmacopedia.

1901 Pharmaceiit. Jrnl. 28 Dec. 730/1 Pharmacopedics, as

the scientific study of drugs and medicinal preparations

may fitly be termed. Ibid., A valuable addition to pharma-
copedic literature. 1902 Ibid, i Mar. 177/2 Pharmacopedy
(materia Jncdica), galenic pharmacy, prescription reading,
and dispensing. Ibid. 26 Apr. 346/2 Works on chemistry or

phannacopedy.

Pharmacopoeia (fa^makopfia). Also 7 -pea,

(erron. -peea, -pseia), 7-8 -pcea, 8-9 -peia. [mod.
L.

,
a. Gr. cpappaKo-noiia, the art of a tpap/^axoiroi-us

or preparer of drags, f. tpapfiaxo- PHARMACO- +
-TTOIOS making, maker.]
1. A book containing a list of drugs, with direc-

tions for their preparation and identification
; spec.

such a book officially published by authority and
revised at stated times.

1621 BIRTON Anat. Mel. n. iv. i. i,That infinite variety of
medicines which I find in every Pharmacopea. Itid. II. v.

i. iii. 466 Our new London Pharmacopsea. a 1648 LD.
HERBERT Life (1886) 55 Pharmacopaeias or antidotaries of

several countries. 1800 Med. Jrnl. IV. 98 The medicine
obtained a place in the Pharmacopeia of the Swedes. 1866

BRANDE & Cox Diet. Sci. II. 881/1 Previous to the year
1863, three Pharmacopoeias were extant in Great Britain,
viz. those of the Colleges of Physicians of London, Edin-

burgh, and Dublin. In 1863 a British Pharmacopoeia was
compiled by the Medical Council of the kingdom, and
sanctioned as a substitute for its predecessor. 1868 A. K. H.
BOYD Less. Mid. Age 37 All the doctors in Britain and
all the medicines in the pharmacopoeia could make nothing
of such a case.

2. A collection or stock of drugs. Also fig.

1721 BAILEY, Pharmacop&a, a Dispensary or Collection
of Medicines. 1807 J. BERESFOBD Miseries f/um. Life
xx. (ed. 5) II. 246 Then moistens her dewlaps With..each

panacea From the Pharmacopeia. 1814 SCOTT Wav. xxiv,
An opiate draught administered by the old Highlander
from some decoction of herbs in his pharmacopeia. 1877
F. HEATH Fern }V. 42 Ferns have.. a greater repute as
items in the pharmacopoeia of the herbalist.

f 3. A chemical laboratory. Obs. rare~.
1864 in WEBSTER, Hence in later Diets.

Hence Pliarmacopce'ist, the compiler of a phar-

macopoeia.
1900 H. G. GRAHAM See. Life Scot. i8/A C. (1901) II. 480

The Pharmacopaeist of 1737 protests against the worthless

farragoes made and sold in the shops.

Pharmacopoeia!, . [f. prec. +-AI,.] Per-

taining to a pharmacopoeia ; spec, recognized in,

J

or prepared, administered, etc. according to the

directions of, the official Pharmacopoeia.
1858 in MAYNE Expos. Lex. 1864 N. Syd. Soc. Year-bk.

Med. 435 Two only., reached the standard ofpharmacopceial
strength. 1881 Titties 14 Apr. 6/3 He was in the habit of

treating his patients . . with pharmacopreial remedies in

ordinary pharmacopceial doses.

Pharmacopoeian (-pfian), a. and sb. rare.

[f. as prec. -t- -AS.]
A. adj. fa. Versed in the pharmacopoeia ;

acquainted with the use of dings. Obs. b. =prec.
1670 MAYNWARING Physician's Rcpos. 77 The Pharma-

copccian Physicians are but very few. 1890 Daily News
8 May 5/5 The spirit used in many of the pharmacopoeia!!
tinctures is rectified.

t B. sb. A person versed in the pharmacopoeia.
1668 MAYNWARING Coinpl. Physician 83 The most renowned

Physitians. .were Pharmacopceians. .diligent and careful in

the preparing of their own Medicines. 1671 Anc. fy Mod.
Pract. riiysick 25 He that is not a Pharmacopceian, is but
half a Physician, and the worst half.

t Pha^rmacopoie-tic, a. Obs. rare -
'. [f.

PHARMACO- + Gr. Troir/nxos making, productive.]

Pertaining to the making or compounding of drugs.
Also \ Pha:rmacopoie tieal a. Obs.

i67oMAYNWARlNG/YyszV/irM'sffe/<7. 86 Pharmacopoietick
operations and tryals of Medicines. Ibid. 88 For want of

knowledge in the Pharmacopoietical part.

t Pha'rmacopole. Obs. Also 8 -pol, and 6

in L. form -pola. [ad. L. phannacopola, a. Gr.

<pap[jiaKOTTuj\i]s dealer in drugs : see -POLE. So in

I

Fr. (Furetiere 1690).]
= PHARMACOPOLIST.

1541 R. COPLAND Galyen's Terap. 2 Aj b, With the apoty.
caries, wherof they haue y" name of pharmacopoles. 1597
ist Pt. Return fr. Parnass. I. I. 241 The carle lyelh here,
att the house of this Phannacopola. 1790 E. DARWIN Lett.

(1879) 39 Thus have I emptied my quiver of the arts of the

Pharmacopol.
So f Pha^rmacopo'lic (-pp 'lik) a., drug-selling ;

T" Fha, rniacopo-litan [irreg. after metropolitan,

etc.]
= next.

'775 S. J- PRATT Literal Opiu. cxxxiii. (1783) IV. 207 With
the assistance of our pharmacopolic friends. 165? TOMLINSON
Renous Disp. 153 Something that neither the Pharmaco.

politan's shops nor gardens afford.

Pharmacopolist Jaimak^pJlist). Now rare.

[f. as prec. + -1ST.] A seller of drugs ; an apothe-

cary, a druggist.
1631 BIGGS JVew Disp 64 The family of Pharmacopplists.

1764 FOOTE Mayor ofG. i. i, Not only a pharmacopolist, or

vender of drugs, but likewise a chirurgeon. 1822 SCOTT

Nigel ii. 1852 TH. Ross Humboldt's Trav. II. xxiv. 440
That self-sufficient air and tone of pedantry of which the

pharmacopolists of Europe were formerly accused.

t Pharmacopoly. Obs. rare~\
[f.

PHARMA-
COPOLE + -Y, as if from a F. *pharmacopolie.'] A
place where drugs are sold ; an apothecary's shop.
1657 TOMLINSON Renous Disp. 498 Simple Syrup is made

in every Pharmacopoly.
Pharmacosiderite (faamak^soi'derait).

Min, [Named by Hausmann, 1813, f. Gr. cpapna-
KOV in sense '

poison
'

+ alSr/p-os iron + -ITE.] Hy-
drous arsenate of iron, occurring in minute greenish
or brownish crystals of cubic or tetrahedral form ;

also called cube-ore.

1835 C. U. SHEPARD Min. II. 102 Pharmacosiderite. (See

Cube-Ore.) 1877 Min. Mag. I. 17 The pharmacosiderite
occurs in the usual cubical forms.

i Pha:rmacpthe'on. Obs. [ad.Gr. type *<pap-

uaitoOiTov (f. <ja.ppa.iwv medicine + 6uov divine), in

med. or mod.L. pharmacoth'eum,
' medicamentum

divinum
'

(Jos. Laurentius Amalthea Onomastica

1640).] A divine medicine.

31633 AUSTIN Mcdit. (1635) 113 By a general! Pharmacp-
theon, when he gave his Body full of all these vertues in

the Sacrament, to make his Sufferings ours.

Pharmacy (faumasi). Forms: 4-5fermaoie,
-eye, 5 farmasye, (formaeie), 7 pharmaeie, 8-

pharmacy. [a. OF. farmacie (13-14^0. in

ilatz.-Darm.), pharmacie (i6thc.), a. late L.

J
pharmacla (Ccelius Aur., Isidore), a. Gr. <pappa.-

xtia the practice of the <papp.antvs or druggist.]

fl. A medicine or medicinal potion. Obs. rare~ l
,

c 1386 CHAUCER Knt.'s T. 1855 Somme hadden salues and
somme hadden charmes, Fermacies of herbes.

2. The use or administration of drugs or medi-

cines. (Now chiefly poet, or rhet., or as a vague
extension of next sense.)
c 1400 Lanfranc's Cirurg. 83 A walkynge vlcus is heelid

wib fleobotomie & formaeie [v. r. ffarmasye]. 1704 F. Fu LLER

Med. Gymn. Pref., We ought not to be so eager after

Courses of Pharmacy in all Cases. 1718 POPE Iliad xvi. 38
Their pain soft arts of pharmacy can ease. 1850 BLACKIE

SEschylits II. 40 They, .did slowly .. waste away for lack of

pharmacy. 1895 ELWORTHY Evil Eye 445 Pharmacy con-

sisted in divination by means of medicated drugs.

3. The art or practice of collecting, preparing,
and dispensing drugs, esp. for medicinal purposes;
the making or compounding of medicines ;

the

occupation of a druggist or pharmaceutical chemist.

(The leading current sense.)
[1597 A. M. tr. Guillemeau's Fr. Chirurg. i b/i Pharmacia

instructed vs how to compownde our medicaments.] 165'
WITTIE tr. Primrose's Pop. Err. i. xi. 40 A physician ought

..to be skilfull in Pharmacie, which consists in choice,

preparation, and composition of simple Medicaments. 1717
GARTH Ovid's Mel. xiv. 275 So nice her Art in impious
Pharmacy 1 1830 HERSCHEL Stud. Nat. Phil. 112 The
vaunts of Paracelsus, .and his open condemnation of the
ancient pharmacy. 1878 HUXLEY Physiogr. 76 A substance

long known in pharmacy as ' red precipitate '.

attrib. 1882 Chemist fy Druggist i Feb. 51/1 The Poison
Schedule of the Pharmacy act.

4. A place where medicines are prepared or dis-

pensed ; a drug-store or dispensary.
1833 Fraser's Mag. VII. 321 Attached to the church. .is

a pharmacy, where medicine is dispensed gratis. 1842
Blackvj. Mag. LII. 494 The

'

Pharmacy
'

is large, airy, and
well-filled with ancient blue and white jars. 1875 H. C.
WOOD Therap. (1879) 554 Bonjean's ergotin is that usually

kept in our pharmacies.

t Pharman, -maund, -mond, early forms of

FlHMAN.
1698 FRYER Ace. E. India A> P. 115 The Pharmatind (or

Charter) granted .. from their Emperors. Ibid. 354 If the

Petition be granted, he wears the Pharmond open in his

Turbat.

Pharo, pharoan : see PHAKAOH 2.

t Pharol. Obs. rare. [ad. It. farolo,
' the lan-

terne of a galley or ship ; also a beacon
'

(Florio),

dim. of faro, pharo, PHAROS 1.] A ship's light

(lantern or lamp).
1660 HOWF.LL Parly of Beasts 10 His ears are the two

chief scuttles, his eyes are the pharols, the stowage is his

mouth.

Pharology (fe^r^lodji). erron. pharonology.

[f.
PHAROS r+ -LOGY.] The art or science which

treats of lighthouses and signal lights.

1847 A. G. FINDLAY in Trans. Sac. Arts LV. 262 The
term Pharology was first introduced by the late Mr. Puidy.
1867 SMYTH Sailor's Word-bk., Pharonology denotes the

study of, and acquaintance with light-houses. 1879 WEBSTER
Siippl. , Pharology.

Pharos :
(fe>r(>s). Also 6-7 (9) pharus, 7

pharo, -oe, (faro) ; //. 7 phari, 9 -oses. [a. L.

Pharos, -us, a. Gr. *dpos ;
It.faro (occas. in Eng.).]

1. The name of an island off Alexandria, on

which stood a famous tower lighthouse, built by

Ptolemy Philadelphns ; hence the lighthouse itself.

1575 LANEHAM Let. (1871) 48 Az it wear the Egiptian
Pharos relucent vntop all the Alexandrian coast. 1601

HOLLAND Pliny v. xxxi. I. no The second [island] is Pharus,
which is joined to Alexandria by a bridge:.. now by fires

from a watch-tower saylers are directed in the night, along
the coast of /Egypt. Ibid, xxxvi. xii. II. 578 A great name
there is of a tower built by one of the kings of .tf'.gypt

within the Island Pharos, and it keepeth and commaundeth
the haven of Alexandria. 1617 MORYSON ttia. 1. 141 A most

high Tower, like to the Pharo of Alexandria, out_of which

light was hung out by night, to direct the ships. 1799
Naval Chron. I. 52 We saw the Pharos of Alexandria.

2. Any lighthouse or beacon to direct mariners.

a 1552 LELAND Itin. IV. 81 This Towre is a Pharos to all

Partes about from the Hilles. 1610 HOLL;D Camdtn's
Brit. I. 70 Lanternes or light-towers standing by haven

sides commonly called Phari. 1638 SIR T. HERBERT
Trav. (ed. 2) 4 Her high peak Teyda.. serves as an excel-

lent Pharoe, exceeding those at Cayro on the other side of

Nylus. 1769 De Foe's Tour Gt. Brit. (ed. 7) I. 177 Dover
Castle is very large, and situated upon a Rock. . .But the

greatest Curiosity is the Pharos, or Roman Watch-tower.

1807 J. BARLOW Columb. ix. 13 Each high pharos double

flames provides. 1850 LEITCH tr. C. O. Mailer's Anc. Art

296 (ed. 2) 333 The Harbours of the ancients,.. with their

moles, pharoses, outer bays and inner basins.

attrib. 1871 FARRAR Witn. Hist. iv. 153 Like Pharos-

lights which deceived and wrecked the vessels they were

meant to save.

b./^.
1596 FITZ-GEFFRAY Sir F. Drake B ij b, Fames stately

Pharus, map of dignitie. 1606 SYLVESTER 2)u Bartas u. iv.

n. Trophies 894 Their eyes sweet splendor seems a Pharos

bright. 1679 J. GOODMAN Penit. Pard. n. i. (1713) 140 Re-

pentance is the Pharos or watch-tower, which gives light by

night to those who are bewildered by their own vanity. 1795

MRS. E. PARSONS Myst. Warn. I. ix. r37 To be held up as a.

pharos to warn unthinking youth of the miseries attending

a too hasty connexion. 1896 W. K. LEASK Boswell i. 14

Henry Dundas,..that Pharos of Scotland, as Lord Cock-

burn calls him.

3. transf. Applied to any conspicuous light ; a

ship's lantern ;
a candelabrum ;

a lamp.

'759 FALCONER Descr. Ninety-gvn Ship 26 Her stern dis-

plays, And holds a Pharos of distinguish'd blaze. 1844

LINGARD Anglo-Sax. Ch. (1858) I. vi. 244 note, Tliep/ianis

was a contrivance for the suspension of lights in the church.

1862 J. THRUPP Anglo-Sax, flame yii.
212 Above [the altars]

. . were suspended three rows of nine lamps in a pharus of

the largest dimensions. 1870 LOWELL Study Wind. (1886)

49, I could see these tiny pharoses.. flash out.

||
Pharos 2

(fes>T^s). [a. Gr. ipdpos.'] A cloak.

1871 BROWNING Balaust. 685 Suppose a rider furls a cloak

About a horse's head,..he goes his gait To journey's end i

then pluck the pharos off !

Pharsang, obs. var. FAKSANG, PABASANG.

Phary, obs. Sc. f. FAIRY ; variant of FAUY Obs.

Fharyugal (fari-rjgal),
a. (sb.) [f. mod.L.

pharynx PHAKYNX + -AL.]
= next. (Applied in

quot. 1887 to those vowel sounds produced by
resonance in the pharynx ;

hence as sb. = pharyngal

vowel.)
1835 KIRBY Hab. ft Inst. Anim. I. x. 303 The wheel

animals in which Ehrenberg detected pharyngal ganglions.

1867 A. J. ELLIS E. E. Pronunc. I. iil. 71 The widening ol

the pharyngal aperture. 1887 BENSON Univ. Phonogr. n
The vowels [may be divided] into Five Pharyngals : Five



PHARYNGEAL.
Orals: Five Diphthongs, Ibid. 12 The Pharyngals in Et,

At, Aht, Ot, Ut, are heard. Ibid. 13 All these Pharyngal
vowels are best uttered with the mouth quite open.

Pharyngalgia : see PHARVNGO-.

Pharyngeal (fari-nd^/al), a. (sb.) [f. mod.L.

pkarynge-us (i. pharynx, pharyng-em) + -AL.] Of,

pertaining to, or connected with the pharynx.
1828 STARK Elem. Nat. Hist. I. 445 Maxillary front teeth

conical, the pharyngeal blunt. 1835-6 TODD Cycl. Anat. I.

70/2 The . . pnaryngeal muscles. 1884 F. J. Norr in Har-
pt'rs Mag. Aug. 443/2 Nasal, pharyngeal, laryngeal, and
bronchial catarrh.

B. sb. Short for pharyngeal artery, bone, etc. :

esp. applied to the pharyngeal bones in fishes.

1834 M cMuRTRlE Cni'iers Anitn. Kingd, 210 The inferior

pharyngeals strongly dentated. 1880 GUNTHER Fishes 23
Fishes with the lower pharyngeals coalesced into one bone.

Pharyngectomy (fserind^e-ktomi). [f. Gr.

<t>apvyf, <papvyy- PHARYNX + ix-roiaj cutting out.]
Excision of the pharynx.
1890 in Cent. Did. 1893 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

Pharyngic (fari-nd.^ik;, a. rare 1
. [f. as

prec. + -ic.J Of the pharynx ;
= PHARYNGEAL.

1822-34 Good's Study Med. (ed. 4) II. no Pharyngic quinsy.

II Pharyngitis (faerindgai-tis). Path. [mod.L.,
f. as prec. + -ms.] Inflammation of the pharynx.
1844 in DUNGLISON Med. Lex. 1880 A. FLINT Prim: Med.

451 bimple acute pharyngitis, .is an affection of frequent
occurrence.

Hence Pharyngltic (-i'tik) a., pertaining to or

affected with pharyngitis.
1858 in MAVNE Expos. Le.r. 1893 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

PharyngO- (fari-rjgo), before a vowel some-
times pharyng-, combining form of PHARYNX, in

various terms of anatomy, pathology, zoology, etc.

|| Pharyugalgia, also pha'ryngalgy [Gr. -aA/yi'a

pain], pain in the pharynx; hence Pharyn-
galgic a. (Mayne Expos. Lex. 1858). Pha-
ryngobranch (-brcerjk) a., belonging to the

Pharyngobranchii (or LeptocarJii), the lowest

group of vertebrates, characterized by the pharynx
being perforated by the branchial slits

; sb. an
animal of this group, an Amplnoxus or lancelet

;

so Pharyngot>ra-nchial a., (a)
=

prec. adj. ; (i)
see quot. 1846; Pharynffobra'nchiate a. = pha-
ryngobranch adj. Pharyngocele (-sil) [Gr.
KTJATJ tumour], an abnormal enlargement at the
base of the pharynx or top of the oesophagus,
in which food sometimes lodges. Pharyngo-
epiglo'ttic a., pertaining to the pharynx and

epiglottis : applied to a fold of mucous membrane
on each side of the epiglottis, continuous with
the wall of the pharynx. Phary ng-o-glo ssal
a. [Gr. y\Siaaa tongue], pertaining to the pha-
rynx and the tongue ; glossopharyngeal. Pha-
ry ngognath [Gr. fvdBos jaw] a., belonging to

the order Pharyiigognathi of fishes, having the

inferior pharyngeal bones ankylosed ; sb. a fish

belonging to this order
;

so Pharyngognathous
(ferirjgfj-gnajws) a. Pharyngography (fseiingf-

grafi) [-GBAPHY], a description of the pharynx;
hence Pharyngographio (fari'ngflgne'fik) a.,

pertaining to pharyngography (Syd. Soc. Z.ex.~).

Pharyngo-laryngeal (-lari'ndj/al) a., pertaining
to the pharynx and larynx : applied to the lower

cavity of the pharynx, below the soft palate.
Pharyngology (fcring<rlod3i) [-LOGY], that part
of physiology which treats of the pharynx ; hence

Pharyngological (farrrjgolp'd^ikal) a., pertain-

ing to pharyngology (Syd. Soc. Lex.}. Fhary-ngo-
na-sal (-ne ''zal) a., pertaining to the pharynx and
nose : applied to the upper cavity of the pharynx
(nasopharynx) , above the soft palate. Phary ngo-
cesopha geal a., pertaining to the pharynx and

cesophagus (Syd. Soc. Lex.}. || Phary ugo-oeso'-

phagus, a structure combining or representing

pharynx and cesophagus. Phary ngo-o-ral a.

[L.os,or-is mouth], pertaining to the pharynx and
the mouth : applied to the middle cavity of the

pharynx (oropharynx), into which the mouth opens.
Pharyng-0-pa'latine a., pertaining to the pharynx
and the palate; palato-pharyngeal. Pharyngo--
pathy [-PATHY], disease of the pharynx. Pha-
ryngople^gy [Gr. irXq-yij stroke], paralysis of the

muscles of the pharynx ; hence Phary:ugo-
ple-glca. Fhary ng-oplerrral a. [see PLECRAL],
pertaining to the pharynx and the lateral body-
wall (of Ampkioxus). Fhary ngopnexi stnl a.

[Gr. -mffvar-os, f. mii-civ to blow, breathe], of
or pertaining to the Pharyngopneusta, a group
proposed by Huxley, comprising the ascidians and
the Enteropneusta. Phary ngo-rhino'scopy [Gr.
f>ls,pivnose, axo-nftv to view], 'visual examination,
by means of a small mirror, of the posterior nares
and upper part of the pharynx' (Syd. Soc. Lex.).
Pharyngoscope [-SCOPE], an instrument for in-

specting the pharynx; so Pharyngoscopy (fe-
VOL. VII.

769

ringirskJpi), inspection of the pharynx. Pha-
ry ngospasm, spasm of the pharynx (Mayne
Expos. Lex. 1858). Pharyngotome [Gr. -TO/JOS

cutting], an instrument for making an incision
into the pharynx; so Pharyngotomy (fEerirjgf-

tomi), incision into the pharynx. Fhary ng-o-

typhoid a., applied to typhoid fever combined
with an affection of the pharynx.
1846 OWEN Comp. Anat. Vertebr. 116 To the epi-branchial

of the second and third arches is commonly attached a
shorter and broader bone beset with teeth, the *pharyngo-
branchial. 1844 DUNGLISON Med. Lex.,

*
Pliaryngocele.

1878 tr. //. van Ziemssen's Cycl. Med. VIII. 57 It has been
..termed a hernia of the mucous membrane (pharvngocele).
1872 COHEN Dis. Throat 51 From which is given off on
either side a *pharyngo-epiglottic fold of mucous membrane.
1844 DUNGLISON Med. 1. ex., 'Pharyngo-g/ossa/. 1865 Nat.
Hist. Rev. 21 He [Giinther].. omits, .the soft-finned 'Pha-
ryngognaths of Miiller. 1844 DUNCLISON Med. Lex., *Pha-
ryngograp!:y, anatomical description of the pharynx. 1890
BILLINGS .Vat. Med. Diet., *Pharyu%o-layyngeal cavity.
1897 Allbutfs Syst. Med. IV. 802 Tickling sensations.. in

the pharyngo-laryngeal region. 1844 DUNGLISON Med.
Lex., ^Pharyngology. 1893 Syd. Soc. Lex., 'Pharyngo-
nasal cavity. 1843 R - J- GRAVES Sj'it. Clin. Med. xxvii.

346 The arches of the palate hang very low down, the

glosso.palatine higher than the *pharyngo-palatine. 1872
COHEN Dis. Throat 133 The pharyngo-palatine muscles.

in Encycl. Brit. XXIV. 184/2 The fluted *pharyngo-pleural
membrane. 1877 HUXLEY Anat. fnz: Anim. xii. 679 The
Tunicata and the Enteropneusta . . constitute the *Pha-
ryngopneustal Series. 1870 T. HOLMES Syst. Surf. (ed. 2)
IV. 516 Moura-Bourouillon describes, in his treatise on

Laryngoscopy, an instrument which he names the '*Pha-
ryngoscope'. 1863 N. Syd. Soc. Year-lit. Med. 297 Rhi-
noscopy and *Pharyngoscopy. 1730-6 BAILEY (folio),

*Pha-
ryngotomy. 1844 DUNGLISON Med. Lex., Pharyngotomy,
some authors have used this word synonymously with

cesophagotpmy. .. It means, also, scarification of the ton-

sils, or an incision, made for opening abscesses there. 1897
Alltittt's Syst. Med. IV. 840 Thyrotomy, or subhyoid
pharyngotomy.. offers the best chance of getting rid of the
whole disease. 1896 Ilnd. I. 833 *Pharyngo-typhoid,laryngo-
typhoid.. instances of mixed infection.

Pharynx (fcTinks). Anat. Also 8 pharinx.
[a. mod.L. pharynx, pharytig-cin, a. Gr. <pdpvy,
<papvyy-a throat, pharynx : cf. <papay( cleft, chasm.
So F. pharynx (Pare 1560).] The cavity, with
its enclosing muscles and mucous membrane, situ-

ated behind and communicating with the nose,

mouth, and larynx, and continuous below with the

oesophagus ; forming a passage from the mouth
for the food and drink, and from the nasal passages
for the breath.

1693 tr - Blaucanfs
Phys_. Diet. (ed. 2\ Pharynx, the upper

part of the Gullet, consisting of Three pair of Muscles. 1714
MANDEVILLE Fab. Bees (1733) II. 100 This destroying of
manhood . . has a considerable influence .. on the pharinx, the

glands and muscles of the throat. 1794-6 E. DARWIN Zoon.
(1802) I. 49 When the pharinx is irritated by agreeable food,
the muscles of deglutition are brought into action by associa-
tion. 1848 CARPENTER Anim. Phys. iv. (1872) 176 The teeth
of fishes are often set . . upon the surface of the palate and
even in the pharynx or swallow. 1870 G. PRESCOTT Sp.
Telephone 50 The resonance of the air.. in the cavity behind
the tongue, comprehending the pharynx and larynx.

b. A more or less corresponding cavity in many
invertebrates, forming a continuation of the mouth
or beginning of the alimentary canal.
1826 KlRBY & SP. Entomol. III. xxxiii. 359 Pharynx...

The opening into the gullet. 1828 Ibid, xxxiv. 456 On the

upper side of the tongue.. is the pharynx, or aperture by
which the food passes from the mouth to the cesophagus.
1888 ROLLESTON & JACKSON Anim. Life 103 The pharynx
[of an Ascidian] has thus a respiratory function. Ibid. 633
(Rotifera) The mouth leads into an cesophagus, followed. .

usually directly by a muscular pharynx or mastax.

Phasalle, obs. form of VASSAL.

I! Phascogale (fxskvgal/), phascologale
(fjeskolfgalf). Zool. [mod.L., f. Gr. r/>dovtajA-os

leathern bag, purse + ya\TJ weasel.] A genus of

small insectivorous marsupials of the family Dasyu-
ridx, diffused over Australia and New Guinea,
commonly known as pouched or kangaroo mice.

1836 WATERHOUSE in Trans. Zool. Soc. (r84i) II. 152 The
skull of Myrmecobius, however, differs in several points
from that of Phascogale. 1852 J. WEST Hist. Tasmania
I. 324 The Phascogales are small insectivorous animals,
found on the mountains and in the dense forest parts of the
island.

Phascolome (fsrskoloum). Zool. [ad. mod.
L. Phascolomys, f. as prec. + Gr. pvs mouse.] An
animal of the marsupial genus Phascolomys, con-

taining the three species of the WOMBAT.
1838 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 7) XVII. 705/2 The phascolome,

a species of rat from Australia, which possesses an abdominal

pouch. 1842 OWEN in Ann. Nat. Hist. XI. 7 The largest
fossil. .indicating rather an extinct gigantic Phascolome.

Phase (f?z). [ad. mod.L. Mom, a. Gr.cpdais:
see PHASIS; = f.phase (Furetiere a 1688), Sp., It.

fase, Pg. phase, Ger. phase. In Eng. originally
used in L. form phasis, pi. phases. The English
use of phase appears to have arisen in the igth c.

from taking mod.L. pi. phases (which was more
in use than the sing.) for an Eng. plural, and

deducing from this a sing, phase ; which would

PHASIAWID.

be natural to any one who knew that the French
forms mz phase, phases.

It results from this \\\Xi phases is the written pi. both of
phasis and of flliast-, and that in many instances it is not
possible to say to which singular it is meant to belong.]
1. Each of the aspects or appearances presented

by the moon or any planetary body, according to

the amount of its illumination : = PHASIS I.

Thus the crescent moon, half moon, gibbous moon, and
full moon, are phases; but the term is commonly applied to
the points of new moon, first quarter, full moon, and last

quarter.
1812 WOODHOUSK Astrun. x.v.\. 295 The period of the

Moon's phases. Ibid. xxxv. 350 To the greatest phase, that
is, to the greatest quantity of the eclipsed disk. 1834 MORE-
LEY Astron. Ixii. (ed. 4) 187 All those varieties of phase
which characterize the changes of the moon. 1868 LOCKVER
Elem. Astron. iii. 229 Let us now explain what are called
the phases of the Moon.
2. Any one aspect ot a thing of varying aspects ;

a state or stage of change or development ;
=

PHASIS 2.

1841 CATLIN N. Amcr. Ind. I. x. 78 These clay-formed
hills. .are. .subjected to continual phases, more or less, until

ultimately their decomposition ceases. 1843 LVTTON Last
liar. in.

li, He saw her in the most attractive phase of her
character, a 1862 UUCKLE Civiliz. III. iii. 190 Unfolding
the successive phases of their mighty career. 1875 JOWHTT
Plato (ed. 2) IV. 226 To enter into each successive phase of
the discussion which turns up. 1883 LKIPCHILD in Conteinf.
Rev. XLIII. 54 Shakespeare has painted every pha^i: of

antagonism to the world.

3. Physics. A particular stage or point in a re-

curring sequence of movements or changes, e. g.
a vibration or undulation.

1864 in WEBSTER. 1874 SPOTTISWOODE Polaris. Lt. iii.

32 The distance whereby one set of waves is in advance of
another is called the difference of phase. 1875 nc)d.
Brit. I. 101/2 Two particles which are in the same bta,^
of vibration.. and are moving in the same direction and
with equal velocities, are said to be in the same phase.
1879 THOMSON & TAIT .\'at. Phil. I. I. 54 The Phase of
a simple harmonic motion at any instant is the fraction

of_the whole period which has elapsed since the moving
point last passed through its middle position in the positive
direction. 1892 Lightning Spec. Suppl. 3 Mar. Gloss.
Electr. Terms s. v., The phase of an alternating current or
electro-motive force, is the proportion of the whole period
which has elapsed since last alternating into the direction
considered positive.

b. attrib. and Comb,
1898 Daily News 12 May 6/3 The features of Mr. Wood's

phase reversal and silver zone plates. 1904 A. FINDLAY
(title) The Phase Rule and its Applications. 1904 ll'cstm.
Gaz. 23 Apr. 12/2 Roozeboom, who applied the phase
doctrine to all kinds of equilibrium, is the founder of a new
branch of physical chemistry.

Phase, obs. erron. form of PASCH, PACE sb?
;
an

error in various Diets. (Webster 1828-64, etc.) for

PRASE, Min.

Phase, erroneous spelling of FAZE v., to dis-

compose, disturb.

1889
' MARK TWAIN '

Yankee at Crt. fC. Arthur (Tauchn.)
II. 154 His spirit why, it wasn't even phased. 1898 R. B.
TOWNSIIEND in Westni. Gaz. 19 Nov. 2/1 It don't seem to

'phase' him in the very slightest.

Pha-seal, a. [irreg. f. PHASE + -AL.] = PHASIC.
1847-9 TODD Cycl. Anat. IV. 667/1 The law.. is one of a

phaseal quantitative degradation.
Phaseless (fci'zles), a. rare.

[f. PHASE +
-LESS.] Having no phases, of unchanging aspect.
11849 PF Ragged Mount. \Vks. 1865 II. 311 A phaseless

and unceasing gloom.

t Phasels, phaselles, phasiols, var. FASELS
Obs., kidney-beans.
1562 WAKDE tr. Alexis Seer. it. 13 Take.. Peason,

Phasiols, Lintelles, and such like. 1562 TURNER Baths sb,
All kindes of pulse as beanes, peasen, phaselles and ciches.

1694 MOTTEUX Ratflaii v. xxix, Beans, Pease, Phasels or

Long-peasen.

Phaseolite(fasrobit). Palxont. [ad. mod.L.

fhaseolites, f. fhaseohis kidney-bean : see -ITE !

2 a.] (See quot.)
[1859 PACE Ceol. Terms (1865), Phaseolites,. .a genus of

leguminous plants found in the Tertiary fresh-water forma-
tion of Aix.] 1882 OGILVIE, Phaseolite.

t Phase olous. a. Obs. rare. [f. 'L. phaseol-us
(see prec.) + -ous.] Related to the kidney-bean
or scarlet runner.
1681 GREW Musxum n. 233 It is neither of the Phaseolous,

nor Fabaceous, but of the Peas-kind.

Phaseomaimite (&'swmae-n3it). Chem. [f.

fhaseo(lus (see above) + MANNITE.] Another name
of INOSITE.

1859 Fownes' Man. Chem. 355 ltusite..K identical with
phaseomannite, which occurs in unripe beans (Pfiaseolus).
1862 MILLER Elem. Chem. (ed. 2) III. 783.

Phaseometer (CW^rmilai). Electr. [f. Gr.

<fd<ris, gen. <pdffe-ois PHASE + -O)METEB.] An instru-

ment for indicating the phase of an electric current.

1898 Engineering Mag. XVI. 142/2 A Direct Indicating
Phaseometer. .which resembles a double Watt-meter, with
two movable bobbins.

Fhasianic (f^siae-nik), a. rare- 1
, [f. Gr.

<patnai>-6s pheasant + -1C.] Of or pertaining to

pheasants.
1884 Pall Mall G. 4 Apr. 4/2 The formation of coverts,

food and management, and all other points and details of

phasianic economy.
So Phasianid (f^'sianid) a., of or pertaining to
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PHASIANINE.

the Pliasianitbe or pheasant family of gallinaceous
birds ;

Phasianine (fe'-sianain) a., of or pertaining
to the Phasianitise, a sub-family of the Phasianidte,

including the pheasants proper ;
Fha'sianoid a.,

allied in form to the pheasants, phasianid ;
Pha-

sianomorpfcic (G''si'
;n0|m^unk) a., of or pertain-

ing to the Phasianomorphss, [Gr. i*op<pri form], in

Sundevall's classification of birds, a cohort of Gal-

lime containing some of the Phasiatiidss with the

Turnicidx (llcmipodii).
1868 rroc. Zool. Soc. 14 May 299 The great series of Galline,

Pavonine, Phasianine, and Tetraonine birds.

Phasic (f<?''zik, -sik), a. [f. Gr. .tpaa-is PHASE
+ -IC.] Of, pertaining to, or of the nature of a

phase or phases ; presenting phases.
1890 Ckainb. Jrttl. 13 Sept. 588/2 It is not., the mere

phasic change of the moon that influences the weather.

1898 Allliutt's Syst. MeJ. V. 417 The number [of lympho-
cytes] in the blood undergoes phasic variation.

Phasiols : see PHASELS, FASELS.

II
Plvasis (f^-zis, -sis). PI. phases (fci-z/z,

<*'-sfz). [mod.L., a. Gr. <pd<ris appearance, phase,
f. root </>a-, (pav* of (paiv-tiv to show, appear.
As //:<( is the plural both tfpkasis and phase, it is often

impossible to allot it to its proper singular. But all instances

befoie lyth c. necessarily belong tofhaszs.]

1. Each of the aspects presented by the moon or

any planetary body, according to the extent of its

illumination. Now usually phase (PHASE i).

1660 BOYLE New Erf. Pkys, Meth, xxxiii. 242 May vary

according to. .the phases of the Moon. 1665-6 Phil. Trans,
I. 69 This Author cannot conceive, how Saturn could . . have
no difference in its Phasis. a 1677 HALE Prim. Orig. Afan.
iv. vi. 341 The Figure that discovers the Phasis of the

Moon. 1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl. s. v. Moon, The earth will

present all the same phases to the moon, as the moon does

to the earth. Ibid. s. v. P/iases, To determine the phasis of

an Eclipse for any given time. 1792 SIBLY Occult Set. I. 138
One phasis contains ten degrees, and every sign three phases.

b. The first appearance of the new moon.
1880 Ch. Times XVIII. 855 The phasis or reappearance of

the moon after her conjunction with the sun takes place
in about eighteen hours. 1899 Expositor Nov. 363 After

the phasis, i.e. after the first appearance of the moon's disk.

2. The aspect presented by a person or thing ;

appearance ; esp. any one aspect of a thing of

varying appearances ; a state or stage of change
or development. Now usually phase (PHASE 2).

1665 GLANVILL Scepsis Set. Address 20 The Phasies of the

Universe, c 1800 H. K. WHITE Time 406 Through every

phasis still Tis shadowy and deceitful. 1834 L. RITCHIE
Wand, by Seine (1835) 4 This agreeable scene assumed a
new phasis at every turning. 1836 SIR \V. HAMILTON Dis-

cuss. (1852) 268 Some exercise, and consequently develope,

perhaps, one faculty on a single phasis. 1862 CAHLVLE
Frtdk. Gt. XI. i. (1872) IV. 15 A second and contemporaneous
phasis of Friedrich's affairs. 1886 HLACKIE in igt/i Cent.

Apr. 528 It is. .only a new phasis of an old thing.

Ph.asm(fae'z'm). [ad. L.pkasma, a. Gr. <f>aa/M

spectre, apparition, phantom, f. <paa> I shine, give

light, or ipatv-dv to show, pass, to appear. At
first in Gr.-L. form phasma, pi. phasmata.]
1 1. An extraordinary appearance, esp. of brilliant

light in the air ; a meteor. Obs.

1635 SWAN Spec. M. v. 2 (1643) 82 Fierie [Meteors]. .such

as onely seem to burn, which are therefore called Phasmata.

1656 STANLEY Hist. Philos. vi. (1701) 253/2 Hence are also

Phasmes, such as are called gulfs, chasmes, bloody colours,
and the like. 1686 GOAD Celest. Bodies II. xiv. 358 What
have we to say of Phasmes and Apparitions in the Air?

2. Anything visionary or imaginary; a phantom,
apparition. Obs. or arch.

1659 HAMMOND On Ps. Ixxiii. 20 Splendid nothings, nicer

phasmes. 1665 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. (1677) 374 After

a small space the
lig_hts .. extinguish, and .. the Phasma

having assumed a bodily shape or other false representation

accompanies her. 1667 Decay Chr. Piety v. Fi8 Such

phasmes, such apparitions are most of those excellencies

which men applaud in themselves. 1822 W. TENNANT
Thane Fife II. 64 Flinging their phasms fantastically high.

II Phasma (fae'zma). [See prec.]
1. Earlier form of PHASM, q. v.

2. Zool, A genus of cursorial orthopterous in-

sects, typical of the family Phasmidx, known
from their appearance as Spectre-insects, or Walk-

ing-sticks. Hence Pha smid, any insect of the

Phasmidx.
1872 DOMETT Ranol/xm. 209 A span-long Phasmid then

he knew, Stretching its fore-limbs like a branching twig.
1888 BELT Nat. in Nicaragua xxi. 382 Another insect . . had
a wonderful resemblance to a piece of moss. . . It is the larval

stage of a species of Phasma. 1899 }Vestjn. Gaz. 19 Apr.
2/2 Another singular-looking group are the Phasmidae,
which bear a remarkable resemblance to vegetable structures.

Some.. look exactly like sticks or stems of grass; some
might be mistaken for moss-grown twigs.

f Pha-ssachate. Obs. [ad. mod.L. phassa-
chates, f. Gr. Qaaaa ring-dove, cushat + dxartjs

agate.] The lead-coloured agate.
[1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Snpp., Phassachates, in the natural

history of the antlents, the name of a species of agate.]
1828 WEBSTER, Phassachate. Hence in mod. Diets.

fPhat(e, obs. erron. form of KAT rf.l, vat.

1678 Phil. Trans. XII. 1063 As the Brine runs from the

Salt after it is laded out of the Phats.

t Pha'tagin. Obs. Also phataguin. [f. Gr.

ipa.Tra.yTjs a neast mentioned by /Elian, supposed
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to be a species of Mam's or pangolin.] The Short-

tailed or Five-fingered Pangolin (Manisbrackyura}.
1774 GOLDSM. Nat. Hist. (1862) I. vi. iii. 469 Of this animal

[the Pangolin] there is a variety which is called the Phatagin,
much less than the former.

f Phaune, obs. erron. form of FAWN v.^

1562 BULLEYN Bulwark, Sick Men 750, Thei will ..phaune

upon theim, waggyng their tailes.

Fheal (,f/~al). Alsopheale, pheeal. [Imita-

tive.] The cry of the jackal when hunting.
1879 F, POLLOK Sport Brit. Bnrinah I. 117 The peculiar

cry of the jackal, which is generally called the '

pheale ', so

unlike the unearthly nightly howl of that animal.
_
1895

KIPLING -2nd Jungle Bk. 176 It was what they call in the

Jungle the Pheeal, a kind of shriek that the jackal gives
when he is hunting behind a tiger.

Phear(e, van FEHE sb^, companion, mate.

fPhearse, var. FERS Ol>s.
y
the queen in chess.

a 1577 GASCOIGNE J'7<rtuers\Vks.(is^7)45 Prepare hymselfe
to saue his pawne, or else to leese his phearse.

Pheasant (fe'zant). Forms: a. 3,6fesaund,
(4 //. -auns), 4-6 -aunt, -e, 4-7 -ant, 5 -antt,

-annte, -awnt, -awante, -auntt,fasand,feisaunt,

-ante
;
6 faysanne, -sant, feisant, fezant, fea-

saunt, -e, Sc. fasiane
; 6-7 feasant, 7 feasan, 9

(dial.} fezen, fezzan. 0. 4, 7-8 phesant, 6 phe-

sauut, -ante, 7 phasi-, phais-, pheis-, pheys-,

pheazant, 6- pheasant. [ME. a. AF. fesant,

fesaunt, OF. fesan (i3thc. in Hatz.-Darm.), F.

faisan = Pr. and Sp./a?^, l\..fagiano:L.pha-
sidn-us t

Gr. <pd<ndv6$ (sc. opvts} the Phasian bird,

sb. use of (f>d<7iav-G$ of or pertaining to &affis }
the

Phasis, a river of Colchis, whence the pheasant
is said to have spread into the west. The final -/

is found also in OHG., MHG.fasatit (a\so fastin,

Ger., Da., S\v. fasan} t Du./azaftf, all of Romanic

origin.]
1. The name of a well-known game-bird, Phasi-

anus colchiciiS) long naturalized in Britain and

other parts of Europe ; by extension, applied to

all the species of I'/iast'antes, and to some related

genera. (See 2.)

[1059 hw. Santx Cruets apnd Waitham_ (1861) 16 Uni-

cuique canonico. .ii. perdices aut unus phasianus.]
a. 1299 Durham Ace. Rolls (Surtees) II. 498 In xxvj per-

dicibus et uno fesaund empt. c 1320 Orfeo 296 Of game
they fonde grete haunt, Fesaunt, heron, ami cormerant.

^1350 Will. Palerne 183 Wi|> fesauns & feldfares and o)?er

foules grete. 1450 HOLLAND Hoivlat 158 In a mornyng,
Come four Fasandis full fair. ?c 1475 Syr. I<KVC Degre 322
With fesauntes fayre, theyr were no wane, c 1489 CAXTON

SonnesofAymon iv. 12^ Dyuerse pertryches and feysauntes.

1515 BARCLAY Egloges i, The crane, the fe^ant, the pecocke
and curlewe. 1535 FISHER Wks. (1876) 370 It is a more

(1901) 246 For the desire of FeLsants or Partrich. 1596
DALRYMPLE tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. I. 39 Sumthing les than
the fasiane. 1662 J. DAVIES tr. Qlearius

1

Voy. Ambuss, 321

Patridges and Peasants are common. 1697 View Penal
Laws 122 None shall take Fesants or Partridges with

Engins. 1877 N. W, Line. Gloss., Fezzan, a pheasant.
0. 1390 COWER Conf. III. 76 A Phesant cam before here

yhe. 1530 PALSGR. 254/1 Phesaunt a byrde, fahant. 1603
OWEN l'a>il>rokcshire(i%q'2)'2f& The Phesant and Partridg.
1611 SHAKS. Wint. T. iv. iv. 770, I haue no Pheazant, Cock
nor Hen. 1635 HEYWOOD Hierarch. I. Comm, 41 Figured
like a Wood-hen or shee-phea.'-ant. 1645 G. DANIEL Poems
Wks. (Grosart) 11.37 Fair as the Phasiant. a 1653 Idyll.,

Landslip 5 Fame, a peircht Phaisant and the Quest of

Kings, Keepes her at Bay. 1750 GRAY Long Story 48 A
wicked imp. . Bewitch 'd the children of the peasants,.. And
suck'd the eggs, and kill'd the pheasants. 1873

* MRS.
ALEXANDER' IVoobig o't xxvii, She enjoyed occasionally

startling a pheasant as It rose with a sudden whirr.

b. Locally applied to various birds of other

families, as the Ruffed Grouse {Bonasa umbellata)
of the U. S.

;
the Mallee-bird (Lipoa ocellatd] of

Australia.

1637 T. MORTON N. Eng. Canaan (1883) 194 A kinde of
fowles which are commonly called Pheisants but whether

they be pheysants or no, I will not take upon me to deter-

mine. 1766 W. STORK Ace. East Florida 51 The pheasant
is in size like the European, its plumage like that of our

partridge. 1805 PIKE Sources Mississ. (1810) 31 Killed three

prairie hens, and two pheasants. 1855 LONGF. Hiaw. v. 20

He.. Heard the pheasant, Bena, drumming. 1883 C. F.

ADAMS in T. Mortons N. Eng. Canaan 104 note, The
Pheasant of Morton and other early writers has been sup-

posed by ornithologists to be the Prairie Hen or Pinnated
Grouse (Cupidonia ciipido}. 1893 NEWTON Diet. Birds 541
Known in England as the Mallee-bird, but to the colonists

as Lowan and ' Native Pheasant 'the Lipoa ocellata.

C. The bird or its flesh as an article of food.

1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. xv. 455 He fedde hem with no veny-
soun ne fesauntes ybake. 14.. Chaucer s Drone 354 The
second apple.. You nourishes in pleasaunce, Better than

parti idge or fesaunce. 1533 ELYOT Cast. Helthe (1539) 29 b,

Fesaunt excedeth all fowles "in swetenesse and holsomnesse.

c 1645 HOWELL Lett. (1650) II. 114 One past makes up the

prince and peasan, Though one eat roots, the other feasan.

1681 DRYDEN Abs. <$ Achtt. n. 472 To what would he on

Quail and Pheasant swell That even on tripe and carrion

could rebel ?

2, Ornith. With defining words, applied to par-
ticular species of the genus Phasiamts and allied

Phasianinse (as Thaumafea, Euplocamus] ,
and

PHEASANT-EYED.

Pavoninse (as Polyp/ectron, Argus} ;
also to some

other birds in some way resembling the pheasant.
(Lady) Amherst's P., of Szechuen, China, Thaiunalea

amkerstiae; Argus P., Argus gigantens : see ARGUS 2;

Bar-tailed P. = Reeves'* P. ; Blood P., the Sanguine Par-

tridge, Ithaginis geojfroyi ; Cheer P., of N, India, Phasi-
anus wallichii; Copper P., of Japan = So-minering's P. ;

Eared P., of China and Tibet, any species of the genus
Crossoptilon; Elliot's P., of China, Phasianus eltiati\

Firebacked P., of the Malay archipelago, etc., Eitfilo~
camus Ignitus; Gold or Golden P., of China and Tibet,
Thaiunalea picta or Chrysohphus pictit$\ Lyre- or Lyre-
tailed P., of Australia = LYRE-BIRD; Peacock-P. or Pea-
P., any species of Polyplectron, akin to Paw, Reed-P.,
the bearded Tit mouse, Pa fiuruspanarmicus', Reeves'sP.,
of N. China, Phasianus or Syrmaticus reevesi ; Ring-
necked P., of China, Phasianus torqnatus*, Siamese
P., Enplocatmts prxlatus\ Silver P., of China, Euplo*
camus )i}ctheme>us; Snow P. - Eared P. ; Scemmer-
ing's P., of Japan, Phasianus scenntteritigii'. Swamp P. f

the Pheasant Coucalof New South Wales, Centropus p/tasi-

anus; Water P., the pheasant-tailed Jacana, Hydro-
phasianus chirurgns.
1819 Pantologia s.v. Phasianus, *Argus pheasant.. .In-

habits Chinese Tartary, and is as large as a turkey. 1743
G. EDWARDS Hist. Birds 69, I have three Sorts of "Chinese
Cock Pheasants, and the Hens of two of them. 1894 NEW-
TON Diet. Birds 716 Two other species of Pheasant have
been introduced to the coverts of England, P. reevesi from

China, remarkable for its very long tail, white with black

bars, and the *Copper Pheasant, P. scemvterringi, from

Japan. 1796 SIR G. L. STAUNTON Macartneys Embassy
China, Plates, No. 13 The *Fire-backed Pheasant of Java.

1770 Ch)i>n, in Ann. Reg. 97 A *gold pheasant was sold for

20 guineas. 1819 Pantologia s.v. Phasianns, The *golden

pheasant of China, the most beautiful of this genus. _
1885

' WANDERER '

Beauteous Terr. 60 And have we no visions

pleasant Of the playful *lyre-taikd pheasant? 1864 JERDON
Birds ofIndia n. II. 508 Near the Peafowl should be placed
the genus Polyplectron, or "Pea-pheasants; often called

Argus pheasants. 1770 Chron. in Ann. Reg.cfi A *peacock
pheasant [was sold] for 40 guineas. 1871 DARWIN Dese.

Man n. xiv. 137 The species and sub-specits of Polyplectron
..so far resemble this bird [peacock] that they are some-

times called peacock-pheasants. 1831-48 *Reed pheasant
[see REED sb. 1

14]. 1894 NEWTON Diet. Birds 779 Retd-

pheasant is the local name in East Anglia for the un-

happily called Bearded Titmouse. 1834 Proc. Zool Soc. \\.

34 A second male specimen of the *Reeves's Pheasant,
Phasianus veneratus, Temm., had also been sent to the

by a more or less comple
lower portion of the neck. 1819 Pantologias.v. Phasiauiis,

*Ringed pheasant. Collar white. 1838 EncycL Brit. (ed. 7)

XVI. 610/1 The gold and *silver pheasants of our aviaries.

1840 Penny Cycl. XVIII. 61/2 The rare and elegant "Seem-

mering's Pheasant., a native of Japan. 1847 LEICHHARDT

Jrnl. iii. 60 A Centropus phasianellus (the *Sw amp pheasant
of Moreton Bay) was shot.

b. Sea Pheasant, t (a) the Turbot; (K] the

Pintail Duck, Dafila acuta.

1633 HART Diet ofDiseased I. xxi. 8q Turbot.. yeeldeth
Sood and wholesome nourishment . . and is called therefore

by some the Sea-pheasant. 1674 RAY Collect. Words,
Wafer Finvl 96 The Sea Pheasant : Anas caudacula. 1837
Penny Cycl. IX. i8o/r Dafila caudacnta. The Pintail

Duck. This is. .the Sea Pheasant, or Cracker, of Willughby.

3. allrib.&nA Comb. ,zspheasanl-colour, -driving,

-mew, -poult, -rearer, -shooting; pheasant-plumed,
-failed ndjs. ; pheasant-cock, the male pheasant ;

pheasant- couoal, -cuckoo = Swamp Pheasant (see

a) ; pheasant-duck =Sea Pheasant (b) (see 2 b) ;

pheasant-finch, Astrilda undulala, of Africa ;

pheasant-grouse, ? a species of Sharp-tailed

Grouse, Pedicecctes phasianellus ; pheasant-hen,
the female pheasant ; pheasant-Malay, a variety

of the domestic fowl ; pheasant-wood = PAR-

TRIDGE-WOOD i.

? 1:1335 in Rel. Ant. I. 168 Partrich, fesaunt hen, and
*fesant cocke. 1:1420 Liber Cocorum (1862) 36 po fesaunt

kok, but not \x> henne. 1626 BACON Syh'a 852 The Pea-

cocke, and Phesant-Cocke, and Gold-Finch-Cocke, have

glorious and fine Colours. 1849 D. J. BROWNE Amer.
Poultry Yd. (1855) 42 The beauty of the breed is with the

hens, which are of a *pheasant-color in all parts of the

body, with a velvety-black neck. 1846 J. L. STOKES Discov.

Australia I. vi. 123, I enjoyed some very fair sport;

especially with the "pheasant-cuckoo. 1892 GREENER Brack-
Loader 224 "Pheasant-driving is pursued .. for the object
of obtaining sporting shots. 1871 DARWIN Dcsc. Man n.

xiv. 101 The black-cock, capercailzie, "pheasant-grouse ..

are, as is believed, polygamists. ? 1:1325 "Fesaunt hen [see

pheasant cock]. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny x. xlviii. I. 296 The
Fesant hens of Colchis. 1849 D. J. BROWNE Amer. Poultry
Yd. (1855) 28 The cross between the "pheasant.Malay and
the Spanish produces a particularly handsome fowl. 1829

Sporting Mag. XXIII. 392 A county, .which.. has degener-
ated., into a mere hare-warren and *

pheasant-mew. 1849

D. J. BROWNE Amer. Poultry Yd. (1855) 41 The dark

"pheasant-plumed breed, both of Bantams and common

poultry. 1575 E. HAKE Neives out of Powles Ch.-yd. iv.

D ij b, Fat "Pheasaunt Powt, and Plouer base for them that

after come. 1694 MOTTEUX Rabelais iv. lix. (1737) 243

Phesants, and Phesant pools. 1819 Pantologici, Pheasant-

pouts, young pheasants. 1889 Cent. Diet. %. v. Jacana, The

pheasant-tailed jacana of India, Hyclrpphasianus cliirur-

gus. .has a very long tail. 1884^
MILLER Plant-n.,*Pheasant-

ivood, another name for Partridge-wood.

Pheasant-eye : see PHEASANT'S EYE 3.

Pheasant-eyed (fe-zantpi-d), a. [Parasyn-
thetic f. pheasant-eye + -ED 2

.] Marked like the

eye of a pheasant : applied to certain flowers.

1733 MILLER Card. Diet. s.v. Carynfhillus, The Damask

Pink,.. Pheasant's ey'd Pink. 1754 Catal. Seeds in Fam.



PHEASANTRY.
Rose Kilravock (Spalding Cl.) 428 Annuals to be sowed in
the open ground in the spring. .Columbine. Sea ragwort.
Pheasant-eyed Pink [etc.]. 1899 Daily News ,g May 5/2
The. .pheasant-eyed narcissus.

Pheasantry (fe-zantri). [f. PHEASANT + -RY.]

771

. . -.
A place where pheasants are reared or kept.
1725 Lond. Caz. No. 6360/2 His Majesty's Pheasantry in

Bushy-Park. 1856 W. WHITE On Foot thro' Tyrol xiv 300There are pleasant woods behind the palace, and a
pheasantry.

Pheasant's eye. A name of certain plants :

cf. PHEASANT-EYED.
1. The common name of plants of the genus

Adonii, esp. A. autumnalis : = ADONIS 2.
1733 MILLER Card. Diet., Adonis, or Flos Adonis, Bird's-

Eye, or Pheasant's-Eye. 1854 S. THOMSON Wild Ft. in
(td.4)2oo The pheasant's eye,, .with its bright scarlet flowers.
A. 1 he common white Narcissus (iV. poeticus).
1872 Routledge's Ev. Boys Ann. May 362/2 The Pheasant's

eye (Narcissus Jveticiis). 1898 Westm. Gas. 30 Aug 2 i
le pheasant s eye

'

narcissus grows wild upon these vine.
covered hill-sides.

3. (also pheasant-eye, pheasant's eye pink) :

the ring-flowered variety of the Garden Pink
(Dianl/itis plumarius var. annulatits).
"753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Stiff., App., Pheasant's-eye Pink

1824 LOUDON Encycl, Card. (ed. 2) 860 The pink is con-
sidered . . to have proceeded from D. deltoiJes and the
pheasant-eye pinks from D. plumarius. 1884 .MILLER
Plant-n., Pink, Pheasant's-eye.

Pheasant-shell. A shell of the gastropod
genus Phasianella, of the Australian seas ; named
from the

brilliantly coloured and polished surface.
Pheeal, variant of PHEAL.
Pheer, variant of FERE sb.i, companion, mate.
Pheermg, var. PEEKING vbl. sb., marking out

of land for ploughing.
'8^ POUTER

A
f"'f- s">- Banff's. App. 4 (Jam.) There

ought to be a small interstice left between the two furrows
to facilitate the next cheering. 1896 J. LUMSDEN Poems
23 It stands as plains a pheerin pole.
Pheese, pheeze, obs. forms of FEEZE sb.

Pheidiac, -an: see PHID-.
Pheirs, var. PBAIRS, obs. Sc. f. FARCE sb?
t Pheldifare, obs. or dial, form of FIELDFARE

"' "' Pit 'falk for the Larke
are

Phellandrene (felse-ndnn). Chem.
[f. Bot.

L. Phellandrijum + -ENE.] A terpene occurring
in the seeds of the Water Hemlock, Phellandrium
aquaticum, and other plants.
1893 Syd. Soc. Lex., Phellandrene, name given by Pisci

to a terpene occurring in Elemi, in the seeds ^Phellandrium
aqaatKum [etc.]. 1898 Rev. Brit. Pharm. 50.
Phello- (feto), combining form of Gr. <pe\\6s

cork. Phe-lloderm^^. [Gr.Sep^a skin], a layerof parenchymatous cells containing chlorophyll,
formed in the stems of some plants from the inner
cells of the phellogen ; hence Phellode-rmal a.,
of or pertaining to the phelloderm. Phe-llog-en
Bot. [see -GEN], the layer of meristematic cells
irom which the cork-cells are formed, the cork-
cambium

; so Phellosrene tic a., producing cork,
of the nature of phellogen ; Phelloge'nic a., of the
nature of or pertaining to phellogen.
1873 BENNETT & DYER Sac/is' Bot. oo-i In some cases

the phellogen of the periderm gives rise not only to cork-
:ells.. but., [to] permanent parenchyma-cells containing
chlorophyll.. which Samo terms the suberous cortical layer
(Phelloderm)... In such cases the phellogen lies between
the periderm and the phelloderm, the outer of its daughter-
cells producing cork-cells, the inner phelloderm. 1884BOWER & SCOTT De Bary's Phaner. 545 The periderm
consists of the phellogenetic meristem [ = phellogen], and
the tissues.. derived from it, which, .include a. .stratum of
Cork-cells.. to which usually, but not always, phellogenic or
peridermal parenchyma, the Phelloderm of Sanio, is added
Ibid. 549 The number of the phellodermal layers, is in most
species very small, in comparison with the cork-layers which
appear in the same space of time.

Phellopla'stic. [See prec. and PLASTIC.]A cork model or figure ; the art of cutting figures
or models in cork (also Phellopla-stics).
1802 W. TAYLOR Let. 26 July in Robberds Mem. I. 416In print, in copper-plate, in painting or in fello-plastic (youhave seen the cork-model of Rome;. 1848 RICHTER Levana.

13 Ail intellectual imitation in cork (a/s-W/o/tofcXaccordinz
S,

B tuS"? "translation into Greek). 1864 WEBSTER,
flMloplastics, the art of forming models in cork.

/f j

11"' P^eno" formative element in Chem.,
(for ffixn(o-) f. Gr. ipcuvo- shining, Qaiv-Hv to bring
to light, cause to appear, show ; <f>aiV-r0ai to come
to light, appear. First used by the French chemist
Laurent, 1841, in 'hydrate de phejiyle' and 'acide
phemque', names which he applied to the substance
subsequently called PHENOL. These names referred
to the fact that the substance was a coal-tar product,
arising from the manufacture of illuminating gas.
tlmcephen-,pheno- was gradually used as the basis
of the names of all the bodies derived from benzene
(i. e. phenyl hydride, which French chemists pro-
posed to call phene). See PHENE, PHENIC, PHENO-
COLL, PHENOL, PHENOMETHOL, PHENYL : also the
following :

Phenacetin
(f/nse'sftin), the acetyl derivative

of phenetidin, the ethylic ether of paramido-
phenol, hence called also para-acct-phenidin
CrH4.CK^H,-NHCH,CO)! it occurs in white
shining crystals, without taste or odour, and is used
asanantipyretic. tPfcenamide (fe-namaid), a syno-
nym of phenylamide or aniline, f Phena'mylol :

see quot. Phena'nthraquinome, a substance]
i (C,H 4._CO) a , related to phenanthrene, crystallizing

in shining orange yellow needles. Phena-nthrene,
a solid hydrocarbon, (,C6H 4-CH)2 , prepared from
crude anthracene (with which it is isomericl,
crystallizing in colourless shining lamina:. Phe'n-
azine, C6H 4

.N
2.C,H 4 , crystallizing in long yel-

lowish needles. Phe'nazon, a febrifuge pre-
pared from coal-tar, called also antipyrin. Phen-
e tidin, the ethyl derivative of amidophenol. Phe-u-
etol, ethyl phenyl ether, or phenate of ethyl,C 2H 5.OC 6H-, a volatile aromatic-smelling liquid
hence phenttol red =

COCCININ, C,,H,,O,
1889 rail MaltC. 29 Apr. 3/1 The coal-tar

'

analgesic '..

Phenacetin, a.. white powder, which has direct action on
.. neuralgia, and which presumably is a narcotic. 1891Lancet 3 Oct. 771. 1896 Allbutt's Syst. Med. I 24" The
newer analgesics-antipyrin, antifebrin, and phenacetin.
1857 MILLER Elem. Chem. 111.570 Phenate ofamyl, 'Phen-

T\rh, I***
A
'J'""

!!"" * -Mar - 433/1 On the Action
01 Aldehydes on *Phenanthraquinone in presence of Am-
monia. 1882 Ibid. 16 Dec. 818/2 A new acid and a new
c mP l

'P
d

' the desoxybenzoin of "phenanthrene. 1899Allkittts i,yst. Mcd. VII. 75, Some of the syntheii?
analgesics phenazone or phenacetin are of value. 186?MANSFIELD Salts 377 The probability, .is enhanced by the
production by the same chemist of '

*Phenetidine
'

an
epibase containing C2H 2 more than Anisidine. iSooCAGNEV
tr. Jaksch s Clin. Diagn. vii. (ed. 4) 401 The presence of
phenetidin may be shown by changing it [the urine] into its
diazo compound. 1857 MILLER Elem. Client. III. 570Phenate of ethyl, or "Phenetole.

Phenacite (fe-nait), -kite (-ksit). Min.
[Named, 1833, f- Gr. ifevaf, c^iyax-a cheat (on
account of its having been mistaken for quartz)+ -ITE!.] A silicate of glucinum, occurring in

quartz-like transparent or translucent crystals,
colourless, wine-yellow, or brown.
1834 Phil. Mag. Ker. m. V. 102 Phenakite, a new mineral

from ihe Ural. 186. H. W. BRISTOW Gloss. Min. 282 Phena-
cite. .transparent to opaque. 1879 LONGF. in Life (1891)III. 304 The precious stones in the '

Iron Pen '

are a white
Phenacite from Siberia, a yellow zircon from Ceylon, and a
red lourmalme from Maine. 1881 Nature XXIV 89/2 The
rare mineral

phenakite.. sometimes used as a gem
Phenakiam (fe-nakiz'm;. rare. [ad. Gr. <<a.

Ktopos deception, f. $fnaiciiu, : see next.] Decep-
tion, cheating, trickery ; equivocation.
i8i8-oi WHATELY Commpl. Bk. (1864) 135 At least they

regard phenakism as a peccadillo. Ibid. 170 Who avow and
openly defend the system of what is called, in modern phrase-
ology, phenakism, double-doctrine, economy, or reserve.

Piienakistoscope (fenaki-st&koup). [mod.
f. Gr. nuci<rr-^i cheat, impostor, f. <t>fi>aui-(tv to
cheat, trick + -SCOPE.] A scientific toy, con-
sisting of a disk with figures upon it arranged
radially, representing a moving object in successive
positions; on turning it round rapidly, and viewing
the figures through a fixed slit (or their reflexions
in a mirror through radial slits in the disk itself),
the persistence of the successive visual images
produces the impression of actual motion.
1834 Edin. Rev. LIX. 160 The ingenious improver of that

beautiful instrument called the Piienakistoscope. 1858
BREWSTER in Encycl. Brit. (ed. 7) XVI. 512/2 The phena-
kistoscope . . was, we believe originally invented by Dr. Rogetand improved by M.

Plateau, at Brussels, and Mr. Faraday.1882 Life J. C. Maxwell li. 36 A scientific toy. .called
bythe names phenakistoscope, stroboscope or magic disc
Phenate : see under PHENIC.
t Fhene (fin). Chem. Obs. [a. F. phene : see

PHEN-.] An early name proposed for BENZENE.
So Phe'nene, in same sense

; Phe'nenyl, the
radical C,H3 of phenylene compounds.
1857 MILLER Elem. Chem. III. 564 Benzole; Benzine or

Phene. 1866 DOLING Anim. Chem. 35 Here, .we have the
series of aromatic hydrocarbons : CuHe Phenene, C7H 8
tfenzoene. Ibid., 94 Both phenene C6H 6 , and phenol or
carbolic acid CHO, are producible by transmitting the
vapour of alcohol or fusel oil through red-hot tubes

'

Phenetidin, Phenetol : see PHEN-.
Phengite (fe-ndsait). Min. Also 8 fengite ;

and in Gr.-L. form phengites (fendz,3i-t/z), also
corruptly flngites. [ad. L. phengites, a. Gr. <ffy-
yirris phengite, selenite, or crystallized gypsum
f. <pifyo-s light, lustre, moonlight : see -ITE f 2 b ]
1. A transparent or translucent kind of stone
known to the ancients ;

'

probably crystallized gyp-sum or modern selenite' (Dana Min. (1868) 640\
,r

l6
,\,

" t

^
L
.
AND fl'"y x*xv '- xxii- II. 592 In which regard

(for that it is so resplendent) it hath found a name to be
called Phengites: of this stone the said Emperour [Nero]caused the lemple of Fortune to be built called Seia 1710H. Leonardos Mirr. Stones ,03 Fingites, is of I wm'fe
Colour, hard as Marble, and transparent like Alabaster.
1770

.

R. CHANDLER Trav. Greece Ixiii, The gallery is
illuminated

with, pieces of the transparent marble called
Phengites, fixed in the wall in square compartments, and
shedding a yellow light. 1828 WEBSTER, Phengite, a beautiful
species of alabaster, superior in brightness to most marbles.

PHENOL.
2. A modern name for muscovite, a strongly

doubly-refractive species of mica.
1868 DANA Mm. Index, Phengite, 309. (Hid. 309 Musco-

vite. Common Mica
; Potash Mica. .Phengit v Kot. Taf,62 1853.]

_
1882 OCILVIE, Phengite, same ^ Muscovite

Jrhenic (frmk, fe-nik), a. Chem.
[f. PHENE +

-10 ; in F. phMqtu (Laurent 1841).] Pertainingor related to phenyl or to benzene ;
= PHENYLIC.

Phenic acid, another name of PHENOL or carbolic
acid. Its salts are Phe'nates.
1852 Chemical'Gas. X. 136 St. Evre suspected a connexion

O- H^O '

a
?i

P add (Phenole ' Phenylous acid),-'-H60-. 1837 MILLER Elem. Chem. III. 564 Benzole
belongs to a group called the phenic series, tafd.wo Phenic'or carbolic acid.. Phenate of methyl, or anisole. 1866 ROSCOK
totem. Clam, xxxix. 336 Phenol.. dissolves in the alkalies
forming a phenate. ,876 HARLEY Mat. Mcd. (ed? 6) 354 It'
'

6/ Ph" ,

'h
f ^

he
,

ni(: f ri
.

es ' l88' //''" ///' Z*MI>- C"'"f-

fci bums,Tcald s I?
solu""' An ant ' septic application

Phenicine, -in (fe-nissin, -in . Chem. [Ety-
, mologically phv>ndn(e, f. Gr. V>omf a purple-

reel, purple, or crimson, lit. a Phoenician (in
reference to Tyrian purple) + -IN.] A colouring
matter produced by the action of nitre-sulphuric
acid on phenylic alcohol

; indigo carmine
1826 HENRY Elem. Chem. II. x. 282 From the property

possessed by this substance, of becoming purple coloured
" 'h"d

fJ'
Uon <>f certain salts, Mr. Crum terms it phenecin.

1838 T. IIIO.MSON Chem. Org. Ji,,dics 379 Acids have no
'"

,?,
lt:ve

"",",?
the Precipitation of phenicin by salts.

1866-77 WATTS D,ct. Cliem. IV. 388 Phenicine..dyes silkand wool without the intervention of a mordant
Phenix, variant of PHIKNIX.
Phennig, -ing, obs. forms of PFENNIG.
Pheno-, formative element : see PHEX-.

Phenocpll (frnok^l). Chem.
[f. PHE.VO- +

ending of GLYCOCOLL.] A derivative of phenacetin
(=amido-aceto-pai-a-phenetidin, ; in pharmacy, ap-
plied to the hydrochloride, as a febrifuge.
1891 Lancet 9 May 1060/2 A new antipyretic, hydro-chlorate of phenocoll, a white crystalline powder which is

readily soluble in water. 1898 P. MANSON Tn*. Diseases
VI. i2i I have never seen benefit in any way approachingthat of quinine from, .phenocol, parthenium, ..or any of the
many drugs.. recommended in malaria.

Phenocryst (frmJlcrist). [ad. mod.F. phe'tio-
cryste, irreg. f. Gr. tyuvvv to show + ttpvar^aKKo-s
crystal.] Each of tlie large or conspicuous crystals
in a porpnyritic rock.
1893 GEIKIE Textbk. Ceo/, n. (ed. 3) 155 Two phases of

consolidation, .to be observed, the first (porphyritic) marked
by the formation of large crystals (phenocrysts) which were
ollen broken and corroded by mechanical and chemical
action. 1903 H. B. Gurry in Daily Citron. 7 Nov V The
pyroxene phenocrysts usually are represented by separate
crystals of the monoclinic as well as the rhombic type.
Phenogam, etc., variants of PH.ENOGAM, etc.
Phenol (ff-Dfl). Chem.

[f. Gr. $0010- (see
PHEN-) + -OL i (= alcohol).] A hydroxyl deri-
vative of benzene, C 6H5(OH ; , commonly known
as CARBOLIC acid, q. v. (also phenic or phenylic
acid, phenyl hydrate}.
1852 [see PHENIC]. 1857 MILLER Elem. Chem. Ill 568

Phenic, or Carbolic Acid..Phenole..is the most abundant
acid product of the distillation of pit-coal. 1866 ODLING
Antin. Lhein. 123 Castoreum.. contains phenol, or coal-tar
kreosote. 1878 ROSCOE Elem. Chem. 338 If one atom of

-
,."{" ?" f*tem. *.nem. 333 11 one ato... _.

hydrogen [in benzene] be replaced by hydroxyl an alcohol-
like substance termed phenol is obtained. lUd. 341 Phenol
is sometimes called phenyl-alcohol, but it differs from a true

i Phenol
_-..._..... """"*"'

** * v-"j'-'"'-uiiui, uui 11 timers irom a true
alcohol in several respects;, .it is not readily oxidized and
yields neither an aldehyde, a ketone, nor an acid. 1890Nature 4 Sept., The important and universally-known anti-
septic and disinfectant, carbolic acid, or phenol.

b. In pi. phenols, the hydroxyl derivatives of
the aromatic or benzene series of hydrocarbons ;

also, applied to derivatives of phenol, in which
one or more of the hydrogen atoms are re-

placed by other radicals, the names of which are
usually prefixed ; e. g. bromophenals or bromophenic
acids (CjHjBrO, etc.), chlorophenols, iodophenols
nilrophenols (C6H 5(NO2)O,etc.), diazo-nilrophcnoh
(C,H 3N3O3), etc.

1857 MILLER Elem. Chem. III. 568 The so-called phenolsor alcohols derived from hydrocarbons of the benzene series
by the displacement of an atom of hydrogen in the C6 group
by the group OH. 1877 WATTS /,' Chem. (ed. ,2) if
477 These latter compounds, including the hydroxyl-deriva.
lives of benzene, are called Phenols. Ibid. 478 Monatomic
Phenols... ihe phenols exhibit acid as well as alcoholic
characters. Ibid. 488 Eight-carbon Phenols.

C. attrib. and Comb.
1897 Alltutfs Syst. Mcd. II. 948 An antidote to ohenol

poisoning Ibid. IV. 33 Phenol compounds. 1899 CAGNEY
tr. Jaksch s Clin. Diagn. vi. (ed. 4) 240 When the volatile

rV.
a(

:
lds and phenol group have passed over in the processof distillation. Ibid. vii. 346 A considerable portion of

phenol-forming substance.
d. In comb, with other chemical terms, de-

nominating substances containing or derived from
phenol, as phenol-sulphuric acid, C 6H,.SO4 phe-
nol-sulphate of potassium, C 6H5.K.SO phenol-
sulphonic acid, C 6H4.SO3.OH, etc., phcnol-phlha-
lem, phenol combined with phthalein, forming
a white or yellowish-white crystalline powder, or
triclinic crystals, C,H 4.(CO-C CH,-OH)2 .

B8-J



PHENOLIC
1875 WATTS Diet. Chem. VII. 977 Phenol-phthalein.

1876 HARI.EV Mat. Med. (ed. 6)356 Dry powder of phenol-
sodium. 1878 KINGZETT Anitn. Client. 237 Phenol-sulphuric
acid. 1881 Med. Temf. Jrnl. XLVI. 99 Phenol naphthaline
changed color both with acids and alkalies. 1893 Photogr.
Ann, 287 For testing'the alkalinity of sulphites.. .The best

[indicator] is phenol-phthalein in alcoholic solution.

Phenolic (fth^'lik), a. Chem. [f. prec. + -ic.]

Of the nature of, or belonging to, phenol ; carbolic.

1872 WATTS Diet. Chem. VI. 916 Phenolic ethers. 1880
KRISWELL in Jrnl, Soc. Arts 16 Apr. 446 A naphthol was sub-

stituted for the phenolic or amido portion of the molecule.

1898 Naturalist 183 Antiseptic tannic and phenolic bodies.

Fhenological (&Ml?*dUc&l) )
a. Also phsen-.

[f. pheno- (in phenomenon} + -logical (in meteoro-

logical, etc.) : rendering Ger. phanologisch t
used by

Dr. C. Fritsch in Jahrb. d. k. k. Central-Anstalt

fur Meteorologies 1853, Vienna 1858.]
Of or pertaining to phenology or to the objects of

its study. So Phenology (f/hfl&dgi), the study
of the times of recurring natural phenomena (see

quot. 1884), esp. in relation to climatic conditions ;

Puerto"legist, one who studies phenology.
1875 (title) Instructions for the Observation of Pheno-

logical Phenomena, published by the Council of the Me-
teorological Society. 1883 Nattire 4 Jan. 234/2 The most

important feature of the phenological year was the mild
winter. 1884 Ibid. 9 Oct. 558/2 Phenology, the observation
of the first flowering and fruiting of plants, the foliation and
defoliation of trees, the arrival, nesting, and departure of

birds, and such like, has attracted the attention of naturalists

from time to time for nearly 150 years. 1894 Naturalist

24 1 Phenological notes and statistical tables of rainfall

and temperature. 1897 WILLIS Flower. PL I. 155 The
study of the periodic phenomena of vegetation, .is termed

phaenology.

f Phe-nomen, -mene. Obs. rare. Anglicized
form of PHENOMENON [= F. phtnomene\,
1644 DIGBY Nat. Bodies xxxi. 2. 271, I apply them to

the seuerall Phoenomens which M r
. Hall shewed me. 1652

H. L'EsTKANGE A nter. no yeuies 44 These fancies and
phenomenes in their braine.

Phenomenal (flb^-menfil), a. (sb.) Also

pheen-. [f.
PHENOMEN-ON + -AL: so mod.F,/^-

nomtnal (1875 in Littre).]
1. Of the nature of a phenomenon ; consisting of

phenomena ; cognizable by the senses, or in the

way of immediate experience; apparent, sensible,

perceptible. (Opposed to real, absolute, etc., and
in Philosophy to noumenal,} Also absol, t the phe-
nowenal, that which is cognizable by the senses.

1825 COLERIDGE Aids R<fl. (1848) I. 205 The Mosaic
narrative thus interpreted gives a just and faithful exposi-
tion of the birth and parentage and successive movements
of phenomenal sin (Peccatmn phenomenon ; critncn pri~
marium et commune). 1836 EMERSON Nature, Idealism
Wks. (BohnJ II. 165 Seen in the light of thought, the world

always is phenomenal, 1843 MILL Logic i. iu. 7 All that
we know is therefore phenomenal phenomenal of the

unknown. 1847 LEWES Hist. Phitos. (1867) II. 534 If a

path of transit from the phenomenal to the noumenal world
could be found , . should we not then be quickly in possession
of the truth ?

^
1865 J. GROTE E.vfilor. Pkilos. \. i, The ideal

is the subjective, the phenomenal the objective. 1874 SIDG-
WICK Metk. Ethics n. iii. 120 The Phenomenal is the Real:
there is no other real that we can distinguish from it.

1881 (see PHENOMKNALJZATIOX], 1884 J. TAIT Mind in
Matter (1892) 3 When the ppsitivist demands acceptance
of the phenomenal as the ultimate, the position is felt to

be inadmissible.

b. Of, relating to, or concerned with pheno-
mena, esp. with the phenomena of any science.

1840 WHEWELL Philos. Induct. Sc. x. ii. 4. II. 103
Descriptive or Phenomenal geology. Ibid. 7. 109 We
must have a Phenomenal science preparatory to each ^Etio-

logical one. 1888 A. J. BALFOUR in Pall Mall G. 2 Oct. 1/2
The belief in a future state is one of the most striking
differences between phenomenal and supernatural religion.

o. as st>. pi. Things of the nature of phenomena.
1878 G. D. BOARDMAN Creatiz'e Week 289 (Cent.) In the

matter of elementals, the new earth will be identical with
the old; in the matter of phenomenals, the new earth will

be different from the old.

2. Of the nature of a remarkable phenomenon
(PHENOMENON 3) ; very notable or remarkable,
extraordinary, exceptional ;

'

prodigious '.

a 1850 ROSSETTI Dante $ Circ. i. (1874) 23 To afford a

glimpse of the phenomenal fact that the bosom of the Church
was indeed for a time the refuge of this shorn lamb [Cecco].
1862 B. TAYLOR Home $ Abr. Ser. n.ii. ix. 190 Others have
been found, showing that the tree is not phenomenal in its

appearance. 1882 Athenaeum 7 Jan. 19/2 The success of
Miss Kate

Greenaway^'s 'Birthday Book' was phenomenal.
Pheno'menali:sm. [f. prec. + -ISM.]
a. That manner of thinking which considers

things from the point of view of phenomena only.
b. The metaphysical doctrine that phenomena
are the only objects of knowledge, or the only
realities ; externalism.

1865 J. GROTE Explor. Philos. i.
i, I shall call then by the

name of *

phenomenalism
'

that notion of the various objects
of knowledge which go to make up the universe which
belongs to the point of view of physical science. 1865
Reader 8 July 29 It seems. .to have no clear superiority
over the law of gravity, or any other generalization of phe-
nomenalism. 1877 E. CAIRO Philos. Kant n. ix. 402 Kant's
Phenomenalism. .. The doctrine that the objects of our

knowledge are merely phenomenal.
So Fheno'menalist, one who holds or advocates

phenomenalism ;
hence Phenomenalrstic a.

772

1856 DOVE Logic Chr. Faith i. ii. n. i. 83 We must con-
[

elude that both the materialist and phenomenalist are '

wrong. 1880 T. C. MURRAY Orig. <$ Growth Ps. ix. 285 He
[G. H. Lewis] differs from the modern phenomenalist alone

in his result. 1863 J. GROTE Explor. Philos. \. 92 A view
more or less phenomenalistic is natural from the first to our
manner of existence here.

Fheiiomeiia'lity. rare. [f.
as prec. + -ITY.]

The quality of being phenomenal ; something that

is phenomenal, a phenomenon.
1881 J. B. STALLO Concepts $ The. Mod. Physics 201

Phenomenalities are the deliverances of sense. 1884 tr.

Lotze's Metaph. 380 With respect to the Phenomenality of

Space, I have argued.. that the appearance both of Space
itself and of the changes which take place in it, is to be
referred to real events which do not take place in Space.
Fheiio meiialize, v. [f.

as prec. + -IZE.]
trans. To render phenomenal ; to conceive or

represent as phenomenal. Hence Plieiio menal-
iza tion, the action of phenomenali/ing.
1870 J. C. SIMON in Contemp. Rt~z>. XIII. 405 This doc-

1 trine [of Hegel] that the Whole of Being is phenomenal
consisting of the process which we commonly call Thought
or Thinking, and which .. we may call Phenomenalization.
1881 PHASER Berkeley 73 Phenomenalisation not being

possible in the absence of sense-conscious spirits, the world,
it is argued, could not have existed before man . .

, if its

reality is only phenomenal. Ibid. 112 Berkeley pheno-
menalises finite things, but not finite persons.

Phenomenally (f/hp'menali), adv.
[f. as

prec. + -LT 2
.]

In a phenomenal manner or degree.

j

a. In relation to phenomena, b. Extraordinarily,

notably, surprisingly.
1826-7 DE QUINCEY Lessing Wks. 1859 XIII. 291 Fixed

bodies..or individual things he [Homer] paints only phe-

, nomenally, or through their participation in these fluent

actions. 1886 MancJt. Exam. 15 Mar. 5/4 Describing the
weather as phenomenally severe for the season.

Phenomena: see PHENOMEN.

tPhenome-nic, a. Obs. rare. Also pheen-.

[f.
PHENOMEN-ON + -ic.] Of the nature of a pheno-

l^menon: = PHENOMENAL i. So f Phenome'nical
i a. Obs., relating to phenomena: =: PHENOMENAL ib.

1851 Frast-rs Mag. XLIII. 497 The '

palpable
'

is not the
>

'
real ', but the ' actual ',

the '

phxnomenic ', if you must
needs have a big, vague Latin or Greek word for it. 1858
W. R. PIRIE Inquiry Hum. Mind ix. 503 The mind in sleep

being directed rather to its phenomenical states, .than to its

own subjective existence.

Phenomenism (Ohfmeniz'm). Philos. Also

pheen-. [f.
PHENOMEN-ON + -ISM.]

= PHENOME-
NALISM b. So Fheno'menist, a holder or advo-

: cate of phenomenism ; hence Fhenomeni'stic a.

1830 J. DOUGLAS Errors Rclig, 231 His philosophy was

j

still phenomenism. 1852 BP. FORBES Nicene Cr. 107 Some
I

have maintained a pure idealism, others a pure materialism,
and a third party pure phaenomenism. 1865 J. GKOTE
Explor. Philos. i. 182 The notion of an unknowable noume-
nism with which phaenomenism. .is contrasted. 1871 W. G.
WARD Ess. Philos. Theism (1884) I. i English philosophers
. . may be divided into two sharply contrasted classes, whom
we may call objectivists and phenomenists respectively.

1893 W.WARD IV. G. Ward^Cath. Revival $& We would
thus.. address some phenomenistic opponent.

Fheno'inenize, v. [f. as prec. + -IZE.] trans.

To make phenomenal or apparent to the senses or

mind ; to treat as a phenomenon.
1860 J. YOUNG Prov. Reason 33 The ego of consciousness

is only the manifested, the phenomenized ego. Ibid. 245
Phenomena are phenomena of something actual behind

them, which they phenomenize, and thereby reveal.

Phenomenology (flbgn&yl&dji). [f. PHE-
NOMENON + -LOGY.] a. The science of pheno-
mena as distinct from that of being (ontology), b.

That division of any science which describes and
classifies its phenomena.
1797 J. ROBISON in Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) s.v. Philosophy
47 fhis part of philosophy may be called Phenomenology.

1836^-7 SIR W. HAMILTON MetapJt. vii. (1877) 121 If we
consider the mind merely with the view of observing and

generalising the various phaenomena it reveals.. we have
one..department of mental science; and this we call the

phenomenology of the mind . . ; we might call it phenomenal
psychology. 1840 WHEWELL Philos. Induct. Sci. x. ii. (1847)
II. 464 Each Palajtiological Science, when complete, must

possess three members : the Phenomenology, the ./Etiology,
and the Theory. 1875 MANSEL Gnostic Heresies \. 3 Be-
tween the real and the apparent, between ontology and

phenomenology.
Hence Fheno'menolo'gical a., of or pertaining

to phenomenology.
1858 in MAYNE Expos. Lex. 1866 J. MARTINEAU Ess. 1.26

Phenomenological, as opposed to ontological. 1891 tr. De
La Saussaye

f

s Man. Sc. Relig. i. 8 We proceed to treat the

phenomenological facts.

Phenomenon (fth^nnen^n). PI. -a. Forms:

Sing. 7 phain-, 7-9 phsen-, 7- phenomenon ;

(/3. erron. 8-9 -omena). PI. a. 7- -omena; . 7-9
-omenons

; 7. erron. 7-8 -omenas (-a's). [a. L.

(post-cl.) phenomenon, pi. -a, a. Gr. tpatvofjLtvov,

pi. -/tcwx (absol. use of pr. pple. passive of <f>aivfiv

to show, pass, to be seen, to appear) appearing,

apparent (to the senses or mind), hence rd tpcuvo-

Htva things that appear, appearances, phenomena.
Cf. F. phtnomene (1570 in Hatz.-Darm.), It., Sp.

fenomeno, Pg. phenomeno ; Ger. phdnomcn^\
1. In scientific and general use : A thing that

appears, or is perceived or observed; an individual

PHENOMETHOL.

fact, occurrence, or change as perceived by any
of the senses, or by the mind : applied chiefly to

a fact or occurrence, the cause or explanation of

which is in question.
a 1639 WOTTON Life Dk. Buckhm. in Reliq. (1651) 102

Somwhat I must note in this strange Phainomenon. 1692
BENTLEY Boyle Lcct. 203 The most considerable phaeno-
menon belonging to terrestrial bodies is the general action

of gravitation. 1727 DE FOE Syst. Magic i. ii. (1840) 45

Observing an unusual and surprising phenomenon, viz. a
star at Noonday, moving in a particular orbit. 1785 REID
Intell. Powers 618 That every phaenomenon must have
a cause, was always taken for granted. 1816 PLAYFAIR Nat.
Phil. 1 1. 63 Any phenomenon, the beginning or end of which
is seen at the same instant by observers under different

meridians, affords the means of determining the difference

of longitude. 1878 HUXLEY Physiogr. 75 Every one is

familiar with the common phenomenon of a piece of metal

being eaten away by rust.

ft. (crron.) 1576 TOLDEHVY Hist. 2 Orphans IV. 79 The
landlady being so strange a phaenomena as to be Conscien-

tious. 1856 OLMSTED Slave Stafes 285 A phenomena of

pregnant importance.
b. Plural.

a. 1605 BACON Adv. Learn, n. be. i It is not repugnant
to any of \hv phainomena. 1653 H. MORE Antid. Ath. n.

v, Those more large Phaenomena of Day and Night, Winter
and Summer. 1877 E. R. CONDER Bos. Faith in. 104 The
shifting phenomena of sensation.

p. 1707 Curios, in Husb. $ Gard. 55 The efficient Cause
of the several PhEenomenons. 1708 Brit. Apollo^ No. 102.

2/1 The two PhEenomenons, which you question. 1735
JOHNSON tr. Lobo^s Voy, Abyssinia x. 105 How many empty
Hypotheses and idle Reasonings, the Phxnomenons of this

River [Nile] have put Mankind to the expence of. i86[see 3],

y. (erron.) 1635 (title} Atlas Cctlestis, Containing the

Systems and Theoryes of the Planets,, .and other Pheno-
menas of the Heavens. 1685 BOYLE Enq. Notion Nat. 17 In

the Ascension of Water in Pumps, and in other Phenomena's
of that kind. 1751 Guide to Stage 29 Phenomena's which
have appear'd nowhere but upon our theatres. 1767 MRS S.

PENNINGTON Lett. III. 13 All the r-henomlnae of Nature.

f c. Phr. To save (or salve} the phenomena (tr.

Gr. owfciv TO fyawoiMva) : to reconcile the observed

and admitted facts with some theory or doctrine

with which they appear to disagree. To solve a

phenomenon : to explain or account for an observed

fact (so solution of a phenomenon). Obs.

1625 BACON Ess.
, Superstition (Arb.) 345 Like Astronomers,

which did faigne Eccentricks and Epicycles, and such

Engines of Orbs, to save the Phenomena ; though they

knew, there were no such Things. 1643 MILTON Divorce i.

i, To save the phenomenon of our Saviours answer to the

Pharises. 1646 SIR T. BROWNE Psend. Ep. ii. ii, Conceits
of eminent use to salve niagneticall Phenomena's. 1662

STILLINGFL. Qrig. Sacr. in. i. 9 To solve the Phenomena
of nature. 1681 NEVILE Plato Rediv. 214 The Phenomena
of Government cannot be salved. 1704 SWIFT T. Tnb ix.

(1709) 105 An original solution of this phaenomenon. 1748
HUME Ess. fy Treat. (1777) II. 134 The solution of their

phaenomenon is obvious.

2. In philosophical use: That of which the senses

or the mind directly takes note; an immediate

object of perception (as distinguished from sub-

stance, or a thing in itself). Opposed to Nou-

MENON.)
1788 REID Active Powers i. vi. 43-7. 1836 EMERSON Nature^

Idealism Wks. (Bohn) II. 160 It is the uniform effect of

culture in the human mind.. to lead us to regard nature as

phenomenon, not as substance. 1877 E. R. CONDER Bas.
Faith iv. 184 Self, therefore, is not a phenomenon, nor yet
a bundle of phenomena. 1893 HUXLEY in \qth Cent. Mar.

536 The doctrine that the subject-matter of knowledge is

limited to phenomena, .is common to all I have mentioned

[Hume, Berkeley, Locke]. 1895 A. J. BAI.FOI'R Found.

Belief (t&. 2) 7 Its leading doctrines are that we may know
'phenomena' and the laws by which they are connected,
but nothing more [etc.].

3. Something very notable or extraordinary ;

a highly exceptional or unaccountable fact or

occurrence
; colloq. a thing, person, or animal re-

markable for some unusual quality; a prodigy.
1771 Jnnius Lett. Ivii. (1772) II. 257 From whatever origin

your influence in this country arises, it is a phenomenon in

the history of human virtue. 1796 MORSE Atner. Geog. I.

605 Here, such occurrences are considered as phenomena.
1803 WELLINGTON in Gurw. Desp. (1837) II.

4.11
I" short,

Ninetta Crummies '. 1865 Cornk. Mag. May 631 People do
not usually feel the same affection for phenomenons, how-

the sense of 'prodigy'. Even educated people may be

found speaking of a remarkable occurrence as
'

Quite a

phenomenon '.

f4. That which appears or seems to a person to

be the correct view ; one's (own) notion, opinion,
or theory. Obs, rare.

1677 GALE Crt. Gentiles II. in. 21 Self love produceth in us

al a fond conceit of and regard unto our own phaenomena
and principles. Ibid. 22 Dogmatising opiniatretie, which

makes men to abandon Truth for the preservation of their

own Phenomena.

i Fheno-nienous, </. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. prec.

+ -ous.] = PHENOMENAL 2.

1754 FIELDING J. WrV#ii.xii, To account for many occur-

rences of the phaenomenous kind.

f Phenome-thol. Chem. [f. PHENO- + METH(YL
+ -OL i.] An obs. name of AXISOL.



PHENOSE. 773 PHILADELPHIA!*.

1857 MILLER Elan. Chem. III. 492 If anisic acid be dis-

tilled with an excess of caustic baryta, it yields a compound
termed anisole, or phcnoinetholc.

Fhenose (fi-noas). Chem. [f. PHEN- + -OSE 2
.]

A sweetish amorphous deliquescent compound
formed by the action of hypochlorous acid on

benzene, and having the general formula C 6 iI 12O6

of the carbohydrates.
1878 KINGZETT Anini. Cheat. 402 Phenose, as this body is

termed, is not fermentible, but if its production, .be here-

afterwards confirmed, it is of the greater importance, since

it directly connects the so-called carbohydrates with the

benzene series and with the fatty acid series. 1892 MORLKY
& MUIR Watts' Diet. Client.

III._83
8 Phenose CcHi-Oc.

Formed by the action of aqueous C1OH on benzene in the

dark, . . also by the electrolysis of toluene mixed with alcohol

and dilute HaSO4.
Phenozygous, variant of PH^NOZYGOUS.

Fh.en.yl (frnil, fe-nil). Chem. [f.
PHEN- -f -YL,

lit.
' radical of benzene (phene) '.]

1. The monovalent organic radical C 6H 5 (also

symbolized Ph), which exists in the free state as

DIPHENYL, H5C6-C 6H5 ,
and enters as a radical

into benzene (phenyl hydride), phenol (phenyl
hydroxyl), aniline (phenylamine'], and a very ex-

tensive series of organic compounds.
1850 DAUBENY Atom. The. viii. (ed. 2) 238 A compound

radical called phenyle, a name given by Laurent to the sup-
posed base of the volatile liquid, obtained by compressing
oil

^as, which was first examined by Faraday, and de-
nominated by him benzole. 1857 MILLER Elem. Chem. III.

563 Compounds . . have been formed, which appear to con-
tain oxide of phenyl in combination with acids. 1862 N.
Syd. Soc. Year-bk. filed. 441 On some applications of Car-
bolic Acid or Oxide of Phenyle. 1880 CLE.MINSHAW Wurtz
Atom. The. 220 Phenyl .. wants but one atom of hydrogen
to become benzene.

2. attrib. and Comb., as phenyl acetate, car-

bonate, cyanide, ether, ketones, oxide, phosphate,

sulphide ; phenyl compounds, derivatives, etc. ;

phenyl-blue, dimethyl-amido-phenylimide of qui-

none; phenyl-brown, a colouring matter, possess-

ing explosive properties.
1866 ODLING Anim. Chem. 123 This relationship of salicic

and phenyl compounds. 1872 WATTS Diet. Chem. VI. 918
Phenyl carbonate. .. Phenyl phosphates [etc.]. 1875 Ibid.
VII. 945 The explosive character of the phenyl-brown is. .

due to the dinitrophenol. 1899 CAGNEY tr. Jaksclis Clin.

Diagn. vii. (ed. 4) 400 The exhibition of salol (phenyl-sether
, of salicylic acid).

b. Freely combined (hyphened or written con-

nectedly) with other chemical terms, denominating
compounds into which phenyl enters as a radical,
often replacing hydrogen or other monovalent
element or group ;

such are, e. g.
Phenyl-ace'tamide = ACETANILIDE. Phenyl-ace'tic

a.: see quot. 1877. Phenyl-ace tylene : see quot. 1872.

Phenyl-glycol,adiatomicalcohol,Cr,H..,-CHOH.CH2OH.
Phenyl-hydrazine: see quot. 1902. Phenyl-sulphu'ric
a., sulpha-carbolic : see quot. 1880.

1866 WATTS Diet. Chem. IV. 418 Phenyl-acelamide or
Acetanilide.. Produced by the action of aniline upon acetic

anhydride or chloride ofacetyl. 1885-8 FAGGE & PYE-SMITH
Princ. Afed. (ed. 2) I. 205 Antifebrin (. .phenyl-acetamide)
is said to be more useful, more agreeable, and more safe
than any. 1877 WATTS Fownes* Chem. (ed. 12) II. 528
Alpha-toluic or "phenyl-acetic acid, CeHyCHrCOaH. 1883
KLEIN Micro-Organisms 73 Antiseptics, such as carbolic
acid.. strong solutions of

phenyl-propionic acid and phenyl-
acetic acid. 1872 WATTS Diet. Chem, VI. 920 *Phenyl-
acetylene. Syn. with Acetenyl-benzene. 1885 REMSEN
Org. Cht'itt. (1888) p. ix, Phenyl-acetylene and Derivatives.

1897 Allliutfs Syst. Med. III. 213 The property of *phenyl-
hydrazin to form with grape-sugar a characteristic crystalline

compound called phenyl-glucosagon. 1902 En(ycl. Brit.
XXVI. 721/2 E. Fischer [in] 1884, made theall-importantdis-
coveryofphenylhydrazine,C6H.vNH.NH20rPh.NH.NH 2 .

1880 GARROD & BAXTER Mat. Mc-d. 177 Sulphocarbolic or

"phenylsulphuric acid is formed by the direct union of pure
carbolic acid with sulphuric acid.

HencePlienyla-mica. = ANILIC. Phe'iiylami de
= ANILIDE. Phe-nylamine, the systematic name
of ANILINE (monoplienylamine), NH 2.C,H5 , and
of a large series of compounds of the same type,
'

organic bases derived from ammonia by the

substitution of one or more atoms of phenyl for

an equivalent quantity of hydrogen' (Watts) ;

e. g. diphenylamine, NH(C 6H5)2, triphenylamine,
N(C 6

H r,

N

3 ; saazophenyfamine, NH 2.C6H 3N,inw/o-
phenylamine, NHa-C 6H,Br, chloro-, iodo-, nitro-

phenylamine, etc. Phe'nylate, a salt of phenylic
acid. Phe-nylene, the hydrocarbon C6H 4 ; hence

phenylene-diaminefl.Ji.ifjm^i; etc. fPhony Ua,
obs. synonym ofphenylamine (aniline). Phenylic
(f/nHik) a., of or derived from phenyl ; phenylic
acid, alcohol, other names for Phenol or Carbolic
acid

;
also formerly called Phe'nylons acid.

Phe nylimi de (!MIDE): see quot. 1 866. Phenyl-
u-rea = CARBANILAMIDE.
1866 WATTS Diet. Chem. IV. 419 *Pktiiylamic acids.

Anilic acids. 1857 MILLER Elem. Chem. III. 255 Aniline,
Kyanol, 'Phenylamide, Phenylia, Crystalline, or Benzidam
(C^HyN). ..This remarkable base may be prepared from
several sources, and by a variety of reactions. 1866 ROSCOE
Elem. Chem. x.xx.\x, 338 Aniline has been called "Phcnyla-
mine . . but it cannot be prepared like an amine. 1880
FRISWELL in Jrnl. Soc. Arts 16 Apr. 442/1 The earliest
violets obtained by artificial means were those produced by

the action of pure aniline, or phenylamine, on roseine. 1880
Aihenzeuin 27 Nov. 713/1 The authors. .have thus prepared
aluminic methylate,..*phenylate, &c. 1866 WATTS Diet.
Chem. IV. 480 'Phenylene. CeH). A liquid having this

composition and boiling at pi^was found by Church among
the products of the distillation of phenylic chloride with

sodium-amalgam. 1876 Athemeiuii 16 Dec. 806/1
' Phe-

nylene-diamine
'

obtained from dinitro-benzene by the action
of reducing agents. 1857 'Phenylia \-SKKflienylamidt\. l8S8
THUDICNUM Urine 339 "Phenylic acid was discovered, by
Runge, in tar obtained by the distillation of coal. 1897
Allbutt's Syst. filed. II. 944 Carbolic acid is obtained from

phenic acid or phenylic alcohol, a product of coal-tar distil-

lation. 1866 WATTS Diet. Chem. IV. 419 "Phenylimides or

Anils, tertiary monamides . . which . . may be regarded as
aniline in which 2 atoms of H[ydrogen] are replaced by
a diatomic radicle: e.g. CeHj-CCiHiOzX'^, phenyl-succim-
mide. 1852 "Phenylous acid [see PHENIC]. 1857 MILLER
Elem. Chcm, III. 616 *Phenyl-urea (carbanilamide).

Pheou (fz'pn). Also j feon. [Origin unknown.
Identity has been suggested with QF.foinc,foene, mod.F.

JbvilU, a pitchfork, or trident for catching fish, etc., the

regular Eng. repr. of which is FOIN; but the//*twi is never
a fork, and (hzfouinc is not essentially barbed.]

1. Her. ' A charge representing a broad barbed

arrow, or head of a javelin
'

(Fairholt). Either

identical with the figure called the broad arrow, or

differing only in being engrailed on the inner edge.
1486 Bk. St. Albans, Her. B v, Feons be calde in armys

brode arow hedys. 1562 LEIGH Armorie 175 A Pheon
Azure, whiche signifieth the hedd of a Darte. 1610 GUILLIM

Heraldry iv. xiv. (1611) 228 The pheon is the head of an
instrument of the missile sort which we call a dart. 1864
BOUTELL Her. Hist. <v Pop. ix. 49 Unless the contrary be

specified, the point of the Pheon is blazoned to the base.

2. As the name of an actual weapon : see quots.
rti6i8 SYLVESTER Job Triumph, iv. 599 Canst thou his

Skin with barbed pheons pierce? [1860 FAIRHOLT Costume
in Eng. (ed. 2) Gloss., Pheon, a barbed javelin, carried by
sergeants-at-armsin the king's presence as early as Richard I's

time.]

Phere, var. FEBE^.I companion, sb'- company.
Fherecratean (feTflcriitran), a. (rf.) Gr. and

Lot. Pros. [f. L. Pherecratlus, a. Gr. iptpfupartwi

(f. *e/)paTr;snameof a Greek poet) + -AN.] Name
of a logacedic metre or verse consisting of three

feet, normally a spondee, dactyl, and spondee (or
trochee), but admitting of some variations. Also
called Pherecratiau (-kiv''J"ian), Pherecratic

(-krartik).
1788 LEMPRIERE Classical Diet. (1826) 511/1 He [Phere-

crates] invented a port of verse, which from him has been
called Pherecraiian. 1797 J'-ncycl. Brit. (ed. 3) XIV. 456/2
Pherecrates . . was author of a kind of verse called, from his
own name, Pherecratick. . . This verse of Horace ( . . Quamvis
pontica pinu*} is a Pherecratick verse. 1861 HADLEY Greek
Gram. 921 Pherecraiean verses are sometimes combined
in systems : but much more frequent are Glyconic systems
closing with a Pherecratean.

t Phe-retrer, obs. form of FEKETKAR.
1555 W. WATREMAN Fardle Facions I. v. 77 Certaine Phe-

retrers, whose facultie it is to sette for the burialles.

t Phese, obs. form of FEEZE v.
1606 SIIAKS. Tr. fy Cr. n. iii. 215 And a be proud with me,

ile phese his pride.

Phesike, obs. form of PHYSIC.

Phesycion, Phetonesse, Pheuterer, obs. ff.

PHYSICIAN, PYTHONESS, FEWTEHEB.
Phew (fi, fi), int. (v.,sb.) Also 7 (pheut", ;

pfew, 8 phu, 9 phugh : see also PHO, PHOO.

[Representing the action of puffing or blowing
away with the lips.] A vocal gesture expressing
impatience, disgust, discomfort, or weariness.

1604 MARSTON & WEBSTER Malcontent i. iv, Pheut, I'll

not shrink. 1633 FORD Love's Saer. iv. i, Phew, sir, do not
stand upon that. 1727 VANBR. & ClB. journ. Lond. I.

i,
i

Phu \ a fig for his money. 1856 UOKER Poems (1857) II.

133 As for your share, phew I 1866 GEO. ELIOT F. Holt i,

Phew-ew \ Jermyn manages the estate badly, then. 1892
H. HUTCHINSON Fairvj. 1st. 16

'

Phugh 1 and isn't it hot ?
'

b. {nonce-uses) as vl>. intr. to utter the exclama- i

tion
'

phew !

'

;
as sli. an utterance of this.

1858 FARRAR Eric n. ii, Eric only 'phewed
'

again two or
three times, and thought of Montagu. 1904 ADA CAM-
BRIDGE Sisters 70 Soon Rose heard sighs and phews, and
sudden rustlings and slappings.
Phi- : see PHY-.

Phial (fsi'al), sb. Forms: a. 4 flol, 4-5 fyole,

5 fyoll(e, flalle, 6 fyol, 7 flole. 0. 4 phyall(e,
6 phiall, 7 phiole, phyal, 7- phial. See also

VIAL. [ME. a. F.jfy/e (i2thc. in Hatz.-Darm.),
also phiole (isth c. in Littre), in Cotgr. fwle,

phiole fi.jioZa, \\..fala, ad. late L. phiola, L.

phiala, ad. Or. (f>ia\r] a broad flat vessel.]
A vessel for holding liquids, esp. drinks ; for-

merly variously applied ; now usually a small glass

bottle, esp. for liquid medicine. ^Leyden phial^
Leyden jar : see LEYDEN. Bologna phial : see

BOLOGNA.
13.. E. E. Allit. P. B. 1476 Fyoles fretted with flores &

fleez of golde. 1382 WYCLIF Num. vii. 84 Silueren fiols [r388
viols] twelue, golden morters twelue. uSiCath.Angl. 129/2A Fialle, ampulla, fiola. 1490 CAXTON Eneydos xiii. 47 The
fvole fulle of the holi libacion. 1609 BIBLE (Douay) Amos
vi. 6 You . . that drinke wine in phials [1611 bowls]. 1656
BLOUNT Glossogr., Phial, a plain pot with a wide mouth,
whereout a man might drink enough. 1669 BOYLE Contn.
New Exp. n. (1682) 12 A Glass Phial filled with Mercury. [

1747 FRANKLIN Let, Wks. 1840 V. 194 Set the electrified
,

phial on one, and then touch the wire. 1806 Atcd. Jrnl.
XV. 433 Very little of it will be lost, provided the phial be

properly shaken. 1820 SCORESHY Act: Arctic Keg. I. 235
The phial was suddenly corked and inverted. 1846 JOYCE
Set. Dial. vn. vi. (1841-)) 461 We will describe wliat is usually
called the Leyden phial. 1873 HALE In His Name iii. 16
What is the elixir in your phial ?

b. fig. (See Rev. v. 8, xvi. i.) Cf. VIAL.
1649 JER. TAYLOR 6V. E.rcmf. 11. Disc. xi. 12 That my

Prayers being, .presented in trie Phial of the Saints may
ascend . . Where thy glory dwells. 1742 YOUNG AV. Th. l.

53 The Phial of thy Vengeance, pour'd ( )n this devoted Head.
a. 1881 ROSSETTI House of Life xc, Wait the turning of the

phials of wrath For curtain years.
c. attrib. and Comb., as phial-book, -glass ; phial-

like adj.
1826 KIRBY & Sr. r.ntomol. III. xxix. 81 Eggs., of a long

phial-like form. 1851 lilacItw. Alag. June 688 The homoeo-
pathist pulling out. .his phial-book.
Hence Phi'al v. trans., In store or keep in a phial,

to bottle up ; Fhralfiil, as much as fills a phial.
a 1763 SHENSTONE S.OT'c ff Hon. 164 Full on my fenceless

head its phial'd wrath May Fate exhaust. 1769 LANE in

Phil. Trans. LIX. 219 The liqi.or being shaken, and
another phial-full taken up soon after.

Pllialine (faralin, -ain), a. rare. [f. PHIAL sb.

+ -INK-.] Resembling a phial or thnt of a phial.
1881 H. 1!. BRADY in Jrnl. ftlicrosc. Sc. Jan. 62 A thin

peripheral border, surmounted by a stout sessile phialine lip.

Fhidiac (fsi-diack), a. Also Pheidiae. [ad.
L. Plndiac-tts, Cir. QfidiaKus, f. $(5/ay. Phidias.]

Of, pertaining to, or like the work of Phidias, the

most famous sculptor of ancient Greece. So
Fhidi'acan a.

;
also Phi'dian (Pherdian) a.

1809 BYRON Bards <y Rcr. liii, Let Aberdeen and Elgin . .

Waste useless thousands on their 1'hidian fieaks. 1823
Juan xin. ex, Phidian forms cut out of marble. 1870

EMERSON Soc. $ Solit. xi. 271 Features that explain the

Phidian sculpture. 1883 Century Alag. XXVII. 175

Throughout all the works of Pheidiae art which ha\ e come
down to us. 1885 F. B. VAN VORST II ithout a Comfass 8

He had endeavoured to breathe into that most refractory of

all materials. . Piiidiacan forms.

Phife, obs form of P'IFE.

Phil-, form of PHILO- used before a vowel or h.

-phil (fil), -phile (M), combining element

repr. Gr. </><'AOS loving, dear. In Greek, found

only in certain personal names, where it means

'dear, beloved', as Ai'cfiAos (dep.r to Zeus), &(6-

cpiAos (dear to God). In med. and mod.L. ofttn

used as a second element in form -philus, -phila,
with sense 'lover, loving' (e.g. l>olanop/iiliis (Lirm.}
lover of plants, amateur botanist, Atnmophila,

generic name). Hence in French words -phile, in

Eng. -phile or later -phil, as Anglophil(e, Russo-

phil(e, Slavophil(e, Turcophil(e, for which forms

with the prefix PHILO- are more correct ctymolo-

gically ;
so conchophil(e (shell-loving) , gaslrophil^e,

oxyphil(e, etc. Hence also -PHII.OUS, q.v.

Philabeg, erroneous form of FILIBEG, a kilt.

Philadelphia!! (filade'lfian), a. and sb. [In
sense I

, f. Gr. $iAa8eA0('a brotherly love
(f. 0iAa-

6eA<o5 loving one's brother or sister, f. PHILO- +

dSfAcfdi brother, dSiAcpij sister) + -AN
;

in sense 2

in part, and in 3, 4, f. Gr. *iAa5(A</xia, Phila-

delphia (i. e. the city of Ptolemy Philadelphia).]
A. adj. 1. Brother-loving; loving the brethren.

1615 BYFIELD Exp. Coloss. i. 10 We must get that philan-

thropian love of men into our hearts, but especially phila-

delphian, the love of the brethren. 1868 Sat. Rrt \ 13 June
778/2 His unfortunate brother must. .suffer for the blasphe-
mous philadelphian piety of his profane advocate.

2. Of or pertaining to the Philadelphians : see

B. 2, and cf. Rev. iii. 7-13.
1693 BEVERLEY True St. Gosp. Truth Pref. A ij, That

Philadelphian State, to which Christ hath opened a Door,
which none can shut. 1697 (title) State of Philadclphiun
Society, [bid. 5 Where are these Pillars of the Philadelphian
Temple? 1764 MACLAINE tr. Mosheim's Eccl. Hist. (1844)
II. 282/2 A notion that her [Jane Leadley's] Philadelphian
society was the true kingdom of Christ. 1874 J. H. BLUNT
Diet. Sects, etc. (1886) s.v., The Philadelphian Society con-

tributed largely to the spread of that mystical piety which
is so conspicuous in the works of. .William Law, and which
affected in no small degree the early stages of Methodism.

3. Of or pertaining to the ancient city of Phila-

delphia, to Philadelphia in Pennsylvania, or to

any other place of the name.
4. Of or pertaining to Ptolemy Philadelphns.
B. sb. 1. (See quot.)

1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Philadelphia, a womans name,
and signifies brotherly or sisterly love. And lovers of

Brothers or Sisters, are stiled Philadelphians.
2. (//.) A religious society or party organized in

England towards the end of the 1 7th c. under the

name of the Philadelphian Society.
The name appears to have combined a reference to the

sense of the Gr. cjuAaSeActim brotherly love, with one to the

church of Philadelphia, Gr. iAaSt'Ai(>eia, in Rev. iii. 7-13.

1693 BEVERLEY True St. Gosp. Truth Pref. Aij, That . .

none should take their Crown, who are true Philadelphians.

1697 Princ. Philadclphians i There has lately appeared in

England, .a Sect or certain number of People, who attribute

to themselves an extraordinary Sanctity. .. They seem to

derive themselves from a Sect long since started up . . the

Family of Love, now stiling themselves Philadelphians, or

the little Virgin Church of Philadelphia, a 1700 B. L. Diet.



PHILADELPHIANISM.
Cant. Crew, Philadelphians, a new Sect of Enthusiasts,

pretenders to Brotherly Love. 1710 STEELE & ADDISON
Tatler No. 257 F 10. 1860 J. GARDNER Faiths World II.

654/2 A smalt body of Philadelphians existed for a short

time also in Holland.

Hence Pliilade'lphianism (from sense 2).

1697 State Philadelph. Soc. 5 If You please to read the

Charter of Philadelphianism in the Epistle to that Church.

Philadelphlte (filade-lfsit). Min. [Named
1880, from Philadelphia in Pennsylvania, near

which it is found; see -ITE! 2 b.] A kind of

vermiculite akin to jefferisite.
1880 H. C. LEWIS in Proc. Acad. Nat. Sc. Philad. 313.

1896 CHESTER Diet. Min., Philadelphite, a brownish-red,
micaceous mineral, closely related to jefferisite.

f Philadelphy. Obs. rare. [ad. Gr. </A.a-

8A</)i'a : see above.] Brotherly love.

a 1677 BARROW Sertn. (1683) II. x. 152 That charity, which
in respect to others is called philanthropy, .in regard to

[Christians] is named philadelphy (or brotherly affection).

Philagrain, -green, -grin, obs. forms of

FILIGRANE. Philamort, -mot, obs. ff. FILEJIOT.

Philander (filorndai), sb. [ad. Gr. <pi\av$pos

adj., loving or fond of men, (of a woman) loving
her husband, f. </>iXo-, PHILO- + dvrjp, afSp-a man,

male, husband
;
hence used as a proper name in

story, drama, dialogue ;
in later use esp. for a lover

(perh. misunderstood as = a loving man).
Thus in Ariosto's Orlando Furioso, Filandro was the youth

beloved and ruined by the lustful Gabrina ; and in Beaumont
and Fletcher's Laius of Candy, one of the personages^ is
* Philander Prince of Cyprus, passionately in love with

Erota'; but the name seems to have been more particularly
matched with Phillis, as in quot. 1682. Cf. PHILLIS.]

fl. A lover
;
one given to making love. Obs.

[a 1682 (title ofBallad) The faithful Lovers Downfal : or,

The Death of Fair Phillis Who Killed her self for loss of

her Philander. Ibid., Philander.ah Philander ! still the bleed-

ing Phillis cries, She wept awhile, Andsheforc'taSmile, then

clos'd her eyes and dyes.] 1700 CONGREVE IVa-y of World
V. i, I'll couple you! yes, I'll baste you together, you and

your Philander. [1709 TATLER No. 13 f i Enter'd Philander,
who is the most skilful of all Men in an Address to Women.]
1794 C. PlGOT Female Jacket Club gg Those philanders of

former times once led Captivity Captive, too happy to be

bound in her fetters. 1813 MOORE Post-bag viii, Bring thy
best lace, thou gay Philander !

2. A name given to certain marsupial animals

(also FILANDEH).
[From the name of Philander de Bruyn, who saw in 171 r

in the garden of the Dutch governor of Batavia the species

named after him lin a), being the first member of the family
known to Europeans. (Morris Austral Eng.)]

a. A small wallaby (Macropus bninnii) first

described by Philander de Bruyn. b. A South

American opossum {Didelphys philander), c. An
Australian bandicoot (Pcraineles lagotis).

1737 [see FILANDER^]. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp., Didel.

phis, the name by which Linnaeus calls the animal called

philander by other writers. 1896 List Aninr. Zool. Soc.

(ed. Q) 215 Didelphys philander, . . Philander Opossum.

t Philander, obs. f. FILANDER i, intestinal worm
in hawks.
150 HARINGTON Metam. Ajax D iv, You feare shee hath

the philanders.

Phila nder, v. Also 9 Slander, [f.
PHI-

LANDER sb.
;

lit.
'

to act or do the Philander'.]
1. intr. To make love, especially in a trifling

manner
;
to flirt ;

to dangle after a woman.
1737 [implied in PHILANDERING]. 1788 Disinterested Love

I. 53, I must disguise my sentiments, or I shall get none
of the pretty fools to philander with, a 180$ A. CARLYLI-:

Autobiog. 92, I passed the day.. between disputing with

my landlord, and walking about and philandering with the

ladies. 1826 DISRAELI I'iv. Grey IL i, The military M.P.
fled to the drawing-room to philander with Mrs. Grey. 1873
MRS. RANDOLPH \V. Hyacinth I. iii. 58 You surely don't

expect me to go philandering about the woods playing

Corydon to my cousin Phyllis.
1881 Miss BRADDON Asph.

I. 191 [To] cure him of this inclination to philander.

f 2. trans. To pay court to, make love to. Obs.

1792 Elvina II. 61, 1 could have Philandered the daughter,
and complimented the father.

Hence Phila'ndering vbl. sb. and ///. a.

1737 MRS. A. GRANVILLE in Mrs. Delany's^ Life ff Corr.

I. 597, I was extremely diverted with the philandering you
gave me an account of. . Bath is not a place to keep lovers a
secret. 1860 THACKERAY Four Georges ii. (1876) 48 Henrietta

Howard accepted the noble old earl's philandering. 1884
Sat. Rev. 7 June 736/2 Sham piety and philandering re-

ligiousness.

Phila-nderer. [f. prec. + -ER!.] One who

philanders ;
a male flirt.

1841 HOR. SMITH Moneyed Man I. v. 136 The imputation
of being a dangler, a Philanderer. 1877 BLACK Green Past.

x. (1878) 80 Worse still, a philanderer a professor of the

fine art of flirtation.

t Phila'nthropal, a. Obs. rare. [f. Gr.

tpi\dv9ptoir-os (see next) + -AL.] Beneficent or

friendly to mankind.
1648 J. RAYMOND ft Merc. Ital. Introd. 21 A Rimarra is

a Philanthropall creature in forme like a Lyzzard. 1656
BLOUNT Glossogr,, Philanlhropal, ful of love to mankind.

Philanthrope (fi'lsenfr^op). [ad. Gr. ipi\dv-

0pcu7r-os (adj.) loving mankind (said of gods, men,

animals), humane, benign or useful to man, f.

</>i\o-, PHILO- + dvOpwnos man. Cf. f.philanthrope
(in Did. Acad. 1762 ; Oresune a 1400, has philan-

tropos pi.).]
= PHILANTHROPIST.
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1 a 1734 NORTH Lives (1826) II. 44 He had a goodness of '

1 nature.. in so great a degree that he may be deservedly
styled a philanthrope. 1810 BERESFORD Bibliosophia, &c. 22

Calling on the Philanthrope to counteract their balefulness.

1883 R. F. BURTON in Acattcmy 26 May 366/3 If only we
govern like men, not like philanthropes and humanitarians.

t Philanthro'pian, a. Obs.
[f. L. (post cl.)

philanthropia + -AN.] Of the nature of philan-

thropy; philanthropic.
1615 BYFIELD Exp. Coloss. i. 10 [see PHILADELPHIAN a. i].

Philanthropic (filsenj>r?-pik), a. (sb.) [ad.

|

F. philanthropiqtte (Mirabeaii, iSthc.), f. Gr.

<pi\dv6p<on-os (see PHILANTHROPE) + -10 (cf. Gr.

dvffpuniK-os, f. dv0piom>i).~\ Characterized by philan-

thropy ; actuated by love of one's fellow-men
;

benevolent
;
humane.

1789 (title) First Report of the Philanthropic Society
instituted in London, Sept. 1788, for the prevention of
Crimes. 1799 Med. Jrnl. \. 263 The philanthropic inten-

tions of a man so zealous in the cause of humanity. 1824
L. MURRAY Eng. Gram. (ed. 5) I. 507 The eloquent Burke.,
in his eulogium of the philanthropic Howard. 1874 GREEN
Short Hist. x. i. 716 The religious and philanthropic
movement, which bears the name of Wesley.
B. sb. {nonce-uses.} A philanthropic person or

practice :
= PHILANTHROPIST, PHILANTHROPY.

a 1845 HOOD Smithfield Market xv, Great philanthropies !

pray urge these topics ! 1899 Daily News 11 Apr. 2/3 The
Councils may be led astray in their philanthropies.

Philanthropical (filsen>r(rpikal), a. Now
rare or Obs. [f.

as prec. + -AL.] Relating to or

concerned with philanthropy; = PHILANTHROPIC a.

1818 in TODD. a 1845 HOOD Black Job iii, A knot of very
charitable men Set up a Philanthropical Society. 1856
MRS. BROWNING Aur. Leigh iv. 1016 Romney's school Of
philanthropical self-sacrifice.

Fhilanthro-pically, adv.
[f. prec. + -LY -.]

In a philanthropic manner ; benevolently,humanely.
1787 'G. GAMBADO ' Acad. Horsemen (1809) 29 note, The

author is here philanthropically amiable. 1803 GODWIN
Chaucer liv. 11.535 Philanthropically disposed.

Philanthropine (filae-n^pm). [ad. Ger.

Philanthropin (latinized -inon, -intuit), a. Gr.

<fHXav6pumiv-ov, neuter of <pt\av0punnv-os adj., rare

parallel form of <j>i\dv6puiros philanthropic (after

dvffpuimvos human).] Anglicized form of the name

given to the school founded in 1774 by John
Bernhard Basedow or Bassedau (i? 23~9) a'

Dessau, Germany, for the education of children

by his
' natural system ', in the principles of phil-

anthropy, natural religion, and cosmopolitanism ;

also any similar institution.

1802 tr. De Lite's Lett. cone. Ednc. Infancy in Guardian
\ of Educ. 26 Establishments . . afterwards multiplied in

Germany under the title of Philanthropines ',
a specious

name. 1805 MRS. TRIMMER in Southey Life A. Bell^ (1844)

II. 135 M. De Luc.. gives there the history of the origin of

the Philanthropines, which have done so much mischief.

1865 M. PATTISON Ess., F. A. U'olf^6 These reformers, . .

setting up an institution of their own the Philanthropinum
at Dessau. . . Education was no longer to bear the stamp of

the convent.

Hence Philanthro-pinism [ad. Ger. philanthro-

pittismus], the educational system of the philan-

thropine. 1842 in BRANDE Diet. Sci., etc.

Fhilanthropinist (fiUvn])ru-pinist), sb. (a.)

[f. prec. + -1ST.] An advocate of the 'natural

system
'

of education of Basedow ; also, a pupil
| at a philanthropine. Also at/rib, or as adj. Of
or pertaining to philanthropinism.
1842 BRANDE Diet. Sci., etc. 920/2 The influence of the

labours of the Philanthropinists has undoubtedly entered

It would soon be seen what was the value of Philanthro-

pinist Latin. Ibid'. 156 Philanthropinists, when they left

school, were not in all respects the superiors of their fellow-

creatures.

Philanthropism (filse'njirJpiz'm). [f. as

next + -ISM.] The profession or practice of phil-

anthropy ;
a philanthropic theory or system.

1835 Fraser's Mag. XI. 102 A time of Tithe Controversy,

Encyclopedism, Catholic Rent, Philanthropism, and the

Revolution of Three Days ! 1849 CLOUGH Poems, etc.

(1869) I. 301 The more enlightened philanthropisrn of Eng-
land resorts to the formation of charitable societies,

to

district-visiting, distribution of tracts, and teaching in

Philanthropist ^filarnjjitfpist). [f.
PHILAN-

THROPY + -1ST.] One who practises philanthropy ;

one who from love of his fellow-men exerts him-

self for their well-being. Formerly, with the more

general sense of ' friend or lover of man ', and so

PHILABGYRY.
iii. 44 A great philanthropist has astonished the world by
giving it large sums of money during his lifetime.

Hence Philanthropestic a. rare, pertaining
to or characteristic of a philanthropist ; of the
nature of philanthropism.
1851 CARLYLE Sterling i. v, Mere darkness with philan-

thropuitic phosphorescences, empty meteoric lights.

Philanthropize ^nlse'nJjnJpaiz), v. [f. as prec.

1. intr. To play or perform the part of the phi-

lanthropist ; to practise philanthropy.
1826 Black-iv.> Mag. XIX. 464 Why dp they not buy all

the land in a single Uland, and missionize and philan-
thropize at their own expense? 1836 New Monthly Mag.
XLVI. 71 Away she went philanthropising till nine in one
place, playing three-card loo till twelve in another.

2. trans. To treat philanthropically; to make
(persons) objects of philanthropy.
1830 Fraser's Mag. II. 563 A convention . .met for the

purpose of philanthropising the blacks. 1859 W. CHADWICK
De Foe iv. 236 De Foe acain returns to the attack upon
Sir Humphrey Mackworth's bill for philanthropizing the

poor by deceiving and robbing the rich. 1894 IVestut. Gaz.

27 June 2/3 Till they get them [votes], we look jealously at

these attempts to philanthropise woman malgrt lui.

3. To make philanthropic in character, cause to

become a philanthropist.
1891 B. E. MARTIN Footpr. C. Lamb 61 Basil Montagu,

the philanthropized courtier.

t Fhila-nthropos. Herb. Obs. [a. Gr. iptKav-

Qpta-nos cleavers (from its sticking to men).] An
old name of Cleavers (Galiitm Aparine) ; by some

applied to Agrimony (Agrimonia Eupatoria],
c 1000 Sax. Lcechd. I. 306 Das wyrt man phylantropos

nemneb, beet ys on ure gebeode menlufigende, for<5y heo

wyle hrEediice to Sam men geclyfian. 1597 GERARDE Herbal
\\. ccxxx. 575 Agrimonie. .Named, .of some Philanthropes,
of the cleauing qualitie of the seedes, hanging to mens
garments. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny II. 273 It is ready to catch
hold of folkes clothes as they passe by, and to stick unto
them \_Marg.} Whereupon they cal it Philanthrofos, i. a
louer of man.

Philanthropy (filiE'nbrdpi). Also 7 in J,.

form philanthropia. [ad. late L. philanthropia

(in earlier Eng. use), a. Gr. <pt\av6pojiria love to

mankind, f. tj>i\av0pQjiros : see PHILANTHROPE. So
F. philanthropic (1567 in Hatz.-Darm.).] Love
to mankind ; practical benevolence towards men in

general ; the disposition or active effort to promote
the happiness and well-being of one's fellow-men.
a. [1607-18 BACON Ess. t Goodness (Arb.) 198 The affecting

of the Weale of Men: which is that the Graxians call

Philanthropia.] 1608 TOPSELL Serpents (1658)781, I should
first begin with the commendation of their.. Philanthropta.
1678 Yng. Mail's Call. 133 That orient pearl, that Cyrus in

his time so highly delighted in., to attain the study of a due

philanthropia (for that was his own very word) toward all.

ft. 1623 COCKERAM, Phylanthropie t
Humanitie. ci6$o

JER. TAYLOR Serm., Matt. v. 20 Wks. 1831 III. 255 That

godlike excellency, a philanthropy and love to all mankind.

1693 DRYDEN Charac. Polybhts in Shears Polyb. I. Bvb,
This Philanthropy (which we have not a proper word in

English to express) is every where manifest in our Author.

1704 J. HARRIS Lex. Techn. I, Philanthropy^?, a generous
Love for Mankind in General, or an Inclination to promote
Publick Good. 1749 FIELDING Tom Jones vi. i, In friend-

ship, in parental and filial affection, and indeed in general

philanthropy, there is a great and exquisite delight. 1827
LYTTON Falkland i. 26 While I felt aversion for the few
whom I knew, I glowed with philanthropy for the crowd
which I knew not. 1849 R. I. WILBERFORCE HolyBapt. (1850)

23 He first taught the lessons of universal Philanthropy,

t b. spec. The love of God to man. Obs.

[Cf. Titus iii. 4 TJ XPT <rr(>Tr
'^

*ai n <iA''0pw7ria . . TOU

<ru>Tjpo TJMWI' 0eou, 1611 The kindenesse and loue of God
our Sauiour toward man.]

1631 R.H.ArraigWH.ll'hpkCreatitre 1.4 HisPhilanthropie
and good will to Man, which our Sauiour Christ especially
manifested. 1643 TRAPP Conim. Gen. xvi. 10 He is oft (out

of his meer Philanthropic) found of them that sought him
not. <xi7ii KEN Hymnarinin Poet. Wks. 1721 II. 112 The
blessed Three. .In co-immense Philanthropy conspire.

C. //. Philanthropic actions, movements, or

agencies.
1884 R. R. BOWKER in Harper's Mag. Apr. 776/1 To be.,

the head of a great hospital and many philanthropies,
demands .. devotion. 1890 Spectator 24 May, Tedious

toil in connection with all manner of philanthropies.

Philarchaist, etc. ; see PHILO-.

Philarea, obs. erron. form of PHILLYREA.

t Phila-rgyry. Obs. Also 7 -gury. [ad.

Gr. <f>i\apyvpia }
n. of quality from <pt\apyvp-os fond

of money, f. </>iA(o-, PHIL(O- + apyvpos silver,

money.] Love of money; avarice, covetousness.

Father of Angels ! but the Friend of Man ! 1769 PENNANT
Zool. III. 49 The Dolphin.. was celebrated in the earliest

time for its fondness of the human race, was honored with

the title of the Sacred Fish, and distinguished by those of

Boy-loving and Philanthropist 1797 Anti-Jacobin 11 Dec.

(1852) 19 Tom Paine the philanthropist. 1804 Med. Jrnl.

XII. 209 The man of letters, philosopher, and philanthro-

pist. 1829 I. TAYLOR Enthus. vii. 178 The spirit that should

actuate a Christian philanthropist. 1875 HELPS Soc. Press.

320 That Philargury or love of money which is called

Covetousnesse. 1632 URQUHART Jewel Wks. (1834) 212 In

matter of philargyrie, or love of money.
So f Fhila-rgyrist, a lover of money, a covetous

person; f PhilaTgyrous (-gurous) a., money-

loving, covetous.

1633 T. ADAMS Exp. 2 Piter iii. 18 If he did hoard up his

knowledge, as a. .philargyrist his coin, we might still be

poor. 1654 H. L'ESTRANOE Chas. I (1655) '38 They werc

thought Philargyrous, and over solicitous of filthy lucre.

1663 STILLINGFL. Shecinah Ded., The progging attempts of

an ambitious phylargyrist.

Philaser, obs. form of FILACER.



PHILATELY.

Philately (filse-i/li). [ad. F. philattlie, f.

Gr. <iA(o-, PHILO- + artA??? free from tax or charge,
dreXtta exemption from payment (* drfAf/as with-

out payment, free, franco}. Proposed by M.

Herpin, a postage-stamp collector, in Le Collec-

tionneur de Timbres-poste (15 Nov. 1864).
(When a letter was '

carriage-free
'

or carriage-prepaid by
the sender, it was formerly in various countries stamped
FREE, or FRANCO; the fact is now indicated by the letter

bearing an impressed receipt stamp, or its substitute an
adhesive label (commonly called a postage-stamp), for the

amount; the Greek arcA^c, being a passable equivalent of

free or franco, has for the purpose of word-making been

employed to express the freimarke, franco-bollo, franco-

mark, frank-stamp, or '

postage-stamp ',
and so to supply the

second element in pkilatflie.}]

The pursuit of collecting, arranging, and studying
the stamped envelopes or covers, adhesive labels

or 'postage-stamps', postcards, and other devices
;

employed in different countries and at different

times, in effecting the prepayment of letters or
i

packets sent by post ; stamp-collecting.
1865 Stamp-Coll. Mag. \ Dec. 182/2 He [M. Herpin]

[

proposes the word philatelic, which we anglicise into
*

phi-
lately '.. .Twelve months have glided on.. and the French
terms philatele and philatetie^ as well as their English
equivalents

'

philately ',

'

philatelist ',
and '

philatelic '. .have
become household words in the postage-stamp collecting
world. Ibid. Advts., The works of the Philatelic Society of
France. 1867 Philatelist I. 37 A poser to the non-initiated
in philately. 1881 Athenxtim i Oct. 431/2 It is possibly a

question whether the science should properly be called

philately or timbrophily.

Hence Philatelic (filate'lik) a., relating to or

engaged in philately ; so Philatelical a.
;
hence

Philate-lically adv.; Phila'telism, philately;
Fhila'telist, a person devoted to philately, a

stamp-collector (whence Philateli'stic a.} ;
PM-

la teloma'niac, one with whom stamp-collecting
has become a mania.
1865 Philatelic, Philatelist [see above]. 1866 (title) The

Philatelist: An Illustrated Monthly Magazine for Stamp
Collectors. 1871 Rwtledge's Ev. Boy's Ann. Suppl. Apr.

|

7/1 A manuscript Philatelic Magazine. 1871 E. L. PEM-
i

BERTON in Stamp-Coll. Alng. IX. 130 The faults, .incident
to American philatelism. 1872 (title} The Philatelical

j

Journal. 1882 Sat. Rev. 15 Apr. 472/2 Many a parent . .
i

will now hasten to provide him instead with the records
of philatelism. 1884 Boston (Mass.) Jrnl. 26 July, It is

j

valued at about 1000 by philatelomaniacs. 1890 Times
zo May 5 On May 19, 1890, an exhibition was opened
of postage stamps collected by the London Philatelic

i

Society. 1890 Standard 25 Apr. 5/6 The philatelistic
scholar. 1893 Westm. Gaz. 18 Oct. 3/1 Of the exhibition
itself, .we shall not attempt to speak.. philatelically.

Philaterie, -ory, obs. ff. PHYLACTERY.

fFhilairty. Obs. AlsoinGr.formphilautia.
[ad. Gr. <f>i\avTia, n. of state f. (p/Aauroy loving
oneself, f. 0tA.(o-, PHII,(O- + avrov oneself.] Self-

love ; undue regard for oneself or one's own in-

terests; self-conceit; selfishness.

c 1525 TINDALE Obed. Chr. Man Pref., Wks. (1573) 103
;

They will say yet more shamefully, that no man can vnder-
stand the Scriptures without Philautia, that is to say
Philosophy. A man muste first bee well scene In Aristotle,

yer he can vnderstand the Scripture, say they. 1564-5
LEDINGTON Let. to Cecil 28 Feb. in Tytler Hist. Scot. (1864)
III. 401 Phylautye which maketh us fancy too much our
own conceptions. 1577-87 HOLINSHED Chron. (1807) II. 148
There we see philautie or selfe-love, which rageth in men
so preposterouslie. a 1592 GREENE Jos. fl/", in. ii, Such as

giue themselues to Philautia, as you do, maister. 1651
BIGGS New Disp. 72 And will have philautie to be natures
first-born. 1721 BAILEY s. v. Geese

t
This Proverb intimates

!

that an inbred Philauty runs through the whole Race.

Philazer, obs. form of FILACEII.

Philberd, -bert, -bud, obs. forms of FILBERT.

-phile : see -PHIL.

t Philed, obs. form of FILED.

1578 T. PROCTOR Gorg. Gallery^ Lover approv. Lady
unkinde, Your Phrases fine philed, did force mee agree.

Philemort, obs, f. FILEMOT FEUILLEMORTE.

Philery, Philet(t, obs, ff. PHILLYREA, FILLET.

Philharmonic (filhaim^-nik), a. and sb. [a.
F. phitharmonique (1739), after It. JUarmonico,
f. Gr. </A(o-, PHIL^O- + d/>/toviKo? HARMONIC.]
A. adj. Loving harmony ; fond of or devoted

to music.
Philharmonic Society, name of various musical societies,

esp. that founded in London in 1813 for the promotion of
instrumental music; hence Philharmonic concert^wiz. given
by the Philharmonic Society.

1813 Philharmonic Soc. I. i Several Members of the !

Musical Profession have associated themselves, under the
|

title of The Philharmonic Society ; ..to procure the perform- ;

ance, in the most perfect manner possible, of the best and ,

most approved Instrumental Music. 1825 New Monthly >

Mag. VIII. i27The most philharmonic ear is at times deeply |

affected by a simple air. 1862 Times in Grove Diet. Mus.
11.^700/2 The successful

completion
of the soth year of the

Philharmonic Society. Ibid. 701/1 The forty-ninth series
of the Philharmonic Concerts.

B. sb. a. A lover of harmony; a person de-
voted to music, b. colloq. Short for Philharmonic

Society', Philharmonic concert : see above.
1762 tr. Busching's Syst. Ceog. III. 86 The place in which

the society or academy of the philharmonics assemble. 1843
COL. HAWKER Diary (1893) II. 239 A Philharmonic of
blackbirds and thrushes. 1862 Times in Grove Diet. Mus.
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II. 701/1 Mr. Sterndale Bennett an old member of the
'Philharmonic'. 1880 Ibid., At the close of the season of
1866 Professor Bennett resigned the conductorship, and his

place at the Philharmonic was filled by Mr. W. G. Cusins.

Philhellene (fi-lhel/h), a. and sb. Also -en.

[ad. Gr. (pt\\\rjv adj., loving the Greeks, f. <f>iX(o-,

PHII.(O- +"E\\r/v HELLENE, Greek; so mod.F.//-
lellene.'} a. adj.

= PHILHELLENIC, b. sb. = PHIL-
HELLENIST. (In quot. 1827, A lover of Greek

language or literature.)
c 1823 MOORE Ghost Militaries 23 And, poor, dear ghost,

how little he knew The jobs and the tricks of the Phil-
hellene crew ! 1827 J. SVMMONS in Barker Parn'ana (1828)
I. 547 As a Philhellen, I was received, entertained, and intro-

duced into the house. 1865 Pall MM G. 25 Aug. 11/2 If

nobody were to talk about Greece, there would be no phil-
hellenes. 1882 AtkcH&um 5 Aug. 172/3 He is enthusiastically
Philhellene as to the present inhabitants of the country.

Philhellenic (filheh'nik, -e-nik), a. [f. as

prec. + HELLENIC.] Loving, friendly to, or sup-

porting the cause of, Greece or the Greeks (esp.
in relation to national independence). So Phil-
hellenism (filhe'Uniz'm), the principle of sup-

porting the Greeks; Philhellenist (lilhelrnist),
a friend or supporter of Greece (also aitrib.).

1830 MAUNDER Diet.,
*Philhellenic. 1852 GROTE Greece

II. Ixx. IX. 96 So emphatically did he [Klearchus] pledge
himself for the good faith and philhellenic dispositions of the

satrap. 1862 G. FINLAY in Freeman's Life % Lett. (1895)
I. 281, I feel again a return of "philhellenism. 1869 TOZI:K

Highl. Turkey II. 304 The suggestion was .. decried as

striking at the root of all Phil-hellenism. 1811 BYRON AY;;/.

on Romaic Wks. (18461 793/2 The reply of the "Philellenist

I have not translated. 1842 MRS. BROWNING Grk. Chr.
Poets 98 But if by chance an Attic voice be wist, They
grow softhearted straight, philhellenist.

Philhippic, -hymnic : see PHILO-.

Philhorse, obs. (.fill-horse: see Fn.L^.2
Philiamort, philimot, var. FILEMOT. Phi-

libeg, var. FILIBEO. Philibert, obs. f. FILBERT.

Philigrain, -grin, obs. ff. FILIGKANE.

Philip (frlip). Also 5 phelipp, 6 phylyp, 7
phillip. [A personal name, in F. Philippe, L.

Philippits, a. Gr. */Anriro5, lit. lover of horses.]
1. A man's name : well known as that of the

king of Macedon, father of Alexander, referred to

in the expression
'

to appeal from Philip drunk to

Philip sober' : see quot., and cf. Valer. Max. vi. ii.

[Cf. 1509 BARCLAY Shyp of Folys (1874) I. 95, I am no
traytoure, apele I woll certayne From dronken Alexander
tyll he be sober agayne. 1568 NORTH G_uenara's Diall Pr.
iv. xviii. (1582) 439 After he had geuen iudgement . . against
a poore widow woman, she aunswered streight.,1 appeale
to king Philip which is now drunk : y' when hee is sober,
he returne to geue sentence.] 1886 MRS. LVNN LINTON
Paston Carew i, Not even appealing from Philip drunk to

Philip sober.

b. Philip, the Evangelist: see Acts viii. 26-40.
1607 HIERON Wks. I. 299 God encrease the number of

such Philips, and make vs all such as the eunuch was in this

particular.

f2. Name of certain old French, Spanish, and

Burgundian coins, of gold and silver, issued by
kings or dukes of this name. Obs.

1482 Cely Papers (1900) 126 Item an phellypus. .iij^iiij"
1 fls.

1617 MORVSON Itin. i. 286 A Rhenish Gold Gulden .. the
sihier Phillips Doller, was of the same value. 1632 LITHGOW
Trav. x. 454 Eleauen Philippoes or Ducatons. 1769 Ann.
Reg. 135/2 The damage as yet is estimated at four millions of

philippis.

3. A name formerly given to a sparrow : also

Pnip(perh. in imitation of its chirp). Ol'S.exc.dia/. :

also dial, applied to the hedge-sparrow (Swainson
Prov. Names Brit. Birds').
a 1529 SKELTON Ph. Sparmve 26 Nothynge it auayled To

call Phylyp agayne, Whom Gyb our cat hath slayne. 1595
SHAKS. John i. i. 231 Goiir. Good leaue good Philip. Bast.

Philip, sparrow, lames. 1612 Pasqiiil's Night-Cap (1877)
103 Let chirping Philip learne to catch a Hie. 1865 Cornh.
Mag. July 36 The house-sparrow is still in many parts
Skelton's '

Philip ',
the Philip of the Elizabethan dramatists,

and of Cartwright.

1 4. .Philip and Cheyney. a. An expression for

two (or more) men of the common people taken
at random (cf.

' Tom, Dick, and Harry '). Also

Philip, ]Iob, and Cheyney. Obs.

1542 UDALI. Erasitt. Apoph. ii. Poinpcius 280 It was not
his entente to bryng vnto Silla philip and cheiny moo then
a good meiny, but to bryng hable soudiours of manhood
approued and well tryed. a 1563 BECON Display Popishe
Masse Wks. ill. 47 Ye praye for Philippe and Chenye, mo
than a good meany, for the soules of your great grand Sir
and of your oUle Beldame Hurre. 1573 Tt:ssER Husb. En.
Ded. (1878) 8 Loiterers 1 kept so meanie, Both Philip, Hob,
and Cheanie.

fb. Name for a kind of worsted or woollen
stuff of common quality (erroneously Phillipine,
Clieny) : see CHEYNEY. Obs.
c 1614 FLETCHER, etc. Wit at Sev. Weap. n. i, Thirteene

pound.
..'Twill

put
a Lady scarce in Philip and Cheyney,

With three small Bugle Laces, like a Chamber-maid. 1633
in ffa-Morth Houseli, Bks. (Surtees) 298, 12 yeardes of Philip
and cheyney.. for a coate for Mrs. Marie Howard. 1641
Canterb. Marriage Licences (MS.), Peter Donnaing . .

Phillipp and Chamey weaver. 1650 Will of J. Brooke
(Somerset Ho.), My red bed of Phillipp and China. 1668
HEAD .**. Rogue n. xii. (1671) 112 [To] muster up the names
of their stuffs,, .there's your Parragon, Burragon, Phillipine,
Cheny, Grogrum, Mow-hair.

PHILIPPIZATE.

Philip, obs. f. FILLIP. Philipende, Phili-

pendula, obs. erron. ff. VILIPEND, FILIPENDULA.

Philippic (fili'pik), s/>. (a.) [ad. L. Philip-
pic-tis, a. Gr. <t>i\nrmKm, f. $l\urwos Philip (of

Macedon), So mod.K. philippique]
\. Name for the orations of Demosthenes against

Philip king of Macedon in defence of Athenian

liberty ; hence applied to Cicero's orations against

Antony, and gen. to any discourse of the nature of
a bitter attack, invective, or denunciation.
1592 G. HARVEY Foure Lett. iii. Wks. (Grosart) I. 210

What honest Eloquence is not furnished with Catilinaries
and Philippiques against Vice? 1603 Hoi LAND Plutarch
E.vplan. Wds., Invective orations made by Demosthenes . .

against Philip king of Macedony, . . heereupon all invectives

may be called Philippicke, as those were of M. Tullius
Cicero against Antonie. 1693 DEVDEN Juvenal's Sat. x.

(1697) 255, I rather wou'd be Maevius..T'han that Philip-
pique fatally Divine, Which is inscrib'd the Second, should
be mine. 1798 JEFFERSON Writ. (1859! IV. 227 Mr. Harper
and Mr. Pinckney pronounced "bitter

philippics against
France. 1813 WELLINGTON in Gur%v. Dcsp. (1838) X. 443
Then follows the usual Philippic against England. 1864
BURTON Scot Abr. II. i. 20. note, Lord North, sound asleep
during one of Burke's philippics on him.

t 2. Used to render Gr. <pi\iirntwi',
' a gold coin

coined by Philip of Macedon, worth i 3*. 50?. of

our money' (Liddell & Scott). Obs.

1651 JER. TAVLOR Serin, for Year\. viii, 99 /Esops picture
\vas sold for two talents, when himself was made a slave at
the price of two Philippicks. 1771 RAM:!! in Phil. Ti-ans.
LXI. 462 Some, .have supposed the Roman Aureus to have
been heavier than the Greek Philippic.
B. adj. a. Of or pertaining to any person called

Philip (in quot. 1650, Sir Philip Sidney) ;
b. of

Philippi; c. of the nature ofa philippic or invective.

^1614 D. DYKE Myst. Self-deceiving (ed. 8> 356 Though
the Phtllippick Preachers preached of enuy and vaine.glory,
yet .. what was that to Paul? 1627 tr. Bacon's Life 3-

Deatk (1651) 16 She survived the Philippick Battaile sixty-
four yeares. 1650 MILTON Eikon. i. (1770.) 29 What I tell

them for a truth, that this philippic prayer is no part of the

Kings goodes. 1707 TOLAND (title'] A Phillippick Oration to
incite the English against the French.

Hence Pkili-ppicize (-soiz) v. inti:, to utter a

philippic or invective ; also trans., to bring or put
into some condition by doing this.

1799 SOUTHEY Let. to G. C. Bedford 21 Dec. in Life (1850)
II. 33 However, I need not philippicise, and it is too late

to veer about. 1839 Blacktu. Mag. XLVI. 173 We have

Philippicized ourselves into a perspiration.

t Phili-ppical, a. Obs. [f. as prec. + -AL.]
Of or belonging to Philip (in quot. Devoted to

Philip II of Spain).
1600 Q. E. KefI. Libel i. viii. 191 All lone of that king to

her Maiestie, wnich this philippical parasite so much pre-
tendeth, was altogether extinguished.

Philippina (filipfna), philopoena. Also

phiUipina, philopeua, Philippine, fillipeen,
philopcene. [Understood to repr. Ger. vielliebchen,
dim. of viellieb much loved, very dear (cf. liebchen

darling), altered into Philippchen, whence F.

Philippine, Dn.Jilippitie, Da. filipine, Sv/.filipin,

Jn%.JUlipeen,pniKppina, etc.] A custom or game
reputed to be of German origin: see quot. 18^8.
Also applied to the double nut or kernel, and to

the present claimed or given, as mentioned.
The greeting in German is Gnten i\Iorgen, I'ielliebchen !

in F. Bon jour, Philippine < See Fliigel, Muret-Sanders,
Littre.

1848 BARTLETT Diet. Amer., Fillipeen or PhiUipina.
There is a custom common in the Northern States at dinner
or evening parties when almonds or other nuts are eaten, to

reserve such as are double or contain two kernels, which
are called lillipeens. If found by a lady, she gives one of
the kernels to a gentleman, when both eat their respective
kernels. When the parties again meet, each strives to be
the first to exclaim, Fillipeen 1 for by so doing he or she is

entitled to a present from the other. 1854 MARION HARLAND
Alone ix,

' Miss Ida
',
said Charles Dana, across the table,

'Will you eat a
philopcena

with me?' [(11857 Remem-
bered in England with the form Philippine.\ 1864 WEBSTER,
Philippine, the same as Philoficna. 1879 G. F. PENTECOST
Vol. of the Book x, Bibles which somebody gave you. .for a

philopoena present. 1905 Daily Chron. 14 Feb. 4/7 In
those days V alentines were as expensive as philopcenes.

Philippist (fi'lipist). Ch. Hist. [f. PHILIP =
Gr. <I>i\i7rir-o$ + -1ST.] A follower of Philip Me-
lanchthon

;
one of the party of moderate Lutherans

or ADIAPHORISTS. Also atlrib.

1717-41 CHAMBERS Cyd., Philippists, a sect or party
among the Lutherans : the followers of Philip Melanchthon.

1764 MACLAINE tr. Mosheini's Ctt. Hist. (1844) II. 90/1
Matthew Flacius, the virulent enemy of Melancthon, and
all the Philippists. 1873 M'CLISTOCK & STRONG Cyd. Bibl.

Lit. V. 670/1 In 1574 the Philippist party was overthrown in

Electoral Saxony, and its heads imprisoned.
So Plii'lippism, the doctrine or practice of

Melanchthon or the Philippists ; Philippi stic a.,

like or pertaining to the Philippists.
1882-3 Schajffs Encycl. Relig. KnoU'l. II. 1042/1 Hun-

nius.. contributed much to suppress all Philippistic traditions

[at Wittenberg]. Ibid. III. 1827 The elector did so, not

from any preference for Philippism, but [etc.].

t Phih-ppizate, v. Obs. rare-1
, [f. Gr. <pi\tir-

irifav (see next) -I- -ATE 3.]
= next.

1611 North's Plutarch 1134 Demosthenes had it often in

his mouth, that the Propbetes [Pythia] did Philippizate, to

wit, fauoured Philips affaires.



PHILIPPIZE.

Philippize (frlipaiz), v. [ad. Gr. <j>t\iinrif(tv

(Demosthenes), f. *i'Ainroj Philip: see-izs.] intr.

To favour, or take the side of, Philip of Macedon

(cf. PHILIPPIC) ;
also gen. to speak or write as one

is corruptly
'

inspired
'
or influenced : see quots.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. i. x. 40 What jugling there

was therein, the Oratour plainely confessed, who . . could

say that Pythia Phillippised. 1675 J. SMITH Chr. Rclig.

Appeal i. 26 Demosthenes said Apollo's Priestess did

Philippize: as .. if he had said, Philip had corrupted the

Oracle, and put words into the Prophetesses mouth. 1790
BURKE Fr. Rev. 13 Caballers . . set him up as a sort oforacle;

because, with the best intentions in the world, he naturally

philippizes . . in exact unison with their designs. 1831 Die

QUINCEY Whiggism f,-
Lit. Wks. 1857 V. 124 If the oracle

at Hatton philippized, the oracle of Gottingen philippized
no less. 1875 HELPS Ess., Advice 46 The oracles will

Philippize, as long as Philip is the master.

U Erron. used for : To utter a philippic ;
also

trans, to utter a philippic against.
1804 D. WEBSTER Let. 17 Sept., Priv. Corr. 1857 I. 179,

'

.

iii. (Cent.), He argued with us, philippized us, denounced us.

Hence Phrlippizing///. a.
;
also Phi-lippizer,

one who philippizes, a partisan of Philip.
1826 Blackw. Mag. XX. 358 An /Eschines, or a Midias, or

the other Philippizers. 1853 GROTE Greece n. Ixxxviii. XI.

455 The philippising party in that city [Olynthus]. 1856
Ibid. xcvi. XII. 484 He acted with ^Eschines and the

Philippizers.

PMlippy : see PHILO-.

f Philiser, obs. form of FILACER.

1447 Rolls of Parll. V. 138/2 To be entrid ther of Recorde,

by the Philiser of the Shire.

i Philiste ail, a. Obs. Also Phy-. [f.
L.

Philist()i}xns (see next; + -AN.] = PHILISTINE a.

1623 COCKERAM, Phylistean embrace, is to picke ones

purse, and cut his throat. 1667 MILTON P. L. IX. 1061 So
rose. .Herculean Samson, from the Harlot-lap Of Philistean

Dalilah, and wak'd Shorn of his strength.

t Philistee. Obs. Also 5 Phil-, Filistei, 6

Phylystee. [ad. L. Pfiilisthse-us (Vulg.), Gr.

fiAiormfo; : see PHILISTINE.]
= PHILISTINE sb. i.

1382 WYCLIF i Saw. xvii. 3 And Philisteis [1388 Filisteis,

Vulg. Philisthiiin] stoden vpon the hil. Ibid. 23 That
bastard man, Goliath by name, Philistee of Geth [Vulg.
Philisthxus ; 1388 a Filistei of Gath]. I Chron. x. i

Philisteis [1388 Filisteis] forsothe fou^ten a^einus Yrael.

1508 FISHER Penit. Ps. vi. Wks. (1876) 4 Whan Israhell

sholde make batayle agaynst the phylystees.

II Philister (fili-ster). [The German word for

Philistine, f. L. Philistsus, -eus or Heb. lishtl.~\

A name applied by the students at German uni-

versities to the townsmen, or to all persons not

students
;

an outsider ; hence, an unenlightened
uncultured person ;

= PHILISTINE sb. 3, 4.
Said to have originated at Jena in 1693, in a sermon from

the text Philister iiber dir, Simson .'

' The Philistines be

upon thee, Samson !

'

preached by Pastor Giitze at the

funeral of one of the students, who had been
killed^by

the

townsmen in a quarrel between ' town and gown '. (See

Quarterly Rev., Apr. 1899, 438 note.)

1828 CARLYLE Let. 7 Mar. in Froude Biog. \. xxii. 425 He
went to Mill (the British India Philister). 1833 Frattrtatag.
VIII. 658 Need is there that compassion should be had on
the poor infatuated philister ! 1859 H KLPS 1-ricnds in C.

Ser. u. (ed. 2) II. 136 If there were a stupid man amongst
us, or what the Germans call a Philister.

Philistia (fili-stia).
In 6 Philistea. [med.

L. Philistia = late L. Pliilislsea (-tksea) in Jerome =

Gr. $iAioTi'a, -mm; ult. repr. Heb. fltivS flesheth:

see PHILISTINE.]
1. The country occupied by the Philistines, in

the south-west of Palestine. Also, the people or

nation of the Philistines.

1535 COVERDALE Ps. lix, [Ix.] 8 Philistea shal be glad of me.

1611 BIBLE Ps. Ixxxvii. 4 Behold Philistia, and Tyre, with

Ethiopia.
2. The class or community of 'Philistines', i.e.

unenlightened or commonplace people ;
or the

locality they inhabit. Cf. PHILISTINE sb. 4.

1857 KINGSLEY Two V, Ago x, Yet have Philistia and

Fogeydom neither right nor reason to consider him a despi-
cable or merely ludicrous person. 1889 Pall Mall G. 31 July
3/2 The homage paid by virtue to vice, or, rather, by Philistia

to Bohemia. 1894 Nation (N. Y.) 21 June 473/2_The re-

quirements of a novel as understood by literary Philistia.

Pllilistian (fili-stian),rf. and a. Forms: 3-4
Philistien, 4- -an. [a. OF. Pkilistien, ad. med.

L. Philistian-tts, f. PHILISTIA : see -AN.]

t A. sb. = PHILISTINE i, 2. Obs.
a 1300 Cursor M. 7091 Vnder philistiens f>an war J>e luus

halden, |?at si-quar. c 134^0
Ibid. 7150 (Cott.) Agh i for

to haue na wite, To do phihstens [other texts -lens] despite.

1375 (MS. c 1487) BARBOUR Bruce iv. 753 Quhen saull abasit

[wes] Of the philistianis [MS. E. (1489) felystynys] mycht.
1382 WYCLIF i Sam. xvii. 4 A bastard man wente out fro

the tentis of Philistiens [1388 Filisteis, Vulg. Philisthinorum].
c 1656 Roxb. Ball. VII. 492 'Tis neither Pagan, Turk, nor

Jew, nor any proud Philistians [rime Christians].

B. adj. Of or pertaining to Philistia or the

Philistines.

1671 MILTON Samson 1371 But who constrains me to the

Temple of Dasjon, Not dragging? the Philistian Lords
command. 1836 KEBLE in Lyra Apost. (1849) r98 B?
proud Philistian hosts beset.

776

Philistine (fi'listain, -tin, fili'stin), sb. and a.

Forms : a. 4 (Philisten, Palisten, -estine), 4-6
Philistyne, (5 Felystyne, 7 Philistin), 6-

Philistine. &. 6-7 Philistim (pi. -im, -ims),

7 -thiim, -time. See also PHILISTEE, PHILISTIAN.

[a. F. Philistin, ad. late L. Philistinus, usually
in pi. Philistin% {-thini^ thiim, Fals&stkini, all

in Vulg.), ad. late Gr. ^i\iarivoi t
HaXaiarivoi

(both in Josephus) ; found beside L. Philisthiim

= Gr. *i/-,*iA(ffT(t/i (LXXin Hexateuch), ad. Heb.

D*ft&7&/'/&&& (or -itni). Cognate with

flesheth) PHILISTIA, Palestine, Assyrian Palastu,
Pilistu. (The word has been very doubtfully ex-

plained as = 'wanderers, immigrants'; but was
more probably a native name of the people,

appearing in Egyptian as Palusata or Puntsati.}
The Gr., L., Eng. forms in -eifj., -itft, directly represent the

Heb. pi. ; with Philistims cf. Anakimst chentbinis, etc.

Several other forms appear, e. g. late Gr. *iArnaiot (Aqulla),
'I>vA- (Symm.), L. Philistxi, -thxi, -fei t Phyl-, ME. PHILI-

STEE; late L. Pkilistidni, OF., ME. Philistien, Eng.
PHILISTIAN. (The pronunciation fili'stin occurs chiefly in

U. S.)]

A. sb. 1. One of an alien warlike people, of

uncertain origin, who occupied the southern sea-

coast of Palestine, and in early times constantly
harassed the Israelites.

[ci34 Philisten; 1375-1489 Felystynys : see PHILISTIAN.]

1382 WYCI.IF Amos ix. 7 Wher Y made not Yrael for to stye

vp of. .Egypt, and Palistens of Capadocle [1388 Palestine*;

Vulg. Palasstinos ; 1611 the Philistines from Caphtor],
-

Zech. ix. 6 Y shal distruye the pride of Philistynes [1388

Filisteis, Vtilg. Philisthinorum]. 1535 COVERDALE i Sam.
xvii. 10 Am not I a Philistyne? 1611 BIBLE ibid. 26 Who
is this vncircumcised Philistine? i8iz LADY GRANVILLE
Lett. (1894) I. 40, 1 feel a little like 'The Philistines are upon
thee, Samson'.

. 1560 BIBLE (Genev.) i Sam. v. i Then the Philistims

toke the Arke of God. 1609 BIBLE (Douay) Ecclus. xlvii.

8 He. .rooted out the Philisthijms. 1620 BP. HALL Hon.
Mar. Clergy H. 9 Like a Philistim, he hath pulled out the

eyes of this Samson. 1637 R. ASHLEY tr. Malvezzis David
Persecuted zij The Philistimes pitch their tents in Shunem.

1642 CUDWORTH Lord's Supper i. (1676) 4 Concerning the

Philistims when they had put out Sampson's eyes.

2. fig. Applied (humorously or otherwise) to

persons regarded as ' the enemy', into whose hands

one may fall, e. g. bailiffs, literary critics, etc. ;

formerly, also, to the debauched or drunken.
1600 DKKKER Gentle Craft D

iij b, Looke here Maggy
help me Firk, apparrel me Hodge, silke and sattenyoumad
Philistines, silke and satten. 1687 DRYDEN Hind $ P. n. 2

Times are mended well Since late among the Philistines

you fell. 1688 MIEGB Fr. Dict. t Philistins, for lewd (or

drunken) people, des Debauchez. 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant.

Crew, Philistines^ Serjeants Bailiffs and their Crew; also

Drunkards. 1738 SWIFT Pol. Conversat. 14 They say, you
went to Court last Night very drunk ; Nay, I'm told for

certain, you had been among Philistines. 1752 FIELDING

Amelia v. vi, If he had fallen into the hands of the Phili-

stines (which is the name given by the faithful to bailiffs).

X775 SHERIDAN Rivals v. i, Above all, there is that blood

thirsty Philistine, Sir Lucius O'Trigger. 1777 N. Jersey
Archives Ser. n. I. 302 On Monday last we had a brush

with the Philistines, killing three lighthorsemen, four High-
landers, and one Lieut. Colonel. 1847 MRS. GORE Castles

in Air I. 286 [To] be pinched and kicked, in order to afford

sport for the Philistines.

3. = PHILISTER, applied by German students to

one not a student at a university.

1824 J. RUSSELL Tour Germ. (1828) I. iii. 128 The citizens

he denominates Philistines. 1826 BEDDOES Let. Poems (1851)

p. lix, A little inn with a tea-garden, whither students and
Philistines (i.e. townsmen who are not students) resort on

Sundays. 1840 Blacftw. Mag. XLVIII. 757 The people
read it with great interest, from the fiery youths to the

cautious old Philistines. [1863 M. ARNOLD Ess. Crit., Heine

(1865) 157 Efforts have been made to obtain in English some
term equivalent to Philister or Dicier: Mr. Carlyle has.,

'respectability with its thousand gigs',..weU| the occupant
of every one of those gigs is, Mr. Carlyle means, a. Philistine,}

4. Hence : A person deficient in liberal culture

and enlightenment, whose interests are chiefly

bounded by material and commonplace things.
But often applied contemptuously by connoisseurs of any

particular art or department of learning to one who has no

knowledge or appreciation of it ; sometimes a mere term
of dislike for those whom the speaker considers 'bourgeois'.

1827 CARLYLE Misc. ss, (1872) I. 58 [The partisans of

Ilfuminism] received the nickname of Philisiern^ (Phili-

stines) which the few scattered remnants of them still bear.

1827 Examiner 70/2 If Germans require that species of

assistance, the obtuseness of a mere English Philistine we
trust is pardonable. 1831 [see PHILISTINISM]. 1839 A. H.
EVERETT Addr. Germ. Lit. at Hanover^ U.S.A. 40 Re-
leased from the importunity of this Philistine [Wagner],
to use an expressive German term, Faust relapses into his

former gloom. 1851 CARLYLE Sterling i. vii. (1872) 41 At
other times, Philistines would enter, what we call bores,

dullards, Children of Darkness. 1864 FROUDE Short Stud.,
Sci. Hist. 31 A professor at Oxford, .spoke of Luther as a

Philistine.. meaning an .. enemy of men of culture or in-

telligence such as the professor himself. 1860 M. ARNOLD
Cult, tf An. 20 The people who believe most that our great-
ness and welfare are proved by our being very rich, and who
most give their lives and thoughts to becoming rich, are

just the very people whom we call the Philistines. 1879 L.

STEPHEN Hours in Library II I. 306 In common phraseology
he [Macaulay] is a Philistine a word which I understand

properly to mean indifference to the higher intellectual

interests. 1890 T. B. SAUNDERS tr. Schopenhauer's Wisd.

PHILLIS.

Life (1801) 44 A man who has no mental needs, because
his intellect is of the narrow and normal amount, is, in the
strict sense of the word, a philistine . . one who is not a son
of the Muses.

B. adj. 1. Of or pertaining to the people of

Philistia.

1842 LONGF. Warning 6 The Israelite.. at last led forth to

be A pander to Philistine revelry.

b. transf.
1596 NASHE Saffron IValden Wks. (Grosart) III. 132 So

did he by that Philistine Poem of PartheTtophill and
Parthenope, which to compare worse than it selfe, it would

plunge all the wits of France, Spaine, or Italy.

2. Characteristic of, or of the nature of, the

modern ' Philistine
'

; uncultured ; commonplace ;

prosaic. (Of persons and things.)
1831 CARLYLE Germ. Poetry in Misc. Ess. (1872) III. 241

To a German we might have compressed all this long

description into a single word. Mr. Taylor is simply what

they call a Philister ; every fibre of him is Philistine. 1848
T. SINCLAIR Mount 57 The philistine division of our own
critics. 1869 SWINBURNE Ess. $ Stud. (1875)216 Byron.,
had in him a cross of the true Philistine breed. 1871 B.

TAYLOR Faust (1875) I. Notes 235 Critics consider that he

symbolizes the Philistine element in German life, the hope-
lessly material, prosaic an'd commonplace.

C. Comb.
1817 COLERIDGE Fire, Famine, etc. Apol. Pref., Afterward

this philistine-combatant went to London, and there perished
of the plague. 1903 Westm. Gaz. 8 Oct. 4/1 What purpose
some of them serve would be but a Philistine-like question.

Hence Phi'listinely adv., like or alter the

manner of a social Philistine. Also Fhilistinian

(-ti-nian) a. =B. I
;
PMlistinic (-ti nik) a. =B. 2

;

Fhilistinish (fVlistsiniJ, -inij) a. - B. 2.

1881 Society^ i June 9/2 A dress of black cashmere,

*philistinely tight. 1773 J. Ross Fratricide i. 636 (MS.)
The *Philistinean stride of him of Gath. 1882-3 Schajff's
Encycl. Kelig.Knowl. III. 1829 The name of the Philistine

harbor, Majuma, is entirely Egyptico-Philistinian. 1869
BLACK In Silk Attire I. 114 The audience .. applauding
*Philistinic politics over their raw chops. 1883 Gd. Words
Aug. 493/1 There are some among us, nowadays, who sneer

at all common-sense as philistinic. 1881 Standard 30 Aug.
5/2 Unhappily, we live in *Philistinish times. 1903 Edin.
Rev. Oct. 407 His work sometimes lacks distinction.. hut it

is never Philistinish.

Pliilistiilism (fi-listiniz'm, fHi'stiniz'm). [f.

PHILISTINE + -ISM.] The opinions, aims, and

habits of social Philistines (see prec. A. 4) ;
the

condition of being a social Philistine.

1831 CARLYLE Sart. Res. n. v, One
'
Philistine '; who e_ven

now, to the general weariness, was dominantly pouring-
forth Philistinism (Philistriositaten). 1856 R. A. VAUGHAN
Mystics (1860) II. 248 The Romanticists were, .the sworn

foes., of that low-minded, prosaic narrowness which Germany
calls Philistinism. 1863 M.AmOLD Ess. Crit., Heine (1865)

157 Philistinism ! we have not the expression in English.

Perhaps we have not the word because we have so much of

the thing. 1890 Spectator 29 Nov. 760/2 British Philistinism is

extremely overbearing. 1899 Q. Rev. Apr. 438
'

Philistinism
',

after all, stands for two great habits, decency and order.

So Philistinize (frlist-, fili'stmaiz) v. trans., to

render Philistine ; to imbue with the tastes, habits,

and opinions of those termed Philistines.

1880 G. MEREDITH Tragic Com. xvi. (1892) 224 Children.,

are secretly Philistinizing the demagogue, . . turning him into

a slow-stepping Liberal. 1891 ZANGWILL Bachelors' Club

164 She has not been philistinised by a refined education.

Philizer, obs. form of FILACER.

Phillaber, obs. f. PILLOW-BERE. Phillarea,

phillerey: see PHILLYREA. Phillet, obs. f.

FILLET. Phillibeg, var. FILIBEG. Philliberd,
obs. f. FILBERT.

f PMllida, variant of FILLADY Obs.

1620 J. MASON Newfoundland 4 The fowles are. .Butters,

blacke Birds with redd breastes, Phillidas.

PMlligree, Phillip, obs. ff. FILIGREE, FILLIP.

Phillipine : see PHILIP 4 b.

Fhillipsite (fHipsait). Min. [Named 1825
after the English mineralogist, J. W. Phillips: see

-ITE 1.] A hydrous silicate of aluminium, calcium,

and potassium, found in cruciform twin crystals of

a white colour.

crystals.

Phillis (fi-lis), sb. Also 9 Phyllis, [a. L.

Phyllis, a girl's name in Virgil, Horace, etc., a.

Gr. <S>t)AAis female name, lit. foliage of a tree, f.

<t>v\\ov leaf. The English spelling appears to be

influenced by association with wordsin//7-,/iz/0-.]
A generic proper name in pastoral poetry for a

comely rustic maiden, or for a sweetheart (cf.

PHILANDER,) ; also applied (after Milton) to a pretty

or 'neat-handed
'

table-maid or waitress.

1632 MILTON L'Allegro 86 Hearbs, and other Country

SE:

less as the Winds or Seas. 1700 T.

# Com. 116 At the Bar the good Man always places a

charming Phillis or two. 1768-74 TUCKER I.t. Nat. (1834)

II. 574 Having perpetually filled their head with ideas of

Strephons and Phillises. 1842 BARHAM Ingol. Leg. Ser. n.

Black Mousquetaire II, As his Patients came in, certain

soft-handed Phyllises Were at once set to work on their

legs, arms, and backs. 1848 THACKERAY Van. Fair xxiv,

If you have any Phillis to console.



I

PHILLIS.

Hence f Phi-llis v, (itoiiie-wd.) trans., to address

in pastoral verses.

1699 GARTH Dispens. i. 148 He pass'd his easie Hours,
instead of Prayer, In Madrigals, and Phillising the Fair.

Phillosella, Philly, erron. ff.FiLosELL.v, FILLY.

Phillygenin (filrd,3/hin). Chem. [f.
PHILLY-

RIN with ending of saligsnin.] A resinous crystal-
lizable substance (C 2iH 21O6), polymeric with sali-

genin, obtained from phillyrin by boiling with

hydrochloric acid, or by lactic fermentation.
1862 [see PIIILI.YKIN].

II Fhillyrea (fili-r/a, filirf-a). Bot. Also 7

phillyreea, phyl(l)area, phyleria, 7-8 phyl-
lerea, philarea, 8 phyl(l)yrea, -ro>a, phillarea,
phyllirea, -ra, philyrsea, -rea; also ft. in angli-
cized forms : 7-8 philery, phillerey, (8 ffille-

roy). [Bot. L. phyllyrea (Toumefort ; Linnaeus

Philos. Bot. 175), erroneously for philyrea, a.

Or. <pi\vp(a (Theophr.), app. a deriv. of <pt\vpa
linden tree. There are many erroneous spellings
in phyll- and phyl-. Also F. phillyrlc (1572 in

Godef.); cf. Cotgr.
'

phillyre'e, mocke-priuet ;
a

shrub
'

; thence the $-forms.]
A genus of ornamental evergreen shrubs (N.O.

Oleacese), natives of the Mediterranean region and
the East, with opposite leaves and inconspicuous
greenish-white flowers in axillary clusters

;
also

called jasmine-box or mock privet. P. latifolia is

considered to be the <j>i\vpia of Dioscorides and

Theophrastus.
Cafe Phillyrea, a name for the S. African shrub Cassine

capcnsis (N.O. Cclastracez). (Treas. Bot. 1866.)

1664 EVELYN Syiva xxiv, All the Phillyreas are yet more
hardy. 1678 PHILLIPS (ed. 4), Pkilyrxa, see Privet. 1691
I. GIBSON m Archzol. XII. 188 In his garden he has four

large round philareas, smooth clipped. 1699 M. LISTER
Journ. Paris 210 Lentiscus's and Phylarea's in as great
abundance, as Hazel or Thorn with us. 1706 J. GARDINER
tr. Rapin's Gardening n. 89 Line The walls with Phylyrea
fresh and fine, c 1710 CELIA FIENNES Diary (1888) 71 Cut
box and ffilleroy and Lawrell. 1720 STRYTE Stow's Sun*.

(1754) I. I. xx. 112 Against the stone walls are planted
Phillereys. 1785 MARTYN Rousseau's Bot. xvi. (1704) 207
This shrub [Alaternus] is frequently confounded with
Philyrea, from which it may be known at all times by the

position of the leaves. 1866 Trcas. fiat., Phillyrea, ever-

green shrubs and trees introduced from the shores of the
Mediterranean.
attrib. c 1665 LADY MARY WARWICK in C. F. Smith Life

(1901) 325 Upon the phyllerea hedge that grew before the

great parlour door. 1683-4 WOOD Life Jan.-Feb. (O.H.S.)
III. 88 Frost .. killed laurel, bayes, philery hedges. 1747
WESLEY Prim. Physic (1762) 107 Gargle often with Phyllyrea
leaves boiled with a little Allum. 1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa

(1749) III. xvii. 100 The rushing of a little dog. .through
the phyllerea hedge,

Phillyrin Cfi-Urin). Chcm. [f. prec. + -IN 1
.]

A white crystallizable bitter substance (C.nH 31Ou )

obtained from the bark of Phillyrea latifolia.
1858 Penny Cycl. 2nd Suppl. 135/1 Pkillyrine is a non-

azotised compound, crystallising in silver scales and of a
bitter taste. 1862 MILLER Elem. Chem. (ed. 2) III. 568

Phillyrin . . when submitted to lactic fermentation yields

phillygenin and sugar, phillygenin containing the elements
of 3 atoms of saligenin.

fPhilm(e, obs. erron. form of FILM.
T57* J. JONES Bathes of Kat/i n. 18 A skinne, pellicle, or

philine. 1730 BURDON Pocket Farrier (1735) 48 A Philm
grows over the Kye.
Philo- (file), before a vowel (or K) usually

ph.il- (/il), repr. Or. <piA.o-, <pi\-, combining form
from root of tj>t\-ity to love, d>i'A.-oj dear, friend

(cf. /UCTO-, miso-, from iua-tiv to hate, iua-os hate,

hatred). The number of compounds so formed in

Greek was very great ; usually they were adjs. ,

having derived sbs. and other words, and capable
themselves also of being used as sbs.

;
e. g. <f>

1X0-

(ro^os loving wisdom, a lover of wisdom, whence

<t>i\oao<t>la, <pi\oao(j>w6s, <fn\oatxp(iv to philosophize,
etc.

; <t>i\opvts fond of birds, <pi\opvTffla fondness for

birds, etc. Among these were some formed on
national names, as <pi\l\\i)v loving the Hellenes
or Greeks, <pt\o\ais<av loving the Lacedaemonians.

Many of the Greek compounds have come down

(frequently through Latin, and usually with

formative suffixes) into English; and, on the

model of these, philo- (fiAil-) has been employed
to form new compounds, the second element of
which is properly Greek, but often Latin, and

even, esp. in nonce-words, English or in Eng.
use. Philo- has thus become a living element,

esp. with national names, a.s^>Ai!o-German, philo-
Russian, philo-Turk, and the like.

Examples are : phil-aristocracy, -athletic [cf.
Gr. ffit\a0\r]Tris] t -hymnic [Gr. fpiXvpvos] (loving

hymns), -orthodox ; philo-totanic, -botanist, -cathar-

tic, -catholic, -dramatic, -dramatist, -felon, -garlic,

-mathematical, -musical, -mystic, -mythology (love
of fables), -mythy [Gr. tpi\o/w6ia love of talk],

-pagan, -peristeronic (pigeon-fancying) , -pig, -poet,

-publican, -radical, -tadpole, -theorist [cf. Gr. <fit\o-

Siaipos], etc. Among those formed on national
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names are phil-African, -Arabian, -Arabic, fhilo-
Athenian [cf. Gr. <[Aa#rj><aios], -French, -Gallic

(-ism), -German (-ism), -Greek, -Hindoo, -Jew,
-Laconian [Gr. q>iXo\aniuv\, -Peloponnesian, -Pole,
-Polish, -Slav, -Teuton (-ism), -Turk (-isA, -ism),
- Yankee (-ist), -Zionist, etc. Among humorous
nonce-words are philo-destrnctiveness, -financilive,

-foxhuntingness, -legislaliveness, in ridicule of the

phrenological philoprogtnitiventss. Also Phil-
archaist (-Suk^iist) [see ARCHAIST, and cf. Gr.

ipi\apx<uos~\, a lover of what is ancient, an anti-

quary. Philhi'ppic a. [Gr. IJTITOS horse: cf. Gr.

^Aiinroj], fond of or interested in horses ;
so

Phili'ppy [after philanthropy : cf. Gr. ^xAiiriri'a],
love for or kindness to a horse or horses. Philo-
brivtish a., characterized by love of or kindness to

the brutes or lower animals; so Philobru'tist,
a lover of brutes. Philocalist (filjrkalist) [Gr.
<t>i\oKa\os, f. xaAiis beautiful], a lover of beauty ;

so Philo-caly, love of beauty. Philo'comal a.

[cf. Gr. <PI\OKO^OS, f. Kojir] hair], characterized by
love of or attention to the hair. Philo-cubist

[Gr. (pi\oKvflos fond of dice (Aristophanes)], a
lover of dice-play. Philocynic (-si'nik) [Gr.
KVUV, KVV- dog: see CYNIC; oiler philanthropic] a.,

loving dogs, fond of dogs ; sl>. a lover of dogs ;

so Philocynicala.; Philo'cynism, Philo-cyny,
love of dogs. Philodemic (-de'mik) a. [Gr.
(pt\6Si]fjtos, f. 5r}^o? the people], loving the people.
Philode-ndrist [cf. Gr. <pi\6SfvSpos tree-loving,
f. SivSpov tree], a lover of trees. Fhiloepiorcian
(-epi|jr.isian) a. [Gr. imopiela false oath], loving
false oaths. Philofelist (filffflist) [L. Jcles,
-is cat], a lover of cats. Philo'galist [Gr. ya\trj,

70X7; pole-cat, taken as = cat], = prec. Philo-

ga'stric a. [Gr. -faarrip belly], loving the stomach,

indulging the appetite. Philogenitive (-dje'nitiv)
a. [see GENITIVE], inclined to procreation, or to

sexual indulgence; hence Philoge'nitiveness.
Philokle'ptic a. [Gr. KXcimjs robber], fond of

thieves or robbers. Philome'lanist [Gr. peKav-

black] a negrophile. Philomuse (frlomiwz) a.

[Gr. </"Accoutres], loving the Muses. Philoiioist

(fil^'n<?|ist) [Gr. ydo?, vous mind, understanding], a
lover of knowledge. T^httoplu-'tary [cf. Gr. <pi\o-

irAowTos], a lover of wealth; so fPhilopluto'nicn.
(erron. for *philophitic), loving wealth. Philo-
po gon [Gr. yaryaiv beard], a lover of beards.

Philopole'mic a. [cf. Gr. <pi\OTr6\e/*os, f. jroAc/ios

war], fond of war or strife; so Philopole'mical a.

Philopo'rnist [cf. Gr. <pt\6iropvos, f. iropvr) harlot],
a lover of harlots. Philorchida'ceous a., fond
of orchids. Philornithio (-pjni'hik) a. [cf. Gr.

$l\opm, f. Spva, upvW- bird], fond of birds. Philo-

thaumaturglc (-fgmatSudjik) a. [see THAUMA-
TURGIC], loving works of wonder. Pliilotheism

(fvlffjjz'iiz'm) [cf. Gr. <pt\60fos, f. &(6s God], love
of God

;
so Phi'lotheist, a lover of God

; hence
Philothei stic a. fPhiloxygenous^ksi'dgzhss)

]

a., having an affinity for oxygen (ois.). Philozoio

(-ztf'ik) a. [Gr. fwov animal, after philanthropic^,

loving or showing kindness to animals ; so Philo-
zo'ist (erron. -zoonist), a lover of animals.

1897 Current Hist. (Buffalo, N. Y.) VII. 224 The *Phil-
african Liberators' League is an association . . to work for

the extinction of the African slave trade. 1750 Student I.

42 The * Phil-Arabians think that.. theirs [Arabic], .may be
made very instrumental in illustrating the present Hebrew
text. 1652 URQUHART Jewel Wks. (1834) 211 New Palestine,
as the Kirkomanetick "Philarchaists would have it [Scotland]
called. 1820 Examiner No. 612. i/i Ready to put a grave
panegyrical face on his elderly Odes and *philaristocracy. !

1864 TREVELYAN Compet. Wallah (1866) 14 The Phil-

athletic club at Harrow. 1890 Sat. Rcz 1
. 13 Dec. 672/1

Every sport known to the philathletic Briton. 1886 World
24 Feb. ii The state-carriage horses .. excited much admira-
tion in a very *philhippic population. 1861 Longman's List
Oct. , HymnologiaChristiana : Psalms and Hymns . . Selected

or Contributed by *Philhymnic Friends. 1799 E. Du Bols
Piece Family Biag. II. 146 The old Welchman in pure
"philippy, took his horse out of the road. 1850 GROTE
Greece n. Ixi. (1862) V. 343 The tone of feeling in Lesbos had
been found to be decidedly *philo-Athenian. 1856 DELAMER
Fl. Card. (1861) Pref., To volunteer as gate-opener to other

fields of "Philobotamc Literature. 1824 BENTHAM Mem. <$

Corr. Wks. 1843 X. 543, I am glad to hear your master has
turned *Philo-Botamst at last. 1826 Sporting Mag. XVII I.

137 These days of *philo-brutish refinement. Ibid. XVII.
124 The *Philobrutists may carry their humanity too far.

1861 J. BROWN Hory Subs. (1862) 353 This poor, .creature

was a *philocalist : he had a singular love of flowers and of
beautiful women. 1891 Saf. Rci>. 24 Jan. 113/2 His'*philo-

caly' is. .destitute of vigour. 1823 SYD. SMITH Wks. (1859)
II. 2/1 If. .the apothecary, the druggist, and the physician,
all called upon him to abandon his *philocathartic pro-

pensities. 1893 SWINBURNE Stud. Prose tf Poetry (1894) 108

The "philocatholic whiggery of Macaulay and Tom Moore.

1869 Daily Tel. 14 Jan. 5/4 To consider the present state of

the *philocomal art. 1823 T. MITCHELL Aristoph. II. 179
You Amynias there hist ! A "philocubist ? Miss'd. 1815
MOORE Life Byron (1833) III. 143 note. You, who are one of
the *philocymc sect. 1887 Sat. Rev. 21 May 730/2 The

PHILO-.

philanthropic and the philocynic zeal of Lord Harrowby
and Lord Mount-Temple, c 1843 M. J. HIGGINS Ess. (1875)

87^,
I admired my ingenious friend's "philo-cynical treaty

with Mr. William Sykes. 1865 Spectator 4 .Mar. 240/2
MLvs Baker's *philocynism rose into a passion for a par-
ticular bull-dog. 1839 Blackw. Map XLV. 478 pur
*philocyny developed itself at the earliest possible period.
1870 LOWELL Study Wind. 44 This, .does too much mischief
to the trees for a "philodendrist to take unmixed pleasure
in. 1841 J. T. HEWLETT Parish Clerk I. 101 The organ of
*philo-destructiveness would have been found strongly
developed. 1833 Erasers Mag. VIII. 42 James Smith may
indeed be well called a *philo*dramatic poet. 1817 COLE-
RIDGE Bioff. Lit. xxiii. (1882) 274 The enlightened and
patriotic assemblage of *philodramatists. 1838 G. S. FADER
Inquiry 239 They must have borrowed their "philiiepiorcian
maxim from some lurking remnant of the Priscillianists,
who flourished in Spain in the time of Augustine, a 1843
SOUTHEY Doctor, Fra&n. (1848)681/2 '1 he Laureate, Dr.
Southey, who is known to be a *phiiofelist, and confers
honours upon his Cats according to their Cervices. Ibid.

684/2 He made himself acquainted with all the philofelists
of the family. 1831 in Q, Rev. XLIV. 277 A monu-
ment .. of Jeremy's philosophico-*pnilofelon philanthropy.
1829 Blackw. Mag_. XXVI. 743 Never having heard
of a *philo-financitive bump, we fear it can be nothing
better than acquisitiveness. 1828 Spotting Mag, XXII.
271 An impression on the organ of *pnilo-foxhunting-
ness,. not very easily to be effaced. 1894 in Daily News

I

Nov. 5/6, I believe he is not so much *philo-French as

russophobq. 1821 SOUTHEY Lett. (1856) III. 240 You,
Grosvenor, who are a *philogalist, and therefore understand
more of cat nature than has ever been attained by the most
profound naturalists. 1870 Daily News 19 Nov., Mr. Car-

yle's fierce philo-Germanism is as dangerous a sentiment
as the blind *philo- Gallicism against which he lifts up
his voice. 1847 DE QUINCIIV Spanish Nun i.v, With
these *phtlo-garfic men Kate took her departure. 1884
West. Daily Press 16 Dec. 7/3 The *philogustric pro-
pensities of boys. 1816 Genii. Ma*. LXXXVI. i. 255 If he
be given to mystery, Or fond of individuality. Or "philo-
genitive, or whatsoe'er His passion be. i8z3 BYRON Juan
xtr. xxii, I say, mcthinks that

'

*Philo-genitiveiiess
'

Might
meet from men a little more forgiveness. 1852 Fraser's
Mag. XLII. 482 No sentimental *philo- Hindoo. 1865 rail
MallG. 22 June 9 What will the Italian Government say
to such a *pnilokleptic proceeding on our part ? 1850 GROTK
Greece 11. Ixi. (1862) V. 345 The active *philo-Laconian
party. 1832 Fraser's Mag. VI. 733 Sawing through your
organ of *philolegislativeness. <r 1670 SI-ITILE in Johnson
L, P.

t Dryden (1781.) II. 36 Poor Robin, or any other of the

*philomathematicks, would have given him satisfaction in
the

point. 1700 MOXON Math. Diet, 67 The Philo-Mathe-
matick Reader. 1734 UI.HKKI.EY Analyst Query 55 Those
*philomathematical physicians, anatomists, and dealers in

the animal economy. 1833 DE QLINCEY Rev. Greece Wks.
1862 X. 120 note, The original (or *Philomuse society).,

adopted literature for its ostensible object. 1811 BUSBY
Diet. Afus. (ed. 3), *Philomiisical. 1752 H. WALTOU-: Lett,
to Montagu 1, A true born Englishman and *philomystic.
1612 T. SCOT (title} *Philomythie, or *Philomythologie,
wherein Outlandish Birds, Beasts, and Fishes, are Taught
to Speake True English. 1804 COLERIDGE Lett., to K.
Sharp (1895) 448 Philologists, *Philonoists, Physiophilists,
keen hunters after knowledge and science. 1850 GROTE
Greece n. Ixi. (1862) V. 343 The *philo-Peloponnesian party.
i8z8 SOUTHEY Epistle to A, Cunningham 336 Who in all

forms Of pork, baked, roasted, toasted, boil'd or broil'd, ..

Profess myselfa genuine *Philopig. a 1876 M. COLLINS Pen
Sk. (1879) II. 72 He likes to outdo nis *philoplu tonic
brethren in his wife's rank and silks, in the splendour of his
house. 1720 SWIFT Lett. Yng. Poet, i Dec., Wks. 1841 IK
300/2 A mult it tide of poetasters, poetitoes, parcel-poets, poet-
apes, and *philo-poets. 1875 R. F. BURTON Gorilla L. (1876)
I. 205 Whatever absurdity in hair may be demanded by the
trichotomists and *philopogons of modern Europe. 1794
T. TAYLOR Pausanias III. 242 She [Minerva] is called

.. *Philopolemic, as uniformly ruling over the opposing
natures which the world contains. 1827 SYD. SMITH Wks.
(1859) II. 127/2 The increasing arrogance of the Americans,
and our own *philopolemical folly. 1893 SWINBURNE Stud.
Prose fy Poetry (1894! 122 To the mealy-mouthed modern
*philopornist the homely and hardy method of the old poet
..may seem rough and brutal. 1896 A. B. BRUCE in Ex-
positor Sept. 225 They called Him a drunkard, a glutton
and a *philo-publican. 1884 World 30 Apr. 6 A *phil-
orchidaceous peer. 1862 /^/jjuly 289 The smart game-bags
and neat bird-cages testify at least to the

*philornithic
taste

of the natives in one direction or another. x888 J. H.
OVERTON & ELIZ. WORDSw. Chr. Wordsworth 387 The love

which you, so noble, so *philorthodox, so philhellenic, have

displayed. 1886 Pall Mall G. 14 Dec. 2/2 We see the real

cause, .and realize some hidden dangers which have nothing
to do with *Philo-SIavism or Slavo-philism. x86a LOWELL
Biglo^u P. Ser. IL So The thing was done, the tails were

cropped, And home each *philotadpole hopped. 1891
ABBOTT Philomythus ix. 235 Useless to the *philothauma-
turgic soul. 1870 SWINBURNE Ess, <$ Stud. (1875) 82 Baude-
laire always kept in mind that Christianity.. was not and
could not be a creature of philanthropy or *philotheism,
but of church and creed. 1829 LANDOR /mag. Conn. Wks.

^53 I. 506/1 Polemics can never be philosophers or *philo.
theists. a 1843 SOUTHEY Doctor ccxiii. (1848) 577 The
speculation, or conception (as the *Philotheistic philosopher
himself called it) of Giordano Bruno. 1800-10 COLERIDGE
/>;></ (1818) III. 176, I distinguish, first, those whom you
indeed may call *Philotheorists, or Philotechnists, or Practi-

cians, and secondly those whom alone you may rightly
denominate Philosophers, as knowing what the science of

all these branches of science is. 1838 New Monthly Mag.
LIV. 132 Mr, Urquhart..is a *philo-Turk. 1895 Eclectic

Mag. Oct. 565 An anti-Russian and *philo-Turkish policy.

1799 BEDDOES Contrib. Phys. <$ Med. Knowl. 223 Should it

be discovered that oxygen enters into their composition the

terms *philoxygenous and misoxygenous must be changed.
1818 SYD. SMITH in Lady Holland Mem. (1855) II. 166, I ..

believe that I am to the full as much a *Pbiloyankeeist_ as

you are. 1897 igth Cent. Oct. 628 The *Philo-2ionists

recognise the mission: but they recognise the misery as

well. 1868 Daily News 15 Oct., The Society, .is animated

by, as we cannot say philanthropic, let us say *philozoic



PHILOBIBLIAN.
motives. 1887 HUXLEY ss.

t Progr. Sc. \. 122 Unless the
fanaticism of philozoic sentiment overpowers the voice of

humanity. 1831 Examiner 219/2 That *philo2oonist would
certainly have introduced into his bill against

*

cruelty to
animals '

a special clause. 1899 Pop, Set, Monthly May
140 Inconsistent *philozoists,

Philobiblic Milobi-blik), a. [f. Gr. $>(Ao-

#(Xoy fond of books
(f. </>iAo- PHILO- + fii@\os

book) 4- -ic.] Fond of books ; devoted to litera-

ture. Cf. Philobibloti) name of book by R. de Bury,
1344, and of a modern society. So PbiloU'lalian
a. ; Philobi blist, a lover of books. (All more
or less nonce-tvds^}
1755 Connoisseur No. 86 p 2 My method has since been

to visit the Philobiblian libraries. 1824 J. COLE (title) Biblio-

graphical .. Tour .. to the Library of a Philobiblist. 1845
LD. CAMPBELL Chancellors (1857) I- xn '- 20 ) I am rather

surpi ised ihat a ' De Bury
'

club has not yet been established

by Philobiblists. 1864 pOHH Bibliogr Manual (Lowndes)
VI. 82 Phihbiblon Society. Composed of Persons inter-

ested in the History, Collection, or Peculiarities, of Books.
Instituted in London, 1853. 1885 Spectator 23 May 676
It has been known in philobiblic circles.. for some years.

Fhilobi'blical, a. [f. as prec. + -AL : in

sense b, after biblical^ a. = prec. b. Devoted
to the study of the Bible.
1880 Encycl. Brit. XI. 475/1 [Hermann von der Hardt]

had founded at Leipsic a philobiblical society, with the

object of determining the sacred text. 1896 Blackw. Mag.
Mar. 253 The philobiblical physician has always his favourite

prescription.

Philobotanic to -dendrist: see PHILO-.

iiPhilodendron(nl0de'ndrph\ Bot. Also-um.

[mod.L. .Schott 1830), a. Gr. <f>t\6otv8pov, neuter
of <f>t\68cv8po$ fond of trees (f. <{>i\o- PHILO- +
SfvSpov tree), in reference to its climbing upon
trees.] A genus of tropical American climbing
shrubs (N. O, Aracese]^ some species of which are
cultivated as stove-plants.
1877 F. W. BURBIDGE Propag. Cult. PL 190 Some hybrid

Philodendrons and Anthuriums. 1899 RODWAY Guiana
Wilds 28 Everywhere were long cords dangling from the
rosettes of philodendrums, which had to be waved aside.

Philode'Spot. rare. [ad. Gr. <iAo5<77roT-os

adj., loving one's master, f. <t\o- PHILO- + SeffiroTTjs

master; in b. directly f. PHILO- + DESPOT.] fa.
(See quot. 1656.) Obs.rare* . b. One who favours

despots or despotism (quot. 1796).
1656 BLOUNT Gtossagr., Philodesfiot . . ,

he that loveth his

Master. 1796 COLERIDGE in Mrs. Sand ford T, Pools fy

Friends (1888) F. i^o As bad as the most, .rampant Philo-

despot could wish in the moment of cursing.

Fhilodine (frl&lain). Zool. [f. PHILO- + Gr.
SfVos whirling, rotation.] A rotifer of the genus
Philodina or family Philodinidse. So Fhilodi-nid ;

Fhilodi-noid a., resembling this family.
1883 H. J. SLACK in Knowledge 15 June 358/2 The Philo-

dines, of which the common Rotifer, /\. inilgaris^ is the
most abundant. 1895 Funk's Stand. Diet., Philodinid..
Philodinoid.

PhilodoxCrVltiypks). rare. [ad. Gr. <(Atj5o-o?

adj. (Plato), loving fame or glory, f. <pi\o~ PHILO-
+ 5tia glory (also opinion, etc.).] Properly, One
who loves fame or glory ;

but taken (after orthodox}
as = One who loves his own opinion ; an argument-
ative or dogmatic person. So Fhilodo'xical a.

1603 FLORIO Montaigne u* xii. (1632) 303 No people are
lesse Philosophers, .than Platoes Philodoxes, or lovers of
their owne opinions. 1852 DAVIES Si VAUGHAN tr. Plato's

Republics. (1866) 196 PhilodoxicaJ rather than philosophical,
that is to say, lovers of opinion rather than lovers of
wisdom. 1872 Nonconf. 27 Mar. 326/2 The lover of argu-
ment, the philodox to revive an old word ..is less likely
to listen to it.

Philo-dramaticto -Germanism: see PHILO-.

Philogenesis, -genetic, etc. erron. ff. PHYLO-.

Philograph (fVLJgraf). [f. Gr. </>iAo- PHILO-
+ -ypcupos writing, writer, delineator.] A device
for facilitating the

production
ofan outline drawing.

1892 Echo 9 Feb. 2/4 By the use of an instrument called
the '

Philograph ',
an absolutely correct representation can

be obtained of any organic form. 1892 G. HAKE Mem.
80 Years

Ixviij. 292 Photographs in my early days were not
in use, so philographs must be produced in their stead.

1894 Times i Mar. 6/5 The philograph, in which an exact

picture was sketched on glass or celluloid of the objects
seen through it, was useful and accurate, and excellent in
its perspective.

t Philogro-bolise, v. Obs. rare. [ad. F.

philogroboliser.] (See quot.)
1653 URQUHART Rabelais n. x, All-to-be-dunced and philo-

grobolised in their braines,

Philogynist (filp-d^inist). [f. Gr.^tXoyvv-rjs,
in pi. -yvvatK'dj fond of women, <pi&oywi'a love
of women, f. <f>t\o- + ywrj woman.] A lover or
admirer of women. So Philog-ynsecic (-f'sik),

'

Philo-g-ynousa//'^, fond of women; Fhllo'gyny
(also irreg. Philogyne-ity), love of women.
1870 Sat. Rev. 2 July 24/2 The philanthropic or *philo-

KFMBCic brain of one of the most benevolent of mortals. 1884
N. ^ Q. 6th Ser. X. 277, I would object to much of phi-
lanthropy, but I must say that such *philogyneity as this

closely borders on the ridiculous. 1865 HUXLEY Lay Serm.
(1870) 21 There are ^philogynists as fanatical as any 'miso-

ynists '. 1892 M. O'CONNOR BtfOMUJtfinw/ftl p. xxxv,Dean
wift was most *philogynous. i6a3CocKERAM, *Phyloginie^

a doating on women, 1754 FIELDING Jonathan \vildi. x,
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We will . . draw a curtain over this scene, from that philogyny
which is in us. 1892 Pall Matt C. 25 Feb. 2/1 False dema-
goguy and sentimental philogyny.

Philo-Hindoo,Phnokleptic,etc.:seePHiLO-.
Philologaster (filp!0gse*st3i). nonce-ivd. [f.

L. philolog-n$ (see below) + -ASTER.] A petty or

would-be philologist. So Philologa'stry, petty
or blundering philology.
1880 F. HALL in tgthCent. Sept. 442 The doings ofAmerican

philolognsters are, in truth, a curious study. 1893 in

Nation (N. Y.) 16 Feb., He is quite capable of such an

enormity of philologastry.

Philologer (fil^'Iod^ai). [f.
PHILOLOGY + -ER:

cf. astrologer^
1. = PHILOLOGIST i. Now rare or Obs.

1588 J. HARVEY Disc. Frobl. 63 Antiquaries philologers,
schoolemen, and other learned discoursers. 1650 HEYLIN
Exanten Hist. i. 129 John Selden, of the Inner Temple, . .

that renown'd Humanitian and Philologer, sometime a
Commoner of this House. 1706 PHILLIPS, Philologer, an
Humanist, a Man of Letters. 1847 J. W. DONALDSON Vind.
Protest, Princ. 96 All competently educated and impartial
philologers would derive, from a careful examination of the
whole Jewish and Christian Scriptures, the views which we
have now set forth respecting the person of the^Deity.
2. = PHILOLOGIST 2.

1660 HOWELL Lexicon Pref, heading To the tru Philologer,
Touching the English (or Saxon) with the three Sororian

Toungs, French, Italian, and Spanish. 1755 JOHNSON, Phi-
lologer, one whose chief study is language ; a grammarian ;

a critick. 1840 ARNOLD Let. in Stanley Life (1858) II. 174
Donaldson, the author of the new Cratylus, and almost the

only Englishman who promises, I think, to be a really good
philologer. i88a FREEMAN in Longm. Mag. I. 83 The word
1 American ', as applied to language, means, in the mouth of
a comparative philologer, the native languages of the
American Continent.

Philologian (fifetafdgl&n). [f. L. philologia
PHILOLOGY + -AN.]

= PHILOLOGIST 2.

1830 PUSEV Hist. Enq. 11. x-349 Philologians we have perhaps
not a few, and not unlearned. 1844 J. CAIRNS Let. in Lr/e
viii. (1895) 165 The brothers Grimm, the philologians. 1869
FARRAR Fam, Speech n. (1873) 42 The researches of the

philologian into dead and existing tongues.

Philologic (fiblfrd^ik), a. [ad. mod.L. phifa-

logic-its, f. philologia : see -1C. Cf. F. phihhgique
(1668 in Hatz.-Darm.).] --= next.

1669 GALE Crf. Gentiles \. Introd. 2 Their choicest Notions
and Contemplations, both Philologic and Philosophic. 1776
BURNF.Y Hist. Mus. I. 225 note, The common foundation
of most modern philologic systems, etymologies. 1847 DE
QUINCEv Secret Soc. Suppl. Note, Wks. VI. 305 Deposi-
taries of all the erudition archieologic, historic, and phi-
lologic by which a hidden clue could be sought.

Philological (fiblp-d^ikal), a. [f. as prec. +

-AL.] Of, pertaining to, concerned with, or de-

voted to the study of, philology (in the wider or,

now usually, the restricted sense: see PHILOLOGY).
i6zi UP. MOUNTAGU Diatribx 9 You are much vpon the

by, to bring in your Philologicall obseruations. 1659 Bp.
WALTON Consid, Considered 230 Though the controversy
[about the Hebrew points] be in itself grammatical, or

philological, yet it had its rise from a question theological.

1741 WATTS Improv. Mindi. xx. 26 Those studies which
are wont to be called philological, such as histoiy, language,
grammar, rhetoric, poesy, and criticism. 1797 Monthly
Mag. III. 486 The Philological Society, at bath, for edu-

cating and placing out the sons of poor clergymen and
mechanics (instituted in 1792). 183* (title) Philological
Museum [Contents of Vol. I] On the names of the Days of
the Week. On the number of Dramas ascribed to Sophocles.
On the early Ionic Philosophers. 1841 Proc, Philot.Soc. I.

7 The author considered the adoption of an improved
system of orthography by the Editors of the Philological

Journal (Camb. 1837) an example worthy of imitation on
the part of the Philological Society. 1851 D. WILSON Preh.
Ann. (1863) II. iv. i. 185 Philological relations traceable
between Cymri and Gael.

Hence Fhilolo'gically adv., in accordance with
or in relation to philology.
1622 PEACHAM Compi. Gent. (1661) 263 See learned Hieron-

Mercurialis in his books De Arte Gymnastica : where this

matter is fully handled, both Physically, .and Philologically.

1794 MATHIAS Purs. Lit. (1708) 332 There is no passage.,
which will not at last admit of such an illustration or

explanation, I mean philologically or critically, as may put
to silence the ignorance of foolish men. 1884 H. D. TRAILL
in Mficnt. Ufag", Oct. 442/1, I have never yet met a man.,
who was philologically qualified for a seat on the bench.

Philologist (fiV'lod.^ist). [f. PHILOLOGY (?or
Gr. 0^X0X07-05) + -1ST.] A person versed in or

devoted to philology.
1. One devoted to learning or literature ;

a lover

of letters or scholarship; a learned or literary
man ; a scholar, esp. a classical scholar. Now
less usual (cf. PHILOLOGY i).

1648 E. SPARKE in Shute's Sarah, fy ffagar Pref. bj, For
his Method, let no nice Philologist distaste it, as too Calvin-
istical. a 1682 SIR T. BROWNE Tracts, Plants Script. 25
Why the Rods and Staffs of the Princes were chosen for

this decision Philologists will consider. 1799 MRS. J. WEST
Tale of Times III. 388 Philologists dispute the revealed
will of God. 1841 SPALDING Italy $ It. fsl. I. 125 This
labour, .is least irksome to the professed philologist, who, in

the purity of the
style

and the bold structure of the versifi-

cation, can forget the weary barrenness of the matter.

2. A person versed in the science of language ;

a student of language; a linguistic scholar.

1716 M. DAVIES Atkttt. Brjt. III. Diss. Drama 12 He
pass'd for an Excelling Philologist, especially as to the
Greek Roots. 1770 BARETTI Jojirn./r. London I. 160 Old
Facciolati the philologist. 1865 TYLOR Early Hist. Man.

PHILOMATH.
ii. 15 We know so little about the origin of language,
that even the greatest philologists are forced.. to avoid the

subject altogether. 1865 MAX MULLER Chips (1880) I. i. 21

The Comparative Philologist ignores altogether the division

of languages according to their locality.

Fhilologize (.filp-lodgaiz), v. rare.
[f.

Gr.

(1X0X07-09 + -IZE.] intr. To play the philologist ;

to deal in philology (i.e. either literary scholar-

ship, or linguistic science). Also trans, to bring
into some condition by philologi/ing.
1664 EVELYN Syh'a in. vi, It is not here that I design to

enlarge, as those who have philologiz'd on this occasion de

Sycophantis, and other curious Criticismes. 1868 Contemp.
Rev. VIII. 165 It cannot be criticized or philologized into

nothingness, like written record. 1877 F. HALLOW -able and
reliable 25, I have spoken of the unscientific philologizing
which has recently become so rife.

Fhilologue (fi'Wl^j). rare. Also 7 -log,

-loge. [a. K. pkilohgite (Rabelais i6th c.), ad. L.

philolog-us man of letters, a. Gr. <tX6Ao-y-os : see

PHILOLOGY.] = PHILOLOGIST. Also attrib. or

adj. (quot. 1611) = PHILOLOGICAL.
1594 R. ASHLEY tr. Lays le Roy nob, Philologves or

serchers of antiquitie, and propriette of tongues. 1611 CHAP-
MAN Paneg. Verses to Coryat's Crudities, To the Philologe
Reader. 1646 GILLESPIE Male Andis A iij, Great philologs
will tell him that titalcdico is taken in a good sense as well
as in a bad. 1653 URQI/HART Rabelais Prol. (Rtldg.) 17

Homer,.. the paragon of all philologues. 1851 CARLYLE

Sterling i. iv. (1872) 29 One cannot, .conceive of Sterling as
a steady dictionary philologue. 1862 R. G. LATHAM Elttn.

Cotnp. Philol. H. i. 704 The effect of some philological force

which it is the business of philologues to elucidate.

Philology (fil^lod^i). [In Chaucer, ad. L.

philologia ;
in lyth c. prob. a. F. philologie^ ad. L.

philologia^ a. Gr. <pt\o\oytat abstr. sb. from <iXd-

Ao7os fond of speech, talkative; fond of discussion

or argument ; studious of words
;
fond of learning

and literature, literary; f. (ptXo- PHILO- + \6yos

word, speech, etc.]
1. Love of learning and literature; the study of

literature, in a wide sense, including grammar,
literary criticism and interpretation, the relation of

literature and written records to history, etc. ;

literary or classical scholarship ; polite learning.
Now rare in general sen^e.

{c 1386 CHAUCER Merck. T. 490 Hoold thou thy pees thou

ppete Martian That writest \s that like weddyng murie Of
hire Philologie and hym Mercuric. (Maitianus Capella,
5th cent, wrote ' De nuptiis Philologie et Mercurii'.)]

1614 SELDEN Titles Hon. Ded. A ij, This of Mine dealing
with Vernm chiefly, in matter of Storie and Philologie. 1637
HEYLIN Antid. Lincoln, ii. 108 Your Grammer learning

being showne, we must next take a turne in your Divine
and Theologicall Philology, a 1661 FULLER Worthies i.

(1662) 26 Philology properly is Terse and Polite Learning,
welior literatnra. . . But we take it in the larger notion, as

inclusive of all human liberal Studies. 1669 GALE Crt.

Gentiles i. i. x. 50 Philologie, according to its original, and
rimitive import, .implies an universal love, or respect to

uman Literature. 1776 G. CAMPBELL Philos Rket. I.
i.y.

125 All the branches of philology, such as history, civil,

p
h

,

ecclesiastic,and liierary
: grammar, languages,jurisprudence,

and criticism. 1818 HALLAM Mid. Ages ix. ii, Philology, or

the principles of good taste, degenerated through the preva-
lence of

schpol-lofeic. 189* Athenxum 25 June 816/1 The
fact that philology is not a mere matter of grammar, but is

in the largest sense a master-science, whose duty is to

present to us the whole of ancient life, and to give archaeology
its just place by the side of literature.

f 2. Rendering Gr. <pt\oXoyia love of talk, sreech,
or argument (as opposed to <pt\offO(f>ia love of

wisdom, philosophy). Obs.

1623 COCKERAM, Pkytofagiet
loi:e of much babling. 1654

WHITLOCK Zcotomia 195 Whereas hee [Seneca] complaineth
Philosophy was turned into Philology \ may not we too

sadly complain, most of our Christianity is become Dis-

coursive noise? 1678 R. L'ESTRANGE Seneca's Mor. (1702)

387 By which Means Philosophy is now turn'd to Philology.

3. spec, (in mod. vse) The study of the structure

and development of language; the science of lan-

guage ; linguistics. (Really one branch of sense i.)

Comparative Philology : see COMPARATIVE i b.

1716 M. DAVIES At/ten. Brit. III. 102 Harduin has there

several erudite Remailcs upon Philology: especially upon
the Pronunciation and Dialects of the Greek Tongue. 1748
HARTLEY Obscrv. Man i. iii. 153 Philology, or the Know-

ledge of Words, and their Signi6cations. 1838 WINNING
(title) Manual of Comparative Philology. 1843 H. H.
WILSON in Proc. Philol. Soc. I. 22 The publication of the

grammar of the late Sir Charles Wilkms constitutes an

important era in the annals of Sanskrit philology. 1851
BLACKIE Stud. Lang. 7 Philology unfolds the genesis of

those laws of speech, which Grammar contemplates as a

finished result.

Philomath (frl^maej)). Now rare. [ad. Gr.

0tAo/<a0>7? fond of learning, f. <iAo- PHILO- + paO-,

root of }wv0av-(iv to learn : cf. MATHEMATIC.]
A lover of learning ;

a student, esp. ofmathematics,

natural philosophy, and the like; formerly popu-

larly applied to an astrologer or prognosticator.
a 1643 W. CARTWRIGHT Loves Convert iv. ii, I hate a

scholar : . . I'm only a Philomath, sweet Lady. 1695 CoNGRXVl
Lovefor L. n. v, An Entertainment for all the Philomaths,

and Students in Physick and Astrology, in and about London.

1751 CHESTERF. Lett. (1774) "I- xii. 132 Ask my friend,

L'Abbe Sallier, to recommend to you some meagre philo-

math to teach you a little geometry and astronomy. 1755

Connoisseur No. 99 f i Complete Ephemerides &c. drawn

up by Partridge .. and the rest of th sagacious body of



PHILOMATHIC.

Philomaths and Astrologers. 1873 DOHAN Lady oflast Cent.

vii. 192 The aged philomath might have been the original
of the legendary mathematician.

So Philoma-thic [
= F. philomathique], Philo-

ma'thical adjs., devoted to learning ; of, pertain-

ing to, or consisting of *

philomaths' (in quot.

1828, 'mathematical'); also, astrological; Philo-

mathy (filfrmajri) [Gr. <pi\ofid$(ta, -fta$ia], love

of or devotion to learning. (All now rare.}

1797 Monthly M<i. III. 462 Girod Chantrans read lately
to the 'Philomathic Society of Paris, an observation which
he had made on the conferva, tullosa. 1839 LADY LYTTON
Ckcvcley (ed. 2) I. x. 221 His work .. was meant to be

statistical, philological, . .philomathic, and
political. 1709

STEELE Taller No. 11^5 Partridge . . is dead and gone, who
. .*PhiIomathicaI as he was, could not read his own Destiny.

'

1828 T. C. CHOKER Fairy Leg. S. Ireland II. 86 Too much
whiskey . . might occasionally prevent his walking the

chalked line with perfect philomathical accuracy. 1623
C.ocK.v.K.MA,*Phyloniathie, theloue of learning. 1901 Daily
Ckron. 17 Sept. 5/6 With a pure view to philomathy;
I should much like some veracious 'average' husband to

inform your readers what he does, .to alleviate the insuffer-

able monotony, .of the '

average
'

domesticated wife.

Philomel (fi-bmel), Philomela (nl^mrla).

poet. Forms: 5-6 phylomene, 6 Philumene; 6

Philomele, 7- Philomel ; 6- Philomela, [a. F.
!

philomele, ad. L. philomela, a. Gr. (J>i\ofAT}\a the

nightingale, supposed to be f. <f>i\o- PHILO- + /u\os

song, with vowel lengthened ;
but cf. ^Ao/^/Xos

1

fond of apples. The early form in -wene appears
to have been due to some error.] A poetic name
for the nightingale. (In later use always as proper
name, with capital P, usually with reference to the

j

ancient myth of Philomela metamorphosed into a
j

nightingale. Hence properly feminine, and involv-

ing the error of attributing song to the hen bird.)

[^1385 CHAUCKR L. G. W. 2274 That Philomene his wyfes
suster myghte On Proigne hys wyfe but ones haue a syght.

1390 GOWER Conf. II. 326 The ferst into a nyhtingale Was
schape, and that was Philomene.] 1423 JAS. I Kingis Q.
ex, Vnlike the cukkow to the phylomene. 1576 GASCOIGNE
Philomene 129 To vnderstande the notes of Phylomene (For
so she hight, whom thou calst Nightingale). 1579 SPENSER
Skeph. Cal. Nov. 141 And Philomele her song with teares

doth steepe. 1591 DaA/in. 475 But I will wake and
sorrow all the night With Philumene, my fortune to deplore.
J599 Pass. Pilgr. xv, While Philomela sits and sings.

1634 MILTON // Pens. 56. 111639 WOTTON Descr. Spring
12 The Groves already did rejoyce In Philomels triumphing
voyce. c 1790 COWPER Catharina vi, By Philomel's annual
note To measure the life that she leads. 1798 COLERIDGE

Nightingale 39 O'er Philomela's pity-pleading strains.

Hence t Philome'lian a. poet. Obs., pertaining
to the nightingale.
1621 QUARLES Argalus <y P. (1708) 101 The winged

choristers of night .. sweetly warbling out Their philo-
melian air.

Philomot, obs. erroneous form of KILKMOT.

Philomuse, Philomystic, etc, : see PUILO-.

Philonian (faildtrnian), a. [ad. L. Philonian- .

us, f. Philo, -oti-tni, ad. Gr. $i\ojv, a man's name:
'

see -AN.] Of or pertaining to the Jewish philo-
'

sopher Philo, who flourished at Alexandria about

the beginning of the Christian era. So Philonic

(failp'nik) a., in same sense; Fhilonism (fai*10n-

iz'm), the system of Philo ; PhVlonist, a follower
,

of Philo ; Phi'lonize z-. intr., to imitate Philo.

1874 SnAernat. Kelts'. II. in. i. 288 The *Philonian Epistle ,

to the Hebrews. 1892 E. P. BARROW Regni Evang. 51

Hebraic, Philonian or Gnostic teaching. 1854 EMERSON I

Lett. % Soc. Aims, Quot. $ Orig. Wks. (Bohn) III. 314 I

Reverence., claimed for it (the Bible] by the prestige of :

*philonic inspiration. 1900 R. T. DRUMMOND Apost.
Teaching vi. 224 The Philonic resolution of Old Testament

personages, events and rites into philosophic abstractions.

1883 Athenaeum 23 June 793/3 The Egyptian city where
;

Platonism and *Philonism had imbued Christianity with a

peculiar character. 1833^. H. XKWMAN Ariansi. ^.(1876)
;

101 The discriminative view of heathen philosophy which
j

the*Philontsts had opened. 1610 HEALEY St. Aug. Ct tie of
God xvii. xx. Vivcs' note, It was a proverbe, Philo either

Platonized or Plato *Philonized. i8iJ. ADAMS fKfcb(z8s6) \

X. 18 The opinions .. appear to me to resemble the plato- \

nizing Philon, or the philomzing Plato, more than the I

genuine system of Judaism. 1882-3 Schajfs Encycl. Rtlig. \

Knowl. III. 1832 Either Philo platonizes, or Plato philo- I

nizes, says Suidas.

t Philo'pater. Obs. rare. [ad. Gr. $t\o-

tTa.T<ap loving one's father, or <pi\6irarpis loving
one's fatherland.] A lover of one's father, or

(transf.} of one's country.
1641 R. HARRIS Abncr s Funerall 21 Wise, Learned, Pious,

Philosopher, Pbilopater, and the like, 1643 PRYNNE Sav.
Power Part. Ded. A ij, Eternally Renowned Senators, and
most cordiall Philo-paters to Your bleeding, dying dearest

Country. Ibid. \. Pref. (ed. 2) A
ij b, The cordiallest En-

devours, of a reall unmercenary Philo-pater.

Philoplutary to -pornist : see PHILO-.

Philoprogene-ity. rare 1
, [irreg. f. PHILO- !

+ L. progenies PROGENY, with ending of homo-
'

Love of progeny or offspring : cf. next
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1865 tr. Strauss' New Life Jesus II. 11. Ivii. 41 To assimi-
late him to the philoprogenitive Gods of the heathen. 1884
Public Opinion n July 33/1 Its ['native' oyster's] place
will be taken by the less philoprogenitive but not less deli-

cate bivalve of Baltimore or of Portugal.
2. Phrenol. Loving one's offspring ;

of or per-
taining to love of offspring.
1876 H. SPENCER Princ. Social, in. xi. (1879) 767 Among

brutes the philoprogenitive instinct is occasionally suppressed
by the desire to kill, and even to devour, their young ones.

1894 D. C. MURRAY Making of Novelist 183 The pellet, .hit

him. .on the philoprogenitive bump, and he swore audibly.

FhMoproge-nitiveiiess. Phrenol.
[f.

as

prec. + -NESS: see quot. 1815.] Love of offspring ;

the instinct or faculty of love for one's children,
or for children (and animals) in general. Its

organ is located by phrenologists just above the

middle of the cerebellum.

1813 J. G. SPURZHEIM Physiogn. Syst. Pref. 10, I am
aware that the name..ought to indicate love of producing
offspring. As however progeny means offspring ; philo-
progeny, love of offspring, and Phitoprogenitiveness, the

faculty of producing love of offspring, I have adopted that
term. 1816 Edin. Rev. XLIV. 269 Why therefore should
we not have a separate principle of Philoprogenitiveness V

1856 OLMSTED Slave States 425 The nurse was a kind-

looking old negro woman, with, no doubt, philoprogenitive-
ness well developed.

Philorchidaceous,-ornithic,etc. : seel'HiLO-.

Philosoph, -oplie (trlosfrf, -zp-f). Obs. or only
as Fr. Forms : I philosoph ; 4 filosofe, -zofe,
-sophe ; 8-9 philosoph(e. [In OE. ad. L. philo-

soph-us, a. Gr. <pi\uaott>-os lover of wisdom, philo-
sopher, f. <t>i\os loving + crone's wise, a sage; in

ME. a. QV. filosofe, philosophe ad. L.] = PHILO-
SOPHER i ; now often = PHILOSOPHIST 2.

c893 K. ALFRED Oros. in. vii. 2 psem stro[njgan cyninge
& beem jelieredestan philosophe. 1340 Ayenb. 77 Alle the

wyse clerkes, and be greate filosofes. Ibid. 126 Filozofes.
Ibid. 164. 1721 RAMSAY Content 404 Two Busbian philosophy
put in their claims. 1827 PRAED Poems (1865) II. 214, 1

danced with a female philosophe, Who was not quite a bore.
1868 W. WHITMAN Poems 87 See. .superior judges, philo-
sophs, Presidents, emerge, dressed in working dresses.

Hence Philoso'phedom, the domain or realm
of philosophs.
1833 CARLYLE Misc., Diderot

(1857) III. 216 They enter-
tain their special ambassador in Phtlosophedom, their lion's-

provider to furnish spiritual Philosophe-provender.
t Philo 'Sophable, a. Obs. rare. [a. OF.

philosophable, ad. med.L. type *philosophaliilis, f.

philosophari : see PHILOSOPHATE.J Able to philo-

sophize.
c 1400 tr. Secreta. Secret., Go-.'. Lordsh. 96 panne comes to

him a strengh shewable, or Philosophable [in Fr. transl.
force demostrable ou philosophable], |>at byholdys shappys
vndirstandable.

*-w Science 14 Sept. 124/1 Sexual differentiation, including

philoprogeneity, hybridity, etc.

Kliloprogenitive(n :

ltf|pr3ge'nitiv),a. [irreg.
f. PHILO- + L. progenit-, ppl. stem of progignZre to

beget + -IVE.]
1. Inclined to production of offspring; prolific.

Pbilosophaster (filpwfse-stsj). [a. L. philo-

sophastcr, in It. filo-, philosofastro, f. L. philo-
ioph-us: see -ASTER.] A shallow or pseudo-philo-
sopher ; a smatterer or pretender in philosophy.
1611 FLORIO, Philosofastro, a smatterer m Philosophy, a

foolish, pedanticall Philosophaster. 1650 H. MORE Observ.
in Enihus. Tri., etc. (1656) 73 Superficiall Philosophasters.
1737 BRACKEN Farriery Itupr. (1757) II. 95 A Philo-

sophaster, or Quack-Doctor. 1894^ HUXLEY Evolution ty

Ethics 26 The philosophy of philosophasters and . . the

moralizing of sentimentalists.

Hence Philosopha stering ///. a., acting the

philosopher, philosophizing pretentiously ; Philo-

sopha'stry, shallow or pseudo-philosophy.
1897 Q. Rev. Oct. 355 His philosophastering or martial

strains are at best neutral. 1904 SAINTSBUKY in Daily
Citron. 22 Sept. 3/3 You cannot bridge the gulf that a God
has set by any philosophastering theory. 1850 Fraser s Mag.
XLI. 104 A little of the old leaven, pedantry and philoso-
phastry. 1899 M. M. SNELL in /?W/ .fVtrt'. July4i Victories
over the philosophast[r]y of the Encyclopaedia.

t Philo'sophate, v. Obs. Also 7 -phat.

[f. L. philosopnat-, ppl. stem of pkilosophari to do
the philosopher, philosophize, f. philosoph-tts : see

PHILOSOPH. Perh. immed. f. F. philosopher in

Montaigne : see -ATE 3
6.]

1. intr. To reason as a philosopher ;
to philo-

sophize.
1603 FLORIO Montaigne 11. iii. (1632) 193 If as some say, to

philosophate be to doubt. 1649 H. LAWRENCE Some Con-
siderations 15 These.. perhaps could Philosophate asmyste-

riouslyas their neighbours. 1765 STKRNE Tr. Sltandy VII.
xxxviii, So I sat me down upon a bench by the door, philo-
sophating upon my condition.

2. trans. To philosophize upon (a thing).
1649 H. LAWRENCE 6"0/wCVJ/<fV>'ar'/o$34These Sectaries

..even so Philosophating the Gospel, as they made it [etc.l.

Hence t Philo'sophating vbl. sb. and ///. a.

Also t Philosopha'tion, philosophizing.
1644 G. PLATTES in Hartlio's Legacy (1655) 204 There need

no other or further philosophation concerning the same.

1649 H. LAWRENCE Same Considerations 3 A carnall and
vaine Philosophating about spiritual! things. 1681 GLAN-
VILL Saddiicismtts i. (1726) 78 Our Philosophations touching
an Incorporeal Being. 1802 in Spirit Pub. Jrnls. VI. 24^
Jobbing may be associated with (the ideas] of fame and
honour in our philosophating age !

Philosopheme (filfv^M/m). [ad. late L.

philosophema, (Boethius), a. Gr. <fi\oa6<f>r]ita. a de-

monstrative syllogism, philosophical doctrine or

principle, f. <f>t\oao<t>itv to love or pursue know-

PHILOSOPHER.

ledge, philosophize, f. </>(\ocro</>-os : see PHILOSOPH.]
A philosophic conclusion or demonstration ;

a

philosophical statement, theorem, or axiom.
1678 GALE Crt. Gentiles III. 51 An evasion, which not

only Reason and Scripture but even Pagan Philosophemes
contradict. 1741 WATTS Iitiprov. Mititt i. ix. 2 Perhaps
you may derive some useful philosophemes or theorems,
for your own entertainment. 1804 W TAYLOR in Crit. Rei>.

Ser. ill. III. 540 Only sagas and philosophemas, which ..

contain no pure history. 1818 J. BROWN Psyche 115 Without
our running to extremes, Or deeming flights philosophemes.
1862 F. HALL llindit Philos. Syst. (1897) 152 This passage
bears upon more than one Hindu philosopheme.

Philosopher (filp'S(?f3j). Forms: a. 4phllo-
sofre, -zofre, rUosofre, -sophre, (philisophre) ,

4-5 philosophre, (5 phili-, philesofre, 6 phylo-
sophje). /3. 4 filosopher, philosipher, phylo-
zopher, 4- philosopher, (4 fylesofer, 5 philo-

soffer, -sofer, -sofyr, -sophir, -sophyr, -saphir,

phylosofer, -sophyr; phili-, fili-, fylysofer;
philsophir, fylzofyr, 5-6 philosophier, 5-7
phylosopher, 6 -phar, philosephur^. 7. 4

phylosy-, philysophere, 5 philosophers, phile-

sofere, flllosophere, fi]is(o^phere. 8. 5 filo-,

5-6 phylosophour. [In I4th c. philosophre, ftlo-,

-sofre, an Anglo-Fr. or OF. var. of philosophe
PHILOSOPH (cf. legisle, legistre, etc.), the ending

being subseq. identified in Eng. with that of agent-
nouns in -EK

; sometimes with those in -our,
-ou. The original stress was philoso'fre, which

prevailed to the close of the ME. period, in which
however there are also instances of the later

stressing ; philosophoti'r is certain in Dunbar
c 1500, and philosopher appears to have prevailed
from the i6th c.]
1. A lover of wisdom ; one who devotes himself

to the search of fundamental truth ;
one versed in

philosophy or engaged in its study; formerly in

a wide sense, including men learned in physical
science (physicists, scientists, naturalists), as well

as those versed in the metaphysical and moral

sciences, but now chiefly confined to the latter. Also

with defining word, as moral philosopher, political

philosopher; natural philosopher (
= physicist).

4-1325 C/m>. Eng. 5 This philosofres us doth towyte, Ase
\ve fmdeth ywryte. 1340 HA.MTOLK /V. Consc. 1901 Bot |?e

payn of dede pat al sal fele A philosopher |>us discrivcd

wele. Ibiil. 7567 Als a gret philosiphir J>at hyght Rabby
Moyses telles ryght. 1340-70 Alex, fy Dind. 1070 In fablus

of philozofrus olde. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints v. {Johannes}

89 A phylosyphere of gret renowne pat cratone hecht. 1382
WvcLiF^c/jxvii.iS Forsothesumme Epicureis, and Stoycis,
and philosofris [1388 filo.sofris] disputiden..with him. 1393
LANGL. P. PI. C. xxm. 38 Filosofres for-soken welthe, for

pei wolde be neody. c 1400 Destr. Troy 1484 Of his sonnes
. . the fourth was a philosoffer, a fyne man of lore, c 1420
LYDG. Assembly ofGods 272 And that I recorde of all phi-

losophres That lytyll store of coyne kepe in her cofres.

a 1440 Sir Dcgrev. 1450 There was purtred in ston The
fylesoferuseverychon. c 1440 Gcsta Rout. xl. i59(Harl. MS.)

Amonge the wiche was master Virgile, (je philesoferc.
c 1449 PECOCK Rfpr. I. iii. 14 Hethen philsophiris bi her

studie in natural witt founden..alle hem to be doon. 14..
Nam. in Wr.-Wulcker 680/32 Hie philosofus, a fylysofer.

1477 EARL RIVERS (Caxton) Dictes 2 The saynges or dictis

of the Philosophers. 1483 Cath. Angl. 130/2 A Filosophur,

philosophus. 1500-20 DL-NBAR Poems Ixiii. 5 Divinouris,

rethoris, and philosophouris, Astrologis, artistis, and ora.

touris. 1538 STARKKY England i. i. 4 The old and antique

phylosopharys. .applyd themselfys to the secrete studys and

serchyng of nature. 1540-1 ELYOT Image Gov. (1549) 136
Numa Pompilius.., beyng an excellent philosophier,. .was

chosen to be kyng. 1596 SHAKS. Merck. V. i. ii. 53, I fearc

hee will proue the weeping Phylosopher [Heraclitus] when he

growes old. 1664 POWER Exp. Philos. Pref. 18 Without some
such Mechanical Assistance, our best Philosophers will but

prove empty Conjecturalists. 1728 PEMBERTON Newton's
Philos. 2, I drew up the following papers, to give a general
notion of our great philosopher's [Newton's] notions. 1734
POPE Ess. Man iv. 390 Thou wert my Guide, Philosopher,
and Friend. 1776 ADAM SMITH /K. N. l. i. (1869) I. n Phi-

losophers or men of speculation, whose trade is not to do

anything, but to observe everything. 1809 COLERIDGE Fricnti

(1866) 290 Pythagoras.. is said to have first named himself

philosopher or lover of wisdom. 1827 WHATELY Logic iv. iii.

2 The Philosopher's [business is] to combine and select

known facts or principles, suitably for gaining from them
conclusions which though implied in the Premises, were
before unperceived. 1871 GEO. ELIOT Alitidlcm. Ixvii, A
philosopher fallen to betting is hardly distinguishable from
a Philistine under the same circumstances.

t b. The Philosopher, spec, applied to Aristotle.

[1340 Ayenb. 120 Huerof J>e filosofe zayb bet yef^e is

yeuynge wyboute ayen-yef{e.] ^1385 CHAUCER L. G. W.
Prof. 381 This is the sentens of the philysophre, A kyng to

kepe hise
lygis

in iustise. c 1449 PECOCK Repr. in. v, For
the philsophir feelid bettir than so, seiyng that richessis

ben instrumentis of vertu. 1672 WILKINS Nat. Relig. 41 It

is laid down by the philosopher as the proper way of reason-

ing from authority, that what seems true to some wise men,

may upon that account be esteemed somewhat probable.

[<i 1850 ROSSETTI Dante f, Circ. I. (1874) 108 This the Phi-

losopher says in the Second of the Metaphysics.)

f 2. An adept in occult science, as an alchemist,

magician, diviner of dreams, weather-prophet, etc.

In ME. often not separable from sense i, the notions being

popularly identified.

1377 LANGL. /'. PI. B. xv. 351 Wilh clerkes also Han nc

belieue to be lifte, ne to |>e lore of philosofres. 1:1386

CHAUCER Pnl. 299 But al be that he was a Philosophre,
yy ~ 2



PHILOSOPHER.
Yet hadde he but litel gold in cofre. Frankl. T. 833
Alias that I bihighte Of pured gold a thousand pound
of wighte Vn to this Phildsophre [v.r. -ofre]. 1470-85
MALORY Arthur v. iv. 165 The kynge..was sore abasshed
of this dreme And sente anone for a wyse philosopher com-
maundynge to telle hym the sygnyfycacion of his dreme.

[1869 LECKV Enrop. Mor. I. ii. 327 Many great families [in

Rome] kept a philosopher.)

3. One who regulates his life by the light of

philosophy and reason; one who speaks or behaves

philosophically.
1599 SHAKS. Much Ado v. i. 35 For there was neuer yet

Philosopher That could endure the tooth-ake patiently.
1700 FARQUHAR Constant Couple n. iii, I'll beat him with
the temper of aphilosopher. 1855 TENNYSON Maud \. iv. ix,
Be mine a philosopher's life in the quiet woodland ways.
1871 E. F. BURR Ad Fidem ix. 165 Most men are not philo-
sophers. Mod. He was too great a philosopher to be
disturbed by this incident, unexpected though it was.

t4. Phrases. Egg (or eye] of philosophers =
PHILOSOPHERS' STONE : see also philosophers* egg
in 5 b. Oil ofphilosophers = brick V( BRICK J/'.1 3).
c 1400 tr. Secreta Secret., Gov. Lordsh. 8? Of be stoon, be

Eye of Philosophers. Ibid. 88 J>e Eyrn, pat ys to say pe
Eye of Philosophers. 1547 BOORDE Brey. Health 20 To
anoynt the stomake with the oyle of Philosophers, named
in latin Oleum philosophorum. 1651 FRENCH Distill, iii. 81
Oil made out of Tile-stones called the Oile of Philosophers.
1706 PHILLIPS, Oil ofPhilosophers, a Chymical Preparatian
of

pieces
of Brick heated red hot, soak d in Oil of Olives,

and afterwards distill'd in a Retort.

5. attrib.xn&Comb.y chiefly appositive, as philo-

sopher-courtier ^ ~kingj -poet, -politician') && philo-

sopher-like adj. and adv.

1471 RIPLEV Comp. Alch. in. vL in Ashm. Thcat. Chem.
Brit. (1652) 140 Than Phylosopher-lykeusydyshyt. 1579-80
NORTH Plutarch (1676) 44 To speake Laconian-Hke, was to
be Philosopher-like. 1664 H. MORE Myst. Iniq., Apol. iv.

vi. 508 The Gentleman Atheist or Philosopher Infidel. 1885
PATER Marius in. xv, Under the full sanction of the philo-
sopher-pontiff.

b. Combinations w'Cb.philosophers\~s\ t philo-
sophers' egg, a medicine used to cure the plague,

compounded of yolk of egg and saffron
; f philo-

sophers' game (L. Indus philosophorum ^ Arithmo-

machia, Kythmontachia}^ an intricate game, played
with men of three different forms, round, trian-

gular, and square, each marked with a number,
on a board resembling two chess-boards united;
called also philosophers' table; t philosophers*
tower, a chemical furnace in the form of a
tower

; f philosophers' tree Tree of Diana \

see DIAXA 2, ARBOK 2
; philosophers' vinegar

(L. acetumphilosophorum}^ the supposed universal

solvent; t philosophers' wheel ( Wheel of Phi-

losophy ^ of Elements, etc.) : see WHEEL; f philo-
sophers' wool (L. lana philosophical} ,

oxide of

zinc, deposited as a fine flocculent powder, during
the combustion of the metal ; f philosophers'
work = PHILOSOPHERS' STONE.
c isoojl/iS. Sloane 1592, If. 151 b [154 b], A proved medicine

againste the pestilence called A "philosophres Egge. Take
Firste an egge and breake a hole in one ende. .and do out the
white . . take hole safron and fille the shelle therewith by the

yolcke [etc.]. [Cf. 1653 C'TESS OF KENT CJwice Manual
(ed. 2) 139.] [^1407 LYDGATE Reson. $ Sens. 2414 The play
hekan of Ryghtmathye (;war^-/Rihtmachiaest ludusphilo-
sophorum et consistit in arsmetrica et

proporcionibus
nu-

merorum).] 1563 FULKE (title) The Most Ancient and
learned Playe called the *Philosophers Game invented for
the honest recreation of Students. x6ax BURTON Anat.
Mel. n. i. iv. (1676) 172/2 The ordinary recreations which
we have in Winter.. are Cards, Tables and Dice, Shovel-

boord, Chess-play, the Philosophers game. 1787 Twiss
Chess 65 The board of this Philosopher's game, is eight i

squares in breadth, and sixteen in height. There are I

twenty-four men on a side, represented as flat pieces of wood, ;

. 59 A (

toie, and like unto childrens plate at Primus secundus, or
the game called The *philosophers table. 1688 R. HOLME
Armoury m. xx. (Roxb.) 228 The "Philosophers Tower, . .a
kind of Tower furnace, wherewith a man may distill both
water and oyle with one only fire. 1704 J. HARRIS Lex.
Techn. I,

*Philosophers Tree, see Dianas Tree. 1727-41
CHAMBERS Cycl., Philosophers Tree, a chymical preparation,

. . . .
,

Svb. ..Ha* you set the oile of Luna in kemia? Foe. Yes, i

sir._
Svb. And the ^philosophers vinegar? Fac. I. Ibid. \. i,

j

Paines Would twise haue won me the *philosophers worke.
j

Hence (notice-wets.} Philo-sophercraft (-kraft), !

after priestcraft ; Fhilo'sopfcerling, a young or

embryo philosopher, a smatterer in philosophy.
1863 DK MORGAN Budget of Paradoxes (1872) 378 There

is philosophercraft as well as priestcraft, both from one
source, both of one spirit. 1873 LYTTON Eng. % Engl. iv.

x, He is Snap, the academical pnilosopherling. Ibid.) Nine
'

times out of ten our philosopherling is the son of a merchant. !

Philosopheress(fiV's^f3res),-pliress(-fres).
[f. prec. + -Ess 1

.] A female philosopher; also,
:

the wife of a philosopher ;
= PHILOSOPHESS.

1631 CHAPMAN Cxsar <$ Ponipey v. i, She's a Philosophresse,
Augure, and can turne 111 to good as well as you. 1797 D.
SIMPSON Plea Relig. (1808) 27 The philosopher dies, and
leaves the philosopheress his wife to the protection ofa friend.

1851 ROBERTSON in Life fy Lett, (\ 882) 1 1 . 31 Thou meditatest,
;

mighty philosopheresa ! on nitrogen and carbon.

780

Ph.ilosoph.ersh.ip (fil^fajfip). [f. as prec.
f -SHIP.] The office or function of a philosopher;
also, the personality of a philosopher.

J549 CHALONER Erasm. on Folly Divb, His too muche
philosophership made hym odious and hatefull to the people.
1874 HUXLEY in Daily News 3 Aug. 2 He held the duties of
his manhood and the duties of his citizenship to be vastly
superior to those of his philosophership.

Philosophers' Stone, [tr. med.L. lapisphi-

losophorum, the stone of the philosophers (see
PHILOSOPHER 2), also lapis philosophzcus, -icalis\

in ^.pierrephilosophale^ Ger. der Stein der Weisen.

See Note below.]
1. A reputed solid substance or preparation

supposed by the alchemists to possess the property
of changing other metals into gold or silver, the

i discovery of which was the supreme object of

i alchemy. Being identified with the ELIXIR, it had

j
also, according to some, the power of prolonging
life indefinitely, and of curing all wounds and
diseases.

-1386 CHAUCER Can. Yeom. Prol. $ T. 309 The Philo-

^ophres stoon, Elixer clept, we sechen faste echoon. 1590
NASHE Pasguits Apol. Wks. (Grosart) I. 219 The Philoso-

phers stone to turne mettles into gold is yet toseeke. 1611
BIBLE Transl. Pref. 3 Mentalke..ofthe Philosophers stone,
that it turneth copper into gold. 1670 PETTUS Fadings Reg.
44 Henry VI . . did then grant 4 successive Patents and Com-
missions to several Knights.. and Mass-priests, -to find out
the Philosophers stone. 1706 PHILLIPS, Transmutation of
Metals i among Alchymists, is what they call the Grand
Operation or Secret of finding the Philosophers-Stone, which
they give out to be so curious an Universal Seed of all

Metals, That if any Metal be melted in a Crucible, and then
a little of this Stone or Powder <]f Projection, be put into
the melted Metal, 'twill immediately change It into Gold or
Silver. 1768-74 TUCKER Lt. Nat, (1834) II. 79 How many
profitable discoveries in chymistry have taken birth from
that whimsical notion of finding the philosopher's stone?

1864 BURTON Scot Abr. I. iii. 145 He was in search of the

philosopher's stone.

b. transf. andySJf.
1610 B. JONSON Alck. i. i, I will haue A booke, but barely

reckoning thy impostures Shall proue a true philosophers
stone, to printers. 1643 SIR T. BROWNE Relig. Med. i. 46,
I am half of opinion that Antichrist is the Philosopher's
Stone in Divinity. 1856 R. A. VAUGHAN Mystics (1860) II.

94 [Behmen] declared that the true Philosopher's Stone ..

was ' the new life in Christ Jesus '.

2. An artificial gem so called.

1879 Cassettes Techn. Educ. IV. 310/1 France is clever at

producing, .shams, and a perfect thing called thajAA/Aw*
phers-stone which. .has a very beautiful and gem-like
appearance, is imported from there.

[Note. Lapisphilosophorwn occurs in works attributed to

Raymund Lully (1234-1315), and in those of Arnoldus de
Villa Nova (1240-1314). Probably it was used earlier; it

appears in various mediaeval works of uncertain age or
doubtful authenticity ; e. g. in the Clavis Majoris Sapiential
attributed to Artefius or Artesius, whose date has been put
by some c 1130. In some of these also we find lapis philo-
sophicus, I, philosophically. But the earlier works (e. g. the
iiediaeval Latin De In

lapis
' our stone '. Aloertus Magnus (1205-82), who doubted

the transmutation of metals, refers to it as lapis quem
philosophi landant ubique,*' the stone which the philosophers
everywhere laud ', and lapis quern honorantphilosophi. It

js
thus possible that philosophorum originated later, as an

identifying adjunct to lapis, as if
' the Stone, of which all

the philosophers speak ',

' the Stone of the philosophers ',

and that the descriptive phrase grew at length intoa specific
name or title. It will be seen that the correct form is not

Philosoplters, but Philosophers* stone.]

Philosophess (filfs^fes). [a. f.philosophesse

(a 1518 in Godef.), f. philosophe\ see PHILOSOPH
and -ESS.]

= PHILOSOPHEKESS.
1668 ST. SERFE Taruga's IViles 23, I hope none.. will be

offended that my neighbour here Clubs his cloven Philoso-

phess. 1821 W. TAYLOR in Monthly Rev. XC1V. 497
Remember me to my philosophees. 1875 M. COLLINS Mid-
night to Midn. II. 11. 222 There were peers and peeresses ;

there were philosophers and philosophesses.

t Philosophiant. Obs. [a. QY.philosophiant,

pr. pple. of phihsophier to practise philosophy ;

but perh. altered from OF. philosophies. (L. type

*philosophian-u$} aphilosopher.]
= PHILOSOPHER i .

c 1400 tr. Secreta Secret., Gov, Lordsh. 88 Oure flader

Hermogenes, bat ys full fayr in Philosophic and wel faire

Philosophiant.

Philosophic (fibs^fik), a. (sb^ [ad. post-
el. L. philosophiC'USy a. Gr. *(f>t\oao(t>ift-6s (implied
in <pt\offo<t>iKw$ adv.), f. <pi\offo<f>ia PHILOSOPHY : see

-1C. Cf. .philosophique (c 1 500 in Hatz.-Darm.).]
1. Of or pertaining to philosophers or philosophy :

PHILOSOPHICAL i.

1644 MILTON Areop. 24, 1 have sat among their lerned men,
. .and bin counted happy to be born in such a place of Phi-

losophic freedom as they suppos'd England was. 1704
HEARNE Duct. Hist. (1714) I. 415 They went to Megara,
where Euclid who had been a Disciple of Socrates, had
erected a Philosophick School, a 1734 NORTH Life Ld.

Guildford (1742) 284 This resignation to philosophic studies

spoiled the lawyer. 1736 BUTLER Anal. Diss. I. 303 In the

proper philosophick Sense of the Word same. i8oz MAR.
KDGEWORTH Moral T* (1816) I. xiv. no Questions, which
he., imagined scarcely admitted of philosophic doubt. 1872
MORLEV I'oltaire (1886) 9 Philosophic candour and intelli-

gence. 1879 A. J. BALFOUR (title) A Defence of Philosophic
Doubt, being an Essay on the Foundations of Belief.

PHILOSOPHICAL.

b. = PHILOSOPHICAL i b; scientific. Now rare.

Philosophic stone, wool: see PHILOSOPHERS' STONE, phi.
losophers

1

wool (PHILOSOPHER 5 b).

1686 W. HARRIS tr. Lemerys Chym. \. xiii. (ed.
3) 340

Antient Chymists have given the Epithete Philosophick to
all preparations wherein they have used Brick. 1687 DRYDEN
Hind <y P. ii. 113 Every saint has to himself alone The
secret of this Philosophic stone. 1784 COWPER Task in. 229
Philosophic Tube, That brings the planets home into the

eye Of Observation. 1825 Iuser, on statue of Jos. Watt
in Westin. Abbey; An original genius, early exercised in

philosophic research. 1866 BRANDE & Cox Diet. Sc.. etc.

II. 886/j Philosophic Wool.

2. Of persons, etc. : = PHILOSOPHICAL 2.

1711 STEELE Spect. No. 2 f 6 He is a Clergyman, a very
Philosophick Man, of general Learning. 1796 KIBWAN
Elem. Min. (ed. 2) 1. 15 For the discovery, .we are indebted
to that celebrated philosophic artist Mr. Wedgewood. 1845
GRAVES Rom. Law in Encycl. Metrop. II. 735/1 The history
of legal systems is a subject of great interest to philosophic
minds. 1890 E. R. LANKESTER Adv. Sc. 286 Speculations
which have a historical value for the philosophic biologist.

3. =^ PHILOSOPHICAL 3.

i7OO DRYDEN (J.), Among mankind so few there are,
Who will conform to philosophick fare. 1700 W. KING
Transaetioneer 34, I call him the Philosophick Sancho,
and he me Don. 1781 COWPER Retirement 429 What early
philosophic hours he keeps.

B. sb. (in //.) Studies, works, or arguments
pertaining to philosophy.

a. 1734 NORTH Life Sir D. North (1744") 200 So much Latin
as to make him take pleasure in the best classics, especially
in Tully's philosophies. 1867

'

QUIDA
'

Idalia xiv. 190 A
woman had enthralled him, and his philosophies were dead.

Philosophical (nl^urfiku), a. (sb.} [f.
as

prec. (perh, immediately from Y.p/rilosophiqite) +
-AL : see -ICAL.]
1. Of or pertaining to a philosopher or philo-

sophy ; of the nature of, consonant with, or pro-

ceeding from philosophy or learning; in earlier

usage including
*
scientific', but now restricted in

the same way as PHILOSOPHER and PHILOSOPHY, q.v.
1500-20 DUNBAR Poems Ixv. n The naturall science philo-

sophicall. 1530 PALSCR. 320/2 Phylosophycall. belongyng
to a phylosopher, jf5/*//t7.jf7///a/. 1538 STARKEY England i. i.

21 Phylosophycal resonys out of nature drawne. 1570 DEE
Math. Pref. *iij, This most subtile and frutefull, Philoso-

phicall Conclusion. 1617 MORYSON Itin. i. 32 In the valley
..towards the City [Heidelberg], is a pleasant walk, of tlie

sweetnes called the Phylosophicall way. 1668 WILKINS
Real Char. 299 Capable of being stated and fixed according
to a Philosophical method. 1728 PEMBERTON Ncwtoti's
Philos. i The manner, in which Sir Isaac Newton has pub-
lished his philosophical discoveries. 1736 BUTLER Anat.
Diss. i. 303 A strict and philosophical Manner of Speech.
1775 JOHNSON Western Isl. Wks. X. 406 The cuddy is a fish

of which I know not the philosophical name. 1830 COLE-
RIDGE Table-t. 30 Apr., My mind is in a state of philo-

sophical doubt as to animal magnetism. 1880 M CCARTHY
Own Times IV. Ixvii. 537 He has treated history on a large
scale and in the philosophical spirit.

b. Pertaining to, or used in the study of, natural

philosophy, or some branch of physical science ;

physical, scientific. Now Obs. or arch.

1471 RIPLEV Comp. Alch. Pref. iv. in Ashm. Theat.C/iem.
Brit. (1652) 125 The second Water phylosophycall. 1594
PLAT Jewell-ho. n. 17 A philosoplncall contrition of oiles.

1651 tr. Glauber (title) Description of New Philosophical
Furnaces, or a New Art of Distilling. 1774 GOLUSM. Nat.
Hist. I. no This we must. .call pure water; but even this

is far short of the pure, unmixed, philosophical element.

1843 Penny Cycl. XXVII. 136/2 note, Young Watt .. ex-

hibiting a box of philosophical toys to the students .. at

Glasgow. Mod. A Philosophical Instrument-maker.

2. Of persons, or their faculties, etc. : Skilled in

or devoted to philosophy or learning (formerly

including science) ; learned.

Formerly common, and still retained in the titles of

scientific societies, institutions, journals, etc., e. g. the Phi-

losophicat Transactions (of the Royal Society), the Ameri-
can Philosophical Society, the Edinburgh Philosophical
Journal, a Literary and Philosophical Institution, etc.

CI374 CHAUCER Troylus\. 1857 (Campsall MS.) O moral

Cower, J>is boke I directe To J>e, and (>e Philosophical
Strode. 1553 EDEN Treat. Newe Ind. (Arb.) 8 The same
to a philosophical head is apparent by suche ryches and

presentes. 1570 DEE Math. Pref.*\\\>, Such as haue modest
and earnest Philosophicall mindes. 1601 SHAKS. A //V // 'ell n.

iii. 2 They say miracles are past, and we haue our Philo-

sophicall persons, to make moderne and familiar things

supernatural! and causelesse. i66a STILLINGFL. Ori?. Sacr.

m. i. 12 Some of the wisest and most Philosophical men of

_ ..._, _npro.
Greece II. xii. 137 He also_attacked

several doctrines of his

philosophical contemporaries or predecessors.

3. Characterized by practical philosophy or

wisdom ; befitting or characteristic of a philo-

sopher ; wise ; calm ; temperate ; frugal.

1638 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. {ed. z) 203 His patience was
more Philosophicall than his Intellect. 1717 POPE Let. to

Lady M. W. Montagu June, What with Hl-health and ill-

fortune, I am grown so stupidly philosophical as to have no

thought about me that deserves the name of warm or lively.

1833 HT. MARTINEAU Charmed Sea. ii. 18 Alexander gazed
with a grave countenance of philosophical curiosity.

4. In special collocations :

t Philosophical candle or lamp, a lighted jet of hydrogen ;

t/- Qar a kind of alembic or retort; t/- (tf/"rfc**K(WTCK
">* 3); t/. stone PHILOSOPHERS' STONL ; t/. trtt = Tree



PHILOSOPHICALLY. 781 PHILOSOPHY.
of Diana: see DIANA 2, ARBOR 2; t/- vinegar =philosophers'
vinegar: see PHILOSOPHER 5 b.

1822 IMISON Sc. <?
Art II. 51 On this principle is con-

structed the *philo>ophical candle, which cannot be easily
blown out. Fill with hydrogen gas, a bell glass, furnished

with a capillary tube ; compress the gas, .. apply a lighted

taper to the upper extremity of the tube ; the gas will take

fire, and exhibit a candle, which will burn till all the gas is

exhausted. [1893 Syd. Soc. Lex., Philosophic candle.]

[1611 COTGR. s.v. Oeuf, Oenf des Philosophes, the vessell

wherein Alchymists put the stuffe which they hope will

yeeld the Philosophers stone.] 1660 BOYLE New Exj>. Phys.
Mech. xx. 144 A great Glass-bubble, with a long neck ; (such
as Chymists..call a "Philosophical Egg). 1704 J. HARRIS
Lex. Tdhn. I. 1807 T. THOMSON Chew. (ed. 3) II. 443 Oil,

thus distilled, was formerly distinguished by the name of

philosophical oil. 1638 MARCOMBES in Lisniore Papers
(1888) Ser. n. III. 283 Euery one thinks y* because I belong
to my Lord of Corke I must haue y *Philosophica! stone.

1791-1823 DISRAELI Cur, Lit., Six Follies Sc,
t
The Quad-

rature of the Circle; the Multiplication of the Cube; the

Perpetual Motion; the Philosophical Stone; Magic; and

Judicial Astrology. 1706 PHILLIPS,
*
Philosophical Tree.

See Diana's Tree. 1694 SALMON Bates Dispcns. (1713)

568/2 That Vinegar which Quercetan calls in his Writings,
*
Philosophical Vinegar.

fB. sb. (in //.) The subjects of study in a

course of philosophy. Cf. LOGICALS. Obs.

1691 WOOD Ath. Oxon. I. 10 John Colet .. spent seven

years in Logicals and Philosophical. 1716 M. DAVIKS
Athen. Brit. II. 328 He was educated in Grammatical^ in

Wikeham-School near Winchester, in Logicals and Philo-

sophicals in New College Oxon.

Philosophically, adv. [f. prec. -r- -LY-.]
la a philosophic or philosophical manner ; accord-

ing to philosophical rules or principles ; as befits

a philosopher ; from a philosophical point of view.

1580 G. HARVEY ^Lett. Wks. (Grosart) I. 64 Partly Philo-

sophically, partly Theologically set downe. 1598 UARCKLEY
Felic. Man (1631)717 If I have written anything over-much

philosophically that dissenteth from the true professed
Religion. 1741-3 WESLEY Extract ofjrnl. (1749) 81 Who
will either disprove this fact or philosophically account for it.

1825 MACAULAY Ess., Milton (1887) 12 But, though philo-

sophically in the wrong, we cannot but believe that he was

poetically in the right. *88&Daity Nnvs 16 July 4/7 Philo-

sophically indifferent as to the question of who are in power.

FhiloSO'phicalneSS. rare. [f. as prec. +

-NESS.] The quality of being philosophical.
1661 RUST Qrigen in Pkenix I. 8 According to the Philo-

sophicalness of his excellent Spirit. 1664 H. MORE Myst.
Iniq.^Apot. 481 The Philosophicalness of this present Age.
Philosophica'tion. nonce-wd. [f. assumed

*pkilosophicate vb., {.philosophic (cf. sophisticate] :

see -ATION.] The action of philosophizing.
1851 SIR F. PALGRAVE Norm. <$ Eng. I. 237 Philosophica-

tions meaningless as the melodious meanings of the yEolian

harp.

Philosophicide (fibsp'fissid). nonce-wd. [f. L.

philosoph-us philosopher + -ciDE 1
.] One who

would put an end to philosophers or philosophy.
1804 COLERIDGE Lett.) to Southey (1895) 465 This dim-

headed prig of a philosophocide. 1812 SOUTHEY Ess, (1832)
L 149 Philosophies on one side. .and. .philosophicides on
the other.

PhiloSO'phico-, combining adverbial form of

Gr. *<PI\O<JO<PIKQ-S PHILOSOPHIC, PHILOSOPHICAL :
=

philosophically-, philosophical and . .
;
as vaphilo-

so'phico-chorogra-phical (pertaining to physical
'

2, In depreciative use: One who philosophizes
i

or speculates erroneously ; applied polemically to

the French Encyclopaedists, and hence to rationalists

and sceptics generally.
1798 W. TAYLOR in Monthly Rev. XXVI. 529 With the

(

rash ridicule of a French philosophise, who does not..
hesitate to extinguish hope, to withdraw consolation, or to
abolish restraint. 1799 HAN. MORE Fern. Educ. (ed. 4) L 44
The same allurement .. which was employed by the first

, philosophist to the first sinner Knowledge. 1829 K. DIGBV
Bwadst. Hon^. I. C.odefridns 9 Infidel philosophists and men
of the new wisdom who know of nothing beyond the senses
and their little reign, a 1849 H. COLERIDGE Ess. (1851) I.

266 Let the Yankee-Gallico-philosophkts work their will in

the House of Commons and the Court of Chancery, they
can hardly make them much worse than they have been.

tPhilo-sophister. Obs. nonce-ivd. [f. prec. +
-ER, after earlier words in -istre^ -ISTKR.]

=
prec. 2.

1797 p. SIMPSON Pica Rclig. (1808) 103 What would they
have said to the Philosophisters of the present day? Ibid.

257 Mr. Paine, and our other vaunting Philosophisters.

Philosophistic (filpsofrstik), a.
[f.

PHILO-
SOPHIST + -lu

; cf. Calvinist'ic. etc.]
= next.

1828 in WKBSTKR.

Philosophistical (fiVsofrstikal), a. rare or

Obs. [f. as prec. -f -ICAL.] Of the nature of or

pertaining to philosophists; rationalistic, sceptical.
1805 T. HARRAL Scenes of Life I. 22 In the garden of

Eden if our philosophistical gentry will admit that such a

place ever existed. 1812 SOUTH KY Ess. (1832) I. 80 Against
this Goliath of thephilosophistical Canaanites, Mr. Malthus

stept forth. 1820 Wesley II. Mxvi. 401 He brought away
a taint of that philosophi&ttcal infidelity which was then

beginning to infect half-learned men.

Philosophistry (fil^aJfistri). nonce-wd. [f.

PHILOSOPHIST -t- -RY : cf. sophist-ry, casuistry.]
The * trade' or method of philosophists; shallow

philosophy.
1880 W. M. TORRENS in n}M Cent. Nov. 777 Whereupon

philospphistry curls its official lip.

Philo- so'phistry. noncc-wd. [f. PHILO- +

SOPHISTRY.] Love of sophistry.
1894 Nat. Obscii'cr 6 Jan. 199/1 Nor are Burton's notes. .

always to be taken for genuine . . any more than his
'

chaff'

and his philo-sophistry.

Philosophization (fil^stfsiz^ jan). [f. next

-f -ATioN", after civilization^ etc.] The action of

philosophizing; philosophical treatment.
1800 BENTHAM Mem. fy Corr. Wks. 1843 X. 347 In the

choice of the subject-matter of philosophization, the principle
of utility. .has been my guide. 1891 Harper's Mag. Oct.

800/2 We., find her philosophization of Browning scanty.

psychoh'gical adjs.
1743 PACKR Ancographia. (title-p.), The Origine . . Of all

The Valleys, Hills, Brooks and Rivers of East-Kent, as
an explanation Of a New Philosophico-Chorographical
Chart. aiS66 J. GROTE Exam. Utilit. Philos. ix. (1870)

157 The Roman Stoic or philosophico-juristic notion of

jus. 1899 Allbutfs Syst. Med, VIII. 406 Developed from
a specially philosophico-psychological point of view. 1903
Daily Chron. 20 Mar. 3/2 The International Association of
Academies has . . agreed to the admission of the associa-
tion [British Academy] as a constituent Academy in the

philosophico-historic section.

Philosophing : see PHILOSOPHVING.

Fhilosophism (nlp-s^fiz'm). [a. F. philoso-

phisme (1690 in Littre), f. Gr. (f>i\<jao<p-os (see

PHILOSOPH) : cf. sophism.] Philosophizing, or a

philosophizing system j usually, in a hostile sense,
affectation of philosophy ; applied esp. to the

system of the French Encyclopaedists.
1792 R. VALPY Progr. Morality (1793) 47 note, Would the

philologer . . be offended, if the term Philosophism were
hazarded, to express the abuse, or the reverse, of Philosophy ?

1799 KETT Prophecy (1805) II. 206 The power which trained
in the Schools of Philosophism, assumed the dress of mild-

ness, virtue, and religion. IT^COLERIDGK Lett^toSonthey
('8^5) 307 And so philosophisms fly to and fro, in series of
imitated imitations. 1813 EUSTACE Class. Tonr (1821) III. ix.

353 To replace the bullion ofancient wisdom by the tinsel of

&o.\\\cphilosophism. i^C\m.yi.KPast^f
>
r. iv. i,TheDry-

asdust Philosophisms and enlightened Scepticisms. 1848
J. H. NEWMAN Loss fy Gain i. ix. (1858) 62 His father had
always held up Pope's Universal Prayer to him as a
pattern specimen of shallow philosophism.

Philosophist (nl?'s<ffist). Now rare. [In
form, a deriv. ofphilosophize ; but app. in sense r,

from \*.philo$ophia or PHILOSOPHY + -IST : see-isT a.

In sense 2 = F. philosophiste (1760 in Littre).]
1 1. = PHILOSOPHER i. Obs.

1589 PUTTENHAM Eng. Poesie \. iv. (Arb.) 25 As they [Poets]
were the first obseruers of all naturall causes and effects . .

they were the first Astronomers and Philoaophists.

Philosophize (fil^'S^faiz), v. [f. Gr. <f>t\u-

<io<-oy philosopher: see PHILOSOPH and -IZE T.]

1. intr. To play the philosopher; to think,

reason, or argue philosophically; to speculate,
theorize ;

to moralize.

1594 CAKEW Hitartcs Exam. Wits {1616^ 27 To the end
the reasonable soule may discourse and Philosophize. 1653
H. MORE Antid. Ath. in. xii. (1662) 125 My intent is not to

Philosophize concerning the nature of Spirits, but onely to

prove their Existence. 1690 BURNET Th. Earth in. 44 It is

a great question whether. . Moses did either philosophize or
astronomize in that description. 1785 REID Intcjl. Powers
i. iii. 234 When men first began to Philosophize it was very
natural for them to indulge conjecture. 1836-7 SIR \V.

HAMILTON Metaph. iv. (1859) * 65 Man philosophises as he
lives. He may philosophise well or ill, but philosophise he
must. 1841 D'ISRAELI Amen. Lit. (1867) 654 Bacon. .pre-
sumed not to establish a philosophy, but to show how we
should philosophize.

b. trans. To bring (into} by philosophizing.
1737 }Vks. of Learned I. 67 He endeavoured to philoso-

phize himselfinto a Belief, that Animals were mere Machines.

1844 North Brit. Rev. I. 71 To philosophize our starving
operatives into a quiet endurance.

2. trans. To render philosophic ; to conform
to the principles of philosophy; to explain, treat,

or construct philosophically.
1800 COLERIDGE in C. K. Paul Jr. Godwin (1876) II. 10, I

wish you to philosophize Horne Tooke's system. 1806

FESSENDEN Democr. I. 72 To kill one half mankind were

best, And then philosophize the rest. 1818 COLERIDGE in

Lit. Rent. (1836) I. 154 [Dante] philosophized the religion
and Christianized the philosophy of Italy. 1856 R. A.
VAUGHAN Mystics (1860) I. in. iv. 77 This endeavour to

philosophise superstition.

Hence Philo'sophized ///. a., Philo-sophizingf
uhl. sb. and ///. a. ; FMlo'sophizer, one who

philosophizes.
1594 CAREW Huartcs Exam. Wits (1616) 95 This manner

of Philosophising will not sticke much in the soul. 1676 H.
MORE Remarks Contents, The fond humour of the Philoso-

phizers of this age. Ibid, xxxvii. 148 Nothing else but a
certain modified massof Philosophizingmatter. 177* NUGENT
tr. Hist. Friar Gerund 1 . 544 That philosophised orator who
suspected [etc.]. 1805 W. TAYLOR in Ann. Rev. III. 250

Simplicity ofexpression in which these French philosophizers
excel. 1850 MAURICE Mor. ,5- Met. Philos. (1854) 27 This

early form of.. philosophized Christianity. 1855 MILMAN
Lat. Chr. ix. vhi. (1864) V. 380 No philosophising Christian
ever organised or perpetuated a sect. 1856 MASSON Ess,

455 The philosophizings of a Spinoza.

t Philosophling. Obs. rare. [f. PHILOSOPH i

or F. philosophy + -LING.] A petty philosopher ;

a tyro in philosophy ;
- PHILOSOPHASTER.

1815 JAS. GILCHRIST Labyrinth Demolished 8 Bewildered .

bewildering Aristotelian philosophlings. Ibid. 24 If the
intellectual philospphling trouble the world with any more

j

of his familiar notions.

Philosopho-bia. [f. Gr. (pt\6o-o(p-os + -PHOBIA.]
Dread of philosophy or philosophers.
'853 J. MARTIXEAU Stud. Chr. (1873) 235 The greatest

sufferer from philosophobia.

Philosopho'cracy. [f. as prec. + -CKACV.]
Government by philosophers; the rule of philo-

sophy.
1798 W. TAYLOR in Monthly Mag. VI. no That philoso-

phocracy, the live-long hope of the sage, and still ihe

pursuit of the philanthropist.

Philosophress, variant of PHILOSOPHERESS.

Philosophu-ncule. nonce-wd.
[f. L. type *//'-

losophuncitl-us, dim. of philosophus philosopher:
cf. homuncle, and see -UNCLE, -UXCTLE.] A petty
or insignificant philosopher. So Philosophu/n-
culist.

[1817 Blackiv. Mag. I. 470 The sagacity of the sapient
philosophunculi.] 1840 Eraser's Mag. XXI. 588 The
unsettled races of the north., are Scotch philosophunculists
and Irish savages.

Philosophy (nlp'stffi;,^. Forms: sphilosofie,
4 -fye. 4-6 -sophye, 4-7 -sophie, 5-6 -sophi, 6-7
phylosophy(e. -sophie, 6- philosophy. j3. 4
filosofie, -zofe, 5 -soft, -sophi, -sofye, 5-6
filo-, fylosophye. [ME. a. Q$. filosofie (i2th c. in

sophia, Sy.fi/osojia, \\.filosofia (also Du. fiiozofie,

Ger. philosophie> T)a., Sw. filosofi}^ ad. L. philo-

sop/tia, a. Gr. <pt\offo<f>ia t
n. of condition f. <f>i\6-

<yu<l>-os philosopher : see PHILOSOPH.]
1. (In the original and widest sense.) The love,

study, or pursuit of wisdom, or of knowledge of

things and their causes, whether theoretical or

practical.
The definition of Cicero, DC Oj/tn'is 11. H. 5, was con-

sidered authoritative : Ncc quicquam ahud cht philosophia,
si interpretari velis, praeter studium wxpientiae; sapientia
autem est rerum divinarum et humanarum causarumque
quibus eae res continentur sciemia. Cf. quot. 1586.

1340 Aycnb. 126 Vor filozofc is ase moche worf? ase louc
of wysdome. Ibid. 251 pet is Jjc he}este wyt of man, we!
to knawe his sseppere and him louie mid al his herte. Vor

wypoute J'ise filosofie alle ofc>re wyttes ys folye. Ibid.

164 Fiiozofie. f 1430 LVDG. Min. Poems (Percy Soc.) 175
With philosophies speke of philosophic. 1483 Cath.Angl.,
Filosophi, philosophia. 1586 T. li. La Priinand\ Er. Acad.
i. (1594^ 38 Philosophic is a love or desire of wisedome : or

otherwise, it is a profession, studie, and exercise of that

wisedome, which is the knowledge of divine and humane
things. 1603 HOLLAND PlutarcJis Mor. 804 Aristotle

and Theophrastus, with the Peripateticks,. .divide Philo-

sophic in this maner ; namely, into Contemplative and
Active. 1607- IB BACON Ess.* Atheism (Arb.) 330 Certainely
a litle Philosophic inclineth to Atheisrne, but depth in

Philosophic bringeth Men about to Religion. 1669 GALE
Crt. Gentiles i. i. x. 50 Al human wisdome may be reduced
to these two Heads of Philologie, and Philosophic. 1775
HARRIS Philos. Arrangem, Wks. (1841) 247 Philosophy,
taking its name from the love of wisdom, and having for its

end the investigation of truth, has an equal regard both
to practice and speculation.

t b. Sometimes used especially of practical
wisdom. Obs. Cf. 9.
From the time of the post-Aristotelian philosophy of the

Stoics and Epicureans this had become a usual employment
of the Gr. and L. word.

1557 NORTH Gueuaras Diall Pr. in. I, 332 The chiefe of
all philosophy consisteth to serve God, and not to offend

men. 1679 PENS Addr. Prot. i. viii. (1692) 37 Famous for

her Virtue and Philosophy, when that word was understood
not of vain Disputing but of Pious Living. 1750 Phil.

Trans. XLVI. 750 The original meaning of the Word Phi-

losophy was rightly applied to moral Wisdom.

2. That more advanced knowledge or study, to

which, in the mediaeval universities, the seven

liberal arts were recognized as introductory ;
it

included the three branches of natural, moral
^
and

metaphysicalphilosophy , commonly called the three

philosophies. Hence the degree of Doctor of

Philosophy,
1387-8 T. USK Test. Love in. i. (Skeat) 1. 54 Philosophic

is knowinge of deuinly and manly thinges ioyned with
studie of good liuing. ..The fjr.ste spece of Philosophye is

naturel...The seconde spece is morall, whiche in order of

liuing maners techeth .. Prudence, Justice, Temperaunce,
and strength. . .The thirde spece tourneth in to reason of

vnderstanding, al thinges to be said soth and discussed,
and that in two thinges is deuided : one is art, another is

rhetorique. 1393 LANGL. P. PL C. xvm. 115 Doctours of

decree. .That shoulde J?e seuene ars conne .. Bote pei faille

in fylosophye. 1605 BACON Adv. Learn, n. v. 2 Out of which
several inquiries there do arise three knowledges, divine

philosophy, natural philosophy, and human philosophy, or

humanitie. 1895 RASHDALL Univ. ofEurope in Mid. Agesll.
452 At Oxford, .importance was attached to keeping up the

theory that a University Arts course included the Tririuin

and Quadrivium of the earlier Middle Ages, as well as the

'three Philosophies' introduced by the rediscovery of

Aristotle in the thirteenth century.

3. {natural philosophy.} The knowledge or

study of nature, or of natural objects and pheno-

mena; 'natural knowledge': now usually called

science. Now rare or Obs.

i97 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 2748 pe clerkes sede hat it is in

philosofie yfounde, pat f>er be> in >e eyr an hey ver fram

pe grounde, As a maner gostes wi^tes as it be. 1471 RIPLEV

Comp. Alch. v. xxv. in Ashm. Theat. Chiw. Wt (5
154 No Multeplyers but Phylosophers callvd wyll they be,

Whych naturall Phylosophye dyd never reJe nor see. 1681



PHILOSOPHY.
RAY Corr. (1848) 130, I hope you [the naturalist Dr. SloaneJ

persist in your resolution of making your discoveries and

observations public, for.. the advancement of real philo-

sophy. 17*8 PEMBEKTON Newton*s Philos. 2 It is.. to be

wished, that the whole of his [Newton's] improvements in

philosophy might be universally known. 1784 COWPER
Task I. 712 Where finds Philosophy her eagle eye [tele-

scope], With which she gazes at yon burning disk Un-
dazzled ? 1813-26 (title) Annals of Philosophy ; or Magazine
of Chemistry, Mineralogy, Mechanics, Natural History,

Agriculture and Arts.

tb. spec. (In early use) Magical or occult

science ; magic ; alchemy. Obs.

c 1386 CHAUCER Can. Yeotn. Prol. fy T. 505, I wol yqw
teche pleynly the manere How I kan werken in Philosophic.
? a 1550 Freiris Berwik 406 in Dunbars Poems (S. T. S.)

298 Ane man of gret science, ..Hes brocht ws heir throw
his knawlege in filosophie.

4. (= moral philosophy^ The knowledge or

study of the principles of human action or conduct;

ethics.

c 1400 Rom, Rose 5664 In Boece of Consolacioun, Where
it is maked mencioun Of our countree pleyn at the eye, By
teching of philosophye. 1481 CAXTON Myrr. in. xii. 160

After cam Boece.. .And compiled, .plente of fair volumes
aourned of hye and noble phiiosophye. 1556 G. COLVILLE

(title) The boke of Boecius, called the comforte of philo-

sophye, or wysedome. 1592 SHAKS. Rom. fy JuL in. iii. 55
lie giue thee Armour to keepe off that word, Aduersities

sweete milke, Philosophie, To comfort thee, though^ thou

art banished, 1634 MILTON Comus 476 How charming is

divine Philosophy ! a 1751 BOLINGBROKE Stud. < Use Hist.

ii. (1777) 25 History is Philosophy teaching by example.
x8i6 SHELLEY A lastor -ji The fountains of divine philosophy
Fled not his thirsting lips.

5. (= metaphysical philosophy.} That depart-
ment of knowledge or study which deals with

ultimate reality, or with the most general causes

and principles of things. (Now the most usual

sense.)

1794 J. HUTTON Philos. Light, etc. 121 Now, philosophy
i,s that general knowledge by which the works of nature

are understood in seeing the wisdom of design. 1852 SIR

W. HAMILTON Dismiss, 622 The Philosophical Society of

Cambridge ought not, however, to be so entitled, if we take

the word Philosophy in the meaning attached to it every-
where out of Britain. 1857 FLEMING I'vcab, Philos. 381

Underlying all our inquiries into any of these departments
[God, nature, or man], there is a first philosophy, which seeks

to ascertain the grounds or principles of knowledge, and
the causes of all tilings. Hence philosophy has been defined

to be the science of causes and principles. It is the investi-

;ation of those principles on which all knowledge and all

Jeing ultimately rest. 1862 H. SPENCER First 1'rinc. 37

Philosophy is completely unified knowledge. 1865 J. GROTS

Explor. Philos. xi, Philosophy, by which I mean the study
of thought and feeling, .as we understand, think, feel them
of ourselves and from within. 1880 J. CAIRD Philos. Relig.
2 Whatever is real is rational, and with all that is rational

philosophy claims to deal. - . So far from resting in what
js

finite and relative, the peculiar domain of philosophy is

absolute truth. 1887 Edin. Rev. Jan. 95 That philo-

sophy only means psychology and morals, or in the last

resort metaphysics, is an idea slowly developed through
the eighteenth century, owing to the victorious advances

of science. 1891 LADD Introa, Philos. \. 27 Philosophy we
define to be the progressive rational system of the principles

presupposed and ascertained by the particular sciences, in

their relation to ultimate Reality. 1902 H. SlDOWICK Philos.

10, I regard Philosophy then.. as the study which 'takes

all knowledge for its province '.

6. Sometimes used especially of knowledge ob-

tained by natural reason, in contrast with revealed

knowledge.
(Cf. Ger. Ifoltweisheit opp. to Gottesweisheii,)

ga
bei

. 1449 PECOCK Rcpr. i. i. 7 Se ;e that no man bigile ?ou bi

philosophi and veyn falsnes. 1605 BACON Adv. Learn. LI.

vi. i Concerning Divine Philosophie, or Naturall Theo-

logie, It is that knowledge.. concerning God, which may be

obtained by the contemplation of his Creatures, 1640

QUARLES Enchirid. iv. xci, Let Phylosophy not be asham'd

to be confuted. 1850 TENNYSON In Mem. Hii, Hold thou

the good : define it well : For fear divine Philosophy Should

push beyond her mark, and be Procuress to the Lords of

Hell.

ft), spec, of the sceptical or rationalistic views

current in France and elsewhere in the iSth c. Obs.

1749 SMOLLETT Gil Bias iv. viri, Our mistress is also a little

tainted with philosophy. 1790 HAN. MORE Relig. Fash.

World 11791) 16 Philosophy, .(as Unbelief. .has lately been

pleased to call itself) will not do nearly so much mischief to

the present age, as its great apostles intended. 1795 BURKE
Corr. (1844) IV. 308 He is certainly a man of parts; but

one who has dealt too much in the philosophy of France.

7. With of'. The study of the general principles

of some particular branch of knowledge, experi-

ence, or activity ; also, less properly, of those of

any subject or phenomenon.
1713 STEELE Englishman No. 7. 48 What Beau knows the

Philosophy of the Perfume which emboldens him to appear
amongst the Ladies? 1791 BURKE Let. to Member Fr.

Nat. Assembly Wks. VI. 32 The great professor .. of the

philosophy of vanity [Rousseau]. 1800 Med. Jrnl. III. 385
The different problems which ought to be solved by a Phi-

losophy of Nature. 1833 UKE (title) The
_
Philosophy of

Manufactures: or, an Exposition of the Scientific, Moral,
and Commercial Economy of the Factory System. 1863
W. PHILLIPS Speeches v. 87, I believe I understand the

philosophy of reform. 1878 LECKY Eng. in \ZthC. II. v,

73 To trace the causes, whether for good or ill, that have

made nations what they are is the true philosophy of

history. 1880 J. CAIRO Fkilos. Relig. i A philosophy of
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religion starts with the presupposition that religion and '

religious ideas can be taken out of the domain of feeling or

practical experience and made objects of scientific reflection.

8. A particular system of ideas relating to the

general scheme of the universe ; a philosophical

system or theory. (With a and//.)
1390 GOWER Conf.\\\. 48 Of Tholome thastronomie, Of

Plato the Philosophic. 1573 G. HARVEY Lctler-bk. (Camden)
10 Mi chefist propositions against Ari-stotles philosophi.
1602 SHAKS. Ham. i. v. 167 There are more things in

Heauen and Earth, Horatio, Then are dream't of in our

Philosophy. 1674 GEEW Disc. Mixture i, I shall en-

deavour to conform to the Philosophy, which this Society
doth profess; which is, Reasoning grounded upon Experi-
ment, and the Common Notions of Sense. 1841 ELPHIN-
STONE Hist. Ind. \. 237 The Indian philosophy resembles

that of the earlier rather than of the later Greeks, a 1866

J. GBOTE Exam. Utilit. Philos. xvi. (1870) 249 The special
doctrines of other philosophies.

9. a. The system which a person forms for the

conduct of life. b. The mental attitude or habit

of a philosopher ; serenity under disturbing influ-

ences or circumstances
; resignation ;

calmness of

temper.
1771 CHESTERK. Lett., to Bp. Watcr/ard \* Aug., Philo-

sophy, and confidence in the mercy of my Creator, mutually
assist me in bearing my share of physical ills. 1774 J.

ADAMS in Fain. Lett. 12 May, My own infirmities, the

account of the return of yours, and the public news coming
altogether have put my utmost philosophy to the trial.

1832 LYTTON Eugene A.i.v, Philosophy has become another

name for mental quietude. 1877 SPARROW Scrnt. ii. 26 And
as to philosophy, alas ! it may answer some of the lighter

purposes of life, but can never pillow the soul in death.

10. attrib, and Comb., as philosophy-dreamer,
-hater; f philosophy-game : see PHILOSOI-HER 5 b.

iSzi BURTON Anal. Kiel. II. i. iv. 348 The like I may
say of Cl. Bruxers Phylosophy game, a i68 F. GREVIL

Sidney (1652) 18 To turn the barren Philosophy precepts
into pregnant Images of life. 1653 Nicholas Papers
(Camden) II. 19 This Gentleman. .is desirous to have the

place of Philosophy Professor at Breda. 1670 COTTON

Espcrnon 11. v. 236 Proceeding to publick Lectures, he

became Philosophy Header. 1711 SHAI-'TESB. Charac. (1737)
III. 159 Here, methinks, the ridicule turns more against
the philosophy haters than the virtuosi or philosophers.

1796-1803 COLEKIDGE Let. (in Sotheby's Catal. 20 Nov.

(1899) 17), Your philosophy dreamers from Toth, the Egyp-
tian, to Taylor the English Pagan.
Hence f Fhilo/sophyship Obs., a mock title for

a philosopher.
1798 CHARLOTTE SMITH Yng. Philos. III. 13 Is your philo-

sophysliip disinterested enough to give a letter of recom-

mendation to your elder brother ? Ibid. IV. 47, LI], of whose
libertinism his philosophyship has such terrible ideas.

t Philosophy, v. Obs. Also 4 philosoflen.

[f. prec. sb. : cl. obs. F. philosophier (i5-i6thc.
in Godef.).] iittr. PHILOSOPHIZE v. \.

1382 WYCUF Bible Pref. Ep. vi. 67 Other.. among 5ong
wymmen philosofien of holi lettres [1388 talken as filosoferes

of hooly lettris among ?onge wymmen]. 1584 R. SCOT
Discov. Witchcr. xv. xxxiii. (1886) 383 Salomon did phi-

losophic about all things, a 1614 DONNE BiaSoraTot ii. 2

(1644) 46 Ambrose Philosophying divinely in a contemplation
of Bees. 1654 FLECKNOE 7Y Years Trav. 134 You see.,

how I Philosophy on every thing.

Hence t Philo'sophying vl'l. sfr. and ///. a.

1577 tr. Bellinger's Decades 1113 Those townes by reason

of y Philosophying [L. phUoiophautibus ; edd. 1587-92

Philosophing] Leuites. were called Leuitical. 1501 SPARRY

tr. Caltan's Geomancie Ep. Ded. Aij, By the philosophy-
ing upon the compilation, lines, and proportion of the

handes. 1648 H. GRKSBY tr. Balzac's Prince 250 A most

perfect manner of Philosophying.

t Philostorgy (ft-Ust^ad^i). Obs. rare-", [ad.

Gr. <l>i\oaTop7'ia tender love, f. <pt\6aTop-tos tenderly

loving, f. <j>Ao- PHILO- + arop-f/j affection.] Natural

affection, such as that of parents and children.

1623 COCKERAM, Philostorgie, parents loue towards their

children. 1656 in BLOUNT Glossogr.

Fhilotechnic (filote-knik), a. [f. Gr. i/>i\d-

r(\vos fond of art, f. <pi\o- PHILO- + rtx 1") art: so

mod.F'. philotechnique (Diet. Acad. 1835).] Fond
of or devoted to the arts, esp. the industrial arts.

i8*SGcnfl. Mag. XCV. i. 348/2 British Philotechnic Society.

Proposals have been issued for the establishment of a

society under the above title. 1887 Pall Hall G. 6 Oct.

j
n/i Organization of popular education in the evenings in

]

Patis : III. The Philotechnic Association.

So Philote-chnical a. (rare-") = prec. ;
Philo-

te-clinist, a lover of the practical arts.

1809-10 COLERIDGE Friend (1818) III. 176, I distinguish,
l

first, those whom indeed you may call Philotheorists, or

Philotechnists, or Practicians, and secondly those whom
alone you may rightly denominate Philosophers. 1846

WORCESTER, Philotechnic, I'hilotechnical, fond of the arts ;

friendly to the arts.

Philothaumaturgic, etc. : see PHILO-.

Phi lo-theoso phical, a. rare.
[f. philo-

(sophical + tkeosophical.] Relating to philosophy
and theosophy.
1876 W. R. COOPER Archaic Diet. 10 Abibaal. King of

[
Berytus (Beirout), to whom Sanchoniathon dedicated his

i philo-theosophical writings.

tPhilotimy. Obs. rare- 1

, [ad. Gr. <^iXo-

Ti/ua, n. of quality f. ^lAoYicos loving honour, 1.

<pi\o- PHILO- + Ti/ii? honour.] Love of honour or

distinction ; ambition.

1593 R. HARVEY Philad. 24 These honourable Rulers

approued their Princely MagninLence, and Philotimy in a

braue mailer. 1656 in BLOLNT Glossogr.

PHIT.

Philo-xenist. [f. Gr. <tu\o(u>i(ni> (!. <pi\6(tvos

loving hospitality, f. #1X0- PHILO- + Vos stranger) :

see -1ST.] A lover of hospitality to strangers.
1822 T. MITCHELL Arislo/>h. II. 179 And Nicostratus

trips, For I see that his lips To themselves are philoxenist

framing.
So t Phyloxeny, -ie. Obs. rare".
1623 COCKERAM, Pkyloxenie, loue of

hospitalitie.

Philoxygenous to Philozoomst : see PHILO-.

Philter, obs. form of FILTER : var. PHILTRE.

Fhi'lterer. rare. [f. PHILTBE sb. or v. + -SB 1
.]

One who makes or administers philtres.

1676 Doctrine of Devils 105 What more consonant to

this Etymon, than a Poysoner, Philterer, Jugler, Cheater, or

Deceiver. Ibid. 106.

Philtre, philter (fHtai), sb. Also 7 filtre
;

7-8 in L. form philtrum (pi. -a or -urns), [a.

F. philtre (1568 in Hatz.-Darm.), ad. L. philtrum,
a. Gr. ipi^rpov love-charm, love-potion, f. <t>t\-,

stem of <pi\fiv to love, </'Aos dear, loved, loving +

-rpov, suffix of instrument.]
L A potion or drug (rarely, a charm of other

kind) supposed to be capable of exciting sexual

love, esp. towards a particular person ;
a love-

potion or love-charm. Sometimes loosely, a potion
or drug to produce some magical effect, a magic

potion. Alsoy?f.
'^1587 NEWTON Tryall Mans ywiie selfe (1602) 116 in

Brand Pop. Antiq. (1870) III. 26r liy any secret sleight or

cunning, as Drinkes, Drugges, Medicines, charmed Potions,

Amatorious Philters, Figures, Characters, or any such like

paltering Instruments, Devises, or Practises. 1609 B. JONSON
Sil. Worn. IV. i. (1620) I, If I should make 'hem all in loue

with thee afore Night ! Daitf>. I would say thou had'st

the best Philtre. <ri6i8 SYLVESTER Maydens Blush 798
The hellish Philtree made of Stygian Wave. 1621 BURTON
Anat. Mel. i. ii. I. iii, They can make friends enemies,

and enemies friends, by philters. 1700 S. L. tr. Frykc's Voy.
E. Ind. 347, I threw all over-board, for fear some trick or

philter should have been play'd with them. 1868 TENNYSON
Lucretius 16 A witch Who brew'd the philtre.

0. c 1610 RANDOLPH Eclogue 'I'wa Doctors Wks. 1875 II.

604 Love-sick Amyntas, get a philtrum here, To make thee

lovely to thy truly dear. 1732 BERKELEY Alciphr. vi. 25

That demons.. assist in making philtrums and charms.

1 2. Sec quots. Obs. [So It. philtro (Florio

1598), F. philtre (Cotgr. 1611).]
1653 R. SANDERS Physiogn. 278 A mole on the philtrum or

hollow of the upper lip, under the nostrils. 1706 PHILLIPS,

Philter or Philtrnm. . .Among some Anatomists, it is taken

for the Hollow that divides the upper Lip.

3. Comb., as philtre-bred, -charmed adjs.

1598 SYLVESTER Dit Bartas n. i. ii. Imposture 511 Not

phiitre-charm'd nor by Busiris prest. 1876 GEO. ELIOT Dan.

Der. iv. xxxii. (heading), The philtre-bred passion of Tristan.

Philtre, philter, v . [f. prec. sb.]

1. trans. To charm with a philtre or love-potion;

fig, to bewitch.

1674 Cmit. Tongue vi. 34 Let [them] not . . shew themselves

philter 'd and bewitch'd by this. (11711 KEN Hymnothea
Poet. Wks. 1721 III. 378 Hearts philtred by Concupiscence

impure. 1888 LOWELL Endymion n. 32 Soon, like wine,

Her eyes, in mine poured, frenzy-philtred mine.

2. intr. To prepare a philtre or magic potion.

1768 [W. DONALDSON] Life Sir B. Sapskull II. xxy. 213,

I thought my chymical chiromancers were philtering to

charm the devil,

tPhiltrOUS (frltrss), a. Obs. [f.
as prec. +

-ous.] Of the nature of a philtre.

1653 A. WILSON Jas. I 57 With Philtrous powders and

such drugs he works upon their persons. 1664 H. MORE
Myst. fniy. n. i. xii. 276 heading, That it is a Philtrous Cup.

Philyrea : see PHILLYIIEA.

II Phimosis (foimou-sis). Path. Also 7 phy-.

[mod.L., a. Gr. Qipaiats muzzling. So in Fr.

(i6th c. in Pare).] Contraction of the orifice of

the prepuce, so that it cannot be retracted.

1674-7 J. MOLINS Anat. Obs. (1896) 22, 1 cut the Phymosis,
and he did well. 1804 Meii. Jrnl. XII. 20 With the dysuria
he had a complete phimosis. 1878 T'. BRYANT Pract. Surf.

(1879) II. 161 Phimosis is a congenital affection.

Hence Phimosed (fai m<?zd) a., affected with

phimosis ;
Phimotic (faimp-tik) a., pertaining to

or of the nature of phimosis.
1899 AMut/'s Syst. Med. VIII. 837 The irritation of

retained smegma beneath a phimosed prepuce. 1822-34

I Good's Study Med. (ed. 4) II. 47 Phimotic Phlegmon.

Phinnock, phinoe, obs. ff. FINNOC Sc., white

i trout. Phioll, variant of FILIOLE l Obs.

tPhip. Obs. An imitation of the chirp of

a sparrow ;
hence formerly used as name for a

'-

sparrow. Also PHILIF.

1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. xi. 41
'

5ee, farewel phippe [C. xn.

310 fyppe] !' quod fauntelte. a 1529 SKELTON Ph. Sparovie

138 And whan I sayd, Phyp, Phyp, Than he wold lepe and

skyp. a 1577 GASCOIGSE Praise P. Sparrow Wks. (1587)

285 As if you say but Fend cut Phip, Lord, how the peat

will turne and skip.

Phiph'.e, -er, obs. ff. FIFE, FIFEK. Phirman,

phirmaund, var. FIRMAN. Phiscall, obs. f.

FISCAL. Phisick, Phisician, -itian, etc., obs.

ff. PHYSIC, PHYSICIAN. Phisionomy, phis-

nomy, etc., obs. ff. PHYSIOGNOMY.

Phit (fit).
An imitation of various sounds,

esp. that made by a rifle-bullet.

1894 Outing (U. S.) XXIV. 420/1 He [a bear] gave a soft



PHIZ.

'phit!' of startled recognition, pricked up his ears and

turned his head askew. 1896 Daily Chron. 25 Aug. 3/5

The pert crack of the Lee-Metford, the 'phit' of whose

bullet is lost in the whirr of a lead-coated stone from the

Matabele arsanal. 1898 DOYLE Trag. Korosko iv. 80 The

air was full of the phit-phit-phit of the bullets.

Phiton, -es, etc., obs. ff. PYTHON, -ESS, etc.

Phiz (fiz).
humorous colloq. Also 7 phis, 7-8

phyz, phys, 8 phizz, (fiz). [Colloq. abbrevia-

tion of phiznomy, PHYSIOGNOMY.] Face, counte-

nance ; expression or aspect of face.

1688 SHAUWKLL Sqr. Alsatia v. i, In deed your magnani-
mous Phyz is somewhat disfigur'd by it, captain. 1691 Nciv

Discov. Old Intreagiie xxvii, Next Cousin Will,.. With

Aukward Phys. 1693 CONC-.RF.VE Old Bach. iv. viii, What
a furious phiz I have T 1762 CIIURCHIIX Ghost iv, Savour'd

' ' More of another World
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contraction], abnormal contraction of a vein or veins

(Dnnglison 1853). || Phlebothrombcrsis, throm-

bosis in a vein. Also PHLEBOTOMY, etc.

1902 Brit. Alt-d. Jml. 21 June 1571 Dr. J. Mackenzie
will demonstrate his Clinical Polygraph and "Phlebo-

incretion, varying in size from a currant to that of a pea,
. jcasionally found in the veins. 1874 VAN BUREN Dis.

Genii. Org. 217 Certain concretions found in the dilated

veins. .and known as phltbolites. 1847-9 TODD Cycl. Anat.
IV. 89/2 *Phleboliths originate in clots in the interior of

the vessels. 1858 MAYNE Expos. Lex. 939/2 *Phtel>o-

lithic, 'Phlebolitic. 1893 Syd. Sac. Lex.,
*
PhleMogicnl,

belonging to Phlebology,

And her painted, tainted Phiz.

b. Comb., asphiz-maker, one who makes 'faces

or grimaces.
1741 I. YARROW Love at first Sight Prol., Mass John the

Phiz-Nfaker with zealous Cant.

Phiz, phizz, obs. ff. Fizz. Phizitian, Phizo-

nonomye, obs. ff. PHYSICIAN, PHYSIOGNOMY.

Phleam, obs. form of FLEAM sb

Fhleb-, before a consonant PHI.EBO-, combining
form of Gr. <t>\(tf', <t>\i(l- vein, an element in terms

of physiology, pathology, etc.

||
Phlebectasia. (flebekt^'sia), ||

Phlebectasis

(flfbe-ktasis), Phlebectasy (flflje-ktasi) [Gr. <-
TOCTIS extension], abnormal dilatation of a vein,

varix. Phlebectopy (fUbe-kttfpi) [Gr. I* out of,

Ton-os place], displacement or abnormal situation

of a vein.

1842 DUNGLISON KTeif. Lex.,
*
Phlebectasia, dilatation of

a vein, or portion of a vein. 1849-52 TODD Cycl. Anat. IV.

1397/2 "Phlebectesis may conveniently be divided into

several forms. 1858 MAYXE Expos. Lex. 938/2 *Phlebectasy

..'Phlebectopy.

Phlebenterate (fIfbe-ntgrA), a. (si.) Zoo!.

[ad. mocl.L. Phlebentcrdta, f. Gr. tp^iip, if>\tfl- vein

+ fvrtpov intestine: see -ATE 2
2.] Belonging to

the Phlebenterata, a former division of gastropod

molluscs, characterized by processes of the ali-

mentary canal extending into processes of the

body-wall, b. sb. One of the Phlebetitcrata.

So Phlebenterio (flebente'rik) a., characterized

by such processes as those of the Phltbentemta ;

Fhlebenterism (fUbe'nteriz'm), the condition of

having processes of the alimentary canal extending
into processes of the body-wall, as in the Phle-

benterata, or into the legs, mandibles, etc., as in

the Fyfnogonidx ; the opinion that such processes
have a circulatory function.

1857 E. C. OTTE tr. Quatrefages' Rambles Nat. I. 351
Phlebenterism was declared to be entirely exploded, and
characterised as a mere chimera.

II Phlebitis (fl/'bsi-tis). Path. [mod.L., f. Gr.

<t>\it//, ip\t0- vein : see -ITIS.] Inflammation of

the walls of a vein.

1822-34 Good's Study Med. (ed. 4) II. u The inflammation

of veins, by some writers called Phlebitis, has of late
occupied

more attention. 1878 T. BRYANT Pract. Surg. I. 425 Phlebitis

is the chief evil to be feared from an injury to a vein.

Hence Phlebitic (fiYbi'tik) a., pertaining to or

affected with phlebitis.
1899 Allbuifs Syst. Mcd. VI. 170 Paget.. contended for

the primarily phlebitic nature of thrombosis in gout.

Fhlebo-, combining element : see PHLEB-.

Phlebogram (fle'b<!>gi:em) [-GRAM], a diagram

(sphygmogram) of the pulsations of a vein (Syd.
Soc. Lex. 1893). Phlebograph (fle-Wgraf)

[-GRAPH], an instrument (sphygmograph) for

recording diagrammatically the pulsations of a

vein. Phlebography (flfbfgrafi) [-GBAFHY], a

description of the veins ;
hence Phlebographical

(flebogrre'fikal) a., pertaining to phlebography.
Phlerjolite (fle'Wtoit), Phle'boUth (-lib) [Gr.
Ai'tfos stone: see

-LITE],
a morbid calcareous con-

cretion in a vein, a vein stone ; hence Phlebolitio

(-li'tik), -lithic (-li'bik) a., of the nature of, or

pertaining to, a phlebolite. Phlebolog-y (fif-

bflodji) [-LOGY], that part of physiology or

anatomy which treats of the veins ; hence Phlebo-

lo-gical a., pertaining to phlebology. ||
Phlebo-

metritis (fle b0|rm"tr3i'tis) [Gr. nrjrpa womb : see

-ITIS], inflammation of the veins of the womb
(Mayne Expos, lex. 1858^. Fhleborrhagia,

(flebotfi-dsia), Phleborrhage (fle'WMla) [Gr.

-payia, from firjyvvrai to burst ; cf. htGniorrhage\,

haemorrhage from rupture of a vein.
||
Phle-

borrhexls (flebore'ksis) [Gr. ^17^15 bursting], rup-
ture of a vein (Dunglison Med. Lex. 1842). ||

Pble-

bosclerosis (fle-b0|skl/rirsis) [Gr. aH\rjp<aaa in-

duration, f. ax\rjp<js hard], morbid thickening and

hardening of the wall of a vein ; hence Phlebo-
sclerotic (-ftik) a., pertaining to phlebosclerosis.

||
FhlebostenoBis (He b0,st;h<wsis) [Gr. <niva.<ois

_________ process may a

Ibid. 220 *Phlebo-sclerotic thrombosis. 1893 Sya Sec.

Lex.,
*
Phlcbotlirombosis, venous thrombosis.

Phleboidal (fUboi-dal), a. [f.
PHLEB- + -OID

+ -AL.] Resembling a vein or veins : see quot.
1876 Encycl. Brit. IV. 87/1 The tissue composed of these

moniliform vessels has been denominated phlebi'iiinl.

t PhlebO'tomer. Obs. rare. Iii 6 -thomer.

[f.
PHLEBOTOMY + -EK.]

= PHLEBOTOMIXT.

1564-78 BULLEYX Dial. agst. Pest. (1888) 26 Let vs. .take

our Phlebothomer with us to let hym bloud.

mik), a. rare. [ad. Gr.

ri sb., the phlebotomic

art), f. ^>\(0oTOjnia PHLEBOTOMY.] Of or pertaining
to phlebotomy. So Phleboto-mical a. ;

hence

Phleboto'mically adv. , in relation to phlebotomy.
1799 in Spirit Pub. Jrnls. III. 148 President of the phlebo-

tomic college. 1858 M AYNF. Expos. Lex. 940/2 Phlebotomical.

1869 E. C. RYE in Student II. 185 The
'

mosquito
1 cannot

be said to exist specifically, though phlebotomically it has

an entity.

Phlebotomist [fl/bft8mist). [f.
PHLEBOTOMY

(or its source), see -1ST : cf. F'. phlibotomistt(\ 732 in

Diet. Trfi'oux}.'] One who practises phlebotomy ;

a surgeon who bleeds patients ;
a blood-letter.

1657 G. STARKFY Helmont's I'iiul. 256 A just reward for

a butcherlike Phlebotomist. 1816 KIRBY & SP. Enttmial.

iii. (1818) I. 63 The cupping glasses of the phlebotomist.

Phlebo:tomiza tion. [f. next + -ATION].
The action of phlebotomizing ; blood-letting.

1597 A. M. tr. Guillemcau's Fr. Chinirg. 49/2 We may
not, in Phlebotoinizatione, be to timorouse and fearfutl. 1837
Sm F. PAI.CRAVE Merck, q Friar v. (1844) 199 A general

phlebotomization at stated and regular periods.

Phlebotomize (llfbp'tomaiz), v. Also 6 -tho-

mize. [a. F. phttbotomise-r (ifjthc.), in mcd.L.

flebotomkare (Du Cange), f. phlebotom-us, Gr.

(J>A.(^OTO/JOS : see next and -I/.E.] a. intr. To

1842 IH'NGLisoN Men. Lex.,
of the

practise phlebotomy ;
to let blood by opening a

vein. b. trans. To bleed (a person, or a part
of the body) ;

also transf. andyff. C. intr. (orfass.

To undergo phlebotomy, to be bled (quot. 1652).

1596 NASHE Saffron H'alden Ep. Decl., Wks. (Grosart)

111. 12 Phlebothomize them, sting them, tutch them. 1597
A. M. tr. Guillemcau's Fr. Chirurg. ijb/i To phlebotomize

aright, is oftentimes a difficulte matter. 1644 HOWF.I.L

England's Tears in Dmionas Gr. etc, 160 Body politiques,

. .as well as the frayle bodies of men . .must have an evacua-

tion for their corrupt humours, they must be phlebotomiz'd.

1652 HLNLOWES Tlieoph. xi. xxiv. 196 Post for physick's
skill Phlebotomize he must, and take the vomit pill. 1796

J. ANSTEY Pleader's Guide Poet. Wks. 192 Bother. You
took some blood, Sir, from him. Tenth. Plenty Phlebo-

tomiz'd him ounces twenty. 1873 BROWNING Red Cott.

Nt.^ap III. 135 The while I blister and phlebotomize ! 1876
R. F. BURTON Gorilla L. I. 131 At night the mosquitoes

phlebotomized us.

Hence Phlebotomized ///. a.; -izing vbl. sb.

1597 A. M. tr. Guillemeau's Fr. Chirurg. 2 b/2 Phleboto-

misinge or blood-lettinge. 1631 R. H. Arraignm. }\'hoU

Creature v. 36 Yea, they would.. make Bread and Cates of

the Blood of their Phlebotomized bullockes. 1835 ANSTF.R

tr. Faust (1887) 292 For spirits sinking, spirits rising The
one cure is phebolpmising. 1865 Fall Mall G. 14 Aug. n
These phlebotomizing days are now, however, long gone by.

Phlebotomy (fi7b(J't6mi). Forms: 5 fleo-

botomie, -ye, (flo-, flabotomye), 5-6 flebo-

tomye, !
<) -y), 6 fleubothomy(e, flebothomie,

-y, phlebothomy, -tomye, 6-7 -tomie, (7

-thomie), 6- phlebotomy, [a. ( )F. jlebothomie

(i3thc. in Godef.), mod.F. phlebotomie, It. Jiebo-

tomia, ad. L. phlebotomia, a. Gr. <j>\(0oTOfua, the

opening of a vein, f. <pA/3oTo/ios that opens a vein,

f. (p\(0o- FHLEBO- + -TO/IOS -cutting, -cutter.]

1. The action or practice of cutting open a vein

so as to let blood flow, as a medical or therapeutical

operation; venesection, blood-letting, bleeding.
c 1400 Lanfranc's Cirurg. 83 A walkynge vlcus is heelid

wi^ fieobotomie [v. r. flebotomye] & formacie. 1413 Pilgr.
Soivle (Caxton) i. xxii. (1859)24 The nature of thy maladye
wyl aske sothely aflobotomye. 1542 UOORDE Dyctary xxiii.

(1870) 287 Clense it with stufes or by fleubothomye. 1621

BURTON Anat. Mel. ll. v. t. ii. (1651) 384 Phlebotomy is

promiscuously used before and after Physick. 1780 JOHNSON
Let. to Mrs. Thrale 24 Aug., Gentle purges, and slight

phlebotomies, are not my favourites ; they are pop-gun
batteries, which lo^e time and effect nothing. 1877 KIIORY
Princ. Medicine 60 Marks of leech bites, and of phlebotomy.
2. transf. vn&fig. The drawing of blood in any

PHLEGM.

way (lit. or jig.} ; esp. bloodshed (i.
e. scourging,

slaughter, etc.), or other violent or destructive means
used for the cure of moral, social, or political

disorder; 'bleeding' in purse or pocket.
1589 [? NASHE] Almondfor Parrat 3b, O it is a haire-

brande whooresonne, and well scene in Phlebotomie. 1646

J. HALL Horx l^ac. 151 Warre is the Phlebotomy of the

Body Politique. 1827 Gentl. Mng. XCVII. n. 539 Fiscal

Phlebotomy was unknown, as a science, to our ancestors.

I 3. Aii instrument for phlebotomy ; a lancet.

Obs. [Gr. <p\e@oTonov.]
1477 F.ARL RIVERS (Caxton) Dicfes 33 Ypocras . . holding

in his honde a flabotomye of munycion for latyng blood.

II Phlegethou (fle-g^b/m, fle'd^-). Gr. and
Lat. Myth. Also 4 Flegeton, 6 Phlegeton.

[a. Gr. &\eyt9ojv, -OVT - lit. 'burning, blazing',
hence as here.] Name of a fabled river of fire,

one of the five rivers of Hades.
1390 GOWFR Con/. II. 164 He wolde swere his common

oth, Be Lethen and be Flegeton. 1590 STKNSER F. Q. n. vi.

50 Nor damned ghoste In flaming Phlegeton does not so

felly roste. 1701 tr. Le Clerc's Prim. Fathers (1702) 299
T'is certain, that the Pagans, who first used the word

Phlegethon, denoted by it not a River of the Elysian Fields

..but of Hell and the Place of Torments. 1860 EMERSON
Cond. Life, Behavwur Wks. (Bohn) II. 391 No phlegethon
could be found that would burn him.

Hence Phlegetho'utal, Phlegetho-ntic adjs.,

of or pertaining to Phlegethon ; burning, fiery.
1600 TOURNF.UR Transf. Mclam. Prol., To feele the smart

of Phlegetontike sight. 111649 DRUMM. OF HAWTH. Poems
Wks. (1711) 34 Blaz'd with phle.cethontal fires. 1651 I'.IGGS

A'ew Disp. f T2i Plilegetontal and direfull evils. i8zi

I>YKON Juan iv. liii, Cogniac ! Sweet Naiad of the 1'liK--

gelhontic rill 1

Phlegm (flem). Forms: see below. [Ml"..

Jlt'ein,Jicume,f7eine, n. (i3tli c.

in I.ittre), mod.F. fegme (dial, feume, Jltme,

fume) = Pr. fegma, flemma, Cat. flaima, Sp.

jlei/ia, lt.fau/ia:L. (post-el.) phlegma clammy
humour of the body, phlegm, a. Gr. tj>\(y- /ia in-

flammation, heat, morbid clammy humour (as the

result of heat), f. <p\(f-(iv to burn, bln/e. In

i6-i7thc. conformed in spellingto Gr.-I.. original.]

A. Illustration of Forms.
a. 46 fleume, flewme ; 4 fleem, 5-7 fleme,

6 7 fleame, fleam. 8 fle'me.

1387 TRF.VISA Higdcn (Rolls) II. 147 fey hadde moche
flcem. 1390-1563 Fluime [see B. i a]. 1398 TRF.VISA Karth.

I'e P. A', iv. ix. (Add. MS. 27944), Flewme is an humour

kyndeliche colde & moiste. 1422 tr. Simla Secret., Priv.

Priv. 245 Agarik Purgyth fleme and malencoly. 1508
Dl'NBAR Tua Mariit W'emen 91 Ane bag full of flewme.

c 1532 Du WES Introd. Fr. in Palsgr. 904 The fleame, le

jlegme. 1586 BRIGHT Melanch. ii. 4 The second is fleume,
next to bloud in quantitie. 1645 MILTON Colast. 12 What
if fleam and choler. .come instead? 1650 HOWELL Girajfi 's

Rev. Naples 130 They answered prudently and with fleme.

1709 POPE Ess. Crit. 662 Our Critics, .judge with fury, but

they write with fle'me.

P. 6-7 flegme, fleagm(e, 7 fleugme, 7-8 flegra.

1547-64 BAUI.DWIN Mor. Philos. (Palfr.i 44 The rest of

him flegme & cholier. 1587 GOLDING De Mornay x. 0592)

141 Agarick purgeth Fleagme. a 1618 RALEIGH Sctptick
in Kem. (1651) 8 Abounding with Fleagm. 1621 SANDERSON

yd Scnn., i Kings xxi. 29 26 Abundance of melancholy,

tough flegm. 1659 STANLEY Hist. Philos. III. n. 134 Hence
are generated Choler and Flegme. 1728 LEONI Alberli's

Archit. I. 24/2 The superfluous Flegm and Humidity.

7. 6 phleume, phleugme ; 6-7 phlegme, 7-

phlegm ; 7-8 phleam, phleme.
1541 R. COPLAND Galyen's Tcrapeut. 2 Giv, To purge y

humours coleryke or melancolyke, or els phleume. 1565-73
COOPER Thesaurus s. v. Consisto, Cursus pituitae consist!!,

the course of the phleugme is stayed, a 1592 GREENE
Mcunillia n. Wks. (Grosart) II. 223 The naturall constitu-

tion of women is Phlegme, and of men Cholier. 1605 TIMME
Oui'rsit. I. vii. 29 A certaine watry elementary phleme. 1617

jfantia Ling. 100 Phleame expelleth choler. 1660- Phlegm
[see B. 2]. 1669 WORLIDGE Syst. Agric. 5 Phlegme dis.

tilled from Salt of Tartar. 1684 EARL ROSCOM. Ess. Transl.

Verse (1709) 301 Write with Fury, but correct with Phleam.

||
5. 6 flegma, 7 phlegma.

1527 ANDREW BrunswykSs Distyll. Waters B vij, Onely
the flegma of the grene herbes is dystylled. 1610 Phlegma
[see B. 2]. 1657 Physical Diet., Phlegtna . . is used for any
distilled water which hath no spirit, as rose-water.

B. Signification.
1. The thick viscid fluid or semifluid substance

secreted by the mucous membranes, esp. of the

respiratory passages ; mucus.

a. In old physiology, regarded as one of the four

bodily
' humours ', described as cold and moist, and

supposed when predominant to cause constitutional

indolence or apathy.
1387 [see A. a). 1390 GOWER Con/. III. 99 The moiste

fleume with his cold Hath in the lunges for his hold Or-

deined him a propre stede. 1502 Ord. Crysten Men (W.
de W. 1506) iv. xxvii. 318 An armony..of the foure humours,
that is to knowe of y blode, of the colour, of the fleume,

and of y" malancoly. 1533 ELYOT Cast. Helthe I. i. (1541)

8 b, Natural fleume is a humour cold and moyst, whyte and

swete, or without taste.
^

1563 Mirr.
Mag.,^

Rivers
Ixvj,

G.
C

Humour, contrary to the Etymology of the Word. 1860

WHEWELU Philos. Discov. iv. vi. 35 The doctrine of the Four

Humours (Blood, Phlegm, Yellow Bile and Black Bile).



PHLEGMAGOGUE.
b. In modern (or corresponding early) use ;

esp. when morbid or excessive, and discharged by

cough, etc. Now chiefly in popular use, and no

longer applied to the mucus of the nasal passages.
So m<xLr.fogm4 (dfo\. Jleumt,fount)*
1486 Bk. St. Allans C vj b, And makyth flewme fall owte

of the brayne. 1308 DUNBAR Tua Marilt \Vemen 274 Ane
hair hogeart, that hostit out flewme. 1549 Compl. Scot.

vi. 67 Ysope, that is gude to purge congeht fleume. 1601

HOLLAND Pliny II. 277 Wormwood, .dischargeth the brest

of tough fleagme. 1732 ARBCTHNOT Rules of Diet in Ali-

ments 267 To dissolve viscid Phlegm, and excite a Cough.
1843 R - J- GRAVES Syst. Clin. Med. xx, 229 The principal

annoyance the patient suffers is in gelling up the phlegm
in the morning. 1877 ROBERTS Handbk. Med. (1894) 400
The discharge of various substances, technically termed

expectoration or sputum, and popularly known as phlegm.

fc. With a and //. A collection or mass of

phlegm, or of any mucous secretion. Obs.

1561 HOLLYBUSH Horn. Apoth. 15 If thou wilt, .purge the

head and breste..of all slymye fleumes and fylih. 1584
COGAN Haven Health cxxxiv. (1636) 136 [It] doth take

away Flewmes of the Eyes. 1688 MIEGE Fr. Diet. s. v.

Bring, To bring up a phlegm, cracher. 1727 Philip Quarll
(1816) 16 A phlegm sticking in my throat, I happened lo

hem pretty loud.

t d. In figurative use. Obs.

1565 JEWEL De/. Apol. (1611! 153 In danger to be choaked
with the flegme & humour of his sins. 1633 G. HERBERT
Temple^ Church-porch xvi, O England ! full of sinne, but
most of sloth ; Spit out thy flegme, and fill thy brest with

glorie. 1655 H. VAUCHAS Silex Scint. n. Proffer viii, Spit
out their phlegm, And nil thy brest with home.

e. See SALSE-PHLEGM.

1 2. Old Chem. One of the five
'

principles
'

of

bodies, also called water ; any watery inodorous

tasteless substance obtained by distillation. Obs.

1471 RIPLEY COHI/>. Alch. in. iv. in Ashm. Tkeat. Chem.
Brit. (1652) 140 Fyrst wyth moyst Fyre and after wyth the

dry: The flewme by Pacyence owt drawyng. 1610 IJ,

JONSON Alch. n. v, Rectifie your menstrue, from the

phlegma. 1660 SHARROCK Vegetables 130 Seeds steeped. .

in Spirit of Urine mixt with phlegm of Elder-berries. 1686

HARRIS tr. LemerysjChym, 5 Water which is called Phlegm
..comes in distillation before the Spirits when they are

fixt, or after them when they are volatile. 1707 Curias, in

Husb. $ Card. 335 Three Principles of which all things are

form'd ; that is to say, the Flegm, the Grease and the Ashes.

The Flegm is the Mercury. 1718 QUISCY Compl. Di&p. 9

Phlegm or Water, is the common Vehicle or Diluter of all
r solid Bodies. 1791 HAMILTON' Berthollefs Dyeing 1. 1. i. v.

78 The gall-nut yields, by distillation, a limpid phlegm.
1812 SIR H. DAVY Chem. Philos. 51

The attempts made to

analyse vegetable substance? previous to 1720 merely pro-
duced their resolution into the supposed elements of the

chemists of those days viz. salts, earths, phlegm and sulphur.

3. The character supposed to result from pre-
dominance of phlegm (sense i a) in the bodily

constitution; phlegmatic temperament or disposi-
fion

;
want of excitability or enthusiasm ; cold-

ness, dullness, sluggishness, apathy ; coolness,

calmness, self-possession, evenness of temper.
1578 T. N. tr. Conq. IV. India 198 There are few nations

of so much fleame or sufferance [as the Mexicans]. 1642
HOWELL For. Trav. (Arb.) 52 He that hath to deale with
that Nation, must have good store of Phlegme and patience.
1668 TEMPLE Let. to Ld. Arlington Wks. 1731 II. 50
Monsieur de Wit defended theirCause.. with great Phlegm,
but great Steddiness. 1765 T. HUTCHISSON Hist. Mass.
I. 223 A man of more phlegm, and not so sensibly touched.

1836 SIR W. HAMILTON Discuss. (1852) 281 The mathematical

genius requires much phlegm, moderation, attention and cir-

cumspection. 1871 G. MEREDITH H. Richmond xvi, The
patience of the people was creditable to their phlegm.

PhilegmagOgue(fle'gmagf7g). [a. \*. phlegma-
gogue,<3'$.jleumagogue(\$Q.t. in Hatz.-Darm.),
ad. med.L. phlegmagogus ,

a. Gr. <p\y^ayojy6s t
f.

<p\tyfAa PHLEGM + dyuyos drawing forth.] A
medicine for expelling phlegm. Now rare.

[1657 Physical Diet., Phlegniagogon^ purgers of flegm.]

1671 SALMON Syn. Med. in. h. 570 Electuary of Jallap. .is a

goodPhlegmagogue. 1737 BRACKEN Farriery fmpr. (1757)
II. 248 Phlegmagogues or those [medicines] which draw off

pitious Matter or Phlegm by Stool.

So Phleg-mag-ogal (-g<?
Q
'gal) a., having the

property of expelling phlegm ; Fhleg-magogic
(-gp-dgik), a. = prec. ; sb. = phlegtnagogite.
1657 TOMLINSON Renoiis Disp. 115 Some are called Phleg-

magogall which purge Phlegme. 1684 tr. Sonet's Merc.
Compit. 144 Mercury, .with.. some phlegmagogick Extract.

||Fhlegmasia(flegwi-sia,-zia). Path. PI. -68.

[mod. L., a. Gr. <f>\fypaffia (Hippocr.) inflammation.

Cf. F'. phlegmasie^\ Inflammation, esp. inflamma-
tion accompanied by fever.

Phlegmasia dolens, or phlegmasia alba dolenS) inflamma-
tion of the veins of the leg, with severe pain, swelling, hard-

ness, and whiteness, occurring in women after childbirth ;

also called milk-leg or -white-leg.

i7o6PmLLips,/Vi/f7rtu/a,an Inflammation. X7S3CHAM8BRS
Cycl. Supp: i Phlegmasia^ a word used by some of the
medical writers for an inflammation. 1800 J. HULL (title)

An Essay on Phlegmasia Dolens. 1859 SEMPLE Diphtheria
i The mucous tissue . . is also the seat of very different kinds
of phlegmasiae.

Phlegmatic (fiegmse-tik), a. (sb.) Forms :

see PHLEGM; also 4-6 flum-, 6-7 flugm- ; 4-6
-etyke, -ytyck(e, -ytek. \Wl\L.Jlenmatike, a. OF.

JUumatique (12-ijthc. in Hatz.-Darm.), ad. L.

phlegmatic-US^ a. Gr. 0A7/wm*o$, f. <p\cyfxat

r- : see PHLEGM.]

784

1. Of the nature of or abounding in phlegm.
a. (In sense pertaining to PHLEGM i.) Of the

nature of the ( humour '

or secretion called phlegm ;

mucous. Of the human body, its organs, etc. :

Having a predominance of phlegm in the constitu-

tion or 'temperament* (see also 2). Of diseases,
etc. : Characterized or caused by excess of phlegm.
Now rare or Obs.

1340 Ayenb. 157 pe dyevel .. asaylejj stranglakest bane
colrik mid ire and mid discord .. ^ane ileumatike: mid
glotonye and be sleau^e. 1398 TREVISA Earth. De P. R.
iv. ix. (Tollem. MS.) A verry newmatike man is in the body
lustles, heuy and slow. Ibid. vn. Hx. (Bodl, MS.), As be

biayne discharge^ hym silfe of flewmatike humoures and of
fumosite. ^1400 tr. Secreta Secret.^ Gov. Lordsh, 86 If it

be yn tokenynge ffjeumetyke. 1527 ANDREW Brunswyke's
Distyll. Waters Fij,Tospetieandputteoute the flegmatyke
matter. 1542 BOORDE Dyctary viii. (i 870) 245 A flemytycke
man may slepe .ix. houresor more. 1562 BULLEYN Bnhvark^
Rk. Simples 3 b, It is good in the meates of them whiche be
Flugmatike. 1563 T. GALE Antid. n. 84 In phlegmaticke
bodycs they maye forbeare their supper. 1741 BKTTERTON
Rug. Stage \. 63 Persons of a flegmatic Constitution are
slow in turning of their Eyes. 1875 H. C. WOOD T/ierap.

(1879) 22 The phlegmatic person is no more easily moved by
medicinal than by other agencies.

t b. (In sense pertaining to PHLEGM 2.) Of the

nature of the '

principle
*

called phlegm ; watery
and insipid. Of bodies in general : Abounding in
'

phlegm
*

; and hence, producing phlegm (PHLEGM
i a or b) when taken as food, etc. Obs,

1502 ARXOLDE Chron. (1811) 172 For as mych as allfisshes

aftir water ben flewmatike therfore they be better rost than
soden. 1533 ELVOT Cast. Helthe (1541) 2 b, Where colde
with moysture preuayleth, that body is called Fleumatike,
wherein water hath preeminence. 1567 MAPLETGr. forest

77 She [the Carp] is of very soft flesh and phlegmatike. 1669
WQttLlocmSj'si.Afi'ic.(iGBi.)s Standing Waters .. by reason
of the constant waste of the Phlegmatique vapour that con-

stantly rises from it. 1747 LANGUISH in Phil. Tratis. (1748)
XLIV. n. [4] The watery or phlegmatic Principle abounds
so much as to be nearly jf Parts of the whole Mass.

2. Having or showing the mental character or

disposition formerly supposed to result from pre-
dominance of phlegm among the bodily

(

humours';
not easily excited to feeling or action

; lacking en-

thusiasm ; cold, dull, sluggish, apathetic ; cool,

calm, self-possessed.
1574 HELLOWES Guevara's Fam. Ep. 30 The Numantines

of their naturall condition, were more flegmatike than
cholerike. 1622 MASSINGER Virg. Mart. iv. i, Cold,

phlegmatike bastard, th'art no brat of mine. 1756-82 J.
WARTON Ess, Pope (ed. 4) I. v. 276 Raphael never received
a more flegmatic Eulogy. 1825 WATERTON Wand. S. Amer.
iv. L (1870.) 288 Cold and phlegmatic must he be who is not
warmed into admiration by the surrounding scenery. 1888

F. HUME Mme. Midas i. iv, Selina resumed her knitting
in a most phlegmatic manner.

f B. sb. A phlegmatic person. Obs. rare.

1541 R. COPLAND Guydons Quest. Chirurg. M iij, The
fleumatykes, & them that are wont to diseases of colde

maladyes. 1629 MAXWELL tr. Herodian (1635) :zo He con-
temned lulian, as an abject Fellow : and Niger as a dull

Flegmaticke.
So f Plilegma-tical a. = phlegmatic ; Fhleg-

ma'tically, f Phlegma'ticly adv., in a phleg-
matic manner

; Phlegma'ticness, the quality of

being phlegmatic.
1586 Q. ELIZ. in Leycester Corresp. (Camden) 243 What

*flegmaticall reasons soever were made you. 1684 tr.

Bonefs M,-rc. Compit. vi. 235 They that have a phlegmatical
Ague. 1828-32 WEBSTER,

*
Phlegmatically. iSsB-gHALLAM

Hist. Lit. iv. iv. 76 The most phlegmatically impudent of
the whole school. 1870 Daily Ne-ws 5 Oct., The videttes

phlegmatically continued their circling. 1673 S' too him
Bayes 56 This is.. so hal'd in, and so *pmegmatickly
apply'd. 1717 WARBURTON Prodigies 80 All the rest [of the

story] is phlegmatickly past over. 1659 FELTHAM Low-
Countries 42 Being full of humours, that is her cradle, which
luls and rocks her to a dull *plilegmatickness.

Phle'gmatism. rare~ l
, [f. as prec. + -ISM.]

Phlegmatic character. So f Phle'giuatist [-IST],
a person of phlegmatic constitution.

1599 H. BUTTES Dyetsdrie DinnerD vijb, Pistake Nuts.. .

In cold weather, for flegmatists. 1797 GODWIN Enquirer
436 The phlegmatism of. .Sir Robert Waipole's., conduct.

Phle-gmatous, a. rare- 1
, [f.

as prec. + -ous.]
' Inflamed or much inflamed

'

(Syd. Soc. Lex.}.

1878 A. M. HAMILTON Nero. Dis. 133, I have already

spoken of peripheral phlegmatous troubles.

Phlegme, erron. form of FLEAM i&'. lancet.

z6i2 WOODALL Stirg. Mate Wks. (1653) n Phlegmes..to
launch and cut the gums. 1850 R. G. GUMMING Hunters

Life S. Afr. (1902) og/i Before starting I gave Johannus
my phlegme, and a hasty lesson in the art of bleeding.

1 Fhlegmed (flemd), a. Obs. rare 1
, [f.

PHLEGM + -ED-.] Imbued with 'phlegm* (sense 2).

1683 Phil. Trans. XIV. 503 This [oil of Vitriol] as highly

phlegm'd..as any usually is.

PlllegmleSS (nVmles), a. rare. [f. as prec.

+ -LESS.] Devoid of or free from phlegm.
1663 BOYLE Use/. Exp. Nat. Philos. IL v. vii. 175 One

distillation, .will bring it over from Wine it self, so pure and

flegmless, as to burn all away. 1768 J. Ross Ode on loss of
Friend Wks. 224 (MS.) Philomel, Whose shrill harmonious
note So swells her phlegmless throat.

Phlegmon (fle-gm^ta). Path. Also 4-7 fleg-.

[ME.^fw0w, a. *L*phlegmon otphlegmona (PHn.),
a. Gr. (f>\fypovri inflammation, a boil, deriv. of

PHLOGISTIC.

(f>\fy-ftv to burn: cf. QY.Jleitgmon (i3-i4thc. in

Hatz.-Darm.) = mod.F. phlegmon^ An inflamma-

tory tumour, a boil or carbuncle ; inflammation,

esp. of the cellular tissue, tending to or producing
suppuration ; an acute local inflammation with
marked redness and swelling.
1398 TREVISA Earth. De P. R. vii. lix. (Bodl. MS.), Suche

swcllinge hatte Apostema, & somtyme it comej>. .of a semple
humoure as of blood and hatte flegmone. 1541 R. COPLAND
Galyeris Terapetttyke 2 I* ij b, Yf ecchymosis, or vlcere, or

erisipelas, or putryfaction, or plilegmone be iu any parte.

IS99 A. M. tr. Gabelhoner's Bk. Physicke 364/1 [A prescrip-
tion] For the Flegmone or Felon of the Fingers. 1651
WITTIE Primrose'

1

* Pop. Err. n. 81 It may also be a

phlegman, or erysipelas of some part. 1782 A. MONRO
Compar. Ana/. 14 These parts .. may be subject to.,

phlegmon. 1788 J. C. SMYTH in Med. Commun. II. 191
The Phlegmon is the inflammation of the cellular membrane.
&&AUSvtft Syst. Med. VI. 256 This bacillus is identical
witn one subsequently found.. in gaseous phlegmons,
Hence Phlegmonic (flegm^nik), Phle'guiouous

adjs.i pertaining to or of the nature of a phlegmon;
Phle g-monoid a., resembling a phlegmon.
1758 J. S. I*e Dratis Observ. Stirg. (1771) 170 A Man.,

had a *Phlegmonick Erysipelas upon the Right Arm. 1875
H. WALTON Dis. Eye 185 In phlegmonic inflammation,
pulsation has been felt, as from an aneurism. 1755 Genii.

Mag. XXV. 12 It appeared more like the erysipelatous than

"phlegmonoide kind. 1835-6 TODD Cycl. Anat. I. 455/2
External inflammation resembling phlegmonoid erysipelas.
1666 G. HARVEY Morb. Angl. xi. (1672) 31 It's. .generated
..out of the dregs and remainder of a *PhIegmonous or
Oedematick tumour. 1849-52 TODD Cycl. Anat. \\'. 850/2
Phlegmonous inflammation of the areolar tissue.

Phlegmy (fle-mi), a. Forms : see PHLEGM.

[f. PHLEGM -t- -Y.]
1. Of the nature of or consisting of phlegm,
mucous ; containing or characterized by phlegm.

i 1550 LLOYD Treas. Health Ij, The stoppynges of the
leuer that comethe of grosse and fleymy humors. 1620
VENMER Via Recta \\\. 57 It..breedeth a clammy, and

fleamy
nourishment. 1678 ANNE BRAUSTREET Poems (1875)

16 The flegmy constitution I uphold. 1739 R. BULL tr.

Dedekindus' (.Irobianus 209 Now from thy Lungs hawk up
the phlegmy Load. 1891 Daily News 26 Dec. 5/5 A cold,

accompanied by a phlegmy cough.

fb. Watery; moist: cf. PHLEGM 2. Obs.

1599 H. BUTTES Diets Drie Dinner P iv, [The mid-air] spits
out watry reums amaine, As phleamy snow, and haile, and
sheerer raine. 1683 TKYON Way to Health 83 The gross

phlegmy part of Grass.

2. Of mental disposition : = PHLEGMATIC 2.

1607 MARKHAM Caval. i. 25 Such as out of their flemye
womanishnesse seeke for such secrets. 1645 MILTON Colast.
Wks. 1851 IV. 362 Rather then spend words with this fleamy
clodd of an Antagonist. 1892 Pall Mall G. 29 Dec. 1/2
Mild as milk, they hobnob with the phlegmy Saxon.

Phleme, variant of FLEAM sb^-, lancet.

Fhlobaphene (fl^bafm). Chem. Also -en.

[a. F, phlwaphene, f. Gr. <p\6'0s <p\oi-6s bark +

&a<pri dye + -ENE.] Name for a class of brown or

red colouring matters, of complex composition,

occurring in the bark of various trees and shrubs.

1880 WATTS Diet. Chem. VI 1 1. 1568 Phlobaphene, . . name . .

applied to certain red bodies, formed, together with glucose,
when many tannins are heated with dilute sulphuric acid.

1887 Athewnm 10 Dec. 787/2 It [tannin] is decomposed
into glucose, gallic acid, and a substance analogous to

phlobaphen, 1895 Naturalist 23 It [the hawthorn] yields
a phlobaphene with acids.

Phloem (flJu-em). Bot. [mod. (Nageli in Ger.)
f. Gr. <p\6os

=
</>Ao*os bark + -rjfta, passive suffix,]

Collective name for the cells, fibres, and vessels

forming the softer portion of the fibrovascular

tissue, as distinct from the xylem or woody por-

tion; the bast with its associated tissues. Also

attrib.y as phloem-bundle , -layer; -sheath^ etc.

1875 BENNETT & DYER tr. Sachs' Bot. 94 The different

forms of tissue of a differentiated fibro-vascular bundle may
be classified into two groups, which Nageli calls the Phloem-

(Bast) and Xylem- (Wood) portion of the bundle. ..In many
bundles the phloem is formed on one, the xylem on the other

side of the procambium. Ibid. 95 These horizontal elements

..may be generally designated as rays; within the xylem
they are called xylem-rays, within the phloem, phloem-rays.

1876 EncycL Brit. IV. 85/2 Found in the bast or phloem layers
of ordinary trees. 1882 VINES Sachs Bot. 440 [In Ferns]
A single layer or several layers of cells may often be found
at the periphery of the phloem lying just inside the tiue

bundle-sheath. Russow regards this structure as belonging
. .to the ground tissue, arid he terms it the phloem-sheath.

Phlogistian (nVjdsrstian). [f.
PHLOGISTON

+ -IAN.] A believer in the existence or theory of

phlogiston.
1799 SIR H. DAVY in Beddoes Contrib. Phys. $ Med.

Know?, 67 The phlogistians were obliged to consider all

combustible bodies as combinations of different . . substances

with the undemonstrated phlogiston.

Phlogistic (rl<7,d3i-stik, -grstik), a. (sb.} [In
sense i, mod. f. PHLOGISTON : cf. mod.L. phlo-

gistuust F. phlogi'stique (1762 in Diet. Acad?) ;
in

senses 2, 3, immediately f. Gr. <f>\oytffT-6s in-

flammable, inflamed + -ic.]

I. 1. Chem. Of the nature of or consisting of

phlogiston; f containing phlogiston, combustible

(pbs.} ; connected with or relating to phlogiston.

1733 Phil. Tram. XXXVIII. 63 [In Phosphorus] The
Phlogistic Part is so slightly connected with the other

Principles, that the least . . Friction or Warmth, sets it on
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fire. 1774 PRIESTLEY Observ. Air I. 188 Common air.. de-

179
antiphlogistic Theories. 1794 G. ADAMS Nat. fy Exp. Philos.

II. xxi. 400 Bodies that are eminently luminous, .contain a
certain species of matter . . this is called phlogistic inflammable
or combustible matter. 1830 HERSCHEL Stud. Nat. Phil.

m. iv. 300 The phlogistic doctrines of Beccher and Stahl.

( b. as sb. A phlogistic principle or substance.

1733 Phil. Trans. XXXVIII. 61 This red Earth retains

so much of an unctious Phlogistic, that [etc.].

II. 2. Path. Inflammatory.
1754-6 Connoisseur No. 53 P

9_
Blotches and breakings out

.. owing to a kind of a phlogistic humour in her blood.

1813 J. THOMSON Lect. Inflam. 71 Cases of acute or active

inflammation preceded by what is called the phlogistic
diathesis. 1854 JONES & SIEV. Pathol. Anat. (1875) 321 The
phlogistic process in the pericardium.

f3. Burning, fiery, heated, inflamed (lit. and

Jig.). 06s. (Chiefly in rhetorical use.)
1791 E. DARWIN Bat. Caret, i. i. 136 Ethereal Powers !

you. .Gem the bright Zodiac, stud the glowing pole, Or give
the Sun's phlogistic orb to roll. 1802-3 tr. ratios' Trail.

(1812) I. 83 The phlogistic mountains of that neighbourhood.
1821 Blackvj. Mag. X. 407 A sorry imitator of that whole.
sale dealer in phlogistic curses. 1855 SMEDLEY, etc. Occult
Sc, 59 Much phlogistic correspondence was discovered.

Phlogi'Sticate, v. Chem. Obs. exc. Hist.

[f. prec. + -ATE 3
: cf. . phlogistiquer^ trans.

To render phlogistic ;
to combine with phlogiston.

ChieflyinPhlogi-sticated///.a. [F.AAtyistifue'.]
t Phlogisticated air or gas, names for nitrogen in

the phlogistic theory, t Phlogisticated alkali, name for

prussiate (hydrocyanate) of potash.

1774 PRIESTLEY Observ. Air I. 178 note, It might not be
amiss to call air that has been., made noxious by any of the

processes above mentioned, .by the common appellation of

phlogisticated air. 1776 m Phil. Trans. LXVI.2^2 The
nitrous air . . lost a great proportion of its power of diminishing,
that is, phlogisticating, common air. 1789 Ibid. LXXIX.
146 It is also natural to suppose, that, .the dephlogisticating
principle .. [being] expelled, the phlogisticating principle
should enter. 1805 W. SAUNDERS Min. Waters 160 Almost
intirely phlogisticated air, or, as it is now termed, azotic

gas. 1846 GROVE Contrib. Sc. in Corr. Phys. Forces (1874)

325 Priestley, .was led to believe that water was convertible
into nitrogen (phlogisticated air).

SofPhlogistica-tion[also in Fr. 17 77], combina-
tion with phlogiston : the name in the phlogistic

theory for the process now called deoxidation.

1774 PRIESTLEY Observ. Ai" (1775) I. 189 This air. .without

any previous phlogistication, is purified by agitation in water.

1794 SULLIVAN View Nat. 1 1. 86 The power of the loadstone
..is increased by cooling, by a regeneration of iron, or

phlogistication of its calx, and by the action of acids upon
iron. 1801 WOLLASTON in Phil. Trans. XCI. 432 In the

precipitation of
copper by silver, [we see] an instance of

de-oxidation (or phlogistication) by negative electricity.

Phlogiston (fl0|dgi-st<fa, -gi-stpn). Chem.
[mod.L., a. Gr. <f:\o~/iOT6v, neuter of QKoyiaros
burnt up, inflammable, vbl. adj. from <t>\oyi-dt> to

set on fire, f. <t>\6(, <p\oy- flame, ablaut deriv. of

<t>\ff-, root of <t>\(y-(iv to burn.] A hypothetical
substance or

'

principle
'

formerly supposed to exist

in combination in all combustible bodies, and to

be disengaged in the process of combustion ; the
'

principle of inflammability' ; the matter of fire,

conceived as fixed in inflammable substances.

_
This use of the term and the theory connected with it were

introduced by Stahl in T702, in his ed. of Beccher's Physica.
Subterranea of 1669. The phrase

'
esse ^AoviaTbf

'

had been
used by Sennert (in 1619) in the sense of '

the being in-

flammable ', inflammability or combustibility as a quality
of some substances, but not regarded as a substance or prin-
ciple. The existence of phlogiston was denied by Lavoisier
in 1775, and though stoutly maintained by Priestley, the
belief in it was generally abandoned by 1800.

[1619 SENNERTUS De Chyin. Consensit nc Dissensu 283 At
Colores, Odores, Sapores, esse ^Xoyiorbi' & similia alia,

mineralibus, metallis, gemmis lapidibus, plantis, animalibus
insunt. 1702 STAHL Spec. Beccheriannm^ i. i. xvi. 19 in B.'s

Phys. Subterr. (1732), Ad substantiam ipsam mixti, ut in-

grediens. .ut matenale principium, et pars totius compositi
constitutive, concurrit, materia et principium ignis, non ipse
ignis : Ego Phlogiston appellare ccepi.l

[1730 GODFREY in Phil. Trans. XXXVI. 288 By the Solu-
tion of crude Mercury united with the Phlogiston Vini. or
other Vegetables.) 1713 A. G. HANCKEWITZ ibid. XXXVIII.
69 We produce the Phlogiston out of fat Substances, and
from the Phlogiston a Fuligo, or Soot, and from the Fuligo
an urinous Salt. 1750 Elaboratory laid Open Introd. 74
The sulphureous principle, or phlogiston, which is the proper
essence of all

t
oils. 1774 PRIESTLEY Observ. Air (1775) I. 65

Considering inflammable air as air united to or loaded with

phlogiston. 1785 in Phil. Trans. LXXV. 280 Mr. Lavoisier
is well known to maintain, that there is no such thing as
what has been called phlogiston. 1794 G. ADAMS Nat. #
Ejcf. Philos. 1. ix. 360 Phlogiston.. may be considered as a
treasure, .of light and heat, to be dispensed in the absence
of

the_sun. 1794 J. HUTTON Philos. Light, etc. 12 There is

truly in bodies a substance, which may be properly named
phlogiston, as being the cause of that light and heat which
accompany burning. 1800 PRIESTLEY (title) The Doctrine
of Phlogiston established, and that of the Composition of
Water refuted. 1822 IMISON Sc. t; Art II. 98 The existence
of phlogiston is no longer believed in. 1861 WILSON &
GEIKIE Mem. E. Forbes iv. 117 Jameson [left college 1802]
had heard the last dying echoes of the battle between the
partisans of the phlogiston and the antiphlogiston camp.
t b. fig. Energy,

'

fire '. Obs.
1792 A. YOUNG Trav. France 171 Moni. Faujas pleases

me much ; the liveliness, vivacity, phlogiston of his char-

acter, do not run into pertness, foppery, or affectation.

VOL. VII.

Fhlogogenetic (fl^gpidgfttetlk), a. Path.

[f. Or. <p\oyo-, comb. f. <f>\6 flame + -GENETIC.]

Producing inflammation. Also Phlogogenic
(-d^e'nik), Phlog'o-g'enous adjs. in same sense.

1893 Syd. Soc. Lex., Phlogogtnic . . Phlogogenous. 1896
Allbatt's Syst. filed. I. 156 There are several species [of

bacteria] which are phlogogenetic. 1904 Brit. Med. Jrnl.
3 Dec. 1508 Certain species of bacteria, .possess in their ci;ll

bodies a phlogogenic poison.

Phlogopite (fi>-g<rpait). Min. [Named 1841
(in Ger. Phlogopit), f. Gr. </>Ao7curros fiery (f. <pA.o-y-

flame -I- lity, oirr- face, look) t -HE '.] A magnesia
mica, found in crystalline limestone and serpentine,

usually of a brownish-yellow or brownish-redcoloui,
with pearly, often submetallie (coppery) lustre.

1850 DANA A/in, (ed. 3) 359 It agrees in atomic proportions
with the phlogopite. 1879 RUTLEY Stud. Rocks x. 135
Phlogopite crystallises in the same system, and has the
same cleavage as mnscovite.

II Phlogosis (flg<*--sis). Path. PI. -es (-11).

[mod.L., a. Gr. <p\uy<Mn$ inflammation, f. </>A.u,

<p\oy- flame. In F. phlogose.'} Inflammation.
1693 tr. Blancartfs Phys. Diet. (ed. 2), Phlogosis, the same

that Phlegmatic. 1710 T. FULLER Pharm. Extemp. 284
Sometimes.. the Mercury, .causeth^a great Phlogosis .. in the
Part. 1845 G. E. DAY tr. Simon's Anim. Chem. I. 299
A circumstance which.. characterizes the phlogoses.
Hence Phlog-osed (-0n-zd) ///. a., affected with

phlogosis, inflamed
; Phlogosiu (-ou-sin) Chem.,

name for a product of cultures of certain bacteria,
which produces acute local inflammation

;
Fhlo-

gotic (-p'tik) a., of the nature of or tending to

phlogosis, inflammatory.
1872 GROSS Sysl. Surg. (ed. 5) II. 884 The . . *phlogosed

condition of the penis. 1896 Altliutt's Syst. Med. I. 521
Leber obtained *phlogosin from the staphylococcus aureus.

1822-34 Goad's Study Med. (ed. 4)
II. 41 A mark of high

entonic health, or a *phlogotic diathesis, find. 50 Like
the push [the boil) is found in persons of an entonic or

phlogotic habit.

t Plllome. Ol'S. rare. [ad. Bot.L. Phlomis,
a. L. phlcmis, phlomos (Plin.), a. Gr. <7>Ao^is,

<l>\6nos mullein.] A plant of the genus Phlomis

(N. O. Labiates), comprising herbs and shrubs with
wrinkled leaves, often thick and woolly.
(Phlomis fruticosa is Jerusalem Sage; P. Lychnites is

Lamp-wick.)
[1706 PHILLIPS, Phlomis, a kind of Flower, which some

take for a Primrose.] 1715 PETIVEH in Phil. Trans. XXIX.
243 These Leaves differ from the Broad Phlome in being
thicker.

Phloramine to Phloretin : see PHLORO.
Fhlorizin (florai-zin, fifrrizin). Chem. Also

t phlori-dzin(e. [f. Gr. $\6-os, tf\oi-6s bark +
fiifa root + -IN.] A bitter substance (C21H 2.,O, 'l,

crystallizing in silky needles, obtained from the

bark of the root of the apple, pear, plum, and

cherry trees. Also formerly called f Phlorrdzite.
Hence Phlorizein (florai'zz'iin), a bitter reddish-

brown uncrystallizable solid (Csl H30N2 O13 ), a
combination of oxygen and ammonia with phlorizin.
1838 T. THOMSON Chem. Org. Bodies 714 The bark of

apple-tree root . .yields about 3 percent, of phloridzite. Ibid.,
Phloridzite thus obtained, has a dull white colour, with a
shade of yellow, and is crystallized in silky needles. 1840
Penny Cycl. XVIII. 98/2 Phlorizin is by various processes, '

described by M. Stass, converted into phlorizein, phloretin,
and phloretic acid. 1873 WATTS Fownes Chem. (ed. 11)641
Phlorizin is a substance bearing a great likeness to salicin.

1895 Naturalist 26 There is no. .phlorizin (the glucoside of
the apple tree) in any part of the organism.

Phloro-, before a vowel phlor-, used in

Chem., to form names of substances connected
with PHLOBIZIN, as

Phloramine (fl^Tamsin) [AMINE], the amine

(C.HjNOj = C6H5O2.NH 3) obtained in thin shin-
\

ing films by the action of ammonia on phloro- !

glucin (Watts Diet. Chem. IV. 488). Phloretin

(floVrz'tin), a sweet crystalline substance (Ci 5H]4O5)

produced by the action of dilute acids on phlorizin ; :

hence Phloretic (flore-tik) a., applied to an acid

(C 9H 10OS) obtained from phloretin by the action

of potash; also to ethers {phloretic ethers) in

which an organic radical takes the place of i atom I

of hydrogen in phloretic acid (Watts Diet. Chem. I

IV. 491). Its salts are Phlo'retates. Phloro-

glucin (flprflgl/J-sin) [Gr. y\vic-vs sweet + -IN 1
:

cf. GLUCOSE], also phloroglvrcinol, phloroglvr-
ool, a colourless or yellowish crystalline, intensely
sweet substance (C6H 6O3 ), obtained from phloretin,
and occurring widely distributed in plants ; also

a derivative of this, as nitrophloroglucin, etc. ;

hence Phloroglu'cic a., Phloroglvrcide : see

quots. Phlorol (fiprrpl), a phenol, an oily sub-

stance (C 9H, O) obtained from salts of phloretic
acid, or from creosote. Phlorone (flpToun), a

yellow crystalline substance (C 8H 8O3), homolo-

gous with quinone, obtained by distillation of

beech-wood and coal-tar.

1840 'Phloretic, 'Phloretin [see PHLORIZIN]. 1866-77
WATTS Diet. Chem. IV. 489 Phloretic acid [is] produced,
together with phloroglucin, by the action of caustic potash

on phloretin. iSsvMltLBB EJtm.Chem. III. 511 Phloridzin,
when boiled with weak acids, is decomposed into grape
sugar, and a resinous matter termed pliloretin. Phloretin

crystallizes in microscopic almost insoluble plates. 1881
WATTS Diet. Chem. VIII. 1572 *Phloroglncic Anhydride,
or *Phloroglucide, CiaHiuOfl..is obtained : i. by thenction
of heat on phloroglucol. 1866-77 WATTS Diet. Client. IV.

495 *Ph!oroglucin is sweeter than common sugar, ..per-
manent in the air at ordinary temperatures. 1893 Syd. Soc.

Lex., 1'hloroglucin. .is found widely distributed in nature,
mainly in combination as the complex body phloroglucide,
but partly also in the free state. 1881 WATTS Diet. Ckcm.
VIII. 1570 "Phloroglucol, CsHeOj . . rhlorolitciii. 1895
Natnralist 24 A red-brown phlpbaphene which fused with
potass gives protocatechntc acid and phloroglucoL 1872
WATTS Diet. Chem. VI. 028 'Phlorol or phloryl alcohol, .is

one of the constituents of beech-tar creosote. 1873 Foiunes
1

Chem. (ed. 11) 798 Phlorol, an oily liquid obtained by the

dry distillation of the barium salt of phloretic or oxethyl-
benzole acid. 1881 Diet. Chem. VIII. 1572 Phlorol. ..

This phenol, first noticed as a constituent of beech-tar
creosote. 1866-77 Ibid. IV. 496 *Phlonme. CaHnOo. 1872
Ibid. VI. 928 Phlorone crystallises in golden-yellow oblique
rhombic prisms, which when heated give off a pungent odour.

Phlox 'Jl('ks). Bot.
[a.

L. fhlox vl'lin.), a.

Gr. i/>Xdf a plant (prob. Silene it lit. (lame. Taken
into Bot. as a generic name by Dillenius.] A
North American genus of herbaceous (rarely

shrubby) plants (N.O. Polemoniacea;), with clusters

of salver-shaped flowers of various colours, usually
showy ; many cultivated forms are found in gardens.
[1601 HOLLAND Pliny II. 92 The Panse, called in Latine

Flammea, and in Greeke Phlox, I ineane the wild kind
onely.] 1706 PHILLIPS, rhlo.i-,.,3. Flower of no Smell, but
of a fine Flame-colour. 1788 REES Chambers' Cycl., Fhlox,
lychnidea, or bastard lychnis, in Botany, a genus of the

pentandria monogynia class. 1856 BRYANT Alaidcn's Sorrow
iii, There, in the summer breezes, wave Crimson phlox and
moccasin flower. 1866 BKANDE & Cox Diet. Sc. etc. II.

887/1 The garden Phloxes being all productions of the

florist, and of a most ornamental character. 1895 MRS. H.
WARD Bessie Costrell i. 8 Phloxes and marigolds grew
untidily about their doorways.

b. attrib., as phlox family, phloxworts (I.ind-

ley), names for the Natural Order Poleinoniaceif ;

phlox-worm, the larva of an American moth,
Hcliothis plilogophagus, which feeds upon phloxes.
1846 LINDLEY / 'eg. Kingd. 635 Order ccxliii. Polemoniacea?,

Phloxworts. 1863 J. H. I'AI.FOUR Man. Bot. 952 Polemo-
niacea.-, the Phlox family. 1898 WAiTS-Dt'NTON Ayhuin H.

xiii, Among the geraniums, phlox-beds, and French mari-

golds.

Phloxin 'IV'ksin). Chem.
[f.

Gr. <t>\o flame +-

-IN !.] A red coal-tar dye-stuff resembling eosin.

1890 in Cent. Diet. 1899 CAGNEY tr. Jaksch'sClin. Diagn.
vi. fed. 4) 210 This observer recommends that the nutrient
medium be stained with phloxin-red or benzo-purpurin.

Phlyaro-logist. nonce-wd.
[f. Gr. 0\i/apo-s

silly talk + -LOGY + -1ST.] A talker of nonsense.

1867 Athenxum 12 Oct. 459/1, I would not meddle with
such a phlyarologist.

II Plllyctena, -seiia (fliktrna). Path. [mod.
L., a. Gr. (ft\vKTaii

ra a blister (Hippocr.), f. tf>\veiv t

<p\ii-fiv to swell.] An inflammatory vesicle,

pimple, or blister upon the cuticle or the eye-ball.
1693 tr. Blancard~s Phys. Diet. (ed. 2), Plyctsena, a Pimple

in the Skin ; also a little Ulcer in the corneous Tunick of
the Eye. 1813 J. THOMSON Lect. Inflam. 511 The cuticle
often separates in some points from the skin, and the vesica-
tions termed phlyctense are formed. 1899 Allbutt's Syst.
Med. VIII. 466 The vesication may be so. .complete, as to
rise from the skin like a pemphigus, bulla, or phlyctena.
Hence Plilycte'nar, Phlycte'nous (-8en-) adjs.,

pertaining to or of the nature of a phlyctena ;

characterized by or affected with phlyctense ;

Phlycte'noid (-sen-) a., resembling a phlyctena;
Phlycte^nophtha'lmy, phlyctcnular ophthalmia
(Mayne Expos. Lex. 1 858) ; || Phlycte'mtln. (-Ben-),

pi. -ee [mod.L. dim. of phlyctena], also in angli-
cized form Phlycte'nule, a small plilyctcna, esp.

upon the conjunctiva or cornea of the eye ; whence
Phlycte-nular (-sen-) a., pertaining to, of the

nature of, or characterized by phlyctenules.
1842 DUNGLISON Med. Lex., *Phlyctenoid. 1869 E. A.

PARKES Pract. Hygiene (ed. 3) 107 An eruption.. phlycte-
noid in character. 1822-34 Good's Study filed, (ed. 4) II.

342 He adds to the two varieties of red and white mitiaria
a third, which he distinguishes by the name of *phlyctenous.
1842 DUNGLISON Med. Lex., "Phlyctxnula. 1869 G. LAWSON
Dis. Eye (187.)) 33 One or more small phlyctenulz close

upon the margin of the cornea. 1843 SIR'!'. WATSON Princ.
Sf Pract. Physic xix. I. 309 For relieving strumous or

*phlyctenular ophthalmia. 1899 AHbutfs Syst. Med. VIII.

746 Similar *phlyctenules appear on the mucous membrane
of the mouth, tongue, and palate.

II Plllyzacium (fliz^'Jiom, -sim). Path. Also
-ion

; pi. -ia. [mod.L., a. Gr. <t>\v(aitiov a little

blister (Hippocr.), f. <b\v-(iv to swell.] A red,

usually large, pustule on a hard inflamed base and

terminating in a dark scab
;
also = PHLYCTENA.

Hence Phlyzaciona (-?'J'3s) a., pertaining to or

of the nature of a phlyzacium.
1693 tr. Blancard's Phys. Diet. (ed. 2), Phlysacinm, the

same with Phlyctzna. 1818-20 E. THOMPSON tr. Culleris

Nosol. Method, (ed. 3) 330 An eruption of the inflamed

fustules,

termed phlyzacia. 1870 T. HOLMES Stirg. (ed. 2)

. 704 The phlyzacious pustules induced by the external

application of tartar emetic. 1893 Syd. Soc. Lex., Phlyza-
cion,. .was Willan's term for the largest of his four varieties

of Pustules.
100
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Fho, phoh (Iff, fch), int. rare. [A variant of

PHEW, PHOO, representing the action of blowing

away. See also FoH.] An exclamation expressing

contemptuous rejection or making light of anything.
1601 MARSTON Pasquilfs Kath. iv. 166 Sir Ed. Daughter,

giue mee your hand. With your consent I giue you to this

gentleman. Came. Marie, phoh ! Will you match me to a
foole ? 1738 G. LILLO Marina II. ii. 32 Pho 1 those are our
best customers. 1800 MRS. HERVEY Mourtray Fam. II. 56
Pho ! pho ! there is no fear of their knowing any thing
of the matter.

fPhob, obs. erron. f. FOB sfi. 2
,
small pocket.

a 1687 COTTON Poet. Wks. (1765) 133 And brought his Gods
away in 's Phob.

Phobanthropy (fcbarnhrtfpi). nonce-wd. [f.

Gr. 00/3-os fear + avOpcoiros man : cf. philanthropy.]
Morbid dread of mankind.
1848 Westni. Ret 1

. Oct. 164 The evil of Ireland . . is her

seven millions of a cottier population and the phoban-
throphyito coin a word) ofthe other, not over-wise, noble lords.

-phobe, a. Fr. -phobe, ad. L. -phob-us, a. Gr.

-<t>u{Sos -fearing, -dreading, adj. ending, f. $o/3os

fear ; as in iiSpor(io@-os, hydrophob-us, hydrophobe,
lit. 'one who has a horror of water'. Also in

modern words formed in Fr. or Eng. by analogy,
as Anglophobe, Russophobe.

-phobia, a. L. -phobia, a. Gr. -#o#a, forming
abst. sbs. from the adjs. in -tpufios (see prec.) with

sense 'dread, horror' ; as in vSpofpo&ia, hydropho-
bia 'horror of water'. Also in modern words
formed in Eng. by analogy, as Anglophobia, Gallo-

phobia, Germanophobia, Rnssophobia, some ofthem

imitating Fr. forms in -phobic. The following

exemplify the uses to which -phobia has been put :

1547- [see HYDROPHOBIA]. 1803 Gallophobia [see GALLO-
in comb.]. 1803 ANNA SEWARD ft.(l8n)VI, 94 He is a very
laconic personage, and has upon him the penphobia. 1824
SoL'THEYm Li/e(i8w) I. 125 She laboured under a perpetual
dustophobia ; and a comical disease it was. 1843 Blackw.
I\Ici. L I V. 245 That powerful . . writer . .depicts the same regi-

phobia as raging among the Parisian Charlatanerie. 1861

RAMSAY Reniin. i. 41 The account given me by my corre-

spondent of the Fife swinophobia is as follows. 1887 Pall
Mall G. 17 Dec. i/i Confounding it with

'

Germanophobia ',

'

Francophobia ',
or as many

'

phobias
'

as you like ! 1890
Cent. Diet., Phobophobia, morbid dread of being alarmed.

1895 tr. Max Nordau's Degeneration 242 It was unnecessary
for Magnnn to give a special name to each symptom of

degeneration, and to draw up in array, .the host of
'

phobias'
and ' manias '. Agoraphobia (fear of open space), claustro-

phobia (fear of enclosed space), rupophobia. (fear of dirt)

[etc.]. 1896 IVestm. Gas. 6 June 2/2 The cycling craze has

produced the antagonistic disease of cyclophobia. 1902
Ibid. 21 Oct. 2/3 There were symptoms in the City attitude

of a certain amount of L.C.C. -phobia [= dread of the

London County Council].

Hence -pho'bic forming adjs. , -pho-Mac , -phobist

forming sbs.

1900 Daily News 15 Aug. 3/1 The professional Anglo-

phobiac. 1902 Daily Chron. 13 Oct. 5/5 Several Anglo-

phobic deputies have announced their intention of appearing
in their official scarves.

Phobia (fcw-bia). Also 9 phoby. [The prec.
suffix used as a separate word.] Fear, horror, or

aversion, esp. of a morbid character.

1801 COLERIDGE in Sir H. Davy's Rent. (1858) 92, I. .have
!

a perfect phobia of inns and coffee-houses. 1875 W. CORY
Lett. Hi Jrnls. (1897) 409 Against management by phobies,
either Tory phobies or popular phobies. 1887, 1895 [see

-PHOBIA]. i&ygAlllnitt'sSyst. Med. VIII. 157 Specificmeans
. .to dissipate the '

phobias
'

or the obsessions.

So PhO'bist nonce-wd., one who has a horror of

or morbid aversion to anything.
1883 Church Quarterly XV. 394 Men, who refuse to give

up their liberty at the dictation of 'phobists
1

of any
denomination.

II Phoca (fo~'ka). Zool. PI. phocffl
(fou-sp,

phocas. [L. phoca, a. Gr. tpaxrj seal: so It., Sp.

foca, F. phoque.] A seal (chiefly in transl. from

Latin or Greek) ; any aquatic mammal of the

Phocidx, or seal and walrus family of Carnivora; in

modern zoology, restricted to the genus typified by
the Common Seal, P. mtitlina.

[1398 TREVISA Earth. De P. R. xin. xxii. (Bod). MS.), )>e

fissche bat hatte Foca & be fissche bat hi}t Delphinus.] i

1599 NASHE Lenten Stuffcsi Neptunes phocases thatscard
the horses of Hippolitus. 1678 DRYDEN Allfor Love I. i,

\

Here monstrous phocse panted on the shore. 1791 COWPER :

Odyss. iv. 493 The Phocas also rising from the waves. 1800

Med. yrnl. III. 389 M. Riegels intends successively to treat

..on rats, the phocas, the mole, the frog and lizard. 1816

SCOTT Antiq. xxx, A phoca or seal lying asleep on the I

beach. Ibid, xxxv, xxxviii. 1822-34 Goods Study Med. \

(ed. 4) I. 429 The deepest tones are struck by animals that

have the largest glottis, as the phoca, the ox, the ardea.

stellaria.

Hence Phoca'cean a., of or pertaining to the

Phocidx or seal family; sb. a member of this

family ;
Phoca-ceous a., of the nature of a seal

;

phocacean ;
Pho-cal a., of or pertaining to a seal.

1842 BRANDE Diet. .SV. etc., Phocaceans, ..the name of the

family of carnivorous and amphibious Mammals of which
the seal (Phoca) is the type. 1858 MAYNK Expos. Lex.,
Phocaceous. 1860 GOSSE Romance Nat. Hist. 351 This is

..in favour of a mammalian, and of a phocal nature.

Phocseililie (fosfnsin), a. Zool. [f. Zool. I..

Phocxna (a. Gr. ipuntcuva porpoise, deriv. of tpwKij

seal) + -INE 1.] Of or pertaining to the Phocxninti,

a group of Cetacea containing the true porpoises ;

resembling a porpoise. 1890 in Cent. Diet.

PllOcenic (fosfnik, -se'nik), a. Chem. [For
*phocxnic, f. Zool. L. Phocxna (see prec.) + -1C.]

Applied to an acid obtained by Chevreul in 1817,
from porpoise- or dolphin-oil, originally called

DELPHINIC, and subsequently identified with
VALERIC acid, (CH3 )2.C 2H 3.CO2H. So Pho-ce-

nate, a salt of phocenic acid
; Pho'cenil,

Pho'ceiiiii, glyceryl valerate, or trivalerin, C3H 5

(C5H 9O2) 3
= DELPHIN sb. 2.

1836^9 TODD Cycl. Anat. II. 234/2 When this oil is saponi-
fied, it yields.. a peculiar volatile acid.. termed phocenic
acid. Ibid., The phocenate of baryta forms efflorescent

prismatic crystals, Ibid., Phocenine is a peculiar fatty sub-
stance contained in the oil of certain species of porpoise.
c 1865 LKTHEBY in Circ. Sc. I. 09/1 Many of the animal oils

. . contain a volatile fat, which gives them their peculiar
odour. In. .whale and seal oils, this is called phocenine.

Phocio, Phocin, C/tem., = PHOCENIC, PHOCENIN.
1861 HULME tr. Moquin-Tandon u. in. 189 The oil of the

porpoise ..contains., much more phocine. 1866 ODLING
A ftinr. Chem. 36 Diatomic Fatty Acid Series. CsHioOs
Phocic. Ibid. 120 Phocine.

Phocid (fon-sid). Zool. [f. Zool. L. Phocidx,
{. phoca : see -ID 3.] Any member of the Phocidie

or seal family. So Fho'ciform a., having the

form or structure of a seal, phocoid; Phocine .,

pertaining to the sub-family Phocinx, containing
the seals proper ; sb., a member of this sub-family ;

Pho'coid a., allied in structure to the seals.

1846 WORCESTER, Phocine (citing Penny Cycl,).

Phocodont (f<J-k<%nt), a. (sb.) Zool.
[f. Gr.

tpwicq seal + dSow, UOOVT- tooth.] Of or pertaining
to the Phocodontia, an extinct sub-order of Cetacea,

furnishing connecting links with the Phocidie or

seals, b. sb. Any member of the Phocodontia.

So Phocodo-ntic a. = PHOCODONT a.

PhoCOmele (fou-kom/1). Teratology, [mod. f.

Gr. tpaiicrj seal + /'Xos limb. So in Fr. (Littre).]
A monster having limbs so short as to resemble or

suggest the flappers of a seal.

1861 N. Syd. Soc. Year-bk. Med. 404.

Hence Phocome'lous a.

1902 Brit. Med. Jrnl. 15 Mar. 672 Whether the Harpy
owes its origin to the occurrence of a phocomelous fetus.

II Phcebades (ffbadfz), sb. pi. [L. pi. of

Phabas, a. Gr. *oi/3as, pi. -j3a6s, priestess of Pho>

bus.] Priestesses of Phoebus or Apollo ; persons

possessed by a spirit of divination.

1585 FETHERSTONE tr. Calvin on Acts xvi. 16. 394 They
said that those who wer possessed wer inspired with the

spirit of Python, and peradventure they wer thervpon called

Phoebades in honor of Apollo. 1613 CHAPMAN Masks Inns

Court, Description, Attir'd like Virgmean Priests, by whom
the Sun is there ador'd; and therfore called the Phoebades.

Phoebe 1
(ffbz). poet. [a. L. Pkcebe, a. Gr.

*oi'5r), fern, of <pof/3os bright, radiant : cf. PH<EBUS.]
The name of Artemis or Diana as goddess of the

moon ; the moon personified.
[1390 GowEROw/ II. no Thus this lusti Cephalus Preide

unto Phebe and to Phebus The nyht in lengthe forto drawe.]

1590 SHAKS. Mids. N. i. i. 209 To morrow night, when
Phoebe doth behold Her siluer visage, in the watry glasse.

1681 COTTON Wond. Peak 28 Nor yet does Phcebe with her

silver horns. .Push into crowded tides the frighted waves.

Phoebe 2
(ff'bi). [A name imitative of the

bird's call, but accommodated in spelling to prec.]
A small bird (Sayornis phccbe or fascus) common
in the eastern U. S. Also Phvbe-bird. Also

called PEWIT (3), PEWEE.
1839-40 W. IRVING Wolfert's R. (1855) 19 Another of our

feathered visitors, .is the Pe-wit, or Pe-wee, or Phoebe-bird;
for he is called by each of these names, from a fancied

resemblance to the sound of his monotonous note. ..They
arrive early in the spring. . .Their first chirp spreads glad-
ness through the house.

' The Phoebe-birds have come 1

'

is heard on all sides. 1893 Scribner's Mag. June 765/2

Plain, dull-colored peewee or phoebe, sitting on the house-

gable or on a dead branch, .catching insects, or reiterating
his own name,

'

phcebe, phcebe'.

Fhoebean (f"bran), a. Also 7 -ian. [f.
L.

PliKbeus, a. Gr. *oi'/3os adj., f. *of/3os Phoebus +

-AN.] Of, pertaining to, or characteristic of Phoebus

or Apollo as the god of poetry.
<zi62t B. JONSON Leges Convivales Wks. (Rtldg.) 727/2

'Tis the true Phcebian liquor, Cheers the brains, makes wit

the quicker. 1632 SHIRLEY Changes Prol., Able to distin-

guish straines that are Cteare, and Phebean, from the

popular. 1873 SYMONDS Crk. Poets Ser. i. ii. (1877) 43 His

long Phoebean locks.

Phoebus (f/'b^s). Forms: 4-9 Phebus, 6-

Phcebus. [a. L. Phcebus, a. Gr. *of/3os, lit. bright,

shining, radiant.] A name of Apollo as the Sun-

god ; the sun personified. Chiefly poet.
c 1386 CHAUCER Man ofLaw's Prol. 1 1 By the shadwe he

took his wit That Phebus which |>at shoon so clere and

brighte Degrees was fyue and fourty clombe on highte.

1423 JAS. I KingisQ. Ixxii, Till phebus endit had his bemes

bryght. 1559 W. CUNNINGHAM Cosmogr. Glasse 54 Phebus
with his golden beames. a 1649 DRUMM. OK HAWTH. Poems
Wks. (1711)15 Phoebus arise, And paint the sable skies With
azure, white, and red. 1726 POPE Odyss. xvn. 30 With

riper beams when Phoebus warms the day. '74s GRAY
Death a/IVcst, Redd'ning Phoebus lifts hi golden fire.

b. Apollo as the god of poetry and music, pre-

siding over the Muses : hence, the genius of poetry.
1776 G. CAMPBELL Pltilos. Rhet. (1801) II. 63 The figure

which the French Phebus is capable of making in an English
dress.

Fhoeniceau (fni's'an, -ijzan), a. [f. L. pha-
nice-us (Plin.) (a. Gr. epoin'/tfos adj., f. <t>oivi[ purple-
red, crimson : see PHOENICIAN) +-AN.] = next.

1857 Frnser's Mag. LV 1 . 579 The wings are of a phoenicean
colour, that is to say, reddish verging upon fulvous.

PhOBniceous(fz'ni'Jz3s),a. Also phenicious.

[f.
as prec. + -ous.] Applied to a bright red.

[1398 TREVISA Barth. DC P. R. xix. xxv. (1495) 877 Colour
that highte Pheniceus : therwyth the cheyf and pryncypall
letters of bokes ben writen.J 1866 Treas. Bot., Phccniccovs,

pure lively red, with a mixture of carmine and scarlet.

Phoenician (f'ni
-

J
f

an), sb. and a. Forms : 4
Femceonne, Phenicien, 7- Phoenician, 9
Phenician. [a. F. phenicien, f. L. Phoenicia

(sc. terra), synon. with L. P/iccnice, Gr. Qoiviiti;

the country, f. "foiVif , toiVr*-, sb. and a. Phoenician :

see -AN.
Gr. (fxHi'if also meant '

purple-red or crimson
'

(a. and sb.),

the PHCENIX, and the date (fruit and tree). It is generally
held that these are all senses of the same word ; but their

mutual relations and the primary sense are uncertain. Some
start with Qoivi, Phoenician, as a foreign ethnic name ;

others take the primary sense as
' red

', and see in QoiviKr)

j

' the red land ', perh. the land of the sunrise, or in *otn
' a red man '. Phoenicia could hardly be (as some have sug-

gested)
' the land of the date '.]

A. sb. 1. A native or inhabitant of Phoenicia,
an ancient country consisting of a narrow strip of

land on the coast of Syria, to the north-west of

Palestine, which contained the two famous cities

;

of Tyre and Sidon ;
also of any Phoenician colony

(of which there were many on the shores of the

Mediterranean).
1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls) I. 129 For Phemciens were

be firste fynderes of lettres, 3it we writeb capital lettres wi)>

reed colour. 1432-50 tr. Higden ibid., Phenix the sonne of

Agenoris toke to these Feniceonnes somme redde letters.

1606 SHAKS. A nt. f, Cl. in. vii. 65 Let th' Egyptians And
the Phoenicians go a ducking. 1667 MILTON P. L. i. 438

Astoreth, whom the Phoenicians call'd Astarte, Queen of

Heav'n. 1727 DE FOE Syst. Magic I. ii. (1840) 40 Cadmus
was a Phoenician, but went from his own country and
settled in Greece, where, as they say, he built the city of

Thebes, ..having brought 16 letters of the Greek alphabet

among them. 1808 MITFORD Hist. Greece
x_.

i Britain, ..

excepting the Phenicians, unknown among civilized nations.

1843 THIRLWALL Greece liii, Many. .costly and useful pro-
ductions of India.. were very early known in the west,

chiefly. .through the commercial activity of the Phoenicians.

2. The language spoken by this people.
1836 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 7) XIII. 83/1 The Phoenician is

only known from a few coins and inscriptions found chiefly
in Cyprus and Malta.

B. adj. Of or pertaining to ancient Phoenicia,

or its inhabitants or colonists; hence, Punic,

Carthaginian.
1601 HOLLAND Pliny I. 100 All that sea yet, which beateth

vpon that coast, beareth the name of the Phoenician sea.

1808 MITFORD Hist. Greece x. i The large projection of

Africa, over-against Sicily, could not fail .. to fix the attention

of the Phoenician navigators. 1878 GLADSTONE Homer
(Primer) vii. 96 It appears that the Phoenician name in

Homer stands to a great extent for that of foreigner in

general.
Hence Phoenvciaiiism: also Phoenicize (phen-)

v., to make Phoenician in language, nationality, etc.

1878 GLADSTONE Homer (Primer) vii. 96 There is in

Homer a very general and pervading association between
a group of marks of which a portion are Phoenicianism

[etc.]. 1846 GROTE Greece II.
xyiii. 453 Strabo describes

these towns. .as altogether phenici.sed.

Phoenicine, Chem., variant of PHENICINE.

Fhoenicistic (f/nisi-stik), a. Path. [f. mod.

L. phcmicismus, name given by Plouquet to Ru-

beola or measles (f. Gr. <t>oin[ purple-red, crimson) :

see -ISM, -ISTIC.] Of or pertaining to measles.

1858 MAYNF. Expos. Lex., Phenicistic. 1893 Syd. Soc.

Lex., Phoenieistic.

Phoenicity (fmi-siti). [ad. med. Schol. ~L.phani-
citas (in \Vyclif fenlcitas), f. phcenix, phcenic-em
PHCENIX : see -ITY.] The quality or condition of

being a phoenix.
1901 DZIEWICKI in \\~ydifsRcpl. de Univers. ^margin,

Suppose there is but one phoenix in the world i there are the

universal and the singular phoenicities, the former naturally

priorto the latter, which is neither Phoenicity in itself nor not.

For if it were, then it would be the same as the Universal

on which it depends; and if it were not, there would be more

than one phoenicity, which contradicts the hypothesis.

Phce-nicle. rare- 1
, [ad. med. or mod.L.

phaHiiculus.] Contemptuous dim. of PHOJNIX.

1710 tr. ]y'eren/els's Disc. Logom. 140 He introduces

Heinsiolus (as he ridiculously calls, .the great Heinsius) as

the Phosnicle (not the Phoenix . . ) of the Age.

Fhcenicochroite (fnikf>-kre,3it).
Mm.

[Named 1839, f. Gr. <poiVif, <pomxo- purple-red,

crimson + -xpoos-coloured + -ITE*.] Basic chromate

of lead, found in deep red tabular crystals.

1849 J NICOL Mia. 388 Phoenikochroite . . occurs in veins

in limestone. 1868 DANA Min. (ed. 51 630 As the color is

red, . Glocker changed it [the name] to Phoemcochroite.

Fhoenicopter (fmikp-ptaj). Ornith. [ad. F.

pha-nicoptire (Rabelais) or ad, L. phamicop/erits



PHCENICOPTERID.

(Plin.), a. Gr. <poivm6itTtpos flamingo, lit. red-

feathered, f. <poivt[, <poit>iK- crimson + mipov feather,

wing.] Adapted form ofthe Greek and Latin name
of the flamingo of Southern Europe (Pkcenicopterus
roseus or antiqitoriii\
1570 FoxE/St. # jT/.(ed. 2) 83/2 Some daies his [Heliogabalus

1

]

companye was serued at meale with, .a straunge fowle called

Phenocapterie. 1627 HAKEWILL Apol. (1630) 388 The fowle

which they [Romans] specially hunted and most delighted
in were phaenicopters, peacockes, thrushes, and pigeons.

[1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep, in. xii. 136 The luxurious

Emperour. .had at his table many a Phcemcppterus.] 1653
URQUHART Rabelais \. xxxvii, Flamans, which are phceni-

copters or crimson-winged sea-fpwles. 1692 SOUTH Serin.,
Prov. i. 32 (1718) IV. 79 Their Lucrinian oysters, their

phcenicopters, and the like. 1875 MERIVALE Gen. Hist. Rome
Ivi. (1877) 452 It was for their rarity only that peacocks and

nightingales and the tongues and brains of phcenicopters

(possibly flamingoes) could be regarded as delicacies.

Hence Phoenico-pterid Ornith., any bird of the

Phcenicopteridx or flamingo family; Plioenioo'-

pteroid a., resembling the flamingo in structure ;

Phcenico'pterons a., related to the flamingoes;
also in Enlom., having red wings (Mayne Expos.
Lex. 1858).
Phcenicirrous, a. Zool. [f. Gr. tpoivixovpos

red-tailed, spec, the redstart.] Having a red tail.

1858 in MAYNE Expos. Lex.

t Phcenigm. Obs. [ad. med.L. phcenigtnus ,
a.

Gr. <j>oivtyn<Js irritation of the skin by rubefacients,
f. (poiviaaftv to redden, f. <j>otvi crimson : cf. F.

pheniginc] Reddening ofthe skin; also, a medicinal

application causing this.

[i646SiRT. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. 109 Which Topically applied
become a Phaenigmus or Rubifying medicine.] 1657 TOMLIN-
SON RenOKS Disp. 203 It is called a Phcenigm, that is, a

rubrifying medicament. 1684 tr. Sonet's Merc. Contpit. in.

xii. 71 The Ancients frequently used PhEenigms and Sina-

pisms. 1710 T. FULLER Phnnii. Extcmp. 359 It is a..

Phaenigm which the Antients used much. [1858 MAYNE
Expos. Lex., Pticeniginus.]

Phoenix 1
, phenix (fr-niks). Forms: 1,4-6

feuix, 4-6 fenyx, 5 phenes, 6 pheuex, -yx,

fenyoe, 6- phcenix, phenix, (7 phaenix). [OE.
and OF. fenix, a. med.L. phenix, L. phcenix, a.

Gr. <t>oivi( the mythical bird, identical with tpoivif

Phoenician, purple-red, crimson : see Note below.

In OF. also fenis, fenisces ; Sp. fenix, It. fenice;
Du. feniks, MLG. fenix, Ger. phb'nix, Da., Sw.

fonix. The Eng. spelling was in 1 6th c. assimilated

to the L. (Jenyce was after It.).]

1. A mythical bird, of gorgeous plumage, fabled

to be the only one of its kind, and to live five or

six hundred years in the Arabian desert, after

which it burnt itself to ashes on a funeral pile of

aromatic twigs ignited by the sun and fanned by
its own wings, but only to emerge from its ashes

with renewed youth, to live through another cycle
of years.
(Variations of the myth were that the phcenix burnt itself

on the altar of the temple at Heliopolis : and that a worm
emerged from the ashes and became the young phcenix. See
also PHOSNIX 2

.)

11900 Phcenix 86 in Exeter Bk., Done wudu weardab
wundrum falser fujel februm se is fenix haten. c 1000

J^LFRIC Gram. ix. (Z.) 70 Hie Fenix (swa hatte an fugel on
arabiscre 3eode,se leofao fif hund ^earaand aefter deaoe eft

arist ^eedcucod). 1308 TREVISA Earth. De P. R. xll. xv.

(Bodl. MS.), pis brid Fenix is a brid wiboute make and leueb

pre hundred ober fyue hundred yere. c 1400 MAUNDEV.
(Roxb.) vii. 25 A fewle bat men calles Fenix ; and ber es bot

ane . . pis fewle liffes fyue hundreth 5ere ; and at be fyue
hundreth 3ere end he commes to be forsaid temple and apon
be awter he brynnes him self all to powder. 14. . Nominate
in Wr.-Wulcker 702/17 Hie phenix, a phenes. 1526 Pilgr.

Per/, (1531) 202 b, There is one byrde called a Fenyce,
& but onely one of that kynde in the worlde. 1555 EDEN
Decades 216 The Phenyx the which I knowe no man that

euer hath scene. 1593 SHAKS. 3 Hen. V!, i. iv. 35 My ashes,
as the Phcenix, may bring forth A Bird, that will reuenge
vpon you all. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny xin. iv. I. 387 The bird

Phcenix, which is supposed to haue taken that name of this

Date tree (called in Greeke ^oiiaf ) for it was assured to me,
that the said bird died with that tree, and reuiued of it selfe

as the tree sprung againe. 1610 SHAKS. Temp. ill. iii. 23 A
Huing Drolerie : now 1 will beleeue That, .in Arabia There
is one Tree, the Phcenix throne, one Phcenix At this houre

reigning there. 1661 LOVELL Hist. Anim. I, Min. Introd.,
Birds . . the fabulous are, the gryphin, harpie, . . phcenix,

cinnamologus. a 1700 DRYDEN Ovid's Metant. xv. 527 All

these receive their Birth from other Things ; But from him-
self the Phcenix only springs : Self-born, begotten by the

Parent Flame In which he burn'd, Another and the Same.

1809 BYRON Eng . Bards 4- Scotch Rev. 961 And glory, like

the phcenix 'midst her fires, Exhales her odours, blazes, and

expires. 1882 FARRAR Early Chr. I. 103 He [Clemens
Romanus] illustrates [the] possibility [of the Resurrec-

tion] by natural analogies, especially by the existence and

history of the Phcenix ! 1883 BIBLE (R. V.) Job xxix. 18

Then I said, I shall die in my nest, and I shall multiply my
days as the sand \margin, Or, the phcenix].

2, trans/, andyf^. a. A person (or thing) of unique
excellence or of matchless beauty ; a paragon.
13.. E. E. Allit. P. A. 430 Now for synglerte o hyr

dousour We calle hyr fenyx of Arraby. c 1369 CHAUCEK
Detfte Blaunche 982 Trewly she was to myn eye, The Soleyn
Fenix of Arabye. a 1548 HALL Chron., Hen. V 33 b, Thi
Prince [Henry V) was almost the Arabicall Phenix. 1549
LATIMER ist Strut, be/. Edw. VI (Arb.) 42 For goddes loue,

let not him be a Phenix, let him not be alone. 1603

787

KNoLLES//:iA Turks (1621) Ded., Her late sacred Majestic,
..the rare Phoenix of her sex, who now resteth in glorie.

1669 STURMV Mariner's Mag. vl. iii. 128 The Phcenix of

Astronomy Ticho-Braghe. 1775 WESLEY Wtts. (1872) IV.

50 He seems to think himself a mere Phenix. 1838-9
HALLAM Hist. Lit, I. I. iii. 96. 209 Picus of Mirandola. .

so justly called the phoenix of his age.
b. That which rises from the ashes of its pre-

decessor.

1591 SHAKS. i Hen. VI, iv, vii. 93 From their ashes shal
be reard A Phoenix that shall make all France affear'd.

1631 HEYWOOD is Pt. Iron Ag-e i. Ep. Ded., Out of her
ashes hath risen two the rarest Phoenixes in Europe, namely
London and Rome. 1867 H. MACMILLAN Bible Tcack. xvi.

(1870) 329 The phcenix of new institutions can only arise
out of the conflagration and ashes of the old.

3. The figure of the phcenix in Heraldry, or as

an ornament.

Heraldically represented as rising in the midst of flames.
c 1420 LVDG. Assembly of Gods 810 A fenyx on hys helme

stood. So forthe gan he fare. 1887 Pall Ufa/I C. 24 Oct.

13/2 The button is surrounded by seven gold phoenixes, of
which each is inlaid with seven large and twenty-one small

pearls and a cat's eye.
4. Asir. One of the southern constellations.

1674 MOXON Tutor Astron. I. iii. 10 (ed. 3) 19 Twelve
Constellations .. added by Frederico Houtmanno .. who. .

named them as follows, i The Crane, 2 The Phenix, 3 The
Indian [etc.]. 1774 M. MACKENZIE Maritime Surv. i. v. 51
When it appears in a horizontal Line with the Foot of the

Cross, or the Head of the Phenix. 1868 LOCKYER Guilleinins
Heavens (ed. 3) 335.

5. attrib. and Comb. : (a) simple attrib. (of the

phcenix), us phcenix life, nest, plume, pride, wing;
\b~) appositive (that is a phcenix : sense 2) passing
into adj. (

=
phcenix-like), as phcenix bride, family,

grace, mercy, opinion, parson, queen, sect, she;

(c) parasynthetic, as phcenix -feathered adj.; also

phoenix-like a. and adv., like or after the manner
of a phcenix ; f Phoenix-man, a fireman in the

employ of the old Phcenix Insurance Office (founded
1681 : seequot. 1 700, also Phillips, ed. Kersey 1706).
1814 MRS. J. WEST Alicia de Lacy II. 289 The Earl. .was

too austere, cold, and misanthropic to be a meet companion
for his *Phcenix bride. 1803 SUKK Winter in Land. (1806)
II. 141 That *phoenix family the Rosevilles alias the
Dickenses. 1596 FITZ-GEFFRAY Sir F. Drake (iSSiJ 21 Into
whose soule sweete Sidney did infuse The essence of his

*Phcenix-feather'd Muse. 1671 FLAVEL^KW^. ofLife ii. 32
Faith is the *Phenix-Grace, as Christ is the Phenix-Mercy.
1612 Two Noble K. r. iii, "Phenix like They dide in perfume.
1654 WHITLOCK Zootornia 544 Abraham saw. .a Phceni.v-like

Resurrection of his Son, as possible with God. 1865 H.
PHILLIPS Amer. Paper Curr. II. 11 When from the ruins of
a State, Phoenix-like, a new one arises, a 1700 B. E. Diet.

Cant. Crevj, *Phenix-in<'rt, the same as Fire-drakes. [Fire-

drakes, men with a Phenix for their Badge, in Livery,
and Pay from the Insurance-Office, to extinguish Fires.]

"594 NASHE Unfort. Trav. Wks. (Grosart) V. 62 Her high
exalted sunne beames haue set the *phenix neast of my
breast on fire. 1630 R. Johnsons Kingd. Sf Commit', 113
The Pope himselfe shall gratifie him with a *Phenix plume.
1583 STUBBES Anat. Abiis. II. (1882) 8 Such a vertuous
Ladieand *Phenix Queene. <z 1720 SHEFFIELD (Dk. Buckhm.)
IVks. (1729) 132 That *Phenix-She deserves to be beloved.

1657 EVELYN Diary 17 Sept., Habits of curiously-colour'd
and wrought feathers, one from the *phcenix wing as
tradition goes.
Hence Phcenixity, nonce-wd., the quality of

being a phcenix or unique.
1886 G. B. SHAW Cashel Byron (1880) 268 She, poor girl !

cannot appreciate even her own phcemxity.
[Note. T he relation of Phcenix to other senses of Gr. <2>oiVif

is obscure : see note to PHOENICIAN. It could hardly be ' the

Phoenician bird ', since it was at Heliopolis in Egypt, where
the cult of the phcenix (in Egypt, tetuiu) was coeval with the

city, that Herodotus learned the legend about it. It might

perh. be* the red', with reference to the prevailing colour of
Its body (ra fj.ev XpvvoKOHa Twf Trrepwi', TO. He (pvftpa es ra

jii^iffra, Herod. 11. 73), or, as some think, as an emblem of
the sun in its perpetual setting and rising again. See
Roscher Lexikon d.gnech. u. row. Mythologie, s. v.]

II Phoenix -
(ffniks). Bot. [mod.L. (Linnanis),

a. Gr. <t>otvi( the date palm, a date : see PHOENICIAN.
Various speculations connecting the date-tree with the

mythical bird, PHCENIX ', were current from the time of

Pliny or earlier: see quots. here, also 1601 in PHCENIX ]

i,

and the Latin Carmen dc Plicenice, attributed to Lactantius

(<* 325).
' Some have supposed a much earlier connexion :

the Egyptian name of the phoenix was bennu, that of the

date (fruit and tree) bcnr or tenra, whence Coptic tennc.

But Egyptologers hold the two words to be unconnected.

Some would explain (JioiWf the date, as ' the red fruit '.]

The name of a genus of palms, distinguished by
their pinnate leaves; the most important species

is P. dactylifera, the Date Palm.

\aqooPhanix 174 in Exeter Bk., Beam. .bone hataS men
fenix on foldan of bses fugles noman. 1398 TKEVISA Barth.

De P. R. (Bodl. MS.) xvn. cxvi, For he \palma\ dureb & is

grene .. longe tyme, berfore bi liknes of be brid Kunix

pat lyuej* longe tyme bere. hatte Fenix amonge be Grees.

Ibid. (1495) 679 In the south countree is a manere palme
that is alone in that kynde : and none other spryngeth ne

comyth therof: but whan this palme is so olde that it

faylyth all for aege : thenne ofte itquyknythandspryngyth
ayen of itself; therfore men trowe that Kenix that is a byrde
of Arabia hath the name of this palme of Arabia, for he
dieth and quiketh efte as the foreseide palme dothe, as
Plinius seith. 1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl. s. v., Hence the

Phoenicians gave tne name phoenix to the rjalm-tree, by
reason when burnt down to the very root, it rises again
fairer than ever.] 1895 Westm. Caz. 18 Apr. 1/3 To sit

under the waving feathers of the date and phoenix palms.

Fholad (u?'lad). Zool. [Anglicized iorm of

PHONATORY.
1

PHOLAS.] A mollusc of the Pholas family,
PholadidiE. So Phola'dean, Pho'ladid, one of

: the Pholadidx ; f Pho'ladite, a fossil pholad or the
like

;
Plio ladoid a., resembling the genus Pholas.

1835 KIRBY Hat. ff Insl. Anim. I. viii. 245 The "Pholads
or stone-borers. 1841 BHANDE Diet. Set. etc., *Pholadcans,
..the family of Lamellibranchiate Bivalves of which the
genus Pholas is the type. 1828-32 WEBSTER,

*
Pholaditc, a

petrified shell of the genus Pholas. Jameson.
\\ Pholas (feu-las). PI. pholades (f<Mad).

Zool. [mod.L., a. Gr. QaXas, <pa>\aS- adj. lurking
in a hole

(<t>ai\i6s'), hence, a mollusc inhabiting
holes in stone.] A genus of boring bivalve
molluscs

; an animal of this genus, a piddock.
1661 LOVELL Hist. Anim. ff Mill. 241 Pholas. .They are

pleasant to the pallate, but of evil juyce. . .They live in hollow
places, and so amongst stones, that they can hardly be per-
ceived. 1774 GOLDSM. .\"at. Hist. (1776) VII. 68 Thus
immured, the pholas lives in darkness, indolence, and plenty.
1802 PLAYI AIR Jllustr. Hutton. Th. 452 The marble columns
of the temple of Serapis. .are. .perforated by pholades, tu
the height of sixteen feet above ground. 1868 WOOD Hcmtis
without H. v. 101 One of the British species, the Paper
Pholas. .has a peculiarly thin and delicate shell.

Pholcid (fr-lsid). Zool. [f. mod.L. Phalddx,
{. Pholcus, a. Gr. <po\Kos bandy-legged.] A spider
of the family Pholcid& (typical genus Pholcus},

having long legs, and inhabiting dark places. So
Pholcoid (fy-lkoid) a., allied to the genus Pholcus.

Pholerite (fflerait). Min. [a. K. phoUrite
(named 1825), irreg. f. Gr. oioXi's, <poAiS-, horny
scale: see-lTE 1

.] A hydrous silicate of aluminium

closely allied to or identical with KAOLINITE,
occurring in minute scales with a pearly lustre.

1826 Q. Jriil. Lit., etc. XXI. 406 Pholerite or silicate of
Alumina. 1892 DANA Min. (ed. 6) 686 Pholerite has been

separated, .but there can be little doubt of its identity with
kaolinite.

Fholidolite (foli-dobit). Min. [Named 1890,
f. Gr. <p oAi's, -i5- scale + -LITE.] A hydrous silicate

of aluminium, magnesium, and potassium, occur-

ring in minute scales.

1890 A mcr. Jrnl. Sc. Set. III. XLIV. 335 Pholidolite, a
mineral allied to the chlorites.

||
Pholidosis (fplidJu-sis). Zool. [mod.L., f.

Gr. <po\is, <po\tS- scale + -osis.] Arrangement of

the scales, esp. in Keptilia.
1884 Ann. ff Mag. Nat. Hist. Aug. 117 The classifications

. .founded to a great extent on characters of pholidosis and
physiognomy.
Pholidote ^-lid^t), a. Zool. rarc~. [ad.

Gr. <f>o\iStoT-us, f. <po\is, 0o>.i5- scale.] Covered
with scales, scaly. Also Pholido'tous a.

1858 MAYNE Expos. Lex. 945/2 Pholidotous. 1890 Cent.

Diet., Phalidote.

Pholque (fflk). Zool. rare. [=F. pholqitc,
ad. mod. Zool. L. Pholcus (Walckenaer 1805),
a. Gr. tpo\n6s bandy-legged.] A spider of the

genus Pholcus : see PHOLCID.

1835-6 TODD Cycl. A nat. I. 201/2 The thorax of a pholque.

Phonal (fJu'nal), a. rare. [f.
Gr. <j>wvri voice

f- -AL.] Pertaining to vocal sound
; phonetic.

1868 MAX MULLER Strati/. Lang. 42 The Tibetan is near

[the Chinese] in phonal structure as being tonic and mono-
syllabic. 1883 p. H. \VHEELEK By-Ways of Lit. xi. 227
Family life requires a minimum of phonal breath.

Phonascetics (fonase'tiks), sb. pi. rare".

[f. Gr. ffvvaaKTjT-ris one who exercises the voice,

f. ifKuvaaxetv to exercise the voice, f. fyuvri voice

+ do-Kfiv : see ASCETIC.] (See quots.)

1864 WEBSTER, Phonascetics, a method of treatment for

restoring the voice. 1890 Cent. Diet., Phonascelies,

systematic practice for strengthening the voice ; treatment

for improving or restoring the voice.

Phoiiate (f<?uw
!

t), v. Physiol. [f.
Gr. <poivri

voice H- -ATE 3.] intr. To utter vocal sound ; to

produce the tone which constitutes voice by vibra-

tion of the vocal cords ; trans, to sound vocally.

1876 BRISTOWE Th. f, Pract. Med. (1878) 475 Undue
expenditure of breath during forcible expiration, as when
the patient attempts to phonate or coughs. 1894 Brit. Med.
Jrnl. 26 May 81/2 The patient could phonate, but not

articulate. 1897 Allbutt's Syst. Med. IV. 783 On phonating
' eh 1 eh !

'

the vocal cords should come into symmetrical
apposition in the middle line.

Phonation (fon^'Jan). Physiol. [f. Gr. tyavi]

voice + -ATIOX : in mod.L. phonatio, F. phonation

(Littre).] The production or utterance of vocal

sound : usually, as distinguished from articula-

tion, or the division of the tone so produced into

the elements of speech by the other vocal organs ;

sometimes gen. vocal utterance, voice-production.
1842 DUNCLISON Med. Lex., Phonation, the physiology of

the voice. 1866 A. FLINT Princ. Med. (1880) 285 Move-
ments concerned in phonation. 1879 LEWES Study Psychot.

29 Aphasia may be due to a defect of Phonalion. 1891

R. L. GARNER Speech Monkeys, iv. 41 The phonation of

a species is generally uniform.

Phonatory (fou-natari), a. [f. PHONATE : see

-OBT.] Pertaining or relating to phonation.
1895 WOLFENDEN tr. Joats Respiration in Singing 137

These two muscular groups.. in their phonatory functions.

1897 A llbntt's Syst. Med. IV. 814 Both vocal cords are very

apt to become fixed more or less in the phonatory position.



PHONAUTOGBAM.

Fiumautograph. (fono-tfgraf). [== Y.pfon-
antographe (1855), ^ Gr. tywii voice + avro- self +
-GRAPH -writer (i. e. recorder).] An apparatus for !

automatically recording the vibrations of sound, by
means of a membrane set in vibration by the

sound-waves, and having a point attached which :

makes a tracing upon a revolving cylinder.
1859 Times 22 Sept, 9/2 (Brit. Assoc.) Section A. Phpnauto-

graph [mispr. -anto-] or Apparatus for the Self-Registering
of the Vibrations of Sound By Messrs. Scott and Kcenig. , .

These splendid results of the powers of the phonautograph
were never seen before the Aberdeen meeting. 1879 tr.

Du Moncets Telephone n This telephone.. is based on the

vibrating membrane of which Mr. L. Scott made use in his

phonautograph, in 1855. 1879 G. PRESCOTT Sp. Telephone
67 For some time I carried on experiments with the mano-
metric capsule of Koenig and the phonautograph of Leon
Scott. 1894 DICKSON Edison 124 The phonautograph, a
machine used for the delineations of the sound waves.

Hence Phonavrtogram [cf. telegram\^ a record

or tracing made by a phonautograph ;
Phonauto-

gra'phic a., of or pertaining to a phonautograph ;

Phonautogra'phically adv.) by means of a phon-

autograph.
1877 Nature 3 Majr 12/2 The capabilities of various

membranes of taking impressions from vocal sounds for

phonautographic purposes. 1888 Jrnl. Franklin lust,

Jan. 53 The method . . of reproducing sounds recorded

phonautographically. 1890 Cent. Dtct.
t Phonautogrant.

Phone (fc
j
n), J^. 1 Phonetics, [ad. Gr. Qwrj

voice.] An elementary sound of spoken language;
a simple vowel or consonant sound.
In quot. 1892 used for one of the sounds uttered by i

monkeys, supposed by the writer to express certain ideas
,

(corresponding to words in human speech).
1890 in Cent, Diet. 1892 R. L. GARNER Speech Monkeys ,

?iiii. 137 There is a difference in the phones of all different
|

genera. 1896 R. J. LLOYD in Jrnl. Anat. <y Physiol,
XXXI. 233 The movable units of which the sounds called

words are composed maybe called phones.. .A phone which
either by itself constitutes a syllable or is the strongest
phone in a syllable is called a vowel. The weaker con-
nective phones are called consonants. 1899 North. Eng,
2 A logical alphabet has one letter for each phone and

one phone for each letter.

Phone, sh? and v. Colloq. abbreviation of

TELEPHONE sb. and v.

1884 Sci. Anier. 19 July 43/2, 1 made a telephone as
shown in the Scientific American, Supplement, No. 142.
The phones are made of ebony, and are perfect. 1899
IVestm. Gaz. 18 Apr. 2/1 The receiver of this 'phone'
consisted of a horizontal cylinder divided vertically by a

,

diaphragm which projected several inches beyond the front
|

orince. 1900 N. B. Daily Mail 3 Jan. 6 In the matter of
j

calling up the Exchange and ringing off, the Postmaster
General says these should be done by taking oft and hanging ;

up the phone. 1900 Westm. Gaz. 26 Sept. 8 (Advt.) Wire,
phone, or write Publisher,

' Westminster Gazette ', Tudor
House, Tudor Street, E.G. 1901 Ibid. 4 Sept. 4/2 Mr.

,

Higgins was promptly
'

'phoned '. 1903 Architect 24 Apr.
Suppl. 28/2

'

Jersey City is on the 'phone '.

Phoiieidoscope (fanai-ddblwap). [f. Gr. <t>wf}

voice + (tSo-s form, figure + -SCOPE. Cf. kaleido-

scope.] An instrument for exhibiting the colour- ,

figures produced by the action of sound-vibrations

upon a thin film, e.g. of
soap-solution.

1878 Casselfs Fam. Mag. 576/1 By means of a recently
constructed instrument known as the Phoneidoscope. 1893
Athenaeum 4 Feb. 159/1 Prof. Sedley Taylor, .produced an
instrument he unhappily named the

*

Phoneidoscope ', which
was contrived to exhibit the '

crispations
'

of a soap film set

in vibration by a vocal sound.

Hence Fhoneidoscopic (-sk^'pik) a.

1880 Nature 8 Jan. 243/1 M. Guebhard.. proceeded to i

show that.. the fleeting films condensed from the breath

may exhibit phoneidoscopic properties.

fPhonel, obs. erron. form of FUNNEL.
1426 LVDG. De Gail. Pilgr. 12088 He me gaff-.Thys sak

also, and thys phonel Wyth wych my wynes I vp tonne.

Phoneme (fonrm). rare. [
= F. phoneme, ad.

Gr. <p

788

Applied spec, a- to characters in ancient writing (orig.

Egyptian) representing sounds, opposed to the ideographic
Q^ pictorial \ and b. to systems of spelling in which each
letter represents invariably the same spoken sound, e. g. to

systems proposed for reform of English spelling, as opposed
to the traditional (historical or etymological) method.

a- ['797 G. ZOEGA De Origine et Usu Obeliscornm 454

Superest quinta classis notarum phoneticarum, quern ad

aenigmaticam referri posse jam monui.] 1826 Edin. Rev.
XLV. 104 The picture-writers, seeking for the first time to

express sounds, and so to render their work Phonetic. 1831
M. RUSSELL Egypt xi. (1853) 434 To George Zoega also

belongs the merit of employing (1797) the term phonetic.

1851 D. WILSON Preh. Ann. (1863) II. iv. iv. 285 The deriva-

tion of. .phonetic symbols from a primitive system of pictorial

writing. 1879 RENOUF Orig. Relig. 16 The key to hiero-

glyphic decipherment [consists] in the knowledge of the

simultaneous use of both phonetic and ideographic sign?;

b. 1848 A. J. ELLIS (title) A Plea for Phonetic Spelling.

1848 Esenfalz ov Ftanetics p. ii, Key to the Phonetic

1894 G. DUNN in Classical Rev. Mar. 95/1 The problem
remains to determine whether there are any Phonemes
which may be regarded as the representatives cf these

hypothetical and analogically deduced long sonants.

Phonendoscope (f0ne'ndc?sk<?up). [f. Gr.

tywrij voice + tvSov within + -SCOPE.] An apparatus
for rendering small sounds in the human body, or in

solid bodies in general, more distinctly audible.

1895 Specif. Patent No. 10223 (p. i, i. 35) Ifthis
'

phonendo-

scope^ be brought into contact with any solid body.. the
tone-vibrations in that solid body will communicate them-
selves to the point of contact. 1897 L. ROBINSON Wild
Traits in Tame Anittt. 262, I took my phonendoscope (. .a
form of stethoscope somewhat on the microphone principle).

||
Phonesis (foiu-sis). [a. Gr. ^vrjffts a sound-

ing, f. tpcavftv to sound.] Utterance of vocal sounds.
|

1878 LATHAM Outl. Philol. 55 Accent underlies the Mono-
syllabic system, and belongs to Phonesis. 1883 D. H.
WHEELER By-Ways of Lit.jCi. 221 The same principles
involve consonantal phonesis in a perpetual diversity.

Phonetic (fone-tik), a. [ad. mod.I*/&!#&-ia
(Zoega 1797), a. Gr. QQJVIJTIKOS adj., f. tyajvrjTos to

be spoken, f. fyuvtiv to utter voice, speak. In

Y.phonttique (Diet. Acad. 1878).]
1. Representing vocal sounds : applied to signs

or characters which represent the sounds, esp. the

individual or elementary sounds, of speech, or

which express the pronunciation of words.

Writing and True Spelling ',
best known under the name

of the Phonetic Reform. 1864 Soc. Sci. Rev. 223 The
Phonetic alphabet . . consists of thirty-four letters, twenty-
two being consonants and twelve vowels. These . . fairly

represent every important sound in our language.
2. Of, pertaining or relating to the sounds of

spoken language ; consisting of vocal sounds.
1861 MAX MULLER Sc, Lang. i. iL 40 Two processes which

should be carefully distinguished. .. i. Dialectical Re-

generation. 2, Phonetic Decay, 1867 Miss BROUGHTON As
a Flower vAiit 125 A whistle, from which unfeminine phonetic
exercise she however refrained. 1875 WHITNEY Life Lang.
iv. 53 This., is itself an example of phonetic change. 1884).
TAIT Mind in Matter (1892) 183 Advanced languages are

'evolved
'

chiefly by plagiarism and by phonetic corruption.

b. Involving vibration oi the vocal cords (as

opp. to mere breath or whisper). Cf. PHOXATE.
1880 M. MACKENZIE Dis. Throat fy Nose I. 443 His voice

was weak, but phonetic.

1 3. Entom. Applied to the collar or prothorax
of hymenopterous insects when its posterior angles
cover the mesothoracic or so-called vocal spiracles.
1826 KIRBV & SP. Entomol. IV. 331 Collar. . . 5. Phonetic. .

When its posterior angles approaching the wings, cover the
vocal spiracles. Ex. Hymenoptcra.
Hence Phone'tical a. (rare), phonetic; Pho-

netically a<fv. t in a phonetic manner
;
in relation

to vocal sound ; according to sound or pronuncia-
tion ; Phonetician (f^n/ti'Jan), one versed in

speech-sounds, a phonetist ;
Phoneticism (fone'ti-

siz'm), phonetic quality, or the phonetic system, of

writing or spelling ;
Fhone'ticist (-sist), an ad-

vocate of phonetic spelling ; Phoneticize (-saiz)

v. trans.) to render phonetic, to write phonetically.
1845 ELLIS Plea Phonotypy $ Phonography 4 note, In

this pamphlet, we only recommend Phonography upon the

score of its giving a correct *phonetical representation of

the English language. 1867 BURTON Hist, Scot. (1873) I. v.

188 By a distinct phonetical and grammatical pedigree.
1836 Eilin. Rer. XLV. 120 Characters employed by the

Egyptians.. *phonetically in representing foreign combina-
tions ofsound. 1876 T. HILL Order Studies 108 Bad spelling
. . usually arises from an attempt to spell phonetically with
the common alphabet 1848 A. J. ELLIS Esenfals ov
Fwnetics 88 A practist *funetijan. 1859 A. HOLBROOK
NormalMeth. 34 The most approved views of Phoneticians
have been made subservient. 1877 SWEET Handbk. Phonetics
20 The first and indispensable qualification ofthe phonetician
is a thorough practical knowledge of the formation of the

vowels. 1849 Fraser's Mag. XL. 423 To the consistent

*phoneticist, we need only observe that the new code ..

would be as arbitrary as the old. 1848 A. J. ELLIS Esenfalz
ov Fianttics Pref., Mr. Isaac Pitman first propounded the

idea . . of ^phoneticizing the English language. 1881 J.
FRYKR in Nature XXIV. 54/2 [To] phoneticise the foreign

term, u-iing the sounds of the Mandarin dialect.

Phonetico- (fone tik0), combining form (on
Greek analogy) of PHONETIC, as in Phone tico-

gramma'tical a.t relating to the phonetic part
of grammar ; Phone'tico-hleroglyphic a., of or

belonging to hieroglyphics with a phonetic value.

1879 WHITNEY Sanskrit Gram. p. x, A number of pho-
netico-grammatical treatises. 1826 Edin, Rci 1

. XLV. 141
The high antiquity of the phonetico-hieroglyphic system in

Phonetics (fone-tiks), sb. pi. [See PHONETIC
and -ics.] That department of linguistic science

which treats of the sounds of speech ; phonology ;

the phonetic phenomena (of a language or dialect).

1841 LATHAM Eng. Lang. n. ii. 115
Phonetics, .determines

(amongst other things) the systematic relation of Articulate

Sounds. . Between sounds like b and z>, s and z, there is a
connexion in Phonetics. 1848 A. J. ELLIS (title) Esenfalz
ov Fwnetics [

= Essentials of Phonetics]. 1871 EARLE />A//0/.

Eng. Tongue 138 Provincial phonetics go still further, and
call a gown gownd. 1875 WHITNEY Life Lang. iv. 60

Phonetics, as a branch of linguistic science.

Phoiietism (ft*nftu*m), [f. Gr, ftHnjTfa (see

PHONETIC) + -ISM.] Phonetic representation; reduc-

tion to a phonetic system of writing or
spelling.

1879 RENOUF Orig. Relig. 16 note, Champollion strongly
insists upon the necessity of phonetism, for otherwise how
could foreign names, for which no symbolism existed, be

expressed in writing? 1880 Address 'Philol. Soc. 38 They
had no scruple in sacrificing exact phonetism, if they could

thereby express their sense more distinctly. 1801 A. B.

EDWARDS Pharaoh*$ Fellahs 241 Pictorial phonetism
registers the second stage in the art of writing.

Phonetist (frirnftist). [f. asprec. + -isr ]

PHONORGANUM.

|

1. A person versed in phonetics ;
one who studies

the sounds of speech ;
a phonologist.

1864 in WEBSTER. 1875 WHITNEY Life Lang, iv. 73 The
phonetist is never able to put himself in an 'a priori' position.

1896 Voice.(N. Y.) 20 Aug., The phonetists of to-day make
a careful distinction.

2. An advocate or user of phonetic spelling; a

phoneticist.
1875 N. Amer. Rev. CXX. 475 We do not remember ever

to have seen the case of the phonetists so happily and
strongly put. 1878 J. A. H. MURRAY in Encycl. Brit. VIII.

396/1 The author of the Ortnitlmit was a phonetist, and
employed a special spelling of his own to represent not only
the quality but the quantities of vowels and consonants.

Fho'iietize, v. rare- 1
,

[f.
as prec. + -IZE.]

trans. To write or spell (a word) phonetically.
1875 LOWELL Spenser Prose Wks. 1800 IV. 347 note, Just

as one would spell it who wished to phonetize its sound in

rural New England.
Hence Phonetiza'tion, the representation of

vocal sounds by phonetic characters.
1860 WORCESTER cites The Athenxuui,

Phonic (fJu'nik, fp'nik), a. (sb.~). [f. Gr. tpavri

I
voice + -1C. Cf. Y.phoniijue (Diet. Acad. 1835).]
1. Of or pertaining to sound in general ;

acoustic.

1823 WHEATSTONE in Ann.Philos. Aug. 81 On the Phonic
Molecular Vibrations. 1857 MAYNE Expos. Lex., Phonic,
of or belonging to sound or the voice. . . The point where is

found either the person who speaks, or the body which emits
the sound is called the phonic centre. 1878 Smithsonian
Inst. Rep. 492 The axis of the phonic ray will be deflected up-
wards. 1884 KNIGHT Diet. Meek. Suppl. ,

Phonic Apparatus.
2. Of or pertaining tovocal sounds: = PHONETICS.

1843 (title) The First Phonic Reader. Hid. 101 Under
the phonic method, the sound of each letter is taught by

-

means of an object in which that sound occurs. 1844
!

CROKER in Q. Rev. June 38 With no other guide than Dr.

Kay Shuttleworth's 'Phonic Lessons', we are perfectly

,

satisfied that no child could ever learn at all. 1873 T.

\ HILL True Order Stud. 104 Pronounce the phonic elements

..separately. 1896 R. J. LLOYD in Jrnl. Anat. 4- Phyiiol.
XXXI. 234 The usefulness of a vowel depends also upon its

i distinct phonic character.

b. Physiol. (a) Applied to a nerve-centre which
excites the organs of speech. (K) Produced or

i accompanied by vibration of the vocal cords : =
PHONETIC 2 b.

1878 tr. H. Ton Ziemssen's Cycl. Med. XIV. 650 This reflex

|

centre .. we shall term the basial phonic centre. 1897
Allbntfs Syst. Med. IV. 851 The cough and sometimes the

laugh are phonic.

t B. sb. A body that emits sound, a sonorous

! body. Obs.

1823 C. WHEATSTONE in Ann. Philos. Aug. 81 Bodies,

which, being properly excited, make those sensible oscilla-

tions, which have been thought to be the proximate causes

;

of all the phenomena of sound. These bodies. .1 have
termed Phonics. Ibid. 82 The points of division in linear

phonics are called nodes. 1836-9 TODD Cycl. Anat. II.

I
565/1 The body by which the sound is produced, denomin-
ated by Professor Wheatstone a phonic, occasions in the

surrounding air vibrations or oscillations, corresponding in

number and extent to those which exist in itself.

Phonics (fou-niks, fp'niks), sb. pi. 1 Obs. [f.
as

prec. + -ics.]
1. The science of sound in general ;

acoustics.

1683-4 Phil. Trans. XIV. 473 Three parts of our Doctrine
of Acousticks : which are yet nameless, unless we call them

Acousticks, Diacousticks, and Catacousticks, or (in another

sence, but to as good purpose) Phonicks, Diaphonicks, and

Cataphonicks. 1774 GOLDSM. Nat. Hist. (1862) I. vii. 191
We are neither giving a treatise of optics or phonics, but a

history of our own perceptions. 1842 BRANDE Diet. Sci.

etc. s.v., The science [ofldirect.rerlected.and refracted sound.

In allusion to the corresponding branches ofoptics, these have

been denominated phonics, cataphonics, and diaphonics.

2. The science of spoken sounds; phonetics.
1844 CROKER in Q. Rev. June 26 (title of article] Shuttle-

worth's Phonics. 1870 C. G. S_MITH tr. Domesday Bk. p.

xlvii, Their knowledge of phonics must have guided them
in spelling.

f 3. ' The art of combining musical sounds '

(Busby Diet. Mas. 1811). Obs.

Phono- (f0"nA before a vowel phon-, com-

bining form of Gr. QOJVTI voice, sound, used as

a word-element in Gr., as in tjnavaaxos
' one who

exercises the voice', dKwo/^os 'that imitates voice

or voices', and extensively employed in recent

technical terms, as PHONOGRAPH, PHONOLOGY, etc.;

also in the following :

Phonodynamograpli [cf. DYNAMOGRAPH] (see

quot.). t Plio'nomiine [cf. Gr. (paivti/unos adj.,

imitating voice], a musical instrument imitating

I

a chorus of voices
;
so Phonomi'mic a. [f.fhono-

mimique], applied to a system of teaching in

which each of the elementary sounds of speech
is associated with an appropriate onomatopoeic

gesture. Phonomo'tor [MOTOR], a scientific toy

in which the force of sound-vibrations, acting

through a diaphragm and spring, is caused to

drive a wheel. Pho-nophote [Gr. <pws, (fan--

light], an electrical apparatus by which sound-

vibrations are converted into light. ||
PhonoT-

ganon, phonoTganum [mod.L., f. Gr. opyavov :

see ORGAN], an instrument imitating the sounds of

the voice, a speaking-machine.



PHONOCAMPTIC.
i68a Nature XXVI. 331/1 Mr. W. B. Cooper has lately

brought before the Franklin Institute a device for increasing
the dynamic effect of the vibrations of diaphragms, .called a

*phonodynamograph. 1834 New Monthly Mag. XLII. 389
A very singular musical instrument has been lately invented

by a mechanic at Vienna. This instrument.. is called a

*phonomime.. the inventor has found a method, by means of

numerous pipes and machinery, to cause it to emit the

sound of a line chorus ofmale voices. 1835 Musical Library
Suppl. II. 19 The phonomime and performers were placed in

a room adjoining. . .Every one thought that the piece was
sung by an excellent choral band. 1884 J. C. GORDON in

Amer. Ann. Deaffy Dumb Apr. (1885) 135 Each of the 32
sounds of the French language is associated with an appro-
priate gesture.. .This process for teaching children to read
\va.i called by Mr. Grosselin [the inventor] the *Phonomimic
method. 1888 PAYNE tr. Comfiayres Hist. Pedagogy (1888)

M^. 135 Is not this already the very essence of the phono-
mimic processes brought into fashion in these last years?
1884 KNIGHT Diet. Mech. Supp., *Phonomotor, *Phono-
phote. 1892 OGILVIK (Annandale), *Phonorganon.

Fhonocamptic (f^'n^karmptik), a. Now
rare. [f. PHONO- + Gr. tfa^Trr-o?, -i/c-oy, f. Ka/iirTfti/

to bend : see -1C. In F. phonocamptique(\j.\\\}.~\
Having the property of reflecting sound, or pro-
ducing an echo

; relating to the reflexion of sound,

cataphonic. Hence Phonoca*mpties, that part
of acoustics which treats of reflected sounds;
cataphonics, catacoustics.
1668 EVELYN Let. to Dr. Beale 27 Aug., Besides what the

Masters of the Catoptrics, Phonocamptics, Otacoustics, &c.,
have don. 1694 R. BURTHOCGE Ess. Reason, etc. 155 In
the Phpnocamptick Center. 1857 MAYSE Expos. Lex.
946/1 The phonocamptic centre is the situation where is

placed the ear destined to receive reflected sounds. Ibid.^

Phowcamptica...a. branch of Physics which treats of the

phenomena of the reflection of sound : phonocamptics.

Phonogram. (fJu'nJgraem). [f. PHONO- + -GRAM;
in sense 2, after telegram.]
1. A written character or symbol representing a

spoken sound ; spec, a letter or symbol of (Pit-

man's) Phonography.
1860 I. PITMAN Man. Phonography (ed. 10) 17. 21 Phono-

graiii) a written letter or mark, indicating a certain sound,
or modification of sound; as k, 'ah. 1883 I. TAYLOR
Alphabet I. i. 22 It is probable that the. .step by which the
advance was made from ideograms to phonograms arose out
of the necessity of expressing proper names. 1895 HOFFMAN
Begmn. Writ. 173 A phonogram is the graphic representa-
tion of a sound. An alphabetic character is a phonogram.
2. The sound-record or tracing made by a phono-

graph, or the sounds reproduced or reported by
means of it ; a phonographic record or message.
m 1884 Jrnl. Educ. XIX. 267 Dr. Zintgraff..will use the
instrument to obtain foil phonograms of the speech and
melodies of the natives [of Africa]. 1887 Spectator 22 Oct.

1407 The phonograph reports music with absolute exact-

ness, and . . the phonogram will keep for a hundred years.
Hence Phonogramic (-grse'mik) a. [irreg. f.

prec. + -ic], of the nature of a phonogram, or con-

sisting of phonograms (sense 2) ; Phonogra nii-

cally adv., by means of phonograms; Phouo-
gramma'tic a., consisting of phonograms (sense i

)

= PHONOGRAPHIC i.

1861 Proc. Anier. Phil. Soc, VIII. 279 A phonogrammatic
system of telegraphic symbols. 1888 Times 27 June 12/1
In the several long phonogramic communications. 1888
Standard 1 7 Sept. 2/7 All new music worthy of reproduction
will be thus phonogramically published.

Phonograph (f^'nJgraf), sb. [f. Gr. fpwfj
voice (see PHONO-) + (in sense i) -(o^ypatpos written,

(in sense 2) ~ypd(f)os writing, writer: see -GRAPH.]
fl. A character representing a sound: = PHONO-
GRAM i. Obs. rare.

1835-40 HINCKS On Hieroglyphics (MS. B.M., Egypt.
Anticj., 19 ), Hieroglyphic characters are either ideographs,
that is, representations of ideas, or phonographs, that is,

representations of sounds. 1845-57 PITMAN Matt. Phonogr.
19 Phonograph, a written letter, or mark, indicating a
certain sound, or modification of a sound ; as, V, k. [Later
called phonogram.]
f 2. Another name for the PHONAUTOGBAPH. Obs.

b. Electro-magnetic phonograph. : see quot.
1863 Jrnl. Soc. Arts 16 Oct. 747/1 Electro-magnetic

phonograph. This machine is capable of being attached to

Eiauofortes,
organs, and other keyed musical instruments,

y means of which they are rendered melographic, that is,

capable of writing down any music, .played upon them.
3. (spec, talking phonograph.} An instrument,

invented by Thomas A. Edison in 1877 (patented
30 July), by which sounds are automatically re-

corded and reproduced.
The aerial sound-vibrations enter a mouth-piece, and cause

vibration
jn

a thin metal diaphragm having attached to it

a steel point, which makes tracings (as In the PHONAUTO-
GRAPH) upon a sheet of soft metal or hard wax fixed upon
a

revolving cylinder ; by means of these tracings the dia-

phragm, whose vibrations originally produced them, may be
caused (by again turning the cylinder) to repeat these vibra-

tions, and thus reproduce (more or less perfectly) the original
sounds.

1877 Sc!. Amer. 17 Nov. 304 Whoever may speak into the

789

b. fig. Applied to a person or thing that exactly
reproduces the utterances of some other.

1884 Pall Mall G. 3 Apr. 1/2 All those whose humble
office it is to act as phonographs of the tittle-tattle which
forms the staple of the ordinary conversation of Society.
1890

' R. BOLDREWOOD' miner's Right (1899) 29/2, I heard
it all in memory's wondrous phonograph.

C. Comb.
1891 F. M. WILSON Primer on Browning 214 That phono-

graph-like conservation of force, heredity.
Hence Pho'nograpli v. trans, a. to report in

(Pitman's) phonography ;
b. to record or reproduce

by or as by a phonograph.
1857 J. H. GIHON' Geary ty Kansas 219 It is a great loss to

._ _ -83/1 The Phonograph
is now in England ; all doubts as to the reality of the inven-
tion are at an end. The instrument has spoken in our
hearing. 1879 G. PRESCOTT Sp. Telephone 306 The talking
phonograph is a natural outcome of the telephone. 1885
F. HARBISON Choice Bks. (1886) 178 The old man's laugh.,
comes up to us as out of a phonograph.

are phonographed in the mind of God.

Fhonographer (fon^-grafaj). [f. PHONO-
GRAPHY + -ER 1.]

1. One who writes according to sound, i. e. spells

phonetically ; a phonetist. rare~ 1
.

1851 TRENCH Study Words vii. 215 The word 'temps';
from which the phonographers eject the/ as superfluous.
2. spec. One who uses phonography (sense 2) ;

a shorthand writer (in Pitman's system).
1845 I. PITMAN Man. Plwnogr. 49 Phonographers who

wish to become reporters, should, from the commencement,
cherish reporting habits. 1863 Cornh. Mag. Jan. 99 Tiie
. . phonographers that reported its deliberations were sworn
to secrecy.
3.

' One who uses or is skilled in the use of the

phonograph' (Cent. Did.), rare.

Phonographic (founograrfik), a. [f. as prec.
+ -ic : see -GRAPHIC.]
1. Representing, or consisting of characters repre-

senting, spoken sounds
; phonetic.

1847 WEBSTER, Plwnograpliic, phonographical, descriptive
of the sounds of the voice. 1866 Reader No. 164. 177/1
Chinese phonographic devices. 1883 I. TAYLOR Alphabet
I. i. 6 Although our own writing has reached the alphabetic
stage, yet we still continue to employ a considerable number
of phonographic and ideographic signs.
2. Of, pertaining to, or using phonography (Pit-

man's system of phonetic shorthand).
1840 I. PITMAN Phonography 6 The Phonographic signs

for the simple articulations. 1842 Man. Phonfgr. 5 The
pupil should first learn the Phonographic Letters, taking
them in the natural order of pronunciation. 1853 (title}

Phonographic Reporter's Companion.
3. Of, pertaining to, or produced by a phono-

graph. Also _/?.
1878 T. A. EDISON in N. Amer. Rev. CXXVI. 532 They

are required to do no more by the phonographic method.
1900 Westm. Gaz. 31 May 2/3 The Vienna Acaderny of
Sciences is. -going to set up phonographic archives. There
are to be three sections of phonograms.
So Phonog-ra'phical a. rare~.
1846 WORCESTER, Phonographic, Phonographical.

Phoiiog'ra'phically, (.'. [/.PHONOGRAPHIC :

see -ICALLY.] Jn a phonographic manner.
1. According to or by means of phonography
(Pitman's system of shorthand).
1845 I. PITMAN Man. Photlfgr. 42 If we write phono-

graphically, we must, at least, name our letters phonetically.
2. By means of the phonograph. Alsoyfj,>-.

1879 Sat. Mils. Rev. 6 Sept 568/2 Mr. Sankey's voice in
' Hold the Fort', phonographically preserved on a sheet of
tinfoil. 1882-3 Schaffs Encycl. Relig. Knowl. 1446 A
volume of his sermons, phonographically reported.

Phonograpliist (fonfgrafist). [f. next + -IST.]= PHONOGRAPHER 2.

[1847 WEBSTER, Phonograpliist, one who explains the laws
ofthe voice.] 1864 Ibid., Phonogra/>hist,tmz who is versed in

phonography ; a phonographer. 1897 Daily Kevjs 20 Feb.
10/6 Young lady seeks Engagement as Typist and Phono-
graphist, Remington or Caligraph. Speed 60 and loo.

Phonography (fonfgrafi). [f. Gr. tyavq voice

(see PHONO-) -t- -GRAPHY.]
1. The art or practice of writing according to

sound, or so as to represent the actual pronun-
ciation

; phonetic spelling. 1 0bs.

1701 I. JONES (title)
Practical Phonography : or, the new

Art of Rightly Spelling and Writing Words By the Sound
thereof, and of Rightly Sounding and Reading Words By
the Sight thereof. 1851 TRENCH Study Words vii. 215 The
same attempt to introduce phonography has been several
times made.
2. spec. The system of phonetic shorthand in-

vented by Isaac Pitman in 1837 : so named by him
in 1840; Pitman's shorthand.
1840 I. PITMAN (title) Phonography, or writing by sound ;

being a natural method of writing, applicable to all lan-

guages, and a complete system of short hand. 1847 Hist.
Shorthand in Man. Phonography 15 (1889) 8 Phonography
is not adapted to the wants of the reporter alone, but is

. .well suited for letter-writing and general composition.
3. The automatic recording of sounds, as by the

PHONAUTOGRAPH, or the recording and reproduc-
tion of them by the PHONOGRAPH; the construction
and use of phonographs.
1861 WHYTE MELVILLE Mkt. Hart, xxl 247 Savage . . was

explaining to Sawyer . .a new discovery termed phonography,
by which sounds or vibrations of air are to be taken down,
as they arise, upon the principle of the photograph. 1886
Casselfs Encycl. Diet., Phonography... 3. The art of using,
or registering by means of, the phonograph; the con-
struction of phonographs.

PHONOSCOPE.

t 4. The scientific description of sound, or of the
voice ;

= PHONOLOGY. Obs. rare".
1847 in WEBSTER. 1858 in MAYNE Expos. Lex.

Phonolite (fyu-nJbit). Min. Also -lyte

(Dana), [f. PHJ:TO- + -LITE; in F. phonolithe
(1812 in Hatz.-Darm.).] Name for various vol-
canic rocks which ring when struck

; clinkstone.
1828-32 WEBSTER, Phonolite, sounding stone ; a name pro-

posed as a substitute for kiingstein (jingling stone). 1832DE LA BECHE Ccol. Man. (cd. 2) 251 Rolled masses of tra-
chyte, phonolite, basalt, or volcanic cinders. 1868-80 DANA
Mm. 359 Phanolyte(fX clinkstone), a compact grayish rock,
often containing crystals of glassy feldspar, and having a
zeolite in the base along with orthoclase.
Hence Phonolitio (founoli'tik) a., pertaining to

or consisting of phonolite.

Phonology (fonfl&Jji). [f. Gr. <pcui-r} voice
(see PHONO-) + -LOGY. So f. phonologic (Littre).]
The science of vocal sounds

(
= PHONETICS\ esp.

|

of the sounds of a particular language ; the study
of pronunciation ; transf. the system of sounds in

a language.
1799 E. FRY Pantographia (title-p.), Specimens of all

well-authenticated oral languages ; forming a comprehensive
digest of phonology. 1818 In WEBSTER. 1845 Proc. Amer.
Phil. Soc. IV. i6S Observations on General Phonology and
alphabetical notation. 1862 MARSH Eng. Lang. 64 In our
enquiries into extinct phonologies we have no such guide.
1879 Addr. Philol. Soc. j Contributions to Old English
Phonology and Etymology.
Hence Phono'loger (rare"') =phonologist; Pho-

nolo'ffic, Phonolo'gical atljs., of, pertaining or

relating to phonology, phonetic ; Phonolo-gically
adv., in respect of phonology, phonetically ;

Pko-
no'logist, one learned in phonology, a phonetist.
1864 WEBSTER, *Phmolog*r, one versed in phonology; a

phonologist. 1846 WORCESTER, *Phonologic. 1875 A. J.
ELI.IS E. E. Pronunc. xi. 1336 Indian Phonologic Alphabet.
1828 WEBSTER, ^Phonological, pertaining to phonology.
1880 K. L. BKANDRETH in Academy :g June 459/2 The Pra-
krits., are separated from Sanskrit by very important pho-
nological and other changes. 1888 Athenvum 26 May 657/3
Modern Kentish . . is strikingly different *phonologically
from the language of the same district as written in the
fourteenth century. 1846 WORCESTER, ''Phonologist. 1880
R. G. WHITE Evcry-Day F.ng. 137 Alexander Ellis, whose
preeminence as a phonologist is questioned by no one.

Phonometer (fcnp-mttsa). [f. Gr. tpuiv-i) sound

(see PHONO-) +ni-rpov measure. Cf. F.phonom etrc

(Diet. Acad. 1878).] An instrument for measur-

ing or automatically recording the number or
force of sound-waves.
1823 fi'eto Monthly Mag. VIII. 20 We should not be sur-

prised to see this uncertainty brought, in time, under mathe-
matical controul, by the invention of a musical Phonometer,
to indicate the precise strength of sound. 1880 Libr. Univ.
Knowl. (N. Y.) V. 268 [Mentioned.. among the inventions of

Edison). 1883 Fall Mall G. 6 June, The Ministry are the
most perfect phonometer in the world. Their decisions

faithfully record the comparative strength of the noise that
can be made by either of two conflicting sections.

So Phoiiometric (uwnome'trik) a., pertaining
to a phonometer, or to the measurement of sound.

Phonophore (f<?u'nJfo-\i). Physiol. [f. PHONO-
+ -PHOHE7] Name for the small bones of the ear,
or auditory ossicles, as transmitting the vibrations

of sound to the labyrinth or internal ear.
1882 COUES in Amer. Jrnl. Otology IV. ig.

So Phonophorous (fonp'Kns) a., transmitting
sound-vibrations, as the auditory ossicles.

Phonopore (f^-n^pooj). [f. PHONO- + Gr.

wopos passage.] Name of an apparatus by means
of which electrical impulses produced by induction,
as in a telephone, may be used to transmit messages
along a telegraph wire, without interfering with
the current by which ordinary messages are simul-

taneously transmitted.
1886 Pall Mall G. 27 May 3/1 The phonopore, the prin-

ciple of which consists in employing the electrical 'induc-
tion noises' as motive power to work telegraph instruments,
or transmit the voice, or do both at once, is far more
remarkable. 1891 C. LANGDON-DAVIES Explan. Phonopore
14, 1.. called the cable coil instrument a Phonopore (or
sound passage). 1892 Pall Mall G. 27 Apr. 7/2 By means
of the phonopore, ..the carrying capacity of the existing
telegraph wires can be. .increased tenfold.

Hence Phonoporic (-jip'rik) a., of or pertaining
to the phonopore.
1886 Manch. Exam. 31 May 5/5 So completely is the

phonoporic current under control. 1889 Times (weekly ed.)

29 Mar. 5/2 Phonoporic messages can be transmitted and
received through an ordinary line wire by the phonopore
t/rz'/f/ -phone, -phore]. 1899 Pall Mall G. 27 Apr. 7/2
The phonoporic system is as applicable to telephony as
it is to telegraphy. By its means a phonopore telephone
service may be established on any existing telegraph wire
on which ordinary telegraph instruments are already at

work, without the two systems in any way interfering with
one another.

Phonoscope (fo"'n#sk0p). [f. PHONO- +

-SCOPE.]
1. An apparatus for testing the quality of musical

strings, shown by M. Koenig at the International

Exhibition, in 1862.



PHONOTYPB.
2. Name for various instruments or devices by
means of which sound-vibrations are indicated or

represented in a visible form.

1884 KNIGHT Diet. Rleclu Suppl., Plwnoscopf, an instru-

ment invented by Henry Edmunds for producing figures
of

light from vibrations of sound. It consists essentially of

three parts, an induction coil, an interrupter, and a rotary
vacuum tube. 1888 Amer. Ann. Deaf'Jan. 84 Forchlwm-
nters Phonoscope. Mr. E. Walther. .says that it solves the

problem of the optical representation of the pitch of the

voice in the simplest and clearest manner. The instrument

is of service in correcting the unnatural pitch of the voice

in which some pupils speak. 1890 Cent. Diet., Phonoscope,
a machine for recording music as it is played or sung,

3. = MICROPHONE.

Fhonotype (fo^nS\s\^~},sb. [f.
PHONO- + TYPE.]

A character or letter of a phonetic alphabet adapted
for printing; (without a or //.), phonetic print or

type. Hence Plio'notype v. trans, to print in

phonotype ; Phonotyper = phonotypist ; Phono-
typio (-ti-pik), -ical ad/s., pertaining or relating
to phonotype or phonotypy (whence Phonotypi-
cally adv.) ; Pho'notypist (-taipist), an advocate

or user of phonotype ; Pho'BOtypy (-tsipi), a
method or system of phonetic printing.
1844 Phonotypic JrnL III. 2 Aspirate h, as in heap;

^Phonotype H. 1845!. PITMAN Alan. Phonogr. 19 Phoito*

type, a printed letter, or sign, indicative of a particular
sound, or modification of sound. 1848 A. J. ELI.IS Escnf.
Pianettes 241 Pica phonotypes. 1881 Kansas Hist. Coll.

II. 162 Phonotype was with him both a theory and a prac-
tice. 1850 Fonctic Jrnl. 133/2 The only way to preserve
the language from further arbitrary changes is to *phono-
type it. 1845 A. J. ELLIS Plea. Phonot. 28 The *phonotyper
. . having acquired a habit of reading phonotypy . . will soon
be able to read heterotypy with ease. 1843 (title} The
*Phonotypic Journal. 1858^. K Tribune?. July 3/2 Many
of those who are interested in the Phonotypic

' movement '

advocate the entire abandonment of the old orthography.
1845 A. J. ELLIS Plea Phonot. 5 The "phonotypical repre-
sentation of the sounds. 1875 E. E. Protmnc. 1182 note,
Phonetic Essays which I published in [the Phonotypic]
Journal .. 1846 (all printed *phonotypically). 1850 Fonetic

Jrnl, 74/1 The Spelling Reform which Phonographers and
|

*Phonotypists are endeavouring to effect, would confer

incalculable benefits on society. 1844 ELLIS in Phonotypic
Jrnl., A Key to *Phonptypy or printing by sound. 1880

Academy g Oct. 255 It is printed in seml-phonotypy in a

system of spelling intended to bridge over the transition.

Ph.00 (f, f), int. [Another form of PHEW,
PHO.] A vocal gesture expressing contemptuous
rejection.
1672 VILLIERS (Dk. Buckhm.) Rehearsal iv. i. (Arb.) 103 I

Phoo ! that is to raise the character of Drawcansir.
j

Chances v. iv. (1682) 61 Phoo ! y
1 are always abusing me.

1673 [R. LEIGH] Transp. Reh. 20 Phoo ! reply'd a Friend
of the Transprosers.

Phooka, the same as POOKA.

|| Phoolwa, variant spelling of FULWA.
c 1865 LETHEBY in Circ, Sc. I. 05/1 Similar fats are obtained

from the seeds of Bassia lati/olia, ..and Bassia. bittyracea,
..the latter [is named] Phoolwa, or vegetable butter.

Phoonghie, -gyee, etc. : see POONGHIE.

-phore (fo
e
J), in F. -phore, mod.L. -phonts,

-phorum, a. Gr. -tj>dpos, -ov bearing, bearer, f. Qip-ftv
to bear. A formative of various technical and
scientific words, as carpophore, semaphore, gono-
phore,phonophore. Hence -PHOHOUS, q. v.

I! Pliorniilix (fj?umirjks). [mod.L., a. Gr.

<t>6pniyf.] A stringed instrument of the harp
class

;
a kind of cithara or lyre used by the ancient

Greeks as an accompaniment to the voice.

1776 BURNEY Hist. Mus. I. 344 The cithara may in

ancient times have been thought inferior to the plwrinin.i:,
as the modern guitar is esteemed at present a trivial and
effeminate instrument, when compared with the double harp.
1856 MRS. BROWNING Aur. Leigh \. 979 We beat the phor-
minx till we hurt our thumbs.

II Phormium (f(?'imiom). Bot. [mod.L., a. Gr.

tyoppiov a species of plant.] A genus of liliaceous

plants (suborder Hemerocallese), comprising a

single variable species, P. tenax, the New Zealand
flax ; see FLAX sb. 2 b.

1831 DE Bow South. S, West. States 1. 84 The phormium
would doubtless succeed in the rich bottoms of the Missis-

sippi Valley.

Phorone (fonw'n). Chem. [Shortened (by
Gerhardt) from CAMPHOBONE.] -fa. A substance,
C 9H 1(O, obtained bydistilling calcium camphorate;
now called camphor-phorone ; b. An isomer of
this substance, diisopropyliderie acetone, a colour-
less oil with aromatic odour.
1859 FOWNES Man. Chem. 527 Pkorone contains CisHuOs.

1863-72 WATTS Diet. Chem. I. 733 Camphorone, Phorone
(Gerhardt) .. CgHaO .. a colourless or yellowish oil, very
mobile, lighter than water.

Hence Phoro-nic acid, CuH IgO5 , a crystallizable
acid obtained from camphic acid.
1881 WATTS Diet. Chem. VIII. 1574.

Phoronomy (for^-nomi). Physics, [ad. mod.L.
phoronomia (Hermann 1716) = Ger., F. phoro-
nomie, f. Gr. <f>opa motion (f. <j>ip-etv to bear, carry)
+ -nomia : cf. aslronomia ASTBONOMY. ] The
purely geometrical theory of motion

; the branch
of mechanics that treats of the motion of bodies
considered absolutely ; kinematics.
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[17x6 HERMANN (title\ Phoronoinia, seu de Viribus et

Motibus Corporum solidorum et liquidorum.] 1877 ^"
CAIRO Pkilos. Kant n. xii. 489 Matter quantitatively
defined, is the moveable in space. In this point of view it

is the object of a science we may call
l

Phoronomy *. 1892
Nature 24 Mar. 486/2 The letter of Dr. Besant .. suggests
strong reasons for employing the word phoronomy in the

place of kinematics.

Hence Fliorono'mic ., of or belonging to phoro-
nomy, kinematic ; Phorono'mics $b. =phoronoiny\
Fliorono'inically adv., in respect of or in relation

to phoronomy ; kinematically.
1842 BRANDE Diet. Sc. etc., Phoronomiavt Phoronomics^

a term sometimes used to denote the science of motion.

1858 MAVNE Expos. Lex. 946/2 Phoronomic. 1893 McCoR-
MACK tr. MacKs Sc. Mechanics 166 Phoronomically similar

structures.

Phoroscope (fp'r^sk^np). [f. Gr. <j>opo-s adj.

bearing + OKtnros view, sight.] An instrument for

reproducing a -visual image at a distance by means
of electricity. 1890 in Cent. Diet.

-phorOUS (foras), combining element, f. mod.L.

-pkor-us, Gr. -<pop-os, F. -phore + -ous, forming

adjs. related to sbs. in -PHORE, with the sense

'-bearing'; synonymous with -FERGUS, but properly
used only in words derived from Gr.

, e.g. carpo-

phorous, cladopkorotis, oophorotis, phonophorous ,

phragniophorous, etc.

Phorozo'oid. Zool. [f. Gr. <popo-s bearing +

Zoom.] One of the '
foster forms '

in the sexual

generation of Ascidians of the order Thaliacea.
1888 HERDMAN in Encycl. Brit. XXIII. 615/2 Foster forms

(phorozooids), which .. do not become sexually mature, but
. .are set free as cask-shaped bodies with eight muscle bands
and a ventral outgrowth.. formed of the stalk by which the

body was formerly united to the nurse.

t Phos-. Chem. Obs. [a. Gr. (pas light.] Used

by Sir H. Davy, to form names of chemical com-

pounds, into which he considered light to enteras an

element. Such were phosa'cid, phosmu'riate,
phosmuria'tic a., phosrd'tric a., phoso'xyd,
phoso'xydable a., phoso'xydate v., phos-
o'xygen, phoso'xygenate v., etc. : see the quots.
1799 SIR H, DAVY in Beddoes Contrib, Phys. $ Med.

Knowl. 89 AH the combinations of phosoxygen that have
acid properties are denoted by the names of phpsacids.
Ibid, 90 The different quantities of phosoxygen entering into

the composition of the phosoxyds and phosacids. Ibid. 96
It is evident.. that phosnitric acid is a compound of light,

oxygen and nitrogen. Ibid. 108 Phosmuriate of Potash is

compounded of phosmuriatic acid and potash. Ibid. 71 The
pbosoxydable base remains pure. Ibid. 116 Gold becomes

phosoxydated by attracting light and oxygen from the

muriatic phosacid. Ibid. 109 Muriatic acid is never phos.
oxygenated. 1879 Cassclls Techn. Educ. IV. 314/2

' Phos.

oxygen
'

(such was the name he [Davy] put upon the ordinary
oxygen of the atmosphere).

Phos, phosa, also phos., foss, slang or colloq.
abbreviation of PHOSPHORUS : now esp. applied to

phosphorus necrosis : see PHOSSY.
1811 Lex Balatr., Phos bottle, a bottle of phosphorus:

used by housebreakers to light their Janthorns. Ding the

<hos\
throw away the bottle of phosphorus. 1812 J. H.

'AUX Flask Diet., Foss or phos, a phosphorus bottle used

by cracksmen to obtain a light.

1892 Star 18 Jan. 2/5 The manager denied she had 'got
the phos.

1 and refused any money.

Phosgen.eC'c'sidji'n). Chem. Also -gen (-d.^en).

[f. Gr. tpws light + -gene, -GEN (in hydrogen(e, etc.).

In F. phosgcne.~\ A name for the gas carbon oxy-
chloride, COC1 2 , originally obtained by exposing
equal volumes of chlorine and carbonic oxide to

the sun's rays. Also called phosgene gas.
1812 J. DAVY in Phil. Trans. 6 Feb. 151 It will be

necessary to designate it by some simple name. I venture
to propose that of phosgene, or phosgene gas ; from 4>u?,

light, and vu-o^ai, to produce, which signifies formed by
light. 1826 HENRY Elem. Chem. I. 362 Being produced by
the agency of light, it was called by Dr. [John] Davy
phosgene gas, but as it exhibits distinctly acid properties,
it has since been better termed chloro-earbonic acid. 1898
G. McGowAN tr. Meyers Hist. Chem. 425 Carbon oxy-
chloride or phosgene, .was first prepared by Davy in 1811.

Phosgenite (ffsdj/hsit). 71/z'w. [Named 1820;
f. prec. + -ITE 1.] A mineral consisting of nearly

equal parts of carbonate and chloride of lead,

occurring in tetragonal crystals.
1849 NICOL Min. 379 Phosgenite, Breithaupt j Corneous

lead, Jameson. 1868 DANA Min. (ed. 5) 703 Phosgenite..
Dissolves with effervescence in nitric acid. 1896 CHESTLR
Diet. Min., Phosgenite, chloro-carbonate of lead, occurring
in brilliant, white or yellow crystals.

Phosmuriate to Phosoxygen : see PHOS-.

Phosph- = PHOSPHO-, combining form of PHOS-
PHORUS in Chem. ; hence phospham, -ate, -ide, -ine,

-ite, -onium, -tire, -urel, -yl, etc.

Phospham (f^'sfem). Chem. [f. PHOSPH- +
AM(MONIA).] The nitril of phosphoric acid

(PHN2 ); a white, reddish, or yellowish-red powder.
1866-77 WATTS Did. Chem. IV. 497 Phospham . . is a

bulky powder, white if moisture has been carefully excluded

during its preparation, reddish in the contrary case.

Phosphate (ffsf/t). Chem. Also 8-9 phos-
phat. [a. ^.phosphate (G. de Morvean ffomencl.
Ch. 1787), f. PHOSPH- + -ATE*.] A salt of phos-
phoric acid.

PHOSPHINE.

1795 PEARSON in Phil. Trans. LXXXV. 335 The siderite

of Bergman ; which is now believed to be phosphate of iron.

1799 Hied. Jrnl. I. 280 The phosphat of mercury has long
been known as a chemical preparation. i8z6 HENRY .&/.
Chenit I. 590 Phosphate of lime derives importance from its

being the principal ingredient of animal bones, of which it

constitutes about 86 per cent. 1869 ROSCOE Elem. Chem,
(1871) 219 Calcium phosphate, or bone phosphate.

b. In//, applied esp. to the phosphates of lime

or iron and alumina, as constituents of cereals, etc.

1858 CARPENTER Veg. Phys. 32 One great source of the
value of guano,, .and many artificial manures, is the phos-
phates they supply to the soil. 1870 YEATS Nat. Hist.
Coiniit. 37 Soils derived from rocks devoid of phosphates
cannot produce cereals. 1893 Syd. Soc. Lex., Phosphates,

' saccharated wheat, . .the organic phosphates and cerealin

, dissolved out of bran, and mixed with milk-sugar.

Phosphated (ijrsfeUed), a. Min. [f. prec. +
!
-ED 1

.]
Converted into a phosphate; combined

with or containing phosphoric acid.

. Jrnl. VIII. 551 Sulphat and sulphite. ..I should.

propose to render these terms into the adjectives sulphated
and sulphitous ; [so] phosphat and phosphite will form

phosphated and phosphitous. 1858 in MAYNE Expos. Lex.
1888 Nature 20 Dec. 192/1 On the phosphated deposits
of Montay and Forest. 1893 Syd. Soc. Lex., Phosphated, . .

1

applied in Mineralogy to a base that has become converted

I

into a phosphate by combining with phosphoric acid.

Phosphatic (f^fartik), a. [f. PHOSPHATE

(or mod.L. phosphat-wii) + -1C.]

1. Of the nature of, characterized by the presence
of, or containing a phosphate.
P. diathesis, a bodily condition predisposing to the excre-

tion of phosphates in the urine ; cf. PHOSFHATUKIA. /*,

; nodules, nard rounded lumps containing phosphate of lime,
of fossil origin, found in certain strata, now used as manure.

1843 R. J. GRAVES Syst. Clin. Med. iv. 50 Certain derange-
ments of the urinary functions, such as the phosphatic and
lithic diatheses. 1847-9 TODD Cycl. Anat. IV. 83/2 The
tonsils are not unfrequently the seat of phosphatic deposit.

1859 DARWIN Orig, Spec. x. (1878) 287 The presence of phos-

phatic nodules.. in some of the lowest azoic rocks, probably
indicates life at these periods. 1866 Reader 7 July 635 The
dark phosphatic nodules are usually named coprohtes.

f 2. Phosphatic acid,
* a name applied to the

syrupy mixture of phosphoric and phosphorous
acids, produced by the slow combustion of phos-

phorus in moist air*, formerly supposed to be a

distinct acid ;
also called hypophosphoric acid. Obs.

1826 HENRY Elem. Chem. I. 370 The acid thus obtained
is a mixture of phosphorous and phosphoric acids, &c.

Dulong . . believes it to be a distinct compound, for which he
lias proposed the name of phosphatic acid. 1836-41 BRANUE
Chtm. (ed. 5) 489. 1866-77 WATTS Diet. Cheat. IV. 499.

Fhosphatize (fp'sfataiz), v. [f, as prec. +

-IZE.] trans. To reduce to the form or condition

of a phosphate; to treat with phosphates.
1883 Nature XXVIII. 433/2 The majority of the Jurassic

fossils are not phosphatised at all. 1884 Science 16 May 587/1
These fossils are phosphatized more or less completely.

Hence Phosphatiza'tion, the action of phospha-
tizing; the fact or condition of being phosphatized.
1883 Nature XXVIII. 433/2 That the phosphatisation of

the Upware coprolites was effected at some distance from
their present billet.

llPhosphatTiria(ff'sfatiiie-ria). Path. [f.
PHOS-

PHATE (or mod.L. phosphat-uni) 4- -firia, f. Gr. ovpov

urine.] A morbid state evidenced by the excess of

phosphates in the urine. Hence Fhosphatirric a.

1876 HARLEY Mat. Med. (ed. 6) 92 Hydrochloric acid may
! be used in phosphaturia. 1897 Alibutfs Syst. Med. III. 254
Much the same symptoms as the polyuric and phosphaturic
classes. 1899 CAGNEY tr. Jaksch's Clin. Diagn, vh. (ed. 4)

378 A phosphatic sediment does not imply phosphaturia.

Phosphene (fj?*sfHi). [mod. (F. phosphtne}

irreg. f. Gr. <o>$ light + <paiv-tw to make to appear.]
An appearance of rings of light produced by pres-

sure on the eyeball, due to irritation of the retina.

1872 HUXLEY Phys, ix. 222 Pressure on any part of the

I retina produces a luminous image, which lasts as long as
1

the pressure, and is called a phosphene. 1881 LE CONTK

Sight i. iv. 67 Press the finger into the internal corner of the

eye : you perceive a brilliant colored spectrum in the field of
' view on the opposite or external side,, .[having] a deep-steel-

blue center, with a brilliant yellow border...These colored

spectra have been called phosphenes.

Phosphor, obs. form of PHOSPHOR.

Phosphethyl (i>-sfe:Jnl). Chem. [f.
PHOSPH-

+ ETHYL.] A compound of phosphorus and ethyl.

Hence Phosphethylic a.

1859 Fownes* Man. Chem. 387 Phosphethyl. The com-

pounds of ethyl and phosphorus. 1857 MILLER Elem. Chem.

alled Phosphethylic or Phosphouinic acid,

Phosphide (f>*sfoid). Chem. [f. PHOSPH- +

-IDE.] A combination of phosphorus with another

element or a radical. (Earlier name phosphurct.)
1849 D. CAMPBELL Inerg. Chem. 65 Phosphides. oi\\-

pounds of phosphorus with the other elements are very
numerous, c 1865 WYLDE in Circ. Sc. I. 37'/2 II niaV be -

prepared from the phosphide of calcium. 1881 Metal World
No. 12. 186 The phosphide of iron only begins to be decom-

posed after all silicon and carbon is gone.

Phosphine (fc-sfain). Chem, [f.
PHOSFH- +

;

-INE 5, used to form a term analogous to AMINE.]
1. A name for phosphuretted hydrogen gas, PH3

j
(as an analogue of ammonia, NH3).



PHOSPHINIC.

1873 WATTS Fownes" Client, (ed 11) 225 Phosphine is ana-

logous in some of its chemical relations to ammoniacal gas.

2. A phosphorus ammonia ;
a compound having

the structure of an amine, with phosphorus in place
of nitrogen: e.g. monocthylphosphine, C 2H r>

.P.II2)

diethyl phosphine (C^L^-P-H, triethylphosphine

(C 2H5)3.P, etc.

1871 ROSCOE Elem. Chem. xxxi. 340 The following table

shows the similarity between amines and phosphines. Ibid.,

Phosphine iodide, PC2H5H 3I. 1898 G. McGowANtr. Meyer's
Hist. Chetn. 469 The phosphines and phosphonium bases

first became known through the classical and comprehensive
researches of A. W. Hofmann.
Hence Phosphi'nic a., of, pertaining to, or

derived from phosphine ;
in phosphinic acid, any

one of various acids formed from the primary and

secondary phosphines by fixation of 3 and 2 atoms
of oxygen respectively.
1875 WATTS Diet. Chetn. VII. 956 Phosphinic acids, 1881

Ibitt. VIII. n. 1581 The phosphinic acids of the fatty series

have already been described.

Phosphite (ffsfsit). Chem. [a. ~S. phosphite

(G. de Morveau Nomencl. Ch. 1787), f. PHOSPH-
+ -ITE 1.] A salt of phosphorous acid.

17951 HOOPER Med. Diet., Phosphite^,, .salts formed by the
combination of the phosphorous acid with different bases ;

thus, aluminous phosphite, ammoniacal phosphite, &c.
1808 SIR H. DAVY in Phil. Traits. XCIX. 88 In one case

sulphurets, and sulphites, and in the other phosphurets,
and phosphites of potash, are generated. 1808 HENRY Epit.
Client, (ed. 5) 203 The phosphites differ considerably in their
characters from phosphates. 1866 ROSCOE Elem. Chem. 133
Phosphorous acid, or hydric phosphite, H 3POy
Ph.osph.o- (fp'sfo), before a vowel PHOSPH-,

combining form, shortened from PHOSPHORUS.
Phospkocha-lcite Min., = PHOSPHOROCHALCITE

;

Phosphogly -cerate, a salt of phosphoglyceric
acid = glycerophosphate ; Phosphoglyce'ric acid
=glycerophosphoric rt'</(see GLYCEKO-); Phospho-
lite, synonym of Phosphomolybdate, a salt of

phosphomolybdic acid
; Phosphomoly 'bdic acid,

or permolybdic phosphate (2P2O5.48MoO3
-6H 2O),

a lemon-yellow salt produced by the action of

molybdic trioxide on phosphoric acid
; Pnospho-

tirng-stic acid, an acid of the form P2O5-^\VO3
.

.yH 2O ; t Phospliovi'nlc acid, old synonym of

ethylphosphoric acid, (CjH^HjPO,, a colourless, in-

odorous, viscid oil, witha biting sour taste, produced
by the action of phosphoric acid on alcohol or ether.

Phospho-wolfra'niic a. = phosphotungstic.
1901 Westm. GHZ. 5 Jan. 7/2 Aged patients, .dosed with

glycerophosphate of sodium and *phosphoglycerate of lime
and other chemical combinations. 1857 W. A. MILLEU

;

Elem. Chem. III. 378 *Phosphoglyceric acid exists ready
formed in the yolk of the egg. 1856 Ibid. II. 783 The i

*Phosphomolybdate of Soda is an extremely delicate test
|

for the presence of salt of ammonium in solution. 1878
KINGZETT Anint. Chem. 207 A mixture of sulphuric and
nitric acids with *phosphomolybdic acid. 1884 A thenxunt
26 Apr. 584/3 With regard to strychnine.. *phosphotungstic

(

acid will give a distinct precipitate with one-two-hundred- >

thousandth ofagrain. 1899 CAGNEY tr. Jaksch 's Clin. Diagn.
vii. (ed. 4) 369 Kreatinin is a base which forms highly charac-
teristic compounds with acids, such as phosphotungstic and i

phosphomolybdic. 1838 T. THOMSON Chem. Org. Bodies
186 Phosphovinate of barytes was the salt which M. Pelouze

chiefly studied, and by means of which, he determined the

composition of *phosphovinic acid. 1866-77 WATTS Diet.
Chem. IV. 589 Ethylphosphoric Acid, also called Phosph-
ethytic or Phosphovinic acid. 1878 KINGZETT Anint. Chem.
276 By precipitation of its hydrochloric acid solution with

'phosphowolframic acid.

Phosphoninin (fcsfoa-nii/m). Chem. [f. PHOS-

PH(ORU3 + ending of AMMONIUM.] A combina-
tion of hydrogen and phosphorus, PH 4 , analogous
to ammonium, entering as a monovalent radical

into many compounds, as phosphonium iodide,
PHtI ;

also applied to compounds in which the

hydrogen is replaced by organic radicals, as

tetramethylphosphoniitm, P(CH 3),, tetrethylphos-

phonium, P(C 2H 5 ) 4 , methyltriethylphosphoniuni,
P(CH 3)(C 2H 5) 3 , etc.

1866-77 WATTS Diet. Chem. IV. 607 Monophosphoniums,
of the type RtPI, analogous to iodide of tetrethylammo-
nium. Ibid. 615 (heading) Ethylphosphoniums. Ibid. 620

Diphosphoniums. 1871 ROSCOE Elem. Chem. xxxi. 339
Obtained .. by acting upon phosphonium iodide, PHiI, with
ethyl iodide in presence of zinc oxide.

Hence Phospho -nic a. [cf. sulphonic\, in phos-
phonic acid, any one of several compounds derived
from phosphoric acid by the replacement of 1

hydroxyl (OH) by a hydrocarbon group : e. g.
benzene phosphonic acid, C,H5.P(OH) 2O. Some-
times called phosphinic, or phosphenilic acid.

Phosphor (ffsffi), sb. (a.) Also 7 -pher, -fer,
8 -phore. [ad. L.phosphor-us PHOSPHORUS. Cf. F.

phosphore (1680 in Hatz.-Darm.), Ger. phosphor. ]
1. (With capital P.) The morning star; the

planet Venus when appearing before sunrise;
Lucifer. Also^. Now only poet.
1635-56 COWLEY Davidcisll, 763 They saw this Phosphors '

infant-light, and knew It bravely usher'd in a Sun as
New. 1656 STANLEY Hist. Philos. v. (1701) 178/1 Plato's

Epigram on
Aster^ A Phospher 'mongst the Living, late

wert thou, But Shui'st among the Dead a Hesper now.
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1734 WATTS Reliq. Juv. (1789) 257 Still Phosphor glitters,
and still Syrius burns. 1850 TENNYSON In Metjt. cxxi,
Bright Phosphor, fresher for the

night. 1871 M. COLLINS
Mrq. fy Merch. I. x. 300 That which men have seen in

early skies, Ere Phosphor m the abyss of perfect purple dies.

t 2. Anything that phosphoresces, or emits light
without sensible heat :

= PHOSPHORUS 2. Olis.

1705 HAUKSUEE in Pliil. Trans. XXIV. 2131 Shewing
that it requires not so thin a Medium, as. .in the Torricillian

Experiment, to produce the Mercurial Phosphore. aiyn
KEN Edmund Poet. Wks. 1721 II. 288 No Light was there
but what the Phosphors raise. 1819 KEATS Lamia 152
Her eyes in torture fix'd, and anguish drear, . . Flashed
phosphor and sharp sparks.
3. = PHOSPHOKUS (sense 3) ; esp. in phosphor-

bronze, -copper, -tin, -zinc, alloys of phosphorus
with the metals named : see BRONZE, etc.

f B. as adj. Light-bearing, light-giving ; phos-
phorescent. Obs. (Also hyphened.')
1804 CHARLOTTE SMITH Conversations, etc. I. 127 Steady

and clear thy phosphor brilliance burns. 1811 W. K. SI'ENCKR
Poems 185 Some gleams of phosphor-light it shews. / iSzo
S. ROGERS Italy, Conto -21 And now appear as on a phosphor-
sea Numberless barks.

fPho-sphorami Ae.Cfiem.06s. = PHOSPHAMIDE.
1866 DOLING Aniitt. Client. 17 If we replace them by ami-

dogen we obtain phosphoramide.

fPhosphora-na. Chem. Obs. Term applied by
Davy to a combination of one part of phosphorus
with two of chlorine (Mayne Expos. Lex.). So
t Phosphorane, a compound of one part of

phosphorus with one of chlorine.
1812 SIR H. DAVY Client. Philos. in Phosphorus burnt in

chlorine in excess, forms a white volatile substance, which
I have named phosplwrana. 1815 YV. HENRY Elein. Client.

fed. 7) II. xv. 14 lioth these compounds were discovered by
Sir H. Davy, who has termed the latter pkosphorane and
the former phospltorana.

f Pho-sphorate, sb. Client. Obs. = PHOSPHATE.
c 1865 in Circ. Sc. I. 334/2 We find in this liquid .. phos-

phorates, .of the alkalies.

Phosphorate (fp
-

sf8rlt), v. Client,
[f.

PHOS-
PHOR-US + -ATE 3.] Orig. and chiefly in ppl.a.
Fho-sphorated (

- F. phosphore').
1. trans. To combine or impregnate with phos-

phorus.
1789 WALKER in Phil. Trans. LXXIX. 210 The frigorific

mixture. .composed of phosphorated natron and nitrated
ammonia dissolved in the diluted nitrous acid. 1791 PEARSON
ibid. LXXXI. 334 The liquid, .seemed to contain a little

phosphorated lime. 1836 SMART, Phosphorate v. 1858
MAYNE Expos. Lex., Plwspliorated, . .having or imbued
with phosphorus. 1893 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

2. To render phosphorescent.
1827 Perils ff Captivity (Constable's Misc.) 59 Aware that

the sea is sometimes phosphorated.

Fhosphoreal (f^sfo-j-nal), a. Also 9 (less

correctly) -ial. [f. (doubtful) L. phosphore-us (f.

phosphor-us) + -AL.] Of or pertaining to phos-
phorus ; resembling that of phosphorus. AlsoyFf.
1745 MORTIMER in Phil. Trans. XLIII. 479 The kindling

the phosphoreal Fire in them. 1794 G. ADAMS Nut. ty Exp.
Philos. IV. xlix. 331 Its smell is strongly phosphoreal or

sulphureous. 1816 W. TAYLOR in Monthly Mag. XLI. 329
Phosphorial lustre beaming from their hair. 1891 G. MERE-
DITH One of our Conq. xix

; Delphica's phosphorial enthu-
siasm for our galaxy of British Poets.

Phosphorent (f^-sforent), a. rare. [f. PIIOS-

PHOR-US + -ENT.]
= PHOSPHORESCENT a.

1841 Fraser's Mag. XXIV. 25 Where, shining as brightly
as phosphorent ling, The forefinger flashes the Fisherman s

ring.

Fhospho recms, a. rare. [f. as prec. +

-OUS.] Of the nature of phosphorus ; resembling
that of phosphorus ; phosphorescent.
1777 PENNANT Zool. fed. 4) IV. 26 The Mollusca . . by

their phosphoreous quality illuminate the dark abyss, re-

flecting lights to the heavens. 1822 Blackw. filag. XI.
187 Their phosphoreous effulgence, .drew our admiration.

Phosphoresce (ffsfore-s), v. [f.
PHOSPHOR-US

+ L. -IscSre, formative of inceptive vbs. : perh.
inferred from phosphorescent, found earlier.] intr.

To emit luminosity without combustion (or by
gentle combustion without sensible heat) ; to ex-

hibit phosphorescence; to shine in the dark.

1794 G. ADAMS Nat. tfr Exp. Philos. I. App. 546 Fluats..

when heated, phosphoresce. 1848 E. FORBES Naked-eyed
Medusse 76 When the Pelagia phosphoresces, it seems like

a great globe of fire in the water. 1879 DANA Man. Geol.

(ed. 3) 58 When powdered and thrown on a shovel heated

nearly to redness, it phosphoresces brightly.

fig. 1799 W. TAYLOR in Monthly Rev. XXVIII. 182

Luminous trains of idea which kindle and phosphoresce
along its track. 1858 CARLYLE Fredk. fit. v. vii. I. 618
Mines of native Darkness and Human Stupidity, capable
of being made to phosphoresce and effervesce.

Hence Phosphorescing vbl. sb. and ///. a.

1796 KIRWAN Elem. Min. (ed. 2) I. 79 It has not the phos-

phorescing quality. 1895 Times 21 Jan. 15/1 Able to dis-

sipate., luminosity of a phosphorescing body.

Phosphorescence (ffsfore-sens). [f. next:

see -ENCE. Cf. F. phosphorescence (in Buffon,

01788; Diet. AcaJ. 1835).] The condition or

quality of being phosphorescent ;
the action of

phosphorescing or shining in the dark without

combustion or sensible heat.

1796 KIRWAN Elem. Min. (ed. 2) I. 27 [Internal characters
of earths and stones :] Phosphorescence. 1836 MACCILI.IVRAY

PHOSPHORIFEROUS.
tr. Humboldt's Trav. x. 125 All the meteors left luminous
traces,, .the phosphorescence of which lasted seven or eight
seconds. 1838 T. THOMSON Chem. Org. Bodies 627 When
two pieces of sugar are rubbed against each other in the
dark, a strong phosphorescence is visible. 1848 CARPENTER
Anim. P/iys. 303 A large proportion of the lower classes of
aquatic animals possess the property of luminosity... The
phosphorescence of the sea.. is due to this cause. 1874 tr.

LommeTs Light 192 This power of shining in the dark after

having been exposed to light is termed phosphorescence.

Phosphorescent (fpsfore-sgnt), a. (sb.} [f.
PHOSPHOR-US : see -ESCENT. So in Fr. (Diet. Acad.

'835)'] Having the property of shining in the
dark

; luminous without combustion or without
sensible heat

; self-luminous.
1766 DA COSTA in Phil. Trans. LVI. 39 It detonates with

small phosphorescent sparks. 1805-17 K. JAMESON Char.
Min. (ed. 3) 313 Fluor-spar, when heated, becomes phos-

phorescent,
or occasionally exhibits this property after having

been exposed to the sun's rays. 1833 M. SCOTT Tom Cringle
xvi. (1859) 421 The sea in our neighbourhood was strongly
phosphorescent. 1881 SPOTTISWOODE in Nature 13 Oct.

! 57 1
/.

1 Certain parts of the interior surface of the tube become
I luminous with phosphorescent light.
I fig> 1855 I. TAYLOR Restor. Belief 19 A man sits sur-

,

rounded with the books of all ages ; among these he has
passed the best years of his life.. the books are phosphor-

!
escent in the view of their

possessor. 1859 RUSKIN Arrow
ofChace I. 194 Dim, phosphorescent, frightful superstitions.

B. sb. A phosphorescent substance.

1863 ATKINSON tr. Ganot's Physics vii. vii. 465 The best

phosphorescents are .. diamonds .. fluorspar [etc.]. 1889
Philos. Mag. Ser. v. XXVIII. 428 All of them fusible at the

temperatures at which the phosphorescents are prepared.
Hence Phosphore'scently adv.

1848 DICKENS Dombey i, The buttons sparkled phosphor-
, escently in the feeble

rays. 1857 Chamb. Jrnl. VIII. 308/2
! Content with such political and judicial lights as gleam, as

it were phosphprescently, from the decayed and rotten caput
wortuum of eight centuries ago.

Phosphoret, -etted Chcrn., obs. var. PHOS-

PHURET, -ETTED.

Phosphoretic (f^sfore-tik),^. rare.
[f. PHOS-

PHORET or \fi^.\.. phosphoret-uni + -1C.]

jl. = PHOSPHORESCENT a. Obs,

1794 G. ADAMS Nat. fy Exp. Philos. II. xxi. 395 Oyster-
bhclU possessed the phosphoretic quality. Ibid. 396 A
phosphoretic appearance, produced by putrefied materials
from fish and vegetables.

2. Of the nature of a phosphuret; combined with

phosphorus.
1883 Daily News 19 Sept. 3/2 Adapting the phosphoretic

Cleveland ores to the making of steel.

Phosphorgummite (fcsforgzrrasit). Min.

[Named 1859, f. Ger. phosphor phosphorus +

gummit GUMMITE.] A gummite or hydrate of

uranium containing phosphorus.
1868 DANA Min. (ed. 5) Index, Phosphorgummite^ 179.

1896 CHFSIER Diet. Min.) Phosphorgummite.
Phosphorial : see PHOSPHOREAL.

Phosphoric (f^sfjrrik), a. [ad. F. phosphor-
iqite : see PHOSPHOR and -ic.j

1. Pertaining to or of the nature of a phosphorus
(sense 2); phosphorescent. \.phosphoriqite\*i$^\
1784 MORGAN in Phil. Trans. LXXV. 209 Phosphoric

bodies are very different, .a .shell may be made to lose all

its light by exposure to heat. 1786 tr. Beckford^s Vathek
(1868) no Those phosphoric meteors that glimmer by night
in places of interment. 1835 KIRBY Hab. <y Inst. Anim.
I. ix. 292 They [violet snails] are vividly phosphoric in the

night, 1870 DISRAELI Lothair Ivii, A phosphoric light

glittered in her Hellenic eyes.

fig. 1830 ALFORD in Life (1873) 56 A thousand phosphoric
sparks of poetry leaping about in my mind. 1847 H. MILLER
First Impr. it. (1857) 27 The phosphoric light of genius.

1900 Pilot 16 June 497/1 That phosphoric brilliance of

decay which brightened the court of the second Charles.

2. Chem. Of or pertaining to the element phos-

phorus ; spec, applied to compounds in which phos-

phorus has its higher valency (pentavalent), as

opp. to PHOSPHOROUS; esp. in phosphoric acid

trihydrogen phosphate, H
3
PO4

= P(OH) 3O, a

colourless, inodorous, intensely bitter acid [F,
acide phosphoriqtte, Nomencl. Chimique^ 1787].
Phosphoric anhydride = phosphorus pentoxide, P2Or., a

white amorphous powder. Phosphoric chloride = phosphorus
pentachloride,PCl5, a yellowish solid substance. Phosphoric
glass; seequot. 1807.

1791 TENNANT in Phil. Tram. LXXXI. 182 When phos-

phoric acid is combined with calcareous earth, it cannot be

decomposed by distillation with charcoal. 1800 tr. La-
grange's Chem. I. 65 Nitrous gas almost always detects

some hundredth parts of oxygen contained in the residuum
of the phosphoric eudiometer. 1807 T. THOMSON Chem.
{ed. 3) II. 181 At a red heat it assumes the form of a trans-

parent liquid, and when cooled resembles the purest crystal.
In this state it is known by the name of phosphoric glass.
This glass is merely phosphoric acid totally deprived

of

water. 1876 HARLEY Mat. Med. (ed. 6) 64 Phosphoric
anhydride may be readily obtained by burning phosphorus
in dry air or oxygen. 1881 LOCKYER in Nature 25 Aug.
397 Complex groups . . like phosphoric chloride.

t Phospho'rical, a,. Obs. rare. [f.
as prec.

+ -AL.] Light-bearing.
1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp. s.v. Column^ Phosphorical

column, a light-house; or a hollow column, built on a rock,

. . or other eminence, to serve as a lantern to a port.

PhoSphoriferoUS (fjpsfori'feras),
a. rare. [f.

PHOSPHOK-US + -(I)FEROUSJ Yielding or contain-

ing phosphorus.



PHOSPHOBISM.
ittt Metal World No. 12. 186 After the removal of the

|

phosphoriferous cinder, spiegeleisen was. .added, in order

to reduce any oxide of iron . .dissolved in the fluid metal.

Fhosphorism (fc'sloriz'm). [a. K. phospho
isme (Buffon, a 1788) : see -ISM.]

f 1. = PHOSPHORESCENCE. Obs.

X find nothing relative to the phosphorism of bodies, till the

beginning of the sixteenth century.

2. Path. A diseased state of the system caused

by phosphorus ;
chronic phosphorns poisoning.

1897 Allbutfs Syst. Med. II. 921 Phosphorus poisoning

may be acute or chronic. The latter malady, known as

phosphorism, is principally met with in those who are

engaged in the manufacture of matches. Ibid. 924 Children

of parents engaged in the manufacture of matches and

tainted with phosphorism.

Fhosphorist (f^'sforist). [ad. Sw. fosfonst,
f. Svf.fosforos PHOSPHORUS + -IST : see quot.] One
ofa school ofpoetic, idealistic, and romanticSwedish

writers at the beginning of the iQth century.

1887 GOSSE in Encycl. Brit. XXII. 757/1 These young men

latter. . . Among the Phosphorists, Atterbom was the man
of most genius.

Phosphorite (ffsforait). Min. [Named 1796,
f. PHOSPHOB-US + -HE 1

.]
A name originally applied

by Kirwan to APATITE, or native phosphate of

lime ;
now restricted to a non-crystallized variety

from Estremadura, Spain, and elsewhere.

1796 KIRWAN Elem. Min. 1. 129 ist Family. Phosphorite,

Apatite of Werner. 1854 BUSHXAN in Orr's Circ. Sc., Org.
Nat. I. 43 The phosphate of lime exists . . under two forms

namely, apatite and phosphorite. 1876 PAGE Adv.
Text-bk. Geol. xi. 196 The system yields. -phosphorite con-

taining 45 to 64 per cent phosphate of lime. 1882 Academy
27 May 382/1 Mammalian remains found in the phosphorite

deposits of Quercy.
Hence Phosphori-tic a., of, pertaining to, or of

the nature of phosphorite. 1858 in MAYNE.

Fhosphorize (fp'sforeiz), v. [a. F. phos-

phoriser (Lavoisier), f. PHOSPHOR-US : see -IZE.]

1. trans. To combine or impregnate with phos-

phorus; orig. andchiellyin///.. Phcrsphorized.
1799 SIR H. DAVY in Beddoes Contrib. Phys. t Med.

Knowl. 143 The luminous appearance ,. which Lavoisier

supposed to be occasioned by pnosphorised hydrogen. 1807
T. THOMSON Chem. (ed. 3) II. 393 This phosphorized alcohol

exhales the odour of phosphureted hydrogen gas. 1836

J. M. GULLY Magendies Formul. (ed. 2) 185 He has. .seen

benefit derived from frictions with phosphorized ointment.

1898 Westm. Gaz. 4 June 7/1, I had just come from the

bedside of a girl . . whose breath was phosphorised and so

offensive as to prevent her family living in the same room.

2. To make phosphorescent; to cause to phos-

phoresce. Hence Pho'spliorizingr vbl. sb.

1837 New Monthly Mag. XLIX. 59 He did not, like

Sterne, bid the '

lights of science
'

phosphorize corruption.

1895 Daily News 21 Jan. 2/3 Experiments to prove the

phosphorising of non-phosphorescent materials by immer-

sion m liquid air at low temperature were made in the dark.

Fhosphoro-, combining form of PHOSPHORUS,

entering into the formation of chemical and other

terms: e.g. Phosphoroclialcite (fysforokse'lsoit)

Min. [Gr. yu\K-us copper], hydrous phosphate
of copper, closely related to Dihydrite and Ehlite.

Phosphorogenic (-d^e'nik), a., causing phosphor-
escence ; spec, applied to those rays of the spec-
trum which excite phosphorescence in certain

objects. Pfcosphorogrrapli(fp'sion*gru:f) [-GRAPH],
an evanescent picture obtained by projecting a

luminous image upon a phosphorescent surface ;

used in particular to obtain an impression of the

invisible rays of the spectrum ; hence Phos-

phorotfra-phio a.
; Phosplioro-graphy, the pro-

cess of making phosphorographs.
1868 DANA Min. (ed. 5) 569 Pseudomalachite of Hausmann

is the earliest of the names of this species, and is as short

and as good as the later 'Phosphorochalcite of Glocker.

1854 J. SCOFFERN in Orr's Circ. Sc., Chem. 96 The
phosphorogenic rays of an electric spark, .are intercepted

by glass. 1863 ATKINSON Ganot's Physics vn. iv. 408 The
phosphorogenic rays . . have the property of rendering certain

objects self-luminousin the dark after theyhave been exposed
for some time to the light 1881 Smithsonian Inst. Rep.
368 J. W. Draper has obtained what he calls a *phosphoro-
graph of the solar spectrum, and has compared it with a

photograph of the same spectrum. 1886 Nature 4Mar.43i/2
Phosphorographic studiesfor thephotographic reproduction

of the stars. 1886 Athenaeum 18 Sept. 375/2 Mr. Ch. V.

Zenger brought before the Academy of Sciences on August
3oth a paper entitled

'

'Phosphorography applied to the

Photography of the Invisible '.

Phosphoroscope (fp-sfor&koapV [-SCOPE.]
a. An apparatus for observing and measuring the

duration of phosphorescence in such substances as

emit light for a very short period ;
b. A scientific

toy consisting of an arrangement of glass tubes

containing various phosphorescent substances, each

of which glows with a different coloured light.

1860 W. A. MILLER Elem. Chem. (ed. 2) I. 152 An in-

genious instrument has been devised by E. Becquerel for

the purpose of observing phosphorescence of very brief
;

duration. ..This phosphoroscope, as he terms it. 1869
|

792

Academy n Dec. 77/2 M. Becquerel has modified his I

phosphoroscope in order to examine the phosphorescence
caused by rays of various refrangibility. 1881 J. E. H.
GORDON Eleclr.tr Magn. II. 116 Alumina.. glowing with a

rich red colour in the phosphoroscope.

Phosphorous (ffsforss), a.
[f. L. phosphor-

us PHOSPHORUS + -ous; in sense 2, ad. V. phos-

phoreux (Nomencl. Chimique 1787) : see -ous c.]

1. - PHOSPHORESCENT a.

1777 PENNANT Zool. (ed. 4) IV. 50 Their phosphorous
quality is well known ; nor was it overlooked by the antients.

18830. F. HOLDER in Harper s Mag. Jan. 185/2 MM. Edoux
and Soulezet collected some of the phosphorous substance.

2. Chem. Abounding in phosphorus; spec, applied
to compounds into which phosphorus enters in its

lower valency (trivalent), as opp. to PHOSPHORIC ;

esp. in phosphorous acid trihydrogen phosphite,
II 3PO 3

= P(OH) 3 ,
obtained from phosphorus,

usually in the form of a thick uncrystallizable

syrup, but also in crystalline form.

Phosphorous anhydride phosphorus trioxide, P^Os, a
white non-crystalline powder, produced by the slow com-
bustion of phosphorus in the air; phospJioroits chloride

p. trichloride, PCls, a colourless strongly fuming liquid.

1794 SULLIVAN View Nat. I. 259 All unne contains some
animal earth, or lime combined with phosphorous acid.

1815 J. SMITH Panorama Sc. $ Art II. 440 The spon-
taneous combustion of phosphorus at the temperature of

the atmosphere, forms, in the first instance, phosphorous
acid, which contains less oxygen than the phosphoric ; but

as phosphorous acid acquires an additional quantity of

oxygen from the atmosphere, it is speedily converted into

the phosphoric. 1866 ROSCOE Elem. Chem. xv. 133 Phos-

phorous Anhydride. .forms a white non-crystalline powder
which combines with great energy with water, forming

thereby phosphorous acid.

II Ph.osph.oruria (ffsforiuj'ria). Path. [mod.

L., f. PHOSPHOR-US + -tiria, f. Gr. ovpov urine.]

a. = PHOSPHATURIA. b. A morbid condition of

the urine, which is phosphorescent on emission.

1858 MAYNE Expos. Lex., Phosphoruria,. .term for the

presence of phosphorus in the urine. 1893 Syd. Soc. Lex.,

Phosphoruria.. .\. Photuria. 2. Phosphaturia.

Phosphorus (fp'sforos). Also 7-8 -os. [a.

L. phosphorus the morning star (Mart.), a. Gr.

t^<aa<ji6fos adj. (f. ifws light + -ifiupos bringing); hence

as sb. (sc. do-Tj#>) the morning star. Sense 2 was

taken independently from the Gr. adj., and thence

sense 3.]
I. 1. (with capital P) : The morning star :

=
PHOSPHOR i. Also_/?^. Now rare.

1629 T. ADAMS Medit. Creed Wks. (1630) 1209 John Baptist
was that Phosphorus or Morning Starre, to signifie the

Sunnes approching. 1676 TOWERSON Decalogue 7 Though
it be not the sun, yet it is the Phosphorus to it. 1694
CONGREVE Double Dealer n. i, He wants nothing but a blue

ribbon and a star to make him shine the very phosphorus of

our human sphere. 1715 M. DAVIES Athen. Brit. I. 39

Throughout the whole Protestant Reformation, whereof he

[Erasmus] was the brightest Phosphoros. 1878 NEWCOMB
Pop. Astron. m. iii. 290 It [Venus] was known to the

ancients by the names of Hesperus and Phosphorus.
2. Any substance or organism that phosphoresces

or shines of itself (naturally, or when heated,

etc.) ; esp. (in later use) a substance that absorbs

sunlight, and shines in the dark. PI. fphos-
phoruses, t -', phosphori. Now rare.

Baldwin's phosphorus, calcium nitrate that has been

strongly heated : discovered by Baldwin in 1674. Bolognian
or Bononian phosphorus, Montalbano's phosphorus, barium

sulphide or heavy spar from Monte Paterno, which becomes

phosphorescent by calcination ; its property was discovered

in 1602 by Casciolorus, a shoemaker of Bologna. Canton's

phosphorus, calcium sulphide that has been stronglyCheated ;

its phosphorescence was discovered by Marggraf in 1750,

who obtained it by calcining gypsum with combustible

matter; Canton prepared it in 1768 by igniting oyster
shells with sulphur. Homberg's phosphorus, calcium
chloride that has been fused ; its property was discovered by
Homberg in 1693. Mercurialphosphorus: see quot. 1710.

1645 EVELYN Diary May, Dr. Montalbano . . he who
invented or found out the composition of the lapis illumina-

bilis, or phosphorus. He shew'd me their property.. being
to retain the light of the sun for some competent time, by a

kind of imbibition, by a particular way of calcination. 1680

BOYLE Aerial Noctiluca Wks. 1772 IV. 380 Phosphoruses

may well be distinguished into two sorts ; those that may
be stiled natural, as glow-worms, some sorts of rotten wood
and fishes . . and those that are properly artificial. 1705
HAUKSBEE in Phil. Trans. XXIV. 2129 Several Experi-
ments on the Mercurial Phosphorus, made before the Royal
Society. 1710 J. HARRIS Lex. Techn. II, Mercurial

Phosphorus, is a Light arising from the shaking of Mercury
in Vacua. 1727-41 CHAMBERS Cyc/. s. v., Natural Phosphori
are matters which become luminous at certain times. 1753

Cycl. Stiff,
s. v., There is a vast variety of phosphori in

the animal kingdom. 1756-7 tr. Keysler's Trav. (1760) IV.

406 A kind ofamethysts, which may be used as a phosphorus,
if laid on a hot stove : and I do not question, but that, with

isph

absorbing the rays of light in their totality] are called solar

phosphori. 1807 T. THOMSON Chem. (ed. 3) II. iii. 533
When thus reduced to a submuriate, it has the property of

shining in the dark, as Homberg first observed : hence it

has been called the phosphorus of Homberg. 1834 MRS.
SOMERVILLE Connex. Phys. Sc. xxviii. (1849) 326 Sulphuret
of calcium, known as Canton's phosphorus. 1866 BRANDE

PHOSPHURANYLITE.
& Cox Diet. Sc. etc. II. 139 Homberg's Phosphorus. 1898
SIR W. CROOKES Addr. Brit. Assoc. 23 The energy thus

absorbed reappears in the form of light, and the body is said

to phosphoresce. . .The best known//*0.s/&>r/belong to certain

well-defined classes, such as the sulphides of the alkaline,

earthy metals, and some of the so-called rare earths.

3. Chem. One of the non-metallic elements, a

yellowish translucent substance resembling wax,

widely distributed in nature in combination with

other elements; it is extremely inflammable, under-

going slow combustion at ordinary temperatures,
and hence appearing luminous in the dark.

(Chemical symbol P.)
Accidentally obtained from urine in 1669 by Brandt, an

alchemist of Hamburg, in the course of his search for the

philosophers' stone. He communicated his discovery and
method of obtaining it to the chemist Kunkel ; hence the

early name KunkeFs phosphorus, the substance being
classed with the phosphorescent bodies in sense 2. The
method of its production was not made public till 1737.

About 1750 it began to be named phosphorus par excellence.

1680 BOYLE Aerial Noctiluca Wks. 1772 IV. 381 This

substance [shown by Mr. Daniel Kraft, a German chemist]

..was at least as yielding as bees-wax in summer..On the

score of its uninterrupted action, it is called by some in

Germany, the constant noctiluca; which title it does not

ill deserve, since this phosphorus is much the noblest we
have yet seen. 1681 Phil. Trans. XII. 9 Concerning the

Noctiluca or Phosphoros of Dr. Kunkelius. 1685 EVELYN

Diary 10 Dec., This matter or phosphorus was made out

of human blood and urine, elucidating the vital flame or

heate in animal bodys. 1758 REID tr. Macguer's Client. I.

34 From the Marine Acid combined with a Phlogiston
results a kind of Sulphur. .that, .takes fire of itself upon
being exposed to the open air. This combination is called

English Phosphorus, Phosphorus of Urine, because it is

generally prepared from urine, or, only Phosphorus. 1774

GOLDSM. Nat. Hist. (1776) VIII. 175 In the dark they send

forth a kind of shining light resembling that of phosphorus.

(1787 DE MORVEAU Nomencl. Chimiqtte 131 Nom ancten,

Phvsphore de Kunkel: Nom nouveau Phosphore.\ 1799
Med. Jml. I. 173 Sulphur and phosphorus merely attract

oxygen ; they form in this combination peculiar acids, and

thereby disengage . . heat and light which appear in the form

of flame. 1827 E. TURNER Elem. Chem. n. 224 It is remark-

able that the slow combustion of phosphorus does not take

place in pure oxygen, unless its temperature be about 80 F.

1855 BAIN Senses fy Int. i. ii. 2 Phosphorus abounds more

in the brain than in any other tissue. 1866 BRANDE & Cox
Diet. Sc. etc. II. 890/2 Asa result of exposure to heat or

light, phosphorus sometimes acquires a red colour, and this

red substance is allotropic or amorphous phosphorus.
Schriitter made the discovery of this variety of phosphorus
in 1848. 1876 BRISTOWE The. $ Pract. Med. (1878) 529

Fatty degeneration.. is sometimes observed. .in poisoning

by phosphorus.
4. attrib. and Comb., asphosphorus cachexia, liver,

matches, poison, poisoning; in Chem. = of phos-

phorus, as phosphorus oxychloride, pentachloride,

trichloride, trihydride; phosphorus-containing'adj. j

phosphorus-bottle, t (a) a bottle containing phos-

phorus, used for igniting sulphur matches ; (b) a

bottle containing a small quantity of phosphorus
dissolved in olive oil, which emits light on being

uncorked in the dark ; t phosphorus box, a box

containing matches tipped with chlorate of potash,

with phosphorus on which to ignite them ; f phos-

phorus-lamp = phosphorus-bottled; phosphorus

necrosis, gangrene of some part of the jaw-bone,

due to the fumes of phosphorus, a disease affecting

persons engaged in the manufacture of lucifer

matches ; phosphorus paste, a paste containing

phosphorus, used to kill vermin.

1814 Chron. in Ann. Reg. 324 Brimstoned matches, and

'phosphorus boxes were fireworks. 1881 G. W. CABLE Mine.

Delphine xi. 62 She softly laid the phosphorus-box out of

her hands. 1897 Allbutfs Syst. Med. II. 930 So long as

profound 'phosphorus cachexia remains. 1896 Ibid. 1.

165 Certain 'phosphorus-containing substances in the

body. 1869 ROSCOE Elem. Chem. 118 Acting upon phos-

phorus iodide with water. 1899 CAGNEY tr. Jakschstlin.

Diagn. vii. (ed. 4) 396 The typical 'phosphorus-liver leads

to alimentary glycosuria. 1898 Westm. Gaz. 16 July 3/3

If the manufacture of yellow 'phosphorus matches can be

proved to be fatal, nay, even injurious to human life,, .then

let the Government take action. Ibid. 3 June 4/3 torty-

seven cases of 'phosphorus necrosis have developed among
our workpeople. 1860 URE Diet. Arts (ed. 5) III. 439

Phosphorus paste, for the destruction of rats and mice.

1873 WATTS Fownes Chem. (ed. n) 227 'Phosphorus Penta-

chloride or Phosphoric Chloride, is formed when phosphorus

is burned in excess of chlorine. 1878 T. BRYANT Pract.

Surf I. 539 Necrosis of the jaws, as a result of the phos-

phonis poison, is new rarely seen. 1897 Westm. Gaz.

24 Mar. 9/2 Death was due to phosphorus poison. 1897

Allbutfs Syst. Med. II. 923 I" Pardieu's second form of

phosphorus poisoning the symptoms are referable from thi

outset to the nervous system. 1873 WATTS Fownes Chem.

(ed. n) 225 'Phosphorus Trihydride is analogous m some

of its chemical relations to ammoniacal gas.

PhosphOSidcrite (ffsfoisrdereit).
Min.

[Namedi 890, f. PHOSPHO- + SIDERITE.] Hydrous

ferric phosphate, found in transparent red pris-

matic crystals.

1890 Amer. yrnl. Sc. Ser. in. XL. 336 Phosphosidente

. . is orthorhombic and occurs in prismatic crystals.

Phosphuranylite(f9sfiurse-nibit).
Min. [f.

PHOSPH(O- + URANYL + -ITE.] Hydrous phosphate

of uranium, occurring as a yellow pulverulent

incrustation.

1879 Amer. yrnl. Sc. Ser. m. XVIII. 153 A new species



PHOSPHUEE. 793 PHOTO-.

called by the describer phosphuranylite. 1892 DANA Min,

859 Phosphuranylite. .occurs as a pulverulent incrustation.

fPhO'Sphure. Chem.Obs. Also 8 phosphur.

[a.
K. phosphure (Nomencl. Chimique 1787), f.

PHOSPH(O-: see -UBE.] = PHOSPHIDE: cf. next.

[1787 DE MORVEAU, etc. Nometicl. Chimique 205 Phosphure,
Phosphoretwn : combinaison de phosphore non oxigene,
avec differentes bases.] 1793 Pliil. Trans. LXXXI1. 304
This compound, .some of my chemical friends have called

fulminating hep.ir of phosphorus. .. In the new system of

chemistry it will be called pkosphitr oflime. 1799 W. CLAY-
FIELD in Beddoes Contrib. Phys. % Med. Knoivl. 438 Both

barytes and strontian combine with phosphorus and exhibit

similar appearances to the phosphure of lime. 1801 Alontltly
Rev. XXXV. 527 Bertrand Pelletier. .made several experi-
ments on metallic phosphures.

f Phospturet (fc'sfitiref). Chem. Obs. Also
-oret. [ad. mod.L. phosphoretum ;

altered to phos-

phtiret after F. phosphure : see prec. and -UKET.]
= PHOSPHIDE.
1799 HOOPER Med. Diet., Phosphurets .., combinations of

phosphorus, not oxygenated, with different bases, as phos-
phuret of copper, phosphuret of iron, &c. 1826 HF.NRY
Eleut. Chem. II. 49 Phosphuret of cadmium has a grey
colour and a feeble metallic lustre, 1893 Syd. Soc. Lex.,
Phosphoret, old term for Phosphide.

Phosphurettecl, -eted (fjrsfiureted), a.

Chem. Also phosphor-, [f. prec. + -ED.] Com-
bined chemically with phosphorus.
Phosphuretted hydrogen PHOSPHINE, phosphorus tri-

hydride, PHs, a poisonous gas of disgusting smell, produced
by the decomposition of animal substances. When arising
from water, it contains traces of the vapour of a liquid

hydride, and is then spontaneously inflammable, giving rise

(it is believed) to the phenomenon known as ignisfatuus or
ll'illo' the wisp.
1807 T. THOMSON Chem. (ed. 3) II. 41 Phosphureted

hydrogen gas is emitted, which takes fire as soon as it

comes to the surface of the water. 1808 HENRY Epit. Chem.
(ed. 5) 205 Phosphuretted hydrogen gas. 1826 Elem.
Chem. II. 510 No mixture.. of oxygen, nitrous oxide, or
chlorine with phosphureted hydrogen. 1858 CARPENTER
\
f
tg. Pkys. 32 During the decomposition of animal and

vegetable substances,they enter into combination with hydro-
gen, forming sulphuretted and phosphuretted hydrogen.

ft. 1865-72 WATTS Diet. Chem. III. 200 Spontaneously
inflammable phosphoretted hydrogen. 1880 BASTIAN Brain
ii. 28 These tissues, .are composed, in the main, of water, of

phosphoretted fats, and of protein compounds.
|| Phosphu'ria. Path. = PHOSPHORURIA.
1858 MAVNE Expos. Lex.,Phosphuria,sw Phosphoruria.

1885 W. H. DICKINSON Renal fy Urinary Affect, ill. xxi.

1233 (Running title) Phosp:iuria.

Phosphyl (fjj-sfil). Chem. [f.
PHOSPH- + -YL.]

The univalent radical POa .

1898 G. McGowAN tr. Meyer's Hist. Chem. 462 Organic
compounds containing the group phosphyl (PO2) were also

prepared a few years ago.

Phossy (f?'si), a. colloq. Also fossy. [f. PHOS,

colloq. abbreviation oiphosphorus + -T.] Charac-
terized or affected by the presence of phosphorus ;

in phossy jaw, the popular name of the disease

phosphorus necrosis of the jaw.
1889 Pall Mall G. 4 Apr. 2/3 The public knows nothing

of the
(

fossy jaw
'

which is one of the familiar dangers of
life to the East-end match girl. 1893 Brit. Med. Jrnl.
i Apr. 706/1 The match girls'

*

leprosy' and phossy jaw
demand our attention. 1897 Allbittt's Syst. Med. II. 928
The work people suffer from necrosis of the bone, sometimes
called in this country

'

phossy jaw
' and in France * mal

chimique'. ..The 'mixers' and 'dippers' are particularly
liable to suffer from '

phossy jaw '.

i Fhota. Obs. Also 7 foota. [a. Pers.
wj>

futah loin-band, bathing-cloth.] An East Indian

fabric, included in lists of piece-goods ; cf. LUNGI.
1616 B. FARIE Let. in E. Ind. Camp. Rec. (1900) IV. 306 If

MILBURN Orient. Comtit. II. xxi. 221 Piece goods form the

staple commodity of Bengal. ..The following are the kinds
imported.. .Percaulahs, Photaes, Pulicat handkerchiefs.

Photal (lOT-tal), a. rare. [f. Gr. <f>s, <pur-

light + -AL.]
= PHOTIC.

1877 E. R. CONDER fins. Faith iii. (1884) izi Physical
forces gravitation, cohesion, molecular vibration, photal
vibration, and so forth.

Photelectric : see PHOTO-ELECTRIC.
Photic (f<wtik), a. rare. [f. Gr. <ps, (fair-

light + -1C.] Pertaining or relating to light (in
quot. applied to a supposed

'
fluid

'

constituting
the matter of light; cf. electricfluid}. So fPho--
ticated a. Obs., ? impregnated with '

photic fluid ';

Pho-tics sli.pl., (a) the science of light and its in-
trinsic properties (sometimes used instead of optics,
which properly denotes the science of sight) ; (*)
see quot. 1875.
1843 Mtch. Mag. XXXVIII. 47 The photic fluid may be

regarded as the ba<e of all other traversing fluids. Ibid. 6
The photicated ether.. I presume to pervade all nature.
1858 MAVNE Expos. Lex., Photica, term for the doctrine of
the nature and appearance of light : photics. 1875 KNIGHT
Viet. Mtch., Photics. ..the term originated in the United
btates Patent Office, and is there applied to that class of
mechanical inventions embracing lamps, gas-light arrange-
ments, and illuminating apparatus generally.

Photinian (fotrnian), a. and sb. Ch. Hist.

[ad. late L. Photiniant (pi.), Isidore 5th c., f.

Photinus, in Gr. QOJTHVOS, a man's name (from
VOL. VII.

! <par(tv6s shining, bright, luminous).] a. adj. Of
or pertaining to Photinus, Bishop of Sirmium,
who held that Jesus Christ was not essentially

divine, but became so by a divine emanation which
descended upon him : his doctrines were condemned

by various councils between 336 and 351. b. sb.

A follower of Photinus.

1648 OWEN Toleration Wks. 1851 VIII. 179 [Grotianus]
granted liberty to all sects but Manichees, Photinians and
Eunomians. 1720 WATERLAND Eight Serm. 9 A celebrated
Writer abroad, has openly espoused this Photinian Notion.

1853 M. KELLY tr. Gosselin's Power Pope in Mid. Aecs I. 79
In this edict he condemns by name the Photinians, Arians,
and Eunomians. 1864 BHYCE Holy Rom. Emp. vt. (1889) 82
It was becoming more and more alienated from the West by
the Photinian schism, 1884 EDNA LYALL We Two xxiv, A
few years ago he was an atheist, now he's a mere Photinian.

Hence Photvnianism, the doctrine or heresy of

the Photinians.

1655. OWES Viml. Evang. Wks. (1853) XII. 8 Of the
Socinian religion there are two main parts : the first is

Photinianism, the latter Pelagianism. 1865 Union Rev.
III. 440 Socinus, the reviver of a modified Arianism or
rather Photinianism in the West.

Fhotism (fou-tiz'm). Psychics, [ad. Gr. <fom-
<7//OT illumination, f. 0aiTi'feii> to shine, illuminate,
f. <J>SK, (par- light.] A hallucinatory sensation or

vision of light.
1902 Athcuxiim 19 July 82/3 The alleged accompanying

vision of a great light, a 'photism
1 Mr. James calls the

phenomenon. 1903 F. W. H. MYERS I/inn. Personality I.

Gloss, s. v. Secondary Sensations, With some persons every
sensation of one type is accompanied by a sensation of
another type ; as, for instance, a special sound may be

accompanied by a special sensation of colour or light (chro-
tuatisms or photisms). 1903 A. LANG Valet's Trag. 205
Her [Jeanne d' Arc's] thoughts .. presented themselves in

visual forms .. attended by an hallucinatory brightness of

light (a
'

photism ').

Photi'Stic, a. rare 1
, [ad. Gr. (pairtariK-os

enlightening, f. <pa>7i<7Trjs an enllghtener, f. <fojTifeii/:

see prec.] Of, pertaining to, or of the nature of

illumination.

1883 J. MARTINEAU Types Eili. Th. II. n. i. 356 When,
from the dull sense, .the photistic thrill disengages itself as

something different from the rest, it will not be denied that
this is a perceptive gain, i.e. an accession not only to the
creature's sensory store, but to his life-relations with reality.

PhptO l/OT'to).

1. Colloquial abbreviation of PHOTOGRAPH.
A. sb.

1870 Miss BRIDGMAN Ro. Lynne II. x. 215, I should like

her photo. 1877 PRINCESS ALICE in Mem. (1884) 357, 1 send

you the last photos done of the children. 1893 ROMANES
in Life 313 The photos. .make me realise what splendid
work the buildings are.

Comb. 1879 MRS. A. E.JAMES Ind. Househ. Managem. 27
Odds and ends in the way of photo-stands [etc.]. 1902
Daily Chron. 5 Sept. , Fancy leather and photo-frame work.

B. vb.

1870 CARLYLE Let. Anderson 20 Mar., No mask that has
it not . . can be accepted to engrave from or be thought worth

photoing. 1889 I. K. JEROME Three Men in Boat xviii.

291 We had no objection to being photo'd full-length.

2. Colloquial (technical) abbreviation for PHOTO-
GRAPHIC : see also PHOTO- 2.

1889 Nature 31 Oct. 647/2 Corrected for photo work. 1890
Anthony's Photogr. Bull. III. 271, I have written so often
to the various year books and photo papers on this subject.

Photo- (fcwta), before a vowel properly phot-
(but often in full {otto, photo- in Eng. compounds),
repr. Gr. <t>aiTO-, combining form of <jws, <ptar- light.
1. Words in which photo- simply denotes

'

light '.

Photo-sesthe'tic a. [see /ESTHETIC], perceptive
of light. || Photobacte'rium, a phosphorescent
bacterium. Photobiotic (-bai^'tik) a. [see

BIOTIC], Bot., 'living in the light; an epithet for

certain vegetable cells' (Syd. Soc. Lex.). Photo-
derma'tic a. [Gr. dtp^a skin], having a skin

sensitive to light. Fho'todrome [Gr. -Spo^os -run-

ning, -runner, f. fyw/ios running], an instrument for

producing optical effects by flashes of light thrown

upon revolving disks bearing figures or devices

(Knight Diet. Mech. Supp. 1884). Phcctody-
na'iuic, -dyna'mical adjs. [see DYNAMIC], per-

taining or relating to the energy of light ;
so

Pho:todyna'mics, that part of physics which
deals with the energy of light, esp. in relation to

growth or movement in plants. Photo-e'pinasty

Bot., 'epinasty consequent upon exposure to bright

light
'

(Syd. Soc. Lex.) ; hence Pho to-epina-stic

a., pertaining to or of the nature of photo-epinasty;
Pho to-epina sticallyi;/r. Pho to-eciuili brium,
state of equilibrium in regard to the vibrations

of light. Photo-hyponasty Bot., 'hyponasty
consequent upon exposure to intense light fol-

lowing upon an arrest of growth' (Syd. Soc.

Lex.); hence Pho:to-hypona-stic a., Photo-
hypona'stically adv.

\\ Photolysis . t jtflisis,

Bot. [mod.L., f. Gr. Xt/irij loosening: cf. electro-

lysis], general term for the movements of proto-

plasm (esp. that containing chlorophyll-granules)
under the influence of light, distinguished as

APOSTROPHE and EPISTROPHE. Fho tomane-tic

a., applied to certain rays of the spectrum having,
or supposed to have, a magnetic influence

;
so

Fhotoma'gnetism, photomagnetic property or
character

; that branch of physics which deals
with the relations between light and magnetism.
Photo'pathy [Gr. -tiaQda, -naQos suffering], the
behaviour of an organism towards light, in moving
towards or away from an illuminated region ;

hence Fhotopa'thic a. Fhotoperi'meter =
PERIMETER 2. Pho-topMl a. [-PHIL], loving light,

tending towards a lighted region. Fliotophob, -e

a. [-PHOUE], having an aversion to light, givea
to retreating into the darkness. Pho tophosphor-
e'scent ., 'becoming phosphorescent from the
action oflight \Syd.Soc. Lex."}. Photophysicala.,
belonging to the physical effect of light (opp. to

PHOTOCHEMICAL). Pho'topUe, an apparatus, re-

sembling a thermopile, sensitive to light, as the

sensitive selenium cells in the receiver of a photo-
phone. Pho'topolari:nieter, a special form of

polarimeter invented by Cornu in 1885. ||
Fho-

to'psia, pho'topsy [Gr. oifiis vision],
* a subjective

sensation of light
1

(Syd. Soc. Lex.]. Pho:to-
tacho'meter (-takp-mftDi) [Gr. raxo* swiftness,

rax^s swift : see -METER], an apparatus for deter-

mining the velocity of light ;
so Pho totacho-

me-tric, -ical (also -tachy-) adjs., relating to the

measurement of the velocity of light; Photo-
tacho'metry, the measurement of the velocity of

light. Pho totele'grraphy,* electric reproduction of

pictures, writings, etc., at a distance ; telephoto-

graphy
'

(Funk Stand. Diet.']. Phototelephone
= PHOTOPHOXE. Pho^totherapeu tic a, [see

THEBAPEUTIC], pertaining to Pho totherapeu tics

or Fhotothe'rapy, a system of treatment of cer-

tain skin diseases by exposure to particular light-

rays, introduced by N. R. t'insen of Copenhagen.
Fhotothe'rmic a. [Gr. Qeppos heat], pertaining to

the heating effect of light-rays. Fho'tovolta'ic a.,

relating to a voltaic current as affected by light.
1880 ALLMAN in Jrnl. Linn. Soc., Zoot. XV. 137 Ascrib-

ing to the marginal bodies of the Hydroid Medusae a

*photo-aesthetic function. 1900 Lancet 13 Oct. 1087/1
The peculiar greenish glow seen upon stale haddocks and
other sea fishes is produced by this remarkable "photo-
bacterium, .. By protracted exposure they [photobacteria]
may be

photographed by their own light. 1889 Nature
15 Aug. 384/2 Although these mollusks possess no eyes,

they display extreme sensibility to light... It also appears
that the 'photodermatic (receptive) function is stimulated

by luminous vibrations from without. 1893 Syd, Soc. Lex.)
*Photodynanric, belonging to the energy of light-rays. 1890
GARNSEY & BALFOUR tr. Sachs Hist. Bot. in. iii. 535 The
movements of swarm-spores, .must be ranked with these

*photodynamical phenomena. Ibid. 554 [Normal growth
and the movements of protoplasm] two phenomena which
also fall within the province of *photodynamics. 1890 Cent.

Diet., *rhoto~epinastic. . . *Photo-epinasticaUy. , .

"
'Photo-

epinasty. 1858 MAYNE Expos. Lex. q$l -2.

*
Photomagnetic.

1864 WEBSTER, *
Photomaenetism, the relation of magnetism

to light. Faraday. 1897 C. B. DAVENPORT Exper. Morphol.
1. 185 A phototactic or *photopathic response has not hitherto
been certainly observed in this group. 1897 Ibid, 180 Con-
trol of the Direction of Locomotion by Light Phototaxis
and *Photopathy. [Note.] The second includes the wan-
dering of organisms into a more or less intensely illuminated

region. Ibid. 181 According as the migration is towards or
from the more intensely illuminated area, we can distinguish

positive ( + ) and negative ( ) photopathy; and correspond-
ingly we.. speak of the organisms themselves as *photophil
or 'photophob. In this nomenclature I follow Graber. Ibid.

194 Among Echinodermata, Asteracanthion rubens . . appears
to be photophil, and Asterina gibbosa..to be photophob.
1888 MELDOLA, them. Photogr. \. (1889) 8 *Photo-physical
changes requiring more or less time for their completion.
1889 Athenaeum 26 Oct. 562/3 The author discriminates
between photo-physical changes, that is, those in which the

chemical composition of the substance exposed to light is m
no way altered, and photo-chemical changes. 1884 C. LOCK
Workshop Receipts Ser. in. 180/1 The resistance of the

whole *photopile is reduced to a minimum. 1884 KNIGHT
Diet. Mech. Supp. 675 (title of Fig. 1908) Bell's Photo-

pile of Receiver. 1844 DUNGLISON Med, Lex.,*Photopsia.
1858 MAYNE Expos. Lex. 649/1 Photopsy. 1889 Lancet
28 Dec. 1331/1 In the optic nerve these conditions cause

photopsia or flashes of light, flames, sparks, and stars.

1886 Athenseum 3 July 21/1 An account of Prof. Newcomb's
determination , . of the velocity of light. The apparatus
employed, to which the name of

'

*phototachomeier
' was

given. 1882 HARKNESS in Nature 30 Nov. 117/2 The solar

parallax.. cannot be regarded as exactly known until the

results obtained from trigonometrical, ,, and *pholotachy-
metrical methods are in perfect harmony. 1904 Daily Chron.
26 Sept. 5/5 Further experiments in *phototherapeutics
dealt with the bactericidal effects of concentrated violet

rays in cases of lupus. 1899 AllbittCs Syst. Med. VIII. 796
The latest addition to our practical resources is the ^photo-
therapy

'

of Finsen of Copenhagen. 1903 Westtn. Gaz.

24 June 9/1 The new cure of lupus by phototherapy has

been most successful. 1891 Anthony s Photogr. Bull. IV.

359 The *photothermic energy in the luminous spectrum.

2. Words in which photo- indicates connexion

with photography, or some photographic process ;

being sometimes (esp. in nonce-wds.} practically

equivalent to PHOTOGRAPHIC, as in photo-fhart,

cyclist , -equipment, -miniature, -process, -revolver,

-survey, -tracing, -transfer.



PHOTO-.

Photo-a'quatint : see quots. Pho to-biblio'-

graphy, description of books by the aid of pho-

tography. Pho to-cera-mic a., ceramic (work) de-

corated by photographic processes ;
also as sb.

(pi.} ;
hence Photo-ce-ramist, an artist in photo-

ceramic work. Photo-co-llotype: seequot. Photo-

crayon a., produced by a photographic process

giving the effect of crayons, or by crayon-work on

a photographic groundwork : see quot. Pho to-

ele-ctrotype : seequot. ;
so Pho-to-ele'ctrotyping.

Photo-e'tch v. trans., to etch by a photographic

process, as in photogravure; so Photo-e'tching.

Photo-fi'ligrane : see quot. Photoga-stroscope,
'an arrangement for photographing the inside of the

stomach' (Woodbury Encycl. Phot. 1892). Photo-

ge'latin a., applied to any photographic process
in which gelatin is used. Photogra'photype,
a method of producing blocks for letter-press

printing by the aid of photography and electro-

typing. Photo-hyalotype = HYALOTYPE. Pho'to-

i'nk a., produced by photography so as to be

printed in ink. Pho to-inta'glio (-scVo), a design
in intaglio produced by a photographic process ;

also attrib. Photo-li'thotype, a picture produced

by photolithography. Photo-ma'pping, the

mapping (of the stars, etc.) by photography ;
so

Photo-ma'pper, an instrument for this. Pho to-

meta-llograph, a photozincograph or analogous

engraving ; so Pho to-metallo'graphy. Photo-

me-zzotype (also abbrev. photo-mezzo), a photo-
mechanical printing process similar to collotype ;

a print produced by this. Photo-ne'phograph

[Gr. v(<pos cloud : see -GRAPH], an apparatus for

taking a succession of simultaneous photographs
of a cloud from two points at some distance apart,

in order to ascertain the height and movement of

the cloud ;
also called Photo-ne'phoscope. Pho to-

papyrograph, a plate or print made by Pho to-

papyro graphy, a modification of photolitho-

graphy, in which paper is used as the support,
instead of a stone or a metal plate. Pho'tophaue :

see quot. Pho to-pri-nt, a print produced by
a photo-mechanical process; so Pho to-pri'nting.
Pho to-relie'f, an image in relief produced by a

photographic process; tSsoattrib, Photo-ro'cket:

see quot. Photo-sculpture sb., a process in

which the subject is photographed simultaneously
from a number of different points of view all

round, and the photographs are used to trace

successive outlines on a block of modelling clay,

which is afterwards finished by hand; hence

Photo-scu-lptural a., pertaining to or produced

by photo-sculpture ; Photo-scu'lpture v. trans.,

to produce by photo-sculpture. Pho to-spectro -

scopy, the application of photography to spectro-

scopy; so Pho to-spectrosco'pica., pertaining to

photo-spectroscopy. Photo-te'lescope, atelescope
with photographic apparatus, used for photo-

graphing stars or other heavenly bodies. Pho to-

theo-dolite, an instrument for the performance of

triangulation by means of photographs. Pho to-

tint, a photo-mechanical printing process similar

to collotype, used ^1875 (Woodbury Encycl. Phot.).

Photo-vi'trotype [L. vilrum glass : see TYPE], a

photograph printed on glass. Photo-xylography

(-Z3il(>-grafi) [XYLOGRAPHY], a processof employing

photography in the preparation of wood blocks

for printing from.

1892 WOODBURY Encycl. Phot. 503
* Photo-Aquatint, a pro-

_____ ____ i given the name '

Fhoto-Aqu
practically nothing used but pure water-colour fixed by the

effect of light acting through a negative. 1878 H. SIF.VKNS

(title) *Photo-13ibliography, or a Word on Printed Card

Catalogues of Old, Rare, Beautiful and Costly Books, etc.,

with reduced facsimiles of some famous Works issued during
the Sixteenth and Seventeenth Centuries. 1891 Athemeum
10 Jan. 53/2 The subject of photo-bibliography was one of

his [H. Slevens's] pet hobbies. 1893 Daily News 9 Mayj/6
The Princess of Wales has consented to lend her Collection

of 'Photo-Ceramics to the Exhibition of Photography. 1894
Amer. Ann. Photog. 143 A *photo-ceramist of no ordinary
merit. ity^Athenxunn Aug. 165/3 Comparing tne present
*photo-charts [of stars] with others obtained by the same pro-
cesses after the lapse of several years. 1881 ABNEY Pkotogr.

'

.

1 86 By a "photo-collotype process is meant a '

surface printing
'

process, by which prints are obtained from the surface of a
film of gelatine, or other kindred substance. 1873 E. SPON
Workshop Receipts Ser. i. 270/1 *Photo-Crayon Portraits.

1892 WOODBURY Encycl. Phot. 503 Photo Crayon Process, a

photographic transparencyon glass. . [was] afterwards backed

up with white paper, on which a number of lines, hatchings,

orstippling were lithographed, giving the portrait the appear-
ance of a crayon work. 1898 Weslm. Gaz. 13 July 8/1 A
*photo-decorated tile company in Staffordshire. 1875 KNIGHT
Diet. Mech.,

*
Photo-electrotype, a process in which a photo-

graphic picture is produced in relief so as to afford, by
electro-deposition, a matrix for a cast, from which impres-
sions in ink may be obtained. 1865 in Abridgm. Specif.

Patents, Photogr. (1872) 118 An improved *photo-electro-

794

typing process. 1891 Anthony's Photogr. Sit//. IV. 427
A dozen African explorers could be fitted out with the now
indispensable *photo-equipment. 1889 *Photo-etch [see

PHOTO-ENGRAVING]. 1900 Athenzeum 21 July 92/1 The
plates, .have been photo-etched from the author's drawings.
1896 Daily News 19 Dec. 3/5 A skilful *photo-etching
. . after the picture of

' The Ferry '. 1883 A then&uni

27 Jan. 124/2 A new process, .named
'

*photo-filigrane ', for

producing the water-mark in paper by a photographic
process. 1875 KNIGHT Diet. Meek.,

*
Photo-gelatine Process,

one in which gelatine, prepared chemically, usually by the

bichromate ofpotash, is made to receive a photographic image.
1874 (title) Specimens of*Photo-Graphotype Engraving. 1875
KNIGHT Diet. Meek., *Photo hyalotype. 1888 Athenaeum

14 July 69 Reproduced, with no remarkable success, by the

*photo-ink process. 1875 KNIGHT Diet. Meek., *Photo-

intaglio Engraving, a process in which, by photographic
means, lines are etched in a plate to be subsequently filled

with ink and printed by the copperplate printing-press. 1891

Anthonys Photogr. Bull. IV. 181 An early photo -intagHo

process. 1859 $#* Rev. 26 Feb. 243/1 A process well worth
attention, .its result may becalleda*Photo-litho-type. 1870
H. M. PARKHL-RST Amer. Jrnl. Sci. Ser. n. XLIX. 38 The
motion of the diaphragm may be produced . . by the star-key
of my star-mapper ; and this constitutes the *Photo-mapper.
Ibid. 39 In *photo-mapping I place the prism always in

the meridian. 1899 Daily News 6 June 8/4 The photo-
mapping of the heavens by the Astrographic Equatorial.
1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mech.

t *Photo-Jnctallograph, see Photo-

zincograph. 1859 Sat. Rev. 26 Feb. 242/2
*Photo-metallo-

graphy. 1890 Pall Mall G. 4 Aug. 6/2 A *pholomezzotype
of Mrs. General Booth. 1891 Anthony s Photogr. Bull.
IV. 428 That perfected form of collotype which the com-

pany has christened
'

photomezzotype '. iSg^Nation (N.V.)

13 July 34/1 The . . photomezzotype plates give us pictures
of the Great Barrier Reef., of the greatest beauty. 1890
Athen&nm 29 Mar. 408/2 Reference was. .madeto Mr. J. B.

Jordan's form of sunshine recorder, and to Capt. Abney's
*photo-nephograph. 1862 Catal. Inttrnat. Exhib. II. xiv. 53
Plans reduced by photography, photozincographs, and *pho-
topapyrographs. 1862 SCOTT & JAMES Photo-zincography
Pref. 6 The discovery of the art of *Photo-papyrography was
the result of an accident. 1889 Anthony's Photogr. Bull. II.

427 *Photopbane is a photo-mechanical process allied (but

superior) to collotype. 1888 LD. R. GOWER (title)
'

Bric-a-

brac
',

or some "Photoprints illustrating Art Objects at

Gower Lodge, Windsor. 1889 Athenaeum 20 July 91/2 The
book is embellished with six photoprint illustrations. 1884
KNIGHT Diet. Mech. Supp.,

*
Photo-printing Process. 1875

Ibid.,
*
Photo-processes. 1897 Daily News i Apr. 5/4

Photo-process classes for the instruction of all comers

actually engaged in any branch of the photo-mechanical,

photographic, designing, lithographic, engraving, and print-

ing crafts. 1873 tr. Vo%eFs Chem. Light xv. 230 The Pro-

duction of *Photo- Reliefs. 1881 ABNEV Photogr. xxvii. 186

Mr. Dallas.. has produced photo-relief blocks for the repro-
duction of half-tone prints. 1892 WOODBURY Encycl. Phot.

538 The Woodbury process is often termed a photo-relief
one. 1886 Pall Mall G. 4 Oct. 10/1 Instantaneous photo-

graphs of Russian life, taken by the "photo-revolver invented

by K. Brandil, photographer to the Warsaw Imperial Uni-

versity. 1889 Ibid, ii Jan. 6/2 A curious photogiaphic
apparatus, in which a camera is raised by a rocket and
lowered by a parachute.. . For securing birds-eye views

the "photo-rocket offers several important advantages over

1864 Round Table 18 June 12/2 Busts and figures in clay,

modeled by a new process called Photosculpture, exhibiting
a new and charming development of heliographic ait. 1875
tr. VogeCs Chem. Light xv. 231 This photo-sculpture, as it

is called, can only be carried out imperfectly. 1881 ABNEY

Photogr. 282 The spectroscope and camera are rigidly con-

nected one with another. .. This completes the *photo-

spectroscopic arrangement. Ibid. 263 *Photo-spectroscppy
..has two aspects: in one it is the study as to the sensitive-

ness of compounds to the influence of different portions of

the spectrum; in the other, the study of the spectrum itself.

1891 Anthonys Photogr. Bull. IV. 236 Join a society which

has undertaken the
'

"photo-survey* of its district, and do

your part 1893 FICHEL in Chatauqtta>t XIII. 318 The

photo-connecting lens of 33 inch diameter being placed over

the 36 inch telescope, thus turning it into a *phototelescope.

\^^ Athenaeum 10 Feb. 183/2 The Compton 8-inch photo-

telescope has been used for photographing stars suspected
of variation, 1892 Ibid. 5 Mar. 311/3 A *photp.theodolite,
an instrument equally well adapted for geodetic and astro-

nomical measurements, and invaluable for taking panoramic
views of mountain regions. 1892 WOODBURY Encycl. Phot.

531 A little 'photo-transfer ink is mixed with turpentine.

1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mech.,
*PIwto-vitrotype. 1865 C/taw-

bers's Encycl. VII. 510/1 *Photo-Xylography^ is the appli-

cation of photography to wood-engraving.

3. Prefixed to the names of chemical salts, etc.,

and of chemical processes, to express the effect of

light in changing the molecular constitution of the

salt, etc. (by virtue of which it is capable of being

employed in photography). Thus : Pho-to-sa'lt,

a general term for any salt so modified by light ;

so photo-bromide, photo-chloride, photo-io-

dide
; photo-sulphate, etc. Pho'to-decompo-

si'tion, decomposition due to the action of light ;

so photo-oxida'tion, photo-redu'ction, etc.

1887 CAREY LEA in Amer. Jrnl. Sc. 352 As these sub-

stances have been hitherto seen only in the impure form in

which they are produced by the continued action of light

on the normal salts, it might be convenient to call them

photosalts, photochloride, photobromide, and photoiodide,
instead of red or coloured chloride, etc. 1888 MELDOLA
Chem. Photogr. (1889) 24 Photo-reduction may mean either

a liberation of oxygen or of some other negative element,
such as chlorine. Ibid. 52 It is known that moisture acce-

lerates the photo-decomposition. Ibid. 269 The photo-
oxidation of lead compounds, of mercurous oxide,, .and of

sulphides, proceeds more rapidly in the red than in the

violet rays. 1890 Anthony's Photogr. Bull. III. 395 PhotO'

PHOTOCHRONOGRAPHY.
sulphate of iron solution was for a long time the only

developer used.

Photo-fflsthetic to -biotic : see PHOTO- i.

Photochemical (Uwtoike-mikal), a.
[f.

PHOTO-

+ CHEMICAL.] Of or pertaining to the chemical

action of light.

1859 Sat. Rev. 26 Feb. 242/1 The use of that bichromate
of potassium to which we alluded before as the foundation

of so many of these ingenious combinations of photochemical
changes and mechanical inventions. 1888 MELDOLA Chem.
Photogr. i. (1889)7 ^y a photo-chemical action must be under-

stood a chemical change produced by the action of light.

Hence Photoche'mically adv. So also Photo-

che-mist, one versed in photochemistry ; Plioto-

che-mistry, that part of chemistry which deals

with the chemical action of light.

1867 M. CAREY LEA in Amer. Jrnl. Sci. Ser. 2. XLIV. 71
The nature of the action of light upon iodid of silver, . . the

most important, .of all the facts of photochemistry. 1898

Daily News 15 Apr. 5/6 It works photo-chemically.
Photo-chloride : see PHOTO- 3.

Photochromatic (f<?"-t0|kn;mse-tik), a. [f.

PHOTO- + CHROMATIC.] Of or pertaining to the

chromatic or colouring action of light ; pertaining
to or produced by photochromy.
1888 MELDOLA Chem. Photogr. viii. (1889) 322 Other in-

vestigators. .have confirmed the general result that
_silyer

chloride can be made susceptible of *photochromalic im-

pressions. Ibid. 324 The photochromatic property apparently

belongs to the reduction product, which we now have good
reasons for believing to be an o.vychloride.

So PhO'tochrome, name for a coloured photo-

graph ; Pho^tochromo'graphy, a method of

colouring photographs, or of producing photo-
chromes ; Pho to-chromoirthograph, a chromo-

lithograph in the production of which photo-

graphic processes have been used ;
Photochro'mo-

scope, an optical apparatus by which photo-

graphic or stereoscopic views are exhibited in

their natural colours ; Photo-chro-motype sb., a

picture in colours printed from plates prepared

by a photo-relief process ;
also = photo-chromo-

typy ;
whence Photo-chro-motype v. trans.,

to reproduce in photo-chromotype; Photo-chro'-

motypy, the art or process of producing pictures

in this way ; Pho'tochromy, (a) the art or pro-
cess of colouring photographs; (i) the art of

photographing objects in their natural colours ;

colour-photography.
1880 Illtistr. Loud. News 24 Jan. 82/1 The new invention of

photo-chrome will cause a revolution in the art of portrait-

taking. 1894 Westm. Gaz. i Jan. 3/1 Judging by a series of

photochroms sent to us.. it is now pos_sible
to reproduce,

photographically, all the most striking tints in a landscape.

18.. M.C.C. />
/Wi>-CV;r<w,fra//i>'4*Prioto-Ch>omography

.. will .. maintain the foremost place amongst the various

modes of painting photographs. 1870 Eng. Mech. 14 Jan.

428/2 Mr. Griggs has.. applied photo-lithography success-

fully to the production of "photo-chromolithographs. 1881

Eng Mechanic 27 May 294/3 Five-guinea *Photochromo-

scope, ..adds Nature's beauteous tints to any glass trans-

parency. 1893 Brit, yourn. Photcgr. XL. 798 Which could

be used like the stereoscope or the photo chromoscope.

1895 Current Hist. (Buffalo) V. 963 By means of an instru-

ment to which has been given the name '

photochromo-

scope ',
a stereoscopic effect is produced in which the

original tints stand out faithfully. 1886 Sti. Amer. 24 July

49/3 [They] produce by a new process colored prints, so-

called '"photo-chromotypes', which are made in the printing

press. 1896 Idler Mar. 239/1 A design for a Christmas

annual, which is to be reproduced in 'photochromotype '.

1894 Brit. Jrnl. Photogr. XLI. 53 *Photo chromotypy
is in its experimental stage, but no doubt there is a great

future before it. 1888 MELDOLA Chem. Photogr (1889) 326

To deal with the chemical principles of 'photochromy. 1891

Daily News 15 May 7/1 An exhibition illustrative ol

photochromy, or the science of producing colour in com-

bination with photography.

Fhotochronograph, (f0"t0|ki?-nii(graf). [f.

PHOTO- + CHRONOGRAPH, or (in a.) from the Gr.

elements of this.] a. An instrument for taking a

series of instantaneous photographs at regular

short intervals of time ; also, each of the photo-

graphs so taken, b. An instrument by which a

beam of light is caused to produce a photographic

image at some precise instant of time, e. g. so as

to show the exact time at which a star crosses the

meridian. So Pho tochronogra-phic a., pertain-

ing to photochronography ;
Pho tochronogra--

phically adv., by means of photochronography ;

Photochronography (-kronp-grafi), the art or

process of taking instantaneous photographs at

regular intervals (see a. above).

1887 Nature 15 Sept. 480/1 Photochronogiaphy applied to

the dynamic problem of the flight of birds, by M. Marey.

Ibid.. On the photochronograph are measured all the dis-

placements of the mass of the bird on the wing, together

with the velocity of these movements. 1891 Pall Mall G.

photochronograph foi . T .

Gaz. 19 May 6/2 At the receiving end the polarising photo-

chronograph of Lieutenant Squier and Professor Crehore

completes the work, allowing a beam of light to register

itself on a rapidly revolving sensitive plate.

Photo-collotype to -dynamics : see PHOTO-.



PHOTO-ELECTRIC.

PhO'to-ele'Ctric, a. Also photelectrio.

[f.
PHOTO- + ELECTRIC.] f a. = PHOTO-GALVANIC.

Ol>s, b. Pertaining to, furnishing, or employing
electric light. C. Of or pertaining to photo-elec-

tricity (see below) ; producing an electric effect by
means of light, d. Used for taking photographs
by electric light.
a. 1863 Boston Commit], (U.S.) 30 Oct., A specimen of what

is called the '

Photelectric engraving ', according to a new
art called

'

the Dallas process '. 1905 Daily Chron. 14 Mar.

3/7 The early photo-electric engravings by the Pretsch

process are not half a century old.

b. 1863 ATKINSON Gaiwt's Physics vn. v. 441 Photoelectric

Microscope. This is nothing more than the solar micro-

scope, ..illuminated by the electric light. 1875 KNIGHT
Diet. Meek, 1679/1 Pkoto-electric Lamp t

a name for the
electric lamp.
C. 1880 Atkfnmum 20 Nov. 679/1 Prof. Minchin showed

by experiment the photo-electric current set up by a beam of

light falling on a sheet of tinfoil immersed in a solution of
acid carbonate of calcium. 1903 A. R. WALLACE Man's
Place in Universe 290 Experiments on the Electrical

Measurement of Starlight by means of a photo-electric cell.

So Pho to-ele'ctrical a. = photo-electric {Cent,
Diet. 1890); Pho to-electri-city, electricity gener-
ated or affected by light.
1877 Nature 25 Oct. 558/2 Some interesting experiments on

the photo-electricity of fluorspar.

Photo-electrotype : see PHOTO- 2.

Fhccto-engra'ving. [f. PHOTO- + ENGRAV-

ING.] A common name for processes in which,

by the action of photography, a matrix is obtained
from which prints in ink can be taken

; also, a

print or engraving so made. (Usually restricted

to those cases in which the matrix is in relief, as

distinguished from PHOTOGRAVURE, in which it is

usually in intaglio.) Also attrib. So Pfcoto-

cngra've v. trans.
; Photo-engra'ver, one who

[

practises photo-engraving.
1872 Nature 8 Feb. v. 285/2 Some results of early photo-

engraving. 1881 Times 4 Jan. 3/6 The very first true

photographic process discovered by Nie'pce . . is again
'

practised for photo-engraving. i88i^Mf<ywigMar.4or/3
A photo-engraving.. enlarged from a photograph.., which
is a fine example of photo-engraving. 1889 MacKellars
Anter. Printer (zd. 17) 37 Three distinct methods of photo-
engraving are employed in the United States; namely,
swelled gelatine, photo-etching, and wash-out. 1892 WOOD-
BTOV Eneycl. Phot. 506 Producing photo-engraved plates
by the bitumen process. 1902 Daily Chron. 24 Mar. 3/4
Her drawings should give the photo-engraver no trouble.

Photo-epinaatic to -filigrane : see PHOTO- 1,2.

Pho:to-galva-nic, a.
[f. PHOTO- 2 + GAL-

VANIC.]
= PHOTO-GALVANOGRAPHIC ; cf. PHOTO-

ELECTRIC a.

1852 JOUBERT in Journal Sac. Arts 26 Nov. in Circ. Sc.

(<ri865> I. 24t/i This process will be found extremely
valuable. .for photogalvanic plates.

Pho:to-galvano
-

graphy. [f. PHOTO- 2 +
GALVANOGRAPHY.] A process of obtaining from
a positive photograph on glass or paper, or a

drawing on translucent paper, by means of a
j

gutta-percha impression from a relief negative in

bichromated gelatine, an electrotype plate capable
of being used as in copper-plate printing.
See The Engineer 25 Apr. 1856, 227; Art Jrnl. VIII. 215.

The name was given by Mr. D. C Dallas, by whom the

process, invented by Mr. Paul Pretsch of Vienna, was per-
fected in 1855.

Hence Pho'to-galva'nogrraph, a print thus
formed ; Pho:to-galvanogra-phic a., of, pertain-

ing to, or produced by photo-galvanography.
1855 (title) The Patent Photo-galvanographic Company.

galvanographic plates. 1870 Eng. Mech. 7 Jan. 405/3 Previous
to the invention of the photo-galvanographic process by
Herr Paul Pretsch, no satisfactory permanent prints in carbon
from plates had been obtained by means ot photography.
1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mech. 1679/2 Pkotogalvanograpli*

Photogastroscope, -gelatin : see PHOTO- 2.

Photogen (fJn-t^dgen). [f. Gr. <u>?, <<wr-

light (PHOTO- i ) 4- -GEN, used as = '

producing *.
j

In mod.F. photogeneJ]
1. Name for a kind of paraffin oil ; kerosene.

<zi864 GESNER Coal
t Petrol.* etc. (:86s) 93 Wagenman

applied himself to the oils derivable from turf, Crown coal,
and bituminous slate, from which he obtained photogen,
solar oil, and paraffin. 1880 Pall Mall G. 10 May 12/1 The
American raw petroleum gave about two-thirds of its weight
of photogen, while the Russian only gives about one-third

photogen, but a greater proportion of fatty oils.

2. See quot.
m 1858 Sec. Arts Jrnl. VI. App. I. Catalogue loth exhibit,
inventions 31, No. 166 Patent Photogen, or Light Generator, i

to be used for taking Photographs at Night.
3. A light-producing organ in an animal.
1896 Cambr. Nat. Hist. II. 296 In Tomopteris there is-.

a brightly-coloured spherical organ, which for a long time
was icgarded as an eye, but from its structure appears to be ,

a '

photogen '.

Photogene (f^-tfd^n). [mod. f. Gr. type
*(f>QjToy(vr)s light-produced : see PHOTO- i, -GEN 2.]

i

1. Physiol. A visual impression (usually negative,
i.e. having the complementary colours and shades)

795

continuing after the withdrawal of the object which

produced it; an after-image.
1864 H. SPENCER Biol. 62 In youth, the visual apparatus

is so quickly restored to its state of integrity, that many of
these photogenes, as they are called, cannot be perceived.

f 2. A '

photogenic drawing', photograph. Obs.

1851 CRABB Tec/in. Diet. 541/2 Photograph, .. also called

photogene, , .signifying what is generated or delineated by
the help of light.

Pliotogeiietic (fiy:todgihe*tik), a. rare- 1

.

[f. PHOTO- i + GENETIC.] Having the property of

producing or emitting light, luminiferous.

1896 AUbutfs Syst. Med. I. 530 The phosphorescence
observed on the surface of sea-water, or on decomposing
meat or fish, is due to photogenetic bacteria.

Photogenic (&>tooge'nik), a.
[f.

as PHOTO-
GENE + -ic : in Y . photogtnique (Talbot in Comptes
Rendus VIII. 341, 4 Mar. 1839). (In sense 3, not

etymologically used.)]
1. Produced or caused by light, rare.

1855 H. SPENCER Princ. Psychol. in. iv. 310 The darkening
of the skin caused by long exposure to sunshine. . . In trans-

parent and semi-transparent creatures any such photogenic
effect must pervade the whole body.
*|*2. spec. Produced by, or pertaining to, the

chemical action of light on a sensitized surface ;

an earlier word imphotographic. Obs.

Photogenic drawing, the term originally used by W. H.
Fox Talbot for photography, or for a photograph; spec, a
photograph of a flat translucent object (as a drawing on
translucent paper, a leaf, etc.), obtained by placing it under
glass in contact with a sensitive film. (Hence F. photoge-
n/yue.)

1839 (Jan. 31) TALBOT in Proc. Roy. Soc.W. 120 (title] Some
account of the Art of Photogenic Drawing, or the Process
by which Natural Objects may be made to delineate them-
selves without the aid of the Artist's Pencil. 1839 Athenxum
2 Feb. 96/2 Mr. Talbot proposes for this new art the name
of Photogenic Drawing. 1839 TALBOT in Lond. <$ Edin.
Philos. Mag. Mar. 1839 This paper, if properly made, is

very useful for all ordinary pnotogenic purposes. 1839
Proc. Scot. Soc, Arts 27 Mar. in Edin. New Phil. Jrnt.
XXVII. 418 Dr. Fyfe V. P. described Mr. Talbot's pro-
cess of Pnotogenic Drawing. 1840 Penny Cycl. XVIII.
113 Photogenic drawings, facsimile representations of

objects produced according to the recent discovery of
M. Daguerre. 1841 BRANDE Client, (ed. 5) 200 Many im-

provements in these photogenic drawings, as they have
been termed, have been effected more especially by Mr.
Fox' Talbot, Sir John Herschel, and Mr. Alfred Taylor.
1842 Blackw. Mag. LI. 388 They were having their portraits
taken by the photogenic process. 1849 FROUDE Nemesis of
Faith 124 Like the prepared mirror of the photogenic
draughtsman. 1867 J. HOGG Microsc. i. ii. 157 On this

screen is placed a sheet of photogenic paper.
3. = PHOTOGENETIC.
1863 Q. Rev, CXIV. 310 There are Grecian and Gothic

lighthouses,, .but even then we forget these absurdities in

contemplating the beauty and perfection of their photogenic
arrangements. 1865 Spectator 14 Jan. 40 A surrounding
envelope of photogenic matter. 1876 G. F. CHAMBERS
Astron. 711 Those portions of the Moon's surface which
are illumined by a very oblique ray from the Sun possess
so little photogenic power that [etc.]. 1877 HUXLEY Anat.
Ittv. Anim. vii. 440 According to Schulze the males of

Lavipyris splendidula possess two photogenic organs.
Hence Pliotoge'nically adv. ; also f Pho'to-

genize v. trans, = PHOTOGRAPH v. (ot>s.} ; Fhoto-
genous (firtp'dg&as) a. = PHOTOGENETIC

; f Pho-
to-g-eny = PHOTOGRAPHY (obs. rare].
1839 M F.MES tr. Dagnerre's Photogenic Drawing (ed. 3) 53 ;

It was I [Daguerre] who first pointed out iodine .. as the
sensitive coating upon which the image was to be created

photogenically. 1841 MOORE Mem. (1856) VII. 297, 1 found

grouped . . upon the grass before the house, Kit Talbot, Lady
E. Fielding, Lady Charlotte and Mrs. Talbot, for the purpose
of being *photogenized by Henry Talbot, who was busy
preparing his apparatus. 1888 Nature 20 Sept. 512/2 To i

reconcile their theory of "photQgenous fermentation with
the hypothesis of the oxidation of a phosphorated substance.

1840 Penny Cycl. XVIII. 113/1 Photogenic Drawings t ,

facsimile representations of objects produced according to
the recent discovery of M. Daguerre. . .Such apparatus is .

named after its inventor the Daguerreotype, and the process
itself either *photogeny, photography, or heliography (sun-

drawing).

Photoglyph (fju't<5glif). [f.
PHOTO- 2 + Gr. !

y\v$Tj : see GLYPH.] An engraved plate, such

as can be printed from, produced by the action
,

of light. So Photoglyphic, Photogly-ptic adjs. ;
;

Pho toglypho'graphy, Pho'toglyphy, the art or

process of engraving by means of the action of

light and certain chemical processes ; the produc-
tion of photoglyphic plates and photoglyphs or :

photogravures.
1852 TALBOT in Ure's Diet. Arts III. 444 The liquid [solu- I

tion of perchloride of iron] penetrates the gelatine wherever
;

the light has not acted on it, but it refuses to penetrate i

those parts upon which the light has sufficiently acted. It i

is upon this remarkable fact that the art of photoglyphic
engraving is mainly founded. \%tftChambers's Eneycl. VII.

j

511/1 Photo-Glyphography is a process, invented hy Mr.
Fox Talbot, for etching a photograph into a steel plate. 1

1859 Sat. Rev. 22 Jan. 97/2 (title) Phototypes and Photo-

glyphs. Ibid. 98/1 To review the points in which these
various processes of photoglyphy and phototypy concur.
Ibid. 26 Feb. 242/1. 1892 WOODBURY Eneycl, Phot. 517

Photoglyphic Engraving,a process of photo-etching invented

by Fox-Talbot [1852].

Fhotogram (f0't(ygrm). Now rare. [f.

PHOTO- 2 + -GRAM (as in telegram} : see etym. note

to PHOTOGRAPH rf.]
= PHOTOGRAPH.

PHOTOGRAPH.

uuicu wiui [lie mecnamcai ana souness exacmuae 01 me
photogram. 1894 Brit. Jrnl. Photogr. XLI. 144/2 Portraits
like these, such perfect photograms.

Fhotogrammeter (foutogne'mftai). [f. prec.
+ -METER.] A photographic camera combined
with a theodolite, for use in surveying, or for

taking pictures for use in map-making ;
a photo-

theodolite.

1891 Nature 3 Sept. 426/2 One other instrument, quite
recently added to the apparatus of the surveyor, is the photo-
graphic camera, converted for his especial benefit into a
photogrammeter. 1893 Atkenatwn 25 Nov. 737/3 With
respect to [lunar distances] the camera or photogrammeter
yields more trustworthy results than does the sextant. 1898
Nature 14 Apr. 563/1 In the earliest form of surveying
camera or photogrammeter,. .the instrument consisted of
little more than an ordinary bellows camera, set on a hori-
zontal circle, and moving about a vertical axis.

So Fhotogra-mmetry, the art of surveying or

mapping with the help of photography or a photo-
grammeter ;

hence Photogramme'trical a.
}
of or

pertaining to photogrammetry.
1875 tr. Vogel's Chan. Light xiv. 170 All these circum-

stances militate against the application of photogrammetry,
as this mode ofmeasurement has been called by Meyenbauer.
1891 Athcnxnm 11 July 67/1 He maintains that every ex-

plorer should provide himself with a pbotogrammetrical
apparatus. 1894 Brit. Jrnl. Photogr. XLI. 55 Balloon

photogrammetry.

Photograph (f^'t^raf), sb.
[f.

Gr. </wj. $OJTO-

lighl (PnoTO- i) + -ypcupos written, delineated (cf.

AUTOGRAPH, PARAGRAPH) : as to origin, see PHOTO-
GRAPHY. Cf. Ger. photograph, F. photographc,
photographer, f. Gr. -ypa<f>o$ writer, delineator ;

see -GRAPH.

English has also In telegraph (from Fr.) and its like>,

examples of -graph (Gr. -ypn^c?) in the agent sense, which
have been complemented by forms in -gram (e.g. telegram}
in the passive or resultant sense ; influenced by which, some
have used PHOTOGRAM, after telegram, instead of photo-
graph', but this has not found general acceptance.]
A picture, likeness, or facsimile obtained by

photography.
1839 (Mar.i4) SIR J.HERSCHEL in /V^.^v^ *$><;. IV. 132 Pure

water will fix the photograph by washing out the nitrate of

silver. \Note ^ Twenty-three specimens of photographs, made
by Sir John Herschel, accompany this paper; one a sketch
of his telescope at Slough fixed from the image in a lens.]

1840 (Mar. 5) Ibid. 207 Hence are deduced. .secondly, the

possibility of the future production of naturally coloured

photographs. 1841 TALBOT Specif. Patent No. 8842. 4 It is

possible to strengthen and revive photographs. 1861 M US-

GRAVE By-roads 258 As evanescent as a photograph, whicli

grows faint and fainter in tint the longer it remains exposed
to the sun and air. 1875 tr. Vogcl's Chem. Light xiv. 158
A photograph taken from a photograph is never so fine as

an original picture. 1901 Munscy's Mag. XXV. 649/1 The
first man to obtain a permanent photograph, in the modern
sense of the word, was Nicephore Niepce, a Frenchman, who
died in 1833.

b. fig. A picture, esp. a mental or verbal image
or delineation ;

a description having the exact

detail of a photograph.
1852 BAILF.Y Festus xx. (ed. 5) 336 A photograph of pre-

existent light Or Paradisal sun. 1869 GOULBURN Purs.
Holiness x. 94 [In the gospels] you have four photographs
of Our Lord in different postures. 1876 FREEMAN Norm.
Cong, V. xxiv. 403 While Domesday gives us a photograph,
the compilers of codes give us an artistic picture.

C. attrib. and Comb,, as photograph alburn^ hook,

camera^ frame ; photograph-life adj.

1858 N. Y. Tribune 4 Nov. 1/2 The first number of The
Photograph News appeared last Friday. 1896 Westm. Gaz.
26 Sept. 3/2 The inimitable sketches of life in that little

country town were at once recognised for their photograph-
like fidelity. 1900 Daily News 19 Apr. 7/1 The photograph
camera can be the biggest liar on the face of the earth.

Photograph (f^'t^graf), v. [f. prec. sb.]
1. trans. To take a photograph of.

1839 SIR J. HERSCHEL MS. Mews, (on 2 Negatives)
'

Photo-

graphed Feb. 17 /39- Hyp, Sod.' 'Hyp. So., Hy. Su. ;

J. F. W. H. Photogr. Feb. 17 /39 '. a 1846 Monthly Rev.
cited in WORCESTER. 1861 MUSGRAVE By-roads 25 Mons.
Souquet has photographed it. 1883 Hardwick's Photogr.
Chem. (ed. Taylor) 201 When a distant landscape is photo-
graphed, a large number of rays of light are concentrated

upon the film. 1898 WATTS-DUNTON Aylwin \. vi, One
Raxton fair-day I induced Winnie to be photographed.
b. absol. or intr. To practise photography, take

photographs, {fig. in quot.)
1861 CARLYLE Let. in Trench's Lett.

<$_
Mem. (1888) I.

332 That charming bit of 'Diary'.. .It is. .faithful as a

picture by the sun ; ..photographing for us in that manner.

c. intr. (forpassive}. To undergo being photo-

graphed ; to
' take

'

(well or badly).
1893 Chamb. JrnL 28 Oct 676/1, I do not photograph at

all well.

2. trans, fig. To portray vividly in words; to

fix or impress on the mind or memory.
1862 LADY MORGAN Mem. I. 21 These wild, incredible, and

apparently fabulous scenes.. are indelibly photographed on
a memory from which few things, .have been effaced. 1865
BUSHNELL Vicar. Sacr, m. v. 296 In the twenty-fifth chapter
of Matthew He photographs the transaction in a scene of

judgment.
Hence Pho-tographed///.a., Photographing

vbl. so.
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FHOTOGRAPHABLE.
1864 Daily Tel. 14 June, Who are all these photographed

people? 1865 J. WVLDE in Circ. Sc. I. 140/2 All attempts
at photographing must.. fail. Ibid, 157/2 The contrast of

light and shade, on which depends the beauty of all photo-

graphed productions. 1883 Harper'sMag. Jan. 241/2 Albums
of photographed hands are fashionable. 1889 Anthony's
Photogr. Bull. II. 149 Photographing, or

'

Light drawing
'

is both a physical and a chemical process.

Photographable (fju-tjgrafab'l), a. [f. prec.
+ -ABLE.] Capable of being photographed.
1896 H'estm. Gaz. 18 July 2/3 When Thought is photo.

graphable ! 1897 O. NORTH in Strand Mag. XIV. 513 It

would not have been photographable.

Photographee (fa'-tOgta!?). [f. as prec. + -EE :

correl. to next.] The person who is photographed.
1859 All Year Round No. 30. 79 Picking up sorry crumbs

as photographees, sitting as models. 1889 Anthony's Pho-

togr. Bull. II. 21 When there is a contract between the

photographer and the photographee.

Photographer (/otfrgrafai). [f.
PHOTOGRAPHY

+ -EK 1
: cf. geographer, etc.] One who takes pho-

tographs ; esp. one who practises photography as

a profession or business. Also atlrib.

1847 [J. E.] Photography 43 Photographers have seldom

operated therewith for portraits. 1862 B. TAYLOR Home fy

Abr. Ser. ll. 387 A photographer on board took two or three

views. 1879 Cassclts Techn. Educ. III. I To train a special

body of men as photographers. 1902 IVestm. Gaz. 28 July 4 '2

There is no training-school for the photographer-journalist.

Photographic (fcmogix'hk),a. [f. as PHOTO-

GRAPHY + -ic : see -GRAPHIC. (As to origin, see

PHOTOGRAPHY.)] Of, pertaining to, used in, or

produced by photography ; engaged or skilled in

photography.
1839 (Mar. 14) HERSCHEL in Proc. Roy. Sac. IV. 131 His

attention was first called to the subject of M. Daguerre's
concealed photographic process, by a note dated the 22nd of

January last. 1839 (April 10) A. FYFE in Edin. Nctv Phil.

Jrnl. XXVII. 147 The use of the camera obscura for

Photographic purposes. 1841 TALBOT Specif. Patent No.

8842. 4 It should be taken on common photographic paper.
a 1845 HOOD Daguerr. Portrait i, Her nose, and her mouth,
with the smile that is there, Truly caught by the Art Photo-

graphic ! 1859 JEPHSON Brittany vi. 74 He insisted on my
photographic friends.. dining with him. 1883 Hardivich's

Pkotogr. Client, (ed. Taylor) 39 It is gradually formed in

the Photographic Nitrate Bath.

b. fig. Accurately portraying life or nature;

minutely accurate
; mechanically imitative.

1864 Reader 26 Nov. 665/3 Amongst novels of the photo-

graphic order we should assign a very high place to
' Broken

to Harness'. 1883 RUSKIN Art of Eng. 30 Ouida's photo-

graphic story of 'A Village Commune . 1890 Chicago
Advance 24 July, Not.. to be taken as pragmatical, photo-

graphic prose.

Photo-graphical (foatogne'fikal), a.
[f.

as

prec. + -AL.] Dealing with or relating to photo-

graphy.
1846 in WORCESTER. 1871 PROCTOR Light Sc. 294 At a

recent meeting of the Photogiaphical Society.

Photographically (ftf'togrse-fikali), ado. [f.

prec. -t -LY 2
.] In a photographic manner ; by

means of or in reference to photography ; from a

photographic point of view.

1847 (J ! Photography 45 The object . . photographically
pictured. 1856 Engineer 25 Apr. 227/2 The possibility of

producing photographically, .a printing surface of relievo

and intaglio parts. 1850 GULLICK & TlMBS Paint. 118 The
solution which renders the ivory photographically sensitive.

1882 YOUNG Sun 262 Violet rays, which are photographically
the most active.

fig. 1862 M. B.EDWARDS Johnf; I xx. (1876) 159 This after-

noon I have seen my life photographically, as it were. 1869
T. W. WOOD in Student II. 83 The chrysalides of butter-

flies.., their shells being photographically sensitive for a
short time after the caterpillars' skins have been shed, so

that each individual assumes the colour most prevalent in

its immediate vicinity.

Photographist (fotfVgrafist). Now rare. [f.

PHOTOGRAPHY + -IST : cf. geologist, botanist, etc.]
= PHOTOGRAPHER.
1843 W. H T. Photogr. Manip. 3 One of the chief endea-

vours of the Photographist. 1848 Art-Union Jrnl. Jan. 18

The greatest difficulty the photographist has to contend
with. 1872 TALMAGE Serin. 71 There are some faces so

mobile that photographists cannot take them. fig. 1851 E.

HITCHCOCK Relig. Geol. xii. 393 What if it should turn out
that sable night.. is an unerring photographist !

Fhotographize (fotp'grafaiz), v. rare. [f. as

prec. + -IZE.] trans. = PHOTOGRAPH v.

1860 KINGSLEY Mia. II. 8 Nothing is possible but to

photographize everybody and everything.

Photographometer (f<wt<Jgraf<>-m/''t3.i). [f.

as PHOTOGRAPH + -(O)METER, -METER.]
1. An instrument for ascertaining the degree of

sensitiveness of photographic films to the chemical
action of light ; an actinometer.

1849 Art Jrnl. 96 With the photographometer of Mr.
Claudet this is easily ascertained. 1853 R. HUNT Man.
Photogr. 149 M. Claudet turned his attention to contrive an

apparatus by which he could test at the same time the
sensitiveness of the daguerreotype plate and the intensity
of light. This instrument he called a Photographometer.
2. A photographic apparatus for automatically

recording the angular position of objects around
a given point.
1884 KNIGHT Diet. Klech. Suppl. 673/2.

Fhotographophone (wgne'flSB). [f. as

PHOTOGRAPH + Gr. qxuvr) sound, voice, -<t>uvos

sounding.] An instrument for recording and repro-

796

ducing sounds by means of kinematographic photo-

graphs of a sensitive flame which are caused to

affect a selenium cell, with telephones attached.

1901 Westm. Gaz. 19 June, Dr. Ruhmer, of Berlin, has

invented what he calls a '

photographone ',
a new scientific

marvel, with which he expects to be able to record a series

of sounds of the human voice. 1902 Harper's Mag. Feb.

498 Another invention, .known as the photographophone.

Photographotype : see PHOTO- a.

Photography (fotp-grafi). [f. Gr. <pm light,

PHOTO- -t- -ypaipia writing, delineation : see -GRAPHY.
So far as is known, photography was introduced, along

with photographic and photcgraph, by Sir John Herschel,
in a paper read before the Royal Society on 14 March 1839.

(They may have suggested themselves to him as combining
the approved elements of Talbot's p/totogenic and Niepce's

\\t\\ographie, and as being more suitable than either.) They
gradually took their place as the general terms : in French,
art photographignc appears in the Comptes Rendus. of the

Academic dcs Sciemes, VIII. 714, 6 May 1839; photo-

graphic and photographique were the terms used, for the

subject generally, by Arago, in his Rapport to the Chamber
of Deputies on the project of Daguerre's pension, 3 July
1839 ; they are in common use in tome IX of the Comptes
Rendus (July to Dec. 1839): see the Table des Matieres.]

The process or art of producing pictures by means
of the chemical action of light on a sensitive film

on a basis of paper, glass, metal, etc. ; the business

of producing and printing such pictures.

1839 (Mar. 14) HERSCHEL in Proc. R. Soc. IV. 131 Note on
the Art of Photography, or the application of the Chemical

Rays of Light to the purpose of Pictorial Representation.

1839 (Mar. 27) A. FYFE in Proc. Scot. Soc. Arts 419 Paper
smeared with the solution [of lunar caustic] is darkened.

. . Hence the process of photogenic drawing [as pub. in

May, in Edin. Nevi Phil. Jrnl. XXVII. 145, altered to

Hence the art of Photography}. 1839 Ed. N. P. J. XXVII.
156 (Articled Notes on Daguerre's Photography. By Sir

John Robison. [Word not used in article.] 1840 (Mar. 5)

HKRSCHEL (as above) IV. 206 A method of precipitating on

glass a coating possessing photographic properties,
and of

accomplishing a new and curious extension of the art of

photography. 1841 TALBOT Specif. Patent No. 8842. 7 For

the pui poses of economy in the processes of photography.

1864 H SPEXCER Biol. I. i. 13 Light . . which works those

chemical changes utilized in Photography. 1872 PROCTOR
Ess. Astron. xxxiii. 395 Within the last few years

_

solar

photography has made a progress which is very promising . .

as an aid to exact astronomy. 1893 Brit. Jrnl. Photogr.
XL. 796 Just now a great deal of attention is being given
to chromo-photography, in which transparent colours are

necessary.

Pliotograver (B^tegte^vM). [f. PHOTO- 2 +

GRAVER.J A photo-engraver; an artist in photo-

gravure.
1888 Pall MallG. 20 Dec. 3/1 The Typographic Etching

Company,, .the photogravers of these and many other choice

volumes.

Photogravure (fc"-ta,giaviu*-j), sb. [a. F.

photogravure, f. PHOTO- + gravure engraving.]

Photo-engraving; esp. the process of preparing
a plate or matrix by transferring a photographic

negative of a drawing, painting, or object to a

metal plate, and then etching it in
;
a picture pro-

duced by this process. Also attrib.

1879 Daily Tel. 28 July 2/4 Photogravure reproductions
in course of publication. 1880 A. S. MURRAY in Academy
4 Dec. 411 The perfection of photogravure with which the

plates have been executed. 1883 fall Mall G. i Nov. 3/2
Several photogravures of the graceful recent pictures of

Sir Frederick Leighton. 1890 Jrnl. Soc. Arts 19 Dec. 72

Both painter and public . . must prefer a photogravure to

the hard, formal . . character of the line engraving.

Hence Photogrravu're v. trans., to reproduce by

photogravure ; PhotojfravuTist, an artist or

operator in photogravure.
1884 Pall Mall G. 17 Nov. 9/1 The work will be taken to

Paris to be photogravured. 1889 Anthonys Photogr. Bull.

II. 251 A lithographer, or photogravurist, steps in and robs

me of the result of my thought, skill and labor, without

saying
'

by your leave '.

Photoheliograph(f<wt<7|hfliograf). [f.
PHOTO-

+ Gr. TJA.IO-J sun + -GRAPH : cf. HELIOGRAPH.] A
photographic telescope adapted for taking photo-

graphs of the sun :
= HELIOGRAPH 2.

1861 W. FAIRBAIRN Address Brit. Assoc., The careful

registering of the appearances of the sun by the photo-

heliograph of Sir John Herschel. 1884 Brit. Almanac,
Comp. 20 The great photoheliograph with which ^Mr.
De la Rue took sun-pictures during the eclipse in Spain in

1860. 1899 Westin. Gaz. 24 Aug. 8/2 This novel instrument

will be practically a horizontal photo-heliograph, giving

images of the moon exceeding a foot in diameter.

So Pho toheliogxa-pMc a., pertaining to a photo-

heliograph or to Pho tohelio-grraphy, the art or

process of taking photographs of the sun ;
Photo-

helioscope [see -SCOPE] = photoheliograph.
1863 Reader No. 141. 292/1 Perfection attained in photo-

heliography. 1871 HERSCHEL Ontl. Astron. (ed. Ji) 261

Photographic representations of the spots have been made . .

with a '

photohelioscope
'

at Kew. 1890 Cent. Diet ,
Photo-

heliographic. 1905 Athenxuin 29 Apr. 535/1 The volume
of 'Greenwich Observations' for the year 1902. .together
with..' Magnetical and Meteorological Observations', and

'Photoheliographic Results'.

Photo-hyalotype to -iodide : see PHOTO-.

Photolith, Photolitho, abbreviations of

PHOTOLITHOGRAPHIC a.

1864 Autographic Mirror, Shalis. No., A Photo-Litho
Portrait of Shakspeare, taken from the print by Martin

Droeshout. 1870 Holbein Soc. PuM, (title) The Mirrovr of

PHOTOMETRIC.
Maiestie, or Badges of Honovr Conceitedly Emblazoned, a

photo-lith facsimile reprint from the only perfect copy in

existence . . A. D. 1618.. .

Photolithograph (foutoili-J^graf),
sb. [f.

PHOTO- 2 + LITHOGRAPH.] A print produced by
photolithography.
1853 Civil Engineer fy A rchitects Jrnl. 390 Prof. Ramsay

..described a process by which Mr. Robert Macpherson,
of Rome, had succeeded in obtaining beautiful photo-litho-

graphs. 1870 Eng. Meek. 14 Jan. 428/2 Mucn has been
done.. to aid the production .. of photo-lithographs. 1877
Arckxol. Journal XXXI II. 305 The greatly reduced scale

of the photolithograph.
Hence Photoli'thograph v. trans., to produce

or copy by photolithography.
1864 (title) Shakespeare's Much Ado about Nothing, 1600.

Photo-lithographed by R. Preston. 1872 PROCTOR Ess.
Astron. xxviii. 346 This chart is now completed .. with

photolithographed keymaps. 1874 MAX MULLER Addr.
Congress of Orientalists Sel. Ess. II. 30 Three valuable

MSS...have been photolithographed at the expense of the

Indian Government.

Fhotolithographer (M0tlife>]griU)0. [f.

PHOTOLITHOGRAPHY, after LITHOGRAPHER.] One
who practises photolithography.
1857 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 8) XIII. 514/2 Specimens which

we have seen by photo-lithographers in Paris, Munich, and
Rome. 1875 tr. Rogers Chem. Light xix. 281 We see very
few heliographers and photolithographers.

Photolithographic ^loilijioigrarfik), a.

[f.
as prec., after LITHOGRAPHIC.] Pertaining to

or produced by photolithography.
1867 MURCHISON Siluria xi. (ed. 4) 251 note, I received..

photolithographic representations. 1873 E. SPON Workshop
Receipts Ser. i. 289/1 A photo-lithographic impression

of a

negative. 1880 Nature XXI. 358 A reduced photolitho-

graphic reproduction ofTunstall's 'Ornithologia Britannica'.

1886 Set. Amer. 24 July 49/3 From the original or negative
. .a photo-lithographic plate is taken.

Photolithography (f<-t0,lijx7-graft). [f.

PHOTO- 2 + LITHOGRAPHY.] The art or process of

producing, by photography, designs upon litho-

graphic stone (or a similar substance), from which

prints may be taken as in ordinary lithography.
1856 W. A. MILLER Elfin. Chem. II. Index, Photolitho-

graphy. 1858 Proc. Amer. Phil. Soc. VI. 328 Specimens of

photo-lithography executed by Mr. Rehn of Philadelphia.

1875 tr. VogeFs Chem. Light xv. 251 Photography, .entered

into competition with lithography. It was Poitevin who
allied the two by inventing photo-lithography.

Photo-lithotype : see PHOTO- 2.

Photology (fotp'lodgi). rare. [f. Gr. <f>s

light, PHOTO- i + -LOGY.] The science of light ;

optics. Hence Photolo'gic, Photolo-gicalor^V.,

pertaining to photology, optical ; Photo'logist,
one versed in photology.
1828 WEBSTER, Photologic, Photological. . . Photology (citing

MITCHILL). 1833 HERSCHEL Absorption ofLight in J-'am.

Lect. Sc. (1866) 477 The phenomena of absorption, .have

always appeared to me to constitute a branch of photology
sui generis. Ibid. 479 The question

' What becomes of

light ?
'

which appears to have been agitated among the

photologists
of the last century, a 1866 Light ibid. 265

The painter should never forget that his notion of colour

(as compared with that of the photologist) is a negative one.

1863 All the Year Round n Mar. 149/1 Photological

phenomena are made known to us by. .the sense of sight.

Photolysis to -magnetism : see PHOTO- i .

Pho:to-magnetograph (-msgnrtfgraf!.

[f. PHOTO- 2 + MAGNETOGRAPH.] An instrument

by which records of the fluctuations of the magnetic
needle are obtained photographically.
1893 SIR R. BALL Story of Sun 228 Facts of magnetic

perturbations taken from the photo-magnetographs of the

United States Naval Observatory. Ibid. 230 A magnetic
storm described as very strong was also recorded by the

photomagnetograpbs.
Photo-mapper to Photo-metallography:

see PHOTO- 2.

Pho'to-mecha'nical, a. [PHOTO- 2.] Com-

bining a photographic and a mechanical process.

1889 [see Photophane, PHOTO- 2]. 1892 WOODBURY
Encycl. Phot. 533 The term photo-mechanical is applied to

all processes in which the action of light upon chemical

substances becomes the means of preparing printing surfaces

from which many impressions can be made without any
further assistance of light.

Photometer (fot^mftaa). [f.
Gr. <p/s light,

PHOTO- + -METER : in mod.L.photometritw, 1760.]

The name of instruments (of many kinds) for

measuring the intensity of light, or for comparing
the relative intensities of light from different

sources.

[1760: see PHOTOMETRY.] 1778 Phil. Trans. LXVIII. 487
We wish for an Hygrometer, an Electrometer, a Photometer.

1793 RUMFOSD ibid. LXXXIV. 73, I have now brought the

frincipal

instrument to such a degree of perfection, that, if

might without being suspected of affectation, I should

dignify it with a name, and call it a photometer, c 1863

LETHKBY in Circ. Sc. I. 92/2 Leslie and Wheatstone have

also invented photometers. 1893 Brit, jfrttl. Photogr. XL.
8n Very many different patterns of photometers have been

introduced and used during the last thirty years.

Photometric (f^tome-trik), a. [f.
PHOTO-

METRY + -ic.] Of or pertaining to photometry.
1849 Lit. Gaz. 24 Feb. 132/1 He [Grove] had tested by the

photometric method of equality of shadows the intensity of

the light as compared with a common wax candle. 1869
DUNKIN Midn. Sky 175 Interesting photometric experi-



PHOTOMETEICAL. 797 PHOTOTYPY.
ments..on the relume light of the principal stars. 1875
KI.NNLIT & DVI-;R Sachs' Bot. 663.

riu Fhotome'trical a., dealing with photometry;
made or measured by a photometer; = Photo-
metrically adv., according to photometry, by
means of a photometer; Photometrician (-i'jan),

Fhotometrist (-^metrist), one who practises

photometry.
1833 HERSCHEC Astron. xii. 375 A numerical estimate,

grounded on precise *photometrical experiments, of the

apparent biightnessof each star. 1864 Daily Tel. 16 Sept.,
The pholometrical standard [of gas-light] is more than

twice as high in many other places than it is in London.

1854 BRKWSTER More Worlds v. 95 In measuring ^photo-
metrically the light of these three different structures. 1883
Athenxnm 16 June 766/2 Method of determining the magni-
tudes of stars photometrically. 1870 PROCTOR Other Worlds
v. 143 The estimates of Zollner, the eminent *photomett ician,

serve to show. .that Jupiter sends more light to us. .than a

planet of equal size and constituted like Mars, the moon, or

the earth, could possibly reflect to us if placed where

Jupiter is. 1867 W. R. UOWDITCH Coal Gas iii. 67 The best

way for a *photometrist to be certain of his instruments is

to test them himself.

Photometry (foV'metri). [ad. mod.L. photo-
metria (1760), f Gr. </ws, (pojro- light, PHOTO- +

-/^fTpia measuring, -METRY.] Measurement of light;

comparison of the intensity of light from different

sources ;
the use of a photometer.

[1760 LAMHKKT Photometria 7 Optandum certe esset, ut

excogjtaretur Photometrum thermometro analogum, quod
lumini expoMtum ejus intensitatem atque claritatem mdi-

caret.] 1824 R. WATT Biblioth. Brit. s. v. J. H. Lambert,
Photometry. 1830 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 7) Prelim. Dissert.

637/2 The eighteenth century created a new branch of

optical science, destined to measure or compare the intensi-

ties of different lights, and therefore termed Photometry.
1865 Daily Tel. 24 Nov. 4/6 So far as photometry is con-

cerned, the metropolitan [gasl companies have usually com-

plied with the law. 1876 G. F. CHAMBERS Astron. vi. i. 480
The subject of the photometry of stars. .has received but
little attention from practical astronomers.

Photo-mezzotype : see PHOTO- i.

Photomicrograph (f^toimai-krJgrat). [f.

PHOTO- 2 + Gr. ptKp6-s small, MICRO- + -GKAPH : cf.

MICROGRAPH.] A photograph of a microscopic ob-

ject on a magnified scale. So Fhotomi'crogram in

same sense; Photomicro'jfrapher, one who takes

photomicrographs; Pho tomicrogra'phic a., per-

taining to photomicrography ; used for taking

photomicrographs; Pho'tomicro'jpraphy, the art

of obtaining photographs of microscopic objects
on a magnified scale.

1858 G. SHADBOLT in Sntton's^ Photogr. Notes III. 208
The word microphotosraph originated, I believe, with my-
self, and is applied, I think correctly, to very small photo-
graphs, not to photographs of small objects, which would
more correctly be photomicrographs. \%6zCatal. Internat.
Exhib. II. xiv. 53 A photo-micrographic camera . . for taking
photographs of .. microscopic objects. 1865 Chambers'*
Encycl. VII. 510/2 Photo-Micrography consists in the en-

largement of microscopic objects, by means of the micro-

scope, and the projection of the enlarged image on a sensitive

collodion film. 1866 J. J. WOODWARD Artier. Jrnl. Sci.

Ser. 11. XLII. 100 The paper. .is illustrated by photomicro-
graphs reproduced by photolithography. 1870 R. J. FOWLER
in ttg; Mech. 4 Feb. 501/3 By uniting the photomicro-

graphic object glass. .with the eyepiece.., the apparatus
becomes a dioptric compound microscope. 1889 Anthonys
Photogr, Bjill, II. 156 The admitted advantage which

Photomicrography offers to the microscopist for recording
the images seen under the microscope. 1893 Brit. Med,
Jrnl. 26 Aug. 487 Illustrated by., photomicrographs of
affected nerves. 1896 Nature 24 Sept. 490/1 Excellent
stained preparations of bacteria, taken by . . well-known

?hotomicrographers.
1903 Nation (N. Y.) 21 May 417/1

t would have been better.. to keep the photomicrograms
and the delineations of the trunk -bark separate.

PhO'tomicrosco'pic, a. [Pnoro- 2.] Pro-

duced on a microscopic scale by photography.
1870 Daily News 7 Dec., The thousands . . of private photo-

microscopic telegrams from all parts of the country brought
in [to Paris] by pigeon post.

Pb.oto-nepnograph to Photophobe : see

PHOTO- i, 2.

II Photophobia (fout0f<?u'bia). Path. Also an-

glicized -phoby. [mod.L., f. Gr. <pw$ light, PHOTO-
+ -PHOBIA.] Dread of or shrinking from light,

esp. as a symptom of diseases of the eyes.
1799 HOOPER Diet. Med.) Photophobia, such an intolerance

of light, that the eye, or rather the retina, can scarcely bear
it's irritating rays. 1858 MAVNE Expos. Lex., Photophobia^
..photophoby. 1869 G. LAWSON Dis. Eye (1874) 15 The
lids are then red, swollen, and spasmodically closed, from
the excessive photophobia. 1899 Allbutt'sSyst. Med. VIII.
708 The retina [in albinos] is unprotected, and there is

consequent photophobia.
Hence PhotophoMc (-ffrbik) a. t pertaining to

or affected with photophobia ; dreading light ;

|| Fho'tophobophthalmia (-f^b^fbx'lmia) [mod.
L.], ophthalmia attended with photophobia.
1842 DUNGLISON Med. Lex., Photophobophthalmia. 1858

MAVNE Exfos. Lex,^ Photophobicus, of or belonging to

Photophobia: photophobic. /^W.jOphthalmy, with exces-
sive intolerance of the light : photophobophthalmy. 1878
T. BRYANT Pract. Surg. I. 89 The affection is attended
with photophobic pain about the orbit and sclerotic injection.

Photophone (fw-toffan). [f. Gr. <^o? light,
PHOTO- + -<p<vos sounding, sounder, (puvrj voice,

sound.] Any apparatus in which sounds arc trans-

mined by light ; esp. that invented by A. Graham
|

Bell and Sumner Tainter in 1880, by means of

which sound-vibrations are conveyed to a distance

by means of a beam of light reflected from a
\

mirror and received upon a sensitive selenium cell !

by means of which the sounds are reproduced. ]

See RADIOPHONE.
1880 A. GRAHAM BELL in Jrnl. Franklin Inst. CX. 246
We have named the apparatus for the production and

reproduction of sound in this way 'The Photophone ',

because an ordinary beam of light contains the rays which
are operative. 1880 Athenxnui 25 Sept. 405/2 The sensi-

bility of the metal selenium to the action of the solar spectrum
recommends it as the most favourable substance for use ill the

'photophone', as the new instrument is called. 1889 PKEECE
& MAIER Telephone 104 Bell and Sumner Tainter have con-

structed an apparatus, to which they gave the name of
'

photophone , which enabled them to reproduce words at

a distance by the aid of luminous rays.

Hence Fhotophouic (-f^'nik) a,, pertaining to

or produced by the photophone ; Photophony
(fotp'Wni), the use of the photophone ;

the convey-
ance of sound-vibrations by means of light.
1880 A, GRAHAM HELL in Athcnzutn 4 Dec. 747/3 (title of

paper) On Methods of preparing Selenium and other Sub-
stances for Photophonic Experiments. 1881 S. P. THOMPSON

,

in Nature 17 Feb. 366/2 An elegant series of researches
in photophony. 1882 Xatiu-e 16 Feb. 377/1 Yielding radio-

'

phonic and photophonic sounds \vhen illuminated by inter-

mittent beams of different kinds.

light-bearing or -bringing : see PHOTO- and -PHOHE.]
1. An apparatus with an electric light, used for

examination of internal organs of the body and for

other purposes.
1885 Athenxitin 12 Dec. 773/3 Mr. J. Mayall, jun., exhibited

the Helot-Trouve electric photophore, which had been
recommended as an excellent illuminant for microscopical

purposes. 1803 Syd. Soc. Lex., Photophore, the name for

an electric light for use in laryngoscopy, adapted to a fore-

head-band, so as to be reflected by the laryngoscopic mirror I

into the mouth and throat under examination.

2. A luminifcrous organ in certain animals.

1898 Nature 23 June LVIII. 192/1 The new bathybial fish

from Lord Howe Island, ,.SEthop>-ora perspicillata, ..dis-

tinguished. .by the presence of a pair of supernumerary

photophpres between the upper angle of the eye and the
|

ante-orbital.

Photophosphorescent to -salt : see PHOTO-.

Photoscope (fo't<fek<7up). [f.
PHOTO- + -SCOPE.] ;

a. A means of examining light, e. g. for purposes
of analysis, b. An instrument for measuring the

intensity of light by means of the varying electrical

resistance of some substance sensitive to light, |

such as selenium, o. (See quot. 1896.) d. [with
'

photo- taken as=photograph^ A lens or apparatus
with lenses, through which photographs are viewed.

T&"]ilr.SchcllcH?sSpcctr.Anal. xli. 230 The solar spectrum
is the most perfect pnotoscope that in the present state of
science can be imagined. 1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mech. 1690/1
Photoscopc,<tf\ instrument or apparatus for exhibiting photo-
graphs. 1896 Current Hist. (Buffalo) VI. 16 An instru-

ment called a 'photoscope ..to examine certain internal

parts of the human body, .with the aid of sunlight only.

Photoscopic (-skfpik), a. [f.
as prec. + -ic.]

a. Pertaining to the examination of light, b.

Belonging to a photoscope.
1872 tr. Schellcns Spectr. Anal. xli. 230, I .. recommend

to the scientific investigator a camera obscura specially

adapted to these photoscopic observations.

Photo-sculptural to -spectroscopy : see

PHOTO- 2.

Photosphere (ftfu'tiJfsfiaj). [f. PHOTO- + Gr.

cr<t>aipa balC SPHEKE.]
1. A sphere or orb of light, radiance, or glory.

(In mod. use only asyijf. from 2.)

1664 H. MORE Styst. Iniij., Apol. iii.
15. 503 Though . .

Christ be surrounded with Gleams and Rates of inaccessible

Light and Glory, which envelop his Body, . . yet if any mortal

could get within this so refulgent Photosphere (as I may so

call it) or Orb of glory and brightness [etc.]. 1878 SvMONDI
Shelley v. 97 The central motive of Laon and Cylhna. is

surrounded by so radiant a photosphere of imayery and

eloquence that it is difficult to fix our gaze upon it. 1891
T. HARDY Tess II. xiv, Her hopes mingled with the sun-

shine in an ideal photosphere which surrounded her as she

bounded along the soft south wind.

2. Astron. The luminous envelope of the sun

(or a star), from which its light and heat radiate.

1848 HERSCHEL Ess. (1857) 287 A self-luminous nebulous

matter, of a vaporous or gaseous nature, of which these

photospheres, and, perhaps, some entire nebula?, may consist.

1861 W. FAIRBAIRN Addr. Brit. Assoc., The remarkable
discoveries of Kirchoff and Bunsen require us to believe

that a solid or liquid photosphere is seen through an atmo-

sphere containing iron, sodium, lithium, and other metals in

a vaporous condition. 1893 SIR R. BALI. Story ofSun 137
That envelope of glowing clouds surrounding the Sun
which we call the photosphere.

Pilotospheric (fJutosfe'rik), a. Astrait, [f.

prec. + -ic.] Of or pertaining to the photosphere.
1865 Reader 7 Jan. 16/3 Photospheric clouds affecting

forms reminding one of the flocculent mass of an incan-

descent metal, in suspension in a liquid. 1878 NEWCOMB
Pop. Astron. in. ii. 266 Above the photospheric layer [of

the sun] lies an atmosphere of a very complex nature. 1893
SIR R. BALL Story ofSun 196 The selective absorption of

photospheric light.

Photo-sulphate to-tachometry: see PHOTO-.

Phototactic (/tfitatae'ktik), a. Biol. [f. Gr.

Quis light, PHOTO- i + TOOT-IK-OS fit for ordering or

arranging.] Of cells or organisms : Characterized

by arranging themselves in some particular way
under the influence of light.
1885 Kncycl. Brit. XIX. 62/1 Protoplasmic masses which

respond to the directive action of light are said to be
'

phototactic '. 1901 G. N. CALKINS Protozoa 296 The most
phototactic forms are the flagellated cells.

So
||
Photota'xis Biol. [mod.L., f. Gr. Tciis

arrangement], spontaneous arrangement of cells or

small organisms under the influence of light.
1893 in Athenxnm 16 Sept. 375/3. 1901 G. N. CALKINS

Protozoa 296 Light as well as heat rays frequently have a
similar directive effect upon Protozoa, a phenomenon called

phototaxis by Straslnirger. 1901 Brit. Aled. jfrnl. 4 May
1070 The phototaxis of certain alga?.

Phototelegraphy to -tint : see PHOTO-.

II Phototonus tfotjrtjJhcs). Bot. [mod.L., f.

Gr. <pis, <paiTo- light (see PHOTO-) + roVos tension,

TOXE.] Name given by Sachs to the normal
condition of sensitiveness to light in leaves and
other organs, maintained by continued exposure to

light, as opposed to the rigidity induced by long

exposure to darkness. Hence Phototonic (f<t<?-

tp'nik)a., exhibiting phototonus; sensitive to light.

1875 BENNETT & DYER tr. Sachs' Bot. 678 The power of

movement in plants is lost when they have remained in the
dark for a considerable time . . ; in other words, they become
rigid by long exposure to darkness..; the exposure to light
must continue for a considerable time.. before the motile

condition which I have termed ' Phototonus
'

is restored.

Ibid. 700 Changes in the intensity of the light produce the

same effect as irritants, but only on healthy phototonic
plants; leaves which have become ri::id from exposure to

the dark show no irritability to variations in its inttMiMly
until they have again become phototonic from long-continued
exposure to light.

Photo-trichroma'tic,. [f.PnoTo- 1 +TKI-

CHKOMATIC.] Of or pertaining to three colours

used in colour-photography, or to colour-photo-

graphy in which three colours are used.

1896 C. G. ZANDER (title) Photo-trichromatic printing. 1904
Wcstiii. Gas. 2 May 9/3 The photo-trichromatic inks of

commerce are not optically the true complements of the red,

violet, and green, which are the primary colour sensations.

Fhototropic (fo'-tutr^-pik), a. Bot. [f.
PHOTO-

+ Gr. -T/IUTTOS turning + -1C : cf. Gr. rpoiriKus of or

pertaining to turning.] Bending or turning under

the influence of light : a more accurate substitute

for HELIOTKOPIC. So Phototro'pically adv.,

Photo'tropism.
1809 C- B. DAVENPORT Exper. ^[orphol. n. 437 Effect of

Light upon the Direction of Growth Phototropism. [Note.}

On some accounts it is unfortunate to accept this
t
word

rather than the older, more familiar term '

heliotropism
'

;

but.. the latter is obviously unfitted to our broader view of

the subject. Ibid. 438 Aquatic plants., are only very slightly

phototropic. Ibid. 440 Etiolated willow shoots, upon which
. . the more strongly refractive rays only act phototropicnlly.

1900 Nature 4 Jan. 219/1 The comparative effects of flash

light and steady light in producing phototropism in seedling

plants.

Phototype (f^'t^aip^, sb. [f. Gr. (puis light,

PHOTO- + -TYPE.] A plate or 'block for printing

from, produced by a photographic process, or

by a combination of photography with etching or

some mechanical process; also, the process by
which such a plate is produced, or a picture, etc.,

printed from it. Formerly, name of a process of car-

bon printing invented by M. Joubcrt. Also atlrib.

1859 Sat. Rev. 26 Feb. 242/1 The term Phototypes being
reserved for such as yield impressions that may be taken off

from a flat surface by a mechanical method of printing, ana-

logous to that of the lithographer or of the anastatic printer.

1867 Athen&nm 20 July oo/r The process generally em-

ployed has been that of lithography from the phototype.
1881 Nation (N. Y.) XXXII. 441 A phototype portrait of

the late Thomas A. Scott. 1888 Academy 16 June 405/1
The phototypes are frequently too dark and sombre. 1902
WALL Diet. Photogr. 503 Phototype, a mechanical printing

process in which a gelatine film itself is used to print from.

Hence Pho'totype v. trans., to reproduce (a

picture, MS., etc.) by means of phototypy; Photo-

typic (-ti'pik) a., pertaining to or of the nature of

a phototype ; Phototypically adv., by means of

a phototype ; Pho'totypist, a maker of photo-

types ; Plio-totypy, the art or process of making

phototypes.
1859 Sat. Rev. 22 Jan. 98/1 Each of the phptotypic methods

at present before the world . . seeks to attain this object by

acting upon one and the same fundamental chemical fact.

Ibid., Various processes of photoglyphy and phototypy.

1887 Sci. Ainer. 17 Dec. 385/1 A combined albumen and

asphalt process of phototypy. 1888 Athcnzum n Aug.

198/3 May Prof. Brunn and his editor, his phototypist and
his subscribers, live for ever. 1891 Chicago Advance 16 July,

Phototypically. Mod The MS. is being phototyped.

Phototypography (&*i0&prgfl8). U-

PHOTO- + TYPOGKAPHY.] Printing from an engrav-

ing in relief produced bya photo-mechanical process.

Hence Phototypographic (f<Juto,tippgr^-fik) a.,

of, pertaining to, or of the nature of photo-

typography.
1890,Cmt. Did., Phototypographic. i8oa WOODBURY

Encycl. Plat. 540 Phototype .. is now applied to a method



PHOTOZINCOGRAPHY
of Collotype or Albertype printing and to blocks produced
by any photo-typographic process. Ibid., Photo-typography,
a general term applied .. to a large number of processes in

which printing surfaces are made by the aid of light.

Photovitrotype to -xylography: see PHOTO-.

Photozino (fJi-tzirjk),Ph.otozi-nco, abbrev. of

PHOTOZINCOGBAPHIO a.

1884 Athenxum 19 Jan. 88/3 From the Ordnance Survey
photozinc facsimile of the original charter. 1892 WOODBURY
Encycl. Phot. 540 Photo-zinco Engraving = Photo-zinco-

graphy.

Photozincography (fou'toizinVgiafi). [f.

PHOTO- + ZINC + -GBAPHT.] The art or process of

producing by photographic methods a design on a

zinc plate from which prints can be taken (analogous
to PHOTOLITHOGRAPHY). Hence Photozi'ncofrraph
sb., a plate, or a picture or facsimile, produced by

photozincography ; Fhotozi'iicograph v. trans.,

to produce or copy by photozincography ;
Phrrto-

zincogra'pnic, -ical adjs., of or pertaining to, of

the nature of, or produced by photozincography.
1860 (Feb. 4) SIR H. JAMES Rep. Progr. Ordnance Surrey

6 (Pad. Papers XXIII. 400) We have also tried a method. .

by which the reduced print is in a state to be at once trans-

ferred to stone or zinc, from which any number of copies can
be taken, as in ordinary lithographic or zincographic print-

ing. ..I have called this new method Photo-zincography.
i860 Photo-zincagraphy 5 By the term Photo-Zinco-

graphy is meant . . the art of producing a photographic
facsimile of any subject, such as a manuscript, a map, or line

engraving, and transferring the photograph to zinc, thereby
obtaining the power of multiplying copies in the same
manner as is done from a drawing on a lithographic stone,
or on a zinc plate. 1861 (title) Domesday Book : Cornwall.

Photo-Zincographed .. at the Ordnance Survey Office,

Southampton. 1862 SCOTT & JAMES Photo-zincograpliy
Pref. 4 This was the first Photo-zmcograph ever taken here
or elsewhere. Il'id. i The Photo-zincographic and Ana-

logous Processes practised at the Ordnance Survey Office,

Southampton. 1865 Pall Mall G. 4 Aug. n/i With large

photo-zincographical plates prepared at Southampton under
the superintendence of Sir Henry James. 1866 Contemp.
Rat. III. 520 The reproduction of facsimiles by the photo-
zincographic process. 1877 Reg. Privy Council Scot. I.

Introd. 50 The process of photozincography is available.

1895 Q. Rev. Jan. 56 The sheets. .are photozincographed.

Fliotozi iicotype. [f. PHOTO- + ZIXCOTYPE.]
A plate for printing from, produced by photo-

zincography. So Photozincotypy (-zi'rjkotaipi),

.typy
. . ographic Printing Methods lor tne ITmling

Press... In place of wood cuts, photo-zincotypes are very
often used.

II Photuria (folif^'m) Path. [mod.L., f. Gr.

(/><Js, <pwr- light + ovpov urine.] Phosphorescence of

the urine (Dunglison Med. Lex. 1853).

II Fhoturis (fotiu>ris). Entom. [mod.!,., f. 1

Gr. <tws, <paiT- light + ovpa tail.] A genus of

American coleopterous fire-flies of the Lampyrids
or glowworm family ; esp. the common firefly or

lightning-bug of the eastern United States (P.

pennsylvanica] .

1883 C. F. HOLDER in Harpers Mag. Jan. 190/2 In the

foliage . .the brilliant green light of the photuris appears.

II Phragma (frx'gma). Nat. Hist. PI. -ata.

Rarely anglicized as phragm. [mod.L., a. Gr.

<pfdyfM, -/tar- fence ;
in mod.F. phragme (Littre).]

A partition, septum : spec. a. Entom. A transverse

partition separating the prothorax from the meso-

thorax, found in some insects, as the Mole-cricket.
1826 KIRBY & SP. Entomol. III. xxxiii. 368 Phragma

(the Phragm). The Septum that closes the posterior orifice

of the Prothorax in Gryllotalpa. Ibid. xxxv. 582 The
phragm, or septum of the prothorax is most conspicuous in

the mole-cricket (Gryllotalpa),
in which it is a hairy liga-

ment attached to the inside of the upper and lateral margins
of the base of that part : inclining inwards, it forms the

cavity which receives the mesothorax.

b. Bol. See quot. 1866.

1830 LINDLEY Nat. Syst. Bot. 136 Tribulus has the

fruit separating into spiny nuts, with transverse phrag-
mata. 1863 J. H. BALFOUR Man. Bot. 447. 1866 Trcas.

Bot., Phragma, a spurious dissepiment in fruits, i. e. one
which is not formed by the sides of carpels ; a partition, of

\

whatever kind.

Hence Phragma'tic a. (see quot.).
1858 MAYNE Expos. Lex., Phragmaticus, ,. applied to

cattle, etc., which suffer from colic or obstruction of the

bowels : phragmatic.

Phra'gmocone. Zool. Also ernn. phragma-.
[f. Gr. <f>payno-s fence (or Qpayno- = tppa-ypaTo-:
see prec., and cf. aitfpno-) + KWVOS CoxE.j The
conical chambered internal skeleton of a fossil

belemnite ; also, by extension, the corresponding

spiral or otherwise-shaped part in other fossil

cephalopods.
1847 Nat. Encycl. I. 141 (Actinocamax) The species, .had

no true alveolar cavity or phragmacone. 1851-6 WOODWARD '

Mollusia 48 Its phragmocone is but the representative of

the calcareous axis (or splanchno-skeleton) of a coral. 1862

DANA Man. Gcol. 451 [In Belemnites] a small chambered

cone, called the phragmocone . . which has a siphuncle. 1888

ROLLESTON& JACKSON Anita. Life 451 The chambered shell

. .known in Belemnilidae as
'

phragmacone '.

Hence Phragmoco'nio a., of, pertaining to, or of

the nature of the phragmocone of a belemnite.

1890 in Cent. Diet,

798

Phragmo'phorous, ft. Zool. [ult. f. Gr.
]

$paypo- (see prec.) + -tyopos bearing + -ous.] ;

Having a phragmocone ; belonging to the Phrag-
mophorci) a section of decacerous cephalopoda,

having a phragmocone. 1890 in Cent. Diet,

Phraisse, var. PHAIBS, obs. Sc. f, FARCE sb?

Phrampell, obs. form of FBAMFOLD.
Phrantic, -ick, obs. forms of FRANTIC.

Phrasal (fr^-zal), a. [f.
PHRASE + -AL.] Of

the nature of or consisting of a phrase.
1871 EARLE Pkilol. Eng. Tongue 445 Often we see that

we are obliged to translate a flexional Greek adverb by
a phrasal English one. Ibid. 529 A third series .. are

the phrasal prepositions, consisting of more than one word.

Phrase (fwz)j $b* Also 6 in form phrasis ; 6

phraze, phrais ; Sc. (chiefly in sense 4) 7-9 frase,

8-9 fraise, 8 fraze. [ad. late L. phrasis^ a. Gr.

tppaats speech, way of speaking, phraseology, f.

tppaf-ftvio point out, indicate, declare, tell; possibly

through F. phrase (which however is not cited

before Montaigne ^1575), also frase ',
so It., Sp.

j

frase, OSp., fg. phrase ; Du., Ger. phrase.]
1. Manner or style of expression, esp. that pecu- !

liar to a language, author, literary work, etc.; j

characteristic mode of expression ; diction, phrase-

ology, language.
1530 PALSGR. Introd. 39 Of the differences of phrasys

,

betwene our long and the frenche tong. .. The phrasys of
our tong and theyrs differeth chefely in thre thyngcs. 1535
JOYE Apol. Tindale (Arb.) 38 Yt is the comon phrase of

scripture to saye spiritus sanctiftcationis pro spirit it sattcto

[etc.]. 1540-1 ELYOT Image Gtrc. Pref. 11556! 3 Conforme
the stile thereof with the Phrase of our Englishe. 1573
TUSSCR Husb. (1878) 207 From Paules I went, to Eaton
sent, To learn streight waies the latin phraies. 1579 LVLY

EitJ>hues(A.i\).} 137 So I would have abiect and base phrase
eschewed. isgjDRAYTON Eclogues \\. 19 These men., press
into the learned troop With filed Phraze to cUgnifie their

Name, a 1600 MONTGOMERIE Sonn. xliv, 5it, as I dar, my
deutie sail be done With more affectione nor with formall

phrais. a 1654 SELDEN Table- T. (Arb.) 20 The Bible is rather
;

translated into English Words, than into English Phrase.
!

The Hebraisms are kept, and the Phrase of that Language
is kept. 1774 WARTON Hist. Eng. Poetry vi. (1840) II. 6

Adam Davie writes in a less intelligible phrase than many
..antient bards. 1812 J. WILSON Isle Palms iv. 619 Her
Mary tells in simple phrase Of wildest perils in former

days. 1882 A. W. WARD Dickctis vii. 205 The supreme
felicity of phrase in which he has no equal.

2. A small group or collocation of words express-

ing a single notion, or entering with some degree ,

of unity into the structure of a sentence ; an ex-

pression ; esp. one in some way peculiar to or

characteristic of a language, dialect, author, book,
etc. ; an idiomatic expression.
1530 PALSGR. Introd. 42 The table of verbes where all

suche phrasys beset out at the length. Ibid. 814/2 Whan all
|

is doone and sayd, pour tout potaige^ a phrasis. 1551 T.
,

WILSON Logikc (1580) 64 b, By the mistaking of wordes, or

by false vnderstanding of phrases. 1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage
i. xi. (1614) 50 The liquid pitch floateth on the top of the

water, like clouted creame, to vse his owne phrase. 1662

Bk. Com. Prayer Pref., Some words or phrases of ancient i

usage. i6j7 W. POPE Bp. S. \Vard\Q\ My lord, I might ,

bear you in hand ; a western frase, signifying to delay or
;

keep m expectation. 1812 SOUTHEY Omniana II. 13 This
j

phrase, a priori^ is in common most grossly misunderstood, i

1875 HELPS ss. t Advice 50 'If I were you* is a phrase
'

often on our lips. 1878 Bosw. SMITH Carthage 334 The
phrase 'it would have been

',
is a dangerous phrase to use in

the study of history.

t b. Applied to a single word. Obs.

1597 SHAKS. 2 Hen. /F, in. ii. 79 Accommodated, it comes
of Accotnmodo: very good, a good Phrase. 1598 SHAKS.

Merry W. I. in. 33 Conuay : the wise it call : Steale? fob :

a fico for the phrase. 1699 COTES tr. Dufin's Hist. O. fy

N. Test. I. I. i. 3 St. Jerom is one of the first who absolutely
us'd the Phrase of Canon to denote the Catalogue of the

Sacred Books.

c. Grammatical Analysis \ see quot. 1865.
1852 MORELL Anal. Sent. 17 The predicate may be

extendedin various ways: i. By an adverb, or an adverbial

phrase. 1865 DALGLEISH Gram. Anal. 15 A phrase is a
combination of words without a predicate ; a clause is a term
of asentence containing a predicate within itself, as Phrase^

spring returning ; Clause^ when spring returns. 1904 C. T.
j

ONIONS Adv. Eng. Syntax 13 Adverb-equivalents: (i) A >

Phrase formed with a Preposition He hunts in the woods.

. .(4) A Clause When yon come, I will tell you. fl'id. 15 I

Two or more Sentences, Clauses, Phrases, or Single Words,
linked together by one of the Conjunctions and,t>ut t

or
t nor, ,

for, are called co-ordinate .. [as] A youth to fortune and '

tofame unknown ; To be or not to be that is the question. ;

3. A peculiar or characteristic combination of

words used to express an idea, sentiment, or the

like in an effective manner ;
a short, pithy, or ,

telling expression ; sometimes, a meaningless, trite,
<

or high-sounding form of words.

1579 W. WILKINSON Confut. Familye of Loue i b, These
be their sweete and amiable wordes, and lovely phrases.
1588 SHAKS. Z.. L. L. i. i, 166 A man in all the worlds new
fashion planted, That hath a mint of phrases in his braine.

1641 J. JACKSON True Evang. T. i. 19 Thus man degrades ;

himselfe, and (according to the phrase, Apoc. 19. 20) receives
. .the mark of the beast. i78oCowpER-Z,f/. to Hill\> Mar., >

To use the phrase of all who ever wrote upon the state of

Europe, the political horizon is dark indeed. 1816 SCOTT
Bl. Dwarf ii, Greyhounds . . who were wont, in his own
phrase, to fear neither dog nor devil. 1841 D'ISRAKLI Amen.
Lit. (1867) 578 The phrase was tossed about till it bore no ;

PHRASE.
certain meaning. 1879 FROUDE Cxsar xii. 164 He called

him, in the Senate, 'the saviour of the world '. Cicero was

delighted with the phrase. 1899 Daily AYws 20 July 6/4
Humanity is the slave of phrase, and the phrase,

'

Integrity
of the Turkish Empire ', is as much a matter of course to

the English as
'

Britannia rules the waves '.

4. Sc. and north, dial. Exclamatory or exagger-
ated talk; an outburst of words, whether in wonder,

admiration, boastfulness, praise, or flattery; 'gush';

esp. in to make (a)phrase, to express one's feelings
in an exclamatory way, to 'gush', to make much
ado about a person or thing (sometimes implying
mere talk) ;

to make tnuckle or little phrase about,

to talk or express one's feelings much or little about.

1725 RAMSAY Gentle Sheph. \. ii, He may indeed, for ten

or fifteen days Mak muckle o' ye, with an unco fraise. Ibid.

v. iii, I ne'er was good at speaking a' my days, Or ever

lov'd to make o'er great a frase. 1768 Ross Hclenare in.

105 Gin that's the gate, we need na mak gryte fraze. 1816

SCOTT Antiq. xxxiv, An honest lad that likit you weel, though
he made little phrase ahout it. 1901 G. DOUGLAS House
'M. Green Shutters 175 He made a great phrase with me.

6. Mus. Any (comparatively) short passage,

forming a more or less independent member of a

longer passage or 'sentence', or of a whole piece or

movement.
1789 F.URNEY Hist. Mns. IV. 27 More forms or phrases of

musical recitation still in use, may be found in Peri and

Caccini, than in Monteverde. 1866 ENGKL Nat. Mus.
iii. 82 A phrase extends over about two bars, and usually
contains two or more motives, but sometimes only one.

1871 B. TAYLOR Faust (1875) I. Notes 228 In the over-

ture to Don Giovanni a certain musical phrase occurs

which is not repeated till the finale. 1880 SIR C. H. PARRY
in Grove Diet. Mus. II. 706/1 The complete divisions are

generally called periods, and the lesser divisions phrases.
The word is not and can hardly be used with much exact-

ness and uniformity.

6. Fencing. A continuous passage in an assault

without any cessation of attack and defence.

Common in mod. French, and occasionally used by recent

Eng. writers on Fencing. (Sir F. Pollock.)

7. attrib. and Comb., ns phrase-coiner, -composi-

tion, -compound, -Latin, -repeater, -type ; phrase-

book, a book containing a collection of idiomatic

phrases used in a language, with their explanation
or translation; also attrib.; f phrase-like adv.,

phrase by phrase; phrase-maker, a maker of telling
or fine-sounding phrases; phrase-mark, a sign in

musical notation to indicate the proper phrasing :

see sense 5 ; phrase-monger, one who deals in

or is addicted to fine-sounding phrases ; so phrase-

mongering, -mongery. Also PHRASEMAS.
1600 NASHE Summers last Will Wks. (Grosart) VI. 140

Hang copies, fiye out *phrase books, let pennes be turnd

to picktooths. 1723 [see phrase-Latin}. 1898 Westm. Caz.
it Oct. 2/1 You must have a phrase-book knowledge of

the language. 1901 Daily Chron. 17 May 3/2 Professional

*phrase-coiners. 1902 GREENOUGH & KITTREDGE Words 70

*Phrase-composition. -is alike active in slang and in law*

abiding speech. Ibid. 188 Native 'phrase-compounds are

beside, . . betimes, . . undershot, overlord [etc.]. 1723 S. MOR-
LAND Spec. Diet. Eng. fy Lat. 5 There have.. been some
Phrase Books put out into the World, and esteemed as a

Supplement to Dictionarys. .'Twas my Father's Opinion,
that to these we owe the Introduction of a

thing_
call'd

* Phrase-Latin. 1549 W. BALDWIN (title) The Canticles or

Balades of Salomon, "phraselyke declared in Englysh
Metres. 1822 T. MITCHELL Aristoph. I. 291 This "phrase-
maker Hath ta'en thy very senses. 1901 Academy 23 Mar.

247 AH the characters are phrase-makers and epigrammatists.

1815 Zeluca III. 149 The ineffable little old "phrase-monger.

1877 MORLEY Crit. Misc. Ser. II. 122 If Robespierre had
been a statesman instead of a phrase-monger, he had a clear

course. 1879 F. HARRISON Choice Bits. iii. (1886) 73 The

jackanapes 'phrasemongering of some Osric of the day.

1830 Examiner 598/2 We have commenced with his *phrase-

mongery, and from it we shall proceed to some specimens
of his philosophy.

Phrase, ^'. Also 6- 7 frase. [f. prec. sb. Cf.

F. phraser (1/55 in Hatz.-Darm.)!]
1. intr. To employ a phrase or phrases.
a 1550 Image Hypocr. in. 475 in Skelton's Wks. (1843) II.

439 Thoughe ye glose and frase Till your eyes dase. 1888

[see PHRASING//*/. a.\

2. trans. To put into words ; to find expression
for ; to express in words or a phrase, esp. in a

peculiar, distinctive, or telling phraseology; to

word, express. To phrase it, to express the thing,

to '

put it '.

1570 FOXE A. ff M. (ed. 2) 55/2 Clement .. who .. was

adioyned with Paule . . dyd phrase them [' Epistle to the

Hebrues ') in his style, and maner. 1615 Bp. MOUNTAGU App.
Caesar'64 So Ezechiel phraseth it. 11652 J. SMITH Sel.

Disc. vi. 295 The Seventy . . have much varied the manner of

phrasing things from the original. 1701 Rows Amb. Step-
Atoth. in. ii, Nor can I phrase my speech in apt Expression,
To tell how much I love and honour you. 1771 JOHNSON
Let. to Mrs. Thrale 7 July, He has had, as he phrased

it, 'a matter of four wives'. 1879 H. GEORGE Progr. ff

Pov. X. v. (1883) 388 The free spirit of the Mosaic law.,

inspired their poets with strains that yet phrase the highest

exaltations of thought.

3. To describe (a person or thing) by a name,

designation, or descriptive phrase ;
to call, desig-

nate ; t to signify.

1585-7 T. ROGERS 39 Art. (Parker Spc.) 23o_The papists. ,

phrase the preachers to be uncircumcised Philistines. 1613

SHAKS. Hen. VIII, i. i. 34 When these Sunnes (For so they

phrase 'em). 1614 CAMDEN Rem. (ed. a) 205 To poore man ne



PHRASED.

to priest the penny frases nothing. Men giue God aie the

iv. (1864) 105 Phrasing the conduct and doings of men.

1902 KIPLING in Monkshood & Gamble Life 49 He is

supremely original : which makes it quite difficult to phrase
him comparatively.

4. with adv. To do (a thing) away, do (a person)
out of, etc., by phrases or talk.

a 1718 PENN Tracts Wks. 1726 I. 471 If People will be '

phrased out of their Religion they may. 1830 Examiner
j

81/1 The Monarch is not permitted to phrase away his

people's troubles.

5. intr. Sc. To 'make a phrase' (prec. 4), to talk

exaggeratedly or *

gushingly ', esp. in appreciation
or praise. Also trans. To make much of in words.

1786 BURNS Kp. to G. Hamilton 3 May, To phrase you i

and praise you, Ye ken your laureate scorns. 1808 J. MAYNE
Sillgr Gun iv, In vain his heralds fleech'd and phrased.

6. trans. Mus. To divide or mark off into phrases,

esp. in execution ; to perform according to the

phrases. Also absol. (See also PHRASING vbl.sb. 2.) I

1796 BURNEY Mem. Metastasio II. 332 The air should be

phrased and symmetric. 1896 Peterson Mag. VI. 279/1 She

phrases naturally and her intonation is admirable.

Phrased ^fr^'zd), a. [f.
PHRASE sb. or v. +

-ED.] Expressed in phrases, worded ; character- I

ized by phrases (of a specified kind).

1557 NORTH Gueuara's Diall Pr. Prol. A ij b, Suche, so

straunge,and high phrased was the matter whiche he talked

of. 1886 A. W. TUER in Pall Mall G. 8 Oct. 2/2 The
,

quaintly phrased advertisements are genuine.

Phra*seless,tf. [f. PHRASE .w. + -LESS.] With-

out a phrase or phrases; in quot. app.
' which there

is no phrase to describe
'

;
but cf

.

' his speechless
'

hand' in Coriol. v. i. 67 (Schmidt).
1597 SHAKS. Lovers Compl. 225 O, then, aduance of yours

j

that phraseles hand, Whose white weighes downe the airy
scale of praise.

Phraseman (fr^-zmsen). [f.
PHRASE sb. +

MAN.] A man successful in making or using

telling phrases ; a phrase-monger.
1798 COLERIDGE Fears in Solitude 1 1 1 The poor wretch . .

Becomes a fluent phraseman. 1814 CARY Dante, Paradise
vm. 153 Ye.. of the fluent phraseman make your King.

Phraseogram (frJiv^grsem). fiireg. f. Gr.

(ppavis + -GRAM : see PHRASEOLOGY.] A written

character or symbol representing a phrase ; spec, in

phonography or other shorthand system, a con-

ventional combination of signs or letters standing
for a phrase.
1847 I. PITMAN Man. Phonogr. (td. 8) 63 An extensive list

of phraseo.^tams is given in the *

Reporter '. 1868 Ibid. 15

Phraseogram, a combination of shorthand letters repre-

senting a phrase or sentence. 1895 W. E. A. AXON in W.
Andrews Curious Ch. Customs 251 There are phraseograms
for

*
in the name of the Lord ',

' wherefore said the

psalmist ', etc.

Fhraseograph (fr^'zt^grof). Shorthand, [f.

as prec. + -GRAPH.] A phrase for which there is

a phraseogram. So Phraseogra-pliic ., of the
,

nature of a phraseogram, written in phraseography. ,

Phraseo-graphy [see -GRAPHV], a. the representa-
tion of phrases or sentences by abbreviated char-

acters in writing, esp. in systems of shorthand
;
the

use of phraseograms; b. written phraseology.
1845 I. PITMAN Man. Phonogr. 52 Phraseography. To pro-

mote expedition, .the advanced phonographer may join two
or more words together, and thus sometimes express a

phrase without removing the pen. 1847 Ibid. (ed. 8) 64 It

is not safe to write the phrase, / cannot, as a phraseograph.
1881 Phonographic Phrase Bk. Pref., With very little

practice., the phraseograph ic combinations are found to he

quite as legible as the ordinary Phonography. 1888
Man. Phonogr. ii Phraseograph, a phrase that is written

without lifting the pen. 1809 Pall Mall Mag. Feb. 198
The..task of rendering it [the chorography] into modern
phraseography.

Fhraseolp'gic, n. rare. [f. PHRASEOLOGY (or
its mod.L. orig.) + -1C.]

= next, 2.

1828-32 in WEBSTER.

Phraseological (fr^'z/>V-dgikal), a. Also
8 phrasio-. [f. as prec. -*- -AL.]
1. Using phrases or peculiar expressions ; ex-

pressed in a special phrase or phrases.
1664 H. MORE Myst. Iniq. To Rdr., A Rude, uncivil,

uncharitable, phraseological Form of railing against such

Things or Persons as are . . Sacred. 1748 RICHARDSON
Clarissa. (,-&\\) VII. Ixxxi. 344 He said, in his phraseological
way, that one story was good till another was heard. 1877
BLACK Green Past, viii, Her father professed an elaborate

phraseological love for her.

2. Of or pertaining to phraseology; dealing with ;

phrases, or with the phraseology of a language,
etc., or that peculiar to an author or work.
1664 GOULDMAN (title) A Copious Dictionary .. With ..

Etymological Derivations, Philological Observations, and
Phraseological Explications. 1694 Land. Gaz. No. 3037/4

Phraseological Books.. published. 17x6 M. DAVIES Athen.
Brit. III. 3 Jacobus Billius's Greek Phrasiological Col-
lection. 1860 ADI.ER FaurieCs Prov. Poetry viii. 157 The
correction of a barbarism or phraseological vice. 1899
H. G. GRAHAM Soc. Life Scot, in \WtC. (1001) vm. "i. 26

note, A phraseological peculiarity of these tracts.

Fhraseolo'gically, adv. [f. prec. + -LY 2
.]

In a phraseological way; with the use of a phrase.
1867 \ation (N. Y.) 3 Jan. 9/1 When the verb^w>v is used

799

phraseologically with a substantive. 1884 IV. Chester (Pa.)
Local News XII. No. 44. 3 Phraseologically speaking, it is

a '

cold day
' when our justices of the Peace don't have a

scene at their offices.

Phraseologist (fr^z/^'Iod^ist). [f. next +
-1ST.] a. One who treats of phraseology, b.

A maker or user of phrases; one who uses sti iking
or sounding phrases, esp. in an indiscriminate

manner ; a phrase-monger.
1713 BERKELEY Guardian No. 39 f 14 The author.. is but

a mere phraseologi.st. 1727 BAILEY vol. II, Phraseologist^
an Explainer of elegant Expressions in a Language. 1809
W. IRVING Knickerb. iv. L (1849) 201 To borrow_a favorite

.. appellation of modern phraseolqgists. 1899 in Westui.
Gaz. 18 May 3/2 There is something, .which in time per-
verts its advocate into a mere phraseologist.

Phraseology (fr^z/ip'lod^i). [ad. mod.L.

phraseologia,) Gr. <f>ftaffeo\oyia, erroneously formed

by M. Neander (sec quot.) from Gr. <ppd<ns +

-\oyia, -LOGY ; the correct Gr. form (used in mod.

Gr.) is <ppa.aio\o"fla. *phrasiology : cf. (pvaio\oyia

physiology, etc.

Neander appears to have had in his mind the genitive case

(frpatrews ; and the erroneous form has perh. been perpetuated
in Eng. under the influence ofphrase.]

fl, A collection or handbook of the phrases or

idioms of a language; a phrase-book. Obs.

[1558 M. NEANDER (title] $PA2EOAOriA I5OKPATIKII
EAAIIMKOAATI.NH. Phraseologia Isocratis Grascolatina :

id est, Phraseon siue locution-am, elegantiarumue Isocrati-

carum Loci, seu Indices. 1681 W. ROBERTSON (title) Phraseo-

logia generalis. ..A Full, Large, and General Phrase Hook.]

1776 HARETTI (title) Easy Phraseology, for the use of young
Ladies who intend to learn the colloquial part of the Italian

Language,
2. The choice or arrangement of words and

phrases in the expression of ideas ; manner or style
of expression ;

the particular form of speech or

diction which characterizes a writer, literary pro-

duction, language, etc.

1664 H. MORE Myst. Imq.^Apol. iv. 6 The Conclusions or

Phraseologies of the School-Divines touching this Point.

1669 GALE Crt. Gentiles i. in. x. 96 Such is the incom-

parable Majestic of the Scripture stile, and Phraseologie.

1714 Spectator No. 616 ? i That ridiculous Phraseology,
which is so much in Fashion among the Pretenders to

Humour and Pleasantry. 1771 BURKE Corr.
,(1844)

* 25+
Men, according to their habits and professions, have a

phraseology of their own. 1857-8 SEARS At/tan. 6 Religious
phraseologies from which religious ideas have been ex-

punged. 1875 JOWETT Plato IV. 130 Parmenides . . is the

founder, .in modern phraseology, of metaphysics and logic.

f3. (See quots.) Obs. rare" .

1670 BLOUNT Glossogr. (ed. 3), Phraseology'^ a speaking of

Phrases, or of the proper form of Speech. 1678 PHILLIPS

(ed. 4), Phraseology^ (Greek) a Discourse of Phrases, or an

uttering of Phrases in common Speech.

j-4. Mus. Arrangement of phrases. Obs.

1789 IJuRNEY Hist. Mus. IV. 571 The want of symmetry
in the phraseology of his melodies.

Phraser (fr^-zoi). [f. PHRASE v. +-ERI. Cf.

Y.phrasettr (iSthc. in Hatz.-Darm.).] One who
uses phrases, or expresses himself in a peculiar or

striking manner; a phrase-monger.
1637 J- WILLIAMS Holy Table 212 According to this

English Phraser. 1878 J. THOMSON Plenip, Key 19 And
though he speaketh much, beyond demur, Wo phraser, but
a trusty messenger. 1879 G. MEREDITH Egoist v, Like all

rapid phrasers, Mrs. Mountstuart detested the analysis of

her sentence.

fPhra'Sical, a. Obs. rare'1
, [f. Gr. typac-is

PHRASE sb. + -ICAL.] Of the nature of a phrase ;

idiomatic.

1615 T. ADAMS Eng. Sickn. Wks. 1861 I. 395
'

Daughter
of my people

1

. .This is an abstractive phrase. .Here it is

phrasical, and therefore not to be forced.

. Obs.

see -FY.] intr. To use a phrase.
1633 AMES Agst. Cerent, n. 267 That which the Def.

neglected, the Rejoynder taketh to supplie, least we should

bragge* as it pleaseth him to phrasifie. 1674 HICKMAN
Hist. Quinquart. (ed. 2) 191 To disgrace the Calvinists, by
calling them Gospellers; For thus he phrasifieth.

Phra-siness. colloq. [f.
PHRASY + -NESS.] The

quality of being of the nature of a phrase : see

PHRASE sb. 3 ; proneness to use phrases.
1892 Review of Rev. 14 Apr. 376/^1

The Germans are

heartily sick of the phrasiness of their ruler. 1896 W. W.
PEYTON in ContemJ>. Rw. June 837, I use the word 'com-
munication

'

of design to release the idea of communion from

religious phrasiness.

Phrasing (fr^'zirj), vbl. st>, [f. PHRASE v. +
-ING 1

.]

1. The action of the vb. PHRASE
;
manner or

style of verbal expression ; phraseology, wording.
1611 BIDLE Trans/. Pref. n Wee haue not tyed ourselues

j

to an vniformitie of phrasing, or to an identity of words,
j

1741 RICHARDSON Pamela (1824) I. iv. 238 He says, in his I

usual way of phrasing, that he'll make it as easy to you as I

a glove. 1887 SAINTSBURV Hist, Klizah. Lit. ix. (1890) 325
Milton .. mixes the extremes! vernacular with the most

exquisite and scholarly phrasing.
2. Mus. The rendering of musical phrases. Also

,

atlrib. as phrasing slur, a slur indicating the \

proper phrasing.
1880 SIR H. PARRY in Grove Diet. Mus. II. 706/2 Just as

the intelligent reading of a literary composition depends
upon two things, accentuation and punctuation, so does
musical phrasing depend on the relative strength of the

,

PHRENESIS.

sounds, and upon their connection with or separation from
each other. 1886 Academy 17 July 48/3 He aroused the

sympathy and interest of his audience by his soft and liquid

tone, his neat playing, and by his delicate and finished

phrasing. 1898 Westnt, Gaz. 29 Dec. 3/2 Where it has
seemed desirable, phrasing slurs have been added.

Ph,ra*sing, ///. a. [f. as prec. + -ING -.] That

phrases; using phrases; in Sc.
t loudly or exag-

geratedly expressing one's feelings or sentiments.

1785 BURNS To H7. Simpson ii, In sic phraisin terms ye've
penn'd it, I scarce excuse ye. 1888 STF.VFNSON Across the

Plainst Beggars iv, (1892) 268 A.. tale of some worthless,

phrasing Frenchman.

Phrasy (friFf'zi), a. colloq. Also erron. phrasey.

[f.
PHRASE + -Y.] Abounding in phrases ;

charac-

terized by great use of phrases.
1849 Ecclesiologistl'X.. 125 They resemble what is familiarly

known as a piece of phrasy Latin. 1871 Daily News n Mar.,
The document smacks overmuch of the phrasey, and is less

redolent of the vigorous than of the lachrymose.

PhratorCfr^'tf?!). [a. Gr. typtfrajp, another form
of (pparrjp clansman : cognate with Skr. bhratdj
Zend bhratar, L..frater 9 Goth, brfyar BROTHER.]
A member of a Grecian phratry ; also transf. a

fellow-clansman.

1847 GROTE Greece n. x. III. 87 If a man was murdered,
first his near relations, next his gennetes and phrators, were
both allowed and required to prosecute the crime at law.

1881 L. H. MORGAN N. Amer. Ethnol. IV. n To preserve
some degree of equality in the number of phrators in each.

Pliratriac (fivHri&k), a. rare. [ad. Gr. 0pd-

TpiaK-oSy f. (fipdrpia PHRATRY : see -AC.] next.

1884 Athenxnm 21 June 795/3 In Attica there were also

two great organizations, one based originally on locality,
and another whose sole qualification was that of birth the

demotic and the phratriac.

Phratric (frt"
il
trik), a. [ad. Gr. eppdrpitf-os, f.

(pparp-a = tftparpia PHKATRY -i- -1C.] Of or pertain-

ing to a phratry or clan
; consisting of phratries.

1847 GROTE Greece n. x. III. 75 The phratric union, binding

together several gentes, was less intimate [than the gentile

union]. 1881 L, H. MORGAN Contrib. N. Amer, Ethnol.
IV. ii The phratric organization lias existed among the

Iroquois from time immemorial.

Phratry (fr^'tri). [ad. Gr. typarpia, f. (pparijp ;

see PHRATOR. In Y.phratrie (Littre).]
1. Ancient Cr. Hist. A politico-religious division

of the people, which took its first rise from the

ties of blood and kinship ;
in Athens, each of the

three subdivisions into which the phyle was
divided ;

a clan.

[1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Sttfif., PhratriarcJms, among the

Athenians, a magistrate that presided over the phrntria, or

third part of a tribe. He had the same power over the

?hratria,

that the phylarchus had over the tribe.] 1833
'HIRLWALL in Philol. Museum II. 307 The desire of the

higher classes to keep aloof from the rustics.., who had
been admitted into the phratries. 1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2)

I. 231 A family Zeus, and a Zeus guardian of the phratry.

[1884 Athen&um 21 June 795 '3 No deme coincided with a

phratria or with any subdivision of a phratria.]
2. transf. Applied to tribal or kinship divisions

existing among primitive races, as the Indians of

North America, aborigines of Australia, etc.

1876 L. H. MORGAN in N.Amcr. Ra: CXXIII. 65 It is..

..probable, .that the Mound-Builders were organized in

gentes, phratries, and tribes. 1882 H. SPEXCER Pol. Inst.

549 Not only where descent in the male line has been

established, but also where the system of descent through
females continues, this development of the family into^mr,
phratry, and tribe is found. 1891 WI.STERMARCK Hist.

Hum. Marriage (1894) 298 The Seneca tribe of the Iroquois
was divided into two 'phratries ',

or divisions intermediate
between the tribe and the clan.

f Phrayes, obs. illit. form of FROISE, PRAISE.
1686 Oldbury Parish Reg. in BlaJteway MS. (Eodl.) 3. 72,

2 gamon of Bacon and phrayes made of yr
egges.

Phreatic (fr7',re'tilO, a. [f. Gr. 4>/>c'a/>. <&>"-
well, cistern + -ic.] Of or pertaining to a well :

applied to water from deep wells.

1892-3 14/7: Rep. U. S. Geol. Sunj. 11. 16
'

Phreatic water '.

\Note\ This term was coined by Hay, in the course of the

recent artesian and underflow investigation.., as a con-

venient designation for
'

underground waters which can be,
or which it is hoped may be, reached by wells or other

subground works '.

I! Phren (fr/n). PI. phrenes (frrm'z). [mod.
L., a. Gr. typr\v midriff, in pi. <ppcW? parts about

the heart, breast; heart, mind, will.]

1. Anat. The diaphragm ; the upper part of the

abdomen : anciently supposed to be the seat of the

mind.
1 706 PHILLIPS, Phrenes, ..the Membranes about the Heart ;

also the Diaphragm or Midriff. i&9$Syd.Soc.Lex. t Phren t
. .

the diaphragm ; also, the epigastrium.

2. Philos. The seat of the intellect, feelings, and

will ; the mind.

Phrenalgia : see PHRENO-.

fPhrene*siac, a. Obs. [f.
Gr. fp4v$Of (see

next), taken as= <pptvi]aia (cf. It. frenesia) + -AC.]
= PHRENETIC a. i.

1814 SCOTT IVav. xliii, Like an hypochondriac person, or,

as Burton's Anatorma hath it, a phrenesiac or lethargic

P
|| Phrenesis (ftfnrsis). Path. [L. phrenesis

delirium, a. late Gr. <pptvrjffi$,
f. <pp~nvi <j>p

et'- : seQ

next, and cf. FRENZY.] - PHRENITIS.



PHRENETIC.

1547 BOORDR Brev, Health Ivii. 26 In the head may be i

many infirmities, as the Apoplexie, the Scotomy, the Megrym,
the Sood, the Phremyses [1598 phrenises], 1551 ASCHAM i

Let. 18 May, Wks. 1865 I. n. 288 The prince of Spain.. is
'

this day fallen sore sick of a phrenesis. 1561 HOLLYBUSH
Horn. Apothec. 5 An apostemacion in the braynes of some
litle skinnes, that enuiron the braynes, the same are called

Phrenesis. 1800 LAMB Let. to Manning 27 Dec., At last

George Dyer's phrenesis has come to a crisis ; he is raging
and furiously mad.

Phrenetic (fn
u

ne*tik), a. (s&.) Forms : a. 4
frenetyk, 4-6 -ike; 5 frena-, 6 frenetyke,

-ik, 6-7 -ick, 7 frenitick, 9 frenetic. 0. 6 phre-

netike, 6-7 -ique, 7 -icke, 7-8 -ick, 9 -itic, 7-
phrenetic. [a. OF. frenetike (Dial. S. Greg.
1 2-1 3th c.), ad. L. phreneticus^ a. late Gr. <pp(vrj-

TIKOS (Epict.), for <ppevtTtf<6$ afflicted with t^ftfvtns

delirium, f. <pprjvt <J>ptv~ heart, mind. Formerly
stressed phrenetic, whence PHBENTIC, FRANTIC.]
f 1. Of persons : Delirious ; mentally deranged ;

insane; crazy: = FRANTIC a. i. Obs.
a. c 1374 CHAUCER Troylns v. 206 (Camps.) And in his

Jjrowes frenetyk [v. r. frentyk] and madde He curssed loue,

Appollo, and ek Cupide. 1377 LANGL. P. PL B. x. 6 To
flatereres or to foils bat frantyk [v . r. frenetike] ben of

wittes. 1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg-, 193/1 Saynt marcial

heled one that was frenatyke. 1596 DALRVMPLE tr. Leslie s

Hist. Scot. vni. 84 Donald and quha with him appeiret
frenetik.

/3. 1558 KNOX First Blast (Arb.) u The foolishe, madde
and phrenetike shal gouerne the discrete. 1651 HOBBFS
Leviath. in. xxxiv. 215 Those that became Phrenetique,

Lunatique, or Epileptique. 1751 LAVINGTON Enthus. Meth.

fy Papists m, (1754) 139 They [Persons bit by the Tarantula]
are Phrenetic and delirious. 1778 Phil. Trans. LXVIII.
206 All that survived, .were to the highest degree phrenetic
and outrageous.
2. transf. Affected with excessive excitement or

enthusiasm, esp. in religious matters ; furious ;

frantic ;
fanatic. Cf. FRANTIC a. 2,

a. c 1540 tr. PoL Verg. Eng, Hist. (Camden) 1. 109 This. .
,

restrained the rude raginge of the frenetick Scotts. 1657
HAWKE Killing is M. 40 The foolish dictates of such
frenetick Impostor. 1819 WIFFEN Aonion Hours (1820) 109
Frenetic zealots. 1882 Pall Mall G, 27 Oct. i Some of the

more frenetic of the franc-tireurs of Liberalism.

fig' '872 BROWNING Fifine v, How the pennon from its

dome, Frenetic to be free, makes one red stretch for home !

p. 1565 CALFHILL Ansiv. Treat. Crosse 23 It is to be

feared greately, least their arise some phrenetike persons,
which will bragge and boast, .that they be Prophetes. 1660

IXGELQ fientiz 1
. ff Ur.\. 138 He esteems Prophetick Visions

,

only as Dreams of phrenetick men. 1858 Times 4 Nov. 6/4
j

The chivalrous and phrenetic Montbar, whose name was a
j

cry to hush infants, 1878 J. P. NEWMAN in N. Amer. Rev. i

CXXVII-32I When inspired, their individuality was intact.

They [sacred writers] were never ..phrenetic.

3. fa. Of a disease ; Consisting of or attended

by delirium or temporary madness :
= FRANTIC a.

3 a. Obs. b. Of actions, etc. : Insane ; erratic ;

passionate :
= FRANTIC a. 3 b.

a. a 1529 SKELTON Agst, ven. Tongues viii. 10 Ye are so full

of vertibilite, And of frenetyke folabilite. 1641 MILTON Ch.

Govt. n. iii. 50 Sometimes he shuts up [the man] as in

frenetick, or infectious diseases. 1816 KEATISGE Trav. (1817)
I. 198 [OfMohammedanism] Its frenetic might, enthusiasm,

too, evaporating in the diffusion of conquest 1895 MARIE
CORELLI Sorrows Satan 378 They run up the gamut of ,

baffled passion to the pitch of frenetic hysteria.

0. 1595 DANIEL Civ. Wars iv. v, Impotent, By means of

his Phreneticque maladie. 1615 H. CROOKE Body of Man
139 Rending the membranes, cause all our motions to be

head-strong and giddy, our sensations phrenetick and mad.

'754 O. in Connoisseur No. 28. ri Tom Dare-Devil.. was
carried off last week by a phrenetic feyer. 1815 MARY A.

SCHIMMELPENNINCK Demolit. Monast. Port Royal III. 268

He struck every one who approached him, with the most

phrenuic violence. 1860 T. MARTIN Horace^ Odes i. xvit

'

Clashing again And again their wild cymbals, such fervour :

phrenetic.

U 4. Catachrestic for PHRENIC a. i.

1704 J. HARRIS Lex. Techn. I, Phrenetick Nerves, are !

those which are called also Stomachick . . These descend
between the Membranes of the Mediastinum, and send
forth Branches into them. 1706 in PHILLIPS.

B. as sb. A madman :
= FRANTIC sb.

a. 1693-4 MOLISEUX Let. 17 Feb. in Locke's Lett. (1708)

75 How comes it to pass that want of consciousness cannot i

be proved for a drunkard as well as for a frenitick? 1837
CARLYLE Fr. Rev. III. i. iv, All men's minds may go mad,
and 'believe him', as the frenetic will do, 'because it is

|

impossible '.

3. [1607 MARSTON Whatyou will n. i, A company of odd

pbrenetecl Did eate my youth.] 1612 SELDEN Illustr.

Drayton's Poly-olb. xvii, [They] made this poore King..
:

euen as a Phrenetique, comit what posterity receiues now
amongst the worst actions.. of Princes. 1695 WOODWARD
Nat. Hist. arMii.(i723)a9AcommonFoldofPhreneticks
and Bedlams. 1881 W. R. SMITH Old Test, in Jew. Ch. x.

281 The visions of poor phrenetics.

Hence Fhrene'ticuess, madness (Bailey vol. II,

'

1727).

t Phrene'tical, . Obs. Also 6 phras-, 6-7
j

fre-, [f. as prec. + -AL.]
1, = PHRENETIC a. i and 2.

1588 J. HARVEY Disc. Probl. 34 Do they not. -proceede
from some odde vaine phantasticall,or phreneticall braines?

1663 BP. PATRICK Parab, Pilgr. (1673) 122 Dsemoniacks and

phrenetical people. 1674 OWEN Holy Spirit (1693) 195
Some Persons Phrenetical and Enthusiastical, whose Mad-
ness is manifest to all.

2. = PHRENETIC a. 3.

a 1548 HtiL\.Chron.,Hen. V 65 b, Thether came Isabell,

800

the Frenche Quene, Because the kyng her husband was
fallen into his old freneticall desease. i6oz T. FITZHERBERT

Apol. 62 The phantastical or rather phrenetical opinions of

these new fangled fellowes. 1696 Dp. PATRICK Comm.
Exod. x. 170 Another raving fit or phrenetical symptom.

Phrenetically (fr/he-tikali), adv.
[f. prec.

+ -LT 2
.]

In a frenzy ; frantically.

1837 CARLYLE Fr. Rev. II. 11. ii, If all mobs are properly
frenzies, and work frenetically with mad fits of hot and of

cold. 1898 IVestin. Gas. 14 Jan. 3/1 We welcome his sober

prose and phrenetically applaud his common sense.

Phreniatric (frenai|Se
-

trik), a. [f.
Gr. <f>pr)v,

cpptv- mind + IATRIC.] Of or pertaining to the treat-

ment of mental disease. In mod. Diets.

Phrenic (fre'nik), a. (si>.) [ad. mod.L.//;zV-
us or a. F. phrinique (1690 in Hatz.-Darm.), f.

Gr. <pphv, tppcv- diaphragm, mind : see -10.]

1. Anat. and Path. Of, pertaining to, or affecting
the diaphragm ; diaphragmatic.
1704 J. HARRIS Lex. Techn. I, Phrenick Vessels, are the

Veins and Arteries that run through the Diaphragm, Medi-

astinum, and Pericardium. 1741 MONRO Anat. Nerves(e&. 3)

19 Press one or both the phrenic Nerves. 1832 J. THOMSON
IV. Cullen I. 441 The Phrenic or Epigastric Centre. 1841
E. WILSON Anat. Vade M. 350 The Phrenic veins return

the blood from the ramifications of the phrenic arteries.

1899 Allbutt's Syst. Med. VI. 649 Phrenic neuritis.

1 2. Of or relating to the mind ; mental. Obs.

1835-6 TODD Cycl. Anat. I. 126/2 The nerves of animal,
or, better, of phrenic life. 1838 Fraser's Mag: XVII. 27
The Theosophs were right in separating entirely the mind
from the soul, in considering them, .as different principles,
as the physic and the phrenic. 1847 MEDWIN Slielley 1. 149
Two sorts of dreams, the Phrenic and the Psychic.

B. sb. (absolute use of A.)
1. Anat. Short for phrenic nerve.

1776 CRUIKSHANK in Phil. Trans. LXXXV. 187 The possi.

bility of having divided only one of the phrenics. 1881

MIVART Cat 209 It gives off a long and very slender branch,
called the superior phrenic.

2. Med. A remedy or medicine for mental disease.

1853 DUNGLISON Med. Lex., Phrenica, diseases affecting
the intellect. . . Also remedies that affect the mental faculties

Phrenics.

3. pi. Phrenios : That branch of science which
relates to the mind

; psychology.
1841 R. PARK Pantology n. iii. (1847) 82 We would apply

the term Phrenics to Mental Philosophy ; or to that branch

of knowledge, which treats of the faculties of the human
mind, and their laws of action. 1893 Syd. Soc. Lex.,Phrenics
. .also metaphysics.

||
Phreni-cula. Path. [mod.L., f. as prec. +

dim. suffix: see -CULE.]
1799 M. UNDERWOOD Dis. Children (ed. 4) I. 282 What he

[i.e. Dr. Paterson] calls a phrenicula, or diminutive species
of phrenitis. 1893 Syd. Soc. Lex., Pkrenicula, term used

by Rust for Brain-fever.

Plirenism (fre'niz'm). [f. Gr. tytnp, <ppev-

mind + -lSM.] Thought-force: see quot.
1871 COPE Origin of Fittest v. (1887) 205, I discard the

use of the term 'Vital Force', what was originally under-

stood by that term being a complex of distinct ideas. The
Vital forces are (nerve-force) Neurisin, (growth-force)

Bathmism, and (thought-force) Phrenism.

Phrenitic (fn'ni-tik), a. Path. [ad. Gr. <pp(-

ririK-cj!, f. <pf(vtr-ii PHHENITIS: see-ic.] Affected

with or suffering from phrenitis ; subject to fits

of delirium or madness.

1771 T. PERCIVAL Ess. (1777) I. 24 He indulged his phre-
nitic patients in the use of wine. 1838 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 7)

XVII. 453/2 Phrenitic, a term usea to denote those who,
without being absolutely mad, are subject to such strong
sallies of imagination as in some measure pervert their

judgment. 1893 Syd. Soc. Lex., Phrenitic, belonging to

phrenitis.

t Phreni-tion. Obs. rare, [irreg. f. PHRENITIS.]

Frenzy; rage.
1641 H. MORE Song ofSold i. in. viii, The fourth of furious

fashion Phrenition hight, fraught with impatiencies.

II Phrenitis (frMsi'tis). Path. [Late L.

phrenitis, a. Gr. <ppmns delirium, f. <t>pr;v, <ppev-

mind + -MIS. Cf. F. phrinite] Inflammation of

the brain or of its membranes, attended with de-

lirium and fever ; brain fever.

1621 BURTON Anal. Mel. i. i. i. iv, Phrenitis,. .is a disease

of the mind, with a continual madness or dotage,.. or else

an inflammation of the brain. 1684 BOYLE Poronsn. Anim.

fj Solid Bod. iii. 28 Oftentimes the matter, ..being discharged

upon some internal parts of the Head, produces a Delirium

or Phrenitis. 1841 BREWSTER Mart. Sc. in. ii. (1856) 187

His wife was seized with fever, epilepsy and phrenitis.

Phreno-, before a vowel phren-, a. Gr. <pptvo-

(combining form of <S>pfi", stem <pptv-, midriff, mind) ,

an element of Greek compounds, and of modern

scientific and technical words, usually in sense of

'the mind, mental faculties'.

Phrena-lgia [Gr. aAyoj pain], acute mental

distress; psychalgia; melancholia. Phrenoco'llc

a. [Gr. no\ov COLON 1], pertaining to both the dia-

phragm and the colon, as in phrenocolic (also

pleitrocolic) ligament (Syd. Soc. Lex. 1893). Phre-

noga stric a. Anat. as in phrenogastric liga-

ment, = GASTHOPHRENIC a. (Mayne Expos. Lex.

1858, Syd. Soc. Lex.}. Phre-nogram, the curve

or tracing made by the phrenograph (Webster
1902). Phre'nograph, (a) an instrument for

recording the movements of the diaphragm in

PHREN^JLOGIZE.

respiration; (i>)
a phrenological description or

' chart
'

of a person's mental characteristics. Phre-

no'ifraphy, the observation and description of phe-
nomena in comparative psychology. Phreno-

hypnotism (see quot. and HYPNOTISM). Phreno-

ma'gnetism, the excitation of the phrenological

organs by magnetic influence ; hence Phreno-
mag-ne'tic a. Phreno-me'smerism, the exci-

tation of the powers of the brain by mesmeric
influence. Phrenonarco'sis [Gr. vapxuais a be-

numbing], Schultz's term for a dulling of the senses

or intellect ; a state of stupor (Mayne, Syd. Soc.

Lex.}. Phreno'nomy [Gr. -vo/^ia distribution,

management], the deductive and predictive part
of comparative psychology. Plirenopara-lysis
= phrenoplegy (Syd. Soc. Lex.}. Phreuo'patliy

[-PATHY] disease of the mind ; so Phrenopa'tbic a.

Phrenophysio'gnomist, one skilled in phreno-

physiognomy. Plirenopliysicrgnomy, a com-
bination of phrenology and physiognomy. Plire'-

noplegy [Gr. (pptvoir\r/(, -Tr\r/y- stricken in mind,
f. *\-qfi] stroke], sudden failing of the mind

;
dis-

turbance of mental balance (Mayne, Syd. Soc. Lex.}.

Phrenosple-nic a. Anat., of or pertaining to the

diaphragm and the spleen (Mayne, Syd. Soc. Lex.}.

1890 BILLINGS Nat. Med. Dict.,*Phrenalgia. 1899 A llbntfs

Syst. Med. VIII. 361 Melancholia and Hypochondriasis,
Syn[onyms] In the older English writers Lypemania and

Phrenalgia. 1893 Syd. Soc. Lex.,
*
Phrenograph . .Rosen-

thal's lever . . he used it to demonstrate the stoppage of those

movements produced by faradisation of the cut end of the

vagus nerve. 1896 Voice (N.Y.) 1 3 Feb. 6/6 A phrenograph of

a famous French actress, lately in this city. 1881 Smithsoa.

Inst. Rep. 501 Observing and descriptive stage. . .*Phre-

nography. . .Inductive and classifying stage.. .Phrenology...
Deductive and predictive stage. .. Phrenonpmy. 1896 Cos-

mopolitan XX. 368/2 Adding to the magnetizer's equipment
the extravagant doctrine of ^phreno-hypnotism^the excita-

tion of the phrenological organs by pressing various points
on the heads of hypnotized subjects. 1845 G. MOORE Power

ay Serin, v. (1870) 99/1 ....
phaenomena known as spirit-rapping, table-turning, phreno-

magnetism. 1855 S.MEDLEY, etc. Occult Sc. 240 note, It was
not necessary to resort to *phreno-mesmerism. 1858 MAYNE
Expos. Lex.,Plireno-Magnetistn,Phreno-Mesi>terisin, terms

for a combination of two assumed branches of science em-

bracing the rationalities of Phrenology and more question-
able pretensions of Mesmerism. 1881 *Phrenonomy [see

pkrenography\. 1858 MAYNE Expos. Lex., Phrenopathia,
. . *phrenopathy. 1899 Alltutfs Syst. Med. VIII. 197 The
various types and classes of the phrenopathies. 1892 Miss
A. J. OPPENHEIM in Daily News 4 Aug. 6/6 A scientific

"phreno-physiognomist.
. .To explain *phreno-physiognomy

from a scientific point of view.

t Phreno'loger. Obs. [f. PHRENOLOG-Y +

-ERl.] One who practises phrenology, a phre-

nologist.
1846 in WORCESTER (citing Phren. Jrnl.\ 1849 H. MILLER

Footpr. Great, xiv. (1874) 265 Low-minded materialists and

shallow phrenologers.

Phrenologic (frenoV'djik), a. rare. [f. as

prec. + -1C. In mod.F. phrinologiqzie.'} Of or

belonging to phrenology.
1821 Joseph the Book-Man 12 For learned Phrenologic

lore Were needful such a man t' explore. 01845 HOOD
Craniology iii, These men I say, make quick appliance And
close, to phrenologic science.

Phrenological (frenoljrdsikal), a. [f. as

prec. + -AL.] Of or pertaining to phrenology ;

connected with or relating to phrenology.
1823 (title) Phrenological Journal. 1836-7 SIR W. HAMIL-

TON Metaph. I. App. ii, When I publish the results [of my
enquiry) they will disprove a hundred times over all the

phrenological assertions in regard to the cerebellum. 1870

DICKENS E. Drooil xvii, As to the phrenological formation

of the backs of their heads.

Hence Phrenolo -gically adv.

1838 E. FITZGERALD Lett. (1889) I. 44 Phrenologically

speaking, he must be fully and equally furnished with the

bumps of ideality and causality. 1846 POE G. Busk Wks.

1864 111.23 The forehead, phrenologically, indicates causality

and comparison, with deficient ideality.

Phrenologist (frfnjrlodsist). [f.
PHRENOLOG-Y

+ -IST. In mod.F. fhrenologiste (1875 in Littr<5).]

One skilled in phrenology.
1815 T. FORSTF.R in Pamphleteer V. 222 The Phrenologist

admits an arrangement of certain organs, which gives us

free-will. iSsoKlNGSLEY^/^. Locke i, Call it. .conformation

of the brain., if you are., a phrenologist. 1876 C. M.DAVIES

Uaorth. Land. 33 A collection of heads that would have

delighted a phrenologist.

Phrenologize (frfiylfidsaiz),
v.

[f.
as prec.

+ -IZE.]

1. trans. To treat or locate phrenologically.

b. humorous. To produce 'bumps' or protuber-

ances (on the head) by blows.

1848 Blackw. Mag. LXIII. 262 You emerged with abroken

hat, and a head phrenologised by a blacking bottle. 1858

J. W. DONALDSON Lit. Grace III. 13 He not only made

the soul a mere function of the body, but even phrenologized

it by placing it in the forehead.

2. To examine or analyse phrenologically.
1860 O. W. HOLMES Prof. Breakf.-t. viii, It only remained

to be phrenologized. 1895 Daily Ne-.us 22 Nov. 4/7 Burns's

skull was phrenologised.
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Phrenology (frtfylodsi). [f. Gr. frfy, <ppev-

mind + -LOGY
;

lit. 'mental science'; in V.phre'no-

logie (Gall 1818, Hiitz.-Dann.), Ger. phrenologie]
The scientific study Ul flieoryW the mental faculties

(qnots. 1815, 1881); spec, (and in ordinary use),

the theory originated by Gall and Spurzheim, that

the mental powers of the individual consist of

separate faculties, each of which has its organ
and location in a definite region of the surface of

the brain, the size or development of which is com-
mensurate with the development of the particular

faculty ; hence, the study of the external conforma-

tion of the cranium as an index to the development
and position of these organs, and thus of the

degree of development of the various faculties.

1815 T. FORSTER (title pamph. in Pamphleteer V. 219),
Sketch of the new Anatomy and Physiology of the Brain and
Nervous System of Drs. Gall and Spurzheim, considered as

comprehending a complete system of Phrenology. Ibid.

222 The objection therefore falls to the ground, which
accuses the new Phrenology of supporting the doctrine of
Fatalism. [When reprinted in the same year,

'

Phrenology
'

was altered to
'

Zoonomy '.] 1817 Blackw. Mag. I. 367 The
word Craniology is an invention of Spurzheim's enemies.

It is not of the bone he treats, but of the manifestations of

the mind as dependent on organization. Phrenology would
be a more appropriate word. 1819 G. COMBE Ess. Phrenol.

Introd., The real subject of the system is the Human Mind :

I have therefore adopted the term '

Phrenology '. -as the most

appropriate, and that which Dr. Spurzheim has for some

years employed. 1841-4 EMERSON Ess., Nature Wks. (Bonn)
1.228 Astronomy to the selfish becomes astrology ;.. and

anatomy and physiology become phrenology and palmistry.
1866 BRANDE & Cox Diet. St., etc. II. 896/1 By forcing
the inductive method of enquiry into mental philosophy,
phrenology has laid the foundations of a true mental science.

1881 Smithsonian Inst. Rep. (1883) 499 Again, we find this

being [man] endowed with a set of faculties called intel-

lectual, allied in certain particulars to those of the lower

animals, but so far transcending them as to form a separate
branch of study, requiring totally diverse methods and
machinery of observation, and enlisting an entirely different

set of investigators. To all these studies we have given the

name of Comparative Psychology or Phrenology.
Phre llosiii. Chem. [f. Gr. fypriv, <j>ptv- mind
+ -OSE + -IN 1

(after myosin).] A substance

(C 3,H 67NO 8 ) obtained from the brain.

1878 KlNGZETr Anim. Client, xv. 305 To the first of these

Thudichum reserves the name of cerebrine, the second he
terms phtenosine, and the third kerasine.

Phrensical, Phrensy, -zy, etc., var. of

FBENZICAL, FRENZY.

fPhrentic, -ick(e, obs. syncopated f. PHRE-
NETIC = FRANTIC a. and sb.

a. I547~94 lsee FRANTIC a.]. 1621 BRATHWAIT Nat. Em.
passie (1877) 121 To moue his phrenticke passions to remorse.

1702 FLOYER Cold Bathing I. iv. (17091 143 A Phrentick
Fever.. cured by Bathing the Head with Cold Water. 1716
M. DAVIES Athen. Brit. III. Arianism 56 When this

Phrentick Arian had published his Original Evidence.
b. 1565-1695 [see FRANTIC sb.]. 1707 FLOVER Physic.

Pulse-Watch 109 The Pulse of the Phrentic is small.

II Phroiiesis (fronfsis). [a. Gr. typovrjats

thinking, understanding, intelligence, perception,

practical sense, etc., f. ippovflv to think, be in one's

senses, etc., f. ifpov-, ablaut of <pp("-, stem of <$>pi]v

mind.] Understanding, practical judgement.
1899 in Cent. Diet. 1893 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

Phrone-tal, a. Biol. [mod. f. Gr. type *<ppo-

vj/rr}? thinker (f. Qpoveir to think: see prec.) +
-AL.] (See quot.)
1904 J. McCABE tr. Haeckets Wonders of Life 14, I pro-

pose to call the sensory-cells or sense-centres xsthetal cells,
and the thought-cells or thought-centres phronetal cells.

Phroiltist (fr^-ntist). rare. [ad. Gr. QpovTiarris
a deep thinker (Aristoph. Nub. 267), f. (ppovrifrtv
to be thoughtful, f. tppovris thought.] One who is

devoted to meditation and study ;
a deep thinker :

by Aristophanes ironically applied to Socrates.
1822 T. MITCHELL Comm. Aristoph. II. 18 Wieland is led

to conclude, that before Aristophanes applied the term

phrontist to Socrates and his friends, the word itself was not
In common use.

Phrontistery (fr^ntisteri). Often in Gr. or

Latinized forms phrontiste'rion, phrontiste'-
rium (7 fron-). [ad. Gr. (ppovTiffT-fiptov, f. tppov-

TUTTIJS : see prec.] A place for thinking or study-

ing; a '

thinking-shop ': a term applied by Aris-

tophanes in ridicule to the school of Socrates ;

hence applied to modern educational institutions.

ibi&'YoMKisA/pnmazari. iii. B iij b, 'Tisthelearn'd Phron*
tistenon Of most Divine Albumazar. 1634 Bp. HALL Gt.

Impostor Wks. 501, I know where I am; in one of the
famous Phronttsteries of Law, and lustice. a 1634 RANDOLPH
Muses' Looking.GL in. i, 'Twill be the great Gymnasium of
the realme, The Frontistertum of Great Britany. 167* D.T.
Ans'v. Eachard"s Cont. Clergy 136 England's grand Phron*

tisteries, Seminaries and Seed -plots of Learning. .Oxford and

Cambridge. 1845 MAURICE Mor. ty Met. Philos. in Encycl.
Metrop. (1847) ll. 583/1 The maps and geometrical instru-

ments which the old Athenian found in the phrontisterium.
1881 CHURCH MS. Let. 12 May, In the first brilliant days
of Oriel. .it used to be called half in compliment and half in

sneer the ^pofTnTTijptof. 1888 Amer. Jrnl. Philol. IX.

344 As to the scenery [in the old Greek comedies], he holds
that the inside of the phrontistery is never seen.

II Phryganea (frig^-n/a). Entom. [mod.L.,
f. Gr. ippvyavis or <j>pvyavov a dry stick, in

VOL. VII.

reference to the stick-like appearance of the larva-

cases.] A genus of neuropterous insects, typical
of the family Phryganeidie or caddis-flies.

1855 KINGSLEV Glaucns 159 As the caddis-baits appear
at the top of the water as alder-flies and sedge-flies

(Phryganex).
Hence Phryffaneid (friganrid) a., of or per-

taining to the caddis-flies ; sb., any member of the

Phryganeidie. Phryga'neoid a., resembling or

akin to the Phryganeidse.

Phrygian (frrdjian), a. (sb.} [ad. L. Phry-
gian-its, t. Phrygia : see -AN.] Of or pertaining
to Phrygia, an ancient country of Asia Minor, or

its inhabitants.

Phrygian Mode (J/ws.): (a] One of the ancient Greek
modes, of a warlike character, supposed to have been
derived from the ancient Phrygians ; (/ The second of the

'authentic' ecclesiastical modes, having its 'final 'on Eand
'dominant

'

on C.

1579 E. K. Gloss. Spenser's Sheph. Cal. Oct. 27 The..
Musitian playd the Phrygian melodic. 1674 PLAYFORD
Skill Mns. I. 59 The Phrygian Mood was a more warlike
and couragious kind of Musick, expressing the Musick of

Trumpets and other Instruments of old, exciting to Arms.

1807 ROBINSON Archxol. Grxca \. xxiii. 534 In music.,
there were four principal ro^toi or modes ; the Phrygian, the

Lydian, the Doric, and the Ionic. . .The Phrygian mode was
religious. 1826 ELMES Diet. Fine Arts, Phrygian Marble,
called likewise Synnadique, was either white or red.

Phrygian Stone, a substance.. employed.. in the process of

dyeing.
b. Applied to a conical cap or bonnet with the

peak bent or turned over in front, worn by the

ancient Phrygians, and in modern times identified

with the '

cap of liberty '.

1796 STRUTT Dresses <$ Habits ofEng. I. i. i. 12 The cap,
most commonly worn by the Saxons,. bears no distant

resemblance to the ancient Phrygian bonnet. 1846 FAIRHOLT
Costume (1860) 50 Figure 2 gives us the Phrygian-shaped
cap, borrowed from classic costume. Ibid. 482 A head of
Paris in the Phrygian cap has been copied.

B. sb. a. A native or inhabitant of Phrygia. b.

One of a Christian sect of the second century, a

CATAPHRYGIAN.
1585-7 T. ROGERS 39 Art. (Parker Soc.) 158 This truth is

gainsaid by the Phrygians. 1837 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 7) XV.
426/2 Montanists . .are sometimes styled Phrygians and

Cataphrygians.

Ph.rygian.ize (fri'dj'anaiz), v.
[f. prec. +

-IZE.]
1. trans. To make Phrygian in character.

1893 W. M. RAMSAV Ch. Rom. Emp. xvii. 438 The natural

tendency of the Phrygians to Phrygianise their beliefs.

2. fg. To frizzle.

1836 LANDOR Pericles % Aspasin liii. Wks. 1846 II. 376/1
But whenever an obvious and natural thought presents
itself, they either reject it for coming without imagination,
or theyphrygianize it with such biting and hot curling-irons,
thru it rolls itself up impenetrably. 1869 DOWDEN Stud.
Lit. (1890) 182 He [Landor] never Phrygianized (to borrow
his own word) an obvious and natural thought.

f Phrygic, a. Obs. rare. [ad. assumed L.

*Phrygic-usimPhrygius PHRYGIAN.] = PHRYGIAN.

1638 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. (ed. 2) 125 The Bells, brasse

Gimbals, kettle musick and whistles, storming such a

Phrygick discord.

Fh.th.alic (fjrlik), a. Client. [Abbreviated
from NAPHTHALIC.] Of, pertaining to, or obtained

from naphthalene, as phthalic anhydride, etc.

Phthalic acid, a white crystalline compound
(C 8H 6O4) produced by the action of nitric acid on

naphthalene, alizarin, purpurin, etc. Also called

ALIZARIC acid.

1857 MILLER Elem. Chem. III. 575 Phthalic or Naphthalic
Acid . . is produced by the long-continued action of nitric acid

upon naphthalin. 1873 WATTS Fow'tes' Chem. (ed. n) 766
The xylenes are converted into Phthalic acids. 1885 REM-
SEN Orf. Chem. (1888) 244 We may select either the three

xylenes or the three phthalic acids.

So, from base Phthal-: Phthalamic (fbalrc--

mik) a. [see AMIC], derived from or containing

phthalic acid and ammonia : in Phthalamic acid,

a crystalline acid (C 8H 7NO3) produced by the ac-

tion of aqueous ammonia on phthalic anhydride.

Phtha'late, a salt of phthalic acid. Phtiialeiii

(fbae'h'|in) [see -IN 1], one of a series of organic

dyes produced by combining phthalic anhydride
with the phenols, with elimination of water.

Phthallde (fboe'bid) [-IDE, here short for anhy-

dride'}, the anhydrous form of phthalic acid, a white

crystalline substance, C 8H,O3
= C,H 4(CO)2O,

obtained by distilling the acid. Phtha'limide

[see IMIDE], a derivative of ammonia in which

two atoms of hydrogen are replaced by phthalyl ;

a colourless crystalline inodorous and tasteless

body,C 8H,O 2-NH. Phthalin(f)>:e-lin) [see-lN*],
a colourless crystalline substance obtained from

phthalein (see quot.). Phthalyl (fbae'lil) [see -YL],
the radical of phthalic acid (C 8H,O 2 ).

1857 MILLER Elem. Chem. III. 231 'Phthalamic acid

(amidated phthalic acid). 1866 WATTS Diet. Chem. IV. 627
Phthalamie acid .. crystallizes in a mass of fine flexible

needles, forming an acid solution with water. Ibid. 628
*
Phthalntes, Phthalic acid is dibasic, forming acid salts,

C8H,MOi, and neutral salts. CgHiMjO,. 1875 Ibid. Vll.

977 Potassium phthalate is easily decomposed [by an electric

current]. 1877 WATTS Fownes' Chem. (ed. 12) II. 499*Plithaleins . .compounds formed, with elimination of water,
by the combination of phenols with phthalic anhydride.
1904 Daily Chron. 20 Jan. 3/6 Aniline blues and violets
were followed by phthaleine and the great group of azo and
cotton dyes. 1857 MILLER Elem. Chum. III. 231 "Phthali-

[ mide, HN.C, r,H,O,. 1875 WATTS Diet. Chem. VII. 977
By the action of nascent hydrogen the phthaleins are con-
verted into colourless compounds called "phthalins, which
by oxidation in the air, are reconverted into phthaleins.
1866 Ilnd. IV. 633 Chloride of 'phthalyl.

Phthanite ..fyze-nait). Min. [a. F. phthanile:
; named by llaiiy 1822 (phtanite), f. Gr. <j>6av-(iv

\

to anticipate -I- -ITE ',
' because its thick schistoid

texture and argillaceous character seem to announce
beforehand its passage into schist' {Trait/ de
Mineral (ed. 2) IV. 546). Dana spells it -yle, as

being the name not of a mineral but of a rock.]
A hard compact rock, consisting essentially of

cryptocrystalline silica.

1868
DANA^I/Z/;. 195 Cryptocrystalline Varieties [of Quartz]

..13. Basanite, Lydian Stone or Touchstone, a velvety
black siliceous stone, .passes into a compact fissile, siliceous,
or flinty rock, of grayish and other colors, called siliceous

slate, and also Phthanyte.

fPhtha'rtic.rt. Med. Obs. [ad. mod.L. phthar-
tic-ns, a. Gr. <p6aprin-us destructive, f. ipOfipftv to

destroy.] Destructive, deadly.
1858 in MAVNE Expos. Lex. 1893 Syd. Soc. Lex.,

Phthartic, deadly, deleterious. Formerly applied to poisons.

Pllthinode (fbi-ncud). Path. [ad. Gr. <j>e,vwc,t]s

consumptive, f. (pOivo- wasting, decaying: see -ODE.]
One subject to or suffering from phthisis. So
Fhthi'uoid a., of or pertaining to phthinodes.
1870 S. GEE Aiis^ult. <y Percuss, i. ii. 14 The thorax of

phlhmodes (persons predisposed to phthisis) is, as Galen

says, narrow and shallow. Ibid. 16 The phthinoid chests
are natural deformities.

Phthinoplasm (fbi-noplsez'm). Path, [f.
Gr.

tyOwa- wasting, decaying + -PLASM.] (See quot.)
1871 C. J. WILLIAMS Pulmon. Consitmpt. i. 6 All are due

to the presence of various kinds of phthinoplasm, a wither-

ing or decaying modification of the proper plasma or forma-
tive material of the body. {Xote\ I have found it necessary
to coin this word, . .to give expression to one of the leading
ideas of this book, and to avoid the common use of the

j

word tubercle.

II Phthiriasis (fh-, Jraiari|?-sis). Path. Also

9 phtheir-. [L., a. Gr. ipOtipidais lousiness, mor-
bus pedicnlaris, f. <p8iipiav to be lousy.] A morbid

I
condition of the body in which lice multiply ex-

cessively, causing extreme irritation
; pediculosis.

1598 SYLVESTER Du Bartas n. i. MI. Furies 507 But with
the griefs that charge our outward places Shall I account
the loathsome Phthiriasis? 171656 USSHER Ann. (1658) 245
Calisthenes .. fell there sick of the Phthiriasis, or lowsie

disease. 1774 GOI.DSM. Nat. Hist. (1862) II. i. iv. 458 The
Phthiriasis. . . Herod, Antiochus Epiphanes, . . Cassander,
Callisthenes, and Sylla, all died of this disorder. 1861

HUI.ME tr. Mogvin-TaHOOH II. \T. i. 295 Lice of Sick Persons
Pediculus Tabescentium...This name has been proposed

for a louse which gives rise to a disease termed Phthiriasis.

Phthirophagous (f>-, Jairfvfagss), a. Also

phtheiro-, erron. phthirio-. [f.
mod.L. phthiro-

phagits sb., f. Gr. <f>&eip louse + -<pa*vos eating : see

i -PHAGOOS ; in F. phthirofhage.'] Louse-eating.
1858 MAYNE Expos. Lex. 951/1 Phthiriophagous. 1886

GUII.I.EMARD Cruise Marchesa II. 263 These Alfuros were
; phtheirophagous, going over the dense mat adorning their

heads with the most praiseworthy perseverance. 1899 Rrit.

Med. yrnl. 4 Nov. 1278 Lice, .caused little inconvenience
and afforded employment to the pruheirophagous natives.

Phthisic (ti'zik), sb. and a. Now rare. Forms :

'

a. 4-5 tysyk, tisyk, -ik(e, 5 tyseke, -ik, 6

tysyc, -ike, tisicke, tissike, 7 tissick(e, -ique,

tisiek, tizziok, tysick^e, thisicke. 0. 5ptisike,
6 ptisique, ptysyke, 6-7 ptisioke, 7 ptysick,

;
pthysio(k, -isicke, 7-8 ptisiok, 8 ptysic. 7. 6

'

phthisik(e,-icke,6-8 -ick, 7 -ysique, phtisique,

-ick, 8 phthysick, 8- phthisic. [ME. tisik(e

sb., n. OF. tisike, -ique, later ptisique, lliisijue
=

It., Sp. tfttVaconsumption, phthisis, repr. a Romanic

I phthisica, thisica sb. fern., absolute use oiphthisic-
! us, -a, -urn adj., a. Gr. <p9i<jtK-6s consumptive, f.

</>6iatf PHTHISIS. OF. had also the adj. tisike,

tesike (nth c. in Littre, 1 3th c. in Hatz.-Darm.),

ptisique, mod.F. phtisique, phlhisique ;
the F. sb.

is now phthisic. The current pronunciation has

come down from the ME. tfsit.']

A. s/>. 1. A wasting disease of the lungs;

pulmonary consumption.
a. 1340 HAMPOLE Pr. Cause. 701 Many yvels. .Als fevyr,

dropsy, and launys, Tysyk, goute and other maladys.
c 1400 Lanfranc's Ciriirg. 164 Men bat ben hurt in J?e

lungis fallip in t>e tisik. 1551 TURNER Herbal i. Fivb, It is

also good for the tysyc. 1607 TOPSELL Four-/'. Beasts (1658)

536 'The milk of a sow.. is also good against the bloudy
flux and tissick. 1656 EARL MOSM. tr. Boccalini's Advts.

fr. Parnass. 41 Hectick Feavers and Tissicks. a 1683
'OLDHAM Poet. Wks. (1686144 But count all Reprobate..
Whom he, when Gout or Tissick Rase, shall curse.

/3. c 1450 Trei'isa's Earth. De P. K. vn. xxxi. (Bodl. MS.),

Ptisike is consumcioun and wasting of kinde humours of |>e

bodie. Euerich |>at hab tisike ha(>
etike. 1572 J. JONES

Bathes ofBath Pref. 2 Some with Ptisique, Stone, Strangurie
81) 297 The North-
and Gout. I76"-7 I

102

. ,

[etc.]. 1669 WORLIDCE Syst. Agric. (1681)

\

wind ..is injurious to the Cough, Ptisick, an



PHTHISICAL. 802 PHYLACTERY.
H. WALPOLE Vertue's Anecd. Paint. (1756) III. 225 Being
troubled with a ptysic, he retired to Marybone.
y. 1576 BAKER Jewell of Health 58 The Phthisick or

Sore in the Lunges with a Consumption of all the bodie.

\by\Phil. Trans. XVII. 100-2 Ofthe various Kindsand Causes
of the Phthisick. 1756 C. LUCAS Ess, Waters III. 367 A
variety ofpulmonicpmhisics. \^^Blackw. Mag. LVI. 199
If he left off without having thrown himself into a phthisic.

\ 2. Loosely applied to various lung or throat

affections ; a severe cough ; asthma, Obs.
la 141* LYDG. Two Merck. 315 Drye tisyk is withal

portable. ^1430 Min, Poems (Percy Soc.) 51 A drye
tysik makith old men ful feynt. 1432-50 tr. Hidden (Rolls)

IV. 287 Herode Ascalonite. .was vexede..with vermyn
commenge from his secrete membres, withastynche intoller-

able, and with a violente tisike. 1641 MILTON Animadv.
8 When liberty of speaking.. was girded and straight lac't

almost to a broken-winded tizzick. a 1741 CHALKLEY Wks.
(1766) 286 A sore Fit of the Asthma or Phthysick.

B. adj.
= PHTHISICAL a.

1398 TREVISA Earth. De P. R. v. xxii. (Bod!. MS.), Tisike
men alwey cow^e^ for be boch of |>e lunges. 1587 MASCALL
Govt. Cattle, Hogges (1627) 263 They wil haue the disease
of the lights, which is, to bee pursie and ptisicke. 1610
BARROUGH Meth. Physick \\. xii. (1639) 90 You must pre-
scribe to those that be ptisick, a convenient diet. 1604 Phil.

Trans. XVIII. 280 In Hectick, Phthisick, and Asthmatick
cases. 1859 SALA T-w. round C'lock (1861) 372 His colleague's
accordion is suspended in the midst of a phthisic wheeze,

Phthisical (trzikal), a. Forms : 7 tizicall,

ptisicarj, phthysical, 7-8 tissical, 7- phthi-
sical, 8 pht-, pthisical. [f. prec. + -AL.] Of the

nature of or pertaining to phthisis.
1611 COTCR., Phtisique, Tysicall. 1658 R. WHITE tr.

Digtys Powd, Symp. (1660) 40 Half of them who dye in

London, dye of phthisicall and pulmonicall distempers. 1659
T. PECKE Pamassi Puerp. 174 When Tissical distempers
stopt my Breath. 1793 BEDDOES Consutnpt. 135 The
phthisical inflammation may so alter the structure of the

lungs. 1839 RAMADGE Curab. Consutnpt. (1861) 52 There
was old phthisical disease in the summit of both lungs.

b. Of persons : Affected with or having a ten-

dency to phthisis; consumptive. Of a house:
where phthisis exists.

1651 FRENCH Distill, ii. 50 This Water.. is very good for

those that are ptisicall. 1709-10 ADDISON Tatler No. 121

f i Poor Cupid.. has always been Phtisical, and . . we are
afraid it will end in a Consumption. 1843 R. J. GRAVES
Syst. Clin. Med. xxiii. 283 You will frequently find that he
will die phthisical. 1899 Times 14 Jan. 8/6 The visitation

of phthisical houses was not only practicable, but was of as

great importance to the public weal as similar visits in

houses where fever or enteric fever had occurred.

V.fig.
1642 MlLTOM Apol. Smect. Hi. 28 He will bestow on us a

pretty modell of himselfe: and sobs me out halfe a dozen
tizicall mottoes where ever he had them, a 1849 H. COLE-
RIDGE Avwf (1850) II. 254 His wasp-stung wits were grown
so quaint and phthisical. 1887 Fortn. Rev, Sept. 427 That
phthisical Idealism which claimed the empire in despite of
Nature.

Phthisicky (ti'ziki), a. [f. PHTHISIC + -Y.]

Phthisical, consumptive ; asthmatic
; wheezy.

1697 Land. Gaz, No, 3322/4 Stolen by a Ptisicky middle-
sized Man. i7zi Hid. No. 6119/3 He . . has a Ptysicky
Cough. 1777 LIGHTFOOT Flora Scot. I. 382 Found success,
ful in pthisicky complaints. 1897 Outing (U. S.) XXIX.
594/1 Diminutive and phthlsicky mules, wheezing for breath.

Fhthisiology (0>-, ]>izip*16d,^i). Med. [f.

PHTHISI-S + -(O)LOGT.] The science or study of

phthisis, or a treatise thereon.

1842 DUNGLISON Med. Lex.) Phthisiology, a treatise on
phthisis. 1858 in MAYNE Expos, Lex. 1893 Syd. Soc. Lex.)
Phthisiology, the scientific study of Phthisis.

II Phthisis (Iwi'sis, f}i-sis). Path. Also 6

ptisys, -is, 7-8 pthisis, 8 phthysis. [L. (Celsus),
a. Gr. tpQifftv wasting, consumption, f. tpBivciv (root

<&) to decay, waste away. In mod.F. phthisic.]
A progressive wasting disease ; spec, pulmonary
consumption: see quot. 1873.
[1525 tr. Bnmswyke's Surg. L iij b/2 Dothe the parsone

falle in ptisym and to outdryeng of the naturall moystnes.
1527 ANDREW Brunswyke's Distyll. Waters D j, Ptisim, that
is a brelhe comynge of the longues.] 1543 TRAHERON Vigors
Chirurg. (1586) 448 Phthisis, in greke signifieth wasting.,
a consumption as we call it. i6i6SuRFL. & MARKH. Country
Farme 728 Another kind of disease with which birds are

troubled, is called the subtle disease, Pthisis. IT^BEDDOES
Consumption^ 130 The inconsiderable number of sailors who
die of phthisis. 1873 T. H,_GREEN Introd. Pathol. (ed. 2)

300 By pulmonary phthisis is understood a disease of the

lungs which is characterized by progressive consolidation
of the pulmonary texture, and by the subsequent softening
and disintegration of the consolidated tissue.
atMb 1898 Allbntfs Syst. Med V. 157 In several towns

the phthisis death-rate had undergone a notable decrease
since the introduction of an improved system of sewerage.
1901 Westm. Gaz. 6 Aug. 2/1 A number of phthisis patients.

b. With defining word, applied to tuberculosis
of various organs.
1846 G. E. DAY tr. Simon's Anim. Chew. II. 92, I made an

analysis of pus which was discharged with the urine in a
case of] phthisis vesicae. 1893 Syd. Soc. Lex., Abdominal
Phthisis, -i. Intestinal tuberculosis.. 2. Peritoneal tubercu-
losis. Ibid., Dust Phthisis, a variety of fibroid phthisis set

up by . . dust . . in certain industries.

Q.fig.
1881

J.
MARTINEAU Ess., etc.

(i8pi)
IV. 302 The delirium

of passion, the grasp of cupidity, the phthisis of romance.
Phthisozoics (fbais^u-iks). rare, [erron. for

phthirozoics, f. Gr. <t>$ftp-cw to destroy -r fyoi'

animal.] The art of destroying noxious animals.
1816 BENTHAM Chrestom. 50 Phthisozoics,.. ihz art of

destroying such of the inferior animals, as, in the character
of natural enemies, threaten destruction, or damage, to him-

self, or to animals [useful to him], 1843 SOUTH ev,Z?f /<?;

(1847) VII. ccxxviii. 325 A science which Jeremy the thrice

illustrious Bentham calls Phthisozoics.

Fhthongal (*}-, fepljgjtt),
a. rare. [f. Gr.

<j>$6yy-os a sound, the voice + -AL.] Of or per-

taining to a sound ; consisting of a sound
;
vocal.

1875 WHITNEY Life Lang, iv.62 These are their sonant (or

vocal, phthongal, intonated) counterparts.

Fhthongo meter. rare.
[f. as prec. + -METER.]

A measurer of the intensity ot vowel sounds.

1837 WHEWELL Hist. Induct. Sc. (1857) II. 266 We may
.. consider this instrument as a phthongometer, or measure
of vowel quality. 1848 in SMART Siipp., and in later Diets.

f Phthore. Obs. Chem. [a. F. phthore, ad. Gr.

(f>0opa destruction, f, <pOfip-*tv to destroy, corrupt.]
Old name for the element FLUORINE, because of

the corrosive action of hydrofluoric acid. Hence

f Phtho'ric a., fluoric ; *f Phtho'rine, fluorine.

1858 MAYNE Expos. Lex. t Phthoricns. . . applied by
Guibourt to . . binary compounds, in which . . fiuor, or fluorine,

performs the part of a negative element : phthoric. Ibid.,

Phihorina, Chetn., term for the presumed base of fluoric

acid. .: phthorine. 1895 Funk s Stand. Dict.
t
Phtor.

t Phu. Obs. [a. F. phu, a. L. phu (Plin.), a.

Gr. fyov valerian.] The Garden Valerian or Cretan

Spikenard, Valeriana Phu.
1562 TURNER Herbal 11. 86 Phu, which som call also wild

Spiknard, groweth in Pontus, and it hath a lefe lyke vnto..
Al

1888 Amer. Naturalist Aug. 671 The *Phycochroms never
reach as great a size as do members of each of the other
sections. 1873 Q. Jrnl. Microsc. Sci. 221 The cultivation

of *phycochromaceous gonidia obtained from lichens of a
different nature. 1880 Nature 26 Feb. 391/1 Desmideae,
Diatomaceae, and phycochromaceous forms furnish no less

than 600 out of the total of 794 species. 1874 COOKE Fungi 12

The green matter originally arises within the primary chloro-

phyll, or *phycochrom-bearing cellule. 1875 BENNETT &
DYER tr. Sachs" Bot. 273 Certain parasitic Ascomycetes
penetrate them [certain Algae], .and often form an intimate
attachment with those.. cells which contain phycochrome
(as Plectospora, Ontphalaria). 1866-8 WATTS Diet. Chem.

Alexander. 1607 TOPSELL Four-f. Beasts {\b*fy 81 The herb
Valerian (commonly called Phu). Ibid. 532 Mingle, .these
hearbs following, Agrimony, Rue, Phu, Scabious, Betony.
1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. SuM., Phu

t
in botany, a name by

which some authors call the great garden valerian.

II Phulkari (p
h
;7'lkari). East Ind. [a. Hindi

phulkarl a tissued flower on cloth, etc., f. phftl a

flower + -kar, suffix of agent.] A kind of flower

embroidery ; a cloth or shawl so embroidered.

1890 in Cent. Diet. 1896 YOUNGSON 40 Yrs. Punjab
Alissionii. u Phulkaries, or shawls of coarse cloth tastefully
adorned with silk by the women, are worn.

Phulwara : see FULWA. Phusee, phusy,
obs. erron. ff. FUSEE 2

,
wheel of a watch.

Phut (fot). [Echoic : cf. PfliT.] An imitation

of a sound : see quot.
1898 STEEVENS With Kitchener to Khartum 143 Thud !

went the first gun, and phutt ! came faintly back, as its shell

burst on the zariba. 1905 Blacfau. Mag. July 57/2.

t Phuz, erron. f. Fuzz, loose volatile matter.

1716 M, DAVIES Athen. Brit. III. Arianism 60 One con-
tinu'd Phuz of Canting Contradictions and sad Aspersions.

Phy, obs. erron. form of FIE int.

Fhycic (foi'sik), a. Chem. [f. Gr. <pvtt-o$ fucus,

seaweed + -ic.] In phycic acid, a crystalline body
extracted from Protococcus mtlgaris by alcohol,

colourless, somewhat unctuous to the touch, taste-

less, inodorous, and permanent in the air.

1864-8 WATTS Diet. Chem. II. 504 The mother-liquor of
the phycic acid which is deposited on cooling, separates.
1866-8 Ibid. IV. 633 Phycic acid dissolves in strong sulphuric
acid, and is reprecipitated by water.

Phycite (fai-sait). Chem. [f. as prec. + -ITE! 4.]
A sweet-tasting crystalline substance (C^H^Oj)
extracted from Protococcus vulgaris ; also called

erythromannite. Hence in extended sense (see

quot. 1866-8).
1864-8 WATTS Diet. Chem. II. 504 The substance from

Protococcus vulgaris was originally called phycite. 1866-8
Ibid. IV. 633 The term phycite has lately been extended bv
Carius to the series of tetratomic alcohols . . homologous with
natural phycite.

Phyco- (fai'kfl), combining form of Gr. <}>VKOS

(L.fftcus) seaweed, used in the formation ofmodern
scientific terms relating to seaweeds or algae.

Phycochrom (fai'k^kr^m), a species or indi-

vidual of the order Phyeochromacese, or Crypto-

phycese, of Alg& or seaweeds ;
so Fhycochroma*-

ceous a.) of or pertaining to this order. Phyco-
chrome (fark<*kri7m), the bluish-green colouring
matter of some algae, being chlorophyll modified

by an admixture of phycocyanin. Phycocyan
(f3i;k0|S3ran), Phycocyanin, Phycocya'nogen,
the blue colouring matter which is combined with

chlorophyll in certain algae, as Phycochromacew,
and gives to them their bluish-green colour.

Phy co-e*rytnrin, the red colouring matter found

similarly in Fkridim^ and giving to them their

reddish colour. Phyco-graphy [-GBAPHY], syste-
matic description of seaweeds (CassclFs Encycl.
Diet. 1886). Phycohse-matin (see quot.). Phy-
co-logy [-LOGT], the branch of botany treating of

seaweeds or algas ; algology ;
so Phyco'logist, a

student of phycology ;
an algologist. Phyco-

mater (faik^m^i'taj) : see quots. Phycomyce-
tous (fai-k^imais/'tss) a., of or pertaining to the

PhycomyceteXj a division of Fungi, mostly para-
sitic, of which the genus Phycomyces is the type.
Phycophse-in [Gr. tfxuos dusky], a reddish-brown

pigment found in the olive-brown seaweeds, as the

Fucacex and Phseosporese, Phycoxa'nthin [XAN-
THIN], a yellow colouring-matter, = DIATOMIN.

sea-weeds. 1873 H. C. SORBY in Proc, Roy. Soc. XXI. 464
Phycocyan gives a spectrum with a well-marked absorption-
band in the orange, and has a very intense red fluorescence.

1875 BENNETT & DYER tr. Sachs Bot. 216 The *phyco-
cyanine is diffused from dead or ruptured cells, and thus

E
reduces, for example, the blue stains on the paper round
erbarium specimens of Oscillatorise, 1881 WATTS Diet.

Chem. VIII. 1637 Trite *Phycocyanogcn, with a distinct

absorption-band in the orange, and a narrow one in the red,

imparting to the solution a very intense red fluorescence.

1873 H. C. SORBY in Proc. Roy. Soc. XXI. 464 *Phyco-
erythrine Grmtp.. .1. .call one pink phycoerythrine and the

other red phycc-erythrlne. Neither are fluorescent, and
both are soluble in water. 1866-8 WATTS Diet. Chem. IV.

633 *Phycohaematin t
a red colouring matter, obtained by

Kiitzing from Rytiflaea tinctoria. It is extracted from the
fresh alga. 1890 Cent. Dict, t

*
Phycologist. 1901 Nature

14 Feb. 377/1 The great Swedish phycologist 1879 WEBSTER
Suppl., *Phycology. 1892 Nation (N. V.) io_Nov. 360/3
Algologyi

another hybrid, is honored with a definition, .while

Phycology, the preferable word linguistically, is given only
as a synonym. 1842 BRANDE Diet. Sci. t etc., *Phycomater,
the gelatine in which the sporules of Algaceous plants first

vegetate. 1858 MAYNE Exfos. Lex., Phycomater, term for

a single cell resting on semi-liquid substance, possessing the

power of producing other cells similar to itself in form and

composition out of the organic substances in which it grows.
1890 Cent. Diet., *Phycomycetous. 1900 Nature 27 Sept.

540/1 The phycomycetous Fungi, and the siphonaceous Algae
. .the vegetative body of which does not consist of cells. 1885
GOODALE Physio/. Bot. (1892) 295 Analogous pigments
extracted by water from algae of colors other than red have
received the following names, *phycophaeine (brownish),

phycocyanine (bluish), phycoxanthme (yellowish-brown).

1898 tr. Strasburger's Bot. 330 The cells of the Phseophycese
..contain a brown pigment, phycophaein. 1873 H.C. SORBY
in Proc. Roy. Soc. XXI. 457 *Phycoxanthine. This name
was first proposed by Kraus for a substance he obtained
from Oscillatorix. 1875 BENNETT & DYER tr. Sachs* Bot.
216 The peculiar bluish-or brownish-green colour which the

Nostocaceae share with the Chroococcaceae, is caused by
a mixture^of true chlorophyll with phycoxanthine and

phycocyanine.

FhygOgalactlC (fi
:

g<?igal3e-ktik),a.andj. [f.

Gr. <pvyo- shunning (tptvyetv to flee, shun) +

"yaAaKT- milk : see GALACTIC.] a. adj. Preventing
the secretion of milk, and promoting the reabsorp-
tion of milk already secreted, b. $b A substance

or drug having these qualities.
In mod. Diets.

t Phylacist. Obs. rare~. [ad. L. phylacista

(Plaut.), ad. Gr.tf>v\a.KtffTT}$ jailer, f. <j>v\axri prison.]
1656 BLOUNT Glossogr, t Phylacist, the keeper of a prison.

t Pliyla'Cter. Obs. [a. Gr. tpvKaKrrjp guard :

cf. F. phylacttre : see next.]
= PHYLACTERY.

1599 SANDYS Enrops Spec. (1632) 225 Their Phylacters. .

serving as Locall memories of the Law. 1604 DRAYTON
Ou'lfai Then of his knowledge in the cabalist,..Then of

Philacters what their vertue be. 16^7 CLEVELAND Char.
Lond. Diurn. 44 Who place Religion in their Velam-eares;
As in their Phylacters the lewes did theirs. 1661 MORGAN
Sph. Gentry \\. ii. 27 Ensigned with a Mytre,..and the

Phylacters. [See PHYLACTERY 4.]

Hence t Phyla-ctered ///. a.
}
furnished with a

phylactery ;
in quot. fig.

1738 MATT. GREEN Spleen 19 Who for the spirit hug the

spleen, Phylacter'd throughout all their mien.

Phylacterian (filsektie-rian). [f. L. phylac-
teri-um ; see next + -AN.] (See quot.) So Phy-
lacteric (-e'rik), -ical adjs., of or pertaining to

phylacteries; Phyla-cterize z, [ad. late Gr.

4>vAaxTi7/w
/

fc(i'], trans, to guard or protect with a

phylactery.
1616 T. GODWIN Moses fy Aaron i. x. (1625) 54 In the

yeere of our Lord, 602. certaine Sorcerers were condemned
for the like kind of Magick [' hanging the beginning of Saint

lohns Gospell about their necks '] by the name of</>uAaTi?piot,
that is, Phylacterians. 1698 L. ADDISON Chr.^Sacr. 128 (R.)

In their private or phylacterical prayers, it [Amen] was
omitted, a 1641 BP. MOUNTAGU Acts <y Mon. vii. (1642) 406
Eaurov? <fvAaKT!)ptoim', iVa TWC Sat/xocwF ovSets e<^ai//>jTtti,

They phylacterize, or blesse and defend themselves that no
ill Spirit or Divell annoy them.

Phylactery (filoe-kteri). Forms: 4fil-,phila-
terie, 6 -eri, -ery, -ory, phylatorye, philaeterie,

6-7 philactery, 7- phylactery (6-7 -ie). Also in

med.L. forms philateria, -um, phil-, phylacte-
rium. [ME. ad. L. fyl-, phylacterhtm (Vulg.),
a. Gr. (pv\aKTT)ptov a watchman's post, a safeguard,
an amulet, f. <pv\aKTrjp a guard, f. stem <pv\a.K~ of

<t>v\affffctv to guard. Cf. OF. filatiere (lath c.),

mod.F. phylact1re?\
1. A small leathern box containing four texts of

Scripture, Deut. vi. 4-9, xi. 13-21, Ex. xiii. i-io,

11-16, written in Hebrew letters on vellum and,

by a literal interpretation of the passages, worn by
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Jews daring morning prayer on all days except
the sabbath, as a reminder of the obligation to

keep the law. Cf. Deut. xi. 18 ' Ye shall bind

them [my words] for a sign npon yonr hand, and

they shall be for frontlets between your eyes.'
c 1380 WVCLIF Serin. Sel. Wks. II. 61 In stede of philateries

men maken gret volyms of newe lawes. 1382 Matt, xxiii.

5 Thei alargen her filateries {gloss that ben smale scrowis].

1387 TREVISA Higdcn (Rolls) IV. 325 fey here scrowes in

her forhedes and in hir lift armes and cleped be scrowes

philateria ; in ^e scrowes were >e ten hestes. 1526 TINDALE
Matt, xxiii. 5 They sett abroade there philateris. 1548

UDALL, etc. Erasw. Par. Matt, xxiii. 5 They walke vp and
doune bearyng about brode Philacteries. 1581 MARBECK
Bk. Notes 823 They ware in their foreheads scrowles of

parchment, wherein were written the tenne commaunde.
ments giuenbyGod to Moses, which they called Philaterias.

1616 T. GODWIN Moses $ Aaron l. (1641) 42 There were..

Phylacteries for the head, or frontlets, reaching from one
ear to the other, and tied behind with a thong ; and Phy-
lacteries for the hand fastned upon the left arme above the

elbow on the inside, that it might be neer the heart. 1821

SCOTT Kcnihv. xxx, A broad girdle inscribed with characters

like the phylacteries of the Hebrews. 1879 C. GEIKIE
Christ xv. 156 Pharisees, with broad phylacteries.

b. fig. A reminder ; a religious observance or

profession of faith ; an ostentatious or hypocritical

display of piety or rectitude, a mark of Pharisaism;
a burdensome traditional observance. Phrase :

to make broad the phylactery (from Matt, xxiii. 5),

to vaunt one's righteousness.
1645 MILTON Tetrach. Introd. Addr. Parlt., I send him

back again for a phylactery to stitch upon his arrogance.
1682 SIR T. BROWNE Chr. Mor. i. 21 Trust not to thy
Remembrance in things which need Phylacteries. Ibid. in.

10 To thoughtful pbservators the whole World is a Phy-
lactery, and every thing we see an Item of the Wisdom .. of
God. Happy are they who. .make their Phylacteries speak
in their Lives. 1687 DRVDEN Hindfy P. \. 399 And Fathers,

Counsels, Church, and Church's head, Were on her reverend

Phylacteries read. 1847 LD. COCKBURN Jrtil. II. 189 Five
statutes. ., each of which tends in its way to disentangle us
of the phylacteries of the feudal system. 1893 MORLEY in

Daily Xcius 3 Mar. 5/5 Mr. Russell. .has worn his broadest

phylacteries, used his most Pharisaical language,
o. Erroneously applied to the fringe or the blue

ribbon, which the Israelites were commanded to

wear as a remembrancer (Num. xv. 38, 39) ;
hence

extended to a fringe or border generally.
1376 N. T. (Tomson) Matt, xxiii. 5 note, Phylacteries. It

was a thread, or ribband of blewe silke in the fringe of a

corner, the beholding whereof made them to remember the
Lawes and ordinances of God : and therefore was it called

a phylacterie, as you would say, a keper. 1715 tr. Panel'
rollus' Rerum Mem. I. n. xiv. 97 The Flames had rambled
to the Borders and the Phylacteries (as it were) of this

Obelisk. 1878 B. TAYLOR Deukalion in. iii. 112 She walks,
And droops her loosed phylacteries in the dust.

2. An amulet worn upon the person, as a preserva-

tiveagainstdisease.etc.; s\so_fig. a charm , safeguard.
[1693 tr. Blancard"s Phys. Diet. (ed. 2), Phylacteriiim,

a sort of Amulet, for the cure of Venomous Diseases.] 1809
MALKIN Gil Bias x. vii. (Rtldg.) 355 Very good books, ..a

never-failing phylactery against the blue devils [F. uric

resource assttree contre i'ennjti]. 1850 LEITCH tr. C. O.
Mailer's Anc. Art 436 (ed. 2) 628 The figure of Serapis
was a customary phylacterion. 1852 HOOK Ch. Diet. (1871)

585 Phylactery . . properly denotes a preservative, such as

pagans earned about to preserve them from evils, diseases,
and dangers ; for example, stones or pieces of metal engraved
under certain aspects of the planets. 1860 Lives Abps.
I. v. 223 The bishops .. were required.. to put down pagan
observances, auguries, phylacteries, and incantations.

3. A vessel or case containing a holy relic.

1398 TREVISA Earth. De P. R. xix. cxxviii. (Add. MS.
27944) Philaterium is a litel vessel of glas ober of Cristal in

be whiche holy relikes ben ikepte. 1520 m Archxologia
LIII. 14 One phylatorye siluer and gylte. .contenyng w'yn
a bone of saynt Stephen. 1536 in Antiq. Sarisb. (1771) 194
One Philatory, long, ornate with silver, .. standing on four

feet,. .and containing a tooth of St. Macarius. 1869 FREE-
MAN \ T

orm. Conq. III. App. 686 Harold is shown swearing
between two chests or phylacteries.
4. In mediaeval art, The inscribed scroll pro-

ceeding from a person's mouth or held by him, to

indicate his words ; jig. a record, a roll. Also, the

label or infula of a mitre.

1855 tr. Labarte's Arts Mid. Ages\\. 74The legends painted
upon the phylacteries in painted glass. 1863 COWDEN
CLARKE Shafts. Char. xvii. 423 Here is the phylactery of
his vices wily, wary, cold, calculating, indirect, faithless.

Hence Phylaxteried a., furnished with phy-
lacteries ; &\sofig.
1841 Tail's Mag. VIII. 277 Without any phylacteried

display of Independence and Non-intrusion oratory.

f Phyla'Ctic. 06s. rare. [ad. Gr.
<f>
VA.OKTIKOS

adj., having the quality of guarding, f. stem <j>v\ax-

(see prec.)7| A preservative ;
a prophylactic.

1706 CARY(rV//<:}A Physician's Phylactic,Against a Lawyer's
Venefic : or, An Answer to a Book, abusively Entitled, The
Riglits ofthe Christian Church, Asserted.

Phyla'CtOCarp. Zool. [f. Gr. <pv\anrus, vbl.

adj. f.
<p
v\aaa(iv to guard + Kapiros fruit] A '

fruit-

case'; a receptacle in certain hydroids protecting
the gonothecse. Hence Phylactoca'rpal a.

1883 ALLMAN in Challenger Rep. VII. in. 10 The term

phyjactocarp may be used as a .. general expression for the
various forms under which the apparatus destined for tbe

protection of the gonangia shows itselfin the
phylactocarpal

Plumularidae. . . The commonest and longest known form of

phylactocarp is the corbula of Aglaophenia.
TON & JACKSON Aniiit, Life 759.

1888 ROLLES-

Fhylactols'matous, a. Zool. [f. mod.L.

J'hylactolsemata (f. Gr. <pv\axTo-, f. tpv\ao~aeiv to

guard + Aai/ws throat + L. -a/a (pa. pple)) +-OUS.]
Belonging to the Phylaclolsemala, an order of

Polyzoa, having the lophophore bilateral, and the

month overhung by a small ciliated mobile lobe,
the epistome.
1877 HUXLEY Anat. !nv. Aniiti. viii. 461 Between the

bases of the arms there is a rounded or pentagonal disk with
raised and ciliated edges, which occupies the place of the

epistoma in the phylactolaematous Polyzoa.

Fhylarch (fai'laik '. Also 7-8 phil-. [ad.L.

phylanhus, a. Gr. q\>\ap\os chief of a tribe, f.

<t>v\rj tribe + -apxos, i. dpxfv to rule. Cf. F.

phylarque.]
1. The chief or ruler of a phyle or tribe in ancient

Greece
; hence, a tribal chief generally.

1656 J. HARRINGTON Oceana (1658) 56 Moses chose able
men . .

,
and made them heads over the people ; (Tribunes

..or Phylarches, that is) Princes of the Tribes. 1659 Law.

fiving
II. ii. (1700) 400 These Degrees were of two sorts :

rst, Phylarchs or Princes of Tribes; and secondly, Patri-

archs, or Princes of Family's. 1728 MORGAN Algiers I. iii.

32 One of the Numidian petty Princes, called by Greek
Authors Philarchs, and by the Arabs &c. Sheikhs. 1861 W.
MUIR Mahomet Introd. 183 The Romans recognized as

kings or fphylarchs of the Syrian Arabs the chiefs of the

Bani Salih.

2. In ancient Attica, An officer elected to com-
mand the cavalry of each of the ten phyla;.
1830 tr. Aristoph., Birds 214 Diitrephes, with only wicker

wings, was chosen Phylarch, next, Hipparch. 1846 GROTE
Greece n. viii. II. 607 The tribe appears to have been the

only military classification known to Athens, and the taxi-

arch the only tribe officer for infantry, as the phylarch was
for cavalry, under the general-in-chief.

3. The title given to certain magistrates in the

ideal commonwealths of Plato, More, etc. ;
in

Harrington's Oceana given to the magisterial body.
1551 ROBINSON tr. Mores Utopia II. iii. (1895) 135 Euerye

thyrty families or fermes chewse them yearlye
an offycer,

WQVcne in their olde language is called the Syphograunte,
and by a newer name the Phylarche [fhylarchum]. 1656

J. HARRINGTON Oceana (1658) 76 All and every one of these

Magistrates, together with the Justices of Peace : and the

Jury-men of the Hundreds, . . are the Prerogative Troop
or Phylarch of the Tribe. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. iii.

I. 407 During twenty years the chief employment of busy
and ingenious men had been to frame constitutions . . All

the nomenclature .. of the imaginary government was fully
set forth,. .Phylarchs, Tribes (etc.).

Hence Phyla rchic, -aTchical adjs., of or per-

taining to phylarchs or to tribal government ; con-

sisting in the rule of great families
; Phylarchy,

the office of a phylarch, tribal government.
1819 Blackw. Ma%. V. 640 Feelings of decent reverence

for the old *phy!archic aristocracies of England. 1861 W.
MUIR Mahomet I. Introd. 146 The national tradition and

poetry of the Arabs, ..with respect to genealogical and

phylarchical events. 1728 EARBERY tr. Biirnct's St. Dea^i
II. 56 The twelve Apostles and the twelve patriarchs joined

together, or the *phylarchies of the Jews. 1869 Pall Mall
G. 9 July it A Bedawin phylarchy, in which the chief is

the political and religious ruler of the nation.

Phyle (fsi-lz). PI. -89. Ancient Gr. Hist.

[a. Gr. <j>v\-l) tribe.] In ancient Greece, a clan or

tribe, based on supposed kinship; in Attica, after

the reforms of Clisthenes, a political, administra-

tive, and military unit, the division of the people
into ten phyla; being mainly geographical ;

also

the cavalry brigade furnished by an Attic tribe.

1863 Blackw. Mag. Sept. 290 The Greek Eupatrid or the

Roman Patrician, who had to court the votes of his Phyle
or of his clients. 1868 Smith's Diet. Gr. & Rom. Anti'j.

(ed. 7) 389 The tribes or phylae [of Attica) were divided

..each into three phratriae. Ibid. 390 All foreigners ad-

mitted to the citizenship were registered in a phyle.

Phylembryo(faile-mbrw). Biol. [f.PHYL-UM +

EMBRYO.] The ancestral embryo form of a race of

animals or plants. Hence Phylembryo-nie a.

1899 Pop. Sci. Monthly 464 The ancestral form of this

group, the phylembryo, has been found in Paterina. whose
adult represents the youngest stage, the beak of the shell,

of other Brachiopods. 1901 WEBSTER Suppl. s.v. Phyfa-,

Phylembryonic.

PhyletiC (fsile'tik), a. Biol. [ad. Gr. dwAtri-

KVS, f. (pv\eTTjt a tribesman, f. <puAij a tribe.] Of
or pertaining to a phylum or race ; racial.

1881 Science Gossip No. 203. 249 Presenting a picture . . of

phyletic development (that is, the changes through which the

species has passed in its development). 1892 MIVART Ess. cy

Crit. 457 The growth of the species, or phyletic growth. 1893
tr. Weismantfs Germ-Plasm i. i. 56 The entire phyletic
transformation of a species does not by any means alone

depend on its intra-cellular variation.

Hence Phyle'tically adv., as regards the phylum,
racially.
1893 tr. WcisMianris^ Germ.Plasm ii. 115 Salamanders, .are

much younger phyletically, and much more highly organised.

Phyllarea, -erea, obs. erron. ff. PHILLYBEA.

Fhyllary (fvlari). Bot. [ad. mod.L. phyl-
larium, a. Gr. <pv\\apiov, dim. of <pv\\ov leaf.]

Each of the small leaves or bracts constituting
the involucre of a Composite flower.

1857 HENFREY Bot. 122 In the Compositae . . the bracts

form an involucre the parts of which are sometimes called

phyllaries. 1861 BENTLEY Man. Bot. (1870) 182.

fPhyllet, obs. erron. form of FILLET.

1426 LYDG. De Guil. Pilgr. 22339, 1 haue knyues, phyllettys,

callys.

Fh.yllidiobranch.iate (fili;di<>|bne-rjki/t ';,
a.

Zoo!,
[f. next + L. branchia : see BRANCHIATE.]

Belonging to or having the characters of the Phyl-
lidiobranchia, a division of gastropod molluscs, in

which the ctenidia are replaced by lamella; (the

pkyl/idia] within the fold of the mantle.

1883 LANKESTER in Encycl. Brit. XVI. 656/1 Dorsal and
ventral view of Plcitrophyllidia lineata (Otto), one of the

Phyllidiobranchiate Palliate Opisthobranchs,

J|
PhyllidiuiH (fili-diwm). Biol. [mod.L., f.

Gr. <pv\\-ov leaf + -tSiov dim. suffix.] One of the

rudimentary ctenidia or lamells, of certain gastro-

pod molluscs, called by E. K. Lankester capita-

pedal bodies.

Phylliform (frlif^im), a. rare, [irreg. f. Gr.

<pv\\ov leaf + -FORM.] Leaf-shaped, leaf-like.

1848 E. FORBES Naked-eyed Mcdusx 37 Four phylliform
ovaries.

Phyllirea, obs. erron. variant of PHILLYKEA.

[[ Phyllirhoe (fili-re,;). Zool.
[f. Gr. <pv\Xop-

poos shedding leaves, f. <pv\\-ov leaf + -poos, from

port flow.] A genus of degenerate gastropod mol-

luscs, having no cerata nor ctenidium, and of thin

translucent body, without shell, gills, or foot, the

general surface being respiratory in function
;

usually called from their appearance ocean-slugs.
The species P. bnceplialus is highly phosphorescent.
1878 BELL tr. Gtgenbaur's Cotnp. Anat. 339 These gills

are atrophied in many Opisthobranchiata, when the whole
of the integument takes on the respiratory function

(Phyllirhoe).

Hence Phyllirhoid (frliroid) a. and s/i. Zool.
;

a. adj., akin to the genus Phyllirhoe; having the

characters of the family Phyllirhoidx ;
b. sb., a

mollusc of this family, an ocean-slug.

Phyllis : see PHIL'LIS.

Phyllite (frbit). [f. Gr. $v\\ov a leaf+ -HE'.]
1. Mill. a. A species of magnesia-mica, occur-

ring in small scales in argillaceous schist or slate.

b. A rock consisting of an argillaceous schist or

slate containing scales or flakes of mica.
See A. R. Hunt Notes on Pctrolcg. Nomencl. in Geol.

Mag. Jan. 1896, 31-35.
a- 1828 THOMSON in Ann.N. V. Lyceum A'ar". Hist. III. 47

Phyllite . . will probably constitute a new species. 1862

DANA Man. Geol. \\. 77 The ottrelite has been called

phyllite. 1892 Min. (ed. 6) 642.

b. 1881 Rep. Gi-ol. Expl. N. Zealand 128 A series of less

altered rocks (phyllites) form the northern part of the Eyrie
Mountains. 1886 GEIKIE Class-tk. Geol. 223 liy increase

of its mica-flakes a clay-slate passes into a phyllite. 1892
TEALL in Proc. Somerset Archxol. Soc. 2ri A schistose

rock intermediate between a phyllite and a mica-schist.

2. Geol. A general name for a fossil leaf. ? Obs.

1843 HUMBLE Diet. Geol. * Min., P/iyllite, a petrified leaf.

Hence Fhyllitic (fili'tik) a., consisting of or

having the character of phyllite.
1888 Nature 8 Nov. 31/1 Generally the slates are schistose,

phyllitic, and chiastolitic.

Phyllo- (file-), repr. Gr. cpuAAo-, combining
form of <pv\\ov leaf, in various scientific terms.

Fhyllochromogfen (-krou-mfydjen) Chern. [see

CHROMOGEN], a constituent of chlorophyll, sup-

posed by Liebermann to give rise, by oxidation or

reduction, to the various colouring-matters of

flowers. Phyllocyanlc (-saiire'nik) a. Chem. [see
CYANIC 2], in phyllocyanic acid = next. Phyllo-

cyanin (-ssi'anin) Chem. [see CYANIN], a blue or

bluish-green substance supposed by Fr^my to be

a constituent of chlorophyll (see phylloxanthiii

below). Phyllocyst (-sist) Zool., a cyst or cavity
in the hydrophyllium (see HYDRO-) of certain

Hydrozoa; hence Pfcyllocystio a., pertaining to

or of the nature of a phyllocyst. Phyllogen

(fi-Wdsen) [-GEX] = phyllophore. Phyllogenetic

(-djfne'tik) a. [-GENETIC], pertaining to the pro-
duction of leaves. PJiyllogenous (filp-dsmas) a.

[-GEX 2 +-ODS], growing upon leaves. II Phyllo-
ma'nia Bot. [mod.L. : cf. Gr. (pv\\oficiveTv to run

wildly to leaf], an abnormal development of leaves.

Phyllomorphio (-mjjMfik) a. [Gr. /xo/x/)r) form],

leaf-shaped ;
in quot., characterized by imitation

of the forms of leaves ;
so Phyllomo rphous a.,

leaf-shaped ; Phyllomorphy, metamorphosis of

other organs into leaves (= PHYLLODY). Phyllo-
phcein (-ff-in) Chem. [Gr. ipaws dusky: ee -IN 1

]
= PfLEOPHYLL. Pliy-llophore (-foj) Bot. [Gr.

<pv\\cxp6pos leaf-bearing], the growing-point or

terminal bud from which the leaves arise, esp. in

palms; so Pliyllopliorons (-fvfores) a., leaf-bear-

ing; in Zool., bearing parts resembling leaves, as

the nose-leaf of certain bats. Phylloporpliyrin

(-pjrjfirin) Chem. [Gr. iropipvpa purple dye], a

black substance obtained by decomposition of

chlorophyll ; its aqueous solution is purple (Syd.

Soc. Lex., citing Geissler and Mbller). Phyllo-

xanthin (filpksK'nbin) Chem. \*..?.phylloxanthine



PHYLLOBBANCHIA.

(Fremy), f. Gi.av06s yellow], a yellow constituent

of chlorophyll, also called XANTHOPHYLL.
1879 WATTS Diet. Chcm. VIII. 452 The basic component

[of chlorophyll], *phylloc;hromogen, is capable of assuming
the most various colours under the influence of oxidising

and reducing agents. 1881 Ibid. 1637 Chlorophyll . . When
digested with hydrochloric acid . . splits up into phylloxan-

thin, a brown substance,, .and Fre'my's phyllocyanic acid,

an olive-green substance. 1861 BENTLEY Man. Bot. 744

M. Fre'my. .has ascertained that it [chlorophyll] is composed
of two colouring principles, one a yellow, which he has

termed phylloxant/tine ; and the other a blue, which he

has called *p/yllo,yanine. 1885 GOODALE Physio!. Bot.

(1892) 291 Fremy's later researches have led him to regard
the so-called phyllocyanin as really an acid (phyllocyanic).

1859 HUXLEY Oceanic Hydrozoa 14 They always contain a

diverticulum of the somatic cavity, or *phyllocyst. 1877

Anal. Inv. Anim. iii. 139 Phyllocyst or cavity of hydro-

phyllium with its process. 1890 Cent. Diet.,
*
Phyllogcn.

1893 in Syd. Sac. Lex. 1898 Nature 26 May 74/2 Theories

of 'pbyliogenetic development. 1858 MAYNE Expos. Lex.,

Phyllogenus, . . that which grows upon leaves..: "phyllo-

genous. 1670 E. TONGE in Phil. Trans. V. 2073 Whether
the delay of Sap, slaying Fruit and Blossoms, as is sup-

pos'd, by tying, will cure the *Phyllo-mania, as Cross-

hacking? 1856 GRINDON Life viii. (1875) 97 No plant can .

suffer from phyllomania and be fruitful at the same moment.

1882 Academy 4 Feb. 76 It [Celtic art] was zoomorphic, but

not *phyllomorphic. 1849 Erasers Mag. XXXIX. 669

Classified under the head of the Walking Leaf, or 'Phyllo-

morphous insects. 1886 Cassell's Encycl. Diet., 'Phyllo-

morphy, the same as Phyllody. 1858 MAYNE Expos. Lex.

954/1 The dusky or brown colouring matter of the leaves of

plants : *phyllophein. 1893 Syd. Soc. Lex., Phltophyll, the

brown colouring-matter of the Fucoidez; also called Pliyllo-

phxin. 1848 LINDLEY Introd. Bot. (ed. 4) I. 227 The growing

point, or 'phyllophore [of Mirbel]. 1883 GOODALE Physiol.
Bot. (1892) 132 That portion of a palm-stem which lies above

the lowest active leaves, .is of a conical shape.. often much

elongated, and carries all the new and forming leaves. It

is known as the Phyllophore. 1828 WEBSTER, f
Phyllo-

phorous. 1858 MAYNE Expos. Lex. 954/2 The yello.v

colouring matter of the leafof a plant : "phylloxanthin. 1861

BENTLEY Man. Bot. 745 The experiments of M. Fre'my

show, that the yellow leaves of autumn contain no phyllo-

cyanine, and hence that their colour is entirely due to the

phylloxanthine, either in its original condition or in an

altered state.

II Phyllobranchia (filobra-rjkia). Zool. PI.

-88. [mod.L., f. Gr. fyvKKov leaf + @pdyx'a g'" s
-]

Each of the leaf-like, foliaceous, or lamellar gills

of certain crustaceans. Phyllobra-nchlai a., of

or pertaining to a phyllobranchia ; Pfcyllotora'n-

chiate a., having phyllobranchiae.
1878 HUXLEY in Proc. Zool. Soc. 4 June 782 The structure

. .which obtains in Geiia and Callianassa, which are truly

phyllobranchiate. 1880 Crayfish v. 271 The prawn's

gills are . . phyllobranchice ; . . the central stem of the branchia

bears only two rows of broad flat lamellse. 1880 .. R.

LANKESTEH in Nature XXI. 355/2 Crayfishes, .differ from

grawns.
.in. .being

' trichobranchiate
'

in place of 'phyllo-

ranchiate '.

Phylloclade (filokl^d). Bot. [ad. mod.L.

phyllocladium (filtfkl^'diom) (also in Eng. use),

f. Gr. <pt/XAoi' leaf + n\aoos branch,] A branch

of an enlarged or flattened form, resembling or

performing the functions of a leaf, as in Butcher's

Broom or the Caclacese.

1858 MAYNE Expos. Lex., Phyllodadium,..* term pro-

posed by Bischoff for the Phyllodium, produced by a branch

enlarged and flattened in the form ofa leaf. 1883 A thenxum
3 Mar. 283/3 There is a curious Exocarpus with phyllo-

cladia. 1884 BOWER & SCOTT De Barys Plianer.y* This

arrangement is found.. also in the phylloclades of Ruscus

and Myrsiphyllum. 1897 WILLIS Flower. PI. I. 181 Stems

..with long shoots transformed into flat green expansions,

which act as leaves, whilst the true leaves are reduced to

scales., are termed phylloclades.

Hence Phyllocla-dioid a. [-OLD], resembling
a phylloclade (in quot. misused as if = having

phylloclades) ; PHyUo'oladous a. [-ous], having

phylloclades.
1883 Jrnl. Linn. Soc., Bot. XX. 249 A phyllocladioid

Exocarpus.. an oblanceolate thick rigid phylloclade. 1895

KERNER & OLIVER Nat. Hist. Plants I. 334 The most

striking forms of phyllocladous plants.

Phyllode (frl<?d). Also in L. (oimp/tyllo-diuin.

[a. 1. phyllode, ad. mod.L. phyllodium (filJu--

diom), also in Eng. use, f. Gr. <J>v\Aw5r;s leaf-like,

f. <j>v\\ov leaf : see -ODE.]
1. Bot. A petiole or leaf-stalk of an expanded
and (usually) flattened form, resembling and having
the functions of a leaf, the true leaf-blade being
absent or much reduced in size, as in many Acacias.

1848 LINDLEY Introd. Bot. (ed. 4) I. 297 The curious trans-

formation undergone by the petiole when it becomes a phyl-
lode. 1861 BENTLEY Man. Bot. (1870) 175 To such a petiole

the name of phyllodium or phyllode has been applied. 1883

GOODALE Physiol. Bot. (1892) 347 All the eight species of

this genus [Sarracenia) have hollowed phyllodia, which

form slender pitchers or urns.

2. Zool. PETAL 2.

1888 ROLLESTON & JACKSON Anim. Life 557 In the Cassi-

dnlidae the peristomial ends of the ambulacra dilate into

petala or phyllodes, forming a figure known asflosulla.

Hence Phyllo'dial a., pertaining to or of the

nature of a phyllode ; Phyllodi'neous, PhyUo'-
dinous a. [irreg.], bearing phyllodes ; also =

prec. ; Phyllodinia'tion, formation of phyllodes.

1858 MAYNE Expos. Lex., Phyllodialis, applied to the

cup of an ascidiated leaf., when it is formed by the phyllo-

dium, or the petiole enlarged in the form of a leaf, as in the

804

Saraceiiia purpurea : *phyllodial. 1848 LINDLEY Introd.

Bat. (ed. 4) II. 307 Among the "phyllodineous Acacias.

1880 A. R. WALLACE Isl. Life 307 Australian affinities are

shewn . . by a *phyllodinpus
Acacia, a 1850 R. BKOWN cited

in Cassell for *Phyllodiniation.

Phyllody (fi-lodi). Bot. [f. prec. + -Y.] a.

The condition in which certain organs, esp. parts

of the flower, are metamorphosed into ordinary

leaves, b. The condition in which the leaf-stalk

is metamorphosed into a phyllode.
1888 HENSLOW Orig. Floral Struct, xxx. 302 Phyllody of

the Carpels and Ovules.

Phylloid (frloid), a. and sb. [f.
mod.L.

phylloldes, i. Gr. $\i\K-ov leaf : see -DID.] a. adj.

Resembling a leaf; foliaceous. b. sb. A part in

lower plants, analogous to or resembling a leaf.

1858 MAVSE Expos. Lex., Phylloides,..applied by Mirbel

to parts which have the form of leaves, that is, which are

flattened and herbaceous, as the stem of the Cactus

phyllanthus: phylloid. Ibid. s.v. Phyllosoma, A crusta-

ceous animal with phylloid or bladder-like sacs attached to

the hinder part of the body. 1875 BENNETT & Trtrx Sachs'

Bot. 211 For the sake of finding an expression for these

relationships in Algse..the leaf-like appendages might be

termed Phylloids, the root-like appendages Rhizoids.

So Phylloi-dal, Phylloi'deous adjs.
= prec. a.

1866 Treas. Bat., Phylloideous, the same as Foliaceous.

1888 HESSLOW Orig. Floral Struct, xxx. 302 The ovules

then undergo phylloidal changes of different degrees.

(But -ome has here rather the mod. sense of ' for-

mation
'

as in caulome, rhizome.) So in mod.F.]
1. The general name for a leaf or any organ

homologous with a leaf, or regarded as a modified

leaf (as a sepal, petal, stamen, carpel, bract, etc.).

1875 BENNETT & DYER Sachs" Bot. 130 If now we accept

. .Thallome, Stem (Caulome), Leaf (Phyllome), and Hair

(Trichome), in the senses indicated. 1880 GRAY Struct. Bot. 6

note, The German botanists use . . Phyllome in this sense.

2. (See quot.) rare~.
1858 MAYNE Expos. Lex., Phylloma. Herschel terms

thus .. the whole of the germs destined to produce the leaves

which come from the bud . . when it is developed : a phyllome.

Hence Phyllomic (filJu-mik) a., pertaining to or

of the nature of a phyllome.
1886 Nature 6 May 17/2 Even on this explanation the

true stamen is phyllomic.

Phyllophagan (nl<rfagan). Zool. [f. mod.L.

phyllophaga pi., a. Gr. type *<pv\\o<l>aya, f. <j>v\\ov

leaf + -<t>ayos eating.] A member of the Phyllo-

phaga, a name applied in different classifications

to various groups of animals which feed on leaves:

viz. (a) a tribe of marsupials, including the pha-
! langers ; (6) a group of edentates, comprising the

sloths ; (c) a group of lamellicorn beetles, includ-

! ing the chafers ; (d) of hymenopterons insects,

including the saw-flies. So Phyllo'phaffous a.,

leaf-eating ; belonging to the Phyllophaga.
1842 BRANDE Diet. Sc., etc. , *Phyllophagaiis,Plyllopliaga,

the name of a tribe of Marsupials, including the Phalangers,

Petaurists, and Koala ; also of a tribe of beetles, including
'

those which live by suction of the tender parts of vegetables,

as the leaves and succulent sprouts. 1858 MAYNE Expos.

Lex., s. v. 1868 OWEN Aiuit. Vertebr. 332 III. 451 The
thick epithelium continued over the inner surface of that

! part in the Phyllophagous species.

Phyllopod vfi'l%>d),J*. and a. Zool. [f.
mod.

L. Phyllopoda pi., f. Gr. <t>v\\o-v leaf + itovs, iro5-

; foot.] a. sb. A member of the Phyllopoda, a group
of entomostracous crustaceans, having lamellate or

foliaceous swimming feet; a leaf-footed crustacean.

b. adj. Belonging to the Phyllopoda leaf-footed.

1863 RAMSAY Phys. Geog. v. (1878) 63 Also a phyllopod
crustacean. 1863 Athenxum No. 1983. 571/2 The little

modest ostracodsandphyllopods. 1878 BELL tr. Gegcnbaur's

Camp. Anai. 239 The form of the Phyllopod foot.

So Phyllopodal (filp-pJdal), Phyllo'podan,

Pliyllo-podous adjs.
= prec. b

; Phyllopodlform

(filopfdifffrm) a., having the form of a phyllopod.
1878 tr. Claus in Encycl. Brit. VI. 650/2 note, The

maxilla of the Decapod larva is a sort of *Phyllopodal foot.

1869 W. S. DALLAS tr. F. Mailer's Facts fr. Darwin 84 A
*Phyllopodiform Decapod. 1852 DANA Crust. \. 14 These

"Phyllopodous species seem.. to be recent representatives
of ancient forms, the Trilobites.

Phyllopode (ft-Wpoud). Bot. fmod. f. Gr.

! <pv\\o-v leaf -t- irouj, jro5- foot.] Name for the

j

dilated sheathing-base of the leaf in fsoetes, analo-

gous to a petiole in Phanerogams.
1875 BENNETT & DYER tr. Sachs' Bot. 420 The structure

of the leaves of Isoetes varies according as the species grow
submerged in water, in marshes, or on dry ground.. .In the

third case . . the basal
portions

of the dead leaves (phyllo-

podes) form a firm black coat of mail round the stem.

Fhyllorhine (fi'ltoin), a. and sb. Zool. [ad.

mod.L. Phyllorhm-us, f. Gr. <pvXXo-v leaf + /Si's,

! /Xv- nose.] a. adj. Of a bat: Having a nose-

j

leaf, or leaf-like appendage to the nose; leaf-

j

nosed
; spec, belonging to the Phyllorhininie, a

subfamily of the Rhinolophidx or horseshoe- bats.

b. sb. A leaf-nosed bat ; spec, one of the Phyllo-
rhiniti. Also PhyllorhiTLine a. and sb.

Phylloscopine (filp'sktfpain),
a. Ornith. [f.

PHYLLULA.

! mod.L. Phylloscop-us (f. Gr. <pv\\o-v leaf + -OKOHOS

viewing) + -IXE l.J Of or related to the genus

Phylloscopus containing the chiffchaff and warblers.

1800 Cent. Diet, cites H. SEEBOHM.

Phyllosome (frWsown). Zool. [ad. mod.L.

Phyllosoma, f. Gr. ipv\\o-v leaf + auijia. body : see

qnot. 1858.] The larval form of certain macru-

rous crustaceans (formerly supposed to be adult

forms constituting a separate group) ;
a glass-crab.

1833 KIRBY Hob. <t Inst. Anim. II. xv. 59 The most

remarkable animals belonging to the order [Stomapods] are

the Phyllosomes of Dr. Leach. 1858 IfAYMSAmK Lex.,

Phyllosoma, name of a crustaceous animal with phylloid or

bladder-like sacs attached to the hinder part of the body :

a phyllosome.

Phyllostome (fi'lostaum). Zool. [ad. mod.L.

Phyllostoma, f. Gr. </>i5\Xo-v leaf +- aro^a, a^o|ia.^-

mouth.] A bat of the genus Phyllosloma or family

Phyllostomatidx, having a nose-leaf or other

appendage of the snout. Also Pfcyllostrrmatid,

Phyllo-stomid. So Phyllosto'matoid, Pbyllo-

sto'matous, Phyllo'stomine, Phyllo-stomoid,

Phyllo'stomous adjs,, belonging to or having the

characters of the Phyllostomatidx.
1858 MAYNE Expos. Lex.,Phyllostomatus, Phyllostomus,

applied by Goldfuss, Gray [etc. ] to a Family (Phyllostomata)
of the C/uiroptera, having the nose or mouth encumbered
with a simple leaf : phyllostomatous : phyllostomous. ^

1866

Athenxum No. 2002. 339/1 Genera of phyllostomine or

leaf-nosed bats.

II Phyllotaxis (filotae'ksis). Bot. [mod.L., f.

Gr. <pvKKo-v leaf T rais arrangement.] The arrange-

ment or order of leaves (or other lateral members,
e. g. scales of a pine-cone, florets of a composite

flower, etc.) upon an axis or stem ; the geometrical

principles of such arrangement. Also Phyllotaxy.
The principal kinds of phyllotaxis are (i) the cyclical or

'

verticillate, in which a number of leaves (two or more) stand

at the same level, forming a pair or whorl ; and (2) the
'

spiral or alternate, in which each leaf stands singly, their

j
points of insertion forming a spiral (ihegenetic spiiaDround
the stem ; in the latter case the phyllotaxis is expressed by
a fraction denoting the angle (or portion of one turn of the

spiral) between two successive leaves ; thus in a j phyllo-

taxis there are 5 leaves in every 2 turns of the spiral.

1857 HENFREY Elcm. Bot. 60 A particular study of those

laws has been pursued, under the name of Phyllotaxy. 1863

DARWIN in Life * Lett. (1887) III. 51 Do you remember

telling me that I ought to study Phyllotaxy ? 1875 BENNETT
& DYER Sac/is' Bot. 173 In a? phyllotaxis. .the 6th member
stands over the ist, the 7th over the 2nd, and so on.

Hence Phyllota ctic, Phyllota-ctical adjs.,
'

belonging or relating to phyllotaxis.

1857 HENFREY Elem. Bot. 1 140 [In the Flower] the leaves,

arranged according to the general phyllotactic laws, are

more or less changed in form and texture. 1888 HENSLOW

Orig. Floral Struct, xxxii. 339 From phyllotactical reasons,

it is clear that the origin and arrangements of the floral

members are entirely foliar.

II Phylloxera (fil?ksiTa). Entom. [mod.L.,

j

f. Gr. cpt/AAo-x' leaf + frjpoj dry.] A genus of

! Aphidida or plant-lice ; esp. the species P. vasla-

trix, also called vine-pest, which is very destruc-

tive to the European grape-vine, infesting the roots

and leaves, and causing the death of the plant.
The genus Phylloxera was named in 1834 to include a

plant-louse which was observed to dry up the leaves of the

oak in Provence; in 1868 Planchon showed that the vine

disease was caused by a new species, which was constantly

found on the roots of affected vines, and which he named
P. -uastatrix. (See Comptes Rendus 1868 II. 588.)

1868 Card. Chron. 31 Oct. 1138. 1869 Ibid. 30 Jan. log

M. Signoret.. considered that the insect belongs to the

genus Phylloxera. 1880 A thenxum u Sept. 340/3 All the

vineyards within reach flooded during winter, as a protec-

tion against the ravages of the phylloxera. 1886 Edin. Rev.

Oct. 367 In 1865 the first appearance of the phylloxera in

,
France occurred in the plateau of Pujant, near Roque-

| maure, on the right bank of the Rhone. 1888 A. E. SHIPLEY

|

in Encycl. Brit. XXIV. 239/1 The Phylloxera has spread

to Corsica; it has appeared here and there amongst the

vineyards of the Rhine and Switzerland.

fig. 1897 Westm. Cat. 7 May 1/3 Spite of his rosy cheeks,
' la maladie des disabuses ',

that phylloxera of the mental

vineyard, holds him in its deadly grip.

b. attrib. and Comb., as phylloxera outbreak,

visitation ; phylloxera-mite, a minute acarid,

Tyroglyphus phylloxers, which infests the phyl-

loxera.

1901 Westm. Gaz. 30 Jan. 8/1 The stocks .. being larger

than they have been at any time since the phylloxera visita-

tion. 1902 Ibid. 7 Jan. 2/3 The failure of the vines, due to

the phylloxera outbreak in the sixties.

Hence PhylloJteral(-I<>Tal),PliyUoxeric (-e'rik)

adjs., pertaining or relating to the phylloxera ;

Phyllo-xerated, Phyllo-xerized ppl. adjs., in-

fested with the phylloxera.
1881 Nature 6 Oct. 552/1 Treatment of phylloxerised vines

by the use of sulphide of carbon and sulpho-carbonate of

potassium. 1882 St. James Gaz. 6 Apr. 4/2 Getting rid of

the few phylloxerated spots which appeared there six years

ago. 1886 Edin. Rev. Oct. 378 The inspector of the phyl-

loxeric service reports that unless energetic measures are

taken the vineyards of Portugal will be ruined. 1902 Speaker
20 Sept. 646/2 Thanks to the beneficent influence of the

phylloxeral crisis.

UPhyllula (fil'a'la).
Bot. Also phyllule.

[mod.L., f. Gr. <f>u*.K-ov leaf + 06X77 scar.] The

scar left on a branch by the fall of a leaf.
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1858 MAYNE Expos. Lex., Phyllula,. .term by Zuccarini
for the cicatrix which, after its fall, each leaf leaves upon
the bark at the place of its insertion: the phyllule. 1866

in Treas. Bot.

Phyllyraea, -rea, obs. erron. ff. PHILLYBEA.

Phylo-, before a vowel phyl-, combining form
of Gr. <pv\ov, <fvXr; a tribe (see PHYLE, PHYLUM),
used in mod. scientific terms, mostly of biology.
Phylocyole, the cycle or whole course of the

development of a phylum ; hence Phylocyclic a,

Phylogero'ntic [GEBONTIC] a., of or pertaining
to the old age or stage of decay of a race or type of

organisms. Phylonepio'nlc a. [Gr. yjjmos infant],
of or pertaining to the nepionic stage of phylo-

genesis, or that following the embryonic (cf. PHYL-

EMBRYONIC). Phylo'pterous a. [Gr. nrtpiiv wing],
of or pertaining to the Phyloptcra, in some classi-

fications a superorder of insects, containing the

Neuroptera, Pseudoneuroptera, Orthoptera, and

Dermaptcra.
1893 Proc. Boston Soc. Nat. Hist. XXVI. TOO It is pro-

posed to use . . *phylocycle or phylocyclon for [the cycle] of
the phylum. Ibid. 124 Possibility of the simultaneous origin
of phylocycles discussed. Ibid, go The oldest stages of
different individuals of a species, and the corresponding
*phylogerontic types of different groups arising from the
same common ancestor, resemble each other. 1902 WEBSTER
Suppl. s. v. Phylo-, *Phylonepionic-

Phylcvgenal, a. rare, [irreg. f. PHYLOGENY +
-AL.] = PHYLOGENETIC.
1890 Nature 6 Feb. 316/2 He has. .confounded ontogenal

steps of growth with phylogenal phases of plan.

Phylogenesis (.failoidje-n/sis). Biol. [mod.
f. PHYLO- + -GENESIS.] The genesis or evolution

of the tribe or race ; the evolution of any organ or

feature in the race ;
= PHYLOGENY i.

1875 tr. Schmidt's Desc. ff Darw. 217 The families within
which we have as yet been able to compare Ontogenesis
with Phylogenesis, constantly approximate in their origin.

1879 tr. Haeckefs Evol. Man I. i. 7 Phylogenesis is the
mechanical cause of Ontogenesis : The Evolution of the
Tribe .. effects all the.. Evolution of the Germ or Embryo.
1881 S. V. CLEVENGER in Amer. Nat. July 513 Certain

aspects in the phylogenesis of the spinal cord.

Fhylogeiietic (faHoida/he-tik), a. [f. as prec.
+ -GENETIC.] Of, pertaining to, or characteristic

of phylogenesis or phylogeny; relating to the
race history of an organism or organisms.
1877 HUXLEY Anat. Inv, Anim. Introd. 41 The validity

of phylogenetic conclusions, deduced from the facts of

embryology alone. 1883 W. A. HERDMAN (title) A Phylo-
genelic Classification of Animals (for the Use of Students).

1897 igth Cent. May 793 From these ontogenetic details to
see what deductions may be drawn in regard to the phylo-
genetic origin of Languages.
So Phyloffene'tical a. rare. Hence Phylo-
gene'tically adv., with reference to phylogenesis ;

in or as regards the evolution of the race.

1871 ELSBERG in Microsc. Jrnl. July 185 A chain of gra-
dations . . through which higher organisms have passed
phylogenetically, and do pass ontogenetically. 1878 BELL
tr. Gegenbavr's Comp. Anat. 413 The earliest characters of
the embryonic head, or of its equivalent in all Vertebrata,
point to its being phylogenetically, the most ancient portion
of the body. 1879 tr. HaeckeCs Evol. Man I. vii. 150 First,
observe the facts of Ontogeny and then attach their phylo-
genetical significance to them. 1888 Pop. Sci. Monthly
XXXIII. 479 The morphological and phylogenetical study
of the higher plants.

Fhylogenic (fsiloid^e-nik), a. [f. as next +
-1C.] Ot or pertaining to phylogeny ; phylo-
genetic.
1877 HUXLEY _Anat. Inv. Anim. xii. 669 note, A great

variety of surprising phylogenic speculations. 1878 FOSTER
Pliys. iv. v. 556 This .. has a morphological or phylogenic,
as well as a physiological or ideological, significance.

Fhylogenist (faity-ds/hist). [f. next + -iST.]
One versed or skilled in phylogeny.
1881 Gardeners' Chron. \y Sept. 364/3 Phylogenists have

agreed on a^few main points. 1885 Athenseutit 18 Apr.
507/1 The principle of archaic forms.. started by the father
of phylogenists.

Fhylogeny (failp'djfni). Biol. [ad. mod.Ger.

phylogenic (Haeckel 1866), f. Gr. fyvKov race,

phylum + -ytvda birth, origin.]
1. The genesis and evolution of the phylum, tribe,

or species ; ancestral or racial evolution of an animal
or plant type (as distinguished from ontogenesis,
the evolution of the individual).
1871 DARWIN Orig. Spec. (ed. 5) xiv, Professor Hackel in

his Generelle Morpnologie. .has recently brought his great
knowledge and abilities to bear on what he calls Phylogeny,
or the lines of descent of all organic beings. 187* [see
ONTOGENY). 1878 BELL tr. Gefenbaur's Comp. Anat. 451
The phylogeny. .of a few of the cephalic bones is as yet
unknown. 1903 C. W. SALESBY in Academy 13 June 594/1
Von Baer's law may be stated thus :

'

Ontogeny is the re-

capitulation of phylogeny '.

2. The history or science of evolution or genea-
logical development in the phylum, tribe, or

species ; the race history of an animal or vegetable
type; tribal history.

, special branch of biologic
speculation termed phylogeny. 1894 DRUM MONO Ascent of
Man 77 Phylogeny the history of the race.

3. A pedigree or genealogical table showing the

racial evolution of a type of organisms.
1870 ROLLESTON Anim. Life p. xxv, 'Phylogenies', or

hypothetical genealogical pedigrees, reaching far out of
modern periods, are likely to remain in the very highest
degree arbitrary and problematical. 1888 DAWSON Geol.
Hist. Plants 269 It is easy to construct a theoretical phy-
logeny of the derivation of the willows from a supposed
ancestral source. 1892 Nation (N. Y.) 27 Oct. 325/3 The
phylogenies given by the different authors are usually re-

garded by students as subjects for all sorts of changes and
revisions.

Phylological (faibV-d^ikal), a. jwnce-wd. [f.

PHYLO- + -LOGICAL: after philological.] Of or

pertaining to the history of the evolution of races.

1891 G. J. ROMANES in Mohist Oct. 67 For, archaic though
they be in a philological sense, in a phylological sense they
are things of yesterday.

II Phylum (fai'l^m). Biol. PI. -la. [mod.L.,
a. Gr. <pv\ov race, stock.] A tribe or race of

organisms, related by descent from a common
ancestral form

;
a series of animals or plants geneti-

cally related ; a primary division or subkingdom
of animals or plants supposed to be so related.

1876 tr. Haeckefs Hist. Creation II. xvi. 42 By tribe, or

phylum^ we understand all those organisms of whose blood-

relationship and descent from a common primary form there
can be no doubt, or whose relationship, at least, is most
probable from anatomical reasons, as well as from reasons
founded on historical development. 1878 BELL tr. Gegen-
baursComp. Anat. p. xvii, I have arranged the chief phyla

-"^ *ne

first of all in the form of a genealogical tree. 1888 ROLLESTON
& JACKSON Anim. Life 578 The classes.. collectively termed
Vermes do not constitute a phylum, .comparable. .to the

phyla Mollusca or Echinodermata.

II Phyma (farma). Path. Pl.-ata. [L.pkynta
(Cels.), a. Gr. 0G^a, <pv^ar- swelling, tumour.]
An inflamed swelling, of various kinds

;
an external

tubercle ; in nosological systems variously applied
to orders or genera of diseases.

1693 tr. Brancard's Phys. Diet. (ed. 2), Phyma, a Swelling :

There are Five sorts. 1739 HUXHA.M in Phil. Trans. XLI.
668 An exceeding painful Phyma near the Verge of the
Anus. 1799 HOOPER Med. Dict.

t Phyma, tubercles in any
part of the body. 1858 in MAYXE Expos. Lex. 1893 in

Syd. Soc. Lex.
Hence Phyma*tic a., of or pertaining to phyma ;

Phymatoid #., resembling phyma.
Phymatin. Chem. [f. Gr. <f)^a, tf>v^ar- t

PHYMA + -IN 1
. Cf. F. phymatine.] An organic

substance obtained from tubercle.

1847-9 TODD Cycl. Anat. IV. 107/1 Phymatin is described
as a peculiar extractive matter.

Phymosis, erron. form of PHIMOSIS.

t Phynx. Obs. rare. [var. of SPHINX: cf.

Boeotian 4>t' phix^\ = SPHINX.
1688 R. HOLME Armoury ir. 9/1 Pallas [is drawn] with

an Helmet. .and. .on her Helmet a Phynx or Cock. Ibid.

201/2 The Phynx, or Sphynga, or Sphynx ., are .. in the

shape of Women.
IIPhyogemmarium (fai^dsemeVripm).

Zool.

PI. -ia. [mod.L., f. Gr. <f>v-civ to produce + L.

gemmarius adj., f. gemma a bnd.] A small repro-
ductive bud, in certain Hydrozoa.
1861 J. R. GREENE A/an. Anim. Kingd., Co?lent. 105

Numerous small gonoblastidia, which resemble polyphes,
and are termed 'phyogemmaria'. 1870 NICHOLSON Man.
Zool

:
83 The Hmb is traversed by .. canals, which.. com-

municate with the cavities of the phyogemmaria.
11 Physa (fai'sa). Zool. [mod.L., a. Gr. <pvaa

bellows.] A small freshwater gastropod.
1842 BRANDS Diet. Sci. etc.>Pftysa, a genus of freshwater

snails; so called from the thinness and inflated appearance
of the shell. 1855 LYELL EUm, Geol. xx, Freshwater strata
. . filled . . with Valvata, Paludina, Planorbis, Limnasus,
Physa, and Cyclas. 1902 CORNISH Naturalist Thames 16

Tiny physas and succineas, no larger than shot.

Physagogue (foi'sagpg), a. (st>.) Med. [f. Gr.

tyvffa flatulence + d-ycu-yos drawing forth.] Expelling
flatus, b. sb. A medicine having this effect.

1858 in MAYNE Expos. Lex. 1893 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

II Physalia (fais^-lia). Zool. [mod.L., f. Gr.
(u<7aA0s inflated with wind, $vffa\\i$ bladder,

bubble.] A genus of oceanic hydrozoa ; the

Portuguese man-of-war: see MAN-OF-WAR 4. Hence
Physa'lian a., belonging to this genus; also $b,,

a species of Physalia.
1842 BRANDE Diet. Set. etc., Physalis^ or Physalia^ the

name of a hydrostatic Acalephan, commonly called the

Portuguese man-of-war. 1855 H. SPENCER Princ. Psychol.
(1872) I. v. iii. 521 Oceanic Hydrozoa which .. have long
pendant tentacles, such as Physalia. 1861 HARTWIG Sett fy

IVond. xv, The Physalia caraveila or Portuguese man-
of-war, is the mariner's admiration. On a large float-bladder
..rises a vertical comb [etc.].

Fhysalin (fei-salin). Chem.
[f.

mod.L. Phy-
salis (ad. Gr. 0i'<raAAts bladder) + -IN 1.] A yellow
bitter amorphous substance (CUH 6OS '))

the active

principle of the winter cherry, Physalis Alkekengi.
1863 N. Syd. Soc. Year-bk. Med. 457 All parts of the plant

[Physalis Alkeken^i] possess a strong bitter taste which is

probably due to a crystalline principle, named physaline.
1866 WATTS Diet. Chem. IV. 634.

Fhysaliphore (fsis?e-hfoj). Biol. [ad. Ger.

physaliphor (Virchow), f, Gr. <pvaa\\is a bladder
+ -(<5pos bearing : see -PHORE.] A cell containing
vesicles (physatides] which produce daughter-cells.

1876 BRISTOWE The. ft Pract. filed. (1878) 73 They not

cavities.

Physalite (rVsabit). Min. [ad. Ger. physa-
lith (Werner 1817), shortened from pyrophysalith
PYROPHYSALITE.] A variety of topaz : see qnots.
1819 W. PHILLIPS Min. (ed. 2) 69 Pyrophysalite, physalite.

1821 R. JAMESON Man. Min. 190 Physalite, or Pyro-
physalite. .. Colours greenish-white and mountain-green.
1868 DANA Min. (ed. 5) 377 Physalite or pyrophysnliie is a
coarse nearly opaque variety [of topaz] in yellowish-white
large crystals from Finbo; it intumesccs when heated, and
hence its name.

t Physbuttocke. [f. FISE, Fizz + BUTTOCK :

cf. FIZGIG.] A contemptuous term for a coxcomb.
1570 LEVINS Manip. 159/6 Physbuttocke, trossidus.

Physcony (frsk0ni\ Path. [ad. mod.L. phy-
sconia, f. Gr. (pvaK&v pot-belly, f. fyvvKt] sausage, f.

<pvaa,v to blow up. Cf. F. physconic^\ A tumour
or swelling of the abdomen

; parab\ sma.

1823-34 Good's Study Med. (ed. 4) II. 5 Those vast forma-
tions of pus which are sometimes found in parnbysmic
tumours or physconies. Ibid. IV. 53 A physcony of the

abdomen, accompanied with peculiar feelings.

Hence Physco'nic . (Mayne Expos. Lex. 1858).

Physem (fai'sem). Phonetics, [ad. Gr. <piat}fj.a

the action or product of blowing, f. <pvoavto blow.]
lied by A. J. Ellis to elements of

speech produced by
( the bellows-action of the

lungs'; comprehending the ordinary aspirate {^)

in its varieties, and the
' wheeze ', Arabic

^,
'arising from suddenly forcing breath through
the cartilaginous glottis '.

1887 A. J. KLLIS in Encycl. Brit. XXII. 382/2. Ibid.

386/2 [In Pala^otype] (h) when no letter, and, at most, some
sign precedes, [is] used for the unanalyscd physem.

Physemarian (fai^'inea-rian), a. and sb. Zool.

[f. mod.L. Physcmdna pi., f. Gr. (pva-rj^a bubble.]
a. adj. Belonging to the Physemaria, a name

applied by Haeckel to a group of Metazoa; now
abandoned, b. sh. One of the Physemaria.
1877 HUXLFY Anat. Inv. Anim. xii. 678 The spheroidal,

free-swimming monad aggregates, .are in many respects

comparable to Physemarian or Poriferan embryos. Ibid.

681 That common form, when the special characters, .are

eliminated . .would be exceedingly similar to a Physemarian.

Physeter (,fais/"t3J), [a. 'L.physeterz. cachalot

(Plin.), a. Gr. tyvarjTrjp a blower, a whale, f. <pvaa.v

to blow.]
fl. A large blowing whale. Obs.

1591 SYLVESTRR Du Bartas\. v. 109 When on the surges
I perceiue from far Th' Ork, Whiilpoole, Whale, or puffing
Physeter. 1706 PHILLIPS, Physetert the Whirl-pool, puffing
or spouting Whale. 1786 Phil. Trans. LXXVI. 444 These
bones belonged to physeteres or respiring fishes.

2. Zool. The generic name of the cachalots or

larger sperm-whales.
1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp. s. v., The physeter with the

upper jaw longer than the under one . . The head of this fish

is so large, that it is half as long as the body, and thicker

than the thickest part of it. 1806 HOME in Phil. Trans.
XCVII. ipo The oil of the physeter, which crystallizes into

spermaceti. 1833 SIR C. BELL Hand(i^i,} 298 The Physeter
or cachelot whale.. is remarkable for having teeth.

3. A filter acting by air-pressure.
1842 FRANCIS Diet. Arts t

t\.c.
t PJtysctcr, a filtering machine,

consisting of a tub, with an air-tight perforated stage half-

way up. The feculent liquid to be filtered is put above the

stage, and a syringe, by withdrawing the air from below
the stage, occasions the clear part of the liquid to pass
through, owing to the pressure of the atmosphere above it.

Hence Physe'terine, Physe'teroid adjs., of or

pertaining to the sperm-whales ;
sbs. A member

of this group.
1883 Encycl. Brit. XV. 393/2 Almost all the other members

of the suborder range themselves under the two principal
heads of Ziphioids (or Physeteroids) and Delphinoids.

Physetoleic (fsis/tolrik), a. Chem. [f. PHY-
SET-ER 2 + OLEIC.] In physetoleic acid, an un-

saturated fatty acid (C| 6H 30O2), obtained by sapo-
nification of spermaceti ; isomeric, if not identical,

with hypogaeic acid.

1857 M |LLER Elem.CJtem. 111.419 Physetoleic acid was
obtained from the oil of the ordinary sperm whale {Physeter

macrocephalus). 1866 WATTS Diet. Chem. IV. 635 Physe-
toleic acid crystallises in stellate groups of colourless needles.

Phys-harmonica (fais-, fis,ha.imp'nika). [f.

Gr. tpvffa bellows + HARMONICA.] A primitive form
of harmonium, in which metal springs are set in

vibration by a current of air ; invented by Hackel
of Vienna in 1818, and originally made to be

attached to a piano, b. A kind of reed-stop on
the organ, imitating the tone of this.

1838 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 7) XVII. 476/2 Physharmonicat a
musical instrument, in which the immediate sonorous bodies
are springs of steel or of brass, thrown into vibration by
a current of air impelled against them. 185* SEIDEL Organ.
101 Phys-harmonica is a newly-invented reed-register, with
a soft, agreeable tone. i88t BROADHOUSE Mns. Acoustics

176 Musical tones of this description are those of..phys-
harmonica (harmonium, concertina, accordion) [etc.].

Physia-nthropy. [f.
Gr. <f>vffu nature -f -w-

Opajnia, f. dvOpaTr-o'i man.] (See quots.)
1828-32 WEBSTER, Physianthropyt

the philosophy of human
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life, or the doctrine of the constitution and diseases of man,
and the remedies. 1885 MRS. C. L.. WALLACE (title) Physi-

anthropy, or the Home Cure and Eradication of Disease.

Fhysiatric (nz^artrik). [a. Ger. physicUrik^
f. Gr. tyvats nature + IATRIC.] The doctrine or

system of nature-cure (Ger. nattirheilkunde] ;
the

application of natural agencies in medicine. Also

Physia
1 tries. Hence Pliysia'trical a.

1858 MAYNE Expos. Lex, 956/1 Physiatrics. .Pbysiatrical.

1901 BILZ Nat, Meth. Healing 5, 1 now come to speak of

physiatric (Science of nature cure).

Physic (fvzik), sb. Forms : a. 3-4 fisyke, 4
fisyk, fizike, 4-5 fisik(e, fysik, fysyk(e, 5

fisykke, fesike, 5-6 fesyk. . 4 phisek, phe-
sike, 4-6 phisik(e, -yk(e, 4-7 phisique, 5

phisikke, phesyk, 5-6 phisyque, physyk(e,
5-7 phisiek(e, -ik(e, 6 -yoke, 6-7 physike, 6-8

-ick(e, 7 -iq(ue, 7- physic. [ME. fisike^ a. OF.

Jisiqite (i2th c.), ad. L. physica, a. Gr. <f>vaiKrj

(fwiffrrj^Tj) the knowledge of nature: see PHYSIC #.]
1. Natural science, the knowledge of the pheno-

menal world ;
= PHYSICS i. Now rare.

13. . Scityn Sag. (W.) 186 And eke alle the seven ars. The
first so was grammarie . . Rettorike, and ek fisike. 1390 GOWER
Con/. III.8g Phisique. .Thurgh which the philosophre hath
founde To techen sondri knowlechinges Upon the bodiliche

Chinees, Of man, of beste, of herbe, of ston. 1477 NORTON
Ord. Alcft. v. in Ashm. Theat. Chem. Brit. (1652) 57 But it

is not so in the Phisick of Mines. 1586 T. B. La Primaud.
Fr. Acad. \. (1594) 72 Physike, which is the studie of

natural! things I metaphysike, which is of supernaturall
things. 1685 BAXTER Paraphr. N. T. i Cor. il, True
Physick is the Knowledge of the knowable Works of God,
and God in them. 1742 POPE Dune. iv. 645 Physic of Meta-

physic begs defence, And Metaphysic calls for aid on
Sense ! 1883 A. BARRATT Phys_. iMetempiric 171 This is

the only form in which the question of mind and matter has

any meaning to Physic, for Physic knows nothing of either

mind or matter except as objects and physical phenomena.
2. The knowledge of the human body; esp. the

theory of diseases and their treatment
;
medical

science, medicine, arch.

[1125 W. MALMESB. DC Gcstis Rcgum Angl, n. Prol.,

Physicamquae medetur corporisvaletudini.] c 1386 CHAUCER
Prol. 411 Wib vs ther was a Doctour of Phisik, In al this

world ne was ther noon hym lik To speke of phisik and of

Surgerye. 1390 GOWER Conf, III. 23 For in Phisique this

I finde, Usage is the seconde kinde. 1509 HAWKS Past.
Pleas, xvi. (Percy Soc.) 62 Of phisike it is the properte To
ayde the body in every sekenes. 1543 Act 32 //(?. I7///,
c. 40 The science of phisicke dothe comprehend, include,
and conteyne, the knowledge of surgery as a speciall membre
and parte of the same. 1661-3 PEPVS Diary 27 Feb., To
Chyrurgeon's Hall . .where.. we had a fine dinner and good
learned company, many Doctors of Phisique. 1758 BLACK-
STONE Study of Law i. in Comm. (1765) I. 14 The gentle-
man of the faculty of physic. 1808 Mcd. Jrnl. XIX. 468
To admit '

certificates from schools of physic may prevent
the possibility of ascertaining a regular education .

3. The art or practice of healing; the healing
art ; the medical profession.
1297 R. GLOUC. (Rollsi 3162 Sub be monekes abit on him

he let do, And nom wib himspiceriebat to fisyke drou. 1340
Ayenb. 54 Hit iual^ ofte bet be tike bet be fisike leueb be
fizike sterfb. 1481 CAXTON Myrr. \. xii. 38 Phisyke..is a
mestier or a crafte that entendeth to the helthe of mannes

body. i$z$Act 14 # 15 Hen. VIII^ c. 5 3 Suffred to

excercyse or practyse in Physyk. 1700 S. L. tr. Fryke's
Voy. E. Ind. 4 Any service suitable to my profession, which
was Physick. 1813 J. THOMSON Lect. Inflam. Introd., The
practice of Medicine has long been divided into two depart-

ments, Physic and Surgery. 1871 SIR T. WATSON Princ. $
Pract. Physic Introd. Lect., This art of Physic, .needs to be

begun under the protecting eye. .of a master in the craft,

b. The medical faculty personified ; physicians.
1362 LANG i. P. PI. A. vn. 256, I clar le^ge bobe myn

Eres, pat Fisyk schal his Forred hod for his foode sulle.

1576 GASCOIGNE SteeU 67. 984 That Phisicke thriue not

ouer fast by murder. 167* SIR T. BROWNE Let. Friend \ 20

Amply satisfied that his Disease should dye with himself,
nor revive in a Posterity to puzzle Physick. 1764 GRAY
The Candidate 5

'

Lord, sister ', says Physic to Law,
'

I

declare [etc] '.

f c. Medical treatment or regimen. Obs.
c 1386 CHAUCER Knt.'s T. 1902 Ffarewel Phisik; go ber

the man to chirche. 1471 J. PASTON in P. Lett. III. 7 My
leche crafte and fesyk.. hathe cost me sythe Estern Day
more then \ Ii. 1503 Act 19 Hen. (-'//, c. 36 i The same
Sir William.. lay both at Surgery and Fesyk.. by the space
of ii yeres and more. 1568 BIBLE (Bishops') Ecclus. xviii. 18

Goe to phisicke or euer thou be sicke. a 1674 CLARENDON
Hist. Reb. ix. 83 The Lord Goring being not then well,
but engaged in a course of Physick. 1700 PRIDEAUX Lett.

(Camden) 194 An end will soon be made beyond y* remedy
of physic and repentance.

4. =MEDICXXK sbl 2. (Now chiefly colloq.}
1591 HARINGTON Orl. Fur. Pref., Tasso..likeneth Poetrie

to the Phisicke that men giue vnto little children when they
are sick. 1605 SHAKS. Macb. v. iii. 47 Throw Physicke
to the Dogs, He none of it. 1696 TATE & BRADY Ps.
civ. 14 Herbs, for Alan's use, of various Pow'r, That either

Food or Physick yield. 1730 WESLEY Wks. (1830) I. n A
little money, food or physic. i86a MRS. H. WOOD Mrs.
Hallib. it. vi, And, Janey, you'll take the physic, like a

precious lamb : and heaps of nice things you shall have after

it, to drive the taste out. 1872 GEO. KLIOT Middlent. x, As
bad as the wrong physic, nasty to take, and sure to disagree.

b. spec. A cathartic or purge.
1617 ABP. ABBOT Descr. World'(1634) 303 The people., doe

vse it [Tobacco] as Physicke to purge themselues ofhumours.

1624 DONNE Serm. xvii. (1640) 170 Affliction is my Physick ;

that purges, that cleanses me. 1831 YouATT Horse iv. 56
The spring grass is the best physic that can possibly be

administered to the horse. It carries off every humour
which may be lurking about the animal.

f 5. fig. \Vholesome or curative regimen or habit.

1:1386 CHAUCER Nun's Pr. T. 18 Atempree diett was al

hir phisik. 14.. in Q. Eliz. Acad. etc. 49 Erly to ryse is

fysyke fyne. 1591 GREENE Fareiv. to Follie Wks. (Grosart)
IX. 239 Dinner being done, counting it Phisicke to sit

a while, the old Countesse [etc.]. 1699 DRYDEN To J.
Driden 116 Who, nature to repair, Draws physic from the

fields in draughts of vital air.

fb. Mental, moral, or spiritual remedy. Obs.

1390 GOWER Conf. III. 349 The wofull peine of loves

maladie, Ayein the which mai no phisique availe. c 1440

Generydes 6876 If I here kyssid, I think, so god me save,
It were the best fisykke that I cowde haue. 1561 T. NORTO
Calvin s Inst. n. vii. (1634) 160 To crave the Phisicke of

frace
that is in Christ. 1656 Burton's Diary 16 Dec. (1828)

. 150 He is a madman. It is good physic to whip him.

(11703 BURKITT On N. T. Matt. v. 4 Sorrow for sin is

physick on earth, but it is food in hell.

6. attrib. and Comb., as fphysic-craft, f -god,

\ -rack, t -word', physic-taking adj.; physic-ball,
medicine in the form of a ball or bolus for ad-

ministration to a horse, dog, etc.; t physic-bill,
a medical prescription ;

also a medical advertise-

ment
; physic-box, a medicine-chest; f P^ysic-

finger = PHYSICIAN finger \ f physic-school, a

medical school. Also PHYSIC GARDEN. (In some
of these, physic may have originally been the adj. :

see PHYSIC a. 2 for similar uses.)

1831 YOUATT Horse xxiii. 398 The most effectual and safest

*physic ball. 1845 Dog\\. 118 A physic-ball was given
him in the evening, and on the following morning. 16x4 T.
ADAMS DivelFs Banket 19 It is. .a *physick-bill of lie! 1, that

they must not wash till they have drunk. 1711 SHAFTESB.

Charac.i Misc. v. iii. (1737) III. 340 To.. be scrupulous in

our choice, and (as the current physick-bills admonish us)
beware of counterfeits, a 1661 HOLYDAY Juvenal ii, 23 No
babes they leave behind. Big Lyde's *physick-box can this

ne're gain. 1756 C. LUCAS Ess. Waters II. 217 The in-

corporated bands of the *physic-craft that call themselves the

od. 1706 BAYNARD in Sir J. Floyer Hot <y Cold Bath.
_j. 280 Brought to the *Physick-Rack, viz. Bleedings,. .Diet-

drinks, Oynlments. 1677-8 in Willis & Clark Cambridge
(1886) III. 24 The *Physick schooles.

1767
GOOCH Treat.

Wounds I. 371 A man, who was executed, and dissected in

the physic-schools. 1833 J. BADCOCK Dotn. Amusent. 165
The valetudinary, consumptive, and *physic-taking . . fall

victims of the ship's motion. 1843 MIALL in Nonconf* III.

637 That definition which makes man 'a physic-taking
animal '. a 1658 CLF.VELASD Gen, Poems, &c. (1677) 164
'EK\fintuQat is a "Physick-word, and signifies the Labour
of a Disease.

Hence (nonce-wds.) f Physiclike adv.
t
medi-

cinally ; fPhy -sicship, humorous title of a medical

authority ; t Fhysicster, contemptuous term for

a medicinal practitioner.
1581 MULCASTER PosftiffttsxL (1887) 60 Musick..\vas vsed

in the olde time Physicklike, to stay mourning and greife.

1689 G. HARVEY Curing Dis. by Expect. xviiL 137 The
description, .ought to be razed by their Physlckships out of

their Pharmaceutic Records. Ibid. xvii. 128 If any young
Physickster has an itch to experiment

Physic (fvzik), a. Now rare, [a. H. physique,
ad. L. physic-US^ a. Gr. tpwixos natural, f. <t>v0ts

nature, f. $vttv to produce.]
1. Physical, natural.

1563 HYLL Art Garden. (1593'' 23 A phisicke experiment of

Democritus. 1669 GALEO*. Gentties i,\.\\. 14 Some Physic
Contemplations of Job. Ibid, n. viii. 99 There are three

Kinds of Theologie ; the first is called Mythic ..another

Physic. 1807 I. BARLOW Colnmb. iv. 455 O'er great, o'er

small extends his
physic

laws. ci8n FUSELI \n Lect. Paint.
iv. (1848) 439 Invisible physic and metaphysic ideas.

b. Belonging to physics or natural philosophy.
1883 J.

B, THOMAS in Homilet. Monthly (N. Y.) 8 Jan. 204

Sensitive, nutritive, physic, and chemic phenomena.
f2. Medical; medicinal. Obs. (= PHYSIC sb.

attrib., PHYSICAL a. 4, 5.)

1422 tr. Secreta Secret., Priv. Priv. 144 Libral Sciencis..

as gramer, arte fisike, astronomye, and otheris. c 1440 Pol.

Rel. fy L. Poems 217, I axst a mayster of fysyke lore, what
wold hym drye and dryve away? 1551 ROBINSON tr. Mare's

Utop. n. vi. (1895) 216 My companion .. caried with him

phisick bokes, certein smal woorkes of Hippocrates, and
Galenes Microtechne. 1577 B. GOOGE Heresbacfis Hitsb.

(1586) 52 b, When you haue seuered.. your Physicke Hearbes

by themselues, and your Potte hearbes and Sallets in

another place. 1577 MOUNTAIN Gardener's Labyrinth
Title-p., The physick benefit of each herb, plant, and flower.

a 1617 HIERON Wks. I. 25 The physick potion. .is cleane

against the stomacke. 1620 VENNER Via Recta ii. 28 Red
wine is . . good for physicke vses, to stop cholericke vomitings.

1704 RAY Creation n. 252 The chief Physick Herbs. 1736
A'. Jersey Arc/lives XL 446 A Root call'd Physick Root,
filarie or five leaf'd Physick.

Physic (fvzik), v. Inflexions physicked,
physicking, [f.

PHYSIC sb. 3-5.]
1. trans. To dose or treat with physic or medicine,

esp. with a purgative. Now colloq.

1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. xx. 321, I may wel suffrc..That

frere flaterer be fette and phisike [C. xxm. 323 fysyke] ?ow
syke. 1575 TURBERV. Fattlconrie 279 The Italians order of

phisicking his hawke. 1600 SHAKS. A. Y. L. i. i. 92, I will

physicke your ranckenesse. 1733 CHEYNE Eng. Malady I.

vi. 2 (1734) 50 The Animals, .are physick 'd almost put of

their Lives. 1831 YOUATT Horse xxiii. 382 In physicking
a horse, whatever is to be done, should be done at once.

1876 Fox HOUKNK Locke II. xii. 258 Locke laid down the rule

. .that children ought to be physicked as little as possible.

b. Jig. To treat with remedies, relieve, alleviate.

1589 NASHE Pref. Greene's AFenaphon (Arb.) 7, I wold
perswade them to phisicke their faculties of seeing and
hearing. 1605 SHAKS. Macb. n. iii. 55 The labour we delight
in, Physicks paine. 1641 MILTON Reform, i. (1851) 12 Then

1 was the Liturgie given to a number of moderate Divines,
and Sir Tho. Smith a Statesman to bee purg'd, and Physick't.

1763 CHURCHILL Duellist \. 34 Vice, within the guilty breast,
Could not be physic'd into rest. xSip BYRON Juan n. xix,
A mind diseased no remedy can physic.
2. slang. To punish in purse or pocket.
1821 EGAN Life Loud. II. v. (Farmer), You may be most

, preciously physicked in your clie. 1823 BEE Diet. Turf
1

134 Winning a ma_n's blunt at cards, or other wagers, is
'

'giving him a physicking'. 'The physicking system
'

was
i put in force at the Doncaster St. Leger, 1822.

3. Metallurgy. To treat (molten iron, etc.) with

j

an oxidizing body, which combines with and
eliminates phosphorus and sulphur.
1876 HEELEY in Ure Diet. Arts (1878) IV. 475 If with their

present plants they could not effectually eliminate sulphur
by puddling, ought they not to try to do so by physicking?
Hence Physicking vbl.sb.\ also Physicker,

one who administers physic.
1658 GURNALL Chr. in Arm. verse 16. ii. (1669) 187/1 He

hath undertook the physicking of his Saints. 1826 Miss
MITFORD Village^r. \\. (1863) 415 Dr. Tubb. .bleeder, shaver,
and physicker of man and beast. 1838 DICKENS Nich.
Nick, viii,' Now', said Squeers, ..'is that physicking over?'

Physical (rrzikal), a. Also 5-7 phis-, 6

phus-; 5 -ycal, -ichal, 6-7 -icall. [ad. med.L.

physicalisj f. physica^ PHYSIC sb, : see -AL.]
I. 1. Of or pertaining to material nature, or to

the phenomenal universe perceived by the senses ;

pertaining to or connected with matter; material ;

opposed to psychical, mental, spiritual.
Often in such collocations asphysicalcause, energy, power;

physical possibility, impossibility, etc. : see also 7.

1597 HOOKER Eccl. Pol. v. Ivii. 4 Sacraments.. are not

physicall but morall instruments of saluation. 1604 K.

G[HIMSTONE] D'Acosta's Hist. Indies n. viii. 90, In naturall

and phisicall things, we must not seeke out infallible and
mathematicall rules, but that which is ordinary and tried

by experience. 1666 BOYLE Orig. Formes fy Qual. (1667)

7 Whether or no the Shape can by Physicall Agents be
altered. 1695 ALINCHAM Gcom. Epit. 86 If. .the line E

;
.

be moved parallel to it self, through every phisical point in

the line A, it will produce the rectangle AE. 1751 HUME
j

Ess. tf Treat. (1777) I. xxi. 215 As to physical causes, I am
inclined to doubt altogether of their operation in this

: particular. 1831-4 DE QUINCEY Caesars Wks. 1859 ^* J *

; Everything physical is measurable by weight, motion, and
, resistance, c 1860 FARADAY Forces Nat. i. 16 Some of the

,

more elementary, and, what we call, physical powers. 1880

i HAUCHTOK Phys. Geog. \. 2 The physical structure of the

: earth and stars. 1885 LyelCs Eleni, Ceol. 100 There may
be a physical break unconformity and also a paUeonto-
logical break, between two successive ^groups of strata.

absol. 1836 KINGSLEY Lett. (1878) I. 36 The dreamy days
of boyhood, when I knew and worshipped nothing but the

physical. 1883 EDERSHEIM Life Jesus II. 200 An attempt
i

to shift the argument from the moral to the physical.

b. Belonging or relating to Natural Philosophy
or Natural Science ; of, pertaining or relating to,

or in accordance with, the regular processes or laws

of nature.

1580 G. HARVEY Three Proper Lett. Wks. (Grosart) I. 48
! With great Physicall, and Naturall Reason. 1587 GKEKNE
1

Euphues to Philautus Wks. (Grosart) VI. 204 Neyther
can fishermen tell the Phusicall reasons of the motions of

the Sea. 1796 H. HUNTER tr. St,-Pierre"s Stud. Nat.

(1799) I. 497 Of some general laws of nature...We shall

divide these Laws into Laws physical and Laws moral. 1808

J. WEBSTER Nat. Philos. ^ It is an object worthy of attention

to instruct the youthful mind in physical knowledge. 1830
HERSCHEL Stiia. Nat. Phil. n. ii. 98 The law of gravitation
is a physical axiom. 1841 W. SPALDING Italy $ It. /j/. III.

304 The most interesting feature in the physical history of

the Calabrias, is the frequency of their earthquakes. 1865
MOZLEY Mirac. (ed. 2) Pref. ii None of them are or profess
to be physical explanations of miracles, i. e. reductions of

them to laws of nature in the scientific sense of that term.

C. Of persons : Dealing with or devoted to

natural science (in quot. 1768, materialistic}.

1678 CUDWORTH Intell. Syst. i. iv. 391 Out of whom,
according to the Physical Empedocles, proceed all things
that were, are, and shall be, viz. Plants, Men, Beasts and
Gods. 1768 STERNE Sent. Journ. (1775) I. (Calais) Every
power which sustained life, perform'd it with so little

friction, that 'twould have confounded the most Physical

precieuse in France : with all her materialism, she could

|

scarce have called me a machine. 1898 Harper's Mag.
1 XCVI. 623 The foremost physical philosophers of the time

t came to the aid of the best opticians.

2. Belonging to the forces of nature and pro-
! perties of bodies, other than chemical and vital ;

!

belonging to the science of physics: see PHYSICS 2.

\T3AKeilFsExam. The. Earth 267 His excellent Observa-

tions, both Astronomical and Physical. 1805-17 R. JAMESON
< Char. Min. (ed. 3) 2 Physical characters are those physical

| phenomena which are exhibited by the mutual action of

minerals and other bodies; such as magnetic properties

[etc.]. 1813 BAKEWELL Introd. Geol. (1815) _47 The_mternal
and external parts will vary both in their physical and

:
chemical properties. 1878 HUXLEY Physiogr. 1041 Ihe

; physical properties of matter may be altered without

affecting its deeper chemical constitution.

3. Of the body, and bodily members or faculties

(as distinct from the mind) ; bodily, corporeal.

1780 BENTHAM Princ. Legist,
xiv. 3 Suppose for example

the physical desire has for its object the satisfying of hunger.
1820 HAZUTT Lect. Dram. Lit. 259 Milton has got rid of

the horns, and tail, the vulgar and physical insignia of the
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devil. 1832 AUSTIN Jurispr. (1879) I. xii. 358 Physical or

natural persons . . In this instance
'

physical
'

or ' natural
*

, .

denotes a person not fictitious or legal. 1860 TVNDALL
Glac. i. xvi. 104 The man gave me the impression of

physical strength. 1885 E. GARRETT At any Cost i. 10 Mrs.

Sinclair . . had long parted from the last bloom of physical

youth. 1886 W. J. TUCKER E. Europe 108 We take no

physical exercise, except riding. 1899 Westm. Gaz. 24 May
5/1 The lads, .went through a course of physical drill with
wonderful precision.

b. as sb. ,( //. )
= physical powers, colloq. rare.

1824 Examiner 26/2 He lacks physicals for swagger. 1842
G. A. MCALL Lett.fr. Frontiers (1868) 394 Disease, and
the wear and tear incidental to the exposure of the physicals
in such a country as this.

II. 4. Of or belonging to medicine ; medical.

Now rare, f Physical garden = PHYSIC GARDEN.
4:1450 LYDG. & BURGH Decrees 1803 Sleep .. ffrom these

seknessys the boody doth Recure, Which previd is by
phisichal prudence. 1576 FLEMING Panopl. Epist. 225 He
shall learne to be skilfull in the art Geometrical, Arith-

metical 1, Musical!, Cheyrurgicall, Physical. 1679 Trials of
Wakeman^ etc. 49 There is only that part of it which
is.the Physical Prescriptions. 1739 JOHNSON L. P., Boer-
haave Wks. IV. 343 His profession of botany made it

part of his duty to superintend the physical garden. 1759
B. MARTIN Nat. Hist. Eng. II. Cambr. 94 Furnishing a

Physical Hospital. 1799 (title) The Medical and Physical
Journal. 1826 SOUTHEY in Q. Rev. XXXIV. 311 Physical
books being the most dangerous that any person can take to

perusing except metaphysical ones.

f b. Of persons : Practising medicine; medical.

1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa (i%ii) IV. xlv. 296 These cursed

physical folks can find out nothing to do us good, but what
would poison the devil. 1749 SMOLLETT Gil Bl. ii. iv. p 2,

I resumed my physical dress, and.. visited several patients.

1757 W. THOMPSON A'. N. Aduoc. 44 Which their. .Friends,
the top of the Physical Faculty can verify. 1796 CHARLOTTE
SMITH Marchmont IV. 274 The physical men who attend
her seem to think not.

t c. Physicalfinger ~ PRVSICI\xfotger. Obs.

1623 tr. Pavings Thcat. Hon. i. v. 49 To this Physicall
finger a veine answereth.

f5. Used in medicine, medicinal. Obs.

1579-80 NORTH Plutarch^ Demetrius (\fy$ V. 391 Phisicall

heroes, as Helleborum, Lingewort and Beares foote. 1613
MARKHAM Eng. Husbandman \\. \. v. (1635) 22 The red
Rose is not. .so tender as the Damaske, yet it is much more
Phisicall, and oftner used in medicine. 1658 J. JONES
Ovid's Ibis 86 Medea was the first that invented Physical
baths. 1692 TRVON Good House-w. xxvi. (ed. 2) 208 This
sort of drink [coffee] ought not to lie used, but in a. Physical
way. 1775 ADAIR Amer. Ind. 412 Angelica .. is one of
their physical greens. 1828 WALKER Diet., Guaiacum^ a
physical wood.

fb. Beneficial to health; curative, remedial;
restorative to the body, good (for one's health).

Obs.

1447 BOKENHAM Seytttys(Rox}}.) 13, I cowde as weel bothe

forge and fyle As cowd Boyce in hys phisycal consolacyoun.
1601 SHAKS. Jul. C. \\. L 261 Is Brutus sicke? and is it

Physical! To walke vnbraced, and sucke vp the humours Of
the danke Morning? 1604 E. G[RIMSTONE] D"Acosta's Hist,
Indies iv. xl. 318 They say moreover, that this wooll..is

phisicall for other indispositions, as for thegowt. 1616 R. C
Times' Whistle v. 2212 With mediocrity. .To take Tobacco
thus were phisicall. 11633 AUSTIN Medit. (1635) 113 A
physicall Banket for our Soules.

fc. Of the nature of or like medicine (in taste,

smell, etc.) ;
as bad as medicine. Obs.

a 1648 DIGBY Closet Open. (1677) 63 All other herbs.. give
it a physical taste. 1681 R. KNOX Hist. Ceylon 5 The Tree
hath a pretty Physical smell like an Apothecaries Shop.
1706 T. BAKER Tvnbr. Walks n. i, Wretched hatchet-fac d

things that are physical to look at 'em.

t CJ. In need of medical treatment, sick ; under
medical treatment. Obs.

1633 SHIRLEY Witty Fair One in. iv, What meanes this

Apothecaries shop about thee, art Physicall? Bird in

Cage in. ii t Thou lookst dull and Phisicall me thinkes. 1761
Brit. Mag. II. 388 In the latter [hospital] are near 300
physical patients, and about 60 chirurgical ones.

7. In special phrases and collocations.

Physical astronomy, that branch of astronomy which
treats of the motions, masses, positions, light, heat, etc.

of the heavenly bodies. Physical atom: see quot.

Physical chemistry, that branch of chemistry which
deals with the structure of molecules. Physical force,
material as opposed to moral force; in politics, the use of
armed power, to effect or repress political changes; also

attrib. Physical geography, that branch of geography
which deals with the natural features of the earth's surface,
as distinct from its political divisions, commercial or
historical relations, etc. Physical geology, the study of
the formation and history of strata and eruptive rocks, apart
from palaeontology. Physical horizon: see HORIZON i.

Physical laboratory, a laboratory for experiments in

physical science. Physical mineralogy, that which
treats of the physical properties of minerals, apart from their

chemical
composition. Physical optics, that branch of

optics which deals with the properties of light itself (as dis-

tinguished from the function of sight); sometimes restricted

to that part which relates to the undulatory theory and the

phenomena specially explained by it, as interference, etc.

Physical point, a point conceived as infinitely small, and
yet a portion of matter. Physical science or philo-*
Sophy PHYSICS. Physical sciences, the sciences that

treat of inanimate matter, and of energy apart from vitality:

opposed to the biological or to the moral sciences. Physi-
cal Sign, a symptom of health or disease ascertainable by
bodily examination. Physical theology: see THEOLOGY.
1903 AGNF.S M. CLERKK Astrophysics i Kepler first specu-

lated on the causes of celestial movements, and introduced
the term '*

physical astronomy'. 1850 DAUBENV Atom.
The. v. (ed. a) 147 [Dumas] proposes to designate that

description of molecular groups into which bodies are
resolved by heat, *physicnl atoms. 1901 Fortn. Rev. June

1014 A mechanism of the atoms, or, as it lias come to be 1

called in Germany, a 'physical chemistry, was developing.
1817 COBBETT Wks. XXXII. 362 It was a combat of argu-
ment, and they have taken shelter under the shield of

^physical
force. 1840 Hoop Up Rhine 165, I do wish our

physical-force men would hire a steamer and take a trip up
the Rhine. 1897 J. M CCARTHY in Daily News 27 May 6/1
He was entirely opposed to any attempt at rebellion by
physical force, because he held.. that there was no chance

[

for a physical-force struggle. [1625 N. CARPENTER Geog.
\ DeL i. i. (1635) 4 The pbiect in 'Geographic is for the most .

part Physicall, consisting of the parts whereof the Spheare i

'. is composed.] 1852 A. K. JOHNSTON (title) Atlas of Physical

|

Geography. 1866 BRANDE & Cox Diet. 6V., etc. II. 898/1p
hysical geography is the history of the earth in its material

'

organisation. 1897 Daily News 17 Feb. 2/5 To find funds
for the foundation and maintenance of a national ^physical

I laboratory. 1831 BREWSTER Optics vii. 66 *Physical Optics
is that branch of the science which treats of the physical

j

Croperties
jf light. 1857 BUCKLE Civiliz. I. vii. 343 The i

usiness of "physical philosophy is, to explain external

phenomena with a view to their prediction. 1845 STODDART
Gram, in Encycl. Mftrop. (1847) I. 60/1 That part of
Grammar.. is evidently Physical, and of course follows the

j

common laws of ''Physical Science, a 1862 BUCKLE Misc.
\

Wks. (1872) I. 212 In the course of a few years Sir Isaac
Newton changed the surface of physical science. 1879 St.

George s Hosp. Rep. IX. 107 The "physical signs pointed to
fluid at the left base, and to enlargement of the right lobe
of the liver.

Hence Physicalist : see quots. ; Physica-lity,

physical condition; also -\'humorously as a title

for a medical man ; Physicaluess, the quality of

being physical.
1858 BUSHNELL.^/. # Supernat. i. (1864) 23 *Physica lists,

who, without pretending to deny Christianity, value them-
selves on finding all the laws of obligation.. in the laws of
the body and the world. 1864 WEBSTER, Physicalistt one
who holds that human thoughts and acts are determined by
the physical organization of man. 1593 NASHE Four Lett.

Confut. Wks. (Grosart) II. 241 Receiue some notes as

touching his *phisicallity deceased. He had his Grace to
be Doctor ere he died. 1660 tr. Paracelsus' Archidoxis \.

ix. 131 When we followed that Medicinal way. , we could
never (by that kind of Physicallity).. perceive any thing
well founded. 1727 BAILEY vol. II, *Physicalness t

Natural-

ness, also Medicinalness. 1857 J- HINTON Let. in Life
vii. (1878) 133 The inertness, the evil, that is added by our

physical ness.

Physically (fi-zikali), adv.
[f. prec. + -LY 2.]

In a physical manner or way.
1. According to nature or the material laws of

nature; materially; according to physics or natural

philosophy or science ; not intellectually, morally,
or spiritually. Physically impossible^ impossible
from the nature or laws of material things.
1581 E. CAMPION in Confer, in. (1584) Y iv, You reason

physically: but we must not be led by senses in these
misteries. 1666 BOYLE Orig. Formes $ Qual. (1667) 7 It is

Physically impossible that it [matter] should be devoid of
some Bulk or other, and some determinate Shape or other.

1675 R. BURIHOGGE Causa Dei 48 It is not deni'd Physically,
but Morally. 1704 SULLIVAN View Nat. I. 417 The swelling
of the ocean, by the joint attraction of the sun and the moon,
is less physically intelligible, than the periodical effusions of
the polar ices. i8ss GROVE Corr. Phys. Forces (ed. 3) 182
An atom or molecule physically indivisible. 1855 MACAULAY
Hist. Eng. xii. III. 217 It would be physically impossible
for many of them to surrender themselves in time. 1863
FAWCETT Pol. Econ. n. ix. 264 It is physically impossible
that any permanent rise in wages should take place without
a corresponding diminution of profits. 1870 JBVOMB Elem.
Logic \\. 13 Nothing can physically exist corresponding to
a general notion,

t b. Naturally, essentially, intrinsically. Obs.

1629 H. BURTON Truth's Triumph. ^8 Justification, .the
forme whereof is relatiue and not physically inherent jn vs.

1684 T. HOCKIN God's Decrees 200 The will is physically
ours, and the deed is also ours, but 'tis morally Gods. 1793
D. STEWART Outl. Alor. Philos. n, ii. i. 322 Not to demon-
strate that the soul is physically and necessarily immortal.

to. Practically. Obs.

1690 LEYBOURN Curs. Math. 450 It is a Body, though
Physically Round, yet full of uneven Asperities. 1757
AKENSIDE in Phil. Trans. L. 324 The velocity of the fluids,
in the remoter series of vessels, will be, physically, nothing.

2. As regards the body ; in body ;
in bodily con-

stitution ; corporeally.
c 1600 Titnon v. iv. (Shaks. Soc.) 87 Hee's an asse logically

and capitally, not phisikallie and animallie. 1631 BAXTER
Inf. Bapt. 179 It may be the child's Action Morally, and in

Law-sence, when it is only the Father's Action Physically.

1846 J. E. RYLAND in J. Foster's Life $ Corr. (1846) II. 107
Unless physically disabled. 1877 A. B. BRUCE Training
Twelve xxv. 425 Not till I become invisible physically shall

I be visible to you spiritually. 1882 MRS, PITMAN Mission
L. Greece ty Pal. 194 These fellaheen are physically adapted
to the climate.

f3. Medically; medicinally; by medical rules.

i;8z HESTER Seer. Phiorav. in. cxv. 130 Then shall be
finished the solution of Iron Phisically, the whiche thou
maiest giue safely. 1674 R. GODFREY Inj. $ Ab. Physic
208 To make it a Proverb, Qui Medice vivit, misere vivit,
(i.e.) He that lives Physically, lives miserably. 1712 M.
HENRY Sober-mindedness Wks. 1853 I. 70 Then it [mirth]
must be used like a medicine, must be taken physically.

t Physicary. Obs. rare. [f. PHYSIC sb. + -ARY
B. 2.] Medicinal preparations; materia medica.
1620 tr. Boccaccio** Decameron 109 A Quacksalver..one

that deales in drugges and physicarie.

t Physic garden. Obs. [See PHYSIC sb. 6,
a. a : cf. K. jardin dc pharmacie.] A garden for

the cultivation of medicinal plants ; hence, a
botanic garden ; also physicalgarden y

PHYSICAL 4.

1637 Lease fr. Magd. Coll. to Univ. Oxford 17 Apr.,
[Ground] for a Physicke Garden. [Referred to in a petition
of 5 July 1626 as ' the Phisitions Garden '.] 1644 EVELYN
Diary 20 Oct., Pisa. We went to the Colledge. . . To this

the Physiq Garden lyes. 1699 Phil. Trans. XXI. 63 Rare
and non-descript Plants, .. cultivated either in publick
Physick-Gardens, or those of private curious Persons. 1796
MORSE Amer. Geog. II. 314 A very curious physic-garden,
which contains the choicest exotics. 1814 Hist. Univ.
Oxford\\. 241 In 1715, John Robinson .. presented many
curious exotic plants to the Physic Garden. 1879 Handbk.
Univ. Oxford 59 The Botanic Garden, formerly known
as the Physic Garden, was founded in the year 1622.

FhysicianCfizi'Jan),.^. Forms: a.j-sfisicien,

4-5 -ian(e, 4 fiscician, -en, fyciscien, 5 fis-,

fie-, fys-, -isian, -issyan, -isyen, -esyen, 5-6
fysician, visicion

; 0. 4-5 fesician(e, 5 -isyan,

(-en), -sessian, 6 -ycien, -ysyan, 5 phesicyen,
6-7 -ycion, -icion ; 7. 4-6 phisicien(e, 5 -ycien,

5-7 -ician, 6 -icyon, 6-7 -itian, (-on), -icion, 7

phizitian, 4-5 physicyen, 5 -icien, 5-6 -icion,
6 -ycyen, (phycyssyon), 6-7 physitian, -ycyan,

(-on), 6- physician. [ME. ^fciVfaf, a. OF.yfr/-
cien (Wace lathe.), f. L. physic -a, *$* physique \

see PHYSIC and -ICIAN.]

f 1. A student of natural science or of physics.
1400-50 Alexander 4363 Ne folo5e we na ficesyens, ne

pbilisophour scolis, As sophistri slik thing, to sott with be

pepill. 1610 WII.LET Hexaplet Dan. 30 N at u rail and
humane dreames, the interpretation \vhereofbelongeth vnto

physicians and philosophers. [1833 J. MARTISEAU ftlisc.

(1852) 6 An analysis of Dr. Priestley's character as a theo-

logian, a. p/iysicit'n, a metaphysician,]

2. One who practises the healing art, including
medicine and surgery.
a 1225 A ncr. K. 370 Auh, monie ancren, . . bet schulden one

lecnen hore soule mid heorte bireousungt: & flesshes pinunge,
uorwurckiS fisiciens& 1 iconics leches. 1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls)

1552 His fisicians he clupede & suor is o)> anon Bote hii

made him mid cbilde he \volde horn sle echon. c 1380
WYCLIK Serm. Sel. Wks. I. 60 Man may spende al |ut he

haj? aboii te pbir fisicians. 1393 LANGL. P. /'/. C. xxm. 176
A fisician with aforrede hod. 1484 CAXTON Fables ofA^sop
in. ii, I am a leche, and with al a good phesycyen. 1526
TINDAI.E Luke iv. 23 Visicion heale thy silfe. 1540 Aft
32 Hen. y/f/, c. 40 Korasmuche as the science of pnisicke,

dothe comprehend . .the knowledge of surgery as a special!
membre and parte of the same, therefore be it enacted that

anny of the said company or felawlship of Phisitions. .may
..exercise the said science of Phisick in all and every his

membres and partes. 1542 UDALL Erasm. Apoph. 278 b,

The physicians dooe not fall to cuttyng, except al! other

meanes and wayes afore proved. 1605 SHAKS. Macb. v.

i. 82 More needs she the Diuine, then the Physitian.

1758 JOHNSON Idler No. 17 f 7 The anatomical novice ..

styles himself physician, prepares himself by familiar cruelty
..to extend his arts of torture, .which he has hitherto tried

upon cats and dogs,. 1809 KI.NDALL Trav. III. Ixxii. 128

Physician is the title of all medical practitioners in the

United States. 1875 JOWETT Pinto ($&* 2) III. 28 Physicians
to cure the disorders of which luxury is the source.

b. One legally qualified to practise the healing
art as above

; esp. as distinguished from one

qualified as a surgeon only.
In the United Kingdom, every medical practitioner is now

required to have a qualification as Physician and also as

Surgeon ; so that a general practitioner usually describes

himself as
'

Physician and Surgepn '. The use of
*

Physician'
or '

Surgeon
'

alone usually implies that the person so styled
is in practice a specialist in that branch. So especially with
the designation 'Consulting Physician'.

(.-1400 Lanfrancs Cirurg. 298 () lord, whi is it so greet
difference bitwixe a cirurgian & a phisician. 1308 DUNBAR
Lamentfor Makaris 42 In medicyne the most practiciauis,

Lechis, surrigianis Si phisicianis. 1548 UDALL Erasm. Par.
Luke Pref. 9 The physicians of the bodyes haue practicioners
and poticanes that dooe ministre their art vnder them. 1612

WOODALL Surg. Mate Pref. (1639) Bj, The more learned

sort are justly stiled by the title of Physicians, and the more

experienced sort are called Chirurgions or Surgeons, a 1654
SELDEN Table-T. (Arb.) 27 Your President of the Colledge
of Phisitians.. himself is no more than a Doctor of Physick.

1707 CHAMBERLAYNE St. Eng. in. 550 Physicians in Ordinary
to her Majesty's Person. .Apothecaries. .Chirurgeons. 1813

J. THOMSON Lect. Inflam. Introd. 15 It is from the separa-
tion produced by these two decrees [issued by Pope Boniface

the Sixth, and Clement the Fifth, at Avignon], that we
ought, I conceive, to date the true origin of the distinction

between physician
and surgeon, such as it has existed in

modern times; a distinction unknown in the practice of the

ancients. 1872 GEO. ELIOT Middlem. xviii, To obscure the

limit between his own rank as a general practitioner, and
that of the physicians, who, in the interest of the profession,
felt bound to maintain its various grades. 1895 W. MUNK
Life Sir H. Halford 135 The appointment of physician-

extraordinary to the king.
C. Proverbs.

1546 J. HEYWOOD Prov. n, vii. (1867) 67 Feed by measure,
and defie the physicion. 1606 HOLLAND Sueten., Tiberius

Ixviii. A nnot.
t Whereupon might arise our English proverbe,

A foole or a physition. 1622 MALYNES Anc. Laiv-Merch.

254 We see the Prouerbe to be true, That the vnknowne
disease putteth out the Physitians eye. 1721 [see FOOL
j.t id].

3. transf. and fig. A healer ; one who cures

moral, spiritual, or political maladies or infirmities.

1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) xiv. 61 Efterwardes he was a

1868 LYNCH Rivulet CXL. vi, That thorny cares may yield

sweet fruits, And comforts be physicians.
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4. Comb.i as physician-accoucheur> -aitt/ior,

-founder; f physician finger, the third or ring-

finger;
= LEECH-FINGER: cf. FINGER i.

1683 tr. Favines Theat. Hon. i. v. 48 Rings of gold are
worne by noble persons on the medicinall finger of the left

hand called by the Latines Digit-its medicns, . . Aulus Gellius,
. .declareth, that a small and subtile arterie . .proceedeth from
the heart, to beate on this Physition finger. 1828 D. LE
MARCHANT Rep, Claims to Barony of Gardner 71, I have
been physician-accoucheur since 1817. 1901 Daily Chron.
6 Dec. 4/4 The regulations which the physician-founder
drew up.
Hence Physi'cian v. y

trans, [a] to make into a

physician ; (<$) to put under the care of a physician ;

Physi'cianary a., of or pertaining to a physician ;

Physi'ciancy, the office or position of physician ;

Physi'cianed a., qualified or licensed to act as

a physician ; Physrcianer dial. = PHYSICIAN 2
;

Physi'cianess, a female physician : also Jig. ;

Physi'cianless a., without a physician ; Physi'-
cianly a., befitting a physician ; Physi'clanship

^physiciancy ; also the personality of a physician.
1839 G. WILSON Let. in Life (1860) iv. 205 The mystic

medicating cap has not yet *physictaned me. 1896 D.
SLADEN in Dominion Illustr. Christmas No., The travellers

bestormed were straight put to bed and physicianed. 1889
J. K.JEROME Three Men i, He.. has a somewhat family-

'physicianary way of putting things. 1881 7'ittifs 13 Jan.
n/3 The *Physiciancy to the Queen in Ireland. 1891 N,
MOORE in Diet. Nat. Biog. XXV. 94/2 His assistant dis-

charged the duties of the physiciancy till his formal election

as physician, .on, .14 Oct. 1609. 1758 H. WALPOLE Lett, to

Mann 10 Feb., Dr. Lucas, a *physicianed apothecary. 1815
MRS. PILKINGTON Celebrity I. 78 *Physicioners were sent
for. 1821 SCOTT Keniliv. xi, A man of much skill and little

substance, who practised the trade of a physicianer. 183,6-

48 B. D. WALSH Aristoph. Clouds \. iv, Brave Thunan
prophets, physicianers rare. i66a J. CHANDLER Van Hel-
wont's Oriat. 171 If nature the *Physitianesse of herself,
can overcome diseases by her own goodnesse. 1786 H.
WALPOLE Let. to H. More 9 Feb., I might send for you as

my physicianess. 1888 TAI.MACE in I'oice (N. Y.J 6 Sept.,
He died *physicianless. 1888 J. CLIFFORD in Contemp. Rev.
Apr. 503 Real knowledge of man and of men, ..is inde-

scribably rich in *phy&icianly force. 1731 FIELDING Mock
Doctor viii, I shall bind his *physicianship over to his good
behaviour. 1879 CasselCs Techn. Ednc. IV. 251/2 A promise
of succeeding on the first vacancy to the physicianship in

ordinary. 1888 T. WATTS in Athenaeum 17 Mar. 340/2
Latham ..was .. elected to the physicianship of the St.

George's and St. James's Dispensary.

Ph.ysi.cism ;frzisiz'm). [f. PHYSIC sb. + -ISM.]
A doctrine of physical phenomena ; esp. one which
refers all the phenomena of the universe, including
life itself, to physical or material forces; materialism.

1869 HUXLEY Lay Sertn.
t Sci. Aspects Positivism (1877)

163 In the progress of the species from savagery to advanced
civilization anthropomorphism grows into theology, and

physicism (if I may so call it) developes into Science. 1879
ESCOTT England II. 391 Physicism, in its present shape,
can scarcely hope to supplant religion. 1880 GOLDW. SMITH
in Atlantic Monthly No. 268. 204 A probability., which

physicism, in its hour of triumph, will do well to take with
it in its car.

Physicist (fVzisist). [f.
PHYSIC sb. + -IST.]

f 1. One versed in medical science. Ohs. rare.

1716 M. DAVIES A then. Brit. III. piss. Physick 12

Anatomists, Naturalists, Physicists, Medicinists.

2. A student of physics (PHYSICS 2).

1840 WHEWELL Philos. Induct. Sci. Pref. 71 We might
perhaps still use physician as the equivalent of the French

Physicien. .but probably it would be better to coin anew
word. Thus we may say that . . the Physicist proceeds upon
the ideas of force, matter, and the properties of matter. 1843
Blackw. Mag. L1V. 524 The word physicists, where four
sibilant consonants fizz like a squib. 1869 PHIPSON tr.

Guillemin's Sun (1870) 146 The method known to physicists
as 'spectral analysis

1

.

t>. A student of nature or natural science in

general (cf. PHYSICS i).

1858 KINGSLEY Lett. 24 Dec., This Christmas night is

the one of all the year which sets a physicist, as I am, on

facing the fact of miracle. 1859 R. F. BURTON Centr. Afr.
in Jrnl. Geog. See. XXIX. 23 There remained then for the

English physicist the honour of depicting by an admirable

generalization the true features of the African interior.

3. One who holds the theory of a purely physical
or material origin of vital phenomena ;

a believer

in physicism : opposed to vitalist.

1871 MORLEY Crit. Misc. Ser. i. 229 The excessive pre-
tensions and unwarranted certitudes of the physicist. 1872
NICHOLSON Introd. Study Biol. \. 16 No physicist has
hitherto succeeded in explaining any fundamental vital

phenomenon upon purely physical and chemical principles.

Physicky (frziki), a. [f. PHYSIC sb. 4 + -Y.]

Having the taste, smell, or other qualities of

physic or medicine
; influenced by physic.

1764 GRAINGER Sugar Cane \. 520 note^ The flowers have
a physicky smell. 1849 GEO. ELIOT in Cross Life (1885)
I. 242 Dear Sara's letter is very charming not at all

physicky. 1854 BADHAM Halieut. 533 The cheeses from
France, in Pliny's day, had a physicky flavour. 1886 FF.NN
Devon Boys xxx. 263

'

I rather like it
',

said Bob, with a
rather physicky face.

Physic-nut, [f. PHYSIC sb. 4 + NUT.] The
fruit of the euphorbiaceons shrub Jatropha Curcas
L. (Curcas purgans}) of tropical America, used as

a purgative ; the Barbadoes- or purging-nut ; also

the plant itself, more fully physic-nut bush or tree.

Sometimes applied to species of the allied genus Croton.
French Physic-nut, the species Jatropha inuitiftda.

1 1657 R- LIGON Barbados^ They gathered all the physick
nuts they could. 1703 DAMPIER l-'oy. III. i. 71 Physick-
Nuts as Seamen call them are called here Pineon. 1756 P.

BROWNE Jamaica 348 French Physic Nut. The plant is

much raised in Jamaica, and forms no small ornament of
their flower-gardens. 1871 KINGSLEV At Last xvi, The
French Physic-nut, with its hemp-like leaves, and a little

bunch of red coral in the midst.
attrib. 17150 G. HUGHES Barbadoes 115 The physic-nut-

tree. This is generally a knotty shrubby tree. 1792 MAR.
RIDDELL Voy. Madeira 88 The croton lacciferum, or physic
nut bush, bears a seed which. .acts as a powerful emetic.

1865 F. SAVER in Fortn. Rev. No. 5. 617 Even the street

lamps [in Madeira] are lighted with physic-nut oil.

PhysiCO- (fi'ziktf), combining form of Gr.

<pv<7tKos natural, physical, used generally as an
adverbial or adjectival qualification of the second

element,
'

physically*, 'physical' (see -0 i) ; also,

sometimes expressing any relation, as simple com-
bination or contact of the things or notions named

|

in the two elements (see -o 2). The following are

among the less important combinations:

Fhy sico-astrono'mical <z., of or pertaining to

physical astronomy : see PHYSICAL 7. Phjrsico-
g-eogra'phical a., of, pertaining to, or dealing
with physical geography. Fhysico-intelle-ctual
a., combining the physical with the intellectual.

Phy sico-lo'gic, logic illustrated by physics; hence

Phy:sico-lo'gical a. fPhy sico-me'dical a.,

i physical and medical. Phy sico-me'ntaltf.jper-

; taining to both body and mind, or physical and

j

mental phenomena. Phy sico-mira culous a.
t
of

the nature of a natural miracle. Phy sico-moT-
, pliic a. (opposed to anthropomorphic] , having

the form of or embodied in material nature ; so

! Phy-sico-mo rphism. Physico-philo'sophy,
i

the philosophy of nature, natural philosophy ;

hence Phy-sico-philoso'phical a. Physico-
physiolo'gical a., of or pertaining to the physics

: of physiology. Phy sico-psychical a., com-

bining or intermediate to the domain of psychology
and of physics. f Phy sico-theoso'phical a.,

belonging at once to natural science and to theo-

sophy. Also PHYSICO-CHEMICAL, etc.

1834 Nat. Philos. III. Hist. Astron xvi. 82/2 (Usef.
Knowl. Soc.) The *pbysico-astronomical system of Descartes.

1865 Nat. Hist. Rev. 385 An excellent *phys!cogeographical
I
monograph of the island of Cyprus. 1900 Wtstnt* Gaz.

i
2I J u'y 3/ 1 Long isolation .. brought about partly by

| physico-geographical, partly by political causes. 1840 DE
! PUINCEY Style Wks. 1862 X. 162 At the head of the *physico-

intellectual pleasures, we find a second reason for quarrelling
1 with the civilisation of our country. 1704 SWIFT T. Tub
\

Introd., Wks. 1760 I. 27 This *physico-logical scheme of
I oratorial receptacles or machines contains a great mystery.

1689 Land. Gaz. No. 2468/4 A *Physico-medical Essay con-

cerning the late frequency of Appoplexies. a 1849 POE
Cockton Wks. 1864 III. 461 A tingling *physico-mental
exhilaration. 1870-9 SIR R. CHRISTISON in Li/e(i&%$) I.

piThe physlco-mental gratification experienced in piercing the

1
thin clear air of a Highland mountain. 1839 DE QUINCEY

,
Mod. Superstit. Wks. 1862 III. 295 The faith in this order

' of the *physico-miraculous is open alike to the sceptical and
the non-sceptical. 1886 A.B. BRUCE Mirae. Elem. Gosp. i. 29

I
The Agnostic . .sets up in bis room a *physico-morphic
divinity. Ibid. 28 The charge of anthropomorphism is met
by a counter-charge of *physico-morphism. 1899 Allbutt's

Syst. Med. VI. 511 In the pieces of neurons usually
employed for *physico-physiological study, the wave of dis-

turbance. .is propagated without alteration in height, length
and speed. 1816 BENTHAM Chrestomathia Wks. 1843 VIII,

144 Purely Psychical or Thelematic; and mixed *Physico-
psychical, Anthropophysiurgic or Psychothelematic. Under
one or other of these heads will all original sources of motion
. .be found to be comprehended. 1668 H. MORE J}iv. Dial.,
Schol. (1713) 565 The Mercava of Ezekiel [bears a triple

meaning], viz. Ethico-polltical, *Physico-theosophical, and
Literal.

Physico-chemical (fi:zik^)ke'mikal), a. [See

PHYSICO-.] Of or belonging to physical chemistry ;

of or pertaining to physics and chemistry.
1664 POWER Exp. Philos. I. 65 These several Physico-

Chymical operations. 1731 Hist. Litteraria III. 252 It

appears with all the Parade of a Physico-Chemical Experi-
ment. 1835-^ TODD Cycl. Anat. I. 124/1 The general
physico-chemical laws that dominate the rest of the universe.

1851 Penny Cycl. Suppl. II. 420/2 Sir John Herschel pro-

posed the epithet of Actino-Chemistry for this new branch
of physico-chemical science.

So Phy sico-che'mist, one skilled in physics
and chemistry, or in physical chemistry.
1866 Athenseitm No. 1999. 236/1 The physico-chemist

with his prism.

Fliy:sico-iuathenia-tical, a, [See PHY-

SICO-.] Of or pertaining to the application of
mathematics to physics or mixed mathematics.

1671 Phil. Trans, VI. 3070 The Experiments and the
Reasons thence deduced for the Substantiality of light,

approach very near to a Physico-Mathematical evidence
1802 HKLLINS in Phil. Trans. XCII. 449 Mathematical and
physico-mathematical problems. 1852 J. DAVIDSON Pract.
Math. (ed. 5) Introd. i The Mixed [.Mathematics] consist of

physical subjects investigated and explained by mathe-
matical reasoning, comprehend Mechanics, Astronomy,
Optics, &c. These are sometimes styled the Physico-Mathe-
matical sciences.

Phyrsico-iuecha-nical, a. [See PHYSICO-.]
Of or pertaining to the dynamics of natural forces,
or the mechanical branch of natural philosophy.

1661 BOYLE (title) New Experiments Physlco-Mechanical,
touching the Spring of the Air, and its effects. 1674 Excell,
Theol. n. iv. 171 The physico-mechanical instruments of

working on nature's and art's productions being happily
invented. 1709 HAUKSBEE (///&) Physico-MechanicalExpen-

i

ments on various subjects, con taining an account ofsurprizing
Phenomena touching Light and Electricity. 1860 MAURY
Phys. Geog. Sea (Low) v. 271 The immense physico-
mechanical power of this agent called heat.

Phy:sico-theo'logy. [See PHYSICO-.] A
theology founded upon the facts of nature, and the

evidences of design there found
;
natural theology.

1712 DEFHAM (title) Physico-Theology : or, a Demonstra-
I tion of the Being and Attributes of God from His Works of

f
Creation. 1776 PENNANT Zool. (ed. 4) II. 603 This is a

1 mixed species of study (when considered as pbysico-theology).
1825 COLERIDGE Aids Refl. (1848) I. 333, I more than fear

. the prevailing taste for books of natural theology, physico-
\ theology, demonstrations of God from Nature, evidences of

t Christianity, and the like. 1855 BADEN POWELL Ess. 309

j

A physico-theology supplies no such idea of the Deity as
:

can offer any antecedent contradiction to the representations
of his nature and attributes.

So Phy sico-theolo'g'ical a., of or pertaining to

natural theology ; Physico-theo'logist, one versed

in natural theology.
1675 BOYLE Reconcileablen, Reason <$ Relig. ii, Some

Physico-Theological Considerations about the Possibility of
the Resurrection. 1688 Final Causes Nat. Things iv.

in. 1825 COLERIDGE in Rent. (1836) II. 341 The Saturnian

Xpovot vnfpxpovioi. .. to which the elder physico-theologists
i attributed a self-polarizing power. 1877 E. CAIRO Philos.

\

Kant n. xviii. 633 The Physico-theological argument, the

i argument from design.

Physics. [Plural of PHYSIC a. used sitbst.,

i rendering L. pkysica neut. pi., a. Gr. ra tpvattcd lit.

'natural things', the collective title of Aristotle's

physical treatises ;
as an Eng. word, plural in

origin and form, but now construed as a singular:
cf. dynamics, mathematics, etc.]

1. Natural science in general ;
in the older writers

esp. the Aristotelian system of natural science;

hence, natural philosophy in the wider sense. Also,
1 a treatise on natural science, as Aristotle?$ Physics.

The application of the term has tended continually to be

! narrowed. It originally (from Arist) included the study of

:

the whole of nature (organic and inorganic); Locke even
included spirits (God, angels, etc.) among its objects. In
the course of the i8th cent, it became limited to inorganic

nature, and then, by excluding chemistry, it acquired its

present meaning : see 2.

1589 NASHE Anat. Absurd. Wks. (Grosart) I. 37 Neither
is there almost any poeticall fygment wherein there is not
some thing comprehended, taken out.. of the Physicks or

i
Ethicks. 1602 WARNER All>. Eng. xn. Ixxv. (1612)313 Nor
wanted thear..that did relyeOn PhyMckesand on Ethickes,
and.. a God deny. 1620 T. GRANGER Diy. Logike 56
Whereofsome are contemplatiue.as Mathematikes, Physikes,

i
Metaphysikes. 1656 tr. Hobbes_ Elem. Philos. (1839) 3^8,
I have given to this part the title of Physics, or the Phe-
nomena, of Nature. 1674 BOVLE Excell. Theol. \\. iv. 170
That great Restorer of Physicks, the illustrious Verulam.

1701 J. HARRIS Lex. Techn. I, Physicks, or Natural

Philosophy, is the Speculative Knowledge of all Natural
Bodies (and Mr. Lock thinks, That God, Angels, Spirits &c.
which usually are accounted as the Subject of Metaphysicks,
should come into this Science), and of their proper Natures,

:

Constitutions, Powers, and Operations. 1710 J. CLARKE
'

Rohanlt's Nat. Phil. i. i. 1756-82 J. WARTON Ess. Pope iii.

j

38 {Aristotle's] Physicks contain many useful observa-

! tions, particularly his history of animals. 1800 Afed. Jrnl.
',

III. 181 If we consider medicine as a science, or as a system
of rules, it., forms a principal department of physics, or

experimental philosophy. 1845 MAURICE Mor. <$ Met.
'

Philos. in Emycl. Metrop. (1847) H 645/i Then arose..
; Roger Bacon, and mathematics, chemistry, and physics
i generally became as much the studies of Christians as they

had already been of the Mahometans. 1858 MAYNE Expos.
Lex.) Physics, term for that science which treats of the

nature of the qualities which beings derive from birth, in

contradistinction to those acquired from art of the whole
mass of beings comprising

the universe and of the laws

which govern those beings ; natural philosophy.

2. In current usage, restricted to The science, or

group of sciences, treating of the properties of

matter and energy, or of the action of the different

forms of energy on matter in general (excluding

Chemistry, which deals specifically with the differ-

ent forms of matter, and Biology, which deals with

vital energy). See quots. 1900.
Physics is divided into general physics > dealing with the

general phenomena of inorganic nature (dynamics, mole-

cular physics, physics of the ether, etc.), and applied physics^

dealing with special phenomena (astronomy, meteorology,
terrestrial magnetism, etc.). There is a tendency now to

restrict the word to the former group.

1715 tr. Gregory's Astron. I. Auth. Pref. 2 The Celestial

Physics, or Physical Astronomy, hath . . the preference in

Dignity of all Enquiries into Natuie whatever. 1834 MRS.

SOMERVILLE Conncx. Phys. Sc. xxxii. (1849) 361 These
motions come under the same laws of dynamics and analysis
as any other branch of physics. 1860 TYNDALL Glac. n. ix.

272 M. Agassiz is a naturalist, and he appears to have

devoted but little attention to the study of physics. 1892

G. F. BARKER Physics L 8. 6 Physics regards matter solely

as the vehicle of energy.. physics may be regarded as the

science of energy, precisely as chemistry may be regarded
as the science of matter. 1900 J. B. STALLO Concepts $ The.

Mod. Physics (ed. 4) 27 The science of physics, in addition

to the general laws of dynamics and their application to the

interaction of solid, liquid, and gaseous bodies, embraces

the theory of those agents which were formerly designated
as imponderables light, heat, electricity, magnetism, etc. ;

and all these are now treated as forms of motion, as different
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manifestations of the same fundamental energy. 1900 \V.

WATSON Te.vtbk. Physics 2 We are led to define Physics in

its most general aspect as a discussion of the properties of

matter and energy. It is, however, usual.. to exclude the

discussion of those properties of matter which depend simply
on the nature of the different forms of matter (Chemistry),
as also the properties of matter and energy as related to

living things (Biology). The line of demarcation separating

Physics and Chemistry has never been very clear, and of

late years has practically vanished.

t 3. The science of, or a treatise on, medicine.

Obs. rare.

1626 R. HARRIS Hezekiah's Recovery (1630) 33 For the

second, Health : great Salomon hath written a Physicks
for us. 1^85 JEI-TERSON Writ. (1859) ? 467 When college
education is done with.. he must cast his eyes (for America)
either on Law or Physics.

Physiform i^fai-sifpjm), a. Zool. [f.
PHYSA +

-FORM.] Having the form of the gastropod PHYSA.

fPhysiner, a corrupt or erroneous form of

PHYSICIANER : cf. PHYSION.
1616 SIR R. BOYLE in Lismore Wafers (1886) I. 100 Lent

Mr. Shea of Kilkenny the phisiner iiij
1 ' x\

Physio- (frzifl), combining element, represent-

ing Or. ifvaio-, {. ipvais nature, as in <pvatoyf<ii^aiv
'

judging of a man's nature
', <t>vato\uyos discoursing

upon nature, <pvaioaKoirtiv to observe nature; used
as a formative with the sense 'nature' or ' natural ',

as in PHYSIOCBACY, PHYSIOGNOMY, PHYSIOGKAPHY,
PHYSIOLOGY, etc. ; also in the following less impor-
tant compounds (in some of which it is treated as

an abbreviation ofphysiology at physiological} :

Phy sio-che'micaltf., pertaining to physiological
chemistry. fPhy'sioglypMc [after hieroglyphic]
(see quot.). Pliy siogiio'stic, Physio'gnosy [Gr.
jriuo-is knowledge] (seequots.). Phy siome-clic.il-

ism, the system of ' natural
'

medicine which uses

vegetable drugs, only discarding those which are

poisonous (Syd. Soc. Lex.) ; so Phy siome'dical

a.; Phy siome-cUcalist. Phy siopa'thic a., of
or pertaining to physiopalhy. Phy siopatho-
lo'gical a., of or pertaining to a pathological
state influenced by physiology. Physio-pathy
[Gr. -iratffio, f.mtflos suffering] (see quot). Physio'-
philist [Gr. $i\(iv to love], a lover or student of
nature. Physiophy ly [see PHYLUM] (see quot.).
Phy.-siopla'stic a., formed by nature. Phy'-
sioscope [Gr. -amiros viewing] (see quot. 1846).
Physio'scopy, the rendering of the physical ap-
pearances and conditions in a painting. Phy:-
sio-sociolo-gical a., combining physiology and

sociology. Physio'sophy [Gr. ao<pia wisdom],
an assumption of knowledge of nature ; hence

Phy sioso'phic a. Physic-type, a process for

taking an impression direct from a flat object, on

prepared paper ;
also an image made by such pro-

cess. Physioty:py, printing from plates made by
various processes direct from natural objects;

nature-printing.
1887 A. M. BROWN Aniin. Alkal. 5 The presence of the

alkaloid might be owing to "physio-chemical action after
death. 1844 L

T
I-TON PfosiffgmtAta 101 In a literal hieio-

glyphic, therefore, or what I shall now more aptly term
a "physioglyphic, no name must be involved. 1635 PERSON
Varieties n. 60 The Meteorologians answer not so fully
satisfactorie as theirs, who treate of spiiits, whom I may
well call

"

Physiognosticks. 1811-31 BENTHAM Logic App. ,

Wks. 1843 VIII. 284 Natural History, .which, .may more
aptly and expressively, it should seem, be designated by the
term *

Physiognosy. 1880 C. A. CUTTER Classif. Nat. He. in

Library Jrnl. June, A similar word, Fysiognosy. .supplies
a name which was wanted for the natural sciences collec-

tively. 1885 Proc. Boston. Soc. Nat. Hist. XXIII. 226 It

shouldconsist of three partsor sections, first Statical Geognosy
or Physiognosy. 1800 COLERIDGE in C. K. Paul W. Godvjin

(1876) II, 3 Your poetic and *Physiopathic feelings. 1897
Allbittt's Syst. Med. III. 777 We cannot even say if it.,

be of a *physio-pathological character, or a specific germ.
1898 P. MANSON Trap. Dis. xxvi. 413 Certain physio-

pathojogical qualities predispo_sing to the disease may be
inherited. 1797-1803 FOSTEK in Life fy Corr. (1846) I. 212
What may be called *physiopathy, a faculty of pervading
all nature with one's own being. 1804 COLERIDGE Lett., to
K. Sharp (1895) 448, I have met with several genuine Philo-

logists, Philonoists, *PhysiophiIists, keen hunters after know-
ledge and science. 1879 tr. Haeckel's Evol. Man I. i. 24
Physiophyly. The tribal history of the functions, or the

history of the palieontolugical development of vital activities.

1846 JOYCE Sci. Dial., Optics xxii. 332 What is the opaque
micioscope? . .Very much the same sort of thing as the magic
lantern ; except that the light, instead of passing through
the object, shines upon it, and is reflected off through the
lenses, and so onward to the screen. .. The *physioscope is
the same instrument, employed to depict

'

the human face'. .

in colossal dimensions upon the screen, c 1865 J. WYLDE
in Circ. Sc. I. 64/2 The physioscope is a modification of
the magic lantern. 1886-94 H. SPENCER Antobiog. II. xhi.
193 note, Under '

"physioscopy
'

I propose to include the

rendering of the phenomena of linear perspective, of aerial

perspective, of light and shade, and of colour in so far as it

is determined not by artistic choice, but by natural Condi-
lions. 1904 IVesim. Gaz. 29 June 2/1 The average medical
man cannot afford the leisme for the .systematic study of the

"physio-sociological problems that lie in his path. 1886
GuKTHERin Encycl. Bril. XX. 437/1 Moiphological facts are
entnely superseded by fanriful ideas of the vaguest kind c.f

VOL. VII.

809

physiosophy. 1904 Daily ffews_ 23 June n A remarkable
invention is.. called 'The *Physiotype '. A leaf, piece of
lace, or other flat object is pressed upon a piece of prepared
paper, but there is no visible mark made ; the paper then
has a powder.. brushed over it, and the structure of the leaf
or the pattern of the lace immediately appears in black.

Physiocracy (fizipkrasi). [ad. F. physio-
cratie (.1767 in Hatz.-DarmO : see PHYSIO- and

-CRACY.] Government according to natural order ;

spec, the doctrine of the physiocrats.
1875 Ctmtemp. Rev. XXV. 882 The doctrine that all wealth

is formed out of the materials of the globe may be called

Physiocracy. 1895 L. F. WARD in Fornm (N. Y.) Nov. 304
If we had a pure physiocracy or government of nature, such
as prevails among wild animals.

Physiocrat (fi-zwiknet). Also in Fr. form
-crate, [a. F. physiocrate. f. physiocratie : see

prec. and -CHAT.] One of a school of political
economists founded by Frnn9ois Quesnay in France
in the iSthc. ; they maintained that society should
be governed according to an inherent natural

order, that the soil is the sole source of wealth
and the only proper object of taxation, and that

security of property and freedom of industry and

exchange are essential : KCONOMIST 40.
1798 W. TAYLOR in monthly Mag. V. 352 About the year

1774, the philosophic sect of Pnystocrates was already
organized into :i political body. 1804 in Crit. Rev. Ser.
in. I. 21 The only merit of the economisti-s, or physiocrates,
consists in arguing well against legal interference, and legal
restraint. 1896 Athenseum 19 Sept. 390 Questions . . as to the
relation of Adam Smith to the physiocrats.

Physiocratie (iVziokiai-tik), a.
[f. ns PHYSIO-

CRAT + -1C.] Of or pertaining to physiocracy or

the physiocrats.
1804 W. TAYLOR in Ann. Rev. II. 324 Much is said of the

theory of the physiocratie sect. 1888 W. L. COURTNEY J. S.

J//7/96 The physiocratie theory begins with the idea of a
Jus Nalurx, a simple. .and beneficial code established by
Nature.

So t Physiocra-tical a. Obs. rare 1
.

1792 A. YOUNG Trav. France 141 The txconomistes, in
their writings, speak much of an experiment he made in

their Physiocratical rubbish.

Physiocratism (fizi(rkratiz'm}. [f.
as prec.

+ -ISM.] 1. = PHYSIOCBACY. 1890 in Cent. Diet.

2. In Kant's use, The doctrine that all causality
is dependent on nature.

Physiog, humorous colloquial abbreviation of
PHYSIOGNOMY (sense 3).

1865 E. C. CLAYTON Cruel Fortune I. 145 Glad to behold
your distinguished physiog.

Physioge uesis. Biol. [f. as next + Gr.

fivfais GENESIS.] next, b.

1887 COPE Primary Factors Org. Evol. 488 Changes may
be effected in the weight, colour, and in functional capacity
by temperature, humidity, food, &c., thus exhibiting physio-
genesis.

Hence Phy siogene tic a., of or pertaining to

physiogenesis.

Physiogeny (fizip-dgihi). [ad. mod.L. phy-
siogenia, i. Gr. <f>vau>- PHYSIO- + -ffveia -GENY.
Cf. Get.fl/ijrsieg-enie.] f- The genesis of natural
bodies. Obs. b. Biol. The genesis of vital func-
tions

;
the development or evolution of the func-

tions of living organisms, which are the province
of physiology ;

the science or history of this.

1858 MAYSE E.tpos. Le.v., Physiogcnia, teim for the opera-
tions of nature, according to Rumpf, of the formation of
bodies from original elements : physiogeny. 1879 tr.

Hattktts Evol. Man I. 24 Physiogeny, the germ-history of
the functions, or the history of the development of vital
activities in the individual. Jbid. II. 461 So will Physio-
geny.. make a true recognition of functions possible, by
discovering their historic evolution.

Hence Fhysiogenic (-dge'nik) a., of the nature
of physiogeny.
t Physio-gnomer. Obs. Forms: 6 flsno-

mier, phisnamour, phisiognomier, -yer, 7-
phyaiognomer. [f. PHYSIOGNOMY + -ER 1

: cf.

astronomy, astronomer.']
- PHYSIOGNOMIST.

rtiSoo P.JOHNSTON 77/>-c/;V/<//W//s42Thisquestiounquha
can obsolue, lat see, Quhat phisnamour, or perfyt palmester.
1519 HORMAN Vulg. 19, I beleue nat the reders of dremes
and fisnomiers. 1542 UDAI.L Erasm. Apoph. Table X ij b,
Arte and profession of Phisiognomyers. 1586 A. DAY Eng.
Secretary \i. (1625) 55 When a Phisiognomer by chance.,
came into the forum of Athens, he declared by the view of
diuers niens faces, the diueisity of their conditions. 1656
H. MORE Enthns, Tri. 35 That Sanguine was the Com-
plexion of David George, the foregoing description of his

person will probably intimate to any Physiognomer. 1706
PlllLLirs, Physiognomer or Physiognomist.

Physiognomic (frziognfrmik, fi zionp-mik), a.

(sl>.) [ad. late L. phynognomic-us (Fulgentius,
c S5)> corruption of Gr. ^maio-^vtu^oviK-m, f. <j>v-

atoyvtanoyia: see PHYSIOGNOMY and -1C. In OF.
physionomiqne (isthc. in Gorlef. Cot/iff.), in mod.

V.pkysiogntmoniqu* (Diet. Trivoux 1732).]
1. Of the nature of physiognomy ; relating to the

face or form as indicating character ; characteristic.
I7SS JOHNSON, Physiognomic, drawn from the contempla-

tion of the face. 1817 COLERIDGE Biog. Lit, II. xxii. 166
The very spiiit which gives the physiognomic exptession to
all the works of nature. 1856 KINGSLEY Lett. 26 Feb., It is

sad to see how much faults of character seem to depend

PHYSIOGNOMONICAL.
on physiognomic defects. 1868 Ctmtemp. Rev. IX. 75
Currents of thought and feeling which are physiognomic of
the atmosphere he lives in.

2. Of, pertaining to, or skilled in physiognomy ;
' conversant in contemplation of the face

'

(J.).
J7S5 in JOHNSON. 1818 COLERIDGE in Lit. Rem. (1836) I.

j

146 There is great physiognomic tact in Sterne. 1885
I CoupLAND Spirit Goethe's Faust i. n Such physiognomic

science [is] ligiiter than a water-bug.
B. sb. (in//.) Seequots.

[1693 tr. Itlancimfs Phys. Did. (ed. 2), Physiognomica,
Signs whereby we conjecture something by the Countenance.]
1704 J. HAKRIS Lr.i: Tcuhn. I, PJiyiiogllomicks,,.* Term

!

used by some Physicians and Naturalists for such Signs as

are_ taken from the Countenance of Persons, to judge of
their Dispositions and Temper. 1727-41 in CHAMBERS Cycl.
1828 in WKUSTER, and in later Diets.

Physiogno'mical, a. [f. as prec. + -AL.]
1. Pertaining to, dealing with, or skilled in phy-
siognomy ; indicative of character.
1588 FHAUXCE Lawiers l.tig. t. viii. 43 b, Divers physio-

nomicall conjectures, as that of Martiall. Crine riiber, niger
ore, I'revis peiif. 1644 BII.UKU C/iiivl. 72 Hence Physio-

i gnomical] Philosophets. .doe easily discerne the differences.

; 1830 DTSRAKLI Chas. I, III. vi. 1 13 Had the physiognomical
predicter examined the two portraits .. he might have
ausjiired a happier fate. 1840 CAKI.YLK Heroes iii. (18581 264
All that a man does is physiognomical of him.
2. Of or pertaining to tiic- face or form (properly)

as an index of character, but often used simply in

reference to personal appearance. (In quot. 1815
earlier term lot phrenological.}
1811 LAMB DangerCon/ound. .l/m-.w. Personal Deformity,
To distinguish between that physivgnumical deformity which
I am willing to grant always accompanies crinu-, and mere

physical ugliness, 1812 K. 11. in Examiner 28 Dec. 828/1
The analogy.. that appears between the physiognomical
and intellectual .. character. 1815 (title) The Physio-
gnomical System of Drs. Gall and Spurzheim, founded on an
..Examination of the Nervous System in general, and of
the Brain in particular, [trans!, of French ed. 1810.] 1861
Tunes 16 Oct., Certain original physiognomical types
peculiar to himself.

Hence Physiogno'mically adv., in a physiogno-
mical manner ; according to the rules of physio-
gnomy ; as regards characteristic features.
1608 TorsrcLl. Serpents (1658) 640 The one and other are

thus Physiognomically described by the Poet. 1797 COLK-
RIDGE H'ks. (1893) p. xxxiv. tiott', My eyes, eyebrows, anil
forehead are physiognomically good. 1854 B[ack;v. Mag.
LXXYI. 521 County differed from county physiognomically.
1882 Academy 14 Jan. 24/3 A charmingly etched and evi-

dently characteristic portrait . . confirms physiognomically
the popular estimate of his character.

Physiognomist (lizic'gnomist.-c-nomistX [a.
OF. physionomiste (1557 in Godef. Coinpl.*}, f.

physionoinie : see -1ST.] One skilled in physio-
gnomy ;

one who reads character or disposition
(or, formerly, professed to foretell destiny) from
the face.

1570 DEE Math. Pief. civ, The Anatomistes will restore
to you, some part : The Physiognomistes, some. 1601
HOLLAND Pliny xxxv. x. 339 A certaine Physiognomist or
teller of fortune. 1788 RF.ID Active Powers n. iii. 540 The
physiognomist saw, in the features of Socrates, the signa-
tures of many bad dispositions. 1802 MAR. EnCEWORTH
Moral T. (1816) I. xv. 123 By no means a good physio-
gnomist, much less a good judge of character. 1865 DICKENS
Jlut. Fr. i. ix, Her remarkable powers as a physiognomist.
Hence ( Physiognomi'stic, -ical aJjs., of or

pertaining to a physiognomist ; f Physio-gno-
mistry, the art or trade of the physiognomist.
1651 KIGGS New Disp. 98 To be seen with Physiogno-

misticall corporall eyes. 1708 Brit. Apollo No. 66. 2/1 We
may include Palmistry, Physiognomistiy, etc.

Physio'gnomize, v. [f. PHYSIOGNOMY + -IZE.]
1. trans. To examine or study physiognomically;

to deduce the character of from physiognomy.
1660 STANLEY Hist. Philos. IX. (1701) 372/1 Before he had

physiognomized the man what he were. 1796 SOUTHEY Let.
to G. C. Bedford 24 Feb. in Life (1849) I. 269, I defy you or
Mr. Shandy to physiognomise that man's name rightly.
1809 Lett. (1856) II. 173 That good lady who, as you re-

member, physiognomised me so luckily for
' a man of sorrow

and acquainted with woe '.

t 2. To assume the physiognomy or characteristic

appearance of. Obs. rare.

1653 R ' SANDERS Physiogn. b j b, Archangel physiogno-
mising the fingers. Ibid, bij, Divers pjants physiognomi?e
the horns of Beasts, as Cornop, Plaintain.

Physiognomonic (fizi(*gnonvnik), a. (sb.}
rare. [ad. med.L. physiognomonic-iis, a. Gr.

tpvfftoyvojftovtKos adj. , f. <pvaio~fvunoi'la : see PHYSIO-
GNOMY and -ic. In F. physiognomoiiique] The
etymologically correct form for PHYSIOGNOMIC.
1755 JOHNSON, Physiog-nomonick adj. 1798 FERRIAR lilustr.

Sterne iv. 118 The chapter is concluded by the physiogno-
inonic doctrine of the nose. 1858 MAYNE E.vpos. Lex.

t

Physiognomonica, . . physiognomonics. 1893 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

Fhysioguomouical (fic^Kgnanfitikil), a.

Now rare or Obs. [f. as prec. + -AL.] Etymo-
logical form for PHYSIOGNOMICAL.
1668 G. C. in H. Mare's Div. Dial. Pref. (1713) 6 In the

Character of which Person the Dramatist seems to have
been judicious even to Physiognomonical Curiosity. 173?
FIELDING Tom Thumb (ed. 3) Pref., Affirmed by our Eng-
lish Physiognomimcal writers. 1805 T. HOLCROFT Bryan
Perdue H. 114 Not having yet completed my course of

physiognomonical experiments. 1814 /'////. .Va. XLIV.

305 Demonstrative Course of Lectures on Drs. G.
"

Spurzheim's Physiognomonical System.
103

Gall and
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Physiognomy (fizi^'gnomi, -^'nomi). Forms:
|

see below. [ME. fisnoinye,fis-, phisonomye, etc.,

a. OF. (ijthc.) fa-, phis-, phizonomie, -anomie,

in mod.F'. physionomie
= Pr. phizonoinia, Sp.

fisononiia, Pg. physionania. It. fisio-, fisononiia,

ad. med.L. phisoiwnria, physionoinia, *pliysiogno-
|

alia, ad. Gr. i)waiojvanovia the judging of a man's

nature (by his features), f. ipvais nature (PHYSIO-)
+ fvuijutav, -yvta/jLov- judge, interpreter : wrongly
written ipvaio-yvtunioi in Stob. Eel. (Liddell and

Scott), whence the med.L. form. As will be seen,

the word shows contraction in all the Romanic

langs., and still more in Eng., where in vulgar use

it has even been abridged to physiag., pliKOg., and

phiz. The pronunciation (fizijrnomi) which formerly

prevailed (see A. 7, quots. 1783, 1840) is now
somewhat old-fashioned.]
A. Illustration of Forms.

a. 4-5 fysnomye, -namye, fyss-, 5-6 fisnamy,

phis-, physnomie, 5-7 -nomy, 6 phis-, phys-,
j

fls-, fys, fiz-, -nomy, -narny (-ye, -ie), phis-
;

nami, (,-nom, physnome), 6-7 (9) visnomy, ;

-ie, 7 fisnomie.
? 1400 Mortc. Arth. 1114 He feyed his fysnamye with his

foule honde/. 1450-80 tr. Secreta Secret. 38 The mervelous

science of iTysnoinye. ^1470 HENRVSON Mor. Fab. xui.

(Frog tf Mouse] viii, Ane thrawart will, ane thrawin phis.
|

nomy. 1513 BRADSHAW St. Wei-burge \. 2765 His fysnamy
restaured to his kynde agayne. 1548 UDALL, etc. Erasm.
Par. Mark ix. 3 His face, whiche before seemed not to

diffre from the common phisnami of others, shone as brighte
as the sunne. a 1585 MONTGOMERY: Flytingw. Pohuart 490
With flirting and flyring, their physnome they flype. a 1652
BROME Love-sick Court v. i, I can read guilty lines Palpably
on this villans visnomy. 1660 J. S. A ndrffmeatat iv. v. in

Hazl. Dodsley XIV. 253 If he have not rogue writ in great
letters in 's face, 1 have no physnomy. [1822 LAMB F.lia.

Ser. i. Distant Corr. (1823) 245 A pun is reflected from
a friend's face as from a mirror. Who would consult his

sweet visnomy, if the polished surface were two or three

minutes, .in giving back its copy?]

/3. 4-6 phisoiiomie, 5 phiso-, phizo-, physo-
nomye, (physynomye, fysenamye), 6 vysona-

my, visenomy, 6-7 phisognomie, -y, 7 -gminy.
1390 GOWER Con/. III. 5 Thou scholdest be Phisonomie

Be schapen to that maladie Of lovedrunke. c 1425 Seven \

Sag. iP.) 1072 The childe couthe of fysenamye That he saw I

evyl with hys eye. 1489 CAXTON FaytesofA. l. x. 27 By ,

the phizonomye of y" yongmen. .they knowe whiche were '

moost able. 1532 TINDALE }Vks. (Parker Soc.) II. 127 The
false prophets do well to paint God after the likeness of

their own visenomy. <M562 G. CAVENDISH M'olsey (1893)

33 A dosyn of other maskers, . .with visors of good propor-
cion of vysonamy. 1642 S. W. Parl. Vind. agst, Pr.

\

Rupert 3 Not new in Phisognomy. 1678 \V. STROTHEB in

Laudcrdale Papers (1885) III. xciii. 161 We think Welsh
was amongst them, by the discription of his phisogminy.

7. 6- physiognomy, (6 phisionomie, visio-

nogmi, 6-7 phisio-, physiognomie, 6-8

phisio-, 7 visiognomy).
1569 J. SANFORD tr. Agrippa's Van. Artes 50 b, Physiogno-

mic., doth presume that shee is able to finde out. .by vewing
of the whole bodie, the dispositions of the minde and body.
1660 A. Durer Revived 2 \\e Visiognomy or Circumference

of a Face. 1783 JOHNSON Let. to Mrs. Thrale 21 Oct.,

You'll find it bad economy To carry home a tattered gown
and battered physiognomy.
B. Signification.

. I. 1. The art of judging character and disposi-

tion from the features of the face or the form and

lineaments of the body generally.
1390 [see A. /J]. 1422 tr. Secreta Secret., Priv. Priv. 219 I

One lyght manere and general of Phisnomye is to deme
j

vertues and maneris of man aftyr the conpleccion. r 1450
LYDC. & BURGH Secrets 2467 The excellent science. .1 mene

sight in Phisognomie, as I dare auouch it for truth. 1638
R. BAKER tr. Balzac's Lett. (vol. Ill) 19 The reputation

of my skill in Physnomie and Prognosticating, a 1720
SHEFFIELD (Dk. Buckhm.) Ifts. (1753) IL 6 An illustrious !

exception to all the common rules of Physiognomy. 1853

C. BKONTE Villefte
vii. (1876) 60, I want your opinion. We

know your skill in physiognomy. . . Read that countenance.

t b. transf. A judging of the form of a living

body from the skeleton. Obs.

1658 SIR T. BROWNE Hydriot. ii. 30 Since Bones afford ..

Figure unto the Body, it is no impossible Physiognomy to

conjecture at Fleshy Appendencies.

1 2. The foretelling of destiny or future fortune

from the features and lines of the face, etc. ; the

fortune so foretold : loosely, fortune foretold (or

character divined) by astrology. Obs.

1531 Act 22 Hen. VIII, c. 12 4 Physyke, Physnamye,
Palmestrye or other craftye scyences wherby they beare the

people in hande that they can tell iheire destenyes deceases

& fortunes. 1577 HARRISON England n. x. (1877) I. 220

Roges . . practisers of physiognomie and palmestrie, tellers of

fortunes [etc.]. 1589 NASHE Martins Months Mind Ep.

810

viewed as an index to the mind and character ;

expression of face
; also, the general cast of features,

type of face (of a race) ; vulgarly, the face or

countenance (formerly very common, esp. in the a

form, now raie).
c 1400 Beryn 3196, I knowe wele by thy fisnamy, thy kynd

it weie to stele. 1555 W. WATHKMAX Fardlc I'acions I. iv.

39 LJyuers peoples of sondry phisonomy and shape. 1575
G. HAKVEVZ.C//0--M-. (Camden) c,8 Eies glauncinge, fisnamy

smirkinge. 1621 UI'RTON Ana!. Mel. ill. iii. l. ii. (16511 6)5
She did abhorre her husbands phisnomy. 1623-33 FLETCIIKK

& SHIRLLY Night-WaUtfT \. i, I haue seen that physiognomy :

Were you never in prison? 0:1718 Kou E llitfr it. i, Th;U

Expression. 1856 EMERSON l-.ng. 1 raits, Kaci wks. (Bonnj
II. 21 Each religious sect has its physiognomy. The Metho-
dists have acquired a face; the Quakers, a face; the nuns,
a face. 1869 TOZER Highl. Turkey II. 305 The distinctive

Greek physiognomy was no longer to be found.

fb. A representation of a face
;
a portrait. Obs.

1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 339/2 Oure lord..toke fro the

payntour a lynnen clothe and set it upon his vysage and

enprynted the very physonomye of his vysage therin. 1587
in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. I. III. 52 note, One little Flower

of gold with a frogg thereon, and therein Mounsier his phis-

namye. 1603 H. CROSSE / 'ertnes Commiv. ( 1 878) 1 30 Apelles
would not loose a day without shadowing a phisnomie.
4. transf. The general appearance or external

features of anything material
;

e. g. the contour or

configuration of a country.
1567 MAEM.ET Gr. Forest 7 Efestides [a kind of stone] is in

colour and Phisiognomie verie shamc'fast and childish. 1819
SHELLEY Let. Pr. Wks. 1888 II. 294 Its physiognomy indi-

cates it to be a city, which . . yet possesses most amiable

qualities. 1830 I.VHLL Print. Geol. I. 362 The most grand
and original feature in the physiognomy of Etna. 1863
HAWTHORNE Our Old Home (1879) 159 The old highways. .

adapted themselves, .to the physiognomy of the country.

5. fig. The ideal, mental, moral, or political

aspect of anything as an indication of its char-

acter ;
characteristic aspect.

i68o BUTLER Kent. (1759) II. 494 There is a Kind of

Physiognomy in the Titles of Books, no less than in the

Faces of Men, by which a skilful Obseiver will as w.:ll

know what to expect from the one as the other, c 1796 T.

TWINING Trav. Amer. (1894) 91 The moial physiognomy of

certain sections of the United States. 111854 H. REED
Led. Eng. Lit. iii. (1878) 93 You may discover the physio-

gnomy, that is in speech, as well as in face. 1879 hcho
No. 3374. 2 The utter change in the political physiognomy
of the new Landtag.

Physio-gnotype. [f. PHYSIOGX(OMY + Gr.

TVTTOS impress, print, model.] 'A machine for

taking casts and imprints of human faces or coun-

tenances' (Worcester).
a 1846 WORCESTER cites Ol'set-'cr. 1878 HARTLEY tr.

Topinants Anthrop. li. iii. 296 A craniograph, which must

have been suggested by the physio|g]notype of Huschke,
and reminds one of the circular band used by hatters.

Physiogony (fizifgoni). [f. Gr. tpvais nature

(see PHYSIO-) + -yovia begetting, production.] The

generation or production of nature.

111834 COLERIDGE in Lit. Rent. (1838) III. 1^8 Their

physiology imbrangled with an inapplicable logic and_ a

misgrowth of. .substantiated abstractions; and their physio-

?ony
a blank or dream of tradition. 1840 J. H. GREEN

fital Dynamics 103 The distinctive. .aim. .of physiogony
is to present the history of Nature as preface and portion
of the history of man.

Physiographer (fizfc-grifea). [f.
PHVSIO-

GRAru-Y t- KB*] One versed in physiography ;

a physical geographer.
1885 Amer. Jrnl. Sc. Ser. in. XXX. 261 The same emi-

nent.. physiographer, in his paper on the Ocean, remarks

[etc.]. 1902 C LENNOX J. Chalmers vi, A belt of very
shallow water suggesting to the physiographer that it had

once formed part of the continent.

Physiographic (frziogne-nk), a. [f. mod.L.

physiographia PHYSIOGRAPHY 4- -1C.] Of or belong-

ing to physiography : cf. next.

1840 J. H. GREEN Vital Dynamics 104 The physiographic
details which form the main body of these lectures. 1863
DANA Man. Gcol. 7 Physiographic Geology, a general

survey of the earth's surface-features.

Physiographical (fuzwgrse-fikal), a. [f.
as

prec. + -AL.J Dealing with or treating of physio-

graphy ; pertaining to physiography.
1796 MORSE Amer. Geog. II. 56 Other literary societies

are formed at Upsala, Gottenburg, &c., and a physiographical
one at Lund. 1882 GEIKIE Text-bk. Geol. vn. 910 The
branch of geological enquiry which deals with the evolution

of the existing contours of the dry land is termed Physio-

graphical Geology. 1890 Q. Rev. July 88 The Vosges
interested him profoundly, but from a purely physio-

graphical point of view.

Physiography ( fiz^-grafi). [mod. f. Gr. <pvan

nature + -ypaifiia description, -GRAPHY : cf. F.physio-

graphie (1812).]
1. A description of nature, or of natural phe-
nomena or productions generally.

According to my little skill in Physiognomy, I hope he may
live yet many a yeer.

II. 3. The face or countenance, especially

PHYSIOLOGICAL.
'

Physiography '. .for my subject, inasmuch as I wished

to draw'a clear line of demarcation, both as to matter and

method, b-tween it and what is commonly understood by
Physical Geography. 1891 E. ?!ULL (title) Physiography:
an introduction to the Study of Nature.

2. A description of the nature of a particular
class of objects (in quot., of minerals).
[1873 ROSENBL-SCH (title) Mikroskopische Physiographic

derpetrographisch wichtigen Mineralien.] i888J.P.lDDlXGS
(title) Microscopical Physiography of the Rock-making
M inerals : . . lly H. Rosenbusch. Translated and abridged.

3. Physical geography.
1873 J. GEIKIE Gt. Ice Agcxm. 176 To restore the physio-

graphy of the land during successive stages of the glacial

epoch. 1877 Elem. Lt-ssons in
J'hys^. Geog. 3 note, This

term [physical geography] as here used is synonymous with

Physiography, which has been proposed in its stead. 1895
F.dncat. Her. Nov. 353 Physiography on the other hand
treats of the science of earth-sculpture, viewed in the light

of systematic processes.

Physiolater (firfplStai). [f.
as prec. -f Gr.

-\arp7)s worshipper.] A worshipper of nature.

So Physio-latry [-L.VTRY], nature-worship.
i860 MAX MUi.i.F.R /list. Sanskrit Lit. (ed. 2) Introd. 32

Ke;<. May, These modern physiolaters are among the most

eminent teachers of science and philosophy.

Physiologer (fiziflod^aj). Now rare or Obs.

Also 7 phis-, [f.
PHYSIOLOGY (or L. physiohg-us,

a. Gr. <piwioAo705, one who discourses on nature,

f. </>i!<ns nature + -\u-yos -speaking) + -ER !.]

1. A student or teacher of natural science; spec.

a philosopher of the Ionic sect.

1598 R. HAVDOCKE tr. Lomazzo n. 199 Astrologers, Physic-

logers, Optickes, Paynters. 1656 BLOUNT C.lossogr,, Physio-

log<-r, he that searcheth out, or disputes of Natural things,

a Natural Philosopher. 1678 CL-DWOKTH Intell. Syst. 9
Democritus and most of the Physiologers here commit a

very great Absurdity, in that they make all Sense to be

Touch, a 1688 Immiil. Mor. (1731) 105 The very same

I

with that which Aristotle imputes to the antient Physiologers
as a Paradox, that Black and White were not without the

Sight. 1707 Curios, in Husb. f, Card. 145 The famous

Bacon, and several Physiologers assure, that 'tis easy to

have Roses so backward, as not to blow till towards the

End of Autumn. 1867 MAURICE Patriarchs ff Ltai'g. ii

(1877) 53 The beliefwhich avery large body of physiologers,
not believers in the Bible, resolutely maintain.

2. = PHYSIOLOGIST 2.

1680 J. AUBREY in Lett. Eminent Persons (1813) III. 620

His head was of a mallet forme, approved by the physio-

logers. 1831 W. GODWIN Thoughts Man 8 An important
i remark, suggested to me many years ago by an eminent

physiologef and anatomist. 1838-9 HAI.LAM Hist. Lit. iv.

viii. 36 Willis, a physician at Oxford,, .his bold systems
have 'given him a distinguished place among physiologers.

f Physio-loget. Obs. ]n 3 flsiologet. [dim.

I

(perh. in OK.) f. PHYSIOLOG-US + -ET. Cf. PAJIPH-
'

LET.] A diminutive or pet appellation for a

physiologus or book on natural history.
c izzo Restiary 307 Dus it is on boke set 3at man clepeS

fisiologet.

Fhysiologian (fi^ioloo'd.^an).
rare 1

, [f. L.

physiologia PHYSIOLOGY + -AN : cf. theologian.]
=

PHYSIOLOGIST 2.

1825 BEDDOES Let. Sept., Poems (1851) p. xlvii, Blumen-

bach,. . is, I fancy, of the first rank as mineralogist, physio-

logian, geologist, botanist, natural-historian, and physician.

Physiologic (fi
;

zwl(rd;;ik), a. [ad. L. physio-

logic-ns, a. Gr. fyvaioXofiKus adj., f. rpvaioXoyos : see

PHYSIOLOGER and -ic. Cf. K. physiologique (G.

Bude, i6thc.\]
f 1. Of or belonging to natural science. Obs. rare.

1669 GALE Crl. Gentiles I. Introd. 3 Thates .. informed

himself touching, .the Chaos, and other Physiologic Con-

templations. 1677 /till. II. in. 32 Our Gospel., has availed

more to the Knowledge of God than al their Physiologic

Contemplations. 1736-44 H. COVENTRY- Lett. Phil, to Hyd.
v. ('!'.), It may ascertain the true era of physiologic allegory.

2. = PHYSIOLOGICAL 2.

1828 in WEBSTER. 1838 MILLICEN Curios. Med. Exp.

(1839) 565 To elucidate obscure parts of physiologic enquiry.

834
COLERIDGE in /./'/. Rein. (1838) III. 158 The ignorance of

natural science, their physiography scant in fact, and Muffed
out with fables. 1840 J. H. GREEN Vital Dynamics tot The
office of . . Physiography is to enumerate and delineate the

effects and products of nature as they appear. 1878 HUXLEY
Physiogr. Pref. 6, I undertook to deliver twelve lectures on

natural phenomena in general ; and I borrowed the title of

472/2 In early society, incest^
laws do not recognize physio,

logic conditions, but only social conditions.

Physiological (fvziolp-dsikal),
" Also 7

phi-, [f.
as prec. + -AL : see -ICAL.]

)
1. Relating to the material universe or to natural

science, physical ; belonging to the Physiologers as

students of nature. Obs.

1610 HEALEY Vires' Coinm. St. Aug. Citie of God v. ix.

(1620) 196 This opinion is Physiological! and imbraced by

Alexander, one of Aristotles interpreters. 1662 H. MORE Def.

and Phisiological, made in a Journey through partof the

Low Countries, Germany, Italy,and France. 1768-74 TUCKER

Lt. Nat. (1834) II. 348 The laws of gravitation, attraction,

and impulse, and other objects of physiological science.

1809-10^COLERIDGE Friend n. x. (1818) III. 188 With these

secret schools of physiological theology the mythical poets

were doubtless in connection. t

2. Pertaining or relating to physiology ; relating

to the functions and properties of living bodies.

1814 D. STEWART Philos. Mind II. iv. vi. 465 One of the



PHYSIOLOGICALLY.
most noted physiological works which have lately appeared
on the Continent, 1845 G. K. D.vv tr. Simon's Aniin .

Chew. I. 100 The General Physiological Chemistry of the
Blood. 1861 BENTLEV Man. Bot. (1870) i Physiological
Botany treats of plants, and their organs, in a state of life

or action. 1873 RALFE; Pkys. Client. Introd. 13 The term

Physiological Chemistry is generally limited to the study of
the chemical phenomena attendant upon the life of Animals.
1880 RICHARDSON in Med. Temp. Jrnl. 70 The physiological
action of alcohol.

Physiologically (fi^wl^d^ikali),
adv.

[f.
as

prec. + -LY^.] In a physiological manner
; accord-

ing to the principles of physiology; from a physio-

logical point of view.
1610 HiiAi.EY.5V. Aug. CiticofGod\\. viii. 246 But these

tilings, say they, are all to be interpreted naturally and
PhiMologically. .as though we.. sought Nature, and set God
aside. 1775 HUNI EK in Phil. Trans. LXV. 395 This animal

may be considered, both anatomically and physiologically,
as divided into two parts. 1874 P. B-AYNEin Contcmfi. Rev.
Oct. 697 The child, .was physiologically a wreck, damaged
irretrievably in body and mind.

Physiologist (fizifjifidgiat). [f.
PHYSIOLOGY

+ -IST. Cf. Y . physiologiste (\*i$i inHatz.-Darm.).]
fl. A natural philosopher ;

a naturalist ;
=PHY-

SIOLOGEII i. Obs.

1664 POWER Exp. Philos. i. 72 The Physiologist also may
gather something from the former Observations, touching
the nature of Colours. 1677 GALE Crt. Gentiles II. nr. 31
Sociates.. perceiving how tmnJi his Predeces-ors, Thales &c.
(who were generally Physiologists) had abused Phjsics.
1797 Monthly Mag. 1 1 1. 50 Priestley, Black, Cavendish, and
Macbride, had ope;ied to physiologists a sort of new
creation.

1827^
R. P. WARD De l-'ere viii. (ed. 2) 145

Questions, .which as they seem to depend upon a particular
sort of air, we must leave to physiologists.
2. Oneversed in animator vegetable) physiology;

a student or teacher of the science of the functions
and properties of organic bodies.

1778 A. REID fnquiry Sit^rcss, Urine (M.I, The most
skilful anatomist and physiologist. 1843 ^ - J - GRAVES Syst.
Clin. Med, xxv. 312 This distinguished surgeon and
physiologist has done more than all who preceded him to
illustrate his subject. 1881 BUKDON-SANDHRSON in Nature
8 Sept. 440/2 The subjects of experiment used by the two
last- mentioned physiologists were themselves; the work
done was the mountain ascent from Interlaken to the
summit of the Faulhorn.

Physiologize (-dgaiz), v. [f. as prec. + -IZK.]

f 1. intr. To speculate or reason on nature ; to

inquire into natural causes and phenomena. Obs.

1678 CUDWORTH Intell. Syst. Pref. 7 Divers of the Italicks,
and particularly Empedoclea before Democritus physiolo-
gized atomtcally. Ibid.i. iil. 120 They who first theologized,
did physiologize after this manner. 1730-6 BAILEY (folio)

Pref., Physiologize^ to Study, Discourse or Reason on the
Nature of Things.
1 2. trans. To explain in accordance with physical

or natural science. Obs.

1678 CUDWORTH Intell. Syst. i. iv. 450 Unless we would
rather with Macrobius, Physiologize them all Three, and
make Minerva to be the Higher Heaven, Jupiter the
Middle Ether, and Juno the Lower Air and Earth, all Ani-
mated ; that is, One God, as acting differently in these
Three Regions of the world. 1819 G. S. FABER Dispensa-
tions (1823) I. 234 Much the same remark is made by
Eusebius on the humour of physiologlsing the religious
system of the Egyptians.
3. intr. To act the physiologist ; to form physio-

logical conclusions or theories, rare.
1866 OWEN Vertebr. Aniin. (L.), The somewhat capricious

appearance of the gall-bladder in vegetarian mammals dis-

courages such attempts to physiologize.
Hence Physio'logiziug vbL sb.

1669 GALE Crt. Gentiles i. in. i. 17 Al which Poetic

PhysiologUings were but corrupt imitations of.. Moses's

description of the Creation.

II Physiologus jjizi^-logz/s). [L., a. Gr. <f>v<rio-

Ao-yos, natural philosopher (see PHYSIOLOGER) : used

by Epiphanius as the name of his work on Natural

History with moral and theological applications,
whence the mediaeval use.] A BESTIARY: seequot.
1898 STOPFORLJ BROOKK Eng. Lit. xiii. 203 The three first

[Old Eng. poems, the Whale, the Panther^ and the Par-
tridge] must be taken together, and form part .. of an
English Physiologus. A Physiologus in the literature of
the Middle Ages was a collection of descriptions of beasts,

birds, or fishes, of their life and habits, .each.. followed by
a religious or moral allegory based on this description.

Physiology (tmp'lod^i). Also 6-7 phi-, [ad.
L. physiologia, a. Gr. fyvaioKoyia (Arist.), natural

philosophy, natural science, f. </>uff(0X07-0? : see

PHYSIOLOGER, and -LOGY; perh. immed.a. V. physio-
logie (1547 in Hatz.-Darin.).]
1 1. The study and description of natural objects ;

natural science or natural philosophy; also, a par-
ticular system or doctrine of natural science. Obs.

1564 Battldivin's Mar, Philos. (Palfr.) n. i. 73 That it may
be knowen what they beleued of god, of themselues, and of
his woorkes, all which they them selues call Phisiologie.
1603 HOLLAND Plutarch's Mor. 1346 Certeine Epicureans.,
standing much upon this their goodly and beautifull

Physiologic forsooth (as they terme it*. 1662 H. MORE Def.
Philos. Cabbala App. i. (1712) 113 Whence there must be no
small affinity betwixt this ancient Moschica), or rather
Mosaical Physiology, and the Cartesian Philosophy. 1704
J. HARRIS Lex. Techn. I, Physiology, Physicks, or Natural
Philosophy, is the Science of Natural Bodies. 1797 Encyci.
Brit. ted. 3) XVI. 18/1 Re-action, in physiology, the re-

sistance made by all bodies to the action or impulse of others
that endeavour to change its state whether of motion or rest.

811

2. The science of the normal functions and phe-
nomena of living things.
It comprises the two divisions of animal and vegetable

physiology; that part of the former which refers specially
to tile vital functions in man is called humanphysiology.
['597 A. M. tr. Gnillemeaiis f'r. Chirvrg. i b/r P/iysio-

/<?Va handelethe and treatethe of the structure and situatione
of mans bodye. 1611 COIGK., Physiologic,, .also., that part
of Phisicke which treats of the composition, or structure of
mans bodie.] 1615 CROOKE Body ofMan 289 Amongst the
new writers Fernelius the best learned Physitian of them
all, in the 7. book of his Phisiologie, proueth that this
bloud is not AHmentarie. 1704 J. HARRIS Lex. Techn. I,

Physiology, is by some also accounted a Part of Physick,
that teaches the Constitution of the Body so far as it is

sound, or in its Natural State ; and endeavours to find
Reasons for its Functions and Operations, by the Help of
Anatomy and Natural Philosophy. 1748 HARTLEY Ofaerv.
Man

^

i. iv. Concl. 511, I .. bring some Arguments from
Physiology and Pathology. 1804 ABERNETHY Siirg. Obs. 244
The anatomy and physiology of the nervous system. 1831
CARLYLS Sart. Res. in. vi, A Peasant unacquainted with
botanical Physiology. 1831 BREWSTER Optics x.xxv. 293
This important truth in the physiology of vision. 1860
HUXLEY Lay Serin, xii. 284 That part of biological science
which deals with form and structure is called Morphology
that which concerns itself with function. Physiology. 1871
tr. Ponchet's Universe i.x. 482 Hales, whose beautiful experi-
ments laid the foundation of vegetable physiology.

fig. 1876 LOWKLL Among my fiks. Ser. ir. 26 As a contribu-
tion to the physiology of genius no other book is to be com-
pared with the I'itaA'itava. 1903 Wcstin. Gaz. 24 June 3/2
The amateur statistician may know something of the ana-

tomy of commerce, but he knows nothing of what I maycall
its physiology its circulating.. and. .digestive systcm[s],

t Physion, phision, corrupt or erron. forms
of PHYSICIAN (perh. only typographical errors'

1

.

(71580 LODGE Kept. Gossan's Sch. Abuse (Hunter. Cl.) 5
That they like good Phisions : should so frame their potions.
1611 BIBLE Trans!. Pref. 3 The Scripture is.. a Physions-
shop (Saint Basill calleth it).

Physionomy, obs. spelling of PHYSIOGNOMY.

PhyisiOiphilO'SOphy. [transl. of Get.A'aliir-

philosophit, i.e. philosophy of nature, in the title

of Oken's Lehrbuch der Naturphilosophie 1808-

II, called in the Eng. transl. 'Elements of Physio-
philosophy'.] A name for the philosophic system
of nature of Oken, who ' aimed at constructing nil

knowledge a priori, and thus setting forth the

system of nature in its universal relations '.

1847 T'L'i.K tr. Oken (title) Elements of Physiophilosophy.
1856 R. A. VAUGHAN Mystics (iS6o) II. 254 He [OkenJ

imagined that he wrote his Physio-philosophy in a kind of
inspiration. 1887 COPE Orig. Fittest 8 The disfavour in

which physiophilosophy was held secured to evolution a
cold welcome.

Hei:ceFhy siophilosoph, Phy:siophilo-sopher
[=Ger. NatttrphilosopK\, an adherent of the

system of Oken
; Phy siophiloso'phic, -ical adjs.,

of or pertaining to this system.
1887 COPE Orig. Fittest 8 The *physiophilosophs became

extravagant and mistook superficial appearances for realities.

1861 G. MOOKE Lost Tribes 127 Here . . it is that the

*physio-philosophers have supposed mankind to have
originated. 1865 tr. Strauss' Life Jesus 1. i. xxx. 247 The
allegorical interpretation, .applied to Homer and Hesiod in

order to extract *physiophilosophical ideas out of the Gods
and their histories.

Physique (fizrk). [a. F. physique sb. masc.,
absolute use of physique physical, i. e. that which
is physical.] The physical or bodily structure,

organization, and development; the characteristic

appearance or physical powers (of an individual or

a race).
1826 LADY GRANVILLE Lett. (1894) I. 384 You must allow-

that this describes his physique admirably. 1856 KMERSON
Eng. Traits^ Manners \Vks. (Bohn) II. 47 So much had
the fine physique and the personal vigour of this robust race
worked on my imagination. 1864 R. F. BURTON Dahotne
11.64 '1 ne masculine physique of the women enabling them
to compete with men in enduring toil, hardships, and priva-
tions. 1881 A. G. C. LiDDKLLin Jlfaait. Mag. XLIV. 478/2
They, .had tremendous physiques, though rather fleshy.

Physique, obs. form of PHYSIC.

Fhysitheism (lvzij>/,i z'm). [f. Gr. <f>vai-s

nature + 0<6s God + -ISM : cf. polytheism.'] The
deification of the powers or phenomena of nature.

So Phy sithei-stic a.

1891 J. W. POWELL in Chaiitauqitan Dec. 291 (Funk)
Physitheism is the theology and religion of the barbaric
world. In this religion the weather-producing agents and
the phenomena of the weather are personified and deified.

1889 G. MALLERY in Pop. Sei. Monthly XXXVI. 208 The
prophets tried to pull the Israelites too rapidly through the

zootheisticand physitheistic stages into monotheism.

Physitism. rare. [f. Gr. q>wn-s nature + -ME
+ -ISM.] A system of nature-worship.
1885 DLN-S in Proc. Soc. Antiq. Scot. XIX. 396.

Fhysiurgic (fiziiS-id^ik), a. rare. [f. Gr. '.

<t>vcri-s nature + tpyov work + -1C : cf. theurgic.']
Produced or acted upon solely by nature.
1816 BENTHAM Chrcstoin. 187 Applied to bodies. .in their

natural, or say physiurgic, state human art or say elabora-
tion by human art has two distinguishable objects. 1843
BOWRING Introd. Benthain's Wks. i. 16/2 Natural History
and Natural Philosophy are respectively represented by
Physiurgic Somatology, and Anthropurgic Somatology.
So Physiurg-osco-pic a. rare.
1816 Bi.NniAM Chrcslom. Wks. 1843 VIII. 86 DKi-ion of

Somatology, or Somalics at large, into Physitirgic (Physi
urgoscopic) and Anlhropurgic (Anthropurgoscopic).

PHYSOSTIGMA.

Physnamy, -nomy, obs. ff. PHYSIOGNOMY.

Physp- (foiso), repr. Gr. tyiiao-, combining form
of Gr. <t>voa bellows, bladder, bubble, in a few Gr.

compounds, and in many modern scientific terms.

Physoca-rpons a. Bol. [Gr. xaprrus fruit], having
an inflated or bladder-like fruit (Mayne Expos.
Lex. 1858). Physocele (-s/1;, J'atli. [Gr. wr/Ai;

tumour], a tumour or hernia distended with gas.
Physograde (fai's^grW), Zool. [ad. mod.L. Pky-
sograda, f. -gradtts going], a. adj. moving by
means of a hollow vesicular float or buoy ;

of or

pertaining to the Physograda, a group of oceanic

hydrozoa furnished with such floating organs ;

b. sb. a member of this group ; hence Physo'-
gradous a.

|| Physoraetra ffaisomrtia), Path.

[Gr. //r)rpa womb], the presence of gas in the ute-

rus, uterine tympanites. Physonect (farsonekt),
Zool. [Gr. I'TJKrqs a swimmer, f. i-r/xe"' to swim],
a member of the Physoncctie, a suborder of sipho-
nanthous siphonophores ; hence Pliysone'ctous a

Physopod (fei'soppd) [Gr. novs, irod- foot], a
mollusc of the section Physopoda or Thysano-
flcra, rhipidoglossate gastropods, with a sort of
sucker on the foot.

'753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp., *Physoccle, a word used by
many authors to express a wind-rupture. 1811 HOOPKK
Med. Diet.. Pliysocele, a species uf licinia, \vhuse contents
are distended \\itii wind. 1893 in Syd. Sou. Lc.r. 1835 6
'I onn C 'ytl. Anat. I. 37/1 The principal organ of locomotion
in tile 'physograda is the air-filled \'esicle or bladder. 1858
^Uvsi; E.vpos. Lex. 957/2 Animals.. characterized b\' their

budy being provided with an aeriform dilatation of i!i>j

intestinal canal, serving for a swimming organ: *physo-
gradous. 1822 GOOD Study Mcd. I\". 434 I^inphx^enia iitcii.

Inflation of the Womb. ..This is the "physometra of San-
vages and later nosologists. 1875 JONKS ^ Sn:v. J'atlivi.

Anat. (ed. 2) 759 Physometra is sometimes observed afler
severe labours. 1890 Cent. Diet

, "I^hysopoti.

Physodist (fai-scklist). a. and sb. Ichlhyol.

[f. mod.L. Physoclisti (pi.), f. Gr. tpvna bladder +
-/cAfjT-os shut, closed.] a. adj. Belonging to the

J'hysoclisti, a group of teleost fishes having the

duct between the air-bladder and the intestine

closed: cf. PHYSOSTOME. b. sb. A member- of

this group. So Physocli'stic, Physocli'stcras

adjs., having the air-bladder so closed or cut off.

1887 HEILPKIN Distrib. Aniin. 303 Both the *phy*oclist
and physostome types appear, .very nearly simultaneously
in the same deposits. Ibid., The severance of the bladder
in the physoclists being the result of the disuse of paitv.

1883 l.AS'KKslEK in Encyci. Brit. XVI. 671/1 The parallel
cases [of the secretion of gas] ranging from the Proto/oon
Arcella to the *Physoclistic Fishes. 1887 Con: Orig. l-'ittest

327 The descent of the *Physocly;<tous fishes has probably
been from Holostean ancestors, both with and without the

intervention of Physostomous forms.

Physodill (fsi'sadin). Chein.
[f. specific name

physfd-fs (cf. Gr. 0uaoi6^s bladder-like) + -IN ]
.]

A neutral substance (C 12H 12O8 ), a white loosely-
coherent mass, occurring in a lichen, Partiielia

ceratophylla or physodes.
i86-8 WAITS Diet. Client. IV. 635 Physodin behaves to

water like a resin, not being wetted thereby.

II Physophora (fsisffora). Zool. [mod.L., f.

Gr. tpvffa bladder + -tyopos bearing, borne.] A genus
of oceanic hydrozoa, the species of which float by
means of numerous vesicular organs. So

|| Physo-
phorse //. (sometimes Physophora), a suborder

or division of Siphonophora (an order of llyJro-oa

Craspedotd), having the proximal end modified

into a pneumatopbore or float ; Physo'phoran a.,

of or pertaining to the Physophonv ; sb., a member
of this division ; also Physophore (fai'sdlboj).

II Physopho'ridse //., the family containing the

genus Physophora ; Physophorous (faisfforss) a.,

of the nature of the PhysophorK, having pneumnto-
phores or swimming-bells (Mayne 1858).
1869 tr. Poitchet's Universe (1871) 13 At other times it

is owing to .. the *Physophora, trailing their tresses all

spangled with stars like those of Berenice in the firmament.

1870 HAR i w IG Sea ff \Vontt. xv, The Hydrostatic Acalephas,
or *Physophorae..were formerly supposed to be a special
class of animals, but have been proved by Sars and other
naturalists to be merely alternating generations of the bell-

shaped Acalephge. 1888 ROLLESTON & JACKSON Aniin. Life
774 In the "Physophores Forskalia and Agalma the single
ovum is arrested in the endoderm, and surrounded by the

spadix. 1860 H. SPENCER in Westw. Rev. Jan. 103 In the

"Physophoridae, a variety of organs similarly arise by
transformation of the budding polypes. 1878 tr. G t -^t-u-

balir's Coinp. Anat, 97 The greater development of these

bladders, w hich in most Physophorida; are rather small.

II PhySOStigma (faisosti-gma). [mod.L., f.

Gr. </>Co-a bladder + o-rrYfia STIGMA.] Bot. A
genus of leguminous plants, the flower of which
has a spiral keel, and a bent style continued into

an oblique hood above the stigma; the only species

is P. veiienosum, producing the highly poisonous
Calabar bean. Hence, The Calabar bean or its

extract as a drug.
1864 .V. S,;i. SM-. Year-bit. .If*/. 428 Dr.^'raser

has used

the physostignm internally in cases of erysipelas. 1878 A.

HAMILTON Kerv. Dis. 118 Physostigma, aconite, and other



PHYSOSTIGMIA.

cardiac sedatives may be mentioned as other anaemiants. '

1880 GARROD & BAXTER Mat. .Wed. 322 The.. administra-
tion of an appropriate dose of physostigma.
Hence t Physosti'gmia, Physosti'gmine
Chem., the alkaloid C 15H 21N3O2 , constituting the

active principle of the Calabar bean.

1865 N. Syd. Soc. Year-Ik, Med. 447 Jobst and Hesse . .

have succeeded in isolating the active principle of the

Calabar bean, to which they give the name physostigmin.

1896 Allbntfs Syst. jtfeii. I. 228 It is in this way that

strychnine and physostigmine respectively stimulate and

depress the spinal cord.

Physostome ,f3i'sJstom), a. and si. Ichthyol.

[f. mod. L. Physostomi, f. Gr. <j>vaa bladder + oro/m

mouth, -aro^os -mouthed.] a. adj. Belonging to

the Physostomi, a group of teleost fishes, in which

the air-bladder is connected with the alimentary
canal by an air-dnct : cf. PHYSOCLIST. b. sb. A
member of this group. So Physosto matous,
Physo'stomous a., having the air-bladder opening
into an air-duct.

1880 GUNTHER Fislu's 199 [Inl the Cretaceous group..
;

Physostomes and Plectognaths are likewise well represented.

1887 Physostome, Physostomous [see PHYSOCLIST, PHYSO-

CUSTOUB].

tPhysy, obs. f. l-'usL'E 2
,
wheel of a watch.

1690 LOCKE Hum. Und. in. vi. 39 Some Watches.. are

made with four Wheels.. some have Strings and Physics,
and others none.

Physyk, obs. form of PHYSIC.

Phyt- (fsil, fit), combining form used before

a vowel for PHYTO-.

Phytalbu-min, vegetable albumin. Phyta'lbu-
mose, a form of albumen occurring in plants.

Phyteco-nomy, vegetable economy. Phytoeco'.

logy [Gr. olnos abode : see -LOGY], the science which
treats of plants in relation to their environment or

habitat ;
so Phytceco'logist.

1899 CAGNEY tr. Jaksch's Clin. Diagn. viii. fed. 4) 405 The
products of bacterial life, toxines, and *phytalbumins appear
also to play an important part in the process of suppuration.

1890 Cent. DUt., *Phytalbumose. 1897 Allbntfs Syst.
Med. IV. 520 Ricin and abrin, phytalbumoses obtained
from the seed of the castor-oil plant. 1902 Brit. Med. Jrnl.
No. 2154. 920 The action of some of the phytalbumoses.
\&$ Naturalist 180 If soils are a factor in its *phyteconomy.
1899 Pop. Sci. Monthly Nov. 99 One of the general views
of ^phytoecology is that the forms of plants are modified to

adapt them to the conditions under which they exist. 104
The phytoecologist to-day watches his subject as it grows.

-phyte, a terminal element representing Gr.

(/>OToV a plant, and denoting a vegetable organism,
as microphyte, protophyte, saprophyte. See also

ZOOPHYTE (
animal plant).

Phytiform (fai-tif^jm, fi'ti-), a. rare, [irreg.

f. Gr. <pvr6v plant + -FORM.] Plant-like, phytoid.
1890 in Cent. Diet. 1893 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

Phytiphagan, -ous, incorrect forms of PHYTO-

PHAGAN, -OUS.

PhytivorOUS (faiti-voras, fit-), a. Now rare

or Obs. [irreg. f. Gr. <vToV plant + -VOROUS.] Feed-

ing on plants or vegetable substances.

1668 WILKINS Real Char. n. v. 4. 144 Birds may be dis-

tinguished by . . their food . . into . . Carnivorous ; feeding

chiefly on Flesh. Pbytivorous ; feeding on Vegetables. 1693
Phil. Trans. XVII. 851 All which last are Herbivorous or

Phytivorous Animals. 1798 Ibid. LXXXVIII. 46, I have

not found the uric oxide in the urinary concretions of any
phytivorous animal. 1833 MANTELL Geol. S. E. Eng. 394
The teeth and jaws of two other phytivorous saurians.

Phyto- (fai'to, fi'tc), combining form of Gr.

ipvruv a plant, lit. that which has grown, f. tpvtiv

to produce, pass, and intr. to grow ; used in forming
scientific words, chiefly botanical.

As the v in Gr. ^urdr is a short vowel, the etymological

pronunciation ofphyt- in all the following words is (fit) ; but

the general tendency in English to viewjv as a long t, as in

my, cry, etc., has made the (etymologically erroneous) pro-

nunciation (fait) all but universal: it is adopted in all the

pronouncing dictionaries from Walker onward.

Phytobiologfy, the biology of plants ;
hence

Phytobiolo'gical a. Phytobranchiate (-brarrj-

ki v
t; a. Zool. [see BRANCHIATE], of a group of

isopodous crustaceans : having leaf-like gills.

Phytoche'mistry, the chemistry of plants ; so

Phytoche-mical a. f Phyto'chimy [F. chimie

chemistry] = pliylochemistry (Webster 1847).

Phytochlore [Gr. yKwpus green] = CHLOROPHYLL, i

Phytochrome [see CHROME] : see quots. Phy-
toco llite Min. [Gr. o\Xa glue + -ITE 1

], name

proposed for certain jelly-like hydrocarbons found

in peat. Phytogelin(-d3e-lin)[&EL(ATiN) + -IN'],
the gelatinous matter of Algae (Treas. Bot. 1866).

Phytoglyphy (faitp'glifi, fit-) [Gr. 7\wpr} : see

GLYPH], nature-printing, as originally used for !

plants ; hence PhytoglypMc a. Phytoma'nia
nonce-wd., a mania for collecting plants. Pliyto-
inelin (-me'lin) [Gr. /it'Ai, L. me/ honey (in refer-

ence to its colour and appearance)]
= RUTIN. Phy-

to'nomy [see-NOMY], the scienceof thelaws ofplant-

growth. Phy toipalseonto'logy, vegetable palteon-

tology , study of fossil plants ;
hence Phy to ipalseon-

tolosfist. Phy-topatho logy, (a) the study of
,

812

the pathology or diseases of plants ; (*) the patho-

logy of diseases due to vegetable organisms, as

fungi; mycology; hence Phy:to,patliolo'grical a. ;

Phytopathologist, one versed in phytopathology
(a). Fhyto-philous a. [Gr. <pi'\o5 friendly], plant-

loving : esp. of insects. Phytophthirian Entom.

(-fai'rian) [Gr. <p6dp louse] a. adj., pertaining tothe

Phytophthiria or plant-lice ; b. sb., a member of

this group, a plant-louse. Phy:tO|phylogene'tic

a., relating to the phylogeny of plants. Phy=to-

physio'logy, vegetable physiology. Phytosco'pic
a. [Gr. axo-niiv to view], caused by sight of plants:
said of the effect of surrounding vegetation on the

colour of a larva, t Phyto'scopy : see quot.

Phyto'sophy, knowledge of plants; botany i^Oken).

Phyto'sterin [Gr. ffrepeos solid] : see quot. 1881.

Phytotary [Gr. rafii arrangement], systematic

botany. Phy toterato 'logy, vegetable teratology.

Phy tovlte'llin [L. vitell-tts yolk], a globulin

occurring in many seeds, and agreeing in all its

reactions with vitellin from egg-yolk.
1887 Athenaeum 26 Feb. 292/3 Sir J. Lubbock read the

second part of his *phytobiological observations. 1890 Ibid.

i Mar. 278/3 There remains a large collection of memoirs on

general botany and "phyto-biology. 1838 MAYNE Expos.
Lex. 959/1 *Phytochemical. 1846 WORCESTER, *Pkyto-
chemistry, vegetable chemistry. Philos. Mag. 1866 WATTS
Diet. Chem. IV. 636 Phytochemistry, the Chemistry of

Plants. The most comprehensive treatise on this subject is

that of Rochleder, published at Leipzig in 1854. 1866

Treas. Bot., *Phytocklore, green colouring matter ; chloro-

phyll. 1893 Syd. Soc. Lex.,
*
Phytochrome, a name for

chlorophyll. 1902 WEBSTER Suppl., Phytocliromc, yellow

pigment of plants. 1881 H. C. LEWIS in Proc. Amer. Phil.

Soc. XX. 117 'Phytocollite. 1864 WEBSTER, "Pkyloglyphic,
. . relating to phytoglyphy. *Phytoglyphy, . . the art of

lere chance of finding a few rare plants. .one can hardly

designate it by any other name than "Phytomania. 1866

WATTS Diet. Chem. IV. 636 *Phytomclin or Plant-yellow.
A name proposed by W. Stein for rutin, on account of its

wide diffusion in the vegetable kingdom. 1864 WEBSTER,
'Phytonomy. 1883 Science 6 Apr. 252 The nature of some

impressions described by "phytopaleontologists as remains

of fossil Alga;. Ibid. 253 The evidence .. renders great
service to

v

phytopaleontology. 1886 CasselCs Encycl. Diet.,

*Phytopathologist. 1893 ELEANOR ORMEROD in Autobiog.
f, Corr. xx. (19041 218 One of our leading European Phy-
topathologists. 1864 WEBSTER, *

Phytopathology, ,. an ac-

count of diseases to which plants are liable. 1880 Nature
12 Feb. 364/1 On the method and data of *phyto-phyloge-
netic research. 1854 H. SPENCER in Brit. Q. Rev. July 115

Biology, Organosophy, Phytogeny, *Phyto-physiology,

Phytology. 1892 POL-LTON in Trans. Entom. Soc. X. 294
The effect cannot be phytophagic in the strict sense of the

word, but rather *phytoscopic,
inasmuch as the colour of

the surface of the leaf rather than its substance acts as the

stimulus. 1730-6 BAILEY (folio), *Phytoscopy, . . a viewing
and contemplating or considering plants. 1854 H. SPENCER
in Brit. Q. Rev. July 115 He [Oken] says. .' Biology, there-

fore,dividesintoOrganogeny,*Phytosophy, Zposophy'. 1881

WATTS Diet. Chem.\\\\. H. 1624 *Phytosterin, CjsH^O.. .

A neutral substance, identical or homologous with cholesterin,

obtained from Calabar beans by extraction with petroleum-
ether. 1897 Naturalist 47 Various higher alcohols and

phytosterin being present therein as bases. 1883 L. F.

WARD Dynamic Sociol. I. 120 "Phytotaxy. 1898 tr. Slras-

burgers Bot. 1. 154 The study of the abnormal development
of plants is called *Phytoteratology.

Phytobiology to -gelin : see above.

Pliytogeiiesis ^fsitoidje'n/sis, fito-). [f.
PHYTO-

+ -GENESIS.] The generation or evolution of

plants. So Phytogene-tic, Phytogene'tica! )>.,

of or pertaining to phylogenesis ; Phytogene'-
tically adv. ;

also Phyto'geny = phylogenesis.
1858 MAYNE Expos. Lex., ''Phylogenesis, term by Dupetit-

Thouars for germination, .phytogenesy. 1882 VINES Sacks'

Bot. 904 In the latter case we have the end, in the former

the beginning of *phytogenetic series. 1881 WILLIAMSON in

Nature 27 Oct. 607/1 Minute, but "phytogenetically im-

portant forms of plant-life. 1854 H. SPENCER in Brit. Q.
Ra>. July 115 Biology, Organosophy, 'Phytogeny.

Fhytogenic (faitoid^e-nik, fito-),
a. Geol. and

Jt!in. rare. [f. Gr. (pvnv plant + -GEN 2 + -1C.]

Of vegetable origin. So Phyto'genous a. rare.

1858 MAYNE Expos. Lex. 959/2 Under the name of

phytogenous substances, Haiiy has formed an_Appendix to

the Combustibilia, comprehending those of which the origin

is evidently vegetable. 1878 LAWRENCE tr. Cotla's Rocks

Class. 352 Phytogenic deposits are such as consist chiefly of

vegetable substances.

Phy:togeo'graphy. [f.
PHYTO- + GEOGRA-

PHY.] The geographical distribution of plants.

1858 in MAYNE Expos. Lex. 1881 Nature 13 Oct. 556/1

The numerous writings on phytogeography of the late

Prof. A. Grisebach. 1896 J. THOMSON African Explorer
xiv. 343 The phytogeography of Central Africa.

Hence Phy^togeo-grapher, one who is versed in

phytogeography; Phy-togeogra'phic, -gra-phical

adjs., of or pertaining to phytogeography, dealing
with the geographical distribution of plants.

1889 Nature 30 May 98/1 Apart from the value of the

work to the systematist and *phytogeographer, it possesses
an interest for a wide circle. 1885 W. B. HELMSLEY in

Challenger Rep., Bot. I. 6 For *phyto-geographical pur-

poses Insular Floras may be divided into three categories
based upon their endemic element. 1883 THISKLTON DYER
in Nature 4 Jan. 224/2 A right understanding of the phylo-

PHYTOLOGY.

geographical facts of the north temperate flora. 1886 Athe-
nxum 5 June 750/2 Phyto-geographical Map of Europe.

Phytoglyphic, -glyphy : see PHYTO-.

t Phyto'gnomy. Obs. [Formed on the

analogy of physiognomy, after the mod.L. Phy-
tognomonica of J. Baptista Porta(i 583) : see PHYTO-

and GNOMIC.] The alleged art of discovering the

qualities of a plant from its appearance ; vegetable

physiognomy. Hence t Phytogno'mical a.

[1583 PORTA (title) Phytognomonica . . in quibus nova

facillimaque affertur methodus, qua plantarum . . ex prima
extimae faciei inspectione quivis abditas vires assequatur.]

1643 SIR T. BROWNE Kelig. Mett. H. 2, I hold moreover
that there is a Phytognomy, or Physiognomy, not onely of

men, but of Plants, and Vegetables. 1646 Pseud. Ep.
II. vi. 93 Whoever shall peruse the signatures of Crollius, or

rather the Phytognomy of Porta. 1653 R. SANDERS Physiagn.

bij, In Phytognomical Physiognomic we may observe

certain plants resembling the heads of Animals.

Phytography (faitfgrali, fit-), [ad. mod.L.

phytograpliia : see PHYTO- and -GRAPHY.]
1. Description of plants ; descriptive botany.
[1691 PLUKENET (title) Phytographia, seu Stirpium illus-

trium et minus cognitarum Icones.] 1696 RAY in Lett. Lit.

Men (Camden) 202, I shall.. put down what I find in..

/egetables. 1836 - ., -

third . . department is styled
'

Phytography ',
in which a full

description of plants themselves is given. 1885 GOODALE

Physiol. Bot. (1892) 3 Phytography or Descriptive Botany.

2. = PHYTOGLYPHY.
Hence Phyto'grapher, an expert in or writer

on phytography ; Phytogra*phlc, Phytogra'-

phicai adjs., pertaining to phytography.
i&goCcnt. Diet., "Phytographer. 1693 /Vi/V. Trans. XVII.

618 A new Set of *Phytographic Tables. 1888 Nature

5 July 220/1 The introductory narrative, .enables a phyto-

graphic botanist to apprehend the nature of the country

[Afghanistan] and climate. 1828-31 WEBSTER, "Phyto.

graphical, pertaining to the description of plants.

Fhytoid ^fai-toid, fit-), a. and sb. rare. [f. Gr.

<f>vT-uv plant -I- -OID. Cf. Gr. <fvruS-Tjs plant-like.]

A. adj. Plant-like ; esp. in Zool. of an animal.

1858 in MAYNE Expos. Lex.

B. sb. Bot. (See quot.)
1858 CARPENTER I''eg. Phys. 397 In order to distinguish

between the separated buds of plants and animals, those of

the former have been called phytoids, and the latter zooids.

II Phytolacca (faita-, fitalas-ka). [mod.L.

(Tournefort 1 700), f. Gr. <f\nuv plant + mod.L. lacca

crimson lake.] Bot. The genus of plants including

the Pocan, Virginian Poke, Pokeweed, or Red-ink

plant (P. decandra\ and several other tropical or

sub-tropical species, chiefly American ; also various

preparations of the Poke used medicinally. Hence

Fhytolaccin (-la-'ksin) Chem., a neutral crystal-

line compound obtained from the Virginian Poke.

1753 Scots Mag. June 283/2 Give purges . . with the phyto-
lacca decoction. i88a Garden 18 Mar. 179/3 Several other

Phytolaccas are widely distributed throughout the Tropics.

1864 .V. Syd. Soc. Year-lik. Mcd. 441 The dose of the con-

centrated preparation iphytolaccin).

t Fhytolite, phytolith. Obs. [f. PHYTO-

+ -LITE, -LITH. In F. phytolithe.] A fossil plant.

1794 SULLIVAN View Nat. II. 175 The former are called

zoophytes; the latter phytolites. 1849 MURCHISON Siluria

xvi. 402 The so-called
'
transition

' and '

grauwacke
'

phyto-
lites described by various German authors.

Hence t Phy^tolitho-aogy, vegetable palaeonto-

logy ; f Phytolitho-logist, a writer on this

subject. '864 in WEBSTER.

Phytological (faitoV'dgikal, fito-), a. Now
rare. [f. as PHYTOLOGV : see -LOGICAL. Cf. F.

phytologitpie.} Relating to the study of plants ;

botanical.

1654 GAYTON Pleas. Notes in. iii. 79 Priapus. .the greatest
Herbalist in the World;. .This Phutologicall Deitie. 1673
GftEvAnat. Roots Ep. Ded., The promotion of Phytological
Science is one Part of Your Work. 1673 (title) An Idea

of a Phytological History propounded. 1833 LYELL Princ.

Geol. III. 332 The zoological and phytological characters

of the same formations were far more persistent than their

mineral peculiarities.

Phytologist (faitjj'lodsist, fit-). Now rare.

[f. PHYTOLOGY + -IST.] One versed in phytology ;

a botanist.

1699 EVELYN Acetaria (1729) 138 Charles Hatton Esq. to

whom all our Phytologists and Lovers of Horticulture are

oblig'd. 1727 BAILEY vol. II, Phytologist, a Botanist, one

who treats of Plants. 18*7 STEUART Planter's G. Pref.

(1828) 5 If he be a Phytologist of research, or, still more, a

Planter of experience. 1881 ROUTLEDCE Science ii. 34 There

was a botanical garden for the phytologist.

Phytology (faitflodgi, fit-). Now rare. [ad.

mod.L. phytologia, (. Gr. tpvriiv plant + -Ao-yi'a :

see -LOGY. Cf. F. phytologie (d'Holbach 1753).]

The science of plants ; botany. _

cial and Reticulate plants ; or erect a new Phytology. 1819

Pantohgia, Phytology, that part of Natural History which

tieats on plants. 1849 H. MILLER Footpr. Crcat. xiv. (1874)

264 He calls into court Astronomy, Geology, Phytology
and Zoology.

Phytomania, -melin : see PHYTO-.
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Fhytoilier ^foi't0ma.i, frt-). Bot. [ad. mod.L.

phytomcroii) pi. -a, f. Gr. <pvro~v plant + ptpos

part.]
= PHYTON.

1880 GRAY Struct. Bot. (ed. 6) 7 Phytomera,. .equivalent
to plant-parts. .. In English, the .singular may be shortened
to Phytomer. Ibid. 9 The plant begins as a single phytomer.

Fhyton (foi't>n, frtpn). Bot. [a. F. phyton t

a. Gr. (pvrov a plant, f. tpvtiv to produce.] A plant-
unit ;

=
prec. : see quot. 1898.

1848 E. FORBES Naked-eyed Medusa? 83 The several

phytons comprising the first bud or plumule. 1854 BALFOUR
-----'~ J -------- '------ u ~- :----

Outl. Bot. I. iii. 267 The dicotyledonous embryo then is com-

posed oftwo leaves or two unifoliar phytons . . united together
so as to form one axis. 1880 GRAY Struct. Bot. (ed. 6) 7 These
ultimate similar parts . . which are endowed with or may pro-
duce all the fundamental organs of vegetation, were by Gau-
dichaud called Phytons. 1898 BAILEY Plant Lessons Ixxiii.

380 The propagation-unit in vegetative multiplication is the

smallest part of root, stem or leaf which will grow when
severed from the parent (although this is not a morpho-
logical or structural unit in the plant-body'; and, for the

puipose of terminology, this part may be called a phyton.

Phytonisse, obs. form of PYTHONESS.

Phytonomy to Phytopathology : seePHYTO- .

Phytxvphagan, a, and sb. ff. mod.L. Phyto-

phaga (see PHYTOPHAGOUS) +-AN.] a. adj. Of or

belonging to the Phytophaga in any sense, b. sb.

A member of the Phytophaga, a vegetable-feeding
animal of any class or order. 1890 in Cent. Diet.

FhytophagicCfaitrfse-djik, f\to-),a. Zool. [f.

as next + -ic.J Of or pertaining to phytophagy ;

derived from or caused by phytophagy : said of
variation of the colouring of insect larvae attri-

buted to the plants on which they feed.
1866 DARWIN Orig. Spec. ii. (ed. 4) 55 These cases he [B. D.

Walsh] has fully described under the terms of Phytophagic
varieties and Phytophagic species. 1885 POULTON in Proc.

Roy. Soc. XXXVIII. 313 Such effects are entirely inexplic-

able by the simple theory of phytophagic influence, .. it

would be wiser to abandon the term '

phytophagic ',
at any

rate in the sense of producing these changes. The term
still holds good for the broad fact that pigments derived
from the food-plant play a most important part in larval

coloration. 1887 J. T. GULICK in Linn. Soc. Jrnl., Zool.

(iSoo 1 XX. 226 The innumerable cases where phytophagic
varieties . . of insects exist.

Phytophagous ffsit^'fSgas, fit-),**. ZooL [f.

Gr. (pvro-v plant + -^oy-os eating + -ous (see -PHA-

GOCS) : cf. mod.L. J^hytophaga, -phagil\ a. Feed-

ing on plants or vegetable substances: chiefly said

of insects, molluscs, and the like. b. Ik-longing
to the Phytophaga, a name given to various groups

;

and divisions of animals, e. g. (a) leaf-beetles and
!

their allies, (/>) sawflies and horntails, (c) certain
j

cyprinoid fishes, (</) the plant-eating edentates, !

(e the plant-eating placental mammals.
1826 KIRBY 8; Sr. Entomol. xlix. IV. 479 Out of a list of

. . 8000 British insects . . 3724 [might be called] phytiphagous.
Note. We employ this term, because the more common one,

j

1

herbivorous ', does not properly include devourers of timber, I

fungi, etc. 1832 LYEI.L Princ. Gcol. II 143 It may deprive
j

a large number of phytophagous animals of their food. 1876
D. WILSON Prch. Man (ed. 3) I.xv. 374 This phytophagous |

cetacean [the Manatee] . .is found only in tropical waters,
j

1895 Edin. J\tz: Oct. 371 Some of the true slugs arc car-

nivorous instead of phytophagous.

Phytophagy (fshyfad.ji, fit-), [f. Gr. tyvrtv

plant 4- -</><rYi'a eating.] The habit of feeding on

plants or vegetable matter. 1890 in Cent. Di<t.

Phytophilous to Phytoteratology : see i

PHYTO-.

Fhyto'tomist. [f.
PHYTOTOM-Y + -IST.] One

who is versed in vegetable anatomy.
1848 LINDLEY Introd. Bot. (ed. 4) I. 16 This admirable

\

phytotomist,

Phytcrtomous, a. rare',
[f. Gr. tpvro-v plant I

+ -Topes cutting + -ous.] Plant-cutting, leaf

cutting, as an insect or bird. 1890 in Cent. Diet.

Phytotomy (fahytomi, fit-), [f.
Gr. tpvTo-v

plant + -Topia a cutting.] The dissection of

plants ; vegetable anatomy.
1844 DUNGLISON Med. Lex. s. v. Anatomy^ Phytotomy

is the anatomy of vegetables. 1875 SIK W, TURNER in

Encycl. Brit. I. 799/1 Vegetable Anatomy or Phytotomy.
1880 GRAY Struct. Bot. (ed. 6) Introd. 2 Phytotomy, or

Vegetable Anatomy ^ the study of the minute structure of

vegetables as revealed by the microscope.

Phytovitellin : see PHYTO-.

!! Phytozoon (faitoz^'^n, fito-). Also phyto-
zo-um. PI. -zo-a. [f. Gr. QVTO-V plant + ffaov
animal

; lit.
'

plant-animal
'

; cf. zoophyte.]
1. Zool. A plant-like animal or zoophyte; a single

polyp in a zoophyte. (The pi. Phytozoa has been

variously applied in different classifications to

animals supposed to be plant-like in some way,
but is not a term of modern Zoology.
1842 BRANDS Diet. Sc., etc., Phytozoons^ Phytozo^^..\M\^

term is applied by various naturalists to different sections
of the sub-kingdom /.oophyta of Cuvier. 1846 DANA Zooph.
i. (1848) 7 note, Khrenherg has proposed tu substitute phy-
tozoti, derived from the same roots [as Zoophyte], .and

phytozoum refers only to a single polyp. 1858 MAYNL
Exfos. Lc.v.

t Phytozotnn, applied by Kichwald to a type
of the animal kingdom comprehending animals in which

(Polypi, Hydrx, Corallia) the inorganic texture gives place
to that of vegetables, the exterior only presenting the char-
acter of animality in the homogeneous mass winch con-
stitutes it. 1861 H. MACMILLAN Footnotesfr. Nat. 31 This
granular matter .. is resolved into a muss of apparently
living animalcules called phytozoa.
2. Bot. A male generative cell, a spermatozoid.
1861 IlKMi.KY Man. Bot. 370 Minute cells called sperm-

cells,., in which are developed spiral ciliated filaments,.,
termed spennatozoids or phytozoa.

Phyz, variant of PHIZ, face.

Pr(pai),
sb. The name of the Greek letter TT

(in Gr. m, pf) : used in Math, to express the
ratio of the circumference or periphery (wtpup(pcta)
of a circle to its diameter : see P (the letter) II.

[1748 EULER Introd. in Anal. Infinit. \. viii. (1797) I. 93
Satis liquet Peripheriam hujus Circuli in numeris rationali-
bus exacte exprimi non posse, per approximations autem
inventa est .. esse 3,14159 [etc., to 128 places], pro quo
numero, brevitatis ergo, scribam TT, ita ut sit JT = Semicir-
cumferentias Circuli, cujus Radius = i, seu IT erit longitudo
Arcus 180 graduum. 1841 Penny Cycl. XIX. 186/1 This
number TT must be the same for all circles Ibid. 186/2 This
measure of Archimedes gives 3-14286 for the approximate
value of IT, the ratio of the circumference to the diameter.]
Pi (pai),a. (j.) Public School axA Univ. slang.

[abbrev. of Pious.] Pious, religious, sanctimo-
nious. Also absol. - a pious person ; and as sb. =
pious exhortation, etc.

1:1870 ;at Eton], 'What did your tutor say to you?
;

'Oh,
he gave me a pi ; asked me how I could reconcile my
behaviour with my duty to God and my parents '. 1891
WRKNCH Winchester Word-bk,, Pi, virtuous, sanctimonious.
He's very pi now, he mugs all day. 1897 ll-'estm. Gaz.
i Sept. 8/1 The man who regularly affects the 'pi' and who
'plays up', with ready catholicity of spirit, the 'special
missions

'

of every religious denomination in turn.

Pi, variant of PIE sb* and v.* (disordered type,
etc.) ; also of PIE sb$ (Indian copper coin).
Pia 1

(p^i'a). Anat. Short for PIA MATER.
1889 Bucks Handbk. Med. Sc. VIII in The successive

coverings of the brain, hairy scalp, periosteum, calva, dura
(ental periosteum), arachnoid, and pia. Ilnd.^ The ental
surface of the pia. 1901 W. OSLER Princ. <y Pract. Med.
(ed. 4) 28 The most intense congestion of the cerebral and
spinal pia.

II Pia -. Also pya. A Polynesian name for

species of the monocotyledonous genus Tacca, some
of which, esp. T. pinnatijida and T. macitlata, are

cultivated for their tubers, from which South-sea
or Tahiti arrowroot Is produced.
1858 HOGG Veg, Kingd. 765 Tacca. cceaniia, a native of

the Sandwich Islands, yields a similar product [arrowroot]
and is there called pya. [1884 MILLER Plant-n. 254/1
Tacca pinnati/id<i t Otaheita Salep-plant, Pi-plant, South-
Sea-Arrow-root-plant. ]

Pia-ara-chnoid, piara'chnoid. Anat. [f.

PJA l + ARACHNOID. ] The pia mater and the arach-

noid, considered as one structure. Also attrih.

1889 Buck s Handbk. Med Sc. V I II , j 1 1 The presence on
the ental surface of the piarachnoid of a pial fold, the ruga.
1896 AUbutttSyst. Med. I. 662 Acute inflammation of the
pia-arachnoid. 1904 Brit. Med. Jrnl. 20 Aug. 371 An increase
of pia-arachnoid fluid.

II Piaba (p*|i'W), [Tupi piaba t
also piatf,

piau.] A small fresh-water fish of the size of a

minnow, found in Brazilian rivers.

[1648 MARCGRAVE Hist. Nat. Brasil. 170 Piaba Brasili-

ensibus j magnitudine nostratis Eldrize .. pisciculus 2 aut
3 digitos longus.J 1686 RAY & WILLOUGHBY Hist. Pise. 269.
>753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Su/>p.> Piaba,. .the name of a small
fresh-water fish .. in the Brasils .. a well-tasted fish, and
much esteemed by the Natives. 1846 G. GARDNER Trav.
Brazil 126. 1869 R. F. BURTON Highl. Brazil \\. 13 They
can catch half-a-dozen sprat-like 'piabas' or 'piaus' by
heaving up a calabash full of water.

Pia9aba : see PIASSABA.

i! Piache (p/"a*tj?). Also 6-7 piace. [Tama-
nac (on the Orinoco) piache, in Accaway pialsan =

Carib/iat FJEAI
;

in Sp.ptacfa.] A medicine-man
or witch-doctor among the Indians of Central and
South America; a PEAi-wa//.

'555 EDEN Decades 181 The professours of this secte were
called Piaces. 1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 826 They
call their Priests Places. 1852 Tu. Ross tr. Humboldt's
Trav. I. vi. 248 A resin very much sought after by the

Piaches, or Indian sorcerers. 1855 KINGSLUY Westw. Ho
xxiv, The Piache froni whines rose to screams and gesticu-
lations, and then to violent convulsions.

Piacle (pai-ak'l). Now rare. [a. OF. piacle
or ad. L. piaculum, f. pidre to appease : see -CULK.]
1 1. Expiation ; expiatory offering. Obs.

1490 CAXTON Eneydos xxvii. 103 Telle her .. that she

brynge \vyth her. .the shepe..wyth the other pynacles [F.
orig. pinocles\ dedycated to the sacryfice. 1533 &ELLBNDEN
Livy ii. xvi. (S. T. S.) I. 194 \\'e. .mycht notht haue purgit
ws tarof bot alanerlie be J>e sacrifice of piacle [orig. pia-
ciilimi\. 1654 R. CODKINGTON tr. Justine viii. 126 A Piacle
for the sin committed. 1711 G. HECKES 77<? Treat. Chr.
Priesth. (1847) II. 164 The LXX.. called the scape-goat.,
the piacular goat, because he was offered to be a piacle.

2. A wicked action which calls for expiation ;

a sin, crime, offence.

1644 HOWELL Eng. Teares 178 To glut themselves with
one another's bloucL.can there be a greater piacle against
nature? 1676 Doctrine of Dei.Us 77 Any Crime, Villany,
or Piacle whatever. 1880 F. HALL Doctor Indoctns 52 Talk
of regicide, of cannibalism., or any other patibulary piacle.

fb. Offence, guilt. Obs.

1619 BP. J. KING S<'rw. ii Apr. 52 May I without piacle
forget, .what hee then did ? a 1657 LOVELACE Poems (1864)

213 One proclaims it piacle to be sad.

Piacular (paiirc-kiwlai), a. [ad. \ l .piacitlar-is

expiatory, f. piacithim PIACLE : see -AU 1
. Cf. F.

piaculatre (1752).]
1. Making expiation or atonement ; expiatory.
1647 OWEN Death of Death Wks. 1852 X. 267 He made

his Soul an offering for sin a piacular sacrifice, a 1703
BURKITT On N. T. Matt. xx. 28 1 heir piacular victims we,re
ransoms for the life of the offender. 1818 G. S. FABER
Horse Mosaicx II. 239 note, [They] do not seem, .to have
sufficiently attended to the distinction between eucharistic
and piacular sacrifices. 1871 MACDUFF Mem. Patmos xi.

143 The great brazen altar of burnt offering, where piacular
or bloody offerings were alone presented.

2. Requiring or calling for expiation ; sinful,

wicked, culpable.
1610 BP. HALL Apol. Brvwnists 79 If it were not piacular

for you to reade ought of his. 1657 W. MORICE Cocna quasi
Koii-fj xx. 175 They held it piacular to eat with sinners.

1728 R. NORTH Mem. Music (1846) 16 To add to or alter
the instruments, or modes, was almost piacular. 1857 DE
QUINCEY \Vhiggism\1\&. VI. 53 He. .left no stone unturned
to cleanse his little, .fold from its piacular pollution.
Hence Piacnla'rity, the quality of being piacular:

(a) expiatory character, (b} criminality; Pia'cu-

larly adv., as an expiatory or atoning sacrifice ;

Pia cularness piacularity .

1702 H. DODWELL Apol. 1 16 in S. Parker Cicero's DC
Finibus, That Philosopher makes the Piacularness of a
violent Death to consist in its being without the consent of
the Guardian Genius. 1818 G. S. FABER Horse Mosaics I.

260 'I lie goat, .was devoted as a sin-otTcrin^. .by its being

piacularly slain. Ibid. 268 The essence of it^ being a sacri-
fice does not consist in the outward act of burning ; but in

the piacularity of the intention. 1864 WEBSTER, Piacularity,
..criminality, badness. De Quinccy.

f Pia-culary, a. and sb. Obs. [ad. L. piacular-
is: see -ARY -.] a. adj.

- PJACTLAK. b. sb.

PIACLE.

1654 H. L'EsTRANGE Chas. / (1655' 59 Enjoyning her

Majesty.. to make a progresse to Tyburn, there to present
her devotions: A most impious piacular). a 1670 HACKET
Abp. \\~illiains i. (16931 IO2 This was his Piaculary Heresie.

t Fia'CnlouS, a. Obs. [f. 'L.piacul-um PIACLE
+ -ous.]

= PIACULAR 2.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. v. xxi. 266 For piaculous
it was unto the Romanes to pare their nayles upon the
nundiiiEe. 1658 //>/. in. xxv. 211 Unto the ancient Britains

it was piaculous to last a Goose. 1661 GLANVILL Van. Dognt,
xv. 139 We think it so piaculous, to go beyond the Ancients.

i
Pia'culum. Obs. {L^piawlum.] PIACLE.

1601 A. COPLEY Answ. Let. Jesnited Gent. 107 Their

martyrdomes being to them as a prxmium for the one, and
. .a sufficient Piacitluni for the other. 1646 J. BENBRiGGt:
Usnra Accent. 21 These .. count it a Piaculum to live

in seiled houses of their owne, whilest the Lords house
lies wast. 1678 WOOD Life (O. H. S.) II. 422 'Tis a grand
piaculum not to beleive the worst of reports.

Piaffe ( pise'f ) , v. Horsemanship, [a. F. piaffer
(i6thc.) to strut, make a show. Cf. piaffe sb.,

ostentation. Ulterior origin uncertain.]
intr. To advance the diagonally opposite legs

(e.g. the right fore leg and the left hind leg) simul-

taneously, placing them on the ground and resting

momentarily while the other two legs are advanced
with the same movement

;
to move with the same

step as in the trot, but more slowly.
1761 EARL PEMBROKE Equitation (1778) 72 To piaffe in

backing is rather too much to be expected in the hurry
which [etc.]. 1814 SCOTT Wav. Ivili, He piaffed away., to

the head of Fergus's regiment. 1820 Monast. xv, Pressing
and checking his gay courser, forcing him to piaffe, to

caracole, to passage. 1884 Jaunt in a Junk xi. 180 Our
seafarers saw Neptune s white horses piaffing . .around them.

Hence Fia'ffe sb.
t
an act of piaffing.

1899 P. ROBINSON in Contemp. Rev. Dec. 800 It [a rabbit]
diverts itself with queer sidelong cavorts, piaffes, jinklings,
and somersaults.

Fiaffer (pias'faO, sb. Horsemanship, [f. F.

piaffer to piaffe, intin. taken sbst.] The action of

piaffing ;
a movement in which the feet are lifted in

the same succession as in the trot, bnt more slowly.
i86a K. GARRARD Nolan's Syst. Train. Cav. Horses 65

The slow
'piaffer'

is obtained by the slow and alternate

pressure of the rider's legs. The quick' piaffer
'

by quickening
the alternate pressure of the leg. 1884 E. L. ANDERSON
Mod. Horseman. \\. xvii. 147 In the piaffer the horse should
move the diagonal legs together and in perfect unison. Ibid.

148 A very slow passage to the front, side, or rear is often

called the piaffer; but if there is any movement out of

place it is not the piaffer.

t Fia-fFer, v. Obs. [a. F. piaffer pres. inf. :

see PIAFFE v.] intr. = PIAFFE v.

1761 EARL PEMBROKE Equitation (1778) 51 To piaffer..

advancing gently, and well into the corners, is a very good
lesson. 1785 R. CUMBERLAND Observer No. 84 III. 232

Pacing and piaffering with every body's eyes upon him.

Piage, variant of PEACE Obs., pedage.
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Fial (p<)i-al), a. [f. PiA 1
(pia mater, + -AL.]

I

Of or pertaining to the pia mater.

1889 Buck's Handbk. Med. Sc. VIII. m/i [see PIA-

ARACHNOID]. Ibid. 524/1 In some cases also the appro-

priate adjectives are employed, e. g. pial, dural. 1899
AUbutt's Syst. Med. VI. 502 In general paralysis the

invasion is always from the pial surface and vascular tracts.

Ibid. VII. 246 Nerve-fibres ramifying over the pial vessels.

II Pia mater (pai'a m^-tsj). Anal. [med.L. ; a

somewhat incorrect rendering of the Arabic name

iJLs, +\ umm raqiqah
' thin or tender mother (Ibn

Duraid, A. D. 933) : cf. names of other investing
membranes in umm mother, esp. DUUA MATKK.
(Fanciful explanations of the name are frequent in western

writers : cf. quot. 1548.)]

A delicate fibrous and very vascular membrane
which forms the innermost of the three meninges
enveloping the brain and spinal cord

;
the other

two being the arachnoid and the Jura mater. In

quots. 1,593. 1606 transf.
= brain.

61400 I.au/i anc:'j Ciriirg. 112 Pia mater enuyrounneb al

J>e brayn, 8; departi? him into iij celoles J>at ben chaumbris.

1525 [see DLRA MATER]. 1548-77 VICAKV Anal. iv, It is

called Piamaler . . for because it is so sofle and tender ouer
the btayne, that it nourisheth the brayne and feedeth it, as

doth a louing mother vnto ber tender childe. 1593 NASHE
Four Lett. Confut. \Vks. (Grosart) II. 272 Thou turmoilst

thy pia mater to prove base births better than the ofspring
of many discents. 1606 SHAKS. 'J'r. ft Cr. n. i. 78 His
Piamater is not wurth the ninth part of a Sparrow. 1761
Brit. Mag. II. 116 An inflammation of the pia mater,
which had produced a most furious' delirium. 1854 JONES
& SIEV. Pathol. Anat. (1875) 232 The arachnoid is entirely

dependent for its supply of blood upon the pia mater.

fig. 1681 ll'liole Duty Nations 35 It becomes the very
ligament and sinews of Government, a pia mater to the
sacredness of Authority.
Hence Pia-ma tral a., of or pertaining to the

pia mater; = PIAL.

1887 //. Gray's Anat. fed. 11) 805 Between the pia-matral
and the arachnoid sheath.

Piail (piiorii, Hpyaii). Also epian, and in pi.

piaus. [= Sp., Pg. epian and pian, Y.pian, a.

Galibi (Uio de Janeiro) pian (Kotilin in Littre
1

,

suppl.). Cf. Guarani//a'bubas,granos'i,Montoya;.
Cf. Jas. Platt in N. & Q. loth Ser. I. 5.]
A contagious tropical skin disease, occurring

among negroes, the same as FRA.MBCKSIA or YAWS,
q. v. (The names pians and yaws have occasionally
been applied to two alleged forms of l-'rambtxsia.

See quots.) Hence Pia'nic a.

[1768 F. I!. UK S -U-VAGES No*ol. Method. 1 1. 554 Frambtesia;
Yaw Guineesium ; Epian vel Pian Americanoium.] 1803'!'.
WINTKRBOTTOM Sierra Leone II. viii. 119 The Yaws. .is

:874
T. H. BCRGESS Man. Dis. Skin 233 The American disease

called Pian or Epian seems to be identical with that

denominated yaws in New Guinea. 1828 Lancet 15 Mar.

876/1 The pianic ulcers, -furnish an acrid matter.

Plane, obs. form of PEONY.

Planet, variant of PIANXET, magpie.
Pianette (pf,ane-t). [f. PIANO rf. 2 + -ETTE.]

'A very low pianino or upright pianoforte
'

(Grove) ;

orig. applied to a form introduced into England in

1857 ; subsequently to other small forms.

1879 WEBSTER Suppl.. Pianette, a small piano-forte. 1887
Miss E. MONEY Dutch Maiden (1888) 89

'

I can play any
accompaniment you like glancing at the piannette in the

corner. 1894 FLOKA A. STEEL Potter 's Thumb I. 127 The
pianette at which Rose sang her Scotch songs.

Pianino (pfian/'nfl). [a. It. pianino, dim. of

piano : see PIANO 2
.]

A name originally given to
\

an upright pianoforte, as being smaller than the
'

grand ; now esp. applied to a small upright or

collage piano.
1862 ll/ustr. Catal. Inter::. Exh. II. g) A Pianino, or 1

Small Cottage Pianoforte..an example of the cheapest up-
right instrument. 1880 MRS. RIDDELL Myst. Palace Card.
ii. (1881) 19 Get a little pianino and stand it against the wall

Fianism pf'an/z'm). [f.
PIANO- + -ISM.] The

art of pianoforte playing, especially in its technical
,

aspect ; execution on the piano.
1844 H. F. CUORLEV Music * Planners III. 52 Will M.

.

Liszt found a college of poetical pianism? 1883 American
,

VII. 158 The reverent student of Beethoven, who would
never for a moment subordinate the musical idea to mere
'

pianism '. 1889 A thfnxum 26 Oct. 569/1 A link between
the pianism of the Hummel school and that of Franz Liszt.

Pianissimo (pyanrssimo, p^ani'simo), a.

(adv.') si>. Mm. [It.: L. planissim-ns, superl. of

planui: see PIANO.] a. adj. Very soft. b. adv.

Very softly, c. sb. A very soft passage. Abbrev.

//. or///.
1714 Short Explic. Far. Wds. in Mas. Bits., Pianissimo,

or PPP, is extream Soft or Low. 1771 P. PARSONS New-
market 1. 36 Suffer me with a voice (piano) of the gentlest

humility, to beg your opinion but for pity's sake (pianis-

simo) let it be compassionate. 1867 J. HATTON Tallants of
B. vi, \npianissimo passages of solo or chorus. 1883 ANNA
K. GREEN Hand I, Kingx, The last note of the song was

dying away in a quivering pianissimo. 1890
'

L. FALCONER
'

Mile. Ixe i. (1891) 21 She played something which was
rather monotonous, and never rose above pianissimo. 1901
Scotsman 8 Mar. 7/1 All gradations of tone from loudest
forte to tenderer pianissimo.

Pianist (pianist). [&&.} .pianiste, \\.pianista: \

see PIANO - and -IST.] A player on the pianoforte.
1839 LONGF. in Life (i&gi) I. 336 Hear that Schlesinger,

the great pianist in New York, is dead. 1842 MRS. F.

TROLLOPE yis. Italy 1. xx. 333 Talberg, the Paganini of '

pianists. 1887 Academy 7 May 333/3 The pianist, .proving
himself a good executant and a sound musician.

b. Pianist's cramp, hyperkinesis of the fore-

arm, due to excessive piano-playing.
1899 Alttulfs Syst. Hied. VI. 539 The so-called

' Pro-
fessional hyperkineses

'

(writer's cramp. histrionic spasm,
pianist's cramp, telegraphist's ciamp &c.j admit of a similar

explanation.

II Pianiste (p/anz'-st). [Fr.]
^

prec. ; but

often used in ling, as if the feminine form.

1841 LONGF. in Life 11891) I. xxii. 409 A delightful musician

here, a Miss Sloman, a pianiste of great talent. 1883
Daily Tel. 16 Jan. 3/3 This gifted pianiste is never so happy
as when interpreting the music of his famous compatijot.
1885 Miss BRADDON ll'yllattt's U'eirdlll. 58 Improving
herself as a singer and a pianiste. 1885 MABEL COLLINS
Prettiest \\~oinan\\\\\, I wish some pianiste ofthe thundering
school would attack the piano now.

Fianistic (p5m-stilc), a. [f. PIANIST + -ic.]

Of, belonging to, or characteristic of, a pianist.
1881 London I'igaro 2 July 7/2 [She] has shared with M.

Rubinstein the pianistic honors of this very prolific season.

1893 Athenaeum 10 June 743/1 Scholastic contrapuntal
devices . .combined with the most modern pianistic treatment.

Fiannet, piauet (parimet). Now dial.

Forms : 6-7 pieannet, pi-, pyannet, 6-9 pianot.

7 pie-armit, py-anuot, pye-annat, pyanit ;
dial.

S pianet, pynot, 9 pie-aiinet, piannot, pianet,

pianate, pienet, etc. [The first element is PIE

sb. '
; the second, in early examples, appears

to be treated as orig. a distinct word, as if Annet
or Annette, dim. of Ann ; cf. the dial, synonym
pie-nanny, and the etyin. of maggot-pic, magpie,
also from female names ; but in mod. dial, use it

is reduced to a mere suffix (psi'anet, pai'net), with

which cf. F. pionet the spotted woodpecker (where
-on-et is double dim. suffix). See also PIENET.
(Annet alone occurs as a local name of the common gull,

and of the kittiwake..)]

1. A local name of the magpie.
1599 CHATMAN liitui. Dayes Myrth Plays 1873 I. 76 Nor

would I haue. .men. .lookea snufle like a piannets taile, for

nothing but their tailes and fonnall lockes. 1601 HOLLAND
Pliny I. 285 There haue been seen Pyannets with long
tailes, party colouied and flacked. 1613 MARKHAM Eng.
Husbandman l. it. v. ^635) 13; From the annoyance of

Pye-annats, and such like great bhds. 1618 LATHAM 2nd
Bk. Falconry (1633) 99 The Pie-annit, the brauing and

chattering laye. 1688 K. HOLME Armoury 11. 249/2 A Mag-
Pye .. is termed a Pye and a Pye-Annal, from its cry or

chattering note. ("1746 J. COLLILK (Tim Bobbin) I'ieiu

Lane. Dial. Wks. (1862) 50, I know Pynots ar OS cunning
Eawls OS wawk'n oth' Yeoith. 1766 PENNANT Zool. I. 171
Pianet. 1825 UROCKETT A r

. C. Gloss., Pyannet, Pynct, a

magpie. 1828 Craven Gloss, (ed. 2), Pianot, a magpie.
b. Jig. Applied to a person : A chatterer.

1594 \V. PERCY Sonn. Coslia v, Ho, Muses blab you? Not
a word Pieannets, or I will gag you.

C. Comb.
1600 Look About You vi. in Hazl. DodslcyVll. 408 Your

pianot-chatteiing humour.

t 2. Applied to the lesser spotted woodpecker*t . pp
[F. pionet\ Obs. (Perh. an error of Phillips.)
1706 PHILLIPS, Piannet, the lesser Wood-pecker, a Bird

speckled with Black and White on the Wings.
II Piano (pyano), a. (adv.) sb. 1

[It. piano:
'L,. plan-iis flat, in later L. of sound, soft, low.]

I. Mus. 1. a. adj. Of the expression : Soft,

low (alsoyf^. gentle, mild, weak), b. adv. Softly,

in a low tone or voice. Abbrev./.
1683 PURCELL Sonitatas in 3 Parti Pref., The English .

Practitioner, .will find a few terms of Art peihaps unusual
,

to him, the chief of w hich are . . Piano. 1724 Short Exjtlic.
For. ]\'ds. in Mas. Bks., Piano, or the Letter P, signifies

Soft or Low. 1762 COLMAN Musical Lady i. 1 1 O Piano,

my dear Lady Scrape, Piano. 1856 MRS, C. CLARKE
tr. Berlioz Instrument. 5 Chords of three or four notes. .

|

produce rather a bad effect when played piano. 1884
fllnckw, Mag Dec. 782/2 The cry for peace will probably
become very piano i886BvNNER A. Surriage xiv. 157 The
music lapsed from piano to pianissimo.
2 so. A passage or series of notes sung or played

softly ; a soft or gentle tone.

1730 in Rimbault Hist. Pianoforte (1860) 149 An harp-
sichord, on which. .may be pei formed.. either in the forts
w pianos. 1^59 STERNE Tr. Shandy I. xix, That soft and
irresistible piano of voice. 1859 GEN. P. THOMPSON Audi
Alt. II. xcvii. 83 A musical performer, who filled his com-

position *x\\\i pianos.
II. 3. sb. A flat or floor in an Italian dwelling-

house, hotel, etc.

1860 HAWTHORNE Marc. Faun v, He ascended from story
to story, . . until the glories of the first piano were exchanged
..for a sort of Alpine region. Ibid, vii, At the Palazzo

Cenci, third piano.

Piano (pi|a-n0), si.- fa. It. piano, shortened

from PIANOFORTE or FORTEPIANO. So in Fr., Sp.,

Pg., Du , Da., and Sw.]
1. A musical instrument, the PIANOFORTE.
1803 E. S. BOWNE in Scribnfrs Mag. II. 175/2 There is

scarcely a house, .without a Piano-forte; the Post Master
has an elegant grand Piano, 1807-8 W. IRVING Salmag.
(1824) 172 To hear a lady give lectures on the piano. 1838
DICKENS Nich. Nick, ii, The notes of pianos and harps float

in the evening time round the head uf the mournful statue.

1880 A. J. Hn-KiNs in Grove Diet. Mus. II. 718/2 L'rard..

in 1796. .accomplished the making of a grand piano. 1890
Pall Mall C. 20 Feb. 2/1 The first piano brought to Eng-
land was made at Rome, and belonged to Fanny Burney's
friend Samuel Crispe.
2. attrib. and Comb. a. simple attrib., as piano-

case, -cover, -key, -keyboard, -leg, -lesson, -master,

-music, -packing-case, -rack, -stool; b. objective
and obj. genitive, as piano-buying, -maker, -player

(person or instrument), -playing, -pounder, -strum-

tning, -tuner; piano-playing zA\. ; c. instrumental,

etc., as piano-distracted, piano-practising adjs. ;

d, special combs. : piano-action, the mechanism

by which the impulse of the fingers upon the keys
is communicated to the strings ; piano-failure,

pianist's cramp ; piano-monitor, a bar of metal

placed a few inches above and before the keys of a

piano, on which to rest the wrisls of learners; piano-

school, a school for the teaching of piano-playing ;

also, a method of instruction on the piano.
1903 U'cstm. Gaz. 31 Aug. 2/3 Probably more neighbours

are "piano-distracted than annoyed by marital disagree-
ments. 1899 AUbutt's Syst. Med. V1I1. 12 In cases of

*piano-failuie, I always examine cmefully the extensors of

the wrist and fingers. 1863 Jrnl. Sac. Arts 16 Oct. 747/2
The mere motion of a *piano key, without any alteration in

the touch requited. 1883
* ANNIE THOMAS

'

Mod. House^i'ijc
151 Their hands have not lost their cunning on the piano-

keys. 1898 Daily AVu'-s 20 Dec. 3/1 Shooting rapidly from

one end of the *piano-keyboard . . to the other. 1849
THACKZRAV Pcndcnnis .\\i, Devoted to her mamma and her
v
piano-lesson. 1842 FRANCIS Diet. Arts, mz..* Piano-Monitor.

1899 Alllnttts Syst. Med, VIII. 12 Cases of breakdown in

*piano-players. 1881 H. JAMES I'orlr. Lady xxi, Speaking
of her "piano-playing. 1899 Alltutt s Syst. Med. V11I.6
Perfection in any complicated manipulations such as writing,

knitting, or piano-playing. 1883 How ELLS Register ii, Some

'piano-pounder is there. 1881 Scribner's M(*g. XXI. 273/1
On the 'piano-rack stood the song she had taught him.

Hence Pia -no z: nonce-tod., to play the piano.
1855 SMEDLEY //. Coverdale xli. 284 She pianos and I do

a little in a mild way on the flute.

Pianoforte (piirenO|fpat,-f(''Jt). [a It.piano-

forte, earlier piano e forte (pian eforte)
'

soft and

strong', occurring in 1598 as the name of a

musical instrument of unknown action, and after-

wards used by Cristofori in the descriptive name

'gravecewbalo col (or di) piano e forte ', i.e. harpsi-
chord with soft and loud, expressing the gradation
of tone which it enables the performer to produce,
as contrasted with the unvarying tone of the or-

dinary haq^sichord. So F. pianoforte. Formerly
also called (in It., Fr., and ling.) FOKTEI-IANO, and

now generally PIANO 2
.]

A musical instrument

producing tones by means of hammers, operated

by levers fiom a keyboard, which slrike inelal

slrings, the vibrations being stopped by dampers ;

it is commonly furnished with pedals for regulating
the volume of sound (see PEDAL sb. I b). The

pianoforte (the invention of which isusttallyascribed

to B. Cristofori of Padua ci/io) is essentially a

dulcimer provided with keys and dampers, bul in

other respecls imitates the harpsichord and clavi-

chord, of which it has taken the place.
Grandpianoforte or piano, a large pianoforte, harp-shaped

like the harpsichord, and having the strings horizontal and
at right angles to the keyboard. Souare p., rectangular
like the clavichord, having the strings horizontal, but

parallel to the keyboard. Upright or Cabinet p., rectangular

upon edge, having the strings \ertical. Oblique, Boudoir,
or Cottage p., upright but lower, having the strings ascending

obliquely or diagonally.

1767 Play-bill of Theatre Koyal Covt, Card. 16 May,
At the end of Act I.. Miss Stickler will sing a favourite song
fiom 'Judith', accompanied by Mr. Dibdin, on a new

instrument, called Piano Forte. 1767 STERNE Lett. Ixxxv.

Wks. (1839) 770/1 Your pianoforte must be tuned from the

brass middle string of your guitar, which i> C. 1768 MME.
D ARBLAY Early Diary Aug., He asked papa if he play'd

much on piano fortes. 1774 Specif. Jo. Merlin's Patent
No. 1081 The kind of haipsicord called piano forte. 1799
YOUNG in Phil Ttaus. XC. 135 Take one of the lowest

sitings of asquare pianoforte. 1802 ROFK in -\'a?al Lluon.

VIII. 169 He had been employed.. to make a giand piano
forte. 1879 STAINER Music of Bible 73 When the hannnei s

of a dulcimer are connected with levels called 'keys', we

call it a pianofotte.

b. attrib. and Cowl'., as pianoforte-mater,

-making, -Manufactory, -player, -playing, -tuner.

1780 MME. D'ARBLAY Diary 13 Apr., A lady whose piano-

fate-playing I have heard extolled by all heie. 1783 Specif,

y. ISroadiuood's Patent No. 1379 John Bioadwood.of Great

Pulteney Street.. piano forte maker, a 1814 Last Act n. n.

in Nnv Brit. Theatre II. 386 A pianoforte-playing lady.

1862 lllinli. C.ilal. Intern. Exh. xvi. 89 Patent pianoforte

hammer-rails, keys, actions, mouldings, fret carvings, etc.

1876 tr. //. von Zicmsscn's Cyel. Med. XI. 352 Piano-forte

player's spasm is of no uncommon occurrence.

Hence Pianofo'rting vbl. sb. nonce-u-d., playing

on the pianoforte.
1822 COLERIDGE Lett.. Confers., 4c. II. 159 Piano-fortmg,

which meets one now with Jack-o'-lantern ubiquity in every

first and second story in every street.

Pianofo'rtist. rare. [f. prec. + -1ST.] One
who plays on the pianoforte ;

a
pianist.

1841 Pnutr'l Mag. XXV. 400 [This) pievented any
debate on the part of the piunofortist. 1893 T. FOWLER tn



PIANOGRAPH.
Class. Rev, VII. 371 He was an accomplished pianofbltist
and much interested in the history and theory of music.

Fia'iiograph.. [f.
I
JIAXO- + -GRAPH.] An

instrument which automatically records the notes

played on a piano ; a form of melograph or

music-recorder. 1864 in WEBSTER.

Pianola (p/'iant^'la). [app. intended as a dim.

of PIAXO sb.~\ Proprietary name of a mechanical

contrivance which when attached to a piano can

be made to play tunes upon it : see quot.
1901 .Scotsman 5 Mar. 7/1 The pianola.. is.. a mechanical

attachment to the piano., a small cabinet., easily adjustable
to the keyboard of the piano and, being fed by a perforated
roll of paper, and furnished with wind-power by means of

bellows, can play the most difficult music without the

performer .. touching the keyboard. 1904 Daily Citron.
n Oct. 1/5 The word Pianola is a Registered Trade Mark.

Pia'np-OTgan. A mechanical piano con-

structed in the manner of a barrel-organ.
1844 ALB. SMITH Adv. Mr. Ledbnry (1856) I. vi. 47 Jack

had hired. .a piano-organ. 1882 MRS. I). M. CHOKER Proper
Pride \. \. 2 The new piano-organs are grinding away
mercilessly at the corner of every street. 1900 Westni. Gaz.
18 Oct. 8/2 The communal administration of Ixelles, near
Brussels, has decided to lease the right of piano organ-
grinding in the streets.

||
Pia*no pia*no, pianpiano, adv. Obs. [It.,

softly, softly.] Softly, gently, in a quiet leisurely

manner, little by little.

1601 A. COPLEY AHKU. Let. Jesuited Gent. 116 Our good
men must goe as they may, pean t pcano, and beare their

quips the while. 1687 A. LOVKI.L tr. Bergerac's Com. Hist.

39 That Tyger of a Man being come down Pian Piano.

1741-70 ELIZ. CARTER Lett, (1808) 5, I go on piano piano
with my history of the Incas.

Pianot : see PIANNKT, magpie.
|| Pia*no-violrn. [A combination in which

the two elements are arranged in French order,
violin qualifying piano.'] A keyed instrument, like

the harmonichord, producing tones resembling
those of the violin : see quot.
1880 A. J. HIPKINS in Grove Diet. Mas. II. 746/1 Chladni

much favoured the idea of a piano violin, and under his

auspices one was mrde in 1795 by von Mayer of GurlUz.. .

At last, in 1865, Hubert Cyrille Baudet introduced one in

Paris capable of rapid articulation,, .patenting it in England
as 'Piano-Violin '.. .The strings are of wire., and attached
to a nodal, or nearly nodal, point of each, is a piece of stiff

catgut.

Piarachnoid : see PIA-ARACHXOID.
Fiarist (pai'arist). [f. mod.L. title patres

scholarum piarum fathers of the religious schools,
the Piarists being the regular clerks of the Scttole

Pie or religious schools.] A member of a Roman
Catholic secular order, founded at Rome by St.

Joseph Calasanctius shortly before 1600. They
devote themselves to the gratuitous instruction of

the young.
1842 BRANDE Diet. Sc. t etc., Piarists (Patres Scholarum

Piarum). They still continue to superintend a great number
of schools in Hungary, Poland, Bohemia, etc. 1885 Catholic
Diet. (ed. 3) 661 The Piarists appear to have never entered

..any country outside the limits of Europe. 1901 TV. Y,
Even. Post 7 May 4/3 One of the large religious com-
munities in Hungary, the Piarists, has just refused to admit

Jesuit teachers within any of its colleges.

II Piarrhaemia (paiiarrmia). [mod.L., f. Gr.

map fat + af/Ki blood.] The presence of fat in the

blood, as a normal or as a pathological condition.

1858 MAVNE Expos. Lex.\,
Piarhcemia. 1860 C. T. COOTK

in Lancet 15 Sept. 259/2 Piarrheemia consists in an excess
of saponifiable fat in the blood, not in the mere liberation

of fat from its combinations. 1875 T. H. TANNF.R Pract.
Med. I. 24 Piarheemia is also a physiological result of

digestion, pregnancy, lactation, and hybernation.

II Piassaba (p/~iasa'ba). Also piassava, pia-
caba. [a. Vg.piassa'ba^piassa'va, piassd (Michae-
lis Pg. Diet. 1893), a. Tapi^Mf&a (Martius/)/VS.

Tupi 1867). (Wrongly stressed in many diction-

aries &<$ pia'ssaba, which is impossible in Tupi.)]
A stout woody fibre obtained from the leaf-stalks

of two Brazilian palm-trees, Attalea funifera and

Leopoldinia Piassaba, and imported lor the manu-
facture of coarse brooms, brushes, etc. (Also
piassaba fibre.} Sometimes applied to the tree.

[1835 Penny Cycl. III. 54/1 Attalea funifera^ called by
the natives piacaba. .. The best cordage in America, for

naval purposes, 'is manufactured from the fibres of the leaf-

stalks and other parts.] 1857 HEJCFREY Etem. Bot. 394
The biistle-like Piassaba fibres, used for brooms, are from

Leopoldinia Piassaba. 1858 HOGG Veg. Kingd. 759 That
fibre, resembling whalebone, . .called in commerce Piassaba
fibre. Monkey Grass, or Para Grass. 1866 Treas. Bot.

t

Para piassaba, a finer and more valuable kind of Piassaba,
obtained from Leopoldinia Piassaba.

II Fiast (pyast). [Polish, after Piast, the name
of the good peasant (reputed to have lived in the

9th c.) from whom the Polish kings were said to

be descended.] A native Pole of regal or ducal

rank
; hence, a man of genuine Polish descent.

[1684 Scanderbeg Redir.iv, ^9 He Advised them rather

wholly to lay aside those Foreign pretensions, and chuse a

Piasti, that is, some Nobleman of their own Countrey.J 1781
JUSTAMOND Priv. Life Lewis XI', I. 2 None but Piasts, or
Polish Noblemen, born of Catholic fathers and mothers,
could pretend to the crown, c 1830 TF.NNYSON Sonn. in J. C.
Collins Early Poems 307 O for those days of Piast, ere the

815

Czar Grew to this strength among hi* deserts cold. 1847
MRS. A. KERR tr. Ranke's Hist. Servia i. ii Poland had,
under the last Piasts, allied itself more closely to the
Western States, in order to obtain protection from a similar

subjugation.
attrib. 1833 ALISON Hist. Europe xvii. (1847) V. 14 The

kings of the Piast race made frequent and able efforts to
create a gradation of rank in the midst of that democracy.

Piastre, piaster (pijarstai). Forms : 7

(piastra, -o), pyaster, 7- piaster, piastre, [a. F.

piastre (1611 Cotgr.% ad. It, piastra 'any kind of

plate or leafe of mettall' (Florio) ; as applied to

a coin, short foi piastra iVargento
*

plate of silver
',

applied to the Spanish silver peso, whence also to

the Turkish coin derived from it.

Piastra represents a late Lat. or Romanic *
piastra for

L. cmplastra (Gel!.), by-form of empla&tntm plaster (cf. It.

Piastro plaster)* a. Gr. f^-irhaarpov (Galen^, var. of Hfj.TrAa<7Tov

planter, f. ffj.TT\d<r(jfii> to daub on.]

1. A name, of Italian origin, for the Spanish
peso ditro, piece of eight, or dollar, and its repre-
sentatives in Spanish America and other countries.

[1617 MORYSON /fin. i. 291 At Venice. . the Spanish pia^tro
ofsiluer is giuen for M\e lires.] 1630 CAPT. SMITH Trait, <y

Adv. iii. 5 Pyasters, Chicqueenes and Sultanies, which is

gold and silver. 1674 K LOU NT Glossogr. (ed. 4), Piaster, a

Coyn in Italy, about the value of our Crown. 1776 Ann.
Reg. no At Lisbon.. the king. .immediately ordered her

20,000 piastres. 1796 H. HUNTKK tr. St.-Pierre's St?/<f. Xat.
(170.9) III. 650 The happiness of a people is not to be
estimated by the piastres of their traders. 1882 I'ITHF.LL

Counting-ho. Diet. (1893) 227 The Spanish Piastre is

synonymous with the dollar or duro, sterling value ^^'id.
Ibid, 228 The Spanish Piastre for exchange purposes is an

imaginary coin of 5 pesetas or francs = 47*578 pence. Ibid.)
The Piastre or Mocha Dollar is the unit of value in Arabia,
and is worth nearly 3^ $d.

2. The English (French, German, etc.) name
(It., Sp. piastra) of a small Turkish coin, called

in Turkish ghilrfish, ^J-j of a Turkish pound,
having in Turkey, in 1900, acirculatingvalueof about

2//., in l'-gypt about 2\d. t
and in Tunis about 6d.

Originally the Spanish dollar, introduced into the Levant

by the Venetians, but rapidly depreciated, being worth in

1618, 5-j ; in 1775, 2S, 6</. ; in 1818, q\d, ',
in 1877, z^d. ; in

1903, -zd.

1611 COTGR., Piastre^ a Turkish Coyne worth about iiij.?.

sterl. 1617 MORYSON /fin. 1.276 In Turkey.. The coynes..
most esteemed, .are the siluer ryals of Spaine (which the

Italians call Pezzi ct'otto, and Pezzi di quattro^ pieces of

eight, and pieces of foure, and the Turks call piastri, and
halfe pia-,lri). 1775 R. CHANDLER Trav. Asia Minor v. 16

A piaster is about half a crown English. 1819 BYRON Juan
n. cxxv, The sole of many masters Of an ill-gotten million

of piastres. 1877 A. B. EDWARDS Up Nile ix. 241 Two
silver piastres, or about fivepence English. 1899 J. AIRD in

Westni. Gaz. 8 Mar. 7/2 At Assouan. .They get between
three and four piastres a day, amounting to about a penny
an hour, or five shillings a week.

Piat, variant spelling of J'IET, magpie.
Piation (p3i|*'Jan). rare. [ad. L. piatidn-em^

n. of action from piare to appease.] Expiation,
atonement.

1623 COCKERAM, Piation^ a purging by sacrifice. 1656
HLOUNT Glossogr.^ Piation, . . a sacrificing or purging by
Sacrifice. 18*4 J. SYMMONS tr. sEschylns* Again. 22 The
first piation of the wind-bound fleet.

Piaya (p^a-ya) : see PEAI.

1777 ROBERTSON Hist. Amer. iv. (1783) II. 180 The Piayas,
the. .diviners and charmers in other parts of America.

Piazza (pi|^e
-

za). Also 6-7 piazzo, 7 piaza,

piatza, piatzza, piatzo, V
S piadza;. [a. It. piazza

(pya'ttsa) square, market-place (
= Sp.//d&z, Pg.

pracct) F. placet Eng. PLACK) : Com. Rom, type

*plaltia> for platia, L. platea broad street, later

courtyard, a. Gr. TrAarefa (65os) broad street.]

1. A public square or market-place : originally,
and still usually, one in an Italian town ; but in

1 6th to iSthc. often applied more widely to any
open space surrounded by buildings, as the parade

ground in a fort or the like.

1583 FOXE A. <y M. (ed. 4) 1786/2 Wolfe came to Chale-
nors chamber [at Rativbon), and prayed him familiarly to

go walke with him abroad to y Piazza or marketstead :

which he gladly graunting so did. 1591 Garrards Art
Warre 131 Place the Ensignes with their garde of Hal-
berdes..in the Piazza or void place, where the Ensigne is

to be managed. 1599 SIR J. HARINGTON in Nvgs Ant,

(1804) I. 284 For the syte, it is so overtopped by a imminent

height, not distant from it more than 150 paces, that no
mann can stande firme in the piazza of the forte. i6ix

CORYAT Crudities 246 There are two very faire ar.d spacious
Piazzaes or market places in the Citie. 1647 R. STAPYLTON
Juvenal 2 iB Forum Romanum : the Roman piatza, where.,

they had their exchange, courts of justice [etc.]. 1697
POTTER Antiq. Greece \. viii. (1715) 39 The Hep tort;A tot', or

Piazza, which was a large Place Square, or sometimes oblong
in the middle of the Gymnasium. 1730 A. GORDON Maffeis
Amphith. 202 The Length of the Area or Piazza taken
within the Walls, which circumscribe it. 1860 HAWTHORNE
Marb. Faun ii. (1883) 33 A figure such as may often be en-
countered in the streets and piazzas of Rome. 1866 HOWF.LLS
I'enet. Life iv. 46 Of all the open spaces in the city, that
before the Church of St. Mark alone bears the name of Piazza.

1875 H.JAMES R. Hudson xi. 402 The Villa. .stood directly
upon a small grass-grown piazza, on the top of a hill.

attrib. 1820 Gentl. Mag. XC. i. 161 But lurking guilt
midst Rome's piazza gloom, Now lowers with death.

Jig. 1644 MILTON Areop. (Arb.) 40 Sometimes 5 Impri-
maturs are seen together dialogue-wise in the Piatza of one
Title page.

PIBROCH.

2. Erroneously applied to a colonnade or covered

gallery or walk surrounding an open square or

piazza proper, and hence to a single colonnade in

front of a building ;
an ambulatory with a roof

supported on the open side by pillars. Now rare.
This arose from the Italian custom of constructing colon-

nades round open squares or courts, and appears "to have
begun with the vulgar misapplication of the name to the
arcade built after the designs of Inigo Jones on the north
and east sides of Covent Garden, London, instead of to the

open market-place or area.

[1638 SIR T. HERBERT Trav.(cd. 2) 127 The Buzzar is also
a gallant fabrick ;. .tis cover'd atop, archt, and (in piazza
sort) a kinde of Burse.] 1642 London Apprentices Dcclar.
in Harl. Misc. (1746) VIII. 57 i/2 Desiring all the Sub-
scribers to meet at the Piazza's in Covent-Garden. 1656
HLOUNT Glossogr. s.v., The close walks in Covent-Garden
are not so properly the Piaz/a, as the ground which is

inclosed within the Rails. 1682 Lond. Gaz. Xo. 1777/4
Mr. Ralph Smith, Bookseller, at the P.ible in the Piazza of
the Royal-Exchange. 1686 Hi RNKT Tra7>. iii. (1750) 163
The Houses are built as at Padua and Hern, so that one
walks all the Town over cover'd under Piazzas. 1695 in

Ahscellanca (Surtees, No. 37) 54 They live in one of the
Piazzas in Covent Garden. 1778 Ir.ug. Gazetteer (ed. 2^

s.v. Nottingham, The sessions and courts.. are kept in the

town-hall, which is a grand fabric on piazzas. 1861 Mrs-
GRAVE By-roads 201 All four sides of the area display con-
tinuous rows of open arcades; in Rnglaml termed pia/va^.

1864 SALA in Daily Tel. 21 Nov., You may ask why I do
not at once call this colonnade by its universally recognised
name of a '

piazza '. I humbly submit that the term 'piazza ',

as English people and Americans usually apply it, is entirely
a misnomer.

Jig. a 1657 LOVELACE ToChloris v, Each humble princesse
then did dwell In the Piazza of her hair.

b. (Chiefly in U.S.) The verandah of a house.

1787 M. CUTLER in Life, etc. dSS^ I. 225 A large, well-

built house, with a piazza extending the whole length of the
front. 1796 STEDMAN Surinam II. \viii. 55 When he makes
his appearance under the piazza of his house. 1820 W.
IRVING Sketch />., Leg. Sleepy Hollow (1865) 429 One of
tho-e spacious farmhouses, .the low projecting eaves forming
a piazza along the front, capable of being closed up in bad
weather. 1838-9 FH. A. KEMBLK Kesid. in Georgia (1863)

29, I was summoned into the wooden porch or piazza.

18(57 MOTLEY Let. to H'ife 20 Aug., He has put a broad
verandah .what we so comically call a piazza) all around the
house. 1884 H. P. SPOFFORO in JIarpers Mag. Jan. 187/2
He enjoys . . resting on the piazza of the hotel.

Hence Pia'zzaed (-ad) a.
t having a piazza or

piazzas; Fia'zzaless
<7., having no piazza ; 1]

Piaz-
zetta 'pyattse'tta) [It. uim.] }

a little piazza or

square (in Italy] ;
Pia'zzian a.

t of, pertaining to,

or of the nature of a piazza.
1698 FRYER Ace. E, India $ P. 74 Towards the Market

appears a State-house "Piatzed, where the Governour con-
vocates the Fidalgos, 1714 MACKY Journ. tlno Kng, (1724)
II. ii. 12 He. .hath an open Gallery piazza'd from his House
to the End of his Garden. 1775 JKKYLL Corr. 12 Apr. (1894)

9 The Place Royal, ..a square piazz'd all round, with an

equestrian statue. 1835 Eraser's Mag. XII. 362 Bologna:
a piazzaed town; cold, dull, and monastic. 1903 MARY E.

WILKISS Wind in Rose-bush 9 Now the cottage was trans-

formed by.. a bay window on the *piazzale>.s side. 1820

BYRON Mar. Fa/, v. iv, The Piazza and *Piazzetta of Saint
Mark's. 1819 KEATS Lain. i. 212 Where in Pluto's gardens
palatine Mulciber's columns gleam in far *piazzian line.

Pibald, obs. variant of PIEBALD.

Pibbil, -ble, pible, obs. forms of PEBBLE.

||
Pi-bcorn. Obs. [app. for Welsh pib gorn

horn-pipe (Owen Pugh), lit. 'pipe of horn'; but

the compound pibgorn would mean ( horn with a

pipe', pipe-horn. The name appears to be a

rendering of Eng. hornpipe.] A form of the horn-

pipe formerly used in Wales : see quots.
(Never really an Eng. word, but admitted into Dictionaries

from Crabb.)

1770 DAINES HARRINGTON Mns. lustrum. Wales in

Archxol. III. (1775) viii. 33 Another very rude musical
instrument . . scarcely used in any other part of North Wales,
except the island of Anglesey, where it is called a Pib-corn,
and where Mr, Wynn of Penhescedd gives an annual

prize for the best performer. ..The name of it signifies the

hornpipe (Note. Literally the Pipe-horn}. I794E. JoxEsAW.
// 'elsh Bards 1 16 Pib-gorn

1
. 1815 ROBERTS Cambrian Pop.

Antiq. 145, I suppose the Scotch Pipe, like the Welsh Pib.

gorn, had but six finger-holes. 1813 CRABB Technol. Diet.,

"Pib-corn^ (Afus.) the Hornpipe. 1852 W. WICKENDEN
Ilnnckbacfrs Chest 214 Here and there a shepherd was
seated on a grassy knoll playing his pigborn [error for
pibgorn]. 1870 N. fy Q. 4th Ser. VI. 512.

[Pibling, error in Nares for pipling : see

PIFFLE z-.]

Pibroch. (pJ'brox). Also 8-9 pibrach, [acl.

(j&e\. piobaireachd \\ie art of playing the bagpipe,
f. piobair a piper (f. piob a pipe, a. E. pipe} + -achd,
suffix of function, quality, etc.] In the Scotch

Highlands, a series of variations for the bagpipe,
founded on a theme called the nrlar. They are

generally of a martial character, but include dirges.

1719 Hardyknute in Maidment Scott. Ball. (1868) 1. 19
While playand pibrochs, minstralls meit Afore him statly

strade. 1771 SMOLLETT Humph. Cl. 3 Sept., The pipers

playing a pibroch all the time. 1791 NEWTE Tour Eng. fy

Scot. 275 A certain species of this wind music, called pi-

brachs, rouzes the native Highlander in the same way that

the sound of the trumpet does the war-horse. 1810 SCOTT

Lady ofL. \\. xv, Some pipe of war Sends the bold pibroch
from afar. 1862 BEVERIDGR Hist. India III. ix. iv. 636

They cheered and charged with the bayonet, the pipes

sounding the pibroch.



PIC. 816 PICAYUNE,

fig. 1860 C. SAXGSTER/to/frKj.etc. 81 The storm.. shouts
its mighty pibroch o'er some shipwrecked vessel's grave.

^T It has been erroneously used as if = bagpipe.

II Pic 1
. Obs. [

= F. pic or ad. Sp. pico a peak.
See PEAK s&.'-

9
PIKE sbV] A peak. (Orig. in Pic

of Teneriffe.}
a 1667 COWLEY Ess.) Greatness Wks. (1688) 124 When it is

got up to the very top of the Pic of Tenariff, it is in very
great danger of breaking its neck downwards. 1669 BOVLK
New Exp. Spring A ir xxiii. App., Navigators and travellers

..do almost unanimously agree that the pic of Teneriff is

the highest mountain hitherto known in the world. 1760-72
tr. Juan fy Ulloa?s Voy. (ed. 3) I. 229 The signal was at

first erected on the highest summit of Pichincha ; but after-

wards removed to another station at the foot of the pic.

1784 COOK Voy. I. iii, The Pic of Teneriffe, one of the most
noted points of land with Geographers. 1817 J. BRADBURY
Trav. Amer. 133 Near the centre there rises a pic, very
steep, which seems to be elevated at least 100 feet above the

hill on which it stands.

II Pic-, pike (p/k). Also 7 pick, 8 peek, 9

pik. [
= F. pict

a. Turk. pik t ad. Gr, ITTJ^VS ell,

cubit.] A measure of length, used for cloth, etc.,

in the Turkish Empire and in the Levant gener-

ally, and varying from about 18 to 28 inches,
there being a long and a short standard.

1599 HAKLUYT Voy. II. 249 Nineteene and a halfe pikes of

cloth, which co*t in London twenty shillings the pike. 1687
A. LOVELL tr. Thcvtnot's Tra^'. \. 158 The Pic is a Measure
of six Hands breadth. 1687 B. RANDOLPH Archipelago 39
A pettycoat. .that had above 40 pikes of dimity, which is

about 30 yards; some have above 60 pikes, 1753 CHAMBERS
Cycl. Supp., Pike, is also the name of an /Egyptian measure,
of which there are two kinds, the large and the small. The
larger pike, called also the pike of Constantinople, is 27-Q2

English inches. 1796 MORSE Amer. Geog. II. 602 The daily
increase Jof the Nile] continues to be proclaimed, till it has
attained the height of 16 peeks. 1858 SIMMONDS Diet.

Trade, Pic, Pik, a variable Turkish cloth-measure, ranging
from twenty-eight inches the long pic, to eighteen inches
the short pic. 1880 Times 21 Sept. 8/1 A full Nile is repre-
sented by from 23 to 24 pics. 1893 tt'hitakers Almanac
674/2, i Pike Nili = 21-287 inches.

Pic, obs. form of PICK, PIKE, PITCH.

Pica 1
vpai'ka). [med. (Anglo-) 'L. pica (cf.

pica PIE, magpie), found in sense i, beside the

Eng. pye, PIE, from end of I5thc. It does not

appear which of these was a rendering of the

other ; but the equation of pica with pie shows
that the name was commonly identified with that

of the bird. Sense 2 is generally supposed to have
been derived from sense i ,cf. brevier^ canon},

although no edition of the pica or pie in
'

pica
'

type appears to be known.]
fl. A collection of rules showing how to deal with

the concurrence of religious offices resulting from
the variability of Easter and other movable feasts

;

= PIE j.3 i, q. v. Obs.

1497 PVNSON Dircctorium Sacerdotum (incipit), Liber

pre-sens, directonum sacerdotum, quern pica Sarum vulgo
vocitat clerus. 1555 Breviary of Sarum in Rowe Meres

Eng. Founders 23, Incipit ordo breviarij seu portlforij
secundum morem & consuetudinem ecclesie Sarum Angli-
cane : vna cum ordinali suo quod vsitato vocabulo dicitur

Pica sive directorium sacerdotum in tempore paschali.

fb. =PiE j.3 2 . Obs. rare, (Only in Diets.)

1847 WEBSTER, Pica, Pye, or pie, ..also, an alphabetical

catalogue of names and things in rolls and records. [Hence
in later Diets.]

2. Typogr. (also 7 pique). A size of type, next

below English, and between Cicero and St. Angus-
tin in French type sizes, of about 6 lines to the

inch, or 12 American points = 11-33 Didot. Used
also as a unit of measurement for large type, leads,

borders, etc. Small pica ,
a size of about 1 1 points,

between long primer and pica. Also attrib.

This is Pica type.
This is Small Pica type.

Two-line pica, the size of type having a body equal to

two lines of pica. Double pica (prop, double small pica),
a size of type equal to two lines of small pica.

1588 in Udall's St. Ch. Eng. (Arb.) Introd. 13 A presse
with twoo paire of cases, with certaine Pica Romane, and
Pica Italian letters. 1612 STUKTEVANT Metallica xiii. 89
The Long-primer, the Pica, the Italica. a 1635 FLETCHER
Nice Valour iv. i, Let him put all the Thumps in Pica
Roman And with great Tees. 1629 C. BUTLEK Oratoria
A iv b, Genera Hterarum varia sunt : quae corporum pro-
ceritate distinguuntur : Primier, Pique, English: & supra
h;ec, Great Primier, Double Pique, Double English : atque
quod omnium maximum est, Canon. 1678 PHILLIPS (ed. 4),
Pica Letter, a term among Printers being the Sixth
Character in order of magnitude from Pareil, Small Pica
being a degree less, and Double Pica a third degree beyond
it. 1683 MOXOM Meek. Exerc., Printing ii. p 2 Most
Printing-Houses have .. Pearl, Nomparel, Brevier, Long-
Primmer, Pica, English, Great-Primmer, Double-Pica, Two-
Lin'd-English. 1755 Flyleaf in Whole Duty of Man, A
Large Quarto Bible, printed on a new Pica Letter and
Royal Paper. 1771 LUCKOMBE Hist. Printing 226 The
difference betwixt Two Lines Pica and Double Pica as well
in Face, as Body, is but inconsiderable. 1824 J. JOHNSON
Typogr. II. 26 The number of each sort cast to a bill of

Pica, Roman and Italic. 1850 W. IRVING Goldsmith 232
Eight volumes, each containing upwards of four hundred
pages, in pica. 1888 JACOBI Printer's Vocab., /Yea,.. the

body usually taken as a standard for leads, width of

measures, etc. it is equal to two Nonpareils in body.

|| Pica- (pai'ka). Path. [mod. or med.L. pfca t

a. L. pica magpie, probably rendering Gr. ici(jaa
y

KITTO. magpie, jay, also false appetite (the magpie
being a miscellaneous feeder). So F. pica (Pare

l6thc.).] A perverted craving for substances unfit

for food, as chalk, etc., symptomatic of certain

diseases, and also occurring during pregnancy.
1563 T. GALE Treat. Conneshotte 4 That sickenesse whiche

is called Pica. 1584 FENNEK Dcf. Ministers (1587) 49 When
one is oppressed with the disease Pica, so that hee can not
eate anie tiling but pitche. 1673 Phil. Trans. VIII. 6152
The cause of the pica or unnatural appetite m young
women, and others. 1822-34 Good's Stittfy Meet, (ed. 4) L
115. 1897 Allbutt's Syst. filed. II. 1043 Perverted appetite

pica or geopha^y, as it is sometimes called is a common
occurrence in this as in other forms of intestinal helmin-
thia^is. fig. a 1670 HACKET Abp. Williams i. (1693) 218

Suppose then one that is sick, should have this Pica, and

long to be Annoiled ? Why might not a Lay-Friend Annoil,
as well as Baptize?
Hence Pi'cal, Pi'cary adjs., belonging to or of

the nature of pica; depraved, vitiated (in appetite).
1620 VENNER Via Recta vii. 123 They helpe their picarie

affections. 1660 HICKERINCILL Jamaica (1661) 40 Through
the depravement of their canine and pical Appetites.

Pica, variant of PIKA, a small rodent.

Picador (pikado-r). [Sp., lit. 'pricker', f.

picar to prick, pierce.] In a bull-fight, A mounted

man, who opens the game by provoking the bull

with a lance.

1797 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) III. 771/2 The bull, .has to con-
tend first against the picadores, combatants on horseback,
who, dressed according to the ancient Spanish manner..
wait for him, each being armed with a long lance. 1865 F.

SAVER in Fortn, Rev. No. 5. 616 Miserable hacks.. that a

picador would be ashamed to ride in a bull ring. 1892 E.
REEVES Homeward Bound 257 The picador prods the bull

in the back to weaken him while he is goring the horse.

b. Jig. An agile debater, one who engages in

a skirmish of wit.

1876 J. WEISS Wit, Hum. $ S/iaks. iii. 86 Then there is

that picador of a clown, who plants in Malvolio's thin skin

a perfect quick-set of barbed quips. 1882 Pall Mall G.

22 Dec. 19/1 He steps hither and thither, .like a literary

picador amid a troop of huge, blundering cattle.

Picage, variant of PICKAGE.

Pical : see PICA 2.

Picamar (pi'kamJu). Ckem. [mod. (Reichen-

bach) f. L. pix, pic-em pitch + amarus bitter.]

An intensely bitter thick transparent oil, obtained

in the distillation of wood-tar.

1836 J. M. GULI.Y Magendies FornntL (ed. 2) 202 The last

product is creosote unalloyed by eupione, picamare, water,
or other matters. 1840 Penny Cycl. XVIII. 143/2 Picamar.
ti 1864 GESNEH Coal, Petrol., etc. (1865) 90 Picamar was dis-

covered by Reichenbach, with ci eosote, in the heavy oil of tar.

Pican, obs, form of PISANG.

Picaninny : see PICCANINNY.

t Picard, pickard, piker. Obs. Forms : 4
pyker, pycar, 4-6 picarde, 5 piccarde, pycard,
pykkert, 6 picarte, pickard(e, pyckarde,
pekart, pycker, (7 piker}, [app. from Fr. :

origin and etymological form unascertained.
The form agrees with Picard, a. native of Picardy; also

with OF. picart,pik-,j>ick-,piccart,pikar,picquar,piccar,
sharp, pointed, sh. a kind of nail ; but connexion with either

of these is as yet unproved.]
A large sailing-boat or barge formerly used for

coast or river traffic.

1357 Act 31 Ediv. Ill, Stat. ii. c. 2 Et qe mil vessel, appelle
Pyker de Londies, ne de nulle part aillours, nenire deinz

le dit haven [Jernemuth] pour encherer la feyre. 1483 Cat.

Auc. Rec. Dublin (1889) I. 364 All manner of men that

occupieth shippes, piccardes, scaffes, and lighteres, in and
unto the haven of the cite of Dyvelyn. 1497 Ace. Ld. High
Treas. Scot. I. 378 In the Towne of Air, giffin for vj dosan
of burdis..to be grath to the Lord Kennydeis pykkert.
1S4a~3 Act 34 $ 35 Hoi. VIII, c. 9 i Picardes and other

greate botes with fore mastes of the burden of xv. toon and
so to xxxvj toonne. Ibid. 2 That no persone or persones
..shall enbote or lade.. any Wheate..in any picarde bote

or other Vessell at any creke pille banke or elswhere upon
the Severne sireme betwene the Keye of the Citie of

Gloucestre, and the saide Citie or Towne of Bristoll. n 155*
LELAND /tin. II. 105 Picartes and other smaul Vessels cum
up by a Gut out of the Haven to the other Bridge on the

Causey at Plymtun Townes Ende. 1565 in Picton L'pool
Mnnlc. Rec. (1883) I. 108 With the said Captain and his

company many fine trim and tall pickards from Liverpool
and the coa->t. 1571 Act 13 Eliz. c. n Uppon payne to

forfaite theyr Catch Monger Pycker or Vessel, with the

Tackle and al the Fysh in the same. 1599 in Stirling Nat.
Hist. <fr Arch. Soc. Trans. (1902) 29 lo ye pekart at ye
controllar command i lib bouter.

Picaree, variant of PECCARY.

Picaresque (pikare'sk), a. Also pickar-

esque. [ad. Sp. picaresco roguish, knavish, f.

PICABO : see -ESQUE ; so in mod.F. (Littre).]

Belonging or relating to rogues or knaves : applied

esp. to a style of literary fiction dealing with the

adventures of rogues, chiefly of Spanish origin.
[1810 J. BALLANTVSE Life De Foe in De Foe's Wks., Works

of fiction in the style termed by the Spaniards Gusto Pica,
resco\ Ibid., We could select from \\wstpicaresque romances
a good deal that is not a little amusing. 18x9 SCOTT *Jrnl.
28 Yeb., Memoirs of Vidocq . . a pickaresque tale, .a romance
of roguery. 1837-9 HALLAM Hist. Lit. \. viil 48 This

[the Lazarillo de 'formes by Mendoza] is the first known
specimen in Spain of the picaresque, or rogue style. 1895
H. B. M.WATSON in flSmbmuiOct 19/2 He exalts Disraeli.

..He loves a trickster; the picaresque amuses him.

Ficarian ^aike^rian),*?. Ornith. [f. mod.L.
Picari'W (f. plcns woodpecker) + -AN.] Of, per-

taining to, or resembling the Picarix, an order of

non-passerine land-birds, formed by Nitsch (1820)
for the reception of the woodpeckers, cuckoos,

parrots, etc., but now to a great extent discarded.

f Picari'ni. Obs. A bird, the AVOCET.
1770 PENNANT Zool. IV. 69 Avosettas . . are found.. near

Fuss-dyke wash in Lincolnshire, called there Yelpers, on
account of their noise; and sometimes Picarinis. [Hence
1833 Montagu's Ornith. Diet. (ed. Rennie), Picarani.}

Pi'Caro. Obs. [Sp t pti'aro roguish, knavish,
a rogue, knave, sharper = It. prccaro rascal,

beggar: of doubtful etymology ; perh. related to Sp.

picar. It. piccare to prick : cf. It. piccante sharp.
See Diez s. v. Picco.] A rogue, knave, vagabond.
1623 MIDDLETON Span. Gipsy n. i. (1653) Cij, Basenes !

the arts of Cocoquismo, and Germania us'd by our Spanish
Pickeroes (I meane Filching, Foysting, Miming, Jilting.
c 1626 Dick ofDevon, i. ii. in Bullen O. PI. II. 12 That word
heard By any lowsy Spanish Picardo [sic] Were worth our
two neckes. x6a6 SHIKLEY Brothers v. iii. (1652) 62, I am
become the talk Of every Picaro and Ladron. 1719 D'UHFEV
Pills II. 227 Poets, Pimps, Prentices, and poor Piacros [sic],

Picaroon (pikar*n), s/>.
1 Also 7- pick-, 7

(pich-), picqu-, piqu-, 8- pice-; 7 -aroone,

-aroune, -eroone, -eron, 7-8 -eroon. [a. Sp.

pictiroit, augm. of PICARO, rogue.]
1. A rogue, a knave; a thief; a brigand.
(Sometimes playfully as a term of endearment : cf. rogue.)

1629 WADSWORTH Pilgr.\'i\\. 85, 1 answered, that he looked
like a Picheron. 1-1645 HOWELL Lett. (1650* I. 164 Your
diamond hat-band which the Picaroon snatched from you
in the coach. 1684 OTWAY Atheist n. i, Are you there

indeed, my little Picaroon? ^SRiCHARDsoxCVf/rmadSii)
IV. xxiii. 127 Thou who art worse than a plckeroon in love.

1821 SCOTT Kenitw. xx, I see in thy countenance something
of the pedlar something of the picaroon.
2. A pirate, sea-robber, corsair. Alsoy?^.
1624 CAPT. SMITH Virginia v. 184 Meeting a French Picca-

roune . . hee .. tooke from them what hee liked, c 1681

HICKERINGILL Trimmer Wks. 1716 I. 355 A Letter of Mart
against theCommon-Piqueroon ofall good Mens Reputations.
1700 tr. Fryke's Voy. E. hid. 191 The Streight of Sunda was

very much infested with Pickaroons. 1824 \V. IRVING T.

Trav. II. 242 Somewhat of a trader, something more of a

smuggler, withaconsiderabledashofthe pickaroon. 1881 W.
WALLACE \\\ Academy 15 Oct. 289 A crewof social picaroons.

3. A small pirate ship ; a privateer or corsair.

1625 Impeachm. Dk. Buckhm. (Camden) 11 Theis Pica-

roones..will ever lye hankering upon our coaste. 1658 R.
HADDOCK in Camden Soc. Misc. (1881) 5 Heere escaped
out a small pickeron of 4 or 6 guns, a 1700 B. E. Diet.

Cant. Creiv, Pickaroon, a very small Privateer. 1775

JEE-FERSON Let. Writ. 1892 I. 496 Montgomery had pro-
ceeded in quest of Carfeton and his small fleet of n
pickeioons. 1885 Daily Tel. 21 May 5/3 Strong exception
is taken by the advocates of privateering to such words as

corsair, picaroon, and the like being applied to a vessel

armed with the authority of a letter of marque.
4. attrib. and Comb.
1667 PEPYS Diary 28 Dec, The very Ostend little pickaroon

men-of-war do offer violence to our merchant-men . 1858
Athenxum i May 556 What was the end of this picaroon
woman? 1889 DOYLE Micah Clarke 224 That lean, rakish,

long-sparred, picaroon-like craft.

PicarOO'n, sb.- Canada. [VF./ffltffVM a little

pike, a javelin, dart, prick, goad (Cotgr.), f. pique

pike, piquer to prick.J An instrument like a boat-

hook, used in mooring timber.

1890 in Cent. Diet.

Picaroon (pikarw-n), v. [f. PICAROON sby\
1. intr. To play the pirate or brigand ; to cruise

about, skirmish
,
or keep watch for a prize. AlsoySJg*.

1675 CROWNE Country Wit in. i, These Night-corsairs and

Algerines call'd the Watch, that pickaroon up and down in

the streets. 1730-6 BAILEY (folio), Pickeroon,.. to skirmish

as light horsemen do, before the main battle begins. 1860

All Year Round No. 71. 492 The gates were strictly

guarded, the spies pickarooning at every corner. 1894
RALPH in Harper's Mag. Aug. 337 Some of these raiders

called their peculiar work by the name of '

picarooning '.

2. trans. To act piratically towards ; to prey

upon, pillage ; in quot.y?,^.
1681 HICKERINGILL Char. Sham Plotter Wks. 1716 I. 212

He is the Land-Pirate, that Pickaroons Men's Lives and

Estate^, by putting out false Colours.

Hence Ficarocrning vbl. sb. and ppl. a.

1625 hnpeackm. Dk. Buckhm. (Camden) 220 The Admirall

of France .. is only ruld and led by these picqueroning

Captaines. 1727 BAILEY vol. II, Pickering, Pickeroomng l
. .

going a plundering ; also Skirmishing. 1727-41 CHAMBERS

Cycl., Picqueering, Pickeering, or Pickerooning, a little

flying war, or skirmish, which the soldiers make when
detached from their bodies, for pillage, or before a main

battle begins. 1903 Blackw. Mag. July 36/1 A summer's

picarooning off Flores.

Picary, a. : see PiCA 2
.

Picary, Picas'e, obs. ff. PECCAKY, PICKAX.

fFica'tion. Med. Obs. [ad. med. or mod.L.

picatto, n. of action f. L. picare to bedaub with

pitch, f. pic-em pitch; cf. obs. F. pication 'a pitch-

ing, or bepitching' (Cotgr.).] The application of

warm pitch to the skin.

1684 tr. Bonefs Merc. Compit. xiv. 473 If. .Sulphureous
Bathes, .do not succeed, we must proceed to Picaiion.

Picayune (pikay;?n), sb. and a. U.S. [In

Louisiana, a. Pr. picaioun, mod.F.//OZ///<? (175
in HaU.-Darm.), name of an old copper coin of



PICAYUNISH.

Piedmont, now in Fr. '

halfpence, cash, money
'

:

of uncertain origin (Hatz.-Darm.).]
A. si/. The name formerly given in Louisiana,

Florida, etc., to the Spanish half-real, value 6J
cents or 3 pence ;

now to the U. S. 5-cent piece or

other coin of small value ; hence colloq., a person or

thing considered small, mean, or insignificant.

185* MRS. STOWE Uncle Tom's C. xx, From him she got

many a stray picayune, which she laid out in nuts and
candies. Ibid, xxxix, Our chance wouldn't he worth a

picayune. 1903 Scribner's Mag. XXXIII. 508 A pack of

jealous picayunes, who bickered while the army starved.

B. adj. Mean, contemptible, paltry, colloq.

1856 H. GREELEY in Greeley or Lincoln 127 The infernal

ticayune spirit in which it is published has broken my
icart. a 1859 New York //Vr<zAl'(Bartlett), There is nothing
picayune about the members of St. George's [Cricket] Club.
i;;

1893 Boston (Mass.) Jrnl. 8 Nov. 4/3 Do you want another

picayune Congress with all its stupidity and folly?

Picayunish (pikayM-niJ), a. U. S. colloq. [f.

prec. + -ISH 1
.] Of little value or account, insigni-

ficant, paltry, mean. Hence Ficayrrnishness.
a 1859 Biackw. Mag. (Notes on Canada) (in Bartlett), That

boat. .Belongs to that darn picayunish old coon, Jim Mason,
and he'll run her till she sinks or busts up. 1887 Spring-
field Republican (U. S.) 14 Oct., A sad commentary on the

political picayuneishness that allows [etc.]. 1889 Chicago
Advance 4 Apr. 267 Mr. Jos. Chamberlain's turn came, and
then the occasion became literally and truly picayunish.

t Fi'ccadill, prckaclill. Obs. Forms : a. 7

pickadel(l, picadell; picca-, pica-, pickadil,
-dill(e ; pickedaille ; pecca-, pecadill, -dile ;

pacadile ; pickar-, picardil(l). 0. 7 picca-,

picka-, peccadillo. 7. 7 picka-, picca-, pecca-,
pickydilly. [a. F. f>tca-t piccadilles (a 1589 in

Godef.)
' the seuerall diuisions or peeces fastened to-

gether about the brimrne of the collar of a doublet
'

(Cotgr. 1611), app. answering to a Sp. *picadillot

dim. Qipicado pricked, pierced, punctured, slashed,
minced (cf. picada a puncture, picadillo minced

meat, hash, picadura ornamental gusset) ; cf. Du.
(with dim. -ken pickedillckens

'

lacinise
J

(Kilian).
Generally understood to be the origin of the name

(originally a popular nickname)
*

Pickadilly Hall', given
before 1622 to a house in the parish of St. Martin's in the

Fields, London, and now perpetuated in the street called

Piccadilly. As to the connexion of
'

Pickadilly Hall
'

with this word, various conjectures were current already
in the time of Blount, 1656, who mentions two : either
1

because it was then the outmost or skirt house of the Suburbs
that way', or 'from this, that one Higgins a Tailor, who
built it, got most of his Estate by Pickadilles, which in the
last age [ generation] were much worn in England

'

See
full account in Athenyitm, 27 July 1901, pp. 125-7.]
1. a. A border of cut work or vandyking inserted

on the edge of an article of dress, esp. on a collar

or ruff. b. The name was app. transferred to the

expansive collar fashionable in the early part of
the I7thc., which usually had a broad laced or

perforated border.
a. 1607 DEKKER Northw. Hoe in. i. Wks. 1873 III. 37
A short Dutch waist with a round Catherine-wheel fardingale,
a close sleeue with acartoose collourand a pickadell. c 1614
DRAYTON Moon Calf\n Agincourt, etc. (1627) 165 In euery
thing she must be monstrous : Her Picadell aboue her crowne
vp-beares; Her Fardingale is set aboue her eares. 1614 in

Lismore Papers Ser. n. (1887) I. 253 A pickadell of white
Sattln xxx*. 1616 Burg^h Rec. Stirling (1887) 144 Buittis,

schone, pantenes, and pickedaillis. 16.. B. JONSON Under-
woods xxxii. Wks. (Rtldg.) 698/2 Ready to cast at one whose
band sits ill, And then leap mad on a neat picardill. 1656
BLOUNT Glosspgr. [from Cotgr.], Pickadilt the round hem, or

the several divisions set together about the skirt of a Gar-

ment, or other thing ; also a kinde of stiff collar, made in

fashion of a Band. 1658 PHILLIPS, Pickadil
t (from the

Dutch word Pickedillekens) the hem about the skirt of a
garment, also the extremity or utmost part of any thing.
$. 1648-60 HEXHAM, Pickedillekcns, Pickadilloes, or small

Edges, attrib. xSzx SCOTT Kenilw. xi, Wayland Smith's
flesh would mind Pinniewinks's awl no more than a cambric
ruff minds a hot piccadilloe needle.

y. i6nRicn Honest, ^^(1615) 20 He that some forty or fifty

yearessithens, should haue asked after a Pickadilly, I wonder
who could haue vnderstood him. 1653 A. WILSON Jas. 1 59
Great Cutwork Bands and Piccadillies (a thing that hath
since lost the name) crouded in and flourished among us.

1655 tr. Com. Hist. Francion vi. 15 Taking two Eggs.,
which he did th[r]ow at his face, and spoiled his worshipfull
Pickadilly, which was set forth like a Peacocks tail. 1693
THORESBY Diary {ed. Hunter] I. 289 To. .view his. .curios-

ities; he presented me with his grandfather's pickadilly.

2. A stiff band or collar of linen-covered paste-
board or wire, worn in the I7thc. to support the

wide collar or ruff. [Cf. obs. F. piccadille
'

porte-
rabat* (Godef.).]
1611 COTGR., Carte,.. also, a Pickadill, or supporter, of

Pasteboord couered with Hnnen. 1611 in Heatn Grocers'

Comp. (1869)91 [No apprentice to wear] any piccadilly or
other support in, with, about the collar of his doublett. 1619
PURCHAS Microcosmus xxvn. 265 Larger Fall's borne vp
with a Pickadillo ; or scarsly Peeping out ouer the Doublet
Coller. 1670 LASSELS Voy. Italy II. 191 The other half [of
his band] was made of coarse lawne startched blew and
standing out upon a pickydilly of wyer. 1688 R. HOLME
Armoury in. 95/2 A Pacadile, a thing put about Man or
Womans Neck to support and bear up the Band, or Gorget.
Ibid. 237/2 Their Gorget standing up being supported by
Wyers and a kind of Roll which they called a Pecadile.

3. transf. Applied humorously to a halter, etc.

1615 SIR E. HOBY Curry-Combe v. 237 Wee must beleeue . .
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that Thomas Becket furnished our Kentishmen with the
like Pickadillies, for cutting off his horse tail. 1630 J.
TAYLOR (Water P.) Wks. 34/1 One that at the Gallowes
made her will Late choaked with the Hangman's Pickadill.

1678 BUTLER Hud. m. i. 1454 Which when they're prov'd in

open Court, Wear wooden Peccadillo's for't.

Piccadillo, obs. f. PECCADILLO : see also prec.

Piccage, variant of PICKAGE.

Piccalilli (prkalili). In 8 piccalillo, paco-
lilla. [Origin unascertained ; ?a trade term fanci-

fully made on pickle.] A pickle composed of

a mixture of chopped vegetables and hot spices;
also formerly called Indian pickle.
1769 MRS. RAFFALD Eng. Housekpr. (1778) 357 To make

Indian Pickle or Piccalillo. 1796 MRS. GLASSE Cookery
xlx. 307 To make Paco-Iilla, or Indian Pickle. 1845 BREGION
& MILLER Pract. Cook 285 Piccalilli consists of all kinds
of pickles. 1902 ll-'c'sftft. Gaz. 26 Mar. 2/1 Because of
our meagre liver-action, piccalilli and black walnuts are

falling out of favour.

Piccaninny, pickaninny (pi'kamini), sb. t

(a.). Also 7 pickaninnie, picko-, 8 picka-
niny, piga-, 9 pica-, pickininny ; piccaniny,
pick'ny ; (in S. Africa) piccanini, piccanin,
picannin. [A West Indian Negro deriv. of Sp.

pequefio or Pg. peqneno little, small (prob. a

diminutive: cf. esp. Pg. peqitenino very little, tiny),
which has been carried by Europeans to other

parts of the world. See Note below.]
A little one, a child : commonly applied in the

West Indies and America to negro and coloured

children
;

in South Africa to the children of Kafirs,

Mashonas, etc. ; in Australia to those of the abori-

gines ;
in the latter cases introduced by Europeans,

but often adopted by the natives themselves. Also
attrib* a. In the West Indies and America.
1657 R. LIGON Barbadoes 48 When the child Is borne,

(which she calls her Pickaninnie) she [a neighbour] helps
to make a little fire nere lier feet... In a fortnight, this woman
is at worke with her Pickaninny at her back. 1681 Will oj

Jas. I'aughan (of Antigua) in Misc. Gen. $ Her. Ser. n.

IV. 255 To my sister Mrs. Hannah Bell, four negroes and
one Pickoniny [printed Pickoning] boy. 1707 SLOANE
Jamaica I. p. Hi, Their children call'd Piganinnies or rather

Pequenos ftinnos, go naked till they are fit to be put to

clean paths, bring firewood [etc.]. 1828 Life Planter

Jamaica 93 The pickeniny gang consisted of the children

who were taken to the field. 1833 HOOD Doves <y Crotvs

iii, Bring all your woolly pickaninnies dear. 1867 LVOIA M.
CHILD Rom. Repnb. ii. 16 The negroes at their work, and
their black picaninnies rolling about on the ground.

b. In Australia, and South and Central Africa.

1830 R. DAWSON Australia 12 (Morris)
'

I tumble down
pickaninny here ',. .meaning that he was born there. 1847
LEIGHHARDT Jrnl. xv. 520 Bilge introduced several old

warriors.. adding always the number of piccaninies, that

each of them had. 1889 MRS. C. PRAED Rom. ofStation 16

Three or four half-naked gins, with their picaninnies slung
on their tattooed backs. 1893 Voice (N. Y.) 14 Dec., Even
the pickaninnies and pygmies of the Congo valley are.,

entitled to protection from drink. 1900 S. CHAMBERS Rho~

desians 50 Attended by a sable piccanin.

C. humorously. A child, in general. (Alsoyf^.)
1783 GROSE Diet. Vulgar T., Pickaniny, a young child,

an infant ; negroe term. 1817 SCOTT Fam. Lett. May (1894)
I. xiii. 425 The little pickaninny has my kindest wishes.

1859 THACKERAY Virgin. Ixyiii,
A little box at Richmond or

B. adj. Very small ; tiny, baby.
[i796STEDMANSrz"rt;(i8i3)II.xxvL26
Very small, peekeeneenee. 1849 PICHARDO Diccion. Prov.
Voces CubanaS) Piquinini.. una persona 6 cosa pequena.

1896 J. T. BENT Ruined Cities Mashonaland 58 Anything
small, whether it be a child, or to indicate that the price

paid foranything isinsufficient,they[Kaffirs]term/;Vta//.]

1876 J. R. GREEN Lett. (1901) 439 A series which begins in

the thirteenth century is a very young and pickaninny series.

1896 Cosmopolitan XX. 353/1, I soon discovered a picka-

ninny, or baby walrus. 1903 R. BEDFORD True Eyes Ixi,

By pickaninny daylight the mounted men were in motion.

\Note. Our earliest examples (i7th c.), being from the

formerly Spanish West Indies, with the existing Cuban
Spanish Aiqitinini (Pichardo Dice. Voces Cnbanas^ 1849),

suggest Spanish derivation; on the other hand, the Surinam
form is more naturally derived from Portuguese, which
moreover has the recognized dim. pequenino, not used in

S

weinig, Jong ; kind, Jong, kroost
'

(Focke, Neger-Engelsck
Wbk. 1855). But, wherever first used, the word was prob,
soon carried from one colony to another ; it may even have
arisen in the Portuguese possessions in Guinea, and have
been carried by slaves to various parts of America; witness

the readiness with which it has been adopted by natives in

Africa and Australia, in the igthc. The Cape Dutch form

pikanini may have been brought from the Dutch West
Indies, or acquired from English, or from Portuguese (to

which also some attribute the Rhodesian use). Some
have suggested that the word is not a dimin.. but n com-

bination, = Sp. pequeno nifh little child, or^ Pg. pequeno
negrO) now in Surinam pikien-ningre 'negerkinderenj kreo-

len
'

(Focke). But the word is not confined to children,

being essentially an adj. meaning
'

very little, tiny'.]

Piccant, obs. form of PIQUANT.

f Picche, v. Obs. rare. App. a by-form of

PICK z>.i

1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. vi. 105 My plow-fote shal be my
pyk-staf [A. pyk, B. pikid staf], and picche atwo J>e rotes

[so 1393 C. ix. 64; A. VH. 96 and posshen atte [v. rr. putte

PICHURIM.

at IK; picche vp }>e ; to posse at )>ej Rootes]. 1387
TREVISA

Higdtu (Rolls) I. 387 pey wolde somtyme wif scharpe

egged tool picche and kerue here owne bodies, and make

J>eron dyuers figures and schappes.

Picche, obs. form of PITCH sl>. 1 and n.l and 2
.

Piccolo (pi'k^lo). [a. It. piccolo small ; hence

absol., a small flute.]

1. (orig. piccolo Jlute.) A small flute, an octave

higher in pitch than the ordinary flute ; also called

the octavefatte.
1856 MRS. C. CLARKE tr. Berlioz* Instrument. 121 Piccolo

flutes are strangely abused now-a-days. 1864 LEECH in J.
Brown Horse Subsecivx (1882) 45 Thackeray., playing on the

piccolo. 1900 Chr, Progress Mar. 44 When in the great
orchestra the little piccolo did not do its part in the re-

hearsal.

2. An organ stop having the tone of the piccolo.
1875 STAIXF.R & BARRETT Diet. Mus. Terms (1898) 360/2

Piccolo, an organ stop_
of 2 ft. length the pipes are of wood,

the tone bright and piercing.

was finished to stand out in the room away from the wall.

Hence Pi'ccolO|ist, one who plays on the piccolo.
1881 Pennsylv. Sch. Jrnl. XXX. 125, I was his successor

as picoloist.

II Pice (pais). Also "
pise, peise, peyse, 8

pyoe, 9 pyse. [ad. \lmt\\faisd (in all the Gaudian

langs.), a copper coin, the fourth part of an ana:

supposed by some to be a deriv. of/'j orpa't: Skr.

pad, pad!, quarter. See also PIE s/>. s ] A small

East Indian copper coin equal in value to one-

fourth of an anna.

1615 W. PF.YTON in Purchas Pilgrims I. 530 Pice, which
is a Copper Coyne ; twelve drammes make one Pice. 1616

TERRY ibid. II. 1471 Bras.se money, which they call Pices,
whereof three or thereabouts counteruaile a Peny. 1698
FRYER Ace. E. India, ty 1\ 205 The Company's Accounts
are kept in Book-rate Pice,.. 80 Pke to the Rupee. ci8i3
MRS. SHERWOOD Stories C/t. Catcch. xv. 125 Every pice that

I could lay hold of went for liquor. 1862 BEVEHIDGE Hist.

India. II. iv. ii. 76 If by so doing they can gain a few pice.

Hence Pi'ceworth, as much as a pice purchases.
1832 MORTON Bengali <y Sanscrit Prcv. 127 A thousand

crows crowding about a pice.worth of sauce. 1904 Nineteenth

Ctnt. Aug. 289 A piceworth of your horse's grain.

) Picea'Ster. Obs. [a. obs. F. piceastre
' the

wild Pitcli tree
'

(Cotgr.), f. L. picea the pitch-pine :

see -ASTER.] The pitch-pine.
1707 MORTIMER //;/>. (1721

' 1 1. 55 The Piceaster (a wilder

sort of Pine) out of \\hich the Pitcti is boil'd.

Piceo-, combining form of L. piceiis, PlCEOl'S,

pitchy, pitch-, as in piceo-ferru'ginous a., of a

colour between reddish-black and rust-coloured;

piceo-testa'ceoua a., of a colour between piceous
and dull brick-red.

1847 HARDY in Proc. Berw. Nat. Club II. 239 Antenna

black, the apex piceo-ferruginous. find. 243 The joints and
tarsi piceo-testaceous, or. .tinged with yellow and piceous.

Piceous (pi-sj'isw), a. [f. L.fice-Ui pitchy (f.

fix,fif-emPiTCS rf.l) + -ous.] Of, pertainingto, or

resembling pitch: a. Inflammable, combustible
;
b.

Pitch-black ; brownish or reddish black.

1646 J. HALL Horx Vac. ico Comets, which blaze as long
as their piceous substance remaines, and then vanish. 1826

KIRBY & SP. Entomol. IV. xlvi. 282 Piceoits .. shining
reddish black. The colour of pitch. 1847 HAKDY in Proc.

Berw. Nat. Club II. 236 Antenna black, piceous towards

the apex.

Ficescent (pise'sent), a. rare. [f. as prec. +

-ESCENT.] Approximating to piceous in colour.

1847 HARDY in Proc. Berw. Nat. Club II. 245 Anterior

coxas picescent.

Piche, obs. form of PITCH, PIKE, PTCHE.

Picher, Pichet, obs. forms of PITCHER, PIQUET.

II Pichey (pi'tji). Also piohiy, pichy. [Local
name in the Spanish of Argentina: app. the

native name in Guarani.] The Little Armadillo,

Dasypus minutus, of La Plata.

1827 GRIFFITH tr. Ciivicr's Anim. Kingd. III. 293 The

pichiy of D'Azara is more like the hairy armadillo than any
other species. 1849 Sk Nat. Hist., Mammalia IV. 196
The pichy. .often tries to escape notice by squatting close

to the ground. 1864 WOOD Nat. Hist. I. 770 The little

Pichey Armadillo is only fourteen inches in length.

II FichiciagO (pit|i,sy^-go). [ad. Sp. pictii-

ciego, f. (?) Guarani pichey (see prec.) + Sp. dtgo

(: L. CKCUS) blind.] A small burrowing edentate

animal of Chili, Chlamyphorus truncatus, allied

to the Armadillos ; its back and head are covered

with a hard leather-like shell attached only along
the spine, and dipping abruptly over the haunches.

1825 R. HARLAN in Ann. Lyceum N. York 235 The animal

is a native of Mendoza, and in the Indian language is named

Pichiciago. 1893 MIVART Types Anim, Life (1894) 259 A
small, very rare, and peculiar kind is the pichiciago.

Picht, obs. form of PICT, FIGHT, PITCHED, PITH.

Pichuric (pitjuo-rik), a. Chem. [f. next + -ic.]

Of, pertaining to, or derived from pichurim beans.

Pichuric acid, a synonym of LATTBIC acid.

1866 WATTS Diet. Chem. IV. 636 Pichuric acid,. . Laurie

Acid. 1880 Litr. Univ. Knwl. (N. Y.) VIII. 716 Launc

acid also called.. pichuric acid,. .first described by Maisson

in 1842, . . in the solid fat and volatile oil of pichur.m beans.

II Fichurim (pHJCirim). The native name c



PICIFORM.

a lauraceous South American tree, Nectandra

Pnchnry (Launts Pichurim of Richard).
Hence Pichuritn bean, the aromatic cotyledon of the seed

of this tree, used in cookery and medicinally; pichnrim
camphor, see quot. ; pichurim oil, a yellowish-green odorous
oil obtained from pichurim bean?.

1842 BRANDS Diet. Sc., etc., Pichurim bean, an oblong
heavy seed brought from Brazil, and used medicinally in

the cure of colic. 1866 WATTS Diet, Client. IV. 636 Pichurim-
oil. Pichurim beans, ..yield by distillation with water, a

yellow oil, smelling like bay and sassafras oil. Ibid. 637
Pichnrim-camphor. . Pichurim-oil is resolved by cold alcohol

into a strong-smelling elaeoptene and a nearly inodorous

camphor.

Picifprm (prsifpjm),
a.1 rare. [ad. mod.L.

type *pidformi$, i.pix,pic-em PITCH sb.^ : see -FORM.]
Of the nature of or resembling pitch ; pitchlike.
1876 PAGE Adv. Text-bk. Geol. xx. 423 According to its

texture and composition as fibrous, papyraceous, earthy,
and piciform.

Piciform (pai'sif^im), a.% [ad. mod. Ornith.L.

piciformis t f. pic-its woodpecker : see -FORM.]
Having the form or structure of, or resembling,
a woodpecker; of or pertaining to the Piciformes^
a i^roup of picarian birds.

1884 Cot'F.s Key N.Amer. Birds 476 The nearest relatives

of the Piciform Birds are the Capitonidas or Scansorial
Barbets.

Piciiie ^pai'sain),^. Qrnith.
[f. L./fc-wj wood-

pecker + -IKE *.] Of, pertaining to, or allied to

the woodpeckers.
1890 Ibis Jan. 31 In comparison with the Galline arrange-

ment of the plan tars and its modifications, the Picine

arrangement appears to be quite distinct.

Pick (pik), sbJ- Forms: 4 pikk, 4-6 pyk(k,
4-8 pic, 5 pikke, pykke, 6 pict, pycke, 6-7
picke, 7 pik, 6- pick. [app. a collateral form,
with short vowel, of PIKE sb (Cf. the collateral

forms pick and pike in PICK
z>.l) Pick is the form

in general English use in senses i, i b
;

in other

senses it is either obs., or only in local use in names
of tools or implements. In senses i, i b, 4 a, a dial,

variant \=> peck (PECK sfi.2).]
I. 1. A tool consisting of an iron bar, usually

curved, steel-tipped, tapering squarely to a point at

one end, and a chisel-edge or point at the other

(but sometimes blunt at one end), attached through
an eye in the centre to a wooden handle placed per-

pendicularly to its concave side
;
a pickax, mandril,

mattock,
*

slitter
'

: used for loosening and breaking

up stiff or hard ground or gravel, splitting up com-

pact masses of rock, and the like. The pick and

spade are the ordinary excavating or mining tools.

(= PIKE sb* i, PzcKsb. 2
i, which still exist as dial, forms.)

1340 Ayenb. 108 panne nymj he his pic and his spade
and beginj> to delue and to myny. 1375 HARBOUR Bruce
ii. 541 Then war the wiffys thyrland the wall With pikkis.

14.. Now. in Wr.-Wiilcker 726/30 Hec liga, vel mera,
a pyk. 1496 Nottingham Rec. III. 291 For mendyng
of ij. pykkes to digg down gravel!. 1552-3 fnv. Ch. Goods,
Staffs, in Ann. Lichfield (\%>$ IV. 45 A pick and a spade
to make graves with. 1565 Reg. Privy Council Scot. I.

360 Ane hundrith schulis, xl pickis and mattokis. 1633
MANLOVE Lead Mines 207 <,E. D. S.) No miners.. Pick. .

May be removed from their ground. 1708 J. C. Cojnpl.
Collier (1845) 42 [It] would be Dangerous for two persons
to Work together, least they should strike their Coal-
Pics into one another. 1851 H. MELVILLE Whale xxvi.
128 The arm that wields a pick or drives a spike. 1903
Eng. Dial. Diet, s.v., In salt-mining the picks used are of
a somewhat special construction,.. the head is straight but

tapering at each end, with sharp steel points.

b. A pointed or edged hammer used for dressing
millstones (also formerly stone shot) ;

a mill-pick ;

also a pointed hammer for stone-cutting and for

breaking coal.

(= PIKE $b\ i, PECK sb2 i, which occur as dial, forms.)

1483 Cat/i. Angl. 278/1 A Pykke of A Milnere. 1622
DRAYTON Poly-olb. xxvi. (1748) 372 The mill-stones from,

the quarr wjth sharpen'd picks could get. 1805 FORSYTH
Beauties Scot 1. (1806) IV. 407 [In splitting blocks of granitej
they. .dig a row of little oblong grooves. .by means of a
weighty tool like a hammer, drawn to a blunt point at both

ends, and highly tempered at the point. This they call a

pick. 1842 FRANCIS Diet. Arts, etc., Pick* a hammer for

dressing the stones of a flour mill. 1869 f.onsdale Gloss.,

Pick,.. a. sharp-pointed mason's tool for facing limestone.

1884 Upton-on-Seyern Gloss., Pick, or Peck,. .a. pointed
hammer for breaking coal.

II. f 2. A spike, a sharp point, as the pointed
or piked end of a staff, a hedgehog's prickle or

spine, or the like
; the spike in the middle of a

buckler: = PiKEj.1 2. Obs.

1495 Trevisas Earth. De P. R. xvur. Ixii, The yrchyn. .

his skynne is closyd abowte wyth pickys [MSS. pikes] and
pryckes. 1599 PORTER Angry Worn, Abingd. in Hazl.

Dodsley VII. 318, I had. .then come in with a cross blow,
and over the pick of his buckler two ells long.it would have
cried twang, twang, metal, metal. 1612 BEAUM. & FL.

Cupid's Rev. iv. iii, Take down my Buckler, and sweep
the Cobwebs off: and grind the pick ont. 1614-15 in Willis

& Claik Cambridge (1886) III. 296 Item for guilding the
Iron pickes in the greate posts xv'. 1630 LENXARD tr.

Charrons Wisd. i. xiv. 10 (1670) 55 The reason of man
hath many visages: it is a two-edged Sword, a Staff with
two picks. 1688 R. HOLME Armoury in. 313/1 A strong
thick Staff. . Hopped with Iron at both ends; into one is

fastned a long Pin or Iron pick.

f3. A pikestaff:
= PIKE sb^ 3. Obs. rare.

818

13.. Sir Beites (A.) 2241 And to be gate Beues ;ode..pyk
and skrippe be is side. 1673 R. HEAD Canting Acad. 192

Though he tip them the piks, they nap him agen.

4. The name of various pointed or pronged
instruments : f a. for cutting or gathering peas,

beans, etc. = PECK $b2 (quots. 1784-1813). [Cf.
obs. tfa.pickt falx frumentaria, messoria, falx qua
frumentum inciditur (Kilian).] Obs.

1423 in Rogers Agric. $ Pr. III. 548, 2 Pikkys for hacking

peas.

b. A pitchfork, a hay-fork (= PIKE sbl 3b) ;

a fork-rake for collecting sea-weed, dial,

[1410, 1472 : see PIKE sb. 1
3 b.] 1777 in Horse Subsec. 325

(E. D. D.). 1794 T. DAVIS Agric, Wilts (1811) 263 Prong
orpick) a fork for the stable, or for haymaking. 1863 MORTON
Cycl. Agric. Gloss. (E. D. S.I, Pick or Pikle, a hay-fork.

1895 Longm. Mag. Nov. 33 He [the kelper] is armed with

a '

pick ',
an implement resembling a very strong hay fork,

but with prongs set, like those of a rake, at right angles to

the handle. With this pick . . he grapples the tumbling sea-

weed and drags it up to the beach.

c. 'A sort of Tool us'd by Carvers' (Phillips

1706). (See PIKE sbl 2 c.)

d. Fishing, A kind of gaff; an eel-spear; an
instrument for detaching limpets, dial.

1875 G. C. DAVIES Rambles Sck. Field-Club xxxv. 262
' Stand by with the pick, it is a big 'un ', and a fine codling
was hauled in. The 'pick

' was a rude kind of gaff. 1883

Norfolk Broads xxxi. (1884) 244 The [eel-spear] in use

on the Yare and Bure is the
'

pick ',
formed of four broad

seriated blades or tines, spread out like a fan ; and the eels

get wedged between these. 1898 Shetland News 22 Jan.,
He took his cuddie an' pick an' guld i' da lempit ebb.

5. An instrument for picking : chiefly in Comb.,
as EAR-PICK, TOOTHPICK, etc. b. Also short for

(a) TOOTHPICK; () PICKLOCK (Cent. Diet. 1890).
1619 FLETCHER Mons. Thomas \. ii, Undone without

Redemption ; he eats with picks. 1890 Cent. Diet.) Pick,..
a toothpick, colloq.

III. f6. (See quot 1 688.) Obs. (
=
PiKE^.l 5.)

1585 Rec. Leicester (icf>$
III. 217, xi lands viz. viii in the

midle of the furlong, it picks of the south side, and on
hadland. [Ibid., 4 lands 23 pikes lying south upon Knighton
Mere.] 1688 R. HOLME Armoury in. 137/1 Pick oftand,\s a

parcel of Land that runs into a corner. 1775 ASH, Pick,..
a small parcel of land, an odd bit of land.

IV. 7. The diamond in playing-cards. Also

transf.'. see quot. 1828. Now north, dial.

1598 FLORIO, Quadri, squares, those that we call diamonds
or picts vpon playing cardes. 1611 COTGR., Quarreau, . . a Dia-

mond, or Picke, at Cardes. 1648 HERRICK Hesper.^ Oberotfs

Palace 48 Those picks or diamonds in the card, With peeps
of harts, of club and spade. 1791 Gentl. Alag. Jan. 16 The
common people, in a great part of Yoikshire, invariably call

diamonds, picks. 1825 BROCKETT IV. C. Gloss., Picks, the

suit of diamonds at cards. 1828 Craven Gloss, (ed. 2) s. v.

Pick)
' Picks and hearts ', red spots on the shins occasioned

by sitting too near the fire.

V. 8. atfrzAand Comb.^pick-carrier^-handley

-shaft, -sharpener, -sharper, -shop, -work
; pick-

bearing, <</ adjs.; pick-dressing, in masonry, a

pitted facing produced by a pointed tool, broached

hewn-work; pick-hammer, (a]
( a pointed hammer

for dressing granite
1

(Simmonds Diet. Trade

1858); (b}
(a hammer with a point, used in cobbing

1

(Raymond Mining Gloss. 1881) ; pick-hole: see

quot. ; pick-money, -pence : see quot.
1891 KIPLING City Dreadf. Nt. 86 The grimy, sweating,

cardigan-jacketed, ammunition-booted, *pick-bearing ruffian

turns into a well-kept English gentleman. 1888 W. E.
NICHOLSON Gloss. Coal-Trade Terms Nortkumbld.,

* Pick-

carrier. 1903 Eng. Dial. Diet. s. v. Pick sb. 1
, Pick-carrier,

a boy employed to carry the blunt 'picks
'

to the pick-shop
to be sharpened. 1895 Funk's Stand. Diet.,

*

Pick-dressing,
a tooling of the face of a stone with a sharp pick or hammer.
1894 HESLOP Northumbld. Wds.,*Pick-hole, z.vtQuw\ made
by the point of a pick. A miner's term. Ibid.,

*
Pick-money,

Pick-pence, the money paid by the hewer to the 'pick

sharper '. 1888 W. E. NICHOLSON Gloss. Coal-Trade Terms,
*Pick-pence. 1497 Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scot. I. 349 Item,

giffin to ane hors to here *pykschaftis, spadis, and sic stuf. .

vs. xjrf. 1887 P. M'NEILL Bla-wearie 86 [He was] batted out

by the men with their pickshafts. 1892 in A. E. Lee Hist.

Columbus (Ohio) II. 825 He obtained employment.. as a

"pick-sharpener. 1888 GREENWELL Coal Trade Gloss.

61 The colliery smith (called the *pick sharper). 1799 J.

ROBERTSON Agric. Perth 112 When the ground requires
some *pick-work . . it costs more. 1883 GRESLEY Gloss. Terms
Coal-mining, Pickitork, cutting coal with a pick.

.
2 Obs. Also 6 picke, //. pykkis.

A collateral form, chiefly .SV., of PIKE ^.5 , F.//^,
the military weapon.
Push and pick : hand to hand combat, hand-grips. To

pass the picks = to pass the pjkes : see PIKE $d.s 2.

1515 DOUGLAS SEneis xii. iii. 24 All the rowtis of Awso-

nyanis, . . Furth thryngis at the portis ful! attonis, With
lancis lang and pykkis for the nonis. 1513 Ace. Ld.

High Treas. Scot. V. 12 The dichting and heding of my
lord governouiis speris

and pikkis. 1560 DAUS tr. Slei-

dane's Chron. 2200, Being kept backe with pickes and

lavelyns. 1577 tr. Bellinger's^ Decades (1592) 150 Offering
their Hues to the push and picke of present death. 1587
Mirr, Mag., Elstride I, How I past the pickes of painfull
woe. 1639 BAILLIE in Z. Royals Zion's Floivers (1855)
Introd. 45, I furnished to half-a-dozen.. fellows, musquets
and picks.

Pick, sb.% [f. PICK &. 1
,
in various detached uses.]

1. An act of picking ; a stroke with something

pointed.
1513 DOUGLAS /Eneis \\. ix. 64 The auld waiklie.. A dart

did cast, quhilk, with a pik, can stynt On his harnys. 1865

PICK.

DICKENS Afnt. Fr. I. i, I'll, .take a pick at your head with the

boat-hook. 1895 E. Anglian Gfass., Pick or Bang, a way of

deciding which side is to go in first in any game. A stick is

thrown up, and if it falls upright it is pick, and bang if it

falls flailing.

2. The picking of & quarrel.
a 1648 LD. HERBERT Hen. VIII (1683) 38 He understood

this expostulation to be nothing but the pick of a Quarrel
to assist the French.

3. An act of choosing or selecting ; transf. that

which is selected ; the best or choicest portion or ex-

ample of anything ; the choicest prodnct or contents.

1760-72 H. BROOKE Fool of Qitat. (1809) II. 58, I might
have my pick and choice of all the.. dukes in the nation.

1826 D. ANDERSON Poems (ed. 2) 44 (E. D. D.) Purchase

goods at Lon'on town \Vhare he wad get his pick an' wale.

1829 DARWIN in Life I. (1887) 177 Letting have first

pick of the beetles. 1853 BROWNING Up at a Villa ix. You
get the pick of the news. 1858 GLADSTONE Homer I. 421 1 he
chiefs are the pick arid flower of the \\hole Greek array. 1872
GEO. ELIOT Middlem. xi, Mamma I wish you would not

say 'the pick of them',. itis rather a vulgar expression. 1874
GREF.N Short Hist. ii. 6. 90 Customers had to wait.. till

the buyers of the Abbot had had the pick of the market.

1874 [see BASKET si: id]. 1887 JESSOPP Arcady iv. 117
These young men. .were the very pick of the parish. 1896
GRAHAM Red Scaur 23 The lad., he's the pick of the basket.

4. The taking of a bit or mouthful of food
;
a

slender or sparing meal. Now dial.

1688 R. HOLME Armoury IT. 253/1 He [the cock] is to be

fed. .Every meal having 12 picks, or Corns of Barley. aiSio
TANNAHILL Poems (1846) 30 See. here's my dish, come tak' a

pick o't, But, deed, I fear there's scarce a lick o't. 1835 J- D.

CAPKICK Laird of Logan 275 [E. D. D.) There were few in

our house could tak ony dinner that day ; I took my ordinar

pick. 1890 P. H. EMERSON Wild Life 96 (E. D. D.) I'm

gettin' scrannish [hungry] and could do a pick. 1899 MAC-
MANUS Chimney Corners 99 Won't ye sit down and have a

pick of dinner with us?

5. The quantity or portion of any crop (as hops,

peas, etc.) picked or gathered at one time or

turn
;
a gathering.

1887 Daily News 13 Dec. 2/4 American and Californian

hops are being gradually cleared off the market, ..the second

pick is now selling at proportionate value.

6. Painting. See quot. and PICK v* 173.
1836 SMART, Pick, ..that which is picked in, either by a

point or by a pointed pencil. 1882 in OGILYIE; and in later

Diets.

7. Printing, a. A speck of hardened ink or

dirt that gets into the hollows of types in forme

;
and causes a blot on the printed page. b. An
intrusive bit of metal on an electrotype or stereo-

type plate.
'1683 MOXON Mech. Exerc., Printing 387 When.. pieces
of the.. Film that grows on Inck with standing by, or any
dirt, get into the Hollows of the Face of the Letter, that

Film or Dirt will fill or chook up the Face of the Letter,

and Print Black; and is called a Pick; because the

Press-man with the Point of a Needle, picks it out.

1731 BAILEY (ed. 5), A Pick (among Printers), a Blot occa-

sioned by Dirt on the Letters. 1771 LUCKOMBE Hist.

Printing 352 It will be a Pick, and print black, and deface

the work. 1881 J. SOUTHWARD Pract. Printing (1884) 14

plates.

f8. Each of the spots on dice; = PIP rf.2 i.

Cbs, rare.

1610 GUILLIM Heraldry IV. xii. 222 The square, which

ahvaies falleth right howsouer it be cast, is the Embleme
of Constancy, but the vncertainety of the Picks, is the very

Type of inconstancy, and mutability.

9. A local name of the bar-tailed godwit.
1885 SWAINSON Pror. Names Brit. Birds 198 Bar-tailed

Godwit.. Pick (Norfolk), Prine (Essex). From its habit of

probing the mud for food.

Pick, sb. north, dial. [f.
PICK z>.2]

1. An act of throwing or pitching, a cast, throw ;

a push or thrust
;
= PITCH so.2

1627 HAKEWILL Apol, (1630) 423 He adventured four

hundred thousand Sesterces upon every pick .of the dice.

1876 Mid-Yorts. Gloss, s.v., He gave him a pick, and over

he went . .
' Give him a pick-ower '. 1877 Ilolderness Gloss.,

Pick, a sudden push.

2. Weaving. A cast or throw of the shuttle ; the

stroke that drives the shuttle : taken as a unit of

measurement in reckoning the speed of the loom.

1851 L. D. B. GORDON in Art Jrnl. Jllustr. Catal.

p. viii**/2 The new looms can be driven at 220 picks per

minute. 1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mech. 1696/2 The pick is the

blow which drives the shuttle, and is delivered upon the.

armed head of the shuttle by the picker-head on the end of

the oscillating picker-staff. 1894 Cottar?. Rev. Feb. 194

Our Lancashire weaver attends on an average 3.9 looms

running 240 picks a minute.

b. transf. In textiles, A single thread of the weft

(produced by one pick of the shuttle) : esp. used

in reference to the number of threads in the inch,

as determining the fineness of the fabric.

Double pick loom, a loom in which two shots or picks of

weft are inserted together into the shed or opening of the

1860 BARTLETT Diet. Amer. (eA 3) s.v., The relative

quality of cotton cloth is denoted by the number of picks it

quarter inch. 1878 A. BARLOW Weaving xxxi. 318 '1 he

warp is eight of black and four of white, the filling is pick

and pick, black and white. 1898 Daily A'cais 7 Mar. 2/1

Most classes of goods have hitherto been made with a
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change of shed for each pick of weft put in by the shuttle.

The weft in this double Pick Loom is carried on two bobbins

placed in a shuttle of the same length as the ordinary one,

and such is the nature of the arrangement that the weft is

carried through the shed, and one end laid behind the other

with the greatest ease.

3. That which is pitched or thrown, as a flat

stone in the game of PICKIE. dial.

1898 ALICE B. GOMME Games II. 451 The pick (a small fiat

stone) is pitched into No. i bed. .The player must hop and
use the foot on the ground to strike

'

pick*.

4. An emetic, dial.

1828 Craven Gloss, (ed. 2), Pick, an emetic. 1880 A''. <$ Q.
6th Ser. I. 344 The doctor gave him a pick.

Pick, sb.5 north, dial, [ad, F. pique spade in

cards, prop, 'pike'.] The spade in playing-cards.
1787 GROSE Provinc. Gloss.

t Picks, spades ; from piques,
French. N. Pick-Ace^ the ace of spades. N. 1819 J.

BURNESS Tales 286 (Jam.) He then laid out the ace o picks.

1825 JAMIESOX, Picks^ the suit of cards called spades.
Mearns, Aberd.

Pick, sb$, northern form of PITCH sl>.1

Pick, sl>.7, obs. form of PIKE, mountain peak.
Pick, s6.s

f
obs. and Sc. variant of PIQUE.

Pick, sW, obs. form of Pic 2, the measure.

Pick, a. colloq. [attrib. use of PICK sb$ 3.]

Picked, chosen, best.

1819 LADY MORGAN Autobiog. (1859) 302 We had the pick
and choice singers of the two great operas. 1899 Daily
Netus 2 Sept. 6/4 It is the pick week of the season.

Pick (pik), v.i Forms: a. i? pic(i)an, 4pyken
(5 -yn), piken, 4-9 Sc. and north, dial, pike,
pyke. . (?4~6 pik), 5~7picke, 6 pycke,picque,
Sc. pyk, pikk, 6- pick. [This vb. is found
with long and short i

t pi&en, pik^fyen, pike, pick>
of which the former is app. the earlier, but the

latter the surviving form in Standard Eng., though
pike (p^ik) survives in the same senses in northern

and some midland dialects. The earliest known
trace of the word is in the vbl. sb. pitting (? / or ^),

a gloss on L. stigmata^ in Corpus Gloss, c 725,

implying a vb. pician (i or i} or plcan to puncture.
MS. F. of the OE. Chronicle has, anno 796, a verb

uncertainly read pycan or pytan, more prob. the

latter. Otherwise no examples have yet been

found before 1300. In sense I there is evident

connexion with PICK sb^- i, PIKE sb.^ i, and (esp.
in i b) some agreement of sense with F. piquer
(which is similarly related to pic] ;

but the sense-

development in Eng. is very different from that of

F. //</^ and the cognate Pr, Sp., Pg. picar and
It. pii'care, which adhere always more or less

closely to the sense *

puncture, pierce, prick, sting ',

a notion which in Eng. barely enters into sense 2,

and is entirely absent from the other senses. On
the other hand, verbs akin in form and meaning
occur in the Middle and Modern stages of the

Teutonic langs. : cf. late ON. (isthc.) pikka,

pjakka *to peck, prick
1

(Vigf.), Norw. pikka, Sw.

picka, \fa*pikke to pick, peck, pierce with pointed
tool, also to beat, palpitate, throb; MLG., LG.,
E.Fris. pikken to pick, peck, MDu. picken to pick,

peck as a bird, pierce or strike with beak, cut with

sickle or scythe (Kilian) ;
Du. pikken to pick,

peck; mod.Ger. (from LG.) picken to peck as

a bird, pick or puncture with a sharp tool (also

piken, piekeii). Compare also Welsh pigo, Corn.

piga
(
to prick, sting, pick, peck* (said e.g. of

a pin, a thorn, a bird), which goes with 4^ sb.

fern. *

anything pointed, sharp point, beak, bill,

neb ', with similar forms in Breton, and a large

family of derivatives and connected words, from
the root pik-. All these words in the various

languages go back to earlier forms in pik-, pik-,

pikk- ; but the question of their ulterior history and
relations is involved in obscurity and conflicting

difficulties. The Romanic verbs point to an orig-
inal form *piccaret related to *piccu$, Sp. pico, F.

pic, for conjectures as to the origin of which see

PIKE j^. 1
, note. In QJL.

t pitting is supported by
the sb. piic t pic, PIKE; but there are no cognate
words in the other Teutonic languages in their early

stage. In Welsh and Cornish, however, pigo,piga}

appear to be native words; going back, with the

cognate sb. pig, to a Brythonic root pik', corre-

sponding perhaps to a proto-Celtic *qik- (see PIKE

wA| note). The modern Irish and Gaelic //V, pioc,
and their derivatives are, of course, from English.
The two forms pick and pike might have been treated as

separate words, as in the sbs. PICK', PIKE*. But in the
'

inflected forms of the vb. in early quots., the length of the /
j

is often doubtful, so that the separation would be difficult ;
j

and in modern times, pike exists only as a dialect form of

pick. It is therefore most convenient to combine the two
under the current literary form pick,separating the examples,
where

possible^ under a and /3, and stating in what senses
j

pike continues in dialect use. Sometimes there is differentia-
,

tion : in S. E. Scotch, pike is distinct from pick, and used
j

only in senses 2,2b, 3ib,c; but in other Sc. and Eng. dialects, i

and in earlier Sc.,jNM is used in other senses also.]

I. 1. trans. To pierce, penetrate, indent, dig
into, or break the surface of (anything) by striking
it with something sharp or pointed, as to break up
(ground, a road, etc.) with a pick, to indent the

surface of (a millstone) ; f rarely, to hoe. Also

absoL, to ply the pick, mattock, pickax, etc.

a. c 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. (1810) 272 Pikit him, & dikit

him, on scorne said he, He pikes & dikes in length, as him
likes, how best it may be. 1377 LANGL. P. PI, B. xvi. 17
And . . hath be londe to ferme . . to pyken it and to weden it.

1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 424/1 To whome the. .bysshop gafe
of his wode as moche as he niyght pyke & delue & throwe
doun with hys owne handes.

. 1375 Sc, Leg. Saints vii. (Jacobus minor) 754 He
saw a wal wes fow thyke ; & his mynowris ('are gert he

pyke, In entent to caste it done {for thyk, pyk, or thykke,
pykke], 1513 DOI'GLAS /Eneis vni. Prol. 168, I grapit
graithly the gyll, Every modywart hyll, Dot I mycht pyk
thair my fyll Or penny com out. a 162$ SIK H. FINCH La-<v

(1636) 135 A Mill-stone, though it be lifted vp to be picked
and beaten.. remaineth parcell of the Mill. 1756 J. LLOYD
in W. Thompson A'. N. Advoc. (1757) 51, I have often
desired the Grinder not to pick his Mill so often with
the sharp Pikes. 1874 RAYMOND Statist. Alines fy Alining
369 There is an immense body of ore in sight which can be

easily picked and shoveled up. 1883 GKBSLEY Gloss. Terms
Coal-mining, Pick . ., to dress with a pick the sides of a
shaft or other excavation. 1895 Funk's Stand. Dict,

t
Pick

theflint, formerly, to freshen the striking surface of a gun-
flint to insure ignition: now used figuratively; as, to pick
one's flint and try again. 1898 MACMANUS Bend of Road
40 The same lad. .can see as far through a millstone as the
man picked it. Mod. The ground is so hard, that it will be

necessary to pick it.

fb. Of a bird : To pierce or strike with the

bill, to peck ;
of an insect : to puncture. Obs.

which with their billes and stinges picking the other figs,

sodaynely after they are picked, they come to., perfect rype-
nesse. 1599 MINSHEU Sp. Diet., Pfcar, to picke or pecke. . .

Also to pricke or picke as with a pin or needle. 1604
DEKKER Honest Wh. Wks. 1873 II. 107 Shall a silly bird

e'cke
her owne brest to nourish her yong ones? 1645 (1.

ANIEL Poems Wks. 1878 II. 45 Or like the Falcon, knit

Vnto the Perch. . I picke my lesses ; and assay For Libertie,
in everie way.

c. To make or form by picking : in phrase to

pick a hole or holes in something. To pick a hole

in a persons coat : see HOLE sb. 9.

1648-1898 [see HOLE sb. 9]. 1651 C. CARTWRIGHT Cert.

Relig. i. 6 Saint Hierom was the first that ever pickt a hole
in the Scriptures. 1681 FLAVEL Meth. Grace xxix. 503 The
most envious and observing eyes . . could not pick a hole . .in

any of his words or actions. 1768-74 TUCKER Lt, Nat.

(1834) H' 3 J 4 We of the civilized countries have still so
much of the savage left in us, that we fall., picking holes in

characters, manners, and sentiments. 1828 Craven Gloss.

(ed. 2) s.v. Pike* Thou s ollas piking a hole i my cooat. 1849
THACKERAY Pendennis ix, Not being able to pick a hole in

poor Miss Fotheringay's reputation.

2. To probe or penetrate with a pointed instru-

ment, or the like (e. g. with the finger-nail, or

a bird with its beak, etc.), so as to remove any
extraneous matter : e, g. to pick the teeth, the nose,
the ear, the nails.

a. c 1430 LYDG. Stans Puer 12 in Babees Bk. 27 Pike not

J?i nose; & moost in especial, .to-fore bisouereyn cratche ne

picke bee nou^t. Ibid. 42 pi tee)? also at be table picke
with no knyf [v.r. ne pike not with thi knyfifj. a 1651
CALDERWOOD Hist. Kirk (1843) II. 204 Have yee not scene
one.. sitting, .where yee sitt, pyke his nailes, and pull doun
his bonnet over his eyes, when.. vices were rebooked?

0. <: 1430 (see o). 1607 TOPSELL Hist. Four-/. Beasts (1658)

239 It is good toward night to pick, cleanse, and open his

hoofs, with some artificial instrument. 1728 YOUNG Love
Fame iii. 36 Like the bold bird upon the banks of Nile,
That picks the teeth of the dire crocodile. 1768 LADY M.
COKE Jrnl. 13 Aug. (1889) II. 336 He picked his Nose,
which you know is neither graceful or royal. 1784 COWPER
Task it. 627 He picks clean teeth, and, busy as he seems
With an old tavern quill, is hungry yet. 183* MARRYAT
N. Forster xxxiv, The Portuguese picked their teeth with
their forks,

b. Applied to using the finger-nails to remove
or relieve a pimple, scab, or sore place.
1676 WISEMAN Chimrg. Treat. 11. x. 193 An Herpes

exedens. .being heated by scratching or picking with their

Nails will terminate corrosive. 1854 Hooper s Physician's
Vade Mecum (ed. 4) 590. 1899 Allbutt's Syst. Med. VIII.

837 An itching or tingling which induces the patient to

pick or scratch the part.

II. 3. To clear or cleanse (a thing), with the

fingers or the like, of any extraneous or refuse sub-

stance, as to pick a fowl (of its feathers), to pick
fruit, as currants, strawberries, etc. (of their stalks,

calyx leaves, etc.) ; to cleanse (anything) by re-

moval of refuse, dirt, or unsuitable parts. A crow
to pick (properly pluck] : see CROW sb.^ 3b.
a. t 1325 W. de Bibbes-w. in Wright Voc, 153 Eschuvet

flatour
\gl. losenjour] ke sect flater, Trop sect ben espeluker

[gloss piken]. 1390 COWER Conf. III. 162 He satte him
tnanne doun and pyketh, And wyssh his herbes in the fiod.

1440 Promp. Parv, 397/2 Pykyn, or clensyn, or cullyn
owte the on-clene, purgo. 1440 Anc. Cookery in Honseh.
Ord. (1790) 428 Take flesh of a Roo and pyke hit clene.

1530 PALSGR. 657/1, I pyke or make clene, je nettoye... I

prye you, pyke my combe. Ibid.) I pyke safTrone or any
floure or corne, whan I sorte one parte of them from another.

ft. 1764 ELIZ. MOXON ttff, Houscw. (ed. 9) 154 Gather
your gooseberries, .pick and bottle them. 1806 A. HUNTER
Culina (ed. 3) 226 Put in three sets of goose giblets well

picked. 1865 Sat, Rev. 5 Aug. 179/1 To say nothing of all

the crows which he finds to pick with his author on his own
account. 1871 Routledges EM. Boy s Ann. May 273 There
was only one thing he could really do properly, and that
was, [lick birds. 1883 GRESLEY Gloss. Terms Coal-mining^
Pick. .3. To remove shale, dirt, &c., from coals.

b. To pick a bone, to clear it of all adherent
flesh (which in this case is the valuable part) ; so
to pick a carcass, etc. : with various constructions.

Hence, fig. to strip or rob a person of all he has,
to reduce to starvation or indigence. To have
a bone to pick ivith any one : see BONE sb. 6 c.

o. 1483 Cath. Angl 278/1 To Pike A bane, opisarc,
Opicare. 1724 RAMSAY I'ision xxiii, Sum th.incs thair
tennants pykt and squeist. 1737 Scot. Prov. (1776) 33
lie's unco fou in his ain hou^e that canna pike a bane in

his neighbour's. 1863 MRS. TOOGOOD Yorks. Dial., You
can pike that bone.

1579 t see HONE sb. 6 c]. 1651 CLKVI-LI.ASD Poems 37,
I wrong the Devil, should I pick their bones. 1676 \V.
Row Coiitn. Blairs Autobiog. xii. (1848) 462 Pick a bishop
to the bones, he'll soon gather flesh and bluod again. 1700
T. BROWN Amnsem. Ser. $ Com. 33 The Cannibal Man-
catchers, .that, .pick the Bones of all the Paupers that fall

into their Clutches. 1730 SWIFT Death % Daphne 54 Bare,
like a carcase pickt by crows. 1774 GOLDSM. Nat. Hist.

(i776)_V. no [Vultures] pour down upon the carcass ; and,
in an instant, pick its bones as bare and clean as if they had
been scraped by a knife. 1799 SOUTH i-.v Cod's Judgem,
Wicked Bishop ,\ix, They have whetted their teeth against
the stones, And now they pick the Uishnp's bones. 1840
THACKERAY Catherine i, He could pick the wing of a fowl.

1845 MRS. S. C HALL Whitchoy iv. 35 A leg of mutton . . fit

for the most delicate lady in Ireland 'to pick'. 1884 RIDKK
HAGGARD Dawn iv, I consider that I have got a bone to

pick with Providence about that nose.

C. intr. Sc.

c 1550 R. BIESTON Baytc Fortune A ij, And cast thee forth

a bone to pike vpon. ^S^S [ st:t Boxt; sb. 6 tl. 1794 l>i KNS

Amangthc Trees ii, The hungry bike did scrape and pike
Til we were wae and weary, O.

1 4. To cleanse, make trim or neat, trick out,

prank ;
to deck, adorn

;
of a bird : to preen (its

feathers). Also absoL Obs. (Cf. APYKK v.}
a. 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. // 'ace (Rolls) 11191 penne come

chamberleyns & squters, Riche robes of man! maners, To
folde, to presse, & to pyke [rime strike], c 1386 CHAUCER
Merck. T. 2011 He kembeth hym, he preyneth hym and

pyketh. 1440 Gcsta Rom. Iv. 237 (Harl. MS.), She lovide
ande pikide, fedde, ande tawgte this childe. ^SiCAxioN
Gold. Lt'ff. 189 b/z Saynt loye..made clene theyr heedes &
\vysshe them and them that were lowsy and ful of vermyne
he hym self wold pyke and make them clene. 1486 Bfc,

St. Albans Bvijb, Then after when she [an hawke]
begymiyth to penne, and plumyth, and spalchith and pikith
her selfe. 1549 COVERDALE, etc. Erasm. Par. Eph. v. 27

Though she was disteyned before tyme..he clensed her, ho

pyked her, and made her perfectly trtmme in euery poynt.
155* KLYOT Diet., Como, to kembe or decke the busshe :. .

to trymme, to attyre t
to pyke. [arc/i. a 1643 W. CART-

WRIGHT Ordinary n. ii. (1651) B vij b, Cembeth thy self, and

pyketh now thy self; Sleeketh thy self.]

. ^1540 tr - Pol. b'erg. Eng. Hist. (Camclen) I. 243 But
the woman, .decked and picked herselfe in the hartiest

manner. 1611 MARKHAM Countr. Content. \. i. (1668) 12

Hounds love naturally to stretch them, and pick themselves
in the Sun. 1657 J. WATTS DiPpcr Sprinkled 3r A common
pond . .wherein .. Geese, Ducks, do daily duck and pick
themselves. 1681 \V. ROBERTSON Phrascol. Gen. (1693) $8<)

To pick or prain, as a bird doth herself, [a 1682 SIR T.
BROWNE Tracts Si. Garlands, The ./Egyptians .. beside
the bravery of their garlands, had little birds to peck their

heads and brows.]

HI. 5. To detach and take, esp. with the fingers,

(anything) from the place in which it grows or ad-

heres, or from that which contains it ; to pluck,

gather, cull (growing flowers, fruit, etc.) ;
said also

of a bird, with its beak. See also 18, 19.
a. c 1325 Gloss W. de Bibbesw. in Wright Voc. 156 Autre

foy;e le lyn eslyse} flxx \gl. pik thi flax], c 1380 [see Pick

away, 16]. 1550 BALE Eng. Votaries n. A iv, Arnold bishop
of Metis., at layser made the king to go pike a salet.

1855 ROBINSON ll-'hitby Gloss. t To Pike
t
to pick or take up,

to gather.
(3. 1523 FITZHERB. Husb, 23 That the moldywarpe-hllles
be spredde, and the styckes cleane pycked out of the medowe.
1562 TURNER Herbal n. 89 b, Hole nuttes lately plkked from
the trees. 1593 SHAKS. 2 Hen. VI

}
iv. x. 9 Wherefore on a

Bricke wall haue I climb'd into this Garden, to see if I can
eate Grasse, or picke a Sallet another while. 1601 All's

Well iv. v. 15 Wee may picke a thousand sallets ere wee
light on such another hearbe. 1769 MRS. RAFFALD Eng.
Housckpr, (1778) 229 Pick the female barberries clean from
the stalks. 1859 TENNYSON Guinevere 33 As the gardener's
hand Picks from the colewort a green caterpillar. 1863
KINGSLEY Water Bab. \. 12 Tom. .longed.. to get over a

gate, and pick buttercups. 1875-81 To pick hops [see
Hop 1

i, Hor-picKER]. 1896 H. FREDERIC Illumination 117
She picked some of these [pinks] for him.

Jig* 'S^o LYLY Eufhues (Arb.) 246 The women there are

wise, the men craftie : they will gather loue by thy lookes,
and picke thy minde out of thy hands. 1596 SHAKS. Merch.
V. ii. ix. 48 And how much honor [would then be] Pickt
from the chaffe and ruine of the times, To be new varnisht.

1603 KNOLLES Hist. Turks (J.), Hope, that he should out

of these his enemies distresses pick some fit occasion of

advantage, a 1613 OVERBURY A Wife, etc. (1638) 130 He
picks a living out of others gaines. 1859 TENNYSON Enid
1751 Full seldom doth a man repent, or use Both grace and
will to pick the vicious quitch Of blood and custom wholly
out of him.

t b. fig. To *

gather
*
or ' draw ' with the mind ;

to infer, deduce, make out. Obs.

1565 CALI-HILL Ansvo. Treat. Crosse (Parker Soc.1 104 And

truly, if we mark the place itself, much better doctrine may
be pyked of it, than to prcfigurate I wot not what manner



PICK.

of Cross unto us. 1590 SHAKS.

sweete, Out of this silence yet, I pickt a welcome.
ids. N. v. i. 100 Trust me

1593
Liter. 100 But. she that never coped with stranger eyes,
Could pick no meaning from their parling looks. 1621

QUARLES Div. Poems, Est/ier (1717) 104^
Twos not the

sharpness of thy wandring eye, (Great King Assuerus) to

pick Majesty From out the sadness of a Captive face.

6. Of birds, and some beasts : To take up (grains

or small bits of food) with bill or teeth ; also, of

persons, to bite or eat in small bits or delicately ;

colloq. to eat. Cf. PECK v. 1 4.

1430-40 LYDG, BocJias ix. I. (1558) 20 b, Milke white doues
which that piked greine. 1616 SURFL. & MARKH. Country
Farme 717 Lay before her flies, or little wormes, which by
their crauling will stir vp the bird to picke them. 1728
VANBR. & CIB. Prov, Husb. iv. iv, I'd fain pick a bit with

you. 1786 CAPT. T. MORRIS Songs^ Lyra Urban, (1848)
I. 80-2 (Farmer), I hope from their budget they'll pick
out a song, While I'll pick a little more dinner. 1844
DICKENS Mart. Chuz, xxv,

*
I think, young woman ', said

Mrs. Gamp,..' that I could pick a little bit of pickled sal-

mon'. 1863 BORROW Wild Wales xlviii. (1901) 154/1 A
few miserable sheep picking the wretched herbage. 1879
STEVENSON Trav. Cevennes 167, I picked a meal in fear and

trembling. 1893 Catriona 22 We'll pick a bit of dinner.

b. intr. To eat with pecking or small bites ; of

a person,
* to eat slowly and by small morsels

'

(J.),

to eat fastidiously or daintily; slang or colloq. to

take food, to eat Cf. PECK vl 4.

1584 COGAN Haven Health ccxiii. (1636) 222 For (as it is

said) children and chicken, would bee alwayes picking,

1648-78 HKXHAM, /Yr/k? alsde vogels, to Pick as Birds doe.

1693 DRYDKN Persins' Sat. in. 231 Why stand's! thou

picking? Is thy Pallat sore? 1786 CAPT. T. MORRIS Songs,
Lyra Urban. (1848) I. 80-82 (Farmer) For me I protest, if it

wasn't for shame, I could pick till to-morrow at dinner.

1800 MRS. HERVEY Mourtray Fain. I. 178 Rather picking
than eating any thing, because she affected ill health. 1886

STKVEXSON Kidnaped iii. 18, 1 could never do mair than

pyke at food. 1895 MRS. B. M. CROKER Village Tales

(1896) 74 The milch goats were browsing, and the poultry
picking about.

IV. 7. To choose out, select carefully, cull ; cf.

pick out, 19 b. Now chiefly in to pick ones men,
one's words, etc.

a. 1390 GOWER Conf. I. 296 Rathere, if it mihte hir like,

The beste wordes wolde I pike. Ibid. II. 90 Hou that men
schal the wordes pike After the forme of eloquence. ^1586
SIDNEY Arcadia in. (1622) 402 Let us pike our good from
out much bad. 1709 STRYI-E Ann. Ref. 1. 1. 505 He either

wholly omitted Nowel's sayings. .[or] here and there piked
what he thought good. 1825 BaoCKBTT N. C. Gloss,

t Pike^

v., to pick, to select, to chuse. Dut.//c&r#.
/3. 1568 GRAFTON Ckron. I. 188 [They] purged the olde

and corrupt lawes, and picked out of them a certain, .most

profitable for the commons. 1634 W. TIRWHYT tr. Balzac s

Lett, (vol. I.) 243 From thence the best Poets ordinarily pick
their comparisons to pourtraite the rarest beauties. 1689 I.

MATHER in Andros Tracts II. 6 They have caused Juries
to be pick'd of Men who are not of the Vicinity. 1735 POPE

Ep. Lady 273 Heav'n. .Picks from each sex, to make the

Fav'rite blest, Your love of Pleasure, our desire of Rest.

1822 HAZLITT Table-t. Ser. ii. i. (1869) 29 You can pick

your society no where but in London. 1859 TENNYSON
Enid 1028 Geraint, dismounting, pick'd the lance That
pleased him best. 1897 Eveshani Jrnl. 25 Sept. (E. D. D.),
This player was not picked at the committee meeting.

b. Phr. To pick one's way, steps: to choose a

way carefully through dirty or dangerous ground,
in order to avoid its difficulties, etc.

1714 GAY Trivia I. 239 Deep through a miry lane she

pick'd her way, Above her ancle rose the chalky clay. 1781
CRABBE Library 294 While judgment slowly picks his sober

way. 1840 DICKENS Old C, Shop Ixii, A treacherous place
to pick one's steps in. 1849 CLOUGH Dipsychus it. iv. 93
The dashing stream Stays not to pick his steps among the

rocks. 1883 F. M. PEARD Contrad. xxxii, She. .picked her

way between the heather and bracken.

f c. To search through (a place). Obs. rare.

1589 Pappe w. Hatchet (i%4$ 38, 1 picke hell, you shall not
find such reasons.

d. intr. To search with some selection.

1824 Miss FERRIER Inker, xli, A vast collection of letters,
. .amongst which she picked for some time . . for the missive
in question. 1897 Daily News 23 Dec. 7/1 A bran tub ..

from which they will pick for a present.
e. To pick and choose (or f a*//), to select

fastidiously or nicely. Often absol. or intr.

a. c 1407 LYDG. Reson $ Sens, 6032 Noght but golde and
stonys Chose and piked for the nonys.
0. 1585 T. WASHINGTON tr. Nickolay's Voy. in. vii. 80

[They] are 300... chosen and picked out of the most..
excellent archers amongst the lanissaries. 1665 SIR T.
HERBERT Trav. (1677) 37 So little was the resistance he
found as he had the liberty to pick and choose. 1666
W. BOGHURST Loimograpjiia (1894) 9 Out of which you
may pick and choose which you like best. 1705 ADDISON
Prol. to Steeles Tend, llusb. 17 Our Modern Wits are
forc'd to pick and cull, And here and there by Chance
glean up a Fool. 1713 STEELE Guardian No. 171 F 3, 1 shall

always pick and cull the Pantry for him. 1718 HICKES &
NELSON J. Kettl&well in. Ixvi. 351 If Men were at Liberty
to pick and chuse what they please in the Offices of the

Church. 1862 GOULBURN Pers. Relig. iv. v. (1873) 290
Picking and choosing the words which are used. Mod.
Take them as they come : you must not pick and choose.

8. To seek and find an occasion of; as to pick
a quarrel with (f against^ at, to, unto} a person,

falso formerly to pick faulty to pick (an) occasion

of (offence, etc.) or occasion to do (something), etc.

a. C1449 Paston Lett. I. 87 The seyde parsone.. bathe

pekyd a qwarell to on Mastyr Recheforthe. c 1470 HENRY-
SON Mar. Fab. x. (Fox <$ Wolf} xxix, Ane wickit man.,

pykis at thame all quarrellis that he can. 1513 MORE

820

Rich. Ill (1883; 17 In his presence they piked a quarrell to

the Lorde Richard Graye. 1530 PALSGR. 657/1, I pyke a

quarell, or fynde maters to fall out with one for. 1540
HYHDE tr. Vwes" histr. Chr. Wont, in. vi. (1541) 138 b, They
medle with other folkes busines . . exhort and giue preceptes,
rebuke and correcte, pyke fautes. 1581 J. BELL Haddons
Answ. Osor. 156 b, From whence doth he pike this quarell?
1584 HUDSON Du Bartas* Judith iv, Yet some will quarrell

pike, And common bruit will deem them all alike.

jS. 1x1529 SKELTON Bvwge of Courte 314 Fyrste pycke
a quarell, and fall oute with hym then. 1530 PALSGR.

656/2, I pycke no mater, or I pycke no quarrell to one.

ci55s HARPSFIELD Divorce Hen, VIII (Camden) 270 Then
is there a causeless quarrel picked against the Popes.
1568 GRAFTON Ckron. II. Sir Neyther the Lion, nor
the Bore shall picke any matter at anye thing here

spoken. 1599 Life Sir T. More in Wordsw. Eccl. Biog.
(1853) II. 132 Every day some quarrelling matter or

other was pickt against him. 1599 SHAKS. Hen. V, in. ii.

in, I sail quit you with gud leue, as I may pick occasion.
1610 WILLET Hexagla Dan. 182 They. .picke what matter

they can against him. 1623 LAUD in Ellis Orig, Lett,

Ser. ii. III. 242 They. .have picked all the occacions they
could to detract from mee. 1674 ALLEN Danger Enthusiasm
29 [They] raised Cavils and pickt Quarrels against it. 1697
J. SERGEANT Solid Philos. 367 He will,. doubtless, pick new
Quarrels at the Definition. 1709 STRYPE Ann, Kef, I. Ivii.

581 These did too often (where they could pick occasion) use

rigor towards such as more sincerely and earnestly served
God. 1785 JEFFERSON Corr. Wks. 1859 I. 449 The question
is., with whom the Emperor will pick the next quarrel. 1894
HALL CAINE Manxman \. xiv. 325 Some of the men began
to pick quarrels.

fb. Phrase. To pick a thank (thanks} of (with)
(a person) : to curry favour with, as by sycophancy
or tale-bearing ;

also absol., to play the sycophant
or tale-bearer. Cf. PICKTHANK.
a. 1412 HOCCLEVE De Reg. Princ. 3048 A bank to pike,

His lordys wil and witte he iustifieth. 1549 COVEKDALE, etc.

Erasui. Par. 2 Pet. 17 False prophetes.-whiche eyther to

pyke a thanke at y princes hande or elles..for hatred of

other, prophecied the thinge, whiche the spirite of God spake
not. 1560 DAUS tr. Sleidane's Comm. Pref. 5 b, Manye of
those wryters seke to pike a thanke.

/3. 1560 PILKINGTON Expos. Aggeus (1562) 347 Thinkinge
thereby too picke a thanke, and get a rewarde of David.

1579 LYLY Euphues (Arb.) 55 Least I should seeme either

to picke a thanke with men, or a quarel with women. 1600
HOLLAND Livy vi. xxvi. 235, I will not.. pick my selfe a

privat thanke for apublike benefit. 16x1 CoiGR.,Escorni/ler,
. . to pick a thanke or carry tales for victuals. 1627 SANDER-
SON Strm.i Ad Mag. ii. (1657) 134 Doeg to pick a thank
with his Master, . . told tales of David and Abimelech. a 1648
LD. HERBERT Hen. VIII (1683) 481 Some, .that would now
perchance pick them thank without desert. 1681 W. ROBERT-
SON Phrased. Gen. (1693) 989 To pick thanks, sycophantari.

fc. To pick (acquaintance or chat witJi)\ to

seek occasion of, cultivate, make gradually. Obs.

1720 DE FOE Capt. Singleton xviii, The doctor was made
the first to pick acquaintance. 1770 J. ADAMS Diary
19 Aug., Mr. Royal Tyler began to pick chat with me.

V. 9. To rob, plunder (a person or place) ; to

rifle the contents of (anything); f to take byrobbery,
to steal (goods, etc.). Now only in phr. To pick
a person's pocket or purse, also^., his brains.
a. c 1300 SongofHusbandman 25 in Pol. Songs (Camden)

150 Thus me pileth the pore and pyketh ful clene. 1301
[see PIKER l

i], 1325 Song of Yesterday 178 He [Death]
corne^ so baldely, to pike his pray, c 1385 CHAUCER L, G. W.
2467 Pkillis, [He] pikid of hire al the good he myghte. 1390
GOWER Conf. II. 367 He..thoghte he wolde be som weie
The tresor pyke and stele aweie. c 1400 Destr. Troy 1371
The Grekes . . Prayen and pyken mony priuey chambur. 1401
Pol. Poems (Rolls) II. 66 Ther we piken but seely pans Thi
secte pikith poundis. c 1460 Towneley Myst. xxviii. 335
Thi close [clothes] so can [= gan] thai fro the pyke. i476
Sth Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. 530/1 If ony be founde..pike-
yng purses or other smale thynges. 1530 LYNDESAY Test.

Pap. 678, I did persaue, quhen preuelye ge did pyke Ane
chekin frome ane hen, vnder ane dyke. 1612 JAS. I in Ellis

Orig. Lett. I. III. 106 To cause youre Officers.. pyke shil-

lings from poore Skottismen. [1865 G. MACDONALD^./^^J
19 An* min' and no pyke the things i' the chop (= shop).]

/3, 1531 TINDALE Expos. \ John (1537) 8 He were a foole

which wolde trust hym.. that hath pycked his purse before

his face. 1555 W. WATREMAN Fardle^ of Facions App. 338
Lette him that shall haue picqued either Golde or Siluer

paye the double. 1591 GREENE AfaidensDreamex, Delaying

tawj that picks the client's purse. 1596 SHAKS. i Hen. /y,
in. lii. 94 Shall I not take mine ease at mine Inne, but I

shall haue my Pocket pick'd? 1612 J. TAYLOR (Water P.)

Trav. Wks. (1872) 35 One of them held the good wife with
a tale, the whilst another was picking her chest. 1727 GAY
Begg. Op, i. vi, He hath as fine a hand at picking a pocket
as a woman, 1838 LYTTON Alice vn. v, His success in

picking the brain of Mr. Onslow of a secret encouraged him.

1879 SPURGEON Serin, XXV. 112 A person may very readily

pick my pocket of my purse. 1885 T. A. GUTHRIE Tinted
Venus 89 Want to pick my brains?

b. intr. or absol. In later use felt as a kind of

euphemism for : To practise petty theft, to pick

up
' unconsidered trifles *,

to appropriate small

things or portions of things such as it is thought
will not be noticed; to pilfer, to filch. Chiefly in

phr. pick and steal^ familiar from the Church Cate-

chism, and now app. associated with sense 5.
a. 1390 GOWER Conf. II. 351 This proverbe is evere newe,

That stronge lokes maken trewe Of hem that wolden stele

and pyke [v.r. pile], 1559 Mirr. Mag, t Owen Glendour\\\ t

The suttle Fox doth pyke.
0. 1548-? (Mar.) Bk. Com. Prayer, Catech., To kepe my

handes from picking and stealing. 1552 LATIMER Rem.
(Parker Soc.) 87 Many folks .. exhoit themselves to do
wickedly, to steal, to pick, and to do all lewdness. 1552
HULOET, Picke craftelye, Manticulor\$t\\\\&&Mantiscinor\.
[1565-73 Coortit, Mantiscinor, arts, to steale craftily.]

PICK.

1O. To open (a lock) with a pointed instrument,
a skeleton key, or the like ; to open clandestinely.
(Usually with implication of intended robbery.)
1546 J. HEYWOOD /Vvz;. (1867)81 She mynded..To picke

the . . locke. 1592 SHAKS. Ven. ffAd. 576 Were beauty under
twenty locks kept fast, Yet love breaks through and picks
them all at last. 1757 R. LLOYD Ep. Poet. Wks. 1774 I.

101 If chests he breaks, if locks he picks. 1833 MARRYAT
P. Simple xxi, O'Brien pulled out his picklocks to pick it.

1853 C. BRONTE Villette xiv, The lock of resolution which
neither Time nor Temptation has.. picked. 1881 YOUNG
Every Man his own Mechanic 1494 When a key is lost,
and the door happens to be locked, a smith will pick it, as it

is technically called, with a piece of bent wire.

trans/. 1883 D. H. WHEELER By-ways Lit, viii. 150
(Funk) Cassius, -picks Brutus open as easily as he would
an oyster.

VI. 11. To separate by picking, to pull or
comb asunder : usually with defining adv. or phrase :

as pick to pieces (also fig.) ; but simply in pick
ick cotton or wool.

1536 [implied in wulpiker: see PICKER * if]. 1538 ELYOT
Lat. Diet., Carminarii, they that do pike \ed. 1545 picke]
or make clene wulle, or carde. 1565-78 COOPER Thesaurus,
CarminatiO) the picking or carding of wull. ..He or she
that picketh or cardeth wull. 1683 in New Mills Cloth

Manuf. (S. H.S.) 55 For piking scribbling and oyll. 1690
CHILD Disc. Trade (1694) 105 The girls may be employed
in mending the clothes of the aged...The boys in picking
okani. 1733 P. LINDSAY Interest Scot. 23 Easy Labour at

first, such as picking of Wool or Cotton, teasing of Ockam.
1859 HELPS Friends in C. Ser. n. II. iv. 83 Power of pick-
ing what I say to pieces. 1869 TROLLOPE He Knew, etc.

Ixxxi. (1878) 449 They'll pick you to pieces a little among
themselves. 1874 Punch 14 Mar. 110/1 Picking oakum in

penal servitude.

b. intr, for pass. To admit of being picked.
1794 Rigging fy Seamanship I. 62 The yarn . . will pick into

oakum.
12. To pluck the strings of a musical instrument,

as the banjo. U. S.

1860 BARTLETT Diet. Amer. (ed. 3) s.v., In the South, to

pick the banjo or guitar, means to play upon these instru-

ments. Comp. the French pincer. 1891 Century Mag.
Nov. 52 He could pick the banjo in a way no one had ever
heard it picked before. 1901 Mnnsey's Mag. XXIV. 485/1
The strings [of

a Polynesian instrument] are strummed,
rather than picked.
13. Short for pick out, ipg.
1892 Cath. Neivs 23 Jan. 3/2 Picturesque green sashes,

picked with black crape.
VII. Intransitive uses with prepositions.

14. To pick at : a. To aim at picking, make
a motion to pick (in various

prec. senses).
1525 LD. BERNERS Froiss, II. xlil. 131 This byrde sawe

hymselfe so well fethered . . he began to waxe prowde, and . .

pycked and spurred at them. 1603 HARSNET Pop. Impost.
17 Some curious head.. may pick at a Moate, and ask me
two or three questions out of this Narration. \%yj Alibtttt's

Syst. Med. II. 143 Muscular tremors, picking at the bed-
clothes., appear in bad cases [of scarlatina].

b. fig. To find fault with, gird at, nag at; to

carp or cavil at. Now only dial, and U. S.

1-11670 HACKET AbJ>. Williams i. (1692) 9 The second

thing calld culpable in him, but was not, was pick'd at by
the cross humours of some in the end of O. Elizabeth's

reign. 1786 JEFFERSON Writ. (1859) I. 605 The Emperor,
the Empress, and the Venetians seem all to be picking at
the Turks. 1822 GALT Provost xxiii, The rising genera-
tion began to pick and dab at him. 1876 Whitby Gloss.^
Pick /, v. to quarrel with. 'They're always picking at

teean t'other ',
at each other. 1884 ROE Nat. Ser. Story ii,

When the papers have nothing else to find fault with, they
pick at West Point. 1896 Cosmopolitan XX. 430/2 I'm

always being picked at. I wish I was dead.

15. To pick on, upon : = prec. b. Now U. S.

dial.

c-iyjo Robert Cicyle 269 in Horstm. Altengl. Leg. (1878)

215/2 Alle men on him gon pike, For he rod oHer vnlike.

1890 MARY E. WILKISS Moil. Dragon in Humble Romance,
etc. (1891) i oo, I don't see. .what makes you girls for ever pick
on each other. 1899 B. W. GREEN Virginia Wordrbk.^Pick
upon, to annoy ; the other boys always pick upon this one.

VIII. In combination with adverbs.

16. Pick away : see senses i and 5, and AWAY.
c 1380 WYCLIF Serm. Sel. Wks. I. 103 pe fendis may . . pike

awey |?e seed. 1618 BRATHWAIT Descr. Death viii, Fleshie

He was, but it is pickt away. 1899 AllbutCs Syst. Mcd.
VII. 508 When the membrane had been picked away the

optic thalami could be made out.

17. Pick in. a. To work in or fill in, in a paint-

ing or drawing.
1836 [see PICK .s.5.

3
6]^ 1859 SALA Gaslight $ D. ii. 24

Then the shadows are
'

picked in
'

by assistants.

b. dial* To pick or take hold of and bring in.

1891 QUILLER COUCH Noughts $ Crosses 251 My landlady
was out in the garden,

*

picking in
'

her week's washing
from the thorn hedge. 1904 Daily Chron. 20 June 3/4 The
man . .who gets hisl>oat broadside across the lock's entrance,
and is superciliously

'

picked
'

in by the. .assistant.

18. Pick off. a. See sense 5 and OFF.

13.. E. E. Allit. P. B. 1466 pay prudly hade piked of

pom-garnades. 1706 E. WARD Wooden World Diss. (1708)

19 These . . just pick'd off from a Taylor's Shop-board.

1899 AllbutCs Syst. Med, VIII. 588 When the scales are

picked off, the apertures of the hair-sacs are seen to be

dilated.

b. To shoot with deliberate selection and aim,
to shoot one by one. Also^.
1810 Vandelenr's Lett, i Nov. (1894) 17 Our men are

capital shots. I could see them pick the fellows off one at

a time just as day began to appear. 1817 Parl. Deb. 316
The corps of political riflemen, .employed in picking off
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place after place, however important or serviceable. 1885

Scribners Mag. XXX. 396/1 Partisan rangers.. picking off

an English officer with as little ruth as they felt in shooting
a stag.

19. Pick out. a. To extract by picking (senses

i) 2> 5) J
to dig out, peck out. Alsoy^f. In quot.

1843, to undo by extracting the stitches one by one.

n, fX3&o WvcLiF.S'crw. Sel. Wks. I. 401 $if bin i^e sclaundre

bee, pyke it out. c 1420 Paltad. on Husb. HI. 28 Ye must. .

diligently clodde it, pyke out stones. 1530 PALSGR. 657/1,

I- pyke out, as a ravyn dothe a deed beestes eye. 1591
HARINGTON Orl. Fur. Pref., The like. .Allegories I could

pike out of other Poeticall fictions. 1861 RAMSAY Reniin.

Ser. u. 74 Corbies winna pike out corbies' een.

. 1388 WVCLIF Prov. xxx. 17 Crowis of the stronde

picke [1382 pecken] out thilke ije, that scorneth the fadir.

1601 SHAKS. Alls Well^ \\. iii. 276 Go too sir, you were
beaten in Italy for picking a kernell out of a Pomgranat.
1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 824 They shewed them
the vse . . to pick out thornes in their feet. 1725 B. HIGGONS
Kent. Burnet Hist. Wks. 1736 II. H. 120 To breed up

young Presbyterians with the Money of the Church of

England, to pick out her Eyes. 1x1756 MRS. HAYWOOD
New Present (1771) 64 Pick the mussels out from the shells.

1843 MKS. CARLYLE Lett. I. 246 Picking out her sewing
has been such sorrowful work. 1899 Alwvtft Syst. Med.
VIII. 555 Small plugs of horny epidermis can be picked out,

leaving pits behind.

b. To select, to choose out with care or delibera-

tion ;
in recent use said also of natural agents, as

diseases.

1530 PALSGR. 657/1, 1 can pyke out the best and I were

blyndefelde. 1538 STARKEY England \. iv. 122 The most

general thyngys . . wych among infynyte other, I haue pykyd
out. 1596 SHAKS. i Hen. /K, n. iv. 403 Could the World
picke thee out three such Enemyes againe? 1712 ADDISON

Spect. No. 2or F 10 He then bid him pick out the Chaff
from among the Corn, a 1758 RAMSAY Fables xvii. 20 Take
the canniest gate to ease, And pike out joys by twas and
threes. 1871 L. STEPHEN Playgr. Eur. (1894) iv. n. 316 A
guide.. can almost always pick out at a glance the most

practicable line of assault. 1899 Allbutt's Syst. filed. VI.

710 These fibres in the peripheral nerves which when picked
out by disease give rise to incoordjnation of movement.

t O. To extract or gain with effort, to acquire ;

= pick up) 20 c. Obs.

1577 B. GOOGE Heresbactis Husb. (1586) 174 The good
husband by cherishing of them [Bee^J, picketh out many
times a good peece of his liuing. 1607 DEKKER & WEBSTER
Westw. Hoe n. Wks. 1873 II. 295, I picke out a poore liuing

amongst em : and I am thankefull for it.

d. To distinguish from surrounding objects, etc.,

with the senses.

1552 LATIMER Rent. (Parker Soc.) 30 He will not forget

us, for he seeth us in every corner ; he can pick us out,
when it is his will and pleasure. 1596 SHAKS. Tarn. Shr.
Ind. i. 24 Why Belman is as good as he my Lord, He
..twice to day pick'd out the dullest sent, 1872 BLACK
Adv. Phaeton xv, Now and then Bell picked out the call of
a thrush or a blackbird. 1873 Pr. Thuie i, An eye
accustomed to pick out objects far at sea.

e. To make out or gather (sense or meaning) ;

to piece out and ascertain (facts) by combining
separate fragments or items of information,

1540 HYRDE tr. Vmes' Instr. Chr. Wont. (1592) Aiij,
Because euerye body shall picke out the ways of liuing out
of these mens authorise. 1589 PUTTENHAM Eng. Poesie HI.

xviii. (Arb.) 198 We dissemble againe.. when we speake by
way of riddle (Enigma) of which the sence can hardly be

picked out. 1607 BEAUMONT Woman Hater \. iii, He brings
me informations, pick'd out of broken words, in men's com-
mon talk. 1678 (ed. 2) BUNYAN Pitgr. (1847) 129 Hopeful
..called to Christian (for he was learned) to see if he could

pick out the meaning. .' Remember Lot's Wife.' 1882 M.
ARNOLD Speech at Eton in Irish Ess. 185 Goethe, .did not
know Greek well and had to pick out its meaning by the

help of a Latin translation.

f. To identify the notes of (a tune) and so play
it by ear.

1893 STEVENSON Catriona v. 55 She picked it out upon
the keyboard, and. .enriched the same with well-sounding
chords. 5901 H. HARLAND Com. <$ Errors 97 If I were to

pick it out for you on the piano, you would scoff at it.

g. To deck out, to adorn
; now spec, to lighten

or relieve the ground colour of (anything) by lines

or spots of a contrasted colour following the out-

lines, mouldings, etc.

1450 Mirour Salnacioun 621 Thay had graces of .whilk
thaire pride thai myght pike out. 1794 W. FELTON Carriages
(1801) I. 193 The picking out to a carriage is the orna-

menting the ground with various contrasted colours, which
is to lighten the appearance, and shew the mouldings to

advantage. 1844 DISRAELI Coningsby vm. v, The ceiling.,
was richly gilt and picked out in violet. i88z Q, Rev. Jan.
257 A few are

'

picked out ', as a coach painter might say,
with bright scarlet. 1897 Daily News 7 Jan. 2/2 Every
arch and capital..was outlined, and as the expression is
'

picked out
'

by holly, ivy, laurustinus, &c.

20. Pickup.
a. To break up (ground) with a pick; to extract

from the ground by picking; to take up.
1362 LANCL. P. PL A. VH. 104 And summe, toplese perkyn,

pykeden [B.vi.ii3 piked] yp peweodes. ISMTUSSER Husb,
(1878) 37 A pike for to pike them [fitchis] vp handsom to
drie. 1894 Times 21 May 4/4 A gang of men was sent . .to

pick up and relay the part of Onslow-gardens.
b. To take up with the fingers or beak ;

to lay
hold of and take up (esp. a small object) from
the ground or any low position; to lift lightly,

smartly, or neatly ; in Knitting^ to take up (stitches)
with a knitting-needle or wire. Topick oneself up,
to recover oneself smartly from a fall, etc.

821

1:1325 Poon Times Edw. II 237 in Pol. Songs (Camden)
334 He doth the wif sethe a chapoun and

piece beof, . .The
best he piketh up himself, and maketh his mawe touht
a 1704 LOCKE (J.), The acorns he picked up under an
oak in the wood. 1711 BUDGELL Spect. No. 77 Pi Will, had
picked up a small Pebble. 1774 GOLDSM. Nat. Hist. (1776)
V. 338 Its common food should be mixed with ants, so that
when the bird goes to pick the ants it may pick up some of
that also. 1809 ROLAND Fencing 99 Pick up his foil and
deliver it politely to him. 1861 HUGHES Tom Brown at

Oxf. ii, Tom picked himself up, and settled himself on his

bench again. 1880 Miss BRADDON Just as I am xxi, Picks

up her feet nicely, doesn't she? 1880 Plain Hints Needle-
work 32 Pick up the side loops for right-hand gusset, cast

on the same number of loops as were on the needle before
the heel began to be turned (28), and pick up the loops for

the left-hand gusset. 1898 Spectator 3 Dec. 837 The broken
cable of 1865 was picked up and repaired.

transf. 1879 Cassell's Techn. Educ. IV. 258/1 The con-
denser . . framed with the view of picking up the greatest
number of rays from the source of light.

C. To acquire, attain, gain, earn, collect, gather,
or get possession of as chance or opportunity
offers; to come upon and possess oneself of; to

make (a livelihood) by occasional opportunity.
1513 DOUGLAS JEneis m. Prol. 35 This text is full of

storyis euery deill, Realmes and landis, quharof I haue na
feill..To pike thame wp perchance 5our eene suld reill.

1608 SHAKS. Per. iv. ii. 36 If in our youths we could pick
up some pretty estate, 'twere not amiss to keep our doors
hatched. 1693 J. EDWARDS Author. 0. % A". Test. 102 This
ridiculous fable which Plato had pick'd up. 1699 DAM-
PIER Voy. II. I. 167 By this Trade the Freemen of Malacca
pick up a good livelihood. 1711 ADDISON Spect. No. 159
f i When I was at Grand Cairo, I picked up several Oriental

Manuscripts. 1750 H. WALPOLE Let. to Mann 10 Jan., If

you can pick me up any fragments of old painted glass..
I shall be excessively obliged to you. 1788 FRANKLIN
Antobiog. Wks. 1840 I. 209 Exhibiting them in every capital

town, he picked up some money. 1843 PRESCOTT Mexico
(1850) I. 227 During his residence in Cuba [he] had picked
up some acquaintance with the Castilian. 1860 READE
Cloister <y //. Iv, He spoke but little, .but listened to pick

up their characters. 1884 G. ALLEN Phiiistia I. 80, I

picked it up for a song. 1886 J. R. REES Pleas. Bk.-Wornt
i,

'
I picked it up

'

has become a recognised phrase in all

kinds of collecting manias. 1889 JESSOIT Coming ofFriars
ii. 84 There were many ways of picking up a livelihood by
these gentlemen. 1897 MARY KINGSLEY W. Africa 6^3 The
white child.. is not so quick in picking up parlour tricks.

d. To seize, snap up, capture (a vessel), as on
a cruise

;
to capture in detail. Now rare.

1687 A. LOVELL tr. Thcvenofs Trav. i. no The Christian
Corsairs pick up several of them [vessels] now and then.

1779 F. HERVEY Nov. Hist. II. 148 Blake was very active
in the Channel, in picking up their merchantmen. 1793
SMEATON Edystone L. 265 A fishing boat, which.. had
been picked up by the French for the sake of intelligence.

1885 U. S. GRANT Personal Mem. xxii. I. 309 He had.,
scattered the little army.. so that the most of it could be

picked up in detail.

e. To take (a person or thing overtaken or

fallen in with) along with one, into one's company,
or into a vessel or vehicle; also said of a vehicle,
a ship, etc.

1698 VANBRUGH Prov. Wifew. iii, So now, Mr. Constable,
shall you and I go pick up a whore together? 1716 Lond,
Gaz. No. 5474/4 Whoever has pickt her [a lost bitch] up,.

.

shall receive ioj. Reward. 1820 J. W. CROKER Diary
10 Mar., Lord Yarmouth, .came over to pick me up on our

way to town. 1834 PRINGLE Afr. Sb. vi. 200 Picked up in

their boats by a vessel homeward bound. 1839 W. CHAMBERS
Tour Belgium 73/1 One of the many omnibusses which
drive round to pick up passengers from the hotels. 1840
MARRYAT Poor Jack xiii, He was picked up by a gentleman
..in a wherry, holding on to the wool of a sheep which.,
was swimming. 1891 T. HARDY Tess (1900) 139/1 To walk
to the first station onward, and let the train pick him up
there. Mod. (Train) Stops to pick up passengers for London.

f. To come upon, find (a path, etc.), esp. to

recover, regain (a track, trail, etc. lost or departed

from); to catch sight of (a light, signal, etc.).

To pick itp a wind-, see quot. 1867. To pick lip

the range (of a rifle or gun).
1857 DUFFERIN Lett. High Lat. (ed. 3) 210 It was now

time to run down West and pick up the land. 1860 Merc.
Marine Mag. VII. 30 No stranger should attempt to pick
up the. .Light in thick weather, nor enter the port at night.

1867 SMYTH Sailor's IVord-bk.^ Pick up a i

witta',..to run
from one trade or prevalent wind to another, with as little

intervening calm as possible. 1876 G. F. CHAMBERS Astron. ,

658 Suppose that the observer suddenly picks up an un-
|

known comet. 1880 SUTHERLAND Tales Goldfields 58 He
j

was fortunate enough to pick up the track. 1890 'R. BOLDRE- I

WOOD' Col. Reformer (1891) 209 The advance guard could
\

. . pick up the trail on more favourable ground. 1900 j

Westm. Gaz. 29 June 10/1 If the fireman as well as the i

driver had been picking up the Slough signals there would
have been no accident. 1901 Scotsman 28 Feb. 5/6 They
considered that their system was just as useful, if not better,
for picking up the range.

g. Phrases : To pick up one's crumbs : see

CRUMB sb. 4. To pick up flesh-, to regain flesh,

put on flesh again. To pick up (one's) spirit,

courage, etc. : to
'

pluck up
'

heart ;
also transf. of

restoratives, etc. : to restore to health or energy.
To pick up a room (U. S.) : see quot. 1889.
c 1645-1888 [see CRUMB sb. 4]. 1730-6 BAILEY (folio), To

Pick up One's Cntms t to gather strength, 1749 Phil.
\

Trans. XLVI. 70 He has pick'd up his Flesh, and promises
to enjoy a good Habit of Body. 1790 J. BRUCE Source of :

Nile I. 195, 1 picked up courage, and. .said., without trepi-

dation, 'What men are these before?' 1873 BLACK Adv.
Phaeton, iii, She had so far picked up her spirits. 1872 ,

PICK.

Punch 29 June 269/1 The process of pulling myself together
and picking myself up. 1889

' R. BOLDREWOOD '

Robbery
under Anns xlii, I suppose a decent dinner will pick me
up. 1889 FARMER Diet. A mer. s.v. Pick^ To pick up a room,
is a New England phrase for putting it in order.

h. intr. To recover health, strength, or energy
after an illness; to grow well again; to recover,
improve,

* look up', after any check or depression.
1741 RICHARDSON Pamela I. 237 Now this Woman sees

me pick up so fast, she uses me worse. 1751 GRAY Lett.,
to WItarton 10 Oct., His College, which had much declined
for some time, is picking up again. 1804 SCOTT in Lockhart
Life 21 Aug., He was sent down here.. in a half-starved
state, but begins to pick up a little. 1849 C. STURT Exp.
Centr. Australia I. 262 The fact of the natives having
crossed the plain confirmed my impression that the creek

picked up [i.e. recovered itself] beyond it. 1864 GKO. ELIOT
in Cross Life II. 389 He is wonderful for the rapidity with
which he 'picks up

1

after looking alarmingly feeble. 1896
Indianap. Typogr. Jrnl, 16 Nov. 404 Business in our trade
is rapidly picking up.

i. To enter into conversation, make acquaintance
or companionship with (some one casually met).
1865 Pall Mall G. 7 Aug. 3 On the railway to Cologne he

had picked up with Jones. 1884 G. ALLEN Phiiistia I. 13
Herbert .. had picked up at once with a Polish exile in
a corner. Ibid. 45 So you've let your Polly go and pick up
with some young man from town.

Pick (pik), v.~ Also 4 pykke, pik(ke, 6-7
picke, 6 pycke. Now only dial, or techn. [A
collateral form of PITCH zj.i

In ME. known only in Petyt MS. of R. Brunnefexc. 1. 9939,
where Pykkc may be PICK v. 1

).]

fl. trans. To fix, slick, plant (something pointed)
in the ground, etc. ; to pitch (a tent or the like).
Obs. rare.
CI33 R- BKL-NSE CArtf. Wace (Rolls) 4645-6 pey..pyght

[Pt'tyt Jl/S, piked] heym pauylons & tentc. Right als f>ey

picched [Petyt piked] ber pauylons, Cam Cassibolan. [Ibid.

9939 He dide hewe tres& pykke, & palysed hit aboute ful

pykke.] Ibid. 12512 Hispamlons,his penceles, bykke Nought
fer fro benne had bey don wyk [Petyt MS. pikke], a 1548
HALL Chron.^ Hen. VI 106 [They] picked stakes before

every Archer, to breke the force of the horsemen. 1597-1602
Transcr, IV. Riding Sessions Rolls (Yorks. Archaeol. Assoc.)
118 Sett in the Stocks.. with feathers picked in his apparaile.

2. To thrust, drive; to pitch, hurl; to throw.
Now dial.

1523 LD. BERNERS Froiss. I. cl.xiii. 201 The frenche squycr
dyd pycke his swerde at hym, and by happe strake hym
through both the thyes. ?is.. Flodd^n F. 316 in Furniv,

Percy Folio I. 332 He..keeped me within his woone till

I was able of my selfe both to shoote & picke the stone.

1583 STUBBES Anat. Abus. \. (1879) 184 Seeking to ouer-
throwe him & to picke him on his nose. Ihid.^ To catch
him vpon the hip, and to pick him on his neck. 1607
SHAKS. Cor, \. i. 204 As high As I could picke my Lance.
1681 W. ROBERTSON Phraseol. Gen. (1693) 989 To pick or

throw, frojicere. 1762 COMVNS Digest Laws Eng. (1780)
I. 150 I'll have thee picked over the Bar [cf. BAR si\

l

24].
1828 Craven Gloss, (ed. 2) s.v., He tried to pick me down.

1870 AXON folk Song Latic. 15 Hoo pick'd him o1

th
1

hil-

lock, [In many northern and north-midl. dial, glossaries.]

b. spec. To throw (hay or corn) with, a pitch-
fork (upon a cart or stack), dial*

1880 N. IV. Line. Gloss,, /'#,.. to lift up sheaves of corn
to the stack.

3. intr. To throw, cast ; spec, (also pick over] to

throw the shuttle across the loom. Cf. PICK sb 2.

1530 PALSGR. 657/2, I pycke with an arrowe, je darde. . .

I holde a grote I pycke as farre with an arowe as you.
1570 LEVINS Manip. 120/28 To Pick, iaculari. 1573-80
BARET Alv. P 333 To Picke, or cast. 1848 MRS. GASKELL
./)/. Barton iv, He ne'er v.cked ower i' his Ipife. 1883 Al-

mondbury A- Hnddersfield Gloss, s.v., To pick also means
to throw the shuttle, and the thread thus laid is called

a 'pick'. ..'To pick a pick' is to throw the shuttle once
across.

4. intr. To pitch or fall forward, as in f to pick
over the perch : cf. PEAK z'.

1 i b.

1591 in Nichols Progr. Q. Eliz. (1823) III. 95 If anie

pearch higher than in dutie they ought, 1 would they
might sodenly picke over the pearch for me. 1883 GRESLEY
Gloss. Terms Coal-mining, Pick aivay> to dip rapidly.

5. trans. Of animals: To bring forth prematurely
CAST v. 21). Common in dial, and rustic use.

Ka
Strathmore's Heroine . . pic
a short time since. 1849 STEPHENS Bk. Farm (ed. 2) I.

221/2 Ewes in lamb.. kept in a wet lair, will pick lamb,
that is, suffer abortion. 1853 R. S. SURTEES Sponges Sp.
Tour (1893) 326 Two of my cows picked calf.

6. (Chiefly pick up.} To vomit, 'cast up',
' throw up

'

; f formerly also intr. to come up, be

vomited. Now only north, dial.

1563 FOXE A. fy M. 1704/1 His meate woulde not go
downe, but rise & picke vp agayne. 1566 DRANT Wail.
Hierim. Kiv, My lyver pyckte up, through great force,

tremblyng on grounde dyd tumble. 1828 Craven Gloss.

(ed. 2), Pick, to vomit. 1855 ROIJINSON Whitby Gloss.) To
Pick /, to vomit or pitch up.

7. Pick oft, to pitch upon, fix upon, choose. St.

and north, dial.

1824 MACTAGGART Callovid. Encycl. (1876) 267 The first

twa that he picked on War Rab and Jock the Tar. 1883

MRS. F. MANN Parish of Hilby y\. 135 She .. picks upon
the

picked on one ol the porters waiting i ---

Pick, v.'A, north, dial, form of PITCH v.*

Pick, picke, obs. forms of PIQUE.
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Pick- in Comb. Mostly the stem or imperative
of PICK v. 1 with an object, forming sbs.

Pick-a-bud dial.
t

the bullfinch; pick-cheese
dial,, the great and blue tits; the fruit or cheese

of the mallow ; f pick-fault sb
f)

a fault-finder
;

adj. fault-finding; f pick-harness, one who strips
the slain of their armour ; fpick-mote, one who
draws attention to trivial faults in others ; f pick-
penny, one who greedily collects or steals money;
f pick-point, some obsolete game for children;

pick-shelf, a pilferer of provisions; f pick-straw,
a trifler : cf. to pick straw s. v. STRAW sb.

; pick-
thong dial.) a kind of apple. Also fpick-free a.,

safe from picking or plundering. See also PICK-

A-TREE, PICKLOCK, PICKPOCKET, PICKTHAXK, etc.

1852 P. Parley's Ann. 182 The bullfinch has got a very
bad character, and gardeners have a great dislike to what
they call the ' *Pick-a-bud '. a 1835 FOR BY Voc. E. Anglia,
*Pick-checse

t
the tit-mouse. 1848 Zoologist VI. 2186 Parus

major and cseruleus are both known by the name of *

pick-
cheese '. 1863 ATKINSON Stanton Grange (1864) 229 They
was mostlings thae blue-caps or pick-cheeses. 1895 EMER-
SON Birds 64 Tree-mallows or 'pick-cheese trees', as they
are locally called. 1546 PHAER Bk. Childr. (1553) Aij,
I neuer intended nor yet doo entende to satisfie y mindes
of any suche *pikefautes. 1565 T. STAPLETON Fortr. FaitIt

120 The Mamchees, busy pickefault heretikes of that age.
a 1652 BROME Court Beggar Epil., You \vil secure their

Purses cut-free, and their pockts ^pick-free. 1377 LANGL.
P. PL B. xx. 261 Alle other in bataille ben yholde bribours,
Pilours and *pykehernois [1393 C. xxin. 263 pyke-herneys].
ci46o TowHcley Myst. n. 37 How ! pike-harnes, how ! com
heder belife ! 1549 LATIMEK ydScnn. bef. Ediu. VI (Arb. i So

Kinges haue clawe backes and docter *pyke mote and his

fellowe aboute them, c 1440 Promp. Parv. 397/1 *Pyke-
peny, cupidinarius. 1664 H. MORE Jfyst. Iniq, ix. 143
[The Pope] sending out.. his hungry Pick-peny's throughout
the whole Factorage of the Empire. 1801 STRUTT Sp, ff

Past. iv. iv. 16 *Pick-point, Venter-point, Blow-point, and
Gregory, occur in a description of the children's games in

the sixteenth century. 1861 L. L. NOBLE Icebergs 295 The
ship's cat.. an incorrigible thief and *pick-shelf, and bent
on making the most of us while we last. 1580 G. HARVEY
Let. Spenser Wks. (Grosart) I. 72, I know what peace and
quietnes hath done with some melancholy *p!ckstrawes in

the world. 1871 T. HARDY Desperate Remedies I. viii. 274
We are only just grinden down the early *pick-thongs.

Fl'Ck-a-back, adv. phr. (a., sb.) Forms : a.

6-7 a pick back, 6-9 pickback. 8- a pick-a-

back, pick-a-back (dial. 9 pack-a-back, picki-,

picky-back). 0. 6-7 on pick-pack(e, 7 a pick-

pack, a pick-a-pack, 7-9 dial, pick-pack, pick-
a-pack. 7. 8 on pig back, 9 dial, pig-aback,
pigga-back, pig-back, piggy-back. [Origin
and form uncertain ; the earliest examples have

back) but the usual i7th c. forms had/ac ;
which

still occurs in some dialects; the primitive form was

perh. either a pick back or a pick packt whence, by
dropping a, the later pick- ^pick-a-^ pig-^pig-a-^ etc.

The evidence does not show whether the expression

originally referred to a pack picked 'pitched) on the back
or shoulders, or to the back on which it is pitched ; nor
does it appear whether a pick answered to the F. a pic
'vertically, perpendicularly', was due to reduplication as

in tip-top, etc., or had some other source. Cf. Ger. huckc-

Pack in same sense, found in Low and Middle Ger. from

iSthc., which Schambach refers \opack the bundle carried

(see Grimm S.V.). Whatever the origin, it is evident that

popular etymology analysed it in various ways from a
very early date.]

On the shoulders or back like a pack or bundle :

said in reference to a person (or animal) carried

in this way.
a. 1565 CALFHILL Answ. Treat. Crosse ^\>. To easy. .is

that way to heauen, whereto we may be caried a pickbacke
on a Roode. 1570 FOXE A. <j- M. (ed. 2) 12/1 [The pope]
being caried pickbacke on mens shoulders. 1663 BUTLER
Hud. i, ii. 72 For as our modern Wits behold, Mounted a
Pick-back on the Old. 1825 Kott Evtry^by Bk. I. 1185
One of the leopards was carried by his keeper a pick-a-back.

1837 DICKENS Pickw. xxxviii, If I find it necessary to carry

you away, pick-a-back. 1884 M.G. HUMPHREYS in Harper's
Mag. Nov. 842/2 They.. bring the men pick-back tri-

umphantly to shore. 18916 E. A. KING Ital. Highways 114
Pulcinello. .travels pick-a-back on the shoulders of a lean

old woman.
B. 1591 HARINGTON Or-I. Fur. xxxix. xlvii,Now Brandimart

..leaps behind, a pick pack, on his backe, And holds his

armes. 1614 B. JONSON Barth. Fair \\. vi, By this light,
IMe carry you away o' my backe {Stage-direction. He gets
him vp on pick-packel. 1655 Verney Mem. (1894) III. 222
'Tis now the new fashion for Maydens in toun to ride a
Pick Pack. 1677 W. HUGHES Man of Sin m. iii. 75 St.

Christopher carried Christ a Pick -pack over an Arm of the
Sea. 1683 tr, Seldens Eng. Janus Auth. Pref., Such crea-
tures as carry the Goddess Nemesis on pickpack. 1694 R.
L'EsTRANGE Fables ccxlviii. (1714) 263 Ina Hurry ..carries

the Other a Pick-a-Pack upon her Shoulders. 1858 MAYHEW
Upper Rhine iv. 2 (1860) 205 Like a cottage perched
pick-a-pack on a church roof. 1894 Outing (U. S.) XXIV.
438/2 [In China] we overtook a beggar and his wife traveling

pick-a-pack along the stone road.

y. 1783 AISSWORTH Lat. Did. (ed. Morell) s. v. Back, To
carry on pig back, humerts. .fcrre. a 1825 FORBV Voc. E.
Anglia, Pig-back, on the back. 1888 Voice (N. Y.) 31 May,
To see us perched

*

piggy-back' crossing the stream.

to. quasi-iZflJ?'.
and sb.

(With quot. c 1590 cf. BACK si. 23 d.)

r 1590 GREENE />. Bacon ii. 89 Mary sir, hee'le straight
bee on your pickpacke to know whether the feminine or the

masculine gender be most worthy. 1813 LAMB Etta. Ser. 11.

A'u Year's Coining of Age, E'en whipt him over his
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shoulders pick-a-back fashion. 1864 KNIGHT Passages Work.
Life \. ii. 89 A pickaback ride through the surf in a dirty
fellow's grasp.

Pi-ckable, a, [f. PICK z/.
1 + -ABLE.] Capable

of being picked.
1895 Naturalist Mag.TSo. 241. 225 The Journal, .furnishes

the key to this lock hardly pickable by the general.

Pick-a-bud: see PICK-. Pickadevant,-aunt,
pick-a-divant, var. PICKE-DEVANT Obs.

Fickadil, -adilly, -ardil, var. ff. PICCADILL.

Fickage, piccage (pi'kedg). Forms : 4pyk-,
5 pyck-, 7-8 pic-, 7- pick-, piccage. [f. PICK v.1

+ -AGE. In A.Y.picage ^Calais 1376), med. (Anglo-)
l^.picagium (Du Cange), f. f.pigtter: cf. PICK z'.

1
]

A toll paid for breaking the ground in setting up
booths, stalls, tents, etc. at fairs.

1364 in Cal. Letters City Land. (1885) 105 [They are and
ought to be quit of] pykage. [1376 Rolls q/Parlt. II. 359/1
(Reply to Burgesses of Calais) Lastallage..et auxint le

picage en la Marche,] c 1440 Jacobs Well 29 To paye
toll, pyckage, murage, or grondae. 1610 W. FOLKINGHAM
Art of Survey in. iv. 70 Immunities and Exemptions from
.. Pontage, Picage, Murage. 1627 F. LITTLE Mon. Chr.

M-unif. (1871) 31 The pickage, stallage and tolls usually
paid by buyers and sellers to the lord of the fair. 1778
A"p-. Gazetteer (ed. 2) s. v, Hitchin

t Paying piccage and
stallage to the lordship of the manor. 1864 Leeds Mercury
30 May, On Saturday, the pickage and stallage of the

Wigan market were let by tender for twelve months, for

the sum ofjCs&o. 1885 Law Rep. 14 Q. Bench Div. 246 All

tolls, dues, piccage, stallage, and other profits.. to such
market, .belonging.

Pickande, -ant, -ante, obs. ff. PIQUANT.

Pickaninny, variant of PICCANINNY.

t Fi'Ckard. Obs. [For pick-card, f. PICK sbl
2 + CARD s&. 1

] A card with iron spikes or teeth,

for raising a nap on cloth, as distinguished from
a green or thistle-card (of teasel).
1549 Act 3 # 4 Edw. t'f, c. 2 i Noe person shall . .occupye

anye yeron caides or pyckardes in rowninge of anye sett

Clothe . . upon payne to forfey te . , the saide Yeron cardes or

pickardes. 1619 DALTON Conntrey Just, xi. (1630) 43. 1801
Chron. in Ann. Reg. 456 For a machine, .for dressing or

dubbing cloths, either wet or dry, otherwise than by green
cards and pickards.

Pickard, Pickaroon, var. PICARD, PICAROON.

Pickaternie, var. PICTAKNIE, the common tern.

Pickatevant, var. PICKE-DEVANT Obs.

Pick-a-tree, pickatree. Chiefly north.

Also 7 picktree, pictree. [f. PICK- in comb. +

TREE.] The great green \voodpecker.
i6isBRATH\VAiT StraJ>pado(ify%) 134 A nimble Squirrell or

a picke-a-tree. 1647 J. HALL Foetus I. Satire 62 Piclrees
feed the devil nine times a day. 1688 R. HOLME Armoury
n. 276/1 A Wood-pecker, or Wood-spite,., in the North
of England Pickatrees. 1831 G. Montagu s Ormth. Diet.

372 Pick-a-treCi a name for the Popinjay. 1885 SWAINSON
Prov. Names Birds 100.

Pickax, pickaxe (pi'kjceks), sb. Forms: a.

4 pyk-, pycoys(e, pykois^e, 4-5 picois, pikoys,

5 pikoise, pic(k)oys, -oss, pycos(s, pykoys, pe-

coyse, pyquoys, pycows. 0. 4-5 pykeys, 5 pi-

keys, pykeis, -as, picas, peyckes, 6 pykes. 7. 5

pek-ex, picaxse, 5-7 pykax, pykeaxe, 6pikeax,
6-7 pickeax(e, 7- pickax, 8- pickaxe. [ME.
pikoys, picois j a. OF. picois pickax (lithe.), med.

L.picosi-uM, connected with OF.//V : see PIKE st>. 1

The later form arose from confounding the suffix

with Ax sb. PicktSj pcckis survive in s.w. dial.]
A tool consisting of a curved iron bar with two

sharp points at the ends and a handle set at right

angles in the middle, used for digging or breaking

up hard ground, stones, etc. ; a miner's, quarry-

man's, or digger's pick :
= PICK $bl I. In early

use often identified with a mattock.

[1157-8 Grt, Rolls of Pipe 2-4 Hen. II (1844) 168 In
Picosiis .xiii. s. .v. d. 1292 in J. Stevenson Histor. Doc.*
Scott. (1870) 344, liij testes de pykoys.]
a. 1329-30 Durham Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 17, j pykoys..
emend, pykoss' molendini. 1377 LANCL. P. Pi. B. in. 307
Eche man to pleye with a plow ; pykoys or spade. 1382
WYCLIF Joel ui. 10 Bete . . spur plowis in to swerdis, and

gour pikoysis [gloss or mattokis] in to speris. c 1420 Pallad.
on Ifusb. 1. 1153 Yit toles moo The mattok, twyble, picoys
forth to goo. 14.. Metr. Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 627/20
LigO) pycows. 1458 in Leland //;". (1769) VII. 80 The

peple preved her power with the pecoyse [rune noyse].

1481 CAXTON Godejfroy xcii. 142 Crete plente of pyquoys.
1483 Cath. Angl. 31 A Byll or A pic\toss,fass0riuw, ligo.

1489 CAXTON Faytes of A* I. xiv. 37 Pycosis, sawes, axes,

nayles.
p. 1303 R. BRUNNE Handl. Synnc 941 Mattok is a pykeys,
Or a pyke, as sum men says, c 1400 Sowdone Bab. 387
Every man Shulde withe Pikeys or with bille The Wallis
over throwe. ^1440 Promp. Pan/. 397/1 Pykeys, mattokke,

ligo,marra, 1491 CAXTON \
7itasPatr. (W. de W. 1495) i. xxxv.

31 b/i He founde neyther pykeys ne shouel for to make a

pyit or graue. 1495 in I. S. Leadam Star Chainb. Cases 54
Item j peyckes iiijd?. 1495 Naval Ace. Hen. VII (1896) 150

r r Jn i7* . : :: IL ._ rLfJ o.A pykas & ij pyles shoue weying xiij Ib.

Picases. .Shovills..Sc<

Ibid. 84

ipes. 1x1529 SKELTOX Poems agst,
Garnesche Wks. 1843 I. 122 A pykes or a twybyll. 1842
PULMAN Rustic Sketches, E. Devon. (1853) 18 (E.D.D.) Wi

f

shoulder'd shule and
peckiss. 1887 DAWSON Bf. Hannington

vi, At 7 a.m. we all turned out with pickisses, two-bills,
crowbars and spades.
y. c 1440 Jacob's Well 266 Of be howe or a pek-ex wher-

wyth ;e muste stubbe out J?e grauel. c 1489 CAXTON Sonnes
ofAymon xxviii, 581 We shall take eche of vs a pykeaxe.

PICKED.

1494 FABVAN Chron. iv. Ixix. 48 With a Pykax or Mattoke,

1578 T. N. Cong. W. India 332 Twelve labourers with
pikeaxes and shovels. 1610 HOLLAND Camden's Brit.^Irel.
n. 151 An yron toole, to wit, a Pykax. 1611 COTGR., Picquois^
a Pickax. 1750 JOHNSON Rambler No. 43 F 10 A single
stroke of the pick-ax. 1796 H. HUNTER tr. St.-Pierre's Stud.
Nat. (1799) I. 138 Solid rock, so hard and so thick, as to
bid defiance to the pick-axes and the mattocks of our
labourers. 1855 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. xiii. III. 354 The
weapons by which the Highlanders could be most effectu-

ally subdued were the pickaxe and the spade.
b. attrib. and Comb. Pickax team, a pair of

horses with a third horse in front, a unicorn team.
1878 in J. Philipson Harness (1882) 51, I have driven pick-

axe teams.. but although safer than a tandem, I cannot say
I Jike that single leader. 1882 Card. Chron, XVII. 25 The
pickaxe-beaked starling. 1895 KIPLING znd Jungle Bk. 108
The things his pick -axe beak might steal. 1899 Daily News
19 Oct. 7/1 Her jaw has a pickaxe-like motion.

Pi'ckax, pixkaxe, v. [f. prec. sb.] a. trans.
To break with a pickax, b. intr. To work with
or use a pickax.
1887 FRITH Autoliog. II. 83 The workmen, .pickaxing

away the lava and ashes. 1892 Temple Bar Mag. Nov. 417
The cliff has been blasted and pickaxed away.
Pickback, variant of PICK-A-BACK.
Pick-cheese : see PICK- in comb.

Picked (pi'ked), a. [f. PICK j.i 2 -f -ED 2.]
1. Having a pike or sharp point ; acuminated,

pointed, spiked ;
= PEAKED a. i, PIKED a. i. Now

arch, or dial.

c 1430 Hymns Virg. 61 Harpe & giterne J>ere may y leere,
And pickid stafTe & buckelere, pere-wi^ to plawe. 1579-80

I

NORTH Plutarch (1676) 3 They have for the mark and stamp
of their Money, the three picked Mace, which is the sign

I
of Neptune. 1628 World Encamp, by Sir F. Drake 25
Picked rockes like towers. 1660 SHARKOCK Vegetables 70
The shield is to be made picked at both ends. 1686 tr.

Livy I. xliii. 25 But their Arms were changed.. a Javelin,
and a picked Dart like a Spit. 1709 HEARNE Collect.

30 Nov. (O. H. S.) II. 316 Twas triangular, but picked &
sharp at top. 1763 GRAY Let. in W. Mason Mem. (1807)
II. 184 The tall picked arches, the light clustered columns.
a 1845 HOOD Lost Heir 84 To. .be poked up behind with a
picked pointed pole, when the soot has ketch'd, and the

chimblys red hot. 1863 PRIOR Pop. Names Brit. Plants
(1879) 90 Gad is still used m our Western counties for a
picked stick. 1863 J. R. WISE New Forest Gloss. 284

i 'A picked piece' means a field with one or more sharp
angular corners. 1887 S. H, A. HERVEY Wedmore Chron.

. I. 327 (E.D. D.) Children still use 'picked' of a pencil
! with a good point to it.

b. In names of animals, etc. : Having prickles
or spines, spiny ; as the picked dog-fish (Spinax
acanihiits) : cf. PIKED a. i b.

1758 Dcscr. Thames 235 Fins, on ..which are placed two
TI f ...i t__ : it_j >L_ n* _i. . i T-.

The Picked Dog-fish derives its name from the powerful. .

weapons with which it is armed, .the word Picked is a dis-

syllable, and must be pronounced Pick-ed.

f 2. Peaked, tapering
to a thin end. Obs.

1552 HULOET, Pycked head, whiche is sharpe about lyke
i a suger lofe, argutum capnt. 1615 G. SANDYS Trav. 63

Yellow or red shp-shooes, picked at the toe. 1665 HOOKE
Microgr. 156 Sorrel has a. .three-square seed, which is

picked at both ends. 1666 J. DAVIES Hist. Caribby^ Isles

25 The top of this Mountain seems to be very picked.

1683 EVELYN Diary 7 Dec., Dragoons, .habited after the

Polish manner, with long picked caps. 1696 Land. Gaz.
No. 3 237/4 John Synions, Maltman.., with a picked Chin.

1762-71 H. WALPOLE Vertne*s A need. Paint. (1786; I. 150
The head of a man, with a hat and picked beard.

Picked (pikt^rw^/yand/^. pi-ked),///. a.

Forms : a. 4, 6-7 pyked, 5 i-pikid, Sc. pykit,

5-7 piked. 0. 5-6 pycked, 6- picked ; 6-7
pickt, 7 pict, 7-8 pick'd ; Sc. 6 pickit, 8 -et.

[f.
PICK v.1 + -ED !.]

1. Cleaned or cleared with a pick or toothpick ;

made bare or bald by picking ; cleared of stalks,

husks, or refuse parts. See PICK vl
a 1400 HYLTON Scala Per/. (W. de W. 1494) it. xliii, Hym

nedeth to haue whyte teeth & sharpe & well pycked that

1637 HEYWOOD Dialogues ii. Wks. 1874 VI, 120 Thin his

haire, ..his crowne Picked. 1790 A. SHIRREFS Poems 358
Nae doubt his hoose is thacket, But.. I think it unco poor
and picket, And far frae bonny. 1799 Hull Advertise*
2 Nov. i/i For sale. .Riga picked flax. 1806 A. HUNTER
Culina (ed. 3) 178 A gill of picked shrimps.

t 2. Adorned, ornate, trimmed ; exquisitely

fashioned or apparelled, spruce, refined, exquisite,

nice, finical, particular, fastidious. Obs.

The exact sense is often doubtful.

a. 13. . . E. Allit. P. A. 1035 Vch pane of I?at place had

}?re satez,. .|>e portalez pyked of rych platez. c 1400 Beryn
1734 The Ches was al of yvery, the meyne fressh newe

I-pulsshid, & I-pikid, of white, asure, & blewe. 1423 JAS. I

Kingis Q. vii. In his faire latyne long, So full of fruytc, and

rethorikly pykit. c 1570 Pride fy Lowl. (1841) 19 Piked he

was, and handsome in his weede. 1606 HOLLAND Sueton.

148 Contemning the milder and more piked kinde of writing.

1613 W. BROWNE Sheph. Pipe \. xviii, Gay, fresh and piked
was she.

p. 1573-80 BARET Ah. P 349 A more curious and picked

style, accuratins $ exqttisitius dicendi gtnus. 1592 GREES.R

Def. Conny Catch. (1859) 33 Ccrtayne quaint, pickt, and



PICKED.

neate companions, attyred..a// mode de Fraunce. 1602

SHAKS. Ham, v. !. 151 The Age is growne so picked, that

the toe of the Pesant comes so neere the heeles of our Cour-

tier, that hee galls his Kibe. 1605 CHAPMAN AllFooles v. iv t

"tts such a picked fellow, not a haire About his whole Bulke,
but it stands in print. 1635 LAUD in Ussher's Lett. (1686)

377 In this nice and picked Age, you have ended all things
canonically. 1636 B. JONSON Discov. Wks. (Rtldg.) 759/1
When the words are proper and apt, their sound sweet, and
the phrase neat and picked. [1892 Daily News 7 Mar. 5/1
Words . . somewhat blunter in expression than our '

picked
'

age . . would care to entertain.]

3. Chosen out, selected, esp. for special excel-

lence or efficiency, or for a definite purpose.
11x548 HALL Chron., Hen. VI 89 b, For feare of hym, or

his picked armie. 1565*73 COOPER Thesaurus s, v. Corpus^
Delecta Corpora, ..chosen and pyked men. 1570 FOXE
A. Sf M. (ed. 2) 157/1 The best & pikedst thyngs chosen
out of many churches. 1610 SHAKS. Temp. v. i. 247 At
pickt leisure. . I'le resolue you,. .of euery These happend
accidents. 1626 G. HAKEWILL Comparison, etc. 27 The pict
choice men of the land. 1672 MARVELL Reh. Tramp, \.

209 As pick'd a man as could have been.. found out in a
whole Kingdome. 1799 J- ROBERTSON Agric. Perth 538
Picked ewes from the Ochill flocks. 1873 M. ARNOLD Lit.

#r Dogma (1876) 8 Only a few picked craftsmen can manage
it. 1877 RAYMOND Statist. Mines fy Mining zy* The highest
assay made from picked rock yielded $1,560.41 per ton.

tb. Cricket. Chosen from outside. Obs.

1772 in Waghorn Cricket Scores (1899) 88, Sept. 28 was
played at Egerton, a match at wicket,. Egerton had two
picked men on their side. 1773 Ibid. 98 The gentlemen of
that place and one picked man.

f4. Contrived, provoked, designedly brought
about ; as, a picked quarrel. Obs.
c 1470 HENRYSON Mor. Fab. xn. {Wolf fy Lamb} xix,

Syne vexis him.. With pykit querrellis, for to mak him fane
To flit. 1679 GATES Narr. Popish Plot 68 Poysoning and
Assassinating by pickt Quarrels or otherwise.

5. With adv. ott( y up : see PICK v^ 19, 20.

1771 J. ADAMS Diary 9 June, We had a picked up dinner.

1889 MIVART Orig. Hum. Reason 80 Groups of picked-up
straws. 1896 Daily Chron. 22 Aug. 3/2 Native seamen
yelling and singing. .coiling the picked-up cable.

Hence Prckedly adv. (also 6 pykedly), fneatly,
trimly, elegantly, daintily, fastidiously (obs.)
Pi'ckedness (also 7 pikednesse), f adornment,
elegance, trimness, spruceness (obs.).
1540 HYRDE tr. Vives' Instr. C/ir. IVom. t. xvi. (1557) 57 b,

Maids, .goodly and *pykedly nraied. 1565-73 COOPER The-
saurus s. v. Cura, Curiose loqui^ to speake curiously, or

pykedly. 1593 NASHE Christ's T. (1613) 154 Their houses, so

pickedly and neately must be trickt vp, . . as if. . they were to
receiue Angels. 1578 TIMME Caluine on Gen., Heauenly
and secret wisdom,, .which. .can[not] neede the *picked-
nes and entisement of wordes. 1606 HOLLAND Sueton. 74
Negligent though hee were in all manner of pikednesse,
for combing and trimming of his head so carelesse. 1630
LENNARD tr. Charron's Wisd. in. xl. i (1670) 517 Neither
affected uncleannesse, nor exquisite pickednesse [in dress].

1636 B._ JONSON Disfov., DC Mollibus Wks. (1692) 706 Too
much pickedness is not manly.

t Ficke-devant, pique devant. Obs.

Forms : 6 pique de vant, pickede vaunt, picker-
devant, (pickenovant) ; 6-7 pike-devant, picka-

devaunt, -devant, -ante, 7 picadevant, pick-
a-divant, pickatevant, pickitiva(u)nt, picky-
devant, peake devant, 7-8 picke-devant. [A
phrase app. made up of Fr. words, but itself un-

known in Kr., and found only in Eng, (from ^1587
to 1630 or later). App. either for pique (or Ipic}
devant) meant for

'

peak in front ', or for pique
devant,

*

peaked in front*. The various spellings

pickede^ picka-^ picker-, picki-t picky-, pick-a- seem
to suit the latter, though the forms in pick, pike,

j

and peake app. imply the sb. (Cf. also Y.piqite
a spade at cards.) Pickenovant might be meant
for pique en avant."\
A short beard trimmed to a point ; a peaked or

Vandyke beard : fashionable in England in the

latter part of the i6th and earlier part of the 1 7th c.

1587 HARRISON England n, vii. (1877) * T^9 Our varietie

of beards, of which some are shauen from the chin. .; some
made round like a rubbing brush, other with a pique de
vant (O fine fashion !), or now and then suffered to grow
long. 1589 Pappe w. Hatchet (1844) 28 Take away this

beard, and giue me a pickede vaunt. 1592 LYLY Midas v.

ii, And here I vow by my conceald beard, if euer it chaunce
to be discouered to the worlde, that it maye make a pike
deuant, 1594 Taming of Skrew(\%^ 22 You haue many
boies with such Pickadeuantes. 1596 NASHE Saffron H'al-
dt-n 5 Twice double his patrimonie hath he spent in carefull

cherishing and preseruing his pickerdeuant. 1609 HOLLAND
Amm. Marcell. xxv. vi. 270 Wearing his beard.. with a

sharpe peake devant. ifaZu-wles Alttianacke 49 The picky,
deuant. .will be the cult. 1621 BURTON Anat. Mel. in. ii.

iv. i. 619 To turne vp his Munshato's, and curie his head,
prune his Pickitivant. 1638 R. BAKER tr. Balzac's Lett.

(vol. III.) 108 Hee consists wholly of a Pickedevant and
two Mustachoes. [1688 R. HOLME Armoury n. 391/1 The
Pick-a-devant Beard, .ends in a point under the chin. 1709
Poor Robin (N.), Entreaties upon such an account, are as
ridiculous as pickedevant beards, or trunck-breeches.]
0. 1594 -znd Rep. Dr. Faustus xvii. Giv, He takes the

greate slaue by the tip of his pickenouant.
b. transf. A man with a picke-devant.

1636 HEYWOOD Challenge v. i. Wks. 1874 V. 68 Point me
out the man. That Picke-devant that elbowes next the

Queene.
Hence fPiokedevanted a. Obs., having a picke-

devant.
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I59 1 HARINGTON Orl. Fur. xn. 349 tto/ft Seldome goeth
deuotion with youth, be it spoken without offence of our
Peckedeuaunted Ministers. 1621 BURTON Anat. Mel. in. ii.

n. iv. 578 A young pickitiuanted [ed. i676pittivanted], trim-
bearded fellow saith Hierome, will come with a company of

complements.

t Picked-hatch. Ot>s. Also pickt-, pict-,
pick-hatch, [f. PICKED a. + HATCH j^. 1

] lit.

A hatch or half door, surmounted by a row of

pikes or spikes, to prevent climbing over; spec, a
brothel

; as proper name, see quot. 1832.
[Cf. 1616 E. S. Cupid's Whirligig F iij, Set some plckes

vpon your hatch, and I pray professe to keepe a Bawdy-
house.]

1598 SHAKS. Merry IV. it. ii. 19 Goe..tp your Mannor of
Pickt-hatch. 1599 MARSTON Sco. Villanie in. xi, Did euer

any man ere heare him talke But of Pick-hatch, or of some
Shoreditch baulke? 1610 B. JONSON Alch.u, i, The decay 'd

Vestalls of Pickt-hatch. .That keepe the fire a-liue, there.
1616 Ev. Man in Hum. \. ii, From the Hurdello it might
come as well, The Spittle: or Pict-hatch. 1832 TOONE
Gloss. % Pickt hatch, tin's was a cant word, in the time of

Queen Elizabeth, for a part of the town, supposed to be
Turnmill Street, Clerkenwell, then noted for houses of ill

fame. ..The term was derived from the hatch or half door,
in houses of this description, being guarded with iron

spikes, as the houses of sheriffs officers are at this time.
attrib. 1598 MARSTON Sep. Villanie \. iii. C vj, His old

Cynick Dad Hath forc'd him cleane forsake his Pickhatch
drab. 160? WALKINGTON Opt. Glass 89 These bee your
picke-hatchcurtesanwits. ^1634 RANDOLPH Muses*Looking'
gl. iv. iii. (1638) 72 My Pick-hatch grange, And Shoreditch

farme, and other premises Adjoyning.

Pickeer (pikiau), v. Obs. march. Forms: a.

7-8 picke're, picquee'r, (7 pickee're, pique're,
pickquee'r, pickeaT, pekee-r), 7- pickee'r,

(8 piquieT, pickuee'r, 8-9 piqueer ; /3. 7

pickquer, picquer, 7-8 picker. [Derivation ob-
scure : perh. an unexplained alteration of F. picorer
(i6thc.) to forage, maraud, pillage, plunder,
pilfer, f. picorfa foraging, marauding; according
to Hatz.-Darm., ad. Sp. pecorta t vbl. sb. from

pecorear to steal or carry off cattle, f. L. peats t pi.

pccora cattle : cf. med. or mod.L. pecorare^ pr.

pple. pccorantes
f

pillagers of cattle ', cited by
Little", and pecoria (

( duo prredia, quae secundum

lingua succ (^Klandriccc) consuetudinem/^w/dy ap-

pellant* Chron. Afflegemiense c. xx), in DuCange.
The chief difficulty in thus accounting for the word is the

final stress, proved by rimes, and by the spellings ~eer, -ecre,

-ere, -ear, -ier. The occasional later picquer d, pickering
suggest indeed the pronunciation pi'cker\ but pickering in

D'Urfey 1719 is picke'ring from picke're. Moreover, the
Fr. word is not cited in the maritime sense; nor have we
much evidence for the Eng. vb. in the sense '

to forage '.J

tl. intr. To maraud, pillage, plunder; to practise

privateering or piracy. Obs.

[c 1645 T. TULLY Siege ofCarlisle (1840) 12 The restlesse

spirits, weary of rest, went out a pkkquering every day, and
seldome returned without pray or prisoner.] 1651 OGILBY
AZsop 11665) *8 A rush Candle purchas'd by pickeering.
a 1661 FULLER Worthies^ Hunts, n. (1662) 10 Our Coasts
were much infested with French-piracies. There was a
Knight of Malta.. who liv'd by pickeering, and undoing
many English Merchants. 1678 E. SMITH in iztfi. Rep. Hist.
MSS. Comm. App. v. 51 The French Ambassador .. said

they were a fine company of men for picqueering and
forrageing. 1718 OZF.LL tr. Tournefort's Voy. I. in Your
Lordship has forbid pickeering from island to island for

j

plunder.
2. trans. To skirmish, reconnoitre, scout (in war) ; i

to bicker {with the enemy).
1645 T. TULLY Siege ofCarlisle (1840) 6 The scot[c]h hors

j

Picquering a while close by the wals on the east, drew of, i

after they had faild in snapping Col. Grayes small rege- i

ment of hors at Stanwick. Ibid, 20 Ye Scots sent out
6 or 7 horse to pickere with the other three scouts. 1652
WADSWORTH tr. Sandovafs Civ. Wars Spain 290 The
Garrison of Simancas, . .went almost every daie Pekeering
to the gates of Valladolid. a 1657 LOVELACE Lucasta n.

Poems (1864) 203 So within shot she doth pickear, Now galls
the flank, and now the rear. 1658 PHILLIPS, To Pickear
(French piquer), is when particular persons fight between

j

two Armies before the main Battle is begun. 1674 BLOUNT '

Glossogr. (ed. 4), Pickeer (from the Ital. Picare}, to skirmish,
'

as Light-horsemen do. 1691 Land. Gaz. No. 2686/3 Several
|

of our young Gentlemen passed over towards the Enemies
Camp, and picquer'd with some of the French. 1703 SIR
E. WALKER Hist. Disc. \. 65 Every Day to see ours and
their Parties piquier from their Guards. 1719 D'URFEY
/Y//J (1872) 1. 141 When bold Dragoons have been pickering
there. 1728 GORDON Tacitns

t
Annals xm. 335 Tindates, on

his side, pickeer'd about, yet never approach'd within the
throw of a dart. 1862 CARLYLE Fredk. Gt. xnt. xii. (1872)
V. 122 South of us.. are the Enemy, camped or pickeering
about.

3. Jig. a. To reconnoitre, to scout.

1649 G. DANIEL THnarch., Hen. IV Ivi, Soe..may wee
see A Flea pickeere vpon a Lady's hand. 1737 L. CLARKE
Hist, Bible (1740) II. i. 82 The Pharisees who were always
pickering for occasions of finding fault. 1878 STEVENSON
Edinburgh (1889) 65 Slinking. .and pickeering among the
clones. 1892 Sat. Rev.vb Mar. 345/1 The Front Opposition
Bench had sent out the Irresponsibles to

'

piqueer ',
as an

agreeable word in classical English has it,

fb. To skirmish playfully or amorously; to

dally, flirt. Obs.

1651 CLEVELAND Senses Festival vi, Two souls pickearing
in a kiss. 1676 SHADWELL Virtuoso v. Wks. 1720 I. 403
There's a Lady hovering about you, and longs to pickeer
with you. 1685 CROWNE.SC. Nicei. Dram. Wks. 1874 IIJ.

272 There was never such an open and general war made
on virtue ; young ones at thirteen will pickeere at it. 1709

PICKER.
MRS. MAN-LEY Secret Mem. (1720) IV. 120 She at first de-

signed Pickueering for Adoration, only to please her Lord.

t c. To wrangle ; to bicker in verbal strife. Obs.

1678 BUTLER Hud. in. ii. 448 No sooner could a hint

appear, But up he started to pickere [i8th c. edd. piqueer,
picqueer]. a, 1715 BURNET Own Time (1823) II. 25 He said
to me, he had often picqueered out (that was his wordj on
Sheldon and some other bishops. 17x7 Entertainer No. 6.

32 Pamphlets pickering and pecking at one another from
the Press.

Hence fPickee'r sb. t a military skirmish.
1668 WILKINS Real Char. n. xi. 3. 276 Skirmishing,

Fray, Velitation, pickeer. 1688 R. HOLMK Armoury in.

xix. (Roxb.) 187/1 Pickeering or firing in Picceer : is a kind
of fighting betweene small parties, .which is by fireing one

|
at another in their galloping in and out.

Pickeerer (pikn-raj). Obs. or arch. [f. prec.
I vb. -r -Kill.] A skirmisher; Jig. one who pro-

j

vokes assault
; a contentious or cavilling person.

(11658 CLEVELAND London Lady 20 The Club Pickeerer,

|

the robust Church Warden Of Lincolne's Inn back-corner.

1673 Lady's Call. i. i. 19 What the end will be of these

piqueerers in impudence, who thus put their vertu on the
: forlorn hope, a 1734 NORTH Exam. n. v. 145 He is now
i a Picquerer, relates Nothing but by Way of Cavil.

Pickee'ring, vl>l. sl>. Obs. or arch. [-IXG 1.]
1. Skirmishing: see quot. 1894.
1650 R. STAPYLTON Strada's Lmi< C. H'arrcs vii. 76 The

Prince of Orange.. being entertained with some pickeering
(for Alva was resolved not to venture a battaile], 1704

1 STF.F.LE LyingL,over \, (1747) 15 Still running over.. Mines,
Counter-mines, Pickeering, Pioneers, Centinels, Patrols, ami
others. 1864 CARLYLE Fredk, Gt. xvn. vi. IV. 579 All
hitherto has been pickeering. [1894 Ln. WOLSELEY Life

\ Marlborough II. Ixx. 237 What our soldiers called 'pickeer-
ing "..the practice common amongst the volunteers and
other gentlemen who followed both head-quarters, of riding
out in front to fire their pistols at one another.]

2. Jig. "Wordy, playful, or amorous skirmishing ;

; wrangling, bickering, petty quarrelling.
1677 GILPIN DtfflOttoi. (1867) 137 His particular tempta-

tions to sin are but inconsideral ile, less snccosful picqueenngs
in comparison. 1715 M. DAVIES At/ten. Brit. 1. Pref. 2

; Salmon's Pickeerings with the Col ledge of Physicians. 1737
L. CLARKE Hist. Bible (1740) II. v. 139 At last, after all

their piqueering, Jesus was pleased to ask them a question.
1862 CARLYLE Fredk. Gt. xni.ii.(i872) V. 30 Mere pickeerings
and beatings about the bush.

So Fickee'ring //>/. a.

1661 OGILBY Rclat. Entertainnt. 18 Give Fire, Bounce,
Bounce, Pickeering Villains trounce.

fPickehorn, Obs. rare* 1
. ? corrupt form of

BYCORNB.
-1580 JEFFERIE Bnghears ni. lil. 71 in Archiv Stud. AVw.

S/: (1897), Hennafrodites, pickehornes, and lestrigont.

Pickel, van PIKEL. Piekell, obs. f. I'ICKLE,

PIOHTLE. Pickenovant: see PICKE-DEVANT.

Picker 1
(pi-kai). [f, PICK v.i -h -Eit i.]

1. generally. A person who picks.
a. One who picks, plucks off, or gathers (fruit,

flowers, roots, hops, cotton, potatoes, etc.); one

who picks up or collects (rags, refuse, etc.). Also
a second element in numerous combinations, as

fruity hop-) potato-^ rag-, rag-and-bone-picker^ etc.

1669 WORLIDGE Syst. Agric. (1681) 152 A Shed. ..which
will both defend your Pickers from the Sun, and your Hops.
1763 Aluseuin Rust. I. Ix. 256 Pickers ready to gather up
the roots as fast as they are thrown up by the spade. 1805
R. W. DICKSON rract. Agric. II. 630 Such potatoes as may
have escaped the pickers. 1861 Illnstr. Times 5 Oct. 221

The festoons [of hops], .already destined to the
picker'sbin.

1884 Cassetfs Family Ulag. Feb. 156/2 The pickers, who
are mostly Italians, gather ,

1 50,000 worth [of rags] yearly in

the streets and roads. 1893 Daily News 5 Jan. 5/6 Forty-five
thousand men and women, .subsisting on pickings from
household rubbish. . . There are pickers and pickers, grades,
aristocrats and plebeians in this profession as in every other,

b. One who steals, esp. small things that may
be readily picked up. Pickers and stealers (see
PICK v. 1

9 b, PICKING vhl. $b 2), allusively, hands.

[1301-1549: see PIKER M 15*6 TIXDAI.E Tit. ii. TO The
servauntes exhorte to be obedient . . nether be pickers.

1549 CHEKE Hurt Sedit. (1641) 21 Shall we call you pickers
or hid theeves? 1552 HULOET, Pycker or priuye stealer,

furax i
cis. 1580 Orders for Orphanes A iv, If any

womanchilde . , be a common Picker. 1391 Art. cone. Ad-
miralty 21 July 42 Petite transgressors, or pickers, which
haue stollen. .Anchors, Cables,, .gitdles, Shirts, lireeches, or

other small things whatsoeuer. 1602 SHAKS. ffatn. in. ii. 348
So I do still, by these pickers and stealers. 1775 S. J. PRATT
Liberal Qpin. x. I. 108 Their pickers and stealers were at

liberty, to secrete certain portable moveables. 1822 SCOTT

Nigel Introd. Epistle, These unhappy pickers and stealers.

c. Onewho seeks occasion
,
as a picker ofquarrels.

d. One who chooses out or selects, e. One who
picks a lock : see PICK v.l 10.

1530 in W. H. Turner Select. Rec. Oxford (\%&$ 92 He is

a comyn pyker of quarrells. 1564 RASTELL Confut. Jewels
Set-in. 107 b, Peckers of quarells are abrode. 1617 MINSHEU
Ductor, A Picker of quarrels, qiti omnent captat litigaadi

ansant, <y veuatur. 1825 Centl. Mag. XCV. i. 216 It [the

coffee-berry] is then winnoed, and goes into the hands of the

pickers. 1830 CUNNINGHAM Brit, Paint. I. 64 One who
was no picker of paths. 1870 SPURCEON Treas, Dav. Ps. I.

17 There are pickers and choosers of God's word. 1888 J.

PAYN Myst. Mirbridge xxi, The law.. is, moreover, itself

a picker of locks.

f. In various trades and occupations, a person
who picks, in technical senses : e. g. (a) a wool-

carder, a wool-picker ; (/;)
one who touches up

or removes slight defects in electrotypes ; (c} a



PICKER.

quarryman who uses a pick ; (</) a fisherman who
catches eels with a pick : see PICK j//.1 4 d.

(a) [1536 Act 28 Hen. l'f/f, c. 4 i \Veavers, tokers,

spynners, diers, and wulpikers haue bene..withoute worke.]
1551 HULOET, Pickers or toosars of wolle, carminarij.
() 1882 J. SOUTHWARD Pract. Print. (1884) 600 The pickers
are those who have the work of touching up electros. 1885
C. G. W. LOCK Workshop Receipts Ser. iv. 216/2 The
picker's first duty is to chip down the ' whites

'

of the plate,
so that they shall not take the ink in printing. (c) 1883
Stonemason Jan., The face of the rock is first disturbed by
a '

picker
'

who, standing on a stage, clears away by blows
from a pick delivered horizontally, a space.. about 5 feet

through, (d} 1885 Sat. Rev. 21 Nov. 673/1 The Norfolk-
men mostly use

'

picks
'

formed of four broad blades . .

mounted on long slender poles to enable them to be thrust
into the mud. The '

picker
'

notices the . . bubbles.

2. A tool or instrument for picking.
a. In agriculture : (a) A sort of mattock or

pickax ; (l>) a tool for taking up turnips ; (r) the

part of a potato-digging and picking-machine
which separates the potatoes from the soil; (d} a
machine for gathering cotton in the field. Often
in comb, as potato-picker, turnip-picker.
1707 MORTIMER Husb. (1721) I. 192 Having with an Iron

Picker cleared away all the Earth out of the Hills, so as to
make the Stock bare to the principal Roots [of the hops],
1805 R. W. DICKSON Pract. Agrtc. II. 750 A tool which
has the title of a picker. 1884 Casselfs Family Mag, Feb.

189/2 The shaker or picker separates the tubers from the
soil and delivers them to the rear of the machine. 1886 C.
SCOTT Sheep-Farming 69 A handy turnip hoe or picker, for

picking up the shells of the roots.

b. In the textile industries: (a) A machine for

separating and cleaning the fibres of cotton, wool,
and the like ; (b} an implement for burling cloth.

1795 Edin. Adiwrt. 6 Jan. 15/3 Five common carding
engines, one waste engine, four pickers. 1825 J. NICHOLSON
Operat. Mechanic 379 The first machine.. for the further

clearing of the particles [of cotton] is called a picker. 1879
TIMHS in Casseirs Techn. Ednc. vm. 128/2 The separate
materials are first passed through a machine called a picker
and blower.

C. In Alining and Metallurgy : in Cornwall,
a miner's hand-chisel

;
a miner's needle for picking

out the tamping of an unexploded charge. In

Founding, a light pointed steel rod, used for lifting
small patterns from the sand into which they have
been rammed

;
a tool for piercing a mould.

1874 J. H. COLLINS Metal Mining (1875) 62 The pickers
used in the Western mines are longer and narrower. They
are used, as the name implies, to pick out the small frag-
ments of loose rock which wedge in larger portions in some
situations. 1881 RAYMOND Mining Gloss.) Picker or Poker^
a hand chisel for (/s^tt/ng-, held in one hand and struck with
a hammer.

d. The name of various tools : e. g.
A toothpick ; a tool for picking stones from a horse's foot ;

a tool for clearing out small openings, as in a lamp or a

powder-flask ; a priming-wire for clearing the vent of a gun ;

a tool for scraping clod-salt from the bottom of a salt-pan ;

in brick-making, one of two spike-toothed horizontal shafts

which revolve in opposite directions, and disintegrate the
raw clay: a picklock; a needle for making anglers' flies;
a tool, like a graver, used in touching up electrotypes.

1624 Haringtons Schoole Sa/erneii.x\. 44 After meat taken
..dense the teeth either with Iuory..or some picker of

pure siluer or gold. 1640 G. DANIEL Trlnarch. To Rdr.
208 Euery hand Of accident doth with a Picker stand, To
scale the wards of Life. 1678 J. COLLINS in Phil. Trans.
XII. 1063 Clod-Salt, which grows to the bottoms of the
Phats..is digged up with a picker (..made like a Masons
Trowel, pointed with Steel and put upon a short staff).
c 1785 in Daily Chron. g Dec. (1904) 4/6 Two of us. .when
alone would with pickers pick the mortar out of the bricks
till we had opened a hole big enough to go in. 1839 URE
Did. Arts 837 The rubbish is withdrawn as it accumulates,
at the bottom of the hole, by means of a picker. 1859 F. A.
GRIFFITHS Artil. Man. (1861)221 Mane-comb, picker.

3. A young cod, too small to swallow bait. Sc*

and local U. S.

1895 MRS, F. A. STEEL Red Rowans x. 153, 1 believe.,

pickers or suckers is really only the local name [Sc.] for

young codlings, lythe, or cuddies. In fact for all young fish.

4. With adv. as pieker-up, one who picks up or

gathers ; a man employed to collect the game shot

by a shooting party; in Australia, the man who
gathers the fleece when it is shorn from a sheep.
1857 lioRROW Rom. Rye I. x. 140, I dislike a picker-up of

old words woise than a picker-up of old rags. 1874 MOTLEY
Barneveld II. xvi. 217 A mere picker-up of trifles. 1890
Melbourne Argus 20 Sept. 13/7 As the fleece drops off,
a soft woolly whole, the '

picker up ',
of whom there is one

to about eight sheaiers, . . gathers it up with the ' locks ' and
1

pieces '.

6. Comb. Picker-bar, a toothed bar for dis-

charging the ashes and cinders from the grate in

a mechanical stoker.

Picker 2
(pi-kai). Weaving, [f. PICK z>.2 +

-EB 1
.] In a loom, the small instrument which

travels backwards and forwards in the shuttle-box
and drives the shuttle to and fro through the warp.
[1831: see PECKER 2C.]

_ 1841 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 7) XXI.
824/2 The two ends of this shuttle-race are closed up at the

sides, so as to form short troughs, in which two moveable

pieces of wood, called pickers, or peckers, traverse along
pieces of wire. Ibid.^ Formerly the shuttle was thrown by
the hand, but about one hundred years ago, the picker, or

fly-shuttle, was invented by one John Kay of Bury, in

Lancashire. 1865 Public Opinion 4 Feb. 132 The principle

upon which the new loom acts is that of discharging a jet of

824

compressed air from the valves of the shuttle-box, upon the
end of the shuttle, at each pick or stroke, and thus substi-

tuting for the imperfect motion of the '

picker
'

the pneu-
matic principle, simply applied. 1875 KNIGHT Diet, Mfch.

1697 Picker, .the upper or striking portion of a picker-staff,
which comes against the end of the shuttle and impels it

through the shed of the warp. 1886 HARRIS Techn. Diet.
fire Insurance

i
Pickerst

made of buffalo hide, and used for

throwing the shuttles backwards and forwards in cotton-

weaving.
b. Comb., aspicker-cord^ -maker^ -manufacturer^

-strap ; picker-bend (see qnot. 1858) ; picker-

motion, the mechanism involved in impelling the

shuttle to and fro
; picker-staff, the oscillating

bar which imparts motion to the shuttle.

1858 SIMMONDS Diet. Trade, Picker-tends, pieces ofbuffalo
hide, .imported for the use of power-loom weavers, who
attach them to the shuttle. 1864 Times 12 Mar., O. & S.,

Halifax, picker makers. 1878 BARLOW Weaving v. 81 The
two pickers are connected together by a slack cord to

the centre of which the *

picking stick
'

is attached. Two
short cords are connected to the picker cord to keep it

suspended and free to work. Ibid. xxv. 271 The pickers are
fixed upon the ends of the sticks. In this plan the picker

straps
and spindles are dispensed with.

Picker :

*, anglicized f. PIQUEUB, huntsman.

1863 LD. LYTTON Ring Amasis II. n. H. viii. 100 He
turned round to take the horn and the hunting-knife from
the picker.
Picker v. : see PICKEER v.

Pickerdeuant, variant of PICKE-DEVANT 06s.

Pickerel 1
(pi-kerel). Forms: 4-6 pyk-, 4-7

pikerel(l(e, 5 pykrelle, pyckerylle, t;-6peker-

ell>, 6 pykarelle, 6-7 pikrel(l, 6-8 pickrel(l,

-erell, 6- pickerel, (7 -il, pikrill, 9 pickarel).

[dim. of PIKE st>.*, either of Anglo-Fr. origin, or

formed in ME. on OF. analogies : cf. COCKEREL
and -REL. (Fr. has picarel, i6thc. in Godef., as

a local name for a salt-water fish on the Mediter-

ranean coast,)] A young pike, especially at a cer-

tain stage of its growth : cf. quot. 1587.
1338 Durham Ace, Rolls (Surtees) 35 In quatuor pykerells

empt. ixtY. 01386 CHAUCER Merch. T. 175 Bet Ls..a pyk
than a pykerel. 01425 I'oc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 641/25 Hie
htcelluS) pyckerylle. 1462 ^lann. fy Housch. Exp. (Roxb.)

562 My master put in the said pond in smale pekerelles, xx.

c 1483 CAXTON Dialogues 12 Ln\c\es, becgties^ becquets^ luses,

pikes, pikerellis. 1579 in W. H. Turner Select. Rec. Oxford
(1880) 402 No pickerell is lawful! eyther to be taken or solde

not beinge in length tenne ynches fishe. 1587 HARBISON

England in. iiL (1878)11. 18 The pike as he agetn, recemeth
diuerse names, as from a frie to a gilthed, from a gilthed to

a pod, from a pod to a iacke, from a iacke to a pickerell,
from a pickerel! to a pike, and last of all to a luce. 1608

TOPSF.LL Serpents (1658) 671 To sundry fishes. .as to the

Tench, Pike or Pikerel. 1767 Phil. Trans. LVII. 281 A
small pickerel. .contained no fewer than 25,800 eggs. 1891
E. FIKLD

\yest. Verse, Long Ago 196, I knew the rushes
near the mill Where pickerel lay that weighed a pound.

b. In U. S. and Canada, The name of several

species of Esoxt esp. the smaller species ;
about

the Great Lakes, the true pike ; also the pike-perch,

wall-eye, or glass-eye (Stizostedion vitreuni}.

1763 T. HUTCHINSON Hist. Mass. I, v. 465 Pickrel, bream,

pearch, and other freshwater fish. 1860 O. W. HOLMES
Elsie V. 50 [They] used to go and fish through the ice for

pickerel every winter. 1881 Harper's Mag. Sept. 512 The
principal catch is pickerel, which can be taken even by an
unskilful fisherman. 1897 Ottting(\3. S.JXXX. 435/2 What
we termed l

pickerel
'

(wall-eyed pike) were better table-fish.

Fi-ckerel*. [?dim. f. PICK. Cf. DOTTEREL.]
A bird : the common name in Scotland of the

dunlin ( Tringa alpina}.
1831 Montagu's Ornith. Diet. 144 Dunlin .. Provincial.

Purre, Least Snipe. .Pickerel. i88sS\vAiNSON Prov. Names
Birds 193 Dunlin. ..Pickerel (Scotland generally). Aname
applied to all small waders.

Fi-ckerel-weed. [f.
PICKEREL 1 + WEED.]

1. A name locally applied to certain weeds, found

in still waters, amongst which pikes breed, and
which formerly were popularly supposed to breed

them ; most commonly to species of Potamogeton
or Pondweed.
1653 WALTON Angler \'\\. 148 His feeding is ..sometime

a weed of his owne, called Pikrel-tueed, of which.. some
think some Pikes are bred. 1823 E. MOOR Suffolk Words,
Pickarel-weed is. .well known in Suffolk and Cambridge
and the idea that the sun's heat helps the breeding of pike
in it, is common. 1853 G. JOHNSTON Nat. Hist. E. Bord.
I. 250 The Pickerell-weeds throw out their oval or elliptical

leaves that float so lightly on the surface.

2. In N. America, Any species of Pontederia,
lacustrine plants, with sagittate leaves, and spikes
of blue flowers. Also Pickerel-flower.
1836 EMERSON Nature, Beauty Wks. (Bohn) II. 146 In

July, the blue pontederia or pickerel-weed blooms in large
beds in the shallow parts of our pleasant river. 1867

May-Day, etc., ibid. III. 419 Through gold-moth-haunted
beds of pickerel-flower. 1868 LOSSING Hudson 21 This in

the books, is called Pickerel Weed (Pontederia cordata. .),

but the guides call it moose-head.

Pickeridge (pi'karida;). [f. PICK z^.
1 + RIDGE,

back.]
' One of the varieties ofwarbles ; a swelling

occurring on the backs of cattle* (Syd. See. Lex.}.
1882 in OGILVIE ; and in later Diets.

Pickering. Obs. exc. U. S. = PICKEREL *.

1528 in T. D. Whitaker Hist. Craven (1812) 307 Item, in

great pike, & pickering, 6 score. 8. 1.

Pi ckeringite. Min. [Named 1844 after John

PICKET.

Pickering, President of the American Academy :

see -ITE *.] A hydrous sulphate of aluminium and

magnesium, found in Peru and Nova Scotia, in

masses of silky white fibres, and as acicular crystals.
1844 Amer. Jrnl. Sc. XLVI. 360 Pickeringite a native

magnesian alum.

Pickeroon, variant of PICAROON.

Pickery 1
(pi'kari). Also 6 pikry, pikery,

pykery, picory, Sc. pikary, 6-7 pykrie, -ry.

[f. PICKER \ PIKER *: see -ERY.] Petty theft. Still

a term of Scotch law.

1508 in Pitcairn Crim. Trials I. *53 [Convicted of common
Theft and] Pikry. 1522 in Boys Sandwich (1792) 683
Prevy picory. 1536 BF.LLENDEN Cron. Scot. (1821) II.

_T_ i ; .i_:r.. i _:i ^_

Alex. Hume (1899) 200 For .. preventing of the grite
stewthe and pykrie that daylie incressis. a 1765 ERSKINE
Princ. Sc. Law (1773) iv. iv. 59 The stealing of trifles,

which in our law-language is styled pickery^
has never been

punished by the usage of Scotland, but with imprisonment,
scourging, or other corporal punishment. 1815 SCOTT

Guy M. xlii, A trifle stolen in the street is termed mere

pickery. 1861 W. KELL Diet. Law Scot., Pickery, is the

stealing of trifles, which has never been punished in any
other way than by an arbitrary punishment.

f Pickery 2
,
obs. form of PECCARY.

1706 PHILLIPS, Pickery, an American Beast like a Hog.

Picket (pi'ket), sb.1 Forms: a. 7 picquett,
8 piquett, 8- picquet, piquet ; 0. 7- picket, [a.

F. piquet pointed stake, also in other senses, f.

piquer to prick, pierce, with dim. suffix : see -ET.]
I. 1. A pointed stake, post, or peg, driven into

the ground ; used for various purposes, e. g.
a. in the construction of a stockade or fence (fence

picket = pale) ; b- to hold in position gabions, fascines, and
other means of fortification ; c. to mark positions in

surveying, etc. ; d. to fasten a rope or string to, esp. in

order to tether a horse or other animal, also to secure a

tent; e. sharpened also at the upper end, as a defence

against cavalry or other assailants.

1702 Military Diet., Picket, or Piquet^ is a Stake sharp
at the end, which serves to mark out the Ground, and

Angles of a Fortification, when the Ingenier is laying
down the Plan. They are commonly pointed with Iron.

There are also large Piquets^ which are drove into the

Earth, to hold together the Fascines, or Faggots, in any
Work cast up in haste. Pickets are also Stakes drove into

the Ground, by the Tents of the Horse in the Field to tye
their Horses to. 1711 Lond. Gaz. No. 4871/2 Most of
the Horses.. breaking loose from their Pickets.., some were
taken. 176* STERNE Tr. Shandy\l. xxi. 1803 WELLINGTON
in Gurw. Desp. 1.487 One end of the cable must be. .fixed to

a picket or to any thing firm, 1807 HUTTON Course Math.
II. 57 Sometimes pickets, or staves with flags, are set up as

marks or objects of direction. 1834-47 I. S. MACAULAY
Field Foriif. (1851) 88 The small branches cut from an
abatis may be rendered useful by making pickets of them.

1838 Civ. Eng. <$ Arch. Jrnl. I. 96/1 Marking the middle

line, or axis of the road, by stakes or pickets, placed at equal
intervals apart. Ibid, 98/1 The fascines are laid m alternate

layers crosswise and lengthwise, and the layers.. connected

by pickets. 1850 F. A. GRIFFITHS Artil. Man. (1862) 218
Each horse standing at picket. 1869 PARKMAN Discov. Gt.

West (18-83) 20 Asquare fort ofcedar pickets. 1873 TRISTRAM
Moab iv. 63 A lurking thief had cut the pickets of the horses.

1883 E. INGERSOLL in Harpers Mag. Jan. 208/2 Fence posts
are made . . and after these the rough split fence pickets
so commonly used in this part of the State.

f. A stockade, rare.

1841 CATLIN N. Amer. hid. I. xi. 81 The piquet is com-

posed of timbers.. eighteen feet high set firmly in the ground
at sufficient distances from each other to admit of guns
and other missiles to be fired between them.

2. A stake with pointed top, used in a military

punishment in vogue in the jyth and i8th c. : see

quot. 1706. Hence, a name for this punishment,
and for similar forms of torture.

1690 Royal Proclaitt. in Starke Oh. Milit. Punishm. (1901)

5 If a trooper he shall stand three several times on the

Picquett. 1702 Military Diet. s.v. 1706 PHILLIPS, To
Stand upon the Picket^ is when a Horseman for some

Offence, is sentenc'd to have one Hand ty'd up as high as

it can reach, and then to stand on the Point of a Stake with

the Toe of his opposite Foot ; so that he can neither stand,

nor hang well, nor ease himself by changing Feet. 1806

MAR. EDGEWORTH Leonora xlv, If I put a poor fellow on
the picket. 1843 R. R. MADDEN United Irishmen Ser. u.

II. xvi. 353 The tortures of the lash, the picquet and the

knotted cord. 1862 LD. STANHOPE Pitt III. 116 Many of

these unhappy men underwent the military punishments of

the lash and the picket this last consisting in being made
to stand with one foot upon a pointed stake.

f3. A peg, pin, plug. Obs. rare.

1868 Rep. to Govi. U, S. on Munitions War 14 (Boxer

ammunition), The bullet has a picket of wood running

through its centre half-way from the apex of the cone

towards the base. Ibid. 16 The bullet, as in the Boxer, has

the wooden picket through half its longer axis, and the clay

plug in the base for expansion.

II. 4. Mil. A small detached body of troops,

sent out to watch for the approach of the enemy
or his scouts (outlyingpicket}, or held in quarters

in readiness for such service (inlyingpicket} ;
also

applied to a single soldier so employed. In the

Army Regulations tptHtfiftut.
1761 Brit, Mag. II. 105 A vanguard, composed of the

piquets, which were formed into battalions and squadrons,
for securing the head of their cantonments. 1781 in Simes

Milit. Guide (ed. 3) 8 [The Adjutant-general] may.. visit

them at their posts, and always see that the piquets are in
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good order. 1799 WELLINGTON In Gurw. Desp. \. 22 The
advanced picquets of the British army were attacked by the

enemy. 1844 Rfgul, $ Ord. Army i If an Officer's Tour
of Duty happen when he is on the Inlying Piquet,.. his

Tour upon the Piquet is to pass him. 1844 H. H. WILSON
Brit. India II. 384 The village of Yuva..was guarded by
a strong picquet of cavalry and infantry. 1861 MRS. E.
BEERS All Quiet along the Potomac, Now and then a stray

picket Is shot as he walks on his beat to and fro. 1884 Sat.
Rev. 26 July 126/2, 600 Chasseurs of the Imperial Guard..
attacked our picquets, but were repulsed.

b. A camp-guard, sent out to bring in men who
have exceeded their leave.

1787 Gentl. Mag. LVII. ir. 1199/2 The piquets and double

patroles abandoned their officers, and joined their mutinous
comrades. 1851 DIXON /F". Penn iv. 135 A sergeant and

piquet of soldiers entered the room. 1886 Pali Mall G.

7 Oct. g/i A serious military riot.. occurred in the streets of
Aldershot.Jast evening. ..The military police and pickets
had to be reinforced.

C. transf. and fig. A party of watchers or sen-

tinels, an outpost; an
outlying post.

1847-8 H. MILLER First Impr. xiv. (1857) 228 Two insu-

lated outliers, that.. form the outer piquets of the newer
and higher system. 1860 G. H. K. in I'ac. Tour 173 There,
two miles off, are lying deer,, .pickets of keen eyed and
keener scented hinds thrown out in every direction. 1866
NEALE Seq. fy Hymns 52 The picquets of the Spirit -host.

5. (usually//.) Applied to men acting in a body or

singly who are stationed by a trades-union or the

like, to watch men going to work during a strike

or in non-union workshops, and to endeavour to

dissuade or deter them.

1867 Times 22 Aug. 8/3 The
pickets kept their places

from early morning till night ; they reviled the workmen
who went in and put ; they forced women to call upon the

police for protection ; they threatened that those who took
work, .should have none when the Union was triumphant.
1869 Pall Mall G. 31 Aug. i We will assume . . that they
issue positive orders to the pickets to resort to nothing in
the shape of coercion. 1885 Even. Standard 19 Dec., The
strikers have posted pickets at all stations. 1886 Globe
2 Feb. 6/5 In connection with a strike, the defendant acting
as a 'picket'. 1891 Newcastle Even. Chron. 17 Jan. 4/1
To.. prevent the pickets of the strikers from indulging in
demonstrations against the loyal men.

III. 6. An elongated rifle bullet, with a co-
noidal front

; a cylindro-conoidal bullet.

(Said in E. S. Farrow, American Small Arms (1904) 56,
to have been ' made for Col. Pickett, the well-known grizzly
bear killer'.)

1858 DEANE Hist. $ Sc. Fire-arms 263 A form of conical

projectile used and called a '

picket
'

in the United States,
and also used in several of the German states. 1859 J.
SCOFFERS Projectile Weapons (ed. 4) 219 note,, The Amen-
cans term the new elongated projectile conoids 'pickets';
and a very good term it is. 1874 KNIGHT Diet. Meek.
402/1. 1881 GREENER Gun 177 The regulation Martini-

Henry rifling would send a long-range picket clean through
an elephant. 1901 T. F. FREMANTLE Bk. Rifle 38 The
pointed bullet with a flat base, known as a 'flat-ended

picket '.

IV. 7. attrib. and Comb,> as (sense i) picket-

fence^ -gate, -machine, -pin, -rope, -strap ; (senses

4> 5) p^ket duty, system, trench
; picket-boat,

-launch, -ship, a vessel employed for reconnoi-

tring, or scouting in advance of the fleet, or on
a river in military operations ; picket-clamp,
a clamp for holding fence-pickets while being
pointed; picket-guard, an inlying picket, also

a picket protecting a position ; picket-header,
-pointer, a machine for pointing fence-pickets;
picket-house, in a garrison, the building where
a picket is stationed; picket-launch: $zt picket-
boat

; picket-line, () a tether ; (<) a line held

by pickets; picket-ship: see picket-boat.
1885 Daily Ne~vs 23 Jan. 6/2 He will have with him [on the

Nile] the *picket boats commanded by Lieutenants Mont-
gomerie and Tyler. 1890 Pall Mall G. 2 Tune 2/1 The large
steam-launches known in the navy as '

picket-boats
'

are per-
fectly adapted for the purpose. 1867 Times 23 Aug. 0/2
Flocd and nearly all the rest of the prisoners did 'picket
duty there. 1871 Daily News 18 Jan., This extra piquet
duty from other companies forms a separate roster. 1857
R. TOMES Atner. in Japan ix. 207 Cottages .. surrounded

by either stone walls or bamboo *picket fences. Ibid,
xiv. 317 The streets of Hakodadi ..are subdivided into
various wards by means of *picket-gates. 1703 Lond. Gaz.
No. 3923/2 Our "Piquet Guard was.. ordered out to attack
them. 1866 LONGF. Killed at Fordn, As we rode along..
To visit the picket-guard at the ford. 188^ E. INCERSOLL
in Harpers Mag. Jan. 208/2 Planers, shingle machines,

"picket
headers. 1901 Westm. Gaz. 14 Mar. 6/1 A draft of

about
fifty

men . . in Guernsey . . attacked the *picquet house
on the pier at St. Peter's Port. 1867 LATHAM Black &
White 105 The opposing lines were not more than two
hundred yards apart, and between these were the *picket
lines, about one hundred yards from one another. 1899
Scribners Mag. XXV. 19/1 It was no easy matter to handle
them on the picket-lines,and to provide for feeding and water-

ing. 1867 Times 23 Aug. 9/2 Many of the "picket men had
behaved illegally. 1851 MAYNB REID Scalp Hunt. iv. 28 The
*picket-pins [were] driven home. 1859 MARCY Prairie Trav.
lii. 91 The picket-pins, of iron, fifteen inches long, with ring
and swivel at top. 1898 Daily Newsq May 6/3 It is supposed
. .that the Spanish fleet was probably following its *picket
ship. 1872 BAKER Nile Tribut. x. 165 Each horse was
furnished with.. a long leathern thong as a "picket strap.
1866 Sat. Rev. 20 July 59 The victims of the "picket
system are.. men who are outside the pale of the Trades
Unions..

Picket, sb?
PlCTARNE.
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A local name of the tern : cf.

1831 Montagues Qrnith. Diet. 508 Tern. .Provincial. Pirr.

I

. .Kirmew. Picket.

Picket (pi'ket), v. [f. PICKET j.i]
1. trans. To enclose or secure with pickets or

stakes; to palisade; to fix down by means of

pickets.
*745 Jml. Siege Louisbtirg in W. Shirley Let. (1746) iS
A Blockhouse, .picketted without, and defended by eight
Cannon. 1847 Nation. Cycl. I. 10 The trees are picketed
to the ground. 1884 Mil. Engineering (ed. 3) I. ir. 55 The
hides are laid on the ground and picketed firmly down;
the sandbags are then built up.. to such a height as to

allow each hide to be drawn well over the top row and
round the ends, which are then picketed into the parapet.

b. To tether (a horse, etc.) to a picket or peg
fixed in the ground.
1814 Scon- }\'a'>. xlvi, Their horses, saddled and picqueted

behind them. 1857 LIVINGSTONE Trav. vii. 138 The goat
is picketed to a stake in the bottom [of a pit]. 1868 Regnt.

'

<y Ord. Army 872 The guards of the Cavalry will be
i mounted, and the horses picketed.

2. To punish or torture with the picket. Obs.

\

exc. Hist.

1746-7 HERVEY Medit. (1818) 252 Others, .act the part of
their own tormentors: they even picquet themselves, and

* call it amusement. i^6z STERNE Tr. Shandy V. xxi, I

i
would be picquetted to death, cried the corporal, ..before
I would suffer the woman to come to any harm. 1839-

;
1860 [see PICKETING].

3. Mil To post as a picket, b. intr. (for ?#?.)
To post oneself as a picket ; to act on picket duty.

T 775 J- BROWN in Sparks Corr. Amcr. Rev. (1853) I. 462
They have intrenched and picketed out some distance from
their other works. 1859 F. A. GRIFFITHS Artil.Man. (1862)

154 To encamp and picket expeditiously. 1880 DIXON
Windsor IV. xxii. 201 These men were picketed in the
town.

4. In a labour dispute : a. intr. To act as a

picket ; b. trans* To beset or molest with pickets.
See PICKET shl 5 and PICKETING b.

1867 Times 22 Aug. i i/i His employer's shop was picketed

by about two or three men in the morning. I6id.
t Herecpg- j

nized the defendants.. in company with others, picketing
!

daily. 1885 Daily Tel. 21 Oct. (Cassell), They picketed the
,

men coming to and going from Mr. R.'s shops.
Hence Prcketed ppl.a.\ Pi'cketer, a man en-

|

gaged in picketing during a strike.

1818 SCOTT Rob R. xxxii, The appearance of the *picqueted i

horses, feeding in this little vale. 1870 EMERSON Sac. <y Solit. \

vi. 121 There is a great deal of enchantment in a chestnut '

rail or picketed pine boards. 1885 Even, Standard 4 Nov.
(Caisell), The old picketed and bastioned forts are dis- i

appearing. 1867 Times 23 Aug. q/i Even if all the gaols of
the country were filled with *picketers the system must be !

continued. 1898 M^estm. Gaz. 9 Sept. 4/1 A stronger con-
;

tingent of picketers arrived on the spot to relieve the
j

sandwich-men.

Picket, pickette, obs. forms of PIQUET.

t Picket-beard. [See PICKED i
2, PIKED a. 2.] \

1670 G. H. Hist. Cardinals I. in. 73 A great dispute..
'

betwixt a certain Picket-beard (as they call them in Italy)
or Protestant,, .and a Catholick.

Picketee, obs. form of PICOTEE.

Picketing (prketirj), vbl. s>. [See -ING 1
.]

The action of the vb. PICKET; a. see PICKETS. 2 ;

spec. b. in a labour dispute, the posting of men
to intercept non-strikers on their way to work and

prevail upon them to desist.

a. 1753 Miss COLLIER Art Torment. 15 Punishments for

faults, such as whipping and picketing amongst the soldiers.

1839 MARRYAT Diary Amer, Ser. i. II. 306 The com-
;

manding-officer .. replied, that he would be hung up by
his thumbs till he fainted a variety of piquetting. 1842
R. R. MADDEN United Irishmen I. xi. 335 The picket- !

tings and half-hangings, and other modes and instruments
of torture. 1860 H. GOUGER Imprisonment in Burmah \

xiii. 141 On this button the culprit stood with bared foot at
j

the manifest risk of being lamed for life. This torture was i

called picketing.
b. 1867 Times 22 Aug. 8/3 Earon Bramwell said.. that !

if picketing were done in such a way as to excite no
|

reasonable alarm or not to annoy or coerce those who
j

were the subjects of it, it would be no offence in law...
The picketing which Mr. Druitt and his friends organized
. . was intimidation, and nothing less. .1891 Guardian \

ii Mar. 377/2 In theory picketing is merely the use of fair i

argument to dissuade men from becoming 'blacklegs '. In
practice the force of the argument is found to depend very
largely on the numbers and demeanour of those who
employ it.

Pick-fault : see PICK- in Comb.
Fi'ckfork. Obs. exc. dial. Forms : 3 pic-, 5 !

pykk-, pik-, pyke-, 5-6 pyk-, 6 picke-, 6

(9 dial.} pike-, pick-fork. [Origin of the first

element obscure : occurring as pic, pik, pyke, it

appears to be identical with PICK sb. 1
,
PIKE j&l,

as if
* a fork with pikes or sharp points

*

; but
]

the word, with Us variant PITCHFORK, seems
to have been at length associated with the vb.

PICK 2, PITCH 1, from the use of the implement in

pitching sheaves, etc.]
= PITCHFORK. (The sense

in the quot. from Layamon is doubtful.)
Ci*o$ LAY. 21597 WiS heose pic-forcken, Heo ualden

heom to grunde. 1410 in Rogers Agric. $ Prices III. 546/2,
3 pyk forkes. ci^ftPromp. Parv. 397/1 Pykkforke, merga.
1481 CAXTON Reynard (Arb.) 95 The men of the village cam
out.. with flaylis and pikforkes. 1485 Nottingham Rec.

111.246 Paid., to a smyth for makyng of a grete pykefork..
)>at was broken with fe ice. ijd. 1523 FITZHKRR. Hvsb.
25 If the grasse be very thycke, it wolde be shaken with

i enormous.

handes, or with a short pykforke. 1560 BIBLE (Genev.)
i Sam, xiii. 21 Yet they had a file fur the shares, and for
the mattockes.and for the pickeforkes [i535Covi-:RD. forckes,
J 539 (Great) dong forckes] & for the axes. 1589 FLEMING
Virg. Georg. n. 31 Clods must alwaies broken be with pick-
forks turnd therein. <z 1600 Flodden F. ii. (1664) n Some
made long pikes and lances light, Some Pike-forks for to
joyn and thrust. 1673 R. HEAD Canting Acad. Kiij, One
of the Horse-keepers. .did.. belabour him with a Pikefork
1825 BROCKETT N. C. Gloss., Pick-fork, a hay fork. 1885
WESTALL Old Factory xxi. (E. D. D.J, Chaps, .as I wouldn't
touch with a pikefork.

Pick-goose, corrupt f. PEAK-GOOSE Obs. Pick-
harness : see PICK-. Pickhill : see PIGHTLE.
t Fickleman. Sc. Obs. Also 7 peekcaman.

[f. PICK z-.l + MAN.] A miller's assistant, whose
duty was to pick the millstone : cf. PIKKMAN 2 2.

1604 Court Bk. Barony Uric (1892) 3 Sum tennentis.. wald
nocht content thame selffis with the serwice of the Peekca-
man. 1808 JAMIKSON, Pickic-man^ the name formerly given
to a millers servant, from his work of keeping the mill in

order. 1825 Ibid.) I'ikman, Pikcman^ Pikieman, the same
as Pickie-man^ and pron. as three syllables.

Pickietar, dial. f. PICTARXE, the common tern.

Pickill, obs. f. PICKLE sb.-, a grain, corn.

Picking (pi'kiij), vbl. sl>.
1 Also piking, etc. :

see PICK v. 1
[f.

TICK z>.^ + -ING 1
.]

1. The action of PICK v.l in various senses.
a. 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. (1810) 273, & bou has for bi

pikyng, niykille ille likyng. ^1440 Promp. Par-c. 397/2
Pykynge, or clensynge, purgacio. 1531 in W. H. Turner
Select. Rt-c. Oxford (iSSoJ 100 Conspiryces. ., and pykyn of

quarells day by day.
/3. 1548 ELYOT Lat. Diet., Carminatio..ihs pickyng or

cardynge of woull. 1672 WILKINS Nat. Rtlig: 234 \\ ithout

any such picking and chasing amongst them, ns may bend
the laws to make them suitable to our own interests. 1693
EVELYN De la Quint. Comf>l. Card. II. So Picking or

culling of Fruits. 1844 (i. DOUD Textile Mannf. i. 25 This
opening of the matted cotton is first partially effected by the

process of (

picking '. .Women and children partially disen-

tangle the cotton. 1885 C. F. HOLDER Marvels Anim. Li/c
174 The inspiriting picking of the banjo.

b. Witfl adverbs. Also attrib.

1825 J. NICHOLSON Operat. Mechanic 606 The stopping
and picking-out tools are made of polished steel. 1890
Pall Mall G. 4 Oct. 7/2 A grapnel was lowered over the
bows by means of a long rope, the end of which was taken
under the dynamometer to the picking-tip drum. 1904
H. BLACK Pract. Self Culture iv. 105 The picking up of
crumbs of knowledge is not in itself education.

2. spec. a. Stealing, theft; in later use, petty

theft, pilfering ; esp. in picking and stealing : see

PICK v.i 9 b.

a. 1401 Pol. /tows (Rolls) II. 66 That almes is pykyng, y
fynde it in thi boke. e 1470 HEXRYSON 31or. Fab. in.

(Cock $ Fox} iv, In
pyking

of pultrie baith day and nycht.
1533 COVERDALE BioU Ded., His pestilent pykynge of Peter

pens out of youre realme.

ft. 1548-9 (Mar.) Bk. Com. Prayer, Cafec/i., To kepe my
handes from picking and stealing. 1753 Scots Mag. May
260/2 He had been in a continual practice of picking and
stealing. 1806 FORSVTH Beauties Scotl. III. 437 Sheep.,
carried away, if above the number seven. . [M'Gregor] styled
lifting ; if below seven, he only considered it as a picking.

b. Weaving. Afinishing process of cloth-making:
see quot. 1875. c. Metallurgy. Rough sorting of

ores. d. The finishing of an electrotype plate by
removing picks or defects, e. Masonry. Dabbing :

see DAB v. 1
i, quot. 1876.

1839 URE Diet, Arts $12 The mechanical preparation of

ores, Including picking, stamping, and different modes of

washing. 1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mech. 1698/1 Picking Cloth...
It is subjected to a strong light, and all blemishes removed
from its surface by tweezers. Spots which have escaped the
action of the dye are touched with dye by a camel's-hair
brush. 1881 RAYMOND Mining Gloss.) Piking. 'Bee Cobbing,
1890 Cent. Dict.

t Picking . . 6. Removing picks, .in electro-

type plates with the tools of an electrotype-finisher.
3. concr. f a. A mark produced by pricking ;

a prick. (Only OE.)
This is the earliest known trace of a verb corresp. \& pike

Of pick in OE. ; see etymology of PICK z'.
1

C735 Corpus Gloss. (Hcssels) S. 572 Stigmata, picung.
D. That which is or may be picked, or picked

up; the produce of picking, the amount picked;
a scraping, a scrap ; //. gleanings of fruit, remain-

ing scraps of food, or portions of anything worth

picking up or appropriating.
1642 MILTON Apol. Smect. xiiAVks. 1851 1 1 1. 321 The Vulturs
had then but small pickings. 1768-74 TUCKER Lt. Nat.
(1834) II. 531 Then reason began to open ; and we gathered
by little pickings the ideas of good and mischievous, of

right and wrong. 1808 H. HOLLAND Cheshire 62 These
pickings [from salt pans] were analysed. . .He found 480
parts . . to contain 40 of muriate of soda, 60 of carbonate, and
380 of sulphate of lime. 1847 C. BRONTE J. Eyre xi, The
scanty pickings I had now and then been able to glean at

for stealing apples, but they were only a few peekings.
O. Chiefly//. Perquisites privately picked up, or

dishonestly come by ; pilferings.
1765 FOOTE Commissary i. Wks. 1799 II. 10 Rich as an

Indian governor. Heaven knows how he came by it...

Pretty pickings, I warrant, abroad. 1809 MALKIH Gil Bias
v. i. f 12 The pretty pickings to be made out of this juggle.
1866 GEO. ELIOT F. fioltlnirod.. But heir or no heir, Lawyer
Jermyn had had his picking out of the estate. 1893 W. P.

COURTNEY in Academy 13 May 413/1 It must be confessed

that the pickings of the office [of Paymaster-General] were

105
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4. a. (See quot.) b. //.
' Pounded oyster shells

for gravel walks' (Simmonds Diet. Trade 1858).
c 1858 Archit. Pitbl. Soc. Diet. n. 140/1 The same sort of

brick if burnt a little harder, is called a^aver, and if rather
softer than it ought to be, and of pale colour, a picking.
5. attrib, and Comb., as picking-season, 'table,

-time, etc.; picking-bed, a bed in a quarry that

is picked away ; picking-ground, ground capable
of being picked ; picking salt : see quot.
1883 Stonemason Jan., Of this the top 12 inches is used as

a *picking-bed, so that blocks 6J feet deep can always be
obtained when required. 1874 RAYMOND Statist. Mines
fy Mining 514 The removal in blasting-ground of 200
cubic feet, and in soft *picking-ground .. of 800 cubic feet.

1884 Chester Gloss. ,

*
Picking salt . . , the first salt made after

a pan has been '

picked ',
that is, has had the scale taken

off the bottom. 1874 Chambers' Encycl. s.v. Cotton, From
the date of blooming to the close of the *picking season,
warm dry weather is essential. 1901 Scotsman 15 Oct. 4/8
After being thoroughly screened, the lump coal is carried
on to ^picking tables. 1682 DRYDEN Abs. $ Achit. ii. 418
He was too warm on *Picking-work to dwell.

Prolong, vbl. sbP [f. PICK z;.2 + -ING!.] The
action of PICK v2
1. Weaving. The driving of the shuttle to and fro

in a loom; esp. attrib. as in -^picking /^(obs.)
= PICKER a

; picking cord, lever, motion, shaft,

staff, stick, names of parts employed in this action :

cf. PICKER- b.

1827 Edln.Rev. XLVI. 4 Mechanical contrivance techni-

cally denominated a picking peg. 1839 URE Diet. Arts
1285 He lays hold of the picking-peg in his right hand, and,
with a smart jerk of his wrist, drives the fly-shuttle swiftly
from one side of the loom to the other. . . The plan of throwing
the shuttle by the picking peg and cord is a great improve-
ment upon the old way of throwing it by haad. 1875
KNIGHT Diet. Mech. 1698/1 In one form of hand-loom, the

picking-peg is drawn by a cord. In the power-loom the
driver is on a vibrating staff. Ibid., Picking-stick ( Weaving},
the picker-staff for driving the shuttle of a power-loom.
1878 BARLOW Weaving xxv. 269 (heading)^ Shuttles and
picking motions. Ibid. 271 This plan was to affix inclined

planes to the peripheries of fly-wheelsone at each end of
the crank shaft, so as to strike against a stud fixed upon
a picking-shaft connected to each picking-stick. 1897 Westm.
Caz. 22 Jan. 7/2 For shafts he has used a lot of the hickory
picking staffs used in power looms.

2. Spinning.
' The travelling of the bobbin up

and down the spindle in the process of being filled,

so that it may be equally full all over' (M c
Laren).

1884 W. S. B. MLAREN Spinning (ed. 2) 152 The spool
..requires a triple motion; a very short one at first filling
the lower end, during which time the bobbin only moves a
little way up and down, and then a longer

'

picking '..up
and down, with the constantly lowering motion the same as
for the tube.

3. The action of pitching or throwing sheaves,
etc. Also attrib., as picking-fork, a hay-fork,

pitchfork ; picking-hole, a window or door aloft

in a barn or hayloft, through which hay or sheaves

are pitched ;
a pitch-hole, north, dial.

1847-78 HALLIWELL, Picking-hole. 1854
* TOM TREDDLE-

HOYLE Baintsla Foak's Ann. 25 Made it into hay, an
thrawn it throo t' pickin-hoyle. 1873 CORDEAUX Birds ofHumber 14 One of the picking-holes at the north end of
the barn.

Picking (pi'kirj),///. a. Also 6 pyking, Sc,

-and. [f.
PICK vl + -ING 2.]

1. That picks, in the senses of the verb; spec.
thievish.

1535 LYNDESAY Satyre 2657 Sic pykand peggrall theifis ar

hangit. 1550 LEVER Serm. (Arb.) 38 Pickinge theft, is lesse

than murtheryng robrye. 1561 T. HOBY tr. Castiglione's
Cottrtyer iv. (1577) Tviij, The ouerwealthy . . waxe stiffe

necked and recklesse, the poore, desperate and pyking.
1565-73 COOPER Thesaurus, Diztarij, picking fellowes

looking into chambers or parlours, .onely of purpose to
steale. 1894 KIPLING Jungle Bk. 52 Nothing but foolish

words and little picking thievish hands.

f2. Dainty; fastidious; trifling, nice. Obs. Perh.

vol. sb. used attrib.

1589 R. HARVEY PI. Perc. (1590) 3 If thy mill stones be not
worne too blunt, for want of pecking, there is picking meat
for thee. 1597 SHAKS. 2 Hen. /f^iv. i, 198 The King is

wearie Of daintie, and such picking Gneuances. 1678
BUNYAN Pilgr. Auth. Apol. (ed. 2) 227 Dost thou love

picking meat ?

Pickitivant, corrupt f. PICKE-DEVANT, Obs.

Pickle (pi'k'l), sb} Forms : 5 pekille, pykyl,
pikkyll, pykulle, 6 (pegyll, pigell), pyccle,
pikle, pykle, 6-7 pickel(l, 6- pickle, [app.
a. MDu. pekel(e, peeekel (a 1473 in Teiithonista}
or MLG. pekel, LG., Du.

fektl,
E.Fris. pekel,

pakel, mod.Ger. /ofe/brine, pickle. Ulterior origin
obscure.

(Verdam suggests that DU./T&/ was a
deriy. of verbal root

//-, pek- t
in sense ' that which pricks or is piquant '.)]

1. A salt or acid liquor (usually brine or vinegar,
sometimes with spices) in which flesh, vegetables,

etc., are preserved. (In early use, also applied to

certain sauces eaten with flesh as a relish.)
a 1440 Aforte Arth. 1027 Sevene knave childre, Choppid

in a chargour of chalke whytt sylver, With pekille and
powdyre of precious spycez. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 397/2
Pykyl, sawce, /*/. (-1450 Two Cookery-bks. 77 Pikkyll

pour le Mallard. 1502 ARNOLDE Chron. (1811) 189 To make
a Pigell to kepe freshe Sturgen in. 1530 PALSGR. 254/1

Pyccle sauce, savlmure. 1553 EDEN Treat. Newe Ind.

(Arb.) 29 Keping it in a certayne pickle. 1600 SURFLET

826

Conntrie Farwe n. Ii. 349 A pickle.. made of two parts of
j

vineger, and one of salt brine. 1606 SHAKS. Ant. $ Cl. II.
'

v. 66 Thou shalt be whipt with Wyer, and stew'd in brine, j

Smarting in Hngring pickle. 1728 E. SMITH Compl. Housew.
(ed. 2) 63 Make a Pickle of Vinegar, Salt, whole Pepper,
Cloves, Mace, and boil it, and pour it on the Mangoes. 1809
KENDALL Trav. II. xlvi. 132 The strength of the water

j

being now such as to constitute it a brine or pickle.

fig. 1649 IVoodstock Scuffle xi. in Scott Woodst. App. i,
'

Nothing else is history But pickle ofantiquity. 1675 HOBBES :

Odyssey (1677) 62 He was in the sea o'r head and ears : At
last he rais'd his head above the pickle.

b. /;/ pickle (fig^}, kept in preparation for use ;

esp. in phr. a rod in pickle, a punishment in
'

reserve, ready to be inflicted on occasion : see ROD.

1589 Pappe w. Hatchet Ejb, I but he hath, .arguments
that haue been these twentie yeres in pickle. 1625 B.

SPENSER I'ox Civitatis 26, I feare God hath worse rods

in pickell for you. 1828 Craven Gloss, (ed. 2) s. v., This
is a threatening admonition for an idle or truant boy.
' There's a stick i pickle for thee my lad '. 1881 MRS. LYNN
LINTON Rebel of Family II. vii. It was only after the last

good word of glad tidings had been said that the rod was
taken out of the pickle. 1885 Daily Neivs 3 Nov. 5/2 He
will return to the tranquil enjoyment of his 1,000,000 dollars

now in pickle, it is said, in the English funds.

2. Some article of food preserved in pickle ;

usually (//.) Vegetables (as cabbage, cauliflower,

onions, cucumbers, walnuts, mangoes, etc.) pickled,
and eaten as a relish,

1707 MORTIMER Hnst>. (1721) II. 26 The Keys of the Ash
are a good Pickle while young and tender; and when near

ripe. 1710 ADDISON Tatler~&o. 255 P2 Conserves [are] of a
much colder Nature than your common Pickles. 1758

JOHNSON Idler No. 33 P 24 Received a present of pickles
from Miss Pilcocks. 1853 SOVER Pantroph, 64 Mallows.,

occupied one of the first ranks among pickles.

3. An acid solution, or other chemical prepara-

tion, used for cleansing metal or wood, or for

other purposes.
1776 WITHERING Brit. Plants (1796) I. 38 Filtre it through

paper ; keep it in a bottle closely corked, and call it the

pickle. 1839 URE Diet, Arts 860 These plates, while still

warm, are rubbed over with a dilute acid or pickle. 1879
Cassell's Techn. Editc. IV. 299/2 A dipper had . . left a

quantity of work all night in the 'pickle' or cleansing
solution.

4. fig. A condition or situation, usually dis-

agreeable; a sorry plight or predicament. (Usually
with defining word.) Now colloq,
[Cf. Du. in depekelzitten, iemandin de pekellaten zitten,]

1562 J. HEYWOOD Prov. $ Epigr. (1867) 157 Freilties

pickell. 1573 TUSSER Httsb. (1878) 125 Reape barlje with

sickle, that lies in ill pickle. 1585 FOXE Sertn. on 2 Cor.

v. 21 In this pickle lyeth man by nature, that is, all wee that

be Adams childr.en. a 1620 J. DYKE Worthy Comnmn.
(1645) 382 Who could have.. embraced a person in so filthy
a pickle? 1741 RICHARDSON" Pamela (1824} I. 77, I warrant,
added she, he was in a sweet pickle ! 1883 BYRON Juan vni.

xliii, The Turkish batteries thrash'd them like a flail. Or
a good boxer, into a sad pickle. iSgiSrKVENSON Catriona

291, I could see no way out of the pickle I was in.

b. gen. Condition, trim, guise, rare.

1706 PHILLIPS, Accoutrement, Dress, Garb, Pickle. 1846
HAWTHORNE Mosses i. ix. 190 It is difficult to conceive how
he keeps himself in any decent pickle.

5. A person, usually a boy, who is always causing
trouble: cf. PICKLED! 2 b; a troublesome or mis-

chievous child ; f a wild young fellow, colloq.

1788 Hist, Schoolboy 72 He told Master Blotch he was a

pickle, and dismissed him to his cricket. 1809 MAI. KIN Gil
Bias i. xvii. p 6 If the little gentleman is a pickle, they will

lay all the blame on your bad management. xSii Lex.
Balatron.^ Pickle, an arch waggish fellow. 1828 J. W.
CROKER Diary 23 Apr. in C. Papers (1884) I. 416 The Duke
of Cumberland was there, and his son Prince George. This
little pickle is about nine, 1837 Miss MITFORD Country
Stories (1850) 55 Young Sam Tyler, Jem's eldest hope, a

thorough Pickle. 1885 [see PICKLESOME].

f b. attrib. or as adj.
= PICKLED///, a. 1 2 b.

1797 MRS. A. M. BENNETT Beggar Girl (1813) III. 278 His
son, a pickle young dog.

6. attrib. and Comb,, as pickle-barrel', 'boiler,

'bottle, -dealer, -farm, -jar, -pot, -room, -shop ;

pickle-cured a., cured or preserved in pickle;
pickle-leaf, an ornamental dish, in the form of a

leaf, for pickles, etc.
; pickleman, one who makes

or sells pickles; pickle-worm U. S,, the cater-

pillar of a moth {Phacellura nitidalis\ which

destroys young cucumbers, etc. ; pickle-yard, the

yard in which meat is pickled for the navy.
1757 W. THOMPSON R. N. Advoc. 14 A Cooper and a

* Pickle-Boiler being two distinct Employments. 1879 MRS.
A. E. JAMES Ind. Househ. Managem. 21 A wide-mouthed

*pickle-bottle, with air-tight cork. 1791-3 in Spirit Pub.

Jrnls. (1799) I. 116 A *Pickle-dealer and an Italian Fidler.

1890 Daily Nevjs 20 Sept. 3/1 A *pickle-farm at the present
time of year, with its peeling and brining processes, is an

j

interesting sight. 1899 Allbutfs Syst. Med. VIII. 13 A
man whose work consisted of covering *pickle-jars with ,

bladder. 1859 SMILES Self-Help ii. (1860) 41 Melon table-
\

plates, green *pickle-leaves, and such like articles. 1731
Loud. Even. Post 9 Nov., John Potts, *Pickleman in

Gracious Street. 1769 MRS. RAFFALD Eng. Housekpr.
(1778) 43 Put them into *pickle pots; when the liquor is

cold pour it upon the oysters. 1809 KENDALL Trav, II.

xlvi. 132 From the waler-rooms, it is drawn into a second

range of vats or rooms, called
*
pickle-rooms. 1773 GOLD-

SMITH 13 Apr. in Boswell Johnson^ The very next shop to

Northumberland-house is a *pickle-shop. 1757 W. THOMP-
SON R. N. Advoc. 11 )\ . .was., made inspecting Cooper of the

*Pickle-yard.

PICKLE.

Pickle (pi'k'l), sb? & and north, dial.

[Origin unknown.
The two senses are not generally felt to be the same word in

Scotch; but cf. the use ofgrain in
'
I hae-na a grain o' saut

i' the hoose
'

;

' A man without a grain o' sense '.J

1. A single grain or corn of wheat, barley, or oats,
e. g. a barley-pickle, a barley-corn, b. Formerly,
also, a single grain or particle (of sand, dust, etc.).

1552 ABP. HAMILTON Catcch, (1884) 204 As breid is maid
of mony pickillis of corne. 17.. Song, gin my Love ii,

gin my love were a pickle of wheat, Awa' wi' that pickle
o' wheat I wad flee. 1805 R. W. DICKSON Pract. Agric. I.

557 The ears are found to have alternately a plump well-

filled pickle and an empty husk. 1868 ATKINSON Cler>e-

land Gloss., Fickle^ a single grain or kernel; of corn, rice,
or the like.

b. 1631 RUTHERFORD Lett. (1862) I. xxii. 87 Ye shall run
out your glass even to the last pickle of sand. 1656 JEANES
Mixt.Schol. Div. 150 Rotten, and dissolved into innumer-
able pickles of dust.

2. A small quantity or amount (of fluid, powder,
or anything quantitative) ; a little. (Followed by
sb. without of.}

(71724 in Ramsay's Tea-t. Misc. (1733) I. 9 Sick's I ha'e

ye's get a pickle. 1724 RAMSAY / have a Green Purse \,

1 have a green purse, and a wee pickle gowd. a iSto
TANNAHILL Poems (1846) 16 I've spun a pickle yarn. 1816
SCOTT Old Mort, xl, I wad get my pickle meal and my
soup milk. 1822 GALT Provost xxxviii. (1868) no A pickle
tea and sugar. 1893 STEVENSON Catriona 75 Ye '11 have..
to think a wee pickle less of your dainty self.

Pickle (pi'k'l), vl [f. PICKLE sb?- Cf. MDu.
(a 1479), Du., ]ALG. pekelen, Ger. pb'keln.]
1. trans. To put into or steep in pickle ; to pre-

serve in pickle. (Sometimes, To preserve with

salt, to salt, as butter.)
1552 [see PICKLED l

i]. 1570 LEVINS Manip. 122/1 To
Pickle flesh, condire, salire. 1599 HAKLUYT Voy, II. no
They vse to pickle them with vineger and salt. 1661
LOVELL Hist, Anim, $ Min. 220 Salmon. .. If pickled it's

like Sturgian. 1732 BERKELEY Alciphr. vi. 14 A physician,
who, having pickled half a dozen embryos [etc.]. 1768
COWPER Let. to J. Hill 3 May, Mrs. Rebecca Cowper's

'

receipt to pickle cabbage. 1893 KATE SANBORN 7'rvthf,
Worn, S. California 28 The processes of pickling olives.

b. To fill (a vessel) with pickle or brine for

preserving meat.

1757 WOOD in W. Thompson R.
N^. Advoc, 12 The Casks

to be always drove and pickled in Time.

2. Naut. To rub salt, or salt and vinegar, on the

back after whipping or flogging: formerly practised
as a punishment.
1706 Inq. Naval Miscarriages in Harl. Misc. (Park) I.

574 The whipping and pickling of seamen (a barbarous

practice which has been much used of late) has likewise been
a great hindrance to the manning of our fleet. 1725 DE FOE
Voy. round World (iK^o) 90 Pickling, that is to say, throwing
salt and vinegar on the back after the whipping, 1887

J. K. LAUGHTON in Diet. Nat. Biog, XII. 205/1 It was

acknowledged that [in Corbet's ship, c 1808] the number of

men flogged was
very great j..and that the backs of the

sufferers were habitually pickled.

8. To steep in or treat with some acid, or other

chemical preparation, for cleansing or other pur-

pose, in various manufactures, etc.

1844 STEPHENS Bk. Farm II. 503 Seed-wheat should be

pickled, that is, subjected to a preparation in a certain kind
of liquor, before it is sown. 1858 GREENER Gunnery 219
* Pickled

'

is the term also used to describe the process,
which is simply eating away the softer metals from around
the steel or harder material. 1868 JOVNSON Metals 103
The sheets to be galvanised are pickled, scoured, and
cleaned. 1887 GUMMING Electricity 215 The objects are
first

'

pickled
'

in a bath of mixed dilute nitric and sulphuric
acids. 1889 Standard 22 Oct. 2 The ordinary dressings
with which seed-corn is 'pickled ', to prevent bunt or smu ,

b. ' To prepare, as an imitation, and sell as

genuine ; said of copies or imitations of paintings

by the old masters. Art Jour.' (Webster 1864).
4. transf. and_/f-. in various applications.
c 1620 Z. BOYD Zions Flowers (1855) 18 For this our eyes

are pickled up with teares, That are most brinie. 1651
CLEVELAND Elegy on Abp. Canterbury 36 Not to repent,
but pickle up their Sin. 1790 BURKE Fr. Rev, Wks. V. 47
A theory, pickled in the preservingjuices ofpulpit eloquence.

1904 Daily Chron, i Sept. 8/2, I think you are pickling a

rod for your own back.

Pi'Ckle, v. 2 Obs. or dial. [dim. or freq. of

PICK z>.i]

1 1. (?) To pick clean, cleanse by minute picking.
c 1440 Protnp. Parv. 397/1 Pykelynge, purgnlacio. 1591

SYLVESTER Du Bartas \. vi. 286 The Wren.. Into his [the

crocodile's] mouth he skips, his teeth he pickles Cleanseth
his palate.

2. trans, and intr. To pick in a small
way,

or

a little at a time ;
to peck, nibble; to eat sparingly

or delicately. Also _/?-. Chiefly Sc. and dial.

1513 DOUGLAS s&ttet's xii. Prol. 158 Phebus red fowle..

Pykland his meyt in alleis quhar he went. 1570 LEVINS

Manip. 122/2 To Pickle, eat nicely, edere tninutim. 1583
GOLDING Calvin on Deut, i. 6 Whensoeuer_ we haue.. but

pickled vpon the doctrine without suffering it to work any
true liuelmesse in vs. 1x585 POLWART Flyting ?o. Mont-

gomerie 727 Lick where I laid, and pickle of that pye.

1703 T. SCOTT Poems 325 (Jam.) Robin Routh and Marion

Mickle, Wha baith contentitlie did pickle Out o' ae pocke.
1818 SCOTT Hrt. Midi, xxviii, Aweel, lass,, .then thou must

pick but a small qu; .

only to pickle a bit out of the hand at once.



PICKLED.

b. To deal with in a minute way, to PIDDLE

{obs.} ; see also quot. a 1825.
a ij<58 ASCHAM Scholent. (Arb.) 158 To busie my selfe in

pickling about these small pointes of Grammar, a 1825
FORBY Voc, E. Anglia, Pickle, v. to glean a field a second
time, when, of course, very little can be found.

Pickle, obs. var. PIGHTLE; local van of PIKEL.

Pickled (pi'k'ld), ppl. a.!
[f. PICKLE v.*\

1. Preserved in pickle ; steeped in some chemical

preparation: see PICKLE v\ I, 3.

1552 HuLOiiT, Pykled or bryned, muriaticus. 1620
MIDDLETOS Chaste Maid\. ii, My wife.. longs For nothing
but pickled cucumbers. 1757 W. THOMPSON R. N. Advoc.

9 Pickled, unpickled, and undrained Casks rolled away
together. 1876 SCHULTZ Leather Manuf. 19 Pickled hides
should be kept separate from Salted. 1808 IVestnr. Gas.
20 Jan. 7/2 The vessel was loaded with pickled sleepers.

D. Pickled herring: see PICKLE-HERKING.
2. fig. : see PICKLE t'.* 4.

1633 P. FLETCHER Purple IsL vi. Ixiii, With lips confession
and with pickled cries. 1635 QUARLES EmbL iv. xii, My
pickled eyes did vent Full streames of briny teares. 1820
LAMB Elia Ser. i, Christ's IfosA., In lieu of our half-pickled
Sundays. 1842 S. LOVER Handy Andy xxv, The poor
pickled electors were driven back to their inn in dudgeon.
t b. Of a person : Thoroughly

( imbued
'

with

mischief; mischievous, roguish. Obs.

1691 tr. Emilianne's Frauds Rom. Monks (ed. 3) 343 Most
impudent and pickel'd youths. 1706 FARQUHAK Recruiting
Officer v. vii, His poor boy Jack was. .a pickled dog, I

snail never forget him. 1804 COLLINS Sctif>~scrap> Epit.
on Foote 3 Here a pickled rogue lies, whom we could not

preserve, Though his pickle was true Attic Salt.

tFickled, ppl.a.* Obs. Also 5 pykeled.
[? Early variant of PECKLEIX] Variegated, speckled.
14. . Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 593/15 Liridus^ i. divcrsicoloris^

pykeled.
Ibid, 610^23 Dicitur gallina lirida sceu t pykeled

hen show, c 1620 W. LAUSON in Arb. Garner I. 194 Wings
of a feather of a mallard, teal, or pickled hen's wing,

Frckle-he:rring. Now rare. [Found first

as pickled herring', fT PICKLED///, a. ; somewhat
later pickle-herring, after MD. or early mod.Du.

peeckel-harinck (1567 Junius Nomeiiclator\ MLG.
pekel-herink (Liibben-Walther), both in sense i,

mod.Du. pekel-haring, mod.G. picktlhdring,]
T" 1. lit. A pickled herring. Obs.
a.. 1570 Pride Sf LowL. (1841)75 Forfeare of meeting with

a pickled hearing And mountaynes made of matters frivolous.

1598 MERES Pallad. Tamia II. 286 b, Robert Greene died
of a surfet taken at Pickeld Herrings, & Rhenish wine.

1796 H. HUNTER tr. St. -Pierre's StueL Nat. (1799) * 2&0
'1 hose which are caught far to the North, known, in Holland,
by the name of pickled herrings.
0. 1573-80 BARF.T^/r/. H 405 A pickle Herring, tialec con-

ditanea. 1600 ROWLANDS Lett. Humours Blood vi. 77
Taken with a Pickle-herring or two, As Flemmings at Saint
Katherines vse to do. 1607 DEKKER Knts. Conjur. (1842)
76 Hee had . .shortened his dayes by keeping company with
pickle herrings,
2. A clown, a buffoon, a merry-andrew.
This application of the term originated in German. It

appears in 1620 in Engelische Comedien z'nd Tragedien . .

sampt dem Pickelhering^ where it is the name of a humorous
character in one of the plays, and of the chief actor in a
series of 'Pickelharings-spiele' and 'Singspiele' (=JIGJ^. 4).
One of the latter is a version of R. Cox's Singing Simpkin*
and a Dutch version of this, from the German, as Singende
kliicht van Pekelharingh in de Kist

} 1648, isthefirst known,
evidence of the use in Dutch, to which Addison attributed
it in 1711 the first mention in English. (Grimm's Dictionary
is in error in ascribing to it an English origin.)
a. 1711 ADDISON Spect. No. 47 p6 A Set of merry Drolls.,

whom every Nation calls by the Name of that Dish of Meat
which it loves best. In Holland they are termed Pickled
Herrings ; in France, Jean Pottages ; in Italy, Maccaronies ;

and in Great Britain, Jack Puddings. 1726 ARBUTHNOT
Diss. Dumpling ($.&. 5) 8 Content your selves with being
Zanies, Pickled-Herrings, Punchionellos.

j3. 1716-20 Lett.fr. Mist's Jrnl. (1722) I.8r Pickle-Herring
was then in the Heighth of his Archness, Activity, ana
Grimaces. 175(0 Bystander 134 Making a Merry-Andrew
of himself, in imitation of the other Pickle-herring. 1849
tr. Meinhold's Sidonia. tlte Sorceress II. 232 People think
it must be pick elherring, or some such strolling mummers
come to exhibit to the folk during the evening.
attrib. 1789 WOLCOTT (P. Pindar) Ode to eight Catsix, She

mounteth with a pickle-herring spring, Without th'assistance
of a

rope. 1831 CARLYLE Sart. Res. \. ix, Their high State
Tragedy, .becomes a Pickleherring-Farce to weep at, which
is the worst kind of Farce.

Fickler '

(pi-kUi). tObs. [f. PICKLE z/.2 +
-ER 1

.] a. One who picks a little at a time, or
who eats sparingly, b. See quot. 1718.
1581 MULCASTER /WW0WJ vi, (1887) 46 The diet . . must be

small, as nature is a pickler, and requires but small pittaunce.
1718 Entertainer No. 14. 90 A pernicious Sect of Animals
called Picklers; who take upon themselves .. to ridicule
every Thing that does not square with their own Humours.
Frckler 2

. [f. PICKLE z>.i + -ER'.]
1. A vegetable (cucumber, onion, etc.) grown for

pickling.
1763 MILLS Pract. Husb. IV. 166 The latter crop of

cucumbers, commonly called picklers. 1846 J. BAXTER
Libr. Pracf. Agric. (ed. 4) II. 174 In Essex. .onions are
grown largely in field culture. . . Picklers are grown upon
poor, light ground, to keep them small.
2. A person or thing that pickles (lit. andyS^.V
1865 SIR P. WALLIS in Brighton Life (1892) 265 The

Droitwich saline baths.. powerful picklers indeed they are.

1883 7>aw7y News 29 May 8/3 To Picklers, Laundrymen,
and Others. Convenient Premises to Let.

Picklesome (pHc'lafcn), a. nonct-wd. [f.

827

PICKLE sb\ + -SOME.] Of the character of a
'

pickle
'

fPlCKLE .v/'.
1
5) ; inclined to mischief.

1885 Century Mag. XXX. 380/2 Violet Carmine was a

pickle. ..A residence of five months m .. New York had
not by any means tended to make her less picklesome.

Picklet, obs. variant of PIKELET i.

Pi*ckling, pi-cklin, sb. dial. Also 6 pyglyug.
[Origin doubtful.] See quots. 1825, t86S.
1545 Rates of Customs c j b, Pyglyng the C. elles contey.

xii score elles xxs. 1583 Ibid. Dvij, Pickling the c, con-

tayning xii, xx. elles iii/. 121825 FOR BY Voc. E. An^Ha,
Pickling sort of very coarse linen, of which seedsmen make
their bags, dairy maids their aprons, etc. 1868 ATKINSON
Cleveland Gloss.) Pickling, a kind of fine canvas, used for

covering meat-safes, and other like objects.

Pickling (pi'klin), vbL sb
[f. PICKLE z>.*]

The action of PICKLE z/.i, in various senses.

1691 T. H[ALE] Ace. New Invent, p. ix, The Dutch way
of Pickling of Herrings. 1734 BERKELEY Let. to T. Prior
30 Apr., Wks. 1871 IV. 227 A good cook, and understands
pickling and preserving. 1858 GLENNY Card. Every -day
Kk. 220/1 Cabbages for Pickling are now coining to heart.

1867 SMYTH Sailor's \\7ord-l>k., Pickling, a mode of salting
naval timber . . to insure its durability. 1881 RAYMOND
Mining Gloss., Pickling, cleaning sheet-iron or wire by
immersion in acid.

b. attrib. Used for pickling ;
of vegetables,

grown for pickling, intended to be pickled.
1812 SIR J. SINCLAIR Syst. Husb. Scot. i. 326 Wheat must

have as much lime put upon it, as soon as it comes out of
the pickling tub, as will dry it quickly. 1831 Lincoln
Herald

23^
Dec. 3/6 Half a dozen pickling-jars. 1855

DKLAMER Kitch. Gard. 37 To obtain small pickling onion^.

Pickling, vbl. sl>2 Obs. : see PICKLE v2 i.

Picklock (pi-k|l^k), j/>.l and a
[f. PICK v.l

+ LOCK sb.~ : see PICK-.]
A. sb. 1. A person who picks a lock; spec.

a thief who opens a door by picking the lock.

1553 T. WILSON Rhet. 76 b, I haue one. .to whom there is

no cofer lockt, nordore shut. ., meanyng that he was a pick-
lock, and a false verlet. 1651 CHARLETON Ephes, 4- Cimm.
Matrons^ \\. (1668) ^ Locking the door behind him, with as
little noise as a Pick-lock. 1889 Daily News 3 Dec. 7/2
She called him a '

picklock
'

and a ' Paul Pry '.

ftg. 1614 B. JONSON Bart. Fair\\\. \, Talke with some crafty
fellow, some

picklocke o
1

the Law ! 1716 M. DAvii-:s^///t'.
Brit. II. 37 Sir Thomas Bolen. .was called the Pick-lock of
Princes.

2. An instrument for picking locks.

1591 PERCIVALL Sp. Diet., Ganzita, a false keye, a picke-
locke. 1603 SHAKS. J\leas.for M. in. ii. 18 We lake him to
be aTheefe. .for wee haue found vpon him. .a strange Pick-
lock. 1683 CROWNK City Politiques v. i, I have a picklock
in my pocket 1828 W. SEWELL Oxf. Prize Ess. 63 A vile

Laconian lock, with three stout wards, Which no picklock
or nail can reach to open. 1879 Cassetts Techn. Editc. IV.

244/1 The. .most ingenious picklock ever seen.

fig. 1581 J. HKLL //addon's Answ. Osor. 393 b, By which
picklockes they locke fast the gates of hell, and open the

gates of heaven to whom they list. 1702 Eiig. T/uvfhrast.
72 Money is the very pick-lock that opens the way into all

Cabinets and Councils.

JB. adj. Used for picking a lock ; esp. in pick-
lock key = A. 2. Also^-.
1607 ROWLANDS Guy Wanv, 75 Hell's picklock powder

was unknown to men. 1670 Land. Gaz. No. 446/4 A.bunch
of picklock keys. 1693 C. DKYDKN in Drydcn's Juvenal
vii. (1697) 174 The well-lung'd Civilian ..opens first the

Cause, Then with a Pick-lock Tongue perverts the Laws.
1850 CHUBB Locks $ Kcysyz He thought it would be impos-
sible to pick them.. by any picklock keys.

Picklock, sb* and a* Wool MamtJ. [f. PICK
<z. or v.1 7 + LOCK j^.i] Name for the highest
quality of English wool.

1794 FOOT Agric. 61 (E.D.D.) The dearest class of wool,
called 'picklock ', is estimated at thirty-two pence a pound.
1842 BlSCROPF Woollen Manttf. II. 114, I have .. divided
them [wools] into six classes, . . ist class the pick-lock and
prime, and class the choice and super. .-5th class livery
and short coarse. 6th class pick-lock, grey, &c. &c. 1884
W. S. B. MLAREN Spinning led. 2) 17 In the woollen
trade the following names are common for English wool :

picklock, which, as the name implies, is the choicest of all ;

prime, which is very similar; choice, a very little stronger;
super, from the shoulders [etc.].

Pickman. [In sense i, f. PICK sd.'i + MAN.]
1. A labourer who works with a pick ;

e. g.
a miner or collier who uses a pick, a hewer.
1856 Honsek. Words XIII. 544 Miners from Cornwall,..

Muck shifters, Pickmen [etc.]. 1878 URE Diet. Arts IV. 631
(Ozokerite}, Five or more gangs work at a time, each con-
sisting of four or five men, one pickman cutting the ground,
one for drawing stuff to the shaft bottom, two at the windlass.

2. A raker who rakes the hay into rows. dial.

1863 BARNES Dorset Dial, Gloss. s.v. Haymeaken, In

raking grass into double rollers, or pushing hay up into

weals, the fore raker or pickman is said to rake in or pnslt
/, or renu or roo, and the other to close.

3. = PICKMAW. dial.

1899 PREVOST Cumberland Gloss., Pickman^ the tern.

Pickman, obs. form of FIREMAN*.
Pickmaw. Sc. and north, dial. Also 9

Northumb. picki-maw. [Second element MAWS,
gull ; first uncertain (some conjecture //V, PITCH).]
A common name in Scotland of the Black-headed

Gull, Larus ridibttndus : see GULL J& 1

c i4Sfl HOLLAND Howlat 183 Parfytlye thir Pikmawis, as
for priouris, With thar party habitis present tham thar.
1805 A. SCOTT Poems (1808) 224 The lav'rock, the peasweep,
an' skirlin pickmaw. 1818 Scon />>. Lamm, xxv, The
very pick-maws and solan-geebe out-by yonder at the Bai>s

PICKPURSE.
hae ten times their sense ! 1894 Northunikld. Gloss. 529
Peewit Gull . .also called sea trow, and pick-t-ma [on p. 533
erron. picitna\.

Pi'ck-me-up. colloq. [A phrase used as sb. :

see PICK v.^ 20, and PICK-.] orig. A stimulating
drink serving to restore vigour afttr exhaustion

;

extended to beverages, medicinal preparations, etc.,

supposed to have restorative and tonic qualities.
1867 LATHAM Black fy White 80 Who could induce the

American loafer to drink home-brewed ale.. instead of pick-
me-ups. 1871 Standard 13 Feb., A good trade in

'

foaming
pick-me-ups

1

, ..was done at the various American bar>.

i&4 PallMall G. 4 Apr. 4/1 The land ofcocktails and pick-
me-ups. 1900 Westm, Gaz. 5 Feb. 5/2 Incautious use of a
pick-me-up in which strychnine was an ingredient.

b. transf. and fig. Anything serving to restore

strength or vigour, or having a bracing effect.

1876 'OuiDA 1 Winter City\\\. 217 To Society the Pere
Hilarion was only a sort of menial liqueur, as Jenny Lea
was an American 'pick-me-up'. 1887 1'oor Nellie (iSSS)
278 Dr. Doseman's lively wrath proved a pick-me-up to his.

1890 \V. J. GORDON Foundry 102 The pick-me-up we saw
administered was a small dose of apiegeleisen from a furnace
close

^
by. 1891 M. O'RiiLL Frcnckm. in Aimr. 43 This

man is in constant need of moral support and pick-me-up.
[Pickmire, an erroneous book-name for the

locates it in Roxburghshire (where pLk-ma-iv is the namej.J
Picknick, -er, -ing: see PICNIC, etc.

Pickoss, -oys, obs. forms of PICKAX.

Pickpack : see PICK-A-BACK
; Pickpenny,

Obs. : see PICK-.

Pickpocket (pi-kp^kOt), sb. [f. PICK z>.i 9 +
POCKET : see TICK-.]
1. One who steals from or 'picks' pockets; a

thief who follows the practice of stealing things
fiom the pockets of others.

1591 GKKI-.NK Disc. Coosnage Pref. (1592) 2 The picke-
pockets and ciu-purses, are nothing so dangerous to nieele,
as these coosning Cunny-catchers. 1668 ROLLE Abridgm.,
Action snr Case xx. 73 Si home dit de A. He was a Pick-
pocket, and he picked my pocket, and took 12^. of money
out of my pocket. Nul Action gist. 1711 STKELE Spect.
No. 78 ? 4 It was only a Pickpocket, who during his Kissing
her stole away all his Money. 1858 LYTTON What will he
do i. iv, He did not wish to.. turn shoeblack or pickpocket.
transf. and fig. 1593 ^- HAKVEY Pierces Super. Wks.

((irosart) II. 272 The picktlianke of vanity, the pickpocket
of foolery, the pickpurse of all the palteries, ami knaueries
in Print. 1823 LAMB Elia Ser. n. Old Margate /Ay, The
nibbling pick-pockets of your patience.
attrib. a 1716 SOUTH Serin. (1744) XI. 29, I do not mean

the auricular pick-pocket confession of the Papi.its. 1764
GRAY Candidate 6 Such a sheep-biting look, such a pick-
pocket air! 1823 SVD._ SMITH ll'&s. (1859) II. 12/2 His
mission to the fifth or pickpocket quarter of the globe.

2. dial. Given as a name to various weeds which

impoverish the land, as Shepherd's Purse, Corn

Spurrey, etc.: cf. next 2 and see Eng. Dial. Diet.

1875 Sussex Gloss., Pickpockets, Shepherd's purse.
Hence Pi'ckpo cket v. } usually as vii. sb.

; Pixk-
po'cketiiig

1

, stealing from pockets ; Pick-po'cket-
ism, the practice of picking pockets ; also transf. ;

Pickpo'cketry =
prec. : in quot. 'plagiarism'.

1673 R. HEAD Canting Acad. 5 They will dextrously
*pick pocket. 1838 DICKONS O. Twist xliii, A *pick-
pocketing case, your worship. 1886 Pall Malt G, 17 Sept.
4/1 Pickpocketing is merely another form of gambling.
1830 Examiner 61-2/1 The *pick-pocketism above alluded to
cannot be defended. 1803 SOUTHEY Lett. (1856) I. 238 The
crime of pedantry, stupidity, jackassness, and *pickpocketry.

t Pi ckpurse. Obs. [See PICK-.]
1. One who steals purses or from purses ; a pick-

pocket.
c 1386 CHAUCER Knt.'s T. 1140 Ther saugh I first. ..The

pykepurs \v . r. pykpursj. 1393 LANGI,. P. PI. C. vn. 370
A dosen harlotes Of portours and of pykepor.ses. 1542
UDALL Erasm. Apoph. 121 b, The pikepurses and stealers
of apparell. 1543 in Lett, q- Papers Hen. '///, XVIII.
ii. 316 All pickpurses' ears are not set on the pillory as yet.

1615 T. ADAMS White Devill w The pick-purse .. doth not
so much hurt as this general robber. 1727 SWIFT Dreams
Wks. 1755 III. ii. 234 His fellow pick-pur:>e.. Fancies his

fingers in the cully's fob.

b. transf. andyf^.
a 1586 SIDNEY A sir. y Stella Isxiv, I am no pick-purse of

anothers wit. a 1602 W. PERKINS Cases Consc. (1619)332
Inordinate and affected care is commonly a great pickpurse.
1611 COTGR. s.v. Argent^ Good cheape commodities are
notable picke-purses.

o. attrib.

1508 DI:NBAR Flyting 114 Pynit pykpuirs pelour. c 1550
Due-Play B v, Hyghe law [signineth] robbery, Figginge
lawe, picke purse crefte. 1612 PasquiCs Night-Cap (1877)
8 To see a pilfring and a pick-purse knaue,..Diue to the
bottome of a true mans purse.

d. Purgatory pickpurse^ pickpurse purgatory :

a dyslogistic term of i6th c. controversy, used

orig. app. by Latimer, in reference to the use made
of the doctrine of purgatory to obtain payments for

masses for departed souls, etc.

1537 tr. Latimer's Serin.bef.Con'voc.T)\],
r

Y\iey thatbegotte
and brought forth, that one old ancient purgatorie pycke
pourse. c 1550 BALE K. Johan. (Camden) 63 Your pardons,
your bulles, your purgatory pyckepurse. 1556 OLDE Anti-
christ 81 b, That most gayneful fornace of the popes
pikepurce Purgatorie. a 1591 H. SMITH Arrow agst. Ath.

105-a



PICK-QUARREL.

(1622) 60 It may be well and justly called Purgatorie Pick- 1

purse ;.. wealth and great riches of the clergy, was the only
mark they aimed at. 1712 M. HENRY Popery Wks. 1853 II.

346/2
'

Purgatory pick-purse ', so it has been called.

2. A name of Shepherd's Purse, Capsella Bursa- ,

pastofis, from its impoverishing the land. Also

of Corn Spurrey, Spergula arvensis. Cf. prec. 2.

J597 GERARDE Herbal \\. xxiii. 2. 215 Shepheardes purse
is called. -in the North part .. Pickepurse, and Caseweede.

1617 MISSHEU Dueler^ Pickepurse an hearbe so called. ..

Shepheards purse or Skepheards Ponch. 1787 W. MAR-
;

SHALL E. Norfolk Gloss., PickpursC) or Sandvjeed, spergula
arvensis, common spurrey.

tPi*ck-cpia:rrel. Obs. [See PICK-.]
1. One given to picking quarrels ; a quarrelsome

person.
1530 TINDALE Pract. Prelates Wks. (Parker Soc.) II. 264

He hath been all his life a pick-quarrel. 1532 Ibid. 27
Cursed be the peace-breakers, pick-quarrels, whisperers,
backbiters. 1588 E. AGGAS tr. Pres. Estate France 56 All

the pickquarrels, all the porters of Paris, .are at thy becke.

2. An occasion of quarrel ; a cause of dispute.
1611 SPEED Hist. Gt. Brit, ix, xxiv. 54 If all tliese

pretences and demands were cancelled, and Callis forgotten,
which hath beene the continual! picke-quarrell betwixt these

two Realmes,

Pickquet, Pickrel, Pickroon, obs. ff. PIQUET,
j

PICKEREL, PICAROON.

Picksome (pi-ks#m),<z. [f. PICK z;.i + -SOME.]

Choice, fastidious, dainty ; particular.
1867 F. FRANCIS Angling \\. (1880) igoTrouts are picksome

and hard to please. 1888 BESANT Fifty Yrs. ago viii. 136
We were not quite so picksome in the matter of company
as we are now. 1899 it)M Cent. 608 The Committee should
be very picksome and particular. [Halliwell's sense

'

Hungry, !

peckish was app. a mistake.]

Hence Fi'cksomeness, daintiness.

1881 BESANT & RICE Captain's Room\, Cucumber readily

adapts itself to all palates save those set on edge with pick-
someness.

Pickstaff, obs. form of PIKESTAFF.

Fickthank (pi'kbserjk), sb. and . arch, and
dial. [f. the phrase to pick a thank or thanks \ see

PICK z/.l 8b, and PICK-.]
A. sb. One who '

picks a thank ', i. e. curries

favour with another, esp. by informing against
some one else; a flatterer, sycophant; a tale-

,

bearer, tell-tale.

1500-20 DUXBAR Pt'cins xxii. 43 To be a pykthank I wald ;

preif. 1551 Gray's ^V.-V. Gift to Somerset 86 in Furniv. :

Ballads fr, MSS. I. 423 Refuse those pikethanckes that

Imagyn lyes! 1565-73 COOPER Tfasaurus, Delator, . .a

secrete accusour or complayner : a tell tale : a picke thanke.

1596 SHAKS. i //. /K, in. ii. 25. a 1641 BP. MOUNTAGU
Acts <y Man. (1642) 289 These speeches that pick-thank
reported to Antipater, with exaggerations of his own to

make them more odious. 1710 L. MILBOURNE Resist. I

Higher Powers 24 When other pick-thanks might be ready i

to inform against them. 1820 SCOTT Abbot vi, I had been
called picktkank and tale-pyet. 1879 SALA Paris herself

agaiu(iZQ) I. xvn. 279 What a pickthank.. that simple party
of English people might have thought me.

B. adj. (attrib. use of sb.} Given to *

picking
thanks

*

; flattering, sycophantic ; tale-bearing j

basely officious.

1561 AWDELAY Frat. Vacab. 14 This is a pickthanke
knaue, that would make his Maister beleue that the Cowe
is woode. 1600 DEKKER Gentle Craft Wks. 1873 I. 15 He
sets more discord in a noble house, By one daies broching
of his pick-thanke tales, Than can be salved again in twentie

yeares. i6pa R. L'EsTRAXGE Josephus^ Antiq. xvr. xvi,

(1733) 446 He.. never fail'd of some pick-thank Story or

other to carry away with him. 1850 L. HUNT Autobiog.
xii. (1860) 200 An effeminate parader of phrases of endear-
ment and pickthank adulation,

Hence f Pi'cktfcankly a. t of the character of

a pickthank ; f Fi'ckthankness, the quality or

character of being a pickthank.
1702 C. MATHER Maen. Chr. in. ir. xiii. (1852) 410 The

Arch-Bishop, instead of being offended as the pick-thankly
reporter hoped he would have been, fell a laughing heartily.

1672 MARVELL Reh. Transp. \. 284 But for the pickthank-
ness of some of the Clergy, who will alwayes presume to

have the thanks and honour of it.

Pi'ckthank, v. rare. [f. prec, sb.] intr. To
play the pickthank, curry favour with (a person) ;

^ trans, to obtain by sycophancy (obs.}. Hence

Pi'ckthanking vbl. sb. and ///. a.

Sometimes app. misused for to pickfaults, pick holes.

1621 LADY M. WROTH Urania 43 While he did credit

pickthanking Counsellors. 1642 ROGERS Naainan 308
Many there bee who. .to flatter and pickethanke with their

Masters. .do great things. 121734 NORTH Exam. n. iv.

95 (1740) 278 He did it to pick-thank an Opportunity of

getting more Money. [1830 Examiner 132/2 The most
fastidious and pick-thanking critic. 1863 COWDEN CLARKE
Skaks. Char. v. 131 How constantly Shakespeare releases
himself from the pickthanking of his critics.]

Picktooth. (pi'k|tb), sb. and a. Now rare.

PI. picktooths ; sometimes erron. pickteeth.

[f. PICK v.i 2 + TOOTH : see PICK-.]
A. sb. 1. An instrument for picking the teeth;

a toothpick.
154* Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scot, in Pitcairn Crim. Trials

I. *32i For ane Pennare of silver to keip Pyke-teithe in, to

be Kingis grace. 1572 GASCOIGNE Wks.) Hearbes^ Weedes^
etc. (1587) 154 As with a piketooth byting on your lippe.

1594 PLAT Jcwell-ho. in. 73 Small luniper stickes, with

sharpe points like picketoothes. 1685 LLOYD in Lett. Emi-
nent Persons (1813) I. 29 Now he gave him his case of pick-
teeth. 1755 H. WALFOLE Let. to .Montagu 20 Dec., I was

828

afraid you would think I had sent you a bundle of pick- l

tooths, insted of pines and firs. 1812 W. TRNNANT Anster '

F. vi. xxxil, Guest and hostess backward leaning, all Their
:

picktooths now were plying.

2. The umbelliferous plant Ammi Visnaga, also

called Toothpick Bishopweed ; so called from the

use made of the dry stalks of the umbels.

1760 J. LEE Introd. Bot. App. 322 Pick-tooth, Daucits. '

1866 Treas. Bot., Pickiooih,A>fitfti^isna-a. 1884 MILLER
:

Plant-n.^ Pick-tooth, Dnucus \>*isnaga.

3. attrib.
,
zs picktooth case.

1685 Lond. Gaz. No. 2068/4 A Pick-Topth Case wrought.

1711 PUCKLE Club (1817) 74 Accoutred with a large muff . .
,

snuff-box, diamond-ring, pick-tooth-case, silk handkerchief.

1807 CRABBE Par. Reg. 11. 237 His milk-white hand Could

pick tooth case and box for snuff command.
B. adj. Idle, indolent, easy, leisurely (like a

person resting and picking his teeth after a meal).
17*8 VANBR. & CIB. Proi'. Husb, n. i, My Lord and I,

after, .dinner, sat down by the fire-side, in an idle, indolent,

pick-tooth way. 1767 MRS. S. PENNINGTON Lett. III. 39
We breakfast . . with Aristotle, and pass our pick-tooth hours

i

with Orpheus. 1809 MALKIN Gil Bias iv. ix. F 3 The pick-
tooth carelessness of a lounger, 1865 Pall Mall G. 29 May
i That easy, picktooth air of fashion, with which the noble

Marquis is good enough to transact the business of the
J

nation.

Pickueer, obs. form of PICKEER.

Pick-up, sb. (tz.) [f.
the phr. to pick up\ see

PICK z'.i 20.]
a. The act of picking up ; spec, in Cricket, the

picking up of the ball, in order to return it. b.

That which picks up, as a railway-train. C. That
which is picked up, as a pick-up meal (see B); one

who is picked up, a chance passenger, acquaintance,
etc. d. An informal game between sides picked
on the spot. e. Printing. 'Standing matter that

comes into use and is counted as new matter
1

.

a. 1886 Daily News 27 July 3/2 [A cricketer] conspicuous
for the quickness of his pick-up and the accuracy of his

return. 1891 W. G. GRACE Cricket 262 Pick-up and return

must be one action, or the batsman will steal a sharp run.

b- 1877 N. IV. Line. Gloss, s. v., The last train at night
which runs.. from Sheffield to New Holland, is called the

Pick up. 1891 Pall Mall G. 20 Oct. 6/2 The experiments
for Mr. Edison's new electric tramcar were conducted at

his laboratory at Went Orange, New Jersey. .. Its chief

feature is the 'pickups' which take the current from one
line of rails. 1898 Tit-Bits 18 June 220. 3 Those [lights] of

slow goods trains and 'pick-ups' are distinguished by a

single green light, .placed over the left-hand buffer.

C. 1860 [see B]. 1890 W. A. WALLACE Only a Sister 311
She.. will be a grand pick-up for somebody when he goes.

1895 Funk's Stand. Diet. s. v. Pick vb., Pick-up^ (Slang) a
woman whose acquaintance is made on the street ; especially,
a street-walker. 1898 WOLLOCOMBE Morn till Eve it. 15
Each driver was anxious to get the first chance of pick-ups
on the road.

B. attrib. or as adj. a. = that picks up or

is used in picking up, as in pick-iip apparatus^

circuit, water-trough^ etc.
;
b. picked up for the

nonce, as in pick-up crew, dinner
t game, team.

41859 Maj. Downing in London (Bartlett), They had

only a pick-up dinner. 1860 BARTLETT Diet. Ainer.

(ed. 3), A pick-up dinner, called also simply a pick-up,
is a dinner made up of such fragments of cold meats as

j

remain from former meals. 1876 PREECK & SIEVEWRIGHT
j

Telegraphy 274 The faulty section of the through wire is

thrown out until the fault is removed. In its place is sub-

stituted the section CD of the '

pick-up
'

circuit. Communica-
tion is thus preserved between A and E. 1889 G. FINDLAY j

Eng. Railway 106 The tenders attached to the engines .

have a '

pick up
'

apparatus, provided with a scoop, which
:

can be lowered into the trough while the train is passing \

over it at full speed, and the trucks are filled with water in

a few seconds. 1894 Westnt. Gaz. 29 Jan. 5/1 A pick-up

goods train driver and fireman experienced a shock as if the

locomotive had struck some hard substance lying on the rails.

Pickwick 1
(pi-kwik). [See PICKWICKIAN.] ,

Trade name for a cheap kind of cigar.

1851 MAYHEW Lond. Labour I. 441 The last time I sold

Pickwicks and Cubers a penny apiece with lights for
:

nothing, was at Greenwich Fair. 1865 Sat. Rev. 15 July
79/1 Smoking his pipe or his pickwick where he will. 1871
M. COLLINS Mrq. Merck. I. ii. 92 By your Lordship's
leave I'll smoke a pickwick.
Pi-ckwick-. [See PICK-,] A pointed instru-

ment for pulling up the wick of an oil-lamp.
1864 in WEBSTER.

Pickwickian (pikwi-kian), a. [f. Pickwick,
surname in Dickens s Posthumous Papers of the

Pickwick Club (1837).] Of or pertaining to Mr.

Pickwick, or the Pickwick Club
; chiefly humorous \

in phr. in (a) Pickwickian sense> language j
in a

technical, constructive, or conveniently idiosyn-
;

cratic or esoteric sense; usually in reference to
j

language
'

unparliamentary
'

or compromising in i

its natural sense.

1837 DICKENS Pickw. i, The Chairman felt it his impera-
tive duty to demand, .whether he had used the expression. .

,

in a common sense. Mr. Blotton had no hesitation^
in

saying that he had not he had used the word in its Pick-

wickian sense. 1866 FELTON Anc. $ Mod. Gr. I. i. vi. 100 i

Out it comes.. with no mincing of phrase, and no Pick-

wickian or Congressional explanations afterwards. 190*
CHAMBERLAIN Sp. I?ham 17 Nov., In every case it had only
a political, perhaps I might say a Pickwickian, meaning.
Hence Pickwrckianism, a statement made in

a Pickwickian sense; Pickwi'ckianly adv., in

a Pickwickian sense.

PICNIC.

1887 Chicago Advance 14 Apr. 229/1 Dr. Arthur Little dis-

cussed almost convincingly, albeit somewhat pickwickianly,
'the Advantages of Presbyterianism '. 1894 Ibid. 28 June,
This author does not mean his assertions to be taken as

facts, but only as bits of critical pickwickianisms.

Picky, Sc. and north, dial. var. PITCHY.

Piekydeuant, variant of PICKE-DEVANT Obs.

Pickydilly, Picle : see PICCADILL, PIGHTLE.

Picnic (prknik), sb. Also 8-9 pique-nique,
pick-nick, pic-nic, pic nic. [Occurs (in refer-

ence to foreign countries) from 1748, but app. not
before c 1 800 as an English institution

; ad. F.

pique-nique, stated by Menage Diet. Etymol.

(1692) to be of recent introduction ; in Diet. Acad.
1 740. In use in Germany a 1 748, in Sweden
a 1788 (Widegren's Diet.}. See Note below.]
1. Originally, A fashionable social entertainment

in which each person present contributed a share

of the provisions ; now, A pleasure party includ-

ing an excursion to some spot in the country where
all partake of a repast out of doors : the partici-

pants may bring with them individually the viands

and means of entertainment, or the whole may be

provided by some one who '

gives the picnic*.
The intermediate stage is seen in quot. 1868. The essential

feature was formerly the individual contribution ; now, it is

the alfresco form of the repast.

1748 CHESTERF. Let. to Son (in Germany, app. Berlin)

29 Oct., I like the description of your Pic-nic ; where, I

take it for granted, that your cards are only to break the

formality of a circle. 1763 LADY M. COKE Lett., to Lady
Strafford 23 Sept. (1889) I. 7, I was last night at a Sub-

scription Ball which is called here [Hanover] Picquenic.
r 1800 Miss KNIGHT Autobiog. I. 45 We stayed here [at

Toulon] till the jyth [Feb. 1777] and on the previous day
went to a '

pique-nique
'

at a little country house not far

from the town. 1802 Ann. Reg. 169 The rich have their

sports, their balls, their parties of pleasure, and their

pic flics. 1806-7 J- BEHESFORD Mist-ries Hum. Life (1826)

xv. Introd., She's so full of Fete and Pic-nic and Opera.
1826 [J. R. BEST] Four Vrs. Fratue 289 Parties, .establish

ly's Mile 111. 35 Ihey held imprompti
pic-nics on breezy heights above the level of the sea.

1868 LATHAM Johnson's Diet., Picnic, open air party, in

which a meal, to which each guest contributes a portion of

the viands, is the essential characteristic. 1873 Hobgoblins

39 After the picnic had been eaten, a dance was improvised.
1886 MRS. EWING Mary's Meadow 21 We had a most

delightful picnic there.

t b. By picnic : by contributions from each

member. Obs. [Cf. F. Tancienne tournure ad-

verbiale a pique-nique' (Genin in Scheler).]

1832 Examiner 324/2 A sort of pasticcio, made up
apparently by picnic from the portmanteaus of the per.
formers,

c. transf. an&jig.
1887 L. J. BEAL-CHAMP in Voice (N. Y.) 28 Apr. 3/2 For

that length of time the dogs had a picnic. 1900 Daily
News 20 Oct. 5/7 We go about and keep the Boers on the

run.. I think everything points to the end of this picnic.

f2. A member of the Picnic Society: see 3. Ots.

1802 Spirit Pub. Jrnls. VI. 197 One famous Pic-ffic

indeed, .came forward and said, they were 'a harmless and
inoftensive society of persons of fashion '. Ibid. 198 Nor
was the public amazement lessened, when they were

informed, that Pic-Nics were men who acted plays and
wrote plays for their own amusement. 1830 H. ANCELO
Remiu.ll. 5 General A... was the most prominent pic-nic

of our dramatis personae. 1878 W. H. HUSK in Grove Diet.

Mus. I. 82 A fashionable association termed the Pic-nics,

who had burlettas, ^audevilles and ballets on a small scale

performed there.

3. atlrib. Pertaining to, or of the nature or

character of, a picnic ; in earlier use with reference

to contributions made by each member of a party
or company, as at a '

picnic
'

in the original sense.

^Picnic Society, name of a society of people of fashion in

London about the beginning of the igth c., for social enter-

tainments, private theatricals, etc., to which each member
contributed his share, t Picnic supper: see first quot. [cf.

F. sonper A pique-nique (Genin in Scneler)].

1802 Times 16 Mar., A Pic-Nic Supper consists of a variety

of dishes. The Subscribers to the entertainment have a

bill of fare presented to them, with a number against each

dish. The lot which he draws obliges him to furnish the

dish marked against it, which he either takes with him in his

carriage, or sends by a servant. i8oa Pic-nic Society [see

marked by a new species of entertainment, common to the

fashionable world, called a Pic Nic supper. Of the deriva-

tion of the word, or who was the inventor, we profess our-

D'ARBLAY Diary (1876) IV. Ixiv. 305 We boarded and

lodged by pic-nic contract with the Princesse. 1818

party sat down to a picnic meal on the ground.

) 4. as adv. In the way of a picnic ; by contribu-

tions from each person. Ot>s.



PICNIC. 829 PICBO-.

1803 J- DAVIS Trau. U. S. 176 A sum that may enable

him to ask a friend to dine with him pic nic.

[Note, The chronology of the word in French and English,
with the fact that our earliest instances refer to the Con-

tinent, and are sometimes in the French form piqitc-niqiie,

show that the word came from French (although some

French scholars, in ignorance of these facts, have, in view

of the obscurity of its derivation, conjectured that the

French word was from Eng.V Hatzfeld-Darmesteter merely

say 'Origin unknown: the Eng. picnic appears to be

borrowed from French '. Scheler mentions several con-

jectures, amongst others that of Boniface (i8..)'reoas oil

chacun pique au plat pour sa nique (nique taken in the

sense of "small coin")'. Others think it merely a riming
combination formed on one of its elements. In Foote's

ciated with better known native words or combinations,
such as knick-knack. But cf. PICKNICKERY quot. 1803,
'

pick-nickery and nick-nackery '.]

Picnic (pi'knik), v. Inflexions picnicked,
picnicking, [f. prec.
(As to the spelling of the inflexions, and of the following

words, see remarks under C and K.)]

1. intr. To hold, or take part in, a picnic.
1842 TENNYSON Audley Court 2 Let us picnic there At :

Audley Court. 1861 J. H. RENNET Winter Medit. i. viii. !

(1875) 212 Lay. .musing on the beach, or pic-niced among
the ruins of the Castle. 1861 THORNBURY Turner (1862) I.

371 He has drawn people riding and pic-nicking. 1871 L.

STEPHEN Playgr. Eur. iv. in. 238 We picnicked on the
|

grass outside the monastery.

f2. trans. To furnish (provisions) by contribu-

tions from each person, as at a picnic. Obs.
1821 MOORE Mem. (1853) HI- 268 The Villamils and I

picnicked our provender.
3. To entertain (a person) with picnics.
1884 H. COLLINGWOOD Under Meteor Flag 77 We were

balled, feted, picniced, and generally made much of.

Hence Prcnicking vbl. sb. and ///. a.

1842 MRS. F. TROLLOPE Visit Italy I. xix. 3r2 The
description of one of the pic-nicing days, 1864 Daily Tel.

6 Apr., Yet can green, picnicking Simla ever wrest the
crown away from Calcutta? 1883 H. P. SPOFFORD in

Harpers Mag. Mar. 578/2 Mr. Claxton suggested their

picnicking. 1888 W. R. CARLES Life in Corea iii. 25 The
hill is used as a lounge and picnicking place.

Picnicker (pi'knikai). [f. PICNIC v. + -ER 1
.]

One who picnics, or takes part in a picnic.
1857 DE QI-INCEY R. Bentley Wks. VII. 171 note, He will

not be able without a glass to see the gay party of pic-
nickers. 1865 Miss BRADDON Sir Jasper xxiv, The kind
of day that all picnickers would demand of Providence.
1888 Pall Mall G. 19 July 7/1 The samovar (the tea-urn)
enabled the picnicers to turn out a delicious cup of tea.

Picnixkery. [f. PICNIC sb. + -ERT.] f a.

See quot. 1 803 : apparently alluding to the

dramatic performances of the original Picnic

Society : cf. quots. in PICNIC sb. 2. f b. A collec-

tion of things contributed from various sources, like

the provisions at a picnic, c. //. The requisites
for a picnic.
1803 Times 4 Jan., We are induced to contend against

any thing so contemptible as the pick-nickery and nick-

nackery the pert affectation, and subaltern vanity of

rehearsing to an audience that cannot understand, m a
language one cannot pronounce. 1822 MRS. E. NATHAN
Langreath III. 66 The pick-nickery of sea stock brought
on board by the different passengers. 1830 H. ANGELO
Rcmin. I. 290 Giltray let fly.. with his double-barrelled

gun, charged at pic-nickery, with his crayon and etching
tool. 1852 Aquatic Notes Camb. 4, 2 kettles, 9 plates, 4
dishes, a charcoal bag, with a host of other picniceries.

f Picni-ckian. Obs. [f. as prec. + -IAN.] t a.
,

A member of the Picnic Society (see PICNIC 3).
b. One who takes part in a picnic.
1802 CUTSPEAR Dram. Rights, etc. 45, I am not of the

Pic-nic Society, therefore not a Pic.nickian. I only wish to

prove that, if the Pic-nickians choose to have a Pic-nic

supper, they have an undoubted right to do so. 1853 READE
Chr. Johnstone 166 The other discontented Pic-nician was
Christie Johnstone.

Ficnicky (prkniki), a. colloq. [f. as prec. +

-Y.] Belonging to or characteristic of a picnic.
1870 Standard-zk Nov., Occupied in a pleasant pic-nicky

way in getting ready their breakfast before the start. 1885
Fortnt. in Waggonette 2 To do everything in such an entirely
rustic and picnicky fashion.

Picnid, Picnometer, bad spellings of PYCN-.

llPico(prko). Obs. [Sp.pico: see PEAK^.Z!!.]
A peak, the pointed top of a mountain

; a conical
mountain. (Originally applied to the Peak of

Teneriffe: see PEAK sl>.- 5, Pic', PIKE rf.3)
1665 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. (1677) 4 This high Pico rises

from the middle part of the Isle [Teneriffe). a 1691 BOYLE
Hist. Air (1692) 171 An exact relation of the Pico Teneriff.

Ibid., These calcined rocks lie for three or four miles almost
round the bottom of the Pico. 1692 BF.NTLEY Boyle Led.
viii. 290 As high as the Pico of Teneriff. 1742 De Foe's
Tour Gt. Brit. (ed. 3) III. 206 Yet there is one of them
[Cheviot Hills] a great deal higher than the rest, which, at

a Distance, looks like the Pico-Teneriffe, in the Canaries.

Picold (pai-koid), a. Ornith. [f. L. picus
woodpecker + -OID.] Resembling the PicidK or

Woodpeckers in form.

Ficoideons (psikoi'd/as), a. Ornith. [f. mod.
L. picoide-us PicoiD + -OUS.J Of, pertaining to,
or characteristic of the Picoidex, a suborder of

birds including Woodpeckers, Honey-guides, Bar-

bets, Toucans, Jacamars, and Puff-birds. So

Picoi'dean, a member of the Picoidesc.

Picoise, obs. f. PICKAX. Picol : see PICUL.

Picolilie (pi'Wbin). Chem. [mod. f. L. fix,

pic-em pitch + ol-eum oil + -INE3; so in mod.F.]
A colourless liquid compound (C 6H 7N) obtained

from bone-oil, coal-naphtha, tar, peat, etc., having
an intensely powerful smell.

1853 Pliarmac. Jrnl. XIII. 134 The sulphates of ..pico-
line, petinine are. .insoluble. 1857 MILI.KR Elein. C/u'j/f.

III. 260. 1865 MANSFIELD Salts 263 The double series of
isomeric compounds, of which Aniline and Picoline are

respectively members: both of these bodies have the com-

position CiaHyN.

Pico-passerine (paik^parserain), a. Ornith.

[f.
L. plc-ns woodpecker -t-passer sparrow + -IXE '.]

Of or belonging to the Pici- or Pico-passeres, an
order proposed by Seebohm to include Picine and
Passerine birds.

1890 Ibis Jan. 33 Each of these six characters appears in

every Pico-Passerine bird.. but the combination of the six

. .never, .outside the limits of the Pico- Passives.

t Pi'COry. Obs. Also -ie, -ee. [ad. F. picorie

(i6thc. in Littr^) marauding, ad. Sp. pecorea : see

PICKEEB.] Plundering or pillage by armed force;

foraging, marauding ; looting.
[1590 SIR J. SMYTH Disc. Weapons Ded. 9 b, In stead of

pay haue suffered them to goe alia picoree, that was, to '

robbe and spoyle the Boores Iheir friends.] 1591 Carrara's
Art M'arre 13 If otherwise they be not prouided by forrage
or Picore'e. 1594 R. ASHLEY tr. Loys le Roy 45 He chastised
such as failed, or were giuen to picory. 1596 RALEIGH
Discov. Guiana Ep. Ded. 4 It became not the former
fortune in which I once lined, to goe tourneys of picorie.

[1903 Blackiv. Mag. July 29/1 Smith alone having saved by
care in picory some moneys.]

I
Picot (pz'ka). [F. picot, dim. of pic peak,

point, prick.] A small loop of twisted thread,

larger than the pearl or purl, one of a series

forming an ornamental edging to lace, ribbon, or

braid ; also, in embroidery, a raised knot similarly
formed to represent a leaf, petal, ear of corn, etc.

1882 CAULFEILD& SAWARD Diet. Ncedlciuork 391/1 Picots ,,

are little Loops or Ijobs that ornament Needle-made Laces
of all kinds, and that are often introduced into Embroidery.
1891 H'eldon's Pract. Needlework VI. No. 69. 14/1 The
term ' worms '..is. .not nearly so euphonious as the time-

worn appellations of * twisted stitch
'

or '
bullion ',

'

roll

picot'..all different names for the same stitch. 1893 Ibid.

VIII. No. 90. n/i The raised picots of which this leaf is

composed are worked something after the manner of French
knots.

b. attrib., as picot-edge , ribbon, stitch.

1886 St. Stephens Rev. 13 Mar. 14/1 A bow of yellow picot
ribbon. 1887 Daily Ncius ir Jan. 3/1 Some ingenious
manufacturer conceived the happy idea of embellishing the

edges of the ribbon with a small loop of silk. The idea
was developed, and ribbons with a picot edge became the
order of the day. 1891 IVeldon's Pract. Needlework
VI. No. 69. 3/1 The daisy loops which also are known as
leaf-stitch and picot stitch.

Picotah, picottali (pikp-ta). Also pa-,

picota, paecottah. [Hindi, etc., a. Pg. picota a

pump-brake (in a ship).] The name applied in

parts of India to a device for raising water, con-

sisting of a beam, resting on an upright support,
which is weighted at one end and has a bucket

suspended from the other; the operator stands

upon it and uses his own weight to dip and raise

the bucket ; the same as the SHADOOF of the Nile.

1807 F. BUCHANAN Journ. Mysore I. 15 In one place
I saw people employed in watering a rice field with the

Yaiam, or Pacota, as it is called by the English. 1885
C. G. W. LOCK Workshop Receipts Ser. iv. 91/2 Termed a

paecottah or picota in Bengal.

HPicote (pikote), a. [F., pa. pple. of picoter
to peck, etc. : see PICOTEE.] a. Her. Spotted,

speckled, b. Furnished with picots : see PICOT.
1828 BERRY Encycl. Herald. I. Gloss., Picote, a French

term, which signifies speckled.

Ficotee (pik^tr), sb. (a.) Also 8 picketee,

-ttee, -tty, 9 piquotg, piccotee. [a. F. picot*!,

-&, pa. pple. of picoter to prick often, mark with

pricks or points, f. picot : see PICOT.] A florists'

variety of the carnation (DiantHus Caryophyllus) ,

the flowers of which have a light ground, the

petals being marked or edged with a darker colour.

The early variety had a white ground marked with

specks of colour.

1727 BRADLEY Fa.ni. Diet. s. v. Carnation, Each of those

Tribes are very numerous, but chiefly the Picketees, of

which, he says, he had seen above an hundred different

Sorts in one Garden. 1808 SIR J. E. SMITH in Mem. (1832)
I. 565 Your Piquote" (I never knew before how to spell that

word, neither do I know its etymology now) pink is a curious

plant. 1843 Tail's Mag. X. 617 By what process goose-
berries may be made gigantic, and piccotees enriched with

piedness. 1887 G. Nicholsons Diet. Gardening III. 123
Picotees are only distinguished from Carnations by the

markings of their flowers. The petals of. .the Picotee have
a ground colour, and are edged with a second colour.

B. adj. Applied to colours resembling those

of the flowers or leaves of the picotee.
1899 Daily News 7 Oct. 8/6 Fine late tulips. Picotee,

white, with picotee red edge, c 1900 Needlecraft Ser. I.

No. 34.9/2 The shading and grass upon the bank,, .work in

dark picotee greens.

Picotite (pi'kwtait). Min. [a. mod.F., named
1812 after Picot, Baron de la Peyrouse (1744-
1818), who described it: see -ITE 1

.]
A black

variety of spinel containing chromium, occurring
in minute grains and crystals in Iherzolite.

1814 T. ALLAN Min. Nomencl. 37. 1832 C. U. SHEI-ARD
Min. !. 246 Picotite. 1879 RUTLEY Study Rock?, xiii. 264
The picotite appears, under the micro>cope, in very irregular
brown, or .. deep olive-green, patches or grains. 1892
DANA Min. (ed. 6) 221 Picotite or chrom-spinel.

Picoys, obs. f. PICKAX. Piequancy, Pic-
quant, etc. : see PIQ-. Picque, obs. f. PICK v.1

Picqu6: see PIQUE.

Picqueer, picquerer, Picqueroon, Pic-

quet : see PICKEEB, PICAROON, PICKET, PIQUET.

Picqueter (pi'ketsi). [f.
F. piquet (Jefleurs)

bunch i^of artificial flowers, for hats) + -EK 1
.]

One
who arranges artificial flowers in bunches.

1898 Daily Chron. 24 Sept. 10/6 Artificial flower mounters,
picqueters, jet hands, wanted. 1901 Ibid. 9 Apr. 10/4
Artificial Flower Picqueters. Improvers wanted.

Picquier, obs. form of PICKEER, PIQUIEB.

Picquois, obs. form of PICKAX.

H Picra (pi'kra). Pharmacy. [Short for HIERA
PICRA (Gr. TtiKfa. bitter).] A bitter cathartic

powder or paste :
= HIEBA PICRA.

1860 UuSHXELL in Life xxi. (1880) 439, I used to have a
certain pride in taking picra without crying.

Ficrate (pi'kivt). Chem. [f. as PICRIC +
-ATE

1.]
A salt of picric acid ; used as an ex-

plosive.
1866 WATTS Diet. Chem. IV. 403 The metallic picrates are

mostly crystallisable, bitter, and of yellow colour. They
explode when strongly heated. 1870 Daily Ncius 27 July
6 The entrances cast and west are closed by torpiltes

charged with picrate of potass.

Hence Picra'ted ///. a., containing or partly

composed of a picrate : applied to certain fireworks.

Picric (pikrik),<7. Chem. [mod. f. Gr. mnp-os
bitter + -1C.] In Picric acid, also called trinitro-

carbolic or carbazotic acid, artificial indigo-bitter,
a yellow intensely bitter substance (C 6H 3N3O 7

C 6H 3(NO'-)
:!

O), crystallizing in yellow shining

prisms or lamina', first observed by Hausmann in

1788, used in dyeing and more recently in the

manufacture of explosives.
1852 Chemical Gaz. X. 137 Thus picric acid is phenylous

acid, .in which a substitution of jequivs. NO* for sequivs. H
has taken place... Picric acid is consequently trinitrophe-

nylous acid. 1860 O'NEILL Chem. Calico Print. 256 Picric

Acid. This is only lately introduced as a dyeing material

for silks and woollens : it has no affinity for cotton. 1890
Nature 4 Sept. 444 The relative value of violent explosive
agents, like picric acid or wet gun-cotton.

Picrite (pi'kroit). Min. Also -yte. [mod. f.

Gr. mKp-os bitter + -ITE !.] A dark grey-green
rock consisting mainly of chrysolite (see quots.).
1814 T. ALLAN Min. Nomencl. 9 Crystallized muricalcite,

bitterspath, picrite. 1879 RUTLEY Study Rocks xiii. 265
Picrite is a blackish-green crystalline rock with a compact,
black matrix, containing porphyritic crystals and grains of

olivine. 1896 CHESTER Diet. Names Min., Picrite, an obs.

syn. of dolomite, bitter-spar.

Picro- (pi'kro), before a vowel sometimes

pier-, combining form of Gr. irixpoi bitter, used

to form scientific terms, (a) in the sense '

having
a bitter taste or smell ', esp. in the names of magne-
sium minerals, because magnesium salts have often

a bitter taste ; (/')
in names of derivatives of PICRIC

acid, as picramic acid, picramine, picrammonium,
picro-acelate of lead, picro-carbonate of ammonia.

Among these are Picroca'rmine, a red staining
fluid used in histologic microscopy; picro-carbonate
of ammonia. Picroerythrin them. [EBYTHBIN]
(seequot. 1866). Picroglycion Chem. [Gr. yXwriJs

sweet], a crystalline substance obtained from the

bittersweet ;
= DULCAMABIX. Pi'crolite Min.

[Gr. Ai'ffos stone] (see quots.). Pi'cromel
[Gr.

#'Ai honey], a bitter-sweet substance obtained

from bile. Picro'merlte Alin. [Gr. pepis, nepiS-

a part], sulphate of magnesium and potassium
found in white crystals and crystalline crusts.

Picroni'trate Chem. = PICRATE. Picroplia-rma-
colite Min. (named by Stromeyer, 1819), a min-

eral resembling pharmacolite, but containing mag-
nesium. Pi'croplyll^/?. [Gr. <pii\\ov a leaf], a

massive, fibrous, or foliated greenish-grey variety
of pyroxene. Picrophyllite =

prec. (Webster
1 864). Picro-smine Min. [Ger.picrosmin, named

by Haidinger, 1824, f. Gr. oaurj odour], a greenish-

white, dark-green, or greyish fibrous hydrous
silicate of magnesium, which emits a bitter and

argillaceous odour when moistened. Pi'crotin

Chem. [f. picrotoxin], a bitter crystalline sub-

stance existing with picrotoxin in the Cocculus

indicus. Ficroto'xlc a. Chem. [f.
next : see -ic],

of, pertaining to, contained in, or derived from

picrotoxin. Picroto'xin Chem. [cf. TOXIN], for-

merly picrotoxia, the bitter poisonous principle

(C laHMOs) of the seeds of the Cocculus indicus.
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1866 WATTS Diet. Chem. IV. 406 *Picramic [or] Dini-
|

trophenamic. .Acid. .Produced by the action of sulphide of

ammonium or of ferrous salts on picric acid. Ibid. 640

*Picramine, or hydrate of *picrammonium, cannot be isolated

on account of its ready pxidability.
Ibid. 404 A *picro-

acetate of lead.. is deposited.. when a boiling mixture of

potassic picrate and an excess of lead-acetate is left to cool.
;

1880 Q. Jrnl. Microsc. Sc. XX. 230 By using osmic acid,

followed by *picrocarmine, it is easy to preserve the ecto-

derm with its clothing of cilia. 1899 Allbutfs Syst. Med.
VI. 551 The picrocarmine reaction shows that decalcifica-

tion is taking place. 1857 MILLER Eleni. Chem. III. 541

*Picro-erytbrin .. is a colourless substance.. .It has a very
bitter taste. 1866 WATTS Diet. Chem. IV. 641 Picrptrytknn
(CuHiflOr)j a body produced, together with orsellinic ether,

by the action of boiling water on erythrin. 1858 MAYNE
Expos. Lex. t *Picroglycion^ Picroglycium.. .Name by Pfaff

for a particular substance first obtained by him from the
j

Solatium dulcamara. 1866 WATTS Diet. Chem. IV. 642
'

Picroglycion. Ditlcamarin. 1816 R. JAMESON Min. (ed. 2)

I. 536 'Picrolite. 1866 WATTS Diet. Chem. IV. 642 Picrolite^ ,

a fibrous dark-green variety of serpentine, somewhat re-

sembling asbestos; found in Silesia [etc.]. 1896 CHESTER
Diet. Names Min., Picrolite, .. a fibrous or columnar var.

\

of serpentine. 1815 HENRY Elem. Chem. (ed. 7) II. 332 j

* Picromel. 1819 J. G. CHILDREN Chem. Anal. 307 Picromel
,

is obtained from bile. 1880 J. W. LKGG Bile 2 Thenard..
[

obtained a body which he named picromel from its taste.
|

1866 WATTS Diet. Client. IV. 642 *Picromerite, potassio-mag-
nesic sulphate, .crystallised from solutions of saline crusts, i

1868 DANA Min. 642. 1875 von Ziemsseris Cycl. Med. III.
[

642 Picric acid in the form of *plcronitrate of potassa and
soda. 1823 W. PHILLIPS Min. (ed. 3) 178 The analysis, .of

j

*picropharmacolite has been published. 1866 WATTS Diet.
\

Chem. IV. 387 Picropharmacolite from Riechelsdorf . . is
j

probably pharmacolite having the lime partly replaced by
'

magnesia. Ibid. 643
*
Picrophyllt . .from Sala in Sweden. . .

It is perhaps an altered augite. 1868 DANA Min. (ed. 5)

406 Pyrallolite. . Picrophyll. .. These are names of pyroxene
in different stages of alteration, between true pyroxene
and either serpentine or steatite. 1825 HAIDINGER tr. Mo/ts
Min. III. 137 *Picrosmine. 1852 C U. SHEPARD Min. (ed. 3)

148 Picrosmine.. [occurs] at the Greiner in Tyrol. 1893 Syd.
Soc. Lex.

t
Picrotoxin.. can be split up into the two bodies

Picrotoxinin and *Picrotin. 1826 HKNKY Elem. Chem. II.

305 *Picroto.via,. .name given to the acrid narcotic principle

residing in the cocculus indicus. 1866 WATTS Diet. Chem.
IV. 643 *Picrotoxic at id) the name given by Pelletier and
Couerbe to picrotoxin, because it unites with metallic

oxides. 1815 HENRY Elem. Chem. (ed. 7) II. 254 *Picro-
,

toxine. 1840 Penny Cycl. XVIII. 147/1 Picrotoxin.. is
,

intensely bitter. 1878 tr. von Zieinssen's Cycl. Med. XVII.
813 The first and most important step in the treatment of

picrotoxin-poisoning.

Picryl (pi'kril). Chem. [f. Gr. micp-os bitter,

or immed. f. PlCR-10 + -YL.] (See quot.)
1866 WATTS Diet. Chem. IV. 644 Picryl or Crifin, a sub-

stance formed, together with others, by submitting to dry
distillation the crude product of the action of sulphydrate
of ammonium on bitter-almond oil. ..Picryl is also used as

synonymous with trinitrophenyl, C6H.j(NOi>)'jt, the radicle

of picric acid.

Pict (pikt), sb. Forms: a. I //. Feohtas,
Pehtas, Pin-, Pyhtas, 4 Peghttes, 5 sing.

Peght(e, //. (.5V.) Peychtis Pightis, 6 sing.

Peight, 6- Pecht, (8 Peht, 9 Feght, Piht). &.

4-6 //. Pictes, -is, 5 Pyctes, 7- sing. Pict. [In
late L. Pictiy identical in form with picti painted
or tattooed people, which may be the meaning ;

but

the L, may be merely an assimilated form of a

native name : cf. Pictavi^ Piftones in Gaul. The
OK. Peohtas represents an earlier Pihtas^ which
would answer to a foreign Pict- (cf. Wiht for L.

Vectis] ; its direct descendant is the Scottish

Pecht ; Pict is from L.]
1. One of an ancient people of disputed origin
and ethnological affinities, who formerly inhabited

parts of north Britain. According to the chroni-

clers the Pictish kingdom was united with the

Scottish under Kenneth MacAIpine in 843, and
the name of the Picts as a distinct people gradu-
ally disappeared.
In Scottish folk-lore, the Pechts are often represented as

a dark pygmy race, or an underground people ; and some-
times identified with elves, brownies, or fairies.

Picts' houses, the name given to underground structures
attributed to the Picts, found on the east coast of Scotland
and in Orkney. Pitts' wall: see quot. 1753 in ft.

a. ^900 tr. Bsedas Hist. \. \. (1890) 28 Da ferdon Peohtas
In Breotone, & ougunnon cardigan ba nor5da;las J>yses
ealondes...Mid by Peohtas wif nsefdon. Ibid.) pridde cynn
Scotta Breotone onfeng on Pehta daele. 900 O. E. Chron.
an. 449 (Parker MS.) Se cing het hi feohtan ajien Pihtas,
& hi swa dydan. ciua Ibid. (Laud MS.), Heo ba fuhton
wi5 Pyhtas. ? a 1400 Morte Arth. 4126 Peghttes and
paynymes . . disspoylles our knyghttes. c 1425 WVNTOUN
Cron. iv. xix. 1757 A company Out of J>e kynrik of Sithi

Coyme of Peychtis [l^emyss MS. Pightis] in Irlande. 1483
Cath. Angl. 272/2 A Peghte (A. A Peght or Pigmei),
pigineits. 1566 T. STAPLETON Ret. Untr. Jewel iii. 129
The forrain muasions of the Scottes and Peightes or Red-
shankes. 1596 DALRYMPLE tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. in. 198
The Pechtes.. called a counsel. 1789 PINKEKTON Enquiry
I. in. x. 367 The common denomination among the people of

Scotland, from the Pehts Wall in Northumberland to the
Pehts houses in Ross-shire, and up to the Orkneys, is Pehts.
1822 SCOTT Pirate ii. notet The ancient Picts, or, as [the
inhabitants of the Orkneys] call them with the usual strong
guttural,

t
Peghts. 1834 Penny Cycl. 11.415/2 He [Arthur]

received intelligence of the revolt of Modred, who had allied

himself with the Saxons, Scots, and Pihts. 1881 Black.
Mag. Sept. 398 A stranger.. whom the most knowing man
..pronounced to be a *

Pecht', for he was small and black

and had all the characteristics of the traditional
'

Pecht*.

830

/3. 1387 TRKVISA Higden II. 147 Pei beeb i-cleped Pictes

by cause of peyntynge. c 1420 Chrcn, l^ilod. 48 Pictis,
and Scottys, and Hyrysshe also. 1753 J. WARBURTON (title)

Vallum Romanum ; or, the History and Antiquities of the

Roman Wall, Commonly called the Picts Wall, in Cumber-
land and Northumberland, Built by Hadrian and Severus..

Seventy Miles in Length, to keep out the. .Picts and Scots.

1813 J. GRANT Orig. Co*:/ (1814) 292 The Picts of Albinn..

inhabited the whole range of low country from the Frith of

Forth, northward. 1822 SCOTT Pirate xxvii, One of those

dens which are called Burghs and Picts-houses in Zetland.

1851 D. WILSON Preh. Ann. (1863) I. iv. 116 These struc

tures, for which we retain the popular name of Picts

houses.. are erected on the natural surface of the soil and
have been buried by an artificial mound heaped over them.
attrib. a 1856 in G. Henderson Pop. Rhymes 8 Grisly

Draedan sat alane By the cairn and Pech stane. 1897
H. TENNYSON Mem. Ld. Tennyson II. xiv. 280 We had a
drive often miles to Maeshowe, a Pict burial-mound.

f 2. humorous. One who paints the face. Obs.

1711 STEELESfect. No. 41 P4, I have.. distinguished those

of our Women who wear their own, from those in borrowed

Complexions, by the Picts and the British. 1892 Daily
Neios 8 Dec. 5/1 Men must be tolerant of 'Picts', as the

old
'

Spectator
'

calls them, or Picts would not be so

prevalent.

Pict, v. rare. [f. L. pict-, ppl. stem of

ping-cre to paint.] trans. To paint ; to depict,

represent. Hence Pi'cted ppl. a., painted.
1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 431 b/i They ne shold fro thens

forthon pourtrayne nor pycte the forme or fygure of the

crosse. 1866 J. B. ROSE Virg. Eel. fy Georg. 79 Races . .

From picted Gelon to Arabian. 1866 tr. Ovid's Fasti\\.

428 In picted vestments and in open hall.

Pict, obs. f. PICK sbl 7 ; obs. var. PICK v2
Pictareen, erroneous form of PISTABKEN.

Pictarne. Sc. ? Obs. Also 9 pickietar. [Of
uncertain origin : but cf. PICKMAW and TERN.] =*

next.

1710 SIBBALD Hist. Fifeii. iii. 46 Hirnndo Marina.^ Sterna
Turneri: Our People call it the Pictarne. 1771 PENNANT
Tour Scotl. in 1769. 65 Great Terns, called here P'tctarnes.

1851 T, KmvAKns in Zoologist IX. 3080, I observed several

parties of pickietars busily employed in fishing in the Firth.

Pictarnie piktauni). Sc. Also9pic-,picke-
tarney, pickaternie, (piccatarrie). [dim. of

prec. : see -IE.] The common tern, Sterna fluvia-
tilis. Also locally, the Arctic tern, .5". macmra.
1802 G. MONTAGU Ornith. Diet. (1833) 508 Common Tern

. . Provincial, Pirr . . Tarney or Pictarney. 1816 SCOTT A ntiq.

xxxix,
'

It's but a sea-maw.' '

It's a pictarnie, sir ',
said Edie.

1835 D. SMITH Emigrant's Farew. 17 Wild ducks and

pictarnies may play on the stream. 1899 Shell. News
14 Jan. (E. D. DJ, The graceful and elegant tern, the
'

piccatarrie
'

of our beaches and lochs.

Pictel, obs. form of PIGHTLE.

Picthatch, variant of PICKED-HATCH.

Pictisli (pi'ktij), a. [f. PICT sb. + -ISH.] Of or

pertaining to the Picts.

1762 BI-. FOKBES Jrnl. (1886) 140 Abernethie, where is a
Church and Steeple, reckoned to be PictLsh work. 1884
Q. VICTORIA More Leaves 274 The old fortress.. is supposed
to have belonged to the Pictish Kings.

Pictland (pi'kt,lKMd;. [f. PICT + LAND.] The
land of the Picts : a name for Scotland north of

the Forth.

[1701 J. BRAND (title) A Brief Description of Orkney,
Zetland, Pightland-Frith, and Caithness.) 1846 M cCuLLOCH
Ace. Brit. Empire (1854) I. 225 The inhabitants of this

district, the Caledonians of Tacitus, were afterwards known
by the name of Picts ; and from them the country was for

some centuries called Pictland. Ibid. 425 In the third

century, the terms Picts and Pictland began to be sub-

stituted for Caledonians and Caledonia. 1860 SHAIRP Sk.

(1887) 36 To convert Pictland and plant the Church there.

Pictograph. (prkt^graf). [mod. f. L. pict-ns

painted + -GRAPH.] A pictorial symbol or sign ;

a writing or record consisting of pictorial symbols
(the most primitive form of records).
1851 SCHOOLCRAFT Ind. Tribes 1.416 Plate 60 Pictograph A.

Chippewa Petition to the President of the United States.

1871 TYLOK Prim. Cult. I. 277 We know enough of the

Indian pictographs, to guess how a fancy. .came into the

poor excited creature's mind. 1894 A. J. EVANS in Academy
25 Aug. 136/2 Some of them., belonged to that interesting
class of pictographs which is rooted in primitive gesture

language. 1900 SAYCE Babylonians ty Assyrians x. 209 In

Egypt the hieratic or running-hand of the scribe developed
out of the primitive pictographs.
Hence Pictogra'phic a., of, belonging to, or of

the nature of, picture-writing ; Ficto-graphy,

picture-writing ; the recording of ideas or events

by pictorial symbols.
1851 SCHOOLCRAFT Ind. Tribesl. 333 Indian Pictography.

Ibid.* The Pictographic Method of Communicating Ideas

by Symbolic and Representative Devices of the North
American Indians. 1862 MAX MULLER Chips (1880) I. xiv.

316 Genuine specimens ofAmerican pictography. 1896 A. J.
EVANS in Academy 18 July 53/3 A beautiful

'

pictographic
'

seal of red cornelian.

Pictoresque, obs. form of PICTURESQUE.

Pictorial (pikto^'rial), rt. (sb.) [f.
late L./iV-

tori-us (f. pictor a painter) + -AL. (Used by Sir

T. Browne (in sense i), but not in general use

before 1800.)]
1. Of, belonging to, or produced by the painter ;

of or pertaining to painting or drawing. Now
rare.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ej>. in. xxiv. 170 Sea-horses.. I

are but Crotesco deliniations which fill up empty spaces in
|

PICTUBABLB.

Maps, and mecre pictoria.ll inventions, not any Physicall

shapes. 1755 JOHNSON, Pictorial^ produced by a painter.

[Quotes Browne, and remarks]
* A word not adopted by

other writers, but elegant and useful,' 1810 in Spirit Pub.
Jrnls. XIV. 205 Royal Academy Dinner. A pictorial vision.

1813 T. BUSBY Lucretius II. iv. Comm. p. xii, Attention to

thelaws ofperspective, which is, in fact, but a pictorial optic,
will instruct the reader. 1833 J. MARTINEAU Misc. (1852) 32

Conception . . is emphatically the pictorial faculty needed by
the illustrating artist. 1855 THACKERAY Newcomes xii,

' Far
be it from me to say that the pictorial calling is not

honourable', says Uncle Charles.

2. Consisting of, expressed in, or of the nature

of, a picture or pictures.
1807 ANNA SEWARD Lett. (1811) VI. 329 Not the wealthy

..who exhibit in their boudoirs and drawing rooms, new
publications in the luxury of pictorial ornaments. 1861

STANLEY East. C/t. ix. (1869) 305 Pictorial communications
are probably the chief sources of religious instruction

imparted to the.. Russian peasantry. 1876 BIRCH Egypt 8

The hieroglyphs or pictorial forms were used.. above one
thousand years after they ceased to represent the vernacular

or spoken language of Egypt.
3. Containing or illustrated by a picture or

pictures ; illustrated.

1826 DISRAELI Viv. Grey i. i, Taught at home on the new
system, by a pictorial alphabet. 1840 HOOD Up Rhine 49
Its features being such as are common on the pictorial
Dutch tiles. 1864 KNIGHT Passages Work. Life II. xii. 253
At the beginning of 1836, the first number of 'The Pictorial

Bible 1 was issued. In hitting upon the word 'Pictorial*

I felt that I was rather daring in the employment of a term
which the Dictionaries pronounced as ' not in use '.

4. Jig. Like a picture ; representing as if by
a picture ; picturesque, graphic.
1829 LANDOR Itnag. Conv., Marvel fy Bp. Parker Wks.

1853 II. 116/2 He has given us such a description of Eve's

beauty as appears to me somewhat too pictorial, too luxu-

riant. 1841 DISRAELI Amen. Lit. (1867) 477 Of all poets

Spenser excelled in the pictorial faculty. i88a KARRAR

Early Chr. I. 262 If God is spoken of as having hand*;,

arms, feet, and so on, those, he says, must be simply looked

upon as pictorial phrases.
B. as sb. A journal of which pictures are the

main feature.

1880 (title of periodical] The Lady's Pictorial. 1904
Westm. Gas. 17 Aug. 10/1 In the case of magazine articles,

pamphlets, &c., . .and of periodicals and
'

pictorials '.

Hence Picto-rialisni, the practice of a pictorial

style (lit. SLtidJig.}, the use of pictorial representa-
tion ; Ficto'rialist, one who practises a pictorial

style ; Picto'rialize v., to represent in, or as in,

a picture; to illustrate with pictures; hence Pic-

to.-rializa-tion ; Picto'rialness, pictorial quality,

graphic character.

1869 Pennsylv. School Jrnl Feb. 218 Sensationalism and

*pictGiialism, and the imaginings of sensuousness and senti-

mentality. 1885 Manch. Exam. 4 Feb. 3/5 Unfaithful to

the traditions of pictorialism, 1839 Blackw. ^fag. XLV.
530 Not by the minute pencilling of the *pictorialists. 1901
Edin. Rev. Jan. 36 The impulse towards the *pictorialisation
of nature. 1870 Daily News 20 Dec.,We have been eulogised
and *pictorialised to an extent almost incredible. 1888 CAVE
Inspiration O. Test. vi. 309 There is no pictorializing, there

is no idolizing of deity. 1876 EDERSHEIM Jeiy. Life Days
Christ vii. 103 The multiplicity and *piclorialness of the

expressions. 1881 Scribner's^Mag. XXII. 148 This group
adds immensely to the pictorialness of the picture.

Fictorially (pikt6"riali), adv. [f. prec. +
-LY 2

.] In a pictorial manner.
1. By means of a picture or pictures.
1843 tr. Custine's Empire ofCzar\\. 257 Russia is less

known than India: it has been less often described and

pictorially illustrated. 1870 LUBBOCK Orig. Civilts. ii. (1875)

44 It is indeed but a step to record pictorially some par-
ticular hunt.

2. In the manner of a picture ;
as a picture, or

as the subject of a picture.
1860 HAWTHORNE Matb. Faun (1879) I- v- 5 That partial

light which. .is the just requisite towards seeing objects

pictorially. 1883 T. HARDY mLongtn. Mag. July 259 Like
the men, the women are, pictorially, less interesting than

they used to be.

Picto'ric, a. rare. [f.
1^.. pictor painter + -ic :

cf. ORATORIO.] Of painting or drawing ; pictorial.

190* B. KIDD Western Civiliz. vi. 187 The standard of

taste in the plastic and pictoric arts.

FictO'rical, a. rare. [f.
as prec. + -ICAL.]

Concerned with painters or painting ; pictorial.
Hence Picto'rically adv., in the manner of a

painter, from the point of view of painting.
1596 HARINGTON Metam.Ajax (1814) 20 Since this travel

we have been both poetical and I musical and pictorical.

1656 [see PICTURAL]. 1761 STERNE Tr. Shandy III. v, He
must have redden'd, pictorically and scientintically speaking,
six whole tints and a half.. above his natural colour. 1883
SCHAFF Hist. Ch. II. xii. IxxxL 637 He is fond of the his-

torical present.. of pictorical participles and of affectionate

diminutives.

Fictour(e, obs. form of PICTURE.

||Pictura (piktiu*-ra): Zool. [L. pictiira paint-

ing.] The arrangement and effect of coloration

of an animal.

1890 Cent. Diet, s.v., Pictura differs from coloration in

noting the disposition and effect of coloring, not the color

itself.

Ficturable (pi'ktiurab'l), a. [f. PICTURE v.

+ -ABLE.] Suitable for representation in a picture,

capable of being painted or pictured.
1796 W. MARSHALL IV. England II. 72 A fine.. view of

the Estuary and its banks : broad, but grand, and picturable.



FICTURABLENESS.

1801 Monthly Rev. XXXV. 275 The rich.. [might build]

small picturable habitations for their labourers. 1890 CLARK
RCSSELL Ocean Trag. I. iv. 79 He. .stalked,, .in the most
melancholic manner picturable, to his cabin.

Hence Pi'cturableness.

1883 MOMERIE Personality ii. (1886) 60 Picturableness is

not necessary to the existence of a concept.

Frctural, a. (sb.) rare. [f. L. pictura PICTURE
i_ *T ~\ f~\f f\f i-wrt a i n i n or tr 111 C'tn r*c rnntnri'il

trimly set tonn. ur. j>r. 1799 A. UKKSN j-siary i*wer oj

Lit. (1810) 177 Writing, he deduces, from pictural repre-

sentations, through hieroglyphics .. to arbitrary marks..
like the Chinese characters and Arabic numerals. 1828

Q. Rev. XXXVII. 304 Horace Walpole..has traced the

history of gardening, in a pictural sense, from the mere art

of horticulture to the creation of scenery.

fB. sb. A picture, a pictorial representation.
06s. rare.

1590 SPENSER F. Q.
faire with memorable

n. ix. 53 Whose wals Were painted
gestes Of famous Wisards; and with

picturals Of Magistrates.

Picture (pi'ktiiu, -tjsi), sb. Forms: 5-6 pict-,

pyctour(e, pycture, 5- picture, (6 pyghtur,

6-7 pictor, -ur). [ad. L. pictura painting, f.

pict-, ppl. stem oipingere to paint. Cf. \t.pitturaj\

f 1. The action or process of painting or drawing ;

the fact or condition of being painted or pictorinlly

represented ; the art of painting ; pictorial repre-
sentation. Obs.
c 1420 LYDG. Assembly of Cods 1767 The furst behynde

the yn pycture ys prouydyd. c 1500 Melitsine 352 There
were the armes of Lusynen wel shewed and knowen in

pycture. 1606 PEACHAM Art ofDrawing $ Certain Festival

dayes were yearly appointed at Corinth for the exercise of

Picture. 1636 B.JON8ON/?MC(7P. Wks. (1692)707 Picture took
her feigning from Poetry. 1693 DRYDEN To SirG. Kneller

36 By slow degrees the godlike art advanced ; As man grew
'

polished, picture was enhanced. 1744 COLLINS Epist. to Sir '

T. Hanmer 108 O might some verse with happiest skill

persuade Expressive Picture to adopt thine aid ! 1844 L.

HUNT Imag. fy Fancy (1846) 104 That subtler spirit of the

art [poetry], which picture cannot express.

2. The concrete result of this process, fa.
j

Pictorial representations collectively ; painting.
^1420 LYDG. Assembly of Gods 1865 The pycture also

;

yeueth clere tntellygence Therof. c 1430 Min. Poems
(Percy Soc.) 120 The riche is shitte withe colours and picture,
To hide his careyne stuffid withe foule ardure. 1573-80
BARET Ah. P 338 Picture, worke of wood, stone, or mettall

finelie set in diuers colours, as in chesse boords and tables.

b. An individual painting, drawing, or other
,

representation on a surface, of an object or objects ;

esp. such a representation as a work of art. (Now
the prevailing sense.)
1484 CAXTON Fables ofAZsop iv. xv, A pyctour, where as

a man had vyctory ouer a lyon. 1542 BOORDE Dyetary xl.

(1870) 302 To holde a crosse or a pyctour of the passyon of

Cryste before the eyes of the sycke person. 1598 E. GILPIN
Skial. (1878) 23 Pictures are curtaind from the vulgar eyes.

1653 WALTON Angler To Rdr. 2 He that likes not the dis-

course, should like the pictures of the Trout and other fish.
|

1705 ADDISOM Italy Pref., Accounts of Pictures, Statues
,

and Buildings. 1839 Sat. Mag. 13 Apr. 139/2 The photo- I

genie picture being formed, requires fixing. 1852 RUSKIN
Arrows ofChace (1880) I. 71 Every noble picture is a manu-
script book, of which only one copy exists, or ever can exist.

'854 J. SCOFFERN in Orr's Circ* Sc. I. 88 This means of

taking actinic pictures. 1893 Westm. Gaz. 16 June 3/2 A
picture, using the word as language is ordinarily used, is a
picture of something, and it is rather important to the artist

that it should be a picture of something he can paint.

c. spec. The portrait or likeness of a person.
Now rare.

1505 in Mem, Hen. VII (Rolls) 271 In case that the said

yonge quyn were here ye shuld have the pictor of hir with

yow. 1538 CROMWELL in Merriman Life <$ Lett. (1902) II.

120 To thentent he might. .visite and see his daughter and
,

also take her picture. 1601 SHAKS. Twel. N. in. iv. 228

Heere, weare this lewell for me, tis my picture. 1662

PEPYS Diary 3 May, At the goldsmith's, took my picture
in little, .home with me. 1712 ADDISON Sped. No. 328* f i

She. .draws all her Relations Pictures in Miniature. 1790
COWPER (title) On the receipt of my Mother's Picture out of
Norfolk.

td. By extension, An artistic (in quot. 1771 ,

natural) representation in the solid, esp. a statue
j

or a monumental effigy ;
an image. Obs.

c 1500 dn>. Corpus Chr. Plays 40/227 O Lorde ! thogh that i

I be nothynge worthe To see the fassion of thi most presseose !

pyctore. 1509 HAWES Past. Pleas. \. (Percy Soc.) 6 This

goodly picture was in altitude Nyne fote and more, of fayre
marble stone. 1577 HELLOWES Gueuara's Chron. 49 He.,
did erect vnto them pictures of Alabaster. 1590 in Pitcairn

Crim. Trials I. ii. 192 Thow art accusit for the making
of twa pictouris of clay. 1608 HEYWOOD Rape Lucrece v.

vi, Thy noble picture shall be carv'd in brass, And fix'd..
In our high Capitol. 1682 R. BURTON Admirable Curios.

(1684) 132 But K. Henry 7. afterward caused a Tomb to be
set over the Place, with his Picture in Alabaster. 1771
LANCHORNE Fables of Flora ix, I sought the living Bee to

find, And found the picture of a Bee.

e. A group of persons, generally motionless,

picturesquely arranged and posed, representing a

scene, or mimicking an action ; a tableau ; spec.

in the drama, at the end of an act or play. Also

livingpicture (F. tableau vivanf}.
1865 TYLOR Early Hist. Man. iv. 50 Imitation of actions,

or 'pictures in the air '. 1904 Daily Chron. 9 Dec. 8/5 The
great excitement comes when four of the girls are called

upon to practise the 'picture'. In this language of the

831

dance a 'picture' means the moment when the dance is

stopped, and the dancers get into a most uncomfortable
attitude and pretend to enjoy it,

f. A visible image of something formed by
physical means, as by a lens.

1668 HOOKE in Phil. Trans. II. 741 A Contrivance to

make the Picture ofany thing appear on a Wall, ..or within
a Picture-frame, &c. in the midst of a Light room. 1831
BREWSTER Optics ii. 15 The image of any object is a picture
of it formed either in the air, or in the bottom of the eye, or

upon a white ground, such as a sheet of paper.

g. A person so strongly resembling another as

to seem a likeness or imitation of him or her;
IMAGE sb. 4. Const, of.

1712 Spect. No. 520 ! i My daughter, who is the picture
of what her mother was. 1715 DE FOE Fata. Instruct, i. v.

(1841) I. 109 The sons are the very picture of their father.

1755 J. SHEBBEARE Lydia (1769) II. 258 'Lydy', says his

lordship,
'
it [a boy] is your picture to the utmost resemblance '.

h. fig. colloq. A very beautiful or picturesque

object.
Mod. The little girl is a picture. Her hat is itself a picture.

3. transf. A scene ; the total visual impression

produced by something ; hence extended to a vivid

impression received by the other senses, or pro-
duced by intellectual perception ; a mental image,
a visualized conception : IDEA 8.

Clinicalpicture', the total impression or apprehension of
a diseased condition, formed by the physician.
a 1547 SURREY /Eneid\\. 6 In her brest Imprinted stack

his wordes, a pictures forme. 1837 SVD. SMITH /WiWWks.
1859 II. 316/1, I have often drawn a picture in my own
mind of a Balloto-Grotical family voting and promising
under the new system. 1855 BAIN Senses <y Int. in. iv. 12

(1864)603 A botanist can readily form to himself the picture
of a new plant from the IxHanical description. 1857 DLT-
FF.RIN Lett. High Lett. (ed. 3) 179 The vigorous imagination
of the north.. creating a stately dreamlandj where it strove
to blend, in a grand world picture,, .the influences which
sustained both the physical and moral system of its universe.

1897 Allbutt's Syst. Med. II. 771 In such cases the disease
of the liver may be dominant in the clinical picture.
4. fig. A graphic description, written or spoken,

capable of suggesting a mental image, or of im-

parting a notion, of the object described; also

abstr. word-painting, figurative language.
1588 SHAKS. L. L. L. v. ii. 38, I am compar'd to twenty

thousand fairs. O he hath drawne my picture in his letter.

1677 LADY CHAWORTH in izth Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm.
App, v. 44 Two of your acquaintances have their picture
drawne in it \_Hudibras\..\Q the lyfe. 1736 BUTLER Anal.
I. i. (1874) 31 To afford the poets very apt allusions to the

flowers of the field in their pictures of the frailty of our

present life. 1801 STttVTtSjterts$Past. Introd. 6 Chaucer

says [etc.] The picture is perfect, when referred to his own
time. 1819 STARK (title) The Picture of Edinburgh. 1867
FROLTDE Short Stud. (1883) IV. i. xi. 139 The details of the
miracles contain many interesting pictures of old English life.

5. A symbol, type, figure ; the concrete represen-
tation of an abstraction ; an illustration.

1656 JEANES Mixt. Schol. Div. 49 Mans soule is Gods
temple, and picture. 1779-81 JOHNSON L. P., Butler Wks.
II. 190 Of the ancient Puritans.. .Our grandfathers knew
the picture from the life. 179* Gouv. MORRIS in Sparks
Life <5- Writ. (1832) II. 182 The best picture I can give of

the French nation is that of cattle before a thunder storm.

1863 MARY HOWITT F. Brewers Greece I. vii. 246, I had
before me daily., a beautiful picture of the life of the Greek

grand seigneur on his native island.

b. With of and abstract sb. : An object, esp. a

person, possessing a quality in so high a degree as

to be a symbol or realization of that quality.

1580 LYLY Euphues (Arb.) 312 Behold England, wher
Camilla was borne, the flower of courtesie, the picture of

comelynesse. 1749 FIELDING Tom Jones xvm. ii, Upon
these words, Jones became in a moment a greater picture of

horror than Partridge himself. 1871 Punch 15 July 17/2 He
looks the picture of health. 1888 BURGON Lives 12 Gd. Men
I. iii. 331 Those rooms were the very picture of disorder.

6. attrib. and Comb. a. attrib. Concerned in

the painting, disposal, etc. of pictures, as picture-

art^ -craft) -critic^ -knowledge^ -merchant, -ring,

-shop, etc. ; consisting of or expressed in a picture
or pictures, as picture-dialect, -language, -poem,

-puzzle, -story, -word\ adorned or illustrated with

a picture or pictures, pictorial, as picture-cover,

-paper, -sheet, -sign, -table, -tile
; having a char-

acter resembling a picture or suitable for one, as

picture dress, house, sleeve. b. Objective and

objec t ive gen. ,
as picture

-borrowing, -buying,

-cleaning, -dealing, -hanging, -making, -painting,

-taking, -mewing sbs. and adjs. ; picture-cleaner,

-dealer, -drawer, -gazer, -keeper, -maker, -restorer,

^seller, etc. C. Instrumental, as picture-broidered,

-hung, -pasted adjs., -lesson, -thinking.
1879 N. MICHELL Palenque in Poems Places, Br. Amer.

t

tc. 149 Their gorgeous buildings.. Their *picture-art, and

buying at Paris. 1812 J. SMYTH Pract. of Customs (1821)

36 Canada Balsam., much used by
*Picture-cleaners for

their Varnishes. 1894 ELIZ. L. BANKS Newspaper Girl xii,

(1902) 146 He won't get the colouring from the *picture-
cover [ofa book] in his mouth. 1762-71 H. WALPOLE Vertue's
Anecd. Paint. (1786) II. 207 note, An adept in all the
arts of *picture-craft. 1856 R. A. VAUGHAN Mystics (1860)
I. 8 If the *picture-critics would only write their verdicts

after dinner, many a poor victim would find his dinner

prospects brighter. 1824 BYRON Juan xvi. Ivi, There was

PICTURE.

a "picture-dealer. 1803 M. A. SHEF. Rhymes Art (1806) 83
And patronage in "picture-dealing dies ! Ibid. 93 note, By
some ingenious picture-dealing anecdote. 1901 Daily Chron.
14 Dec. 8/1 With this "picture-dialect at your command,
why trouble to learn Sicilian ? 1888 Pall Mall G. 20 Feb.
5/2 These are

'

"picture dresses', called so.. on account of
the fact that their salient features are copied from the
paintings of Lawrence, Reynolds, Gainsborough, and other
masters of the last century. 1598 E. GILPIN Skial. (1878) 24
Painted Nigrina with the "picture face. 1880 CARNEGIE
Pract. Trap. 12 The nooses.. should be made of "picture-
hanging wire. 1896 MRS. CAFFVN Quaker Grandmother
72 What a dear old "picture house ! 1684 E. CHAMBERLAVNE
Pres. St. Eng. i. (ed. 15) 181 One "Picture-keeper, Mr.
Henry Morris. 1887 RUSKIN Prxtcrita II. v. 180, I had
advanced in "picture knowledge since the Roman days.
1855 PUSEY Doctr. Real Presence Note E. 69 They are
figures (as in what is plainly "picture-language). 1857-8
SEAKS Atltan. in. vi. 305 The natural world. .is taken up
and framed into a picture-language, and thus made to repre-
sent the things winch are invisible. 1882 R. W. DALE in
Gd. Words Apr. 262 It was the gospel, .taught in "picture-
lessons. 1589-90 Rec. Korough Leicester 11905) III. 263
Affabell Watson of Markefyld 'picture maker. 1633 Font)
Love's Sacr. II. ii, Where dwells the picture-maker Y 1755
Jon NSONjjC/wwfr, a painter; a picture-maker. i889.-/ nthotty 's

Plwtpgr. Hull. II. 118 Any one who hasa glimmering of the
science of "picture-making. 1902 Westui. Gaz. 23 June 8/2
The value of bromide paper as a picture-making medium.
1760 D. WKBIS Jh'autics of Tainting Pref. ii An idle

art more useful to a "picture-merchant, than becoming
a man of taste. 1899 H7

csttn. Gaz. 6 Apr. 3/2 It would be

interesting to make.. a "picture-painting artist out of a
creative milliner or dress-maker. 1878 A". Aiuer. Rer.
CXXYII. 9 Scandalous 'picture-papers. 1894 S. FISKE
Holiday Stories (1900) 183 An artist of the picture-paper
school. 1887 T. N. PAGE Olc Virginia (1893) 144 The
"picture-pasted walls of her house. 1893 W. Ii. WOBSFOLD
in iqthCent. Apr. 290 We have at least learnt to be grateful
for Kossetti's*picture-poemsand poem-pictures. 1898 Dally
News 10 Dec. 6/3 We believe that this is the right word for
this kind of *picture-puzz!e. 1831 Edin. AVr p

. 166 The rude
hands of 'picture-restorers. 1885 H. PEARSON Bro^vning
13 Only the position of the "picture-rings determines
whether the thing shall be hung upside, downside, or end-
wise. 1666 PEPYS Diary 20 June, Thence to Faythorne,
the "picture-seller's. 1732 SAVAGE Author to be let Wks.
1775 II. 268, I wi*h my portrait might shine in a mezzo-
tinto through the glass windows of "picture-shops. 1899
Daily A't:~us ip Aug. 7/7 On the other side of the high-
way., is the "picture-sign of the house. 1894 }r,-stin. Gaz.
6 Oct. 5/3 'Picture sjeeves, finished with a flounce of silk

and chiffon. 1895 KIPLING zmt Jungle Bk. (Taucbn.) 208
He left the "picture-story with Kadlu, who lost it in the

shingle. 1629 H. liuRTON Truth's Triumph 10 An artificial!

indented "picture-table. 1879 A. IJ. BRUCE in Expositor'j^,
143 WTe have before us. ."picture-thinking in which these
nations are used symbolically. 1896 Daily News 30 July
2/3 Furnishing and decorating with "picture tiles a ward
which is now being added to this hospital. 1855 PUSKY
Doctr. Real Presence Note F. 63 Passages . . in which the
words 'Door' and 'Husbandman' are figurative, meta-

phorical, "picture-words.
d. Special combs. : picture-board, a decora-

tion consisting of a plank shaped and painted to

resemble some object ; employed especially in the

iSthc. ; picture-book, a book consisting wholly
or partly of pictures, esp. for children ; picture-

card, a court-card in a pack of cards (see also

PICTURED 2b); also short forpictttrcpostcard; pic-

ture-coffln, a name suggested for leaden coffins of

early 1 7th c. date, somewhat resembling in shape
the outer case of an Egyptian mummy, and bearing
a mask of the deceased ; picture-documents,
Anthrop., records wholly or (in later times) partly
in picture-writing, such as were used by the ancient

Mexicans, and continued in use for certain pur-

poses long after the Spanish conquest ; picture-

frame, a frame (see FRAME sb. 12), often of an
ornamental character, forming a border round a

picture ; also attrib. ; picture gallery, a hall or

building containing a collection of pictures; the

collection itself; picture hat, a lady's wide-

brimmed hat, generally black and adorned with

ostrich-feathers, after a fashion celebrated in the

paintings of Reynolds and Gainsborough; picture-

lens, a large double-convex lens of long focus,
mounted in a frame, and used for viewing pictures ;

picture-miniature, a miniature the subject of

which is other than a portrait, e. g. genre; picture-

mosaic, mosaic consisting of pictures instead of

geometrical designs, as Roman mosaic and the

styles derived from it; picture-moulding, a
horizontal wooden moulding, parallel to the ceiling
of a room, for hanging pictures ; picture-nail,
a strong nail for picture-hanging, having an orna-

mental head, which is attached after the nail is in

position ; picture postcard, a postcard having
on the back a picture (esp. a view) printed, photo-

graphed, or otherwise produced ; picture-rail,

-rod, a rod occupying the position and serving
the purpose of a picture-moulding ; picture-tree :

see quot. Also I'ICTURE-DKAWER, -WRITING.

1854 (title) "Picture Book for a Noah's Ark : Description
of 200 Animals. 1854 EMERSON Lett,

fy
Soc. Aims, Pott. #r

fmng. Wks. (Bohn) III. 148 A man's action is only a picture-

book of his creed. 1838 DICKENS O. Twist xxv, He.,

offered to cut any gentleman .. for the first "picture-card, at

a shilling a time. 1884 E. PEACOCK in N. f, Q. 6th Ser. IX.
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218/2, I suggested at the time, and still think, that it may
have been part of a *picture-coffin. 1865 TvLORrtr/>' ///$/.

Man. v. 96 It is to this transition-period that we owe
many., of the *picture-documents still preserved. 1668
*Picture-frame [see PICTURE sb, 2 f]. a 1790 POTTER New
Diet. Cant., Picture frame, the gallows, or pillory. 1804
Europ. Mag. XLV. 16/2 In a. .picture-frame waistcoat, i.e.

. . trimmed with broad gold lace. 1817 LADY MORGAN
France v. 29 Arranged along their walls in their perri-

wigs and picture- frames. 1761 WESLEY Jrnl. n May, One
side of it is a "picture gallery. 1856 EMERSON Eng. Traits^
Aristfcr. Wks. (Bohn) II. 85 At this moment, almost every
great house has its sumptuous picture-gallery. 1887 Daily
News 20 July 6/1 A large

'

"picture
'

hat in black velvet is

to be worn with an all-white dress and black gloves. 1900
Westm. Gaz. 4 June 3 It seems not improbable that the

wearing of picture hats with evening frocks.. may get its

chance. 1903 Ibid. 16 Apr. 10/2 A private view of

'picture-miniatures painted by Mr. Charles Sainton. 1899
Daily News 18 July 5/1 Every method has been placed in

the service of the *picture post-card industry, and much has
been produced which in its artistic execution may lav claim
to lasting value. 1900 Westm. Gaz.

24^ Sept. 10/1 The
exhibition of picture postcards.. opened in the Rue Bona-

parte at Paris contains no fewer than 150,000 examples from
all parts of the world. 1904 Daily Chron. 15 Apr. 4/7 There
has been some discussion of late as to who invented the

picture postcard, and the fad has been traced back to a
German, .it issaid.in 1872. 1885 LADY RRASSEY The Trades
145 One variety [of Euphorbiaceai] which bears green leaves,
and yellow and white markings, is called the 'geographical-
tree

',
or sometimes the '

'picture-tree '.

Hence Pi'cturefol #., full of pictures ; Pi'ctnre-

less a., without a picture or pictures; Pi'cturely

a,, like a picture ;
so Pi'ctury a. (depreciative).

1861 Temple Bar ZLig, \\. 255 My recollections seem to

take very *pictureful forms. 1821 LAMB Elia Ser. i. Mrs.
Battle on Whist, With their naked names upon the drab

pasteboard, the game might go on very well, *picture-less.
1881 Saf. Rez>. 3 Sept. 253/1 Empty niches are as meaning-
less decorations as pictureless frames. 1832 W. BARNES in

Genii, Mag. CII. 216/2 To preserve so interesting and
"picturely an object. 1819 Blackw. Mag. VI. 175 That

*pictury-looking glare and freshness which distinguishes the

scenery at our theatres.

Picture (prktioi, -tjai), v. [f. prec. sb. : cf. It.

pittnrare.]
1. trans. To represent in a picture, or in pictorial

form; to draw, paint, depict; transf* to reflect

as a mirror. Also with out.

^1489 CAXTON Sonncs of Aymon. xxv. 512 Margarys..
bare in his armes a dragon pyctured wyth an horryble

figure. 1495 Trevisas Earth. De P. R. xix. xxxvii.

JJ v/2 He that pictureth ymages and lyknesse of thynges
is callyd a payntour. 1600 HAKLLYT Voy. III. 274 We haue
scene and eaten of many more [fowl], which for want of

leasure. .could not be pictured. 1608 D. T[uyiLl Ess. Pol.

fy Mor. 23 b, Hee was pictur'd out in the religious garment
of a Monke. 1632 MASSINGER Emperor East i. ii, A cunning
painter thus.. would picture Justice. 1762-71 H. WALPOLE
Vertae's A need. Paint. (1786) III. 61 On the ceiling.. he
has pictured Antony earl of Shaftsbury, in the character of

Faction, dispersing libels. 1836 J. H. NEWMAN in Lyra
Apost. (1849) 64 Its pure, still glass Pictures all earth-scenes

as they pass.

b. To figure, to represent symbolically or by
sensible signs.
1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 49 b, What these graces

be, it is more playnly pictured & set forth in this tree

folowyng. 1781 Miss BURNEY Cecilia vn. vi, The anxiety
of his mind was strongly pictured upon his face. 1857
PUSEY Real Presence ii. (1869) 232 When the people were
so much taught by the eye, it pictured to them the mysteries
of the Redemption.
2. To describe graphically, depict in words.

Also with out, forth.
1586 FERNE Blaz. Gentrie To Gent, of Inner Temple, She

pictureth out their base and seruile conditions. 1621 T.

WILLIAMSON tr. Con/art's Wise Vieillard^98 Horace in his

art of Poetrie doth pensill and picture out an old man in

this manner. 1787 MME. D'ARBLAY Diary 26 Feb., I think

this last sentence pictures him exactly. 1838 CARLYLE
Misc., Scott (1869) V. 217 To picture-forth the fife of Scott.

1894 BESANT Equal Woman 122 Such a woman as you have

pictured is rare indeed.

3. To resemble as a picture or image,
1850 MRS. F. TROLLOPE Petticoat Govt. 138 Never, perhaps,

did a child more accurately picture a parent, than Judith
did her mother.

4. To form a mental picture of, to imagine.
Often to picture to ones self.

1738 GLOVER Leonidas 11. 182 Imagination pictures all the
scenes. 1832 HT. MARTINEAU Life in Wilds viii. 101 He
had pictured to himself the settlement. 1835 JAMES Gigsy
i, He seemed to doubt the very love, the happiness of which
he pictured so brightly. 1869 HUXLEY in Set. Opinion 28

Apr. 487/1 Kant pictures to himself the universe as once an
infinite expansion of formless and diffused matter. 1874
GREEN Short Hist. viii. i. 449 We must not. .picture the

early Puritan as a gloomy fanatic. Mod. Picture to yourself
the predicament in which I found myself.

Pictured (pi-ktiCUd), ppl. a. [f. prec. + -ED l.]

1. Represented or depicted in or as in a picture ;

painted, drawn.

1738 GRAY Propertius ii. 50 Pictured horrour and poetic
woes. 1854 MARION HARLAND Alone xii, The examination
of the artist s pictured treasures. 1894 F. N. RAGG Ouorsttm
xiii. 139 They downwards gazed to see the pictured heaven,
And pictured light, which dark-hued waters hold.

2. Adorned or illustrated with a picture or

pictures, offig. with word-painting.
1608 WILLET Hexapla Exod. 866 A pictured and wrought

coale. 1754 GRAY Progr. Poesy 109 Bright ey'd Fancy,

hovering o'er, Scatters from her pictured urn Thoughts that

breathe, and words that burn. 1813 BYRON Br. Abydos i. x,

I

The pictured roof and marble floor. 1818 Ch. Har. iv.

Ixxxii, Alas for Tally's voice, and Virgil's lay, And Livy's
pictur'd page !

b. Pictured card, a card bearing a picture,
a court-card or picture-card ; the king, queen, or

knave. Devifs pictured books, a hostile name for

playing-cards.
1786 BURNS Twa Dogs 226 They. .Pore owre the devil's

pictur'd beuks. 1812 BUCKAN in Singer Hist. Cards (1816)

361 Each honour, or pictured card, is considered as equiva-
lent in value to ten. 1864 BOWEN Logic xiii. 442 A pack
contains 52 cards, divided into four equal suits, into 12

pictured and 40 plain cards.

Pi*cture-draw:er. One who draws a picture ;

in 1 7th and early i8thc., the regular word for

portrait-painter.
1586-7 in Jeaffreson Middlesex County Rec. (1886) I. 173

Edmund Barton picture drawer. 1635 J. HAVWABD tr.

Biondis Banislid Virg. 115 The Philosophers (humanities
icture-drawers) have indeede drawne many pictures, a. 1715
SURNET Own Time (1766) I. 24 Sir Anthony Vandike, the
famous picture drawer, a 1734 NORTH Lives (1826) III. 280
One Mr. Blemwell, a picture-drawer.
So Picture-drawing

1

.

1625 in Rymer Foedera (1726) XVIII. in Wee, haveing
experience of the Facultie and Skill of Daniel Mittens in

the Art of Picture draweing, of Our especiall Grace..have

given [etc,].

Fi'Cturer. Now rare. [f. PICTURE v. + -ER1 .]
One who pictures ; a painter of pictures ;

a painter.
1608-9 in Enff. Hist. Ret'. (1897) XII. 446 Benedickt

Horsley, a pictorer and painter. 1646 SIR T. BROWNE
Pscnd. Ep. v. iv. (1650^ 200 Not meerly a pictorial! con-

trivance or invention of the Picturer, but an ancient tradition

and conceived reality. 1690 WOOD Life 30 Jan. III. 323
'An illustrator

1

, or '

picturer of great letters in books '.

Picturesque (piktiure'sk),#. Also Spittor-,

pictoresque, picturesk. [ad. *pitt0resque,*A,
\\..pittoresco (F. Redi a 1 664) , i.pittore:L.pictor-em

painter: see-ESQUE; prop, 'in the style of a painter*

(cf. quot. 1 8 10 in sense I ) ;
hut in Eng. assimilated to

picture, giving the sense ' in the style of a picture '.

Pittoresque appears to have been in French early in i8th c.

(cf. quot. 1712 from Pope), but the earliest evidence in

Hatzfeld-Darmesteter is fa pittortsquement In 1732.)

1. Like or having the elements of a picture ; fit

to be the subject of a striking or effective picture ;

possessing pleasing and interesting qualities of

form and colour (but not implying the highest

beauty or sublimity): said of landscape, buildings,

costume, scenes of diversified action, etc., also of

circumstances, situations, fancies, ideas, and the

like.

17O3STEELE TenderHush. iv. (1723) 141 That Circumstance

may be very Picturesque. 1712 POPE Let. to Caryll, Mr.

Philips has two lines, which seem to me what the French
call very picturesque. 1717 Iliad x. Note liv, The
marshy Spot of Ground,.. the Tamarisk.., the Reeds that

are heap'd together to mark the Place, are Circumstances the

most Picturesque imaginable. 1749 U. RHYS Tour Spain
fy Port. 86 The Ends of their Veils . . tied in so pretty
a Manner, as to render their Figures extremely pittoresque.

1768 W. GILPIN (title) An Essay upon Prints: containing
remarks upon the principles of picturesque beauty. 1773
LADY MARY COKE Jrnl. 8 July (1896) IV. 186 The Cours
was a very picturesk scene. 1810 D. STEWART Philos. Ess.

II. I. v. 273 Picturesque properly means what is done in the

style, and with the spirit of a painter. 1864 BAGEHOT Lit.

Studies (1879) II. 341 Susceptible observers, .say of a scene

'How picturesque meaning by this a quality distinct

from that of beauty, or sublimity, or grandeur; meaning to

speak . . of its fitness for imitation by art. 1877 BLACK Green
Past, ii, Most girls become acquainted at some lime or other

with a Uttle picturesque misery.

b. Picturesque gardening^ the arrangement of

a garden so as to make it a pretty picture ; the

romantic style of gardening, aiming at irregular
and rugged beauty.
1816 T. L. PEACOCK Headlong Hall iii, Mr. Milestone

was a picturesque landscape gardener of the first celebrity.

1843 Gray's Corr. 191 note, That Johnson should have no

conception of the value or merit of what is now called

picturesque gardening we cannot wonder, as he was so

extremely short-sighted, that he never saw a rural landscape
in his life.

2. Of language, narrative, etc.: Strikingly graphic
or vivid ; sometimes implying disregard of fact in

the effort for effect.

a 1734 NORTH Exam. Pref. (1740) 7 He goes on in the same

pittoresque Vein. 1758 JORTIN Erasnt. 1. 483 An account of

a conversation with Longolius, which is picturesque. 1864
BURTON Scot Abr. I. iii. 128 Picturesque accounts nave often

been repeated of a scene where Douglas . . brought the

Admiral to an elevated spot. 1868 J. H. BLUNT Ref. Ch.

Eng. 1. 401 Picturesque history is seldom to be trusted. 1874
BANCROFT Footpr. Time i. 63 The highly picturesque

language of the primitive Aryan people.

1 3. Marked as if with pictures. Obs. rare.

1762 tr. Bustling's Syst. Geoff. I. 41 Others (marbles] ..

are Picturesque, or marked with all manner of figures, &c.
Ibid. 42 Oculus ?<//..by polishing receives a beautiful

lustre, and is partly spotted or striped, partly picturesque.

f4. Havingaperceptionof ortaste for picturesque-
ness. Obs.

1795 R. ANDERSON Johnson 7 Had he not possessed
a very picturesque imagination. 1818 RHODES Peak Seen.
I. 5 To the picturesque traveller they are therefore com-

paratively of but little value. 1831 T. L, PEACOCK Crotchet

Castle iii. (1887) 39 They came round to the side of the

camp where the picturesque gentleman was sketching.

5. absol. as sb. The picturesque, that which is

picturesque; the picturesque principle, element,
or quality ; picturesqueness.
1794 U. PRICE (title} An Essay on the Picturesque, as com-

pared with the Sublime and the Beautiful. 1796 JANE
AUSTEN Pride fy Prej. x, No, no ; stay where you are. You
are charmingly grouped... The picturesque would be spoilt
by admitting a fourth. 1812 COMBE (title) Dr. Syntax's
Tour in Search of the Picturesque. 1832-4 DE QLMNCEY
Caesars Wks. 1859 X. 79 The ancients, whether Greeks or

Romans, had no eye for the picturesque.
Hence Picture-squish a., somewhat picturesque ;

also (rare and jocular nonce-words) Picturesqui-
e-scity, growing picturesqueness ; Picturesqui-
fica'tion, a making picturesque ; Picture'squize
v., to ' do* or pursue the picturesque.
iSia COMBE Picturesque xvi. 176 Nor had the way one

object brought That wak'd a picturesquish thought. 1815
W.TAYLOR in Robberds Mem. 11.455 The engineer, .is not
to lose his time in zoologizing, entomologizing, botanizing
and picturesquizing. 1828 ELMES Metrop. Improv. 89 The
master mark of currency among the people of picturesqui-
escity. 1834 Tait's Mag. I. 233 From the pages ofRousseau
..Leman, Uri, and Zurich have undergone their sentence
of picturesquification.

Ficture'Sque, v. rare. [f. prec.] a. trans.

To make or render picturesque, b. intr. To pose
picturesquely, c. To picturesque itt to practise
or pursue the picturesque.
1795 C. MARSHALL Review Landscape 45 If. .he plant

trees of size round the building to be picturesked. 1812

COMBB/*j&*nMifffIi 130 I'll prose it here, I'll verse it there,
And picturesque it ev'ry where. 1834 Tait's Mag. I. 733/1
His parents.. sometimes dream of Dick as standing behind

my lady's chair, in the suit of blue and silver, &c.,

picturesquing. 1892 Punch 6 Aug. 49/1 With out-of-

fashion toilet sets.. She picturesques her cabinet's Quaint
heterodoxies.

Picture 1

squely, adv. [f.
as prec. + -LY^.]

In a picturesque manner.
1796 MARV WOLLSTONECR. Lett.,elc. 139 In a recess of the

rocks was a clump of pines, amongst which a steeple rose

picturesquely beautiful. 1859 JEPHSON Brittany iv. 41 Alive
with the picturesquely attired peasantry. x88i Miss BRADDON
A$ph. II. 86 The shallow streamlet came tumbling pictu-
resquely over gray stones.

Picturesqueness (piktiure-sknes). [f. as

prec. + -.NESS.J The quality of being picturesque.
1794 U. PRICE Ess. Pictitresque I. 38 Grandeur and

beauty have been pointed out and illustrated by painting
as well as picturesqueness. [Note} I have ventured to make
use of this word, which I believe does not occur in any
writer. 1827 HARE Guesses (1859) 13 Picturesqueness is that

quality in objects which fits them for making a good picture.
1861 CRAIK Hist. Eng. Lit. II. 64 There is little or nothing,
however, of poetry or picturesqueness in Feltham's writing.

1894 BARING-GOULD Deserts S. France I. 136 A bridge that

surpasses even that of Prague in picturesqueness.

Fi'Ctore-wri;ting.
1. The method of recording events or expressing

ideas by pictures or drawings which literally or

figuratively represent the things and actions
; concr.

a writing or inscription consisting of pictorial

symbols.
Such were the picture-writing of the Mexicans and the

hieroglyphs of the Egyptians in their earliest form.

1741 WARBURTON Div. Legat. iv. iv. 11.67 The first Essay
towards Writing was a mere Picture, We see this remark-

ably verified in theCase of the Mexicans, whose only Method
of recording their Laws and History, was by this Picture-

Writing. 1748 HARTLEY Observ. Man \. iii. 300 If we sup-

pose Picture-writing to be of divine Original. 1862 MAX
MULLER Chips (1880) I. xiv. 316 The little that is known of
the picture-writing of the Indian tribes. 1894 H. DRUM.MOND
Ascent Man 232 Chinese writing is picture-writing, with
the pictures degenerated into dashes.

2. transf. Any expression of notions by pictures,

as in a comic or satirical paper.
1896 Daily News 17 Oct. 4/7 Forain is the jester of a

society in its old age... His work is the picture-writing of

sordid cynicism, and it robs life of all joy by robbing it of

all ideal.

Pi'Cturing, vbl. sb. [f.
PICTURE v. + -ING 1.]

The making of a picture; depicting; also concr.

a pictorial representation, a picture.

1559 ABP. SANDYS Serm. (Parker Soc.) 66 They labour, .by
incantation, magic, sorcery and witchcraft, to consume,
kill, and destroy the Lord's anointed by picturing, &c.

1638 CHILLINGW. Relig. Prof. i. iii. 90. 184 Things..,
which Christians in S. Austins time held abominable, (as

the picturing of God). 1656 Arti/. Handsom. 185 They
can be friends with..picturings by pencill, or embroyderies.

1836 F. MAHONY Rel. Father Proutt Songs France iii.

(1859) 27 The painter David. .whose glorious picturings of
' The Passage of the Alps by Bonaparte

'

[etc.] shed such

radiance on his native land.

b. Pictnresque description in words ; formation

or expression of a mental picture; imagining to

oneself or describing to others.

1837 W. IRVING Capt. Bonneville xlix. III. 262 We here

Fi'Ctnringy///* a. [f.
as prec. + -IXG 2.] That

pictures (in any sense of the verb\

1841 D'ISRAELI Amen. Lit. (1867) 503 The grave melodious

stanza and the picturing invention of Spenser.

Ficucule (pi'kiwkittl). Ornith. Also erron.

piculule. [a. F. picucuh (D'Aubenton, a 1780,
Plate 621 in Buffon (etc.) 0*f80iftc), name given to
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a bird of the genus Dendrocolaptes, f. L. pTcus

woodpecker + cucitlus cuckoo.] (See quots.)

1829 GRIFFITHS Caviers Anini. Kingd., Aves II. 350
Picucule Creeper, Climbing Grackle. Lath. 1875 NEWTON
in Encycl. Brit. III. 743/2 The Picucules {misspelt Picu-

lules] (Dendf oc0ta/>tiJz)\\\ti\ as many genera, and over 200

species. 1894 NEWTON Diet. Birds, Picucule, a name..

adopted for want of a better, as that of the large Family
of Ttacheophon3e% Dendrocolaptidaet which is so highly
characteristic of the Neotropical Region.

II Ficul ^pi'kol). Forms : 6 pyco, 6-7 pico, 7

picull, peecull, 7-8 pecul, 7-9 picul, picol,

8-9 pekul, 9 pikul. [Malay-Javanese pikitl a

man's load (Yule) ; in Sp. pico.~\ A measure of

weight used in China and the East generally, equal
to 100 catties, i.e. about 133^ Ibs. avoirdupois
1588 PARKE tr. Mendoza's Htti. China 367 One pyco

of rice. 1598 W. PHILLIP Linschofen i. (Hakl. Soc.) I.

140 Every Pico is 66$ Caetes. 1618 R. COCKS Diary
(Hakl. Soc) II. 3, 30 pico silk. .30 picull of silk. 1625

P\)RQH*sPilgriis I. 369 The Peecull, which is one hundred
Cattees, making one hundred thiitie pound English subtill.

Ibid. 390 Foure Peeculls. 1662 J. DAVIES tr. Mandelslo's
Tretv. 11. (1669) 106 A hundred Picols of black Lacque, at

ten Thails the Picol. 1771 J. R. FORSTER tr. O$beck's Voy.
I. 262 A Pekul or Idaam as the Chinese call it. 1838 CAPT.
P. P. KING in Penny Cycl. XII. 271/1 If each vessel returns

with 100 picols of trepang, her cargo will be worth 5000
dollars. 1862 ST. JOHN Forests Far East II 31 Obtained
two pikuls more of sago. 1888 LITTLE Yangtze Gorges
279 The coal is sold for 130 ca^h . .per picul of 133 pounds.

Pioule (pi-ki?<l). rare- , [dim. f. L. picus

woodpecker.] = next. 1890 in Cent. Diet.

Piculet (pi'kiwlet). Ornith. [f.
as prec. + -ET

dim.] A bird of the subfamily Picumninx ; a

small soft-tailed woodpecker.
1849 G. R. GRAY Genera Birds II. 432 Picitinninx or

Piculets have the Bill short, straight ; the sides compressed
towards the tip [etc.]. 1894 NEWTON Diet. Birds 720.

[Pi-cy (in Piquet) : see PIQUE sbP\

Fiddle (pi'd'l), v. [Origin obscure. The form
is that of a dim. or freq. vb. Cf. the synonymous
PEDDLED. 3, PADDLE z/.i 2, 3, PITTLE v. Of these

the first two seem to be corruptions of piddle,

erroneously confused with peddle, paddle in their

proper senses. Pittle was an inconsiderable variant.

(It is questionable if sense 2 here and in PITTLE v.

are the same word as i.)
Words corresponding in form and sense are used in some

German dial : viz. Hessian piddeln (v. Prister ffacktr. z.

yilwar's Idiotikon v. Hessen, 1886, p. 204); Westerwald
putteln, pittteln (Schmidt Westeryjcild. Idiot, 1800, p. 138) ;

Jiilich and Berg otteln (ibid.). The first two, if old, may
go back to an orig. *puddlian or *pnddildn, which would
also give an OE. *j>yddlan and Eng. piddle; but the late

appearance of the Eng. word, with absence of evidence as to

the age of theGer. dial, forms, leaves their relation doubtful.
Even if related, the ulterior etymology (of root *pudd-) is

unknown.]
1. intr. To work or act in a trifling, paltry, petty,

or insignificant way ;
to trifle, toy, dally;

= PEDDLE
v, 3. (Always depreciatory.) Now rare.

1545 ASCHAM Toxoph, (Arb.) 117 Neuer ceasynge piddelynge
about your bowe and shaftes whan they be well. 1594
CAREW Huarte's Exam. Wits (1616) 182 Such as I haue
marked to be good practitioners, do all piddle somewhat in

the art of versifying, and raise not vp their contemplation
verie high. 1602 Cornwall 65 b, Very few among them
make use of that opportunity., for building of shipping, and
trafficking in grosse : yet some of the Eastern townes piddle
that way. 1606 Sir G. Goosecapf>e it. i. (Bullen 0. PI.), My
head must devise something, while my feet are pidling thus.
a 1619 FLETCHER Wit without M. i. ii, She .. begins to

piddle with Philosophic. 1752 H. WALPOLE Lett. Mann
(1834) III. 15, I am always piddling about ornaments and
improvements for Strawberry-Hill. 1754 Connoisseur No. 7
f 2 During our conversation he was .. piddling with her

fingers, tapping her cheek, or playing with her hair. 1776
ADAM SMITH W. N. iv. vii. (1869) II. 205 Instead of piddling
for the little prizes. .they might then hope.. to draw some
of the great prizes. 1828 Craven Gloss, (ed, 2), Piddle* to
be employed in trifles or to do things ineffectually ; to take
short steps in walking. 1878 BROWNING PoetsCroisic Ixxxviii,

Fussily feeble, harmless. .Piddling at so-called satire.

b. Said of a bird : To move the bill about,

feeling for food in a hole, heap of refuse, etc.

1598 BARCKLE;V^//C. Man (1631) 225 As he[Mahomet] was
preaching, .there commeth a Dove flying towards him, and
alighteth upon his shoulder, and pidleth in his eare looking
for meate, having used her before to feede in his eare for the
same purpose. 1651 OCILBY sEsop (1665) 63 This [Stork]
piddles with his bill While young Sir Reynard did whole
Rivers swill. 1799 J. STHUTHERS To Blackbird vii, Beware
in that caff heap to piddle.

c. To triHe or toy with one's food
; to pick at

one's food instead of eating heartily.
a 1620 J. DYKE Sal. Serin. (1640) 292 Diseases, .that make

them eale nothing at all, or else they doe but piddle and
trifle. 1660 SWINNOCK Door Sah: Op. 177 If thou shouldst
sit at table and see a man pidling at his meat, picking and
chuiing. a 1761 CAWTHORN Poems (1771) 112 Is there a
saint that would not laugh to see The good man pidling
with his fricassee? 1785 MRS. MONTAGU in Doran Lady of
last Cent. xiii. (1873) 330 The lovers sigh'd and look d . . and
piddled a little on a gooseberry tart. 1824 BYRON Juan
xv. Ixvi, And '

entremets' to piddle with at hand.
d. trans. Piddle away, to trifle away.

1760 C. JOHNSTON C/trysat (1822:) 1. 143 A house where she
used to piddle away her leisure hours.

2. intr. To make water, urinate, colloq. or in

childish use.

VOL. VII.

1796 Grose's Diet. J'u/%. T. (ed. 3), To Piddle, to make
water: a childish expression. 1836 SMART Walkers Diet.
(ed. 3), Piddle,, .this word is now scarcely used except as
a child's word in the sense of to make water.

fig. 1871 B. TAYLOR Faust (1875* II. iv. i. 232 Fountain
jets.. There grandly shooting upwards from the middle,
While round the sides a thousand spirt and piddle.

Piddle, variant of PIGHTLE.

Fiddler (pi-dbj). [f. PIDDLE v. + -ER i.] One
who piddles; a poor ineffectual worker; a dabbler,

loyer, trifler : see the verb.
1602 MIDDLKTON Blurt, Master-ConstaHe n ii. 129 These

flaxen-haired men are such pulers.and such piddlers. a 1625
FLETCHER MASSIXGER Elder ttro iv. iv, I'm but a pidler,
A little will serve my turn. 1646 N. B[ARNKT] Regenerate
Man's Growth Grace 42 We are but Pidlers in his service,
we can do nothing to any purpose. 1779 J. LOVELL in *J.

Adamss Wks (1854) IX. 490 If this was not the piddler. it

might be the oddity of Virginia. 1800 in Spirit Pub. Jrnls.
IV, 360 He was a mere piddler compared to me.

Fiddling (pi'dlirj), vbl. sb.
[f.

as prec. + -ING^.]
The action of PIDDLE v.

; trifling, toying, etc.

1573 TUSSER Hush (1878) 127 If bops looke browne, go
gather them downe. But not in the deaw, for piddling with
feaw. 1655 Clarke Papers {Camden) III. 37 The French
Ambassadour makes a pidling still. 1760 C. JOHNSTON
Chrysal (1822) I. 87 This dissipated pidling soon gave way
to the serious business of the evening 1816 SCOTT Old
Mart, xii, No piddling .. but that steady and persevering
exercise of the jaws which is best learnt by early morning
hours.

Frddling, ///. a. [f. as prec. t -INT. -.]

Trilling, insignificant, petty, paltry.
J 559 AYI.MER Harborou

Scottes, whicbe are alway
*559 AYI.MER Harlwoivs Q ij b. Vou haue the pidlyng

Scottes, whiche are alwayes Frenche for their lyues. 1593
G. HARVEY Pierce s Super. 14 Pidlinge and driblinge Con-
filters, that sitt all day buzzing vpon a blunt point, or two,

1675 PRIDEAUX Lett. (Camd.)4i We have two or three small

?idleing
things piinteing here. 1735 POPE Prol. Sat. 164* -

Si;

Lt.
for such piddling work
Introd. i, For the piddling conce
A. L. PERRY Elem. Pol. Econ. (1873) 524 The country is too

fet ne'er one sprig of laurel grac'd these ribalds, From
lashing liently down to pidling TI balds. 1768-74 TUCKER
'*t. Nat. (1834) ^* 34 2 1 ne nian of business has not time

;
work. 1827 SCOTT Chron. Canongate

piddling concern of a few shillings. 1866
i. Pol. Econ. (1873) 524 The country is too

large for the petty, piddling processes of 'protection ',

Fiddock (pi-d^fk). Also piddick. [Origin
unascertained. It has the form of a dim. in -0r(,]
A bivalve mollusc of the genus Pkolas or family
Pholadidw, which burrow in soft rock, wood, etc.

;

esp. one of the common species, such as P. dactylus,
with a long ovate shell, which are used for bait.

1851 Zoologist IX. 3175 Notes on the Pholas dactylus, or
Sussex Piddick. 1868 WOOD Homes without H. v. 99 Our
next example of the burrowing molluscs is the well known
Pholas, popularly called the piddock (Pkolas dactylus).

Fide, Pidgeon, obs. forms of PIED, PIGEON.

Fidgin, pigeon (prd^in, -an). Also pidjin,
pidjun, pidgeon. A Chinese corruption of Eng.
business, used widely for any action, occupation,
or affair. Hence Pidgin-English, the jargon,

consisting chiefly of English words, often corrupted
in pronunciation, and arranged according to Chinese

idiom, used for intercommunication between the

Chinese and Europeans at seaports, etc, in China,
the Straits Settlements, etc. ; also transf. (quot.

1891).
1850 BERNCASTLE Voy. China II. 65 The Chinese not being

able to pronounce the word '

business', called it 'bigepn
1

,

which has degenerated into 'pigeon , so that this word is in

constant use. 1839 All Year Round 1 20 '

Piece ofChina ',

A-tye will row you out, because she can speak pigeon
English, 1872 A. D. CARLISLE Round World x. 106 The
dialect, .current between Englishmen and Chinamen, .goes
by the name of Pigeon-English 1873 Macm. Mag. Nov. 45

[Article], 1876 LELAND Pidgin English Sing Song 3 Pidgin
is with great ingenuity made expressive of every variety of

calling, occupation, or affair 1876 BESANT & RICE Gold.

Butterfly xlv, He had a ghost story of his own an original
one in pigeon English. 1891 Argits(Mel bourne) 7 Nov. 13/4
That ridiculous pigeon-English which the whites have used

..throughout Queensland, .as their medium of communica-
tion with the blacks. 1901 A. LAXG Magic fy Relig. 37 His
rude lingua franca, or pidgin English. (See also N. $ Q.
loth s. V 90/2.)

Pid-pad. [Echoic: cf. PAD sb t ^\ the two
different vowels suggesting alternation, as in zigzag.
Cf. PIT-PAT.] Imitation of the dull sound of

footsteps.
1900' HEADON HILL' Plunder

Sftif'm. 31, I. .heard thepid-
pad of bare feet. Ibid, xxiii. 214 There was.. a pid pad of
sandals on the deck.

Pidrero, variant of PEDRERO, a small gun.
Pie (psi), J^. 1 Also 4-8 pye, 5-6 py, (6 pee),

[a. OF. pie (1310, c. in Littre) = Pr. piga, It.

pica : L. pica magpie.]
1. The bird now more usually called MAGPIE.
a 1250 Owl fy Night. 126 t>at pie and crowe hit todrowe.

1303 R. BRUNSE Hand/. Synne 355 Beleue nou;t yn he

pyys cheteryng. 4:1380 WYCLIF Sertn. Sel. Wks. I. 165 It

is a foul bing hat prestis speken as pies. 1398 TBEVISA
Barth. De P. R. xii. L (Bodl. MS.). Alle foules of rauen
kinde as chogghes crowes rokes rauens and pies, a 1450
Knt. de la Tour (1868) 22 Ther was a woman that had
a pie In a cage. 1c 1475 Sqr. lowc Degre 47 (text of Cop-
land <ri5so\ The woodwale, The pee, and the Popiniaye.
a 1548 HALL Chron., Hen. yj 85 Pies will chatter and Mice
will pepe. 1559 Mirr. Mag. (1563) N iv, The Fox descrye
the crowes and chateryng Pyen. 1646 J. HALL Poems
4 Pies Do ever love to pick at witches eyes. 1713 SWIFT
Salamander Wks. 175.5 HI- " 75 Pyes and daws are often

stil'd With Christian nick-nrunes like a child. 1774 Goi.nsM.
Nat. Hiit. (1776) V. 219 Bird-; of the Pie Kind. 1853 C'.

BRONTE Villctte xiii, Chattering like a pie to the best

gentleman in Christendom.

2. fig. Applied to f a. a cunning or wily person :

esp. in phr. wily pie (obs.} ;
b. a chattering or

saucy person, a *
chatter- pie

'

(
= MAGPIE 2).

[c 1374 CHAUCER Troylus in. 478 (5271 Dredles it clere was
in the wynd From euery pye and euery lette game.] 1542
UDAI.L Erasm. Apoph. 321 b, One Accius. .a wylie pye, and
a feloe full of shiftes. r 1554 Interlude of_ Youth in Hazl.

Dodsley II. 22 Ye be a little pretty pye ! i-wK ye go full

gingerly 1563 M. GOOGF, Eglogs vii. {Arb.) 60 Than cownt

you them (or chairing Pies Whose tongs must alwayes
w.ilke. 1579 Fi'i.KE J-feskins's Part. 47 Maister Heskins
like a wilie Pye, obiectetli this article of the resurrection.

1692 WASHINGTON tr. Milton s Dcf. Pop. M.'s Wks. 173^ I.

523 Salmasius, that French chatt ring Pye. 1886 MRS. LYNX
LINTON P. Careu< xl,

' She was no more a husy than you.
you bold pie! snid Patty in a fume.

3. With defining words, applied locally to various

other birds, usually having black-and-white ('pied')

plumage : see quots. (See also SEA-riE.>

1883 List Amm. Zool Soc (ed. 8) 283 Deudrocitta ra$a-
I'undn, Wandering Tree-Pie.. .D. sinensis, Chinese Tree-
J'ie. 1885 SWAINSON" Pro? 1

. Xaines 1>> it. Birds ^o Dipper. . .

The white breast and blackish upper plumage have caused
it to be called .. River pie (Ireland), //'id. 31 British Lon?-
tailecl Titmouse . . Long-tailed pie. Ibid. 47 Great Grey
Shrike. . Murdering pie. Ibid. 2og I!lack-lie.ided Gull..
Scoulton pie, or Scoulton peewit. 1890 Cent Diet. ?. v.,

The smoky pie, Psilorhinits nwrio.

b. French pie^ rain-pie, wood-pie", applied to

various species of woodpecker. [Here perh. =

OF./?" (mod.F. pic, b\\tfirert f pi "cert great green

woodpecker) : L. pic-its woodpecker ;
if so, really

a distinct word. Hut French Pie in quot. 1677

may be the Shrike or Mutchcr-bird, F. pie cntet/e,

pic gnecJic grisc \ cf. untrdeHng pie above.]
1677 N - Cox Gentl. Recr.-at. n. fed. 2) 161 Of the Short-

winged Hawks there are these:., The Sparrow hawk and
Musket, Two sorts of the French Pie. 1783 AINSWORTH
Lat. Diet. (ed. Morell' n, Picus. .a woodpecker, a speckt, a

hickway, or heighhould ; a French pie, a whitwall. 1837-40
MACGILLIVRAV Hist. Krit. fiirds III. So Greater spotted
woodpecker .. wood-pie, French-pie. 1885 SWAINSON Pro~'.

Nantes Brit. Birds 98 Great Spotted Woodpecker . ,W-<.rl

fie
(Staffordshire; Hants).. .Lesser Spotted Woodpecker..

,ittle wood pie (Hants). Ibid. 99 Green Woodpecker. .

Wood pie (Somerset). Ibid. 100 The constant iteration of

its cry before rain, .gives it the names Rain bird ; Rain pir.

4. Applied to a pied or parti-coloured anim.nl

(cf. F. pie = cheval pie, Littre) : in quot. to a pied
hound. Cf. 5 b.

1869 Daily N'eivs 7 Aug., A couple of those beautiful

lemon pyes, Nosegay and Novelty. .just beat the flower of

the Brockle^by
'

lady pack '.

5. attrib. and (,'omb. a. Tn compounds relating
to the bird, as pie-pecked adj.; t pie-maggot,
a magpie (= MAGGOT a

).

1597 J- KING On Jonas Ep. Ded. (1618) F iij b, We all

write, learned and vnlearned, crow-poets and py-pqetes-es.
1601 HOLLAND Pliny 1 1. 296 margin t

'1 he Deuill take

thee, or, the Rauens peck out thine eies, or I had rather see

thee Pie pekt. 1602 Contention Liberality % Prodigality
iv. iv. in Hazl. Dodsley VIII, 366 O thou vile, ill-favoured,

crow-trodden, pye-pecked rout ! 1628 LAYTON Syons Plea
(ed. 2) 21 [The bishops are] Rauens and Pye-Maggots to

prey upon the State, a 1652 BROME Queenes Exchange v.

i. Wks. 1873 III. 537 What are thou.. thus Piepickt. Crow-
trod, or Sparrow blasted ?

b. In compounds denoting
(

parti-coloured*, 'of

various colours' (like the black-and-white plumage
of the magpie : cf. PIED i), as pie-coated,

-coloured

adjs. See also PIEBALD.
1630 BRATHWAIT Eng. Gentlem. (1641) IT To display thy

pie-coloured flag of vanity. 1813 HOGG Queen s'Wake 291
Thepye-duck sought the depth of the main 1848 THACKERAY
Bk. bnobs ii, The Hverie* of these pie-coated retainers.

C. Friars of the Pie : see Piedfriars, PIED a.

Pie (pai), sh Also 4-9 pye, 6 py, (7 paye).
[Occurs (in Latin context) in 1303; evidently a
well-known popular word in 1362. No related

word known outside Eng. (exc. Gaelic pighe, from

Eng. or Lowland Sc.). Being in form identical

with PIE sbj- (known half a century earlier), it is

held by many to have been in some way derived

from or connected with that word. See Note below.]
1. A dish composed of meat, fowl, fish, fruit, or

vegetables, etc., enclosed in or covered with a layer
of paste and baked.
The pie appears to have been (a) at first of meat or fi^h ;

doubtful or undefined uses (&) appear in i6th c. \ fruit pies
falso called, esp. in the north of England and Ireland, in

Scotland, and often in U. S., tnrts^ appear (c} before 1600, the

earliest being APPLE-PIE, q.v.

(a) 1303 Bolton Priory Contpotus If. 68 b, Frumentum
expenditum. . In pane, .pro Priore Celerario et aliis..et in

?yis
et pastellis per annum 9 qr. i bus. di. 1304 Ibid, If. 82

n pane furnato . . et in pyes et pastellis, 33 qr. 2 bus.

di. 1362 LAXGI,. P. PI. A. Pro!. 104 Cookes and heore
knaues cryen

'

hole pies, hote ! (Joode gees and grys, Gowe
dyne, Gowe !' r 1386 CHAUCER Prot. 384 He koude rooste

and sethe and boille [v.r. broille] and frye, Maken Mortreux
and wel bake a pye. c 1425 Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 662/56
Hec artocria [Gr. apro^pea? bread and meat], a pie de

pundh. 1430 Two Cookery-bks. >3 Pyez de parcz [p. 75
of Parys]. Take and smyte fayre buttys of Porke, and

bnttys of Vele, to-gederys [etc,]. .; ban caste \KT-IO ^olkys of

Eyroun (etc.)..; >en make fayre past, and cofynnys, & do

ber-on ; k>-uer it, & let bake. & seme forth, c 1440 Proinp,
106



PIE,

Parv. 395/2 Pye, pasty, artocrea, pastillulus. 1511 FABVAN
Will in Chron, (1811) Pref. 9 If it happen the saide obite
to fall in Lent, than., for the peces of beeff abovesaid . . be
ordeyned pyes of elys, or som other goode fysh mete, a 1568
Nyne Ordour of Knouts 66 in Bannatyne Poems (Hunter.
Cl.) 448 He thrawis and he puttis fast at his vly pyiss.
1624 HXYWOOD(3K*Mfk, ix. 444 Burnt alive, for killing young
infants and salting their flesh and putting them into pyes.
1784 COOK Third Voy. iv. xi. II. 495 A pye made in the
form of a loaf, .inclosed some salmon, highly seasoned with
pepper. 1838 DICKENS Nick. Nick, vii, It's a pity to cut
the pie if you're not hungry.. Will you try a bit of the beef?
(b) 1530 PALSGR. 254/1 Pye a pasty, paste, a 1568

'

fit

sower quken flouris -will smell' ^ in Bannatyne Poems
(Hunter. Cl.) 400 It is lyk that ye had eitin pyiss, Ye are so
sweit. 1577 WHETSTONE Life Gascoigne xviii, Spight foule
Enuies poysoned pye. 1694 CROWNE Regttlus n. 12 A man
all vertue, like a pye all spice, will not please, c 1710 CELIA
FIENNES Diary (1888) 242 He weares a great Velvet cap. .

like a Turbant or great bowle in forme of a great open pye.

1765 GRAY Shakespeare 24 Glorious puddings and immortal
pies. (11839 PRAED Poems (1864) II. 58 And lords made
love, and ladies, pies. 1853 SOVER Pantropk. 284 All pass
away whether they be temples, columns, pyramids, or pies.

(c) 1590-1861 [see APPLE-PIE]. 1706 PHILLIPS, Pie, a well
known Dish of Meat, or Fruit bak'd in Paste. 1864 SALA
in Daily Tel, 18 Aug., There it is

; pumpkin pie, blackberry
pie, whortleberry pie, huckleberry pie pie of all kinds.

b. With defining word, usually denoting the
essential ingredient, as apple-pie, eel-pie, game-pie',

meat-pie^ mince-pie, pigeon-pie^ plum-pietpork-piet

rhubarb-pie^ venison-pie^ etc. (see these words) ;

also Christmas pie (see CHRISTMAS 4), French pie
(see quot. 1611), Ptrigordpie (see PEBIGORD).
1602 ind Pi. Ret fr. Farnass. v. ii. (Arb.) 66 A black

Jack of Beere, and a Christmas Pye. 1611 FLORIO, Carne
nc tegiinri, meate stewed between two dishes, which some
call a French pie. 1698 in Warrender Marchmont (1894)
184 Could pigeon paye. a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew,
Superstitious-Pies,Mmc'd, or Christ mas- Pies.soNick-natn'd
by the Puritans, or Precisians. 1769 MRS. RAFFALD Eng,
Housekpr. (1778) 155 Send it up hot without a lid, the same
way as the French pye. 1798 FRERE & CANNING in Anti-
Jacobin Xo. 23. 120 Youthful Homer. . Cull'd the dark plum
from out his Christmas pye. 1834 SOUTHEY Doctor cix.

(1848) 266/2 The great goose-pye, which in the Christmas
week was always dispatched'by the York coach to Bishops-
gate Street. 1872 CALVERLF.Y Fly Leaves (1881) 21 But I

shrink from thee Arab ! Thou eat'st eel-pie.
c. Phr. To have a finger (f hand} in the pie :

to have a part or share in the doing of something
(often implying officious intermeddling). Cold

pie : see COLD a. 19. See also HUMBLE PIE.

1553 Respublica (Erandl) r. iii. 105 Bring me in credyte,
that my hande be in the pye. 1604 DEKKER Honest IV/i.

Wks. 1873 II. 171 My hand was in the Pye, my Lord, I con-
fesse it. 1613 SMAKS. Hen. I'lll, i. i. 52 The diuill speed
him : No mans Pye is freed From his Ambitious finger.
1649 Man in Moon No. 33. 262 We heare Jermyn and the
Lord Culpepper had a finger in the pye, 1659, 1886 [see
FINGER sb. 30]. a 1845 MOORE Fragm. Character xi, What-
ever was the best pye going, In that Ned.. had his finger.

2. Applied to something resembling a pie. ,

Bran-pie, a tub full of bran with small articles

hidden in it to be drawn out at random, at

Christmas festivities, etc. See also CLAY-/&,
DIRT-PIE, MUD-/W.
1842 OBDSRSON Cr/. ii. 14 The Jews.. still withheld their

unleavened pie . . a simple crust covering a pretty round
sum. 1873 GARDNER Hist. Jamaica 199 The governor's
purse was called a pie. 1904 Daily Chron. 27 Feo. 5/2 The
bian-pie . . is the receptacle of second-rate presents: gifts not
quite showy enough to be displayed upon a Christmas tree.

3. Applied to a collection of things made up
into a heap ; spec, a shallow pit, or heap of pota-
toes or other roots, covered with straw, earth, etc.

for storing and protection from frost ; also, a heap
of manure stacked for maturing, local.

1526 in Househ. Ord. (1790) 227 Item, that the Pye of
Coalcs be abridged to the one halfe that theretofore had been i

served. 1791 Trans. Soc. Arts IX. 42 [The potatoes] were
j

taken up, and a large pye made of them, which is laying
them in a heap and covering them with straw. 1848 JrnL
R. Agric. Soc. IX n. 514 Mangolds ., stored 'in pies'
on the level surface. 1886 S. IV. Line. Gloss. s.v., Potatoes
or other Toots placed in a hole, . .against the winter,.. are
said to be '

pied down '

or.. 'in pie '. 1887 Daily Tel. 4 Apr.
a Making 'pies' of the green fodder just as dung pies are
made.
4. fig. Something to be eagerly appropriated;

a prize, a treat
;
a bribe. U. S. slang.

1895 Outing (U. S.) XXVI. 436/1 Green dogs are pie for
him [the racoon). 1902 \Vestm. Gaz. 16 June 3/1 Some-
times he is

*

pie
'

for the cartoonist to an unfortunate extent.

5. attrib. and Comb. t as pie-baker, -eater
', -feast',

-gaudy (GAUDY sb. 5), makert -meat, -pan, -paste,

-plate, -shop y -tin\ pie-board, a board on which pies
are made, baked, or carried ; pie-dish, the deep
dish in which a pie is made ; pie-house, a house
at which pies are sold, a pie-shop; pie-lass, a

^irl who sells pies ; pie-plant, any plant yielding
fruit, etc. used for pies ; spec. (U. S.} garden
rhubarb ; also locally applied to the wild Rumex
hymenosepahis, which is similarly used (Cent.

Dict.}\ f pie-wife, pie-woman, a woman who
sells pies. See also PIE-CRUST, PIEMAN.

1379 in Riley Memorials (1868) 432 *Pie bakere. 1440

Promp. Parv. 395/2 Pye baker, cercagius. 1594 R. ASHLEY
tr. Loys le Roy 28 b, Prepared and dressed by Cookes and

pybakers. 1709 Brit.
Af>ollo

II. No. 70. 3/2 The Puny
Author who supplies still The Cooks, and on their *Pye-

834

boards lies still. 1844 DICKEXS Afart. Ckuz. xxxix, She
tripped downstairs into the kitchen for the flour, then for

the pie-board. 1859 JEPHSON Brittany iv. 38 Scanty
ablutions of the morning in my *pie-dish. 1864 Soc.
Science Rev. 37 A pie-dish

and decanter take the place of
jug and bason at the washing stand. 1904 Daily Chron.
12 Sept. 4/6 New Englanders, those champion *pie-eaters
of the world, c 1550 Lusty Javt-ntus in Hazl. Dodsley II.

78 Will you go to the "pie-feast? 1659 HEYLIN Certamen
Epist. 136 The suppressing of so many Gaudies, and *Pie-

Gaudies, to the destruction of the hospitality and charity SO!

of the noble foundation. 1589 RIDER Bibl. Sckol. 1087 A
*pie house, artocrearittm. 1836-48 B. D. WALSH Aristoph.,
Knights ni.i, Why, that he'll seize on the *pie-lass, And rob
her and render her pleless. c 1450 Diet. Garlands in

Wright Voc. 127 Pastillarii [glossj *pye-makyers. 1598
Epnlario C ij b, Mince it . .like *Pie meat. 1847 WEBSTER,
*Pie-plantt Pie-rhubarb, the garden rhubarb, used as a
substitute for apples in making pies. 1864 LOWELL Fireside
Trav., Cambridge, His

pie plants.. blanched under barrels,
each in his little hermitage, a vegetable Certosa. 1741
Compl. Fant. -Piece i. ii. 'ed. 3) 105 Cover your Bason with
a *Pye-plate. 1593 NASHE Four Lett. Ccnfut. Wks.
(Grosarti II. 283 To .. cosen poore victuallers and *pie-
wiues of Doctours cheese and puddinges. 1817 }. EVANS
Excurs. lVinds0r,z\.t. 343 An old

*Pie-woman carried them
provisions, but never saw them.
[.Vote. Prof. Skeat suggests 'from the miscellaneous nature

of its {i. e. the dish's) contents
'

which might recall the black
and white or piebald appearance of the bird ; others have
thought of the habit which the magpie has of picking up
and forming accumulations of miscellaneous articles. In
this connexion, the similarity between the forms of the
words HAGGIS and HAGGESS (F. agace, agasse} magpie, has
also been pointed out. The quotations for the word afford
no light, exc. that in one place in a late i4th c. L, poem
Modus cenettidi (Furnivall, Babces Bookt n. 36) L 51,

'
sint

inter fercula pice, Pastilli cum fart ul is ', appears to mean,
'

let there be served between the dishes, pies, pasties
'

as if

the writer identified pie, the dish, with pica the/ or mag-
pie. On the other hand, in two early 1410 c. quotations
the Eng. word is used in Latin context, as if not identified

Pie, pye, sb$ Now only Hist. [The Eng.
word answering to med.L. pica ; thus both in L.
and Eng. identical in form with the name of the
bird : see PiE 1

,
and PiCA 1

.]

1. A collection of rules, adopted in the pre-
Reformation Church, to show how to deal (under
each of the 35 possible variations in the date of

Easter) with the concurrence of more than one
office on the same day, accurately indicating the
manner of commemorating, or of putting off till

another time, the Saints' days, etc., occurring in

the ever-changing times of Lent, Easter, \Vhitsun-

tide, and the Octave of the Trinity. (Cf. Blades

Caxton, 1882, 240.)
ci477 CAXTON Advertisement (Broadside\ If it plese ony
man spirituel or temporel to bye ony pyes of two and thre
comemoracions of salisburi vse enpryntid after the forme of
this present lettre whiche ben wel and truly correct, late hym
come to westmonester in to the almonesrye at the reed pale
and he shal haue them good chepe. 1498 Will of Thomson
(Somerset Ho.), My boke callid a pie. 1507 Yatton
Church. Ace. (Som. Rec. Soc.) 129 Payd for a Masboke
and a pye..xj*. vid . 1548-9 (Mar.) Bk. Com. Prayer Pref.,
The nombre and hardnes of the rules called the pie, and the
manifolde chaunginges of the seruice, was the cause, y l to
turne the boke onlye, was so hard and intricate a matter,
that many times, there was more busines to fynd out what
should be read, then to read it when it was founde out. 1549
Act 3 $4 Edw. VI, c. 10 i All Books called. .Manuals,
Legends, Pies, Portuasses, Primers .. shall be .. abolished.
a 1368 ASCHAM SchoUm. n. (Arb.) 136 If he. .could turne his
Portresse and pie readilie. 1852 HOOK Ch. Diet. (1871) 585
The pie was the table used before the Reformation to find
out the service for the day. It may be referred to the Greek
iriW or irivatdStoi'. But the Latin word is pica, which
perhaps came from the ignorance of the friars, who have
thrust many barbarous words into the liturgies. 1879
MARQUIS OF BUTE tr. Roman Breviary I. p. xil, As to any-
thing elsej

see the Chapters of the Pye treating specially of
each detail.

b. Hence app. COCK AND PIE, q. v.

f 2. (Usually pye book.) An alphabetical index

to rolls and records. Obs.

There are 'Pye Books' to Indictments ex tending as far back
as 1660; but there is nothing to show when the term first

came into use. It was in use in the Court of King's Bench
early in the 1 8th century. It was also pretty generally used
in the Courts of the Palatinate of Lancaster, the Indexes to
the Affidavits, Declarations, and Sessional Papers being each

styled
'

Pye Books '

(J. I. Cartwright, Sec. Publ. Rec. Office).

1788 Chambers' Cycf. (ed. Rees) s.v., In much the same
sense the term was used by officers of civil courts, who called

the calendars or alphabetical catalogues directing to the

names and things contained m the rolls and records of their

courts the Pyes,

Pie (psi), sb.^ Printing. Also 7 py, 7-9 pye,
(/. S.) pi. [Origin obscure : supposed by some to

be a transferred use of PIE j.2, in reference to its

miscellaneous contents; others think of PIE $b.^
y

and the unreadable aspect of a page of the pie.]
A mass of type mingled indiscriminately or in con-

fusion, such as results from the breaking down
of a forme of type.
1659 HOWELL Vocab. H. (Printing terms\ A Corrector, a

proof, a revise, ..pye all sorts of letter mixed, Correctore,
&c. 1683 MOXON Meek. Exerc.

t Printing 370 Breaking the
\

orderly Succession the Letters stood in, in a Line, Page, or
'

Form, &c. and mingling the Letters together, which mingled
,

Letters is called Py. 1771 FRANKLIN Autobiog. Wks. 1887
j

I. 144 Having impos'd my forms.. one of them by accident .

pa
fee

PIEBALD.

broke, and two pages reduced to pi, I immediately dis-
tributed and compos'd it over again before I went to bed.
I845CARLYLE >0;//zw//I. Introd. iL 12 This same Dictionary
. .gone to pie, as we may call it. 1847 WEBSTER, Pi [app.
after Franklin]. i88a J. SOUTHWARD Pract. Print. (1884) 80
If composed matter gets, .into a state of confusion, it is

'

pie'.
b. transf. A disintegrated and confused mass ;

a jumble, medley, confusion, chaos; a 'mess'.
1837 CARLVLE Fr. Rev. II. ii. iv, Your .. Arrangement
oing all (as the Typographers say of set types, in a .simitar

case) rapidly to pie! 1841 CATLIN N. Amer. Ind. II.
xli. 53 We were thrown into

'

pie
'

(as printers would say)

in^
an instant of the most appalling alarm. 1870 Daily

News 30 Nov., It was the merest luck, .that the bones of
the kings were not made inextricable

'

pie
'

of. 1888 MRS.
LYNN LINTON in Forin. Rtv. Oct. 532 Witness the '

pie
'

he
made of his finances. 1897 Spectator-ys Jan. 162/2 To make
pie of_the European arrangements for securing peace.

|| Pie (pai), sb$ Also pai, pi. [a. Hindi,
Maiathi, etc. pa'i y from Skr. pad, padi, quarter,

being 'originally, it would seem, the fourth part
of an anna, and in fact identical Viithptce' (Yule).]
The smallest current Anglo-Indian copper coin, the
twelfth part of an anna ; before the depreciation
of the rupee, about one-eighth of a penny.
1859 LANG Wand. India 69 He would tell you the interest

due on such sums as three rupees, five annas, and seven pie,
for twenty-one days, at forty-one three-fourth per cent. 1879
MRS. A. E. JAMES Ind, Househ. Managem. 49 The copper
coins i anna = 4 pice, i pice = 3 pie. 1883 F. M. CRAW-
FORD Mr. Isaacs xii. 261 Several coins, both rupees and

1904 Mission Field June 64 The charge of a smalt

fee, six pies (one cent) for the first prescription.

Pie, variant of PEE Obs., kind of coat or jacket.

tPie, a. Obs. rare- 1
, [a. F./;>, fern, of OF.

i

/*', pis, pin, pif:L., pi-us Pious.] Pious.
c 1450 Mirenr Saluacionn 786 Sho was ouer craft to telle

humble pie [v. r. mercifull] and devoute.

t Pie, v,l Obs. nome-ivd. [f. PIE j^.1] trans.

\
To repeat like a magpie.
1657 J. WATTS Dipper Sprinkled 74 Yea, to Pie and Parrat

out our Tongues, Degrees, and Learning of the University.

Pie, .
2 local. Also pye; vbLsb. pying. [f.

! PIE j^.2 3.] trans. To put (potatoes, etc.) in a

I pit or heap and cover them with straw and earth,
for storing and protection from frost.

1791 Trans. Soc. Arts IX. 44 Weeding potatoes, getting
them up, and pyeing them. 1817-18 COBBETT Resid. U. S.

: (1822) 164 He may pie them [potatoes] in the garden.. but
he must not open the pie in frosty weather. 1845 Jrnl.
Jf t Agric, Soc. V. n. 326 This system of pyeing turnips is

a very common one in Norfolk. 1886 [see PIE s6.2 3].

Pie, v.3 Printing, [f.
PIE jM] trans. To make

(type) into (

pie*; to mix or jumble up indis-

criminately.
1870 [see PIED*]. 1889 Daily News 17 June 7 (Advt.l, The

!
..delay.. in printing offices, caused by what is technically

,
called

'

pyeing'. 1893 Linotype Company's Prospectus, In
the economy of this machine. ..To pye matter is impossible.
1903 Brit. *f Col. Printer 19 Nov. 15/4 Nearly all the cases
are empty and those that have anything in are pied.

Pie-annet : see PIANNET.

Piebald (pai-b^ld), a. (sb.) Forms : 6 pibald,
pibauld, 6-7 py^bald, 6- pie(-)bald, 7 pye(-)
bald, pyedball, 7-8 pye-balled (-ball'd), 8-

pye(-)ball. [f. PIE sb. 1 + BALD a. 5 : cf. BALL

j^.3] Of two different colours, esp. white and
black or other dark colour (like the plumage of

:
a magpie), usually arranged in more or less

irregular patches; pied: usually of animals, esp.
I horses. Loosely used of other colours (cf. SKEVV-

i BALD) or of three or more colours; parti-coloured.
1594 BARNFIELD Aff. Sheph. \. xxviii, I haue a pie-bald

Curre to hunt the Hare. 1610 MARKHAM Masterp. i. x. 26
His colour is either a milke white, a yellow dun, a kiteglewd
or a pyedball. 1621 MALYNES Anc. Law-Merck. 328
Signified by the Pybald horse whereon hee was mounted.
1626 Faithful Friends \. i, Millions, .lavished in excessive

spirts. And piebald pageantry. 1676 Lond. Gaz. No. 1135/4
A white Gelding, .having pye-bald marks on both flanks

of bluish colour. 1789 MRS. Piozzi Journ. France II.

20 [At Naples). Yesterday . . shewed me what I knew
not had existed a skew-ball or pyeballed ass. 1802 M?d.
Jrnl. VIII. 97 There are Negroes, (Albinoe-) born white,
some are party coloured or pie-bald. 1822-34 Good's

Study Med. (ed. 4) IV. 542 Individuals thus motley
coloured are commonly called piebald negroes, or are said

to have piebald skins. 1845 DARWIN Voy. Nat. xi. (1852)

233 Dusky woods, piebald with snow. 1871 Desc. Man
II. xvi. 230 Piebald birds.. for instance, the black-necked

swan, certain terns, and the common magpie.
b. fg. Composed of parts or elements of dis-

similar or incongruous kinds ; of mixed characters

or qualities (always in bad sense) ; motley, mongrel.
1589 R. HARVEY PI. Perc. (1590) 13 Leaue thrummingthy

Pibauld lestes with
Scripture. 1663 BUTLER Hud. \. \. 96

A Babylonish Dialect, Which learned Pedants much affect.

It was a Parti-colour'd Dress Of patch'd and Pye- ball'd

Languages. 1763-5 CHURCHILL Candidate 716 Shal
i_ _ L . i i r " J .\___ i____i . o.-, \\r u hurl

1815 W. H. IRELAND
Scribbleomania 58 note^ To produce such a pyebald style
of composition. 1878 BAYNE Purit. Rev. ii. 27 In the piebald
character of the man.

B. sb. A piebald animal, esp. horse, b. fig.
A person or thing of mixed character, a *

mongrel '.

1765 FOOTE Commissary IT. Wks. 1709 II. 26 The right
honourable Peer.. calls me.. Plebeian, and says if we have

any children, they will turn out very little better than pye-
balls. 1842 TENNYSON Walking to Mail 104 As quaint a

four-in-hand As you shall see three pyebalds and a roan.



PIEBALDING.

1845 FORD Handbk. Spain i. 53 Strata, .had an idea that

Spanish piebalds, .changed colour if taken out of Spain.

Hence Pie'balding, becoming piebald, develop-
ment of patches of different colours ; Fie-baldism,
Pie-baldness, the quality of being piebald ;

Pie'-

baldly adv., in a piebald manner, with patches of

different colours.

1886 ROMANES in Life % Lett. (1896) III. 175 The young
ones show no signs of *piebalding. 1881 Standard 8 Sept.

5/3 Domestication tends to produce irregular colour, or what
is commonly called *piebaldism. 1613 CAMPION Relat.

Entertainm. Ld. Knowles^ A strawn hat, *piebald!y drest

with flowers. 1893 Sat. Rev. 8 Apr. 375/2 Glaring *piebald-
ness. 1899 E. PHILLPOTTS Human Boy 120 The piebaldness
of the rat was the great feature.

Piece (p/s), sb. Forms : 3-7 pece (3-5 pees,

4 pise, 4-5 pice, peis, 5 pes, peyce, peese, 5-6

pes(s, pesse) ; 5- piece, (5 pyece, 5-8 peace, 6

pease, peise, peyss, (Sc. peax), pysse, 6-7
peece, 6-8 peice). Plural in ME. sometimes the

same as the sing. [ME. /<?<, in 15the. /><:*, a.

Q^.pece (1241 in Godef.), /J> (Roland, iithc.),
mod.F. piece Pr. peza,pessa, Sp.flieza, g.pe$a t

It. pezza piece of cloth, rag, beside pezzo
'

piece* in

other senses. The Romanic forms point to late L.

types *pettiai *petium : cf. early med.L. pecia t

petia> also peciutn, petittm,
' broken piece, frag-

ment
',

also
*

piece of land '. Ulterior origin ob-

scure : see Note below. The sense-development
is in many points uncertain, though most of the

senses occur also in French : the following arrange-
ment is to a great extent provisional.]

I. In general sense ; or followed by of.

1. . A separate or detached portion, part, bit,

or fragment of anything ; one of the distinct por-
tions of which anything is composed.
a 1225 St. Marker. 122 J>e scourgen [were] srnerte & kene ;

Bi peces }?e flesch orn adoun, be bones were isene. c 1320
Sir Tristr. 1086 Hisswerd brak in J>e fi^t And in morauntes
brain Eileued a pece brist. (11450 I'oc. in Wr.-Wdicker

601/11 Pecia, a pece, or lytyl part of a thyng. 1560 DAUS
tr. Sleidane's Contm. 25 That day . . is roosted a whole Oxe . .

a piece whereof is serued to the Emperours table. 157
LEVINS Manip. 48/15 A Peece, pars, partis. 1605 CAMDEN
Rent. 189 In delivering of livery and seisin a peece of the
earth is taken. 1653 WALTON Angler iv. 108, I think the
feest [rods] are of two pieces. 1713 M. HENRY Catech. Youth
Wks. 1853 II. 169/1 Gave them a piece of a honeycomb to
eat. 1847 CARPENTER Zool. 603 The tegumentary skeleton
of Insects, that is to say, the hard skin of these animals...
We see in it a great number of pieces, which are sometimes
soldered (as it were) together ; whilst in other instances they
are united by soft portions of the skin. Ibid. 605 The
he.id is formed only by a single piece.

fig. iSzx LAMB Elia Ser. i. Imperfect Sympathies, They
are content with fragments and scattered pieces of Truth.

b. In pieces : broken, divided, disintegrated, in

fragments : fig. divided, at variance. In, into, f<?,
t a pieces : into fragments, asunder. To take in

pieces : to separate the parts of, to analyse.
1297 K- GLOUC. (Rolls) 375 Is scolle to brec in peces manion.

c 1320 Sir Tristr. 1456 Kft J>at spere tok he;.. It brast on

peces ^re. 13. . K. Alis. 2999 A-two peces he hadde him
gurd. 1380 Sir Ferumb. 5591 pe stede ful doun on peces
tweye, 1390 GOWER Conf. III. 244 He kut it into pieces
twelve. 1393 LANGL, P. PI. C. xxi. 62 note, The wal of J>e

temple to-cleef euene a two peces. c 1400 Laud Troy Bk,
10305 Hir heer was rent &. torne In pes. c 1400 MAUNDEV.
(Roxb.) x. 38 Men..paynd J>

am to breke be stane in pecez.
1470-85 MALORY Arthur i. xxiii. 71 But the swerd of the

knyght smote kyng arthurs sweid in two pyeces. 1480
CAXTON Chron. Eng. ccxxiv. 227 Ther man myght see hir

baners displayed hakked in to pyeces. 1562 PILKINGTON

Expos. Abdias Pref. 9 The forther that the bowe is drawen,
the sooner it flies in pieces. 1600 J. PORY tr. Leo's Africa
in. 133 The butchers cut their flesh a peeces, and sell it by
weight. 1659 Burton's Diary (1828) IV. 480 This takes in

pieces your whole form, t 1680 HICKERINGILL///J-.''./F/I^-/J-W
Wks. 1716 I. n. 154 If we offer to tear them apieces, 1687
A. LOVELL tr. ThevenoCs Tray. 1.^169

A fair large Church. .

where., the Body of St. Catherine is in pieces. 1754 RICHARD-
SON Grandison IV. iv. 21 We are all in pieces : we were in

the midst of a feud, when you arrived. 1761-2 HUME Hist.

Eng. (1806) IV. 1x1. 566 The instrument of government w as-

taken in pieces, and examined, article by article. 1843
MACAULAY Lays Anc. Rome^ Virginia 264 Must I be torn
in pieces? 1876 FREEMAN Nonn. Conq. IV. xviii, 193
When they submitted, their army,. at once fell in pieces.

C. To pieces', into fragments, asunder ; also _/?'.

To go or come to pieces : to break up, dissolve,

lose cohesion. To take to pieces : to separate into

its parts. To hit> huff^puzzle^ vex^ etc., to pieces'.
to bring by such action to a state of distraction,

disorganization, confusion, or rout.

^ By omission of owwr, gone, torn, or other pple., to pieces
is sometimes -'in pieces': see quots. 1622, 1690.
c 1290 S. Eng. Leg. I. 46/24 And to-brak it al to stnale

peces. 13.. Cursor M. 6542 (Cott.) To pees \GStt. etc. in

pecis] he pam brak right bar. 1400 Land Troy Bk. 8386,
1 schal sow hewe al to pece. a 1533 LD. BERNERS Hnon
cxvii. 419 Our shyp brast all to pecys, 1622 MASSINGER &
DEKKER Virgin Martyr \\. ili, The smock of her charity is

now all to pieces. 1661 BOYLE Exam, ii. (1682) 6, I thus
take Mr. Hobbs his Argument to pieces. 1690 J. WILSON
Bclphegor iv. i, They [friends] 're all to pieces. 1703 MOXON
Mech. Exert. 253 Pulling the Building to pieces after it is

begun. 1717 Philip Quarll (1816) 73 The flat-bottomed
boat. .he had taken to-pieces. 1741 RICHARDSON Pamela
I. 144 She has huffed poor Mr. Williams all tq-piece^. 1765
COWPER JFj. (1837) XV. i, I am puzzled to pieces about it.

835

1832 FR. A. KEMBLE Jml. in Rec. of Girlhood (\ty%) III.

215, I thought I should have come to pieces in his hands, as
the housemaids say of what they break. 1883 R, BUCHANAN
Love mefor Ever i. ii. 28 A large ship had gone to pieces
on the Wan tie reef. 1890 Daily News n July 3/6 The
Oxonians went all to pieces after passing the post. 1902
Daily Citron. 7 Aug. 3/6 To analyse anything implies, .the

taking it to pieces in a chemical sense.

t 2. A part of a whole, marked off, ideally separ-

ated, or considered as distinct
;
a portion 0/"an im-

material thing. (Now superseded by part, portion.}
1377 LANGL. P, PI. B. xiv. 48 panne was it a pece of be

pater-noster, fiat voluntas tua. 1534 MORE Passion Wks.
1303/1 That he might steale a peece of the pryce. 1535
JOYE Apol. Tindale (Arb.) 24 In the fourthe peise [

- para-
graph] of his pistle. 1562 Child-Marriages 116 Roberte
Rile the younger neucr promysid her any pease of the
lease of the house where her husband nowe dwellis, nor

nothinge els. a 1639 WOTTON in Reliq. (1651) 438 One of
the most fastidious pieces of my life, as 1 account,, .the

week of our Annual! Election of Scholar-;. 1642 ROGERS
Naainan 182 Now in a word, for the other peece of thether peei

1699 WASLEY in Lett. Lit. Men (Camden) 292
Saxon books, I have copied large pieces of them.

1755 WASHINGTON Lett. Writ. 1889 I. 161 After waiting

question.
For other

a day and piece in Winchester.

b. A limited portion of land, enclosed, marked
off by bounds, or viewed as distinct. (An early
sense of med.L. petiatpetiutn.)

1450 Knt. de la Tour (1868) 88 A man that was called

Nabot, the wbtche had a good pece of wyne. 1463 in Bury
Wills (Camden) 31 There is vij acres lond lying.. not ferre

from Herdwyk wich vij acres lieth in ij pecys. 1535
COVERDALE Josh. xxiv. 32 The bones of loseph. .buried

they at Sichem, in the pece of the londe, y ( lacob boughte
of the children of Hemor. 1611 BIBLE Luke xiv. 18, I haue

bought a piece of ground. 1772 MS. Award, H'interton,

Lines., All that other peice or parcel of Ground. 1796
STEDMAN Surinam (1813) II. xxix. 367 The planting ground
..is divided into large square pieces. 1808 COL. HAWKER
Diary (1893) I. 13, I went into a piece of potatoes . . without
a dog. 1897 J.

W. CLARK Barnwell Introd. 10 A list of
the different pieces of property, with their yearly values.

C. A portion o/a. road, rope, line, linear distance.

1561 T. HOBY tr. CastiglionJs Courtyer \. K ij b, Accpm-
paninge the Pope a peece of the way. Mod. A weak piece
in a rope. A piece of the road is now under repair.

d. Phrase. A piece of one s mind : something of

what one thinks ;
one's candid opinion ;

a rebuke,

scolding. Cf. BIT s&.'2 4.

1572 SANDYS in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. n. III. 24 Thus am
I bolde to unfolds a peece of my mynde. 1667 DRYDEN
Maiden Queen \\. i, I have told her a piece of my mind

already. 1861 MRS. H. WOOD East Lynne n. xiii. (iS88j 233
The justice was giving her a '

piece of his mind '.

t e. fig> A piece of (a scholar; logician, surgeon,

philosopher', etc.) : somewhat of;
* a bit' of; one

who partakes to some extent of the character men-
tioned. Obs. Cf. BIT sb? 4.

[1552 ELYOT Diet., Frustum homlnis, a Iitle pretie felow,
that semeth to be but a peece of a man. Plant Petit
bout tfhomme : nioiiidehoimne.\ 1581 SIDNEY ApoL Poetrie

(Arb.) 19 If I had not beene a peece of a Logician before
I came to him. 1633 J. CLARKE Second Praxis 12 Hoc 1

would you faine be thought a piece of an Astronomer now?
a 1635 NAUNTON Fragm. Reg. (Arb.) 57 Being a good piece
of a Schollar. 1743 in Howell State Trials (1813) XVII.
1172 He is a piece of a surgeon. 1^68 STERNE Sent. Journ.
(1778) I. 101 If I am a piece of a philosopher.

d. A portion or quantity of&ny substance or kind

of matter, forming a single (usually small) body or

mass; a bit; as * a piece of lead, granite, ice, bread,

dough, cloth, paper'; also, piece of water, a small

detached sheet of water, a small lake.

Such a '

piece
'

is, in fact
;
often a portion of a larger mass,

but this is not thought of in the use of the word, the notion

being rather that of so much of the substance or material in

question forming one body of finite dimensions, which may
be either a small or a

larg_e piece. It is a separate part or

portion of the whole existing stock of the substance.

1362 LANGL. P. PI. A. vn, 297 Mai no peny Ale hem paye,
ne no pece of Uacun, 1483 Cath. A.ngl, 272/2 A Pece of
leder..or of clathe. 1530 PALSGR. 252/2 Pece of steele.

1535 COVERDALE i Sam. ii. 36 For a syluer peny and
for a pece of bred, c 1595 CAPT. WYATT A'. Dudley's V'oy.

\V, Ind. (Hakl. Soc.) 26 Our Generall caused our Queenes
armes to be drawne on a peece of lead. 1657 AUSTEN Fruit
Trees i. 43 A hard peece of wood. 1698 NORRIS Pract.
Disc. (1707) IV. 224 Like a red-hot piece of Iron upon an
Anvil. 1769 WESLEY Jrnl. 24 Aug., Pieces of water that

surround it. 1831 MACAULAY Civ. Disabilities yews Ess.

146 The scrawl of the Jew on the back of a piece of paper.
b. In this sense piece is commonly used in Sf.

without 0/(cf. Ger. ein Stuck Brod}. Cf. BIT sb% 9.

1580 J. HAVE in Cath. Tract. (S.T.S.) 59 That we adore
ane peace bread for God. 1681 COLVIL Whigs Supplic.
(1751) 106 There a piece of beef, there a piece cheese lyes.

1787 [BEATTIE] Scoticisms 73 A piece cheese, bread, &c.

1876 WHITEHEAD Daft Davie (1894) 205 (E.D.D.) She had
a piece bread and cheese in her pouch. Mod. Give me a
small piece paper.

c. Piece of money, ofgold, of silver'. A coin.

1526 TINDALE Matt. xxvi. 15 And they apoynted vnto

hym [JudasJ thyrty peces of syluer [WYCLIF 1382 thriui

Batis
of seluer, 1388 thretti pans of siluer]. a 1533 LD.

ERNERS Huon xliii. 143 To pay these .iiii. peses of golde
yerly. 1540 Act 32 Hen. l

r/lf
t
c. 14 A piece of fiemmishe

money called an Englyshe. 1560 DAUS tr. Sleidnn^s
Coim. 57 b, His Purse.. chatchelh vp the other thinkyng
to haue a pece of money. 1675 BROOKS Gold. Key 302 Look,
as the worth arid value of many pieces of Silver, b to be
found in one piece of Gold. 1726 SVMPT 'Gulliver i. ii, My
purse with nine large pieces of gold. 1841 LANE Arab.Nts,
I II . 6, I . . amassed three thousand pieces of silver.

PIECE.

d. Piece offash, applied to a living person,
a human being ; piece ofgoods, applied humorously
or contemptuously to a woman or child. Now dial.

'593 Ten-Troth's N. Y, Gift (1876) 30 Oh, she is a tall

peece of flesh. 1611 SHAKS. Cymb. iv. ii. 127 Why should
we be tender, To let an arrogant peece of fle^ threat vs?
a 1759 SIR C. H. WILLIAMS Song vii. in Locker Lyra Eleg.
(1867) 163 This beautiful piece Of Eve's fle^h is my niece.

1809 MALKIN Gil Bins i. ii. p 6 She seemed a pretty piece
of goods enough. 1895 PINSOCK Black Country Ann.
(E. D. D.I, Her's a nice piece o' goods to be a skule guvness.

e. Of something non-material, as a piece of

poetry', ofprose\ of music,
1601 SHAKS. Twel. N. n. iv. 2 Giue me some Musick. .that

peece of song, That old and Anticke song we heard last

night. 1616 b. JONSON Epigr. xiv, Here doth lye Hen Ion-
son his best piece of poetiie. 1852 MRS. Si DUE Uncle Tom's
C. xvi.^He sat down to the piano, and rattled a lively piece
of music. Mod. A piece of nervous prose.
4. A (more or less) definite quantity in which

various industrial products are made or put up for

sale or use.

a. A length (varying according to the material)
in which cloth or other textile fabric is woven ;

also, a length of wall-paper as made (in England,
generally 12 yards). Often us-jd absolutely : cf. ifc.
Apiece of muslin is 10 ya;d>; of calico, 28 yards ; of Iri^h

linen, 25 yards ; of Hanoverian linen, 100 double ella, or 128

yards. (Simmonds Diet. Trade 1858.)

1523 Act 14 <y 15 Hen. I'JII, c. 3 7 Every peace of
Worsteds Sayes or Stamyns to be made withyn any of the

said Towne*. 1588 Ace. Bk. II '.11 'ray in AntiffuatyXXXll,
54 Item j pece t a.\vnye buffing x.\j. Item ij pece lla<_ke

buffing, .\.\iiijj\ 1622 E. MissKi.DhN l''tee Trade fed. 2! 9
Ther they goe at Twelve Gilders eight stivers the piece.

1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), /'Art-,., a certain Number of
Ells or Yards of Cloth, Stuff, Silk. eic. 1711 SHAFTESB.
Charact. (1737) II. 200 Some of those lich stuffs .. with
such irregular work, and contrary colours, as look'd ill

in the pattern, but mighty natural and well in the piece.
1810 J. T. in Risdotis Sitrv. Devon p. xxvi, The .. trade

took off., about 35,000 piece-., each piece containing 26

yards. 1844 G. DODD Textile Alanuf. ii. 48 A 'piece'
of cotton cloth varies from twenty-four to forty-seven yards
in length, and from twenty-eight to forty inches in width.
1881 YOUNG Every Man his on'n Mechanic 1639 A

'

piece
'

of English paper is 12 yards long and a piece of French

paper about 9] yards.
b. A half-pig cf lead.

1773 Genii. Mag. XLIII. 63 lilocks of lead. .called pigs.,
being found too heavy to be easily managed, as they weighed
three hundred weight, .are now commonly made in Derby-
shire into two pieces. 1839 Glovers Hist. Derby i. 81 The
pieces, or half-pigs of lead are not of any certahi weight,
though the smelter endeavours.. to approach as near to

1764 Ibs. as he can.

5. A cask of \\~\I\Q or brandy, varying in capacity

according to the locality, but generally equivalent
to the butt, or to two hogsheads, f Kr. piece.]
c 1490 Paston Lett. III. 364, I sen my lady a lytyll pes of

Renysch wyne of the best, of x. gallons. 1523 Lu. HERNEKS
Froiss. I.ccii. 238 They wanne the good town ofAthyen. .and
there they founde mo than a hundred peces of wyne. 1619
FLETCHER M^ons. Thomas vin. x, Home, Latince. and strike

a fre-'h piece of wine ; the town's ours. 1687 Lond. Gaz.
No. 222 j/4, 76 Pieces of Conyack Brandy in 32 Letts. 1705
Ibid. No. 4089/3 One hundred and eighty Pipes or Pieces,
of double Spanish Brandy. 1839 URE Diet. Arts 4 There
are tuns which can contain from 12 to 15 pieces of wine.

1840 T. A. TKOLLOPE Summer in Brittany II. 281 A 'piece
'

..of the best brandy, consisting of four hundred bottles, may
be purchased at Bordeaux for two hundred and fifty francs.

1895 Westtn. Gaz. 8 Apr. 3/2 Forty to fifty basketfuls [of

grapes] are put upon the piess at one time, and yield from
ten to twelve pieces of wine.

UFor the sense 'cup, wine-cup', see PECE Obs.

6. A single object or individual forming a unit

of a class or collective group, as a piece offurni-
ture, ofplate, of artillery or ordnance

^ of luggage \

)'
a head of cattle or game (Sc. obs^]. See also 18.

c 1400* Dcstr. Troy 9504 Syluer and Sarrigold sadly J?ai

prippet,..Pebis of plates plcntius mekyll. 1473 SIR J.
PASTON in /*. Lett. III. 102, I most have myn instrumentes

hydder, wbyche.,1 praye vow and Berney..to trusse in a

pedde, and sende them me hyddre in hast, and a byll ther in

how many peces. 1523 EARL SURREY in Ellis Orig. Lett.

Ser. 1. 1. 216 Dyvers other good peces of ordynaunce for the

feld. 1563 Reg. Privy Council Scot. I. 2*7 Ane brasin pece
of artailyerie, ten irn pecis. 1715 Lond. Gaz. No. 5336/2 A
Piece of Plate of the value of 100 Ducats. 1792 Gentl. Mag.
12/2 A statue or a piece of plate require inscriptions very
different from a monument. 1832 SOUTHEY Hist. Pcnins.
lVar III. 319 A regiment, .succeeded in taking two pieces
of cannon. 1837 GORING & PRITCHARD Microgr. 62, I can
almost always see the shot of a piece of ordnance when
I fire it myself. 1886 MARY LINSKILL Ifaven under Hill I.

xv. 201 It was a handsome piece of furniture. 1899 Westm.
Gaz, 15 May 10/1 It handled last year 6,214,447,000 pieces
of mail matter. 1899 Daily News 12 Sept. 7/5 It had at

our ports been deemed sufficient to take about one 'piece'
of luggage in five for examination. But when the dyna-
miters came . . the inexorable order went forth that every
'

piece
'

was to be searched.

7. Piece of work: a. A product of work, a pro-

duction, a (concrete) work. b. A task, difficult

business ; fig. a commotion, ado (collot].}.

a. CI540 HEYWOOD Four P. P. in Hazl. Dodslcy I. 363
Here is an eye-tooth of the Great Turk. Whose eyes be

once set on this piece of woik, May happily lese part of his

eyesight. 1568 GRAFTON Chron. II. 941 The Kings Chapell

at Westminster, . .one of the most excellent peeces of worke,

wrought in stone, that is in Christendome. 1602 SHAKS.

Ham. ii. ii. 315 What a piece of worke is a man ! how
Noble in Reason ! how infinite in faculty ! in forme and
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PIECE.

mouing how expresse and admirable ! 1638 USSHER In-

carnation (1649) 2 M sl admirable peeces of work.

b- 1594 CAREW Huartes Exam. Wits (1616) 103 It were

an infinit peece of worke. 1715 tr. Gregory's Astron. I. 462
It would be a tedious Piece of Work to take out the two

component Parts with their Signs. 17*4 DE FOE Mem.
Cavalier (1840) 76 It would be a long piece of work. 1810

SportingMag. XXXVI. 262 He kept jawing us, and making
a piece of work all the time. 1844 DICKENS Mart. Chuz.

xxx, What are you making all this piece of work for ? 1872
'OuiDA 1 Fitzs Election (ed. Tauchn.) 194 How do you
expect to get along . . when it's such a piece of work to make

you shake hands ?

8. An individual instance, exemplification, speci-

men, or example, 0/"any form of action or activity,

function, abstract quality, etc.

a. Applied to a concrete thing.
a 1568 ASCHAM SchoUnt. (Arb.) 104 The conference of

these two places, conteinyng so excellent a peece of learning,
as this is. 1657 SIR \V. MURE Hist. Wks. tS.T.S.) II. 235,

I have adventured to offer this small peace of labour to

posteritie. 1664 POWER Exp. Philos. i. 58 These puny
automata, and exsanguineous pieces of Nature. 1686 tr.

Chardiiis Trav. Persia. 398 A.. delicate Piece of Archi-

tecture. 1703 J.
TAYLOR %vr. Edinb. (1903) 71 A noble

Monument of us former Grandeur, being one of the finest

pieces of ruin in the Kingdom. 1723 T. THOMAS in Port-

land Papers VI. (Hist. MSS. Comm.) 74, I think it is the

worst piece of portrait that ever in my life I saw. 1869
GOULBURN Purs, Holiness Pief. 7 A piece of religious
literature.

b. Applied to an abstract thing,

1570 FOXE A. <V M. (ed. 2) 2279/1 What a peece of Gods
tender prouidence was shewed of late vpon our English
brethren and countrey men. a 1586 SIDNEY Arcadia I.

(1622) 51 Making a peece of reverence unto him. 1601 R.

JOHNSON Kingd. fy Commiv. (1603) zu They want the

use of footmen, to whom these peeces of service doe properly

belong. 1656 EARL MONM. tr. Boccalinis Advts.fr. Par.
nass. i. Ixv. 1,1674) 84 It being an hateful piece of petulancy
to envy great Princes. 1691 RAY Creation i. (1692) 112

Eminent pieces of Self-denial. 1748 Ansoti's Voy. in. x.

407 It would have been a piece of imprudence. 1832 HT.
MARTINEAU Hill $ Valley xiii. 123 Some fresh piece of

bad news. 1876 TREVELYAN* Ufacaulay I. iii. 139 A rare

piece of luck. 1884 SIR F. NORTH in Law Times Rep.
22 Mar. 122/2 Another piece of carelessness on the part
of the auctioneer.

t c. Applied to a person in whom some quality
is exemplified or realized. Obs.

1623 FLETCHER Rule a Wife in. v, The master of this little

piece of mischief, a 1635 NAUNTON Fragm, Reg. (Arb.) 38
Sir Nicholas Bacon, An arch-piece of Wit and Wisdom.

1648 GOODWIN in Jenkyn Blind Guide i. 6 Green-head,

young peece of presumption, Prelaticall peece of Presby-

tery,. . swelling peece of vanity. 1712 ARBUTHSOT John
Bull in. i, One of your affected curt'sying pieces of forma-

lity. 1778 Miss BURNEY Evelina (1791) II. xxx. 182 As to

the little Louisa, tis such a pretty piece of languor.

II. Absolute uses (elliptical, contextual, or

conventional), without of and specification of the

substance, etc.

9. A person, a personage, an individual, arch,

and dial. a. Applied to a man.
In early use often = One of a multitude, army, or company ;

in i7thc. tending to be dyslogistic: cf. b.

1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 7314 He at stod vpe J>e brugge mid
an ax alone,..A stalwarde pece |>at was, nou god cu(>e is

boule lone, a 1300 Cursor M. 11058 Til Ion were born, a
wel god pece. c 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron, IVace (Rolls) 156
In his buke has Dares denied, Both of Troie & of Grece,

whatkyns schappe was ilka pece. c 1400 Laud Troy Bk.

4446 That fel faire for men of Grece, Thei hadde elles dyed
euery pece. 1614 B. JONSON BaH. Fain, iv, Hee is another
manner of peece then you think for. 1651 ISAACKSON in

Fullers Aoel Rediz 1

., Andrewes (:867) II. 161 King James
..selecting him as his choicest piece, to vindicate his

regality. 1673 KIHKMAN Unlucky Citizen 171 She having
so untoward a piece to her Husband, was undone by him.

1691 WOOD At/i. Oxon. II. 179 Say & Sele was a seriously
subtil piece. 1736 CHANDLER Hist. Persec. 346 Bancroft . .

was, as the historian calls him, a sturdy Piece. 1746 in

Leisure Hour (1880) 117 An old nasty grunting bishop.,
who plagues me out of my life, he is such a formal piece.

b. Applied to a woman or girl.
Now mostly with depreciatory attribute.

13. . E. E. Allit. P. A. 192 A precios pyece in perlezpy;t.

1567 TURBERV. Ovid's Epist. i57b, Faire Helena, that

passing peece. 1576 FLEMING Patwpl. Epist. 441 Stately,

proude, and disdainefull peeces. 16x3 SHAKS. Hen. Jf//f,
v. v. 27 All Princely Graces That mould vp such a mighty
Piece as this is [Queen Elizabeth]. i6 BURTON Anat.
Mel. i. ii. iv. i. (1651) 143 A waspish cholerick slut, a crazed

peece. 1668 SEDLEY Mule. Card. in. ii, She is a tender
Piece. 1694 R. L/ESTRANGE Fal'les, Life &$op 5 Xanthus
having a kind of a Nice froward Piece to his wife. 1783
WOLCOTT (P. Pindar) Odes to Roy. Acad. vi, Think of the

Sage, who wanted a fine piece. Mod. dial. She is a forward

piece.

10. a. A piece of armour
; f esp. in the phrase

armed at (of) all pieces, at all points, completely
[F. armt de toutes pieces] (ods.). Also in comb.,
as head-piece, shoulder-piece > thigh-piece^ etc.

c 1400 Dcstr. Troy 181 Knightes, Armyt at all peses, able
to were. Ibid. 12878 Armet at all pes. -1500 Melusine 248
Thenne toke he his armures & armed hym of al pieces. 1600

HOLLAND Livy xxxi. 799 The regiment of the footmen . .

came but slowly forward, by reason they were
heauily

armed
at all peeces. 1635 J. HAYWARD tr. Biondis Banish d Virg.

157 Deadora. .arming herself at all peics, ranne to the prore.

f b. A fortified place, fortress, stronghold. Obs.

1525 St. Papers Hen. Vllf, I. 160 The demaundes made

by nomf. de Buren for the Duchie of Burgon, and diverse

other gret peaces in Fraunce. 1527 Ibid. 187 With the

revocacion of tharmye, and rendicion of Genes, and other

836

peces, whiche the Frenche King shulde rendre. 1568
GBAFTON C/iron. II. 83 He receyucd againe all the holdes

and peeces which his father had lost. 1570-6 LAMBARDK
Peramb. Kent (1826) 136 They set wide open their gates
and made a sudden salie out of the peece. 1602 WARNER
Alb. Eng, x. Iviii. (1612) 254 This Guise bereft vs Calice,
and in France our Peeces all. 1673 RAY Journ. Low C. 3
Ostend..is most regularly and exactly fortified, so that it

seemed to us one of the strongest Pieces in all the Low-
Countries. 1721 STRYPE Eccl, Mem. II. n. v, 288 A com-
mission., to repair.. to the town of Calais and to certain

other pieces on that side of the seas.

fc. A sailing or rowing vessel. Obs.

1545 St. Papers Hen. VIII, I. 809 Capitaynes and leaders

of His Highnes rowyng peces. 1675 Land. Gaz. No. 1004/1
To go and see the Royal James, ..and several other pieces
built by Commissioner Deane.

11. A weapon for shooting, fire-arm, a. A piece
of artillery ;

a cannon, gun.
a 1550 Sir A. Barton in Surtees Misc. (1888) 68 He hath

and little peeces aswell of brasse as of yron. 1600 FAIRFAX
Tasso ix. liv, So from a piece two chained bullets file.

1669 STL-RMY Mariners Mag. v. xii. 67 To know what Shot
and Powder is meet for every Piece. 1706 PHILLIPS, Pieces,

(in Warlike Affairs) signify Cannon or great Guns, as

Battering-Pieces which are us'd at Sieges..: Field-pieces.

1875 CLERY Min. Tactics x. (1877) 123 Part of the attacking
force should be directed against the covering party and part

against the pieces.
b. A portable fire-arm, hand-gun ; as a musket,

carbine, pistol, fowling-piece.
1581 STYWARD 3fart. Discip. 1.44 Such must haue. .a good

and sufficient peece, flaske, touch bore, pouder, shot, &c.

1590 SIR J. SMYTH Disc. Weapons 42 margin, The in-

uention of artillery, powder, shot, and small peeces of fire was
not first in Germanic. 1591 G. FLETCHER Rnsse Coi>nu<.

(Hakl. Soc.) 76 The stpcke of his piece is not made caliever

wise but . .somewhat like a fowling piece. 1603 K.NOLLES

Hist. Turks (1621) 332 Taught to handle all mariner of

weapons, but e>pecially the bow, the peece, and the Scimetar.

1704 Land. Gaz. No. 4044/3 Our Grenadiers .. put their

Bayonets in the Muzzles of their Pieces. 1788 PRIESTLEY

Lect. Hist. v. Ix. 475 Considering how many arrows might
be drawn before one piece could have been loaded and

discharged. 1855 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. xvi. III. 674 Five

hundred grenadiers rushed.. to tbe counterscarp, fired their

pieces, and threw their grenades. 1870 E. PEACOCK Ralph
Skirl. III. 254 He knelt on one knee, and levelled his piece
direct at William's head.

T O. A crossbow. Obs.

1590 Nottingham Rec. IV. 60 Quod dictus Fabianus non

sagittabit in aliquo le peece ad aliquam rem vivam. 1598
DALLINCTON Met/t. Tray. (1606) T iv b, The Crossebowe. . .

Once in a yere, there is in each city a shooting with the

Peeces at a Popingay of wood. Ibid. T v, By this practise . .

he groweth more ready and perfit in the vse of his Peece.

12. Each of the pieces of wood, ivory, etc., also

called * men ', with which chess is played ; techni-

cally restricted to the superior 'men ('pieces of

honour', 'dignified pieces*), as distinguished from

the pawns'. Also extended to those with which

draughts, backgammon, etc., are played. [So It,

pezzo, Sp./zVco, F. piece^\
In the Continental use of the word, ttaces of its restriction

in chess to the eight superior
' men '

are found already in

the i6thc,

[1497 LvatHAArit(fcAjndrtt\\bt Sabiendocomojuega
cada pieza. c 1570 B. M. Add. MS. 28710 If. 3603, Todas
las piecas y peones salvo el Key.] 1562 ROWBOTHUM Play
Cheasts A iv, Tbe principle is to knowe the pieces, to wit,
the name, the number, and the seat of euery one. As for the

fashion of the pieces, that is according to the fantasie of the

workman. 1591 FLORIO Sec. Frnites 262 A. Doth it pleese

you then to play at the chesse..? S. Order your peeces.
a 1649 DRUMM. OF HAWTH. Font, Epist. Wks. (1711) 146
In this case they [pawns] are surrogated in those void

rooms of the pieces of honour, which, because they suffered

themselves to be taken, were removed off the board. 1688

R. BouaXflNVWynt xvi. (Roxb.) 67/1 What peice or man
soeuer of your owne you touch or lift from its place, you
must play it for that draught where you can. 1778 C.

JONES Hoyle's Games Imj>r, 139 If. .you find a Prospect
of Success, rush on boldly and sacrifice a Piece or two.

1788 Chambers Cycl. (ed. Rees) s. y. Chess, In this game
each player had eight dignified pieces . . and also eight

pawns... These pieces are distinguished by being painted in

white and black colours. 1797 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) s. v.

Chess, In order to begin the game, the pawns must be

moved before the
pieces. 1870 HARDY & WARE Mod.

of different denominations and

Ibid.,

. . , ,

id., Draughts 139 The antagonist can insist on this being
done or huffthe piece. 1898 CULIN Chess <$ Playing Cards

836 Set of thirty-two domino pieces of teak wood. Ibid. 841

Jen de fOie. .the pieces are moved according to the throw.

13. A piece of money (see 3 c) ;
a coin. Often

with defining word, as seven-shilling piece, crown

piece, threepenny piece ^ twopenny piece ^pennypiece y

five-franc piece, etc.

1575 Reg. Priry Council Scot. II. 455 To be payit all in

half merk pecis. 1617 MORYSON Itin. i. 289 They coyne
any peece, of which they can make gayne. 1643 ROGERS
Naaman 106 He must be a foole who really can satisfie

himselfe in counters as if they were peeces. 1658 WOOD
Life (O. H. S.) I. 241 A peice of p(ope) Jofhn) the 23, and
also a French peice. 1710 Loud, Gaz. No. 4748/4 A Queen
Elizabeth Piece of 35*. 1711 HEARNE Collect. (O. H.S.)
III. 102 The Gold Piece found in St. Gyles s Field. 1788
PRIESTLEY Lect. Hist. in. xvi. 1^4 These pieces were not
called farthings, bttljfifrt&inffoftlU, 1845 FORD Handbk.
Sfain i. 5 The value ..

uncertain.

. of any individual piece is very

PIECE.

' f b. spec. Popularly applied to an English gold
coin ; orig. to the unite of James I, and afterwards

to the sovereign, and guinea, as the one or other

was the current coin. Hence half-piece. Obs.
The Unite was issued in 1604 as = 20 shillings ; but was

raised in 1612 to 22 shillings.
1616 B. JONSON Devil an Ass I. i. 5 I'll warrant you for

halfe a piece. Ibid. in. iii. 83 What is't ? a hundred pound ?

..No, tn' Harpey, now, stands on a hundred pieces. 1618

FEATLV Clavis Myst. xxxii. (1636) 426 All our crownes and
soveraines, and pieces, and halfe pieces, and duckatts and
double duckatts are currant but to the brim of the grave.

1659-60 PF.PVS Diary 14 Mar., Here I got half-apiece of

a person of Mr. Wright's recommending to my Lord to be
Preacher of the Speaker frigate, a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant.

Crew, Job, a Guinea, Twenty Shillings, or a Piece. 1706
ESTCOURT Fair Examp. in. i. 34 Fifty Pieces are 50 Pound,
50 Shillings, and 50 Six-pences : I know what they are welt

enough, and you too. 1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl. s. v. Coin,

Guinea, or piece.

C. Piece of eight, the Spanish dollar, or peso,
of the value of 8 reals, or about 4$. dd. It was
marked with the figure 8.

1610 B. JONSON Alck. in. iii. 15 Round trunkes, Furnish'd

with pistolets, and pieces of eight. 1670 NARBOROUGH Jriil.

in Ace. Seti. Late Voy. i. (1694) 97 The Spaniards, .paid for

what things they bought in good Pillar pieces of Eight.

1679 OLDHAM Sat. upon Jesuits ii, Strange !.. What charity

pieces of eight produce. 1706 PHILLIPS, Piece of Eight or

Piece of eight Ryals. a Spanish Coin ; of which ^there are

several sorts. 1748 Earthquake of Peru i. 9 His annual

Allowance is 7,000 Pieces of Eight. 1882 ARBER Garner V.

2270^t p

, /\w..was the monetary Unit of Central America;
afterwards known as the Piece of Eight, and is the Mexican
dollar of the present day.
14. A portion of time or space. Now dial.

a. A portion or space of time
; esp. a short space

of time ; a while.
(Occurs in OF. in i3th c., and in AF. in Britton it. iii. iz

Cum il avera este graunt pece en seisine.)

a 1300 Cursor M. 7063 pe wer lasted sa lang a pece. 14 . .

in Pol. Rel. cj-
L. Poem: (1866) 245 About bis a pece I wyl

spede, pat I myth bis lettrys rede. 1825 BROCKETT A". C.

Gloss., Piece, a little while.
'

Stay a piece and then aw will',

f 1825 in N. q- Q. gth Ser. III. 330 A piece back, three tides

came up the Trent on one day.

t b. Here probably belongs o pece, opece, opese (a

peace), in still opece (erron. still apeace}, continually,

continuously, constantly : see STILL adv. Obs.

c 1440 Generydes 1385 He wold not leve, butt stille

alway opece TJede all that he cowde to hurt Generydes.
Ibid. 3391 And euer more in ptayours still opese, Vnto the

tyme she knew it shuld goo. Ibid. 5254 Haue here a ryng
and kepe it still opece, To the tyme that ye come onto

Clarionas. 1555 W. WATREMAN Fardle Facions 11. xii. 294
How she from thre yeres of age . . remained ther [in the

temple] seruing God stil a peace.
c. A portion of the way or distance between two

points ;
a short distance, dial.

1612 BRINSLEY Lud. Lit. 230 By practice, euery day going
a piece, and oft reading ouer and ouer, they will grow very

much, to your great ioy. c 1730 BURT Lett. JV. Scotl. (1818)

1. 151 He told us we must go west a piece, .and then incline

to the north. 1760-72 H. BROOKE FoolofQual. (1809) III.

59 Then I would run a piece off,, .and again I would delay,

and stop, c 1817 HOGG Tales ft Sk. V. 231 I'll make my
brother Adam carry it piece about with you. 1852 MRS.

STOWE Uncle Tom's C.\u, I've walked quite a piece to-day,

in hopes to get to the ferry.

15. A (small) portion of some specific substance.

a. A small portion, scrap, or cutting, of cloth,

leather, or the like ; esp. as used to repair a hole

or tear : a patch. Cf. PIECE v. I.

c 1380 WVCLIF Wks. (1880) 41 pei may pese hem |clo)>W

a^en or cloute hem of sacchis & obere pecis. 1433 Rclls of

Parlt. IV. 452/1 The same Clothe to be sold fora remenaunt,
or for a pece and nat for a Clothe. [1526 TISDALE Matt. ix.

16 Noo man peceth an olde garment with a pece [cin0Anua,

conimissuram, WVCL. medlynge, clout] off newe cloothe.]

b. Short for 'piece of bread' (with or without

butter, etc.) ; spec, such a piece eaten by itself, not

as part of a regular meal. Sc. and Eng. dial,

(Northtimb. to Shropsh., and Cornwall).

1787 A. SHIRREFS Bess <$ Jamie iv. i, Neither tak' her

siller nor a piece. 1881 GREGOR Folk-Lore 93 Pieces, how-

ever, were ordinarily given. 1883 Daily News 12 Dec. 2/6

On one occasion defendant gave her a bit of bridescake,

on another a jelly piece. 1803 STEVENSON Catriona xvi. 185,

I.. took the road again on foot, with the piece in my hand
and munching as I went. 1898 Wtstm. Gaz. 14 Dec. 2/1

When they get off at mid-day to eat their
'

piece ', there is

talking and laughing among the field workers. 1003 Eng.
Dial. Diet. (Wigtown), A dry piece is plain loaf bread or

oat cake, without butter, jam, or treacle. Ibid. (Cornwall),

If a child tells you she had 'nothing but a piece all day ,

you know she means bread and butter.

c. A length of cloth, wall-paper, etc. : see 4 a.

d. Whaling. A section or chunk of blubber,

more fully called blanket-piece.

e. Bookbinding. A tablet of leather which fills

a panel on the back of a book, and receives the

title (lettering-piece).
f. Malting. A quantity of grain steeped and

spread out at one time :
= FLOOR sb.1 6 b.

1832 W. CHAMPION Maltster's Guide 4-1, The turning of his

floors or pieces. 1876 WYLLIE in EncycL Brit. IV. 268/2 It is

of importance to the maltster that the law allows him to

sprinkle water over the 'pieces
'

on the floor.

g. pi. pieces. An inferior quality of crystallized

sugar obtained in the manufacture of crystals and

crushed sugar.



PIECE.

1867 Produce Markets Rev. 13 July 161/1 The character

of the Pieces Sugar made in London retrogrades rather

than improves as a whole. 1875 Ure's Diet. Arts III. 948
The first crystallisation is called 'crushed 'and the second

'pieces', the drainage from which goes by the name of

'syrup'. 1884 West. Morn. News 4 Sept. 6/5 Sugar..
London pieces, rather quiet, steady.

16. A separate article or item of baggage or

property in transit. (Chiefly /. S.}

837

Scat. I. 150 Thai had payit ane grott for the held off i!k

peax [of cattle] for thair poindlaw. 1566 Ibid. 493 The
soum often markis for ilk pece of xxv. oxin. 1600 J. PORY
tr. Leo's Africa. \\\. 289 Horses, .sold againe for fortie and
sometimes for fiftie ducates a piece. 1637 in Bury Wilts
(Camden) 169, I giue . . John Mount and John Muske xs.

peece, Margaret Texall xxs. 1660 Act 12 C'/ias. //, C. 4
Sched. s. v. Bowes, Bowes, vocat. stone-bowes of steel, the

piece x.s. a leyoSpALDiNG Troub. Chas.f (1850) I. 81 The

:ty to a hundred pou ,
.

method of carrying the packages, or pieces, as they are

called, is the same with that of the Indian women. 1890
COOLEV, etc. Railways Amer. 253 The cases in which pieces

go astray are astonishingly rare. 1899 Westtn.Gaz, 15 May
10/1 The postal establishment of the United States, .handles
more pieces, employs more men, spends more money.. than

any other human organisation, public or private.

17. A production, specimen of handicraft, work
of art ; a contrivance ;

= piece ofwork (7 a). Obs.

in general sense. See also MASTERPIECE.
1604 E. G[RIMSTONE] D'Acosta's Hist. Indies v. viii. 349

They buried with them much wealth, as golde, silver, stones,
..bracelets of gold, and other rich peeces. 1626 B. JONSOM
Staple ofN. v. i, It were a piece Worthy my night-cap, and
the Gowne I weare, A PJcklockes name in Law. 1643 SIR
T, BROWNE Relig. Med. i. 15 Ruder heads stand amazed
at those prodigious pieces of Nature, Whales, Elephants,
Dromidaries and Camels. 1650 BAXTER Saints' R. i. vii.

(1662) 121 Surely were it not for Eternity, I should think
man a silly piece. 1697 DAMPIER Voy. (1729) I. 517 He
busied himself in making a Chest, .he was as proud of it as
if it had been the rarest piece in the World. 1698 A. BRAND
Emb. Muscovy to China 71 Several rare pieces made at

Augsburgh, that moved by the help of Clock-work.
b. A painting, a picture ; f a portrait.

1574 Appiits <y Virginia in Hazl. Dodsley IV. 125 O fond
Apelles, prattling fool, why boasteth thou so much, The
famous't piece thou mad'st in Greece? 1594 PLAT Jewell.
Ho. in. 51 To refresh the colours of olde peeces that bee

wrought in oyle. 1663-3 PEPVS Diary 27 Feb., There is

also a very excellent piece of the King, done by Holbein.

1697 tr. C'tess D'Aunoys Trav. '1706) 173, I was all alone
in my apartment, busie in painting a small Piece. 1770
LANGHORNE Plutarch (1879) J - 183/1 The painter valued
himself upon the celerity and ease with which he dispatched
his pieces. 1853 LYTTON My Novel \.

xij,
The walls, .were

thickly covered, chiefly with family pictures:.. now and
then some Dutch fair, or battle-piece. 1861 M. PATTJSON
Ess. (1889) I. 45 Among the portraits which hung above
were two allegorical pieces by Master Hans Holbein.

t O. A piece of statuary or sculpture. Obs.

1579 FULKE Confut. Sanders 634, I do so honour auncient

images, that I make as great account of a peece of Nero,. .

as I do of Constantius. 1629 MAXWELL tr. Herodian (1635)
61 Most of the fairest Peeces in all the Citie, perisht in
these flames.

d. A literary composition, in prose or verse,

generally short.

1533 MORE Debell. Salem Pref.. Wks. 930/1 Vnto one little

piece, one greate cunning man had made a long aunswere,
of twelue whole shetes of paper. 1643 ^1R '!' BROWNE
Relig. Med. \. 20 That Villain and Secretary of Hell, that

composed that miscreant piece Of the Three Impostors.
1691 RAY Creation i. (1692) 32 There is a Posthumous piece
extant, imputed to Cartes. 1710 SHAFTESB. Advice Author
iii, That exteriour Proportion and Symmetry of Composi-
tion, which constitutes a legitimate Piece. 1775 JOHNSON
Let. to Mrs. Thrale

2^2 .May, I am not sorry that you read
Boswell's journal. Is it not a merry piece ? 1824 J. JOHNSON
Typogr. I. 529 He printed most of Archbishop Cranmer's
pieces. 1878 BROWNING Poets Croisic xxix, A poet also,
author of a piece Printed and published.

e. A drama, a play.
1643 SIR T. BROWNE Relig. Med. i. 47 In the last scene,

all the Actors must enter to compleat and make up the

Catastrophe of this great peece. 1779 SHERIDAN Critic i. i,

On the first night of a new piece tney always fill the house
with orders to support it. 1851 THACKERAY Eng. Hum. v.

(1876) 315 To supply himself with [money].. he began to
write theatrical pieces. 1867 FREEMAN Norm. Cong. I. iv.

252 Arnulf, as usual, appears as the villain of the piece.
1885 Batk Herald 17 Jan. 3/2 The usage was to engage
stars for the run of the piece.

f. A musical composition, usually short, either

independent or forming an individual part of a

larger work.
18*5 J. NEAL Bro. Jonathan I. 95 Nobody can bear to

hear a favourite piece over and over again the same night.
1856 A my Carlton 208 Amy . . played the piece that she was
learning. 1880 in Grove Diet. Mus. II. 751 Piece. This word
.. has since the end of the last century been applied to
instrumental musical compositions as a general and un-
technical term.

III. Phrases. (See also i b, c, 2 d, loa, 14 b.)
18. Apiece, the piece, each (Sc. ilk) or everypiece :

each piece of a number of pieces ; each" unit of a

number, set, or company ; each of them or these :

esp. in stating the share or price of each unit or

individnal member (see sense 6). Hence, ad~

verbially, APIECE, q.v., the piece, per piece. [F. la

pihe:\
Apiece can still be said of persons as well as things (so the

piece in Sc. and north dial.).
a 1400-50 Alexander 5474 Lamprays of we}t Twahundreth

pond ay a pece. c 1483 CAXTON Dialogues 47 The good

, prce o >e pece x.j. 1529 n s ocors
Commons (Camden) 18, xiij" peerles at \\\)d. the peace.
153 TIN-DALE Ans^v. More Wks. (1573) 267/1 The Pope . .

set vp in Rome a stewes of xx. or xxx. thousand whores,
taking of euery pece tribute yearly. 1533 Test. Ebor.
(Surtees) VI. 35, xijrf. a peice. 1553 Reg. Privy Council

bischopis had causit imprint thir bookis..and sould haue
gottin fra ilk minister four pundis for the peice. 1686 tr.

Chardins Trav. Persia 355 Sold for five hunder'd Crowns
a piece, a 1692 POLLEXFEN Disc. Trade (1697; A vij b, Fat
Oxen were often sold at 6.1. per piece. 1797 Statist. Ace.
Scot. XIX. 48 A fine of a cow the piece [-each person].
Mod, Sc. Hegaethem twashillin

1

the piece for helpm' him.

19. By the piece : at a rate of so much for a

definite amount or quantity ; according to the

amount done. On the piece: at piece-work.
1703 T. N. Cityfy C. Purchaser 23 These Posts are.. made

by the Piece, viz. id. ..per Post. 1807 SOUTH EY in Robberds
Afct. W. Taylor II. 209, 1 think such work is good enough
to be paid by the

piece. 1859 JEPHSON Brittany iii. 23,
I could not ascertain whether they worked by the day or

by the piece. 1879 1 y
rint. Trades JrnL xxix, 40 An emplo>er

is not bound to provide constant work for a man on the

piece. 1885 Times (weekly ed.) 9 Oct. 4/2 Most pottery
workers are paid by

'

piece '.

20. /;; or of one piece : consisting of a single or

undivided piece or mass.
[iSSSCovERDALE Exod. xxxvii. 22 The knoppes& braumhes
..were all one pece of fyne beaten golde.] 1585'!'. WASHINGTON
tr. Nicholay's V'oy. n. xvi. 50 [An] obclisquie of coloured
stone all of one peece 50. cubits high. i8z> J. NICHOLSON
Operat. Mechanic 317 The whole is cast in one piece in

bell-metal. 1864 LONGF. in Life (1891) III. 32 Finished

to-day the revision and copying, .the translation of the Pur-
gatorio, so as to have it all of one piece with the rest. 1885
BIBLE (R.V.) Exod. xxxvii. S Of une piece with the mercy-
seat made he the cherubim at the two ends thereof.

21. Of a piece: of one piece, in one mass
(
=

20);
often Jig. of one and the same kind or quality ;

uniform, consistent
;

in agreement, harmony, or

keeping. [F. tout cTune piece]
1631 MASSINGER City Madam \. iii, I have seen and heard

all. .and wish heartily You were all of a piece. 1639 N. N.
tr. Du Bosq's Compl. Worn. \\. 23 Those Nations who make
their Doublet and Shirt all of a peece. 1644 UIGBY Nat.
Bodies xii. 3. 102 To moue all of a piece. 1663 BUTLER
Hud. i. ii. 448 He and his Horse were of a Piece, One Spirit
did inform them both. 1700 DKYDKN Pref. Fables Wks.
(Globe) 503 He writes not always of a piece, but sometimes
mingles trivial things with those of greater moment. 1726
SWIFT Gulliver i. h, One of them was covered, and seemed
all of a-piece. 1809 MAR. EDGEWOKTH Absentee vi, After all,

things were not of a piece. 1812 COL. H.-\WKF.K Diary (1893)
I. 51 The harness, .second-hand, one horse in plated, another
in brass harness, and, in short, all of a piece.

b. Of et piece ivith.

1665 BOYLE Occas. Refl. iv. ii. (1848) 176 None appear 'd

more of a piece with the Earth than he. 1711 ADDISON
Spect. No. 256 P 3 It is not of a Piece with the rest of his

Character. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. ii. I. 233 All their

proceedings were of a piece with this demand,
to. pece, opece, opese\ see i4b.

22. Piece bypiece (fpiece and piece , Sc. obs.) : one

piece or part after another in succession
;
a piece

at a time, piecemeal, little by little, gradually.
\. piece cl piece]
1560 BIBLE (Genev.) Ezek. xxiv. 6 Bring it out piece by

piece. 1621 QUARLKS Argalns <y P. (1678) 115 Peece by
peece they dropt upon the ground. 1719 DE FOE Crusoe i.

65 Had the calm \Veather held I should have brought away
the whole Ship Pie'ce by Piece. 1877 SPURGEON Serin.
XXIII. 208 The great architect unrolls his drawings piece
by piece.

1533 KELLENDEN Lhy in. iii. (S.T. S.) I. 252 Fra thens
be pepill began Ilk day pece pece to convaless in >are
bodyis fra all maledyis. ^1584 MONTGOMERIE Cherrie <y

Sloe 273, I felt My hart within my bosome melt, And pece
and pece decay. 1681 COLVIL Whigs Supplic. (1751) 121
Then piece and piece they dropt away, As ripe plumbs in
a rainy day. 1721 IVodrow Corr. (1843) II. 550 Piece and
piece as your leisure allows, pray send me what hath been
remarkable as to religion and learning this last year.

IV. 23. attrib. and Comb.: piece-compositor, a

compositor who is paid by the piece ; piece-dyeda.,
of cloth, dyed after it is woven ; so piece-dyeing ;

piece-fraction, in Typog. (see qnot.) ; piece-
hall, an exchange where cloth is sold by the

piece; piece-knife (see quot.) ; piece -labour,
labour paid by the piece; piece-looker, an in-

spector of cloth woven in definite lengths ; piece-
maker, -man = PIECE-WORKEH; piece-market,
the market for cloth sold by the piece ; piece-
master, a middleman who acts between the em-
ployer and the employed in the giving out of

piece-work; fpiece-money, money distributed to

recipients at so much apiece ; piece-mould, in

Sculpture, a plaster-of-Paris mould, removed in

pieces, and then fitted together; also, a mould
consisting of separate pieces of metal, etc., which
are fitted and beaten together upon the model

;

piece-patch, a piece inserted as a patch ; piece-
patched a., patched up ; piece-payment, pay-
ment by the piece ; piece-price, a price paid for

piece-work ; piece-rate, rate of payment for piece-
work

; piece-stuff, lumber or timber in pieces ;

piece-trade, the trade in pieces of cloth ; piece-

PIECE.

velvet, velvet made in the piece of various widths

(as distinguished from narrow ribbon-velvet, etc.) ;

piece-wage, a wage paid by the piece of work.
See also PIECE-BROKEN, -GOODS, etc.

1897 IVestm. Gaz. 6 July 10/1 It took time, and time to
the piece compositor.. means bread. 1844 G. DODD Textile
Manuf. iii. 07 The wool being always dyed either in the
state of wool, before spinning, or after being woven. Thu
gives rise to the distinction between *

wool-dyed
'

cloth and
'*pieo;-dyed_' cloth. 1898 Westm. Gaz. 13 Dec. 8/1 The
Bradford 'piece-dyeing trade. 1900 DE VINNE Pract.
Typogr. 174

* Piece fractions, or split fractions in two pieces,
or on two bodies, are not proper parts of the font, and are
sold in separate fonts at higher rates. 18440. DODD Textile
.Manuf. iv. 119 Instead of having a cloth-hall or a "piece-
hall of its own, its productions are sent to one or other of
those two towns for sale at the piece-halls. 1849 C. HRONTK
Shirley iv, The tradesman in the Piece Hall, i. c. the Cloth
Exchange. 1833 J. HOLLAND Manuf. Metal II. 17 The
"

piece-knives, or sporUmans' knives, as those complex articles

containing saws, lancets, plilemes, gun-screw, puiKhe*, large
and small blades, &c. used to be called. 1866 ROGEKS
Agric. <$ Prices I. xv. 252 For the most part day labour.
The other two are *piece labour. 1867 Address to J. Btight
in Morn. Star 28 Jan., J. Moloney, 'piece looker. 1895
Daily News 13 Mar. 3,1 To obtain a piecework statement
to be based upon a *piecemaker'.s average. Ibid, n Mar.
3/3 'i he Union notice to the "piece-men being circulated.

1883 Ibid. 28 Sept. 2/7 The Apiece market is without material
alteration. 1851 M.AYHEW Land. Labour II. 256 'J he aboli-
tion of the middleman, whether '

sweater
',

'

'piece-master ',

'lumper 'or what not, coming between the employer and
employed. 1890 i'all Mall G. ii Mar. 7/1 'J lie pre-ent
sweating piece-master system. 1610 MS. Ace. St. John's
Hosp,, Canterb., Item payd in *pesse mony xvijj. \]d. 1642
Ibia.

} Payed to 38 brothers and sisters for peesmoney xixi.

1895 DailyNews 20 June 6/3 A *piece-mould is made upon
the statue itself, and from this a hollow wax statue is cast.
1880 Plain flints Needlework 27 A straight stitch 6 or S
threads deep on each 'piece-patch and material, a 1625
FLBTCKEB Bloody Bro. a. i, This *piece-patcht friendship,
This rear'd-up reconcilement on a billow. 1903 Daily Chron.

n^July 3/7 London daily newspapers are..pioduced en a
'piece payment sy>tem. 1895 // estm. Gaz. 21 Mar. 2/2 The
question which underlies all surface disputes Ls that of fixing

"piece-prices for the new machinery which is being intro-
duced into the trade. iBgz rail Mall G. 27 July 1/2 A
reduction in the 'piece-rates per ton at certain furnaces.
1881 Chicago Times 14 May, The cargo .. consisting of
short length

*
piece -stuff. 1891 Times 5 Oct. 4/3 There is

no change to note in the 'piece trade. 1872 How ELLS
Wedd. Journ. (1892) 246 The 'piece-velvet and the linens
smote her to the heart. 1879 MKS. A. E. JAMES hid. tiouseh.
$jcutagent, 17 buy also some piece-velvet, silk, ribbon,
flowers, feathers, net, .. bonnet and cap wire. 1900 Fah'att
News Sept. 28/2 This 'log '..is 'a remarkable effort to

adjust a "piece-wage rate on a time-wage basis'.

24. 1'icce is often the second element in a com-
bination, in various senses, e.g. back-piece, base-

piece, bodice-piece, breech-piece, catch-piece. ear-piece^

eye-piece, franc-piece, head-piece, penny-piece, etc.

See the first element.

Hence (rare or nonce-wets*} Fie'celess^.. without

pieces or parts ; Pie'cely adv., in pieces ;
Pie'ce-

wise adv., by pieces.
01631 DONNE To Ctess Bedford Poems (1650) 181 In

those poore types of God (round circles) so Religions types
the peecelesse centers flow. 1552 HULOET, Piecelye, or in

pieces, concise, fritstatitn, 1674 N. FAIRFAX Bulk $ Selv.
107 Whether wholewise or piece-wise?
[Note. L. fecia, in sense of

'

fragment ', occurs in the Salic
Law tasoo, MSS. 5 and 6, c8oo) Ix, ilbi liii Fustes alninos

super caput suum frangere debet et illos in quattuor pecias
[earlier and later recensions paries] per quattuor angulos
iactare debet); petia^ petiutn, in sense 'piece of land

1

,

appear in Muratori Ant. Ital. A.D. 730 'et alia petia ', 757
' uno petio de terra' (DiezJ; see also many later med.L.
instances in Du Gauge. The ulterior source has been the
subject of much research: see Diez s. v. Pezza ; Scheler,
Littre', Hatz.-Darm. s. v. Piece; Korting s. v. peft- (7106);
Thurneysen s.v. Pezza. The prevalent opinion is that late

pop.L. *pettia, -i'urtt, were derived from a Brythonic stem

share; but there are many difficulties. A very frequent
early sense in OF. was that of

'

portion or space of time
'

(seeGodef.) 14 above. The sense 'person ',
found so early

in Eng., is not met with in French till late in i6th c.]

Piece (p*s)> v ' U1 Prec - sb-]
I. 1. trans. To mend, repair, make whole, or

complete by adding a piece or pieces ;
to patch.

1:1380 WYCLIF Wks. (1880) 41 J>ei may pese hem ajen or
cloute hem of sacchis & oj^ere pecis. c 1440 Fromp. Parv.
388/2 Pecyn, or set pecys to a tnynge, or clowtyn, repecio^ . .

sarcio, re/tcio. 1530 PALSGK. 655/1, I pece a thyng, I sette
on a pece. . If it be broken it music be peced. sil est rowifiu
il lefault piecer. 1596 SHAKS. Tarn. Shr. 111. ii 63 Petruchio
is comming . . with., one girth sixe times peec'd, and a
womans Crupper . . heere and there peec'd with pack-thred.
1601 Vestry Bks. (Surtees) 135 For Dicing a bell clapper that
brake when Andrew Hawkins was buried, xijrf. 1775 MME.
D'ARBLAY Early Diary 28 Feb., She was piecing a blue and
white tissue with a large patch of black silk 1 1884 Har-
pers Mag. July 306 It's nothin

1

but play, piecin' quilts-

b./-.
1606 SHAKS. Ant. *r Cl. \. v. 45, I will peece Her opulent

Throne, with Kingdomes. 1633 P. FLETCHER Purple /si. i.

i, To paint the world, and piece the length 'ning day.
2. To join, unite or put together, so as to form

one piece ; to mend (something broken) by joining
the pieces ; also absol. in spinning, to join or piece

up threads, to work as a PIECEK.

1483 Cath. Angl. 272/2 To Pece, assnere. 1559 Ludlvw
CJmrchw. Ace. (Caniden) 90 Payd for a rope to pys^e the



PIECE. 838 PIECER.

lyttelle belle rope. 1637 SUCKLING Aglaura v.
i, There is

no piecing Tulips to their stalks When they are once
divorc'd by a rude hand. 1793 SMEATON Edystone L. 138,
I found the seamen.. employed in piecing the ground cable,
which-. had again parted. 1819 Evidence fr. Rep. Com-
mittee Ho, Lords. ' How do they get their breakfast and
afternoon meal? ..When the machinery is moving, they
eat it as they are piecing '. 1859 MRS. GASKELL Round tlie

Sofa 35, I cannot piece the leg as the doctor can.

b. fig. To put together, join, unite ; refl. to join
oneself to, unite with.

1579 W. WILKINSON Confut. Familye of Lone Ep. Ded.

xiij b, To peece vnto themselues this their broken Religion.

1632 B. JONSON Magn.Lady m. i, Item. I heard they were
out. Nee. But they are pieced, and put together again.
1652-62 HEYLIN Cosmogr. m. (1673) 5/2 This Prusias, when
the Romans became so considerable.. pieced himself with
them. 1656 Surv, Prance 214 She hath peeced her self

to the strongest side of the State. 1681 DRYDEN Ahs, fy

Achit. i. 661 His judgment yet his memory did excel, Which
pieced his wondrous evidence so well. 1879 G. MEREDITH
Egoist xxiv, Piecing fragments of empty signification.

t3. intr. To unite, come together, assemble; to

come to an agreement, agree ; to join on. Obs,
1622 BACON Hen. F// 23 It pieced better and followed

more close and handsomely vpon the bruit of Plantagenet's
escape. 1625 Ess., Innovations (Arb.) 526 New Things
peece not so well. 1636 SIR H, WOTTON in Lismore Papers
Ser. ii. (1888) III. 260 Owre Schoole Annually breaketh vp
two weekes before Whitsontyde and peeceth agayne a

fortnight after. 1692 R. I/ESTRANGE Josephus, Antiq. xvi.

viii. (1733) 434 Telling him .. that things would mend in

Time, and Friends piece again, if they could but come to. .

a fair Understanding.
II. In combination with adverbs.

4. Piece in. a. trans. To join in, add by inser-

tion ; t b. intr. to join in (in action), unite (obs.).
a 1656 HALES Gold. Ran. i. (1673) 247 He that can comply,

and peice in with all occasions, and make an easie forfeiture
of his honesty. 1724 DE FOE Mem. Cavalier 11. 187 The..
Officers, .pieced in some Troops with those Regiments.
5. Piece on. trans, and intr. To fit on (as the

corresponding piece).
1849 H. MILLER Footpr. Great, iv. (1874) 45 The super-

occipital bone .. pieces on to the superior frontal. 1869
FREEMAN Norm. Cong. III. xiJ. 218 It is so hard to fix

the date of the event, or to piece it on in any way to the
undoubted facts of the history, that [etc.].

6. Piece out. trans. To complete, eke out,

extend, or enlarge by the addition of a piece.
1589 PUTTENHAM Eng. Poesie ii. xiv. (Arb.) 138 Ye may

note, .how much better some bis^illable becommeth to peece
out an other longer foote then another word doth. 1639
FULLER Holy ll''ar\v. xxix. (1840) 232 Like a cordial given
to a dying man, which doth piece out his life. 1643 SIR T.

BROWNE Relig. Aled. i. 18 He.. pieces out the defect of
one by the excess of the other. 1728 YOUNG Love Fame v.

436 The motion of her lips, and meaning eye, Piece out the
idea her faint words deny. 1858 HAWTHORNE Fr. fy It. Note-
Bks. I. 133 The old Pons Emilius. .has recently been pieced
out by connecting a suspension bridge with the old piers.

7. Piece together, trans. To join together,
combine (pieces or fragments) into a whole; to

make up of pieces so combined.
1589 PUTTENHAM Eng. Poesie in. ix. (Arb.) 168 To peece

many words together to make of them one entire, much
more significatiue than the single word. 1618 BOLTON
Florits (1636) 235 Him^elfe. .peeceth together no lesse an
army than the former mad-man. 1687 A. LOVELL tr.

Thevenot's Trav. \. 134 Cut out of the natural Rock., though
it seem to be of five Stones pieced together one upon
another. 1865 MERIVALE Rom. Emj>. VIII. Ixiii. 65 Our
account of his exploits . . must be . . pieced imperfectly
together.

8. Piece up. trans. To make up (esp. that

which is broken) ;
to repair by uniting the pieces,

parts, or parties ; to patch up.
1586 A. DAY Eng. Secretary i. (1625) 75 Let these.. con-

straine thee . . whilst there is yet but one craze . . in the touch-
stone of thy reputation, piece it vp & new flourish again
by a great excellency. 1625 BACON ss.

t Unity Relig.
(Arb.) 429 When it is peeced vp, vppn a direct Admission of
Contraries. 1630 R. Johnson's Kingd. fy Comtnw. 368 All

being now piec't up betweene them, c 1645 HOWELL Lett.
I. iv. xx. (1650) 124 Tis thought the French King will peece
him up again with new recruits. 1794 BURKE Corr. (1844)
IV. 213 They will of course endeavour to piece up their own
broken connexions in England. 1884 PallMallG. 20 Nov.
3/2 Arranging, disposing, and piecing up these fragments.

b. intr. To make up matters, come to an

arrangement.
1654 EARL MONM. tr. Bentivoglio's IVarrs Flanders 212

By all means it was necessary to piece up with Alanson.

II Piece (pygs). The French for *

piece
'

;

occurring in French phrases, more or less in current

Eng. use.

a. A document used as evidence; esp. in puce
justificative t

a document serving as proof of an

allegation; a justification of an assertion.

1789 HAN. MORE in W. Roberts Mem. (1834) II. in. iv.

160 You will think me a great brute and savage. .till you
have read my piece justificative.

b. Piece de resistance tpygs d^ r^zz'staris) : the

most substantial dish in a repast; also^/%. the

chief item in a collection, group, or series; in quot.
1 860, used for ( a means of resistance *.

[1797 BURKE Regie. Peace iv. Wks. IX. 7 Our appetite
demands a piece of resistance.} 1830 LOCKHART Scott xix.

III. 214 note, In answer to her host s apology for his piece
de resistance. 1840 THACKERAY Misc. Ess., Pict. Rhapsody
(1885) 184 To supply the picture-lover with the

pieces^
de

resistance of the feast. 1860 JOWF.TT in Essays % Reviews

335 This authorized text is a piece de resistance against
innovation. 1893 Outing (U. S.J XXII. 149/2 'l'\\e piece de
resistance of the entire ride lies between Poughkeepsie and
Yonkers.

Piece-broker. (See quot. 1756.)
1697 Loud. Gaz. No. 3304/3 One Gawen Hardy.., Piece-

Broker, was. . Indicted for Felony. .
,
for paying and putting

off Counterfeit Milled Money. 1720 STRYPE Stow'sSurv.
II. iv. vii. 118/2 Hollowel Street ..a Place inhabited by
divers Salesmen and Piece-Brokers. 1756 ROLT Diet. Trade,
Piece-broker, is a shopkeeper in London, who buys the shreds
and remnants of all materials that go through the hands of
the taylor, and sells them again to such persons as want
them for mending cloaths ; being generally decayed taylors,
or some cunning men who have crept into the secrets of the
trade. 1770 Chron. in Ann. Reg. 143/2 Mr. Muzere, aged
90, many years an eminent piece-broker, who never trusted

any money out at interest, but put it into an iron chest.

1858 SI.MMONDS Diet. Trade, Piece-broker [as in Rolt].

Pieced (p/~st), ppl.a. [f. PIECE v. + -ED 1
.]

1. Composed or made up of pieces joined together.
1420 in E. E. Wills (1882) 42 To Robard Leget my pesid

Bo we. [Ibid., A Bowe wyth-owte pecis.] 1569 Wills $
Inv. N. C. (Surtees) I. 305 Also I gyue to ffrancis walker my
peaced bowe. 1601 SIR W. CORNWALLIS ss. n. xxvii. (1631)
21 A pieced stuffe of divers colours of divers ragges. 1785
SARAH FIELDING Ophelia II, vi, To descend, .down a pieced
ladder, appeared .. terrible. 1851 RUSKIN Stones Ven. I.

viii, n A larger number of solid and perfect small shafts,
or a less number of pieced and cemented large ones.

2. Mended, patched, made up. Also_/?.
1542-5 BRINKLOW Lament. 6b, Is Christ a peced God, or

a patched Redeamer? 1609 B. JONSON Sil. Worn. i. i, A
poxe of her autumnall face, her peec'd beautie. 1617 MORY-
SON Itin. i. 4 Three Marble pillars, .one of them is peeced
for one foot.

3. With adverbs : see PIECE v. II.

1635-56COWLEY Davideis i. 313 The infected King., started

back at piec'd up shapes, which fear And his distracted

Fancy painted there. 1901 Daily Chron. 16 Oct. 3/3 A mere

pieced-together book.

Piece-goods, sb. pi. Textile fabrics, such as

calico, shirtings, mull, etc., woven in recognized

lengths (see PIECE sb. 4 a) for sale
;
a term formerly

applied to Indian and other Oriental fabrics ex-

ported to Europe, but now chiefly applied to

Lancashire cotton goods exported to the East.

1665 Land. Gaz. No. 12/1 A Fregat of the Eastern

Squadron, hath sent in a Vessel laden with Wax, Pitch,

Tar, and Piece-goods. 1722 Ibid. No. 6045/9 All Piece

Goods, as Bays, Cloaths, Stuffs, or any other Manufactory.
1785 in Seton-Karr Select. Calcutta. Gaz. (1864) I. 82 That
the Captains and Officers of all ships that shall sail from

any part of India, after receiving notice hereof, shall be
allowed to bring eight thousand pieces of piece-^oods, and
no more, 1817 JAS. MILL Brit. India I. r. iii. 45 note,
Piece goods is the term. .chiefly employed by the Company
and their agents to denote the muslins and wove goods of

India and China in general. 18440. DODD Textile Mamtf.
i. 36 The cotton yarn is woven into piece-goods either by
the hand-loom or the power-loom. 1886 YULE & BURNELL

Anglo-Ind, Gloss, s. v., Lancashire . . has recently procured
the abolition of the small import dutyon English piece-goods
in India. 1898 Westm. Gaz. 8 Oct. 6/3 Combination of the

worsted piece-goods dyers.

Piexe-lace. -Lace made in broad pieces,
which can be cut and used like cloth.

1702 Land, Gaz. No. 3806/8 A new Piece-Lace Head..,
and a lojp'd Flanders Lace Head. 1899 ]l

7
estin. Gaz,

16 Mar. 3/1 Some amazingly good imitations of Irish lace

. .being but a few shillings per yard for piece lace, that is.

1901 Ibid. 12 July 3/1 These coats are made mainly from

piece laces with lace flouncing rippling round the edge.

Piecemeal (prsmJT), adv. (sb., a.) Forms:
see PIECE sb. and MEAL sb2 [ME. i.pece t

PIECE
+ -m$le

t
-MEAL. Taking the place of OE. stycce-

m&htm ; pece-mele being a later word has not the

OE. form in -m&lum, nor an early ME. in -tnSlen.

The later amplification by pece-mele follows other

words in -mele with be, by (e.g. DROPMEAL, FLOCK-

MEAL, FOOTMEAL, HEAPMEAL), and introduces the

quasi-sb. use B. The example in -s (i jS) was

prob. due to the plural notion rather than an

instance of the adverbial genitive.]
1. One part or piece at a time ; piece by piece,

gradually, by degrees; separately, by pieces.

1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 5624 pat folc to drou J?at traytour,
ech lime pece mele. -1440 Jacob's Well 151 pei etyn a
man no}t al hole, but pece-mele. 1513 MORE Rich. Ill

(1883)85 Miles Forest at sainct Martens pecemele [011548
HALL Chron., Rich. Ill 28 by pece meale] rotted awaye.
>S79 TOMSON Calvin's Serm. Tim. 125/1 Now it remaineth
that we looke peecemeale vnto these wordes. 1617 MORYSON
Itin. i. 5 The stone couering him is compassed with a grate,
least it should bee broken and carried away peece-meale
by Passengers. 1773 BURKE Corr. (1844) I. 423 The business

will be done covertly and piecemeal. 1865 KINGSLEY Herew.
xvii, He means to conquer England piece-meal. 1885 SIR

J. PEARSON in Law Rep. 29 Ch. Div. 453 A party is not

allowed to bring his case before the Court piecemeal.
/3. 1698 NORRIS Pract. Disc. IV. 424 To have taken him

Piecemeals, Paragraph by Paragraph, and to have con-

sider'd every single Objection distinctly.

b. \Vith by (rarely in}. (Transitional to B.)
1545 RAYNOLD Byrth Mankynde 100 Lette it be cut out

by pese mele. 1566 DRANT Horace To Rdr. 3, I . .haue dis-

patched it by piece meale, or inche meale. 1692 WASHINGTON
tr. Milton s Def, Pop. Pref., Wks. 1851 VIII. 5, I am forced
to write by piece-meal, and break off almost every hour.

1693 W. FKKKE Sel. Ess. xix. 114 They that can bear

Pedantry in Piece-meal, will be even sick when they peruse
his Masse of it. 1796 JEI FERSON U'rit. (1859) IV. !3o It is

better to do the whole work once for all, than to be recurring

to it by piece-meal. 1868 E. EDWARDS Ralegh I. viii. 129
After previous alienations by piecemeal.

f c. Inpiecemeal: piece by piece, in detail. (Cf.

B.) Obs.

1561 T. HOBY tr. Castiglione's Courtyer in. (1577) R v, To
reason thus in peecemeale of these rules.. were a taking of
an infinite matter in hand. Ibid. iv. Viij b, [To] vnderstand
in peecemeale whatsoeuer belongeth to hys people.
2. Piece from piece; into or in pieces or frag-

ments : with break) tear, cut, etc.

1570 GOOGE Pop. Kingd. i. (1880) 7 Who rather will be

peecemeale torne than once their prince forsake, c 1580
SIDNEY Ps. \\. 21 Bruse Thou shalt and peecemeale breake
These men like potshards weake. 1664 BUTLER Hud. n. i.

751 1 11 be torn piece-meal by a Horse, E'er I'll take you for

better or worse. 1712 E. COOKE Voy. S. Sea 75 Hewing
them Piece-meal, and delighting in their Blood. 1826
SCOTT IVoodst, viii, To be now pulled asunder, broken

piecemeal and reduced.

tb. With in. Obs. (Cf. B.)

1577 STANYHURST Descr. Irel. in Holinshed (\1<&) VI. 40
The fishmongers were forced to hacke it in gobbets, and so
to carrie it in peecemeale throughout the countrie. c 1590
MARLOWE Faust, xiii. 69 Revolt, or I'll in piece-meal tear

j thy flesh. 1704 SWIFT T. 'J'ua ix. 178 Is any Student
: tearing his Straw in piece-meal, Swearing and Blaspheming ?

fB. quasi-^. (with//.) A small piece, portion,
or fragment ; chiefly in phrase by piecemeals, also

at, in, into piecemeals. Obs.

1577 WHETSTONE Life Gascoigne xxviii, By peece meales
I care so wrought me vnder foot. 1612 WOODALL Surg.
i

Mate Wks. (1653) 268 Buccellatio is dividing into gobbets,
;

or by peece-meals. 1616 J. MAITLAND in Scot. Hist. Soc.
\ Jlfisc. (1904) 171 He choosit rather to blame, tax and charge
my father . . in hidlings and at peece-male. 1642 T. GOODWIN
Zerubbabels Enc. 17 That .. perfection of light which the

Apostolicall times had. .by piece-meals and degrees. 1651
R. VAUGHAN in Ussher's Lett. (1686) 562 To register any
thing to the purpose, .that I could come by, (some few

C. adj. (attrib. use of the adv.). Consisting or
' done in pieces or by instalments

;
done bit by bit.

1600 ROWLANDS Lett. Humours Blood vi. 75 A pox of
. peecemeale drinking. 1713 DERHAM Phys. Theol. To Rdr.,
I
None.. have done it otherwise than in a transient, piece-

j
meal Manner. 1768-74 TUCKER Lt. Nat. (1834) I. 640 What

i tortures and piecemeal executions have not been practised
1 by tyrants and persecutors. 1831 J. W. CHOKER in Croker

j

Papers g Oct., Giving no opinion on piecemeal reform.

1871 FREEMAN Norm. Cong. IV. xviii. 184 Our history just
at this time has to be put together in so piecemeal a way.

Pie ceiueal, v. Now rare. [f. prec.] trans.
r

i

To divide or distribute piecemeal ;
to dismember.

Hence Pie'cemealing vbl. sb.

1611 COTGR., Emmenuiser, to make small, to peecemeale,
to reduce into little parcels^ or peeces. Ibid., Parccle,

: peecemealed ; cut, or made, into parcels. 1632 HEYWOOD
ist Pt. Iron Age v. i. Wks. 1874 III. 338 My seuen-fold

i Targe With thousand gashes peece-meald from mine arme.

1655 GURNALL Chr. in Arm. \. 20 The glory of the work
shall not be crumbled, and piece-mealed out, some to God,
and some to the Creature, a 1700 Oxford Laureat in

Johnson L. P., Yalden, Had he ta en the whole ode, as he
took it piece-mealing, They had fin'd him but ten-pence
at most. 1718 Entertainer No. 21. 144 The Piece-meal'd

Quarters, .exposed to the four Corners of the Earth. 1749
FIELDING Tom Jones xin. i, The heavy, unread, folio lump,
which long had dozed on the dusty shelf, piece-mealed into

numbers, runs nimbly through the nation. 1853 7'ait"&

Mag. XX. 259 The division, the piece- mealing of Germany,
is the strength of Russia.

t Pie-cemealwise, adv. Obs. rare" 1

. [See

-WISE.] = PIECEMEAL i.

1594 CAREW Tasso (1881) 78 The Christians force peece-
male-wise to impair.

Piecen (prs'n), v. local or techn. [f.
PIECE sb.

+ -EN& 2.] trans. To join, to piece; chiefly, to

join broken threads or ends in spinning.
1835 URE Pkilos. Mamtf.^ 180 The children have .. to

piece n their stubbing ends with double rapidity. Ibid. 223
With the covers has been also introduced a new method of

piecening or joining on any end . .
, namely, by splicing it to

the adjoining roving. 1844 G. DODD Textile Mamtf. \. 18

The plan of '

piecening ', by which time is saved in spin-

ning cotton. 1887 iqth Cent. Dec. 820 The building, .has

been piecened and enlarged from time to time.

Pieceiier (p/Vnai), [f. prec. + -ER 1
.] One

who pieces or piecens ; a piecer; spec., a child or

young person employed in a spinning-mill to keep
the frames filled with rovings, and to join together
the ends of threads which break while being spun
or wound ; formerly, also, to join the cardings or

! slivers for the slubber, a work now done by
machinery : see PIECER 2.

1835 URE Philos. Manvf. 178 The cardings. .are taken up
by the children, called pieceners, from the nature of their

work, being to piece or join those porous rolls together, to

fit them for being drawn into a continuous thread. 1839
!
MRS. F. TROLLOPE M. Armstrong I. viii. 191 note, The

I children whose duty it is to walk backwards and forwards

|

before the reels, on which the cotton, silk, or worsted is

wound, for the purpose of joining the threads when they
break, are called piecers, or pieceners. 1843 Penny Cycl.
XXVI 1. 552/1 A child, called a'piecener ', takes the cardings

! from the carding machine.. .The pieceners are employed and
1

paid by the slubber.

Piecer (pf*sw). [f. PIECE v. + -ER 1
.]

1. generally. One who pieces; a patcher.
1836 L. HUNT in New Monthly Mag. XLVIII. 70 Fancy's

I the wealth of wealth, the toiler's hope, The poor man's



PIECE-WORK. 839 PIEPOWDER.

piecer-out. 1841 Blackw. Mag. L. 155 The English are

blunderers here, piecers and patch-workers. 1858 GLAD-
STONE Homer I. 46 The piecers, who say that there were

originally a number of Iliadic or Odyssean songs, after-

wards made up into the poems such as we now have them.

2. spec. In a spinning-mill : see PIECENEB.

1825 J. NICHOLSON Operat. Mechanic 384 The pieces are

joined by children, called piecers, who are in attendance on
each mule, to join any yarn that may be broken in the

act of stretching or twisting. 1833 HT. MARTINEAU Manch.
Strike \. 3 You earn as much as a piecer as some do at

a hand-loom. 1857 LIVINGSTONE Trav, Introd. 3, I was

put into the factory as a 'piecer'. 1891 Labour Commission

Gloss., PiccerS) assistants to the mule spinner or minder,
with the special duty of keeping the frames filled with

'rovings'. They derive their name from their work of

piecing up the broken threads.

Piece-work (prs,wwk). Work done and

paid for by the piece : see PIECE sb. 19.

1795 WASHINGTON Let. Writ. 1802 XIII. 58 The new have

gone more into the execution of it by contracts, and piece
work. 1830 Cunib. Farm Re, 60 in Libr. Use/. Knowl.,
Huso. Ill, Labourers are easily obtained here, either for

piece-work or by the day. 1878 JF.VONS Prim. Pol. Econ.
viii. 74 Some trades-unions endeavour to prevent their

members from earning wages by piece-work.
attrib. 1890 Daily News i Nov. 3/2 This is one of the

last of the piece-work jobs in Victoria Dock under the

agreement of last November.

Hence Pie*ce-wo rker, a workman who does

piece-work, or is paid according to the amount done.

1884 Harper's Mag. Sept. 625/1 With a piece-worker,
time is literally money. 1891 Times j Oct. 4/6 Piece-

workers are supposed to earn, on the average, from one-
fourth to one-third more than their rating.

Piecing (p^sirj), vbl. sb.
[f.

PIECE v. + -TXG *.]

The action of the verb PIECE; patching, mending
or completing by joining pieces.
1399 LANGU Rich. Redeles in. 168 Ffor |>ei ffor be pesinge

paieih pens ten duble That be clo^e costened. 1545 ASCHAM
Toxoph. (Arb.) 127 Peecynge of a shafte with brasell and
holie..is to make the ende compasse heauy. 1649 BP.
HALL Cases Consc. iv. ii. Wks. 1863 VII. 374 The piecing
up of these domestick breaches betwixt husband and wife.

a 1680 BUTLER Rem. (1759) II. 303 Rhime is like Lace, that
serves excellently well to hide the Piecing and Coars-
ness of a bad Stuff. 1771 LUCKOMBE Hist. Print. 281

Piecing of Rules is often attended with considerable
trouble. 1833 URE Philos. Maniif. 312 The pieceing is

soon over, as the carriage does not stop an instant at the
frame. 1884 Athenxum i Nov. 562/3 An infinite piecing
of minute facts.

b. attrib. and Comb.
1545 Kates of Customs c iij, Pesing threde the dossen

pound x'us, \\\\d. 1594 Acc.-Bk. Ii7. IVray in Antiquary
XXXII. 347, \li. pecinge thred, iii. \}d. 1640 in Entkk
London (1766) II. 170 Whited brown or pieceing thread.
1881 JACOBI Printer's Vocab. 100 Piecing leads, in wide
measures of type the leads required are usually pieced.

Piecrust ipai-kr^st). [f. PIE sb* + CRUST.]
The baked paste forming the crust of a pie.

1582 HESTKR Seer. Phiorav. in. liii. 75 Ye shall not eate..

Butter, Milke, Cheese, or Pie crustes, or suche like thynges.
1626 B. JONSON Staple ofN. n. i, One that, .preserueshim-
selfe, Like an old hoary Rat, with mouldy pye-crust. 1817
SCOTT in Lockhart Life (1837) IV. 98 The posts, which are
as cross as pye-crust, have occasioned some delay. 1869
Hazlitt's Eng. Prov. 320 Promises are like pie-crust, made
to be broken.

b. Jig. (in reference to hardness or dryness).
1869 BLACKMORE Lorna D. xlii, I will work it out by

myself, you pie-crusts. 1872 BAKER Nile Tribut, xviii. 322
The dry season baked it into a pie-crust.

C. attrib.
; proverbially and humorously of pro-

mises lightly broken (see quot. 1869 above), as

piecrust pledge, promise of the colour of piecrust,
as piccntst hair, straw.

1739
' R. BULL' tr. Dedekindus* Grobianus 162 Then all

the vengeance of the Gods invoke, In Case this Pye-crust
Promise should be broke. 1888 Pall Mall G. 7 Dec. 11/1
Having laid to Mr. Smith's charges another piecrust pledge.
1889 W. S. GILBERT Foggertys Fairy, etc. (1892) 98 The
pie-crust hair had not been placed in mourning.

Pied (paid), ///. 0.1 Also 6-7 pide, 6-8 pyed,
7 py'd, pyde, (6 Sc. pyet). [As if pa. pple. of
a verb//>, f. PIE j.l : see -ED.]
Parti-coloured; originally, black and white like

a magpie ; hence, of any two colours, esp. of
white blotched with another colour; also of three
or more colours in patches or blotches. Also,
wearing a parti-coloured dress.

1382 [see d. 1509 HAWES Past. Pleas, xxix. {Percy Soc.)
134 With a hood, a bell,, .and a bagge ; In a pyed cote he
rode brygge a bragge. ^l^Brieff Disc. Troubles Franck-
ford (1846) 203 To weare the pied coate off a foole. 1588
SHAKS. L. L. L. v. ii. 004 Dasies pied, and Violets blew,
And Cuckow-buds of yellow hew. 1596 Merck. K i. iii.

o That all the eanelings which were Streakt and pied
Should fall as lacobs hier. 1611 COTGR., Petite^ a pide,
or skude colour of a horse, 1627 DRAVTON Nymphidia xviii,
The wing of a pyde Butterflee. 1653 GAULE Magastrom.
366 In a town within the territories of Brunswick, they
had hired a pyed piper to conjure away all the rats and
mice, that much infested him. [Cf. quot. 1645 in f.] 1665
SIR T. HERBERT Tra~: (1677) 16 Zebrae or Pide-horses. 1774
LAMBFRT in Phil. Trans. LXVI, 493 The bullock is pyed,
white and red. 1839 VOUATT Horse 376 The pied horse
is one that has distinct spots or patches of different colours,
but almost invariably of white with some other colour.

1841 CATLIN^V. Amer. Ind. II. xli. 58 Others [horses] were
pied, containing a variety of colours on the ame animal.

b. Construed as /#.//&. = variegated,
1633 MILTON L'Allegro 75 Meadows trim with Daisies pide,

' Shallow Brooks, and Rivers wide. 1671 MARTEN in Ace.
Sev. late oy. \\. (1694) 79 In the middle, they are white

pyed with black. 1853 G. JOHNSTON Nat. Hist. E. Bord. I.

122 A garment pied with daisies, and buttercups, and
dandelions. 1887 BOWEN Virg. sEiieid v. 566 A Iriraclan
courser with white all dappled and pied.

f C. Pied Friars. Friars of the Pie : orig. name
of a small order of friars : see quot. 1904; in P.

PI. Crede app. applied to the Carmelites or White
Friars (whose dress was a brown tunic and a white

cloak) : see Skeat Student"s Pastime 53. Pied

Monk, a Bernardine or Cistercian, from their white

tunic and large black scapular. Obs. exc. Hist.

1382 in Pol. Poems (Rolls) I. 262 With an O and an I,

fuerunt pyed freres ; Quomodo mutati sunt rogodicat Pers.

[c 1394 /'. PI. Crede 65 Sikerli y can noujt fynden, who
hem first founded, But be foles foundeden hem-<elf, freres

1 of the Pye. ^1440 WALSIXGHAM Hist. Angl. (Rolls) I. 182
1 Cadaver, .inquodam veteri ccemeterio, quod fuerat quondam

Fratrum quos
'

Freres Pyes' veieres appellabant,.. pro-
jecerunt.] 1530 PALSGR. 254/1 Pyed monke, barnardin. 1537
WRIOTHESLEY Chron. (Camden) I. 63 An Abbott condam of

Fountens, of the order of pyed monkes. 1904 GASQUET
Eng. Monast. Life xi. 242 Pied Friars, or Fratres de Pica,
..had but one house in England, at Norwich, and.. were
obliged by the Council of Lyons [1245] to join one or other
of the four great mendicant Orders. *

d. In the specific names of many birds and other

animals characterized by variegated colouring; as
Pied antelope BONTEBOK ; pied blackbird, any

Asiatic thrush of the genus Turdnlns [Webster 1890) ; pied
brant = HARLEQUIN brant', pied duck, the extinct
Somateria labradoria ; pied finch, the chaffinch, Fringilia
ccelcbs: cf. PIEFIXCH ; pied flycatcher (Mnscicafia atriia-

fiilla}; pled goose MAGPIE goose-; pied grallina, the

Magpie Lark of Australia (Craltina australis orpicata);

Eied
hyena, the spotted hyena (//. crowta) ; pied horn-

ill, species of Anthracoccros ; pied kingfisher, Ccryte
rudis, a native of India and Afi ica ; pied seal, ti c

Mediterranean Seal (Monachus\albivH,ter\ ; pied starling",
an extinct starling of Reunion {Fregilupus varius)\ pied
wagtail, the common Wagtail (Motacula htgitbris) ; pied
wigeon, fa) the Garganey (Anas qiterqiiedula] ; {/') the
Golden -eye (CYawfK/rt^/fiwt/iVf) ; (c} the Goosander {^lergits

merganser) {Swainson Prov. Names Birds 1885) ; pied
wolf, a pied variety of the American wolf.

1899 Cambr. Nat.
_

///V.
p

IX. 119 The extinct ' *Pied
Duck '..was black, with white head, neck, chest [etc.]. 1898
MORRIS Austral F.ng,^ Sfagpie-Goose.,CB\\& also Swan-
goose, and *Pied-goose, 1865 \V. Bovn Swartzen 72 Robes
of striped or *pied hyena. 1901 Nature 10 Jan. 254/2 A
notable loss is the handsome crested *pied starling, .which
is believed to have become extinct about the middle of the

[igth] century. 1837 GOULD in Mag. Xat. Hist. N. S. I.

460, I was.. surprised to find that the sprightly and *pied
wagtail, .could not be referred to any described species.
e- fiS*

1600 B. JONSON Undertvoods, Alisc. P. xxiii, Not wearing
moods, as gallants do a fashion, In these pied times. 1635
[GLAPTRORNB] Lady Mother i. iii. in Bullen O. PI. II.

120 Noe specld serpent weares More spotts than her pide
honor. 1658 OSBORX Atfo. Son n. Pref. (1673) K v, Py'd
and contaminated constructions. Ibid. 166 This pied Goddess
[Fortune].

f. Comb, (parasynthetic), as pied-billed^ -coated^
i

-coloured^ -faced, -winged, etc.

'595 CHAPMAN Corotiet Mistr. Philos, vi, The Protean
I rages Of pied-faced fashion. 1634 S. R. Noble Soldier u, \.

in Bullen O. PI. I. 276 These pide-winged Butterflyes. c 1645
,
HOWELL Lett. I. vr. xlix, (1650) 241 The said Town of
Hamelen was annoyed with Rats and Mice ; and it chanc d,
that a Pied-coated Piper came thither. 1709 STRYPE Ann.
Ref. I. xxiii. 236 Eighteen great horses, all of them pyed
coloured. 1888 TRUMBULL Bird Names 82 note. The Pied-
billed Grebe, .familiar to us all.

Pied ( paid ),///. a.2 rare.
[f.

PIE z>.3 + -ED!.]
Converted into printers* pie ; mixed up, confused.

1870 Daity News 2 Oct., Since then matters stand as

above described, in a
curiously pied condition.

Piedestali^l, -istal, piedstal, -stoole, obs. ff.

'. PEDESTAL.

Piedly (pai'dli), adv. rare. [f. PIED a. 1 +
-LY 2

.] In a pied manner ;
in clothes of divers

I colours.

'545 BRINKLOW CompL xxiv. (1874) 70 How pyedly goo
! thei lyke mommeis, disgysed from the common peple.

Piedment, obs. form of PEDIMENT.

Pieduiontite (p/-dmpntait, p)v"-m-). Min.

[Named 1853, f. Piedmont (It. Piemonte^ lit.

Mountain-foot), its locality + -ITE 2 b.] A brown-
i

ish red or reddish black silicate of aluminium,
i iron, manganese, and calcium, resembling epidote;

often called manganese epidote.
1854 DANA Mitt. Index, Pledmontite. 1894 Min. Mag.

X. 261 In the rhyolites the manganese-epidote, Piedmontite,
is widely distributed.

Pieduess (psi'dnes). [f. PIED a. + -NESS.]

,

The quality of being pied ; or parti-coloured.
1600 HAKLUYT Voy III. 269 For their Ijkenesse and vni-

1

formity in roundnesse. orientnesse, and pidenesse of many
excellent colours. 1635 HEYWOOD Hierarch. in. 142 Super-
fluous Fare and Pydenesse in Attyre. 1843 Tait"s Mag. X.
617 By what process goose-berries may be made gigantic,
and piccotees enriched with piedness.

Pie-dog : see PVE-DOG.

HPiedouche (py^-J). [V.ptidouche, ad. It.
1

piediiccio, dim. ofpiede foot.] A small pedestal.
1704 J. HARRIS Lex. Techn. I, Piedonche, in Architecture,

,

is a little Square Base smoothed, and wiought with Mould- i

;
ings, which serves to support a Bust or Statue drawn half

;

I

way, or any small Figure in Relief. 1737-41 in CHAMBKRS
|

Cycl.) and in mod. Diets. I

II Fiedra (pye-dra). Path. [Sp. piedra stone :

L. petra.] An epiphytic affection of the hair, pre-
valent in certain parts of Colombia, in S. America.
1895 Westtn. Gaz. 20 May 8/1 Dr. Unna recognised the

disease as '

piedra ',
which is chiefly met with in Colombia.

1898 P. MANSON Trop. Diseases xxxvii. 587 Piedra is sup-
posed by some to be induced by the mucilaginous hair

applications in vogue among the Colombians.

II Piedrolt (py^drwa). Arch. [F. pied droit^
lit.

'

straight foot ', the vertical wall supporting an

arch, also as below.] A square pier or pillar
attached to a wall, which differs from a pilaster in

having neither base nor capital.
1696 PHILLIPS (ed. 5!, Piedrott [cd. 1706 Pi'cd-droit], a

square Pillar, that is partly within the Wall. 1704 J.
HARRIS Le.r. Tcchn. I, Pu-d-droit^ in Architecture, is a

Square Pillar, differing from a Pillaster in this respect, that
it hath no Base nor Capital : It is taken also for part of the

Jaumbs of a Door or Window. 1723 CHAMBERS tr. Le
Clercs Treat. Arc/tit. I. 38 Cornices which terminate the
Piedroits of Portico's.

Piefinch (pM-fmJ). [f.
PIE

A local name of the chaffinch.
5 b + FIXCII.]

1848 Zoologist VI. 2191 In Warwickshire, as elsewhere,, .

the chaffinch [is] a
'

pierinch '.

Piejamah, variant of PYJ.VMA.

Piel (p/"l). Sc. 'An iron wedge for boring stones'

CJamieson, 1808). (North of Scotl.)
1858 in SIMMONDS Diet. Trade. Hence 1864 in WEBSTF.K,

etc.

Fiel, Pielage, Pieled, Pieler, pieller, obs.

ff. PEEL, PILLAGE, PILED, PEELED, PEELER i.

PieleSS (psi'les), a. [f. PIE sfi.z + -LESS.]
\Vithout a pie ; having no pies.

1836-48 WALSH Aristoph., Knights in. i, Why, that

he 11 seize on the pie-lass, And rob her and render her pieless.

1901 Daily News 9 Mar. 5/1 We think we would sooner

pay our money, .and go pieless.

Pielet (paHa). [See -LET.] A small pie.
1881 WILMINGTON in Delaware Morn. Ncrcs IV. No. 44. 2

It. .was too much like a dinner in tarts and pielets. 1896
li'esfin. Gaz. 24 Dec. 2/3 Extend to it the caution you
bestow on pielets of mince and puddings of plums.

f Pielf, vaiiant of PELF v. Obs.
t
to pilfer.

1542 UDALL Erasw. Apoph. 105 A poore sely folle that

hath percase pitlfed away tenne grotes. Ibid. 126 The one

partie had pielfed,or embesleed awaye a thyng of the others

Piemag jparn-.segX [f.
PIE st>. 1 + MAG sb:*]

A local name of the Magpie.
1885 SWAINSON Prov. Names Birds 75-6 Magpie.. Pye
Mag (Hundred of Lonsdale). Pie nanny, do.

Pieman (pai'mxn). A man who makes pies
for sale

;
a vendor of pies.

c 1820 Nursery Rime^ Simple Sinion Met a Pyeman,
Going to the Fair; Says Simple Simon To the Pyeman,
Let me taste your ware. -&x$Blackw. Mag. XIV. 508 The
flying pieman ceases his call. 1865 Sat. Rev_. 12 Aug. 204/2
Beware of cheap cook-shops ami itinerant piemen.

Piement, -mento, var. of PIMENT, PIMENTO.

Piend (pfnd). Arch, local. [Origin unascer-

tained.] The edge or angle formed by the meeting
of two surfaces. Also attrib.) #$> picndcheck^joint)
rafter, stone, tree.

1842-76 GVVILT Archit. Gloss., Piend) an arris; a salient

angle; a hip. It is a northern appellation. Ibid., Piend
C/ieck t

\\it rebate formed on the piend or angle at the bottom
of the riser of a stone step of a stair, to catch upon the

angle formed at the top of the under step. 1881 Archit.
Puhl. Soc. Dict, t Fit'n, Peind or Piend, a term used in the

south-west districts of Scotland, being the hip rafter of a
roof. It is sometimes called 'pien-tree'. Pien stone, \.\\t

stone covering the rafter in continuation of the ridge stones.

Piend, dial, form of PEEN sb.

1882 in OGILVIS.

Fienet (parnet\ heal. [A deriv. of PIE sb^ :

perh. the same as PlAKNET.]
1. A name of the sea-pie or oyster-catcher.

18^3 C. Montagus Ornith. Diet. 351 Oyster-catcher..

provincial, Pienet, Olive. 1883 SWAINSON Prm. Names
Birds 188 Pienet.

2. A local form of Piannet, the magpie.
igooin Enf>. Dial. Diet. s. v. Pianet, Pienet, W. Yotksh.

Piep, obs. form of PEEP v. 1

Piepowder (|l*pandai), a. and sb. Forms:

3 (fuy.) pepoudrous, -rus, Sc. piepowdrous,
pipouderous, -rus, pipuderous, 5 pypoudrus ;

(sb.} 4 pipoudre, 5-6 pepowder, 5-9 pipowder,
6 pipoulder, 6-8 pye(-)powder, 7 pye-poulder,

-pouldre, pi-, pie-, pypouder, pypoudre, 7-8

py(-)powder, 7- pie(-)powder, 8- pie(-)poudre.

[Anglo-Fr. had in 1 3th c, piepuldnts, -ponldrous t

-poiidrous
= F. pied'poudrettx adj., sing, and pi.,

med.(Anglo-)L. pede-pulverosus dusty of foot,

dusty-footed, also as sb., a dusty-footed man, a

DUSTYFOOT, a wayfarer, itinerant merchant, etc. ;

found also in I5th c. English, and in 15-1 6th c.

Scottish versions of the Burgh Laws. ME. had

pie-poitdreS) pie-powders sb. pi., wayfarers, esp. in

the designation Court of Piepowders = Court of

wayfarers or travelling traders, whence through the

attrib. use in Piepowder Court came the less correct

Court ofPiepowder^\

1. {Piepoudrous>&<:.} adj.
'

Dusty-footed '; way-

faring, itinerant; absol* as sb. sing. and//. - 2.



PIEE.

I22O-I Libtr Albits (Rolls) 1. 67 Terminate querelas !

transeuntium per villam qui inoram non poterunt facere, \

qui dicuntur pepoudrons. a 1267 BRACTON v. i. vi. 6 (Rollsj

126-7 Propter personas qui celerem habere debent justhiam,
sicul sunt mercatores quibus exibetur justiiia pepoudrous
[7'. r. pepoudrus]. a. 1300 Leges Burg. xxix. in Stat. Scotl. I.

App. v. 361 De placito inter piepoudrous [S&?ne, pede
pulverosum et aliosj. Si quis extraneu-; mercator . . vagans qui
vocatur piepowdrous [S&tne, piepouldreux] hoc est anghce
dustifute [tr. a 1500 Ony stranger man merchand . . beand

vagabund in be centre J>e quhilk iscallitpipouderus]. Ibid,

;sday Ipswich in Black Bk. Admir, (Rolls) II. 23

plees be twixe straunge folk that men clepeth pypoudrus
shuldene ben pleted from day to day. 1609 SKENE Reg.
Maj,, Burrow Lctwes 136 Ane stranger merchand.. vaigand
fra ane place to ane other, quha therefore is called pied-

puldreiiX) or dustifute.

f2. (Piepowder} s6. A travelling man, a way- \

farer, esp. an itinerant merchant or trader. Chiefly
:

used in Court of Piepowders^ a summary court

formerly held at fairs and markets to administer

justice among itinerant dealers and others tempo-
'

rarily present.
1399 LANGL. Ritk. Reticles in. 319 To ben of conceill ffor

causis ^at m fcte court haugid, And pledid pipoudris alle

manerepleyntis. 1477 RoUs ofParIt. VI. 187 To iche of the

same Feyres is of right perteynyng a Court of Pepowders.
1531 Dial, on Laws Eng. i. vii. (1638) 13 To every fair and
market is incident.. a Court of Pipowders. 161^ B. JONSON
Bart. Fair it. i, Many are the yeerely enormities of this

Fay re, in whose Courts of Pye-pouldres I haue had the

honour during the three dayes sometimes to sit as ludge.
'

1658 PHILLIPS, Pieponders Court [ed. 1678 Pie-Pov.'ders

Court ; 1706 Pie-Powder Court], a 1735 ARBLTHNOT John
Bull it. xvi, Dost think, that John Bull will be tried by
Piepowders?

b. attrib. and sb. sing. esp. in Piepowder Court>
Court of Piepowder = Court of Piepowders (in 2).

1574 in loth Rep. Hist. MSS. Comni. App. v. 335 That
the citie, by auncient usage have a Pipoulder Courte,
commonly called the Courte of Delyverannce, for thexpedi-
tion of strangers. 1631 BRATHWAIT Whimzies, Pedlar 138
His pypouder court i* his onely terror. 1664 BUTLER
Hud. n. n. 306 To. .Have its Proceedings disallow'd, or

Allow d, at fancy of Py-powder. 1671 F. PHILLIPS Reg.
Necess. 180 The Steward of the Sheriffs Turn, or a Leet, or

of a Couit of Piepowder. 1768 BLACKSTONE Comm. III. iv.

32 The lowest, and at the same time the most expeditious,
court of justice known to the law of England is the court of

,

pii'poudrc, curia fedis pnlverizati. a 1797 H. WALPOLE
Gfo. II ' 1 847) 1 1 . iii. 113 Such poor little shifts and evasions

might do in a pie-poudre court. 1881 Newcastle Proclam.

ofFair \n Antiquary Oct. 180/2 Notice is Hereby Further

Given, That a Court ofPiepowder will be holden during the

time of this Fair, that is to say, one in the forenoon, another
in the afternoon. 1896 Daily News 21 July 8/3 The govern-
ment of the town [Hemel Hempsiead] at present ostensibly
rests in a Bailiff, Bailiff's Committee, and Court of Pie

Poudre, though in reality in the Parish and District Councils.

tPier 1
. Obs. rare. [a. OF. piere^ pierre stone

: L./<f//a, Gr. TTtVpa rock.] A stone : v&fraunch&

pier, F. franche pierre, FREESTONE; preciouspier',

'

. pierre prtfcituse, precious stone.

a 1400-50 Alexander 4356 Ne nouthire housing we haue,

ay quils we here duell Bot at is fetid of flesch & of na
fiaunche pieis. Ibid. 5270 Onycles& orfrays& orient perles
. . with |?ire precious piers of paradise stremes.

Pier- (pi
a
J). Forms: 2-4 per, 4-8 pere, 5-8

peer, ^6 piere, pyre, pyerre), 6-7 peere, peir,

pire, (8 peor), 6- pier. [In I2th c. per, rendering
med.L. pera (prob. pera\ of unknown origin.
It was suggested by Lambard. Spelman, and Du Cange, .

that pera was derived from OF. piere or L./te/ra stone, but
this satisfies neither the phonetics nor the signification, i

There is an OF. (Picard and Flamand) word pire (rarely >

piere Godef.i, meaning a breakwater or barricade of piles,

a weir on a river, a boom defending a harbour, which might

pern, have given the sense, but it is difficult to equate the

form with/^ra and/^r.]

1. One of the supports of the spans of a bridge,
whether arched or otherwise formed.

(Appears in i2th c. and then not till end of i4th ; examples !

not numerous till i7thc.)
c 1150 Rocftester Bridge-bate Charter in Birch Cart. Sax.

\

III, 657 Primum ejusdem civitatis episcopus incipit operari
i

in orientali brachio [points] primam peram de terra: deinde '

tres virgatas planeas ponere, & tres sulinas .i. tres niagnas j

trabes supponere. . . Secunda pera pertinet ad gillingeham & j

de caetham [etc.]. Ibid. 659 \OE. -version} ^Erest ^aere burge
biscop fsehft on fc>one earm to wercene t>a land peran & J>reo

jyida to billianne, & iii sylla to lyccanne... Donne seo ol?er

per jebyraS to gyliingeham& to Caetham [etc. ; nine examples
offer}. 1380 Sir Ferumb. 1682 Sixty pers \errorfor arches,
F. xxx ars] bar bu|? ^ar-on f>at buth grete & rounde. Ibid.

1684 Oppon ech pere bar stent a tour [F. x breiequesy a,
chascune sor filer] enbataild wy^queynte engynne. c 1440
Prowp. Parv. 394/1 Pere, or pyle of a brygge, or other
fundament, pila. 1624 WOTTON Archit. in Reliq. (1651)238
Pilasters must not be.. too Dwarfish and grosse, lest they
imitate the Piles and Peers of Bridges. ijxSRowEtr. Lncan
iv. 24 A stable Bridge runs cross from Side to Side, . . And
jutting Peers the wint'ry Floods abide. 1756-7 tr. Keysler's
Trav (1760) III. 133 The harbour of Puzzuolo .. is formed ;

by fourteen piers, or pilasters, rising above the surface of

the water, which were anciently joined together by arches.

1761 Brit. Mag, II. 333 Tuesday, June 23. The first stone

of the first pier of Black-Friars bridge^ was laid, a 184*
ARNOLD Later Hist. Rome (1846) II. xit. 419 The emperor
Hadrianus..took away all the upper part of the bridge, and '

left meiely the piers standing. 1866 BRANDE & Cox Diet. \

Sc. II. 902/2 An abutment pier in a bridge is that next
,

the shore; and, generally, this is made of a greater mass
'

than ihe intermediate piers.

840

2. A solid structure of stone, or of earth faced '

with piles, extending into the sea or a tidal river .

to protect or partially enclose a harbour and form

a landing-place for vessels ; a breakwater, a mole ;
\

in modern times, also of iron or wood, open
beneath and supported on columns or piles, form-

ing a pleasure promenade and place of resort, or

combining this purpose with that of a landing-

place ; also, a projecting landing-stage or jetty on

the bank of a river or lake, as the piers on the
,

Thames in London.

[1390 Pat. Roll 14 Rich. II, n. 111.44 Concessimus vobis in

auxlfium construccionis cuiusdarn pere per vos iam_nouiter
pro saluacione et defensione nauium et batellorum in Con-
uerso vocato Crowemere.] 1453 in W. Rye Crotner (1889)

56 note, [Will of John Bound, leaving] sustentacioni fre-

tisfragii alias vocati le pere viij.s. 1487 Ibid., [Will of Rich.

Fenne] emend' le peer \y, 4d], 1511 Kefat. Mag. Sig. Reg.
Scot. (1882) 764/1 Rex. .concessit preposito [etc.] burgi de

Edinburgh.. le Newhavin. .libertate, et spatio, ad edifican-

dum et prolungandum munitionem, viz. le pere et bulwark

ejusdem. 1515 Aberdeen Regr. (1844) 94 To the reparatioun
and biggin of thar common peir and key. 1530 Test. Ebor.

(Surtees) V. 300 (Will of J. Ledum, Whitby) Also to the

peir, if it go furthwardes, xU. 1530-1 in Chron. Calais

(Camden) 123 Also the pere that standeth in the Fishers

gapp, must be new made. 1545 Act 37 Hen. VIII, c. 14

(Preamble) Shippes Bootes and Vesselles. .within the Key or

Peere in the Haven of Scardburghe. 1546 Rig. Privy
Council Scot. I. 39 To pass to the mercat crpces of Edin-

burgh .. Quenisferrie, pere and schore of Leith, Dunde,..
and uthair places neidfull. 1551 in W. Rye Cromer (1889)

57 The same Inhabytantes hathe. .defended the same by
makyng of grete peeres. 1559 Acts Prhy Council (1893)
VII. 82 Sent to Dovour to vieu..the state of the blacke

Bulwerke and pyerre there. 1559 Contn. P'abyan's Chron.

VII. 706 The toune of Lithe also, and the hauen and pire

destroied. 1571 BOSSEWELL Annorie n. 65 The mole or

pere whiche Alexander the great had caused to bee made

aaaynste the citie of Tyre. 1582 N. LICHEFIF.LD tr.

Castanheda's Cong. E. Ind. I. x. 26 b, There is a certain

Piere or recife wheron the sea doth beat. 1610 B. JONSON
Alch. III. iii, Our Castle, our cinque-Port, Our Douer pire.

1626 BACON Sylva 658 Timber .. some are best for. .Peers,
that are sometimes Wet and some-times dry. 1656 BLOUNT

Glossogr., Peere, ..seems properly to be a Fortress made

against the force of the Sea. 1677 OTWAY Cheats of
'

Scapin
n. i, We went to walk upon the Pier. 1708 J. C. Compl.
Collier (1845) 52 There wants a Peor, as at Whitby and

Burlington. 1721 PERRY Daggenh. Breach 33 He then

resolv'd to square and compleat his Jetties, or Peers. 1726
LEONI Alberti's Archil. II. I2t To carry out a Pier into

the Sea in order to fortifie a Port. 1823 LADY GRANVILLE
Lett. (1804) I- 2 39. I have been all the morning on the Chain
Pier [Brighton], which is delicious. 1852 MRS. CARUYLE
Lett. II. 160 They, .offered to land us at any pier

we liked.

1884 PAE Eustace 1 19 The boats to be at the pier at noon.

transf. 1774 GOLDSM. Nat. Hist. (1776) IV. 161 This

[beaver] dam, or pier, is often four score or an hundred feet

long, and ten or twelve feet thick at the base. 1853 PHILLIPS

Rivers Yorks. iv. 143 Nature has run out immoveable piers

of hard lias shale with a long deep channel between them,

t b. transf. A haven. Obs.

a 1552 LELAND Itin. (1711) II. 6o[This]makith the Fascion

of an Havenet, or Pere, whither Shippelettes sumtime
resorte for socour. Ibid. III. 9 The Pere [at Pendinas] is

sore chokid with Sande. 1600 HOLLAND Livy xxvm. vi. 671
It maketh a shew of a double peere or haven [portus],

opening upon two divers mouths, but in very truth, ther is

not . . a worse harborogh, & a more daungerous rode for ship?.

1622 R. HAWKINS Voy. S. Sea (1847) 239 The cittie .. hath

also a pere in itselfe for small barkes ; at full sea it may
have some sixe or seaven foote water, but at low water it

is drie. 1721 PERRY Daggenh. Breach no Preventing the

rolling of the Beach from choaking up the Entrance into the

Peer. Ibid. 1 14 Scowering away the Beach from the Mouth
of the Peer.

3. Arch, and Building. A solid support of

masonry or the like designed to sustain vertical

pressure : a. A square pillar or pilaster ; b. The
solid masonry between doors, windows, or other

openings in a wall ; O. Each of the pillars from

which an arch springs; d. Each of the pillars

or posts of a gate or door ; e. A solid structure of

masonry or ironwork supporting a telescope or

other large instrument.

1663 GF.RBIER Counsel 44 So must well proportioned
window-cases be, . .that the peeres of Brick or Stone between

them, will fall to be of a fit width. \VH> Act 18 . itjChas. II,

c. 8 6 That there shall be Partie walls and Partie peeres
sett out equally on each Builders ground. 1706 PHILLITS

(ed. Kersey, Peer, .also a solid Wall between two Doors or

Windows ; also a sort of square Pillar. 1710 J. HARRIS Lex.

Tec/in. II. Peers, in Architecture, are a kind of Pilasters or

Buttresses for Support, Strength, and sometimes Ornament.

1727 BKADLF.Y F,un. Diet. s. v. Greenhouse, The Front [of

a greenhouse] towards the South should be all of Glass,. .

there ought to be no Peers of Brick-work, or Timber in the

glaz'd Part, for they cast more Shade into the House. 1813
P. NICHOLSON Pract Build. 291 The mode, now commonly
adopted, of constructing arches between piers of stone. 1836
PARKER Gloss. Arckit. (1845)!. 283 Pier... this name is often

given to the pillars in Norman and Gothic architecture, but

not very conectly. 1842-76 GWILT Archit. 2734 The
composition, .of gates and tneir piers 1870 F. R. WILSON
Ch. Lindisf. 140 The Saxon [tower] lay in ruins, save the

piers. 1879 SIR G. G. SCOTT Lect. Archit. I. iii. 135 The
piers destined to bear several arches divide themselves into

as many columns as there are arches. 1883 Knowledge
15 June 357/2 To mount to the top of the pier and lubri-

cate, .the joints of the giant [telescope].

f. transf. and fig.
1611 in Gulch Coll. Cur. I. 113 By the King's summons

to the parliament, .as piers and strong rocks in the common.

PIERCE.

wealth. 1889 J. M. DUNCAN Clin. Lect. Dis. Women xxii.

led. 4) 188 It lies between the posterior pier of a labium and
the adjoining tuber ischii.

t 4. Short for PJEB-GLASS. Obs. rare.

1760-71 H. BROOKE Fool of Qual. (1809) II. 40, I dashed
the piers and jars to shivers.

5. attrib. and Comb., as (in sense 2) pier-crane,

-fishing, -man, -master, -shed, -warden; (in sense 3)

pler-mullion, -order, -stone ; pier-supported adj. ;

pier-arch, an arch springing from piers ; so pier-
arcade ; pier-cap, the cap of a gate-pier ; pier-

looking-glass, -mirror = PIER-GLASS ; f pier-

reeve, the officer in charge of a pier, a pier-

master; pier-table, a low table or bracket occu-

pying the space between two windows, often under

a pier-glass.
1879 SIR G. G. SCOTT Lect. Archit. I. 117 The triforium

was united with the *pier-arcade. 1843-76 G\\\LT Archit.

Gloss., *Pier Arch, an arch springing fiom a pier. 1843
Ecclesiologist II. 51 A single arch of the same breadth as

the pier-arch. 1897 Daily Neu'S 3 June 3/3 Charged. .with

wilfully damaging a *pier-cap. 1894 Westm. Gaz. 22 Oct.

5/3 At South Shields the *pier-crane was washed away.
1745 De Foe's Eng. Tradesman xxii. (1841) I. 207 Two
large *pier looking-glasses, and one chimney-glass are in

the shop. 1897 Westtn. Gaz. 30 Nov. 5/2 One *pierman . .

declared, .that last night was the highest tide he had known.

1901 P. M. JOHNSON- in Archyol. Jrnl. Mar. 64 The east

window consists of two broad lancets divided by a wide

*pier-mullion. 1879 SIR G. G. SCOTT Lect. Archil. II. 76
An arch-order may be moulded or otherwise decorated,
while the corresponding *pier-order may remain square.

1591 Replication in RyeOwwfrtiSSoJp. Iviii, He was lately
Pereive of the said Peire. Ibid. p. fix, Perereves. 1667
PKIMATT City 4- C. Build. 68 'Peer-stones on both sides the

Building, fronting high and principal Streets. 1828-3*

WEBSTER, 'Pier-table. 1856 MRS. HAWTHORNE in If. Haw-
thorne fy Wife (1885) II. 90 In front of a golden pier-table
over which hung a vast mirror. 1657 in Sussex A rchtcol.

CotL (1862) XIV. 96 That all persons.. bring the same [tim-

bers, etc.] unto the *Peere Wardens.

Pierage (pi-red3). [f. PIER 2 -r -AGE.] fa.
The use of, or privilege of using, a pier or wharf

(a/is.}, b. The toll or fee paid for this ; wharfage.
c 1599 in J. J. Cartwright Chapters Hist. York*. (1872)

273 The fees due for anchorage and perage. 1656 BLOUNT

Glossogr.,Peerage, which word may also signifie an Imposi-
tion for maintenance of a Sea-peer. 1809 R. LANCFORD
Introd. Trade 134 Pierage, money paid for the use of a pier
or wharf. 1894 Manc/t. Even. News 7 Nov. 2/7 Vessels

entering the port., will only be charged a moderate pierage.

Fierce (p'
a
-is), v. Forms : . 3-6 perce, (4

parse), 4-6 perse, Sc. perss(e, 5 peerce, peerse,
6 Sc. peirs(e, pers, pairse, 6-7 pearce, pearse,

pierse, 6-8 peirce, 6- pierce, ft. 4-5 persche,

persshe, perisse, -ische, perisshe, -issche, 4-6
perch(e, perish(e, 5 pershe, peresche, 5-6

perysshe, 6-7 (9 dial.} pearch. [a. OF. percer,
earlier percier (ii-iathc., also persier I3thc.),

ONF.ferc/iitr, mod. Picmd fercAer ;
ulterior ety-

mology uncertain.

Me'nage, Diez, Bur^uy, Hatz.-Darm. take percer as: L.

type *pfrtusidre, defiv. ofL.pertundere to thrust or bore

through (pa.pple. pertftsus, n. of action pertfisio}, although
the contraction fcrtusier, perfsur, percier is violent, and
there are the full forms F. fertiliser, Pr. pertusar, It. per.

tugiare. For other conjectures see Littre and Scheler.

The e-forms appear to have been confused with those of

perish v.]

1. trans. To penetrate, or mn through or into

(a substance), as a sharp-pointed instrument does ;

of an agent : to thrust (anything) through with

such an instrument ; to stab, prick, puncture.
1*97 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 9019 pei it ne percede no5t bat yre

(>at blod vaste adoun drou. c 1315 SHOREHAM Poems
(E.E.T.Si) i. 2209 po hand and fetand al hys lymes I-persed
were ine payne. 1375 HARBOUR Bruce xiv. 292 Scottis men

..perssit thar armyng. 1470-85 MALORV Arthur XVL viii.

675 Thenne they came to gyders with suche araundon that

they perced their sheldes and their hauberkes. 1516 TISDALF.

John xix. 37 They shall loke on hym, whom they pearsed.

1590 SFENSER F. Q. I. vi. 43 They perst both plate and

maile. 1596 SHAKS. i Heu. /(-', v. iii. 59 If Percy be aliue,

it fat is to pierce it further in. 1784 CowrER Task III. 201

Pierce my vein, Take of the crimson stream meand ring

there, And catechise it well. 1860 TVNDALL Clac. I. ix. 2

The mighty Aiguilles piercing the sea of air. Ibid. n. xi. 290,

I pieiced the ice with the auger, drove in ihe stake, and

descended.

0. 1377 LANCL. P. PI. B. xvn. 189 Were (PC myddel of myn
honde ymaymed or ypersshed \-u.rr. ypersed, I-perisshed],

c 1380 Sir Fenimb. 5301 fe nayles three, & |>e croune. >at

perschede cryst on ys passyoune. c 1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.)

xxi. 04 So [>at be bark be perched ; and ban commez oute a

licour thikk. c 1500 Joseph Ariui. (W. de W.) 31 His.,

handes & feet perysshed with the spere & nayles.
absol. c 1380 WVCLIF tt'ks. (1880) 288 Men stable in bileue

ben a hick walle to turnen ajen bis (wndir |>at it per.-i(> no?t.

1576 FLEMING Panopl. Epist. 118 It is.. as commendable to

pearce to the bone, as to paie the skinne.

fig. 15*6 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 256 b, It myght
not swage the malyce of the iewes, ne.. pearse theyr prjde.

1557 N. T. (Genev. ) i Tim. vi. roThey erred from the faith,

and perced them selues throwe with many sorowes.

b. transf. xfAfig. ', spec, said of the penetrating
action of cold, etc.

1390 GOWER Conf. I. 294, I telle him schent, If he mai

perce him with his tunge. 1563 Mirr. Mag., Induct. *

With chilling cold had pearst ihe tender green. 1697



PIERCE.

DRYDEN Virg. Gtorg. in. 673 A scabby Tetter on their Pelts
will stick, When the raw Rain has pierc'd them to the quick.
1832 HT. MARTINEAU //;/</ iii. 44 Gusts of wind.. piercing
her with cold through her scanty raiment.
absol. 1562 BULLEYN Bulwark, Dial. Sonrncs fy CJiir. 2

Colde weather draweth nere, ..Borias perseth.

C. Wilh various constructions and extensions.
a 1400^-50

Alexander 3675 pe thinnest was a nynche thicke

quen bai ware bur^e persed. 4:1400 Destr. Troy 9477 Paris
..Waited the wegh in his wit oner, In what plase of his

person to perse of his wede. (1485 Digby Myst, (1882) t. 99
I shall not spare.. with sharpe sword to perse them all bare.

1535 COVERDALE 2 Kings xviii. 21 This broken staffe of rede
..which who leaneth vpon, it shall go in to his hande, &
pearse it thorow. 1781 GIBBON Decl. fy F. xix. JI. 153 His
only son . . was pierced through the heart by a javelin. 1840
THIRLWALL Greece VII. Ivii. 216 Neoptolemus. .pierced him
in the groin. 1859 TENNYSON Geraint A> Enid 104 Could
I so stand by And see my dear lord . . pierced to death ?

2. To make a hole, opening, or tunnel into or

through (something) ; to bore through, perforate ;

to broach (a cask, etc.).

13.. Seuyn Sag. (W.) 1148 In a thousand stede he let the
tonne perce. 1391 CHAUCER Astral. I. 3 The moder of
thin Astielabie is be thikkeste plate, perced with a large
hole, c 1420 Pallad. on Hush. ix. 160 This must be doon
by persyng the mountayn The water so to lede into the

playn. 1432-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) I. 231 Marcus pereschenge
the walle of the cite [TREVISA, made an hole borwe j>e wal].
1579 in joM Rep. Hist. MSS. Coinm. App. v. 429 Any
suche butte or hogsed. .pearched or drauin. 1656 STANLEY
Hist. Philos. v. (1701) 211/2 Whensoever he pierced a Vessel
of Wine, it was sowred before he spent it. 1687 A. LOVELL
tr. Thevenot's Trav. I. 200 A neat Brazen Door, .pierced
through to let in light from above. 1798 Hull Advertiser
14 Apr. 2/4 Le Ceres, French ship privateer pierced for

14 guns. 1849 CURZON Visits illonast. (1897) 140 The
mountain of Quarantina..is pierced all over with the caves
excavated by the ancient anchorites. 1853 HOBBS & TOM-
LlNSON^Z-ccfoxi. 159 The process of piercing the key consists
in making the pipe or barrel.

b. To make (a hole, etc.) by piercing.
< 1412 HOCCLEVE De Reg. Princ. 127 Yitte may we, by the

persed holes well,..Behalde and see, that [etc.]. 1538
ELYOT, Faro, .to perce or boore a hole. 1703 [see PIERCER
4]. 1859 HAWTHORNE Fr. f, It. Nolc-Bks. II. 281 Narrow
loopholes, pierced through the immensely thick wall. 1884
BAGSHAWE in Law Times 14 June 120/2 Valliant .. pierced
a doorway between the forge and the adjacent cottage.
3. To force one's way through or into

; to succeed
in penetrating ;

to break through or into ; to break

(an enemy's line). Alsoyff.
1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 391 Corineus .. made is wey bi

eiber side & percede be route. 1362 LANGL. P. PI. A. xi. 302
Suche lewide iottis Percen wi)> a pater noster be paleis of
heuene. 1432-50 tr. Hidden (Rolls) V. 95 Alexander pers-
ynge the costes of Ynde in xij. yere. 1543 ASCHAM Toxoph.
n. (Arb.) 136 Nature.. made the rayne droppes rounde for

quicke percynge theayer. Ibid. 138 These [arrow] heades
be good.. to percheawynde wythal. 1555 EDEN Decades
To Rdr. (Arb.) 51 Neyther dydde any of his shyppes. .perce
the Ocean. 1599 SHAKS. Hen. V, iv. Prol. it Steed threatens
Steed, in high and boastfull Neighs Piercing the Nights
dull Bare. 1639 S. Du VERGER tr. Camus' Admir. Events
84 His magnificence and liberality, .pierced the eyes of the

people, and made him commendable. 1667 MILTON P. L.
VI. 356 Where the might of Gabriel fought, And with fierce

Ensignes pierc'd the deep array Of Moloc furious King.
1731 MEDLEY Kolbtn's Cape G. Hope I. 83 Some of them.,
had pierc'd the country several ways by command. 1878
H. M. STANLEY Dark Cant. II. xii. 334 The wide wild land
which, by means of the greatest river of Africa, we have
pierced.

4. To reach or penetrate with the sight or the
mind ; to see thoroughly into, discern. (Not now
used with a personal or concrete obj. as in q. 1640.)
a 1400-50 A lexander 5537 pat he mijt . . with his sejt persee

Ane & othire & all bing. c 1450 HOLLAND Hawlat 318
Ernes. Quhilk in the firmament. .Perses the sone, with thar
sicht selcouth to herd. 1563 T. GALE Antidot. Pref. 2 The
hard names of medicines by oft reding will be persed. 1614
RALEIGH Hist. World n. (1634) 374 [This] is wide of Saint
Paul's meaning, so farre as my weak understanding can
pierce it. 1640 Prcrog. Par!, in Eng. in Select.fr. Harl.
Misc. (1793) 244 My lord, learn of me, that there is none of

templating, I fail to pierce the cause. 1850 ROBERTSON Serin.
Ser. in. iii. (1872) 36 He pierced the mysteries of nature,

f b. To '

go into
'

(a matter), to examine. 06s.
1640 YORKE Union Hon., Battels 12 Presently a Parlia-

ment was called at London, where matters being pierced
againe, the King's side grew stronger dayly.
6. To penetrate witli pain, grief, or other emo-

tion
;

to wound or affect keenly ; to touch or
move deeply. In pierce the heart, the notion is

often more or less physical.
1387-8 T. USK Test. Lave Prol. 8 Rude wordes and

boystous percen the herte of the herer to the inrest point.n 1400-50 Alexander 5158 It mi}t a persid any hert to here
now scho wepid. 1509 HAWES Past. Pleas, xix. (Percy
Soc. i 88 O lady clere ! that perste me at the rote. 1596
SHAKS. Merch. V. iv. i. 126 Can no prayers pierce thee?
1614 RALEIGH Hist. World in. ^634) 27 Cyrus being pierc't
with Croesus answer. 1715-20 POPE Iliad XL 323 While
pierc'd with grief the much-lov'd youth he view'd. 1833
IENNYSON Fatima v, My heart, pierced thro' with fierce
delight.

6. intr. To enter, penetrate, or pass, as some-
thing sharp-pointed, into or through; f to make
one|s (or its) way into, to, through; transf. to

project or jut sharply, have direction. Also fig.
1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls) VIII. 85 Som of I* lewes

parsed ^among obere and come with ynne be palcys gate.

841

c 1440 Gtnerydes 2965 Thorough owt ye harnes persid ye
spere. 1557 N. T. (Genev.) Luke ii. 35 Yea and a sword
shal pearce through thy soule. 1600 E. BLOUNT tr. Cone,
staggio 9 They haue not pearst into the maine lande. 1610
SHAKS. Temp, n. i. 242 So high a hope, that euen Ambition
cannot pierce a winke beyond. 1629 R. HILL Patkw. Piety
(ed. Pickering) I. Pref. 4 True prayer . . pierceth thither,
whither flesh cannot come. 1639 FULLER Holy ll'ar m.
xiii. (1840* 137 King Richard.. intended to pieice through
Germany by land, the nearest way home. 1667 MILTON
P. L. iv. 99 Where wounds of deadly hate have peirc'd so

deep. 1698 KEILL Exam. The. VirM (1734* 241 It is suppos'd
.. that .. the heat of the Sun must have peirced thro' the
Crust of the Earth, and reached the Abyss. 1724 DE FOE
Mem. Cavalier (\$4<o) 89 My lord Craven, .pierced in with
us, fighting ^ gallantly in the breach. 1872 BLACK Adv.
Phaeton xxi, Narrow promontories, piercing out into the
water.

b. transf. and Jig. To penetrate with the mind
or the sight into (anything) ;

to see into.

1549 COVERDALE. etc. Erasm. Par. Gal. 15 Ye cleaueto the
litterall meanyng onely, and pearce not to the spiritual sence
therof. 1576 FLEMING Panopl. Epist. 242 So farre foorth as

my dimme and darke eyesight is able to pearce into the view
of

his^vertues. 1613 SHAKS. Hen. K//7, i. i. 68, I cannot
tell What Heauen hath giuen him : let some Grauer eye
Pierce into that. 1719 DF. FOE Crusoe (1840) II. iii. 66 There
was no piercing with the eye. .into the plantation. 1850
ROBERTSON Serm, Ser. i. xvi. (1866) 269 It was reserved for
One to pierce with the glance of intuition.

Fierce, sb. rare. [f. prec.] The act or pro-
cess of piercing ; a hole made by piercing.
1613 R. CAWDRF.V Table Alph. (ed. 3), Perforation, hole,

or pierce through. 1688 R, HOLME Armoury \\\. iii. 89/2
Pcarses.., the holes in the [horse] shooe. 1819 KEATS
Isabella xxxiv, Like a lance, Waking an Indian from his

cloudy hall With cruel pierce.

t Pierce, a. Obs. nonce-ivd. [f. PIERCE r.
;

in

quot. perh. with punning allusion to the name
Percy] Piercing, sharp, keen, fierce.

1593 B. BARNES Parthenophil $ Parthenophe Sonn. xliv. in
Arb. Eng. Garner V. 365 That Saints divine, are known
Saints by their mercy ! And Saint-like beauty should not

rage with pierce eye! Ibid. xlvi. ibid. 366 Ah, pierce-eye
piercing eye, and blazing light !

Pierce-, the verb-stem or sb. in comb., as in

pierce-free a., free from perforations, or wounds
made by piercing ; pierce-work, work (in metal,
etc.) done by piercing or perforation.
1628 GAULE Pract. The. (1629) 176 Men neyther shrinke,

nor shrike, that their Cloathes are beaten, or rent, when
they perceiue their Bodies pierce-free, or paine-free. 1833
J, HOLLAND Manuf. Metal II. 195 In the production of
ordinary pierce-work.

Fierceable (pl^usab'l), a. [f. PIERCE v. +
-ABLE.] That may be pierced ; penetrable.
1552 HULOET, Perceable or penetrable, or whyche may be

perced, penetra\bi\lis. 1590 SPENSER F. Q. i. i. 7 Loftie trees
. . Not perceable with power of any starr. 1615 DANIEL
Hymens Tri. iv. iii. 58 The woman . . hauing veynes of
nature, could not bee Hut peircible. 1839 LEWES in Cornh,
Mag. I. 72 Between the segments of the insect's armour,
a soft and pierceable spot is found.

Pierced (piJst,/^/. paused), ///. a. Forms :

see PIERCE v. [f. PIERCE v. + -ED
i.] Punctured,

perforated, penetrated, etc. : see the verb.
c 1400 Sege Jerusalem 703 So was he pyned fram prime

with persched sides, Tolle ^>e sonne doun sou$t. 1552
HULOET, Perced, fossus,foratus. 1693 in Dryden's Juvenal
iv. (1697) 87 Mark the pointed Spears That from thy Hand
on his pierc'd Back he wears ! 1835 J. COLDSTREAM in J. H.
Balfour Btoff. in. (1865) 103 Soothing and cheering the

agitated and pierced mind. 1848 RICKMAN Archit. App. 43
Plain parapets are common, and perhaps pierced parapets. .

still more so. 1858 C. F. ALEXANDER Hymn, ' When
wounded sore

'

i, One only hand, a pierced hand, Can salve
the sinner's wound.

b. spec, in Her. (a] Said of a charge represented
as perforated with a hole (of different shape from
the charge itself: cf. VOIDED), so that the tincture

of the field appears through. () Said of an
animal used as a charge, represented as having an

arrow, spear, etc., fixed in its body but not passing
through it (cf. TRANSFIXED).
1610 GUILLIM Heraldry \\. vii. 70 He beareth Sable,

a Crosse couped, Pierced, by the name of Grill. 1658
PHILLIPS, Pierced, ..'\n Heraldry, as a crosse pierced, i.e.

bored in the middle, 1725 COATS New Dut. Her. s.v.,
If a Cross have a square Hole, or Perforation in the Center,
it is blazon 'd, Square pierced. ..When the Hole, or Perfora-
tion is round, it must be express'd, Round pierced. 1823
RUTTER Fonthill "$ xxi, Three Cinque-foils, Ermine, pierced

j

of the field. 1882 CUSSANS Her. iv. 63 If only that part [of
a cross] where the limbs are conjoined be removed, it is

termed Quarterly-pierced.. .A Cross with a square aperture
in its centre, smaller than the last, is Quarter-pierced.
Piercel (pl*'jsel). dial. rare~ f

[f.
PIERCE v. +

-EL 2
.] PIERCER 2.

1858 SIMMONDS Diet. Trade Prod., Piercel, Piercer^ a kind
of awl or gimlet for giving vent to casks of liquor.

Pierceless (pi-rsles), a, rare. [f. PIERCE v. +
-LESS ; cf. dauntless^ quenchless^ etc.] Incapable
of being pierced; impenetrable. So Pie'rceless-

ness, impenetrability.
1674 N. FAIRFAX Bulk $ Seh'. 108 We cannot tear from it

piercelessness or impenetrability, which is the closest slicker
to a body, 1755 J. G. COOPER Tomb Shaksptare Sel.

Poems (1762) 149 Sharp spears in pierceless phalanx reared.

Pie-rcent, a. rare. = PERCEANT.
1829 Examiner 470/2 The spiked gauntlet of indignation,

and the piercent spear of invective are both seen and felt.

PIERCING.

Piercer (pT'JS.-)j). Forms : 5-6 persour,
percer, (5 persor, -ore, -owre, -owyr, -ure, -ere,
parsoure, perescher), 6 perser, -ar, parser,
pearser, pierser, 6-7 pearoer, 7- piercer. [Orig.
a. Anglo-F. ferceour, persour = J''. ferfeur, 1.

fercer to pierce : see -ER 1
2.]

1. gen. One who or that which pierces. Also fig.
1432-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) II. 357 Tliis myjhty Hercules

was the tamer of the worlde, the victor of \K Amazones the
perescher of Ynde [HlGDtN Indue fenctrator\. 1568
GRAFTON Cliroii. II. 5-8 Vnneth any creature . .could lioldc
either hand close, or purse shut, such a strong pert_er is
nionie. (11586 SIDNEY Anaiiin it. xxvii. (1590) 1123 b,
Hasihus, . . not the sharpest pearcer into masked minds.
1777 PENNANT Zoal. (ed. 4) IV. ,28 Teredo. Piercer . . Pene.
trates into the stoutest oak plant, and effects their destruc-
tion.

1838 DICKENS O. Twist xix, 'It must be a piercer,
if it finds its way through your heart', said Mr. Sikcs.

b. colloq. or slang. Applied to an eye having
a keen, piercing, or penetrating glance.
1752 FOOIK Taste i. Wks. 1799 I. n She had but one eye,

indeed, but that was a piercer. '/I782 H. WALPOI.E Litt .

to Mason (1846) VI. 164 How much more execution a fine
woman could do with two pair of pieicers ! 1834 />Yrt</.7;'.

jl/rt. XXXV. 743 Hei eyes were piercers.
2. An instrument or tool for piercing or boring

holes, as an auger, awl, gimlet, stiletto, etc.

1404 Durham Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 399, j persour. 1:1440
Promf. Par-.'. 395/1 Persowre (or wymbyl), tertl'tllnm.
? (i 1500 Chester I't. vi. 120 With this axe that I beare,
This percer, and this nawger, .. I have wonne my meate.
'533 MS. Ace. St. John's Hasp., Can/erl'., For persais
iijr/. ob. 1541 St. Wafers Hen. nil, I. 687 Such tooles
as persers, augers, sawes, and suche other. 1573-80 BAKET
Ah. P 213 Pearcer; 310 Pierser. 1602 R. T. 5 Codlie
Serm. 185 Except the Lord boare our eares with the piercer
of his spirit. 1616 SuRFLBT & MARKH. Country Farine 610
Hee must pearce it., with a pearcer. 1776 G. SRMPLE
Building in H'ater 19 The Sand will set upon your Piercer
or Augie. 1886 C. SCOTT Sheep-Farming 48 The man.,
provided with a 'gavelock' or 'piercer

'

a strong iron bar
rounded and sharpened at the heavy end makes holes at
intervals of eight or ten feet for the reception of the stakes.

b. A bodily organ (in an insect, or the like)
used in piercing, as a sting or an ovipositor.
1691 RAY Creation II. (1692) 78 The hollow Instrument

(tcrebra, he calls it, and we may English it piercer* where-
with many Flies are provided. 1861 HU.ME tr. Moonin-
Tantian n. vi. i. 294 Rostrum [of the Head-louse), .c, piercer,
formed of four capillary threads.

3. A person employed or skilled in perforated
wood or metal work.
1736 BVROM Jrnl. tf Lit. Rcm. (1856) II. I. 43 Went to

Mr. Joyce's the piercer . . he had made a specimen or two of

etching and pieicing. 1898 Daily Chron. 24 Sept. io'6 Saw
Piercer wanted, one used to leaf work. 1902 //>;W. 20 Feb.

8/7 Silver Piercer. Young lady requires Situation.

4. attrib. or Comb, (in sense 2), as piercer-bit,
-blade, -iron.

1421-2 Durham Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 228 Et in persouryrnes
et ij fenestris vitreis pro parvo celario de Wytton, y\\d.

1530 PALSGR. 253/2 Percerblade, cstoe. 1703 MOXON Mtch.
E.\erc. 155 They Pierce holes, with a Piercei-Bit.

t Pi'erce-stone. Ol>s. [f. PIERCE v. + STOXE

sb."} A name for the herb Samphire.
1600 SURFLET Countrcy Farme \. xvi, 223 {heading} Of..

pearcestone [Fr. perce j>ierre ou christe-marine] (margin]
Pearce stone or sampler [Fr. Christe-marine}. 1688 R.
HOLME Armory n. vi. 100/1 Sawpir<?,vi Rock-Sampire, the
stalk is tender and green. . . It is called Pearceston.

Piercing (pisMsirj), -vbl.sb. [f. PIERCE v. +
-ING !.] Tne action of the verb PIERCE

; perfora-
tion, boring, penetration, etc. : see the verb.
c 1386 CHAUCER Sir Thopas 151 Ouer that an haubergeon

(Tor percynge of his herte. c 1440 Promp. Pnn>. 393/2

say Round, Losengwaies, Quadrate. 1611 BIBLE Prov. xii. 18
There is that speaketh like the pearcings of a sword. 1685
DRYDEN Hor. Odes in. xxix. 4 Make haste to meet the generous
wine, Whose piercing is for thee delay'd. 1776 G. SEMPLE
Building in ll'ater 17 Borings or Piercings into the Bed of
the River. 1897 Daily AVrt/i 23 Apr. 3/3 The piercing of
the bed of coal at the Shirebrook Colliery.

b. A hole or
perforation.

1887 E. PEACOCK in Athenaeum 9 July 54/2 These orna>
mental piercings.. were like church windows. 1894 BLACK-
MORE Perlycross 4 The tower was famous. .for. .height, and
proportion, and piercings.

C. attrib. and Comb.
179* OSBALDISTONE I>tit. Sportsm., Farriery 255 Make

the nails, .answerable to the piercing holes. i833j. HOLLAND
Mann/. Metal II. 195 The plate, .naving been prepaied by
rolling and planishing .. is brought to the piercing-shop.
1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mech. 1699/2 Piercing-fele, a sharp and
narrow file to enlarge a narrow drilled hole. Piercing-saw,
a thin blade fastened by screw-clamps in a light frame, and
used for piercing gold and silver smiths' works.

Piercing (piusig),///. a. [f. as prec. + -ING 2
.]

That pierces in various senses : see the verb.

1. Perforating, penetrating, as a sharp-pointed
instrument or weapon.
1412-20 LYDG. Chron. Troy I. vi. (MS. Digby 230) !f. 42/2

Harded with stele trenchaunt or percinge. 1607 TOPSELL
Foiir-f. Beasts (1658) 157 Their Armour made full of sharp
pricks or piercing piked Nailes. 1742 GRAY Eton 70 Sorrow s

piercing dart.

b. Having a physical effect resembling or

suggesting the action of a pointed instrument ;

sharp, keen and penetrating ; esp. ofcold and sound.

1413 JAS. I Kingis Q. ciii, With the stremes of jour percyng
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Compositors are jocosely called mokes or donkeys, and press-
men pigs. These nicknames., were well understood in the

early part of the last century.

II. Technical uses.

7. An oblong mass of metal, as obtained from

the smelting-furnace ; an ingot.
In this connexion sow is found earlier : viz. of lead 1481, of

silver 1590, of iron 1612; sow-icon 1608, sow-metal 1674.
The original differentiation of sow and pig (if there was
any) was prob. in the size, the smaller masses being called

pigs* The modern explanation, i.e. that the sow comes
from the main channel, and the//g-j from derivative channels
into which the liquid metal is run from the furnace (applicable

only to iron) is a later adaptation of the terms to the develop-
ment of the iron-industry, of which the earliest indication is

in quot. 1686 in d, where however 'sow' and 'piggs' may
in themselves refer merely to .size.

a. Generally. (Not now of gold or silver.)

1630 J. TAYLOR (Water P.) Praise of Hempseed Wks. in.

65/1 Ships.. That bring gold, siluer, many a Sow and Pig.

1683 Lond. Gaz. No. 1873/3, *5 Piggs of Silver. 1726
SHELVOCKK ISoy. round World 312 We return'd for what
we had of him some bales of coarse broad cloth,., some piggs
of copper. 1836-41 BRANDS Chem. (ed. 5) 820 Cast into

oblong pieces called pigs, which are broken up, roasted, and
melted with a portion of charcoal... Malleability is here

conferred upon the copper.. by stirring [etc.], 1868 G,
STEPHENS Runic MOH. 1. 372 This Pig of Tin is well known
and has often been engraved. 1894 Times 16 Aug. 6/4 Zinc

in blocks or pigs, one cent per pound.
b. Of lead (the earliest use) : now usually of a

definite weight ;
see quot. 1823.

1589 J. WHITE in Capt. Smith Virginia (1624) 15 We found

..many barres of Iron, two pigs of Lead,. .and such like

beanie things throwne here and there, a 1616 BEAUM. &
FL. Scornful Lady v. ii, Lusty Boys to throw the Sledge,
and lift at Pigs of Lead. 1688 R. HOLME Armoury in.

260/2 A Pig or Sow of Lead, is generally about three hun-
dred Pounds apiece. 1747 HOOSON Miner's Diet. I iv,

Amongst Lead Merchants it [a Fodder] is nine Pieces or

Piggs of Lead. 1823 P. NICHOLSON Pract. Build. 405 The
moulds, .take a charge of metal equal to one hundred and

fifty-four pounds ; these are called in commerce, pigs, or pigs
of lead. 1865 MERIVALE Rom. Emp. VIII. Ixvi. 206 Inscrip-
tions on pigs of lead, &c. refer to the reigns of Claudius.

O. Of iron (now the chief use) : see quots. Also,
in mod. use (without a or plural), short for pig-
iron. Pig of ballast, a pig of iron (rarely of lead)
used as ballast.

1674 RAY Words, Iron Work 126 The lesser pieces of

iox> pound or under they call Pigs. 1678 Pkil. Trans.
XII. 934 From these Furnaces, they bring their Sows and

Pigs of Iron (as they call them) to their Forges. 1769 GRAY
Let. to Xicholls 24 June, The iron is brought in pigs to Mil-

throp by sea from Scotland, &c. 1789 Trans. Soc. Arts
VII. 218 Pigs of ballast, to sink the lower part. 1829
Glover's Hist. Derby i. 82 A pig of iron is three feet and
a half in length, and of one hundred pounds weight. 1837
MARRYAT Dog-fiend liv, Get up a pig of ballast. 1866

Reader 8 Sept. 778 The changes which have to be effected

in the crude cast-iron, called pig, in order to convert it into

malleable or bar-iron. 1871 Trans. Amer. Inst. Mining
Eng. I. 149 White pig is made with a slag ranging from

40 to 48 per cent. 1883 Daily News i Sept. 2/6 Metals. . .

Scotch pigs quiet, closing at 47^. for m.n. warrants.

d. Applied to the moulds or channels in the

pig-bed.
[i685 PLOT Staffordsk, 162 They make one larger furrow

than the rest, ..which is for the Sow, from whence they
draw two or three and twenty others (like the labells of

a file in Heraldry) for the pigg^.] 1805 [see PIG-IROV i].

1856 RICHARDSON Snppl. s. v., When the lead is tapped from
the smelting furnace, it runs down a straight channel,

technically called the sow, from which branch off on each
side some smaller channels, called pigs. 1868 JOYNSOM
Metals 23 The iron. .is. .run into rough moulds or channels
made in sand, and to which the name of

'

pig
'

is given.

8. In various technical and local uses: a. A
bundle of hemp-fibre of about zlb. weight, b.

A block or cube of salt. c. A segment of an

orange or apple, d. See quots. a 1843, 1902.
ci85 CHOYCE Log Jack Tar (1891) 33 This [rock salt]

they cut out into square pigs weighing about sixty pounds
which they send to Guacho on mules, a 1843 i 11 Southey
Contm.-pl. Bk. (1851) IV. 417 Your man beat his antagonist by
a pig and an apple-pie. Note. A pig is still a provincial
term for an apple puff. ci86p H. STUART Seaman's Cateck.

57 It [hemp] is then weighed into small parcels called 'pigs',

weighing about zi Ibs. each. 1870 VERSEY Lettice Lisle vi.

75 'What beautiful fruit', said he, beginning to eat the
'

pigs
'

into which she was cutting it [an apple]. 1877 N. %
Q. 5th Ser. VII. 134/1. 1902 Daily Ckron. ii Oct, 8/4
'

Pigs in Blankets '

the Americans call oysters wrapped in

bacon. We.. term them 'Angels on Horseback'.

9. In the names of various games.
Pigs in clover, a game which consists m rolling a number

of marbles into a recess or pocket in a board by tilting the
board itself. Placing (or chalking) the pig's eye, putting on
the pigs tail-, see quot. 1903.

1898 Daily News 3 May 6/2 Those games and pastimes
by which the patrons of the Peninsular and Oriental Com-
pany are wont to beguile time. Of such are the

' Game of
Buckets ',

'

Playing Bull',
'

Placing the Pig's Eye ',
and the

'Cigarette Race'. 1900 Westm. Gaz. 6 June 2/2 All those
who have played

'

Pigs in Clover
'

will know the exasperating
way in which, when you have safely wriggled one pig into

position another immediately wriggles itself out. 1903 Daily
Ckron. 4 Feb. 5/1

'

Putting on the pig's tail
'_
is a familiar

game on board ship. A tailless pi^ is drawn in chalk upon
the deck. Each passenger is blindfolded, turned round
three times, and then proceeds to put the tail on the pig-
usually yards away from the animal.

III. Proverbial phrases.
10. fa- When the pig is offered, to hold open

the poke-, to seize upon one's opportunities. (And

844

variants of this.) b. To buy (or sell} a pig in a

poke (or bag) : to buy anything without seeing it

or knowing its value, t c. To give any one a pig
of his own (or another's} sow : (a) to give any one

a part of his own (or another's) property ; (b) to

pay any one back in his own coin, treat him as he

has treated others, d. Please the pigs: please the

fates; if circumstances permit ; if all's well. [Here
some have suggested a corruption of pyx or of

pixies, but without any historical evidence.] e.

To carry pigs to market : to try to do business or

attain to results. To drive (or bring) one's pigs to

afine , pretty, etc. market: (usually ironical) to be

disappointed or unsuccessful in a venture.

a. c 1530 R. HILLES Common-pi. Bk. (1858) 140 When ye
proffer the pigge open the poke. 1616 Witkals* Diet.

579 Quod datur accrue, when the pig is offered, hold ope
the poake. a 1620 SIR T. THROCKMORTON Life <$ Death
Sir N. Throckmorton xci, To proffer d Pig each man doth

ope his Poke. b. 156* J. HEYWOOD Prou. fy Epigr. (1867)

139, I will neuer bye the pyg in the poke. 1679 G. R. tr.

Boaystuau's Theat. World 201 Buying, as they say, a Pig
in a Bag. 1785 Rolliad 74 Except, indeed, when he essays
to joke ; Ana then his wit is truly pig-in-poke. 1860 GEN.
P. THOMPSON Audi Alt. III. cxxxvi. 108 The reason the

parliamentary jobber hates the Ballot, is because he does
not like buying a pig in a poke. c. "553 BALE Gardiner's
De vera Ol'ea. G ttj, I thought it not mete.. to make men
thlnke I had geuen them a pigge of another mannes sowe.

1562 J. HEYWOOD Prcrv. fy Epigr, (1867) 155 Syr ye gyue me
a pyg of myne owne sowe. x6xi COTGR. s.y. Chemise^ To
giue one a pig of his owne sow; to affoord him helpe out of

his owne meanes. 1731 FIELDING Grub St. Op. in. xiv, If

you come to my house I will treat you With a pig of your
own sow. d. 1702 T. BROWN Lett.fr. ZfcoaWkc. 1760
II. 198 I'll have one of the wigs to carry into the country
with me, an't {printed and] please the pigs. 1755 Gentl.

Mag. XXV. 115 The expression I mean is, An t please the

pigs, in which . . pigs is most assuredly a corruption of Pyx.
1800 SOUTHEY Let. to Lieut, Southey 15 June in Life (1850)
II. 83. 1825 T. HOOK Say. ty Doings Ser. n. I. 183, I know
what I will do, and that is, please the Pix, I'll marry
Louisa to her cousin George, 1891 Blackw. Alag. June 819/1
There I'll be, please the pigs, on Thursday night. e. 1748
SMOLLETT Rod. Rand, xv, Strap . . observed that we had

brought our pigs to a fine market. '77X Hnttiph. Cl.

19 May, Let. ii, Roger may carry his pigs to another market.

1873 P'tnck 2I June
.
2b2/2 Government finds that in pro-

ducing the competition Wallah, it has driven its pigs to a

pretty market.

11. In various other phrases and locutions.

1546 J. HEYWOOD Prou. (1867) 84 Who that hath either of
these pygs in vre, He hath a pyg of the woorse panier sure.

1670 RAY Prov. 209 Like Goodyers pig, never well but when
he is doing mischief. Chtsh. 1709 Brit. Apollo II. No. 62.

3/2 Whom all the Town follow, Like so many St. Anthony's
Pigs. 1761 Brit. Mag. II. 440 You'd have sworn he had

got the wrong pig by the ear. 1808 SCOTT Let. to Ellis

23 Dec. in Lockhart^ I believe.., that when he [Sir A.

Wellesley] found himself superseded [after Vimeiro], he

Craven Gloss, (ed. 2) s.v.,
' lo drive pigs ,

to snore. 1837
DISRAELI Cory. w. Sistur 21 Nov., Gibson Craig .. rose,
stared like a stuck pig, and said nothing. 1845 MRS. CAR-

'

20 Aug., I 'did intend' that

I

LYLE New Lett., to Carlyle 20 Aug..

;ou

should have had plenty of Letter to-day, but the pigs
ave run through it and be hanged to them, c 1860 Proverb,

Pigs may fly; but they are very unlikely birds. 1903
S. HEDIN Centr. Asia II. 318 The sleeping men ..went
on driving their pigs to market for all they were worth.

IV. attrib. and Comb. (Cf. those in HOG sb.^ VI.)
12. a. attributive, as pig-belly, -boy, -broth,

-butcher^ -eye, -feast, -hutch, -leather, -life^ -man,
-meat

t -merchant, -pen, -philosophy, -swill, -trough,

-tub, -yard ; from sense 7, pig ballast, trade, etc.

1797 S. JAMES Voy. Arabia 2or The boat.. full of *pig
ballast.. was always half full of water. 1612 FLETCHER &
MASSINGER Span. Curate n. i, No man would think a

stranger such as I am Should reap any great commodity
from his *pigbelly. 1614 B. JONSON Bartk. Fair Induct.,
The language some where sauours of Smithfield, the Booth,
and the "Pigbroath, or of prophaneness. 1714 Lond. Gaz.
No. 5274/11 A little swarthy Woman, hath small *Pig
Eyes. 1823 Blackw. Mag. XIV. 520 The mallet-pate,

pig-eye Chinese. 1839 CARLYLE Chartism iv. 127 He
lodges to his mind in any *pighutch or doghutch. 1886

W. J. TUCKER E. Europe 304 His legs.. in strong *pig-
leather boots. 1898 Blackw. Mag. Nov. 666/1 The *pigman

spare-rib and griskin of a bacon hog or sow are called pig-

meat, whether large or small. 1897 Allbittt's Syst. Med. II.

790 In most cases the infected food has been pig meat. 1853
HICKIF. te.Aristop/t. (1887) I. 33 A *pig-merchant of Megara.
1833 MARRYAT P. Simple xxvii, There are two cow-pens
between the main-deck guns . . converted into *pig-pens.

1874 LISLE CARR Jnd. Gwymie I. i. 8 Tlie
*pig-philosophy

of* rest and be thankful '. 1889 A. SiDGWICK in Jrnt.^Ediic.
Feb. 117 We began with Delectus an awful institution, no
more reading than a "pigtub is food.

b. objective and obj. genitive, as pig-buyer,

-dealer^ -driver, -eater, -feeder, -jobber, -kdler,

-stealer, -taker; pig-breeding, -dealing, -driving,

-eating, -feeding, -keeping, sbs. and adjs.

1891 'Pall Mall G. 23 Dec. 2/1 Ballybricken is.. chiefly
remarkable as the place of residence of the *pig-buyers.

1851 MAYHEW Lond. Labour I. 359/2, 1 also entered into the

*pig-dealing line. 1654 GAYTON Pleas. Nates n. v. 57 Like
Bartholomew Faire *pig-dressers. if^fLond. Gaz. No. 2234/4
John Williams a Welshman, a *Pig driver. 1608 MIDDLE-
TON Trick to Catch Old One iv. i, Convey my little *pig-
eater out. x8io Splendid Follies 1. 109 Industrious peasants
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pursuing their morning labours some milking some *
pig-

feeding. 1828 P. CUNNINGHAM N. S. Wales (ed 3) II. 250
Breadman bad been a great *pig-stealer in his day.

C. instrumental, parasynthetic, etc., as pig-bribed,

-haunted\ pig-backed^-chested, -eyed, -footed,~haired,

-jawed', pig-fat^ -proof, -tight, adjs.
1880 ZAEHNSDORF Bookbinding xi. 42 Nothing can be more

annoying than to see books lop-sided, *pig-backed. 1880

Daily News 17 Sept. 16/2 The latter animal [a goat] is slightly

pig-backed. 1613 BKAUM. & Ft. Coxcomb v. iii, Why kneel

you to such a*pig-bribed fellow? i&gsffeview ofRev. Aug.
162 A sickly boy,

'

"pig-chested '. 1835 BOOTH Anatyt. Diet.
228 *Pig-tyed is a rude epithet when speaking of eyes that

not *pig fat. 1884 Casselfs Fatn. Mag. Apr. 272/1 The *pig-
footed bandicot is another curious variety seen here. 1883
Pall MallG. 21 Sept. 12/2 Tlie immense number of wild pigs
makes cultivation impracticable without "pig proof fences.

13. Special Comb. (cf. HOG sbJ- 13): pig brass,
brass as it is cast after the first fusion ; pig-cheer,
viands made from the flesh or viscera of swine

; pig-

dog, a dog used in hunting wild pigs in Australia ;

pig-hole, an aperture in a steel furnace through
which fresh supplies of pig-iron may be introduced;

pig-hullj dial. PIGSTY ; pig-lifter, one employed
in moving pig-iron: see quot. ; pig-louse, the wood-
louse or HOG-LOUSE, Onisais; pig-maker, a manu-
facturer of pig-iron ; pig-market, (a) a market
held for the purchase and sale of swine ; () a
name vulgarly given to the Proscholium or ante-

chamber of the Divinity School at Oxford : see

quot. 1681 ; pig-mould, one of the channels in

a pig-bed ; pig-plate = PIC-IRON 2
; pig-potato,

a small potato used to feed swine =
hog-potato

(Hoc sd. 1 13) ; alsoy^. ; pig-ring, a ring or strip
of metal fixed in the snout of a hog to prevent it

from grubbing, a hog-ring ; pig-root v., to root

or grub in the earth like swine; pig-atone, a

concretion occurring in the intestines of the wild

boar ; pig-trotter, the foot of a pig, as an article

of food ; f pig-woman, a woman who sold roast

pig at fairs, etc.
; pig-wool, the finer hair of the

swine, used in making flies for anglers ; pig-yoke,

(a} = HOG-YOKE ; () a sextant or quadrant (slang}.
See also PIG-BED, etc.

1897 Allbntt's Syst. Med. II. 938 Those who remelt the

*pig brass, and are called 'founders'. 1871 Archxologia,
(1873) XLIV. 208 Christmas was formerly, as now, the prin-

cipal season for ''pig-cheer '. 1845 E. J. WAKEFIELD Adv.
in N. Zealand l\. i.6 The*pig-dogs are of rather a mongrel
breed. 1877 GILLIES in Trans. Af. Z-. Inst. X. 321 A pig-

dog of the bull-terrier breed. 1828 Craven Gloss, (ed. 2),

*Pighul, a pig cote or
stye, 1892 Labour Commission Gloss.,

*
Tig-lifters, also called

'

metal-carriers
'

. . those who take

the pig-iron out of the troughs of sand into which it has been

placed to cool, and stack it on the trucks used in conveying
it away for sale. 1819 G. SAMOUELLE Entotnol. Compend,
in It is commonly called 'Pig-louse, Wood-louse, Millepede.
1891 Daily News 12 Jan. 2/7 *Pigmakets are complaining
of the exceedingly high prices of coke. 1681 WOOD Life
ii Feb. (O. H. S.) II. 517 Note that the Divinity Schoole
hath been seldome used since altered and changed (but
before 'twas a *pig-market). 1853 E. BRADLEY Verd. Green
v, They_ made their way to the classic

'

Pig-market ',
to wait

the arrival of the Vice-Chancellor. 1839 URB Diet. Arts

354

The smelter runs off the lead into the*pig-moulds. 1787
. FARLEY Lond. Art Cookery (ed. 4) 35 Having spitted

your pig, sew it up, and lay it down to a brisk, clear fire,

with a *pig-plate hung in the middle of it. 1796 STEDMAN
Surinam II. xxvi. 244 These roots are tubetous, flattUh,

small,, .not unlike *
pig-potatoes. 1866 GEO. ELIOT F. Holt

xxviii, Not very big or fine, but a second size a pig-potato,
like. 1862 WILDE Catal. Antiq. in R. Irish Acad. 18 A
small portion had been cut out. .to make a *pig-iing. (890
' R. BOLDREWOOD '

Miner's Right xix,
*
Pig-rooting a man's

very prospecting claim, as if it was '

old ground '. 1851 M AY-

n&N Lond. Labour 1. 18/2 The., ^pig-trotter women will give
you notice when the tjme is come. 1614 B. JONSON Earth.
Fair n. vi, Smoak'd like the back-side of the *Pig-wornan's
Booth, here. 1892 Gentlewomen"s Bk. Sports I. 20 His fly-

book of silk-bodied, *pig-wool;
red or orange feathered flies.

1836 MARRYAT Midsk. asyxiv,Q\d Smallsole could not do
better with his

'

*pig-yoke
' and compasses. 1885 A thcnaenm

10 Oct. 468 The pig yoke was a wooden frame which was
fastened around the necks of pigs to hinder them from

forcing a way through hedges.

b. In names of animals and plants : as pig-

cony, the guinea-pig ; pig-deer, the Babiroussa ;

pig-face, pig's face, a plant : see quot. 1846 ; pig-

fish, a popular name in America and Australia of

various fishes ; pig-lily, a popular name in S.

Africa of the Arum lily, Richardia Kthiopica, the

root of which is eaten by porcupines ; pig-mouse,
the water-shrew ; pig-pea, a variety of field pea.

1607 TOPSELL Four-/. Beasts (1658) 88 Indian little "Pig-

cony. I received the picture of this beast from a certain

Noble-man. 1834 Ross I'an Diemtns Land Ann. 133

(.Morris) *Pig faces; called by the aborigines, .canagong.

1846 LINDLEY Vcg. Kingd. 526 The natives of Australia eat

the fruit of M\ese)nbryanthemui\ aeqnilaterale (Pig-faces,
or Canagong). 1898 MORRIS Austral Eng., Pig-face, Pig-

faces, and Pig's face, or Pig's-faces. 1860 BARTLETT Diet.

Atner. (ed.3) s.v. Sea-robin, From the croaking or grunting
noise it makes when caught, it is sometimes called *Pig-
Fish. 1898 MORRIS Austral Engt,Pig-fish, name given to

the fish Agricpus leucopcsdhis,,.'\\\ Dunedin j called also
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the Leather-jacket. ..In Sydney it is Cossyphus unimacii-

latiis,..* Wrasse, closely related to the Blue-groper. In

Victoria, Hcterodontus phillipi, . . the Port Jackson Shark.

1880 Silver tf Co.'s S. Africa^ (ed. 3) 148 Associated by
name with the Lilies is what is known as the *Pig Lily.

1887 RIDER HAGGARD Jess 44 Thousands of white arum

lilies, pig-lilies they call them there. 1905 Statidard 8 Feb.

2/5 The '

*pig mouse '

of the cress farmer is the water
shrew. 1766 Complete Farmer s. v. Pease, The common
white pea, the gray pea, the *pig pea, and some other large
winter peas.

C. Combinations with pig's: as pig's cheek, cote,

eye, fry, hair; pig's face: see pig -face in b; pig's

foot, f (3) a dipping-pail used in brewing, and
also for carrying dry articles ; (6} a kind of crow-

bar ; pig's meat, food for swine ; tdsofig. ; pig's

whisper, (a) a very brief space of time (slang)

(!>} a low whisper (dial.} ; pig's whistle, U. S.

slang = p'gs whisper (a}. Also PIG'S-WASH.
1844 STEPHENS Bk. Farm II. 242 The heads should be

cut oft" one after the other, and eaten as green *pig's-cheek.

1853 KINGSLEY Hypatia. xix, With a sleek pale face, small

*pig's eyes, and an enormous turban. 1848 WESTGAKTH
Australia Felix^ ix. 132 The *pig's face is an extremely
common production of the Australian soil. 1467 \~atton

Church. Ace. (Som. Rec. Soc.) 120 Payd for a *pyggsfote
to bare cols, '^. 1790 PENNANT London (1813) 322 That
resistless species of crow, well known to housebreakers by
the name of the Pig's-fpot. 1894 Du MAURIER Trilby
(1895) 105 His twiddling little footle *pig's-hair brush. 1896

. .- . . .,
He confided his secret, wrapped up in a pig's whisper to

the earth. 1860 BARTLETT Diet. Amur. (ed. 3) s.v., 'I'll

do so in less than a "pig's whistle'.

Pig (pig), sb.* Now Sc. and Northunibld.
Forms : 5 pygg, 6 pyg, pigge, 9 pigg, 6- pig.

[Origin unknown ; see also PIGGIN.]
1. An earthenware pot, pitcher, jar, or other

vessel
; especially one that has no specific name ;

a crock. Rarely a vessel of tin or wood (obs.},

1440 Alphabet of Tales 340 Euerilk day .. was broght
vnto hym a lofe of bread and a pygg with wyne & a light
candyll. 1488 Ace. Ld. High Treas. Seat. I. 79 Deliuerit
be Dene Robert Hog, channoune of Halirudhous, to the

[

Thesaurare, tauldinpresensof theChancellare, LordLile. .in

a pyne pig of tyn. 1513 DOUGLAS Ancis vn. xiv. 25 Furth
j

of ane payntit pyg, quhair as he stude, A gret river defundand
or a flude. 1588 Wills % !nv. N. C. (Surtees) II 312, j litle

wood coup, j paer of muster quernes of wood, j Title wood
pigge, iiij wood dishes, j earthen panne. 1673 Wedderburns
Vocab. 13 (Jam.) Urna, a pitcher or pig. 1724 in Ramsay
Tea-t. Misc. (1733) II. 181 A pig, a pot, and a kirn there ben. I

1818 Miss FERRIER Marriage II. 187, 1 would send him one
of our hams, and a nice little pig of butter. 1818 SCOTT Hrt.
Midi, xlix, It wad be better laid out on yon bonny grass-
holms, than lying useless here in this auld pigg. i86a HISLOP
Prav. Scot. 170 She that gangs to the well wi' an ill-will,
either the pig breaks or the water will spill,

t b. Applied to a cinerary urn. Ots.

'.535 STEWART Cron. Scot. (Rolls) I. 244 Syne all his bodie
brint wes untill ass . . Syne in ane pig wounderfullie wes
wrocht, Tha war put in and to the tempill brocht. 1536
BELLENDEN Cron. Scot. (1821) II. 346 Ane pig craftely
ingravin, in quhilk was found certanc bonis wound in silk.

C. A chimney-pot (of earthenware), rare.
1822 GALT Provost xxiv. 177 Pigs from the turn-heads

came rattling down like thunder-claps.
d. Earthenware as a material; also, a pot-sherd

or fragment of earthenware such as children use in

some games. Sc. dial.

1808-18 in JAMIESON. Mod. Sc. Made o' common pig, not
o' cheenie. The wee lassie was playan' wi' her pigs on the

j

grund.
e. Pigs and whistles, fragments ; trivialities

;
to

go to pigs and whistles, to be ruined.
1681 COLVIL Whigs Supplic. (1751) 161 Discoursing of their

Pigs and whistles, And strange experiments of Muscles

[uoiff Pigs and whistles, Cimcraks\. 1786 Har'st Rig
xlviii. (1801) 18 So he to pigs and whistles went And left

the land. 1862 MRS. CARI.VLK Lett. III. 125 Curious what
a curative effect a railway journey has on me always, while
you it makes pigs and whistles of !

2. Comb, (all Sc.} : pig-ass, an ass which
draws a pig-cart, a cart filled with crockery for

sale, a mugger's cart; pig-man, a seller of

crockery, a mugger ; pig-shop, a crockery shop ;

pig-wife, a female vendor of crockery.

down the street. 1681 COLVIL Whigs Supplic. (1751) 120
|

Wallace, Who in a pig-man's weed, at Bigger Espied all
the English leagure. 1896

' IAN MACLAREN' Kate Carnegie
226 His father keepit a *pig chop [ =shop]. 1787 W. TAYLOR
Poems 79 note. Some ape Poets may be said rather to lead
"Pig Wives' cripple Asses. 1821 Jllactw. Ring. Jan. 423
Already has the 'Pig Wife's' early care Mark'd out a
station, for her ciockery ware.

Pig, v.
[f. PIG ii.i]

1. Of a sow : To bring forth pigs ;
to farrow.

(Cf. to child, kid, lamb, foal, etc.) Also trans/.
and/^. a. intr.
c TS3" Du WES Introd. Fr, in PJsgr. 952 To pygge as a

in. ^1844 STEPHENS Bk. Farm II. 698 A sow. .about to pig
..will carry straw in her mouth, and collect it in a heap in
some retired corner of a shed.

b. trails.
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1575 TURBERV, Vcnerie 150 When his dame dothe pigge
him, [the bore] hath as many teeth as euer he will haue
whyles he liueth. 1593 NASHE Four Lett. Confut. \Vks.

(Grosart) II. 199 This is not halfe the littour of inckehorn-

isme, that those foure pages haue pigd. 1699 E. TYSON in

Phil. Trans. XXI. 432 This Monster was pigged alive. 1760
Chron. in Ann. Reg. 117/1 A large sow. .has pigged 21 pigs
at one litter. 1805 R. W. DICKSON Pract. Asric. II. 1194
The litters which are pigged in June . . should always be
reared.

2. inti: To huddle together in a disorderly,

dirty, or irregular manner; to herd, lodge, or

sleep together, like pigs; to sleep in a place like

a pigsty. Also to pig it.

1675 COTTON Scoffer Sco/t 52 When I pig'd with mine own
Dad. 1697 VANBRUGH Provoked Wife \. li. 65 So, now you
being as dirty and as nasty as myself, we may go pig
together. 1806-7 J. BEUESFORD Miseries Hum. Life (1826)
xiv. i, The only hole in which you can pig for the night.
1828 Craven Gloss, (ed. 2),

' To pig together ',
to lie, like

pigs, two or three together. 1857 Ecclesiologist XVIII. 312
The six-and-thirty Irish families who pie in the adjoining

alley. 1889 G. ALLEN Tents of Shem li, You'd have to pig
it with the goats and the cattle.

b. trans. To crowd (persons) together like pigs.
_
i88a SCHOULKR Hist. U. S. 1 1. 276 Pigging travellers together

in the same chamber if not in the same bed. 1882 Daily
News 20 May 2/2 Women and children were often found in
them '

pigged
'

into small rooms.

f 3. Glove-making. To hang many skins together.
1688 R. HOLME Armoury in. 86/2 Pigging is hanging of

many skins together. 1726 Diet. Rust. s. v. Wet-glover.
Hence Prgging vbl.sb., farrowing; huddling.
1607 TOPSELL Four-/. Beasts (1658) 518 An easie and safe

pigging. 1898 B. BURLEICH Sirdar ff Khalifa xii. 191 The
pigging

'

in Soudan dirt and heat.

Pigage, erron. obs. form of PYGAEG.

Pig-back, dial, form of PICK-A-BACK.

Pi'g-ljed. [f.
PIG sbl + BED rf.]

1. A place where a pig lies, a pigsty, a pig's lair.

1821 in Cobbett Kur. Rides (1825) 17 Their dwelling;, are
little better than pig-beds.
2. The bed of sand in which pigs of iron are cast.

!

1884 LOCK Workshop Rec. Ser. in. 254/2 The first 2 or 3
cut. of iron, .sometimes will have to be poured into a pig-
bed. 1890 W. J. GORDON Foundry 99 On another pig-bed
we see the next operation in progress ; the men are with
sledge-hammers breaking apart the pigs from the sows, and
knocking them into separate existence.

3. Comb., as pig-bedman : see quot.
1892 Labour Commission Gloss., Pig-bedmeti, term synony-

mous with
'

pig-lifters '.

Pi'g-COte. Also pigs-cote, [f. PIG sb. 1 + COTE
J/'.

1
]
A pig's house or pigsty.

1600 HEVWOOD 2nd Pt. E,hi: IV, Wks. 1874 I. 94, I will
not leaue S. Paul or Burgundy A bare pigs-cote to shroud
them in. 1605 in Halliwell Sliaks. (1887) II. 142 Warning |

to Henry Smyth to plucke downe his pigges-cote which is
;

built nere the chappie wall. 1810 Hull Improv. Act 53 j

Any hogstie or pigscote. 1888 C. KERRY in Jrnl. Derby
'

Archaeol. Soc. X. 20 A stone from this wall formerly
decorated the gable-end of a pig-cote.
attrib. 1865 B. BuiEHLEY Irkdalc I. 144 Throwing his

arms upon the pig-cote wall.

Figdom (pi-gdam). nonce-iad. [f. PIG s6.l +
-DOM.] The condition of a pig ; the realm of pigs.
1879 SALA Paris HerselfAgain I. iii. 41 Every phase of

pygpn. CIS3 Du WES Introd. Fr. in Palsgr. 911 The
pygions, Us pigeons. 1533 ELYOTC<W/. Heltheu. xli. (1541)
31 Pygeons lie easily digested. 1556 Chron. Gr. Friars
(Camden) 68 For kecheynge of pegyns in the nyght. 1577 B -

GOOGE Hercsbach's Ilust>. iv. (1586) 168 For breeding of
Pigions. 1587 MASCALL Gout. Cattle (1627) 273 Pigins
dung, and hennes or poultry dung. 1396 SHAKS. Merch. V,
n. VL 5 O ten times faster Venus Pidgions flye. 1663
Pidgeon [see B. 2]. 1808 A. PARSONS Trav. v. 137 In shoot-
ing wild pidgeons.

B. Signification.
I. 1 1. A young dove. Ots.

(Cf. Sufi", dial, pigeon-gull = a young gull.)
c 1440 Protnp. Parv. 396/1 Pyione, yonge dove, columbella.

14.. in Tundale's Vis. (1843) 128 A pejon as law doth
devyse Sche schuld eke offur as for hur trespace. 1481
CAXTOH Reynard (Arb.) 58 Had goten two pygeons [Flemish
orig. twee ionghc duucu] as they cam first out of her neste.

1530 PALSGR. 254/1 Pygion a byrde, fiigon, colomkette. 1570
I.KVINS Manip. 165/34 A Pigion, pipio. 1577 B. GOOGE
HtresbacKs /fust, iv. (1586) 171 Turtle Doues..the olde

specimen of pigd
Pigell, obs. form of PICKLE.

Pigeon (pi'djan), rf. Forms: 4-5pejon,5-oun,
pegion, -geon, -gon, pyjon, 5-6 pygeon, (6
pegyn, -gyon, 6 pigin, -gen, -gion, pygion,
-gon), 7 pidgiou, pydgion, (pigeing), 7-9 pid-
geon, 5- pigeon./ [WE.pyjon,pejon,z.O'e.pijon \

(i3thc.), pyjoun young bird, esp. young dove,
'

dove, mod.F. pigeon (whence the mod.Eng. spell-
mg)> =fr.pijon, Sp. pichon, It. picdone : late L.

(3rd c.) plpion-em (pipid) a young cheeping bird,

squab, f. plpire to chirp, cheep.]
A. Illustration of Forms.

?<:i390 Form of Cury xlviii. (1780) 29 Peions ystewed.
Take peions and stop hem with garlec ypylled and with
gode erbes ihewe. c 1430 Two Cookery-bks. (E. E.T.S.) 58
Pyionys. Ibid. 109 Mynce be rostid peiouns. c 1450 Ibid.

PIGEON.
ones be not so good, as neither llie Pigion is. 1601 HOLLAND
Pliny x. xxxiv. 290 As well the male as the female be
carefull of their young pigeons and love them alike.

2. A bird of the family Columbidx^ a dove,
either wild or domesticated.

1494 FABVAN Chron, vn. 445, vi. peions for a peny, a
fatte

goos for .ii.rf., a pygge for a peny. 1526 TINDALK Luke ii. 24
A payre off turtle doues or ij yonge pigions [vtoo-ffovs nvpi-

<nfpiavt pullos columbarum, WYCLIF twey culuere briddis].

1570 U. GOOGE Pop. Kingd. iv. (1880) 530, On Whitsunday,
whyte Pigeons tame, in strings from heauen flic. 1592
DAVIES htunort. Soul xxxn.xlvii, As Noah's Pigeon, which
returned no more. 1663 PEPYS Diary 19 Oct., The Queene
. .was so ill as to be shaved, and pidgeons put to her feet, and
to have the extreme unction given her by the priests. 1756-7
tr. Keyslers Traz>. (1760) III. 306 At Modena. .pigeons are

taught to carry letters to a place app&inted, and bring back
answers. 1790 Bystander 376 The doctor was putting the

pigeons to the feet of an old miser. 1857 UUCKLK Civiliz.

(1858) I. tx. 578 No Frenchman.. could keep pigeons, unless
lie were a noble.

b. Many varieties and breeds are distinguished,
the pigeon being a noted object of fancy breeding ;

as Barb or Barbary pigeon, CAKRIEU-PIGEOX,
homing pigeon, nun pigeon, pouter pigeon >

tumbler

pigeon^ etc. : among the distinct species are the

bronze-, bronzed-, or gold-winged p., crown,
crowned, or goura p., fruit p., ground p.,

nutmeg p., partridge p., PASSENGEK-P., rock

p., tooth-billed p., wild p., wood-pigeon: for

the more important of which see the qualifying
word; cf. also DOVE sb. i. Applied also \\ith

defining word to other birds, as Cape, Hill, or

Mountain pigeon, a small species of petrel,
Proidlaria or Daption capensis, abundant at the

Cape of Good Hope ; Diving or Sea pigeon,
the Black Guillemot or DOVEKIE.
1694 Ace. Set'. Late I'oy. n. (1711) 84 The first Diving

Pigeon I got. .at Spitsbergen. 1707 MORTIMER Husb. I. 261

Pigeons or Doves are of several sorts, . . as Wood-pigeons,
Rock-pigeons, Stock or Ring-doves, Turtle-doves, Dove-
coat. pigeons. 1719 DE FOE Crusoe i. Eg, I found a kind of
wild Pidgeons, who built not as Wood Pidgeons in a Tree,
but rather as House Pidgeons, in the Holes of the Rocks.

1731 MUDLKY Kolben's C. G. Hope II. 158 Call'd at the

Cape the Hill or Mount Pigeon. 1819 SHAW den, Zool. XI.
i. n Red-Crowned Pigeon (Colmtiha, rubricapilla).. Native
of Antiqua in the Isle of Panay. 1832 I. BISCHOFF I'an
Diemen's Land II. 31 By far the most beautiful birdb in

the island., are called bronze-winged pigeons. 1884 'R.
BOLDREWOOD' Melb. Mftit. 1 1 The lovely bronze-wing pigeons
were plentiful then amid the wild forest tracks of Newtown.
1898 Daily Neu-s 5 Jan. 2 Chequered blue dragon pigeons.

3.y?. f a. A young woman, a girl ;
a sweetheart

;

also, a coward. Obs.

1586 A. DAY Eng. Secretary n. (1625) 80 Antafhttisis,
when a word scornefully deliuered, is vnderstood by his

contrary, as., of a blacke Moore woman to say ; Will yee see
a faire pigeon? 1592 GREENE Dispnt. Wks. (Grosart) X.
223 [When] they had spent vpon her what they had.. then

forsooth, she and her yoong Pigion [her daughter] turne
them out of doores like prodigall children. 1604 DEKKEK
Honest JVA, i. i, Wks. 1873 II. 20 Sure hee's a pigeon, for

he has no gall. 1682 N. O. Boilcans Lutrin \\. 13 He had
left her in the Lurch. .And under colour of Religion Courted
another pretty Pigeon.

b, slang. One who lets himself be swindled, esp.
in gaming; a simpleton, dupe, gull ; esp. in phrase
to pluck a pigeon ,

to 'fleece' a person. {= F.

pigeon in same sense, in allusion to its harmless-

ness, and to pigeon-catching.]
"593 G. HARVEY fierce's Super, Wks. (Grosart) II- 245 As

wily a pigeon, as the cunning Goldsmith, that accused his

neighbour, and condemned himselfe. 1639 S. Du VERGER
tr. Camus' Admir. Events 112 This pigeon being not of
full age, could not contract it without the consent of his
mother. 1654 GAYTOJJ Pleas. Notes 187 Nor is Sancho
behind him for a Pigeon; both deluded commit equall
errors. 1794 Sporting Mag. IV. 47, 1 was instantly looked

up to as an impending pigeon.. and every preparation was
made for the plucking. 1809 MALKIN Gil Bias iv. vii. F 4
A flatterer may play what game he likes against the pigeons
of high life ! 1862 THACKERAY Four Georges iv, He was a
famous pigeon for the play-meni they lived upon him.

fc. A sharperofa particular kind; see quot. Obs.

[Allusion to carrier-pigeon,]
1801 Sporting Mag. XVIII. 101 Pigeons. Sharpers who,

during the drawing of the lottery, wait ready mounted, near
Guildhall, and as soon as the first two or three numbers are

drawn, which they receive from a confederate, .ride with
them.. to some distant insurance office .. where there is

another of the gang, commonly a decent looking woman . .

to her he secretly gives the numbers, which she insures for
a considerable sum.
4. A flying target, used as a substitute for a real

pigeon ; also, a toy consisting of an imitation

propeller which is made to fly in the air.

Clay pigeon^ a saucer of baked clay thrown into the air

from a trap, as a mark at shooting.matches.

b. To Jly the blue pigeon {Naut. slang) : to

heave the deep-sea lead.

1897 KIPLING Captains Courageous 77
'

I'll learn you how
to

fly the Blue Pigeon. Shooo!'..The lead sang a deep
droning song as Tom Platt whirled it round and round.

II. attrih.Wi&Comb. 5. a. attributive, in sense

'of a pigeon ', 'of pigeons', as pigeon-dung^ -<&"

-gun t -louse t -racing \ 'for, used by, or inhabited

by pigeons*, as pigeon-basket, -box, -cote^ -hutch,

-loft) -room, -roost, -tower \ 'containing or made
of pigeons \ as pigeon-pie ; b. objective and obj.



PIG.

Compositors are jocosely called mokes or donkeys, and press-
men pigs. These nicknames.. were well understood in the

early part of the last century.

II. Technical uses.

7. An oblong mass of metal, as obtained from

the smelting-fnrnace ; an ingot.
In this connexion sow is found earlier : viz. of lead 1481, of

silver 1590, of iron 1612; sow-iron 1608, sow-metal 1674.

The original differentiation of sow and pig fif there was

any) was prob. in the size, the smaller masses being called

f>igs. The modern explanation, i.e. that the sow comes
from the main channel, and the pigs from derivative channels
Into which the liquid metal is run from the furnace (applicable

only to iron) is a later adaptation of the terms to the develop-
ment of the iron-industry, of which the earliest indication is

in quot. 1686 in d, where however 'sow' and 'piggs' may
in themselves refer merely to size.

a. Generally. (Not now of gold or silver.)

1630 J. TAYLOR (Water P.) Praise of Henipseed Wks. in.

65/1 Ships. .That bring gold, siluer, many a Sow and Pig.

1683 Lond. Gaz. No. 1873/3, 150 Piggs of Silver. 1726
SHELVOCKE Voy. round World 312 We return'd for what
we had of him some bales of coarse broad cloth, . .some piggs
of copper. 1836-41 BRANDE Cheat, (ed. 5) 820 Cast into

oblong pieces called pig*, which are broken up, roasted, and
melted with a portion of charcoal... Malleability is here

conferred upon the copper.. by stirring [etc.]. 1868 G.
STEPHENS Runic .Won. I. 372 This Pig of Tin is well known
and has often been engraved. 1894 Times 16 Aug. 6/4 Zinc

in blocks or pigs, one cent per pound.
b. Of lead (the earliest use) : now usually of a

definite weight ;
see quot. 1823.

1589 J. WHITE in Capt. Smith Virginia (1624) 15 We found

..many barres of Iron, two pigs of Lead,.. and such like

heauie things throwne here and there, a 1616 BEAUM. &
FL. Scornful Lady v. ii, Lusty Boys to throw the Sledge,
and lift at Pigs of Lead. 1688 R. HOLM is Armoury in.

260/2 A Pig or Sow of Lead, is generally about three hun-
dred Pounds apiece. 1747 HOOSON Miner's Diet. I iv,

Amongst Lead Merchants it [a Fodder] is nine Pieces or

Piggs of Lead. 1823 P. NICHOLSON Pract. Build. 405 The
moulds, .take a charge of metal equal to one hundred and

fifty-four pounds ; these are called in commerce, pigs, or pigs
of lead. 1865 MERIVALE Rom. Emp. VIII. Ixvi. 206 Inscrip-
tions on pigs of lead, &c, refer to the reigns of Claudius.

O. Of iron (now the chief use) : see quots. Also,
in mod. use (without a or plural), short for pig-
iron. Pig of ballast^ a pig of iron (rarely of lead)
used as ballast.

1674 RAY Word's, Iron Work 126 The lesser pieces of

iox> pound or under they call Pigs. 1678 Phil. Trans,
XII, 934 From these Furnaces, they bring their Sows and

Pigs of Iron (as they call them) to their Forges. 1769 GRAY
Let. to Nicholls 24 June, The iron is brought in pigs to Mil-

throp by sea from Scotland, &c. 1789 Trans. Soc. Arts
VII. 218 Pigs of ballast, to sink the lower part. 1829
Glover's Hist. Derby \. 82 A pig of iron is three feet and
a half in length, and of one hundred pounds weight. 1837
MARRYAT Dog-fiend liv, Get up a pig of ballast. 1866

Reader 8 Sept. 778 The changes which have to be effected

in the crude cast-iron, called pig, in order to convert it into

malleable or bar-iron. 1871 Trans. Artier. Inst.
_
Mining

Eng. I. 149 White pig is made with a slag ranging from

40 to 48 per cent. 1883 Daily News i Sept. 2/6 Metals. ..

Scotch pigs quiet, closing at 47^. for m.n. warrants.

d. Applied to the moulds or channels in the

pig-bed.
[i685 PLOT Staffordsh. 162 They make one larger furrow

than the rest,.. which is for the Sow, from whence they
draw two or three and twenty others (like the labells of

a file in Heraldry) for the piggs.] 1805 [see PIG-IKON i].

1856 RICHARDSON Snppl. s. v., When the lead is tapped from
the smelting furnace, it runs down a straight channel,

technically called the sow, from which branch off on each
side some smaller channels, called Pigs. 1868 JOYNSON
Metals 23 The iron. .is. .run into rough moulds or channels
made in sand, and to which the name of

'

pig
'

is given.

8. In various technical and local uses : a. A
bundle of hemp-fibre of about z| Ib. weight, b.

A block or cube of salt. c. A segment of an

orange or apple, d. See quots. a 1843, 1902.
18*5 CHOYCE Log Jack Tar (1891) 33

This
t
[rock saltj

they cut out into square pigs weighing about sixty pounds
which they send to Guacho on mules. A 1843 in Southey
Contm.-pl. 5. (1851) IV. 417 Your man beat his antagonist by
a pig and an apple-pie. Note. A pig is still a provincial
term for an apple puff. ci86p H. STUART Seaman s Catech.

57 It [hemp] is then weighed into small parcels called 'pigs',

weighing about -z\ Ibs. each. 1870 VERNEY Lettice Lisle vi.

75 'What beautiful fruit', said he, beginning to eat the
'

pigs
'

into which she was cutting it [an apple]. 1877 N. fy

Q. sth Ser. VII, 134/1. 1903 Daily Ckron. n Oct. 8/4
'

Pigs in Blankets
'

the Americans call oysters wrapped in

bacon. We.. term them 'Angels on Horseback'.

9. In the names of various games.
Pigs in clover, a game which consists in rolling a number

of marbles into a recess or pocket in a board by tilting the
board itself. Placing (or chalking*) the pig's eye, putting on
the pigs tail: see quot. 1903.
1898 Daily News 3 May 6/2 Those games and pastimes

by which the patrons of the Peninsular and Oriental Com-

pany are wont to beguile time. Of such are the
' Game of

Buckets ',

'

Playing Bull ',

'

Placing the Pig's Eye '. and the
'

Cigarette Race'. 1900 Westm. Gaz. 6 June 2/2 All those
who have played

'

Pigs in Clover
'

will know the exasperating
way in which, when you have safely wriggled one pig into

position another immediately wriggles itself out. 1903 Daily
Ckron, 4 Feb. 5/1

'

Putting on the pig's tail
'

is a familiar

game on board ship. A tailless pig is drawn in chalk upon
the deck. Each passenger is blindfolded, turned round
three times, and then proceeds to put the tail on the pig-
usually yards away from the animal.

III. Proverbial phrases.
10. fa. When the pig is offered, to hold open

the pokc\ to seize upon one's opportunities. (And

844

variants of this.) b. To buy (or sell} a pig in a

poke (or bag} : to buy anything without seeing it

or knowing its value, t c. To give any one a pig
of his own (or another's'} sow : (a) to give any one

a part of his own (or another's) property ; (b} to

pay any one back in his own coin, treat him as he

has treated others, d. Please the pigs : please the

fates; if circumstances permit ;
if all's well. [Here

some have suggested a corruption of pyx or of

pixies, but without any historical evidence.] e.

To carry pigs to market : to try to do business or

attain to results. To drive (or bring] one's pigs to

afine, pretty, etc. market', (.usually ironical) to be

disappointed or unsuccessful in a venture.

a. c 1530 R. HILLES Cotumon.pl. Bk. (1858) 140 When ye

proffer the pigge open the poke. 1616 WitkmXJ Diet.

579 Quod datt<r accipe, when the pig is offered, hold ope
the poake. ai6zo SIR T. THROCKMORTON Life $ Death
Sir AT. Throek>norton xci, To profferd Pig each man doth

ope his Poke. b. 1562 J. HEYWOOD Prov. $ Epigr. (1867)

139, I will neuer bye the pyg in the poke. 1679 G. R. tr.

Boay&tiiaus Theat. World -201 Buying, as they say, a Pig
in a Bag. 1785 Rolliad 74 Except, indeed, when he essays
to joke; And then his wit is truly pig-in-poke. 1860 GEN.
P. THOMPSON Audi Alt. III. cxxxvi. 108 The reason the

parliamentary jobber hates the Ballot, is because he does
not like buying a pig in a poke. c- 1553 BALE Gardiner's
De vera Obea. G iij, I thought it not mete.. to make men
thinke I had geuen them a pigge of another mannes sowe.

1562 J. HEYWOOD Prov. $ Epigr, (1867) 155 Syr ye gyue me
a pyg of myne owne sowe. i6u COTGR. s.v. Chemise, To
gjue one a pig of his owne sow; to affoord him helpe out of

his owne meaner 1731 FIELDING Grub St. Op. in. xiv, If

you come to my house I will treat you With a pig of your
own sow. d. 1702!'. BROWN Lett.fr. Dead Wks. 1760
II. 198 I'll have one of the wigs to carry into the country
with me, an't {printed and] please the pigs. 1755 Genii.

Mag. XXy. 115 The expression I mean is, Ant please the

pigs, in which . . pigs is most assuredly a corruption of Pyx.
1800 SOUTHEY Let. to Lieut. Southey 15 June in Life (1850)
II. 83. 1825 T. HOOK Say. $ Doings Ser. n. 1. 183, I know
what I will do, and that is, please the Pix, I'll marry
Louisa to her cousin George. 1891 Blackw. Mag, June 819/1
There I'll be, please the pigs, on Thursday night. e- 1748
SMOLLETT Rod, Rand, xv, Strap . . observed that we had

brought our pigs to a fine market. 1771 Humph, Cl.

19 May, Let. ii, Roger may carry his pigs to another market.

1875 Punch 21 June 202/2 Government finds that in pro-

ducing the competition Wallah, it has driven its pigs to a

pretty market.

11. In various other phrases and locutions.

I54(5 ] HEYWOOD Prov. (1867) 84 Who that hath either of

these pygs in vre, He hath a pyg of the woorse panier sure.

1670 RAY Prov. 209 Like Goodyers pig, never well but when
he is doing mischief. Chesh. 1709 Brit. Apollo II. No. 62.

2 Whom all the Town follow, Like so many St. Anthony's
igs. 1761 Brit. Nag. II. 440 You'd have sworn he had

got the wrong pig by the ear. 1808 SCOTT Let. to Ellis

23 Dec. in Lockhart, I believe.., that when he JSir A.

Wellesley] found himself superseded [after Vimeiro], he
suffered the pigs to run through the business. 1823 BYRON
Juan vn. Ixxxi-

A - 1 - ' L -

Craven Gloss. (

DISRAELI Corr. ... ______ __ _____ , _______ _____ _______ ,

stared like a stuck pig, and said nothing. 1845 MRS. CAR-
LYLH New Lett., to Carlyle 20 Aug., I 'did intend* that

you should have had plenty of Letter to-day, but the pigs
nave run through it and be hanged to them, c 1860 Proverb\
Pigs may fly; but they are very unlikely birds. 1903
S, HEDIN Centr, Asia II. 318 The sleeping men ..went
on driving their pigs to market for all they were worth.

IV. attrib. and Comb. (Cf. those in HoGJ<MVI.)
12. a. attributive, as pig-belly, -boy, -broth,

'butcher, -eye, -feast, -hutch, -leather, -life, -matt,

-meat) -merchant, -pen, -philosophy, -swill, -trough,
tub, -yard ;

from sense 7, pig ballast, trade, etc.

1797 S. JAMES Voy. Arabia 201 The boat.. full of *pig
ballast.. was always half full of water. 1622 FLETCHER &
MASSINGER Span. Curate n. i, No man would think a

stranger such as I am Should reap any great commodity
from his *pigbelly. 1614 B. JONSON Barth. Fair Induct.,
The language some where sauours of Smithfieldj the Booth,
and the "Pigbroath, or of prophaneness. 1714 Lond. Gaz.
No. 5274/11 A little swarthy Woman, hath small *Pig
Eyes. 1823 Blackw. Mag. XIV. 520 The mallet-pate,

pig-eye Chinese. 1839 CARLYLE Chartism iv. 127 He
lodges to his mind in any *pighutch or doghutch. 1886
W. J. TUCKER E. Europe 304 His legs.. in strong *pig-
leather boots. 1898 Blackw. Alag. Nov. 666/1 The *pigman
..had caught the five piglings. 1817 Part. Deb. 743 It pre-
vented the preservation of meat, and especially of *pig
meat. 1895 N.

fy Q. roth Ser. IV. 512 [In Hants] The
spare-rib and gnskin of a bacon hog or sow are called pig-
meat, whether Targe or small. 1897 Allbutfs Syst. Meet, II.

790 In most cases the infected food has been pig meat. 1853
HICKIE ir.Aristoph. (1887) I. 33 A *pig-merchant of Megara.
1833 MARRYAT P. Simple xxvii, 1'here are two cow-pens

Feb. 117 We began with Delectus an awful institution, no
more reading than a *pigtub is food.

b. objective and obj. genitive, as pig-buyer,
-dealer, -driver, -eater, -feeder, -jobber^ -killer,

-stealer, -taker \ pig-breeding, -dealing, -driving,

mating, -feeding, 'keeping, sbs. and adjs.
1891 Pott Mall G. 23 Dec. 2/1 Ballybricken is.. chiefly

3/
Pi

pigs to run tnrougn tne ousmess. 1023 DYSON
cxxiv, Ask the pig who sees the wind ! 1828
s. (ed. 2) s. v.,

' To drive pigs ', to snore. 1837
rr. w. Sister 21 Nov., Gibson Craig .. rose,

1654
B'artholemew Faire *pig-dressers. 1687 Lond. Gaz. No. 2234/4
John Williams a Welshman, a *Pig driver. 1608 MIDDLE-
TON Trick to Catch Old One i v. i, Convey my little *pig-
eater out. xSio SplendidFollies I, 109 Industrious peasants

PIG.

pursuing their morning labours some milking some *

pig-

feeding. 1828 P. CUNNINGHAM N. S. Wales (ed. 3) II. 250
Breadman had been a great "pig-stealer in his day.

C. instrumental, parasynthetic, etc., %.*pig-bribed^

-haunted', pig-backed, -chested, -eyed, -footed, -haired,

-jawed; pig-fat, ~proof, -tight, adjs.
1880 ZAEHNSDORF Bookbinding xi. 42 Nothing can be more

annoying than to see books lop-sided,
*

pig-backed. 1880

DailyNews 1 7 Sept. 16/2 The latter animal [a goat] is slightly

pig-backed. 1613 BEAUM. & FL. Coxcomb v. iii, Why kneel

are small and deeply seated in the head. 1864 KINGSLEY
Rom. <y Tent. iii. 74 Pig-eyed hideous beings. 1897 Cat airy
Tactics ii. 8 Not. .that the troop horse is useless if he is

not *pig fat. 1884 Cassell's Fata. Mag. Apr. 272/1 The *pig-
footed handicot is another curious variety seen here. 1883
Pall MallG. 21 Sept. 12/2 The immense number of wild pigs
makes cultivation impracticable without *pig proof fences.

13. Special Comb. (cf. HOG sb^- 13): pig brass,
brass as it is cast after the first fusion ; pig-cheer,
viands made from the flesh or viscera of swine

; pig-

dog, a dog used in hunting wild pigs in Australia ;

pig-hole, an aperture in a steel furnace through
which fresh supplies of pig-iron may be introduced;

pig-hull, dial.= PIGSTY
; pig-lifter, one employed

in moving pig-iron: see quot.; pig-louse, the wood-
louse or HOG-LOUSE, Oniscus; pig-maker, a manu-
facturer of pig-iron ; pig-market, (a} a market
held for the purchase and sale of swine

; () a

name vulgarly given to the Proscholium or ante-

chamber of the Divinity School at Oxford : see

quot. 1681 ; pig-mould, one of the channels in

a pig-bed; pig-plate = PJG-IRON 2
; pig-potato,

a small potato used to feed swine =
hog-potato

(Hoc sbl 13) ; also_/?. ; pig-ring, a ring or strip
of metal fixed in the snout of a hog to prevent it

from grubbing, a hog-ring; pig-root v., to root

or grub in the earth like swine; pig-stone, a

concretion occurring in the intestines of the wild

boar; pig-trotter, the foot of a pig, as an article

of food ; f pig-woman, a woman who sold roast

pig at fairs, etc.
; pig-wool, the finer hair of the

swine, used in making flies for anglers ; pig-yoke,

(a)
= HOG-YOKE ; (b} a sextant or quadrant (slang).

See also PIG-BED, etc.

1897 Allbntt's Syst. Med. II. 938 Those who remelt the

*pig brass, and are called 'founders'. 1871 Archseohgitt
(1873) XLIV. 208 Christmas was formerly, as now, the prin-

cipal season for '*pig-cheer '. 1845 E. J. WAKEFIELD Adv.
in N, Zealand'II. i.6 The *pig-dogs are of rather a mongrel
breed. 1877 GILLIES in Trans. N. Z. Inst. X. 321 A pig-

dog of the bull-terrier breed. 1828 Craven Gloss, (ed. 2),

*Fighitl, a pig cote or
stye. 1892 Labour Commission Gloss.,

*
Pig-lifters, also called

'

metal-carriers
'

. . those who take
the pig-iron out of the troughs of sand into which it has been

placed to cool, and stack it on the trucks used in conveying
it away for sale. 1819 G. SAMOUELLE Entotnol. Coinpeud.
in It is commonly called *Pig-Iouse, Wood-louse, M illepede.
1891 Daily News 12 Jan. 2/7 *Pigmakers are complaining
of the exceedingly high prices of coke. 1681 WOOD Life
ii Feb. (O. H. S.) II. 517 Note that the Divinity Schoole
hath been seldorne used since altered and changed (but
before 'twas a "pig-market). 1853 E. BRADLEY Verd. Green
v, They made their way to the classic

'

Pig-market ',
to wait

the arrival of the Vice-Chancellor. 1839 URE Diet. Arts
754 The smelter runs off the lead into the *pig-moulds. 1787
J. FARLEY Lond. Art Cookery (ed. 4) 35 Having spitted

your pig, sew it up, and lay it down to a brisk, clear fire,

with a *pig-plate hung in the middle of it. 1796 STEDMAN
Surinam II. xxvi. 244 These roots are tuberous, flattish,

small,, .not unlike *
pig-potatoes. 1866 GEO. ELIOT F. Holt

xxviii, Not very big or fine, but a second size a pig -potato,
like. 1862 WILDE Catal. Antiq. in R. Irish Acad. 18 A

18/2 The.. *pig-trotter women willgh
you notice when the time is come. 16x4 B. JONSON Barth.
Fair n. vi, Smoak'd like the back-side of the ""Pig-woman's
Booth, here. 1892 Gentlewomen*s Bk. Sports I. 20 His fly-

! 10 Oct. 468 The pig yoke was a wooden frame which was
fastened around the necks of pigs to hinder them from

I

forcing a way through hedges.

b. In names of animals and plants : as pig-

; cony, the guinea-pig ; pig-deer, the Babiroussa ;

! pig-face, pig's face, a plant : see quot. 1846 ; pig-

fish, a popular name in America and Australia of

various fishes ; pig-lily, a popular name in S,

Africa of the Arum lily, Richardia Kthiopica, the

root of which is eaten by porcupines; pig-mouse,
the water-shrew ; pig-pea, a variety of field pea.

(Cf.HoojJ.ii3c, d.)

1607 TOPSELL Four-f. Beasts (1658) 88 Indian little *Pig-
cony. I received the picture of this beast from a certain

Noble-man. 1834 Ross Van Dienten's Land A tin. 1 33

(Morris) *Pig faces; called by the aborigines. .canay.ong.

1846 LINDLEY Veg. Kingd. 526 The natives of Australia eat

the fruit of M\fsembryanthemut\ aequilatcrale (Pig-faces,
or Canagong). 1898 MOKKIS Austral F.ng., Pig-face, Pig-
faces, and Pig's face, or Pig's-faces. 1860 IJARTLKTT Diet.

Ainer. (ed. 3) s. v. Sea~vobin, From the croaking or grunting
noise it makes when caught, it is sometimes called *PJg-
Fish. 1898 MORRIS Austral Eng*, Pig-fish, name given to

the fish Agriofus leucopcecilus,..\r\ Dunedin; called also



PIG.

ihe Leather-jacket. ..In Sydney it is Cossyphus imimacu-

tains, ..a Wrasse, closely related to the Blue-groper. In

Victoria, Hcterodantus pliillipi, . . the Port Jackson Shark.

1880 Silver tr Ca.'s S. Africa (ed. 3) 148 Associated by
name with the Lilies is what is known as the *Pig Lily.

1887 RIDER HAGGARD Jess 44 Thousands of white arum

lilies, pig-lilies they call them there. 1905 Standard 8 Feb.

2/5 The '

*pig mouse '

of the cress farmer is the water

shrew. 1766 Complete Farmer s. v. Pease, The common
white pea, the gray pea, the "pig pea, and some other large
winter peas.

C. Combinations with pigs', as pig's cheek, cote,

eye, fry, hair; pig's face: see fig-face in b
; pig's

foot, f (a~)
^ dipping-pail used in brewing, and

also for carrying dry articles ; (6) a kind of crow-

bar ; pig's meat, food for swine ; also Jig. ; pig's

whisper, (a) a very brief space of time (slang} ;

(l>) a low whisper (dial.) ; pig's whistle, U. S.

slang fig's whisper (a). Also Pld'S-WABH.
1844 STEPHENS Bk. Farm II. 242 The heads should be

cut off one after the other, and eaten as green *pig's-cheek.

1853 KISGSLEY Hypatia. xix, With a sleek pale face, small

*pig's eyes, and an enormous turban. 1848 WESTGAKTH
Australia Felix ix. 132 The *pig's face is an extremely
common production of the Australian soil. 1467 Yatton
Cfuirchw. Ace. (Som. Rec. Soc.) 120 Payd for a *pyggsfote
to bare cols, )&, 1790 PENNANT London (1813) 322 That
resistless species of crow, well known to housebreakers by
the name of the Pig's-fpot. 1894 Du MAURIKR Trilby
(1895) 105 His twiddling little footle *pig's-hair brush. 1896
CROCKETT Grey Man xxxv. 233 A pail of *pigs' meat in her
hand. 1857 DICKENS Pickw. xxxii, You'll find yourself in bed,
in something less than a *pig's whisper. 1883 Gd. }Vords 84
He confided his secret, wrapped up in a pig's whisper to

the earth. 1860 BARTLETT Diet. Amer, (ed. 3) s.v., 'I'll

do so in less than a 'pig's whistle'.

Pig (pig), sb.* Now Sc. and Northutnbld.
Forms : 5 pygg, 6 pyg, pigge, 9 pigg, 6- pig.

[Origin unknown ; see also PIGGIN.]
1. An earthenware pot, pitcher, jar, or other

vessel ; especially one that has no specific name ;

a crock. Rarely a vessel of tin or wood (ods.).

1:1440 Alphabet of Tales 340 Euerilk day .. was broght
vnto hym a lofe of bread and a pygg with wyne & a light

candyll. 1488 Ace. Ld. lligk Treas. Scot. I. 79 Deliuerit
be Dene Robert Hog, channoune of Halirudhous, to the

Thesaurare, tauld in presens of the Chancellare, Lord Lile . . in
a pyne pig of tyn. 1515 DOUGLAS SEneis vn. xiv. 25 Furth
of ane payntit pyg.quhair as he stude, A gret river defundand
oraflude. 1588 Wills f, Inv. N. C. (Surtees) II 3i2,j litle

wood coup, j paer of muster quernes of wood, j litle wood
pigge, iiij wood dishes, j earthen panne. 1673 IVedderburn's
vocab. 13 (Jam.) Urna, a pitcher or pig. 1724 in Ramsay
Tea-t. Misc. (1733) II. 181 A pig, a pot, and a kirn there ben.
1818 Miss FERRIER Marriage II. 187, 1 would send him one
of our ham?, and a nice little pi of butter. 1818 SCOTT Hrt.
Midi. x!ix, It wad be better laid out on yon bonny grass-
holms, than lying useless here in this auld pigg. i86a HISI.OP
Prpv. Scot. 170 She that gangs to the well wi' an ill-will,
either the pig breaks or the water will spill,

t b. Applied to a cinerary urn. Obs.

1535 STEWART Cron. Scot. (Rolls) I. 244 Syne all his bodie
brint wes untill ass . . Syne in ane pig wounderfullie wes
wrocht, Tha war put in and to the tempill brocht. 1536
EELLF.NDEN Cron. Scot. (1821) II. 346 Ane pig craftely
ingravin, in quhilk was found certane bonis wound in silk.

c. A chimney-pot (of earthenware), rare.
1822 GALT Provost xxiv. 177 Pigs from the lum-heads

came rattling down like thunder-claps.
d. Earthenware as a material; also, a pot-sherd

or fragment of earthenware such as children use in

some games. Sc. dial.

1808-18 in JAMIESON. Mod. Sc. Made o' common pig, not
o' cheenie. The wee lassie was playan' wi' her pigs on the

grund.
e. Pigs and whistles, fragments ; trivialities; to

go to pigs and whistles, to be ruined.
1681 CoLvit. IVhigsStipplic. (1751) 161 Discoursing of their

Pigs and whistles, And strange experiments of Muscles
[note, Pigs and whistles, Gimcraks}. 1786 Har'st Rig
xlviii. (1801) 18 So he to pigs and whistles went And left
the land. 1862 MRS. CARLVLF. Lett. III. 125 Curious what
a curative effect a railway journey has on me always, while
you it makes pigs and whistles of !

2. Comb, (all Sc.) : pig-ass, an ass which
draws a pig-cart, a cart filled with crockery for

sale, a mugger's cart ; pig-man, a seller of

crockery, a mugger ; pig-shop, a crockery shop ;

pig-wife, a female vendor of crockery.
1787 W. TAYLOR Poems 79 Frae Phoebus' beams ye apes

retire, Wi' your *Pig-asses. 1898 Wcstm. Ca~.. 25 Oct. 2/1
Sometimes the clanging of a '"pig-cart' bell is heard far
down the street. 1681 COLVIL Whigs Sufflic. (1751) 120
Wallace, Who in a "pig-man's weed, at Bigger Espied all
the English leagure. 1896

' IAN MACLAREN' Kate Carnegie
226 His father keepit a "pig chop [ = shop]. 1787 W. TAYLOR
Poems 79 note, Some ape Poets may be said rather to lead
"Pig Wives' cripple Asses. 1821 Blackw. Mag. Jan. 423
Already has the 'Pig Wife's

1

early care Mark'd out a.

station, for her ciockery ware.

Pig, v.
[f. PIG

rf.l]
1. Of a sow : To bring forth pigs ;

to farrow.

(Cf. to child, kid, lamb, foal, etc.) Also transf.
mAfig. a. intr.
c 1532 Du WES Introd. Fr. in P;.!sgr. 952 To pygge as a

sowe, pourcelcr. 1607 TOPSELL Four./. Blasts (16581 532 ASow which hath once pigged. 1660 Peters Last Will in
Harl. Misc. (Park) VII. 135 The bed that Pope Joan pigged
in. 1844 STEPHENS Bk. Farm II. 698 A sow.. about to pig
..will carry straw in her mouth, and collect it in a heap in
some retired corner of a shed.

b. trans.

845

i57S TURBERV. Vcnerie 150 When his dame dothe pigge
him, (the bore] hath as many teeth as euer he will haue
whyles he liueth. 1593 NASHE Four Lett. Confttt, Wks.
(Grosart) II. 199 This is not halfe the littour of inckehorn-

isme, that those foure pages haue pigd. 1699 E. TYSON in

Phil. Trans. XXI. 432 This Monster was pigged alive. 1^60
Citron, in Ann. Reg* 117/1 A large sow. .has pigged 21 pigs
at one litter. 1805 R. W. DICKSON Pract, Agric. II. 1194
The litters which are pigged in June., should always be
reared.

2. intr. To huddle together in a disorderly,

dirty, or irregular manner; to herd, lodge, or

sleep together, like pigs ;
to sleep in a place like

a pigsty. Also to pig it.

1675 COTTON Scoffer Scoft 52 When I pi'd with mine own
Dad. 1697 VANBRUGH Provok'd IVife v. li. 65 So, now you
being as dirty and as nasty as myself, we may go pig
together. 1806-7 J- BERESFOFD Miseries Hum. Life (1826)
xiv. i, The only hole in which you can pig for the night.

ty Irish families who pig in the adjoining

alley. 1889 G. ALLEN Tents of Shem ii, You'd have to pig
it with the goats and the cattle.

b. trans. To crowd (persons) together like pigs.
lSStScHOULER//&/. U. S. 1 1. 276 Pigging travellers together

in the same chamber if not in the same bed. 1882 Daily
News 20 May 2/2 Women and children were often found in

them *

pigged
'

into small rooms.

f 3. Glove-making. To hang many skins together.
1688 R. HOLME Armoury in, 86/2 Pigging is hanging of

many skins together. 1726 Diet. Rust. s.v. Wet-glover.
Hence Plugging vbl.sb., farrowing; huddling.
1607 TOPSELL Four-f. Beasts (1658) 518 An easie and safe

pigging. 1898 B. BURLEIGH Sirdar <y Khalifa xii. 191 The
pigging

'

in Soudan dirt and heat.

Pigage, erron. obs. form of PYGARG.

Pig-back, dial, form of PICK-A-BACK.

Fi'g-"bed. [f.
PIG sbl + BED sk]

1. A place where a pig lies, a pigsty, a pig's lair.

i8zi in Cobbett Rur. Rides (1825) 17 Their dwellings are
little better than pig-beds.
2. The bed of sand in which pigs of iron are cast.

1884 LOCK Workshop Rcc. Ser. in. 254/2 The first 2 or 3
cwt. of iron, .sometimes will have to be poured into a pig-
bed. 1890 W. J. GORDON Foundry 99 On another pig-bed
we see the next operation in progress; the men are with

sledge-hammers breaking apart the pigs from the sows, and
knocking them into separate existence.

3. Comb.j as pig-bedman : see quot.
1892 Labour^ Commission, Gloss., Pig-bedinen^ term synony-

mous with '

pig-lifters '.

Pi'g-COte. Also pigs-cote, [f. PIG $h.*\- + COTE
sfi.T-] A pig's house or pigsty.
1600 HEVWOOD 2nd Pt. Edw. IV^ Wks. 1874 J. 94, I will

not leaue S. Paul or Burgundy A bare pigs-cote to shroud
them in. 1605 in Halliwell Shaks. (1887) II. 142 Warning
to Henry Smyth to plucke downe his pigges-cote which is

built nere the chappie wall. 1810 Hull Improv. Act 53
Any hogstie or

pigscote.
1888 C. KERRY in Jrnl. Derby

Archseol, Soc. X. 20 A stone from this wall formerly
decorated the gable-end of a pig-cote.
attrib. 1865 B. HKIEKLEY Irkdctle I. 144 Throwing his

arms upon the pig-cote wall.

Pigdom (pi-gdam). nonce-wd. [f. PIG sbl -f-

-POM.] The condition of a pig ; the realm of pigs.
1879 SALA Paris HerselfAgain I. in. 41 Every phase of

human hoggishness developed by excess into an unmitigated
pigdom is there illustrated. 1884 G. ALLEN Philistia I. 301
No doubt a very refined and cultivated specimen of pigdom.
Pigell, obs. form of PICKLE.

Pigeon (pi'dgan), j. Forms: 4-5pejou,5-oun,
pegion, -geon, -gon, pyjon, 5-6 pygeon, (6
pegyn, -gyon, 6 pigin, -gen, -gion, pygion,
-gon), 7 pidgion, pydgion, (pigeing), 7-9 pid-
geon, 5- pigeon.

1

[WtfL.pyjon,pejon, a. Qf.pijon
(i3thc.), pyjottn young bird, esp. young dove,

dove, mod.F. pigeon (whence the mod.Eng. spell-

ing), = Pr. pijon t Sp. pichon, \\.. pictione\ late L.

(3rd c.) pipion-em (ptpio} a young cheeping bird,

squab, f. ptpire to chirp, cheep.]
A. Illustration of Forms.

?ci39O Form of Cury xlviii. (1780) 29 Peions ystewed.
Take peions and stop hem with garlec ypylled and with
gode erbes ihewe. c 1430 Two Cookery-bks. (E. E.T.S.) 58
Pyionys. Ibid. 109 Mynce J>e rostid peiouns. c 1450 Ibid.
68 Peions rested. 1467 Mann, fy Househ. Exp, (Roxb.) 399
Item, [my mastyr spent] in vij." peyre pegones, xj.j. viij.</.

1483 Cath. Angl. 277/2 A Pigeon, pifio. 1486 Bk. St.
Albans Aiv, The mawe of a pegeon. loid. Cviij, The gut
of a pegion. 1502 Will ofMoore (Somerset Ho.), A Welsh
pygon. ^1532 Du WES Introd. Fr. in Palsgr. 911 The
pygions, Us pigeons. 1533 ELYOT Cast. Helthe u. xlL (1541)
31 Pygeons be easily digested. 1556 Chron. Gr. Friars
(Camden)68 Forkecheynge of pegynsin thcnyght. 1577 B.
GOOGE Hercsback's Husb. iv. (1586) 168 For breeding of
Pigions. 1587 MASCALL Govt. Cattle (1627) 273 Pigins
dung, and hennes_or poultry dung. 1596 SHAKS. Rlcrch. V.
u. vl 5 O ten times faster Venus Pidgions flye. 1663
Pidgeon [see B. 2]. 1808 A, PARSONS Trav. v. 137 In shoot-

ing_wild_ pidgeons.

T"
(Cf. Stiff, dial. fiigcon.giiU = a young gull.)
c 1440 Promp. Pan'. 3g6/i Pyione, yonge dove, columbella

14.. in Tmdalt's Vis. (1843) 128 A pejon as law doth
devyse Sche schuld eke offur as for hur trespacc. 1481CAXTOM Reynard (Arb.) 58 Had goten two pygeons [ Flemish
ong. tlvcc longlie iftiucn] as they cam first out of her nestc.
1530 PALSGR. 254/1 Pygion a byrde, figaa, colombette. 1570
I,TAINS .Wanif. 165/34 A Pigion, tifio. 1577 B. GOOGE
llcrestaeVs Husk. iv. (1586) 17: Turtle Douei..the olde

B. Signification.
I. 1 1. A young dove. Obs.

PIGEON.
ones be not so good, as neither the Pigion is. 1601 HOLLAND
Pliny x. xxxiv, 290 As well the male as the female be
carefull of their young pigeons and love them alike.

2. A bird of the iamily Columbid
t

a dove,

j

either wild or domesticated.

1494 FABYAN Chron. vu. 445, vi. peions for a peny, a fatte

j
goos for ,ii.<, a pygge for a peny. 1526 TiNDALt Luke ii. 24

I

A payre off turtle doues or ij yonge pigions [fco<raoif irtpi-

a-Tfptuc, pullos columbarum, WVCLIF twey culuere briddis].

1570 b. GOOGE Pop. Kingd. iv. (1880) 53 b, On Whitsunday,
whyte Pigeons tame, in strings from heauen flie. 1592

! DAVIES Imwort. Soul XXXH. xlvii, As Noah's Pigeon, which
returned no more. 1663 PEPYS Diary 19 C>ct., The Queene
. . was so ill as to be shaved, and pidgeons put to her feet, and

[

to have the extreme unction given her by the priests. 1756-7
tr. Keysler's Trai>. (1760) III. 306 At Modena. .pigeons are

taught to carry letters to a place app&inted, and bring back
!

answers. 1790 Bystander 376 The doctor was putting the
! pigeons to the feet of an old miser. 1857 BUCKLE L'iviliz.

(1858) I. ix. 578 No Frenchman.. could keep pigeons, unless
lie were a noble.

b. Many varieties and breeds are distinguished,

j

the pigeon being a noted object of fancy breeding ;

:

as Barb or Barbary pigeon, CAKRIEK-PIGEON,
j homing pigeon, mm pigeon, pouter pigeon, tumbler

pigeon, etc. : among the distinct species are the

bronze-, bronzed-, or gold-winged p., crown,
crowned, or goura p., fruit p., ground p.,

nutmeg p., partridge p., PASBENGER-F., rock

p., tooth-billed p., wild p., wood-pigeon : for

the more important of which see the qualifying
word; cf. also DOVE sb. \. Applied also \\ith

defining word to other birds, as Cape, Hill, or

Mountain pigeon, a small species of petrel,
Proidlaria or Daption capensis, abundant at the

Cape of Good Hope; Diving or Bea pigeon,
the Black Guillemot or DOVEKIE.
1694 Ace. Sev. Late l-'oy. u. (1711) 84 The first Diving

Pigeon I got. .at Spitzbergen. 1707 MOKTIMXK Hvsb. I. 261

Pigeons or Doves are of several sorts, .. as Wood-pigeons,
Rock-pigeons, Stock or Ring-doves, Turtle-doves, Dove-
coat-pigeons. 1719 DE Foe Crusoe \. 89, 1 found a kind of
wild Pidgeons, who built not a^ Wood Pidgeons in a Tree,
but rather as House Pidgeons, in the Holes of the Rocks.

1731 MEDLKV Kolbcn's C. G. Hope II. 158 Call'd at the

Cape the Hill or Mount Pigeon. 1819 SHAW i,'cn. Zool. XI.
I. u Red-Crowned Pigeon (Colmnba rubricapilla). -Native
of Antiaua in the Isle of Panay. 1832 J. BISCMOFF I'an
Dieniens Land II. 31 By far the most beautiful birds in

the island.. are called bronze-winged pigeons. 1884 'R.
UOLDREWOOD* Melb.Mem. n The lovely bronze-wing pigeons
were plentiful then amid the wild forest tracks of Newtown.
1898 Daily Neu's 5 Jan. 2 Chequered blue dragon pigeons.

3._/^. f a. A young woman, a girl ;
a sweetheart

;

also, a coward. O&s.

1586 A. DAY Eng. Secretary u. (1625) 80 Antaf>hrtists t

when a word scornefully deliuered, is vnder^tood by his

contrary, as., of a blacke Moore woman to say : Will yee see
a faire pigeon? 1592 GREENE Dt$put, Wks. (Grosart) X.
223 [When] they had spent vpon her what they had.. then

forsooth, she and her yoong Pigion [her daughter] turne
them out of doores like prodigall children. 1604 DEKKER
Honest Wh. \. \. Wks. 1873 II. 20 Sure hee's a pigeon, for

he has no gall. 1682 N. O. Boileaus Littrin \\. 13 He had
left her in the Lurch. .And under colour of Religion Courted
another pretty Pigeon.

b. slang* One who lets himself be swindled, esp.
in gaming; a simpleton, dupe, gull ; esp. in phrase
to pluck a pigeon, to 'fleece' a person. [= F.

pigeon in same sense, in allusion to its harmless-

ness, and to pigeon-catching.]
1593 G. HARVEY Pierce"s Super. Wks. (Grosart) II. 245 As

wily a pigeon, as the cunning Goldsmith, that accused his

neighbour, and condemned himselfe. 1639 S. Du VERGER
tr. Camus" Admir. Events 112 This pigeon being not of
full age, could not contract it without the consent of his

mother. 1654 GAYTON Pleas. Notes 187 Nor
is_

Sancho
behind him for a Pigeon; both deluded commit equal!
errors.

1794^ Sporting Mag, IV. 47, 1 was instantly looked

up to as an impending pigeon, .and every preparation was
made for the plucking. 1809 MALKIN Gil Bias iv. vii. r 4
A flatterer may play what game he likes against the pigeons
of high life ! x86a THACKERAY Four Georges iv, He was a
famous pigeon for the play-men i they lived upon him.

fc. A sharperofa particular kind; seequot. Obs.

[Allusion to carrier-pigeon.}
1801 Sporting Mag. XVIII. 101 Pigeons. Sharpers who,

during the drawing of the lottery, wait ready mounted, near
Guildnall, and as soon as the first two or three numbers are

drawn, which they receive from a confederate. .ride with
them.. to some distant insurance office., where there is

another of the gang, commonly a decent looking woman ..

to her he secretly gives the numbers, which she insures for
a considerable sum.
4. A flying target, used as a substitute for a real

pigeon ; also, a toy consisting of an imitation

propeller which is made to fly in the air.

Clay pigeon^ a saucer of baked clay thrown into the air

from a trap, as a mark at shooting-matches.

b. To fly the blue pigeon (Naut. slang] \ to

heave the deep-sea lead.

1897 KIPLING Captains Courageous 77
'

I'll learn you how
to

fly the Blue Pigeon. Shooo!'..The lead sang a deep
droning song as Tom Platt whirled it round and round.

II. tttrib.*n&Comb. 5. a. attributive, in sense

'of a pigeon', 'of pigeons', as pigeon-dung, -egg^

gun t -louse t -racing \ 'for, used by, or inhabited

by pigeons*, as pigeon-basket, -box^ -cote^ -hutch*

-loft, -room, -roost, -tower \ 'containing or made

of pigeons *, as pigeon-pie ; b. objective and obj.
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gen., as pigeon-eating, -feeder, -keeper, -killer,

-shooter, -shooting; C. instrumental, as pigeon-
haunted adj.; d. similative, as pigeon-tinted adj.

1750 FRANKLIN Let. Wks. 1887 II. 206, I had ..nailed

against the wall of my house a "pigeon-box that would hold

eg'ge'of 'discretion." 1898"AUbults Syst. Med. V. 258"The

"pigeon-feeder fills his own mouth with a watery mixture of

canary-seeds and vetch seeds. 1892 GREENER Breech-

Loader 131 Nor is it assumed that they alone can make

good shooting 'pigeon-guns. 1842 SIR A. DE VERE Song
of Faith 207 'Pigeon-haunted chestnuts musical. 1844

Zoologist II. 453
of the

Keeper. _-- -

Ida?an height, Like air's swift 'pigeon-killer, stoop'd the far-

shot God of light. 1735 \.
MOORE Columbarium 3 A

*Pigeon Loft ought to be built to the South or South-west.

i7zi AMHERST Terry Fil. No. 41 (1754) 217 Built in the form
of *pidgeon-pye, A house there is for rooks to lie And roost

in. 1899 Westm. Gas. 3 May 10/1 We gather that 'pigeon-

racing is now almost a national sport. 1651 CLEVELAND

iilfl 207 r^lgeon-naunteu chestnuts musical. 1044

gist II. 453 A 'pigeon-hutch fastened against one
e walls. 1879 L. WRIGHT (title) Practical 'Pigeon
er. ci6ix CHAPMAN Iliad xv. 220 Thus from th'

"Pigeon-shooting, ismbellishea witn a beautnui Repre-
sentation of a Pigeon Shooting Match. 1892 GREENER
Breech-Loader ix. 234 Pigeon-shooting, against the practice
of which many sportsmen protest . . is of lowly origin. 1883
V. STUART Egypt 269 Dechney . . abounds in "pigeon-towers.

6. Special Combs.: pigeon-cherry =pin-cherry

(PlNrf. 13); tpigeon-diver, the Black Guillemot or

Dovekie; pigeon-express =pigeon-post; pigeon-

fancier, one who keeps and breeds fancy pigeons ; so

pigeon-fancy, -fancying ; pigeon-fieldfare, the

fieldfare, Turduspilaris, or a variety of it ; pigeon-

flyer, one who lets homing pigeons fly, or takes

part in pigeon- races ;
so pigeon-flying; f pigeon-

foot =pigeons foot: seeb; pigeon-goose, an Aus-

tralian goose, Cereopsis novx hollandise, having a

remarkably large cere ; the Cape-Barren Goose ;

pigeon-grass, (7. S.} a name of the grass Setaria

glauca ; pigeon-guillemot, Cepphus columba,

a sea-fowl of the North Pacific ; pigeon-hearted

a., faint-hearted, timid, chicken-hearted; fpigeon-
livered a., meek, gentle ; pigeon man, see quot. ;

pigeon marl, dove-coloured marl, columbine marl;

pigeon-match, a match at shooting pigeons re-

leased from traps at a fixed distance from the

competitors ; pigeon-pair, boy and girl twins ;

also, a family consisting of a son and daughter

only; so called from a pigeon's brood, which

usually consists of a male and female ; pigeon-

post, the conveyance of letters or dispatches by

homing pigeons; pigeon-poult, the young of

a pigeon ; pigeon ruby = pigeon's blood (see b) ;

pigeon salt, see quot. ; pigeon-shot, one skilled

in pigeon-shooting ; pigeon-tail, an American

name of the pintail duck ( Dafila acuta) ; pigeon-
tick, see quot. ; pigeon-woodpecker, (17. S.)

=
FLICKER.

1694 Ace. Sev. Late Voy. n. (1711) 83 The 'Pigeon-diver.,
one of the beautifullest birds of Spitzbergen. 1861 DICKENS
Gt. Expect, xxxii, You were quite a 'pigeon-fancier. 1899
Weslm. Gaz. 20 Sept. 7/3 A well-known homer pigeon-
fancier. 1879 L. WRIGHT Pract. Pigeon Keeper v, It is

almost impossible to make any real mark in the "pigeon-

fancy without exhibiting in some form. Ibid, ix, The almond
Tumbler, .has done more to raise the tone of pigeon-fancy
than any other breed, a 1845 BARHA.M Cousin Nicholas

xxiv, A flight of 'pigeon-fieldfares ..alighted among the

berries of the shrubbery. 1879 FARHAR St. Paul (1883) 124

For membership of the Sanhedrim.. a man must not be a

dicer, usurer, 'pigeon-flyer, or dealer in the produce of the

Sabbatical year. 1898 Westm. Gaz. 19 Apr. 2/3 [Places]

in which 'pigeon-flying is a sport more honoured in the

breach than the observance. 1736 AINSWORTH Lai. Diet.,

'Pigeon foot (an herb), Geranium, pes cdiimbinus. 1890
Cent. Diet, s v. Cereopsis, There is but one species . . called the

'pigeon-goose. 1621 FLETCHER Pilgrim in. iv, I never saw

fill, T[

,

"pigeon-hearted people 1 1840 DICKENS Old C. Shop
This fellow is pigeon-hearted, and light-headed. 1602

SHAKS. Ham. n. ii.6o3 But I am 'Pigeon-Liuer'd, and lacke. . . .

Gall To make oppression bitter. 1903 Westm. Gaz. 2 Dec.

12/2 Those London Stock Exchange celebrities of the

thirties, the '

'pigeon men'. They established a service of

pigeons between London and Paris. 1601 "Pigeon marie

(see COLUMBINE a. 3]. 1610 W. FOLKINGHAM Art ofSurvey
i. x. 32 Columbine or Pidgeon Marie lies in lumpes

and
cloddcs. 17*4 Museum Rust. II. 377 The auger brought
up marie.. some of it mixed with blue veins (which I will

here call pigeon marie). 18x0 Sporting Mag. XXXV.
140 A "pigeon match for a stake of 200 guineas. 1847-78
HALLIWELL, 'Pigeon-pair. 1900 in Eng. Dial. Diet. 1873
LYTTON Parisians xu. xv, We learnt that through a

'pigeon-post. 1892 Daily Neiys Nov. 5/5 The Caliphs
made the pigeon post a regular institution in the Nile delta.

Ibid., There were six pigeon-posts between Cairo and
Damascus, and ten between the latter city and Behnessa.

1899 Westm. Gaz. 7 Nov. 7/2 In the pigeon-post message of

Friday no reference to the use of infantry is made. 1885
BURTON Arab. Nts. II. 50 On the night of the consumma-
tion they cut the throat of a 'pigeon-poult. 1897 Daily
News 23 Feb. 6/2 Colour shades ranging from . . pale
rose to intense 'pigeon ruby led. 1678 Phil. Trans. XII.

1063 A fift sort is 'Pigeon Salt, which is nothing but the

Brine running out through the crack of a Phat, and hardens

to a clod on the outside over the fire. 1894 Westm. Caz.

24 Nov. 3/1 A sportsman of renown in many branches,

especially as a "pigeon-shot
1

. 1902 WEBSTER Suppl.,

"Pigeon-tick, (a) A parasitic mite (Argas rejlcxus) found on

pigeons, (b) The common bird mite.

b. Combs, withpigeon's: pigeon's blood, attrib.

(of a ruby) dark red, rather lighter than beefs

blood ; pigeon's egg, a bead of Venetian glass,

of the shape and size of the egg of a pigeon ;

pigeon's-foot (
= F. pied de pigeon), dove's-foot

(Geranium columbimtm, G. molle) ; pigeon's

grass [cf. Gr. Trcpiariftuiv, a kind of verbena,
f. irfpiarepa dove], the common vervain ; pigeon's

throat, see quot. ; pigeon's wing, (a) see quot. ;

(J/)
= PIGEON-WING 3 (q. v. for quot.).

1894 Daily News 13 Apr. 6/6 If this were a real 'pigeon's
blood ruby it might command a price of 700 a carat. 1894
Times 14 Apr. 15/5 The stone. .was made up to resemble a

pigeon's blood stone. 1597 GERARDE Herbal'IL cccxli. 793

Commonly called in Latin Pes Columbinus : . . it may be called

..in English Douesfoote.and 'Pigeons foote. 1706 PHILLIPS,

Pigeons-Foot. 1884 MILLER Plant-n. 199 Geranium colum-

UHUIH, Pigeon's-foot Crane's-bill. 1597 GERARDE Herbal
it. ccxxxv. 581 Veruain is called., in English .. of some
*
Pigeons grasse, or Columbine, because Pigeons are delighted

to be amongst it, as also to eate thereof, as Apuleius wnteth.

1884 in MILLER Plant-n. 1883 Casselts Fam. Mag. Oct.

698/2 The newest colour for this purpose is "pigeon's
throat ', a pretty blue-green shade. 1884 Ibid. Apr. 312/1
Such delicate mixtures as *pigeon's-wing blue, grey, and

pink blended will be used in some of the best dresses.

Pigeon, v. [f. PIGEON s6.']

1. trans. To treat as a pigeon, make a pigeon of

(see PIGEON s6. 3 b) ; to gull, cheat, delude,
swindle ; esp. at cards or any kind of gaming.
1675 COTTON Scoffer Scoft 2 Of Lies, and Fables, which

did Pigeon The Rabble into false Religion. 1785 G. A.

BELLAMY Apology VI. 69 They have pigeoned me out of

my money. 1805 SURR Winter in Land. (1806) II. 252

They mean to pigeon him, as their phrase is. 1807 E. S.

BARKETT RisingSun 1 1. 60 Having one night been pigeoned
of a vast property. 1859 THACKERAY Virgin, xlvi, You sit

down with him in private to cards, and pigeon him.

2. To send (a message) by a pigeon.
1870 Pall Mail G. 25 Nov. 5 Gambetta has

| pigeoned
' a

message to-day, .that ought to be very reassuring.

Hence Pi'geoned ///. a., Pi'geoning vbl. sb. (in

quot. 1873 = subsisting on pigeons). Also Pi'geon-

;

able a., easily cheated, gullible; Pi'geoner, a

swindler, a sharper.
1844 TUPPER Heart vi. 58 Patron of two or three 'pigeon-

;
able city sparks. 1853 Blackw. Mag. Oct. 450 A knowledge

,

of human nature under its more credulous and pigeonable
aspect. 1777 Gamblers 45 'Pigeon'd Jockies curse thy deeper

I wit. 1849 ALB. SMITH Pottleton Leg. no You might divide

! them into two parties the 'pigeoners and the pigeoned.
1808 ELEANOR SLEATH Bristol Heiress III. 222 She was not

worth "pigeoning. 1873 LELAND Egypt. Sk. Bk. 70 He
married the lady who put him up to pigeoning.

Pigeon (English) : see PIDGIN.

Pi'geon-berry. [f. PIGEON s/>. + BERRY rf.i]

In N. America, The Poke-weed, Phytolcuca de-

umiira ; also its berry ; in Bermuda Duranta

Pluinieri; in Australia, The native mulberry,
Litsaiaferruginea, N.O. Laurinex (Morris 1898).
1775 A. BURNABY Tray. 7 The pigeon-berry and rattle-

snake-root, so esteemed in all ulcerous and pleuretical com-

plaints. 1792 BHLKNAP Hist. New Hampsh. III. 134 About
the second or third year, another weed, called pigeon-berry,
succeeds the fireweed. 1885 LADY BRASSEY The Trades 425.

Pi'geon-breast. Path. A deformed human

chest, laterally constricted, so that the sternum is

thrust forward, as in a pigeon.
1849-52 Todds Cycl. Anal. IV. 1039/2 It was observed that

he had the '

pigeon breast
'

form of chest. 1879 KHORY Princ.

Mcd. 46 The pigeon-breast is produced by pressure_on their

ribs at their angles when they are young and yielding.

So Fi'geon-brea sted a., having a breast narrow

and projecting like a pigeon's.
1815 SOUTHEV in Q. Rev. July 509 The French cuirass is

made pigeon-breasted, so that unless a musket ball be 6red

very near it is turned off. 1826 Miss MITFORD Village
Ser. II. (1863) 300 Madame la duchesse, in her . .long-waisted,

pigeon-breasted gown. 1840 DICKKNS Old C. Shop xxviii,

All the [waxwork] gentlemen were very pigeon-breasted.

1872 T. G. THOMAS Dis. Women 67 Of rather lanky appear,
ance and pigeon-breasted.

Pigeongram, [f. PIGEON sb., after telegram.]
A message transmitted by a homing pigeon.
1885 Times 7 Apr. 4 On Sunday a message was sent by

pigeons from Brighton to Dover. .A telegram in reply said
4 Your pigeongram . . caused much rejoicing.

'

1887 Ibid.

ii Apr. 1 1/2 Pigeongrams were freely used in the course of

Saturday, and with success. 1899 Wcstm. Gaz. 16 Nov.

12/1 The need is being supplied by the Great Barrier

Pigeongram Agency of Picton-street, Auckland. Ibid., The

I edges are fastened by sticking on a pigeongram postage

j

stamp, a copy of which we reproduce.

Pi'geon-h.aw:k. A hawk that preys on

pigeons : a name given in England to the sparrow-

hawk, and sometimes to the goshawk ; in U. S. to

I the American merlin (Falco columbarius) and re-

lated species, also sometimes to the sharp-shinned
hawk (Accipitervelox}.
1871 J. BURROUGHS Wake-Robin, Adirondac (1884) 106 A

pigeon-hawk came prowling by our camp. 1884 COUES

Key N. Amer. Birds 528 Accipitcr ficsciis, Sharp-shinned
Hawk,

'

Pigeon
'

Hawk, so-called, but not to be confounded
with Falco columbarius. 1885 SWAINSON Pro-.'. Names
Birds 136 Sparrow-Hawk, .also called. .Pigeon hawk.

Fi'geoii-hole, sb. [f. PIGEON sb. + HOLE i/'.]

1. A hole (usually one of several) in a wall or

door for the passage of pigeons ; hence transf.,

esp. one of a series of holes for the passage of

liquids, escape of gases, etc.

1683 SALMON Doron Med. n. 560 Two doors, the one at
the bottom with a 'Pidgeon

1

hole in it. 1858 DICKENS
Lett. 25 Aug., To see him and John sitting in pay-boxes,
and surveying Ireland out of pigeon-holes. 1890 Cent. Diet.,
Pigeon-hole, . . one of a series ofholes in an arch of a furnace

through which the gases of combustion pass. ..One of a
series of holes in the block at the bottom of a keir through
which its liquid contents can be discharged.
2. A small recess or hole (usually one of a series)

for domestic pigeons to nest in ; hence any small

hole, recess, or room for sitting or staying in.

[1577 B. GOOGE Heresbach's Husb. iv. (1586) 171 To feede
and fatte them [turtle doves] in little darke roomes like

Pigions holes.] 1622 Chapel Wardens Ace. Bks. in D.
Lysons Environs Land. (1795) II. 221 Paid for making a
new payre of pigeing-holes, 2$. 6ct. 1820 SCOTT Fam. Lett.

July (1894) II. xvi. 89 We have plenty of little pigeon holes
of bedrooms. 1852 MUNDY Antipodes (1857) 212 There
was. .a single dormitory for four hundred men!.. Each
pigeon-hole is six feet and a half long, by two feet in width.

f3. A cant name for the stocks; also for the

similar instrument in which the hands of culprits
were confined, when being flogged. Obs.

1592 GREENE Disput. Wks. (Grosart) X. 233, I dare scarce

speake of Bridewell because my shoulders tremble at the
name of it,, .yet lookebut in there, and you shall hearepoore
men with their handes in their Piggen hoales crye, Oh fie

vpon whoores, when Fouler giues them the terrible lash.

1614 B. JONSON Bartk. Fair iv. iv, Downe with him, and
carry him away, to the pigeon-holes. 1694 ECHARD Platctus

193 He'll be stock "d into the Pigeon Holes, where I'm
afraid the poor Devil must make his Nest tonight.

1 4. //. An old out-door game, the particulars of

which are doubtful : cf. quot. 1847-78. Obs.

1608 Great Frost in Arb. Garner I. 97 Then had they
other games of ' nine holes

' and '

pigeon holes
'

in great
numbers. 1632 ROWLEY A'evj Wonder n. i. 17 What waie
deale you in? Cards, Dice, Bowls, or Pigeon-holes? 1684
Ballads illustr. Gt. Frost (Percy Soc.) 7 In several places
there was nine-pins plaid, And pidgeon holes for to beget
a trade. 1699 Poor^ Robin (N.), The boys are by themselves

in sholes, At nine-pins or at pigeon-holes. [1847-78 HALLI-

WELL, Pigeon-holes, a g^ame like our modern bagatelle, where
there was a machine with arches for the balls to run through,

resembling the cavities made for pigeons in a dove-house.]

5. Printing. An excessively wide space between

two words. Now not common.
1683 MOXON Meek. Exerc., Printing xxii. ^4 These wide

Whites are by Compositers (in way of Scandal) catl'd

Pidgeon-holes. 1771 LUCKOMBF. Hist. Print. 396 [Too]

many Blanks of m-quadrats will be contemptuously called

Pigeon-holes. Ibid. 398 Doubles.. are conspicuous by the

Pigeon-holes which are made to drive out what w as doubled.

1825 HONE Every-day Bk. I. 1140. 1841 SAVAGE Diet.

Printing 590. 1900 POWELL Practical Printing 174.

1 6. A seat in the top row of the gallery of a

theatre. 06s.

1747 Gentl. Mag. XVII. 22/1 All tickets to be stampt pro
|

rata ..; a first gallery ticket for the play, one six-penny

;
stamp : an upper gallery, or pigeon hole, or upper seat

ticket for the play, to have one three penny stamp. 1828

Lights ft Shades I. 254 On his benefit-night Brandon may

7. One of a series of compartments or cells, in

a cabinet, writing-table, or range of shelves, open
in front, and used for the keeping (with ready

accessibility) of documents or papers of any kind,
also of wares in a shop.

holes full of constitutions ready made, ticketed, sorted,

and numbered. 1862 SALA Ship-ChaiidUr iii. 48 Pigeon-
holes full of samples of sugar, of rice, tobacco, coffee, and
the like. 1879 J. A. H. MURRAY Addr. Philol. Soc. ^8

This has been fitted with blocks of pigeon-holes, 1029 in

number, for the reception of the alphabeticallyarranged slips.

b. Jig. One of a series of ideal
'

compartments
*

for the classification of facts or objects of thought.

[1847 *"K. A. KEMBLE Later Life III..305 People whose

arranging his thoughts in orderly symmetrical pigeon-holes.

8. attrib. Consisting of, like, or having pigeon-
holes or small apertures.
1874 RAYMOND Statist. Mines ft Mining 403 When the

fire-place is separated from the ore compartment by pigeon-
hole walls. 1875 W. M^ILWRAITH Guide Wigtownshire 31

facts, and after tying them up and labelling them, putting

them away for future use in the pigeon-holes of memory.

Pigeon-hole, v. [f. prec. sb.]

1. trans. To deposit in a pigeon-hole (7); to

put away in the proper place for later reference ;

hence, to put aside (a matter) for (or on pretence

of) future consideration, to shelve for the present.
1861 Sal. Rev. 20 July 67 We do not doubt that Lord

Lyveden, by duly pigeon-holing the complaint, added another

to the long list of his public services in that line. 1872

H. SPENCER Print. Psycliol. (ed. 2) II. vn. xviii. 485 Duly
arranged and, as it were, pigeon-holed for future use. 1889

! PEMBERTON E, A . Sothem 69 Robertson's original adapta-

I
tion. .was, for a period of eight years,

'

pigeon-holed '.
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2. To assign to a definite place in the memory,
or in an ordered group of ideas

;
to place or label

mentally ; to classify or analyse exhaustively.
1870 H. STEVENS Bibl. Geogr. fy Historica Introd. 4 The

writer has thought it well to pigeon-hole the facts. 1880

Times 2 Oct. 11/3 Text-books should be merely used as

means for. .pigeon-holing knowledge previously acquired.

1889 Athfnxitm 16 Mar. 338/1 [Bacon admonishes] against. .

wilful rejection of facts that we are unable to pigeon-hole.

8. To furnish with or divide into a set of pigeon-
holes; alsoy^v
1848 [see PIGEON-HOLED below]. 1879 J. A. H. MURRAY

Addr, Philol. Soc., I had proposed to pigeon-hole the walls

of the drawing-room for the reception of the dictionary
material. 1883 J. PAVN Thicker than Water xiii, A huge
sandbank . .pigeonholed by sand-martins. 1895 Amer. Ann.

of Deaf Apr. 132 The mind will have been pigeon-holed,
and the knowledge classified.

4. To deposit (a corpse) in a columbarium, rare.

1858 HAWTHORNK Fr. fy It. Note-Bks. I. 117 Decently
pigeon-holed in a Roman tomb.

Hence Pi'gfeon-lioled ///. a,, Frgeon-lioling
1

vbL sb. Also Pi-g-eon-holer.
1848 BachelorofAlbany 192 It was a pigeon-holed, alpha-

beted mind. 1878 N. Amer. Rez: CXXVI I. 63 He obtained
a formal list of the 'pigeon-holed

'

treaties. 1884 Q. Rev,
July 23 The lover of uniformity and pigeon-holed schemes.
1886 W. J. TUCKER E. Europe 120 A dozen large, clumsy-
looking desks, with a variety of pigeon-holed shelves. 1890
Cent. Diet., Pigeon-holed* formed with pigeonholes for the

escape of gases of combustion, .or for the discharge of

liquids. 1895 Po. Set. Monthly Apr. 754 That terrible

pigeonholer of freight schedules at Washington. 1904 G.
MEREDITH in Daily Chron. 5 July 3/2 Most women have a
special talent for pigeon-holing.

Pi'geou-house. A building or structure in

which pigeons are kept ; a columbarium, dovecote.

1537-8 in Willis & Clark Cambridge (1886) III. 592 The
windows of the pigeon-house. 1644 SIR E. NICHOLAS in A".

Papers (Camden) 63 They sought everye place in my howse
for me, and my pydgion howse and all my out-howses. 1766
Complete Farmer s. v. Pigeon, Any lord of a manor may
build a pigeon-house on his land, but a tenant cannot do it

without the lord's licence. 1840 Cottager's Jlfan. 26 in
Libr. Use/. Knowl.^Husb. Ill, The perspective elevation
shows the bee-house, with pigeon-house over.

transf. 1599 NASHE Lenten Stitffe Wks. (Grosart) V. 263
A cage or pigeon house, romthsome enough to comprehend
her and.. her nurse.

Pi'geon-pea, [= Y. pois-pigeon, in sense I.]
1. The seed of a leguminous shrub, Cajanus in-

dicusj native of the E. Indies, and cultivated in

many tropical countries
; also, the plant itself.

1725 SLOANR Jamaica II. 31 Pigeon-pease., their chief use
is to feed pigeons, whence the name. 1756 P. BROWNE
Jamaica, 196 Pigeon or Angola Peas. 1760 J. LEE Sntrod,
Bot. App. 322 Pigeon Pea, Cytisns. 1858 HOGG I'eg:

Kingd. 279 In Jamaica, .the plant has been called Pigeon
Pea. 1866 Treas. Bot. 189 In the West Indies they (the
two varieties of Cajanus indlcns\ are called Pigeon peas.
2. The Black Bitter-vetch, Ervitm Ervilia.
1884 in MILLER Plant-n.

Fi'geon-plum.
1. A tree of the "W. Indies and Florida, Coccoloba

Floridanct) N.O. Pofygonacese^ the wood of which
is used in cabinet-making ; also, its edible grape-
like fruit.

1747 CATESBY in Phil. Trans. XLIV. 604 Cerasus latiore

folio... The Pidgeon-Plum. The Fruit is ripe in December,
is pleasant-tasted, and is the Food of Pidgeons, and many
wild Animals. 1884 in MILLER Plant-n.
2. A \V. African tree of the genus Chrysobalanus^

N.O. Rosacese
; also, its succulent edible fruit.

1884 MILLER Plant-n.^ Pigeon Plum-tree, Sierra Leone.
Chrysobalanas ellipticus and C. luteus.

Pi'geonry. [f. PIGEON sb. + -RY.] A place
where pigeons are kept ; a pigeon-house.
1840 Cottager's Man. 24 in Libr. Use/. KnowL> Husk.

Ill, The pigeonry over the porch. 1894 BARING-GOULD
Deserts S. France I. 21 Well-built farmhouses, with their

pigeonries like towers.

Pigeon's milk. Also 8 pigeon milk.
1. The partly-digested food with which pigeons

feed their young.
1888 ROLLESTON & JACKSON Amm. Life 53 The young [of

the pigeon].. are fed with the so-called
'

pigeon's milk
'

re-

gurgitated by the parent bird into the mouth of the young..

2. An imaginary article for which children are

sent on a fool's errand.

1777 BRAND Antiq. 398 Sending Persons on what are
called sleeveless Errands.. for Pigeon Milk, with similar

ridiculous Absurdities. 1811 Lex. Balatr. s.v., Boys and
novices are frequently sent on the first of April to buy
pigeons milk. v&2&\\\ Craven Gloss. 1872 Punch 3 Feb. 46/2.

Fi'geon-toe:d, a,

1. Ornith. Having the toes arranged on a level

as in pigeons ; peristeropod.
1890 Cent. Diet. s. v., The pigeon-toed fowl are the mound-

birds or Mtgapodida? of the Old World and the curassows
or Crocidx of America.
2. Of persons or horses : Turning the toes or feet

inwards ; in-toed.
1801 Sporting- Mag. XVII. 119 When the horse is pigeon-

toed, that is turns his toes inwards. 1805!'. HARRAL Scenes
o/ Li/e III. 66 She stooped, and was pigeon-toed. 1842
BARHAM Ingol. Leg. Ser. n. Dead Drummer, The pigeon-
toed

_step,
and the rollicking motion Bespoke them two

genuine sons of the Ocean.
So Pigeon-toe's sl.pl.^ feet which turn inwards.
1886 ELWORTHY JK. Somerset Word-bk. s.v. Pigeon-toed^

How-legs and pigeon-toes usually go together.
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Pi'geon-wing, sl>.

1. A wing belonging to, or like that of, a pigeon.
1781 COWPER Conversation 576 Like angel heads in stone

with pigeon-wings.
2. A mode of dressing the side hair, fashionable

with men towards the end of the i8th c. ; also,
a wig of the same form.

1889 G. W. CABLE Stories of Louisiana xiii. 94 It was
impossible for us to work up a [hair] club and pigeon wings
like those I saw on the two young Du Clozels.

3. A particular fancy step in dancing ; also, a

fancy figure in skating. U. S.

1807-8 W. IRVING Sulmag. (1824) 78 [He] is famous at the

pironet and the pigeon-wing. [1849 J. P. MORIER M.
Toutrond 166 Camille was very skilful at cutting capers.. I

shone in making pigeon's wings, and I made plenty of room
for myself among the islanders.] 1854 W. IRVING in Life
6 Apr., The scene brought my old dancing-school days
back again, and I felt very much like cutting a pigeon-wing.
Hence Pi'geon-wing

1

v. (see 3 above).
1826 F. COOPER Mohicans (1829) II. iv. 59 The toes are

squared, as though one of the French dancers had been in,

pigeon-winging his tribe !

Pigeoil-W00d (prdganwud). A name given
to the wood of various tropical or sub-tropical
trees or shrubs, mostly used in cabinet-work, so

called from the marking or colouring ; also, the

trees themselves. Among these are
a. Connarns guianensis, the Zebra-wood of S. America

and the W. Indies ; b. Diospyros tctrasperma^ a W. Indian

ebony shrub; c. Dipholis salici/olia, a large fragrant W.
Indian tree, of the star-apple kind ; d. Guettarda spcciosa,
a small evergreen, growing in the tropics of both hemi-

spheres; 6. Piso'iiii obtiisata
t
the beefwood, corkwood, or

porkwood of the W. Indies and Florida; f. species of
Coccoloba ( PIGEON-PLUM} : Long-leaved P., C. dii>ersifolia\
Small-leaved P., C.pnnctata, C. leoganensis.
1745 H. WALPOLE Let. to G. Montagu 13 July, My lady

Hervey..!s charmed with the hopes of these new shoes, and
has already bespoke herself a pair of pigeon wood. 1756 P.
BROWNE Jamaica 368 Pigeon Wood. This shrubby tree is

greatly esteemed on account of its wood. 1866 Treas. Bat.

887 Pigeon-wood. Zebra-wood, of which there are several
kinds. Jamaica P., Guettarda speciosa.

Pi'g-faced, a. Having a face resembling that

of a pig.
Pig-faced lady vt 'woman (earlier hog-facedgentleivoman} t

a reputed woman of rank or wealth, with a pig's face, for

whom a husband was supposed to be wanted; the subject
of much delusion among the credulous, from the ijthc.
onwards. See Chambers' Book ofDays II. 255.
[Cf. 1640 heg-faccd\ Hoc sb\ iac.] 1815 Ciiron. in Ann.

Reg* 17/1 The original invention of the pig-faced woman,
about the year 1764. 1858 LYTTON What will he do \. i. i

Farther on . .rose the more pretending fabrics which lodged
the attractive forms of the Mermaid, the Norfolk Giant, the

Pig-faced Lady, the Spotted Boy, and the Calf with Two
Heads. 1864 R. CHAMBERS Bk. Days II. 255/1 There can
be few that have not heard of the celebrated pig-faced lady,
whose mythical story is common to several European
languages. Ibid. 257/2 The 'pig-faced lady

1

is not un-

frequently exhibited . . by showmen at fairs, etc. . . represented
by a bear having its head carefully shaved, and adorned
with cap, bonnet, ringlets, etc.

Fi'gfdl. [f- PIG sb? + -FUL.] As much as

fills a pig or earthen pot.
1590 in Law's Memorials (1818) Pref. 28 Sending a pigfull

of poyson to the house where young Foullis was. 1665 LD.
FOUNTAINHALL Jrnl. (1900) 92 A pigful of holy water w* a

spung in it.

Pi'gfully, adv. humorous nonce-ivd. [After

manfully ^\
In a manner befitting a pig.

1891 ATKINSON Last Giant Killers 68 And . . didn't the
two little pigs concerned play their parts pigful ly !

Piggard: see PIG-HERD. Piggeis: see PEGGY-
MAST, Piggen, obs, form of PIGGIN.

Piggery 1
(pi*garO- U- PIG^ + -ERY.]

1. A place where pigs are kept ; a pig-breeding
establishment ; a pigsty. Also_/%*,
1804-6 SVD. SMITH Mor. Philos. (1850) 195 Go to the Duke

of Bedford's piggery at Woburn. 1841-54 J. L. STEPHENS
Ccntr. Amer. no The interior was a perfect piggery full of
fleas and children. 1867 J. HATTON Tallants of B. iii,

There were model cow-houses, cattle-sheds, piggeries. 1868
RUSKIN Time $ Tide (1872) 193 Here we are in a piggery,
mainly by our own fault, hungry enough, and for ourselves,

anything but respectable.
2. Piggish condition

; piggishness.
1867 MACGREGOR I'oy. Alone ii. (1868) 65 Is the positive

piggery of the lowest stratum of our fellows part of the

price we pay for glorious freedom? 1885 Sat. Rev. 21 Feb.

238/1 They prefer piggery to decency.

3. Pigs collectively.
1888 Harper s Mag. Mar. 633 That sackful of rebellious

piggery heaving and struggling.

Pi'ggery 2
. Sc. [f. PIG sb2 + -ERY.] A place

where pots and vessels of earthenware are made or

sold ; a pottery ;
a crockery-shop ; also, earthen-

ware, crockery. 1825 in JAMIESON.

Piggicide (pi'gisaid). nonce-wd. [f.
PIG sb

+ -CIDE i.] One who kills pigs.
1834-5 S. R. MAITLAND Voluntary Syst. (1837) 345 Of

course these piggicides were as much obliged to pay [etc.],

Piggln (pi'gin). Chiefly dial. Also 7 -an, 7-9
-en, -on, 9 -ing ; 0. 6 pickein. [perh. a deriv.

of PIG sb.2
;
but the history is obscure. The Gaelic

pigean is dim. of pige, pigeadh^ app. ad. Lowl. Sc.

pig. Ir. //f/ and W. /firmware app. from Eng.]
A small pail or cylindrical vessel, esp. a wooden

PIGHEADEDNESS.
one with one stave longer than the rest serving as
a handle; a milking pail; a vessel to drink out of.

The word is recorded in the Eng. Dial. Diet, from North-
umberland to Hampshire, also from Shetland; but it is not
prevalent in Scotland. It is applied very variously in different

localities; in Northumberland it may denote an earthen-
ware pitcher, and sometimes, a small iron kailpot (Heslop);
in \V. Yorksh. ' a tin receptacle, a deep tin tureen

'

(E. D. D. j ;

but
it_is generally described as of wood. Its size varies

according to purpose: it is described as 'holding near a
pint ',

'

containing about a quart ',

'

holding from one to two
gallons' (Eng. Dial. Diet.).

1611 COTGR., Tra'iot, a milking Pale, or Piggin. 1647
HERRICK Noble A*K//V-J, His Wish to God, A little piggin
and a pipkin by, To hold things fitting my necessity. 1659-
60 Knarcsb, Wills (Surtees) II. 245, i wooden pigeon. 1674
RAY N. C. Words 37 A Piggin, a little pail or tub with an
erect handle. 1764 HAKMER Ol'Strz: xiv. ii. 71 Three or
four piggins, or great wooden bowls. 1803 R. ANDERSON
Cnmbcrld* Ball. 74 A three-quart piggen full o'keale, He'll

sup, the greedy sinner. 1827 Chron. in Ann. Reg. 177/2
A piggin, or small pail, out of which the animal fed. 1841
S. C. HALL Ireland I. 83 The usual drink is buttermilk..;
which drink goes round in a small piggin, a sort of minia-
ture of the English pail. 1863 Fs. A. KEMDLE Resid. in

Georgia 52 A very small cedar pail a piggin as they termed
it. 1887 Strathearn Mag. Feb. 15 So cease your useless

jigging, And bring the can and pigging, To hold the luscious
buttermilk That will be ready soon.

Pigging, vbl. sb\ ; see PIG v.

Pigging (pi'gin\ vbL $b Sc. [f.
PIG j/>.2]

The purchasing of pigs or crockery.
1821 Black'u. Mag. VIII. 432 Around this gay tempta-

tion, wives are prigging, And even maidens go sometimes
' a pigging '.

Piggish (pi -gif, a. [f. PIG ;.! + .
ISH*.] Of,

pertaining to, or characteristic of a pig; piglike ;

hoggish ; stubborn; selfish, mean
; unclean, vile.

1792 [implied in PIGGISHLY], 1820 W. IRVING Sketch Bk.^

Rip Van Winkle iS One had.. small piggish eyes. 1829
SOUTH EY O. Newman \\. 124 He hath not left His native

country in that piggish mood Which neither will be led nor
driven. 1873 J. R. GRKEN Lett. (1901) 364, I don't like to

be piggish and cantankerous. 1891 N. fy Q. ?th Ser. XII.

511/2 He did not mean they were piggish or coarse.

Hence Pi'grgishly adv.
; Frggishness.

1792 COLERIDGE Lett., to Mrs. Evans (1895) 38 Mr. Hague
who played on the violin most piggishly. 1804 CHARLOTTE
SMITH Conversations, etc. L 86 She is very piggishly brought
up, indeed. 1858 MAYIIKW Upper Rhine v. 3 (1860) 277
Our friend.. was fairly taken aback by the piggishness.

L A little pig, or animal so called ; also playfully

applied, with various connotations, to a child.

1799 in Spirit Pul>. Jrnls. III. 25 Go to the forest, piggy,
and deplore The miserable lot of savage swine. 1890

Spectator 10 May, If the worm objected to come out of

the hole,
'

pig.cy' [a hedgehog], with his head on one side,

gently scratched away the grass with his right fore-paw and
extracted him.

2. The game of tip-cat; the 'cat' or piece of

wood used in this game.
1867 Standard ii June, The game which is played by the

street boys of London under the name of '

tip-cat '.. is, it

appears, called
'

piggie
'

in the north. 1884 Blanch. Guard.
22 Sept. 8/4

'

Piggy
'

(which some members, .recognise under
the name of

'

tip-cat ') [was] among the features he described

as objectionable in our street life.

Pi-ggy, sb~ dial. [dim. of PIG sb?] A little pot.
16.. Country Lass in Whitelaw Bk. Scot. Song (1844)

304/1 My Paisley piggy, corked with sage Contains my drink

but thin, O.

Pi'ggy, a. [f. PIG sb?- + -Y.] Piglike; resem-

bling that of a pig.

(11845 HOOD Literary ff Literal xii, Mis Ikey, Whose
whole pronunciation was so piggy. 1874 BI'RNAND j1/j< time
xxii. 198 He was fresh-coloured, with little piggy eyes.

Piggy-back : see PICK-A-BACK.

Pi-ggy-wi ggy. Also piggy-wig. A childish

riming extension ofpiggy, little pig ; also applied

playfully to a child.

1862 Miss YONGE Stokeslcy Secret i. (ed. 2) 15 There's plenty
for piggy-wiggy. 1865 DICKENS Mnt. Fr. !. iv,

'

\Vtll,

Piggywiggies ',
said R. W.,

' how de do to-night.' 1870
LEAR Nonsense Songs, The Owl and the Pussy-cat ii, And
there in a wood a Piggy-wig stood, With a ring at the end
of his nose.

Fig-head 'prghed). [f.
PIG rf. 1 + HEAD sb.,

after next.] An obstinate stupid head.

1889 Daily Ne-vs 12 Dec. 3/1 It took, .years to drive the

notion of a steam roller into the pig-heads of our vestries.

Pigheaded (pi-ghe'ded), a. [Parasynthetic
deriv. of PIG s&.l + HXADli. + -ED^.] Ilavingahead
like that of a pig ; usually_/f^., having the mental

qualities ascribed to a pig; obstinate; stupid;

perverse.
1620 B. JONSON News fr. New World, You should be

some dull tradesman by your pig-headed sconce now. 1774
GOLDSM. Nat. Hist. (1862) I. vl. iii. 471 The pig-headed
Armadillo, with nine bands. 1811 Lex. Balatron., Pig-

headed, obstinate. 1838 DICKENS Nich. Nick, xiii, A nasty,

ungrateful, pig-headed, .. obstinate, sneaking dog. 1881

BESANT & RICE Chapl. of Fleet III. 99 My brother Will

is as obstinate as he is pigheaded.
Hence Pi-grhea dedly adv. ; Pi'g-hea^dedness.
1886 Pall Matt G. z July 6/t To the credit of his in-

structors..he has learned his lesson pigheadedly and well.

1803 MAR. EDGEWORTH Kclinda I. iv. 79 With true Knghsr

pigheadedness..they went and polled for an independent



ighel (pichel) are both found
as midl. and southern ; in E.

PIG-HERD.
candidate of their own choosing. 1865 MASSON Rec. Brit.
Pkilos, iii 225A kind ofpigheadedness.or indifference to ideas.

Pig-herd (pi-ghaid). Also 7 ?piggard. [f.

PIG J&I + HERD sb$ The form piggard pron.

belongs here, but may \>t:pigward\\ A keeper
of a herd of pigs : cf. HOGHERD, SWINEHERD.
1591 PERCIVALL Sp. Dtct. t Porquero, a pigheard. 0x697

AUBREY Brief Lives (1898) II. 304 He sent for all his ser-

vants, even the piggard-boy, to come and heare his palinode.
1820 SHELLEY (Edipus Tyr. 11. i. 136 Squabbling makes

pig-
herds hungry, and they dine On bacon, and wnip sucking-
pigs the more. 1886 W. J. TUCKER E. Europe 213 Magyar . .

cattle-drivers, Bulgarian pig-herds,. -Wallachian shepherds.

Fighill, obs. var. PIGHTLE. Pig-hole: see PIG.

Pight, arch. pa. t. and pa. pple. of PITCH v.1 :

see also PITCHED pp. a*
Pight (pait), v. [The pa. t. and pa. pple. of

PITCH v.1 erroneously used as a present tense.]
trans. To pitch.
[1459 Rolls ofParIt. V. 348/2 It was nyghe evynne or ye
..raungede youre Batajlles, pightede youre tentes.] 1586
WARNER Alb. Eng. n. vii, (1589) 23 And hauing in their sight
The threatned Citie of the Foe, his Tents did Affer pight.
1594 -2nd Rep. Doctor Fauslus in Thorns E. E. Prose Rom.
(1858) III. 348 Two most beautiful places to pight tapers on.
1866 J. B. ROSE tr. Ovid's Met. 48 There doth he pight his
net and pitch his snare. 1867 tr. l

f
irgiF$ &neid^325

Behold the pighted foe and battle-field.

Pightle (psi't'I). local. Forms : a. 3 pichtel,
pichtil, pictel, pigtel, 5 pyghtell, 5-6 py-
tell, 6-7 pightell, putell, 6-9 pightel, pitle,
8 pightal, 7- pightle, (8-9 corruptly pigtail).
Also 0. 3 pichel, pychel, pichil, pughull, 6-8

pighill, 7-8 peighill; 6 pykkyll, 7 pickhill,

piokell, 7-8 pickle. 7. 7-opicle. 5. 7-8 piddle.
See also PINGLE sb% [Origin obscure; the form
seems to be diminutive.
The two tyvesfightc

soon after 1200 ; the former w
Anglia and Essex it became before 1500 pitel; pichel \f

northern, and appears to have given the hardened form
picket ; picle was app. a phonetic variant of pitle, whence
perh. v\*o piddle through *pittle. Cf. also PINGLE sb*}
A small field or enclosure ; a close or croft.

a. 1210 Fines in Cur. Dom.Reg., Bucks (1835) 1.247 Croftam
. .que vocatur Leuemues pigtel. is.. Deed in 2V. fy Q.
loth sen V. 26/2 Totam croftam illam que vocatur WIstones
pictel que jacet sub Bosco. 1250-60 Furness Coucher
(Chetham Soc.,newser. XI. 444), Totam terram..in locoqui
vocatur Pichtil cum una acra ad caput Pichil. 1403
Court-roll Gt. Waltham Manor

t Essex, Idem dominus
habet unum fossatum non scuratum erga Chalf-pyghtell.
1494 in T. Gardner Hist. Dun-wick (1754) 52 My Pytell
lyinge in the Parische of All Seints within the said Town.
1541 in Wigram Elstow (1885) 161 One messuage, and one
pightell, with appurtenances. 1562 in Glasscock Rec. St.

MichaeCs, Bp. Stortford (1882) 55 Wood of ye pytell called

thorley wyk. 1650 BrasenoseColl. Doc. E 2
19 A little close

or pasture called Pightle about i rood in area. 1730 in

Rep. Comm. Inq. Charities (1^7) XXXI. 141 (Cambs.)Two
pightals in Bottisham, and a dolver in Braddyls. 1819
REES Cycl., Pig-Tail,., a provincial term sometimes applied
to a small strip of ground generally in the state of grass.
1826 Miss MITFORD Village Ser. n. 53 Never had that

novelty in manure whitened the crofts and pightles of Court-
Farm. a 1843 SOUTHEY Comm.*fl. Bk. (1851) IV. 430 The
pigtail of the field, a small strip in grass. 1854 KNIGHT
Once upon a Time II. 117 There was one meadow, .called
the Pitle (still a Norfolk word). 1893 J- C. JEAFFRESON Bk.
Recollect. (1894) I. i. 15 The paddocks and pightels about the
town of my birth.

0. c 1220 Selby Chartul. II. 15 Unum essartum . . quod
vocatur Pichel. 1254-80 Ibid. 81 Cum uno pychel prati in

Ower Seleby. c 1275 Whalley Coucher (Chetham Soc., Old
Ser. XVI. 688), Partem cujusdam terrz. .quod vocatur Mikel
pughull etLitel pughull. 1503 WillofVVytu (Somerset Ho.),
Pykkyll otherwise called crofte. 1651 MS. Indenture (co.

Derby), One land called the Pickell land. 1688 MS. Inden-
ture, Close called . . the PeighilL 1699 MS. Indenture,
Also the Pickhills [elsewhere Pickills] in Brampton {co.

York]. 1711 in Rep. Comm. Ing. Charities (1822) VIII,
721 (Yorks.) [J. S. charged] a pighill next but three to his

close [with w. yearly to the poor]. 1737 Court Roll,
Wakefield, Close called. .Peighill. 1737 MS. Indenture
(Rolleston, co. Stafford), A piece of meadow., lying near
to an inclosure called Pickle Meer.

y. 1641 Termes de la Ley 219 Plcle or pith . . signifies
with us a little small close or inclosure. a 1825 FORBY
I'oc. E. Anglia, Pitle, Picle

t
a small piece of inclosed

ground, generally pronounced m the first, but not unfre-

quently in the second form.
5. 1638 Brasenose Coll. Mun., Covt. Burwaldescote, A

piddle of pasture grownde of half an acre. a. 1693 ASHMOLB
Antiq. Berks. (1723) I. Introd. 39 Two Houses, and a Piddle
of Land belonging to them.

Pig-hull, -hutch, etc. : see PIG 1 IV.

Pig-iron, [f. PIG *M 7 : cf. SOW-IBON.]
1. Cast iron in pigs or ingots, as first reduced

from the ore.

1665 D. DUDLEY Mettallum Martis (1851) 49 Some
Furnaces make Twenty Tuns of Pig Iron per Week. 1805
FORSYTH Beauties ScotI. (1806) III. 104 The lateral moulds
or channels are called pigs, and hence cast-iron receives the

appellation of pig-iron. 1872 YEATS Techn. Hist. Comm.
325 The finest English pig-iron is from Cumberland haema-
tite. 1881 RAYMOND Mining Gloss.

s.y., Mine-pig is pig-
iron made from ores only ; cinder-pig, from ores with
admixture of some forge or mill-cinder.

attrib. 1882 Pall Mall G. 31 May 9/2 The pig-iron
market opened with little doing at 47*. -z\d. cash.

2. Cookery. An iron plate hung between the

meat and the fire when the latter is too hot.
a 1756 MRS. HAYWOOD 2fe*u Present (1771) 105 If it [the

848

Tire] should be too fierce in the middle, you must make use
of a pig-iron. 1847-78 in HALLIWELL.

Pi'g-jump, ^. app. orig. Aitstralian slang.

[f. PIG j/'.
1 + JUMP v.~\

intr. To jump in a frolic-

some way from all four legs, without bringing
them together as in buck-jumping. Hence Pi'gr-

jumper, a horse which pig-jumps.
1892 Daily Netus 7 May 5/4 The vice of some of these pig-

jumpers and buckers in the arena is very directly a matter
oforiginal sin. 1893 MRS. C PRAED Outlaw fy Lawm. I. xi.

241, 1 don't mind what I sit, short of a regular buck-jumper.
I can even manage a little mild pig-jumping. Ibid. 242
This horse won't even pig-jump.

t Pi'gle. Obs. [According to Alphita^ = med,
L. pigulat F. piglfj of which nothing further is

known. It was perh. another form of the word

PAIGLE, though in ME. applied to an entirely
different plant, and app. only in i6thc. identified

with paiglc the cowslip. (In the Supplement to

Gerarde, 1597, Pagle is given as * stichwort '.)]

1. The Stitchwort, Stellaria Holostea (apparently).
a 1387 Sinon. Barthoi. (Anecd. Oxon.) 27 Lingua avis,

i. stichewort i. pigle. Ibid. 34 Pigle, L stichewort. c 1450
Alphita (ibid.) 103 Lingua auis, pigula idem, florem habet
album, gallicf pigule. <?,?// sticheuurt. Ibid. 146 /*///!,
lingua avis. [Cf. Brit. Mus. Add. MSS. 15236,

*

Lingua
avis) gallice pigle, latine vero pigla '.]

2. = PAIGLE, the cowslip (apparently).
1570 LKVISS Manip. 129/35 Note, that ofttimes hie is

written for bil,. .gle for gil [etc.]... Pigle [misflr. Pigil], for

pigil, verbasculum.

Fig-lead. Lead in the form of pigs, as it

comes from the smelting-fumace.
1825 J. NICHOLSON Operat. Mechanic 360 The methods by

which pig-lead is manufactured into sheet-lead. 1832 BABBAGE
Econ. Manuf. xviii. (ed. 3} 166 The price of Pig-Lead was
;

i is. per cwt.

Prgless, a. [f.
PIG sbl + -LESS.] Without

i
a pig or pigs ; having no pigs.
1895 Daily News 28 June 2/4 The

met at a pigless show for the second time.
1895 Daily News 28 June 2/4 The National Pig Breeders

Piglet (pi'glet). [f. PIG ^.1 + -LET.] A little pig.
1883 Miss BROUGHTON Belinda I. 1. iv. 66 The little piglets

. . toddle sweetly about. 1895 C SCOTT Apple Orchards 73
The black and white piglets, not yet weaned.

Figlike (prgilaik), a. and adv. [f.
as prec. +

-LIKE i.] Like, or like that of, a pig.
1612 Two Noble K. v. iv, Pig-like he [a restive horse]

whines At the sharp rowel. 1849 Sk. Nat. Hist., Mam-
malia IV. 138 Their voice, a pig-like prunt, 1897 MARY
KiscsLEY W. Africa 195, I can see the pink, pig-like hippo,
whose colour has been soaked out by the water, lying on
the lower deck.

Pig-lily : see PIG sbl 13 b.

Pigling (pi'glif)). In 8 piglin. [f. as prec.
+ -LING

l.J A little or young pig ; a sucking-pig.
1713 C'TESS WINCHELSEA lifisc. Poems 212 Then every

Piglin she commends, And likens them to all their swinish

96Ti
A ret

piglings [etc.].

Hence Pi'gliughood, the condition of a pigling.
1885 A. STEWART Tiuixt Ben Nevis <$ Glettcoe 153 The

stye which from early piglinghood had been its home.

Pi-gly, a. nonce-wd.
[f.

PIG rf.l + -LY
'.] Of,

pertaining to, or befitting a pig.
1859 TROLLOPE \V. Indies ii. uS6o) 19, 1 believe that pigly

grace consists in plumpness and comparative shortness.

Pigmeean, pigmean, variants of PYGMEAN.
Pig-maker, -market : see PIG 1 IV.

Pigmeater (pi'gmftaa). Australian slang, [f.

PIG j*.l )- MEAT sb. i + -EE 1.] A bullock which
does not fatten ; a beast only fit for pigs' food.

1884
' R. BOLDREWOOD* Mclb. Mem. xiv. 105 Bullocks,

which declined with fiendish obstinacy to fatten. They
were what are known by the stock-riders as

'

ragers
'

or
1

pig-meaters '. 1890 Col, Reformer xvi. (1801) 195 The
last camp.. contained an unusual number of pigmeaters '.

Pigmen, erron. variant of PYGMY.

Figment (prgment). [zri.'L.pigmentuinJ.pig-,

ping-Ire to paint. So OF. pigment (ia-i3thc.).

Pyhmsnt occurs in late OE. in sense 2. Cf. PIMENT.]
I. A colouring matter or substance.

a. Any substance (usually artificially prepared)
used for colouring or painting ; a paint, dye,
' colour

'

; in technical use, a dry substance, usually
in the form of powder or easily pulverized, which,
when mixed with oil, water, or other liquid vehicle,
constitutes a '

paint '.

1398 TREVJSA Earth. De P. K. xix. xxvi. (Bodl.MS.), Minium
is a red coloure. . t In Spayne is more suche pigment ^>an in

of>er londes. 1616 BULLOKAR Eng. Expos., Pigtncnt, a

painting. 1621 BURTON Anat. Mel. in. it. HI. iii. (1651) 469
Artificial inticements and provocations of Gestures, Cloaths,
Jewels, Pigments. 1663 BOVI.E Exp.Hist. Colours in. xii.

Wks. 1772 I. 735 Allowme,. .for theavoiding of ambiguity, to

employ the word pigments to signify such prepared materials

(as cochineal, vermilion, orpiment) as painters, dyers, and
other artificers make use of. 1684-5 Min. waters iv.

Wks. IV. 806 Balaustium, logwood, brasil, and other

astringent vegetable pigments. 1799 G. SMITH Laboratory
I. 312 A beautiful white pjgment called ceruse. 1883 Ki SKIN
A rt Eng. 1 1 The harmonies possible with material pigments.

b. JVaf. ffisf.,ttc. Any organic substance occur-

ring in and colouring any part of an animal or

plant ; the natural colouring-matter of a tissue.

PIGMENTLESS.

. (1835-6 TODD Cycl.Anat. I. 3*/i During pregnancy an
increased secretion of pigmentum is said to take place. ] 1842
PKICHARD Nat. Hist. Man (ed. 2) 89 The discoloration de-

pended on the presence of cells rilled with pigment. 1884
BOWER & SCOTT De Barys Phaner, 68 Grains of chlorophyll
and allied pigments.

f2. = PIMENT i. Obs. (in Scott, arch?)
[1150-1200 in Sax. Leechd. III. 136 Nim hwyt cudu &

gyngyfere & recels . . of obbrum pyhmentum ane sticcan
fulne. I398TREVISA Barth. De P. R. xix. lix.(Hodl. MS.),
Pigmentum ha{> Jwt name as it were pills mentum, quod
scilicet in pila est contumsum [sic] fct is ibete in a mortere :

of be whiche spicery by pigmentary crafte he makeb
Hkinge drinke and electuaries.] c 1420 Pallad. on Hnsb. vi.

167 To sauour..with puttyng to pygment, Or pepur, or
sum other condyment 1471 RIPLEV Coutp. Alch. XL ii. in

Ashm. Theat. Chem. Brit. (1652) 181 As musk in Pygments.
1819 SCOTT Ivanhoe iii, Place the best mead, .. the most
odoriferous pigments, upon the board.

3. attrib. and Comb, (usually in sense I b), as

pigment-cell, -grain, -granule^ -molecule, -particle,

-speck, -spot \pignient-bearing, -forming, -laden adjs.
1842 PRICHARD Nat. Hist. Man (ed. 2) 80 Description of

the pigment -cells in the negro. 1859 J. R. GREENE Protozoa
65 A bright coloured particle (usually red), termed the..
4

pigment spot ', is found in the bodies of many Infusoria.
1875 tr. von Zienissen's Cycl. Med. I. 248 The pigment
bacteria, which cannot be distinguished from one another

microscopically. Ibid. 11.625 Cells and flakes containing
pigment granules. 1879 HARLAN Eyesight ii. 14 A layer of

flat, dark brown, or nearly black, pigment cells. .also covers
the posterior surface of the iris. 1898 P. MANSON Trop.
Diseases iii. 73 For the most part these pigment grains are
enclosed in leucocyte -like bodies. Ibid. 81 The tendency the

pigment-laden leucocytes exhibit to carry their burden to

the spleen. 1899 A llbutt's Syst. Med. VI 1 1. 916 The etiology
of pigment-bearing new growth.

b. Special combs. : pigment colour (see quot.) ;

pigment-printing, (a] a method of printing cali-

coes, etc. with pigments attached to the cloth by
an albuminous substance ; (/>)

the printing of per-
manent photographs with carbon or other pigments.
1862 O'NEILL Diet. Calico Printing <$ Dyeing 168 Pig-

ment colours, this name has been given to those colours

which are in the state of powder, and insoluble in the vehicle

by which they are applied to the fabric. 1883 Hardwich^s

Photogr. Client, (ed. Taylor) 339 Carbon, or pigment
printing [in Photography]. 1897 J. NICOL in Outing (U.S.)
XXX 496/2 The carbon or pigment printing method gives
the very highest class of positives.

Pigmental (pigme-ntal), a.
[f.

L. pigment-
urn (see prec.) + -AL.]

= PIGMENTARY a. 2. Hence

Figme-ntally adv.

1842 PRICHARD Nat. Hist. Man (ed. 2) 83 The mucous or

pigmental membrane, 1886 Belgravia Mag. LIX. 353 Over-

coloured, pigmentally and orally. 1896 Allbntt'sSyst. Med.
I. 114 Atrophy and pigmental degeneration (as apart from

pigmental infiltration).

Pigmentary (pi'gmentari), sb. and a. Also

4 pymentarie, -ye, 5 pygmentarie. [ad. L.

pigmtntari-ns adj., of or belonging to paints or

amguents ; sb. a dealer in these, in med. L. esp. in

scents, spices, and aromatic confections, f. pig-
ment-um : see PIGMENT and -ART 1.]

t A. sb. a. A maker or seller of ointments,

drugs, etc. ; an apothecary, b. (In quot. M74)
app. an aromatic confection. Obs.

1382 WYCLIF Exod. xxxvii. 29 Ensence of moost clene

swete smellynge spices, with the werk of pymentarye \Vvlg.

opere pigmentarii ; 1388 a makereof oynement; 1609 BIBLE

(Douay) pigmentarie]. Song Sol. v. 13 The chekes of

hym as litle flores of swote spicis, plaunted of pymentaries.

1474 CAXTON Chesse in. v. 101 Makers of pygmenlanes,
spicers and apotiquaries.
B. adj. tl. Pertaining to an apothecary or

maker of aromatic confections. Obs.

1382 WYCLIF Song Sot. iii. 6 Smoke of the swote spices, of

myrre, and of encens, and of alle pymentarie poudre [1388
al potidur of an oynement makere], 1398 (see PIGMENT 2].

2. Of, pertaining or belonging to, or consisting of

pigment ; producing or containing pigment or

colouring-matter; in Path, characterized by the

formation or presence of pigment.
1851 CARPENTER Afan. Phys. (ed. 2) 590 To reflect the

light that reaches* the interior of the eye, when . . not

prevented from doing so by the interposition of the pig-

mentary layer. 1851 WRIGHT Richardson's Introd. Geol.

xii. 385 The ink, though fossilised, retaining its pigmentary-

property. 1860 O. W. HOLMES Prof. Breakf.-t. iv, The

purple-black of the., whiskers is constitutional and not pig-

mentary. 1876 BHISTOWE The. ff I'ract. Med. (1878) 84 The
deposition of yellow, red, and brown pigmentary granules.

Pigmentation (pigments-Jan). Biol. Nat.

Hist, and Path. [mod. f. L. pigmentalus painted

(f. pigmentum patnt) + -ION : see -ATION. So F.

pigmentation^ Coloration or discoloration by
formation or deposition of pigment in the tissues.

1866 A. FLINT Princ. Med. (1880) 59 Pigmentation is not

in itself a morbid process of much importance. 1876 tr.

Wagner's Gen. Pathol. (ed. 6) 315 Pigmentation of the skin

affects either the rete Malpighh or the corium.

Pigmeiited (prgmented), a. [f.
PIGMENT +

-ED C] Charged or coloured with pigment.
1866 A. FLINT Princ. Med. (1880) 246 These atrophic lungs

are usually deeply pigmented. 1883 HardwicJis Photogr.
Chent. (ed. Taylor) 347 The pigmented tissue should be of

that kind which has a minimum of Gelatine and a maximum
of colouring matter.

Prgmentleas, a. [f. as prec. + -LESS.] Destitute

of pigment. 1890 in Cent. Diet.



PIGMENTOSE.

Pi-gmentose, a. [f. as next + -OSE.] = next.

Figmentous (pigme-ntas), a. [f. L. pig-
ment-utu PIGMKNT + -OUS.] Characterized by the

presence of pigment; pigmentary.
1836-0 Toad's Cycl. Anat. II. 961/1 The exterior surface of

the retina being covered by a dark pigmentou.s membrane.

Fi'g-me:tal. [f.
PIG rf.i 7 + METAL : cf. Sow-

JIETAL.] Metal, usually iron, in the form of pigs.
1731 Gentl. Mag. I. 167 [He] proposes with Pit-coal Fire

to make Bar Iron from Pig-metal. 1761 Chron. in Ann.
Reg. 73/1 His new invented method of making malleable
iron from pig or sow metal. 1831 ]. HOLLAND Manuf.
Metal I. 27 Sow metal, 01pig metal, epithets, .referring to
the blocks as they may have been run in the main or the
collateral gutters, the former being called sows, and the
latter //*, respectively.

Pigmy : see PYGMY.

Pigne, obs. form of PINE.

Pignerate, -ation : see PIGNOKATE, -ATION.
Pi giiolate, pi-niolate. Ol>s. [a. f.pigno-

fat, 'the preserued kernell of a Pine-apple, or con-
serue of Pine-kernells

'

(Cotgr.) ; cf. It. pignolo
'a kinde of meate of pine-apples' (Florio 1598),
also PIGNON!, and -ATE 1

.] A conserve or'con-
fection made of pignons or pine-kernels.
1544 PHAER Rrgim. Life (1560) D j, All swete thynges are

verye good as apples sodden with suger . . pignolate, penedies,
whyte pylles, suger candy, and the iuice of likonce. Ibid.

(1553) D iv b, Pignolate, and swete almondes. 1657 TOMLIN-
SON Renoii's Disp. 171 Another kind of paste. .which the
Neotericks call Piniolate or Pignolate because its made of
Pine kernells.

II Pignon 1
. ? Oh. [F. pignon (pm^ofi) a pine-

kernel =
Sp. pinon, Pg. pinhao : late L. type

*pimon-em, f. pinea pine-cone. Cf. PINION sb.s,

PlNON.]
1. A pine-kernel ; the edible seed of the stone-

pine (Pinus Pinea) of the south of Europe, or of
other species of pine.
1604 E. G[HIMSTONF.] D'Acosta's Hist. Indies iv. xxx. 292

There are great pine trees in New Spaine. though. .they

i^ua {jiijc-i, iia muse ui rtmts f^inca, t .caCcu ill Italy,

t 2. The Physic-nut of S. America : = Yg.pin/iao,
PINION rf.5 i. Obs.

1604 E. G[RIMSTONE] D'Acosta's Hist. Indies iv. xxix. 289
There are a thousand of these simples fit to purge, as.,
pignons of Punua. .and many other things.

II Piguoii 2 (pmron). Arch. [V.pignon a. gable-
end = It. pignone (Littri), Romanic augmentative
of L. pinna pinnacle ; see PINION sb.Z] A gable.
1875 F. I. SCUDAMORE Day Dreams 38 Rich in houses

with gables and pignons.

Pignorate (pi-gnorft), ppl. a. [ad. L. pigne-
rat-tts, pa. pple. ofpignerare : see next.] a. Given i

or taken in pledge ; pledged, pawned, b. Relat-

ing to things pledged, pigneratitious.
16.. Corshill Baron-Court Bk. in Ayr q Wigton Arch.

Coll. IV. us The said William Glen pursued the said
Robert for the said pistoll for what the same wes pignorat.
1886 MUIRHEAD in Encycl. Brit. XX. 690/2 Pignorate and
hypothecary rights were unknown as rights protected by
action at the time now being dealt with.

Fignorate (prgnowt), v. Also pignerate.
[ad. L. pignerare (in med. spelling pignorare) to

give as a pledge, f. pignus (pigner-, -or-) pledge :

see -ATE 3.] trans. To give or take as a pledge ;

to pledge, pawn. Hence Pi-gnorated ppl. a.

1623 COCKERAM, Pignerate, to pawne. 1656 BLOUNT
Glossogr., Pignerate, to lay a gage, or mortgage; also to
take in pawn. 1842 W. Smith's Diet. Grk. f, Rom. Antio.
60/1 If the pledger sold a movable thing that was pignerated.
1878 Ibid. 1037/1 A man could not acquire possession bymeans of a pignorated slave.

Piglloration(pignor<-j3n). Alsopiguer-. [ad.
L. pigner,ition-em pledging, f. pignerare : see
prec.] The action of pledging or pawning.
1623 COCKERAM, Pigneration, a pawning or morgaein"

1658 PHILLIPS, Pigneration [ed. 1678 f!fni>raiian],zefs.\ns
or laying to pawn. 1873 MAINE Hist. fast. ix. 270 The
Pignoration of the Continental Teutonic Law is more archaic
than the Distress with which we are familiar in England.

Fignoratitious(pi;gnorati-J~3s),<z. rare. Also
pigner-. [f. L. pigneratuius adj., belonging to a
pledge : see PIGNORATE ///. a. and -ITIOUS.] Re-

j

lating to things given in pledge or pawned.
. 1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Pigneratitious, that which is laid
in pledge, or pertaining to gage. 1795 WYTHE Decis.
Virginia. 57 Questions arising on pigneratitious contracts.

Fl'gnorative, a. [ad. F. pignoralif (1567),
f. L. pignorare : see PIGNORATE and -ATIVE.] That

'

gives in pledge ; pledging, pawning.
1611 COTGR., Pignpratif, pignoratiue, impledging, ingaging

by suretiship, or with a pawne. Hence 1616-63 BULLOKAR ;

Expositor, Pignorative, impledging, ingaging by suretiship
or with a pawn. iSiSinToDD. 1848 in WHARTON Law Diet.
Pi g-nut. [f. PIG si.i + NUT.]
1. 'Ine tuber of Bunium flexuosum ;

= EARTH-
NUT I.

1610 SHAKS. Temp. n. ii. 172, I with my long nayles will
digge thee pig-nuts. 1693 ROBINSON in Phil. Trans. XVII.
826 The Roots., commonly call'd Kepper-Nuts, Pignuts and
Oernuts in the North, lie very deep, and fatten Hogs. 1711ADDISON Sfect. No. 69 F 5 No Fruit grows Originally
among us, besides Hips and Haws, Acorns and Pig-Nutts.

VOL. VII.

849

1883 STEVENSON Treas. Isl. (1886) 277 Dig away, boys,.,
you 11 find some pig-nuts.

1 2. Applied to an acom (with reference to Don
Quixote ch. xi). Obs. nonce-use.

1711 E. WABD Quix. I. 373 At length the Don in Pensive
Mood His Golden Pignuts [i.e. acorns, as eaten in the
Golden Age] gravely view'd.

3. The pear-shaped fruit of a N. American tree,
the brown hickory (Carya glabra or ponina) ;

also the tree itself; = HOG-NUT i.

1760 J. LEE Introd. Bat. App. 322 Pig Nut, Juglnns.
1829, 1866 (see HOG-NUT i]. 1884 MILLER Plant-n., Pig-nut,
American, Carya porcina.

Fi'g-rat. [transl. of Telugu pandikokku,
BANDICOOT.] The large bandicoot rat of India.

1859 TENNENT Ceylon (1860) I. 150 Another favourite article
of food with the coolies is the pig-rat or Bandicoot. 1863
Reader 14 Jan. 43/3 Bandicoot is.. intended to represent
the Telugu pandi-kokkii, literally,

'

pig-rat '.

II Figri'tia. Obs. [L., = sloth, slothfulness.]A former name of the sloths of South America.
[1642 FULLER Holy % Prof. St. iv. iv. 256 The beast in

'

Brasil, which the Spaniards call Pigritia, which goes no
farther in a fortnight then a man will cast a stone.] 1706
PHILLIPS. Pigrilia, Slothfulness. . . Also an American Beast
call'd a Sloth. 1775 ADAIR Amer. Ind. 417 Nearly related
to the South-American animal Pigritia, that makes two or
three days journey in going up a tree.

t Pigri-tious, a. Obs. rare- 1
,

[f. L. pigrilia
sloth

(f. piger slothful) + -ous.] Slothful'. So
fPi-gritude [f. L. type *pigritfido\, fPi'grity
[ad. L. pigritas}, slothfnlness (obs. rare").
1623 COCKERAM, Pigritie, Pigritude, slothfulnes. 1638 T.

WHITAKER Blood ofGrape Pref. 8 Pigritious and impudent
persons. 1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Pigritude,
Pig's in Comb. : see PIG i

13 c.

Fig-sconce (pi-gistyns). [See SCONCE.] A
pig-headed fellow

; a pig-head.
1632 MASSINGER City Madam in. i, Ding. He is No pig-

sconce, mistress. Secret. He has an excellent head-piece.
1879 G. MEREDITH Egoist III. 78 These representatives of
the pig.sconces of the population judged by circumstances.

Frgskin. [f. PIG sbl + SKIN.] The skin of
the pig or hog (called in iSth c. HOCSKIN) ; leather
made of this. Hence in Sporting slang, a saddle.
1853 Athenxum 29 Dec. 1531 The Major., sees more

things in pigskin and whipcord than are found inmost men's
philosophy. 1876 BESANT & RICE Gold. Butterfly ii, The
best servant who ever put his leg across pig-skin. 1894 J. K.
FOWLER Recollect. O. Country Life vi. 44 He \vas not
particularly noted in the pigskin. 1899 MACKAIL Life
Morris II. 326 The white pigskin binding with silver clasps.

b. The skin of a hog used as a bottle.

1883 V. STUART_ >>< 37 Water-carriers loaded with pig-
skins were conspicuous among the throng.

Figsney, -ny. arch, and dial. Forms : a. 4
piggesneyje, 4-6 piggesnye, 6 pyggysny,
pygges nye, pigges-ny, pygs(-)nie, pygsnye,
pigesnie, 6-8 pigs(-)nye, 7 pigsneye, pignie,
8 pig-nye, 6- pigsny, pigs(-)nie, pjgs,-)ney;
$. 6 pigseie, 9 (dial.) pigsy. [ME. i. pigges pig's
+ neyje, var. of eyje, eye with prosthetic n, app.
derived from an eye, min eye; prob. originating in

children's talk and the fond prattle of nurses.
The eye_of the pig (as that of a bird in BIRD'S-NIE) is taken

as a familiar type of a small eye; the expression is thus
equivalent lofinke atpinkie nye, PIXKENY,

'

tiny ej-e ', which
was used in the same way as a term of endearment ; but
early examples showing pigges nye applied to the eye itself
(sense 2) have not yet been found.]
1. One specially cherished

; a darling, pet ; com-
monly used as an endearing form of address.
a. Chiefly applied to a girl or woman

; in mod.
dial, often opprobrious.
a. c 1386 CHAUCER Miller's T. Si She was a prymerole a

piggesnye flbr any lord to leggen in his bedde. a 1529
SKELTON Womanhod, etc. 20 What prate ye, pratypyggysny V

1549 CHALONER Erasm. on Folly F ij, Another fall in love
with some yonge pygsnie. a 1553 UDALL Rcyster D. i. iv.

(Arb.) 27 Then ist mine owne pygs nie, and blessing on my
hart. 1589 Triumphs Love f, Fort. F ij b, Then will I make
my loving song upon mine owne pigsnye. 1629 MASSINGER
Picture n. i, If thou art, As I believe, the pigsney of his
heart, Know he's in health. 1667 DRYDEN Tempest iv. iii,How does my Pigs-nye? 1698 FARQUHAR Love 4- Bottle i.

i, And the little pigsny has mamma's mouth. 1784 R. BAGE
Barham Downs I. ii Never think I shall long survive thee,
pigsnye. 1834 SOUTHEY Doctor liv. (1848) 121/2 When pigsnie
arrives and the purchaser opens the close sedan chair in
which she has been conveyed to his house. 1876 MADOX-BROWN Dwale Blnth i. v. 102 She began to pour forth.,
insinuations relative to a certain 'Trapseing, hautecking,
kerping, pigsnie '.

0. ISS3 BALE tr. Gardiner's De vera Obed. K j b, How
doth my sweteheart, what saith now pigges eye ? 1869 J. P.
MORRIS Gloss. Words Furness 71 Pigsy, a term of endear-
ment, as ' Thow lile pigsy \

t b. More rarely applied to a man or boy. Obs.
1581 J. BELL Haddon's A ns-ui. Osor. 68 b, And your sweet

piggesnye Emanuel will smoyle close in his sleave. a 1588IARLTON Jests (1844) Introd. 21 The player fooles deare
darling pigsnie He calles himselfe his brother. 1708 Brit.
Apollo No. 68. 2/2 You, ven once they have your Money,No more their Pigsnies are nor Honey.
1 2. An eye ;

a ' dear little eye '. Obs.
1663 BUTLER Hud. n. i. 560 And shine upon me but

benignly, With that one, and that other Pigsneye. 1700
Brit. Atolloll. No. n. 3/1, 1 rise, And rub my Pigs Nye?a 1774 GOLDSM. tr. Scarron's Com. Romance (1775) II. 10
ine hostess received such a blow on her little pig-nyes that
she saw a hundred thousand lights at the same time.

PIGTAIL.

Pigsticking (prgistfckiq). [f. PIG rf.i +
STICKING vbl. s/>.]

1. The hunting of the wild boar with a spear.
1848 THACKERAY I'an. Fair Ix, Describing the sport of

pigsticking.. with great humour and eloquence. 1881 J.
GRANT Cameronians I. iii. 32 The dinner.gong . . recalled
his thoughts from pig-sticking and Central India.

2. The butchering of swine by sticking a knife
into the heart or aorta.

1884 M. ARNOLD in Harper's Mag. Oct. 757/2, I would
not go to see the pig-sticking at the stock-yards.
Hence Pi'g'stick v. inlr., to hunt the wild boar;

Pi'g-sticker, (a) one who follows the sport of

pigsticking; (b\ a horse trained to this sport.
1891 KIH.IXG City Dreadf. Kt. 74 Animals who stand on

one hind leg and beckon with all the rest, or try to pijjstick
in harness. 1866 TKEVELVAN in Fraser's Mag. LXXIII.
387, I may be a young pig-sticker, but I am too old a sports-man to make such a mistake as that. 1889 Atkcnxuiu
24 Aug. 255/1 The courage, horsemanship, and skill with his

spear required in the pigsticker. 1900 SIR J. FAYREK
Recollect, iii. 62, I bought a horse, a well-known pig-sticker

Pig-stone, -swill, etc. : see PIG l IV.

Pigsty (pi'gistai). A sty or pen for pigs, in-

cluding a shed or covered enclosure.

1591 PERCH-ALL .?/. Diet., Ca/wrda, a pigges stie, Hara.
1629 MASSINGER Picture iv. ii, 'Slight! 'tis a prison or a
pig-sty ! 1710 STEELS Taller No. 169 f t What Wash is

drank up in so many Hours in the Parlour and the Pigsty.
1853 H. WHARTON Digest Cases Petutsylv. 473 A pigstye
in a city is per se a nuisance.

b. trails/. Applied to a dwelling only fit for

a pig ; a miserable or dirty hovel.
1820

SYIJ.^
SMITH U'/cs. (1867) I. 311 All degrees of all

nations begin with living in pigstyes. 1884 LABOI'CHERE in
Fortn, /vet;. Feb. 219 The poor in our great towns are con-
demned to live in pig-styes, and 10 pay excessive rents for
this accommodation.

Fi'g's wash, pigwash. The swill of a

brewery or kitchen given to pigs; = HOGWASH.
Also applied contemptuously to weak inferior

liquor, and in other abusive senses.

1630 Tinker of Tiirvey Aiij, These commingas farre short
of Ins, as liraggetgoes beyond the Pigs wash or small Beere.
1850 CAKLYI F. Latter-d. 1'ampli., Jesuitism 29 Moral evil is

unattainability of Pig's wash. 1866 GEO. ELIOT F. Holt\\
If I had not seen that.. pig-wash, even if I could have got
plenty of it, was a poor sort of thing, I should never have
looked life fairly in the face. 1887 KUSKIN Prxtcriia II.

284 [I was] content in my dog's chain, and with my pig's-
wash, in spite of Carlyle.

Pi'gtail. [So called from resemblance to the
tail oi a pig.]
1. a. Tobacco twisted into a thin rope or roll.
1688 R. HOLME Armoury in. xxii. (Roxb.) 274/1 Pigtaile,

is a very small wreath or roll tobacco. 1740 SWIFT Will
Wk.s. 1745 VIII. 384, I bequeath to Mr. John Grattan..my
silver box.. in which I desire the said John to keep the
tobacco he usually cheweth, called pigtail. 1760 H. WALPOLE
Lett, to Mann 7 May, He.. took some pigtail tobacco out
of his pocket. 1839

'

J. FUME '

Paper on Tobacco 120 Pig-
tail when smoked is equally as strong as shag.

b. A farthing candle, dial.
1828 Craven Gloss, (ed. 2) s. v., The watching of the pig-

tail was a superstitious ceremony observed in Craven. .on
the Eve of St. Mark. On that evening, a party of males or
females, .place on the floor a lighted pig-tail, for so a small
or farthing candle is denominated. 1867 HARLAND & W.
Lane. Folk-lore 140 On the fast of St. Agnes she watches a
small candle called a 'pig-tail', to see the passing image of
her future husband.

o. Naut. A short length of rope; a rope's end.
1894 Daily Tel. 18 Oct. 6/5 Hit. .with a '

pigtail ', a piece
of thick rope.

2. A plait or queue of hair hanging down from
the back of the head ; applied spec, to that worn
by soldiers and sailors in the latter part of the
iSth and beginning of the igth century, and still

frequently by young girls, and now esp. to that

customary among the Chinese.

'753. HANWAY Trav. (1762) I. vn. xciii. 428 They observe
an uniformity about their heads by wearing pigtails. 1768-74
TUCKER Lt. Nat. (1834) II. 595 The French carpenter can.
not saw his boards, without a long pig. tail and ruffled shirt.
1822 W. IRVING Braceli. Hall (1849) 52 A soldier of the old
school, with powdered head, side locks, and pigtail. 1830
Examiner 801/1 Trousers came in with the French Revolu-
tion, pigtails went out with Lord Liverpool. 1838 DICKENS
Nick. Nick, xiv, [Mrs. Kenwigs' girls] had flaxen hair, tied
with blue ribbons, hanging in luxuriant pigtails down their
backs. 1874 LADY HERBERT tr. Hiibiu-r's Ramble i. xii. 193

length and in 1808 cut off. c 1890 F. Wilson's Fate 76 He
. . wiped his grizzled moustache and twisted its extremities
into pig-tails. 1895 MRS. B. M. CROKER Village Tales(\%<f,)
66, I was still a rather troublesome schoolgirl in short frocks
and a pig-tail.

b. transf. The wearer of a pigtail ; a Chinese.
1886 Cornh. Mag. July 55 Sweetmeats .. being great

favourites with the 'pigtails '.

f 3. A pigtailed monkey. Obs.

1774 GOLDSM. Nat. Hist. IV. 215 The Maimon of Bufibn,
which Edwards calls the Pigtail, is the last of the baboons,
and.. no larger than a cat. [Cf. PIGTAILED a. i.J

4. attrib. and Comb, (chiefly from 2). a. in

sense 'of, pertaining to, wearing a pigtail' ; colloq.

Chinese: as pigtail brigade, land, parly; b. in

sense '
characteristic of the period when pigtails

were worn ', old-fashioned, pedantic, absurdly
108
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formal (cf. Ger. zopf), as pigtail drill, period, pro-

fessor, tory\ C. = PIGTAILED i, *&pigtail macaqiu\
also pigtail tobacco (see I a) ; pigtailwise adv.

18x7 COBBETT Wks* XXXII. 114 Do the Pig tail Order

suppose, that such means will be resorted to now? 1859
SALA Tw. round Clock (1861) 186 How I should have liked

to witness the old pigtail operas and ballets performed at the

Pantheon. 1865 M. PATTISON ss. (1889) I. 348 Heyne was

essentially a dull, wooden man, a pigtail professor after

all. 1867 WOOD Pop. Nat. Hist., Mammalia 16 Bruh or
11 " "

-"-, Leisure

1887
:resses

one descries Are closely plaited, pig-tail-wise. 1890 Pall
Mall G. 10 Feb. 7/2 These same monkeys, the so called

pig-tail variety, are taught by the Malays to pick fruit for

them in the forests. 1898 Athenstint 19 Mar. 366/1 He
was a typical 'pigtail Tory'. 1899 Daily News 25 Oct. 2/1
Mr. Yerburgh, the leader of what was known last Session

as 'the Pigtail Party' in the House of Commons, is con-

templating
a journey to China.

Pigtail, corrupt form of PIGHTLE.

Pigtailed (pi*g,t^Id), a. [f. prec. + -ED 2.]

1. Having a tail like a pig's.

1758 EDWARDS Glean. Nat. Hist. 1. 8 The Pig-tailed

Monkey, from the Island of Sumatra, in the Indian Sea.

1864 ATKINSON List Prwinc. Names Birds, Pig-tailed

Winder, Prov. name for Pintail Duck. 1896 List Anim,
Zool. Soc. (ed. 9) 24 Macacus nentesirinus .. Pig-tailed

Monkey. .. East Indies.

2. Having a pigtail ; tied up or plaited into a

pigtail.
1754 SHEBBEARE Matrimony (1766) I. 189 Hair..powder'd

and pig-tail 'd. 1775 SHERIDAN St. Pair. Day n. iv, All the

pigtailed lawyers and bagwlgged attorneys. 1791-3 in

Spirit Pub. Jrnls. (1709) I. 67 A pig-tailed periwig. 1892
Spectator 27 Feb. 305/1 To wonder at pig-tailed China.

JPi'gtaily, a. nonce-wd. Of or pertaining to the

pigtail period ; old-fashioned.

1859 SALA Tiv. round Clock (1861) 300 Old fashioned, out
of date, rococo, and plgtaily.

t Fi'g-taker. Obs. A purveyor of pigs : for-

merly an office in the Royal Household.
1455 in Hoitseh. Ord. (1790) *2i Th' office of the Catery..

i Grome Piggetaker. 1538 /<$/</. 218 Allowance to be given.,
unto Thomas Playfoote, Yeoman-Pigtaker for every Veale,
being fatt and good, . .that he shall send into the Larder.

Pig-trotter, -trough, -tub, etc. : see PIG i.

Fi'gweed. A name given to various herbs

devoured by swine (some of them also eaten by men
under stress of hunger), as the Goosefoots, Cheno-

podiian album and rubrwn ; Cow-parsnip ; Knot-

grass ; Comfrey ; in N. America, the green Ama-
ranth, Amarantus retroftexus. Winged pigweed^
a coarse branching herb, Cycloloma platyphyllum*
of the Western U. S.

1844 H. HUTCHINSON Pract, Drainage Land 159 The
roots of a weed called pig weed. 1854 THOREAU Walden
vii. (1886) 159 That's Roman wormwood, that's pigweed,
that's sorrel, that's piper-grass. 1865 Daily Tel. 7 Nov.
5/1 The tiny islets being covered with pig-weed, large ear-

wigs, and land crabs. 1884 Harper s Mag. Mar. 601/2
Here we find .. pig-weed six inches in stem, and wearing a

huge flower like a hat. 1892 Ch. Times 15 Jan. 43/1 [Famine
in Russia) Those who have bread are compelled to adulterate

it with pigweed \Chenopodium rubrum], which, taken in

quantities, is a bitter emetic. 1893 J. A. BARRY S. Browns
Bunyip,&.c. 146 We.. lived for months at a time on damper,
bullock and pigweed in a bark humpy.
t Figwi'dffiu, -wi'dgeon. Obs. Also pig
wigeon. Oi obscure origin and meaning: see

quots. 1730-1785.
Some have identified it with Pigwiggen, -wiggin, used by

Greene and Nashe as a ^KrtsAproper name, and by Drayton
as the name of a fairy knight favoured by Queen Mab the
wife of Oberon, also by Davenant. In Cotton it is ap-
parently a term of contempt, and rimes with biggin, cap or

hood. Pig-widgin (-wid^ln) appears in Cleveland attrib.

as a contemptuous or hostile epithet for the Scotch ; spelt by
Bailey -"wigeon, by Johnson -widgeon^ app. after the name
of the bird. Its connexion with Pigivi^gin is not proved.
[a 1592 GREENE Selimns 1909 Now will I be as stately to

them as if I were maister Pigwiggen our constable. 1596

itry

gentlewoman. 1599 Lenten Stuffi To Rdr., If it were
so, goodman Pig-wiggen, were not that honest dealing?

1627 DRAYTON Nymphidia xii, Pigwiggen was this Fairy
Knight, One wond'rous gracious in the sight Of fair Queen
Mab, which day and night He amorously observed. 1629
DAVENANT Albovine u. i. Djj, Albo. Is not your name
Pigwiggin? Cnny. Pigwiggin ! your Grace was wont to
call me Cunymond : I am no Faery. 1675 COTTON Scoffer
Scofft 68 What such a nazardly Pigwiggin, A little Hang-
strings in a Biggin?]
1687 Cleveland's Wk$.> Rebel Scot 12 To see his Count

sick of Pym's disease; By Scotch Invasion to be made
prey To such Pig-Widgin Myrmidons as they. 1730-6
BAILEY (folio), Pig Wigeon (with the Vulgar} a silly fellow.

1755 JOHNSON, Pigu>idgeon..\$ a kind of cant word for any-
thing petty or small. [Quotes Cleveland.) 1783 GROSE
Diet, Vulg. T. s. v. Pig, Pig-widgeon, a simpleton.
Hence Figrwi'dgin, -wi dgeon v.

1852 M. W. SAVAGE Reuben Medlicott I. in. Argt. 214 In
short the Medlicotts were Pigwidgeoned, and we are not to

pity them, for they brought the Pigwidgeoning on them-
selves. Pigwidgeoning will prove to be a social usage,
nearly akin to spunging.

Pig-woman, -wool, etc. : see PIG* 13.

t Pi-gwort. Herb. Obs. = PIGWEED.
1575 TURBERV. Venerie 73 Pigwort, woodbynd, birche and

such like, whereof they croppe the toppes.

Pik, obs. form of PICK v.\ PIKE jfl.i, PITCH.

II Pika (psi'ka). [ad./zYa, native name in Tun*

guse of Siberia (Pallas a 1800).] A small rodent

quadruped, Lagomys alpintts, allied to the guinea-

pig, inhabiting boreal and alpine regions of Europe
'

and Asia. By extension, any of the species of

Lagomys t called from their reiterated squeaking
cries calling- hares or crying-hares.
1827 GRIFFITH Cuvier's Anim. K. III. 223 The pika is an

j

inhabitant of the highest mountains of the extreme North
of Europe and Asia. 1849 Sk. Nat. Hist., Mammalia IV.

163 The most obvious peculiarity of these pikas is their
;

voice, from which they have acquired their trivial name.

b. Comb. Pika-squirrel, a name suggested by
Coues for the chinchilla.

1885 Stand. Nat. Hist. V. 86.

tPikanie'r. Obs. rare. [a. Ger. piekenier, f.

pieke^ pike PIKE sb.$ : cf. OF. piqitenaire pike- ;

man.] A soldier armed with a pike ;
a pikeman. !

1816 Genii. Mag. LXXXVI. i. 213/1 They were first
\

raised as pikaniers, and behaved gallantly in the Turkish

campaigns.

Pikar, obs. Sc. f. PIKER, thief. Pikary, obs.
;

f. PICKERY. Pikaxe, obs. f. PICKAX.

Pike (psik), sb2 Forms: i pile, r, 3 pic,

3-4 pike, 3-6 pyk, 4-7 (9) pyke, 4- pike.

[Found in OE. as piic (8th c.), pic, in ME. pik
'

(pi, pikes'] j
later pyke^ pike ; beside which there

\

existed from I4th c., in same senses, a collateral ,

form with short vowel, pict pikt pykk^ now PICK '

sbl Cf. PICK v. 1
,
with its collateral form pike. \

In mod.Eng., in sense i,pike is now local or dial., i

pick being in general use ; but senses 2 and 3 are

in general Eng. pike, while pick is obs. or dial. ;

sense 4 is now generally /#z/'; sense 5 is dial, or

local. OE. and ME. pic, pic agree in form and
sense with F. pic (of which, however, examples are

known only from the I2thc.). In the earliest in-

stances, both in OE. and OF., pic was applied to

a pick, pickax, or pick-hammer, with handle at
j

right angles to the head; but, in both, the word
was soon applied to a straight instrument or tool

pointed at one end, or to the sharp point of such

(cf. OE. hornpic a pinnacle, in Lindisf. Gosp. Matt,

iv. 5), as in Fr. to a poker, a glass-blower's tool,

the end of a ship's yard, etc. The Eng. uses are

not the same, but the development is on the whole

parallel. See Note below.]
I. 1. A pickax ;

a pick used in digging, break-

ing up ground, etc., also for picking a millstone.

Obs. except as dial, form of PICK sb^-

(It seems certain that the OE. examples belong here. In
Goetz Corpus Gloss, Lat. VI. 17, Acisculum is glossed as
I

(7*aifnoi' TjTot opu^KTjiroupiKT}; malliolum structorium ; quod
habent structores, quasi malleolus est ad caedendos lapides;
JLLI/AOKOTTOP '.)

725 Corpus Gloss. (O. E. T.) 49 Aciscitfam t piic. ciooo

SElfric's Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 109/4 Aciscvlum, pic. 1303
R. BRUNNE Handl. Synne 941 Mattok is a pykeys, Or a

pyke, as sum men seys. 13.. Seuyn Sag. (W.) 1253 'Tak
a pike, To-night thou schalt with me strike '. .An hole thai

bregen, all with ginne [etc.]. 1756 LLOYD in W. Thompson
R. N. Advoc. (1757) 51, I have, .desired the Grinder not to

pick his Mill so often with the sharp Pikes, or to keep it so

rough. 1877 E. LEIGH Gloss. Dial. Chesh., Pike, an iron

instrument sharp on the one side and like a hammer on the

other, used for splitting and breaking coals. 1879 Miss

JACKSON Shropsh. \Vord-bk. 323 Pike..^. A pick. [E.D.D.
has it also from S. Staffordsh.] 1881 RAYMOND Mining
Gloss., Pike. See Pick.

II. 2. A sharp point, the pointed tip of any-

thing, a spike ; as the pointed metal tip of a staff

or of an arrow or spear, the spike in the centre of

a buckler : PICK st>.1 2.

rti225 Leg. Kath. 1923 Swa bet te pikes & te irnene

preones se scharpe & se starke borien (iurh & beoren for5

feor on bet o"5er half, c 1275 XI Pains ofHell 70 in 0. E.
Misc. 149 A hwel of stele is furber mo.. .A busend spoken
beob ber-on, And pykes ouer al idon. c 1200 S. Eng. Leg.
\. 205/170 f>is kni?t heo bounden honden and fet and a-midde
be fuyre him caste, With Irene Ovles and pikes heo to-

drowen him wel faste. c 1320 Sir Beues 3856 Here bor-

dones were imaked wel Wif> longe pikes of wel gode stel.

1362 LANGU P. PI. A. ix. 88 Dobest..Bere|> a Busschopes
cros, Is hoket atte ende,..to holden hem in good lyf. A
pyk is in be potent to punge adoun (w wikkede [1393 C.

xi. 94 With be pyk putte adoune prevaricatores leg-is],

c 1380 Sir Ferumh. 4648 And J>e walles were of Marbreston.

Wyb pykes of yre y-set ber-on, Oppon J>e crest ful bykke.
<ri44o Promp, Parv, 396/2 Pyke, of a staffe, or ober lyke,

cuspis, stiga. Ibid., Pyke, or tyynde of y^yne (or prekyl),
carnica. 1480 CAXTON Chron. Eng. ccxxiii. 220 He fonde

in a chambre aboute v honderd of grete staues of fyne oke
with longe pykes of yren and of stele, a, 1548 HALL Chron.,
Edw. /K 197 b, The lord Scales had a gray courser, on
whose schaffron was a long and a sharpe pyke of stele.

1565-6 Roy. Proclam. as to Apparel 12 Feb., Any buckler
with any poynt or pyke aboue two ynches m length. 1598
GRENEWEY Tacitus' Ann. iv. xi. (1622) 107 Contrarily the

Romaine souldier. .thrust them backe with the pikes of

their bucklers. 1651 BIGGS New Disp. So All ice begin-

ning, maketh jagged pikes, after the fashion of a Nettle-
leafe. 1825 SCOTT Talisnt. i, The front-stall of the bridle

was a steel plate, . .having in the midst a short, sharp pike,
Ibid, vi, In the tilt-yard, .spears are tipped with trenchers

of wood, instead of steel pikes. Mod. Sc. The pike has come
out of the peery (= peg-top).

f b. A prickle, a thorn
;
a hedgehog's prickle

or spine; =PiCKj.1 2. Chiefly ^. Obs. or dial.

c 1305 St. Edmund King 47 in E. E. P. (1862) 88 As ful as
an ifiespyl is of pikes al aboute As ful he stikede of arewen
wib-inne & wihoute. 1398 TREVISA Earth. De P. R. xvni.

Ixii, Herenacius is an Irchpun . . & his skyn is closid all a
boute with pykes and prickis. c 1470 HENRYSON Orpheus <V

Eurydice 292 (Bann. MS.), Syne our a mvre, with thornis thik
and scherp, ..he went, And had nocht bene throw suffrage
of his harp, With fell pikis he had bene schorne and schent.

1500-20 DUNBAR Poems Ixii. 23 [The] Thirsill .. Quhois
pykU throw me so reuthles ran. 1508 Tita Alariit
Wemen 15 Throw pykis of the plet thorne I presandlie
luikit. 1549 Cotnpl. Scot. xvii. 148 He vas croumt vitht
ane palme of gold, be rason that the palme tre hes schearp

brpddis and pikis. 1570 LEVINS Mttttip. 122/23 A pike,
pricke, aculeits. 1572 BOSSEWELL Arinorie \\. 61 So is

the little Hiricion with his sharpe pykes almoste the leaste

of all other beastes. a 1600 MONTGOMERIE Misc. Poems
(S, T. S.) xl. 46 Sen peircing pyks ar kyndlie with the
rose. 1789 Ross Helenore 26 A hail hauf mile she had at
least to gang, Thro' birns and pikes [cd. 1768 pits] and
scrabs, and heather lang.

c. Turning. The spike or pin in a lathe upon
which one end of the object to be turned is fixed.

1680 MOXON Mech. Exerc. x. 180 Upon the points of
this Screw and Pike the Centers of the Work are pitcht.
Ibid. xin. 220 Having prepared the Work fit for the Lathe

..they pitch it between the Pikes.

t d. jig. A horn of a dilemma :
= HORN sb. 26.

1548 UDALL, etc. Erastn. Par. Matt. xix. 94 They propose
a question with two pykes. Ibid. xxi. 102 A question with
two pikes.

t e. An ear-pick ; PICK sb}- 5. Obs.

1570 LEVINS Manip. 122/26 A Pike, for the ear, scalpntw,
3. A staff having an iron point or spike, a pike-

staff (now diafy\ ^spec. a pilgrim's staff (obs.):
= TICK sb. 1

3.
To tip (a person) the pikes, to give (him) the slip : cf. PICK

sb. 1
3, quot. 1673.

c 1205 LAY. 30731 pa imette he enne pilegrim pic bar an
honde [Wace bordon a pe'terin]. Ibid. 30745 Brien . . saide

|>at he wes pelegrim ah pic nefden he nan mid him. Ibid.

30848 His pic he nom an honden & helede hine under capen.
13.. Coer de L. 611 They were redy for to wende, With pyke
and with sclavyn, As palmers were in Paynym. 1362 LANGL.
P. PI. A. v. 257 (MS. T) pat Penitencia his pike [1377 B. v.

482 pyke] he shulde pulsshe newe. Ibid, vi. 26 Sauh I

neuere Palmere with pyk [1377 B. v. 542 pike) ne with

scrippe. 1724 J.
SHIRLEY Triumph Wit (ed. 8) 171 Tho' he

tips {printed rips] them the Pikes they nig him again. 1869
G. TICKELL Life Marg. Mary Hallahan (1870) 165 Mother

Margaret could not venture as far as the post-office without
the aid of a pike.

b. A pitchfork, a hay-fork : = PICK sbl 4 b.

Now dial.

1410 in Rogers Agric. $ Pr. III. 546/2, 3 dung pykes.

1473 Durham Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 245 Item j Pyke pro
feno extrahendo. 1573 TUSSER Husb. (1878) 37 A rake for

to hale vp the fitchis that lie, A pike for to pike them vp
handsom to drie. 1706 PHILLIPS, Pike .. In Husbandry, a

Prong, or Iron-fork. 1766 Cornel. Farmer^ Pike, a name

given in some counties to what is generally called a fork,

used for carrying straw, &c. 1825 in HONE Every-day Dk.
I. 854 Pitchforks, or pikes, as in Cornwall they are. .called,

1870 Auct. Catal. [Shropshire] (E.D.D.), Pikes and rakes.

C. In Salt-making. (See quot.)
1884 R. HOLLAND Chesh. Gloss., Pike, s. salt-making term ;

a one-pronged instrument (one can hardly call it a fork,

seeing it has but one prong) used for lifting and handling
lumps of salt

d. Applied to a tent-pole or its pointed end.

1827 Perils $ Captivity (Constable's Misc.) 303 It is the

women . . who lift the pikes of the tents, when their husbands
are resolved to move their camp.

III. 4. An extremity tapering to a point ;
a

PEAK. a. The long point or peak of a shoe, such

as was fashionable in I4th-i5th c. ;
a poulaine.

Obs. exc. Hist.
c 1380 WYCLIF Sel. Wks. III. 124 Men deformen hor body

by hor foule atyre, as pikes of schoone. 1432-50 tr. Higdcn,
Harl. Contin. (Rolls) VIII. 497 But mony abusions comme
from Boemia into Englonde with this qwene, and specially
schoone with longe pykes. 1463-4 Rolls ofParIt. V. 505/1

Eny Shoes or Boteux, havyng pykes passyng the lengh of

ii ynches. a 1548 HALL Chron., Hen. VIII 6b, Bootes

with pykes turned vp. 1611 SPEED Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. xvii.

(1623) 870 The pikes in the Toes were turned vpward and
with siluer chaines, or silke laces tied to the knee. U723
THORESBY in Phil. Trans. XXXII. 345 In Stow's Chronicle,
ad An. 1465, we read of a Proclamation against the Beaks
or Pikes of Shoone, or Boots, that they should not pass
two Inches. 1834 PI.ANCHK Brit. Costume 202 No one

under the estate of a lord was permitted to wear pikes or

poleines to his shoes, .exceeding two inches in length.]

b. The pointed end, 'beak', or 'horn' of an

anvil. Obs. or dial.

1677 MOXON Mech. Exerc. i. 3 A Black Smiths Anvil.. is

sometimes made with a Pike, or Bickern, or Beak-iron at

one end of it. 1680 Ibid. x. 179 A strong Iron Pike, but its

point is made of tempered Steel. 688 R. HOLME Armoury
in. 300/2 P/&'..that as comes out of one end of [an Anvil).

5. dial* A narrow pointed piece of land at the

side of a field of irregular shape ;
=GoRE sb? i b,

PICK sbl 6.

1585 Rec. Leicester (1905) III. 217, 4 lands, 23 pikes, lying
south upon Knighton Mere. 1724 MS. Indenture (co.

Derby), Together with all mounds, fences, .. pikes, balkes,

land ends. 1737 MS. Indenture, Estate at Rolleston, Staf-

ford.^ Pikes, selions or butts of arable land in a field called

Crowthorn field. 1847-78 HALLIWELL, Pikes, short butts

which fill up the irregularity caused by hedges not running

parallel. 1898 N. % Q. gth Ser. I. 454/1 Hereabouts [Wor-
cestershire]

'

pikes
'

[of ploughed land] are the '

peaked
'

bits.



ncnaine nott } n i2t c., an as a common noun

ptk a pikestaff c 1330; in same sense MSw. had //', and
i3th c. Norw. had p{kstafr\ mod Sw. and Norw. pik,
M.Da. piig, Da. pig pike, point, prickle. The probability.a. g, a. g pe, pont, prce. e probability

appears to be that these were adopted from the same source
See also PICK f.I]

PIKE.

IV. 6. attrib. and Comb.-, fpike-bolt, a sharp-

pointed bolt; pike-pole, U. S., a pole provided
with a spike and a hook, used by lumbermen in

driving logs, also as a boat-hook ; piketail, U. S.,

the pintail duck; pike-wall, dial., a gable-wall;

pike-wise adv., in peaked or cuneiform formation.

1622 R. HAWKINS yoy. S. Sea. (1847) 206 Many, .have left

the use of them and of sundry other preventions as of shere-

hookes,..*pike bolts in their wales and divers other engines
of antiquitie. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 397/1 *Pykewalle . .

mums conalis, pirainis, vet piramidalis. 1556-? '"

Willis & Clark Cambridge (1886) II. 455 The pyke wall in

tholde Hall. 1513 in Three \*>th Cent. Chron. (Camden) 87
The Kyng of Scottes armye was devyded in to fyue

batelles, . .part of them were quadrant, some "pykewyse.

[Note. The etymology of pike, with the related PICK sb. 1
,

PEAK sb\ and the vbs. PiKE 1
, PICK ', PECK, presents many

difficulties. OE. //, ME. pic, seem to be the same word as

OF. and mod.F. pic^ corresp. to Prov. pic, Sp., Pg. pico, all

applied to something sharp-pointed, and having a cognate
vk, F. giqner, Pr., Sp., Pg. picar, It. piccare, to pierce,

prick, sting, etc. The origin of this Romanic family is dis-

puted. Diez referred it to L. pic-us the woodpecker, in

reference to the action of the long and powerful beak with

which that bird hammers, picks, and pierces the bark of

trees. The phonetic difficulty that the c of L. PIC-US and a
derived *plcd-re would not remain in the mod. langs., but

be lost in F. (pi, *pier}, and elsewhere become g, has been
met by the suggestion that the group, being of echoic origin,

retained the c or k unchanged, or that late L. had, beside

pic-us, the popular forms *~plcc-ns and *plcc-are (perh. due
to echoic modification), which would phonetically give the

modern forms. Celtic origin or influence lias also been

suggested. Welsh pi* anything pointed, pointed end, point,
'

Pike (p^ik), sb north. Eng. Also 3, 7 pik, ,

6 pyke. [app. either a local application of PIKE I

sb\ or of Norse origin : cf. West Norw. dial, pik i

a pointed mountain, piktind a peaked summit.]
1. A northern English name for a pointed or

peaked summit, or a mountain or hill with a pointed
summit ; entering extensively into the nomencla-
ture of mountains and hills in and around the

English Lake district.

The names in Pike have their centre m Cumberland,
Westmorland, and Lancashire-above-the-sands, where are

Scawfell Pike, Langdale Pikes, Pike o
1

Stickle, Causey
Pike, Grisedale Pike, Red Pike, White Pike, Wansfell Pike,
etc. ; they gradually thin off in the surrounding counties,

examples being Rivington Pike in mid-Lancashire; Backden
Pike, Pinnar Pike, Haw Pike, in Yorkshire ; Pontop Pike,
\Vest Pike, in Durham; Glanton Pike, East Pike, West
Pike, Three Pikes, m Northumberland ; Hartshorn Pike,
The Pike in Roxburghshire, The Pike in Selkirkshire, etc.

It is notable that the pikes are localized in the district of

England characterized by Norse topographical names, the

countiy of the becks,fells,forces,ghylls, hows, riggs, scaurs,

screes, thwaites, and tarns, that the name is ancient, as old
as sense 2 of PIKE ', and that ptk is used in precisely the same
way in West Norwegian dialect.

(1250 Lane. Charters No. 1974 (Brit. Mus. MS. Add.
32107 If. 280 b), Et sic sequendo dictum diuisum forrestae et

metae de Rothington se diuidunt vsque ad Winterhold pike
et sic sequendo altitudinem del Egges vsque in Romesclogh
heued. 1277-00 Grant by Cecilia widow of Wtn. of
Rivington (MSS. of W. H. Lever), Et sic sequendo altam
viam ultra Roinpik [

= Rivington Pike] vsque Stondandestan,

1322 Close Roll 15 Edw. II., memb. 2 dorso(V. R. O.), Et sic

vsque ad ahum de Yowberg et sic vsque le Mikeldor de Yow-
berg, et exinde vsque le Rede Pike [Wast Water], a 1400-50
Alexander 4818 pai labourde vp agayn be lift an elleuen

dais, & quen bai couert to be crest, pen clerid be welkyn ..

pan past bai doun fra bat pike in-to a playn launde. a 1552
LKLAND ///. (1744) V. 90 But communely the People ther-

aboutcaullitb hit Riven-pike. 1588 in E. Baines Hist. Lanes.

(1889) III.220 tf/*r,The hundrethof Sallford is to paiefor the

watchinge of [the] Beacon of Rivington Pyke [from lojuly
to 30 September]. 1604 Sitrv. Debat. Lands, Bounii. Eng.
ff Scot., From the head of Blakeup the boundes extendeth
to Bell's Rigg, and so to Blakeley Pike. 1664 Ace. Bk.
D. Fleming, Rydal Hall, IVestmld. 26 Sept., It. for walling
one day at y Low-pike. 1673 BLOME Britanmae 132
Amongst which Hills these are of chief note, viz. Furness

Fells, Riving Pike, and Pendle Hill. 1738 S. FEARON & J.

EVES Sea Coast Eng. <$ Wales 18 Keep away about S.S.E.
'til the

\Vestermpst of the two fair Houses at Banks be in
a line with Rivington Pike. Ibid., Keep so' til Wharton
Chappel comes in a line with Porlock Pike. 1793 WORDSW.
Descript. Sk. 482 Pikes, of darkness named ana fears and
storms. Uplift in quiet their illumined forms. 1819 SHELLEY
Peter Bell the Third i. xii

?
Then there came down from

Langdale Pike A cloud, with lightning, wind, and hail.

1865 BELLEW Bloitnt Tempest I. 70 On the East, the

moors and pikes of Yorkshire . . descend and slope towards
the sea. 1871 JENKINSON Guide Eng. Lakes (1879) 73
Pike O'Stickle . . looks like a huge petrified haycock. 1888
MRS. H. WARD R. Elsinere i. vii, Masses of broken crag
rising at the very head of the valley into a fine pike.

b. A cairn or pillar of stones erected on the

highest point of a mountain or hill ; also, a beacon,

tower, or pile on an eminence.

851

Many of the natural pikes (e.g. Rivmgton Pike) were
beacon hills ; hence the name appears to have been some-
times associated with a beacon.

1751 in E. Baines Hist. Lanes. (1888) II. 333 [Inscription
on a conical pillar on the summit of Hartshead Hill,
8 miles ENE. of Manchester.] This Pike was rebuilt by
Publick Contributions, Anno Do. 1751. a 1815 in Pennc-
cnitfs Wks. (1815) 49 note, These piles of stones are often

termed Cairn, Pike, Currough, Cross, c. 1856'!'. T.WILKIN-
SON in Lane, fy ChesJi. Hist. Sac. Trans, 4 Dec., Pikelaw

[near Burnley, Lanes.] has much the appearance of a large

tumulus, but as its name indicates, it has long been used for

the purposes of a beacon.

2. A pointed or peaked stack of hay, made up
(of a number of hay-cocks) temporarily in the hay-

field, until it can be carted to the farm-yard ;

also, a stack of corn, circular in form, pointed,
and of no great size. (Eng. Dial. Diet.}

1641 BEST Farm. Bks. (Surtees) 37 A stacke is made
allwayes after the manner of a longe square, having a ridge
like the ridge of an howse ; and a pyke, rownde, and sharpe
att the toppe. 1706 Trans. Soc. Arts XIV. 193 Employing

PIKE.

PICKEBEL* quot. 1587). Hence, by extension, any
fish of the genus Esox or of the family Esocidx.

Among N. American species are the Federation Pike, Eso.v

amcricanus^ Great Pike, E. nobilior, Hump-backed Pike,
E. cypho,
1314 in Wardr. Ace. Edw, II 21/12 Dars roches et pik.

1337-8 Durham Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 33, j pyk. 1347-8
find. 546 Willdmo. .ptscando in Mordun Kerr pro pikes
capiend. x,\</. c 1430 Tivo Cookery-bks. 10 On a fyssday
take Pyke or Elys, Codlyng or Haddok. c 1440 Proinp.
Parv. 396/1 Pyke, fysche, dentrix, . .Indus, . . lupus. 1532
MORE Confut. Tindalc Wks. 395/2 As lollardes dyd of

late, that put a pygge into y water on good fryday, &
sayd goe in pygge, and come oute pyke. 1655 MOUI-ET &
BENNBT Healths Iinpr. (1746) 279 Pikes or River-wolves
are greatly commended by Gesner and divers learned
Authors for a wholesome Meat. i&obGazcttcerScot. (ed. 2)

334/2 It [Water of Leith] abounds with trout, and contains
a few pike. 1807 CRABBE I'ar. Keg. in. 100 What ponds
he empty'd and what pikes he sold. 1840-70 BLAINE
Encycl. Ritr. Sports npi When the ilsh does not e.xceed

4 Ibs. or 5 Ibs. in weight it is called in England
' a jack ', and

above that weight
' a pike '. 1855 LONGF. 11law. \. 49 Heact tne toppe. 1700 trans. or. AFCTA-IV. 193 employing above that weight 'a pike . 1855 LONGF. tiiaw, \. 49 He

every hand in making it into large cocks (or pikes). 1832 : ..Saw the pike, the Maskenoxha. 1870 MORRIS Earthly
Scoreby Farm Rep. 12 in Libr. Uscf. Knowl,* Husb, III, i rar. I. i. 167 And watch the long pike basking lie Outside
Ten or twelve cocks may be formed into a 'pike ', containing

\

the shadow of the weed.
about a ton of hay. 1886 Pali Mall C. 8 Nov. 3/1 The
habit of allowing hay to remain in the fields in 'pikes',
as they are called in the north, ..is one of the customs of

the country.

t Pike (psik), rf. 3 Ots. Also 6-7 pick(e, 7

pique : see also Pic 1
,
Pico. [ad. Sp. j>ico beak,

bill, nib, peak, Pg. pica summit, top ;
cf. also mod.

F. pic in same sense. Distinct from PIKE sb.~, as

being of much later introduction, and of general,
not local, use, and as having at length passed into

peak, while the northern Eng. word remains pil;c.~\

1. The earlier form of PEAK sl>.
2

(sense 5), the

conical summit of a mountain; hence in the name of

certain mountains of conical form. Used first in the

name Pike (PicAe) of Teneriffe ;
also in other geo-

graphical names, as Adains Pike, Pike of Daman,
etc., in all of which PEAK has now taken its place.
The name Pike of Tencrijfc appears in Eden 1555 (as

picked, and was prevalent during i6-i7thc. ; the modern
equivalent PEAK appears in 1634, and prevailed after 1700,

though the older pike occurs as late as 1776. In French,
Thevenot used in 1663 the Spanish form fico (see PKAK
sb? 5, quot. 1687). Pic occurs first in 1690 in Fnretiere,
'

mot..qui se dit en cette phrase, Pic de Tenerifie . . ce mot
vient de 1'espagnol pice, qui signifie montagne

'

; it is not in

Richelet 1680, but appears in ed. 1693 ;
it was admitted into

the Diet. Acad. in 1740, with the instances 'pic de Teneriffe,

pic d"Adam, pic du Midi'. But locally, pic was used in the

Pyrenees, and is found in Provencal in i4th c,

1555 EDEN Decades 351 TenerifTa is a hygh lande and a

greate hyghe picke like a suger lofe. . . By reason of that

picke, it may be knowen aboue all other llandes. 1613
W. BROWNE Brit. Past. n. v, That sky-scaling Pike of

Tenerife. 1622 R. HAWKINS / 'ay. S. Sea (Hakl. Soc.) xii, The
pike of Tenerifa . . is the highest land . . that I haue seene. . .

Going up to the pike, the cold is so great that it is insuffer-

able. 1652 UENLOWKS Theoph. I. viii, Higher than Ten 'rilTs

Pique he flies. 1660 BOYLE NeiuExp. Phys.-Mcch., Digress.
358 The top of the Pike of Tenanff. 1697 DAMPIER Voy.
round World (1699) 42, I am of opinion that it is higher
than the Pike of TenarirT. 1715 J. EDENS in Phil. Trans.
XXIX. 317 We saw the Pike with a white Cloud covering
the Top of it like a Cap. c 1765 T. FLLOYD Tartar. T.

(1785) 14 A mountain.. was called Adam's Pike. 1776 R.
Twiss Tour Irel. 118 The Pike of Teneriffe.

b. By extension, Any mountain peak ; esp. a

volcanic cone.

Quot. a 1697 is placed here, as not belonging to PIKE sb.-

(Abergaveniiy's Pike and Cam's Pike (in Eng. Dial. Diet.)
are not local names, the former being called the Sugar Loaf
and the latter Cam Peak or locally Cant Pick.)

1604 E. G[KIMSTONE] tr. D'Acostas Hist. Indies m. xxiv.

193 Ordinarily these Volcans be rockes or pikes of most

high mountaines. 1676 F. VERNON in Phil. Trans. XI. 581
The Pique of Parnassus. 1692 RAY Disc. \\. ii. (1732) 104 The
highest Pikes and Summits of those Mountains, a 1697
AUBREY lVilts.(Roy. Soc. MS.) 71 (Halliw.) Not far from War-
minster is Clay-hill, and Coprip . . ; they are pikes or vulcanos.

1775 R. CHANDLER Trav. Asia M. (1825) I. 29 The pikes
both of Athos and of Tenedos suggest the idea that their

mountains have burned. 1796 MORSE Airier. Geog. II. 311
Snow., of a dazzling whiteness., on the highest pikes.

2. In the nautical phrase on (the) pike, in a

vertical position, vertically, straight up and down:
see the later form APEAK, and PEAK v?
[French has also a pic in the same sense, cited before 1600,

and it is a question in which language the phrase arose.

But it is probable that in the phrases on the pike, cm pike,

a-pike, later a.pectk, we have the same word as in sense i,

with its later form PEAK sb? 5, the connexion between pike
= summit, and a-pike, being analogous to that between
vertex and vertical, .ally.\

1594 GREENE & LODGE Looking-glass Wks. (Rtldg.) 129/2
Our yards across, our anchors on the pike, What, shall we
hence, and take this merry gale ? 1628 LE GRYS tr. Barclay's
Argenis 306 Setting their Oares on pike expected what
those which were coming would command.

Pike (psik), sb. Also 4 pik, 4-5 pyk. 5-8
pyke, 6 pyeke, (7 pick), [app. short tot pike-fish,
from PIKE rf.1

,
in reference to its pointed beak ; cf.

GED J, and F. brocket pike (fish), f. broche a spit.]
1. A large, extremely voracious, freshwater fish

of the northern temperate zone, Esox Indus, with
a long slender snout

;
a jack, luce ; among anglers

the name is sometimes restricted to a specimen of

a particular age or size (see quot. 1840-70, and

the shadow of the weed.

2. Applied in U. S. and the colonies to various

fishes resembling, in their slender body or sharp
snout, the pikes proper : e. g. two cyprinoid fishes,

rtychochilus Indus and Gilagrattdis, of California,
and species of Sphyrxna of Australia.

1871 KINGSLEY At Last vi, These barracoutas Sphyraenas
as the learned, or 'pike' as the sailors, call them, though
they are no kin to our pike at home. 1880 Rt'f>. Fish.
N. S. Wales 21 (Fish. Exhib. Publ.), Sphyrxmi norx
hvllaudix and obtusata and Ncosphymntl initltiradiata,
all of them named, from the elongate muzzle and strong
teeth,

'

pike ', though in no way related to the well-known

European fish of that name.

b. \Vith distinctive adjuncts :

Bald P., a ganoid fish of N. America, Anita caka ; Blue,
Grey, Green, Yellow P., names of a species of the pike-

perch, Stizostedion vitrcum ; Bony P., a gar-lish of the

family Lcpidosteidz; Brazilian P., a fish of the semis
HciiiirJiainphus (PennantJ; Glass-eyed, Goggle eyed,
Wall-eyed P., the pike-perch, Stizostcitwn anioitamun
(or S. vilrcHiii); Ground p., Mud-p., Sand p., the

sangcr (S. canadens^)\ Sand-p., also the Lizaid-lish,

Syiwdns ftftcn s ; Sea P., the common gar-fish or gar-pike,
Behne vulgaris: see also OAK-TIKE.
1810 P. NEILL List of } is/us 16, Kso.t Lucius, Sea-pike ;

Gar-pike. 1847 ANSTED Anc. \\'orld\\-, 61 The bturueon,
the Siluridv or Cat-fish, the bony pike of the North
American Lakes.

3. attrib, and Comb., as pike-fish, -fisher, -fishing,

-haunt, -leister, -monger, -pool, -slayer, -trap,

-trolling; pike-eyed, -gray, -snouted adjs. ; t pike-

monger, a dealer in pike and other freshwater

fish ; pike-perch, a percoid fish of the genus

Stizostetiioit, with jaws like those of a pike, species
of which are found in European and N. American

rivers; esp. .5". atnericanuin and S. vitreum
; pike-

sucker, a fish of the family Gobiesoddiv, charac-

terized by a long snout like that of a pike and
a ventral sucker like that of a goby ; pike-whale,
= piked whale : see PIKED a. 2 b.

1897 RHOSCOMYL White Rose Anto 60 By getting out here

I shall avoid that *pike-eyed porter at the entrance. 1494

Nottingham Rec. III. 280 In "pykeffyssh xj. ij</. 1633
Navjorth Hottseh. Bks. (Surtees) 306, 5 pick fishes, xv'1

.

1871 Routledge's Ev. Boy's Ann. Aug. 478 With this tackle

the "pike-fisher can go forth. 1862 CARLYLE Fredk. Gt. vni.

vi. (1872) III. 57 He ..puts-off the *pike gray
coat. 1895

SUFFLING Land of Broads 61 The reaches about Bremer-
ton are noted *pike haunts. 1464 ]\lann. <y Househ. Exp.
252 Payd for a pyke and an ele that my mastyr owt
the *pykemonger before, xx d. c 1610 in Gutch Coif. Cur.
II. 15 Every Pikemonger, that bringeth fresh fisli to this

Fair to sell, as Pike, Tench, Roche, Perch, Eel. 1854
BADHAM Halient. 114 The German sandre, *pike perch, one

of the best flavored of the family. 1883 J<'ishtrit-s Exhib.
Catal. (ed. 4) 104 Stuffed Specimen of a ' Pike-Perch '. .

from the Danube. 1884 MATHER in Cent. Mag. Apr.

908/1 The pike-perch becomes a ' salmon
'

in the Susque-
hanna, Ohio, and Mississippi rivers. 1884 HARRIS in Littell's

Living Age CLXI. 90 Your, ."pike-snouted Chinese porker.

1883 Fisheries Exhib. Catal. 366 *Pike Trap with funnel-

shaped inlet. Ibid. 375 The *Pike Whale.. from the coast

of Bohuslan.

Pike (paik),rf.5 Also 6 pique, pyke; and see

PICK sb? [Found first in i6thc. : a. B'. pique sb.

fern, (in Flanders 1376, Hatz.-Darm.), a military
term = Pr. fiyna, op., Pg. pica, It. picca (with
doubled c] ; from the same root as F. piquer to

pierce, puncture, and F. pic, PIKE s6. 1
(Ger. Pike,

Du./zVX', Da. and Sw. pik, are all from F. pique. ]

1. A weapon consisting of a long wooden shaft

with a pointed head of iron or steel
; formerly the

chief weapon of a large part of the infantry ; in

the iSthc. superseded by the bayonet. f(7> sell)

tinder the pike (L. sub hasta*), by auction; cf.

SPEAK. To trail a pike : see TKAIL v.

In later times the simpje form of the pike was sometimes

modified, as by the addition of a lateral hook ; and the name
has been also loosely applied to forms of the halberd and

to the half-pike or spontoon, formerly carried by infantry

officers.

1-1511 ist Eng. Bk. Amur. (Arb.) Introd. 28/1 There

wepyns is lange pykes & stones. I579-8" NORTH Plutarch

(1676) 96 He stood at pike against the greatest and mighties

persons that bare the sway and government. 1590 biR j.



PIKE. 852 PIKE-HEADED.
SMYTH Disc. Weapons 12 b, With piques, and half piques,
swords and targets. 1594 KVD Cornelia v. 444 See the
wealth that Pompey gain'd in warre, Sold at a pike. 1598
BARRET Theor. IVarrcs i. i. 4 For the plaine field, neither ..

Halbard.nor Partizan comparable to the Pike. 1599 SHAKS.
Hen. l

r
,
iv. i. 40 Trayl'st ihou the puissant Pyke ? 1626

GOUGE Serin. Dignity Chivalry n Such men are more
fit. .to lift a pitchforke then to tosse a pike. 1706 PHILLIPS,
Pike

t
..a. Weapon for a Foot -Soldier, from 14 to 16 Foot

long, arm'd at the end with a sharp Iron-spear. 1737-41
CHAMBERS Cycl. s. v., The pike continues the weapon of

foot-officers, who fight pike in hand, salute with the pike.
1832 HT. MARTINEAU Ireland v, 85 The searchers re-

appeared, bringing with them a dozen pikes, a blunderbuss,
and three braces of pistols. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. v.

I. 610 He had been seen on foot, pike in hand, encouraging
his infantry by voice and by example.
t 2. Phrases, a. To pass (pass through) the

pikes [= F. passer par les piques ^ passer les piques^

It. passar per h picche\, in quot. 1654 lit. to rim

the gauntlet ; but usually fig. to pass through
difficulties or dangers, esp. to come through suc-

cessfully; to run the gauntlet of. Similarly /<? run

through, (to be) past, the pikes',
etc. Obs.

1555 BRADFORD in Coverdale Lett. Mart. (1564) 289 Of al

temptations this is the greatest, that god hath forgotten or
will not helpe vs throughe the pykes, as they say. 1573 *?
HARVEY Letter-bk. (Camden) 20 So mutch the harder it is

like to go with me when.. I must run thorouh the pikes.

1579 LYLY Eupkucs {Arb.) 39 Thou aite heere amiddest the

pykes betweene Scylla and Carybdis. 1621 SANDERSON
Serin, I. 24 Neither Johns mourning, nor Christs piping
can pass the pikes: but the one hath a devil, the other
is a glutton and a wine-bibber. 1654 KARL MONM. tr.

Bentivoglios Warrs Flanders 121 It [the squadron] ..

making those who according to their laws have deserved it,

sometimes pass the pikes [fiassar per le picc/te], and some-
times be shot to death. 1688 R. HOLME Armoury in. xix.

(Roxb.) 218/2 To run the pikes (of some termed running the

gauntlett), that is to be slashed and whipt throwe two files

of men, 60 or 100 deepe. 1712 M. HENRY Life P. Henry
Wks. 1857 II. 720/1 None of them [had] past the pikes of
that perilous distemper. 1785 COWPER Let. toLadyHeskcth
30 Nov., Wks. 1836 V. 187 So far, therefore, I have passed
the pikes. The Monthly Critics have not yet noticed me.

t b. To run (push, cast oneself, etc.) upon the

pikes : (Jig.) to expose oneself to peril, rush to

destruction. Obs.
a '555 PHILPOT Exam. $ Writ. (Parker Soc.) 16 But now I

can not shew you my mind, but I must run upon the pikes, in

danger of my life therefor. 1576 FLEMING Panopl. Epist.
390 Of a couragious harted man, of his owne accorde, to

pushe vpon the pykes of death. 16x1 BIBLE Transl. Prcf.
2 He casteth himselfe headlong vpon pikes, to be gored by
euery sharp tongue. 1671 CROWXE Juliana m. 23 For this

I. .run on the pikes of my great Father's anger.

f c. Push of pike, close combat, fighting at

close quarters ; also_/5f. Obs.

1596 NASHE Saffron-lValdcn Wks (Grosart) III. 154 To
trie it out at the push of the pike. 1598 BARRET Theor.
Warres 167 Nor so easie to come to the push of the pike,
as to pen out a Lawing plea. [1682 BUNYAN Holy War 54
Half afraid that when they and we shall come to push a

pike, I shall find you want courage to stand it out any
longer.] 1699 in Somers Tracts Ser. iv. (1751) III. 157* By
that Time the Blue Regiment was got within Push of Pike.

1707 [N. WARD] Hudihras Rediv. II. vn. vn. 10 But when at

Push a Pike we play With Beauty, who shall win the Day?
1852 THACKERAY Esmond \\, xii, The French battalions never

waiting to exchange push of pike or bayonet with ours.

f3. transf.
= PIKEMAN l. Obs.

1557 Q. MARY in Bucdeuch MSS. (Hist. MSS. Comm.) I.

222 Une fourth parte to be argabusiersor archers, one oother
fourth parte pikes, and the rest billes. 1590 SIR J. SMYTH
Disc. Weapons 13 b, Backed with some squadrons of Piques.

1633!'. STAFFORD Pac. Hib.\\. xv. (1821)381 Sent some three-

score Shott and Pike to the foot of the hill, a 1649 DRUMM.
OF HAWTH. Hist. Jas. V, Wks. (1711) 91 The French could
not spare so many men . .but they gave htm three thousand

pikes, and one thousand launces.

4. attrib. and Comb.^ as pike-handle-) -length^

-point \ pike-hammer = hammer-pike : see HAM-
MER sb. 7. See also PIKE-HEAD, PIKEMAN *, etc.

1585-6 EARL LEYCESTER Corr. (Camden) 428 First clime
the brech, a pike-length before and aboue anie person that

followed him. 1799 Hull Advertiser 23 Feb. 3/1 One fine

young wood .. had been cut down for pike-handles. 1834
T. SINGLETON in I. Raine Mem. J. Hodgson (1858) II. 350
Before this parish had a hearse . . the bodies of deceased

parishioners were carried to the grave on poles resting on
men's shoulders ; these poles were the perquisite of the

rector, and were called
'

pikehandles ', a custom rising rather

from the nature of his residence in a fortalice in an unquiet
country than from any ecclesiastical claim. 1891 ATKINSON
Last Giant Killers 128 That some among those .. pike-
points might penetrate between his rings.

Pike, sb$ dial, or local colloq. and U. S. [Short
for TURNPIKE : first prob. in combinations : see 3.]
1. A bar or gate on a road at which toll is col-

lected ; a toll-bar or toll-gate.

1837 DICKENS Pickw.xy\\. Ibid. Ivi, Idewotethe remainder
of my days to a pike. 1840 HALIBURTON Clockm, Ser. in.

XL 145 S'pose any gentleman that keeps a pike was to give
you a bad shillin' in change. 1896 Longm, Mag, Nov. 66
The man at the pike.. ran to open the gate.

b. transf. The toll paid at a turnpike-gate.
1837 DICKENS Pickw. Hi, She [Mrs. Weller] paid the last

pike [i. c. died] at twenty minutes afore six o'clock yester-

day evenin. 1852 R. S. SURTEES Sponge's Sp. Tour Ivii. 323
He wouldn't haggle about the pikes. 1894 BLACKMORK

Perlycross 330 Oh, you have paid the pike for me.

2. A turnpike road,
'

turnpike ', highway.
1832 MRS. STOWE Uncle Tom's C.

yii,
The road.. had

formerly been a thoroughfare to the river, but abandoned

for many years after the laying of the new pike. 1807
Outing (U.S.) XXX. 38^/1 There were ruts and gulleys in

it. ., and yet they called it a pike and collected toll.

3. Comb.
y
zspike-keeper ^

-road. Also PIKEMAN 3.

1827 HONE Every day Bk. II. 1372 Sellers of cattle.., with
the pike tickets in their hats. 1837 DICKENS Pickw, xxii,
' What do you mean by a pike-keeper?

'

inquired Mr. Peter

Magnus.
* The old 'tin means a turnpike keeper, gerTlm'n ',

observed Mr. Weller, in explanation. 1897 Outing (U.S.)
XXX. 132/2 We found greater comfort in the well-kept
pike-road, with ridable giades, and lined in places with

pleasant shade trees.

Pike, sb.1
t
obs. variant of PIQUE, grudge.

Pike, j. 8
, obs. form of PITCH j&i

Pike, sb$, variant of Pic 2
,
measure of cloth.

f Pike, a. Obs. [Origin and meaning obscure :

? related to .piqul turned sour (of wine), piquant
pungent, spiced (of sauce, etc.).] (?)Hot, biting,

seasoned, spiced : esp. in pike sauce, also fig,

sarcasm, pungent wit.

1519 HOKMAN Vulg. 160 Let us haue chekyns in pyke
sauce [in oxigaro\ 1589 Papf>e w. Hatchet Eb, I but he
hath sillogismes in pike sauce, and arguments that haue
been these twentie yeres in pickle. 15930. HARVEY Pierce 's

Sufer. Wks. (Grosart) II. 228 Now the fiercest Gunpouder,
and the rankest pike sawce, are the brauest figures of

Rhetorique in esse. 1727 BRADLEY fain. Diet, s. v. Egg,
Bread 'em [eggs] with Crums. .cover 'em with a Pike-hash
and some scraped Cheese, and bring them to a fine Colour.

Pike, Z*.
1

! collateral form of PICK z/.
1

(q. v. for

examples), still in dialectal use in various senses.

To this app. belongs the obs. expression to pike
or pick a bow

t the exact meaning of which is un-

certain : ?to trim : = PiCK v.^ 4 (or ? to point; cf.

PIKE z>.2).

1463 Mann. $ Housch. Exp. (Roxb.) 235 Item, payd for

pesynge off bowys and ovyr-drawynge off bowis, and ffor

pykynge off bowys, xxj.f/. 1545 ASCHAM Toxoph. {Arb.) 116
In dressing and pikyng it [the stave] vp fora how. Ibid. 120
For thys purpose must your bowc be well trymmed and
piked of a conning man that it may come rounde in trew

compasse euery where. Hid. 120-1 Pike the places about
the pinches, to make them somewhat weker, and as well

commynge as where it pinched, and so the pinches shall

dye. 1579 in W. H. Turner Select. Rec. Oxford (1880) 403
Hit ys also agreed, .that Nicholas Gosson [Bowmaker] shall

frome henceforth be free of this Cytie, ffor the wch he shall

. .\intcr alia\ newe scoure and fether all suche arrowes as
the twone howsse nowe hathe, and newe pycke all theire

bowes wch have nede to be done.

Pike (paik), v. z Now rare. Also 5-6 pyke, 6

pycke, 6-7 pick. [f. PIKE sbJ- 2.] trans. To
furnish with a pike, spike, or (iron) point.
1387 TREVISA Higtien (Rolls) IV. 45 fere be Affres closed

hym in a street tree ^at was Jncke pikede wij> ynne wib1

longe and scharpe nayles. c 1440 Protnp. Parv. 397/2
Pykynge, of a staffe,or o|>er lyke, cuspidacio. 1530 PALSGR.

657/1, I pycke a staff with pykes of yron,ye enquantelle.
1611 COTGR. s. v. Enqnanteltti Baston bien enquantelle de

fer, a staffe well piked, or well grained, with yron.

Pike, v.3 Also 5-6 pyke, 6 picke, pycke.
[Orig. refl. to pike oneself, perh. to furnish oneself with

a pike or pilgrim's staff (cf. to cut one's stick): see PIKE
sb.* 3. Cf. Old Da. pikke^ Da. pigge af to hasten off, Sw.
&\a\.pikka dstad to make off. Another conjectural deriva-

is from F. piqucr to spur.]

1 1. refl. To make off with oneself, go away
quickly, be off. Also with away. Obs.

^1420 LYDG. Assembly of Gods 1348 Then Reson hym
commaundyd pyke hym thens lyghtly. 1470-85 MALORY
Arthur ix. xliv. 411 And thenneanone that damoysel pyked
her away pryuely. a 1530 Parl. Byrdes 254 in Hazl. E.P. P.
III. 180 When his fethers are pluked he may him go pike.

1530 PALSGR. 656/2, I pycke me forth out of a place, or

I pycke me hence, je vie tyre avant.. Corns of, pycke you
hence and your heles hytherwarde. Ibid. 770/2 Walke,
pyke you hence, tire avant. 1535 COVERDALE 2 Sam. xix. 3
A people that is put to shame, pycketh them selues awaye.
a 1553 UDALL Royster D. iv. iii. (Arb.) 64 Auaunt lozell,

picke thee hence. 1562 J HEVWOOD Prov. fy Epigr, (1867)
in Into what place so euer H. may pike him, Where euer
thou finde ache, thou shalt not like him. c 1570 Ane Ballat

of Matrymonie 71 in Laing Pop. Poet. Scot. II. 77 He bad
them then go pyke them home.
2. intr. To depart; also with off\ fig. to die.

Also to pike it. Now slang or colloq.

1526 SKELTON Magnyf. 957, I bade hym pyke out of the

gate. 15.. yatk Juggler (Roxb.) 16 Pike and walke, a

knaue, here a waye is no passage. 1697 DAMPIER Voy,
round World (1699) 526 When, .forced to lye down, they
made their Wills, and piked off in 2 or 3 Days, a 1700
B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Pike

t
to run away, flee, quit, .the

Place; also to Die. 1724 SHIRLEY TVfeffuhi Wit (ed. 8)

154 We file off with his Cole, as he pikes along the Street.

1789 PARKER Sandman's Wedding in Farmer Mnsa
Pedestris (1896) 65 Into a booze-ken they pike it. a 1825
FORBY Voc. E. Anglia^ Pike offI begone !

t Pike, f.4 Obs. rare. App. ad. F. piquer^ in

phrase to pike on the wind = F. piquer au vent,

to sail close to the wind, to hug the wind.

1584 JAMF.S MELVILL Antobiog. $ Diary (Wodrow Soc.

1842) 169 Finding us contrare our course .. he cust about

and pykit on the wind, balding hathe the helme and scheit.

b. To pike up : (trans.}, ?to sail close to.

1513 DOUGLAS sEneis in. v. 18 And wp we pike the coist

of Epirus, And landit thair at port Chaonyus. Ibid. x. 99
The dangerus schaldis and coist vp pykit we.

Pike (paik), .*
[f.

PIKE sb.*>\ trans. To
thrust through or kill with a pike.
1798 Hull Advertiser 22 Sept. 4/2 Many prisoners were

taken out. .and being carried to the camp were piked. The
manner of piking was by two of the rebels pushing their

pikes into the front of the victim. 1803 WELLINGTON Let. in
Gurw. Desp. II. 327, I lost two horses, one shot and the
other piked. 1874 FROUDE English in IrcL III. x. i. 433
The day after the battle of New Ross a batch of [Pro-
testant] prisoners was carried out from Wexford Gaol to

Vinegar Hill, and piked in front of the windmill.

fig. 1866 FITZ-PATRICK Sham bgr. 243 Giffard sought to
stab with his pen, and pike with his tongue every friend to
national progress.

Pike, v.6 [f. PIKE j.l] trans. To lift with
a pike.
1830 SCORESBY Cheever's Whalent. Adv. xii. 162 Others

piking the pieces from one tub to another.

Pike, v.l dial. [f. PIKE sb* 2.] trans. To
heap or pile up (hay) into pikes.
1844 STEPHENS B*, Farm III. 970 The reason that hay

should be piked ifstacked all in one day. 1896 P. A. GRAHAM
Red Scaur v. 80 Tumbling among the cocks when hay was
being 'piked '. 1896 Longnt, Mag. Oct. 575 Come, let's be
off; they'll be done piking directly.

Pike, obs. form of PEEK v.1
,
to pry ; PEAK z>.3,

to top a yard, etc.

Piked (parked, paikt),a. Also 4-6 pyked, 5

pykyd, -id, 6 6V. pykit, pikit : see also PICKED a.

[f. PIKE sb. 1 or v* + -ED.]
1. Furnished with a pike, spike, or sharp point;

fashioned with a sharp point (or points) ; sharp-

pointed ;
= PICKED a. i.

1330 R. BRUSNE Chron. (1810) 328 With piked staues

grete, beten salle he be. 13.. Gau>. fy Gr. Knt. 769 A park
al aboute, With a pyked palays, pyned ful

|>ik.
c 1447 in

Jarrow <y Weartn. (Surtees) 241 He and his fellows . . w l

lang pykid staves and lang dagers mad a asawtte to y* said

kepper. 1513 DOUGLAS s&ttttt vn. xiii. 62 Casting dartis

or macis wyth pykyt heidis. 1561 DAUS tr. Bullingcr on

Apoc. (1573) 83 b, He put me as a piked Arrow, he hydde
mee in hys quever. 1609 HOLLAND Atinit. Ala+cell, 298
The enemies ships armed with piked beake-heads. 1670
MILTON Hist. Eng. n. Wks. 1851 V. 70 The Batavians..

running in upon them. .with their piked Targets bearing
them down. 1695 J. EDWARDS Perfect. Script. 211 Some of
them [spears] were piked or pointed at both ends. 1805
DiCKSON/Vac/. Agric. \ 7 Perhaps the Hertfordshire wheel-

plough, which has a piked share, may be the most suitable

implement. 1814 SCOTT Ld. of Isles v. v, The good old

priest. .Took his piked staff and sandalld shoon.

b. Of animals, plants, etc. : Furnished with a

pike or sharp point, or with spines or prickles, as

\i\piked dogfish ;
= PICKED a. i b.

1621 G. SANDYS Ovitfs Met. iv. (1626) 73 Inuiron'd with

nomarish-louing Reeds, Nor piked Bull-rushes. 1875 Trans.
Devon Assoc. VII. 145 Piked Dog-fish. 1896 J. H. CAMPBELL
Wild Life Scot. 99 The piked dog-fish owes his common
name to the pikes or spikes, standing up like detached rays,
in front of the don-al fins.

2. Tapering to a point or peak ; pointed, peaked.
1538 ELYOT Lat. Diet. Addit. Ggvjb, Argutnm ra//,

a sharps or pikyd hedde lyke a sugar lofe. 1565-73 COOPER
Thesaurus s. v. Conipono^ Acitm per cnneos iomponeret

to set in pyked fionts. 1577 B. GOOGE Heresbach's Hnsb,
(1586) 45 b, When it [hay] is dryed, we . . make it vp in Cockes,
and after that in Moowes, which must be sharp and piked
in the toppe. 1610 HOLLAND Caniden's Brit. i. 515 A little

piked hill cast up. 1615 G. SANDYS Trnv. 42 Messapus
for his high steepe piked rocks to be wondred at. 1775 R.
CHANDLER Trav. Asia AT. (1825) I. n The cape named
Taenarum, now Matapan, which is the extremity of a mountain

sloping to a point, having before it a piked rock. 1800 D.
LYSONS Environs London Suppl. 159 Sir Edward is repre-
sented in armour, with piked beard and whiskers.

b. Piked horn, a tall conical headdress worn by ladies in

the i4th and isth c. ; piked shoe, a shoe with a long peak
at the toes, as was the fashion towards the end of the 14 the.,
and later; a crakow, poulame ; piked whale, the lesser

rorqual, or pike headed whale, Batseiiofitcra rostrata.

1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. xx. 218 Proude prestes come with

hym moo |?an a thousand In paltokes and pyked shoes.

a 1450 MYRC 43 Cuttede clothes and pyked schone. 1580
STOW Annals (1601) 471 Noble women vsed high attire

on their heads, piked like homes. 1587 HARRISON England
n. i. (1877) i. 33 They went, .with their shooes piked. 1698

J. CRULL Muscovy 137 Their Boots, .are piked towards the

Toes. 1747 VERIUE in Phil. Trans. XLIV. 575 Piked
Shoes appear in several Reigns from Ed. III. to Rich. III.

in England. 17^8 H. WALI-OLE Let. to G. Montagu 1 1 Aug.,
Anne of Bohemia.. introduced the fashion of piked horns*
or high heads. 1787 HUNTER in Pkit. Trans. LXXVII.
418 The Balaena rostrata of Fabricius or Piked Whale.

1835-6 Todds Cycl. Anat. I. 577/2 The subclavian artery
in the Piked Whale. 1892 C. R. B. BARRETT Essex High-
ways, etc. 71 The curious headdress of piked-horns.

Piked, obs. variant of PICKED ppl.a,

Fike-devant, variant of PICKE-DEVANT.

Pikefork, obs. and dial, variant of PICKFORK.

Pike-headipai-kihed). [f.
PIKE *M,5 + HEAD.]

1. The metal head of a PIKE (sbf>}.

1596 SPENSER F. Q. iv. vii, 27 He. .therein left the pike-head
of his speare. 1659 RUSHW. Hist. Coll. I. 464 The Enemy
holds upon their Pike-heads mutton, capons, turkies, &c. to

let the English see they had no want. 1841 LEVER C.

O"Mall,y Ixxxi, The Cossacks with the red beards., and

long poles with pike-heads on them.

2. A fish of the family Ludocephalids,.
So Pike-headed a., having a head with long

snout and jaws, like those of the PIKE (s&.*) ;
as

pike-headed alligator, anolis\ pike-headed w/ia/et

the piked whale : see PIKED 2 b.

1769 PENNANT Zool. III. 40 Pike-headed whale .. this

species takes its name from the shape of its nose, which is

narrower and sharper pointed than that of other whales.

1774 GOLDSM. Nat. Hist. VI. 193 The Pike-headed Whale.

1800 Cent. Diet. s. v., Pike-headed alligator^ the common
Mississippi alligator. .Alligator lucius.



PIKEL.

Pikeir, variant of PIQUIEB Ods.
t
a pikeman.

Pikel, pikle (psi'k'l). dial. Also locally

pickel, pickle, pikehil, poikel, -kle. [f. PIKE

sfr,
1 30; prob. with */, -/<?, instrumental, as in

handle^ spindle, shovel^ A hay-fork, pitchfork.

(Common in local use, in the Midland and Western

Counties from Lancashire southwards.)
1602 J. BRUEN in Hinde Life xlvi (1641) 147 One casting

a pikell . . one being behind him, the two greins of the

pikell ran on both sides of his leg, and hurt him not. 1681

P. HENRY Diaries 4- Lett. (1882) 307 From y lower Hay-
bay, .they pitcht it and carry'd it on Pikehils to yfl Carts.

1688 R. HOLME Armoury in. 73/1 Take, .a Pikell of Hay,
as much as hangs together on the points or grains of a

Pikell. ^1874 'B. CORNWALL' Manch, Streets 87 Her
Majesty. .had seen the threatening clouds 'rain poikels

'

as

Lancashire alone can rain them. 1879 Eddowcs' Shrews-

bury Jrnl. 3 Sept., Charge of stabbing with a pikel.

Pikelet 1
(pai'klet). local. Forms: 8 pyclet,

8- pikelet, picklet (dial, piklet, pyklet, piclate,

pifelefc, pyflet, etc.). [Shortened from BABA-

PICKLET.] A Western and Midland name for a

small round tea-cake, made of fine flour
;
a crumpet,

or, in some districts, a muffin.

1790 Bystander 382 They were not muffins the chevalier
hawked about, when a boy, but pyclets. 1797 ANNA SEWAKD
Lett, (1811) V. 15 That doughty son of Themis, .crumpled
up his broad face like an half-toasted pikelet. 1825 BROCKETT
N. C. Gloss., Picklet, or Pikelet, a small round light cake
a sort of muffin. 1862 MRS. H. WOOD Mrs. Hallib. n. i. 152

Janey. .revelled in an early tea and pikelets. 1904 Windsor
Mag. Jan. 260/1 A silver-covered dish containing hot

pikelets. [Mod. dial, forms : see Eng. Dial. Diet.}

Pikelet 2
(pai-kla). [f.

PIKE sb + -LET.] A
small or young pike.
1892 Illustr. Sporting fy Dram. News 2 July 604/1 A

diminutive pikelet. 1896 GEDNEY Angling Holidays 83
When killed, this hungry pikelet had in his pouch a trout

nearly one quarter of a pound weight !

Pikeman 1
(psi-kmsen). Obs. exc. Hist. [f.

PIKE sb$ + MAN jtf.l] A soldier armed with a pike.
15. . Sir A. Barton in Surtees Misc. (1888) 66 Yea, pick-

men more, and bowmen both, This worthye Howard tooke
to the sea. 1566 PARTRIDGE Plasidas 993 The pike-men,
they on walles doe stande their towne for to defende. 1627
Maldon

t Essex, Documents (Bundle 201 No. 40), Further
that every pkkman come full armed. 1647 CLARENDON
Hist. Reb. iv. 199 The Pikemen had fasten'd to the

tops of their pikes., printed Papers of the Protestation. 1885
Spectator 30 May 715/2 The Swiss pikemen at Morgarten
..brought this ascendency to the ground.

Pikeman- (pai'kmsen). Also (in sense i)
pikesman. [f. PIKE sbl + MAN sb^\
1. A man who wields a pick ; a pickman ; a
miner ; one who hews the coal with a pickax.
1845 DISRAELI Sybil vi. vi,

' My missus told it me at the

pit-head when she brought me my breakfast ', said a pike-
man. 1864 Daily Tel. 26 Oct., It is stated the best miners,
known as pikesmen, can hew a stent and a half in a day.
1880 Ibid. 28 Oct., The pikeman's recumbent position and
the easy strokes he appears to take at the coal.

2. A man who picks the mill-stones and keeps
them in order ; hence, the tenant or man in charge
of a thirlage, baronial, or burghal mill. (Sc.)
15. . Aberdeen Regr. (Jam.), Pikeman of the townis milHs.

1576 Rec. SheriffCrt. Aberdecnsh. (1904) 242 Alex. William-
sone .. pikeman of the Miln. .and uptaker of the multur and
knaifschipe of the tounes and lands of the Miltoun of Auch-
nagat. 1877 G. FRASER Wigtown 60 The Clerk. .and Jamie
the Pikeman [had] a mutual dislike and dread of each other.

[f. PIKE s6fi + MAN st>l] The
keeper of a turnpike.
1857 HUGHES Tom Brown i. iv, The cheery toot of the

guard's horn, to warn some drowsy pikeman or the ostler
at the next change. 1865 Daily Tel. i Nov. 4/6 On certain
roads you may travel for leagues without being interrupted
by the

'

pike-man '.

Pi'ke-pole. U. S. [PIKE sbJ- 2.] A lumberer's
tool

;
a pole having a spike at the end and a hook

near it, used for driving and guiding floating logs.
1878 Scribner's Mag. XV. 147 The running and rafting

implements, pike-poles, etc., are made ready. 1891 C.
ROBERTS Adrift Amer. 206, I. .was at once put to work
pushing logs down a long channel with a pike pole.

Pi'ker J
. Now dial. Also 4-6 pyker, 5-6 -ar.

[f. pike t
var. of PICK z/.l + -ER i

: see PICKEE 1
.]

fl. A robber, a thief; in later use, a petty thief,

pilferer; = PICKER! i b. Obs.

1301 Pol. Poems (Rolls) II. 6^ But if alwey pikers, lak,
thou wolt us maken, ther we piken but seely pans, the secte

pikith poundis. 1393 LANGL. P. PI. C. vi. 17 Kepemycorn
in my croft fro pykers and beeues. c 1440 Promp. Parv.
393/2 Pykare,lytylle \.\\ttf,furculus, iy>$ Act \qHen. VIf%

c. 6 i Knowyng theves and other pikars. i54gCovERDALE,
etc. >//, Par, Philem. 31 He reconsileth vnto the Maister
[Philemon] his seruaunt that had bene both a runneagate
and a piker. 1549 Records of Elgin I. 98 Blasfemyng of

Jhone Gadderar, eldar ..calland him auld pikar theyf carll.

2. An instrument to '

pike* or pick out dust, dirt,
or obstructions ; a picker. Sc.
1828 MOIR Mansie Wauch xii, The piker for clearing the

motion-hole.

t Piker 2
, piquer. Obs. [f. pique >

PIKE $b$
+ -ER l, or ad. ^.piqiticr : see PIQUIER.] A soldier

armed with a pike, a pikeman.
1590 SIR J. SMYTH Disc. Weapons Bed. 7b, Their old

soldiers Piquers with their piques. lbidt 2 b, Their footmen
piquers, they doo allowe for verie well armed. 1598 BARRET
Theor. Warres in. i. 35 The piker his armings and weapon.

853

Pi'ker 3
. slang or dial. [app. f. PIKE sl>. 6

turnpike : cf. also dial, pikey in same sense.]
A vagrant, a tramp ;

a gipsy.
1838 HOLLOWAY Diet. Prouiiic. 23/2 Cadgers and pikers

are tramps. E. Suss. 1874 BORROW Wordbk. Eng. Gypsy
Lang. 215 The people called in Acts of Parliament sturdy
beggars and vagrants, in the old cant language Abraham
men, and ill the modern Pikers.

Piker, var. PICAKD Ol>s., large sailing-boat.

Pikerel, Pikery, obs. ff. PICKEREL, PICKERY.
Pi'kess. nonce-wd. A female pike (fish).

1854 BADHAM Halient. 302 The spawning season occupies
from two to three months; the young pikesses of three years
taking the lead.

Pikestaff (p3i
-

k|Staf). [In senses I and 2, f.

PIKE s/i. 1 I, 2 + STAFF : cf. ON. fikstafr (isth c.),

mod.Norw. pikstav, MSw. pikstaff; in sense 3, f.

PIKE sbf> Hence two distinct words, but often not

capable of separation, esp. in the phrases in 4.]
1. A staff or walking-stick with a metal point at

the lower end like an alpenstock. Now only Sc.

Sometimes app. the wooden handle of a pick.
1356 in Riley Mem. I.omt. (1868) 284 (Lett.-Bk. C. If. 43),

Pikstef. 1377 LANGL. P. PI. I. VI. 105 My plow-fote bhal be

mypyk-staf[.l/6'. B pikidstaf; A. vn. gdpyk, MS. i/pykstaf,
MS. H pilgrimstaf] and piceht atwo be rotes. 1393 Ibid.

C. vii. 329 Penaunce bus pyk-staf [A. v. 257 pike, piked staf]
he wolde polische newe. ^1470 HKNRVSON Mot: Fab. XI.

(li'ol/fr Sheep) iii, With pykestaff and with scrip to fair of
toun. 1592 GREENE Ufist. Courtier Wks. (Grosart) XI. 212
He stands sollemnlie leaning on his pike staffe. a 1642 SIR
W. MONSON Araval Tracts I. (1704) 228/1 The Weapon is a

Pike-Staff", such as Keepers and Warreners use for the guard
of the Game. ^1776 in Herd Scat. Songs (1902) 109 Fare

ye weel, my pyke-staff. 1816 SCOTT Antiy. iv, Setting his

pike-staff before him.

t 2. Part of a wagon or cart : app. the same as

PIKESTOWEH. Obs.

1523 FITZHEKB. Hush. 5 The crosse somer, the keys and
pikstaues.
3. The wooden shaft of a pike (the weapon).
1580 HOLLYBAND Trcas. Fr. Tang, Zagayc, is a staffe

longer and more slender than a pike staffe, otherwise called

Azagaye. 1642 CHAS. I AHSVJ. Declar. Botk Houses i July
24 Gisarms (which were Pikestaves). 1904 SIR H. MAXWELL
in Blackw. Mag. June 754/2 Ash was the proper wood for

pike-staves.

4. In proverbial phrases. As plain as a pikestaff,
an alteration of the earlier phrase as plain as

a PACKSTAFF (in reference to its plain surface).
Also As stiff as a pikestaff. To call a pikestaff
a pikestaff

= to call a spade a spade.
1591 GREENE Disc. Coosnage (1592) 4 A new game . . that

hath no policie nor knauerie, but plaine as a pikestaffe. 1719
D'URFEY Pills III. 22 When a Reason's as plain as aPike-
staff. 1848 THACKERAY Bk. Snobs xvii, When will you
acknowledge that two and two make four, and call a pike-
staff a pikestaff? 1851 H. MKI.VILLE Whale iv. 30 Sat up
in bed stiff as a pike-staff. 1867 TROLLOPE Chrpn. Barset I.

xlii. 367 The evidence against him was as plain as a pike-
staff.

t Pi'kestower. Obs. [f. PIKE sb. 1 + slower
dial, stake, post, rung.] Part of a wagon or cart

;

explained as ' The iron bar or standard fixed in the

"ear-breed" of a cart, strengthening the sides '.

1641 BEST Farm. Bks. (Surtees) 48 The foreman is to bee
forewarned that he seeke out three or fewer pikestowers
aforehande, and some keyes and false shelvinges.

Pikeys, Pikfault, obs. ff. PICKAX, PICKFAULT.

Fi'kish., a. nonce-wd. [f. PIKE^.*, 5 + -isnl.]
a. ?Of or pertaining to pikes (weapons), b. Of
or proper to pike (fish) ; voracious.

1799 in Spirit Pub. Jrnls. III. 163 Liberty.. in pikish
majesty she'll rise. 1890 Pall Mall G. 19 May 5/2 An un-
doubted instance of pikeish voracity.

Pikit, obs. Sc. form of PIKED, PITCHED.

Pikk, obs. variant of PICK, PIKE, PITCH.

Pikke, Pikky, obs. forms of PITCH, PITCHY.

Pikle, variant of PIKEL, pitchfork.

fPik-moyane. Sc. Obs. [t.pik, of uncertain

meaning + F. moyen middle, middle-sized. Cf.

culverin moyen in CULVEKIN.] A kind of cul-

verin : explained as ' one of the smallest size'.

1513 Ace. Li/. High Trcas. Scot. IV. 517 Item, the first

culvering pikmoyane drawin with xvj oxin of the kingis.

Pikoise, obs. form of PICKAX.

Pikrolite, variant of PICROLITE.

Piky (pai'ki), a. 1 rare. [f.
PIKE so. 1 + -Y.]

Having pikes or sharp points ; spiky ; pointed.
1744-50 W. Ems Mod. Huslandm. III. I. 87 (E. D. S.)

Lone piky roots.

Pity, a? erron. pikey. [f. PIKE si.* + -Y.]

Of, of the nature of, or abounding in pike (fish).

1877 G. MACDONALD Marquis ofT.ossic II. xi. 120 A lake
of deep fresh water, . .the pikey multitude within. 1902 11.

GRUNUY Thames Cantfi no He is a long way from other

gudgeon, in a deep pikey hole.

Piky, obs. form of PITCHY.
Piladex (prladeks). Also pilla-. [f. L. pi/a

ball + dex- in L. dextra, Gr. Sefid right hand.]

Proprietary name of a parlour game consisting in

keeping an inflated ball or bag in the air by strik-

ing it to and fro over a line on a table with the

back of the hand.
1897 in Army ft Navy Stores List 1658. tool Speaker

9 Feb. 505/2 That rather unmeaning phrase . . will be thrown

PILATE.

into the political air and buffeted like a pilladex by the fists

of opposing champions. 1901 Daily News 27 July 8/6
Parlour Games. .. Blowing Games, such as puff billiards,

piladex, and a feather on a sheet.

Pilaf, -aif, variants of PILAU.

Pilage (pai-led^). Also 9 pileage. [f. PILE
sb$ i + -AGE.] The hair, wool, or especially fur,
with which an animal is covered ;

= PELAGL.
a 1825 tr. Bacon's DC Calore et Frigore in Wks. (1825) I.

334 Cold maketh the pilage of beasts more thick and long.
1867 A. L. ADAMS Wand. Nat. India 214 In winter. .the fur
becomes dense from the woolly pileage, which gives a lighter
color to the coat than during midsummer and autumn, when
.the fur is short and brown. Ibid. 234 During Winter the

Ibex is thickly clad with hair and woolly pileage.

Pilao, variant of PILAU.

Filar (psi'laa), a. rare. [f. rnod.L. pilar-is, f.

pilns hair: see -AK 1

.]

1. Of or pertaining to hair.

1858 MAYNK Expos. Lex., Pildris^ ., Zool. pertaining to

hair; hairy; pilar. 1893 Syd. Soc. Lc'.i:, Pilar mu.-cle--,
arrectorespilormn [muscles that cause the hair to bristk-].

2. Downy, rare.

1859 R. F. BURTON CY/>-. Afr. in Jml.Gcog. Soc. XXIX.
196 .Most of the men and almost all the women removt: ihc

eyelashes, and pilar hair rarely appears to grow.
So Pilary (parlari), a. = PILAR i.

1888 .1/tY/. .VYriM LIII. 411 She had never suffered fiom
any pilary loss [or] cutaneous affection. 1893 SyJ. ^'c 'c- L.

Pilaster (pihu'stoi). Arch. Also 6 7pillastre,
-ter, 7 pyl(,l-, (pilley-stair). [a. Y.pilastre (1545
in Hatz.-Darm.), a. It. pilastro^ in med.L. pila-
stnim (1341), f. ptla a pillar: see -ASTKK.]
1. A square or rectangular column or pillar ; spec.

such a pillar engaged in a wall, from which it

projects with its capital and base a third, fourth,
or other portion of its breadth ; an engaged pillar ;

an anta ; formerly applied also to the square pier of

an arch, abutment of a bridge, or similar structure.

1575 LANEHAM Let. (1871) 50 Vjjon abase a too foot square,
. . a square pilaster rizing pyramidally, of a fyfteen foote hy.
1598 FLORID, Pilastro, any kinde of plller or pilaster. 1603
DRAYTON Bar. IVars vi. x.xxi, A Roome prepar'd with

Pilasters,. .That to the Roofe their slender Poynts did
reare. 16.. Lindesay^s Chron. Scot., Contin, (1728) 233
A square low Gallery, some four Foot from the Ground,
set round about with Pilley-stairs. 1613-39 I- JONES in

Leoni Palladia's Arc/tit. (1742) I- 103 The Pilaster is the
Basement against the Bank of the River. 1624 WOTTON
Archtt. in Reliq. (1651) 238 Pylasters must not be too tall

and slender, lest they resemble Pillars, nor too Dwarfish
and grosse, lest they imitate the Piles or Peeres of Bridges.

1670 Moral State Eng. 87 An house adorned without with
various Pillar^, and Pillasters of several Orders. 1715
LEOM Palladia's Archit. (1742) 11.36 The Jambs or Pi-

lasters of the Doors. 1776 G. SE.MPLE Building in Water
ii The Piles or Pilasters, which are fixed in the River;
the Arches which these Pilasters support. 1860 KMKRSON
Cond. Li/e, Bcanty Wks. (Bohn) II. 433 Our taste in building
..refuses pilasters and columns that support nothing.

transf. 1875 Wonders Phys. World \. i. 39 Piles or

pilasters of ground ice which supported the supeifkial crust.

f2. A pillar-like or cylindrical shape or figure.

1589 PUTTENHAM Eng. Poesie ii. xi. (Arb.) no The Piller,

Pil[aster or CilHndcr. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny II. 613 They
delight to cut their Berils into long rolls or pilla^tres in

manner of cylindres [L. cylindros ex eis inaluntjacerc\.
3. atlrib. and Comb,, as pilaster block

t buttress^

capital, pier, pinnaele\ pilaster-like adj.; pilaster-

fashion,-wise&(\v.\ pilaster-strip: see quot. 1^74.
1616 SURFL. & MARKH. Country Farme 277 Fashion your

battlements of what shape soeuer you please to haue them ;

whether made plaine, or pyllaster-wise [etc.]. 1703 T. N.
City (*j-

C. Purchaser 224 Revailed or Pilasier-pters, from
10 to 14 Pounds a pair. 1727-51 CHAMBERS Cycl, s.v. Brick,
Pilaster, or buttress bricks^, .are of the same dimensions
with the great bricks, only they have a notch at one end,
half the breadth of the brick; their use is to bind the work
at the pilasters of fence-walls, which are built of great
bricks. 1773 NOORTHOUCK Hist. Lend. 599 These buttresses

run up pilaster fashion. 1874 PARKER Gotk. Archit. Gloss.

326 Pilaster Strips, a term used to describe the vertical

projecting parts of the towers supposed to be Saxon.

1879 SIR G. G. SCOTT Lcct. Archit I. 49 Flat, pilaster -like

buttresses.

PilasteredCpilse'stajd), or. [f. prec. + -ED 2.]

Furnished with or supported on pilasters.
a 1687 COTTON Entertainm. to Phillis 16 The polish d Walls

of Marble be Pillaster'd round with porphyry, a 1774 W.
HARTE Charitable Mason Poems (1810) 383/1 Pilaster 'd

jas 'mines 'twixt the windows grew. 1838 Frasers Mae.
XVIIL 706 Pilastered galleries.

Pilastrade (pila-str^-d). Arch. [ad. It. pi-
lastrata (f. pilastrare to adorn with pilasters) :

see -ADE.] A row or range of pilasters.

[1730 A. GORDON Afaffiis Amphith*. 222 The Pllastrata or

Range of Pilasters, which support the Arch.] 1813 E.i-aminer

5 Oct. 635/1 A pilastrade of two columns. 1886 WILLIS &
CLAKK Cambridge I. 103 A regular Ionic pilaslrade.

Hence Filastra'ded a., having a pilastrade.
1847 Nat. Encycl. I. 644 A pilastraded ordinance, forming

a species of attic.

fPi'lastrel. Obs. rare"1
, [ad. It. pilastrelh,

dim. of pilastro PILASTER.] A small pilaster.
c ifiao ROBINSON Mary Magd. 351 The leauy pillastrells

were neatly shorne ; The gi assy seats, y" eyes to slumber wed.

Pilat, -e, obs. forms oi PILOT.

Pilate (pai'l^). [a. F. Pilate, ad. L. Pildlus,

proper name.] The name (Pontius Pilate) of the

Roman procurator of Judaea concerned in the



PILAU.

crucifixion of Jesus Christ; hence allusively as

a term of reproach. Also, the character of Pilate

in the mystery plays ; hence f Pilate's voice, a loud

magisterial voice (ol/s.~)

c 1400 Aol. Loll. 56 Prelats not preching are raber pilats
ban prelatis. 1530 PAL.SGR. 837 In a pylates voyce, a liaulte

voyx. 1542 UDALL Erasirt. Apoph. (1877) 382 He heard a
certain oratour speaking out of measure loude and high,
and altogether in Pilate's voice. 1604 HIEKON IVks. I. 559
Indeed in Rome there diuers be, That beare the name of

prelacie: Better we Pilates may them call, Seeking the
churches funerall. 1888 Pail Mall G. 29 Oct. 7/2 Pontius

Pilates, who washed their hands of what might happen to
France provided they could continue to exploit her.

i Pilau, pilaw (pilau-, pilj-, piu-), pilaff
(pila'f). Forms : 7- pilau, pillau, pilaw, pil-

law, pilao, pelaw ; also 7 pilo, -oe, pillow(e,
peloe, palau, pullow, 7-8 pelo (pleo), S pillou,
pilloe, pellow, pilow, 9 pillao, pulao, pullao,

pi(l)lafvf. [a. Pers.
j}b pilaw (in Turkish pilaw,

pilav (or pilaf}, Urdu pildo, paldo] boiled rice

and meat (occurs in Bus-haq of Shiraz, ob. 1426).
So F. pilau, It. pilao, mod. Gr. mAd$i, Russ.

mnami pilavtl (
=

pilaff}. Appears in Eng. in

many forms, according to the language or locality
whence the writer has adopted it

; the earlier exam-
ples, from 1 7th c.Turkish, are identical withPersian.

Pilaff represents modern Turkish pronunciation.]
An Oriental dish, consisting of rice boiled with

fowl, meat, or fish, and spices, raisins, etc.

l6li Trav. Four Engliskm. 55 The most common dish

[amongst the Turks] is Pilaw.. made of Rice and small
morsels of Mutton boiled therein. 1612 COKYAT Jrnl. in
Purchas Pilgrims x. xii. (1625) 1828 The vse of this Butter
is verie frequent, by reason of the abundance of Pillaue that
is eaten in Constantinople. 1634 SIR T. HEHBF.RT Trav. 97
(Persia) A dish of Pelo, which is Rice boyled with Hens,
Mutton, Butter, Almonds and Turmerack. Ibid. 173 Boyld
Rice, Peloc. c 1645 HOWELL Lett. (1650) I. 367 The Turk
when he hath his tripe full of pelaw, or of mutton and rice,
will go to nature's cellar. 1687 A. LOVELL tr. Thcnenot's
Trtiv. ii. 95 Their boiled meat consists in Pilao or Schiiao.

1696 OviNCTOH Voy. Suratt 397 Palau, that is Rice boil'd
..with Spices intermix!, and a boil'd Fowl in the middle.
1698 FRYER Ace. E. India <y P. 399 The most admired
Dainty, wherewith they stuff themselves, is Pullow. 1711
C. LOCKYER Trade India viii. 231 They cannot often go to
the Price of a Pilloe, or boil'd Fowl and Rice. 1782 COL-
WAN Pros*: on Sir.: Occas. (1787) III. 235 Methinks I hear
some Alderman, all hurry, Cry, where's the Pellow? Bring
me out the Curry ! 1811 KIRKTATRICK tr. Set. Lett. Tippoo
Sultan App. p. xlii, All the Musulman officers . . shall be
entertained, .with a public repast, to consist of Pitlldo of
the first sort. 1813 BYKON Corsair n. ii, Removed the ban-
quet, and the last pilaff Forbidden draughts, 'tis said,
he dared to quaff. 1821 Juan v. xlvii, A genial savour
Of certain stews, and roast meats, and pilaus, . . Made
Juan in his harsh intentions pause. 1849 THACKERAY Pen-
dennit xlii, The Colonel was famous for pillaus and curries.
1860 R. F. BURTON Centr. Afr. I. 393 The plat de resistance

was, as usual, the pillaw, or, as it is here called, pulao. 1877
A. 13. EDWAKDS Up Nile xxi. 666 The pilaff which followed
is always the last dish served at an Egyptian or Turkish
dinner. 1883 ALIPH CHEEM Lays of Ind (ed. 7) 2 From
rice and pillaos To truffles and grouse.
Hence Pilaued (pilau'd) a., made into pilau.
1897 LD. ROBERTS ^i Yrs.in India

xlyi. (1898) 353, I took
my first lesson in eating roast kid and pillaued chicken.

Pilch, (piltf), sb. Forms : I pyl(e)ce, 3-6
pilche, 4 pilchche, 4-6 pylohe, 6- pilch. [OE.
pylece, ad. med.L. pellicea a furred garment, fern,

of L. pelliceus adj., made of skins, f. pellis a skin.
Cf. PELISSE.]
t 1. An outer garment made of skin dressed with

the hair ; in later use, a leathern or coarse woollen
outer garment. 06s. exc. Hist.
ciooo JELFRlc A latin's Interrog. Segewnl/i in Anglia

(1883) VII. 30 Hwi worhte god pylcan adame & euan asfter

(pam gylte? anoo Vac. in \Vr.-Wiilcker 328/11 Pellicle,
pylece, a 1225 Ancr. R. 362 He is of be te-tore uolke, bet
to-tere5 his olde kurtel, & torendeS be olde pilche of his
deadliche uelle. 1250 Gen. <v Ex. 377 Two pilches weren
Surg engeles wro^t, And to adam and to cue brojt. a 1300
Siriz 225 Warme pilce and warme shon, With that min
hernde be wel don. c 1390 CHAUCER Proverbs 4 Affter heet
komebe colde, No man caste his pilchche away. 14x6 Will
ofHolt (Somerset Ho.), Pelche de foxe. c 1440 LYDG. Hors,
Shepc Ar G. 366 Ther is also made of sheepis skyn, Pilchis
& glovis to dryve awey the cold, c 1440 Proinp. Parv.
397/2 Pylche, pellidum, pellicia. 1548 UDALI. Erasm.
Par. Luke vii. 85 Clothed in a pilche of a camels hyde.
1563-87 FOXE A. t, Jlf. (1596) 1613/1 Some wandred to and
fro in sheepes pilches, in goates pilches, forsaken, oppressed,
afflicted. 1602 OEKKER Satiromastix Wks. 1873 I. 231 He
beate five pound out of his leather pilch. 1674 BLOUNT
Glossogr. (ed. 4), Pilch.., a woollen or fur garment [obs.].

1853 STEVENSON Anglo-Sax. Chron. 127 Of costly pilches,
and of grey skins. 1901 Archxol. Jrnl. Mar. 4 Every
canon had. .a pilch or cassock (pellicea].

2. f a. A rug or pad laid over a saddle. Obs,

b. A light frameless saddle for children : = PAD
si.3 2.

1552 HULOET, Pilche for a saddle, instratutn. 1684 Lotid.
Gas. No. 1895/4 Taken away.., a Pye-bald Gelding, ..with
a Pannel and Pilch on his Back. ^1728 KENNETT Lansd.
MS. 1033 If. 297 A course shagged piece of rug laid over a
Saddle for Ease of a Rider is in our midland parts calld a

pilch. 1863 BARING-GOULD Iceland 397 Take also with you
a light saddle without a tree, commonly called a pilch. 1900
List Civil Sen'. Supply Assoc., Saddles.. Child's Pilch, all

over quilted hogakin, for boy or girl.

854

3. A triangular flannel wrapper for an infant,
worn over the diaper or napkin.
1674 BLOUNT Glossogr. (ed. 4), Pilch . . now used for a

flannel cloth to wrap about the lower part of young children.
a 1728 KENNETT Lansd. MS. 1033 If. 297 A piece of flannel
or other woolen put under a child next the clout is in Kent
calld a Pilcli. 1799 M. UNDERWOOD Treat. Dis. Childr.
III. 91 note, An error worthy of remark . ., is, that of wearing
a pilch (as it is called), an old fashion still too much in use.

1x825 FORBY Voc. E. Anglia, Pilch, a flannel wrapper for
an infant. 1861-80 MRS. BEETON tilt. Househ. Maiiagem.
2626 Baby-linen . . 4 pilches, . . 2 waterproofpilches, . . 4 dozen

napkins.
4. altrib. and Comb., us pilch-clout, -maker.
a 1225 Ancr. R. 212 pe deoflen schulen pleien mid ham

. .& dvsten ase enne pilcheclut, euchon touward o3er. 13. .

Coer de L. 6736 Here armure no more I ne doute, Thenne
I doo a pylche-cloute. c 1483 CAXTON Dialogues 14 Wau
burge the pilchemaker Formaketh a pylche well.

Filch. (piltji, v. Now<#a/. Forms: 3pUeken,
pilken, 6- pilch, 9 Sc. pilk. [Origin uncertain.
Cf. LGer. pul(e)ken, po'lken to pick (up den kna-
ken piilkini to pick a bone) ; Norw. and Fteroese

pilka to pick, scrape, prick. Cf. also OF. peluchier,
OPicard pdukier, plusqtiier (mod.Picard fluqiur}
to pick, clean, peck : see PLUCK v.] inti: To pick,

pluck ; to pilfer ; to rob.
a 1225 Ancr. R. 84 5et wolde he teteren & pileken {v.rr.

pilewin, picken], mid his bile, roted stinkinde fleshs, as is

readies kunde. Ibid. 86 Uor euere me schal bene cheorl

pilken [v . r. plokin] & peolien, uor he is ase pe wi<5i bet
sprutteS ut be betere bet me hine ofte croppeS. 1570
LEVINS Manip. 130/10 Pilch, miche, sujfurari. 1573 TUSSER
Husb. (1878) 33 Some steale, some pilch, some all away
filch. 1665 JAS. FRASER Polichronicon (S. H. S. 1905) 163

PILE.

1578 LYTE Dodoens iv. xiii. 467 There is an other kinde of

Otes, whiche is not so inclosed in his huskcs as y other is,
but is bare, and without huske whan it is threshed... The
seconde kinde may be called in Englishe, Pilcorne, or pylde
Otes. (71640 J. SMYTH Lives Berkeley! (1883) I. 155 And
had also Drage, pilcorne, mixtilion, brotcorne. .words I pro-
fesse, not well to vnderstand. 1832 Vfg. Subst. Food iii. 71The A vena sativa . . has several varieties. The most remark-
able, .are the black or long-bearded oat. .and the naked oat,
or pilcorn. 1866 Treas. Bat., Pillcorn, or Pilcorn.

Pilcrow (pi-l|kru). arch. Forms: 5 pyl-
craft(e, pileorafte, 6 pilcrowe, (7 pilkrow,
pill-crow, peelcrow, pilgrow), 6- pilcrow.
[App. for pilled crow : cf. pilcorn, pilgarlic, etc.

The application of the word, with the form pyl-
craft, has suggested that it originated in a per-
version of PARAGRAPH, through pargra/te, *par-
crafte,z\x..: cf. quots. c 1460 and 1617. But the

history of the word is obscure, and evidence is

wanting.] = PARAGRAPH sb. I.

[1500 Ortus Voc., Paragraphus, Anglice, a pargrafte in

writing.] c 1440 Pronp. Paiv. 398^ Pylcrafte, yu a booke
. . asterisciis,paragraphus. c 1460 Medulla in Way Prontp.
Parv. 398 note, 1'aragrapha, pylcraft in wry[t]ynge. 1573
TUSSER Hitsb. (1878) 2 In husbandrie matters, where Pilcrowe
ye finde That verse appertaineth to Huswiferie Kinde. 1602
K. T. five Godlie Serin.

i8_
To stand as a Cypher in

Augrim, or as a pilcrow in a latine Primmer. 1617 MINSHEU

pilkit his pouch'. 1900 Eng. Dial. Dict.> Pilch^ to pilfer,
filch (S. Worcester, Glouc.).

Pilchard (prltjaad). Forms: a. 6-8 pilcher,
(6 piltcher, 6-7 pilchar(e, pylcher) ;

. 6- pil-

chard, (6 pylcherd(e, pilcharde, 7 -erd). [Origin
obscure. The d is excrescent. (Cf. Ir. pilseir
from Eng.)
Skeat compares Norw. pilk an artificial bait, whence Dan.

dial, pilkc, Swed. dial.///a to fish in a particular manner.
Cf. also Sc. dial, filch a short fat person, anything thick or

gross, a tough skinny piece of meat.]
A small sea fish, Ciupta pilchardus^ closely allied

to the herring, but smaller, and rounder in form ;

it is taken in large numbers on the coasts of Corn-
wall and Devon, and forms a considerable article

of trade; in U. S. and Eng. Colonies locally applied
to other fishes of the herring kind, e.g. the C.

sagax of the Pacific, the Harengula macroph-
thalma of Bermuda; also to the young menhaden.
t To take sturgeons wit/i pilchards^ to get large returns

Dyetary xxx. (1870) 293 He must not eate . . fresshe heryng,
pylcherdes, etc. 1570 LEVINS Manip. 30/35 Pilcharde,
get-res^ halecula. Ibid. 74/37 Pylcher, fish, mena,ae. < 1600
NORUEN Spec. Brit., Cornw. (1728) 22 The . . recheste fishing
is of the leaste fishe which is called a pilcharde. 1601
SHAKS. Twel. N. in. i, 39 Fooles are as like husbands, as
Pilchers are to Herrings. 1656 EARL MONM. tr. Boccalinfs
Advts.fr. Parnass. \. xlviii. (1674) 63 They have built com-
modious Inns to take Sturgeons with Pilcherds. 1711 Lond.
Gaz. No. 4941/2 Pilchers for the Streights. 1796 H. HL'NTEH
tr. St.-Pierre's Stud. Nat. (1709) I. 263 The continuation
and direction of the^e two bands, the pilchers of the South,
and the herrings of the North, are nearly of the same
length. 1813 SIR H. DAVY Agric. Chem. (1814) 288 The
refuse pilchards in Cornwall are used, .as a Manure. 1865
KINGSLEY Herew. v, Savoury was the smell of fried pilchard.
attrib. 1685 PETTY Last Will p. vi, I set up iron-works

and pilchard-fishing in Kerry. 1824 HITCHINS & DREW
Cornwall II. 471 The pilchard fishery furnishes the staple
commodity of the place.

t Pilcher 1
. Obs. A term of abuse, frequent

at the beginning of the 1 7th c. It has been con-

jecturally explained as meaning
' One who wears a

pilch or leathern jerkin or doublet ', or * One who
pilches, a thief

1

; in two instances it is either fig.

from pilcher, PILCHARD, the fish, or punningly
associated with that word.
1601 B. JONSON Poetaster HI. iv, Whither doe you dragge

the gent'man? you mungrels, you curres, you ban-dogs,
wee are Captaine Tucca, that talke to you, you inhumane
pilchers. 1602 MIDDLETON Blurt^ Master-Constable i. ii,

Pilcher, thou'rt a most pitiful dried one. a 1619 FLETCHER
Wit without M. in. iv, Upbraid me with your benefits you
pilchers. 01625 Women Pleas'd n. iv, Hang him, Pilcher,
There's nothing loves him: his owne Cat cannot endure
him. a 1640 DAY Parl. Bees iv, Smoaked Pilcher vanish !

t Pilcher-. Obs. rare. ['Extended from PILCH.]
1. = PILCH j. i.

1633 KARL OF CORK Diary in List/tore Papers Ser. i. (1886)
IV. 104, I haue.. written to M r Ned Boyle to furnish him
with pilchers.

2. A scabbard. (Apparently contemptuous^]
1592 SHAKS. Rom. fy Jul, HI, i. 84 Will you pluck your

Sword out of his Pilcher by the eares?

Pi'lcorn. [For pildcorn, f. PILLED///, a. i b +

CORN.] A variety of the cultivated Oat, considered

by Linnaeus a species (Avena nitdd}, in which the

glumes or husks do not adhere to the grain, but
leave it bare. Also called pilled oats

^

Vuctor, Pilkrow, contractumvidetur corruptumqueexpara-
grapho. a 1625 FLETCHER Nice Valour iv. i, But wny a
Peel-crow here ? . . A Scar-crow had been better. 1706
PHILLIPS, Pilcrow

t an old Word for a Paragraph. 1897
S. S. SPKIGGE 7'. Wakley xv. 141 The leading article.,

calling attention to them with interjections. .and all sorts
of verbal pilcrows.

'

Pild, obs. form vi pilled: see PILL z/.1

File (pail), sby Forms : I pil, 4- pile, (4-8
pyle, 6 pyll, 7 peil). [OK. /// masc. = OLG.
*//7(MLG., MDu. ///, Du. /;>'/ dart, arrow, also

ON. pila fern., arrow, Da., Sw. ///, from LG.),
OHG., MHG. pftl, Ger. pfeil dart, arrow, shaft,
West Ger. ptlt

a. L. pll-unt the heavy javelin of
the Roman foot-soldier, orig.

'

pestle'.
The L. pilum was no doubt adopted by the Germans in

the L. sense 'javelin ',
which passed on the continent into

that of 'dart
', and hence 'arrow', in which latter sense it

superseded the native word. In OE. the sense 'javelin'
passed into those of * dart

'

and '

pointed stake
*

(
- L. sndis) :

but the former is known only in a few poetic compounds,
Jlige~ptl flying-dart, hylde-ptl battle-dart, and the earliest

examples of the simple word in this sense are ME.; if

applied to an arrow, it was only as subsidiary to native

names.]

f 1. A dart
;
a shaft ; (?) an arrow. Obs,

a looo Be Mannes Mod 26 Bid Jjaet ajfbonca eal gefylled
feondes flijepilum. Riddles xviii. 6 Frea ba;t bihealdeS
hu me of h rife fleosaS hyldepilas. 13.. Guy Wanv. (A.)

3490 Scheteb wib piles & }if hem dej> wounde. c 1400 Dcstr,

Troy 6976 Pen Paris.. with a pile sharp, Rut hym in

I

thurgh pe rybbis with a roid wond.

-. 1542 BOORDE !^^^ ** Tne pointed metal head of a dart, lance, or

arrow. Obs.

1592 CONSTABLE Sonn. i. v, Thine eye the pyle is of a

murdring dart, c 1611 CHAPMAN Iliad iv. 545 Through both
his temples struck the dart, the wood of one side show'd,
The pile out of the other look'd. 1627 DRAYTON Court of
Fairy Wks. (1748) 166 His spear a bent both stiff and
strong,. .The pile was ofa horse-fly's tongue. 1639 FULLER
Holy War n. x. (1840) 63 Like an arrow well feathered, but

,

with a blunt pile; he fiew swift, but did not sink deep. 1700
HICKES Let. in Pefiys"

1

Corr. 19 June, Klf arrows.. are of
a triangular form, somewhat like the beard or pile of our
old English arrows of war. [1796 PEGGE Anonym. (1809)

103 Fletcher, he that trimmed arrows by adding the

feathers; Arrowsnuth, he that made the piles.]

c. Used to render L, pllum^ the heavy javelin
of the ancient Roman foot-soldier.

c 1620 FLETCHER & MASS. False One i. i, How the Roman
Peils..drew Roman blood. 1627 MAY Lncan i. 8 Knowne
Ensignes Ensignes doe defie, Piles against Piles, 'gainst

Eagles Eagles fly. (Note, If any man quarrell at the word
Pil<;,3& thinking it scarse English, I desire them to give a
better word.) 1687 DRYDEN Hind fy P, n. 161 That was
but civil war, an equal set, Where piles with piles, and eagles

eagles met. 1688 R. HOLME Armoury in. xvi. (Roxb.) 89/1
The Germans came so violently vpon the Romans that the

souldiers cast away their piles, and betooke them to their

swords. 1718 ROWE tr. Lucan I. 7 Pilts against piles

oppos'd in impious fight, And Eagles against Eagles bending
flight. 1830 MERIVALE Rom. Emp. (1865) I. vi. 273 The
Romans threw their piles, and rushed headlong upon the

unwieldy mass.

f2. A spike, a nail; a spine (of a prickly plant,
in ME. of a hedgehog); the pointer of a sun-dial,

c 1000 ^ELFRIC Saints' Lives v. 388 He geha;fte [hi]_on
anum micclum stocce, and mid isenum pilum heora ila.s

gefajstnode and cwaed t>ffit hi sceoldon swa standan on bam
pilum. c xooo Sax. Leechd. I. 304 Heo [sea-holly] hafa5
stelan hwitne . . on 3aes heahnysse ufeweardre beo3 acennede

scearpe and Jjyrnyhte pilas. axioo O. E. Gloss, in Wr.-
Wulcker 337/6 Gnomon daegmzeles piL 01200 Fragm,
sElfrics Gram, (ed. Phillips 1838), Prikiende so piles on
ile. c 1225, 1387 [see ilcspiUs s. v. IL]. c 1200 S. Eng. Leg,
I. 179/50 Heo stikeden al-so J?icke on him, so yrichon
deth of piles. Ibid. 298/49 Ase ful ase is an Irchepil of

piles al-a-boute.

b. A (pointed) blade (of grass). [Cf. Da. dial.

pile, gnvspile, Fl. //>'/, graspijl.]
1513 DOUGLAS sEneis xin. Prol. 25 At eucry pilis point and

conns croppis The techrys studej as lemand beriall droppis.

1607 HIEKON Wks. I. 153 More smnes then there bee grasne

piles vpon the earth. 1687 A. LOVELL tr. Tkevenot's Trav.

i. 291 There shall not a pile of Crass be left within his



PILE.

Kingdom. 1765 Museum Rust. IV.xxvtii, 122 Appearance
of red clover, where not a pile of this grass had before

been known. 1812 SIR J. SINCLAIR Syst. Hnsb. Scot. \. 372
The grass was.. smaller in the pile, and more luxuriant in

its growth. 1895 CROCKETT Men ofMoss-Hags xxi, Every
pile of the grass that springs so sweetly in the meadows.

C. A single glume or pale (of chaff). Sc.

1786 BURNS Address to Unco Gnid heading, The cleanest

corn. .May hae some pyles o' caff in.

3. A pointed stake or post; spec, in later use,
a large and heavy beam of timber or trunk of a

tree, usually sharpened at the lower end, of which
a number are driven into the bed of a river, or

into marshy or uncertain ground for the support
of some superstructure, as a bridge, pier, quay,
wall, the foundation of a house, etc. Also ex-

tended to cylindrical or other hollow iron pillars,
used for the same purposes.
In prehistoric times villages or settlements were built upon

wooden piles in lakes: see pile-dwelling ,
etc. in 5.

la noo O. E. Chron. (Laud MS.) Introd. (from Heeda), Da
Senamon ba Walas, and adrifon sumre ea ford ealne mid
scearpum pilum [B^.DA sudibus, D. stsengum : cf. Wr.-
Wiilcker 509/14 sudibus stengum] greatum innan |>am
welere sy ea hatte Temese, c 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. IVace
(Rolls) 4611 Longe pyles & grete dide bey [Britons] make ;

Faste yn Temese dide bey hem stake. 1377 LANGL. P. PI.
B. xvi. 23 pe tree . . With bre pyles was it vnder-piste. 1387-8
T. USK Test. Love n. v. (Skeat) 1. 116 If the pyles'ben trewe,
the gravel and sand wol abyde. 1480 CAXTON Chron. Eng.
ccxlviii. (1482) 316 The duk hym self with ij or thre lepe
vpon the pyles, and so were saued with helpe of men that
were aboue the bridge. 1497 Naval Ace. Hen. ^77(1896)
171 The brekyng( vp of the dokke hede at Portesmouth
weyng yt

of the piles shorys. 1530 PALSGR. 254/1 Pyle to
be set in a fauty grounde, pilot. 1555 EDEN Decades 226
Theyr houses .. are .. buylded aboue the grownde vppon
proppes pyles. 1602 WARNER Alb. Eng. Epit. (1612) 356
Two walles, the one of TurfTe, and the other of Pyles and
Tymber strongly and artificially interposed. 1768-74 TUCKER
Lt. Nat. (1834) II. 405 Like the houses of Amsterdam,
which are reported to stand upon piles driven deep into the
quagmire. 1863 LYELL Antiq. Man ii. (ed. 3) 17 Habitations
. . constructed on platforms raised above the lake, and
resting on piles.

fig. 1886 RUSKIN Prxterita I. xti. 416 Drive down the
oaken pile of a principle.

b. With various qualifications expressing pur-
pose or nature : e. g.

which additional length is given after driving ; fillin ,

one of those filling up the space between gauge piles ;

hydraulic pile, a pile sunk in sand by means of a powerful
jet of water led either inside or outside of it. Aljet Also FENDER

leaned round to note his proximity to the weir-piles. 1873
KNIGHT Diet. Mech. II. 1700/2 A hollow pile is a cylinder
which is sunk by excavation proceeding inside. 1877 Ibid.
Ill, Short-pile, .driven as closely as possible without causing
the driving of one pile to raise the adjacent ones. They
are used to compress and consolidate ground for foundations.

fc. A stake or post fixed in the ground, at

which swordsmen practised their strokes. Obs. rare.

1480 Knyghthode $ Batayle (MS. Cott. Titus A. xxiii.

If. 6b), Nooman. .is seyn prevayle, In feeld. .That with the

pile, nathe firste grete exercise.

4. Her. A charge, regarded by some as an

ordinary, by others as a sub-ordinary, consisting
of a figure formed by two lines meeting in an acute

angle (generally assumed to represent an arrow-

head), issuing, when not otherwise stated, from
the chief or top of the escutcheon, with the point
downwards. In pile : arranged in the form of a

pile. Party perpile : divided by lines in the form
of a pile.

[App. a special use of sense i b, or directly from L. pilum.
Not known in OF. : Littre has it as a neologism, pile masc.,
and refers it to L. pilum ; but it may have been taken directly
from Eng. heraldry.)
\i$6Bk. St. Albans, Her. Ev b, Certan armys in the wich

iij. pilis mete to gedyr in oon coone. ..He berith golde iij,

pilis of sable. 1533 LD. BERNERS Froiss. I. ccxxxvii. 337
The baner. . was of syluer a sharpe pyle goules. 156* LEIGH
Armorie 46 The eight particion, which is to be biased on
thys sorte. Party per pile in pointe, Or and Sable. Ibid.

143 He beareth Ermin, a Pile in pointe Gueules. 1610
GUILLIM Heraldry n. vi. (1611) 62 He beareth Argent a
Triple Pile, Flory on the tops, issuing out of the Sinister

base, in Bend towards the Dexter corner, Sable. This sort

of_bearing of the Pile, hath a resemblance of so many Piles
driuen into some water-worke, and. .incorporated at their
heads. Ibid. \\. vi. (1660) 73 A Pile is an Ordinary con-
sisting of a two-fold line formed after the manner of a
Wedge ; that is to say broad at the upper end, and. .meeting
together at the lower end in an Acute-angle. 1704 J. HARRIS
Lex. Techn. I, /Y/<?, in Heraldry,, .probably something like
the Figure of the Roman Pilum, which was a tapering
Dart, about five Foot long, and sharpened at the Point with
Steel. 1766-87 PORNY Heraldry fed. 4) 135 The sixteenth is

Argent, three piles meeting near the point of the base Azure.
ci828 BERRY Encycl. Her. I. Gloss., Pile, triple, or triple-

pointed, in base, bendwise, . . by Feme, termed a pile, naisant,
in bend, triple-flory. 1864 BOUTELL Her. Hist. $ Pop. ix.

(ed. 3) 50 Sa., three Swords in pile arg. 1872 RUSKIN Eagle's
N.\ 235 The Pile, a wedge-shaped space of colour with the

point downwards^ represents what we still call a pile ; a piece
of timber driven into moist ground.
5. attrib. and Comb, (from 3). a. attrib. Of a

pile, $& pile-head^ -wood; formed of piles, as pile-

855

[ breakwater, -dam, -planking, -structure ; supported
on piles, as pile-bridge, -habitation, -lighthouse,

|
-pier, -road, -settlement, -village; used as a pile, as

pile-plank, b. obj. and obj. gen., as pile-fixer,

-screwing. O. instrumental, as pile-supported adj.
d. SpecialComb.: pile-building, a building erected

I

on piles, esp. one of such dwellings of certain pre-
j

historic and primitive peoples ; so also pile-

builder, pile-built a.
; pile-cap, a cap or plate

:
for the head of a pile ; also, a beam connecting

I the heads of piles ; pile-drawer, a machine for

extracting piles ; pile-dwelling, a dwelling built

on piles, especially in shallow water, as a lake,
but sometimes on dry ground; hence pile-dweller;
pile-engine = PILE-DRIVER

; pile-hoop, a hoop
or band round the head of a pile to keep it from

splitting ; pile-house, a house built on piles,
a pile-dwelling; pile-saw, a saw for cutting off

piles below the surface of the water ; hence pile-

sawing ; pile-shoe, an iron point fixed to the
lower end of a pile ; pile-worm, the teredo, or
other worm or animal which bores into piles. See
also PILE-DRIVER, PILEWAYS, PILE-WORK.
1893 Outing (US.) XXVI. 445/1 Under the protection of

two huge *pile-breakwaters. 1884 Nature 19 June 169/1
There are good reasons for believing these *pile-builders are
the direct descendants of the pre-Aryan aboriginals. 1865
LUBBOCK Preh. Times v. 127 The Lake-dwellers followed
two different systems . .which he distinguishes as..*Pile-
buildings, and . . Crannoges. 1886 Athenxum 24 Apr.
556/1 The pile-buildings of the Swiss lakes. 1903 KIPLING
5 Nations 41 Do you know the *pile-built village where the
sago-dealers trade ? 1800 Hull Advertiser 5 Apr. 1/3 The
constructing of a *pile dam opposite to the clough. 1880
DAWKINS Early Man 302 The *pile-dwellers possessed
vegetables not traceable to wild stocks now growing in
Switzerland. 1863 LYELL Antiq. Man 29 It relates to the
earliest age of 'pile-dwelling. 1874 SAYCE Compar. Philol.
iii. 114 Their [the Etruscans'] predecessors of the Neolithic
age whose pile-dwellings .. have yielded wheat and coral,
evidences of Eastern intercourse. 17760. SEMPLE Building
in Water -^ The Platform of the *Pile-engrne. 1853 SlR H.
DOUGLAS Milit. Bridges (ed. 3) 154 The piles were driven
by pile-engines, .constructed on the boats of the country.
1886 A. WINCHELL Walks Geol. Field 283 Jars of dried

apples _and wheat . . have been yielded from the *pile-
habitations, 1875 W. MC!LWRAITH Guide Wigtownshire 45
Dowalton Loch, .celebrated by the discovery there of *pilc-
houses. 1884 Nature 19 June i6g/z The races who now
build these pile-houses, often on hill-tops. 1895 Daily News
27 Sept. 5/4 Unlike the old *pile piers, it is a substantial
structure of masonry. 1823 P. NICHOLSON Pract. Builder
590 *Pile-planks, planks of which the ends are sharpened,
so as to enter into the bottom of a canal. 1838 Civ. Eng.
ff Archil. Jrnl. I. 150/1 A scaffold was erected, upon
which the pile drivers were placed for driving the sheet

piles (pile planks). .of the best North Carolina heart pine.
1793 R. MYLNE Rep. Thames 24 A Jettee of *Pile-planking
..should be run a little way down from the Point. 1860
WEALE Diet. Terms s. v., As a considerable length of the
Utica and Syracuse railroad passes through a deep swamp,
a_
foundation of great permanency was required : this gave

rise to a modification of the superstructure, and formed that
which is known as *pile-road. 1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mech.
1703/1 Vogler's *pile-sawing attachment for boats. 1897 R.
MUNRO Preh. Problems 304 A "pile-settlement of the Bronze
Age. 1495 Naval Ace. Hen. VII (1896) 150 A pykas and
ij *pyles shone. 1844 Mech. Mag. XL. 54 Improvement
in the formation of pile-shoes. 1887 IVestm. Kef. June 340
Along this line [I5arm?ton and Skipsea Drain] five or six
other *pile-structures have been found. 1869 Routledge's
Ev. Boy's Ann. 389 An old *pile-supported pier. 1879
Athenaeum 6 Sept. 312/1 "Pile-villages have been found on
the shores of Gmunden. 18949. WELCH Tower Bridge 133
Snuff-boxes and other memorials, .turned from the *pile
wood. 1733 tr. Roussfi (title) Observations on the Sea or
*Pile Worms discover'd in Pile or Woodworks in Holland,

t File, sb? Obs. Forms : 4-6 pyle, 5 pyl,
pyll, pylle, 5-8 pile. [Of doubtful origin.
Evidently distinct historically from PILE sf>.

3
t sense 4. It

may, however, be an earlier adoption of the same Fr. word.
In sense it agrees exactly with PEEL jA 1

, senses 3 and 4; and
in the i6th c. the Border peels usually appear in the English
State papers as pyles or piles. Yet the words cannot be
doublets, for in pile the final e is evidently original.]

A small castle, tower, or stronghold; = PEEL sb^ 3.
13.. E. E. Allit. P. A. 685 pe ry)twys man also sertayn

Aproche he schal bat proper pyle [rime gyle]. 1377 LANGL.
P. PI. B. xix. 360 That holy-cherche stode in vnite As it

a pyle were. 1393 Ibid. C. xxn. 366 Holy churche stod in

holynesse as hit were a pile. 1430 Hymns Virg. (1867) 45
panne y councellid eroud with-inne a while.. pat alle men
children in towne & pile To slee bem, bat ihesus myght with
hem die. c 1435 Torr. Portugal 573 Yf I dwelle in my
pylle of ston. c 1450 LONELICH Grail xii. 349 It [Castle of
Valachim] was On of the Strengest pyl, That Euere Man
SawghinOnyExyl. 14.. Coventry Corp.Ckr. PI. (E.E.T.S.)
16 Yett do I marvell In whatt pyle or castell These herdmen
dyd hym see. 1542 UDALL Erasm. Apoph. 222 b, The
grekes wer besieged in a litle preatie pyle or castle. 1568
GRAFTON Chron. II. 866 They sayled into Englande. ., and
landed . . at the pyle of Fowdrey within lytle of Lancaster
[called in 1423 Act 2 Hen. /'/, c. 5 le Peele de Foddray en
le Counte de Lancastre]. 1602 in Moryson /tin. n. in. i.

(1617)270 To build little piles of Stone in such Garrisons [in
Ireland] as shall be thought fittest to be continuall bridles

vpon the people. 1609 HOLLAND Amm. Marccll. xiv. viii. 18
Arabia,.. a rich land,.. replenished also with strong castles
and piles \castris opplcta ualidiset castellis\. [1679 BLOUNT
Anc. Tenures 20 Pele or Pile* is a Fort built for defence of
any place. 1737-41 CHAMBERS Cycl. t

Pille of Foddray, or
Pile of Fouldreyt

. . called pille, by the idiom of the county,
for a/j'/r, orfort.J

p
h

PILE.

b. spec. Applied to the Peels on the Scottish

border : = PEEL jvM 4.
1494 FABYAN Chron. vii. 512 The which. , threwe downe

certayne pylys and other strengthis, and a parte of the
Castell of Beawmount. a 1548 HALL Chron., Hen. /-'///

203 The
kyng entended..to make new diuers Pyles and

stoppes to let the Scottysh men from their inuasions. 1577-
87 HOLINSHED Chron. III. 88 i/i He ouerthrew certeinc

castels, piles, and small holds, till he came through the dales
to ledworth. a 1649 DRUMM. OF HAWTH. Hist. Jas. /",
Wks. (1711) 91 Thomas earl of Surrey,., had burnt many
towns, and overthrown castles and piles. 1774 LAMBK Battle
ofFlodden cxliv, Where piles be pulled down apace.

Pile (pail), st>?> Forms: 5- pile, (5-7 pyle,
6 pyele). [a. F, pile heap, pyramid, mass of

masonry, pier of a bridge (1340 in Godcf.) - It.

pi/a mole, pier, pillar, Sp. ///, Pg, pilha pile,

heap : L. pila pillar, pier, or mole of stone.]
fl. A pillar ; a pier, esp. of a bridge. Obs.
(Not to be confused with PILK sb. 1

3.)

^1420 Pallad. on Hnsb. i. 1089 Pilis maad of tills must
BSCende Too feet and half. ^1440 Promp. Paw. 398/1
Pyle, of a bryggys fote, or ober byggynge . .

, pila. 1^1577
GASCOIGNE Flowers Wks. (1587) 59 Then waues of euil doe
worke so fast my piles are ouerrun. 1617 MORYSON /tin. i.

115 Of this Bridge thirteene piles of bricke may bee scene
neere the shore at Pozzoli. 1702 ECHARD Eccl. Jlist. (1710)
434 This bridge consisted of twenty piles, each 60 foot in

thickness, and 150 in height, besides the foundation. 1730
A. GORDON Majfei's Amphith. 219 Of the Stones.., one of
them is still seen in the middle Pile of the Bridge dclle Naii.

t b. Jig. Applied to the neck, leg, etc.

1584 LODGE Alarum agst. Usurers (Hunter. Cl.) 72 Her
stately nccke where nature did acquit e Her selfe so well,. .

For in this pile was fancie painted faire. Ibid. 73 The
stately thies, Like two faire compast marble

pillers
rise ..

Next which the knees. .This stately pyles with gladsome
honour greetc. 1589 Scillaes Met. (Hunter. Cl.) 41 Now
Nature stands amazd her selfe to looke on lieauties feete,
..So small a pile so great a wai^ht, like Atlas to vphold
The bodie.

f 2. A mole or pier in the sen. Obs.
c 1630 RISDON Snrz'. Devon 334 (1810) 345 There is a

harbour for .ships, by means of a pile built. 1652 NEEDHAM
tr. Selden's A/are Cl. 87 But if no man sustain damage,
hee is to bee defended who build's upon the shore, or cast's

a Pile into the Sea.

3. A heap of things (of some height) laid or

lying one upon another in a more or less regular
manner; alsoyf^.
c 1440 Promp. Paw. 398/1 Pyle, or heep, where of hyt be,

cumulus. Ibid., Pyle of clothys .. on a presse, panni-
pliciuni. 1530 PALSGR. 254/1 Pyle of clothes or any other

heape, pille. 1653 MILTON Hirelings Wks. 1738 I. 579 To
how little purpose are all those piles of Sermons, Notes, and
Comments on all parts of the Bible, a 1656 Br. HALL
Rent. Wks. (1660) 53 You are called out to see piles of dead
carcasses. 1703 MAUNDRFU, Jonrn. Jems. (1707) 15 A rude
pile of Stones erected .. for an Altar. 1744 BKRKKLEY
Siris 13 Such heaps or piles of wood were sometimes a
hundred and eighty cubits round. 1812 J. WILSON Isle of
Palms n. 363 Behold yon pile of clouds, Like a citj-, round
the sun, 1833 I. HOLLAND Mann/. Metal II. 231 The
sheet printed on both sides is delivered upon the board, . .

and laid upon the pile. 1891 E. PEACOCK N. Brendon I. 310
A large pile of letters and packages.

b. A series of weights fitting one within or upon
another, so as to form a solid cone or other figure.

(So Y.pile.)
^
This sense is certain forquots. 1611, 1650; but quot. 1440

is doubtful. The attrib. use in pile weight apparently
belongs here.

c 1440 Promp. Parr 1
. 398/1 Pyle, of weyynge, libramcntuw,

libra. 1585 SIR F. KNOLLYS Abstr. syzinge Troye wcyghte
(MS. Raw!. D. 23 If. 18), They argve that thegowlde smythes
pyle weyghte is muche tooe heavy, to be the trewe Troy
weyghte. 1611 COTGR., Pile, ..also, the pile, or whole masse,
of weights vsed by Goldsmithes, etc. 1647 m Cochran-
Patrick Rec. Coinage Scotl. (1876) I. Introd. So Compared
the forsaid round brasse stone weight.. with a new brasse
stone pyle weight in the coinyehouse, and I found the said
new pyle weight havier by almost halfe one oz. Ibid.) The
new 4 Ib pyle marked with a fleure de lyce boght from
J. Falconar Warden from Holland. Ibid. 81 Having ex-
amined the French pyle marked with the fleure de lyce
amongst the weights now used. 1660 Act 12 Chas. //, c. 4
Sched. s.v. Brass, Brass of Pile weights the pound, j.s. 1690
BOYLE Medicina Hydrostat. Wks. 1772 V. (Plate at end),
The Explication of the Figure, .q. the Pile of Weights.

t C. A large group, clump, or collection of

things, without reference to height ; a (
lot *. Obs.

1622 R. HAWKINS I'oy. S. Sea (1847) 47 Of these Hands are
two pyles; the one of them. .little frequented; the other..
containeth six in number, to wit : Saint lago, Fuego, Mayo,
Bonavisto, Sal, and Bravo. 1864 EMILY DICKINSON Lett.

(1894) II. 253 Father has built a new road round the pile of
trees between our house and Mr. S-- 's.

d. spec, A heap of combustibles on which a
dead body is burnt {funeral pile}.
1615 G. SANDYS Trav. i. 83 Laying them vpon their backs

on beds, they conueyed them vnto the funerall pile . . on
beares. 1699 GARTH Disfens. in. 30 And with Prescriptions
lights the solemn Pyle. 1700 DRYDEN Palamon fy Arc. in.

990 Full bowls of wine, of honey, milk, and blood, Were
poured upon the pile of burning wood. 1878 MACLEAR
Celts ii. (1879) 19 Some even voluntarily came forward to

share the pile with an honoured person deceased. 1879
FROUUE Caesar xviii. 305 Made a pile of chairs and benches
and tables, and burnt all that remained of Clodius.

e. A heap of wood or faggots on which a sacri-

fice or a person is burnt.

1577 tr. Bullingers Decades (1502) 64 Isaac was layde on
the pile of wood to bee orTereu up in sacrifice, a 1618

SYLVESTER Maidens Blush 1783 The Father makes the



PILE.

Pile r Hereon he layes His bond-led, blind-led Son. 1848
MRS. JAMESON Sacr. fy Leg. Art (1850) 331 Then the people
kindled the pile; but though the flame was exceedingly

large it did not touch her. 1902 Wcstm. Gaz. 12 July 1/3
'
It is disgraceful ', said the curate, who was all for the pile

of faggots.

f. Mil. A stack of arms regularly built up.
1608 D. T[UVTL] Ess. Pol. $ Mar. 122 b, Germanicus..

caused a pyle of weapons to be raised. 1887 BOWEN .-Eneid

i. 296 Sinful Rebellion .. Piling her fiendish weapons, shall

sit firm bound on the pile.

g. An oblong rectangular mass of cut lengths of

puddled iron-bars, laid upon each other in rows,
for the purpose of being rolled after being raised

to a welding temperature in a reheating furnace ;

a 'faggot'.
1839 URE Diet. Arts 707 Four rows of these [iron bars] are

usually laid over each other into a heap or pile which is

placed in the re-heating furnace.. and exposed to a free

circulation of heat, one pile being set crosswise over

another. 1881 RAYMOND Mining Gloss., Pile, the fagot
or bundle of flat pieces of iron prepared to be heated to

welding-heat and then rolled.

h. elttpt. (for pile of wealth, money, dollars, etc.)

A heap of money ;
a fortune accumulated or heaped

up. Chiefly in colloq. phr. to make one's pile.

[1613 SHAKS. Hen. VIII, in. ii. 107 What piles of wealth
hath he accumulated To his owne portion? 1839 THIRL-
WALL Greece VI. 233 It seems to have been one of the state

maxims.. to draw as little as possible from this pile of

wealth. 1876 HOLLAND Sev. Oaks xxiii. 324 Yes, and I've

made piles of money on them.]

1741 FRANKLIN in Poor Rich. Aim. Apr. (Bartlett), Rash
mortals, ere you take a wife, Contrive your pile to last for

life. 1852 F. MARRYAT Gold Quartz Mining 8 On the old

Californian principle of '

making a "
pile

" and vamosing the

ranche '. 1862 Eraser's
Jlfaf. July 27 Every partisan

blackleg bets his 'pile
'

upon his favourite. 1864 ELIZ. A.

MURRAY E. Norman III. 182 The hope which cheers .. so

many [Australian diggers]. . .
' We may make our pile yet,

and go home'. 1887 JESSOPP Arcady vii. 196 Capitalists
who nad made their pile were consumed by a desire to

walk over their own broad acres.

4. A lofty mass of buildings ;
a large building or

edifice.

1607 J. NORDEN Sum. Dial. in. 84 If this loftie Pyle bee

not equalized by the estate and reuenewes of the builder, it

is as if Paules steeple should serue Pancras Church for a

Belfry. 1663 COWLEY Verses Sev. Occas., Queen's^ Repair-
ing Somerset-Ho., Two of the best and stateliest Piles

which e're Man's liberal Piety of old did rear. 1687 A.

LOVELL tr. Thevenots Tra-j. II. 28 Over against the middle
of the Bridge, . .there is a great square pile of building in

856

1562-3 Reg- Privy Council Scot. I. 227 Ane pile and_ ane
tursall maid for cunyeing of cerlane pecis of gold and silvir,

the pile havand sunkin thairin foure lettris. 1587-8 Ibid.

IV. 265 To grave, sink and mak countaris of lattoun, with
sic pyles and tursallis as may serve to that effect. 1605
Ibid. VII. 54 To ressave the pyllis and tursellis laitlie send

hame from England, and the puncheons for making of ma
pyllis and tursellis. 1611 COTGR., Pile . .

, a\so, the pile, or

under-yron of the stampe wherein money is stamped. ^876
COCHRAN.PATRICK Rec. Coinage Scotl. I. Introd. 49 Each

moneyer had two irons or puncheons, one of which was
called the '

pile ', and the other the
'

trussell '. The '

pile
'

pile occupied a part of the site of the public offices in the

Strand, .commonly called Somerset House. 1855 PRESCOTT

Philip II, I. I. vii. 102 Philip testified his joy. .by raising
the magnificent pile of the Escorial. 1870 H. SMART Race

for Wife ii, Glinn was a large pile of brickwork.

b. fig-
1671 MrLTON Samson 1069 His look Haughty as is his

pile high-built and proud. 1770 LANGHORNE Plutarch

(1879) I. 89/2 The beautiful pile of justice which he had
reared presently fell to the ground. 1835 THIRLWALL
Greece I. 39 Afraid of raising a great pile ofconjecture on

a very slender basis of facts.

5. A series of plates of two dissimilar metals,
such as copper and zinc, laid one above the other

alternately, with cloth or paper moistened with an

acid solution placed between each pair, for pro-

ducing an electric current {galvanic or voltaic pile).

Also extended to other arrangements of such plates :

cf. BATTERY.
Dry pile, a voltaic pile in which no liquid is used, and

which generates a feeble but very permanent current.

1800 Med. Jrnl. IV. 119 When they used the order of

silver, card, zinc, &c. . .This pile gave us the shock as before

described. Ibid., The plate A was connected with the top
of the electrometer and the silver end of the pile. 1849
NOAD Electricity 198 The chemical power of the voltaic

pile was discovered and described by Messrs. Nicholson and

Carlisle, in the year 1800. 1871 TYNDALL Fragtii. Sc. (1879)

1. xiv. 381 Behind the screen. .was an excellent thermo-
electric pile. 1894 BOTTONF. Elet.tr. Instr. Making (ed. 6)

146 This pile was used with a large paraffin burner having
an iron chimney nearly touching the interior ends of

elements, \lbid., Fig. 56 is reproduced from a photograph
of the identical thermopile.]

File (p^il), *!'* arch. Also 4 pyl, 6 pyle,

pyll, pyell. [a. OF. pile (i2th c. in Littri), also

in med.L. pifa. In Fr. opposed to croix, as in

Eng. to '

cross', also in mod.F. to face, in a pile

ouface.
V.pilc, L. ftla, in this sense was app. the same word as

in prec., the
pile^

or under iron of the coin (ColN so. 4) being
a small upright iron pillar, on the flat top of which the piece
of metal was laid to be stamped : see sense i.]

f 1. The under iron of the minting apparatus with

which money was struck ; its surface bore the die

of which the impression was made on the reverse

or pile side of the piece. Opposed to trussell or

iursall, F. trousseau (Cotgr.) : see quot. 1876. 06s.

[1293 Memoranda K. R. 20 & 21 Edw. I, m. 35 b cednle,

Inuente sunt inter bona ilia due pecie quarum vna vocatur

pila et alia crosse que vocantur cuneus ad monetam Regis
cudendam. 1300 (Nov. 10) Ibid. 28 & 29 Edw. I. 61 De
cuneis Cambii Dunelmensis. . .Vous enueyames del dit

Eschekier..deux peire de Cuyns noueaux en .vj. peces.

E puis . . vne peire noue en treis peces, cest a sauoir a chescone

peire vne pile e ij Trusseux.)

and on the '
trussell

'

the other.

2. Hence, The side of a coin opposite to the

'cross' or face; the reverse, arch. Cross and (or)

pile, in phrases : see CROSS sb. 2 1 b-e.

1390 GOWER Con/. I. 172 Whos tunge neither pyl ne

crouche Mai hyre. 1430 LYDG. Min. Poems (Percy
Soc.) 51 Of crosse nor pile there is no recluse, Prynte nor

impressioun in all thy seyntwarye. 1523 LD. BERNERS
Froiss. I. cliv. 185 The frenche kyng made newe money of

fyne golde, called florence ofy lambe, for in the pyell there

was grauyn a lambe. [Cf. Chron. de S. Den., B. N. 2813,
If. 396 Appellez florins a 1'aignel pour ce que en la pile avoit

un aignel.J 1330 PALSGR. 254/1 Pyle of a Coyne, the syde
havyng no crosse, pile. 1678 BUTLER Hud. III. iii. 688 That

you as sure, may Pick and Choose, As Cross I win, and
Pile you lose. 1706 PHILLIPS, /-V/<:,..the backside of a piece
of Money. 1843 MILL Logic III. xviii. I Why, in tossing

up a halfpenny, do we reckon it equally probable that we
shall throw cross or pile?

File (pail), sb$ Also 5-6 pyle. [ad. L pllus
hair. (Not through OF., which had/'/,/o//.)]
1. Hair, esp. fine soft hair, down ; rarely, a single

hair of this kind ; the fine short hair of cattle,

deer, etc. ; the wool of sheep ;
in Entom. fine

hairs on an insect.

1486 Bk. St. A loans E iij b, All that berith greece and

piles ther vppon Euer shalle be strypte when thay be
vndoon. 1513 DOUGLAS SEneis vi. iv. 16 Four 5oung stottis

. .blak of pyle. Ibid. vm. iii. 150 My grene jouth that tym,
wyth pylis ?ing, Fyrst cleyd my chyn, or beird begouth to

spring. 1762 STERNE Tr. Shandy V. i. He has no whiskers,
..not a pile. 1805 LUCCOCK Nat. Wool 18 The native.,

wraps himself in sheep skins, and blesses that hand which
made their pile thick, warm and ponderous. 1826 KIRBY &
Sp. Entomol. III. 306 Some Hymenoptera..have the upper
lip of the male clothed with silver pile. 1859 R. F. BURTON
Centr. Afr. in Jrnl. Geog. Soc. XXIX. 318 The East African
is by no means a hairy man. Little pile appears upon the

body. 1893 LYDEKKER Horns $ Hoofs 159 In order to

withstand the intense cold of a Tibetan winter, the chiru is

clothed with a thick and close woolly pile.

b. transf. Applied to the downy plumage of

a bird, or the downy part of a feather.

1340-70 AUsaiinder 814 Of his grounden gras, be wus can
hee take, peron hee brynges be brid, & bathes his pilus. 1847
Whistlebinkie (1890) II. 147, I can my falcon bring Without
a pile of feather wrong on body, breast or wing.
2. A nap upon cloth

;
now esp. the downy nap

or shag of velvet, plush, and similar fabrics, pro-
duced by an accessary or secondary warp the loops
of which are cut so as to form a nap ; also, loops
in a carpet similarly produced and forming a nap.
Double pilt, pile upon pile, two-pile, three-pile, attrib. phr. :

having the pile ofdoubleor treble closeness : seepile-warp'm 3.

1568 R. SEMPILL Ballads (1872) xxxviii. 238 With the sleik

stanis. .for the nanis They raise the pyle I mak }ow plane.

1591 GREENE Art Canny Catch, n. (1592)
22 He cals to see

a boul of Saten, veluet,..and not liking the pile, culler, or

bracke, he cals for more. 1605 ROWLANDS Helfs Broke Loose

39 Rich Taffata and Veluet of three pile, Must serueourvse
to swagger in a while. x6iz COTGR. s. v. Poll, Velours a
deux polls, two-pile Veluet. 1784 COWPER Task i. u Satin

smooth, Or velvet soft, or plush with shaggy pile. 1875
KNIGHT Diet. Mech. 1701/2 In Brussels carpet. .the wires
are simply withdrawn and the loops left standing.. In the

Imperial Brussels the figure is raised above the ground and
its pile is cut, but the ground is uncut. In the Royal
Wilton the pile is raised higher than in the common Wilton,
and is also cut. 1884 Noncmf, fy Indep. 1 7 Jan. 59/1 Persian

carpets, .take front rank.. for general excellence, softness

of pile, and harmony of colouring.

b. Each of the fine hair-like fibres of velvet,

flannel, wool, or cotton.

1787 HUNTER in Phil. Trans. LXXVII. 395 Like coarse

velvet, each pile standing firm in its place. 1802 BEDDOES

Hygein y. 84 Flannel . . is more likely to be hurtful . by the

stimulating effect of its piles. 1805 LUCCOCK Nat. Wool 13
The ' hair' of this wool, i.e. the fineness or coarseness ofthe

pile, the first object of a stapler's concern.

C. A fabric with a pile or nap, esp. velvet.

1843 LYTTON Last Bar. iv. v, It is not often that these

roads witness riders in silk and pile.

d. transf. The burr on a plate in etching.
1885 S. HADEN in Harper's Mag. Jan. 233/2 Rembrandt

employed the etching-needle, .in such a way as to throw up
with its point as much of the pile, or

* burr
',
as he required.

3. attrib. and Comb, (from sense 2). Having a

pile, &> pile-carpet, -fabric; belonging to or form-

ing the pile, as pile-thread; pile -beam, a separate

warp-beam, upon which the pile-warp is wound
and carried; pile-warp, the secondary warp, which
furnishes the substance of the pile, also called nap-
warp ; it may consist of one, two, or three threads

in the loop, producing single-, double-, or three-file
velvet ; pile-weaving, the weaving of fabrics with

a pile or nap, by means of the pile-warp, which,

by being passed over the pile-wires, forms loops,

PILE.

which are afterwards cut, or, in some cases, left

standing ; pile-wire, one of a number of wires

used in pile-weaving ; in the case of cut-pile fabrics,

grooved on the upper side to facilitate cutting.
1844 G. DODD Textile Maniif. vi. 204 Striped velvets .. owe

their peculiar appearance to some of the *pile-threads being
left uncut. 1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mech.,

*
Pile-warp, a warp

which is woven in loops on the face to form a nap. Ibid.

1701/2 In "pile-weaving, in addition to the usual warp and
weft threads, a third thread is introduced,., and is thrown
into loops by being woven over wires of the breadth of the
cloth. Ibid.,*Pile^ajirc, the wire around which the warp-
threads are looped to make a pile-fabric.

File (pail), s/>6 Path. Usually//, piles. Also

5-6 pyle, (6 pylle). A disease characterized by
tumours of the veins of the lower rectum

; haemor-

rhoids. Rarely sing. A hsemorrhoid.
a 1400-50 Stockh. Med. MS. 15 A good medic[i]ne for the

pylys & for the emerawdys. 1527 ANDREW Brunswyke's
Distyll. IVatcrs B iv, Sores and pyles on the fondament

lyke wrattes. 1533 ELYOT Cast. Helthe (1541) 61 b, Of
hemoroides or pylles. 1608 MIDDLETON Fain. Lcn'e iv. iv,

A pile on ye, won't you ! 1715 S. SEWALL Diary 29 Sept.,
Mr. Pemberton was very sick of the Piles. 1811 HOOPER
Med. Diet. s. v. Hzmorrhois, A small pile, that has been

painful for some days, may cease to be so, and dry up. 1869
CLARIDGE Cold Water-Cure 176 Persons subject to piles
should especially avoid all heating and stimulating drinks.

b. Comb., as pile-clamp, -supporter.
1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mech., Pile-clamp, an instrument for

removing hemorrhoids. Ibid., Pile-supporter, a suppository
for preventing protrusion of the rectum. 1893 Syd. S0c. Lex.,

Pile-clamp, an instrument . . for crushing the base of the
pile

before cutting off, or for holding and compressing the pile.

Pile, st.T, obs. form of PILLOW.

File (pail), v-1 [f- PILE s&-1 in sense 3-]

1. trans. To furnish, strengthen, or support with

piles (esp. of timber) ;
to drive piles into.

c 1440 [see PILING vbl. sb.1
1]. 11552 LELAND Itin. II. 31

Toward the North End of this Bridge stondith a fair old

Chapelle of Stone .., pilid in the Foundation for the rage of

the Streame of the Tamise. 1661 Brasenose ColL Mun.
30. 20 They had in some cases to pile an arch to build on.

1716-17 E. Rl'D in Willis & Clark Cmttridgt 11886) II. 646
Part of the north ditch piled and planked. 1747 Gentl.

Mag., Hist. Chron. Sept. 445 Mr. King first carpenter to., . . .

the [Westminster] Bridge protested against it without piling
the foundation. 1790 Trans. Soc. Arts VIII. 96 It [a wall]
was planked and piled internally. 1881 Chicago Times

\ 14 May, Heavy oak pieces, twenty-five feet in length, wil

[

be used for piling the (
coolies

' on Yellowstone division.

f 2. To fix, drive in (as a slake or pile). Obs.

1523 LD. BERNERS Froiss. I. cccciiL 701 The flemynges had
, pyled in the ryuer of Lescalt great pyles of great tymbre, so

that no shyppe coulde come fro Tourney to Andewarpe.
1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 695 These were piled in

the earth, and vpon them were set the skulls of dead men,
which they had slaine in the warres.

File, z>.
2

[f.
PILE si.3]

1. trans. To form into a pile or heap ; to heap

up. Often with up, on.

1:1358 [see PILING vbl.so?}. 4:1400 Destr. Troy 903 The
5epe knight .. Pight hom into ploghe, pilde vp the vrthe,

Braid vp bygly all a brode feld. 1576 FLEMING Panopl.

Epist. 372 What enormities be there, but ignoraunce, doth

(as it were) pile them vp one vpon another. 1607 Row.
LANDS Diitg. Lanth. 6 He.. got wealth, and pylde vp golde
euen as they pyle vp stockfish in Island. 1638 SIR T. HER-

I
BERT Trav. (ed. 2) 135 Upon many of these Mosques the

Storks have pyld their nests. 1663 GERBIER Counsel 46 The
Labourers, .ought to take the bricks out of the Carts and

pile them. 1711 ADDISON Sped. No. 3 r 5 A prodigious

Heap of Bags of Mony,.. piled upon one another. 1794
SULLIVAN View Nat. II. 17 Like Pelion and Ossa piled one

upon the other. 1832 TENNYSON Lady ofShalott i. iv, The

reaper weary, Piling sheaves in uplands airy. 1871 R. ELLIS

Catullus Ixiv. 304 Many a feast high-pil'd, did load each

table about them. 1891 E. PEACOCK N. Brendan I. 341 The
refuse was piled in heaps.

b. Mil. To pile arms : to place muskets or

rifles (usually three) in a position in which their

butts rest on the ground and their muzzles come

together, so as to form a pyramidal figure : a mode
of disposing of them so as to be readily available

when wanted, practised by soldiers, etc., while

resting during a march or other military operation;

to stack arms. A\sojig.
c 1778 Conquerors 65 Thus each griev'd soldier pil'd his

arms and wept. 1862 BF.VERIDGE Hist. India III. ix. ii.

573 The sepoys . . at once obeyed the order to pile their

arms. 1865 T. HUGHES in Morn. Star 5 Dec., The states-

men of our own country had piled arms wilh^the view of

seeing how liberal institutions would succeed in America.

1879 Martini-Henry Rifle Exerc. 37 The squad will be

taught to pile arms as follows.

c. Metall. = FAGGOT v. 2 : cf. PILE *.* 3 g.

1891 R. R. GUBBINS (title) A New System of Hot-Charging
and Hot-Piling Puddle Bars.

d. Leather-making. See PILING Vtl.lt.1 I b.

2. transf. zn&fig. To amass, accumulate.

1844 MRS. BROWNING Drama of Exile Poems 1850 I. 19

|
Shall I.. here assume To mend the justice of the perfect

i God By piling up a curse upon His curse Against thee. 1870
', Athenxum 15 Oct. 489 Cowley often excels in piling his

effects. 1886 W. HOOPER Sk./r. Academic Life 49 A man
1

who on every occasion piles up the titles which he possesses

. . sins against good taste. 1889 JESSOPP Coming ofFriars n.

54 Included in the estate slowly piled up by the Yelverlons.

b. To pile up (or on) the agony (colloq.*),
to

prolong and intensify to a climax the effect of any-

thing painful by adding fresh elements or details.

1835-40 HALIBURTON Clockm. (1862) 444, I was actilly in a



PILEATE. 857 PILFERER.

piled-up-ngon y. 1839 "hi \nwi\i Diary A incr. Ser. i. II. 235,
I do think he piled the agony up a little too high in that

last scene. 1852 C. BRONTE in Mrs. Gaskell Life (1857) II.

xi. 267, I doubt whether the regular novel-reader will con-

sider the 'agony piled sufficiently high
'

(as the Americans

say). 1891 Even. Echo 23 Jan. 2/2 Airing their eloquence
and piling up the agonies on their respective opponents.

3. intr. for refl. or pass.

1613-16 \V. BROWNE Brit. Past. u. iv, The hart-like leaves

oft each with other pyle As doe the hard scales of the Cioco-

dylc. 1785 BURNS Winter Night 80 Chill o'er his slumbers,

pile-; the drifty heap ! 1860 SIR W. E. LOGAN in Borthwick's

Brit. Atner. Rdr, 149 The ice in the St. Lawrence piles up
over every obstacle. 1897 Bookman Jan. 125/1 Money, .con-

tinues to pile up and up at the bankers of a good lady.

4. trans. To cover or load with things heaped on.

1667 MILTON P. L. v. 632 Tables are set, and on a sudden

pil'd With Angels Food. 1809 \V. IRVING Knickerb. n. vii.

(1849) 120 By degrees a fleet of boats and canoes were piled

up with all kinds of household articles. 1817 COLERIDGE

Sibyl. Leaves Poems (1862) 268 Gay thy grassy altar piled
with fruits. 1878 BROWNING La Saisiaz 552 Its floor Piled

with provender for cattle.

Pile, obs. f. PILL sb*
t and PILL v.l

t
to rob, etc.

Pileage : see PILAGE.

Pileate (pai'liiA), a. Nat. Hist. [ad. L.

pileat-us (better pilleatus) capped, f. pil(l}eus :

see PJLKUS.] Having a pileus or cap.
1828-32 in WEBSTER. 1858 MAYNE Expos. Lex., Pileatus,

Bot. applied by Fries to an Order . . of the Hymenomycetes
. .plleate. 1866 Treas. Bot. [see PILEIFORM]. 1874 COOKE
Fungi 56 The Discoinycetes are of two kinds, the plicate
and the cup-shaped.

Pileated (pai-h>ited), a. [f. as prec. -f -ED.]
1. Nat. Hist. =

prec. ; spec, applied to certain

Echini or sea-urchins ; also, to certain birds having
the feathers of the pileum very conspicuous, as the

Pileated Woodpecker{Picuspileatus} of N. America,
the male of which has a scarlet pileum.
a 1728 WOODWARD Fossils n. (1729) 70 A plicated Echinus,

taken up, with different Shells of several kinds. 1749 Phil.

Trans. XLVI. 146, I have seen some Specimens of the

common pileated and galeated Ecliinites. 1782 LATHAM
Gen. Synop. Birds I. 554 Pileated Woodpecker. 1884 J.
BUKROUGHS in Century Mag. Dec. 222/2 The log-cock, or

pileated woodpecker.. I have never heard drum,

2. Wearing \ht piUus (see PILEUS i).

1856 W. H. SMYTH Catal. Coins Dk. Northumbld. 233 Two
pileated but otherwise naked men standing wilh spears.

Filed (pild),///. a [f. PILE j*.i or
z/.i]

tl. Her. Of arms: Charged with piles: see

PILE -T//.I 4. Obs.

1486 Bk. St. Allans^ Her, E v b, Off pilit armys now here
it shall be shewyt.

t2. Of a javelin or lance: Having a pile or head:

see PILE sb.i i b. Obs.
cifin CHAPMAN Iliad xv. 211 At Dolops, Meges threw
A speare well pilde. 1615 Odyss. xx. 201 Took to his

hand his sharp-piled lance.

3. Built on piles.

1905 Blackiv. Mag. Mar. 340/2 To pole up stream past
piled village and fertile rice-flats.

Piled, ///..- [f.
PILE r>.

2 + -ED*.] Laid or

reared in a pile or piles, heaped. Also with up.
1613 W. BROWNE Brit. Past. i. v. (1616) 98 While the piled

stones Re-eccoed her lamentable grones. 1630 MILTON On
Shaks., What needs my Shakspear for his honour'd Bones,
The labour of an age in piled Stones? 1715-20 POPE Iliad
xxni. 207 Achilles cover'd with their fat the dead, And the

pil'd victims round the body spread. 1791 CHARLOTTE SMITH
Cclestina (ed. 2) I II. 64 Behind those piled-up stones against
which you leaned. 1848 C. A. JOHNS Wctk at Lizard 264
The piled appearance of the rocks. 1880 BROWNING Dram.
Idylls^ Pan <$ Luna 37.

Piled, ppl. a *
[f.

PILE s&$ + -ED 2.]

1. Covered with pile, hair, or fur.

1426 LYDG. De Guil. Pilgr. 13703 Off look and cher ryht
monstrous, Pyled and seynt as any kaat, And moosy-heryd
as a raat

2, Having a pile or long nap, as velvet.

Double-Piled, three-piled, etc.; see PILE s&.5 2.

1589 R. HARVEY PI. Perc. (1860) 20 My plain speeches may
haue as much wool L. as is in your double pild veluet. 1603
SHAKS. Meas. for ill, i. ii. 33-5 Thour't a three pild-piece
I warrant thee ; I had as liefe be a Lyst of an English
Kersey, as be pil'd, as thou art pil'd, for a French Veluet.
1808 SCOTT Alarm, v. viii, His cloak, of crimson velvet piled,
Trimmed wiih the fur of marten wild. 1881 MORRIS in

Mackail Life (1899) II. 55, I don't say that any flat-woven
stuff can stand sunlight as well as a piled material

Pi'le-drLver. A machine for driving piles

(PiLE sb 3) into the ground, usually consisting
of a heavy block of iron, suspended in a frame
between two vertical guide-posts, and alternately
let fall upon the pile-head, and raised by steam,

manual, or other power ; some, working with

steam, act on the principle of the steam-hammer.
1772 HUTTON Btit/gcsgq Pile Driver, an engine for driving

down the piles. 1862 SMILES Engineers III. 412 In the case
of the steam pile-diiver..the whole weight of a heavy mass
is deliveted rapidly upon a driving-block of several tons

weight placed directly over the head of the pile. 1879
Casselfs Techn. Ednc. n. 80 A pile-driver consists of vertical

guide-bars, between which a weight called the
'

monkey
'

is

drawn up. .and is suddenly released.

b. A man who drives piles into the ground.
i88a in OCILVIE (Annandale)
So Pi'le-dri ven a., Pile-driving- sb. and a.

1809 Phil. Trans. Abr. XIV. 498 On the Theory of Pile.

Driving. 1818 Gtntl. Mag. LXXXVIII. n. 398 Built on
what the Dutch call pile-driven bases, on a marshy and

VOL. VII.

unstable soil. 1823 P. NICHOLSON Pract. Build. 305 Re-
quiring no machine beyond a pile-driving engine.

Fileiform (pai'U'rif^im), a. Bot. [ad. mod.L.

plleiformis : see PILEUS and -FORM.] Having the

form of a pileus or cap.
1858 MAYNE Expos, Le,v,, Pileiforinis, . .pileiform. 1866

Treas. Bot., Pil<'ate l Pileifonn, having the form of a cap;
or having a pileus.

tPi'lement. Obs. rare- 1
. [/.Fits 0.2 + -UEKT.]

The action or product of piling ;
a piled heap.

1597-8 Bp. HALL Sat. in. ii. 16 Costly pilements of some
curious stone.

Pileole (pai'lj'ifl'l). Bot. [ad. \^pTleohts\ see

next, Cf. F.
///</<?/.'.]

= next
; spec, in Grasses, etc.

(see quots.).
1858 MAYNE Expos. Lex.> Pilcola. . .name given by Mirbel

to a perfectly clo.se primordial leaf, having the form of a

funnel, and which covens and hides the other leaves of the

gemmule, as in the Scirptts : a pileole, 1880 C. & F. DARWIM
Mffvem. PI. 62 With the Gramineas the part which first

rises above the ground has been called by some the pileole.

llPileohlS (pilr<7lz>s). Bot. [L. pifcottts (better

////-), dim. of PILEUS.] A little pileus; as the

small cap-like receptacle of certain fungi.
1858 in MAYNE Expos. Lex. 1866 Treas. Bvt., Pilcolits, a

Httle cap or cap-like body. .; the receptacle of certain fun gals.

II Fileorlliza (pail/'iorDi'za). Bot. Alsopileor-
rhiza

;
and in anglicized form prleorhi'ze. [mod.

L., f. L. pileus cap + Gr. pi(a root. Cf. COLEO-

BHIZA.] The mass of tissue which covers and pro-
tects the growing-point of a root

;
the root-cap.

1857 HENFREV Bot. 771 The conical hood upon the apex
of the root, called the pilcorrhiza. Ibid.^ The focus of

development of the root is within the pilcorrhiza^ which is

pushed forward by the continual development of cells just
behind the apex. 1857 BEKKELEY Cryptog. Bot. 49 There
is the same highly-developed pileorhize,

which is no special

organ, but the same thing with the pileorhize in more com-

plicated plants. 1870 BENTLEV Alan. Bot. (ed. 2) 113.

Pileous (p3i'l/|3s),tf. rare.
[f. L. type *pile-its

(f. pil-us hair) -f- -ous : cf. osseous^ carncoas.] Per-

taining to or consisting of hair, hairy.
1842 DUHGLISON Med. Lex. t Piteous, that which relates to

the hair. 1872 T. G. THOMAS Dis. Women (ed. 3} 700 When
the predominating element of the mass is hair, these tumors
are called pileous or piliferous. 1893 Syd. Soc. Lex,., Pileous

system, Bichat's .term for the arrangement of hair on the

body.

Pi'ler. [f. PILE v? + -ER 1
.] One who piles.

1611 COTGR., Accmniilateiir,. .a heaper, or piler ; a hoorder.

1835 BROWNING Paracelsus \. 292 The sacred fire may
flicker.. And die, for want of a wood-piler's help.

Filer, Filery, obs. forms of PILLAR, PILLORY.

Piles, haemorrhoids: see PILE sb.$

Pilet, variant of PELLET s&. 2 2, Obs., pelt.

|lPileum(p3i'lZ|#m). Ornith. [L.pilezim (better

pilleuni}) collat. form oft.pileus (pilleus} : see next.]
The whole of the top of the head of a bird, com-

prising ihefrons, corona or vertex, and occiput.
1874 COUKS Birds N. W. 457 A broad, transverse, coronal,

black bar of varying width (sometimes occupying half the

pileum, sometimes a mere line). Ibid. 665 Crown and long
occipital crest deep glossy greenish-black. This pileum
extends . . to a level with the lower border of the eye.

II Fileus (p3i'l/|Z>s). PI. pilei (pai-ir^i). [L.

pileus (better pilletts^ \w& pileus is the form in late

MSS.) a felt cap. Cf. Or. irtXo? in same sense.]
1. Antiq. A felt cap without a brim, worn by

the ancient Greeks and Romans. (Cf. PETASOS.)
1776 J. ADAMS Fam. Lett. (1876) 210 For the seal, he

proposes . . on one side . . Liberty with her pileus. 1850 LEITCH
tr. C O. A!filler's A tic. Art 404 (ed. 2) 542 On coins of
Nicaea Pan stands with a pileus. 1879 Cassettes Techn.
Editc. IV. 134/1 The pileus of the former [the most ancient

Greeks] being nearly the same as the modern fez.

2. Bot. A cap-like formation in various Fungi ;

esp. the cap-like or umbrella-like structure at the

top of the stipes, bearing the hymenium on its

under surface, in the Hymenomycetes (mushrooms,
etc.) ;

also called cap (see CAP sbj- 10 a).

1760 J. LEE Introd. Bot. n. xxxi, (1765) 154 Agaricus^
with the Pileus on a Stipes. 1776 WITHERING Brit. Plants
(1796) I. 376 The Gills are the flat, thin substances, found
underneath the Pileus. 1875 BENNETT & DYER Sac/ts* Bot.

249 The naked pilei are originally gymnocarpous.
3. Ornith. PILEUM.

Pilew(.e, obs. form of PILLOW.

f Pi'leways, adv. Her. Obs. rare. [f, PILE^4
f -WAYS.] In the manner of a pile or piles.

1572 BOSSEWELL Arm. ir. 122 The Arrowes standing pile-
waies in poincte, is one of ye honorable ordinaries general.

f Pilewhey. Obs. [Obscure: the second ele-

ment appears to be whey : see Skeat Gloss, to

P. PI.] ?Some kind of whey, or ? perry.
1362 LANGL. P. PI. A. v. 134 Peni Ale and piriwhit \v.rr.

pile-whey; pilewhew ; pilwhay; B and C podyng ale] heo
pourede to-gedere.

Erie-work, [f.
PILE sb.i 3 + WORK sb.]

1, Work constructed or consisting of piles.
1702 Land. Gaz. No. 3781/3 A new Pile-work is run out

about 80 Foot from the Peer-head of Minehead. 1726 LFOM
A Iberti's A rchit. I. 72/2 Make the pile-work deepand broad
every way. 1896 Daily News 26 Sept. 2/2 In its fall it

smashed the wooden pile work.

2. A prehistoric structure of piles in a lake.

1863 LYELL Antiq. Man 28 The pile-works of Chamblon,

f which are of .the bronze period, must be at the least 3300
, years old. 1865 LUUBOCK Prch. Times \. 169 The age of the

j

Swiss Pileworks was at an end.

[Pile-worn, in Jodrell and some later Diets.,
erroneous alteration of plimivorth^ PLYMOUTH, in

. Massingcr.]
Pilewort (parlwwt). [f. PILE sb$ -f WORT,

from its reputed efficacy against piles, after the

,

med.L. name fiearia : cf. FIGWORT.] The Lesser
: Celandine or Figwort {Ranunculus Ficaria or

Fiearia venta], an early spring-flowering plant
,

allied to the buttercups, with bright yellow starry
i flowers. Also extended to the whole genus or

sub-genus Fiearia.

1578 LYTR Dodocus i. xx. 31 The lesser [Celandine] is

called.. in English Pyle worte, or Figwortc. 1597 (>FRAKDK
Herbal n. cclxxix. 669. 1741 Compl. Fain. -Piece n. iii. 363

I Violets, Dazies, double Filewort. 1832 I 'eg. Stel'st. i'nod 186

|

The young leaves of Pilewort. .are boiled and used as an
edible by the Swedish peasantry.

f b. Formerly applied \vith qualifications to

species of Scrophithiria : cf. FIGWORT b.

1640 PARKINSON- Theatr. Bot. 612 Scrophitlaria major..
we in English [call it] great Figgewort, and great Pilewort.
Ibid. 1616 Giiacatane, Indian Pilewort.

Pilfer (pi'lfaj), J/'. Now?vwr. Forms: 5 pilfre,

pelfyr, -fere, 5-6 pylfre, 7- pilfer. [In earlier

form app. a, OF./tfjfa spoil (iilhc. in Godef.) :

see PELF $b. In 1 7th c. use. perh. viewed as formed

immediately on PILFER f.] That which is pilfered
or plundered ; spoil, plunder, booty ;

in early use

also - PILFERY i.

(-1400 Mandc-'illc's Brut (E. K.T. S.) 13 All Jat other

pylfre he 5af vn-to other folk of b* ost. 1412-20 Lvon.
Citron. Troy in. xxvii. (MS. Digby 23olf. 133/2), Nor swiche

pilfre spoilinge nor roberieAppartenenat to worthy chiualrit:.

c 1440 Pro)Jif>. Par-;'. ^91/1 Pelfyr, spc>lim)i, 1496 Dires fy

Pauper vii. i. 277/1 Open theft is whan the theef is taken
with his pelfere. 1539 Sf. Papers Hen, I'llI. III. 155 The
..Scottys fled, and left mych come, butters, and other

pylfre. 1607 R. C[ARFW] tr. Ksiitnnes M'orld of Wonders
85 Peaceably to enjoy their pilfer and pray. 1791 W. (iii.i'iN

Forest Scenery II. 40 Too many.. depend on the precarious
supply of forest pilfer.

Pilfer (pi'lfaj), v. Also 6 pelfer, pylfer. [app.
a. OF. or AY.pclfre-r to pillage, rob (nlhc. in

Godef.) : see PELF v.
;

but (from its late appear-
ance) perh. an Kng. formation onfelfer, PILFER j3.]

1. trans. To plunder, steal ; spec, (in later use),
to steal in small quantities, to filch, peculate.
1550 BALE F-ng. Votaries it. 28 He taught hym how to

recouer agayne the possessyons and landes pelfered awaye
by the kynges from hys aTchebyshopryck. 1577 NORTH-
RROOKE Dicing (1843) 135 If during the time of their play,

any thing be pilfered or stollen out of his house, hee shall

haue no Jawe at all for it. 1633 G. HERBERT Teinf>le. Sub-
mission iii, Pilfring what I once did give. 1756 MITCHELL
in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. n. IV. 376 Happening to meet a

waggon..he thought there might be something to pilfer.

1836-9 DICKF.NS Sk. Boz
t
Black I'ei/, Old palings. .mended

wiih stakes pilfered from the neighbouring hedges,
fig> 1625 BACON Ess., Greatness ofKingd. (Arh.) 473 The
Commanders, .wisht him, to set vpon them by Night ; But
hee answered, He would not pilfer the Victory. 1784 COWPER
Task i. 131 And not a year but pilfers as he goes Some
youthful grace that age would gladly keep. 1807-8 W.
IRVING Salmetg. xix. (1860) 441 Old time, .is a knave who..
From the fairest of beauties will pilfer their youth.

b. To plunder or rob (a person or place), rare.

1838 PRESCOTT Ferd. fy Is. (1846) I. vii. 314 The Egyptians,
whom it was a merit to deceive and pilfer. 1888 BRYCB
Atner, Cowtirw. II. Ixvii. 520 In some Slates the treasury
was pilfered.

2. intr. or absol. To pillage, plunder ; spec, (in

later use), to commit petty theft.

11548 HALi.C/i>'0Jt. y Hen. I'/ffio^b, And when the Turkes
saw the Glisten men styll pylfer (as the v^age of Souldiers

is) they issued out of their holde. a 1618 RALEIGH Rein.

(1664) 90 As many of your Lordships as have pilfered from
the Crown. 1726-31 TINDAL Rapins Hist. Eng. xvn. (1743)
II. 121 An Englishman being taken pilfering raised a

quarrel. 1879 H. SPENCER Data of Ethics xv. 102. 264
A servant who . . pilfers, may have to suffer pain from being
discharged.
Hence Prlfered, PHfering ///, adjs. ; also

Pi'lferingly adv.

1599 SHAKS. Hen, Vt i. ii. 142 To defend Our Jn-land from
the pilfering Borderers. 1611 COTGR., Snbreptii<e)nent t

pilferingly, by stealth, by false meanes. 1821 CLARE I' til.

Minstr. I. 73 Mistaking me for pilfering boy. 1878 IJ.

TAYLOR Deukalion i. v, My pilfered strength shall of itself

return.

Pilferage (pi'lforAdi). [f. prec. + -AGE.] The
action or practice of pilfering; petty theft; in first

quot., the product of pilfering, stolen goods.
c 1626 Dick of Devon. \\. iv. in liulien O. PI. II. 40 Your

horse and weapons I will take, but no pilferage. 1811 in J.

Smyth Pract. Customs (1812) 271 If any pilferage, or other

misdemeanor, be detected at the said wharf, whereby the

revenue maybe prejudiced. 1862 SMILES Engineers I. v.

viii. 426 Conveyed . .at great risk of breakage and pilferage.

Pilferer (pHforai). [f. as prec. + -EE *.] One
who pilfers; a petty thief.

1580 HOLLVBASD Treas. Fr. Ton^ DesroWcur % pillenr*
a theef, a robber, a picker, a pilferer. 1587 HARRISON Enr~

fartfim. xv. (1878) ir. 101 [Small fairs] are oft prejudiciall

to such as dwell neere hand.. by pilferers that resort vnto

the same. 1634 WITHER Ei'tMcmcs 167 The poore and

petty pilferers you see On wbeeles. on gibbets and the

gallow tree. 17*8 YOUNG Love Fame HI. 90 Thieves of
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PILFERING.

renown, and pilferers of fame. 1840 MACAULAY ss., Clive

(1854) 533/2 The whole crew of pilferers and oppressors
from whom he had rescued Bengal.

Pilfering, vbL sb.
[f.

as prec. + -ING T
.] The

action of the vb. PILFER, f a. Pillaging, plunder-

ing, robbery (obs.}. b. Stealing or thieving in

small quantities ; petty theft.

a 1548 HALL Chron. t
Hen. V 66 b, The Englishmen durst

not.. ones deuide them selues or fal to pilfryng. Ibid.^

Hen. VII 57 b, The people . . cryed to God dayly for an
endeof their pilfrynge. 1583 STUBBES Anat. Abns. ii. (1882)

38 Licentious persons, .liuing vpon pilfering and stealing.

1596 BACON Max. fy Use Com. Law i. (1635) 17 Some whose
offences are pilfring under twelve pence value, they judge
to be whipped. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. ix. II. 464 There
had. .been. .much less waste and pilfering in the dockyards
than formerly.
attrib. 1624 CAPT. J. SMITH Virginia m. vii. 70 This

businesse. .thus abused by such pilfring occasions. 1865
DICKENS Mitt. Fr. \. xiv, Sneaking in and out among the

shipping, .in a pilfering way.
Pi-lferment. rare- 1

, [f.
as prec. + -MENT.]

Pilfering, petty theft
; something pilfered.

1823 CHALMERS Serm.1. 174 [They] number such pilferments
as can pass unnoticed among the perquisites of their office.

fFi'lfery. Obs. Forms: 5 pylfry, 6-7 pilfry,

-rie, pilfery, -erie, 7 pilfrey. [app. in origin
a variant of pelferie ,

PELFKY (a. OF. ^pelferie^

penferie) ;
but from the first denoting the action

of ^.pelfrer
' to pillage, plunder, rob

',
rather than

the concrete 'booty, spoil', and afterwards asso-

ciated with the special sense of PILFER v.~\

1. The action ot plundering or pillaging; robbery.
1494 FABVAX Chron. vn. 630 To vacabondys. . that lokyd

for pylfry & ryfflynge. 1577 HARRISON England 11. x.(i8;7)
i. 219 What notable roberies, pilferies [etc.] I need not to

rehearse.

2. Petty theft, pilfering, peculation.
1573 TUSSER Husb. (1878) 17 To folow profit earnestlie but

meddle not with pilferie. 1579-80 NORTH Plutarch (1595)

1069 Lucius Pella.,was accused and conuicted of robbery,
and pilferie in his office. 1628 LE GRVS tr. Barclay &

Argenis 148 A seruant had done a pilfery; he fled and was
pursued by his master. 1720 STRYPE Stoivs Surv. I. n,

ii. 10/1 For the restraining of which Naughtiness and Pil-

feries, the said John had again purchased it.

attrib. 1589 PI;TTENHAM Eng. Poesie in. xix. (Arb.) 228
To excuse a fault . . as to say of a great robbery, that it was
but a pilfry matter.

3. The produce of plundering or pilfering ;

stolen or pilfered property.
1592 NASHE P. Penttesse(f&. 2) 17 b, You slowe spirited

Saturnists, that haue nothing but the pilfries of your penne.
1626 T, H[AWKISS] Caussiris Holy Crt. 301 As one should

pull a pilfry out of a theeues coffer.

Pilgarlic (pilgaulik). Also 6 pyllyd, 7 pild-,

peeled garlic(k ; 7-9 peel-garlic, [f. PILLED,

PEELED///, a. + GARLIC; cf. PILCOBN, FILLEDOW.

PILPATE.J An appellation given first to a 'pilled'
or bald head, ludicrously likened to a peeled head
of garlic (see garlic-head, GARLIC 3), and then to

a bald-headed man, sometimes with insinuation as

to an alleged cause (quots. 1619, 1671) ;
from the

I7thc. applied in a ludicrously contemptuous or

mock-pitiful way: 'poor creature*. Now dial, in

various shades of meaning. Also attrib.

a. a 1529 SKELTON Poems agst. Gtirnesc/te\\"ks. 1843 1. 122

Ye loste hyr fauyr quyt ; Your pyllyd garleke bed Cowde
hocupy there no stede; She callyd yow Syr Gy of Gaunt.

?i6o5 l? STOW (Farmer^ He will soon be a peeled garlic
like myself. 1619 J. T. (title) The Hunting of the Pox : a

pleasant Discourse betweene the Authour and Pild-Garlike,
wherein is declared the Nature of the Disease, how it came,
and howit may be cured. Ibid, i, I oueitooke Pild-Garlike

on the way. Ibid, ii, He had of Spanish Buttons store vpon
his forehead mixt; And where that they were falne away,
there Stooles in place were fixt. 1671 SKINNER Etymol.
Ling. Angl., Pilled or Peel'd Garlick, cui Culis (hoc est

Pellis) vel Pili omnes ex morbo aliquo, praesertim Lue
Venerea, defluxerunt.

p. a 1625 FLETCHER Hum. Lieut, n. ii, And there got he
a knocke and down goes pilgarlike, Commends his soule

to his she-saint and exit. 1667 DENHAM Direct. Painter
u. viii. 28 Poor Peel-Garlick George. 1699 BOYER Diet.
Franc.-Ang. \.s.v. Sangler,1\i?i poor pilgarlick was soundly
horsewhipped. 1824 CARLYLE in Froude Life (1882) I. xiv.

247 The strange pilgarlic figures that I saw breakfasting
over a few expiring embers on roasted apples. 1843 j.
RALLANTINE GaberL W., Wee Raggit Laddie iv, Our gentry's
wee peel-garlic getts Feed on bear meal an' sma' ale swats.
1880 Antrim fy Down Gloss., Peelgartick, a yellow person;
a person dressed shabbily or fantastically. 1888-90 Sheffield
Gloss., Pillgarlie, sb, a poor, ill-dressed person; an object
of pity or contempt. 1894 Punch 21 Apr. 186 No ! 'tis Bull
is pilgarlic and martyr.

b. Used by the speaker of himself as a quasi-

proper name; commonly poor Pilgarlic = poor I,

poor me. dial, and U. S. colloq. or slang.
1694 ECHARD Plantus 116 They cou'dn't save poor Pilgar-

Uck from going to Pot. 1738 SWIFT Pol. Conyersat. 75 They
went all to the opera; and so poor Pilgarlick came home
alone. 1793 BURNS Lett., to G. Thomson Sept., A ballad is

my hobby-horse, .. that .. is sure to run poor pilgarfick, the

bedlam jockey, quite beyond any useful point or post in the

common race of men. 1884 H. COLLINGWOOO Under Meteor

Flag 173 Little Summers and I poor Pilgarlic were so

entiiely consumed wiih disgust. 1889 FARMER Diet. Ainer.,

Pilgarlic..^ one's self. Thus a thief will inform a pal that

pilgarlic was engaged in any given undertaking.

Hence Pilg-aTlicky a., pitiable, poor-spirited.

1893 K. GOSSE Crit. Kit-Kats (1896) 96 It is a pilgarlicky

858

|
mind that is satisfied with saying,

'
I like you, Dr. Fell, the

reason why I cannot tell '.

t Pilgate, pilget, pilget. St. Obs. app. =
PILLION l

.

1511 Ace. Ld. High Treas, Scot. IV. 221 Item, to Robert

Spetele, for reformyng and lyning of ane pilget to hir. 1537
Ibid. VI. 356 Deliverit be the said Patrik ane pair of

girthis toanepilgate..ij>. 1619 in i^th Rep. Hist. MSS.
Comm, App. in. 46 For blak clothe.. to the Lady Dudope
hir womans pilget, and for making it.

Pi-lger. dial. [perh. f. PILE sbl + gary GARE
sbj- : cf. ELGEK.] A fish- or eel-spear.
11825 FORBY Voc. E. A nglia, Pilgcrt

a fish-spear. 1877
Holderness Gloss., Pilger, a three-prongd eel-spear. 1899
Westm. Gaz. 22 Feb. 5/2 He was using a pilger, and brought
up an eel 61b. 2 oz., and measuring 4ft. 410.

Pilgrim (pi'lgrim), sb. Forms : 2-4 pile-

grim, 3 pele-, pillegrim, 4 pylegrym, pylgrime,
pilgerim, Sc. pilgrara, pilgerarne, 4-6 pil-

grym(e, -grame, pylgrim, 4-7 pilgrime, 5-6
pylgreme, -grym(e, 6 pyl-, pilgrem, pilgrum,
4- pilgrim. j. 4 pilegrin, 6 pilgrin, Sc. -gren.

[Karly ME. pelegrim, pilegrim^ repr. OF. *pele~

grin, antecedent form to pelerin (nthc. in Littre)
= "Pi.pelcgrin, C&t.pelegri, peregriy It. pellcgrino,

Sp. peregrino : L. peregrin-tun one that comes
from foreign parts, a stranger, i.peregre adv., from

abroad, abroad, pereger that is abroad or on a

journey, i. per through + agcr field, country, land :

see PKKKGRINE. In Roman \t,percgrino became, by
dissimilation of r . . . r, pelegrino, pelegrin, whence
F'.pMerin. In Eng. (rarely in OF.), final n be-

came ;;/, making pelegriw, pilegrim, pilgrim (cf.

OHG.piligrim\ also pelrimage : see PILGRIMAGE,

(Gower has also the later Fr. form, PELERIN.)]
A. Illustration of Forms.

a. c izoo Pilegrim [see B. i]. ^1205 LAY. 30736 pe
pillegrim hine talde Al ^at he wolde. Ibid. 30744 Brien
. . saide bet he wes pelegrim Ah pic nefden he nan mid
him. 13.. Cursor M. 172884- 339 (Cott.) Art ^ou not a pil-

grim J>at walkes here in land '{ c 1375 Sc, Leg. Saints
iii. (Andreas] 1001 Thane come a pylgrime sodanly. 1056

Quhen ^e pilgram had herd bis. Ibid, xxvii. (MacJwr)
1218 He as pilgerarne thocht at Rome to be. 1383 WVCLIF
Heb. xi. 13 For thei ben pilgrymes [1388 pilgryms], and
herborid men vpon the erthe. i Pet. ii. ii, I beseche

you, as comelynges and pilgrimes [1388 pilgrymys]. c 1440

Prompt Parv. 398/2 Pylgreme. .peregrines. 1500-20 DUN-
BAR Poems lx\iii. 9 Walk furth, pilgrame. 1530 PALSGR.

254/1 Pylgryme,/f//r?7. 1535 COVERDALE 2 Esdras xvi.

40 Be euen as pylgrems vpon earth. 1563 WINJET IVks,
(S. T. S.) II. 16 It apperis to me, the Pilgrum.

ft. 1390 GOWKR Conf. \. no Two pilegiins of so gret age.
a 1600 BUREL Pilgr. in J. Watson Collect. (1709) u. 22 Bot
I who wes ane pure Pilgren And half an Stronimeir.

B. Signification.
1. One who travels from place to place ;

a person
on a journey; a wayfarer, a traveller; a wanderer;
a sojourner. (Now poet, vtrhct. in general sense.)
rxzoo Vices $ Virtues 35 Swa do3 pilegrimes Se lateb her

awen eard, and fareS in to oftre lande. a 1300 Cursor M.
6835 (Cott.) To pilgrime and to vncuth pou ber J>e wit hi

dedis cuth. c 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. Wace (Rolls) 15066

5e are of so fer con t re, And als pylegryms. 1382 WYCLIF
Luke xx'iv, 18 Thou aloone ert a pilgrym of Jerusalem. 1483
Cath. Angl. 278/1 A Pilgrame, feregrinus,..extraneus,
exoticus. 1582 STANYHURST sEneis i. ^Arb.) 17 Lyke wan-

dring pilgrim too famosed Italic trudging. 1727-46 THOMSON
Summer 964 A suffocating wind the pilgrim smites With in-

stant death. 1764 GOI.DSM. Trav. 197 And haply too some
pilgrim, thither led, With many a tale repays the nightly
bed. 1840 DICKENS OldC. Shop xv,The two pilgrims.. pur-
sued their way in silence, a 1850 KOSSETTI Dante $ Circle

i. (1874) 106 Any man may be called a pilgrim who leaveth

the place of his birth,

2. spec. One who journeys (usually a long dis-

tance) to some sacred place, as an act of religious
devotion ; one who makes a pilgrimage. (The
prevailing sense.)

rt 1225 A tier. R. 35oO3re pilegrimes gocS mid swlnke uorte

sechen one holie monnes bones, ase Sein James oSer Sein

Giles. 1362 LANCL. P. PI. A. Prol. 46 Pilgrimes and Palmers
. . For to seche Seint leme and seintes at Roorne ; Wenten
forj> in heore wey. c 1386 CHAUCER Prol. 26 Pilgrimes were

they alle That toward Caunterbury wolden ryde. 1456 SIR

G. HAVE Law Arms (S. T. S.) 238 All pilgrymes to quhat

voyage that ever thai pas in the service of God and his

sanctis, thay ar all in the protectioun and salvegarde of the

pape. 1560 DAVS tr. Sleidane's Comm. 341 b, At the same
time were very manye Pilgrimes at Rome, ..to thentent

they might . . receiue cleane remission and forgeuenes of theyr
sinnes. 1596 SIIAKS. i Hen. 7K, i. ii. 140 There are Pilgrimes

going to Canterbury with rich Offerings, and Traders riding
to London with fat Purses. 1764 BURN Poor Laws 205 Pil-

grims were licensed to wander, and beg by the way, to render

their devotions at the shrines of dead men. 1841 uunXtvfc
Nts. I. 26 Pilgrims returning from the holy places bring
water of Zemzem, dust from the Prophet's tomb.

3. Jig. (chie/ly in allegorical religious use : cf.

PILGRIMAGE sb. i c).
a 1225 Ancr, R. 350 peo pilegrimes l>et gorS touward

heouene, heo go3 forte beon isonted, & forte iuinden God
sulf. 1340-70 Alex. <y Dind. 983 For er^e is nouht our

eritage .. But we ben pore pilegrimus put in ^is worde.

1382 [see A. a], c 1430 LYUG. Min. Poems (Percy Soc.) 122

To eithely pilgrymes that passen to and froo, Fortune
shewithe..How this world is a thurghefare ful of woo. 1526
TINDALE Heo. xi. 13 They., confessed that they were

straungers and pHgrems [WvcLiP pilgrymes and herborid

men] on the erthe. 1678 BUNYAN (titled The Pilgrim's Pro-

gress from this World to That which is to come. Ibid. i.

PILGRIM.

90, I was a Pilgrim, going to the Coelestial City. 1732 L.uv
Serious C. i. (ed. 2) 8 To live as Pilgrims in Spiritual

Watching. 1838 EMERSON Addr., Lit. Ethics Wks. (Bohn)
II. 206 A divine pilgrim in nature, all things attend his steps.

4. Amer. Hist. Name given in later times to

those English Puritans who founded the colony of

Plymouth, Massachusetts, in 1620. Now usually
Pilgrim Fathers.
Governor Bradford in 1630 wrote of his company as

'pilgrims
'

in the spiritual sense (sense 3) referring to Heb. xi.

13. The same phraseology was repeated by Cotton Mather
and others, and became familiar in New England. In 1798
a Feast of the ' Sons

'

or
' Heirs of the Pilgrims

' was held at

Boston on 22 Dec., at which the memory of
' the Fathers

'

was celebrated. With the frequent juxtaposition of the
names Pilgrims, Fathers, Heirs or Sons ofthe Pilgrims,
and the like, at these anniversary feasts,

'

Pilgrim Fathers
'

naturally arose as a rhetorical phrase, and gradually grew
to be a historical designation.

[1630 BRADFORD Hist. Plymouth Colony 36 They knew
they were but pilgrimes, & looked not much on those things ;

but lift vp their eyes to ye heauens, their dearest cuntrie. 1654
E. JOHNSON Wond.-iv. Prov. 216 Yet were these pilgrim
people minded of the suddain forgetfulness of those worthies
that died not long before. 1702 C. MATHER Magn, Chr. i. i.

4 They took their leave of the pleasant City [Leyden],
where they had been Pilgrims and Strangers now for Eleven
Years. Ibid. ii. i. i They found. .a New World. .in which

they found that they must live like Strangers and Pilgrims.
J 793 C. ROBBINS Serm. 29 But they knew they were pil-

grimes.] 1798 Columbian Ceniinel 26 Dec. 2/4 The Feast
of the * Sons of the Pilgrims '. Ibid. 29 Dec. 2/4

' The Heirs
of the Pilgrims' Celebrated on Saturday Dec. 22, the 1771!!

Anniversary of the landing of their Forefathers at Plymouth
Rock. .the day of the nativity of New-England. 1892
Nation (N. Y.) 21 Apr., What shall we say to the de-

scendants of the Pilgrims, and the Signers, . .who are happy
and content under his iCroker's] sway?
1799 Columbian Ceniinel 25 Dec. 3 An Ode [by Samuel

Davis], in honor of the Fathers, was sung. .by the company
to the tune of Old Hundred.. .It concluded with the follow-

ing verse : Hail Pilgrim Fathers of our race, With grateful
hearts your toils we trace, Oft as this votive Day returns,
We'll pay due honors to your urns, 1801 Ibid. 23 Dec. 2/4
*Sons of the Pilgrims.' Yesterday, the anniversary of the

landing of our Pilgrim Fathers, at Plymouth, in 1620, was
celebrated. 1813 J. DAVIS Disc, 3 To look back to the origin
of our state, and to revive, .the transactions and the toils of

our pilgrim fathers, who, at such a season, first landed on
these shores. 1820 J. THACHER Hist. Plymouth (1832) 246
The present year closes the second century since the pilgrim
fathers first landed on our shores. 1828 MRS. HEMANS (title)

The Landing of the Pilgrim Fathers in New England. 1841
ALEX. YOUNG (title) Chronicles of the Pilgrim Fathers of the

Colony of Plymouth, from 1602 to 1625. 1853 MARSDF.X

Early Purit. 295 The May-flower and the Speedwell, .in

which the exiles of Leyden, the pilgrim fathers, embarked

upon their voyage.
5. /. S. and Colonial. An original settler; a new-

comer, a recent immigrant (also said of animals).

LADY BARKER Station Life N. Zealand iii. (1874) 20 Fifteen

years ago a few sheds received the '

Pilgrims ',
as the fust

comers are always called. 1887 L. SWINBURNE in Scribners

Mag. II. 508/1 'Pilgiim' and 'tenderfoot
1 were formerly

applied almost exclusively to newly imported cattle,. .they
are usually used to deMgnate all new-comers, tourists, and
business-men. 1888 Century Mag. Feb. 509/1 Those herds

consisting of pilgrims,
. .animals driven up on to the range

from the South, and therefore in poor condititfioti. 1903 Daily

id pr<

England were styled.

6. A peregrine falcon : see PEREGRINE A. 4.

1866 Morn. Star 4 Aug., Sparrow hawks, gerfalcons,

hobbies, pilgrims, vultures, and merlins.

7.
' A term given about 1765 to an appendage of

silk, fixed to the back of a lady's bonnet, by way
of covering the neck, when walking* (Fairholt
Costume in Eng. (1860) Gloss.): cf. PELERINE.

8. attrib. and Comb.
a. attrib. (sometimes qnasi-a^'.) That is a

pilgrim ; going on pilgrimage ; consisting of pil-

grims ; of, pertaining or relating to a pilgrim or

pilgrims : v& pilgrim chief, city, foot, garland^ life,

man, monk, poet, sheet, soul, spirit, slate, step,

throng, trade, traffic, train, warrior, weed', pilgrim-

cloak, -staff (-stave}, -tax. Also pilgrim- like adj.

and adv., pilgrim-monger, pilgrim-wise adv., ///

grim-worn adj.

1805 SCOTT Last Minstr. vi. xxviii, When *pilgnm-chiefs,
in sad array, Sought Melrose' holy shrine. 1823 MKS.

HEMANS Vespers Palermo i. i, He folds around him His

*pilgrim-cloak. 1382 WVCLIF Zeph. \. 8 Clothid with 'pil-

grim \ghss or straunge] clothing [L. vestc peregrina}. 1878
BROWNING La Saisiaz 325 Sward my *pilgrim-foot can prize.

1860 PUSRY Min. Proph. 591 Their "pilgrim-life from the

passage of the Red Sea. iS74NEWTONAVa/M Mag. Epist.

7 Dwelling ('Pylgrymlike) in the bodies of all men, women,
and fourfooted beastes. 1715 M. DAViES/3Mc. Brit. 1.284
As the 'Pilgrim-Monger Mr. Medcalf undauntedly own'd in

1712. 1844 MRS. BROWNING K. Poets ccxxvii, He our

^pilgrim poet. 1618 BRATHWAiT^rjrr.^MMxvi/Pilgriin.
remouer that depriues vs sence. 1768 BAKETTI Ace. Italy I.

25 That he might not lie. .in beggarly "pilgrim sheets. 1850

MRS BROWNING Runaway Slave at Pilgrims Point n, O
*pilgrim-souls, I speak to you ! 1812 S. ROGERS Columbus
Poems (1839) 41 Oh, had ye vowed with "pilgrim staff to

roam. 1671 MILTON P. R. iv. 427 Till morning fair Came
forth with *Pilgrim steps in amice gray. 1839 Lett. fr.

Madras (1843) 252 Do you know that Government has

abolished the *pilgrim-tax? 1824 MONTGOMERY Hyinrit



PILGRIM.

Wks. (1867) II. 485 In earth, man wanders, "pilgrim-wise,
',

^ r i .f / . TL:.._ rcv-_1 '.-1 il... ,K..;.,

1899 Academy 15 July 56/2 Thine [Shakspere's] the shrine

more *pilgrim-worn than all The shrines of singers.

b. Special Comb, (often with the possess!\e pil-

grim's) : pilgrim-bottle, pilgrim's bottle, a flat

bottle with a ring on each side of the neck for the

insertion of cords by which it may be hung and

carried (
= COSTBEL ') ; Pilgrim Fathers (Amer.

Hist.) : see sense 4 ;
hence pilgrim-fatherly a.

nonce-wd. (after fatherly), characteristic of the

Pilgrim Fathers ; pilgrim's pouch, a variety of

pilgrim's sign (q. v.), consisting of a piece of lead

or other material in the form of a small pouch ;

pilgrim's ring, pilgrim-ring (see qnot.) ; f pil-

grim-salve, pilgrim's salve,
' an old ointment,

made chiefly of swine's grease and isinglass'

(Halliw.); in quot. 1670 euphemism for 'ordure,

filth
'

; pilgrim's shell, a cockle- or scallop-shell

carried by a pilgrim as a sign of having visited

the shrine of St. James of Compostella or some

sacred place ;
also an artificial carved imitation of

such a shell ; pilgrim's sign, a medal or other

small object presented to a pilgrim at a shrine or

other sacred place as a sign of his having visited

it ; pilgrim's vase, a flat vase made in imitation

of a pilgrim's bottle.

1874 Archxol. Jrnl. Dec. 431 Mrs. Baily sent for exhibi-

tion two costrels, or "pilgrims' botlles. 1905 H. D. ROLLE-
STON Dis. Liver 27 This grooved condilion . . has been

spoken of as the
'

pilgrim's bottle liver '. 1883 FREEMAN

ing ol hdward the Conlessor. . was in alter times preserved
ivith great care. Ibid. 266 One of the rings given to tourists

to the holy city, as a certificate of their visit, and called.,

pilgrims' rings. 1580 JEFFERIE Bugbears 1. iii. 90 in Arcliiv

Stud. Neu. Spr. (1897) XCVIII. 313 A drane of fpylgrim
salve to clap to hiss nosse. 1670 Mod. Ace. Scot, in flarl.

Misc. (Park) VI. 137 The whole pavement is pilgrim-salve.

1672 [H. STUBBE] Rosemary <y Bayes 18 Cutaneous pustules,
for which the pilgrims salve will be necessary.

Pi'lgrilll, v.
[f. prec. sb. Cf. OF. peleriner,

Ger. pilgerti.] intr. To be, or act as becomes,
a pilgrim ;

to make a pilgrimage, go on pilgrim-

age ; to travel or wander like a pilgrim. Also to

pilgrim it. Hence PHgriming vbl. sb. and ppl. a.

[1561 Chaucer's Wks. 285 b (Test. Lone i. Pro!.), Whan I

pilgramed \ed. 1532 pilgrymaged]out of mykilhe in wintere.]
1681 GREW Afusyiir/t l. 176 The Palmer-worm, Ainbulo ..

pilgrims up and down everywhere, feeding upon all sorts of

Plants. 1827 CARLYLE Germ. Rout. III. 154 He pilgrimed
to his old sporting-places. 1831 Sart. Res. n. vii, His
mad Pilgrimings, and general solution into aimless Discon-

tinuity. 1864 BURTON Scot Aor. II. ii. 184 With my staff

in my hand I pilgrim'd it away all alone.

Pilgrimage (pi'lgrimeds), sb. Forms : 3

pelrimage, pilegrim-, 4 pilgrin-, pylgryn-, 4-

pilgrimage, (4-6 pylgrym-, pylgrim-, pil-

grym-, pilgrem-, pylgrem-, pelgrymage, 5-6

pil-, pylgramage). [ME. pelrim- (rarelypelrin-}

age, a. OF. pelrim-, pelryn-, pelerinage, also

pel(f)cgrin-, peligrinage (Godef.), f. peleriner

(etc.) vb., to go as a pilgrim : see PILGRIM v. and

-AGE. In ME. nearly always with m for original ,

and conformed to the contemporary spelling of

pilgrim. But Gower has the French form pelrin-

age (see PELERINAGE), and MSS. of c 1400 have

pilgrin-, py/grynage, with
.]

1. A journey made by a pilgrim ;
a journey

(usually of considerable duration) made to some
sacred place, as an act of religious devotion ;

the

action of taking such a journey. Phr. to go on

(t in, t a) pilgrimage.
c 1250 O. Kent. Serin, in O. E. Misc. 28 Si Mirre signe-

net[h] uastinge for bo luue of gode..go ine pelrimage .. and
to do alle he gode bet me may do for godes luue. c 1290
6'. Eng. Le%. I. 40/200 A gret pilegrimage it is i-holde..

To sechen (*u like holie stude bare seint lemes bones

beolh}>. Ibid. 473/391 To don J>is pelrimage 5wy raddest

thou me ? c 1313 SHOHEHAM i, 1028 Pelgrymage and beddyng
hard, Flesch tram lykynge to arere. c 1325 Metr. Hotn. 54,

I mac mi vaiage Til sain Jam in pilgrimage, c 1386 CHAUCER
Prol. 21 In Southwerk at the Tabard as I lay, Redy to

wenden on my pilgrymage To Caunlerbury wilh ful deuout

corage. c 1400 Titus fy Vespasian (Roxb.) 837 pus bygan
her pilgrinage [7'. r. pylgrynase]. c 1400 Destr. Troy 2022

When bai hade..Perfourmet^ere pilgramage, prayers and
all. 1450 tr. De Imttatione I. xxili. 31 pey bat gon muche
a pilgrymage are but seldom be holier. 1553 T. WILSON
Rhef. (1580) 177 All Englande reioyseth that Pilgrimage is

banished, and Idolatrie for euer abolished. 1631 WEEVER
Anc. /'mi. Jfoit. 202 To this new shrined Martyr, people . .

flocked in pilgrimage. 1703 MAUNDRELL Jourtt. 'Jertts.

(1732) i It was to my purpose lo undertake this Pilgrimage.

1844 H. H. WILSON Brit. India III. in. v. 215 After a visit

to Calcutta, and a pilgrimage to Mecca, ..Syed Ahmed re-

turned. .to the Upper Provinces.

b. transf. or gen. A journey; a travelling about,

peregrination ; sojourning. Now with allusion to

859

prec. sense : A journey undertaken for some pious

purpose, or to visit a place held in honour from

association with some person or event.

13.. Cursor M. 2659 (Cott.) pat bou has had in pelrimnge
[Fairf. pilgrimage] pine sal it haue in heritage, Al be kyng-
rike o bis land. 1387 TRLVISA Higiicn (RolW III. 287 Oon
axede of Socrates whypilgremages [L,6tnffrina(i0nes]&tood
hyin to no profit. 1483 CAXTON (title*) The Pylgremage of

the sowle. (Colophon) Here endeth the dreme of pylgrem-
age of the soule. 1582 STAXYHURST sEiicis n. (Arb.) 63

Thow must with surges bee banged and pilgrimage yrck.
soom. 1596 SHAKS. Merck. V. I. i. 120 Tel me: now, what

Lady is the same To whom you swore a secret Pilgrimage.

1694 SCOTTOW Plant. Mass. Col. Mass. Hist. Coll. (1858)

IV. 306 Thus far of the Light and white side of the Pillar,

which attended us in this our Wilderness Pilgrimage. 1797
MRS. RADCLIFFF, Italian xii, Theirs seem a pilgrimage
of pleasure. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng, iii. I. 337 The
library, the museum, the aviary, and the botanical garden
of Sir Thomas Browne, were thought by Fellows of the

Royal Society well worthy of a long pilgrimage.

C. fig. The course of mortal life figured as a

journey, or a '

sojourn in the flesh ', esp. as a

journey to a future state of rest or blessedness.

a 1340 HAMPOLE Psalter Ixiv. i Haly saules bat turnys fra

pilgrymage of bis life til endles gladnes. 1340 _

Pr. Consc.

1395 pis world es be way and passage, purgh whilk lyes our

pilgrimage, c 1430 LYDC. Klin. Pacnis (Percy Soc.) 101

Gyven to man here in pure piigremage. 1526 Pilgr. Per/.

(W. de W. 1531) i This treatyse called the pilgrymage of

perfeccion, is..diuyded in to thre bokes. 1526 TINDALE
i Pet. i. 17 Se that ye passe the tyme off your piigremage
[n-apotwtas, WYCL. pilgrimage, Geneva dwelling, Rlu'in. pere-

frination,

1611 soiourning] in feare. 1736-7 DODDRIDGE

lymn, 'Oh God of Bethel' i, Who thro' this weary Pil-

grimage Hast all our Fathers led. 1859 GEO. ELIOT A. Bcde

iv, That his mother might be. .comforted by his presence all

the days of her pilgrimage.
d. Pilgrimage of (\for~) Grace, in Eng. Hist..

the name assumed for their movement by those

who rose in the North of England in 1536 in

opposition to the dissolution of the monasteries

and other features of the Reformation.

1536 Lett, ft Papers Hen. VIII, X I. 304 By all the whole
consent of the herdmen of this our pilgrimage for grace.

[Ibid. 305 Crist crucifyid, For thy woundes wide, Us com-
mons guyde, Which pilgrimes be Thrughe Codes grace.]

(21548 HALL C/iron., Hen. VIII 230 b, They named this

there sedicious and traiterous voiage, an holye and blessed

Pilgrimage. 1601 STOW Ann. 967 (iiiarg. Oth of the rebels

in Yorke-shire.) Yee shall not enter into this your pilgrimage
of grace for the common wealth onely, but for the loue that

you do beare to Gods faith and the church militant [etc.].

1823 LINGARD Hist.
iif.

VI. 331 Their enterprise was

quaintly termed the pilgrimage of grace : on their banners
were painted the image of Christ crucified, and the chalice

and host.

2. transf. A place to which a pilgrimage is made.

1517 TORKINGTON />/'/>. (1884) 56 Som visited pylgrymages.
1529 MORE Dyaloge i. Wks. 145/1 To. .doo honour to their

reliques, & visit pilgrimages. 1680 MORDES Gecg. Red.,
Germany (1685) 125 "Seckavar. .a Bishops See and Cell are

of the greatest Pilgrimages in the Austrian Territory. 1864
NEALE in Ecclesiologist XXV. 102 The chapel of S. Odele
in Auvergne, a great pilgrimage.
3. attrib.

1719 J. T. PHILIPPE tr. Thirty-four Confer. 92 How long

they had lead that Pilgrimage State of Life '! 1773 J. CON-
VERLet. in Evang. Mag. (1813) XXI. 92 In your pilgrimage-
course live above, and live on Him who lives above. 1897

DailyNews 30 Sept. 6/2 It [Kano] is on the pilgrimage route.

Pi Igrimage, v- [f. prec. sb.]

f 1. intr. To sojourn, to live among strangers.

1382 WYCLIF 2 Kings viii. 2 And gooynge with hyre hous

[she] pylgrymagid in the lond of Phylisteis many dayes.

Jer. xxxv. 7 That Jee lyiie manye dajes vppn
the face of

the lond, in which see pilgrimagen. 1387-8 T. USK Test.

Love I. Prol., in Chaucer's Wks. (1532), As they me betiden

whan I pilgrymaged out of my kyth in wynter. 1669 PENN
No Cross Wks. 1782 II. 356 [Moses] chuses rather to sojourn
and pilgrimage with the despised afflicted, tormented
Israelites in the wilderness.

2. intr. To make a pilgrimage ;
to go on pil-

grimage. Also to pilgrimage it.

1621 Bp. MOUNTAGU Diatribx 496 It is arbitrary^, .vnto

what Shrine.. they will giue: vnto whom they will pilgrim-

age it. 1647 R. STAPYLTON Juvenal vi. 555 T' Egypt she'Jl

pilgrimage, at Meroe fill Warme drops to sprinkle Isis

Temple. 1829 LAMB Let. to B. Barton 25 Mar., Who . , of

us that never pilgrimaged to Rome? 1883 G. STEPHENS

Bugge's Sttiri. N. Mythol. 56 Christians in the West early

pilgrimaged to the Holy Land.

Hence Prlgrimaging vbl. st>. and ///. a.
;

also

Pi'lgfrlmager, one who pilgrimages, a pilgrim.
CI449 PECOCK Repr. \\. xiv. 195 The seid pilgrimaging.

1591 in Row Hist. Kirk (Wodrow Soc.) 142 Sayers and
hearers of mass, pilgrimagers, papisticall magistrals. 1693
tr. Emilianne's Hist. Monast. Ord. in. 274 The Women
who went thither a Pilgrimaging. 1731 Gentl. Mag. I. 321
A late Edict of the French King to forbid Pilgrimaging.
a 1819 WOLCOTT (P. Pindar) Wks. (1830) 186 (D.) Like pil-

grimaging rats, Unawed by mortals, and unscared by cats.

1898 M. P. SHIEL Yellow Danger 266 Each of these pil-

grimaging masses of men was in itself a nation.

Pilgrima-tic, -a-tical, adjs. nonet-tods. Of or

proper to a pilgrim or pilgrims. Pi'lgrirndom.
nonce-iud. Pilgrim state or domain.
1772 Birmingham Counterfeit I. xviii. 257 We set out, in

order to make the usual pilgrimatical tour. 1838 STRUTHERS
Poetic Tales 25 On its pilgrimatic way.
1887 Home Missionary (N. Y.) Oct. 252 Soon Arkansas

will be annexed to Pilgrimdom, fully under the dominion of
the Lord Christ's regnant will.

Pi'lgrimer. rare. Also 6 &. -ar, 7 S(. pil-

PILING-.

gramer. [f.
PILGRIM v. (or sb.) + -EB 1

.] Onewho
'

pilgrims' or goes on pilgrimage; a pilgrim.
a 1581 in Wtidrovj Soc. Misc. 297 In this lyfe we are but

travellauris, pilgrimaris and strangearis. 1609 SKF:NE Rfff,

Maj., Siat. Dav. 11 39 All pilgrameris, quha for salvation

of their saules, will visie the places of hahe Saints. 1820

SCOTT Abbot xv, I was . . a matron of no vulgar name; now
I am Magdalen, a poor pilgrimer, for the sake of Holy
Kirk. 1827 CARLYLF. Germ. Rom. IV. 290 The quaint,

fitful, and most dainty story of The Foolish Pi/gi inters.

Pi IgrimeSS. rare. A female pilgrim.
1611 COIGK., Pelerine, a pilgrimesse ; a woman that goes

on Pilgrimage. 1696 (title} The Light of the World : A
most True Relation of a Pilgrimess, M. Antonia Bourignon,
Travelling towards Eternity. 1841 Fraser's Mag. XXIII.
475 The young pilgrimesses. .glided gently to the table.

Pi-lgrimism. rare. 1'i grim condition or pracl ice.

1886 Ainer. Missionary Dec. 360 The A. M. A. has repro-
duced in the South the pilgrimism of colonial life.

Pilgrimize (pHgrimaiz), v. [See -I/.E.]

1. intr. To piny the pilgrim, travel as a pilgrim,

go on pilgrimage. Also to pilgrimize it.

1598-9 B. JONSON Case is Altered n. iv, I'll bear thy
charges, an thou wilt but pilgrimize it along with me to

the land of Utopia. 1789 CUXF. Trav. Siiitz. I. vii. 56 All

the world pilgrimises to his bones. 1835 R. CHAMBERS in

l>iackii>. Mag. XXXVIII. 70 Thou shall pilgrimize through
life, unfriended and alone. 1891 BESANT London (1894) 43
Ranere . . pilgrimised to Rome.
2. trans. To make into a pilgrim.
1755 SMOLLETT Quix. (1803) IV. 140 Tell me who has

pil^rimtscd thce; and wherefore hast thou dared to return

to Spain ?

Hence PHgrimizing 'M. sb.

1818 C. MILLS Crusades (1822) I. i. 15 No causes. .gave
such strength to Ihe spiril of pilgrimising as ihe opinion. .

lhal Ihe reign of Christ, or the Millennium was at hand.

1858 R. CHAMBERS Dom. Ann. Sect. I. 3 The king himself

sought for hU highest religious comfort in pilgrimising to

St. Duthac's shrine in Ross-shire.

Pili, pi. of I'll, us, hair, down.

Pilicock, variant of PILLICOCK O/>s.

]iPilidium'p3ili'<lii\ -\'at. Plist. [mod.L.,a.
Or. m\i'5ioc little cap, dim. of m'Aos a felt cap.]
1. Zool. A name given to the cap-shaped larvae

of some species of Nemertcan worms, formerly
considered as a distinct genus.
1877 HUXLEY Anat. Inv. Anhn^. xi. 651 The production

of the Numertid larva within its piliduim. 1886 Rol-LESTON
& JACKSON Anim. Life 640 note, The larva cf Desor is

piobably not so primitive a form as the Pilidium.

b. A genus ol limpets of the family Acmcidx.
2. Bot. The hemispherical apothecium of certain

lichens. 1842 in RRANDE Diet. Se. elc.

fPilidod, obs. variant of fc,-idod, PEUIIIOT.

1404 Durham Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 394, j annulus Pontifi-

calis cum j pilidod.

Piliferous (pailHeras), a. [f. ~L.fi/ns hair +

-FEKOUS.] Hearing or having hair
; spec, in Bot,,

bearing hairs or tipped with a hair.

a 1846 LOL-DON is cited by Worcester. 1852 DANA Ci us/.

I. 307 The oblique pilifetous cre>t. 1857 LJi'LLOcK Caseanx'

Midwif. 45 The sebaceous and piliferous follicles are

exceedingly numerous. 1885 GOODALF. rhysiol. Bot. (1892)

108 The piliferous layer has no intercellular spaces.

Filiform (pai'liffJam ,
a. [ad. mod. I... pili-

form-is, f. pilus hair : see -FORM.] Having the

form of a hair ; hair-like.

1826 KIRBY & Sr. Entoinol. III. xxxv. 649 In most of

them the scales of the primary wings are piliform. 1828

STARK Elcm. Nat. Hist. II. 44 Two long tentacula, covered

with piliform filaments.

Piligerous (poili'd.^eras
1

), a.
[f.

L. pilus hair

+ -GEROCS.] Bearing hair, clothed with hair.

1835 KIRBY Hat. 4- Inst. Anim. (1852) II. 112 The various

piligerous, plumigerous, pennigerpus,
and squamigerous

animals. 1893 Sfit. Sac. Le.r., Piligerous, piliferous.

Pilimiction (pailimi-kjsn). [ad. mod.L. pili-

tnictio, i. pilus hair + late L. miclio, f. mingere to

make water.] A diseased state in which piliform

or hair-like bodies are passed in the urine.

1847-9 Toiiifs Cycl. Anat. IV. 142/2 Cases of. .pilimictipn
are.. to be received with distrust. 1874 VAN BCREN Dis.

Genii. Org. 255 Cysts sometimes., constitute nuclei for slone,

or give rise to pihmiction.

Piline (p?>i lin), sl>. Short for SPONGIOPIUNE.

1874 GAKROD & BAXTER Mat. Med. (1880) 209 Spirits of

Camphor.. lightly sprinkled on impermeable piline.

Piline (psi'bin), a. [f. L.pil-us hair + -INE '.]

Of the nature of hair, hairy.

1887 Pall Mall (7. 12 July 1 3/2 Darwin tells us we have shed

the piline pelt which was the clothing of that ancestral ape.

Filing (paHirj), M. sb.i [(.
PILE w.i + -IKO 1.]

1. The action of PILE v.^
;

the driving of piles;

the forming of a foundation or defence with piles.

cn44o Durham Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 143 In mundacione

de langmerdyk cum le pylyng ibidem fact, c 1582 T. DIGGES
:

Archxol. XI. 226 Yt is. .doubtful!, .whether they shall

336 The piling of this foundation was finished.

2. A mass of piles; a structure composed ol

piles; pilewotk ; wood for piles.

1488 MaUon, Essex, Liter B. If. 39 <^S.) The Brvgge in

Maklon . . was so in decaye bothe in stone werke and also in

wodyng and pylyng. 1580 HOLLVBAND 7'reas. 1-r long

Pilttii,* pyling with timber in water workes. 177" HUTTON
109-2



PILING.

Bridges 99 A border of piling to secure the foundation.

i$&$Century Mag. XXVI. 422 Seven hundred feet of piling
were driven.

3. attrib., as piling-engine.
1863 Daily Tel. 6 Apr., Instructed to collect timber, piling

engines, staff, &c. 1898 Engineering Mag. XVI. 91 The
timber. .is chiefly for piling purposes and spars.

Filing (pai-liij), vbLsbt [f. PiLEz/. 2 + -ING*.]

1. The action of forming into a pile or piles ;

heaping up, building up in a regular pile.

c 1358 "Durham Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 561 Will'o Randman
pro pilyng'et sortyng lane. 1435-6 in Heath Grocers' Coutp.
(1869)418 Paid for costis,fTreight,cariage,wharvage,&pilyng
up of ii shipper of waloill. 1580 HOLI.YUAND Trcas. Fr.

Tong, Entassement, heaping, a piling. 1807 MUTTON
Course Math. II. 262 Of the Piling of Balls and Shells.

1867 BARKY Sir C. Barry ii. 50 This piling of house upon
house. 1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mech., Piling {Mctallurgy\
building up pieces of sheared or scrap iron into a pack suit-

able fur heating in a balling or reheating furnace. 1884 PHIN
Diet. Apiculture, Piling^ placing hives one above the other ;

sloryfymg.
b. Leather-making. The putting of hides in a

pile or heap in order to sweat them and cause the

hair to come off; also including other processes

(such as hanging them up in a stove) by which the

result is expedited. C. S.

1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mcch, II. 1703/2 Piling* (Leather)

unbairing hides by piling [i. e. heaping] or hanging up in a

stove, so called. 1885 C. T. DAVIS Leather vii. (1897)^126
Piling is nothing more nor less than a slow inward sweating.

2. attrib. and Comb^ as filingfurnace^ swivel.

1853 KANE Grinnell Exp, xxii. (1856) 176 The piling action

of storms. 1861 FAIKBAIKN Iron 121 The pieces [of scrap iron]

. .being piled or fag^otted into convenient sized masses, .are

placed in a reheating or piling furnace. 1904 We&tm. Gaz.

9 Dec. 7/2 A cut-off. . with a piling swivel subsequently
asked for is fitttd to all naval rifles.

Piliol, penny-royal, etc. : see PULIOL.

Pilion, pilioun, obs. forms of PILLION.

Pilk, pilken : see PILCH v.

Pilkoc, variant of PILLICOCK Obs.

Pill (pil), sb Now dial. Forms: 4 pile, 5
pylle, 6 pille, pyl(l, 6-7 pil, 6-8 (9 dial.) pill.

See also PEEL sb.% [app. related to PILL z/.l as

the collateral form PEEL sl>3 is to PEEL z^. 1
]

The covering or integument of a fruit ; the shell,

husk, rind, or skin
;
the bark, or any layer of the

bark, of wood ; the epiderm of hemp or flax
; esp.

the thin rind or peel of fruits, tuberous or bul-

bous roots, and the like; = PEEL sb$
1388 WYCLIF 2 S<uit. xvii. 19 As driynge barli with the

pile takun a wey [1382 as driynge pilcl barli, Vulg. siccans

pti^ana>]. 1491 CAXTON Vitas Patr. (W. de W. 1495) u.

218 By me 1 do ley a quantyte of small palmes of the whiche
I pare the pylles & therof I make mattes. 1530 PALSGK.

254/1 Pyll of fruyte, pellevre. Ibid., Pyll of hempe, ///

[niod.F. tille\ 1541 R. COPLAND Gatycns Terapeut. 2 H ij,

The huske or pyl of the pomgarnet. 1558-68 WARDE tr.

Alexis Seer, 42 Take. . a piece of the pille of a Citron con*
fiete. 1565-73 CoorER Thesaurus, Calyx, .. the pill of a
nutte or almon. 1573-80 BAKET Ato. P 360 The pill of wood
betweene the barke and tree. 1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage
ix iv. 841 Boughes tied together with the pills of trees.

1653 H. COGAN tr. Pinto's Trav. xxxi. (1663) 123 Boats
likewise laden with dried orange pils. 1658 tr. Portals Nat,
Magic in. x. 80 You must set the bud of a Rose into the
bark or pill thereof. 1716 M. DAVIES At/ten. Brit. II. 350
An Onion with many Pills or Skins. ? 18., Harvest Song
(I.,.), Broom .. bears a little yellow flower, Just like the
lemon pill. 1896 Waruicks. Gloss. , Orange-pill, tater-pill.

1898 G. MILLER Glass. Wanvicks.* Taking the pill off the

oziers. [In E. D. D. cited from Midland Counties.)

f b. The shell of crustaceans ; the hard integu-
ment of other invertebrates. Obs.

1565-73 COOPER Thesaurus, Crusta,., pilles of certaine

fishes, as of crauishes, &c. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny I. 243
Some be couered ouer with crusts or hard pills, as the

locusts: others haue..sharpe prickles, as the vrcbins. 1608
TOPS ELL Ser/>cnts (1658) 784 Aristotle is of opinion that

the matter is outward, as it were a certain shell or pill.

f c. The skin and other refuse of a hawk's prey :

cf. PELT j^.i 6. Obs.

1615 LATHAM Falconry (1633) Words Art expl., Pillt and

pelfe of a fowle, is that refuse and broken remains which
are left after the Hawke hath been relieued. 1678 PHILLIPS,
Pelf, or Pill of a Fowl.

t d. Used for PELL sb. i b : see quot. 1575, s. v.

1727 BRADLEY Pain. Diet., Fraying^ ..[of] Deer, ..their

rubbing and pushing their Horns against Trees, to cause
the Pills of their new Horns to come off.

Pill (pil), sb* Forms: 5-7 pylle, pille, 6

pyll, 6-7 pil, 7 piele, 6- pill. [Formerly also

///, in I5~i7th c. pille: cf. Du. ///, formerly

pille (Hexham 1678), MDu., MLG. pille, Ger.

pille, MHG. pillele, F. pilule (in 1507 pillule,

Hatz.-Darm.), It. pillola, also (Florio) pillula,
ad. L. pihda, dim. of pila ball. Franck refers to

a med.L. pilla (? syncopated from piluta, or from
the mod. langs.) which might be the direct source

of pille; but cf. QY.pile (i3thc.) in same sense,

app. ad. L. pita."]

1. A small ball or globular mass of medicinal

substance, made up of a size convenient to be swal-

lowed whole.

1484 CAXTON Fables of Poge x, A phisycyen .. had a
yeruaunt. .whiche made pyllo. 157 LKVINS Manip. 123/22
A Pil, . .catapotiuin, i. 1607 TOI'SLLL f-'oiir-f, Beasts (1658)

860

2Q2 If it be in Winter, purge him with these pils, c 1696
PRIOR Remedy Worse than Disease i, He felt my pulse,

prescribed his pill. 1763 Brit, Mag. IV. 436 The cannon-

shot, and doctor's pill With equal aim are sure to kill. 1789
W. BUCKAN Dom. Med. (1790) 685 The ingredients which
enter the composition of pills are generally so contrived, that

one pill of an ordinary size may contain about five grains of

the compound. 1838 T. THOMSON Chem. Qrg. Bodies 580
Aloes, -is usually administered in pills,

b. In figurative expressions; esp. something dis-

agreeable that has to be ' swallowed
'

or endured.

1548 UDALL Erasm. Par. Luke iv. 47 Vet cannot they abide
to swallowe down the holsome pille of the veritie beeyng
bittur in their mouthes. 1595 GOODWINE Blanchardine \\,

I iv b, Learne by me to disgest the bard and harsh pilles of

vnhappie fortune. 1623 K. LONG tr. Barclay's Argenis n.

i. 70 Selenissa had privately guilded those pills of suspicion,
which shee gave the King against Timoclea. 1674-1857
[see GILD i/.

1 i b]. 1779 H. WALPOLE Last Jrnls. (1859)
II. 338 It was a bitter pill for the King and Lord Mansfield
to swallow. 1893 Times 30 May 9/3 He must make up his

mind to swallow the bitter pill without delay.

2. Any small globular or pill-like body; a pellet.

1575 TUHBERV. Falconrie 228 Giue her. .a pyll as bygge as
a nut of Butter washt seuen or eyght tymes in freshe water.

1601 HOLLAND Pliny I. 511 After that the little balls or pills

(winch be the fruit thereof) be gathered, they are laid in the

Sun to dry. 1735 Diet. Polygraph. I. S vij, Mix these two

powders well, .. make little pills of them with common
water [in diamond-making]. 1875 Ure's Diet. Arts III.

1059 Let the mixture boil, untiK.it will roll into hard pills.

b. A cannon-ball ;
a bullet, humorous.

c 1626 Dick ofDevon \\. i. in Bullen O. PI. II. 26, I have

viii. xii, Thirty thousand muskets flung their pills Like hail.

1888 Times (weekly ed.) z Nov. 15/4 They will commit
suicide without the pills.

c. in //.
= BILLIARDS, slang.

1896 H'estm. Gaz. 28 Oct. 1/3 We can play pills then till

lunch, you know. 1905 AtfatUtvm 18 Feb. 202/1 After

'hall' (i.e., dinner) the blood will perhaps play 'pills',

which are billiards, for a while.

3. An objectionable person ; a bore, slang.
1897 MAUGHAM 'Liza of Lambeth iii. 41 Well, you are a

pill ! 1897 FLANDRAU Harvard Episodes 98 In the patois
of her locality, she was called a 'pill 'f a girl whom Harvard
men carefully avoid until it is rumoured that her family

shortly intends to 'give something' in the paternal pill-box.

4. (Also/V//J.) Nickname for a physician, slang.
1860 Slang Diet., Pill, a doctor Military. 1890 M.

WILLIAMS Leaves ofa Life I. iii. 30 The 'pill of the regi-
ment, .had come out to inspect the men. 1809 MARY KINGS-
LEY If. Afr. Stud. iii. 86 Pills, are they all mad on board
that vessel or merely drunk as usual?

5. attrib. and Comb., as, pill-gilder, -maker, -man,

-monger* -roller
; pill-boasting, 'dispensing, -gild'

ingt -rolling, -shaped, 'taking adjs. ; pill-beetle,
a small beetle of the genus Byrrhus^ which, when
it feigns death, contracts itself into a ball; pill-

chafer, a pilulary or tumble-dung beetle, Atettchus

pihtlarius, which forms pills of dung about its

eggs, and rolls these into a hole; pill-eoater: see

quot.; pill-crab pea-crab\ see PEA sbJ- 7 ; pill-

gilded a*, fig. gilded like a pill; pill-machine:
see quot. ; pill-masser, a machine for compound-
ing the mass out of which pills are made; pill-

milleped, a milleped that rolls itself up into a

small ball ; pill-nettle, the Roman nettle (Urtica

pihdiferd]', pill slab, pill-tile : seequots. ; pill-

worm, a pill-milleped or the like. PILL-BOX, etc.

1816 KIRBY & Sp. Entomol. xxi. (1818) II. 234 Another

genus of insects .. the *pill-beetles (Byrrhus .. ), have
recourse to a method the reverse of this. 1628 VENNER
Baths of Bathe in Harl. Misc. (Malh.) IV. 119 A *pill-

boasting surgeon. 1804. BINGLEY A'n'in. Biog. 245 In its

habits of life the *Pill Chafer is one of the most remarkable
of the Beetle tribe. 1884 KNIGHT Diet. Mech. Suppl. ,*Pill~

coater, a machine.. in which pills are coated with sugar.

1872 Daily Arc~ws 23 Aug., All flotsam and jetsam in con-

ntrction with the sprat, the mussel, or the soft *pill-crab
is welcome to the hungry gull. 1809 MALKIN Gil Bias vit.

xvi. (Rtldg.) 7, I had taken.. a dislike, .to the *pill-dispens-

ing tribe. 1822 T. MITCHELL Aristofih, II. 237 Such
*pil|-

gilded superfine speeches. 1828 SCOTT F. M. Perth xxxii,
.Vo tell how the poor mediciner, the

*pill-gilder,
the mortar-

pounder, the poison-vender, met his fate. 1764 FOOTS
Mayor of G. \. i. 6 "Pill-gilding puppy ! 1893 Syd. Soc.

Lex., *Pilt machine, . . an instrument used for rolling and

cutting up a pill mass. 1904 Dtrily Chron. 26 Feb. 4/5
The *pill-maker has a morbid secretiveness as to the soap
and bread wherewith he binds his wares. 1884 Htciltk

Exhib. Catal. 112/2 *Pill Massers [and] Powder Mixers
for druggists. 1706 BAYNAHD in Sir J. Floyer Hot $
Cold Bath. n. 392 This Pulp-pated *Pill-monger. 1764
FOOTE Mayor ofG. i. i. 7 An impudent pill-monger, who
has dar'd to scandalize the whole l>ody of the bench. 1713
J. PETIVER in Phil. Trans. XXVIII. 35 Roman or *PiiT

Nettle. 1825 Greenhouse Contp. I. 56 Erica laxa, *pill-

shaped purple flowers. 1893 Syd. Soc. Lex., *nil slab,
a slab for rolling pills upon. 1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mcc/i.,
*
Pill-tile, a corrugated metallic slip for rolling pills on.

Fill (pil) ^-3 Forms: i pyll, 6 pille, 7 pile,
6- pill, (9 pyll). [In i6thc. pille^ pill, app. :

OE. pyll, var. of pull, pul
'

pool, creek
'

(Bosw.-

Toller) : cf. OE. p6ly
Welsh pivll pool.] A local

name, on both sides of the Bristol Channel, on the

lower course of the Severn, and in Cornwall, for

a tidal creek on the coast, or a pool in a creek or

at the confluence of a tributary stream.
All the examples of bull and fyll in the charters in

PILL.

Kemble's Cod. Difi, refer to the Severn estuary or valley;
so that, although no ME. instances have yet been found,
the identity of the OE. and i6th c. word seems certain.
a 1000 in Kemble Cod. Dipl. III. 449 [Rodden and

I-angley, Somerset] Andlang dice west on pull ; of pylle on
ford. .eft on gerihte innan mycela pyll; andlang pylles.

Ibid., On 3a die innan holapyll ; andlang holapylles.

1542-3 Act 34 <$ 35 lien. VIU, c. 9 i Dwellers next vnto
the streme of Seuerne, & vnto the crikes & pilles of the
same, a 1552 LELAND Itin. III. 34 From Fowey Town-
end by North in the Haven is Chagha Mille Pille a Htle

uppeward on the same side. Ibid.
,
From Lantiant Pille to

Bloughan Pille or Creke nere a Mile, it crekith up but
a litle. 1577-87 HARRISON England i. xii. in Holinskcd, In
like maner from Saint Justes pill or crt-eke (for both signifie
the same thing). 1603 OWEN Pembrokeshire (1892) 66 At
the Mouthe of Millford havon..at a place called west pill:
where the one side of the pill you shall perceave the lyme-
itone. c 1630 RISDON Siirz 1

. Devon 272 (1810)282 Whereby
the sea shooteth up with many branches, men call them
piles, very commodious for mills. 1832 Act 2^3 Will. IV,
c. 64 Sched. O. 23 Along the river Usk to the point at

which the same is joined by a pill opposite the castle. 1840
Archxol. XXVIII. 19 The term Pyll is still used, and means
a Creek subject to the tide. The pylls are the channels

through which the drainings of the marshes enter the river.

1880 E. Cornwall Gloss., Pill, a pool in a creek.

Fill (pil), V. 1 Forms : a. 2 pylian, 3 pilien,

3-5 pile(n, 4-5 pyle. 0. 4-6 pille, pylle, 4-7
pil, (6 pyl, pyll), 4- pill. [Found in late OE.

(lathe. MS.) in inflected form pyleS, in early
1 3th c. as peolicn, pilien, 1300-1450 pilen, forms

which point to an OE. *pilian, pylian, varying
with *piolian, peolian : cf. dipian, clyp-, (Hop-,

cleop-. Pile, with single / (usually put), is found

down to c 1450, when it was displaced by //'//and

pile, both of which had appeared in R. Brunne

(1303-30). PillanApele (now PEEL f.l) continued

as synonyms in all senses down to 1 7th c., when

peel became the general Eng. form in branch II,

pill now surviving only as a literary archaism,

chiefly in sense i
; but, in the dialects, //// is

widely used in the sense '

peel
'

(decorticate). No
cognate words are found in Teutonic. OE. pilian
was prob. ad. L. pilare to make bare of hair, and

(prob.) of skin : cf. the compound depilare to

make bald of hair or feathers, also to strip of the

skin, to peel (Vulg., Ezek. xxix. 18), fig. to pluck,

plunder, fleece, cheat ; also Q.peler\.o make bald,

to peel or skin (the latter sense now usually referred

to OF. pel, L. pell-cnf), It. pelare to make bald,

skin, fleece, flay. \Yith OE. pilian, from i,. pilare,
cf. OE. plantian from L. plantdre, etc.

The early ME. file (usually file, but R. Brunne rimes

begiled, piled) regularly represented QY.. pilian, but peolian
naturally gave pele (cf. cltapian, CLEPE), which was pro-

bably identified with f.peler. The later pill (forfile) was
i prob. influenced by F. filler (= Pr., Sp. pillar, Pg. fit-
i liar)\ late L. pillare, found in med.L. (Du Cange) for L.

; pilare to pillage, plunder. But no differentiation of sense

between pile, pill, pele, is found in ME., nor between fill

;

and peel in early mod.Eng. and existing Eng. dialects. It

,
is possible however that the influence of F. filler and pelcr
is to be seen in the tendency since i;th c. _to

differentiate

//// and peel (so far as//'// has survived) in literary use.]

I. To pillage, rob : = PEEL v.1 I.

1. trans. To plunder, rifle, pillage, spoil; to

! commit depredation or extortion upon ; to despoil

(a person or country) of (anything). Now arih.

a. a 1225 A ncr. R, 86 Uor euere me schal bene cheorl

pilken & peolien [.1/5. C. plokin & pilien]. 1-1300 Sang
Husbandman 19 in i'ol. Songs (Camden) 150 Thus me pileth

the pore that is of lute pris. Ibid. 25. c 1325 1'ocm Times
Edit], II 320 ibid. 338 Ac were the king wel avised, and

. wolde worche hi skile, Litel nede sholde he have swiche

pore to pile. 1:1330 R. BRUNNE C/iron. (1810) 42 pat non

in alle pe cuntre more suld be piled Bot euer was Eilred
'

fouly begiled. 13. . E. E. Allit. P. B. 1282 Nabuzardan..

pyled bat precious place & pakked pose godcs. 1:1386

j

CHAUCER Friar's '1 . 64 He wolde . . somne hem to the

chapitre bothe two And pile \v.rr. pil, pille] the man and
i lete the wenche go. 1387 TUEVISA Utedtn (Rolls) \ III.

I 301 Spiritualte and temporalte was ahvay i-pyled. 1390

j

<Jo\vER Can/. II. 202 For thanne schal the king be piled

I [rime his londes tiled), c 1450 Merlin xxvii. 556 Thei ccssed

I neuer to robbe and pile oure londes.

(3. 1303 R. BRUNNE llandl. Sytme 5450 pat he shulde haue

j

on hem mercy, And pylle hem nat but mesurly. <z 1340
i HAMPOLE Psalter ii. 9 pou sail noght be tyraunt til haim to
'

pil bairn & spoile bairn. 1382 WYCUF i Esdras L 36 H
pilde the folcof an hundrid talentusof siluer. c 1425 Castell

Perscv. 450 pis man, with woo schal be pylt. .for hys folye

,

: schal make hym spylt. c 1450 Si. Ci/tkbert (Surtees) 7717

Many pepill bai robbid and pild [rime kyldj. 1523 LD.

BERNERS Praia. I. xviii. 19 The Scottis had brent and

wasted, and pilled the countrey about. 1530 PALSGR. 657/2,

I pyll, I robbe je pille. . . He hath pylled
me of all that ever

I have. 1593 SHAKS. Rich. II, it. i. 246 The Commons hath

he pil'd with greeuous taxes. 1616 B. JoHIOM Epigr. i. liii,

Having pill'd a book which no man buyes Thou wert con-

tent the authors name to lose. 1722 WOLLASTON Rtlif.
Nat. vii. 149 Unless to be unjustly treated, pilled, and

abused can be happiness. 1867 J. B. ROSE tr. I irflft
.'Enfiil 250 The fields Ausonian they have held and pilled.

fb. To exhaust, impoverish (soil) ; =?EELz/.l

i b. Obs.

1594 PLAT Jcwell-ho. I. 51 Flax, whose seede..doth most

burue, and pill the ground. 1610 W. FOLKIXCHAM Art c/

Survey l. ix. 23 Wilde Gates pestering and pilling of Tilthes.

f 2. absol. To commit depredation, rapine,

pillage, or extortion ;
to rob, plunder. Obs.
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au c 1330 R. BRUSNE Chron. Wace (Rolls) 6282 pey . .pylede
& robbed at ilka cost, c 1386 CHAUCER Pars. 7. r 695 They
ne stynte ncuere to pile, c 1450 Merlin 191 For thei hadde
so piled and robbed thourgh the contrey and the portes
where the shippes were a-ryved.

p, 1513 MORE Rich. Ill (1883) 6 For whiche hee was fain

to pil and spoyle in other places, a 1548 HALL C/iro>i.
t

Hen. l\f 7 He . , suffered them to robbe and pill without

correction or reprefe. 1607 SHAKS. Timon iv. i. 12 Large- ;

handed Robbers your graue Masters are, And pill by Law. I

1678 SIIAIJWELL Timon iv. ii, They govern for themselves
|

and not the people, They rob and pill from them.

1 3. trans. To take by violence, force, or extor- ;

tion ; to make a prey of. 0/>s.

a. 13. . E. E. Allit. P, B, 1270 penne ran bay to be relykes
as robbors wylde, 8: pyled alle be apparcment bat pented to

be kyrke. 1390 GOWER Conf, I. 17 What Schep that is full
\

of wulle Upon his back, thei toose and pulle, Whil ther is

eny thing to pile [rime skile].

^. ci^QoDestr. Troyzzfa In enpayryng of our persons, & !

pyllyng our goodes. 1513 MORE Rich. ///, Wks. 62/1 So
that there was dayly pilled fro good men & honest, gret
sub-.ta.unce of goodes. 1504 SHAKS. Rich. III. i. iii. 150 You !

wrangling Pyrates, that fall out, In sharing that which you I

haue pi! I'd from me. 1618 WITHER Alotto, Nee Hahco
Juvenilia (1633) 521, I have no Lands that from the Church
were pild.

f4. To pluck, pull, tear. Obs.

CIS33 LATIMER Let. to Morice in Foxe A. $ M. (1570)

1911/2 Who can pill Pilgrimages from Idolatry? 1566 T.
STAPLETON Ret. Untr-. to Jewel Epist., Your Borrowed
Fethers pilled awaye. 1599 NASHE Lenten Stujffc Wks.
(Grosarl) V. 261 In spite of his hairie tuft or loue-locke, he
leaues on the top of his crowne, to be pilld vp, or pullied vp
to heauen by. 1605 CAMUEX Rem. 235 Such whicli in

Ordinaries, .will
pill

and pull them by their wordes..as it

were by the beards.

II. To decorticate : = PEEL v.^ II.

5. trans. To strip of the skin, rind, or integu-
ment, as an orange, apple, potato, garlic, etc.,
a tree of its bark, etc.

; to remove the peel of.

Rarely const ^/"(that which is stript off) : =PEEL
v. 1

3. Now arch, (in Bible of 1611), and dial.

a. [a 1225 Ancr. R. 150 peonne is be figer bipiled, & te

rinde irend of.] 1382 WYCLIF Gen. xxx. 37 And riendis
drawun awey; in thilke that weren pilde semede whytnes
[1388 and whanne the ryndis weren drawun awei, whitnesse

append* in these that weren maad bare]. 1393 LANGL.
P. PI. C. x. 81 To rubbe and to rely russhes to pilie [v.r. pil].

0. c 1420 [^ee PILLED i]. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 399/1 Pyl-
lyn, or schalyn nottys, or garlyk, vcllifico. 1523 FITZHERB.
Husb. 134 Yf Ibere be any okes..fell them and pyll them
and sell the barke. 1530 PALSGR. 657/2 Pyll these oignons
whyle I skumine the potte. 1535 COVERDALE Gen. xxx. 38
The staues that he had pilled [1611 ibid, the rods which
he had pilled, 1885 R. l

r
, peeled], 1596 SHAKS. Merch. V.

i. iii. 85 The skilfull shepheard pil'd me certaine wands,
And..stucke them vp before the fulsome Ewes. 1653
H. COGAN tr. Pinto s Trav. xxvi. 101 We met with three
men that were pilling flax. ^678 RAY Prov. (ed. 2) 53
Pill a fig for your friend, and a peach for your enemy.
1721 BAILEY, To i>ccl, to pill or take off the rind. 1745
MS. Indenture (Sheffield), The burgesses may pill and fell

timber trees. 1865 T. F. Ksox tr. Susa's Life 226 The
sisters went . . to pill the flax which they had gathered. 1879
Miss JACKSON Shrcpsh. Word-bk. s.v.

t They'n al'ays got a
slick to pill. [In E.D.D. from Yorksh, to Somerset.]

b. To strip off (bark, skin, etc.) ;
to pare off:

= PEEL vl 3 b. Often with
off. Also/^

1

.

c 1440 Promp. Parv, 399/1 Pyllyn, or pylle bark, or ober

lyke, decortico. c 1440 A nc. Cookery in Househ, Ord. (1790)
436 Take horn [chickens] up and pylle of the skynne. 1542
BOOKDE Dyetary xxi. (1870) 283 If the pyth or skyn be
pylled of. 1593 SHAKS. Liter. 1167 Ay me, the Barke pild
from the loftie Pine, His leaues will wither. 1599 HAKLUYT
Voy. II. 264 Cinamon. .is pilled from fine young trees. 1604
E. G[RIMSTONE] D'Acosta's Hist. Indies iv. xxiy. 278 This
frulte is most vsuall in Mexico, having a thinne skinne, which
may be pilled like an apple, a 1680 BUTLER Rent.

(1750) II.

8r If you do but pill the Bark oft him he deceases imme-
diately. [1887 N. \V. Line. Gloss. 405, I seed 'em pillin

1

bark e' Mr. Nelthorpe woods. .to-daay.J

1 0. To make or form by peeling. Obs. rare.

'535 COVERDALE Gen. xxx. 37 But lacob toke staues of

grene wyllies,. .and pylled [1611 pilled, 1885 R. V. peeled]
whyte strekes in them.

6. intr. Of skin, bark, etc.: To become detached,
come off, scale or peel off. (The earliest recorded

sense.) b. Of animal bodies, trees, etc.: To
become bare of skin or bark ; also, to admit of

being peeled or barked. =PEEL vl 4, Now dial.
cuoofMS. rti2oo) Sax, Leechd. III. 114 pis lace craft

sceal to ban handan be beet fell of pyleb. c 1400 Lan-
frnnc's Cirurg. 199 Al his fleisch wole pile & alle hise heeris
wolen falle awei. 1523 FITZHERB. Ilusb. 134 To fall.. all

okes as sone as they wyll pyll. 1545 RAVNOLD Byrth Man-
kymic i. ii. (1634) 19 The which thin skin.-skaleth or pilleth
off the bands. z6iz BIBLE Tobit xi. 13 The whitenesse
pilled away from .. his eyes, a 1631 DONNE Serai, xcv.
IV. 238, I have seen Marble buildings, and.. a face of
Marble hath pilled off and I see brick bowels within. 1631
R. H. Arraignm. Whole Creature vi. 46 Neither doth the
Tree wither so long as the sap is found at the roote, though
the barke

pill,
the flowers fall. 1886 V. W. Line. Gloss,

s. v., They'll not cut them [oaks] while [till] the bark'll pill.

f 7. trans. To make bare of hair, remove the
hair from, make bald

;
to remove (hair). Obs. [Cf.

F. peUr
' to bauld or pull the haire off* (Cotgr.).]

c 1400 Lanfranc's Cirurg. 186 pou schalt anoynte his
heed wij> be oynement bat wole pile awei be heeris. c 1410
Master of Game (MS. Digby 182) xii, pat one is clepcd
quyc maniewes, J>e whiche pileth [Douce MS. pifleth, Royal
MS. pelyth] be houndes and breketh hyr skynnes in many
places. 1591 PERCIVAL Sp. Diet., Pelar, to pill, to make
balde, to make bare, defitare, deglabrarc. 161* tr. Ben.

vennto's Passenger \. iv. 16. 265 Tell him that I will pill
his beard, hair by hair. 1648 HERRICK Hespcr.^ Duly to

Tyrants, Doe they first pill thee, next pluck off ihy skin?

f b. intr. To lose hair, become bald. Obs.
c 1386- [see PILLED///, a. 2]. 1513 FITZHERB. Surv. xli.

(1539) 58 b, Those beastis in the house haue short here and
thynne, and towarde Marche they wyll pylle and be bare.

1614 MARKIIAM Cheap Hush. H. vii. (1668.! 75 The Closh or
Clowse which causeth a Beast to pill and loose the hair
from his Neck.
8. trans. To bare (land) by eating or shaving off,

or cutting down crops, etc., close to the ground.

[Cf. F. peler la terre*
* enlever le gazon

'

(Littie").]

1555 W. WATRKMAN Fardle Facions App. 347 Pille ye not
the countrie, cutting doune the trees. 1615 W. LAWSON
Orch. ff Gard. (1623) 12 Whosoeuer makes such Walls, must
not pill the ground in the Orchard, for getting earth. 1903
ng. Dial. Diet.) Pill.. 2 To graze land very closely. Sow.

I put some sheep in to pill the field.

III. 9. Phrase. To pill (peel} and poll, also

poll and pill (lit. to make bare of hair and skin

too) : to ruin by depredations or extortions j to

rifle, strip bare, pillage; also absol.\ rarely, to

plunder or rob of something. Obs. or arch. (Com-
mon in i6-i7th c. See also POLL v.}
1528 TISDALE Obcd. Chr. Man Prol., Wks. (1573) 105 They

haue no such atithoritie of God so to pylle and polle as

they do. 1545 BKINKI.OW Compl. ii. (1074) 14 The officers

robbe his grace, and polle and pylle his Itage subiectys in

his name. 1550 CKOWLEY tipigr. 278 Thus pore men are

pold and pyld to the bare. ^557 ABP. PARKER Ps. liv,

They have no God before theyr eyes, they me both pill
and powle. 1583 STUBBES Antit. Abus, \\. (1882) 30 No
man ought to poole and pill his brother. 111652 BKOMB
City Wit iv. i, Churches poule the People, Princes pill the

Church. 1675 CROWNE Country ll'it \\.
i, Tis n. rare tbing

to be an absolute prince, and have rich subjects; Oh, bow
one may pill 'em and poll 'em. 1844 BROWNING Colombo s

Birthday i, We tax and tithe them, pill and poll, They
wince and fret enough, but pay they must.
a 1635 NAUNTOM Fragin, Reg- (Arb.) 27 His Father

dying in ignominie, and at the Gallows, his Instate con-

fiscate, and that for peeling and polling. 1687 tr. Sallitst,

Life 3 By Peeling and Polling the Country, he so well
lin'd his Coffers. 1865 KINGSI.KY Herew. xxx, Us. .whom
he hath polled and peeled till we are [etc.],

Pill (pil), z-.2 [f. PILL sb* Cf. to dose.]
1. trans. To dose with pills.

1736 FIELDING Pasguin iv. i, Handle her pulse, potion and
pill her well. 1775 J. ADAMS in Fain. Lett. (1876) 58, I

found Dr. Young here, who . . has pilled and electuaried me
into pretty good order. 1850 F'rasers Mag, XLII.345 The
..patient is again pilled and purged,

b.y?^. (see PILL sb.~ 2 b_).

1900 Daily News 14 May 3/2 Our fellows will probably
pill you with their rifle fire.

2. To make or form into pills, rare.
1882 in OGILVIB (AnnandaleJ.

3. To reject by ballot ; to blackball, slang.
1855 THACKKRAY Newconies xxx, He was coming on for

election at Bays', and was as nearly pilled as any man
I ever knew in my life. 1883 Corn/t. Mag. Oct. 412 {Heading)
On being 'Pilled'. 1894 SALA London vp to Date v. 68
A practically accurate opinion as to how many candidates
will be elected, .and how many will be '

pilled \

Hence Pi'lling vbl. sb.

1882 Sat. Rev. 18 Mar. 324 The pastime of
'

pilling
'

seems
to have begun at a large non-political club. 1883 Cornh.

Mag. Oct. 412 The '

pilling '. .is the delicate expression in

club circles for black-balling.

Pilla, obs..f. PILLOW. PiUafT, van PILAU.

Pillage (pi'ledg), sb. Forms: 4-5 pilage, 5

pyl-, pel-, peillage (Sc.), 5-6 pyllage, 6 piel-

age, pilladge, 5- pillage, [a. F\pillage (uth c.

in Hatz.-Darm.), f.pillcrtQ plunder (PiLL v.^}.]
1. The action of plundering or taking as spoil ;

spoliation, plunder : chiefly that practised in war
;

but also in extended sense, extensive or wholesale

robbery or extortion. Also _/?.
J39O GOWER Conf. III. 153 Thilke folk, that were unsauhte

Toward here king for his pilage. 1494 FABYAN Chron.
v. Ixxxvii. 64 [He] shall sette his mynde all to Pyllage and
Rauyne. 1560 DAUS tr. Sleidane's Comm. 48 They desyre
to be deliuered from the pillage., of the IJishoppe of Rome.
1581 J. BELL Haddons Answ. Osor. 278 With such furious

outrage . . pilladge & polladge. 1639 S. Du VERGER tr.

Camus' Admir. Events 87 Exposing his reputation to the

pillage of every mans tongue. 1781 GIBBON Decl. <$ F.
xxxvi. (1869) II. 313 The pillage lasted fourteen days and
nights. 1798 FERRIAR lllnstr. Sterne ii. 34 Beroalde has
furnished subjects of pillage to a great number of authors.
1800 COLQUHOUN Comm, Thames Introd. 27 Pecuniary
losses suffered by pillage and embezzlements. 1838 Murray s

Hand-bk. N. Germ. 176 He gave it up to pillage for three

days, and then set fire to it. 1844 H. H. WILSON Brit.
India II. 190 The object of the incursion being pillage, not

fighting.

1 2. Goods forcibly taken from another, esp.
from an enemy in war

; booty, spoil, plunder. Obs.
a 1400 Prymer (1891) 102 (Ps. cxix. 162) He bat fyndeth

manye pilages. 1456 SIR G. HAVE Law Arms (S. T. S.) 121
All suld be at hia will prisonaris and pHlagis, to part at his
will. 1494 FABYAN Chron. vi. cxlvii. 133 He commandyd
all the pyllage to be brought to one place. 1596 SPENSER
F. Q. v. ix. 4 That robbed all the countrie there about, And
brought the pillage home, whence none could get it out.
j623'33 FLETCHER & SHIRLEY Night-Walker \. li, I know
this wedding Will yield me lusty pillage. 1750 BRAWLS
Lex Mercat. (1752) 7 Nations greedy of blood and pillage.

f3. Some kind of impost or tax; cf. PEAGE,
PEDAGE, PICKACE. Obs.

1513 BRADSHAW St. Werburge \\. 1782 All theyr tenauntes

and seruauntes haue fre passage Within all chesshire with-
out tolle and pillage. 1591 Canterbury Cath. MS., All the
other profits.. of all the Pillage, Stallage, Toll and other

advantages belonging unto the said Dean and Chapter
within the said market and fair.

Pillage (prledg), v. [f. PILLAGE sb.]
1. trans. To rob, plunder, sack (a person, place,

etc.) : esp. as practised in war; to rifle.

(',1592 MARLOWE y-,"u> of Malta \. iv, To feast my train
Within a town of war so lately pillaged, Will be too costly,
and too troublesome. 1634 MASSINGLR I'ery Woman \. v,
We were boarded, pillaged to the skin, and after Twice sold
for slaves. 1642 FULLER Holy $ Prof. St. 11. x.\L 136 He
pillaged many Spanish towns, and took rich prizes. 1765
GoLDSM. Ess. Pref, Our modern compilers.. think it their
undoubted right to pillage the dead. 1790 BURKE /*>. Rev.
f\\';iUcr Scott Libr.) 292 They pillaged the crown of its

ornaments, the churches of their plate, and the people of
their personal decorations. 1874 GREEN Slmrt Hut. iii. 5.

140 His armed retainers pillaged the markets.

2. To take possession of or carry off as booty ;

to make a spoil of; to appropriate wrongfully.
1600 HAKLUYT Voy. III. 196, I ..tooke away from our men

whatsoeuer they had pillaged, and gnuc it .. to the owners.

1670 W. SIMPSON Hydrot. Ess. 11 Those four wayes of
imbibitions, .are pillag'd out of Dr. French hi-, book. 1789
JEFFERSON Writ, (i 8591 III. o,3 Hoping to pillage .something
in the wreck of their country. 1855 MACAULAY Hist. Eng.
.\\ii. IV. 55 Every tiling that was given to others seemed
to him to be pillaged from himself.

3. absol. or intr. To take booty; to plunder; to

rob with open violence.

1593 NASHE Christ's 7". Wks. (Grosart) IV. 140 Eylhcr to

hrmi; at Tyborne, or pillage and reprizall where lie may.
1811 WELLINGTON in Uurw. Desp. VIII. 7, I will not allow
the soldiers to pillage. 1855 MACAUJ.AV Hist. Eng. xiv. III.

417 They were suffered tu pillage wherever they went.

Hence Piilaged ///.#., PMlaging vbl. sb. and

ppt.a, ; also Pi llageableo., that may be pillaged;
Pillag-ee- [see -ZE], one who is pillaged.
1895 SAISTSBURY Corrected Impress, xvii. iS3 Authorities

quotable and *pillageable. 1711 STEELE Sfiect. No. 152 F 3
The Devastation of Countries, the Misery of Inhabitants, the
Cries of the "Pillaged. 1800 Miscell. Tracts in Asiat. Ann.
Reg. 150/2 A man who had come to bis pillaged hut. 1856
Dii (ji'iNCEY in Titan Mag. July 93/2 He urged his friend by
marrying to enrol himself as a *pillagee elect. 1629 WADS-
WORTH I'ilgr. 8 For feare hee should loo>e the *pillaging of
the oilier. 1870 Daily Xeivs 3 Sept. 5 The pillaging of pro-
vision waggons by MacMahon's own troops, c 1670 Woou
Life Apr. an. 1645, This is that captainc Uunce, who shut
the "pillaging Scot cal'd major Jecamiah Abercromy. 1875
C. GORDON Let. i Nov. in More about G. (1894) 152 A pil-

laging horde of brigands.

Pillager (pHed^a-r. [f. PILLAGE v. + -ERI.]
One who pillages; a plunderer.
c 1611 CH.U-MAN Iliadiv. 146 Joves seed the pillager. Stood

close before, and slackt the force the arrow did confer.

1715 Poi'E Iliad x. 408 Some., nightly pillager that strips
the slain. 1809-10 COLEKIDGE Friand ( 1 8 1 8j I. 122 The power
of transporting mediately the pillagers of his hedges and
copses. 1882 SERJT. UALLASTINE Exper. iii, 37 These pilla-

gers of the public had to submit to be pillaged themselves.

Pillao, variant of PILAU.

Pillar (pi'HU), sb. Forms: a. 3-6 piler, (3-5
-ere, 4 pelyr, -ar, 4-5 -er, pylere, 4-6 pyler, py-
lar, 5 pelare, -ere, -our, pylour, -eer, 6 pylard).
0. 4-5 pillare, (4 -yre), 4-6 pyllar, (5 pillere,

pyllare), 5-6 pyller, (pillour, peller), 5-7 pil-

ler, (6 -or), 6- pillar, [a. OF. piler (mod.F.
pilier) = Pr., Sp. pilar: late pop.L. pilare (in

med.L. also pitarium, -us), deriv. of ~Lt.pi/a pillar,

pier, mass.]
1. Arch. A detached vertical structure of stone,

brick, wood, metal, or other solid material, slender

or narrow in proportion to its height, and of any
shape in section, used either as a vertical support
of some superstructure, as a stable point of attach-

ment for something heavy and oscillatory, or stand-

ing alone as a conspicuous monument or ornament ;

also, a natural pillar-shaped stone, etc. A word
of wider application than COLUMN (which is pro-

perly a pillar of particular shape and proportions),
and applicable to a structure composed of several

columns or shafts, engaged in a central core.

Pillar ofjlageltation^ that to which Christ was supposed
to have been bound when scourged ; hence, 'the pillar' was
one of the Symbols of the Passion. Cf. FLAGELLATION,
PASSION-FLOWER.
a 1225 Ancr. R. 188 His swete bodi ibunden naked to be

herde pilere. 13.. Cocr de L. 2600 A gret cheyne.-Ovyr
the havene..festnyd to two pelers. 1340-70 Alex, ty Dind.
1 140 A pelyr of marbyl. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xxi. (Clement)
206 J>are of glas twa mykil pelaris ware. Ibid, xxxvi. (Bap-
tista) 779 In myddis wes a pillare, pat he charge of be kirk
suld bere. 1398 TREVISA Barth. De P, R. xvn. clxiii. (1495)

7:0 To vndersette bemesand gyestys wyth postes or pylars.
a 1400 in Rel. Ant. I. 6 Torques, a pillyre. c 1400 Destr.

Troy 310 Tow pyllers he [Herculesj pight..Vppon Cades
groundes. ci42o5Vr^///o^ac^(CamdenJxxvi,Themarchand
wente title one pillere. 14.. Norn, in Wr.-Wulcker 722/3
Hie stilus^ a peller. 14.. Sir Beues 1133 (MS. M.) Pelouris
and durris were all of brasse. 1440 Promp. Parv. 398/2
Pylere, columpna. a 1450 Cursor M. 16433 (Laud MS.) To
a pillour [Trin. piler] they hym bond, c 1450 LVDG. Secrees

705 Reysed in a pyleer. 1483 Cath. An%l. 278/1 A Pyllare,

colnmpna. 1500-20 DUNBAR Poems Ixxu. 34 Till ane pillar

thai him band, c 1532 Du WES Introd. Fr. in Palsgr. 1068

His precious body was lyed to the pylar by Pilate, tbid.^

The pylard and the crosse. 1535 CX>VERDALE Gen. xix. 26

His wife.. was turned in to a pillar of wit. Judg. XVL



PILLAR. 862 PILLAR.

26 They set him between two pilers. 1570 LEVINS Manip.
76/2 A Pillor, columna. 1579 Nottingham Rec. IV. 189
Posterne Brygg ,. in decay for wante of a pillar. 1590
SPENSER F. Q. n. iiL 28 Like two faire marble pillours ..

Which doe tne temple of the Gods support. 1644 EVELYN

Diary 12 Nov., [In the Church of S. Praxedeis, Rome] is the

Pillar or Stump at which they relate our Bl. Saviour was

scourged. 1774 GOLDSM. Nat. Hist. (1776) II. 112 All the

bones, .may b compared to a pillar supporting a building.

1780 VON TROIL Iceland 20 The most remarkable are Oran-

say and Columskill, on account of their antiquities;, .and

Staffa, on account of its natural pillars. 1851 RUSKIN Stones
yen. (1874) I. vii. 71 All good architecture adapted to vertical

support is made up of pillars. 1860 TYNDALL Glac. \\. viii.

265 As the surface [of the glacier] sinks, it leaves behind a

pillar of ice, on which the block is elevated.

f b. A whipping-post, f C. A platform or stand

on which women publicly appeared as a penance.
1530 PALSGR. 254/1 Pyller to do justyce, estache, 1556

Ckron, Gr. Friars (Camden) 78 Was sett up at the standerde
in Cheppe a pyller new made of a good lengthe from the

grownde, and too yonge servanddes tayed un-to yt..and to

bettyn with roddes score on their backes. Ibid, 95 The
same man. .was betten with whyppes at the peller in Chepe
at the standert. c 1580 in Jyl of Brentford's Test., etc.

(1871) 40 Ye void taiken it ill to me.. and mad me sit on the

pillar of repentance. 1646 in Z. Boyd Ziotfs Flowers (18'55)

App. 42/1 That women who appear on the
pillar

with plaids,
and holds not down their plaids from their heads, it shall

not be esteemed a day of their appearance. 1647 fbid.
t

Pillars and a place of public repentance to be made in the

New Kirk and Blackfriars.

d. Manege. (See quot.)
1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl., Pillar, in the manage, signifies

the centre of the volta, ring, or manage-ground, round which
a horse turns ; whether there be a wooden

pillar placed
therein, or not. 1819 Pantologia s. v., Mo>t. .riding-schools
have pillars fixed in the middle of the manage ground.

e. = PILLAR-BOX.
1865 MRS. CARLYLE Lett. III. 255 Should it [the letter] be

put in the pillar to-night? 1884 EDNA LYALL We Two
xxxvii, Just drop that in the pillar on your way home.

2. In wider sense : Any plain or ornamental ver-

tical support to any structure ; a post, a pedestal ;

e.g., one of the four posts of a bedstead; one of

the posts in a framed truss in a roof; a vertical

post of timber or iron supporting a horizontal

deck-beam
; the single central support or pedestal

of a table, a machine, etc. ;
also attrib., as pillar

(and claw] table, stand, etc., having a pillar (and
claws: see CLAW sb. 5).

1360-1 Durham Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 384 Rogero Tumour
pro pylers pro eisdem lectis. c 1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) xxx.

136 pe pilers fcat beres be tablez er of be same maner of

precious stanes. 4:1485 E. E. Misc. (Warton Club) 24 Fyrst
take the pylere out of thyne ye, Or one me thou put anny
defaute. 1607 in W. H. Hale Prec. in Causes of Office (1841)

7 To provide a new comunion table with turned pillers
before Easter. 1657 WOOD Life 14 Aug. (O. H.S.) I. 225 All

curiously cut in stone in the pillars of the window. 1715
LEONI Palladia's Archit. (1742) I. 88 Making every brace
bear up Its pillar, and every pillar the cross beam. 1744
WARRICK in Phil. Trans. XLIX. 487 A middle sized pillar
and claw tea-table. 1774 M. MACKENZIE Maritime Surv.

I 1578 TIMME Caluine on Gen. 324 To the end the new
promise may lean upon a better piller. 1640 QUARLES

:
Enchirid. I. xlvi, A Kingdome . . whose two maine Sup-

1 porters are the Government of the State, and the Govern-
'

ment of the Church : It is the part of a wise Master to keepe
those Pillars in their first posture. 1654 JER. TAYLOR Real

I Pres.6? The pillar and ground of Transubstantiation issup-
;

planted. rti72oSEWEL Hist, Quakers (1795) I. 30 The church
was the pillar and ground of truth, made up of living stones.

1900 MORLEY Cromwell 46 Free Inquiry and Free Con-
I science, the twin pillars of Protestantism.

4. transf. An upright pillar-like mass or * column
1

of air, vapour, water, sand, etc.

c 1250 Gen.
<$
Ex. 3203 A fair piler son hem on o ni^t, And

a skie euere on daises lijt. 1382 WYCLIF Exod. xiii. 21 The
Lord..wente beforn hem., bi day in the pilere of a clowde,
and bi ny^t in a piler of fier. c 1586 C'TESS PEMBROKE Ps.
LXXVIII. vi, A flaming piller glitt'ring in the skies. 1611
BIBLE Joelii. 30 Blood, and fire, and pillars of smoke. 1702
SAVERY Miners Friend 62 Such an immense Weight as a
Pillar of Water a thousand foot high. 1753 YOUNG Centaur

, pieces of wood or iron fitted

under the beams of the decks, in order to support them.

1833 J- HOLLAND Mann/. Metal II. 302 The lever. .is ten

feet king, nine feet from the smaller end to the axis of

suspension in the pillar M ,
and one foot from the latter point

to the eye of the descending rod. 1850 Rudim. Navig.
(Weale) 137 Pillars, the square or turned pieces of timber

erected perpendicularly under the middle of the beams for

the support of the decks. 1867-77 G. F. CHAMBERS A&tron.
vii. ii. 637 Telescope mounted on a Pillar-and-Claw Stand.
1881 YOUNG Every Man his oivn Mechanic 768 A round
table is generally described as having

'

pillars and claws '.

b. The upright post in the frame of a harp.
1838 Penny Cycl. XII. 52/2 Its form [Irish harp] is not

unlike that of the modern instrument, but the pillar is curved
outwards. 1880 A. J. HIPKINS in Grove Diet. Mas. I. 685/1
The pillar is hollow to include the rods working the
mechanism.

3. fig. a. An imaginary or ideal prop or sup-

port on which the heavens or the earth is poetically

represented as resting.
1340 HAMPOLE Pr. Cpnsc. 5388 pe pylers of heven bright.

1382 WYCLIF Job xxvi. n The pileris of heuene togidere

quaken. 1535 COVERDALE Ps. Ixxiv. [Ixxv.] 3
The earth is

weake & all that is therein, but I beare vp hir pilers. 1707
WATTS Hymn, *

Praise, everlastingpraise* vii, Then, should
the earth's old pillars shake [etc.].

b. A person who is a main supporter of a

church, state, institution, or principle.
c iMi Poem Times Edw. II 39 in Pot. Songs (Camden)

325 Seint Thomas.. a piler ariht to holden up holi churche.

138* WYCLIF Gal. ii. 9 James, and Cephas or Petre, and

John, the whiche weren seyn to be pileris. 1485 CAXTON
Charles the Crete 31 The patryarke of Iherusalem ..

sente to hym [Charles] the standart of the fayth as to the

pyler of crystente. 1590 SPENSER To Ld. Grey of Wil-

ton, Most Noble Lord, the pillor of my life. 1592 NASHE
P. Penilesse D iij b, What age will not praise immortal Sir

Philip Sidney.. Sir Nicholas Bacon.. and merry sir Thomas
Moore, for the chiefe pillers of our Eenglish speeche. 1594
Contention \. i. 75 Braue Peeres of England, pillers of the

State, a 1674 CLARENDON Hist. Reb. x. no The Earl

of Manchester, and the Earl of Warwick, were the two
Pillars of the Presbyterian Party. 1781 GIBBON Decl. $ F.

xxvii. III. 22 The scourge of Arianism, and the pillar of the

orthodox faith. 1830 TENNYSON In Mem. Ixiv, Some
divinely gifted man.. The pillar of a people's hope.

C. A fact or principle which is a main support
or stay of something.

appearance of moving pillars of sand again presented them-
selves.

b. transf. Pressure resulting from or indicated

by a column of liquid.
\fy$Budd's Patent Specif.TSv, 9495 A blast of atmospheric

air . . maintained at a pressure or pillar of upwards of -zK Ibs.

on the square inch. 1857 S. B. ROGERS Iron Metall. 94.

1 5. A portable pillar borne as an ensign of

dignity or office. Obs. exc. Hist.
Two of these, of sliver gilt, were borne by ^pillar-

bearers
before Cardinal Wolsey and Cardinal Pole. They are not
recorded otherwise, and appear to have been substituted

by Wolsey for the silver mace or stick with a silver (or

gold) head, to which a cardinal had a right, and to have
been retained by Pole. Representations of Wolsey's pillars,

sometimes borne by griffins, sometimes crossed in saltire

with an archbishop's cross between, occur in the decora-
tions of Christ Church, Oxford. Those of Pole are repre-
sented in the illumination on the first page of his Register
of Wills at Somerset House ; they are figured as Corinthian
columns with capital and base, about the size of Roman
fasces, 3\ to 4 ft. long.

1518 WRiOTHESLEvC/inJX. (Camden) 1. 12 He havinge borne
before him 2 pillers ofsylver and guylt. c 1525 BARNES Cause
ofCondemnation Wks. (1572) 215/1 Then sayd hee [Wolsey],
. . were it better for me . . to coyne my pyllers, and ppllaxes,
and to geue the money to .v. or vj. beggers?. .To this I did

aunswere, that .. the pyllers and pollaxes came with him,
and should also goe away with him. c 1525 SKELTON Speke
Parrot 510 Suche pollaxis and pyllers, suche mvlys trapte
with gold. 1528 Rede me (Arb.) 56 After theym folowe two

laye men secular, And cache of theym holdynge a pillar In

their hondes, steade of a mace, a 1548 HALL Chron.^ Hen.
VIII 57 b, He [Wolsey] receaued the habite, hat and piller

and other vaynglorious tryfles, apperteygnyng to the ordre

of a Cardinall. 1599 THVNNE A nimadv. 63 Euery Cardinall

had, for parte of his honorable ensignes borne before hym,
certeine siluer pillers; as had cardinall Wolsey.. and Car-

dinall Poole, in my memory. 1613 SHAKS. Hen. VIII, n. iv,

(Stage direct.}.

f 6. A column of letterpress or figures; =
COLUMN sb. 4. Obs.

1557 RECORDE Wketst. K j, A table^.
. where in the firste

cplumpne you se the rootes set, and in the seconde piller,

right against eche roote, there is set his square. 1577
HANMEH Anc. Eccl. Hist. (1619) 104 The pages divided into

pillars and columns.

7. Mining. A solid mass of coal or other mineral,
of rectangular area and varying extent, left to

support the roof of the working.
Pillar and stall, also pillar and roorti, board and pillar^

a method of working coal and other minerals in which

pillars are left during the first stage of excavation ; rib a>id

pillar, a modification of this system.

1708 J. C. Compl. Collier (1845) 43 The Remainder of four

Yards is left for a Pillar to support the Roof and Weight of

the Earth above. 1839 URE Diet. Arts 975 Working coal-

mines.. with pillars and rooms, styled post and stall. 1851
GREENWELL Coal-trade Terms Northnmb. 4- Dvrh. 38
Pillars vary from 20 to 40 yards in length, and from 2 to 20

yards in thickness. 1883 GRESLF.Y Gloss. Coal Mining, Rib
and Pillar.., a system upon which the Thick coal seam
was formerly., mined. 1904 Daily C'/iron. 24 Sept. 8/4 Most
of the coal in America is mined on what is called the pillar-

and-stall system.
8. In various technical uses in particular trades

;

e.g. in Watch-making (see quots.).
1684 Loud. Gaz. No. 1991/4 Another Watch a Spelter Box

and Case all in one., with a round Pillar going 18 hours.

1875 KNIGHT Diet. Meek. 1703/2 Pillar ..[inter alia} The

nipple of a fire-arm. A frame on which the tobacco-pipes
rest in a kiln. 1884 F. J. BRITTEN Watch % Clockm. 193
The pillars of a watch are the three or four short pieces of

brass which serve to keep the two plates of the movements
in their proper relative positions.

9. Anat. and Phys. Applied to certain bodily

structures in reference to their form or function :

as pillars of the abdominal ring, of the brain, of
Ikefauces, of the diaphragm : see quots.
1807-26 S. COOPER First Lines Surf. led. 5) 463 T^

6

abdominal ring. .which is rather of a triangular shape, the

os pubis forming the base of the triangle ; the two fasciculi,

or, as they are termed, pillars, its sides. 1876 Trans. Clinical

Soc. IX. 81 The pillars of the fauces were immovable. 1893

Syd. Soc. Lex., Pillars of external abdominal ring, the

free borders of the divided aponeurosis of the external

oblique muscle, which bound the external abdominal ring.

Ibid., Pillars of fauces, two arching folds of mucous
membrane containing muscular fibres, which pass from the

base of the uvula outwards and downwards, on either side.

1899 Allbutt's Syst. Med. VI. 74 The posterior mediastinum
between the pillars of the diaphragm.

10. Conch. The central axis of a spiral shell; the
modiolus or columella.

1841 JOHNSTON in Pt-oc. Bervj. Nat. Club I. 269 Throat of
the aperture brown, the pillar pale. 1843 HUMBLE Diet.
Geol.

($ Min., Pillar, in Conchology, the columella, or per-

pendicular centre, which extends from the base to the apex,
in most of the spiral shells.

11. Phrase. From pillar to post, originally from
post to pillar : from one party or place of appeal
or resource to another

; hither and thither, to and
fro : implying repulse and harassment. Orig. a

figure drawn from the tennis-court, and used chiefly
with toss

',
also with bang, bounce, bandy, drive ;

later with chase, hunt, drag,_flee, run, etc.

The later order appears to have been first used to rime with

tost, tossed.

a. c 1420 LYDG. Assembly of Gods 1147 Thus fro poost to

pylour he was made to daunce. 1514 BARCLAY Cyt. ft

Uplondyshm. (Percy) 67 From poste unto piller tossed shalt

thou be. 1549 LATIMER "jtk Serin, be/. Edw. VI (Arber) 199
He was tost from post to piller, one whyle to hys father. .

anothe whyle, to nys frendes, and founde no comfort at
them. 01569 KINGESMYLL Com/. Afflict. (1585) Eij, The
prophet Ely, being persecuted - - fledde from post to pillar.

1582 STANYHURST SEneis iv. (Arber) 104 From thee poast
loe piler with thoght hisrackt wythe tosseth. 1631 HEYWOOD
Ettg. Eliz, (1641) 79 Hurried from one place to an other,
from post to pillar. 1694 MOTTEUX Rabelais iv. xv. (1737)

63 They had been..toss'd about from Post to Pillar. 1859
JEPHSON Brittany iv. 37 Dragged about from post to pillar.

b. a 1550 Vox Pvpuli 185 in Hazl. E. P. /'. 111. 274 From
piller vnlo post The powr man he was tost. 1598 TOFTE
Alba (1880) 70 And though from piller tost he be to poste.
a 1602 Liberality <$ Prodigality Ii. iv. in Hazl. DodsleyVlll.
349 Every minute tost, Like to a tennis-ball, from pillar to

post, a 1624 BRETON Charac. Eliz. Wks. (Gro.sart) 5/1 In

the tyme of her sister Queene Maries raigne, how was shee
handled ? tost from piller to post, imprisoned, sought to be

put to death. 1664 COTTON Scarron. i. 6 A Trojan true..

\Vho . . Was packt, and wrackt, and lost, and tost, And
bounc'd from Pillar unto Post. 1807 J EPPERSON Jf-V/V. (1830)
IV. 91 If the several courts could bandy him from pillar to

post. 1832 HT. MARTINEAU Homes Abr. v. 63 We could not

have borne to be . . driven from pillar to post. 1891 T.
HARDY Tess i, Here I have been knocking about ..from

pillar to post.
attrib. 1886 SAINTSBURY Ess. Eng. Lit. (1891) 241 The

inveterate habit of pillar-to-post joking. 1887 Pott Mall
G. 31 Aug. 2/2 The pillar-to-post travels from one official

to another.

12. attrib. and Comb., as pillar-bearer (sense 5),

-cap, -head, -orphrey, -pin (sense 8), -punishment,
-row

; pillar-shaped, -strong, -wise adjs. ; pillar-
like adj. and adv. ; pillar apostle, a chief apostle

(a name given to Peter, James, and John, in allu-

sion to Gal. ii. 9) ; pillar bracket, Alech., a

support for a bearing raised on a pedestal or pillar :

opposed to pendent bracket
; pillar-brick, one of

the bricks placed on end in building a clamp ;

pillar-buoy, ?a cylindrical or pillar-shaped buoy;

pillar-compass : see quot. ; pillar-cross, a pillar

with cruciform summit ; pillar-deity, a deity

worshipped under the symbol of a phallic pillar;

pillar-dollar : see DOLLAR 5 ; pillar-file : see

quots. ; pillar-hermit = PILLARIST i
; pillar-lip,

Conch., the inner lip of a spiral shell ; pillar-

monk, -percher = PILLARIST I ; pillar-plait,

Conch., a columellar fold ; pillar plate, the plate

of a watch movement next behind the dial; pil-

lar-post = PILLAR-BOX; pillar-road, Coal-mining:
see quot. ; pillar rose, a climbing rose suitable

for training on a pillar ; pillar-saint = PILLAHIST

i
; pillar-stone, (a) a stone set up as a monu-

ment ; (6) a foundation-stone, corner-stone ; pillar-

symbol, a pillar erected in honour of a phallic

deity, or with some kindred signification ; pillar-

wall, Coal-mining = sense 7 ; pillar-working,

driving a working through the pillars : see sense 7.

1882-3 Schaffs Encycl. Relig. Know!. III. 1814 Later he

[Peter] was one of the three "pillar-apostles. 1886 Pall

Mall G. 26 Apr. 4/2 St. Paul had seen two of those called

the pillar Apostles shortly after the Master's death. 01562
CAVENDISH Wolsey (1893)25 He had ii crosberers & ii *piller

berers. 1887 Low Machine Draw. 34 End elevation of a

*pillar bracket for carryinga pillow block. 1858 Merc. Marine

Mag. V. 285 A Black "Pillar Buoy bearing a bell, with perch

and ball. 1875 KNIGHT Diet. Meek.,
*
'Pillar-compass, a

pair of dividers, the legs of which are so arranged that tlie

lower part may be taken out, forming, respectively, a bow-

pen and bow-pencil. 1849 J. D. CHAMBERS in Ecclesiologist

IX 89 The Scotch 'pillar-crosses we must assign to Danish

times. 1874 WESTROPP & WAKE Anc. Symbol Worship 61

called a 'Pillar-File. 1884 F. J. BRITTEN Watch , Clockm.

193 A pillar file is generally understood to mean one three

inches and a half long from the point to the end of the cut.

1483 Cat/i. Angl. 278/1 A "Pillare hede.., abacus, episti-

lium. 1682 CREECH Lucretius (1683) 199 Dark and heavy

Clouds ..'Pillar-like descend and reach the Sens. 1776
WITHERING Brit. Plants (r 796) I. 304 Placed in a whirl

round the pillar-like receptacle. 1776 DA COSTA Conchol.

218 Umbilicated Whelks, or those that have a per-

shells is lined, expanded on the columella. 01638 MEDE

r"eter
a Metra, a famous Styhte,

",EE in Archxol. LI. 362 AnApostasy Later Times iy> Peter

or *Pillar-Monk. 1888 F. G. LEor



PILLAR.

inscription runs down the *pillar-orphrey of the chasuble.

1791 G. WAKEFJELD Enquiry 15 The perseverance of Simeon

the *pillar-percher. 1885 C. G. W. LOCK Workshop Receipts

Ser. iv. 327/1 Push out the *pillar pins, and remove the top

plate. 1825 J. NICHOLSON Operat. Mechanic 504 This pinion

drives the wheel x round a stud on the *pillar-plate. 1884

corner. 1842 TENNYSON St. Sim. Styl. 59 Not alone this

pillar-punishment. 1883 GRESLEY Gloss. Coal-mining,
*Pillar Roads, working-roads or inclines in pillars having
a range of long-wall faces on either side. 1882 Garden

27 May 368/3 *Pillar Roses . . are often overlooked as regards

watering. 1776 J. LEE Introd. Bot. Explan. Terms 392

Cylindrica, *pillar-shaped. 1827 G. HIGGINS Celtic Druids
218 note, Our columns and *pillar-stones. 1832 G. DOWNES
Lett. Coat. Countries I. 164 A rude pillar-stone here marks
the spot where, in 1444, the burgomaster Stussi fell. 1854

Ecclesiologist XV. 361 A word that has lately become popu-
lar in the Ecclesiastical Gazette and elsewhere for what
we used to know as the

'

first
'

or corner stone of a church
I mean ^pillar stone '. 1657 R. CARPENTER Astrology i The
Reason is

*Piliar-strong. 1874 WESTROPP & WAKE Anc.

Symbol Worship 51 Another instance of the use of the

pillar-symbol. 1839 URE Diet. Arts 980 Taking out all

the coal, either on the Shropshire system, or with 'pillar-

walls and rooms. 1857 DUFTERIN Lett. High Lat. vii. 160

The brass carronades set on end, *pillar-wise. 1882 Standard
19 Aug. 3/ Constituting 'an especial danger* in *pillar

working or in the long-wall face.

Pillar (pi'liu), v. [f. prec. sb.]

1. trans. To support, buttress, or strengthen with

or as with pillars. Alsoyfg-.
1607 [see pillaring below]. 1711 W. SUTHERLAND Ship-

hnild. Assist. 40 Pillaring of Beams is to a Ship as Bracing
to a Drum. 1839 J. ROGERS Antipopopr. xvi. iv. 333 Five

particular plans for pillaring up the priesthood. 1880 Mem.
J. Legge iv. 46 It needs the props of truth to pillar it.

b. intr. To rest on or be supported by a pillar.

1711 W. SUTHERLAND Shipbuild. Assist. 36 So order the

Beams, that they may pillar on the Floor-riders.

2. trans. To embody in the form of a pillar ;

to display in the figure of a pillar, rare.

1812 BYRON Ch. Har. i. vii, Yet strength was pillared in

each massy aisle. 1846 TENNYSON in La. Tennyson Mem.
(1897) I. xi. 231 Hotel full of light.., pillaring its lights in the

quiet water. 1890 H. HAYMAN in Dublin Rev. Oct. 424 The
inward and outward wholeness of sincerity, .pillars itself

aloft over their heads.

3. To pillar and post (nonte-pHr.\ to drive from

pillar to post : see PILLAR sb. ir.

1901 GWENDOLINE KEATS Tales Dunstable Weir 62 He
must have been pillared and posted a deal in his bit of life.

Hence Pi'llaring vbl.sb.

1607 Schol. Disc. agst. Antichr. \. ii, 66 Scarce any thing
else is thought on, then the pilleringvp of ceremonies. 1874
THEARLE Naval A rchit. 116 The pillaring of a frame adds
. .to its strength, by acting both as a strut and a tie.

Pillar, variant of PILLOU v. Obs., to pillory.

Pillar-block, a corruption of PiLLO

(Knight Diet. Meek. 1875).
Pillar-box. A hollow pillar about five feet

high, erected in a public place, containing a letter-

box or receptacle for posting letters.

1858 Brit. Postal Guide 146 A collection is made from the
Pillar Boxes at 5 A.M. for the morning mails. 1871 M.
COLLINS Mrq. fy Merck. I. ix. 300 I've a.. letter to write,
which you must send to a pillar-box.

t PiHard. Obs. rare. Also 5 pillyarde. [a.

F. pillard (in I4thc. pillart\ f. piller to rob,

pillage : see -ARD.] A plunderer, a robber.

1456 SIR G. HAVE Law Arms (S. T. S.) 233 [They] suld be
erar callit cruell and pillarde, no worthy men of armes.
Ibid. 243 Pillardis that never wald have pes na Concorde in

this warlde amang crLstyn folk. 1489 CAXTON Faytes ofA.
I. v. 10 Crete foyson of theues and pillyardes.

Hence t Pi'llardise
[f.

F. type *pillardise : see

-ICE], robbery, extortion.

1598 FLORIO Ital. Diet. To Rdr. avj b, Men.. whose com-
munication is Atheisme, contention, detraction, or pillardise.

Pillared (pi'laid), ///. a. [f. PILLAU + -ED.]
1. Having, supported on or by, or furnished with

a pillar or pillars. Also^/%".
c 1394 P. PI. Crcde 192 J>anne kam I to |>at cloister &

gaped abouten Whouj it was pilered and peynt & portred
well clene. 1634 MILTON Cetnus $t)B If this fail, The pillar'd
firmament is rott'nness, And earths base built on stubble.

1^26 POPE Odyss. xvii. 36 He props his spear against the

pillar'd wall. 1814 WORDSW. Excursion vin. 471 The pil-
lared porch, elaborately embossed.

b. Borne on stalks, stalked.

1871 DARWIN Desc. Man I. x. 341 In one of the Ephe-
merae, namely Chloeon, the male has great pillared eyes.
2. Fashioned into or like a pillar or pillars.
1698 MOLYNEUX in Phil. Trans. XX. 221 A sort of Pillard

Stone in Misnia near Dresden. 1738 H. BROOKE Tasso's

Jems. Del, in. 1 6 Where the fair Head and pillar'd Neck
were knit. 1808 SCOTT Marm. v. xxv, Dun-Edin's cross, a
pillar'd stone, Rose on a turret octagon. 1887 Times (weekly
ed.) zi Oct. 3/3 A background of. .pillared basalt.

Pillaret (pi-laret). [f. PILLAR sb. + -ET. Cf.

QF.fibret, dim. of/s&rj A small pillar.
a 1661 FULLER Worthies, Wilts. (1662) 144 The Pillars and

Pillarets of Fusill Marble. 1790 Archxol. (1792) X. 188 [A
font] at Ancaster with interlaced arches on long pillarets.
1871 U. TAYLOR Faust (1875) II. in. 186 There you see

pillars, pillarets, arches great and small.

Pillarie, -ary, obs. forms of PILLORY.

Pillarist (pHftriat). [f.
PILLAR sb. + -IST.]

1. An ascetic who passes his life on a pillar;
a pillar-saint, a stylite.

863

a 1638 MEDE Apostasy Later Times (1641) 109 Holy
Simeon, surnamed Stylita or the Pillarist. 1871 R. B.
VAUGHAN Life S. Tho. of Aquin II. 265 notet The Stylitse
or Pillarists, lived on pillars.

2. One who is in favour of a pillar (e. g. as a

monument), nonce-use*

1814 J. W. CROKER in C. Papers (1884)^!.
iii. 58, I quite

agree with the Committee in its predilection for a pillar [as

a monument to Wellington]. I was one of the pillarists in

the Nelson case.

Pillarize (pi'larsiz), v. nonce-wd. [f. PILLAR
J. + -IZE, after penalize^ trans. To inscribe on or

commemorate by a pillar.

1827 LAMB Lett, (1837) II. xvi. 218 To pillarize a man's

good feelings in his lifetime is not to my taste.

Fi'llarlet. rare, [see -LET.]
= PILLARET.

1828 CARLYLE Misc. (1872) 1. 155 Ye arches, archlets, pillars,

pillarlets.

Pillary, a. nonce-wd. [f.
PILLAR sb. + -Y.]

Of the nature of a pillar. (Pillary cloud put for

cloudy pillar.*}

1864 NEALE Scaton. Poems 109 The pillary cloud went on.

Pillas (pi'las). Cornish dial. Alsopilez, pillez,

pillis, -us, pellas. The Naked Oat or PILCORX.
(In quot. 1837 applied to the Naked or Pilled Barley.)
1813 O. L>. WoRCAN I'itiu Agric. Cornwall 66 The Avena

JVrttfa, provincially called Pilez, or Pillas... One gallon of
Pilez. 1837 Penny Cycl. VIII. 31/2 Amongst the varieties

of
jjrain

raised in Cornwall, we may notice the naked barlt-y,
which is there called Pillcz. 1846 in Eng. Dial. Diet. s.v.

Pellas. 1847-78 HALLIWELL, Pelles
t
a kind of oats. Cornw.

1882 JAGO Corniv. Gloss., Pillas, Pillis, or Pellas, naked

oatSj bald, bare, or naked oats without husks.

Pillaster, -troll, obs. ft'. PILASTER, -TREL.

Pill-box
(pi-||tyks). [f. PILL sb? + Box sb.?]

A box for holding pills ;
a shallow cylindrical

box of cardboard for this purpose.
1737 KXIGHT in Phil. Trans. XLI. 706 The hairy Sub-

stance, or fine Capillamenta, inclosed in the Pill-box, were
discharged. 1741 RICHARDSON Pamela I. 3, I seal it up in

one of the little Pill boxes which my Lady had. 1872
RUSKIN 1'ors Cluing. II. xxiv. 4 The first shilling I ever got
in my life I put in a pill-box and put it under my pillow,
and couldn't sleep all night for satisfaction.

b. Ludicrously applied to various boxes, closed

vehicles, or enclosures of narrow dimensions.

1835-40 HALIBURTON Clockm. (1862) 402 Packed up in a

snug pill-box in the same grave-yard. 1855 DICKENS Dorrit
i. xxxiii, A one-horse carriage, irreverently called, at that

period of English history, a pill-box. 1871 KINGSLEY At
Last x, Getting up to preach in a sort of pill-box on a long
stalk. 1883 Congregationalist May 374 'Pill-boxes', as

pulpits are sometimes appropriately called. 1893 VIZF.TELI.Y

Glances Back I. xxi. 410 The select assemblage, crammed
into the little pill-box called a town-hall. 1903 Longin. Alas;.

Aug. 289 The
'

pill-box ',
as Lady Mary irreverently named

the vicar's covered waggonette.
C. altrib. and Comb. Like a pill-box in shape

or size, as pill-box cap, /iaf, house
;
also pill-box

maker pill-box hydatid (see quot. 1893).
1836-9 TodtfsCycl. Anat. II. 117/2 Pill-box Hydatid of

Hunter. 1851 in Illustr. Lend. News 5 Aug. (1854) 119/3

(Occupations of People) Pill-box maker. i86z Macin. Mag.
Aug. 284/1 One of those little wooden pill-box houses you see

about seaport towns. 1893 Syd. Sec. Lex. t P\ill-box\ hyd-
atid, a sterile hydatid or Acephalocyst. 1902 Daily Chron.

29 Nov. 8/4 The sketch suggests the round pill-box hat.

Pill-crow, variant of PJLCROW Obs.

Pille, obs. form of PILLOW.

Filled (pild), ///. a, arch, and dial. Forms:
a. 4-5 piled, pyled. . 4-7 pild, 5 pyllyd,

pillid, 5- pilled, (6 pyld(e, pylled } pield, 6-7
pilde, pilld). [f.

TILL z/.i + -ED 1.]

1. Stripped of skin, bark, rind, etc.
; decorticated,

excoriated : = PEELED 4. Obs. or dial.

Pilled barley* decorticated, hulled, or pot barley (quot.

1382) ; but see another sense in b.

1382 WYCLIF 2 Sam. xvii. 19 Driynge pild barli [Vulg.
quasi siccans ptisanas't 1388 with the pile takun a-wey].
1420 Liber Cocorum (1862) 14 Take pilled garlek and

lierbys anon. 1573-80 HARET Ah>. P 360 Pilled, decorti-

catns. 1634 CANNE Recess, Separ. (1849) 21 Some there

are that beg more craftily . . and . . offer pilled rods to

passengers, to get a piece of money therewith. 1778 Eng.
Gazetteer s. v. Okeley, The poor people, .draw pill'd rushes
thro' melted grease, lo save the expence of candles. 1828
Craven Gloss, (ed. 2), Pilled, pared, stripped.

b. Pilled barley, pilled oafs, varieties of these

cereals in which the grain is free from the husk or

glumes ; naked barley, naked oats : cf. PILCORN.

1578 LYTE Dodoens iv. xni. 467 The seconde kinde may be
called in Englishe Pilcorne, or pylde Otes. 1616 SURFL. &
MARKH. Country Fartne 565 Mixt prouander..will be verie

good if it be sowne with pilde barley.

2. Deprived or bereft of hair, feathers, etc. ;

bald, shaven, tonsured :
= PEELED 2. Obs. or dial.

c 1386 CHAUCER Reeve's T. 15 As piled as an Ape was his

skulle. Ibid. 386 She. .smoot the Millereon the pyled skulle

[v. rr. piled, pylede, pilede, pilled], a 1450 Knt. de la Tour
(1868) 22 Euer after, whanne the pie sawea balled or a pilled
man. 1533 J. HEYWOOD Merry Play (1830) 15 A very
myschyefeLyght on the pylde preest. 1611 COKYAT Crudi-
ties 41 The ostriches. . their.. leijs. .are pilled and bare. 1611

COTGR., Pel^ pild, haireless, bauld. 1650 BULWER Anthro^
Pomet. 88 A round white pil'd or smooth Chin. 1663 BRATH-
WAIT Continent Two Tales 13 His eyes so effeminately
pilled, his shooes artificially carved. 1681 W. ROBERTSON
Phraseol, Gen. (1693) 198 To make bald or pilled, depilare.
1828 Craven Gloss, (ed. 2), Pilledt to be made bald.

f3. Bare; bare of nap, threadbare; bare of

pasture; poor; miserable; = PEELED 3, Obs.

PILLEBY.

136* LANGL. P. PI. A. vn. 143 One. .bad go pisse him with
his plouh, pillede [B. for-pynedj screwe ! a 1548 HALL
Chron., Rich. Ill 40 Appareled in a pilled blacke cloke,

1556 WITHALS Diet. (1568) iob/2 Pilled or bare (grounde),
as vnfertile grounde. 1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 631
LJloud is a slippery foundation, and pillage a pill'd wall,

fb. Jig. Beggarly, meagre, bald. Obs.

1526 TINDALE Parable H'icked Mammon. (1528) H iij b,
The vayne disputyng of them that ascrybe so hye a place
in heuen vnto theyr pylde merytes. 1553 I'ECON Reliques
of Rome (1563) 163 A pylde and beggarly ceremony. 1599
li. JONSON Ev. Man out of Hum. i. i, I am no such pild
Cinike to beleeue, That beggery is the onely happinesse.
1605 M. SUTCLIFFE Brief Exam. 58 note, They laugh at

this pild prologue that would threape kindnesse upon them.

4.
[f.

PILL v. 1 i.] Plundered, robbed, pillaged :

= PEELED i. arch, or dial.

1514 BARCLAY Cyt. $ Uplondyshm. (Percy Soc.} 34 The
temples pylled dothe bytterly complayne. 1535 COVERDALE
Isa. xviii. 2 To a fearful people,., to a desperate and pylled
folke. [Cf. PKKLKU 5.] 1611 COTGR., Pille, pilled, rauaged,
ransacked, robbed, despoyled, or bereaued of all. 1828
Craven Gloss, (ed. 2', Pilled, robbed.

5. Comb, (from 2), %s pillcd-pated, -skinned, etc.

1542 UDALL Erastn. Apoph. 227 b, The pield paled Theo-
dore of Thar.sus was a briber and a theefe. 1563 BKCOX

Displ. Popish Mass Wk.s. in. 44 That thing whkh y* pilde.

pate Priest holdtth vp in his handes. 1576 NKWION Lem-
nic's Complex. (1633' 232 For these, .persons are of body ill-

favoured, leaue, dry, lanke, pildc-skinned, and without haire.

Hence Pi lledness, baldness, bareness, thread-

bareness.

1398 TREVISA Barth. DC P. R. vn. iii. t'liodl. MS.) If. 48/2
But somnie for ofjer skallednes o^er pilledness leue and beb
isene aKvaye ^erafter. 1578 LVTI-: Dodoens n. cxvi. 310
Euphorbmm .. curetb .. pyldenesse, causing the lieare to

renewe and growe againe. 1600 HAKLUYT Voy. (iSioj III.

211 Some scorned the pildnesse of his [Columbus's] gar-
ments. 1656 W. D. tr. Comeniits' date Lat. Unl. P 304. 83

Pilledness, baldness, hoaryness, arise from the want of
radical moisture.

fFiiledow. Sc. Obs. [For pilled daw. see

PILLED, and cf. CAUDOW.] A plucked or bald

daw
; Jig. a tonsured priest.

1603 Proph. of Merlin (Bannatyne Cl.) 12 Their shal a

Galyart gayt with a gilten home A Pilledow with a lode,
sic a prime hulde. 1603 Proph. ofWaidhave (ibid.) 33 A
proude powne in a preis Lordly shal light With Piotes and
Pilliedowes pulled [- pilled] in the crowne.

Pilleis, obs. Sc. pi. of
'

pillie, PULLEY.

Pillen, obs. form of PILLION \

Filler pi'ba). Obs. or dial. Forms: a. 4-6
pylour, 4-5 piloure, 4-7 -our. jQ. 4-6 pillour,

5 pylowre, 5-7 piller, (5-6 pyllar, 6 -er). See

also PEELER 1
. [ME. pilous f. PILL z/.l, prob.

after OF. pilleur (1345 in Hatz.-Darm.) in same
sense (f. piller to plunder), with later suffix-change:
see -ER- 3.]

fl. A robber, despoiler, plunderer; a thief; =
PEELER! i. Obs.

^1330 R. BRUNNEC/JWW. IVace (Rolls 6682 Ffor ay hey
[Britont>j lyue wyj> pylours in drede. c 1386 CHAUCER Knights
T. 149 To ransake in the taas of the bodyes dede..The

pilours diden bisynesse and cure. 1433 Rolls of Parlt.
IV. 422/1 Pilouis, Robbours, Oppressours. c 1440 Promp.
Parv. 399/1 Pylowre, or he bat pelythe ober menne, as

catchepolfys, & oj>er lyke, puator. 1496 Dives fy Paup.
(\V. de W.) vin. xvii. 344/2 Theues, pylours, extorcyoners.

ft. 1399 LANGL. Rich. Redeles in. 303 To preson be pillourz

|?at
ouere \>e pore renneth. 1470-85 MALORY Arthur xxi.

iv, Pyllars and robbers were comen in to the felde. 1475
Bk. Noblesse (Roxb.) 31 Suche . . oughte rather be clepid

pilleris, robberis,..than men of armes chevalerous. 1581

J. BELL Maddens Anstu. Osor. 219 Fillers and pollers of all

commonweales. 1596 Z. I. tr. Lavardins Hist. Scandtrbeg
vin. 324 Two most notable pillers and not pillours of the

commonwealth. <zi66i FULLER Worthies \. (1662) 42 The
Land then swarmed with Pilours, Robbers, Oppressors of

the People. 1674 STAVELEY Rom. Horscleach (1769) 164
That pillar and poller and filcher of our money.

b. Applied to a plant that exhausts the soil.

1615 W. LAWSON Country Houseuj. Curd. (1623) 8 Trees

are the greatest suckers and pillers of earth.

2. One who peels; an instrument for peeling;
= PEELER* 2. Now dial.

1483 Cuth. Angl. 279/1 A Pillar (A. A Pyllare), velli-

cator. 1828 Craven Gloss, (ed. 2), Pillerst persons, also

instruments, for peeling oak trees, c.

Filler, obs. f. PILLAR ;
var. PILLOR v. Obs.

Pillerie, -ery, obs. forms of PILLORY.

tPi'llery. Obs. [a. ^.pillerie (1345 in Hatz.-

Darm.), f. piller to pillage, pilleur pillager: see

-ERY.] The action of plundering; plunder, pillage,

robbery ; an instance of this.

1449 Rolls of Parlt. V. 147/2 Open Robberyes, Oppres-
sions and Pilleries withoute nombre, 1502 Ord. Crysten
Men. (W. de W. 1506) iv. xxi. 268 False pletynges, exaccyons,

pylleryes, and other dyuers inuencyons. 1609 DANIEL Civ.

li'ars iv. Ixxv, And then concussion, rapine, pilleries. a 1627
HAYWARD Edw. '7(1630) 66 They did palliat these pillaries
with the faire pretence of authority and of law.

f Fillet, obs. form of PELLET si'. 1

ai4oo-so Stockh. Med. MS. 113 For to makyn pillettis.

1561 HOLLYBUSH Horn. Apoth. 3 Seth the same together and
make pillets thereof the bignesse of a haselnut or filberte.

Pilletorie, obs. f. PELLITOKY. Fillew, obs. f.

PILLOW. Fillez, var. PILLAS. Pillfer, obs. f.

PILFER. Filliall, obs. f. PULIOL, pennyroyal.

fFi-llicock. Obs. Forms: 4pilkoc, 6 (pillok,

-ock) pilicock, 6- pillicock, (7 peli-). [f. /*//,



PILLING-.

also pillie and pilhtck^ all north, dial.,
= Norw.

dial, pill (Aasen) penis : cf. COCK sb.1 20.]
1. The penis (vulgar].
1300-25 in Rel.Ant. II. 211 Mipilkoc pissethon mi schone.

^535 LYNDESAY Satyre 4410 My pilfok. 1598 FLORIO,
D0lcemelle,.a\$o pilicock. [See also s. w. Pinco, Pinchino,
Rozzonc.} 1605 SHAKS. Lear in. iv. 78. 1719 D'URFEY Wit
fy Mirth Song, Pillicock.

2. * A flattering word for a young boy
'

;
= * my

pretty knave* (Cotgr.).
1598 FLORIO, Zugo,.. a pillicocke, a darling, or a wanton, or

a minion. 1611 COTGR., Mistigonri^ my pillicocke, my
prettie rogue. 1653 URQUHART Rabelais i. xli, By my faith

..I cannot tell (my Pillicock), but thou art more worth then
gold.

Pillie, pi. pilleis, obs. Sc, form of PULLET.
Pilliewinkes : see PILLIWINKS.

Pi'lling, vbl. sb. arch, or dial. [f. PILL v.l +
-ING 1

.] The action of PILL v. 1 in its various senses.

*t*l. Plundering, robbing, spoliation ; extortion.
a. 1380 WYCLIF IVks. (1880) 417 A prest shulde rabere..

sufTere deb or he assentide. .to siche piling of pore men.
1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls) VII. 369 pat hopede to blende
his pylyng and hys robborie by be sympilnesse of Wolston.

ft. 1399 LANGL. Rich. Redeles i. 13 By pillynge of goure
peple ^oure prynces to plese. 1496 Dives < Paup. (W. de W.)
v. viii. 206/1 They be.. full of crueltee in pyllynge of the

poore people. 1556 OLDE Antichrist 73 b, The pilling and
rauine, that they vse openly. 1603 KKOLLES Hist. Turks
(1621) 990 All began prowdly to plot unto themselves nothing
but sackings, pillings, taking of prisoners. 1627 SPEED
England, etc. Irel. iv. 7 Certame . . oppressed the poore
people a long time with extorting, pilling, and spoiling.

b. Pilling (peeling] and polling*, see PILL #.1 9.
1547 Homilies \. Agst. Adultery n. (1859) 125 Doth not

the adulterer give his mind . . to polling and pilling of other ?

1607 DEKKER Knts. Conjur. (1842) 58 Heers worse pilling
and polling then amongst my countrey-men the vsurers.

1658 J. HARRINGTON Prerog. Pop. Govt. n. ii. (1700)332 The
pilling and polling of her Provinces, which happen'd through
the Avarice, and Luxury of her Nobility, a 1661 FULLER
Worthies, Berks. (1662) 90 Vexed at his polling and peeling
of the English people.

f2. The removal or falling off of hair; depilation.
1561 T. HOBY tr. Castiglione's Courtyer i. H, The pilling

of the browes and forehead. 1597 GF.RARDE Herbal i. Ixv.

90 The ashes of this Bulbe . . cureth the pilling or falling of
the haire in spots. i6n COTGR., Pclement^ a pilling; a
pulling off the haire. 1635 SWAM Spec. M. vi. 4 (1643) 248
The ashes . .cure the pilling of the hair from the head.

3. Removal of the skin, bark, etc.: = PEELING
vbl. sb. i b. Now dial.

1580 HOLLYBAND Treas. Fr. Tongt Escorcevient, a barking
of trees, a pilling, a rinding. 1618 in N. Riding Rec. Soc.

(1884) II. 175 A Gillinge man for pilling of the barke. 1742
MS. Agreement (co. Derby), [Lessee to have] authority for

pilling, cutting down. .wood. 1794 Trans. Soc. Arts XII.
138 Pilling [of osiers], per load,

t b. The coming off of bark, skin, etc. : =
PEELING vbl. sb. i c. Obs.
1601 HOLLAND Pliny II. 141 A faire medicine to cure, .the

scailing and pilling of the face. 1661 LOVELL Hist. Aniin,
<$ Min. 113 It helps the pilling of the skin about the nails.

4. concr. That which is peeled or peels off :
=

PEELING vbl. sb. 2. Now dial.
c 1400 Rowland fy O. 1265 He sett \f> lawes of Cristyantee

Nott at a pillynge of a tree. 1418 PAGE Siege of Rouen in
Hist. Coll. Citizen Land. (Camden) 18 Oynonnys, lykys,
bothe in fere Was to hem a mete fulle dere;. .Welle was
hym that myght gete a pyllynge. 1523 FITZHERB. Husb.
136 Bastes or pyllynge of wythy or elme to bynde them

with. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny II. 31 That part of the Hempe
which is next to the rind or pilhng..is worst 1671 GREW
Anat. Plants vi. 2 The Pilling [of an Apple] is but the
Continuation of the utmost part of the Barque. 1828
Craven Gloss, (ed.2) s.v., Potatoe pillings. 1877 Holderness
Gloss., PilKns, sb.

pi.,
the skins of onions, potatoes, &c.,

after removal. [So in many dialects: see Eng. Dial. Diet.]
5. attrib., as pilling-knife^ -iron.
1688 R. HOLME Artnonry in. 350/2 The Pilling Knife, of

some called a Pilling Iron,.. takes off all the Hair of the
Hide ; being a four square Iron set in two Handles, Hooped.

Pi'lling, ///. a. [f. PILL vl + -ING 2.] That
pills, a. Plundering, rifling, thieving, arch.

1586 MARLOWE ist Pt. Tamburl. in. iii. 250 The galleys
and those pilling brigandines, That. .hover in the Straits
for Christians' wrack, a 1618 SYLVESTER Paradox Wks.
(Grosart) II. 56 To guard from souldiers pilling hands. 1692
R. L'EsTRAKGE Fables ccliv. (1714) 271 Suppose Pilling and
Polling Officers, as Busie upon the People as these Flies
were upon the Fox.

b. That peels. Now dial.

[1483 Cat/i. Angl. 279/1 Pillynge ..Pyllynge, vetlicans.}
1681 COTTON Wond. Peak (ed. 4) 42 Neighbours .. Must
needs perceive the pilling Cliff retire.

Pillion ]

(prlyan). Obs. exc. Hist. Also 6 Sc.

pil^ane, pyllyon, pyllen, 7 pillen, -ian, 8
pilion. Cf. also PILGATE. [app. of Celtic origin:
in Irish pillin y Gaelic pillin, ~ean

t
in same sense,

dim. of pell (pealf], gen. s. and nom. pi. pi/I,

couch, pallet, cushion (a. L. pellis skin, pelt, felt).
Pill occurs in the BoratnJia of the Bk. of Leinster, c 1 160-

i\-jo(pitl cuilcthe cluimhe 'pallet with downy coverlet').
Pillin was prob. adopted in Lowl. Sc. from Gaelic, m Eng.
from Irish : cf. quot. a 1620. The Guernsey pilion cited by
Moisy Gloss. Anglo-Normand from Me"tivier, may be from
English, no such word occurring in French.]
A kind of saddle, esp. a woman's light saddle.

Also, a pad or cushion attached to the hinder part
of an ordinary saddle, on which a second person

(usually a woman) may ride
;
also used for resting

864

a mail or piece of luggage in transport : see mail

pillion, s. v. MAIL sb.'& 4.

1503 Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scot. II. 214 Item, for y elne
claith of gold to be ane pi!;ane to the Quene, quhen hir aun
wes brint in Dalketh, 1530 PALSGR. 254/1 Pyllyon for a
woman to ryde on, hovsse & femttie. 1571 Wills fy 1m?.
N. C. (Surtees) I. 361, ij owld chystes ij

a
. vj

d
. j bodgett,

on capcase & ij male piniors [? pillions] xij
d

. ij armones j
!
.

a 1620 MORYSON Itin, iv. n. v. (1903) 235 The Irish.. vse
no sadles, but either long narrow pillions bumbasted, or
bare boardes of that fashion. 1628 WITHER Brit. Rememb.
11. 1774 To get her neighbors footstoole, and her pillian.
1688 R. HOLME Armoury in. 397/2 In former times the
Side sadle had only a Pillen fastned upon the Tree of the
Sadie., over which Pillen and Tree was cast a Sadie-
cloth. 1766 GOLDSM. yic. W. x, Next, the straps of my
wife's pillion broke down. 1820 W. IRVING Sketch Bk.,
Leg. Sleepy Hollow 54 Some of the damsels mounted
on pillions behind their favourite swains. 1867 SMILES

Huguenots Fr. xii. (1880) 207 De Bostaquet rode first, with
his sister behind him on a pillion.

b. attrib.) as pillion gelding, wait, seat.

1539-40 Rutland MSS. (1905) IV. 289 To Poppes man
for oryngyng of on pyllen gyldyng for my Lady, xxd.
1818 SCOTT Hrt. Midi, xli, That trunk is mine, and that
there band-box, and that pillion mail, and those seven

bundles, and the paper bag. 1878 Cumberland Gloss.)
Pillion seat, a seat to fix behind the saddle for a female to
ride on. Out of use since about 1830.

t Pillion 2
. Obs. Forms : 4 pylion, 4-6 pi-

lioun, 5pylyou,pelyone, pillyon, 5-6pillion(e,
pyllyon. [app. a derivative of L. pilens, pilleus

cap (see PILEUS), which word it was used by Trevisa
to render. No corresponding form has been found
in other langs.] A hat or cap, esp. of a priest or

doctor of divinity.
1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls) I. 217 J?ei my^te nou^t In f>e

holy day suffre on hire piliouns and here cappes for hete

\L. Quando non poterant pras calvitate diebus festivis pileum
defer re], (-1420 LYDG. Assembly of Gods 1577 Gregory
and Jerome, Austyn and Ambrose, With pylyons on her

hedys, stood lyke doctours. ^1449 PECOCK Repr. i. xvi.
88 Summe werers of piliouns in scole of dyuynyte ban
scantli be worthi for to be in the same scole a good scoler.

c 1500 in Peacock Stat. Cambridge App. A. p. Hi, The Bedell
shall gether of every Doctour Comensar..a Grote for hys
Pylyon. 1515 BARCLAY Egloges iv. (1570) C iv b/i Mercury
shall giue thee giftes manyfolde, His pillion, scepter, his

attrib. ? a 1400 Morte Artk. 3461 Thane rysez the riche

kynge. ..And one he henttis..A pavys pillione halt, ^at
pighte was fulle faire With perry of be oryent.
Hence fFi'llioned a.

, wearing a pillion. Obs.

1553 BALE I'ocacyon 10 No mete mynisters.. though they
be neuer so gorgyously mytered, coped, and typpeted, or
neuer so fynely forced, pylyoned and scarletted.

tPillionS. Obs. (Seequots.)
1778 PRYCE Min. Cornub. \. iii. 283 The pillion in the first

and second of the stampings is separated from the scoria in
the same manner as Copper Ore from its waste. Ibid. Gloss.

325 Pillion, the Tin which remains in the scoria or slags
after it is first smelted, which must be separated and
remelted. 1882 JAGO Cornish Dial, [from Pryce],

Pillitore, obs. form of PELLITOKT.

Pilliver. Now north, dial. Forms : i pyle-
wer, 2 pulewar, 4 peloware, pylwere, 6-7
(9 dial.) pilliver, } pillover. [app. f. OE. pyle,
PILLOW + ON. ver case, cover : cf. ON. koddaver

pillow-case = CODWABE 2. (But the element -war,
-ware may have a different origin ;

with the forms
in -ver cf. pillowher, PILLOW-BERE.)]
A pillow-case. (In the early quots., down to 1440,

the meaning seems to be '

pillow '.)

a noo in Napier O. E. Glosses 222/16 Cervical, pylewer.
a izoo in J/JT. Bodley 730 If. 144 b, Hoc auriculare et hie

pulvillus idem sunt .s. oreiler .i. pulewar. et hoc cervical.

14.. Noin. in Wr.-Wiilcker 742/24 Hoc ccii':cal,a. peloware.
c 1440 Jacob's Well 243 Sche . . leyde hym in here bed, & a
softe pylwere vnder his heuyd. 1581-2 in Best Rur. Econ.
(Surtees) 172, 5 pillivers of lininge. 1599 in Antiquary
XXXII. 243 Item iiij pillivers & one table clothe, iij-r. viij</.

i6n Knarcsb. M7//s(Surlees) II. 20, iij pillovers. ibt&Ibid.
207, 3 pillovers. 1869 GIBSON Folk-speech Cumberland 3t He
laid back on his

piiliyer. 1898 B. KIRKBV Lakeland Words
(E. D. D.), An' a pilliver tuck't inta t' sma' ov his back.

Pilliwinks (pi'liiwirjks). Ois.exc.f/ist. Forms:

4 pyrwykes, 5 pyrewinkes ;
Sc. 6-7 pilli(e)-

winkes,-is, 8 -winks, -wincks, 6 pinniwinkis,
5 pinniewinks ; 8-9 pilni(e)winks. (Also 9

(erroneously )pilliwinkies, pennywinkis, pinny-
winkles, pilniwinky, pilni(e)winkies, pirlie-

winkles.) [In English use, c 1400, pyrwykes,
pyrewinkes. In Scottish use, c 1600, pilHwinkes
and pinniwinkis j corrupted by later historical

or antiquarian writers, novelists, journalists, etc.

to pilniewinks, pinnywinkles, pirliewinkles, etc.

Origin unknown: the ijth c. Eng. pyrewinkes
coincides with a contemporary spelling of peri-
winkle (the flower) ; but there is no obvious con-
nexion of sense. The early forms do not agree

(as has sometimes been thought) with those of

periwinkle the shell-fish, the forms in -winkle

being merely later corruptions after the word had
become obsolete soon after 1600.] An instrument
of torture for squeezing the fingers ; supposed to
resemble the thumbkins or thumb-screw.

winges and his harpe. 1562 CAVENDISH IVolsey (1893) 30
Uppon hys [ Wolsey's] hed a round pyllion with a nekke of
blake velvett set to the same in the inner side.

PILLORY.

1397 in W. P. Baildon Sel. Cas. Cketnc. (1806) 30 Johan
Skypwyth . . adonqes esteant viscont de Nicole [^Lincoln],
par colour de son office aresta le dit Johan .. et lui mist en
ceppes..et sur sez mayns vne paire de pyrwykes. ?i4or
Cartnlar. Abbatias S. Edmundi (MS.) If. 341 (in Cowell's
Interpr. (1701) Ssij b}, Quendam Robertum Smyth de Bury
..Ceperunt..et ipsum..in ferrp posuerunt et cum cordis
Hgaverunt, et super pollices ipsius Rpberti quoddam instru-
mentum vocatum Pyrewinkes ita stride et dure posuerunt,
quod sanguis exivit de digitis illius. 1591 Newes from
Scotland ^in Pitcairn Crim. Trials I. n. 215), Her maister
. .did with the help of others torment her with the torture of
the pilHwinkes vpon her fingers. 1596 Ibid. 376 The dochter,
being sewin yeir auld, put in the pinniwinkis [so H/S. Re-
cord; in Maclaurin, 1774, pilniewinks]. Ibid. 377 Hir sone
tortourit in be Buitis, and hir dochtir put in pe Pilliewinkis.

1680-1700 in Maclaurin's Crim. Cases In trod. 37 Lord
Roystoun observes:. .'Anciently I find other torturing in-

struments were used, as pinmewinks or pilliwinks, and
caspitaws or caspicaws \inisreading of cashilaws ; in Pit-
cairn I. 275, caschielawis], in the Master of Orkney's case,
24th June 1596. ..But what these instruments were, I know
not'.

f 1774 Ibid. 36 It was pleaded for Alaster Grant, who
was indicted for theft and robbery 3rd August 1632, that he
cannot pass to the knowledge of an assize, in respect he was
twice put to the torture, first in the boots, and next in the

pilliewinks or pinniewinks. [1818 SCOTT Br. Lamm, xxiii,

They prick us and they pine us, and they pit us on the

pinnywinkles for witches. 1830 Demonol. ix. 310 His
finger bones were slintered in the pilniewinks. 1865 LECKY
Ration. I. i. 142 The three principal [tortures]. .were the

pennywinkis, the boots, and the caschielawis. 1890 Spectator
31 May 768 The 'pirliewinkles', a form of thumb-screw
ingeniously constructed for the express purpose of crushing
rtil the fingers of one hand.]

Pill-machine, Pill-nettle, etc. : see PILLS 4 .

Pillo, obs. form of PILLOW.

f Pillock. Obs. [See -OCR.] A small pill.
1570 LEVINS Manib. 159/11 Pillocke,//7w/a.

Pillock, pillok, obs. forms of PILLICOCK.

Pilloe, obs. variant of PILAU.

t Pi'llor ,
v. Obs. Also 7 -owr, -ar, 8 -er. [app.

a back-formation from PILLORY sb* (OF. had

pilorement) as if from a vb. pilorer^ instead of

pilorierS\ trans. = PILLORY v.

1638 Dh>. 9f Politike Observ. 8 In pillaring, or putting to
death such as refuse to doe any worship. 1651 FULLER Abel
Rediv. 436 So justly pillored for cheaters to all posterity.
1706 HEARSE Collect. 30 Apr. 1.238 De-Foe. .was pillor'd
for it. 1715 Exeter Mercury i Apr. 8 Lists ,. containing
the Names of such as they would have Beheaded,.. Filler 'd.

1819 Metropolis III. 170 Pillored in capes and cravats.

Pillorize (pi-loraiz), v. [f. PILLORY S&. + -IZE:

or a. OF. pil-, pilloriser (i4-i6thc. in Godef.), f.

pilori.] trans. To put in the pillory; PILLORY .

1646 J. HALL Poems 66 Defect of Organs may me cause

By chance to pillorize an Asse. 1691 WOOD Atli. Oxon. I.

814 Henry Burton, .was. .degraded, deprived of his benefice,

pillorized with Prynne and Bastwicke. 1721 STRYPE Eccl.
Mem. III. i. 14 One had been pillorized for speaking some
words for Queen Mary, on the nth of this month. 1837
Frasers Mag. XV. 237 Being thus pillorized, he was fit for

nothing until he was released.

Hence Pi'llorized />//. a., PHloriziug vbl. $b.

and ppLa.\ also Pilloriza'tion.

1656 S. HOLLAND Zara (1719) 68 A Pilloriz'd Factionist.

1688 in Ld. Campbell Chancellors (1857) IV. cii. 4:2 High
commissions, qno ivarrantos^ dispensations, pillorizations.
1720 STRYPE Stovfs Suru, (1754) II. \'i. \\\. 630/1 The
punishment of Pillorising inflicted for this crime by the
Star Chamber. 1890 Miss R. H. BUSK in N. $ Q. 7th ser.

IX. 150/1 Dctndin has become a pillorizing name adopted
(probably from folk-speech) by many French authors.. for

types of various forms of folly they have undertaken to

scathe.

Pillory (pi'lori), sb. Forms : 3-4 pillori, 3-7
pyllory, 4-7 pilory, 5 pilery, puilery, pull-,

pyllorie, pelory, 5-6 pillery, -ie, pyllere,

-ery, pylery, pillorye, 5-7 pillorie, 6 pyllary,

pillarie, 7 pillary, 3- pillory. [ME. pillori^

pilory^ etc., a. OF. pellori (1168), pilorit, pilori

(i3thc., Godef.), ^Qpillori^peulaiiri^peUerichj of

uncertain origin : see Note below.]
A contrivance for the punishment of offenders, con-

sisting usually of a wooden framework erected on a

post or pillar, and formed, like the stocks, of two
movable boards which, when brought together at

their edges, leave holes through which the head and

hands of an offender were thrust, in which state he

was exposed to public ridicule, insult, and molesta-

tion. In other forms, the culprit was fastened to

a stake by a ring round his neck and wrists. (In

quot. a 1380, the name is applied to the cross.)

The Chinese cangue is a species of portable pillory.
In Great Britain the punishment of the pillory was

abolished, except for perjury, in 1815, and totally in 1837.
In Delaware, U.S., it was not abolished till 1905.

[a 1189 Charter ofHen. //in Ditgdale's Monast. (1819) II.

351/1 Monachi de Middellone habeant . . omnes terras.,

cum .. assisa panis et cervisie, cum furcis, pilloriis et cum
omnibus aliis pertinentiis.] 1274-5 Rot. Hundred. (1818)

II. 194/1 (MS. m. 33), Abbas Sancti Edmundi hsbet . .

Pyllory et Trebuchet in Mercato de Bocholnesdal. 1273

[see PIT sb.
1 2 b]. #1300 Sat. People Kildare xvi. in

E. E. P. (1862) 155 ?e [bakers] pmciwji on (>e rijt white

ajen goddes law To (?e fair pillori ich rede se tak hede. c 1325
Poem Times Edw. II 477 in Pol Songs (Cainden) 345 The

"ilory and the cucking-stol beth i-mad for noht. 1362
ANGL. P. PI. A. in. 69 To punisschen on pillories or on

pynnyng stoles Brevvesters, Bakers, Bochers and Cookes.

1393 Ibid* C. in. 216 Let hym nat a-skapie Er he be put on



PILLORY.
be pullery. "1380 Minor Poems /r. Vinwn MS. Iii. 15
Chyld, whi artou not a-schamed On a pillori to ben I-piled?
[See also PIN v. 1

i.] 14. . in Snrtees Misc. (1888)60 pe sayd
Burgese sail, .ordan a pelory and a thew, lawfull and strang.
1444 Maldon, Essex Liber A. If. 32 b (MS.), If eny baker
or brewer be ateynt of fals weght or offals mesure, he shall

be twyes amerced and at the thirde tyme he shall be sette
in the pilery. 1511-12 /irf 3 Hen. K///,c. 6 i Upon payn
to be sett upon the pillorie or the Cukkyngstole, Man or
Woman as the case shall requyre. 1530 PALSGR. 254/1
Pyllary to punysshe men &\. t pilory. 1556 Cftron. Gr. Friars
(Camden) 49 Another prest this yere was sett on the pyllere
in Chepe. 1575 Nottingham Rec^ IV. 157 The rog that was
set on the

pylery. 1638 MEADE in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. i.

III. 276 Being whipt from the Fleet to Westminster palace,
where he stood in the pillory, had one ear nailed and cutt of
close to his head and. .his nostrils also slit. 1678 MARVELL
Def. J. Howe Wks. 1875 IV. 236 [He] erects another pair
of columns, .betwixt which Mr. Howe is to look as through
a pillary. 1703 Land, Gaz. No. 3936/3 London, July 31.
On the 29th Instant Daniel Foe, alias de Foe, stood in the
Pillory before the Royal Exchange in Cornhill. 1778 JOHN-
SON 1 8 Apr. in lioswcll, They should set him in the pillory,
that he may be punished in a way that would disgrace him.
1837 Act 7 Will. IV, & i Viet. c. 23 (title) An Act to abolish
the Punishment of the Pillory. 1877 BLACK Green Fast.
xliii, Then your reward would be the pillory for every coward
. .to have his fling at you.
fit. 1838 DISRAELI Corr. w. Sister i Mar., Standing like
a culprit before several hundred individuals sitting. After
all, it is a moral pillory. 1876

' OUIDA' Winter City iv. 82
What Moliere would have fastened for all time in his

pillory.

b. Finger-pillory ; a similar contrivance by
which the fingers were held with the first joint
bent to a right angle.
1831 ff. If Q. 25 Oct., Amongst the old-time relics at Little-

cote Hall, an ancient Wiltshire mansion, may still be seen
a finger-pillory. 1899 W. ANDREWS Bygone Punishments
171 Finger pillories or stocks. .were probably frequently
employed in the old manorial halls of England.

C. attrib. and Comb., as pillory-bird (cf. GAL-
LOWS-BIKD), -hole, -house ; pillory-faced, -like adjs.
ri4*> LVDG. Assembly of Gods 698 Tyburne coloppys,

and pursekytters, Pylary knyghtes, double tollyng myllers.
1526 SKELTON Magny/. 361 Boyes . . wolde haue made
me Freer Tucke, To preche out of the pylery hole. 1361
Jack Juggler (Roxb.) 23 Wine shakin, pilorye peepours,
of lice not without a pecke. 1599 HAKLUYT Voy. II. n. 75
Two boords, amid them both a pillery-like hole for the
prisoners necke. 1656 EARL MONM. tr. Boccalinfs Advts.
fr. Parnass. n. Ixxviii. (1674) 230 Danger of being dis-
covered to be a Pillory-bird. 1796 CHARLOTTE SMITH
Marc/tmont III. 45 That old

pillory faced blood-hound.
1884 St. Jama's Gaz. 5 Apr. 6/2 They had not, as before the
Revolution, the pillory-house to live in.

[Note. Numerous forms of this word occur in med.L. (of
rance) : Du Cange has piloriwn, pillaurium, spilorinm,,.,-,.,eorcum,

pellericum (Aragon), most of which, if not all, appear to be
formed on French or other vernacular forms. The forms
in pit- suggest derivation from L. plla, or its deriv. pilare,
F. filer, filter, pillar; but for those infill-, fell-, this is

phonologically unsuitable. The F.fiforiis identified through
Gascon tsfilori(Coutumcs tie Gonlaud xlvii, a 1305) with Pr.
espitlori' pillory ', which some connect with Cat. espitllera.
'

little window, peep-hole ', with supposed reference to the
hole through which the head was thrust in the pillory.]

Pillory, v. [f. prec. sb. ; cf. F. pilorier
(I5thc. in Hatz.-Darm.).] trans. To set in the

pillory ; to punish by exposure in the pillory.
? a. 1600 Collier cfCroydon H. i. in Hazl. Dodsley VIII. 409,

I have been five times pilloried, my coals given to the poor,
and my sacks burnt before my face. 1685 EVELYN Mem.
16 May, Titus Oates was sentenced to be whipped and
pilloried with the utmost severity. 1714 B. MANDEVILLE
Fab. Bees

(1733) I. 8 Tho 1

some, first pillory'd for cheating,
Were hang'd m hemp of their own beating. 1849 MACAULAY
Hist. Eng. i. I. 89 The government was able, through their

instrumentality, to fine, imprison, pillory and mutilate
without restraint, trans/. 1863 HAWTHORNE Our Old Home
(1879) 15 A. .bust of General Jackson, pilloried in a military
collar which rose above his ears.

b. Jig. To expose to public ridicule or abuse.
1699 BENTLEY Phal. Pref. 18 He has Pillouried himself

for t in Print, as long as that Book shall last. 1863 EMERSON
Misc. Papers, Thoreau Wks. (Bohn) III. 326 He wanted a
fallacy to expose, a blunder to pillory.
Hence Pilloried ppl. a., Prllorying vbl. sb.

1671 F. PHILLIPS Rig. Necess. 167 A worse than Pilloried
note of Ingratitude. 1705 HiCKERiNoiLL/V;i!-cr. iv. (1721)
224 Cropping of Ears, Pillorying, Gaoling. 1893 VIZETELLY
Glances Back \. i. 10 The rough handling that usually befel
pilloried culprits.

t Pillotes. Obs. = Pill oats, pilled oats : see

PILLED///, a. i b : cf. PILCOBN.
1551 TUKN-ER Herbal i. E vj, Ther is an other kinde of

otes, called pillotes, which growe in Sussex : it hath no husk
abydyng vpon it, after that it is threshed, & is lyke otemele.

Pillou, obs. var. PILAU. Pillour, var. PELLUKE
Obs. ; obs. f. FILLER. Pillover, obs. f. PILLIVER.
Pillow (pH), so. Forms : see below. [OE.

pyje, pylu
'

*pulwi = MDu. pb'luwe (puluwe},
pelnwe nent., ?fem., Du. peluw, peuluw fem. ;

MLG. pole, LG. /(?/ masc. ; OHG. pfuliwi nent.,
pfulwo masc., MHG. pfiilwe nent., pftilwe masc.,
QbeM&.pfnlbe,pfuhve, Ger./////masc.,neut. These
forms represent a \VG. *pulwt(n, a. L. pulvin-us
cushion, which, from the phonology, must have been

adopted by the German! as early as the 2nd or 3rd c.
The normal development in OE. would be nom. *pulwi,

ful!,fyle, gen. *pulwes,fyltues. Form-levelling gave from
pyl-.ues a new nom. fylu, whence ME. filwi, moA.pillovj;
pyle was inflected pylcs, and remained as ME. pyle, pill,

865

fcle, mod. dial, fill, peel. (See Napier in Mod. Lang.
Quarterly 1897 Nov. 52.)]

A. Illustration of Forms,
a. 1-6 pyle, 4-5 pile, pule, 9 dial. pill.

1:893 K. ALFRED Oros. v. xi. i Man. .dyde selces con-
sules set! ane pyle hierre bonne hit aer waes. c 1000 /ELFRIC
Grain, ix. (Z.) 38 Cervical, pyle. 1387 TKEVISA Higtlcn
(Rolls) VII. 421 Under his pelewe [MS. 8. pile; y. pule;
Caxton pyle]. 1502 Privy Purse Exp. Eliz. ofYork (1830)
65 For making of a pyle cloth. 1886 ELWORTHY W. Som.
Word-bk. s. v. /V//, I never can't zlape way a soft pill.

/3. 4 pele, 6 pelle, 8-9 peel.
13.. S, Eng. Leg. (MS. Bodl. 779) in Herrig Archiv

LXXX1I. 318/454 Nold he non oberpele to lesgehis heued
vppon. 1553 Inv. Ch. Goods

Staffs, in Ann. L'ichfield (1863)
IV. 45 Itm. ij stolles, v fannes, xij pelles, ij chesables. 1746
Exmoor Courtship 428 (E. D. S.) Darning up ofold blonkets,
and rearting tha Peels. 1825 JENNINGS Obs. Dial. W. Eng,
170 Tha. .gee me stra vor bed an peel !

-f. i pylu, 4-5 pilewe, pilwe, 5 pylwe, pilowe,
-ow, (pilwo, pilve, pyliwe, pilou, pilu), 5-6
pylow(e,pyllow(e, pillowe, (pillo(e, pilo, 6-7
pilla), 6- pillow.
a noo in Napier 0. E. Glosses 198/4 Cervical, pylu.

CI374 CHAUCER Troylus in. 395 (4441, He tornede on his

pylwes [?'. rr. pilwis, pilous] ofte. Ibid. \. 224 Saue a pilwe
[v. r. pilwo] I fynde nought tenbrace. 1382 WYCLIF Mark
iv. 38 He was . . slepynge on a pilewe. c 1386 CHAUCER
Merch. T. 760 Vnder his pilwe [v. rr. pilowe, pylow]. c 1420
LYDG. Assembly of Gods 12 To rowne with a pylow me
semyd best tryacle. c 1440 Proinp. Parv. 399/1 Pylwe
(P. pyllowe), pulvinar. c 1460 Tovjneley Myst. xxx. 290
On sich pilus I me set. 1463 Bury Wills (Camden) 23 A
greet pilve and a small pilve. 1482 Nottingham Rec. II.

322, v. pillois cum uno bolster. 1500 Ibid. III. 74, iij

pillowes valent \yl. 1541 R. COPLAND Gitydon's Quest.
Chirurg. L iv, Called plumeceaulx or pylowes of fethers in
frenche. 1573 etc - Pillow [see B. i b].

S. 4-5 pelewe, 5 pelouhe, 5-6 pelowe, pelow,
pelloe, 6pellow, pelo.
c 1369 CHAUCER Dethe Blaunche 254 (MS. Fairf.) Many a

pelowe (v. r. pilow] and euery here Of clothe of raynes.
1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls) VII. 421 Under his pelewe
[1432-50 tr. Higden pelowe]. c 1400 Destr. Troy 12613
Pres it to be pelow. c 1430 LYDG. Min. Poems (Percy Soc.)
29 Thus may thi man at thi pelouhe appere. c 1485 F.. E.
Misc. (Warton Cl.) 18 Thy lusty pellois. 1526 TIN-DALE
Mark iv. 38 A slepe on a pelowe. 1532 Test. Ebor. (Surtees)
VI. 34 A blanket!, a boulster, a pellov,-. 1536 in W. H.
Turner Select. Rec. Oxford (1880) 135 A coverlet, pelloe,
and tester, a 1544 Lane. Wills (1860) II. 152, ij pelo berys.
1561 HOLLYBUSH Horn. Apoth. 14 b, Take a heade pelow.
B. Signification.

1. A support for the head in sleeping or re-

clining ; spec, a cushion or case made of linen or
the like, stuffed with feathers, down, or other soft

material ; especially as forming part of a bed.
Also applied to the bamboo or rattan frame, the block of

wood with a concave or crescent -shaped top, etc., used by
the natives of various countries, and to ar,y object impro-
vised for the same purpose.
1:897 K. JELFKED Gregory's Past. C. xix. 143 Wa 3a;m be

willaS under aslcne elnbojan lecgean pyle & bolster under
selcne hneccan. c 1000 Sax. Lecchd. I. 226 Leje him,
nytendum, under his pyle. 1390 GOWER Conf. II. 103 Upon
a fethrebed alofte He lith with many a pilwe of doun. 1474
CAXTON Chesse 21 She put in a pelowe of fethers a serteyn
somme of money. 1480 Chron. Eng. v. (1520) 67/1 They
put on his mouth a pilowe and stopped his breth. a 1548
HALL Chron., Edw. V z b, He caused hym self to bee raised

vp_
with pillowes. 1605 SHAKS. Lear in. iv. 55 That hath

laid Kniues vnder his Pillow. 1611 BIBLE Gen. xxviii. 18
And Iacob..tooke the stone that hee had put for his pil-
lowes [COVERD. that he had layed vnder his neade] and set
it vp for a pillar. 1762 GOLDSM. Cit. W. xiii, In that chair
the Kings of England were crowned ; you see also a stone
underneath, and that stone is Jacob's pillow. 1765 H. WAL-
POLE Let. to Earl of Hertford 7 Apr., They flung pillows
upon the question, and stifled it. 1768-74 TUCKER Lt. Nat.
(1834) II. 619 It will be very difficult to get a man from his :

pillow.. if he has nothing to do when he is up. 1809 Med.
jrnl. XXI. 518 The limb being supported by pillows in a
relaxed position. 1860 TYNDALI. Glac. i. xi. 71 Placing my '

bag for a pillow, he lay down. 1866 J. MARTINEAU Ess. I. 64
Coleridge, .slept with the Observations on Man under his

pillow. 1884 SIR H. JOHNSTON River Congo xvi. 432 Many
pretty little things are carved in wood : pillows or head-
rests arc made, much like those used by the ancient
Egyptians.

b. Phrase. To take counsel of,
or consult with,

one's pillow, etc. : to take a night to consider a
matter of importance ; to '

sleep upon
'

it.

fS73 G. HARVEY Letter-bk. (Camden) 21 You counsel me
to take counsel of mi pillow. 1633 Battle of Lutzen in
ffarl. Misc. (Malh.) IV. 197 [The "Polonians] took counsel
of the pillow, and. .concluded to come to a treaty. 1709
STF.ELE Taller No. 60 F i [He] frequently consulted his
Pillow to know how to behave himself on such important
Occasions. 1800 Proc. E. Ind. Ho. in Asiat. Ann. Reg.
68/2 They contained surmises and circumstances of such a
nature, that he should carry it with him to his pillow.

C. In various figurative uses.

1:1440 Jacob's Well 114 Slowthe makyth be be restyng
place of be deuyl, for bou art be feendys pylwe. 1588 SHAKS.
Tit. A. v. iii. 163 [He] Sung thee asleepe, his Louing Brest,
thy Pillow. 1667 FLAVEL Saint Indeed (1754) 38 That soft
pillow of creature-delights on which thou restedst before.

lonely pillow. 1889 Sat. Rev. 6 Apr. 414/2 He took it for
granted that nobles and gentlemen who lived about the
Court should one day lay their heads upon a bloody pillow.

d. Phrase. To sew pillows under people's elbows

(etc.) : to give a sense of false security.

PILLOW.
1382 WYCLIF Ezek. xiii. 18 Woo to hem that sewen to

gidre cusshens vndireche cubit of hoond, and maken pilewis
vnder the heed of eche age, for to take soulis. 1560 BIBLE
(Genev.) ibid., Woe vnto the women that sowe pillowes
vnder all arme holes. 1572 in Neal Hist. Purit. (1732) I.

285 'Tis no time to blanch or sew pillars under mens elbows.
1620 J. KING Serm. 24 Mar. 45 When I come to reprove
sinne, I shall sowe no pillowes. 1672 WYCHF.RI.EY Lai>e in
Wood i.

i, No, Mrs. Joyner, you cannot sew pillows under
folks' elbows; ..you cannot tickle a trout to take him.
t 2. A cushion. Obs.
c 1440 [see A. y]. 1466 in Arcltxologia (1887) L. i. 42 Item

j pyllow of rede whyte and yollowe clothe of sylke w'
ymages and birdes. 1522 Bury Wills (Camden) 115 To the
chyrche of Pakenham a pelow of blew sylke. 1566 Eng.
Ch. Furniture (1866) 118 Item one litle pillowe which was
accustomed to be laid vpon the altare. 1573-80 BARET^/E'.
P 374 A pillowe, or cushm.fiituinar.
3. Applied to something padded ; a pad.
a. The pad of a saddle

;
a pillion.

1607 MARKHAM Cow/. II. (1617) 958 When you haue placed
. .both your knees hard and firme vnder each of the fore.
Pillowes of the Saddle. 1651 Miller i<f Mansf. 15 With
pillows and Pannells.

b. A padded or stuffed support or ground upon
which bone-lace is made.
1781 Cowr-ER Truth 318 Yon cottager, who weaves at her

own door, Pillow and bobbins all her little store. 1864
Spectator 1446 The manner of making pillow lace. ..The
'

pillow
'

is a round or oval board, stuffed so as to form a
cushion, and placed upon the knees of the workwoman.

c. U.S. slang. A boxing-glove.
1894 Outing (U. S.) XXIV.

4.J3/! Piled on a little table
were four as dirty and badly-stained

'

pillows
'

as I had ever
set eyes on.

4. In various technical applications : A block or

support resembling a pillow in form or use : spec.
a. Naut. The block of timber on which the inner end of

a bowsprit rests. b. The ' truck
'

or circular piece of
wood or metal fixed on the head of a pole or mast. c.
Arch. (See quots.) d. A Cross-piece of wood \\hich sup-
ports the beam of a plough or the bed of a wagun : cf.

BOLSTER sb. 3 a, e. e. Mech. A bearing of brass or bronze
for the journal of a shaft. f. The socket ofa pivot (Knight
Viet. Mech. 1875).

1446 Yatton C/iurclnu. Ace. (Som. Rec. Soc.) 84 It. payd
for fellyng of a brasen pelewe for worspryng. 1474-5 in

Swayne Sarntn Cjiurchw. Ace. (1896) 20 It' in castynge of

pelewes for the iij grettyst bellys xis.

a. 1626 CAPT. SMITH Accid. Yng. Seamen i?. The boule
sprct, the pillow, the sturrop, the spret sayle. 1627 Sea.
man's Gram. iii. 16. 1688 K. HOI.MK Armoury in. xv.
(Roxb.) 36/2 The Pillow is that tymber on which the bolt-

split beares at the coming out of the hull called the pillow
of the bolt. sprit. 1769 FALCONER Di\t. Marine(ijZ<)\ Cmchc,
the pillow of a stay, or the piece of wood upon which it

rests. b. 1632 LrniGow Trav. lv. 154 Then hoysing him
, vp to the pillow or top of the tree, they let the rope flee

|
loose, whence downe he falles. c. 1664 EVELYN tr.

Frearfs Archit. 128 The Return [of the Volute] or Pillow
betwixt the Abacus and Echinus resembles the side-plaited
tresses of Women's haire. 1704 J. HAKRIS Lex. Tichn. I.

s. v. Valuta, These Voluta's are more especially remarkable
in the lonick Capital, representing a kind of Pillow or
Cushion laid between the Abacus and the Echinus. 1842-76
GVVILT Archit. Gloss., Yohtte, a spiral scroll which forms
the principal feature of the capital of the Ionic order.. .The

\
returns or sides are called pulvinata or pillows. d. 1733

i
TUI.L Horse-Hoeing Hush. xxi. 301 Two Rows of Holes,
whereby to raise or sink the Beam, by pinning up or down
the Pillow, .to increase or diminish the Depth of the Furrow.
1764 Museum Rust. I. cxiii. 479 A pin. .through the fore

bed, about one foot behind the upper pillow, ..the other

through the under pillow. 1813 T. DAVIS Agric. Wilts
Gloss. 263 Parts of a Waggon. .; Peel, the pillow over the
axle. e. 1814 R. BUCHANAN Millwork (1823) 547 Tht
bearings on which gudgeons and journals rest and revolve,
are sometimes termed pillows and frequently brasses.

5. A kind of plain fustian.

1839 URK Diet. Arts 537 The common fustian, .is known
by the name of pillow. 1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mech., Pillow, . .

a kind of fustian having a four-leaved twill.

6. attrib. and Comb., as pillow-habit, -linen,

-making, -rest; pillow-nestling &&]. ; pillow-bar:
see qnot. ; pillow-block, a cradle or bearing
to hold the boxes or brasses forming the journal-

bearing of a shaft or roller; fpillow-eoat, -cote
= PILLOW-CASE

; pillow-counsel : cf. I b
; pil-

low-cup, a cup or drink taken before going to

bed, a '

night-cap
'

; pillow-fight, a fight with pil-
lows (in a bedroom) ; pillow-lace, lace worked on
a pillow (sense 3 b) ; pillow-pipe, a pipe smoked
before going to bed

; pillow-sham : see quot.
1879; pillow-slip, -tie = PILLOW-CASE; pillow-
word (in Japanese verse) : see quot. 1880.
1890 Cent. Diet.,

*
Pillow-bar, the ground or filling of

pillow-lace, consisting of irregular threads or groups of
threads drawn from one part of the pattern to another.
These bars may either be plain or have a minute pearl-edge.
1844 STEPHENS Bk. Farm II. 534 The axle of these wheels
is ii inch diameter,, .and is in two lengths supported i

"pillow-blocks bolted to the lower edge of the bars. i88a

Rep. to Ho. Repr. Prec. Met. U. S. 586 Pillow blocks for

mining machinery shafts. 1534 Inv. in Lett, ft Tap. Hen. fl/l,
LXXXIIL If. ny b (P.R.O.), A bedstedyll'with a Fetherbed:
. .One pillowe with a 'pillocote. 1600 in W. F. Shaw Mem.
Eastry (1870) 226 Forty payer of sheetes. .viij payer of

pillow coates six payer of pillowes. 1573 G. HARVEY Letter-
6k. (Camden) 21, I am aferd al the 'pillow counsel in Wai.
den is scare able to counsel to so hard a case. 1829 SCOTT
Anne ofG. xix, To hand round to the company a sleeping-
drink or *pillow-cup, of distilled water, mingled with spices.

1904 LLOYD GEORGE in Westin. Caz. 8 Jan. 9/2 It was too
much of a *pillow-fight. . . There was a great show of effort

and of striking without very much damage done. 1858
110



PILLOW.
SIMMOXDS Diet. Trade, *Pillovi-lace, lace worked by hand

on a small cushion or pillow. 1869 MRS. PALLISER Lace vii.

(ed. 2) 87 That pillow lace was first made in the Low
Countries, we have the evidence of contemporary paintings.

1833 L. HUNT Ariadne Waking 8 Her "pillow-nestling
cheek. 1751 FIELDING Amelia in. ii, I sat with him, whilst

he smoaked his 'pillow pipe, as the phrase is. 1871 NAPHEVS
Prev. t Cure Dis. n. ii. 429 There should be in every sick-

room two *pillow-rests. 1879 WEBSTER Suppl., ''Pillow-

sham, a covering, usually of embroidered linen, laid over

the pillow of a bed when it is not in use. 1889 Century
Mag. XXXVII. 786 Pillow-shams.. neatly folded out of the

way. 1828 Craven Gloss, (ed. 2), 'Pillow-slip, Pillow-bear,
the cover or case of a pillow. 1883 Longm. Mag.^ Apr. 648
The wife will rise.. and with pillow-slip in hand will gather
the mushrooms that have grown with the night. 1847-78

HALLIWELL, Pillcnvbcre
,
a pillow-case. . . Also called a pillow-

slip or ''pillow-tie. 1877 B. H. CHAMBERLAIN in Traits.

Asiat. Sac. "Japan V. So A ' "Pillow-Word '. 1880 Classic.

Poetry Japanese Introd. 5 There are. .some usual additions

to the means at the Japanese versifier's command. They

fixed to other words merely for the sake of euphony. Almost

every word of note has some ' Pillow-word
'

on which it

may, so to speak, rest its head. 1899 Eng. Hist. A'ltJ. Apr.

225 The rhymeless metre . . is eked out by pillow-words.

Pi'llow, v. [f. prec. sb.]
1. trans. To rest or place (the head, etc.) on or

as on a pillow ; to lay down on a pillow. Alsoyff .

1629 MILTON On Nativity 231 So when the Sun in bed,. .

Pillows hi.s chin upon an Orient wave. 1796 SOUTHF.V

Rudigcr xxii, And Rudiger upon his arm Pillow'd the little

child. 1830 E. IRVING in Gd. Words Jan. (1884) 46/2

Pillowing their hopes upon something else than the sanctifi-

cation.. which the Gospel hath wrought. 1831 R. & J.

LANDER Exped. Niger I. \. 7 He appeared in deep reflection,

..pillowing his head on his hand.

b. Of a thing : To serve as a pillow for.

1801 Sot'THEY Thalaba iv. xii, Wrapt in his mantle Thalaba

reposed, His loose right arm pillowing his easy head. 1819
BVRON yuan Ii. cxiv

t
And her transparent cheek, all pale

and warm, Pillow'd his death-like forehead.

C. In pa.pple. Laid on, or as on, a pillow.

1794 COLERIDGE Lines on Friend vjho died of Frenzy
Fever 50 'Mid fitful starts I nod, And fain would sleep,

though pillowed on a clod ! 1818 MRS. ILIFF Poems Sev.

Occas. (ed. 2) 29 Languor and pain confess thy chaim.When
pillow d on thy friendly arm.

2. intr. To rest the head on or as on a pillow.
1800 W. TAVLOK in Monthly Mag. VIII. 890 Like him, I

Sillo\v

on the cheek, And nestle near the languid eye. a 1820

. R. DRAKK Culprit Fay 55 Thou shalt pillow on my breast

t'hile heavenly breathings float around.

3. trans. To support or prop up with pillows.

1839 SIR J. FACET in Mem. cy Lett. v. 106 On my arm he

came, and breakfasted with me in his sitting-room, blanketted

and pillowed. 1850 Life H. Heugh xxvii. (1852) 486 He
wished to be pillowed-up more.

Hence Pi-llowed (-<j"d) ///. a. 'also in Arch.

[f.
PILLOW sb.'\

= CUSHIONED 3); Prllowing///. a.

1832 L. HUNT To T. L. H. g Thy sidelong pillowed meek-
ness. (? 1851 MOIR Unkno*ivn Grave x, With pillowing
daisies for his bed. 1861 GEO. ELIOT Silas M. xii, An effort

to regain the pillowing arm. 1882 OGILVIE lAnnandale),
PilloTucd..-2. In arch, a term applied to a rounded frieze.

Called also Pulvinatcd.

Pillow, -e, obs. variants of PILAU.

Pillow-bere (pH0|bi.i). arch. Forms: first

element : see PILLOW ; second, 4- -beer, 6-8 bear,

(6-7 -beare), 6- -ber, -bier, (6 -beier), 5~-bere:
see BEAR sb* (Also 7 phillaber, 8 pillyber.)

[f.
PILLOW st. + BEAR sb.*'}

= PILLOW-CASE.
c 1386 CHAUCER Prol. 604 Ne was ther swich another Par.

doner For in his male he hadde a pilwe beer, Which J>at he

seyde, was oure lady veyl. 1480 H'ardr. Ace. Ed-w. IV
(1830) 131 Pilowe beres off fustian unstuffed iiij. 1303
in Calr. Doc. rel. Scot!. (1888) IV. 341 [For the Queen of

Scots..] 2 'pilloberes' [of an ell long, at 25. an ell). 1519

(Surtees) II. 219 A pilleber having lesus sued vpon ytt.

1566 Eng. Ch. Furniture (1866) 81 Acrosse crosse (sic) clothe,

a pillowe beier, were sold the yeare 1560. 1598 MARSTON

Pygmal. viii. 125 And makes him wish for such a Pillow.

beare [rime appear], 1640 in M^'DoWALL Hist. Dumfries

(1867) 405 Hollond shirts and phillabers. .damask table-cloths.

1683 in Bedfordshire N. 4- Q. (1889) II. 236, I giue to my
goddaughter a pair of fine pillowbears. 1743 Phil. Trans.

XLII. 366 Numbers of Pillows, each with its Pillow-bier.

1771 SMOLLETT Humph. Cl. 2 Apr. Let. iii, Take care of. .

the pillyber. 1776 ANSTEY Election Ball Wks. (1808) 222 An
obstinate bolster Which I think 1 have seen you attempting,

my dear, In vain to cram into a small pillowbeer. 1885
EDNA LYALL In Golden Days II. x. 211 A pillow-beet
ftiend of many a weary journey lay hard by.

Pi'llow-case. The washable case or covering,

usually of white linen or cotton cloth, which is

drawn over a pillow.
a 1745 SWIFT Direct. Servants viii, When you put a clean

pillow-case on your lady's pillow. 1857 WOOD Coin. Obj.
Sea Shore 57 The general shape of the egg [of the dog-fishj
has been aptly compared to a pillow-case, with strings tied

to the corners. 1869 E. A. PARKES Pract. Hygiene (ed. 3)

496 The use of bedding (pillows and pillow-cases).

Pi-llowless, a. [See -LESS.] Without a pillow.
a 1847 ELIZA COOK Sons; ofBeggars vi, We On our pillow-

less couch sleep as soundly as he.

Pillowy (pH0"i), <* [f- PILLOW sb. + -Y.]

Having the quality of, or resembling, a pillow;

soft; yielding.

866

1798 SOTHEBY tr. Wielatufs Oteron (1826) I. 181 Soft on

the pillowy moss he seats his bride. 1821 SOUTHEY Vis.

Judgem. i. 12 The clouds had gather'd above them High in

the middle air, huge, purple, pillowy masses. 1871 R.

ELLIS Catullus Ixiv. 88 Pure from a maiden's couch, from

a mother's pillowy bosom.

Pillulary, Pillule : see PILULARY, PILDLE.

Pillwort (prlwzut). [f.
PILL sbt -i- WORT : so

called from its small globular involucres.] Any
plant of the cryptogamous genus Pilularia, esp.

the British species P. globulifera.
1861 Miss PRATT Flower. PI. VI. 156 Pill-wort. Capsules

globular, 4-celled, each cell containing two different kinds of

bodies. 1864 T. MOORE Brit. Ferns, etc. to; The pillwort

or pepper-grass .. is a small creeping plant with grassy leaves,

growing usually in the shallow margins of lakes and pools
where it is occasionally overflowed ; but sometimes occurring

entirely submerged.

Pillyber, Pillycane, Pillyon, obs. forms of

PILLOW-BERE, PELICAN, PILLION 2
.

f Pilmall, obs. (erroneous) var. of PALL-MALL.

1672 W. RAMSEY Genllem, Camp. iv. 133 Exercises which

are used abroad that may befit a Gentleman . . are Pilmall,

Gauff, these by striking the Ball exercise the whole Man.

Pilo, obs. form of PILLOW.

Pilo, piloe, obs. variants of PILAU.

Pilo- (pai'lo), combining form of L. pilus hair,

as in Pilocystic a. : see quot. ; Pilo-fa'tty a.,

in pilo-fatty cyst
-

pilocystic tumour ; Filomo'tor

a., applied to those nerves which produce move-

ment of the hairs ;
Piloni'dal a. [L. nld-us nest] :

see quot. ;
Pilo-seba'ceous a., applied to seba-

ceous glands that open into hair-follicles.

1893 Syd. Sac. Lex., 'Pilocystic tumour, a dermoid cyst,

so called because of its often containing hairs. 1847-9 Todd's

Cycl. Anat. IV. 142/2 Teeth are frequently found in 'pilo-

fatty cysts. 1893 Athenxum 18 Feb. 223/2 Observations

upon *Pilomotor Neives. 1899 Allbutt's Syst. Med. VIII.

86 There are the waves of goose-skin passing over the body
due to stimulation of the pilo-motor nerves. 1893 Syd. Sac.

Lex., *Pilonidal sinus, a sinus occasionally found in the

human subject as an abnormality, opening near the tip of the

coccyx, and containing hair. 1899 Alllmtfs Syst. Med.
VIII. 880 The orifices of the 'pilo-sebaceous glands.

Pilocarpine (pailokaMpain). Chein. [f.
mod.

L. Pilocarpus, generic name in Bot. (f. Gr. irfAoj

wool, felt -I- xapir-ds fruit) -I- -INE 5.] A white

crystalline or amorphous alkaloid, CuH 16N 2O;j,

obtained from the leaves of Jaborandi, Pilocarpus

pinnatifolius (or other species), used in pharmacy.
So Piloca-rpeue, a volatile oil, and Piloca'rpi-

dlne, an alkaloid, from the same source.

1875 H. C. WOOD Therap. (1879) 517 Pilocarpin is superior

to Jaborandi in the certainty of its action. 1880 Libr. Vntv.

Kno-.ul. (N.Y.) VIII. 201 According to Hardy the oil con-

sists of a hydrocarbon, pilocarpene. 1881 WATTS Diet.

Cluin. 3rd Suppl. s.v. Jaborandi. 1887 Athtuatum 8 Oct.

473/2 The synthetical pilocarpidine thus obtained.. is con-

verted into pilocarpine. 1893 Syd. Sac. Lex. s.v. Pilo-

carpus, The leaflets contain a volatile oil, and the alkaloids,

pilocarpine, jaborine, pilocarpidine, and jaboridine.

t Pi Idle. Obs. rare. [f.
PILL sb* + -ole, dim.

suff. CLV.pilule,H.pitlola.'] A small ball, a pill.

14.. Noble 13k. Cookry (Napier 1882) 25 Mele it well and

male ther of small piloles.

Pilolite (paHtflait). Min. [f.
Gr. rriXor felt

+ -LITE.] A name under which Heddle has in-

cluded much of the Mountain-leather and Moun-

tain-cork formerly referred to asbestos.

1878 M. F. HEDDLE in Min. Mag. II. 206.

II Pilori (piloo-ri). [Abbreviation of the specific

name.] More fully pilori-rat, the Cuban hutia-

conga, Capromys pilorides.
1774 GOLDSM. Nat. Hist. (1862) I. vi. i. 454 The p '' ri is a

native of the West India Islands: and has a short tail, as

thick at one end as the other. 1836 Encycl. Brit, (ed 7)

XIV. 135/1 One of the largest and most destructive rats, .is

ihepilori, or musk-rat of the Antilles (Mus pilorides}.

Pilory, obs. form of PILLOEY.

Pilose (pai-lous), a. [ad. L. pilos-us hairy,

f. pilus hair.] Covered with hair, esp. with soft

flexible hair ; hairy ; pilous.

1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Stiff,
s.v. Leaf, Pilose Leaf, one

whose surface is furnished with hairs so large and long,

as to be distinguishable by the eye separately. 1819 G.

SAMOUELLE Entomol. Compend. 150 Pilose antenna;. 1826

KIRBY & SP. Entomol. III. xxx. 175 Of the pilose larva;

some.. have a few scattered hairs. 1877 CoUES & ALLEN
N.Anur. Rod. 865 The soles. .in some specimens densely

pilose, and in others nearly naked.

b. Comb, pilose-hispid a., rough with hairs ;

pilose-setaceous a., having pilose seise.

1847 W. E. STEF.LE Field Bot. 129 Echium violaceum.

Stem erect, branched, diffuse, pilose-hispid. Ibid. 13 Cen-

i
tanridx.. .Pappus.. ; second row longest, pilose-setaceous.

II Pilose'lla. Obs. [mod. or med.L., dim. of

pilosa, fern, of pilosus hairy.] A name given by
the herbalists to two Composite plants with pilose

or woolly leaves, viz. Great Pilosella, the Mouse-

ear Hawkweed, Hieraciitm Pilosella, and Small

Pilosella, Cnaphalium dioicuiu.

1578 LYTE Dodoens I. Ix. 87 The great is now called in

! Latine Pi/osella maior: in EnglUh also Great Pilosella.

1640 Bp. HALL Chr. Moder. u. xvi. 170 It is not for Chris-

tians to be like unto Thistles, orTea/els, which a man cannot

touch without pricking hi* fingers ; but rather to Pitosella

j [rfr], or Mousc-eaie,.. which is soft and silken.

PILOT.

Filosity (psilfsiti). [f.
L. type *pilositds, f.

pilSsus hairy, PILOSE : see -ITY.] The quality or

state of being pilose ; hairiness.

1605 BACON Adv. Learn, ii. vii. 7 That pilosilie is inci-

dent to orifices of moisture. 1626 Sylva 6o Beasts are

more Hatrie than Men;..And the Plumage of Birds ex-

ceedeth the Pilositic of Beasts. 1830 Blackw. Mag. XXVIII.
466, I allude to the pilosity of chin. 1871 DARWIN Desc.
Man II. n. xx. 378 note, Observations were .. made on the

pilosity of 2129 black and coloured soldiers, whilst they were

bathing.

Pilo'SO-, used as combining form of L. pilosus

hairy, PILOSE, as in Piloso-fi-mbriate a., fringed
with soft hairs; Filoso-hi-spid a., having some-

what stiff hairs.

1806 GALPINE Brit. Bot. 17 Viola. LJeaves] cordate, piloso-

hispid. 1887 W. PHILLIPS Brit. Discomycetes 252 Lachnella

acutipila. . . Margin piloso-fimbriate.

Pilot (pai'lat), sb. Also 6 pilotte, pylotte,

-lett, -late, 6-7 pilote, pylot(e, 6-8 pilate, 7

pilat. [a. early mod.F. pillotte (1529 in Hatz.-

Darm. },pillot, pilot (1530), mod.F. pilote, ad. It.

pilota, -to (so Sp., Pg. piloto, med.L. tilotus, 1486
in Rymer XII. 300), supposed to be altered, perh.

by popular etymology, from It. pedota (Florio),

pedotta (Du Cange), in Of.peJot (Geste des Chi-

prois c 1500). Cf. It. pedoto, pedotto rudder,

steersman, beacon. (Breusing (NieJerdeulsches

Jahrb. V.) suggests ad. late Gr. *Tti\dirrrp steers-

man, f. irijSov an oar, in pi. rudder.)

Du.pi/oot, in i6-i7th c. pijlhot (Kilian), /i/forf (Hejcham),
mod.Ger. pilot, are from Fr.)

1. One who steers or directs the course of a ship ;

a steersman, helmsman ; spec, a person duly quali-

fied to steer ships into and out of a harbour, or

wherever the navigation requires local knowledge.
1530 PALSCR. 254/r Pylotte that governeth a shippe,

pilot. 1549 THOMAS Hist. Italic 74 When any shippe
cometh in, she taketh fyist pilottes to sounde the waie.

a 1568 Satir. Poems Reform, xlvi. 3 Quhat pylett takis my
schip in chairge. 1578 T. N. tr. Conq. W. India 4 His

pilote was not expert in that nauigation. 1581 W. STAFFORD
Exam. Compl. i. (1876)26 What Ship can bee longe safe

from wracke, where euery man will take vpou him to bee

a Pylate? 1624 CAPT. SMITH Virginia I. i King Henry the

eight . . made him [S. Cabot] grand Pilate of England, c 1645
HOWELL Lett. i. xxvii. (1650) 44 Ther are Pylots, that in small

Shallops, are ready to steer all ships that passe, a 1694
TILLOTSON Serm. Iii. (1742) IV. 490 An experienced pilate

and seaman. 1719 DE FOE Crusoe (1840) II. i. 8, I was like

a ship without a pilot, that could only run before the wind.

1847 JAMES Convict ii, A large shaggy great coat commonly
at that time used by pilots.

b. trans/, andjfg. One who or that which serves

as a guide through some unknown place or through
a dangerous or difficult course of affairs ; a guide ;

a leader in the hunting-field.

1593 SHAKS. Lucr. 279 Desire my Pilot is, Beautie my
prise. 1653 A. WILSON Jos. 1 161 The Pilots of the Com.
monwealth had an eye to the dangers that lay in the way.

1800-24 CAMPBELL To Sir F. Burdett i, For foity years the

pilot of reform ! iSoa G. CANNING Song in Lyra Elegant.

(1867) No. 199 Here's to the pilot [i.e. Pitt) that wealher'd

the storm ! 1883 MRS. KENNARD Right Sort ix, To take

C. Short for pilot boat, car, engine.

1896 Daily News 16 Nov. 4/3 It was.. ten minutes past
one when Mi. Lawson, in his pilot, came in, having repaiied

on the way. 1904 H'cstm. Caz. i Sept. 3/1 Uncertainty, .as

to whether the pilot was going through with the train or in-

tending to pass to the siding.

2. =
pilot-cloth (see sense 6).

1844 G. DODU Textile Mannf. iil no Each buyer is

invited, .to look at some '
olives ',

or ' browns ',
or '

pilols '.

1887 Daily News 23 Feb. 2/6 Heavy tweeds, unions, mel-

tons, pilots, and other cheap fabrics.

3. = COW-CATCHER. U.S.

1864 WEBSTER, Pilot... 3. The cow-catcher of a locomotive.

(17. S.) 1883 E. INGERSOLL in Harper's Hag. Jan. 198/2

There is no cab,, .no pilot, head-light, or any other appur-

tenances of an ordinary locomotive. 1891 C. ROBERTS

Adrift Amcr. 247 Most English people know the wedue-

shaped pilot in front of the American engine well enough by

repute to recognise it.

4. a. The copperhead
= pilot-snake (c). b. =

PILOT-FISH i. c. The black-bellied plover, Syua-
tarola helvetica.

1782 CREVECOEI-R Lett. 236 The most dangerous one is

the pilot, or copperhead :.. it bears the first name because it

always precedes the rattle-snake ; that is, quits ils stale of

torpidity in the spring a week before the other. 1835 F.ncy,!.

llrit. (ed. 7) XII. 185 note, The pilot swims coustanlly in

front of the shark.. .When the sea-angel neared the ship, the

pilot swam close to the snout, or near one of the breast fins

of ihe animal. 1888 G. TRL'MBULL Names f, Porlr. Birds

192 On the coast of Virginia . . the name of Pilol has been given,

as it is always seen leading the large flights of birds which

the rising tides drive from the shoals and oyster rocks.

5. An instrument for correcting the error of

a compass. 1892 in WEBSTER.

6. altrib. and Comb., Of or pertaining to a pilot

or pilots, as pilot-brig; -coble, -craft, -cutler,

-ground, -launch, -schooner, -sloop, -lower, -vessel;

that acts as a pilot or in any way as a guide, as

pilot-balloon, -engine, -star, -train, -tunnel, -wheel ;

pilot-bread, pilot-cloth : see quots. ; pilot-coat
=
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PEA-JACKET; pilot-flag pilot-jack \ pilot-flame
= pilot-light \ pilot-frame, a low truck support-

ing the fore-part of a locomotive engine : = BOGIE 2
;

pilot-house, an enclosed place on the deck of

a ship, sheltering the steering-gear and the helms-

man ; the wheel-house ; pilot-jack : see quots. ;

pilot-jacket = PEA-JACKET ; pilot-light, a minute

gas-light kept burning beside a large burner, so as

automatically to light the latter when the flow

through it is turned on; fpilot-major,a chief pilot;

also, an honorary title conferred on distinguished
discoverers and sailors ; pilot's anchor : see quot. ;

pilot-snake, (a) a large N.American snake, Coluber

obsohtus\ () the pine-snake, Pitnophis melanoleu'

cus ; (c) the copperhead ; pilot-water (also pilot's

water), a piece of water in which the service of

a pilot is obligatory ; pilot-weed, the compass-

plant, Silphium laciniatnm; pilot-whale, the

round-headed porpoise or ca'ing whale. Also

PILOT-BIRD, -BOAT, -FISH.

1846 MRS. GORE Sk. Eng. Char. (1852) 155 To. .send up. .

such a *pilot-balloon as might fore-arm and forewarn his

patron of the object of their mission. 1858 SIMMONDS Diet.

Trade, Pilot-balloon, a small balloon sent up to try the

wind. lbid.> *Pilot-bread, a name in the West Indies for

hard or ship biscuit. 1868 LOSSING Hudson 28 A sufficient

stock of Boston crackers, pilot-bread, or common loaf bread.

1844 J. ToMLiN Mission. Jrnls. 368 We met with another

*pi!ot brig going up to Calcutta. 1851 H. MELVILLE Whale
xvi. 78 Rolled up in blue *pilot-cloth. 1858 SIMMONDS Diet.

Trade, Pilot-cloth, an indigo blue woollen cloth, used for

great coats, and for the clothing of mariners and others.

1867 SMYTH Sailor's Word-bk.,
*Pilot cutter, a very handy

sharp built sea-boat used by pilots. 1838 Chr. in Ann. Reg.
40/1 His engine came into collision with another *pilot engine.
1895 Fiotffs Stand. Diet., Pilot*li%ht. .called also *pilot-
flame. 1843 J. WEALE Ensamples Railway Making p. xx,
Engines having.. what is termed a truck or *pilot frame.

'854 J- I*. STEPHENS Centr. Anter. i Avoiding altogether
the regular *pilot-ground, at midnight [we] reached St.

George's Bay. 1883 American VI. 40 A seaman might rise

from the forward deck to the ^pilot-house and the master's

quarters. 1900 Everybody's Mag. III. 529 The pilot-house,
a wrought-iron structure situated well forward near the

bow, and projecting 4ft. above the deck. 1858 SIMMONDS
Diet. Trade*Pilot-jack. 1894 C. N. RO_BINSON Brit. Fleet

96 When surrounded by a white border it [the 'jack'] .. is

a signal for a pilot, and . . it is known as a '
Pilot jack '.

1840 MARRYAT Poor Jack xxxviii, The., men ..had lain

down in their gregos and *pi lot-jackets. 1890 Cent. Diet.,

""Pilot-light.
f Mod.^ The gas lamps in the streets of Oxford

are now furnished with incandescent burners and pilot-lights.

1604 E. G[RIMSTONE] D'Acosta's Hist. Indies in. xi. 155
Cape de Vert, from whence the *Pilote maior returned to
Peru. 1820 W. SCORESBY Ace. Arctic Reg. I. 72 Richard
Chancellor, pilot-major of the fleet. 1894 Daily News
18 Sept. 6/1 Vespucci .. was finally appointed Pilot-Major to
the King of Spain. 1867 SMYTH Sailor's Word-bk., ^Pilot's

anchor, a kedge used for dropping a vessel in a stream or

tide-way. 1896 Daily News 5 Dec. 5/7 The *pilot-sloop, with
half a dozen Exmouth pilots, put off to assist the vessel and
get her off. 1890 Cent. Diet.,

*
Pilot-snake, a harmless

snake of the United States, Coluber obsoletus. 1890 Century
Mag. Aug. 615/2, 1 killed two large snakes called the '

pilot-
snake ', from the fact that they are generally found in the

vicinity of rattlesnakes. 1791 E. DARWIN Bot. Card. n. 156
High in air . . Shone the bright lamp, the *pilot star of Love.

1859 TENNYSON Enid 1155 Enid, the pilot star of my lone

life, Enid, my early and my only love. 1900 Daily Neivs
19 May 2/1 The shelling of the armoured *pilot-train on its

one of his majesty's ships in *pHot-water, shall have the sole

charge and command of the ship. 1867 SMYTH Sailor's

Word-bk., Pilot's Fairway, or Pilot's Water, a channel

wherein, according to usage, a pilot must be employed.
1885 Girl's Own Paper Jan. 171/1 The compass plant
variously known, also, as the *pilot weed, polar plant, and
turpentine weed is a vigorous perennial. 1867 Athenaeum
si Sept. 373/1 The *pilot whale, Globiocephalus Svinevaly.
Hence Pi'lotess, a female pilot ; Pi'lotless a.,

without a pilot.

1834 New Monthly Mag. XLII. 108 Our fair pilotess has
not suffered shipwreck. 1605 SYLVESTER Du Bartas n. iii.

m. Law 168 Though Rudder-lesse, not Pilot-lesse this Boat.

1883 Harpers Mag. Aug. 441/2 The pilotless narrows which
lead to Fiddler's Green, where all good sailors go.

Pilot, v. [f. PILOT sb. t
or a. ^.pilote-r (1530

in Palsgr.) ; clpilotier Ho play the Pilot' (Cotgr.).]
1. trans. To conduct as a pilot; to direct the

course of (a vessel) through difficult or dangerous
waters; to steer, guide.
1693 LUTTRELL Brief

'

Rel. (1857) III. 152 One Chetworth . .

pilotted in the French privateers that burnt the lord

Widdrlngtons house 2 years since. 1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl.
s.v. Pilot, Pilots.. having done their parts in piloting the
vessel, return to shoar where they reside. 1805 NELSON in
Nicolas Disp. (1846) VI. 471 [He] very cheerfully offered
his services to pilot the Fleet. 1879 H. GEORGE Progr. fy
/Vz'.v. ii. 256 He.. can pilot himself by the sun or the stars.

2. transf
:
andy%-. To guide or conduct through

unknown, intricate, or dangerous paths or places,
or through a difficult course of affairs

; to conduct as
a 'pilot* in the hunting-field.
1649 J. ELIOT in Early Rec. Lancaster, Mass. (1884) 16,

I therefore hired a.. man of Nashaway..to mark trees so
that he may Pilot me thither in the spring. 1761 WESLEY
/>/. 18 Apr., He piloted us over the next mountain. 1838
DICKENS Nick. Nick, xxi, The big footman, .piloted them m
perfect safety to the street-door. 1877 TENNYSON Harold i.

i. 148 Go the Saintb Pilot and prosper all thy wandering

out And homeward. 1881 MRS. POWER O'DONOGHUE Ladies
on Horseback in. vi. 94 Any man who will not take this

trouble is unfit to pilot a lady.
3. To act as pilot on (a course or way), in or

over (an extent of water, etc.).

17*5 POPE Odyss. iv. 880 Mentor, Captain of the lordly
crew, Safe from the secret rock and adverse storm Pilots

the course. 1846 Mech. Mag, July 20 [They] piloted the

way with the Number i engine of the Stockton and Dar-

lington Railway Company. 1871 BROWNING Herve Riel\\,
Morn and eve, night and day, Have I piloted your bay.
Hence Frloting wL sb.

1716 B. CHURCH Hist. Philip's War (1865) I. 126 By their

Piloting, he soon came. .to the top of the great Tree which
the Enemy had fallen a-cross the River. 1766 J. S. SPEER
{title} The West India Pilot

; containing Piloting Directions
for Port Royal Harbour in Jamaica. 1891 S. MOSTYN
Cnratica 148 Never mind, I'll do the piloting. 1900 Blackw.
Mag. May 655/2 Piloting, that is the placing of two engines
..at the head of a train, is common upon almost all our lines.

Pilotage (pai'lated^). [a. M . pilotage (1540 in

Hatz.-Darm.), i.piloter: see prec. and -AGE.]
1. The action or practice of piloting ; the func-

tion or office of a pilot ; pilotship.
Compulsory pilotage, compulsory employment of a pilot

within certain limits, according to local law.
a 1618 RALEIGH Apol. 55 Otherwise we must for ever

abandon the Indies, and loose all our knowledge, and our

Pylotage of that part of the world. 1633 T. STAFFORD
Pac. Hib. in. x. 325 At the other end of this Hand
[Innlsherkan] (with good pilotage) a ship of two hundred
Tunne by day may safely come in. 1656 BLOUNT Glossogr.,
Pilotage or Pilotism, the office or art of a Pilot. 1786-7
BONNYCASTLE Astron. i. 14 They have paid the utmost
attention to pilotage. 1819 SCOTT Leg. Montrose xiv, I

shall never save the ship by my own pilotage. 1868 Morn.
Star 28 Mar., Mr. Candlish did good service .. by pro-
posing the abolition of compulsory pilotage.

b. transf. and_/g; (cf. PILOT v. 2).

1726 S. SEWALL Diary 16 May, By the pilotage of the I.t.

Governour's Servant .. Went the way by Mr. Prescott's

Meetinghouse. 1848 DICKENS Dotnl>ey\\, He left the room
under the pilotage of Mrs. Chick. 1887 Sin R. H. ROBERTS
In the Shires ii. 22 A chosen lot. .look to him for pilotage
through the line of gates.

2. The cost or charge for piloting; pilotage dues.
1622 MALYNES Anc. Law -Merck. 141 The Merchant like-

wise doth couenant to pay Pilotage, if a Pilot be vsed to

bring the ship into the harbor. 1825 Act 6 Geo. IV, c. 125
38 Every Pilot so taken to Sea . . shall, over and above his

pilotage, have and receive Ten Shillings and Sixpence per
Diem. 1840 MARRYAT Poor Jack xxviii, I've got all my
pilotage too, so I'm a rich man.
3. An association, authority, or establishment for

supervising a body of pilots.
1881 Times 17 Jan. 12/4 If frost persists and ice increases,

the pilotage will probably refuse pilots to sailing vessels,
unless they are assisted by tugs.
4. attrib.) as pilotage certificate, dues, signal, etc.

1830 LVELL Princ. Gcol. I. 230 Many Swedish officers of
the pilotage establishment declared .. in favour of this

opinion. 1873 in Bedford Sailor's Pocket Bk. iii. (1875) 68
The International Code Pilotage Signal indicated by P. T.
1905 Westm. Gaz. 27 Apr. 7/2 At the time of the accident
the ship was in

pilotage
waters.

Pilotaxitic (pai bitseksi'tik), a. Min. [As if

f. *pilotaxite (f. Gr. wT\o-s felt + rdi$ arrangement
-t- -ITE) + -ic.] (See quot.)
1888 F. H. HATCH in Teall Brit. Petrogr. Gloss., Pilo-

to.arzVfV,the name given by Rosenbusch. .to aholocrystalline
structure especially characteristic of certain poiphyrites and
basalts. The groundmass of these rocks consists essentially
of slender laths and rmcrolites of felspar in felted aggrega-
tion, and often presents fluxion phenomena.
Pilot-bird, [f. PILOT sb. + BIRD.] A name

applied to various birds : f a. A sea-bird of the
\V. Indies (obs.) ; b. An Australian bird, Pycno-
ptilusfloccosus ; C. ?An albatross (quot. 1888).

1678 PHILLIPS (ed. 4), The Pilot Bird, a certain Bird about
the Carlbe Islands, which gives notice to Ships that sail

that way, when they come near any of those Islands.

[Hence in BAILEY, CRABBE Technol. Diet., and later Diets.]
1888 R. L. STEVENSON Diary in G. Balfour Life dgoi) II. 43
Some attendant pilot birds, silent, brown-suited, quakerish
fellows, infinitely graceful on the wing. 1893 Argus (Mel-
bourne) 25 Mar. 4/6 (Morris) Here, close together, aie eggs
of the lyre-bird and the pilot-bird the last very rare, and
only found quite lately in the Dandenong Ranges. 1903
NORTH (of Sydney, N. S. W.) Let. to Prof. A. Nmuton,
Relative to the name of

'

Pilot-bird
'

for Pycnoptilns Jloc-
cosies, this species has been so labelled in the National
Museum, Melbourne, for the past twenty-five years. The
name is probably derived from its loud and distinct notes

quite unlike those of any other species.

Pi"lot-boat. A boat in which pilots cruise off

shore in order to meet incoming vessels.

1588 T. HICKOCK tr. Frederick's Voy. 14 Like to our little

pilot boats. 1710 Lond. Gaz, No. 4682/3 He came not to

Anchor, only spoke with a Pilot-Boat. 1832 MARRYAT N.
Forster \\, A.. note sent on shore by a pilot-boat.

Pilptee (paibtr)- [f. PILOT v. + -EE.] A person
who is piloted, e. g. in the hunting-field.
1883 MRS. KENNARD A^/j/ Sortix, The pilotee can always

see what he [the
'

pilot '] is doing, how hard he rides, how
well he goes.

t Pilotee'r. Obs.
ff. PILOT v. + -EER.] One

who pilots (a ship) ;
a pilot or steersman.

c 1645 HOWELL Lett. (1650) III. 8 As to the Pole the lilly
bends In a sea-compas . . Wherby the wandring piloteer
His cours in gloomy nights doth steer.

Pilot-fish, [f. PILOT sb. + FISH j.i]
1. A small carangoid fish of warm seas, Naucrates

ductor, reputed to act as a pilot or guide to the

shark ; it is of a silvery blue colour, with dark
vertical bars upon the back.
1634 SIR T. HERBERT Trai'. 5 Sharkes . . are alwaves

directed by a little specled fish, called a pilot fish, by
guiding their Monster-masters to a prey. 1712 E. COOKK
Voy, S. Sea 27 Pilot-Fishes, which the Shark, tho' never so

hungry, does not devour. 1833 MARRYAT P. Simple xli,

When you meet the pilot-fish, the shark arn't far off, you
know. 1835 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 7} XII. 185/1 Naucrates
ductor, the famous pilot-fish of navigators. . ,so named from
its habit of keeping company with ships at iea, and frequently
swimming beneath their bows.
2. Applied to other fishes : a. A general term

for the Carangidx) as the amber-fish (Seriola dor-

salts), or the rudder-fish (Seriola zonata';
;

"b. The
remora or sucking-fish (Echeneis} \

c. The round-
fish (Coregonus qitadrilaterals},
1792 MAR. RIDUELL Voy. Madeira^ The pilot or rudder

fish. [1835 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 7) XII. 186/1 The name of

pilot has been bestowed on various other fishes, and the

genus Naucrates itself contains several species.]

Pilotism (pai-latiz'm). [f. PILOT sb. + -ISM.]
The practice of a pilot ; pilotage.
1611 COTGR., Pilotage, Pilotisme ; th'office, or Art of a

Pilot. 1652-62 HEVLIN Losniogr. Introd. (1674) 24/1 Petrus
de Medina. .and Johannes Aurigarius.. chief Writers in the
Art of Pilotism. 1776 S. J. PRATT Pupil of Pleas. 11. 32,
I am between a Scylla and a Charybdis, and uncommonly
skilful must be my pilotism, or I must split upon the rocks.

Pi'lotry. rare.
[f.

PILOT sb. -f -RY.]
= PILOTAGE.

1744 HARRIS Three Treat. Notes (1765) 278 Asa Ship is the

End of Ship- build ing. or Navigating the End of Pilot ry. 1842
Blackw. Mag. LI. 318 Under such skilful pilotry did I pa^s
days and nights in the prosecution of my one great purpose.

Pi'lotsllip. rare.
[f. PILOT sb. + -SHIP.] The

discharge of the office or function of a pilot.
1664 in Brand Hist. Newcastle (1789) II. 705 The pylott-

ship. . bringing up and carrying down, and in and out, of
all such ships. 1692 Lomi. Gaz. No. 2814/3 They com-
muted the Pilotship to the 5 Dutch Men. 1711 SHAFTESB.
Charact. (1737) III. 158 Whither bound? On what business?
Under whose pilotship, government, or protection?

fPilo-tte, obs. form of PELLET sbl
14.. Noble Bk. Cookry (Napier 1882) 92 Mat it in pilottes

as gret as plomes.

fPilotty,piloty. Obs. \?,&.?.pilotis, I.piloter
to drive piles, f. pilot a pile, augin. of pile pile.]
A foundation of piles driven into the sea, upon
which a building is erected.
1688 BURNET.^. (1708) 129 To see so vast a City [Venice]

situated thus in the Sea. .the Pilotty supplying the want of
Earth to build on. Ibid. 299 Unless the Foundation go
very Deep, or that it be laid upon Piloty.

Pilou, Pilour(e, obs. ff. PILLOW, FILLER.

Pilous (pai'lss), a. [ad. L. pilosus hairy (in l'\

pileux) : see -ous, and cf. PILOSE.] Characterized

by or abounding in hair
;

of the nature or con-

sisting of hair; hairy, pilose, pileous.
1658 J. ROBINSON Endoxa,z\. 124 The excrements of vora-

cious doggs, which is seen to be very pilous. 1661 LOVKLL
Hist. Aniiit, fy Min. Introd., The eares are. .pilous in the
rat. 1776 J. LEE Introd. Bot. Explan. Terms 385 Pilostttn,

pilous, covered with long Halts that appear distinctly.

1836-9 Todd's Cycl. Anat. II. 380/1 No pilous system.,
exists in any of the Gasteropoda. 1842 MONTAGU in Proc.
Ben.v. Nat. Club II. No. 10. 33 It is covered with a rough
pilous epidermis. 1874 COUES Birds N. W. 291 The face

lacking the crimson velvety pilous area.

Pilow(e, obs. form of PILLOW.

fPilpate. Obs. rare. Also pyl-. Short for

pilledpate tonsured head, i.e. priest (with allusion

to prelate) : see PILLED 2.

1530 TINDALE Pract. Prelates I vij, If it had bene as

greatlye vnto the profyte of the pope and his pilpates, I wold
saye prelates, as it were to the honoure of god. 1560 I'ECOS
New Catcck. Wks. (1564) 496 These smeaied Pylpates, I

would saye, Prelates
;
first of all accused hym.

Pilpulist. Rabbinism.
[f.

Heb. /*'#/// (f. 7273

pilpel to debate hotly, referred by some to pilpel

pepper) + -IST.] A subtle or keen disputant, esp.
in rabbinical argumentation. Hence Pilpuli'stic a.

1859 P. BEATON Jews in East \\. iii. 93 There Is not among
them a talmudist or pilpulist of any reputation. 1878 A ;

.

A met-. Rev. CXXVII. 90 To exercise the understanding in

pilpulistic tournaments. 1898 ZANGWILL Dreamers Ghetto

237 We passed by the village Belh-Hamidrash, whence loud
sounds of

'pilpulistic
'

(wire-drawn) argument issued.

tPi'lsenite. Min. Obs. [a. Ger. pilsenit

(Kenngott, 1853), f. Deutsch-Pilsen, Hungary,
where found.] An obsolete synonym of WEHRLITE.
1868 DAN-A Min. (ed. 5) Index.

fPilser. Obs. rare- . (See quots.)
1736 AINSWORTH, A pilser, musca Iwninibus advolitans.

1755 JOHNSON, Pilser, the moth or fly that runs into a candle
flame. Ainsiuorth. [Hence in mod. Diets.].

t Pilt, pult, v. Obs. Forms: a. 2~4pulte(n;
. 2-5 pilte(n, 3-4 pylte ; 7. 4-5 pelte. Pa. t.

a. 3-4 pulte, 4-5 pult; 0. 3-4 pylte, pilte, 5

pylt; -y. 4-5 pelt(e. Pa.pple. a. 2-3 i-, y-pult,

3-4 pult; 0. 3-5 pilt, 4 pylt, 4-5 pylte; 7. 5

pelt. [ME. piilten, pylten, pi/ten, repr. an un-

recorded OE. *pylian.
App. ad. 'L.pultare to beat, strike, knock ; cf. OE. tyrnan,

ad. L. tornarc. No examples of pult, Pylt, pilt, in sense i

or 2, are known after 1400, nor of sense 3 after 1430 (when
Pult in tins sense was generally succeeded by/W,1

. Instances
of jiclt occur somewhat later in a Northern text; but it is

doubtful whether this is the mod.Eng. verb PELT.]
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PILT.

1. trans. To thrust, push ; to thrust away or out
a. c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 129 Heo weren ipult ut of paradise.

c 1275 LAV. 7527 Nemnius pulie vp [c 1205 hef vp] his sceltie.

Ibid. 10839 Bruttes bane broc GalH cleopede, For J>at Liums
Callus was bar on i-pult fas. c 1290 .^. En?. Leg. I. 56/78
Huy harleden him wel faste, And smiten and pulten here
and bere. Ibid. 328/189 Darstbov bine moder puhe? \*y]
R. GLOUC. (Rolls) App. EE. 22 Hit was be spere-.bat was
ypult to his herte. c 1305 St. Andrew 72 in E. E, P. (1862)
too In to be vibe hi pulte faste be tuei endes of b Rode.
c tjjo CAT/. Z.<7r<r 207 Out of his heritage he is pult For
synne and for his owne gult. 1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. VHL
96 A pyke is on |>at potente to pulte {v. rr. pelte, pilte, putte ;

A. punge, C. pulte, putte 1 adown be wikked. a. 1380 Elinor
Poems Jr. Vcrnon MS. liu 92 Mi mouj> I pulte, my sweore
I street To cusse his feet. 1:1380 Sir Fcrumb. 774 [He]
pulte i> bowels in ageyn.

. c 1200 Trin. Coll. Hont. 197 pe neddre..hire o3er eare

pilte5 hire tail ber inne. 1303 R. BRUNSE Handl. Synne
1296 Ho-so curse|> wiboutyn gylt Hyt shal on hys hede
be pylt. ? 1370 Robt. Cicyle 89 And so hath he done for

my gylte : J^ow am y of my lande pylte.

y. 13 .. Guy W"arw. (A.) 4086 pat heued bai ban on a spere
y-sett : . . Mani on pelt her finger ber to. a 1400 Octarian
595 The lyonesse..on the schyp sche gan to cIym..Tbe
schypmen. .ofte her pelte ynto the see. 1:1460 Towneley
Atyst. xxi. 284 Yit wold I gif of my gold yond tratoure to

pelt [rimes swelt, belt, felt] ffor euer.

b. fig. To impel, drive, force.

aizy>0u>

T

_ _ , Night. 871 Mid mine songe ich hine pulte
pat he groni for his gulte.
2. To put forcibly. Pilt out, to put or take out

by force.

a. 1397 R. GLOUC (Rolls) 7713 Wo so.. slouhertober hind.
Me ssolde pulte [v. r. putte] out bobe is eye & makye him
pur blind. 13. . Verses for Palm Sunday xxii. in Rel. Ant.
\ I. 244 To dethe a wolde hym pulte.
&. a 1300 Fall $ Passioti 56 in E. E. P. (1862) 14 Fort

godis sone in rode was pilt. a 1300 Ten Commandm. 12

Ibid. 16 Whan yz sweri^ gret obis in rode bou piltist him
apan. 1350 Will, Polenta 4219 Neuer-more for no man
mowe [bet] be deliuered, ne pult out [of] prison. Ibid. 4593
He bar doun vs alle, & pult vs in prison.
y. c 1450 St. Cuthbert iSurtees) 4550 pe paynyms to dede

war pelt..whi!s J>ai [cristen men] dede dyntes delt,

3. To put, place, set
;
to apply. Pilt out, to put

forth, publish, exhibit, display.
o. 1197 R. GLOCC. (Rolls) 9550 So bat it was uorl> ipult

bat be king and heo So sibbe were bat hii ne miste leng to

;adere beo. c 1300 Beket 1316 He nele bileve nevere mo,
e pulte joure hond therto to bringe ous out of wo.
ANGL, P. PI. B. i. 125 Ac lucifer lowest !ith of hem

alle ; For pryde bat he pult [v. rr. pelt, putte, put, puttede] out.
. c 1250 Gen. fy Ex. 2214 Do breSere seckes hauen he

filt, And in euerilc 5e siluer pilt. a 1300 Fall $ Passion 29
in E. E. P. (1862) 13 Womman mai turne man-is wille whare
5ho wol pilt hir to. c 1325 Lai le Freine 136 With a lace of
sitke therm pilt. c 1400 Gajnelyn 894 Sitthen in gode office

J>e kyng hath alle them pilt. c 1430 Two Cookcry-bks. 21

Take bin bombe & pylt ber-on, & 51? it cleuey, let it boyle.
y. <: 1320 Sir Triitr. 1520 His moube opened bai And

pelt treacle in bat man.
4. intr. To thrust oneself, push ; to impinge

with force ; pulten ajean, to rebound.
a. a\T*$Ancr.R 366 Hwar se muchel dunt is, hit pulte3

up a}ean o beo bet ber neih stondeS. Sikerliche, hwose U
neih him bet ikepte be heuie duntes, hit wule pulten [v. r.

butten, bulen] on him.

, y. 41300 K. Horn (Harl.) 1433 Ffykenild a?eyn hire

pylte [Land 1415 pulte, Camb. 1470 pelte] mid his suerdes

hylte.

Hence f Fitting, pulling vbl. sb. t pushing,

thrusting, impact.
a 1225 Ancr. R. 366 pe pultunge Is ful liht to bolien uor

his luue bet underueng so heuie duntes. 1*97 R. GLOCC.
(Rolls' 4313 per was pultinge & ssouinge & stroc monyon.

t Filt, pult, sb. Obs. rare. [f. prec. vb.] A
thrust ; a push.
13.. Sir Beues (A.) 3466 Damme, for-^eue

me bis gilt, I

ne saf be nober dent ne pilt ! a 1350 Childh. Jesus 422 He
ful a doun ded for is quit. Ne hadde he nobur dunt ne pult.

Piltock (prluic). dial. Also 9 piltack, -tik.

[Of unascertained etymology ; app. a diminutive.]
The name in Shetland, Orkney, and Caithness of the

coal-fish, Merlangus carbonarius^ in its second year.
1793 Statist. Ace. Scot. V. 190 Piltocks, sillocks, haddocks,

mackarels, and flounders, are got immediately upon the
shore. i8aa HIBBERT Descr. Shetl.lsi, 119 About the month
of May ensuing, they are found to have grown from 8 to

15 inches, acquiring during this period of their growth the
name of Piltocks. 1883 J . SANDS in Standard 12 Oct. 6/5
A boat that wa.i fishing for pillocks, or salthe.

attrib. 1883 Ckamb. Jrnl. 211 Blue-eyed fishermen with
their circular pillock nets over their shoulders.

Pilu, obs. form of PILLOW.

Pilular (pHiiHai), a. [f. L. type *piluldr-is,
i. pilula PILL sb.~ : see -AB.] Of, pertaining to,

or characteristic of a pill ;
of the nature of a pill

or pills.
1802 Mtd. Jrnl. VIII. 48 This preparation .. may be

exhibited in a pilular form. 1822 Biacku.'. Mag. XI. 16
Pilular productions of the pestle. 1883 R. HALDASE Work-
shop Receipts Ser. H. 281/1 Evaporate the alcoholic tinc-

tute to a pilular consistence.

t Pi'lulaiy, a. Obs. rare. [ad. mod.L./z7/<z/7-
us, f. pilula PILL sb\ see -ARY*. Cf. F. pilu-

laire.\ Applied to a beetle which rolls up dung
into small balls: cf. dung-beetle (Dcxo sb. 5 c .

1661 LOVELL Hist. A Htm. q- Min. Introd., The pilularie
beetle and Spanish flies. 1765 Universal Mag. XXXVII.
130/1 The worm that is transformed into the pillulary and

stercorary beetle.

Pilule ^pi'littl). Also 6-9 pillule, [a. F.

868

pilule, ad. L. pilula : see PILL sb.-] A pill ; a
small pill.

1543 TRAHERON tr. Vigos Ckirurg. xv. 2sb/2 The dose or

geuynge of these pillules is [etc.] according to y" strength
of y* patient. 1580 HOLLYBAND Treas. Fr. Tong, PiluUs,
pillules, or as we call thempilles. 1891 Pall Mall G. 24 Dec.

3/x The Bible . . is apt to pall when served up, as Mr. Ruskin
says, in pilules.

Hence Pi'luliat, a dealer in pills.

1807 Edtn. Rev. XI. 66 Is he refreshed by immediate fees

like the accomplished pillulUt?

Piluli-ferous, a. [f.
L pilula PILL sbt +

-FEROCS.] Pill-bearing, bearing globular bodies,

1730-6 BAILEY (folio), Piluli/ereus, bearing or producing
round berries or fruit like pills. 1858 MAYSE Exfos. Lex. t

Urtica piiulifera is so named because of its fruits, which,
by their union, form a globulous mass : piluliferous.

Pilulous ',prlil^s), a. [f. as prec. + -CDS.]

Resembling a pill ; pill-like in size, minute.

1872 GEO. ELIOT Middlem. U, Has any one ever pinched
into its pilutous smallness the cobweb of pre-matrimonial

acquaintanceship? 1905 Atkewum i July 7/2 Literature
is made to descend on them in a gracious rain of pilulous
duodecimos.

Pilve, pilwe, pilwo, obs. forms of PILLOW.

fPi-lwater. Obs. rare. The Manx shearwater.

1603 OWEN PtmbrQkcskirc(\'ky2} 131 TheCountrieyeeldeth
allso diuerse other fowle, as wild geese, . . both sorts of dyvers
or dippers, the pilwater, the Wigion.

Fily (pHi)> <*.i Her. [f. PILE sbl 4 + -Y : cf.

PALY, etc.] Divided into a number of piles, the

number and direction being usually indicated.

1638 GUILUM Heraldry v, iv. (ed. 3) 376 He beareth Barry
pily of eight peeces, Gules and Or. c 1828 BERRY EncjcL
Herald, I. Gloss., Pily of eight^ traverse in point to the
sinister fesse. Ibid.^ Pily bendy merely differs from pily
harry by throwing the piles bendways.. instead of barways.

Pily (pai-li), a. 2 [f. PILE sb* 2 + -T.] Having
a pile or nap [as velvet) ; of the nature of a pile.

1533 Ace. Ld. High. Treas. Scot. 11905) VI. 80 To be the

King ane ryding galcott, vj quarteris pylie franche gray.
1878 Scribners Mag, XVI. 101/1 The coat should be what
is called

'

pily ',
a mixture of hard and soft hair. 1889

'

G-
STABLES' Dog Owners' Kennel Comp. v. 4. 54 The coat

[of the Dandie Dinmont] is pily, or mixture of about two-
thirds hardish hair and one-third linty L e. soft, but not

silky. 1894 M. H. HAYES Men <$ Horses xiii. fed. a) 190
That few, if any,..knew much about the virtues of thick
1

pily
'

coir matting and strait-jackets for horses.

tPi'lyie, v. Se. Obs. Also pil^ie. [ad. F.

piller
= }?i.pilkar, Sp. pillar, Pg.pz/Aar to pillage,

It. pigliare (to take) : repr. a late L. type *pilidre t

*pildre y
for L. pilare to deprive of hair, make

bare, f. pilus hair.] trans. To
pillage, plunder.

15.. Aberdeen Regr. XV. (Jam.), Pilyeit in the streme
be menn of wair or serevaris, or ony guddis cas?in be stonne
of wedder. ^1575 in Balfours Practicks (1754) 635 To tak
and piUie that quhilk tbay may of the said prize. 1598 Sc.

Acts Jos. K/(i8i6) IV. 190/2 Samekle of the said armour
as salbe pillcit or lost by sey.

Pimaric (pimse'rik, pai-), a. Chent. [mod. t

Pl'nus] mar{itima] + -1C ; in F. piwariqtu.] In

pimaric acid,
* an acid resin (CjoH^Oa) occurring

in the turpentine of Pinus maritima* (Watts).
1857 MILLER Elem. Chem. III. 502 White resin at galipot

is obtained from Bordeaux turpentine, furnished by the
Pinus mantima, and consists almost entirely of an acid

resin, the pimaric. 1880 GARROD & BAXTER Mat. Med. 364
The Resin consists of three isomeric acids, Pimaric, Pinic,
and Sylvic, differing in their solubility in alcohol Pinic
acid is soluble in cold alcohol; sylvic in warm alcohol;

pimaric requires boiling spirit ; the formula . . is CjuHjoOj.

f Pimble-stone, pimple-stone, obs. nasalized

var. of PEBBLE-STONE.

1577 FRAMPTOS Joyful News n. ^1506) 73 Pure Pimple
stones of a brooke or Riuer. x6a MALYNES Anc. Law-
Merck. 491 To lay little pimble stones vnder their tongue,
to eleuate the same.

tPime. Obs. rare- 1
. [? Imitative.] A plaintive

cry, a wail or whine.
c 1470 HENRVSON Mar. Fab, vin. (Preach. SzvaJ/trw) xxiv,

The swallow swyth put furth ane pietious pyme, Said,
' Wo

is him can not be war in tyme '.

Fimelic (pime-lik), a. Chem. [f. Gr.

fat + -ic.] In Pimdic acid, an acid (C7HlaO4)

obtained in small crystalline grains by the action

of nitric acid on various fatty substances. Hence
Pimelate (prmelA), a salt of pimelic acid.

1838 R. D. THOMSON in Brit. Ami. 34^ Pimelic acid, -was
obtained by Laurent from the mother liquor. 1857 MILLER
Elem. Chem. 1 1 1. 422 Pimelic acid. 1866 WATTS Diet. Chem.
IV. 646 Pimelate of methyl.

Pimelite (pi'melait). Min. [Named by Kars-

ten, 1800, f. Gr. vTpc\rj fat: see -ITE J
.]

A hy-
drous silicate of aluminium, iron, nickel, and

magnesium, of apple-green colour, greasy in ap-

pearance and to the touch.
1808 T. ALLAN Xames Min. 49 The name of pimelite has

been given by Karsten. 1868 DANA Min. (ed. 5) 510 Pime-
lite gives water in the closed tube.

Fimelode (prmelJnd). IchthyoL [ad. mod.L.

PlmelddttS) a generic name, f. Gr. w^cAtufirp like

fat, fatty, f. wipt\Tj fat: see -OI>E.] A cat-fish of

the genus Pimelodus. So Pi'melodine <?., belong-

ing to the Pimtlddinv, a subfamily of cat-fishes

of the family Silitridx, typified by the genus Pime-

lodu$\ sb. a cat-fish of this subfamily.

PIMLICO.

f tPime-nt. Obs. Also 3-5 (8) piement, 4
pimento, 4-6 pyement, 4-6 (8 pyment, 5-6
pymente. [a. OF./*>/, earlierpiument (

I2th c.

in Hatz.-Darm.) = Pr. piment, pigment, Sp. pi~
mie^ito: L. pigmentum, orig. pigment, paint, also

, (scented) unguent ; in med.L. scented or spiced con-

! fection, spiced drink (Du Cange). See also next.]
1. A drink composed of wine sweetened with

honey and flavoured with spices.
a Has A ncr. R. 404 Lpke hwu heo ;ulden him ! uor piment

of swete buni luue, eisil of sur ni3. c 1300 Haz'tlok 1728
Pyment to drinke, and god clare. c 1374 CHAUCER Bottk. IL
met. v. 35 (Camb. MS.i, They cowde make no pyment nor
clarree. 1390 COWER Canf. III. 12 That on [tonne] is full of
such piment Which passeth all entendement. ?ri47S Sqr.
Lowe Degre 760 Wyne of Greke, & muscadell, Both clare,

pyment, and rochelh 1530 PALSGB. 254/1 Pyment, piment.
17*5 C. W. FORBES Let. 6 Apr. in Burton Life, Drink pyment
to your meat dashed with strong wine. 1834 HENDERSON
in Biackw. Mag. XVI. 16 The varieties of piment most
frequently mentioned are the Hippocras and Clarry.
2. A scented or perfumed unguent.
c 1290 S. Eng. Leg. I. 466/130 Min heued. .with no-manere

Oynement Ne smeordest, with none salue ne with no piement,
a 1300 Cursor M. 3702 (Cott.) pe odor o bi uestement It

smelles als o piement 1382 WYCLIF Esther U, 12 Sixe
monethb . . thei shulden vse maner pimentisand swote spice.

Iso. Ivii. 9 Thou .. enournedest thee with kingus oyne-
ment, and muhepliedest thi pymentus.
3. = PIMENTO i

, Cayenne pepper. (F. piment.}
1705 tr. Bosman$ Guinea xvi. 305 The last sort of Pepper

called here Piement, and in Europe Spanish Pepper, grows
here in abundance.

Pimento (pime-nto). [ad. Sp. pimienta, Pg.

pimenta pepper (generally), repr. L. pigmentum^
in med.L. spiced drink, hence spice, pepper (gener-

1

ally}. Sp. pimienfo, F. piment are applied to

Cayenne or Guinea pepper, capsicum ; in Eng.
; the name has passed to allspice or Jamaica pepper,

Pg. pinunta dajamaicaj F. piment de Jamaiqite]
1 1. Formerly, Cayenne or Guinea pepper. Obs.

[1673 RAY Journ. Low C. 404 They [Spaniards] delight much
in Pimentone, i. e. Guiny pepper.] 1697 tr. Otess D'A unoy's
Trav. (1706) 241 They perswade me to eat some of a Fruit

they call Pimento, which is as long as ones Finger, but as
hot as Pepper.
2. Now, The dried aromatic berries of the tree

Eugenia Pimenta (see 3) ; also called Jamaica
pepper or allspice (F. piment de Jamaique, Pg.
pitnenta da Jamaica}.
1690 Hist. Ace. \V. Indies b Harl. Misc. (ed Park) II.

371 Piemento is another natural production of. .Jamaica;
from whence many call it Jamaica pepper. 17x8 QUINCY
Compl. Dtsp. 84 Pimento, is call'd by the common People
Al!-Spice. 1785 JVSTAMOND tr. RaynaTs Hut. Indies VI.

332 These Denies .. turn brown and acquire a spicy smell,
which in England hath given the name of all spice to this

pimento. 1831 I 'eg. Subst. Food 364 Pimento combines the
1

flavour and properties of many of the oriental spices.

3. The tree which yields this spice, Eugenia
Pimenta or Pimenta officinalis (N.O. Afyrtacex}-,
an evergreen, native of the West Indies, and much

'

cultivated in Jamaica; also, the wood of this tree.

1756 P. BRO^^NE Jamaica (1789) 247 Pimento, or All-spice.
. . The berries of this tree have an agreeable aromatic and sub-

astringent taste. 1777 ROBERTSON Hist. Amer. (1783) II.
:

104 Pimento, a small tree, yielding a strong aromatic spice.

1892 Joseph Gardner fy Sons
1

Monthly Circular \ Oct.,
i Pimento, 5 per ton. 1893 MCCARTHY Red Diamonds II.

i 43 The dried seeds of pimento.

4. attrib. t as pimento myrtle, tree, wood = 3 ;

pimento walk, a plantation of pimento trees ;

pimento water, a cordial made from pimento.
1712 W. ROGERS Voy. (1718) 126 He built two Hutts with

Piemento trees. Ibid., The Piemento Wood . . served him
both for Firing and Candle, and refreshed him with its

fragrant Smell- 1825 Gentl. Mag. XCV. i. 216 The Pimento-
tree grows to the height of 30 or 40 feet, with a very straight
trunk. Ibid., A Pimento walk, when in full blossom, is a

very delightful object. 1836 MACGILLIVRAY tr. Humboldts
Trav. xxiv. 371 The pimento-myrtle b produced in the

woods. 1847 E. J. SEYMOUR Severe Dis. I. 2 Rhubarb and

peppermint, or nitre and soda in pimento water enable the

stomach to bear its load.

+ Pimge'net. slang or dial. Obs. Forms : 7

pimpgenetj pimginnit, 7-8 -ginit, 8 -ginet,

-gennet. 9 pimgenet. [Origin unknown. For

Forby's conjecture in quot (11825, evidence is

wanting ; the alleged sense *

pomegranate
'

is not

recorded in Eng. Dial. Diet] A pimple : see quots.
1693 tr. Cowleys Plants i. in C.'s Wks. 22 My conquering

hand Pimpgenets cannot shun, Nor blackish, yellow spots
the Face o er-run. 1694 Duntotfs Ladies Diet. (N.), To stand
. .parching his pimginits, carbuncles, and buboes, a 1700 B. E.

Diet. Cant. Crew, Pimginnit, a large, red, angry Pimple.

1719 D'URFEY Pills V. 314 The Lass with a Wainscot Face,
and from Pim-ginets free. 4x1815 FORBY Voc. E. Anglia,
Pimgenet. i. A very delicate and mincing diminutive of

piemgenet farpomegranate. 2. A small red pimple. Possibly
a hyperboHcally figurative application of the first sense.

1847-78 HALLIWELL, Pimgenet, a small red pimple.
' Nine

pimgenets make a pock royal ', Old Saying.

tPiinlico 1
. 06s. [app. a place-name or

; personal surname.]
1. Name of a place of resort (perh. from the

name of its proprietor) at Hogsdon (now Hoxton),
a suburb of London, formerly celebrated for its

| ale, cakes, etc. ; also, ale named after this place.



PIMLICO. PIMPLE.

[1598fffaa/nm Hogtdon (N.), Hey for old Ben.Pimlico's
nut-browne.] 1609 (title} Pimlyco, or Runne Red Cap. 'Tis

a Mad World at Hogsdon. 1610 B. JOSSON Alch. v. ii,

Gallants - -seen* to flock here, .as to a second Hogs-den, In

dayes of Pimlico and Eye-bright ! 1614 J. COOKE Greene's

Tu Quoque in Hazl. Dodsley XI. 233, I have sent my
daughter this morning as far as Pimlico, to fetch a draught
of Deiby ale. 1670 in J. Nichols Coll. Poems (1780) III. 263
Or stout March-beer, or Windsor-ale, .. Or Pimlico, whose
too great sale Did man it.

2. A drinking-vessel of some kind.

1654 GAYTON Pleas. Notes ill.
yi. 103 Xo small service

nor miser glasses will doe the businesse here, nor Pimlicos

discharg d to the round in the middle.

3. Some white dress fabric.

1687 Hist. Sir J. Howlnvood ii. 23 The laughing Fellow,
dressed up in Pimlico, as Painters . . Picture . . the shadow of
a Ghost. 1760 Life Coltffn in Walton's Angler ll. p. xx,
To bedizen them out in Pimlico, or bloat them up with

turgid bombast.

Pimlico 2
'pi'mliko). [Echoic, from the cry of

the biid.] +a. Variant of PEMBLICO. Obs. b.
The Australian friar-bird : see FRIAR sb. 6.

1848 J. GOULD Birds A tistralia IV. pi. 58 From the fancied
resemblance of its notes to these words, it has obtained from
the Colonists the various names of ' Poor Soldier ',

' Pimlico ',
' Four o'clock ', etc.

Pimp 'pimp), jiM [Origin obscure.

Generally thought to be in some way related to i6th c. F.

pimper vb., pr.pple. pimpant alluring or seducing in outward
appearance or &\e*&.pimpesonee a pretentious woman Hatz.-
Darm ). F. pimper is taken as - Pr. pimpar, pipar to
render elegant (LittreO. But these leave much to be explained
in the history of the word before 1600.]

One who provides means and opportunities for

unlawful sexual intercourse ;
a pander, procurer.

1607 MIDDLETON Five Gallants II. i. 36 Pint Courtesan.
Our pimp s grown proud. 1666 PEFVS Diary 10 June, The
Duke of York is wholly given up to his new mistress...
Mr. Brouncker, it seems, was the pimp to bring it about.
1711 STEELE Spect. No. 51 r 6 He has been used as a Pimp
to ravishing Tyrants, or successful Rakes. 1860 MOTLEY
Nethtrl. (1868) I. ii. 51 The honest soldier had refused to
become his pimp.
attrib. 1871 B. TAYLOR Faust (1875) I. xi. 135 A fitter

woman ne'er was made To ply the pimp and gypsey trade.

b. trans/, and^f. One who ministers to any-
thing evil, esp. to base appetites or vices.
a 1704 T. BROWS Sat. on Quack Wks. 1730 I. 63 Thou

churchyard pimp, and pander to the grave. 1789 WOLCOTT
(P Pindat )Imtt.Hor. L xii. 8 That sends to counties, borough-
towns,

_his crimps, Alias his vote-seducing pimps. 1843
MIALL in Nonconf. III. 441 The most abandoned pimp of
the literary world. 1866 FELTON Anc. ft Mod. Greece IL u
it 33 [The slave] is the pimp and pander to all the vices of
the young.

c. attrib. and Comb., as pimp-errant, pimp-like
adj.,pimp-master, -tenure; tpimp-whisk.-whisk-
in (-ing obs. slang = PIMP.
1614 B. JONSOS Bartk. Fair in. v, I neuer saw a young

*Pimpe errant, and his Squire better match d. 1681 OTWAY
Soldiers Fort, iv. i, His undoubted Right to be *Pimp-
MasterGeneral of London and Middlesex 1684 SOL'THERSE
Disappointment n.i, Now thou art Pimp-master in Ordinary
to my family. 1701 Comells Interpr. (White Kennett)N ij/2 [quotes Assize Roll, No. 48, m. 28^, of 12 Edw. I

(1214',
' Willelmus Hoppeshort. tenet dimidiam virgatam

terre [in Bokhampton] de domino rege, per servitium custo-
diendi domino regi sex damisellas, sciL meretrices. ad custum
domini regis , and adds] i.e. by 'Pimp Tenure. 1874
HAZLTTT Tenures of Land, etc. 30. 1707 J. STEVENS
tr. Qucvedos Com. Wks. (1700) 350 Such. .Sayings are a
Disciedit to your self . .As for Instance. . .a *Pimp whisk ; a
Tatterdemallion ; Tittle tattle. 1638 FORD Fancies L ii,
fit a gallant life to be an old lord's *pimp-whiskin.

Pimp, sb 'i local. [Origin uncertain. Cf. PIMP-
I>'O a.] A name in London and the southern counties
for a small faggot or bundle of firewood.

74 > Foe's Ttnr Gt. Brit. fed. 3) I. 129 Those small
light Bavins which are used in Taverns in London to light
their f aggots, and are called in the Taverns a Brush, and by
the Wood-men Pimps 1785 GROSE Diet. Vulg. T., Pimp.. .

also a small faggot used about London for lighting fires,
named from introducing the fire to the coals. 1862 MBS.

1889 '-.
_ ^

of H.M. Works &c. are prepared 'to receive tenders for the
supply of brushwood fagots (pimps) to the royal palaces,
government offices, &c.

Pimp, v.
[f. PIMP so.*]

1. iulr. To act as pimp or pander ; to pander.
1636 MASSINGEB Bash/. Lover v. i. Hence, and pimp To

your rams and ewes 1671 DHYDLN Evening's Lmc Prcf.,
His fnend, Mr. Truewit..is not ashamed to pimp for him.
1718 Pore Dune. IL, 213 note, A creature unlettcrd. who
.. pimpeth to the pleasures of such vain, braggart, puftN obility. 1751 SMOLLETT Per. Pic. Uxx, He was well known
to have pimped for three generations of the nobility.

b. fig. or in generalized sense.
li DIYDEN Abs. , Ackit. 81 The careful Devil .. provi-

dently pimps for ill desires. 1733 CHEYXE Eng. Malady
ii. iv. 11734)331. 1 had never pimpci to the Vices or Infidelity

J
any- i*'3 SHELLEY Notes to Q. Mat Poet. Wks. (1891)

06/2 How much longer ill man continue to pimp for the
gluttony of Death?
2. trans. To bring together as a pimp, nonce-use.
1671 CROWNE City Pe/i/ifues v. (1683) 72 Sirrah .. where

ba you pimp d this couple together ?

Hence Pi'mping -M. sb. and ///. a.

1640 H. MILL Nights Search 27 A pimping theife, his life
and death. 1668 R. L'EsriASCE I'is Quer: (1708) 5 The
Poets do us many a good turn, both by Pimping and other-
wise. tdttRorl. Bail (i33 2 , IV. 269 What Pimping Whig
shall dare conttoule, or check the Lawful Heir [James Duke

' of York]? 111704 T. Blows- Pleas. Larce Wks. 1730 I. in
And pimping darkness shut out day. 1849 MACAULAY
Hist. Eng. vi. II. 50 He succeeded in acquiring, .partly by
gambling, and partly by pimping, an estate of three thousand
pounds a year.

Pimpel, variant of PIPPLE v.

t Pi'mper, v.l Obs. or dial. In6pym-. [Attenu-
ated horn pamper.] trans. To pamper, coddle.

1537 LATIMER Let. Cromwell 8 Nov. in Lett. Suppress.
Monast. (Camden) 148 Butt I have a good nursshe . . wych . .

hath fachyd me boom to here owne howsse, and doth

pymper me upe with
alj dylygence. [Cf. Eng. Dial. Diet.

s. v. Pimper 2. To bring up children over-delicately ; to

over-indulge them in the matter of food, nw. Derby.]

j-Pi-mper, v.* Obs. rare. [Cf. early mod.Du.

pimp-ooghen to blink, look through half-shut eyes

(Kilian).] intr. (?) To blink.
ifioo J. LANE Tom Tel-troth 620 But when the drinke

doth worke within her head, She rowles and reekes, and
pimpers with the eyes.

Pimpernel (pi'mpamei;. Forms: a. 5 pim-
pernelle, -nolle, 5-6 pymper- '-ir-, -yr-).-nol,
-nel, -nele, -nell(e, -nyll, 6-7 pimpernel!, 6-

pimpernel, (6-8 pempernell,
-

pimpernill).
S. 6 (in senses 1,2) pimpinell, 9 -el. [a, OF. pim-
prenele, pimpirnelle, earlier piprenelle (I2thc.),
also pimpi-, pimpenelle ^Godef.,, mod.F. fim-
prenelle = \.1., Pg. pimpinella, Sp. pimpinela, mcd.
L. pipinella (i2thc. in Hatz.-Darm.,, all in our
sense I. Diez concludes that pipinella was a cor-

ruption of bipinnella, dim. of bipinnula, dim. deriv.

of bipennis
' two-winged

'

(perhaps referring to the

pinnate or bipinnatifid leaves) ; and, in fact, the

Buraet appears in the herbals and vocabularies of

the 1 6th c. generally, as bipinnella or bipenella,
sometimes bipennula. Cf. also Ger. bibernelle.

MHG. bibenelle. The word has undergone much
change of form, app. under the influence of '

popular
etymology ', as well as change of sense.
Before 1500, the L. name Pimpinella was transferred on

the Continent, by
'

the Poticaries ', to an umbelliferous plant
resembling tbe Burnets in its leaves, and hence called
Burnet Saxifrage, to which also in 1763 Adanson appro-
priated the botanical name Pimpinella Saxifraga. In tng.
this appears in the Great Herball of 1516 as pimpernel,
and in Turner as pimpintll after the L., while he gives

Pympernell for A nagallis, to which it had already beer,

applied in i5th c. vocabularies. No explanation of this last

transference of the name appears.]

t L Originally (as still in the Romanic languages)
applied to Great Bumet, Sanguisorba officinalis, and
Salad Bnrnet, Poterium Sanguisorba. (According
to some, properly to the latter.) Obs.
The first quot. is doubtful ; but Godefroy identifies F.

pimpre with pitttprenelle. which in Fr. has only this sense.

\f 1165 Voc. Names Plants in Wr.-Wulcker 557/35 P,nper-
nele,i. pinpre, i. briddestunge.] 14.. Lat.-Eng. Voc. ibid.

603/7 Piponella anglice Pympemele. c 1450 Alphita (Anecd.
Oxon.) 146 Pimpinella assimilatur saxifrag[i]e in foliis et in

stipite. sed differunt in radicibus. .g*. et a8
, pympemele

\-o.r. pimpernelle). 1545 ELVOT, Bipennella,z.n herbe callyd
Pympernell. 1548 Ibid., Bipinnella, called commonly Pym.
pinella, of some Pampinttla, and Bipennula, an herbe
called Pimpernell. 1548 TURNER Names of Heroes H j b,

Bipennella or bipennula Italica is called in English Burnet.
The Poticaries cal it Pimpinellam. 1570 LEVINS Manip.

B'/27
Pimpernel, bipenella. 1578 LYTE Dodoens i. xcvi. 137

f Burnet, or PimpinelL Pimpinell is of two sortes. the

great and wilde ; and the small garden Pimpinell. [Figs.
of Sanguisorba officinalis and Poterium Sanguisorba.] Ibid.

138 Pimpinell is . . in Latine Pimpinella, Bipennula, Pampi-
nula, and of some Sanguisorba, .. in English Burnet, and
Pimpinell. 1855 MAYS'E Expos. Lei.. Italian pimpinel,
common name for Sanguisorba cfficinalis.

t2. Burnet Saxifrage {Pimpinella Saxifraga,
;

N.O. Umbellifers, . Obs.

1516 Crete HerbaU ccclv, The pimpinella. Self heale or

pympyrnell. Pimpernel is an herbe that groweth in sandy
places at y fote of hylles. It is good to resowdre woundes
yf the powder . . be often layde therto. 1548 TL-RNER Matties

o/Herbes H j b, Bipennula Germanica, is Saxifragia Italorum,
and it is called in englishe Pimpinel, the ducbe cal it

Bibinellen. 1551 Herbal i. Oiv, Pimpinell dolh..agre
wyth the secunde kynde of daucus in descryptyon. and also
in vertues. 1587 In Commend. Gasioigne in G.s Wks.,
Herbs, etc., Pinks please some, and pempernell doth serve
to stanch the blood.

3. Now, The common name of Anagallis arvensis

in cornfields and waste ground, with smooth ovate

opposite leaves, and bright scarlet flowers (varying
with blue, and, more rarely, flesh-coloured or white)
which close in cloudy or rainy weather (whence its

rustic names Poor Man's Weatherglass, Shepherd's
Glass, etc.) : distinctively called field or Scarlet

Pimpernel. Hence extended to the whole genus.
Male Pimpernel, an old distinctive name for the common

red-flowered variety; the blue-flowered, by some con-
sidered a distinct species (A. cxrulea\ being called Female
Pimpernel.
?I4.. Lat.-Eng. Vac. in Wr.-Wulcker 563/43 Anagallus,

pympernele 1538 TURKE* Libcllus, Anagallis . . dicilur
anglice Pympernell. 1551 Herbals. C iij b, Pympernell is

of ij kyndes : it that hath the blewe floure, b called the female,
but it that hath y cremesine is called y male. 1578 LYTE
Doaoeas L xxxviL 54 1601 HOLLAND Pliny II. 234 Tbe
herbe Pimpernell, some call Anagallis, others Corchoros.
Of it be found two kindes; the male with a red flouie, the
female with a blew. 1744 J. CLAWDGE Sheph. llantury't

' Rules 38 The pimpernel. .shuts itself up.. close against
rainy weather. 1865 GOSSE Land $ Sea (1874) 115 Whole
patches are radiant with the pimpernel. Except the com
poppy, this is said to be the only scarlet flower we have.

1865 THOREAU Cape Cod viiL 154 Prettiest of all, the scarlet

pimpernel, or poor-man's weather-glass.
b. \\ ith denning words, applied to other species

of Anagallis, consisting of small trailing herbs with
rotate flowers of various colours, chiefly red or

blue ; also to plants naturally allied or having some
resemblance to this genus.
Bastard or False Pimpernel, fa) Chaffweed, Centun-

culits minimus ; (b)
' an American name for Il}san:lus

graiiolaidfs
'

(Treas. Bat. 1866, Miller Plant-n. 1684!. Bog
Pimpernel, Anagallis tenella. a creeping plant with deli-
cate pink flowers, t Female Pimpernel (see 3). Italian
Pimpernel, <(t: Anagallis Monelli, a species with large
blue flowers; b} Sanguisorba officinalis (see i). tMale,
Red, Scarlet Pimpernel (see v. Roundt'-leavedj
Pimpernel, Brookweed. Sea or Seaside Pimpernel,
Hcnkenyapeploittcs. Water Pimpernel, a) the greater
and lesser Hrooklime, I'eronica Bcccaiitnga and V. Ana-

ftllis,
called by the herbalists Anagallis ayiialica; l)

rookweed, Samolits I'alerandi or other species. Wood
or Yellow Pimpernel, Ljsimachia nemorum.
1597 GERARDE Htrbatn. clxxxiv. 495 Of Brookelyme, or

water Pimpernell. ..There be fower sorts of Water herbes

comprehended vnder the name Anagallis aquatica, or
water PimperneH, or water Chicken weede. 1633 Ibid.
cxcvL 622 Anthyllis Icntifolia, siue Alsine cruciata marina.
. .1 haue Englished it Sea Pimpernell, because the leaues in

shape are as like those of Pimpernel as of any other Plant.

1756 J. HILL Brit. Hob. 66 Genus VII. Round Pimpernel],
Samolus. 1760 J. LLE Introd. Bot. App. 322 Pimpernel,
Yellow of the Woods, Lysimachia. Hid., Round-leaved
Water Pimpernel, Samolus. 1861 Miss PRATT Firmer.
PI. IV. 245 Small Chaffweed, or Bastard Pimpernel. 1865
GOSSE Land ff Sea '1874; 47 The bog-pimpernel. .was pro-
fusely strewn over the spongy moors. 1866 Treas. Bet. 59
Anagallis, .. Pimpernels, by which name the species are

popularly known. . .Every one is familiar with the common
red Pimpernel <A. arvensis). The A. indica, with blue

flowers, scarcely differs from it, except in colour and the

larger size of its blossoms. . .The Italian Pimpernel <A.

Monclli*, with still larger flowers. Ibid. 704 L[ysimanHia]
nemorum .. approaches in size and habit the scarlet pim-
pernel, but has bright yellow flowers ; from this resemblance
it is often called Wood Pimpernel.
4. attrib., as Pimpernel Chaffuoeed, Pimpernel

Rose, pimpernel water : see quots.
1776-96 WITHERING Brit. Plants fed. 3) II. 199 Bastard

Pimpernel. Pimpernel Chaffweed. 1886 BRITTEN & HOLLAND
Eng. Plant-n., Pimpernel Rose, a book-name for Kosa
spinosissima, suggested by its synonym, R. pimpinellifolia,
and referring, like Burnet Rose, to the form of its leaves.

1837 E. HOWARD Old Commodore ii. 43 If she'd only .. use
my pimpernel water, for she has one monstrous freckle on
her forehead.

t Pimpernel. Obs. [
= OF. pimpernel, -ntau,

' a broad-nosed variety of the common eel
'

(G. A.

Boulanger), 'a grig, scaffling, spitchcocke, fowson
Eele

'

(Cotgr.;.] A small kind of eel.

1*51 Literate Roll 35 Hen. Ill, 15 Sept. (P. R. O.), Rex
vicecomiti Cantebrigie salutem. Precipimus tibi quod in
balliva tua emas ad opus nostrum x miha anguillarum que
vocantur PimpernolL 1393-3 Earl Derby's Exp. (Camden)
215 Pro piscibus recentibus..ilem pro xxvj pimpernol, xvjs.

Pimpillo, -owe, var. PIKPILLOW Obs., pin-
cushion, also prickly pear.
Pimpinel 1, obs. form of PIMPERNEL.

Pi'tnping, a. [Of uncertain origin ; dialect-

ally //Mr/>y is iound in same sense. Cf. PIMP sb:-,
and Cornish dial, pimpey weak watery cider ; also
Du. pimpel weak little man, Ger. pimpelig effemi-

nate, sickly, puling, which imply a stem pimp.]
Small, trifling, insignificant, peddling, paltry, petty,
mean ; in poor health or condition, sickly.
1687 T. BROWN Saint's in Uproar Wks. 1730 I. 77 Out of

a little pimping corner of Britain, a 1704 Charac. Dutch.
Women Wks. 1711 IV. 315, I am quarter'd in a little pimp-
ing Village on the Frontier of Flanders. 1761 STERNE Tr.
Shandy v. i, To go sneaking on at this pitiful, pimping,
pettifogging rate. 1778 [W. MARSHALL] Minutes Agric.
27 Apr. 311.1775 This pimping patch oftwo acres and a Quarter.

1814 LAMB Lett. (1837) II. 166 She writes such a pimping,
mean, detestable hand. 1845 S. JfDD Margaret iv,

' Was
I so little?' asked Margaret. 'Yes, and pimpin' enough.'
i878_/V;/. Trades Jrnl. xxv. 23 If the narrow, pimping
fractions in general use had been retained. [See also Ene.
Dial. Diet.)

Pimping, vbl. sb. and ///. a. : see PIMP v.

Pimple (pi-mp'l),.!*. Also 5pinple,6pymple,
pimpel, 6-7 '9 dial., pumple. [Origin unknown :

connexion with 'L. papula or papilla has been con-

jectured; but evidence is wanting. Cf.OE.pipligende
shingly, affected with herpes, in Sax. Leechd. I. 266.]
L A small solid rounded tumour of the skin,

usually inflammatory, without, or rarely with,

suppuration ; a papule or pustule.
c 1400 Lan/ranc's Cirurr. 248 Scabies b whanne (>e ije

liddis ben reed & to-swolle, & ful of reed pinpHs. 1513
FITZHERB. Husb. $ 49 The pockes appere . . lyke reed

Rymples,
as brpde as a fartbynge. 1578 LYTE Dodoens I.

x. 86 The distilled water.. b good against the freckles,

spottes, and pimpels of the face. 1633 T. JAMES I'oy. 87
Our faces were swolne hard out in pumpfes. a 1704 '1 .

BROWN Sat. Fr. King Wks. 1730 I. 60 My very pimples
bilk rny face. 187* BKISTOWE The. tf Pract. Med. (1878) 253
The pimple which results from syphilitic inoculation,

2. fig. A small rounded swelling, as a bud, etc.

158* STANVHURST /Ends Ded. (Arb.j 6, I should bee

thogbt ouer curious, by prying owl a pimple in a bent.



PIMPLE.

1784 COWPER Task in. 528 He pinches from the second
stalk A pimple, that portends a future sprout. 1855 DELAMER
Kitch. Card. (1861) 103 The pimples daily grow bigger and

bigger. ..They grow into buttons, which spread into mush-
rooms. 1881 DARWIN Vtg. Mould v\. 286 On poor pasture
land, ..the whole surface is sometimes dotted with little

pimples, . .and these pimples consist of old worm-castings.
b. slang. The head.

1818 Sporting Mag. I, 298 Scro^gins .. planted many
clumsy hits upon his adversary's pimple. 01825 FORBY
Voc. E. Anglia, Pimple^ the head. It must bea diminutive
as well as a feeble head which is denominated. 18. . Racing
Song in Baumann Londinismen (1887) 138/1 Sharp brains in

my noble pimple.

f 3. 'A boon companion' (Farmer). Ohs. slang.
1700 CONGREVE Way of World iv. x, The sun's a good

Pimple, an honest Soaker.

4. attrib. and Comb., as pimple eruption , face,

spot ; pimple-faced, -like, -nosed, -spangled adjs. ;

pimple copper, pimple metal, the product of

one of the successive operations in copper-smelting,

containing about 75 per cent, or more of copper,
and having pimples on the surface from the escape
of bubbles of sulphurous acid

; pimple-mite, a

minute acarid {Demodexfolliculoruni] which infests

the sebaceous follicles of the face (Syd. Soc. Lex.}.
1607 TOPSELL Four-f. Beasts (1658) 104 The same, .taketh

away pimple-spots out of the face. 1632 J. HAYWARD tr.

Biondi's Eromena 16 Of a crabbed nature, pimple-faced,
and a creple. 1758-65 GOLDSM. Ess. i, The pimple-nosed
Spirit at the president's right elbow. 1868 JOVNSON Metals

98 The copper in its form known, .as
'

pimple* copper is

put into the furnace. 1877 RAYMOND Statist. Mines fy

7I/i/rt^'38oTieatment of the pimple metal. 1898 P. MANSON
Trap. Diseases xviii. 298 Minute pimple-like abscesses.

Pi'mple, v. Now rare. [f. prec. sb.] a.

trans. To raise pimples upon ; to spot or deface

with pimples (in quot.y?^.). b. intr. To become

pimply. Hence Prmpling vbl. sb. and///. a.

*S99 A. M. tr. Gabelhouer s Bk. Physicke 253/1 An ex-

cellent oyle of Tartar, agaynste all pimplinge of the Face.

1604 T. M. Black Bk. in MUdleton's Wks. (Bullen) VIII.

40 You will pimple your souls with onths, till you make
them as well-favoured as your faces. 1638 VENSER Via
Recta t

A Censure (1650) 379 Such as have.. red pimpling
Faces, and adusted Humours. 1666 PF.I'YS Diary 12 July,
A rose touching his skin, .would make it rise and pimple.

Pimpled (prmp'ld), a. [f. prec. sb. or vb. +

-ED.] Having, or characterized by, pimples.
1622 MASSINGER & DEKKER Virgin Mart. \\. i, The

Armado of pimpled, deep scarletted, rubified, and carbtmcled
faces, a 1697 AUBREY BriefLives (1898) 1. 141 A gentleman
with a red, ugly, pumpled face. 1747 tr. Astruc's Fevers

317 It is called pimpled measles, when the pustules are big
and elevated. 1870 J. ROSKELL in Engt Meek. 18 Feb. 547/2
This copper is termed 'blistered' or

*

pimpled
'

copper,
according to its quality.
Comb. 1840 DICKENS Old C. Shop xlix, Men.. of a red-

nosed, pimp led-faced, convivial look.

Pimple-stone : see PIMBLE-. f Pimpling :

see PIFFLING///, a. Pimploe: see PINPILLOW.

Pimply (pi-mpli), a. [f. PIMPLE sb. + -Y.]
Full of pimples ;

covered or spotted with pimples.
1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa (1811) I. xxxi. 227 Belton's [face]

so pert and so pimply. 1769 PENNANT Zool. III. 7 The Toad,
..the back flat, and covered with a pimply dusky hide.

1838 DICKENS Nick. Nick, xxx, A handsome face, only a
little pimply as though with drinking.
Comb. 1873 Routled^s Yng. Gentl. Mag. Feb. 174/2
A short, .pimply-faced youth.
Hence Prmpliness.
1893 Strand Mag. VII. 35 A pimpliness of countenance.

[Pimprint, error for PRIMPRINT, privet.]

Fimpship (pi'mpjip). [f.
PIMP sb. + -SHIP.]

The personality of a pimp : used as a mock title.

1682 OLDHAM 'Jitvenafs Sat. iii. Poems (1684) 205 Saving
your reverend Pimpship, where d'ye ply? 1693 Bacchan.Sess.

14 What precious intreigues could my Pimpship discover.

Pin (pin),j.
1 Forms: i pinn, 4-7 pynne,

pinne, 5-6 pyn, (5 pene, pyne, 6 pynn, pine),
6-8 pinn, 6- pin. [Late OE. pinn, a common
Low Ger. word :>^ILG., LG. pinne^ pin, LG. also

pennt % pen (Brem. Wbch.}, MDu. pinne ('pinna,

spiculum, cuspis, veruculum, aculeus, scopus,
clavus ligneus

'

Kilian), Du. pin pin, peg (in
Hexham //w, 'also the pinnacle of a steeple*) ;

MHG. (rare) phinne nail, plug, Ger. pinne and

pin : late ON. pinni (i4th c.), Norw., Sw. pinne ^

Da. pind\ generally held to be ad. L. pinna, in

the Vulgate, Luke iv. 9 = '

pinnacle ',

*

applied to

points of various kinds, battlements, cutting edge
of an ax* (Walde Laf. Etym. Wbch., where it is

distinguished from penna feather, also often spelt

pinna}.'}
I. Primary sense : = peg.

1. A small piece of wood, metal, or other solid

substance, of cylindrical or similar shape, often

tapering or pointed, used for some one of various

purposes, as to fasten or hold together parts of

a structure, to hang something upon, to stop up
a hole, or as a part of mechanism to convey or

check motion ;
a peg, a bolt.

a 1100 Gere/a in Anglta (1886) IX. 265 Xe sceolde he nan

tm,5 for^yman. .ne musfellan, tie, \>sel git lx<seis, to haep-an
pinn. c 13*5 Gloss. II'. de Bibbcsiv. in Wright I'oc. 167

E par deuz hietes [gloss the ax-tre pinnes] se tenent owel.

870

Ibid. 168 Devaunt les braceroles sount biletz {gloss pinnes].
[1329 Wardr. Ace. (Ace. Exck. K. R. Bd. 383. No. 9)
m. i Pro .. pynnis ac catbenis pro leporariis ligandis.]
c 1386 CHALXER Sgr.'s T. 119 And turne ayeyn with

writhyng of a pyn. (1412 HOCCLEVE De Reg. Princ.

1104 And vp is broken, lok, hasp, barre & pyn. c 1440
Promp. Par?>. 399/2 Pynne, of tymbyr (or pegge. .), cavilla.

Ibid.) Pynne, of metalle,as yryne,. .spintrum. i4&4CAXTON
Fables of .-Esop vi. viii, [The kat] hynge hym self by
his two feet behynd at a pynne of yron whiche was
styked at a balke. 1429 Faytes ofA. n. xxiv. 138 Pinnes
of wode to ioine the palys. 1527 Churchw. Ace. St. Giles,

Reading 31 For lathes, nayles, ..tile pynnes for the new
hous. 1575 LANEHAM Let. (1871) 56 This tent had seauen
cart lode of pynz perteining too it. 1607 NORDEN Surv.
Dial. m. 125 As if a man should build a house, without

pinne or nayle. 1632 SANDERSON Serm. 427 Not the least

wheele or pinne or notch. 1664 EVELYN Sylva (1679) 27
Oak is excellent for. .pinns and peggsfor tyling,&c. 0:1713
ELLWOOD Antobiog. (1765) 98 The Keys were hung upon
a Pin in the Hall. 1825 J. NICHOLSON Operat. Mechanic
158 The lower frame-work . . is connected by means of the

pins or wedges. 1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mech. t Pin. ..3. The
axis of a sheave. An axis of a joint, as of the gimbal or

compass-joint. 1884 F. J. BRITTEN Watch <$ Clockm. 51
A.. cylinder studded with pins for lifting the hammers is

a chiming train. 1885 Law Rep. 15 Q. Bench Div. 316 A
catch.. at the end of an iron pin, which prevented the pin,
when passed through a slit, from repassing.
fig. 1637 RUTHERFORD Let. to J. Gordon 16 June, See

that there be not a loose pin in the woik of your salvation.

1711 Countrey-Man's Let. to Curat 34 The old Politick, that
'tis Dangerous to innovate or loose a Pinn.

b. An indicator of a long or pointed shape : as

f the hand of a clock ; f the gnomon of a sun-

dial; fthe index or tongue of a balance (obs.}.
c 1440 Promp Parv. 399/2 Pynne, of an orlage, . . schow-

ynge fce owrys of the day. 1639 G DANIEL Vervic, 568
Number will prevaile, And turne the pin of bright Astrea's

Skale. 1669 STL'RMY Mariner's Mag. vi. iii. 123 The Pin
or Gnomon, .being 37 parts, and the shadow. .28.

f c. A peg, nail, or stud fixed in the centre of

a target. Obs.

CI450 Cov. Myst. (Shaks. Soc.) 138 Now be my trowthe

3e hitte the pynne. 1584 W. ELDERTON in Halliw. Yorks.
Anthol. (1851)6 Walmsley did the vpshot win, With both
his shafts so near the pin. 1592 SHAKS. Rom. fy Jitl. n. iv.

15 The very pinne of his heart, cleft with the blind Bowe-
boyes but-shaft. 1642 FULLER Holy fy Prof. St. v. xvii. 426
To cleave the pinne and do the deed.

d. In a stringed musical instrument : Each of

the pegs round which the strings are fastened at one

end, and by turning which they are tuned; a tuning-

pin, tuning-peg : = PEG s&.l 2 a. Alsoyfg: : cf. 16.

1587 GREENE Tritameron ir. Wks. (Grosart) III. 121

Fearing if he wrested not the pin to a right key, his melody
would be marred. 1592 Philomela ibid. XI. 126 Giouanni

hearing hir harpe on that string [love] strained it a pin higher
thus. 1594 LYLY Moth. Bomb. \. iii, He looses his rosen, that

his fiddle goes cu*h, cush..his mouth so drie that he hath
not spittle for his pinne. 1607-12 BACON Ess., Empire (Arb.)

298 Nero could touch and tune the Harp well, But in

gpuernement sometymes he vsed to wynd the pynnes to

highe, sometymes to let them downe to lowe. a 1800 Bonny
Bws o

1 London in Buchaii's Ballads (1828) II. 130 Ye'll

take a lith o' my little finger bane, And ye '11 make a pin to

your fiddle then. 1885 C. G. W. LOCK Workshop Receipts
Ser. iv. 285/2 As the pins and wires of pianos become worn,
it is necessary to renew them.

f e. A peg, nail, etc. fixed in a surface, to mark
a place, or for ornament or other purpose. Obs.

1648-78 HFXHAM, Pen of de Trock-Tafcl^ the Pin upon
a Billyard table. < 1650 Robin Hood his death 44 in Furniv.

Percy Folio I. 53 When they came to Merry church lees

they knoc[k]ed vpon a pin. 1689 Lond. Gaz. No. 2429/4 A
Silver Box and a pinn'd Case, many of the Pins being come
out, so that the Brass was seen.

f. One of a set of pegs fixed on the inside of
a large drinking-vessel, dividing it into equal parts,
said by some to indicate the limit of each drinker's

draught :
= PEG sb.^ 2 b.

1592 NASHE P. Penifasse 23 King Edgar.. caused certaine

iron cups to be chained . . at euery Vintners doore, with
iron pins in them, to stint euery man how much he should
drinke : and he that went beyond one of those pins for-

feited a penny for euery draught. 1655 FULLER Ch. Hist.

m. ii. 3 That Priests should not go to Publick Drinkings,
wee ad pinnas bibant, nor drink at Pins. This was a
Dutch trick., of Artificial Drunkenness, out of a Cup
marked with certain Pins, and he accounted the Man, who
could nick the Pin, drinking even unto it. 1673 Holborn

Drollery 76 Edgar away with pins i' th' Cup To spoil
our drinking whole ones up. a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crcii>

t

Nick //,..to Drink to the pin or button. 1850 LONGF. Gold.

Leg. i. Court-yard of Castle 17 No jovial din Of drinking
wassail to the pin.

g. The cylindrical part in a lock on which the

pipe or hollow stem of the key fits. Also, that

part of a key which enters the lock (esp. if solid

instead of hollow).
1703 MOXON Mech. Exerc. 25 If you have a Pin to the

Lock,., the Pin is rivet ted into the Plate. 1875 KNIGHT
Diet. Mech., Pin.. .9. The part of a key-stem which enters

the lock.

h. Naut. (a) A peg fixed in the side of a rowing-
boat as a fulcrum for the oar ;

a thole-pin. ()
Applied to various pegs or bolts used in a ship,
e. g. to make fast the rigging (BELAYJNG-/*J), to

keep the capstan-bars in place, etc.

1832 HT. MARTISEAU Ella ofGar. ii. 32 How are you to

row? The pins are out that should fix your oars. 1836
MARRYAT Midsh. Easy xxvi. Holding on by the belaying
pin. c 1850 Ritdfitt. y*vig. (Weale) 137 Pins, ^hort iron

rods fixed occasionally in the drum-heads of capstans, and

PIN.

through the ends of the bars, to prevent their unshipping.
Ibid.) Pins ofboats, pins of iron or wood fixed along tbe

gunwales of some boats (instead of rowlocks) whose oars are
confined by grommets. 1867 SMYTH Sailor's Word-bk. 161

Capstan-bars, .are. .held in their places in the drumhead
holes, by little iron bolts called capstan or safety pins.

i. Carpentry. The projecting part or ' tenon
'

of a dovetail joint, which fits into the *
mortise*.

1847 SMEATON Builders Man. 88 The projecting piece..
is called the pin of the dovetail ; and the aperture into which
it is fitted, .is called the socket. 1875 Carpentry fy Join. 64
Cabinet-makers . .do not often make broad dovetails, as they
make the pins narrower and further apart in general than

joiners.

j. Quoits. The peg or * hob
*

at which the quoit
is aimed.
[1801 STRUTT Sports % Past. n. ii. 9 Quoits.. .To play at

this game, an iron pin, called a hob, is driven into the

ground [etc.].] 1857 Chambers Inform. People II. 704/2
The quoit being delivered, .with a steady aim at the pin.

1897 CROCKETT Lad's Lave xviii, His first quoit fell within
three inches of the pin.

k. Golf. An iron rod bearing a small Hag, used

to mark the position of a hole.

1901 Scotsman 5 Sept. 7/3 His magnificent approach to

within a yard of the pin. 1905 IVestm. Gaz. 23 Aug. 5/1
Had a perfect mashie shot and lay three yards off the pin.

I. ?The latch or handle of a door: see Eng.
Dial. Diet. s. v. Pin 4 and Tirl 2. dial.

?i7.. Clerk Saunders iv. in Scott Minstr. Scot. Bord.

(1869) 377 Then take the sword from my scabbard, And
slowly Hit the

pin
; And you may swear, and safe your aith,

Ye never let Clerk Saunders in. Prince Robert ix. ibid.

381 O he has run to Darlinton, And tirled at the pin. 1804
R. COUPER Poetry I, 232 (E. D. D.) Your fingers numb Will

hardly turn the pin. 1816 SCOTT Aniiq. xl, Murder tirl'd

at the
door-pin. 1870 MORPIS Earthly Par. III. iv. 39

There knocking, was he bidden in, And needfully he raised

the pin, And entering stood.

2- fig' (from i). Tfl- That on which something
'

hangs' or depends. Obs. (Cf. PEG sbl 5.)
c 1407 LYDG. Reson $ Sens. 2952 They hangen by another

pyn. 1538 STARKEY England n. i. 164 A grete parte of thys
mater hangyth apon one pine. 1648 Eikon Bas. xxiv. 236
A great part of whose piety hung upon that popular pin of

rayling against,and contemning the Government and Liturgy
of this Church. 1748 HARTLEY Observ. Man n. it 116 That

Point, being settled, becomes a capital Pin, upon which all

the Pagan Chronology depends.
II. = ME. and Sc. PBEEN, F. epingle.

3. A slender piece of wire (now usually of brass

or iron, tinned), formed with a sharp tapered point
at one end and a flattened round head at the other,

commonly used to fasten together parts of dress,

loose papers, etc., for mounting entomological speci-

mens, and for various purposes. Also applied to

larger articles of the same kind made of steel,

gold, silver, etc., often more or less ornamental,
and used for securing the hair, a hat, shawl, scarf,

etc., or merely for ornament. See also DRAWING-

pin, HAIRPIN, HAT-/*//, SAFETY pin, SCARF //',
etc. (The most frequent use.)
c 1380 WYCLIF Wks. ( 1 880) 12 pei becomen pedderis berynge

knyues, pursis, pynnys andgirdlis[etc.]for wymmen. a 1450
Knt. de la Tour (1868) 64 She was atyred with highe longe

pynnes lyke a iebet, and so. .[they] saide she bare a galous
on her hede. 1480 Maldon, Essex, Crt. Rolls Bundle 51
No. 3, xvi nedeles, xii dressyng pynnes. 1496 Dives 9( Paup.
(W. de W.) vu. vii. 285 Yf childern in ther youth stele

pynnes or apples or ony other smale thynges. Ibid. xii. 295
A lady. .can pynne her hodeayenst the wyndewiih asmale

pynne of laton .xii. for a peny. 1545 Rates ofCustoms cij,

Pynnes the dossen thousande iii-. 1631 MASSINGER City
Madam iv. iv, A silver pin Headed with a pearl worth

three-pence. 1668 PEPYS Diary 2 Jan., He that will not

stoop for a pin will never be worth a pound. 171* ADDISON

Sped. No. 295 f4 A Pin a Day, says our frugal Proverb, is

a Groat a Year. 1801 BLOOMFIELD Rural T., Kick. $ Kate

xxii, As like him, ay, as pin to pin. 1851 D. WILSON Preh,

Ann. (1863) I. n. vi. 475 The contents of the tumuli include

bone pins, needles [etc.]. 1870 Miss MULOCK Fair France iv.

(1871) 145 Asthephiase is,
'

you might have heaid a pin fall '.

b. As a type of something very small, or of

very slight value or significance : esp. in phr. not

tvorth a pin, not to care a pin t etc.

13. . K. Ait's. 6146 (Bodl. MS.) He nolde ;iue a pynne Bot
he rni^th J?ise wynne. 1:1460 Toivneley Myit. in. 364 Thi

felpwship set I not at a pyn. a 1529 SKELTON Magnif 1028

With a pere my loue you may wynne, And ye may lese it

for a pynne. c 1530 H. RHODES Bk. Nurture 420 in Babces

Bk. 93 Yet he is not worth a pin. 1579 FULKE Confut.
Sanders 634, I would so esteeme them, ..but not a pinne
the more. 1590 SPENSER F. Q. i. v. 4 Who not a pin Does
care for looke of living creatures eye. 1602 Narcissus (1893)

31 A pinne for povertye 1 1628 EARLE Microcosm. t Sceptic
in Reltg. (Atb.)67 He chuses this, not as better, but because

there is not a pin to choose. 1777 SHERIDAN^C/I:. Scand in.

i, 'Tis evident you never cared a pin for me. 1785 European
Mag. VIII. 96 Your robe is not a pin the worse. 1887 [see

CHOOSE v. ia]. 1900 POLLOK & THOM Sports Burma II. 43

One of my elephants.. did not care two pins for a tiger.

c. Pin*s head, pin's point: in literal sense, or

allusive as in b; also attrib. (cf.// matter \n 18).

1415-40 DK. OF ORLEANS Poems (1827) 8 And if she wolde

..But uraunt me loo liche to a pynnys hed Part of hirts.

1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 7 It is not so moche as a

pynnes poynt, compared to y* hole erth. -1622 MABBE tr.

Alcman's Guzman d'Alf. i. 63 It had not beene a Pins-

poynt matter ; I should haue set light by it. 1698 Christ

Exalted 78. 61 Man's Law will not hang a Man for steal

ing a Pin* head. 1774 GOLDSM. 2\Tat. Hist. (1776) VII. 301

The <rcs s are no larger than pins point-. 1879 MRS. A. E.

JAMKS'/W. Honsch. Managent. 76 We did not loie the value



PIN.

of a pin's head. 187$ St. George's Hosfi, Rep. IX. 5 A
pin's-head perforation in the sigmoid flexure.

d. Pins and needles : popular name for a prick-

ing or tingling sensation, as that which accom-

panies the recovery of feeling in a limb after

numbness. On pins and needles : in a state of

excessive uneasiness.

1844 J. T. HEWLETT Parsons fy W. vi, The pins and
needles sensations which followed. 1869 Kentledge's Ev.
Boys Ann. 640 He had enough pins and needles in his feet

to stock a haberdasher's shop. 1885 T. A. GUTHRIE Tinted
Venus 40 The shock ran up to his elbow and gave him acute
1

pins and needles '. 1897 Pail Mall Mag. Aug. 530 He
was plainly on pins and needles, did not know whether to

take or to refuse a cigar. 1899 Allbutfs Syst. Med. VIII.

64 Subjective sensations such as heat and cold, pins and
needles,.. may persist during the intervals.

4. transf. f a. A thorn or prickle. Obs. b. The
incipient bur or blossom of the hop.
1643 TRAPP Comm. Gen, xiii. 6 There are pins in all the

worlds roses. 1900 Daily News 23 July 2/4 The hop plant
has grown well this week, and the bine is already putting
out pin for burr.

III. (Cf. med.L. pinna, Du. pinne pinnacle.)
f5. A point, peak, apex. Obs. exc. dial.

<ri45o Cov. Myst. (Shaks. Soc.) 208 Up to this pynnacle
now go we, I xal the sett on the hyjest pynne. 1819 W.
TENNANT Papistry Stortn'd vi. (1827) 184 The sun was
cockin' now upon The vera pin o' Mid-day's cone. 1838
Penny Cycl. XI. 57/2 The most prominent object [in Conna-
mara] is a group of conical mountains called the Twelve
Pins. 1892 JANE BARLOW Irish Idylls i. 2 Those twelve
towering Connemarese peaks, which in Saxon speech have
dwindled into Pins.

6. The projecting bone of the hip, esp. in horses
and cattle : d. pin-bone, -buttock in 18. Now dial.

v}V$Lond. Gaz. No. 3886/4 A grey Nag,., gall'd upon the
near Pin. 1726 Brice's Weekly Jrtil. 25 Mar. 3 A Brown
Bay Nag. .thin behind, the Pins standing a little out. 1807
VANCOUVER Agric. Devon (1813) 327 Line of the back straight
..lying completely on a level with the pin or huckles.

1903 Eng. Dial. Diet, s.v., A cow '

high in the pins '.

IV. Transferred uses (chiefly from I).

7. A leg ; usually in //. colloq. or dial.

871

Pinnes. 1781 BURGOYNE Ld. ofManor m. iv, I never saw
a fellow better set upon his pins, a 1845 BARHAM Ingol.
Leg. Ser. in. Ld. Thoulouse 275 Who ventures this road
need be firm on his pins ! 1883 Standard^ Jan. 2/4 Iroquois
[a race-horse] has been very

'

dickey
'

on his pins. 1888 ' R.
BOLDREWOOD' Robbery under Anns i, Wonderfully strong
and quick on his pins.

8. A skittle; in //. the game of skittles. See also

NINEPINS, TENFINS.
1580 HOLLYBAND Treas. Fr. Tang, Quilles, as ioiiir aux

grilles, to play at nine pins. 1600 ROWLANDS Lett. Humours
Blood tv. 64 To play at.. nine holes, or ten pinnes. 1694
S. JOHNSON Notes Past. Let. Bp. Btirnet i. 39 A cleaverer
Tip.. than taking out the Middle Pin and throwing down
none of the rest. 1869 Routtedges Ev. Boy's Ann. 516 When
all the pins [in American bowls] are knocked down by
one ball. 1881 YOUNG Every Man his (nun Mechanic 86
The large pins used in skittle playing.

t 9. a. A knot in wood (looking like a peg driven

in). Obs.

. '545 ASCHAM Toxofh. (Arb.) 115 The boughe commonlye
is verye knotty, and full of pinnes. 1585 HIGINS tr. Juuius'
Nomenclator 144/1 The pinne or hard corne of a knot in

timber, which hurteth sawes.

b. A hard spot occurring in steel during the

process of manufacture.

1831 BREWSTER Nat. Magic v. (1833) 116 When the steel
has hard portions called fins by the workmen. 1884 C. G. W.
LOCK Workshop Receipts Ser. in. 279/2 Free from those
hard bright spots which workmen call

'

pins '.

flO. A hard swelling on the sole of a hawk's
foot ; a disease characterized by such swellings
(also called pin-gout : see 18). Obs.

'575 TURBERV. Falconrie 260 Of the Pin in the Hawkes
foote, a disease much like the corne in the foote of a man.
Ibid., The Pynne is a swelling disease, that doth resemble
sharpe nayles, rysing vp in the bottome or palme of the
Hawkes foote. 1615 LATHAM Falconry (1633) 134 With a
sharpe knife search and pare out the pinne, or core, or corne.
1688 R. HOLME Armoury n. 237/2 The Pynne.
t b. A corn on the toe or foot. Obs.
i6n COTGR., Frouelle, an agnell, pinne, or warnell in the

toe.

1 11. Pin and wib : name for a disease of the

eye (? characterized by a spot or excrescence like
a pin's head, and a film covering the general
surface : according to Dr. S. 15. Atkinson,

'

phlyc-
tenular ulcer with conjunctivitis '). Obs.
1533 ELYOT Cast. Helthe (1541) 79 By these destinations or

reumes hapneth many diseases.. as.. pynne and webe in the

eyes. 1575 TURBERV. Falconrie 300 This disease of the
Pinne & webbe, is of some men called the Veroll. 1605
SHAKS. Lear in. iv. 122 This is the foule Flibbertigibbet ;. .

Hee giues the Web and the Pin, squints the eye, and makes
the Hare-lippe. 1672 JOSSELYN New Enf. Rarities 96 To
take off a Pin and Web, or any kind of Filme growing over
the Eye. 1725 BRADLEY Fam. Diet., Pearl, a Disease in
an Horse's Eye, under which Head we shall comprehend
Pins, Spots, Webs, &c. 1858 MAYNE Expos. Lex., Pin and
Web, an old popular name for an opacity of the cornea.

12. A small cask or keg holding half a firkin,
or 4! gallons.
1570 Wills t, Im>. N. C. (Surtees) I. 341, iij pynnes for

caryage of drenk a feld. a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew,

Pin, a small Vessel containing Four Gallons and a half, or
the Eighth part of a Barrel. 1747 Land, t, Country Breiv.
IV. (ed. 2) 293 Powder one of the Balls and put it into a Pin

i or Half a Firkin. 1814 Sporting Mag. XLIII. 112 He used
to have a pin of beer. (1900 Advertisement, Beer in Cask.
Discount for Cash on or before Delivery, 3d. Pin ; 6d. Firkin ;

is. Kilderkin.

1 13. A piece at chess ; also, at the game of
merels. In the latter referring app. to actual

pegs ;
in chess extended either from these, or from

the shape of Tudor chessmen, which were not
!
unlike ninepins. Obs.
1688 R. HOLME Armoury in. xvi. (Roxb.) 66/1 The King

! is the first and highest of all the chesse pins. Ibid., The

14. a. Cookery. Short for ROLLING-PIN.
1894 Cassell's Univ. Cookery Bk. 740 Keep the board and

pin well floured.

b. Short for KNITTING-/?';/, knitting-needle.
1897 Tit Bits 4 Dec. 175/3 As the old lady put down her

pins, the Princess took them up, and finished the stocking.
heel.

V. Phraseological uses.

15. In the phrase on or upon a merry pin, esp.
to set the heart on a merry pin, to have the heart

hanging on a jolly pin, whence also upon the

peevish pin, on another pin, etc. ; later, in a merry
pin, in a merry humour, disposition, or frame of
mind. arch, or dial.
The origin is obscure. In later use sometimes (cf. quot.

, 1658) associated with the musical tuning-peg, as in next.
c 1386 CHAUCER Merch. T. 272 By my fader kyn Youre

I
herte hangeth on a ioly pyn. c 1440 Partonope 5552 Youre
hert ys on another pynne. 1485 Digby Myst. v. 492, 1 wyll

]

sett my soule on a mery pynne. 1530 PALSGR. 844/1 Upon
a mery pynne, de hayt. 1568 GRAFTON Chron. II. 578 King
Charles heart by gettyng of Paris, was set vpon a merye
Pinne. 1587 FLEMING Contn. Holinshed III. 1015/2 The
commons hauing now their willes, were set vpon a pin, that

wean your self of that merry pin of Fancy. 1676 SHADWKI.I.
Virtuoso I. i, I never was on a better pin in my life. 1694
L'EsTRANGE

Fables^ cccii. (1714) 316 The Woman was One
day upon the Peevish Pin. 1770 Genii. Mag. XL. 559 To
express the Condition of an Honest Fellow and no Flincher
under the Effects of Good Fellowship, he is said to be ..

On a merry pin. 1779 T. HUTCHINSON Diary 6 Oct., Dined
at Amen Corner . . Sir John upon a merry pin. {Intended
i8//i c. lang. 1853 ANNE MANNING 0. C/u-lsea Bnn-ho. iv. 64
As for the Doctor, he was quite on the merry Pin.]
1661 BLOUNT Clossogr. (ed. 2) s.v., He is in a merry Pin.

1782 COWPER Cilpin 178 Right glad to find His friend in

merry pin. 1818 Black. Mag. III. 407 Were I in the pin.
1887 A. RILEY Athos 210 Our prelate was in merry pin.

f!6. Pitch
; degree; step: esp. with higher, Sower,

utmost, raise, take down. Obs. (Cf. PEG sbl- 3.)
Originally, a figure taken from a musical tuning-peg (see

id); in quot. 1617 perh. referring to the rack.

1584 GREENE Myrr. Modestie Wks. (Grosart) III. 24 The
Judges, .seeing she had infringed their reasons, by the power
ofthe law thought to wrest hir vpon a higher pin. 1617 HIERON
Wks. II. 141 The prodigal sonne..sets his course euen vpon
the racke, and stretcheth it out to the vtmost pinne. a 1624
BP. M. SMITH Serin. (1632) 188 They.. went more roundly
and roughly to worke with them, taking them downe a pinne
or two lower, a 1643 w - CARTWRIGHT Ordinary n. iii, He's
but one pin above a natural. 1651 N. BACON Disc. Govt.

Eng. n. vii. (1739) 41 To raise the price of their Cloaths to
their own covetous pin. 1669 R. MONTAGU in Buccleuch
MSS. (Hist MSS. Comm.) I. 452, I am confident we shall

bring them a pin lower. 1731 W. BOWMAN Serin, xxix, To
set our selves on the same pin With Paul and Peter. 1776
C. KEITH Fanner's Ha\ They mak a loud and joyfu' dm,
For ilka heart is raised a pin.
17. Phrase. To put in the pin (colloq. or slang),

to put a check or stop to some course; to call

a halt ; esp. to give up drinking. So to keep in
the pin, to keep from drinking ;

to let loose a pin
(Eng. Dial. Diet.)

Supposed by some to have reference to the pins in a
drinking-cup (i f) ; but it may refer more generally to the
use of a pin or peg in stopping motion or making fast, and of
letting loose by taking out the pin.

The first time I smelt it, the pin it lap out. 1835 I.

MONTEATH Dunblane Tradit. (1887) 89 (E.D.D.) He had
religiously abstained from

drinking^ during the twelvemonths
he had himselfdetermined to keep in the pin. 1851 MAYHEVV
Land. Labour I. 345/1 He had two or three times resolved to
better himself, and had 'put in the pin', meaning he had
made a vow to refrain from drinking. 1856 DeiCs Hallwe'cn
14 (E.D.D.) The Deil that e'en was ettlin' to let loose a pin.
VI. 18. allrib. and Comb., as pin-box, -dot,

-hook, -manufactory, -mark, -seller, -snatcher, -stick-

ing, -thrusting, f pin-auger, an auger for boring
holes for pins or pegs ; pin-bit = pin-drill; pin-
block, (a) a block of wood in which pins or pegs
are fixed ; (K) a block of wood to be shaped into
a pin or peg-(Cent. Did.): f pin-bole, pinboll,
?some contrivance for floating a fishing-net ; pin-
bone, the hip-bone, esp. of a horse (see 6) ; pin-
borer, a Canadian beetle (Xylebortis dispar)
which makes small round punctures like pinholes
in the bark of pear-trees; tpin-bouke [see BOWK], i

some kind of vessel for liquids ; pin-bush,
' a

PIN.
'

fine reaming- or polishing-tool for delicate metal-
work' (Cent. Diet.); pin-buttock, a narrow or

sharp buttock
; hence pin-buttocked a.

; pin-
cherry, the N. American wild red cherry (Primus
Pennsylvania); pin-cloth, a pinafore (lobs.);
pin-clover, name in California (from the shape
of the seed-vessel) for the European stork's-bill

(Erodium cicularium), widely naturalized there
;

pin connexion, a connexion of the parts of an
iron or steel bridge by pins (instead of rivets, etc.

;

cf. pin-joint); pin-cop [Cop sb* 3], a pear-shaped
'

cop
'
or roll of yarn, used for the weft in a power-

loom
;

also attrib.; pin-curl, an artificial curl of
hair held in place by a hairpin ; pin-drill, a
drill with a projecting central pin surrounded by
a cutting face, used for countersinking, etc.

; pin-
drop a. (of silence) in which one could ' hear
a pin drop

'

; pin-fish, name for two N. American
elongated sparoid fishes (Lagodon rhomboiJes, Di-

plodus holbrooki) ; also a small sun-fish, Lcpomis
'

pallidus; pin- flat, a flat pin-cushion formed of
two disks of cardboard lined and covered with some
textile material, so that pins can be stuck into the

edge (U. S.); pin-footed a, =Jin-footed : see FIN
sli. 6 ; f pin-gout, a disease in a hawk's foot (see

I

10); pin-grass =
pin-clover ; piu ground, a fin-

spot ground upon a textile
; pin-hold,

' a place
at which a pin holds or makes fast' (Smart, 1836) ;

i
t pin-hood,

' the hood attached to a cloak, and fitted

;

to be drawn over the hat or bonnet of the wearer'

(Jam.'; pin-joint, a form of joint in which two

parts are connected by a pin passing through an

eye in each ; pin-machine, a machine for making
pins ; pin-man, a man who sells, or manipulates,
pins ; pin-mandrel (see quot.) ; f pin matter,
the matter of a pin, that which matters a pin ;

not a pin mailer, something that matters not a

pin : cf. MATTER sb. 18; pin-mill = PIS-WHEEL
3 ; pin-necked a., having tufts of feathers on the

neck, as the pinnated grouse or prairie-hen ; pin-
oak, a species of oak ( Quercus palustris) found in

swampy places in N. America
;
so called from the

persistent dead branches, which resemble pins or

pegs fixed in the trunk ; pin pallet (see quot.) ;

pin-paper, a paper of pins (PAPER sb. 6 b) ; fig.
:
a collection of samples ; pin-patch (dial.), a peri-
winkle (? because extracted from its shell with
a pin); pin-poppet (dial.), a cylindrical case for

pins ; t pin-powder = PIN-DUST
; pin-prod =

PIN-PRICK
; f pin-purse, ? a pin-case, or a pin-

cushion ; pin-rack Naut., a rack or frame on the
deck of a ship, in which belaying-pins are fixed ;

pin-rail, a rail or bar in which pins or pegs are
fixed ; pin-rib,

' a delicate cord or rib woven in

the substance of fine muslin
'

(Cent. Diet.) ; pin-
rod,

'
in a locomotive, a tie-rod connecting the

brake-shoes on opposite sides' (Cent. Diet.) ; pin-
spot, each of a number of small round spots like

pins' heads forming a pattern upon a textile fabric ;

hence pin-spotted a.; pin-striped a., having
a narrow ornamental stripe of the thickness of a

pin; pin switch (Telcgr.), a switch in which
electric connexion is made by pins passing through
holes in metal plates ; pin's-worth, the worth of
a pin, an extremely small amount ; pin-tongs j*.

//., a kind of tongs or pliers for holding pins or
other small objects ; pin-tool, a tubular cutting-
tool for making cylindrical wooden pins (Knight
Diet. Mech. 1875) ; pin-tooth, (a) each of the

(sharp-pointed) teeth of the escapement-wheel in

a clock or watch
; (6) a canine tooth

; f pin-trace,
some part of horse-harness

; pin-vice (see quots.) ;

pin-weed, a plant of the N. American genus
Lechea (N.O. Cistaces) ; pin-winged a., having
the first primary feather of the wing attenuated, as
in some American Columbidx

; pin-wire, wire of
which pins are made; pin-wood, wood fit for

pins or pegs; pin-worm, a small thread-worm,
Oxyuris vermicularis, which infests the rectum,
especially in children. See also PIN-BASKET, PIN-

CASE, PJNCI'SHION, etc. and Eng. Dial. Diet.

1513 FITZHERB. Husb. 5 An axe, a hachet, a hedgynge-
byll, a *pyn awgur, a rest awgur, a flayle. 1873 E. Si'ON

Workshop Receipts Ser. i. 134/2 With a.. "pin-bit, bore a
hole about a \ of an inch deep. 1880 A. J. HIPKINS in
Grove Diet. Mns. II. 722/1 The tuning- pin screws, .into the
thick metal wrestpin-piece, and through it into the wooden
wrestplank or *pinblock. 1615 E. S. Britaiti's Buss in

Arb. Garner III. 625 Cork "pynboles or buyes belonging to
those nets. Ibid. 631 For every two nets, there must be a

Pynboll or Bwy hooped. . .Each Pynboll or Bwy must have
a rope of a yard long, to fasten it to the War-rope. 1640
CAREW in Doidge's W. Country Ann. (1882) 211 It..strake

Roger Nise on the *pinbone. 1711 Land. Gaz. No. 4849/4
The Hair rubb'd offthe near Pinbone. 1805 Sporting Mag.
XXV. 226 Joint steaks, pinbone-steaks, sausage?. 1593
DRAVTON Moses in. Wks. (1748) 480/2 Pails, kits, dishes,



PIN. 872 PIN.

basons, *pinboukes, bowls. 1858 SIMMONDS Diet. Trade Pro-
durts,

*
Pin-box, Pin-case, a small fancy box for holding pins.

1884 KNIGHT Diet. Mech. Suppl., *Pin Bush, a reaming or

polishing tool for pin holes. 1601 SHAKS. Alfs Well n. ii.

18 It is like a Barbers chaire that fits all buttockes, the *pin
buttocke, the quatch-buttocke, the brawn buttocke, or any
buttocke. 1725 BRADLEY Fam. Diet. s. v. Rules buying'
horse, The narrow pin Buttock, the Hog or Swine-Rump,..
are full of Deformity. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny II. 370 They
are sharp rumped and *pin buttockt. 1683 Lond. Gaz. No.
1810/4 A Gelding, . . Pin-Buttockt or narrow. 1791 Gentl.

Mag. LXI. 11.964 One of the. .children. . approached so near
the fire that the flames caught his *pin-cloth. 1846, 1854
[see PINNER-' 2]. 1884 MILLER Plant-n., Pin-grass, or *Pin-

clover, of California, Ei odium cicutarium. 1839 URE Diet.
Arts 503 Yarns.. wound upon what is called a '*pin cop
bobbin '. 1896 Daily News 27 Nov. 5/2 Our English great-
grandmothers called

'

coques
' '

comb-curls
'

or *

*pin-curls ',

because they were, .stiffly arranged and held in their place
with small side combs or hairpins. 1904 Daily Chron.
7 Oct. 8/5 She buys a '

pin-curl
'

and attaches it to her cycling
hat ! 1891 KIPLING Light tJiat Failed (1900) 172 There
were only weaving circles and floating *pin-dots before
his eyes. 1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mech.,

*
Pin-drill, a drill for

countersinking. 1816 L. HUNT Rimini \. 244 A *pin-drop
silence strikes o'er all the place. 1864 WEBSTER,

*
Pin-footed,

having the toes bordered by a skin. iSftTv*3KRV. Faieottrit

346 Of the swelling in a Hawkes foote, which we tearme the

pin, or *pin Goute. Ibid. 346 Make plaisters thereof, and
bestowe them on the pinnegoute. 1825 COBDEN in Morley
Life \. (1903) 8 Black and purple and *pin grounds. 1491
Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scot. I. 187 Item, ij elne sattin to

lyne the cap of that cloyke, and to be a *pyn hwd. 1897

Otttfttf(U.S.) XXX. 439 This fish ranks among the first

victimsof "pin-hook wiles. 1884 KNIGHT Diet. Mech. Suppl.,
*Pin Machine, c 1680 Crys ofLondon 36 in Bagford Ball.
I. 116 Here's your old *Pin Man, a coming agen. 1878
J. INCLIS Sport $ W. iv. 34 The pinmen are busy sorting
their pins. 1703 MOXON Mech. Exerc. 189 "Pin-Mandrels
. .are made with a. . Shank, to fit stiff into a round hole that
is made in the Work that is to be Turned. 1835 URE
Philos. Man-uf. 304 The hardships which children nave to
endure in *pin-manufactories. 1611 COTGR. s.v. Passer,
Passe sans flux, not a *pinne matter. 1679 Trials of
White, etc. 36 Is it a pin matter whether there was such a
Bill or no ? 1766 Complete Farmer s. v. Surveying, It is not
a pin matter how rude or false the lines or angles be. 1885
C. T. DAVIS Leather xxiii. (1897) 33r From the 'soaks' the
skins are removed,, .and placed, .in the '*pin-miH'. 1874
J. W. LONG Amer. Wild-fowl xvi. 197 *Pin-oaks, whose
liny acorns are greedily sought for by mallards and sprig-
tails. 1897 Outing (U S.)XXIX. 516/1 [Mallards] gather
in the timbered sloughs and low swales bordering on the

Mississippi, where the pin-oak and willow abound. 1884
F. J. BRITTEN Watch, b Clockm. 194 [The] *Pin Pallet

Escapement .. used mostly in French Clocks, in which it is

often placed in front of the dial. The pallets are formed of
semi-circular jewels. 1673 MARVELL Reh. Transp. II. 170
His Sermon is extant .. some Heads and Points of it I gave
you. .as a *Pinne-paper of your modern Orthodoxy. 1817
COLERIDGE Biog. Lit. 209 The pin-papers, and stay-tapes,
which might have been among the wares of his pack. 1694
ECHARD Plautns 164 Whole beds o' crabs, lobsters, oysters,
*pinpatches, coral, muscles, and cockles, a 1825 FORBY Voc,
E. Angiia, Pin-patches, Pin-paunches, the small shell fish

called periwinkles.. .They are commonly drawn out of their
shells with a pin. 1866 Routledge's Ev. Boys Ann. 642
Driven into the '*pin-poppet , the old name by which
these curious cases were best known. 1502 Privy Purse
Exp. Eliz. of York (1830) 27 Item for *pyn powdre xijd.
1893 E. CROWE With Thackeray in Amer. i. n Reflection
made him think the onslaught harmless, and the sting in it

only of the *pin-prod order. 1608 T. COCKS Diary (1901) 35
Payde for a *pynne purse for my vaflentine] v s. 1875
KNIGHT Diet, Mech.,

*
Pin-rack,.. 2. frame placed on the

deck of a vessel, and containing sheaves around which ropes
may be worked, and belaying-pins around which they may
be secured. 1877 STAINER Organ n. 24 Under the keys a
series of pins are arranged on a piece of wood forming
a *pin-rail. These pins fit easily into holes in the keys and
prevent them from oscillating. 1608 H. CLAPHAM Errour
Right Handy) Tom Lace-seller and Abraham *Pin-selIer.

1900 Echo 12 June 3/4 Pick-pockets and *pin-snatchers
reaped a rich harvest. 1894 Daily News 28 Apr. 6/5 Single
flowers scattered over a *

*pin-spot ground. 1903 Westm.
Gaz, 12 Feb. 4/2 Many of them spotted, but with a regular

pin-spot. 1900 Daify News 14 July 4/7 The little bolero
coat is faced with white linen, *pm-spotted with cornflower
blue.

f 1884 Health Exhib. Catal. 118/1 A 'Pin-sticking
Machine, for sticking pins on paper. 1896 Westm. Gaz.
18 Sept. 3/2 *Pin-striped serge, a material that in navy blue
with a white line makes a very smart costume. 1884 KNIGHT
Diet. Mech. Suppl., *Pin Switch., .The connections are
made with pins or plugs, which give a rubbing or frictioiial

contact when thrust into the holes on the board. 156* BUL-
LEYN Bulwark^ Sicke Men 70 b, Did me neuer a *pmsworthe
of pleasure. 1853 BYRNE Artisans Handbk. 8r For cutting
the facets, they are held in small band-vises or *pin-iongs.
18*5 J. NICHOLSON Operat. Mechanic 521 That part of the
stone pallets upon which the *pin teeth act. 1886 Standard
15 Jan. 2/5 Its

'

pin ', or pointed, teeth had not developed.
1440-41 Durham Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 627 Pro j *pyntrase.
1536-7 Ibid. 697, iij par. pyntracez. 1875 KNIGHT Diet.

Mech,,
*
Pin-vise, .. a hand-vise for grasping small arbors

and pins. 1884 F. J. BRITTEN Watch <y Clockm. 196 Pin
Vice, .chiefly used as a holder for pins and small pieces of
work while they are being filed. 1854 THOREAU Walden
xvil. (1886) 307 Golden-rods, *pinweeds, and graceful wild

grasses. 1890 Cent. Diet., The *pin-winged doves are

pigeons of the genus SEchw.optila . .< Texas and Mexico.
1896 A. MORRISON Child ofthe Jago 165 Her wedding-ring,
worn to *pin-wire. 1573 TUSSER Hvsb, xvii. (1878) 38 And
seasoned timber for *pinwood to haue.

Fin, sb.~ local. [Origin obscure : perh. con-

nected with PIN v. IT.] The middle place in a
tandem team of three horses. Hence pin-horse :

see quots.
1877 N. W. Line. Gloss., Pin-horse, the middle horse in a

team. t88i Miss JACKSON Shropsh. Word-bk., Pin, the

middle place for a horse, between the shafter and the leader

in n team of three. Pin-horse. 1886 ELWORTHY W. Som.
Word~bk., Pin, Pin-horse. [Widely prevalent in rural use.

In E.D.D. from N. Yorksh. to Somerset.]

Pin, j^.3 Chess, [i. PIN z'.i 5 b.] The act of

pinning, the fact of being pinned.
1868 SELKIRK Bk. Chess 72 Removing his Queen to obviate

the
'

pin '.

Pin (pin), v.1 Forms : see the sb. [In branch L,
f. PIN sb.i In branch II., perh. worn down from
PIND 2f.j but blending with I. in the sense

*

fasten* :

cf also PENZ'. 1 i and 2.]

I. To transfix, 6x, attach, confine, with a pin.
1. trans. To fasten (things or parts of a thing

together, or one thing to another) with one or more

pins, pegs, or bolts (see PIN sbl i); to construct

or repair by thus fastening the parts together ; to

make fast with a bolt, to bolt (a door, etc.). f To

pin the basket : see BASKET sb. i d.

13.. Gaiv. ff Gr. Knt. 769 With a pyked palays, pyned
ful (>ik. 1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. xx. 296 Conscience, .made
pees porter to pynne \MS. B. penne] pe ^ates Of alle tale-

tellers and tyterers in ydel. a 1380 Minor Poemsfr. Vernon
MS. lii. 6 Cros, Ju dost no troube, On a pillori my fruit to

pinne. c 1440 Gesta Rom. Ixxxvii. 409 (Add. MS.). I shall

haspe the dore, and pynne it with a pynne. ft 1533 LD.
BERNERS Huon cxvi. 411 No shyppe can depart hens without
it be pynnyd with nayles of wdode and not of Iron. 1579-80
NoRTH/Y^a>r/: (1595) 750 Rafters or great peeces oftymber
pinned together. 1663 GERBIER Counsel 43 They pin down
a planck. 1703 MOXON Mech. Exerc. 123 They pin it up
with wooden Pins. 1875 Carpentry fy Join. 104 The
mortices cut quite through and pinned with oak or ash pins.

1883 GILMOUR Mongols xxv. 301 The long rope, which is

pinned down to the ground. 1884 F. J. BRITTEN Watch <$

Clockm. 143 The lever is pinned to the pallets.

fig. 1727 SWIFT State Irel. Wks, 1755 V. it. 164 An act

of navigation, to which we never consented, pinned down
upon us. 1820 HAZLITT Lect. Dram. Lit. 317 He is pinned
down in more than one Review, .as an exemplary warning.
2. To fasten with a pin (see PIN sbj- 3), or with

a brooch, hairpin, or hat-pin ;
to attach with a pin

or similar sharp-pointed instrument; to transfix

with a pin ; also with a lance or the like.

1423 JAS. I Kingis Q. clxxx. At my beddis bed. . . I haue
it faire pynnit yp. c 1480 HENRYSON Test. Cres. 423 Thy
plesand lawn pinnit with goldin prene. 1530 PALSGR. 658/1

Pynne your jacket togyther for taking of colde. 1590
SPENSER F. Q. i, ix. 36 His garment, nought but many
ragged clouts, With thornes together pind and patched
was. 1594 Contention viii. Stage-direction, Enter Dame
Elnor Cobham bare-foote,. .with a waxe candle in her hand,
and verses written on her backeandpindon. 1617 MOHYSON
/////. in. 168 Gownes made with long traines, which are

pinned vp in the house. 1701 Lond. Gaz. No. 3725/4
Lost. ., 3 Sheets of Paper made up in 3 Books, and pm'd in

the middle. 1787 MME. D'ARBLAY Diary 8 Nov., The
wardrobe woman was pinning up the Queen's hair. 1838
JAMES Robber \\, She had a shawl of fine white lace pinned
across her shoulders. 1852 STAISTON Entom. Comp. 74 The
first object is to pin the insect. 1893 EARL DUSMORE A/>J
II. i Pinning out his entomological specimens.

b. Used with a person as object, in respect of

clothes. Chiefly pass.
1483 CAXTON G. de la Tour C vij, Shall not this lady this

day be pynned. 1610 B. JoxsottAtc/t. i. i, You went pinn'd
vp. Mod. Come and I'll pin you.
3. Building, f a. Formerly sometimes = UNDER-

PIN, f b. To face with stone, marble, etc. c. To
fill in the joints of masonry with chips of stone ;

to fill up the interstices with small stones: cf.

PINNING vbl. sb. 2 a.

1427 Rec. St. Mary at Hill 65, ij masouns to pynne J>e

same hous. 1499-1500 Durham Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 656
Reparaciones. In pynnyng, Rakyng, et poyntyng. 1546
LANGLEY Pol. Verg. De Invent, in. v. 71 Mamurra a Knight
that was Master of July Caesar's woorkes in Fraunce pinned
first the Walles of his house wyth broken marble. 1589 RIDER
Bibl. Schol., To Pin an house under the grounsile, substruo.

1824 MACTAGCART Gallovid. Encycl. (1876) 191 He didna

batter, line, and pin, To please the e'e.

4. fig. To attach firmly to a person, or ostenta-

tiously to or on his SLEEVE; to make absolutely

dependent or contingent on a person or thing ;

also, to fasten or fix (anything objectionable) on
a person ;

to append, affix, tack on. Now rare. *

1579 LYLV Euphues (Arb.) 109 Alas, fond foole, art thou so

pinned to their sleeues, vat thou regardest more their babble
then thine owne blisse? 1583 GOLDING Calvin on Deut.
cxxxi. 803 Was God pinned on Balaams sleeue? Was he
bounde to him? 1588 SHAKS. L. L. L. v. ii. 321 This
Gallant pins his Wenches on his sleeue. 1590 GREENE
Mourn. Garni. (1616) 35 What is it formee to pinne a fayre
meacocke and a witty milkesop on my sleeue ? 1626 MIDDLE-
TON Women Beware Worn. in. i. 207 You were pleas'd of
late to pin an error on me. 1627 E. F. Hist. Edw. If
(1680) 35 Pinn'd to the mutability of popular Faction. 1639
FULLER Holy War ii. xxv. (1840) 81 He made himself

absolute master of all orders, pinning them on himself by
an immediate dependence. 1660 F. BROOKE tr, Le Blanc"s
Trav. 97 They wholly pin themselves upon the advice of

those Magitians. 1710 Tatler No. 219 f i A Couple of

professed Wits, who . . had thought fit to pin themselves upon
a Gentleman. 1819 SHELLEY Cenci \. \\\. 16 You seem too

light of heart.. To act the deeds that rumour pins on you.
1841 LYTTON Nt. <$ Morn. u. iv, I might pin my fate to

yours.
b. In phrases to pin one's salvation, so^^ly hope,

knowledge^ reputation, or the like, upon, on, to

(a thing or person) ; now esp. to pin one's faith

upon, on (a thing, or person, or his SLEEVE), to

place entire or openly professed trust or belief in.

'ommandm.\\. (1637) 35, I would. .never

j

pin my everlasting estate in paine and blisse, upon so slender
I ..perswasions. 1599 Life Sir T. More in Wordsw. Eccl.
'

Biog. (1853) II. 149, I never intended to pinne my soule to
,

another mans sleeve. 1615 CKOOKE Body ofMan 318 It
; is not good.. to pin a mans knowledge vpon any particular
, mans sleeue. 1649 BP. REYNOLDS Hosea. vii. 139 No man

j

is to pinne his own soule and salvation, .upon the words of
a man who may mislead him. 1651 CLEVELAND Poems 44

i

I'le pin my faith on the Diurnalls sleeve. 1665 J. WEBB
I Stone-Heng (\T2$ 22 Mr. Jones, .much less expected, that
i any Man should pin his Belief upon his [Jones's] Shoulders.

j

1677 W. HUGHES Man ofSin ii. i. ii Tradition, .deserveth
rather nailing to the Pillory, than pinning Faith upon it.

' a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, To pin one's Faith on
another's Sleeve, or to take all upon Trust, for Gospel
that he saies. 171*, 1812, 1885 [see FAITH sb. 2]. 1818 LADY
GRANVILLE Lett. (1894) II. 19, I now pin my hopes on a
meeting at Dieppe. 1857 MRS. MATHEWS Tea-Table Talk
I. 92 She pinned her faith upon a horseshoe nailed upon the
outer gate. 1885 S. Cox Expositions I. 4 Men who think
for themselves, and pin their faith to no neighbour's sleeve.

5. transf. To hold fast (a man or animal) in a

spot so that he cannot get away ; to hold down or

i against something by force; to seize and hold fast.

1814 COL. HAWKER Diary (1893) I. 95 [The buck] could

only reach the third field, where Tiger pinned him in the

hedgerow. 1816 SCOTT Antiq. xliii, Forth bolts the opera-
tive brother to pin like a bull-dog. 1840-70 BLAINE Encycl.
Ritr. Sports 437 The dog will not only seize him [a bull]

by the nose, but will cling to his hold till the bull stands
still ; and this is termed pinning the bull. 1839 REEVE
Brittany 238 While I pinned his arms from behind, Mr.

Taylor seized his whip. 1888 BURGON Lives 12 Gd. Men II.

v. 66 He caught me by my elbows, and pinned me up
: against the wall, .so that I could not stir.

b. Chess. To confine a piece to a spot, to pre-
' vent it from being moved, absolutely, or without
1 serious loss of material.

1745 STAMMA Chess 112 Look first whether your Adver-

sary cannot pin that Piece down. 1841 WALKER Chess 15
The Bishop is able in certain cases to confine and pin the

Knight, until the King or some other piece comes up and
takes him. 1868 SELKIRK Bk. Chess 73 White would then

pin the Rook by Queen to Queen's 3rd,

c. slang. To seize.

1768 EARL OF CARLISLE in Jesse SelwynfyContemp. (1843)
II. 340, 1 am sure they intended to pin my money.

6. fig. To hold or bind (a person) strictly to a

promise, course of action, etc. : often with down.

1710 PRIDEAUX Orig. Tithes ii. 74 The Law of God. .doth
< not absolutely pin us down to the manner of doing it. 1822

W. IRVING Braceb. Hall xxvi, One of those pestilent
fellows that pin a man down to facts. 1894 TVNDALL in Pop.
Set. Monthly XLIV. 507, I am pinned this year by the

i meeting of the British Association at Liverpool.

7- To set or stud with pins for ornament
1688 [see PINNED///, a. 2]. 17x3 Lond. Gaz. No. 5155/4

The out-side Case Shagreen, . .pinn'd with Gold Pins.

8. To make a small hole as with a pin. a. Sc.

To break (a pane of glass) by throwing a stone so

as to make a small hole. b. To drill (a hole).
1824 SSOTT Redganntlet let. i, And who taught me to

smoke a cobbler, pin a losen, head a bicker..? 1897 &**&
Newsy June 2/3 Drills shrieking shrill accompaniment to

the hum of whirring machinery as they pinned rivet-holes in

metal plates.

9. To clog (a file) : said of particles adhering so

firmly to the teeth of a file that they have to be

picked out with a piece of steel wire.

1890 in Cent. Diet.

II. To confine within bounds : cf. PlND v.

10. To enclose by or as by means of bolts or

bars; to confine within a space or enclosure; to

hem in, to shut up\ spec, to put in a pinfold,

impound (a beast).

136* LANGL. P. PI. A. v. 127, I . .Putte hem in a pressour
and pinnede hem ber-Inne. 1423 Coventry Leet-bk, 43

per schall noo beestys be pynnyd at the comen pynfold by
the comien seriante. ("1440 Promp. Parv. 400/1 Pynnyn,
or put yn a pynfold, intrudo. 1513 BRADSHAW St. Werburge
I. 2632 To be pynned and punysshed for theyr trespacc.
X59 WEBBE Trav. (Arb.) 27, I found two thousand Christians

, pind vp in ston wals lockt fast in yron chaines. 1630 L.
i RowzKE(7t>^w Welles iii. (1632) 16 To contract and pin up
1

the Sea into narrower limits, by. .dikes [etc.]. 1674-9! RAY
I Collect. Words 17 A Coop is generally used for a Vessel or
'

place to pin up or enclose any thing. 1824 BYRON yuan xv.

! xxvi, Pinn'd like a flock, and fleeced too in their fold.

b. Draughts (and similar games). See quots.
1688 R. HOLME Armoury in. xvt (Roxb.) 68/1 The play

i is, by so many geese to pinne the fox, that he cannot stirre

;

one hole further. 1870 HARDY Mod. Hoyle, Draughts 107

i

The object.. is to capture all your adversary's men, or to

i

'

pin them, or hem them in so that they cannot be moved.

fll. fig. To ' shut up ', confine, restrict. Obs.

? a 1400 LYDG. Chorle $ Birde 89 To be shette vp and
! pynned vnder drede, No thyng acordeth vnto my nature.

1584 FENNER De/. Ministers (1587) 9 Howe hath he..

! pinned vp her authentic, when he sought to enlarge it?

1638 JUNIUS Paint. Ancients 314 To have his phantasie
:

pinned up within the narrow compass of a poor, .invention.

III. 12. Com&., as pin-faith a., that 'pins one's

j

faith
'

on something (see 40), implicitly believing or

,
credulous ; pin-up ., adapted for being pinned up.

1677 Lond. Gaz. No. 1245/4 One black Sarsenet Pin-up-

Petticoat. 1800 ANNA SEWAHD Lett. <i8ri) V. 316 The

pin-faith multitude, which never thinks for itself.

Pin, w. 2 (U.S.), variant form of PEEN v.

1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mech., Pin... ii. To swage by striking

with the peen of a hammer; as splaying an edge of an iron

hoop to give it the flare corresponding to that of the cask.
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|| Pina (pfn
r
a). Also 6 pinna, 6- pina. [S.

Amer. Sp. fifla (formerly pinna), Pg. pinha pine-

apple, orig. pine-cone, pine-nut (ad. L. pi>iea).~\

t 1. (Spelt pina, pinna, pitiia.) The pine-apple.
1577 FRAMPTON Joy/nil Ncvues oo The Pinnas are a fruite

whiche bee moste sette of in all the Indias. 1596 RALEIGH
Discov. Gviana 61 Great abundance of Pinas, the princesse
of fruits that grow under the sun. 1621 BURTON Anal. Mel.

t. ii. n. iii. (1676) 46 In America . . their meat Palmitos,

Pinas, Potatos, &c., and such fruits. 1622 R. HAWKINS
l^ity. S, Sea (1847) 93 Our boats returned loaden with

plantynes, pinias, potatoes, sugar-canes.
2. Pine-apple leaf fibres (Simmonds Did, Trade

1858) ;
a fine fabric made of these, more fully

called pifia-cloth, piria-muslin, pine-apple cloth.

1858 HOGG I'eg. Kingd, 765 Pine-apple cloth, ..sometimes
known by the name of Pina Muslin. 1858 SIMMONDS Diet.

Trade, Pina-ctoth, an expensive fabric made by the natives
of the Philippines from the fibres of the pine-apple leaf.

1890 Cent. Diet., Pina, Pina-cloth.

3. The spongy cone of amalgam left behind after

part of the mercury has been eliminated : also

anglicized pinne. (See also quot. 1875.)
1604 E. G[R!MsroNF.] D'Acosta's Hist, Indies IV. xii. 245

They put all the mettall into a cloth, which they straine out

very forcibly, so as all the quicke-silver passeth out.. and
the rest remaines as a loafe of silver, like to a niarke of
almonds pressed to draw oyle. And being thus pressed, the
remainder containes but the sixt part in silver, and five in

mercuiie. . .Of these markes they makes pinnes, (as they call

them,} like pine apples, or sugar loaves, hollow within, the
which they commonly make of a hundred pound weight.
1858 SIMMONDS Did. Trade, Pina (Spanish), amalgamated
silver. 1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mech., Pina (Spanish), the pile
of wedges or bricks of hard silver amalgam placed under a

capel:ina and subjected to heat, for the expulsion of the

metcury. 1890 Cent. Diet., Pina.

Pinace, obs. form of PI.VNACE.

Pinaceous (psinf-Jss). a. rare. [f. mod.Bot.
L. Pinacex the pine family (f.

L. pin-us pine) :

see -ACKOU3.] Of or pertaining to the pine tribe.

1874 Sin R. CHRISTISON in Trans Bat. Sac. Edin. (1876)
XII. 167 A Pinaceous Fossil .. found in Redhall Quarry.
t Pina che. Obs. rare 1

. [Derivation un-
known : the qnot. corresponds notably with the
first under PIQUET st/.

l
~\

Some game at cards.

1641 BRATHWAIT Eng. Gentian. 126 In games at Cards,
the .Maw requires a quicke conceit.. the Cribbage a recol-
lected fancy ; the Pinache quick and vn-enforced dexterity.
[Not in ed. 1630.]

tPinacle,!'. Obs. Alsopinn-. [Origin obscure:
cf. pinion vb. and manacle] trans. To pinion.
1614 BUDDEN tr. Aerodius" Disc. Parents Hon. (1616) 22

Like a prisoner with his armes fast pinacled. 1660 F.
BROOKE tr. Le Blanc's Trar. 98 They pinnacle them, and '

deliver them up to the fury of the child] en.

Pinaole, obs. form of PINNACLE.

Fiuacocyte (piuUwwit). Zool. [f. Gr. mva( ,

TTirax- tablet + -CYTE.] Each of the flat plate-like
cells (constituting pavement-epithelium} forming

cocytefi. 1900 E. R. LANKESTER Zool. n. Sponges 44.
Hence Pi;nacocytal a.

1887 SOLLAS in Encycl. Brit. XXII. 427/1 The pinnacocytal
layer.

Pinacoid, piliakoid (pi-nakoid), a. and sb.

Cryst. [f. Gr. wii/af ,
irivatc- slab : see -OID.]

A. adj. Applied to any plane, in a crystallo-
graphic system, intersecting one of the axes of
co-ordinates and parallel to the other two. Opposed
to octahedrid and prismaloid.
1895 STORY-MASKELVNE Crystallogr. ii. 18.

B. sb. A pinacoid plane, or a group of such

planes constituting a ' form '.

1876 Catal. Sci. App. 5. Kens. 3470 A Polyhedron of
Calcile, cut .. so as to represent the optical characters .. in
directions perpendicular i. To the pinakoid. 1881 BAUER-
MAN Text-kit. Syst. Min. 198 The octahedron, or unit
pyramid, is always the largest, and the cube rectangular
prism, or pinakoid, the smallest of the constituent forms.
1895 STORY-MASKELYNE Crystallcgr. vii. 303 The poles
of the pinakoids form the angular points of the systematic
triangles.

Hence Pinacoi'dal a., of the nature of or charac-
teristic of a pinacoid.
1879 RUTLEY Study Racks xiil 245 A structural condition

of pmakoidal separation.

Pinacolin (pinae k^lin). C/iem. [f. next -t-

-OL + -IN 1.] A colourless oily liquid (C6H, 2O),
having an odour of peppermint, variously pro-
duced from pinacone. Hence Pinaco'lic a.
1866 WATTS Diet. Chem. IV. 647 Pinacolin, . .an oily body

produced by the dehydration of pinacone. 1875 Ibid. VII.
9?2 Pinacolic alcohal, C6HnO..is produced by treating
pinacolin with sodium in presence of water.

Pinacone (pi-nakonn). Chem. [f. Gr. iriVaf
tablet + -ONE.] A white crystalline substance

(C 6H,,O2 ), crystallizing in large tablets, produced
by the action of sodium or sodium-amalgam on
aqueous acetone.
1866 WATTS Diet. Chem. IV. 648 Liquid pinacone is a

colourless syrup. 1877 Fo-.vnes' Chem. II. 177 Pinacone,
when heated with acids, is converted into pinacolin.

ll Pinacotheca (pi nak^brka). Also anglicized
as pi nacothe^k (-pek). [L. pinacotheca (Varro),

VOL. VII.

I a. Gr. mvajtoSriKrj a picture-gallery (Strabo), f.

iriVaf , irtvait- tablet, picture * S-qKr] repository. So
It. pinacoteca, F. pinacothtque, Ger. pinakothek.~\
A place for the keeping and exhibition of pictures
and other works of art.

[1592 R. D. Hypnerotomtichia 63 The. .parlours, bathes,
librarie and pmacloth, where coat Armors escuchions,

painted tables, and counterfeates of strangers were kept.]

1624 WOTTON Archit. in Reliq. (1651) 207 Pinacothecia . . by
which he intendeth . . certain Repositories for Works of

Rarity in Picture or other Arts. 1766 SMOLLETT Trav. 288

The pinacotheca of this building was a complete Museum
of all the Curiosities of Art and Nature. 1834 LYTTON
Pompeii i. iii, A picture-saloon, or pinacotheca. 1844
Frascrs Mug. XXX. 315/1 Our walks through halls of ait

and pinacothecks.

Pinafore (prnafooj), sb.
[f.

PIN v. 1 + AFORE,
because originally pinned upon the dress in front.]
A covering of washable material worn by children,
and by factory girls or others, over the frock or

gown, to protect it from being soiled.

Thearticle so called was ptob. originally a piece of washing
material pinned on for the occasion; in Webster, 1847,
it is defined as 'an apron for the front part of the body

1

,
in

Latham's Johnson, 1868, as 'a small apron or bib for

children
'

; as now used, it differs from an apron in meeting
and being fastened at the back above the waist, and in

having armholes j a little girl's pinafore is often an article

of ordinary house dress, and may be more ornamental than
the frock which it covers. See also BRAT, OVERALL.
1782 Miss BURNEY Cecilia vi. viii, A pin-a-fote for Master

Mortimer Delvile, lest he should daub his pappy when he is

feeding him. 1824 Miss MITFORD i-'illage Ser. I. (1863) 234
She is still pretty, but not so elegant as when she wore
frocks and pin-a-fores. 1863 Miss BRADDON J. Marchmont
I. i. 7 To teach children their A B C, and mend their frocks
and make their pinafores. 1882 Mt. Royal II. iv. So
When you were in pinafores.
fig. 1845 Athenxui/i 4 Jan. 17 Exhibiting perhaps a
smart architectural 'pinafore 'in front, which turns out to
be a mere 'coverslut' intended to hide meanness and
deformity. 1849 D. J. BROWNE Amer. Po-ullry Krrf(i8ss)
28 The chicks are large, . .entirely shining black, except a

pinafore of white on the breast.

b. transf. The wearer of a pinafore ; esp. a
child or little girl.

1836 T. HOOK G. Gnrncy III. 153 The pinafores were gone
to bed.

c. allrib. and Comb.
1871 M. COLLINS Mrf. f; ifereA. I. x. 307 Younger

folk.. in the pinafore stage of existence. 1894 ELIZ. L.
BANKS Camp. Curiosity 181 Skill in pinafore-ironing. 1898
Westm. Gaz. 28 Apr. 3/2 A navy blue serge frock.. one of
the pinafore build to slip over shirts.

Frnafore, v.
[f. prec. sb.]

1. trans. To attire in a pinafore.
1857 GEO. ELIOT Sc. Cler. Life, Janet's Repeat, viii. She

was duly bonneted and pinafored, and then they turned out.

2. To put into the skirt of one's pinafore ^cf. to

packet), nonce-use.
l%93 Daily Neius ii Jan. 2/2 There werehundieds. .feeding

as one, and pinaforing the fragments that remained.

Pinafored (prnlfwid), a. [f. prec. sb. or vb. +

ED.] Attired in a pinafore.
1847 MRS. GORE Castles xxvii, The smallest dame-school

that turns out its pinafored urchins on a village green. 1859
SALA Gas-light ff D. xv. 167 Pinafored children ..playing
in the gutters.

Finakiolite (pinie'kiobit). Min. [mod.(Flink,
1890) f. Gr. Triraxioi', dim. of in'raf tablet + -LITE.]
Borate of manganese and magnesium, found in

brilliant black tabular crystals.
1891 Amer. Jrnl. Sc. Ser. in. XLI. 251 Pinakiolite is a

new borate of manganese and magnesium.
Pinakoid, -al, variants of PINACOID, -AL.

t Pi'nal, a. Obs. rare. [f. L.fin-us pine-tree +

-AL.] Of the nature of or allied to the pine.
1791 NEWTE Tour Eng. f, Scot. 150 Oaks, and other trees

. .more difficult to be raised in northern and alpine climates
than their pinal predecessors.

Finalic (pinsrlik), a. Chem. [f. PINA(CO)L-IN
+ -ic.] Derived from or contained in pinacolin,
as pinalic acid, CsH^O;.
1886 in Cassclfs Ency/.l. Diet.

II Pinang (pinae n). Also 7 -e, 9 penangr.
[Malay pinang betel nut, areca. Also in Du., etc.]
The areca tree {Areca Catechii], or its fruit, the
areca nut {pinang nut") : see ARECA.
1662 J. DAVIES tr. Mandelslo's Trav. 148 The Portuguez

call the tree that bears it Arre qtiero. .and the Malayans
Pinang. 1663 SIR T. HERBERT Tra-.: (1677) 365 Their
ordinary food, .is Rice, Wheat, Pinange, Betele. 1771 J. R.
FORSTER tr. Osbeck's Voy. I. 257 Pinang.. is a fruit which
looks like a nutmeg in the inside. 1883 MRS. BISHOP in Leisure
Ho. 202/2 Pinang (from the pinang, or areca-palm) is the
prooer name of the island.

Pinary, Pinasse, obs. ff. PINERV, PINNACE.
Pinaster (painoe-staa). tiot. [a. L. pinaster

(Plin.) wild pine, f. pintis pine : see -ASTER. So
F. pinaslre, It., Sp. pinastro.] A species of pine
(Pinus Pinaster) indigenous to south-western

Europe ; also called Cluster- or Star-pine.
(The Pinaster or Wild Pine of the ancients is thought by

Daubeny to have been P. maritima of modern botanists.)
1562 TURNER Herbal 11. 88 Pinaster is nothyng ellis but a

wilde pyne tre of a meruelus hyght. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny
1. 462 The Pine and the Pinaster cary leaues thin and
slender. .long also and sharp pointed. 1731-3 MILLER Card.
Diet. s.v. Pinus, Pinus sylvestris . . the Pinaster or wild Pine.

i 1770-4 A. HUNTER Georg. Ess. (1804) II. 21 The Pinaster is

a variety of the Scotch Fir. 1842 SKLBY Hrit. Forest Trees
437 The introduction of the Pinaster into England by
Gerard. .A. D. 1596. 1887 MOI.ONEY Forestry ll-'. Afr.6 The
principal timber tree of [St. Helena] is the pinaster.

Finate (pai-n/t). Chem. [f. PIN-IC + -ATE <.]
A salt of pinic acid.

1838 T. THOMSON Chem. Org. Bodies 506 The pinates..
may be obtained by digesting an ethereal soluiion of pinic
acid over the alkaline carbonates. 1840 Penny Cycl. XVIII.
166/1 The pinatcs of ammonia, potash, and suda are soluble
in water, but those of other bases are mostly insoluble in it.

II Finax (pi-risks). PI. pinaces (pi-nas/z) ;

also 9 pinakes. [L. piiiajc, a. Gr. mVaf board,
plank, tablet, picture.]
1. A tablet ; hence a list, register, or the like in-

scribed on a tablet : a catalogue, index. ? Obs.
1682 SIR T BROWNE Chr. Mor. i. i Consider whereabout

thou art in Cebe.-'s Fable, or that old Philosophical f'ina.v
of the Life of Man. 1697 Phil. Trans. XIX. 434 This.,
may.. serve instead of a Pinax, ur General Indix Plan-
tarum. 1785 MARTVN Rousseau's Bat. Introd. (1794) 7 'Ihis

pinax . . is still the guide to all those who strdy this subject.
2. Anliq. A plate, platter, or dish

; esp. one
with anything painted or engraved on it.

1857 BIHCH Anc. Pottery (1858) I. 286 The pinax or dish
with a tall foot. Ibid. 296 Pinakes or plates, are also found
at this period.

Pin-ball (pi-n,bgl). I'.S. [f.Pi.v^.l + BALL^.I]
1. A pincushion.
1894 SARAH M. H. GAUDNFK Quaker Idyls vi, I gave him

the pinball.

2. Pinball-sight =
bead-sight : see DEAD sb. 5 d.

1884 KNIGHT Diet. Mech. Suppl. Pin-ball Sif/,t, (RiJJe;
another name for the bead sight ; also called pin-head sight.

Pinbank, variant icrm of PINLBANK Obs.

Pi'n-ba^sket. local. A large ornamental pin-
cushion, with pins of various lengths artistically

inserted, so as to resemble a bnsket ; formerly, in

some places, presented to the mother of a family
on the birth of each child. Hence, the youngest
child in a family (in quot. 1794 of an animal).
1730-6 BAILEY (folio), ]'in-l<as/,et, the last child a woman

bears. 17. . SIR J. MARRIOT in Dodsley Celt. Peer/is 11782)
IV. 304 Oft be your second race survey'd And oft a new
pin-basket made. 1780 Gentl. Mag. L. 77 No less natural
is it that the pin-basket of the lawful wife should have the

greatest share of the father's affeuions. 1794 J. WILIIAMS
Shrci'e Tuesday, etc. 4 My gay Chanticleer. .The pin-basket
of my Sultana hen. 01825 FoKBV Vac. E. Anglia, Pin-
basket, the youngest child in a family.

Pin-before (pmb<T6*u). rare.
[f.

PIN v.i +

BEFORH.] = PINAFORE.
1824 SOUTHEY in Carr :L: C. Bibles (1881) 71 During

dinner he lifts up his pin-before to look at the buttons. 1830
Examiner 01/1 Young gentlemen in pinbefoies 1863
MRS. MAPSH Heathside Farm II. 33 Her stiff black silk

protected by an ample holland pinuefore, she was engaged
in superintending hot cakes and pikelets.

Pi'll-case. A case for holding pins; also,
a pincushion (lobs. exc. dial.).

1515 Will "f R. Symson (Somerset Ho.), A pyncase of

tysyn saten. 1530 P^LSGR. 254/2 Pyncase, esptinpnette,
fsptinguiete. 1614 B. JONSON Barth. Fair in. i, What do
you lack, gentlemen? fine purses, pouches, pin-cases, pipes?
1828 Craren Giass. (ed. 2\ Pin-cass, a pin cushion, a cor-

ruption ofpin-case.

fPince. Obs. [Variant of PINCH sb. ; perh.
immed. a. Tt.pince.] A galled or sore place on a
hoise.
1610 MARKHAM Masferp. n. xli. 281 The swelling, pince,

wiinging or gall, either vpon the withers or anyparte of the
backe of a horse.

Pince, obs. occasional variant of PINCH sb. and v.

Pincel, -eller, obs. ff. PENCIL, PE.N-CILLER.

II Pince-nez (pfns,n^). [F. pince-nez, lit.

pinch-nose, nip-nose.] A pair of eyeglasses kept
in position by a spring which clips the nose.
1880 Sat. Kef. 21 Aug. 235 It is amusing to meet a

person whom one has been accustomed to see in regular
spectacles wearing a pince-nez for the fust lime. 1888 J.
PAYN Myst. Mir&ridge vii, The lady, putting up her pince.
nez, with a show of interest. 1894 H. DRLMMOND Ascent of
Man 132 Man, when he sees with difficulty, does not now
improve his Eye; he puts on a pince-nez.

Pinceoun, variant of PINSON l Obs.

Fincer (pi-nsai),
v. [f. PINCERS.] trans. To

compress with or as with pincers ; to torture or

wring with or as with pincers.
1703 PARKER Euscbius vm. 147 The Judge, .gave in Order

that she should be Pincer'd worse than ever any Body yet
had been. 1864 CARLYI.E Ftedk. Gt. xvi. i, Face, not

pincered together. 1897 RHOSCOMYL ll'hite Rose Arno 188

Ihepain of his wound racked and pincered his nerves.

j-Pineern. Obs. rare- '. [ad. late and med.L.

pincerna, a. late Gr. TrtyKipi'r/s cup-bearer, prop.
a wine-mixer, f. mvtiv to drink + mpavvwai to mix :

cf. OF. pincerne a butler.] A cup-bearer.
1611 SPEED Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. xiii. (1623) 729 [The] Lord

Maior in his office of chiefe Pincern or Cup-waiter. [1848
LYTTON Hatold 111. iii, There were to be seen [by the throne]
eamararius and pincerna, chamberlain and cupbearer.]

Pincers (phisajz), sb. pi. Rarely (cxc. in

comb.) in sing, form pincer. Forms : 4 pyn-
ceours, 4-5 pinsours, 4-7 -sera, 5 pynsors,
-sours, 6 -cors, -sores; pinsars, 6-7 -sors, 6-

pincers. [In ME. pinsonr(s, pynsour(s, -or(s,

pynceonr(s, app. AF. agent-n. from pincer vb. : see



PINCETTE.

PINCH ;
cf, OF, pinchnre pincers, tongs, pin$oir

a clip used as a book-mark ; mod.F. pince (Cotgr.

pinces] pincers. See also PINSON *.]

1. A tool for tightly grasping or nipping any-

thing, consisting of two limbs pivoted together,

forming a pair of jaws with a pair of handles or

levers by which they can be pressed tightly together.

(Commonly a pair ofpincers ; rarely a pincers?)

1338 Durham Ace. /\W/$( Suttees) 376,3 par de Pynceours
de ferro. 1371 Ibid. 129, j par de pinsers. c 1410 Master of
Game (MS. Digby 182) xii, Kut ye a litell of her clees with

pynsors. 1555 KDEN Decades 187 Two mouthes lyke vnto
a paire of smaule pinsers. 1584 R. SCOT Discov, Witchcr.
v. viii. (1886) 86 S. Dunstan lead the divell about the house

by the nose with a paire of pinsors or tongs. 1590 SPENSER
/'. Q. in. xii. 16 A paire of Pincers in his hand he had.With
which he pinched people to the hart. 1664 POWER Exp.
Philos. I. :i A Wood-Louse. .hath two pointers also before,

like a pair of pincers. 1719 YOUNG Revenge v. ii, The flesh

will quiver, where the pincers tear. 1796 SOUTHEYZ,^/../)'.

Spain (1799) 201 A pointed instrument to raise the wick,
a small pincers to prune it. 1873 E. SPON Workshop Re-

ceipts Ser. i. 188/2 The flask is then removed from the fire

by wooden pincers.

sing, 14.. Voc. in Wr. -Wulcker 570/18 Cabana, a pynsour.

1483 Cath, Angl. 280/2 A paire of Pynsours (A, A Pyn-
soure). 1570 LEVINS Manip. 76/3 P\nc.QT,/orpeculae.

fig* '855 BAIN Senses $ Int. in. ii. 33 (1864) 524 He
|

[Newton] has always his mincl ready to seize it with the
j

mathematical pincers.

2. An organ (or pair of organs), in various
j

animals, resembling pincers, and used for grasping \

or tearing ; as the chelae of crustaceans, the incisor :

teeth of a horse, etc.

1658 ROWLAND Monfet's Theat. Ins. Ep. Ded., Their

[green locusts'] pincers.. are as sharp as keen rasors. 1713
ADDISON Guardian No. rs6 ^7 Every Ant brings a small

particle of that earth in her pincers. 1796 H. HUNTER tr.

St.- Pierre's Stud. Nat. (1799) I. 554 The
feet_

of animals

which scramble among rocks are provided with pincers.
1880 HUXLEY Crayfish Hi. 95 A living crayfish is able to

perform very varied movements with its pincers.

3. Comb.
t
as pincer-gnp\ pincer-tike adj.

1611 COTGR., Lowe defer, .the (pinser-like) hooke of a

Crane, c. 1860 CARLYLE Let. to Kuskfn 29 Oct., in Eng.
Illustr, Mag. Nov. ros, I marvel in parts, .at the pincer-

giip .. you take of certain bloated cheeks and blown-up
bellies. 1870 ROLI.ESTON Aniw, Life 142 Two terminal

processes which make up a pincer-like organ.

il Pincette (pjfise't) Also 6 pyncet(te, 6-7
pincet. [F. pincette small pincers, dim. of pince
a pair of pincers.] A small pair of pincers ;

tweezers, forceps. (Also in //,)

ci53z Du WES Intvod. Fr. in Pahgr. 908 The pyncettes,
Us tenattles. 1597 A. M. tr. Guiittmtau^S Fr. Chirnrg.
If. .\vib/2 Purify the wounde internallye witli the pincet.

1597 LOWE Chirnrg. (1634) 9 Some to draw away, as tenals

inciMue, pincets,
tiibals. 1879 RUTLKY Study Rocks ix. 75

Vaiious instruments, such as the tourmaline pincette, the

dichroscope. 1899 We&tnt. Gaz. 20 Dec. 10/2 The piece of

lead was at last extracted by a pincette expressly con-

structed for the purpose.

Pinch (pin'J), J& Forms: see next. [f. PINCH v.]

I. 1. An act of pinching; a firm compression
between the finger and thumb or any two opposing
surfaces; a nip, a squeeze; faseizure with the teeth,

a bite (obs.}.

1591 SHAKS. i Hen. l^f, iv. ii. 49 If we be English Deere
be then in blood, Not Rascall-like to fall downe with a pinch.
1600 ROWLANDS Lett. Hnmonrs Blood \\. 75 He will never

flinch, Togiue a full quart pot the empty pinch. 1606 SHAKS.
Ant. $ Cl. v. ii. 298 If thou, and Nature can so gently part,

The stroke of death is as a Louers pinch, 1738 SWIFT Pol.

Conversat 118 Mr. Neverout's Wit begins to run low, for

I vow, he said this before : Pray. Colonel, give him a Pinch.

1836 I. TAYLOR Phys. The. Another Life 238 Feeling the

pinch of a tight shoe, . . the pinch of a tight hat.

f b. Jig> An ill-natured thrust; stricture, censure.

1581 MULCASTER/VVWJ xlui. (1887) 271 Those generall

pinches, which repining people do vse then most, when they
are best vsed.

2. fig. Pressure, stress (usually of want, mis-

fortune, or the like) ; difficulty, hardship.
1605 SHAKS. Lear n. iv. 2r4 Necessities sharpe pinch.

1678 TEMPLE Let. to Ld. Treasurer Wks. 1731 II. 469,

I am so tired out with this cruel Pinch of Business. 1688

MORE in Notris Theory Love 176 This pinch of time that

I am in, has made me but huddle up things together. 1861

Times 22 Aug., So much money having been spent. .. All

classes felt the pinch. 1878 Hosw. SMITH Carthage 279
Those who were rendered keener by the pinch of hunger.
1892 JKSSOPP Studies Reel-use Pref. (1893) 17 He never
knew what the pinch of poverty was.

f3. The pain or pang caused by the grip of

death, or of remorse, shame, etc. Obs.

1567 R. EDWARDS Damon fy Pithias in Hazl. Dodsley
IV. 93 Ne at this present pinch of death am I dismay 'd.

1610 SHAKS. Temp. v. i. 77 Sebastian (Whose inward pinches
therefore are most strong) Would heere haue kill d your
King. 1642 ROGERS Naaman^ 608 No pinch of penalty is

comparable to pinch of conscience. 1681 FLAVF.L Meth.
Grace xxvi. 4,1 Have these convictions .. brought you to a

great pinch, and inward distress of soul?

4. A case, occasion, or time of special stress or

need; a critical juncture; a strait, exigency, ex-

tremity. Now, usually, in phr. at (pri\ a pinch.
1489 CAXTON Faytes of A. \. xviii. 53 Corageously at a

pynche [he] shal renne vpon hem. 1529 MORE Dyaloge i.

Wks. 164/2 What would ye than haue done? Quod he ye

put me nowe to a pynche. 1574 J. DEE in Lett. Lit. Men
(Camden) 39 Any notable benefit, .bestowed uppon me now
in the very pynch and opportunytie. 1589 Marprel, Epit.

874

Biijb, If I had thought they would driue me to suche

pinches, I would not haue medled with them, a 1659 BP.

BROWNRIC Serm. (1674) I. Hi. 40 The Israelites .. send to hire

the King of Egypt, .to help at a pinch. 1681 NEVILE/V#/<J
Rediv. 264 But that Apprehension appeared Groundless
when it came to the pinch. 1789 BURKE Corr. (1844) III.

89 [We are] without our cook, but the dairy-maid is not a

bad hand at a pinch. 1847 LD. G. BENTINCK in Croker

Papers (1884) III. xxv. 146, I think on a pinch my father

could still walk ten miles in a day. 1856 EMERSON Eng.
Traits, Ability 56 Each of them could at a pinch stand in

the shoes of the other. 1865 CARLYLE Fredk. Gt. xix. v.

(1872) VIII. 183 Fighting fellows all,.. but uncertain as to

loyalty in a case of pinch. 1890
' R. BOLDREWOOD '

Col.

Reformer (1891) 339 She could, .drive a team on a pinch.

b. The critical or crucial point of a matter.

1639 FCLLER Holy War \\. v. (1840) 54 The chief pinch of

the cause lieth on the
patriarch's proof, that the lands..

formerly belonged to his predecessors. 1710 WATERLAND
Eight Serin. Pref. 40 Here indeed lies the very Pinch of

the Argument. 1846 GROTE Greece n. vi. II. 457 Those two
attributes which form the real mark and pinch of Spartan
legislation, viz., the military discipline and the rigorous

private training.

5. The critical (highest or lowest) point of the

tide, the turn of the tide. Cf. PINCH v. 13, and

pinch-water in PINCH-, ? Obs. rare.

1793 SMEATON Edystone L. 260, 1 took an opportunity at

pinch of low water to view the works upon the rock.

6. local. The game of hustle-cap : see quots.
1828 Craven Gloss, (ed. 2), Pinch^ the game of pitch-half-

penny or pitch and hustle. It is played by two or more

antagonists, who pitch or cast a halfpenny each, at a mark.
..When they hustle, all the half-pence, .are thrown into

a hat held by the player who claims the first chance. After

shaking them together, he hits the crown of the hat a smart
blow wilh his fist, which causes them to jerk out, and as

many as lie with the.. head upwards belong to him. 1888

Shejjitld Gloss, s. v., Some colliers were lately fined . . for

playing at pinch on Sunday.
II. A place or part at which something is (or

appears to be) pinched.
f 7. Archery. A weakened place in a bow or

stick at which it tends to bend in an angle as if

pinched at this point. (See PINCH v. i c.) Obs.

1545 ASCHAM Toxogh. (Arb.) 114 If you..fynde a bowe
that is.. not marred with..freate or pynche, bye that bowe.

Ibid. 120 Freates be fyrst little pinchese, the whych when

you perceaue, pike the places about the pinches, to make
them somewhat weker, and as well commynge as where it

pinched.

1 8. A pleat or gather, in a skirt, etc.
;
an accor-

dion-pleat. b. A bend or fold in the brim of a

hat
;
a cock. (See COCK $b$ 3.) Obs,

1593 NASHE Christ's T. (1613) 146 It is not your pinches,

your purles, your floury iaggings, superfluous enterlacings,
and puffings vp, that can any way offend God. 1593
GOSSON ri.Qtiijfpcs 87 in Hazl. E. P. P. IV. 254 This cloth

of price, all cut in ragges, ..These buttons, pinches, fringes,

jagges. 1712 STF.ELK SAtct. No. 432 r 2 Hats moulded
into different Cocks and Pinches. 1860 J. P. KENNEDY
ly. Wirt \. i. 20 This picture may remind us of Hogarth's
'Politician', with 'the pinch' so far projecting that the

candle burns a hole through it.

9. A steep or difficult part of a road. Now dial.

1754 WASHINGTON Let. Writ. 1889 I. 63 Wagons may
travel now with 1500 or 1800 weight on them, by doubling
the teams at one or two pinches only. 1759 FRANKLIN Ess.

Wks. 1840111. 401 Making the road thirty feet wide, and
the principal pinches twenty. 1893 MRS. C. PRAED Outlaw
$ Lawmaker II. 4 Stony pinches and deep gulleys.

10. Mining. A point at which a mineral vein is

narrowed in or compressed by the walls of rock.

1877 RAYMOND Statist. Mines #
t
Mining 234 The north

shoot seems to be divided by a vertical pinch.

III. 11. As much of something (esp. snuff) as

may be taken up with the tips of the finger and

thumb ;
hence fig. a very small quantity.

1583 GREENE Mantilla Wks. (Grosart) II. 81 For
a^ pince

of pleasure we receiue a gallon of sorow. 1712 STEELE

Spect. No. 344 1*2 Flavilla .. asked the Churchwarden if

he would take a Pinch [of Snuff]. 17*4 THOMSON Let.

n Dec. (in Sotheby's Catal. 10-22 Feb. (1896) 86), Had
I been taught to cut a caper, to hum a tune, to take a pinch
and lisp nonsense with all the grace of fashionable stupidity.

1735 BRADLKY Fata. Diet. s. v. Old Age, Two Pinches of

the Tops of Rosemary, a Pinch of Laurel Leaves, two

IV. 12. An iron lever with a beak or point,

used for moving heavy bodies, loosening coal, etc.,

by leverage or prizing; a crow-bar; a pinch-bar.
1816 SCOTT Bl. Dwarf \x^ Pinches or forehammers will

never pick upon't, .. ye might as weel batter at it wi* pipe-

staples. 1819 W. TENNANT Papistry Stormed (1827) 100

Here scores their pinches and their picks Atween the ashlar

stanes did fix. 1883 GRESLEY Gloss. Coat-wining, Finch,
a kind of crowbar used in breaking down coal.

13. dial. A close-fisted person ;
a * screw '.

<zx8>5 FORBY Voc. E. Anglia, Pinch, a very parsimonious
economist.

Finch (pin
1

]"),
v. Forms: 4-6 pinche(n,

pynche(n, (4-5 pinnche, 6 pyntche, pynshe,

pench(e, 6V. pinsche), 6-7 pynch, 6- pinch. j8.

(rarely} 6 pinse, 7-8 pince. [a. ONF. *pinchier

( in mod. Normand//**:/?;), 3 sing. pr. pinfhe, = O F.

pincier, mod.F.//r; ulterior origin obscure,

The Fr. vb. was perh. nasalized from an earlier form repr.

by Walloon pissi : cf. obs. It. picciare^ Vend. dial, pizzare^
nuxLIt.jtfUKOT to pinch, Sp. ^*i2#apinch ; also early mod.
Du. pitsen, \em.pinsscn (Kilian), Ger, pfetzen to pinch.]

PINCH.

I. In literal and closely connected senses.

1. trans. To compress between the tips of the

finger and thumb, with the teeth, etc., or with any
instrument having two jaws or parts between which

something may be grasped ; to nip, squeeze. (The
principal literal sense.) Also absol. or inlr.

1340-70 Alex. $ Dind. 751 But bochours ben ^ei echon,
3our body to dismembre, & euerich pinchen his part. 1495
Trevisa's Earth. DeP.K.v. xxxviii. (W. de W. ) 1 53 Yf the

mete pytchyth and pryckyth, the stomake is pynchyd and

prycked and compellyth it to passe out. 1530 PALSGR. 657/2,
I pynche a thynge with my fyngar and my thombe. 1581
ML'LCASTER Positions xliii. (1887) 272 To pinch the heele

where they pricke at the head, a 1628 PRESTON Saint's

Daily Exerc. (1629) 119 A swine that is pinched . . will cry

exceeding loud. i75oGRAY Long Story 59 They. -Rummage
his Mother, pinch his Aunt. 1803 Med. Jrnl. IX. 44 The
creature was scarcely able to withdraw its legs when the

toes were pinched. 1856 SIR B. BRODIE Psyclwl. Ing. I. iv.

115 If the legs be pinched, .the muscles are made to contract.

(3. 1799 W. TAYLOR Hist. Surv.Gfrm. Poetry (1830) II. 65
That blacksmith, Who on his wall had drawn the arch-

devil's picture, And us'd to pince at it with glowing tongs.

b. Said of a tight shoe, etc. which presses pain-

fully upon the part which it covers ; esp. in the

proverbial phrase to know where the shoe finches,

i.e. to know (by direct experience) the disadvan-

tages of any situation, or the cause of a trouble or

difficulty. (Usually absol. or intr.)

1426 LYDG. De Gail. Pilgr. 8253 Thys glouys bynd6
me so sore, That I may weryn hem no more, With her

pyncbyng to be bounde, Myn bandys ben so tendre. 1573-
80 BARET Alt'. P 377 My shooe..pincheth my foote. 41580
G. HARVKY Letter-bit. (Camden) 85 Subtle enemyes, that

knowe.. where the shooe pinchith us most. 1637 HEYWOOD
Dialogues ii. Wks. 1874 VI. 121 When you pull on ^our
shoo you best may tel In what part it doth chiefely pinch
you. 1658 A. Fox lyjittz' Surg. n. xxv. 163 Fit the splinters
well . . that they pinch not the Patient any where, c 1720
PRIOR Pkillis's Age ii, Stiff in brocade, and pinch'd in

stays. 1856 READE Never too late Iv, Oh, is that where the

shoe pinches?

to. intr. for reft. Of a bow : To receive a pinch :

see PINCH si. 7. Obs.

1545 ASCHAM Toxafli. (Arb.) 116 Take your bow in to the

feeld, . .looke where he commethe moost, prouyde for that

place betymes, leste it pinche and so freate. Ibid. 121.

d. pass. To be jammed or compressed forcibly

between two solid objects so as to be crushed.

1896 J. E. JEAFFRESON in Wcstm. Gaz. 4 Aug. 5/1 We have
lost our walrus boat. . . She was pinched on shore in the land

water on July 16,.. by the heavy pack ice. 1899 Ibid.

29 Mar. 5/3 The chap that had it before me got pinched
between the coupling hooks .. he only lived a few hours.

1899 Daily Nevis n Oct. 8/5 He was pinched between the

train and the platform.
2. With adv. or compl. To bring or get into

some state or position by pinching (in first two

quots., by squeezing or pressing).

13.. S. Erkenmolde 70 in Horstm. Altengl. Leg. (1881)267

Wygt werkemen. . Putten prises f>er to, pinchid one vnder.

a 1425 Langlanrfs P. PI. A. ix. 88 A pyk is in \ie potent
to punge [Univ. Coll. MS. pynche] a-doun be wikkede.

1579 TO.MSON Calvin's Serin. Tim. 241/1 Let them keepe

straite, and pinch in their shoulders. 1590 SHAKS. Com. Err.

n. ii. 194 They'll sucke our breath, or pinch vs blacke and
blew. 1645 FULLER Good Th. in Bad T. (1841) 23 Pinch me
into the remembrance of my promises. 1687 A. LOVELL tr.

Thn'etiflt's Trav. ii. 106 The ordinary Rack . . is for men to

pinch off the Flesh with hot Pinsers. 1709 G. SMITH Labo-

ratory (ed. 6)1. 28 Pinch their ends close. 1899 Allbutt's

Syst. Med. VIII. 676 The skin cannot now be pinched up.

b. Hort. To nip off part of (a shoot). Also to

nip mtt ;
to shorten back or dawn by nipping.

1693 EVELYN De la. Quint. Comfl. Card. I. 16 When the

Branch so Pinch'd proves obstinate in shooting thick again,

the same Operation of Pinching must be perform 'd again.

1850 Beck's Florist May 129 When the shoots have grown
three or four inches.. 1 again pinch out their tops, in order

to make them bushy. 1862 ANSTED Channel lu, iv. xxi.

(ed. 2) 490 As soon as six leaves were developed on any
shoot they were pinched down to three. 1890 Farmer's
Gaz. 4 Jan. 7/1 When [the shoots] are three or four inches

long they are pinched back to three buds.

c. To force out by compression, squeeze out ;

in quots. fig. to extract, extort, wring, 'squeeze'

(money) from or out of a. person.
1770 MASSIE Reas. agst. Taxon Malt loThe Money . .must

be pinched from the bellies and backs of labouring Families.

1822 COBBETT Weekly Rig. 13 Apr. 69 The immense sums,
thus pinched from the millions, and put into the hands of

thousands. 1865 DICKENS Mnt. Fr. in. xiii, He had always

pinched the full interest out of himself with punctual

pinches.
d. To put in or add by pinches (PINCH sb. n);

pinch empty, to empty by removing the contents

by pinches.
1821 CLARE Vill. Minstr. II. 84 The old dames.. pinch

the snuff-box empty by degrees. 1859 TENNYSON Vivien

608 Pinch a murderous dust into her drink.

1 3. trans. To pleat, gather in, or flute the sur-

face of (a garment, etc.) ;
to crimp or crinkle the

edge of (a pie-crust). Obs.

c 1386 CHAUCER Prol. 151 Fful semylyhir wympul pynched
was. c 1412 HOCCLEVF. De Reg. Princ. 410 So wyd a

gowne. .as is bin, So smal I-pynchid. f 1420 Liber Cocorum

(1862) 41 Kover hit [the chopped-up pork, etc.] with lyddes,

and pynche hit fayre. Korven in be myddes two loyseyns

a payr. 1309-10 [see PINCHED///, a. 3].

f 4. To seize, compress, or snap with the teeth.

Often absol. Obs.



PINCH.

4-1410 Matter of Game (MS. Digby 182) xxxv, Who
pyncheth firste and goih berwith to J>e deth, he shall haue >e

bkynne. 1593 SHAKS. 3 Hen, K/, n. i. 16 As a Reare encom-

pass'd round with Dogges: Who hauing pincht a few, and

made them cry, The rest stand all aloofe. c 1611 CHAPMAN
Iliad v. 462 Like a sort of dogs that at a lion bay, And
entertain no spirit

to pinch. 1700 DRYDEN Theodore $ Hon.

115 Two mastiffs.. came up and pinch'd her tender side.

f5. Said of actions causing a painful bodily sensa-

tion : To hurt, pain, torture, torment. (In first two

quots. applied to the torture of the rack.) Obs.

1536 CROMWELL in Merriman Life $ Lett, (1902) II. 30
Not sparing for the knowledge hereof to pynche him with

paynes to the declaracion of it. 1587 FLEMING Contn. Holin-

shid III. 1371/1 They were constremed to commit him to

such as are v&uallie appointed in the Tower to handle the

racke, by whome he was laied vpon the same, and somewhat

pinched, although not much. 1597 J. T. Serm. Patties C.

ii Which pincheth man with three great wounds. 1607
TOPSKLL Four-f. Beasts (1658) 364 If it [a Dart] pinch them
further, and draw bloud, they increase their punishment.

6. Said of the painful action of cold, hunger,

exhaustion, or wasting disease : including the

physical effects (to contract, make thin or shrunken),
the painful physical sensations, and often the mental

affliction or social injury. Also, in reference to

plants : to nip, to cause to shrivel or wither up.
1x1548 HALL C/t'i., Hen. V $> If famine had not pinched

them, or colde wether had not nipped them. 1577 St. Aug.
Manual (Longman) 30 Let fastynges forepine the body,.,
let labour pinche it. 1581 MARBECK Bk, ofNotes 913 If he
be a little pinched with pouertie & aduersuie. 1591 SHAKS.
Two Gent. iv. iv. 160 The ayre hath .. pinch'd the lilly-

tincture of her face. 1652 A. Ross Hist. World \. iii. 13
His army being pinched with thirst, a 1661 FULLER
Worthies, Glouc. (1662) 349 The most generous and vigorous
land will.. be imbarrened, when always pinched with the

Plough. 1723 DE FOE Voy. roitnd World (1840) 22 A most
severe cold which pinched our men exceedingly. 1772
FOOTE Nabob \\. Wks. 1799 II. 303 The polyanthuses were
a little pinched by the easterly winds. 1884 Fortn. Rev.
Ian. 2 The labouring classes .. have been pinched .. by
hard times, by increased expenses, and by loss of wages.
absol. 1631 Got'GE Gods Arro^us in. 43. 260 When a

famine begins to pinch. 1725 POPE Odyss. xiv, 548 The
winter pinches, and with cold I die.

II. In non-physical and figurative senses.

7. To press upon, straiten, reduce to straits or

distress
;
to bring into difficulties or trouble; to

afflict, harass. Obs. exc. as consciously/^, from
i or 6.

1548 UDALL Erasm. Par. Luke xiv. 127 To the ende they

myght bee worse pynched at the herle roote. 1577 F. de
L isles Legendarie Hij, The proposition of the lord Bre-

tagne..did chiefly pinch them. 1664 H. MORE Myst. Inig.,
Apol. 515 Thatnoconsciencious man maybe pinched thereby.

172^ DE FOE ./!//. Cavalier (1840) 215 The king finding his
affairs pinch him at home. 1800 COLKRIDGE Piccolom. i.

xii, His compact with me pinches The Emperor. 1862
MRS. H. WOOD Mrs. Hallib. ir. ix, Debt pinches the mind,
more than hunger pinches the body.
&, 1630 M. GODWYN tr. Bp. Hereford's Ann. Eng. i. 49

Need began at length to pince him.

b. intr. or absol.

cifin CHAPMAN Iliad vin. 278 Huge grief, for Hector's

slaughter 'd friend, pinch'd in his mighty mind. 1657 CROM-
WELL Sp. 20 Apr. in Carlyle, Another thing which doth a little

pinch upon me. 1712 ARBLTHNOT John Bull n. iii, Don
Diego. Pray tell me, how you came to employ this Sir

Roger..and not think of your old friend Diego? Mrs.
Bull. So, so, there it pinches !

t 8. intr. To press narrowly or closely on : a.

to encroach on ; b. to put stress upon. Obs.

01300 Sat. People Kildare xvi. in E. E. P. (1862) 155
Hail be ^e bakers witj? ;ur louis smale..$e pincheb on be
rist white a$en goddes law. 1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. xm. 371
?if I ^ede to pe plow, I pynched so narwe [C. on bus half

acre] pat a fote londe or a forwe, fecchen I wolde, Of my
nexle neighbore. 1563 Homilies n. Rogation Week iv.

(1859) 498 It is a shame to behold .. how men pinch at such
bierbalks, which by long use and custom ought to be

inviolably kept. 1685 H. MORE Paralip. Prophet, xliv. 375
The Visions indeed at last pinch closest upon the Roman
Hierarchy. #1734 NORTH Exam. in. vi. 47 (1740) 457,
I should haue pinched hard upon this Practice, if it had not
been a Push-pin Game.

1 9. a. intr. To carp or cavil at \ to find fault,

object. Obs.

1380 WYCLIF Sel. IVks. III. 347 We mai not pynche at

bis lawe. c 1386 CHAUCER Prol. 326 Ther koude no wight
pynchen at his wrilyng. 1430-40 LYDG. Bochas in. v. (1554)
74 b, If any man pyntche at their outrage. 1549 LATIMER
$t/t Sttrtn. bef. Edzu. VI (Arb.) 140 Euerye waye thys offyce
of pieachynge is pyncht at.

t b. trans. To find fault with, blame, reproach,
reprove. Obs.

1570 T. NORTON tr. Nowets Catech. (1853) 2 *8 So as be ..

blot them [not] with stain or infamy, but pinch them and
reprove them only with suspicion of their own conscience.

1594 HOOKER Eccl. Pol. iv. xiii. 9 The Corinthians hee
pincheth with this demand.

10. T & intr. To give or spend very sparingly
and narrowly ; to be close-fisted, meanly parsi-
monious, or miserly ; to drive hard bargains. Obs.

13.. SeuynSag. (W.) 1243 That on was-.Lef to give, an lef

to spende; And that other lef to pinche, Bothe he was
scars, and chinche. 1406 HOCCLEVE Misrule 181, 1 pynchid
nat at hem in myn acate, But paied hem as f?at they axe
wolde. 1530 PALSGR. 657/2 He pyncheth as though he were
nat worthe a Riote. a 1578 LINDESAY (Pitscottie) Chron.
Scot. IS. T. S.) I. 3 Ane hes that micht ane hundreith weill

susteine and Hvis in vo and pmschis at his tabill. (11617
HIERON Wks. I. 217 They pinch with the Lord, as Ananias.

f!
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b. trans. To limit or restrict narrowly the
'

supply of (anything) ;
to stint, to give barely or

with short measure or weight; to give sparingly \

or grudgingly. Now dial.

1530 Proper Dyaloge in Rede me, etc. (Arb.) 169 Let him
j

ones begynne to pynche Or withdrawe their tithinge an

ynche. 1561 NORTON & SACKV. Gorboduc n. S, If nature and
j

the Goddes had pinched so Their flowing bountie and their
|

noble giftes..from you. 1642 FULLER Holy <y Prof. St. iv.

xiiL 305 If ever she affordeth fine ware, she alwayes pincheth
it in the measure. 1675 HOBBES Odyssey xi. 332 Do not

pinch your Gift. 1695 in Picton L'pool Munic. Rcc. (1883)
I. 320 They are not to pinch the water from the faw-well.

Mod, Sc. Ve neednahae pincht the water; it's cheap aneuch

ony way. Dinna pinch the elbow-grease.
C. To straiten or stint (a person, etc.) /"//. in

respect of, for (something), or in means generally;
j

to subject (any one) to short measure.

1580 LYLY Eufkves (Arb.) 220 Yet will I not pinch you of

that pastime. 1591 GREENE Disc. Coosnage (1592) 25 She
cald in her neighbors, .that, .had also been pincht in their

coles, and shewed them the cosenage. 1596 Bp. W. BARLOW
Three Serin, ii. 78 Couetouslie pinching their Tables and
almes. 1600 HAKLUYT I'oy. (1810) III. 199 Those in the

Frigat were already pinched with spare allowance. 1657
R. LIGON Barbadoes(\fy-$ 121 Either pinch them of a great

part, or give them that which is nastie, 1676 MOXON Print
Lett. 10 You are pinched for room. 1732 BERKELEY Alciphr.
I. 8 Was I not pinched in Time, the regular way would be

to have begun with the Circumstantials of Religion. 1766
GOLDSM. Vic. W. vii, My wife. .insisted on entertaining
them all ; for which . . our family was pinched for three weeks
after. 1784 COWPER Let. to J. Newton Feb., I am at this

moment pinched for time. 1789 W. BUCHAN Dom. filed.

(1790) 19 The error of pinching children in their food is more
hurtful than the other extreme. 1876 F. E. TROLI.OI'E

CharmingFellow II. xiv. 223 She wasn't used to be pinched
for money herself. 1884 W. C. SMITH Kildrostan i. ii. an
Some debts, .he had to pay, Which pinched us for a while.

d. intr, in re/I* or pass, sense. To pinch oneself

or be pinched ;
to be straitened in means

;
to suffer

from penury.
1549 CHEKE Hurt Sedit. (1641) 35 When yee see decay

of victuals, the rich pinch, the poore famish. 1634 HEYWOOD
Maidenhead Lost n. i. Wks. 1874 IV. 121, I told you, you

j

were so prodigall we should pinch for't. 1738 SWIFT Pol.
\

Conversnt. 184 I'm forc'd to pinch, for the Times are hard. :

1879 Cassetfs Tcchn. Educ. IV. 11/2 Made merry, .the whole
week through, to pinch for it a fortnight after.

11. trans. To compress, confine, or restrict nar-
I

rowly. Now rare or Obs.

1570 DEE Math. Prcf. d iv b, No more than we may :

pinche in the Definitions of Wisedome or Honestie. 1633
G. HERBERT Temple, Decay iii, Thou dost thy self immure
..In some one corner of a feeble heart: Where yet both

,

Sinne and Satan.. Do pinch and straiten thee. ^1677
BARROW .Stfrw. Wks. 171 6 1 1. 23 That doctrine which pindieth
our liberty within so narrow bounds. 1856 EMERSON Eng. .

Traits
} Cockayne Wks. (Bonn) II. 65 The same insular

limitation pinches his foreign politics.

b. To reduce to straits (in argument, etc.) ;
to

bring into a difficulty or *
fix'

;
to '

put in a tight

place*. Now rare.

1692 RAY Disc. i. iv. (1693) 59 When we are at a loss, and
pinch 't with an Argument. 1752 G. BROWN in Scots Mag.
Nov. (1753) 559/2 The prosecutors are pinched in point of

argument, a 1832 SCOTT in Smiles Self-Help iii. (1860) 60, 1

have felt pinched and hampered by my own ignorance.

c. To pinch courtesy : see COURTESY i c.

III. In technical and slang uses.

12. a. Racing. To urge or press (a horse) ; to
'

exhaust by urging.
1737 BRACKEN Farriery Impr. (1757) II. 148 It is the !

vulgar Opinion, that a Horse has not been pinch'd, or

pinn'd down, in a Heat when he does not sweat out. Ibid,

149 If a Horse's Tail shake and tremble after any Heat, it

is a Sign he is hard pinch'd. 1864 Daily Tel. 10 June, He
declined to make any effort when '

pinched
'

by his jockey.

b. Naut. To sail (a vessel) close-hauled.

1895 Daily News n Sept. 5/5 Defender had to be pinched
to make the mark before she started on the stern chase.
Ibid. t Captain Cranfield was pinching Valkyrie hard, but

\

she. .was. .unable to keep as close into the wind as her rival.

1898 Ibid. 19 Sept. 3/5 While the Maid was pinched right !

through Irex had to make no less than three boards.

13. intr. Of the tide : To pass its highest or

lowest level. (Cf. PINCH sb. 5.) rare. ? Obs.

1756 Phil. Trans, XLIX. 532 As soon as the tide pinched,
'

the ebb came down at once.

14. intr. Mining* Of a vein or deposit of ore :
|

To contract in volume, become narrow or thin ;

with out, to come to an end,
' nm out '.

1872 RAYMOND Statist. Mines fy Mining- 307 The vein is 5 i

or 6 feet wide, on an average, but expanding sometimes to
|

15 or 20 feet, and pinching up in places to a few inches. .

Ibid,* The body of rich ore worked last year, .was exhausted,
the ledge pinching out. 1890 Goldfields Victoria 27 The
characteristic of this district.. is for the auriferous surface '

quartz to pinch or run out. 1891 M. COLE Cy Ross 93 The
j

vein began suddenly to pinch last week, .the vein is steadily .

pinching narrower and narrower as we advance.

15. trans, a. To steal, to purloin (a thing) ; to

rob (a person), slang.
1673 R. HEAD Canting Acad. 191 The fifth is a Glasier, ,

who when he creeps in: To pinch all the Lurry, he thinks
]

it no sin. 01700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Pinch, to Steal, \

or Slily convey any thing away. 1812 J. H. VAUX Flash
\

Diet. s. v., I pinch'd him for a fawney, signifies I purloined
a ring from him; Did you pinch anything in that crib? did

i

you succeed in secreting any thing in that shop? 1869
Daily News 10 Aug., Brown was .. alleged, in sporting
phrase, to have '

pinched
'

the defendant out of 6/. los.

PINCHBECK,

b. To arrest, take into custody. [So F. pincer
'arreter, saisir' (Littre^.J
1860 Slang Diet,) /'//.. to catch, or apprehend. i86z

MAYHEW Lond. Labour (1865) III. 397 He got acquitted for

that there note after he bad me '

pinched '. 1882 five 1 *.'
Penal Servitude iii. 109 The blooming crushers were

precious glad when they pinched
'

him.

16. To move (a heavy body, as a loaded truck,
a large cask) by a succession of small heaves with

a pointed iron bar or *

pinch' : see PINCH sb. 12,

1859 l>ee PINCHING vbl.sb. q I. 1888 Whitby Gaz. 28 Apr.
, I was enga

' *
' 1 ' ' *

4/4 gaged in pinching a bogie which was loaded
with a ball of slag. 1895 T. PINNOCK BLuk Country Ann,
(E. D. D.), Gie me the barj I'll pinch it forrat a bit while yo'
restin',

Pinch- in Comb. : [chiefly the imperative or

verb-stem with the second element in objective
relation to it; sometimes the sb.]

Pinch-back, one who pinches his own or another's

back, by stinting it of proper clothing; also attrib.\

pinch-bar = PINCH sb. 12 : see quot. ; pinch-
belly, one who denies himself or others sufficient

food; also attrib.\ pinch-cock Mech., a clamp
used to compress a flexible or elastic tube so as to

regulate the flow of liquid, etc. ; pinch-commons,
one who stints the supply of food for himself or

others; f pinch-crust =
prec. ; pinch-eyed a.

(see quot.) ; f pinch-fart, a niggard, miser (in

quot. atlrib^ ; pinch-fist, a '

close-fisted' person,
a niggard ,

miser
;

so pinchfisted a.
t mean,

miserly ; pinch-plane Alath. (see quot.) ; pinch-

plum, one who would divide a plum ;
a close,

grasping person ; pinch-point Math, (see quot.) ;

pinch-spotted a., discoloured with marks of

pinches ; pinch-water, high or low water
; piiich-

weed, dial, name for Folygomim Persicana (see

quot.). Also PINCH-GUT, PINCHFENNY.
1600 NASUE Summers Last JI't'M'm Hazl. Dodslcy VIII.

76 Christmas, ..a *pinchback, cutthroat churl. 1837 Civ.

Eng. ff Arch. Jrnl. I. 74/1 The application of a lever or

*pinch-bar. 1875 KNIGHT Diet. Aleck,, Pinch-bar, a lever

with a fulcrum-foot and projecting snout : applied beneath
a heavy body to move it by successive small raising
and shiftings. 1648-60 HEXHAM, Een Spa>:r-back, . . a

Sparer, .. or a *Pinch-belly. 1721 AMMEKST Tcrrx />'/.

App. (1754) 318, I am against all extremes, and especially
on the pinch-belly side. 1873 RALFF, Phys, Cheni. 103 Thi^
flask is fitted with a bulb tube, filled with dilute nitric

acid, which is prevented from Mowing into the mixture by
means of a *pinchcock. 1881 TYNDALL Floating Matter of
Air 171 A plnchcock nipped the india-rubber tube at its

centre. 1822 SCOTT Pirate vi, The crrued projector and
the niggardly *pinch-commons by which it is inhabited.

1602 ROWLANDS Greene's Ghost (Hunter. Cl-J 9 A young
Gentleman, Merchant, or old *pincbcrust. 1765 Treat.

Doni. Pigeons, Carrier 83 The eye.. ought to be broad,

round, and of an equal thickness; for if one part of the

eye be thinner than the rest, it is said to be *pinch-ey'd,
which is deemed a very great imperfection. 1592 NASHE
P. Penilesse Wks. (Grosart) II. 25 My "pinch-fort penie-
father. c 1580 JF.FFERIE Bugbears i. ii. 61 in Arch'w Stud.
Neit. Spr. (1897) XCVIII. 308 Our *pinchefist theold_vec-
chio. 1681 W. ROBERTSON Phraseol. Gen. (1693) 990 A pinch-

fist, arartes. 1867 Routledgcs Ev, Boy s Ann. Oct. 636 As
hearty and liberal as they were once cold and *pinchfisted.

1869 CAYLEV Colt. Math. Papers VI. 336 The *pinch-plane,
or reciprocal singularity j'= 1, is in fact a torsal plane touch-

ing the surface along a line, or meeting it m the line twice

and in a residual curve.. .Considering., the reciprocal figure,
the reciprocal of the pinch-plane is.. a point of the nodal

curve, and is a pinch-point. 1892 Daily News 25 April 5/7
The most beggarly-spirited *pinch-plum economy.

_

1868

CAYLEY Coll. Math. Papers VI. 123 A surface having a
nodal line has in general on this nodal line points where the

two tangent planes coincide, or as I propose to term them
4

^pinch-points'. 1611 SHAKS. Temp. iv. 1.261 Shorten vp
their sinewes With aged Cramps, more ^pinch-spotted
make them, Then Pard, or Cat o'Mountaine. 1681 Phil.

Trans. XII. 103 After great Rains,.. or strong westerly

Winds, ..then the *Pincb-water will be found earlier. .by

weed.

tPrnchbeck, -beke, $bl Obs. rare. [i.

PINCH- + ?BEAK.] A miserly, close-fisted person.
1545 ELYOT Diet., A ridus homo, a drye felowe, of whom
nothyng may be gotten, som do call hym a pelt, or a pynche-
beke. 1552 HULOET, Pynchebecke.

Pinchbeck (prr^jbek;, sb? (a.) [Named
after the inventor Christopher Pinchbeck, awatch-
and toy-maker in Fleet Street, London (died 1732) ;

orig. a place-name ;
there is a village so named

near Spalding. Hence F. peinchebec (Littre).

1732 Daily Post 27 Nov. (Advt.\ That the toys made of the

late ingenious Mr. Pinchbeck's curious metal, -are now sold

only by his son and sole executor, Mr. Edward Pinchbeck.

1755 LADY M. W. MONTAGU Let. to C'tcss Bute 22 Sept.,
In the next box, put up.. three of Pinchbec's watches,

shagrine cases, and enamelled dial-plates. 1776
* M. MAC-

GREGOR'[\V. Mason] Ode to C. Pinchbeck (the Younger),
For thy sake Of Pinchbeck's own mixt-metal make A huge
Extinguisher.]
1. An alloy of about five parts of copper with

one of zinc, resembling gold : used in clock-

making, cheap jewellery, etc.

1734 FIELDING Intrig. Chamberm. I. vii, He said,, .that the

nobility and gentry run so much into Pinchbeck, that he

had not dispos'd of two gold watches this month. 1812 SIR

H. DAVY Chein. Phitos. 419 United to zinc, copper produced
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Dutch gold, Rupert's metal and pinchbeck from a third to I

a twelfth of zinc is used, the paler the alloy required the

larger the quantity of zinc. 1823 J. NICHOLSON Operat.
.Mechanic 708 Pinchbeck. ^o. i. 5 oz. of pure copper, and

i oz. of zinc...Seme use only half this quantity of zinc, in '

which proportion the alloy is more easily worked, especially :

in the making of jewellery. 1883 R. BUCHANAN Annan
Water xxv, He wore a massive chain of gold or pinchbeck.

2. Jig. Contemptuously, as a type of what is

counterfeit or spurious.
1859 THACKERAY Virgin, xxii, Those golden locks were

only pinchbeck. 1887 LOWELL Old Eng. Dram. (1892) 128

The greater part of what I once took on trust as precious is

really paste and pinchbeck. 1890 Spectator 24 May, Is it

necessary.. that the pinchbeck as well as the gold left be

hind him by this voluminous writer, should be preserved?

3. attrib. or as adj. a. Made of pinchbeck.
1746 COOKK in Hanway Traz: (1762! I. iv. liv. 248 Gold,

silver and pinchbeck snuff-boxes. 1849 C BRONTE Xhii Icy

ii, He has a sort of pinchbeck watch; ditto, ring.

b. Of deceptive appearance and small value
; ;

spurious; simulating the genuine article ; sham.

1830 CARLYLE Lattcr-d. Pamph. iv. (1872) 113 Eloquent

high-lacquered pinchbeck specimens. 1877 SYMONDS Re- >

naiss. Italy, Revii'. Learn, viii. 505 A pinchbeck age of

poetry. 1883 Fortn. Rev. Feb. 304 Overt State action

against this pinch-beck Pretender may be. .defended.

4. Comb.
1879 KUTI.EY Study Rocks x. 119 The colour is . .brownish-

green, or pinchbeck-brown.
Finche (pin*/)-

Also 8 pinch, [a. f.pinche,
ad. Sp. pincho (also in Eng. use).] A South

American species of marmoset (Midas cedipus}.

Also attrib.

[1745 LA CONDAMINE Relat. V'oy. Amer. Merid. ^165
On

les nomme Pinches a Maynas, & a Cayenne, Tamarins.]

1774 GOLDSM. A'at. Hist. IV. 237 The fifth is called the

Pinch ; with the face of a beautiful black, and white hair

that descends on each side of the face, like that of man.

1780 SMELLIE tr. Bnffon's Nat. Hist. (1791) VIII. 211 The

Pir.che, or Red-tailed Monkey, .. though very small, is

larger than either the ouistiti or the tamarin. 1890 Cent, ;

Diet., Pincho. 1896 List Anitn. Zool. Sac. Land. (ed. 9) 45 i

.Midas adipus (Linn.) Pinche Monkey. Hab. Colombia.

Pinched (pin'jt , ppl. a. [f. PINCH v. + -ED i.]

1. Compressed between the finger and thumb, or

two opposing bodies; nipped, squeezed ; shaped as if

compressed ; contracted at one part. Also with up.

1:1530 L. Cox Rhet. (1899) 51 Thersites, with croked and

penciled shulders. 1610 B. JONSON Alch. I. i, Like the

father of hunger, .. with your pinch'd-horne-nose. 1611

SHAKS. Wint. T. n. i. 5 He ha's discouer'd my Designe,
very Trick For

:k

. i. 51

pinch'and 1 Remaine a pinch'd Thing; yea, a very Trick to

them to play at will. 1675 Land. Gaz. No. 955/4 A Blacl

Gelding,.. a shorn Mane, pinch'd Buttock. 1836-9 DICKEN
Sk. Boz, Th. about People, Scanty grey trousers, little

pinched-up gaiters,

b. 1 Castrated by ligature.

1314 Will o/ Busby (Somerset Ho.), A pynched oxe.

C. Of a ship : Much curved inward above the

line of her extreme breadth ;
a\so pinched-iit.

1704 J. HARRIS Lex. Teehn. I. s. v. Housed, She is Housed,

in, or Pinched-in too much. 1867 SMYTH Sailor s Word-bk.

s. v. Housing in, She is said to be housed in, or pinched.

d. Of oysters : Long and narrow in form.

1890 in Cent. Diet.

2. Said in reference to the physical effects of cold,

hunger, pain, or old age. Also with tip, and para-

synthetic, as pinched-faced, etc.

1614 D. DYKE Myst. Self-Dcaiuing (1630) 83 Pinched

with famine. 1807 CRABBE Par. Reg. II. 193 Pinched are

her looks, as one who pines for bread. 1838 DICKENS Nieh.
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PERCIVALL Sp. Diet., Rcgaton, a pedler, a broaker, a pincher t

in buying, a hucster. 1887 GISSING Thyrza III. iii.62 Cold-

blooded pinchers and parers.

2. One who uses a pinch or crow-bar.
1882 in OGILVIE.

3. An instrument for pinching or grasping some-

thing ; in pi. pinchers often = PINCERS (for which

it is widely used in the dialects).

1573 TL'RBERV. Venerie 182 Take out the Foxe or Badgerde
with the clampes or pinchers. 1389 NASHE PasauiCs Ret.

Wks. (Grosart) I. 115 They take the word by the nose

with a paire of Pinchers. 1633 GOUGE Comm. Heb. xi.

37 The. .persecutors, .plucked off. .his flesh with red hot

pinchers. 1709 Brit. Apollo II. Supernum. No. 2. 2/2 [A
tooth] which I can't pull out with a Pincher. 1868 KEY
Philol, Ess. 191 Thus foreipes, as 'a pair of pinchers' for

the extraction of teeth, is used by Lucilius. 1884 KNIGHT
Diet. Mech. Suppl., Pincher, .. a nipping tool fitting the

inside and outside of a bottle, in order to shape the mouth.

Pinch-eyed to Pinch-fisted: see PINCH-.

Pi nch-gut, sb. (a.) Now Obs. or vulgar, [f.

PINCH- + GUT.]
1. One who stints himself or others of food :

= pinch-belly (PINCH-).
a 1659 Lady Alimony II. ii. A Mundungo's Monopolist, a

pallry-penurious-pecking pinchgut. 1699 T. BROWN in R.

L'Estrange Erasin. Colloq. (1711) 356 Did old Pinch-gut
devour all his grey-pease by himself? 1828 Craven Gloss.

(ed. 2), Pinch-pit, a covetous
person,

who will neither fill

his own belly nor suffer his dependants^ to do so. 1867

SMYTH Sailor s Word-bk., Pinch-gut, a miserly purser.

2. attrib. or adj. a. That pinches the stomach ;

niggardly or scanty in respect of food ; in quot.

1682, characterized by scarcity of food. b. Pinck-

gut money (A
T
aut. slang} : money allowed to sailors

in compensation for short allowance of food.

1615 URATHWAIT Strappado (1878) 35 A pinch-gut Miser

fell extreamely sicke. 1660 in jth Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm.
141 John Price, .complains that Richard Hutchinson has

wronged him by paying 16, besides Pinchgutt mony, to

a wrong person. 1682 T. FLATMAN Heraclitus Ridens

No. 65 (1713) II. 156 Twas .. promised, that the poor
Prisoners should have Amends.. for that pinch-gut Year

they had. a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Plnch-gut-money,
allow'd by the King to the Seamen, ..on Bold the Navy..,
when their Provision falls Short. 1867 SMYTH Sailor's

Word-bk., Pinch-gut pay, the short allowance money.
So f Pfnch-gutted a., pinched in the stomach,

famished.

1704 N. N. tr. Bocealinfs Advts.fr. Parnass. III. 349 To
salisne so many hungry, ravenous, . . pinch-gutted Fellows.

Pinching (pi-n'Jirj), vbl.sb. [f. PINCH v. +
-ING l.] The action of the verb, in various senses.

1. Compression between the tips of the finger

and thumb or other opposing surfaces; nipping,

squeezing, pressure ; spec, in the manege (see quot.

1727-41) ; in Hart, (see PINCH v. 2 b).

1693 EVELYN De /a Quint. Coinpl. Card. I. 10 Besides the

Pruning, .we sometimes perform another Operation which

we call Pinching or Breaking . . : The Effect of this Pinching
is to hinder the Branches from growing too thick..U also

from growing too long. 1706 LONDON & WISE RetirdGard,
I. n. v, The pinching of Peach-trees is a sort of Pruning,
which is done by the Nails to Three or Four Eyes upon_a
new tender Shoot. 1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl., Pinching, in

the manage, is when, the horse standing, the rider holds

him fast with the bridle-hand, and applies the spurs just to

the hairs of his sides, without pridday him. 1823 I. BAD-

pinchmgs, left theCOCK Dom. Amusem. 113 Repeated pinching:,

patient in comparative ease. 1899 IVcstm.^Gaz, 29 M.ur.

malnutrition.

1 3. Gathered, pleated (cf. PINCH v. 3). Obs.

1309-10 Act I Hen. VIII, c. 14 I No manne undre the

degree of a Knyght [shall! were any garded or pynshed
Sherte or pynched partelet of Lynnen clothe.

4. Straitened in extent ; small, narrow, scanty.

1649 G. DANIEL Trinarch., Hen. V, cclxi. Narrower Fames
In a pinch't Canvace. 1691 tr. Emiliannes Frauds Romish
Monks (ed. 3) 34 Their Cells.. being too mean and.. too

much pinch'd of room. 1894 N. BROOKS Tales Maine Coast

94 A little pinched-up flower-garden lay between the house

and the.. river,

5. Straitened in means or circumstances.

1716 HEARNE Collect. (O. H.S.) V. 159 Yet he is not

pinch'd, being very rich as well as very stingy. _
1840

DICKENS Barn. Rudge xlv, Do you know how pinched
and destitute I am ? 1891 BARING-GOULD In Troubadour.
Land xx, They lived, .in very pinched circumstances.

6. Suffering from a pang, distressed.

1900 MRS. CRAIGIE A'. Orange xxii, With a pinched heart

she went up the great staircase.

Hence Pi'nciedly adv. ;
Fi-ncliedness.

1883 Miss BROUGHTON Belinda \. ii, The pear-tree .. was

pinchedly struggling into flower. 1871 Daily Neuis ii Apr.
6, I saw both boaters and bathers, .and the like for pinched-
ness, blueness, and overwhelming misery, may I never see

again. 1877 MORLKY Crit. Misc. Ser. n. 276 The pinched,
ness of the real world about them.

Pinchem (phi'Jam). [Echoic : from the bird's

note.] A local name of the Blue Titmouse.

1809 T. BATCHELOR Anal. Eng. Lang. 140 Pinchem, a

torn-tit, whose note resembles this name. 1883 in SWAINSON

Prov. Names Brit. Birds 34.

Fincher (pi-n'Jai). [f. PINCH v. + -ERI.]

1. One who or that which pinches ; fig. one who
saves in a miserly manner ; a miser ; a haggler.
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 399/2 Pynchar, or nyggarde. 1591

5/3 They [railway employes] . . were . . disposed to make light

of risks, .invariably referred to the horrible death between

the buffers as
'

pinching '.

b. concr.pl. What is pinched or nipped off.

1688 R. HOLME Armoury m. 89/2 Twitchings, ends of

Horse-shooe Nails cut off. Pinchings, because pinched and

writhen off from the out side of the hoof with the Pincers.

2. The sensation caused by pinching or gripping;

the pressure of pain. Ahojig'.
1493 Trcvisa's Earth. De P. R. v. xxxiii. (W. de W.) iv b/2

A lityl pryckyng other pinching in be brest within is more

sore than a grete wounde in be arme. 1387 FLEMING Contn.

Holinshed\\\. 1588/2 That other needfull vittels shall.,

grow to excessiue prices, to the pinching of the poorer sort.

1790 I. C. SMYTH in Med. Commun. II. 518 Patients have

complained of slight griping, or pinching in their bowels.

t 3. The action of cavilling or finding fault. Off,

c 1530 L. Cox Rhet. (1899) 51 By pynchynge and blamynge
of our aduersarie.

4. Stinting as from straitened means ; parsimony.

There should be no want nor pinching for any thing. 1863

Miss YONGE C'tess Kate ii, There would not be so much

pinching in the housekeeping.

5. In various other senses : see the verb.

1859 F. A. GRIFFITHS Artil. Man. (1862) no Pinching is

the operation of moving a gun or mortar by small heaves

of the handspike. 1903 Westm. Gaz. 17 June 9/1 The

pinching out of the reef m the Chicago level.

6. Comb. : pinching-bar = pinch-bar (PlNCH-) ;

fpinching-iron, (a) sing, and//., pincers, tweez-

ers; (/')/' curling-tongs; pinching-nut =jam
nut (JAM rf.l) ; pinching-pin, in the steam-

engine, a pin which keeps the slide-valve tightened
on its seating ; t pinching-post, in coursing deer

in a paddock, the post marking the point which

the deer had to pass before a victory could

be claimed for either dog; pinching-screw, a

PINCUSHION.

screw which adjusts or fixes parts of a mechanism

by compression ; pinohing-tongs (see quot.).
1519 HORMAN Vulg. 169 b, They..plucke out theyr hearis

with *pynchynge yrons. 1780 MRS. PIOZZI Journ. France
I. 277 Heating the pinching-irons to curl my hair. 1875
KNIGHT Diet. Mech., *Pinching-nut, a jam-nut screwed
down upon another nut, to hold it in position. 1839 R. S.

ROBINSON Nattt. Steam Eng. 105 The cap and *pmching
pin, by which the clutch is secured to it. 1741 Compl. Fant.

Piece n. i. 309 The third the Half Mile Post : The fourth

the ^Pinching Post. 1840 BLAINE Encyel. Rur. Sports
(1870) 1953 If the deer swerved before he got to the

?inching-post..it

was deemed no match. 1837 GORING &
'RITCHARD Microgr.g A spring tube travelling on

a_ slide,

with a *pinching screw underneath, by which it is adjusted
at a proper distance from the object. 1884 C. G. W. LOCK
Workshop Receipts Ser. nt. 89/2 Nickel-plated caps split

and held by pinching screws to the carbon and zinc rods.

1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mcch.,
*
Pinching-tongs (Glass- making),

used for making chandelier drops, etc. Each jaw of the

tongs carries a die, between which a lump of glass heated

to plasticity is compressed.

Pinching (pi-n'Juj),///. a. (adv.} [f.
PINCH v.

+ -ING -.] That pinches, in senses of the verb.

1. Compressing between two surfaces ; squeezing.
1883 Daily News 10 May 5/1 Their narrow waists, their

pinching shoes.

2. Causing pain or distress, physical or mental

(likened to the effect of pressure) ; pressing severely

or painfully ; reducing to straits ; distressing.

1565 COOPER Thesaurus s.v. Aculeus, The pinchyng cares

and griefe of minde. 1579 SPENSER Sheph. Cat. Apr. 18 Ys
loue such pinching payne? 1583 STUBBES Aunt. Aiuf.O.

(1882) 52 They applie..gnawing corrosiues, and pinching

plaistures. 1607 MILTON P. L. x. 691 Pinching cold and

scorching heate. 1753 Stnvarfs Trial 222 These circum-

stances are so pinching against the pannel, upon the capital

point now in issue. 1823-34 Goods Stndy Med. (ed. 4) III.

276 Severe and pinching hunger. 1883 STEVENSON Treas.

Isl. i. ii, One January morning, . . a pinching, frosty morning.

3. Characterized by or involving stinting or par-

simony, straitened; niggardly, parsimonious, grudg-

ing ; restrained, very sparing.
1576 FLEMING Panopl. Epist. 49, I was more pinching and

sparing in my writing concerning them. 1383 BABINGTON

Commandm. viii. (1637) 80 Of malice and spite, or by a

pinching minde. 1621 T. WILLIAMSON tr. Gtulartl Wise

Vicillard 73 Sometimes shee is all for belly cheare and

banqueltings,..then shee is niggardly and pinching againe.

1724 SWIFT Reas. agst. Exam. Drugs P6 Persons in pinch-

ing circumstances with numerous families of children. 1807

CRABBE Par. Reg. l. 447 Sparing, not pinching, mindful,

though not mean.

4. Contracted, compressed, narrow; spec, m
Mining (see PINCH v. 14).
a 1617 HIERON Wks. I. 7 It is a great eye-sore, to see a

little, low, and pinching entry to a large and spacious

dwelling. 1793 WOLLASTON in Phil. Trans. LXXXIII.

146 To.. make the angle less pinching. 1898 M. DAVIIT

Life *t Progr. Australia i. iii. 13 That these fields were of

the 'pocket
' and pinching-out character.

1 5. Alus. 1 Applied to higher notes (harmonics)

produced on a wind instrument by stronger pres-

sure of breath. Obs. rare.

1688 R. HOLME Armoury m. 161/1 Wind Musick Pinch-

ing Notes or higher Notes, are sounds that ascend 8 Notes

higher than the plain notes.

B. as adv. = PINCHINGLY.
1620 VENNER Via Recta (1650) 225 When the weather is

pinching cold. 1698 FRYER Ace. E. India q P. 295 It is

pinching Cold, from January to the middle of February.

Hence Pi'nchiugly adv., in a pinching manner.

1574 T. CARTWRIGHT Full Dcclar. 113 We ought not to

t deale with them sparingly, couetouslye, and pinchingly.

1690 SHARP Wks. (1754) I. Serm. vii. 100 Giving stingily

and pinchingly, now and then a little pocket-money or so.

1825 R. WARD Tremaine III. xiii. 233, I have felt that case
1

. . as pinchingly as . . you would have me. 1839 RUSKIN

I A rrows of Chace I. 202 Our colleges . . are . . richly built,

never pinchingly.

tPi'nchpenny (pi
-

n'jpe:ni). Obs. PI. -pen-

nies, also 5 -pence. [f- PINCH- + PENNY.] A

niggardly person ;
a skinflint, a miser. Also attrib.

1:1412 HOCCLEVE De Reg. Princ. 4095 (MS. Reg. 17 D vii

Thou pynchepeny, there ay mote thou slepe. 1369 NEWTON
Cicero s Olde Age 48 Myserable nygardes and penchpenies.

"577 tr. Bullingcr's Decades (1592) 288 Let our weallhic

pinchpence ..leaue their .. insatiable couetousnesse. 1582

STANYHURST ^.neis i. (Arb.) 29 Pigmalions riches was sh.pt,

that pinchepeny boucher. 1644 BULWEK Chirol. 179 A close-

fisted niggard, ..an old pinch-penny. <i 1693 UrfHMrfi
Rabelais in. iv. 45 None will be. .a Pinch-penny.

Pinch-plane to Pinch-point: see PINCH-.

Pinck : see PINK. Pincon, var. PINSON l 06s.

Pinc-pinC (piTjk,piijk). [Echoic, from the

bird's note.] A name given to a South-African

i

warbler (Drymaca or Cisticola textrix), to which

has been erroneously attributed the building of the

remarkable double nest of the Cotton-bird (^Egi-
'

thalus capensis).
1868 WOOD Homes without H. xii. 217 The Pine-pmc of

Africa . . has a similar custom, constructing a supplementary
l roosting-place upon the nest. 1894 NEWTON Diet. Birds,

\ Pine-pine (or rather
' Tine-tine '), the name which a South-

African bird.. has given itself from its ringing metallic cry.

Pincushion (phiiJwJan).
1. A small cushion used for sticking pins in, to

keep them ready for use.

1632 SHERWOOD, Apinne-case,pinne-pillow,orpinne-cushion.
1658 A. Fox Wiirtz' Surf. it. xv. 121 One leaning on a

Pin-cushion, a needle run into his Finger, and a piece of U



PINCUSHIONED.
broke off. 17*9 MRS. DELANY in Life <y Corr. 11861) I. 209,

I have got her pincushion to stick for her. 1865 DICKENS
Mut. Fr. n. i, A little pincushion, a little housewife, a little

book, a little workbox.

2. Local name for plants of the genus Scabiosa
;

also for the Guelder Rose and other plants : from

the appearance of the flower-heads.

1886 in BRITTEN & HOLLAND Eng. Plant-n.

3. Sea pincushion ; a large kind of starfish.

1863 G. S. BRADY in Intcll. Observ. IV. 253 Goniaster

equestris, the Sea-pincushion, as it is called by our northern

fishermen . . the large fleshy mass of the animal is covered

thickly with round bosses or tubercles of the size of a large

pin's head.

4. attrib* and Comb. t as pincushion-box, -flower

(_- sense 2), -maker.

1706 Lond. Gaz. No. 4206/4 Stolen.., a Pincushion-Box.

1758-65 GOLDSM. Ess., Adv. Strolling Player, He to sell his

puppets to the pincushion-makers in Rosemary Lane. 1856
DELAMKR Fl. Gard. (1861) 103 Scabiosa atro-purpin ea. . .

Pincushion Flower,

Hence (nonce-wds.} Fi-ncu'Shioned a. or pa.

pple.) pierced, like a pincushion with pins ;
Prn-

cu shiony a., resembling a pincushion.
1860 THACKERAY Lovel the Widower iv, Her heart was

pincushioned with his filial crimes. 1852 MRS. STOWE
Uncle Toms C. xiii, A little, short, round, pincushiony
woman stood at the door.

Find, v. Obs. exc. dial. Forms : i (se)pyn-
dan, 3punde ('), puinde, 5~6pynd(e, 5, Qt&z/.
pind. [OE. \%e]pyndan (cf. also forpyndan to

exclude, bar), f. *pund : see POUND sb*, POND.
Cf. ON. pynda to extort, torment (considered by
Vigf. to be from OE.).]
1 1. trans. To shut up, enclose ;

to dam up
(water). Obs. in gen. sense.

c897 K. ALFRED Gregory's Past. C. xxxviii. 276 Deet waiter,
o"onne hit biS jepynd, hit miclad & uppap...Ac gif sio

pynding wierd onpennad . . Sonne toflewa hit eall. [agoo
CVNEWULF Crist 97 pact is euan scyld eal for-pynded.]
a 1225 Ancr. R. 72 pe water, hwon me punt [T. puindes]
hit, & stopped. Ibid. 128 Nout ase swin tpiind ine sti uorte
uetten. a. 1400-50 Alexander 5487 Gogg and magogg be

grete he with bir gomes pyndis. 1483 Cath. Angl. 280/1
To Pynde t jttc/U(terc t

trudere.

b. spec. To put (beasts) in a pound, to impound.
1:1290 St. Eustas 214 in Horstm. Altengl. Leg. (1881) 215
Weddes nimen and orf to puinde. 1441-2 in Finchale
Priory iSurtees) 120 Ughtred .. pynded the catell. c 1450
HOLLAND Howlat 783 The pundar..Had pyndit all his

pryss horss. 1533 Presentm. Juries in Surtees Misc. (1888)

34 To pynd no mans cattell frome hensfurth.

f2. To distrain: = POIND v. Sc. Obs.

1478 Ada Audit. (1839) 59/2 J?<
he sail.. desist fra pinding

of his said landis in tyme to cum. 1480 Acta Doni.
Cone. (1839) 60/2 pe saide Johne maxwell grant is b* be
said horse was Ridden efter he was pyndit. 1587 Reg.
Privy Council Scot. IV. 162 Like as the personis foirsaidis..

pyndis thair bestiall and guidis by all ordour of law.

Hence Fi-nded ppl.a., Prnding vbl. sb. (spec.
in local use, in reference to sucking lambs : see

quot. 1641).
1:897 Pynding [see sense i]. 1596 DALRYMPLE tr. Leslies
Hist. Scot. i. 123 rnarg., Finding. 1641 BEST Farm. Bks.
(Surtees) ii Theire excremente . . berke together theire

tayles and hinder partes, and soe stoppe theire fundament ;

the sheapheardes phraise is that such lambes are pinded,
and that they must bee sette att liberty. 1804 in Trans.
Highl. Soc. Scotl. (1807) III. 350 Pinding is another disease

exclusively confined to sucking lambs.

Find, obs. pa. t and pple. of PIN v.
t
PINE v.

II Pinda, pi ndar, pinder. Also pindal.
[ad. Vg.pinaa, in Du. piendel, ad. Congo wpinda,
Mpongwe mbenda : carried by negroes to America.]
Name in the West Indies and Southern U. S. for

the ground-nut or pea-nut (Arachis hypogxd).
1707 SLOANE Jamaica K p. l.xxiii, I was assured that the

Negroes feed on Pindals or Indian Earth-nuts, a sort of pea
or bean producing its pods under ground. 1756 P. BROWNE
Jamaica 295 Pindars or Ground Nuts. 1796 STEUMAN
Surinam II. xx. 115 The pistachio or pinda nuts they also
convert into butter. 1814 ir.Proyart's Loango in Pinkerton
Voy. XVI. 551 There is nothing which the Negroes culti-
vate with more care than the Pinda. 1875 R. F. BURTON
Gorilla L. (1876) I. 158 The ground-nut or pea-nut, ..the
Pindar of the United States,.. is eaten roa-ted. attrib.

1879 Louisville [U. S.) Home <y Farm 15 Apr., My hogs
. . had . .the run of potato, pinder and pea fields.

II Pindari tpinda-rO, sb. (a.) [a. Hindustani

pinddrl, pinddni, for Marathi/tf;/<///a^f, a member
of a band of plunderers called pendhdr or pend-
hard, of disputed origin : perh. from a place-name
Pandhar : see Indian Antiquary XXIX. 140,
May 1900.]
1. One of a body of mounted marauders who

appear to have arisen in Central India in the

iyth c., and in the i8th c. were frequently employed
by contending princes as irregular cavalry to pillage
the country and massacre the subjects of their

enemies. They were crushed in 1817 by the

Marquess of Hastings, when Governor-General of
India. Also as adj.
1788 Indian Voc. IQ Bindarra, . . who receive no pay, but . .

give a certain monthly sum to the commander in chief, for

permission to maraud or plunder under the sanction of his
banners. Ibid. 104 Pindarries

t
a set of plunderers who

accompany a Maratta army. 1794 SCOTT tr. Ftriskttfs
Ho. Decca* II. 122 (Y.) The Pinderrehs took Velore. 1803

877

WELLINGTON in Gurw, Desp. (1844) I. 369 He has had

3000 pindarries in his service, to whom lie gave no pay, and
who subsisted by plundering the Rajah of Kolapoor. 1856
J. W. KAVE Sir J, Malcolm I. vi. 102 Some band of Pin-
darees. 1889 G. SMITH Stephen Hislop ii. 33 Central India
was overrun by Pindari brigands.
2. The dialect of these and their descendants.

1901 Census India, Classified List ofLang. No. 81 Pend-
hart or Kakari a jargon based on JJakhinI, which is ^ed by
Musalman Pendharas and Kakars in Dharwar (liombay).

Pindaric (pindse'rik), a. and sb. [ad. L. Pin-

dariatSy a. Gr. ntvSapitcos, f. IliVSapos, name of a

famous ancient Greek lyric poet. Cf. F. Pin-

A. adj. Of or pertaining to the poet Pindar;
written, writing, etc. in a style resembling or sup-

posed to resemble that of Pindar.

1640 Ben Jonsons Execration agst. Vulcan D ij b (title),

Ode Pindarick On the Death of Sir Hen. Morison. 1656
COWLEY (title} Pindarique Odes. 1668 DRYUEN Dram.
Poesie Kss. (Ker) I. 97 We may use the benefit of the

Pindaric way . .where the numbers vary, and the rhyme is

disposed carelessly. 1711 ADDISON Spcct. No. 58 ? 13 Those
admirable English Authors who call themselves Pindarick
Writers. 1765 BEATTIE To Churchill 34 He soars Pindaric

heights. 1869 ROGEKS Hist. Gleanings I. 19 He.. built up
Pindaric odes to the day of his death.

B. sb. An ode or other poem, or a metre or

form of verse, in imitation or supposed imitation

of Pindar, (Formerly sometimes applied to an

Alexandrine: see quot. 1697.) Chiefly in//.
1685 MRS. BEHN (title) A Pindarick on the Death of Our

Late Sovereign. 1697 DRYDEN s-Encis Ded., Kss. (Ker) II.

218 His Alexandrine line, which we call, though improperly,
the Pindaric, because Mr. Cowley lias often employed it in

his Odes. Ibid. 229, I generally, .make the last verse of
the triplet a Pindaric. 1706 CONCKKYE Disc. Pindarique
Ode Aj, The Character of these late Pindariqnes, is a
Bundle of rambling incoherent Thoughts, express'd in a like

parcel of irregular Stanza's. 1876 L. STEPHEN Eng. Th. in

i8M C. I. 131 Wollaston .. had turned the Book of Eccle-
siastes into

'

Pindarics' in order to give vent to his feelings.

So f Pinda-rical a. Obs. = PINDARIC A.
;
Pi-n-

darism [cf. F. pindarisme\ y
Pindaric style, imita-

tion or supposed imitation of Pindar; Frndarist,
an imitator of Pindar, a writer of Pindaric verses ;

Pi'ndarize v. [ad. F.//Wrt;-/.w(O.deSt. Gelais,
c 1500)] intr. (or with it], to imitate Pindar, to

write in Pindaric style; trans.
,
to make Pindaric.

1656 COWLEY Pindar. Odes, Resurrection (Note), This
Ode is truly *Pindarical, falling from one thing into another,
after his Enthusiastical manner. 1697 WATTS Horx Lyr.
n. Freedom iii, Thus my bold harp profusely play d
Pindarical. 1713 STEELE Guardian No. 141 IP 6 Sometimes
she made me foam at the mouth, .and act a sort of madness
which the Athenians call the * Pindarism. 1867 M. ARNOLD
Celtic Lit. 144 [Celtic poetry] has all through it a sort of
intoxication of style, a Pindarism, to use a word formed
on the name of the poet, on whom, above all other poets,
the power of style seems to have exercised an inspiring and
intoxicating effect 1779-81 JOHNSON L. P., Pope Wks. IV.

117 Perhaps the like return might properly be made to a
modern *Pindarist. 1607 R QAREW] tr. Estienne^s IVorld

of Wonders 43 To vse the phrase of our descanting and
*Pindarizing Poets. 1694 MOTTEUX Rabelais\. xviii. (1737)
81 Water's good, saith a Poet, let 'em Pindarise upon it.

Pinde, obs. pa. t. and pple. of PINE v.

Pinder (prndaj). Forms : 5 pyndere, -are,

5-6 pynder, (7-8 pindar), 7- pinder. [f. PlND v .

+ -ER 1
.] An officer of a manor, having the duty

of impounding stray beasts. (See also PINNER 2
.)

14.. Now. in Wr.-Wiilcker 688/25 Inclusor, a pynder.
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 400/1 Pyndare of beestys (Pynson
pynnar), inclusor. 1513 FITZHERB. Husb. 148 Than
cometh the pynder & taketh hym & putteth hym in the

pynfolde. i63Z (title) The Pinder of Wakefield : Being the

merry History of George a Greene the lusty Pinder of
the North. 1769 De Foe's Tour Gt. Brit. III. 63 [At
Nottingham] they

have, .two more [officers] called Pinders,
one for the Fields, and the other for the Meadows. 1821

CLARE Vill. Minstr. I. 88 While pinders, that such chances

look, Drive his rambling cows to pound. 1890 Herts Mer-
cury 4 Jan., To continue the directions to the pinder not to
allow any cattle beyond those belonging to the inhabitants
of the old prescriptive borough to be depastured in Hartham.

Pinder : see PINDA.

f Pi-ndfool. Obs. Sarcastic perversion of PIN-

FOLD, with play on/oo/.
1550 HOOPER Serm. on Jonas v. 132 Then beganne the

pyndfooles and cloisters to be made in the churches.

Pi*ndling, a. dial, and U.S. [? for pinglittgt

or piddling.] a. dial. Fretful, out of humour.
b. U. S. Sickly, puny, delicate.

1861 MRS. STOWK Pearl Orr's Isi. iv. 25 I'm a*thinkin'..

whether or no cows' milk an't goin' to be too hearty for it,

it's such a pindling little thing. 1890 MARY K. WILKINS
Humble Rom.

t
Brakes White Vflets (1891) 169 Leviny's

lookin' kinder pindlin', ain't she ? 1895 CasselCs Fant. Mag.
Apr. 333/2, 1 niver seed sech peevish, pindlin, fractious ways.

Pin-drill, Pin-drop : see PIN j<M 18.

Pi'n-dust. Dust formed of filings of brass or

other metal produced in the manufacture of pins.
i55x HULOET, Pynne dust, peripsema^ psegma. 1593 G.

HARVEY Pierce's Super. Wks. (Grosart) II. 239 Him that
can bray the Asse-drumme in a morter j and stampe his

lewes-trumpe to Pindust. 1694 CAPT. SMITH Virginia 58
A claie sand so mingled with yeallow spangles as it had
beene halfe pindust. 1668 H. MORE Dir. Dial. in. xxxiii.

(1713) 268
t

Those little fix'd Stars that shew but as scattered
Pin-dust in a frosty night. 1817 HOR. SMITH Tor Hill
(1838) II. 283 Pindust, and fine gift paper.

PINE.

Pine (psin), sbl Obs. or arch. Forms; 2-

pine ;
also 3-5 pyn, 3-6 pyne, 4 pin. [Early

ME. pifie:OE. "pin, a. L. pcena punishment,
pain [see Pogatscher 130-134). Cf. OS. pittat

[MD./flw, Du. pijne, //>'), OMG. pina (MHG.
pine t pin, Ger. peitt] t ON. pina (S\v. pina. Da.

pine) ; also Olr. pian (Ir. Gael, plan] : all from
Latin. App. introduced into Teut. and Celtic with

Christianity, and in Eng. applied first to the pains
of hell. It is notable that the sb. has not yet been
found in OE., where the derived vb. pinian was
common from an early period.]
tl. Punishment; suffering inflicted as punish-

ment, torment, torture
; spec, the penal sufferings

of hell or of purgatory; = PAIN j<M i, 2 b. Obs.
i n60 IIatton Gosp. Matt. xxv. 46 And ^anne fare5 hyo

on tee pine [Ags. Gosj>. susle, Lindisf. tintergoj. c 1175
Lamb. Honi. 43 Heo bi5 wuniende inne >isse pine, c 1200
Vices fy Virtues 7 >e pine of helle. a 1300 Cursor J/. 497
|>ar pin \v. rr. pyne, pine] ^>ai bere opon bam ai. 1362 LANGL.
/'. PI, A. v. 29 To take twey >iaues, And lette hom 1-eiice

from wyuene pyne [i.e. the cucking-stoul]. c 1375 Lay
Folks Mass Bk. iMS. U.) 472 Alle in purgatory pyne. c 1384
CHAUCER Ho. Fanteiu. 422 Of Pro>erpyne That queue ys
of the derk pyne. c 1425 WYNTOI:N Cwn. \\. xii. 132
Dire Tyrandis tuk bis haly man, And held him lan.j; i:i-til

herd pyne. 1596 DALKYMI-LE tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot, vn. 54
To btirc vp..i)l men to flie vice ihrouch the pines that thay
see III men pinet with. 1600 FAIKI-AX Tasso xvi. Ivii. 4
The victor.. pardons her, that merits dt-ath and pine.

1 2. Suftering, allliction, distress, trouble, a.

Physical suffering; = PAIN sb. 1
3. (In ME. often

applied to the passion of Christ.) Obs.

1154 O. E. Chron. an. 1137, I ne can. .lellen. .alle be pines
3a:t hi diden wrecce men on }<is land. 171225 St. Mtirher.
i Efter ure lauerdes pine ant his passiun ant his dcd on rode.
( 1275 Orison ofour Lord 20 in O. E. Misc. 139 Cryst. .bat

for vs boltdest so swibe muchel pyn. 1303 R. BKUNNK
Haudl. Synnc 723 pe pyne, he suflfied for by gode. 1480
Kobt. Devyll 820 in Hazl. E. P. P. I. 251 God wotte hys
belly [had] grtate pyne. c 1600 MOSTGOMF.RIE Cherfie <f

Slae 1350 lie mediciner to the man, And schaw sic cunning
as ?e can, To put him out of pyne.

b. Mental suffering ; grief, sorrow, trouble or

distress of mind; anguish; = PAIN sb.^ 4. (In

quot. a 1600, Grievous or intense longing for
something: cf. PINE z: 6.) Obs. or arch.
c 1205 LAY. 2515 Ofte heo hasfde seorwe & pine. 13..

E. E. Altit. P. A. 330 My precios perle dotz me gret

pyne. 1461 Paston. Lett. II. 13 And it lyke you to take
the wpichip uppon you. .to the pyne and dyscomfort of all

your ilte wyllers. 1568 T. HOWELL Arb. Anritic- (1879) 57

My pleasure, pine, and pain, a 1600 MONTCOMERIB Misc,
P. xxxvii. 6 Sen nane bot I lies for thy persone pyne. 1600
FAIRFAX Tasso xix. civ, That high crie. -Pierst through her
hart with sorrow, gtiefe, and pine. 1721 RAMSAY Ricky <V

Sandy 30 [He] sung on aeten reed the lover's pine. 1868
ISA CKAIG-KNOX Ballad of Brides of Quair ix, More than
one hath lived in pine, And more than one hath died of care.

f3. Trouble taken or undergone in accomplishing
anything ; labour, toil, exertion, effort, pains ;

difficulty : = PAIN j/;.l 5, 6. Obs.
a 1300 Cursor M. 1136 Wit pine it sal be ;eild bi fode.

c 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. Wace (Rolls) 1994 pey ascaped
wip niykel pyn. a 1400-50 Alexander 1206 pus jede bai

furthe..And slike a prai bam apreued as pyne were to

reken. 1533 BELLENDKN Liz-y iv. xi. (S. T. S.) II. 84, I will

tak pyne.. to do sic thingis for defence of public liberte.

1674 RAY N. C. Words 37 It's Pine to tell ; it is difficult to

tell.

1 4. Suffering caused by hunger or want of food ;

the condition of pining for food ; famine ; want ;

starvation. ^Cf. PINE v. 4, 5.) Also^. Obs.

1567 DRANT Horace, Epist. xviii. F iv, Greedie thirst and

knawinge pyne of siluer, and of goulde. 1596 SPENSER
F. Q. v. v. 22 Forst, through penurie and pyne, . . For nought
was given them to sup or dyne. 1725 POPE Odyss. xv. 367
On all their weary ways wait care and pain, And pine and

penury.
b. A disease of sheep: = PINING vbl.sb. 2 b.

1804 in Trans. Highl. Soc. Scot. (1807) IIL 405 In the

pine,, .the condition of the animal is too high, its blood too

thick, and its pasture too arid.

5. Complaint, repining, rare'- 1
.

1804 Something Odd III. 179 To give way to unavailing

pines.

6. Comb. t
as ^pine-stall (pynstal), place of

punishment. See also PINEBANK.
6*1420 Lay Folks Mass Bk. t York Hours 43 pau.gerte
hym bere on his bak be cros to be pynstal.

Pine (pain), sb? Forms: i pin, 4- pine;
also 4 pigne, 4-5 pyne, 5 (7 Sc.) pyn. [OE.
J>in y ad. L. pinus a pine-tree, in ME. a. F. pint
L. pin-us. Gower's form pigtie^ is not easy to

explain : F. pigne = It. pigna, L.ptnea is cited only
of 1528 in Godef.]
1. A tree of the genus Pinust or of various allied

coniferous genera; comprising trees, mostly of

large size, with evergreen needle-shaped leaves, of

which many species afford valuable timber, tar,

and turpentine, and some have edible seeds.

c IOOO^ELFRIC Horn. (Th.) II. 508 Sehaija. .woldeaheawan
aenne heahne pin-beam, a 1300 Cursor Af. 1377 pai sal be

cedre, ciprese, and pine. Ibid. 1384 pe pine [v. r. pyne].

ci^oLeg: /uw/(i87i)7oj>esecund [wand] sal beofcypres,
And be thrid of pine sal be. 1390 GOWER Con/. II. 161

Enclosed with the tres of Pigne [rime Nonarcigne]. 1483

CAXTON Gold. Leg. 357 b/r Ther was a tree of a pyn which



PINE.

was dedyed to the deuylle. 1593 SHAKS. Rick. II, in. ii.
'

42 He [the sun] fires the prowd tops of the Easterne Pines.

1667 MILTON P. L. i. 292 His Spear, to equal which the

tallest Pine, Hewn on Norwegian hills, . . were but a wand.

1794 MRS. RADCLIFFE Myst. Udolpho iv, Mountains covered

nearly to their summits with forests of gloomy pine. 1860

RUSKIN Mod. Paint. V. vi. ix. 4 Let the pine find only
a ledge of vertical precipice to cling to, it will nevertheless

grow straight.

b. The wood of these trees: = PINE-WOOD i.

CI400 Lan/ranc's Cirurg. 118 (Add. MS.) 5> f l>
e ned t>e

smyten with a lyjt dreyje staff, as of salwe o[jere ellys pyne
\AsJnn. MS. pinee]. 1847 EMERSON Poems, House, Rafters

of immortal pine. 1870 F. R. WILSON C/i. Lindisf. 79 The
stalls are oaken, the sittings generally being of pine.

2. With qualifying words, applied to various

species of Pinus or other coniferous genera (or to

their wood) : as

Aleppo Pine, Pinus llalepcnsis; Amboyna Pine -

Dammar-pine ; Austrian Pine, Pinus austriaca ; Baltic

Pine a variety of the timber of Pinus yyhustru ; Bhotan
Pine, Pinus excelsa (Trcas. But. 1866); Bishop's Pine,
P. muricata; Black Pine, Pinus austriaca; also /'.

Lon^-Uaved Pine; Bull-pine, I'inus Je,ffreyi, P. Sabi-

nia'na, P. mitis, and P. pondcrosa, all of N. America;
Candlewood Pine, the Mexican pitch-pine or torch-pine,

Pinus Zeocole ; Cedar-pine, Pinus gla'-ra, of Southern

U. S.; Celery Pine (also Celery-leaved P., Ctlery-top(ptd)

P.), the genus Phyllocladus, of Australia, New Zealand,

etc. (Miller Plant-names'; Cembra Pine, the Italian

Stone-pine; Chilian Pine, Araucaria imbricata; Clus-

En%.} ; Dammar-pine, Dammara orientaus ot tne Mo-

luccas, which yields the resin called DAMMAR (Henfrey
Elem. Bat. (1857) 600); Digger-pine isee DIGGER 6);

Dwarf Pine, Finns Mwgnus of S. Europe, and /'. Pu-

inilio of Austria, etc.; Dye pine --King-fine; Foxtail-

pine, Finns Balfouriana and P. serotina; Frankin-

cense-pine (see FRAXKINCENSK 3); Giant Pine Sugar-

pine ; Ginger-pine, the Port Orford White Cedar, a species

of cypress, Chamxcyparis LawsoiUana ; Golden Pine,
Pittas Kzmpfcri (Miller Plant-names 1884) ; Grey Pine,
Plans Batiksinna, of the northern parts of N. America ;

'

r-lamed Pint', Heavy Pine (see HEAVYHard Pine = Laiig-leavcd Pine ; Heavy Pine (see H EAVY

a. 30) ; Hickory Pine (see HICKORY 4b); Highland Pine,
a variety of the Scotch pine with horizontal branches;

Himalayan Pine (see HIMALAYAN i) ; Hoop-pine (see

HOOP rf.' 13 b) ; Hudson's Bay Pine = Grey fine; Huon
Pine (see HUON PINE) ; Jersey Pine, Pinus inept, a small

species of the eastern U.S.; Kauri Pine (see KAURI b);

King-pine (see KINGS*, uc); Knee-pine (see KNEES*.

13) ; Labrador Pine = Grey Pine; Lace-bark Pine,
Pinus Bungeana of China, which sheds its outer bark every

year (Nicholson Diet. Card. 1887); Larch Pine, Pinus

Prince's Pine (see PRINCE) ; Red Pine, (a) P. resinosa of

N. America J (6) (of Australia) Frmcla Endlichcri ; (c) (of

New Zealand) Dacrydiuin cttprcssinum ; also the timber =

Riga pine; (see RED a. 17 d); Ridge-pole Pine (U. S.),

Films Murrayana; Riga Pine, a variety of the timber of

of New Zealand ; Maritime Pine - Sea-pine ; Meadow-
pine P. cubensis of the southern U. S. i Mountain Pine,

(at Finns monticola of the western U.S.; \b)
= Dwarf

Pine ; Norfolk Island Pine, A raucaria ixalta ; Nor-

way Pine, () the Spruce Fir, Abies (Picea) excelsa; (b)

(in U. S.) the N. American Red Pine, Pitats resinosa ; (c) a

variety of the timber of Pinus sylvestris ; Nut-pine (see

878

Pine has three leaves coming out of the same sheath. 1890
'

Boston (Mass.) Jrnl. 3 Nov. (Advt.\ A valuable tract of

"hard-pine timber-land. 1848 "Jersey Pine [see Scrub

Pine]. 1847 ANSTED Anc. World v. 89 Resembling the

Altingia, or "Norfolk Island pine, a 1817 T. DWIGHT Trav.

New Eng. etc. (1821) II. 158 Here, for the first time, we
saw the "Norway pine. 1866 [see Baltic Fine]. 1861

MRS. MEREDITH Over the Straits i. 16 Groups of our

beautiful *Oyster Bay Pine. 1785 MARTYN Rousseau's

Bot. xxviii. (1794) 443 The most known [pine] amongus
is the "Scotch Pine, or, as it is vulgarly called, Scotch Fir:

|

this has two leaves in a sheath. 1848 GRAY Bat, U. S. 439 i

Jersey or *Scrub Pine.. Barrens and sterile hills, New
Jersey and southward. 1866 Treas. Bot. 891 Scrub Pine,

j

Pinus Banksiana. 1884 MILLER Plant-n., Pinus Bank- I

siana, Gray, or Northern, Scrub-Pine-tree... inops, New
Jersey Scrub Pine. 1865 Daily Tel. 26 Oct. 4/4 He drained i

the soil, ..and planted bent and the *sea-pine over sixteen
|

hundred acres of windy sand. 1881 STEVENSON Virg.

rncrisque, Ordered South, The troubled, busy-looking

groups of sea-pines. 1887 Nicholsons Diet. Card. s.v.

PfrttU, F. Lamoertiana. "Sugar Pine.. .California, etc. 1827.

This, one of the tallest of all Pines, has an enormous girth.

1837 HENFREY Elem. Bot. 600 P\inus] palustris, the

*Swamp-pine of Virginia. 1866 Treas. Bot. 537 Gllypto-

stratus] hcterophylhis, a small tree eight to ten feet high, is

the Chinese "Water Pine, planted along the margins of rice-

fields near Canton. 1755 H. WALPOLE Let. to Montagu
8 Nov., Adozen of the New England, or Lord "Weymouth's
pine. 1785 MARTYN Rousseau's Bot. xxviii. (1794) 445 Wey-
mouth Pine. ..In North America it is called "White Pine,

and is excellent for masts. 1855 R. TAYLOR Te Ika a l\Iaui

439 (Podocarpus excelstis.) This tree is generally called

the white pine, from the color of its wood-. 1888 Cassell's

Picturesque Australasia III. 210 (Morris). 1893 Scrib-

tier's Mag. June 697/1 The white-pine supply of this

country stands in the States of Michigan, Wisconsin, and
Minnesota 1898 'iAauws Austral Eng. s.v., White P[ine]

(In Australia) Frenela robusta, . . Podocarptts elata. (In

New Zealand) P. dacryoides. 1901 J. Black's Carp. <y

/iuild.. Home Handier, ix. 78 The material for a drawing-
board that is. .most satisfactory in use, is white pine.

1811

A. T. THOMSON Land. Disp. (1818) 298 The "Wild Pine, or

Scotch Fir. 1822 J. FLINT Lett. Amer. 220 White and

"yellow pines, similar to those of Canada, are brought from

Allegany river.

b. Also applied to plants of other orders, re-

sembling the true pines in foliage or some other

respect : e. g. certain species of Lycopodium or

Club-moss (Festoon Pine, L. rupestre ;
Moon-

fruit Pine, L. lucidulum ; Running Pine, L. clava-

tuni) see also GKOUND-PINE, PRINCE'S pine, SCKEW-

PINE, and senses 5, 5 b.

1760 I. LEB Introd. Bot. App. 323 Stinking Ground Pine,

Campnorcsma.
3. transf. Something made of pine-wood : e. g.

a torch, a ship, a mast. Chiefly faet.

1586 A. DAY nf. Secretary n. (1625) 78 Synecdoche . .as

to say, the lofty Pine did scowre the Seas ; for the Shippe
made of the Fine tree. 1640 GLAPTHORNE Lotties Prtmudgt
iv. Plays 1874 II. 148 Hymen light thy Pine. (11704 T.

BROWN On Dk. Orinond's Recov. Wks. 1730 I. 50 E'er. .

floating pines were steered by daring man. 1763-9 FALCONER

Sltipvir. n. 917 Fast by the fated pine bold Rodmond stands.

f 4. //. The edible seeds of the stone-pine (Pinus

Pinea) or other species. Obs. [app.from L.jiuea.]

1335-6 Durham Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 527, j li. et di. de

pynes. 1340 ll'id. 37 Maces, pynes, et galanga. cnytltuo
Cookery-Mis. 15 Mynced Datys, Pynys and Roysonys of

Corauns. c 1450 Ibid. 95 Resons of corance, Pynes, Clowes,

Maces. 1583 Rates of Customs D vij, Pine the pound, vja.

5. = PINE-APPLE 2 : cf. PINA I.

1661 EVELYN Diary 9 Aug., The famous Queen Pine

brought from Barbados..; the first that were ever seen in

England were those sent to Cromwell foure years since.

a 1683 Hist. Relig. (rSso) I. 29 The royal pine a com-

pendium of all that is delicious to the taste and smell. 1764

Museum Rust. in. xxxi. 142 It will produce about one

hundred and fifty pines a year. 1833 Penny Cycl. I. 400/1

In the island of Penang . . there is a sort [of pine-apple] all

the flowers of which always change into branches, each of

(c) the Silver FIR, Abies (Picea) pectinata; (d) (in New
Zealand) Dacrydium colensoi (Morris Austral Eng.);
Spruce pine (see SPRUCF. so.); Star-pine= Clnster-pinc ;

Stone-pine (see STONE-PINE); Sugar-pine, Pinus Lam-
bertiana of California, which yields a sweet resin used for

sugar; Swamp-pine, (a) =Frankincense-pine ; (l>)
= Long-

leaved Pine ; Torch-pine = Candlcwood-pine ; Umbrella-

pine = PARASOL-./^ ; Virginian Pine= Long-leaved Pine ;

Water-pine, Glyptostrobns hcterophyllus (Taxodium
heterophyllum) of China; Wax-pine, the genus Dam-
mara; Weymouth Pine, the common American white

pine, Pinus Strobns, largely planted by Lord Weymouth
when introduced into England; White Pine, various

species with light-coloured wood, esp. the Norway pine or

Spruce, Pinus Strobusol N. America.and species ofFrencla.

and Podocarpus of Australia, etc. ; Wild Pine = Scotch

Pine (see also 5 b) ; Yellow Pine, various species with

yellow or yellowish wood, as the Long-leaved Pine, the

Short-leaved Pine, the Heazy Pine, etc.

1866 Treas. Bot. ^S>iD(ammara\orientalis, the Amboyna
Pine, is a tree of the Moluccas, 100 feet high. Ibid. 891

Baltic, Riga, Norway, Red, or Memel Pine is the timber

of Pinus sylvestris as grown in the north of Europe.

1843 MARRYAT M. Violet xliv, The pine, both 'black and

white.: 1866 Treas. Bot. 890 Black Pine, Pinus austriaca.

of New Zealand, Podocarpus ferrugincns. 1827 in

Bischoff Van Diemen's Land (1832) 180 The Green Forest. .

comprises myrtle, sassafras, 'celery-top pine. 1866 Treas.

Bot. 88: P(hy/locladns] rhomboidalis, the Celery-topped

Pine is in cultivation as an ornamental tree. 1783 MARTYN

Rousseau's Bot. xxviii. (1794) 444 The "Cembra Pine has

five leaves in a sheath. 1857 HENFKEY Eleni. Bot. 600

Araucaria includes the enormous "Chilian Pine, A. imln

cata Ibid., P[inns] Pinaster, the "Cluster-pine. 1783

MARTYN Rousseau's Bot. xxviii. (1794) 444 "Frankincense

SON Coward Conscience n. xv, Two of the choicest pines

had been cut for dessert.

b. Wild Pine : name in the \\ est Indies, etc.

for species of Tillandsia (allied to Ananassa),

epiphytes growing upon trees.

1707 SLOANE "Jamaica I. 189 The Wild Pine is
a^plant

so

PINE.

ies pinicorticis, which secretes a coating of white

filaments; also the insect itself ; pine-bluff, a bluff

or precipitous cliff crowned with pine-trees ; pine-
bud moth, the Tortricine, Orthot&nia turionana

;

pine-bullfinch = pine-grosbeak ; pine carpet, a

species of carpet-moth, as Thera firinata, whose
larva feeds on pine-trees; pine-chafer, a N.
American beetle, Anomala pinicola, which feeds

on pine-leaves ; pine-cloth = PINE-APPLE doth

pine-cone, the cone or fruit of the pine-tree;
1 pine-drops, the N. American plant Pterospora
andromedea (N.O. Monolropacese), parasitic on the

: roots of pine-trees (cf. beech-drops) ; pine-finch,

i (a)
= pine-grosbeak ; (6)

= pine-siskin ; f pine-

glandule = PINEAL gland; pine goldfinch =

pine-siskin ; pine grosbeak, a large finch, /'-
cola enudeator, inhabiting pine-woods in Europe
and North America

; pine grouse = dusky grouse

(see GROUSE sb. i) ; pine gum, a resin resembling

sandarach, obtained from Australian trees of the

genus Callilris or Frenela; pine hawk-moth,
a species of hawk-moth, Sphinx finastri, whose

larva feeds on the pine-tree; pine-house =
PINEBY i

; pine-kernel, (a) the seed of any pine-

tree, esp. when edible ; t (b) the pineal gland ;

pine knot (U. S.}, a knot (KNOT sb.1 14) of pine-

wood, used as fuel; pine-land, land on which

pine-trees grow or are grown ; pine-linnet =*pine-
siskin ; pine-lizard, the common brown lizard of

N. America, Sceloporus undidatus ; pine-marten

(see MARTEN 2) ; pine-mast, pine-cones collec-

tively (see MAST sb?) ; pine-mouse, a N. Ameri-

can meadow-mouse, Arvicola (Pilymys)pitieloritm,

usually inhabiting pine-barrens ; pine-needle, the

needle-shaped leaf of the pine (hence pine-needle

wool pine-wool) ; pine-oil, name for various

oils obtained from the leaves, twigs, wood, or resin

of pine-trees ; f pine-ploughed a., ploughed by
i 'pines', i.e. ships (cf. 3) ; pine-sap, a reddish

, fleshy plant, Monotropa Hypopitys (Hypopitys
\ multiflord), formerly supposed to be parasitic on

I the roots of pine-trees ; also, the allied Schwei-
' nitzia odorata (Sweet Pine-sap) ; pine-sawfly, any
! sawfly whose larvae feed on pine-trees, esp. Lo-

phyrus pini; pine-siskin, a small T\. American

siskin or finch, Chrysomitris (Carduelis, or Spinus)

pinus, found in pine-woods ; pine-snake, a large

harmless snake of the N. American genus Pityo-

phis, found in pine-woods ; pine-stove = PINERY

i ; pine-strawberry (see STBAWBERRY) ; pine-

thistle, a species of thistle, Atraclylis (Carlina)

gummifera, the root of which contains a gummy
substance; pine-torch, a torch made of pine-

wood ; pine-warbler, a small N. American

warbler, Dendrceca pinus, inhabiting pine-woods ;

pine-weed, a small N. American plant, Hypericum
Sarothra or nudicaule, with wiry branches and

small scale-like leaves; also called orange-grass

(Treas. Bot. 1866); pine-weevil, any weevil

which infests pine-trees, as Hylobius abietis and

species of Pissodes (Nicholson's Did. Card. 1887) ;

pine-wool, a wool-like material made from the

spun fibres of pine-leaves, used in some countries

for garments (Miss Pratt Flower. PI. (1861) 166) ;

pine-worm, the larva of the pine-saw/ly. See

|

also PINE-APPLE, PINE-BARREN, etc.

1887Nicholsons Diet. Card. ,
*Pine Bark Beetles, numerous

species of small beetles, .live below the bark of Fir-trees and

other Conifers, c 1614 SIR W. MURE Dido t, Mneas 11. 47S

Aeed Atlas, whose *pyn-bearing browes..Nor haile..nor

wind, .eschewes. 1887 Nicholson's Diet. Card. s. v. Pinus,

The "Pine Beauty, Tracheapiniperda. 1892 Garden 27 Aug.

200 The Scotch Fir shoots..have been tunnelled by the

Pine beetle. 1766 J. BARTRAM Jrnl. 18 Jan. in W. Stork

called the Wild-pine grows upon the branches of the trees.

C. A liqueur made from the pine-apple fruit.

1818 Sporting Mag. II. 285 Three glasses of pine and one

of Curacoa,

6. A figure of a pine-apple or a pine-cone.

1790 W. WRIGHTE Grotesque Archil. 13 On the top is a

pine, which should be double gilt.

7. attrib. and Comb., as pine bark, board, oougn,

fire, forest, grove, plain, plantation, splint, stem,

stump, thicket, timber, tract, etc.; (sense 5)

pine-frame, -pit, -plant; pine-bearing, -bordered,

-built, -capt, -dad, -covered, -creeping, -crested,

-crowned, -dotted, -encircled, -fringed, -shaded, etc.

adjs. ; pine-beauty, a moth, Trachea piniperda,

whose larva feeds on pine-trees ; pine-beetle (also

pine-bark beetle), any one of various small beetles

destructive to the bark or wood of pines ; pine

bird's-nest = pine-sap; pine-blight, a blight or

disease of pine-bark caused by an aphis, as Cher-

jilru:, uiu a^innn'ift. ^ -
, . , JLMI f.

801) 202 Vast plains and "pine-bordered sandhills. 1057

HORNLEY tr. Longns Daphnis H Chloe 29 She crowned

IT head with 'pine-boughes. 1819 SHELLEY Proineth

'no iv. 48 The pine boughs are singing Old songs with

THO

Unt,

the bcotcn rir,oiiver rir,anu vanuus ^p^uitj u. * n.~. --

SCOTT Mann. vi. Introd. 10 His low and *pine-built hall.

: a 1811 R. CUMBERLAND in T. Mitchell Aristoph. (1822

42 O'er the mountain's "pine-capt brow. 1786 R. P. JoDR"
Pers. Heroine n. ix. 23 His "pme-clad head Old Athos

bow'd. 1860 TVNDALL Glac. i. xn. 90 At the other side

was the pine-clad slope. 1695 WOODWARD Aat. Hist.

Earth n. (1723) 81 Nuts, "Pine-Cones, and the like. 1866
1 W. M. ROSSETTI in Pol. Rel. t, L P?""*.* xl

'
A gilt

bronze pine-cone, hollowed, and ii feet in height, used once

to be at the summit of the Sepulchre or Mole of Hadrian
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Tivoli. 1866 Treas. Bat.,
*
Pine-drops, an American name

for Pterospora. 1894 R. B. SHAKPE Handbk. Birds Gt.

Brit. I. 61 The "Pine-finch, Pinicola enucleator. 1860

TYKOALL Glac. i. xii. 86 After dinner we gathered round
" " '

t Wf

garlands. 1613 CKOOKE Body of Man 468 The backeside

of the "Pine-glandule. 1773 FORSTER \\\Phil. Trans. LXII.

402 *Pine Grosbeak. 188^ Harper's Mag; Mar. 619/1 One
of our most beautiful and interesting winter visitants is the

pine grosbeak. 1859 W. S. COLEMAN Woodlands (1862) 36
It will change first into a brown chrysalis, then into'a large
and pretty moth the *Pine-hawk Moth. 1887 Nicholson^
Diet. Card. s, v. Pine-apple, Provision should be made, in

"Pine-houses or pits, for applying a thin shading for a few

hours on bright summer days. 1598 Epulario H iv b, Some
dry Figges. and two ounces of * Pine kernels. 1653 H. MORE
Antid. Ath. \. xi. (1712) 33 That particular piece of the

Brain they call the Conarion or Pine-kernel. 1711 tr.

Pomefs Hist. Drugs I. 144 The Indian Pine Kernels are

little Almonds of a yellowish white Colour. 1791 W.
BARTRAM Carolina 387 To collect a great quantity of wood
and *Pine knots to feed our fires. 1765 J. BARTRAM Jrttl.

26 Dec. in \V. Stork Ace. E. Florida (1766) 8 We encamped
on a bluff in the *pine-land. 1883 Riverside Nat. Hist.

(1888) III. 421 S{ccloporus\ widulatus .. prefers the more

sandy localities covered with pine, and is often called the

'"pine lizard'. 1893 Outing (U.S.) XXVI, 34/2 A pine
lizard ran up the trunk of a cedar tree. 1772 FORSTER in

Phil. Trans. LXII. 372 *Pine Marten. 1884 JRFFERIES
Red Deer \x. 169 A reddish-brown marten-cat, or pine-
marten. 1866 in HigginsoiCs HarvardMem. Biog., Whittc-

/0rrI.4ioThedry leaves and*pine-needlesate as luxurious
to He on. 1866 WATTS Diet. Client. IV. 649

*Pine-oil or

Fir-oil,, .names, .applied to certain oils resembling oil of

turpentine, obtained in various ways from pine and fir-trees.

1810 Splendid Follies I. 39 Scrambling over the *pine-pit,
he sheered off. 1837 Civ. Eng. tf^Arch. Jrnl. I. 24/2 The
iron-roofed vinery.. with a pine pit in the middle, a 1817
T. DWIGHT Trav, New Eng,, etc. (1821) II. 158 The lands, .

are either *pme-plains, or intervals. 1766 Compl. Farmer
s. v. Pine-apple, Generally. .*pine plants. .brought from the
West-Indies, have a white insect adhering to them. 1773
G. WHITE Selborne xlii. 108 The *pine-plantations of that
nobleman are very grand. 1598 SYLVESTER Du Bartas H.

ii. in. Colonies 186 The *Pine-pIough'd Sea. 1890
' R.

BOLDREWOOD '

Col. Reformer (1891) 185 Theunbarked *pine-

posts of the rude verandah. 1837 GRAY First Lessons Bot.

(1866) 35 Other parasitic plants, like the Beech-drops and
*Pine-sap, fasten their roots under ground upon the roots of

neighboring plants. 1887 Nicholson's Diet. Gardening s.v.,

Lopkyrus Pini is the one generally denoted by the name of
*Pine Sawfly. 1885 LADY BRASSEY The Trades 344 The
*pine-shipping season is.. a period of great activity in the
Bahamas. 1880 Libr. Univ. Knowl. (N. Y.) XL 720 *Pine

snake, Pituophismelanoleucus. 1895 Outing (\J. S.)XXVI.

(N. Y.) Oct. 328 This *pine-stump land.. is proving to be
the best potato land in the world. 1867 H. LATHAM Black
y White 38 They always had to ride off at night six or
seven miles, up into the *pine-thickets, to sleep. 1842 P. J.
SELBY Brit. Forest Trees 410 The durability of *Pine
timber . . is considered to be scarcely inferior to that ofthe oak.

1857 MAYNE Exp. Lex., *Pine-thistle. 1832 G. DOWNES
Lett. Cont. Countries I. 99 The Valley of Grindelwald,
interspersed with verdant lawns and sable *pine-tracts.

1884 Health Exhib. Catal. 42/2 *Pine Wool AntUrheumatic
Underclothing.

Fine (p3in),z>. Forms: i~2pinian, 3-7 pyne,
3- pine. [OE.//Wa,f.//, PINB jtf. 1 : cf. MDu.,
MLG. pinen, Du. pijnen, OHG. pindn (MHG.
ptnen y Get. peinen\ ON. pina to torment, punish
(S\v. pina, Da. pine to torment) ; cf. also Olr.,

Ir., Gael, pian to torment, f. pian sb. Cf. later

Eng. peine-n, PAIN, from OF.]
f 1. trans. To afflict with pain or suffering ;

to

cause to suffer
; to torment, trouble, distress. Also

absol. Obs. (Cf. PAIN v. 2.)

893 K. ALFRED Oros. it. iii. 4 Da pineden hie hiene mid
Saem 3aet hie his hand forbserndon. ^950 Lindisf. Gosp.
Matt. viii. 29 Da cuome hider aer tid to pinenne \Ags. G.

breajenne] usih. 1134 O. E. Chron. an. 1137 [Hi] pineden
him alle be ilce pining 3at ure Drihten was pined, c 1175
Lamb. /fom. 17 He was ipinet ermiliche to de3e. (11225
Attcr. R. 404 Neuerer nu nesich ful pined. 171340 HAM POLE
Psalter iv. 5 Doand penaunce & pynand }ow for }owre
synnes. 1494 FABYAN Chron. i. cxxii. 99 He was taken in

suspeccion, and so turmentyd and pyned yl he confessyd.
1569 T, USDERDOWX Ovid agst. Ibis K. vj b, Aristophanes
was by publike authoritie pyned to death. 1635 QUARLES
Embl. v. i. iii. 246 O tell him. .how my soule is pin'd. 1724
RAMSAY 7V-/. Misc., Scots Cantata, Hence frae my breast,
contentious care, Ye've tint the power to pine. [1876 FREE-
MAN Norm. Cong. V. xxiii. 285 Truly might the Chronicler

say. .that never were martyrs so pined as they were.]

1 2. intr. To suffer, to undergo pain. Qbs. rare.

(In later use merged in 5.)
1175 Lamb. Horn. 35 Ic walde fein pinian and sitten on

forste and on snawe. c 1386 CHAUCER Pars. T. F 773 (Hnrl.
MS.) To synne and to pyne of be deb bat is parduraole.

1 3. trans. To put to labour ; reft, to take pains,
exert oneself, labour, toil (= PAIN v. 4). Ohs.

13.. A". A Us, 5914 Mychel he hym pyned er al bis londe
He haueb ywonne. crjSo WYCLIF Serin. Sel. Wks. I.

150 A bole bat shal be kild..is not pyned ne travelled wjb
oper beestis. c 1400 tr. Secreta Secret.^ Gov. Lordsh. xcvii.

loo His fadyr and his modir pyned hem to lere hym som
craft. (71400 Destr. Troy 11558 All grauntid the gome to
be gay qwene, For to proker hir pes, & pyne hym berfore.

4. To exhaust or consume (a person, animal,

etc.) by suffering of body or mind, esp. by want of
food or by wasting disease ; to cause to languish ;

to wear out, waste away, reduce to leanness, ema-

! ciate ; to deprive or stint of food, to starve. Also

|

with away, to death, etc. Now rare exc. dial.

1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 9230 pis bissop was nev to grounde
, ibro^t Mid honger..He wep& cride on is men pat hii ssolde
; on him rewe pat he nere to debe ipined. c 1380 WYCLIF

Serin. Sel. Wks. II. 155 pel pynen hem bi J>e worste hungir.
1549 CHEKE Hurt Sedit. (1641) 23 Seeing yee so unpitti-

fully vex men, . . pine them with famine. 1563 LD. J.
GRAY in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. n. II. 279 The thought
and care she takethe. .pines her awaye. 1596 BARKOUGH
Met/i. PJiysick (ed. 3) 372 Phisitions keepe their patients
in darkenes, pining them euen vnto bones. 1606 HOLLAND
Siteton. in When as shee was fully determined to pine her

i selfe to death : hee caused her mouth perforce to bee opened,
and meate to be crammed into her throate. 1:1646 in

G/over's Hist. Derby \. (1829) App. 67 [Wingfield Manor]
I was a place that could not be otherwise taken, without they
|

were pined out. 1731-3 MILLER Card. Diet. (ed. 2) s. v.

i Crocus, The Bulb seem'd. .to be pin'd and emaciated. 1759

j

SARAH FIELDING C'tess of Dellivyn I. 223 He fattened on

|
Flattery, and pined himself away. 21845 HOOD Lamia

j

iv, I'd pine him to a ghost for want of rest. 1848 BUCKLEY
Iliad 17 But he pined away his great heart, remaining there.

1881 Leicestcrsh. Gloss., Pine, to starve, kill by starvation.
'

They besieged the town in hope to pine 'em '. 1885-94 K.
BRIDGES Eros $ Psyche June iii, If she there had died of

1 hunger pined.
absol. c 1613 ROWLANDS Paire of Spy-Knaves 19 Thou

do'st onely pinch, and pine, and spare, To hord vp money.
5. inlr. To become wasted or feeble, from suffer-

ing (bodily or mental), esp. from intense grief, etc.,

wasting disease, or want of sustenance ; to lose

vitality or vigour; to languish, waste away.
c 1440 Bochis (Laud MS. 559 If. rob), That he sliulde other

dayes nyne In prison leve and there pyne. c 1440 Promp.
' Paw. 400/1 Pynyn, or languryn in sekenesse, . .langnco,

elangiteo. 1548 LATIMFR Ptoughers (Arb.l 25 So doeth the

|

soule pyne a way for default of gostly meate. 1560 DAI-R
tr. Sleidane's Comm. 392 His wife, whiche pined to deathe
for sorovve. 1593 SHAKS. Liter. 1115 He ten times pines,
that pines beholding food, f 1665 MRS. HITCHINSOX J/cw.

\

Col. Htttchinson (1846) 266 Pining with spite and envy.
1774 GOLDSM. Nat. Hist. (1776) VI. 18 They generally pine

: away., and die in a short time. 1782 JOHNSON ./>/. to Bos-well
28 Mar. in Life, You must get a place, or pine in penury.
1871 R. ELLIS Catullus viii. 14 But thou'lt be mourning
thus to pine unask'd alway.

b. transf. Of things : To lose bulk, vigour, or

intensity ;
to languish.

1727 POPE, etc. Art of Sinking 112 The sparkling flames
raise water to a smile, Yet the pleas'd liquor pines, and
lessens all the while. 1844 MRS. BROWNING Lay Brown
Rosary n. 107 Ah me, the sun ! the dreamlight 'gins to

pine. 1887 MOLONEY Forestry I!'. Afr. 173 In the Canary
Islands, where the tobacco industry had to be resorted to

after the cochineal pined.
C. trans, with away or out : To consume or

spend (life, health, etc.) in pining.
1725 POPE Odyss. xv, 383 She. .for Ulysses lost Pined out

her bloom, and vanish 'd to a ghost. 17758. J. Tftttsn Liberal

Opin. xxxiv. (1783) I. 208 Many .. pining away existence
under the lashes., of reproach. 1851 THACKERAY Eng. Hum.
\\, Barristers pining a hungry life out in chambers.

6. intr. To be consumed with longing ;
to

languish with intense desire, to hunger after some-

thing ; to long eagerly. Const, for, after, or
inf.

1592 SHAKS. Rom. fy Jul. v. iii. 236 The new-made Biide-

groome. .For whom (and not for Tybalt) luliet pinde. 1696
TATE & BRADY Ps. xlii. 2 For thee, my God,. .My thirsty
Soul doth pine. 1748 Ansons l^oy. in. ii. 312 Who died
there pining for their native home. 1829 LYTTON Devereitx
n. vii. We pine for sympathy. 1881 BESANT & RICE Chapl.
ofFleet III. 258 Harry Temple was wise enough to give up
pining after what he could not get.

7. intr. To repine, complain, fret.

1687 NORRIS Hymn, *Long have /z//VwWii,No longer will

I grieve or pine. 1838 LYTTON Leila ii. ii,
The eager and

ardent spirits that pined at the. .inactivity of Ferdinand's. .

campaign. 1840 BARHAM Ingol. Leg. Scr.i.Jfafman'fJDog;
Scratching and whining, And moaning and pining.

b. trans. To repine at, lament, mourn, arch.

1667 MILTON P. L. iv. 848 Abasht the Devil stood.. and
saw Vertue in her shape how lovly,saw, and pin'd His loss.

1872 SWINBURNE Under Microscope 8 We.. see, and pine
our loss.

8. a. trans. To cause (fish) to shrink, in the pro-
cess of curing ;

to dry by exposure to the weather.

1560 Aberdeen Regr. XXIV. (Jam.), The fische wes nocht

pynit nor rypitaneucht. 1641 S. SMITH Herring Buss Trade
10 The Pickle.. doth so pine and overcome the nature of
the Herring, that it makes it stifle. 1705 Sc. Acts Anne
(1824) XI. 293/1 That all the herring or white fish. .shall be

pined cured and packed from the bottom to the top with

forreign salt allennarly. 1814 SHIRREFF Agric. Stirv. Shcil.

91 When the body of the fish is all equally dried, here called

fined, which is known by the salt appearing on the surface
in a white efflorescence, here called bloom.

b. intr. Of fish : To shrink or ' render ', as in

the process of curing.
1681 CHETHAM Anglers }

rade-m. iv. 21 (1689) 53 Some
expert Anglers preserve Salmon Spawn, from pining, with
Salt.

Pineal (prmal, pai-mal), a. Anat. [a. F.

pinfal, f. L./AMI a pine-cone: see-AL.] Resem-

bling a pine-cone in shape : applied to a small
somewhat conical body (the pineal body or pineal
gland], of unknown function, situated behind the

third ventricle of the brain, and containing sand-

like particles.
1681 tr. Willis* Rent. Med. Wks. Vocab., Pineal kirnel in

the brain, in form of a pine-apple, called also conarium.
1696 PHILLIPS (ed. $\, Pineal Kernel, is a Glandule seated
between the Two Beds of the Optick Nerves, and the

Prominencies which grow to the upper part of the Marrowy
substance. 1712 ADUISOX Sped. No. 275 P 4 The Pineal

Gland, which many of our Modern Philosophers suppose to
be the Seat of the Soul. 1785 REID Intell. Powers n. iv. 99
Des Cartes, observing that the pineal gland is the only part
of the brain lhat is single, was determined by this to make
that gland the soul's habitation. 1831 CARLYLE Sart. Res.
i. x, How, without Clothes, could we possess the master-

organ, soul's seat, and true pineal gland of the Body Social :

I mean, a Purse? 1840 G. V. ELLIS Anat. 44 The upper
part of each lateral boundary is the optic thalatniH, with the

peduncles of the pineal body extending along it. 1888
ROLLESTON it JACKSON Anim. Lift- 343 The pineal gland.,
has been supposed to represent either the region of closure of
the neural folds, or else, an unpaired eye.

b. Pertaining to or connected with the pineal
body, &$ pineal eye> peduncle, ventricle', see quots.
1888 RoLLtSTON & JACKSON Anim. Life Index, Pineal eye.

[fbid. 343 note, Recent researches have shown that in

Lacertilia the apex of the pineal gland is transformed into
an azygos eye.] 1893 Syd. Soc. Lex., Pinealpeduncles, the

peduncles of the pineal gland.. .P. Tentricle,o. hollou' in the

pineal gland, a fcetal survival.

Pine-apple, pineapple (pai-n^p'l). Forms :

see PISE so? and APPLE
; also 6 pineable, pyne-

able.
[f.

PINE st>* + APPLE.]
1. The fruit of the pine-tree; a pine-cone. Obs.

exc. dial. Formerly also applied to the edible

seeds or 'kernels' (pine-mits}.
1398 TREVISA Barth. DC P. R. xvn. cxxii. (Tollem. MS.),

Pinea, J>e pinappel, is \>Q frute of |?e pine tre..^e pinappel
is J?e mpste t;ret note and conteynej? in it selfe many curnele*,
closid in ful harde schales. a 1400 Pistill of Susan 82 On
peren and pynappel pei ioyken in pees. 1548-77 VICARV
Anat. vii. {1888) 57 The Harte hath the shape and forme of
a Pyneapple. 1577 B. GOOGE Heresback's Hnsb. (1586) 63
The Hartichoch . .the fruit of it something resembleth the

Pineable. 1665 (1. H AVI-.RS P. delta l-'allcs Trav. E. India 69
To outward view it [Ananas] seems, when it is wi.ole, to

resemble our Pine-Apple. 1712 J. JAMES t>: Le Blond's

Gardening 147 The Pine is a Tree very different from the

Fir. .Its Fruit is call'd the Pine-Apple.
b. A figure or image of a pine-cone, used as an

ornament or decoration.

1483 IVardr. Ace. in Grose Antiq. Rep. I. 29 Blue clothe

of gold, wroght with neti and pyne appels. 1661 MORGAN
Sph. Gentry in. vii. 77 [Some] take the leaves of this coat

to be pine-apples. 1779 SWINBURNE Trav. Spain xliv. 417
A slender square minaret terminating in a ball or pine-apple.
2. The juicy edible fruit of the Ananas, Ananassa

saliva, a large collective fruit developed from a

conical spike of flowers, and surmounted by a

crownofsmall leaves; socalledfrom its resemblance
to a pine-cone : see quot. 1665 in i

;
= PIXE

sl>.~ 5. b. The plant which bears this, Ana-
nassa sativa (N. O. Bromeliace^

,
a native of

tropical South America, widely cultivated in tropi-
cal countries generally, and in hot-houses also in

temperate climates,

1664 EVELYN AW. Ifort. 83 Pine-apples, Moly, Persian

Jasmine. 1666 J. DAVIES Hist. Caribly Isles 58 The
Ananas or Pine-Apple is accounted the most delicious fruit

. .of all America. 1694 Phil. Trans. XVIII. 277 The Kafia-
Tsiakka or Ananas, called by our American planters, The
Pine-Apple. 1746 H. WALPOLE Lett.(i%t6) II. 188, I had. .

given a guinea for two pine-apples. 1870 VKATS Nat. Hist.
Comm. 1 86 Vessels can now bring ripe pine-apples from the

West Indies to England in pretty good condition.

3. atfrib. and Comb. fa. in sense I, as pine-
apple kernel, seed, a seed of the pine-cone,

esp. as used for food
; pine-apple nut, a pine-

cone ; pine-apple tree, a pine-tree, esp. Finns
Pinea (all Ol>s.).

1576 BAKER Jewell of Health 93 b, *Pyne apple kirnels.

1725 BRADLEY Family Diet. s. v. Syrup, Add the Pine-

Apple Kernel, Pistachees, and bruised Seeds. 1568 TURNER
Herbal in. Pref., The kernelles of the *PineapIe nut. c 1420
Pallad. on. Husb. iv. 686 *Pynappul seed is sow. 1398
TREVISA Barth. De P. R. xvn. cxx. (Tollem. MS.), The
*plnapel tree is calde bo}?e

'

pinus
'

and '

pinea '. 1667 PRIMATT

City^ C. Build. 153 Things which are green all Winter; As

Juniper. .Pine-Apple-trees, Eugh.
b. in sense 2, as pine-apple culture, garden,

plant ; pine-apple cloth, a thin translucent cloth

made from pine-apple fibre ;
= PINA 2 ; pine-

apple fibre, the fibre of the leaves of the pine-

apple ; pine-apple flower, a flower, or plant, of

the S. African genus Eucomis (N.O. Liliaceto), in

which the cluster of flowers is surmounted by a

tuft of bracts like that of the pine-apple ; pine-
apple potato (see quot.) ; pine-apple rum, rum
flavoured with pine-apple ; pine-apple shawl,
a shawl made of pine-apple cloth ; pine-apple
strawberry = pine-strawberry (see STRAWBERRY) .

1858 HOGG I'eg. Kingd. 765 Bromelia pigna, a native of
*. -i, > ii..** _i.

*> i-i' 1- __.! t:_L ..i i_i i

pple ya
MOLONEY W.African Fisheries^ (Fish. Exhib. Publ.) Drag-
nets. .madeof*pineappleorotherfibre. 1897 MARY KINGSLEY
W. AJHcfttfA The same pine-apple-fibre bag which he wore

slung across his shoulder. 1884 MllXSB/Voffl-W., Encomis,

*Pine-apple-flower. 1845 THACKERAY Pimlico Pavilion iii,

The *pme-apple gardens of sweet Pimlico. 1779 COWPER
Let. to J. Hill 2 Oct., Arrival of the Jamaica fleet. I hope it

imports some *pine-apple plants for me. 1835 HENSLOW
Phys. Bot. 64 In one peculiar variety of this tuber, termed

the '

*pine-apple potato '. .each [bud] is subtended by a

swollen projection which represents the base of the leaf-

stalk, in whose axil we may consider it to have been formed.



PINEATE.

1883 G. MACDONALD Donal Grant I. 102 A waistcoat

of *pine-apple shawl stuff. 1860 All Year Roiind No. 63. !

307 A dish of the light-red *pine-apple strawberries.

t Pi'neate, a. Obs. rare, [ad. med.L./<?/*,
f. L. pinea pine-cone : see -ATE 2

.] Of the shape of
j

a pine-cone, conical. (Cf. PINEAL.)
c 1400 Lanftanc's Cirtirg. 113 pe myddel part of be brayn i

ys lasse ben eny. .obere. .& here forme ys pyneat, brod

towarde be furbere syde of be bed and scharpere towarde be

hyndor syde.

t Pi'nebank. Obs. Also 6 pyne-bank(e,
pin-. [

= MDu. pijnbanck, MHG., Ger. peinbank:
cf. PiNErf. 1

,
and BANK-.] An old name of the rack.

(Sometimes erroneously explained as ' a bank or row of
;

pins or spikes '. Also often erroneously printed -bank)

*534 MORE Comf. agst. Trib. i. xviii. Wks. 1162/1 Than
must he leaue his outwarde worship . . and lye pantyng in

his bedde as it were on a pine bank. 1542 Sc. Acts Mary
(1814) II. 422/2 Seand vberis of perfite aige and stark of

persoune put on be said pynebankis[/?Y&v/-baukis]. 155

J. COKE Eng. fy Fr. Heralds (1877) 123 Seven dayes stretched

on a pyne bank. 1570 FOXE A. fy M. (ed. 2) 1028/1 Then
was he thrise put to the pyne-banke, tormented most miser-

\

ably, to vtter his setters on. 1580 HOLLYBAND Treas. Fr.

Tong, Bailler la question .., to put one on the racke or

pinhanke. [1828-40 TYTLER Hist. Scot. (1864) II. 406 The
witnesses [were], as was usual in this cruel age [1537). .ex-

amined under the rack, or pynebaukis.]

Pi -ne-Tja:rren. U. S. [f. PINE sb? + BARREN

sb.'l] A level sandy tract of land, covered scantily

with pine-trees : chiefly in the Southern States.

1737 WESLEY Jrnl. 2 Dec. (1872) I. 62 (.Georgia) The land

is of four sorts, pine-barren, oak-land, swamp, and marsh.

1765 J. BARTRAM Jrnl. 27 Dec. in W. Stork Ace. E. Florida

(1766) 10 At Johnson's Bluff. .for a mile the sandy pine-
barren comes close or near the shore. 1883 J. FISKE in

Harper's Mag. Feb. 418/2 Huge pine-barrens near the

coast hindered the first efforts of the planter.

b. attrib., as pine-barren beauty, a small

creeping evergreen, Pyxidanthera barbulata (N. O.

Diapensiacese) ; pine-barren scorpion, a large

scorpion found in pine-barrens ; pine-barren
terrapin, a turtle of the family Clcmmyidi?.
1782 CREVECOEUR Lett. 236 Scorpions, from the smallest

size, up to the pine barren, the largest species known here.

1884 MILLER Plant-n., Pine-barren Beauty.

Pine-beauty to Pine-cone : see PINE sb2

Pined (psind), ppl.a. [f. PINE v. + -ED!.]
Exhausted or wasted by suffering or hunger.
1508 DUNBAR Flyting\io Thy lang leue craig, Thy pure

pynit thrott. 1586 A. DAY Eng. Secretary i. (1625) 139
Stifned liinmes become vnweldie supporters of his pined

corps. 1658 COKAINE Obstinate Lady i. ii, The pin'd man
Whom Poets phantasies have plac'd in Hell With fruit

before him. 1763 STERNE Tr, Skandy VIII. v, A man with

a pined leg (..from some ailment in the foot). 1897 Allblttt's

Syst. Med. II. 897 The stress lies heavy upon the pined body.

tPi'neful, Obs. [f. PINE sA.i + -FUL.]
Full of '

pine
'

or suffering ; painful, distressing.
a 1223 .S

1

^. Marker. 2 Al hire passiun ant hire pinful deS.

a 1300 Cursor M. 18223 Sathan, bat pinful prince, he laght
And vnder might of hell him taght. c 1450 Lay Folks Mass
Bk. (MS. F.) 214 Apyneful dede. X5_6a WINJET Cert. Tract.

(

iii. Wks. (S. T. S.) 1.23 The., office., is to thaim. .wonderous

pynefuU and almaist importable. 1597-8 Bp. HALL Sat. v.

li. 82 With lone constraint of pinefull penurie.

|| Pinenchyma (pine'rjkima). Bot, [mod.L.

(contracted) f. Gr. TriVaf tablet + (y\v^a infusion,

after PARENCHYMA.] Tissue consisting of thin flat

cells; tabular parenchyma. Hence Pinenchy-
matous (pinerjki-matas), a., belonging to or of

the nature of pinenchyma.
1840 Ann. Nat. Hist. IV. 392 A cuticle with pinenchy-
matous cells, that is to say tabular-shaped.

Pi'lie-nut. ? Obs. Forms : I pinhnytu, 4

pinnote, 5 pynote, 6- pine-nut, [f.
PINE sb?

+ NOT.] A pine-cone, esp. one containing edible

seeds ; rarely, the edible seed or kernel.

c 1000 Sax. Leechd. II. 180 ^enim of pinhnyte.xx. ^eclaen.
sodra cyrnela. Ibid. III. 258 Seo eoroe stent on gelicnysse
anre pinnhnyte. c 1430 Two Cookery-bks. 34 Take kyrnelys
of Pynotys. c 1440 Proinp. Patv. 400/2 Pynote, frute,

Pinuni. 1600 HAKLUYT Voy. III. 422 In the cottages.,
we found many pine-nuts opened. 1772 NUGENT tr. Hist.

Fr. Gerund II. 354 Dividing amongst them some, .filberds,

and pine-nuts. 1821 BYRON Sardan. v. i. 276 Faggots, pine-

nuts, and wither'd leaves.

attrib. 13. . Seuyn Sag. (W.) S44 Als dede the pinnote tre

Of his ympe. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny II. 131 With Cucumber
seed and Pine-nut kernils.

Piner 1
. Obs. exc. dial. Forms: 5-6 pynour,

6 pinor, poyner, pyner, -ir, -or, -owr, 6-

piner, 6-9 poiner, 7 pynnour. [= MDu. piner,

pijner (ijthc.), f. pineit, pijnen to labour, toil:

cf. PINE v. 3, s/>. 1 3.]

1. A labourer
;
now in N. E. Scottish dialects

applied to a man who cuts peat, turf, etc.

c 1420 WYNTOUN Cron. n. 559 t>e Egiptis for invy Anoyit
bairn [Israelites] dispitously, And in all werkis bairn pynouris
maid. Ibid. 1154 And mak bai men bar lauboraris, Masons,
wrychtis and pynowraris. 1497 Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scot.

I. 348 Giffin to pynouris to here the treis to be Mons new
cradil to hir. 1503 lbid.\\. 392 Payit to. .James to cartaris

and pynouris, for carying of beddis, clathes. .fra the Castell

to the Abbay. 1343 Aberdeen Regr. XVIII. (Jam.), The

pynouris to help to dycht & cleynge the calsais, euery pynour
his day abowtt. a 1572 KNOX Hist. Kef. Wks. 1848 II. 160

Sascho wes lappit in a cope of leid, and keipit..unto the

nyntene of October, quhen scho by pynouris wes caryed to

a schip, and sa caryed to France. 1601 J. MEI.VILL Diary

880

(Wodrow Soc.) 493, I ley down at your feit my Commission
J

as the pynnour does his burding. 1759 FountainhalFs
Decisions I. 236 Forcing them to employ the common Piners

in the Town, and exacting money for it. 1806 Case, Duff
|

of Muirtomn, &c. (Jam.), The people she saw . . were poiners ;

or carters from Inverness, who used to come there for

materials. 1887 BULLOCK Pynotirs v. 41 The pynour-fisher-
men pursuing their proper calling on the vasty deep.

2. = PIONEER 1,2.
1587 Mirr. Mag., Aurel. Anton, xxv, My piners eke were

j

prest with showle and spade T' interre the dead. Ibid. , Sir ,

N. Bnrdet Ixx, Hee pyners set to trenche, and vnder mine

amayne. 1581 STYWARD Mart. Discipl. n. 122 There are to
j

be placed thy piners who are to bee garded with .500. shot

of each wing.

Finer 2
(psi-nai). [f.

PINE v. + -ER 1.]

f 1. A tormentor. Obs.

950 Limits/. Gosp. Matt, xviii. 34 Hlaferd his jesalde
hine Sasm pinerum. 155)6 DALRYMPLE tr. Leslie's Hist.

Scot. vn. 46 The rest of his body,, .the pynouris raue with

an yrne tangs, meruellous artificiouslie, to his dolour and
j

langsum pane.
2. One who or that which pines ; spec, an animal

suffering from n wasting disease.

1882 Pall Mall G. 26 July 4/2 A large proportion of _the

grouse have the appearance of having died from starvation.

..The keepers .. call the emaciated birds
'

piners '. 1893
ircstm. GHZ. n Feb. 10/2 It seemed as if the bull would
have to be killed as a '

piner '.

Finer s. local, [f.
PINE sb:- + -rail.]

a. Tasmania. A man employed in hewing

pine-trees, b. U. S. local. An inhabitant of a

region where pine-trees abound.

1891 W. TILLF.Y Wild West Tasmania. 43 (Morris) The

King River is only navigable for small craft.. .Piners' boats

sometimes get in. 1894 RALPH in Harper's Mag. Aug. 337
The term '

piners
'

is synonymous with the term '

poor
whites

'

in the South.

Pinery (pai-nari). [f. PINE sb? + -EEY.]

1. A place in which pine-apples are grown.
1758 J. RALPH Authors by Profession 41 All must have

'

their Fooleries as well as their Pinaries. 1787 Olla Podrida
No. 42 (1788) 425 The Pleasure of seeing Green-houses and
Pineiies arise. 1858 GLENNY Card. Every-day Bk. 207/1

Separate vineries, forcing-houses, pineries, and hot-pits.

2. A plantation or grove of pine-trees.

1831 JANE PORTER Sir E. Scaward's Narr. II. 160 Our

pines in the dell formed an infant pinery. 1881 Harper's

Mag. Dec. 12/1 When the timber shall have been stripped
from the pineries of Maine.

Pine-sap to Pine-torch : see PINE si. 2

Pine-tree. = PINE sb? \.

ciooo Sax. Leechd, II. 216 Pintreowes l>a grenan twigu
ufeweard gegnid. a 1300 Cursor M. 6326 par sagh he stand

Wexen o cipres, a wand ;. .An-ober he sagh o cedre tre;. .

O pine tre be thrid he fand. 1483 Catlt. Angl. 279/2 A
Pyne tre (A. A Pyne Appyltre), pitms. f 1489 CAXTON
Sonnes of Aymon xvii. 390 He toke on his waye for to

goo to the pintre of mountalban. 1562 TURNER Herbal
II. 87 The Pyne tre bryngeth furth very litle rosin. 1710
LUTTRELL BriefRel. (1857) VI. 669 The bill for preserving
white pyne trees in our plantations for ships masts. 1837
W. IRVING Capt. Bonneville II. 168 Barricaded by fallen

pine-trees and tremendous precipices.

b. attrib., as fine-tree bole, etc. ; pine-tree

money, name for the silver coins (shilling, six-

pence, and threepence) bearing the figure of a

pine-tree, struck in Massachusetts in the latter

half of the i yth century, being the first money
j

coined in a British colony. Pine-tree State,
j

Maine, U.S., so called from its extensive pine-forests. ;

a 1848 CLOUGH Early Poems xvi. 88 The pine-tree boles :

are dimmer, And the stars bedimmed above. 1864 WEBSTER

Diet., Names Fiction,?\ne-'Ti<:e State. 1870 Eng. Mechanic

7 Jan. 416/1 These coins, now very rare. ., are called
' Pine

Tree Money'. 1888 Boston Transcript (Farmer), The good
old Pine-tree State is pretty well represented in this locality.

1893 ELIZ. B. CUSTER Tenting 88 The most venomous of

snakes, called the pine-tree rattlesnake. 1893 GOLDW. SMITH
United States 28 She [Massachusetts! coined her own money,
the pine-tree shilling. 1896 Peterson's Mag. (U. S.) VI.

288/2 These vessels all sailed under the pine-tree flag. This

flag was of white bunting, on which was painted a green

pine-tree, and upon the reverse. . :

'

Appeal to Heaven '.

II Piiietum (psinrttfm). PI. -a, -urns. [L.

plnltum pine-grove, f. fintts PINE sb?'] A plan-
tation or collection of pine-trees of various species,

for scientific or ornamental purposes.
1842 P. J. SELBY Brit. Forest Trees 392 In Northumber-

land, the first established and richest Pinetum is that of Sir

C. L. M. Monck. 1881 VEITCH Coniferx \\\. 320 The Pine-

tum, in its comprehensive sense, is a complete collection of

living specimens of all the Coniferous trees and shrubs

known. Ibid. 321 The planting of Pineta originated in the

beginning of the present century.

Pi-ne-wood. [f.
PINE sb? + WOOD sl>.]

1. The wood of the pine-tree. Also attrib.

1815 Tweddetts Rem. Ixx. 315 note, A small bundle of

splinters of pine-wood. 1850 LYELL 2nd Visit U.S. II. 32

Holding . . large blazing torches of pine-wood. 1869 TOZER

Higkl. Turkey II. 164 The smoke of pinewood fires.

2. A wood or forest of pines.

1813 W. S. WALKER Poems 144 (Jod.) No breezes waved
the pine-wood tall. 1855 KINGSLEY Heroes, Theseus n. 215

All cold above the black pine-woods. 1867 H. MACMILLAN
Bible Teach, iv. (1870) 70 The destruction of the grand

pine-woods that once clothed the Apennines.

Piney (psi'ni), pinnay (pi'ni)- Also piny,

[ad. Tamil pinnai or punnai, in Skr. punnaga.}
The name of two East Indian resinous trees,

Calophyllum inophyllum (N.O. Clusiacex), called

PINFOLD.

also piney-tree, and Valeria indica (N.O. Dipte-

raceie) ; used attrib., as in piney dammar, resin,

varnish, the resin obtained from Valeria indica,

also called white dammar, Indian or Malabar copal,

or gum animi; piney oil, piney tallow (Tamil

punnaitailani), a fatty or waxy substance from the

fruit of the same tree, used for making candles.

I. 95/1 An oil named Piney tallmv is expressed from the

fruit of the panoe tree. 1866 Treas. Bot. 891 Piney-
varnish, the resin or dammar obtained from Vateria
indica. Piney-tree, Calophyllum angustifolium.

Piney, erron. form of PINY a.

Pin-eyed (pi-n^d), a. [f.
PIN s6. 1 + EYED

ppl.a.~\ Having an 'eye' with a 'pin' ; applied by
florists to the long-styled form of a flower (esp.

Primula}, which shows the stigma, resembling a

pin's head, at the top of the corolla-tube (opp. to

thrum-eyed or rose-eyed, applied to the short-styled

form, which shows the anthers at the top).
1810 CKABBE Borough vin, This is no shaded, run-off, pin-

eyed thing, A king of flowers. 1861 DARWIN in Jrnl. Linn.
Soc. VI. 77 Florists who cultivate the Polyanthus and
Auricula . . call those which display the globular stigma at

the mouth of the corolla
'

pin-headed
'

or
'

pin-eyed '. 1877
in Life ff Lett. (1887) III. 295 Some plants yield nothing

but pin-eyed flowers in which the style, .is long.

Pi-n-fa:110W, sb. Agric. [f. (?) PIN sb. +
FALLOW sl>.]

' Winter-fallow ; a fallow in which

no crop is lost' (Eng. Dial. Did.}. Hence Pin-

fallow ., to winter-fallow : see quots.
1668 R. HOLME Armoury Ml. 334/1 Pin Fallow is a Plowing

twice for Peas, first in Christmas, then in March. 1790 W.
MARSHALL Midi. Counties (1796) I. 191 Pin fallow . . the

origin of this term I have not learnt; it appears to be

synonymous with winter fallow or barley fallow. 1794
BILLINGSLEY Agric. Survey Sow. 159 Pin fallow, .ploughing
after vetches, clover, or beans, two or thiee times, to prepare
for a succeeding crop of wheat. 1881 Leicestersh. Gloss.

s. v., When lea-land is fallowed about July or August, ready
to be ploughed again for the crop, it is said to be pin-

Vin-featlier (pi-n^Sai), sb. [f. PIN rf.i +

FEATHER.] An ungrown feather, before the vanes

have expanded, and while the barrel is full of

a dark serous fluid ; any young feather from the

time that it first pierces the skin, much in the form

of a pin, until it bursts its confining sheath and

expands its vanes : = PEN-FEATHER 2.

1775 ASH, Pinfeather, a feather just as it begins to

shoot. 1839 AUDUBON Ornith. Biog. V. 5:0 The nest

..still contained three young Cuckoos, all of different

sizes, . .the largest, covered with pin-feathers, would have

been able to leave the nest in about a week. 1852 MRS.

STOWE Uncle Tom's C. xviii, Shelling peas, peeling potatoes,

picking pin-feathers out of fowls. 1879 J. BURROUGHS
Locusts tr Wild //0r(i884) 59 When nearly grown they

[cuckoos] are covered with long blue pin-feathers. ., without

a bit of plumage on them, attrib. 1901 Lotigm. Mag. May
21 The young birds were in the early pinfeather stage.

Hence Pi'n-fea ther v. trans,, to pluck out the

pin-feathers from ; whence Pin-fea^therer [see

-ER !] ; Pi-n-fea'thery a., full of or abounding in

pin-feathers.
1874 J. W. LONG Amer. Wildfawlxx\\. 231 Skins of birds

killed in spring are more valuable than those of fall birds,

which are usually
'

pin-feathery'. 1893 MRS. CARTWRICHT
in Voice (N.Y.) 30 Nov., Mrs. Piper was pin-feathering the

noble bird. 18.. J. S. JOHNSON Poultry Raising Guide

(Boston U.S.) 38 Pass her over to the pin-featherers, keep-

ing three or four of these busy removing pin-feathers [etc-J.

Pin-feathered (pi'n,fe^3jd), a. [f. prec.H-

-ED 2
, or f. PIN s/>. + FEATHERED.] Having im-

mature feathers, half-fledged (as a young bird, or

an adult bird when moulting) ; alsoyfj-. : = PEN-

FEATHERED i.

1641 BRATHWAIT Mercuritis Brit. n. B ij, Thou beganst
to flutter with the lapwing before thou wert pinfeathered.

1647 CLEVELAND Char. Loud. Diurn. i A Diurnall is a

puny Chronicle, scarce pin-feather 'd with the Wings of

time. 1693 DRYDEN Persia? Sat. i. (1697) 411 Hourly we

see, some raw pin-feather'd thing Attempt to mount, and

Fights and Heroes sing.

Pi-n-fire, a. (sb.) [f.
PIN rf.l + FIRE v.] Ap-

plied to a form of cartridge for breech-loading

guns, invented by Lefauchetix in 1836, fitted with

a pin which, on being struck by the hammer of the

lock, is thrust into the fulminate and explodes it.

Also applied to a gun in which such a cartridge

is used. b. sb. (or ellipt.} A pin-fire cartridge or gun.

[1854 Restelts Patent Specif. No. 2530. 8-9 The hammer

in this gun strikes downwards on a loose stud or pin inserted

on the edge of the cartridge rim.] 1870 U. S. Patent Specif.

No. 99721 A cross-section of an ordinary
'

pin-fire cartridge .

1875 GREENER Breech-loaders (ed. 2) 27 We . . make a

hundred central-fire guns to one pin-fire. 1885 Bazaar

30 Mar. 1274/1,6 chamber self action pinfire revolver. 1886

'Pall Mall G. 24 Aug. 4/1 About that date [1866] breech,

loaders began to make their appearance all pin-fires and on

the Lefaucheux principle. 1888 Daily News 18 Oct. 7/r A
revolver The weapon is a pin-fire, and has six- chambers.

Pin-fish to Pin-footed : see PIN sbl 18.

Pinfold (pi-n,ft>
u
ld), sb. Forms: a. a pund

fald, (3 Z.punfaudum"),4 ponfold(e,pondfolde,

poundfalde, 5 pundfald Sc., 6 punfolde, pun-



PINFOLD.

fauld Sc., 9 (dial.) punfaud. f3. 4-7 pynfold,
5 -fald, pynd(e)fold(e, 5-6 pynfolde, 6 pinne-
folde, pynfoalde, 6-7 pinfolde, -fould, 8 (dial.)

pinfald, pindfold, 9 (dial.) pinfaud, pinfowd,
-fowt, 6- pinfold. [Late OE. pundfald (in 1 2th c.

MS., but doubtless earlier), f. *fnnd, POUND sl>,'* +

fald, FOLD sb.-
;
thence the ME. forms in pun(d-,

pound-, fond-, retained in Sc. to i6thc. and in

north. Eng. dial, to igth c. But from c 1400 the

first element was associated with the verb pyndan,
FIND, and perhaps with PIN v. Cf. also PENFOLD.]
1. A place for confining stray or distrained cattle,

horses, sheep, etc. ; a pound ;
in later use, some-

times, a fold for sheep, cattle, etc.

a. ?<z 1200 Spurious Charter of Edgar (dated 961) in

Birch Cart. Sax. III. 309 Of bam putte on hacan pund
fold, of hacan pund falde ojj eft on baet efer fearn. 1235-54
Rentalia Gtaston. (Som. Rec. Soc.) 191 Etfacit punfaudum.
1:1450 HOLLAND Howlat 783 The pundar .. Had pyndit all

his pryss horss in a pundfald. 1574 Reg. Privy Council
Scot. II. 417 Putting of the saidis gudis in ane unlauchfull

punfauld. 1579 Mem. St. Giles, Durham (Surtees) j Payde
to Rycharde Robinson one day for maykyn clene the pun-
folde. 1825 BROCKETT N. C. Gloss., Pun-fund at piii-faud.

j3. 1408 Nottingham Rec. II. 64 Willelmus Whytehals
pro fractione pynfold. 14.. Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 590/12
Intrrclitsorium, a pyndefolde. 1523 FITZHERB. Husb. 148
Yf thy horse breake his tedure..than Cometh the pynder
& taketh hym & putteth hym in the pynfolde. 1589 Ptippe
w. Hatchet E j b, I thinke them woorth . . for their scabbed-
nes to bee thrust from the pinfolde. 1628 COKE On Lift.

47 b, He that distraines anything that hath life, must
impound them, .in a pinfold. 1664 BUTLER Hud. n. n. 200
But to confine the Bad and Sinful, Like Moral Cattle, in a
Pinfold. 1796 MORSE Amer. Geog. II. 439 They resort to
the caves, .where they sleep in crowds like sheep in a pin-
fold. 1899 A. WHITE Mod. feiv Introd. 10 In the.. ten

provinces of Poland.. the Jews are confined as in a pinfold.
1903 Eng. Dial. Diet., Pinfold.. 2. An enclosure for sheep, a
sheepfold. [Leicester to Suffolk.]

2. transf. and Jig. A place of confinement ; a

pen ; a trap ; a spiritual
'
fold '.

1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. v. 633 Heo hath hulpe a bousande
oute of be deueles ponfolde \v. rr. pond-, pun-, pounfolde,
pynfold). Ibid. xvi. 264 Oute of be poukes pondfoldef^.^r.
ponfold, pynfold ; C. poundfalde, pynfold] no meynprise
may vs fecche. 1549 Com/>l. Scot. xi. 99 Thai bed the
romans in that pundfald, quhar thai culd nothir fecht nor
fle. 1634 MILTON Comus 7 Confin'd. and pester'd in this

pin-fold_here. c 1750 J. NELSON Jrnl. 41 You are gone out
of the highway of holiness, and have now got into the devil's

pinfold. 1863 COWDEN CLARKE Shaks. Char, viii. 211 The
restraining of all dissentients within their own pinfold.

Pinfold (pi-nfjuld), v. [f. prec. sb.] trans, i

To shut up or enclose in a pinfold ; to pound ;

hencefig. to confine within narrow limits.

iSojT. HUTTON Reasonsfor Refiisalfi\ Take heede, howe
they pinfold the worde (faith) in this or that sense after their

j

owne private imagination. 1673 [R. LEIGH] Tramp. Reh.
124 They exercise a petty royalty in pinfolding cattle.

1785 [\V. HUTTON] Bran Nevi Wark 38 If our nebbour's
slot or stirk break into'th fog, let us net pinfald it. 1836
LANDOR Pericles $ Asp. Wks. 1846 II. 394/2 My name.. is

a difficult. .one to pinfold in a tombstone.

Ping (pin), sb. Also reduplicated. [Echoic.]
An abrupt ringing sound, such as that made by
a rifle bullet in flying through the air, by a mos-

quito, the ringing of an electric bell, etc.

1856 Sevastopol i. xi. 132 The sharp 'ping' of a Minie
bullet. 1861 W. B. BROOKE Out w. Garibaldi iii. 24 The
'

ping, ping
'

of rifle bullets whizzing over one's head. 1880
GILL River Gold. S. II. vii. 258 The ping of the mosquitoes
which was heard for the first time for many a long day.
1897 MARV KINGSLEY W. Africa 132 Mosquitoes. .With a
wild ping of joy. .made for me.

Ping (pin), v. 1 Obs. exc. dial. Forms : I pyn-
gan, pingan, 3 pungen ('), (pa. t. puinde), 4
puuge, pyngen, pingen, 9 dial. ping. [OE.
pyngan :*pitngian, ad. L. pungere to prick.
(The mod. dial. vb. has strong and mixed forms of pa. t.

and pa. pple., pung, pung d.~}\

trans, and intr. To prick ; to poke, push, urge.
^897 K. ALFRED Gregory's Past. C. xL 297 He waerlice

hine pynge mid sumum wordum Saet he on &em onjietan
majje (etc.). c 1205 LAY. 23933 Arour ut mid his sweorde..
and puinden [c 1275 pungde] uppen Frolle. a 1330 Otucl 779He pingde his stede wib spores kene. 1362 LANGL. P. PI.
A. ix. 88 A pyk is in be potent to pungea-doun be wikkede.
c 1380 Sir Ferumb. 1248 pe prisoun dore than wend heo ner
& putte hure staf an vnder As sche wolde be dore to-breke

s^he gan bo hebbe & pynge. 1381 WYCLIF Prm. xii. 18
Ther is that behoteth, and as with a swerd is pungid to the
conscience. 1746 Exmoor Scold. 255 (E. D. S.) Tha wud'st

thy cat ter th' butcher, ter naup and ping loose ower the
moor-yavils out there.

Ping (pin), v.i [Echoic : cf. PING
sb.~\

1. intr. To make an abrupt ringing sound like
that of a rifle bullet

; to fly with such a sound.
1855 Illustr. Lond. News 15 Sept. 326/1 Rifle-bullets.,

pinging
'

over their heads. 1878 W. C. SMITH Hilda among
broken Gods (1879) 242 Balls from the rifle-pits ping about.
2. trans. To cause to make such a sound.
1902 Westw. Gnz. 10 Apr. 2/1 Automobiles that pinged

their warning gongs.
Hence Pi-nging vbl. sb. and//)/. a.

1865 Daily Tel. 29 May, The visit of pinging balls and
cracking shells. 1898 Daily News lo Dec. 6/5 Pinging of
harps, tootling of flutes.
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Pinge (pind,?), sb. and v. [Echoic : cf. PING sl>.]A variant of PING sb. and z>.
2

1860 TRISTRAM Gt. Sahara ix. 138, 1 felt the pinge of a ball

past inyeyes. 1888 Pall Mall G. 18 Sept. n/i With bullets

pingeing and singing close over his head.

Pingle (pi'ijg'l), sbl Sc. [f. PINGLE v.]
1. A keen contest or struggle.
1543 St. Papers Hen. VIII, V. 237 note, [They made at

each other, so that] with long pyngle with dagger [Somerset
was slain]. 17x9 HAMILTON in Ramsay's Fam. Epist. i. iv,
'Twad be a pingle, Whilk o'you three wad gar words sound
And best to jingle. 1816 SIR A. BOSWELL Skeldon Hanghs
Wks. (1871) 167 Now is the pingle, hand to hand. 1819 W.
TENNANT Papistry Storm'd(.i^-j) 153 Papists and faes in
dreidfu' pingle.
2. Struggle with difficulties ; strenuous exertion.
1728 RAMSAY To R. Yarde 9 Skelping o'er frozen hags

with pingle. 1786 Har'st Rig Ixx, He's in a pingle. 1871
P. H. WADDELL Ps. in Scottis xxxiii. 16 Nae mighty man
[is] redd by his mighty pingle.

Pingle (pi'rjg'l), sb.- Obs. exc. dial. [Of un-
certain origin: cf. PIGHM.E.] A small enclosed

piece of land ; a paddock, a close.

1546 Yorks. Chantiy Sitrv. (Surtees) I. 154 Roger Blythe
for one pyngle with . .a gate thrugh the same. 1603 HOLLAND
Plutarch's Mor. 275 The Academic, a little pingle or plot
of ground,.. was the habitation of Plato, Xenocrates, and
Polemon. 1633 SANDERSON Serm. II. 43 They thrust and
pen up the whole flock of Christ in a far narrower pingle
than ever the Donatists did. 1674 RAY N. C. Words 37 A
Pingle, a small croft or Picle. a 1864 J. CLARE MS. Poems
(E. D. D.), Meadow and close, and pingle : where suns cling
And shine on earliest flowers.

Pingle (pi'rjg'l), sb.z Sc. [Origin unknown.]A small pan or cooking-pot of tinned iron, having
a long handle. Also pingls-pan.
1789 D. DAVIDSON Seasons 6 The pingle-pan Is on the

ingle set. 1821 Blackw. Mag. VIII. 429 You want a pingle,
lassie {note, A small tin-made goblet, used in Scotland for

preparing children's food). 1858 SIM.MONDS Diet. Trade,
Pingle-J>an,\n Scotland, a small tin goblet with a long handle.

1863 J. L. W. By-gone Days 192 Supplying the '

gudewife
'

with pitchers, or repairing her '

pingle pans '.

Pingle (pi'rjg'l, north, dial, pi'rj'l), v. Also 6

pingil(l, pingyl, pyngle. [Origin obscure.

Perhaps branches I and II are different words,
I being only Sc. With II cf. Sw. dial, pyngla to
be busy about small matters, to work in a trifling

way (Rietz).]
I. 1 1. intr. To strive, contend, vie. Sc. Obs.

1508 DUNBAR Flyting^ 114 Bettir thow ganis to leid ane
doig to skomer . . than with thy maister pingill. 1513 DOUGLAS
sEneis I. iv. 14 To se the hewison ather hand is wondir, For
hicht that semis pingill with the hevin. 1635 D. DICKSON
Pract. Wks. (1845) I. 27 They stood out long, pingling with
God.

_ 1789 D. DAVIDSON Seasons 36 How brithers pingled
at their brochan, And made a din.

2. trans, fa. To press hard in a contest, to
run (any one) hard, to vie with (o6s.). b. To
trouble, worry. Sf.

1513 DOUGLAS /Eneis v. iv. 122 Quhan finally to pursew
he adrest, And pinglis hir [the ship] onto the vtirmest. c 1587
MONTGOMERIE Sonn. xv. 14, I pingle thame all perfytlie in
that parte [poverty], a 1600 Ibid. xliv. 12 Let Mercure
language to me len,..To pingill Apelles pynsell with my
pen. _i8i4 SCOTT Wav. xxiv, To be pingled wi' mickle
speaking.
3. intr. To struggle against difficulties ; to work

hard, labour, toil, exert oneself; to struggle or
toil for a livelihood. Sc.

1513 DOUGLAS SEneis in. v. 14 Beselie our folkis gan to

pingill and strife. Ibid. v. iv. 75 With all thar force than at
the vterance, Thai pinglit ayris [=oars] wp to bend, and
haill. a 1598 ROLLOCK Led. Passion ix. Wks. (Wodrow Soc.)
II. 109 To get that

spirit
to pingle out, and get the victory

against this canker in the heart. 1836 M. MACKINTOSH
Cottager's Dan. 66 She'll hae to pingle through the hard.
IL 4. intr. To work in a trifling or ineffectual

way ; to meddle or have to do with in a petty way;
to piddle or peddle ; to trifle or dally. Now Sc.
and north, dial.

1574 R. SCOT Hop Card. (1578) 35 Suffer them not to

pyngle in pycking [hops] one by one, but let them speedily
strip them into Baskets. 1579 J. STUBBES Gaping Gulf
Cvij, King Phillip, for al those dominions & mines of
treasures, was content to be pingling with our purses : made
Queene Mary to aske. .frequent subsides, a 1598 ROLLOCK
Lect. Passion xxxii. Wks. (Wodrow Soc.) II. 302 We may
pingle with them a while here, but we remit them to that
great day that the Judge appear. 1631 I. L. Women's
Rights 152 If he doe but pingle, as suffer himselfe to be
outlawed, .this was neuer any forfeiture of franke tenement.
1871 P. H. WADDELL Ps. in Scottis xxxviii. 12 Wha ettle me
ill speak a' mischieff an' pingle on lies the hail day.
5. intr. To pick at or trifle with food

; to eat
with little appetite, nibble. Now dial.
1600 NASHE Summer's Last Willf, Test, in HazL Dodsley

VIII. 27 Neither did he pingle, when it was set on the
board. 1641 BEST Farm. Bks. (Surtees) 75 If wee knewe
of any banke-sides that lay against the sunne . . wee tooke
them [the hoggs) . . to them, and lette pingle about?. 1670
RAY Prov. 33 Great drinkers . . do (as we say) but pingle
at their meat and eat little, a 1825 FORBY Voc. E. Anglia,
Pingle, v. to pick one's food; to eat squeamishly. [In

rif. Dial. Diet., from Yorksh. to Herts and Essex.]
b. trans, dial.

1903 Eng. Dial. Diet. s.v., (Herts.) She just sits and
pmgles her victuals. (Essex) The child is not well, she
pmgles her food.

Hence Prngling vbl. sb., (a) struggling, striving,
exertion; (b) trifling with food or drink; Pi-ng-

PINGUESCENCE.

ling///, a., whence Fi'nglingly adv., in a pingling
way, with little appetite.
a 1578 LINDESAV Chrait. Scot, xxl. xxxviii, They were all

Borderers and could ryde and prick well, and held the
Scottishnien in pingling [so 2 MSS.] be their pricking and
skirmishing. 1768 Ross Ilelcnorc 43 Wi' my teeth I gneu
the raips in twa, And wi' sair pingling wan at last awa'.

alone.

Pi-ngler. Obs. or dial.
[f. prec. II + -EB i.]

1. A trifler, dallier, dabbler. (In quot. opposed
to courser, runner, one who runs in a race.)
[Conjectured by Nares to mean 'a labouring horse kept

by a farmer in his homestead
',
from PINGLE si.- Hence

Ogilvie (and Century Diet.) 'a cart-horse, a work-horse '.]

1579 LYLY Eupkues (Arb.) 109 Judging all to be clownes
which be no courtiers, and al to be pinglers that be not
coursers.

2. One who '

pingles
'

with food or drink.

1599 PORTER Angry Worn. Abingd. (Percy Soc.) 48 If
I cannot drinke it downe . . let me be counted nobody, a
pingler. 1607 TorsKLL Four-/. Beasts (1658) 4I2 He filleth
his mouth well, and i.s no pingler at his meat. 1657 M.
LAWKENCE Use 4- Pract. Fait/i2o6 Men that are., declining
..are but pinglers at their meat.

Pin-gout, etc. : see PIN sbl 18.

Ping-pong (pi-rjpp-rj), st. [Echoic. Cf. PING
sb.'] A parlour game resembling lawn-tennis,
played on a table with bats, usually of parchment
stretched on a wooden frame, and celluloid balls

;

so called from the sharp
'

ping
'

emitted by the bat
when striking ; table-tennis. Also (\ttrib.

1900 Daily Chron. 8 May 6/6 Our correspondent seems to

hope that the unclean, playing Ping-Pong with the clean,
will become unpleasantly conscious of his uncleanness and
reform. 1901 Ilnd. 2 May 3/2 The inventor of Ping-Pong
has been discovered, it was Mr. James Gibb, an old Cam-
bridge athlete, now living at Croydon. Ibid. 31 Dec. 5/1
Playtime's too short for us, bedtime too long, Since we have
taken to playing Ping Pong.
Hence Frng-po-ng- v. intr., to play ping-pong ;

Ping-pongist (piujp^'nist), a ping-pong player or

enthusiast.

1901 Times i June 8/5 [He] is only required to be agree-
able and to ping-pong. 1901 Morn. Leader 18 Dec. 3/3
The ping.ponging, however, lias not yet started. 1901 Daily
Chron. 27 Dec. 6/3 The competitors were presumably the

pick of '

Ping-Pongists
'

in London.

Pin-grass, -ground: see PIN si.1 18.

Pingster: see PINKSTER.

Pinguecula, incorrect form of PINGUICULA.

Finguedinous (pingwe-dinss), a. Also 9
erron. -idinous. [f. L. pinguedin-em fatness

(S.pingui-s fat) + -ous.] Of the nature of or re-

sembling fat
; fatty, greasy.

1599 A. M. tr. Gabelhoner's Bk. Physicke 65/1 Take an
inveterate Oyle canne, which as yet is pinguedinous in-

ternallye. 1740 MALFALGUERAT in Pliil. Trans. XLI. 366
This Excrescence .. was for the most part of a pinguedinous
Substance. 1826 H. N. COLERIDGE West Indies (1832) 161,
I have . . found a crassitude, a pinguedinous gravity in the
meat.

So tPingne'dinize v. Obs. rare~". =PiNGUEFY.
1656 BLOCNT Glossogr., Pinguefie. .to make fat or gross ;

some have used Pinguedinize in the same sense.

t Pinguefa'Ction. Obs. rare 1
, [n. of action

f. L. pingitefac-lre to fatten : see PINGUEFY and

-HON.] The action of pinguefying; concr. an

application for this purpose.
1597 A. M. tr. Guillemeau's Fr. Chirurg. 36/1 We must

then, with warme infusions and pingvefactions, soften. .and
make supple the same.

Fillguefy (pi'rjgw/fai), v. Now rare. Also

6-9 erron. pinguify. [ad. L. pingucfacfrt to

fatten, f. stem of f
finguere, pingiiesccrc to grow fat

+ facOre to make : see PINGUESCENT and -FY.]
1. trans. To cause to become fat ; to fatten

; to

make greasy ; to saturate with grease ; also, to

make (soil) rich or fertile.

1599 A. M. tr. Gabelhouer's Bk. Physicke 41/2 Pinguefye
heerin a little linnen cloute, and applj-e the same on the
Foreheade. 1603 HOLLAND Plutarch's Mor. 1158 The oile

or ointment wherewith women.. annoint the haire of their
head.. hath a certaine propertie in it to pinguifie withalL
1610 W. FOLKINGHAM Art ofSurvey I. x. 24 It pinguifies the

soyle. 1678 CLDWORTH Intdl. Syst. I. v. 810 The. .Fumes,
and Nidours of Sacrifices ; wherewith their Corporeal and
Spirituous Part, is as it were Pinguified. 1893 Syd. Soc.

Lex., Pinguefy,.,lct make fat.

2. intr. To become fat. ? Obs.

1597 A. M. tr. Guillemeau's Fr. Chirurg. 52 b/2 Those
partes doe increace and pingvifye. 1655 in Narr. Gen,

Vcnables^ (1900) 141, 1 need not dr. Amie to keep me from

pinguifying. 1825 Blackw. Mag. XVII. 72 Buttoclcs pingui-
fying on their own steaks.

Hence Prnguefying///. a., fattening.
1733 TULL Horse-Hoeing Husb. xv. 201 The Pinguifying

Virtue of this Medica Hay. 1818 Blackju. Mag. XXIII.
375 His object being to restrain the pinguifying impulses of

hunger. 1857 MI'SGRAVE Pilgr. Dauphins' I. xi. 245 The
graziers' pinguifying processes.

Finguescence (pirjgwe-sens). rare. [f.
as

next : see -ENCE.] The process of becoming or

growing fat ; loosely, fatness, obesity.

1821-34 Good's Study Meet. (ed. 4) IV. 222 A standard



PINGTJESCENT.

weight of Healthy pinguescence. 1897 A llbutt's Syst. Med,

IV. 607 The sexual relations of pinguescence.

FingueSCent (pingwe-sent), a. [ad. L. fin-

guescent-em, pr. pple. of pinguescere to grow fat,

i. pinguis fat : see -ESCE.] Becoming or growing

fat, fattening; flourishing.

1797 SOUTHEY in Cottle Remin. 211 A very brown-looking

man, of most pinguescent, and fullmoon cheeks. 1833

Frascr's Mag. VI. 716 Haggis. .is unctuously pinguescent.

1852 Tail's 'Mag. XIX. 622 There are hundreds of noble

and self-denying men in the ranks of the Church Pinguescent.

Pinguetude, -tudinoua, erron. ff. PINGUI-.

II Pinguicula (pirjgwi-kiala). Also 9 erron.

(in sense 2) pingueoula, and in anglicized form

pinguecule. [L. fern. >c. planta] oipinguicttl-us

fattish, dim. f. pingui-s fat. Introduced as a

botanical name by Gesner, 1541, to represent Ger.

fettkraut or butterwurz butterwort.]

1. Bot. A genus of small stemless insectivorous

bog plants (N. O. Lentibulariacca?, characterized

by thick yellowish-green greasy leaves and slender

single-flowered scapes ;
butterwort.

1597 [see liu'TTERwoRT]. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Stiff.,

Pinfuicula, butterwort . . the name of a genus of plants . .:

the flower consists of one leaf. 1885 St. fames' Caz. 17 Aug.

6/2 On its slopes grow the insect-capturing pinguiculaletc.].

2. PatA. A small blotch or growth of the con-

junctiva, usually situated near the edge of the
j

cornea.

1858 MAYKE Expos. Lex., Pingitecula, . .a. pinguecule.

1878 T. BRYANT Pract. Surf. I. 351 Pinguicula; are small

yellowish growths situated beneath the conjunctiva, gene-

rally near the outer and inner margins of the cornea.

Pinguid (pi-rjgwid), a. Also 8 pingued. Now
usually humorous or affected, [f.

L. pingui-s adj.,

fat, or stem of *pingue-re (whence pingulsc-fre :

see PINGUESCENT, + -ID : cf. gravid, languid, torpid,

etc.).] Of the nature of, resembling, or abounding

in fat ; unctuous, greasy, oily ;
of soil : rich, fertile.

1635 SWAN Spec. M. v. 2 (1643) 168 Hot and drie exhala-

tions void of pinguid matter. 1769 R. GRAVES Euphrasyne

(1776) I. 119 [He] snuffs the pinguid haunch's sav'ry steam.

1867 HOVVELLS Ital. Journ. in A mighty mass of pinguid

bronze, with a fat lisp.

b. transf. and _/?-.

1768-74 TUCKER Lt. Nat. (1834! I. 643 A pinguid, turgid

style as Tully calls the Asiatic rhetoric. 1893 J. W. PALMER

in Century Mag. Dec. 258/1 The eyes of the Talbot swine

stuck out with pinguid complacency.

Finguidity(pingwi-diti).
Also6erron. -edity.

[f prec. + -ITY.] Fatness ; fatty matter.

1597 A. M. tr. GuiUemeaus Fr. Chirurg. 23/1 Without

applyinge any pinguiditye or oyles. 1599 tr. Gatel/utiir s

Bit Physick 28/2 Take a good Capone,. .discide therof all

his pinguedity. 1630 J. TAYLOR (Water P.) Taylor's Goose

Wks I 103 The pinguidity or fecundious fat of the Gooses

axungia (vulgarly called greace). 1858 Chamb. Jrnl. X.

235/1 His cheeks '. I never saw such bags of pinguidity.

fPinguie, a. 06s. rare- 1
, [ad. L. pingui-s

fat.] Of the nature of fat, fatty.

1637 VENNER Via Recta, etc., Tobacco 355 It eliquateth

the pinguie substance of the kidnies.

Finguiferous (pingwi-ferss), a. humorous

nonce-tad, [f.
L. pingui-s fat + -FERGUS.] Bearing

or producing fat.

1855 Tail's Mag. XXII. 145 The pinguiferous slice from

the salted swine.

Pinguify, erron. form of PINGDEFY.

Pingu.in (pi-rjgwin). Also penguin, penquin

(pinquin). [Origin unascertained.] A West Indian

plant (Bromelia Pinguin) allied to the pine-apple,

or its fruit
;
used in fevers and as an anthelmintic.

It is not clear that Dampier's penguin was a Bromelia.

1606 PLUKF.NET Almagesta II. 29 Ananas Americana syl-

vestris altera minor Barbados et Insult Jamaica nostratibus

colonis Pinguin dicta. 1697 DAMPIER ^oy.1. 263 There is

a sort of fruit growing on these Islands [Chametly], called

Penguins: and 'tis all the fruit they have. The Penguin

fruit is of two sorts, the yellow and the red. 1711 in A. Dun-

can Mariner's Chron. (1803) III. 316 We. .then attempted

to get over the hill, but found it impossible to force a way

through the penguins, bryars, and other prickly plants which

grew there. 1792 MAR. RIDDELL Voy. Madeira 85 Ihe

bromelia karatas, or pinquin, is a fruit resembling a small

cucumber in shape. 1871 KINGSLEY At Last i, On one side

of the path a hedge of Pinguin.
attrib. 1756 P. BROWNE Jamaica 147 This plant . . lound

climbing upon all the pinguin fences. 1894 ALICE SPINNER

Study in Colour 16 On the other side of the red pinquin

spears she saw a flash of crimson.

Pinguin, erron. form of PENGUIN.

Pingui-niteseent (pi
:

rjgwi ,n3ite'sent) ,
a. nonce-

tud. [f.
L. pingui-s fat + NITESCENT.] Having

a greasy lustre ; shining with grease.

1817 COLERIDGE Biog. Lit. x. (1882) 82 The lank, black,

twine-like hair, pingui-nitescent.

t Pi-nguiotlS, a. Obs. [f. L. pingm-s fat +

-OUS.] Of the nature of fat ; fatty, oily.

1747 tr. Astruc's Fevers 104 These glands being com-

pressed, emit a pinguious substance. 1748 Phil. Trans.

XLV 558 Oil, or other pinguious Substances. 1764 Ira-

jects in Ann. Reg. 145/1 Heat sufficient for sending off the

pinguious [printed pinguinous) and alkaline parts.

Pingllipedine (pirjgwi-pfdsin),
a. (so.) Ichth.

[f. mocl.L. Pinguipedinse, (. Pinguipes, f. ptngui-s

fat +/, pid- foot : see -INE 1.] Of or pertaining

to the PinguipcdintR, a subfamily of spmy-finned

882

tropical fishes of which the genus Pinguipes is the

type. b. sb. A fish of this family.

Pinguite (pi-rjgwait). Min. [Named (Ger.

pinguif) by A. Breithaupt, 1829, f. L. pinguis fat :

see -1TE !.] An oil-green hydrated silicate of iron,

of a soapy consistency ;
a variety of CHLOEOPAL.

iKyAmer. yrw/.-SVf.XX. 197 Pinguite, a new argillaceous

mineral. 1837 DANA Min. 224 Closely allied to this species

[Nontronite], is the Pinguite of Leonhard. .. Color siskin

and oil-green. . . Extremely soft, resembling new-made soap.

1850 DAUBENV Atom. The. xii. (ed. 2) 410 Silicates that con-

tain water . . in which the water is simply united to the

silicic combination. . . Example : Pinguite.

Pinguitude (pi'rjgwiti/Jd).
rare. [ad. L. pin-

guitildo fatness, f. pinguis adj., fat.] Fatness.

Openness or wideness of a sound.

guetude. 1822 LAMB Gentle (jtaniess misc. IVKS. (1871) 363

To her mighty bone, she hath a pinguitude withal. 1871

R. ELLIS in Academy i Apr. 208 The pinguitude of the first

letter will be found . . to stand in the way of refining the second.

Hence Pinffnitn'dinous a. rare-".

1870 C. J. SMITH Syn. f; Antonyms s.v. Adipose, Seba-

ceous. Pinguetudinous.

fPi-nguity. Obs. rare-", [f.
L. type *pin-

guitas, f. pingui-s fat : see -TY.] Fatness.

1623 COCKERAM, Pinguitie, fatnesse.

Fin-head (prn,hed). [f.
PIN sb. + HEAD s6.]

1. The head of a pin, a pin's head. Used as

a type of something of very small size or value ;

and applied to things resembling a pin's head, as

small grains, etc.

1662 R. MATHEW Unl. Alch. 86. 116 No more then a

pin-head and not a great one neither, but about one quarter

of a grain. 1828 Craven Gloss, (ed. 2) s.v., It is not worth

a pin-head. 1876 tr. Wagners Gen. Pathol. (ed. 6) 99

Round spots of the size of a pin-head or lentil. 1892 WALSH
7Va(Philad.) 74 The product of the first crop [ofGunpowder
tea) is sometimes known as ' Pinhead ',

from its extremely

small, globular and granulated appearance. 1894 Daily
News ii June 6/2 To the majority. . it matters not a pin-

head whether the Poems were the work of Ossian, the son

of Fingal,. .or of a James MacPherson. 1904 Longm. Mag.
Dec. 185 There can be no joy in always making the same

pinhead by machinery.

b. attrib. Resembling a pin s head
; very small

and of rounded form ; also^f.
1835 URE Philm. Manu/. 23 The other seldom knows any-

thing beyond the pin-head sphere of his daily task. 1872

O. W. HOLMES Poet Break/.-!, iii. (1885)77 His sharp-nose

and pin-head eyes. 1880 Bookseller 3 Feb. 236 Most of Ihe

covers so much admired for the
'

pin-head
'

grain were really

seal-skin and not morocco.

2. A part of a plough : see quot, and cf. quot.

1727 s. v. PIN-HOLE i.

1803 DICKSON Pract. Agric. I. Plate vii. 40 Pin head for

regulating share, so as to form drains at different depths.

3. The top of the pin or peg at quoits.

1897 CROCKETT Lad's Love xviii, Shouts of triumph as

the guide-paper was snatched from the pin-head and buried

deep in the clay.

Hence Pi-n-hea'ded a., having a head like that

of a pin ; spec, of a flower = PIN-EYED ; Pi-n-

hea'ding, the occupation of fitting the heads on

pins (as formerly done, when the heads were made

separately).
1835 URE Philos. Manuf. 361 Three trades., pm-heading,

fustian-cutting, and factory work. 1861 Pin-headed [see

PIN-EYED]. , _.
Pinhoen : see PINION sbf> Pin-hold, Pin-

hood, Pin-hook, etc. : see PIN sb?- 18.

Fin-hole (pi'nh^l).
1. A hole into which a pin or peg fits.

1677 Moxos Meek. Exerc. n. 19 The inside of the Hinge
below the Pin-hole of the Joynt. Ibid. 26 If your Key is to

have a Pin-hole, drill the hole in the middle of the end of

the shank. 1727 BRADLEY Compl. Body Husb. 43 The pin.

holes in the beam, the use of which is to make this plough

cut more or less deep, by fixing the wheels nearer to or

farther from the paring-plate. 1880 A. J. HIPKINS in Grove

Diet Mus. I. 721/2 Single plates of metal, allowing room

for the pin-holes [for the tuning-pins in a pianoforte] in the

wooden block. 1891 P. G. STONE Archil. Antig. Isle oj

Wight ii2 The slates..were thick, and still retained the

original pin-holes.

2. A hole made by a pin; any very small aper-

ture or perforation resembling a pin-prick.

1676 WISEMAN Chirurg. Treat, i. iv. 28 The Breast had at

first broke . . in a small pin-hole. 1822 I MISOS Sc. f, A rt 1 . 233

We can easily see through a small pin-hole in a piece of paper.

1889 Anthonys Photogr. Bull. II. 330 The sensitizing solu-

tion should be constantly watched to avoid pinholes, surrac

markings, et le reste. 1897 Alllnttfs Syst. Med III. 880

The orifice of the appendix . . may be a mere pinhole.

3. attrib. (in sense 2). Pertaining to, involving,

or of the nature of a pinhole or very small aperture ;

of the size of a pin-prick.
a 1853 PEREIRA Polarised Light (1854) *<# If we ' k a

pin or needle through a pin-hole aperture in a card. 1879

St Georges Hosf. Rep. IX. 288
' Pinhole

' wound leading to

fracture on tibia. Ibid. 419 A pinhole perforation was

found in the sigmoid flexure.

Hence Piii-holed (pi'nhtfuld) a. or pa. pple., per

forated with or as with pin-prick.
1873 BROWNING Red Cott. Nt.-citp 69 Palace-panes I in-

holed athwart their windowed filagree By twinklings sobered

from the sun outside.

Pinia: see PIKA i, pine-apple.

PINION.

Pinic (pai'nik), a. Chem. [ad. f.pinique, f.

L. pinus PINE s62 : see -1C.] Of, pertaining to, or

derived from the pine-tree; spec, in Pinic acid,

an acid (C, H 30O S) obtained from pine resin.

1831 T. THOMSON Chem. Inorg. Bodies II. 145 In the year
1826 M. Baup inserted a notice in a periodical work that

he had discovered pinic acid in the resin called cohphon.

1840 Penny Cycl. XVIII. 166/1 When pinic acid is washed
and boiled in water, it forms on cooling a hard brittle sub-

stance, which becomes brown by fusing. 1866 WATTS Diet.

Chem. IV. 650 Pinic acid is an amorphous resin, exactly
like colophony.

Pinicill, obs. variant of PENCIL.

Pinicoline (psini-k^lain, -lin), a. Zool. rare.

[f. L. type *pinicola (f. pin-us pine + -cola inhabi-

tant) + -INE 1
.]

That inhabits pine-woods.
1884 COUES Key N. Attter. Birds 418 Habits, .alpine and

subboreal, pinicoline and pinivorous.

Finicolons (paini-kiflss), a. Kat. Hist. rare.

[f.
as prec. + -ous.] Living or growing on pine-

trees, or in pine-woods.
1858 MAYNE Expos. Lex., Pinicolus,. .that which lives or

grows on the pine,, .pinicolous.

f FinrferOUS, " Obs. rare~". [f. L.finifer,
{. pin-us pine : see -FEROCS.] Bearing or pro-

ducing pine-trees.
1656 in BLOUNT Glossogr.

Piniform (psi'nifpim), a. [f.
L. type *plni-

form-is, f. pin-us pine : see -FORM.] Having the

form or shape of a pine-cone. Piniform decussation :

see quots.
1890 BILLINGS Nat. Med. Diet., Piniform decussation,

decussation of the pyramids, superior; interolivary layer.

1893 Syd. Soc. Lex., P\iniform} decussation, name for the de-

cussation of the superior pyramids of the medulla oblongata.

Fining (pai-nirj),
vbl. sb. [f.

PINE z>. + -ING !.]

The action of the verb PINE.

- 1 1. The infliction or undergoing of pain (bodily

or mental) ; torment, torture ; affliction, suffering.

c iv]$Lamb. Horn. 97 Hi neren aferede of nane licamliche

pinunge. 1315 SHOREHAM Poems i. mo 5yf hys saule

after hys debe Soffrey harde pynynge. c 1460 Tov.'neley

Myst. xx. 499 My sawll is heuy agan.s the deth and the sore

pynyng. 1530 PALSGR. 254/2 Pynyng of a man in prisone

to confesse the trouthe, torture.
_

2. Exhaustion or wasting away by suffering,

disease, or want of food ;
starvation ; languishing ;

intense longing (for something').
a 1400 Sir Beues 86/1645 + 8 (MS. E.) Sende me mete &

drynk..bou woost alle byng, Al my nede and my pynyng.

1579 SPENSER Sheph. Cal. Jan. 48 With mourning pyne

I, you with pyning mourne. 1621 T. WILLIAMSON tr. Goulart s

Wise Vieillant 99 Consumptions, or pynings away of the

bodie. a 1656 HALES Gold. Rem. i. (1673) 245 One of them

resolved to die, by pining and abstaining from . . sustenance.

1847 BUSHSELL Chr. Ktift. II. iii. (1861) 286 The bitter pains

and pinings of unsatisfied hunger. 1898 Allbutt's Syst.

Med. V. 479 In pining .. we note loss of water, loss of plasma,

and loss of red corpuscles.

b. spec. A disease of sheep, characterized by

a wasting away of the body.
1804 in Trans. High!. Soc.Scot. (1807) III. 404 Pining ..is

..most severe upon young sheep. 1846 J. BAXTER Ltor.

Pratt. Agric. (cd. 4) II. 372 Two exterminating diseases,

the pining and the foot-rot, neither of which was known in

that district till the extermination of the moles.

C. concr. pi. Results of pining or withering (in

quot., withered or withering leaves).

1849 M. ARNOLD Dream, On the wet umbrage of their

glossy tops On the red pinings of their forest floor. [Cf.

WORDSW. Yew-Trtes (1803) 22 A pillared shade, Upon
whose grassless floor of red-brown hue, By sheddmgs from

the pining umbrage tinged Perennially.]

3. attrib. t Fining-stool, a stool for punishment,

a cucking-stool; pi-ning-house, -lair, a place

where animals for slaughter are previously shut up

to fast; = hunger-house (HUNGER sb. 4 e).

CX270 Halt Meid. 35 pe care ajain bi pinunge brahen

binimeS be nihtes slepes. c 1315 SHOREHAM Poems i. 2202

He by-held hyne her a set, Ryjt atte hys pynyng stake.

1362 LANGL. P. PI. A. in. 69 To pumsschen on pillories or

on pynnyng stoles [B. in. 78 pynynge stoles] Brewesters,

Bakers, Boftiers and Cookes. .802 Hull Advertiser 4 Dec.

2/2 Pining-house. 1873 Gainsburgh News 25 Sept., lo be

let . . butcher's shop, with slaughter-house, pimng-house,
and

every convenience 1893 Whitly Gaz. 3 Nov. 3/6 In two

I instances the pining-lairs or hunger-houses are within the

[butchers'] shops or open directly into them.

Fi-ning, ppl. a. [f.
as prec. + -ING 2.] That

pines (see the verb) ; ftormenting, afflicting {obs.);

consuming, wasting ; languishing.
a ,240 Wohunge in Cott. H*** Al bat pinende:p,k ne

waldeham bunche bote a softe bekmde baS. 1387-8 I USK

J

Test Love ,. vi. (Skeat! 1. 77 To dwelle m this pynande

prison. isSj
Middlesex County R^ec.

I 137 lVl tal'" f

1 a certain infirmity called] the pining siknes, 1611 BIBLE

i Isa xxxviii 12 He will cut mee off with pining sicknessc.

(742 GRAY Etonl$ Pining Love shall waste their youth.

.817 COLERIDGE Sibyll. Leaves, On rmntav Seaslwre in,

Fashion's pining Sons and Daughters.

Hence Pl'nimgly adv.

1161 T NORTON Cabin's fast. I. 3 Wn the dull hard-

nesse, which y wicked do desirously.
labor to "><

God withal, doth lie pimngly in their har es. 1821 CLARE

Vill. Minstr. 1. 56 Small the wage he gams That many a

child most piningly maintains. _

Piniolate, variant of PIGNOLATE Obs.

Pinion (pi-nyan),
*M Forms : 5 pynyon, 6

pynnyon, -nion, pinnyan, 6-7 pynion, pin-



PINION.

(n)eon, (-oun), -nion, 7 pyneon, 6- pinion, [a.

OF. pigiiott, in Froissart c 1 400 in pi.
'

wing-
feathers, wings, pinions ', a collateral form of OF.

fenon, pennon (also
' feather of an arrow ', and

'

streamer, pennon ')
= It. pennone, orig. plume

(cf. pennoncello little plume or feather), also

streamer, pennon ;
a Romanic augmentative of L.

penna (also written pinna) feather, wing-feather,

wing (PEN sb.'*). (See Godef. pennon '*,
the same

word as his ptnon.) Pinion thus preserves the lit.

sense of Romanic pennone, while PENNON has the

transferred sense of ' streamer
'.]

1. The distal or terminal segment ofa bird's wing ;

hence (chiefly poet, or rhet.), a wing, esp. of a bird

(always with reference to its use for flight).
c 1440 Proitrp. Parv. 400/2 Pynyon, of a wynge, pennula,

1530 PALSGR. 254/2 Pynnyon of a wyng, boutdelesle. 1538
ELVOT, Armus, ..the pynjon of a fowk-. 1593 DRAYTON
Eclogues v. 58 With nimble Pineons shall direct her flight.

1594 Idea 780 To prove the Pynions, it ascends the

Skyes. a 1633 AUSTIN Medit. (1635) 255 How oft do they
[Angels] with golden Pinions cleave The

flitting
skies like

flying Pursevant? 1753 GRAY Progr. Poesy m. iii, Nor the

pride, nor ample pinion, That the Theban Eagle bear

Sailing with supreme dominion Thro' the azure deep
of air. 1821 MONTGOMERY Hymn, 'Hail to tfe Lords
Anointed

',
Far as the eagle's pinion Or dove's light wing can

soar. 1855 LONGF. Hiaw. xix, First a speck, and then a
vulture, Till the air is dark with pinions. 1865 LIVINGSTONE
/.atiibesi xxi. 426 One [weaver-bird] glides with quivering
pinions to the centre of the open space.

b. In carving, The part of a wing corresponding
to the fore-arm. Formerly applied to the wing as

a whole.

1655 MOUFET & RENNET Healths Imf>r. (1746) 203 The
Pinions of Geese, Hens, Capons and Chickens, are of good
Nourishment. 1741 RICHARDSON Pamela (1824) I. 180,
I will

help thee to a pinion, or breast, or anything. 1875
Becton's Everyday Cookery 507 Run a skewer through the

pinion and thigh into the body to the pinion and thigh on
the other side. Mod. 'Shall I give you a wing?' 'Yes:
but take off the pinion.'

t c. The shoulder-blade of a quadruped. Obs.

1545 ELYOT, A la is also the pinion of the shulder of a beast.

d. The human arm. (humorous.)
1848 THACKERAY Bk. Snaos, Club Snots i, The Standard

under his left arm, the Glove under the other pinion.

2-yff- (In reference to things poetically repre-
sented as having wings.)
z6oa MARSTON Antonio's Rev. iv.

y,
The gloomie wing of

night begins to stretch His lasie pinion over all the ayre.
1638 DR_UMM. OF HAWTH. Irene Wks. (1711) 166 To league
is imperiously to command their king and sovereign to cut
short his pinions, and strive to be more than his equal. 1732
POPE Ess. Man \. 91 Hope humbly then; with trembling
pinions soar. 1791 E. DARWIN Bot. Card. i. no When light
clouds on airy pinions sail. 1850 NEALE//V'"

' T/ustrain
upraise ofjoy and praise ',

Ye winds on pinions light !

3. The outermost feather, or any flight-feather,
of a bird's wing ;

a pinion-feather.
1545 ASCHAM Toxoph. (Arb.) 13; The seconde fether in

some place is better than the pinion in other some. 1606
SHAKS. Ant. ft Cl. m. xii. 4 An argument that he is pluckt,
when hither He sends so poore a Pinnion of his Wing, 1858
SIMMONDS Diet. Trade, Pinion,, .the quills from the joint
farthest from the body of the wing of the goose or swan,
used for making pens.

fb. The shaft of a feather ; a quill. 06s. rare" 1
.

1697 tr. C'tess D'Atinoy's Tray. (1706) 4 Our Beds. .being
stuck with Feathers whose Pinions ran into our sides.

f4. Applied to some kind of embellishment
worn on the shoulders or sleeves of women's
dresses in the i6th and I7thc. Cf. PINIONING sb.

1583 STUBBES A nat. Aha. i. (1879) 73 The Women . . haue
dublets and lerkins,. .made with wings, welts, and pinions :

on the shoulder points. iSjo R. STAPYLTON Stradas Lvaj
I

C. IVarres iv. 78 The
pinmons of their sleeves, which they

call wings, are laid with silk fringe of divers colours.

5. The anterior border of an insect's wing; esp. |

in comb, in collectors' names of moths, e. g. Pinion- \

spotted Pug(Eupitkecia consignata), Pinion-spotted \

Yelloiv (Venilia qiiadrimaculata).
1720 ALBIN Nat. Hist. Eng. Insects PI. XCV. text, A ;

yellowish moth with brown clouds towards the pinions of
the upper wings. 1775 MOSES HARRIS Engl. Lepidoptera
39 No. 275 Pinioiij white spotted,. . on elm trees in hanging
wood. No. 276 Pinion, double spotted, . . brown, having two
white spots on the sector edge. 1832 RENNIE Butterflies <y i

Moths 135, 145. 1869 E. NEWMAN Brit. Moths. 118/2 The
Pinion-spotted Pug.

1 6. Her. Applied to the saltire and the chevron.
1486 Bk. St. Alkans, Her. B v b, Ther be in armys calde

ij. pynyonys, Oon is Whan the feeld his a sawtn. . . The
secunde pynyon is called cheffrounce.

1 7. See quot. Obs. (? error, from PINION v.}
1736 AINSWORTH Lat. Diet., Pinions, or manicles for the

hands, inanicz. Pinions, or fetters for the feet, cmnpedes.
[Whence 1755 in JOHNSON.]
8. attrib. and Comb., as pinion-feather pinion-
bones, the bones of the manus or distal joint of
a wing ; pinion-claw, a horny claw borne by the
index or pollex of certain birds.

1486 Bk. St. Attans Bj, The federis that sum call the
pynyon feder. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny I. 300 The pinion
feathers blacke, the vpper plume reddish. 1078 RAY
WillxgUr/t Ornith. 300 The Sarcel is the extreme pinion
feather in a Hawk's wing. 1880 BROWNING Dram. Idylls,
Pictfo 156 The^eaglet callow Needs a parent's pinion -push to

quit the eyrie's edge. 1884 G. ALLEN in Longnt. Mag.
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Jan. 295 The Australian bush-turkeys have also the rudi-
ment or last relic of a primitive pinion-claw.
Pinion (prnysn), sb? Obs. exc. dial. Also

3 pynun, 4 pynoun. [a. OF. penon t pinun
(Godef.), mod.F. pignon in same sense, Romanic
augmentative of L. pinra, battlement, pinnacle.]
A battlement, pinnacle, or gable ;

= PIGNON -.

Pinion-end^ dial, pinning-end, a gable-end.
[1278 Bursar's Rotts, Merton. in ArcJiaeol. Jrnl. II. 142

Item ijj. \d, liberal, predicto Nicholao pro xiij pedibus de
pynun table.] a 1300 Cursor M.,12958 (Cott) pe warlau..
sett him on be hei pinion {Gott. pingnion, Fair/, pynoun] O
e temple o J?e tun. 1881 T. HARDY Two on a Tower II.

li. 23 The wind have blown down the chimley. .and the

pinmng-end with it. 1888 E. LAWS Little Eng. beyond
Wales 421 Pinion or Pine-end^ the gable end of a house ;

French pignon, a gable.

Pinion (pi'nyan), sb$ Meek, [ad. mod.F. pig-
non in same sense (Pare i6th c.), Sp. pinon tooth
of a wheel, pinion, a spec, application of OF.
pignon battlement (see prec.), the teeth of a wheel

being compared to the crenellations of battle-

ments.] A small cog-wheel the teeth of which

engage with those of a larger one ; also a spindle,
arbor, or axle, having cogs or teeth which engage
with the teeth of a wheel. (The teeth or cogs of

a pinion are distinctively called leaves.) Pinion
and rack, also rack and pinion : see RACK sb.~ 6.

1659 LEAK Watenvks. 9 If the Wheel A be turned by the
Pinion C of 10. Teeth. 1704 J. HARRIS Lex. TecAn. I,

Pinion of Report, is that Pinion in a Watch which is

commonly fixed on the Arbor ofthe Great Wheel. .; it driveth
the Dial Wheel, and carrieth about the Hand. 1815 J.
SMITH Panorama Sc.^ Art I. 358 If the teeth of wheels
and the leaves of pinions consisted of materials perfectly-

hard, and were accurately formed.. they would act on each
other not only with uniform force, but also without friction.

1867 J. HOGG Microsc. i. i. 9 Capable of various adjustments,
and regulated by a pinion and rack.

b. attrib. and Comb., as pinion-flank^ -shaft,

-work\ pinion-bottoming-file, pinion-file, fine

knife-edged files used in watch-making ; pinion-
gauge, fine callipers used by watch-makers ;

pinion-jack (see quot.) ; pinion-leaf, each of

the cogs or teeth of a pinion (LEAF sb. 13); pinion-
wire : see quot. 1884.
1884 F. J. BRITTEN Watch $ Clockm. 242 A file cutting

only on the edge is more generally called a safe sided lever
notch file, or a "pinion bottoming file. 1875 KNIGHT Diet.

AfceA^VYw/tf ;/?&(Watch-making), a knife-file employed by
watchmakers. 1884 F. J. BRITTEN IVateh

fy
Clockin. 288

The *pinion flanks should be hypocycloidal in form. 1875
KNIGHT Diet. Mcch.^

*
Pinion-gage. 1884 F. J. BRITTEN

Watck
<*(

Cloeknt. 193 [A] Pinion Guage. .[is] a guage used

by watchmakers for taking the height of pinion shoulders
and other measurements, 1884 KNIGHT Diet. Mech. Suppl.,*Pinion Jack (Milling), a jack for raising the stone pinion
out of gear. 1884 F. J. BRITTEN IVatch <$ Clockm. 37 The
tendency of "pinion leaves to butt the wheel teeth. 1844
STEPHENS Bk. Farm 1 1. 1 37 These plummer-blocks are bolted
down to the top-rails of the frame, to which also the separate
bearings of the

*pinion-shafts
are. .bolted. 1795 J. AIKIN

Mane/tester 31 1 The drawing of *pinion wire originated here.

1884 F. J. BRITTEN Watch fy Cloeknt. 194 Pinion wire. .steel

wire drawn with corrugations resembling pinion leaves, from
which pinions are made. 1829 Nat. Pkilos. I. Mechanics
n. vii. 28 (U. Kn. Soc.), A system of tooth and *pinion-work.

tPi-nion, sb* Obs. [Perh. a use of PINION sbt]
Name of an obsolete card-game.
ci554 Interlude of Youth (1849) 38 At fhe cardes I can

teche you to play, At the.. Post, pinion, and also aumsase.

Pinion, sb$
1. Anglicized form of Sp. pinon ^ Pg. pinhao, pi.

pinhdes (sometimes written pinkoens}, in full//;/-
hoes do Brasil, kernels of Brazil, the seed of Ja-
tropha Cureas )

the Physic-nut of South America.
See also PIGNON i 2.

1577 FRAMPTON Joyful N'ews i. (1596) 22 They doe bryng
from the newe Spayne certeyne Pinions or Camels, wherwit h
the Indians dyd purge themselues: they bee like to our
Pinions, which do growe out of our Trees, [1648 W. Piso
Hist. Nat. Brasil. iv. xl. 83 De Mnndtty-guacUi Lusitanis
Pinhoes do Brasil, ejusque usu in Medicina. 1648 MARC-
GK\\e. Hist. Rerunt Nat. Brasil. in. iii. 96 Mvmh>bigT.'acv
Brasiliensibus, Pinhones Lusitanis, mihi Nux cathartica.
1822 SARA H. COLERIDGE tr. Ace. Abipones II. 261 In the
Northern part of Paraguay there grows a nut called Pitton
del Paraguay by the Spaniards, and by physicians nux
Cathartica. 1884 DYMOCK Mat. Med, \V~. India, iv. 573
Jatropha.^ multifida. ..The seeds are powerfully purgative
and emetic. In Brazil an oil called

' Pinhoen
'

is extracted
from them and is used as an emetic.]

2. Anglicized spelling of PINON, the American

Nut-pine.
1860 BARTLETT Diet. Atner. (ed. 3), Pinion (Span. pi%on\

a species of pine-tree, growing on the head waters of the
Arkansas.

Fi/nion, sb$ Woollen Manuf. [erron. ad.

f.peignon combings, i. ptigner to comb.] (//.)
The short refuse wool remaining after the combing
process ;

* noils '.

1780 A. YOUNG Tour Irel. II. 18 To each stone there is

one pound and three quarters of pinions of short wool that
comes out in the combing. 1847-78 HALUWELL, Pinions,
refuse wool. Somerset. 1886 ELWORTHY W. Somerset Word-
bk., Pinions. . . This word . . is thoroughly West Country. In
other parts this regular article of commerce is called

'

noils '.

Pinion (pi-nyan), v. [f. PINION sbl]
1. irans* To cut off the pinion of one wing, or

PINIPICBIN.

otherwise disable or bind the wings, in order to

prevent a bird from Hying. (With the bird, or
the wing, as obj.)
1577 B. GOOGE HeresbacWs Husb. iv. (1586) 169 They that

meane to fatte Pigions. .some., do softly tie their Legges :..

some vse onely to pinion them. 1641 BEST Farm. Bkt.
(Surtees) 123 The swanners gette up the young swannes
about Midsummer, .and then doe they allsoe pinnion them,
cuttinge a joynte of theire right winges. a 1667 COWLEY

j

Ess. Verse <V Prose, Shortness of Life, Suppo-e, thou
Fortune couldst to Tameness brine, And clip or pinion her

; wing. 1727 Philip Quarll (1816)67 The two old ducks..
being pinioned, could not fly away. 1849 D. J. BROWNE

; Amur. Poultry Yd. (1855) 242 They . . should have been
! pinioned at the first joint of the wing.

2. To bind the arms of any one, so as to deprive
him of their use

;
to disable by so binding ; to

shackle. (With the person, or the arms, as obj.)
1558 PHAER Mntidn* Civ, The shepeherdes..a yongman

haue ycaught, And pynyond with his handes behind onto the

Kyng him brought, c 1611 CHAPMAN ///</ xxi. 31 All their
hands he pinnioned behinde With their owne girdles, a 1680

I

BUTLER Rein.
(1759) II. 84 He carries his elbows backward,

|

as if he were pinioned like a trust-up Fowl. 1726 SWIFT
!

Gulliver in. i, Finding us all prostrate upon our faces . . they

|

pinioned us with strong ropes. 1851 Wilsons Talcs Border*
i XX. 54 The sailors attempted to pinion Peter's arms.

b. transf. andyf^.
_

1621 T. WILLIAMSON tr. GoularCs Wise Vieillard 70 Feare
i inuades them, and pynionsthemvp. 1641 'b\\\.ivx Animadr.
! iii. Wks. 1851 III. 210 Laying before us universall proposi-
I

tions, and then thinks. .to pinion them with a limitation.

: 1781 Cow PER Truth 133 Yon ancient prude . . Her elbows
'

pinioned close upon her hips.

c. To bind fast to something, or together.

axtfgaJ.SHITH.Stf/. Disc.v. 135 Those dismal apprehensions
which pinion the souls of men to mortality, a 1690 RCSHU.
Hist. Coll. (1721) V. 131 The Prisoners, .being piniou'd two
and two together by the Arms. 1742 POPE Dune. iv. 134
And while on Fame's triumphal Car they ride, Some Slave
of mine be pinlon'd to their side. 1764 CHURCHILL Gotham
u. 164 Let me.. praise their heav'n, tho' pinion'd down
to earth. 1831 T. L. PEACOCK Crotchet Castle xviii, Mr.
Toogood. .contrived to slip a ponderous coat of mail over
his shoulders, which pinioned his arms to his sides.

Hence Pi 'moiling vbl.sb.
1828 in P. L. Sclater Rec. Progr. Zool. Soc. (1901) 150,
n wild ducks, .caught for the purpose of pinioning.
attrib. 1864 SALA in Daily Tel. 21 Sept., Calcraft with his

pinioning straps. 1894 Westin* Gaz. 12 Dec. 7/2 The con-
vict, .quietly submitted to the pinioning operations.

t Piniona'de. Obs. In 4 pyuyon-, pyn-
(n)on-, 4-5 pynenade. [app. f. some form of

Romanic pinion (cf. PIGNON *, PINION $b$\ f. L.

pinea pine-nut + -ADE. (Prob. in OF. or AF.)]
A comfit or conserve of which pine-nuts formed
a characteristic ingredient.
1329 Ace. Exch. ff.R. Bd. 383 No. 9 m. 4 Pro. .ccclxxxj Ib.

qr. gingebr' et Pynonad .v. Ib. gariofilorum. 1353-4 Durham
Ace, Rolls (Surtees) 554 In duabus copulis dt; Pynyonade et

de Gyngebrede, cum duabus librisdeanysconfytxviiw. viii</.

c 1390 Form ofCnry\\, (1780) 31 Pynnonade. TakeAlmandes
iblanched and drawe hem sumdell thicke with gode broth. .

set on the fire and seeb it,, .take Pynes yfryed in oyle ober
in greece and herto white Powdpur douce. 1390-1 Earl
Derby's Exp, (Camden) 19 Pro iiij Ib. pynenade ad xiiijd.,

iiij s. viij d. ^1440 Anc. Cookery in Honseh. Ord. (1790)
450 At the seconde course jussett, pynenade to potnge.

Pinioned (pi'nyond), a. [f. PINION j//.
1 + -j;i) 2 .]

Having pinions or wings; winged. Also in para-

synthetic comb., as strong-pinioned^ swift-pinioned.
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 400/2 Pynyonyd, pennulatns, 1553

HULOET, ~Py\\n\Qr\td, ariitatus,pefinulatics. 1697 DRY DEN*

Virg. Past. ix. 36 Thy Name, O Varus..The Wings of

Swans,and stronger pinion'd Rhyme, Shall raise aloft. 1765
J. BROWN Chr. Jrnl. (1814) 204 What pinioned notions come
and go ! 1^92 SOUTHEV Lett. (1856) 1. 12 The cherub choir
. .bend their pinioned heads to hear.

Prnioned, ///. a. [f. PINIONS. 4- -ED 1
.] In

senses of the verb. a. Of a bird : Having the

wings maimed or confined, b. Having the arms
bound so as not to be moved

; shackled.

1567 DRANT Horace, Efist. \\. i. G vj, Captiue kingcs..
with pinnyand arnies behinde. 1647 R.STAI'YLTOS Juvenal
181 Least on us they fall, And to the barre their pinneon'd
masters call. 1742 RICHARDSON Pamela IV. 319 A miserable
little pinion'd Captive. 1892 Daily Neius 28 Jan. 5/1 A pair
of pinioned wild duck.. that is, whose wings had been so
cut that they were unable to fly.

t Pvnioning
1

,
sb. Obs. [f. PINION sb* + -iNG 1

.]

PINION sb.\ 4.

1597-8 BP. HALL Sat. in. vii. 41 His sleeues half* hid with

elbow-pineonings, As if he ment to flie with Unnen wings.

fPi-nionist. Obs. nonce-wd. [f.
PINION sbl -f

-IST.] A winged creature.

1613 W. BROWNE Brit. Past. i. iv, The flitting pinnionists
of ayre.

Pi'nionleSS, a. rare. [f. as prec. + -LESS.]
\Vithout pinions ; wingless.
1804 Temple Bar Afag, CI. 514 The pimonless fosterer of

one s immaturity.

Pinipicrin (poiniprkrin). Chem. [f. 'L.ptn-us

pine + Gr. irtKp-os bitter + -IN.] A bitter substance

(C 22H 36OU) obtained from the needles and bark

of Scotch fir (Pinus sylvestris), and the leaves of

the American Arbor-vitre (Thuja occidentalis].
1866 WATTS Diet. Chei. IV. 651 The needles, after ex-

haustion with alcohol, still retain a little pinipicrin. . .Pint-

picrin is a bright yellow powder, which, .becomes., trans-

parent and mobile at ioorf
, and solidifies on cooling to a
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FINITE.

brownish -yellow., mass. i&g\Syd. Soc. Lex,, Pinipicrin^. .

a brown, bitter, amorphous glucuside.

Finite 1
(pi'n-, pai'nait). Min. [ad. Gex.pinit

(Karsten, 1800), from its locality, the Pini mine,

Schneeberg, Saxony : see -ITE 1 2 b.] A hydrous
silicate of aluminium and potassium, occurring in

various crystalline forms.

1805 R- JAMESON Syst. Min. II. 552 Finite, .occurs seldom
massive. iSit PINKERTON Petralogy I. 217 Finite, with

gold pyrites and native gold. 1859 PAGE Geol. Tertns(i86$)
360 Pintte, a variety or sub-species of iolite.

Pinite 2
(psi'nait). Chem. [a. F. finite) f. L.

ptnus PINE sb.2- : see -ITE 1
4.] A crystallizable

saccharine substance (C6H 12O 10 )
obtained from the

sap of two species of pine-tree, Pinus lambertiana

and P. sabiniana.

1857 MILLER Elem. Chem. III. 70 A modification of man-
nite (CeHeOj), to which the name ofpinite has been given,
has been found by Berthelot in the juice of the Pimts
Lambertiana. 1873 WATTS Fownes' Cheat, (ed. n) 629.

PinivorOUS (paini'voras), a. [f. L. pin-us
pine + -VOROUS.] That feeds on pine-kernels.
1884 [see PINICOLINE].

|j
Pinjane (pi'njds^h). Also pinjeen. [Manx

= Gael, dinnaean, Ir. binidean rennet.]
* Curds

and whey' (E. D. D.).
1887 T. E. BROWN Doctor, etc. 152 A man can't live upon

pin-jane. 1894 HALL CAINE Manxman 306 A spoonful of
cold pinjane, Nancy.

Pink (piqk), sbl Now chiefly Hist. Forms:

5-7 pinck, 6 pyncke, 6-7 pin(c)ke, 7 pynke,
6- pink. [app. a. MDu. pincke, pinke > name of

a. small sea-going ship, also a fishing-boat (1477-8
in Verw. & Verdam), in Kilian pinck, mod.Du.

pink; in MLG., LG., and mod.Ger. pinke \ also

F. pinqite (1690 in Furetiere, pinquet 1634 in

Hatz.-Darm.), It. pinto \ ulterior origin unknown

(Jal).] A sailing vessel
; orig. one of small size

used for coasting and fishing, described as flat-

bottomed and having bulging sides; in the i/th
and iSthc. applied to ships of considerable size,

esp. war-ships; see also quot. 1794. A common
characteristic in later times appears to have been
a narrow stern : cf. pink-stern, -sternedm b.

The description of the Dutch pinks and that of the pinks
of the Mediterranean differ considerably : see the quots.
^Sword ink, one provided with lee-boards [Du. zwaard

(siuecrd Kilian) a lee-board].

1471 Sc. Acts Jas. ///(i8i4) II. 100/2 Pat certain lordes

..& burowis get male or get Schippis buschis & vber
ret pynk botes witht nettes & al abil^ementes ganing
arfor for fysching. 1545 St. Papers Hen. /'///, I. 792
They mete also three Flemishe pynckes, laden with pouderd
codde. 1545 ASCHAM Toxoph. (Arb.) 153 In Winter and
rough wether, small bootes and lytle pinkes forsake the
seas. 1573-80 BARET Ah'. P 380 A Pinke, a little ship. 1601

J. REYMOR Obs. Dutch Fishing- in Phenix (1721) I. 228
Above looo Sail of Pinks, Welboats, Dogger boats take Cod,
Ling, and other Fish there. 1616 CAPT. SMITH Descr. New
Rug. 12 The poore Hollanders, .hauing 2 or 3000 Busses,
Flat bottomes, Sword pinks, Tpdes, and such like. 1688
Land. Caz. No. 2352/3 The Pink lost her Top-mast and

Sprit-sail,
had her Main-Yard broke, and her Hull and

Rigging very much torn. 1710 J. HARRIS Lex. Techn. II.

s.v,, The Bends and Ribs compassing so as that her Sides

buldge out very much; wherefore these Pinks are difficult

to be boarded. They are often used for Store-Ships, and
Hospital-Ships, in the Fleet. 1742 FIELDING Jos. Andrews
n. xvii, The villains.. put me, a man, and a boy, into a little

bad pink, in which..we at last made Falmouth. 1748
Anson's Voy. i. ii. 14 The two Victuallers were Pinks,. . of
about four hundred, and.. two hundred tons burthen. 1769
FALCONER Diet. Marine (1789), Pink, a name given to a

ship with a very narrow stern; whence all vessels ..whose
sterns are fashioned in this manner, are called pink-sterned.
1787 EARL MALMKSBURY Diaries fy Corr. II. 367, I have
determined to dispatch a pink from Scheveling. 1794
Rigging Sf Seamanship I. 236 Pinks are mediterranean-

vessels, and differ from the Xebec only in being more lofty,
and not sharp in the bottom, as they are vessels of burthen.

They have long narrow sterns, and three masts, carrying
latteen-sails. 1823 SCOTT Pevcril xviii, Suppose me . .

detained in harbour by a revenue pink. 1867 SMYTH Sailors
Word-bk., Pink, a ship with a very narrow stern, having a
small square part above. The shape is of old date, but

continued, esp, by the Danes, for the advantage of the

quarter-guns, by the ship's being contracted abaft.

fig. 1x1625 FLETCHER Woman's Prize \\. vi, This pinck,
this painted foist, this cockle-boat, To hang her fights out,
and dehe me, friends, A well known man of war.

b. attrib. and Comb., as pink-boat (see quot.
1471 above), pink-rigged adj. ; pink-snow, a snow

resembling a pink in build; pink-stern, a stern

like that of a pink ; hence, a small vessel having
a narrow stern

; so pink-sterned a. (cf. 1 769 above).
1711 W. SUTHERLAND Shiplmild. Assist. 60 For round or

pink-sternM Ships. 1722 FORSTER in Phil. Trans. XXXII.
100 A small Pink-Snow, called the Richard and Elizabeth.

1759 Ann. Reg. 64/2 A French privateer, .fell in with an
Knglish brig, pink-stern about 100 tons burthen. 1808 A.
PAKSONS Trav. viii. 160 The galliote which the Eagle bad
taken .. is built forward like a London wherry, with a pink
or lute stern. 1861 L. L. NOBLK Icebergs 77 A pink-sterned
schooner, of only sixty-five tons. Ibid. 89 At eight o'clock,
our brave little pink-stern was lying nt anchor in her haven.

1867 SMYTH Sailor's IVord-bk.^ Flute, or Fluyt, a pink-
rigged fly-boat. Ilnd., Pinkstern, a very narrow boat on
the Severn. 1890 in Haswell Maister(-i9$) 112 In 1833..
I sailed in the well-known old Liberty and Property a
collier with 'pink

1

stern; the last of her race, I believe.

gr
pa
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Fink (pink), sl>2y penk (penk). Forms : a.

5- penk, 7 penck, penke ;
also 8-9 pank. ft.

7 pinck, 7- pink. [Origin obscure : cf. dial.

Gzr.pink(e fem., (i) minnow, (2) small salmon, (3)
a kind of eel. The historical Hng. form was/,
for which pink began to appear in I7th c., and has

been adopted in fishery statutes in sense 2.

It has no connexion with pink the flower, nor with pink
the colour, as erroneously assumed by some.]
1. A minnow. Now dial.

a. a 1490 BOTONER Itin. (1778) 358 Yn Wye-water sunt..

penkys. 1651-3 T. BARKER Art of'Angling 4 The angling
with a Menow, called in some places Pencks [ed. 1820,

Pincks], 1653 WALTON Angler iv. 93 With a Worm, or a
Minnow (which some call a Penke). 1787 GROSE Frovinc.

Gloss., Pank
t or Pink, a minnow. N. 1828 C. CROKER

Fairy Leg. II. 57 Penk or Pink [is] the name of the little

fish more commonly called in England minnow. 1891 A.
LANG in Laigm. Mag. Aug. 446 An artificial penk.
0. a 1687 COTTON Angler s Ballad \\. Poems (1680) 76 And

full well you may think, If you troll with a Pink, One
[fishing-rod] too weak will be apt to miscarry. 1755 JOHN-
SON, Pink. .6. Afish ; the minnow. 1787, 18*8 [see a]. 1879
Miss JACKSON Shropsh. Word-bk., Pink, .. the Minnow.
[E. D. D. cites it also from Sheffield, Derbysh., Leicester,

Notts, Cheshire, & Warwicksh.]
2. A young salmon before it becomes a smolt ;

a samlet, parr.
1828 Sporting Mag. XXII. 26 There are a great number

of samlets or pinks. 1861 Act 24 <$ 25 Viet. c. 109 4 All

migratory fish of the genus salmon, whether known by the

names. .salmon. .parr, spawn, pink, last spring, hepper, last-

brood,., or by any other local name. 1886 St. Nicholas

Aug. 740^2 Presently the alevin grows into the fry, or

pink, which is an absurd little fish about an inch long,

goggle-eyed, and with dark bars on its sides.

Pink (pirjk), stt.3
[f.

PINK z.l, q. v. for Forms.]
f 1. A hole or eyelet punched in a garment for

decorative purposes ; also, scalloping done for the

same purpose : cf. PINKING vbl. sbJ-,pinking-iron.
1512 Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scot. IV. 215 Item, ..for iiij

c

powdringis and pinkis to the sam goune, . . xij s. 1598 FLORID,
Tagliuzzi, small pinks, cuts or iagges in clothes. 1599 B.

JONSON Cynthia s Rev. v. iv, Is this pinke of equall propor-
tion to this cut? 1632 Magn. Lady in. iv, You had
rather have An ulcer in your body, than a pink More in

your clothes.

1 2. A stab with a poniard, rapier, etc. 06s.
1601 WEEVER Mirr. Mart. Cj, At a great word she will

her poynard draw, Looke for the pincke if once thou giue
the lye. 1638 FORD Lady's Trial in. i, The fellow's a
shrewd fellow at a pink.

b. A shot-wound.
1885 Pall Mall G. 13 May 4/1 He is spotted with marks

of stabs and revolver *

pinks ', and he takes all his wounds
quite as matter of course.

Pink,^. 4and.l Forms: 6pynke,6-7pinck(e,
pinke, 7- pink. [Etymology obscure. By some

conjectured to be named from its 'pinked' or jagged
petals ; but there is no evidence that PINK v, had
the sense

' to cut or scallop the edges (of gar-

ments)
*

in the i6th c., or indeed before the iQth c.

Others would connect the name with pink eye,
small eye, comparing the Fr. name ceillet, dim. of

ffi/eye, and med.L. Ocellus, dim. of oculus eye.]
A. sb. I. 1. The general name of various species

of Dianlhus (N. O. Caryophyllace^}^ esp. of D.

plumarius, a favourite garden plant, a native of

Eastern Europe, with very numerous varieties hav-

ing pure white, pink, crimson, and variegated

sweet-smelling flowers.

1573 TUSSER Husb. (1878) 96 Herbes, branches, and flowers,
. . Pinkes of all sorts. 1578 LVTE Dodoens n. vii. 155 The
Pynkes, and small feathered Gillofers,are like to the double
or cloaue Gillofers, . . sauing they be single and a great deale
smaller. Ibid. 156 Called in Englishe by diuers names, as

Pynkesj Soppes in wine, feathered Gillofers, and small
Honesties. 1601 ?MAKSTON Pasauil fy Kath. \. 272 I'le lay
me downe vpon a banke of Pinkes. 1662 PEPVS Diary
29 May, To the old Spring Garden,, .the wenches gathered
pinks. 1779 SHERIDAN Critic n. ii, Sweet-william and sweet

marjoram and all The tribe of single and of double pinks.

1847 L. HUNT Men, Women^ $ B. I. ix. 159 A highly re-

spectable individual, .clean as a pink, and dull as a pike-
staff. 1870 MORRIS Earthly Par. I. n. 559 Starry pinks for

garlands meet.

trans/. 1885 T. MOZLEY Remin. Tenvtis, etc. II. 339 Those
blue eyes and that mixture of pinks and lilies that men, and
women too, admire or quiz, as they are disposed.

b. Applied with qualifying words to other

species of Dianthust and to other plants allied to

or resembling the pink ; e. g.
Carolina Pink - PINKROOT : cf. CAROLINA ; China or

Chinese Pink, Dianthns chincnsis: see CHINA so. 2b;
Clove Pink, D. Caryophyllus : see CLOVE sb? 6 ; Dept-
ford Pink, D. Artneria; Fire or Ground Pink, Silene

mrginica\ see FIRE sb. II. sb; Indian Pink = C/K//-t;
also applied to some West Indian and N. American species
of Igomcea\ also = PINKROOT; t Jagged Pink, Ragged
Robin, Lychnis Flos-cueuli ; Maiden, Maidenly, or
Meadow Pink, Dianthus dcltoides; see MAIDEN sb.

10 b; Maryland Pink - Carolina pink; Old maid's
Pink, Soapwort, Stifionaria offidnalts (Cent. Diet. 1890);
Pheasant's eye Pink PHKASANT'S EYE 3; Sea Pink,
(a) Thrift, Statice A rmcria ; t {b} Cerastimn reficns ;

Spanish Pink, D. hhpanicus\ Swamp Pink, Azalea
viscosa'. Wild Pink, any wild species of Dianthus; in

U. S. applied to Silene pennsylvanica and S. virginica
(
= Ground Pink).
1860 UARTLETT Diet. Amer. (ed. 3), Pink Root, . . also

known as the "Carolina Pink. 1741 Compl. Fain. -Piece n.

PINK.

incnan pinK. 1037 fenny ^yci. viii. 475/2 L>\iantnus\
Caryophyllus, or the *Clove Pink. 1866 MOORE in Brande
& Cox Diet. Sc.. etc. 1 1. 006/2 What is called a Clove Pink is

Dianthus caryophyllus^ the source of the Carnation and
Picotee. [1597 GERARDE Herbal n. clxxiii. 476 A Wilde
creeping Pinke, which groweth in our pastures neere about
London.. but especially in the great field next to Detford,
by the path side as you go from Redriffe to Greenewich.]
1664 EVELYN Kal. Hort. (1729) 205 May.. .Span. Pinks,
*Deptford Pinks. 1831 J. DAVIES Manual Mat. Med. 447
*Ground pink. Silene virginiana. 1664 EVELYN Kal.
Hort. (1729) 219 September. . .^Indian Pinks, ^'.thlopick
Apples. 1741-97 [see China, Chinese Pink above]. 1866
Treas. Bot. s.v. Spigelia, The Pink-root, Worm-grass, or

Indian-pink of the shops is the produce of S. marilandica.
^573 BARET Alv. P 349 The *iagged Pinkes, Vetonica
Altilis minor. . Dodon. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Sitpp. s. v,,The
little creeping pink, with one flower on every stalk, called by
many the *maiden-pink. 1597 GERARDE Herbal n. clxxiii.

477 Caryophyllus Virgineus^
*
Maidenly Pinkes. 1866 Treas.

Bot. 891 Maiden or *Meadow Pink. 1733 MILLER Card, Diet.,

Statice, Thrift or *Sea Pink. 1759 Ibid. s. v. Cerastiuw,
Hoary creeping Mouse-ear, by some called Sea Pink.

1854 H. MILLER Sch. # Schm. xviii. (1858) 397 Beds of

thrift, with its gay flowers the sea-pinks. 1892 H. HUTCHIN-
SON Fairway Isl. 97 Here and there a bunch of dead sea-

pink. 1664 *Spanish Pink [see Deptford Pink above]. 1884
MILLER Plant-n.^ Spanish Pink, Dianthus hispanicus.
1898 Atlantic Monthly LXXXII. 499/1 The familiar

sweet-scented white azalea.., the '

*swamp pink' of my
boyhood. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp. s.v., The wild

sweet-william, or common *wild pink. 1814 WORDSW. Ex-
cursion vi. Poems (1888) 497/2 The wild pink crowns the

garden-wall. 1882 Garden 28 Oct. 375/2 S. pennsylvanica,
or Wild Pink, as it is popularly called, with pink flowers.

o. Locally applied to the Cuckoo-flower or

Lady's Smock, Cardamine pratensis.
1818 HOGG Brownie of B, xi, Enough to make the pinks

an' ewe gowan blush to the very lip.

2. fig. The * flower ', or finest example of ex-

cellence; the embodied perfection (<?/"some good
quality).
1592 SHAKS. Rom. fy Jnl. ii. iv. 61 Mer. Nay, I am the

very pinck of curtesie. Rom. Pinke for flower. 1621

FLETCHER Pilgrim i. ii, This is the prettiest pilgrim The
pinck of pilgrims, 1711 STEELE Spect. No. 140 P 10 Ladies,
..the very Pinks of Good-breeding. 1773 GOLDSM. Stoops
to Cong. i. i, Setting off her pretty monster as the very pink
of perfection. 1813 MOOKE Post-bag viii. 4 Come ta our

Fete, and show again That pea-green coat, thou pink of
men! 1825-9 MRS. SHERWOOD Lady of Manor III. xxii.

398, I have been admiring your cupboards ; they are the

very pink of elegance. 1893 BARING-GOULD Cheap Jack Z.
i. 20 The pink and paragon of propriety.

b. The most perfect condition or degree of

something ;
the height, extreme.

1767 G. S. CAREY Hills ofHybla 20 Behold her sailing in

the pink of taste, Trump'd up with powder, frippery and
paste. 1840 THACKERAY Paris Sk.-bk. (1872) 173 In the very
pink of the mode. 1893 VIZETELLY Glances Back I. xiii. 255
[He] got himself up in the very pink of fashion.

C. A beauty ; an exquisite, a smart person, one

of the elite. ? Obs.
3602 BRETON Merry Wonders B iij, He had a pretty pincke

to his own wedded wife. 1821 Sporting Mag. IX. 27 A new
white upper tog, that would have given a sporting appear-
ance to a pink of Regent-street. 1827 FONBLANQUE Eng.
under 7 Administr. (1837) I. 55 His Vice runs into the

contrary extreme. He is a Pink, an Exquisite.

3. attrib. or as adj. Exquisite ; smart,
' swell '.

Now only U. S. colloq. or slang.
1598 MARSTON Pygmal. iii. 149 For to perfume her rare

perfection With some sweet-smelling pinck Epitheton. 1818

LADY MORGAN Autobiog. (1859) 42 It was Lady Cork's 'Pink

night ',
the rendezvous of the fashionable exclusives.

4. Comb, (in sense i), as pink-growing sb.,pink~
like adj. ; pink-coloured a., of the colour of the

pink ; having a pink colour.

1681 T. JORDAN London*s JoyB iv,A Mantle ofpink colour'd

sarsnet, fringed with Gold. 17.. MOORE Trav. II. xc.

(Jod.), The dancers .. were dressed in white silk flounced

with pink-coloured ribbands. 1807 J. E. SMITH Phys. Bot.

412 Little pink-like plants. 1826 MU8 MlTTOBD Village
Ser. n. (1863) 244 Lending his willing aid in waiting and

entertaining on fair-days and market-days, at pink-feasts
and melon-feasts. 1845 Florist's Jrnl. Sep^t.

186 The remi-

niscences of pink-growing are always most interesting to us.

II. sb. use of B.

5. A light or pale red colour with a slight purple

tinge, (See also PINK sbfy
[1828 WEBSTER, Pink, . .a color used by painters ; from the

color of the flower.] 1846 WORCESTER, Pink,., the usual

color of the flower; a light crimson. 1874 A. O'SHAUGH-
NESSY Music $ Moonlight, Ode to Ncw

t Age 183 Nay, by
yon pink of slowly parting lips, A long rim near the dawn.

1892 Speaker 3 Sept. 289/2 Wild rose . . falling in close

exquisite veils of pink and green down to the daisied grass.

b. With defining word prefixed to denote a

particular shade : see B. i b.

1893 F. F. MOORE I Forbid Banns (1899) 88 The mellow

crimson faded into shell-pink. 1900 Daily News 28 Apr.

6/6 A little prawn-pink is introduced under the embroidery.

1900 G. SWIFT Somcrley 101 Soft cheeks with a sort of sun-

rise-pink on them not that unhealthy, doll-like shell-pink.

6. Scarlet when worn by fox -hunters ;
a scarlet

hunting-coat, or the cloth of which it is made.

1834 DISRAELI Corr. w. Sister 15 Feb., Although not in

pink, (I] was the best mounted man in the field. 1860

R. E. WARBURTOM Hunt. Songs 1. (1883) 143 A sect. .Who
blindly follow, clad in coats of pink, A beast whose nature

is to run and stink. 1861 HUGHES Tom Brown at Qxf. i,

They are the hunting set, and come in with pea-coats over



PINK.

their pinks. 1889 Daily News 12 Nov. 5/2 Scarlet, con-

ventionally known as
'

pink ', will, he trusts, last as long as

fox-hunting. 1900 Ilia, 24 Feb. 6/7 A short coat in hunting

pink.

b. transf. A man in
'

pink
'

;
a fox-hunter.

1828 SportingMag. XXI. 323 Even in the strictest College
a pink could unmolested walk across the Court. 1840 SHAIRP
in W. Knight Shairp fy Friends (1888) 44, I see the pinks

flocking out to the 'meets'. 1869 E. FARMER Scrap Bk.

(ed. 6)91 Pinks call for their second [horse] to finish the run.

B. adj. [orig. attrib. use of sense I of the sb.]

1. Of the colour of the pink (sense i) in its single

natural state ; of a pale or light red colour, slightly

inclining towards purple ;
of a pale rose-colour.

1720 MRS. MANLEY Power of Love (1741) I. 16 A Veil of

Pink Colour. 1733-4 MRS. DELANY in Life $ Corr. 431

Lady Dysart's clothes were pink armazine trimmed with
silver. 1806 Med. Jrnl. XV. 58 The pustule was small. . .

Its base was of a light red or pink colour. 1821-30 LD.
COCKBURN Mem. vii. (1874) 350 He .. could not be looked at

without his face becoming pink. 1875 PRINCESS ALICE in

Mem. 14 Feb. (1884) 336 She looks pink and smiling.

b. With prefixed word expressing the particular

shade, as light, deep, dull, pale pink ; arbutus-,

coral-, currant-, old-, orange-, prawn-, purple-,

raspberry-, shell-pink, etc. See also ROSE-/Z'A",

1882 Garden 14 Oct. 347/1 A small flower with pale pink
florets. 1887 Daily News 20 July 6/1 A coral-pink em-
broidered dress. 1888 Lady 25 Oct. 374/3 Some old pink
rosebuds near the face. 1901 Daily News 19 Jan. 6/7 A
band of prawn-pink velvet.

2. Applied to thecolourofahunting-coat: see A. 6.

1857 TROLLOPE Barchester T. xxii, He.. could not be

persuaded to take his pink coat out of the press, or his
hunters out of his stable.

C. Combinations (chiefly of the adj.). a. Quali-

fying other adjs. of colour, as pink-pearl, -violet,

-white ;
also pink-and-white ,

etc.

1845 D. JERROLD Time Works Wonders I. 2 Jug. I've

some beautiful bacon, sir, Such pink and white ! Streaked,
sir, like a carnation. 1897 HALL CAINE Christian x, The
pretty dark girl with the pink and white cheeks like a doll.

1897 MARY KINGSLEY IV. Africa 389 Some zoophyte of an
exquisite bright mauve or pink-violet colour. 1900 Daily
Nttvs 3 July 3/4 The crowds that give life to these wide
pink-white streets present a bewildering display of colour.

b. Parasynthetic and instrumental, as pink-
blossomed, -bound, -breasted, -checked, -coated, -faced,

-flowered, -leaved, -lipped, -ribbed, -shaded, -striped,

-tinted, -veined adjs. Pink-coloured \ see A. 4.
1826 Miss MITFORD Village Ser. n. (1863) 373 The baby,

adorned in a pink-checked frock, a blue spotted pinafore,
and a little white cap. 1840 MRS. NORTON Dream 29 And
pink-lipp'd shells, and many-colour'd weeds. 1844 THACKERAY
Box of Novels Wks. 1900 XIII. 403 Those pink-bound
volumes are to be found in every garrison. 1873 MORRIS

pink-bloss

ner s Rigt (1899) T562 Bult o pale, pink-veined, creamy
free-stone. 1892 GRE_ENER Breech-Loader 174 Pink-edged,

pink-faced,
. . and thick cardboard wads, cloth wads, and

black wads, are used for special purposes.
c. Special combinations and collocations: pink-

ash (see quot.) ; pink bed, one of the beds of

sandstone in the Swanage quarries ; pink-cheek,
a fish of New South Wales, Upeneichthys porosus i

(Cent. Diet. 1890); pink-fever = PINK-EYE 2

(SyJ.Soc. Lex. 1893) ; pink-fish, a S. Californian

pinkish-coloured gobioid fish, Typhlogobius cali-

fornensis, which lives attached to the underside of
stones (Webster 1902); pink-foot a. poet.

= next;
pink-footed a., having pink feet : spec, applied
to the Pink-footed Goose (Anser brachyrhynchus) ;

pink gilding, pink gold, gilding having a pink
tinge resulting from a combination of gold, silver, '

and copper; pink-grass, an agricultural name for
j

species of sedge, esp. Carex glauca and C. prszcox,
found in pastures ; pink salt, the ammonium salt

of tetrachloride of tin, 2 NH 4Cl.SnCl 4 ,
used in

calico-printing ; pink saucer, a saucer containing
a pigment used to give a pink tint to the skin, or
to garments ; transf. the pigment itself.

1881 RAYMOND Mining Gloss, s. v. Coal, Anthracite is

divided in the United States according to the color of the
ash after burning, into ivhite-ash. red-ash, and *pink-ash
coal. 1858 A. C. RAMSAY, etc. Rock Spec. (1862) 142 (E. D.D.)
The ' "Pink Bed

', which forms a part of the Freestone Series.

1870 MORRIS Earthly Par. I. i. 404 The "pink-foot doves
Still told their weary tale unto their loves. 1882 HEPBURN
in Proc. Benu. Nat. Club IX. No. 3. 505 The Bean and the
*Pinkfooted Goose, almost daily visitors ..during spring.
1873 E. SPON Workshop Receipts Ser. i. r97/i "Pink gilding, ..

should present at the same time, the red, yellow, and white
shades, in such a manner that a practised eye will dis-

tinguish them. Ibid. 196/2 *Pink gold [results] from the
combination of gold, silver, and copper. 1856 MILLER Elein.
Chem. II. 936 A similar constitution holds in the corre-

sponding ammoniacal salt NHiCl, SnClz, which is the "pink
salt of the dyer. 1868 WATTS Diet. them. V. 810 It is used I

in calico-printing under the name of pink salt, for the pro-
duction of red colours. 1864 WKBSTER,

fPink saucer. 1888
New York Worlds July (Farmer Amer.\ Flesh tights..
colored with what we call pink saucer in the profession, a
kind of stuff you buy at the druggists.

Fi&b, sb.5 [Origin unknown : it appears to be
a distinct word from prec.] A yellowish or

'

greenish-yellow pigment or ' lake
'

obtained by

885

the combination of a vegetable colouring matter
with some white base, as a metallic oxide. Also

pink-yellow = yellow lake.

Br<nvnpink and French pink are derived from Persian or

Avignon berries (Rhamnns infcctoria) \ Dutch, English >

and Italian pink from quercitron bark (Quercns tinctoria).

1634 PEACHAM Gentl. Exerc, I. xxiii. 75 Your principal!
yellow be these Orpiment, Masticot, Saffron, Pinke Yellow,
Okerde Luce, Umber. Ibid. xxvi. 90 For yellowish garments,
thinne Pinke, and deepned with pinke and greene. 1658
PHILLIPS, Pink> a kinde of yellow colour used in painting.
1676 BEALEinH. Vfa\po\zVertuesAnecct. Paint. (1765) III.
* 78) I gave Mr. Manby two ounces of very good lake of
my making, and one ounce and half of pink. 1688 R.
HOLME Artnoury in. 148/2 Pinke, a kind of yellowish green.

fine green. 1823 CRABB TcchnoL Diet., /V,..a sort of

yellow colour. 1861 Miss PRATT Flower. PI. I. 67 To the

juices of this yellow weed [Reseda luteola} the artist owes

ignon or French berries. 1875
895 Brown-pink, and others of the same class are also
evanescent In their layers.

Pint (pink), sb$ [Echoic.]
1. An imitation of the note of the chaffinch (often

reduplicated, pink-pink} ; hence transf., a local

name of the bird itself.

[1809 BATCHELOR Anal. Eng. Lang. 140 Pint, a chaffinch

(a Nottinghamshire_word).] 1829 J. L. KNAPI- Jrnl. Nat.
165 In Gloucestershire, .from the constant repetition of one
note, when alarmed or in danger, they have acquired the
name of

' twinks
',
and '

pinks '. 1831 HOWITT Seasons (1837)
106 The weet-weet and pink-pink of the chaffinch. 1864 R.
CHAMBERS .#. ofDays II. 4/2. 1894 R. B. SHARPE Handbk.
Birds Gt. Brit. I. 36 The Chaffinch . . Its familiar note,

'

pink,
pink ', is heard everywhere in the spring.

t 2. A sea-bird of some kind. Obs.

1670 NARBOROUGH Jrtil. in Ace. Sen. Late Voy. r. (1694) 81
Other such Sea-Fowls, as Pinks and Sea-mews.

Pink, a. 1
: see PINK sb. A. 3, B.

Pink, a.'2 and sb.1 Obs. or dial. [Of obscure

history ;
as adj. used chiefly in pink eye, "\pink

nye t where it seems to be related to DH. pink
ooghen : see PINK v.~ ; the sb. is used more widely
in Sc. : cf. Da./z# the little finger, also a young
bullock, a steer

; pointing to an original sense
*

something small *.]

A. adj. Small, contracted, diminutive
;

in the

obs. or arch, phrase//?//' eye, ^ pink nye t
a small

eye, a winking or half-shut eye : see PINKENY.
1575 [see PINKENY i]. 1606 SHAKS. Ant.^ $ CL n. vii. 121

Come thou Monarch of the Vine, Plumpie Bacchus, with

pinke eyne. 1608 TOPSELL Serpents (1658) 661 The third
sort [of Cantharides]. .are of a rusty colour, and their small

pink eyes as black as Jet. 1825 BROCKETT N. C. Gloss.,

Pink) small.
' Aw never saw sic a Pink-eed body '.

B. sb. Sc. Something very small: fa. A diminu-
tive specimen or creature

; brat, elf (obs.} ; b. A
very small hole or spot, a small peep of light.
a 1583 MONTGOMF.RIE Flytiiig 119 On sike as thysell, little

pratling pinke, Could thou not ware inke, thy trailing to
tell ? 1824 MACTACGART Galloind. Encycl. (1876) 382 A small

mind, with only a pink, or small gleam of light in it. 1866
GREGOR Banffsh. Gloss. 126 Pink, a very small hole ; a very
small spot.

Pink (pink), v.l Forms : 4-6 pynke, 6 pynk,
pyncke, 6-7 pinke, pincke, 6-8 pinck, 6- pink.
[Cf. LG./jft&'M to strike, peck Cschlagen, picken ', Doornk.-
Koolman s. v. pinke), suggested to be a nasalized modifica-
tion of picken, PICK v. 1 The sense is more or less that of
F.

fitfuer, Pn, Sp. picar. (Some evidence (from Sp., Pg.,
Cat.) is adduced by Kurting, No. 7163, for a Romanic stem

pine- prick, sting.) Cf. also the OE. Gloss 0n pincan~\J. in

puncto (Napier OE. Glosses No. 3683), which is however

perh. a scribal error.]

1. intr. To make holes ; to prick, thrust, stab.

Now rare (or only as absol. use of 2 or 3).
The meaning of the first quot. is uncertain.
a 1307 Sat. Consistory Courts in Pol. Songs (Camden) 156
Heo pynkes with heore penne on heore parchemyn. 1530
PALSGR. 658/1, I pynke. (No Fr.] 1867 SMYTH Sailor's

Word-bk,, To Pink,., to stab, as, between casks, to detect
men stowed away.
2. trans. To pierce, prick, or stab with any

pointed weapon or instrument. AIso^/F^.
1598 B. JONSON Ev. Man in HUM/, iv. ii, By my band, I

will pinck your flesh, full of holes, with my rapier for this.

1671 FOULIS Hist, of ROM. Treas. (1681) 281 Cutting and

pinking his Body with their Swords. 1716 ADDISON Drummer
iv. i, One of them pink'd the other in a duel, 18*3 SCOTT
Peveril xlii, I would I had pinked one of the knaves at

least. 1893 VIZETELLY Glances Back II. xxxi. 190 [He]
pinked his sarcastic adversary in the arm.

t b. To pierce with a bullet. Obs.
1661 OGILBY King's Coronation 19 With Bullets pink Their

Quarters untill they sink.

c. jig. (with play on sense 3). To pink one's

jacket or doublet, to pierce, hit,
*

pepper', 'dress*.

1684 l''oy. Cafit. Sharp 45 But as soon as we began to pink
some of their Jackets for them with our Fuzces, they got
out of our reach. 1724 SWIFT Wood's Exec. Wks. 1814 VII.
297i yd Taylor. I'll pink his doublet.

d. Pugilistic slang. To strike with the fist with

visible effect.

1810 Sporting Mag. XXXVI. 44 Hall was without science,
and Baflard pinked his head. 1816 Ibid. XLVIII. 180 The
face of his opponent seemed a little pinked. 1821 Ibid.

N. S. VII. 274 Hudson was pinked all over.

PINK.

3. To ornament (cloth, leather, or the like) by
cutting or punching eyelet-holes, figures, letters,
etc. (usually in order to display a rich lining or

under-garment of contrasting colour) ;
to perforate ;

also, in modern use, to decorate the raw edge of

silk, etc., by scalloping and punching out a pattern
on it. Also to pink out.

1503 Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scot. II. 221 Item, for making
of the said goun..xx.y. Item, for pynking of the sleffis of
it.. MS. xoT. 1583 STUBBES Anat. Alms. n. (1882) 37 They
[skins of leather] must be stitched finelie, pincked, cutte,
karued. 1596 NASHE Saffron-rValdtn Wks. (Grosart) III.

141 A sute made of. .white canuas pinkt vpon cotton. 1600
DEKKER Gentle Craft Wks. 1873 I. 16 Here take this paire
of Shooes cut out by Hodge,, .seam'd by my selfc, Made up
and pinckt, with letters for thy name. 1642 FULLER Holy
ff Prof. St. in. xx. 207 The Turks did use to wonder much
at our English men for pinking or cutting their clothes,
counting them little better then mad for their pains to make
holes in whole cloth. 1666 PEPVS Diary 15 Oct., A long
cassocke .. of black cloth, and pinked with white silke under
it. 1719 D'URFKY I'ills (1872) IV. 5 His skin did look like
Satin pinck 'd, With Gashes many a score. 1768 J. HVRON
Narr. Patagonia (ed. 2} 225 Their shoes are pinked and cut.
c 1800 Miss KNIGHT Autohiog. I. 16 His father kept a shop,
and he was obliged to pink shrouds. 1893 Lady 17 Aug.
172/3 The edge may be pinked-out in the simple notches
known as the

' saw
'

pattern. 1903 Daily Chroti. 30 May 8/4
Such silk can be bought ready

'

pinked
'

at the edges.
fig. 1576 NKWTON Lemnies Complex. (1633) 43 Their
bodies pinked full of scabs.

1 4. To cut or puncture the skin as an adorn-
ment

; to tattoo. Also intr. Obs.
1611 SPEED Hist. Gt. Brit. v. vii. 38 Their cutting, pinking,

and pouncing of their flesh with garnishments.. of sundry
shapes and fashions. 1650 BULWER Anthropomet. 236 They
of Sierra Leona..both men and women, race and pink over
all their bodies. 1741 tr. D'Argent Chinese Lett. xxx. 221
The Tunguses have the Skin of their Foreheads and Cheeks
pink'd in the manner of Embroidery. 1781 [see PINKED i].

5. To adorn, beautify, deck.

1558 PHAER /Encid. iv. I iv b, This pranking Paris fyne with
mates of beardles kynde ..With grekishe wymple pynkyd
womanlyke. 1577 HANMER Anc. Ecd. Hist. (1650) 89 Is it

seemly for a prophet to pinck and gingerly to set forth him-
self? 1725 BRADLEY l<'am. Diet. s. v. Lily, The Flowers ..

are.. crooked, purpled, and pink'd with certain red Spots,

they smell sweatly and please the Sight. 1892 Temple Bar
Mag. Apr. 539 April, .pink'd the earth with flowers. 1896
[C. ROGERS] Bairnsla' Foak's Ann. 20 (E. D. D.) T' windas
wor pinked aht wi a touch a gas leet inside.

Fink (pink), z).2 Obs. exc. dial. Forms : 6

pynke, 6-7 pinck, pinke, J- pink. [= Du.

pinken to shut the eyes (Hexham, 1678), to wink,
to leer, MDn. pincken, Du. pinken to blink, to

glimmer, MHG. pinken. Kilian has also pinck
ooghen

'

connivere, nictare, oculis semiclausis in-

tueri, oculos contrahere et aliquo modo elaudere'

(cf. mod.Du. knipoogen to blink, leer) ;
also pincke

sb. '(vetus) lumen, oculus'. History unknown.]
1. intr. a. Of the eyes : To be half shut, to

blink; to peer, peep. Now dial. b. Of a person:
To peep or peer with half-closed eyes ; to blink

or wink in a sleepy or sly manner ;
to look slyly.

Now dial, f c - transf. Of a candle, etc. : To
shine with a peep of light, to peep ;

to twinkle, to

shine faintly (0fo.).

a. c 1540 J. HEYWOOD Four P. P. B ij , And vpon drinkyng,
myne eyes wyll be pinkynge. [Cf. c 1554 Interl. ofYouth

Ciij, Yet I can tel you more and ye wyll con me thanke
Pinke and drinke and also at the blanke And many sportes

mo.) 1556 J. HEYWOOD Spider q F. Ixix. 55 Though his

iye on vs therat pleasanllie pinke, Yet will he thinke,
that we saie not as we thinke. 1681 Roxt. Ball. V. 86

When our senses are drown'd, and our eyes they do pink.

1733-4 MRS. DELANY in Life >t Corr. I. 426, I can't brag
much of my eye. I find it still weak . . though it went

pinking and blinking to court last night.

b. 1587 HARRISON England 11. vi. (1877) i. 160 They. .sit

still pinking with their narrow eies as halfe sleeping, a 1591
H. SMITH Serin. (1866) I. 395 They stand aloof from religion,

pinking and winking. 1602 Narcissus (1893)711 Thou dost

pinke vpon mee with thine eyen. 1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa

(1811) V. xix. 211 Mrs. Bevis presently returned with an
answer (winking and pinking at me) that the lady would

follow her down. 1806-7 J- BERESFORD Miseries Hum.
Life (1826) Post. Groans xxxv, Pinking and blinking with

his up-and-down-goggles full at^me.

snufle of a Candle, that pinke it never so long,
'
it will out

at last
1
, a 1674 HERRICK Epithalatninni Poems (1869) 454

You starres, Begin to pinke.

2. Pink in (of daylight, etc.): To close in,

diminish,
' draw in '. dial.

1886 T. HARDY Mayor of Casterbridge II. vi. 87 It being
now what the people called the

'

pinking in
'

of the
day,

that

is, the quarter-hour just before dusk. 1888 Wessex
Tales (1889) 36 The evening is pinking in a'ready.

Pink (pirjk), v.'''' Sc. [app. echoic.] intr. To
trickle, drip ; also, to make a tinkling sound in

dripping. Hence Pink sb.% a drop, also the

sound made by a drop (Jamieson's Did. 1880).

1768 Ross Helenore 23 An' a' the time the tears ran

down her cheek, An' pinked o'er her chin upon her keek.

a 1812 W. INGRAM Dream in Walker Bards Bon-Accord

(1887) 368 The soot draps pinkin frae the riggin'. 1815 West

Briton 14 Apr. (Jam.), O'er crystall'd roof and sparry wall,

Where pinking drops perpetual fall.



PINKANINNY. 886 PINKSTER.

t Pinkaninny. Obs. ?A variant of PINKENY
assimilated in the ending to piccaninny.
1696 D'URFEY Quix. in. iv. 41 Dear Pinkaninny, If half a

Guiny, To love will win ye, I lay it here down.

t Pi'nkardine. 06s. Some precious stone.

13.. E. E. AUit. P. B. 1472 Penilotes, & pynkardines, ay
perles bitwene.

Pink bed to Pink-cheek : see PINK sb.* C.

Finked (pirjkt), ppl. a. [f. PINK v.i + -ED!.]
1. Pierced, pricked, wounded ; also, tattooed.
1608 DAY Hunt, out of Br. iv. iii, I like a whole skinne

better then a pinkt one.
ij>8i

COWPER Expostulation 486
Taught thee to clothe thy pinked and painted hide.

2. Of cloth, leather, etc. : Ornamented with per-

forations, or (later) cut edges ; slashed, scalloped.
1598 FLORIO, Trim, cuts, iags, snips, or such cutting or

pinching,rjinckt worke in garments. lei^SHAKS. Hen. VIII,
v. iv. 50 There was a Habberdashers Wife . . that rail'd vpon
me, till her pinck'd porrengcr fell off her head. 1688 R.

HOLME Armoury ill. 14/2 Pinked or raised Shooes
;
have the

over leathers grain part cut into Roses, or other devices. 1693
SHADWELL Volunteers iv. Wks. 1720 IV. 462 I'll make thee

fuller of Holes, then e'er pink't Satin was. 1807 CRABBE
Par. Reg. in. 347 Verses fine Round the pink'd rims of

crisped Valentine. 1849 JAMES Woodman, ii, A sorry-

coloured, pinked doublet.

b. Of flounces, frills, ribbons, etc. : Having the

raw edge of the material stamped or cut into

scallops, jags, or narrow points. Often pinked out.

1884 Dailynews 23 Sept. 6/1 The skirt, .edged with a very
thick ruche of pinked-out silk in the two colours. 1888 Lady
25 Oct. 378/2 A most becoming little bonnet in pinked-out
cloth and velvet. 1893 Ibid. 17 Aug. 172/3 The bretelle

frill is straight at the pinked edge.

Pinkeen (pirjkf-n). Anglo-Irish, [f.
PINK sb.-

+ -ten, Ir. -in, dim. suffix.] A little minnow ; Jig.
a very diminutive or insignificant person.
1831 S. LOVER Leg. Irel. iv. 39 I'll turn you into a pinkeen.

1898 JANE BARLOW Irish Idylls 169 Fishing for pinkeens
along by the river. 1892 EMILY LAWLESS Crania II. III. vi.

89 Just a poor little pinkeen of a fellow.

Finken (pi'rjkan),f. rare.
[f.

PINK a.1 + -ENO.]
intr. To become pink.
1890 Harper's Mag. Nov. 867/2 Its spotless tip first

pinkening like the point of some wondrous bud.

tPi'nkeny, prnkany. 06s. (exc. dial, in

sense 3). Forms : 6 pink nye, pinky ney,

pinokeny, -anie, -any, pinkauy, 7 pink-an-
eye, pinken eye. See also PINK a. 2

,
PINKIE a.

[orig. pink nye (pi. nyes, neyne*), i. e. PINK a.~

small, narrow + nye ye, EYE, with prosthetic

(cf. PICSNEY). Cf. early mod.Du. pinck ooghen

vb., pincke sb. (Kilian 1599 : see PINK v.-). Prob.

pink nye, pinkie nye, was orig. child's language,

fondly imitated by nurses, and so became an expres-
sion of endearment.]
1. A small, narrow, blinking, or peering eye;

a tiny or dear little eye.

1575 LANEHAM Let. (1871) 17 To see the bear with hiz

pink nyez leering after hiz enmiez approch. 1593 RICH
Greenes Neiues D iv, The one of her eyes was bleard. .the

other was a pretty narrowe pinckeny, looking euer as though
she sniylde. 1594 LODGE WoitndsCiv. IF<ir(Hunter. Cl.)54
O most surpassing wine . . Thou makest some to stumble, and

many mo to fumble: And me haue pinkie nine. 1612 N.
FIELD Woman a Weathercock iv. ii. Hj, Those Pinkanies
of thine, For I shall ne're be blest to call them mine.

2. transf. Applied to a person, usually as a term
of endearment : Darling, pet;

= PIGSNEY.
1599 XASHE Lenten Stttffe 42 The other. . was Hero, . .she

1622 MASSINGER & DEKKER Virg. Mart. n. i. Wks. 1873 IV,

23 That pink-an-eye jack-an-apes boy, her page.
3. Pinkeny John, also pinken-eyed John (corr.

fi>ik-o'-my-Jo/in\ a popular name of the pansy or

heart's-ease, widely current in the midland counties.

1879 PRIOR Brit. Plants s. v. Pansy, Pink of my John.
1886 BRITTEN & HOLLAND Eng. Plant-n., Pink-o'-my-John,
Violn tricolor. ..Other forms of the name are Pinken-eyed
John . . and Pink-eyed John . . : also Pinkenny-John.

Pinker (pi'nka.i),rf. [f. PINK v, 1 + -EB l.] One
who pinks, a. One who stabs ; a slabber.
a 1529 SKELTON Mann. World 113 So many pinkers. .Sawe

I neuer.

b. One who punches designs in cloth, leather, etc.

1598 FLORIO, TagUuzzatore, a slicer, a cutter, a pinker or

iagger. 1611 COTGR., EschijFfeur, a Cutter or Pinker. 1858
SIMMONDS Diet. Trade, Pinker, one who stabs or cuts out
flounces and borders, &c. with a machine, for ladies' dresses.

Pinker (prrjkai), v. dial. [freq. of PINK v.- :

see -EB 6
.] intr. To peer with half-shut eyes.

1754 W. WHITEHEAD in World No. 58 r6 They cannot
even see with their eyes, but at most pinker through the
lashes of them. 1903 Eng. Dial. Diet., Pinker, v. with
about : to go about with half-shut eyes ; to potter. (Wore.)

Pinkerton (pi'rjkaatsn). [From the name of

Allan Pinkerton, who organized a body of detec-

tives in the U.S. in 1850.] a. atlrik. Applied to

the semi-official detective force originally organized
and controlled by Allan Pinkerton j as Pinkerton

agency, man, method, b. sb. An officer or member
of this force ;

an officer employed by any similar

detective agency ; an armed detective. So Pi-niter-

toiiism, the employment of Pinkertons.

1888 Philadelphia [mjuirer 22 Feb. (Fanner), Employed
under the protection of Pinkerton men and special policemen.
1889 FARMER Diet. Amer., Pinlterton agency, a well-known
semi-official detective agency. 1891 Voice (N. Y.) 26 Feb.,
You can't make men moral by law and Pinkertonism. 1892

Daily News 16 Aug. 5/2 We have seen what evil may come
from the employment of Pinkertons and similar arguments
for law and order.

Pink-eye, [f.
PINK a.l + EYE sbV\

1. (Also pink-eye potato.) A variety of potato

having pink eyes or buds.

1795 W. MACRITCHIE Diary Tour Eng. in Antiquary Apr.

(1896) in/2 The Pink-eye potatoe, as it is here called, is

becoming the fashionable potatoe ofthis country. 1805 R.W.
DICKSON Pract. Agric. II. 602 The pink-eyes and copper-
plates are of a hardy nature. 1828 Craven Gloss, (ed. 2),

Pinkneys, pink-eyes, a particular species of potatoe with
red eyes or ends. 1877 N. W. Line. Gloss. 1886 ELWORTHY
W. Somerset Word-bk.
2. A contagious fever or influenza in the horse,

so called from the colour of the inflamed con-

junctiva, b. A contagious form of ophthalmia in

man, marked by redness of the eyeball.
1882 Field 28 Jan. 130/3 The American term,

'

pink-eye ',
. .

is commonly given to the disease. 1883 Times 21 Feb. 8/4
Pink-eye is excessively prevalent among all classes of horses,

particularly work horses in Sheffield. 1897 Allbutt's Syst.
Med. II. 120 Clement Dukes believes that suffusion of the

conjunctiva pink-eye may be the only symptom of an
attack of rubella.

3. AM Australian species of duck (see quot.).
1896 NEWTON Diet. Birds 842 Apparently allied to the

genusSpatula is Malacorhynehus tnembranctceiis, the
'

Pink-

eye
'

of Australians, so called from a spot of that colour.,

just behind the eye in the drakes.

Pink-eyed (pi-rjk|3id), a.l 06s. exc. dial.

Forms : 6 pinkyied, pynk iyde, pinke-eyed,
pinky-ey'd, 7 pin(e)k-ey'd, 6- pink-eyed.

[Parasynthetic f. pink or pinkie eye + -ED -.~\

1. Having small, narrow, or half-closed eyes ;

also, squint-eyed.
1519 HORMAN Vulg. 30 b, Some haue mighty yies, and some

be pinkyied [quidatnpeti]. 1523 SKELTOS Carl. Laurel 626

Sum were made peuysshe, porisshly pynk iyde, That euer
more after by it they were aspyid. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny
xl - 335 [Maids] that were pinke-eied and had verie small

eies, they tearmed Oeclls. 1675 DUFFETT Mock Tempest i.

ii, I see thou grow'st pinck-ey'd, go in and let the Nurse

lay thee to sleep. 1867 Country Words 26 Jan. 208/2
Pink eyed is small-eyed.
2. Pink-eyedJohn, a popular name of the pansy.
1877 N. W. Line. Gloss. 1886 [see PINKENY 3].

Fink-eyed, a-2 [f. PINK a. 1 + EYE sb.i + -ED 2
.]

Having a pink or light red eye or eyes.

1830 JENNER Signs of Rain 10 Closed is the pink-eyed
pimpernel.
Pink-fever to Pink-grass : see PINK sb.* C.

Pinkie, pinky (pi'rjki), sbl [f.
PINK sb.1 +

-IE, -Y, dim. suffix; or ?ad. MDu. pinke.~\ A
narrow-sterned fishing-boat ;

= PINK sbl

1874 MOTLEY Barneveld I. viii. 339 The Scheveningen
fisherman.. forgot the cracks of his pinkie. 1882 Century
Mag. XXIV. 350 These pinkies are highly picturesque and

seaworthy. 1884 KNIGHT Diet. Mecji. Suppl., Pinkie, _a

fishing vessel with a high, narrow-pointed stern. Used in

the cod and coast fisheries.

Pinkie, pinky (pi'rjki), a., sl>.
2

Chiefly Sc.

[Either f. PINK a*, or the orig. form of that word.]
A. adj. Small, diminutive, tiny : in general sense,

a childish word. Sc. Pinkie een, 'eyes that are

narrow and long, and that seem half-closed
'

(Jam.).
Cf. PINK a.2

,
PINKENY i.

1594 [see PINKENY i]. 1715 RAMSAY Christ's Kirk Gr. n.

vii, Meg Wallet wp her pinky een Gart Lawrie's heart-

strings dirle. 1808 JAMIESON, Pinkie, small in a general
sense: 'There's a wee pinkie hole in that stocking'. 1818

W. MIDFORD Collect. Songs 31 A bussy-Lailed pinkey wee
Frenchman. 1896 BARRIE Sent. Tommy ii. 16 Never again
should his pinkie finger go through that warm hole.

b. Comb. Pinkie-eyed, pinky-eyed, having small

eyes. Pinky-eyedJohn = PinkenyJohn, the pansy.
1824 Miss FERRIER Inker, viii, A long-chinned pinky-

eyed female.

B. sb. Anything small ; spec, the little finger

(D\\. pink).
1808 JAMIESON, Pinkie, the little finger ; a term mostly used

by children, or in talking to them. 1828 Mom Mansic
Wauch i. 12 His pinkie was hacked off by a dragoon.
1860 BARTLETT Diet. Amer., Pinky (Dutch pink), the little

finger. 1898 J. PATON Castlebraes ix. 297 Raither . . than

lift yae wee pinkie tae save that Deevilish man.

Finkily (pi-rjkili), adv. [f.
PINKY a. + -LY 2

.]

In a '

pinky
'

way ; with a tinge of pink. So

Pi-nkiness, the quality of being
'

pinky
'

; a slight

degree of pinkness.
1828 Blaclnu. Mag. XXIII. 99 A clear-skinned complexion

of face, inclining to pinkiness. 1882 G. ALLEN Col. Clouts
Cal. viii, The almost accidental pinkiness of the rays in

a daisy. 1890 Daily News 15 Aug. 5/4 A variety of white

raspberry, large, conical, and pinkily cream-coloured in tint.

Pinking (pi-rjkin), vbl. sbl [f.
PINK v^ +

-ING !.] The action of PINK f.l ;
the operation

of decorating cloth, leather, etc., with holes, or

(later) scalloped edges ; concr. work so treated.

1503 [see PINK v.
1

3], 1611 COTGR., Deschiqitetetncnt,..^

lagging,. .a pinking, or small, and thicke cutting. 1666

PEPYS Diary 17 Oct., The King says the pinking upon
whites makes them look too much like magpyes, and there-

fore hath bespoke one (vest] of plain velvet. 1688 R. HOI.MK

Armoury ill. 350/1 The Pinking of a Shooe, when the

grain of the Leather is raised by a sharp pointed Tool, that

the inner part is seen. 1766 GOLDSM. Vic. W. iv, These

rufflings, and pinkings, and patchings, will only make us
hated by all the wives of our neighbours. 1860 FAIRHOLT
Costume in Eng. (ed. 2) Gloss., Pinking, an ornamental

edging cut to silk dresses by a machine that makes a semi-

tinues to be followed. 1884 Girl's Olvn Mag. 29 Mar. 409/1
Undertakers are the people who advertise to perform pinking.

b. Comb., as pinking-iron, a sharp instrument

for cutting out pinked borders ;
also humorously,

a sword.

1780 Chron. in Ann. Reg. 227/2 The lightning had per-
forated a round hole in the lower part of his wi^ behind,
which . . looked as if it had been cut with a pinking iron.

1858 SIMMONDS Diet. Trade, Pinking-iron, a cutting instru-

ment for scolloping the edges of ribbons, flounces, paper for

coffin trimmings, c. 1884 Girl's Own Mag. 29 Mar.

409/1 The shape of the pinking-irons used are more elaborate

than they formerly were.

Finking (pi'rjkirj), vbl.sb.'* 06s. or dial.
[f.

PINK z'.
2 + -ING '.] The action of PINK v.z

1667 DRYDEN Sir .W. Mar-all iv. i, Leave off your winking
and your pinking.

Pinking (pi-rjkin), ppl.al [f. PINK z/.l +
-ING 2

.]
That pinks; stabbing, murderous.

1644 LAUD Wks. (1854) IV. 343 His fellow, Wadsworth,..
called him pinking knave.

Pinking (piTjkirj),///. a.2 Obs. exc. dial. [f.

PINK w. 2 + -ING 2.] Of the eye : That pinks ;

small, narrow; peering; blinking.
1566 DRANT Horace, Sat. iii. B iv b,T'he sonne he squynts,

the father saythe he hath a pincking eye. 1597 LOWE
Chirttrg. (1634) 145 The littlenes of the Eye called Atrophia
or Macies ocitli commeth by nature, and is called the pigs
Eye, or pincking-Eye. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny xl. xxxvii. I.

334 Some have great glaring eies ; others againe as little and
as pinking. 31722 MRS. CENTLIVRE Love at Venture iv,

Those pinking ogles of thine. 1826 Ass i Apr. 2 You there

with the pinking eyes and the fish-knife nose.

Pinkish, (pi-nkif), a. [f. PINK a.l + -ISH'.]
Somewhat pink ; having a tinge of pink. Also in

comb, as pinkish-red, pinkish-white.
1784 HOME in Phil. Trans. LXXV. 338 Its outer surface

is of a darkish brown colour; its inner of a pinkish white.

1843 PORTLOCK Geol. 92 The chalk is of a pinkish hue. 1870
HOOKER Stud. Flora 439 Panicle pale green or pinkish.

1894 R. B. SHARPS Hanctbk. Birds Gt. Brit. 1. 105 The series

. . varies between a purplish- or pinkish-red, and stone-grey

ground-colour.

Finkly (pi-rjkli), adv. [f. PINK a.1 + -LY 2
.]

With a pink hue.

1836 FABER in Blaclau. Mag. XL. 662 From its pinkly-
clustered boughs A fragrance mild the hawthorn throws.

1866 NEALE Sequences ft Hymns 176 Pinkly and faintly the

sun . . Fell upon cornice and frieze.

t Fi-nk-needle. Herb. Obs. [f.
PINK vl +

NEEDLE.] A name given to the Stork's-bill

(Eroiiiitm moschatiun, or E. cicularium'), from

the long tapering beaks of the seed-vessels.

(Erroneously taken as a name of Scandix Ptctcn by Halli-

well, etc., through misunderstanding quot. 1562.)

1548 TURNER Names Heroes (E. D. S.) 39 Geranium. .one

kynde is called Pinke nedle or Cranes byl. 1562 Herbal
n. 130 Scandix is supposed of som to be y herbe which is

called in English Pinke nedle, or Storkes bill. 1578 LYTE
Dodoens i. xxxii. 47 The first kinde [of Geranium] is called . .

in English Storkesbyll, Pinkeneedell. 1611 COTGR., Aiguille

musquee, musked Pinkneedle. .or Cranes-bill. Ibid., Testc

degriie, Pinkneedle, Shepheards bodkin, Storks bill.

Finkness (pi-rjknes). [f.
PINK a.l + -NESS.]

The quality or state of being pink ; pink colour.

1883 G. ALLEN in Gentl. May. Oct. 322 It [honeysuckle]
still retains some memory of its original pinkness 1894

Daily IVtwsB June 7/1 Glad to step down from the carriages

and restore pinkness to their pretty cheeks.

Pinkney, pink nye : see PINKENY.

Finkroot (pi-nk|iKt). [f. PINK s6* + ROOT.]
a. The root oiSpigelia marflandica, or oiS.Anthel-

//a,used as vermifuges and purgatives, b. The herb

Spigelia marilandica (N.O. Logaitiacesi), a native

of the Southern U. S., having showy funnel-shaped

flowers, red outside and yellow within, called

Carolina Pink, Indian Pink,m Worm-grass; also,

the allied species 5. Anthelmia, of the W. Indies

and S. America (Demcrara Pinkroof).

1763A an. Jiff. 54/1 Produce of South Carolina. . Pink -root,

i cask. 1796 MORSE Amer. Geog. I. 68r Snakeroot, pink-

root, and a variety of medicinal herbs grow spontaneously.

South, is popularly known as the Carolina pink. .bears

beautiful flowers.

Pink-salt, -saucer : see PINK *M C.

II Pinkster (pi'rjkstai). U. S. (N. Y.) Also

pingster, pinxter. [Du. pinkster (nowpinxteren
dat. pi.)

= OS. pincostSn, MHG., Ger.pfngsten:-

OHG.*f>/:tii-ustin(<\at. pl.),all prob.throughGothic

painlekuste, a. Gr. TWTT/KOCTTJ} Pentecost.] Whit-

suntide ; usually in attrib. use : see quots.
1821 J. F. COOPER Spy (1823) III. v. 127 Upon my word

you'd pass well at a pmkster frolic. 1845 Sataiistoe I.

vi. 162 Pinkster fields, and Pinkster frolicks, are no noveltieb

to us, sir, as they occur every season. 1860 BARTLETT Diet.

Amcr. s.v., On Pinxter Monday the Dutch negroes .. con-



PINK-WEED.
sider themselves especially privileged to get as drunk as

they can. 1866 Treas. Bot., Pinxter-ftower, an American
name for Azalea nitdiflora.

Pink-stern, -sterned : see PINK jvM b.

Fink-weed. ? Obs. [f. PINK sb.* or <z.i +
WEED sb.] Knotgrass, Polygomim aviculare.

1657 W. COLES Adam in Eden ccxxi. 348 It is called . . in

English Knot-Grasse..: some also call it Pink-Weed, and
some Nine Joynls of its great number of Joynts. 1866
7'reas. Bot., Pink-weed, Polygonum aviculare.

Pinkwood (pi-rjk|Wud). [f. PINK ;/>.* or a.l

f WOOD sb] Name for the ornamental wood of

various trees, or for the trees themselves : a. Diey-
ptllium caryophyllatum {Persia caryophyllata],
N.O. Lauracese, of Brazil, having a scent like that

ofcarnations
;
b. PhysocalymmaJloribundnm,N.Q.

Lythracesz, also of Brazil, having striped rose-

coloured wood, also called Tulip-wood; c. Bey-
eria viscosa, N.O. Euphorbiacex, the Wallaby-
bush, ofAustralia ; d. Eucryphia billardieri, N.O.

Hypericacese, of Tasmania.
1884 MILLER Plant-n., Pink-wood-tree, Persea caryophyl-

lata. Brazilian, Physocalymma floriduitt. 1893 Span's
Mechanic's Own Bk. (ed. 4) 166 Pinkwood (Beyeria viscosa}.
. .Used for sheaves of blocks and for turnery. 1898 MORRIS
Austral Eng., Pink'uood, a name fora Tasmanian wood of
a pale reddish mahogany colour, Eucryphia billardieri, . .

and for the Wallaby bush, Beyera viscosa, Miq., N.O.
Euphorbiacex, common to all the colonies of Australasia.

Pinky (pi'rjki), a.l [f. PINK A* or a. 1 + -Y :

cf. rosy, creamy, etc.] Tinged with or inclining to

pink. a. Qualifying other adjs. or sbs. of colour.

1776-96 WITHERING Brit. Plants (ed. 3) IV. 225 Pileus and
stem pinky white. 1817 COLERIDGE Picture Poems 1829 I.

:77 Sketched on a strip of pinky-silver skin. 1901 G. DOUGLAS
Ho.w. Green Shutters 101 A piece of pinkey-brown paper
in his hand, .was the first telegram ever seen in Barbie.

b. Qualifying sbs. in gen. Chiefly poet, or rhet.
1821 CLARE Vill. Minstr. I. 208 The wild-thyme's pinky

bells. 1822-34 Goofs Study Med. (ed. 4) I. 340 The urine
..sometimes deposits a pinky sediment. 1872 CALVERLEY
Fly Leaves, Lovers fy a Reflection, Or rosy as pinks, or as
roses pinky.

c. Comb., as, pinky-coloured &&}.
1817 COLERIDGE Biog. Lit. xvi. (1882) 160 note, Two en-

gravings, the one a pinky-coloured plate of the day, the
{

other a masterly etching by Salvator Rosa.

Pinky, a. 2 and sb. : see PINKIE.

Pi'nless, a. [-LESS.] Without a pin or pins.
1881 P2. J. WORBOISE Sissie xxii, There was the tawdry

pincushion quite pinless now, however which she had left
behind her. 1892 LD. LYTTON King Poppy xii. 12 My
lady's pincushion ..pinless proves.

tPi'nlock 1
. Obs. [app. for *pindlock,i. FIND v.

+ LOCK sb. 2
] A poundmaster's fee for pinding or

impounding beasts.
c 1700 KENNETT MS. Lansd. 1033 If. 307 b/i In these mid-

land parts the money., given to the Hayward or to any
Person who locks and unlocks the pound gate is called

Pinne-Lock, Pyn-Lock. 1884 REDSTONE in N. ft (? 6th Ser.

(1884) X. 197/2 The pinlock, or pinder's fee, is regulated by
an Act of Philip and Mary at fourpence for any number of
cattle impounded, which custom has made into one of four-

pence for each head.

Pi'n-lo:ck 2. [f.PiN^.lig + LocKj*.2] A lock

having a pin, upon which the pipe of the key fits.

1884 Athemeum 16 Aug. 216/1 It is doubtful if the so-
called

'

pin-lock
'

was used by the very ancient Egyptians.
Pin-machine to Pin-mill : see PIN sbl 18.

Pinmaker (pi'nim^ksj). One whose business
or work is to make pins.
1530 PALSGR. 254/2 Pynne maker, esplinguier. 1644 Can-

terbury Marr. Licences (MS.), Thomas Lashford, pinn-

Co'itenip. Rev. I
to the Christian Ideal.'

So Pi'n-ma king sb. ; also attrib. or adj.
1835 URE Philos. Maniif. 288 Trades in which young

persons are engaged in numbers, such as sewing, pin-making,
or_ coal-mining. 1890 \V. J. GORDON Foundry 184 Doctor
Kinsley . . invented a pin-making machine.

Pin-money (pi-n,m:ni). [f. PIN sbl sense 3
j

+ MONEY: see quots. 1542-1640. (Cf. F. tpingles,
<

in Littre, sense 4.)] An annual sum allotted
!

to a woman for personal expenses in dress, etc. ;

'

esp. such an allowance settled upon a wife for her !

private expenditure.
d54 Test. Etor. (Surtees) VI. 160, 1 give my said doughler

Margaret! my lease of the parsonadge of Kirkdall Churche
..to by her pynnes wiihal. 1621 BURTON Anat. Mel. III.

ii. IV. i. (1651) 540 Caligula gave an 100000 sesterces to his
Curtisan..to buy her pins. 1640 EARL OF CORK in Lis-
more Papers Ser. i. (1886) V. 160 Which Rent I haue
bestowed on my daughter Mary to buy her pins.] 1697
VANBRUGH Relapse v. v, Hoyden.. .He told me I should have
two hundred a year to buy pins. . . Nurse. Ah, my dearest, . .

These Londoners have got a gibberidge with 'em would
confound a gipsy. That which they call pin-money is to

buy their wives everything in the varsal world. 171*
ADDISON Sped. No. 295 P2 The Doctrine of Pin-money is

of a very late Date, unknown to our Great Grandmothers,
and not yet received by many of our Modern Ladies. 1766
BLACKSTONE Cotnni. if. xxxii. 498 If she has any pinmoney
or separate maintenance, it is said she may dispose of her
savings thereout by testament, without the control of her
husband. 1809 MAR. EDGEWORTH Man&wcring ix, The
point was, whether a wife should or should not have pin-
money. 1897 Tit-Bits i6Oct. 48/1 A wealthy man.. who
allows her ^50 a year for pin money.
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II Pinna 1
(pi'na). Zool. [L. pinna, variant of

pina (Cic., Plin.), a. Gr. mva (also rriVi/a, mvvrf), in

same sense.] A genus of bivalve molluscs, having
a large silky byssus or ' beard '.

1520 ANDREW Noble Lyfe Ixx, Pinna is a fisshe that
, layeth alwaye in the mudde,..& it is in a shell lyke a

muscle. 1651 Raleigh's Ghost 113 The shelfish called Pinna
is ever ingendred in muddy waters. 1759 B. STILLINGFL. tr.

Biberg's Econ. Nat. in Misc. Tracts (1762) in There is a
very large shell-fish in the Mediterranean called the pinna,..
furnished with very strong calcareous valves. 1851 WOOD.
WARD Mollnsca 1 1 The mussel and pinna spin a byssus.

b. attrib., as pinna shell; pinna-guardian,
rendering of Pinnoteres : see PINNOTHERE; pinna-
wool, the byssus of the pinna as a textile.

1854 WOODWARD Mollusca. n. 264 A little crab which
nestles in the mantle and gills of the Pinna,, .received the
name of Pinna-guardian (Pinnoteres) from Aristotle. 1884
J. T. BENT in Ulacm. Mag. Oct. 427/1 Bright red pinna
shells. 1890 Cent. Diet., Pinna wool.

Ii Pinna 2
. PI. -& (formerly also -as). [mod.L.

usesof L.pinna penna, in senses feather, wing, fin.]
1. Anat. The '

wing
'

of the ear, the broad upper
part of the external ear

;
also applied to the whole

external ear. (Cf. CONCHA 4 a.)

[1693 BlancarcTs Phys. Diet. (ed. 2), Pinna Auris, the
upper and broader part of the Ear, called the Wing.] 1840
G. V. ELLIS Anat. 194 The nerve.. gives branches to supply
the anterior part of the tragus and the pinna above the
meatus. 1872 MIVART Eletn. Anat. ix. (1873) 396 The ex-
ternal ear, or pinna, may be entirely wanting, as in the
whales and crocodiles.

b. Each lateral cartilage of the nose; =ALA I.

1668 CULPEPPER & COLE Barthol. Anat. in. x. 150 The
lateral . . parts are termed Pterugia Alx, Pinny. 1858
MAYNE Expos. Lex., Pinna,.. another term for the ala, or
lower cartilage of either side of the nose.

2. Bot. Each primary division (leaflet, petiole
with leaflets, or lobe) of a pinnate or pinnatifid
leaf, esp. in ferns.

1785 MARTYN Rousseau's Bot. xxxii. (1794) 490 Com-
mon Polypody has pinnatifid fronds, the pinnas or lobes

oblong. 1851 MOORE Brit. Ferns # Allies (1864) 10 The
fronds are sometimes divided down to the rachis, ..when this

occurs, the frond is said to be pinnate ; and in this case,
each of the distinct leaf-like divisions is called a pinna.
1880 GRAY Struct. Bot. iii. 4 {ed. 6} 104 Pinnx is a con-
venient name for the partial petioles of a bipinnate leaf,
taken together with the leaflets that belong to them.

3. Zool. a. The fin of a fish
; any fin-like

structure, as the flipper of a seal or cetacean.
b. A wing-like expansion or branch in certain

polyps or other invertebrates. C. Entom. A small

oblique ridge forming one of the parallel lines of
a pinnate surface, as in the leg of a grasshopper :

see PINNATE a. I b.

1846 PATTERSON Zool. 21 If one of the wing-like expan-
sions or pinna: of the Virgularia is injured, the rest shrink
as if all were hurt. 1858 MAYNE Expos. Lex., Pinna. . .

Ichthyol. a fin. 1861 J. R. GREENE Man. Anim. Kingd.,
Ccelent. 149 The pinnae are very contractile, so as to vary in
form from mere lobes or tubercles to long filiform fringes.

Pinna, early spelling of PINA, pine-apple.
Pinnace (pi'n^s). Forms : 6 pennis, pinti.se,

esse, pinnes, pynice, -asae, pynneis, -esse, 6-7
pynn-, pinaee, pinnesse, .is(e, -as(e, -ass(e, 7
pinise, pinnaisse, pynnis, pynace, -esse, 6-
pinnace ; (Sc. 6 pinag, pynnage, pynnege, 6-7
pinnage). [a. F. pinasse, pinaee =

Sp. pinafa
(1252-84 in Jal), Pg. pinafa (1326 in Jal), It.

pinaccia, -azza (Florio). The earlier form in

Eng. and Fr. was ME. ijth c. SPINACE, spinas,
spynes, OF. espinace (1451), espinasse = med.

(Anglo-) L. spinachium (1338 Knighton).
F. pinasse and its Romanic cognates are by Diez and

others taken as derived from^in-ns, pino, pin pine-tree (cf.

Cotgrave 'pinasse the Pitch tree ; also a Pinnace '), L. type
*pinacea. But this leaves the form in esp-,sp-, unexplained.]
1. A small light vessel, generally two-masted,
and schooner-rigged ;

often in attendance on a
\

larger vessel as a tender, scout, etc., whence probably
the use in 3. Since c 1700 only Hist, and poet.

[1321-7 Ant. Corr. (P. R.O.) LVIII. 8 Kaunt ioe depart!
de Portismuth oue le espynasse le vent fust en countre.]
1546 in R. G. Marsden Sel. PI. Crt. Adm. (1894) I. 138 In

dictls navibus vocatis pynneis. 1550 Sir A. Barton in
;

Surtees Misc. (1888) 68 His pennis hath ninescorre men and
;

more, a 1552 LELAND Itin. IV. 23 The old Toun was brent

by the Finesses of the Spaniardes. 1559 W. CUNNINGHAM
Cosmogr. Glassem Pincfce, Pynice, Gaily, or what so euer
name they haue. 1565-73 COOPER Thesaurus, Catascopiutn,
a spiall ship: a brigantine or pinneise [1548-52 spinner], I

1569 STOCKER tr. Diod. Sicul. in. xi. 120 The Shippes . . i

were haled out by the Gallics and other small pynnaces
rowed with ores. 1591 in Heath Grocers' Contp. (1869) 85
That six shippes of war and one pynasse should be furnyshed
and set forth by the Cittie. 1598 SYLVESTER Dn Bartas n.
i. Eden 27 Thou canst safely steer My ventrous Pinnasse
to her wished Peer. 1600 HOLLAND Livy x. ii. 352 The
soldiers were transported in lighter barkes and small pin-
naces. 1612 S. MpuNTAGL' in Buccleuch MSS. (Hist. MSS.
Comm.) I. 243 This afternoon hath been the sea fight with
some 15 or 16 pynesses and half a score galleys. 1622 R.
HAWKINS \'oy. S. Sea (1847) 170 We. .gave the bigger shippe
to the Spaniards againe, and the lesser wee kept, with pur-
pose to make her our pinnas. 1624 CAPT. SMITH Virginia i. 5
Full of flats and shotilds that our Pinnasse could not passe.
1650 S. CLARKE Eccl. Hist. i. (1654) 83 He entered into a
Pinnace, and went up the River Nilus. 1666 Despaut.

PINNACLE.
I Gram. last. (Jam.), Phaselus, a Barge or Pinnage. 1710
, J. HARRIS Lex. Tec/in. II, Pinnace,, .a small Vessel, with

a Square Stern, going with Sails and Oars, and carrying
three Masts;., used as a Scout for Intelligence, and for

Landing of Men. 1725 POPE Odyss. xin. 187 The winged
Pinnace shot along the sea. 1842 J. WILSON Chr. North
(1857) I. 247 A fairy pinnace to glide and float for aye !

fig. 1589 VVARNER Alt. Eng. vi. xxix. (i6r2) 144, I will ..

toogh the Pinnesse of my thoughts to kenning of your Eyes.
1610 BOYS Exp. Epist. q- Cosp. Wks. (1629) 165 First, we
must be shipt with Christ in baptisme ; After saile with him
in the Pinnesse of the Church.

2. A double-banked boat (usually eight-oared)
forming part of the equipment of a man-of-war ;

also applied to other small boats.

1685 Lond. Gaz. No. 2054/3 The Larks Boat being Com-
manded by Captain Leightons Brother, the BonadTentures
Pinnace by Mr. Harrises,, .and the Vaule by Mr. Brisbane
1745 P. THOMAS Jrnl. Anson's Voy. 55 We mann'd and
arm'd our Barge, Pinnace, and the Trial's Pinnace. 1769
FALCONER Diet. Marine (1789) F iv, Pinnaces exactly re-
semble barges, only that they are somewhat smaller, and
never row more than eight oars. 1840 R. H. DANA Be/.Mast xxiii. 68 There were five boats belonging to the ship
launch, pinnace, jolly-boat, larboard quarter-boat, and Rig.

t 3. Applied in figurative context to a won; an
;

also spec, a mistress ; a prostitute. Oks.
a 1568 in Bannatync Paeins (Hunter. Cl.) 1080 Now. gossop,

I must neidis be gon, And leive my prettie pinnage' to your
guyde. 1568 SEMPILL Margret Fleming viii, Now is my
pretty pynnege reddy. 1607 DEKKER & WEBSTER North.
Hoe v. D.'s Wks. 1873 III. 78 If I like her personage.. He
stand thrumming of Caps no longer, but board your Pynnis
whilst 'tis hotte. 1614 B. JONSON Bart. Fair II. ii, Shee
hath beene before mee, Punke, Pinnace and Bawd any-
time these two and twenty yeeres. 1693 CONGREVE Old
Bachelor v. vii, A goodly pinnace, richly laden .. Twelve
thousand pounds, and all her rigging.

t Pinna'ceous, a. Obs. rare.
[f. PINNA J +

i

-ACEOUS.] Related to the pinna (bivalve).
1684 Phil. Trans. XIV. 702 Some large fish of the pinna-

cious kind.

Pinnach, obs. form of PANACHE.
Pinnacle (pi'nak'l) ,

sb. Forms : 4-6 pynakle,
4-7 pynacle, 4-8 pinaele, 5-6 pynnacle, 4- pin-
nacle (also 5 penakull, pinnakyl, pynakell,
-kill, pynnakel, -kylle, 6 pinakle, pinnakil,
pynne-, pynnokill, 7 penacle, 7-8 pinnicle).

| [ME. pinaele, a. OK. pinaele (1261), pinnacle, F.

pinaele, ad. late L. pinnaculum (Tertull., Vtilg.
Matt. iv. 5), dim. ofpinna wing, pinnacle, point.
In the Vulgate, Matt. iv. 5, pinnaculum renders Gr.

irrepvyioi', dim. of TrTepv w-ing, and was thus evidently
meant

_as
a dim. of pinna in sense

'

wing
'

: cf. the parallel

pinna in Luke iv. 9. But in later times^/>;<7CK/;//appears
to have been viewed as belonging to L. pinna in the sense
'

point, edge, battlement
',
which Walde separates horn pinna,

variant of penna feather: see PIN sb.' The Old Latin ver-
sion in its earliest form had in Matt. iv. 5 and Luke iv. 9
fastigiunt top or apex of a gable.]

1. A small ornamental turret, usually terminating
in a pyramid or cone, crowning a buttress, or rising
above the roof or coping of a building. (In early
use sometimes applied to a battlement.)
c 1330 Owayn Miles 38 Arches y-bent with charbukel ston

Knottes of rede gold. .Andpinacles of cristal. ^1380 WYCLIF
Serin. Sel. Wks. I. no pe fend. . putte him above J>e pynacle
of be temple : J?at sum men seyen weren be aleis. 1382
Matt. iv. 5 Thanne the deuyl . .sette hym on the pynacle of
the temple. 1387 TREVISA fiifdtn iRolls) VI. 369 pey took
oure lady smok . . and sette pe smok uppon be pinacles
[super propugnactila sua exposuerunt] as it were a baner.

1448 HEN. VI mil in Willis S^Clark^ Cambridge (1886) I.

355 A grete square Tour.. in. -height with the batelment and
the pynacles .C.xl. fete, a 1548 HALL Chron., Hen. VII 59
The violence of the wynde had blowen doune an Egle of
brasse . . from a pynnacle or spire of Paules Church. 1600 I.

PORY tr. Leo's Africa n. 69 Upon the top of this turret is

built a certaine spire or pinnacle rising sharpe in forme of a

sugar-loafe. 1665 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. (1677)75 He. .slew
. .their Ring-leader, whose head he sent to Amadabat, and
..commanded that it should be set upon a Pinaele. 1696
PHILLIPS (ed. s\ Pinnacle, the highest Top of any Spire.

1777 ROBERTSON Hist. Amer. (1778) I. ill. 241 They fancied

these to be cities adorned with towers and pinacles. 1845
PARKER Gloss. Arc/tit, s. v., Pinnacle, .consists of a shaft

and top; this last is generally in the form of a small spire,
surmounted with a finial and often crocketed at the angles,
and is sometimes called a finial. 1851 RL'SKIN Stones Ven.

(1874) I. xv. 165 If there had been no other place for

pinnacles, the Gothic builders would have put them on the

tops of their arches, .rather than not have had them.

f b. trans/. A vertical pointed structure resem-

bling the above ; a pyramid. Obs.

13. . E. E. Allit. P. B. 1463 pe coperounes of
b_e

canacles
bat on be cuppe reres, Wer fetysely formed out in fylyoles
longe ; Pinnacles py}t ber apert bat profert bitwene. ?a 1400
LYDG. Chorle $ Birdt in Mia. Poems (Percy Soc.) 183
Thowe my cage forged were with golde, And the pynacles
of birrale and cristale. t- 1530 in Gutch Coll. Cur. II. 328
Item vj Sponnes gilte withe Pynnacles of thends. 1535
Aberdeen Regr. XV. 587 (Jam.) Twa pynnokillis of skynnis.
15.. /bid. XVI. 524 Ane pynnekill of skynnis, contenand
ix score and six. 1632 LITHGOW Trav. in. 104 There was a
Pinaele reared vpon the Walles of the Fort with their bare
sculs. 171674 MILTON Moscovia v, At Dinner he sat bare-

headed, his Crown and rich Cap standing on a Pinaele by.
1703 T. N. City <V C. Purchaser 2 Pedestals upon.. a Pedi-

ment to support Statues . . may properly be called Pinacles.

2. Any natural peaked formation ; esp. a lofty

rock or stone pointed at the top ;
a peak. (In

first two quots. peril, applied to a point projecting
into the sea/



PINNACLE.

13.. Guy Warm. (A.) 1719 At a pinacle bi )>e se Gij seye
a man of rewly ble Go in pilgrims wede. 14 . . Sir Bcues

1283+94 (MS. C.) He kepeth him in a castel. .Closed with

(?e salt flood, In a penakull of the see. 1582 STANYHURST
SEntis I. (Arb.) 19 Shee..his carcasse on rockish pinnacle

hanged. <ri6n CHAPMAN lliad\\\\. 115 The brows Of all

steepe hils and pinnacles. 1795 ANDERSON Brit. Embassy
China, xv. 167 An immense pillar, or column of solid rock.,

situated on the pinnacle of a large mountain. 1878 H. S.

WILSON Alp. Ascents \. 7 The pure-white pinnacle of the..

Weisshorn.

3. fig. A high or lofty place or situation ; the

highest point or pitch ;
the culmination or point

of perfection ; the acme, climax. (Sometimes

applied to a person.)
14.. in Tundale's I'is. (1843) 141 Seyde tho virgyn with-

owttyn vice..That holy pynakell preued of price. 1485

Digby Myst. (1882) n. 240 He ys a chosen wessell,.. A very

pynacle of the fay th, 1621 T. WILLIAMSON tr. Goulart's Wise
Vieillard 92 Being ascended to the top and pynacle of true

knowledge, rt 1659 OSBORN Charac., etc. Wks. (1673) 634
The highest Pinnacle of my Ambition. 1752 HUME Ma, $
Treat. (1777) I. 254 To have reached the pinnacle of per-
fection. 1869 W. P. MACKAV Grace ff Truth (1875) 167

How can I reach the pinnacle of earthly fame ? 1878 Bosw.
SMITH Carthage 267 This was the pinnacle of Hannibal's

success, and a pinnacle indeed it was.

4. attrib. and Comb.
1594 NASHE Terrors of Night Wks. (Grosart) III. 263

Nere those pinacle rocks called the Needles. 1837 Civ. Eng,
>;Arch. Jrnl. I. 57/2 Thearchway.. is flanked with columns,

niches, pediments, and crocketed pinnacle fmials. 1890 Cent.

Diet., Pinnacle-work, in arch, and decoration, ornamental

projections, especially at the top of any object. 1901 Wide
World Mag. VIII. 132/1 Jagged, pinnacle-like rocks.

Pi imacle, v. [f. prec. sb.]

1. trans. To set on or as on a pinnacle ;
in quot.

1816, to rear as a pinnacle.
1656 S. H. Gold. Law 15 To stand .. pinacled on the

highest point of the Temple, ready for precipitation. 1816

BYRON Ch. Har. III. Ixii, The Alps, The palaces of Nature,
whose vast walls Have pinnacled in clouds their snowy
scalps. 1878 BROWNING Poets Croisic xxiii, Such a mighty
moment of success As pinnacled him.. in full display, For

the whole world to worship.
2. To form the pinnacle of, to crown. Also/,?-.
1818 BYRON Ch. Har. iv. cix, This mountain, whose

obliterated plan The pyramid of empires pinnacled. 1840

R. C. HOKNK Gregory VII, i. i. (ed. 2) 6 It pinnacles all

crimes.. Touching God's footstool with a sharp assault !

Pinnacled (pi-nak'ld), ///. a. [f.
PINNACLE

sb. and v. + -ED.]
1. Having a pinnacle or pinnacles ; furnished with

pinnacles or peaks.
13.. E.E.Allit.P.h. 207 A pyjt coroune . . Hi}e pynakled

of cler quyt perle. c 1503 in Chron. Lond. (ed. Kingsford,

1905) 250 The coveryng [of a Chapell]. .paynted w> Azur,
and pynacled w* Corven werk paynted and gilt. 1782
WARTON Hist. Kiddington 8 The pediment of the southern

Transept is pinnacled.. with a flourished Cross. 1829 D.

CONWAY Norway 61 The rocks rose in pinnacled confusion.

1849 FREEMAN Archil. 11. i. xii. 239 The use of the embattled

and pinnacled tower is.. one of our many insular pecu-
liarities.

2. Elevated on or as on a pinnacle.
1863 W. M. ROSSF.TTI in Reader, His pinnacled supremacy

as the poet and autocrat of landscape-painting. 1897 Westm.
Gaz. 19 Oct. 2/1 Because of this pinnacled position, they
assimilate like lightning.

Pi-nnaclet. rare 1
. [See-ET.] A small pinnacle.

igo$Archxol. Jrnl. LXII. in The pinnaclets supported
on brackets thrown outward from the angles.

Pinnacpcytal, -cyte : see PINACOOTTAL, etc.

Finnadiform (pinoe'difpam), a. Ichth. [irreg.

f. L, pinna in sense '
fin' + -FORM.] (See quot.)

1884 T. N. GILL in Proc. U. S. Nat. Mns. VII. 357 In the

Chaetodontids, an apparent expansion is manifested by the

encroachment of the skin and scales on the soft dorsal and

anal fins, and they may be distinguished as pinnadiform.

Pinnae, plural of PINNA.

t Fi'nnage. Obs. [f.
PIN v. (in a = PIND) +

-AGE.] a. The action of impounding cattle, b.

The action of fastening with a pin or peg.

1551 HULOET, Pynnage of cattell or powndage, incbaio.

1611 COTGR., Chevillage, a pegging, or pinning ; peggage,

pinnage.

Pinnage, obs. Sc. form of PINNACE.

Fiiinal (pi-nal), a. Anal. [f.
PINNA 2 + -AL.]

Pertaining to the pinna of the ear or nose.

1896 Alltnttt's Syst. Med. I. 202 Cartilage (Meckel's or

pinnal).

Pinnaped, variant of PINNIPED.

Pinnate (pi'n^t), a. Nat. Hist. [ad. L. pin-
nat-us feathered, winged, f. pinna feather, wing :

see PINNA 2 and -ATE 2
.]

1. Resembling a feather
; having lateral parts or

branches on each side of a common axis, like the

vanes of a feather, a. Bat. Applied to a com-

pound leaf having a series of (sessile or stalked)

leaflets arranged on each side of a common petiole,

the leaflets being usually opposite, sometimes

alternate (alterni-pinnate) ; also to more complex
leaves of the same kind, in which the leaflets, thus

arranged, are borne on secondary, tertiary, etc.

petioles which are themselves similarly arranged

(bipinnate, tripinnate, etc.).

Interruptedly finnate: see quot. 1861.

[1704 I. HARRIS /^.r. Techn. I, Pinnata Folia, in Botany.]

1717 BAILEY vol. II, Pinnate, deeply jagged or indented

pin
ga
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(spoken of the Leaves of Plants) resembling Feathers. 1760

J. LEE Introd. Hot. H. xxxi. (1765) 152 Aspleniitm,w\\\L

pinnate Leaves. 1861 BENTLEY Man. Bot. 169 It is inter-

ruptedly pinnate, .when the leaflets are of different sizes, so

that small pinnae are. .intermixed with larger ones, as in the

Potato and Silver Weed. 1872 OLIVER Elan. Bot. i. vii. 77

Compound leaves are either of the pinnate type, as Rose, or

of the digitate type, as Horse Chestnut.

b. Zool. Having branches, tentacles, or other

lateral parts arranged on each side of an axis ;
in

Entom. applied to a surface (as in the legs of

grasshoppers) marked with minute parallel lines

on each side of a central ridge.

1846 DANA Zooph. iv. (1848) 73 The budding polyps are

sometimes confined to two opposite sides of a branch, and
jinnate forms result. 1854 WOODWARD Mollusca n. 191
3ills pinnate, placed round the dorsal vent. 1858 LEWES
Sea-side Stud. 87 The tentacular filaments, .are numerous,
each forming a little tree with pinnate branches. 1873 C. C.

BLAKE Zool. 200 The tail is pinnate at the point.

2. Zool. Having feathers, wings, fins, or similar

parts. rare~. (Cf. next, 2.) 1890 in Cent. Did.

Pinnated (prne'ted), a.
[f.

as prec. + -ED 1.]

1. = prec. i. Chiefly Bot. and Zool.

1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp. s. v. Leaf, Pinnated, or

pennatedLeaf. .composed of two ranges or series of folioles,

annexed to the two sides of one common oblong petiole.

1777 LIGHTFOOT Flora Scot. I. 327 The leaves are pinnated
'

with about 20 pair of long Pinny, which are again semi-

pinnate with short indented Pinnulx. 1815 KIRDY & Sp.

Entoinol. viii. (1818) I. 235 [They] prey upon timber, feeding
between the bark and the wood, and . . excavating curious

pinnated labyrinths. 1846 PATTERSON Zool. 47 The species
. . has five pair of beautifully pinnated arms.

2. Zool. Having parts like wings, or like fins.

Pinnated Grouse, any bird of the genus Cttpidonia,

having wing-like tufts of feathers on the neck, as

the prairie-hen of N. America, C. cnpido.

1776 PENNANT Zool. (ed. 4) I. 119 Pinnated Quadrupeds,
With fin-like feet. 1831 A. WILSON & BONAPARTE Ainer.

Omith. II. 322 Pinnated Grouse. 1874 COUES Birds N. W.
158 There is a stray pinnated Grouse now and then.

Hence Prnnatedly adv. = next.

Finnately (pi-n^li), adv. [f. PINNATE + -LT 2.]

In a pinnate manner or form : see PINNATE i.

1861 BENTLEY Man. Bot. 159 Feather-veined or pinnately
veined leaves. 1883 [see PINNATI-].

Fiunati- (pin^'ti, pinarti), combining form of

L. pinnatus PINNATE: chiefly in botanical terms

relating to leaves (cf. PINNATIFID) : Pinna^ti-

lo'bate, Pinna'tilobed (-?ti-) adjs., pinnately
divided with rounded divisions or lobes ; Pinna,--

tipa-rtite (-?ti-) a. [L. partitus divided : see

PARTITE], pinnately divided nearly to the midrib;
1

Pinna- tisect, Pinna-Use 'cted (-3ti-) adjs. [L.

i
sectuscut: see -SECT], pinnately divided quite to the

: midrib, but not articulated so as to form separate
leaflets. See also PINNATIPED.

1857 HENFREY Bot. 93 We.. take the prefix finnati-..
and subjoin to this a word indicating the degree or kind of

division, thus : pinnatifid. . if the broad notches between the

lobes extend from the margin to about half-way between

this and the midrib ; pinnatisect, if the notches extend on

nearly to the midrib ; pinnatipartite, if the separate lobes

are almost free, and merely connected by a narrow strip of

parenchyma. 1861 BENTLEY Man. Bot. (1870) 153 [Leaves]

pinnatipartite, or pinnatisected, according to their depth.
1866 Trcas. Bot., Pinnatilobed, Piimatilobate, when the

lobes of a pinnatifid leaf are divided to an uncertain depth.

1883 G. ALLEN in Nature 8 Mar. 441 Steps by which a

regularly pinnately-veined leaf, such as that of the common
olive, may pass into a pinnatifid and pinnatisect form by
non-development of the mainly cellular tracts.

Finnatifid (pinse-tifid),
a. Nat. Hist, (chiefly

Bot.} [ad. mod.L. pinndtifidus ,
{. pinnat-us PIN-

NATE +findere,fid- to cleave, split. So F. pinna-

tifide, pennatifide] Of a leaf, etc. : Pinnately

cleft or divided at least half-way to the middle.

[1751 LINN.-EUS Philos. Bot. 43 Folium . . pinnatifidum est

transversim divisum laciniis horizontalibus oblongis.J 1733

CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp. s. v. Leaf, Pinnatifid Lea/expresses
one divided into several parts in form of ate. 1777 LIGHT-

FOOT Flora Scot. I. 500 Centaurea scalnosa. ..Great Knap-
weed or Matfellon . . the leaves are. .all pinnatifid. 185;;,

1883 [see PINNATI-]. 1877-84 F. E. HULME Wild Ft p. via

Hence Pinna'tifldly adv., in a pinnatifid manner.

1870 HOOKER Stud. Flora 16 Leaves entire, pinnate, or

pinnatifidly lobed. 1881 HORNE Fiji 86 The leaf, .is hand-

some and pinnatifidly divided.

Finnation (pin^-Jan). Nat. Hist. [f. L.fin-
'

nat-us PINNATE : see -ATION.] Pinnate condition

or formation ;
division into pinnae (PiNNA 2).

1875 BENNETT & DYER Sachs' Bot. 350 When the pinnation
is compound. 1882 VINES Sachs' Bot. 212 The pinnation,

like the formation of lobes, may be repeated.

Finnatiped fofanrtiped), a. and sb. Omith.

[f.
mod.L. pinnatipfS, -pedem, f. pinnatus winged

+ pes foot.] a. adj. Having the toes furnished

with lobes ; lobiped, fin-footed, b. sb. A pinna-

tiped bird; a bird of the group Pinnatipedes,

having this character.
1828 WEBSTER, Pinnatiped, fin-footed; having the toes

bordered by membranes. 1842 BRANUB Diet. Sci. , etc., Pinna-

tipeds, a term applied by Temminck to an order of birds

comprehending those which have the digits bordered by
membranes. 1858 MAYNE Expos. Lex., Pinnatipes. . .applied

by Schaffer and Temminck to an Order (Pinnatipedes) ; by
C. Bonaparte to a Family.. : pinnatipede.

PINNER.

Pinnato- (pin^-to), occasional advb. combining
form of L. pinnatus PINNATE (cf. PINNATI-). Pin-
na to-de'iitate a. [DENTATE], pinnate, with toothed

leaflets; Finua^to-pe'ctinate a. [PECTINATE],
having lateral projections like the teeth of a comb,

arranged pinnately.
1806 GALPINE Brit. Bot. 58 L[eaf] linear, pinnato-dentate.

1846 DANA Zooph. (1848) 578 Branches pinnate-pectinate.
Pinnatulate (pinae-tiSl/t), a. Bot. [i.~L.pin-

nat-us pinnate + -/- dim. + -ATE.]
= PINNULATE.

1882 in OGILVIE,

t Pinned, a. Obs. [Variant of PENNED a.] Of
a feather: a. Grown, formed, b. Undeveloped,
rudimentary : see PIN-FEATHEBED.
1399 LANGL. Rich. Redeles n. 148 Tyll her ffre fiedris be

iTulliche y-pynned, f>at bey heue wynge. 1665 HOOKE
Microgr. xxxv. 165 An unripe or pinn'd Feather.

Finned (pind), ppl.a. [f.PiN sb^ and v.1 + -ED.]

1 1. Enclosed, confined, shut up. Obs.
c 14x2 HOCCLEVE De Reg. Princ. 4543 O, )>y bagges vnsele :

Opne hem ;. .Thy pyned stuf many a man desttoyeth.
2. Furnished, fitted, or adorned with pins ; f spec.

covered or studded with pins : cf. PIN K.I 7 (otis.).

1688 Lond. Gaz. No. 2408/4 A Silver Minute Pendulum
Clock,

'

1689 [s

[He] was highly, .chained, pi

3. Fastened with a pin or pins.

1901 y. Black's Illustr. Carp, fy Bvild., Scaffolding 35
We have never seen a pinned ladder come apart.

4. = Pinded (see FIND v.}.
1802 C. FINDLATER Agric. Sitrv. Peebles 389 note, When

the mothers have little milk, the lambs are rarely pinned.

5. \npinned straits and pinned whites, names of

some kind of cloth. (Meaning unascertained.)

1552-3 Act 7 Ediv. VI, c. 9 i Euery piece of the sayd
Clothes called whyte pynned Streightes . . being readye
dressed to put to sale shall conteine in Lengthe xj Yardes
at the least. 1584-5 Act 27 Eliz. c. 18 2. a 1600 T. SMITH
Let. to Ld. Treasurer in Strype Stoiu's Sitrv. (1754) II. V.

xix. 401/2 Also of Pyndewhites and Playnes, made in the

West Country. [1642 Rates of Merchandize 133 Dorset

and Somerset dozens rudge washt, Cardinals, Pinwhites,
Straites. .shall goe and be accompted for a short cloth.]

Finnel (pi-nel). local. [?Connected with PIN i>.l

3 c, as if stuff useful for pinning.]
1. Coarse gravel ;

sandstone conglomerate.
1766 Museum Rust. VI. 153 If I find ..any gravel, sand,

soft rock, pinnel, or other porous substance, I begin the

food
work immediately. 1774 PENNANT Tour Scot. (1790)

I. 30 Two strata, one of pinnel or coarse gravel.

2. Geol. (See quot.)
1876 H. B.' WOODWARD Geol. Eng. tr Wales Gloss. 440

Pinnel, local name given to the Lower Boulder Drift in the

north-west of England and Wales. Rammel and Sammel
are local names similarly applied.

tFinner 1
(pi-naj). Ol>s. Also 5-7 pynner,

(5
-ar)- [f- PIN -1*- 1 + - 1

-]
A pinmaker.

8 Lon. az. o. 2404 ver nute enuum
k, in a pinn'd Case, the Shagreen a very fine grain.

[see PIN sb? i e]. 1871 SALA in Belgra-via XIV. 430
was highly, .chained, pinned, and locketed.

Lorelts B. 9 Pynners, nedelers, and glasyers. 1611 FLORIO,

Agitcchiaruolo, .. a pinner or pinmaker. 1720 STRYPE Sttnv's

Surv. II. v. xv. 241/1 Pinners and Needlers. Foreign Pins

and Needles being brought in about the Year 1597, did

much prejudice these Callings. [1890 GROSS Gild Merck.

II. 209 Pewterers, smiths, pinners, barbers.]

Pinner 2
. Now local. [Another form of

FINDER, f. PIN v. 1 IO = PIND v.] An officer whose

duty it is to impound stray beasts :
= PINDEB.

1499 Promp. Parv. (ed. Pynson), Pynnar of beestys.

1552 HULOET, Pynner or empounder of cattell, inclusor.

a 1592 GREENE George-a-Greenc Wks. (Rtldg.) 255/1 George.

a-Greene Hight Pinner of merry Wakefield town. 1664

GOUI.DMAN Diet., A pinner or pounder of cattel, inclusor.

1871 Standard 4 Oct. 3 The town pinner,, .[of] Stafford, left

the town on Saturday afternoon to serve an execution for

debt at a small farm near Stamdon Bridge.

Pinner 3
. [f.

Pf v. 1 + -EB 1
-] One wbo or tllat

which pins.
1. A coif with two long flaps, one on each

side, pinned on and hanging down, and sometimes

fastened at the breast; worn by women, esp. of

rank, in the I7th and i8th centuries. Sometimes

applied to the flaps as an adjunct of the coif.

Now only Hist.

1652 N. Riding Rec. V. ro3 [Bill ignored against a woman

for stealing a] pynner. .
1664 VanD^/AJ^l^^

The
or Laced Pinner. 1701 FARQUHAR Sir H. Wildair 1. 1, I h

Dinners are double ruffled with twelve plaits of a side. 171.

STEELE Taller No. 2r2 r 3 A Treatise concerning Pinners,

which I have some Hopes will contribute to the Amendment

of the present Head-dresses, c 1720 DK. OF MONTAGU in

Bnccleuch MSS. (Hist. MSS. Comm.) I. 367 The women

old dame,, .dressed in her coif and pinners,

2 dial. A pinafore or apron with a bib.

[Perh. erroneous spelling ofpinna, short hifinafore.}

,846 FA.RHOLT Costume in Eng. Gloss. 582 Pinner, an

apron with a bib pinned in front of the dress Its more

modern name is pincloth and pinafore. 1854 MBAKSI
Northampt. Gloss. II. 116 Pinner, a pinafore. Pmcloth,

a child's pinafore. Called also Pmtidy and Pinner. 1876



PINNET. 889 PINOCLE.
T. HAHDY Ethclbttrta (1890) 363 Honest travelling have been
so rascally abused since I was a boy in pinners. 1891 Tess

xvii, He wore the ordinary white pinner.. of a dairy-farmer
when milking.

3. One who pins, fastens, or transfixes with a pin.
1828 in WEBSTER. 1845 MRS. BROWNING Lett. (1899) I. 137

All that roughness and rudeness of the sin of the boar-pinner.
1851 MAYHEW Lond. Labour I. 272/1 The '

pinners-up '. .

are the men and women, .who sell songs which they have
'

pinned 'to a sort ofscreen or large board, or ..to a blank wall.

Pinnet (prnet). 7 St. rare. [In sense 2, app.
a corruption of pennant, with which it agrees in

sense ; in sense I, perh. a mistaken use of the same,
associated with med.L. pinna in sense 'pinnacle',
or ?an independent dim. formation from the latter.]
1. A pinnacle, rare 1

.

1805 SCOTT Last Minstr. vl. xxiii, Blazed battlement and
pinnet high, Blazed every rose carved buttress fair.

2. A streamer, pennant.
1822 GAF.T Provost xviii, Laces and ribands of all colours,

hangingdown in front[of the booths], and twirlinglike pinnets
in the wind. 1834 H. MILLER Scenes <y Leg. xxviii. (1857)
422 A miniature mast.. bearing atop a gaudy pinnet.

Fiuni- (pi'ni), combining form of L. pinna,
penna wing, fin (cf. ancient L. pennifer, pinniger,
etc.). Hence Pinni ferotis [-FERGUS], Pinui--

gerous [-GEROUS] aJjs., bearing or having fins.

(Cf. PENNIFEROUS, PENNIGEKOUS.) Pinniiie r-

vate, Finninerved atljs. Dot., pinnately veined

(= PENNIKERVATE). Pinnise-cted a. Bol.=fw-
NATIFID, or Ipinnatisect (see PIKNATI-). Pinui-
ta'rsal a. [TARSAL], 'having pinnate feet, as a

swimming-crab '. Pinniteuta'culate a. [TENTA-
CULATE], 'having pinnate tentacles, as a polyp'.
See also PINNIFORM, -GRADE, -FED.

1858 MAYNE Expos. Lex., Pinnifcrus, having or bearing
fins: *pinniferous. 1656 BLOUNT Glossvgr.,

*
Pitmi*;erons,..

that hath fins; finned like a fish. 1893 Syd. Sac. Lex.,
*Pinninervate, see Petmincrvate. Ibid., *Pinnhectett, the
same as rinn^tijid..

Pinniewiriks : see PILLIWINKS.
Pinniform (prnif,am), a. Also incorrectly

pinnseform. [f. PINNI- + -FORM, where see note.]
a. Having the form of, or resembling, a fin.

b. Having the form of, or resembling, a feather :

= PENNIFOKM. c. Of a pinnate form. d. Re-

sembling the mollusc cilled Pinna. (PiNNA 1).

1752 J. HILL Hist. Anim. 313 The Batena, with . . a
pinniform tuberosity on the back. 1831 W. P. C BARTON
Flora N. Amer. I. 43 Leaves. .often inclining to be pinna-
tifid ; the pinnaeform segments arcuate. iSsSMAVNF. Expos.
Lex., Pinni/onnis, OrnithoL, applied to wings in the
form of fins that are covered by thickly laid up feathers,
..and which serve only as organs of natation : pinniform.

Piniiigrade (pi-nigrfid), a. and sl>. Zool.
[f.

PINNI- + L. -gradus walking.] a. adj. Walking
by means of fin-like organs or flippers, as the pin-
niped Carnivora. b. sb. A pinnigrade animal.
1849-52 TodcCs Cycl. Anat. IV. 914/2. 1854 OIVEN Skel.

ff Tectk in Circ. Sc. I. Ore: Nut. 297 In the pinnigrade..
family of carnivores, we find the teeth . . more numerous.
1880 Libr. Univ. Kno-Ml. (N. Y.) XI. 723 The pinnigrades
include three families, the earless seals,.. the eared seals,..
and the walruses.

Pinning (pi-nig), vbl. sb.
[f.

PIN v.i + -ING 1.]
1. The action of the verb PIN.
a. The action of fastening, constructing, or re-

pairing with pins; the supporting of a wall or
foundation with pins or wedges ; cf. unJer-finning.
1427-8 Rec. St. Mary at Hill 67 For ij masons ij dayes

for pynnynge of be new pewes & Icyeng of be same tyle.

'533 MS- Ace. St. John's Hasp., Canterb., To John Bryght
for tyllyng and dabyng & outher pynyng x.?. 1552 HUI.OET,
Pynnynge of houses, substructio. a 1633 AUSTIN Medit.
(1635) 279 Like a Shepheards Tent that falls to the ground
for want of pinning, cording, and sowing. 1655 FULLER C/t.
Hist. 11. v. 37 Some Devise used by him about pinning and

propping of the Room. 1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl., Pinning,
in building, the fastening of tyles together, with pins of
heart ofoak; for the covering of a house, etc. 1842-76 GWILT
Archit. Gloss., Pinning up, in underpinning, the driving
the wedges under the upper work so as to bring it fully to
bear upon the work below.

b. The action of fastening (dress, etc.) with
a (brass) pin or pins. Also with adv. as pinning tip

(in quot. 1676 attrib. = for pinning np).
1549 SIR T. HOBY Trav. (1902) 23 By the pinninge uppe

of the hanging. 1593 NASHE Christ's T. 71 b, How you
[Ladies] torture poore olde Time with spunging, pynning
and pounsing. 1601 DENT Path-w. Heaven (1831) 35 They
haue spent a good part of the day in . . pricking and pinning.
1676 Lond. Caz. No. 1106/4 Two black pinning-up Petti-

coats, one being of Sarcenet, the other of Alamode. 1767
GOOCH Treat. Wounds I. 381 To be fixed by pinning or

lacing, on the side opposite to the wound.
c. The action of shutting up, inclosing, or hem-

ming in
; also, impounding (see FIND i b).

'573-80 BARET Ah. P 385 A Pinning, or pounding of
catteli. Vide Pownde. 1900 Westm. Gaz. 26 May 3/3,
I have composed for your irresistible museum of chess freaks
an example of pinning ad absurdiim.

d. = Finding (see under FIND v.).
i8oz C. FINDLATER Agric. Sura. Peebles 389 Diarrhoea,

or Looseness. This disorder is commonly called, by the

shepherds, pinning.
2. concr. a. //. Small stones used for filling the

interstices of masonry (cf. PIN W.1 3 c). b. A pin,

peg, or bolt, used for fastening.
VOL. VII.

1663 BI.AIR Antol'ioj. ii. (1848) 50 As pinning* laid in to
be foundations. 1742 J. WILLISON Balm of Giiead xii.

(1800) 136 Not a stone moved, nor a pinning in it moved.
J799 J- ROBERTSON Agric. Perth 114 Persons who under-
stand the building of dry stone-walls properly, find a bed
for the larger stones, not by means of pinning*, .but by
rusting them firmly upon one another; and afterwards they
close up the interstices with pinnings to ornament the wall.
No part of the weight lies on the smaller stones, a 1825
FORBY I'oc. E. Angiia, Pinning, the low masonry which
supports a frame of stud-work.

c. A fastening with pins (cf. I b).
1882 ROSA MULHOI.LAND Four Little Mischiefs \\\\, 'We

must stand with our faces to the people always, or they
might see the pinning ', said Kitty.
3. attrib.) *&pinning iron

^ stone, -fee.
1688 R. HOLME Armoury m. 265/2 Pinning Iron, to

widen the hole in the Slate to put the Pin in. 1708 S.
MOLYNBUX in Phil. Trans. XXVI. 37 Part of the Plaister
and Pinning Stones of the adjoyning Wall, was also broken
off and loosened. 1892 J. S. F LETCH KR When Chas. I
was K. (1896) 55 The pinder .. made answer., that the

\

horses, .should not go thence until the pinning -fee were paid,
j

Pinning-end = pinion end: see PIXIOX sb.-

Pinnion, obs. form of PIXION.

Pinniped (pi-niped), a. and sb. Zool Also
;

pinnipede, pinriaped. [ad. mod.L. Pinnipes \

(neut. pi. Pinnipedia), "L.pinnapes, pennipes wing-
footed (of Perseus), but used in Zool. in the sense
'
fin-footed

'

; f. L. pinna in sense '
fin

'

-t- pes, ped- \

foot.] a. adj. Having feet resembling fins, fin-
i

footed ; spec, belonging to a suborder (Pinnipedia)
of Carnivora, comprising the seals and walruses,
which have fin-like limbs or flippers; also, belong-
ing to other divisions of animals having limbs
or organs resembling fins and adapted for swim-

ming, e g. the fin-footed or lobe-footed birds (cf.

PINNATIPED), certain decapod crustaceans or crabs,
the pteropod molluscs, etc. b. s/>. A pinniped
mammal

;
a seal or walrus.

1842 BRANDE Diet. Sci., etc., Pinnipeds, the name of a
section of crabs . . that have the last pair of feet . . terminated

by a flattened joint fitted for swimming. 1858 MAYNE Expos. I

Lfjf., Pinnipes, adj. Zool. . .pinnipede. 1866 T N. GILL
|

(title) Prodrome of a Monograph of Pinnipeds. 1881
Athenmum 17 Dec. 807/3 The various species of Haemato-
pinus with which the seals, like the other pinnipeds, are

annoyed. 1883 FisJieries F.xhib. Catal. 194 Charts shewing \

distribution of the pinnapeds of the world.

So Pinnipedian (-p/dian) a. = prec. a.

1880 Standards May 3 It is doubtful whether the close-
time agreement, .will have any great effect on the longevity

j

of the pinnipedian race.

Pinnis9ctedtoPinnitentaculate:scePixia-.
t Pinno, v. Obs. rare*. = PINION v. 2.

1596 SPENSER F. Q. v. iv. 22 He saw a Knight, With both
his hands behinde him pinnoed hard.

Pinnock 1
(pi'nak). Now local. Forms: 3

pynnuc, pinuuc, 5 pynok, 6 pynnock, 6-7 !

pinnocke, 8- pinnock. [prob. echoic, from the
'

bird's note; but the ending simulates -OCR, dim.

suffix.] A name for the hedge-sparrow or dun-

nock; also for the blue titmouse, and, locally, for

some other birds : cf. DUXNOCK, and Pinnick* in

Eng. Dial. Diet.
a 1250 Owl fy Night. 1130 Pynnuc [v.r. pinnuc] goldfynch

rok ne crowe Ne dar neuer cumen ihende. 14. . Afctr, y
r
oc.

in Wr.-Wulcker 625/3 Lirifa, pynok. 1570 LEVINS Afanifi.
158/46 A Pinnocke, hedge sparrow. 1706 PHILLIPS, Pinnock,
a sort of Bird. 1833 G. Montagus Ornith. Diet., Pinnock,
a name for the Tomtit. 1885 SWAINSON Prov. Names Brit.
Birds 29 Hedge Sparrow (Accentor wo.iutaris). ..From its

short piping note it is called Titlene (Northt, Pinnock.

Pinnock 2
. local. Also pennock, pinnold.

[Derivation unascertained ; the ending seems to be

-OCR, dim suffix.] A small bridge over a ditch or

runnel
;
a brick or wooden drain under a road or

across a gateway, a culvert ; also, a structure com-

posed of three boards in which a hare when hard-

pressed in coursing can take refuge as in a small
drain or culvert : used in Romney Marshes.
1838 HOLLOWAY Diet. Provincialisms, Pinnold, a small

bridge. Sussex. 1846 WORCESTER, Pinnock . . a tunnel
under a road to carry off the water; a culvert.. (Local, Eng.).
1847-78 HALLIWELL, Pennock, a little bridge over a water-
course. Sussex. 1875 Sussex^ Gloss., Pennock, a little

j

bridge over a water-course ; a brick or wooden tunnel under
a road to carry off the water. 1887 Kent. Gloss., Pinnock,
a wooden drain through a gateway.
Pinnock 3. local. [Origin obscure. Cf. PINNY a.}

In Kent, a name for a particular kind of land : see

quot. Hence Pi'nnocky a.

1796 J. BOYS Agric. Kent 78 Pinnock.. \s a sticky red

clay, mixed with small stones, but although it is deemed '

poor for cultivation of grain, &c. yet it produces very fine I

chesnut wood ; and filberts likewise grow well upon it. 1881
WHITF.HEAD Hops 52 The planter notices, .a small patch of

;

yellowing plants in pmnocky or unkindly soil.

Pinnoite (piT>,3it). Min. [a. Ger. pinnoif,
\

named by Staute 1884 m honour of Oberbergrath
Pinno : see -ITE 1

.] A hydrous borate of magne-
sium, occurring in yellow or greenish fibrous masses
or tetragonal crystals.
1885 Amer. Nat. 708 Pinnoite. 1892 DANA Min. (ed. 6)

885 Pinnoite [occurs] in the upper kainite layers.

Pinnote, obs. form of PINE-NUT.

Pinnothere (pi-iwji*j), pinnotere (pi-no-

tiaj). Also 7 -ter, 9 -teer. [ad. L. pinno , pTno-
teres (-theres), a. Gr. mwor'fipijs (Aristoph. Wasps
1510), f. Trfrct, wiwct PlNNA * -f njpftv to guard.
The L. variant pinotheres, as if f. Gr. Qrjpav to

hunt, was adopted as the generic name by Latrcille

1807, whence i4

'. pinnotere, pinnothere] Any of

the small crabs of the genus Pinnotheres, which

commensally inhabit the shells of various bivalves,
as oysters and mussels; a pea-crab.
1601 HOLLAND Pliny I. 252 The kast of all the-e kind of

Crabs is called Pinnotheres (or Pinnoteres) and for his
smalnesse most sub rect and exposed to iniurie. 1651
RaU'igh'sGhost 113 The Pinnoter. .giving him notice there-
of by a little touch, the Pinna doth kil! al the n\hes with a
hard and violent compression of them ; so feeding him-elf..
and giving part of them to his fellow. 1822 T. MITCHELL
Aristoph. 11. 317 Nay, pinnoteer (I think) might better suit
him "fis a most dwarfish breed. (Xote^ The pinnoteer is

the smallest of crabs, and here serves to designate Xenocles,
the tragedian. [1835 KIHBV Hub. fy fust, Anim. I. viii. 253
Pliny says it [the Pinna] is always accompanied by a com-
panion, the Pinnotheres ]

So Pinnothe'rian a., of the genus Pinnotheres
or family Pinnotheriidx

;
sb. a pinnothere.

Pinnule (pi niwl). Also (in sense i) 6-8

pinule ; (in senses 2 and 3) in Lat. form pin-
nula (pi. -ee\ [ad. L. pinnnla, dim. of pinna
plume, wing : see PINNA 2

.J

1. Each of the two sights (consisting of a small

square metal plate, pierced with holes, and turning
on a hinge) at the ends of the * alidade' or index
of an astrolabe, quadrant, or similar instrument.

I594BLUNDKV1L Exerc. vi. Introd. (1636)608 Which Diopter
is made with two Pinuks or square Tablets. 1656 W. D. ti.

Comenins' Gate Lat. Unl. 528 Out of two stations by
the pinnules of the radius, .they collect the quantity of the
lines of a greater triangle, which is made between the two
stations and the thing seen. 1773 Genii. Mag. XLIII. 171
He has joined pinnies to his barometer, which by this means
furnishes him with an instrument for levelling. 1834 Nat.
Philos. III. Hist. Astron. xiii. 67/1 (Usef Know!. Soc.} A
radius, moveable on the centre of the circle, carried the

pinnules, and traced out with its extremity ..the arc it was
wished to measure. 1879 NEWCO.MB & HOLDFN Astron. 59,

2. Bot. Kach of the secondary or ultimate divi-

sions of a pinnate leaf; a subdivision of a pinna

(branchlet, leaflet, or lobe) : esp. in ferns.

1776-96 WITHERING Brit. Plants (ed. 3) III. 87^ Distinct
from. J, trilobata, the pinnules of which are eared and the

leafits smaller. 1857 HENFREY Bot. 95 In the Ferns, .the

primary divisions ot the leaf are called pinny, the secondary
pinnules, and the tertiary lobes or segment^. 1877 Academy
3 Nov. 434/1 A long central rachis, carrying sub-sessile

pinnules.
3. Zool. A part or organ resembling a small wing

or fin, or a barb of a feather; spec. a. A small

fin-like appendage, or short detached fin-ray, in

certain fishes, as the mackerel, b. Each of the

lateral branches of the arms in crinoids

1748 HARTLEY Observ. Man \. \. 89 The rhomhoidal Pin-

nulae in the abdominal Muscles of a living Frog, when
under Contraction. 1752 J. HILL Hist. Anim. 244 The
Scomber, with five pinnules at the extremity of the back.

1877 W. THOMSON yoy. Challenger II. ii. 97 The pinnules
arising from either side of the arm alternately.

Hence Pi'nnular a., of or pertaining to a pin-
nule ; Pi'nnulate, Pi'nnulated adjs. t having

pinnules; Pi'mmlet [-ET], a small or subordinate

pinnule; || Pi'nnulus, a form of 6-rayed spicule in

sponges.
1828-32 WEBSTER, A Pinnulate leaf is one in which each

pinna is subdivided. 1877 HUXLEY Anat. Inv. Anim.
ix. 582 Pedicels .. continued throughout the bvachial and

pinnular grooves. 1881 Card. Chron. XVI. 685 The pinnae,

pinnules, and alternate pinnulets are all stalked. 1887 SOI.LAS

in Encycl. Brit. XXII. 417/1 The suppression of the proximal
ray and the development of spines projecting forwards on
the distal ray produce the pinnulus. 1890 Cent. Diet.,
Pinnulated.

Pinny (pi'ni), sb. Nursery and colloquial
name for PINAFOKE.
1859 GEO. ELIOT A. Bede xx, Now, then, Totty, hold out

your pinny. 1884 BLACKMOKE Tommy Upm. II. 240 All

the children, .with their pinnies full of sugar-plums.

Finny (pi'ni), a. dial, and tcehn. [?f. PIN* sh.

or z>. + -Y.] Applied in various ways: e.g. a. to

soil that is rough, hard, or stiff, and so not easily
worked (cf. PIXNOCKY) ; b. to steel full of rough
hard spots (cf. PIN sbl- 9 b) ;

c. to wool that is

clogged or matted together ; d. to a file that is

clogged or choked with small particles (cf.PiNz/.
1
9).

1692 RAY Disc. n. iv. (1732) 131 A Bed of a bluish sort of

Clay very hard brittle and rugged : they call it a pinny
Clay. 1795 PKARSON in Phil. Trans. LXXXV. 324 Not-

withstanding this uneven and pinny appearance of the filed

surface, a polish was produced. 1831 Sutherland Farm
Rep. 81 in Libr. Usef. Know!., Hnsb. Ill, What is open
in the staple, or inclined to be pinny in the fleece, are haifed

below the double shepherd's house. 1831 J. HOLLAND
Mannf. Metal 1. 261 He used the technical term already

quoted from Dr. Pearson, observing that it was pinny. 1890
Cent. Diet., Pinny, pinned, clogged choked, as, a pinny
file. 1893 Wiltshire Gloss., Pinny-land, arable land where
the chalk comes close to the surface, as opposed to the deeper

clay land.

Pinnywinkles : see PILLIWINKS.

Pinocle (pi-rwk'l). U. S. Also penuchle,

penuckle, pinochle, binoele. [Origin unascer-

113



PINOL.

tained.] A game of cards resembling bezique ;

also, the occurrence of the queen of spades and
knave of diamonds together in this game (cf.

BEZIQUE).
1890 Cent. Diet., Penncklt. 1892 Pall Matt Gaz. 26 Sept.

3/2 He likes to play poker and pinochle, but never for high
stakes. 1894 S. FISKE Holiday Stories (1900) 37 Let's get

up a game of pinocle. Ibid. 38
'

Oh, don't bother !' cried

the pinocle players. 1897 Foster's Compl. Hoyle 363 A
player has melded and scored four kings, and on winning
another trick lie melds binocle.

Pinol (P9 i'rifl). Chem. [f. 1*. ptmis PINE sb?
+ -OL

.]

1893 Aj'fif. Sac. Lex., Pinol, a name for Oleum pinipumi-
lionis. 1898 Allbittfs Syst. Med. V. 45 Members of the

turpentinegroup terebene,pinol,cresol,eucalyptol,creosoie
tar, carbolic acid, iodine and ihe like.

Pinole (pmJk). U. S. Also pino'la, pinol

(pinju-l). [a. Amer. Sp. pinole, ad. Aztec//0///.]
A meal made from parched corn-Hour (more rarely

wheat-flour) usually mixed with the sweet flour of

mesquit-beans or sometimes with sugar and spice ;

a common article of food on the borders of Mexico
and California.

1853 COL. BENTON Sp. 7 May (Farmer Ajiier.\ It is a small

pai ty. .and goes unencumbered with superfluities: no wheels,
two or three mules apiece, and pinole, pemmiciin, and beef-

dodgers for their principal support. 1854 HARTLETT Mc.r.

Boundary I. xi. 269 The daily ration consisting of two

pounds of p'mole [etc.]. 1856 Rep. Rxplor. fy Surveys U. S. A.
III. 115 (Stanf.) Its flavor is similar to that of pinole. 1893
KATE SANBORM Truth/. Worn. S. California 125 Pinola is

parched corn ground fine between stones, eaten \\ith milk.

1894 Outing (U.S.) XX 1 1 1. 355/1 Tortillas of pinol are far

better than the best hoecakes of the Southern States.

b. A mixture of vanilla and other aromatic

powders used to flavour chocolate.

1858 SIMMONDS Diet. Trade.

Finoleum (pinffn'liVm). [f.
L. pTnus PINE sb.%

,

+ oleum OIL sb.] A material for sun-blinds, com-
[

posed of very slender slips or rods of pine-wood
coated with oil-paint and threaded close to each

|

other so as to form a flexible sheet which can be
|

rolled up,
1878 F. S. WILLIAMS Midi. Raihv. 348 The Brussells

carpets, the massive silken or woollen curtains, and the
[

pinoleum blinds. 1905 Civ. Serzi. Supply Catal. 432 Pinoleum ;

or Tropical Sun Blinds, in a variety of new patterns.

II Pinon (pinyp'n, pi'nyan). Also pinion, (pi-

non). [Sp. (pz'n^o'n) : etymologically the same as

PIGNON\ q. v.] The American nut-pine, Finns

edu/is, also the species P. monophylla, P. Par- \

ryana ;
the fruit or nut of these.

a. 1851 MAYNB REID Scalp Hunt, xxvi, Our faces partially
screened by the foliage of the pinon trees. 1874 RAYMOND :

Statist. Mines <V Mining 333 The only woods worth

mentioning are pinon and cedar. 1897 Outitig\.\3. S.)XXX. i

455/1 The background of spruce and pinon.

^p. 1860 BAKTLHTT Diet. A mer. (ed. 3). Pinion (Span.,//^w), I

a species of pine-tree, growing on the head waters of the
]

Arkansas. . .Wild turkeys frequent groves of these trees for
'

the sake of their nuts, which are sweet and palatable. 189 .

H. TALLICHET Span, fy Mexican \d$. used in Te.ras, \

Pinion, a species of pine tree, also the fruit or nuts of the

tree. . .This is the Texas form of Spanish pifton.

t Pinous, a. Obs. By-form of PAINOUS. Hence

f Pinously, pynously adv. Obs. t painfully, in a
'

painful manner.
c 1450 Miroitr Saluacibnn 2884 Whilk soefired his ooneson

for oure lufe to dye thus pynously.

Pin-pallet to Pin-patch: see PIN shl 18.

Pinpillow. Also 6 pynpyllowe, 7 pim-
pillowe, 8 pimpillo, pimploe, 9 pimplo. [f.

PiNj^. 1
3 + PILLOW: cf. the synon.//-/^/^r.]

fl. A pincushion. Obs.

1530 PALSGR. 254^ P>-iipyl!owe to stycke pynneson. 1583
Rates of Customs D vij, Pinpillowes of cloth for Children.

1621 MABBE tr. Alentaifs Guzman d'Alf. n. 131 We made
\

thereof . .purses, pimpillowes, sleeues for liltle children. 1650
BULWER Anthropomet. vii. 91 They of S. Chrisiophers stick

Pins on their Noses, making their Noses serve for Pin-

pillows.

2. The Prickly Pear: so called from its thick

stems beset with spines.
1750 G. HUGHES Barbadoes 26 By the force of the wind. .

thrown into a prickly Pimploe hedge. 1760 J. LEE Introd,

Bot. App. 322 Pimpillo, Cactus. 1866 Treas. Bot.^ Pin-

pillow, Opuntia curassavica. 1889 FARMER Diet. Ater. t

Pimplo, a Barbadian term for the prickly pear, .a corruption
of pin-pillow '.

Pin-point. The point of a pin: usually^.
as a type of something extremely small or sharp

(cf. PIN sbl 3 c). Also attrib,

1849 HARE Par. Serm. II. 234 At this very moment, .even
at this one little pinpoinl of lime. 1850 BROWNING Chr.Eve
v, Man, iherefore, stands on his own slock Of love and

power as a pin-point rock. 1879 Miss BIRD Rocky Mount.
267 Snow as stinging as pinpoints beating on my hand. 1899
Allbutt's Sysf. Mt'd. VII. 114 The pupils.. so small as to

deserve the name of '

pin-point pupils'. 1904 M. HEWLETT
Queen's Quair \\\. \. 359 She was on pin-points till she saw
her lover.

Pi-n-prick, sb. [f. PIN sb^- 3 + PRICK ^.]
1. The prick of a pin ; a minute puncture such

as that made by a pin-point.
i86a John fy / II. 7. I would never move, .to cause you

the pain of a pin prick. 1899 Alibntt's Syst. Mud. VI. 520 i

When ankle-clonus has disappeared, .a pin-prick of the
j

890

plantar skin will restore it. 1900 J. HUTCHINSON in Arch.
Surg. X I . No. 41.33 The nails themselves showed . . numerous
minute pin-pricks.
2. fig. A petty annoyance, a minute irritation.

Policy ofpin-pricks, a course of petty hostile acts maintained
as a national or party policy : applied first in Nov. 1898 to
the policy attributed to France in reference to the conflicting
colonial interests of France and Great Britain.

The French use of a corresponding phrase coup dtpingle,
'

pin-stroke', goes back some centuries ; in Eng. 'pin-pricks'
is found in political use in 1885. On 8 Nov. 1898 the French
iournal Le Matin deprecated a 'politique des niches a

1'Angleterre ', and ' de contmuelles piqures d'epingle
'

; on
16 Nov. The Times, referring to this article, used the words
'a policy of "pinpricks"

1

; Le Temps of 19 Nov. (publ.

evening of i8th> had an article denying on the part of France
the existence of a '

politique de coups d'epingle ', The Times
of 19 Nov. quoted this as a '

policy of pin-pricks
'

(see quot.},
which forthwith became a political phrase.

1885 Public Opinion 9 Jan. 29/2 Petty pin-pricks on the
coast of Africa had rather irritated than roused public
opinion. 1887 ROSA N. CAREY Uncle Max xxviii, It is

strange how painfully these little pin-pricks to our vanity
affect us. 1887 Spectator 16 Apr. 518/1 Wherever the French
Government can give the British Government a sharp pin-
prick, it gives it. 1898 Times 16 Nov. 0/3 Such a policy of
1

pinpricks
'

is beginning to be recognized by sensible French-
men as a grievous error. Ibid. 19 Nov. 7-2 The Temps
to-night contains a long article, entitled

' The Policy of Pin-

pricks '. Ibid. 11/3 According to the Temps there has never
been any policy

of pin-pricks. 1898 Globe 6 Dec. 1/2 Dis-

posed to bring the pin-prick policy to bear upon British
interests in the Far East. 1901 Daily Tel. 22 Mar. 9/5
Russian provocation is at present but a policy of pin-pricks.

1902 Westm. Gaz. 28 Apr. 2/3 The extra penny stamp on

cheques, .may be a pin-prick, but the prospect is causing
a good deal of irritation.

So Pi'n-prick z'., Pi n-pricked ///. a., Pi'n-

pri eking vbl. sh. and ///. a.

1755 SMOLLETT Quix. (1803) IV. 272 A dish of twitches,

pinches, and pin-prickings, 1881 MRS. C. PRAEIJ Policy <V

P. II. 270 Small slight, pinprickmg insults. 1898 J.
HUTCHINSON in Arch. Snrg. IX. No. 36. 374 Dry and
cracked finger-ends, with pin-pricked finger-nails. 1899
Ibid, X. No. 38. 147 A peculiar form of local erosion., in which
little pits form as if the nail had been pinched. , 'the pin-

pricked nail '. 1899 Westm. Gaz. 6 Feb. 2/3 A Committee
to pin-prick them on the subject.

Pin-prod to Pin-rod : see PIN s^. 1 18.

Pinsal;!, Pinse?l(e: see PENCEL, PENCIL.

Pinsche, obs. form of PINCH.

t Pilise, v. Obs. rare. [Etymology obscure :

seems to be distinct from PINCH v. ; in Ancr. R.

varies with PINE v. to torment, torture, of which,

it may be a derived form : cf. dean, cleanse.}

trans. To pain, put to pain or suffering, torture.

(i 1225 Ancr. /?.368pet..bitocneo" bittre swinkes, & flesches

pinunge [T, pinsinge, Ca., C!., Cp. pinsunge]. (11300 Fall

$ Passion 89 in E. E. P. (1862) 15 In bis manere he was

ipinsed as his swet wil hit was : an deb for mankyn sufTVed,

J?e |?i id dai vp he ros. c 1425 Eng. Cong. Irel. 89 Wanhoply
shal hys pynsynge be.

t Finsnet. Obs, rare, [f, PINSON 2 + -ET.]
= PINSON 2

.

1583 STUBBES Anat. Abus. \. (1879) 57 They haue corked

shooes, pinsnets,and fine pantofles. Ibid. 77. [Erroneously
in Planche", Fairholt is.v. Boots), Ogiivie, pmsnct\ in Fair-

holt, Ogilvie and Cent. D.pisnet.]

t Fi'nson *. Obs. In use always in pi. pin-
sons. Forms : 4 pinceoun, 4-5 pynsoun, 4-6

pynson(e, 6 pynsen, pincon, pyncheon, 6-7
pinson. [a. QW.pinfen (Picard pine/ions 1423)
deriv. of/zV* pincers.] (//.) Pincers, forceps.

1356 in Riley Mem. Land. (1868) 283-4 (Lett.-Bk. G.lf. 45)

Pynsouns, pynsons. 1c 1357 Durham Ace. Rolls iSurtees)

560 Stanaxes, Hakkes, pikkes, chesels, et pinceouns. 1426
LYDC. De Gml. Pilgr. 15827 In the tother hand she held

A peyre off pynsouns. c 1440 Promp. Pan'. 400/2 Pynsone,
lo drawe owt tethe, dentaria. 1493 Festivnll (W. de W.
1515) 4 All the instrumentes of [Christ's] passyon,

the spere,

crowne, scourges, nayles, hamer, pynsons and the garlonde
ofthornes. 1563-87 FoxE.d.$ M. (1684)11.85/1 His Nose
with sharp Pinsons was violently pluckt from his Face.

IS95 Alciliei (1879) 34 Sometime with pincons of despaire to

wring it [the heart). 1597 J. PAYNE Royal Exch. 23 His

fleshe by gobbets was nipt of with burnynge pyncheons.
1610 MARKHAM Masterp. n. xcvi. 383 Grope the hoofe with

a paire of pinsons.

tFinson 2
. Obs. Forms: 4-6 pynson, (5

-one, pyncon), 5-7 pinson, (6 -one, 7pinsen).

[app. related in some way to prec. or to F. pincer
to pinch: cf. QF.pinchon (1423), F. pinion toe-

piece of a horse-shoe, f. pince toe of a hoof.] A
thin shoe of some kind; a slipper or pump.
The pinsons appear to have become obsolete soon after

1600. No contemporary description of them is known:

Kersey (Phillips) in 1706 suggested 'a sort of shoe without

heels'; Halliwell has 'thin-soled shoes'; Way Protnp.
Pa-n>. (note) suggests 'possibly, high and unsoled shoes of

thin leather, worn with pattens '.

1390-1 Earl Derby's Exped. (Camden) 01 Pro furracione

j pair pynsons. 1440 J. SHIRLEY Dethe K. James (1818) 15

His furrid pynsons. 1503 in Calr. Doc. reL Scotl. (1888)

341 [Six pair of slippers with] pynsons [to samej. 1565-73
COOI-ER Thesaurus s. v. Calx, Calceo, to put on shoes, sockes

or pynsons. 1599 MINSHF.U, Xervilla, a pumpe or pinsen to

weare in pantofles. 1606 HOLLAND Sueton, 147 Now and

then was he nlso scene shod with womens pumps [margin]
or pinsones. 1706 PHILLIPS, Pinson, or /*//, or a sort of

Shoe without Heels. [1901 Westm. Gaz. 22 Feb. 10/1

A Regent Master, .was bound, .towear heellesa shoes, called

Pin-spot to Pin's-worth : see PIN sbl 18.

PINTADO.

t Finstocke, obs. form of PENSTOCK V
1587 FLEMING Contn. Holinshcd III. 1543/2 Herin..was

laid first a pinstocke, and afterwards a sluse of great charge,
the streame whereof meeting with the course of the great
sluse increaseth the force thereof.

Pinswell (pi nzwel). Now dial. Also 8 pin-
swill, 9 dial, penswell, -swoll, pinsweal, -swil,

-sole, pinsel, -zel, pensil. [Origin uncertain.] *A

boil, an abscess, ulcer
;
a pimple ; a large blister

1

.

Now only s. w. dial. : see ng. Dial. Diet.

1591 PERCIVALL Sp. Diet. s. v. Venenos^ Pinswels in the

handes, pnstulse. cvjyt J. HAYNES Dorset I'ocab. in A',

y Q. 6th set. VIII. 45/1 A pinswill, a boil. 1877 Trans.
Dev. Assoc. IX. 96 Creeping under an Arched Bramble..
To cure blackheads, or pinsoles.

Pint (paint). Forms : 4-6 pynt(e, 5 pintte,

pyynte, 5-7 pinte, 6 Sc. point, poynt.t, 7 Sc.

pinct, 6- pint. [ME. pynte* a. F. pinte a liquid
measure (1310. c.)

= It., Sp., Pg. pinta \ soOFries.

pint, MDu., MLG., MHG.///e. Ulterior source

uncertain. Diez inclined to think it the same word
as Sp. pinta spot, coloured mark : late L. pincta
for picta, something painted or coloured. If so,

the Fr. pinte must have been adopted from Sp.

(or It.) pinta* since the native Fr. repr. of L.

pincta is peinte ; but the early history of the

measure is as yet unknown. Med.L. pinta found

in i ^th c. is from the mod. langs.]
A measure of capacity for liquids (also for corn

and other dry substances of powdery or granular

nature\ equal to half a quart or J of a gallon; of

varying content at different times and places.
The imperial pint, since 1826 the legal measure in Britain,

is equal to 34-66 cubic inches, or -57 of a litre; in U. S. the
standard pint is that of the old wine measure, equal to 28^
cubic inches, or -47 of a litre. The old Scotch pint was
equal to about 3 imperial pints (104-2 cubic inches). In
local use also a weight, e. g. of butter in East Anglia = ii Ib.

1384 Exch. Rolls Scotl. III. 107 De. .iiij
c v" iij lagenis et

j pynt vini. 1432 in Muniment. Magd. Coll. Oxf, (1882) u,
ij botellos de corio, unde j de quarte et j de pynte. 14..
l
r
oc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 611/15 Sentiynarta, a pynte. c 1450

M. E. Med. Bk. (Heinrich) 201 A pinte of red swynes grece.

*523 FITZHERB. Husb. 58 Let hym blede the mountenaunce
of a pynte. 1543 Aberdeen Regr. XVI 1 1. (Jam -)i Was said

..in Dundy for viij.d. the poyntt. 1598 BARCKLEY Felic.

Man (1631) 628 Spare at the bnmme, lest whilest thou
shouldesi poure out a pint, there run forth a pottle. 1599
NASHE Lenten^ Stufte Wks. (Grosart) V. 207 The rate of no
kinde of food is raised, nor the plenty of their markets one

pinte of butter rebated. 1618 Sc. Acts Jas. F/(i8i6) 586/1
Twentie ane pincts and ane mutchkin of just Sterline Jug
and measure. 1672 PETTY Pol. Anat. (1691) 64, I sup-
pose a pint of Oatmeal equal to half a pint of Rice. 1829
Glover s Hist. Derby i. 229 The pint [of lead ore] contains

forty-eight cubic inches. 1840 DICKENS Old C. Shop xviii,

Fetch me a pint of warm ale.

b. A vessel containing a pint; a pint-pot.
c 1483 CAXTON Dialogues 7 Cannes of two slope PJntes

and half-pintes. 1599 A. M. tr. Gabelhoners Bk. Physicke
264/1 Put them in a pinte till it be fulle..then close the

mouth of the pinte with a cloth verye close. 1649 G. DANIEL

Trinarch.) Rich. II xli, The Rebells enter, and the Apron
Men Bid welcome, with their Pints. 1872 J- HARTLEY
Yorksh. Ditties Ser. n. 133 It's time for sombdy to stand

summat, for all th' pints is empty.
C. ellipt. A pint of ale or beer, or other liquor.

1767 S.PATERSON Another Trav. 11.209 'Ere I had finished

my pint. Mod. collog. Give us the price of a pint !

d. attrib. and UNH&, as pint-bottle > -cup, -glass,

-measure, -stoiip, -vessel. See also PINT-POT.

1502 Ate. Ld. High Treas. Scot. II. 295 For ane tyn quart
and ane poynt slopes. 1633 Fife Witch Trial in Statist.

Ace. Scot. 11796) XVIII. App. 660 His hand swelled as

great as a pint-stoup. 1771 SMOLLETT Humph, Cl. 8 Aug.
Let. i, Mr. Fraser called for pint-glasses. 1827 CLARE
Shepk. Cal. 56 Clouded pint-horn with iis copper rim. 1838
LYTTON Alice in. ix, I have no sympathy left for those who
creep into the pint-bottle, or swallow ihe naked sword. 1858
LARDNER Hand-bk. Nat. Phil. 54 If a pini vessel be exactly
filled with boiling water, it will be something less than full

when it becomes cold. 1871 KINGSLEY At Last xi, We sat

beneath the shade of a huge Bamboo clump, cut ourselves

pint-sioups oul of the joinis.

II Pinta (pi'nta). [a. Sp. pinta > prop, coloured

spot, a. late L. pincta torpicta sb. from fem. pa. pple.

&{ pingfre to paint.] A skin-disease prevalent in

Mexico, characterized by roughness, blotches, and

ulceration of the skin.

1890 in Cent. Diet. 1895 in Syd. Soc. Lex. 1898 P.

MANSON Trap. Diseases xxxvii. 586 Pinta is contagious and
attacks boih sexes and any age. 1899 AllbntCs Syst. Med.
VIII. 853 Pinta. .Ihe spotted sickness of tropical America.

Pintado (pinta'd^). Also 7 pinthacto, payn-
tatha, peutado, piutade, (pantado), 8-9 pin-
tada. [a. Pg. (and Sp.) pintado literally

'

painted ',

also (in Pg.) a guinea-fowl, pa. pple. of pintar to

paint : late L. *pinctare, frequent, of pingere to

paint, from late pa. pple. *pinct-us for pictus.]

fl. A kind of Eastern cotton cloth painted or

printed in colours ; chintz. Also attrib. Obs.

1602 in Birdwood First Lett. Bk. E. Ind. Co. (1893) 34,

60 ffardells ..of blewes and checkered stufTes, some fine

Pinthadoes. c 1605 SCOT Disc. Java in Purclias Pilgrittts

(1625) I. 165 About their loynes a faire Pimadoe. 1628

World Encomp. by Sir F. Drake 90 With cloth of diuerse

colours not much vnlike our vsuall pemadoes. 1638 SIR

T. HERBERT Trav. (ed.2) 138 Upon the carpets were spread
fine coloured pintado Table cloaths. 1665 EVELYN Diary



PINTAIL

30 Dec., I supped at my lady Mordaunt's . . where was a roome

hung with Pintado, full of figures . . prettily representing

sundry trades and occupations of the Indians. 1727 W.
MATHER Yng. Mans Coinp. 409 They Import .. Cotton,

Yarn, Callicoes, Pintadoes.

2. A species of petrel, Daption capensis, also

called Cape Pigeon. Now pintado bird, petrel.
1611 in Purchas Pilgrims (1625) I. 275 Sea-fowles, to wit

Penguins, Guls, Pentados, which are spotted blacke and

white. 1614 Itid. 528 Wee saw many Pintados, Mangare-
ludas and other fowles. 1634 SIR T. HERBERT Trau. 19

The Pantado birds (like layes in colours) who about these

remote seas are ever flyins. 1703 DAMPIER Voy. III. I. 95
Pintado Birds, as big as Ducks. 1767 Byron's Voy. round
U'orlii in Havjkcswort/i's Voy. I. 9 Large flocks of pin-

tadoes, which are somewhat larger than a pigeon, and

spotted with black and white. 1844 J. TOMLIN Missionary
yrnls. 3 A few of the pintado birds, or Cape pigeons, joined
us. 1894 Pintado petrel (see PETREL].
3. The Guinea-fowl.
1666 J. DAVIES Hist. Caritty Isles 89 A kind of Pheasants,

which are called Pintadoes, because they are as it were

painted in colours. 1698 KROGER Voy. loThe Island [Gorea]
affords great variety of Game: Turtle-Doves, Pintades,

Pigeons and Partridges. 1774 GOLDSM. Nat. Hist. V. 192
The Pintada [ed. 1862 pintado] or Guinea-Hen :. .in some
measure unites the characteristics of the pheasant and the

turkey. 1802 BINGLEY Aniut. Biog. (18131 II. 249 The four

species of Pintado hitherto known are all natives of Africa.

1824 BURCHELL Trav, I. 364 The missionaries have a few
domestic fowls, ducks, geese, and Guinea hens or Pintadoes.

4. ' The West Indian mackerel, Scomberomorus

regalis* (Cent. Diet."].

Pintail (pi-n,t^l). [f.
PIN sbl + TAIL.]

1 1. An alleged name of the hare. Obs. rare~'.
ti 1325 Names ofHare in Rel. Ant. 1. 134 In the worshipe

of tne hare. .The go-bi-grounde, the sittest-ille [sic : ?sitte-

htille], The pintail, the toure-hohulle.

2. (In full pintail duck.) A widely-distributed

species of duck (Dafila, acitta), of which the male
has the tail of a pointed shape, the two middle
feathers being longer than the rest. (Also applied
locally in U. S. to the ruddy duck, Erismatura

ntinJa, which has stiff narrow pointed tail-feathers.)

1768 PENNANT Ztiot. II. 468 Pintail duck . . Mr. Hartlib. .

tells us that those birds are found in great abundance in

Connaught in Ireland, in the month of February only.

1774 GOLDSM. Nat. Hist. VI. 130 The Pintail, with the
two middle feathers of the tail three inches longer than the
rest. 1871 DARWIN Desc. Man n. xiii. 84 The male pintail-
duck . . loses his plumage for . . six weeks or two months.

1873 TRISTRAM Moab xii. 217 Flocks of mallard and pin-
tail feeding among the stunted scrub.

3. A species of grouse having a pointed tail, as

the pintailed sand-grouse (Pterocles seiarius) of the

Old World, and the pintailed or sharp-tailed

grouse (Pcdiaccetes pkasianellus') of N. America
(also called pintail chicken}.
1879 CONDER Tentwork Pal. II. 99 We also saw large

coveys of the sand-grouse or pintail. 1894 J. S. CRANE m
Outing (V. S.) XXIV. 385/2 We found the pin-tails more

frequently on the sides of hills, about the coolies in the

rolling prairie.

4. Ironically applied to a woman.
1792 Elvina. II. 135 They are powdered, painted, and

perfumed. I wish I could catch such a pin-tail in my
house. 1882 JAGO Cornw, Gloss,, Pin-tail, a person who is

very small and narrow in the
hips. 1897 PHILLPOTTS Lying

Prophets 271 (E.D.D.) A pin-tail built lass.

So Pi'ntailed a., having a pointed tail; also =
I'IX-BUTTOCKED a. : see PIN jA 1 18.

1875
' STONEHENGE '

Brit. Sports 1. 1. viii. i. in The pin-
tailed duck is also occasionally found. 1900 PHILLPOTTS
Sons Morning 105 (E.D.D.) A poor pintailed wench.

Pintail, erron. variant of PINTLE 2 b.

Pintle (pi'nt'l). Forms : 1-7 pintel, 4-5 pyn-
tyl, j -ell(e, pentill, 5-6 pyntil, -ill, -yll, pintil,

6-7 -ill, 7-8 -ell, (7-9 pintail) ;
6- pintle. [OE.

pintel (-el perh. dim. : see -LE). Cf. OFris. pint,
pcntk, Dan. dial, pint, pintel, LGer., Du., Ger.

pint penis; also CUCKOO-PINT. Ulterior history
uncertain.

(Kilian has t Pint- j.pnnt. Punctus, cuspis : & Mentula.)]
1. The penis. Now dial, or vulgar.
anoo Ags. Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 292/16 Uirilius, pintel.

1398 TREVISA Earth. DeP.R. v. xlviil. (Bodl. MS.), Amonge
J>e genitals oone hatte J>e pintel. c 1410 Master of Game
(MS. Digby 182) xiii, A litell pyntell and a litell hangynge,
smale ballokes [etc.]. ?msoo Cltester PI. x. 363 Dame,
shew me the child here, He must hopp upon my spere, And
if it any pintle beare, I must teach him a play. 1541 R.
COPLAND Guydon's Quest. Cttirurg. K j, Questyons vpon the

Anathomy of the pyntvll. ci55 LLOYD Treas. Health
B iij, The pintle and splene of an Asse.

2. A pin or bolt, in various mechanical con-
trivances ; esp. one on which some other part
turns, as in a hinge. Among these are :

a. Naut. A pin forming part of the hingje of a rudder,
usually fixed erect in the stern-post and receiving the brace
of the rudder, sometimes (in small boats) fixed on the rudder
and

fitting
into a ring on the stern-post b. Gunnery, (a)

An iron pin to prevent the recoil ofa cannon ; (*) the bolt on
which a chassis oscillates in traversing; (c)

'

the iron pin in
the axletree of a limber, to which the trail-eye of the gun-
carriage is attached for travel

'

(Knight Diet. Mech.); (also

corruptly fin-tail). c. The king.bolt upon which the axle
of a carriage turns in rounding a curve.
1486 Naval Ace. Hen. I'll (1896) 15 A pyntell & a gogeon

for the Rother. 1611 COTGR.
, Mtisles, the pintles of asterne;

the yron pinnes that enter into the rings, or gudgeons thereof.

1627 CAPT. SMITH Seaman's Gram. ii. n The holes wherein

891

|
the pintels of the murderers or fowlers goe into. 1704 J.

! HARRIS Lex. Techn. I, Pintles in a Ship, are those Hooks
; by which the Rudder hangs to the Stern-post. 1706 PHILLIPS,
Pintel or Pintle^ (in Gunnery) an Iron-pin that serves to

keep the Gun from recoiling. 1769 FALCONER Diet. Marine
(1789) Cc iv, The pintle, .serves as an axis to the bed; so

that the mortar may be turned about horizontally. 1828

J. M. SPEARMAN Brit. Gunner (eel. 2) 177 Number i orders
' Halt Limber Up

'

: . . 2, 3, and 6 lift the trail and place it on
the pintail. 1843 Chamb. Jrnl. 17 June 176/3 The^pmtle
upon which a looking-glass swings is commonly a piece of

iron wire, having a screw-thread turned at each end. 1859
F. A. GRIFFITHS Artil. Man. (1862) 112 The pintail of the

dismounted limber. 1869 SIR E. J. REED Shipbuild. iv. 60
The rudder post, with its lugs for the pintles.

3. attrib. and Comb., as pintle- end ; t pintle-

fish, some kind of edible fish, so called from its

shape (according to Jamieson, app. either a pipe-
fish or the launce or sand-eel) ; pintle-hook, the

hook on the pintle of a limber to which the eye of

the gun-carriage is attached (see 2 b (c)).

1483 Cath. Angl. 281/1 A Pyntelle ende, prcpucunii.
c 1549 D. MONROE /F. Isles Scot. (1774) 34 In this ile

i [Eri.skeray] ther is daylie gottin aboundance of verey grate

pintill fishe at ebbe seas. 1655 MOUFET & BENNET Health's

Iwipr, .xviii. 174 Dr. Wotton termeth it grosly fat Pintlefish.

I! Pinto (pi'nto), a. and sb. S. Western U.S.
'

[Sp. pinto painted, mottled : late L. *pinctus
1 foi pictus, pa.pple. of pingcre to paint.] a. adj.
:
Of a horse, etc. : Mottled, piebald, b. sb. A pie-
bald horse.

1885 B. HARTE Marnja in, It was you, Pereo, who took me
before you on your pinto horse. 1902 R. CONNOR Sky Pilc-t

ix, A most beautiful pinto pony. Ibid.^ She sprung upon
her pinto and set off down the trail.

Pin-tong3 to Pin-truce: see PIN sb^ 18.

Pint-pot. A pot containing a pint ; esp. a

pewter pot of this size for beer.

[1522 in Bury Wills (Camdenl 115 A thre pynt pott of

pewter.] 1622 ROWLANDS Good Nc'vcs $ Bad IV. 45 Tom
Tempest .. fel'd him with a pintpot from a forme. 1840
DICKENS OldC. Shop Ixi, Another officer .. came up with a

I pint-pot of porter.
b. As a nickname for a seller of beer.

1563 BECON Display. Popish Mass Wks. II. m. 47 b, Ye
i praye for. .the soules of good man Rynse-pytcher and good
1

wyfe Pyntepot. 1596 SHAKS i Hen, llf
, n. iv. 438 Peace good

\
Pint-pot, peace good Tickle-braine.

Pintre, obs. form of PINE-TREE.

f Pin-tree. Obs. [f. PIN sb.^ or v.1 + THEE,
wood.] A wooden bar or barrier; ?a pinfold
1550 PALSGR. 254/2 Pynne tree, parquet.

Pinule, obs. form of PINNULE.

Pin-vice, -weed, -wire, etc, : see PIN sb* 18.

Fin-wheel, sb.
[f. PIN sb. 1 + WHEEL.]

1. a. 'A wheel in the striking train of a clock in

which pins are fixed to lift the hammer '

(F. J.
Britten Watch & Clockmakers* fiandbk. 196).
b. 'Acontratc wheel in which the cogs are pins
set into the disk' (Knight Diet. Afech.}.
1704 J. HARRIS Lex. Techn. I. s.v. Siriking-wheel, In

16 Days Clocks, the first or great Wheel is usually the Pin-
wheel ; but in Pieces that go 8 Days, the second Wheel is

the Pin-wheel or Siriking-wheel, c 1790 I.MISON Sch. Art \.

276 This wheel, thus with pins, is called the striking-wheel,
or pin-wheel. 1825 J- NICHOLSON Operat. Mechanic 496
This single wheel serves the purpose of count-wheel, pin-
wheel, detent-wheel, and the fly-wheel. 1884 F. J. BRITTEN
Watch % Ctockm. 196 The escape wheel of a Pin Wheel
Escapement.
2. A firework in which the composition is con-

tained in a long case wound spirally about a disk,
which is supported upon a pin. and revolves like

a wheel on being ignited ;
a small Catherine-wheel.

1869 Routlcdge's Ey. Boys Ann. 629 The pretty little

[ catherine-wheel, or pin-wheel. 1869 ALDRICH Story ofB<id

j

Boy 92 The smaller sort of fireworks, such as pin.wheels,
1

serpents, double headers.

3. A revolving circular wooden box or drum, with '

wooden pins projecting from the inner surface, in
!

which hides are washed or softened in warm water
or other liquid ; also called pin-mill.
1885 NEWHALL in Harper's Mag. Jan. 275/2 The hides

next pass in:o a queer-looking contrivance known as a
*

pin-wheel ',
a stout circular wooden box, in which they are

churned about in warmish water, dropping upxjn stout
wooden pins attached to the circumference.

Hence Pi'n-wheel v. trans., to subject (hides) to

the action of a pin-wheel (sense 3).

1885 NEWHALL in Harpers Mag. Jan. 276/2 Hides . .
,
after

having been . .pin-wheeled,, .are put under a '

scourer '.

Pinwhites: see PINNED ppl.a. 5.
Pin-winged to Pinwonn : see PIN sb. 1 18.

Fi-n-work, sb. [f. PIN + WORK.] The small
fine raised parts of a design in needle-point lace.

Fi'ii-work, v. [f. PIN sb.l + WORK v.] trans.

To work (flax-yarn) on a stout wooden pin, by
jerking and twisting, so as to make it supple.
1875 Ure*s Diet. Arts II. 450 In order to give the yarns

that soft and mellow feel so agreeable and characteristic of
flax yarns, the hanks when brought from the drying are
what is called slaken down and pin-worked.

Pinxter, variant of PINKSTER.

Finy (parni), a. [f. PINE sb.- -f -T. Cf. briny,

spiny!} Abounding in, covered with, or consisting
i of pine-trees ; of or pertaining to a pine-tree.
i 1627 MAY Lilian i. 419 The loud blast of Thracian Boreas

PIONEER.
On piny O*sa. #1700 DRYDES Ovid's Met. \. 282, I.. Then
cross'd Cyllene, and the piny shade. 1727-46 THOMSON
Summer 1304 The piny top Of Ida. 1751 J. BARTHAM
Ohscrv. Traz: Pennsylv., etc. 72 We rode^ver sonie stony
poor land, then piney, white oak, and some middling land.

1849 RUSKIN Sev, Lamps vi. i. 162 The rise of the long
low lines of piny hills. 1863 LOSCF. Birds Killingw. xiii,

The green steeples of the piny wood. 1882 MRS. B. M.CROKKR
Proper Pride II. v. 88 She liked their aromatic piny smell.

Piny, obs. and dial, variant of PEONY.
1616 W. BROWSE Brit. Past. n. iii, They did dispose The

ruddy Piny with the lighter Rose. 1887 Kentish Gloss.,
Pinics (pei'niz), sb.pl. Peonies.

Piny resin, etc. : see PINEY.

II Fiolet (pyolgl. [F., prop. Savoy dial.//0/<?/,
dim. of piolo, app. cognate with F. pioche, pic.
Cf. med.L. piola^ rabot, plane, scraper ; also a
kind of sword (Du Cange).] An ice-ax used by
Alpine climbers.
1868 T. G. BONNEY Alpine Regions xii. 323 If you intend

to wander much on the .qlaciers without guides,., a piolct
is preferable [to the alpenstock]. 1887 Pall Mall G. 3 Sept.
11/2 The old guides, .stood at ease leaning on their piolets.

1902 Daily Ckron. ig Aug. 5 7 All three .. had barely time
to plant their pioletb in the ice and fasten the cord before

they were carried to the brink of a precipice,

t Pi'On, v. Obs. [a. OK. pion-er, piouner
intr. to pick, dig, trench, excavate U4^9 in Goclef.),
f. piott a foot-soldier : see PEON, PIOSEEU.] trans.

and intr. To diij, trench, excavate ; to do the work
of a pioneer. Hence Proning vbl. s/>.

1590 SPKNSER F. Q. n. x. 63 With pniiufull pyonings From
sea to sea he heapt a nii_htie mound. 1609 Br. \V. BARLOW
Ansu 1

. Xanit'las Caf/i. 13 To remooue the Crime from the

lesuites, the Principal! Instigators of the Pioning Tiaitor>
to the Act. 1643 T. GOODWIN Van. Thoughts 27 He'll digge
and fall a pioning, with his thoughts, his engins, in the

night. 1656 SIR T. BKOWSE Lei. to Dugiiate 10 Nov., \\~ks.

(Bohn) III. 495 The clearing of woods and making of

passage-^ [and] all kind of pyoning and blavUh labour.

Pion, obs. form of TKUN.

t Pionade. Obs. Forms: 4 pionad,pyonad.
[V f. ME. pione, PEONY + -Ai'E.] Some kind of

confection. (Peril, containing or flavoured with

peony-seeds: see PEONY.)
1302-3 Durham Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 504 In iiij pixidilm^

tie pionad, xij s. 1310 Ace. E.vors. T. Bp. ofExeter (Cam-
den) 9 De iij pixidibus

dc geugebrad et pyonad venditis.

Pione, pionee, obs. forms of PEONY.

t Pi-oned, ///. a. Obs. [?f. PION 2.] ?Dug,
excavated, trenched.
The meaning of pioncd^ in the Shaks. passage has been

much disputed: see Aldis Wright in Clarendon Pr. cd.

'Tempest '. (The conjecture 'overgrown with marsh in ;u i-

gold ', offered in Edin, Kcv. Oct. 1^72, 363, and adopted by
Schmidt, etc., is not supported by any sense of peony ^

knowji
to liriiten and Holland Eng. Plant navies, or to ;/-.

Dial. Did.) Bulwer's fig. use in quot. 1650, rendering
dettiissos 'sloping down, low ', is also obscure,
1610 SHAKS. Temp. iv. i. 64 Thy bankes with pioned, and

twilled brims Which spungie Aprill at thy he^t betrims.

1650 BULWER AntJiropotnct. 163 Terence in the description
of a handsome slender woman, makes her to have dcmissos

Jtimieros, as it were Pion'd shoulders.

Pioneer (pai|6nia'j), sb. Forms: 6 pianer,
Sc. pean-, pyonar, 6-7 pion(n)er, pyoner, -eer,

7 pionor, -ier, pypnier, Sc, -eir, 6- pioneer.

[a. F. pionniert OF. paonier (lithe.), also peon'
(riiert pion(n}iert orig. foot-soldier, later pioneer,
f. O.peon,pion : see PEON, PAWN, and -IER. So
Prov. pezonier, pessonier, f. pezon foot-soldier.]
1. Mil. One of a body of foot-soldiers who march

with or in advance of an army or regiment, having
spades, pickaxes, etc. to dig trenches, repair roads,
and perform other labours in clearing and pre-

paring the way for the main body.
1523 LD. BERNERS Froiss. \. cccxlviii. 555 The erle..sent

great nombre of pioncrs and men of armes to assyste
them. 1533 Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scot. VI. 160 Item,
to xxiiij peanaris to pas with the artai^erie. a 1548 HALL
Chron. t Hen. V 560, Withal diligence the pyoners cast

trenches, 1560 DACS tr. Sleidane^s Cotttnt. 259, I wold first

. .bring y pionners to cast down their trenches. 1590
NASHI-: Pasquil's Apol. \. Diijb, He cats out his Plant rs,

and sets Martin and Penrie a works to vnderniine it. 1617
MOKYSON Itin. 11. 1 15 Our Piuners had been busied in fortify-

ing and building a new Fort at Blackwater. 1626 Procla-
mation 8 in Maidon Essex Borough Deeds (Bundle 118
No. 13), To euery thousand Spuldiers, there be allotted one
hundred pioners, to be prouided with Pickaxes, Shouels,
Hatchets, Bills and the like. 1768 SIMES Mil. .Medley (ed. 2),

Pioneers are soldiers armed with firelock, .saw and hatchet.
. . They are employed in cutting down trees, and making the
roads. .for the army to march. 1803 WELLINGTON in Gurw.
Desf. (1837) I. 533 My pioneers are at work upon the Bhore
Ghaut. 1844 H. H. WILSON Brit. India II. 70 The brigade
halted, while the pioneers were busily employed in ren-

dering the ascent practicable for laden cattle, and stores,
and ammunition.

t2. gen. One who digs a trench, pit, etc.; a

digger, excavator
;
a miner. Obs.

1573 R. H. tr. Lauatcnts* Ghostcs 73 Pioners or diggers
for mettal. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny II. 469 An inhibition, that

the publicanes who fermed that mine of the city, should not

keepe aboue fine thousand pioners together at worke there.

1640 D. WHISTLER in Horti Carol.
^
Rosa altera t

So when
a Mine's discover'd,. .It cheeres the Pioner.

b. A labourer (app. confused with PlNER 1
).

a 1651 CALDERWOOD Hist. Kirk (1843) II. 346_The queene
caused his corps to be careid by some pyoners in the night,

. .and to b-; laved beside the sepulchre of David Rizio.
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PIONEER.
3. Jig. One who goes before to prepare or open
up the way for others to follow ; one who begins,
or takes part in beginning, some enterprise, course
of action, etc. ; an original investigator, explorer,
or worker, in any department of knowledge or

activity ; an originator, initiator (of some action,
scheme, etc.) ; a forerunner (in such action, etc.).
In i7th c. usually a fig. use of ' miner

'

or ' undenniner '.

1605 BACON Adv. Learn. II. vii. i To make two profes-
sions or occupations of Naturall Philosophers, some to bee
Pionners, and some Smythes. 1627 HAKEWILL Apol. 22
The other

Jpioner,
.. which by secret undermining makes way

for this opinion _of
the Worlds decay, is an excessive admira-

tion of Antiquitie. 1700 BLACKMORI: Paraphr. Iso., xl. 33 Ye
Pioneers of Heav'n, prepare a Road. 1768-74 TUCKER /-/.

Nat. (1834) I. 541 Come then,. . Philology, pioneer of the
abstruse! sciences, to prepare the way for their passage.
1836 W. IRVING Astoria III. 262 As one wave of emigration
after another rolls into the vast regions of the west, ..the
eager eyes of our pioneers will pry beyond. 1856 KANI-:
Ant. Expl. I. xxiii. 300 The great pioneer of Arctic travel,
Sir Edward Parry. 1866 DK. ARGYLL Reign Law ii. (ed. 4)in The great pioneers ill new paths of discovery. 1890
' K. BOLDREWOOD' Col. Re/ormcr (1891) 147 He made the
acquaintance of more than one silver-haired pioneer.
4. attrili. (usually appositive, in sense 3).
1611 COTGR., PJonnier : m., ere : f. , made by, or belonging

to, a Pioner i Pioner-like. 1840 J. BUHL fanner's Camp.
153 The pioneer-marks of improved husbandry in our own
land. 1869 J. MclJKiDE (title) Pioneer Biography, Sketches
of the Lives of some of the Early Settlers of Butler County,
Ohio. 1877 J. A. ALLEN Amer. Bison 566 The buffaloes . .

have also often been invaluable to the pioneer settler. 1885
Public Opinion 9 Jan. 27/2 The pioneer boats of General
Karle's

expedition. 1890
' R. BOLDREIVOOU

'

Col. Reformer
(1891) 202 The pioneer-squatter's humble woolshed.

FioneC'r, v. [f. prec. sb.]
1. intr. To act as pioneer; to prepare the way

as a pioneer. Also to pioneer it. (Jit. andyfe'.)
1780 S. J. PRATT Emma Cm-belt (ed. 4) II. 46 The veteran

Carbines,. . having platooned and pioneered it for a number
of years. 1837 Xeiu .Monthly jlf.tf. LI. 199 The tutor ..

pushes him along the road, to pioneer for their common
information. 1846 WORCESTER, Pioneer, v. . to act as pio-
neer ; to clear the way. Qu. Rev.
2. trans. To prepare, clear, open up (a way,

road, etc.) as a pioneer, (lit. and fig.}
1794 BURKE tr. Prc/. to Bristol's AM, ess Wks. VII. 314

Ciunes had pioneered and made smooth the way for the
match of the virtues. 1850 HLACKIK .-Kschylns I. 318 Arti-
ficers.. to pioneer the path for the procession. 1898 S.
EVANS Holy Gmal 189 In pioneering the way for future re-
search.

3. To act as a pioneer to, be the pioneer of
; to

prepare the way for ; to go before, lead (a person
or persons in some course 1

;
to lead the way in,

initiate (a course of action, etc.). Sometimes
loosely

= conduct,
guide, 'pilot'.

1819 KEATS Otho iv. ii. 28 Or thro' the air thou pioncerest
me. 1833 COLERIDGE Table T. 1 7 Aug., H igh and passionate
rhetoric, not introduced and pioneered by calm and clear
logic. 1878 A. H. MARKHAM Gt. Frozen Sea iv. 49 Our

etting into his kayak, offered to pioneer us into a
'

pilot, gettng nto s aya, offered to pi
little bay. 1879 i/. George's Hasp. Rep. IX. 764 Those
who have pioneered abdominal surgery to its present posi-
tion. 1886 D.

C.. MURRAY First 1'ers. Singular xvii. 132She trusted to him to pioneer her about the deck. 1897
Daily jVtu.j 10 July 4/3 My firm pioneered the nine hours
movement in Scotland.

Hence Pionee'ring vbl. sb. and///, a.
1816 BENTHAM Chreslom. 239 By successive labourers of i

this pioneering class, the road is made gradually smoother
1875 Carpentry f, Join. 6 The axe is. . the pioneering instru-
ment and most faithful ally of man in founding himself a
home. 1899 CHEYNE in Expositor Apr. 257 Pioneering
ctiucs ought not to be unaware of the results of their pre-
decessors.

PioneeTship (-JipX [f. as prec. + -SHIP.] The i

function or action of a pioneer.

r
r's3lag. IX. 172 Hisfinegeniuswas.. employed

in a kind of pioneership for our present admirable rulers.

tPlonery. Obs. Also6-arie. [a.OF./w-
nerie, pionerie (1332 in Godef.), f. piou'^ier
PIONEER.] a. The work or business of a (military)
pioneer, b. The tools collectively of a pioneer. :

Alsojlf. or allusively.
1562 LEIGH Armorie 14 The significations of this colour

Sable. .wuh Or, honor with long lyfe..with Sanguine, pros-
perous in Pionarie. 1650 W. BHOUGH Sacr. Prim: (1659) 228
I he art is his pionery to undermine gluttony. 1654 GAYTON
Pleas. Nettt n. i. 33 Chirurgions. .with, .tooth-pick-axes,
tooth-mattocks, and all manner of mouth-Pionery
Pioney, -ie, -y, obs. forms of PEONY.
Pioscope (psWiskoup). [irreg. f. Gr. mov (sc.
yaAa) rich milk (neut. of Trtav fat) + -SCOPE.] A form
of lactometer invented by Heeren, in which the
purity of milk is tested by comparing its colour,
as seen through the uncoloured part of a plate of
glass, with the colours of sectors of the plate
painted in various shades from whitish-grey to
deep bluish-grey.
1884 in KNIGHT Diet. <!//,. Suppl. 1895 Syd. Soc. Lex.,

Pioscope, a form of Lactometer.

Plot, variant of PIET, magpie, etc. Pioted,
Piotty, a. Sc., pied (in colour), piebald.
1818 SCOTT Hrt. M:dl. xxvii, \Vi' the lad in the pioled coat.
FlOUS (para*), a.

[f.
L. pi-ns dutiful, pious +

-OL-S: cf. mod.F. pieux, -ease (R. Estienne 1539),
which may have been the model.]
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1. ' Careful of the duties owed by created beings
to God '

(J.) ; characterized by or showing rever-
ence and obedience to God (or the gods) ; faithful
to religious duties and observances

; devout, godly,
religious, a. Of persons.
Pious founder, the founder of a college or other endow-

ment for the glory of God and the good of his fellow-men.
1603 SHAKS. Meas. for Af. i. iii. 16 Now (pious Sir) You

will demand of me, why I do this. 1605 jlfacb. in. vi. 27.
1616 BULLOKAR Eng. Expos., Pious, godly, vertuous. 1627
BAI.CANQUAL Slat, llcriot's Hasp. Edinb. ii, The bountiefull
mantenance which they living thair receave from the
charitie of thair pious founder. 1628 WITHER Brit. Reiuenib.
8 For we doe reade, that Kings who pioust were Had wicked
subjects, a 1713 BURNET Ovm Time (1823) IV. 47 Mackay
. .was the piousest man I ever knew. 1746 WARTON i'rogr.
Discontent 120 And din'd untax'd, untroubled, under The
portrait of our pious founder. 1763 JOHNSON i July in Bos.
well, Campbell is a good man, a pions man . . he never
passes a church without pulling off his hat. 1838 DICKENS
Nick. Nick, iv, I asked one of your references, and he said
yon were pious. 1860 EMERSON Cotid. Life, J-ate Wks.
(Bonn) II. 321 What pious men in the parlour will vote for
what reprobates at the polls !

b. Of actions, things, etc.
1601 SHAKS. Ham. lit. i. 48 Tis too much prou'd, that with

Deuotions visage, And pious Action, we do sugre o re The
diuell himselfe. 1628 WITHER Brit. Rcmemb. 200 Those
thy gifts that cary The pioust showes have scarce been
voluntary. 1678 MARYELL Gro^vt/i Popery Wks. (Gros.) IV.
257 That so great a part of the land should be alienated . . to,
as they call it, Pious Uses. 1781 CRABBE Library 502 Old
pious tracts, and Bibles bound in wood. 1874 J. SULLY
Sensation <V Intuition 116 Pious attempts to coerce belief.

C. Of fraud or the like : Practised for the sake
of religion or for a good object, or ' under the

appearance of religion
'

(J.) : see also FRAUD sb. 3 c.

1637 R. HUMPHREY tr. St. Ambrose II. 43 He sought the
presence of his deare brother Benjamin by a pious kind of
fraud. 1660 \r. AiuyraMns' Treat, cone. Rclig. ill. x. 512
Which are . . Pious Frauds (as they speak) useful to very

been called pious perjuries.
2. Faithful to the duties naturally owed to

parents, relatives, friends, superiors, etc.
;
charac-

terized by loyal affection, esp. to parents ; dutiful,
duteous. Of persons (also of birds), or actions,
etc. Now rare or an/t.
1626 MASSINGER Rom. Actor n. i, May it succeed well,

Since my intents are pious ! 1634 SIR T. HERBERT Trim. 59
White marble Pillars, a top of which now inhabit the pious
Stoikes. 1703 ROWE Ulyss. H. i. 765 Love and willing
Friendship Employ their pious Offices in Vain. 1819 KEATS
St. Agnes xxii, With . . pious care She. .the aged gossip led.

Piously (li'3sli),a,/z'. [f. prec. + -I,Y *.] In
a pious manner; with pious motive or intention;

devoutly, religiously; loyally, dutifully (an/i.).
z6u COTGR., Picttsement, piously, religiously, deuoutly,

holily. 1634 W. TIRWHYT tr. Balzac's Lett. (vol. I) 207 You
are piously to believe divers sots to be sufficient men, since
the world will have it so. 1741 MIDDLETON Cicero II. viii.

180 She was most affectionately and piously observant of
her Father. 1788 GIBBON Decl. t, F. I. (1846) V. 19 A royal
captive was piously slaughtered by the prince of the

inclin'd may be directed in so great a duty. 1870 J. H.
NEWMAN Gram. Assent \. iv. 55 The mass of piously-
minded, .people in all ranks.

Pi'ousuess. rare. [f. as prec. + -NESS.] The
quality or character of being pious ; piety.
1623 SIR E. DIGBY Sp. in Rushw. Hist. Coll. (1859) I. 133

Heaven be pleased to crown his Actions with success, as the
piousness of his Intentions deserves. 1660 BONDE Sent.
Reg. 347 No wonder if the Malignant Cavaleers do reproach
and vihfie our piousness.

Pip (P"P). sl>. 1 Forms : 5-6 pyppe, 5-7 pippe,
6 pype, 6-7 pipe, pipp, 6- pip. [app. a. MDu.
pippt (pipse\ Du. pip = MLG., EFris. pip, LG.
pipp, Ger. pips, pipps from LG., formerly pfipps,
pf'pfs, OHG., MUG. pfiffiz, pfiffiz., pfipfiz,

= WG.
type *pipii, a. pop.Lat. pipita, pipita, whence
also Sard. piliida, CM.pebida, &\aA. pivida, Lomb.
pevida, pnvida, piiida, Pg. pivide, pcvide, and (of
learned or semi-popular origin), It. pipita, Sp.
pepita, Pr. pepida, F. pepie, pjpie. Pop.L. pipila
appears to have been an unexplained alteration of

pilutta in same sense.] A disease of poultry and
other birds, characterized by the secretion of a
thick mucus in the mouth and throat, often with the
formation of a white scale on the tip of the tongue
(hence sometimes applied to this scale itself). Also,
a similar disease of hawks.
c 1420 Pallad. cm Hust. i. 589 Other while an hen wul ha

1551 TURNER Herbal \. B v, Garlyke..is also good for the
pype or roupe of hennesand cockes, as Pliny wryteth. 1573
TURBERV. Falconrie 294 Sometimes also the pip in their
lungs. 1614 MAKKHAM Cheap Hnsb. (1623) 141 The Pippe
is a white thin scale, growing on the tippe of the tongue,and will make Poultrie they cannot feede. 1781 Cow PER
Conversation 356 Faint as a chicken's note that has the pip.
1859 I ESSVSON C.eraint f, Enid 274 A thousand pips eat
up your sparrouh.i\\ k!

PIP.

b. Applied vaguely (usually more or less humo-
rously) to various diseases in human beings.
c 1460 Play Sacram. 525, I haue a master: I wolld he had

y pyppe. 1553 Respntlica in. iii. 742 Bee thei gone? fare
well theye, god sende them bothe the pippe. 1583 STUBIIES
Anat. Alms. I. (1879) 78 margin, Beware the Spanish pip
159' GREENE Art Canny Catch, n. (1592) 17 Sometimes they
catch such a Spanish pip, that they haue no more hair on
their heads, then on their nailes. 1697 VANBRUGH Relapse
in. ii. 302 I'll let you know enough to prevent any wise
woman's dying of the pip. ^08 MRS. CENTLIVRE Busic
body iv. iv, No, no, Hussy; you have the Green-Pip already,

II have no more Apothecary's Bills. 1862 THACKERAY
Philip xxvii, The children ill with the pip, or some con-
founded thing. 1864 HUXLEY in Life (1900) I. xviii. 250We are all well, barring., various forms of infantile pip.

Pip, sb?- Forms : 6-7 peepe, 7 (9 dial.} peep,
7- pip. [Originally peep, which is still widely
used in midland dialects

;
with the shortening of

peep iopip, cf. the dial, ship for sheep. Origin of

peep unknown. (Not from PIP j/i.3 in sense ' seed of

apple, etc.', which is not known till late in i8th
c.)]

1. Each of the spots on playing-cards, dice, or
dominoes.
a. 1604 MIDDLETON Father Hubtnrd's T. Wks. (Bullen)

V III. 84 Like a blank die the one having no black peeps
1648 HEKRICK Hcspcr., Oecron's Palace 49 Those picks or

;

diamonds in the card
;
With peeps of harts, of club and

spade, Are here most neatly inter-laid.

ft. 1674 COTTON Compl. Gamester xii. 121 At Fench-Ruff
the King is the highest Card. .and all other Cards follow in

prehemmency according to the number of the Pips. 1755 in
Connoisseur No. 60. 357 A gamester's mind is a mere pack
of cards, and has no impressions beyond the pips and the
1'OUrHonours. i&b$Comfl.Domino-Playern Whenonehas
played all his dominoes out, he counts the number of pips in
the other's hand.

_
1880 BROWNING Dram. Idylls, Pietro 438

1'ling. .Golden dice. .Note what sum the pips present !

1 k. Jig. In allusive phrases : A step, degree.
Two and thirty, a pip (peep} out : an allusion to

j

the game of cards called '

one-and-thirty '. (In
quot. 1652, A very small piece, a '

scrap'.) Obs.
o. 1596 SHAKS. Tarn. S/ir. i. ii. 33 Was it fit for a seruant to

vse Ins master so, being perhaps, .two and thirty, a peepe out?
1620 MIDDLETON Chaste Maid l. ii. 63 He's but one peep
above a serving-man. 1632 MASSINGER & FIELD Fatal
Denary n. ii. D iij b, You thinke, because you serne my
Ladyes mother, are 32 yeeres old which is a peepe out, you
know. 1652 HOWELL Giraffis Rev. Naples n. ii One who
had stolen but a peepe of Sausage. 1654 WHITLOCK Zootomia
409 How many are above one and thirty, (a Peep out) in
their Estates, before they come to their one and twenty in

yeares '! 1693 1/nmonrs Town 96 The Alderman is a Peep
higher.
2. A spot or speck; spec, a small spot on the

j

skin ; a spot on a spotted dress fabric ; pi. specks
ap] earing to dance before the eye. Now dial.

1676 WORLIDGE Cyder 157 Pippins., taking their name from
the small spots or pips that . .appear on the sides of the Apple.
1877 A'. W. Line. Gloss., Pips,, .the spots on playing cards,

, dominoes, and women's dresses. 1881 Oxjordsh. Gloss.,
r*Ps,

small spots on the skin. 1881 Leicestersh. Gloss., Pips.
8. Gardening. Each single blossom of a

clustered inflorescence (usually, the corolla only),

I

esp. in the cowslip and polyanthus; also dial.
a small blossom in general.
'753 HOGARTH Anal. Beauty iv. 23 The pips, as the gar-

diners call them. 1764 ELIZ. MOXON Eng. Hoiisew. (cd. 9)
147 To make Cowslip Wine. Take two pecks of peeps, and
four gallons of water, put [etc.]. 1772 FOOTE Nabob H.
Wks. 1799 II. 303 The polyanthuses .. for pip, colour, and
eye, I defy the whole parish. .to match 'em. 1821 CLARE
I'ill. Klinstr. 1. 125 Bees in every peep did try. 1828 Craven
Gloss, (ed. 2), Peeps, the flowers of cowslips detached fioin
the calix. 1847 MRS. LOUDON Amateur Card. 93/2 The

i heads and pips of flowers should be large and smooth. 1854
I

S. THOMSON Wild Ft. m. (ed. 4) 307 A tea being made of
the dried flowers or

'

pips
'

[of the cowslip].

b. Trade-name for the central part of an arti-

ficial flower.

4. Each of the rhomboidal segments of the sur-

face of a pine-apple, corresponding to one blossom
\

of the compound inflorescence from which the
fruit is developed.
1833 Penny Cycl. I. 490/1 The Pine Apple.. what gar-

deners call the pips, that is to say, the rhomboidal spaces
into which the surface is divided. 1840 Ibid. XVIII. 164/2
In the Malay Archipelago it .. sports into a variety called
the double pine-apple, each

pip of its fruit growing into a

I

branch bearing a new pine-apple. 1858 HOGG I'cg. Kingd.
764 The pine-apple is not .. one fruit, but a collection of
many, what are called the pips being the true fruit.

Pip, sb.3 [app. a shortened form of PIPPIN;
in sense 2, perhaps associated with PIP sl>.2 Not
in Johnson, Ash, Walker, Webster 1828. In Todd
1818, as a children's word

; but in use with fruit-

growers in 1797. (The Sc. paip,pape, of earlier use,
is not applied to the seeds of apples or oranges.)]
1 1. Short for PIPPIN, the apple. Obs.
In quots. attributed as aery to Irish costermongers.
1598 E. GILIMN Skial. (1878) 25 He cries oh rare, to heare

the Irishmen Cry pippe, fine pippe, with a shrill accent.
1600 DEKKER Fortunatns Wks. 1873 I. 152 (Cry of Irish

costermonger) Buy any Apples, feene Apples of Tamasco,
feene Tamasco peepins: peeps feene. 1601 ?MARSTON
Pasauil iff A'at/t. i. 330 Hee whose throat squeakes like a
treble Organ, and speakes as smal and shril, as the Irish-men
crie pip, fine pip.

2. The common name for the seeds of fleshy fruits,
as the apple, pear, orange, etc. Cf. PIPPIN i.



PIP.

app]
the spot .

the pip or seed of the golden pippin. 1808 \ ANCOUVEI Agnc.
Devon 236 By the end of the sixth year from the time

of sowing the pips. 1818 TODD, Pip. .a kernel in an apple.

So children call kernels. 1856 MRS. BROWSING Anr.

Leigh vn. Poems (1857) 302 We divide This apple of life,

and cut it through the pips. 1876 World V. No. 120. 13

The Queen of Navarre gave the original orange pip to her

t Pip, v-1 Obs. Also 6 pyppe, 7 pipp. [f. PIP

sbJ] trans, a. To remove the
'

pip
'

or scale

from the tongue of (a fowl) : see PIP s6.1 b. To
affect with the pip.
1530 PALSGR. 658/1, 1 pyppe a henne or a capon, I take the

pyppe from them, je prens la pepie dune geline or dung
chapon. Your hennes shall never waxe faste tyll they be

pypped. 1589 WARNER Alb. Eng. v. xxiii. 102 From which
their tunes but pip their tungs and then they hang the wing.

Pip, v.- [In sense i, app. var. of PEEP with

shortened vowel : cf. dial, ship, kip, etc. Sense 2

is perhaps a distinct word and onomatopoeic : cf.

chip.}
1. intr. To chirp as a young bird :

= PEEP v^
1659 HOOLE Contenius' Vis. World (1777) 4 The chicken

pippeth. 1660 BOYLE AViu Exp. Phys. Mech., Digress. 374
To hear the Chick Pip or Ciy in the Egg, bsfore the Shell

be broken. 1831 CAKLYLE Sart. Res. n. vii, Wherefore, like

a coward, dost thou forever pip and whimper?
2. trans. To crack (the shell of the egg), as

a young bird when hatched.

1879 TOL'RGEE fooff Err. (1883) 233 If one ever pipped
the shell. 1886 P. S. ROBINSON Valley Teet. Trees 30 It is

all very well for . . the vernal pullet to be impudent because
it pipped its shell when the crocuses were abloom.

Pip, tf.3 colloq. or slang, [f.
PIP sb.2 (or 3),

taken fig. as = small ball: cf. PILL v-.~\ trans.

To blackball ; to defeat, beat
;
to hit with a shot.

1880 A. H. HUTH Buckle I. v. 252 If Buckle were pipped
[at the Club election], they would do the same for every
clergyman put up. 1891 Pall Mall G. i Oct. 1/1 Cycling . .

an exciting struggle at top speed resulted in A. C. Edwards
just pipping A. T. Mole for first place, 1900 Westtn. Gaz.

13 Mar. 2/2 Pipped, by Jove ! At 9.25 as we were advancing
I got a bullet through the leg.

Pip, obs. Sc. variant of PIPE sb. 2

II Fipa (pipa-, pai-pa). Also 8-9 pipal, (8 pi-

wal). [a. Surinam negro pipdl masc., pipa fern.

Prob. a native African name, the Indian (Carib)
name being curucii. Cf.

1734 SEBA Thes. Rer. Nat. I. 121 Les Surinamois .. apel-
lent/#a les femelles de ces animaux et les males pipal.]
The Surinam toad (noted for its peculiar manner

of hatching its young : see quot. 1838} ; hence in

Zool. the name of the genus of tailless batrachians
of which this is the only species.
a. 1718 J. CHAMBERLAVNE Relig. Philos. (1730) II. xxii. 9
An American Animal, called the Pipal, like a Toad, which
pioduces its young ones out of its Back. 1756-7 tr. Keysler's
Trav. (1760) IV. 280 A species of toads called piwal, or

pipal, the female of which deposits her eggs in valntlx or
little cells on the back of the male, so that when the young
are hatched they seem to grow out of the body of the male.
Others suppose that to be the female that seems to produce
the young. 1802 Eng. Encycl. VIII. 730/1 The pipal, or
Surinam toad, is more ugly than even the common one.
3. 1769 E. BANCROFT Guiana 148 The pipa is a iarge

venomous toad peculiar to Guiana. 1838 Penny Cycl. X.

493/1 The male Pipa, or Surinam toad, as soon as the

eggs are laid, places them on the back of the female, and
fecundates them. ..The skin of her back, .forms cellules, in

which the eggs are hatched, and where the young pass their

tadpole state. 1894 MIVART Types Anim. Life 113 Like the

Pipa toad it brings forth its young in the adult condition.

Pipage (psrpedz,). Also pipeage. [f. PIPE
ib\ + -AGE.] The conveyance or distribution of

water, gas, petroleum, etc. by means of pipes ;
the

construction or laying down of pipes for this pur-
pose ; such pipes collectively.
1612 STUHT.EVAXT Metallica 92 Pipeage . . is . . the making

of earthen pipes, for the conducting, .of fresh waters, for
the. .vse of houses. 1883 Century Mag. July 334/1 Paying
twenty cents a barrel as the pipage charge, and a storage
charge of fifty cents per day per thousand barrels. 1897 W. R.
PATERSON Tormentor 100 Strange vermin course, much like

water-rats, through the veins and pipage of men's lives !

Pipal, variant of PEEPUL, PIPA.

t Pipa-tion. Obs. rare-*, [ad. L. pipation-em
a piping, chirping, whimpering, n. of action f.

pipare : see PIPE &.']
1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Pipation, a cry of one that weeps.

1658 PHILLIPS, Pipation, flat.) a kinde of shrill crying, or
weeping. 1775 in ASH.

Pipe 'psip), i*.1 Also 4-7 pype, 6 pyppe.
[OE. pipe fern. = OFris., MDu., MLG., LG. fife
(EFris. pipe, pip, Du./y, OHG. pfifa (MHG.
pfife, Ger. pfeife}, ON. pipa (Sw. pipa, Da. pibc~}
:-OLG. type *plpa, a. late L. *pipa, f. pipare to

peep, pipe, chirp (also ftpiare). From L. pipa
with usual phonetic evolution came It. piva ; an
assumed popular form *pippa gave It., Sp., Roum.
pipa, F. pipe, Pr. pimpa Ir. and Gael, piob, W.
fib are from L. or Eng.]

I. A musical tube.
1. A musical wind-instrument consisting of a
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single tube of reed, straw, or (now usually) wood,
blown by the mouth, such as a flageolet, flute, or

oboe. {Double pipe, an instrument formed with
two such tubes.) Now chiefly arch, or Hist.

/z toco [see PIPE r. 1

i]. a 10*3 WULFSTAX Horn. vi.

(Napier) 46 Hearpe and pipe and mistlicglisgamen dremaS
eow on beorsele. a noo I'oc. in Wr.-Wulckcr 311/22 JIusa,
pipe o&oe hwistle. c izo$ LAY. 3635 J>er wes bemene
song, J>er beden [?weren] pipen among. 1300 Cursor
/!/. 15011 Wit harp and pipe, and horn and trump. 1382
WYCLIF Litke vii. 32 We ban soungun to sou with pipis,
and 56 ban not daunsid. c 1450 HOLLAND Hovilat 761 Ihe
lilt pype, and the lute. 1535 COVERDALE Job xxx, 30 My
harpe is turned to sorow, & my pipe to wepinge. 1637
MILTON Lycidas 124 Their lean and flashy songs Grate on
their scrannel Pipes of wretched straw. 1799 WORDSW. Rnth
ii, She had made a pipe of straw, And music from that pipe
could draw. 1864 EXCEL Mus. A tic. Nat. 57 The double

5ipe

.. was well known to the Greeks and Romans. 1877
. NORTHCOTE Catacombs i. v. 72 The pastoral reed or

tuneful pipe.

b. tach of the tubes (of wood or metal, and of

construction similar to that of the simple instru-

ment; by which the sounds are produced in an

organ : see ORGAN-PIPE.
c 1440 Promj), Part'. 401/1 Pype, of orgonys, ydraula.

1552-3 fnz'. Ch. Goods, Staffs, in Ann. Luhfield (1863; IV.

47 A pere of orgayne?, one pype of brasse. 1590 SIR J.
SMYTH Disc. Weapons 4 b. Of diuerse lengths like Organe
pipes. 1667 MILTON P. L. L 709 As in an Organ from one
blast of wind To many a row of Pipes the sound-board
breaths. 1795 MASON Ch. Mtis. i 39 The pipes formed only
of brass, must have been so shrill and piercing that [etc.].

1847 TENNYSON Princ. IL 450 While the great organ almost
burst his pipes, .rolling thro the court A long melodious
thunder.

c. Kant, The boatswain's whistle; the sounding
of this as a call to the crew (cf. PIPE f.l 6 .

1638 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. fed. 2) 30 The whistler with
his iron Pipe encouraging the Marriners, 1835 MARRYAT
Joe. Faiikf. xxxvjii, The pipe of the boatswain re-echoed
as the captain ascended the side. 1873 Rontledge"s Yng.
Gentl. Mag. July 489/2 The pipe went for all hands to
*
scrub and wash clothes '.

d. pi. Bagpipes (cf. BAGPIPE i b). Ahopoet.
in sing.
a 1706 R. SEMPLE Piper ofKilbarchan vii, At Horse Races
many a day .. He gart his pipe, when he did play, Baith
skirl and skreed. 1790 BURNS Tain O Shanter 123 He
screw 'd the pipes, and gart them skirl, Till roof and rafters

a' did dirl. 1810, i86z [see PIBROCH]. 1814 SCOTT Ld. of
Isles iv. vi, The pipes resumed their clamorous strain. 1874
G- MACDOSALD .Walcohnxix, Duncan strode along in front,
and Malcolm followed, carrying the pipes.

e. In fig. or allusive use: esp. in phr. ^ to put
{pack) tip one's pipes, to cease from action, speak-
ing, etc., desist,

' shut up
'

(pbs.}.

1556 OLDE Antichrist 148 Than maye the B[ishop] of
Rome put up his pypes, 1594 XASHE Unfort. Trav. 12 He
could haue found in his hart to haue packt vphys pipes, and
to haue gone to heauen. a 1758 RAMSAY Eagle $ Robin
49 Poke up your pypes, be nae mair sene At court. 1775
SHERIDAN Rivals n. i, To make herself the pipe and ballad-

monger of a circle ! 1828 P. CUNNINGHAM N. S. Wales i'ed. 3)
II. 16 None.. had more pipes blown about in his ironic

praise {note, Pipes, a colonial term for pasquinades and
squibs, personal and political],

2. transf. The voice, esp. as used in singing ;

the song or note of a bird, etc. Formerly also in

//. f To set up one's pipes, to cry aloud, shout,

yell (obs.) ; to tune one's pipes, to begin to cry, i.e.

weep (Sc.}.
1580 LYLY Euphites (Arb.) 278 Where vnder a sweete

Arbour.. be byrdes recording theyr sweete notes, hee also

strayned his olde pype. 1581 MULCASTER Positions xxxix.

(1887) 188 A straunge orator straining his pipes, to perswade
straunge people. 1601 SHAKS. Tivel. N. I. iv. 32 Thy small

pipe Is as the maidens organ, shrill, and sound. 1671 H. M.
tr. Ereuttt. Colloq.-^i They did not speak softly, but set up
their pipes aloud, xyai BRADLEY Phiios. Ace. Wks. Nat. 81
The Bullfinch and Robin Red-Breast speak in a Treble Tone
or Pipe. 1749 SMOLLETT Gil BL i. v. I. 23 Setting up my
pipes, as if he had flead me. 1785 TRUSLER Mod. Times II.

185 She was a very pretty woman..and had a very sweet

PIPE.

I
hot water or steam. 1893 Law Times XCV. 62/2 An

: inspector, .tested the drain, when he found that the joints
of the pipes were not properly cemented.

b. To lay pipe or pipes, i.e. for the supply of
water or gas ; fig. in U. S. political slang : see

quots. and cf. PIPE-LAYIXG.
1860 BARTLETT Diet. A>ner. s. v. Pijte.layiiig, To lay pipe

means to bring up voters not legally qualified. 1861 Land,
Rev. 16 Feb. 169 The gentlemen who succeed in appro-
priating these small measures will be laying down very good
'pipe' for Leeds, Southampton, &c. l86a Frascr's Mag.
July 28 To charge him, in the technical language of his

party, with '

pulling wires
',
and '

laying pipes
'

for the
Presidency.
4. Applied to various specific tubular or cylin-

drical objects or contrivances.

t a. Some part of horse-harness
; prob. a leather

tube through which the traces were passed to

prevent chafing against the horse's sides. Ol'S.

(Cf. PlPlXGKW.rf.- ;.

? 1309 Durham Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 506 (Mariscall.) In . . iij

b. tSc. phr. to take a pipe, to weep, cry. (Cf.
PIPE z.l 5 d, 7, PIPIKG vbl.sb. 1

3.)
1818 HOGG Brownie of B. II. 155 He's takin a pipe to !

hitnsel at the house-end, .his heart, .is as saft as a snaw-ba
1

. !

II. A cylindrical tube or stick for other purposes.
3. A hollow cylinder of wood, metal, or other

substance, for the conveyance of water, gas, vapour,
j

etc., or for other purposes ; a tube.
c 1000 Sax. Leechd. II. 126 Monnes heafod ban baern to !

ahsan, do mid pipan on. 1396 Mem. Rifon (Surtees) III.

123 In pypys emp. pro campanis, i,d. 1398 TKEVISA Earth.
De P. R. xin. i. (Tollem. MSA Yf a welle sprynge(> in t>e

coppe of an hyll, ofte by pipes pe water is ledde to ^e same
hyjnesse in to a no>er hyll. c 1400 MAINDEV. (Roxb.) xxiL
loo pam behoues souke it with a rede or a pype. 1412-20
LVDG. Chron. Troy n. xi. (1555), Many gargoyle . . With
spoutes thorough & pipes. 1541 Act 33 Hen. \flll, c. 35
The saide water hath bene conueied vnder erth in pypes of
leade. 1661 MERRETT tr. Kerfs A rt a/Glass 364 The Pipes
are the hollow Irons to blow the Glass. 1726 SWIFT Gulliver
in. iv, Water, to be conveyed up by pipes and engines. 1774
GOLDSM. Nat. Hist. (1776) I. 304 The barometer .. is com-
posed of a glass tube or pipe, .closed up at one end. 1823
P. NICHOLSON Pracl. Build. 408 The Sucking-pump con-
sists of two pipes, the barrel and suction-pipe. 1874 MICKLC-
THWAITE Mo<i. Par. Churclus wo Pipes, containing either |

r ,__.
tb. A tubular handle or staff in which' a banner

or cross was fitted, to be carried in procession. Obs.

1397 Durham Ace. Roth (Surtees) 445 Quinque pipes de
argento cum cruce argentia et deaurata. .pro vexillo S'ci

Cuthberti. 1466 in Archzotcgia (1887) L. I. 42 Item j staf
for to set on the pypys for the crosse. 1552 /:. Ch. Goods
(Surtee^) 104, ij coper crosses, .pypes belongyng to them.
T593 A'zVcs of Durham iSurtees 1903' 22 A goodly and
sumptuous banner . . with pippes of siluer . . w ith a device
to taike of and on y* said pipes.

t c. A tube or roll on which thread was wound,
and on which a definite length was bought. 06;.
c 1440 Paston Lett. I. 39, I prey yow do byen for me ij.

pypys of gold [i. e. gold thread].

t d. in//. A form in which gold and silver were
used to trim dresses, etc. Obs.

1533 in Weaver Wells H 'ills (i 890! 26 A gyrdell of pyppes
of silver, a 1548 HALL Chron., Hen. VIII 7 On their heades
skayus and wrappers of Damaske golde with flatte pypes.
1556 /HZ'. Ch. Goods (Surtees) no [Vestment^] one chekeryd
with grene velvet and litle silver pipes. 1600 in Nichols
Progr. Q. Eli*. (1823) III. 502 One Frenche gowne of
blacke vellat, with an edge of purle, and pipes of gold.

e. Name for the large round cell in a honey-
comb inhabited by the qv.een bee. dial.

1609 C. BVTLER Fein. MOH. (1634) 104-5 The Queen's cells

are built single. ..In fashion they are round. ..The common
people. .call them Pipes, or Taps. 1847-78 HALLIW., Pipe,
a large round cell in a beehive used by the queen bee. ll'eit.

f. An underground passage, a burrow.
1738 [G. SMITH] Curious Relations II. 453 The old

Beavers harbour the whole Winter in the Pipes, to which
they remove in the beginning of November. 1887 6". Cheshire
Gloss., Pipe, a branch or side-run in a rabbit-warren.

g. //. (slang.} Top-boots.
l8l J. H. VAUX Flash Diet., Fifes, boots. 1834 H.

AINSWORTH Rookti'ood in. v, Jist twig his swell kkkseys
and pipes [note, Breeches and boots).

h. A piece of confectionery, etc. of a tubular or

cylindrical form. (Cf. PIPING vbl. si.- S.)
a 1851 PEREIRA in Mayhew Lend. Labour I. 204/1 Sugar

constitutes the base of. .hard confectionary, sold under the
names of lozenges, brilliants, pipe, rock, comfits, nonpareils,
&c. 1883 R. HALDASE Workshop Receipts Ser. it. 175/1
Roll it [the liquorice] into pipes or cylinders of convenient
lengths. Ibid. 355/1 Isinglass, .under the names of 'leaf,
'staple',

' book
',

'

pipe ', ..according to its form.

i. 'One of the curved flutings of a frill or ruff;

also, a pin used for piping or fluting' (Cent. />.).

j. In hair-dressing: see quot. 1860.

1765 STERNE Tr. Shandy VIII. xxviii, I 11 put your white

Ramallie-wig fresh into pipes. 1860 FAIRHOLT Costume
Gloss., Pipes, Small articles made of pipe-clay used for

keeping the large periwigs in curl.

k. A tubular part of something, e. g. of a key.
1833 Regul. Instr. Cavalry I. 99 Draw the ramrod out of

the barrel, and return it into the pipe. 1849 E. E. NAPIF.R
Excurs. S. Africa I. 161 The holsters should be sufficiently

capacious to carry in one pipe the . . double barrelled pistol :

in the other, a brandy-Mask. 1853 HOBBS & TOMLINSON
Locks xi. 159 The process of piercing the key consists in

making the pipe or barrel. 1884 F. J. BRITTEN Watch tj

Clockm. 29 A stop for the pipe of the detent Ibid. 101 The
pipe that carries the minute hand.

6. f & The account of a sheriff or other minister

of the Crown, as sent in and enrolled at the

Exchequer : cf. PIPE-BOLL. Obs.

[The origin of this use of pipe is doubtful : some would

explain it from the pipe-like form of a thin roll, or ? from its

being transmitted in a cylindrical case. Bacon saw in it

a metaphor : see quot. 1598 in b., and cf. sense 8 ; but we
have no evidence that that sense was in use early in the i4th c.J

[1323 Ral Book ofthe Exchequer (1806) 858 Soient desore
annuelement tutes les pipes de tutz les accomptes renduz en
Ian (all the pipes of all the accounts sent in in the year]
bien et pleynement examinez, avant qe eles soient mises
ensemble et roule fait de eles, a la fyn del an. Ibid. 860
Et face il, en fyn del an, les pipes des accomptes foreyns
mettre par eux, et les autres pipes des acomptes des viscountes

[pipes of the accounts of the sheriffs] par eux.]

fig' IS*5 JEWEL ZV/.-4/e/. (1611)126 Are such Monuments
laid vp only in the Roles and Pipes of your memorie ?

b. The department of the Exchequer that drew

up the 'pipes', or enrolled accounts, of sheriffs and

others, abolished in England by Act 3 & 4 Will. IV,
c. 99 41 {pipe-office : see n b).
[1338 Rolls ofParlt. II. 101/1 Brief des somons hors de la

Pipe.] 1455 Hid. V. 342/2 The Office of the Clerk of the
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Pipe. 1511 AcI 4 Hen. VIII, c. 18 3 The same accomptes
..to be taken & fylled uppe in the pype theyr to remayne
of recorde. 1598 BACON Office of Alienations Wks. 1879

I. 588 That office of her Majesty's exchequer, which we,

by a metaphor, do call the pipe, . . because the whole

receipt is finally conveyed into it by the means of divers

small pipes or quills. 1658 PHILLIPS, Clerk of the Pipe,

an Officer in the Exchequer, who having all accounts

and debts due unto the King, drawn out of the remem-

brancers Office, chargeth them down into the great Roll.

Offi

738 Hist. Crt. Excheq -

ot in the Tallages. 1834 Act 4 fj 5 Will. /(-', c. 16 i 1 he

Office of Recorder of the Great Roll or Clerk of the Pipe in

the Exchequer in Scotland shall cease and determine.

6. A tubular organ, passage, canal, or vessel

in an animal body : applied to the veins and

arteries, the alimentary canal, and now esp. to the

respiratory passages (windpipe, bronchi, and tu-

bules of the lungs). Almost always in pi. (See

also pipe-opener in lib.)
c 1386 CHAUCER Knt.'s T. 1894 The pipes of his longes

gonne to swelle. c 1430 Two Cookery-bks. 8 Take Pypis,

Hertys, Nerys, Myltys, an Rybbys of the Swyne. 1482

Monk ofEvesham (Arb.) 21 His feete ware ful coolde...No

mouing of his pypys might be knowen long tyme. 1573-80
BARET Ah. P 394 The meate Pipe, gula . . Aaibs. 1594

T. B. La Priinaud. Fr. A cad. II. 57 The nauill . . is appointed
to be the pipe to conuey both [breath and meat] vnto him
before he be borne. 1633 FORD Broken H. v. ii, I am well

skill'd in letting blood. Bind fast This arm, that so the

pipes may from their conduits Convey a full stream.
_

1712
ADDISON Spect. No. 269 7 3 He loves to clear his Pipes in

good Air (to make use of his own Phrase). 1883 E. PENSELL-

ELMHIRST Cream Leicestersh. 4 Depth of girth he [the horse]

must have, or his pipes and heart have no room to play.

7. Applied to various tubular or cylindrical

natural formations, as the stem of a plant, etc.

1523 FITZHERB. Husb. 70 Lowe places, and all the holowe

bunnes and pypes that growe therin. 1578 LYTF. Dodoens
n. xliii. 202 This kinde of Lillie beareth. .amongst his leaues

as it were certayne pypes or clysters. 1753 FRANKLIN_Z.//.,
etc. Wks. 1840 VI. 155 When the whirling pipe of air was
filled with.. vapor. 1805 R.W. DICKSON Pract. Agric. 1.74
The strongest wheat-straw, .laid on upon the building in

whole pipes, unbruised by the flail,

f b. An icicle. Obs.

1556-68 WITHALS Diet. 3/1 The iseicles or pypes hangynge
vppon the eaues of a house. 1596 DALRYMPLE tr. Leslie's

Hist. Scot. I. 46 To thow the pypes and schokles of yce,
frosin vpon thame.

C. fining and Geol. (a) A vein of ore of a

more or less cylindrical form, usually following
the direction of the strata ;

also called pipe-vein

(see II b\ PIPE-WORK.
(/<)

A vertical cylindrical

hollow filled with sand or gravel, occurring in

a stratum of chalk ; also called sand-pipe or sand-

gall, (f) The vertical eruptive channel which

opens into the crater of a volcano, (a") Each of

the vertical cylindrical masses of blue rock (of

eruptive origin) in which diamonds are found

imbedded in S. Africa (see KIMBEKLITE).
1667 PRIMVTT City * C. Bnild. 5 If there be any rakes or

ipes of Lead or Tin Oar. 1747 HOOSON Miner's Diet.

_ivb, Lidd [is] the Cover that lies over the Tops of Veins

sometimes, but over Pipes always. 1839 URE Diet. Arts

832 The pipe does not in general cut the strata across like

the rake vein, but insinuates itself between them ; so that

if the plane of the strata be nearly horizontal, the bearing of
j __ t = _______

the pipe vein will be conformable. 1860 DARWIN m Life ft pj pe and smoke it, Master Charley.
^
1884 FLORENCE

Lett. II. 332 You used to be interested about the
'

pipes
'

in MARRYAT Under Lilies <r Roses xxx, You're j<

894

t 9. A name for the Mock Orange or Syringa

(Philadelphus coronariits* ; also, for the Lilac (Blue

Pipe), rendering the med.L. name Syringa. Obs.

rare. (See PIPE-TREE.)
1597 GERARDE Herbal in.

lyii. 1214 The later Phisitions

call the first Syringa, . . that is to say, a Pipe, bicause the

stalks and branches thereof, when the pith is taken out, are

hollow like a Pipe. It is also . . surnamed Candida or white,

or Syringa Candida flore, or Pipe with a white flower..

Lillach . . is sometimes named Syringa ccerttlea, or blue Pipe.

III. A pipe for smoking.
10. A narrow tube of clay, wood, or other

material, with a bowl at one end, for drawing in

the smoke of tobacco (or other narcotic or medi-

cinal substance). Often used as including the

contained tobacco, etc., as in to light one's pipe, to

smoke a pipe; also for a quantity which fills the

bowl and is smoked at one time, a pipeful. (See
also TOBACCO-PIPE.)
1594 PLAT "Jcviell-lw. i. 29 Wee.. will not vouchsafe one

pipe of Tabacco vpon her. 1599 H. BUTTES Dyets dric

Dinner Pvb, The fume taken in a Pipe, is good against

Rumes, Catarrhs, hoarsenesse. 1611 RICH Honest. Age
(Percy Soc.) 37 He must haue his pipe of Tobacco. 1632
LITHGOW Trial, v. 205 Because of the long pipes, the smoake
is exceeding cold in their swallowing throates. i683TRYON
Way to Health 168 Now every Plow-man has his Pipe to

himself. 1736 I. H. BROWNE Fife Tobaao Poems (1768)

116 Happy mortal ! he who knows Pleasure which a Pipe
bestows. 1766 AMORY Bnncle (1825) II. i, I smoked a pipe
after supper. 1837 W. IRVING Capt. Bonncvillc III. 247 The
guns were laid down, and the pipe was lighted. 1902
BfCHAN Watcher by Threshold 7, I lit a pipe to cheer me.

b. Pipe ofpeace : the CALUMET, or peace-pipe of

the American Indians. Also used allusively.

1722 R. BEVERLEY Hist. Virginia Tab. vi. 144-5 P'P6 of

peace w h I have seen. 1762 FOOTE Lyar I. (1786) 17, I had

the first honour of smoaking the pipe of peace with_
the

little Carpenter. 1812 BRACKENRIDGE I'lews Louisiana

(1814) 91 The chiefs approached with pipes of peace. 1870
Miss BRIDGMAN Rol: Lynne II. xii. 261 They had better

smoke the pipe of peace.

c. Queen's (King's} Pipe : humorous name for

a furnace at the London Docks, used formerly for

burning contraband tobacco, now for burning

tobacco-sweepings and other refuse.

[1843 PennyCycl. XXV. 17/2 The damaged tobacco, .is con-

sumed in a furnace. .jocularly termed the 'queen's tobacco-

pipe '.] 1871 Echo 25 Jan., If the sale is not brisk, then her

Majesty's tobacco-pipe, which smokes tobacco by the ton,

is likely soon to be well
fijled.

This '

pipe ',
or furnace, is

at the London Docks, and in it vast quantities of tobacco.,

that have failed to sell in the Government sales, are burnt.

1895 ll't'siui. Gaz. 31 Aug. 3/2 The rubbish which had got
acked with the leaf, .goes to fill the Queen's

- : :" : "

pi
M

pip
Lii

..,

fragments of packing cases, and general litter.

d. In allusive phrases.
To put one's pipe out, to put a stop to one's success, take

the
' shine

'

out of, extinguish. Pitt that in your pipe and
smoke it, digest or put up with that if you can.

1720 RAMSAY Wealth 78 Upmost to-day, the morn their

pipe's put out. 1840 BAKHAM [nzol. Leg. Ser. i. St.

Put that in your pipe, my lord Otto, and smoke it

THACKERAY I 'an. Fair xxxiv. heading, James C
'

.

the chalk. 1873 E. J. DUNN in Q. "Jrnl. Geol. Soc. (1874)

XXX. 54 The contents of these '

pipes
'

in the shale are the

same in all cases, and show distinctly that they are of

igneous origin. 1878 HUXLEY Physiogr. 189 At the mouth
of the volcanic pipe, there is usually a funnel-shaped opening
known as the crater. 1889 Chambers' Cyd. s.v. Diamond.

1903 Daily Chrou. 2 June 2/3 Diamonds . . only appear at

the surface in places where they have shared in a volcanic

upheaval. Hence they ate found in what are technically
known as pipes.

d. Each of the numerous hollow jets of flame

which occur in a particular process of the manu-
facture of black-ash (AsH s/>.' 2).
1880 LOMAS Alkali Trade 175 Just as the pipes begin to

disappear, the bright hot mass is raked out quickly. Ibid.

176 Bright jets of carbonic oxide, burning with a sodium

yellow, and usually called
'

pipes ',
should be visible all over

the ball.

e. Metallurgy. A funnel-shaped cavity at the

top of an ingot of steel, caused by the escape of

gas during cooling.
8. t a. The channel of a small stream. Obs. rare.

1570-6 LA.MBARDE Peranib. Kent (1826) 199 Divers other

smal pipes of water .. minister secondarie helpes to this

navigable river. Ibid. 260 The greater ryvers . . have their

increase from many smal Wels (or springs) the which . . bee

conveied in slender quilles, then afterwarde (meeting to-

gether in course) doe growe by little and little into bigger

pipes.

b. Each of the channels of a decoy for wild

fowl : see DECOY si.2 I.

1634-5 BRERETON Trar. (1844) 171 There are five pipes in

this coy as in mine. 1768 PENNANT Zool. II. 464 There are

several pipes (as they are called) which lead up a narrow

ditch, that closes at last with a funnel net. Over these

pipes, .is a continued arch of netting. . . It is necessary to

have a pipe or ditch for almost every wind that can blow.

1887 FENS Dick o' Fens (1888) :i2 Quite a hundred followed

their leaders up the pipe in happy ignorance of the meaning
of a net.

lord Otto, and smoke it ! 1848
xiv. heading, James Cra\vley'>

Pipe is put out. 1863 READE Hard Cash xli, I'll give you
something to put in both your pipes. 1884 W. E. NORRIS

Thirlby Hall xxv, It don't do to let them get the whip-
hand of you, according to my experience. Put that in your

1884 FLORENCE
: jealous of the

girl, and want me to put her pipe out.

IV. atlrib. and Comb.

11. a. Obvious combinations, as pipe-like adj. ;

(in sense I or I d) pipe-clang, -music, -playing

(playing on a pipe, or with a tobacco-pipe) ; (in

sense 3) pipe-casting, -fouiuiing, -manufacturing,

-track; (in sense 10) pipe-bowl, -champer, -fill,

-lover, -shank, -smoker, -smoking, -stem, -whiff;

pipe-drawn, -puffed adjs.

No. 431 P 3 Inese craving uamseis .. -npe-cuuinpers,

Chalk-tickers, Wax-nibblers [etc.]. 1814 SCOTT Ld. o/Isles

vi. xx, *Pipe-clang and bugle sound. 1761 CHURCHILL

Rosciad 870 Thus sportive boys, around some bason's

brim, Behold the 'pipe-drawn bladders circling swim.

1900 Engineering Mag. XIX. 786/1 Some Notes on 'Pipe

Founding. E. Kebler. Read before the Foundry-men's
Assn England. 1616 SURFL. & MARKH. Country Farme

355 The Vpe-Hke barke. 1884 Pall Mall G. 5 Dec.

1 2/1 The pipelike passage leading to the chamber under-

neath the caisson. 1896 IVestm. Gaz. 29 May 8/1 At

one time in Skye there were two schools, or colleges, for

EDWARDS Up Nile i. 9 Red clay "pipe-bowls
of all sizes and

they wave, Then all the Chimnies their great Houses have.

1855 LOSGK. Hiavj. I. 21 [He] Took a long reed for a pipe-

stem. Mod. We ascended Table Mountain in 1905 by the

'Pipe-track and the Tunnel Gorge. 1846 BROWNING Lett.

29 June, Between two huge 'pipe-whiffs.

b. Special Combinations : Pipe-bag, the leath-

ern bag of the bagpipe; pipe-bearer, an atten-

dant who bears the pipe (of an American Indian

chief, an Oriental ruler or official, etcO ; pipe-

PIPB.

beetle, one of the Curculionids,, so called from

their long proboscis ; pipe-bender, a machine or

device for bending a metal pipe; pipe-box, (a)

Is. box for containing tobacco-pipes; (t>) the box
of the hub of a wheel, in which the arm of the

axle is inserted (Knight Diet. Mech. 1875) ; pipe-

case, a case for a tobacco-pipe or its bowl ; pipe-

clamp =
pipe-vice ; t pipe-coal, powdered coal

or coal-dust formed into tubular briquettes ; pipe-

coral, ? = organ-pipe coral (see COEAL sb^- i b) ;

pipe-coupling, a coupling for joining two pipes
so as to form a continuous channel, or for

attaching a pipe to something else ; pipe-cutter,
a tool or machine for cutting off pipes ; pipe-

dance, a dance resembling the sword-dance, in

which long clay pipes are used instead of swords ;

pipe-die, (a) a ring-shaped die for moulding
earthenware pipes ; (?) a female screw or nut, or

other device, for cutting a screw-thread on a pipe ;

pipe-driver (see quot.) ; pipe-ear, a projecting

part at the side of the top of a pipe ; pipe-foot,

the lower part of a flue-pipe in an organ ; t pipe

gled Sc. Obs., ?the kite (GLEDE) ; pipe-grab, a

clutching-tool for lifting a well-pipe ; pipe-head,

(a) the bowl of a pipe for smoking ; (b) the top of

a water-pipe ; pipe-holder, a perforated board in

an organ, through which some of the pipes pass ;

pipe-insect (see quot.) ; pipe-joint = pipe-coup-

ling; pipe-key, a key with a pipe or hollow

barrel which fits on a pintle in the lock, a piped

key ; pipe-lee, tobacco half smoked to ashes in

a pipe; pipe-light, a strip of paper folded or

twisted for lighting a pipe, a spill; pipe-loop

(see quot.) ; pipe-macaroni, macaroni made in

the form of pipes or tubes ; pipe-major, the

chief player of a band of bagpipe-players ; pipe-

maker, a maker of pipes (in various senses);

pipe-metal, an alloy of tin and lead, with or

without zinc, used for organ-pipes; t pipe-money,

money given to a piper, or for playing a pipe ;

pipe-note, a note or sound made by a pipe ;
a

note like that of a pipe, a piping note; pipe-

office, the office of the Clerk of the Pipe in the

Exchequer (see 5) ;
in quot. 1609 humorously used

for the mouth (with allusion to sense jo) ; pipe-

opener (colloq.~\,
a spell of exercise taken to clear

the respiratory passages and replenish the lungs

with fresh air, a ' breather
'

; pipe-ore (see quoO ;

pipe-organ, an organ with pipes (
= ORGAN si/.1

2), esp. as distinguished from a reed-organ ; pipe

oven (see quot.) ; pipe-privet, a name for the

lilac; = PIPE-TREE (Miller Plant-names 1884);

pipe-prover, an apparatus for testing the strength

and soundness of steam- or water-pipes by hy-

draulic pressure; pipe-rack, (<?) in an organ,

a wooden shelf with perforations by which the

pipes are supported ; (*) a rack for tobacco-pipes ;

pipe-reducer, a pipe-coupling larger at one end

than at the other to unite pipes differing in diameter;

pipe-skill, skill in playing the bagpipe; pipe-

stand, a stand or frame for supporting a pipe or

pipes (in any sense) ; pipe-stay i,see quot.) ; pipe-

stick, a hollow wooden tube used as the stem of

a tobacco-pipe; pipe-stop, (a) a plug or stop-

valve in a pipe; (l>) an organ-stop composed of

mouth-pipes (as distinguished from a reed-stop"),

a flue-stop ; pipe-stopper, a small plug for com-

pressing the tobacco in the bowl of a pipe;

pipe-tongs, tongs made to grasp a pipe or rod ;

pipe-twister ^pipe-wrench; pipe vein (Mining) :

see quots. and 7 c (d) ; pipe-vice (-vise), a vice

for grasping a pipe or rod ; pipe-vine, a name

for the N. American plant Arisiolochia Sipho,

from the shape of the flowers and the twining

growth (also called Dutchman's Pipe) ; pipe-

wood, name for Leucothoe (Andromeda} acumi-

nata, a shrub of the southern U. S., the wood of

which is used for tobacco-pipes ; pipe-worm,
a Sabella, Serpula, or allied tube-worm ; pipe-

wrench, a tool with one jaw fixed on a shank and

the other movable on a pivot, so shaped as to

grip a pipe when turned in one direction round it.

See also PIPE-CLAY, PIPE-FISH, etc.

1615 BRATHWAIT Strappado (1878) 93 Pipe could he not..

His *pipe-bagge torn, no wind it could keepe in. 1836

W. IRVING Astoria I. 315 The 'pipebearer stepped
within

the circle, lighted the pipe . . then . . handed it to the

principal chief. 1877 A. B. EDWARDS Up Mlc xxi. 602 The

turbaned official who comes, attended by his secretary and

pipe-bearer, to pay you a visit of ceremony. 1711 Phil.

Trans. XXVII. 344 One of the largest kind of Curcuho or

'Pipe-Beetles yet seen. 1836-9 DICKENS St. Boa. Shcps f,

tluir Tenants, Lounging about, on round tubs and pipe-

boxes. 1612 STUKTK'VANT Metallic* xiv. 98 Tempering,

-tamping, and comixing of sea-cole, or stone-cole, that a

kinde of substance being there made of them like vnto past

or tempered clay, the Presse-mould may forme and trans-
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figure that clay-like substance into hollow *pipe-cole as it

doth earthen pipes. 183* R. & J. LANDER Exped. Niger II.

viii. 4 Small pieces of *pipe coral were stuck in the lobe of

eachear. 1851 MAYHEwA<w</./.a:A3rI.i2/2Sometimesthey
do the

*

*pipe-dance '. For this a number of tobacco-pipes
..are laid close together on the floor, and the dancer places
the toe of his boot between the different pipes. 1873 KNIGHT
Diet. Mech. t *Pipe-drivert

an implement of the general
form of a pile-driver, used for forcing into the ground pipes
for what are known as 'diiven wells'. 1905 Athenaeum

29 Apr. 534A The fronts of pipe-heads and the *pipe ears

were often heraldically treated, c 1450 HOLLAND Howlat
642 The Pitill and the *Pype Gled cryand pewewe. 1875
KNIGHT Diet. Meck. t

*
Pipe-grab^ a tool to let down into a

well-pipe to enable it to be hoisted to the surface. 1855
I.ONGF. Hiaw. i. 18 From the red stone of the quarry With
his hand he broke a fragment, Moulded it into a *pipe-head.
1905 [see pipe-ear}. 1852 SEIDEL Organ 56 These small

pipes go first through the holes of the "pipe-holders. 1805
PRISCILLA WAKFFIELD Dom. Recreat. vi. fi8o6) 93 Animal-
cules. .living in small tubes, or cases of sandy matter, united
like pieces of coral ; from which. .they are called the *pipe
insect. 1540 MS. Ace. St. John's Hasp., Canterh.^ Payd
for a *pype key \\d. 1860 SAI.A fiaddingtnn Peerage II.

xix. 23 Half-smoked *pipe-lees, 1852 DICKENS Bleak Ho.
xxi, Mr. George, .twists it [the document] up for a *pipe-
light. 1875 KNIGHT Diet. Meek.,

*
ripe-loop (Harness), a

long narrow loop for holding the end of a buckled strap.

1787 J. FARLEY Art Cookery fed. 4) 157 Take half a pound
of small *p;pe-maccaroni. 1895 FORBES-MITCHELL Rcmin.
Gt. Mutiny 48 Sir Colin complimented the *pipe-major on
the way he had played. 1896 CROCKETT Cleg Kelly {ed. 2)

07 Cleg marched along like the pipe-major in the Black
Watch. 14.. Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 616/22 Tibiaritts. a

"Pypemaker. c 1515 Cocke Lorelfs B. 10 Pype makers,
wode mongers, and orgyn makers. 1765 SPRY in Phil. Trans,
LV. 84 Had I.. rendered the tube flexible., and turned it on
a stick of pipe-maker's clay. 1901 Scott. N. $ Q. May 170/2
He commissioned a well-known Glasgow pipe-maker to
furnish him with a set of bag-pipes. 1852 SEIDEL Organ 75

Tickle-foot with his tabor. Clod, will you gather the "pipe-
money? 1592 WARNER Alb. Eng. xxxvi, His apish toyes,
His Pedlarie, and *pype-notes. 1854 BUSHNAN in Circ. Sc.
(c 1865) I. 293/1 When the male [bird] is alone, its most
significant note is the pipe-note ivitt. 1609 DEKKER G^'lls

Home-l'k, 18 Till your 'pipe offices smoke with your piti-
r.. n. . ,:_!.: _ j , _L--' _^ _._

1879 Daily AVwj 7 Apr. 3/1 The crew, .indulge in a short

paddle to the point and back by way of a "pipe-opener '.

1898 Cycling^ He should ride for half an hour, insufficient

clothing, simply as a pipe-opener. 1881 RAYMOND Mining
Gloss., *Pipe-cre, iron ore (Hmonite) in vertical pillars, some-
times of conical, sometimes of hour-glass form, imbedded in

clay. 1895-6 Cat. Univ. Nebraska 214 The.. course, .in
instrumental music, either piano-forte, *pipe-organ or violin.

1884 KNIGHT Diet. Mech. Suppl., *Pipe Oven, a hot blast
oven in which the air passes through pipes exposed to the
heat of the furnace. In contra-distinction to a fire-brick
oven. 1855 E. J. HOPKINS Organ 39 The "pipe-racks. The
greater number of the pipes stand on the upperboards .. a
framework, therefore, is used to kepp them in an erect posi-
tion. 1892 W. B. SCOTT Autobiog. Notes I. 162 A pipe-
rack like those in the artist clubs in Munich, a 1780
SHIRREFS Poems (1790) 213 John o' *pipe-skill wasna scant.

1884 KNIGHT Diet. Mech.
Suppl.,

*
Pipe Stand, a frame to

support radiator pipes. 1886 W. J. TUCKER E. Europe 270

hang a pipe. 1863 KINGLAKE Crimea (1876) I. xiv. 307
With the stroke of a whip or a pipe-stick, 1818 Blackw*
Mag. IV. 321 Not so thick as your Highness' *pipe-stopper.
1831 TRELAWNY Adv. Younger Son I. 244 Using his probe
with the same sort of indifference as a man does a pipe-
stopper. 1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mech.> *Pipe-tongs. 1899
Academy n Feb. 183/1 A pair of pipe-tongs wherewith the
New Englander lifted an outlying coal to light his pipe.

1813 BAKEWELL Introd. Geol. (1815) 281 The *pipe vein is a
variety of the flat vein having the sides closed or twitched
in, so as to form a tube or cavity of irregular shape. 1839
URE Diet. Arts 832 The pipe vein resembles in many
respects a huge irregular cavern. 1857 GRAY First Lessons
Bot. (1866) 26 The Aristolochia or "Pipe-Vine. 1866 Treas.
Bot.

91^ A\ristolochia\ Sipko, a native of the Alleghany
mountains, .has. .received the name of Pipe vine, from a
resemblance in the form of the flowers to that of a tobacco-
pipe. 1774 GOLDSM. Nat. Hist. (1776) VII. 48 "Pipe-worms
and other little animals fix their habitation to the oyster's
sides.

Pipe, sb? [a. OF., F. pipe, a cask for wine,
etc., also a measure. So Sp., Pg. pipa, It. pippa.
In origin, the same word as PIPE sb.\ in special
sense of a cylindrical vessel.]
1. A large cask, of more or less definite capacity

(see 2), used for wine, and formerly also for other

liquids and provisions (as eggs, meat, fish, etc.),
or other goods. Obs. or merged in 2.

. 39*-3 Earl Derby's Exped. (Camden) 156 Pro iij doliis
J pipe. 1411 Nottingham Ree. II. 86, j tubbe et j barell

vjd; dimtdium pype, vijd. ; j parvum fatte iijd. 1489
CAXTON Faytes ofA. i. xvii. 49 Bridgis . . made vpon pipes
bounden togider and wel teyed with ropys, c 1559 R. HALL
Fisher xxil (1655! 186 His Library, which they found so
replenished . . with . . Books, . . with which they trussed up,
and filled 32. great fats, or pipes. 1571 DIGGRS Pantom.
Hi. xi. R iv, Sundrie kindes of wine vessels, as the tunne, the
pipe, the punshion, hogsheads, buttes, barrels. 1842 Ti-:x\v-
SON Will Waterproof*., The pint, you brought me, was the
best That ever came from pipe.
2. Such a cask with its contents (wine, beer,

cider, beef, fish, etc.), or as a measure of capacity,
equivalent to half a tun, or 2 hogsheads, or 4

895

barrels, i. e. containing usually 105 imperial gal-
lons (=126 old wine-gallons), but varying for

different commodities, and still for different kinds
of wine. Sometimes identified with BUTT sb2 i.

[1376 Rolls o/Parlt. II. 528/2 De chescun Pype ou Vessel
de tiel Vyn douce.] 1406 in E. E. Wills (1882) 13 Y wyt to
lohan Whyte the yongger, and to hys wyfe, a pipe of wyne,
prisofxls. \q*$ Act 18 Hen. VI, c. 17 Pour ceo qe come
toutz les tonels, pipes, tercians & hoggeshedes de Yin Oyle

Mele .. doient .. conteiner un certain mesure .. chescun
pipe vj", vj galons. [tr. a. 1550 Forasmuch as all the

Tunnes, Pipes, Tercians, and Hogsheads of Wine, Oyle, and
Honie. .ought . .to conteine a certaine measure, .euerie Pipe
six score and six gallons.] 1472-3 Rolls ofParlt. VI. 37/2,
ii pipes of Syder. 1496 Naval Ace. Hen. I'll (1856) 166
A pipe of salte bieff redie dressed xl". 1526 in Dillon Calais
$ Pale (1892) 81 A pype of redd Herring. 1670 R. COKE
Disc. Trekfe 6 The Canary Wines yearly Imported are
about 13000 Pipes. 1802 Brookes" Gazetteer (ed. 12) s.v.

Kens, About 20,000 pipes of brandy are annually exported.
1903 M'hitakers Almanack 453 Of wines imported in casks
the following are the usual measurements : Pipe of Port or
Masdeu 115 gallons, of Teneiiffe 100 g., of Marsala 9; .,

of Madeira and Cape 92 g., of Sherry and Tent- 108 g.

3. Comb. Pipe-board, pipe-hocp, pipe-stave,
a board, hoop, or stave used for making pipes or

casks (pipe-board in strict use connoting a certain

size or thickness : see quots.) ; f pipe-merry a.,

merry from drinking \\ine (0&r.) ; t pipe-wine,
wine drawn directly from the pipe or 'wood*.
1596 DANETT tr. Comings (1614) 19 He caried also with

him. .great store of *pipeboorde, meaning therewith to make
a bridge oner the riuer of Seine. 1812 J. SMYTH Pract. of
Customs (1821) 303 Pipe Boards, viz. above 5 feet 3 inches in

length, and not exceeding 8 feet, and under 8 inches square.
1833 Act 3 #4 Will. /IS, c. 56 Table s.v. Wood. 1510111 io//

Rep. Hist. jl/SS. Comtu. App. v. 394 Three *pipe hopis for a
pennye. 1542 UDALL Ernsm. Apoph. 141 Wyne deliueruh
the herte from all care, .when a bodye is *pipe merye. 1599
HAKLUYT I'oy. II. n. 122 Ships.. laden with hoopes, gaily-
oares, *pipe-staues, & other prouisions of the king of Spaine.
1666 Land. Gaz, No. 45/1 Four Vessels laden with Pipe-
staves from Hamburgh, for the use of the Navy. 1783
JUSTAMOND tr. Kaynal's Hist. /ndies\ll. 438 Ireland, which
afforded an advantageous mart for corn, flax, and pipe-staves,
has been shut against them [colonists] by an act of parlia-
ment. 1598 SHAKS. Merry W. in. ii. 90 Host. ..I will to my
honest Knight Falstaffe, and drit:ke Canarie with him.
Ford. I thinke I shall drinke in 'Pipe-wine first with him,
lie make him dance. [With play upon the musical pipe and
canajy the dance.]

Pipe (paip)j z'.
1 Also 4-6 pype. [In branch I,

OK. pipian to blow the
j ipe (Naj ier Contrib. OE.

J exic.}> ad. L. pipdre in late or med. sense 'to

blow a pipe', f. ptpa in OE. pipe PIPE sb^ : cf.

Du. pijpen, MDu. pipen , LG., MLG. ptpen, Ger.

pfeifen^ \\l\G.pfifcn\ also S\v., Norw. pipa, Da.

pibet
to blow the pipe, to whistle. In branch II,

MEpipen t corresponds to OF. piper (i2th c., of
a mouse, a chicken, etc.) = \\., pifare 'to pipe, to
cackle or clucke as a hen, to pule as a hawke*
(Florio) : L. pipare (and t*plppare} to peep,
cheep, chirp. In the literal sense, this is now
expressed by PEEP z.l, and in a special sense by
PIP v*
L. ptpare, beside pipiart, pjpire fall app. in same sense),

was evidently echoic, imitating the voice of chickens and
little birds; similar forms could arise independently in any
lang. Thus, beside the forms above, MDu., MLG., Du.,
!-.(., mod.Ger. have a weak vb. piepen, ipijpen, Jltntcr^
fistitlare, tibia canere

t piepen als vogels, piper tontine les

Petitspoulsins,pipire, Plantijn 1573), It. has ////>( 'to peepe
as a chickin

'

(tlorio), Fr. has pipier^ pcpier in same sense,
Eng. PEEP z*.

1
, PIP V* App. the tendency in all the langs.

to associate the orig. vb. with the sound of the musical
instrument (cf. F. piper in Godef. Compl.) led to the use
of forms more directly imitating the weak cheep of the
chicken, etc., for the expression of the original L. sense.]

I. To blow or play on a pipe.
1. intr. To play on a pipe, to blow a pipe

(see PIPE j.l i
,

i d). f Phrase To pipe in or with
an ivy-leaf: see IVY-LEAP (obs.}.
a 1000 B. M. MS. Tib. A. ///If. 102 (Zeitsch. f. dentsch.

Alt. XXXIV. 234) An stan . . J>acs ansyne is, swilce an
man pipi^e mid nijon pipan & an man hearpfoe. c 1275,
13.. [see PIPING vbl. M i]. 1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. xx.

|

</2 Mynstralles my^te pipe. ^1420 LYDG. Scgt Thebes
j

1791 l.ete his brother blowen {n an horn, .or pynen in a red.

1484 CAXTON Fables of sEsop vi. vii, \Vhanne ) pyped and
played of my muse or bag pype ye dayned, ne wold ?iot

daunce. 1526 TIXDALE Luke vii. 32 We have pyped vnto
you, and ye have nott daunsed. 1586 in Neal Hist. Purit.
(1732) I. 480 The service of God is grievously abused by
piping with organs. 1634 MILTON Com its 823 The soothest

Shepherd that ere pip't on plains. 1765 GRAY Shakespeare
15 When thou hear'st the organ piping shrill. 1789 [see 5].

1872 KESANT & RICE Ready-Money Mott, iv, The Arcadian
shepherd piped upon the mountain. 1893 STEVENSON Catri.
ona ii. 21 I'm Hieland born, and when the clan pipes, who
but me has to dance ?

b. To whistle, as the wind, a man, a bird, etc. :

see 5 a, b.

2. trans. To play (a time, music) upon a pipe.
I39 GOWKR Con/. II. 113 With that his Pype on hpnde he

hente, And gan to pipe in his manere Thing which was
slepi forto hiere. 1509 HAWES Past. Pleas, iii. (Percy SocJ
15 Wyth goodly pypes in their mouthes i-tuned.. they pyped
a daunce, I-clipped Amour de la hnult plesaunce. 1526
TINDALK i Cor. xiv. ? Except they make a distinccion in the
soundes : howe shall it be knowen what is pyped or harped ?

1596 SPENSER F. Q. vi. ix. 8 The lustie shepheard swaynes
. .did pype and sing her prayses dew. 1789 BLAKE Songs

PIPE.

TnnfiC. Introd. 2 Piping down the valleys wild, Piping sonijs
of pleasant glee. 1820 W. IRVING Sketch Bk^ Royal Poet
(1859) 68 Those witching airs still piped among the wild
mountains and lonely glens of Scotland. 1871 R. ELLIS
Catitllus\x\\\. 22 On a curved oat ihe Phrygian deep pipeth
a melody. 1898 (1. MKKKDITH Odes Fr. Hist, n She piped
her sons the frontier march,

b. transf. To bring into some place or condition

by playing on a pipe ; to lead by the sound of
a pipe ; to entice or decoy, as wild fowl

; alsoy%>.
f To pipe up (quot. c 1546^, to exalt or worship
with pipes, i. e.

or^rm-music (pb$.}.
c 1546 JOYE in Gardiner Dedar. Art. Joye 93 They pipe

him [God] vp with orgaynes. 1673 DKYDEN Ambeyna. \. i,We must put on a seeming Kindness, . .pipe 'em wiihin the
Danger of our Net, and then we'll draw it o'er 'em. 1689
T. R. I'iew Govt. Europe 67 A lightness of humour, by the
which they are easily piped into a new mode of Govern-
ment. 1842 BROWNING Pied Piper nd fin., Whether they
pipe us free from rats or from mice. 1889 Cornh. Mag. Dec.
616 He pipes them homewards, and they trot along. .as if

they liked the music.

3. Nmit. To summon, as a boatswain the crew,
to some duty, or to a meal, by sounding the pipe
or whistle, 'trans.^m&intr.} Ahotrattsf. To pifc
away, down, to dismiss by sounding the pipe.
1706 E. WARD ll'ooden World Diss. (17^8) 102 Whensn.

ever the Boatswain pipes to Dinner. 1789 (i. KFATF. Pele-^.-

Isl. 92 The boatswain .. piped all out to their separate
departments. 1790 C. DIBIMN Song^

' Twn ]>wlin' v, When
He who all commands Shall give.. The word to pipe all

hat.ds, 1809 MALKIN Gil Bias \. ii. f 2 All hands were
] iped to make the necessary arrangements. 1833 MARRVAT
/*. Simple viii, I., was ready at the gangway a quarter of
an hour before the men were piped away. Ibid. xi, The
hammocks were piped clown.. and the ship was once more
quiet. 1837 Dog-fiend x, Jemmy piped the hands up.
1867 SMYTH Sailer's \\'ord-bk., Pipe t/. :o / The order to
dismiss the men from the deck when a duty has been per-
formed on board .ship. 1884 H. COLIJXCWOOD Under
.Meteor Flag j 5 The hands had just been piped tobreakfa-t.

II. To utter a shrill and, originally, weak sound.

f4. /;;/;-. To utter a shrill and weak sound;
to cheep, squeak, peep. Said of chickens, small

birds, mice, etc., and contemptuously of persons.
Ofo.

t
and replaced by PEEP z 1

.
1

a 1250 PTC/ .y Night. 503 Ne myht bu len.c a word iqueje
Ac [bu] pipest al so doj a mo>e. 1350 Nominal* Gall.-

Angl. 759 i Ii. E. T. S.) Rayne gailic, Krogge piptth. c 1440
Proitip. raw. 401 '-2 Pypyn, or 5yppe, as henn byrdys, ..

pip.'O, piplr>. c 1460 Totvneley Myst. ii. 208 Whi, who is

that hub ouer the wall? we ! who was that th.it piped so
small? Ibid. xiii. 195 Who is that pypys so poore ? 1481
CAXTON Reynard x. (Arb.j 21 Ye shal catche myes by grete
heepis, herke how they pype [ori^. pipen\. 1483 Cath.

Angl. 281/1 To Pipe as a byrde,//y>/a>r.

5. The following appear to have begun ns varie-

ties of sense 4, but to have been influenced by
sense I, or by association with PIPE j.l, so as to

express a louder shrill sound.

a. To whistle : said of the wind (in later use,

sometimes, to howl\ of the human voice, a mar-
mot

;
also to hum or buzz shrilly as a winged

insect ; to whistle or whizz as a bullet.

1513 DOUGLAS sEneis in. viii. 48 At our desyre, The seson-
able air pipis vp fair and schire. 1600 SHAKS. A. Y. L. \\.

vii. 162 His bigye manly voice, Turning againe toward
childish trebble pipes, And whistles in his sound. 163*
MILTON Penscroso 126 While rocking Winds are Piping
loud. 1814 SCOTT Ld. oj Isles in. x.viii, The favouring
breeze, wl'en loud It pipes upon the galley's shroud. 1824
LONGF. n'oods in Winter vi, Gathering winds . . Amid the
vocal reeds pipe loud. 1860 TYNDALL Glac. \. ii. 22 The
frightened marmots piped incessantly from the rocks. 1880

Daily Tel. 7 Sept., With the anchor over the bow, and the
wind piping through the

rigging. 1880 DOYLE Micah
Clarke 136 We heard the bullets piping all around them.

b. To whistle or sing as a bird.
a 1591 H. SMITH in Spurgeon Treas. Dav. Ps. cxxxvi. i

lake a bird that is taught to pipe. (11771 GRAY Birds i

There pipes the woodlark. 1822 W. IRVING Braceb. Hall I.

vi. 51 The thrush piped from the hawthorn. 1828 [see PIPING
?/'/. sb. 1

il. 1884 W. C. SMITH Kildrostan 61 O throstle

softly piping High on the topmost bough.
C. To speak or talk loudly and shrilly.

1784 R. HACK Barhatn Dwns II. 268 My mother was the
best scold in all Ballyshannon, and if she did not pipe it

away two or three hours every day, she [etc.]. 1792
CHARLOTTE SMITH Desmond III. 177 He goes piping about,
and talks of unequal representation, and the weight of taxes.

1866 CUR. ROSSETTI Prince's Progr.>*\. 3 Voices piped on
the gale.

d. To weep, to cry. colloq. or slang. (Cf. to

pipe ones eye, 7.)
1797 MRS. M. ROBINSON Wahingham III. 310 She has

.been piping nil the way down to Bath. 01814 DIBDIN
Seng, Tnit Courage i, 'Tis nonsense for trifles, I own, to be

piping. 1824 LADY GRASVILLE Lett. (1894) I. 283 The organ
..is the finest thing I ever heard. The three or four first

chords made me pipe. 1901 FARMER Slang, Pipt..(\) to
talk ; and (2) to cry ; also to pipe np t to take apipe% to tune
one's pipest and to pif-e one's eye.

6. trans. To utter a. in a peeping or cheeping
voice, as a mouse; b. in a loud shrill or clear

voice, as a song-bird, a singer, or speaker.
1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. xvm. 406 Thanne piped pees of

poysye a note, Clarior est solito post maxima nebula phe~
bus. c 1384 CHAUCFR H. Fameu. 277 How every., noyse, or

sovne. .Thogh hyt were piped of a mouse Mote nede come
to Fames house. 1553 T. WILSON Rhet. (1580) 223 One
pipes out his woordes so small, through defauke of his

wynde pipe, that ye would thinke he whtsteled. 1567 Gutfe
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9f Godlie B. (S. T. S.) 208 Sa sail they pipe a merie fit.

1706 E. WARD ll'ooden World Diss. (1708) 07 The same old

Song,, which they have pip'd to each other these many
Years. 1750 GRAY Elegy 103 Oft as the woodlark piped her

farewell song. 1840 THACKKRAY Catherine'i^ The boys piped
out an hurrah. 1842 TENNYSON Launceloi $ G. ii, Some-
times the linnet piped his song. 1861 THACKERAY Four
Georges i, Italian soprani piped their Latin rhymes in place
of the hymns. 1871 R. ELLIS Catullus Ixi. 153 Love can

angrily pipe adieu.

7. To pipe one's eye or eyes (orig. Naitt. slang") :

to shed tears, weep, cry.
1789 C. DiBDiN^t?;/^, Poor Jack iii.What argufies sntv'ling

and piping your eye? a 1814 Sailor's Ret. n. i. in A'txu

firit. Theatre II. 357 Lucy and he must have piped their

eyes enough by this time. 1844 DICKENS Mart, Chit*.

xxxii, He was very frail and tearful ..his own peculiar
mission was to pipe his eye. 1897

' OUIDA
'

A/assnrenss

xxxii, 'One don't pipe one's eye when one comes into a
fortun'

',
said the wheelwright.

III. 8. Pugilistic slang. (intr.} To breathe

bard, pant from violent exertion or exhaustion.

1814 Sporting fttag. XLIV. 72 Painter aHength fell from

weakness, and both were at this time piping. 1826 Ibid.

XVII. 283 Bob was piping a little, but said '

nothing was
the matter'. 1827 DE QULNCEY Murder Wks. 1862 IV. 33
The baker came up piping.

IV. 9. Pipe up. a. trans. To blow up,
commence to play or sing, strike up. Also absol.

^1425 Cast. Persei 1
. 457 (Stage direct.'] Pipe vp music,

r 1570 .'J/ViT. Wit fy Science iv. lii. in Hazl. Dodsley II. 372

Pipe us up a galliard, minstrel. 1575 Ganuu. Gurton it. v.

ibid. III. 211 In the meantime fellows, pipe up your fiddles.

1883 STEVENSOX Treas. 1st, i. iii, Once he piped up to a
different air, a kind of country love-song.

b. intr. To raise the voice, speak up in a

piping voice; to rise or increase, as the wind.

1889 'MARK TWAIN*' Yankee at Crt. K. Arthur (ed.

Tauchn.) I. 167 As the guard laid a hand upon me, she

piped up with the tranquilest confidence. 1901 Daily
Chron. 14 May 8/7 The wind had piped up to half a gale
overnight.

Pipe (psip), ^. 2
[f.

PIPE s/>.i, senses 3-5.]
I. f 1. trans. ? To draw through pipes or

taps ;
to drink. Obs. rare.

1575 LANFHAM Let. (1871) 45 In lyttl more then a three

tlayz space, 72 tunn of Ale & JSeer waz pyept vp quite.

f 2. intr. ? To flow or be conveyed as through
a pipe. Obs.

1656 R. SHORT Drinking Water Pref. A ij b, We see so

many kickshaws in all sciences .. and new Paradoxes in

Physick, piping out of the Novelists Hraines.

II. 3. trans. Gardening. To propagate (pinks,

etc.) by cuttings or slips taken off at a joint of the

stem ;
see quot. 1856, and PIPTXG vhl. sb.- 2.

I788H. WALPOLE Let. to Mis. //. More
A, July, No botanist

am I ; nor wished to learn fiom you. .that piping has anew
signification. I had rather that you handled an oaten pipe
than a carnation one. 1856 DKI.AMFR Ft. Gard. (1861) 78
Carnations may. .be increased, after blooming, by

'

pipings',
i. e. the ends of the shoots broken oflf at a joint . .so as to form
a short pipe-like cutting... The pipings then are made to

strike root. ..Pinks are more generally piped, Carnations

layered. 1858 GLESNY Gard. Every-day Bk. 194/1 Carna-
tions, .when all the shoots that are long enough are layered,
those which are too short may be piped like pinks.

b. intr. Of certain herbs: To develop a tubular

stem, to become pipy.
1855 DELAMER Kitch. Gard. 78 It [celery] has a greater

tendency to
'

pipe ', or run up to seed. 1903 -wg~ Dial,

Diet.) Pipe . . Of onions : to run to seed-stalks but not to

seed. (Bedfordsh.)

III. 4. a. Dressmaking, etc. To trim or orna-

ment with piping (see PIPING M. sb.2 4).

1841 LEVER C. CfMalley Ixviii, Her blue satin piped with
scarlet. 1884 Girl's Own Paper 29 Nov. 138/2 The edges
of the newest bodices are now piped, as they were some
time ago. 1906 Myras Jrnl. i Apr. 10/3 If satin is used
the seams should be piped instead of being lapped.

b. Confectionery. To ornament (a cake, etc.),

or to form (an ornamental design) with sugar

piping (see PIPING vbl.sb? 8).

1883-4 [see PIPING vbl. sb? 8], 1894 Westnt. Gas. 11 Dec.

4/3 '1 he lower portion of the cake contains panels delicately

piped in sugar. 1901 Daily Chron. 4 Dec. 9/2 Wanted a
man.. to ice and pipe Christmas cakes.

IV. 5. trans. To furnish or supply with pipes ;

to lay (a place) with pipes (for gas, water, etc.).

1884 Boston (Mass.) Jrnl. Jan., A special
town meeting.,

to hear the report of the committee with reference to piping
the town. The committee will recommend that the town
take its water of Lynn. 1902 GREENOUGH & KITTREDGK
Words 192 Any noun can become a verb. . .Thus we have to

cudgel, to powder, to oil, to pipe (for gas), to wall in.

6. To convey (water, gas, oil, etc.) through or

by means of pipes.
1889 Whitby Gaz. 27 Sept. 3/2 A large Philadelphia

syndicate has secured the gas rights in Indiana. .and will

pipe the natural gas to Chicago. 1901 Daily Chron. 31 May
7/1 Fuel oil from the wells in Beaumont can be piped to
Port Arthur.

7. Mining. To direct a jet of water from a pipe

upon (gravel, etc.) : see HYDRAULIC a. I
;
to supply

with water for this purpose.
1882 Rep. to Ho. Repr. Prec. Met. U. S. 629 The length

of the season. .will depend upon the water available, ..some
of the smaller claims are not piped more than one hundred
to one hundred and fifty days per year. At the large mines

piping goes on night and day.

Pipe, z^. 3 [f. PiPEjtf. 1

*] trans. To put (liquor,

etc.) in a pipe or cask.

896

1465 Mann. $ Homeh. Exp. (Roxb.) 185 Reschard Felaw
bathe . . serten befe serten bere and serten flower pyped.
1513-14 Act s If'"- VIII, c. 16 Thoffice of packyng of

Wolleyn clothes . . and of Oder merchaundises to be pakked
tonned piped barellid or otherwise enclosid. 1766 ENTICK
London (1776) I. 410.

Pi'pe-clay, sb. A fine white kind of clay,
which forms a ductile paste with water

;
used for

making tobacco-pipes, and also (esp. by soldiers)
for cleaning white trousers, etc. Hence allusively,
excessive attention to the mintitije of dress and

appearance in the management of regiments.
[1758 RPID tr. Alacguer's Chym. I. 198 This lute is com-

posed of a very fine cretaceous earth, called tobacco-pipe
clay, moistened with.. oil of lint-seed, and a varnish made
of amber and gum copal.] 1806 Gazetteer Scotl. (ed. 2) 290
Limestone is abundant, and there is a great quantity of
what is called pipe-clay. 1851 MAYNE REID Scalp Hunt.
xxiii, He [the soldier] had got tired of pork and pipe-clay.
1858 \V. JOHNSON- lonica^ Yet bright gleams the pipe-clay
below the red breast, And in slate-coloured trowsers the

line look their best. 1862 Sat. Rev. 15 Mar. 299 Hampered
by conditions largely partaking of red tape and pipeclay.

1898 E. I. HARDY in United^ Service Mag. Mar. 650 He
spends all his time cleaning his things, and would be like a
fish out of water if pipeclay were abolished.
nitrib. 1779 FORREST l

r
vy. N, Guinea 165 A remarkable

rock., of a pipe clay colour, with a few bushes atop. 1835
GF.N-. P. THOMPSON Exerc. (1842' III. 259 Not altogether
perhaps what m:iy be called

'

in pipe-clay order '. 1849
K. E. NAPIKR Excurs. S. Africa II. 5 There was not often

time for the pipe-clay observances of the
'

regulations '.

Hence Pi'pe-clay v. trans., to whiten witli pipe-

] clay ; Jig. to put into spick and span order ; whence

Pi'pe-elayed ///. a., Pi'pe-claying vbl. sk. and

ffl.fi. Also Pi'pe-clayey, Pi'pe-clayish adjs.,

covered with pipe-clay; addicted to the use of

pipe-clay.
1833 MARRYAT P. Simple ii, They [midshipmen] *pipe-

clays their weekly accounts, and walks up and down with
their hands in their pockets. 1864 KNIGHT Passages Work.
Life I. 59 Our Volunteer .. had to pipe-clay his white
breeches and gaiters. 1830 MARRYAT King's Own xxx, Their
well *|>ipeclayed belts. 1890 Golden South 167 His mate,
very gruff and *

pipe-clayey. 1836 Frascr's May. XIII.

645 In these piping, and *pipe-claying, times of peace. 1859
All Year Round No. 34. 183 They are too soldier-like, too

*pipe-clayish.

Piped (paipt) ,///..! [f. PIPE sb^ and z>.
2
]

1. burnished with a pipe or pipes; having the

form of a pipe, tubular. Piped key = pipe-key:
see PIPE sb^ 1 1 b.

c 1520 in c//j Rep. Hist. MSS. Coima. 126 A pypyd key
for the wyket damns matris mee. 1549 COVKKDALE, etc.

Erasni. Par. Jas. 34 The adders hurte none but with

thrusting in theyr small piped toothe. 1578 I.YTE Dodoens
v. Ixxi. 637 The wylde Garlyke hath no leaues, but. .long,

rounde, small, holowe, pyped blades. 1705 J. PEIUKK in

Phil. Trans. XXV. 1956 It's externally piped towards the

Mouth. 1821 CLARE I'iil. Mimtr. I. 137 The ragged-robin
..With its pip'd stem.

2. Formed into, or ornamented with, piping : see

Pips.4.
1884 rail Mall C. 'Extra' 24 July 2/1 A large vase is

made of piped sugar. 1899 Daily News 28 Oct. 7/3 The
line of piped red cloth.

3. Conveyed by pipes.
1883 GRESI.EY Class. Coal Mining, Piped Air, ventilation

carried into the working places in pipes. 1889 Anthony's
Phologr. Bull. II. 77 If piped water cannot be had.

Piped, ///. at [repr. F. pipf, f. piper to de-

ceive, prop, to decoy birds by whistling. Cf.

Cotgrave
'

Pipi, deceiiied, cous;ned. .gulled, be-

guiled. Cartes piptes, & Dez pipez, false cards

or dice
'.]

In phr. piped dice : see etymology.
1843 JAMES Forest Days (1847) 275 You must think me.,

ready to play against you with piped dice.

Pi'pe-fish. [f.
PIPE s/>.

1 + FISH.] A fish of

the genus Syngnathus or family Syngnalhidx,

having a long slender body and a long snout.

1769 PENNANT Zcol. III. 107 As we want a gcnerical name
in our language for this genus \Syngna'hus\, we call it the

Pipe Fish, from its slender body. 1774 GOLDSM. Nat. Hist.

(1776) VI. 289 The body of the Pipe Fish, in th* tUnett

part, is not thicker than a swan-quill, while it is above

sixteen inches long. 1846 EMBLETON in Proc. Benv. Nat.
Club II. 168 A male specimen of the Little

Pipe
Fish

(Syngnathus ophidian), with the eggs of the female in its

abdominal pouches, was also exhibited.

Pipeful (pai-pful). [f.
PIPE sf>. 1 and 2 + -FUL.]

1. p. PIPE sb.'t] A quantity (of liquor, etc.)

sufficient to fill a pipe or large cask. rare.

i6osTiMME Qtimil.m. 167 It doth, .heate. .a whole pipe
ful of cold water.

2. [f.
PIPE sb. 1

} A quantity (of tobacco, etc.)

|

sufficient to fill the bowl of a pipe.
c 1613 ROWLANDS Paire Spy-Knaves 20 Who takes his

pipefull vp, And smokes it off, with pafe 'tis gone. 1844
'

KINCLAKE Eo'then (1845) 202 Poor indeed is the man in these

climes who cannot command a pipeful of tobacco.

Pipe-layer (psi'pil^a-i). [f. PIPE sb.^ +

LAYER sb. i.] a. A workman who lays pipes for

the conveyance of water, gas, etc. b. U. S.

political slang. One who schemes to procure cor-

rupt votes. (See quot. a 1882, and next.)

1851 MAYHF.W Land. Labour (1865) II. 510/2 Rubbish-

PIPEH.

eaers were mmeatey stgmatze as ppe ayers ,
a term

persistently applied to them for several years.

So Pi-pe-laying
1

, (a) the laying of pipes for

water, gas, etc. ; (b) in U. S. political slang, a form

ment in the Croton waterworks, so that 'pipe-laying
'

became
the slang term for this kind of bribery. 1864 WEBSTER,
Pipe-laying* the laying down of pipes, as for gas, water, etc.

1881 Nation (N. Y.) XXXII. 180 He would begin his pipe-
laying at a greater distance,. . and fortify his combinations

by many more devices.

Pipeless (pai-ples), a. [f. as prec. + -LESS
]

\Vithout a pipe ; having no pipe.

. xlviii. (1883) 493 A letter in which

e. ay 30 v. ve ouse,
heated by a Chinese pipeless stove.

Pipelet (pai-plet). nonce-wd. [f. as prec. +

-LET.] A small pipe; in quot. a weak piping voice

(PIPE sb.l 2).

1885 L. R. WALFORD Nan t,- other Stories I. 237 The above
remark was uttered in a soft treble pipe, and at last half-a-

dozen other pipelets, equally soft, responded.

Pi'pe-li'lie, sb. A continuous line of pipes ;
a

conduit of iron pipes for conveying petroleum from
the oil-wells to the market or refinery, or for sup-

plying water to a town or district. Also attrib.

Hence Pi'pe-line v. trans., to provide with, or

convey by, a line of pipes.
1883 Century Mag. July 332/2 When the tank at a well is

nearly full, notice is sent to the nearest agency of the pipe
lines. Ibid. 334/2 The pipe line system was a thing of small

beginnings and slow growth. 1886 Pall Mall G. 22 Oct. 2/2
Russia has the finest oil-field in the world in the Trans-

Caucasus, which she is now 'pipe-lining' down to the Black

Sea. 1891 Daily News 3 June 5/6 A temporary pipe line

has been laid across the bed of the Mersey,. .and now the

water is being discharged on the Lancashire side.

Pipe-major, -maker, etc. ; see PIPE sbl u.

Pipemaxi (pai'pmfai). [* Pip sb^- + MAN s/>.]

1. A man who smokes a pipe, nonce-use.

1826 filackw. Mag. XX. 155 Particular pipemen, and soli-

tary cigarers, no doubt, always existed.

2. A workman who attends to a pipe, e. g. in

hydraulic mining.
1877 RAYMOND Statist. Mines fy Mining n Gravel-miners

and pipemen. 1898 Century Mag. Feb. 490/2 The lieutenant

. .tried to pull this unhappy pipe-man with him.

PipeiUOUtll (pai'pnicuib). A fish of the genus
I-istitlaria or family Fistnlariidx^ characterized

by a long pipe-like snout. So Prpe-mouthed
(-mauo'd, -maubt) a.

} having such a snout.

Piper 1
(pM-pai). [OE. fipere, f. pipe, PIPE

sb.^ + -ere, M'.1
1. One who plays on a pipe (esp. a strolling

musician) ; in Scotland spec, one who plays on the

bagpipe
^075^"

Tibicen, pipere. n.. Ibid. 539/23 'lilncen, pipare. ^1384
CHAUCFR House f. in. 144 Pipers of alle Duche tonge.
r 1440 Protnp. Parv. 401/1 Pypare, fistwlator. 1561 T.

NORTON Calvin's Inst. iv. xiii. (1634) 621 As the common

people say, he is an evill piper but a good fidler. 1574 Reg.

J'rivy Council Scot. II. 418 Edmond Broun, ane Hieland

pyper. 1599 SHAKS. Much Ado\. iv. 131 Let'shaueadance.
..Strike vp Pipers. 1641 BEST Farm. Ms. (Surtees) 97
There is txt. allowed to a piper for playing to the clippers

all the day. 1758 JOHNSON Idler No. 7 fs At their con-

vivial assemblies.. to hear a piper. 1842 BROWNING (title

p/poem) The Pied Piper of Hamelin.
attrib. 14.. Norn, in Wr.-Wiilcker 693/8 Hecfistilatrix,

a piper wyfe. 1812 W. TENSANT Anster F. \\. xlv, No
paltry vagrant piper-carle is he.

b. Phrases. "\ Piper s cheeks', swollen or in-

flated cheeks, as of one blowing a pipe, t Drunk
as a piper-, quite drunk. Piper s news (Sc.) : news

already well known. To pay the piper : t. e. for

piping to lead the dance; hence, to defray the cost,

or bear the expense or loss, incident to some

undertaking or proceeding.
1602 WITHAL Diet. 286/1 That hath bigge or great

cheekes, as they tearme them, pipers cheekes, buccvkntm.

1770 Gentl. Mag. X LI. 560 As drunk as a Piper. 1772 K.

GRAVES Spir. Quix. x. xxix, Jerry, .proceeded so long in

recommending sobriety, and in tossing off horns of ale, that

he became as drunk as a piper. 18*2 HOGG Perils of Man
I. ii. 29, 'I came expressly to inform you

'' Came with

piper's news ',
said the lady,

' which the fiddler has told

before you '. 1681 1'. FLATMAK Heraclitus Ridens No. 29

(1713) I. 190 After all this Dance he has led the Nation, he

must at last come to pay the Piper himself. 1753 CHESTERF.

JVewsiS Dec. 9/1 Londoners had paid the piper, and she

choose the tune.

t c. Applied to a tree that furnishes wood for

pipes. Obs. nonce-use. In quot. appositive.

c 1381 CHAUCER Par!. Faults 178 The byldere ok, and ek

the hardy assh, The pilere elm, ..The boxtre pipere,. .The

saylynge fyr, . .The shetere Ew.



PIPEB.

2. Popular name of several kinds of fish. a. A
species of gurnard, Trigla lyra ; so called from

the sound it makes when caught, f b. In quot.

1674,
= ANGEL-FISH. 06s. o. In New Zealand, the

garfish, tfemirhamphus interinedius.

1601 CHESTER Love's Mart., Dial. Ixxxiii, The Piper good
for to be eaten, a 1672 WILLUGHBY Icthyogr. (1686) Tab.
S. I, Lyra Rond., The Piper. 1674 RAY Collect. Words,
(Sea) Fishes 99 The Piper, Raio-squatina Rondel. . . The
Cornish men call another Fish, viz. a sort of Cuculus or

Gurnard by the name of Piper. 1766 [C. ANSTEY] Bath
Guide iv. 63 She has order'd for Dinner a Piper and Dory.
1769 PENNANT Zool. III. 234 The Piper. .. Trigla Lyra..
esteemed an excellent fish. 1871 Field 25 Nov. 457/1, 1 look
on

the_ Piper as the float fish of New Zealand. Ibid., I do
not think that the New Zealand piper is as perfect in flavour

as the Melbourne one.

attrib. 1611 COTGR., A iguille, . . a Horne-backe, Piper-fish,

Cane-fish, or Horne-fish. 1812 Pennant's Zoot. 374 The
piper gurnard is frequently taken on the western coasts.

1837 M. DONOVAN Dom. Econ. II. 185 The piper gurnard,
. . when taken from the water emits a singular sound.

3. a. A young pigeon, a squab, b. A sandpiper
(Cent. Diet.}.
1885 NEWTON Diet. Birds (1894), Pigeon, French Pigeon,

Italian Piccione and Pipione, Latin Pipio, literally a nestling-
bird that pipes or cries out, a '

Piper
'

the very name now
in use among Pigeon-fanciers.

4. a. A name given to beetles of the Curcu-

tionidse, with a long proboscis, b. A sea-urchin,
Cidaris papillata, with club- shaped spines, fancied

to resemble a bagpipe (also called piper-tirchiri).
1711 Phil. Trans. XXVII. 332 Small English Pipers, or

long-snouted Beetles. 1809 EDMONSTONE Zetland Isl, II.

320 E[chinus] Cidaris, found in deep water, Piper.
5. A broken-winded horse : see quots. ; cf. roarer.

1831 YOUATT Horse x. 196 Some horses make a shrill noise
when in quick action ; they are said to be Pipers. 1844
STEPHENS Bk. Farm II. 227 There are many degrees of
broken wind, which receive appellations according to the
noise emitted by the horse ! and on this account he is called
a piper, trumpeter.
6. (See quot. and cf. PIPING vbl. s6.1 2, quot.

1884.)
1884 PHTN Diet. Apiculture 53 Piper, an after-swarm

having a virgin queen.

Piper 2
(pai'paa). [f. PIPE rf.1 or v.- + -ER

1.]

f 1. (?) A workman who lays or repairs pipes ;

a plumber. 06s.

1456 Cal. AIIC. Rec. Dublin (1889) I. 291 The feys that
the pyperys had hefor thys tym for bar wachyng about the

town,, .be yreryt and payet to the makinge of the pypys of
the sayd cytte for a yer. 1469 Ibid. 332 [Admissions to
franchise.. Richard Bennet,] piper; [John Welles,] packer.
[John Talbot,] pyper.
2. One who smokes tobacco in a pipe. Now

rare.

1632 D. LUPTON London fy C. Carbonadoed 85 He is for
the most part a potter and piper. 1663 GERBIER Counsel 41
Pipers and Potters, to sit in Tavernes. 1897 *9<* Cent.

May 821 The early
'

piper
'

loses his growth, becomes hoarse,
effete, lazy, and stunted.

3. Name for a kind of caddis-worm (also piper
caddis), which forms a pipe or tube.

1653 WALTON Angler xii. 231-2 One Cadis called a Piper,
whose husk or case is a piece of reed about an inch long or

longer. . .There is also a lesser Cadis-worm, called a Cock-
spur, .it is much less than the Piper Cadis.

4. A dog used to lure wild fowl into the pipe of
a decoy ;

a decoy-dog.
1865 W. WHITE 2i. Eng. I. in If given to barking or to

frolic, or to take fright without occasion,, .such a dog will
never do for a '

piper '. 1886 Athenseum 21 Aug. 231/1 A
clever arrangement of screens over which a bushy-tailed dog
not unlike a fox the '

piper ',
as it is called is taught to

leap at the word of command.
5. A fissure in the coal in a mine, from which

gas escapes :
= BLOWER 1

4.

1883 Standard 8 Nov. 5/8 [The explosion] was caused by
what is known as a '

piper ', or air-hole in the coal. 1883 in
GRESLEY Gloss. Coal Mining.
6. Confectionery. One who ornaments cakes, etc.

with sugar piping : see PIPE z>.
2 4 b.

1904 Daily Chron. 20 June 11/7 Pastrycook and Con-
fectioner, .good piper.

Fiperaceons (pipers/as), a. [f. L. piper
PEPPER + -ACEOUS, or f. Bot.L. Piperace-se + -ous.]
t a. Of the nature of pepper ; pungent. Obs.
b. Bot. Belonging to the Natural Order Piperacem,
the pepper tribe (typical genus Piper ; see PKPPER).
1674 Phil. Trans. IX. 5 Being, if I may so speak, pipera-

ceous and biting. 1846 Penny Cycl. Suppl. II. 272/1 Matica
or Matico..zu astringent plant, .from Peru.. .Doubts exist
as to the botanical origin of the plant, some ascribing it to
a Labiate plant . . while others refer it to a piperaceous plant.

tPi'perate, a. Obs. [ad. L.piperdt-us pep-
pered, pungent, adj. f. piper PEPPER : see -ATE 2

.]

Containing pepper, peppered ; peppery, pungent.
1683 Phil. Trans. XIII. 168 Hot and piperate Antidotes.

1693 Ibid. XVII. 872 A.. hot piperate and Spicy Plant.

Piperate (pi-per/t), sb. Cheat, [f. PIPEE-IC +
-ATE *.] A salt of piperic acid.

1873 WATTS Fmunes' Chan. (ed. n) 827 The piperates are

sparingly soluble in water.

Piperazine (pi-perazain). Pharm. [f. 'L. piper
(see next) + Az(o- + -INE5.] A compound allied

to Spermine ; chemically di-ethylentdiamine (Syd. ,

Soc. Lex.). Also called Pipera'zidine.
VOL. VII.

897

1891 Lancet 18 Apr. 897 It is stated.. that piperazidine
dissolves uric acid more readily than any other substance
of a basic nature. 1894 MUIR & MORLEY Watts' Diet.
Chem. IV. 277 Piperazine. 1897 Allbntt's Syst. Mcd.\\\. 173
Piperazine, whether in the free state or as chloride, was not
found to exercise any influence on the advent of precipita-
tion. 1901 Brit. Med. Jrnl. No. 2092 Epit. Med. Lit. 20
Piperazine is the best drug for the underlying morbid con-
dition.

Piperic (pipe-rik), a. Chem. [f. L. piper
pepper + -1C.] Pertaining to or derived from

pepper; in piperic acid, an acid (C 12H 10O4) ob-
tained by boiling piperine with potash.
1866 WATTS Diet. Chem. IV. 653 Piperic acid forms

yellowish capillary needles
;
in the moist state, a sulphur-

yellow jelly which shrinks on drying. 1876 [see PIFEUIDINE].

Piperidge, variant of PJPPEBIDGE.

Piperidine (pipe-ridain). Chem. [mod. f. L.

piper pepper + -IDE + -INE 5.]
' A volatile base

(CsHuN) produced by the action of alkalis on

piperine
'

(Watts). Formerly also piperidia.
1857 MILLER Elem. Chem. III. 286 Piperidine. . .This is

a remarkable oily base, with a pungent odour, recalling
both that of ammonia, and that of pepper. 1866 WATTS
Diet. Chem. IV. 656. 1876 HARI.EY Mat. Med. (ed. 6) 434
Nitric acid decomposes it into piperic acid and piperidia.
1888 REMSEN Org. Chem. 355 Piperidine.

Piperine (pi'perain), sb.
[f. asprec. + -INE 5.]

1. Chem. An alkaloid (C 17H19NO3) obtained
from species of pepper (Piper nigrum and P.

longuni), crystallizing in colourless prisms, and

melting when heated to a pale yellow limpid oil.

1820 Q. yrnl. Sci. Lit. $ A rt IX. 402 Piperine is obtained
from pepper, by digesting it in alcohol. 1838 T. THOMSON
Chem. Org. Bodies 760 M. Orstedt first announced, in 1819,
the existence of a peculiar principle in the fruit of piper
nigrum, or black pepper, to which, he gave the name of

piperin. 1874 GARROD & BAXTER Mat. Med. (1880) 349 A
nitrogenized feeble base, Piperine . . in rhomboidal prisms,
white, almost tasteless, and inodorous.

2. = PEPERINO, late 'L.piperinus (Isidore). rare~.
1882 OCILVIE, Piperin, Piperine. i. A concretion of

volcanic ashes.

Pi-perine, a. rare~ l
.

-INE 2.] Peppery.
1842 Blackiv. Mag. LII. 720 We naturally, with piperine

heat, re-affirm our dictum.

Piperine, -ino, var. PEPERINE, -INO.

Piperitious (piperHas), a. rare-", [f. L.

piper pepper + -iTiousi; cf.cineritimis.] Resem-

bling pepper, pungent : = PIPEKACEODS a.

1890 in Cent. Diet.

Piperivorous (piperi-voras), a. rare- , [f.

modlL. piperivor-us (f. piper pepper + -vorus de-

vouring) + -ous.] Feeding on pepper, as a bird.

1858 in MAYNE Expos. Lex.

Piperly (pai-pa-ili), a. [f. PIPER! + -LY*.]
Resembling, or befitting, a piper ; paltry, trashy,
beggarly, despicable.

[f.
L. piper pepper +

not be.. detected. 1822 J. WILSON in Blackiv. Mag. XII.
107, I don't care a tester for that piperly poet of green Erin.

1834 Tait's Mag. I. 542/2 This is some of the piperly stuff of
your snivelling poets.

Piperno, variant of PEPERINO.

Pi'pe-ro:ll. [f. PIPE sb.i- 5 + ROIL. s&.] The
Great Roll of the Exchequer, comprising the various
'

pipes ', or enrolled accounts, of sheriffs and others
for a financial year.
1612 DAVIES Why Ireland, etc. (1787) 20 In all the ancient

pipe-rolls in the times of Henry the Third, Edward the
First, Edward the Second, and Edward the Third, .there is

this entry : In Thesatiro nihil. 1698 WANLEY in Lett. Lit.
Men (Camden) 258 The Pipe Roll ; with the black and red
Books of the Exchequer. 1711 MADOX Hist. Exchequer,
Explanation ofBreviatures : Magnus Rotulus, The Great
Roll of the Exchequer commonly called the Pipe Roll. 1765
BLACKSTONE Comw. I. iv. 222 There are traces of it's pay-
ment, .in the book of domesday and in the great pipe-roll of

Henry the first. 1891 Guide to Public Record Office 293The Pipe Rolls or Great Rolls of the Exchequer contained
the yearly charge against the Sheriffs of the several counties.

Pipery (pi 'peri). Also 9 pippiree. [a. F.

piperie (Froger, 1698), perh. = Sp. *piperia : cf.

Sp. pipero cooper, f. pipa barrel.] A native raft

or float in the West Indies and S. America, of
the same nature as a catamaran.
1698 FROGER Voy. 102 We.. saw all along the [Argentine]

Coast.. the Negro's Piperies [orig. de Piperies des negres],
as they are called, being no other than three or four pieces
of Wood made fast together, whereon two men go out a
fishing. 1707 SLOANE Jamaica I. 216 We cut and made
Piperies or Floats of four or five of these trtincs, being light
and floating;, .they being tied together. . two or three or more
of them, according to the bigness of the Pipery. 1827
ROBERTS Voy. Centr. Amer. 151 The Buccaniers.. descended
the river in floats or pippirees to the Atlantic.

Pi -

pe-sta:pple. Se. and north, dial. Also
-staple, -stopple, [f. PiPErf.

1 + STAPPLE, STOPPLE,
MDu. siapel stem, stalk.]
1. The stem of a tobacco-pipe.
1816 SCOTT Bl. Dwarf'ix, Pinches or forehammers will

never pick upon 't [the tower], ..ye might as weel batter at
it wi' pipe-staples. 1824 Blaclnv. Mag. XVI. 237 Not worth :

the notice of a pipe-stapple. 1825 BROCKETT N. C. Gloss., i

Pipestoppel, a fragment of the shank of a tobacco-pipe.

PIPI.

2. (See quots.)
1825 JAMIESON, Pipe-stapple. . . Used as synon. with Windie-

strae, for smooth-crested grass, Loth. 1886 BRITTEN &
HOLLAND fcng. Plant-n., Pipe-stapple. . . Cynosurus. cri~
status. The stiff stalks are used for cleaning pipes.

Fi'pe-stone. [f. PIPE s6.1 + STONE.]
1. A hard red clay or soft stone used by the
American Indians for tobacco-pipes : =CATLINITE.
1809 A. HENRY Tra-v. 24 The Portage du Grand Calumet,

..which name is derived from the pierre a calumet, or

pipe-stone, which here interrupts the river. 1841 CATLIN
N. Airier. Ind. I. xxix. 234 The bowls. .are generally made
of the red

stea_tite
or 'pipe-stone'. Ibid. II. Iv. 206 note,

'Pipe-stone '..is harder than gypsum and softer than car-
bonate of lime. 1855 LONGF. Hiaw. i. 2 On the great Red
Pipe-stone Quarry.
2. Lead Manuf. A piece of cast iron (? originally

a stone), having a groove through which the

tuyere or blast-pipe passes, in a smelting furnace.

1839 URE Diet. Arts 756 The posterior ledge of the sole. .

supports another piece of cast iron . . called pipe-stone,

scooped out at its under part.. for the passage of the tuyere.

Prpe-tree. [f. PIPE j*.1 9 + TBKB.] A name
used in the seventeenth century to English Lat.

Syringa in its then wide sense, including (a) the
Common Syringa, Mock Orange, or Orange-blossom
(F. seringat), Philadelphia (oronarius, the 'white

Pipe-tree'; (*) the Lilac, Syringa vulgaris Linn.,
the 'blew Pipe-tree'. Also the ' double (white)
Pipe-tree \Jasminuin Sainbac. (See PIPE s6. 1

9.)
_l629 PARKINSON Paratlisi cvii. 407 The blew Pipe tree

riseth sometimes to be a great tree. Ibid. 408 The single
white Pipe tree or bush, neuer commeth to that height of
the former. ..The flowers .. are of a strong, full, or heady
sent, not pleasing to a great many. Ibid. 410 The double
white Pipe tree is much used in Egypt to help women in
their trauailes of childbirth. 1688 R. HOLME Armoury II.

71/2 The double Pipe-tree, or Jasmine of Arabia, hath the
Flowers double. 1707 MORTIMER Husb. (1721) II. 185 Lilac,
or Pipe-Tree, . .affords fine scented Flowers in April or May.
1756-66 AMORY Bnncle (1825) III. 226 A liquor ofa beautiful

colour, like that of the lilach or pipe-tree blossom.

b. Pudding Pipe-tree : see PUDDING.

Pipette (pipe't), sb. [a. F. pipette, dim. of

pipe PIPE sl>.
1

: see -ETTE.]
1. A pipe or tube of small calibre, and of various

forms, used (esp. in chemistry or in scientific ex-

periments) to transfer or measure small quantities
of a liquid or gas.
1839 URE Diet. Arts 68 We readily obtain a volume of

100 cubic centimetres by means of a pipette. 1860 F. W.
GRIFFIN in yrnl. Soc. Arts VIII. 324/1 By means of a

graduated pipette I took a thousandth part containing, .one
thousandth of a grain of arsenious acid. 1884 Tiwes2jQct.
4/2 A '

pipette
'

is., a glass tube with a., swelling about one-
third

up from its lower end. It is used . . in laboratories . .

for sucking up small quantities.. of poisons, .. or objection-
able liquids.
attrio. 1881 TYNDALL Floating Matter of Air imitate,

I have called them '

pipette-bulbs
'

because they are formed
by hermetically sealing one shank of a pipette. Ibid. 173
If ..the india-rubber tube failed to clasp with sufficient

tightness the pipette-shank. 1898 Allbutl's Syst. Med. V.

437 Distilled water is then added, drop by drop, from the

pipette stopper of a bottle supplied for that purpose.
2. Pottery Manuf. A can or pot fitted with a

narrow tube through which slip or barbotine is

poured upon the ware for decoration.

Hence Pipe'tte v. trans., to pour, convey, or

draw (off, out} by means of a pipette.
18.. Amer. Chem. Jrnl. IX. 177 (Cent.) The solution of

arsenic acid was pipetted into the Dottle. 1899 CAGNEY tr.

Jaksch's Clin. Diagn. iv. (ed. 4) 138 The a:ther is pipetted
or siphoned off.

Pipe-work. [f. PIPE sb.'1 + W'ORK s&.]
1. Mining. A pipe vein of ore ;

= PIPE s&.1 7 c (a).

1653 MANLOVE Lead Mines 264 Primgaps, Roof-works,
Flat-works, Pipe-works, Shifts. 1829 GloT.'er's Hist. Derby
I. 65 Pipe-works lie between two rocks or strata, yet seldom
follow any regular inclination, but fill up fissures.

2. Pipes in the mass, or as part of a structure.

1890 Cent. Diet. s. v. Organ, The pipework includes a
great variety of different kinds of pipes.

Pipewort (pai'piwwt). [f.
PIPE rf.i 3 + WORT.]

Any plant of the genus Eriocaulon ; extended by

Lindley to the whole of the N.O. Eriocanlacex,

comprising aquatic or marsh herbs allied to grasses,
with a membranous tube surrounding the ovary.
1806 GALPINE Brit. Bot. 391 Eriocaulon. Pipewort. 1846

LINDLEY Veg. Kingd. 122 The presence, among the Pipe-
worts, of a membranous tube.

Pipey, erron. form of PIPY.

fPiphre. Obs. rare- 1
, [a. i6thc. f.pifye

(= mod.F.yf/h;), ad. It. pifero, piffero FIFE.] A
fife or other wind instrument.
a 1603 JAS. I. Chorus Venetus in Farr . P. Jos. I (1848) 3

Praise him with trumpet, piphre, and drumme, With lutes
and organes fine.

II Pipi 1
(pz'pO- [Tupi pipai.'} Name of the

astringent pods of a Brazilian leguminous plant,

Csesa/pinia Pipai, sometimes imported together
with divi-divi for tanning. Also, the plant itself.

1866 Treas. Bot. 188 C[xsa!pinia\ Pipai produces pods
which possess some astringency, and are called Pipi pods.
1895 Syd. Soc. Lex., Pi-pi, the astringent legumes of the

CcSSalpinia papai.

II Flpi
2

(pi'pi). Also peppy, pippy. [Maori.]
' Maori name of a shell-fish, sometimes (erroneously)
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PIPIENT.

called the cockle, Mtzodesma navx-zelandix
'

(Morris Austral Eng.\
[1820 Gramm. % Vocab. Lang. N. Zealand 193 (Morris)

Pipi, a cockle.) 1852 MUNDY Our Antipodes (1837) II6

Piles of white shells of the '

pipi ',
or cockle, brought from

the seashore for food. 1881 J. L. CAMPBELL Poenamo 204

(Morris) Fern-root, flavoured with fish and pippies. 1882

T. H. POTTS Out in Open 25 (ibid.) Each female is busily

employed in scraping the potatoes thoroughly with pipi-

shells. 1892 E. REEVES Homeward Bound 115 Sea-gulls

..loath to leave their breakfast of pipis dug out of the sand.

t Pi'pient, a. Obs. rare. [ad. L. pipient-em,

some perfect, some pipient, some hatcht, some half hatcht.

1615 T. ADAMS Sfir. Navig. 54 Hypocrites, a pipient

broode, cackling their owne ripeness.

Piping (pai-pin), vbl. sbl [f.
PIPE z>.l + -ING 1.]

The action of PIPE v. 1

1. Playing on a pipe ; the music of pipes or

wind-instruments.
c 1275 LAY. 5110 par was gleomenne songe, bar was piping

among. 13.. K. Alls. 1042 (Bodl. MS.) At be fest was

harpyng And pipyng & tabournyng. 1535 COVERDALE
Ecclus. xl. 21 Pypinge and harpinge make a swete noy.se.

1641 HINDE y. Bruen iii. 12 The holy Sabbaths .. were

wholly spent.. in Maypoles and Maygames, Pipings and

Dancings, ft 1706 R. SEMPLE Piper ofKilbarchan xiv, We
need not look for Piping mair, Sen Habbie's dead. 1870
MORRIS Earthly Par. I. i. 308 Unto their piping must all

people dance.

2. The utterance of a shrill sound, or the sound

itself (with the varieties of sense indicated in PIPE

v. !
4-6) ; cheeping, chirping, whistling ; singing

or speaking in a shrill tone.

a 1250 Owl ff Night. 567 Bo bi piping over-go, Ne bob n

be craftes na mo. 1398 TKEVISA Earth. De P. R. XII.

xxxix. (Bodl. MS.), 1'he reremous..is a beeste iliche to a

mous. .wi}> voice & pipinge wibcrye. f 1440 Promp. Pan'.

401/2 Pypynge, crye of yonge bryddys, pipulatus. 1552

HULOET, Piuynge or piepynge of byrdes or fowles. 1828

Craven Gloss, (ed. 2), Piping, the musical signal of bees

preparatory to their swarming or casting a second time.

1833 HT. MARTINEAU Manch. Strike i, The shrill piping of

a bulfinch was heard. 1839-40 W. IRVING ly'ol/erl's A'.

(1855) 19 Between the frosty pipings of the breeze. 1884
PHIN Diet. Apiculture, Piping ofQueens, a sound made by
young queens when there is also in the hive a mature queen,
but one not yet emerged from her cell.

3. Weeping, crying, slang or colloq.

1779 SEWARD in Mine. D'Arblay's Diary r6 June, No
more piping, pray. 1837 MARRYAT Dog-fie>id\K, What's the

use of piping, boys, I never yet could larn.

4. atlrib.

a 1711 KEN Sion Poet. Wks. 1721 IV. 319 Mirth, Song,
Dance, or Piping-match. 1711 SIIAFTESB. Charac. (1737)
III. 127 The unmanly disfiguration of their, .countenance,
which this piping-work produc'd.

Pi-ping, vbl. sb? [f. PIPE z<.2 and sl>. 1 + -ING I.]

f 1. The smoking of a pipe, tobacco-smoking.
1660 T. HALL Funetria Florae (1661) 13 Christmas revels,

with dancing, drinking, . . potting, piping, gaming. 1670

J. DAWTRY in St. Papers, Dom. 458 Too much piping and

potting will be an enemy to him.

2. Gardening. The propagation of pinks, etc. by

cuttings (see PIPE v. 2 3) ; concr. a cutting or slip

of a pink or other plant taken off at a joint.

1788 [see PIPE
p.

2
3). 1846 J. BAXTER Libr. Pract. Agric.

(ed. 4) I. 310 Trimming off the leaves, except those at the

extremity, which only require their ends shortened, as

directed for pipings. 1831 Beck's^
Florist 192 Pinks.

Continue to put out the rooted pipings, and prepare the

beds for the next season's bloomers. 1856 [see PIPE z>.
2

3].

3. a. The action of furnishing with pipes or

tubes, b. concr. Pipes collectively.

1846 Athcnxum 14 Feb. 178 Professor Brande concluded
his communication by exhibiting zinced iron piping. 1870
Pall niall G. 18 Aug. 4 Deluged with a strong jet of

cold water administered through a piping. 1885 Manch.
Exam. 17 Feb. 5/4 To supplement the supply .. by .. an

expensive system of piping from Peterborough.
4. Dressmaking, etc. a. The trimming or orna-

menting of the edge of stuff or the seams of a

garment, by means of a fine cord enclosed in a pipe-
like fold of the edge or of a distinct strip of stuff;

concr., the tubular kind of trimming thus formed.

b. Fluting : cf. PIPE sbl 4 i. Also attrib.

1858 SIMMONDS Diet. Trade, Piping, a kind of cord

trimming or fluting for ladies' dresses. Piping-irons, fluting-
irons. iSSo Plain Hints Needlework 100 Of late years,
the act of piping has been introduced into under-linen to

save trouble ; a cord covered with material cut on the bias

is inserted. 1891 Pall Mall G. 27 Aug. 4/1 The Princess. .

wearing a.. dark blue serge yachting costume, the coat and
skirt outlined with a piping of white. 1894 C. N. ROBIN-
SON Brit. Fleet 502 The lieutenant's undress coat..had a
white edging or piping. 1895 A. MORRISON Chron. M.
Hewitt v. 256 A man in a blue coat, with dull red piping [in

the seams] and brass buttons.

5. In harness, A tubular leather covering for

a trace-chain, or such coverings collectively. (Cf.
PIPE sb.l 4 a.)

1875 in KNIGHT Diet. Mech.

f6. A mode of dressing the hair by curling it

around little cylinders or roulettes of wood or

baked pipe-clay : cf. PIPE sb. 1
4J. Obs.

7. In jewellery, Lengths of gold (or other) tubing,

fixed to the back of a thin plate of metal to

strengthen it.

898

i88i G. WALLIS in Encycl. Brit. XIII. 676/2 Another

smaller diadem found in another tomb.. is of gold plate,
so

thick as to require no '

piping
'

at the back to sustain it.

8. Confectionery. The action or art of ornament-

ing cakes, etc. with cord-like lines or twists of

sugar ; concr. the lines or twists so used.

1883 R. HALDANE Workshop Receipts Ser. n. 154/1 When
dry, ornament with piping, orange-blossom, ribbon, &c.

1884 Birmingham Daily Post 23 Feb. 3/6 Well up in iceing

and piping.
9. Mining. =HTDKAULICKING: see PIPE v."

Jr.

1881 RAYMOND Gloss. Mining, Piping, i. See Hydraulick-

ing. 1895 J. W. ANDERSON Prospector's Handbk. (ed. 6)

163 Piping, washing gold deposits by means of a hose.

10. Metallurgy. = PIPE s!>. 1 7 e ;
the formation

of such a pipe.
1881 RAYMOND Mining Gloss., Piping. ..2. The tubular

depression caused by contraction during cooling, on the top
of iron or steel ingots.

Pi'ping, /// a.
[f.

PIPE z>.l + -ING 2
.] That

pipes ; characterized by piping.
1. Playing on a pipe.
1638 JUNIUS Paint. Ancients -297 A most lively description

of a piping satyr, a 15*45 SWIFT On Shadow in Glass 36

Lowing herds, and piping swains. 1836-48 B. D. WALSH
Aristaph. Acharnians n. v, Garlands, sprats, piping-women
and black-eyes.

b. Characterized by piping, i. e. the music of

the pastoral pipe (as distinguished from the martial

fife, trumpet, etc.) : in the Shaksperian -fix. piping

timers} ofpeace.
1594 SHAKS. Rich. Ill, i. i. 24 In this weake piping time

of Peace. 1793 DR. BURNEY Let. to Mme.D'Arblay 31 Jan.,

The laws [are] more strictly executed against treason . . than

in the piping times of peace. 1883 Asp. FORBES in igth
Cent. Oct. 730 In piping times of peace, the national debts

of the Australian colonies loom large.

2. Sounding shrilly ; whistling ;
shrill-toned.

1513 DOUGLAS SEneis VH. i. 17 The pyping wynd blew in

thair taill at nycht. 1602 2'td Pt. Return fr. Parnass. III.

iv. 1404 To him shall thy piping poetry . . be directed. 1627-77
FELTHAM Resolves i. lii. 82 With piping acclamations. 1820

W. IRVING Sketch Bk., Rip Van Winkle, An old man
replied in a thin piping voice. 1872 DARWIN Emotions iv.

88 Dogs, when a little impatient, often make a high piping
note through their noses. 1897 OutinffQ3. S.) XXX. 358/2
There was a piping breeze from the southwest.

b. In names of particular kinds of birds or other

animals having a piping note or cry : as piping
crow, the Australian genus Gymnorhina ; piping

guan, the genus Pipile, of S. America and Trini-

dad
; piping hare, the pika or calling hare, La-

gomys; piping plover, Aigialites melodus, of

N. America. Also piping bullfinch, a bullfinch

trained to '

pipe
'

or whistle a tune.

1773 HARRINGTON in Phil. Tjrans. LXIII.267 Well known

by the common instances of piping Bullfinches. 1845 Voy.
to Port Philip, etc. 53 The warbling melops and the piping
crow. 1895 C. DIXON in Fortn. Rev. Apr. 643 The Gymno-
rhinffi or piping crows of Australia.

3. quasi-a<?z>. in phr. piping hot, so hot as to

make a piping or hissing sound, as a simmering

liquid, or a dish freshly cooked; hissing hot;
hence gen. very hot.

c 1386 CHAUCER Miller's T. 193 Wafres pipyng hoot out

of the gleede. 1 a 1550 Freiris ofBerwik 377 in Dunbar"s
Poems (S. T. S.) 297 Ane pair of cunyngis, fat and bet

pypand. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny II. 141 Beanes.. fried all

whole as they be, and so cast piping hot into sharp vineger.

1657 R. LIGON Barbadoes (1673) 10 When we had climed..

Being painfully and pipeing hot. 1707 J. STEVENS tr.

Quevedo'sCom. Wks. (1709) 234 A Mutton-Pye, ..piping hot
'

out of the Oven. 1888 BURGON Lives 12 Gd. Men II. xi. 316

!
The day having been piping hot.^

b. fig. Fresh, quite new, just come out.

1607 MIDDLETON Your Five Gallants n. i. 5 f
Gol. Whence

comes he, sir ? Pur. Piping hot from the university. 1641
MILTON Reform, i. Wks. 1851 III. 6 The Booke..in defence

of Bishops, which came out piping hot much about the time.

1733 Revolution Politicks vn. 8 A Report is come pipeing
hot from Ireland. 1855 BROWNING Up at a Villa ix, At the

post-office such a scene-picture the new play, piping hot !

Pipistrelle, -el (pipistre-1). [a. V. pipistrelle,

ad. It. pipistrello bat, variants of which are vipi-

strello, iiispi-, vespistrello, from vispertcllo, vesper-
'

tillo, repr. late L. *vespertittus for L. vesperti-
'

lio (-onetit) bat, f. vesper evening. See Diez (ed. 4)

390.] A small species of bat, Vesperugo pipi-

strellns, common in Britain and Europe generally.

1781 PENNANT Hist. Quad. II. 561 Bat, Pipistrelle. .1843

Zoologist I. 66 The pipistrelle, or common bat of Britain.

1862 G. KEARI.EY Links in Chain (1863) 245 No less than

fifteen or sixteen species of Bats are found in Britain.. .The

little Pipistrelle.. is., the most abundant.. of the number.

Pipit (pi'pit). Also 8 pippet, -it, 9 pipet.

fprob. imitative of the bird's 'short and feeble

note' (Swainson). Cf. PIP v?, and the dial,

names titling, tietick, cheeper, peep, etc. So F.
1

pipit, pitpil.~\ Any bird of the genus Anthus or

several allied genera of the family Motacillidae,

widely distributed over most parts of the world,
and having a general resemblance to larks. The
common British species are the Meadow Pipit or

Titlark, A. pratensis; the Tree Pipit or Pipit-

lark, A. trivialis (A. arboreus) ;
and the Rock

Pipit, Rock-lark, or Shore-lark, A. obscurus.

1768 PENNANT Zool. II. 24: A species [of lark] taken in the

PIPPIN.

neighborhood of London called by the bird-catchers a pippit.

1832 SELBY in Proc. Berw. Ifat. Club I. No. i. 18 The rock

or shore pipit (Anthus ayuaticus}... In size it exceeds, -the

common and the tree pipet (A. pratensis and arboreus).
1882 HARDY Ibid. IX. No. 3. 453 Larks and pipit-larks arise

at intervals. 1894 NEWTON Diet. Birds s.v., Pipits, of
which over 30 species have been described, .occur in almost

all parts of the world.

Pipkin (^pi-pkin). Also 6 pypkin, 6-7 pipken.

[Origin doubtful. The form suggests a dim., f.

PIPE sb. 2 + -KIN
; cf. Sp. pipotc keg, and Pg. pipote

small cask or vessel, f. pipa PIPE sl>2 But there

is no evidence that the pipkin was at first a small

cask or staved vessel.]

1. A small earthenware pot or pan, used chiefly

in cookery. (Formerly in wider sense, including
metal pots. Now local

;
in Eng. Dial. Diet, from

Warw. to Lincoln and Suff.)

1565 COOPER Thesaurus, Olltila... a little potte: a pipken.

1578 LYTE Dodoens II. xlii. 201 Boyled with vinegar and hony
in a brasen pipken or skillet. 1622 MALYNES Anc. Law-
Merck. 79 Put them together into a cleane pipkin or leaded

pot, . . let them stand ouer the fire one houre. 1663 BUTLER
Hud. i. iii. 1160 Free from a crack or flaw of sinning, A.S

Men try Pipkins by the ringing. 1758 REID tr. Macquer's
Chym. I. 279 Put the Sea-salt, .into an unglazed earthen

pipkin, and set it amidst live coals. 1808 WOLCOTT (P.

Pindar) One more Peep at R. Acad. Wks. 1812 V. 355 A
pipkin of brown crockery. 1825 BROCKETT A'. C. Gloss.,

Pipkin or Pidkin, a small earthen vessel with a handle.

j pott__
' bronze and stone periods

'

of the antiquary.

2. U. S. and (?) dial. A small wooden tub having
a vertical handle formed by the prolongation of

one of the staves, a piggin.
1855 WHITTIER Flowers in Winter ix, A wizard of the

Merrimac, . . Could call green leaf and blossom back To
frosted stem and spray. . . The beechen platter sprouted wild,

The pipkin wore its old-time green. 18.. T. A. HILL MS.
Collect. Nottingham Words (E.D.D.).

Hence Pi'pkinet (nonce-wil.}, a small pipkin.

1647 HERRICK Noble Numb. Wks. (1869) 404 Thou my
pipkinnet shall see, Give a wave-offring unto Thee.

PiplCSS (pi-pies), a. [f.
PIP J*.* + -LESS.]

Having no pips ;
seedless.

1869 C. R. WELD Notes Burgundy 115 The Corinthian

Grape, .possesses the great recommendation of being pip-

less. 1900 Daily News 31 Mar. 7/3 Pipless oranges are

among the novelties hailing from California.

Pipling, var. PIPPLING. Pipouder, -poul-

der, etc., var. PIEPOWDER. Pippal, var. PEEPUL.

fPi-ppane. Sc. Obs. Alsopypane,pyppane.
(Origin and meaning uncertain.)

1491 Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scot. I. 189 Item, for v vnce of

reid pyppane sylk to be beltis to the King. 1505 Ibid. III.

40 Item, for ij pypanes blak silk,. .\d. 1506 Ibid. 351 Tua

pippanes rede silk for the Kingis scarlet he*.

T Pipped, Ippl.a. Obs. Also 7 pipt. [In

form, pa. pple. of PIP v.2 sense 2, but the latter

is not known so early.] Cracked, as a nut.

1545 ELYOT Diet., Cassa nux, a pypped nutte. 1552

HULOET, Pipped nutte, cassa nux. 1640 BROME Sparagus
Card. v. ii, A pipt Nutshell and a Maggot in't.

Pipped (pipt), a. [f.
PIP **.r (or w.l) + -ED.]

Affected with the pip.
1797 MRS. A. M. BENNETT Beggar Girl

(1813)
III. 284

There's poor Horace sick in his hammock, and the admiral

croaking like a piped hen. 1845 JAMES A . Neil ii, You have

no more stomach than a pipped hen.

Fipperidge (pi'psridg). Also 6 pypryge,

pipridge, 8-9 piperidge, (9 dial, piprage, pi-

prick). Cf. PEPPEEIDGE. [Derivation obscure.

Cf. AF. piperounge a hip, in W. de Bibbesworth (Prof.

Skeat).]

1. A local name of the Barberry, fruit or shrub ;

the latter usually pipperidge-bush.
1538 TURNER LiMlus, Oxiacantha, . . ab officinis & uulgo

berberis dicitur, aliquibus Pypryge uocatur. 1562 Herbal

II. 146 The berbery tre, otherwyse called a pipridge tre.

1674 RAY S. ft E. C. Words 74 Pipperidges, Barberries,

Ess. Suff. 1731 MILLER Card. Diet., Barbery, or pip.

peridge-bush, .. grows naturallyin the hedges in many parts

of England. 1886 BRITTEN & HOLLAND Eng. P/ant-n. 382

Piperidge, Pipperidges, Piprage, Pepperidge, Piperidge

Tree, or Piperidge Bush.

2. = PEPPERIDGE 2.

1828 WEBSTER s.v. Piperidge, The piperidge of New Eng.
land is the Nyssa villosa, a large tree with very tough wood.

Pippet, -it, obs. forms of PIPIT.

Pippian (pi-pian). Math. [Seequot.]
= CAY-

LEYAN.
1853 CAYLEY Coll. Math. Papers II. 381, I propose (in

analogy with the form Hessian) to call the two curves in

question [previously denoted by P and Q] the Pippian and

Quippian respectively.

Pippin (pi-pin). Forms : 4-0 pepyn(e, 4-7

pipin, 4-8 pepin, 5 pipyn, 5-6 pypyn(e, 6 pep-

pin, pippyn, pyppen, 6- pippin, (6-8 pippen,

-ing, 7 -ine). [ME. a. OF. pepin (i3'h c -) seed

of a fleshy fruit, mod.F. pepin, pepin pip ;
in

Norm. dial, also seedling apple-tree : cf. sense 2.

'alloon K fepin. It.fipita is 'sprout or 'snoot ,
ana

'

Din' in fowls. The relations between these are obscure.)



PIPPIN.

1. The seed of certain fruits, including those now
called pips, and others : cf. PIP sb.'* Obs. exc.

north, dial.

a 1300 Cursor M. 1366 (Cott.) Pepins [so Gott. ; Fair/.

cornys ;
Trin. curnels] (n he gaue him thrin, J>e quilk a

J?e appel tre he nam. Ibid. 1417 pe pipins war don vnder
his tung, par ras o bam thre wandes yong. 1348-9 Durham
Ace. Kolls (Surtees) 549 In duabus libr. de Resyns sanz

pepyn. 1398 TREVISA Earth. De P. R. xvn. clxxxix. (Bodl.

MS.), Huoles and pipyns leueb whan be wyne is clene

wronge oute. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 401/2 Pypyne, of vyne,
or grape. ., acinus. 1508 ARNOLDE Ckron. (1811) 166 Yf thou

wytl haue many roo.ses. .thou muste take the harde pepyns
of the same rooses that bee right rype and sowe hem. 1578
LYTE Dodocns vi. xlii. 712 In the middle of the fruite [pear]
there is a coare with kernels or peppins. 1601 HOLLAND
Pliny I. 447 The inner stones or pepins, which in some
grapes are but single, or one alone. 1613 [see ic]. 1764
ELIZ. MOXON Eng. Honsew. (ed. 9) 155 Cut them [oranges]
in quarters and take out all thepippens. 1828 Craven Gloss.,

Pippin, the seed of an apple. 1868 ATKINSON Cleveland

Gloss., Pippin, the pip or seed of the apple and like fruits.

t "b. Applied to the germ of a pea, or the like.

(71430 Tzut> Cookery-bks, 32 [Pesyn] wyl alle to-falle with
a lytil boylynge, to pereye, saue be whyte Pepyn is J?er-in.

t c. Rendering Sp. pepita a grain of gold. Obs.

1604 E. G[RIMSTONE] D'Acostas Hist. Indies iv. iv. 213

They fjnde little of this golde in pippin. Ibid., They call

them pippins, for that commonly they are like to pippins or

seeds ofmelons. 1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage vm. ii. 607 Their

golde is found either in Graines which they call the Pippins
because they are like. .Seedes of Melons.. or in powder.

2. The name of numerous varieties of apple,
raised from seed.

^1432 LVDG. On Entry of Hen. VI into London (MS.
Harl. 565 If. 121), Pypyns, quynces blaundrellys to disport
And be Pom cedre corageus to recomfort. 1494 FABYAN
Chron. vn. 605. 1530 PALSGR. 154 Names of frutes. .as well

generall as pomme, an apple, and P#yre, a peare, as par-

ticuler, as carpendv, a pippyn ; estrangviUon, a choke

peare. 1579 LYLY EupJtucs (Arb.) 120 The sower Crabbe. .

as well as the sweet Pippin. 1597 SHAKS. 2 Hen. IV, v. iii.

2 We will eate a last yeares Pippin of my owne grafting.

1629 PARKINSON Paradisi 587 This is a pretty way to have

Pippins, Pomewaters, or any other sorts of Apples growing
low. 1676 WOKLIDGE Cyder {160.1) 202 Pippins, .take their

name from the small spots or pips that usually appear on
the sides of the Apple. 1861 Miss PKATT Flower, PI. II.

253 The pippins . . were so called because the trees were
raised from pips or seeds. 1866 Treas. Bot. 945 Some
[apples] of English origin have acquired almost universal

celebrity; for instance, the Golden Pippin, Ribston Pippin,
. . Blenheim Pippin, etc. ; and recently Cox's Orange Pippin
has been brought into notice.

3. Applied to a person, slang.
1664 COTTON Scarron. iv. Wks. (1725) 95 Thou'rt a precious

Pepm, To think to steal so slily from me. 1885 Punch
3 Jan. 4/1 The Reform Bill won't do it, my Pippin.

4. altrib. and Coinb,> as pippin cider, jelly ^ piet

trade ; pippin-grower^ -monger
p

, -pelting, -squeezer ;

pippin-face, a red round face ; so pippin-faced
adj. ; t pippin-fruit, a fruit containing

*

pippins
*

or pips (obs.) ; pippin-hearted a. t faint-hearted,
timid

; f pippin-squire = APPLE-SQUIRE (obs.) ;

t pippin-tea, ?an infusion of pippins (obs.).

1766 Compl. Fanner s. v. Cyder, They . . found their *pepin
cyder not so pleasant as their moyle or red streak cyder.
1598 MARSTON Pygmal. Sat. iii. 150 He neuer durst vnto
these Ladies show His *pippin face. 1837 DICKENS Pickw.
vi, The hard-beaded man with the pippin-face. 1872 BLACK
Adv. Phaeton vi, This old shepherd, with his withered

pippin face. 1837 DICKENS Pickw. vi, A little hard-headed,
Ripstone-*pippin-faced man. 1675 COTTON (title) The
Planters Manual : being instructions for the Raising, Plant-

ing, and Cultivating all sorts of Fruit-Trees, whether Stone-
fruits or *Pepin-fruits. 1833 HT. MARTJNEAU Tale ofTyne
i, If I were to turn pippin-monger instead of *pippin-
rower. 1809 W. IRVING Knickerb. (1861) 171 They might
ave been the meekest, most *pippin-hearted little men in

the world. 1718 MRS. EALES Receipts 51 Take *Pippin-
Jelly. 1607 HEYWOOD Fayre Mayde Wks. 1874 II. 57 You
are a *pippinmonger to call me Russetting or apple-John.
1835 Sain. Rev. LXI. 406 Hissing, hooting, *pippm-pelting,
and driving them from the boards. 1592 GREENE Disput. 5
A *pipping Pye that cost in the Market foure pence. 1600
ROWLANDS Lett. Humours Blood xxxni. 39 A Dodges yeo-
man, or some *pippin Squier. 1706 BAYNARD in Sir J.

Floyer Hot ty Cold Bath. it. 323 For his constant Drink..

*Pippin-Thea, ..with Syrup of Rasberries. 1745 *Pipptn
trade [see PIPPINER].

Hence f Pi'ppined a.
, having pips ; t Prppiner f

a ship engaged in the *

pippin trade* (see quot.).
c 1420 Pallad. on Husb. in. 72 Grapis feire and greete,

Pypened hard [L. grani callosi\ and drie. 1745 De Foe's
Eng. Tradesman iii. (1841) 1. 19 If a merchant comes to me
to hire a small ship of me, and tells me it is for the pippin-
trade ; or to buy a vessel, and tells me he intends to make a

pippiner of her ; the meaning is, that she is to run to Seville
For oranges, or to Malaga for lemons.

t Pi'pple, v. Obs. Also 6 pypple (pimpel).
[App. dim. or frequent, of PIPE z*. 1 ] intr. To
blow with a gentle sound; to pipe or whistle

softly, as the wind ; to murmur or ripple, as a
stream. Hence t Pi'ppling vbl. sb. and ///. a.

a 1529 SKELTON Replyc. Wks. 1843 I. 207 Yong scolers ..

enbolned with the flyblowen blast of the moche vayne
glorious pipplyng wynde. 1555 W. WATREMAN Fardle
Facions n. viii. 164 Thei haue twoo sommers, softe piin-

pelyng windes, a milde aier. 1558 PHAER SEntid. in. Fiv,
Whan the. .wind with pipling sweete Is out at sowth, and
to the seas to saill doth call the fleete. 158* STANYHURST
&neis II. (Arb.) 66, I Now shiuer at shaddows, eeche

pipling puf doth amaze me. 159* R. D. Hypnerotomachia
75 b. Small streames of water, pyppling and slyding dowue
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vpon the Amber grauell. [i86z G. MACDONALD D. E/ginbrod
n. ix, They sat down to enjoy the 'soft pipling cold

'

which

swung all the leaves about.]

b. 'itransf.
1582 STANYHURST sEueis iv. (Arb.) 95 Had not I such

daliaunce, such pipling bedgle renounced.

Pipple, -stone : see PEBBLE, -STOKE.

Pip-pop. [Echoic.] A representation of the

report of a Mauser rifle, etc.

1901 Westm. Gaz. 14 Nov. 1/3 Once outside the outposts
of the base town and the fun begins. Pip-pop pip-pop
the Yeomanry in advance have been fired upon. 1902
Macm. Mag. Sept. 392 The sound still rings in my ears of
the metallic pip-pop of the Mauser.

Pippy (pi'pi), a. [f. PIP sb$ and ? sb. 1
-f -Y.]

1. Full of pips.
1892 Sat. Rcr. 25 June 728/1 A bitter, pippy lemon.

2. Stock Exchange slang. (?) Sickly, shaky.
1892 Scott. Leader 19 Feb., On 'change... Mexican rails

also look '

pippy
'

to-day.

Pipridge, obs. form of PIPPEHIDGE.

II Pipsissewa (pipsrsAva). [ad. N. Amer.
Ind. (? Algonkin) name sip-si-sewa ;

it is not clear

whether the form in pip' occurred in some native

dial., or was a white man's corruption.] A
name for Chimaphila umbellata (N.O. Ericaces,

or Pyrolacew)) also called Prince's pine, a low

creeping evergreen with whitish flowers, found in

Europe, northern Asia, and N. America. Also,
the leaves of this used as a diuretic and tonic.

[ 1814 PURSH Flor. A mer. Sept. 300 Chimaphila . . is in high
esteem for its medicinal qualities. They call it Sip-si-sewa.]
1818 EATON Man. Bot. 203 General Varnum says the um-
bellata is the Sipsisewa or Pipsisewa and is highly effica-

cious in the Cure of cancers. 1875 H. C. WOOD Therap,
(1879) 499 Pipsissewa is probably about equivalent to uva
ursi in its therapeutic value. 1880 New Virginians I. iv.

131 Those woodland darlings, the wild pansy, the pipsissewa
\inispr. pipsewissa], and the partridge-berry. 1884 MILL*
SPAUGH Amer. Mcd. Plants 104 Chimaphila umbellata.. .

Common names pipsissewa, winter green, princes pinej bitter

winter green, ground holly.

Pipul, variant of PEEPUIV, E. Indian tree.

Pipy (palpi), a. (erron. -ey.) [f. PIPE sb. 1 + -Y.]
1. Containing pipes, tubes, or tubular forma-

tions ;
of the form of a pipe, tubular, cylindrical.

1724 SWITZER Pract. Card. xi. Ixxviii. 406 When once

sellery is whitened it must be eaten, otherwise it will soon

grow pipey or rot. 1757 ELLIS in Phil. Trans. L. 193 A
white pipy and stony coral. 1818 KEATS Endym. i. 241
Where dank moisture breeds The pipy hemlock to strange
overgrowth. 1851 yrnl. R, Agric. Soc. XII. I. 288 A
soft blue

'

pipy
'

clay, /. e. containing pipes of red rusty
matter. 1869 PHILLIPS I/esuv. iv. 121 The crust formed
over the lava is remarkably pipy as well as cellular.

2. Piping, shrill. (Cf. PJPE sb. 1
2.)

1877 W. S. GILBERT Foggerty's Fairy (1892) 14 'Cheer up,
Mr. Foggerty ',

said a pipy little voice.

3. Given to 'piping the eye' or crying, colloq.
1861 Miss YONGK Stokesley Secret xii. (1862) 179

'

Christa-
bel ', said a little voice, . .

'

I shall never be pipy again '.

Piquable (pfkab'l), a. rare. [f. PIQUE v. +

-ABLE.] Capable of being or inclined to be piqued.
1860 TENNYSON Let. Dk. Argylc in Mem. (1897) I. xxi. 458

Had I been a piquable man I should have been piqued.

Fiqiiance(pr'kans). rare. [See-ANCE.] =next.

1883 American VII. 10 A certain mingling of smoothness
and piquance is not wanting.

Piquancy (prkansi). Also 7 picq-. [f.
PI-

QUANT : see -ANCY.]
f 1. Sharpness, severity. 06s.
a 1677 BARROW Serin. (1687) I. xiv. 204 Satyrical taunts do

owe their seeming piquancy, not to the speaker,, .but to the

subject, and the hearers. 1698 [R. FERGUSON] K/tw Ecclcs.

16 That the reader may. .judge, with what Meekness and
Decency, tho with some measure of Picquancy, I treat them.

2. Of food, etc. : Stimulating pungency or tart-

ness ; appetizing flavour.

1664 EVELYN Pomona iv. 13 To salute our Palats with a
more agreeable piquancy and tartness. 1871 NAPHEYS
Prev. <y Cure Dis. i. 11 83 Imparting piquancy to the food.

1884 BROWNING Ferishtah Prol. 17 First, food then,

piquancy.
3. Jig. Of manner, speech, etc. : The quality of

being PIQUANT (in sense 3) ; racy quality.
In quot. 1683 said of the impression made upon the mind.

1683 CAVE Ecclesiasticit Ambrose 419 His style,
.leaves a

gicquancy
and quick relish in the Readers mind. 1685 J.

con Chr. Life n. 129 Give a relish and picquancy to our

Conversation. 1826 Miss MITFORD Village Ser. n. (1863)

305 There was a tasteful smartness in her dress,.. with a

f'ntillesse
in her air, and a piquancy of expression. 1836

MERSON Nature, Lang. Wks. (Bohn) II. 151 It is this

which gives that piquancy to the conversation of a strong-
natured farmer or backwoodsman. 1851 D. G. MITCHELL
Dream Life (1852) 147 Her conversation delights you by
itspiquancy and grace.

Piquant (prkant), a. (sb.) Forms: 6 pick-

ande, -ante, 6-7 pickant, 7 pieque-, piccant,
7-8 picqu-, 7- piquant, 9picqu-, piquante. [a.
Y,piquant (fypicqttant)) pr.pple. fAptousr to prick,

sting: see PICK v.i, PIQUE v. 1 The form pic-
cant was ad. It. piccante. In I9th c. authors,

piquante (ptku'nt) usually represents the Fr. fern.

piquante (pdca'ht}.]
1. That pierces or stings ; esp. sharp or stinging

to the feelings; keen, trenchant; severe, bitter.

Obs. or arch.

PIQUE.

15*1 WOLSEY in St. Papers Hen. VUI,\. 43 Notwith-

standing the pickande wordes conteigned in thEmperours
letters. 1549 CHALONER Erasm. on Folly M iij, Who is he so

blunt and restme, that could not with theyr pickant spurrvs
be quickened? 1591 CONINGSBY Siege Rouen in Camden
Misc. (1847) I- 29 '1'his dale the marshal! wrote a letter. .a

lytle pickante. 1631 Life Father Sarpi (1676) 32 By some

picquant words or arguteness to put them into choler. 1654
tr. Scudery's Curia Pol. 6 The pangs of the Gout are so

sharpe and picquant. 1789 E. DARWIN Let. in Lift: (1279)37
Never to make any piquant or angry answer. 1868 LANIER

Jacquerie \. 131 Urged him on With piquant spur.

f b. Sharp-pointed, peaked. Obs. rare.

1650 BULWER Anthropomet. 261 When sharp piquant Toes
were altogether in request.
2. Agreeably pungent or sharp of taste ; sharp,

stinging, biting ; stimulating or whetting to the

appetite ; appetizing.
c 1645 HOWELL Lett. I. v. xxxviii, [A cook] excellent for

a pickant sawce and the haugou. 1656 STANLEY Hist.
Philos. v. II. 78 The differences of Snpours are seven ;

sweet, sharp, sowre, picqueant, salt, acid, bitter. 1704
ADDISON Italy (1733) 301 As piquant to the Tongue as Salt

itself. 1827 DISKA ELI Viv. Gny v. xiii, As piquant as an

anchovy toast. 1840 THACKEKAY Paris Sk.-bk. (1872) 227
A piquant sauce for supper.

3. fig. That acts upon the mind as a piquant
sauce, or the like, upon the palate ;

that stimulates

or excites keen interest or curiosity ; pleasantly

stimulating or disquieting.
1695 Whether Parlt. be not in Law dissolved, etc. 47 It

falls below being piquant, and keeps within the Limits and
Precincts of Modesty. 1706 Art of Painting 319 He
[Rembrandt] design'd an infinite Number of Thoughts, that

were as sensible and as Picqnant as the Pioductions of the

best Masters. 1792 MARY WOLLSTOSECK. Rights ll'oin. iv.

144 Their husbands, .leave home to seek fora more agreeable

may I be allowed to use a significant French word?

piquant society. 1819 J. W. CHOKER in C. Papers 24 Aug.,
Your notice^ of literary works should be short, light, and

piquant. 18490. BRONTE .SV/fW^'vi, She disapproved entirely
of the piquant neatness of Caroline's costume. i879Tou'KCfc.E
FooCs Err. xxxv. 235 These charms combined to render her
an exceedingly piquant and charming maiden. 1885 MAIIKL
COLLINS Prettiest Woman xv, This lovely girl had not
Wanda's piquant, pretty face.

||
b. Alter K. piquante fern.

1823 SCOTT Pt-rcril xxxix, The monkey has a turn for

satire, too, by all that Vs piquante. 1850 SMEDLEY F. Fair-

Itgh (1894)52 Lucy's. .what you call piquante. 1873 SMILES

Huguenots Fr. \. \. (1881) 3 That picquante letter-writer,

Madame de Sc'vigne. 1898 RIDICR HAGGARD Dr. Theme \.

15 The face of a rather piquante and pretty girl.

B. sb. rare. That which is piquant. a. A
hedgehog's prickle ; b. A piquant dish

;
a whet.

1835 KIRBY //<*/>. .!//. II. xvii. 213 The two most remark-
able animals in the insectivorous tribe . . are the mole, and the

hedgehog,., the latter for its piquants, and the former for

its hand turned outwards. 1843 P. Parley's Ann. IV. 239
He pined for the piquants he had dreams of the savouries.

Hence Pi'quantly adv.
t

in a piquant manner;
Fi'quantness (rare], piquancy.
1697 POTTER Antiq. Greece

\.
xxvi. (1715) 158 If an Orator

. .hath been piquantly Censorious. 1703 Art $ AJyst. Vint-

ners 17 Claret loseth much of its Briskness and Picquantness.
1727 BAILEY vol. II, Piquantnesst .. sharpness, bitingness.
i88z W. H. BISHOP in Harpers Mag. Dec. 54/2 The village
is piquantly foreign.

Pique (p&), sb-* Forms : 6 pyke, peake,

6-7 picke, pike, 7 pieque, 7-8 plaque, 7-8

(9 dial.) pick, peek, 7-9 peak, 8 pyck, 7-
pique. [a. F. pique, n. of action f. piqittr to

prick, pierce, sting : see PlQUE v. 1
]

A. Illustration of Forms.
1532 Pyke [see B. i]. 1543 Sf. Papers Hen. VIII, IX. 339

Wherby occasion of sum picke might be taken awaye. 1592
Peake [see B. 2], 1596 in A. Collins Lett. 3- Mem. State

(1746) II. 21 They are in Picke against these. 1597^ Cttrew
^

. (1869) 272 [These two Scottish septs are] at pike [one
with the other]. 1609 SKENE Reg. Alaj. ii. 131 It is treason

to moue any pick, grudge, or querrell. 1663 Flagellunt or

O. Cromwell (1672) 29 The like picques and quarrelling

pretences of the Parliament. 1663 BUTLER Hud. i. ii. 1082 If

any Member there dislike His Face, or to his Beard have Pike.

i6<S4 Ibid. ii. i. 545 'Tis no Fantastlck pique I have to love,
nor coy dislike. 1667 TEMPLE Let. to Sir J. Temple Wks.
1731 II. 43 The Duke of Albemarle had long had a Peek to

their Country, a 1670 HACKET Abp. Williams i. (1692) 104
Another Pick in which they agreed not. 1675 COTTON Scoffer

Scofft Wks. (1725) 146 You must not take a Pieque, If he. .

speak plain and gleek. 1691 WOOD Ath. Oxon. II. 318
Out of a puritanical peak. 1706 PHILLIPS s.v., '1 here is a
Peek between them, a 1713 ELLWOOD Autobiog. Suppl.
(1714) 431 Upon a Pick he took against the People called

Quakers. 1757 MRS. GRIFFITH Lett. Henry .5-
Frances

(1767) I. 61 That we should behave well to our friends out
of love, and to our enemies out of pieque. 1894 CROCKET i

Raiders (ed. 3) 83, I did not learn..what was the pick that

the Black Smugglers had taken at the Maxwells.

B. Signification.
1. A personal quarrel or fit of ill-feeling between
two or more persons; ill-feeling, animosity, enmity,

XS3* CROMWELL in Merriman Life, <$ Lett. (1902) I. 349
Which Edmond Knightley bathe, .trauayled. .to sett pyke
betwene the sayd ladye and the executors. 1540 St. Pagers
Hen. VIIf, VIII. 464 There were some that wolde be right

gladde to here Your Majestic and He were in picke to-

gythers. 1661 FELTHAH Resolves n. xliii. (ed. 8), Between
entirest friends, ..sometimes little peeks of coldness may
appear. 1691 WOOD Ath. Oxon. II. 92 Because of a Pique
that had been between the Abbots and Bishop Laud, a 1774

GOLDSM. Elegy Mad Dog v, This dog and man at first were

friends; But when a pique began, The dog., went mad,

and bit the man.
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PIQUE.

2. A feeling of anger, resentment, or ill-will,

resulting from some slight or injury, esp. such as

wounds one's pride or vanity ; offence taken.

1592 NASHE Four Lett. Conf. Wks. (Giosart) II. 215 You
take the graue peake vppon you too much. 1653 HOLCROFT

Procopivs. Gotlt. Wars i. 15 This Optaris had a pique

against Theodatus. 1663 DRYDEN Wild Gallant II. i, Pray,

my Loid, take no picque at it. 1663-67 Pique to [see A.].

1676 MARVELL Mr. Smirk? H iv b, He . . bore a great pique
at Alexander, for having been preferr'd before him to

ihe See of Alexandria. 1766 [C. ANSTEY] Bath Guide xi.

181 Poor Stephen went suddenly forth in a Pique, And
push'd off his Boat for the Stygian Creek. 1831 J. W.
CROKER Diary 12 May, He acquiesced ..with an air of

pique and disappointment. 1877 FKEEMAN Norm. Cony. II.

ix. 41 \notc, A Bishop who had turned monk in a momentary
fit of pique.

f 3. Pique of honour, a point in which honour is

pricked or affected. Obs.

1678 R. L'EsTRANGE Seneca's Mor. (1702) 522 There can
be no Interfering upon a Pique of Honour. 1687 DRYDEN
Hind

<5-
P. ill. 401 Add long prescription of established

laws, And picque of honour to maintain a cause.

Pique (p'"k), sb.2 Also 7 picq(ue, pickque.

[a. F. pic, in same sense, of uncertain origin.

(Taken by Hatz.-Darm. as a sense of pic, pick,

pike, (mountain) peak ;
Littre takes it as a distinct

\vord.)] In Piquet, The winning of thirty points
on cards and play, before one's opponent begins to

count, entitling the player to begin his score at

sixty. Cf. REPIQUE.
1668 TEMPLE Let. to Ld. Arlington Wks. 1731 II. 93 In

their Audiences . . the Cards commonly run high, and all

is Picque and Repicque between them. 1674 COTTON
Contpl. Gamester vi. 81 The youngers Blank shall bar the
former and hinder his Picq and Repicq {printed Picy and
Repicyl. 1688 R. HOLME Armoury III. xvi. (Roxb.) 73/2 A
Picy in the game of Picket. 1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl. s. v.

Piquet, If he can make up thirtyj part in hand, and part
play, ere the other has told any thing, he reckons for them
sixty. And this is called a pique. Whence the name of
the game. 1861 Macm. Mag. Dec. 137.

t Pique, sl>.3 Oi>s. [a. F. or quasi-F., ad. L.

pica.']
= PICA 2

, depraved appetite.
1678 BUTLER Hitd. in. ii. 800. Though it have the Pique,

and long, 'Tis still for something in the wrong ; As Women
long.

Pique (p'"k, p/k), sA* Also 7 pieo. [a.

Sp. Amer. pique, ad. Quichua piqui (Gonzalez
Holguin i6o8),///7 (Tschudi) flea, chigoe.]
1. = CHIGOE.
1748 Earthquake of Peru iii. 216 A .. little Insect, call'd

Pico which gets insensibly into the Feet. 1758 ADAMS tr.

Ulloas Voy. in Pinkerton (1808) XIV. 349 The insect ..

called nigua and in Peru pique, is shaped like a flea. 1816
KIRBY & SP. Entomol. iv. (1818) I. 103, I am speaking of
the celebrated Chigoe or Jiggers, called also. .Pique.

2. ' A name for Argas nigra, a blind tick which
sometimes causes sores on men or animals

'

(Syd.
Soc. Lex. 1895).
Pique, rf.5 Erron. form of PEAK sb.2

1826 P. POUSDEN France fy Italy 5 A close-bound cap
which dwindles nearly to a pique. 1845 BHOWNING Ho^u
they brought Gd. News ii, I turned in my saddle and made
its girths tight, Then shortened each stirrup, and set the

pique right.

Pique, obs. form of PIKE sb.3 and 6.

Pique (p*~k), f.1 Also 7-8 picque, (9 peak),
[a. F. piquer to prick, sting, stimulate, irritate,

excite ; se piquer, to take offence.]
1. trans. To prick the feelings of ; to excite to

anger, resentment, or enmity; to irritate; to offend

by wounding pride or vanity.
1671 R. MACWARD True Nonconf. 103 You think you

picque him wittily, when you say, 'any thing in Scripture
that makes for you, call it ordinary ; and what doth not
please, is extraordinary'. 1673 W". PERWICH Dispatches
(Roy. Hist. Soc.) 264 The gentry . . are malcontents . . being all

piqued against the C. de Monterei. 1732 POPE Ep. Bathurst
349 The Dev'l was piqu'd, such saintship to behold. 1766
FORDYCE Serin. Yng. Worn. (1767) I. ii. 76 She., piques
our pride, and offends our judgment. 1796 ELIZA HAMILTON
Lett. Hindoo Rajak(i&\i) I. 233 A little picqued by the
excess of his mirth. 1838 PRESCOTT Ferd. $ Is. (1846) I. iii.

182 Piqued at this opposition to his wishes. 1862 GOULBURN
Pers. Relig. viii. in. (1873) 221 This moment our vanity is

piqued. 1876 Mid- Yorks, Gloss, s. v. Peak,
' He's peaked

about somewhat '.

2. trans. To stimulate or excite to action or

activity ;
to instigate or provoke, esp. by arousing

envy, rivalry, jealousy, or other passion ; to arouse,
awake (curiosity, interest). ft>. rejl. To excite
or arouse oneself, put oneselfon one's mettle (obs.~).
1698 VANBRUGH Prmi. Wife i. i, My husband's barbarous

usage piques me to revenge. 1736 BOLINCBROKE Patriot.
(1749)18 Fortune maintains a kind of rivalship with wisdom,
and piques herself often in favour of fools as well as knaves.
1786 tr. Beckford's Vatluk (1868) 67 Her vanity. .prompted
her to pique the Prince's attention. 1703 Minstrel \. 192
Taunting messages were reiterated to pique him to come
forth. 1837 CARLYLE Fr. Rev. II. in. iv, Peaking himself
into flame of irritancy. 1870 H. SMART Race for Wife \,

You have piqued my woman's curiosity.

t 3. al>sol. or intr. To arouse a feeling of pique ;

to stimulate. Obs.

1664 J. WILSON Cheats Epil., If you must lash out, and
think you can't Be wits yourselves unless you pique and
rant. 1710 AODISON Taller No. 163 F 5 Every Verse hath
something in it that piques.
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f 4. intr. To pique at : to strive or vie with
]

(another) through envy or jealousy. Obs. rare.

1668 DRYDEN Evening's Love iv. i, Women of the play-

house, still piquing at each other, who shall go the best

diessed.

5. refl. (rarely intr.'}. To take pride *>/, plume
oneself on. Const. ony tipon\ rarely at, in. (

= F.

se piqiier de.}

1705 POPE Lett. (1736) V. 10 Men who are thought to

pique themselves upon their wit. 1773 BOSWELL Tour Hebr.
10 Sept., We. .piqued ourselves at not being outdone at the

nightly ball by our less active friends. 1787 Generous
Attachment II. 113 Sir JefTry.. piques himself much in the

;

nursery of the young woodlands. 1828-40 TYTLER Hist, \

Scot. (1864) I. i A powerful baron who piqued himself upon
his skill in his weapons. 1892 Pall Mall G. 24 June 1/3 ,

Temperance reformers who are wont to pique on the pro-
;

gress of the cause in the colonies.

Hence Prquing vbl. sb. and ///. a.

1794 C. PIGOT Female Jockey Club 22 To entice unhappy
victims into her netj and then abandon them to all the

Siiquing
severity of ridicule. 1808 JEFFERSON Writ. (1830)

V. 105 One piquing thing said, draws on another. 1854
FADER Growth in Holiness iv, A piquing of our self-love.

Pique, z'.
2

[f. PIQUE sb?] In Piquet: a.

trans. To win a pique from, score a pique against

(one's opponent), b. intr. To score a pique.
1659 Shuffling, Cutting ft Deal. 8, I was Pickquet the

last.butamnowrepickqt. 1668 [see PIQUET 'J. i7igD'URFEY
j

Pills V. 278 He piqu'd and repiqu'd so oft. 1830 'EIDRAH
j

TREBOR '

Hoyle Made Fam. 49 It also piques and repiques
|

the adversary.
^ 1893 SNAITH Dorothy Marvin vt, The

mysteries., of piqueing, repiqueing and capotting.

f Pique, z>.3, obs. f. PEAK &.'*, to taper to a peak.
1756 MRS. CALDERWOOD Jrnl. (1884) 307 Above that they

had a brow-band, which came piquing down before, betwixt
their eye brows.

of piquer (see PIQUE z/.
1
) to prick, pierce, back-

stitch as in quilting; hence as sb. quilted work,

quilting.] A rather stiff cotton fabric woven in

a strongly ribbed or raised pattern ; quilting.
[1837 CARLYLE ft: Rev. (1871) III. iv. vii. 168 Marie-

Antoinette was brought out. She had on an undress of

piqnt blanc.\ 1852 Rep. Juries Exhib. 1851, 376/1 A new
fabric called pique". 1873

' SUSAN COOLIDGE' What Katy
did at Sc/t. ix. 143 Lilly had dressed her hair and donned
a fresh white pique. 1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mech.

t Piqu t
a

cotton goods, figured or plain, and with a crimped surface

resembling cordings. 1879 MRS. A. E. JAMES Ind. Honseh.

Manageni. zo Two white skirts.., hunting-cord or white

piqud. attrib. 1871
' M. LEGRAND* Cambr.Freshnt. xi. 189

The hostess .. looked .. charming in her white and blue

pique morning gown.
b. The raised pattern of such a fabric (orig. such

a pattern formed by regular rows of stitching, as

in quilting). 1890 in Cent. Diet.

B. ///. a. Inlaid (with little points of gold, etc.).

Also as sb. = Piqut work b : see C.
1882 Hamilton Palace Collect. No. 1986 Bonbonniere of

tortoise shell, inlaid with scrolls of gold pique. 1897 Daily
News 5 Jan. 4/7 [Snuff-boxes] in tortoiseshell pique* with

gold.
C. Comb. Pique" work : a. A kind of decora-

tive needlework in which a pattern is formed by
stitching ; b. Ornamental work in tortoise-shell

or the like, formed by means of minute inlaid

designs traced in points of gold, etc.

1875 KNIGHT Diet. Meck. t Piqut-ivork, a minute kind of
buhl-work ; inlaying metals in metals, usually.

Piqued, obs. or arch, form of PEAKED a.

a 1672 WILKINS in H. Rogers Life J. Howe iv. (1863) 106
While you. .are for setting the top on the piqued end down-
wards, you won't be able to keep it up any longer than you

the toes.

Piqued (p/"kt), ppl.a. [f. PIQUE v.1 + -ED!.]
Offended, irritated ; excited : see the vb.

1689 tr. Jiirie.it s Past. Lett. Transl. Epist., The same
learned Man .. hath written sundry piqued Books with
bitterness and gall enough against the Reformed. 174*
YOUNG Nt. Th. v. 840 On his Wiles a piqu'd and jealous

Spy. 1851 WARDLAW Zechariah vii. (1869) 132 Those
piqued and jealous enemies. 1880 MRS. FORRESTER Roy ty

V. 1. 19, 'I am delighted..', says Lord Charles in a piqued
tone. 1902 Daily Chron. 29 Apr. 7/1 One after another

gratified a piqued curiosity and raised the cloth and peeped.

Pique devant, var. of PICKE-DEVANT Obs.

Piquer, Piquere, obs. ff. PIKER, PICKEEK.

Piquet 1
(pi'ke't, pi*ket). Also 7 pickquet,

7-9 picket, picquet, 8 pickette, picquette, 8-9
piquette. [a. F. piquet, obs. picquet (i6thc. in

Hatz.-Darm.), of uncertain origin.
The Fr. form is diminutive ( ET), and the radical part has

been variously sought in F. pic, a term used in this game
(see PIQUE sb.*) ; pigue, a pike (weapon), a spade (in cards) ;

pique quarrel ; orpig tier to prick, pierce, sting.]

A card-game played by two persons with a pack
of 32 cards (the low cards from the two to the

six being excluded), in which points are scored on
various groups or combinations of cards, and on
tricks : see CAPOT, CARTE BLANCHE, PIQUE, POINT,

|

REPIQTJE, QUATOKZE, QUINT.
1646 J. HALL Horse Vac. x. 150 For Gardes, .amans fancy

'

would be sum'd up in cribbidge ; Glecke requires a vigilant ]

memory; Maw a pregnant agility ; Picket [printed Pichet]
j

a various invention. 1651 {title} The Royall and delightful! ,

PIRACY.

Game of Picquet. 1668 DRYDEN Sir RL Mar-all i. i, If

I go to Picquet, though it be but with a Novice in't, he
will picque and repicque, and capot me twenty times

together. 1678 BUTLER Hud. m. i. 946 Than Gamesters,
when they play a Set With greatest cunning at Piquet.
1710 PALMER Proverbs 290 Some, .confound a child s fortune
at ombre, picket, and hazard. 1711 ADDISON Sped. No. 198
f i She admits a Male Visitant to her Bed-side, plays with
him a whole Afternoon at Pickette. I73Z POPE Ep. Cobham
85 His pride is in Piquetle, Newmarket-fame, and judgment
at a Belt. 1848 DICKENS Dttnifay xx\,The major., was sitting
down to play picquet with her. 1905 igtlt Cent. Sept. 423 She
and the King often spent the evening playing piquet or chess.

atlrib. 1708 ROWE Royal Convert Prol. 12 Not to forget
Your Piquet Parties, and your dear Basset, c 1720 PRIOR

Epil, to Phxdra 39 The Picquet- Friend dismiss 'd, the coast
all clear, And spouse alone impatient for her dear. 1816

SINCF.R Hist. Cards 272 A Piquet pack now consists of

thirty-two cards only.
Hence Fi'quetist, a piquet player.
1899 Speaker 25 Mar. 339/1 David Gregorie, a noted

piquet ist

t Pique-t 2
. Obs. Also piquette. [? Akin to

PICOTEE.] The name of a variety of carnation.

1760 J. LEE Introd. Bot. App. 323 Piquets, Dianthus.

1775 ASH, Piquette,.. a beautiful kind of carnation.

Piquet(t, obs. form of PICKET.

|| Piquette (p/'ke't). Also 7 piquet, 8 pic-

quette. [F., f. piquer to prick, sting ; in refer-

ence to its tart taste.] (See quots.)
1688 R. HOLME Armoury in. xx. (Roxb.) 249/2 Piquet,

wine from the Huske of Grapes and water. 1706 PHILLIPS,

Picquette, (Fr.) a tart sort of Wine us'd in some Parts of

France, by the meaner Sort of People. 1858 SIMMONDS
Diet. Trade, Piguette, sour acid wine;, .made, .by pouring
water on the husks of grapes.

II Piqueur (pzkor). Also anglicized as PICKERS.

[F., agent-n. from piquer to prick : see Hatz.-

Darm.] In France, or on the Continent, An
attendant who directs the hounds during a hunt,
or runs before a carriage to clear the road.

1833 H. GREVILLE Diary (1883) 59, I followed a fiqueur,
who appeared to me to know his metier, and by keeping close

to his heels I contrived to see the stag taken. 1837 J. F.

COOPER Europe II. vii. 155 The piqueur scouring along the

road in advance, like a rocket. 1864 M. J. HIGGINS Ess.

204 The postilions and piqueurs all wore round glazed hats.

II Piqui, piquia : see PEKEA.
1890 Cent. Diet., Piquia-oil, a sweet concrete food-oil

derived from the fruit of Caryocar Brasiliense.

t Piquier, pikeir (pikij-j). Obs. Also 6

picquier. [a. F. piquier, f. pique PIKE s6.$] A
soldier armed with a pike, a pikeman ;

= PIKER '-'.

1596 J. SMYTHE in Lett. Lit, Men (Camden) 91 A hundreth
at the most Pikeirs and Archers. 1598 BARRET Theor.
IVarres in. i. 36 The Picquier, either armed or unarmed is

to be shewed and taught the carriage and vse of his pike.
Ibid. 37 The good Picquier ought to learne to tosse his

pike well.

Piquier, obs. form of PICKEEB.

[| Piquillin. [Argentine Sp. piquillin (ptkt-
lrz'n), ultimately from some Indian dialect.] A
South American bush, Cottdalia microphylla (N.O.

Rhamnaceai), having an edible drupaceous fruit.

1884 in MILLER Plant-n.

Piquote, obs. form of PICOTEE.

fPiquy, obs. (?erron.) var. ofpique, PICA 1 2.

1656 BLOUNT Glossogr. s- v- Character, The Printers Char-
acters. .are, i. Pearl.. .2. Non-Pareil. 3. Breviar. 4. Long
Primer, 5. Piquy [1674 or

.
Pica]. 1658 PHILLIPS, Piguy, a

Term in printing, see Pareil.

II Pir (pij). Also 7 pire, peor, 9 peer. [Pers.

vj pir old man, chief of a sect : a title of honour

(Hopkins).] A Mohammedan saint or holy man ;

also transf. the tomb or shrine of a saint.

1671 tr. Bernier's Empire Ct. Mogol IV. 113 The Mullahs,
who with great conveniency and delight spend their life

there, under the shadow of the miraculous Sanctity of this

Pire. 1698 FRYER Ace. E. India * P. 240 Hard by this is a

Peor, or Burying-place of one of their Prophets. 1849 E. B.

EASTWICK Dry Leaves 121 He forthwith seeks out some Pir,

or Holy Man, to whose wives he entrusts his child. i88a

FLOYER Unexpl. Baluchistan 73 Here was a pir, or holy

spot, on which Kuli reverently deposited a handful of

wretched dates. 1000 MARY CARUS-WILSON Irene Petrie

vi. 1 16 In calamity he turns to his pir to help him.

Pir, obs. form of PIBB.

t Pirace, v. Obs. rare. [Abnormal formation f.

PIRACY.] a. inlr. To practise piracy : = PIRATE

v. 2. b. trans. To obtain by piracy : = PIBATK

v. i. Hence f Pi'raced ///. a.

1598 GRENEWEY Tacitus, Ann. xi. vl 147 A fugitiue with

light vessels robbing and piracing.
1660 F. BROOKE tr.

Lc Blanc's Trav. 64 Leaving his other ship with all his

pirac'd riches to the mercy of the water.

Piracy (psi'Tasi). Also 6-8 pyr-; 6-7 -eye,

-oie, -sie. [ad. med.L. piratia, a. Gr. miparda

piracy, f. wfipar^s PIRATE : see -ACY.] The action

or practice of a pirate.
1. The practice or crime of robbery and depre-

dation on the sea or navigable rivers, etc., or by
descent from the sea upon the coast, by persons
not holding a commission from an established

civilized state ;
with a and //., a single act or

crime of this kind.

(1419 Charta Hen. V in Rymer Fcedera IX. 754/2 Per

modum Pirntiae.) aiSS* LELAKD //in. HI. 33 Partely by
Feates of Warre, partely by Pyracie. 1556 Actt Privy



PIRAGUA.

1702 LUTTRELL BriefRel. (1857) V. 198 Condemned by the

court of admiralty for 4 several pyracies. 1727 A. HAMILTON
New Ace. E. [nd. II. xxxiii. 5 Those Portugueze . . betook

themselves to Piracy among the Islands, at the_ Mouth of

Ganges. 1807 G. CHALMERS Caledonia I. n. i. 213 The

Vikings confined their odious piracies to the Baltic. 1879

FARRAR St. Pani(iSB$ 241 The total suppression of piracy

by Pompey had rendered the Mediterranean safe.

fig. 1897 MARQ. SALISBURY Sp. in Ho. Lords 16
July,

It

was feared . . that under the appearance of educational re-

form a scheme of what he might call theological piracy
would spring up.

2. fig. The appropriation and reproduction of

an invention or work of another for one's own

profit,
without authority; infringement of the

rights conferred by a patent or copyright.
1771 LUCKOMBE Hist. Print. 76 They.. would suffer by

this act of piracy, since it was likely to prove a very bad

edition. 1808 Mat. Jrnl. XIX. 520 He is charged with
'

Literary Piracy ',
and an '

unprincipled suppression of the

source from whence he drew his information '. 1855 BREWSTER
Newton I. iv. 71 With the view of securing his invention of

the telescope from foreign piracy.

Piragua (pirae-gwa), periagua (periirc-gwa).

Forms : a. 7- piragua ; 7 piragoua, 8 pirogua,

peragua, peraouger, 9 peroq.ua. 0. 7 peri-

ago(e, -yago, -eago, -aqua, perriaguer, 8 perri-

agua, -ago, periaguay, -auger, perriaugre,

-awger, 8-9 periagua, -aga. 7. 8 petty-oager,

pettiagua, -augua, -awga, -auger, -augre, pe-

tiaguay, -augre, pettie augre, 9 petty-auga,

-auger, petiaugua. See also PIROGUE, [orig.

a. Sp. piragua, a. Carib piragua a dug-out; !

subseq. much corrupted, esp. by popular reference

of the initial part to peri- and petly.~\

A. Illustration of Forms.

['535 OVIEDO (1851) I. 171 Llamanlas los Caribes pira-

guas.] 1609 Virginia richly valued 41 A piragua or ferric

bote. 1660 F. BROOKE tr. Le Blanc's Trav. 343 They.,
betake themselves to their Canoes, or Piragoua. 1684 B.

SHARP Voy. (1729) 54 They took one Peragua which they
found at anchor. 1716 B. CHURCH Hist. Philip's IVar

(1867) II. 127 Maj. Church and his Forces were coming
against them . . with 24 Peraougers, meaning Whale-boats.

1792 tr. Rochon's Madagascar in Pinkerton Voy. U8i4)
XVI. 797 And because the canvas .. is impenetrable
to water, the hammock becomes a real pirogua_. 1839
MARRYAT Pliant. Ship xxvii, The peroqua rapidly ap-

proached. 1901 Blackw. Mag. Feb. 164 As soon as the

prow of the piragua grounded.
p. 1672 SIR W. TALBOT Discov. J. Ledcrer 18 People,
whom they.. force away.. in Periago's. 1691 Proc. agst.
French in Select, fr. Harl. Misc. (1793) 474 Making their

escape in their swift periaquas. 1696 J>. Carolina Stat.

(1837) II. 105 Any boat, perriaguer or canoe. 1697 Pereago
[see B. i]. 1702 C. MATHER Magn. Chr. n. App. (1852) 171

The periaga kept busking to and again. 1719 Periagua
[see B. i], 1733 N. Jersey Arch. XI. 311 A large new
Perriagua, of about 31 Foot in length. 1736 Ibid. 452 The
Owners of the other two Boats and Periauger. 1738 Ibid.

532 Chased by three Perriagoes. 1750 G. HUGHES Barba-
does 5 Coming hither., in their small canoes, or Perriawgers.

1765 in F. B. Hough Siege of Detroit (1860) 115 Three
Battoes and two Perriaugres. 1778 J. CARVER Trav. N.
Atner. 498 The French traders .. make of them periaguays.

1804 C. B. BROWN tr. Volney's View Soil U. S. 74 Two boats

(periagas) were detached from Detroit. 1845 DARWIN Voy.
Nat. xiv. (1873) 294 The periagua is a strange rough boat.

y. I703DAMPIER Voy. (1729) ill, Our Craft was but Canoes
and Petty-Oagers. 173* N. Jersey Arch. XI. 451 He
recover 'd himself and seized .. a Pettiauger of Alderman
Romer. 1736 Pettiawga [see B. 2]. 1739 WHITEFIELD in

Life $ Jrnls. (1756) 306 We went in a Pettiagua over the

Sound. 1740 Hist. Jamaica 298 A Petiaguay and Half-

Galley. 1776 N. GREENE in Sparks Corr. Atrter. Rev. (1853)

I. 301 Our people ran the petiaugres ashore.

B. Signification.
1. A long narrow canoe hollowed from the trunk

of a single tree, and sometimes deepened by the

addition of planks along the sides, or widened by
being built of two curved sections with a fiat

bottom inserted between them.

1609 [see A. a], 1630 CAPT. SMITH Trav. fy Adv. 52 There
were six Peryagoes, which are huge great trees_

formed as

your Canowes, but so laid out on the sides with boords,

they will seeme like a little Gaily. 160^ DAMPIER Voy.
(1699) 29 Pereago's and Cartoa's..zre nothing but the Tree
it self made hollow Boat wise, and the Canoa generally
sharp at both ends, the Pereago at one only, with the other

end flat. 1719 DE FOE Crusoe I. ix. (1840) 149 To make
myself a canoe or periagua. 1794 Rigging fy Seamanship
I. 242 /VnVz^M<w..douDle and single canoes, used by the

natives of. . islands in the south seas. 1843 PRESCOTT Mexico
VI. v. (1864) 367 The canoes and piraguas of the enemy.
2. An open flat-bottomed schooner-rigged vessel;

a sort of two-masted sailing barge, used in America
and the W. Indies.

1667 Land. Gaz. No. 126/4 A small Vessel of ours called
a Periagoe, . . chasing and taking his Shallop laden with
Provisions. 1736 WESLEY Jrnl. 4 Apr., I set out for

Frederica in a pettiawga a sort of flat-bottomed barge.
1744 F. MOORE Voy. Georgia 49 These Periaguas are long
flat-bottom 'd Boats, carrying from 25 to 30 Tons. They have
a kind of a Forecastle and a Cabbin ; but the rest open, and
no Deck. They have two Masts, .and Sails like Schooners.

They row generally with two Oars only. 1804 NavalChron.
XI. 456 A Petiaugua, a two-mast Boat used by the Caribs.
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Pirai, variant of PERAI, S. American fish.

Pirameter, variant spelling of PEIRAMETEK.

1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mech. 1714/1-

Piramid, Piramis, etc., obs. ff. PYRAMID, etc.

Pirainidig (pi'ramidi-g). [Echoic, after the

bird's call.] A name given in the W. Indies to a

night-hawk, Chordiles virginiamts or C. minor.

1847 GOSSE Birds Jamaica. 33 We hear a loud, abrupt,
and rapid repetition of four or five syllables in the air above

our heads, resembling the sounds, pirainidig, or g? me a

tit, or perhaps still more, witta-wittawit. Ibid. 37 Whithci

the Piramidig retires after its twilight evolutions are per-

formed, or where it dwells by day, I have little evidence.

1859 Zoologist XVIII. 6976 The peculiarity of flight in the

piramidig. 1894 NEWTON Diet. Birds 727 Piramidig, a

Creole name, . .C[horiiiles]
minor (Nightjar), being an imita-

tion of its cry uttered during its remarkable flight.

||
Piranha (pzra-n

j
a). [Pg., from Tupi/zVavya,

var. of pira'ya, scissors, also this fish.] A vora-

cious South American fish :
= PERAI.

1869 R. F. BURTON Brazil II. 33 The poor almost live

upon the.. dreadful Piranha. 1904 G. A. BoULKNGER Let.

to Editor, The ferocious S. American fish . . SerrastUmo

piraya, is known in English books of natural history as the

Piranha or Caribe, or Cariba.

Pirastic(k, variant of PEIRASTIC.

Pirate (psi'TA), sb. Also 5-8 pyrat(e, 6

pyraotte, pirotte, -atte, 6-7 pyrote, pirat, Jr
pyratt. [ad. L. pjrata, a. Gr. Tmparijs, f. irapav
to attempt, attack, assault. Cf. F. pirate (1448
in Hatz.-Darm.), Sp., Pg., It. pirata, Du.piraat,
Ger., Sw., Da. pirat.']

1. One who robs and plunders on the sea, navi-

gable rivers, etc., or cruises about for that purpose ;

one who practises piracy; a sea-robber.

[1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls) VI. 415 pe see beves of

Danes [L. Dani firatx}.} 1426 LYDC. De Guil. Pilgr.

23963, I mene pyratys of the Se, Which brynge folk in

pouerte. 1430-40 Bochas I. xxi. (1554) 38 This word

pirate of Pirrhus toke the name. 1522 J. CLKKK in Ellis

Qrig. Lett. Ser. in. I. 312 Pirats, Mores, and other infidels.

1536 Act 28 Hen. VIII, c. 15 title, An acte for punishement
of pyrotes and robbers on the sea. 1561 EDEN Arte

Nanig. Pref. r?j, Pilotes (I saie) not Pirottes, Rulers, not

Rouers. 1601 SHAKS. Tivcl, N. v. i. 72 Notable Pyrate,
thou salt-water Theefe. 1692 Col. Rec. Pennsylv. I. 360
For the resisting., of all enemies, pyratts, and retells. 1714
Fr. Bk. of Rates 12 We have secured the Navigation of

our Subjects, against all other Pyrats. 1776 GIBBON Dcel.

$ F. x. I. 285 Cilicia, formerly the nest of those daring

pyrates. 1799 Naval Cliron. II. 315 River Pirates.. ply

upon the Thames during the night. 1817 BYRON Manfred
n. iii. 32 A traitor on land, and a pirate at sea. 1867 FREE-

MAN Norm. Conq. I. iv. 192 In the mouths of. .plain-spoken
enemies his people [the Normans in France] are only the

Pirates, and himself the Chief of the Pirates, down to the

end of the [loth] century.

fig. 1839 BAILEY Festus xviii. (1852) 261 Oh, Love's a bold

pirate the son of the sea ! 1902 Daily Chron. 18 Apr. 3/2
Four, .eggs were captured by rats or other water pirates.

2. transf. A vessel employed in piracy or manned

by pirates ;
a pirate-ship.

1600 HOLLAND Livy xxxix. xxxvi. 875 Scouring the coast

..with his pyrats and men of warre. 1649 EVELYN Diary
12 July, We had a good passage, tho

1

chas'd for some houres

by a pyrate. 17*6-31 WALDRON Descr. Isle ofMan (1865)

9 A stately pirate that was steering her course into this

harbour. 1836 MARRYAT Mids/i. Easy xvii, That's as much
as to say that she's a pirate.

3. Any one who roves about in quest of plunder ;

one who robs with violence
;

a marauder, plun-

derer, despoiler. Also^.
1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 180 b, Y great pirat and

olde thefe the deuyll. 1726 CAVALLIF.R Mem. in. 226 It has

been always a custom among the Soldiers in France to

extort Money from the Country,. .These Pyrates had plun.

der'd, kill'd and made the Country pay all they could get
from them. 1802 SAMPSON Sttrv. Londonderry 129 No
clover sown, on account of promiscuous flocks of sheep,
which are emphatically called pirates. 1846 LANDOR Heroic

Idylls, Thrasymedes % Euno'e 80 Pirate of virgin and of

princely hearts 1 1830 W. IRVINO Mahomet I. 155 Pirates

of the desert.

4. fig. One who appropriates or reproduces with-

out leave, for his own benefit, a literary, artistic,

or musical composition, or an idea or invention of

another, or, more generally, anything that he has

no right to ; esp. one who infringes on the copy-

right of another.

[1668 J. HANCOCK Brooks' Siring of Pearls (Notice at

end), Some dishonest Booksellers, called Land-Pirats, who
make it their practise to steal Impressions of other mens

Copies.] 1701 DE FOE True-born Eng. Explan. Pref. (1703)
6 Its being Printed again and again by Pyrates. 1709
STEELE & ADDISON Taller No. 101 r i These Miscreants
are a Set of Wretches we Authors call Pirates, who print

any Book, ..as soon as it appears.., in a smaller Volume,
and sell it (as all other Thieves do stolen Goods) at a cheaper
Rate. 1837 LOCKHART Scott Ivii. (1839) VII. 117 A recent

alarm about one of Ballantyne's workmen . . transmitting

proof sheets of Peveril while at press to some American

pirate. 1861 W. FAIRBAIRN Address Brit. Assoc., There
are abuses in the working of the patent law. .,and protection
is often granted to pirates and impostors, to the detriment
of real inventors. 1887 ShakesfearianaVl. 105 In 1599 two
of them [Shakspere's Sonnets] were printed by the pirate

Jaggard.

5. An omnibus which infringes on the recognized
routes and snaps up the regular custom of other

omnibuses, or which overcharges and otherwise

PIBATEBY.

preys upon passengers. Now often applied to any
omnibus owned by a private firm or person. Also

transf. The driver of such an omnibus.

1889 Daily News 12 Dec. 3/1 The '

pirate omnibus man ',

who..had no fixed routes or stated hours. . .The pirate pulls
his horses to pieces. 1892 Pall Mall G. 19 Oct. 3/3 'The
'bus was a pirate ', said the witness. Ibid., Even in con-

versation with an elderly lady. . a private 'bus is a '

pirate
'

and nothing else. 1894 Times i Mar. 11/4 This was evi-

denced by the number of persons being carried by
'

pirates ',

many of which were running at the old fares.

6. Applied to animals the habits of which suggest

piracy, as a. A species of hermit crab ;
b. A small

fresh-water fish of voracious habits {AphreJoderus
sayanus), common in the eastern U.S.; also

called pirate-perch.
1857 R. TOMES Avter. in Japan vi. 136 One of the most

abounding [Crustacea] is that which is commonly known as

the '

pirate '. . . The pirate has no home of its own, but appro-

priates, .that which belongs to others. It has a.. preference
for the shells of the buccina, murex, and bulla,

7. attrib. and Comb. a. appositive, that is a

pirate, as pirate-bird, -filibuster, -guest; b. of,

belonging to, or inhabited by pirates, as pirate-

brig, -coast, -frigate, -hoard, -schooner, -ship, -town,

-vessel, work ;
c. pirate-like, -ridden ndjs. ; d.

pirate-blue a., of a vivid shade of blue ; pirate

'bus, omnibus (see 5); pirate-fish, local name of

the glutinous hag, Myxineglutinosa ; pirate-perch

(see 6 b) ; pirate publisher (see 4) ; pirate

spider, Lycosa piratica (see quot.).

1842 MACGILLIVRAY Man. Brit. Ornith. II. 255 Cataractes

Skua. Brown or Skua 'Pirate-Bird. 1896 Daily News
17 Oct. 6/5 A gown in

'

*pirate-blue
'

cloth, rather a vivid

shade, by the way. 1901 Daily Chron. 24 Dec. 5/1 In these

days the "pirate-bus has turned itself into a more or less

honest tramp steamer. 1760-72 H. BROOKE Fool ff Qttal.

(1809) III. 86 We had.. great treasure in the "pirate-frigate.

314 BYRON
"

jirate-hoan

that . . conductors of the" new 'buses . . overcharged pas-

sengers, and met. .protests with, .abuse.. .These _were the

first ^pirate omnibuses. 1905 Q. Rev. Apr. 365 This "pirate-

ridden and fish-eating land. 1868 WOOD Homes without H.

xxxi.598 The "Pirate Spider (Lycosa piratica) , .has similar

habits, chasing its prey on the water and descending as

well below the surface. 1761 Ann. Keg. 77/2 The 'pirate-

towns of Barbary. 1900 Morn. Chron. 23 Jan. 3/4 All

"pirate work,, .mostly from the United States.

Hence Pi-ratess, a female pirate.
1862 RUSSELL Diary North <V S. I. xv. 163 The piralei

and piratesses had control of both. 1879 M iss VOSGE Cameos
Ser. iv. xxx. 327 The 'Sea Queen

'

or piratess.

Pirate (poi'ra) ,
v. [f. PIRATE sb. ; cf. F. pirater

(1:1600 in Hatz.-Darm.), It. piratare
'

to rob by
Sea' (Florio 1 598), Sp.ftratear intr. to pirate.]

1. trans. To practise piracy upon ; to plunder

piratically ;
to make booty of as a pirate ;

to rob,

to plunder.
1574 HELLOWES Guenara's Fain. Ep. (1577) 329 A puissant

Pirat named Abenchapeta, passed from Asia into Africa, . .

he pilled and pirated such as he met with all by Seas. 1694
tr. Milton's Lett. State Wks. 1851 VIII. 265 An afflicted

and..misus'd virgin, born of honest Parents, but pyrated
out of her Native Country. 121734 NORTH nf (1826) II.

373 It was pirated out of his house, and he could never find

who had it. 1816 SCOTT Antiq. xviii, Their rivals in trade

. .might have encroached upon their bounds for the purpose
of pirating their wood. 1900 Daily Kevis 4 Sept. 5/7 One
of the ferry launches running between Hong Kong and
Yau-ma-ti. .had been pirated while still in the harbour.

2. intr. To play the pirate, practise piracy.

1814 BYRON Corsair \\\. v. 17 Report speaks largely of his

"pirate-hoard. 1611 COTGK., Pirati<]i{C, Piratical], "Pirat-

like. 1897 t'ftt A'al1 G - 3 1 Dec- 5/3 In lS32 '" was "oliced

Baltick. 1746 W. HORSLEY Fool (1748) I. 261 [To] put it

out of the Power of both France and Spain .. to pirate upon
us again. 1816 SOUTHEY in Q. Rev. XV. 302 France per-

petually, .pirating against the homeward bound fleets. 1887
BESANT The World went, etc. xlv, They proposed to go
a-pirating among the Spanish settlements.

3. fig. trans. To appropriate or reproduce (the

work or invention of another) without authority,

for one's own profit.

1706 DE FOE Jure Div. Pref. 42 Gentlemen-Booksellers,
that threatned to Pyrate it, as they call it, viz. Reprint it,

and Sell it for half a Crown. 1754 Connoisseur No. 38 _f
6

To prevent his design being pirated, he intends petitioning
the Parliament. 1850 CHUBB Locks $ Keys 36 He had no

right to pirate a peculiar trade mark. 1884 A merican VI I.

318 The injustice done by American publishers in pirating

English works.

Hence Pi'rated ppl. a. ; Pi-rating vbl. sb. and

ppl.a.
1697 tr. Ctess D'Attnoy's Trav. (1706) 77 One day, as

Meluza came from Pyrating, he brought [etc.]. 1727 A.

HAMILTON New Ace. E. Ind. I. xii. 140 The English went to

burn that Village and their pirating Vessels. 1731 GAY Let.

to Swift i Dec., I have had an injunction for me against

pirating-bookseUers. 1737 BYROM Jrnl. <V Lit. Rem. (1856)

II. I. 133 To put out a pirated edition. 1883 American VI.

44 A pirated extract from a paper published some fifteen

years ago. 1902 Daily Chron. 18 Dec. 3/2 The pirating of

woodcuts in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries.

fPi-rately, a. Obs. rare. [f. PIRATE sb. + -LT l
:

cf. soldierly.} Of the nature of a pirate ; piratical.

1625 Impeachm. Dk. Buckhm. (Camden) 220 A kenncll of

rancke pirately roages.

Piratery (paUlAri).
rare. Abo piratry.

[ail. F. piraterie, f. PIRATE sb. + -trie : see -ERY.



PIRATIC.

(Cf. L. pirdtcriuni) a. Gr. ntipaTijpioif a gang of

pirates.)]
- PIRACY i.

[1756 H. \VALPOLE Lett, to Mann. 25 Jan., Monsieur Bonac
. .complaining in harsh terms of our brigandages and^/Va-
teries.} 1903 KIPLING 5 Nations Ded., Ere rivers league
against the land In piratry of flood.

Piratic (psirae-tik), a. [ad. L. pir&ticus, a.

Gr. irei/)dTios, f. irftpdTTjs pirate : see -ic. So F.

piratique.~\ Of or pertaining to a pirate or pirates ;

like a pirate. Piratic war, that waged by
Pompey against the pirates in the Mediterranean.
a 1640 DAY Par/. Bees i. (1881) 13 [He] Out-Iaw-like doth

challenge as his owne Your Highnes due; nay, Pyratick
detaines The waxen fleet, sailing upon your plaines. 1692
WASHINGTON tr. Milton's Def. Pop. v. M.'s Wks. 1851 VIII.

137 Nor must Pompey have undertaken the Piratick War.
1783 WATSON Philip III, iv. (1839) 201 The piratic states of

Barbary. 1854 J. S. C. ABBOTT Napoleon (1855) I. xxv. 395
The Algerines were now sweeping with their piratic crafts
the Mediterranean.

Piratical (pairse-tikal), a. [f. as prec. + -AL.]
1. Of or pertaining to a pirate or piracy ;

of the

nature of, characterized by, given to, or engaged
in piracy ; pirate-like.
1579-80 Reg. Privy Council Scot. III. 255 Thair pirati-

ca.ll and weikit deidis. 1622 BACON Holy War Wks. 1879
I. 528/1 The piratical war which was achieved by Pompey
the Great. 1712 E. COOKE Voy. S. Sea. 107 Capt. Sharp's
Pyratical Voyage to the South Sea. 1776 GIBBON Dccl. A>

F. x. I. 245 The gold which the Scandinavians had acquired
in their pyratical adventures. 1836 W. IRVING Astoria III,

103 These would apprize their relatives, the piratical Sioux
of the Missouri, of the approach of a band of white traders.

1872 YEATS Growth Comm. 365 The Moors established the

piratical states of Algiers and Tunis.
b. fig. Given to literary piracy, etc.

1737 POPE Lett. Pref., Errors of the press .. multiply'd in
bo many repeated editions, by the Avarice and Negligence
of pyratical Printers. 1759 DlLWORTH Pofefy The piratical
Curl had .. advertised the letters of Messieurs Prior and
Addison. 1877 DOWDEN Shaks. Prim. i. 12 Piratical pub-
lishers tried in some dUhonebt way to come at the manuscript.
2. Obtained by piracy ; pirated ; produced by

literary piracy.

156$ Reg. Privy Council Scot. I. 336 Ony of the said

piraticall gudis. Ibid. 337 Personis that avariciouslie res-

settis the piraticall gudis. 1631 BBATHWAIT Whimzies,
Sayler 88 In hope to become sharer in a pyratical] treasure.

1838 A B, GRANVILLE Spas Germ. 245 Two legal editions-
two piratical ones.

Firatically (pairse'tikali), adv. ff. prec. +
-LY -.] In a piratical manner ; by piracy.
1549 in Burnet//f. Ref. (\f&\}\\. Collect. Rec. 162 Order

hath been taken, .that certain Goods, piratically taken upon
the Seas.. should be restored to the true Owners. 11642
SIR W. MONSON Naval Tracts 11. (1704) 250/2 The People.,
were Pyratically given. 1732 Hist. Litteraria IV. 38 It

had been officiously and pyratically printed by others. 1876
BANCROFT Hist. U. S.lll. iii. 48 Its flag had been insulted,
its maritime rights disregarded, .. its property piraiically
seized and confiscated.

Prratism. rare. [f. PIRATE sb. + -ISM ; cf. It.

piratismo
*
Piracie or robbing by Sea

'

(Florio 1 6 1 1 ).]
1882 O'DosovAN Alerv Oasis I. iv. 67 To check the piratism

of the Turcoman maritime populations.

f Frratize, v. Obs. rare 1
, [f. as prec. + -IZE.]

trans. To subject to piracy.
1638 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. (ed. 2) 334 Nor cease the

Ilanders to rob and piratize the Chyneses.

fPira-tously, adv. Obs. rare. Also 6 -tuosly.

[f. as prec. + -ous + -LY ^.]
= PIRATICALLY.

1538 in R. G. Marsden Scl. PL Crt. Adm. (1894) I. 73 One
Walter Soly. .with certain maryners. .came feloniously and
piratuosly upon borde. 1549 in Burnet Hist. Kef. (1681)
II. Collect. Rec. 162 Divers Merchants .. have had their

goods piratously robbed and taken.

Piraya, variant of PERAI, PIRANHA.

Pirck, obs. form of PERK z/.i

Fire, v. Obs. exc. dial* Also 9 pyre. [ME.
piren t

identical in form and sense with LG. (in
Brem. Wbch.) and EFris.///wi, of unknown origin.
The same sense is expressed in mod. Eng. by PEER v.,

which is not known before 1590. Their phonetic relation is

difficult to understand ; but cf. the pairs kike^ keek, pike,
Peek, pipe, peep, pile, peel, also pike sb., peek, now peak,
which present similar problems. Some have suggested that
LG. piren was a variant of pliren^ pluren, with similar
sense ; but this is unlikely.]
intr. To look narrowly, esp. in order to dis-

cern something indistinct or difficult to make out ;

to peer.
1390 GOWER Con/. III. 29 RJht so doth he, whan that he

pireth [rime tireth] And toteth on hire wommanhiede. 1399LANGL. Rich. Rtdeles in. 48 Thanne cometh .. Anojier
proud partriche . . And preuyliche pirith till b dame passe.
ci^ooBeryn 552 Go vp..&loke, & m the asshis pire. Ibid.
1412 They herd all his compleynt, bat petouse was to here,
ffawnus in-to the Chirch pryuelych gan pire. 1854 Miss
BAKER Northatnpt. Gloss.) Paring . . Always used in combina-
tion with peeping, as,

'

peeping and pyring about '.
'

Peep.
ing and pyring into every body's business '.

Fire, var. PERKY 1, Obs, t pear-tree ; obs. f. PIER.

Pirene, Pirenean, Piretheum,Pirethrum :

see PVK-. Piriawe, obs. corrupt form of PAKIAH.
Pirie, variant of PERRY*, Obs., PIKKIE.

Piriform, variant (etymologically correct) of
PYRIFORM. 1890 in Cent. Diet.

\\ Piri-piri (pie'riipio-ri). A Maori name applied
to several plants, esp. to ffaloragis micrantha, a

902

shrubby plant found in India, south-eastern Asia,

Australia, and New Zealand ;
also to Acsena San-

guisorba, used as tea and as a medicine, called by
the colonists by corruption biddy-biddy.
(In the former sense misprinted piri-jiri (see A. Cunning-

ham in Ann. Nat. Hist. (1839) III. 30), an error repeated in

some dictionaries.)
1866 Treas. Bot. 567 s. v. Haloragis (Piri-jiri). x88o N. Z.

Country Jrnl. XII. 195 (Morris s.v. BidJy-biddy), Piri-piri
.. by the settlers has been, .corrupted into biddy-biddy...
These tenacious burrs of the piri-piri. 1884 MILLER Plant-n.

,

Piri-jiri-shrub.

Pirk^e, obs. form of PERK sb.1 and v,\

Firl (p3.il, Sc. pi'r'l), v. arch., Sc.> and dial.

Also 6 pirle, pyrl, 6-9 purl. [Origin not ascer-

tained; perh. onomatopoeic : cf. PURL v.~\

1. trans. To twist, wind, or spin (threads, fibres,

or hairs) into a cord
;

in early use esp. to twist

or spin (gold or silver wire) into cord or '

lace*
;
now

esp. dial, to twist (horsehair' into fishing-lines, etc.

1523 SKELTON Garl. Laurel 796 Sum pirlyng of golde
theyr work to encrease With fingers smale, and handis whyte
as mylk. 1530 PAUGK. 658/1, I pyrle wyer ofgoldeorsyluer,
I wynde it upon a whele as sylke women do. 1556 J. HEY-
WOOD Spider <y F. xci. 39 But copwebs vpon copwebs : pirld
in ech coste : All parts of windows to be so enboste : That no
flie can passe. 1825 JAMIESON, Pirl.. 2. To twist, twine, curl;
as to twist horse-hair into a fishing-line ; Roxb., Clydes.
1828 MOIR Mansie Wauch xxvi, A bit daigh, half an ounse
weight, pirled round wi

1

the knuckles into a case. 1892
Daily News 10 Nov. 2/2 The car of the Gold and Silver

Wyre Drawers Company,. . men and women in the costume
of James I. were engaged in wire-drawing, flatting, and
spinning thread, purling bullion, weaving lace, embroidering,
and lace-making. 1894 Nortkumb. Gloss., Purl, to twist
between finger and thumb. Horsehair is purled thus in

making snares for bird-catching in winter.

2. To cause to revolve, to spin ;
to throw or toss

with spinning motion. Also intr. To move with

such motion, to revolve rapidly, to spin.
1791 J. LEARMONT Poems 273 (E. D. D.) Cranreuch snow

blaws purlin' on the plain. 1805 J. NICOL Poems I. 25 (Jam.)
Cauld December's pirlin drift Maks Winter fierce an' sneli

come. 1808 JAMIESON, Pir?t v. n. to whirl. 1880 Ibid, (new
ed.) s. v., Pirl up the pennies. [1886 ELWORTHY W. Somerset
Word-bit., Pirdle, to cause to spin.

' Let me pirdle the top,
I'll show thee how to make'n go.'J

3. intr. To curl
;

*
to ripple as the surface of a body

of water under a slight wind*. (Jamieson 1808.)
Hence Pirled///. a., twisted, twined, spun into

a thread or lace.

c 1500 MEDWALL Nature (Brand!) 763 Then yt cryspeih
and shyneth as bryght as any pyrled gold. 1520 in Archze-

ologia LIII. 17 A corporax case and the corporax of gold
pyrlled and crymyssynn velvet. 1583 Rates cf Customs
Dvij, Pirled lace called cantelet lace of thred the groce
Hi. v\d. 1583 STUBBES Anat. Abus. i. (1879) 71 Some with

purled lace so cloyd.

Pirl, sb. St.
[f. prec. vb.] a. A twist, curl.

b. A fine curl or ripple on the surface of water.

1825 JAMIESON s.v., 'There's a plrl on the water.
1

1838
HOGG Tales ( 1866) 150 (E.D.D.) Wi' the pirl bein' awa', the

pool was as clear as crystal. 1880 JAMIESON', Pirl. .2. Twist,
twine, curl ; as ' That line has na the richt pirl,

1

Clydes.

Pirl, obs. or dial, form of PURL sb. and v.

Pirlicue, pirlie-, variants of PURLICUE.
Pirliewinkles : see PILLIWINKS.

t Pirn, sbl Obs. rare 1
, [perh. metathesis of

pritt, prenC) PREEN, a pin.] ?A pointed twig or

branch ;
? a thorn or spine.

a 1400-50 Alexander 4981 pai fande a ferly faire tre

quare-on na frute groued, Was void of all hire verdure &
vacant of leues,..With-outen bark oufnr bast full of bare

pirnes.

Pirn (p^-in, Sc. pirn), sb.% Now Sc, and dial.

Forms : 5-6 pirne, pyrrie, 8 pyrn, 6- pirn, (9
dial, pirm). [Origin uncertain.

Jamieson points out that in sense i 'it is sometimes called
a broach

'

(cf. BROACH sb. 4), and may thus be, like PIRN $b. l

t

a metathetic form ofprin, PREEN ; but the latter has existed
in Sc. since 14th c. as prenet prein^ preen, and there is no
evidence of any contact or confusion between the two words.]

1. A small cylinder on which thread or yarn is

wound, formerly made of a hollow reed or quill,
but now usually of turned wood or iron, with an

axial bore for mounting on a spindle when wind-

ing ; a weaver's bobbin, spool, or reel.

(Cf. the synonym SPOOI,, the orig. sense of which appears
to have been quill or hollow reed.)
c 1440 Protnp. Parv. 402/1 Pyrne, of a webstarys loome,

panus [an error reproduced by Palsgrave]. 1474 Ace. Ld.
High Treas. Scot. I. 25 Item viij pirnis of gold for the

sammyn harnessing, price of the pirne x s. ; summa iiij li.

1502 Ibid. II. 289 Item.. for xy pirn of gold. 1700 SIR
A. EALFOUR Lett. 210 In the Highest Stone there are In-

numerable Pirns of Silk. 1792 Statist. Ace. Scot, II. 510
Fit.. to earn their bread at home, the women by spinning,
and the men by filling pirns, (rolling up yarn upon lake

reeds, cut in small pieces for the shuttle). 1829 E. IRVING
Times of Martyrs in Anniversary 283 Her spinning wheel

..having no heck, but a moveable eye which was carried

along the pirn by a heart-motion. 1831 W. PATRICK Plants 82
The stalks (of Arundo Phragmites\ were formerly used for

making weaver's pirns. 1844 G. DODD Textile Manuf. vii.

217. 1899 CROCKETT Kit Kennedy 175 A load of birchwood
to be transformed into bobbins and pirns.

b. Phrases. (Sc.)
To wind any one a pirn, to plan trouble for or injury to

one, get one into difficulty; to wind (oneself) a bonny
(queer) plrn t

to get into a difficulty or entanglement; an

PIBNIE.

ill-favoured (-winded) pirn, a troublesome or complicated
business ; to ravel one's pirns t to cause one trouble or
anxiety : to redd (unwind) a ravelled pirn, to clear up a
tangled matter or difficulty, to get clear of an entanglement ;

to wind (up) one's pirn, to make an end, have done.
J535 STEWART Cron. Scot. (Rolls) I. 201 Throw sic dis-

plesour he hes wynd him ane pirne. 1638 in Lang Hist.
Scot. (1904) III. ii. 48 [Argyll is said to have advised
Charles to keep him [Lome] in England or else he would
wind him a pirn], 1718 RAMSAY Christ's Kirk Gr. in. xv,
Ise wind ye a pirn, To reel some day. 17. . Sc. Haggis 161

(E. D. D.) I'll just wind up my pirn, and hae done with a
remark or sac. 1787 SHIRREFS Jamie ff Bess n. ii, Ere ye
get joose, ye'll redd a ravell'd pirn. 1818 SCOTT Rob Roy
.\xiii, Ye'll spin and wind yoursell a bonny pirn. 1828
F. M. Perth xxv, By the Thane's Cross, man, ..this is an
ill-favoured pirn to wind. 1893 STEVENSON Catriona. xxiii.

282, 1 shall have a fine ravelled pirn to unwind.
C. A reel of sewing cotton, a bobbin or spool.

(A common name in Sc.)
1820 [Known to be in use in Hawick]. 1887 D. GRANT

Scotch Stories 64 Gin a customer ca'd for a penny pirn.

f 2. transf. The yarn wound upon the pirn

(ready for the shuttle) ; also, as much as a pirn

holds, a pirnful. ? Obs. rare.

[Cf. 1474, 1502 in i.] 1710 RUDDIMAN Gloss. Douglas
1

sKrtt'i's s. v. Pyrnit, The Women and Weavers [of Scotland]
call a small parcel of yarn put on a broach (as they name
it), or as much as is put into the shuttle at once, a Pyrn,
but most commonly the stick on which it is put passes under
that name. 1843 FRANCIS Diet. Arts, Pirn, the wound yarn
that is on a weaver's shuttle.

3. Any device or machine resembling a reel, or

used for winding; esp. a fishing-reel.
1781 SIR J. SINCLAIR Qbsero. Sc. Dial. 159 A pirn (for

angling), a wheel. 1793 FOKDVCE in Phil. Trans. LXXXIV.
17 The curvature of the wire, acquired by its being wound
round a pirn, was not entiiely unfolded for some months.
1833 J. S. SANDS Poems Ser. i. 78 (E. D. D.) Auld Jacob's
staff and fishing pirn. 1839 T. C. HOKLAND Brit. Angler's
Man. i. (1841) 6 A winch or reel, is used for running-tackle,
and is generally made of brass, but I have seen them in

Scotland made of wood, where they are called pirns, c 1850
W. GRAHAM in R. Ford Harp Perth.(i$q$ 149, 1 wauken'd
brjcht, To my pirn wildly skirlin*. 1900 C. MURRAY Hattie-
ivtth 3 Hear the whirr o' the miller's pirn. 1903 Westni.
Gaz. 8 Apr. 2/2 A primitive contrivance of a hand-wheel,
three pirns a man, a woman, and two boys twisting green
rushes into ropes.

t 4. An unevenness or * cockle
'

in the surface of

a piece of cloth, caused by difference in the yarns
composing it. Obs. rare.

[' They still say in Angus, that a web is all pirned, when
woven with unequal yarn

'

(Jamieson).]
X 733 P- LINDSAY Interest Scot. 166 We should have no

more bad C|oth, nor any Cloth dibliklied by Bars, Strips, or

Pirns, occasioned by putting different Kinds of Yarn . .in the
same piece.

5. attrib. and Comb., as pirn-winder, -winding \

pirn-cage (see quot.); pirn-cap, a wooden bowl
used by weavers to hold their quills (Jamieson) ;

pirn-girnel, a box for holding pirns while they
are being filled ; pirn-house, a weaving shed ;

pirn-stick, a wooden spit or spindle on which the

quill (pirn) is placed while the yarn put on it in

spinning is reeled off; pirn-wheel, a wheel for

winding thread on bobbins
; pirn-wife, a woman

who fills pirns with yarn.
1880 Antrim ff Down Gloss., *Pirn cage, an arrangement

of pins standing up from a square frame, in which '

pirns
'

or bobbins are stuck used in power-loom factories. 1867
ELLEN JOHNSTON Poems 129 Nae mair in oor *pirn-house
Ye'll hunt the rats, nor catch a moose. 1894 [W. D. LATTO]
Tarn Bodkin xxi. 216 My legs .. they're like *pirn-sticks
buskit in breeks. 1896 G. SETOUN A*. Uryuhart xxii. 226
Women discussed it at their *pirn-wheels. 1895 A. PHILIP
Parish q/ Long/organ x. 276 A good canny *pirn-winder. . .

ng ,
an accessory trade to hand-loom weaving,

doubt, die with the present workers.

Pirn,j.3 dial. Alsopurn. A twitch for horses,
etc. : see quots.
1846 BROCKETT N. C. Gloss., Purn, the same as Twitch...

Twitch, an instrument applied to the nose of a vicious horse,
to make it stand still during . . shoeing. 1869 Lonsdale Gloss.,

Pirn, a stick with a loop of cord for twisting on the nose of

a refractory horse. Pirns, a. kind of ring for a vicious cow's
nose. 1873 Swaledale Gloss., Pirn, a stick with a noose at
the end to nold an unruly horse.

Pirn(p3-in), v. Sc. [app. f. PiRNjA 2
] Found

only in pa. pple. and ppl. adj. Pirned, interwoven

with threads of different colours; striped; brocaded.

1494 Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scot. \. 224 Crammacy sattm

pirnit wyth gold. 1513 DOUGLAS sEncis in. vii. 26 Riche
wedis, Figunt and prynnit [ed. 1553 pymyl] al with goldin
thredis. Ibid. vin. iii. 168 Ane. .knychtly weyd, Pirnit and
wovin full of fyn gold threyd. 1539 fn->. R. ly'ardr. (1815)

33 Ane gowneof crammasy velvet, .lynit with pyrnit satyne.

1710 RUOOIMAN Gloss. Douglas
1

sEncis, Pyrnit, striped,
woven with different colours. 1819 W. TENNANT Papistry
Stonnd (1827) 22 He. .Tucks up his pyrnit tunic bra.

Pirilie, pirny (ps'-mi), a. and st>.
1 Sc. [app.

related to prec. vb. and to PIRN sb? sense 4.]

A. adj. Of cloth: Striped with different colours.

[1511 Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scot. IV. 253 The Kingis

goune of pyrne butyne of gold lynit with Romany buge.]

1697 CI.KLASD Poems 12 With Brogues, and Trues, and

pirnie Plaidcs, With good blew Bonnets on their Heads.

17*1 RAMSAY Elegy on Patie Birnie, The famous fiddler

of Kinghorn. .Tho' baith his weeds and mirth were pirny.

\Notf. When a piece of stuff is wrought unequally, part

co:irse, and part line, of yarn of different colours, we call



PIRNIE.

it pirny, from the pirn.] 1865 JANET HAMILTON Poems 192

Crossing his
'

pirnie
'

plaid over his shoulders and chest.

B. sii. A conical woollen nightcap, usually

striped with different colours.
'

Generally applied to those manufactured at Kilmaniock
'

(Jamieson).
1814 MACTACOART Callavid. Encycl. s. v., A monkey . .

leaped on to his shoulder, and plucked off his pirnie. 1858

SIMMONDS Diet, Trade, Firnic, a woollen nightcap made in

Kilmarnock, of different colours or stripes. 1895 CROCKETT

Bag-Myrtle f,-
Peat 206 Tibbie was knitting at a reid pirnie

for her father.

Pirnie, pirny (paMni), s6.2 Sc. Diminutive

of PIRN- sl'.'f

1776 C. KEITH Farmer's Ha' 5 The auld gudewife the

pirney reels Wi' tenty hand. 1879 J. WHITE Jottings 192

(E. D. D.) Dpon to the Leap I'll aften rin, Richt glad to

hear my pirnie spin.

Pirogue (piiw-g). Also 7 pyrage, pyrogue,

8-9 perioque, 9 perogue, periogue, piroque,

peroque. See also PIRAGUA, [a. F. pirogue

(p/ro'g), prob. from Galibi, the Carib dialect of

Cayenne.] Another form of PIRAGUA : still used

in the same senses, but more widely diffused, and

extended (under French influence) to the native

canoes of various regions, and to kinds of open
boats, with or without sails, locally used.

903

left hand, are manoeuvres now totally disused in fencing.
1868 Morn. Star 28 Mar., To pirouette in combustible gauze
before the footlights. 187* BAKER Nile Tribut. viii. 133
After pirouetting in several strong whirlpools, .we at length
arrived. 1894 BARING-GOULD Queen ofL. 1.8 To. .pirouette
at the apex of his loftiest elocution.

Hence Piroue'tting vbl. sb. and ppl. a. ; also

Piroue tter, one who pirouettes ; Firoue'ttism,

Firoue'ttiveness, nonce-wds., disposition for or

habit of pirouetting.

Return ofNative iv. iJS, She began to envy those pirouetter

those long shallops called pyrages. 1698 FROGER I 'ay. 66

Pyrogues . . large Canoos, very long and made of one single

tree, hollowed. 1777 ROBERTSON Hist. Amer. (1796) II. iv.

161 Their pirogues or war boats are so large as to carry forty
or fifty men. 1792 MAR. RIDDELL I'oy. Madeira 85 This
tree supplies the Caribs with wood for building their peri-

oques or canoes, which they cut out of the trunk. 1807
P. GASS yrnl. 12 The expedition was embarked on board a
batteau and two periogues. 1808 PIKE Sources Afississ. i. 8

Met two peroques full of Indians. 1828 WEBSTER, Pirogue,
. . In modern usage in America, a narrow ferry-boat carrying
two masts and a lee-board. 1838 J. HALL Notes West,
States 218 The earliest improvement upon the canoe, was the

Pirogue, an invention of the whites . . the pirogue has greater
width and capacity, and is composed of several pieces of

timber as if the canoe was sawed in two equal sections,

and a broad flat piece of timber inserted in the middle. 1860

DOMENF.CH Deserts N. Amer. II. 276 Canoes are of three

sorts: piroques, made of the stem of a single tree; small

boats lined with buffalo hide..; and lastly the canoe pro-

perly so called. 1886 tr. de Brazza in Pall Mall G.

3 Sept. 6/2 It was impossible.. to ascend the Ogowai with-

out the aid of the natives to pilot our pirogues in the rapids.

1889 Harper's Mag. Nov. 851/1 She is what they call a

pirogue here [West Indies].., she has a long narrow hull,

two masts, no deck : she has usually a crew of five, and can

carry thirty barrels of tafia. 1893 J. FOGERTY Juanita I. 96
A number of black canvas-covered canoes, locally [W. coast

of Ireland] called
'

pirogues '.

tPirot. Obs. ra.F./*r#(Cotgr;): cf. PIDDOCK.]
1611 COTGR., Pirof

t
the Pirot, or Hag-fish ; a kind of long

shell-fish. 1686 PLOT Stajffordsh. 250 A sort of Solenes

(which the Venetians call Cape longe, and the English

Piro_t)..a
kind of Shell-fish deep bedded in a solid rock.

Pirotte, obs. form of PIRATE.

Pirouette (pir ( e't), sb Also 8 pi-, pyroet,

[a. F. pirouette spinning top, child's windmill or

whirligig, teetotum, pirouette in dancing or riding

(i5thc. in Littr^) ; in OF. also in masc. form

piroet) pirouet (i5thc.), whence piroet in Bailey.
A parallel dim. is Burgundian pirouette teetotum

(Littre) ; Guernsey has the simpler form piroue
a whirligig or little wheel (M&ivier). Evidently
from same source as It. piruolo^ pirolo

'

top, gig,
twirle ',

also ' a woodden peg or pinne for an in-

strument of musike' (Florio), cf. pirla, pirlo 'a

childes top, gig, or twirle' (Fl.).
The \\. piruolot pirolo is in form a dim. of a form *piro :

cf. Roman dial, piro a plug (Diez), whence the It. aug-
mentative pirone

' a pin or peg of iron
'

(Fl.). If such was
the origin, the sense '

pin or peg
'

app. gave that of '

peg-
top

'

and ' teetotum ', as in Fr., from the idea of the motion
of which arose the other senses.]

1. The act of spinning round on one foot, or on
the point ofthe toe, as performed by ballet-dancers.

1706 P. SIRIS Art of Dancing 42 A Table of Pirouettes.

[Ibid. Fig. 13, To Pirouetter^ or Whirl about on the two
Points of the Toes half-round.] 1813 JEFFREY Ess. (1844)
I. 333 Making pirmtettes round his chamber, or indulging
in other feats of activity. 1822 HAZLITT Table-t. II. xii. 277
A Columbine practising a pirouette in sober sadness. 1846
PATTERSON Zool. 34 A rotation which would put to shame
the most finished pirouettes of the opera dancer. 1875 JAS.
GRANT One ofthe '600' I. vi. 89 Berkeley, .made a species
of pirouette on the brass heels of his glazed boots.

2. In the manege : see quots.
17*7-41 CHAMBERS Cyct. t Pirouette^ Pyroet^ in the manage,

a turn or circumvolution which a horse makes, without

changing his ground. Pirouettes are either of one tread or

piste, or of two. 1730-6 BAILEY (folio), Piroet. 1773 in ASH :

and in mod. Diets. 1847 W. IRVING in Life fy Lett. (1864)
IV. 20 He is rather skittish also, and has laid my coachman
in the dust by one of his pirouettes.

Pirouette (pir#ie-t), v. [a. F. pirouetter, f.

pirouette : see prec.] intr. To dance a pirouette,

spin or whirl on the point of the toe ; to move with

a whirling motion. Also _/?.
[1706: see prec. i.] 1822 T. MITCHELL Aristoph. II. 3:8

See, the king of the shell-fish advancing,, .pirouetting and
dancing 1 1834 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 7) VI. 504 Veiling
demi-volt ing, pirouetting, parrying with and opposing the

Pirr (pir), s&.l Sc. dial. Also 7 pir, 9 pirrhe.

[app. onomatopoeic: cf. PIRBIE.] A ruffling breeze

of wind.

1665 SIR J. LAUDER Jrnl (S. H. S.) 19 A little pir of wind
that rose. 1825 JAMIESON s.v.,

' There's a fine pirr of wind.'

1894 J. GEDDIK Fringes ofFife 134 To sigh, .in vain for a
'

pirrhe
'

of wind.

b. A state of agitation or excitement ;
a flurry.

1836 G. HENDERSON Fop. Rhymes 127 When one is in a

pirr about things which do not go well.

Pirr, sb Also pirre,purre. [Onomatopoeic,

imitating the hoarse cry of the birds.] a. A local

name of the Tern : seePiRR-MAw. b. The Black-

headed Gull (Larus rudibundus}. rare.

1824 MACTAGGART Gallon-id. Encycl. (1876) 383 Pirr, ..is

also a sea-fowl with a long tail and black head, .. whenever
it sees any small fish or fry, dives down .. on them, crying

'pirr!' 1875 LANDSBOROUGH Arran 401 The numerous
Cumbrae pirres have been destroyed or driven away. 1880

Antrim y Down Gk>ss.
t Put-re, two sea birds, the tern and

the black-headed gull. 1898 MACMANUS Bend ofRoad 195
The centre of the lake where the many hundred white

pirrs now circled, and called.

Pirr, v- Sc. [Onomatopoeic : goes with PIRR

sb^\ intr. a. Of the wind : To blow as a steady
breeze, b. Of persons or animals : To drive, ride,

or run rapidly; cf. whirr. Hence Prrring///. a.

1819 W. TEHNANT Papistry Storm d (1827) 62 Careerin' on
the pirrin' breeze, A greedy gled. 1852 MRS. CARLYLE^/-^//.
I. 171 Nothing could be more pleasant than so pirring

through quiet roads [in a gig]. Ibid. 172 We bowed to each
other. .and I pirred on.

t Pirre. Obs. rare. [app. from the accom-

panying sound.] Difficulty in breathing ;
asthma.

1398 TREVISA Earth. De P. R. nr. xv. (Tollem. MS.), As
in Bern bat haue be pirre and styfiles and ben pursyf and
bikke brebid [L. ut patct in asthmaticis et anhelosis\.

Pirre, var, PERRIE Obs.
t jewellery ; var. PJKB sb?

Pirre, pirrey, obs. ff. PERRY 2
(the beverage).

Firrhick, Pirrite, obs. ff. PYRRHIC, PYRITE.

Firrie, pirry (pi'n). Now only dial. Forms:

5-6 pyry, pyrie, 5-7 pery, 6 pyrry, -ye, -ie,

pirie, pierie, pierrie, perrye, -ie, 6-7 pirrie,

pirry, perry ; 9 . and e. dial, perry ; also ?/.

parry, -ey. [app. onomatopoeic.
Cf. PIRR sb.

1
,
also the later BERRY sb*, and its suggested

relationship to BIRR. All these words are apparently

have no root in Celtic, and could scarcely have originated
the Eng. word, of which the earliest examples belong to

East Anglia, where it is still in native use.]

A blast of wind ; a squall ; a sudden storm of

wind,
' half a gale '. In mod. dial, use also, A

sudden scudding rain.

c 1420 LYDG. Assembly of Gods 126 With a sodeyn pyry,
he lappyd hem in care, c 1440 Promp. Parv. 401/2 Pyry,
or storme, nimbus. 1c 1500 Cov. Corp. Christi Plays 8/226
E 1 fryndis, ther cam a pyrie of wynd with a myst suddenly.

1531 ELYOT Gov. i. xvii, Aferde of pirries or great stormes.

1559 W. CUNNINGHAM Cosmogr. Glasse Pref. 5 In sayling,
thou shall not . . feare Penes and great windes. 1610

HOLLAND Camdens Brit. (1637) 307 Hee .. was with a

contrary pirrie carried violently into Normandie. ^1630
RISDON Snru. Devon 315 (1810) 328 It suffered a kind of

inundation, .at a spring tide, driven by a very strong perry.

1865 W. WHITE E. Eng. I. 92
'
If we cu'd only hev a perry

wind
', says the Captain. . . A perry wind is half a gale.

b. fig. A * breeze' or storm in the social or

political atmosphere.
1536 St. Papers Hen. f '///, II. 312 He pratith, and is so

proude, . . that he can not fayll to perish himself in the pyry.

1565 Satir. Poems Reform. \. 178 Nor Hamilton cold have
no hope to hold his seate, Nor yett Argile to abide the

court ; the pirrye was to greate. 1600 \V. WATSON Deca-
C0rft<?rt(i6o2) 126 There arose such a huffing perrie against me.

Pirrie, obs. form of PERRY ^
(beverage).

Firr-maw (p5M tm). Also 8-9 pyr-, 9 purre-.

[f.
PIRB sb* + MAW I&8J A local name of the

Common Tern (Sterna fiuviatilis] and of the

Roseate Tern (S. dougalli).
1744 C. SMITH County Down 131 Sea Fowl, as the Gull

and Pyrmaw, who build in the Rocks. 1880 Antrim $
Down Gloss.) Pirre-maiv^ the tern. /bid., Pyrtnaw, a sea

bird, probably the tern or 'purre'. 1885 SWAINSON Prov.
Nantes Brit. Birds 203 Roseate tern,.. Purre maw (Car-rick-

fergus). From their hoarse cry.

Firrosyn, variant of PERBOSLN Obs.

Firry, variant of PEBBY 1 Obs. t pear-tree.

FISCAHY.

t Pirwike, -wycke, obs. ff. PERUKE, PERIWIG.

1538 ELYOT, Galerus, . .a pirwike. 155* HL-LOET, Pirwycke,
galcrns.

Pirwyncle, obs. f. PERIWINKLE 2
(the mollusc).

Piry^e, var. PEEBY, PEBBY *
;

obs. f. PERRY -.

Pisa (p/"za). Name of a city in Italy. In quot.

applied to a Pisan dagger or poniard (obs.}.
a 1625 FLETCHER & MASS. Cust. Country \\. iii, The

difference between a Spanish rapier And your pure/*/,sa.

I! Pis aller (pz'zaU). [F., lit.
(

go worst
'.]

The
worst that can be. or can happen ;

what one would

do, take, choose, etc., in the event of things coming
to the worst

;
what one accepts when one can do

no better
;
a do-no-better, a last resource.

1676 ETHEREDGE Man of Mode i. i, Dorimant, when did

you see your pis*allert as you call her, Mrs. Loveit? 1800
MAR. EDGEWORTH Belinda (1832) II. xxv. 158 She was in-

capable of the meanness of retaining a l<jver as a pis-allcr.
1808 Kdin. Rev. XL 438 A balance of trade paid in

the precious metals, is the pis-alter of foreign commerce.

1847 DISHAKLI Tancrcd \. i, As a pis aller one might put up
with him. 1874 MORLEY Compromise ii. 63 To me the

history of mankind is a huge #is-after, .a prodigious waste-
ful experiment.

t Fisane. Obs. Forms: 4 pe-, pusen, pysan,

4~5 pe-, pusane, 5 pesayn, pys-, puisane, pys-

san, pisan, pissand, 5-6 pesan, pissan(e. [a.

OF. pisainne^ pizane adj. fern, of pisain, pizain
Pisan, qualifying gorgereite, helme, etc. Cf. basi-

iicftnrn Fisanum (Du Cange).] A piece of armour
to protect the upper part of the chest and neck.

13.. A". All's. 3697 Indians, and Emamens, With swordes,

lances, and pesens [71. r. pensels]. 13 . . Coer de L. 32 1 He bare

away linlfe hys scbelde Hys pusen therwith gan gon. 13..
Gait. 1

. <y Gr. Knt. 204 Xe no pysan, ne no pkite pat pented
to armes. n 1400 Sir Pete. 1722 He hitt liym evene one the

nekk-bane Thurgh ventale and pesane. c\qx>Laud Troy-
Bk. 4429 He brast his Pisan and his coloret. Ibid. 12603
At him he schet And hitte him In his gorget, That it jcde
thorow his pesayn. c 1420 Anturs of Art'h. xlv, He girdus
to Syr Gauane, Thro^he ventaylleand pusane [:. r. pesayne].
c 1470 HENRY Wallace \\. m The thrid he straik throuch
his pissand of maile. Ibid. ix. 1104 Throu pissanis stuff in

sondyr strak the swyr. 1537 Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scot.

VI. 336 Deliverit to the Kingis grace,, .ane pissane of mail^e
and ane hudskule.

! Pisang (pisce-rj). Also 7 pi9an, pissan,

pysangh. [Malay g ,,.$ pisang.~\ The Malay

name of the Banana, iormerly also in English use.

Wildpisang, the name given to a S. African allied

plant, Strelitzia aitgusta.
1602 J. DAVIES tr. Mandchlos Trav. 134 The Country

abounds . . specially in Fruits, . . Pissans, Oranges and
Lemmons. 1671 NARBOROUGH in Ace. Sev. late Voy. i.

(1694) 141,6000 Coco-Nuts and 100 Bundles of Pysanghs.
1812 ANNE PLUMTRE tr. Lichtenstein's S. Africa I. n. xv.

204 The Pisang river.. has this name from the profusion of

wild Pisang, . . strelitzia alba, that grows upon its banks,

fb. attrib. Pisang fig, a banana ; pisang-tree.

1700 S. L. tr. Frykes Voy. E. Ind. 31 Little Vessels.,

brought.. Coco's, Pisang Figgs, which are a long kind of

Figg. 1705 tr. Bosnian's Guinea 291 Much hath already
been written concerning the Pisan^-tree, 1745 P. THOMAS
Ansons l

r
oy. 333 Those most admired are the Pisang Figs.

Fisanite (pi'zansit). Jlh'n. [ad. Ger. pisanit,
named 1860, after F. Pisani, who described it : see

-HE 1
.]

A hydrous sulphate of iron and copper,
found in Turkey, in bright blue concretions.

1861 Amer. Jrnl. Sc. Ser. 11. XXXI. 366 Pi*anite..a

cupreous variety of copperas from Turkey. 1868 DANA^/:W.

(ed\ 5) 646 Pisanite, ..occurs with chalcopyrite at a copper
mine in the interior of Turkey.

Fisasphalt, erron. form of PJSSASPHALT.

fPi-scage. Obs. rare"'1 , [ad. med.L. pisca-

ginm (for *piscaticum\ i. piscare to fish, after OF.

peschage fishing, f. peschier to fish ; see -AGE.]

Right of fishing.
1610 W. FOLKINCHAM Art of Survey in. iv. 70 Wrecks,

Swannage, Warrenage, Commonage, Piscage.

Piscary
1
(pi-skaii). (Also 7 pischary.) [ad.

med.L. piscdria fishing rights, neut. pi. of L.

piscaritts adj., belonging to fishing, f. piscis fish.]

1. The right of fishing (as a thing owned). Now
usually in phr. common ofpiscaiy. see quot. 1880.

1474 #tf//j^/*< r#' VI. 166/2 Markettes,Warens, Piscaries,

Fre Customes. 1607 COWELL Interpr,^ Piscarie(piscarza) t

..signifieth in our common lawe, a Hbertie of fishing in an
other mans waters. 1766

BLACKSTONE Comm. II. xvi. 261

That the eyotts or little islands, arising in any part of the

river, shall be the property of him who owneth the piscaryand
the soil. 1837 MACADLAY Ess.^ Bacon (1887) 377 That the

most profound thinker . . of the age . . confounded the right of

free fishery with that of common of piscary. 1880 WILLIAMS

Rights ofCommon 259 Common of piscary is a liberty of

fishing in another man's water, in common with the owner
of the soil, and perhaps also with others, who may be entitled

to the same right.

2. A place where fish may be caught ;
a fishing-

ground, fishery.
a 1625 SIR H. FINCH Laiv (1636) 136 There is no distresse

but vpon Laud in demesne, neither could a distresse be

taken vpon a Piscary, but that it containeth land and

demesnes. 1628 COKE On Litt. 198 Breaking their Closes,

. . cutting their woods, . . fishing in their Pischary [Fr. pis-

charie]. 17x4 SCROGGS Courts-leet {ed. 3) 161 If a Copy-
holder convert Part of the Land into a Piscary its a

Forfeiture. 1866 ROGERS Agric. $ Prices I. xxiv. 610

Fishermen licensed to angle or net parts of the piscary.



PISCARY.

fb. A fish-market. Obs. rare*,
[160$ B. JONSON Volpone v. iv, The small tenement .. By

the Piscaria.] 1706 PHILLIPS, Piscary, a Place where Fish
is kept or sold, a I1

'

ish-market.

3. attrib. or as adj. Of or pertaining to piscaries
or to fishing.

1869 Daily Nttvs 23 July, When the humbler tenants of

presumed piscary properties were being impoverished. 1883
Fisheries Exhib. Catal. 273 The piscary laws and customs
were severe.

f Piscary 2. Obs. rare" , [ad. L. pisearius\
see prec.] A fisherman

;
a fishmonger.

1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Piscary (piscarius), a fisher, or one
that sels small fish.

Piscash, variant of PESHCUSH, an offering.
Piscation (pisk^jan). rare. [ad. \*.piscatio-

nem, n. of action f. piscarl to fish, f. piscis a fish.]

Fishing.
1624 BP. HALL Contempl., N. T. \\. Iv, What is this divine

Trade of ours then, but a spiritual! Piscation? 1646 SIR T.
BROWNE Pseud. Ep. i. viii. 32 Foure bookes of Cynegeticks
or venation, five of Halieuticks or piscatipn. 1848 Blacfav.

Mag. LXIV. 96 He must not dream of rivalling. .Stoddart
in the science of piscation.

Piscato-Iogy. rare, [irreg. f. 'L.pisctit-, ppl.
stem of piscarl to fish + -LOGY.] The science of

fishing; in quot. erron. = ichthyology.
1867 ATWATER Logic 217 Thus Ornithology, Piscatology,

&c., under Zoology.

II Piscator (pisk^'tpj, -ai). [L. piscdtor, agent-
n. from piscarl to fish.] A fisherman; an angler.
1653 WALTON Angler ii. 40 Viator. My friend Piscator,

you have kept time with my thoughts, for the Sun is just
rising. 1688 R. HOLME Armoury in. xvi. (Roxb.) 79/2
Instruments pertaineing to the Piscators science. 1904
Athenynm 31 Dec. 901/1 Extracts from ancient piscators
and writers on fishing.

Piscatorial (piskatoo-rial), a. [f. 'L.piscatdri-
US PlSCATOKY + -AL.]

= PISCATORY I.

1828 HAWTHORNE Fanshawe iii, A hook and line, a n\h-

spear, or any piscatorial instrument of death ! 1854 PULMAN
(title) The Book of the Axe: containing a piscatorial de-

scription of that Stream. 1883 J. C. BLOOMFIELD Fisheries
Irel. 8 (Fish. Exliib. Publ.) To study the grandest specimen
of piscatorial topography ever exhibited, in the official

fishery map of the United States.

Hence Piscato'rialist, a professed angler ; Pis-
cato rially adv., in a piscatorial manner. So
Piscato-rian sb.

y
an angler; adj. PISCATORIAL

;

Piscato'rical a, nonce-iud., dealing with pisca-
torial matters ; Piscato rious a. = PISCATORY.
1903 IVeUtn. Gaz. 8 Aug. S/i Mr. Henry Walford Stubbin,

a well-known *piscatorialist, died recently at Cheltenham.
1824 in Spirit Pub. Jrnls. (1825) 454 'The Lord Mayor's

'

health was next proposed, *piscatorially. 1845 Blacfcw.

Mag. LVIII. 475 He was . . so piscatorially habilimented
that there was no making out his order or degree. 1861

J. H. BENNET Winter Medit. i. v. (1875) 134 The gentle
art is cultivated . . by many zealous native *piscatorians.
1864 A. McKAv Hist. Kilmarnock (1880) n That pisca-
torian traveller, Franck. 1848 Black. Mag. LXIII. 382
A *piscatorical page, in which we would have shown, .how
..silver fish are caught whose eyes are living gold. 1799
Naval Chron. I. 67 The *piscatorious, or.. fishing Frog.

Piscatory (prskatari), a. (sb.) [ad. L. piscd-
tori-us adj., i. piscdtor fisher : see -OBY 2

.]

1. Of or pertaining to fishers or to fishing.
Piscatory ring, the signet ring worn by the pope as

successor of St. Peter (cf. Matt. iv. 19, etc.).

1633 P. FLETCHER (title) The Purple Island, .together with
Piscatorie Eclogs. 1670 G. H. Hist. Cardinals in. in. 296
The Pope dy'd. . ,

and immediately the Piscatory Ring was
broken by Cardinal Barbarino. 1750 JOHNSON Rambler
No. 36 F 9 To substitute fishermen for shepherds, and
derive his sentiments from the piscatory life. 1861 H. F.
HORE in Macm. Mag. V. 52 The gain to the piscatory
interest would be immense. 1867 F. FRANCIS Angling vi.

(1880) 194 Piscatory heirlooms and relics.

2. Employed in or addicted to fishing.
1661 LOVELL Hist. Anim. fy Min. Introd., Sea gull, white,

cinereous, piscatorie. 1836 W. IRVING Astoria II. 271 The
salmon, which are. .as important to the piscatory tribes as
are the buffaloes to the hunters of the prairies. 1882 Harper's
Mag. June 6 Yarmouth is piscatory, .beyond description.

U 3. erron. Misused for PISCINE a.

1768 FOOTE Devil on 2 Sticks in. Wks. 1799 1 1. 276 Certain

ammalculse, or piscatory entities, that insinuate themselves
thro' the pores into the blood. 1842 United Service Mag.
i. 349 The upper part being human, the lower part, from
the hips, piscatory.

"t"B. ellipt. as sb. A play or the like dealing
with the life of fishermen. (Cf. pastoral.) Obs.

1631 P. FLETCHER (title] Sicelides, a Piscatory, as it hath
beene Acted in Kings Colledge, in Cambridge.
Piscence, piscens, obs. Sc. ff. PUISSANCE.
II Pisces (pi's/z). Also 4 pissis, 5 pisshes,

pysces. [L. pisces, pi. tfpiscis fish.]
1. Astron. The twelfth zodiacal constellation, the

Fishes ; also the twelfth sign of the Zodiac (origin-

ally coincident with the constellation), which the
sun enters about the 2Oth of February.
riwi CHAUCER Astrol. n. 40 Also the degree. .was in

the furst degree of pisces. c 1400 Destr. Troy 4039 The sun
. . Passyng fro pisshes vnder playn course. 1797 Encycl.
Brit, (ed, 3) II. 532/2 On the parallel of London, as much
of the ecliptic rises about Pisces and Aries in two hours as
the moon goes through in six days. 1868 LOCKYER Klein.
Astron. vii. 265 In the time of Hipparchus 2000 years
ago the Sun at the vernal equinox was in the constellation

Aries ; now-a-days it is in the constellation Pisces.
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2. Zool. Fishes, as a Class of Vertebrata.

1841-71 T. R. JONES Anim. Kingd. (ed. 4) xxv. heading,
Pisces (fishes). 1873 J. GEIKIEG*. / ^1-525 Class: Pisces.

Pisch(e, obs. Sc. form of Piss.

Piscicaptxire (pi'sikse^ptiuj).
humorous or

affected, [t. L. pisci-s fish + caftilra CAPTURE.]
The catching of fish.

1862 RUSSELL Diary tfortli f, South (1863) I. xix. 206 The
delights of piscicapture. 1878 Standard 21 Oct. 5/1
*

Snatching
'

is a form of illicit piscicapture for which it is

impossible to entertain . . sympathy. 1881 J. PAYN Hum.
Stories 298 Instruments of piscicapture.
Hence Piscica-pturist, a catcher of fish.

1881 BLACKMORE Christowell xxviii, On the part of the

piscicapturists (for a fish is not to be called a fish now, and
everything connected with him is pisci- something).
t Piscicle. Obs. rare. [ad. 'L.piscicul-us, dim.

of piscis fish : see -ICLE.] A little fish.

1657 TOMLINSON Renou's Disf. 459 Neither bones nor part
of the piscicle. 1661 in BLOUNT Glossogr. (ed. 2).

Piscicolous (pisi-kflas), a. [f. L. pisci-s fish

+ -col-a inhabitant + -ous.j (See quot. 1895.)
1890 in Cent. Diet. 1895 Syd. Soc. Lex., Piscicolous, ..

parasitic upon fishes.

Piscicultural (pisikzrltiural), a. [f. next +

-AL.] Of or pertaining to pisciculture. Hence
Fiscicu'lturally adv., in respect of

pisciculture.
1862 Corah. Mag. V. 196 Before the piscicultural era.

1882 Nature XXVI. 475 The ease with which all kinds c,f

fish can be treated pisciculturally. 1887 Manch. Exam.
7 Feb. 5/5 Prof. Huxley, a thoroughly practical authority on
all piscicultural questions.

Pisciculture (pi-sik^lticu). [f. L. pisci-s
fish + cultiira CULTURE. Cf. F. pisciculture (Diet.
Acad. 1878).] The breeding, rearing, and preser-
vation of (living) fish by artificial means.
1859 Edin. Rev. CIX. 304 The new arrangements for the

protection of salmon, and for pisciculture, in imitation of
the French practise. 1859 TENNENT Ceylon II. ix. vii. 562
The pearl-oyster may be brought within the domain of pisci-
culture. 1866 ROGERS Agric. ff Prices I. xxiv. 608 The
monks were said to have been skilled in pisciculture.

Pisciculturist (pisikzrltiurist). [See -1ST.]
A person engaged or interested in pisciculture.
1862 Illnstr. Land. News n Jan. 50/3 M. Coste, the pisci-

culturist. 1868 PEARD Water-farm, i. 3 They were still

immeasurably behind the pisciculturists of to-day. 1881

Standard 10 Sept. 2/1 A practical pisciculturist, and an
enthusiast in all matters relating to fish and fisheries.

Piscifauna (prsifg-na). [f. L. pisci-s fish

-I- KAUNA.] Collective term for the native fishes

(of any district or country) ; the fish-fauna.

1890 in Cent. Diet. 1895 Syd. Soc. Lex., Piscifaitna, . .

the fish-Fauna of a region.

Piscifonil (pi'sifpjm), a.
[f.

L. pisci-s fish +

-FORM.] Having the form of a fish.

1828 STARK Elein. Nat. Hist. I. 160 Order X. Cetacea.

Body pisciform, terminated by a caudal appendage. 1875
HUXLEY in Encycl. Brit. I. 768/2 The embryo, when
hatched, is pisciform and apodal.

Piscina (pisfna, pissrna). PI. -SB, -as. [a.
'L. piscina a fishpond, bathing-pool, tnnk, in med.
L. in sense 2, It., Sp., Pg. piscina, f. piscis fish.]

1. A fishpond ; a pond, basin, or pool ; among
the ancient Romans, a public or private pond for

bathing or swimming.
1599 HAKLUYT Voy. II. i. 153 Also the piscina or fishpoole

where the sicke folkes were healed. 1644 EVELYN Diary
10 Nov., Piscinas or stews for fish. 1717 BERKELEY Tour
in Italy Wks. 1871 IV. 576, I saw likewise the ruins of a

piscina, or receptacle for water. 1832 CELL Pompeiann I.

v. 82 The roof of the natatorium or piscina of the baths.

1854 CNT. E. DE WARREN tr. de Saulcy's Journ. RoundDead
Sea II. 307 The largest and most important of all the piscinas
of Jerusalem, a 1878 SIR G. G. SCOTT Led. Archit. (1879)
II. 154 The covered tanks or piscina; of the ancients.

2. Eccl. A perforated stone basin for carrying
away the water used in rinsing the chalice and the

hands of the priest ; generally placed in a niche on
the south side of the altar, though sometimes pro-

jecting from the face of the wall or supported on
a short column. Also attrik.

1793 Genii. Mag. LXIII. i. 422/1 In its South wall a

piscina and locker. 1839 STONEHOUSE Axholme 226 The
lenestella, or small niche, contained a vessel, bason, or piscina,
for washing the hands. 1874 MICKLEIHWAITE Mod. Par.
Churches 132 The piscina is a sink or drain, through which
the water used in several ablutions is poured away. 1904
Athenxum g Apr. 473/2 The piscina niches are numerous. .

but present no very special features.

b. Applied to a holy-water basin or stoup. rare.
1812 Genii. Mag. LXXXII.

;. 315/2 Against the E. side

are two pi.scin.Te for holy water in the wall.

Hence Piscina! (pi'sinal) a. (rare~~) [ad. mod.
L. pisctndlis'], pertaining to a fishpond or piscina.
1656 in BLOUNT Glossogr. : and in subsequent diets.

Piscine
(pi'sin, pisf-n), sb. Also 4-5 -ene.

[a. OF., F. piscine fishpond, bathing-pool, piscina,
ad. L. piscina : see prec.]
1. A natural or artificial reservoir for water ;

a pool, pond; a bathing-pool; = PISCINA i.

Obs. from i6th till late in the igth c.

(In early use often applied to the piscina probatica or
Pool of Bethesda, and Pool of Siloam.)

1300 Cursor M. 13761 (Cott.) A water.. pat es cald

piscene [?'. r. piscine] in bair lede. c 1420 LYDG. Commend.
Our Lady 134 Thou misty arke, probatik piscyne. 1430-40

PISGAH.

fipchas vin. xii. (1554) 183 b, His fleshe renued and
sodeinly made white Bythrise washing in the freshe piscine.
Ibid. vin. xlii. (1558) 7 He was counsayled to make a great
pyscyne With innocent blud of children yl wer pure. 1481

,
CAXTON Godejfroy clxxii. 254 Fro the fontaynes without cam

'

grete haboundaunce by conduytes, whiche descended in to ij

pyscynes right grete by the temple, that one endureth yet in
to this day and is named probatica piscina. 1517 TORKINGTON

\ Pilgr. (1884) 38 Which condites serve all trie Citee.., and
fyll all the pyscynes. 1894 Westm. Gaz. 30 Apr. 2/1 Cured,
according to current report, by bathing her foot in the

piscine [at Lourdes]. 1894 J. R. GASQUET in Dublin Rev.
1 Oct. 350 A few..came to ask if they might safely bathe in

. the piscines.

2. = PISCINA 2. rare.

1489 CAXTON Doctr. Sapience Ixiv. (Windsor Cas. Copy),
Yf to fore the consecracion a flye or loppe. .were founde in

the chalyce, it ought to be caste in to the piscine and the

chalyce ought to be wasshen. Ibid., The asshes & the

wasshyng of the beeste to be put into the pyscyne. 1822

NARES, Piscine or Piscina. 1883 Antiquary VIII. 211
There is another piscine in the south wall of the church.

Piscine (pi-sain), a.
[f.

L. piscis fish : see

-INE 1
.] Of, pertaining to, of the nature of, or

characteristic of a fish or fishes.

1799 KIRWAN Geol. Ess. 240 Covered by bituminous mar-

lite, and with piscine remains. 1816 G. S. FADER Orig.
Pagan Idol. III. 34 Derceto was the piscine ship-goddess

I of the Syrians. 1854 OWEN Skel. fy Teeth in Orr's Circ.
' Sc. I. Org. Nat. 183 The piscine modification of the verte-
; brate skeleton. 1899 E. CALLOW Old Lond. Tav. i. 120

Billingsgate, the great Walhalla of all things piscine.

Piscinity (pisi'nlti). affected at humorous, [f.

prec. + -ITY, after humanity, etc.] The quality or

condition of being a fish
;

* fishhood '.

1863 MILL Exam. Hamilton 426 We do not talk of the
1

phenomena which accompany piscinity;
we talk of the

phenomena of fishes. 1865 Daily Tel. g Aug., Our defini-

;
tion of piscinity in general would be precisely that of a fish.

1890 Cornfi. Mag. Nov. 542 Pioneers of blind and phospho-
rescent

piscinity
will fight with one another.

Piscitarian (pisiteo'rian). ? humorous nonce-wd.
:

[f.
L. pisci-s fish, after vegetarian.] A fishmonger.

1880 BLACKMORE Mary Anerley xlviii, The Flamborough
'. butcher once more subsided into a piscitarian.

Piscivorous (pisi-voras), a. [f. L. type *pisd-
* vor-us (f. pisci-s fish -f -vorus devouring) + -ous :

J cf. mod.F./wmwr.] Fish-eating; subsisting on
I fish ; ichthyophagous.

1668 WILKINS Real Char. 155 Being generally Piscivorous.

The Solan-goose kind, a 1705 RAY Creation (1714) 28 Which
I have observed in many piscivorous birds. 1854 H. MILLER
Sch. ff Schtn. ii, (1857) 37 The piscivorous habits of the

Cromarty folk. 1877 COUES Fur Anim. x. 313 The..
aquatic and highly piscivorous nature of the [otter].

f Piscod, obs. form of PEASECOD.
14.. MS. Shane 4 If. 80 in N. fy Q. 3rd Ser. VI. 4/1 A note

worme or a piscod worme.

t PiSGO'Se, a. Obs. rare. [ad. L. piscds-us full

offish: see -osE.] Fishy.
1683-4 ROBINSON in Phil. Trans. XXIX. 481 They liv'd

upon Fish, and had a piscose Taste.

fPi'SCUlent, . Obs. rare. [ad. L. pisculentus

abounding in fish, f. piscis fish : see -ULENT.]

Abounding in fish, full of fish.

1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Pisculent {pisculentus), full of

fishes, or that may be fished. 1661 J. CHILDREY Brit.

Baconica 104 The Thames is more pisculent, or ful of fish

then the Severn.

Pise, obs. form of PICE
;
variant of PIZE Obs.

II Pise (p^'2^)' [a - F. pist) subst. use of pa.

pple. of piser to beat, pound (earth) : L. pTsare,

pinsdre to beat, pound, stamp.] Stiff clay or

earth kneaded, or mixed with gravel, used, esp. in

France and some parts of England, for building

cottages, walls, etc., by being rammed between

boards which are removed as it hardens; also,

a name for this mode of building.

1797 H. HOLLAND in Com. Board Agric. I. 387 The word

pisl is a technical Term..and it has been retained in this

translation because it cannot be rendered by any adequate
word in the English language. 1805 R. W. DICKSON Pract.

Agric, (1807) I. 136 Building in what is termed pisf, or

simply by compressing well-wrought earth in moulds. 1852

Dream vii, The new cottage which he had judiciously
caused to be built of '

pise
' or rammed earth.

i_ jj.*i > . A.:~I i....'i.j~'~-~

legist IX. 217 We. .think tbat'what our correspondent calls

Pise building is common in Devonshire.. and known by the

name of cob-building. 1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mech. 1714/1
The best material for pise-work is clay with small gravel-

stones interposed through it.

Pisette, ? Anglicized form of PESETA.

1807 R. CUMBERLAND Mem. II. 151 We purchased three

lambs at the price of two pisettes apiece.

Pisgah (pi'zga). [a. Heb. n3D9 Pisgah
<

cleft'.]

The name of a mountain east of Jordan, whence

Moses was allowed to view the Promised Land

(Dent. iii. 27) ; hence used allusively, esp. attrib.,

as Pisgah glance, prospect, sight, vie^v.

[i6osW.SYMONDs(//V&) Pisgah Evangelica. By the Method
of the Reuelation, presenting, .those Cananites ouer whom
. .lesus Christ and his. .Church shall triumph.] 1650 FULLER

(title) Pisgah Sight of Palestine. 1791 NORRIS Idfat World
i. iii. 133 The top of our philosophic Pisgah, whence the



PISH.

contemplative eye is saluted with the. .prospect of a bright
and glorious world. 1829 SCOTT Diary 7 Mar. in Lock/tart,
This extrication of my affairs, though only a Pisgah prospect,
occupies my mind. 1865 GROTE Plato I. xvi. 472 We get
only a Pisgah view of our promised adviser.

Fish, (pij), int. and sb. See also PUSH int. (*.)

[A natural exclamation.]
A. int. An exclamation expressing contempt,

impatience, or disgust.
1592 NASHE P. PenilesstQ\\ t Pish, pish, what talke you

of old age or balde pates? 1599 SHAKS. Hen. F, n. i. 43,44
Nyni. Pish. Ptst. Pish for thee, Island dogge. 1611 COTGR.,
Tarabin tarabas

t
an Interiection of interruption, like pur

pish pish, tut tut. 1672 MARVELL Rek. Transp. i. 52 Pish,
said I, that's no such great matter. 1708 T. WARD Eng. Ref.
(1716) 56 Pish, Pish, quoth Seymour in a Huff. 1845 JAMES
Smuggler III. 178 Pish ! you are a fool, young man.
B. sb. The utterance of this exclamation, { To

make apish at w of, to treat with contempt, attrib.^
as ^pish-monger (humorous, after j&A-tfttWtfw).
1594 NASHE Terrors Nt.Vfks. (Grpsart)III. 251 All

receipts
and authors you can name he syllogizeth of, and makes a pish
at. 1600 HOLLAND /,/zy xxxvu. xxxv. 965 Those matters., the
Romanes made a pish at, and lightly regarded, ci 1643 W.
CARTWRIGHT Ordinary iv. v, What shrieks and cries, What
angry pishes, and what fies. 1654 WHITLOCK Zoototma Prof,

avj b, Too severe Censurer (free of the Company of Fish-

mongers) that Pisheth at any thing not exact. 1777 COWI-KR
Let. to J. Hill Wks. 1837 XV. 41, I had rather never see
the books, than extort from you one single Pish. 1840 HOOD
Kilmansegg, Her precious Leg x, She writh'd with im-

patience . . And utter'd
'

p.shaws 1

'

and '

pishes !
'

Pish, v. [f. prec.]
1. intr. To say

{

pish !

'

Often with at.

1598 B. JONSON Ev. Man in Hum. in. i, Bob. This a
Toledo! Pish! Step. Why do you pish, captain? 1644
Bp. HALL Serm. 9 June, Rem. Wks. (1660) 102 A motive,
which . -may be past over, and pisht at. 1713 STEELE Guard.
No. 151 p i How would the ladies pish at such a great
monstrous thing? a 1864 HAWTHORNE S. Fclton (1883) 333
The learned man. .pished and pshawed.
2. trans. To say

'

pish
'

to. Topish away, down :

to reject or depreciate by saying
'

pish !

'

1601 B. JONSON Poetaster v. i, Hor. Pish : ha, ha ! Lup.
Dost thou pish me? Give me my long sword. 1616 R.
CROSHAW Compliment. Verses in Capt. Smith Descr. New
Eng., Though Men of . . lesse desert Would Pish-away
thy Praise. 1901 Blackiu. Mag. Dec. 730 Some pish it

down as valueless.

Hence Pi'shing vbl. sb. ; also Prsher, one who
pishes.
i66z Rump Songs (1874) II. 63 Which puts pretty Maids

to pishing and fying. 1901 Blackw, Mag. Dec. 730 Both . .

pishers and puffers.. being noisily wrong.
Pish, Sc. form of Piss.

Pishamin (pi-Jamin). Another form of PER-
SIMMON

;
in Sierra Leone applied to two climbing

shrubs, the Sweet and Sour Pishamin (Carpodintts
dulcis and acida) %

which bear an orange-shaped
fruit resembling that of the persimmon.
1866 Treas. Bot.

t Pishamin, Carpodimts. 1884 MILLER
P/anf-n., Carpodiscnsacidus^ Sour Pishamin-tree, of Sierra
Leone. C. dulcis^ Sweet Pishamin-tree.

Pishcash, pishcush, var. PESHCUSH, an offering.

t Pi'Shery-pa-shery. Obs. nonce-wd. [Re-
duplicated f. PISH int. + -ERY.] ? Depreciatory talk.

1600 DEKKER Gentle Craft \. (1610) B iij, Peace my fine

Firke, stand by with your pisbery pasherie, away ,., ile

speake to them.

Pishogue (piJ0
ll

'g). Irish. Also pishrogue,
pishtrogue. [a. Ir. piscog, pisreog witchcraft :

Mir. piste.] Sorcery, witchcraft; a spell, incanta-

tion, charm.
1841 S. C. HALL Ireland II. 269 Now a pishogue is a wise

saw, a rural incantation, a charm, a sign, a cabalistic word,
a something mysterious signifying a great deal in a little.

<zi854 T. C. CHOKER Fairy Leg. $ Trad. S. Irel. (1879) 74
He had no right to be bringing his auld Irish pishogues to

Rome. 1869 P. KENNEDY Evenings Dujffrey xxvii. 357 He
threw pishrogues on our eyes. 1895 BARLOW Lisconnel viii.

166 Wrought through the agency of ' some quare ould

pishtrogues'. 1901 Si. J. F. MCCARTHY Five Yrs. in Irel.

xiv. (ed. 5) 155 The talk turned upon
'

pishogues ', or witch-
craft and charms.

Fish-pash (pi'Jpsef). Also 9 pish-posh.
' A

slop of rice-soup with small pieces of meat in it,

much used in the Anglo-Indian nursery
'

(Yule).
1834 [A. PRINSEP] Baboo II. 85 They found the Secre-

tary.. surrounded with huge volumes of Financial Reports
on one side, and a small silver tray holding a mess of pish-

pash on the other. 1845 BRF.GION & MILLER Pract. 00*397
Pish Posh. 1898 G. ). YOUNGHUSBAND in igf/t Cent. Feb.

251 Next came a policy which was somewhat irreverently
described as a policy of rupees and pish-pash.

Fishymew (prjiimiw). [Cf. MEW.] The
New England name of a small white gull.
1890 in Cent. Diet.

Fisidiid (pisi-di|id). Zoo!, ff. mod.L. Pisi-

diurn, dim. of L. pisum pea.] A member of the

Pisidiidss, a family of bivalve gastropod molluscs,

typified by the genus Pisidiiim. So Pisi'dioid a.,

resembling a pisidiid in form.

Pisiform (pai'sif^im, pi'zi-), a. (sb.} [ad.
mod.L. pisiformis pea-shaped, {.pisum pea: see

-FORM. So mod.F. pisiforme^\ Pea-shaped ;
of

small globular form.

risiform bone (Anaf.) t a small pea-shaped bone of the

upper row of the carpus. Pisifonn iron-ore^ iron-ore occur-

ring in small concretions like peas.
VOL. VII.
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1767 GOOCH Treat. Wounds I. 189 A wound., upon his

wnst, just above the pisiform bone. 1796 KIRWAN Elent.
Min. (ed. 2) II. 178 Pisiform, or granular iron ore. 1852

,
DANA Crust, i. 203 Carapax . . baccato.tuberculous, the

j

tubercles large pisiform. 1875 SIR W. TURNER in Encycl.
Brit. I. 828/1 The pisiform or pea-shaped bone. .articulates
with the front of the cuneiform.

B. sb. Short for pisiform bone : see above.

(Also in L. form pisiforme.)
1808 HARCLAY Muscular Motions 404 A small degree of

motion between the pisiforme and the cnnciforinc. 1878
BELL tr. Gegenbaur's Comf. Anat. 482 The pisiform is a
special bone.

Pisimer, obs. form of PISMIRE.

Fisimetacarpal (p3i
:

simetakaMpal),rt. Anat.

[f. PISI(FOKM) + METACARPAL.] Pertaining to the

pisiform bone and to the metacarpus.
1895 in Funk's Stand. Diet.

Pisk. A bird ; the same as the PIRAMIDIG.
1890 in Cent. Diet.

Piskie, pisky, var. PIXY. Pisle, obs. f. FIZZLE.

Pismire (prsmsioj). Obs. cxc. dial. Forms :

a. 4-5 pissemyre, 5 pysmire, pyse-myer,
(spissemire), 5-6 pysmyre, 6 pismyr, pisse-
myer, 6-7 pismier, 5- pismire. 0. 5-6 pysse-,
pysmere, 6 pismeere, -mer, pyse-, pyssemer,
pysse-, pissemare, pysmar, -marie, 7 pisimer,
pismere. 7. 5 pismoure, pyssmowre. [ME.
pissemyre, pissemire, etc., f. Piss + MIRE 2

ant;
from the urinons smell of an anthill. So early mod.
Du. pismiere ant (Kilian). In the /3 forms the
second element is obscured ; in the 7 forms it is

a different word, ME. MAUR ant, from Norse.]
An ant.

(Cf. the similar names for the ant, Fris. pis-iniine, pis-
entitle, LG. miegemke, Norw. migeinaur (LG. inn-gen,
Norw. iniga = L. mingere), early mod. Du. mierseycke

\ (scycke urine), Fin. kvsiainen (kusi urine). Cf. also PISS-ANT.)
a. 1386 CHAUCER Sompn. T. 118 He is as angry as a

pissemyre. Though |>at he haue al that he kan desire. 1388
WYCLIF Print, vi. 6 O ! thou slowe man, go to the ainte

\gloss ether pissemyre, v. rr. spissemire, pismire]. c 1400
MAUNOBV. (Roxb.) xxxiii. 149 In bis ile . . er grete hilles of

gold, b_e
whilk pissemyres kepez bisily and pures be gold. . .

fase pissemyres erals grete as hnndes er here. 1560 BIBLE
(Genev.) Prffu. vi. 6 Goe to the pismire, o sluggard. 1573
TURBERV. Venerie 173 These pissemyers. .will driue them
out. 1617 R. FENTON Treat. Ch. Rome 100 Sent . . by Solo-
mon to the Conies and Pismicrs for wisedome and proui-
dence. 1676 HALK Contempt, i. 468, 1 have seen a Republick
of Pismires with great circumspection choosing the seat of
their Residence, and every one carrying his Egg and Pro-
visions to their common Store-house. 1827 HOOD Rlids.
Fairies Iv, The pismire's care to garner up his wheat. 1903
Eng. Dial. Diet. (dial, forms), Pishmire, pissimire, pushmire.

. c 1440 Pro'irp. Pan'. 402/1 Pysmere,j6riz*. c 1440
Gesta Rom. liii. 372 (Add. IIS.) Pissemers in somere are

besy, and rennyn faste aboute. 1547 BOORDF. l>rcv . Health
clxi. 58 Amytes, or Pysmars, or Antes. 1553 EDF.N Decades
139 Pyssemares swarmynge owte of an ante hyll. 1596
NASHE Saffron IValden 52 Cyphers or round oos, lyke
pismeeres egges. 1623 in C. Butler Fern. Man. Ad Authorem
17 That the Pismere and these Hony-flies Instruct us better
to Philosophize. 1634-5 BKERETON Trav. (Chetham Soc.)
73 Eggs, .hatched under an hen, fed with pisimers. 1903
Eng. Dial. Diet. (dial, forms), Pishamer, pishemeer, pis(s)i-

mer, pissamer, pissmare, -mere.

y. 111400 Relig. Pieces fr. Thornton MS. (1867) 21 Mare
vs availes till oure ensampill..be werkes of be pyssmowre
fan dose be strenghe of be lyone. 1483 Cath. Angl. 281/2
A Pismoure, formica. 1903 Eng. Dial. Diet., Pissamoor,
pisamoor, pissymoor, pishmoor, pissemyore, pissy-, pismyour
(all north, and n. w.).

b. fig. Applied contemptuously to a person.
1569 ). SANFORD tr. Agrippa's Van. Aries 13 b, The

pismers of Mirmidones. 1653 } HALL Paradoxes 50 Wee
poore pismires that crawle upon this hill. 1790 GIBBON
Dccl. q- F. Ixv. XII. 18 Thou art no more than a pismire.
1818 SCOTT Hrt. Mi,//, xviii, To rid the land of the swarm
of_Arminian caterpillars, Socinian pismires, and deistical
Miss Katies, that have ascended out of the bottomless pit.

C. attrib. and Comb., as pismire-eater, -egg, -fly,
-hill (

= ANT-EATER, -EGG, -PLY, -HILL). In quot.
1668 = resembling the crawling motion of ants.
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 402/1 Pysmeryshylle, formicariuin.

1483 Cat/i. Angl. 281/2 A Pismoure hylle, formicecarium.
1527 ANDREW Brmmvyke's Dislyll. Waters B ij b, A flatte . .

botell of glas..ful of roses or other fioures, or pyssemer
eggys. 1668 CuLi'EWF.R COLE Bartliol. A nat. 369 That . .

the pulse of the arteries is caused by the Impulse of Blood,
the waving, creeping, pismire pulses seem to show. 1704
tr. Nicuhofs Brazil in Churchill Voy. II. 19 The pismire-
eater is thus called because he feeds upon . . pismires.
1799 G. SMITH Laboratory II. 311 The Pismire-fly. 1821
CLARE Vill. Minstr. I. 203 Where the pismire hills abound.

t Pismire, obs. (illit.) f. BISMAR, a steelyard.
1701 BRAND Descr. Orkney 28 They not useing Peck and

Firlot, but in stead thereof, weigh their Corns on Pismires or
Pundlers.

[Pisnet, error for PINSNET.]
Pisolite (pi'Zfflait, pai-s^-). Min. Also 8

-lithe, [ad. mod.L. pisolith-us, f. Gr. itioo-s, -ov,

pea + -LITE. SoF.pisotttAe.] =PEA-STONE.
1708 rhil. Trans. XXVI. 70 Pisolitkus, the Pisolite, or

Gland. 1799 HATCHETT ibid. LXXXIX. 320 The globular
calcareous concretions, found at Carlsbad and other places,
called Pisolithes. 1868 DANA Min. (ed. 5) 679 Pisolite.,
consists of concretions as large often as a small pea.
attril,. 1816 W. SMITH Strata Ident. 19 The Pisolite

Freestone beneath [the Coral Rag] is softer. 1884 LYELL
Eleui. deal. (ed. 4) 12 Pisolite limestone has the oolitic

grains of considerable size.

PISSABED.

b. Applied to an individual grain of this.

1851 RICHARDSON Ceo/, vi. (1855) 158 Occasionally each
pisolite encloses in its centre a grain of foreign substance.

Pisolitic (piztflrtik, \)3i$0-\a. [f. prec. + -ic.

So 1? , pisolithique,] Of the nature of, consisting
of, or resembling pisolite.
1830 LYELL Priuc. Ceol. I. 351 Half consolidated tuffs..

filled with small
pisplitic globules. 1851 RICHARDSON Ceol.

vi. (1855) 157 The
pisolitic

structure in certain stone~. 1863
SPEKE Discov. Nile 31 Pisulitic limestone, in which marine
fossils were observable.

PiSS (pis), v. Not now in polite use. Forms :

a- 3-7 Pisse, 4 pis, 4-6 pyss(e, 6- piss; ft. 5

pysch-yn, 6 Sc. pisch^e, 6-8 Sc. pish. [ME,
piss-ex, a. OK. piss-ier (i 2th c. in Ilatz.-

Darm.), F. piss-er (Picard picker} --= Pr. pissar
(mod. fie/id, Diez), Cat. pfxar, Kim. pischar, It.

piseiare, l\oum. f>isa- origin uncertain; the OF.
and It. forms are not referable to any single Ro-
manic type, and are prob. onomatopoeic. From
French the word has also passed (orig. as a euphe-
mism) into the Teutonic langs. : OFris. pissia
(Dicz), MDu., MLG., i6th c. GtT.pt'sscti, Da./wjtf,
Sw., Norw., Icel. pissa : so Welsh //^, pisio.
For various conjectures as to the origin of the Romanic

word, see Diez, Kortins No. 7195, Ulrich in Romania IX.
117 ; cf. also Sender, Littrc, s. v.]

1. intr. To discharge urine, urinate, make water.
c 1290 S. Eng. Leg. I. 45/381 ^wane he wokle pi.sse. c 1330

R. BRUNNE CAron.(i8io) 328 ]?ei salle him ilkonc bete him
bat he pis. c 1440 /V<w/. Pan.'. 402/1 Pyssyn, or pyschyn,
niwgo.^ 1508 DUNUAR Tua Mitriit IVcweu 187 As dotit

dog..liftis his le.c; apon loft, thoijit he nought li-^t pische,
1594 NASHE Unfort. Trav, 56, I was at Pontius Pilat^
hou.se [in Rome] and pist again>t it. 1687 DicvbEx IHad
Sf P. in. 159 The wanton boyes wou'd pi>s upon your grave.
1785 UL-KNS Holy Willies Pr. xv. 1870 [sec 3].

b. transf., and in various allusive and pro-
verbial uses.

1602 2nd Pt. Rclin-nfr. Famass. i. ii. fArb.) 12 What
Monger Kynsader, lifting vp your legge and pissing again>t
the world. 1668 K. I/KSTRANGU Vis. Quev. (1708) 36 Money
will make the Pot boyl, though the Devil I^i-s in the Fire.

1700 T. BROWN Amusem. Ser. <V Com. 98 There are some
Quacks as Honest Fellows as you would desire to Piss upon.
1720 T. GORDON Cordial Loiv Spirits 72 'I 'buy cannot

impose upon their Prince, nor piss upon the laws. a. 1734
NORTH Kxam. \. ii. 78 (1740) 70 So strangely did Papist
and Fanatic, or .. the Anticourt Party, p s in a Quill;
agreeing in all Things that tended to create Troubles and
Disturbances.

2. trans. To discharge as or with the urine.

1362 LANGL. P. PL A. v. 192 He [Glolon] pisscde a potel
in sipater-iioster while, c 1375 .SV. Atigitstin 1402 in Horstni.

AltengL Leg. (1878) 85/2 pe chyltl, iwis, A gret stone al

out dude pis And wasal hoi of bat seknes. ^1400 Lanfrancs
Cirurg. 62 Til \>at he pisse blood. 1623 HART Arraignw.
Ur. \. i Urine is that which is pissed.
b. transf. and_/f^. in various uses.

t To piss (money, etc.) against or on tJie wall \ to squander
or waste it. To piss one's grease or tallovj : said of deer

becoming lean in rutting-time ; hence transf.
1450 AT. E, Med. Bk. (Heinrich) 232 Take talou- of an

hert, suche as he pysseb by twene two seynt mary dayes,
1471 RII-LEV Coinp. Alch. v. xxxi. in Ashm. Thcatr. Chew,
Brit. (1652) 155 But as for Mony yt ys pyssyd on the walls.

3551 ROBINSON tr. More's Utop, (1895) 197. 1598 SHAKS.
Rlerry W. v. v. 16. 1602 -2nd Pt. Return fr. Parnass. in.

ii. (Arb.) 40 They are pestilent fellowes, they speake nothing
but bodkins, and pisse vinegar. 1680 CKOWNK MistryCi-'il

1694
but

piss'd his Tallow.

3. To urinate upon or in, to wet with urine (
=

BEPISS) ;
to put out or extinguish (fire) in this way.

1362 LANGL. P. PI. A. vn. 143 A Brutiner, a braggen-,
a-bostede him alse, And bad go pisse him with his plouh
[B. vi. 157 bad hym go pissen]. c 1560 A. SCOTT Poems
[S.T. S.) ii. 87 The fyre wes pischtout. 1593 Pass. Morrice
(1876) 80 Being as often readie to pisse my breeche. 1713
SWIFT Elegy on Partridge^ Whom roguish boys. .Torment
by pissing out their lights. 1870 tr. Trousseau's Lect. Clin.
Med. III. 478 Children, who piss their beds dreaming that

they are pissing against a wall.

Fiss (pis), sb. Not now in polite use. Forms:
a. 4-6 pysse, 4-7 pisse, 5-6 pys, 6 pyse, /-
piss. /?. 5 pysche. [f. Piss v. So F. pisse

(Cotgr, 1611); cf. also MDu
, L,G*_pi'sset DU.//J.]

Urine,
* water '. f A rod in piss ; see ROD, and

cf. PICKLE sb. 1 i b.

c 1386 CHAUCER Wife's Prot 729 How Xantjppa caste

pisse vp-on his heed. 1388 WYCI.IK 2 Kings xviii. 27 Thei
etc her toordis, and drynke her pisse [1382 vryne] with ^ou.
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 402/1 Pysse, or pysche, itrina, nrinctura.
1600 J. PORY tr. Leo's Africa it. 56 I.othsome and intolerable

stench of pisse, and of goates dung, a 1704 T. BROWN Table
Talk in Collect, Poems 122 What Miracles.. were wrought
by Cows Piss, and the Cold Bath?

b. Comb. : f piss-bowl ~ PlSS-POT; piss-
burnt ., stained or damaged with or as with urine,

red-brown ; piss-weed, some species of Androsace.

1542 UDALL Erasm. Apoph, 23 b, She..powred downe a

*pisse bolle vpon hym. out of a wyndoore. 1565 A". Daryns
(Brandl) 418 Gyt thee away, thou ""pys Intrude Cokolde.

1743 FIELDING J. Andrews in. xii, A long piss-burnt beard.

1713 PETIVER in Phil. Trans. XXVIII. 203 Small Aleppo
*FTss-weed, Androsace Alepensis parva.

Pissabed (pi-sabed).
Obs. exc. dial. \f Piss v.

+ ABED, from its diuretic property. So V.pissen-
lit dandelion (1545).]

115

ut ons, an psse vnegar. 160 KOWNK MistryCi-
War i. i, I command the conduits ail piss Claret. 16
MOTTEUX Rabelais v. xxviii. (1737) 132 He's nothing b
Skin and Bones ; he has piss'd his Tallow.



PISS-ANT.

1. A name for the dandelion.

1597 GERARDE Herbal n. xxviii. 223 The flowers of Dande-
lion or Pisse-abed. 1636 HEYWOOD Loves Mistris i. Wks.

1874 V. 97 Garlands. .Of Blew bottles, and yellow pissabeds
That grew amongst the Wheate. 1788 WOLCOTT (P. Pindar)

Peters Proph. Wks. 1792 III. 79 Ihrough him each trifle-

hunter that can bring A grub, a weed, a moth, a beetle's wing,
Shall to a Fellow's dignity succeed ! Witness Lord Chatham
and his piss-a-bed ! i8u~34 Goods Study Med. (ed. 4) IV.

49 It possesses unquestionably diuretic powers, and hence,

indeed, its vulgar name of piss-a-bed.

t b. Applied to the buttercup. Obs. rare.

1640 PARKINSON T/ieat. Bot. Index, Pissea&ed . . is also

Ciowfoote.

2. Name for the SEA-BABE, Aplysia, a slug-like

mollusc, which discharges a violet fluid when
touched.

1758 Phil. Trans. L. 586 Some call them piss a beds, some
sea-cats.

Pissan, obs. form of FISAKG. Pissan(e, pis-

sand, var. PISANE Obs. Fissance, -ans, Pis-

Bant, obs. Sc. ff. PUISSANCE, PUISSANT.

tFi'SS-a:nt. Obs. rare-*, [f.
Pisa sb. + ANT;

cf. PISMIRE.] An ant.

1661 W. K. Con/. Charact., Meere Polititian (1860) 27
A multitude of pissants and vermins.

Pissasphalt (pi'SKsfselt). Also in L. (or Gr.-

L.) forms pissa.spha.non, -KM, -its. [ad. L. pissas-

phalt-tts (Plin.), a. Gr. -ntaad(f(pa\ros, f. viaaa

pitch + aff(f>a\Tos ASPHALT.] A semi-liquid variety

of bitumen, mentioned by ancient writers.

1601 HOLLAND Pliny II. 183 As touching Pissasphalt,
which is of a mixt nature, as if pitch and^ Bitumen were

"

"1 the

prehe
XXV. 2106 There were several Kinds of Embalming, viz.

with Asphalt or Pissasplialt, with Oyl or Gum of Cedar.

1794 SULLIVAN View Nat. II. 107 The pissasphaltum is of

a consistency between the common petroleum and the

asphaltum, or bitumen of Judea. 1859 WINGFIELD Tour
Dabuatia 80 The '

pissasphalt ', used anciently by the

Egyptians for embalming their dead.

Pissel(l, obs. form of PIZZLE. Pissemare,
-mei\e, -myer, -myre, obs. ff. PISMIRE.

Fi'SSer. [f.
Piss v. + -EK 1

.] One who pisses.

1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. xx. 218 In paltokes & pyked shoes

& pisseris longe knyues. 1382 WVCLIF 2 Kings ix. 8, 1 serial

. .slen fro the hous of Achab a pysser to the walle. c 1525
in ArchxologiayH-N\\. 326 Ye have made me suche apysser
that I dare not this daye go abrode. 1615 CROOKE Body of
Man 139 The Kidneyesare called. .fe<f>p<H,asit were Pissers.

1737 OZELL Rabelais II. 158 note
t
A covetous Hunks is..

called a Vinegar -pisser.

fPi-ssery. Obs. rare"'. [See -ERY 2: cf. F.

pissoir.] A place for pissing ;
a urinal.

a 1693 Urqithart's Rabelais HI. xv. 127 They.. pissed in

the Pi-iseries.

Pisshes, pissis, obs. forms of PISCES.

Pi SSillg, vbl. sb. Not now in polite use. [f.

Piss v. -t- -ING !.] The action of the verb Piss ;

discharge of urine, urination
; discharge (of blood,

etc.) with the urine or by the urinary passages.
1398 XREVISA Earth. DeP.R.xvu. xiii. (Bodl. MS.), Apium

. . helpe(> also ajens l>e stone and a}ens difficulte of pissmge.

1542-5 BRINKLOW Lament. 3 No more then the pissinge of

a wrenne helpeth to cause the see to flowe. 1615 CROOKE
Body ofMan 190 The Strangury.., that is, the pissing by
drops . .

, do[th] alwayes accompany the stone of the bladder.

1698 in Phil. Trans. XX. 314 It stops pissing of Blood.

b. attrib. and Comb., as pissing-basin, -clout,

-place) -time, -vessel \ f pissing conduit, popular
name of a conduit near the Royal Exchange,
which ran with a small stream; f pissing evil,

name for diabetes ; t pissing-post, a public

urinal, also commonly used for sticking up placards;

f pissing-while, colloq, a very short time.

1494 Will of J. /sell (Somerset Ho. Wills, Reg. Vox,
If. 21 Ub)) A gtete Cawdren and iij *pyssing basons. 1672
WYCHERLEY Love in Wood \. ii, Down to the sucking heiress

in her *pissing-clout. 1593 SHAKS. 2 Hen. l''I, iv. vi. 4, I

charge and command, that of the Cities cost The *pissing
Conduit run nothing but Clairet Wine. 1598 STOW Sun>.

144 The little Conduhe, called the pissing Conduit, by
the Stockes market. 1565 COOPER Thesaurus, Diabcthe,
. .the *pyssyngeuill. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 402/1 "Pyssynge

Klace,

olttum. 1693 DRYDEN Persitts \. (1697) 416 My hann-
:ss Rhime shall 'scape the dire disgrace Of Common-shoais,

and ev'ry pissing-place. 1630 J. TAYLOR (Water P.) lVks,

(N.), On every 'pissing post their names I'l place. 1699
T BROWN in R. L'Estrange Erasni. Colloq. (1711) 328
Whose business and good qualities you may find upon all

the Pissing-posts in Town. 1673 [R. LLIGH] Transf. Reh.
2 *Pissing times. -1440 Promp. Parv. 402/1 *Pyssynge
vesselle. a 1553 UDALL Royster D. iv. viii. (Arb.) 77 Truce
for a "pissing while or twalne. 1591 SHAKS. Two Gent. iv.

iv. 20. 1678 RAY Prov. (ed. 2) 265 To stay a pissing-while.. . . .

II Pissoceros (pisosi^s. .

a. Gr. moaoKTjpos (Aristotle), it maea pi

bees-wax.] (See quots.)
1658 ROWLAND Moufet's Theat. Ins. 916 Concerning Wax,

Bee-glew, dregs of Wax, Pissoceios, Bees-bread, and of
their Natute and Use. 1706 PHILLIPS, Pissaeros, the Pitch-

wax made by Bees in their Hives; or any Composjtion of
Wax and Pitch. 1816 KIRBY & SP. Entomol. xxvii. (1818)

II, 497 Show us but one instance of bees having substituted

mud or mortar for mitys, pissoceros, or propolis.

906

<T144<> Promp. Pan. 267/1 lurdone, pyssepotte. 1519
'

MORE Snffl. Soulys n. \Vks. 195/1 And it happen to raine,

out poure they pispottes vpon his bed. 1621 FLETCHER
Wild Goose Chase n. ii, May be, she knows you, And will

fling a piss.pot at you. 1743 Phil- Trans. XLII. 614 They
hold a Piss-pot over the Womens Heads whilst in Labour,

thinking it to promote hasty Delivery.
attrib. 1598 13. JoNson Ev. Man in Hunt. in. in, A

beggar, a slave that never drunk out of better than piss-pot

metal in his life! 1619 H. HUITON Follies Anat. (Percy

Soc.)ii i A sowre pis-pot visage.

f b. trans/. A nickname for a medical man :

cf. next. 06s.

1593 NASHE Four Lett. Confut. Wks. (Grosart) II. 236
Had phisition lohn liu'd, ..a s'mode of Pispots would haue

concluded, that Pierce Pennilesse should be confounded

without repriue. 1600 Dr. Dodypoll i. i. in BullenO. PI. III.

103 A fustie Potticarie. .with his fustian drugges, attending

your pispot worship. 1662 R. MATHEW Uttl. Alck. 24. 18

Which. .sheweth the presumption of Pispot Doctors.

t Pi'SS-pro:ph.et. Obs. [f.
as prec. + PRO-

PHET.] One who diagnosed diseases by inspection

of the urine.

1625 HART Anat. Ur. I. ii. 32 Now would I willingly

demand of the most cunning Pisse-prophet, what could he

haue found out by either of these viines? 1651 WITTIE tr.

Primrose's Pop. Err. 70 If a verycholeiick urine be brought,
can the pisse-prophet tell which of these diseases doth

trouble the patient? 1695 D. TURNER Apol. Chyrurg. 5 The
most absurd Predictions of the calculating Piss-prophets.

t Pi-ssupprest. Obs. rare- 1
. Suppression (or

? retention) of urine.

1610 MARKHAM Masterp. l. Ixxvii. 159 The . . pissuprest in

a horse, is when a horse would faine stale, but cannot.

tPist (pist, p'st), int. Obs. rare. A sibilant

syllable used to attract attention, or to call a

person. (Cf. HIST.)
1608 MIDDLETON- Trick to catch Old one in. E ij, Hoo.

Pist Drawer, Dra. Anon sir? 1622 MIDDLETON & ROWLEY
Changeling V. i, Pist 1 where are you ?

Pist, sb. : see PISTE -.

Pistachio (pislf'Jw, -t<?''J0, -tartjo). Forms:
a. 5-7 pistaoe, 6 pystace, 7-8 pistaoh, 7- pis-

tache. /3. 6 pistaccio, 7 -acio, 7- pistachio, (9

-acchio) ; also (6 pistinachie), 7 pistachie,

-aoie, 8 -achee, 7- pistachla. 7. 7-8 pistacho.

[The o forms a. OF.pistace (i3th c.) and F. pis-

tache (pa'sta'J) ;
the forms ad. It. pistacchio

(pz'sta-kkyo), some affected by L. pistacia, or by

Spanish; the 7 form a. Sp. pistacho (p/'sta'tj0) ; all

from L. pistacium (med.L. pisiaquiuni), a. Gr.

maraKiov pistachio nut, f. viardxr] pistacia-tree,

from OPers. : cf. Pers. c~j pistah. See also

PISTACIA, PlSTACK, PlSTICK nut, FlSTIC.

Cf. 1392-3 Earl Derby's Exp. (Camden) 219 Item pro ij Ib.

de pistaqiis, Ivj s.]

1. The ' nut
'

or dry drupe of Pistacia vera (see b),

or its edible kernel, of a greenish colour, eaten

in Turkey, Greece, etc. (\\sopistackio nut: see 3.)

a. 1533 ELYOT Cast. Helthe (1541) gb, Thynges good for

the Lunges: Elycampane : Hysope : . . Pystaces. i6i6SuRFU
& MARKH. Country Fanned Filberds, pine nuts, pistaces,

almonds. 1725 BRADLEY Fain. Diet. s.
y. Pistache-Trct,

:ry pi

Pi'SS-pot. Not now in polite use. ff. Pissi*. +
POTJ. So early mod.F. pissepot (\$ l\^).'] A vessel,

usually of earthenware, fur urine ; a chamber-pot.

I. iv. ii Nuts (at this day called pistachioes, and most

cordiall in physick). 1668 WILKINS Real Char. n. iv. 7.

at both Ends, ..about half an Inch in Length. .the Kernel.,

of a green Colour, of a soft and unctuous Substance, .much
like the Pulp of an Almond. 1863 Pall Mall G. 20 Oct. lo

Melons are marvellously cheap and good in Marseilles, so

are pistachios.
v. 1626 BACON Sylva 50 Pistachoes . . joyned with

Almonds in Almond Milk, . . are an excellent Nourisher.

1694 MOTTEUX Rabelais iv. Ix. (1737) 247 Pistachoes, or

Fislick-Nuts. 1732 ARBUTHNOT Rules ofDiet 263 Almonds,
Pistachos, and other Nuts.

b. The tree Pistacia vera (N.O. Anacariliaceaf),

a native of Western Asia, much cultivated in the

south of Europe. (Also pistachio tree : see 3.)
a. c \\zoPallad. onHmb. xi. 184 Pistace is in thismopne

Of plauntes sette. 1903 iqth Cent. Aug. 269 The olive,

pistache. jujube and plane fiom Syria.

p. 1664 EVELYN Kal. Hort. (17=9) 227 [Plants] to be first

set into the Conservatory . . Dactyls, Pistacio*s. the great
Indian Fig. 1731 J. HILL Hist. Plants 621 The pinnated-
leaved Pistachia.

2. A green colour resembling that of the kernel

of the pistachio nut. (Also pistachio green : see 3.)

Also attrib. or as adj : Of this colour.

1791 A. M. PORTMAN in A. C. Bo-iuer's Diaries ff Corr.

(1903) 141 The fashionable Colois are Coquelicot and
Pistache. 1888 Daily News ^ June 5/8 A dress of plain

pistachio satin.

3. attrib. and Comb., as pistachio cream, green

(sb. and adj.), nut, plantation, tree.

Epic
Figgs, Pepper,. .Pistace nuts. 1658 Songs Costume (Percy
Soc.) 164 Madam, here are pistachie nutts. 1698 Phil. Trans.
XX. 466A sort of Pistachio-Tree. 1736 BAILEY Househ. Diet.

473 A Pistachio Cream. Take a pound of pistachio nuts, break
the shells and blanch the keinels. i7g6KlKWAN Elcut. Min.
(ed. 2) I. 28 Pistachio green, meadow green with a mixture
of brown. 1823 Greenhouse Camp. 1 1. 81 Atlantic Pistachia-

PISTIA.

tree, a small tree from Barbary in 1790. 1853 SOYER

Pantroph. 121 Galen doubted whether pistachio nuts were

good for the stomach. 1882 O'DONOVAN Meru Oasis I. 331
The vineyards and pistache plantations. 1899 Westm. Gaz.
20 April 7/3 A lovely gown of pale pistachio green satin.

II Pistacia (ptoW'J'l). [L. pistacia pistachio
tree (Pallad.), f. Gr. iriardxr;: see prec.] The

pistachio tree = prec. I b ; in Bot. the name

(adopted by Linnreus 1737) of the genus to which
the Pistachio tree belongs, including also the

Mastic-tree and the Terebinth
;

the species are

sometimes collectively called turpentine-trees.
c 1420 Pallad. on Husb. iv. 685 Pistacia is graffed now to

gro\ve In cold lond. 1698 FRYER Ace. E. India <V I'- 255
The Pistacia sends forth its Branches on high, and renders

its Nuts edible in Autumn. 1760 J. LEE Introd. Bot. App.
323 Pistacia, Hazel-leaved, Hatnaniclis. 1871 H. MAC-
MILLAN True Vine v. (1872) 197 The Pistacia grows abun-

dantly in the south of France, but it yields no mastic,

t b. =
prec. i a, pistachio nut. Obs.

1581 MARBECK Bk. ff Notes 382 Nuts, dates, fine white

bread, honnie and Pistacia. 1583 Rates of Customs D vij,

Pistacia the pound vi d.

C. Coinl'., as pistacia nut, tree : see prec. 3.

1760 J. LEE Introd. Bot. App. 323 Pistacia Nut... Pistacia-

tree. 1876 HARLEY Mat. tiled, (ed. 6) 662 Pistacia nut tree

extends from Syria to Bokhara and Cabul.

Pistacite vpi'stassit). Min. [ad.Ger.pistazit

(A. G. Werner, 1 803), f. PISTACIA + -HE : so named
from its colour.] A synonym of EPIDOTE, or name
for a variety of it.

1828-32 WEBSTER, Pistacite, pislazite, see Epidote. 1839
PAGE Handlk. Geol. Terms, Pistacite, iron and lime

epidote, in which a large quantity of the lime is replaced

by protoxide of iron, ..so called from its pistachio-green
colour. 1866 LAWRENCE tr. Cotta's Rocks Class, i. 43
Pihtacite.. occurs as an accessory and very frequently in

hornblende rocks, and is probably the product of decom-

position of hornblende.

t Pi'Stack, pi'Stake. Ots. Anglicized forms

of PISTACHIO, chiefly in comb. See also PISTICK.

1591 PERCIVALL Sp. Diet., Alliostigo, alhocigo, pUtacke
tiee. 1639 HORN & ROB. Gate Lang. Unl. xi. 123 Pistakes,

services, carobs, . . dates. 1658 PHILLIPS, Pistachoes, or

Pistack {ed. 1706 Pistake] Nuts.

Pistareen (pistarrn). Also 8 pistereen, 9
-arene. [app. a popular formation from peseta^
An American or West Indian name for a small

Spanish silver coin formerly current there.

1774 ). ADAMS in Fam. Lett. (1876) 10 So I gave pistareens

enough among the children to have paid twice for my enter-

tainment. 1788 M. CUTLER in Life, etc. (1888) I. 432 Gave
him refreshments, oats, and a pistereen. 1807-8 W. IRVING

Salviag. (1824) 212 A pistareen 's worth of bows for a dollar.

1872 O. W. HOLMES Poet Sreak/.-t.ui, 1 ask him to change
a pistareen.

b. attrib. or as adj. Concerned with small

mailers; petty, paltry; cf. PICAYUNE.
1860 EMERSON Cond. Life, Fate Wks. (Bohn) II. 310 Now

and then, an amiable parson, .believes in a pistaieen Piovi-

dence. 1861 HOLLAND Less Life xi. 156 Mr. Emerson
becomes equally flippant and irrevetent when he speaks of

a '

pistareen Providence '.

f Pi-state, v. Obs. ra>e~'. [f.
L. pistat-, ppl.

stem of pistare to pound (Vlater, to knead, to bake),

frequent, of pinsere to pound, crush ; cf. pistor

baker.] trans. To bake.

1599 A. M. Gabelhouers Bk. Physicke 63/2 Permit them

bake with breaile : and it being pistatede, breacke it and

hould it at thye Eares, being very warme. 1604 R. CAWDREV,
Pistaied, baked. 1623 COCKERAM ii, Baked, pistated.

f Piste
1

. Obs. rare- 1
. [See PISTIC.] In piste

Indik, rendering L. spica Indica, Indian
spikenard.

c 1420 Pallad. on Husb. XI. 411 (Bodley MS.) Fyne mirre

an mice, and of the piste Indik [v. r. pisce indyk] But half

I Piste 2
(pz'st), pist (pist). [F. piste

= It.

pesta, Sp. pista :-L. pista (sc. via), beaten track,

f. pist-us, pa. pple. ol pinstre to pound, stamp.]

The beaten track of a horse or other animal ;
the

track of a race-course or training-ground.

1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl., Piste, in the manage, the track

or tread, which a horse makes upon the ground he goes

over. . .The piste of a horse may be either single, or double.

1882 OCILVIE, Pist, Piste. 1897
' OUIDA ' Massarenes xxviii,

She looks as racing mares do when they come in off the

trotting piste.

Pistel, -ell, -elle, etc., var. ff. PISTLE, etc. Obs.

f Prstelarie. Obs. rare 1
, [ad. med.L. episto-

lariwn ; cf. PISTLE.]
= EPISTOLAK sb.

1431 Rec. St. Mary at Hilt 27, ij masse bokes and a

pistelarie.

Pistereen, variant of PISTAREEN.

|| Pistia (pi'stia).
Bot. [mod.L. (Linn^us

!?37) i
cf- G f - "<<TT" S drinkable, liquid. (?in allu-

sion to its deriving its nutriment from water.)]

A genus of floating water-plants allied to Duck-

weed, the type of N.O. Pistiacex, comprising one

species (P. Stratiotes), which covers the surface of

ponds and tanks in warm countries; also called

tropical duckweed, and (in W. Indies) water-lettuce.

1763 J. BARTRAM Jrnl. 31 Dec. in W. Stork Ace. .

Florida (1766) 17 At the entrance of the river into the great

lake theie floats prodigious quantities of the pistia. 1878

H. M. STANLEY Dark Cant. II. vi. 183 The inhabitants ..

devoted themselves, .to fishing, and the manufacture of salt

fiom the Pistia plants. 1906 Blacltw. Mag. Feb.2i3/i The

floating Pistia, for all the world like a minute cabbage.



PISTIC.

Fistic (pi'stik), a. [ad. L. pistic-us (Vulg.), a.

Gr. nan/cos perhaps 'genuine, pure', f. marts faith;
but see quot. 1881.] In nardpistic, fistic nard-
Gr. vdpSos TTIOTIKTJ in Mark xiv. 3 and John xii. 3
(in Bible versions translated spikenard).
1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. vn. vii. 351 Nor must

that perhaps be taken for a simple unguent, ..but rather
a composition, as Marke and John imply by pistick Nard,
that is faithfully dispensed. 1649 JEK. TAYLOR Gt. Exciup.
m. Sect, xiii, She came . . with a box of Nard Pistick, salutary
and precious. 1653 H. VAUGHAN Silex Scint. u. St. JIary
Magd., Why is this rich, this pistic nard Spilt, and the
box quite broke and marr'd '! 1881 N. T. (R. V.) Mart xiv. 3
Ointment of spikenard. Margin, Gr. fistic nard, pistic
being; perhaps a local name. Others take it to mean
gtuuttu ; others, liquid.

tPi'Stick, sb. (a.) 06s. [A deriv. of PISTA-
CHIO (in some of its forms; cf. also PISTAOK),
perh. assimilated to FISTIC, a form of the same
word through Arabic. (Possibly confused with

prec.)]
= PISTACHIO : chiefly in comb.

1621 BURTON Anal. Mel. n. ii. i. i, Trallianus discommends
figs, . .which others especially like of, and so of pistick nuts.

1653 MOUI-ET& BENNET Health's Imfr. (1746) 300 Fisticks,
or rather Pisticks, . .are Nuts growing in the Knob of the
Syrian or Egyptian Turpentine-tree.

Pistil (pi'stil). Bot. Forms : a. 6-7 pestill,
7 pestle (see PESTLE). /3. 8-9 in L. form pistil-
lum (pi. -a). 7. 8- pistil. [In sense i, the
same word as PESTLE, OF. peslel:-L. pistillum.
For sense 2, the L. word itself was first used, the

place of which a 1750 began to be taken by its

Fr. adaptation pistil (pislile Tournefort, 1694,
pistil admitted by the Academic, 1762).]
fl. In early use (in form pestle, pestill\ The

thick pestle-like spadix of araceous plants. Obs.
. 1578 LYTE Dodoens m. vi. 320 Of Dragons [Dracun-

cu!us]...At the top of the stalke groweth a long hoose or
huske, lyke to the hoose or codde of Aron, or Wake Robin,
of a greenish colour without, and . . the clapper or pestill
that groweth vp within the sayde huske. 1658 SIR T.
BROWNE Card. Cyrus iii, Those yetlow fringes about the
purple Pestill. 1672 JOSSELYN New Eng. Rarities 70 This
Plant is one. .with a sheath or Hood like Dragons, but the
pestle is of another shape,.. having a round Purple Ball on
the top of it.

2. In mod. use, The female organ of a flower,
situated (one or more) in the centre, and com-
prising (in its complete form) the ovary, style, and
stigma. 0. in L. form pistillum ; 7. in form pistil.

/3. [1700 TOURNEFORT Inst. ReiHerb. (1719) I. 70 Pistillum
appello parteni earn, qua; floris centrum inter stamina occu-
pare solet.) 1726 Flower Card. Displ. Introd., Pistillum, a
small Thread or Stamen, with an Apex on the Top of it,

growing out of the Seminary Vessels, exactly in the Center
of some Flowers. 1760 J. LEE Introd. Bot. I. v. (1765) n
The Pistillum is the Female Part of the Flower. 1830
LINDLEY Nat. Syst. Bot. 6 Pistilla numerous,.. or united
into a single many-celled pistillum.
V- .['694 TOURNEFORT Botan. 54 J'appelle pistile cette

partie de la fleur qui en occupe oidinairement le centre.]
1749 STACK (tr. from Fr.) in Phil. Trans. XLVI. 50 The

Pistil or Embryo of the Fruit, .occupies the whole Inside of
the Calyx. 1756 WATSON ibid. XLIX. 806 It has neither
Calyx nor Petal, but consists only of one Stamen and one
Pistil. 1785 MARTYN Rousseau's Bot. i. (1794) 23 This.. is

called the pistil or pointal. 1872 OLIVER Etem. Bot. i. i. 10
The carpels, taken together, constitute the pistil ; they are
the fourth and last series of the flower-leaves.

3. Comb., as pistil-bearing adj.
1866 Treas. Bot. 96 Having its male or stamen-bearing

flowers borne on long club-shaped spikes, and the pistil-
bearing ones in round heads.

Pistil, obs. f. PESTLE, var. PISTLE Obs.

Pistillaceous
(-<?''Jas), a. rare.

[f. Bot. L.

pistill-unt PISTIL + -ACEOUS.] PISTILLAHY.
1760 J. LEE Introd. Bot. i. xii. (1765) 30 Pistillaceous

Nectaria, such as accompany the Pistillum.

Pi-Stillar, a. rare. [f. L. type *pistillar-is, f.

pistill-um : see -AR.] = next.

1876 HOOKER Bot. Primer 48 The pistillar leaf is called a
carpel.

Pistillary (pi'stilari), a. Bot. [f. Bot. L.

pistill-um PISTIL -f -ARY : in mod.F. pistillaire.'}
Of, pertaining to, or of the nature of a pistil.
1848 LINDLEY Introd. Bot. (ed. 4) II. 88 The pistillary

apparatus. 1866 Trcas. Bot. 897 Pistillary cord, a channel
which passes from the stigma through the style into the

ovary. 1880 Gray's Struct. Bot. (ed. 6) 269 The pistillary
bodjr is attenuated and prolonged above the ovule.

Pistillate (pi-stiia), a. Bot. [ad. mod.L.

pistilldt-us, f. as prec. + -ATE- 2. In mod.F.

pissim*?,] Having a pistil or pistils (and no

stamens) ; female. (Opp. to staminate.)
1828-32 in WEBSTER. 1861 BENTLEY Man. Bot. 403 9 a

pistillate flower. 1872 OLIVER Elem. Bot. i. iv. 39 In the
Lesser Nettle, stammate and pistillate flowers are on the
same plant. 1880 Gray's Struct. Bot. vi. (ed. 6) 191 Flowers
are . . Pistillate . . when the pistils are present and the stamens
absent.

t Pistilla'tion. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. L. //still-urn

pestle + -ATION.] A pounding with a pestle.
1646 S^IR T. BROWNE Pseud, Ep. u. v. 83 They submit unto

pistillation, and resist not an ordinary pestle.

II Pistillidiuni (pistili-diom). Bot. PI. -ia.

[mod.L., f. pistill-um PISTIL + -idium Gr. -i5ioi>,

dim. suffix.] The female organ in the higher
Cryptogams, usually called AKCHEGONIUM.

907

f 1854 [see AHCHEGONIU.WI. 1857 HENHIEY Elem. Bot. 908
In the majority of the Orders the female organ occurs in

j

a form somewhat analogous to the ovule of Phanerogamia,
called the archegoninm (or pistillidiuin}. 1861 BhXTLEY
Man. Bot. (1870) 366 The reproductive organs uf. .Mosses
. -are called antheridia and archegonia or pislillidia.

Pistilliferous (pistili-feres), a. Bot. [f. L.

pistillum PISTIL + -(I)FEHOCS, after F. pistilliftre]= PISTILLATE. (Opp. to staminiferoiis.)
1783 MARTYN Rousseau's Bot. ix. (1794) 95, I beg leave.,

to call., those which have only the pistils, pistilliferous
flowers. 1880 SIR E. J. REEU Japan I). 42 There are two
kinds of this shrub, pistilliferous and staminiferous.

Pistilligerous (-i'djeras), a, rare.
[f. as prec.

-(I)GEROUS.] Productive of or fertile in pistils.
1843 GRIFFITH in Trans. Linn. Soc. (1845) XIX. 204 note,

The transition between the two types exists in Anthoccros,
|

which in the development of its anthers and habits has much
in common with the pistilligerous type.

Pistilline (pi-stiUin), a.
[f.

Hot. L. pistill-um
+ -INE 1

.] a. = PISTILLATE, b. = PISTJI.LAHY.
1844 CARPENTEU Veg. Phys. 497 The stamineous and pistil-

line flowers grow in separate clusters. 1854 BALFOI.-R Cl. Ilk.
Bot. 175 The pistilline whorl ..denominated the gyna'cium.

Pistillody ipi'stilodi). Bot.
[f. mod.L. pislil-

|

lodi-uiu, f. pistill-um : see -ODE and cf. PHYLLODY.]
Metamorphosis of other floral organs into pistils.
1890 in Cent. Diet. 1893 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

Pistio-logy. Erron. pisteo-. [f. Gr. man-s
faith + -LOGY: cf. PHRASEOLOGY.] A theory or
science of faith or religious belief.

1900 Ch. Q. Key. Oct. 66 We have practically.. no pisteo-
logy, to deal with the foundations, nature, validity, and
limits of religious faith.

t Pistle, si. Obs. Forms: I pistol, 2-6 pistel,
4 pistol, pystol, 4-5 pystil(l, 4-6 pistell(e,
pistil, -ill(e, pystyl, -yll(e, 4-7 pistle, 5 pistul,
-yKl. 5-6 (8 Sc.) pystle, pystel(l. [OE. pistol,
aphetic form of epistol, ad. L. epistola EPISTLE.]
1. A communication in writing, a letter

;
a literary

work, or a dedication, in the form of a letter: =
EPISTLE sb. i, i b, i c.

c 1000 ^ELFRIC Saints' Litres ill. 382 Da awrat se canning
mid hise aienra hande. .bone pistol. 1382 WYCLIF Dan. iii.

97 In to eche lond he [the king] sente a pistle. 1395 PURVEY
Rcmonstranci (1851) 4 This article is taught bi seynt Jeromm hise pistlis. 1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 202/1 Saynt Leo
wrote a pistle to fabyane bisshop of constantynople ayenst
euticium and nestorium. 1529 MORE Dyaloge u. Wks. 178/2A pistle of Plinye wrytten to the Emperoure Trayane. 1595
Entf. Tripe-wife (1881) 145 Your Pamphlet lackes both
a Pistle and a Patrone. 1787 BURNS Let. to U7. Nicol i June,
I was gaun to write you a lang pyslle.
2. spec. An apostolic letter, forming part of the
New Testament : = EPISTLE sb. 2.

6-iooa JLFRIC De Vet.etdeNov. Test. (Grein) 14 lacob
se rihtwisa awrat anne pistol, c 1200 Vices % Virtues 31
San(c)tus Paulus us taka on bis pisteles. 1303 R. BRUNNF.
Handl. Synne 7122 Se now what seynt Poule seys Yn a
pystyl. 1:1380 WYCLIF Wks. (1880) 101 As gospillis & pistles
witnessen. 1531 CHOWLEY Picas.

,5- Payne 215 And in lohns
Pistle these wordis be.

3. Eccl. An extract from an apostolic letter (or,
as in quot. a 1450, from some other Scriptural book)
read in the Eucharistic office :

= EPISTLE sb. 3.
c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 89 Hit is ireht on bes pistles redinge

[cf. c 1000 ^ELFRIC HOIK. (Th.) I. 314 Hit isgereht on oyssere
plstol-rEdinge], c 1400 WycliFs Bible IV. 683 (heading)
Here bigynneth a rule, that teflith in whiche chapitris of the
bible ;e mai fynde the lessouns, pistlis, and gospels, that
ben rad in the chirche al the jeer. Ibid. 686 note a, Pistil

Jerem. \?a passim}, a 1450 Knt. de la Tour (1868) 106 The
princes of xij lynages, wherof the pistelle upon the feest of
Alhalwynne makithe mencion. 1450-1530 Myrr. our Ladyc
126 The pystel that is redde in the masse. 1590 H. BARROW
in Conferences i. 8 The Papists .. haue the same Creedes,. .

Pistles, Gospels.
b. Hence, the title 'Pistle of (Sweet) Susane':

Daniel xiii in the Vulgate, containing the story of

Susanna, being the Lesson or Epistle of the Mass
for the Saturday of the third week in Lent.
But it is probable that here 'pistle' was subsequently

taken as = legend or story.

PISTOL.

Hence fPi'stle v. (nonce-wd.) trans., to write
an epistle upon, assail with an epistle, satirize.

1389 Pappe w. Hatchet 28 Take heed, he will pistle thee.

Pistle, Pistlett, obs. ff. PISTOL, PISTOLET.
t Pi'stler. Obs. Also 6 pystiller, 6-7 pis-

teler, pistoler. [f. PISTLE sb. + -EE '.] One who
reads the Epistle at the Communion :

= EPISTLEH
2, EPISTOLEB 2.

01529 SKELTON Ware tlie Haute I2 i These be my gos-
pellers, These be my pystillers. 1577-87 HOLINSHED Citron.
111. 920/2 A pistlerj of singing priests ten. 1579 Wills ,
Iim. N. C. (Surtees) II. 18 To the Gospeller and pistoler
6/8' a pece. a 1640 J. BALL Answ. to Caime i. (1642) 143
Jigan-players, gospellers, pistelers.

Pistol (pi'stsl), sb. Also 6 pistolle, 6-7
pistoll, 7 pistle. [a. ob=. F. pistole (1566 in
H. Estienne) a pistol. So It., Sp. pistola (?fiom
Fr.). App. a shortened form of pistolet, which was
earlier both in Fr. and Eng., and in Fr. has out-
lived pistole. See PISTOLET

i.]
1. A small tire-arm, with a more or less curved

stock, adapted to be held in, and fired by, one hand.
1570 SIR H. GILBERT Q. Eliz. Achad. (1869) 4 To teache

noble men and gentlemen, .to skirmish on horsbacke with
pistolles. 1579 DIGGES Stratiot. in To give the Enemye
a volue of their Pistols. 1601 Sin W. CORNWAI.LIS Ess. iv,To keep this Case of Pistols continually ready charged
and bent. 1768-74 TUCKER Lt. Nat. (1834) II. 373 If a
man., should have a pistol holden over him,and be threatened
with being shot through the bead. 1841 LANE Arab. .Vis.
I. 126 With a pair of pistols stuck in the girdle.

tb. transf. (pi.) Troops armed with pistols,
pistoleers. Obs. rare.

1598 BARRET Theor. Warres v. ii. 143 They are alwaycs
seconded with armed Pistols or Lances.

^C.
Valla's pistol, a metallic tubular vessel, closed

with a cork, in which an explosive mixture of

gases may be ignited by an electric spark.
1784 WATT in Phil. Trans. LXXIV. 331 In the same

manner as is done in the inflammable air pistol. 1843 Penny
. Cycl. XXVI. 434/1 He [Volta] also invented (1777) the instru-
' ment which has been called the electrical pistol. 1872
EVERETT tr. Deschanefs Elem. Nat. Philos. 556 This experi-
ment is usually shown by means of Volta's pistol, which is a
metallic vessel containing the mixture and closed by a cotk.

2. attrib. and Comb., as pistol-bag, -ball, -barrel,
-belt, -bullet, -butt, -flint, -holster, -pocket, -powder,
-practice, -range ; pistol-like, -shaped adjs. ; pistol-
wise adv.

; pistol-arm, the arm with which the

pistol is held when fired ; pistol-cane, a con-
cealed pistol in the form of a cane, or a cane con-

taining a concealed pistol ; pistol-carbine, a pistol
provided with a detachable butt-piece, so as to be
fired either as a pistol or as a carbine; pistol-
grip, a projection, in shape like the butt of a pistol,
on the under side of a gun-stock, to give a firmer

grip for the hand in firing ; pistol-hand, (a)
the hand in which the pistol is held

; (/>)
=

pistol-grip ; pistol key, a watch-key in the form
of a pistol ; pistol man, a man accustomed to use
a pistol, a duellist ; pistol-pipe (Metallurgy),
the blast-pipe of a hot-blast furnace

; pistol-proof,
frf. ability to resist a pistol-shot ; a., able to resist
a pistol-shot (see PROOF sb. and a.) ; pistol-splint
Surg., a splint shaped like a pistol, used esp. in
certain fractures of the arm. See also PISTOL-SHOT.
1842 S. LOVER Handy Andy iii, I'll give it him in the

"pistol-arm, or so. 1701 Land. Can. No. 3714/4 Lost.., a
pair of green Velvet "Pistol-Bags embroidered with Gold
1821 BYRON Wks. (1846) 584/2 A man who can snuff a
candle.. with a "pistol-ball. 1655 MRQ. WORCESTER Cent.
Inv. Index 7 Light "Pistol-barrels. 1660 N. INCELO Bentiv.
$ Ur. II. (1682) 130 They imploy such utensils when they
make "Pistol-bullet. 1835-6 Todfs Cycl. Anat. I. 745/2
This tumour had the volumeof a. .pistol-bullet. 1814 SCOTT
IVav. Iviii, Striking the boy upon the head with the heavy
pistol-butt. 1818 Hrt. Midi, xlv, He.. filled his pipe,

lighted it with the assistance of his "pistol-flint, and smoked.
1874 J. W. LONG Amer. Wild-firwl i. 27 A "pistol-grip is

thought by some to be an advantage. 1892 GREENER Breeclt-

:1, pe pistt

^1425 WYNTOUN Cron. (MS. Cott.) 4312 (Laing 4326)7He
[Hucheoun] made a gret Gest of Arthure, And be Awntyr
of Gawane, pe Pistil als of Suet Susane.
4. A (spoken) story or discourse.
Most of the examples appear to be after Chaucer.
^1386 CHAUCER Wife's T. 165 Tho rowned she a pistel in

his ere. c 1422 HOCCLEVE Mia. Poems (1892) 221 He a pistle
rowned in hire ere. 1479 J. PASTON in P. Lett. III. 257 |When I was with myn oncle, I had a longe pystyll of hym,
that [etc.). ?aisso Fniris of Benuik 184 in Dtmbar's
Poems (S. T. S.) 291 Scho rownis than ane pistill in his eir.

5. attrib. and Comb., as pistle-book, -making,
-penner, -reader, -reading; pistle-oloth, a cloth ;

covering or wrapper for the books of the epistles.
nooo Canons of sElfric 21 in Thorpe Laws II. 350

Saltere & pistol-hoc & godspell-boc & majsse-boc. c 1000
/ELFRIC Horn. (Th.) I. 294 Lucas se Godspellere us manode
on Oisre pistol-readinge, bus cweoende [etc.]. De

\

Consnet. Monach. in Anglia XIII. 406 Sacerd diacon &
pistel raedere. nm Inv. St. Mary's, Scarborough in Arclixo-
logia LI. 66 Cum uno alio lihro vocato le pistelhoke. 1559
Will of Thome (Somerset Ho.), To y cherche to-whordes a .

pystyll book. 1580 Hay any Work A iij b, I haue as good
a^gift

in pistle making, as you haue at priemeero. 1589
Pappe w. Hatchet Dij, I am worth twentie Pistk-penners.

"pisto-an s a ansome, .aton to the gu
stock. 1892 GREENER Breech-Loader 82 The pistol-hand
gun-stock, especially in that form. .known technically as
half pistol hand, is the common form throughout Canada
and the United States. 1894 A. ROBERTSON Nuggets, etc.

186, 1 knocked the fellow's pistol-hand up with a rapid blow.

1834 L. RITCHIE Wand, by Seine 167 We hear. .the "pistol-
like report of beer, and the more soberly alluring plunk ! of
wine-corks. 1784 R. BACE Barhain Downs I. 213, I once
intended to have shot at him,.. but not being much of a
"pistol man. .1 changed my mind. 1669 STURMY Mariner's
Mag. v. xii. 65 "Pistol Powder is now commonly made of
Salt-peter five parts, one part of Brimstone, and one of Cole.

1590 SIR R. WILLIAMS Disc. IVarre 29 The forepart of
his curaces of a light pistoll proofe. 1607 R. QAREW]
tr. Estienne's World of Wonders 237 Harnesse .. not
halfe so weighty, and yet of pistol proof. 1692 LUTTRELI.
Brief Rel. (1857) II. 402 Armour pistoll proofe 27 foot dis-
tance. 1864 TREVELYAN Compel. Wallah (1866) 82 The
sepoys plied them with shot at "pistol-range. 1893 Syd.
Soc. Lex., 'Pistol-splint. 1895 Outing (U. S.) XXVI. 6/1
The Major, holding on with one hand, used the rifle "pistol-
wise.

Pi'Stol, v.
[f. prec. sb. : cf. F. pistoler.]

1. trans. To shoot with a pistol.
1607 DEKKUR Hist. Sir T. Wyatt Wks. 1873 III. 113

115 -a



PISTOLADE.
Powder the Varlet, pistoll him. 1691 WOOD Ath. Oxpn. I.

757 He, out of a deep reluctancy, pistol 'd himself in his

Cabin. 1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa (1811) VIII. xvii, 91 He is

afiaid you will pistol him. 1894 CROCKETT Raiders 152,
I declare 1 could have pistolled him there and then.

2. intr. To make a noise like the report of a

pistol ;
to crack, nonce-use.

1898 I
1

', \\' \\\\*-\QK*.'m AtlanticMonthly &.$*. 500/1 His whip-
lash whirling and pistoling about his head.

Hence Prstoling, -oiling vbl. sb. and ///. a.

(also/-.).
1637 HEYLIN BriefAnsw. in One or two godly Ministers

..were threat ncd .. with Pistolling and hanging. 1816
SCOTT A ntiq, .\xii, He has had gunning and pistolling enough.
1877 MORI.KY Crit. Misc. Ser. n. 392 Macaulay advances
with his hectoring sentences and his rough pistolling ways.

Pistol, variant of PJSTLE Obs.

t Pistola'de, s/>. Obs. [a. obs. F. pislolade
a pistol-shot 1,1592 in Godefroy CompL}* f. pistole

PISTOL + -ADE ; cf. cannonade^ A pistol-shot,
or wound inflicted by one. Hence Pistola'de v.

trans.
,
to attack or fire upon with pistols.

1598 R. DALLINGTON Meth. Trai'. Gij, One of the King
of Nauarres troupes gaue him a Pistoladein the head. [1658

PHILLIPS, Pistolado (Ital.), a shot, or wound given with a

Pistol.] 1815 SOUTHEV in Q. Rev. XIII. 41 I'he bravery
with which he and Admiral Gantheaume and M. Daure
pistolruled the English gun boats.

t Pistolar, pistelar. Sc. Obs. [Deriv. ob-

scure: Violated to next.] Name of a small coin,

said to be synonymous with LIARD.
1550 Reg. Privy CouncilScot. 1. 106 Legiis. .refusis to tak

..the pUielaris dulzeartis, alias callit the liartis. Ibid.^

That nane. . refuse the pistoloris nor deliaris, alias liartis.

Pistole (pisWu-1). Also 6-8 pistol(l. [a. F.

pistole the coin (c 1620 d'Aubigny Fceneste)^ app.
shortened horn pistoiet: see PISTOLET 2. The coin

was not known by any corresponding name in

Spain or Italy.] A name formerly applied to

certain foreign gold coins; sometimes (as in quot.

1592) synonymous with PISTOLET-; spec., from
c 1600, given to a Spanish gold coin worth fiom
i6s. 6d. to iSj.

;
also applied (after French) to the

louis d'or of Louis XIII, issued in 1640, and
sometimes to the Scottish twelve pound piece of

William III, 1701, = ;i English.
1592 Lane. Wills II. 127 One peece of gold, .to the value

of vj"
s w ch is called a pistole. 1594 NASHR Christ's T.

Ep. to Rdr., Gieat pieces of gold, such as double Pistols and

Portugues. 1643 Decl. Commons, Reb. Irel. 49 FOLII teene

peeces of eight, and a double Pistoll. 1678 Phil. Trans.
XII. 1005 Who both have commonly sold thtir Glasses at

the rate of a Pistol (i.e. about 17 shillings and six pence)
the foot. i709SiEELE Tatler No. 5 PS Instead of 25 Pistoles

formerly allowed to each Member. 1819 Miss MIIFORD in

L 1

Estrange Life (1870) II. iii.6g Only think of the Chancellor's

sending the President a pistole to pay the postage of his

letters. 1898 G. B. RAWLINGS Brit. Coinage iBg The last

Scottish gold coins, the twelve- and six-pound pieces Scots,
sometimes called pistoles and half pistoles .. minted from

gold imported from Africa by the Darlen Co. .1701. 1899
SIR J. EVANS in N. fyQ. gth Ser. IV. 443/1 Quadruple pistoles
. . in the last century were commonly accepted in England as

being of the value of 3/. 12$.

Fi'stoled, . Also -old. [f. PISTOL sb. +

-ED-.] Equipped with a pistol or pistols.

1634 W. WOOD New Eng. Prosp. n. vii, Being double

pjstold, and well sworded.

Fistoleer (-I'i% [See -EER and cf. PISTOLIEB.]
One who uses or is skilled in the use of a pistol ;

a soldier armed with a pistol.

1832 CARLVLE Misc., Boswelfs Johnson (1857) III. 94 Is

the Chalk-Farm Pistoleer inspired with any reasonable Belief
and Determination? 1855 PRESCOTT /*/*//# //, i. vii, A corps
of German pisloleers, ofwhom there was a body in the French
service. 1883 AntericanVll. 116 The first step. .must be
the condign punishment of the Danville pistoleers.

tPi'stoler. Obs. [f. PISTOL sb. + -EH*.] A
maker of pistols.
1638 W. MOUNTAGU in Buccleuch MSS. lHist._ MSS.

Comm.) 1,282 The King., sets all the armourers and pistolers
a.work for himself.

Pistoler, variant of PISTLER Obs.

II Pistole'Se. Obs. rare- 1
. [It. pistolese 'a

great dagger, hanger, or wood-knife* (Florio), a

sb. use of Pistolese adj., of or pertaining to Pistoia,
in L. Pisloriitm, a town of Tuscany, still having
manufactures of iron and steel, and esp. gunmaking ;

cf. Sp. pistoresa poniard.] A short sword or

dagger (understood to have been made at or named
from Pistoia). See PISTOLET 1, PISTOL.
1549 SIR T. HOBY Trav.(igo2) 14 A varlett. .cam behinde

him and with a pistolese gave him his deathe's wounde.
[Margin] A pystolese is a shorte broadsword.

tPi'Stolet 1
. Obs. Also 6 -olett, -ollet, pysto-

let(t, pistlett, pestilet(t, pestelet, 6-7 Sc. pisto-

lat(e. [a. F. pislolet, (a) a small dagger or poniard ;

(<) a small fire-arm, a pistol, in It. pistolelto

(i6th c.) ; app. dim. from stem of It. pistolese (see

PISTOLESE).
The theory is that F. fistolet (or ? It. pistolet(o) with dim.

form was applied first to a small dagger, as compared to the
It. pistolese, and was thence transferred to the pistol, which
was also small as compared with the harquebus: see H.
Estienne Con/, de la langnefr. avec ?e grcc, 1569, preface.)

A small fire-arm : the earlier name of the PISTOL.
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iS5 AV^. Privy Council Scot. I. 95 To schut with half!"

haige or culvei ing or pistolate. 1561-2 in Middlesex County
Rcc. (1886) I. 43 A pyhtolett de ferro et call be. 1567 Reg.
Privy Council Scot. \. 59^ To schute with culveringis,

daggis, pistolettis, or ony uiheris gunnis or ingynis of fyre-

werk. [So 1571, 1573, 1599, 1626, 1637, etc. Ibid.} 1583
FOXE A. ff M. [ed 4! 2153/1 The Amirall .. by the way was
stroken with a Pistolet charged with iij pellets. 1590 H'ills

fy Im>. N. C. (Surtees) II. 185 The apparell of M r John
Lawson.and his pistlett, and the stiinges to it, 20'. 1599

JAMIIS I BacjiA. Awpof (1603) 47 My lawes made against
-mines and traiterous pistolets. 1650 TR AFP Comm, Num. x,

7 The Lutherans met by the clap of harquebuzes and pistolets.

t Pistolet -. Obs. Also 6 pisto-, pystolette,
Sc. pistolat(tj -ate, 7 pistollet, -olett. [a. F.

pistoiet (early i6thc. in Hatz.-Darm.; Godefroy's
date 1480 is doubted). History obscure.

Generally held to be the same word as
fistolet

the weapon,
and according to Des Accords (i6th c. in Littrc) applied in

pleasantry to the Spanish ecus
' because they are smaller

than the others'. But as yet French lexicographers cite

no instances of pistoiet the weapon of as early a date as

those ofpistoiet the coin.]

A name given to certain foreign gold coins ; in

the i6th c. usually ranging in value from 5$. lOfl?.

to s. 8d. ; in later times ,quot. 1659) = PISTOLE.

1553 Proclain. 4 May in Tudor Proclam. [99] Euery
Pystolette . . shalbe demed and accepted to be of the value

of vj.s. ij.d. of the curraunt moneye of this realine. 1556 W.
TOWRSON in Hakluyt Voy, (1589) 99, I payed them [off

the coast of Barbary] twentie and seuen Pistolets. 1560
Prodam. 2 Nov. in MS. Arch. Bodl. F. c. n If. 32 Of late

the peece of gold called the Pistolet was made Currant at
fiue shyllynges & tenne pence. By the name or value of

Pistolettes, none shalbe currant .. but only foure severall

peeces and Coynes hereafter pourtraicted and stamped :

The fyrst and seconde beyng of the kyngof Spaynes Coyne,
the thyrde of Venize, and the fourth of Florence. 1574
Records of Elgin (New Spald. Cl.) I. 145 Ane rose nobill,

twa angell nobillis and twa pistolat crownis. 1599 THYNNE
Anunadv, (1875) 47 Aboute the valewe of iijs iiijd, beinge
halfe a pistoiet Italiane or spanyshe. 1617 MORYSON ///.
I. ZQO 'Ihe Spanish pi>tolet, and double pUtpIet..the

double

pistoiet contains two French Crownes. Ibid. 291 At Venice

..A double pistoiet of Spainc, called Dublon, is .. giuen for

seuenteene lires. 1659 HEYLIN Examen Hist. \. 268 Each
Pistolet exchang'd at sixteen shillings six pence.

fPistoleter, -ie*r. Obs. [f. PISTOLET *:

see -IER.] A soldier armed with a pistol.

1579 DIGGES Stratiot. 144 The Pistoleters and Argoletiers.

1581 STYWARD Mart. Discipl. n. 136 The hargulaters..wbo
with the pistolaters are the first that begins the batlaile.

1598 BARRET Tlteor. IVarres 3 A troupe of horse, cither

Pistoletiers, Hargulatiers or Lanciers.

t Pistole'tto. Obs. [a. It. pistolctto : see

PISTOLET V] = PISTOLET J
. Also attrib. (In quots.

fig. or allusive.)
1647 WARD SitJ>. Cobler 75 To talk Squibs and Pisto-

letto's charged with, .powder of Love and shot of Reason.

1647-8 WOOD Life 15 Feb. (O. H. S.) I. 139 Give fire to the

pisloletto tobacco pipe charg'd with it's Indian powder.

Piatolgraph (pi-stalgraf). Alsopisto'lograph.

[f. PISTOL sb., after photograph. (Cf. snap-shot.)'}
Name of an apparat us for obtaining instan-

taneous photographs or a photograph so ob-

tained. Also attrib. in/^f. sense. So Prstolgram,
an instantaneous photograph ; Pistolo 'graphy ,

instantaneous photography.
1862 Catal. Internal. Exhib,

t
Brit. Div. II. xiv. 61 Skaife,

47 Baker Street, \V. PUlolgraph, with a selection of its pro-
ductions called pistolgrams. 1866 Morn. Star 2 Jan., The
pistolograph. This beautiful invention is now to be seen.,
at .. 118, Pall Mall. The pistolgram is a picture in glass,
obtained in the first instance, by an instantaneous flash of

light, and subsequently made permanent by fire. Ibid., The
most interesting feature in pistolography is its alliance with
the magnesium light. Ibid., It is for this class of portrait
the pistolograph is chiefly intended. 1887 GLADSTONE in

i9//i Cent. Jan. i The instantaneous, or 'pistol-graph', criti-

cisms demanded by the necessities of the daily press. 1901

Daily Chron. 27 Nov. 7/3 It has pictures of Nebraska and
statistics pistolgraph statistics.

tPistolie*r. Obs. [a. obs. F. pistolier, f.

pistole (obs.) pistol : see -IER.] A soldier armed
with a pistol.

1577-87 HOLINSHED Chron, III. 1187/1 Certeine of the

English lances and pistoliers, with certeine harquebutters.
1598 BARRET Theor. IVatres v. ii, 142. 1622 MARKHAM Bk.
War in. i. 82 The armed French Pistoliers, the Carbines,
and the Light horse.

Pi-stolship. nonce-wd. [f. PJSTOL sb. : see

-SHIP.] Skill in using pistols ; pistol practice.
1895 WISTER in Harper's Mag* Mar. 537 The Governor. .

had begun to study pistolship.

Pi-stol-shot. [f. PJSTOL sb. + SHOT sb.]
1. A shot from a pistol.
1662 J. DAVIES tr. Olearius' Voy, Ambass. 267 M. Man-

delslo. .kill'd the Leader of the Indian paity with a Pistol-

shot. 1796 HELEN M. WILLIAMS Lett. France IV. 137 (Jod)
Several pistol-shot were fired at the president. 1899 T. M.
ELLIS Three Cnt's-cye Rings 122 Then there was a pistol-

shot, and Clayside stood breathless over a lifeless man.

2. The distance to which a shot can be fired from
a pistol ; the range of a pistol.
c 1643 T. TULLY Siege ofCarlisle (1840) 38 He came within

pistle shot. 1685 TRAVESTIN Siege Newheusel 6 Not above
a Pistol-shot from it. 1741 S- SPEED in Buccleuch MSS.
(Hist. MSS, Comm.) I. 395 When we came within half

pistol-shot, we hailed one of the French ships. 1835 W.
IRVING Tour Prairies 267 My object. .was to get within

pistol-shot of the buffalo.

3. attrib. (in first quol. advb.).

PISTON.

1697 DAMPIER Voy. (1699) 241 The Mouth of this Lagune
is not Pistol-shot wide. 1730 Hist. Littcraria I. 401 A
lilast and Srnoak.. which obliged me to keep at Pi.stol-shot

distance. 1900 Westin. Gnz. 17 July S/i They might urge
them on with the pislol shot reports of their long whips.

Pistomesite (pisVmebSit). Min. [a. Ger.

pislomesit (Breithaupt 1847), f. Gr. maro-s true +

pia-ov middle, because considered the exact mean
between magnesite and siderite : cf. MESITITE.]
A carbonate of magnesium and iron, containing
less magnesium and more iron than mesitite.

1849 NICOL ftlin. 294 The pistomesite of Breilhaupt from

Thurnberg. 1868 DANA J//. 688 Pistomesite. . . Named
by Breilhaupt . . because pistomesite is nearer the middle
between chalybite [

= sidenle] and magnesite than mesiline.

Piston (pi'stan). [a. F. piston (1647 Pascal,
in Littre), ad. It. pistons piston, variant of pestone

great pestle, rammer, nuym. from stem pal- in

pestello pestle: cf. it. pestare: late L. pisttlre,

freq. of pinsfre, pist- to pound, beat. Cf. OK.

pi'sfon pilon pestle, stamper.]
1. A mechanical contrivance, consisting of a disk

or short cylinder of wood, iron, or other solid

substance, which fits closely within a hollow cylin-

der or tube, and can be driven with a reciprocating
motion up and down the tube, or backwards and
forwards in it

;
on one side it is attached to a rod

(piilon-rod) by which it imparts motion to ma-

chinery (e.g. in a steam-engine), or by which

motion is imparted to it (e. g. in a pump).
1704 J. HARRIS Lex. Tcchn. Dij (s. v. Air-fumf}, Each

time the Piston or Sucker of the Pump is drawn back, the

Air in the Receiver must expand it self so as in some
measure to fill up the Cavity of the Pump left vacant by the

Piston, as well as the Receiver it self. 1712 J.JAMES tr.

Le Blond's Gardening 192 Piston is the shoi t Cllinder . .

which is moved up and down in the Barrel of the Pump.
1786 REES Chambers' Cycl. s. v. Steam-engine, A large
barrel or cylinder., and in thisapiston well leathered. 1827
FARADAY Chein. Manip. xv. 34r A small piston rendered

air-tight by tow and tallow. 1841 BBANDK Diet. Sc., etc.

s. v., Two sorts of pistons are used.. : one hollow, with a

valve, used in the sucking pump ; and the other solid, which
is employed in the forcing pump. 1867 W. W. SMYTH Coal

ff Cfal-muuHfMO Horizontally-working pistons inprismatic
chambers were erected in 1828 by M. Brisco, near Charleroi.

2. a. In the cornet and other wind-instruments :

A sliding valve which moves in a cylinder like

a piston, used for increasing the effective length of

the air-passage and thus lowering the pitch of the

note. Hence Cornet-a-pislon.
1876 tr. Blaserna's Sound i. 20 By opening a communica-

tion with the external air .. by means of pistons in the

cornet.

b. A pneumatic thumb-knob in an organ, which
is pushed in like a piston, and has the effect of

combining a number of slops.
1890 in Cent. Diet.

3. Zool. A central retractile part in the suckers

on the arms of a cuttle-fish or other cephalopod,
which acts like the piston of an air-pump in pro-

ducing a vacuum.
1871 T. R. JONES Anim. Kingd. (ed. 4) 605 A deep cavity

. . at the bottom of which is placed a prominent piston . . that

may be retracted by muscular fibres.

4. attrib. and Comb., as piston-plunger, power,

speed; piston-like adj. ; piston-head, the disk or

cylindrical part of a piston, which slides in the

tube, as distinguished from the piston-rod; piston-
knob = zb; piston-packing, (a) any material

used for filling the space between the piston-head
and the cylinder in which it works, so as to make
it steam-tight, air-tight, or water-tight; (6) a

mechanical device for packing pistons ; piston-

pump, a pump having a piston ; piston-rod (see I ) ;

piston-sleeve, a hollow cylinder or trunk moving

longitudinally with the piston-head in a trunk-

engine, and taking the place of the cross-head
;

piston-spring, a spring connected with a piston-

head, and forming, or having the effect of, a pack-

ing (Knight Diet. Mech. 1875) ; piston-valve,

(a) a valve in a piston, as in that of a pump ;

\K) a valve formed by a small piston sliding back-

wards and forwards in a tube, for admitting steam

into, or exhausting it from, the cylinder of a steam-

engine; piston-wheel, (a) a wheel or rotating

disk carrying at its outer margin one or more

pistons ; (6) in a chain-pump, a wheel carrying an

endless chain bearing pistons or disks working in

a tube or barrel; piston-whistle, a whistle in

which the pitch of the sound is varied by means of

a piston sliding in the tube.

1875 KNiGHT/}/f/. Mech.,*Piston-head, that portion which
fits into and reciprocates in the cylinder, 1888 HASLUCK
Model Engm. Handybk. (1900) 51 The piston head is in

two parts . . ; one must have a taper hole bored to fit the rod.

1902 Academy 9 Aug. 159/2 Defoe's *piston-like pen. 1875
KNIGHT Diet. Mech.,

*
Piston-packing, a material for pre-

venting the leakage of steam between the piston-head and

the cylinder in which it works. 1797 Monthly Mag. HI.

464 The *piston-plunger is worked by a toothed segment-
wheel. 1899 Daily Nevis ^ Dec. 3/5 These solid slabs of

metal are forced by. . "piston-power through aseries of holes.



PISTOE.

1786 Rv.f.sChaitibcrs' Cycl, s. v. Steam-engine, The *piston-
icd, which is truly cylindrical, moves up and down through
that hole. 1830 HEKSCHEL Stud. Nat. Phil. n. vii. 194
The power which alternately raised and depressed the

piston-rod of the engine. 1895 Model Steam Engine 39
Small holes should be drilled in the top of the hearings,

piston-rod guide, eccentric-band, and crank-pin end of con-

necting rod for admitting oil. 1815 J. SMITH Panorama
Sc.Pf Art 11.6 To improve the air-pump, Smeaton. .covered
the top of the barrel . .by which contrivance he took off the

pressure of the atmosphere from the *piston-valve. 1873
KNIGHT Diet. Meek., Piston-valve, a valve consisting of a
chcular disk, which reciprocates in a cylindrical chamber.

t Pi-stor. 06s. rare. In 7 -our. [a. AF. pis-
tour, festour = OF. fester, -eur:L. pistor-em
baker, f. pi(n}sere to pound.] (See quot. 1682.)
[1607 MIDDLETON Plianix i. Ciij, Why Pistor a Baker

sold his wife tother day to a cheesemonger.] a 1682 SIR T.
BROWNE Tracts i.

(i68j) 17 Their Pistours were such as,
before the use of Mills, beat out and cleansed their Corn.
So PistoTial, Pisto'rian, PistoTioal adjs.,

pertaining to a baker.

1656 BLOUNT
GJossogr., Pistortcal, or pistorian, belonging

to a Baker, baking or Pastry. 1838 Fraser's Mag. XVIII.
5^3 An antagonist baker.. has commenced business in the

pistorial line on the opposite side of the street.

tPi'Strine. Obs. rare. [ad. L. pistrlna a

bakery, f. pistor baker.] A bakehouse, bakery.
[1392-3 Earl Derby s Exp. (Camden) 222 Et pro portagio

saccorum de le Ryoll ad pistrinam, iiijj.] a 1483 Liter
Niger in Hoxseh. Ord. (1790) 70 To delyver the wheete. .

sending it to the mylles, and so into the pystryne. 1656
BLOUNTGfoM<7^r.,/Vj/r*,aBake-house,a. .grinding-house.

Pistul, -yl, variants of PISTLE Obs.

Pit (pit), sb.l Forms : see below. [OE. pytt,

ME.pyt(t,pit,put(t, pet =- OYns.pet, OS. putIt,

MLG., MDu. putte, LG. piilte, Du. put, OHG.
ffuzzi,pfuzza, MHO., GeT.p/iilze ;

also ON.pytlr
(from OK.); all repr. a \VGer. *puttjo*, a. L.

puteus well, pit, shaft. In ME. the OE. y was
repr. in midl. dial, by y, i, in s. w. by u ('), and
in Kent by e.]

A. Illustration of Forms.
a. i pytt, pyt (see B. I) ; 2-5 putt, put.

c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 47 pe prophete stod in ane putte.
c 1205 LAY. 15961 pe put wes ilaer. c 1425 Eng. Cony. Irel.

36 Thay burryd an hotmde with hym yn the pute that he
was yn I-Ieyde. 1467 in Eng. Gilds 385 Putles of bloode.

0. 3-4 pett, 4-5 pet, (6 pette).
c 1200 Vices *t Virtues 109 Hie falleS mid 5a blinde in to

San pette. c 1313 SHOREIIAM Poems vn. 522 Codes domes
beb A groundlyas pet {rime ylet]. 1426 LvoG. De Guil.

Pilgr. 17875, I curse hem in.to helle pet. 1599 BRETON
Prune Vertuous Ladies (Grosart) 57/2 Ifshee have her hand
on the pette in her cheeke.

7- 4~6 Pytt, pyt, 4-8 pitt, 5- pit, (4 pite,
pyte, 4-7 pitte, 5-6 pytte).

3.. Cursor M. 4155 In bis wast i wat a pite \v. rr.
pitte,

pitt, 1:1425 pill- 1400 MAUNDEV. (1839) viii. 94 A htylle
pytt in the etthe. 1406 HOCCLEVE Misrule 95 Rype vn-to

my pit. c 1440 Promp. Para. 402/1 Pyt, or flasche where
mekyl water standythe. 1535 COVERDALE 2 Esdras v. 24
Thou hast chosen the one pytt. Luke xiv. 5 Fallen in

to a pytle. 1588 Nottingham Rec. IV. 223 The hye waye
above the clay pittes.

B. Signification.
1. A hole or cavity in the ground, formed either

by digging or by some natural process.
847 Charter of sElMivut/(Sv/eet O. E. 7". 434), Donne on

Rienan pytt. 893 K. ALFRED Oros. v. ii. i And on
pyttas besuncan. < 1000 Ags. Gosp. Matt. xii. n gyf bait

afylft reste-dasumon pytt. c 1175 [see A. a]. aitt$Ancr.
A'. 58 5if eni unwrie put were, & best feolle ber inne. 0:1300
Cursor M. 2500 (Colt.) pe fiue gaue bak. . And fell to in a
pitt o clay. 6-1430 Life St. Kath. (1884) 51 He bat fedde
clanyel be prophet in be pytte of lyouns. 1526 Pilgr. Perf.
(\V. de W. 1531) 276 b, That no man sholde dyg ony pyt..
but he sholde couer it agayne. 1588 SHAKS. Tit. A. n. iii.

193 The lothsome pit, Where I espied the Panther fast

asleepe. 1611 BIBLE Jer. ii. 6 A land of deserts and of
pities. 1855 TENNYSON Maudl. i. ii, There in the ghastly
pit . . a body was found.

b. An open deep hole or excavation made in

digging f r some mineral deposit ;
often with

descriptive word, as CHALK-, CLAY-, GKAVEL-,
MAHL-, SAND-PIT : see these words, also sense 6.

936 [see chalk-pit, CHALK sb. 7]. 1382 WYCLIF Gen. xiv. 10
The wodi valei forsothe had manye pyttis of gluwy clay
[1388 pittis of pitche; 1535 COVERD. slyme pyttes; 1885
K. V. slime pits]. (-1440- [see clay-fit, CLAY si. 9). 1604
E. G[RIMSTOXE] D'Acosta's Hist. Indies iv. iv. 213 The golde
. .is found in

pittes or mines. 1722 DE FOE Col. jfack (1840)
288 A little kind of a gravel pit, or marl pit.

c. A hole or excavation made for a special pur-
pose in various industries, as sawing, tanning,

founding, charcoal-burning, etc. : see quots., and
COAL-PIT i, SAWTIT, TAN-PIT, etc.

iozj- [see COAL-PIT i]. 1589 Pafpe m. Hatchet Cjb,
Martin and his mainteiner are both sawers of timber, but
Martin stands in the pit. 1616 in Mem. Fountains Abb.

\

(Surtees) I. 365 The tanhouse. .with, .the pits there. 1663
(ERBiERCW'/s/ 25 TheSawyersat their Pit. 1875 KNIGHT
Diet. Mcch., Pit.. .(Founding), a cavity or hollow scooped
in the floor to receive cast-metal. ..a vat in tanning,
bleaching, dyeing, or in washing alum earth, etc. 1876
SCHULTZ Leather Manuf. 26 The pits should be covered on
the top by timbers. 1881 RAYMOND Mining Gloss., Pit, . .

a stack or metier of wood, prepared for the manufacture
of charcoal.

d. Agric. and Gardening. A hole or exca-
vation made for storing and protecting edible
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roots, etc. through the winter (hence extended to

a heap of such roots covered with earth or straw
for protection) ; or one (usually with a glazed
frame) for protecting young or tender plants.

1500 in Turner Dom. Archit. I. 144 Take many rype
walenottes. .& put hem in a moiste pytt, & hile hem. 1810,
1837 Pine pit [see PINE sb? 7]. 1813 R. KERR Agric. Surv.
Berwick. 293 A pit or pie, is a conical heap of potatoes . .

resting upon the dry bare ground. .carefully covered by a
layer of straw., the earth thrown overthe straw [etc.]. 1866
BRANDE & Cox Diet. Sc., etc. II, 913/1 They are. .what are
called cold pits, which means that they are not artificially

heated, and are used for the protection in winter of hardy
and half-hardy plants. 1895 SCULLY Kafir Stories 102 By
probing with their spears.. the men easily found the flat

stones covering the mouths of the underground corn-pits.
e. A deep hole or chamber in which prisoners

were confined, a dungeon. ? Obs. exc. Hist.

1512 Act 4 Hen. VIII, c. 8 Preamb., The said Richard
was taken and imprisoned in a doungen and a depe pytt
under grouncle. 1571-2 Rfg. Privy Council Scot. II. rri The
said Robertis hous in Ancrum, quhair thai put and kest
thame in the pit thairof. 1588 Ibid. IV. 284 [They] tuke
him. .to the said schireflis Castle.., putt him in the pitt

thairof, quhairin thay held and detenit him. 1761 Chron.
in Ann. Ktg. 6r The very pit, where the felons are confined
at night. 1816 SCOTT Old Mart, ix, I will cause Harrison
. . look for the key of our pit, or principal dungeon. 1885
BIBLE (R. V.) Jer. xxxviii. 6 Then took they Jeremiah, and
cast him into the dungeon \}narg. or pit] of Malchiah.

f. An excavation, covered or otherwise hidden
to serve as a trap for wild beasts (or in former

times for enemies) ;
a pitfall.

1611 BIBLE Ezek. xix. 4 He [a young lion] was taken in

their pit. 1735 SOMERVILLE Chase lit. 232 Low in the
Ground A Pit they sink. 1834 MKDWIN Angler in ll'alfs
I. 62 If a fox escapes from a pit, none are ever taken again
in the same. 1895 SCULLY Kafir Stories 120 Kondwana the

induna,. .and one other, had fallen into an old elephant-pit,
the surface of which was completely covered over with
brushwood.

g. Jig. or in figurative phrases ; chiefly in prec.
sense (f), esp. in biblical use.

_
c 1315 [see A. ]. a 1340 HAMPOLE Psalter vii. 16 He fell

in be pit bat he made, c 1532 LATIMER Serin, fy Rein.
(Parker Soc.) II. 347 To follow the blind guides, is to come
into the pit with the same. 1535 COVERDALE Prw. xxii.

14 The mouth of an harlot is a depe pytt. 1577 F. de L'islfi
Legendarie H iij, That.. you fall not into any such bottom-
les pit of debts. i6o4DEKKE//<7f5/ //"/*. i.xiii, Hefalshim-
selfe that digs anothers pit. 1722 DE FOE Rclig. Conrtsh.
I. ii. (1840) 42, I would not fall into the pit with my eyes
open. 1850 ROBERTSON Sena. Ser. n. ii. (1864) 31 The cold

damp pits of disappointment.
2. A hole dug or sunk in the ground for water

;

a well, a water-hole
;
a pond, pool. Obs. or merged

in i.

890-901 /El/red's La-us Introd. 22 jif hwa adelfe
waiter pyt {v. r. pyth (cistfmam)] ooSe betynedne ontyne.
C97S Kusliw. Goip. John iv. 12 Ahne arSu mara federusum
iacobe se5e salde us 5iosne pytt & he of him dranc. 1297 R.
GLOUC. (Rolls) 8465 pat alle be wateres.. & diches & puttes
rede of blode bere. 13.. K. Alls. 5764 (Bodl. MS.) Hij
founder] many lake & pett Wib trowes & bornes byshette.
c 1400 Apol. Loll. 25 As be welle inai not bring forb of o
pitte bitter water & swete. r 1402 LYDG. Compl. Bl. Knt.
xiv, Ne lyk the pitte of the Pegace Under Pernaso, where
poetes slepte. _ 1330 PALSGR._ 254/2 Pytte or well. iSn
BIBLE Lev. xi. 36 A fountain or pit, wherein there is

plenty of water, shall be clean. 1626 BACON Syha r Dig
a pit upon the seashore . . and as the tide cometh in, it will
fill with water, fresh and potable.
3. A hole dug in the ground for a dead body ;

a grave. Obs. or dial. (exc. as applied to a large
hole used to receive many bodies : cf. plague-pit
in PLAGDE sb. 4 c.)

1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 11203 wan a ded man me wole to

putte bringe. c 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. Wace (Rolls) 16449
jyf any had leyd a cors in pyt. c 1423 Cast. Pcrscv. 1584
in Macro Plays 121 Late men bat arn on be pyttis brynke.
1466 in Archxologia (1887) L. i. 49 He shall make the pittes
for dead bodies depe Inough. 1565 STAPLETON tr. Bcde s
Hist. C>i. Eng. 155 She . . semed to be almost dead and at
the pitts brimme.

_ 1393 SHAKS. Rich. II, iv. i. 219 And
soone lye Richard in an Earthie Pit. 1611 BIBLE Ps xxx. 3O Lord..thou hast kept me alive, that I should not go
down to the pit. [In Eng. Dial. Diet, from Devonsh.]
4. The abode of evil spirits and lost sonls

; hell,
or some part of it, conceived as a sunken place, or
as a dungeon or place of confinement. Often in

phr. the pit of hell.

a 1225 Jnliana 15 (Bodl. MS.) To forwurSe wi3 him..ibe

putte
of helle. a 1300 Cursor M. 22055 (Cott.) An angel . .bar

be kai o be mikel pijt. c 1386 CHAUCER Pars. T. r 96 Vnder
hym the horrible put of helle open. 1440 York Myst.
xxxvii. 348, I synke in to helle pitte. 1500-20 DUNBAR
Poems xxi. 68 Quhen na houss is hot hell and hevin, Palice
of Hcht, or pitt obscure. 1526 TINDALE Rev. ix. i And to
him was geven the kaye of the bottomlesse pytt. 1602
SHAKS. Ham. iv. v. 132 Conscience and Grace, to the pro-
foundest Pit. I dare Damnation. 1678 BUNYAN Pilgr. I.

76 The Hobgoblins, Satyrs, and Dragons of the Pit. 1827
POLI.OK Course T. x. 476 Into the yawning pit Of bottomless
perdition. 1872 MORLEY Voltaire i. (1886) 4 To unmask a
demon from the depths of the pit. 1892 Speaker 3 Sept.
289/1 Such a one . . might take the path that leads to the pit.

5. An enclosure in which animals were (er in

some countries still are) set to fight for sport ; esp.
a COCKPIT.
Tofly or shoot the fit, to turn and fly out of the pit, as a

craven cock ; hence fig. of a person.
a 1568 ASCHAM Scholem. n. (Arb.) 127 One Cock .. which ..

doth passe all other.. that euer I saw in any pitte. 1617

PIT.

E. F. Hist. Edw. II (1680) 120 Their Friends turn
craven, and all forsake the pit before the battle. 1664
BUTLER Hnd. \\. iii. 1112 To quit His victory, and fly the

pit. 1675 MARVKLL Let. to Sir //, Tho)npwn t
He bath a

month ago shot the pit . . he hath thought convenient to

passe over into Holland, 1676 Mr. Snn'rkc Pief. A ij.

Had he esteemed., that it was decent for him to have enter'd
the Pit with so Scurrilous an Aniniadvcrter. 1704 Lend,
Gaz. No. 4063/4 The.. Pens are.. built over the Pit. 1741
RICHARDSON Pamela (1824) I. 202 We were all to blame,
to make madam, here, fly the pit, as she did.

b. The cockpit of a ship :
= COCKPIT 3.

6. An excavation made for obtaining coal ; the

shaft of a coal-mine; also, often applied to the

mine as a whole.
(Orig. the same as in chalk-pit^ sand-pit, etc., in sense i b.

and doubtless going back to the time when the coal-pit was,
like these, merely an open excavation; hence aKo iu
technical restriction to the shaft, which i> the open hole.)

1447- [see COAL-HT 2]. 1669 Phil. Trans. IV. 967 Thde
being in these Mines an incredible ma^s of wood to sup-
port the Pitts and the Hori?ontal passages. 1708 J. C.
Compl. CW//Vr(i845) 23 If 1000 or more be spent in carrying
down a Pit or Shaft. 1725 T. THOMAS in Portland Papers
VI. (Hist. MSS. Comm.) 106 That pit through which they
bring up the coal, .is called the shaft. 1774 GOLDSM. Nat.
Hist. (1776) I. Si They were resolved to renew their work in

the same pit, and eight of them ventured down. .but they
had scarce got to the bottom of the stairs that led to the

pit.. [when] they all instantly dropped down dead. 1845
DISKAELI Sybil vi. vi,

l He's a pretty fellow to come and talk
to us

',
said a collier.

' He had never been down a pit in all

his life.' 1851 GRKFNWF.LL Coal trade Terms Northumb.
fy

Durlt, 38 /'//, a circular, oval, square, or oblong vertical

sinking fioni the surface. The term shaft. .is often used as

synonymous. 1867 \V. W. SMYTH Coal fy Coal-mining 118
The pits are 515 yards deep to the '

top hard seam.

7. Pit and gallows, more properly gallows and
pit, in Sc. Laiu a phrase understood to denote the

privilege, formerly conferred on barons, of execut-

ing thieves or other felons by hanging the men on
a gallows and drowning the women in a pit : see

sense 2. Obs. exc. Hist.
For this, ancient Sc. statutes in L, have furca ct fossa.

' In some old deeds written in our language, these terms are

rendered./rtn: andyfos' (Jamieson s. v J. The actual mean-
ing of pit and fossa has been questioned. Du Cange has
a quot. from Gervase of Canterbury in which fossa is an
ordeal pit; so also in Custumals of Battle Abbey (Camd.
Soc. 126) ;

and it has been suggested that this was also the

original meaning mfurca et fossa. But in support of the
usual interpretation, see Lnu's ofSEthclstan iv. 6 De fure,

qjal personam vel locum pads adierit : 4 Si libera mulier

sit, praecipitetur de clivo vel submergatur (Schmid Gcsctzc

Angels. 151), Andcf. Old German Proverbs cited by Giimm
Deutsche Rcchis-Altcrlioncr^ cap. Verbrcchen n. Strafe
am Lebcn: (i) Der Mann an den Galgen, die Fran untcr
den Stein; (2! Den Mannern Hinrichtung mit dem Strang,
den Frauen mit Wassetn; (;) Den Dieb soil man huiktn
und die Hur ertranken. In Middle Dutch, where the

parallel phrase putte cnde galghen is very frequent,////^
was a pit or grave in which wumcn criminals were buried
alive (Ici'ctid bcgraven)\ see Verwijs and Verdam s. v.

Putte.

[? 1153 Sc. Acts David /, c. 13 in Scot.Stat. (1844) I. 319
[red] Omnes barones qui habent furcam et fossam de latro-

cinio.] IZ7S Rot. Hundred (1818) II. 302/1 Thomas de
Furnivall tenet manerium . . et habet furcas pitte pillory
tumberel [etc.], a 1500 trans!, quot. a 1153 Al barotini-* be
quhilkis hcs galowys and pyt of thy ft. 1609 SKKSE I\cg,

Rtaj. i. iv. 6b, To hald their courts, with sock, sack, gallons
and pit, toll, and thame, infang thief, and oulfang thief.

\orig. qui habent, & tenent curias suas ; cum socco & sacca,
furca & fossa, 7V///, & Theme, [nfang thiefe, & Otttfang-
thiefe.\ 1614 SELIJKN Titles Hon. 286 The Gallows vnder-
stand as Ours, and for men Theiues ; and the Pit, a place to
drown Women Theiues. 1:1730 HURT Lett. N. Scott. (1818)
II. 149 The heritable power of pit and

jja!lows..is I think
too much for any subject to be trusted withal. 1814 SCOTT
Wav. x.

II. t 8. A hollow or cavity in any vessel. Obs.
c *375 ^c. Leg. Saints xxv. (Julian) 534 pe gold til hymc

J?ane tuke he sone, And askis in be pyt has done.

9. A hollow or indentation in an animal or plant

body, or in any surface : spec. a. A natural hollow
or depression in the body, as the ARMPIT ;

a socket,
as of the eye, or in a bone at a joint ; f a dimple.
(In quot. 1818, the central hollow in a flower.)
\ Fit of the chin (obs.), the hollow between the chin and

the lower lip. Pit of the stomach, the slight depression in

the region of the stomach between the cartilages of the
false ribs.

c 1250 Death 241 in 0. E. Misc. 182 Also beo3 his e^e-

puttes aseabru^enled. c \\iQMastcrofGame (MS. Digby
182) v, He shall haue as mony smale pittes [Bodl. MS.
puttes] in (re fore legge, as he hath yeres. '1430 LYDG.
Min. Poems (Percy Soc.) 146 With a little pytte in her well-

favored chynne. 1541 R. COPLAND Gnydoris Quest. Chirurg.
Kivb,0f what shape are y two focyl bones?. .Thegreatest
hath two pyttes towarde the kne whiche receyue the rounde
endesof the thyghe bone. 1585 T.WASHINGTON it.Nicholay's
Voy. n. xxi. 59 The holes vnderneath your arm pittes. 1651
FRENCH Distill, v. 142 Anoint the pit of the stoinacke. 1688
R. HOLME Armoury 11.84/2 Of a Tree.. the Pit or Hole
[is] whereat the branches sprout out. 1818 KEATS Endymion
I. 875 Flowers, on their stalks set Like vestal primroses, but
dark velvet Edges them round, and they have golden pits.

1834 M cMuRTRiE Cut'iers Anim. Kingd. 184 There is a
little round indentation or pit behind each nostril. 1847
EMERSON Poems (1857) 98 In the pit of his eyts. 1893 Sya.
Soc. Lex., Pit, a depression. Applied medically to ihe

permanent impression made by the finger in oedematous

tissues, which are said to/// on pressure.

b. A depressed scar, such as those left on the

skin after small-pox ;
a similar minute depression



PIT.

or spot upon any surface, produced by chemical

action, by a rain-drop, etc.

p

whereof will be unequal, and full of little pits. 1780 HUNTER
in Phil. Trans. LXX. 134 It sometimes happens, .that there

is a pitt in consequence of a chicken pock. 1852 MORFIT
Tanning <$ Currying (1853) 1 7 Heat and moisture may
dissolve the gelatine, and thus cause the hides to be scarred

with pits. 1884 Science IV. 273/2 The sandstone surface

is distinctly marked by raindrop pits.

C. Bot. A minute depression on the inner side

of the wall of a cell or vessel, often perforating it

and forming a basin-like pore (bordered pit} ,
as in

the wood-cells of conifers, etc. ; also, a minute

depression on the surface of a seed.

1857 HENFREY Elem. Bot. 662 The new layers, applying
themselves. .over the [cell-] wall, leave certain parts_bare,
which appear as dots or pits of various forms when viewed
from the inside. 1875 BENNETT & DYER Sacks' Bot. 20

When contiguous cells are united into a tissue ..the pits
and pit-channels of both sides meet, and the intermediate

thin portion of membrane becomes absorbed ; a channel
thus arises uniting two cell-spaces (Bordered Pits, perforated

septum of vessels). Ibid. 540 The seed, .displays a variety
of sculpturing, such as pits, warts, bands.

10. That part of the auditorium of a theatre which

is on the floor of the house
;
now usually restricted

to the part of this behind the stalls. Also iransf.
the people occupying this. Cf. COCKPIT i b.

1649 LOVELACE Poems 78 The other [comedy] for the

Gentlemen oth' Pit. 1682 DRYDEN Mac Fl. 153 Let Cully,

Cockwood, Fopling charm the pit. 1709-10 STEELE Tatler
No. 145 P 2 She m a Front Box, he in the Pit next the

Stage. 1779 SHERIDAN Critic MI. i, Speak more to the pit..

the soliloquy always to the pit, that's a rule. 1829 LYTTON
Discnvned xxxviii, The pit is crowded. 1876 SMITH Hist.

Eng, Lit. 121 The designation parterre, still given by the

French to the/iV.
11. U.S. A part of the floor of an Exchange

appropriated to a special branch of business, e. g.

the grain pit, the wheat pit. Hence, b. Name
of a card-game : see quot. 1904.
1903 F. NORRIS The Pit i. 17 The world's food should not

be at the mercy of the Chicago wheat pit. 1903 Daily
Chron. n Feb. 3/3 It is Laura against the Wheat Pit, and
the Wheat Pit wins for a time. 1904 Ibid. 12 Nov. 8/5

Society has a new card game, called 'Pit '...The name
'

Pit
'

is suggested by the Wheat Pit . . The game is . . a

mimicry of a Corn Exchange,_where every player is trying
to make a corner in some particular grain.

12. ? A bag-shaped part of a fishing-net.

1883 Fisheries Exhib. Catal. 296 A Cotton Eel Bow Net,
with two wings and loose pit.

13. The framework supporting the pivoted yoke
of a swinging bell in a belfry.

JECKETT Clo\

swing bell, i

twice the height of the bell.

kVingiri_

1874 SIR E. BECKETT Clocks
frame to hold a swing bell, must be a good de;

Watches 345 The pit, or
"

:al longer than

14. attrib. and Comb., as pit-brink, 'dweller,

'dwelling, -grave, -tier (sense 10) ; pit-like adj. ;

esp. in sense 6 (belonging to, employed in, or

connected with a coal-mine), as pit-boy, -cage

(CAGE sb. 5 a), -cistern, -engine, -gate, -girl, -in-

spector, -lad, -lass, -mouth, -people, -pony, -prop,

road, -rope, -shaft, -sinker, -sinking, -timber
', -top,

-winder, -woman, -working. Also pit-bank, 'the

raised ground or platforms upon which the coals

are sorted and screened at surface
'

(Gresley
Coal Mining Terms} ; pit-bar, a timber used to

support the sides of the shaft of a mine; pit-bird,
local name of the reed-warbler ; pit-black a., as

black as a pit, intensely black or dark; pit-

bottom, the bottom of a pit; spec, the bottom of

the shaft in a coal-mine, or the adjacent part of

the mine ; hence pit-bottomer, a collier employed
at the pit-bottom; pit-brae, pit-brow, the 'brow*

or edge of a pit ; spec.
= pit-bank ; hence pit-

brow girl or lass, a girl employed in sorting and

screening coal at the pit-brow ; pit-crater, a

volcanic crater of the form of a pit ; pit-eye =

pit-bottom ; pit-eyed a., having sunken eyes ; pit-

fish, 'a small fish of the Indian seas, [which] has

the power of protruding or retracting its eyes at

pleasure* (Webster 1828); pit-frame, a framework
at the top of a pit or shaft, supporting the pulley ;

pit-game = GAME-FOWL b ; pit-guide, a bar in

a mine-shaft serving as a guide for the cage ; pit-

head, the top of a pit or shaft, or the ground
immediately around it ; hence pit-headman, a
workman employed at the pit-head; pit-headed
a., having a pit or small depression on the head,
as certain serpents (cf. pit-viper) and tapeworms ;

pit-heap, a heap of excavated material near the

mouth of a pit or shaft; hence, the whole of the

surface works (= heap-stead, HEAP sb. 6); pit-

kiln, an oven for making coke from coal ; pit-

maker, one who makes or digs a pit ; fa grave-

digger (obs,}\ so pit-making; pit-martin, the

sand-martin (Swainson Prov. Names Birds] ; f pit-

mask, a mask worn by a woman when present in

the pit of a theatre
;

the wearer of such a mask ;

910

pit-mortar, pit-prop : see quote. ; pit-rotted a.,

rotted by steeping in a pit or pool of water
; pit-

, sand, sand dug out of a sand-pit, as distinguished
,

!
from river-sand and sea-sand

; pit-saw, a large i

saw for cutting timber, working in a sawpit, with
\

handles at the top and bottom ; pit-sawyer, the
:

man who stands in a sawpit and works the lower

handle of a pit-saw (opp. to top-sawyer} ; pit-

specked a., speckled with pits or small depres-

sions, as fruit ; t pit-stone, stone from a quarry ;

pit-viper, a venomous serpent of the family Crota-

lidx, characterized by a pit or depression in front of

each eye ; f pit-water : see quot. ; pit-well, a

well made by excavation ; pit-wood, timber used

for frames, props, etc., in a coal-pit ; pit-work,
the system of pumps and machinery connected

with them in a pit or shaft. See also PIT-COAL, etc.

1892 Daily News 26 Feb. 5/7 Employed on the surface, or

at the *

*pit bank ', as it is called. 1708 J. C. Compl. Collier

(1845) 15 *Pit-Iiars of Wood and Deals must be used till we
get to the Stone. 1863 KINGSLEY Water-Bab, i, The *pit-
bird warbling in the sedges, as he had warbled all night

long. 1871 PALGRAVE Lyr. Poems 48 The curse, *pit-black
from below, c 1400 Destr. Troy 12663 When be prinse was

past to }>e *pit bothum, pe buernes on be bonk bet hym with

stonys. 1867 W. W. SMYTH Coal fy Coal-mining 121 The
coal may be brought down hill to the pit-bottom. 1887 P.

M'NEILL Blawearie 46 Will Hood had been appointed pit-

bottomer here. 1897 Daily News 8 Jan. 5/2 The President

suggested that the *pit boys should be placed on the same

footing as their more fortunate mates. 1613 JACKSON Creed
n. xxiv. 5 At the very *PUbrincke of destruction. 1:1440

Alphabet of Tales 295 His sawle was broght vnto be prince
of Hell syttand opon f>e *pytt bra. 1887 Spectator 21 May
675/1 If female labour on the pit-brow is stopped. 1904
Westm. Gaz. 29 Mar. 7/3 A serious *pit-cage accident,

j

resulting in the loss of three lives . . at the Swanwjck Collieries,
j

1839 URE Diet. Arts 971 The upper *pit-cistern. 1886

Amer. Jrnl. Sc. Ser. ill. XXXII. 251 The old cone had,
\

like Mt. Loa or the Maui volcano, a great *pit-crater at
j

top. 1893 A. H. S. LANDOR Hairy Ainu ix. 78 An extinct ;

race of *pit-dwellers. 1898 Jrnl. Archxol. Inst. LV. 157
j

He abandons, .the *pit-dwelling theory, i&foLumberman $
\

Gaz. 15 Oct., The judge took the *p!t end of the saw. 1881

RAYMOND Mining Gloss.,
*
Pit-eye, . . the bottom of the shaft

!

of a coal-mine. Ibid., Pit-eye pillar^ a barrier of coal left

around a shaft to protect it from caving. 1696 Lond. Gaz.
No. 3229/4 A Sorrel Mare, ..9 years old, lop-ears, *pit -eyed.

(11672 WILLUGHBY Icthyogr. (1686) App. Tab. 8 *Pit Fish.

c 1830 Pract, Treat. Roads 13 in Libr. Usef, Knowl., Hush,
III, Gravel, which by some persons is called *pit-flint. 1881

RAYMOND MiningGloss.,
*
Pit-frame, the framework carrying

the pit-pulley. 1888 Daily News 4 Oct. 3/6 They are pre-
venting the men holding

'

'pit-gate
'

meetings on the colliery

premises. 1902 C. G. HARPER Holyhead Road ii. 35 *Pit-

girls too or rather pit-bank lasses. 1897 J. G. FRAZEI
Pausanias Pref., The *pit-graves with their treasure:

ng the men holding
'

*pit-g;

, . _ . ises. 1902 C. G. HARPER -

girls too or rather pit-bank lasses.

Pausanias Pref., The *pit-graves
on the acropolis of Mycenae. 1839 URE Diet. Arts 083
With small coals . . the *pit head is raised 8 or 9 feet

above the common level of the ground. Ibid. 991 The
ponderous pulley-wheels are blown from the pit-head frame.

1898 Westm. Gaz. 12 Mar. 2/3 Gibson signalled to the *pit
headman and stuck to his post until the water was up to

his armpits., sending twenty-three of his comrades up to the

pithead. 1883 GRESLEY Gloss. Coal Mining, *Pit Heap,
see Heapstead. . .The entire surface works about a colliery

shaft. 1894 Northumbld. Gloss., Pit-heap. 1839 URE Diet,
\

Arts 995 A sc/iachto/en, or *pit-kiln, for coking coals in i

Germany. 1367 W. THOMAS Ital. Gram., Beccamorto, <

the *pitmaker, or any one that gaineth by the buriall of the
i

deade. 1527-8 Rec. St. Mary at Hill 345 Receivide..for '

her place of buriall, for her*pitt making & other duties viij s. \

iijj d. 1891 G. NEILSON Per Lincam Valli 32 Hundreds of
|

quarry holes, mere surface *pitmarks on the nill sides. 1895
Westm. Gaz. 19 Nov. 2/1 A *pit-marked stretch of scrub.

1701 FARQUHAR SirH. Wildairv.
yi, Perhaps your pleasure

never reached above a *pit-mask in your life. 1892 Jrnl.
Archseol. Inst. No. 194. 155 Sticky gravel, termed in the

midland counties
'

*pit mortar '. 1839 URE Diet. Arts 985
The draught of the furnace at the *pit mouth. 1835 J. R.
LEIFCHILD Cornwall Mines 27"2 Amongst the northern *pit-

people. 1905 H. SCOTT HOLLAND Pers. Stud., Westcott

136 *Pit ponies, against whose hard usage in the pit he

continually pleaded. 1883 Daily Neivs 26 Sept. 6/4 A
Swedish vessel laden with *pitprops. 1891 Titties 31 Aug. :

4/2 Pit-props, which are used as supports in the different
|

workings in collieries. 1893 Daily atW* 30 Apr. 7/6 The !

search party is now engaged in clearing the *pit roads, i

1875 R. F. MARTIN tr. Havrez' Winding Mach. 23 Aloes
form the best fibre for the manufacture of "pit-ropes. 1807
VANCOUVER Agric. Devon (1813) 207 This flax is always ,

*pit -rotted for ten days or a fortnight. 1703 MOXON Mech.
\

Exerc, 242 You may put three parts of Sand that is digged
j

(or *pit Sand) and one part of Lime to make Morter. I

Ibid. 99 The *Pit-Saw is. .used by those Workmen that
j

make sawing Timber and Boards their whole Business. :

1708 J. C. Compl. Collier (1845) 36 [Corves] hailed all
J

along the Barrow-way to the *Pit Shaft. 1886 HALL
,

CAINE Son of Hagar n. vi, The head-gear of the pit-shaft.

Ayot "pit-sinking
shire. 1659 A. HAY Diary (S. H. S.) 76 S c Joni kirk was

I

content with the *pitbtpnes. 1867 W. W. ^SMYTH Coal $
Coal-mining 167 The iron-plates with which the staging
about the *plt-top is floored. 1885 CasselCs Encycl. Diet., \

*Pit--vipers, see Crotalidx. 1904 Brit. Med. Jrnl. 17 Sept.
\

670 The pit vipers, .include the rattlesnakes of America and
j

the trimensttrns of India. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny II. 407
J

Surely, wel-water or *pit water, .is simply the wholsomest.

1844 STEPHENS Bk. Farm I. 362 Spring-water should be
;

obtained, .by sinking *pit-welLs. 1890 Daily News 24 Nov.
j

2/4 The *pitwood trade is also quieter. 1855 J. R. LEIK-
i

CHILD Cornwall Mines 189 Details of the weight and cost
[

of the '

*pitwork
'

(or the parts of the machinery working in '

the shaft or pit).

PITA.

Pit, sb:* U, S. (? and Eng. dial.) [app. a. Du.

///, early mod. and late WD\\. pitte fern., MLG.,
LG., WFris., EFris. pit pith, kernel, pip, radically

agreeing with OK. pij>a masc., PITH.] The stone

ot a stone-fruit.

The change ofsense from ' marrow
'

or '

pith
'

to
*

fruit-stone
'

is great, but the intermediate stage is supplied by the sense

'kernel, pip': cf. EFris. '

pitten fit de ap#el$\ pips out of
the apples (Dornkaat-Koolm.).
1841 G. BUSH Doctr. ofResurrection (Bartlett), You put an

apple-seed or a peach-pit into the ground, and it springs up
into the form of a miniature tree. 1860 BAUTLETT Diet.

A>Jier.
t Pit, ..the stone of a fruit, as of a cherry or peach.

Mostly confined to New York State. 1884 KNIGHT Diet.

Mech. Supp. 359 Hatch's pitter splits the fruit and removes
the pit. [1876 Mid-Yorks, Gloss,, Pit, a fruitstone. But
E. D. D. says

' Not known to our correspondents '.]

Pit,?. [f.PiTj*.i]
I. 1. trans. To put or cast into a pit ;

to inter,

bury; esp. to put (roots, vegetables, etc.) into a

pit for storage (cf. PIT j^. 1 i d).
1456 SIR G. HAVE Law Arms (S. T. S.) 237 To pytt the

men of Kirk na [nor] prison thame ..war hot crueltee.

1621 T. GRANGER Ecclesiastes 213 They..Iiued like beasts,
and were pitted like beasts, tumbled into the graue. 1844
STEPHENS Bk. Farm II. 657 In consequence of the wet
state in which they had been pitted. 1850 LD. OSBOKNE
Cleanings 196 He dug and pitted the potatoes. 1880

JKFFF.RIES Hodge <y M. I. 13 It [the hay] might have been

pitted in the earth and preserved still green.
2. To set (cocks, dogs, pugilists, etc.) to fight

for sport, prop, in a '

pit
'

or enclosure (see PIT

tf.i 5).

1760 R. HEBER Horse RIatclies ix. p. xxii, Before any
cocks are pitted. 1770 [see MAIN sb.* 3). 1814 Sporting
Mag. XLIV. 71 Two of the gamest little men ever pitted
for twenty-five guineas. 1830 CUNNINGHAM Brit. Paint.
II. 241 He set down the pig, pitted him against the dog.

1864 KNIGHT Passages Work. Life 1. iii. 177 The collier

pitted his cock against that of the sporting fanner.

3. Jig. To set in opposition or rivalry ; to dispose
for conflict ; to match, oppose (persons or things).

Const, against. Often in passive.
1754 Connoisseur No. 15 ? 5 What in gaming dialect is

called Pitting one man against another; that is,,. wager-

ing which of the two will live longest. 1777 JOHNSON
22 Sept. in Boswell, It is very uncivil to pit two people
against one another. 1788 B. LINCOLN in Sparks Corr.

Ainer. Kev. (1853) IV. 222 Federalism and anti-federalism

were pitted one against the other. 1826 SCOTT Jrnl. 7 Feb.,
As a lion-catcher, I could pit her against the world. 1887
CREIGHTOS Hist. Papacy (1897) In. in. ix. 25 The two

Popes were now pitted one against the other.

II. 4. To make pits in.

a. To make hollows or depressions in or upon ;

to mark with small scars or spots, as those left on

the skin after small-pox. Most commonly in

passive. Also atsol. or intr. To produce small

hollows or pits in a surface.

1487 Rolls ofParlt. VI. 391/1 The Pavyng [etc.] ben so

decayed, broken, and holowid and pitted, by water fallyng
out of Gutters. 1661 FELTHAM Lnsoria xxiv. (heading), On
a Gentlewoman, whose Nose was pitted with the Smallpox.

1677 LACY CHAWORTH in \zthRep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App.
v. 42 Lady Anne, is recovered well, but will be pitted, as 'tis

feared, with the small pox. 1725 BRADLEY Fain. Diet, s.v.

Small Pox, Secrets to hinder the Small Pox to Pit. 1830

MARRYAT/ftXf'.sOii'KxxvijTheballs only pitted in thewater,
without doing any harm. 1880 MRS. RIDDELL Alyst. Palace
Card, xiii, Like small-pox, . .it pits and sears and marks
most souls. 1883 S. C. HALL Retrospect II. 253 He was

pitted with the small-pox. 1891 C. JAMES Rom. Rigmarole
53 Great drops of rain began to pit the white dusty roads.

b. To furnish with pits or holes
;
to dig pits in.

[1764-1839: see PITTING vbl.sb. 3.] 1843 J- SMITH Forest

Trees 63 When the ground is pitted, a person, .places a

plant in each pit. 1869 PHILLIPS Vcsuv. viii. 211 This

surface is pitted over by artificial diggings.

5. intr. for pass. To sink in or contract so as to

form a pit or hollow ; spec, in Path, to yield to

pressure and retain the impression, as the skin or

a soft tissue. Also, to become marked with pits

or small depressions.
1737 BRACKEN Farriery Impr. (1756) I. 266 If the Legs of

your Horse pit, upon the Impression of the Fingers. 1747
WESLEY Prim. Physic (1762) 56 note, The part swelled pits

if you press it with your finger. 1764 Museum Rust. II.

cvi. 356 As soon as the sod is all burnt, and he finds the

land pits. 1873 T. H. GREEN Introd. Pathol. (ed. 2) 58 The

organ.. feels doughy, and pits on pressure with the finger.

1887 Sci. Anter. 29 Oct. 276/3 How to remove varnish from

a panel after it has pitted.

Pit, adv. [Echoic.] An imitation of the sound

of rain-drops, small shot, or the like, striking

against a surface : repeated, pit, pit, pit ;
hence as

vb. to make this sound.

1859 F. FRANCIS N. Dogvaiie (iKS) 86 The gun was heard,

followed by the pit-pit-pitting of the shot on the water.

1886 HISSUY On Box Seat 56 Pit, pit, pit, dashed the wind-

driven drops against our window panes.

Pit, So. and north, dial, form of PUT V.

II Pita (prta). Also 7 peet, 8-9 pito, 9 pittee.

[Sp. pita, a. Peruvian (Quichua) pita fine thread

from bast or vegetable fibre: cf. Gonzalez Holguin,

1608, 'pita, pilo delgado de hazer puntas' (6ne
thread to make points).] a. Name for the ' Ameri-

can aloe' (Agave awericana) and allied species.

b. The tough fibre obtained from tliese plants,

used for cordage, etc. : also called pita -fibre, -/lax,



PITAHAYA.

-hemp, -thread. Less properly applied to fibres

obtained from other allied plants, as Agave Ixtli

(ISTLE) and Fourcroya gigantea. c. Pila-wood,
the pith-like wood of Fourcroya gigantea,
1698 OSBORNE tr. Froger's Voy. Straits Magellan 129 The

Peet is an herb that can be peeled in the same manner as

hemp. 1748 Earthquake of Peru iii. 46 From them they
draw the Thread call'd Pita. 1748 Ansons Voy. n. v. 177
Pito thread. 1843 PRESCOTT Mexico i. v. (1850) I. 128 A
veil made of the hne web of the pita. 1860 TYLOR Anakuac
(1861) 88 There are two kinds of aloe-fibre

; one coarse,
ichtli, the other much finer, pito. 1866 Treas. Bot. 898
Pita fibre and Pita-thread are. .the fibre, called also Aloe-

fibre, obtained from the leaves ofthe larger Agaves. 1898 H.
KIRK Brit. Guiana Gloss. 352 Pittee, a strong kind of fibre.

II Pitahaya (pz'taha-ya). [Sp., a. Haytian pita-

haya (Humboldt).] Name (in Mexico and South-
western U.S.) forthe giant cactus (Cereusgiganteus]
or other tall species bearing edible fruit.

1783 JUSTAMOND tr. Raynats Hist. Indies III. 390 The
most useful is the pitahaya, the produce of which constitutes
the principal food of the Californians. 1851 MAYNE REID
Scalp Hunt, xxiii, The pitahaya fell to the ground. 1852
TH. Ross Huinboldt's Trav. I. 328. 1901 TWEEDIE Mexico

x_v. 253 Pitahaya, a giant cactus which bears fruit about the
size of a peach.

b. attrib. Pitahaya-woodpecker, a species of

woodpecker (Centtints uropygiaHs} in southern

Arizona, usually nesting in the giant cactus.

Pitalle, pitall, variants of PEDAILE Obs.

Pitance, -ancy, -aunce, obs. ff. PITTANCE.

Pitaneer, -ancier, etc. : see PITTAMCEB.

Pit-a-pat (pi'tapseit), pit-pat (pi'tpast), adv.,

adj., sb. Also 7 a-pit-pat, a-pit-to-pat, 7-8
a-pit-a-pat, 8 Sc. pittie-pattie, 8-9 pitty-pat,
pitty-patty. [Echoic,expressingalternatingsounds.
Cf. PITTER-PATTER.] An imitation of the repeated
or alternated sound made by the strong beating
or palpitation of the heart in excitement or emo-
tion

; also of that of light or rapid footsteps, or of
similar alternating or reiterated sounds.

A. adv. With such a sound or sounds ; palpita-

tingly; patteringly. Usually in y\\r. to gopit-a-pat.
1522 MORE De Quat. Nouiss. Wks. 94/1 Some wretches y<

scant can crepe for age . . walk pit pat vpon a paire of patens.
1601 B. JONSON Poetaster iv. i, You shall haue kisses. ., goe
pit-pat, pit-pat, pit-pat, vpon your lips, as thick as stones
out of slings. 1621 FLETCHER 1st. Princess in. i, And how
their hearts go pit-a-pat. 1623-4 MIDDLETON & ROWLEY
Spanish Gipsy in. ii, The shot that fly, Pit-a-pat rattling in
the sky. 1676 D'URFEY Mine. Fickle v. ii, My heart goes
a-pit-to-pat. 1677 MRS. BEHN Rover in. i, My heart goes
a-pit a-pat. 1693 CONGREVE Old Bach. n. ii, Agad, my

, _ ,. pit-

a-pat with joy. 1840 DICKENS Barn. Rudge liii, Tramp,
tramp, pit-pat, on they come together. 1871 G. MEREDITH
H. Richmond III. 119 Her heart, .was easily set pitty-pat.

B. adj. Of the nature of, or characterized by,
such reiterated sound

; palpitating ; pattering.
a 1637 B. JONSON Undenvoods xciv. Pet. Poor Men, The

rattling pit-pat noise Of the less poetic boys. 1712 STEELE
Sped. No. 503 P2 She..stepp'd out of her Pew, and fell into
the finest pitty-pat Air,, .tossing her Head up and down.
1810 Splendid Follies III. 109 She descended with a pit-a-

pat heart. 1894 A. WEBSTER Mother t, Dau. (1895) 34 The
approaching sound of pit pat feet.

C. sb. The sound itself, or the action producing
it ; palpitation, pattering, etc.

1582 STANYHURST jEneis it. (Arb.) 66 Tripping with pit
pat vnequal. 1681 DRYDEN Taitierl. Epil. 12 Tis but the

pit-a-pat of two young hearts. 1784 R. BAGE Barham
Downs II. 318 You .. may make love, and play your pitty
patties. 1824 BYRON Juan KVI. cxii, That stealthy pace. .

So like a spiritual pit a-pat. 1888 T. HARDY Wcsscx T.

(1889) 160 The pit-a-pat of their horses' hoofs lessened.

Hence Pit-a-pat (pit-pat, etc.) v. inlr., to go
pit-a-pat, to palpitate, to patter; whence Pit-a-

patting v6l. sb. and ///. a.
; also Pit-a-pat-ation

(humorous), palpitation.
1606 SYLVESTER Du Bartas it. iv. it. Magnif. 1137 Swains,

..the strouting Clusters cut,. .Run., to the fragrant Fat,
Tumble them in, and after "pit-a-pat Up to the Waste.

1728
RAMSAY Fables x. 22 Till his heart pitty-pattys. 1757

GARRICK Male Coquette (Jod.), There will not be a female
heart, but will pitapat, as he passes by. 1827 W. G. S. Ex-
cursion Vill. Curate 123, I heard footsteps softly pit-patting
up the stairs, a 1735 LD. PETERBOROUGH Songi. in F. Locker
Lyra Elegant. 99, 1 said to my heart, ..What black, brown,
or fair, in what clime, in what nation, By turns has not taught
thee a "pit-a-pat-ationV 1763 COLMAN Prose on Sev. Occas.

(1787) I. 227 The pit-a-pat-ation of their dear little bosoms.
1844 TAPPER Crock of G. xxvi. 209 He was so very fearful
the "pitapating would betray him. 1869 BLACKMORE Lortia.
D. vii, My little heart was ashamed of its pit-a-patting.
1894 Outing (U.S.) XXIV. 14/1, I looked around. .a soft

pit-a-patting sound behind me.

HPitarah (pitS-ra). E. Ind. Also pattara,

petara(h, pettarah, pittarah. [Hind, pitarah,
petarah.] A basket or box used in travelling by
palankeen to carry the traveller's clothes. (Yule
and Burnell.)
1828 Asiat. Costumes 61 Two pair of pattara baskets.

1845 SIR H. B. EDWARDES in Mem. (1886) I. 33 You may take
:ui inventory of his load without opening the pitarahs.
1853 W. D. ARNOLD Oakfield I. xi. 223 To send to the dak
bungalow for his petarahs. 1855 THACKERAY Nemcomts Ixxi,
The plain things . . may be packed in a petara or two.

911

Pit-bank to Pit-brow: see PIT rf.i 14.
Fitch, (pitf), s6.l Forms: 1-2 pic; 2-5 pioh,

3-6 pyoh, (3 pisoh), 4-5 pycohe, picche, 4-6
pyche, (5 peohe), 5-6 piche, pytch(e, pitohe,
6- pitch. P. {northern} 3-6 pik, 4 pic, pike,
4-5 pyke, pikke, 4-6 pyk, pyck, 5 pioke, pikk,
pykk(e, 6-7 (8-9 </z<z/.) pick. [OE. pic, ad. L.

/*>, pic-em (whence also OS., LG. pik, Du. pek,
pik, OHGer./vi, &/;, Get. peck, ON. W/t).]

1. A tennciousresinous substance, of a black or dark
brown colour, hard when cold, becoming a thick
viscid semi-liquid when heated ; obtained as a resi-

duum from the boiling or distillation of tar, also
from the distillation of turpentine; used to stop
the seams of ships after caulking, to protect wood
from moisture, and for other purposes.
a 700 Epinal Gloss. 820 (O. E. T.) Pix, fids, pic. a 1050

Liber Sdntill. xvii. (1889) 83 Se be anhrinS pic by3 be-
smiten fram him. a 1200 Moral Ode 245 (Lamb. MS.) per
is bernunde pich hore saule to babien nine, c 1250 Death
2ii in O. E. Misc. 181 Of pych [-<>. r. pischjand of brunston.

rianer kynde, be ton is calde schippe picche. [1495 Ibid.

(W. de W.), The harde pytche hyght shippe pytche.] 1436
Libel Eng. Policy in Pol. Poems (Rolls) II. 171 Pych.terre.
borde, and flex. 1496 Naval Ace. Hen. VII (1896) 174
Laying on of piche. Ibid. 176, xj barelles peche. llnd.iKi,
iij barrelles pytche. 1568 GRAFTON Chron. II. 362 Piche,
Tarre, Rosen, Ropes. 1655 MRQ. WORCESTER Cent, fni:

7 As dark as Pilch is black. 1744 BERKELEY Sin's 13
Liquid pitch.. or tar was obtained by setting fire to billets
of old fat pines or firs. 1836 MARRYAT Midsh. Easy xxxv,
The very smell of pitch and tar has become odious to me.
c 1860 H . STUART Seaman's Catech. 58 Pitch is tar boiled
with a certain quantity of water and with a portion of coarse
resin melted with it.

&. a 1240 Wohunge in Cott. Horn. 269 Al bat pinende
pik ne walde ham bunche bote a softe bekinde bao. 13..
Cursor M. 11885 (Cott.) pai fild a lede o pik [z>. rr. pike,
pic ; c 1425 Trin. picche] and oyle. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints
xxxii. (Justin) 733, & [gert] bare-in be done blak pic and
gert brynstane bla. c 1460 Tcwneley Myst. iii. 127 Anoynt
thi ship with pik and tar. 1501 DOUGLAS Pal. Hon. in. 31
All full of brintstane, pick, and bulling leid. 1571 Wills <y

Inv. N. C. (Surtees) I. 364 In ye seller.. v berrells of pyk.
a 1775 Hobie Noble xii. in Child Ballads vn. (1890) 2/2 Tho
dark the night as pick and tar. 1828 Craven Gloss, (ed. 2)
s. v. Pick,

' As dark as pick '.

2. Applied to various bituminous substances

(mineral pitch) ; esp. (Jew's pitch) = ASPHALT i,
BITUMEN i.

1388 WYCLIF Gen. vi. 14 Thou schalt anoynte it with pitche
[1382 glew, Vulg. bitumine] with ynne and with outforth.

^1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) xii. 50 Men callez it be Lac
Asfaltit, bat es to say, be Lac of Pikke. 1555 EDEN Decades
134 They gather pytche whiche sweateth owte of the rockes.

1604 E. GlRlMSTONE] D'Acosta's Hist. Indies III. xvii. 173
At the point of Cape S. Helaine, there is a spring or
fountaine of pitch. 1667 MILTON P. L. xi. 731 A Vessel of
huge bulk, ..Smeard round with Pitch. 1831 T. P. JONES
Convers. Chem. xxviii. 289 Asphctllum, sometimes called

'Jew's pitch, is a much purer bitumen than common pitch.
It is found on the banks of the Dead Sea, and in ..Trinidad,
forming large beds in the earth. 1836 R. M. MARTIN Hist.
IV. Indies I. Trinidad 190 The most remarkable mineral
phenomenon is the Asp/inttum, or Pitch Lake. Ibid. 194
The pitch at the sides of the lake is perfectly hard and
cold, but as one walks towards the middle . . the pitch
becomes softer.

3. Impiopeily applied to the resin or crude tur-

pentine which exudes from pine and fir trees.

This tre [Pinus] takeb sone fyre, .. for oute berof

picche. 1495 Ibid, cxxiii. 685 Pytche.. is droppynge of the

pyne tree. 1567 MAM.F.T Gr. Forest 57 The Pine tree .. is

sayde to sweate, and to droppe forth Pitch. 1614 MARK-
HAM Cheap Hush, i. (1668) Table Hard Words, Pitch o/
Burgundy is Rosen, and the blacker the better. 1874
GARROD & BAXTER Mat. Med. 367 Burgundy pitch consists

chiefly of resin, but a little volatile oil is present.

t b. = PITCH-PINE, PITCH-TREE. Obs.

1674 tr. Scheffer's Lapland 141 The soil, .besides Birch-
trees, hath Fir and Pitch. 1697 DRYDF.N Virg. Georg. n.

614 Narycian Woods of Pitch, whose gloomy Shade Seems
for Retreat of heav'nly Muses made !

4. Proverbial Phrases : Black or dark as pitch
(cf. pitch-black, pitch dark, in 5) ;

He that toucheth

pitch shall be defiled therewith (Ecclus. xiii. I ), etc.

1303 R. BRUNNE Handl. Synne 6578 Who so handlyb
pycche wellyng hole, He shal haue fylbe berof sumdeyl.
Ibid. 1 1540 Black as pyk. c 1380 Sir Ferumb. 2461 fan lai

he bar so blac so pych. c 1386 CHAUCER Pars. T. r 780Who so toucheth warm pych it shent hise fyngres. 1579SPENSER Sheph. Cal. May 74 Who touches Pitch mought
needes be detilde. 1612 MABBE tr. Aleman's Guzman
ifAlf. n. 117 It growes darke as pitch. 1886 H. CONWAY
Living or Dead xx, I was touching pitch, yet striving to

keep myself from being defiled.

5. altrib. and Coml>.,aspitch-tall, -barrel, -heater,
-ladle, -pit, -stain, -still; pilch-blackened, -coloured,
-lined, -stained, -smelling, pitch-like adjs. ; pitch-
black a., of the brownish-black colour of pitch ;

also, intensely black or dark
; pitch-boat : see

qtiot. ; pitch-boilery, a place or vessel in which
tar is boiled for making pitch ; pitch-brown a.,
of the dark brown colour of pitch ; pitch-coal,
bituminous coal

,
or other hard bituminous substance,

PITCH.

such as jet (qnot. 1839) ; pitch-dark a. (usually as
two words when predicative),

'

as dark as pitch ',

intensely dark; hence pitch-darkness; pitch-fir= PITCH-PINE ; pitch-knot, a pitchy knot (Kxoi
s6.l 14) of a pine or other tree used as a light;
cf. pine-knot; pitch-mark =pitch-brand; so pitch-
marked a. =

pitch-branded; pitch-mineral =
mineral pitch : see sense 2

; pick-mirk a. Sc.
= pitch-dark; pitch-mop, a mop with which
the sides and other parts of a ship are pitched ;

pitch-opal, an inferior variety of common opal,
with a resinous lustre (also called resin-opal) ;

pitch-ore, (a) a dark brown ore of copper, con-

taining bitumen
; pitchy copper ore

; (t}
= PITTI-

CITE
; (c)

= PITCH-BLENDE
; pitch-polisher, a

metal instrument for polishing curved surfaces of

glass, being coated with a prepared pitch (Byrne
Artisan's Hand-bk. 1853, Index); pitch-pot =
pitch-kettle ; fpitch-speecheda. (obs. nonce-ivd.},
uttering foul or offensive speech (c(. foul-mouthed) ;

pitch-tankard, a tankard lined with pitch, for

imparting a flavour to beer, etc.
; f pitch-wine,

wine having a flavour of pitch ; pitch-wood, the
resinous wood of pine or fir trees. See also PITCH-

BLENDE, etc.

1881 RAYMOND Mining Gloss.,
*
Pitch-tag (Cormu.), a bag

covered with pitch, in which powder is inclosed for charging
damp holes. 1879 Flcot DE C&sar xix. 315 'Pitch-balls,
torches, faggots., tofeedthellames. 1711 SllAFTESB.C/inrar.
( J 737) L 29 To bring [the Christians].. upon the sta^e in a
pleasanter way than that of bear-skins and 'pitch-barrels.
1599 MARSTON Sco. Villanie n. v. 197 Tuscus. . Hath drawn
false lights from "pitch-black loueries. 1849 D. J. BROWNK
Amer. Poultry Yd. (1855) 237 The head . . and tail, are

pitch-black. 1902 Temple Bar Mag. June 6co The pitch
black cavern of the lower deck. 1871 TENNYSON Last
Tmirn. 67 With blunt stump *Pitch-blacken'd sawing the
air. 1867 SMYTH Sailor's \Vord-bk., *Pitch-l<oat, a vessel
fitted for boiling pitch in, which should be veered astern
of the one being caulked. 1885 STALLVBRABS tr. Hekn's
Wand. Plants ff Anim. 454 'Pitch-boilerics in the wooded
spurs of the Alps. 1839 URE Diet. Arts 662 Jet ; a species
of *

pitch-coal or glance coal. 1854 RONALDS RICHARDSON
Chem. Tcchnol. (ed. 2) I. 33 Varieties in which the fracture is

cpnchoidal and the structure more dense have been dis-

tinguished as conchoidal brown coal or pitch coal. 1601
CHF.TTLE & MUNDAY Dcatk Earl of Huntington 11. i. in

Hazl.Z>/.[/<y VIII. 256 *Pitch-colour'd, ebon-fac'd, blacker
than black. 1827 DISRAELI Viv. Grey vi. i, The stars pre-
vented it from ever being "pitch dark. 1842 DICKENS Amcr.
Notes vi, Ascend these pitch-dark stairs. 1874 HAKE Story
of my Life (1900) IV. xvii. 241 We.. set off again .. with
lanthorns in *pitch darkness. 1780 VON TROIL Iceland 41
The growth of. .Norway 'pitch firs. 1792 BELKNAP Hist.
NcwHampsh. III. 90 Alighted "pitch-knot is placed on the
outside of a canoe. 1726 SHELVOCKE Voy. round li'orld 245
The "pitch-ladle, and covers of the ship's coppers were con-
verted into frying pans. 1694 SALMON Bate's Dispcns. (1713)
228/1 Ropy or "Pitch-like Wood-soot. 1896 Daily News n
July 6/1 Old Piggins, and leathern 'pitch-lined beer 'jacks ',

with other like traditional utensils. 1523 FITZHERB. //;/>. 52
Both eare marke, "pitche marke, and radel marke [of sheep],
1805 R. W. DICKSON Pract. Agric. II. 1057 If there be pitch-
marks.. they should also be clipped out. 1688 Lone/. Caz.
No. 2377/4 She has been "Pitch mark'd in several places
with a Horse shoe, and a Tarr'd P. on her Rump. 1795
MACHBILL Willf, Jean I. iro *Pick mirk night is setting in.

759 Ann. Reg. 76/2 He. .struck him on the breast with a
*pitch-mop. 1882 OGILVIE, *Pitch-opal, an inferior kind of
common opal. i796KiRWAN Elem. Min. (ed. 2) II. iv. 139
Sometimes this Ore is mixed with Bitumen, .and is called

1719 DE FOE Crusoe (1840) II. xii. 248 Dipping it in the

"pitch-pot. 1804 Eltrop. Mag. XLV. 20/1 Cursing till my
blood boiled like a pitch-pot. 1596 J. TRUSSELL in South-
well's Tri. Death To Rdr., But let this "pitch-speecht mouth
defile but one. 1838 DICKENS O. 7'wist xlviii, Wine-stains,
.."pitch-stains, any stains, all come out at one rub with the
. .composition. 1890 Cent. Diet. s.v. Pitch-tankard, "Pitch-
tankards are still used in Germany with certain kinds of

beer, such as the Lichtenhainer. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny I.

406 This kind of "Pitch wine brought the territory about
Vienna into great name. 1825 J. NEAL Bro. Jonathan I. 84
Tumbled him.. into the fire-place, among the "pitch-wood.

Fitch (pit/), sb? [f. PITCH v.l The sense-

development is in many points obscure and uncer-

tain, esp. that of branches IV and V, which it is

difficult to connect with any sense of the vb.]
I. Act or manner of, pitching.

fl. An act of setting, laying, or paying down
;

concr. that which is laid or thrown down (in quot.
a contribution to a meal). Obs. rare.
? a 1500 Chester PI. (E. E. T. S.) vil. 107 Lay fourth, each

man, alyche, What he hath left of his lyveray ; And I will

first put forth my piche With my parte first of us all three.

c 1500 in Furniv. Balladsfr. MSS. I. 455 It cost me a Noble
at one pyche.

b. An act of pitching or fixing upon a thing or

place. (See PITCH v.1 16.)
1791 in T. Hutchinson's Diary II. 434 We continue to

think this a very agreeable part of England ; and perhaps
1 could not have made a better pitch than I have done.

2. An act of plunging head-foremost. Also with

advbs. spec.Naut. The plunge or downward motion

of a ship's head in a sea-way : see PITCH .l 19 b.

1762-9 FALCONER Shipivr. n. 725 At every pitch the o'er-

whrlming billows bend Beneath their load the quivering
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bowsprit's end. 1863 ATKINSON Stanion Grange (1864) 72
'

A tipsy-looking kind of pitch-forward of the bird. 1870 J.

BECKETT in Eng. Mech, 7 Jan. 411/2 There has been 'a
|

pitch-in', as a collision is usually called by drivers and
j

guards. 1870 G. MACDONALD At Back of North //'/Wix,
:

You will know I am near you by every roll and pitch of the

vessel.

3. The act of pitching or throwing underhand

(PITCH z>.l 17). a. Cricket* The act or manner
j

of pitching or delivering the ball in bowling, or ,

the way in which it pitches or alights, b. Base-
\

ball. The act of pitching or serving the ball to
j

the batter; the right or turn to do this. C. Golf. \

The action of *

lofting
'

the ball up to the hole, or

to the green.
1841

( BAT '

Cricket. Man. 41 A judicious bowler, .varies

his style, pitch, and pace, according to the play of the hitter.

1851 LILLYWHITR Guide to Cricketers 15 The pitch of the
ball depends very much upon your pace. 1897 RANJITSINHJI
Cricket 167 One of the main things in making an off-drive

in any direction is to get well to the pitch of the ball. 1901
Scotsman 9 Sept. 4/7 His pitch overrunning the hole, he

gave himself too much to do for a half in 5.

4. a. = PITCH-FARTHING, rare. Now dial*

1742 CHESTERF. Lett. (1702) I. ciii. 285, I would be

melancholy and mortified, if I did not construe Homer, and

play at pitch, better than any boy. . in my own form. 1886
in ELWORTHY W. Somerset Word-bk.

b. Cards. A game resembling all-fours, but so

played that the trump suit is determined by 'pitch- ;

ing', i. e. leading a card of that suit.

5. slang. A talk, chat: cf. PITCH z1
.
1
I7d.

1892 Pall Mall G. 7 Sept. 2/1 We now have a '

pitch
'

with
the men ;

*
pitch , be it said, is another term for talk.

II. Something that is pitched, or used for

pitching.

f 6. A net pitched or set for catching fish. Obs.

1523 FITZHERB. Surv. 10 b, To fysshe with shouenettes,
trodenettes, small pytches, and suche other. 1590 Acts Privy
Council (1899) XIX. 406 He should cause the said wayres,
stakes and pytches to be removed and plucked up, that the
river male have yts free course. 1705 Act 4 Anne c. 21

Nets, Angles, Leaps, Pitches, and other Engines for the

taking, .of Fish.

7. local, a. = PITCHER 2
3 ; b. = PITCHER 2

4.
1674-91 RAY S. ff E. C. Words 109 A Pitch, a Bar of Iron

with a thick square pointed end to make holes in the ground
by pitching down. 1807 VANCOUVER Agric. Devon (181^)
134 The stakes or pitches, .were chiefly of willow. 1856
Jtnl. R. Agric. Soc. XVII. 11. 363 Live stakes (provindally \

termed withy pitches). 1886 ELWORTHY IV. Sotntrscf ll'ord- '

bk., s. v., In making new hedges it is usual to stipulate
'

to
,

be planted with good withy or elder pitches
'

or
'

pitchers \

8. A quantity of something pitched, a. The
quantity of hay, etc. thrown up by a pitchfork.
1778 [W. MARSHALL] Minutes Agric. 2 Sept. an, 1776,

Every pitch of hay and corn, generally speaking, passes
twice thro' his hands. 1878 JEFFERIES Gamekeeper at H. 76
The '

pitch
'

of hay on the prong.
b. The quantity of some particular commodity

pitched or placed in a market for sale.

1866 Standard 3 Oct. 2/3 The pitch of cheese was the

largest that has been known for some years past. 1886
Manch. Courier 18 Feb. 7 There was an immense pitch of
cheese yesterday. 1887 Daily News 15 Oct. 2/4 The pitch
of. . hops this year at Weyhill . . is smaller than in any year
since the blight of 1860. 1888 /bid. 9 July 2/7 Other sorts '

[of wool].. are being thrown on the market in large pitches.
9. A paving stone ; esp. one set on edge, a

*
sett

'

:

j= PITCHER* 5. Cf. PITCH z>.i 8 c, PITCHING vbL
\

sb. 6 b.

1896 Daily News 30 Sept. 7/1 A large rjart of the [Picca- i

dilly] Circus is
'

up ',
and is being relaid with granite pitches. ,

III. Place of pitching.
10. gen. The place or point at or from which

something is pitched, rare.

1551 RECORDE Pathw. Knowl. i. xi, Then pitch one foote
of your compasse at the one ende of the line, and with the
other foote draw a bowe line right ouer the pytche of the

compasse. 1630 in Descr. Thamcs(\-]^} 75 Every Hebber-
man shall fish by the Shore, and pitch their Pole at half

Ebb, and shall have but forty Fathom Rope allowed from
the Pitch of their Pole into the River.

11. A place at which one stations oneself or is

stationed ; a portion of ground selected by or
allotted to a person for residence, business, or any
occupation ; esp. a spot in a street or other public
place at which a stall for the sale or display of

something is pitched or set up, or at which a street

performer, a bookmaker, etc. stations himself.

1765 T. HUTCHINSON Hist. Mass. I. i. 22 Here Mr. Nowetl
and some of his friends made their pitch. 1851 MAYHKW
Land. Labour I. 10/2 In consequence of a New Police regu-
lation,

'

stands
'

or '

pitches
' have been forbidden. 1889 Daily \

News 22 Oct. 3/1 Two pitches were made in widely separated
,

quarters of the town, and in each instance the members of
)

Parliament., left a numerous and interested assembly. 1905
j

Ibid. 2 Jan. 9 Haying chosen their 'pitch the ponies
were unharnessed, triangular fireplaces ofstout poles erected,

j

b. A place or spot in a river where an angler j

takes his stand.

1867 F. FRANCIS Angling i. (1880) 44 note, Before the
angler .. attempts to fish any special hole, swim, pitch, or
cast. 1872 Echo 5 Aug., A fisherman has had orders from
a customer to bait one or two barbel pitches, and not to

spare the worms.
12. Agric., and Mining (Cornw.). A definite

portion of a field, or of a mine, allotted to a par-
ticular workman.

1805 R. W. DICKSOM Pract. Agric. II. 659 After having
completed, .one pitch of work, consisting of thirteen ridges,
he is to begin again in a similar manner. 1855 J. R. LI:JI--

CHILD Cornwall Mines 142 By this management the lode is

finally divided into masses called
^'/i/.rtr.r,

each sixty feet in

height, by about thirty-three feet in length. Ibid. 280 The
distance he goes underground, and the places he continues
to work in when he arrives at his

'

pitch ', are known to few
besides the Cornish miner himself. 1873 TEMPLE & SHELDON
Hist. Northfield) Afass. 16 The two meadows.. were not

divided, till the choice pitches were assigned in 1731. 1895

J. W. ANDERSON Prospectors Handbk. (ed. 6) 163 Pitcn

(Cornwall) The part ofa lode let out to be worked on tribute.

13. Cricket. The place where the wickets are

pitched ;
the piece of ground between and about

the wickets.

1890 Daily News 17 Oct. 5/3 The London Playing Fields
Committee is now laying fifteen good cricket pitches in

Epping Forest. 1891 H. DRUMMONO Baxter's Second
Innings i, At that moment the fir>t ball whizzed down the

pitch.

f 14. fig. A position taken up and maintained
;

a fixed opinion or resolution. Obs.
1600 HOLLAND Livy xxxvm. ix. 987 They knew the

natures and minds of their countrymen, .how untractable

they were and not to be removed if they once tooke a pitch.
Ibid. XLIV. xxxviii. 1195 None of you may tliinke that I have
taken such a pitch, and hold that opinion of mine without

just cause.

IV. Highest point, height, etc.

1 15. The highest (or extreme) point, top, sum-

mit, apex, vertex. Obs.
a 1552 LELAND Itin. VII. 5 From this Bridge the great

Streate of the Towne goith up apon a pratie Hille: at the
Pitch whereof there turnith a nothar Streat by Este to Seint

Peter's, the Heade Churche of the Towne. 1587 HARRISON

England i. v. in Holiitshed I. 10 The length of the face,
taken at large from the pitch of the crowne to the chin.

Ibid.) From the highest part of the forehead to the pitch of the
chin. 1600 HOLLAND Lhy n. 1. 79 The Veientians. .set a

compasse about the hill side, and gained the verie top and
pitch {vertex} thereof, 1667 MILTON /*. L. n. 772 Down
they fell Driv'n headlong from the Pitch of Heaven, down
Into this Deep.
t 16. A projecting point of some part of the

body, as the shoulder, the hip. (In first quot.

app. used for the shoulders collectively.) Obs.

1586 MARLOWE ist Pt. TamburL 11.
i,
Such breadth of

shoulders as might mainly bear Old Atlas' burden ; 'twixt

his manly pitch A pearl, more worth than all the world, is

placed. 1592 R. I"). Hy-pnerotomachia 78 This garment.,
was taken up round about the pitch of her hippes. 1607
TOPSEI.L Four-/. Beasts (1658) 310 When the shoulder point,
or pitch of the shoulder [of a horse], is displaced. 1611

COTGR., Acroinion^ the shoulder pitch.

17. ?The extreme point of a cape or headland,
where it projects farthest into the sea.

1677 W. HUBBARD Narr. \. 5 The Sea coast from the pitch
of Cape Cod to the mouth of Connecticot River. 1743
BULKELF.Y & CUMMINS / 'oy. S. Seas 150 And very narrowly
escap'd clearing the Breakers off the Pitch of the Cape. 1857
R. TOMES Atwr. in Japan i. 31 In seven hours after

leaving Table Bay, the steamer was off the pitch of the

Cape. 1883 Times 27 Aug. 8/2 To stand close in to the

pitch of the lofty headland.

18. The height to which a falcon or other bird

of prey soars before swooping down on its prey ;

rarely gen. the height to which any bird rises in

the air. Often in phr. tofly a pitch.

1591 SHAKS. i Hen. K7, n. iv. n Between two Hawks,
which flyes the higher pitch. *593 2 Hen. /"/, n. i. 12
And beares his thoughts aboue his Faulcons Pitch. 1650 B.
Dhcotliminium 50 When Buzzards areadvanc'd, they'l file

an Eagles pitch. 1828 SEBRIGHT Hawking 22 Much better

.. than that his pitch should be lowered .. by too much
luring. Ibid. 27 The hawk, if at a good pitch, will stoop at
him [the magpie] as he passes to another bush. 1852 R. F.
BURTON Falconry Vail. Indus v. 62 Well too did the kite

, .get to his pitch, and prepare himself for the combat.

b. In directly figurative or allusive use.

1586 C'TESS PEMBROKE Ps. LXXIU. ii, So high a pitch
their proud presumption flyes. 1594 SHAKS. Rich. ///, in.

vii. 188. 1635-56 COWLEY Dav. \\. 126 To this strange pitch
their high affections flew. 1718 /-Vw thinker No. 77. 151 He
flies a Pitch above Common Mischiefs. 1798 FERRIAR Illustr,

Sterne \\. 182 Rabelais flew to a higher pitch, too, than
Sterne. 1837-9 HALLAM Hist. Lit. I. i. iii. 101. 214
Another [comedy] entitled Sergius.. flies amuch higher pitch.

fc. The height to which anything rises; alti-

tude, elevation. Obs.

1590 SPENSER F. Q. i. xi. 31 That infernall Monster. .Gan
high advaunce his broad discoloured brest Above his wonted
pitch. 1647 TRAPP Comm. 2 TYw.iv. 10 Blazing comets.,
when they begin to decline from their pitch, they fall to the
earth. 1664 POWER Exp. Philos. \\. 90 The Quicksilver will

fall down to its wonted pitch and stint of 29 inches or there-

abouts. 1774 G. WHITE Selborne 14 Feb., A very wet
autumn and winter, so as to raise the springs to a pitch
beyond anything since 1764.

19. fig. (from 15 or 18). Highest or supreme
point or degree ; acme, climax, greatest height.
Now rare exc. in at the pitch of one's voice. (Cf.

22, 23.)

1624 WOTTOB Archit. Pref. in Rellq. (1651) 195 Vitruvius
..wrote when the Roman Empire was neerthe pitch. 1723
Pres. St. Russia II. 184 Mankind would have been brought
to the Pilch of Wickedness. 1742 POPE Dune., Af. St riblerns,

Forty .. the very acme and pitch of life for writing Epic
poesy. 1848 NEWMAN Loss fy Cain in. x. 382 A little

boy..and a poor woman, singing at the pilch of their voices.

187^3 BLACK Pr. Thwh xxiii, When the general hilarity was
at its pitch.

t 20. Height (of a person or animal), stature. Obs.

1575 GASCOIGNE Compl. Gr. Knt. Wks., Weedes 183 The
mounture so well made, and for my pitch so fit, 1631 HEY-
WQQO FairMaidofWest iw. \. Wks. 1874 II. 295 Much ofmy
stature? Much about your pitch. 1681 HICKERINGILL Black
Non-Conf. xv. Wks. 1716 II. 112 Just of his Size, Com-
plexion and Pitch. 1703 MOXON Mech. Exerc. 170 Makes
the work fall too low for the pitch of the Workman. 1807
BEWICK Hist. Quadrupeds 63 All those of each kind that
exceed or fall short of this pitch, are more or less dispro-
poitioned.
21. Height of an arched roof, or of any roof or

ceiling, above the floor, or of the vertex of an arch
above the springing line.

1615 G. SANDYS Trav. 161 The roofe of the Temple is of a
hi^h pitch, curiously arched, and supported with great
pillars of marble. *73 T, N. City fy C. Purchaser 64,

9 Foot betwixt the Floors . . is the Pitch of their Rooms.
1772 HUTTON Bridges 59 A semicircle whose height or pitch
is 45 feet, and consequently its span 90 feet. Ibid, 99 Pitch,
of an arch, the perpendicular height from the spring or

impost to the keystone. 1842-76 GWILT A re/tit. Gloss., Pitch

of an Arch, the versed sine, or height from the springing
line up to the under-side of it,

V. Height in a figurative sense, degree.
22. Comparative height or intensity of any quality

or attribute ; point or position on an ideal scale ;

degree, elevation, stage, status, level. Almost

always used of a high or intense degree : cf. 79, 15.
a 1568 ASCHAM Scholem. n. (Arb.) 87 The Latin long, euen

whan it was, as the Grecians say, in OK^TJ, that is, at the
hiest pitch of all perfitenesse. 1607 WALKIXGTON Opt.
Glass xiii. (1664) 139 That they may come to the pitch
of old age. 1608 D. T[UVIL] Ess. Pol. % Mor. 33 Rays-
ing the valour of every .. person amongst them, to a
farre higher pitch. 1671 MILTON Samson 169 To lowest

pitch of abject fortune thou art fall'n. 1684 Contempl. St.

Man, it. ix. (1699) 232 Let him be raised to the highest

pitch
of Honour. 1728 VENEER Sincere Penitent Pref. 6

I'ill they arrive at such a pitch, as they cannot think of
without horror and astonishment. 1752 HUME Ess. fy Treat.

(1777) I. 107 To what a pitch did the Athenians carry their

eloquence I 1822 HAZLITT Table-t. Ser. 11. iv. (1860) 82 The
feelings are wound up to a pitch of agony. 1871 FREEMAN
Norm. Cong. IV. xviii. 245 The family which in two genera-
tions had risen from obscurity to the highest pitch ofgreat ness.

b. spec, in Copper-smelting*, see quots.
1839 UKE Diet. Arts 323 To render the metal malleable,

or, in the language of the smelters, bring it to the proper
pitch. 1868 JOYNSON Alttals 99 The copper is tested, as
above described, from time to time, and, according to its

pitch or grain. 1877 RAYMOND Statist. Mines fy Alining
393 If the pitch is right the globules will all be round and

ihollow.

\23. That quality of a musical sound which de-

pends on the comparative rapidity of the vibrations

producing it ; degree of acuteness or graveness of

tone. (Sometimes also in reference to the tone of

the voice in speaking.) Also, a particular standard

of pitch for voices and instruments, as concert

pitch, etc.

1597 MORLEY Introd. M*ts. 166 Take an instrument, as
a Lute Orpharion, Pandora, or such like, being in the
naturall pilch, and set it a note or two lower. 1602 znd Pt.
ReturnJr. Parnass. v i. (Arb.) 64 A playne song . .Whose
highest pitch in lowest base doth end. 1694 HOLDER Har-
mony (1731) 152 What it is that makes Humane Voices, even
of the same Pitch, so much to differ one from another. 1776
BURNEY Hist. Mus. (1789) I. i. n All the notes in the hori-

zontal range of the several diagrams are at the same pitch.

1831 BREWSTER Nat. Magic ix. (1833) 229 To depend.. on
the pitch or frequency of vibration constituting the note.

1867 LADY HERBERT Cradle L. i. 9 Screaming out.. in every
conceivable key and pitch of shrillness. 1869 Athenaeum
23 Jan. 136/1 The note c, on the third space of the treble

clef, corresponds to a number of double vibrations per
second, varying from about 500 to 550, according to the

pitch adopted.
b. transf. Applied to the degree of rapidity of

! vibration in light, etc., as being analogous to

musical pitch.
1871 TYNDALL Fragm. Sc. (1879) I. iii. 79 As we advance

along the spectrum,, the pitch of the light., heigh tens. 1902
Daily Record $ Mail 25 Dec. 5 One receiving instrument
will only take messages sent by another instrument ' tuned

'

to the same pitch, that is sending vibrations of a given
length and frequency.
VI. Inclination, slope, declivity.
24. Degree of inclination to the horizon, slope ;

a sloping part or place, spec. a. A downward
inclination or slope (on a piece of ground or

water) ; a steep place, declivity ;
a descent, usually

sloping, sometimes perpendicular.
[c 1420 app. implied in PITCHLOSCS. Cf. also PITCH v. 20.]

1542 UDALL Erasm. Apoph. 135 Rockes of a down right

pitche, or a steepe down falle. *54Z~5 ELYOT Diet.* Clinus,
sat cliuum, the pitche of an hyll, sometyme the syde of an

hyll. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny I. 78 The mountaine Hemus. .

had in the pitch thereof the towne Aristaeum. 1788 M.
CUTLER in Life, etc. (1888) I, 402 The road from Jennison's
to this house is mostly good, some few sharp pitches. 1796
MORSE Amer. Geog. I. 480 The whole descent is about 200

feet, in several pitches. 1807 P. GASS Jrnl. 100 Captain
Lewis had been up the falls 15 miles above the first shoot

or pitch. 1898 Wfstm. Gaz. 30 Mar. 3/2 The great gully
that runs up the centre of the Wastwater Screes. This

gully was attempted in 1895 by three climbers, who con-

quered eight 'pitches', but were defeated by the ninth.

1904 J. N, COLLIE in Alpine Jrnt. XXII. 10 [The ridge]
was impossible, being made up entirely of bare slabs and

perpendicular pitches.

b. J\Iining. The inclination of a vein of ore or

seam of coal from the horizontal ; the dip or rise,

1719 STRACHEY in Phil. 7'rans. XXX. 969 The Obliquity
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or Pitchy as they term it, in all the Works hereabout, is

about 22 Inches in a Fathom. 1883 GRESLEV Gloss. Loal
Mining^ Pitch, dip or rise of a seam.

c. Arch. The inclination of a sloping roof,
or of the rafters, to the horizontal

; the steepness
of slope of a roof; the proportion of the height of
a root" to its span.
1703 MOXON Mech. Excrc. 141 The Reasons for several

Pitches you may find among Books of Architecture. Ibid.

163 The Angle a Gable-end is set to, is called the Pitch of
the Gable-end. 1710 J. HARRIS Lex. Tec/in. II. s. v., If the

Length of each Rafter be 3 cf the Breadth of the Building,
then they say that the Roof is of a True Pitch: But if the
Rafters are longer, they say 'tis a high or sharp pitch 'd

Roof; if shorter, they call it a Imv or flat pitch d Roof.
1828 HUTTON Course Math. II. 87 When the roof is of a
true pitch, that is, forming a right angle at top ; then the
breadth of the building, with its half added, is the girt over
both sides nearly. 1863 D. G. MITCHELL Jl/y Farm Edge-

t n_ Air_11 . _* .*.___!. !._,. r . I- . .

Southern countries, had roofs of a low pitch.
d. The slope of a flight of steps ;

concr. a flight
of steps.
1703 MOXON Mech. Exerc. 147 You will first ascend upon

a Pitch of Flyers, which Pitch (making an Angle of 38 deg,
with the Floor) with ten Steps raise you six Foot high above
the Floor. 1842-74 GWILT Archil. 2026 The framed
timbers which support the steps of a staircase are called the

carriage. They generally consist of two pieces inclined to
the pitch of the stairs, called the rough strings.

e. The setting of a ploughshare to enable it to

penetrate a required depth, f. The rake or incli-

nation of the teeth of a saw. g. The inclination
of the bit of a plane to the surface that is being
planed.
1707 MORTIMER Hush. (1721) I. 50 A great matter.. in the

making of Ploughs, is to make them go true to the pitch
they are set. 1787 W. MARSHALL Norfolk 48 Plowing the
full depth of the soil is called

'

taking it up a full pitch '.

1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mech. s. v., The filch of a saw is the
rake or inclination of the face of a tooth. ..The rake is a
forward slant of the face^ not common, but found in some
saws. . .The common pitch of a bench-plane is 45. . . Pitch of
scraping and metal planes 80 to vertical. 1875 Carpentry
<$ join. 23 A jack plane with its double iron . . lying in its

tied, the latter being at an angle of 45 deg. to the sole. This
is the angle called common pitch.
VII. 25. Mech. The fixed distance between

successive points or lines (?the distance at which
these are pitched or fixed), a. The distance be-
tween the centres of any two successive teeth of
a cog-wheel or pinion, or links of a gear-chain,
measured along the pitch-line or pitch-circle (see
26) ;

the distance between the successive paddles
of a paddle-wheel, measured on the circle passing
through their centres, b. The distance between
the successive convolutions of the thread of a

screw, measured in a direction parallel to the axis,

and indicating the distance through which the

screw moves forward in one turn. c. The distance

between the centres of successive rivets or stays.
d. In floor-cloth printing, The distance between
the pitch-pins or guide-pins, used for the same pur-

pose as the register-points in lithographic printing.
1815 J. SMITH Panorama Sc. fy Art I. 362 If the teeth of

one be wood and the other iron, then the iron ones are
made to have less pitch than the wooden ones, because

they are then found to wear better. 1823 R. BUCHANAN
Rlillwork (ed. 2) 30 By the pitch is understood the dis-

tance between the centres of two contiguous teeth. 1825
J. NICHOLSON Operat. Mechanic 432 The pitch of their
teeth should be the same as that of the teeth of the cylin- i

der. 1863 P. BARRY Dockyard Econ. 264 The pitch of
the screw could be altered from the deck to suit the velo-

city of the vessel. 1869 SIR E. J. REED Shipbuild. xvii. ,

335 The question of the proper pitch of rivets, i. e. their
distance apart from centre to centre, requires some con-
sideration. 1870 Eng. Mechanic 14 Jan. 437/2 Find the

pitch of the screw required to be cut..and multiply the
numerators. 1874 THEARLE Naval Archit. 130 Thespacing
or pitch of rivets required by Lloyd's rules is

'

four and
a half diameters apart, from centre to centre, excepting in \

the keel, stem, and stern post '. 1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mech.
\

1719/2 The pitch of the paddles is the distance between
them, measured on the circle which passes through their
centers. 1879 Casselfs Tec/in. Educ. i. 64 The length ..in

j

a spur wheel including a tooth and a space is called the
j

pitch, and the circle on which such distances are set off is
,

called the pitch circle. Ibid. 11. 66/2 The pitch of rifling of
the Enfield is one turn in six feet six inches. 1890 Clacton

\

News 25 Jan. 2/3 Most makers of implements now use only !

standard pitches of screws, so that any broken screw or

missing nut can quickly be replaced. 1898 Cycling 43 The
distance between the central points of two similar links,.,
is called the pitch of the chain : it is nearly always one inch.

VIII. 26. attrib. and Comb. : pitch-block,
a block for supporting an object to be worked at,

which can be inclined at any pitch or angle ;

usually one with a base working like a ball and

socket-joint; pitch-chain, a chain consisting of
links bolted or riveted together so as to work in

the teeth of a toothed wheel ; pitch-circle, a cir- i

cnlar pitch-line (see below) ; so pitch-diameter,
the diameter of the pitch-circle of a wheel, etc. ; I

pitch-faced a., of masonry, having the arris cut i

trae, but the face beyond the edge left relatively i

rough, being merely dressed with a pitching chisel

Vol. VII.
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(Knight Diet. Mech. Supp. 1884) ; fpiteh-hill a.,

declivitous, precipitous ; pitch-line, the imaginary
line, usually a circle, passing through the teeth
of a cog-wheel, pinion, rack, etc. so as to touch
the corresponding line in another cog-wheel,
etc., when the two are geared together; pitch-

notation, notation indicating musical pitch ; pitch-
note, a note sounded to determine the pitch of
a tune, etc. (alsoJig.') ; pitch-point, the point of
contact of the pitch-lines of two cog-wheels, etc.

which engage with each other
; f pitch-set, a shoot

(of willow, etc.) cut for planting; cf. sense 7 and
PITCHER 2

4 ; pitch-surface, the surface on which
the pitch-circle of a wheel lies

; pitch-wheel,
a toothed wheel engaging with another. See also
PITCHFORK -, etc.

1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mech.,
*
Pitch-black, a cushioned seat

of a concave hemispherical form, in which sheet-metal is

held while being chased. 1844 STEPHENS Bk. Fann II. ^04
*Pitch-chains are of two kinds, the buckle-chain and the
ladder-chain. Ibid. 537 The pitch-chain is employed to
communicate motion from the first mover the carriage axle

to the seed-wheels. 1819 RF.F.S Cycl. XXIII. 3 Zivb/lA circle, .is described round the face of the rough cogs upon
its pitch diameter, that is, the geometrical diameter, or acting
line of the co,'s; so that when the two wheels are at work
together, the *"pitch circles.. of the two are in contact. 1884
F. J. BRITTEN Watch ff Clockm. 198 The pitch circles of a
wheel and pinion working together should touch but not
intersect each other. 1560 DAUS tr. Slcidane's Conuti. 252 By
reason of. .the headlong and *pitchehill stepenes to looke
downewardes. 1797 Etnycl. Brit. (ed. 3) X. 769/1 Draw the

*pitch lines . . then divide them into the number of teeth or

cogs required. 1815 J. SMITH PanortunaSc.fyAri I. 362 The
centre or pitch-lines, from which the teeth are formed. 1881
BROADHOUSE 3fns. Acoustics 373 On a full consideration of
the question of *

pitch-notation. 1795 MASON Ch. Mns. i.

8 Before the opening of the Overture, it gives that "pitch
note in full, which always leads me to expect a succession
of more solemn sounds than in reality succeed it. 1859
RANKINE Steam Engine 153. i8r The position of the

pinion should be such, that the ^pitch-point, where its teeth
are driven by those of the cogged ring, may be in the same
vertical plane parallel to the axis. 1519 HORMAN Vnlg. 172A *pychesette of wythy groweth anon. 1887 D. A. Low
Machine Dra-.v. (1892) 40 A section of the *pitch surface of
a toothed wheel by a plane perpendicular to its axis is a
circle, and is called a pitch circle. 1858 SIMMONDS Diet.

Traiie,
*
Pitch-wheels, toothed wheels in machinery or

clocks, which work together.

Fitch (pitj), v. 1 Forms: 3-4 piche. 4-5
picche, pycche, 5-6 pytch(e, (5 pydche), 6-
pitch, (7 peche). Pa. t. and pa. pple., pitched,
pight: see below. [ME. piche(n,picche(n, north.

fykke(n, pikke (see PICK v.*) ; pa. t, pihtt, pi)te,

pight(e, pa. pple. /z'^,/;')t, pight; also \ateipiccheii,

pitched, pitcht, etc. (Cf. clihte, stihte, early pa.
tenses of CLITCH, STITCH.) Of obscure origin and

history. The forms point to an OE. *ficc(e]an,
of the ist weak class, pa.t. *pihte, of which how-
ever no instance has been found ; nor does any vb.

corresponding in form and sense appear in the

cognate languages. See Note below.]
A. Illustration of Forms.

1. For the present stem, see the quots. in B., and
those given under PICK z/.

2

2. Past tense, a. 3 pihte, 3-4 piate, 3-5 py;te,
4~5Pi?t)Py3t,pighte,pyghte,(5piht),4-6pyght,
(pyth), 4-7 pight (pait). /3. 4 picehed, 4-6 picht,

5 pytched, 6 pyched, 7 pitcht, 6- pitched.
a. c 1205 LAY. 29653 per he pihte his staef. 1297 R. GLOUC.

(Rolls) 1171 Stakes of ire monion he piste in temese grounde.
c 1320 Pi?t [see B. 2J. c 1330 R. BRUNNE Citron. Wace
(Rolls) 4644 fey..pyght f>eym pauylons & tente. Ibid.

15246 He pighte his staf
J>er

doun vpright. 13.. E. E.
Allit. P. A. 741 He pyjt hit J>ere in token of pes. c 1386
CHAUCER Knt.'s T. 1831 He pighte \v.rr. pyghte, pignt,

piht] hym on the pomel of his heed, c 1400 Melayne 800
And pyghte Pauylyons with mekill pryde. 1436 Pol. Poems
(Rolls) II. 152 Statly tentes anon they py^te. 1450 Merlin
ii. 150 Ther thei pight the kynges teynte. 1572 BOSSEWELL i

Arinorie in. 24 b, He. .pyght hys pauilions, at the heade of
a Ryuer. 1627 DRAVTON Agincourt, etc. 97 Vnder Pomfret
his proud Tents he pight.
3. c 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. Wace (Rolls) 4645 pey

picched (>er pauylons. 1340-70 Alex, ff Dind. 1139 ad
fin., How alixandre picht a pelyr of marbyl f?ere. r 1489
CAXTON Sauries ofAyinon xvii. 399 He toke a torche and
fyred it, and pytched it bytwene the strawe and the bedsted.

'53 Pyched [see B. 6]. 1535 Pitched [see B. 4 c). 1582
STANVHURST JEneis in. 74 Theare picht he his kingdoom.
3. Past participle, a. 3-4 ipiht, ipijt, 4 ipyjt,

ypi?te, i-pejt, 4-6 i-pight, 5 ypyght, 6 ypight.
0. 4 piht, (pite); 4-5 pi^t, py;t, (5 pijte,
py?te, pyghte), 5-6 (pighte), pyght, Se. picht,
pycht, 6 pyht, 4-7 (9 arch.} pight (pait). 7. 4
piched, pyched, i-picht, 4-5 picehed, -id, 6

i

pytched, 6-8 pitcht, 6- pitched.
a. 1297 R. GLOL'C. (Rolls) 1116 pe emperour adde ipi?t |

[-.: rr.c 1425 pijt, c 1435 ypyght] his pauilons. 1387 TREVISA
j

Higden (Rolls) I. 243 A spere i-pyjt [hasta dejixa\. Ibid.
HI. 273 pe pavylouns were i-pe}t. Ibid. VII. 75 pe stake
was i-pight. a 1400 Pistil! o/Susan 108 pe pyon, f>e peere,
wel proudliche ipiht. 1489 CAXTON Faytes of A. n. xxxv.
148 Wyth two staues ypyght atte eyther ende. 1522 World
f, Child in Hazl. Dodsley I. 243, I have also palaces i-pight.
1590 SPENSFR F. Q. i. ix. 33 For underneath a craggy cliff

;

ypight.

PITCH.

jS. c 1350 Will. Palerne 1627 per were pi^tpauilounns, 13..
. E. Allit. P. B. 785 In a porche of Jjat place pyat to be

Sates. 1362 LANGL. P, Pi. A. 11. 43 In middes on a' Moun-
tayne..\Vas piht vp a Pauilon. c 1400 MAUNDEV. (1839)
xvii. 183 A spere tnat is pight in to the erthe. c 1420
Anturs o/Artlt. xxxvii, In inyd Plumtun Lone, hor pauc-
luns were pitfe. 1430 Pi^t, 14.. Pyjt [see R 5 c]. <z 1470
Pyght [B. nj. CI470 Got. tfGaiv. 313 Ane pailyeonn..that
proudly wes picht. 1513 Pycht [see K. 5 J. c 1530 LD.
BERNF.HS A >~th. Lyt. Bryt. (1814) 44 She had pyght a ryche
pauylyon. 1575 LANEHAM Let. (1871) 55 His honors Tent,
that., was pighte at long Ichington. 1578 -SV0/. Poems
i6f/t C. (1801) II. 203 A prince .. picht to rule and reigne
1579,161? Fight [see B.s). 1720 STRvpi;5/^y'j Surv. (1754)
I. i. xxix. 301/2 In the Cattle-yard was pight a comely
Quintane. 1864 SKEAT Upland's Poems 202 On a r^in*-'
hillock pight.
y. 13.. Piched [see B. i]; pyched [B.sJ. 1340-70 I-picht

[B. 5]. <ri38o Picchid [B. 10]. c 1420 Pallad. on l/nsl>. iv.

667 Let hem be pressed, picchid, and ywrie. 1545 LKLANH
in Strype Ecct. Mem. I. App. cxviii. 330 Yet herein only
I have not pytched the supreme work of my labour. 1564-
78 BuLLEYN Dial. agst. Pest. (1888) 60 When the battaile
was pitched, c 1611 CHAPMAN Iliadxv. 654 Close the deadly-
toil Was pitch'd on both parts. 1634 SrnT. HERBERT Trav.
41 Tents, .pitcht neere the water side. 1703 MOXON Mech.
Exerc. 167 Any Substance, .pitcht steddy upon two points.

B. Signification.
I. To thrust in, fix in

; make fast, fasten, settle ;

set, place.

1 1- trans. To thrust, drive (a stake, spear, staff,

peg, etc.) firmly into the ground ;
to fix or make

fast (a thing) by driving it into some object ; also,
to fix (an object) on a pole, spear, etc.

;
to plant,

implant ; to fix, stick, fasten. In later quots., ap-
proaching the sense ' to place'. Obs.
c 1205 LAV. 6490 He igrap his spere stronge J?er he pihte

hit o bon londe [-1275 bar hit was ipilit in londe]. (7x290
A\ Eng. Leg. \. 274/107 bine staf plche in be grounde : And
he schal bere lef and blowe. 1207 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 1171
[see 2], ^1380 WYCLIF Serin. Sel. Wks. II. 170 pis neiber

chawle, in which ben pi^t many teeb. 1382 Eccl.
xii. ii The widis of wise men.. as nailes in to hei^te pi^t

[1388 as nailis fastned deepe]. 1398 TREVISA Barth. D,'
P. R. v. vi. (ToJlem. MS.), Tweyne nolow synewis,. picche^
hem selfe [1582 fixe themselues : orig. se inngunt] in \JG sub-
staunce of behumoure cristallyn. a 1620

J.
DVKI-: M'orthy

Ccfiunnn. (1640) 180 A stake, or a post is pitched in the

ground. 1633 ROGERS Treat. Sacrasn. \. Pref., A planter
takes the sien of the Apple-tree, and pitches it into a Crab-
tree Stock. 1647 WARD Simp. Cobler (1843) 34 The stakes

[of a tent] firmely pitched. 1674-91 [see PITCH s{<.
z

7]. 1707
MORTIMER Husb. (17211 1. 172 Pitch a small Stick at every
place where there is to be a little Hill. 1754 J. \^Q\.Cricket

14 The Stumps are pitch'd. 1775 J. JEKYLL Corr. 29 Mar.,
The houses [are] chiefly built of the round sea-pebbles
pitched in mortar.

b. To pitch the wickets (Cricket*) : to stick or

fix the stumps in the ground and place the bails.

1745 Daify Advertiser 28 Sept. 3/1 The Wickets to be
pitch'd by Eleven o

1

Clock. 1803 Laws of Cricket $ The
Party which goes from home shall have. .the pitching of
the wickets, which shall be pitched within thirty yards of
a centre fixed by the adversaries. 1866 Kentledges Every
Boy's Ann. 327 The wickets had better be pitched without
loss of time.

f 2. transf. To thrust a pointed instrument into

or through (something) ; to stab, stick, pierce,
transfix. Obs.

1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 1174 Stakes of ire monion he pi^te
[v.rr. pyte, put, putte] in temese grounde,. .J?at jif ber eni

ssipes come..Hii ssolde piche horn J>oru out. c 1320 Sir
Tristr. 206 Bot on wi(> tresoun pere purch be bodi him
pijt. c 13,66 CHAUCER A. B. C. 163 Cryste..also suffred J>at

longius his herte pyghte And made his herte blode to rynne
downe. 1382 WYCLIF JoJm xix. 37 Thei schulen se in to

whom they platen thorw [Vulg. transfixenmt\. 1398
TREVISA Barth, De P. R. vn. Ixv. (Bod!. MS.), If fe skynn
of |>e face is ipi;t and iprikked with an nedel ober a pynne
and bledeb nought.

3. To place and make fast with stakes, poles,

pegs, etc., as a net, or the like. Now rare.

1545 ELYOT, Tenders plagast to pytche hayes or nettes.

1602 WARNER Alb. Eng. Epit. (1612)391 [They] pitched their

Tew to intangle the same Protector. 1697 DRVDEN
Ifirg*

Georg. in. 572 The dext'rous Huntsman.. pitches Toils to

stop the Flight. 1813 Scorr Rekeby \\\. xxxi, There's time
to pitch both toil and net.

4. spec. To fix and erect (a tent, pavilion, etc.)

as a place of lodgement ; also_/5.
Orig. referring to its being fixed with pegs, etc. driven

into the ground ; now associated with the idea of placing '.

1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 4254 pe king..bigan to picche
is pauilons him vor to abyde. 1489 CAXTON Faytes cf A.
i. xiv. 37 For to pydche and dresse vp tentes. 1606 SHAKS.
Tr. fy Cr. v. x. 24 You vile abhominable Tents, Thus
proudly pight [Qo. pitcht] vpon our Phrygian plaines.

1687 A. LOVELL tr. Thevenofs Trav. n. 122 We were fain

to encamp hard by under Carpets, which we pitched instead

of Tents. 1759 JOHNSON Rasselas xxxvii, The tents were

pitched where I chose to rest. 1844 Regul. <V Ord. Army
55 When Troops are to encamp, General Officers are not
to leave their Brigades until the Tents are pitched.

b. So to pitch a camp^ a caravan, etc.

1568 GRAFTON Chron. (1569) I.
4^11 King Henrie .. came

to Hounslow hethe, and there pitched his campe. 1587
FLEMING Contn. Hotinshed III. 1981/1 There they pitched
downe their campe. 1697 DRYDEN Virg. Georg. in. 540
The Youth of Rome. .pitch their sudden Camp before the

Foe. 1860 WARTER Sea-board II. 127 It was necessary to

remove the camp from the place where it was pitched.

1901 Essex Weekly News 12 Apr. 3/6 Defendant . . pitched
a caravan on the grass.

c. absgl. or itifr. To encamp.
116
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c 1440 York Myst, xiv. 4 Here in bis place wher we are

pight. 1535 COVERDALE Josh, xi. 5 All these kinges. .came,
and pitched together by y water of Meram. 1628 HOBBES
Tkncyd. (1822) 117 To choose a commodious place to pitch
in. 1800 Misc. Tracts in Asiat. Ann. Reg, 284/2 The uncle
of the Rajah, .invited us to pitch the next day on a spot
close to the palace. 1852 GROTE Greece n. Ixx. IX. 77 The
succeeding troops, coming up in the dark, pitched as they
could without any order.

5. trans. To put (anything) in a fixed or definite

place or position, so as to stand, lie, or remain

firmly or permanently; to set, fix, plant, place;
to found or set up (a building, pillar, etc.). In

pa. pple.~- set, fixed, planted, placed, situated.

13. . E, E. Allit. P. B. 477 Ho fyndez no folde her fote on
to pyche. 13. . Gaw. <v Gr. Knt. 768 A cartel. .Pyched on
a prayere, a park al aboute. 1340-70 Alex, fy Dind. 1135

pere his burnus he bad bulden of marbre A piler sadliche

i-picht, or he passe wolde. r 1410 Master of Game (MS.
Digby 182) xix, In )>e kenell shulde ben picched smale stones

ywrapped aboute with strawe of ^e houndes litter. 1513
DOLTGLAS /Eneis x. iii. 44 Ane circulet of plyabyll gold..
Abuf hys haris apon hys hed weil pycht. 1551 RECORDE
Path. Kttffwl. \. xi, Then pitch one foote of your com-

passe at the one ende of the line. 1579 SPENSER Sheph.
Cal. Dec. 134 And in my face deepe finrowes eld hath

pight. 1612 DRAYTON Poly-alb, xvi. 249 Their mightier
Empire, there, the middle English pight. 1617 COLLINS

Def. Bp. Ely n. viii. 300 A gulfe .. is pight betweene
vs & them. 1688 CLAYTON in Phil. Trans, XVII. 946
In stiff Soyl.s if the Crops be not early pitch'd,. .the Roots
never spread or shoot deeper. 1700 S. L. tr. Frykes
Voy. E. Ind. 100 The third climb'd up and pitch'd him-
self on his Head, upon the Head of the second. 1703
MOXON Meek. Exerc. 220 Take care that in pitching the

Globe into the Mandrel, that the imaginary Axis.. lye in a

straight Line with the Axis of the Mandrel. 1848 Jrnl. K.

Agric. Soc. IX. n. 553 Pitching the holes at equal distances
from the centre of the hill. 1872 BLACK Adv. Phaeton xiii,

The abrupt hill, on which the town of Brldgenorth is pitched.

1899 Daily Ne^vs 24 Apr. 4/5 Fireman S.
'

pitched
'

his

machine against the burning building, and succeeded in

bringing the woman safely to the ground.
b. spec. To set a (stone, etc.) upon end ; to set a

stone on edge for paving.
^11623 W. PEMBLE Zachary (1629) 159 Markes or Bound-

Stones should be pitcht up. 1642 J. SnUTE.SVmiAtfr Hagar
(1649) 203 Jacob taketh one of the stones that he had laid

his head upon, and pitched it up for a pillar. 1657 HOWELL
Londinop. 93 On the South side of their high street.. is

pitched upright a great stone, called London Stone. 1713
LEON i Palladia's Archit. (1742) I. 82 A range of Stones

pitch'd edge-way.

t 6- fig> T place, implant, plant, set, fix (any-

thing immaterial, one's trust, hope, desire, purpose,

thought, attention, sight, etc.) in or on some object,
or in some state. (See also 5 c.) Obs.

[c 1380 WYCLIF Wks. (1880) 307 pe rote of loue ^at shulde
be picchid in goddis lawe.] Ibid. 480 Oure bileue & hope is

picchid in be grace of iesu crist. 1398 TREVISA Barth. De
P. R. xn. Introd. (Tollem. MS.), J>ey [briddes] hauejj a
seminal vertu of kynde py?te in hem. c 1430 Hymns I'irg,

94 pou be woo; In iolite whan J>ou art pi^t. 1550 CHOWLEY
Last Trump. 151 Se that thy fayth be pitched On thy
Lord God most constantly. 1591 LYLY Endint, v, i, Pitching
his eyes fast to the ground, as though they were fixed to

the earth. 1600 FAIRFAX Tasso i. xlviii, She fled. .And left

her image in his hart ipight. a 1617 BAYNE On Eph. (1658)

Dcd., To take off the hearts, .from idle Pamphlets. .and
pitch them on the grave.. points of Religion. 1639 FULLFR
Holy War\. xxv. (1840) 287 He pitched his thoughts on the

holy war. 1688 BUNYAN Jerits. Sinner Saved (1886) 56 She
thought He pitched His innocent eyes just upon her. i8zo
L. HUNT Indicator No. 43 (1822) I. 359 Lauria.. pitching
her mind among the enjoyments of Corinth.

7. To place or lay out (wares) in a fixed place
for sale

; hence, to expose for sale in the market or

other public place.
1530 in W. H. Turner Select. Rec. Oxford (1880) 80 [They]

did., take away x semys of see fyshe. ., and pyched them in

the parishe of Saynt Mary's, and ther sette it to sale.

1553 GRIMALDE Cicero's Offices n. (1558) 83 When the sale-

staife was pight and in ye market place. 1802 Ann,
Reg. 6 All corn should be brought into the market, and
pitched, as in former times. 1861 HULME tr. Moyuin-
Tandon n. in. 165 No less than 36,487 tons of meat are

annually 'pitched' at Newgate and Leadenhall Markets.

1884 Globe 26 Sept. 7/1 At Melton Mowbray cheese fair

yesterday some 100 dozen cheese were pitched. 1886 Aitck~
land Even. Star 25 June 12/1 A good many hides were
pitched, and bidding was spirited.

t b. Pitch and pay (absol. or intr.) : ? to pay
down at once, pay ready money. Obs.

14.. Piers of Fullham 206 in Hazl. E. P. P. II. 9 Yt ys
full hard bothe to pyche and paye. *$e$Mirr.Mag.) \Var-
iwckx'w, I vsed playnnes, euer pitch and pay. 1573 TUSSER
ffvs6.(t&y9} 2ii At Norwich. . .Acitietrim : Where strangers
wel may seeme to dwel, That pitch and pay, or keepe their

day. 1599 SHAKS. Hen. V, n. iii. 51 The word is, Pitch and
pay : trust none. 1608 H. CLAPHAM Errour on Left Hand
102 But you your promise once did breake. Giue me your
hand, that you will pitch and pay.

8. intr. (or refl.} To place or locate oneself; to

take up one's abode; to take up one's position,
settle, alight. Now rare or arch. (Cf. 4 c.)

1609 BIBLE (Douay) i Mace. ix. 33 They fled into the
desert of Thecua, and they pitched by the water of the lake

Asphar. 1623 COCKERAM in, lohn de monte Regio . . made
a small iron Flyto..flye about all the roome, and returne
and pitch on his sleeue. 1692 SIR W. HOPE Fencing-Master
(ed. 2) 135 You must pitch your self to the same Guard with

your Small-sword as you do with your Broad. 1727 Philip
Quarll (1816) 57 The fowl being pitched upon the bank.

1792 BELKNAP Hist. New Hampsh.\\\. 201 The first settlers

pitched here, but the trade has long since been removed ..

about four miles further up. 1827 p. JOHNSON Ind. Field

Sports 91 An owl pitched immediately over our heads.

1900 [see PITCHING ppl.a. 3],

b. trans. To cause to alight and settle.

1765 Treat. Dom. Pigeons 106 [Certain pigeons) are ex-

ceeding good to pitch stray Pigeons that are at a loss to

find their own home.

c. refl.
and intr. To seat oneself, sit down, take

a seat. dial, or colloq.

1796 Sporting Mag. VII. 279 He. .could not carry the
amount.. for the distance of one mile without pitching.

1844 K. JESSE Scenes Country Life I. 254 The cottager's
wife will ask [him] to sit down in that hearty Devonshire

phrase,. .' Uo'y Sir, pitch yourself bringing forward a
chair.

9. trans, transf. (from i and 5). To set, plant,

fill, furnish (something) ivith things or persons
stuck or placed in or on it. t a. gen. Obs.

^1400 Destr. Troy 4056 A hundrith shippes. .Pight full of

pepull & mony prise knight. 1420 Siege Rouen vciArchaeo*

logia XXI. 62 A dyche was made, ..They pyght hyt wyth
stakes hors to perche. 1540-1 ELYOT Image Gov. (1549) 145
The daungerouse rase of auctoritee, pight full of

perils.
c 1611 CHAPMAN Iliad ix. 337 [He] Cut a dike by it, pitch'd
with pales, broad and of deep import. 1653 HOLCROFT
Procopius, Gothick Wars \. 24 Pitching the top with multi-

tude of stakes.

t b. spec. To set, stud, or adorn with gems or

the like. Obs.

13. . E. E. Allit. P. A. 217 Py$t. . Wyth whyte perle & non
o}?er genime. Ibid. 241

* O perle
'

quoth I,
'

in perlez py?t '.

Y ^1400 Morie Art/i. 212 In ever-ilk aperty pyghte with

precyous stones. 1480 CAXTON Chron. Eng. ccxli. 273
Croune of gold pyght with ryche perle and precious stones.

1513 DOUGLAS /Encis \. ix. 133 The collar picht with orient

peirlis als. a 1661 FULLER Worthies^ Northatnpt. \\. (1662)

298 He wore a gown of purple velvet, pight with pieces
of gold.

C. To pave (a road, path, or street) with stones

set on end
; orig. with pebbles or cobbles ; hence,

also, with granite
* randoms ', or with dressed and

squared
*
setts'. Also, to form a foundation for

a macadamized road with larger stones placed on

edge by hand.
c 1550 R. RicarCs Kalendar (Camden) 57 In this yere

was Kedclif strete . . new pight. 1641 J. TRAPPB Theol.
Theol. vi. 251 Hell (the pavement whereof was commonly
said to be pitcht with shavelings skuls, and great metis

crests). 1666 Act 18 $ 19 Chas. II, c. 8 18 The order
and manner of paving and pitching the Streets and Lanes.
1682 WOOD Life 31 July (O. H.S.) III. 25 In this month
. . was the highway . . pitched with peebles and hard
stone. 1717 TABOR in Phil. Trans. XXX. 554 The Sur-
face of the Clay was neatly pitch'd with small Flint and
Stones, Pointed at their lower ends, and Headed at their

upper ends. 1811 SelfInstructor 140 Paved with bricks or

pitched with pebble. 1905 Weshn. Gaz. 25 Aug. 5/3 In
addition to flagging and pitching several roads.

tlO. To 'put together'; to construct by fastening
the parts together ; pa.pple.^ compacted, knit. Obs.
c 1400 Land Troy Bk. 2720 Alle here schippis were redy

dyght And fraught with vitayles and wel pight. c 1489
CAXTON Blanchardyn xiv. 47 All thassystents. .sayde that

they neuere sawe no fayrer man of armes, nor better pyght.
1611 COTGR.

, Compacte^ compacted ; well set, knit, trust, pight,
or ioyned together.

II. To set in order, arrange, determine ; to fix

the order, position, rate, price, or pitch of.

11. trans. To set in order for fighting, to arrange

(a battle, field of battle, etc. : see BATTLE sb. it,
FIELD sb. 8 b) ;

to set in array. Obs. exc. in

PITCHED///, a. (q. v., sense 2).
a 1470 TIPTOFT Cxsar xii. (1530) 14 Cesar had ordered hys

army & pyght his felde in a conuenient place. 1513 BRAD-
SHAW St. Werburge n. 1244 The duke of Normandy. .Pight
a stronge batell. *553 UDALL Royster D. iv. vi. (Arb.) 70
If ye two bidde me, we will with him pitche a fielde. 1558
PHAER /Encid n. E Jj b, Polites . . through foes and wepons
pight, Through galeryes along doth ronne. 1590 MARLOWE
znd Pt. Tamburl. in. i, Our battle, then, in martial manner

pitch'd. (1645 T. TULLIB Siege of Carlisle (1840) 37 The
Enemie drew out some foot to peche against those in the

ditch. 1655 STANLEY Hist. Pkilos, i. (1701) 54/2 When to

wage War, and when to pitch a Field.

12. To set (one person) against another in contest

or competition ;
to pit. rare.

1801 tr. Gabriellfs Myst. Hnsb. II. 48 My tutor offered to

pitch
me against the clerk for reading, and against a neigh-

bouring farmer's son for casting accounts. 1889 Daily
News 6 Aug. 5^7 We are. .weak in comparison with the

great fleets against which we shall be pitched when the

manoeuvres commence.

f 13. To determine (something that is to be) ;
to

set, fix, settle, appoint, fix upon. Obs.

c 1557 ABP. PARKER Ps. xcvi. 272 Tel ye, I say, the Gentiles

ill This Lord his raigne hath pight. 1579 W. WILKINSON

Confnt. Familye of Loue 38 b, If they be such as.Jjy a

price pitcht they are deliuered out for. 1592 Kvp Sp. Trag.
u. iii. 37 Between us theres a price already pitcht. 1602

WARNER Alb. Eng. ix. xlvi. (1612) 216 Pluto. .and all

th
1

infernall States Did pytch a Session, to correct Remisnes
in debates. 1649 Nicholas Papers (Camden) I. 166 The
King now hath pitcht a new day for his repaire to Antwerp.

f b. intr. To come to a decision ;
to decide. Obs.

1666 MARVELL Corr. Wks. (Grosart) II. 191 Privy seals,

sealed paper,.. have been all more or lesse disputed,, .but

where we shall pitch I am not yet wise enough to tell you.
1667-8 Ibid. 240 We are yet very irresolute what way to

pitch.

c. trans. Cards. In certain games (e.g. Naf),
to select or determine (a particular suit) as trumps
by leading a card of that suit. 1890 in Cent. Diet,

*} 14. To fix, settle, or place in thought ; to deter-

mine (an existing fact) ; to ascertain, or state as

ascertained
;
to come to a conclusion about. Obs.

1610 WILLET Hexapla Dan. 294 Some pitch their beginning
at Cyrus. 1640 BP. HALL Ckr. Moder. (ed. Ward) 33/2 First

they pitch their conclusion, and then hunt about for premises
to make it good, a 1680 CHARNOCK Attrib. God (1834) I. 24
Who can pitch a time and person that originated this

notion? (11687 PETTY Pol. Arith. 26, I had. .pitch'd the
medium of Heads in all the Families of England to be 6$.

15. To set at a particular pitch or degree (high,

low, etc. ; in various metaphorical applications :

see PITCH sb.^ 22). In mod. use RORrfJ%! from
c : To set in a particular

*

key* or style of expres-

sion, feeling, etc.

16330. HERBERT Teniple,Ch.Porch\\\, Pitch thy behaviour

low, thy projects high, a 1859 L. HUNT Cainbus Khan
Poems (1860) 167 And women came with their impetuous
lords, To pitch the talk and humanize the boards. 1874
BURNANDTI/V Time xvi. 142 His conversation was pitched in

a minor key. 1893 SIR R. BALL Story ofSun 81 Our second

assumption regarding the mass of the Earth was pitched
too low,

fb. To set or fix at a price or rate. Obs. rare.

1624 CAPT. SMITH Virginia v. 199 They pitched their com-
modities at what rate they pleased, a 1623 FLETCHER Hum.
Lieut. 11. iii, What do you pitch her at ?

c. Mus. To set at a particular pitch, determine

the pitch of (a tune, the voice, an instrument) : see

PITCH sb? 23.

1674 PLAYFORD Skill Mus. i. xi. 54 That the Professorv so

pitch his Tune, as to sing in his full and natural voice.

1744-91 WESLEY Wks. (1872) VIII. 319 Choose a person or

two in each place to pitch the tune for you. 1842 TENNYSON
Edwin Morris 52

' Parson
'

said I
'

you pitch the pipe too

low '. 1887 CAROLINE HAZARD Mem. J. L, Diman vi. 123
His voice was well pitched and resonant, easily filling large

spaces.
16. intr. with on or upon: To fix upon, settle

upon, decide upon ;
to make choice of, select,

choose; ^rarely, to determine (= 13 or 14); in

mod. use, to select more or less casually, without

deliberation ;
to let one's choice fall upon.

1628 PRYNNE Cens. Cozens 62, I shall onely pitch vpon
these ensuing passages. 1650 HOWELL Giraffis Rev. Naples
i. 84 Who shall delay the accomplishment of that which is

already pitch'd upon. 1674 ALLEN Danger Entlnis. 86 The
way and method which God pitcht upon. 0:1687 PETTY
Pol. Arith. 23, I pitch upon 88 thousand to be the number
of Housing Anno 1686. 1710 HEARNE Collect. (O. H. S.)

III. 86 The Lecturer to be pitch'd upon every 3'' year by y
Warden & five Seniors. 1791

' G. GAMBADO ' A tin, Hort,e>it.

iv. (1809) 84, I pitched upon one that I thought would suit

me. 1836 W. IRVING Astoria I. 169 The place which he

pitched upon for his trading post. 1858 J. H. NEWMAN
Hist. Sk. (1873) III. iv. ix. 411 If one holy place was

desecrated, the monks pitched upon another.

III. To cast or throw in particular ways.
17. trans. To cast, throw, or fling forward ; to

hurl (a javelin, spear, or bar, or a person head-

long ;
to throw anything flat with retention of its

horizontal position) ; to throw (a thing) underhand

so that it may fall and rest on a particular spot.
Also absol.

To pitch the bar: to throw a heavy bar as a form of

athletic exercise or contest. To pitch (a person) over the

bar\ fig. (colloq.) to deprive of the status of a barrister, to

disbar (cf. BAR sb. 1
24).

1:1386 CHAUCER Knt.'s T. 1831 His hors. .leepe aside, and
foundred as he leepe And er that Arcite may taken keepe
He pighte hym on the pomel of his heed, c 1400 Destr.

Troy 8258 Achilles.. Grippet to a grete speire with a grym
wille; Pight on the prinse, persit hiswede. 1579 W.WILKIN-
SON Confnt. Familye of Lone 41 b, The other doth pitch
down hedlong both body and soule into euerlasting tor-

ments. 1593 CHBTTLE Kinde-harts Dr. Gj, One .. that ..

was not long since disgraded of his place by pitching ouer

the Barre. 1600, 1715 [see BAR sb. 1

2], 1719 D'URFKY Pills

III. 253, I .. can .. Pitch-Bar, and run and wrestle too.

1796 MORSE Arxer.Geog. 1. 612 So steep that you may pitch
a biscuit from its summit into the river which washes its base.

1802 PALEY Nat. Theol. i. (1819) i In crossing a heath, sup-

pose I pitched my foot against a stone, and were asked how
the stone came to be there. 1814 SCOTT Ld. of Isles vi.

xiii, As far as one might pitch a lance. 1836 LADY W. DE

ERESBY in C. A". Sharpens Corr. (1888) II. 495 Mrs Villiers,

in galloping to cover tlie other day. .was pitched off. 1885

Spectator 25 July 971/2 He was within an ace of pitching

himself headforemost into the wildest of the gorges.

b. To throw (sheaves, hay, etc.) with a pitch-

fork
; esp. on to a cart or stack in homing or

inning the crop. Often absol.

1393 LANGL. P. PL C. vi. 13 Canstow seruen . . o|>er syngen
in acliurche, O[>er coke for mycokers oj>er to becartpicche,

..o(?er make bond to sheues? 1550 CROWLEY Epigr. 131 Or

pitcheth vp the sheues from the carte to the mowe. 1610

B. JONSON Alch. n. iii, O, I look'd for this. The hay is a

pitching. 1763 Ann. Keg. 170/1 Beddingfield. .had pitched
a load of wheat. 1904 H. BLACK Pract. Self-Culture ii. 49
He [could] pitch hay with the haymakers in the pasture.

O. In Base-ball or other games ; To deliver or

serve (the ball) to the batter. (Formerly also in

Cricket \ now to bowl: see BOWL v.1 4, 5.) In

various games, to throw a flat object towards a

mark, or so as to fall in or near a definite place.

Also absol,

*773 Gentl. Mag. XLIII. 568 For honest Lumpey did

allow He ne'er could pitch but o'er a brow. 1803 Laws of
Cricket 7 The ball, which the bowler.. shall have pitched
in a straight line to the wicket. Mod. The player that

pitches his coin nearest to the mark has the first toss.



PITCH.

d. slang. To utter, tell.

1867 London Herald IT, Mar. 222/2 (Farmer), If he had had
the sense to. .pitch them a tale, he might have got off. 1878
WRIGHT Mental Trav. 14 They inspected from his pitch-
ing such stories, he must surely be a rogue and vagabond.
18. intr. for pass. To fall headlong heavily, to

land on one's head, or strike forcibly against some-

thing, by being thrown.

1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 673 po he was iflowe an hei, & ne

cowjje not aliste ; Adoun mid so gret eir to ben erbe he vel

& pt}te, pat al to peces he to rod [MS. B. rof]. 13. . Gain.
y Gr. Knt. 1456 Schalkez. .Haled to hym of her arewez,
bitten hym oft ; Hot J>e poyntez payred at be pyth bat py^t
in his scheldez. 1596 STENSER /''. (?. v. viii. 8 In his fall mis-
fortune him mistooke; For on his head unhappily he pight.
1700 DRYDEN Pal. ty Arc. in. 703 Forward he flew, and
pitching on his head, He quiver 'd with his feet, and lay for

dead. 1796 MORSE Amer. Geog. I. 480 A large pine has
been seen. .to pitch over endwise. 1857-8 SEARS Atltan.
iv. 30 Columbus had to argue.. that, when he came upon
this side of the world he would not be in danger of pitching
off into nowhere.

19. f & tram. Of a ship : To plunge (her head)
downwards into the water, instead of rising with
the wave. 06s. [Has affinities with IV.]
16*7 CAPT. SMITH Seaman's Grant, ii. 4 If she haue not a

full Bow, it will make her pitch her head much into the Sea.
Ibid. 10.

b. intr. Of a ship : To plunge with the head
into the trough of the sea

; hence (as this is fol-

lowed by the head rising or 'scending' on the
crest of a wave), to rise and fall alternately at bow
and stern; to plunge in a longitudinal direction

(as distinguished from rolling),
a 1687 PETTY Treat. Naval Pkilos. i. iii, What makes her

gitch

and scend too much. 1748 Ansoits yoy. n,
y. 175 The

loop, .rolled and pitched so violently, that it was impossible
for a boat to lay a long-side of her. 1840 R. H. DANA Be/.
Mast xxxv. 132 The ship works hard, groaning and creaking,
and pitching into a heavy head-sea. 1867 SMYTH Sailors
Word-bk., Send, to, to rise after pitching heavily and
suddenly beween two waves, or out of the trough of the sea.

o. trans, with adv. or extension : To cast (away,
overboard, etc.) by this movement. (A mixture of
senses 17 and 19.)
1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl. s. v., When a ship falls with her

head too much into the sea, or beats against it so as to

endanger her top-masts, they say, she will pitch her mast*
by the board. 1811 PfavalChron. XXV. 27 Having pitched
her bowsprit and foremast away. 1885 RUNCIMAN Skippers
$! Sh. 17 Which threatened to pitch the masts out of her.

d. intr. Of a person or animal : To plunge
forward like a pitching ship. (Cf. to LURCH.)
1849 THACKERAY Pendennis Ix, When I begin to talk too

much., when I begin to pitch, I authorize you. .to put away
the brandy-bottle. 1851 MRS. STOWE Uncle Tom's C. vii,

Whistling to the lumbering Newfoundland, who came pitch-
ing tumuTtuously toward them. 1863 COWDES CLARKE Shaks.
Char. xx. 508 The only time he. .ventures at a reason for
what he says, he flounders and pitches headlong.

e. (See quot.1 U.S.
1883 HALLOCK Sportsman's Gaz. Gloss., Pitch, v. i., to

buck, to jump from the ground with the legs bunched
together, as a mustang or mule.

IV. 20. intr. To incline or slope forwards and
downwards ; to dip. Now only in Mining, said

of a vein of ore, or other stratum.
1519 [see PITCHING ppl. a. i]. 1719 STRACHEY in Phil. Trans.
XXX. 969 It riseth to the North West, and pitcheth to the
South East. 1877 RAYMOND Statist. Mines % Mining 162
The vein, .increases in width with depth and pitches 36
east.

b. intr. To subside or settle down, as a swell-

ing or loose soil ; fig. to fall off, lose flesh, dial.

1794 T. DAVIS Agric. Wilts. 36 The ewes shrink their milk,
the lambs '

pitch and get stunted ', and the best summer
food will not recover them. Ibid. 37 The rule is to give it

[the meadow] a '

thorough good soaking
'

at first,, .to make
the land sink and pitch close together. 1850 Jrnl. R. Agric.
Sac. XI. IL 679 When they [sheep] are first put into turnips
they lose ground, or pitch, as it is called, for two months m
the autumn, and are slow in regaining it afterwards.

V. Technical senses.

21. Meek, trans, and intr. To fit into, interlock,

engage (as one cog-wheel with another).
<i 1668 DAVENANT flay House to Let Wks. (1673) 91 But

his fingers are pitcht together. 1792 Specif. Kelly's Patent
No. 1879. 5 The pinion P pitches into and turns the wheel
A'. 1825 [see PITCHING vbl.sb.1

9].

22. Brewing. To add the yeast to wort for the

purpose of inducing fermentation.
1846 J. Baxter's Libr. Pract. Agric. I. 136 Pitching or

Setting. This term is applied to the mixing the yeast with
the wort, after it has been cooled. 1875 Ure's Diet. Arts
I. 316 The heat is at this time generally 75, if it was pitched
at 65

3
; for the heat and the attenuation go hand in hand.

VI. with adv. or prep.
23. a. Pitch in : to set to work vigorously.

alloy, (chiefly U.S.}.
1847-78 HALLIWELL s. v., Pitch in, to set to work ; to beat

or thrash a person. 1896 Harper's Mag. XCII. 766/2
They subsequently did pitch in, however, and fought well.

1897 KIPLING Captains Courageous ix, He's paid me half
now ; and I took hold with Dan and pitched right in. I

can't do a man's work yet.

b. Pitch into : to attack or assail forcibly (with
blows, etc., or with words) ; to reprimand, colloq.
1:1843 DK QIMNCF.Y Ceylon Wks. 1859 XII. 16 Both

Jmonarchs] pitched into us in 1803, and we pitched into both
in 1815. 1852 DICKENS Bleak Ho. xx, If any man had told

me, then,..l should have pitched into him. 1863 FKELMAS

915

I
in W. R. W. Stephens Life (1895) I. v. 287, I shall have to

pitch into him a great deal more in my second volume. 1885
G. ALLEN Babylon \\

t You sit down..and pitch into those
sandwiches.

VII. 24. The verb stem in comb, forming s6s.
t

in names of games in which coins or other objects
are pitched or thrown at a mark or into a hole or

'

vessel ; as pitch-and-chuck (cf. CHUCK-FARTHING),
pitch-and-httstle (cf. HUSTLE-CAP), pitch-button,

pitch-halfpenny^ pitch-in -the-hole, pitch -in-the-tub ;

see also PlTCH-AMD-T088f PITCH-FARTHING.
1749 W. ELLIS Shepherds C. 199 Others.. go shooting of

Birds, or play at Bandy-wicket, *Pitch and Chuck, Hooper's
Hide. 1688 R. HOLMK Armoury in. xvi. (Roxb.) 82/1 *Pich
and Hussle. 1764 Low Life (ed. 3) 46 Narrow Alleys filled

! with Boys playing at Marbles, Pitch and Hussle. 1801
STRUTT Sports <y Past. in. viii. 15 Pitch and Hustle.. a

22 Jan. 9/1 The young ladies for the most part seemed to be
in the '*pitch-in-the-tub

'

branch of the profession.
[Note. The form of this verb, and the fact that it has the

collateral form PICK v.~ (chiefly, but not entirely, northern),
naturally suggests some etymological connexion with PICK T'.

1

(OE. ptcian or fician). To this, in sense also, it stood

originally in somewhat of a causal relation : pick to pierce
or penetrate (with something pointed), fitch to cause to

penetrate, to stick (something pointed) in. But no satis-

factory explanation of *picccan as a causal derivative of

pfcian or pician appears. And although the form pick
appears in both verbs, they are formally distinct, in that
PICK v.1 occurs with short and long /, but only with k,
never -fc/i t while PITCH occurs both with -tck and -Xr, but
never with long /. They are al.so quite distinct dialectally ;

dialects which use PICK v? for pitch, use //<.' for PICK z/.
1
]

Pitch (pit/), v.'2- Forms: I (se)pician, 3-4
piche(n,4picche, 5-6pyche, pytch(e, 6- pitch.

. northern. 3 pike, 4 pik, 5-6 pycke, 5-7 picke,
6- pick. [OE. (ge}piaan t

f.
pic^

PITCH sb.^\
trans. To cover, coat, or smear with pitch ; lo

mark or brand (a sheep, etc.) with pitch ; to soil

or stain with pitch.
c 1000 Sax. Leechd, II. 26 Jedo on waster .xxx. nihta on

sen tie croccan f>onebe sie ^epicod utan. cizqoSt. Brandan
97 in S. Eng. Leg. I. 222, & sibfje ipiched a! atjoute bat be
water ne come. 1398 TREVISA Barth. De P. R, xvn. cxxiii.

(Tollem. MS.,1

, pe ton is calde schippe picche, for schippes
beb pichid [1495 pytchedj berwib. 1496Naval Ace. Hen. vll
176, xj barelfes peche to pyche the said shipp. t 1577 I!.

fjQQG&ffergsoaen$tfu$&. in. (1586) isob, Let him pitch euery
sowe and her pigs with a seuerall marke. 1687 A. LOVELL
tr. Tkevenofs Trav. i. no Without it you would pitch all

your cloatlis. 1716 HEARSE Collect. (O. H. S.) V. 2(0 Theire

Money was brought thither in Barrells, pitch'd up. 1817
BENXET in Parl. Deb. 1861 The deponent declared, that he
had seen men pitched and tarred, and hunted through the

streets, on whom torture was afterwards inflicted.

6. c 1300 Hfwelok 707 He dede it tere, an ful wel pike,
That it ne doutede sond ne krike. 13.. Cursor M. 5615
(Cott.) An esscen kyst sco did be wroght, Did pik it sua
wit-oute and in. a 141x1-50 Alexander 4208 A

barg_e ..

dra;en ouer with hidis, Pared & parreld at his pay pickid &
taloghid. 1450-1530 Myrr. onr Ladye 109 The shyppe of
Noe was soo well pycked. 1611 COTGR., Brayervn navire,
to g_raue, picke, or pitch, a Ship. 17. . Sir Patrick Spcns
xxiii. in Child Ballads HI. (1885) 28/2 Ye'll pict her well,
and spare her not, And mak her hale and soun.

b. Jig. To make ( as dark as pitch
'

; to envelop
in pitchy darkness.

1664 DRVDEN Rival Ladies n. i, O call that night again ;

Pitch her with all her darkness round, a 1700 On Death
ofAmyntas 6 But soon he found The welkin pitched with
sullen clouds around.

Pi'tchable, a. rare. [f. PITCH z>.* + -ABLE.]
That may be pitched ;

in quot. = FITCHE.

1486 Bk. St. Albans, Her. C iij b, A cros flurri fixabull

. .in iij. of his endys he is florishyng and in the foote pich-
abull or fixabull.

Pitch-and-chuck, Pitch-and-hustle : see

PITCH z/. 1 24.

Fi'tch-and-to'SS. [From name of the two

actions.] A game of combined skill and chance.
Each player pitches a coin at a mark ; the one whose coin

lies nearest to the mark then tosses all the coins and keeps
those that turn up

' head
'

; the one whose coin lay next in

order does the same with the remaining ones, and so on till

all the coins are disposed of.

1810 SIR A. BOSWELL Edinburgh Poems (1871) 54 The
germ of Gambling sprouts in pitch and. toss. 1844 DICKENS
Christmas Carol iii, They are good for anything from pitch-
and*toss to man-slaughter. 1890 Times 16 Sept, 10/4 The
charges before the magistrate.. playing pitch and toss with

pence in the streets.

b. transf. and_/?^. (In first quot. a pun.)
a 1845 HOOD Sea-spell iv, The bounding pinnace played a

game Of dreary pitch and toss, A game that, on the good
dry land, Is apt to bring a loss. 1866 GEO. ELIOT /''. Holt
xix, Brummagem half-pennies, scamps who want to play
pitch-and-toss with the property of the country. 1893
Westm. Gas. \ Mar. 2/3 This is one of the pitch-and-toss
points from his speech as reported in to-day's Times.
Hence Pitch and toss vbl. phr.^ intr. to play at

pitch-and-toss ; trans, to pitch or throw about as

if at this game ; Pitcher and tosser sb.phr.^ one
who pitches and tosses.

1849 S. _BAMFORD Early Days (1859) 169 There's a deal o
1

sin committed thereabeawts ; pitchin
1

an' tossin', an' drinkin',
an' beawlin', i' Summer time. i88a Miss BRADDON Mt,
Royal I. ii. 67 No scattered sheets of music no fancy-work
pitch-and-tossed about the room. 1883 G. H. BOUGH ros

PITCHED.
in Harper's Mag. Apr. 692/1 The pitchers and tossers allow-

for you and a rational amount of headway.

Pitch-back, a. [f. PITCH so.- or v.l + BACK
adv."] In pitch-back wheel, a variety of breast-

wheel in which the water is admitted much higher
than the axle so as to have a backward pitch or

direction OP. the wheel.
1858 SIMMONLJS Diet. Trade, Pilch-back Wheel, a kind of

wheel used in a mill, propelled by water.

Pitch-ball, -black, etc. : see PITCH rf.i 5.

t Pitch-battle. Obs. A pitched battle: cf.

PITCH-FIELD.
1797 Sporting Mag. IX. 313 Brou^hton having fought

sixteen pitch battles, fifteen of which he won.

Fitch-blende (pi-tfiblend). Klin. [ad. Ger.

pechblende (Cronstedt, 1758), f. pcch PITCH j*.l;

see BLENDE.] Native oxide of uranium, found in

blackish pitch-like masses, more rarely crystalline ;

also called UIUNINITE.
1770 tr. Cronstcdts Mill. 217 PeclMende or Pitch filcntlc

of the Germans. 1794 HUTCHINSON Hist. Cunibld. I. Cntftl.
l''ossils 52/1 Peche blende, of a glassy shining surface, often

crystallized in irregular pyramids. 1814 AIKIN Min. 296
Pitch Illende. 1861 H. W. BKISTOIV Gloss. Min. 296 Pitch-
blende is distinguished from brownblende by colour. 1898
Daily Chron. 8 Oct. 3/4 Pitchblende, .possesses the property
of emitting the rays, or form of energy, known as the

Uecquerel rays. 1904 lliid. 6 Jan. 5/7 Mine. Curie.. dis-

covered radium in the residue left after uranium had been
extracted from 'pitch-blend', or uranium ore.

Pitch-block: see PITCH sb.- 26.

Pitch-board 1
, [f. PITCH sl>* VI + BOARD

s/>.] A thin wooden board used as a guide in stair-

building, cut to the shape of a right-angled tri-

angle, with the base equal to the breadth of tread
of the step, and the perpendicular equal to its

height, the hypotenuse thus indicating the pitch.
Ifj8ncycl. Brit. (ed. 2) I. 618/1 Plate xxxvin. .Fig. 2.

Exhibits the pitch-board, to shew what part of the step
the twisted part of the rail contains. 1825 J. NICHOLSON

Ofcrat. Mechanic 6co The pitch-board, is a right-angled
triangular board made to the rise and tread of the step, one
side forming the right angle of the width of the tread.

t Pi'teh-board 2. Obs. rare- 1
,

[f.
PITCH sf'. 1

+ BOARD sb.] ? A fanciful name for a ship. (Cf.
BOARD sb. 13.)

J599 NASHE Lenten Stiiffe 29 To post after him, and
scoure it with their Kthiope pitchbordes till they be wind-
lesse in his quest and pursuing.

Pitch-boat, -boilery, etc. : see PITCH sd.'1 5.

Pi'tch-brand. [f.
PITCH rf.i + BRAND sb.']

A brand or mark of ownership made with pitch

upon a sheep, etc. ; also fig., a distinctive evil

mark or characteristic. So Fitch-branded a.

1631 J. BURGES Ansiu. Rejoined, La-.u/ulnens ofKneeling
21 Hee that beside a pilch-brande, doth raddle the heads
of his fat sheepe. a 1656 Bp. HALL Kctn. H'/ss. (1660) 234
David makes this the pitch-brand (as it were) of wicked
wretches, 'they call not upon God'. 1805 LUCCOCK Nat.

/K(?t7/^i8 Instead of the common pitch-brand a permanent
mark is fixed upon the ear of the sheep. 1593 G. HARVEY
/'ierce's ^ itper. Wks. (Grosart) II. 317 Is'otable men in their

kinde, but pitch-branded with notorious dissimulation.

Pitch-button : see PITCH v^ 24.

Pi'tch-cap, sb. [f.
PITCH rf.i + CAP sW~\ a.

A cap lined with pitch, used as an instrument of

torture by the soldiery during the Irish rebellion of

1798. b. Aled. A kind of plaster containing pitch,

formerly used as a depilatory for the scalp in cases

of favus (Syd. Soc. Lex.
).

1589 RIDER fiibl. 6Y//0/. 1093 A pitche cappe made to
take away the hair from scabbed heads, depilatoriitm,
psilothrutn. 1803 E. HAY Insurr. Wexf. 181 They cer-

tainly were the introducers of pitch-cap torture into the

county of Wexford [in 1798], 1842 R. R. MADDEN United
Irishmen I. xi. 337 The numbers tied up to the triangles
and tortured with the scourge, or tormented with the pilch-

caps, .in the year 1798. 1887 H. D. TKAILL in Macm. Mag.
July 175 Why should anybody go out of his way to fit such
a pitch-cap as that on his head ?

Hence Pitch-cap v. trans., to torture with a

pitch-cap.
1864 SALA in Daily Tel. 14 Nov., The ignorant and

deluded peasants who were tarred, pitchcapped, singed, and
flogged until their entrails fell out.

Pitch-chain, -diameter : see PITCH s6.- 26.

t Pi-tchcock, corruption of SPITCHCOCK. Obs.

1747 MRS. GLASSE Art of Cookery ix. 92 To Pitchcock
Eels. You must split a large Eel down the Back, and joint
the Bones, cut it into two or three Pieces, . .and broil them
of a fine Brown. 1773 Chron. in Ann. Reg. 96/2 The dinner
was soup, jack, perch, and eel pitchcockt, fowls, [etc.].

Pitch-dark: see PITCH sb. 1
5.

Pitched (pitjt), t pight (psit), ///. a.i [Pa.

pple. of PITCH v\ q. v. The form pight (in senses

1,2) has been obs. since ci6oo.]
1 1. Fixed in the ground, staked ; set in any-

thing ; adorned or set with jewels. Obs.
a. 13.. E. E. Allit. P. A. 207 A py?t coronne ?et wer

l>at gyrle. 1584 in Descr. Thames (1758) 63 Rowte Wears,
Pight Wears, Foot Wears.

/S. 1615 BRATHWAIT Strappado (1878) 46 Tyed was she
fust vnto a pitched stake.

2. Set in orderly array for fighting : said of a

battle which has been planned and of which the

ground has been chosen beforehand ;
a regular
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battle as distinguished from a skirmish or casual

encounter ; also pitchedjlcU.
< . 1549-62 STERNHOLD & H. Ps. xxvii. 3 In hattell pu;h^"*

if they will try I trust in God for nycie. 1596 Hi*. W.
BARLOW Three Serm. ii. 85 The soldier which neuer saw a

pight field. 1607 HIERON Wks. I. 412 Fitly is the life of
man compared vnto a pight battell. 1631 WKKVER Anc.
Fun. Man. 832 The martiall prowesse of this Earle in the

pight field.

ft. 1568 GRAKTON Chron. II. 5031*0 the entent to giue him
battaile in a pitched field, and so to make a finall ende of
his intended conquest. 1634 PEACHAM Contpl. Gent. (tt'tle-f>.),

A Description of the order of a Maine Battaile or Pitched
Field, a 1653 GOUGE Cotnm. Heh, xi. 32 David was never

put to flight in any pitcht-battle. 1830 SCOTT Demonol. x.

396 That magic flag, which has been victorious in two

pitched fields. 1867 FREEMAN Norm. Cony. I. ii. 47 In
this year ., nine pitched battles .. were fought with the
heathens.

3. Paved with stones set in place, whether cobbles,

granite
* randoms' or '

setts : see PITCH v.\ 9C.
1611 CORVAT Crudities 23 A plaine pitched walke, sub die^

that is, under the open ayre. 1696 Lond. Gaz. No. 3175/4
To be Let a good large Inn, . .with a larcre pitch'd Court.
c 1830 Pract. Treat. Roads 8 (Libr. Usef^Kn., Husb. Ill),

One party contending that a pitched foundation is necessary
to make a substantial and good road. 1890 Dally News
16 May 7/1 Maintenance.. of footways at the sides of main
roads .. whether such footways were flagged, pitched,

asphalted, gravelled, or otherwise constructed, as well as of

pitched crossings over those roads.

f4. fig. Set or fixed (mentally); determined,
resolved. Qbs. rare.

1605 SHAKS. Lear \\. i. 67 When I disswaded him from his

intent, And found him pight to doe it. 1642 H. MoREvSV^
of Spnl\\. iii. in. Ixxiii, My pitched end Was for to prove
the immortality Of humane souls.

5. Said of a market where the goods are pitched
in bulk (PITCH v. 1

7), not sold by sample.
1813 T. DAVIS Agric. Wilts. Gloss., Pitched Market,

where the corn is exposed for sale as in Salisbury, Devizes,
and Warminster, and not sold by sample.
6. Thrown in order to fall on a particular place,

delivered. (Also with adverbs.)
1903 Wcstm. Gaz. 8 May 3/2 One disastrous bump, baffling

all calculation, that may happen to it off a pitched-up
shot. 1904 Daily Chi on. 12 May 7/3 Both batsmen scored

fairly regularly in front of the wicket by driving any over-

pitched ball.

7. [partly f. PITCH s&.*] With defining word:

Having a pitch of specified kind or magnitude
(high, low, etc.): see HIGH-PITCHED, LOW-PITCHED.
a. Of a roof or building, or of a plough (PITCH
sb2 21, 240 and e).

16x5 G. SANDYS Trav. 119 Yet are the roofes high pitcht.
1793 Trans. Soc. Arts (ed. 2) IV. 8 A small deep-pitched,
double-breasted plough. 1902 Daily Chron. 29 Oct. 7/1
The open lofty-pitched oak roof.

b. Having a specified musical pitch (sir.- 23).
1622-1898 [see LOW-PITCHED i]. 1748 [see HIGH-PITCHED i].

1880 VERN. LEE Stud. Italy iv. iii. 169 A natural law of
music makes the highest pitched voice invariably the most
important.

Pitched (pitjt), ///. a? Also St. 5 pykked, 6

pikit. [f. PITCH z>.- + -ED *.] Smeared, covered,
saturated, or otherwise treated with pitch.
c 1420 Pallad. on Husb. m. 800 Into a pieced [v. r. pitched]

potte he wol hem glene. 1600 NASHE Summers Last Will
in Hazl. Dodsley VIII. 46 Their gargansms, clysters, and
pitch'd-cloths. 1634 W. WOOD New Eng. Prosfi. (1865) 56
A long coarse coate, to keepe better things from the pitched
ropes and plankes. 1875 MERIVAUE Gen. Hist. Rome Hx.

(1877) 472 He condemned them to be burnt, wrapped in

pitched cloth, in his own gardens.
ft. 1483 Cath. Angl. 278/1 Pykked, biiuminatus. 1513

DOUGLAS SEneis vm. ii. 54 The pikit bargis of fyr fast can
thring.

Pitcher 1
(pi'tjaj). Forms: a. 3-5 picher,

4-6 pycher, (4 -ere), 5-6 pychar, (5 -are),

(6 pitchaer, pytcher, pitchard), 6- pitcher ;

0. 4-5 pecher, 5 -ir, 5-6 Sc, -ar. [ME./wr/wr,
pecker^ a. OF. pichier (lathe.), picier, pechiert

picher (mod.F. picket',
dial, picker ^ pichiert petiert

Gascon pichey, Valencian pitxery
It. picchiere) :

pop.L. type */iVran-/w, in med.L. /zVn/'/z/;;/, bicd-

rium : see BEAKER. From L. also QftG. pecharij

pehkar, behhari drinking-cup (Ger. becher) t whence

app. It. pe'cckero^
1. A large vessel usually of earthenware, with

a handle (or two ears) and usually a lip, for hold-

ing and pouring out liquids ;
a jug; a jug-shaped

or vase-shaped vessel.

in some localities a milk -jug; m U. S. applied to a bedroom
jug or ewer ; in Scotland often to a large earthenware jar
with two ears, in which drinking-water is kept; in some
districts of Scotl. to a vessel of tinned iron, as a milk can.
c 1290 .5". Eng. Leg. I. 427/247 For a lof and a picher wyn :

Mi wyf me sende ech day. 1303 R. BRUNNK Handl. Synne
10748 She ofTVed for hym to pe auter, Ful of wyne, a pecher.
CX43O Two Cookery-bks. 39 Fulle bi Pechir of bin farsure.

c 1440 Partonope 3857 A pycher he had full of water. 1470
Burgh Rec. Prestwick 7 May (Maitl. CI.) 17 A cop of quhat
pechar he plessis. 1514 BARCLAY Cyt. 4- Uplondyshm.
(Percy Soc.) 14 None can a pytcher tourne to a sylver pece.

'533 MORE Apol. 167 Wyth some propleme pulled out of a

peny pycher. 1535 COVERDALE i Kings xvii. 14 The meell

in the pitcher shall not be spent, the oylc in y* cruse

shall not fayll. 1543 ULJALL Erasm, Afofh, 49 As for a

pitchaer, euery bodye .nay . , selte . . in the open strete. 1598
FLORID, Pitero^ an earthen pot or potsheard or p^itchard.
1608-9 MIDDLETON Widow v. i. 139 Broken cruises and
pitchers without ears. 1784 COWPEH Task iv. 775 There the

pitcher stands A fragment, and the spoutless teapot there.

1888 Miss BRADDON Fatal Three \. v, Quaintly-shaped
pitchers of bright colours were ranged on china brackets

along the walls. local. 1879 Miss JACKSON Shropsft.
Word~bk. 327 Pitchers, earthenware vessels of the finer

kinds, common china included. 1886 ELWORTHY W. Somerset
Word-bk. s. v., The pitcher is always made of coarse brown
earthenware (cloam). If of finer ware, or china, it is a jug.
1897 FLANDRAU Harvard Episodes 182 The orator calms

! himself with ice-water from the bedroom pitcher.
b. Prov. Pitchers have ears (with pun on EAR

sbJ- 3 and 8) : i. e. beware, there may be persons
listening or overhearing: in the form little pitchers
have wide or long ears (etc.) said in reference to

children. The pitcher goes often to the well, but is

broken at last (etc.) : said of a long-continued
course of success (or impunity), ending at length
in failure ^or punishment).

I54(5 J. HEVWOOD Prov. (1867) 53 Aucyd your children,
small pitchers haue wide eares. 1591 GREENE Art Conny
Catch, n. (1592) 15 Yet at last so long the pitcher goeth to
the brooke, that it commeth broken home. 1596 SHAKS.
Tain. Shr. iv. iv. 52 Not in my house Lucent io, for you
know Pitchers haue eares, and I haue manie seruants. 1826
SCOTT Woodst. xxii, The pitcher goes oft to the well. 1883
Pall Mali G. 3 Oct. 3/2 The pitcher, however, has gone
once too often to the well, and yesterday, .the panorama
caught fire in earnest, and was reduced to ashes. 1886
Miss TYTLER Buried Diamonds xiii, Surely Miss Gray,
knowing that little pitchers have ears, would have corrected
the mistake.

2. Bot. A leaf, or a part of one, modified into

the form of a pitcher (see PITCHER-PLANT) : =
ASCIDIUM 2. (In qnot. 1797, a part of a petal.)
1797 tr. Linnseus* Fain. P/ants I. 381 Petals, .gibbous

without a base, excavated within into a pitcher. 1845 R.
CHAMBERS Vestiges (ed. 4) 201 The pitcher, as this is called,
is not a new organ, but simply the metamorphosis of a leaf.

1857 HENFREY Bot. 101 Pitchers (ascidia) are structures
of the form indicated by their name, produced by peculiar
modes of development of the petiole, the blade, or of both

together. 1875 DAKWIN Inscctiv. PL vi. 97 The pitchers of

Nepenthes possess extraordinary power of digestion.

3. attrib. and Comb., as pitcher-like^ -shaped
adjs. ; f pitcher-man, a man addicted to drinking,
a toper ; f pitcher-meat, potable food, drink;

pitcher-mould, a terra-cotta mould in which the

bodies of earthenware pitchers or other vessels

were formerly made ; so pitcher-moulding, the

operation of casting in a pitcher-mould ; pitcher-
nose (see quot.) ; t pitcher-praise, ? compliment
by drinking one's health; t pitcher-souled a.

y

stupid, stolid ; pitcher-vase, a vase of the form
of a pitcher. See also PITCHER-HOTSE, -PLANT.
1830 Miss MITFORD Village Ser. iv. (1863) 314 A ^pitcher-

like cream jug. 1861 BENTLEY Man. Bot, 480 The order

[Marcgraz'iacex] is
chiefly interesting

for the curious pitcher-
likebractswhichsome oftheir genera exhibit. ifij^MoTTEUX
Rabelais iv. i, The Travellers were all honest Topers, true
*Pitcher-men. 1738 Poor Robin (N.), Boon blades, true

pitcher-men. 1551 ASCHAM Let. to . Raven, 14 May, Wks.
(1815) 366 The best physician in the world, because he gives
him *pitcher-meat enough. 1884 KNIGHT Diet. Mech.
Supp.,

*Pitcher Nose, said of a faucet with a bent down
lip.

1654 GAYTON Pleas. Notes iv. v. 195 So Don Diego Garcia
of Par-edes, Hath *

Pitcher-praise, and double health his

meed-is. 1830 LINDLEY Nat. Syst. Bot. 155 ^Pitcher-shaped
leaves. 11739 JARVIS Qitix. n. in. xv, He looks like a

*pitcher-iouled fellow \alma de cdntaro}.

Pitcher -
(pi'tfa-i). [f. PITCH v + -EB *.]

I. One who pitches.
1. a. Harvesting. One who pitches the hay or

sheaves to the loader on a cart, wagon, or rick.

a 172* LISLE Husb. (1752) 217 It is good husbandry to

have two pitchers to one loader in the field. 1840 Tait's

Mag. VII. 513 What loads that tall pitcher is lifting to the

waggon-top ! a 1847 ELIZA COOK Seng of Haymakers i,

The pitchers, and rakers, and merry haymakers.
b. In various industries,A workman who pitches,

sets, or places something : see quots.
1865 J, T. F. TURNER Slate Quarries 15 The finished

slates are then taken by the '

pitchers ', and carried . . to the

show-yard. There they count and pitch them. 1883 GKES-
LEY Gloss. Coal-mining^ Pitchers^., loaders in the pit, and
men who take up and relay the rails in the workings and
long-wall faces. 1891 Scott. Leader 21 Jan. 4 [A man]
employed as a stone pitcher at Camphill Water Works.

O. A street vendor who pitches a stall at a definite

place or occupies a i

pitch': cf. PITCH j^.2 u.
1896 C. BOOTH Li/eff Labour o/People VII. in. ii. 261 The

pitcher.. transforms his barrow, which on its way through
the streets has displayed nothing but boxes and loose boards,
into a full-blown market stall, while the barrow of the coster

is so arranged as to display its stock at all times. 1896

Daify News 21 Nov. 5/1 He claimed to be a *

coster
',
but

if he is anything he is a '

pitcher '.

2. A player who pitches or delivers a ball, etc.,

in various games; esp. in Baseball, the player
that stands in the space called the pitcher's box,
near the centre of the diamond, and pitches or

delivers the ball to the batter.

1870 EMERSON Misc. Papers, Plutarch Wks. (ttohn) III.

347 They are like the baseball players, to whom the pitcher,
the bat, the catcher, and the scout are equally important.
1872 Roiitlcdge's Ev. Boy's Ann. 604 The object of the

pitcher is to get the ball in the hole. 1885 E. L. DIDIER in

Harder s Mag. Apr. 722/2 He was one of the most famous

pitchers in Virginia, and always used the heaviest quoits.

1902 R. CONNOR Sky Pilot iv, In the pitcher's box he

puzzled the Porcupines till they grew desperate.
II. Something pitched, or used ior pitching.

3. An iron bar for making holes in the ground,
as for setting stakes or hop-poles : =- PITCH $b2 7 a.

1707 MORTIMER Husb. (1721) I. 199 A Frame of six Poles
let into the Ground with an Iron Pitcher or Crow. 1848
yrnl. R. Agric. Soc. IX. n. 553 The hole previously made
by an iron bar, called a hop-pitcher.
4. local. A cutting, rod, or stake planted in the

ground in order to take root
; cf. PITCH sb* 7 b.

e. J;. A bough or rod of willow, poplar, or elder, so planted,
esp. in making a hedge (South of Eng.} a cutting of an

apple-tree set in the ground, or a tree grown from such a
cutting (IV. Eng.^ Pembr.^ Ireland).

1780 A. YOUNG Tour Irel. II. 203 A common practice here
in planting orchards, is to set cuttings, three or four feet

long, halfway in the ground, .they call them pitchers. 1785
in Youngs Ann. Agric. IV. 245 Withy plants, which in

this county [Som.] are very useful for stakes (or pitchers as

they are called) for making hedges. 1843 J. SMITH Forest
Trees 156 Irish pitcher., is a very fine standard [apple-tree].
1886 [see PITCH sb.'- 7].

5. A stone used for paving, e. g. the small flints

or pebbles used in paving yards, etc. ; also the

brick-shaped granite
*
setts' used for crossings,

and sometimes for streets. See PITCH vl 5 b.
1862 ANSTED Channel^ Isl. iv. xxii. {ed. 2) 503 Besides the

ordinary cubes and pitchers for paving, a considerable

quantity of granite is cut and sold for kerbs. 1866 FtLver~
sham Gaz. 27 Jan., The new stones required for this work
will be 254 tons of pitchers, 25 tons of curb. 1897 Standard
1 7 Apr. ,

The comparative merits of granite pitchers, so-called

macadam, asphalte, and wood paving.
6. Various dialect or local uses: e.g. the flat

stone or piece of wood pitched in hop-scotch, or

at a mark or hole in various games; the marble

with which a boy aims. See Eng. Dial. Diet.

Pitcher 3. rare" , [f.
PITCH Z/.2 + -ER 1

.] One
who pitches, who covers or caulks with pitch.
1611 COTGR., Goildronneury a pitcher, trimmer, or tighter

of ships.

Pitcherful (pitjwful). [f.
PITCHER i + -FUL.]

The quantity that fills a pitcher.
1693 EVELYN De la Quint. Comfl. Card. II. 163 Arti-

chokes growing in light Grounds, have need of a Pitcher
full or two of Water, for each Plant. 1826 SCOTT Diary
14 June in Lockhart^ You stand like a child going to be

bathed, shivering and shaking till the first pitcherful is flung
about your ears. 1804 G. ROBSON Jamaica Mission 86

Wandering for miles in search of a pitcherful [of waterj.

tPi'tcher-house. Obs. A room in a great

house, in which the wine and ale were kept.
1464 Rolls of Parlt. V. 540/1 Grome of the Picher house

of oure Howshold. a 1548 HALL Citron., Hen. VII! 74
Ewery, Pantrie, Seller, JJuttery, Spicery, pitcher house.
1601 F. TATE Househ. Ord. Ediv. II (1876) 29 Two valletes

de mestier of the picher-house, who shal serve the hal of
wine and ale. 1684 E. CHAMBERLAYNE Prcs, St. Eng. i.

led. 15) 155 Sergeant of the Cellar, who is also Sergeant of
the Buttery, and Pitcher-house. 1826 HOR. SMITH Tor
///7/(i83S) I. 236 Deem you that knights' esquires pass their

life in the pantry and pitcher-house?

Pi'tchering. nonce-wd. [f.
PITCHER! + -ING *.]

The action of pouring from a pitcher.
i8o Miss MITFORD in L'Estrange Life (1870) II. icx) A

job compared to whicli the water pitcherings of the Danaides
were hopeful.

Pitcher-plant, [f- PITCHER i + PLANT s&. 1
]

Name for several plants which have the leaves, or

some of them, modified into the form of a pitcher,
often containing a liquid secretion by means of

which insects are captured and assimilated by the

plant ; esp. the East Indian genus Nepenthes, and
the N. American genus Sarracenia.
Also Darlingtonia. caHfornica\3CC\& ffeliitntphoret nittetns

of Guiana (both allied to Sarracenia), and Cephalotttsfolli-
cularis of Australia.

1835 HENSLOW Princ. Bot. i. So In the Nepenthes, or

true pitcher-plant, the pitcher is placed at the extremity of

a tendril, terminating a winged petiole. It is crowned
with a membranous lid. 1857 GKAV First Lessons Bot.

(1866) 51 The common Pitcher-plant or Side-saddle Flower
..of our bogs. 1883 G. ALLEN in Longm. Mag. July 311
The pitcher plants allure flies into their murderous vessels.

Pitcher(r)y, variant of PITURI.

Pitch-faced : see PITCH sb? 26.

Prtch-fa:rthing. [PITCH z/.l 17.] A game re-

sembling pitch-and-toss, in which the coins, instead

of being tossed so as to fall
* head or tail ', were

pitched towards a hole, so as to afford more scope
for skill

;
= CHUCK-FARTHING, cj.

v.

174* CHESTERF. Lett. (1702) J. xciv. 268 Your various

occupations of Greek and cricket, Latin and pitch-farthing.
1861 HUGHES Tom Brown at Oxf. xix. (1880) 186 A group
of half-'^rown lads were playing at pitch-farthing.

t Pitch-field. Obs. A pitched field of battle :

cf. PITCH-BATTLE.
1611 UEAUM. & FL. Knt. Burn. Pest. u. ii, There has

been a pitchfield, my child, between the naughty Spaniels
and the Englishmen. 1654 WHITLOCK Zootontia 84 No
Pitch-field ever slew, or wounded more than they have
cured.

Pitch-fir: see PITCH *<U 5.

Pitchfork (pi't/jf^k), st>.l Forms: 5 pych-,

pycche-, 6 pyche-, pytche-, pitche-, 6- pitch-

fork, etc. [Also (in earlier use; PICKFOIIK, dial.
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pikefork, app. orig. f. PICK **.', PlKEji.l; after-

wards associated with PITCH .i, from its use in

pitching sheaves, etc.] A long-handled fork with
two sharp prongs, for lifting and pitching hay,
straw, or sheaves ; sometimes applied to a short-

handled fork for lifting dung, breaking clods, etc.

1452 Maldon, Essex, Court Rolls Bundle 31 No. i Ipsum
percussit cum baculo vocato pychforke. 1530 PALSGR. 254/2
Pytche forke, fovrchc fiere. 1:1540 R. MORICE in Lett.
Lit. Men (Camden) 24 A gentilman. .toke a fyrre bushe on
a forke, or a pitchefork. c 1600 DAY Begg. Bednall Cr. iv.

iii, Let me dye like a Dog on a Pitch-fork. 1685 Land.
Gaz, No. 2046/1 Between 2 and 3000. .some with Musquets,
some with Pistols, some with Pikes, and some with Pitch-
forks and Sylhes. 1738 SWIFT Pol. Conversat. 52 She wears
her Cloaths, as if they were thrown on her with a Pitch-
Fork. 1852 ROGET Thesaurus 348 To rain.. in torrents,
rain cats and dogs, rain pitchforks.
attrib. 1788 BARKER in Phil. Trans. LXXVIII. 413 About

as thick as a pitch-fork shaft.

Frtchfork, sb.2 [f. PITCH sb.- 23 + FORK sb.,
after PITCH-PIPE.] A tuning-fork, used for setting
the pitch of a tune or instrument.
1881 BROADHOUSE Mus. Acoustics 406 The Tuning-fork,

originally called the Pitch-fork. 1892 Daily Ne~.us 23 Dec.
5/2 The introduction of new tunes called for the use of the
sonorous little instrument called a '

pitch-fork '.

Pi'tchfork, v.
[f. PITCHFORK j-A.i]

1. trans. To throw or cast with, or as with, a

pitchfork ; to pitch forcibly or roughly.
1837 Times 22 June, Resolved to drive the nuisance from

their den, They'll probably pitchfork it back again. 1870
Observer 9 July, The meal is brought and pitchforked to the
diners [lions). 1873 MRS. WHITNEY Other Girls vi. 74
Reminding.. possibly of a hay-load; being so very much
pitchforked up into heaps behind.

b. fig. ; esp. to thrust (a person) forcibly or

unsuitably into some position or office.

1844 W. H. MAXWELL Sports t Adv. Scot!. (1855) 14 To
achieve an entrance into St. Stephen's, you might submit. .

to be pitchforked in. .by the priests. 1848 W. H. KELLY tr.
L. Blanc's Hist. Ten Y. I. 245 To have the descendants of
Henri IV. pitchforked out of the country. 1863 P. BARRY
Dockyard Kcon. 68 Whether he was pitchforked into the
service or rose meritoriously is now a matter of indifference.
2. To stab or attack with a pitchfork.
1854 LEECH Pict. Life A> Char. (1855) 22 Vowing that he

will pitchfork Mr. B.if he comes '

galloperravering
'

over his
fences.

Hence Pi'tchforked///. a., -forking vbl.sb.
1891 Daily News 9 Nov. 3/1 This reckless pitchforking of

unnecessary furniture. 1899 Dundee Advertiser 10 Oct. 4
The pitchforked man.. would fall the just prey to all the
generation of ladder-climbers.

Pitch-hill : see PITCH sb? 26.

Pitch-hole J
. [f. PITCH v.i- + HOLE sb] A

hole into which something pitches or is pitched ;

an opening in the wall of a barn, etc. through which
j

corn or hay is pitched.
1805 R. W. D.CKSON Pract. Agric. I. 47 A man will

'

unload nearly two loads of grain drawn into the barn
and unloaded upon the mow, while he could unload one at
a pitch-hole. 1887 Cornh. Wag. Mar. 273 You have passed
through a '

pitch-hole ',
the toboggan rises high in the air.

Fi'tch-hole 2
. [f. PITCH rf.i + HOLE sb.] A

hole or pit containing
'

pitch
' or bitumen.

1900 Wcstm. Gaz. 21 July 3/1 The wonderful pitch-hole. .

becomes a lively volcano.

Pi'tchiliess. [f.PlTCHYA + -NESS.] Thequality
of being pitchy ; intense darkness or blackness.
1598 FLORIO, Oreo, .the darknesor pitchines in hell. 1831

J. WILSON in Black-.a. Mag. XXIX. 722 She swings and
sways along the snow-crested pitchiness of her rolling path.

Pitching (pi'tjin), vbl. sd.l
[(. PITCH vl +

-].NG !.] The action of PITCH w.l ; also cotur.
1. The action of fixing or planting in the ground

or in some surface.
c 1380 WYCLIF Serm. Sel. Wks. I. 1.37 pe picching of be

nailhs. 1551 RECORDE Pathvt. Knovjl. \. xxxiv, Drawing
twoo arche lines at euery pitchinge of the compas. 1773
Genii. Mag. XLIII. 567 The pitching of the wicket. 1850
' BAT' Cricket. Man.y) The pitching of the wickets devolves
upon the umpires.
2. The setting up of a tent or the like.

i398TiiEvisAa>-M. DeP. R. ix. xxxiii. (Bodl. MS.), Ceno-
phagia..wasiclepedpicchingeoftentes. 1591 PERCIVALLJ?/.
Diet., Assctttantiento, placing, sitting, pitching of a campe.
1809 MALKIN Gil Bias n. ix. r 3 These tents in the plain
are of our pitching.
3. The placing of goods in a market for sale ;

a payment charged for this.
1612 Indenture in G. G. Francis Orig. Charters Neath

("845)1 The towle custome the pitching the killage and
anchoradge. 1858 SIMMONDS Diet. Trade, Pilchinf, a
market term for unloading, and for the small charge paid to
the carrier for looking after the empty packages and cloths,
and returning them correctly.

t 4. Fixing, determination. Obs.
1599 "m Fowler Hist. C.C.C. (O. H. S.) 351 About the pitch-

ing of fines, .and grants of copyhold land.

1 5. ? Transfixing or spearing (of eels). Obs. Cf.
'

PICK rf.l 4 d.

1674 Afaldon, Essex, Borough Deeds Bundle 99 No. i
v

,

For pitching, catching, and taking of eeles and floatfish.

6. The action of setting, planting, or fixing in

some place or position ; spec, of stones in paving ;

also, the facing of a bank or slope with stones set

on edge close together, as a protection against
j

waves or currents.

917

1703 MOXON Mech. Exerc. 223 This Ball will require three

Pitchings into the Mandrel. 1717 TABOR in Phil. Trans.
XXX. 554 This Pitching or Paving. 1842-76 GWILT Arc/tit.

1672 Aberdeen granite is most extensively employed for

curbs, trams, and pitching; the latter in thin cubes about
9 inches in depth, 3 inches in thickness, and not exceeding
18 inches in length. 1846 Hull fy Lincoln Railiv. Bill n
Stones for building, pitching, and paving. 1852 WIGGINS
Embanking 124 The expense of the facing of the bank comes
next under consideration ..In cases where pitching has been

thought necessary, and that, 18 inches deep. 1891 Pall
MallG. 26 June 6/2 The Manchester Ship Canal . .At many
points where the pitching had not been completed, the soft

earth was cut up into deep gullies, and the sandy slope
looked blistered and threatening.

b. cotter. Pavement composed of cobbles or

granite
'

setts
'

firmly set up ; also, a facing of stone

on a bank or slope.
1693 E. HARI.EY in 14^ Rep. Hist. MSS. Coinm. App. n.

514 The Courtis levelled, and laid very dry. .without any
pitching. 1751 W. HALFPENNY New Designs Farm Ho. 6,

138 Yards of pitching in the Court, Stable c. 1828 Sporting
Mag. XXII. 349, 1 made my horse stand bare footed on
round stones, or pitching, as it is called. 1885 WARRKN &:

CLEVERLY Wanderings ofBattle 102 The ponderous cannon
thundered over the uneven pitching of the streets.

c. The foundation of a macadamized road made
of stones 6 or 8 inches deep, laid on edge by hand,
so as to form an arched support for the broken

metalling, and to distribute the weight of the

traffic.

1830 Pract. Treat. Roads 8 (Litr. Usef. Knvwl., Husb.
HI.), Pitching is a foundation formed of large stones.

7. The action of throwing, hurling, or '

lofting
'

something so that it may fall on a particular spot ;

esp. of a ball in certain games, as baseball, golf

(cf. PITCH sb.i 3).
1652 FRENCH Yorksh. Spa xi. 96, I commend walking,

bowling, pitching of the bar, and leaping. 1901 Scotsman
26 Mar. 5/3 (Golf) His pitching was quite equal to that of
the Newbattle professional, and his putting was.. superior.

8. The forward downward plunging of a ship.
1877 W. H. WHITE Naval Archil. (1882) 210 The longi-

tudinal oscillations of pitching and scending.

9. The interlocking or engaging of one cog-
wheel with another, etc.

1825 J. NICHOLSON Operat. Mechanic 486 The communica-
tion or action of one wheel with another is called the

pitching. 1885 C. G. W. LOCK Workshop Receipts Ser. iv.

323/2 The fly pitching may next be examined.

10. Brewing. (See PITCH #.! 22.)
11. The yellowish deposit on tanned leather : =
BLOOM sb.l 4 c.

1857 C. TOMLINSON in Encycl. Brit. (ed. 8) XIII. 307/2 A
portion of its gelatin. .is, by combination with a portion of
tannin, .deposited upon its surfaces, .in the form of a yellow
deposit, technically known as bloom, or pitching.
12. attrib. and Comb., as pilcking-place, -stand;
pitchmg-bar^PlTCHEK^ 3 ; pitching-block (see

quot); pitching-hole ~ PITCH-HOLE i; pitching-
pence sb.pl. (see quot.) ; pitching-pieee, a piece
of timber at the top of a wooden staircase, sup-
porting the '

carriage
'

or framework (correlative
to the apron-piece, at the bottom) ; pitohing-
stables (see quot.) ; pitching-stone, a stone used
for pitching a road : see 6 c

; pitching-tempera-
ture, in Brewing, the temperature at which the !

wort is pitched (see PITCH v^ 22) ; pitching-
tool, (a) a prehistoric chisel, made of an antler or

other hard substance, used with a hammer in

flaking off flint, etc., for making arrow-heads, etc. ;

(b) in Watchmaking, a tool for placing the wheels
of watches in position between the plates; (r) in

Mining,
' a kind of pick used in commencing

a hole' (Knight Diet. Hfech.}, a pitching-bar ;

pitching-yeast, yeast used or prepared for use in

pitching wort.

1879 JEFFERIES AinaleurPoacher'ii. (1889) 29 The shepherd
..threw his pitching-bar over his shoulder. 1884 J. PAVN
Lit. Recollect. 211 The "pitching block, where the porters
rest their burdens. 1805 R. W. DICKSON Pract. Agric. I. 47
Barns, .intended for containing large quantities of different

crops . . should constantly be provided with convenient "pitch
ing holes for housing them at. 1706 PHILLIPS, "Pitching-

'

Pence, a Duty paid for pitching, or setting down every Sack
'

Q (70-" " D~f. f.e \lt~ i i: :__i?_^.__ i . _*__

P.

pie
rough strings at the top of the lower flight, 1858 SIMM"ONDS
Diet. Trade,

"
Pitching-stables, a kind of shaped Cornish

granite, 4^
or 6 inches long, used for paving. 1899 Westm.

Gaz. 14 Feb. 5/1 To rent the casual cart stands, yearly cart
stands, and yearly 'pitching stands in the market. 1824
W. DEYKES Pavement .Metrop. 6 The adoption of squared
paving stones instead of the small round ones called *pitchen
stones. 1830 Pract. Treat. Koads 8 in Libr. Usef.
Knowl., Husb. Ill, The weight of the flints themselves will
form power enough to compose the road, without the solid
assistance of the pitching-stones.

Pi'tching, vbl. sb? [f. PITCH Z-.Z + -INGI.] A
smearing or coating with pitch.
Pilching-machine, a machine for pitching the insides of

casks or barrels.

1580 HOLLYBAND Treas. f'r. Tang, Poissctnent, a pitching
irftb pitch. 1725 DE FOE Voy. round World (1840) 326
Without any calking or pitching.. to keep out the water.
1822 T. MITCHELL Aristoph. \."^i All the never-ending
cares Of pitching, tarring, and repairs..

PITCHPOLL.

Pitching, ppl.a. [f. PITCH .l + -IKGii.] iT

pitches, in various senses of the verb.

1 1. Sloping, inclining ; fig. declining. Obs. f.

1519 HORMAN Vu/g, 177 That felde is beste, that is nat *^

playne, euyn, and leuell, but somwhat pytchynge. 1565-73
COOPEK Thesaurus, Cliuosits, a place stipe downe, or pitch ing
downe. 1611 BIBLE Judg. xix. 9 margin, It is the pitching
time of the day. 1641 J. TRAPPE Theol. Theol. vii. 286 As
much as it is the pitching time of the day, Judg. 19. 9 it is
the last houre.

2. Plunging forwards : see PITCH z).
1

18, 19.
1800 Naval Chron. IV. 434 With a heavy pitching sea in

the Sound. 1875 WHYTF, MELVILLE Katcr/tlto xxiii, He
crosses its undulating surface at that free pitching gallop
which he seems so rarely to hasten. 1884 PAE Eustace 197
It was no easy matter to get over the side of the pitching
vessel into the boats.

3. Settling, alighting, rare: or arch.
1900 Aiadcmy 8 Sept. 199/1 The voice's trill Sinks like a

pitching bird ; and all is still.

Pitch-in-the-hole, -in-the-tub: see PITCH
v. 1

24.

Pi-tch-he:ttle. [f. PITCH rf.i + KETTLE.] A
large vessel in which pitch is boiled or heated, esp.
for use on board ship. Hence f Pitch-kettled
a. (obs. slang), utterly puzzled, non-plussed (?as if

covered with a pitch-kettle, or with heated pitch
from a pitch-kettle).
1486 Naval Ace. Hen. K//(i8o6) 15 A pitch ketle. .for the

same Ship. 1719 DE VoiCrusoe (1840) II. xii. 249, I. .bade
him heat another pitch-kettle. 1754 COWPER Ep. to Lloyd
32 Thus, the preliminaries settled I fairly find myself nitch-
kettled. 1876 M. COLLINS From Midnight to Midn. III.
vii. 92 He was just as thoroughly pitch-kettled (to use an
ancient bit of slang) as any gentleman calling himself
' Honourable '

well could be.

Pitch-knot, -ladle, -like : see PITCH rf.i 5.
Pitch-line : see PITCH sb'- 26.

tPi'tchlongS, adv. Obs. rare. [app. f. PITCH
sb.- 24 + -LOXG, -LONGS.] ? With a slope, steeply.
c 1420 Pallad. on Husl: vi. 42 But hede hit that the hedes

of hem alle [furrows] Intosum gret diche picchelonges fallc.

Pitch-mark, -mineral, -opal, -ore : see

PITCH rf.i 5. Pitch-note : see PITCH sb? 26.

Pitch-pine, [f. PITCH j^.i + PI.N-E sA.*] Name
given to several species of pine-tree with specially
resinous wood, or from which pitch or turpentine
is obtained. Also allrib.

esp. Pinus rigitla, and P. austraUs or palustris (Long-
leaved Pine), of North America, and Phyllocladus tricho.
vianoidcs (Celery Pine), of New Zealand; also, the wood of

any of these.

1754 in_6/A Rep. Dep. K/>r. App. n. 128 Preparing from
the Glutinous Juices of the American Pitch Pine Tree a
Varnish. 1810 Trans. Soc. Arts XXVIII. 95 The pitch-
pine of Virginia, the Carolinas, Georgia, and the Floridas

grow to an immense size in what are there called pine-
barrens. 1863 Pilgr. over Prairies II. 165 A watchful
sentinel outside, who, by the light of a pitchpine torch,
placed in the hut, could command my every movement. 1866
Tretis. Bot. 891/1 Pitch Pine [the wood] of Pinusrigit&i, and
Georgia Pitch Pine that of Pinus australis.

Pi'tch-pipe. [f. PITCH sb.- 23 + PIPE rf.i]
A small musical pipe, blown by the mouth (either
a flue-pipe or a reed-pipe, and either sounding
a fixed note or adjustable to different notes), used to

set the pitch for singing or tuning an instrument.
1711 STEELE Sped. No. 228 f 6 Caius Gracchus, .had an

such as masters use for tuning of harpsichords. 1880 W. H.
STONE in Grove Diet. Mus. II. 759 All pitchpipes are.,
inferior in accuracy to tuning-forks; the only advantage.,
being their louder .. tone, and the readiness with which beats
are produced.

Pit'ch-pla:ster, sb. [f. PITCH sb.i + PLASTER.]
A plaster made of pitch, formerly used to remove
hair ; also, a stimulant plaster containing Bur-

gundy pitch and other ingredients.
1601 HOLLAND Pliny I. 424 For making of pitch plaisters,

to fetch off the haire of mens bodies. 1858 SIMMONDS Diet.

Trade, Pitch-plaster,^ plaster of Burgundy pitch . 1884 Syd.
Soc. Lex.j Burgundy pitch plaster. Burgundy pitch 90 parts,
melted with yellow wax 10 parts.

Hence Pitch-plaster v. trans., to apply a pitch-

plaster to.

1860 SALA Lady Chester/, iv. 6^ The infamous Burke.,
who pitch-plastered people to death..and sold their bodies
to the surgeons.

Pitch-point, etc. : see PITCH sb2 26.

Pitchpoll, -pole (pi'tjipoul), sb. dial.
[f.

PITCH v.~ + POLL sb.] A somersault. (In quots.
a 1661, The act, or point, of toppling over.)
a 1661 HOLYDAY Juvenal 5 All vice is at the

pitch-pole.
Ibid. 186 Whence to a gteater ruine after all With a huge
pitch-pole he was forc'd to fall. 1881 Oxfords. Gloss. (Suppl.),
A pitchpole. 1893 Wiltsh. Gloss, s. v., When rooks are
. -playing and tumbling head over heels in the air fa sign of

ram) they are said to be playing pitch-poll.

Pi'tchpoll, -pole, v. dial. [f. prec. sb.] intr.

To turn ' nead over heels
'

; to turn over and over.

(Inquot. 1851 trans, in causative sense.)
1851 H. MELVILLE Whale Ixxxiv. 409 The harpoon may

be pitchpoled in the same way with the lance. 1861 MRS.
H. WOOD East Lynnc in. v, The ragged urchins pitch-

poling in the gutter and the dust. 1896 Wcstm. Gaz.
21 Mar. 7/1 We couldn't go out of our houses up and down
street without pitch-polling over strings tied across the road (



PITCH-RESIN.

Pitch^pot, etc. : see PITCH sbl

t Pi-tch-resin, -rosin. Obs. rare. [f. PITCH
sb. 1 + RESIN, ROSIN ; F. poix rdsine.] The resin

or turpentine which exudes from the *

pitch-tree
'

(L. picea) ;
= PERBOSIN.

1601 HOLLAND Pliny I. 46^ The same pitch-rosin \eadem
resina] if it be boiled more lightly with water, and be let to

run through a strainer, comes to a reddish colour, and is

glewie : and thereupon it is called stilled Pitch. Ibid. 465
While it is raw pitch-rosin [dum resina. sit], and as it

runneth from the tree.

Pitch-set, -surface : see PITCH sb.'2- 26.

Pitch-speeched, -stain : see PITCH sb. 1
5.

Pitchstone (pHfistftn). Min. [f. PITCH sb. 1

+ STONE sl>., tr. Ger, pechstein (Werner 1780).] a.

An old volcanic rock; obsidian or other vitreous

rock looking like hardened pitch, b. = Pitch-opal.
1784 KIRWAN Min. 97 Pitch-stone, lava. 1706 Elan.

Mtn. (ed. 2) I. 292 Pitchstone .. It often much resembles
semi opals and jaspers. 1799 Ceo/. Ess. 180 Huge strata

..as they contain abundance of quartz and felspar may be

called pitchstone porphyry. 1807 HEAURICK Arr'.m 58 On
the northern declivity saw many masses of pitchstone. 1836
MACGILLIVRAY tr. Humboldts Trav. iii. 51 Lavas with a
basis of pitchstone and obsidian. 1894 Times n Aug. 11/2
Invaded by the pitchstone-lava of the island of Eigg.
Pitch-tankard : see PITCH sb. 1

5.

Fitch-tree, [f. PITCH sb.i + TREE sb.} Nrfme

for various coniferous trees abounding in resin, or

yielding resin, turpentine, or pitch.
In earlier use chiefly rendering L. picea, or Gr. irei/jcq,

prob. Pinus- Laricio\ the Cprstcan Pine (Daubeny) ; in mod.
use applied to the Silver Fir (Abies or Ptcca pectinata)^ the

Spruce Fir (Abies or Picea excelsa} as the source of

Burgundy pitch, the Kauri Pine (Datttntara anstralh} as

that of kauri-gum, and the Amboyna Pine (D. orientalis) as

that of dammar resin.

1538 ELYOT, Picea, a. piche tree. 1577 *' Goocr: Heres-
back's Husb. (1586) 95 The Pitch tree is called in Greeke
TrtvKi), in Latine Picea, in Italian Pez/.o. 1584 l>

r

oy. Virginia
in Hakluyt Voy. (1810) III. 303 Their boates are made of

one tree, either of Pine Or of Pitch trees : a wood not

commonly knowen to our people, nor found growing in

England. 1697 DRVDEN Virg. Georg. u. 349 Black Ivy,
Pitch Trees, and the baleful Yeugh. 1766 Conipl. Farmer
s. v. Apheruousli, The branches resemble these of the pitch-

trees, commonly called the spruce fir. 1866 Trcas. Bot. t

Pitch-tree, Abies excetsa.

Pitchumon, obs. form of PERSIMMON.
Pitch-wheel : see PITCH $b~ 26.

Pitch-wine, -wood : see PITCH sh.\ 5.

Pitch/work (prtji\vak). [f. PITCH sb:-\ Min-

ing work in which the workmen are paid by
receiving a fixed proportion of the output.
1858 SIMMONDS Diet. Trade, Pitch-work^ work done in a

coal-mine, by those working on tribute.

Pitchy (pi'tji), a. (adv.} Also 6 Sc. pikky,
pyky. [f.

PITCH sbl + -Y.I

1. Full of or abounding in pitch ; bituminous,

resinous; coated, smeared, soiled, or sticky with

pitch ; fig. sticky like pitch, thievish. Of a ilame :

Darkened with smoke, like that of burning pitch.

1513 DOUGLAS sEneis v. xiu 32 Out thrawis the pikky
smok cole blak. Ibid, ix. ii. 97 The tallownit burdis kest a

pyky low. 1567 MAPLET Gr. Forest 57 The Pine tree is

culled holdfast or pitchie tre. 1742 in 6t/i Rep. Dct>. Kpr.
App. u. 120 The Black, Pitchy, Flinty Rock found imme-

diately over coals. 1845 WHITTIER Lumbermen viii, Pitchy
knot and beechen splinter On our hearth shall glow. 1869
LECKY European Mor. (1877) I. ii. 281 Nero illuminated his

gardens during the night by Christians burning in their

pitchy shirts. Jig. 1660 Eng. Monarchy Freest State in

World 7 All publick Monies . . passing through the pitchy
claws of such State harpies.
2. Of the nature or consistence of pitch ;

tena-

cious, viscid ;
bituminous.

155* HULOET, Pitchye, or of pytche, piceus. 1589 NASHK
Pref. Greene s Menaphon (Arb.) 7 The vnsauorie sent of the

pitchie slime. 1732 ARBUTHNOT Rules of Diet in Aliments^
etc. 298 Every thing that thickens the Fluids or reduceth
them to a pitchy Condition. 1839 URE Diet. Arts 684

Pitchy hydrate of iron.

3. Nat. Hist., etc. Of the colour or appearance
of pitch ;

dark-brown inclining to black ; piceous.
Hence pitchy-black.
1828 STARK Elem. Nat. Hist. II. 278 Megatomaserra...

Shining pitchy black. 1844 STEPHENS Bk. Farm III. 779
The chrysalis, .is pitchy-brown .. inclosed in a white woolly
cocoon. 1870 HOOKER Stud. Flora 412 Carcx stricta. ..

Glumes in about 8 rows, pitchy, midrib green. 1882 Gd.
Words 165 Deep black coals with pitchy lustre.

4. Jig.
* As black

*

or ' as dark as pitch
'

; pitch-

dark, intensely dark ; of darkness, Intense, thick,

gross.
c 1586 C'TESS PEMBROKE Ps. LXXVII. xi, Light of lightnings

flash Did pitchy cloudes encleare. 11x592 GREENE Sflimus
Wks. (Grosart) XIV. 261 But let thy pitchie steeds aye
draw thy waine, And coale black silence in the world still

raigne. 1615 G. SANDYS Trav. 202 The pitchie night had
bereft vs of the conduct of our eyes. 1746 HKRVEY Medtt.

(1818) 265 How uncomfortable is deep, pitchy, total dark-

ness. 1871 L. STEPHEN Player. Eur. (1894) xi. 276 Stars

shone out like fiery sparks against a pitchy canopy.

b. Qualifying black or dark. (More usually

pitch-dark : see PITCH sb.1 5.)
1800 Naval Chron. IV. 436 The night being pitchy dark.

1834 COLERIDGE Tabte-t. 21 June, Hans Sachse . .in describing

Chaos, said it was so pitchy dark, that even the very cats

ran against each other ! 1895 KIPLING VUt Jungle Bk. v.

120 A deep, pitchy-bluck pool surrounded with rocks.

918

O. Morally
' black

'

or defiling ; grossly wicked.
6u DEKKER If it be not good Vl^. 1873111.268 Braue

pitchy villaines there. 1810 CRABBE Boroiigk vi. 194 The
pitchy taint of general vice, -you dread the touch.

5. Comb., as pitchy-countetianced adj.

1596 R. L[INCHE] Die/la 11877) 30 How patient then would
I endure the smart, Of pitchy countnanc'd dead-doing dart.

Fit-COal. Now rare or arch. [f. PIT sb.^

(sense 6) + COAL.] Coal obtained from pits or

mines (as distinguished from charcoal, COAL si. 4:

formerly called also sea-coal, now usually simply
coal, COAL st>. 5). See also quot. 1883.
1617 MOKYSON Ititi. III. 141 The greatest quantitie and

best kind of pit-coales is in Nottinghamshire. 1686 PLOT

Staffordsh. 125 The History of Pit-coal, otherwise called

Sea-coale. 1747 WESLEY Prim. Physic (1765) 107 A Mud
made of powder'd Pitcoal and Water. 1854 RONALDS

I
RICHARDSON Chew. Tciknol. (ed. 2) I. 30 The former is

i called brown coal, or lignite, while many varieties of the
I latter are classed together under the common name of bitu-

minous or pit-coal. 1883 GRESLEY Gloss. Coal Mining, Pit
I Coal generally signifies the bituminous varieties of coal.

attrilf. 1731 GentL. Mag. I. 167 Proposes with Pit-Coal
Fire to make Bar Iron from Pig Metal. 1825 J. NICHOLSON

Opcrat. Mechanic 734 A common pit-coal or other fire.

Pite, obs. var. figfit, pa. pple. of PITCH v.
; obs.

f. PITY. Piteable, obs. form of PITIABLE.

FiteOUS (pi'li'as), a. Forms: see below. [ME.
pyto$,pitoits, a. OF. (i2thc.

N

pitos, (lyhc.') piteus,
, AF. pitous = Pr. pidos, pitos. Cat. piados, Sp.
! piaJoso, Olt. piadoso (It. pieloso) : L. type *pie-
\ tos-us (med.L. in DuCange), f. pictat-em PIKTV

(cf. -ITOUS). The regular phonetic form in mod.

Eng. from Fr. would \>e pitous (from L. pielosus)
the forms in -nous, -evous, -ewous, and the 7 forms

in -ions, -yous, -sons appear to be Eng. develop-

ments, the former influenced by words historically
in -nous, -ivous, or OE. adjs. in -wis; the latter

app. conformed to the sb. pitt, pitie, PITY. Cf.

bounteous, dainteous, plenteous; also beauteous,

courteous, righteous.]
A. Illustration of Forms.
a. 3-4 pitos, pytos, 3-5 pitous, -e, 4 pitus,

-e, (pytis, putus), 4-5 pytous, -e, pittows.
1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 10087 He deide in a pitous cas.

Ibid. 11395 |>at was a pitos dede. 13.. Cursor M. 24014
(Cott.) Ful pitus it was J?at plaint, c 1350 Will. PaUrne
1180 He herd |>e pytous pleint. 1362 LANGL. P. Pt. A. VII.

116 With suche pitouse wordes. c 1470 HENRY IV'allace u.

161 The playne compleynt, the pittows wementyng ! 1483
CAXTON Gold. Leg. 358/2 He was moche pytous.

/3. 3-5 pituos, 4 pituus, -uose, -uis, -uys,

-wys, -evows, 4-5 pituous, -e, piteuous, -e, 5

pile-, pytsvous, piti-, pityuous, pitteuous,

pytewous, -e, pytewys, 5-6 pytuous, 5-6 (8)

pituous, 6 pytuouse, -uose.
It is not clear whether the difference between -enous,

evotts, .CtVoits, is merely graphical, nor whether u, v are
here the vowel or the consonant.

?<iX3OO Cursor M. 2-1014 (Edin.) Ful pituus it was bat

plaint. CI3SO Pitevows [see B. 2]. c 1380 Pituouse [see

B. i]. (-1400 tr. Secrcta Secret., Gm>. Lordsh. 106 For his

pityuous doynges. c 1420 Citron. Vilod. St. 278 So mercyfull
and so pytewys. 1422 Pitteuous, piteuouse [see B. ij. c 1440
York Myst. xlvi. 188 With pitevous playnte. 1442 T.

BECKINGTON Corr. (Rolls) II. 189 Of your moost merciful

and pituous grace. 1471 RIPLEY Comp. Alch. Pref. i. in

Ashm. Tkeat. Client. Brit. (1652) 121 O pytewouse puryfyer
of Spnles. 1530 Proper Dyaloge in Rede me, etc. (Arb.) 144
Their pituous supplicacyon. 1530 PALSGH. 320/2 Pytuouse,
one that hath pytie. 1538 STARKEY England 11. i. 176 Such

pouerty exercysyth wet the pytuose myndys. 1738 tr.

Gitazzo's Art Conversation 47 He began to groan and weep
in a pituous manner.

y. 4-6 piteus, 4 pytius, 4- piteous, (5 pyty-

ows, 5-6 pyteous, -e, piteose, 5-7 pitious, 6

pitiouae,pyti-,pitte-,pittious; pittieux
N
. (Some

early examples of piteus are perh. disyllabic and

belong to a.)

13. . Cursor M. 24014 (Gott.) Ful piteus it was hir plaint.

1340 Ayenb. 144 pe oj?er makeb be herte zuete and milde and

piteus. c 1400 MAUNDKV. (Roxb.) x. 38 It es a piteous thing
to behald. c 1420 LYDG. Assembly ofGods 222 Now..shewe
your pyteous face, c 1440 Promp. Parv. 402/1 Pytyows, or

ful of pyte (//. pytevous, P. pitiuous). 1:1489 CAXTON
Blancliardyn iv. 19 J>e pyteouse tydynges. ? 1500 in Rel.

Ant. II. 125 In this piteose myscheffe. 1309 HAWES Past.

Pitas, xxx. (Percy Soc.) 147 Without that she be to me
piteous. 155* HULOET, Pitious and pitifull. 1556^ urelio

ft Isab. (1608) Pj, You have beane a litell pittieux. 1390
SPENSER /*'. Q. I. vii. 20 Her pitteous hart. 1596 Ibid. VII.

vi. 6 O pittious worke of Mutability.

8. (Chiefly Sc.) 4 petwis, -owiss, 5 petwys,
petouse, -ows, -evous, -uis, petus, -ious, -uoss,

5-6 petous, -ecus, -e, 6 petouss, -eouss, -ewous,
-ewus, -uous.
c 1373 Sc. Leg. Saints \. (Petrtis) 90 One crist callyt with

petowiss stewyne. (1375 BAKBOUR Bruce in. 553 Petwisly.

c 1420 Petwysly [see PITEOUSLY 3].] c 1420 LYDG. Assembly
ofGods 1144 With a peteous look, a 1450 Knt. de la Tour

(1868) 89 To be petous of poure men. 1450 HOLLAND Howlat

41, I herd ane petuoss appele. 1508 DUNBAR Tua Mariit
Wemen 473, I am sa peteouse to the pur. a 1520 Poems
Ixiv. 13 Quhois petewous \v. r. -ewus] deithe dois to my hart

sic pane, c 1560 A. SCOTT Poems (S.T.S.) xviii. 30 Makand
ane petouss mone.

B. Signification.

t 1. Full of piety ; pious, godly, devout. Obs.

PITFALL.

c 1305 [implied in PITKOUSLY i]. c 1380 Antecrist in Todd
3 Trent, Wyclif 120 pe pituouse inartir 3yveb his body.
1382 WYCLIF 2 Pet. ii. 9 The Lord knew for to delyuere
pitouse [1388 piteuouse, Yitlg. pios]

men of temptacioun.
c 1393 CHAUCER GentiUsse 9 Iruwe of his worde, sobur

pitous and fre. 1422 tr. Secreta. Secret., Priv. Priv. 138
That suche a Spekere be ryghtfull and Pitteuous. Ibid.

220 He shal be piteuouse, chaste, and lytill desyre company
of women. 1570 LEVINS Manip. 226/24 Pitiouse, phis,
utisericors.

2. Full of pity ; affected with or feeling pity ;

compassionate, merciful, tender: =PixiFUL2. arch.
c 1350 Will. Palerne 5488 So pitevows to be pore hem

prestili to help. 1390 GOWER Conf. III. 190 It sit a king to

be pitous Toward his poeple and gracious. 1483 CAXTON
G. dela Tour D iij b, A fre hert and pyteous upon other mens
peynes, a 1548 HALL Chron.^ Hen. y 62 The kyng like a

piteous prince .. graunted to them their askyng. 1624
MILTON Ps. cxxxvi. 77 He hath with a piteous eye Beheld
us in our misery. ^1750 SHENSTONE Elegies iii. 43 Piteous
of woes, and hopeless to relieve.

3. Exciting, appealing for, or deserving pity ;

moving to compassion ; affecting, lamentable, de-

plorable, mournful ;
= PITIFUL 3.

f 1290 [implied in PITEOUSLY 3]. 1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls)

4180 A deoluol cry & a pitos wepinge. 13.. Cursor M.
14097 (Gott.) A pituse plaint to crist scho talde. 1390
GOWER Conf. I. 45, I . .caste up many a pitous lok Unto the

hevene. c 1489 CAXTON Sonnes of Aymon ix. 225 The
piteouse histori of the four sones of Aymon. 1508 DUNBAR
i-'Iytins; TV. Kennedy 163 To luk vpoun thy gryslie peteous
port. 1535 COVEKDALE 2 Mace. vi, 9 A piteous thinge was
it to se. 1585 T. WASHINGTON tr. Nicholny's Voy. \. xx. 24 b,

Too make report of these piteous newes vnto the assieged.

1653 H. COGAN tr. Pluto's Trav, 41 The pitious estate

wherein we had left that place. 1782 COWTER Gilpin 126

Down ran the wine into the road, Most piteous to be seen.

1871 R. ELLIS Catullus Ixiv. 400 Lightly the son forgat his

parents' piteous ashes. 1887 BOWEN Virg* /Eneidiu. 39 A
piteous groan from within sounds.

b. as adv. *= PITEOUSLY 3.
c 1369 CHAUCER Dethe Blannche 470 Ful petuose pale and

no-thynge red. 1775 S. J. PRATT LiberalQpin. xlvii. (1783)
II. i Compose thy griefs,., stop those tears; Cry not so

piteous.

t 4. Paltry, mean : = PITIFUL 4. Obs. rare.

1667 MILTON P. L. x. 1034 That thy Seed shall bruise

The Serpents head ; piteous amends, unless Be meant [etc.].

Fiteously (pi'tz'ssli), adv. Forms : see PITE-

OUS, [f. prec. + -LY 2
.]

fl. \Vithpiety; piously, devoutly. Obs.

5:1305
St. Edmund Conf, 248 in E. E. P. (1862) 77 So

pitousfiche he wolde rede: & so gode grace hadde perto.

1382 WYCLIF Ecclns. xliii. 37 To men pitously doende [1388
men doynge feithfuli] he ;af wisdam. 1382 Titus ii. 12

That we..lyue sobreli, and iustli, and piteuously.

2. With pity; compassionately, mercifully, kindly.
arch.

1368 CHAUCER Cowpl. Pite 18 (Tanner 346) Pitiously on
her my eyn I caste. 1450-80 tr. Secreta Secret. 17 That
he governe hem pitously and in loue. 1556 J. HEYWOOU
Spider <$

/''. Ixiii. 6 Three score piteouslie lookt,as they thant

wold saue. 1855 BAILEY Mystic, etc. 20 His poor and ignorant
kin..He piteously remembered ere he passed.

3. In a manner that excites pity to see or hear ;

so as to call for or deserve pity; lamentably, griev-

ously, sadly ; pitiably.
ciaoo S. Eng. Leg. I. 170/2232 He. .bad J>e Monekus

pitousliche bat heo for him bede. 1297 _R.
GLOUC. (Rolls)

9240 Wei pitosliche hii wende alle to be kinge. .& pitoslichc

bede, pat he ssolde vor godes loue amendi suche dede.

^1374 CHAUCER Attel. <y Arc. 169 Sheo weopebe, waylebe,

swoone(>e pytously. 1375 BARBOUR Bruce m. 549 Thai full

pitwysly gan tell Auenturis that thaim befell. 1377 LANGL.

P. PI. B. xviii. 58 Quod crist & comsed forto swowe,
Pitousliche and pale. ^1420 Citron. Vilod. ccclxxxiv,

And askede of hym some gode full petwysly. 1508
DUNBAR LamentforMakaris 49 [Death] has done petuously
devour The noble Chaucer, of makaris flouir. 1536 TINDALE
Alatt. xv. 22 My doughter is pytiously vexed with a devyll.

-1526 FRITH Disput. Purgatory (rtz^ifx)They are piteously

deceived, that will prove purgatory by the texts of the Old

Testament. 1588 SHAKS. Tit. A.\. i. 66. ifiox HOLLAND

Pliny II. 376 He murdered most piteously so many good
citizens. 1848 DICKENS Dombey v, Little Paul began to

cry most piteously. 1882-3 Schafrs Encycl. Relig. Knowl.
I. 193/2 His German poetry is piteously poor.

Piteousness (pi'twsnes). [f.
PITEOUS a. +

-NESS.] The quality of being piteous ; a. merciful-

ness (arch.} ; b. pitiableness.

1390 GOWER Conf. III. 210 It may be said no Pitousnesse,

IJot it is PusillamHt:. 1530 PALSGR. 254/2 Pyteousnesse,

itevsete". a. 1586 SIDNEY Arcadia (1622) 132 Sirs (answeredtittvutt. a 1586 SIDNEY Arcadia (1622) 132 birs (answereil

he with a good grace, and made the more agreeable by
a certaine noble kinde of pitiousnesse) I see well you are

strangers that know not our miserie. 1608 MACHIN Dumb
Knight iv. in Hazl. Dodsley X. 189 Will have them both

condemn'd immediately, Without their answers, plaints, or

piteousness. 1862 TROLLOPE Orley F. xlv, Lady Mason.,

flinging herself upon her friend's neck, .begged with earnest

piteousness to be forgiven.

fPiteoustee, pitoustee. Obs. rare. [a. OF.

pitosett (
l

pieosettt pyteousnesse
'

Palsgr.), f. pitos,

piteux PITEOUS.] An act of pity or of piety.

1382 WVCLIF Ecclus, xliv. 10 But they men of mercy ben,

of whom the pitoustees faileden not.

Pitfall (pi'tfl\ sb. Forms: 4-5 put-, 4-6

pyt-, etc. (see PIT j^. 1
) ; 4-5 -falle, 6 -faul, 6-8

-fal, 6- -fall. [app. f. PIT sbJ- + FALL sb*, OE.

fealle, Ger. falle a falling trap-door, a trap. In

mod. use it is generally taken as a <

pit into which

one may iall '.]



PITFALL. 919 PITHECANTHROPE.

f 1. A trap for the capture of birds in which a trap-
door or the like falls over a cavity or hollow. Obs.

1382 WYCLIF Jcr. v. 27 As a pit falle [1388 a net, ether

a trap] ful of briddes. 1483 Cath. Angl. 282/1 A Pittfalle,

decifida^ auicipula. 1530 PALSGR. 254/2 Pytfall for byrdes,
trebffvchet. 1593 NASME Christ's 'J\ 89 b, Foules of the

ayre, though neuer so empty stomackt, flye not for foode

into open Pit-fals. 1604 W. TKRILO /*>. Bacons Proph.
331 in Hazl. E. P. P. Iv. 280 Now pitfalls are so made,
That small birdes cannot know them. 1706 PHILLIPS, Pit-

fall, a kind of Gin or Trap to catch Birds.

2. A concealed pit into which animals or men

may fall and be captured.
1387 TRKviSAft*& (Rolls) II. 155 pe Pictessodenliche an

vnware fel ouer be hammes into a wonder putfalle. 1398
Kartk. De P, R. xvm, xliv. (Uodl. MS.), A caue ober a

dike is made vnder be erbe as it were a pittefalle in be

Etephauntes waye and vnneware he falleb herein. 1555
KIJEN Decades 96 The dogge tyger chaunsed fyrste into

this pitfaul. 1579-80 NOKTH Plutarch (1595) 190 They did

hunte wilde beastes, with pittefalles and ditches. 1678
BUNYAN Pilgr. i. 82 The_way was ..so full of Pits, Pitfalls,

deep holes, and shelvings down there. 1719 DE FOE
Crusoe i. 171, I resolved to try a Pitfall, so I dug several

large Pits in the Earth, in Places where I had observed the

Goats used to feed, and over these Pits I placed Hurdles.

1774 GOLDSM. Nat. Hist, (1776) IV. 290 These animals are

sometimes taken in pit-falls, covered with green branches,
laid in those paths which the Rhinoceros makes. 1832
LYELL Frinc. Geol. (1868) II. in. xlv. 521 Open fissures often

serve as natural pitfalls in which herbivorous animals perish.

1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) II. 446 Crooked and tortuous

paths in which many pitfalls are concealed.

f3. An ambush, or a natural 'trap* in which
a force may be surrounded and overpowered. Obs.

(71305 in Pol. Songs (Camden) 193 Ther hy were knulled

y the put-falle, This eorles ant barouns ant huere knyhtes
alle.

4. fig. a. A '

trap
'

or crafty device to catch by
surprise the unsuspecting or unwary. b. Any
hidden or unperceived danger or error into which
a person is liable to fall unawares.
a 1586 SIDNKY Astr. $ Stella x"i, In her chekes pit thou

didst thy pitfall set. 1641 MILTON Ch. Goi't. i. Hi. Wks.
1851 III. in The Papists,., hy this very snare and pitfall

of imitating the ceremonial law, fel into that . . superstition,
1751 JOHNSON Rambler No. 175 PII Unless he is taught
by timely precepts.., and shewn at distance the pitfals of

treachery. 1827 HALLAM Const. Hist. (1876) III. xvi. 288

We.. walk amidst the snares and pitfalls of the law. 1861

Sat. Rev. 23 Nov. 533 He may be merely a blundering
student, who has tumbled into a theological pitfall in the
dark. 1877 J. C. Cox Ch. Derbysh. II. Introd. 8 The pro-

curing of a full transcript has saved me from numerous
pit -falls.

Hence Pi'tfalled (-fyld) a., full of pitfalls.

1876 S. LANIER Poems (1884) 124 How I crushed Cat-lived

rebellions, pitfalled treasons.

Pitfall (pi'tf^l), v, rare. [f. prec. sb.] trans.

a. To set with traps or pitfalls, b. To entrap,
ensnare. Alsoy?^. Hence Pitfailing ppl. a.

14. . in Hist. Coll. Citizen London (Camden) 4 The bottom
of the diche with yn Was pyttefallyd ij fote evyr bytwyn,
And every pyttefalle a spere hyghthe That there schulde
stonde noo man to fyght. 1643 MILTON Divorce Introd.,
Wks. 1851 IV. 10 The waies of the Lord, strait and faithful I

as they are, not full of cranks and contradictions, and pit

falling dispenses.

t Pi'tfold. Ohs. [f. PIT sbl + FOLD sb* : cf.

pinfold.]
= PITFALL i, 3 (from which it was prob.

altered by popular etymology).
1575 CHURCHYARD Chifipes (1817) 121 The enemy, .bruted

abioad we were taken in a pitfold. 1585 HIGINS Jnnin^
Nomenclator 245/2 Dccipulum. .. I'n trebnchet^ a pitfold,
or other snare to intrap birds or beastes. 1631 T. NASHE
Qitaternio 25 How again with Caesar to glue an enemy
passage hauing him in a stvaite and pufolde, that he may
take the more advantage of him in pursuit.
Fitful (pi-tful). nonce-wd.

[f.
PIT sbl + -FUL.]

As many as fill a pit, CM spec, the pit (of a theatre).
i83o MCCARTHY Own Times IV. Ixiv. 434 Napoleon

invited Talma to Erfurt, that he might play to a pitfull of

Kings.
Pith (pij>), sb. Forms : 1-2 pijja, 4-5 pij?, 4-7

pyth, pithe, 4- pith, (4 pidh, pight, put, 5-6
pytthe, 5 pyf, peth, Sc. picht, 5-7 pythe, 6

pit, Sc. pitht, 6-7 pitth(e). Mod, dialects have

pethj peeth, piff, peff. [OE. ptya, radically

agreeing
with MDu. pitte^ MLG., LG-, WFris.,

EFiis., Da. pit pith of a tree or vegetable, kernel

of a nut, etc. (cf. PIT sbty : WGer. type *pifon-,

*pifyon-j represented only in the Low German
group. The later development of sense is found

only in Eng.]
1. The central column of spongy cellular tissue

in the stems and branches of dicotyledonous plants ;

the medulla ; applied also to the internal parenchy-
matous tissue of other stems, e. g. of palms, rushes,
etc. ; and to a similar tissue occurring in other parts
of plants, as that lining the rmd in certain fruits

(e. g. the orange).
c888 K. ALFRED Boeth. xxxiv. 10 J>set he onginS of ba?m

wyrtrumum, & swa upweardes grewS o3 3one stemn, &
siftdan andlang bees piSan, & andlang bare rinde. a xaoo
Sax. Leeckd. III. 90 Eft mm ellenes pipan. 1398 TREVISA
Barth. De P. R, xvii. i. (Bodl. MS.), PC schafte of a tree. .

ha(> some what wibin as the pibbe. c 1440 Protnp, Paru.
402/1 Pythe, medulla,vel Pnlpa. 1483 Wardr. Ace. in Grose

Antiq. Rep. (1807) I. 39 A roll of pytthes of risshes. 1542
BOORDE Dyetary xxi. (1870) 283 [Walnuts] doth comforte

the brayne if the pyth or skin be pylled of. 1561 [see PITHY
1

i]. 1673-4 GKEW Annt. Trunks \. \. 35 Within the hoi- :

low of the Wood, stands the Pith. 1776 WITHERING Brit.
Plants (1796) III. 52 Suhnlaria.. .Leaves.. semi-cylindrical,
full of pith. 1855 DFLAMER Kitch. Card. (i%6\) 119 In boil-

ing ripe marrows,, .take out the pith and seeds. 1884 F. J.
BRITTEN IVatch fy Clockm. 198 The pith used by watch
makers to clean their work is the pith of the elder. JMod.
This orange has too much pith and too little juice.

2. The spinal 'marrow' or cord; in quot. 1653,
the brain substance.

1594 T. B. La Priinaud. Fr. Acad. ii. 357 The pith of the
chine bone. 1607 TOPSELL Four-f. Beasts (165%) 289 Some
..do twine out the pith of the back with a long wire. 1627
MAY Litcan vi. 764 The pyth of Staggs with Serpents
nourished Was mixed there. 1653 H. MORE Antid. Ath. i.

xi. (1712) 34 This laxe pith or marrow in Man's Head. 1741
Contpl, I'ani.-Picce \. ii. 155 Take a Quantity of the Pith of
an Ox. 1867 F. FHANCIS Angling \. (1880) 49 The bait con-

sisting of. .a bit of pith (bullock's marrow).

f'S- "577 E. GOOGE Hereshach's Hush. (1586) 20 b, The
Germanes..doo in steade of doung, cast vppon it a kinde of

pith and fatnesse of the earth.

3. Applied to various other substances forming
the inner part or core of something, and thus

analogous to the pith of a tree
;
as

ta. The 'crumb '

of bread. Obs. b. The core of various

epidermal appendages, as feathers, horns, and hairs. tc.
= DIPLOE. Obs. rare. d. The imperfectly carbonized core
of an iron rod.

a. 1450 Bk. Haivkyng in Rel. Ant. I. 302 Take a white
,

lof..and kut her almoste a too in the peth. 1579 LANGHAM
Gard, Health (1633) 90 Apply the pith of Bread baked with

,

Coliander seed. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny II. 280 They vse to

lap it in the soft crum or pith of a loaf of bread. b. 14.
Voc. in Wr.-\Vflicker 588/41 He, the pythe of a penne. 14 . .

Now. ibid. 703/36 Hoc ?/#;//, the pyf of the penne. 1835-6
Todays Cycl. Anat. I. 350/2 Both sides [of the shaft of a

feather] .. enclose a .. substance called the pith. 1840 J.
BUEL Farmer's Comp. 71 The piths of horns, or the residue
of. .horns after the comb-maker has taken all that is fit for

his use. c. 1684 tr. Bond's Merc. Conipit. in. 81 In
some places the Skull is simple, thin and pellucid, without

any Piih. d. 1831 J. HOLLAND Afanttf. Metal I. 231 If

[the carbonising process be] only partially effected the centre

of the rod still exhibits its duller iron-like structure, or pith,
as the workmen call it.

4. fig. The central or inward part ; hence, the

essential or vital part (^/"anything) ; spirit, essence,

substance, quintessence. So pith and marrow.
4:897 K. ALFRED Gregory's Past. C.ix. 55 SmeageaS 5eah

\

& &eahtija5 on hiera modes rind monig god weorc to wyr-
! canne, ac on &am pi3an biS o3er ^ehyded. 0400 Rom.
\

Rose 7172 Now haue I you declared right The nienyng of
the bark and rynde..But now at erst I wole bigynne To

i expowne you the pith withynne. 1434 MISVN Mending of \

Life 123 So bou may cum to be pith of lufe. 1526 TINDAI.!-:

j

Heb. viit. i Of the thynges which we have spoken this is I

1 the pyth. 1551 T. \\ILSON Logike (1580) io_
The pith of

|

i this worde Habitus^ can hardely be vttered with one wordfi
: in this our tongue. 1581 J. BELL Haddons Answ. Osor.
I 183 b, Herein consisteth the whole pithe of our controuersie.

1603 SHAKS. Meas.for M. \. iv. 70, 1635 N. R. Camden s

Hist. Eliz. i. 93 The very pith and marrow of sweet speech.
a 1831 A. KNOX Rem. (1844) I. 80 The very ptth and marrow
of ^^r. Wesley's views. 1877 SYMONDS Kenaiss. //., Fine
Arts (1897) III. ii. ^2 Within the great cities the pith of the

population was Latin.

fb. To the pith, thoroughly, to the very core.

1577-87 HOLINSHEU Chron. III. 1127/2 ShortHe after. .she

performed hir promise to the pith.

5. Physical strength or force ; vigour, toughness ;

might, mettle,
* backbone '.

a 1300 Cursor M. 22793 (Eclin.) It semis al again kind pat
, mannis molden fleis and banis . . Haf pi^e \v. r. pith] and lif,
1 als bai hauid ar. c 1375 Ibid. 7090 (Fairf.) porou his hare

his strenght was made Atte xx. metis pith he hadde._ c 1386
CHAUCER IVifes Prol. 475 But Age alias . . Hath me biraft my

, beauteeandmy pith. 1456 SmG. HAYEZ-/nw^4ry*(S.T.S.)
287 In thair awm propre pythe, and vertu of corps and

, strenthe of membris. c 1475 Rauf Coil~$ear 863 I'hay preis
furth properly thair plthis to prufe. 1545 ASCHAM Toxoph.
(Arb.) 112 Brasse, iron or style haue theyr owne strength
and pith in them. Ibid. 117 Newe ale..wil sone lease his

pith. 1601 Bp. W. BARLOW Serai. Panics Crosse 17 A man
of Sampsons pith. 1681 COLVIL Whigs Supplic. (1751) 56
We'll both defend with all our pith. 1763 CHURCHILL Epist.
to Ifogart/i 33 Should love of Fame. .Spur thee to deeds of

pith. 1823 BYRON Juan vii. xviii, 'Mongst them were several
,

knglishmen of pith, Sixteen called Thompson, and nineteen

!

named Smith. 1886 STEVENSON Kidnapped ii. 12 This
\

j

[curse].. took the pith out of my legs.

b. Force, vigour, energy (of words, speech, etc.).

c 1526 FRITH Dispnt. Purgatory (1829) 102 Some man will

think mine arguments to be of small pith. 1548 UDALL
Etasw. Par. Luke Pref. 13 He shall fele a certain vertue

and pith such as he shall not fele the lyke in any other

bookes. 1563 Mirr. Mag. ,
Blacksmith x. In wyt he had so '

: little pyth. 1828 CARLYLE Misc. (1857) I. 205 Cool vigour
; and laconic pith. 1876 SPURGEOX Commenting 2 Matthew
1

Henry, .is usually plain, quaint, and full of pith.

6. Substance, substantial quality (of woids,

writings, etc.). ? Obs.
c 1407 LYDG, Reson <V Sens. 4882 So ful of pith is the

!

t matere That swich a book in Komaunce Was neuer yet
! made in Fraunce. a 1529 SKKLTON Col. Cloitte 58 It hath
! in it some pith. 1586 T. B. La Primaud. Fr. Acad. i.

io_2
! With the whistling of lips or hands, .shepheards cause their

sheepe to arise, or lie downe, bicause they understand not
'

an articulate or distinct speech, that hath some pith in it.

1590 [J. GREENWOOD] Confer. Pref. Aij, If thou finde not

|

such pith or substance in the matters discussed.

7. Importance, gravity, weight ; esp. in phrase ,

j of (great} pith and moment^ or the like (after ;

! Shaks.).
1601 SHAKS. Ham. in. i. 86 Enterprizes of great pith and

,

moment. 1624 BEDELL Lett. VL 104 Neither is there any

?lace.

.of speciall pith, that hath not beene ob&erued. 1826
. WILSON Noct. Ambr. Wks. 1855 I. 91, I hae a secret to

communicate, a secret o' some pith and importance. 1830
J. W. CROKER in C. Papers (1884) II. xv. 85 We have seen
the scruples .. of one . . cabinet minister alter the whole
course of enterprises of great pith and moment.

8. attrib. and Cornh.
t
as (in sense i) pith-ball,

-cavity, -cell, -coat, -cylinder \ (in sense 2) /////

bait, marrow, pudding \ pith-like adj. ; pith-
drawn a. (see quot.); pith hat, pith helmet,
a helmet-shaped sun-hat made of the dried pith of

the Indian Solah or Spongewood of Bengal
{AZschynomene asperd), hence called pith-hat-
plant (Miller Plant-n. 1884) ; pith-paper, a

paper made from the pith of various plants ; pith-
plant, the Chinese rice-paper tree (Aralia or

Falsia papyrifera] ; pith-tree, a leguminous tree

(Herwimera Elaphroxyfon} of tropical Africa,

having soft white pith-like wood
; pith-work,

articles made of pith, esp. of sEschynomcne aspera.
1812 SIR H. DAVY Chem. Philos. 126 Two gilt *pith balls,

suspended upon strings of silk, 1849 NOAD Electricity
(ed. 3) 14 A cylinder of brass, supported on a glass stand,
and furnished with a pith ball electroscope. 1875 HLXLKY
& MARTIN Elcm. Biol. (1877) 79 The medullary or *pith-

cavity in the centre of the section. Ibid.^ The *pith-ce]h,
around the central cavity. 1871 KINGSLEY At Last xiii,

Two or three blows with the cutlass, at the small end of the

nut, cut off not only the *pith-coat, but the point of the

shell. 1884 Bowi:u & SCOTT De Barys Phancr. 308 The
*pUh-cylinaers of the shoots . .are only connected by narrow

medullary rays. 1703 T. S. Art's hnproi'. I. 19 Trees..
Rift or Cleft, or *Pith-drawn, as some call it, by falling too

soon, viz. before they are Sawn asunder. 1884 J. MACDOXALD
in iq//i Cent. June 1002 With nothing on but their ungainly
*pitn-hats. 1889 T. A. GUTHRIF. Pariah i. i, Who's the man
who goes about in a *pith helmet? 1866 Treas. Bot, s. v.

sEschynoJitcne, The "pith-like stem of sR. aspera is..used
in India. .for making hats, bottle-cases, swimming jackets
[etc.]. 1655 MOUFET & BKNNET Health's Intfr. (1746) 199
*
Pith-Marrow, running all along from the hinder Brain, .to

the End of the Back-bone or Chine of Beasts. 1834 (J.

BENNETT Wanderings II. 75 The *pith plant is procured
from Oan-nfulm, near the province of See-chuen. 1750 E.
SMITH Compl. llonseivife (ed. 14) 131 To make a "Pith

Pudding. Take a quantity of the pith of an ox [etc.]. 1884
MILLER Plant-n., *Pith-tree, of the Nile, Herminiera
Elaphroxylon. 1887 MOLONEY Forestry /K. Afr, 313
Ambash or Pith-tree of the Nile. ..The wood is very light,

and in the form of small logs is used by the natives to asM-t

them in crossing rivers.

Pith ,'piJO, V- Also 5 (9) peth. [f. prec. sb.]

fl. ?To provide with pith, give pith or vigour.

Obs. rare~~ l
.

14.. Tundale's Vis.) Circunsiswn 93 Hit is also myghty,
it pethys fay re Ageynis wanhope and disperacyon.

2. trans. To pierce or sever the *

pith
'

or spinal
cord of (an animal), so as to kill it or render it

insensible ; spec, lo slaughter (cattle) in this way.
1805 European Klag. June 482 The practice of slaughtering

cattle by puncturing the medulla spinali?, or as it is now
called, pithing cattle, is extending through all parts of the

Kingdom. 1806 HO.MF, in Phil. Trans. XCVI. 359 In the

common mode of pithing cattle the medulla spinaiis only is

cut through, and the head remains alive. 1875 HUXLEY &
MARTIN EUm. Biol. (1877) 203 The pulsation of the heart. .

should be studied in a Frog rendered insensible by chloro-

form or by being pithed. 1886 P. CLARKE New Chum xiii.

(ed. 2) 184
' Now then, shall we peth it or shoot it ?' says

our butcher pro tern. 1895 Tablet 5 Jan. 22 To pith is to

remove the brain with a gutting knife, and then to pass

say a stiff clean wire up the spinal canal to break up the

marrow.
3. To remove or extract the pith from.

1852 LD. HADDO in Mem. x. (1866.) 175 [We] fish, paddle
in the water, or pith rushes till dinner.

Hence Pithed (pij)t) ///. a. ; Pithing (pi'J>irj^

vbl. sb.j also attrib. as in pithing-pole, a pole

having a sharp blade at one end, for pithing cattle.

1831 YOUATT Jforseix. 153 The operation is called pithing,

from the name (the pith) given by butchers to the spinal

marrow. 1864 H. FALCONER in Reader $ Mar. 302/2 It

divides into two long diverging arms (like the legs of

a pithed frog). 1886 P. CLARKE New Chum xiii. (ed. 2) 184

Up jumps Tom on the bar overhead with a long pething-

pole.-and with one plunge sends the cruel point with un-

erring aim into the spinal cord.

Pithagorean, Pithian, Pithon, Pithoni-

cal, Pithonist, etc. : see PYTH-.

t PithanO'logy. Obs. [ad. Gr. mOavoXoyta

(Col. ii. 4), f. mOav-os persuasive + -\oyia speech,

etc.: see -LOGY.]
* Persuasiveness of speech* ; the

use of specious or plausible arguments.
1615 BYFIEI.D Exp. Coloss. ii. 4 Pithanology, which the

apostle condemns, is a speech fitted of purpose, by the

abuse of rhetoric, . . to please and seduce. 1650 TRAVP Cwnfe
Dent. xiii. 3 Hereticks have their pithanology, their good
words and fair speeches. 1730 A. COLLIER Claris Univ.,

Spec. True Philos. 127 Called also by its Christian name of

pithanology, or science, falsely so called.

Pit-head, -heap, etc. : see PIT sl>.
1

14.

Pithecanthrope (pib/kae-nbroup). Also in

Gr. and Lat. forms Pithecanthropes, -us. [f.

Gr. iri$rjicos ape + av0po>iros man.] a. An ape-man
or man-like ape; name given by Haeckel (1868)

to a hypothetical link between the Apes and Man.

b. Pithecanthropus was afterwards adopted by E.

Dubois as generic name for an extinct animal of



PITHECANTHROFIC.

which remains were found in 1891-2 in the Pliocene

of Java.

f

SHIELDS Final Philos. 146 fMan's] descent from a tailed

ancestor, to which he [Haeckel] gives the zoological name
of Pithecanthropos or the primitive ape-man. 1883 tr.

Joly's Man bef. Metals 17 Prehistoric man.. has even been
sometimes called man-monkey, or pithecanthrope. 1893
CUNISGHAM in Nature 28 Feb. 429/1 The so-called Pithe-

canthropus is in the direct human line. 1898 GADOW tr.

HaeckeCs Last Link 24 Dr. Dubois exhibited the cranium
of Pithecanthropus.
So Pithecanthro'pic a.

t
? of or belonging to a

man who acts like an ape ; Pitheca -

nthropoid #.,

resembling or related to the pithecanthrope.
1890 Cent. Diet., Pithecanthropoicl. 1897 Open Court XI.

j

256 The pithecanthropic mummery, colloquially called
(

monkey-business, connected with closing one nostril and

breathing through the other and then of closing both till

the compressed columnar air-current is imagined to bump
against the triangular fundament of Kundaltnu

Pithecian (pibrsian), a. Zoo!, [ad. Y.pitht*-

cien, f. Gr. iriOijKos ape : see -TAX.] Of or per-

taining to Pitheda (Geoffroy, 1812), the typical

genus of the PitheciinKj a subfamily of the Caoidx^
S. American monkeys commonly called Sakis.

So Pithe'ciine a., pertaining to the Pithetiinte.

1890 Cent. Diet.* Pitheciine, 1893 Athenaeum 18 Mar.

349/3 The fundamental types of the molars are identical in

man and the anthropoids, and the lower one differs entirely
from that of the pithecian and cebian monkeys.
Pithecoid (pijw-koid), a. (s&.) [ad. F. pithl-

coide
t

f. Gr. TriOrjtcos ape : see -OID.] Resembling ,

in form or pertaining to the apes, esp. the higher
'

or anthropoid apes ; simian, ape-like.
1861 HUXLEY in Nat. Hist. Rev. Jan. 67 The demonstra-

tion of a pithecoid pedigree. 1863 Man s Place Nat. 159
,

The fossil remains of man.. do not.. take us appreciably
'

nearer to that lower pithecoid form. 1866 Preh. Rein.
Cailhn. 102 A curious pithecoid variation, observed in the

!

;orilla and the chimpanzee. 1880 -iqtft Cent. Nov. 854
j

ieyond the range of pithecoid intelligence.

B. as sb. An anthropoid ape ; a simian.

1890 in Cent. Diet.

Pithecological (piJtfktfV'dzikal), a. nonce-wd,

[f. Gr. iri0i?tfo? ape + -LOGICAL.] Pertaining to the

scientific study of apes.
1865 VISCT. STRANCFORD Selection (1869) II. no Its pro-

j

ceedings. .were not of a truly geographical, so much as of a :

more or less authentically pithecological, character.

Pithful
(pi'Jrful),

a. rare. [f.
PITH sb. + -FUL.]

Full of pith; pithy. (YiV. and /?<f.)

1548 UDALL, etc. Erasnr. Par, Mark ii. 24 This strong
and pithful Philosophy. 1613 W. BROWNE Brit. Past. n.

iv, For as in tracing These pitnfull rushes, such as are aloft,

liy those that rais'tl them presently are brought Beneath
,

unseene. 1819 W. TENNANT Papistry Storm'd (1827) 14 ,

Pickin' out pithfu' texts, and strang.

Pithily (pi'fiU), adv. [f. PITHY a. + -LY 2
.] ;

In a pithy manner.

T 1. In a way that goes to the pith ; thoroughly ;

in substance or essence; essentially. Obs.

1434 MISYN Mending rf Life 122 Pithily clensid fro vn- i

clennes. 1435 Fire ofLove 98 If we owr mjjndes fro lufe

of creaturis pythely depart. 1539 CROMWELL in Merriman
Life ff Lett. (1902) II. 228, I., have pithely weyed and

poundred the deposicions and Relations. 1645 MILTON
Tetrack. Wks. 1851 IV. 221 It would be as pithily absurd.

f2. \Vithpowerorstrength; mightily. Obs.

1522 World fy Child in Hazl. Dodsley I. 250, 1 am a prince

perilous y-proyed,.. and pithily y-pight. 1573-80 BARET
Ah. P 414 Pithily, vehemently. 1678 R. HAHCLAY Apol.
Quakers v. ix. 130 These. .did. .pithily and strongly over-

turn the False Doctrine of their Adversaries.

3. In reference to speech or writing : So as to

express the pith or substance ; briefly and with

fullness of meaning ;
in few and significant words;

with condensed and forcible expression ; senten-

tiously, tersely, vigorously.
1533 MORE Debell. Salem Wks. 1019/2 As thoughe they

were wordes of such substancial effect, that I would not
haue it appere..that hee had written so

piththely. 1586
W.WEBBE Eng. Poctrie (Arb.) 48 Marke..with howe choyse
wordes it is pithily described. 1698 S. CLARK Script. Just.
xii. 62 A Passage, .wherein he expresses himself very per-
tinently, pithily, and elegantly. 1816 SCOTT Old Mort.
xviii, He next handled very pithily the doctrine of defensive
arms and of resistance to Charles II. 1864 Sat. Rev. 475/1
The knack of talking pithily which means a knack of talk-

ing pointedly, and more or less audaciously.
Pithiness (prj>ines). [f. PITHY a. + -NESS.]
The quality or character of being pithy, esp. in

sense 3 of the adj., Fullness of meaning with

brevity of expression ; condensation and force of

style ; terseness, sententiousness.

1547-64 BAULDWIN Mor. Philos. (Palfr.) 18 With such
piihinesse in his counsels. 1619 R. WALLER in Listnore

Papers Ser. it. (1887) II. 226 Much comendinge the grate
pmhynes of your Lordships letters. 1813 JEFFERSON Writ.

(1830) IV. 225 Their version of the isth psalm is more to be
esteemed for its pithiness than its poetry. 1863 J. G.
MURPHY Comm. Gen. iv. 7 This sentence has all the pithi-
ness and familiarity of a proverb.

Pithless (pi'hles), a, [f.
PITH s&. + -LESS.]

Devoid of pith ; having no pith. (fit. and_/^.)
1553 W. WATREMAN Fardle Facions 11. viii. 181 No yncke-

home termes, nor pithlesse pratling. 1656 TRAIT Comm.
2 Tim, iii. 5 Hollow professors are as hollow trees, .tall, but

920

pithless, sapless, unsound. 1728 RAMSAY Archers diverting
themselves 27 Pithless limbs in silks o'er-clad. 1817 COLE-
BROOKE Algebra^ etc. Notes & Illustr. p. xlv, Omitting.,
superfluous and pithless matter. 1879 BARING GOULD
Germany II. 273 Leaning on these hollow, pithless reeds.

Hence Pi'thlessly adv.

1884 J.
PARKER Aflost. Life III. 217 If we speak it pith-

lessly, it takes rank with any words short and empty.

Fi't-hole, s&. A hole forming a pit ;
a pit-like

hollow or cavity. (In various applications: see

quots,, and senses of PIT sb.^} b. spec. A grave.
1601 HOLLAND Pliny I. 525 Buds sprouting forth vnder the

concauity or pit-hole of the foresaid Joints, a 1625 FLKTCHER,
etc. Fair Maid Inn n. ii, I have known a lady sick of the

small pocks, onely to keep her face from pitholes, take cold,
strike them in again, kick up the heels, and vanish. 1814
SCOTT Wfau. xvi, A hlack bog., full of large pit-holes.
b. 1621-3 MIDDLETON & ROWLEY Changeling iv. i. 64

Alexander, that thought the world Too narrow for him, in

th' end had but his pit-hole. 1768-74 TUCKER Lt. Nat.

(1854) II. 647 It is common to fright children into taking of
their physic, by telling them that else they must be put into

the pit-hole. 1896 Wanvicksh. Wd.-bk. s. v., Baby's dead,
and gone in the pit-hole. [So in Eng. dialects, from Notts
to Devon and Kent : see E.D.D.]
Hence Pit-hole v.

t
to lay in the grave, to bury.

1607 W. S. Purituine \. Bjb, All my friends were pitt-

hold, gone to Graues. 1611 CHAPMAN May-day HI. 43,
I would see her pitholefd], afore I would deale with her.

II Pithos (pi*J>?s). Gr. Antiq. [a. Gr. iriBos."]

A large wide-mouthed earthenware jar of spherical

form, used for holding wine, oil, food, etc.

1879 J. J. YOUNG Ceram. Art 27 The pithos occupied by
Diogenes was cracked and patched.
Pithsome (pi-)>s#m), a. rare. [f.

PITH sb. +

-SOME.] Full of pith ; vigorous, sturdy.
1864 BLACKMORF. Clara I'aughan (1889) 248 Her pithsome

health and vigour.

Pithy (pi'J>0> a - U- PITH *& + *]
1. Consisting or of the nature of pith; abounding

in or full of pith.
1562 J. HFYWOOD Prov. fy F.pigr. (1867) 192 The pithy

pith of an elder sticke. 1616 SUKFI, &; MARKH. Country'
Farme 225 The inward substance white,.. without anie tast,

..and smell it hath none, neither is it anie thing pithie.

1793 B. EDWARDS Hist. JF. Indies II. v. i. 209The body of

the cane., contains a soft pithy substance. 1821 CLARE /-V//.

Minstr, II. 73 The pithy bunch of unripe nuts. 1853 ^**

JOHNSTON Nat. Hist. E. Bord. I. 96 [Elder] well known
to every schoolboy.., who fabricates his pop-gun from its

pithy branches. 1893 NEWTON Diet. Birds 239 The rhachis

[of a feather] is opaque, filled with a pithy substance.

2. fig. Full oi strength or vigour ; vigorous,

strong; of liquor, strong, containing much alcohol.

Now dial, or Obs.

13.. Cursor M. 9384 (Cott.) Al-king thing was ^an..Wel
pitnier [v.r, mihtier] (>an J?ai ar now. 1483 Cath. Aiigl.

282/1 Pythy, vbi strange. 1530 PALSGR. 320/2 Pythy
stronge, puissant. 1634 MARKHAM Archerie\y.. 84 A strong
pithie kinde of Shooting. 1773 FERGUSSON Ctinier Water
iii, On mair pithy shanks they stood. 1812 W. TENNANT
A nster F. iv, Some are flush 'd with horns of pithy ale.

3. Full of substance or significance ; solid, sub-

stantial ; esp. of speech or writing : Containing
much matter in few words ; expressing briefly the

pith or substance ofa thing ; condensed and forcible

in expression or style; sententious; terse. (Now
the prevailing sense.)

1^29 MORE 6V///. Soulys Wks. 299/1 The sore pythye
point wherwith he knitteth vp all fays heuy matter. 1531
TINDALE Exp. i John (1537) 93 It is a shorte and pythy
sentence to moue or admonyse, 1571 GOLDING Calvin on.

Ps. ii. 5 Very piththie is this pronown I. 1657 SPARROW Bk.
Com. Prayer (1661) 74 These short but pithy Ejaculations.

1754 RICHARDSON Grandison (1781) VI. Hit. 341 Finding
something to say to each, in his pithy, agreeable manner.

1824 Miss FERRIER Inker, xv, With one of her sharp pithy
glancesat Colonel D. 1893 J. C. JEAFFRESON Bk. Recollect.

I. i. 13 He preached. .a plain, short, pithy sermon.

b. trctnsf. of a speaker or writer.

1548 UDALL Erasm. Par. Luke xlx. 150 That other man
also was piththie and an earnest bidder of Jesus. 1693 J.

EDWARDS Author. O. <$ N. Test. 235 The pithy moralist

[Seneca]. 1713 ADDISON Ct. Tariff p 13 In all these par-
ticulars [he] was very short but pithy. 1879 GEO. ELIOT
Theo. Such ii. 39 He was a pithy talker.

Pitiabi-lity. rare. [f. next : see -ITY.] Pitiable-

ness ; something pitiable.
1865 CARLYLE Fredk. Gt. xvm. vii. (1872) VII. 221 Pitia-

bilities of every kind.

Pitiable (pi'tiab'l),*?. Forms: 5 pytoyable,

5-6 piteable, 6 pitoyable, pittiable, 7 pyty-

able, 7-8 pityable, 6- pitiable. [ME. a. OF.

piteable (i3th z^ pitiable, pitoiable (mod.F. //V<?y-

able) pitiable (in active and passive sense), f. OF.

piteer, pitier, pitoyer to PITY : see -ABLE.]
1. Deserving, worthy of, or standing in need of

pity ; exciting pity ; lamentable :
= PITIFUL 3.

1456 SIR G. HAVE Law Arms (S. T. S.) 299 To ay justice
with mere! melle, efter as he seis caus piteable. (1489

great condescension to mis pmaoie innrmicy oi ms sinim
Creatures [etc.]. 1688 I*ox Cleri Pro Rege 22 The Case is

truly pityable. 1855 MILMAN Lai. Chr. ix. iv. (1864) V. 243
The champion of injured and pitiable women. 1879 Miss
BRADDON Clov. Foot I. i. 32, I. .found him in a pitiable
condition.

2, Contemptible, miserable: PITIFUL 4.

PITIFULLY.

1789 MRS. PIOZZI Jonrn. France II. 353 For this pitiable

exhibition, ships cut in paper, and saints carved in wood,
we paid half a guinea each. 1849 MACAULAV Hist. Eng. iv.

I. 511 That great party.. had now dwindled to a pitiable

minority. 1891 Speaker ii July 36/1 The pitiable display
of short-sighted greed over the Factory Bill.

f 3. Characterized by pity :
= PITIFUL 2. Obs.

1503 Kalender of Shepherds Ii, Sweyt & pyteabyl as the

beyr, ..dyspytful & prydful as the fasant.

Hence Pi-tiableness, pitiable quality or condi-

tion
; Pl'tiably adv., in a pitiable manner.

1694 KKTTLEWELL Comp. Penitent 43 Remembring . . the

PytyablenessofmyVVeakness. i82$J. NEAI. Bra. Jonathan
II. 166 A line of scripture, .pitiably misunderstood. 1866

GEO. ELIOT /''. Holt xliii, We are so pitiably in subjection
to all sorts of vanity. 1804 MRS. H. WARD Marcclla I. 41
For all its weakness and puiableness.

Pitied (pi'tid), ///. a. [f. PITT v. + -ED i.]

Compassionated, lamented, etc. : see the verb.

Hence Pi'tiedly adv. (rare), in a way or to a

degree to be pitied.

1627-77 FELTHAM Resolves n. xlix. 256 He is properly and

pittiedly to be counted alone that is illiterate. 1718 ELIZA
HEYWOOD Mine, de Gomez's Belle A. (1732) II. 214 A dis-

honourable Affair, in which his Glory, and at last his Life

fell a necessary, but much pitied Sacrifice. 1851 RUSKIN
Stones Ven. (1874) I. i. i Led, through prouder eminence, to

less pitied destruction.

Fitier (pi'tiai). [f. PITY v. + -ER 1
.] One

who pities.
1601 DANIEL Civ. Wars vi. xjv, That which such a pitier

seldom mends. 1650 R. STAPYLTON Stradas Ltnu C. Warrcs
vn. 53 The Favourers and Pittyers of the Cause. 1805
CAVLEY-iYr W, Raleigk 11.90 Among his friends and pitiers
in this his adverse fortune. 1860 EMERSON Cond. Life vii.

155 This class of pitiers of themselves.

Pitiful (pi-tiful), a. [f. PITY sb. + -FUL.]

1 1. Characterized by piety ; pious. Obs. rare.

'1449 PECOCK Repr. n. xviii. 262 Kncrece thow ristwisnes
to piteful men [piis adaitge gratiatn\ 1570 LEVINS Manip.
186/1 Pittiful, plus, misericors.

2. Full of or characterized by pity; compas-
sionate, merciful, tender.

1491 CAXTON Vitas Patr. (W. de W. 1495) n. 286/2 Thenne
this pytefull man..dyde almesse. ij6 TINDALE Jas. v. ii

The lorde is very pitiful! and merciful!. 1548 UDALL, etc.

Erasni. Par. Matt. xx. 100 Shewing his pietifull affeccion.

1595 SHAKS, John iv. iii. 2 The Wall is high, and yet will

I leape downe. Good ground, be pittifull and hurt me not.

1691 Woon Ath. Oxon. I. 623 He was pitiful to the poor,
and hospitable to his neighbours, a 1716 ULACKALL \Vks.

(1723) I. 20 A pitiful and compassionate Temper. 1875
MANNING Mission H, Ghost vii. 186 Why did our Divine

Master, pitiful and tender as He is, speak so sternly?

3. Exciting or fitted to excite pity; pitiable,

piteous, deplorable, lamentable. (Usually, now

always, of actions, conditions, sights, cries, or the

like; formerly also of persons.)
c 1450 Cm>. Myst. (Shaks. Soc.) 236 This ded body that lyth

here in grave, Wrappyd in a petefull plyght. 1531 TINDALE
IVks. (Parker Soc.) II. 91 How pale and pitiful look they, . .

hanging down their heads. 1647 SPRIGGE Anglia Rediv.
n. i. 66 The ptttifullest spectacle that man can behold.

1696 PHILLIPS (ed. 5\ Pitiful, said of the Condition of one
that is reduc'd to great Misery, and excites Pity. 1868 E.
EDWAKDS Ralfgh 1. xxvi. 672 A pitiful account of his sorrows
and perplexities. 1871 MORLEY Vain>enargi4es in Crit.

Misc. Ser. i. (1878) 6 The pitiful fate of his friend,

t b. as adv. Pitifully. Obs.

1571 CAMPION Hist. Irel. ix. (1633) 117 He was pittifull

hurt with a gun. 1599 SHAKS. Muck Ado v. ii. 29 The God
of loue that, .knowes me, how pittifull I deserue.

4. To be pitied for its littleness or meanness;

exciting pitying contempt ; miserably insignificant

or trifling, despicable, contemptible. (Cf. miser-

able, wretched, in similar use.)

1582 STANYUURST SEntis iv. (Arb.) 95 Feare shews pitfle

crauens.
159^8

GRENEWEY Tacitus' Ann. n. vii. (1622) 42

Many such simple and friuolous matters, and more mildly
to terme them, pittifull. 1659-60 PEI'YS Diary 26 Feb.,
A pitiful copy of verses. 1687 A. LOVELI. tr. Thevenot's

Trav. I. 28 It is no more but a pitiful Village. 1771

Jniiius Lett. liv. (1820) 288, I see the pitiful advantage he

has taken. 1874 LISLE CARR Jnd. Gwynne I. iv. 130 When
you talk such pitiful trash about rewarding me.

5. Comb., as pitiful-hearted.
1596 SHAKS. i Hen. II-', 11. iv. 134 Pittiful hearted Titan

that melted at the sweete Tale of the Sunne.

Pitifully (pi-tiffili), adv. [f. prec. + -LY 2.] In

a pitiful manner.

1. \Vithcompassion; compassionately, mercifully.

1303 R. BRUNN-E Handl. Synne 1494 (MS. HarU, ?'yf

he demeb pytyffully IMS. J3u!w. pytously] At hys demyng
getyt> he mercy. 1548-9 (Mar.) Bk. Com. Prayer, Litany,

Pytifully beholdethe sorowesof our heart. i6ia T.TAYLOR
Comm. Titusi. 6 He shall more patiently and pitifully deale

against it. 1885 H. V. BARNETT in Mag. Art Sept. 454/2
He. .thought pitifully of her in her affliction.

2. In a way that awakens or deserves pity ;

piteously, lamentably, wretchedly, miserably.
CI4 Siege ofRouen in Collect. Land. Cit. (Camden) 3

Gonnys they schott with grete euvye, And many were smytte

pyttyfully. c 1440 Alphabet of Tales 286 He hard a voy_ce

cry petifullie. 1568 GRAFTON Citron. II. 754 He was with

mischarging of a speare,.. pittifully slayne and brought to

death. 1615 K. LONG tr. Barclay's Argtnis n. x. 03 Piti-

fully requesting the succour of the passers by. 1678 BUNYAN

Pilgr. I. 127 They beat them pitifully. 1722 Dp. FOE Plague
(Rtldg.) 117 She cry'd and look'd pitifully. 1884 Manch.
Exam. 29 Mar. 4/8 The widow, whose career of wedded

happiness has been so pitifully cut short.

3. Contemptibly, meanly, meagrely ; miserably.



PITIFULNESS.

1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 215 Her teares (how piti-

fully easie are they to some?). i^SJusius/W/*/. Ancients
28 To prove . . how pitifully poore and ridiculous the first

workes of Art have been. 1719 LONDON & WISE Cowpl.
Card. 243 Strawberry Plants.. in the second Year they bear

wonderfully; hut that being past, they produce very piti-

fully. 1742 H. WAI.POLE Lett, to Mann (1834) I. 139 The
Secret Committee go on very pitifully.

Fitifulness (pi-tifulnes). [f. asprec. + -SESS.]
The quality of being PITIFUL, q. v.

1557 Sarwn Primer N vnj b, I commende and betake my
handes to thy holinesse, besechynge thy pitiftilnesse. 1662
Bk. Com. Prayer, Prayers sev, Occas., Let the pitifulness
of thy great mercy loose us. 1670 EACHARD Cont. Ckrgy 32
They would. .soon discern. .the pittifulness of their matter,
and the impertinency of their tales and phansies. 1702 C.
MATHER Mtign. Chr. in. in. (1852) 541 That pitifulness and
that peaceableness which rendered him yet further amiable.

1884 W. S. LILLY in Contcmp. Rev. Feb. 264 Christianity,
preaching pitifulness and courtesy. 1897 Allbntfs Syst.
MeiL IV. 597 Scrofula:.. its frequency, its pitifulness, and
its marring of fair young lives.

t Pitikins, pittikins, dim. of PITY, after bodi-

kins, in Ods pit(t]ikin$ '. see On 1 2.

1604 DEKKER Honest Wh. Wks. 1873 II. 27 Gods my pitti-

kins, some foole or other knocks [cf. 29 Gods my pitty, what
an Asse is that Citizen].

Pitiless (pi-tiles), a. [f. PITY sb. + -LESS.]
1. Without pity or compassion; showing no pity;

merciless.

a 1412 HOCCLEVE De Reg. Princ. 3306 Out of pitee, growith
mercy. ., ffor piteeles man can do no mercy. 1556 j. HEY-
WOOD Spider fy Fl. Ixx. 147 To kepe al from pittelesse

\

strife. 1605 SHAKS. Lenr in. iv. 29 The pelting of this pitti-
'

lesse storme, 1703 ROWE Ulysses \\\. i, The Gods are pity-
less. 1856 EMERSON Eng. Traits, Ability Wks. (Bohn) II.

!

35 In Parliament, the tactics of the Opposition is to resist i

every step of the Government, by a pitiless attack. 1882

J. H. BLUNT Ref. Ch. Eng. II. 274 The spirit of the times
;

was pitiless enough.

f 2. Receiving no pity ; unpitied. Obs. rare.
a 1618 J. DAVIES IVittes Pilgr. Ixxvii, So, do I perishe

'

pitilesse, through Feare,

Hence Pi'tilessly adv. ; Fi'tilessness.
1611 COTCR., Atrocement, most cruelly, pittilesly. 1755

JOHNSON, Pitilessness. 1848 W. H. KELLY tr. L. Blanc's
\

Hist. Ten Y. II. 353 He was pitilessly dragged along the
j

passages, up or down the stairs. 1855 MILMAN Lai. Chr. '

xiv.
vij, (1864) IX. 237 Theirpitilessness to the poor.

Pitill : see PITTEL. Pitle, var. PIGHTLE.
Fitless (pi-ties), <z, rare. [f. PIT sb.^ + -LESS.]
Having no pit : in quots., said of a theatre.

1895 Daily AVov n Nov. 6/4 The reconstructed and no
longer pit-less Opera Comique. 1903 Daily Chron. 19 Dec.
5/2 The projectors of new and pitless playhouses.

Pit-maker, etc. : see PIT sbl 14.
Pitman (pi-trasen). [f. PIT jM + MAN sb\]
T 1- The digger of a pit or common grave. Obs.
1609 J. DAVIES Humours Heaven on E. (Grosart) 46/2

The ceremonie at their Burialls Is Ashes but to Ashes, Dust
to Dust; Nay not so much; for strait the Pit-man falles

(If he can stand) to hide them as he must.

2. A man who works in a pit or mine, esp. a

coal-mine; a collier. (In some localities, applied
spec, to the man who attends to the pumping
machinery in the pit or shaft.)

1761 Hist. In Ann. Reg. 82/2 Alargebodyof pitmen came
into the town. 1832 BABBAGE Econ. Mamtf, xx. (ed. 3) 202
A chief Pitman has charge of the pumps and the apparatus
of the shafts. 1863 KINGSLEY Water-Bab. \. n They passed
through the pitmen's village. 1881 RAYMOND Mining Gloss.,
Pitman (Corn.), a man employed to examine the lifts of
pumps and the drainage. 189* Labour Commission Gloss.,
Pit-man, a collier as distinguished from a miner. ..This
distinction.. has not of late years been closely preserved.
The term//r>w was formerly applied to every worker in

a colliery, from the '

trapper
'

to the ' hewer '.

b. attrib^ as f pitman candle, a miner's lamp. !

1658 H. MOSELEY Healing Ltof 30 Set not up a pit-man i

Candle in a stately room.
3. The man who stands in a sawpit and works

the lower end of the saw ; a pit-sawyer.
1703 MOXON Meek. Exerc. 101 With the Pit-Saw they

enter the one end of the Stuff, the Top-man at the Top, and
the Pit-man under him. 1879 Lumberman's Gaz. 15 Oct.,
The light thin saw of the pitman.
4. One of a race dwelling in pits. rare.

1894 Westm. Gaz. 30 Jan. 3/3 The little pit-men who I

seem to have been the real aborigines of Yezo, conquered !

by the Ainu.

5. (transf. from sense 3.) In machinery, the rod

connecting a rotating with a reciprocating part,
and communicating motion from one to the other;
a connecting-rod. Chiefly U. S.
1846 WORCESTER, Pitman. . an appendage to a forcing pump.

1847 WEBSTER, Pitman. . . 2. The piece of timber which
connects the lower end of a mill-saw with the wheel that
moves it. 1860 Set. Amer. Aug. 96/1 [The] pistons are con-

;

nected by piston rods d with pitmans e with the cranks/,/.
1864 WEBSTER, Pitman,., the connecting rod in a saw-mill;
also, sometimes, the connecting rod of a steam-engine. 88i
Metal World No. 24. 373 It is preferable in high-speed
engines to make the

piston and cross-head as light as possible,
and put the weight into the pitman or connecting-rod.

b. attrib. t as pitman-box, -coupling, -head,
j

'press, -strap : see quots.
1875 KNIGHT Diet. A/ecA., Pitman-box, the stirrup and

brasses which embrace the wrist of the driving-wheel. . .

Pitman-conpling, a means of connecting a pitman to the

object which it drives. . . Pitman-head, the block or enlarge-
ment at the end of a pitman, at which point its connection
is made to the object by which it is driven or which it
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' drives. 1879 Litnilx'rtnan s Gaz. 13 Aug. S The Lee Mill. .

came to a stop.. by the breaking of the lower pitman strap
and trunk to the gang. 1884 KNIGHT Diet. Afech. Suppl.,
Pitman Press, one working by pitman connection with a
shaft, instead of eccentric or other equivalent.

Pit-mark, -martin, etc. : see PIT jvM 14.

Fit-mirk, a. Sc. and north, dial. [f. PIT rf.l

+ MIRK a.] As dark as a pit (or as the pit, hell :

cf. PIT sl>. 1 4) ; intensely dark, pitch-dark.
1728 RAMSAY Monk $ Millers Wife 20 It fell late, And

him benighted by the gate. To lye without, pit.mirk, did
shore him, He couldna see his thumb before him. 1815
SCOTT Guy M. xi, It's pit mirk, but there's no an ill turn on
the road but twa. 1886 STKVENSOM KUhiapptd iii. 20
Neither moon nor star, sir, and pit-mirk.

Pit-mouth : see PIT si>. 1 14. Pito, var. of PITA.

Pitomie, obs. humorous aphetic f. EPITOME.

f Pitot. Obs. rare. [Origin obscure : cf. PID-

DOCK.J app. A razor-shell.

1611 COTGR., Manche tic coustca.it, the Pitot; a long, and
round shell-fish.

Pitous, -tee, obs. var. of PITEOUS, PITBOUSTKE.

Pitpan (pi'lpsen). Also 9 pittpan. [? Native

name.] A long flat-bottomed boat hollowed out
of the trunk of a tree, used in Central America

;

a dugout.
1798 COL. HARROW in Naval Chron. (1799) I. 247 Canoes,

dories, and pit pans. 1810 Ann. Rfg. 738/1 The Pit-pan
being flat-bottomed, the Dory round. 1854 J. L. STKPHKNS
Centr. Amt'r. 8 We.. made an excursion in the government
pitpan. . . Ours was about 40 feet long and 6 wide in the

centre, running to a point at both ends and made of the
trunk of a mahogany tree. 1897 Outing (U. S.) XXX.
248/2 They, .carried me quickly to the river, where a pit-pan
was in waiting.

Pit-pat : see PIT-A-PAT.

Pit-saw, -sawyer, -stone, etc. : see PIT sb. 1 14.
II Pitta (pi'ta). Ornit/i. [mod.L., a. Teltigu

pitta anything small, a pet.] Name of a genus
of passerine birds, type of the family Pittidfe,
the Ant-thrushes of the Old \Vorld, species of which
inhabit China, India, and Australia, and one, P.

angolensis, the W. Coast of Africa. They are

remarkable for their vivid colouring, strong bill,

short tail, and long legs, and range in size between
a lark and a jay.
1840 Penny Cycl. XVIII. 194/2 Pitta Gigas,. .Giant Pitta.

1894 NEWTON Diet. Birds 720 Few Birds can vie with the
Pittas in brightly-contrasted coloration. 1896 List Anitit.
Zool. Soc. Loud. 303. 1898 MGKKIS Austral Eng. 357/1.

Hence Pi'ttid, any bird of the family Pittiitx
;

Pi'ttine a., of or belonging to the genus Pitta
;

Pi'ttoid a., allied in form to the pittas.
1890 Cent. Diet., Pittine. 1893 f'miA's Stand Diet.,

Pittid, Pittoid.

Pittacal (pi-taksel). Client. Also -call. [a.
Ger. pittacal (Reichenbach 1835), f. Gr. jri'rra

pitch + /caAds beautiful, /coAXos beauty.] A dark
blue solid substance obtained from the high-boiling

portions of wood-tar.
1835 Thomson's Records Gen. Set. I. 54 On Pittacal, a

new dye-stuff. 1838 T. THOMSON Chem. Org. Bodies 735
Pittacall is without smell, is tasteless, and not volatile.

1866 WATTS Diet. Chew. IV. 66r Pittacal appears to have
decided basic characters, for it is dissolved by acids and
precipitated by alkalis.

Pittance (pi'tans),rf. Forms: 3-6pitaunoe,
4-6 (8) -anoe, (4-6 pyt(t)-, pet-, -ance, -aunce),
6- pittance, (6 -ans, 7 pettance, pittens). [ME.
pita(ii]nce, a. Of. fitance, -erne pittance, app. the

same word as pitance, pittance pity, ad. L. type

*pietantia, deriv. of pietas (see PIETY), recorded

1317 in sense
'

pittance
*

(so med.L. pidantia, pit- \

(t]antia, etc.), whence also Pr. pitansa, -za,
j

piedansa, piilanza pity, Olt. pietanza pity, later

pittance, Sp. pitaitza pittance, salary, OPg. pitanca

charity, later pittance. (A pittance was often pro-
vided by a charitable bequest to a convent.)
Other derivations have been suggested, as Gr. irmaxiov

\

tablet, billet, med.L. picla a small coin of Poitou, and the
root fctt- of piece, etc. See Diez, Scheler, Littre', Skeat, I

Kdrtmg No. 7106.]

1. A pious donation or bequest to a religious
house or order, to provide an additional allowance
of food, wine, etc., at particular festivals, or on
the anniversary of the benefactor's death, in con-
sideration of masses

; hence, the allowance or dole

itself; also, the anniversary service. Also_/%. Now
only Hist.
a 1225 Ancr. R. 114 Hwar was euer i^iuen to eni blod-

letunge so poure pitaunce? Ibid. 412 Forgo5 enne dei our

pitaunce. 1303 R. HRUSNK Handl. Synnc 10446 Synge me
a messe For a man Jat dede ys ; And at myn ese he shal

haue, To a pytaunce, J>at he wyl craue. c 1386 CHAUCER
Prol. 224 He was an esy man to yeue penaunce Ther as he
wiste to haue a good pitaunce. c 1450 Godsterw Reg. 605
To the said mynchons, euery yere in the day of his anni-

uersary, xl. shillings, to a pytaunce into mynde of his

sowle. 1463 Bury Wills (Camden) 16 To eche monk ..

xij d. and a petaunce amonges them, eche man a french
loof and a quart wyn. c 1500 Mt-lnsiiic 337 Raymondyn
dyde doo send to hys bretheren hennytes besyde theire

pytaunce other meetes for recreacion. 1737 OZKI.I. Rabe-
lais III. xxiii. 143 To bequeath . . to those good Religious
Fathers . . many Pitances. 1868 M i I.MAN St. Panfs vii.

PITTANCERY.
133 Each member and servant of the Chapter received
Ins portion or pittance. 1904 C/t. Times 29 Apr. 569/1 The
pittance was an occasional relief to the usual strict dietary
in the way of some exceptional or extra food or delicacy. ..

In not a few monasteries thero were ^jjecial endowments for
certain pittances, usually of early origin.

b. A charitable gift or allowance of food or

money; an alms, dole.
' i4iz HOCCLEVE De Reg. Princ. 451 \ Thow ^at .. to be

nedy yeue&t no pitaunce. 1413 Pilgr. SffwU (Caxton 1483)
i, xv. 13, I prcye . . of youre merytis superhabundaunce as
grauntyth me of almesse somnie pytaunce. 1812 S. ROGERS
Columbus 132 A Pilot.. Stopt to solicit at the gate A
pittance for his child. 1838-9 FR. A. KKMBLB Resid. in
Georgia (1863) 92 Their usual requests for pittances of food
and clothing.

2. A small allowance or portion of food and
drink; a scanty meal; scanty rations or diet.

Now rare.

1390 GOWF.K Con/. III. 31 Min Ere with a good pitance Is
fedd of redinge ofromance Of Ydoine and of Amadas, 4:1430
LYDG. Min. Poems (Percy Soc.) 45 By sotyl crafte a morsel
or pitaunce, A ru^tiler shal sone be redy founde. 1540-1
ELVOT Image Gov. (1556) 122 b, Such a small pitaunce . . a.-,

nowe our servauntes would disdeignc. 1578 (,'hr. Prayers in

j

Priv, Prayers (1851) 520 O sacred pittance of our pilgrim-
! age. 1586 A. DAY Eng. Secretary i. (1625) 28 At night

againe hairing eaten some small pittance of supper, c 1611
CHAPMAN Iliad xi. 547 She seru'd a holsome Onion cut
For pittance to the potion, 1613 R. C.UVDKKY Table Alph.
(ed. 3), Pittance, short banquet. 1647 TIMIT Conun, i Cor.
L 28 [Poor men] have but prisoners pittances, which will

keep them alive, and that's all. 1696 PHILLIPS ted. 5),

Pittance, any small proportion of IJread, or Meat. 1870
BRYANT Iliad xii. 520 Some just woman . . spinning wool,. .

that she may provide A pittance for her babes.

b. An allowance, remuneration, or. stipend, by
way of livelihood. Usually connoting its scanty
amount or bare sufficiency.
1714 ABP. KING in Ellis Qrig, Lett. Ser. n. IV. 292 That

country, .yields a clergyman but a small pittance. 1771
GKAY in Corr. -w. Nicholls (1843) IL' Our good uncle Toby
will have about four hundred pounds a year, no uncomfort-
able pittance ! 1781 Cow PER Truth 321 Yon cottager,..
Just earns a scanty pittance. 1833 HT. MARTINEAU Manch.
Strike ix. 101 The most skilful work fourteen hours a day
for the pittance of one shilling, a 1862 UL-CKLK Civitiz.

{1869) III. Si. 86 The Protestant clergy, .had only a miserable

pittance whereupon to live.

3. A small portion (^anything) allowed, furnished,
or obtained ; a ^small or sparing) allowance, share,
or allotment.
1616 SURFL. & MAHKH. Country Fanne 4 The well-

instructed and modest Householder contenteth himselfe with
..such Pittance, Grounds, and Seat as falleth vnto him.

1644 MILTON Arcop. (Arb.) 51 If every action which is good,
or evill in man at ripe years, were to be under pittance, and

prescription, arid compulsion, what werevertue but a name?
1696 WHISTON Th. Earth (1722^ 62 'Tis uncertain whether
even that pittance of time can fairly, .be allow 'd to it. 1749
Fna.oiNG Tom Jones n. iii, Her small pittance of wage-;.

1841 MiALL in Nonconf. I. 401 The miserable pittance of

instruction, the coarsest rudiments of knowledge.
b. A small portion, number, or amount ; a

small proportion of a whole. (Often with some
notion of allowance or allotment.)

1561 T. NORTON Calvin's Inst. in. v. (1634) 322 The pardons
doe bring out of the storehouse of the Pope, a certaine

pitance of grace. 1655 FULLER Ch. Hist. v. i. i Divine

Providence, .. preserving the inconsiderable pittance of
faithful professors against most powerful opposition. 1690
LOCKE Hum. Und. in. vi. (1695) 244 What a small pittance
of Reason and Truth,, .is mixed with those huffing Opinions.
1772 MONRO in Phil. Trans. LXII. 22 There may be a

pittance of a calculareous marine salt in the yellow ley.

1856 EMERSON Eng. Traits, Stonehenge Wks. (Bohn) II.

129 The priest who receives ^2,000 a year, that were meant
for the poor, and spends a pittance on this small beer and
crumbs.

t Fi'ttance, z>. Obs. [f. prec. sb.] trans.

To give a (small) pittance to ; to allowance.

1647 TRAPP Comm. Rev. vi. 5 That . . men should be stinted

and pittanced. 1650 ELDERFIELD Tythes 157 Gods minister

onely is pittanced of what may keep him alive.

Fittancer (pi'tanss-i). Obs. exc. Hist. Forms :

see PITTANCE
;

in 5 -ere, -eere, -eer, 8- -er, (9

pietancer, pitanciar, -ier). [ME. pitauncere y

ad, OF. pitander (1297 in Godef.), in med.L.

pitantiariitSj f. pitance PITTANCE : see -ER 2
.]

An officer in a religious house having the duty of

distributing and accounting for the pittances.
1426 LYDG. De GUI'/. Pilgr. 22238, I am Sowcelerere Off

this place, and Pytauncere. c
14^30 Pilgr. Lvf Manhodc

iv. xliv. (1869) 196 pe ladi .. is pitaunceere of heere inne,
and suthselerere [fr. La dame . . est pitanciere de cyens].

1463 Bury Wills (Camden) 34 But \$d. of rente to the

Petaunseer. 1706 PHILLIPS, Pietantiarius, the Pittancer or

Officer in Collegiate Churches, who was to give out the

several Pittances, according to the Appointment of the

Founders or Donours. 1881 N. <$ Q. 6th Ser. IV. 20/1 The
abbot, the pittancer, the chamberlain, the sacristan, and
the cook all had separate estates assigned to them for their

maintenance. 1889 JESSOPP Coming of Friars 127 The
western buildings were dedicated to.. the phancier's and
kitchener's offices.

Fittancery (prtanseri). Obs. exc. Hist. In 6

pitensarie. [ME. a. OF. pitancerie^ f. pitander
PITTANCER; SCC-ERY. Inmed.L./?Vaw//Vl?Va.] The
office of the pittancer of a convent

;
the estate

belonging to this office.

1585 Abingdon Ace. (Camden) 167 A parcel of land and

marsh called the Pitensarie. [189' K IRK /Htt. Introd, 36,
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PITTANOY.

321. i irf. was laid out ' about the gates and bridges in the

Pittancery ', that is, in lands belonging to the office.)

f Pi'ttancy. Obs. rare. In 7 pitancy. [ad.

med.L. pitanlia: see PITTANCE.] = PITTANCE sb. i.

a 1645 HABINGTON Surv. Wore, in Proc. Wore. Hist. Soc.

III. 520 Assyned to the Sacrist of the Churche of Worcester

. .three marckes towards the Pitancy on the anniversary of

Kinge John.

f Pittarfd, pittart, obs. forms of PETARD.

1603 Reg. Privy Council Scot. VI. 519 A maist deteistable

and unlauchfull ingyne of weir, callit the pittart.

Fitted (pi'ted),///. a. [f. PIT v. + -EDl
;

in

sense i partly f. PIT sl>. 1 + -ED 2.]

1. Having pits or small depressions on the sur-

face ;
marked or spotted with pits ; t dimpled ;

spec, in Bot. of cells, vessels, etc. (see PIT si.^ 9 c).

Also, marked with small-pox : see PIT v. 4 a.

01030 in Thorpe Charters 550 Ic sean..minon breSer..

|>aes swurdes mid |>am pyttedan hiltan. 1330 PALSGR. 320/2

Pytted as a mannes chynne \s,fosselu. 1384 HUDSON Du
Hartas' Judith IV. 351 Her pitted

cheeks aperde to be

depaint With mixed rose and lillies sweet and faint. 1776
WITHERING Brit. Plants (1796) IV. 54 Leaves .. pitted ;

downy underneath. 1837 HENFRF.Y Elem. Bot. Fig. 479

Fragment of a pitted duct. 1859 TENNYSON Vivitn 394 The
. .little pitted speck in garner 'd fruit. 1861 BF.NTLEY Man.
Hot. (1870) 40 Pitted or Dotted Vessels constitute by their

combination Pitted Tissue.

2. Placed or planted in a pit.

799 J- ROBERTSON Agric. Perth 242 The best method of

planting pitted trees.

3. Matched against each other : see PIT v. 3.

1852 JERDAN Autolnog. I. xxiii. 193 The long pitted deadly
foes.

tPi'ttel, pitill. Obs. Forms: i pyttel,

pittel, 5 pitill (cf. 9 dial, piddle, pickle). [OE.

pyttel, pittel hawk, in bUri^a-pyltel
' mouse-hawk ';

perh. f. root putt- of PUTTOCK the kite.] A bird of

prey; app. the Marsh Harrier (Circimts Krugino-

stts); but perh., like putlock, applied also to the

Kite, and the Bald Kite or Buzzard.

c looo /ELFRIC Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 132/38 Scoricarius,

bleripittel. a noo Ags. Voc. ibid. 287/8 Soricarius, bleria

pyttel. ci45o HOLLAND Howlat 642 The Pitill and the

Pype Gled cryand pewewe. [Cf. 1863 BARNES Dorset

Gloss. 54 Dun-piddle. ..The kite or moor buzzard. 1873
SWAINSON Weather Folk-Lore ii. 242 It is said in Wiltshire

that the marsh harriers or dunpickles . . alight in great
numbers on the downs before rain.]

Pitteous, -euous, etc., obs. ff. PITEOUS.

Pitter (pi'taj), sb. U.S. [f.
PIT sl>.* + -ER V|

a. One who removes the pits or stones from fruit

(Cent. Diet. 1890). b. A mechanical device for

doing this.

1884 KNIGHT Klech. Diet. Suppl. 359/1 Hatch's pitter

splits the fruit and removes the pit.

Fitter (pi'toj), v. ? dial. [Echoic, with fre-

quentative form : cf. PATTER v., TWITTER z-.]

intr. To make a rapid repetition of a monosyllabic
sound in quality approaching short i, as in the

sound made by the grasshopper, or by a thin stream

of water running over stones. Hence Pi'ttering

///. a. ;
also Pitter sb., as name of a rivulet.

(11392 GREENE Seliiuus Wks. (Grosart) XIV. 211 The
brooke..when his pittering streames are low and thin.

a 1635 HERRICK A". Oberon's Feast Wks. 1869 II. 471 But

that ther was in place to stirr His fier the pittering grass-

hopper, The merrie crickett, puissing flye. 1632 G. TOOKE
A mix Dicata, Pious Turtles 3 At whose foot some pittering

Rillet wound. 1803 J. LEYDEN Scenes Infancy 1. 141 Pittering

grasshoppers pipe giddily along the glowing hill.

1346 Yorks. Chantry Sum. (Surtees) II. 305 One little

sprynge called Wragby Pytter.

Pitteraro, obs. variant of PEDHERO.

Pi'tter-pa'tter,^. (adv.) [Reduplicated from

PATTER v. 1 and 2
, implying rhythmic repetition.]

1. Rapid repetition of words ; sometimes applied
to rapid and mechanical repetition of prayers. Cf.

PATTER v.1

c 1425 Cast. Pcrsev. 2604 in Macro Plays, Jene qwene,
with hyr pytyr-patyr, hath al to-dayschyd my skallyd
skulle ! 1561 Q. Hesther (1873) 30 So they from pytter

pattour, may cume to tytter totur Euen the same pylgrimage.

2. An imitation of a rapid alternation of light

beating sounds, as those made by rain or hail,

light footfalls, etc. a. orig. as adv.

1679 DRYDEN Troitns iv. ii, I'faith, pitter patter, pitter

patter, as thick as hail-stones. 1839 THACKERAY Major
Gahagan viii, Pittel patter, pitter-patter ! they [bullets] fell.

b. as sb. A designation of such a sound.

1863 R. BUCHANAN Undertones \. vii, I lie and hearken, . .

To the tinkling clatter, Pitter, patter, Of the rain On the

leaves close to me. 1897 W. H. THORNTON RcJiiin, W. Co.

Clergyman vi. 169, I heard a pitter-patter, which seemed
to be the tramp of a flock of sheep.

Pi-tter-pa-tter, v . [f. as prec. sb.]

1. trans, and intr. To patter or repeat in a rapid
mechanical way. Cf. PATTER z>.l

01706 in Watson Coll. Scot. Poems i. 48 The Cleck

Geese leave off to clatter,. .And Priests, Maria's to pitter

patter. 1819 W. TENNANT Papistry Storm d IV. (1827) 134

Sir Freir began wi' blitter-blatter His pray'rs to saints to

P
2. intr. To beat with a rapid alternation of light

taps or pats, as rain
;
to palpitate. Cf. PATTER v*

111792 l,i>. HAlLES(Jam.). 1808-18 JAMIESON, Pitter-patter,

to make a clattering noise by inconstant motion of the feet.

1825 BROCKETT ff. C. Gloss., Pitter-patter, to beat in-

922

cessantly, like rain. 1891 S. C. SCRIVENER Our Fields ff

Cities 41 He had . . put on a clean collar over a pitter-

pattering heart.

Pitth(e, Pitthie, pitthy, obs. ff. PITH, PITHY.

Fitticite (pHisait). Min. Also pittizite.

[ad. Ger.pitthit (Hausmann 1813), f. Gr. ITI'TTO

pitch + -1C + -ITE ]
.] Hydrous sulph-arsenate of iron

having a vitreous or greasy lustre, occurring in

yellowish or reddish-brown, red, and white reni-

form masses. Also called pitchy iron ore.

1826 EMMONS Min. 220 Pittizite, see iron subsulphate.

1850 DANA Min. (ed. 3) 453 Pitticite . . occurs in old mines
near Freiberg. 1866 WATTS Diet. Chem. IV. 661 Pitticite,

Pit'tid, Pittine: see PITTA. Pittie, obs. f.

PETTY a. Pittie-pattie : see PIT-A-PAT. Pit-

tier, obs. f. PITIER. PittiMns : see PITIKINS.

Fitting (pi'tirj), vbl.sb. [f.
PIT v. + -ING'.]

The action of the verb PIT, or the result of this.

1. The action of putting into a pit, or of storing

(vegetables, etc.) in pits. Also attrib.

1827 STEUART Planter's G. (1828) 468 All treat of both the

Trenching and the Pitting method. 1886 Pall Mall G.

14 May 3/2 The. .unanimous Report of the Ensilage Com-
missioners in favour of the pitting of green crops instead of

converting them into hay. 1898 Westln. Gnz. 14 Dec. 2/1
Then can one watch the slow pitting of the potatoes.

2. The action of setting cocks to tight, dogs to

kill rats, etc., in a pit for sport.

"773 Archxol. (1775) III. 133 The pitting of them [coclis]

.. for the diversion and entertainment of man . . was, as I take

it, a Grecian contrivance. 1898 Daily News 7 May 10/3
Rat pitting was a common amusement.

3. The digging of a pit or pits ; also, the forma-

tion of a pit by subsidence of the soil.

1764 Museum Rust. II. cvi.35^ This method of spreading
the ashes is to be observed only in the case of pitting. 1805
R. W. DICKSON Pract. Agric. I. 340 In very dry seasons,
when the moisture of the earth is very low, the fire catches

the soil below and causes what is called pitting. 1839 Uiu-:

Diet. Arts 965 No assurance of coal can be had without

boring or pitting.

4. The formation of pits or small depressions in

a surface, as on the skin by small-pox, on metal

by corrosion, etc.
; marking with minute hollow

scars or spots ; spec, in Path, the formation of

a permanent impression in soft tissue by pressure ;

in Bot. the formation of pits on the wall of a cell

or vessel (Prr sb.^ 9 c). Also concr. a series or mass

of such depressions or spots.
1665 HOOKE Microgr. 181 All those pittings did almost

vanish. 1604 SALMON Bate's Dispeits. (1713! 692/1 To take

away the Pittings or Marks of the Small Pox. 1835-6

Todd'sCyd. Anal. I. 512/1 The pitting which is seen on

making pressure on the skin. 1879 Cautltl Techn. Ednc.

IV. 400/2 It appears to be necessary to treat mild steel more

cautiously than iron, in order to prevent local corrosion, or

"pitting
1

. 1884 BOWER & SCOTT De tia>y's Phaner. 117

The walls of the cells .. are ..cellulose membranes, with

ordinary simple pitting. 1894 Gcol. Ulag. Oct. 452 Slab.,

showing rain-pittings.

Pittious, obs. form of PITEOUS.

Pittite :
(pi'tait). [See -ITE ! I b.] An ad-

herent of the English statesman William Pitt

(1759-1806), or of his policy. Also attrib.

1808 MOORE Intolerance iii, E'en thy Pittite heart Would
burn. 1812 L. HUNT in Examiner 25 May 321/1 The
remains of the Pittite Cabinet 1834 MACAULAV Pitt Misc.

1860 II. 372 The haters of parliamentary reform called them-

selves Pittites.

So Pi-ttism, the policy of William Pitt.

1809 SCOTT Let. to G. Ellis 3 Nov. in Lockhart, The large
and sound party who profess Pittism. 1862 Fraser's Mag.
July 45 The advantage of professing an orthodox 'Pittism

'

and Protestantism, articles of great gain in 1827 and 1828.

Pittite -
(pi'tait). [f. PIT s/>.

1 + -ITE '.] One
who occupies a seat in the pit of a theatre.

1841 C. MACKAV Pop. Delusions I. 351 The pitites were

fierce and many. [Refers to the O. P. riots.] 1849 THACKERAY
in Scribner's Mag. I. 681/1 A kind of stupid intelligence

that passes for. .wit with the pittites. 1885 Manch. Exam.
4 May 5/3 The wrath of the pittites and the gods was

Pi-ttle, v. Obs. exc. dial. Also 6 pitel. [var. of

PIDDLE z>.] 1. = PIDDLE v. i.

a 1568 ASCHAM Scholem. (Arb.) 121 To precise,
to curious,

in marking and piteling thus about the imitation of others.

2. = PIDDLE v. 2.

1801 W. TAYLOR in Monthly Mag. XII. 584 Prince Biri.

binker. .pit tied orange-flower water, and let otr of roses.

+ Plttle-pa-ttle,z>. Obs. rare- 1
. [Echoic. Cf.

pitter-patter, pit-a-pat, priltle-prattle.]
= PITTER-

PATTEE V. I .

1549 LATIMER md Serm. bef. Edw. VI (Arb.) 49 We in

our dedes (I feare me to manye of vs) deny God to be God
whatsoeuer we pittle pattle with our tonges.

II Pitto (pi'ta). Forms : 7 poitou, 8 potoe,

putto, 9 pito, pitto, pittu. [ad. Dahom. kpitu.]

The native name of a kind of beer, made in West

Africa, from fermented maize or rice ;
maize-beer.

1670 VILLAULT Guinea 168 A kind of small beer, which

they call poitou. 1725 J. HOUSTOUN Guinea 53 Drinking

palm-wine or potoe. 1737 J. ATKINS Voy. Guinea in Beer

brewed from Indian corn pretty much in use here called

putto. 1882 BURTON & CAMERON To Gold Coast (1883) I. x.

293 Pitto, hopless beer, the pombe of the East Coast. 1905
R. A. FREEMAN Gold. Pool 213 An old woman that hath

drunk too much pittu.

PITTJRI.

Pittoid : see s. v. PITTA.

Pittoresque, obs. form of PICTURESQUE.

Pittosporaceous ;pit(por^ Jas), a. Bot. [See
next and -ACKOUS.] Of or pertaining to the natural

order Piltosporacese.

Pittosporad(pit?'spora;d). Bot. [Cf. ARAD.]
A plant of the N. O. Pittosporacex, flowering trees

or shrubs occurring chiefly in Australasia, and also

in Africa, Japan, etc., of which the typical genus
is Pittosporum.
1846 LINDLEY Veg. Kingd. p. Ixiii, Epigynous Exogens..

Alliance .. Berberales .. [N. O.) Pittosporaccx, or Pitto-

sporads.

|| Pittosporum (pitjrsporym). Eot. [mod.L.

(Banks 1788), f. Gr. mrra pitch + avupos seed;

from the resinous pulp enveloping the seeds.]

The typical genus of the N.O. Pittosporacex, ever-

green shrubs or small trees bearing white or yellowish
flowers in terminal cymes or racemes : see prec.

1825 Greenhouse Conip. I. 244 Geraniums, Myrtles, Pitto-

sporums, Acacias, and the like. 1874 Silver's Handtk.
Australia (i&So) 275 The native plum..satinwood, pittospo-

rum, and capivi.

Pittows, obs. variant of PITEOUS.

f Pitty, obs. form of PETTY a.

1598 MARSTON Pygmal. 64 But thus it is when pitty

Priscians Will needs step vp to be Censorians.

Pitty-pat, -patty : see PIT-A-PAT.

Pituis, obs. variant of PITEOUS.

II Pituita (pitiW|3i'ta\ Physiol. Also (after F.)

7 pituit, 8 pituite. [L.pituJta slime, phlegm,
rheum ;

F. pituite (Pare c 1575)-] The secretion

of the mucous membrane ; phlegm, mucus. Also

attrib. = PITUITARY.

1699 EVELYN Acctaria (1729) 134 Orach, .allays the Pituit

Humour. 1707 FLOVER Physic. Pulse-Watch 62 A Saliva,

or thin Pituita. 1733 ARBUTHNOT Rules ofDiet 338 Vessels

. . obstructed with a viscous Pituite. 1704 T. TAYLOR tr.

Plotinus 102 The pituita, or the bile, or the like disorders.

1895 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

Hence Pituital (pitiwHtil)
a. = PITUITARY.

1890 in Cent. Diet. 1895 in Syd. Soc. Lex., Pituital.

Pituitary (pitiw'itari), a. Physiol. and Anat.

[ad. L. pitui/drius, f. pitutla : see prec. So F.

pituitaire.] Of, pertaining to, or secreting pituita

or phlegm ; mucous.
Pituitary tody, gland, iglandule, a small bilobed body

of unknown function attached to the infundibulum at the

base of the brain ; originally supposed to secrete the mucus

of the nose ; also applied
to structures connected with this.

1615 CROOKE BoayoJ Man 946 It containeth the Pituitary

or Phlegmaticke Glandule. 1748 HARTLEY Obseru. Man I.

ii. 180 That Part of the pituitary Membrane which invests

the Cells of the Ossa spougiosa. 1808 BARCLAY Muscular
Motions 511 To protect the olfactory nerves and pituitary

membrane from tlie too great or too sudden changes with

respect to heat, dryness, or cold. 1855 HOLDEN Hum.
Osteal. (1878) 78 A deep depression .. termed the pituitary

fossa. 1895 Syd. Soc. Lex., Pituitaryfold, the two layers

of dura mater which enclose the Pituitary body. Ibid.,

Pituitary space, the space . . in which the pituitary body

appears. Pituitary stem, the Infundibulutu.

b. abwl. or as sb. (a)
= pituitary membrane ;

(b)
=

pituitary gland.
1843 SIR W. HAMILTON Metaph. I. App. 424 [The frontal

sinuses] are lined with a membrane, a continuation of the

pituitary. 1905 Brit. Med. Jntl. 25 Feb. 415 Atrophy of

the pituitary might likewise be followed by obesity.

t PituitO'Se, a. Obs. rare. It&.'L.fttHlWt-MS,

f. pilui/a : see above and -OSE 1.]
= next.

1710 T. FULLER Pharm. Extemp. n Crude and pituitose

Juices. 1731 STACK tr. Mead's Med. Precepts ii. 63 The

former, .may be called the sanguineous apoplexy, the latter

Ihe pituitose.

PituitOUS (piti-itas), a. [a.A.L.ptttti/osus:

see prec. and -ous : cf. F. pitititeux] Of, per-

taining to, consisting of, or of the nature of pituita

or mucus ;
mucous ;

of diseases, etc. : Character-

ized or caused by excess of mucus.

the pituitous membrane of the nose. 1800 HURDIS /-Viz*.

Village 70 Forth creeps the ling'ring snail ; a silvery line..

Marks his pituitous and slimy course. 1834 J. FORBES

Laennec's Dis. Chest (ed. 4) 85 The mucous or pituitous

catarrh. 1898 A Mutt's Syst. Med. V. 350.

b. = PHLEGMATIC i a and 2.

1658 BAXTER Saving Faith xii. 88 My pituitous brain and

languid spirits. 1707 PLOVER Phfsic. Pulse-ll atch 63 The

Pulse of these pituitous Tempers in general is small. 1836

A. WALKER Beauty in Woman 284 Montaigne, all of whose

passions were so moderate .. was truly pituitous.

Hence Pitu-itcmsness.

1727 BAILEY vol. II, Pituitousness,. .phlegmatickness.

Pituos, -uous(e, etc., obs. variants of PITEOUS.

fPituous, a. Obs. rare-'. Short for PITUI-

TOUS a. So t Pituo-sity for *pituitosily , pituitous-

ness.
1612 WOODALL Surf. Male Wks. (1653) 197 Pituositie or

slimy vomits. Ibid. 201 In old persons the excrements are

of a more pituos, slimy and bloodie substance.

|| Fituri (pi'tiuri).
Also pitury, piteher(r)y,

-chiri, -churie, pidgery, pedgery, bedgery.

[Native name.] The native name of an Australian
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shrub, Duboisia Hopivoodii (N.O. Solanaceig), the

leaves and twigs of which are chewed by the

natives as a narcotic.

-1863 Proc. Roy. Soc. Van DUinens Land Apr. i (Morris)
1

Pitcherry ',
a narcotic plant brought by King, the explorer,

from the interior of Australia, where it is used by the natives

to produce intoxication. 1883 F. M. BAILEY Synopsis
Queensland Flora 350 Pitury of the natives . . chewed
by the natives as the white man does the tobacco. 1883
G. W. RUSDEN Hist. Australia I. ii. 101 A shrub called

pidgery by the natives. 1889 LUMHOLTZ Cannibals (1890)

49 Pituri is highly valued as a stimulant.

ilence Pi'turine Chem. (see quot. 1895).
1890 Pall Mall G. 13 Sept. 7/1 The actions of nicotine

and piturine are in every respect identical. 1895 Syd. Soc.

Lex,* Piturinc, a volatile liquid alkaloid prepared from the
leaves and branches of the Australian plant Pituri.

Pit-viper, -water, -work, etc. : see PIT ]

14.

Pity (pi'ti), sh. Forms: a. 3-6 pite, pyte,

4-5 pitee, 5 pyt3e, 5-6 pytie, (-ye i, 5-7 pitis,

(5~6 -ye), 6- pity. $. 4-5 pitte, 4-6 pytte,^-;
pittie, (-ye), 6 pyttye, 6-7 pitty. 7. 3-6 pete,

4 petey, 4-6 -ty\e, 5-6 -tie. See also PIETY.

[ME. pile a. OF. pitet (nthc.), /fe, M'> P}***
(i2th o.), mod.F. pitUt ad. L. pietas^ pietateui
PIETY, The Fr. pitit was the popular phonetic repr.
of pietateui ; piete" a clerical adaptation of pietdSj
and pit app. a semi-popular intermediate form.
The sense of L. pietds

*

piety ', was in late L. extended
so as to include

'

compassion, pity ', and it was in this sense
that the word first appears in OF. in its two forms pitie
and piete". Gradually these forms were differentiated, so

lhat/(fV/<*, which more closely represented the L. form, was
used in the orig. L. sense, while pitie retained the extended
sense. In ME. both pite and piete are found first in the
sense 'compassion ', subsequently both are found also in the
sense 'piety'; the differentiation of forms and senses was
here scarcely completed by 1600.]

X, fl. The quality of being pitiful ;
the disposi-

tion to mercy or compassion ; clemency, mercy,
mildness, tenderness. Obs. (or merged in next.)
a 1225 Ancr. R. 368 Deuocion, reoufulnesse, merci, pite of

heorte. .11300 Assump. Virg. (Camb. MS.l 169 Sune, bu
art ful of pite. "1368 CHAUCKR (title) Compleynte to Pite.

ci375 Sc. Leg. Saints ii. (PanIits) 1026 For pure pytte &
loy j?ai gret. 1474 CAXTON Cftcssc n. v, Pyte is no thyng
ellis but a right grete wylleof a debonary herte for to helps
alle men. 1483 Catk. Angl. 282/1 Fulle of Pytie, hitmnnns.
1601 B. JONSON Poetaster n. ii. 293 A little proud but full of

pittie. 1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 262 Let thy pitie
moue thee to make intercession for vs.

2. A feeling or emotion of tenderness aroused by
the suffering, distress, or misfortune of another,
and prompting a desire for its relief; compassion,
sympathy. Formerly sometimes with pi. in refer- ,

ence to a number of persons.
c 1290 *S". Eng. Leg. I. 263/83 pare mi^te ech man deol

i-seo, ho-so of pite couJt. a 1300 Cursor M. 3976 Wit-outen

pile he wald him sla. ci^S6 CHAUCER Knt.'s T. 903 Ffor
;

pitee renneth soone in gentil herte. c 1412 HOCCLKVE DJ '

Keg. Princ. 2997 Pitee. .is. .To help him bat men sen in

meschif smert. 1567 Satir. Poems Reform, iv. 97 Quhat ,

hairt so hard for petie will not bleid ? 1605 B. JONSON j

Volpone iv. v, The sight will rather mooue your pitties, !

Then indignation. 1651 HOHBICS Lcviath. I. vi. 27 Griefe,
for the Calamity of another, is Pitty. 1755 ^* MURPHY

Cray's Inn Jrnl. No. 63 We melt in Pity of his Fate. 1807
CKABBE Par. Reg. m. 438 The still tears, stealing down
that furrrow'd cheek, Spoke pity, plainer than the tongue
can speak. 1850 TENNYSON In Mem. Ixiii, Pity for a horse
o'er-driven.

b. Phr. To have or take pity [F. avoir ///#,

premire pitit (i2th c.)] : prop., to conceive or feel

pity ; usually, to show or exercise pity, to be merci-

ful or compassionate. Const "I

4

<7/" (obs. ),<?, upon.
(1290 S. Eng: Leg. I. 170/2241 J?e pope hadde ful grete

pite. 1303 R. BRUNNE Handl. Synnc 2274, V pray be, pat
pou haue on me pyte. 1399 LANGL. Rich, Reddes Prol. 23,
I had pete of his passion pat prince was of Walls, c 1470
HENRY Wallace ix. 944 Wallace lharoff in hart had gret

pyte. 1535 COVERDALE *}ob xix. 21 Haue pite vpon me,
haue pite vpon me (o ye my frendes). x6iz BIBLE Prov.
xix. 17 He that hath pity upon the poor lendeth unto the

Lord. 1841 LANK Arab. Nts. I. 112 Have pity on me then.

1390 GOWER Conf. HI. 247 When that the lordes hadde
sein Hou wofully he was besien, Thei token Pite of his grief.

Ibid* 200. 1600 in Shaks. C, Praise 38, I am to entreat you
that you will take pittie of mee. 1709 ATTERBUKY Serin.,
Luke x.32 (1726) II. 241 Take Pity upon Them, who cannot
take Pity upon themselves. 1837 HALLAM Hist. Lit. r. iv.

(1855) I. 304 note, Which leads me to take pity on paper,
or rather on myself.

C. In exclamatory phrases of adjuration, entreaty,
etc. : tforpity (obs. ; tf.for shame !} ; for pity's
sake (ti. for goodness sake, far mercy's sake}.

1484 CAXTON Fables of/Esop in. xix, Helas for god & for

pyte I pray yow that ye wylle hyele me within your racke.

1529 LATIMER ist Serin, on, Gm(i886) 27 Alas, for pity!
the Rhodes are won and overcome by these false Turks.

"593 DRAYTON Idea Iii, Rebate thy spleen, if but for pities
sake ! 1610 SHAKS. Temp. \. ii. 132 Alack, for pitty. 1650
B. Discolliintnium 41, 1 except my speciall Friends, for pity-
^ake. 1771 P. PARSX>NS Newmarket I. 36 Suffer me. .to beg

\

your opinion but for pity's sake.. let it be compassionate. |

.}fod. For pity's sake, do be quiet !

3. transf. A ground or cause for pity ; a subject
of condolence, or (more usually) simply of regret ;

j

a regrettable fact or circumstance ;
a thing to be

sorry for : in phrases, ^pity (it*} is, was, were (obs.) ;

it is
t was t

would be (a] pity ;
the more (is) thepity',

\

a thousand pities, a great pity> etc. In early use

without a,

c 1369 CHAUCER DCthe Blaunchc 1266 Pitee were I ^Iiulde
sterve Syth that I wilned noon harme. a 1440 Sir Eglant.
36 Above alle erthely thynges sche lovyd him mare,.. So dud
he hur. .That was the more pete, c 1440 Gcncrydes 33 Gret
pite that she..Shuld sette hyr wurchippe. ^1470 HENRY

36
he

.

Wallace \. 107 Full gret .->lnuchtyr,at pitte was to se. 1470-
85 MALORY Arthur i. x,\ii. 68 It were grete pyte to lese

Gryflet. Ibid. n. xvi. 94 Grete pyte it was of his hurte. 1526
TINDALE/IC/J xx ii. 22 A waye with soche a felowe from the
erth ! Yt is pitie thet he shulde live. 1542 in Parker Dom.
Archit. II. 200 The towneshipp of Kylham. .hath in yt
nether tower or barmekin nor other fortresse whiche ys greatt
petye. 1588 J. UDALL Denwnstr. Discipl. (Arb.) 48 It is

a pitie to see howe farre the office of a bishop is degenerated
from. 1593 SHAKS. 3 Hen. F/, iv. i. 22, I, and 'twere pittie,
to sunder them, That yoake so well together. 1625 BURGES
Pers. Tithes 67 It is a thousand pit ties they should want
blowes who will doe nothing without them. 1719 Hi; For:

Crusoe (1840) II. iii. 55 It is a great pity we should not be..
friends. 1746 H. WALPOLE Let. to H. S. Conway 24 Oct.,
What a pity it is I was not born in the golden age of Louis
the Fourteenth. 1853 TKENCII Proverbs 140 Lessons which it

would be an infinite pity to lose. 1880 L. STEPHEN I'o/>c ii. :

40 It would be a pity to alter it. 1890 Spectator i Nov.
|

582/1 More's the pity that we cannot adopt something like
j

the Swiss Referendum,
b. Idiomatically with of (

~ in relation to, in

respect of, about). Obs. or arch.
a 1450 A'ttt. de la Tour (1868) 53 Men of these maners

there be now a dayes to mani, of the whiche it is the more
pitee. 1548 UDALL, etc. Emsm. Par. Acts 83 b, Al the

lewes. .with great clamour cried, that it was pitie of his life

[= that he should live: see Acts ,\.\ii. 22], 1598 CHAI'MAN
Blinde Bcggcr Wks. 1873 I. 38 Twas pittie of his nose, for

he would have beene a line man els. 1603 SHAKS. SIcas.for
M. ii. tit. 42//. Must die tomorrow?. .Pro. Tis pity of him.

1604 Oth. iv. i. 206 But yet the pitty of it, lago ! 1855
MACAULAY Hist. Eng. xv. III. 586 They were insensible to

praise and blame. . .And yet it was pity of them : for they
were physically the finest race of men in the world.

f4. a. A condition calling for pity; pitiable
slate; sad fate. Oh.
a 1400 50 Alexander 729* f>us plenys bis prouud knyght

t>e pyte of hys fader, c 1400 Destr. Troy 8686 The petie & i

tile plnynt wa* pyn for to here ! Ibid, 11948 Kyng Priam
the pjte persayuit onone. 1627-77 FELTHAM Resolves i.

xxxvii. 62 In a man deformed, and rarely qualified, .his

virtues, .be, as it were, things set off with more glory, by the

pitty and defect of the other.

t b. An object of pity. Obs. rare.

1712 ADOISON Sped. No. 305 7 3 The Statesmen who have

appeared in the Nation of late Years, have, .rendered it

either the Pity or Contempt of its Neighbours.

f5. Grief for one's own wrong-doing ; remorse,

repentance. To have pity, to repent. Obs,

1483 CAXTON G. d<? la Tour I ij, We ought to. .haue pyte
and be shamefull of that that we haue done. 1591 Tronb.
Rtiignc K. John (1611) 58 They..knocke thy conscience,
mouing pitie there.

t II. 6. PIETY (in its current senses). Obs.
(The primary sense of L. pietas, but in Eng. later than

senses i and 2, and at length superseded by piefy.)

1340 Aycnb. 222 He ne zene5[eb] na5t..uor pile him sterej?

J>et to dme. (1380 WYCLIF Sel. Wks. III. 193 pat bat
bicomeb wymmen bihetynge pile, bi goode werkis. i38z
2 Pet. iii. ii To be in holy lyuyngis and pitees [L. pie-
tatibnsj. (1430 LVOG. Min. Poems (Percy Soc.) 9 God the
endew withe a croiine of glory ; And withe septre of clennes
and pitee. 1483 Cat/t. Angl. 282/1 A Pytye,^*/VA*.y ; cusebiti,

fb. spec.
= PIETV 3b. Obs.

[1423 Rolls of Parlt. IV. 229, i Tabulet, ovec i Pite, & i

autre ymage de Nostre Dame.] 1489 Witt R. Partrich
tkelder of Sudbury 8 Dec. (P.C.C, iDogett), A Crucifix of
the pitie of our lorde. 1522 Test. Ebor. (Surtees) VI. 20
For the anorment and light of our ladie of pitie in the said

churche. 1687 A. LOVELL tr. Thevenofs Trav. i. 190 You
come to the Chappel of our Lady of Pity, which is under
the Mount Calvary.

III. 7. Comb, (from sense 2), as pity-btggmgt
-bound) -moving, -proof, -worthy adjs.

1591 ArdenofFei'crshain(\'!!>QT) 111.1.41 What pity-moving
\

words, what deep-fetched sighs. 1593 SHAKS. Ltfcr. 561 \

Her pittie-pleading eyes are sadlie fixed In the remorselesse I

wrinckles of his face. 1649 JKR. TAYLOR Gt. Exeinp. i. I

Sect vi. 82 The weeping eyes, and pitty-begging looks of
those Mothers. 1747 Mern. Nittrebian Crt. II. 90 In the
most submissive and pity-moving terms. 1809 CAMPBELL
Cert. Wyoin. in. xi, The pity-proffered cup. 1884 Longitt.
Mag. 380 He was not altogether pity-proof.

Pity (pi'ti), v. [f. prec. sb., prob. after OF.
piteer, pilier, F. pitoyer^\
1. trans. To feel pity for ; to compassionate,

commiserate, be sorry for. (In mod. use sometimes

implying slight contempt for a person on account

of some intellectual or moral inferiority attributed

to him. Cf. PITIFCL 4. PITYING.)
1589 MORK SnppL Soulys Wks. 337/2 Whoso pittieth not

vs, whom can he pittie? 1593 SHAKS. Rich. //, n. i. 236 No
good at all that I can do for him, Vnlesse you call it good to !

pitie him. 1611 BIBLE Ps. ciii. 13 Like as a father pitieth \

his children, so the Lord pitieth them that feare him. 1653
'

HOLCBOFT Procopius, Persian li'ars n. 41 Megas, Bishop \

of Berrhcea . . besought him to pitty men who never offended '

him, nor were in case to resist him. 1754 RICHARDSON i

Grandison IV. vii. 55, I can pity others, or I should not
[

deserve pity myself. 1838 LYTTON Alice i. x, Am I not to be
;

pitied? 1875 JOWETT Pluto (ed. 2) V. 75 He who is unjust
is to be pitied in any case. Mod. I pity you if you can't
understand a plain statement like that.

t 2. To move to pity, excite the compassion of;
to grieve. Usually impersonal, i. e. with subject
clause ^mostly inf.} introduced by it* Obs.

1515 in Arc/txflogia XLVII. 304 It wold petye ony
mannys hert to here the shrykes and cryes. 1535 COVKK-
DALE Ps. ci[S]. 14 Thy seruauntes haue a loue to hir stones,
and it pitieth them to se her in the dust, c 1616 S. WARD
Coalfrom Altar (1627) 30 It pitieth me for Laodicea that
lost so much cost. 1666 PEPYS Diary 20 July, Old Mr.
Hawly, whose condition pities me. 1737 WHISTON Josephus^
Hist. vi. vlii. 4 It would pity one's heart to observe the

change. 1760-72 H. BROOKE FoolofQnal. (1809) I. 62 He
would have pitied every body, for he had no clothes, nor

daddy nor mammy at all. 1835 MAURYAT Jac. l-'aithf\.
171 The poor creatures .. slipped about in a way that it

pitied you to see them.

t3. intr. (or trans, with inf. or obj. cl.} To be
moved to pity ; to be sorry, grieve. Obs.

1549 COVERDALE, etc. Erastn. Par. Gal. 14, I piiic to see

you go from suche good beginnynges. 1579 LYI.Y Hitphucs
(Arb.) 36 At the one he greatly pitied, at the other he

reioy*ed. 1667 MILTON /*. L. x. 211 Pittying how they
stood fiefore him naked to the aire. 1670 C. LJATAKKK in

C,t \t,iki-r"s Antid. Errour To Rdr. U, The love- of Truth,
which he pitied to .see .. opposed by Old Adversaries.

4. trans. To grieve for, regret. Obs. or arch.

1656 WOOD Life 22 July (O.H.S.) I. 209 Proctor died..
lit; was much admired at the meetings, and exceedingly
pitticd by all the faculty for his loss. 1851 [see PITIED].

Pitying i^pi'tijirj),///. a.
[f.

PITY v. -f -ING *.]
That pities ;

that ieels, shows, or expresses pity ;

compassionate. In mod. use sometimes, Feeling
or expressing slight contempt Ccf. PITII-TL 4).

1650 HruntiKT Pill Fcrwality 137 Their tears. . pierce the
hearts of their pittying neighbors. 1709 WATTS llyinn^
'

Plwtgd in a gnlpk of dark despair', With pitying eyes
the Prince of Grace Beheld our helpless grief. 1848 MI-S.
CAIU.VI.K Lett. II. 34 If I had not felt a pitying interest in

the man.
1874.

L. STEPHEN Hours in Lifriary (1892) II. i.

26 Generally dismissed with a pitying shrug of the shoulders.

Hence Pi'tyingly adv., in a pitying manner;
in pity.

1847 in WKCSTER. 1861 GEO. ELIOT Silas M. vi, Mr.

Macey. . smiled pityingly, in answer to the landlord's appeal.
1861 WHYTE MELVILLE Goodfor Xething I. 231 Looking
kindly and pityingly in bis face.

Pityline (pi-tibin), a. Ornitk. [f.
mod.L.

rityllnA', f. PityIns )
ad. Gr. wiVi/Ao? plash, beat-

ing.] Of or pertaining to the ritylinK, a sub-

family of Tanagndse t the fringilline tanagers of

the Neotropical area, having a thick pointed beak
and rather short wings, typified by the genus
I^ltylits. 1890 in Cent. Diet.

|| Pityocampa. Also 7 pityocampe, -pie.

[L., ad. Gr. irirvoKa^irij, f. irirvs, THTVO~ pine-tree +

Ka^-rrrj caterpillar.] The larva of the Pine Pro-

cession moth (Cnethocatnpa pityocampa}.
1608 TOPSEI.L Serpents (1658) 666 The most venomous is

that which is called Pityocampe^ whose biting is poyson.
//vV/., Vlpian..esteemeth the giver of any Pityocampie in

drink or otherwise to any one, to be doomed a muttnerer.

1706 PHILLIPS, Pityocampa^ a Worm breeding in the Pine-

tree, the biting of which is venomous. 1815 KJKIJY & Si'.

Entoutol. iv. (1818) I. 131 Of this nature also is the famous

Pityocampa of the ancients, the moth of the fir.

II Fityriasis (pitirai-asis). [mod.L., a. Gr.

Tinvpiaais scurf (Galen), f. irtrvpov bran.]
1. Path. A condition of the skin characterized by

the formation and falling off of irregular patches
of small bran-like scales, without inflammation

;

the (diseased) formation of dandruff or scurf.

1693 RlattcartCs Phys. Diet. (ed. 2), Pityriasis^ vid. Fur-

fitrratio. 1706 PHILLIPS, Pityriasis, the falling of Dandrifl

or Scurf from the Head. 1818-20 E. THOMPSON Cv/fen's

Nosol. Method, (ed. 3) 323 In the slighter forms of Pityriasis,
the cuticle alone .. appears to be in a morbid condition.

1864 W. T. Fox Skin Dis, 36 Pityriasis is a purely epithelial
disease (except in the rare form P. rubra).

2. Ornith. A genus of birds of the family Cor-

vidKj inhabiting Borneo and Sumatra, containing
one species P. gymnocephahts. So called from the

scales with which the naked head is covered.

1893 NEWTON Diet. Bi>ds 362 There seem to be only four

unquestionable peculiar genera [in Borneo] Pityriasis, SL

singular form generally referred to the Laiufaf, Sc/iwancria

belonging to Mitscicapidx, [etc.].

Pityroid (pi'tiroid), a. rare. [f.
Gr. mrvp-ov

bran + -DID : cf. Gr. mTvpojSrjs bran-like.] Resem-

bling bran ; bran-like.

1846 in SMART; and in later Diets.

Piuish(e, -isshe, obs. forms of PEEVISH,

f Piu-ma. Obs. (See quot.)
1858 SIMMOSDS Diet. Trade, Pituna, the name given to

a new and mixed fabric of light texture, used for gentle-
men's coats.

Pivot (pi'vat), sb. Also 7 pivat, 8 pevot,

pevet;t. [a. F. pivot (i2th c. in Hatz.-Darm.)

pivot, hinge. Origin obscure. Cf. mod. Prov. piro
a pointed thing (?), It. piviolo, pivolo wooden peg
or pin, dibble, penis, etc., perhaps related to It.

piva pipe.]
1. A short shaft or pin, usually of metal and

pointed, forming the fulcrum and centre on which

something turns or oscillates ;
as the pin of a

hinge, the end of an axle or spindle, or the arbor

on which the hands of a timepiece turn ; a pintle,

gudgeon.
1611 COTGR., Pivot) the piuot, or (as some call it) the

Tampin of a gate, or great doore. 1685 BOYLE Ena. Notion

Nat. 305 The excited Magnetick Needle, and the Box that

117-a



PIVOT.

holds It, arc duly pois'd by Means of a competent number
of opposite Pivats. 1704 J. HARRIS Lex. Taint. I, Pevetts,

are the Ends of the Spindle of any Wheel in a Watch ; and
the Holes into which they run, are called Pcvelt-ltoles.

1763 /'/;//. Trans. LIII. 143 The gudgeons, or pevets, in

large engines, are seldom turned true. 1805 BREWSTER in

Ferguson's Lect. I. 82 note, The extremities of an axle or

spindle, .. are called gudgeons when the wheels are large, and

pivots in small pieces of machinery. 1872 MIVART Elem.
Aunt. 31 The atlas vertebra is formed to turn on the

odontoid process of the axis as on a pivot,

f b. A dowel or toggle. Obs. rare.

1730 A. GORDON MajffeCs Amphith. 213 The Stones . . are i

. .clasped at the Top of the Arches with Pivots or Nails.

2. Mil. The officer or man on whom a body of

troops wheels
;
also that flank by which the align-

ment or dressing is corrected. Fixedpivot, movable

pivot : see quot. 1832.
1796 Instr. 4 Reg. Cavalry (1813) 37 When the squadron

has wheeled to a flank by divisions. If to the right, then

the left officer is on the pivot of the rear division, and the

right officer shifts to the pivot of the front division. 1833

Regal. Instr. Cavalry in. 47 Pivot, the outward man on
that flank of a Squadron or smaller body upon which that

}

body turns in wheeling. . .Fixed Pivot, is when the flank

man during a wheel turns upon his own ground. MoveabU
Pivot, is when the flank man during :i wheel describes a

|

portion of a circle. 1859!'". A. GRIFFITHS Artil. Man. (1862)

141 A battery can. .change front on a moveable pivot by a

simple wheel. 1860 Vol. Cav. Movem. in Hlaclx>j. Mag.
Mar. 371/1

' When Right is in front, Left is the Pivot.' This

is the first thing taught to the Cornet.

3. fig. That on which anything turns ; a cardinal

or central point.
1813 Examiner 17 May 312/2 His Majesty .. waited the

moment.., to put in motion.. his army.., make a pivot on

Leipzic. 1818 COBBETT Pol. Reg. XXXIII. 594 The paper-
money is the pivot, on v, hich their all turns. 1878 SIMI-SON

Sch. Stinks. I. 122 Those questions of right which between
Christians would be the chief pivots of the decision. 1888

BHYCE Amer. Comtnzu. II. xliv. 151 In all States, the Cover-

nor..mayat any moment become the pivot on whose action

public order turns.

b. spec. A device in Japanese poetry : see quots.,
and cf. pillow-ioord s. v. PILLOW sb. 6.

1877 B. H. CHAMBERLAIN in Trans. Asiat. Soc. Japan V.
86 A more complicated species of pun, occurring when a
word with two meanings is used only once as a sort of pivot
on which two wheels turn. In this case, the first part of the

poetical phrase has no logical end, and the latter part no

logical beginning. ..An example of what might be termed

pivot-puns. 1880 Class. Poetry Japanese Introd. 4 The
4 Pivot

'

is a more complicated device, and one which, in any
European language, would be not only insupportable, but

impossible, resting, as it does, on a most peculiar kind of

jeu de mots.

f4. Gardening. (See quot., and cf. PIVOT v. 3.)

1725 BRADLEY Fam. Diet. s. v. Tree, If the lower or

bottom part of the Stem be . . thicker than all the rest, it ought
ever to preserve it self in that State; but if. .it continues

smaller than some part a little above it, from whence in

effect some fine Roots proceed; then.. you must entirely
cut off this smaller Part, with all its Appurtenances : Many
Gardiners call it Pivot, and those Roots must only be pre-
serv'd that proceed from the fortunate Part.

f 5. The nipple of a percussion-lock. Obs.

1835 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 7) XI. 39/1 The next peculiarity of

the ordinary detonating lock is the pivot or nipple. 1836 T.

OAKLEIGH Oakleigh Shooting Code 18 The pivot is the

nipple or cone of iron screwed into the breach, and on which
the copper cap is placed.

6. attrib. and Comb. a. appositive or adj. That
is the pivot on which something turns or depends ;

cardinal ; pivotal.
1861 E. GARBETT Boyle Lect. 247 Heathenism fixed itself

upon these pivot qualities of the heart. 1875 POSTE Gains
i. Introd. (ed. 2) 2 Some of the pivot terms and most per-

vading conceptions.
b. Comb., as pivot-file (FILE rf. 1

), -gauge, -hole,

-lathe, -pin, -point, -polisher; (in sense 2) pivot

file (FILE sb?}, flank, leader, man, manoeuvre,

officer, ship ; pivot-bolt, a central pintle about

which a pivot-gun oscillates horizontally ; pivot-

bridge, a swing bridge pivoted on a central pier ;

pivot-broach, pivot-drill, watchmakers' tools ;

pivot-frame, a frame turning on a pivot, so that

the gun it carries may be pointed in any direction ;

pivot-gearing, gearing for allowing the axis of

a driving wheel to be shifted, so as to com-
municate power in various directions

; pivot-gun
(see quots.) ; pivot-joint Anat., a joint in which
the articular movement is that of a pivot ; pivot-

pricker, a slender pointed instrument for clearing
the nipple of a percussion-lock ; pivot-pun (see

3 b) ; pivot-span, that span of a bridge which
turns or opens on a pivot ; pivot-tooth (see quot.

1875); pivot-transom, the front member of the

chassis of a casemate gun ; pivot-wrench, a small

turning tool for securing or loosening the nipple of

a percussion-lock to and from the barrel
;
now

called nipple or cone-wrench.

1875 KNIGHT Diet, Mech., 'Pivot-bolt. Ibid. 1721/2 A
"pivot-bridge of the New York Central Railway on the

Linville principle. Ibid,,
*
Pivot-broach, a. .tool for opening

the pivot-holes of watches. 1833 Rcgul. Instr. Cavalry I.

38 The "pivot files. .face to the left. 1884 F. J. BRITTEN
Watch ff Clockm. 109 Pivot File, .[is] a file used for forming

pivots. 1833 Regul. Inslr. Cavalry i. 38 They resume their

places on the 'pivot flank. 1858 GREENER Gunnery 131 The

piece . . is mounted upon a carriage . . which embraces a *pivot

924

frame and recoil slide. 1884 F. J. BKIHEN tt'atchtfClockm.

199 "Pivot Gauge,. .a steel plate with tapered slit used for

measuring pivots. 1858 SIMMONDS Diet. Trade, ^Pivot-

gun, a piece of ordnance turning freely on a pivot, to aller

the direction. 1859 F. A. GRIFFITHS Arlil. Man. (1862) 150
Markers mark for the pivot guns of half batteries. 1704

Pivot-hole [see sense i). 1873 HUXLEY P/iys. vii. 171 The
second kind of 'pivot-joint is seen in the forearm. 1881

MIVART Cat 122. 1796 Insir. fy Keg. Cavalry (1813) 17

The 'pivot leader. .will begin in his own person to circle

behind the line from the old, so as to enter the new direction

twenty or thirty yards from the point of intersection, a 1814

Manoeuvring in. i. in New Brit. Theatre II. 101 Ever since

..you have been our lady's *pivot-man : every thing turns

on you. 1847 Infantry Man. (1854) 15 Those nearest the

pivot man making their steps extremely small. 1796 Instr.

y Reg. Cavalry (1813) 43 In movements in column, the

'pivot officers, .are answerable for covering, and for proper

wheeling distances. 1884 Mil. Engineering (ed. 3) I. II. 58

A plate round the point or thin end, with a hole for the

*pivot pin. 1836 T. OAKLEIGH Oakleigh Shooting Code 106

Articles necessary to the grouse-shooter's equipment . . ;

remains stationary, as a pivot on which the other vessels are

to form the line anew. 1872 L. P. MEREDITH Teeth (1878)

138 The six front roots above and below, .are the only ones

upon which it is advisable to ingraft *pivot teeth. 1875
KNIGHT Diet. Mech., Pivot-tooth, .. an artificial crown
attached to the root of a natural tooth by a dowel-pin of

wood or metal occupying the nerve-canal. Ibid. 1721/2 A
traversing platform passing through the 'pivot transom and
the front sleeper of the platform. 1836 'Pivot-wrench [see

fhot-pricker],
Pi'vot, . [a. F. pivoter, f. pivot : see prec.]
1. trans. To furnish with, mount on, or attach by

An electro-magnetic telegraph, .the armature of which was

pivoted so as to vibrate between its poles. 1883 NARES
Seamanship (ed. 6) 192 If yards were piloted in the centre

of the mast.

b. fg. : cf. prec. 3. (In quot. 1851, to serve as

a pivot to.)

1851 Frascrs Mag. XLIV. 472 There is not a man . .whose

moral and mental centre of gravity moie firmly pivot the

violent oscillations and gyrations of his
'

passionate energy.

1878 R. H. HUTTON Scett x. 101 Scott's romances ..are

pivoted on public rather than mere private interests.

2. in//: To turn as on a pivot ;
to hinge ;

in military manoeuvres, to swing round a point as

centre. Chiefly Jig.
1841 LEVER C. O'Mallcy xc, The 7th took up their ground

at Frenada pivoting upon the ist Division. 1872 H. W.
BEECHER in Chr. World Pidpit II. 250 You know that

Christ's ministry was pivoting upon Capernaum. 1883
HOLME LEE Loving ff Serving II. ix. 154 'No', said the

clergyman, and pivoted on his heel. 1892 Pictorial ll'orld

ii June 52/1 The entire question pivots on Ulster.

3. Gardening. (See quot., and cf. PIVOT sb. 4.)

1895 Syd. Soc. Lex. s. v., In Bot., a main root which grows
vertically downwards is spoken of as 'pivoting

'

(Littrl).

Hence Pi-voted ///. a., Pi -voting vll. sb. and

ppl. a.

1855 HYDE CLARKE Diet. 292/2 Pivoting, pivotwork...
Pivoted, a. 1870 Daily News 27 July 5 This bridge is built

in three portions, the centre resting upon four piers, and a

pivotted portion of either end ofabout thirty yards in length.

1875 Dental Cosmos XVII. 511, I removed the pivoted root

[of a tooth], which was covered by a tumid and dark purple

gum. 1882 NABES Seamanship (ed. 6) 244 The. .frames carry

pivoted screw nuts. 1888 Pall Mall G. 16 May 9/1 The

eye of the bracket which receives the pivoting pin.

Pivotal (pi-vstal), a. [f. PIVOT sb. + -AL.] Of,

pertaining to, of the nature of, or constituting a

pivot; being that on which anything turns or

depends ; central, cardinal, vital.

1844 MARY HENNELI. Social Syst. 198 It is.. the fatal

characteristic of civilized industry . . to have for pivotal

motive nothing but the fear of death from hunger. 1875
WHITNEY Life Lang. ii. 16 About this pivotal _fact all the

other matters involved fall into position as. .auxiliary.
1888

BRYCE Amer. Coinmw, I. I. xxvi. 397 It. .makes the issue of

the election turn on the voting in certain
'

pivotal
'

States.

Hence Pi-votally adv., in a pivotal manner ;
as

on a pivot.
1887 Set. Amer. 12 Feb. 98 The stanchion is pivotally held

between the floor . . and any stationary upper beam by two

bolts.

II
Piwarrie (piwryri). Forms : 8 piworree, p

-ie ; piwaree, -i
; -warry, -i, -ie ; paiwari.

[Carib of Guiana.] An intoxicating beverage

prepared from cassava, used by the natives of

tropical America. Also attrib., as piwarrie-

drinkinq, -feast, -trough.
[1660 F. BROOKE tr. Le Blanc's Trav. 401 They have

a drink of the root Cavain, which the Carmels call Piroa.]

1769 E. BANCROFT Guiana 278 The piworree is made from

the bread of Cassava or Manioc. 1866 Treat. Bot. s. v.

Manihol, Another of the products of Cassava is an intoxi;

eating beverage called Piwarrie. . . It is made by the women,
who chew Cassava cakes and throw the masticated material

into a wooden bowl, where it is allowed to ferment for some

days, and [is] then boiled. 1880 BRETT Leg. * Myths
Guiana 102 A large canoe is brought on shore And with

paiwari running o'er.

PIZZICATO.

spade And the pitman's pix have inude. 1851 T. bTERNBERG
Dial, ff Folklore Xortltantpt., Pi.r, Pick, a pick -axe.

Pix, Pixis: see PYX, PYXIS.

f Pixwex, var. f. PAX-WAX. Cf. fix-fax, etc.

1548-77 VICMW Anat. vi. (1888) 46 There be three maner
of fleshes in the necke : the first is called Pixwex or Seruisis.

Pixy, pixie (pi'ksi). Also dial, pisky, -ie,

pisgy, etc. : see Eng. Dial. Diet. [Origin obscure.]
In local folk-lore a name for a supposed super-
natural being akin to a fairy. Also transf.
(In popular use in the s. w. of England from Cornwall to

Wiltshire and Dorset. A meadow on the Thames above
Oxford is named on the Ordnance Map PixeyMead. Used by
Scott in The Pirate, quot. 1822 (whence inserted by Jamie-
son and in subseq. glossaries) as a Shetland word, but no
local evidence has been found there either for pixie or nixie.

Rielz has a Swed. dial. pysk,fyskc,
' small

_fairy,
dwarf

',
cf.

Norw. pjusk 'a little insignificant person'; but, with the

disappearance of the supposed Shetland use, it is difficult to

see how this could be connected with the s. w. Eng. word.)

c 1630 T. WESTCOTE Devon. (1845) 433. I shall be thought
to lead you in a pixy-path by telling an old tale. 1659 [see

PIXY-LED]. 1746 Exmaor Si aiding (E. D. S.) 130 Tell me
o' tha Rexbush, ye teeheeing Pixy. 1703 CoLBKIDGE50*fl
of Pixies \, Whom the untaught Shepherds call Pixies in

their madrigal, Fancy's children, here we dwell. 1832 SCOT r

Pirate xxiii, If a pixie, seek thy ring ; If a nixie, seek thy

spring. 1836 MRS. BRAY Tamar % 7'izy (1879) I. x. 163 The

.vho were so unhappy as to die before they had received the

Christian rite of baptism. 1837 HOWITT Rur. Life vi. vii.

(1862) 478 The Pixies may possibly still haunt those caves

and dens in Devonshire where Coleridge.. saw them. 1891
'

Q.
'

[COUCH] Noughts f, Crosses 175 In this corner of the

land where (they say) the piskies still keep.

b. attrib. and Comb, (chiefly local}, as pixy

glove, the thistle ; pixy-path, a path by which

those who follow it are bewildered and lost ; pixy-

pear, (a) the haw
; (ff)

the hip of the wild rose

(Britten & Holl.) ; pixy puff, various species of

puff-ball, Lycoperdon, as L.giganteum and Bovista ;

pixy-ridden a., plagued or possessed by pixies ;

pixy-ring, (a)
= FAIRY-KING; () (see quot.

1891) ; pixy stool, a toadstool or mushroom.

1858 CAPERS Ball, ij- Songs 128 Rejoicing where the pixy

glove Will soon hang out ils crest, c 1630 *Pixy-path [see a].

1870 LADY VERNEY /-. Lisle x. 117 Allays after them

blackberries and 'pixie-pears, a. 1847 MS. Gloss. Devon in

door. 1893 Daily Nevis 28 Sept. 4/7 A girl.. is ''pixy-

ridden 'pots and jugs begin to jump put of her hand, chairs

run after her, flitches of bacon join the dance, a 1847

Pixy-rings \sctpixy-ptiff}. 1886 ELWORTHY W. Somerset

Word-bit., Pixy-rings, round which they dance on moonlight

nights. 1891 J. H. PEARCE Esther Pcntrcaik III. x. 235

Devonsh. 1870 LADY VERNEY L. Lisle xiii. 155 There's

a fairies' ring and no end o' pixy-stools on the knap yonder.

Pixy-led, a. Led astray by pixies ;
lost ; be-

wildered, confused. So Plxy-leadingf.

1659 CHR. CLOBERY [Cornishman] Div. Glimpses 73 Blind-

zeal-sick soul ! in Charity i'll judge Thee pixie-led in Popish

piety. Ibid., Old countrey folk, who pixie-leading fear, Bear

bread about them to prevent that harm. 1836 MBS. BRAY

Tamar 4- Ttay (1838) I. 193 The popular belief of being

pixy led. 1880 MRS. PAKR Adam t Eve v. 64, I thought

you'd run home agen, or was pisky-Iaid or something. 1895

ELWORTHY Evil Eye 433 He firmly believed he had been

pixy-led.

fPiys, -e. 01*. [(for *pis), a. OF. pit, pis
breast (in Gower M.O.) :-L. pecliis.]

The breast.

1:1400 I.anfranc's Cirnrg. 262 His lungis mi;te be J>e

worse berfore & also his piys. lliid. 300 Surotyme a veine

wole breke in \K piyse or in ]K lungis.

Pize (paiz). Obs. exc. dial. Also 7 pise, 7-8

pies, 9 (dial.') pars. [Of uncertain origin.

Suggested to have been an arbitrary substitute for PEST

Pox, the latter used in the same way from c 1600 j but the

CLARE Vill. Minstr. I. 116 Which the sandman's delving

*':t' on, upon, of; pise take,phe light upon ;
out

a pize, what a pize : cf. pest, pox, mischief, in

similar use.

1605 \st Part leronimo ill. ii. 22 Rog. Pox ont. Bal.

Pies out. a 1627 MIDDLETON Fire Gallants iv. ii, Pize out,

I pawned a good beaver hat last night, a 1643 W. CART.

WRIGHT Ordinary II. iv, Pies take him, does he play for cloaks

still? 1676 ETHEREUCE Man ofMode n. i, Out, a pise o

their breeches. Ibid. ill. i, Out a pise. Adod, 1 ha busi-

ness and cannot. 1688 SHADWELL Sqr. Alsatia i. iv, Ah,

sweet rogues! while in the countrey, a pies
take them.

1753 SMOLLETT Ct. Fathom (1784) 63/2 A pize upon them !

1 could get no eatables upon the road. 1754 FOOTE Knights
II. Wks. 1799 I. 82 A pize of your pots and your royal oaks !

1754 RICHARDSON Grandison (1810) VI. xliii. 284 What
a pize are you about? 1826 SCOTT Jml. 2 Nov. Another

gloomy day a pize upon it. 1833 Blackw. dfff.XXXXY,
893 A mere mistake of Allsop's, .. a-pize upon him ! [In

dialect use from Yorksh. to Kent, Shropsh. to Sussex.]

Pizell, pizle, obs. forms of PIZZLB.

|| Pizzicato (pzttsika-to), a., adv., sb. Mus.

[It., prop. pa. pple. of pizzicare to pinch, twang

(a stringed instrument), twitch or pluck (a string).]

A. adj. and adv. Said of a note or passage played



FIZZLE.

on a violin or the like by plucking the string with
the finger instead of using the bow. (Abbrev.//2c.)
1880 P. DAVID in Grove Diet. *1fns. II. 760/1 Playing a

pizzicato accompaniment to a tune played with the bow.

1885 At/ienxtttu 5 Dec. 740/1 Violas and violoncellos play
pizzicato throughout*

B. sb, A note or passage played in this way.
1845 E. HOLMES Mozart ng When they heard me accom-

pany the Pizzicato on the keys. 1885 P. DAVID in Grove
Diet. Mtts. IV. 205 Who copied with more or less success..
his pizzicatos with the left hand.

Fizzle ,pi*z'l). Now dial, or vulgar. Forms :

a. 6 peezel, peisill, 7 peezle, 8 pesil; 0. 6

pys(s;ell, 6-7 pissel;!, 7 pisle, pizell, pizle,

pyzel(l t 7- pizzie. [Occurs from early i6thc.

Flem. pezel) LG. pesel^ dim. of OLG. *ptsa sinew,
whence MLG. pese, MDu. pcze t

Du. pees sinew,

string, pizzie. Cf. also MDn.peseric& sinew, string,

whip of bull's hide, pizzie, Du. pezerik,

&, LG, (and Ger. d\a\.}pe$t:rick pizzie.]
The penis of an animal

; often that of a bull, used
as a flogging instrument (see BULL sbt

l n b).
1523 FITZHERB. Hitsb.$6 Thoughehe[anox]..be broken,

bothe of tayle and pysell, yet wyll he fede. 1544 PHAICK

Rfgwi. Lyfc (1560) H vj b, Take the peisill of an harte, and
drie it into pouder. 1577 B. Gootits Heresbacfts Hnsl>.

(1586) 127 Take the peezel of a Stagge, burne it, and make
it tn pouder. 1599-1737 Bulls pissell, etc. [see BULL $b.*

ii b]. 1693 Phil. Trans. XVII. 976 Of the Whale's Pi/zle,
and its Use in Physick. 1710 AUDISON Tatler No. 216 p 13.

1814 SCOTT Let. Sonthey 17 June in Lockhart, The whole-
some discipline of a bull's pizzie and strait-jacket.

Plaas, obs. form of PLACE.

Placability (pJ^kSbrllti, pla-k-). [ad. L.

pldcabilitast f. placabilis PLACABLE : see -ITY. Cf.

obs. F. placabilitt (1577 in Godef.).] The quality
or character of being placable ; readiness to be

appeased or to forgive ; mildness of disposition.

1531 ELYOT Gou. 11. vi, Placabilitie is no litle part of

Benignitie. a i6zo MOKYSON Ititi. iv. iv. i. (1903) 290 All
writers commend the Germans . . for Modesty, Integrity,
Constancy, Placability, Equity, and for Gravity, but some-
what inclyning to the vice of Dullnes. 1741 MIDDLETON
Cicero II. ,\ii. 505 He declared nothing to be more.. worthy
of a great man, than placability. 18319 JAMICS Loin's A'/F,
IV. 62 He would endure with dignified placability much
irritating opposition.

Placable (pl^'kab'l, plarkab'l), a. [ME. a.

OF. placable, ad. 'L.placdbilis^ i.placarc to appease :

see -ABLE.]
fl. Pleasing, agreeable. Obs.
c 1450 Miroitr Salttacioun. 723 Marie was body and sawle

to godd perfitely placable, c 1540 BOORUE The boke for to
Lcrnc A iij b, It may be placable to the iyes of all men to
be. 1542 Dyttary ii. (1870) 234 That it may be placable
to the eyes of all men to se and to beholde.

2. Capable of being, or easy to be, appeased or

pacified; mild, gentle, forgiving.
1586 A. DAY Eng. Secretary \\. (1625) 93 To thy Enemies

..thou art placable. 1667 MII.JOX P. L. xi. 151 Since I

anight LJy Prayer th' offended Deitie to appease, . . Me-
thought 1 saw him placable and mild. 1741 RICHAKIJSON
rainela II. 166 My Pamela is very placable. 1819 J. \V.
CHOKER in C, Papers 15 Sept., Tones are placable people.
1876 liANCKOVT Hist. U. S. IV. xxv. 6 Though irritable, he
was placable, and at heart was truly loyal.

t b. transf. (of a thing). Obs.

1609 UIBLE (Douay) Isa. Ix. 7 They shal be offered upon
my placable altar.

*;3. Peaceable, quiet. (Cafac&resfic.)
1611 SPEED Hist. Gi. Brit. vin. iii. (1623) 400 Being at

length, .surfeited with glory,., he resolved on a more pla-
cable course of life. 1841 D'JsKAELi Amen. Lit. (1867) 130
The civil wars .. soon drew off the minds of men from the

placable innovators of language. 1858 HAWTHORNE Fr. $

//. Note-Bits. I. 259 The wind blew in momentary gusts,
and then became more placable.

Fla/cableness. [f. prec. + -NESS.] The
quality of being placable ; placability.
1647 CUDWORTH Senit.i i Cor. \v. 57 (1676) 72 A sensible

Demonstration., of God's. .Placableness and Keconcileable-
ness to sinners returning to obedience. 1741 RICHARDSON
Pamela (1824) I. xv. 256 That softness of nature, and
placableness of disposition, which he holds to be the greatest
merit in our sex. 1896 Current Hist. (Buffalo, N.Y.) VI.
417 They had gained a grace of placableness.

Pla'cably, adv. [f. as prec. + -LY -.] In a

placable manner.
1839 JAMES Louis XIl~, IV. 317 He. .heard patiently and

placably complaints of himself and of his government. 1861
GEO. ELIOT Silas M. iii, 'Ay, ay', said Dunstan, very
placably, 'you do me justice, I see .

Placad, obs. Sc. form of PLACARD.
II Flacage ;plaka3). [Fr., f. plaquer to plate,

veneer, cover (with plaster, stone, etc.), f. plaque
a plate, slab : see PLAQUE and -AGE.] The facing
of walls with thin slabs of marble or the like, or

with stucco or plaster.
1774 Projects in Ann. Reg. 115/2 He likewise employed

the same kind of cement for the placage of a subterraneous
vault. 1862 Ecdesiologist XXIII. 32 The cost of a simple
marble placage.

Placard (pLxrkaid, plakaud), sb. Forms: a.

5 placquart, plakart, -ert, 6 plagart, 6-9 plac-
art, 7 plachart, 7-8 placaert, 8 playcart. 0. 5-
placard, (6 placarde, plakard, plackerd, pla-
kerde, plagard(e, plachard(e; 6-7 placcard(e,
6-9 plackard^e). 7, 6 placcat, -att, 7 placat,
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7-8 plaoaet, 7 placate, 8 placaat, St. placad.

[a. OF. plackarl (1410', pla(c]y2tar(d, placard,
-art in the same senses, mod.F. placard^ f. OF.
plaqitier (mod.F. plaquer} to plate, lay flat, plaster,

etc., ad. MFlem.//rtfXv (D\\. plakkeit) to plaster,
coat with something sticky : see -ABD. The OF.
plackart was taken into Du. as plackaert, plakaet t

plakkaat) whence app. the i6-i7th c. Eng. forms

placaert, placaet, placcat, etc.
; also Ger.

,
Da. plakat.

See also PLACCATE, PLACKET 2
.]

I. An ofricial or public document.

fl. A formal document (originally) authen-
ticated by a thin seal affixed to its surface. Hist.
Cf. Y.sceauplague szs\ affixed to the surface of a document.

fa. Such a document issued by a competent
authority, authorizing or permitting a person to do

something ;
a warrant, licence, permit, letters

patent. Obs.

^Letters o/'placard',
a letter under seal.

1482 in Rymer Fadera (1711) XII. 164/1 Certain Letters
in Pauper sealed in Placquart wise with a grele rownde
Scale in Rede We.\. 1495 Act ii Hen. /''//, c. 33 12

Lettres of Placardys made to the same John, of thoffice of

Constablisshippe of the Castell of Ludlowe. 1501 in \ 'orks,

Archival. Soc., Record Scr. XVII. 196, I received from the

Kingges grace a plagarde. 1503-4 Act 19 Hen. VII, c. 4
The Kynges .special 1 licens undre his placarde signed &
sealede wyth his pryve scale. 1520 Clerical Subsidies
(P. R. O. 64/299 U.), The kinges moost honorable lettres of

placcarde dated under his signet. 1538 STARKEY England
i. iv. 102 Ther be few la\vys and statutys, ..but, by placardys
and lycence opteynyd of the prynce, they are broken and
abrogate. 1573 TUSSKR Hit sb. (1878) 206 For sundrie men,
had plagards then, Such childe to take. 1601 R. JOHNSON
Khigd. fy Connnw. 141 Neither doth he suffer other ships to
saile in those seas, without a speciall placard signed with his

owne hand. 1652-62 HEVLIN Cosmogr. in. (1682) 226 So
cautelous, that without his Placard no stranger can have
Ingress into his Dominions. 17*6 AYLIFFE Parergon 341
Religious Houses cannot acquire real Estates by way of

Legacy . . without the Princes [Charles V.'s] Placart or
Licence.

fig- a I5SS BRADFORD Wks. (Parker Soc.) I. 60 Have we a

placard that God will do nothing to us? 1642 FULLKK Holy
$

w Prof. 6V. in. xiii. 183 Others .. [think] that Christianity
gives us a placard to use these Sports.

fb. An edict, ordinance, proclamation, official

announcement. Obs* exc. Hist,
< 1518 WOLSKY in Fiddes Life \\. (1726) 62 You count none

assurance by treaties, plakards, proclamations or articles.

1591 Acts Privy Council (1900) XXI. 90 An open placard to
al Maiors, Sherives, Justices of Peace, Baylifes, Constables,

c. <ri645 HOWELL Lett. ir. 25 All Placarts or Edicts
are publish'd in his name. 1665 Lond. Gaz. No. 2/3 A
strict Placcard against Duels throughout all the Provinces.

1756 Gent I. .!/. XXVI. 363 On the 2ist of last month was
ublished a placart or declaration. 1768 (title) General
olfe's Instructions to Young Officers,, .and a Placart to

the Canadians. 1855 MOTLEY Dutch Rep. I. i. 114 Charles
tV.] introduced and organised a papal inquisition, side by
side with those terrible 'placards' of his invention [1550].

c. esp. in i /the., A decree or ordinance of the
Stales General or other competent authority in the

Netherlands. In this sense often spelt placaert ^

placaet, placaat) after Du. placaet (now plakkaaf],
1589 in yd Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm, 283/2 A commission

to proceed with the States in requiring their justification of
such points of their placart as concern my Lord Willoughby*
1654 WHITELOCKE yrnl.Sived. Etnb. (1772) II. 45 The queen
had sent unto the states to repeale that placart. 1738 Observ.
Brit. Wool title-p., A Playcart or Proclamation for preserv-

ing the Woollen Manufactures in Flanders. 1748 H hitchall

Ki'diing-Post No. 363 Rotterdam, June 14. A Placart, sus-

pending the Execution of the three Placarts published last

Year in relation to the French Trade, was issued.

1589 Ancaster Papers, O. S. 13 May (R. R. O.), [Draft of
Ld. Willoughby 's Defence against] slaunders by a placcat.
1601 WHEELER Treat. Comm. 41 Those foresaid Placates,
Edictes and Prohibitions, made against the English. 1678
MARVELL Groivtk Popery 13 For revoking their Placaets

against Wine, Brandy, and French Manufactures. 1688
LUTTRELL Brief Ret. (1857) I. 433 The states have ordered
a placaet promising a reward of 1000 guilders. 1706
PHILLIPS, Placaert or Placaet^ (Dutch) a Proclamation or

Ordinance, by the States of Holland.

2. A notice, or other document, written or printed
on one side of a single sheet, to be posted up or

otherwise publicly displayed ; a bill, a poster.
1560 DAUS tr. Slcidane's Comm, 112 Persecution at Paris,

by reason of certen placardes. 1567 m Calderwood Hist.
Kirk (1843) II. 352 Bruited and calumniated by placats
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presentlie affixed on publick places of the burgh of Edii

burgh. 1701 Lond. Gaz. No. 3752/7 A Placart was affixed

last night on the Doors of our Cathedral [Cologne], in

Answer to that which was lately published by the Chapter.
1706 PHILLIPS, Placard^ ..a Libel or abusive Writing, posted
up or dispersed abroad, c 1730 BURT Lett. N. Scotl. (1818)
I. 66 A bill to let you know there is a single room to let is

called a
placard.

1818 COBBETT Pol. Reg. XXXIII. 338
A placard, .was published to call the attention of the people
to. .the intended meeting. 1838 DICKENS Nich. Nick, xvi,
In the window hung a long and tempting array of written

placards, announcing vacant places. 1885 Daily Tel,

5 Oct. 5/7 Flaring posters and placards of many hues.

II. A thin plate of armour, etc.

1 3. a, A piece of armour
;

a breast- or back-

plate ; esp. an additional plate of steel, iron, etc.,

worn over or under the cuirass :
= PLACCATE i. Obs.

1481-90 Howard Hottsch. Bks. (Roxb.) 274 In agardviande,
a peir brigandines, a plakart, ij. bavieres. 1503 HAWES
E.vamj). Virt. xi. 7 Fyrst she my leg^e barneys sette on
And after my plackerd of grcte ryches. a 1548 HALL C/ircti.,

PLACATION.
Hcu. IV 12 Some had the helme, the visere, the two bavieis
& the two plackardes. .curiously graven. 1552 HULOET,
Placard or breast plate, thorax. 16*5 MAKKIIAM SottM.
Accid. 39 Some .. would .. adde a Placcard tu cover the

i brehtplate. 1630 CAIT. SMITH Trav. fy Adv. 13 Their
! Pistolls was the next, which marked Smith upon the pla-

,
card; but the next shot the Turke was. .wounded. 1826

I
Hon. SMITH Tor Hill (1838) I. 41 Sir Giles hastily pulled
down his vizor, and clasped it to the plackaid.

fb. An article of dress, sometimes richly em-

broidered, app. worn by both sexes in the i5th
|

and i6th c., beneath an open coat or gown. Obs.

1483 U'ardr. Ace. in Grose Antiy. Rep. (1807) 1.41 A
plakert maade of half a yard and half a quarter of blac
velvet. 1529 IVill of J. Ap Jonhyng (Somerset Ho.}, My
doblet of lether w : sieves & plagard of Ru>set velwet.
a 1548 HALL Chron., Hen. I'll! ab, His iacket or cole of
raised gold, the placard embrowdered with Dianiondes,
Rubies, Emeraudes, great Pearles, and other rich slones.

1 4. = PLACKET -
2-4. Obs.

1589 RIDER Bibl. Schol. 1095 A Placards, the fore part of
a wonians peticote,^7V////fl/rtr/Vw, thorax. 1589 (.' X.\siii.]

Almond for Parrat 4 She will carric a Martin in her

plackarde in despite of the proudest of them all. c 1590
GREENE Fr, Bacon \. in For fear of the cut-purse, on
a sudden she'll swap thee into her plackerd.

f5. (See quot.) Obs. (I'erh. only French.

1727-41 CHAMBERS Cyei., Placard, in architecture, denotes
the decoration of the door of [an] apartment ; consisting of
a chambranle, crowned with its frieze or gorge, and a cor-

niche sometimes supported by conbolo. So 1765 in CKOKEK
Diet. Arts. 1823 CBABB TecknoL Diet.

6. attrib, and Comb. : placard-man, -bearer,
one who walks about the streets bearing an adver-

tisement ; placard-wise adv.

1482 Placquart wise [see i], 1846 Ecdesiologist V. 47 It

Is no worse to convert an Angel into a link-boy than into a

placard-man. 1895 Daily News 5 Dec. 7/7 Interesting to

placard collectors of all countries. 1899 KNAPP Life G.
Borrf'v I. 275 He employed placard-bearers to walk about
the streets exhibiting his flaming advertitements.

Placard (plakard, plas'kajd), v. [f. prec. sb. :

cf. F./^Konun]
1. trans. To affix or set up placards on or in

(a wall, window, town, etc.).

1813 Stamford A'cu's iu Examiner 8 Mar. 148/1 Meetings
were convened, walls placarded, and hand-bills distributed.

1868 MILMAN Sf. Paul's vi. 124 The pillars were placarded
with advertisements. 1884 dlanch. Exam. 8 May 5/2 The
town is already placarded with huge posters.

2. To make public, make known, advertise

(something) by means of placards ;
to post, expose,

or display (a poster, inscription, etc.) as a placard.
1818 TOUD, Placard, to notify publickly: in colloquial

language, to post. 1826 Sco i r Jrnl. 10 Mar., It would be

exactly placarding me in a private and confidential manner.

1836 LVITON Athens (1837) I. 351 The prytanes always pla-
carded in some public place a programme of the matter^ on
which the people were to coriMih. 1838 Dic.Kfc.Ns Xich.
Nick, xxiv, Bills. .were placarded on all the wall-. 1864
H. AINSWOKIH "John Laiu iv. ii, The parliament, .placarded
written copies on the walls.

Hence Placarded///. <z. ; Placarding rbl. sb.

1830 Ccntl. Mag, Nov. 456/1 In Pnrih..no further rioting
or placarding has taken place, a 1845 HOOD T. Trumpet
.\.\ix, By chalking on walls, or placarding on van>. 1861

LUULOW in Macm. Mag, III. 320 Workers have been

brought together on a placarded otter of employment.
Placardee-r. nomc-ivd. [See -KKK.]

= next.

1821 Blackw. Mag. IX. 34 A motley band of printer?-,

editors, pamphlet paragraph and placardeers.

Placarder (plakaudai, plee'kajdai). [f. PLA-
CARD v. + -EU 1

.] One who puts uj) placards.
1825 Examiner 17/2 M'Donnell then asked for the name

of some private placarder. 1837 CAKLVLE Fr, Rev. (187-'!

III. I. i. 8 Then Durosoy, Royalist Placarder,. .went re-

joicing.

t Pla'Cate, a. Obs, rare. [ad. L. pl&cat-us

appeased, pa. pple. of placare\ see next.] Com-

posed ; placid.
1661 GiiRNALLCAr. in Arm. verse 18 H.v. (1669)446/8 When

are you more placate and serene? 1675 BKOOKS Gold. Key
Wks. 1867 V. 138 Antmo tain ttanqnillo.., with as placate,
serene and tranquil a mind.

Placate (pl^-k^t, pl&'kift, pl&k^'t), v. [f.

L.//mvf/-, ppl. stem of placare to appease: see

-ATE '*.] trans. To render friendly or favourable

(one who is hostile or offended); to pacify, con-

ciliate ;
to propitiate.

1678 CUDWORTH ftitcll. Syst. \. iv. 31. 476 Therefore is

He always Propitiated and Placated both First and Last.

1791 J. TOWSSEND Journ. Spain (1792^ III. 14 Solicitous to

placate an offended deity. 1836 J. GILUEKI Chr. Atotiem.

vi. (1852) 170 Such satisfaction is nut really placating anger,
not appeasing a personal passion. 1868 EDWARDS Ralegk
I. xiii. 240 Nottingham .. wrote earnestly to Essex, trying to

placate him. 1894 KNIGHT Garrick vi. 97 A victory so com-

plete., failed to placate the indignant young actress.

Hence Placated ///. a. ; also Placater ((/, S.},

one who placates.
1735 D. FORBES Th. Relig. (1747) 10 To approach, and

rely on the protection and beneficence of a placated Deity.

1667 LUDLOW Little Brings <y 7223 The sitrn but placated
bosoms of Barker and Moodle. 1894 Nation (N. Y.) 22 Mar.

205/2 What the Americans call a '

placater '. He 'placates

opposing interests as Thurlow Weed used to do. 1894 iqtk

Cent. Oct. 495 The successful placater brings into line men
who are apparently irreconcilable.

Placation (plak^-JsiO. [a. obs. K. plafation

(i6th c. in Godef.\ ad. \,.placati6it-itii,
n. of action

homplatare: see prec. and -ATIO.V.] The action of



PLACATORY.

placating ; appeasing, pacifying ; conciliation, pro-

pitiation. With a and //. a
propitiatory

action.

1589 PUTTENHAM Eng. Pocsie i. iii. (Arb.) 23 Sacrifices of

placatiou, with inuocalions and worship. Ibid. in. iv. 159

Many more like vsurped Laline and French words : as

Methode, mcthodicall, placation. 1609 BIBLE (Duuay)
i Mace. i. 47 Holocausls and sacrifices, and placations to

be made in Ihe temple of God. 1830 J. DOUGLAS Truths

Relig. v. (1832) 222 Such terms as atonemenl, placation,

expiation. 1884 TKAILL New Lucian 109 The Supreme
Being is not so savage and childish as to need placation by
the steam of viclims.

Placatory(pl^'kat3ri,plark-),
a. [ad. L.placa-

Uri-tts appeasing, propitiatory (Tert.), f. placdre to

appease: see -OKY.] Tending or calculated to pla-
cate or appease ; conciliatory ; propitiatory.
a 1640 JACKSON Creed .XI. xxxix. 5 Some gods the heathens'

honoured with placatory sacrifices. 1799-1805 S. TURNER
Anglo-Sax. (1830) I. II. App. iii. 132 [He] made a placatory

offering of two wax lights and nine pieces of money. 1862

LYTTOS Str. Story I. no A reply which seemed .. both

dignified and placatory.
Plaecard e, placcat(t, obs. ff. PLACARD.

Fla-ccate. Obs. exc. Hist. Also 8 plaquet,

<) placate, [app. a variant of PLACARD (in sense 3) :

cf. the 7 forms there. See also PLACKET 2
i.]

1. A piece of armour consisting of a plate of

steel or iron worn over the cuirass :
= PI.ACAKP

sb. 3 a. Also, a leather jacket or doublet lined

with strips of steel, worn under the outer armour.

1631 J. CKLSO Mi/it, fasti: Cavalleric (Fairholl), [A bre.isl

and back] caliver proof by addilion of Ihe placcale. 1688 K .

HOLMK Armoury III. xix. (Roxb.) 166/2 They., haue vmler
Iheir Armour a good Buffe coale, or a Placcale or an under
bresl plate lo make ihem caliver proofe. 1788 GROSE .Milit,

Aittiq, (1801) II. 252 The breaslpiece [of the cuirass] was

occasionally strengthened by an additional plale called a

plaquet. 1869 BourELL Arms ff Armour x. (1874) 204 The
plates, .placed in front of the shoulders were placates ; but

when the shoulders were covered by the remforce-plates,

they were distinguished as pauldrons.

f2. ^PLACKET-. Obs.

1588 SHAKS. L. L. L. m. i. 186 Don Cupid, Regent of

Lone-rimes, Lord of folded armes.. .Dread Prince of Plac-

cats, King of Codpeeces.

t 3. -See PLACARD sb. i c. Obs.

Place (pU's), sb. Forms : (i Northumb. plsece,

ploetse, plsese) ; 3- place, (3 plasce, 3-5 plasse,

4 plass, 4-6 plas(e, 5 plaas, plays, 6 pleaze'.

[ME. place, a. F. place, (iithc.) = Vt.plassa, Sp.

plaza, Pg. praca, It. piazza, med.L. placia: late L.

type *plattia for classical L. platea, broad way,

open space, ad. Gr. irA-arem (sc. oSiis) broad way.
The L. word had been already taken into Old
Northumbrian in the form place, phvtse, rendering
L. platea of the Vulgate ; but the history of the

current word begins with the adoption of the F.

place in sense 2, the mod. use in i b. being a more
recent borrowing from the Romanic langs. From
the latter came also MDu. plaetse, Du. plaats,

MHG., Ger. platz, MLG. plas, LG. plats, plalse,

Icel. pldz (I3th c.), Sw.//aft, T>a..plads. Welsh

plils is app. from ME. Place has superseded
OE. stow and (largely) stede; it answers to F.

lieu, L. locus, as well as to F. place, and the senses

are thus very numerous and difficult to arrange.
With the doubled t of late L. *plattia, cf. Ihe similar phe-

nomenon in *plattns PLAT (wilh which platea. was prob.
associaled); also in *pettia PIECE, "piccus PIKE, "p'lppa

PIPE, etc.]

I. 1. An open space in a city ;
a square, a

market-place, t a. Used in OE. to render I., platea
of the Vulgate.
(1950 Durham Ritual (Surtees) 36/7 On ptecvm (in

plaieis). Hid. 63/37 In plaicvm. 1-950 I.indisf. Gosp.
Matt. vi. 5 Da oe lufas in somnungum huommum (Sara

pla:cena..stondes..tosebiddanne. Luke x. 10 F*era3 on

plaicum hire. 975 Rushw. Gosp. ibid., Farao on plaHsa his.

b. In modern use, forming the second element

in the name of a group of houses in a town or

city, now or formerly possessing some of the

characters (positive or negative) of a square, chiefly

that of not being properly a street.

Often used in Ihe name of a small area more or less

built around, and lying aside from a street or thorough-
fare, or of a short cul-de-sac or byway turning out of a main

thoroughfare ; also, more vaguely given to a short row or
' terrace

'

of houses, which originally stood by ihemsejves on
a suburban road ; being in fact a ready denomination for

any aggregation of houses which cannot be more particularly
classed.

Employed in i6th c. to render F. place and its Italian,

Spanish, and German cognates, in reference to foreign towns,
whence introduced in English towns. (But in some cases

the name ' Place
'

has arisen out of sense 4 b, the sile being
that of a nobleman's or bishop's town-residence, which bore

the name, e.g. Ely Place in London.)

1585 T. WASHINGTON tr. Nicholay's Voy. i, viii. 7 b,

The places and streetes are so well ordeined. 1653 H.

COGAN ir. Pinto's Trav. xxiii. 86 They conducted him into

a great place before the Town Hall. 1687 A. LOVELL tr.

Thcvenots Trav. \. 10 There are in it many lovely Piazza's,

or Places. 1704 Collect. Voy. (Churchill) III. 6/1 Being

gone to the Great Place to see the Bull-feast. 1796 J. OWEN
Trav. Europe II. 458 Squares, as we improperly call them

in England, but which Ihe Germans, as well as the French

and Italians, more properly denominate Places. 1813

BYRON Demi's Drive iii, I have a stale-coach in Canton
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House, A chariot in Seymour Place. 1849 MACAULAY Hist.

A/<;'. vii. II. 267 At Rome.. on the south of Ihe stately place
of Navona. 1883 Century Mag. (Jet. 859/2 From Washington
Square upward began ihe endless succession of 'places',
and of houses in long, monolonous rows.

II. A matt-rial space.
2. Space ;

extension in two (or three) directions ;

' room '. arch,
j-
To offer place, to make way, give

way (obs^. Give place: see 23.
a msAncr. 7?. 258 He ne uond noul on eor3e so muche place

as his luttle licome muhte been ileid on. 1382-1571 [see 23].

1602 CAREW Cornwall 75 b, For performing this play, the

beholders cast themselves in a ring, which they call, Making
a place. 1628 HOBUES Thitcytl. (1822) 85 When they were

come in the city had not place for them all. 1654 tt.Sftldtryft
Curia Pol. 169 Nature . . opposeth those things lhal do re-

sist her, and gently yeilds to those things which courteously
offer place. 1683 T. SMITH Ol'sen>. Constantinople in Misc.

Curiosa (1708) III. 41 There is no place belween the Pro-

pontis and ihe walls of the City, except just at ihe Seraglio-

point,., where they have raised . . a battery for Great guns.
1808 SCOTT Mann. i. xii, Place, nobles, for the Falcon-

Knight ! Room, room, ye gentles gay. 1852 JAMES Agnes
Sorel (1860) 4 Men with flambeaux in Iheir hands, ..calling
' Place ! Place !

'

to clear the way for their master.

b. In generalized sense : Space, extension.

(Chiefly rhetorical, and in antithesis to time.)
a 1631 DONNE Natwitie 10 Seest thou, my Soule, . . how be

Which fils all place, yet none holds him, doth lye? 1655
STANLEY Hist. Philos. i. (1701) 7/2 That the World is con-

tained in place. This agrees with the definition of place

by space. 1755 GRAY Progr. Poesy III. ii, He pass'd the

flaming bounds of Place and Time. 1775 HARRIS Philfs.

PLACE.

t d. To leave or win place : to lose or gain

ground, to retreat or advance. Ol>s.

1375 BAUBOUR Sruce xu. 563 Thai wan plass ay mair &
mair On thair fais. Ibid. xill. 271 Thai war than ill-till sa

gret effray That thai left place ay mar & mar.

(4. spec. A piece or plot of land. Obs.

\^\nA.\j. placea, placia, from 1215 in Du Cange.]
1337 (March) Survey in Tyncmouth Chartitlary If. 23 b.

...ibjects. 1888 TENNYSON Crossing t/ic Jit-. -

out our bourne of Time and Place The flood may bear me far.

3. A particular part of space, of defined or un-

defined extent, but of definite situation. (= L.

locus, OE. stow.) Sometimes applied to a region
or part of the earth's surface.

1:1250 in Rcl. Ant. I. 22 Heil Marie, ful of grace, fe lavird

bich |ie in heverilk place. 1297 R. Gi.ouc. (Rolls) 11038 pe

queue, .ibured was. .In be quer of hailes an hey in a vair

place. 11300 Cursor M. 15687 He ras vp o be place [(Mt.

plasse] pat he honurd him in. '!a 1366 CHAUCER Rom. Rose

657 In many places were nightingales, Alpes, finches, and
wodewales. c 1400 Three Kings Cologne 31 In snmme
plaas be grounde is inhere and insnmnie plaaslowere. 1426
AUDKLAY l\>cius i. i In hel ne purgatore non other plase.

14.. A'oiu. in Wr.-Wiilcker 736/9 Hoc confragum,^ plays
where the whyrwynd metes. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 402/2

Place, locus. 1535 COVERDALE Fs. cxli. 4, I haue no place
to He viuo. 1568 GRAFTON Chron. II. 672 At tyme and place
conuenient. 1600 J. PORY tr. Leo's Africa VI. 278 It is an

wne ot wycombe, the which conteynyth
in lengthe viij. perches and x. fote, and inbrede. .iiij. perchis,
and iiij. fote. [bid. 545 One place of a curtilage hyng in

the towne of Shillyngford. 1460 Cal. Anc. Rt'C. Dublin

(1889) I. 306 Hit be lawfull to the rent gaderer of the citte to

take in all voyd placis of the town that beryt chef rent.

5. a. A portion of space in which people dwell

together ;
a general designation for a city, town,

village, hamlet, etc.

13.. E. E. Allit. P. A. 1033 As lohan hym wrytez..Vch
pane of bat place had bre Jatez. c 1380 WYCLIF ll'ks. (1880)

419 Plasis J>at han chirchis appropiid. 1458 Nottingham
Kec. II. 366 Schepleyand in odor plassus. c 1470 Got. <f

Call 1
. 157 Thare come ane laithles leid air to this place.

1618 J. TAYLOR (Water P.) Penniless Pilgr. (1872) 22, I held

on my journey, .unto a place called Carling hill. 1626 R.
PKEKK Three to One C ij, I am a Deupnshire-man borne,

andTauestock the place of my once-abiding. 1697 DRYDEN
I "irg. Georg, III. 17, 1. .shall. .With Foreign Sooils adorn my
native Place. 1704 J. TRAPP Abrct-Mule n. i. 359 The loss

of this important Place. 1814 JANE AUSTEN ilansjf. Park
(1870) II. vii, I could not expect to be welcome in such
a smart place as that [i. e. Brighton], 1843 Penny^ Cycl.
XXVII. 666/2 Schools at Tours and other places in France.

1866 Daily Tel. 10 Jan. 7/4 Hanover is, as the Americans
would phrase it,

'

quite a place '.

b. A residence, dwelling, house ; a seat, man-

sion, palace ; formerly sometimes, a religious house,

a convent ;
also spec, the chief residence on an estate ;

a manor-house ;
a country-house with its surround-

ings. Also place-house (see 29). (Cf. Welsh fltis.)

a 1349 HAMPOLE Mcdit. Passion Wks. 1896 I. 95 Of alle-

ge housis and prisouns bat bei heelden bee ynne. & closid

wib-ynne in her placis. -1386 CHAUCF.R I'rol. 607 With

grene trees shadwed was his place. 1410 A'. /;'. With (1882)

53, 1 wnll bat..my brothir [haue] a place in Duffelde, . . bat

I pnrchesede. 1463 Bury H'llls (Camden) 20 The welle

werke afore my place, a 1548 HALL Chron., Hen.

long as the grasse will seme their Camels. 1625 N.

CARPENTER Geog. Del. 11. i. (1635) i The description of the

Terrestrial! Globe, so farre forth as it is dinided into places.

1638 Torments of Hell in I'lienix (1708) II. 44 -Some say
Hell is a local Place, Augustine saith it is not a Place. 1726
SHELVOCKE I'oy. round H'arM Pref. 18 The day, hour and

place of the sea in which the ship was taken. 1850 TENNYSON
fit Mem. cii, We leave the well-beloved place Where first

we gazed upon the sky. 1890 BESAXT Demoniac i. 18 Kven
that is better than to have your shame proclaimed all over

the place. 1897 H'eslm. Gaz. 13 Mar. 5 T The Act expmuy
declared such betting in any place, whether in or out of an

enclosure, to be an illegal practice. . . They had arrived at the

conclusion that any area, covered or uncovered, to which

persons were known to resort for the purpose of betting,

and where professional bookmakers resorted for the purpose
of carrying on their calling, should be held to be

' a place
'

within the meaning of the statute.

b. The portion of space actually occupied by
a person or thing ; the position of a body in

spnce, or with reference to other bodies ; locality ;

situation.

1570-6 LAMBARDE Peramb. Kent (1826) 221 There is

variance, .touching the true place of that building. 1600

SMAKS. A. }'. L. i. ii. 204 In the world I fil vp a place,

which may bee better supplied, when I haue made it emptie.

1603 Ideas, for M. i. ii no Though you change your

place, you neede not change your Trade. 1603 HOLLAND
Plutarch 815 The Stoicks, and Epicurus doe holde, that

there is a difference betweene Voidnesse, Place, and Roome :

for Voidnesse (say they) is the solitude or vacuitie of a

body: Place, that which is fully occupied and taken up

1611 COTGR., iVanoir. a Mansion, Manner, or Manner-

house; ..a place, or chiefe dwelling place. I'pift Statist. Ace.

Scot. XVII. 570 An old tower or castle .. called the old

Place of Mochrum. 1806-7}. BERESFORD Miseries Hum.
Life (1826) XYIII. xiv. 181 To be dragged by a soi-disant

man of taste through every corner of his new Place, within

and without doors. 1891 S. MOSTYN Curatica 143, I called

at your place. .last night, but Dan said you had been gone
half an hour. 1902 R. HICHENS Londoners 33 Mitcning
Dean was Mr. Rodney's place in Hampshire.

t c. A fortress,citadel,
'

strong place
'

; a fortified

city. Obs.

[Med. (Anglo) I,, placea 1409 in Rymer (Du Cange\]

'575 Keg. Priiy Council Scot. II. 448 The Tour Kortalice

and Place of Rosdew. 1670 LASSELS Voy. Italy II. 375
Palma Nuova in Friuli. .is one of the best places in Europe.
It hath nine royal bastions [etc.]. 1693 Mem. Cnt. Tcckcly

ly signifies the Body c

login. Place, in war and fortification, a general name for all

kinds of forlresses. 1849 in CRAIG.

d. A building, apartment, or spot devoted to

a specified purpose. (Usually with specification,

as place ofamusement, ofresort, bathing-place, etc.)

Another place, in House of Commons .phraseology, the

olher house, the House of Lords. Place ofworship: see 16.

1530 PALSGR. 255/1 Place where justyce is mynystred,

parlemcnt. lliid.
,
Place to bathe one in, thermes. 1540-1

ELYOT Image GOT. 78 Their places of easement ouer ihe

riuer. 1560 DAUS tr. Sleidancs Comm. 47 b, Colledges and

such other places were fyrsl founded for the pore. 1617

MORVSON Itin. I. 3 The Exchange where the Merchants

meet is a very pleasanl place. 1653 WALTON Angler 1. 2, I

know the thatcht house very well : I often.. taste a cup of

Ale there, for which liquor thai place is very remarkable.

minister, he understood, had been called 'a heaven-born

minister
'

in another place. 1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) III.

tained. 1690 LOCKE Hum. Unit. n. xiii. 7 We say it

hath kept the same Place : . . it hath changed its Place. 1706
PHILLIPS s.v., Place is said to be either Absolute or Relative,

the former being that Space which any Natural Body takes

up or fills; but the latter is the apparent, secundary or

sensible Position of such a Body, with respect to other con-

tiguous or adjoyning P,odies. 1777 Scott. Paraphrases vil.

iv, The trembling earth deserts her place. 1837 WHEWELI.

Hist. Induct. AV.'dSs?) 1. 209 The Categories are. .substance,

quantity, relation, quality, place, time, position, habit, action,

passion.

t C. Short for
'

place of baltle ',

'

field '. 0/>s.

y bat plas. 1375 BARHOUK Bruce ix. 528 Hot the best of

thair cumpany Left ded behynd thame in the plass. 1705

tr. Bosnians Guinea 181 That Engagement is very warm
which leaves one thousand Men upon the place. [1871

FREEMAN Norm. Coni;. IV. xvii. 47 We are inclined to

wonder. .that every field did not become a local and un-

recorded Place of Battle.]

j Bishop
the wants of the diocese '.

0. A particular part or spot in a body or surface.

1377 LANUI. /'. /'/. B. xni. 275 He hadde a cote of crysten-

dome . . Ac it was moled iu many places. 1382 WYCLIF

2 Kings v. 11, I wende that he schulde goon oute to me, ..

and louche with his hond the place of the lepre, and helen

me. 1:1400 Destr. Troy 9^77 Paris bend vp his bow..

Waited the wegh in his wit ouer, In what plase of his

person to perse. 1600 SHAKS. A. Y. L. in. ill. 45
TJ>e

Vicar . . hath promis'd to meete me in llns place of the

Forrest. 1665 HOOKE Microgr. Iv. 214 Eight, .legs,, .each of

them joynted or bendable in eight several places or joynts.

1700 Meii. 7rnl. I. 23 The blistered place was healing very

fist 1804 ANN TAYLOR Mv Mother vi, Who . . when I fell . .

would.. Kiss the place to make it well? 1868 Mag. Joi

Youiir Feb 48 My nephew.. taunted him with his com-

panions .. and I soon saw lhal we had touched a sore

place. Mfil. A wet place on the floor. There are two

specially difficult places in the ascent.

fb. C/iess. A square on the board. Obs, rare.



PLACE.

156* ROWBOTHUM Playe Cheastes Bj, The rowes where
euery one of them are set I wyll name Seates: the other
which be emptie I wil name them places or houses in-

differently. 1725 BERTIN Chess 54 White, the king in his

bishop's place.

7. A particular part, page, or other point in

a book or writing.
c ijaj Spec. Gy \V~arw. 294, I shal 3011 shewe in bis place,

What loie beih sholen han ifere, pat seruen god on eorbe
here, c 1380 WYCLIF Set. Wks. II. 104 Crist seib in anober

place bat pe world hatib bes apostlis. 1617 MORVSOS Itin.

To Kdr., The First Part of this Worke, .. in some obscure

places is barren and unpleasant, .but in other places I hope
you will judge it more pleasant. 1661 FELL Hammond 142
His Catalogue had an especial place for sequestred Divines.

1690 LOCKE Hum. Und, n. xui. 9 If any one should ask
in what place are the verses. .; the use of the idea of place,
here, being to know in what part of the book that story is.

1861 Miss \owGKStokesleySecret xii. 201 They shut up her
lesson-books and lost her place. 1881 N. T. (R. V.) Luke
xx. 37 But that the dead are raised, even Moses shewed, in

the place concerning the Bush.

fb. A (short) passage in a book or writing,

separately considered, or bearing upon some par-
ticular subject ;

a text, extract. Obs.
[^l^. locus; cf. COMMONPLACE.)
1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 3 Saynt Gregory ex-

poundynge the same place of scripture sayth [etc.], c 1555
HARPSPIKLD Divorce Hen. VIII (Camden) 282 The walls
all bepainted.. with places of holy Scripture. 1612 BRINSLKY
Litd. Lit, viii. (1627) 123 Many places may trouble the

greatest schollers at first sight. 1641 Find. Smectymnuus
vi. 85 The last place he bringeth out of Hierome is a most
rare place. 1654 WHITLOCK Zootomia 454 The nimble
Perfunctorinesse of some Commentators (that skip over hard
Places). 1743 ]. MORRIS Serm. vii. 203 They do not under-
stand such places.

fc. A subject, a topic: esp. in Logic and Rhet. :

= Locus sb.i 2. Obs.

ciS30 L. Cox Rhet. (1899) 45 The places or instrumentes
of a symple theme. 1581 PETTIE Guazzo's Civ. Conv. i.

(1586) 5 b, I neuer learned the places from whence argu-
ments are drawen. 1597 BACON (title) Essayes. Religious
Meditations. Places of perswasion and disswasion. 1620
T. GRANGER Div. Logike n Certaine places, or heads, to
which. .Logical I inuentipn directs vs. 1654 Z.COKE Logick
162 The place from Unlike, is either Simple [or] Compound.
1697 tr. Burgersdicius his Logic \\. xvii. 69 Of Canons be-

longing to Consentaneous Places, or Places from whence
Arguments are drawn. . .And first of those belonging to the
Place of Notation or Etymology ; and this has two Canons.
8. In technical uses :

a. Aslron. The apparent position of a heavenly
body on the celestial sphere.
1669 STURMY Mariner s Mag. II. /Calendar 120 Reckon-

ing a Degree for each Day.., you shall have the Place of
the Sun exact enough. 1704 ]. HARRIS Lex. Techn. I,
Place ofthe Sun, Starrer Planet, is the Sign of the Zodiack, ;

and Degree of it, which the Planet is in, 1842 Penny Cycl.
XXII. 448/1 When observations of a star, made at two
different periods(

have been cleared of the effects of aberra-
tion and refraction, the only difference between the two
places ought to be that due to precession and nutation.

t b. Geom. = Locus sb. 1
3. Obs. rare.

1704 J. HARRIS Lex. Techn, I, Place Geometricfe, is a
certain Bound or Extent wherein any Point may serve for
the Solution of a Local or Indetermined Problem. Ibid.,
Place Simple, or Locus ad Lineant rectani, as the Geo-
meters call it, ts when the Point that resolves any Problem
is in a Right Line. Ibid., Place Solid, is when the Point
is in one of the Conick Sections.

t O. falconry. The point or pitch attained by
a falcon or similar bird of prey before swooping
down on its quarry. Obs. (or arch., after Shaks.)
1605 SHAKS. Macb. n. iv. 12 A Faulcon towring in her

pride of place. 1636 MASSINGER Bashf. Loverv. ii, Though
she fly in An eminent place, to add strength to her wings,
And mount her higher. 1606 T. THORNTON Sporting Tour
Eng. viii. (1896) 178 Eagles .. can have no speed, except
when at their place: then, to be sure, their weight increases
their velocity. 1816 BYRON C/i. Har. m. xviii, In '

pride of
place' here last the eagle flew.

d. Mining. A drift or level driven from side to
J

side of a wide lode as a beginning of a slide.

III. Position in some scale, order, or series.

9. Position or standing in the social scale, or in

any order of estimation or merit; rank, station,
whether high or low. b. absol. High rank or

position ; dignity.
c 13*5 Deo Gratias 38 in E. E. P. (1862) 129 So potter t

apayved haj> my plas. (11586 SIDNF.Y Arcadia (1627) 237
lie holding place and estimation as heire of Arcadia. 1601
R. JOHNSON Kingd. fy Contm-w. (1603) 69 Thirty other
Dukes, amongst whome, the Archduke of Austria holdeth
the highest place. 1641 HINDE J. Bruen xxxvi. 114 A
young Gentleman. .of great place for his birth and bloud.

j

1682 WOOD Life 29 Nov. (O. H. S.) III. 32 Duke of Ormond
to keep his old title but to lake place in England as duke.
1822 W. IRVING Braccb, Hail iii. 24 Of late years, since he
has risen into place. 1852 MRS. STOWE Uncle Tom's C. xvi,
1 hold to being kind to servants but you must make 'em
know their place. Eva never does, 1870 ROGERS Hist.
Gleanings Ser. n. 4 Poor men often rose to eminent place.
1876 GLADSTONE Glean. II. 33g We have not attempted
to ascertain his [Macaulay's] place among historians. 1893
LF.WIN in Bookman June 85/2 As an English critic of Eng-
lish literature, his place is in the front rank. Mod. To keep
inferiors in their proper place.

o. Racing^ etc. : A position among the placed
competitors : see PLACE v. 5 d.

1885 Daily Tel. 30 Sept. 5/3 Even a larger sum of money was
invested by the public upon Lonely for a place in the
St. Leger. 1885 Times 4 June 10/3 Royal Hampton, who
was ridden out for a place, was a bad third.
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10. Arith. The position of a figure in a series, in

decimal or similar notation, as indicating its value
or denomination : in //. with numeral, often used

merely to express the number of figures, esp. after

the decimal point in a decimal fraction.

1541 RECORDE Gr. Artes (1575) 43 A Place is called the
seate or roome that a Figure standeth in. 1656 H. PHILUI-S
Purch. Patt. (1676) 25, I have abreviated this Table to
four places [of decimals]. 1706 W. JONES Syn. Palmar:
Matheseos 6 A Number has so many Places, as there are

Figures in it. 1706 Introd. Math. 103 A Figure in the

ist, 2d, 3d, etc. Decimal Place. 1841 Penny Cycl. XIX.
186/2 He also calculated the ratio [of TT] to 55 decimal places.
Ibid. 187/1 A manuscript, .in which it was carried to 154
places. 1876 TAIT Rec. Adv. Pkys. Sc. ix. (ed. 2) 223
Which contains some thirty-five places of figures.

11. A step or point in the order of progression.
Mostly with ordinal numeral or its equivalent
(Jfrst, next, fast, etc.) preceded by m : in thefirst
place = firstly, first in order; etc.

1639 Act \\\Arch. Maryland(j$&-$ 1.69 All debts growing
due for wine.. or other licquors shall be paid in the last

place after all other debts are satisfied. 1660 F. BROOKK tr.

Lc Blanc's Trav. 325 Two thousand, .lost their lives, and
the Priests in the first place. 1711 ADDISON Spect. No. 39
P 7, I must in the next place observe [etc.]. 1888 BRVCK
Anter. Connitw. II. Iii. 301 In the first place, frost strikes

deeper [etc]. ..In the next place, the streets are more often
disturbed.

IV. Position or situation with reference to its

occupation or occupant.
12. A proper, appropriate, or natural place (for

the person or tiling in question to be in or occupy) ;

sometimes in an ideal or imaginary region. (See
also 19 c, d.)
1377 LANGL. .P. PI. B. xix. 57 He gaf largely alle his lele

lyges Places in paradys at her partynge hennes. ^1440
Promp. Part'. 403/2 Place, or stede, situs. 1526 Pilgr.
Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 2 b, Hath place deputed & assygned
to them by god & nature. 1597 A. M. tr. Gnillemcaus Fr.
Chirurg. *iv, There is a common prouerbe that all thinges
haue theire time, theire place, and theire sayson. 1600
SHAKS. Much Ado n. i. 48 Heere's no place for you maids.
1711 ADDISON Spect. No. 131 p 8 The Country is not a
Place for a Person of my Temper. 1713 M. HENRY Meek-
ness $ Quietn. Spirit (1822) 147 We are all offenders : and
the bar is our place, not the bench. 1802 WORDSW. To
Small Celandine 6 Long as there are Violets, They will
have a place m story. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. v. I. 605
But the genius which, at a later period, humbled six
marshals of France was not now in its proper place. 1897
RHOSCOMYL White Rose Arno 305 The two lovers took their

places, kneeling on the curb, .of the fount.

b. fig. A fitting time, point in the order of
events

; occasion, opportunity.
1382 WYCLIF Hcb. xii. 17 Forsoth he found not place [1539,

1611, 1881, no place] of penaunce. 1:1400 Dcstr. Troy 5040
Here is plainly no place in bis plit now, Your wille for to
wirke. 1413 Pilgr. Soivle (Caxton) i. xv. (1859) 17 Repent-
aunce ne prayer may here no place haue. 1661 STILLINGFL.
Orig. Sacr. i. v. 7 When the Egyptian Kingdom was
first founded, is not here a place to enquire.

O. fig.
* Room '

; reasonable occasion or ground.
1638 R. BAKER tr. Balzac's Lett. (vol. II.) 17 There will be

no place left for calumnie. 1654 HAMMOND Fundamentals
60 There is no place of doubting, but that it was the very
same which we now call the Apostles Creed. 1721 BENTLEY
Proposalsfor Printing New Test. 4 In the Sacred Writings
there's no place for Conjectures or Emendations.

13. The space which one person occupies by
usage, allotment, or right ; a seat or accommoda-
tion engaged in a public building, conveyance, or

the like, a space at table ; seat, station, quarters.
1390 GOWF.R Con/. III. 125 Janus with his double face In

hischaiere hath take his place. 1568 GRAFTON Chron. II.

300 The king . . commaunded him to sytte downe againe in his

place. 1611 TOURNEUR Ath, Trag. v. ii,
In the meane time

vouchsafe your place with us. 1788 MME. D'ARBLAY Diary
(1842) IV. 61 Indeed I trembled at these words, and hardly
could keep my place, 1806-7 J. BERESFORD Miseries Hum.
Life (1826) v. xix, After having fec'd very high for places at

Mrs. Siddons's benefit. 1812 COL. HAWKER Diary (1893)
I. 45 Having taken places for Ferrybridge. 1881 MALLOCK
Row. igth C. i. iii, You must lay another place.. as we
shall be five dining this evening instead of four. 1884 Chr.
World 19 June 453/2 Accommodation is provided for

4,670,000 children, showing an increase of 32,000 places.

b. \Vith possessive or o/\ The space previously
or customarily occupied by some other person or

thing ; room, stead, lieu ; often in phrases in (the)

place ofy
instead of, in the room or lieu of, in ex-

change or substitution for
; to take the place o/, to

be substituted for, to stand instead of.

1533 CROMWELL in Merriman Life $ Lett. (1902) I. 353
His nighnes is contente that your grace in the lewe and
place therof shall haue his letteres patentes of the Justice-
shipp of his Forestes. 1566 Cheque Bk. Chapel Royal
(Camden) 2 Mr. Alsworthe died .. and Robert Greene of
Poules sworne in his place. 1591 SHAKS. i Hen. I'/, iv. iii.

25 O God, that Somerset, .were in Talbots place. 1646
GILLESPIE Male Audis 54 For that passage concerning
Excommunication Its supplying the place of the sword.

1793 BEDDOES Calculus 23 The pills were now substituted
in tne place of the solution. 1844 HERSCHEL Ess. (1857) 556
In place of immediately entering into business, he continued
to reside for some time with his parents. 1849 MACAULAY
Hist. Eng. vi. II. 142 Their places were supplied by men
who had no recommendation but their religion. 1875
JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) V. 27 In the Laws, .religion takes the

place of philosophy in the regulation of human life. 1885
Set. Attier, 3 Jan. 7/1 The aquamarine contains oxide of
iron in the place of oxide of chromium.

PLACE.

14. An office, employment, situation
; sometimes

spec, a government appointment, an office in the
service of the crown or state. (Cf. b.)
1558 i" Strype^. Rcf.l. App. iv. Such persons.. every

one, according to his ability to serve in the commonwealth,
to be set in place. 1631 J. DONE Polydoron 17 Hee may
well clayme a boat-sons place in Barkleyes Shippe of fooles.
1633 UP. HALL Hard Texts, N. T. 81 A Priest, and there-
fore by his very place professing examples of holinesse and
charity, a 1661 FULLER Worthies i. (1662) 17 The Office
of Lord Treasurers was ever beheld as a Place of -reat charge
and profit. 1687 in Magtl. Colt. $ J'as. // (O. H. S.) 78 toamove the said Mr. John Hough from the Place of Presi-
dent. 1710 ADDISON Tatler No. 162 F i In my youngerYears I used many Endeavours to get a Place at Court
1714 SWIFT Prcs. St. Ajfairs Wks. 1755 II. i. 208 This
general ambition of hunting after places. 1749 FIELDING
Tom Jones vii. viii, Good servants need not want places.
1838 MARRYAT J<ic. I-'aithf, xxxvi, He purchased a patent
place, which he still enjoys. 1871 Punch 18 Nov. 212/1
Couldn't let you do it, sir. Much as my place's worth.
Mod. Has he got a place yet ? He has got a place in the
Custom House. She (a maid-servant) is leaving her place,
and going home.

b. \Vithout a or //. : Official position, esp.
of a minister of state : = OFFICE sb. 4 b.

XS68 AscHAM
m
ScJtoktH. Pref. (Arb.) 17 The most part

were of hir Maiesties most honourable priuie Counsel!,
and the rest serinng hir in verie good place. 1607-12
BACON /;., Great Place (Arb.) 278 Men in Great Place,
are thrice Seruants; Seruants of the Soueraigne or Stale ;

Seruants of Fame ; and Seruants of Businesse. 1673
RAY yount, Lmv C. 25 Twenty four Magistrates.. .These
thuse all Publick Officers out of their own number. Them-
selves continue in place during life. 1702 Eng. Theophrast.
173 Place shows the man ; some for the better and some for
the worse. 1774 GOLDSM. Retal. 41 'Twas his fate, un-
employed, or in place, 1824 BYRON Juan xvi. Ixxii, He
exactly the just medium hit 'Twixt place and patriotism.
1871 MORLKV Crit. Misc.,Condorcet Ser.i. (1878)47 To glut
their insatiable craving for place and plunder.

c. The duties of any office or position; (one's) duty
or business. Hence t to perform one'splace (obs.}.
1652 Mil.TON in MarvclVs Wks. (Grosart) II. 9 If. .1 shall

need any assistance in the performance of my place. 1655
Nicholas Papers (Camden) II. 272 Beinge to ould to per-
forme the place. 1884 W. C. SMITH Kildrostan 72 She'll
think It is her place to keep me company.
V. Phrases. *\Vith other sbs.

15. Place ofarms [ad. K. place cCarmes\ : a. An
open space for the assembling of troops.
Provision for various kinds of these, either temporary or

permanent, is or was formerly made in the laying out of

encamping grounds or fortifications ; see quots.
1598 KARRKT Theor. Warns Glos-. 252 Place of armes

general! : is the place of assemblie, where the people of
warre are ranged in Older of batte'l. 1704 J. HARUIS Le.r.
Techn. I. s. v., Place ofAt ins in a Garrison, is a large open
Spot of Ground in the middle of the City, where the great
Streets meet, else between the Ramparts and the Houses,
for the Garrison to Rendezvous in, upon any sudden Alarm,
or other Occasion. 1724 DE FOR Afetii. Cavalier (1840)
205, I was posted upon a parade, or place of arms. 1727-41
CHAMBERS Cycl.^ Place ofanus, in a camp, is a large space
at the head of the camp, for the army to be ranged in and
drawn up in battalia. 18*3 CKABB Technol. Diet. s. v.,
In offensive fortification those lines are called places of
arms on parallels which unite the different means of attack.

1853 STOCQUELBR Milit. F.ncycL, Re-entering place oj arms
is an enlargement of the covered way of a fortress..; it

serves, .for assembling troops previously to making sorties.

b. A strongly fortified city or a fortress, used as
an arsenal or magazine, or as a place of retreat

;

also, f a tent at the head of each company where
the arms were stored (ofts.).

1704 J. HARRIS Lex. Tcc!tn.\
t
Place of Arms, when taken

in the General, is a strong City which is pitch 'd upon for the

Magazine of an Army. 1708 Land. Gaz. No. 4466/1 It is

said the Germans design to make St. Germane . . a Place of

Arms. 1768 SIMES Milit. Diet., Place of anus ofa cmitpt

are the belltents, at the head of each company, where they
lodge their arms. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. ii. I. 100
Dunkirk was., prized., not merely as a place ofarms,..but
also as a trophy of English valour.

16. Place of'worship [see 5<3] : A place where

religious worship is performed ; spec, a building

(or part of one) appropriated to assemblies or

meetings for religious worship : a general term

comprehending churches, chapels, meeting-houses,

synagogues, and other places in which people
assemble to worship God.
In i sth c., place of worship occurs in the sense 'worship-

ful place (cf. sense 5 b), house of a person of rank
'

; in i6th c.

in that of honourable post or position '. The existing use
is app. shortened from '

place (of assembly or meeting) for

religious worship ', occurring in Statutes, from 1689 onwards,
recognizing the public religious worship of Protestant

Dissenters, Roman Catholics, and Jews, In these statutes
the short form is rare and late (see quots. 1832, 1846).

[1470-85 MALORY Arthur iv. xiii. 135, I wold fayn be at

some place of worship said syr Arthur that I myghte reste

me. Ibid
1

, vm. xxv. 310 Hit was neuer the custome of no
place of worship., whan a knyghte and a lady asked her-

borugh, and they to receyue hem & after to destroy them that
ben his gestes. *$Q*Gv.v.TMV.Upst.Courtier'W\ts,. (Gros.)XL
236 The shamelesse vpstart . . that hath a hungry eie to spie
out,, .and a flattering toong to tntreat for some void place
of worship.]
1689 Act i Wilt. % Mary c. 18 4 If any Assembly of

persons dissenting from the Church of Kngland shall be had
in any place for Religious Worship. (//'/V/., Except such

Persons come to some Congregation or Assembly of Reli-

gious Worship allowed or permitted by this Act.] '79 1

Act 31 Geo. Iff, c. 32 6 If any Assembly of Persons pro-
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fessing the Roman Catholic Religion shall be had in any
|

Place for religious Worship. 1812 Act 52 Geo. Ill, c. 155

2 (margin) Places of Religious Worship certified and

registered. 1831 Act 2 ff 3 Will. IIS, c. 115 (margin)
Roman Catholics to be subject to the same laws as Protes-

tant Dissenters, with respect to Schools and Places of Wor-

ship. 1833 Act 3 f; 4 Will. /F, c. 30 (HIM An Act to

exempt from Poor and Church Rates all Churches, Chapels,
and other Places of Religious \Vorship. 1846 Act 9 ft 10

Viet. c. 59 2 Persons dissenting from the Worship or

Doctrines of the United Church of England and Ireland,

and usually attending some Place of Worship other than

the Established Church. 1853 Act 16 f, 17 Viet. c. 137 62

Any Cathedral or Collegiate Church, or ^any Building

registered as a Place of Meeting for Religious Worship.
1855 Act 8 f, rg Viet. c. 81 (Preamble) Save as therein

excepted with respect to Places of Worship of the Estab-

lished Church and otherwise.

[1797 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) XVI. 71/2 margin, Of clean

and unclean beasts, and the place of worship [m the Mosaic

Law].] 1816 J. WILSON City a/ Plague Poems 1825 I. 263
Her soul serene, That like a place of worship aye was husht

By day and night. 1857 MRS. CAHLYLE Lett. II. 334 They
had gone every one to her different

' Place of Worship '.

1865 fall .MallG. 29 Dec. 10 St. Mary's [a district church

in a town] is a place of worship rather than a church to

the minds of the townsmen.

17. One's heart (lies) in the right place : see

HEART sf>. 54. To hare a soft place in ones heart

for, to regard affectionately, be well-disposed to-

wards, be fond of.

1809 MALKIN Gil Bins i. xii. T 2 God knows if his heart lay

in the right place for all that ! 1894 BLACKMORF. Perlycross

25 Mr. Penniloe had a very soft place in his heart for this

young lady.
** With prepositions.

18. Prom place to place. From one p]ace to

another, and so on in succession.

11380 WYCLIF Wks. fiSSo) 457 Crist wente mekely fro plase
to place. 1568 GRAFTON Cliron. II. 1361 He pervsed the

whole towne.., from place to place. 1711 ADDISON S/>ect.

No. 98 F 3 This holy Man travelled from Place to Place.

Mod. Nomads who roam about from place to place in search

of pasture for their cattle.

19. In place, etc. : t a. Before or without mov-

ing away ; on the spot ;
then and there, immedi-

.

ately. So in the place, on or upon the place. Obs.

<ri290 S. Eng. Leg. I. no/r38 So bat heo i-cristned was.,

and i-spouse in be place, a 1330 Roland ff I '. 504 He toke

him in be plas, & to be castel he went. 11425 Cursor M.
1600 (Trin.) pis worde he seide anoon in plas. 1600 K.

BLOUNT tr. Concstagfia 217 To sell them at lowe prices

vpon the place. 1665 TEMPLE Let. to .Sir J. Temple Wks.

1731 II. 4, I told him upon the Place, I would serve his

Majesty the best I could in it. 1675 Loud. Gaz. No. 1004/3

On the part of the Suedes, 2000 were killed upon the place.

1 1>. In presence, present, at hand, on the spot.

So upon the place. Obs.

a 1425 Cursor M. 3078 (TriiO Archere was he beste in plas.

1590 SPENSER/". Q. i. .36They all, beholding worldly wights
in place, Leave off their worke..To gaze on them. 1670
MARVF.LL Corr. Wks. (Grosart) II. 345 Those matters can

not be transacted by the Post, but men must be upon the

place. 1682 in Scott. Antiq. (1901) July 4 Without . . ever

acquainting him, albeit he was wpon the place.

C. In its original or proper position ;
in position;

in situ ; spec, in Geol. ; in Mining, applied to a

vein or lode situated between fixed rocks.

I

by a coat of peritoneum, which keeps it in place, 1881

RAYMOND Mining Gloss., In flam, ..occupying, relative to

surrounding masses, the position that it had when formed.

1884 KNIGHT Diet. Meek. Suppl., Placer,., includ --s all

forms of mineral deposits excepting veins in place. 1884
ANNA K. GREENE Leaveniuorth Case ii. 8 The open piano
with its sheet of music held in place by a lady's, .fan.

d. fig. In his or its proper or fitting position ;

in one's element, at hoine ; in harmony, timely.

(The opposite of out of place, 20.)

1897 Chicago Advance 4 Feb. 138/2 If Mr. Manss were

not a successful pastor, he would be very much in place as

a journalist.

e. In (some one's) place : in (his) position,

situation, or circumstances ; situated as (he) is.

1735 T. HILL Zara 11. i. n What have I done, . . Beyond,
what You wou'd, in my place, have done? 1770 FOOTE
Lame Lover ill. Wks. 1799 II. 89 What could 1 do? Put

yourself in my place. 1870 READE (title) Put Yourself in

his Place.

f. In (the} place of, instead of : see 1 3 b. In the

first, second, next, etc. place : see 1 1 .

20. Out of place. Out of, or not situated in

the natural or appropriate position ; misplaced ;

fig. unsuitable, unseasonable.

[1551 ROBINSON tr. More's Utop. (1895) 73 Wordes and

saynges, brought furth so out of time and place, to make

sporte and moue laughter.] 1822 [see OUT OF, III]. 1853
MAURICE Thcol. Ess. 77 The ordinary methods of con-

troversy are entirely out of place. 1864 PUSEY Lcct. Daniel

(1876) 346 The two verses. .are evidently, .out of place.

1892 Law Times XCII. 158/1 It may not be out of place to

examine it here.
*** With verbs.

21. Come in place, fa- To come to be, come

forth, originate, turn up ;
to come into notice,

npp;ar ;
to appear, present itself for consideration.

Also become in (to, etc.) place. Obs.

a 1225 Leg. Katk. 1316 Ne funde we nowhwer nan swa

ileope fiearet bat durste sputin wi5 us i and \e( he come in

place [etc.], a 1300 Cursor M. 5589 (Coll.), I sal tell yow of

928

[moyses]. .How-eat first he com in place, llnd. 18623 And
bus bicome bat oile in place. Ibid. 22405 For if sant inichel

cum to place, to dome befor vr lauerd grace. 1390 GowfcJt

Can/. II. 84 Hou that metall cam a place. 1579 TOMSON
Cafaj'n's Strut. Tim. 114/2 When y honour of God commeth
in place.

f b. To occur, take place. Obs.

a 1425 Cursor M. 2884 (Trin.) Lecchery . . pe foulest bat

eutr coom on plas. Ibid. 13131 Til a feste daycoonl in plas.

t c. To come into a position (to do something).
c 1450 Merlin xxiv. 444 And gladly ther-of wolde thei ben

a-vetlged, yef thei myght come in place.

22. Find place. To find room to dwell or exist,

to have being (in something).
a 1729 CONGREVE To Cynthia 5 Can Discontent find Place

within that Breast? 1839 YKOWELI. Anc. Brit. C/i. x. (1847)

105 Confidence in their own strength found no place in their

counsels. 1846 TRENCH Mirac. vi. (1862) 189 And now the

solemn a\vakening finds place.

23. Give place. To make room, make a way,

get out of the way ;
to yield to, give way to ; to be

succeeded by: see GIVE v. 47. arch. exc._/?f.

1382, etc. [see GIVE r'. 47.1-d]. 1:1460 Towneley Myst.
xxiv. 10 Stynt, I say ! gyf men place. 1526 Pilgr. Per/.

(W. de W. 1531) 14 The water deuydyng it selfe,& gyuynge
place to them for theyr passage. 1371 R. EDWARUES
Damon f, Pithias in Ha/I. Dodsley IV. 92 Give place; let

the prisoner come by; give place. ("1595 CAPT. WYATT
K. Dudley's I'oy. W. Ind. (Hakl. Soc.) 35 The General! gaue
place to his earnest suite, a 1604 HANMER Cliron. Ircl.

(1809) 165 Hee prudently governed his Church some thirty

yeeres, and gave place to nature. 1746-7 HERVF.Y Medii.

(1818) 211 What was gay. .as well as glittering, .gives place
to an universal gravity. 1871 R. ELLIS Catullus Ixiv. 268

Thessaly's youth gave place to the Gods high-throned in

heaven.

24. Have place, a. To have room to exist;

to have being or existence (in, among, etc. some-

thing) ; to exist ;
to be situated, have lodgement.

I398THEVISA Earth. De P. R. m. xii. (1495) dj/aThevertue
. . naturalis . .hath pryncipall place in thelyuer. I489CAXTON
l''aytes ofA. tv. vii. 247 Yf all sinnes were punyshed in this

worlde the luges ofgod shulde haue noo place. 1326 TINDALE

"John viii. 37 Ye seke meanes to kyll me be cause my
sayinges have noo place in you. 1624 BEDELL Lett. vii. no
But this.. hath no place amongst all your motiues. 1752

HUME Kss., Remark. Customs (18171 I. 366 The same law

had place in Thebes. 1896 DK. ARGYLL Pkilos. Belief i^
The notion.. that time.. can have noplace in Nature except
as a mere condition, .of human thought.

t b. To have or take precedence (also to have

the place): =270. Obs.

1659 Burton's Diary (1828) IV. 272 These persons peti-

tioning are dangerous. . . Safety must have place of all. 1686

PLOT Staffordsh. 285 The female Sex, which according to

the custom of England has always the place.

t25. Hold place. To obtain regard, to pre-

vail ;
= 27 b. (See also 9.)

1513 MORE Kick. Ill in Grafton Citron. (1568) II. 757 If

either kind [ nature] or kindnesse had holden place. Ibid,

762 If some folkes friendship had not holden better place
with the king then any respect of kindred.

26. Make place, f a. To make room or sPace

for; to give a position, station, or office to. Obs,

a 1400-50 Alexander 2277 (Dubl. MS.) pen makes be prince

hym a place & prestly hym maches. 1565 T. STAPLETON
Fortr. Faith ir3 All mercie shall make place to euery man
according to the merit of his workes. 1581 G. PETTiF.^tr.
Guazzo's Civ. Conv. II. (1586) 56 To furnish himselfe with

such good giftes, that he make himself place, be desired,

honoured.and esteemed. 1585 T. WASHINGTON tr. Nicholay's

I'oy. in. x. 86 b, Making place for al commers.

b. To make places (Change-ringing] : said of

two bells which shift their position in successive

changes so as to make room, as it were, for another

bell which is struck successively before, between,

and after them.

1872 ELI.ACOMBE Ch. Bells Devon, etc. ii. 221 The. .terms

of the art are enough to frighten an amateur, ..Hunting,

dodging, snapping, and place making. 1880 C. A.W. TKOYTF.

in Grove Diet. Mns. I. 334/2 In change-ringing terms the

4th and 5th are said to
' make places '.

27. Take place, fa. To take effect, to suc-

ceed ;
to be accomplished or realized. Obs. or arch.

1460 CAPGRAVF. Chron. (Rolls) 153 Alisaunder the Pope
gaf us leve for to edifie coventis in these places.. but there

lok no place but Clare and Wodous. 1542 UDALL in Lett.

Lit. Men (Camden) 2, I am.. as well contented that my
suite hath not taken place. 1600 J. PORY Ir. Leo's Africa
vin. 304 When the Christian religion began to take place in

Egypt, a 1766 MRS. F. SHERIDAN Sidney Bidulph IV. 30
This design can't possibly take place till next winter. 1789
WESLEY Wits. (1872) IV. 465 His medicine immediately took

place. 1825 KNAPP & BALDW. Ne-.vgate Cal. IV. 334/2 Two
shots.. did not take place.

f b. To find acceptance ;
to have weight or in-

fluence. Obs.

'535 J VE AP l
:
Tindale (Arb.) 17 These playn testi-

monyes of the scripture wolde take no place with Tindal.

1665 J. WF.BB5'A>-.ft
r
c.r(i725)33 Then must theCorinthian

Column be condemned, .if Baldo's Judgment take Place.

1737 BRACKEN Farriery Impr. (1757) II. 134 This Doctrine

..I don't expect will take place with many. <zi774GoLDSM.
Hist. Greece I. i Among an unenlightened people every

imposture is likely to take place.

fc. To take precedence of; to go before. (Cf.

9.) Obs.
1600 W. WATSON Decacordon (1602) 19 Whether a les.

cobler or schoolemaister, being but a lay brother, .ought to

take place and go before a secular Priest. 1626 S. D'EwES
in Ellis Orif. Lett. Ser. i. III. 219 The Lorde Conway tooke

place of all barons. 1711 Brit. Apollo III. No. 149. 2/2
Which Woman takes Place?

PLACE.

Wks. Nat. 188 After this, the Physick Garden at Oxford
takes place in Reputation. 1814 JANE AUSTEN Mansf. Park
xxiii, Though Miss Crawford is in a manner at home, at the

Parsonage, you are not to be taking place of her.

td. To take tip or have a position; to be present.
1622 WITHER Alistr. Pliilarete Gj, Marke, if euer red or

white, Any where, gaue such delight, As when they haue
taken place In a worthy womans face. 1653 H. MORE
Antid. Atk. II. vii. (1712) 61 The Uses indeed of the fore-

named Plants. .take place so in every Affair of Man.
e. To come into existence, come to pass, happen ;

to occur (in place or time).

1770 LANGHORNE Plutarch (1879) I. 207/2 These respects

being paid, and silence taking place. 1816 PLAYFAIR Nat.
Phil. II. 145 The shadow may reach the earth, and a total

eclipse may take place. 1894 A. ROBERTSON Nuggets, etc.

217 The police were informed of what had taken place.

f. To take the place of: see 13 b.

VI. 28. Short for PLACE BRICK.

1843 Jlftcfi. Mag. XXXIX. 192 The difference between . .

stacks and places ten shillings.

VII. 29. attrib,cAComb.,!ss,place-description,

-disease, -illustration, -name, -poetry ; place-bound

adj. ; esp. in sense 14, as place-broker, -monger,

-mongering, -seeker ; place-begging, -loving, -proud,

-seeking adjs. ; place act, the Act of Parliament ex-

cluding persons holding office under the crown from

sitting in the House of Commons ; f place-being,
thefact of being ordwelling in someparticular place,
habitat (pbs. rare) ; place betting, the action of

backing a horse or other competitor for a '

place
'

:

see gc; place-bill (cf. place act); place-book,
a blank book for the collection of interesting or

valuable literary extracts
;
= COMMONPLACE-BOOK ;

place horse, a horse which comes in among those

placed : see PLACE v. 5 d ; place-house = PLACE
sb. 5 b

; f placelike a., local
; place-making : see

26 b; place-skating (U. S.)
= FKU-RE-stating;

place-woman, a female office-holder under govern-
ment. See also PLACE BRICK, PLACE-HOLDEH, PLACE-

HUNTER, PLACE-KICK, PLACEMAN.
1903 Westm. Gaz. 9 Sept. 10/1 The 'Place Act, by which

holders of places of profit under the Crown are ineligible for

the House of Commons. 1567 MAPLET Gr. Forest 79 Cheli-

dros the Serpent . . is in *placebeing, one of thot.e kindes

which be doubtfull. For it is now abiding vpon the earth

now in the waters. 1885 Tiiiirs 4 June 10/3 "Place Betting.

1742 H. WALF-OLE Let. to Mann S Apr., The 'Place Bill

has met with the same fate from the Lords as the Pension

Bill and the Triennial Act. 1827 HALLAM Const. Hist.

II. xvi, 617 We owe to this ministry the place-bill of

1743, which ..seems to have had a considerable effect;

excluding a great number of inferior officers from the

house of commons, a 1659 OSHORN Charac. etc., Wks.

(1673) 619 In the "Place-Book of virtue and vice. 1808

KNOX & JEBB Corr. I. 431 It might be .. useful to keep
the plan open for continual increase, in the way of, not a

common, but a special place-book. 1647 FULLER Good Th.

in Worse T. (1841) 132 When we are time-bound, "place-

bound, or person-bound so that we cannot compose ourselves

tomakeaiarge solemn prayer. -AvtSportingMas. XXXV.
267 Lawyers, and speculators, and "place-brokers. 1892

Spectator 16 Jan. 93/1 No writer has left us so many "place-

descriptions which can be .. identified with actual localities.

1898 P. MANSON Trop. Diseases xiv. 233 Beriberi, a *place
disease like malaria. 1890 Pall MallG. 19 Sept. 7/3 Such

an animal.. would, .be looked upon as a winner, or, at least,

a "place horse in a race. 1675 WYCHF.RLEY Country Wife
n. i, 1 hate London : our "place-house in the country is

worth a thousand of 't. 1674 N. FAIRFAX Bulk # Setu. 85

Still they would bear no "place-like respect. 1839 Record

21 Oct., The time-serving and "place-loving spirit. 1785

TRUSLER Mod. Times III. 77 Seeing.. an advertisement..

from a man who advertised places under government to be

disposed of . . I . . wailed on Provider the "place-monger. 1868

VISCT. STRANCFORD Selection (1869) I. 344 The Athenian

bureaucrat or placemonger. 1888 BRYCE Anter. Commiv.
I. xxv. 371 A monstious system of bribery and "place-

mongering. 1868 G. STEPHENS Runic Man. I. p. xvi,

Place names are .. found both on Old-Northern and on

Scandinavian-runic pieces. 1884 H. Rix in Gd. Words June

93/2 Speculating on the origin of place-names, a 1619

LETCHER Wit without M. III. i, To be "place-proud. 1895
39
FL . .

,

Outing (U. S.) XXVII. 206/1 To his mastery of edges and

place-skating he owed his ability to defeat the great skaters

of the world. 1817-18 COBBETT Resid. U. S. (1822) 257

Sinecure placemen and "placewomen.

Place (pl^s), v. Pa.t. and pple. placed

(pl^st) ;
also 6 Sc. plasit, plaist, placeit, 6-7

plast(e ; pa.pple. 6 yplasde. [f.
PLACE st>. So F.

placer (1606 in Hatz.-Darm.).]
L trans. To put or set in a particular place,

position, or situation ;
to station ;

to posit ;/ig. to

set in some condition, or relation to other things.

Often a mere synonym oipttt, set.

1551 T. WILSON Logike (1580) 40 This manne is no

Rhetoricien, because he can not place his thynges in good
order. 1560 DAUS tr. Sleidane's Conttn. 25 The Arche-

byshoppeofTreverswasplacedrightoueragainstthemperour.

1721 liRAni.F.v Philos. Ace.

a chare At ease yplasde. 1570-6 LAMBARDE Peramt. Amt
(1826) 227 A Castle high, and thundring shot, At Quin-

broughe is now plaste [rime waste). 1602 in St. Papers,

Dam. (1870) 226 We delivered the goods. .and placed two

of our company aboard each ship. 1630 PRYNXF. Anti-

Armin. 120 It placeth Election. -within our owne com-

mand. 1663 GERBIF.R Counsel 99 The placing a Gate or

Doore. 1703 MOXON Mecli. Exert. 167 Placing one Foot

of a pair of Compasses on a Plane. 1712 STF.EI.K Sptct,
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No. 423 F 2, I was so placed.. that I could not avoid hear-

ing. 1800 Med. Jrul. IV. 26 He used to place the patient

under a pump, and allow the water to play over him. 1818

CRUISE Digest (ed. 2) VI. 568 Thereby placing land out of

circulation, during any one life. 1840 LARDNER Geom. xii.

153 Three points, however they may be placed, must always
[

lie in the same plane. 1896 Lam Times Rep. LXXIII.

61572 To place gatekeepers at level crossings.

b. To put or set (a number of things) in the i

proper relative places, '. e. in order or position ; to

arrange, dispose, adjust.

1548 UDALL, etc. Erasin. Par. Acts 2 In lohn I haue

..only placed the texte and diuided the paraphrase. 1553

T. WILSON Klat. (1580) 6 What helpeth it though wee can

finde good reasons, and knowe how to place them? 1613

PURCHAS Pilgrimage 368 He obtaineth places of honour,
which can most fitly place his words. 1638 Jrsirs Paint.

Ancients 118 Which things.. in painting, draw the eyes by
their glittering brightnesse, though they be never rjlaced by

any art. a 1717 POPE Ep. Jervas 71 Should the Graces all

thy figures place. 1777 SHERIDAN Sch. Scand. iv. iii. (Stage

direction) Places chairs.

2. To appoint (a person) to a place or post; to

put in office ; spec, to induct to a pastorate.
c 1570 Schort Soinme \st Bk. Discipl. Ch. Scot. 4 Sic as

ar preichers alreddie placeit. 1607 SHAKS. Tiiiton iv. iii. 35

This yellow Slaue, Will .. place Theeues, And giue them

Title, knee, and approbation. 1669 STURMY Mariner's Mag.
I. ii. 16 Placing deserving men according to their merit.

1817 JAS. MILL Brit. India II. v. ix. 694 These com-

missioners were, -to have the sole power of placing and dis-

placing all persons in the service of the Company. 1901
j

Robert A nderson ii. 8 When my father was '

placed
'

as fourth
;

minister of the Relief Church.

b. To find a place or situation for
;
to arrange

for the employment, living, or marriage of; to

settle. Sometimes const, -\forth (obs.), out.

1596 DRAYTON Piers Gaveston cii, Those in Court we for

our purpose plac'd. 1633 Bi>. HALL Hard Texts, N. T. 213
Whether, .to keep them at home in an unmarried state, or

place them forth in Wedlock, a 1652 BROMF. Eng. Moor HI.

i, At an old wives house in Bow-lane That places Servants.

1751 JOHNSON Rambler No. 170 T 6 He had resolved to

place me happily in the world. 1847 MARRYAT Childr. N.
Forest xxv, If I can only place my sisters as I want, Hum-
phrey and I will seek our fortunes. 1889 Spectator 21 Sept.,

Fathers lament, .over children whom.. they cannot
'

place '.

3. To put (a thing) into a suitable or desirable

place for some purpose, spec. a. To put out I

(money, funds) at interest ; to invest. Often with

out. b. To put into the hands of a particular

(selected) person or firm (an order for something
to be supplied). C. To dispose of to a customer.

d. To arrange for the performance or publica-
tion of (a play, literary production, or the like).

1700 FARQUHAR Constant Couple \. ii, I suppose twenty
or thirty pieces handsomely placed will gain the point. 1713
STEELE Guard. No. 2 P 3 Placing money on mortgages.

1765 Act 5 Ceo. Ill, c. 26 Preamble, With Power to the

Trustees . . to place out the Money., on Real securities in

Scotland. 1858 T. DALTON in Merc. Marine Mag. V.

338 The best mode of placing funds at Bangkok. 1889

Boston (Mass.) Jrnl. ^ May 2/3 The demand for Florida

orange-trees .. is ..increasing. Many large orders have

already been placed for next season. 1893 PEEL Spen Valley

342 Allordersof the French Government which they needed

to place in England. 1901 DAUBS in Westm. Gaz. 27 Aug.

8/i, I have had six plays
'

placed
'

at a cost to myself in trial

matinees of hundreds of pounds. Ibid., A single play placed

on the evening bill.

4. fig. To put, set, fix, repose (faith, confidence,

esteem, etc.) in or on a particular person or thing.

1621 T. WILLIAMSON tr. Goulart's Wise Vieillard^ How
are they to be..pittied, that haue nothing whereon to rest

and place their assurance. 1654-66 EARL ORRERY Parthcn.

(1676) 646, I found my passion was unworthily plac t. 1700

H. WANLEY in Pepys' Diary (1879) VI. 233 His judgment
..in placing his friendships. 1711 STEEI.E Sped. No. 53

p 3 If our Sex knew always how to place their Esteem

justly. 1813 SOUTHEY Nelson II. vi. 34 A man, upon whose

sagacity, .he could place full reliance. 1849 MACAULAY Hist.

Eng. x. II. 591 No confidence could be placed in any of

the twelve Judges.

5. To determine or indicate the place of ;
to

assign a place to. a. To assign or refer to a par-

ticular locality or set of circumstances ;
to locate.

b. To assign a certain rank or station to ;
to rank,

class, c. To fix the chronological position of;

to date ; to fix, determine (a date).

1597 BACON Coulers Goodf, Evil Ess. (Arb.) 139 For sayth

he [Cicero), aske a Stoicke which Philosophic is true, he

will preferre his owne : Then aske him which approcheth
next the truth, he will confesse the Academiques. So. .the

excluded them from the Society of Men, he places them

among.. Beasts. 1732 POPE Ess. Man i. 50 Then, in the

scale of reas'ning life, 'tis plain, There must be, somewhere,

such a rank as Man : And all the question . .is. .if God has

plac'd him wrong? 1885 Pall Mall G. 24 Mar. 3/2 Lord

Lytton, ..learned in American dialects, could no doubt
'

place
'

her particular peculiarities of pronunciation.

d. Racing. To state the place or position of

(a horse, etc.) among the competitors when passing

the winning post, which is usually done officially

of the first three only ; to be placed, to obtain a

place among the first three.
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worth while to place them. Eclipse is first, and the rest

nowhere. 1849 ALB. SMITH Pottleton Leg. 161 However

you start, you'll never be placed. 1863 KINGSLEY Water
Bab. i, She came in nowhere, and is consequently not placed.

1895 Daily News 4 Sept. 7/1 The last-named trio provided
the winner and the placed horses.

6. To assign, attribute, impute, ascribe, a. To
hold (a quality or attribute) to reside or consist in

something, f b. To refer [a fact or circumstance^

to something as a cause ;
to

'

put down '

to. Ol>s.

1608 WILLKT Jfe.vapla Exod. 830 They placed a certaine

religion in the shadow of trees. 1631 GOUGE Gods Arrows
III. 8. 199 They did not place honour or honesty simply in

victory. 1697 LOCKK Kept, to np. of Worcester s Ansiv. to

his Lei. 97 Whether..! am. .mistaken, in the placing Cer-

tainty in the Perception of the Agreement or Dis-agreement
of Ideas. 1802 MRS. E. PARSONS Mjist. Visit I. 105 He
placed it flier delight] to the ease it would afford her

anxiety. 1814 JANF. AUSTEN Alans/. Park xliv, She. .places

her disappointment. .to her being, .less affluent than many
of her acquaintance.

7. Football (Rugby). To get (a goal) from a

place-kick.
1890 Daily News 3 Nov. 5/3 A goal placed from a try.

1896 Field 8 Feb. 207/1 Thompson placed a goal.

Place, obs. erron. f. fleas (pi. of PLEA : see

COMMON PLEAS) ;
obs. f. PLEASE.

Flaceable (pl^'sab'l), a. rare. [f.
PLACE v.

+ -ABLE.] Capable of being or liable to be placed.
1802-12 HKXTHAM Ration. Jitdic. Evid. (1827) V. 179 The

privy seal being placeable and displaceable by the king.

II Placebo (plasf-bo). PI. -os, -oes. [a. L.

placebo (I shall be pleasing or acceptable), 1st sing,

fut. ind. of placere to please : also used in OF. in

senses I and 2.]

1. Eccl. In the Latin rite : The name commonly
given to Vespers in the Office for the Dead, from

the first word of the first antiphon {Placebo Domino
in regione vivorum, Ps. cxiv. 9, Vulg.).
a 1225 After. K. 22 Efter euesong anonriht siggeS ower

Placebo. 1380 WYCLIF Wks. (1880) 57 Prelatis ben more
bounden to (ris prechynge. ,|>an toseie matynes, masse, euen

song, or placebo. 1440 Jacob's Well no Clerkys seydin
Placebo & dirige for his soule. 1535 Lane. Wills (1857) II.

165 Schall synge and say placebo and dirige on nyght.

1874 GREEN Short Hist. v. 5. 248 He. .earned a miserable

livelihood.. by singing placebos and diriges.

f2. In allusive phrases : To sing (a), play (with"),

make, be at the school of placebo, etc. : to play the

sycophant, flatter, be servile or time-serving. Obs.

1340 Ayenb. 60 pe uerbe zenne is |>et huanne hi a!le_zingeb
' Placebo

',
bet is to zigge :

* mi Ihord zayb zob, mi Ihord

de|>wel'. c 1386 CHAUCER Pars. 7". F543 Flatereres been the

deueles Chapelleyns that syngen euere Placelio. 1483 CAX-

TON G. dela Tour H vh, He ought . . not flatere hym ne make
the placebo. 1554 KNOX Godly Let. A viij b, Nowe they haue

bene at the skoole of Placebo, and ther they haue lerned . .

to daunse as the deuill lyst to pype. 1583 Leg. Bp.St. An-
drois Prol. 78 Plaing placebo into princes faces. 1607-8
BACON Gen. Naturaliz. Wks. 1879 I. 467 If any man shall

think that I have sung a placebo, for mine own particular,

I would have him know that I am not so unseen in the

world. 1679 J. P. Lett. Friend in Country 3 Where every
one would sing a Placebo to the rising Sun Uhe next Heir

to the Crown].

t 3. A flatterer, sycophant, parasite. (In Chaucer

as proper name.) Obs.

c 1386 CHAUCER Merch. T. 234 Placebo seyde o lanuarie

brother [etc.], 1426 LYDG. De Gail. Pilgr. 22417 Fflateryng

. . Somme callen hir Placebo, ffor sche kan maken an Eccho

Answere euere ageyn the same, a 1571 KNOX Hist. Re/.

Wks. 1846 I. 37 The Bischop . . having his placeboes and

jackmen in the toun, buffatted the Freir, and called him

Heretick. 01651 CALDERWOOD Hist. Kirk (1843) II. 220

Placeboes and flatterers went to court.

4. Med. (See quot. 1811.) Also/,?.
1811 HOOPER Med. Diet., Placeto,. .an epithet given to

any medicine adapted more to please than benefit the

patient. 1814 Scorr St. Ronan's xx, There is nothing

serious intended a mere placebo -just a divertisement to

cheer the spirits, and assist the effect of the waters. 1885-8

FACGE & PYE-SMITH Priuc. Med. (ed. 2) I. 205 It is pro-

bably a mere placebo, but there is every reason to please

as well as cure our patients.

Hence Placebo'ic a. nonce-wet., of the nature of

a placebo.
1880 A. FLINT Princ. Med. 1093 This was given regularly,

and became well known . . as the
'

placeboic remedy for

rheumatism.

Pla'CC-brick. orig. A brick made of soft

clay, and laid on a prepared 'place' to harden

before being burnt: see quot. 1753 ; now, an ordi-

nary stock brick which has been imperfectly burnt,

through being on the outward or windward side of

the kiln or clamp.
1703 T. N. City $ C. Purchaser 41 Place-bricks. 1753

CHAMBERS Cycl. Svpp. s.v. Brick, Place-bricks..so called

because of a level smooth place just by where they are

struck or moulded . . where they are left till they are stiff

enough to be turned on their edges.., they carry them to

stacks, . . they are covered with straw on the top, till they

are dry enough . . to be burnt. 1823 P. NICHOLSON Pract.

Build. 343 Place-Bricks are too frequently poor and brittle.

1847 SMEATON Builder's Man. 19 Place bricks are the refuse

of a burning, and are in fact those which have not been

perfectly burnt. 1881 YOUNG Every Man his own Mechanic

1155 Prices per 100 at which bricks are quoted: place-

bricks, 41. 6rf. ; grey stocks, 51. ; red stocks, 6s. [etc.].

Placed (pl^st), ///. a. [f.
PLACE v. + -Epi.]

Put or set in a particular position or condition ;

PLACEMAN.

located, situated ; holding place or rank : see the

vb. Placed minister, a pastor inducted to a charge.

1733 P. LINDSAY Interest Scot. 124 Where one placed
Minister dies at least three young men are licensed. 1796

Instr. f, Reg. Cavalry (1813) 75 When the Regiment forms

open Column of Divisions, behind a placed Flank Division.

1818 Scon Hrt. Midi, vi, He was in orders, but was not a

placed minister. 1844 P. HARWOOD Hist. Irish Keb. 50

Kvery liberal.. motion.. was unfailingly crushed by placed
and pensioned majorities. 1890 Daily Xcvjs 17 Feb. 3/5

Hrownie .. finished fifth, Theodolite, the second favourite,

alone dividing him from the placed horses, Ibid. 3 Nov. 4/7
Blackheath beat the London Scottish by a placed goal to

a penalty goal.

f Pla-ceful, a. Obs. nonce-wd. [f.
PLACE sb. +

-KIL i.] (?)

1615 CHAPMAN Odyss. ix. 134 And in their precinct (Proper
and placefull) stood the troughs and pailes, In which he

milkt.

Pla'CC-IlO'lder. One who holds a place or

office, t&- One who acts as deputy for another;

a lieutenant, substitute, proxy. Sc. Obs.

1560 in Calderwood Hist. KirkM^) II. 13 Committed by
the place-holders of the minislrie. 1566 Keg. Privy Council

Scot I. 451 His deputtis and place haldaris. c 1610 SIR

J. MELVII. Mem. (1683) 188 The Prince, who is God's place-

holder.

b. One who holds office under the government.
1818 MOORE Fudge Fam. Paris ii. 105 A youth of parts,

Who longs to be a small place-holder. 1848 W. H. KELLY

tr. L. Blanc's Hist. Ten Y. II. 238 The strength of govern-

ment . .resulted, not from its having some thousands of place-

holders, .at its disposal, but from the means it possessed of

making its will reach everywhere.

So Fla-ce-ho Iding- a.

1830 LD. J. RUSSELL Select Sp. f,- Desp. (1870) I. 296 That

corrupt and place-holding Parliament.

Pla'Ce-hu:nter. One who seeks persistently

for a place or post in the public service. (With
unfavourable connotation : cf. PLACEMAN.)
1713 STEF.LE Guard. No. 29 Fi6 The lonick laugh .. is

esteemed by judicious place-hunters a more particular mark

of distinction than the whisper. 1812 Examiner 19 Oct.

666/1 Place-hunters and Fortune-hunters. 1898 BODLEY

France II. IV. vii. 434 Moderate men who are not place-

hunters, and are therefore impartial witnesses.

So Pla'ce-hunting
1

sb. and a.

1823 in W. Cobbett Knr. Rides (1885) I. 276 A place-

hunting lawyer. 1860 MILL Repr. Goyt. (1865) 34/2 Place-

hunting . . is a form of ambition to which the English .. are

almost strangers. 1898 BODLEY France II. in. v. 257 The

place-hunting solicitations of constituents.

Pla-ce-kick. Football, [f.
PLACE sb. + KICK

rf.l] (See quot. 1856, and cf. DHOP-KICK.) So

Pla-ce-kick v., Pla-ce-ki-cker, Pla'ce-ki eking.

1856 Rules/or Football, St. Peters School, York ii, A place

kick is a kick when the ball is previously placed on the

ground... Kick off must be a place kick. Ibid, ix, It [the

football] is to be place-kicked, and not dropped. 1890 / all

MallG 20 Oct. 1/3 A try, from which the champion place-

kicker . . gained a goal. 1892 Daily News 17 Oct. 5/1 (He]

played for Scotland, and did the place-kicking at the early

age of sixteen. 1896 Wettm. Gaz. 6
Jan. 2/3 This place-

kicking record was the least creditable feature of the game.

Placeless (pte'-sles), a. [f.
PLACE sb. + -LESS.]

1 1. Without a fixed place or home
; having no

place. Obs. rare 1
.

1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls) V. 261 panne be Saxons.

strong men of armes, and placelees to wone ynne [L. Sa*o-

nnmgens. .sedibus zOTj],were i-prayed of be Britouns forto

come in to Bretayne.

2. Not confined to place ;
not local; not bounded

or defined.

1508 SYLVESTER Du Bar/as n. i. II. Imposture 210 Holding

a place-less place. 1630 J. TAYLOR (Water P.) Sculler Wks.

Ill 10/2 Such a placelesse place is Purgatory Created by the

Pope without God's leaue. a 1834 COLERIDGE Picture 129

Placeless, as spirits. 1881 FRASER Berkeley 212 Our placing

and dating intelligence must be inadequate to the placeless

and dateless Intellect.

3. Having no stated place or locality.

1644 PRVHSE & WALKER Fiennes's Trial 5 With the date-

lesse namelesse, placelesse, seallesse Proclamation inclosed.

1878 D. CAMPBELL Rational f, True Gosp. xv. 80 Dateless,

placeless wonders are not very credible.

4. Having no place or post; out of office or

remunerative employment.
1831 Lincoln Herald 28 Jan., Placeless walked the pensive

Whigs. 1864 Sat. Rev. 13 Aug. 220/1 The landless and

placeless Irish gentleman.

t Pla'cely, a. and adv. Obs. [f.
PLACE sb. +

-LY.] a. adj. Of or pertaining to place; local,

spatial,
b. adv. Locally, spatially.

a. IS46CovERDALEi<.rrf'j^/>Ar\Vks. ( Parker Soc.) 1. 455

Imagining I cannot tell what manner of placely presence.

1674 N. FAIRFAX Bulk $ Selv. 85 The placing of body

between two ghostly beings, would not give them a placely

"b^i'sJs GEST Pr. Masse in H. G. Dugdale Life (1840)

App. i. 86 Christes body be presented in thee bred.. not

placely as ther placed, spaced, and mesured, but ghostly.

Placeman (pl^-smsen). [f.
PLACE sb. 13 +

MAN rf. 1
]

One who holds an appointment m the

service of the sovereign or state ;
almost always

with depreciatory or hostile connotation : One who

is appointed (or who aspires) to such a position from

motives of interest, without regard to fitness.

1741 Protests ofLords II. 13 A constant majority of p ac

men meeting under the name of a Parliament to .estaU h

grievances instead of redressing them. -7S4 HUME HM,

Vng. I. xv. 369 The Sherriffs and other placemen D
ma



PLACEMANSHIP.
interest to be elected. 1763 Brit. Mag. IV. 235 In 1679 the

House of Commons brought in a bill for excluding placemen.
and pensioners from seats in parliament. 1830 LD. J.

RUSSELL Select. Sp. % Desp. (1870) I. 296 In the first Parlia-

ment of George II it is stated that 257 placemen had seats

in this House'. 1881 Pliilad. Record No. 3443. 4 One of the

most disheartening signs of the times is the facility with

which the crimes of politicians and placemen are condoned

by the people.
Hence Pla'cemanship, the position or character

of a placeman.
1833 Frast-rs Mag. VII. 751 When placemanship is com-

bined with Whiggery, the combination is.. odious.

Placement (pl#
g

smeut). [f. PLACE v. + -MENT:

cf. F. placement (d'Aubigne 1616), and displace-

ment ^ replacement.] The action of placing, or fact

of being placed ; placing, arrangement.
1844 STEPHENS Bk. Farm II. 638 A malformation in the

placement of its tines. 1854 Tail's Mag. XXI. 304, I..

cannot consent to the placement of such a word m our

Dictionaries. 1887 Pop. Sci. Monthly XXXI. 415/2 In pro-

portion as the placement of the loan disturbs the market
value of the commodities. 1897 J. C. ROBINSON in igt/t

Cent. Dec. 961 Art treasures .. have found their way., to

abiding placements from which there can be no return.

t Pla cency. Obs. [ad. L. placentia (post-

class.) suavity, f. placent-em : see PLACENT a.]

The quality of pleasing, pleasantness ; disposition
to please or gratify.

1639 SALTMARSHE Policy 153 Men are naturally prone. .to

bend in placency towards their superiours humours. 1649
BULWER Pathomyot. \\. ii. 102 The cause or matter of

molestation or placencie,

f PlaxeneSS. Obs, rare. [f. PLACE sb. -f

-NESS.] The quality of having or occupying a

place; position, locality.

1674 N. FAIRFAX Bulk $ Selv. 78 It cannot but harshly be

said, that the world has a placeness or whereness at all.

Ibid. 84 Such a thing as placeness or stowage.

f Pla'Cent, sb. Obs. rare. [ad. L. placenta
a cake : see PLACENTA.] A flat cake or tablet.

1603 F. HERIXG Cert. Rules (1625) B ij b, Certaine Placents
or Amulets confected of Arsenicke. 1617 T. ADAMS Gzn.
Pract. Phisicke (-V. % Q. ?th Ser. VII. 29), Clarified hony,
which must be so hard that you may make small placents
or trocisces of it.

Placent (pl^'sent), a, rare. [ad. "L.placent-em,

pr. pple. of placere to please.] Pleasing, gratifying.

1683 E. HOOKER Pref. Pordage's Mystic Div. 71 Under
the plausibl praetext, placent notion, specious name, .. and
fair construction of that famous Evangelic Canon.

U Misused for: Favourably disposed, propitious.
1898 C. READE in New Cent. IV. 501 A winning cause to

placent gods is dear.

II Placenta (plase'nta). [L. placenta cake =
Gr. TrXao(9, -of^ra, contr, -oCy, -oDcra, flat cake,
also mallow seed, f. the root ?rAa- of wAaf, n-Xda
flat plate. So in It., Sp., Pg., Fr. in sense i.]

1. Zool. and Anat. (Originally placenta itterlna

uterine cake.) The spongy vascular organ, of

flattened circular form, to which the foetus is at-

tached by the umbilical cord, and by means of

which it is nourished in the womb, in all the higher

mammals, and which is expelled in parturition ;

the afterbirth. Also applied to a structure having
a similar function in other animals, as some vivipa-
rous fishes, ascidians, etc. ; see quots. 1875, 1888.

1691 RAY Creation \. (1692)65 The Fatus. .doth receiveAir
..from the maternal Blood in the Placenta utcrina

l
or the

Cotytedones. Ibid. 67 The Blood still circulates through
the Cotyledons or Placenta. 172^-41 CHAMBERS Cycl, s. v,,

In women, unless in case of twins, c. there is but one

placenta. 1855 RAMSBOTHAM Obstetr. Med. 68 The term
placenta was derived from its shape. 1875 C. C. BLAKK
Zool. Pref., Sharks bring forth their young alive, and
nourish them while in the womb by a temporary structure
called 'placenta'. 1888 ROLLESTON & JACKSON Anim. Life
445 In Salpa the developing embryo is nourished by a

placenta formed, in part at least, by follicle cells.

2. Bot. The part of the carpel to which the

ovules are attached ; also sometimes applied to

a structure which bears the sporangia in certain

vascular cryptogams.
1677 GREW Anat. Fruits vii. 5 The Seeds stuck all

round about upon the Ambit or Sides of the Case; or upon
a great Bed or Placenta within it. 1727 BRADLEY Fain.
Diet. s. v. Flower of Parnassus, A Membranous fruit ..

having.. one cell full of seeds, fastened to a placenta which
is often very square. 1845 LINDLEY Sch. Bot. i. (1858) 16
In the inside of the ovary is a space called the placenta^
on which the young seeds, or ovules, originate. 1875
BENNETT & DYER Sacks' Bot. 395 The sporangia arise .,

from some of the superficial cells of the placenta or part
to which the sorus is attached.

Placental (plase-ntal), a. (sb.} [ad. mod.L.
placental-is, f. prec. : see -AL.]
1. Zool., etc. Of or pertaining to the placenta.
Placental murmur, sound, soujflet, the sound made by

the blood entering the distended uterine vessels, heard in

who has ever heard the placental soufflet. 1876 BRISTOWE
The. fy Pract. Med, (1878) 265 The raw surfaces of wounds
or of the placental area. 1893 Syd. Soc. Lex., P\eriod\,
placental, the time occupied in the expulsion of the placenta.

b. Furnished with a placenta ; placentate.

930

1840-45 OWEN Odontogr. in. xi. 501 The development of

the true molar teeth to their typical number in the placental
Mammalia. 1871 DARWIN Desc. Man I. vi. 202 The Mar-

supials stand.. below the placental mammals.

2. Bot. Pertaining to the placenta (of a plant).

1857 HENFREY Elein. Bat. 227 In LeguminoKE the

double placental base is so narrow that the ovules alternate

with one another. 1870 HOOKER Stud. Flora 259 Ovule ..

flanked by a column of placental tissue.

B. sb. Zool. A placental mammal.
1864 WEBSTER cites OWEN. 1897 Pop. Sci. Monthly Nov.

17 The marsupials, .have been gradually supplanted by the

more highly organized placentals.

||
Placentalia (plaesentf'-lia), sb. pi. Zool,

[mocl.L. (L. Bonaparte 1837), neuter pi. of p/a-
centdl-is adj. : see prec.] Placental mammals

;
a

primary division of Mammalia, comprising those

provided with a placenta : contrasted with Mai-su-

pialia and Alonolremata. It corresponds to the

more recent divisions Monodelphia and Eutheria.

1842 in BRANDE Diet. Sri. etc. 1873 J. GEIKIE Gt. Ice

Age App. 526.

Hence Placenta'lian, a. adj., of or pertaining to

the Placentalia ;
b. sb. one of these.

1890 in Cent. Diet. 1895 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

Placeiitary (ploe'sSntari, plase'ntari), a. (rf.)

[ad. mod.L. placentarius, f. PLACENTA: see -ARY 1
.

So F. placentaire.] Of, pertaining or relating to

the placenta ; placental (Zool. and Bot.). b. Zool.

Of or pertaining to the Placentalia or Placentaria.

1843-4 Trans. Linnean Soc. (1845) XIX. 321 The pla-

centary hypothesis of M. Schleiden. 1848 LINDLEY Introd.

Sot. (ed. 4; I. 377 Uncertainty in the position of the placentary
lines. 1864 WEBSTER s. v., The placentary system of classi-

fication. 1895 Syd. Soc. Lex., Placentary, belonging, or

referring to, the Placenta.

B. sb. Zool. A placental mammal.
1890 in Cent. Diet.

Placentate (plze'sentft), a. Zool. [ad. mod.
I L. placcntat-its, f. PLACENTA : see -ATE 2

.] Having
a placenta :

= PLACENTAL a. i b.

1890 in Cent. Diet. 1895 in Sytf. Soc. Lex.

Placentation (pljesent^^n). f_a.
F. placen-

tation, f. PLACENTA: see -ATION.]
1. Zool. The formation and disposition of the

placenta in the uterus.

1880 HUXLEY in Times 25 Dec. 4/1 The non-prehensile

pes would separate it from the former, and the placentation
from the latter group.
2. Bot. The disposition or arrangement of the

placenta or placentas in the ovary.
1760 J. LEE Introd. Bot. in. xi. (1765) 197 By Placentation

is meant the Disposition of the Cotyledons at the Time
when the Seed is beginning to grow. 1848 LINDLEY Inlrvd.

Bot. (ed. 4) I. 389 The placentation of Water-lilies. .Broom,

rapes, -and Butomads, is equally at variance with the central

theory. 1872 DARWIN Orig.Spec.(z&.6)l.\C\. 174 Instances

of both marginal and free central placentation.

f Place-ntiate, v. 06s. nonce-wd. [f. L. pla-
int-em pleasing, suave + -ATE 3 : cf. differentiate]
trans. To please, satisfy.

1694 MOTTEUX Rabelais v. 248 When you're placientated
[sic], the Fort is won.

PlaceiltiferOUS (plssentHeras), a. Zool. and
Bot. [f. PLACENTA + -FEKOUS.] Bearing or having
a placenta.
1667 H. OLDENBURG in Phil. Trans. II. 512 All Placen-

tiferous Animals (if I may assume this word) he affirms to

have three Membranes. 1702 DR. DRAKE in Phil. Trans.
XXIII. 1236 The one [Uterus] being Glanduliferous, and
the other Placentiferous. 1878 MASTERS Henfreys Bot. 300
As though the placentiferous lines were detached.

Placeiitifbrm (plase'ntif^jm), a. Zool. and
1

Bot. [f.
PLACENTA + -FOBM.] Having the form

i of a placenta ; discoid
; cake-shaped.

1858 MAYNE Expos. Lex., Placentiformis, ,. Bot. re-

sembling a cake . . placentiform. 1861 BENTLEY Man. Bot.

(1870) 125 When what would be otherwise a napiform root

becomes compressed both at its base and apex . . it is said

to be placentiform. 1895 Syd. Soc. Lex.

Placentigerous (plassenti'd^eras), a. Zool.

and Bot. [f. PLACENTA + -GEROUS.] Bearing a

placenta:
= PLACENTIFEROUS.

1890 in Cent.
Djct, 1895 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

t Placentious, a. 06s. rare. [(."L.flacentia
'

suavity, PLACENCY + -ous.] Pleasing, or disposed
to please ; complaisant, amiable, agreeable, suave.

rt 1661 FULLER \Vorthies\\\. York (1662) 230 A Placentious

Person, gaining the goodwill of all. 1683 PETTUS Fleta
Alia. n. 20 Such things as are placentious or pleasing to us.

II Placeiltitis (plsesentai-tis). Path. [mod.L.,
f. PLACENTA + -ITIS.] Inflammation of the placenta.
1844 in DUNGLISON Med. Lex. 1849-52 Todifs Cycl. Anal.

IV. 043/2 Simpson has described an acute and chronic form

ofpfacentitis.

Placentoid (plase-ntoid), a. [f.
as prec. +

-OID.] Resembling a placenta; placentiform.
1890 in Cent. Diet. 1895 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

Placentophagy (plaesent^-fad^i). [f. as prec. +
1

-PHAGY.] The eating of the placenta.
1902 Brit. Med. Jrnt. 12 Apr. 909 In certain parts of the

Soudan, placentophagy is habitually practised.

Flacentnle (plase-ntil). Bot. [ad. mod.L.

placentula, dim. of PLACENTA : see -ULE.] A
J

small placenta (but in quot. 1826 applied to acoty-
i ledon : cf. COTYLEDON 3).

PLACID.

1677 GREW Ana/* Fruits v. 13 A great Parenchymous
Boss, which is, a* it were, the Bed or Placentula of the
Seeds ; which He all over it, as in a Strawberry. 1826 GOOD
Bk. Nat. (1834) I. 164 The cotyledon appears .. necessary
for the. .growth of the seed, and may hence be denominated
its lungs or placentule. 1838 MAYNE Expos. Lex., Placen-

tula,.. a little placenta: a placentule.

Placer 1
(pU*s3j). [f.

PLACE v. + -ER 1
.] One

who places, puts, or sets
;

one who puts in

place or arranges; in various technical uses, e.g.
in Bookbinding^ a workman employed in arranging
the sheets ; in Pottery',

the workman \vho puts the

ware ready for burning.
1579 SPICNSER Shcph. Cat. Feb. 164 Thou placer of plants

both humble and tall. 1599 Life Sir T. More in Wordsw.
Eccl. Biog. (1853) II. 135 A sorter out and placer of the

principall matters in the same [book] contained. i8oz

Sporting Mag. XX. 16 Setters of broken bones, and placers
of dislocations. 1862 T. WRIGHT Hist, Dom. Manners viii.

153 An asseeur, or placer, took the dishes from the hands
of the valets, and arranged them in their places on the table.

1898 C. F. BINNS Story of_Potter 206 The art of putting the

ware ready for burning is called
'

placing ', and upon the

skill of the placer much of the success of the oven depends.
1902 Daily Chron. 18 June 10/5 Collators and Placers
wanted.

Placer 2
(pl^'sai). Mining. (Chiefly U.S.) [a.

Amer. Sp. placer (plase'r) 'deposit, shoal
1

,
allied

iop/acel a. sand-bank, i. plaza place.]
A deposit of sand, gravel, or earth, in the bed of

a stream, or any alluvial or diluvial detritus, con-

taining gold or other valuable minerals in parti-

cles ; a place where this detritus is washed for

gold, etc. Al&ojiff.
In U. S. law, placer includes all forms of mineral deposits

excepting veins in place.

1848 WISLIZENUS Tonr N. Mexico 24 (Stanf.) The old and
the new Placer, near Santa Fe, have attracted most attention,
and not only gold washes, but some gold mines, .are worked
there. 1851 APPLKTON in Longfellow's Life (1891) II. 210

Why it is a Golden Legend .. if it be not that it is such

placer full of nuggets for the philologist. 1874 RAYMOND
Statist. Mines $ Mining 325 This placer covers an area of

perhaps two hundred acres, with probably an average depth
of 25 feet of gold-bearing earth.

b. attrib. and Comb., as placer-diggings, -gold,

-mine, -miner, -mining.
1867 MURCHISON Siluria xix. (ed. 4) 471 There are placer-

workings on rocks containing Jurassic fossils. 1868 ISAB.

SAXON Five Years -within Gold. Gate 84 Almost wholly
1

placer
'

or surface diggings. 1872 RAYMOND Statist. Mines

fy Mining vd& Sixty-one placer-claims.. nearly all located in

the southern part of the county. 1879 H. GEORGE Progr. $
Pov. i. iii. (1881) 55 In the early days of California.. the

placer miner .. picked up., his 'wages '..in actual money.
1881 Lit. World (Boston U. S.) 21 May 177/1 The Chinaman
..has found it lucrative to continue placer mining where the

whites have given it up. 1897 Daily News 21 July 5/4 The
workings on the Klondyke or Deer River are placer mines,
i. e., the earth is dug up and washed with sluices.

Placet (pl^'set). [a. L. placet
*
it pleases',

3rd sing. pres. ind. viplacere to please.]

j|
1. The Latin for

'
it pleases (me or us) '.

The word is part of the form used in the old Universities

when a question is put to the vote :

* Placetne vobis, domini

doctores ? placetne vobis, magistri ?
'

(Does it please you,
Doctors'? does it please you, Masters?); the answer being
' Placet ',

or ' Non placet '. The declaration of the vote

after a count ts in the form,
'

Major! parti placet ', or
( non

placet ', as the case may be. It is also in the power of the

Vice-Chancellor, or of the Proctors conjointly, to veto any
proposal by their

* Non placet ', as in quot. 1893.
< 1592 MARLOWE Massacre Paris 11. vi. Wks. (Rtldg.) 240/1

Whilst I cry placet, like a senator. 1893 LIDDON, etc. Life

Piisey I. xvi. 378 Amidst a tremendous shout of 'Placet'

from the area the decisive formula was uttered,
' Nobis pro-

curatoribus non placet
'

[Us, the proctors, it pleases not],

and the question of the statute was for the time at an end.

2. as sb. a. The expression of assent or sanc-

tion (by this word) ; formerly, the assent of the

temporal power necessary for the publication and

execution of an ecclesiastical ordinance.

1589 NASHE Pref. Greene's Menaphon (Arb.) 5 Whose

placet he accounts the plaudite of his paines. 1593 tr.

Guicciardini's Descr. Low-C. 21 b, The pope cannot gme a

benefice, nor a pardon, nor send a bull into the countrey
without the Princes Placet.

b. A vote of assent in a council, or in the con-

gregation or convocation of a university.

1883 Manch. Exam, i Dec. 4/7 The report, .was rejected

by 40 non-placets to 39 placets. 1905 Daily News 6 Mar. 6
' Why should the University be ruled from the country

parishes ? '. . was asked again by the '

placet
'

party.

f3. erron. for PLACIT, q. v.

Placfont, erroneous form of PAKTONG.

1893 JOHNSTONE-LAVIS in Nature 12 Jan. 257/2 The

amplifying lever is composed of fine placfont tubes. . . The

pendulum bob is a flattened cylinder supported by a plac-

font wire 1.50 m. long.

Plachart, obs. form of PLACARD.

Placid (pUe-sid), a. [ad. lplacid>us pleasing,

favourable, gentle, mild, calm, f. root ofplacere to

please; see -ID i. Cf. V.plaeide (i5-i6thc.).]
1. Mild, gentle; calm, peaceful ; unruffled, tran-

quil, still, serene.

1626 BACON Sylva 202 It conduceth unto long life, and
to the more placid motion of the spirits. 1669 STURMY
Mariner's Mag. aaa j b, To the end the placid Fruits of



PLACIDIOUS.
these my Labours.. may be .. preserved from the turbulent
Storms of discontented Spirits. 1671 MILTON P. R. in. 217
That placid aspect and meek regard. 1775 JOHNSON Let.
to Mrs. Thrale 21 July, That you sit down placid and con-

tent, disposed to enjoy the present. 1832 G. DOWNES Lett.
Cont. Countries I. 93 The. .Valley, .of Jnterlaken..is alto-

gether of a placid, pastoral character. 1850 TENNYSON In
Man. ix, Fair ship, that from the Italian shore Sailest the

placid ocean-plains. 1871 L. STEPHEN Playgr. Europe
(1894) x. 251 The male population is distinctly of a placid
temperament.

t b. Of peaceful disposition towards another ;

free from anger or wrath. Obs.

1663 Aron-bimn. 23 To make an atonement, to render him
placid and gracious.

f2. Pleasing, agreeable, welcome. Obs. rare.

1617-77 FELTHAM Resolves i. lix. 92 Those things., are
made placid or disgustful, as fond Opinion catches them.
3. Comb., as placid-faced, -mannered, etc.

1840 DICKENS Old C. Sliof xiv, A little fat placid-faced
old gentleman.
i-Flaci clions, a. Obs. rare- 1

. [irreg. f.

PLACID + -luus.]
=

prec.
1607 TOPSELL Four./. Beasts (1658) 125 The Dogs did ..

discern betwixt Christians and Turks ; for towards the Turks
they were most eager, furious, and unappeaseable, but
towards Christians, although unknown, most easie, peaceable
and placidious.

Placidity (plasi-diti). [ad. L. placiditas, f.

placidus PLACID : see -ITY. So F. placiditt (1878
in Diet. Acad.).'] The quality of being placid;
mildness, calmness, tranquillity, peacefulness.
1619 W. SCLATKR Exp. i Thess. (1630) 142 First Meek-

nesse ; secondly Placiditie, as for want of a plainer terme,
I am forced to call it. 1766 CHANDLER Life David I. ii.

36 He.. behaves with the utmost placidity, moderation, and
calmness. i8i6G. CRABH Eng. Synonymes 187/2 Placidity
is more of a natural gift ; serenity is acquired. 1866 G.
MACDONALD/}. Q. Ncighb. xix. (1878) 360 All the placidity
of his countenance had vanished.

Placidly (plarsidli), adv. [f. PLACID 4- -LY 2.]
In a placid manner; mildly, calmly, quietly;
peacefully, without agitation.
1626 JACKSON Creed vm. xxix. n Hec .. sweetly and

placidly resigned up his soule into his Father's hands. 1695
WOODWARD Nat. Hist. Eartk in. i. (1723) 145 It placidly
distends the Tubes and Vessels of Vegetables. 1786 tr.

Bcckforcts Vatluk (1883) 125 How placidly doth he recline
his lovely little head 1 1877 MRS. FORRESTER Mignon I. 24
The two friends are placidly smoking their cigars by the
open window.

Placidness (ploe-sidnes). [f.
PLACID + -NESS.]

The quality of being placid : = PLACIDITY.
1727 BAILEY vol. II, Placidness, Peaceableness, Quietness.

1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa (1811) II. xlii. 310 To enjoy
yourself with your usual placidness, and not to be ruffled.

1898 Daily News 15 Nov. 6/1 The British navvy at work
amidst an armed camp. .plied his vocation with placidness.

Placing (pl?-sirj),W. i*. [-ING
1

.]
The action

of the verb PLACE ; the condition or mode of being
placed ; putting, setting, location

; position, situa-

tion ; arrangement, etc. : see the verb.

1549 COVERDALE, etc. Erastit. Par. i Cor. 34 The diuers

placyngand vse [of the members), .apeitaynetli tothewelth
of the whole body. 1585 T. WASHINGTON tr. Nicholay's
Voy. I. xix. 21 b, Hauing wel considered the placing of the

campe. 1611 SHAHS. Cymb. in. v. 65 Shee being downe,
I haue the placing of the Brittish Crowne. 1705 HEARNE
Collect. 2 Dec. (O. H. S.) I. nr It stood according to ye old

Placing, U. 3. 7. Jur. 1723 CHAMBERS tr. Le Clerc's Treat.
Archit. I. 116 The commodious and agreeable placing of
Statues. 1821 GALT Ann. Parish xx, More than all my
absences.. from the time of my placing. 1824 L. MURRAY
Eng. Gram. (ed. 5) I. 446 The wrong placing of the adverb
only. 1894 Daily News 26 July 3/3 He won the race so

easily that little notice need be taken of the placings of the
remainder of the field. 1898 [see PLACER'].

b. atlrib., as placiug-house, the building in

a china or earthenware factory where the ware is
'

placed' in fire-clay saggers or setters in preparation
for being baked.
1881 Porcelain Works Worcester 25 The manufactured

objects being now ready for baking are taken to the placing
house of the biscuit oven.

t Placit (pis-sit). Obs. Also placet, [ad. L.

pladt-um : see PLACITCM. So It. placi/o.]
1. What is decided or determined upon ; an opinion,
a judgement ; a decision, decree, ordinance.
1603 BACON Adv. Learn. 11. xxv. 5 That Secondarie

reason, -which is grounded upon the placets of God. 1641
J. TRAPPF. Tlieol. Theol. iii. 125 Those Masters of opinions
. .that seek to obtrude upon Gods inheritance their conceits
and placits. 1661 GLANVILI. Van. Dogm. 129 As little in their
Power as the placits of destiny. 1738 WARBURTON Div.
Legat. App. 50 Delivering us the placits of the old philoso-
phers. 1832 J. BREE St. Herbert's Isle 70 Oral theorems
and placits.

2. A plea, a petition, rare.
1822 SCOTT Nigel ix, The boon which I am now to ask . .

is, that your Majesty would be pleased, on the instant, to
look at the placet of Lord Glenvarloch.

t Pla-oitatory, a. Obs. rare-1
,

[f. 'L.pladtat-,
ppl. stem of placitare (Plaut.), freq. of placere to

please + -OBY 2
.]

= next.

15*9. J- SANFORD tr. Agrifpa's Van. Artes 164 An other
exercise of the lawe, which they terme the Arte Placitatorie,
or els Aduocatorie.

t Pla'citory, a. Law. Obs. rare. [f. med.L.
placit-nm (see below) + -OBY -.] Relating or per-
taining to pleas or pleading.
1650 J. CLAYTON Retorts Chancery Pref. aj, The art

931

1

Placitory. .is double, first, that in writing upon the Records ;

. .The other, .vocall, which pleads before the Judge to tiie

Jury. 1836 in SMART, and in later Diets.

II Placitum (plarsitom). Obs. exc. Hist. PI.

placita. [L., an opinion, determination, maxim,
prop, neuter pa. pple. of placere to please ; in

med.L. the sentence of a court, a fine, a trial, a

plea.] The decree of a judge, the decision or
determination of a public assembly, a court of

justice, or the like; hence ' the public assemblies
of all degrees of men where the king presided, and
where they consulted upon the great affairs of the

kingdom' (Blount's Law Diet. 1717). Also, in

//. the proceedings at such assemblies or courts,
debates, trials at law, pleadings or pleas.
1668 HOWE Bless. Righteous (1825) 22 The placita or

decretals of the Redeemer. 1706 PHILLIPS, Placiluiii, a
Sentence of the Court, an Opinion, an Ordinance or Decree ;

;
. In our Common-Law, Placita signifies Pleas or Pleadings ;

it was also sometimes taken for Penalties or Fines. 1769
ROUERTSON Chas. ^(1796) I. 269 In a placitum or trial in
the presence of Charlemagne. 1794 G. ADAMS -Vat. tr Exf>.
Philos. II. xxi. 413 If I.\K placita of their predecessors were
not lost sight of or neglected. 1864 BRVCE Ilely Rein. Emp.
ix. (1889) 138 The placita at which these laws were framed
or published, would not have been crowded, as of yore, by
armed freemen.

Plack '

(plsek). Sc. and north, dial. Obs. exc.
Hist. Forms : 5-7 plak, plake, plakk(e, placke,
6- plack. [prob. a. Flem. placke, plecke, a small
coin of Brabant and Flanders, current in the I5th c.,

of varying value, in I7thc. Du. (Hexham) applied
to the French sou; hence F. plaque (1425), plac-
que, plecque, med.L. placca (1481). Orig. 'flat

disk, tablet
'

;
so Flem. plak, f.plaque. Cf. MLG.

plack, LG. plak, plakkc spot, piece, patch, rag,
flat piece of land, dug turf; Du. plak flat lath for

beating, blow, spot, slice; MHG.//<w&, phlacke
spot, patch, rag. Cf. PLACARD, PLACKET, PLECK.
Cf- 1425 Journal d'ltn Bourgeois de Paris, an. 1425, 355,

Buchon. (Godef.) En ce temps couroitune monnoie a Paris,
nommee plaques, pour douze deniers parisis, et estoient de
par le due de Bourgogne. See also Du Cange, Placa,
Placca.}

fa. A coin of the Netherlands of the I5th and
i6th centuries. Obs. b. A small billon coin issued

by James III of Scotland; also, a small copper
coin current in Scotland in the i^th and i6th

centuries, worth 4 pennies Scots.
a. 1479 in Cfly Papers (1900) 20 Item ij docates .. xxxiij*

Item in plakes v"..v'< fls. 1482 Ibid. 126 Item iij plakes. .

xxvjJ. c 1483 CAXTOS Dialogues 17 Thise ben grotes of

englond; Suche ther be of flaundres; Plackes and half

plackes [Patards et demi patards\ 1526 in Lett, ty Pap.
Hen. 1'IIt, IV. II. 1149 Double plakks or Carolns shall be
current for $d. as now.
b. 1473 Sc. Acts Jos. //7(i8i4) II. 105/1 As tuiching be

plakkis & be new pennyis, be lordis thinkis bat be striking
of bame be cessit. 1313 DOUGLAS ,-neis vm. Prol. 93 Sum
penis furth a pan boddum to prent fals plakkis. 1540 Lane.
Wills (1857) II. 140 A bende placke whycheys in my purse.
a 1578 LINDESAY (Pitscottie) Chron. Scot. <S. T. S.) I. 169
The wym_s wald refuse the said cunzie quhilk was callit ane
Couchrinis plak and said to him that it wald be cryit doun.
1583 in Cochran-Patrick Rec. Coinage Scot. (1876) I. 159
That all the saides twelf pennie peices babeis and plackes
with the thre pennie grottis and half plackes now current
sal be brocht in to his hienes cunyehous-.and thairof new
money to be cunyeit. 1617 MORYSON Itiu. i. 283 The Scots
haue of long time had.. Placks, which they esteemed for 4
pence,but3ofthemmakean English penny. i66zR\v Three
Itin. ii. 162 One bodel they call tway-pennies ; two bodels
a plack. a 1708 R. SEMPLE Piper Kilbarchan ix, At bridals
he wan many placks. 1786 CARDONNEL Nuinism, Scot.
Pref. 33 The plack is an ideal coin at this present time
in Scotland. 1834 H. MILLER Scenes fs Leg. xix. (1857)
279 After collecting all the placks and boddles of the party
(little pieces of copper coin, with the head of Charles II on
one side, and the Scotch thistle on the other).

C. In proverbial phrases, as the type of some-

thing of very small value; the smallest possible
amount; a farthing; a bit; as in not worth aflack,
utterly worthless; flack and bawbee, plack and
boddle, in full, every penny, to the last farthing ;

two and a plack, a trifle, a small sum.
a 1550 in Duntar's Poems (S.T.S.) 307 He wald nocht mend

thame worth ane plack. 1572 Satir. Poems Reform, xxviii.
118 Plaitter nor pois we neuer left ane plak. 1693 Scotch
Presbyt. Eloj. (1738) 126 I'll hazard twa and a plack.
1787 VV. TAYLOR Scots Poems 6 Ise frankly own mysel his
debtor For plack an' boddle. 1802 R. ANDERSON Cumberld.
Ball,

jr They pick'd my pocket i
1

the thrang, And de'il a
plack had I. 1814 SCOTT Wav. xlix, He wasna a plack the
waur. 1820 Abbot vi, I would not Sir Halbert had seen
her.. for two and a plack.

d. attrib. Of the value of or costing a plack.
1560 Aberdeen Regr. XXIV. (Jam.), His wyfbrewit plak-

aill. 1567 G,ie I, Codlie B. (S. T. S.) 204 His plak Pardonis,
are bot lardonis, Of new fund vanitie. 1824 SCOTT Red-
gauntlet ch. xx, He asked . .

' Whether he could have a
plack-pie . 1899 Westm. Caz. 28 July 5/3 From ancient
times the revenues in Scotch burghs were derived from small
imposts, variously called petty customs, plack dues, and so
on, ..levied oil animals and goods entering the burgh.

Plaok'-i. b - 1

PLACO-.

I '552 T- BARNABF. in Strype Eccl. Mem. II. n. App. E. 154He sent me thither [Xewhaven= Havre] upon the kings
cost : and I drew a plack of yt, and brought yt to hym. .my
Lord Fitz Williams.. better than three or four hours, pur-
viewing the placket.

Placket 2
(plae'ket). [Origin obscure. Perh.

the same word s&pfacat, var. form of PLACARD sb.,
sense 3 of which coincides with sense I here, and
may possibly be the origin of the other uses.

But the order of the senses is uncertain, and the

following is merely provisional.]
tl- (?)

= PLACCATE i, PLACARD 3. Obs. rare.
1626 CAPT. SMITH Accid. Yng. Seamen 16 Braded plackets

for brests of defence.

2. An apron or petticoat : hence transf. the
wearer of a petticoat, a woman. Obs. or arch.
1606 SIIAKS. Tr. \ Cr. n. iii. 22 The curse dependant on

those that \varre for a placket, a 1625 FLETCHER Hum.
Lieut, iv. iv, Not half so troublesome as you are to yourself,
Sir i Was that brave heart made to pant for a placket y

1661 W. K. Conf. Ckarac., Old IIo> ding Hag (1860) 88 The
extent of her placket is alwayes lower than her smock, and
that comes but an inch lower than her navel. 1685 CKOWNK
Sir C. Nice II. 13 Eve, the mother of jilts, .. pretended to

modesty, and fell a making plackets presently. 1711 K.
WARD Qui.v. 1. 244 Because the Meal from off his Jacket
Should nut be seen upon her Placket. 1810 SCOTT Lady of
L. VI. v, Our vicar thus preaches and why should he not?
For the dues of his cure are the placket and pot. 1881
DUFFIELD Don Qni.r. II. 493 A farthingale and placket
[Sp. saboyanas dc scda] instead of her grey petticoat.

3. The opening or slit at the top of a skirt or

petticoat, for convenience in putting on and off;

also, the slit in a shirt, usually behind.
(Quots. 1605, c 1620 are doubtful.)

1605 SHAKS. Lear m. iv. 100 Keepe ..thy hand out of
Plackets, c 1620 FLETCHER & MASS. Lit. Fr. La-wycr v.

ii, Keep thy band from thy sword, and from thy Laundresse
placket. 1706 PHILLIPS, Placket, thefore-part of a Woman's
Petticoat or Shift. 1719 D'URFF.Y Pills (1872) II. 19 And
Madge had a ribbon hung down to her Placket. 1755
SMOLLETT Quix. (1803) IV. 104 Teresa Panza..came forth
. .with a grey petticoat, so short that it seemed to have been
cut close to the placket.

t b. Also sensu obsatno. Obs.
1601 MUNDAY Downfall Earl Hnntington n. ii. D ij b,

And lust doe vncase, From the placket to the pappe. 1673
HICKERINGILL Gregory l-'ather 'CreybearJ 230, I got all, to
her very plackit. 1709 Brit. Apollo II. No. 28. 3/2 She's
..Well pleas'd with her Cull in her Placket.

4. A pocket, esp. that in a woman's skirt.

1663 Hist. Cronnut-ll in Select. Harl. Alisc. (1793) 368
Which instrument of his, as was said, was found in my Lady
Lambert's placket. 1820 L. HI/NT Indicator No. 60 (1822)
II. 62 In a placket at her side is an old enamelled watch.
if 1825 FORBY Voc. E. Anglia, Placket, a pocket. 1841
CHOKLEY Mils, ff Manners (1844) III. 186 The coupe'
was occupied by a substantial burgher, with his placket at
his side, and his pipe for ever at his mouth. 1868 BROWNING
Ring fr Bk. v. 1155 What meaneth this epistle. .1 pick from
out thy placket and peruse 1

5. Comb, placket-hole, an opening in the outer

skirt to give access to the pocket within; also = 3.

1762 STERNE Tr. Shandy V. i, Are not trouse, and placket-

pf escape, and has a trick of gaping wide open to disclose
its contents to any curious eye. 1898 Westm. Gaz. 17 Mar.
_ /_ TU_ . i: _r*i-_ _| i.-*\-_i- :_ -_ _*_".

Obs. rare- 1
,
JTapp.

a. F. plaque^= PLACKET 1, q. v. for quot. Plack, var. PLAYOCK,
toy. Plaokard(e, -erd, obs. ff. PLACARD.
t Placket 1

. Obs. rare. [app. a. F. plaquelte
tablet, dim. ofplaque thin plate.] A plan or map.

Plackless (plre-kles), a. Sc. [f. PLACK +
-LESS.] Without a plack ; penniless.
1786 BURNS Scotch Drink xvi, Poor plackless devils like

mysel'. 1837 R. ^KOU. Poems (1842) 161 In cottages Where
poor folk plackless gae.

Placo- (plrc-ko), before a vowel plac-,
combining form of Gr. irA<i, 7r\a- a flat plate,

tablet, entering into various scientific words.
Placobra'nchid (-kid) [Gr. ftpctyx"1 g'H s]i one
of the Placobranchia, a division of nudibranchiate

gastropods having lamellar gills covering the upper
surface of the lobes and back ; so Placobra'n-
choid (-koid) a., resembling or akin to the Placo-

branchia. Pla'coderm [Gr. Sippa skin] a., having
the skin encased in broad flat bony plates, as

certain fossil fishes ; of or belonging to the Placo-

dermata or Placodermi, an order of Palaeozoic

fishes having the head and pectoral region thus

protected; sb. one of the Placodermata; so Placo-

de'rmal, Placode'rmatons adjs. ;
Placode'rmoid

a., resembling the placoderms in form or structure.

Pla'codont [Gr. oSotis tooth] a., of or belonging
to the Placodontia, a division of fossil saurians

having thickly-set short flat palatal teeth ; sb.

(also Placodo -ntid), a reptile belonging to the

Placodontia; so Placondo'ntoid a., resembling the

placodonts in form or structure. Placoga'noid

[GANOID] a., of or pertaining to the Placoganoidei,
a division of fossil Devonian fishes, having the

head and part of the body protected by large

ganoid plates ; si., a fish of the Placoganoidei ;

also Placoganoi'dean a. and sb. Placo'phoran

[Gr. -(f>6pos bearing] a., of or pertaining to the

Placophora. a sub-order of molluscs, sometimes
118-2



FLACODINE.

made a primary division, comprising only the

CHITONS {Polyplacopkora} ; sb., one of the Flaco-

phora, a chiton ;
so Placo'phorous a.

1859-65 PAGE G?ol. Terms (tA. 2), *Placoderis,,.T)\-. Pan-
der's term for the bony-plated or bone-encased fishes of the Old
Red Sandstone. 1886 A. WINCH ELL Walks Geol. Field 239
The placoderm was destined to disappear with the Devonian

period. 1889 NICHOLSON & LVDEKKER Palxont. (ed. 3) II.

looi Points in which the Siluroids resemble the *Placo-

dermatous Ganoids. Ibid.q-2\ It has. .been suggested, .that

the *Placodermoid Ganoids were closely related to the

Ascidian Invertebrates. 1859 OWEN in Encycl. Brit. (ed. 8)

XVII. 124 '2 The *placoganoid and ganoid, heterocercal and
notochordal fishes of the Devonian. 1862 DANA Man. Geol.

vii. 276 Placoganoids, having the body covered with plates
instead of scales, 187* W. S. SYMONDS Rec. Rocks vii. 254

During the latter part of the Silurian epoch the.. Placo-

anoids make their appearance.
Pla*codine. Alin. Also placodite. [ad. Ger.

ga

plakodin (A. Breithaupt 1841), f. Gr.

flat, cake-like, f. 7rAci, 7rAa- tablet, cake.] A
name given, on the supposition of its being a native

mineral, to an arsenide of nickel, Ni4 As2 ,
now

considered to be a furnace-product.
1856 Eng. Cycl. IV. 367/2 Placodine (Arseniuret of Nickel).

. .Primary form an oblique rhombic prism. 1886 CasselCs

Encycl. Diet.) Placodine, placodite.

Flacoid (plarkoid), a. and sb. Zool. [f. Gr.

7r\a, TrAatf- flat plate, tablet : see -oiD. Cf. F.

Placoides, in mod.L. form Platoidei, name given by
Agassiz, 1833, to certain fishes, on account of the

plate-like appearance of their scales. (The earliest

derivative in Eng, was app. placoidean.}]
A. adj.

1. Having the form of a plate ; applied to the

horny scales and tubercles of the Placoidei: see B.

1842 H. MILLER O. A". Sandst. iv. 73 One kind of scale,
for instance the Placoid or broad-plated scale, is found to

characterize all the cartilaginous fishes of Cuvier except the

sturgeon. 1870 ROLLESTOH Anim. Life Introd. 68 The
dermal exo-skeleton may take the form of..placoid or spiny
dentinal formations. iSlJo GUNTHKR Fishes 349 Very young
individuals possess a series of small

'

placoid
'

spines.
1888

ROLLESTON & JACKSON Anim. Life 411 The primitive form
[of the exoskeleton] occurs.. in the shape of dermal teeth

(placoid scales', similar in structure and development to

oral teeth.

2. Having placoid scales
;
of or pertaining to the

Placoidei: see B.

1847 Nat. Encycl. I. 136 A genus of fossil Placoid fishes.

1851 RICHARDSON Geol. (1855) 275 The first order, or Placoid,
..have the skin irregularly covered with plates of enamel,
sometimes large, as in the rays, sometimes reduced to small

points, as in the sharks. 1880 GUNTHER Fis/tes 21 The dis-

tinctions between, .placoid and ganoid fishes are vague.
B. s&. A fish of the division Pfacoidei, contain-

ing the sharks and rays, distinguished by having the

skin protected by irregularly disposed bony scales,
sometimes bearing spines.
1854 H. MILLER Sch. fy Schm. xxi. (1858) 473 The mere

detached teeth and spines of placoids. i873DAWSON Earth
fy Man v. 96 The Placoids or shark -like fishes.

Hence Placoi dal a. rare
;
Flacoi'dean a. and sb.

1836 BUCKLAND Geol. $ Min. I. xiii. 269 note^ Placoidians.
..Fishes of this Order are characterized by having their

skin covered irregularly with plates of enamel [etc.]. Ibid.

283 Genera of the first and second orders (Placoidean and
- Ganoidian).. ceased suddenly. 1845 R. CHAMBERS Vestiges
(ed. 4) 207 When fishes came, the first forms were those

ganoidal and placoidal types which correspond with the early
foetal condition of higher orders. 1849 SMART Diet. Suppl.,
Placoideans.

Placquart, obs. form of PLACARD.

Placque, variant of PLAQUE.

l|Flacula(pl3e'kittla). BioL [mod.L., dim. from
Gr. wAa, -n\a.K- tablet, plate.] Name for the

embryo of Calcispongiaz at that stage in its develop-
ment when it has the form of a plate or disk.

Hence Fla-cular, Pla'culate odjs^ having the form
of a placula.
1884 A. HYATT in Proc. BostonSoc. Nat. Hist. XXIII. 89

The primitive differentiation of the placula into two layers
is established in what we have designated the diploplacula.
Ibid. 97 The embryo of Calcispongiae is also a placula until

the same stage. Ibid. 150 A full-grown, primitive, placu-
late form. 1895 Syd. Soc. Lex., Placular,..Placnlate.

Plad, Pladding, obs. ff, PLAID, PLAIDING.

-j-Pladding, ? variant ofplatting; PLAITING.
a i7xi KEN Dnmonet Poet. Wks. 1721 IV. 505 The Garlands

are begun of Pladding fine, Our Wedding-clothes are made,
which richly shine.

Pladge, obs. Sc. variant of PLEDGE.
Pladman, var. of PLAIDMAN, Highlander.
II Plafond (plafon). Arch. Also 7 platfound,

7-9 platftmd, 8 plaffond. [F. plafond (^plat-
fond) a ceiling (1559 in Hatz.-Darm.), f. plat flat

+ fond bottom.]
1. A ceiling, either flat or vaulted; usually as

enriched with paintings ; hence, a painting executed
on a ceiling, f In plafond : on the ceiling.
1664 EVELYN tr. Frearfs Archit. n. ix. no Also they do

rarely well about Platfonds and upon Ground-works. 1670
LASSELLS Voy. Italy I. 87 The roof. .is all guilt, and set

with curious pictures in Platfound. 1705 Jos. TAYLOR
*Journ. Edinb. (1903) 37 The plaffond is handsomely painted.

1714 STEICLE Lover No. 33 (1723) 192 The whole Plafond
or Ceiling. 1801 FUSLU in Lect. Paint, ii. (1848) 398 The
platfonds, panels, and cupolas, of palaces and temples. 1835

932

WILLIS Pencilling^ xiii. 102 Naked female figures fill

every plafond.
2. (See quots.)
1723 CHAMBERS tr. Le Clerc's Treat. Archit. I. 52 The

Plafond or Soffit of the Cornice. 1842-76 GWILT Art/lit.

Gloss., Plafond or Plat/ondt
. . also the underside of the pro-

jection of the larmier of the cornice ; generally any sofite.

llFlaga (pl^'ga). Zool. [L. plaga blow,

stroke, wound, stripe, a. Or. 7^17777, Doric ir\dyd

blow, stroke.] A stiipe of colour.

1826 KIRBV & Sr. Entomol. IV. xlvi. 286 Plaga... A long
and large spot. 1895 Syd. Soc. Lex.

t Plaga^. .also Zool. t
a

I stripe of colour.

Plagal (pU'*gal), a. A/its, [ad. med.L. pla-

galis (whence It. plagale, F., Ger./A^a/), f. med.

L. plaga the plagal mode (Du Cange), app. a

back-formation from med.L. plagiits, a. med. Gr.

n\aytos plagal (wAd'yios i?xos a plagal mode), in

class. Gr. 'oblique*, f. v\dyos side. (Cf. Ger.

Seitcnlon a plagal mode.)]
a. In Gregorian Music

^ Applied to those eccle-

siastical modes which have their sounds comprised
between the dominant and its octave, the final

being near the middle of the compass, b. Plagal
cadence : that form of perfect cadence in which the

chord of the subdominant (major or minor) imme-

diately precedes that of the tonic. In both senses

opposed to AUTHENTIC.
1597 MORLEY Introd. A?ns. Annot., Euery song., which in

the middle hath an eight aboue the finall keye, is of an
autenticall tune; if not it is a plagall. 1609 DOULAND
Qrnitk. Microl. 13 Euery Song in the beginning, rising

straight beyond the final Note to a FJft, is Authenticall :

but that which fals straight way to a Third, or a Fourth,
vnder the finall Key, is Plagall. 1796 BURNEY Mem. Meta-
stasio III. 197 If you find yourself involved in the difficulties

of the Plagal tones, I am not among the Authentic. 1836
i Penny Cycl. VI. 99/2 There is another kind of Cadence, to

, which the name Plagal is given. 1875 OUSELEY Harmony
\ xiii. 154 If the piece is serious and solemn . . it is usual,

especially in sacred pieces, to add to it a plagal cadence.

1880 ROCKSTKO in Grove Diet. Mns. II. 760/2 S. Gregory
added to these Modes four others, directly derived from them,
and hence called Plagal Modes.

Plagard(e, plagart, obs. forms of PLACARD.

Plagate (pl^'gA), a. ZooL [f. L. plaga (see

above) + -ATE 1
.] Having a plaga or plaga.

1

;

marked with a streak or streaks.

1890 in Cent. Diet.

t Plage 1
. Obs. Also 4 plaag, 6 plague, [a.

I OF. plage region (1290 in Hatz.-Darm.) : late L.

plagia (see Du Cange) a plain, shore, prop. adj.

{plctgia regio}, {.plaga a region. So It. piaggia.
Hatz.-Darm. take }>/ in the sense

'

littoral tract, shore
'

to represent jtAwMC,DUt in the sense '

region, extent of land
'

to be a learned formation from//.]
1. A region, district, clime; sometimes, a zone.
1 1386 CHAUCER Man of Law's T. 445 Payens that con-

quereden al aboute The plages of the North. 1432-50 tr.

|
Higdcn (Rolls) II. 53 The prouince Lindeseience, whiche

i longede somme tyme to the Marches, dothe diuide North-
umbrelonde from that other plage, a 1548 HALL Chron.

t

Hen. yfiBs King Henry, .nesteled and strengthend him
I
and his alyes in the North regions and boreal plage. 1586

j

MARLOWE ist Pt. Tainburl. iv. iv, From the frozen plage of
i Heaven. 1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage vm. i. 602 A Plage,
i plagued with scorching heats.

2. Any one of the four principal directions or

quarters of the compass; direction, side.

1382 WVCLIF Ezek. vii. 2 Ende cometh vp on the foure

plagis,
or parties, of the erthe [1388 on foure coostis of the

i tond]. c 1391 CHAUCER Astrol. i. 5 The 4 quarters of thin

astrelabie, deuyded after the 4 principals plages or quarters
of the firmament. 1431-50 tr. Higdett (Rolls) I. 115 The
mownte off Caluarye is at the northe plage of the mownte of

Syon. 1501 DOUGLAS Pal. Hon. \. 195 Ane dyn I hard

approching . . Quhilk mouit fra the plague Septentrionall.

1590 Serpent of Devis. Cj, A large Commit [= cometj of

stremes, whose branches reacht on the foure plagues on the
firmament. 1652 J. WRIGHT tr. Camus Nat. Paradox vii.

151 Heavens alter the motion of your Sphears,and thou Sun
. .go take thy Resting-place in the Orientall plage.

3. One of the divisions or parts of a church,

esp. a transept, rare.

[c 1114 GAUF. DE COLDINGHAM in Scriptores Tres Dnnelm.
(Surtees) IT Ad orientalem ejusdem ecclesix plagctm [i.e.

the triapsidal east end].] 1593 Rites of Durham (Surtees

1903) 23 Hee lyeth buryed ..in the north plage. Ibid. 30
Johne Hemmyngbrowghe..lieth buried in the south plage.

t Plage 2
. Obs. rare 1

. Also plague, [ad. L.

plaga net, snare.] A net, snare, toil.

1608 TOPSELL Serpents 273 Spyders. .hang their threds in

ayre aboue, By plages [1658 plagues] vnseene to th' eye of

man. [Here Mm/rand//<*F<^seemto be erroneously trans-

posed. The Latin rendered is: Sed Hcits hinc densioribus

plagas In acre appendunt.]

Plage, obs. form of PLAGUE, PLEDGE.

Plageat, -et, -ette, obs. forms of PLEDGET.

Plager, ? error for plaget, PLEDGET, pad, plug.
1656 RIDCLEV Pract. Physick 164 Wet the bands and

plagers in Oxycratum. Ibid. 167 He sprinkled the Plagers
with Oxycratum and red wine.

fPlagia-rian, a. Obs. rare. [f. as PLAGIARY
+ -AN.] Of or pertaining to plagiaries or man-
tealera,

1656 BLOUNT Glossogr.^ Plagiarian Law (plagiaria Ux\
a law made against these men [plagiaries], &c. 1706
PHILLIES, Plagiarian^ as The Plagiarian Law; a Law made
against Plagiaries.

PLAGIARY.

Plagia*rical, a. rare. [f. as PLAGIARY + -ICAL.]
= PLAGIARISTIC.

1887 HALLIWELL Shaks. (ed. 7) II. 281 Without incurring
the smallest risk of a plagiarical imputation,

Plagiarism (pl^dgiariz'm). [f. as PLAGIARY
+ -ISM.]
1. The action or practice of plagiarizing; the

wrongful appropriation or purloining, and publica-
tion as one's own, of the ideas, or the expression of

the ideas (literary, artistic, musical, mechanical,

etc.) of another.
1611 UP. MOUNTAGU Diatribx 23 Were you afraid to bee

challenged for plagiarisme"? 1716 M. DAVIES A then. Brit.

II. To Rdr. 46 A good Plea to any Charge of Plagiarism or

Satyrism. 1753 JOHNSON Adventurer No. 95 rq Nothing.,
can be more unjust than to charge an author with plagiarism
merely because he.. makes his personages act as others in

like circumstances have done. 1820 HAZLITT Led. Dram.
Lit. 257 If an author is once detected in borrowing, he will

be suspected of plagiarism ever after. 1861 BUCKLE Civiliz.

II. vi. 542 A certain unity of design which is inconsistent

with extensive plagiarism.
2. A purloined idea, design, passage, or work.

1797 Monthly Mag. III. 260 He found the. .song, .to be
* a most flagrant plagiarism from Handel*. 1850 MAURICE
Mar. fy Met. P/iilos. (ed. 2) I. 98 A Thaumaturgist whom they
had created., to convince the world that the Christian church
was a plagiarism. 1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) I. p. xx, They
are full of plagiarisms, inappropriately borrowed.

Plagiarist (pl^'d^iarist). [f.
PLAGIARY +

-IST.] One who plagiarizes ;
one who is guilty of

plagiarism.
1674 R. GODFREY //. # Ab. Physic 56 The Author (..I

should say the Collector or Plagiarist). 1779 SHERIDAN
Critic i. i, A dexterous plagiarist., might takeout some of

the best things in my tragedy, and put them into his own
comedy. 1822 HAZLITT Table-t. Ser. n. v. (1869) 123 The

Poorest
of all plagiarists, the plagiarists of words. 1866-7

IARING-GOULD Cur. Myths Mid. Ages, Antichr. $ Pope
Joan (1894) 172 The story spread among the mediaeval

chroniclers, who were great plagiarists.

Hence Plagiari'stic a.
3 characteristic of a pla-

giarist ; pertaining to or characterized by pla-

giarism ; whence Plagiari'stically adv.

1821 WAINEWRIGHT Ess. % Crit. (1880) 150 The whole series

was cold, commonplace, and plagiaristic. 1823 Blackw.

Mag. XIII, 93 They .. have very unhandsomely and pla-

gianstically anticipated my own original lucubrations. 1838
Fraser's Mag. XVIII. 545 There is risk. .in any or all of

these plagiaristic devices.

Plagiarize (pl^'d^iarsiz), v. [f. PLAGIARY +

-IZE.]
1. trans. To practise plagiarism upon ; to take

and use as one's own the thoughts, writings, or

inventions of another. (With the thing, rarely
the person, as object.)

1716 M. DAVIES At/ten. Brit. III. Diss. Physick 29 Manlo
or Daphnes, Tiresias the Priest's Daughter, who writ or

paraphras'd in such excellent Strains, some of the.. Oracles
at the Temple of the Delphians, that they were worth to be

plagiariz'd by Homer himself. 1822 Blackw. Mag. XII.

783, I do not mean to say that they are plagiarized {let me
com the word, for I do not like to say stolen) from Miss Lee.

1830 TENNYSON Talking Oak v, For oft I talk'd with him

apart, And told him of my choice, Until he plagiarised a

heart, And answer *d with a voice. 1888 G. A. SCHRUMPF in

Athenaeum 25 Feb. 243/^2 Mr. Kirby.. seeks to create the

impression that I plagiarized Ujfalvy.
2. intr. To practise or commit plagiarism.
183* LYTTON Eugene A. i. vi, I cannot plagiarise.. from

any scholastic designs you might have been giving vent to.

1863 Blockiv. Mag. Sept. 279 Little wits that plagiarise are

but pickpockets : great wits that plagiarise are conquerors.
Hence Pla^fflariza'tion = PLAGIARISM i

; Pla*-

giarizer = PLAGIARIST.

1839 Frasers Mag. XX. 413 Plagiarizers. .have.. stolen

their thoughts. 1884 Athenaeum 3 May 575/3 Nodiiect
. .plagiarization from his German model.

Plagiary (pte'-daiari), $b. and a. [ad. L.//a-

giarius one who abducts the child or slave of

another, a kidnapper; a seducer; also (Mart. i.

53- 9) a literary thief. Cf. late L. plagium kid-

napping, plagiare to kidnap. So K. plagiaire

(i6th c.) a
plagiarist]

A. sb. fl. A kidnapper, a man-stealer. Obs.

1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage in. iii. 199 In the time of his.,

childnood, he was oy some Plagiary stolne away from his

friends. 1626 H. KING Serm. Deliverance 46 How many
be there, .that, like Plagiaries, make it their trade to hunt
and catch men? 1697 BP. PATRICK Comm. Exod. xx. 16

No Israelite would buy him, and therefore such Plagiaries
sold him to Men of other Nations.

2. = PLAGIARIST.
1601 B. JONSON Poetaster iv. iii, Why? the ditt' is all

borrowed; 'tis Horaces: hang him plagiary. 1649 JER.
TAYLOR Gt. Exemp. i. Ad Sect. viii. 119 He that is a

Plagiary of others titles or offices, and dresses himself with

their beauties. 1676 LISTER in Ray'sCorr.(\'&&) 125, I am
glad you have discoveied those authors to be plagiaries.

1758 JOHNSON Idler No. 85 r 7 Compilers and plagiaries
are encouraged, who give us again what we had before.

1855 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. xix. IV. 354 Blount was one
of the most unscrupulous plagiaries that ever lived.

3. = PLAGIARISM i
; literary theft.

[Cf.
-AST B* I.]

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseitd. Ep. 22 Plagiarie had not its

nativitie with printing, but began in times when thefts were

difficult. 1688 G. LANGBAINE (title} Momus Triumphans:
or, the Plagiaries ofthe English Stage ; Expos'd in a catalogue
of all the Comedies, Opera's,. .&c. 1775 SHERIDAN Rivals

Pref., My first wish in attempting a play was to avoid every

appearance of plagiary. 1880 SWINBURNE Study bhaks* 52



PLAQIARYSHIP. 933 PLAGUE.
No parasitic rhymester .. ever uttered a more parrot-like
note of plagiary.

b. = PLAGIARISM 2.

1677 E. BROWNE Trav, Germ, etc. 108 Hoping to find

better Markets for their Plagiaries and Depredations. 1818

HOBHOUSE Hist. lUitslr. (eu. 2) 415 The plagiaries, if they
may so be called, are inserted with considerable taste and
effect. 1865 Athcn&um 13 May 658/1 Their attitudes, .are

..not plagiaries.

4. Comb., as plagiary-like adj. or adv.
1662 KVELYN C/takogr. v. 117 Taken out of the prints of

Albert Durer. .not for want of invention and plagiary like.

B. adj. fl. Kidnapping, man-stealing. rarc~ l
.

1673 E. BROWNE Trav, (1685) 49 Some [fell into that condi-

tion] by Treachery, some by Chance of War; others by
Plagiary and Man-stealing Tartars.

f2. That plagiarizes ; plagiarizing. Obs.

1597-8 BP. HALL Sat. iv, ii. 84 Alike to thee as lieve As. .

an hos ego from old Petrarch's spright Unto a plagiary
sonnet wright. 1620 //on. Mar, Clergy i. 26 The
plagiary priest, hauing stolne this whole passage., verbatim
out of Bellarmine. i66a STILUNGFL. Orig. Sacr. n. v. 2

This was the Plagiary Prophet.
3. Obtained by plagiarism ; plagiarized. ? Obs.
1681 COLVIL \VkigsSupplic,(\T$\} 14 Nought.. but plagiary

stuff, By which they purchase praise and money. 1796
MORSK Amer. Geog. I. 561 A quadrant, by Mr. Godfrey,
called by the plagiary name of Hadley's quadrant. 1820
Hermit in London IV, 162 Second-hand puns and plagiary
remarks.

Hence Pla'jfiaryship, the function or action of

a plagiarist, plagiarism.
a 1661 FULLER Worthies m. Warwick. (1662) 128 Rider

after Thomas his death, set forth his Dictionary, the same
in effect, under his own Name,., being but little disguised
with any Additions, Such Plagiary-ship ill becometh Authors
or Printers.

Pla'giat. rare 1
, [ad. law L. plagidtus kid-

napping, f. late L. plagiare to kidnap. So F.

plagiat (1762 in Did. Acad.}.] Man-stealing, kid-

napping.
1809 J. ADAMS Wks. (1854) IX. 316 The impressment of

seamen . . is no better than what civilians call plagiat',
a crime

punishable with death by all civilized nations.

Plagiator (pl^'d^i^ta.!). rare. [b.'L.plagidlor

kidnapper, f. plagiare : see prec.J PLAGIARIST.
1889 U. B. ANDERSON tr. Rydbergs Tent. Mythai. 51 The

poet Homer in his works was a mere plagiator. 1889
JACOBS sEsop n Ademar forgets his role of plagiator.

Plagihedral (pLrkl^brdral, -he'dral), a.

Cryst. Also plagiedral. [f. PLAGI(O- -f Gr. i'Spa

seat, base.] Having certain faces obliquely situ-

ated ; also said of such faces.

1805-17 R. JAMESON Char. Min. (ed. 3) 212 [A crystal is

saidtobe]Plagihedral..when it has facets which are situated

obliquely. a 1853 PERKIRA/V./,^/ (1854)257-8 In that form
of quartz termed by \\.a.\\y plagiedral . ., it has been found
that when the unsymmetrtcal or plagiedral faces lean to the

right, the polarization is right-handed, and, vice versa. 1895
STOKY-MASKELYNE Crystallogr. 316 A crystal of quartz.,
will, if right-handed, present on three alternate quoins at
each end of the prism plagihedral faces arranged in the form
of a right-handed screw.

Plagio- (pl<?''d3i0-, plce-gi0-) before a vowel or /:

plagi-, comb, form, repr. Or. vXcryio? oblique,

slanting, f. uAtryos side. Flagiocli'nal a. [Gr.
KXiv-ttv to incline], applied to mountain structure,
when the strike of the rock runs across the axis of

elevation. Pla'ffiodont a. [Gr. oSotiy tooth], having
the palatal teeth set obliquely or in converging
lines, as in some serpents. Pla'giograph. [-GRAPH],
an instrument for reproducing a plan, diagram, etc.,

in a position at a given angle from the original.
1879 CALLAWAY in Geol. Ma%. VI. 221 A plagioclinal axis

is not necessarily Precambrian, but its transverse strike
should suggest inquiry. 1890 Cent. Diet., Plagiodont.
1895 in Syd. Soe. Lex.

Flagiocephalic (pl^d^s/iK-lik), a. [f.

PLAGIO- + Gr. Kt<pa\ri head + -ic.]
a. Anthropol. (See quot.)

1874 BUSK in Jrnl. Anthrop. Inst. III. 90 note, Linnaeus's
term plagiocephalic is emphatically descriptive of the more
common form of American skull, and may be conveniently
used to distinguish the broad head, with flattened forehead,
so characteristic of the greater part of the American races.

b. Path. Characterized by plagiocephaly.
1878 BAKTLEV tr. Topinards Anthrop. v. 178 The obliquely

oval or plagiocephalic deformity. 1888 Sytf. Sac. Lex. t

Idiocy i plagiocephalic',
. . one of Shuttleworth's divisions in-

cluding idiots with heads so distorted that the features lie

in an oblique plane.
So Plagioce-phalous = prec.b ; Plagioce-phaly,

oblique deformity of the skull, consisting in the

greater development of the anterior part on one
side and of the posterior part on the other.

1890 Cent. Diet., Plagiocephalous, Plagiocephaly. 1895
Syd. Soc. Lex., Plagioccphaions,.. \\a\\ng the skull awry;
the result of asymmetrical development, and the premature
synostosis of the frontal with one of the parietal bones.
Ibid.

t Plagiocephaly\ the condition of being plagioccphalous.

Plagiocitrite(pl(.
r
id.5W|si'trait). Min. [Named

1879, * PLAGIO- + L. citrus citron + -ITE 1.J A hy-
drous sulphate of aluminium and other bases, found
in monoclinic or triclinic lemon-yellow crystals.
1886 in Casselfs EncycL Diet. 1893 DANA Min. led. 6) 975.

Plagioclase (pl^'d;5i<?,kl's). Min. [Named
1847,7. PLAGIO- + Gr. Aa<m fracture, cleavage.]
(See quot. 1868.)

1868 DANA Min. (ed. 5) Suppl. 802
Plagioclase, Breit-

haupt's name for the group of triclinic feldspars, the two
prominent cleavage directions in which are oblique to one
another. 1879 RUTLEY Stud. Rocks x. or In the case of

plagioclase the crystals exhibit numerous bands of different

colours. 1903 GKIKIE Text Bk. Gcot. (ed. 4) I. u. 200 The
Plagioclase rocks.

Plagioclastic (-klse'stik),^. Min. [f. PLAGIU-
+ Gr. ACUJT-OS broken, cloven + -ic.] Having
oblique cleavage. Opp. to OBTHOCLASTIC.
1869 GEIKIE mJdi*&. Geol. Soc. Jrnl. II. 5 Plagioclastic

felspars. 1879 RUTI.KY Stud. Rocks x. 91 The plagioclastic
..or those in which the cleavage planes intersect at angles
other than 90. 1895 Syd* Soc. Lex.

t Plagioclastic^ breaking
obliquely.

Plagipnite (pl^'d^nsit). Min. [ad. G. pla-
gionit (G. Rose 1833), f. Gr. jrAtryto?, -ov oblique
+ -ITE 1.] A sulphide of lead and antimony occur-

ring in monoclinic thick tabular crystals of a
blackish grey colour.

1835 Thomsons Records Gen. Scl. I. 271 Plagionit^ The
crystals of this mineral belong to the oblique rectangular
prismatic system of Beudant. 1866 WATTS Diet. Chcm.
IV. 661 Plagionite, a sulphantimonite of lead occurring at
Wolfsberg in the Hartz.

Plagiostome (pl^'d^st^m), sl>. (a.) [a.

K. plagiostome^ f. PLAGIO- + Gr. arvpa mouth.]
A member of the Plagiostomi, cartilaginous fishes,

including the sharks and rays, which have the mouth

placed transversely beneath the snout.

1842 BRANDF. Diet. Sc. etc., Plagiostomes^ a tribe of Carti-

laginous fishes. 1859 OWEN in Encycl. Brit. (ed. 81 XVII.
117/2 Affinities with the Cestracion amongst existing Plagio-
stoines. 1860 COUCH Brit. FisJies I. 5 [The Sharks and]
their kindred chondropterygians or plagiostomes the Rays.
1881 GUNTHER in Encycl. Brit. XII. 667/1 No detached
undoubted tooth of a Plagiostome .. has been discovered
in the Ludlow deposits.

b. attrib. or adj. Plagiostomous.
1835 K. WILLIS in Toad's Cyc I, Anat. I. 115/1 The carti-

laginous plagiostome fishes.

So Flagiosto'matons (rare], Plagio'stomous
fuijs.) of or pertaining to the plagiostomes ; having
the mouth situated transversely beneath the snout.

1858 MAYNI-: Expos. Le.t:, /Va^v/0m*tf,..plagiostomous.
1859 OWEN in Encycl. Brit. (ed. 8) XVII. 116/1 A genus of

plagiostomous cartilaginous fishes called Onckus. 1881
SEELEY in Cassell's Nat. Hist. V. 38 The Rays form the
second division of the Plagiostomous fishes. 1890 Cent. Dictn
Plagiostomatous.

Plagiotropic (pUtytoitoifpUOi a. Bot. [f.

PLAGIO- + Gr. rpomKos inclined, f. rpoiros turning.]
Said of members or organs of plants, the two
halves of which react differently to the influences

of light, gravitation, and other external forces, and
which therefore take up an oblique position : opp.
to ORTHOTROPIC. Hence Plaffiotro-picallyarfy.;
Flagio tropism, the condition or character of

being plagiotropic.
1882 VINES tr. Sac/is Bot. App. 954 Sachs points put
..that most monosymmetrical or bilaterally symmetrical
organs present .. dorsal and ventral halves .. of different
internal structure.. .When this is the case the two halves
react differently to external forces (light, gravity, etc.) and
the organ is, according to his terminology, plagiotropic,..
some polysymmetrical organs are plagiotropic also. 1886

Physiol. Plants 502 The plagiotropism of dorsiventral

organs, such as shoots and leaves,. . is the resultant expres-
sion of the effect of light and of gravity upon them, pro-
moted, in many cases, by their own weight.

HPlagium (pl^'dgitfm). {L.plagiuw kidnap-
ping: see PLAGIARY.]
1. Civil Law. Kidnapping, man-stealing.
1577 tr. Bullingers Decades (1592) 395 Now they commit

the offence called Plagium, that is to saie, manstealing.
1678 T. JONES Heart <$ its Right Sov. 340 Such depreda-
tions and reprisals, and plagiums. 1797 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3)
IX. 454/2 In the civil law, the offence of spiriting away and
stealing men and children, which was called plagium^. .was

punished with death. 1815 SCOTT Guy M. lyi,

' Pardon me
',

said Pleydell, 'it \&plagium t and f/agium is felony'.

f2. PLAGIARISM i and 2. Obs.
a 1619 FOTHEKBY Atheom. Pref. (1622) 8 Neither their

writings shalbe prejudiced by mine, nor mine thought a

Plagium out of theirs. 1673 B. OLEY Pref. to Jackspns
Wks., I shame not to tell this because I think it \\Qplagiittn.

PlagOSe (plages), a. [ad. L. plagos-ust f.

plaga a stroke : see -OSE.] Inclined to ifog, fond
of flogging {humorous}.
1868 M. COLLINS Siveet Anne Page I. 23 Miss Harriet's

plagose propensity. 1875 Front Midnight to Midn, III.

ix. 160 His preceptor, plagose and stern.

So Plagfo*sity, inclination to flog.
a 1619 FOTHERBY Atheom. i. xv. 4 (1622) 161 His notable

tyranny and plagosity.

Plague (pl#g),J& Forms; 4plaage, 4-7 plage,
6 plag, Sc. plagge, plaig, 6- plague, (7 plauge),
[ME./&gv, a. OF. plage (i4thc.),//^^(i5th c.)

stroke, wound, ad. L. plaga stroke, wound (
=

Doric Gr. n^dya, Attic n\rjyrj. stroke, blow), in late

L. plague, pestilence, infection (Vulgate), f. root

plag~ of L. plangerC) Gr. w^yvvvat, ir\r)afftiv to strike.

QY.ptage and plague were learned formations on L. plaga,
the phonetic descendant of which wasjVa/t' wound.]
f 1. A blow, a stroke ; a wound, Obs.

1382 WYCLIF
Esefi. xxiv. 16, Y take fro thee the desyrable

thing of thin eyen in plage [gloss prwoundc, Vulg. inplaga^
1611 with a stroke). Luke xii. 47 Forsothe thilke ser-

uaunt that knew the wille of his lord . . schal be betun with

many woundis [v. r. plagis, or woundUJ- c 1400 Lanfranc's
Cirurg. 31 Plage comounly is taken for an oold wounde.
1538 POLE in Strype .(.-<;/. Mem. I. App. Ixxxiii. 208 You say,
I make many plagues, but lay little or no salve to heal them
. . In very deed I make never a plage, .when I discover those
that be made already.
2. An affliction, calamity, evil, 'scourge*; esp. a

visitation of divine anger or justice, a divine punish-
ment; often witfc reference to

; the ten plagues' of

Egypt.
1382 WYCLIF Rev. ix. 18 Of tlies thre plagis the thridde

paart of men is slayn, of tijr, and of smoke, and of brunston.
Ibid. xvi. 21 Men blasfemeden God for the plage of hayl.
1432-50 tr. Higdcn (Rolls) II. 329 Egipte wa> smyten with
x. plages and diseases. 1513 DOUGLAS SEneis xn. viii. 23
As tlie bub or plaig of fell tempest, . . Drivls by fors throw
the sey to the land. 1535 COVERDALE Exod. ix. 14 Let
my people go,.. els wyll I at this tyme sende all my plages
[WYCUF veniaunces]. .vpon thy people. 1540-54 CKOKK/V.
(Percy Soc.) 43 From all plagssafe thy house shalbe. 1548-9
(Mar.) Bk. Com. Prayer, Forfayre wether, This plague of

rayne and waters. 1600 HAMILTON mCVi//f.7Vac/atar(S.T.S.)
245 God of his mercie reinoue thir plagges from yow al. 1607
HIEHON Wks. I. 452 Sometime the plage lighteth vpon him,
which Dauid prayed for vpon his enemies. 1774 GOLDSM.
Nat. IHst. (1776) VII. 346 The inhabitants turn what seems
a plague to their own advanta5e. Locusts are eaten. 1847
GKOTE Greece 11. xiii. III. 238 A plague of gnats. 1855 MAC-
AULAY Hist. Eng. .\ii. III. 216 The plague of the brass money.

b. In weakened sense; Anything causing trouble,

annoyance, or vexation; a nuisance ; colloq. trouble.

1604 E. G[RIMSTONE] D'Acosta's Hist. Indies v. xxv. 400
In the province of Chiquito, even at tliis day they meete
with this plague of Confessors or Ychuris. 1754 RICHARDSON
Grandison II. xvii. 181 She has her plagues in giving me
plague. 1818 SCOTT Hrt. Midi, xxvi, Deil a brute or body
about my house but I can manage when I like. . ; but I can
seldom beat the plague, c 1825 Houlston Juvenile Tracts
xviii. Imag. Troubles y She disliked stiles, she found it such
a plague to get over them. 1852 MRS. STOWE Uncle Tom's
C. ix, The plague of the thing is, nobody could drive a

carriage there to-night but me. 1855 DEI.AMER Kitch. Card.
(1861) 92 Spinach is an annual, whose tendency to run to

seed in dry weather makes it the plague of the gardener.
c. Applied to a person or animal (in serious, or

in weakened sense : cf. b).
1551 ROCINSON tr. Mare's Utop. i. (1895) 53 That one

couctous and vnsatiable cormaraunte and verye plnge of his

natyue contrey. 1560 DAUS tr. Slcidanes Comm. 77 Speak -

ynge here .. of the Cardinall of Yorke, he calleth hym the

plage of Englande. 1697 DKYDEN l''irg, Georg. in. 237 This

flying Plague (to mark its quality); Qestros the Grecians
call : Asylus, we. 1707 Reflex, upon Ridicule \\. 369 What
a Plague to Society is a Man who has written a Book. i88r
' RITA

'

MyLady Coquette ii, Arthur, you plague, why don't

you find something to do?
3. A general name for any malignant disease

with which men or beasts are stricken.

fa. An individual affliction or disease, Obs.
In Bible translations used, after plaga of the Vulgate, for

the '
infliction

'

of leprosy, and also in the 1611 version for

the external diseased spots.
1382 WYCLIF Lev. xiii. 2 A man in whos skyline and flesh

were sprongun dyuerse colour, or bleyne, other eny thing

li^tyng, that is to seie, a plaage of lepre, he shal be brou^t
forth to Aaron. 1460-70 Bk. Quintessence 24 pese plagis of

pestilence bat ben vncurable. 1526 TINDALK Mark v. 29
She felt in her body that she was healed off the plage. 1611

BlBLB Lev. xiii. 3 The Priest shall looke on the plague in

the skinne of the flesh: and when the haire in the plague
is turned white, and the plague in sight be deeper then
the skin of his flesh, it is a plague ofleprosie. 1672 JOSSELYN
New Eng. Rarities 3 That sad Disease called there the

Plague of the Back, but with us Entpieina.
b. esp. An infectious disease or epidemic attended

with great mortality ; a pestilence,

1548-9 [see 4). 1552 Bk. Com. Prayer (Heading of

prayer), In the tyme of any common plague or sickeness.

1697 DKYDEN Virg.Georg. HI. 722 From the vicious Air, and

sickly Skies, A Plague did on the dumb Creation rise. 1738
WESLEY Psalms xci. v, Nor to thy healthful Dwelling
shall Any infectious Plague draw nigh. 1807 Med. Jrnl.
XVII. 338 Instructions how to communicate and to treat

this plague [small-pox]. 1866 [see CATTLE-PLAGUE]. 1871
NAPHEYS/VW. tyCure Di$. i. viii. 246 The famous 'plagues ',

which ravaged Europe, were forms of typhus fever. 1887
T. F. TOUT in Diet. Nat. Biog. IX. 414/1 The 'yellow

plague
1

which was then [an. 664] devastating Northumbria.

c. spec. The plague : the oriental or bubonic

plague. (Cf. PEST i.)

[1564 Reg. Privy Council Scot. I. 279 The plaig of the

pestilence maist vehementlie regnis in Danskin.] 1601 DOL-
MAN La Primaud. Fr. Acad. (1618) III. 802 Their sharpe
Juice is very good against the plague. i6xs WOODALL Snrg.
Mate Wks. (1653) 323 The Plague is a disease venomous and
contagious. 1665 PEPYS Diary 22 July, His servant died

a bubo on his right groine, and two spots on his right thigh,
which is the plague. 1722 DE FOE Plague i It was about
the beginning of September, 1664, that I .. heard .. that the

plague was returned again in Holland. 1799 Med. jfritl. I.

411 No nation was ever long engaged in a war with the

Turks without taking the plague. 1841 LANE Arab. Nts. I.

61 Some Muslims even shut themselves up during the preva-
il

by the absence of any true rash, and by the development of

buboes and carbuncles.

d. In imprecations: A plague take, plague on,

upon, of, may a pestilence or mischief take or light

upon ; also in exclamations of impatience : What
the (a] plague, hoiv the plague. Cf. PKST i b,

PESTILENCE 4, Pox, etc.

a 1566 EDWARDS Damon % Pythias in Hail. DodsUy IV. 102
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A plague take Damon and Pithias ! 1591 SHAKS. Rom, fy

Jul. in. i. 94, I am hurt. A plague a both the Houses.

1596 i Hen. IV^ \\. ii. 39 What a plague meane ye to colt

me thus ? a. 1704 T. BROWN Sat.
Ifr. King Wks. 1730 1. 59

Now, what the plague becomes of jure divino? 1713 SWIKT

Frenzy y, Dennis Wks. 1755 III. 1. 143 Plague on't. I am
damnably afraid, ..he is mad in earnest. 1768 GOLDSM.
Good-n. Man iv. i, What the plague do you send me of

your fool's errand for? 1870 tr. Erckinann-Chatriaris
Waterloo 116 There he is come back worbe than ever

plague on him.

4. attrib. and Comb, (chiefly from 3 c) : a. Simple
attributive, as plague bacillus, botch, contagion,

corpuscle^ death , den, genii, infection, nurse
, patient,

scare, time, virus, year, etc.

1548-9 (Mar.) Bk. Com. Prayer, Communion of Sick,

Specially in the plague tyme. 1585 T. WASHINGTON tr.

Nicholays Voy. \\. viii. 41 That in the plague time no shippe
..do enter into their port. 1841 H. AINSWORTH Old St.

'

PauCs II. 154 A closed litter, .. evidently containing a

plague-patient. 1881 TYNDALL Floating Matter ofAir 12

Pasteur proved that the piague-corpuscles might be incipient
in the egg. 1891 C. CRF.IGHTON Hist. Epidemics 500 The
whole mortality was 452, of which by far the most were

plague-burials. Ibid. 362 The years 1545 and 1546 were also

plague-years in Scotland. 1898 Westm. Gaz. 28 Oct. 4/2
A plague officer, . .while on plague duty, lias been stoned to

death at Hindupur. 1898 P. MANSON Trof. Diseases viii.

163 Kitasato has stated that the plague bacillus perishes in

four days when dried on cover-glasses.
b. instrumental, objective, etc., as plague-be-

leaguered, -breeding, 'free, -infected, -poisoning,

-proof, -smitten, -stricken, -stuffed, etc., adjs.
i6oz -2nd Pt. Return fr. Parnass. iv. ii. 1699 A plague

stuffed Cloake-bagge of all iniquitie. a 1649 DRUMM. OF
HAWTH. Poems Wks. (1711) 34 Nor sword, nor famine, nor

plague-poisoning air. 1722 DE FOE Plague (1756) 265 The
People of London thought themselves so Plague-free now,
that they were past all Admonitions. 1844 DICKENS Mart.
C/tuz. xxxiii, As in a plague-beleaguered town. 1884 Pall
MallC. 19 Sept. 4/1 A plague-proof variety has alone sur-
vived. 1897 Review ofRcu. 5 The rinderpest . . introduced . .

by plague-smitten cattle. 1898 P. MANSON Trop. Diseases
viii. 151 He found in the soil forming the floor of plague-
haunted houses.. a bacterium.

c. Special combinations: plague-bill, an official

reliun of the deaths caused by the plague in any
district ; plague-cake, an amulet worn as a pro-
tection against the plague ; plague-house, a house
marked as having inmates infected with the plague ;

plague-mark *= PLAGUE-SPOT i (Webster 1864) ;

plague pipe, a small clay pipe in which tobacco
was smoked as a disinfectant during the great

plague of 1665 ; plague pit, a deep pit for the

common burial of plague victims
; plague saint,

a saint especially invoked by those afflicted with
the plague ; -\ plague-stripe = PLAGUE-SPOT i ;

f plague -water, an infusion of various herbs and
roots in spirits of wine, of supposed efficacy against
the plague. See also PLAGUE-SORE, PLAGUE-SPOT.
1891 C. CRKIGHTON Hist. Epidemics 295 There are two

othtr *plague-bills extant, for August 1535. 1604 F. HERING
Mod. Defence Biv, Empoisoned Amulets, or *

Plague-cakes.
1665 PEPYS Diary 28 June, I observed several "plague houses
in King's Street. 1892 Daily Ne^vs 30 May 3/1 The small
'

'plague ',
or

*

elfin
'

pipes, as they are variously called, of
the time of the Restoration. 1901 Wcstm. Gaz. 22 May 8/2
Some '

Plague pipes ', so called owing to their being smoked
at the time of the great Plague of London, were excavated
at Hackney yesterday. 1841 H. AINSWORTH Old St. Pattys

local *plague-saints, Sebastian and Rocco. 1713 SPKEGNELL
in Phil. Trans. XXVIII. 124 Vibices, or *Plague-Stripes,
were infallible Signs of Death. 1665 PKPYS Diary 20 July,
My Lady Carteret did this day give me a bottle of *plague-
water home with me. 1^27-41 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v. Water,
Plague-Water, Aqua epidemica, is prepared from the roots
of masterwort, angelica, pyony, and butter-bur; viper-grass,

Virginia-snakeropt, rue, rosemary, baum, [ttc.] ; the whole
is infused in spirit of wine, and distilled.

Plague (pl/ig),
v.

[f. PLAGUE sb. Cf. late L.

plag(ire to strike, wound. So Ger., Du. plagen.
(Caxton's spellings/a^ was from MDu.//fl^/^w.)]
1. trans. To afflict with plague or calamity (esp.

in reference to divine punishment) ; to torment,
harass. Perh. sometimes, like \^plagdret

to strike

(quots. 1538, 1545). Now rare or arch.

1481 CAXTON Reynard xxviii. (Arb.) 70, I shold do grete
synne . . I am aferde od sholde plaghe me \orig. Ick hebbe
anxt god die soude mi plaghen]. 1535 COVERDALE Jer. xv.

4, 1 will scatre them aboute also in all kingdomes and londes
to be plaged. 1538 BALE BrcfeCom. in Harl. Misc. (Malh.)
I. 212 Though he to thys daye hath plaged man with the
rod. 1545 Primer Hen. VIII in Three Primers (1848)
501, I am all to plaged and beaten. 1567 Reg. Privy
Council Scot. I. 571 The cornis of this instant yeir .. being
at Goddis plesour plagit and spilt with weit. 1630
R. Johnsons Kingd. <$ Commw. 530 This Countrey..
plagued with three bad neighbours, viz, the Turkes, the
Tartars, and the Cassoks. 1667 MILTON P. L. vi. 505 Some
one..inspir'd With dev'lish machination might devise Like
instrument to plague the Sons of men For sin. 1787 BEN-
THAM Def. Usury x. 98 Christians were too intent on plaguing
Jews. i86z GOULBURN Pers. Relig.\\. (1873) 15 A Constitu-
tion plagued with sickness.

2. In weakened sense (chiefly colloq?) : To 'tor-

ment \ trouble, vex, tease, bother, annoy.

callity of Yprke and Canterbury. 1658 A. Fox tr. Wttrtd
Sti>'g. n. xii. 94 Patients in this case are commonly plagued
with a cough. 1727 GAY Bcgg. Op. i. viii, Husbands and
wives., plaguing one another. 1767 Woman ofFashion II.

171 What a dickens would you have more !..! won't hear

you, I won't be plagued. 1833 HT. MARTINEAU Tale cf
Tyne ii. 33 The big boys used to plague him, and he plagued
the little ones. 1852 MRS. STOWE Uncle Tom's C. xxv. 237,
I cannot be plagued with this child any longer ! It's past
all bearing.
3. To infect with plague or pestilent disease, rare.
c 1586 CTESS PEMBROKE/^, xci. ii, The noisome blast that

plaguing straies Untoucht shall passe thee by. 1633, 1894
[see PLAGUED below].
Hence Plagued (pl^gd) ppl. a., afflicted, tor-

mented; infected with plague (in quot. 1728 'con-

founded
',

' cursed
J

;

'

plaguy
'

;
so plegged in U. S.

dial.) quot. 1887) ; Fla'guing vbl. sb. and ///. a.

.'575
CHURCHYARD Chippes (1817) 1 80 Make place for plaints,

giue rowme for plagued men. 1581 DERRICKE Image Irel.

n. E iv. marg., The ioye of rebbelles is in plagyng of true

men. 1591 SHAKS. i Hen. V/t
v. iii. 39 A plaguing mischeefe

light on Charles, and thee. 1633 in Rushw. Hist. Coll,

(1680) II. 240, I will not set him at liberty no more than
a plagued Man ora mad Dog. 1728 P. WALKER Life Peden
Pref. (1827) 26 Following the wicked. .Example of their old

plagued Resolution-Fathers. 1887 J. C. HARRIS Free Joe^
etc. (1888) 113 That plegged old cat's a-tryin' to drink out'n
the water-bucket. Itnd. 172 Where a man can't afford to be
too plegged particular. 1894 Outing (U. S.) July 320/2
My., friends set out for Dover and the cholera-plagued
Continent.

Plague, var. of PLAGE Obs., PLAYOCK Sc.

Plagueful (pl^'gful), a. rare. [See -FUL.]
Full of or fraught with plague; pestilent.
1591 SYLVESTER Du Bartas i. v. 247 A plague-full humour,

a fell banefull breath. .Pours forth her poyson. 1610 Mirr.

Mag.) John xxix, Plaguefull meteors did. .appeare.

Plagueless (piggies), a. [See -LESS.] Free
from plagues or the plague.
1847 in WEBSTER: and in later Diets.

Plaguer(pl^'g3.i). rare. [f. PLAGUE v. + -EK i.]

One who plagues or harasses.
1661 BROME Catch Poems 113 This is our time to be jolly ;

Our plagues and our plaguers are both fled away. 1760 MAIR
Tyro's Diet. (1820) 392 Vexator^..^\ harassar, a plaguer.
[In modern Diets.]

Pla-gueship. nonce-wd. [See -SHIP.] Humor-
ous title fora troublesome person: cf. PLAGUE sb. 2c.

1628 WITHER Brit. Reinemb. i. 364 And grant her Plague-
ship never settle here.

Plaguesome (pl^'gstfm), a. Chiefly colloq.

[f.
PLAGUE v. or sb. + -SOME.] That tends to plague

or trouble ; troublesome, vexatious, plaguy.
1828 BENTHAM Mem. <y Corr. Wks. 1843 X. 583 These

recollections are always plaguesome. 1865 G. MACDONALU
A. Forbes 5 Ye plaguesome brat ! 1880 BLACKMORE M.
Anerley .\1, That plaguesome deed of appointment.
Hence Fla'gnesomeness.
1859 W. ANDERSON Disc. (1860) 150 Importuning even to

plaguesomeness the cooperation of his brethren.

Pla*gue-sore. A sore caused by the plague.

1589 RILIER Bibl. Schol. 1099 Plague soares, carbuncn.
lantia vlcera, 1605 SHAKS. Lear n. iv. 227 Thou art a liyle,
A plague sore, or imbossed Carbuncle In my corrupted
blood. 1629 H. BURTON Truths Triumph 358 Apply the

lumpe of dry figgs to the plague-sore. 1692 WASHINGTON
tr. Miltoris Def. Pop. ix. M.'s Wks. 1851 VIII. 211 Being
a public Enemy, and a Plague-sore to the common Liberty
of Mankind. 1895 Syd. Sac. Lex., Plague sore, an ulcer

resulting from a bubo occurring in the Plague.

Pla-gue-spot.
1. A spot on the skin characteristic of the plague,

or of some disease so called.. .

1711 SHAFTESD. Charac. (1737) II. 21 We do not, .say of

any-one, that he is an ill man, because he has the plague-
spots upon him. 1817 COLERIDGE Biog. Lit.yj It is.. unjust
to fix the attention on a few separate, .poems with as much
aversion as if they had been so many plague-spots on the

whole work. 1857-8 SEARS At/tan, xvii. 147 The plague-
spot of sin and imperfection.
2. A spot or locality infected with plague.
[1861 FLO. NIGHTINGALE Nitrsittg 22 [This] will enable the

finger to be laid at once on the plague spots of the parish.]
1895 Syd. Soc. Lex.

, Plague $pot>. .a locality in which any
Plague, in the general sense, is rife.

So Fla/gue-spo tted a., marked with plague-

spots.
1897 MRS. E. L. VOYNICH Gadfly (1904) 147/1 What is the

worth of your plague-spotted souls, that such a price should
be paid for them?

Plaguily (pl^'gili), adv. [f.
next + -Ly2.]

In a plaguy manner ; colloq. vexatiously,
(

pesti-

lently ', confoundedly, exceedingly.
a 1586 SIDNEY Arcadia m. (1622) 265 Assure thy selfe,

most wicked woman (that hast so plaguyly a corrupted
ininde, as thou canst not keepe thy sicknesse to thy selfe,

but must most wickedly infect others). 16*0 MIDDLETON
Chaste Maid i. i. 1 12 The knave bites plaguily ! 1711 SWIFT
Jrnl. Stella 3 Oct., He was plaguily afraid. 1794 CHARLOTTE
SMITH Wand. Warwick 82 You loved and respected poor
Tracy plaguily, to be sure, when you stole his wench from
him. i8a8

t
LANDOR Imag. Conv. Wks. 1846 I. 268 Ronsard

is so plaguily stiff and stately.

Plaguy (pltfi-gi), a. (adv.} Also 6 plagy, -ie,

6-7 -uie, 7-9 -uey. [f. PLAGUE sb. + -Y.]
1. Of the nature of or pertaining to a or the

plague; pestiferous, pestilential > pernicious. Also

Jig. Now rare or arch.

MACKENZIE in Phil. Trans. LIV. 75 He had many
i~6ay symptoms, as buboes, carbuncles, &c. 1888 BESANT
Eulogy R. Jejferies z Thou shalt be afflicted with grievous
plaguy diseases.

D. Infected or afflicted with the plague ; plague-
stricken. Now rare or Obs.

1604 T. WRIGHT Passions iv. ii. 7. 139 Many physitians
will scarce aduenture to deale with plaguie patients. 1613
JACKSON Creed n. vii. 4 To make no question whether he
should meete his friend in a plaguie house. 1686 GOAD
Celest. Bodies m. i. 389 New Diseases.. which have broke
out. -into this Plaguy Age. 1766 Nat. Hist, in Ann. Reg.
101/1 ,

1 never was afraid to go into any large house, wherein
a plaguy person lived, provided that he was confined to one
room.

2. That is a plague ; that causes severe affliction.

1598 Q. ELIZ. Boeth.
t etc. 122 If plagy wilz ther be that

noyful ar. 1663 BUTLER Hud. i. iti. 5 What plaguy Mis-
chiefs and Mishaps Do dog him still. 1727 GAY Begg.

Of. n. iv, They make charming mistresses but plaguy
wives. 1827 SCOTT ")rnL 16 Jan., I felt no increase of

my plaguey malady [rheumatism]. 1868 GLADSTONE Juv.
Mundi xili. (1870) 483 Nine days of bad or plaguy winds
\olooi ancinoi} bring him to the land of the Lotos-Eaters.

b. In weakened sense : That '

plagues ', troubles,
or annoys one ; vexatious, troublesome, annoying,

disagreeable; hence colloq. as an expression of

dislike or impatience, sinking into an (impatient
or ill-natured) intensive : = '

pestilent ',

' con-

founded ', excessive, exceeding, very great.
1615 ROWLANDS Melanc. Knt. 34 The Dragon had a

plaguy hide, And could the sharpest steele abide. 1694
MOTTEUX Rabelais iv. Ixiv. 254 Women that have a

plaguy deal of Religion. 177*; SHERIDAN Duenna in. vi, A
1806 inplaguy while coming.

I'd a plaguey deal rather be a butcher than a calf! 1855
HALIIH KTON Nat. <y Hum. Nat. I. 209, I like it a plaguy
sight belter than hot rooms. 1879 Punch 17 May 222 Th

Spirit Pub. Jrnls, X. 217
1855
guy
hat

will mean a plaguy rise in the price of everything.

B. as adv. PLAGUILY. Usually indicating a

degree of some quality that troubles one by its

excess ; but sometimes humorous, or merely forcibly
intensive, colloq.

1584 R. W. Three Ladies Land, in Hazl. Dodsley VI. 298
If we can speak fair and 'semble, we shall be plaguy rich.

1606 SHAKS. Tr. <y Cr. \\. iii. 187 He is so plaguy proud.
1623 FLETCHER Rule a Wife i. ii, She walked plaguy fast.

1697 I. D. in Tutchin Search Honesty Aij, To Seek a
Thing, so Plaguy hard to Find. 1741 RICHARDSON Pamela.

(1824) I. xxiv. 276 I'm a plaguy good-humoured old fellow.

1840 DICKENS Barn. Rudge xxxv, There .. were .. some
plaguy ill-looking characters among them. 1864 PAE /f/ri/att.*

88 You've been a plaguy long time in coming.

Plai, obs. form of PLAY.

Plaice (pte's). Forms : 3-5 plais, 4-5 plays,

4-7 playce, 5 playsce, playsse, 5-7 playse,
place, 6 pleise, Sc. plase, 6-9 plaisu. 4, 6-

plaice. [ME. plais ^ plaice, a. OF./Az/'s (i2th c.),

plats, plaits^ early w\w\..pldiset ple'isse)pladisse :

late L. platessa (a 390 Auson.), ? f. Gr. TrXarw

broad, or root plat- flat (see PLATE).]
1. A well-known European flat-fish, Pleuronectes

platessa t
much used as food

;
in America extended

to various allied species of this genus or of the

family Pleitronectids&. (PI. now rare; the collective

sing, plaice being used instead.)
1280 LiU. Red Bk. Bristol (1900) I. 90 Debent..dari..

de quolibet batello . . portante plais octo plais. 1300
Havclok 896 He bar up wel a carte lode.. of playces brode,
Of grete laumpiees, and of eles. 1307-8 Durham Ace. Rolls

(Surtees) 3 In albo pisce, plaices, et sperlinges. 1391-3 Earl
Dertys E*p. (Camden) 214 Item pro fflowndres et plays,

iij due. (1440 Anc. Cookery in Househ. Ord. (1790) 437 Of
playsse or of codlynge, or of eles, or of pykes, or of soles, or

tenches. 1580 HOLLYBAND Treas. Fr. Tongy Vne Pliet a
fishe called a Place. 1617 Janna Ling. 100 Aswell soles as

plaises are inclosed in the net. 1661 J. CHILDKEV Brit.

Baconica 18 Soale and Playce. .follow the tide into the fresh

rivers. 176* Chron, in Ann. Reg. 148 The several species of

fish brought.. 1988 Plaise and Dabs. 1802 BINGLEY Anim.
Biog: (1813) III. 33 The Plaise and the Flounder. .are each
found in great abundance in most of the European seas.

1841-71 T. R. JONES Anim. Kingd. (ed. 4) 68z The appear-
ance of these fishes is deceptive, and few imagine that, in

applying the term back and belly to the upper and under

surfaces of a Plaice or a Turbot, they are adopting a

phraseology quite inadmissible in an anatomical point of

view.

2. dial. = FLUKE sbj- 2
; di&v plaice~worm.

a 1722 LISLE Observ. Httsb. (1757) 357 These cored sheep
have the fluck, or plaice-worm in their livers. 173* W. ELLIS

Pract. Fanner (1759) 137 A rotten Sheep, he says, he has

several Times, been die with Plaises in his Liver and
Head. 1896 Daily Nwvs 26 May 6/4 Flukes or plaice, as

they are indifferently called, from the resemblance they

bear, are found in the biliary ducts, caused by the sheep

being placed on wet fresh-water submerged meadows.

3. attrib. and Comb.^ as plaice-fry \ plaice-like

adj. ; f plaice-fluke, ? = sense i
; plaice-mouth,

a small puckered or wry mouth ;
also attrtb. ; so

plaice-mouthed a. ; plaice-worm (see sense 2).

1596 DALRYMPLE tr. Leslies Hist. Scot. I. 41 Turbat,

ffluik, and *plase fluik. 1905 Westin. Gaz. 17 Aug. 10/2 At

the Marine Hatchery, Aberdeen. .The number of plaice-

fry that hatched out.. was approximately 34,780,000, or 88

per cent. 1900 J. HurcHiNSON in Arch. Surg. XI. No. 41.

04 Her hands and feet were of a deep dusky-red colour with

large *plaice-like spots of lighter tint. 1605 B. JONSON Sil.

Worn. in. iv, Did you thinkc you had married, .some inno-



PLAID.

cent, .that would stand with her hands thus, and a *playse
mouth, and looke vpon you ? 1602 DF.KKER Satiromastix

Plays 1873 I. 257 My place-mouth yelpers. 1595 LODGE
Figfor Rlomus Sat. i, His *plaise-mouth'd wife.

Plaid (pl^'d, pked). Also 6 plyd, playde,

pladde, 6-8 plad, 7 pleid, 8 plaide, (pladd), 8

(dial. 9) plod. [The same word as Gael, plaide t

IT. ploid blanket ; ulterior etymology uncertain.
The quots. clearly bespeak a Scottish origin, and even in

the i6th c. associate the //*?/(/ with the Highlands ; but the
want of early evidence for the word in Celtic leaves it

doubtful whether the name originated in Gaelic or Lowland
Sc. Gaelic etymologists suggest derivation from peall
sheep-skin, ad. 'i-,. pell-is, but this is phonetically improbable.
The Sc. spelling plaid is now usual, although the word is

very generally pronounced plod in England.)
1. A long piece of twilled woollen cloth, usually

having a chequered or tartan pattern, forming the

outer article of the Highland costume, and formerly
worn in all parts of Scotland and the north of

England, in cold or stormy weather, instead of

a cloak or mantle. The Lowland '

shepherd's

plaid', of a black chequer pattern on white, is

commonly called a MAUD.
1512 Ace, Ld. High Treats. Scot. IV. 203 Item, the vj day

of Maij, in Air, for ane plaid to be the King ane colt. 1538
Ibid, VI. 443 For xxv. elnes bertane canwes to be pladis to
the quenis hors. 1558 Aberdeen Regr. (1844) I. 309 For the

wrangous reiffing and away taking fra hir of ane plyd,
ane pettioitt, twa curclus, ane collar [etc.]. 1563 RANDOLPH
Let. to Cecil 13 June in Coir. Sc. Pap. II. 13 A safleron

shyrte or a Hylande pladde. 1578 Reg. Privy Council Scot.

III. So A plaid or blankat to keip the suidis bairnis fra cauld.
1606 SYLVESTER Du Bartas \\. iv. ii. Trophies 1050 And I

my Self with my pyde Pleid a-slope. 1638 SIR T. HERBERT
Trav. (ed. 2) 325 They [inhabitants of Java! gird them with
a parti-coloured plad or mantle. 1643 in Row Hist. Kirk
(Wodrow Soc.) p. xxiii, I dischargit wemen to cover thair

headis withe thair plaidis in tyme cuming in the kirk. 1662
EVELYN Diary 3 Oct., Painted . . as . . a Scotch Highlander
in his plaid. 1725 DE FOE Voy. round World (1840) 267 A
mantle, .thrown about him like a Scotsman's plaid. 1771
PENNANT Tour Scotl, in 1769, 162 Their brecha-n, or plaid,
consists of twelve or thirteen yards of a narrow stuff, wrapt
round the middle, and reaches to the knees. 1774 COLLYER
Hist. fcng. I. 20 The tartan plads of Scotland. 1807 BVROS
Lachin y Gair ii, My cap was the bonnet, my cloak was
the plaid [rime glade]. Note. This word is erroneously
pronounced plad: the proper pronunciation (according to
the Scotch) is shown by the orthography. 1874 PRINCESS
ALICE in Mem. (1884) 325 Will you tell her, the plaid she
made me still goes everywhere with me.
2. The woollen cloth of which plaids are made;

later, applied to other fabrics with a tartan pattern.
1634 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. 146 They weare a smocke

couloured like our Scottish plad. Ibid. 187 About their

middles, they have a cloth of particoloured plad, like that
witli us in England. 1724 DE FOE Mem. Cavalier n. 156
Their [the Highlanders'] Doublet, Breeches and Stockings,
of a Stuff they called Plaid, striped a-cross red and yellow.
1783 W, F. MARTYN Geog. Mag. II. 413 Their waistcoats
are also made of plai<!. 1893 GEORGIANA HILL Hist. Eng,
Dress II. 267 Plaids, .were made in large and small checks,
in woollen cloth, in Irish poplin.

3. A plaid or tartan pattern ; a pattern of bars

or stripes crossing each other at right angles, rare.

1890 in Cent. Diet.

4. transf. A man wearing a plaid; a Highlander.
1814 SCOTT Wav. Ixii, He was hanged at Stirling, .with

his lieutenant, and four plaids besides. Il>id. \x.

5. attrib. and Comb., as plaid cloak
, -fold^ shawl,

trousers ; plaid-patternedj -wrapped adjs. ; plaid
bed, a bed draped with plaid or tartan (fashion-
able in England early in iSthc.); plaidman, a

Highlander; plaid-nook (-neuk) Sc., one end of

the folded plaid sewn up so as to form a large

pouch or pocket.
c 1710 CELIA FIENHES Diary ( 1888) 297 A *pladd bed Lined
wlh Indian Callicoe. 1837 W. EjtvmoCWA Bonneville(i%^($
275 In a few moments, his *p!aid cloak was cut into

numerous strips. 1814 SCOTT Ld. of Isles v. xviii, Do not

my "plaid-folds hold thee warm? 1814 \Vecv. Ix, O !. .1

thought it was Ned Williams, and it is one of the *plaid-
nien. a x6oo in Montgomerie's Poems (S. T. S.) 281/18
' Humff !

'

quod the Helandman, and turned him abowt,
And at his *plaid nuk the guly fell owt. 1886 STF.VESSON

Kidnapped i. 6 A little Bible, to carry in a plaid-neuk. 1875
W. S. HAYWARD Love agst. \Vorld 54 Get me my "plaid
shawl and a plain dark bonnet. 1837 DICKENS Pickw. xxx,
He wore a pair of "plaid trousers, and a large rough double-
breasted waistcoat. 1897 CROCKETT Lads Love xxiii, For all

that the *p!aid-wrapped girl knew or cared.

Plaid, ME. f. PLEA; obs. pa. t. and pple. of PLAY.
Plaided (pl^ded,pl:e

p

ded),rf. [f. PLAID + -ED-.]
1. Dressed in or wearing a plaid.
1802 CAMPBELL LochieCs Warning 51 Her bonneted

chieftains. .All plaided and plumed in their tartan array.
1821 SCOTT Pirate iv, His neighbourhood to the Grampians
exposed him.. to that species of visitation from the plaided
gentry, who dwelt within their skirts. 1855 MACAULAY
Hist. 115. x i- JH- 33 1 He. .rode on horseback before his

four hundred plaided clansmen.
2. Made of plaid ; having a plaid pattern,
1814 WORDSw. Excursion n. 177 They marched In plaided

vest. 1858 O. W. HOLMES Aut. Breakf.-t. (1883) 65 The
Scotch-plaided snuff-box. 1903 Daily Citron. 24 May 8/3
A plaided batiste frock.

Flaidie, -y (pW'di, plse'di). Sc. Also pladdy,
plaiddie. [i. PLAID + -IE.] A small plaid; also,
a childish, sentimental, or poetic name for a plaid.
1719 D'URFEY Pills II. 159 His Highland pladdy. 1728

RAMSAY Tra-t. Misc., Highland Laddie ii, With bonnet

935

blew, and belted plaidy [rfntc lady]. 1796 BURNS '

Oh,ivert
thou in the cauld blast

'

\, My plaidie to the angry airt, I'd
shelter thee. 1863 Mortons of Bardon III. 242 Stay a

moment, little girl, ..let me wrap my plaiddie round you;
it is cold.

Plaiding (pl<?i'dirj, plardirj). Also 6-8 plad-
in&j / pladding ; Sc. 7 plodan, 7-8 plaidiue, 8

plodden, 8-9 plaiden, 9 pladden. [f. PLAID +
-ING 1

: cf. shirting, etc.]
1. Material for plaids; a twilled woollen cloth; ;

a cloth of a tartan pattern.
1566 in Hay Fleming Mary Q. of Scots (1897) 499 Sax

i

elms of plaiding to lyne the cuvering [of a bed] with. 1617
MORYSON Itin. in. 180 The women of the Countrey did
weare cloakes made of course stuffe, of two or three colours
in Checker worke, vulgarly called Plodan. 1640 Ditnfcri>i~
line Kirk-sess. Rec. (1865) 8 V* webb of plaid ine of 20 ell.

1656 TUCKER Rep. in Misc. Sc. Burgh Rec. Soc. 23 There
hath, .beene. .salmon, pladding, and come, usually sent
forth. 1670 NAKBOROUGH in Ace. Sev. Late Voy. i. (1694)
65 This they wrap about their Bodies, as a Scottish Man
doth his Plading. 1719-20 Act 6 Ceo. I, c. 13 heading,
Frauds.. in manufacturing Serges, Pladings, and Fingrums.
1806 Gazetteer Scotl. (ed. z) 177 Coarse cloth of two or
three colours, in checker-work, vulgarly called pladden.
attrib. 1643 in

.

Maidment Spotti&uoode Misc. (1845) II.
|

66 A white plaidine wastecoat. 1725 RAMSAY Gentle Shcph.
n. iii, Change thy plaiding-coat for silk. 1753 Stewart's
Trial App. 135 He had got the plaiden trowsers, then wore '

by him, from the declarant's father, or brother Allan.

2. A plaid or checkered pattern.
1889 Harpers Mag. XVIII. 844/1, I could discern a

partiality for. .plaidings of blue and violet.

llPlaidoyer(plgdwa-y^). Law. rare. [Y.ptaid-

oyer a pleading, sb. use of vb. inf. to plead, f. plaid
PLEA.] An advocate's speech ; a pleading, plea.
1796 BURKE Regie. Peace ii. \Vks. VIII. 256 The profit of

copying musick, or writing plaidoyers by the sheet. 1880

MCCARTHY Own Times IV. Ix. 346 It was an eloquent, ,

patriotic, and impassioned phiidoyer. 1883 Spectator 8 Sept.
1155/2 His work is a monograph and a history, ^.plaidoyer
and a judgment.

f Plaie. Obs. rare. In 6 playe. [a. F. plate i

L. plaga wound : see PLAGUE sb.] A wound.
a 1547 SURREY SEneidw. 2 But now the wounded Quene,

with heuy care, Throughout the veines she norisheth the
j

playe, Surprised with blind flame.

Plaie, obs. form of PLAY.

Plaig, plaik, var. ff. PLAYOCK Sc., plaything, toy. !

Flaight, obs. form of PLAIT sb. and v.

Plain (pl^n), sb. 1 Forms : see PLAIX a. 1
[a.

OF. plain : L. pldn-ntn a plain, prop. neut. of

plan-us PLAIN a. 1

]

1. A tract of country of which the general surface

is comparatively flat
;
an extent of level ground

:

or flat meadow land
; applied spec, (in proper or

quasi-proper names) to certain extensive tracts of

this character ; e. g. Salisbury Plain, the Great
Plain of England, etc. AlsoySjg:
Cities ofthe Plain (sc. ofthe Jordan}, Sodom, Gomorrah, i

etc., before their destruction.

1297 R. Gi.ouc. (Rolls) 155 Vpon be plein of salesbury
Jat oj>er wonder is pat ston heng is icluped. a 1300 Cursor
M. 2831 Ne mak see in be plain na duell,Till ;ee be comme

,

in to pe fell. ^1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. Wace (Rolls) 10831
pebataille scholdeoe in a pleyne Bytwyxttwo watres. 1375
BARBOUR Bruce vn. 613 Thai in full gret hy agane Out of the
woud ran to the plane, c 1489 CAXTON Blanchardyn vii. 32
He sawe there vnder in a playn a moche ample and a grete
medowe. 1530 PALSGR. 255/1 Playne, a grounde that is !

without hylles,//a/V:r, playne. 1596 DALRYMPLE if. Leslie's
Hist. Scot. I. 7 Heir agane sail ;e se braid planes. 1600

J. PORY tr. Leo's Africa v. 256 The citie of Cairasan
standeth vpon a sandie and desert plaine. 1611 BIBLE Gen.
xiii. 12 Lot dwelled in the cities of the plaine, and pitched ;

his tent toward Sodome. 1653 WALTON Angler \. 36 The
plains extended level with the ground. 1769 GRAY In-
stallation Ode 51 On Granta's fruitful plain. 1840 Penny
Cycl. XVIII. 207/2 The plains of America are generally
characterised by their gramineous covering or their vast

'

forests. 1882 GEIKIK Text l>k. Geol. in. n. ii. 7. 451 A
'plain of marine denudation' is that sea-level to which a

I

mass of land has been reduced mainly by the subaerial forces. '

b. Chiefly//. In colonial and U. S. use applied !

to level treeless tracts of country ; prairie.

m
1779 G. R. CLARK Campaign in Illinois (1869) 29 We came !

into those level Plains that is frequent throughout this i

extensive Country. 1820 J. Ox LEY Jrnls. Exp. Australia \

83 Free from timber or brush in various places; .. these !

tracts have hitherto received the particular denomination of

plains. 1824 E. CURR I'an Dienteris Land 55 The district !

called Macquarie Plains, . . the plains bear a strong re-

semblance to what are called sheep downs in England. 1875
TEMPLE & SHELDON Hist. Northfield, Mass. 19 Plains.,

i

[applied] by the early settlers .. to certain well defined
tracts that had some common peculiarity of soil and con-

dition, were nearly free from trees, and could be readily
cultivated. 1889 C. LUMHOLTZ Among Cannibals v. 73 This
bird [the cassowary] . . does not . . frequent the open plains,
but the thick brushwood.

C. transf. The level expanse of sea or sky.
1567 DRANT Horace, F.pist. xviii. F vj, Then whilst thy

ship doth kepe aflote ydauncing on the plaine. 1728 POI-K
Dune. in. 342 The sick'ning stars fade off th'sethereal plain.
1853 KANE Grinnell Exp. xxii. (1856) 176 On the east we
have the drift plain of Wellington Channel, impacted with
floes, hummocks, and broken bergs.
2. An open space as the scene of battle or contest ;

the field. To take the plain-, to take the field:

see FIELD sb. 7. Now /(v^V.
i37S HARBOUR Bruce xn. 349 Thomas randall tuk the

playne With few folk. 1390 GOWER Conf. III. 358 As he,
J

PLAIN.

which was a Capitein, Tofore alle pthrc upon the plein.

1513 DOUGLAS JEneis x. x. 146 Quhil fynaly Ascanyus the

:jyng page, And the remanent of Troiane barnage,. .Thayr
Btrenth hes left, and takyn lies the plane. 1594 SMAKS.
Rick. Ill, v. iii. 291, I will leade forth my Soldiers to the

plaine. 1808 SCOTT Marniion vi. xxix. 7 Last of my race,
On battle-plain That shout shall ne'er be heard again !

3. An open space in the midst of houses, local.

1847-78 HALLIWEI.LJ Plain, an open space surrounded by
houses nearly answering to the Italian Piazza. In the city
of Norwich there are several: as St. Mary's Plain, the
Theatre Plain, &c. 18.. Oxf. Directory, The Plain (St.

Clement's). 1895 G. H. LEONARD Speech at Oxford, Our

4. A level or flat surface (ideal or material).
Now spelt plane (PLANE sb$ i).

f a. A geometrical plane. Obs.

1570 DEE Math. Pref. *j, A broade magnitude, we call a
Superficies or a Plaine. a 1619 KOTHKKIIY Atheom. 11. ix. 4
(1622) 297 Whether solides or plaines. 1673 RAY Joum.
LcnuC. 4 The Leaves., lie not in the .same plain when shut,
but make an obtuse Angle. 1697 lip. PATUICK Comm. Exod.
xx. 4 The Images . . they might draw on a Plain. 1793
SMEATON Edystone L. 195 A convenient height above the

plain of the ring.

b. A plane material surface; the even or smooth
surface of a body without projections or elevations

;

the flat or broad side of a board, as opposed to the

edge. Ohs. or arch.

1571 DICGES Pantont. i, xxxv. Ljb, You shal vpon your
P;i Tenement paper or other playne. .draw one streight line.

1664 POWER Exp. Philos. \. 5 Which she can at pleasure
squee/e out, and so sodder and be-glew her self to the plain
she walks on. a 1672 WlLLUCHBV in Ray Journ. Lo^v C.

(1673) 484 Yon ascend almost to the top without stairs, by
gently inclining plains. 1703 MOXON Mcch. Exerc. 186 To
take off the extuberances from the plain of the Board. 1794
Rigging $ Seamanship I. 7 Plain, nn even surface between
the Coak*. 1863 P. S. WORSLKY Poems <$

Transl. 8 The
silver plains Of two huge valves, embossed with graven gold.

t C. A level (horizontal) area. Obs.

1614 SEI.DKN Titles Hon. 365 On the side of a stonie

hill, is a circular plain, cut out of a main rock, with some
xxiv. seats vnequall, which they call Arthur's Round Table.

1673 RAY Joitrn. Low C., Venice 160 In the plain of the

Council-chamber, are placed .. three urns called Capflli,
1726 LEONI Albertts Archit. I. 68/2 Walls, which . . have
somewhat of a plain at the foot of them, where they may. .

be kept from filling up the ditch with their mines.

f5. Printing. T'he flat bottom of the lining-stick

(see LINING vbl.sb.~ 6). Obs.

1683 Moxox Mech. Exerc., Printing xvii. f 2 The Plain

is exactly Flat, Straight, and Smooth.

6. The floor of the hall in which the French
National Convention met at the time of the Revo-

lution; hence applied to the more moderate party
which occupied seats there. Cf. MOUNTAIN.
1827 SCOTT Napoleon Introd., Wks. 1870 IX. 30 In * the

Plain ',.. a position held by deputies affecting independence,
both of the Girondists and the Jacobins, . .sate a large num-
ber. Ibid. 32 The members of the Plain.

7. The horizontal surface of a billiard-table.

1780 Char, in Ann. Reg. 16/2 The royal ball reached
that of the enemy, and with a single blow drove it off the

plain. 1825 C. M. WKSTMACOTT Eng. Spy I. 159 Echo and
a man of Trinity set forth for the plains of IJetteris, Note,
Plains of Betteris, the diversion of billiards.

t 8. = PLAN sb. i, PLANE st>.3 2. Obs.

1659 LEAK Waterwks. 19, I have represented here the

plain of the Orthographic.
9. [PLAIN a. 8.] Plain cloth; a kind of flannel.

a 1600 T. SMITH Let. in Strype Stoves Snrv. (1754) II. v.

xix. 401/2 Also of pyndewhites and Playnes made in the
west country. 1716 Braiiford Parish Ace. (K.D.D.), For
Blue Plain for mending the same [long cushions), is. id.

1725 Land. Gaz. No. 6388/2 The following Goods, viz...

Arrangoes-.Perpetts, Welch Plains. \"jy) Hull Advertiser
12 Jan. 2/3 Woollen drapery ..jeans, quillings, .. plains,
mixtures. 1847-78 HALLIWF.LL, Plain,.. a kind of flannel.

10. attrib. and Cotnb.
t
as plain /and, station;

plain-like adj. ;
also with plains-^ as plains -cattle>

-country, -craft, -people. See also PLAINSMAN.
1375 BARBOUR Bruce xi. 337 He of the playne-land had

alsua Of Armyt men ane mekill rout. 1834 Nat. Philos.

III. Math. Geoff. \. 1/2 (Usef. Knowl. Soc.) Deceived by the

plain-like appearance of the earth, .they conceived it to be
an extensive plain meeting the heavens on every side. 1875
TEMPLE & SHELDON Hist. Northfield, Mass. 64 Plain lands

. .were then reckoned nearly worthless. 1884 Daily News
27 Feb. 5/7 Assouan.. is healthier than Meerut, Mooltan,
Mean Meer, or almost any plain station in I

1890
' R. BOLDRF.WOOD

'

Col. Reformer (i

tation in India.

i) 220 First-

i Meer, or almost any plain

, >
' R. BOLDRF.WOOD* Col. I

class, fattening, plains-country cattle station.

Mag. XXV. IQ/I Here their woodcraft and plainscraft, their

knowledge of the rifle, helped us very much. 1899 Daily
News 12 Jan. 6/1 The writer has lived.. with the plains

people in their homes for many years.

Plain, sb.2 Now dial. [f.
PLAIN v.~\ An expres-

sion of pain, grief, or discontent; complaint, lamen-

tation : = PLAINT sb.

c 1550 Pryde <$-
Abuse of Women 231 in Hazl. E. P. P. IV.

244 And for oure sad & honest playnes, A joyefull place m
heaven. 1563 B. GOOGE Eglogs (Arb.) 95 Why dydste thou

than, kepe backe thy wofull playn? 1814 SCOTT Ld. of
Isles iv. ix, The warrior-threat, the infant's plain, The
mother's screams, were heard in vain. 1876 Whitby Gloss.,

Plains, complaints in all senses.

Plain (pl#n), a.1 and adv. Also 4 plein, -e

(playen), 4-6 pleyn, -e, 4-7 playn(e, plaine,

plane, [a. OF. plain :-L. plan-us flat. In Sc.



PLAIN.

usually spelt//fl from I4th c.
;
in English orig. plain

(etc.) in all senses, including the geometrical (i c),

for which PLANE was substituted c 1700.
PLAIN a? (F. plein} having the same form, there are ME.

instances in which it is difficult to determine which word
was meant. See A. 3 b, B. 6, 7.]

A. adj.
I. 1. Flat, level, even

;
free from elevations and

depressions, a. Saidesp. of a horizontal surface, as

of the ground, or fof the sea when calm and un-

disturbed (obs.\
c 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. Waee (Rolls) 1772 pey. . left Je

Troiens be pleyn lond. 1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.)xxviii. 129

pe land of Caldee es a playne cuntree. 1480 CAXTON Descr. <

Brit. 47 The londe is not pleyne but full of montayns.

1590 SHAKS. Mids. N. m. ii. 404 Follow me then to plainer

ground. 1625 N. CARPENTER Geog. Del. t. ii. (1635) 34 If

the Earth were plaine, all the Northern Starres would

appeare to the inhabitants of the Southerne Regions. 1665
G. HAVERS tr. P. delta I'alle's Trav. E. India, 108 We
lodg'd about a musket-shot without the Fort, in a plane and
somewhat low place. 1766 WESLEY Wks. (1872) III. 240,

j

I recovered some strength, so as to be able to walk a little
,

on plain ground. 1847 GROTE Greece n. xxv. IV. 16 Between
the last-mentioned gulf [the Thermaic] and the eastern

counterforts of Olympus and Bermius there exists a narrow

strip of plain land.

fb. In general sense : Flat. Obs.

13.. /T. Alis. 6414 (Bodl. MS.) Men of selcouj* gest pe
face hij han playne hard As it were an Okes bord.

1398 TREVISA Earth. De P. R. v. Iv. (Bodl. MS.), The sole

of be foote..hatte planta in latine for it is playne. 1565-73
COOPER Thesaurus, Compressa palma ant porrectaferiret

..to strike with the fist, or with the playne hande. 1607
TOPSELL Four-f. Beasts (1658) 120 His back is plain to his ;

tail, his eyes quick, his ears long hanging, but sometimes
j

stand up. 1617 MOUYSON Itin. \. 214 The houses are built
;

after the manner of Asia, . .one roofe high, and plaine in the

top. 1650 BULWER Anthropomet. 147 They shut in their
;

heads behinde and before in beards, so that the whole face

may become plain and dilated.

t o. Geotn. Obs. Now PLANE a.

1570 DEE Math. Pref. *j, Euery playne magnitude, hath
also length. 1570 BILLINGSLEY Euclid \. def. viii. 3 A plaine

angle is an inclination or bowing of two lines the one to the

other. 1660 BARROW Euclid \. Def. vii, A plain Superficies
is that which lies equally betwixt its lines. 1727 [see//<;
cylindrical^.^. PLANO-'].

f d. To make, throw down, beat down (a build- .

ing, city, etc.) plain with the earth or ground, ,

etc. : to level with the ground, raze to the earth.

c 1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) xi. 48 pis citee tuke losue .. and
kest it doune, and made it euen playne with be erthe. 1436
Pol. Poems (Rolls) II. 152 Thewalles they wold her adowne,
..Alle schuld be mad fulle playn. a 1548 HALL Chron.,
Hen. VII 44 He with his miners rased and ouerthrewe the

castell to the playne grounde. 1568 GRAFTON Chron. II. 94
He threwe downe the Castell plaine with the ground. 1596
SPENSER State fret. Wks. (Globe) 615/2 It was his pollicye
to leave noe holdes behind him, but to make all playne and
wast. 1596 HARINGTON Metam. Ajax^i^q? Down, down
with It at any hand, Make all things plain, let nothing stand.

1648 GAGE West Ind. 48 The greatest part of their City. .

beaten down plain with the ground.

f 2. Smooth, even ; free from roughness or un-

evenness of surface. Obs. exc. in comb, or phrases:
see VI.

13.. E. E. Atlit. P. B. 1068 pat euer is polyced als playn
j

as f>e perle seluen. r 1430 LYDG. Min. Poems (Percy Soc.) I

41 Also pleyne was his bedde at the morwe, As at even. :

'559 MORWYNG Evonyin. 208 If the face be wet and rubbed !

with the same it shall be plaine and cleare, that it shall

seme angellike. 1578 LYTE Dodoens \. Ixviil. 09 Turners . ,

do vse them to polish, and make playne, and smoth their

workes, 1678 HOBBES Decani, ix. 108 Much more then will

it adhere, .when, .both it and the Iron have a plain Super-
ficies. 1704 J. PITTS Ace. Mohammetans ix. (1738) 186

Smooth'd over the Meal, and made it plain.

fb.^/%-. Of the wind: Not rough; gentle. Obs.
\

c 1430 LYDG. Min. Poems (Percy Soc.) 3 The ayre attem- !

pered, the wyndes smowth and playne.

3. Free from obstructions or interruptions ;
un-

obstructed, clear, open ; (of a country, a space)
clear of woods, buildings, or occupants ; (of the !

sea) open, unconfined; open to the elements or
,

to general view
; public. Alsoy?f. Obs. exc. dial.

,

1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. Wace (Rolls) 1723 Whan al was
fled, & be feld was playn. 13. . E. E. Allit. P. C. 439 For

\

hit watz playn in pat place for plyande greuez. a 1450
Knt. de la Tour (1868) 126 She straue & chidde in the !

plaine strete wit her neygheboures. 1546 Supplic. ofPoore I

Commons (1871) 78 A churche .. pleasauntly beset with '

groues and playn feldes. 1579 FENTON Gnicciard. (1618) 16

Able to give him battell in the plaine sea. 1611 SPEED ,

Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. x. 43 He affirmes, that it was in the I

plainefield, ours, that it was an Ambush. 1618 MUNDAY i

Stovis Sum. 006 There were two woods in the parish, but
now they are both made plaine of wood. 1748 Anson's Voy.
II. xiv. 286 Its walls are built upon the plain ground, without
either outwork or ditch before them. 1864 Yorks. Prov.,
A*iV>Wy,This street is very plain, the wind is much felt in it.

t b. In plain feld there was in later use prob.
association with plain battle, etc. = open (i.e. full)

'

battle : see PLAIN a.2 3.

ci^ooDestr. Troy 7218 And pastfurth prudly intone plaine !

feld. 1523 LD. BERNF.RS Froiss. I. ccxxi. 288 They, .thought
to wynne the victory with their handes in playne felde. 1533 ;

BELLENDEN Liny n, (S.T. S.) I. 237 It was fochtin in plane
feild [L. 3<]uocampo\ with display-it baneris. 1647 N. BACON
Disc. Goi>t. Eng. i. iv. 14 Unsubdued.. and now given over

by the Romans in a plain field.

c. transf. Unobstructed, clear (v/Vw, sigkt\
1613 HAVWARD Norm. Kings 22 With a fiirlous charge ..

936

either slew them or tooke them prisoners, in the plaine view
of their King. 1867 SHEDD Homiletics Hi. (1869) 54 An
object is in plain sight, when the form and shape of it are

distinctly visible.

II. 4. Open, clear to the senses or mind ; evident,

manifest, obvious; easily distinguishable or re-

cognizable.
a 1352 MINOT Poems iii. 35 pare he made his mone playne

pat no man suld say bare ogayne. 1423 JAS. I Kingis Q.
cxvi, To a token pleyne, As of my teris cummyth all this

reyne. 1514 BARCLAY Cyt. fy Uplondyshm. (Percy Soc.)

&,
Ixvii, Think that none their playne errour note, c 1586
'TESS PEMBROKE /'j. LIX. xi, Make it playne, That God . .

Rules all. 1596 SPENSER f1
'. Q. iv. i. 24 The moniments

whereof there byding beene, As plaine as at the first when

they were fresh and greene. 1660 BARROW Euclid i. vii, It

is plain that AD is not equal to AC. 1736 BUTLER Anal.
11. iii. Wks. 1874. I. 190 Practical Christianity . . is a plain
and obvious thing. 1813 SCOTT Rokely i. v, Now nigh and

plain the sound appears. 1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) I. 91
Let me make my meaning plainer in this way.
5. That is clearly what the name expresses;

open, manifest, direct, unmistakable; downright,

mere, sheer,
*

fiat', absolute.

a 1300 Cursor M. 929 (Cott.) For bou ne es but a pudre
plain To puder sal bou worth a gain, c 1400 Destr. Troy
3504 Hope ye, Parys, playn |>efte vnponysshet wilbe ?

"535 COVERDALE EccL i. i All is but vanite .. all is but

playne vanite. 1581 RICH Farew. Milit. Prof. (1846) 208

By plaine force [he] pulles hym doune on the flower. 1592
R. D. Hypnerotomachia 67 b, Wee ascended vp to the

playne toppe. 1609 BIBLE (Douay) Gen. Brief Kemonstr.

30 Easely confessed of al that are not plaine Atheists.

1643 in Dorothea Townshend Life $ Lett. E. Porter xiii.

206 One throu plain fier went strait mad. 1669 PENN
No Cross vii. i Whilst a plain Stranger to the Cross

of Christ. 1833 LAMB Elia Ser. u. Pref. (1865) 236 He
reaped plain unequivocal hatred.

6. Of which the meaning is evident ; simple, in-

telligible, readily understood.

1380 WvcLiF.S>rw. Sel. Wks. I. 362 pis gospel telli(> a

playen storie. 1398 TREVISA Barth. De P. R. vi. xxvii.

(Bodl. MS.), Sweuenes bat be^> trewe beth sommetyme
openne and playne and sommetyme ywrapped vnder . .

derke tokenyngges. 1560 DAUS tr. Sleidane's Comm. 94 b,

It ought to be vttered with playner wordes, to take awaye
all ambiguitie. 1662 STILLINGFL. Orig. Sacr. \\. vii. 3
Can any thing be more plain then the graduall progress
of Divine revelation from the beginning of the world?

1729 BUTLER Serm. Wks. 1874 II. 65 Morality and religion

must be somewhat plain and easy to be understood. 1861

MRS. CARLYLE Lett. III. So Tell her distinctly what you
want, .in few plain words.

b. transf. Said of the speaker or writer.

1555 EDEN Decades 53, I had rather bee playne then

curious. 1648 MILTON Observ. Art. Peace Wks. 1851 IV.

555 Actions, of whatever sort, [are] thir own plainest Inter-

preters. 1867 SHEDD Homileiics iii. (1869) ^55
A plain

writer or speaker makes the truth and the mind impinge
upon each other.

7. Not intricate or complicated; simple.
1659 HOOLE Comenius Vis. \Vorld (1672) 3 Plain sounds

\simplices sonos\ of which mans speech consisteth. 1669
STURMY Mariner's Mag. vn. iii. 6 Of all Dials, this is

the plainest; for it is no more but divide a whoh^Circle
into 24 equal parts. 1782 Miss BURNEY Cecilia in. iv, She
determined, .to place them in some cheap school, where

they might be taught plain work. 1834 BOWRING Minor
Morals 145 The Jacquard loom .. by which the most com-

plicated patterns can be woven with the same ease as the

plainest. 1895 Chamb. Jrnl. 21 Sept. 509/1 Fisher's

machine was intended rather for embroidering than for

plain sewing.
III. 8. Without embellishment, addition, or

decorative pattern or colouring ; unembellished, not

ornate ; simple, bare, bald
; (of the hair) worn

straight, not curled; (of drawings, lithographs, etc.)

not coloured. Also _/?,.

[13.. Coer de L. 3631 Tyl he haue mnad al playn werk
Off thy clothes of gold, into thy serk [ed. scherk].] c 1386
CHAUCER Frankl. Prol. 48, I lerned neuere Rethorik cer-

teyn Thyng bat I speke it moot be bare and pleyn. 1459
Paston Lett. I. 489, ij playn borde clothys for my maister_is
table. 1585 T. WASHINGTON tr. Nicholny's Voy. in. xxii.

112 A faire cloth embrodered with leaues about it or els

plaine. 1655 STANLEY Hist. Philos. in. (1701)88/1 A young
Man, .. describ'd by Plato, with long plain Hair. 1670
LADY M. BERTIE in iaM Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm.

App.
v.

21 Most wore embraudered bodys with plaine black skirts

of Morella Mohair and Prunella and such stuffs. 1687 A.

LOVELL tr. Thevenot's Trai: I. 117 Escutcheons of two

Crosses, the one plain and the other Anchred. 1806-7 J.

BERESFORD Miseries Hum. Life (1826)^
vi. i,

Both figures

being partly coloured and partly plain. 1865 LUBBOCJC

Preh. Times 16 The celts are generally plain, but sometimes
ornamented with ridges, dots, or lines. Mod, Sets of

picture-postcards, plain or coloured.

fb. Without armour or weapons ;
unarmed.

a 1300 Cursor M. 7564 Wit armes cums bou me again,
And i agains f>e al plain.

c. Cards, (a) Applied to the common as

opposed to the picture cards. () Not trumps.
1844 DICKENS Mart. Chuz. xvii, Court cards and plain

cards of every denomination. 1862
* CAVENDISH

' Whist

(1870) 29 Plain suits are suits not trumps. Ibid. (1886) 64

Ace, king, queen, knave, in plain suits. 1873 Routledge^s

Yng. Gentl. Mag. Jan. 94/1
' Court card

*

or
'

plain card ',

as the case may be.

d. Plainly woven ;
not corded, twilled, or the

like
;
without figured pattern ; transf. of muscle.

1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mech., Plain cloth, not twilled. 1895
Syd. Soc. Lex., Plain muscles, unstriated muscles, as

opposed to striated muscles.

9. Mus. (See quols.)
1609 DOHLAND OrnitJt. Mural. 3 Plaine Musicke. .U a

PLAIN.

simple and vniforme prolation of Notes, which can neither

be augmented nor diminished. 1872 O. SHIPLEY Gloss.

EccL Terms 6 The accent being.. plain, i. e. monotone.

10. Of simple composition or preparation ; not

compounded of many ingredients ;
not elaborate.

Of food : Not rich or highly seasoned, simple.
Plain bread and butter, i. e. without the addition of pre-

serves, etc. ; a plain tea, tea with plain bread and butter ;

plain water, water without any infusion or addition.

1655 CULPEPPER, etc. Rivcrins vi. i. 131 A plainer Medicine
is made of Plantane and Rose Water. 1668 CHAS. II in

Julia Cartwright Henrietta of Orleans (1894) 263 The
planer your diett is the better health you will have. 1784
M. UNDERWOOD Dis. Children (1799) L 163 To chew a bit of

bread [or] eat a bit of plain pudding. 1803 tr. P. Le Brun's
Mons. Botte III. 153 It is singular that the Marquis d*

Arancey should .. partake of plain roast and boiled. 1879

Spectator 24 May 645 [As a] school-boy counts the currants

in an unusually plain cake. 1883 BLACK Shandon Bells xv,
The dinner was a plain one. 1897 Allbutfs Syst. Med.
III. 21 Plain water, barley water, lemonade, .. may be

allowed at will to assuage the thirst.

IV. 11. Open in behaviour ; free from duplicity
or reserve ; guileless, honest, candid, frank. Obs,

exc. in sense Outspoken.
c 1374 CHAUCER A nel. fy A re. 87 But he was double in love

and nothing pleyne. c 1399 Pol. Poems (Rolls) II. 13 Bpt
wher the herte is plein withoute guile. 1418 CHICHELE in

Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. i. I. 5 3e schol fynde hym a good
man.., and pleyn to ju with owte feyntese. 1483 CAXTON
G. de la Tour F j, Thenne sayd to her the good man whiche
was a playn man and trewe. 1567 HARMAN Caveat 63
'

Wei, I wyl tell the
', quoth this Chamberlayne.

'
I wylbe

playne with the '. 1653 WALTON Angler iii. 74, I wil sing a

Song if any body wil sing another; else, to be plain with

you, I wil sing none. 1712 ARBUTHNOT John Bull iv. vi, I

love to be plain. I'd as lief see myself in Ecclesdown

Castle, as thee in Clay Pool ! a 1718 PENN Wks. (1726) I.

320 Mordecai was too plain and stout and not Fine and
Subtil enough to avoid the Displeasure of Haman.

12. Free from ambiguity, evasion, or subterfuge ;

straightforward, direct.

In plain truth there is often present the notion of
*

unvarnished, uncoloured '. Plain English : see C. below.

c 1500 Melusine 193 Certaynly, my lord, . . ye saye the

playn trouth of it. 1513 MORE Rich, I/I (1883) 9 Flattery
shall haue more place then plaine and faithfull aduyse.

1560 DAUS tr. Sleidane's Comm. 30 Thou shouldest make a

playne and directe answere, 1581 MULCASTER Positions

xxxvii. (1887) 161 Such.. as haue preferred plaine trueth,

before painted colours. 1695 CONGREVE Love for L. iv. v,

Tell me in plain Terms what the Matter is with him, or I'll

crack your Fool's Skull. 1776 Trial of Nundocomar 73/2
If you do not give a plain answer to a plain question, you
will be committed. 1855 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. xiii. III.

286 The Scottish Estates used plain language, simply
because it was impossible for them, situated as they were,
to use evasive language. 1856 FROUDE Hist. Eng. (1858) I.

v. 462 Plain speech is never without its value,

fb. absol. Plain fact, plain state. Obs.

1386 CHAUCER Knt.'s T. 233 We moste endure this is

the short and playn. 1463 in loth Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm.
App. v. 301 Bothe parties to tell the playne of the matire.

1690 LOCKE Govt. i. ix. 86 Not to follow our A[uthor] too

far out of the Way, the plain of the Case is this.

V. 13. Having no special qualities or preten-

sions ; not exceptionally gifted or cultured ;
ordi-

nary, simple, unsophisticated; such as characterizes

ordinary people.
1586 A. DAY Eng. Secretary n. (1625) 102 What in my

plaine conceit . . may be thought most consonant and worthy.

1596 SHAKS. Merck. V. in. v. 62, I pray thee vnderstand a

plaine man in his plaine meaning. 1711 ADDISON Spect.
No. 165 P 4 A Man of good Estate and plain Sense. 1790
BURKE Fr. Rev. \Vks. V. 35 To me, who am but a plain

man, the proceeding looks a little too refined, and too

ingenious. 1865 M. ARNOLD Ess. Crit. Pref. 15 A plain

citizen of the republic of letters. 1899 INGE Chr. Mysticism
vii. 256 There are two views of this sacrament [the Lord's

Supper] which the 'plain man' has always found much
easier to understand than the symbolic view which is that

of our Church.

14. Not distinguished by rank or position; belong-

ing to the commonalty; lowly, common, ordinary.

1580 G. HARVEY Let. to Spenser Wks. (Grosart) I. 84 No
man but Minion, Stowte, Lowte, Plaine swayne, quoth a

Lording. 1639 FULLER Holy Warv.xxix. (1840) 294 Seeing
within fourteen generations, the royal blood of the kings

of Judah ran in the veins of plain Joseph, a painful car-

penter. 1642 R. CARPENTER Experience in. iv. 28 The
Gout; which we poore plaine people are ignorant of. 1742

people to a share in the government.

15. Of simple manners; homely, unaffected.

1601 R. JOHNSON Kingd. <$ Cowmw. (1603) 82 Being (as

all the Germaines are) plaine and homely in their behauiour

and intertainment. 1667 PEPYS /?/rysoSept., And indeed

[she] is. as I always thought, one of the mpdestest, prettiest,

plain women that ever I saw. 1706 E. WARD Wooden
World Diss. 106 This same plain blunt Sea-Animal, -in his

Tar-Jacket and Wide Knee'd Trowzers. 1904 Daily Chron.

8 Jan. 5/4 They spoke of their immense pleasure at the

visit of their Queen. .' She is a plain woman, a very plain

woman like ourselves '.

16. Simple in dress or habits ;
clothed or living

plainly; not luxurious or ostentatious ; frugal.

1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 632 He is about thirtie

sixe yeares, very ciuill and plaine in habile. 1638 SIR T.

HERBERT Trav. (ed. 2) 232 The old men went plaine; the

young mens habit was rich. 1663 COWLEY Verses 4- Es*.,

Avarice (1669) 130 The old plain way, ye Gods, let me be

Poor. 1700 DRYDEN Charac. Gd. Parson 101 The holy

father holds a double reign, The prince may keep his pomp,



PLAIN.

the fisher must be plain. 1871 BLACKIB Four Phases \. 6

His habits of life were remarkably plain and frugal.

17. Of ordinary appearance ; not beautiful or

well-favoured; homely: often used euphemistically
for Ill-favoured, ugly.
1749 FIELDING Tom Jones i. viii, A general and bitter

invective against beauty, .with many compassionate con-
siderations for all honest, plain girls. 1796 JANE AUSTKN
Pride fy Prej. xxvi, Handsome young men must have some-

thing to live on, as well as the plain. 1838 H'NESS BUNSF.N
in Hare Life I. .vi. 485 The higher classes are decidedly
plain and ungraceful. 1890 C. R. COLERIDGE in Monthly
Packet Christmas No. 71 Even in the days of Arthur some
women must have been very plain, 1903 IVestw. Gaz.

4 Mar. 4/3 Mrs. Praga.. declares that 'nowadays nobody
need he plain, and when I say plain I use the word in the

sense of ugly'.

VI. Phrases.

18. Plain is emphasized by various comparisons,
orig. applicable in particular senses, but after-

wards humorously or irrationally applied to others ;

a. csp. plain as a pikestaff (earlier packstaff)*
1542-1691 [see PACKSTAFF]. 1591- [see PIKRSTAFF]. c 1621

FORD, etc. Witch Edmonton ir. i, Saw. I understand thee
not ; be plain, my son. Cud, As a pike-staff, mother. 1631
WEEVER Anc, Fun. Mon. 103 In . . Scotland. .Religion is..

pure and spotlesse without ceremorue, and plain as a pike
staffe without a surplise. c 1685 VILLIERS (Dk. Buckhm.)
Con/. Wks. 1705 II. 37, I see, as plain as a pike staff, that
'tis no thing but a Cork. 1834 HOOD Tylney //a// (1840)

379 You've got my meaning as plain as a pikestaff, a 1873
LYTTON Ken. Chillingly n. ix. (1878) 106 She is as plain as
a pikestaff. 1894 Pall Mall Mag. Sept. 37 There was my
own spoor as plain as a pikestaff.

b. Also, plain as a packsaddle, as print ,
as the

sun at noonday, as Salisbury (pun on Salisbury

Plain), as way to parish-church ,
etc. See also

DUNSTABLE I b, C.

pl
h

[1542 UDALL Eras/ft. Afoph. n. 179 b, Thorn trouthe, or
lain Sarisbuirie.] 1353 T. WILSON Rhet. (1580) 143 An
oneste true dealyng seruant out ofdouble, plaine as a packe-

saddle., though his witte was simple. i6ooSii.\Ks. A. Y.L.
11. vii. 52 And why sir must they so? The why is plaine, as''way to Parish Church. 1837 DICKENS Pickw. xlii, 'Why',
said Mr. Roker,

*
it's as plain as Salisbury '. 1879 FROUDK

Caesar xi. 121 It was plain as the sun at midday. 1895
CROCKETT in Cornh. Mag. Dec. 581 A look which said as

plain as print,
' Have you not had enough?'

1 19. a. At plain, in (Sc. into) plain, unto the

plain : plainly, in plain terms, etc. b. Plain at

the eye : plain to be seen, evident. Obs.
c 1400 Rom. Rose 5663 It is maked mencioun Of cure

countre pleyn at the eye. 1420 Liber Cocornm (1862) 7

per of I schalle speke more in playn. 1444 in Wars Eng. \

in France (Rolls) I. 463 By. .whiche..it may appere unto i

you more at plain, c 1450 HOLLAND Hoivlat 211 The arch- !

dene, that ourman, ay prechand in plane, Correker of kirk- '

men was clepit the Claik. 1486 Bk. St. Attans E vj, When i

ye se vnto the playne her at the last . . Say, la douce amy la
est a. 1513 DOUGLAS sEncis i. vi. 36 Trewlie, maidin, in I

plane, Nane of thi sisteris did I heir ne se. 1600 W. WATSON
Decacordon (1602) 117 [He told] him in plaine, the case was '

altered. 1667 MILTON P. L. ix. 758 In plain then, what
forbids he but to know, Forbids us good, forbids us to be
wise?

B. adv. (Various adverbial uses of the adj.)
I. f 1. In a flat, level, or even position ; evenly. ;

1513 FITZHERB. Hu&b. 127 Yf the bowes wyll not lye
j

playne in the hedge, than cut it the more halfe asonder & !

bynde it in to the hedge. 1641 H. MORE Song of Soul \\. \

lit. in. Ixvii, What's the cause That they thus stagger In the

plain-pav'd skie?

2. With clearness of expression ; without circum-
locution or ambiguity, clearly, intelligibly, candidly.
1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls) I. 129 As it is innermore

pleyn i-write [sicut inferius . .planum erit}. 1390 GOWER
Conf. III. 105 Withoute which, to telle plein, Alle othre
science is in vein, c 1475 Rauf Coil^ear 315 That I haue
said I sail haUl, and that I tell the plane. 1588 SHAKS.
L. L. L. iv. iii. 272 Sir to tell you plaine, Tie finde a fairer

face not washt to day. 1607 S. COLLINS Serm. (1608) 13 If

you will haue one speake plainer .. than S. Paul heere doth.

1850 J. H. NEWMAN Diffic. Anglic. 318 Soon others began
to speak plainer than he.

3. With clearness or distinctness of perception or

utterance ; clearly, manifestly, evidently.
1590 SPENSER F, Q. i. i. 16 Ay wont in desert darknes to

remaine, Where plain none might her see, nor she see any
plaine. 1784 New Spectator No. 22. 3 Did not Torquato i

Tasso speak plain at six months old ? 1841 Miss MITFORD
in L'Estrange Life III. viii. 130 The part plainest to be seen
was the figure as it rose and sank above the paling, a 1861
MRS. BROWNING Mother $ Poet\ t I made them. .Speak plain
the word country.

T 4. Simply, absolutely, purely. Obs.

1535 COVERDALE Bible Ded., Christes admynistracion was
nothyng temporaH, but playne spirituall. 1551 T. WILSON
Logike (1580) 18 Whicne either Natural! reason proueth
either to bee plaine false, or the experience of man declareth
to bee vntrue. c 1591 in Lett. Lit. Men (Camden) 78 The
Russe government is plaine tirannycall. 1596 DALRYMPLE

|

tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. i. 97 marg., The Scottis bordirers to I

tile the land plane abhons.

1 5. In other senses of the adj. Obs.
c 1470 HARDING Chron. LIII. v, Within .iiii. wekes was all

this done full playn. 1475 Partenay 920 Many ladyes.. i

Went to a company with the Countesse plain, Ech wel-

comyng hir after ther degre. c 1560 A. SCOTT Poems (S.T.S.)
'

iv. 78 Or scho war kissit plane, Scho leir be japit thry' ss -

1807-8 SYD. SMITH Plymley's Lett. x. Wks. 1859 it. 175/2 He i

dresses plain, loves hunting and farming.
II. It is not clear whether the following belong

to this word or to PLAIN a. 2
,
F. plein.
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f6. Entirely, quite; ? fully.
= CLEAN adv. 5.

c 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. \Vace (Rolls) 14025 He was
passed Je mountes pleyn. c 1450 HOLLAND Howlat 74, 1 will

appele to the Pape, and pass till him plane. 1 1460 Play
Sacrant. 137, I praye the goo wele pleyn thorowght All
eraclea. c 1500 NeivNot-br.Maydiiq, I, that hym bought,
Shall be expoulsed playne. 1567 Gude fy Godlie B. (S.T.S.)

132, I haif na mycht, Me to defend Fra hellis pane, bot gif
thow plane Me succour send.

1 7. Directly, due
;

? full. Obs.

1509 HAWES Past, Picas, xxxvi. (Percy Soc.) 191 So forthe
we sayled right playne southwest. 1527 Prose Life St.
llrandan (Percy Soc.) 38 They sayled playn eest, and than
they sawe an ylonde. c 1540 BOORDE The bokefor to Lernc
\\ ij b, Better it is.. that y wyndowes do open playne north,
than playne south. 1719 DE FOE Crusoe (1840) II. v. in
[The savages] were contined to a neck of land surrounded
with high rocks behind them, and lying plain towards the
sea before them.

C. Combinations.
a. With the adj. : chiefly parasynthetic, as

plain
-bodied\ -clothed, -faced, -featured, -garbed,

etc.; V\$IQ plain-looking. See also PLAIN-HEARTED.
1825 J. NEAL Bro. Jonathan II. 109 The martial, plain-

looking stranger. 1851 RUSKIN Stones I'en. (18^4) I.xx. 223
The nshofLTC always plain bodied creatures in the best
mediaeval sculpture. 1882 'OuiDA' Ataremma I. i. 18 A
plain-featured, clear-skinned woman. 1893 GUNTER Miss
Dividends 186 Respect for all women, young or old, beautiful
or plain -faced.

b. With the adv., as plain-dressing, -going,

-meaning, -pranked, -seeming. See also PLAIN-

DEALEK, -DEALING, -SPEAKING, -SPOKEN.
1579 W. WILKINSON Confiit. Familye of Lone 2 Playne

meaning men walk openly at noone. 1598 SYLVESTER Du
Bartas \\. ii. it. Babylon 655 His plain-prankt stile he
strengthens in such sort. 1830 Miss MITFORD Village Ser.
iv. (1863) 252 As active, and as plain-dressing., at forty-five
as she was at nineteen.

c. Special combs. : plain-back, -backs, weavers'

name for a kind of worsted fabric ; plain clothes,

ordinary civil or citizen dress, unofficial dress,

mufti; opp. to UNIFORM; also attrib., as plain- ,

clothes constable, officer; plain-compass, a simple i

form of the surveyor's compass (Knight Diet. Mech.

1875) ; plain cook sb. t a. person, usually a woman, j

capable of preparing simple dishes
; plain-cook

v. intr., to do plain cooking; plain-darn v.

trans., to mend by plain darning ; f plain-down
adv., plainly, bluntly, without more ado; f plain
Dunstable : see DUNSTABLE i c ; plain-edge .,

of lace : not having a pearl-edge (Cent. Diet. 1 890 ;

plain English, plain straightforward language,

plain terms
; also, a plain or clear statement ;

plain Friend (see quot.J ; plain hackle, an

artificial fly; plainhead, name given to a variety
of the canary; also attrib., as plainhead canary,
strain (opp. to crested} ; plain-headed tz., having
a smooth or unornamented head ; also Jig. igno-

rant, simple; plain language, spec., the manner
of speech used by Quakers ; f plain number, a
number produced by two factors (PLANE a. I b) ;

plain-said a., spoken without reserve, straight-

forward; plain sail A T
aftt., sail ordinarily carried ;

plain service, divine service said without music ;

plain sight : see quot. ; plain-singing = PLAIN-

SONG. See also PLAIN-CHANT, PLAIN SAILING,

PLAIN-SONG, PLAIN-STONES, PLAIN-TILE, PLAIN-
WORK.

worsted, with success, to which they gave the name of plain-

backs, out of which has sprung that immense and valuable ;

branch of merinos. 1856 MARRYAT Midsh. Easy xxxv, He
j

laid out a portion of his gold in a suit of *plain clothes.
|

1851 MRS. CARLVLE Lett. 1 1. 206 Policemen., in plain clothes, ,

and in uniform. 1881 Daily News 22 Aug. 3/2 Plain-clothes
;

officer Hutt was watching the premises. 1809 MALKIN Gil
\

Bias n. i. P 5 Leonards . . passed for a very decent *plain
cook. 1840 MARRYAT Olla Podr. (Rtldg.) 265 A good plain ,

cook is the best thing. 1886 Daily News Apr., General i

Servant Wanted. Must *plain-cook well. 1880 Plain Hints
\

Needlework 52 To *plain-darn a hole in stocking material,
j

and mark on coarse material any two letters. x6a FLETCHER !

& MASS. Prophetess m. ii, Is it fit.. The emperor, my !

master Dioclesian, Should now remember or the times '

or manners That call'd him plain-down Diocles? a 1500
Chaucer's Dreme 59 Which

ye
shade here.. In *pleyne

Englische, evil written. 1614 B. JONSON Bart. Fair iv. iii,

But Adam Ouerdoo had beene worth three of 'hem, I assure
|

you, in this place, that's in plaine english. 1645, 1705 [see

ENGLISH B. 4]. 1693 Humours Town 56 The Boon Com- I

panion, that is in plain English, a Rake-hell, is much
!

caress 'd. 1868 Report to Govt. U. S. Munitions War 107
If we double the thickness, the outside.. will be but one

twenty-fifth as useful, or m plain English, nearly useless.

1890 CAROLINE E. STEPHEN Quaker Strongholds 148
' *Plain

Friends' are those who are resolved to dress according to

the settled principles which commend themselves to their
]

own mind, not enslaving themselves to passing fashions.
;

a 1586 SIDNEY Arcadia (1622) 202 That the commons, .were
too *plaine headed to say their opinions. 1888 F. G. LEE
in Archxologia LI, 363 Holding a book, .and a plain-headed
staff. 1890 CAROLINE E. STEPHEN Quaker Strongholds 149
The '

*plain language
'

best known as the use of thee and
thou (or you in speaking to one person, and of first, second,
&c. for the days of the week and the months. 1728-41
CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v., 20 is a "plain number, produced by

PLAIN.
' the multiplication of 5 into 4. 1865 MACGREGOR Rob R fly in
: &O?tie(lS6]) 249 A very useful and *plain-said conversation.

1829 MARRYAT F. Mildmay xxi, We should . . keep . . under
a *plain sail. 1857 C. GRIBBLE in Merc. Marine Mag. (1858)
V. 9 Made all plain-sail. 1884 KNIGHT Diet. Mech. Supp!.,
*Plain Sight (/-'irc-arms^a. hind sight consisting of a simple
notch in a raised plate or protuberance. 1795 MASON Ck.
Mtts. tit. 164 It therefore could only be called

*plain singing
or chaunting, which, perhaps, is the best translation of the
term//att.r cantus.

t Plain, at Obs. Forms : 4-5 plein, -e, 4-6
playn(e,pleyn(e, Sc. plane, 5-7 plene, plain(e.
[ME. plein, playn. a. K. plein (plain) : L. fleans
full.

In OF.//tv' and plain were confused in certain phrases,
esp. in plein (or plain) champ: see Littre. From the
running together of forms in Eng., still greater ambiguity
attaches to certain uses : see PLAIN adv. 6, 7 (above).]
1. Full, plenary, entire, perfect. Plain pace: at

full speed.
CI330 R. BRUNNE Chron. ly'acc (Rolls) 10615 Now ys

Arthur of pleyn age. 1340 HAMTOLE Pr, Consc. 3844 Crist

gave to Peter playn powere. 1:1380 WYCUF Serin. Set.
Wks. II. 302 Man neden not to go to Rome to gete hem
plein indulgence. (1400 }'waine fy Ga-v. 3082 Thurgh the
hal sir Ywain gase, I mil ane orcherd playn pase. 1425
Rolls ofFarlt. IV. 304/1 Pleine restitution and deliverance
of f>aire obligations. 1450 Ibid. V. 194/2 That our Letters
Patentz . . stand in theire strenght and plene effect. 1461
raston Lett. II.2? For my playn acquitayll. 1481 CAXTON
Myrr. in. vi. 140 The sonne lescth his clerenes 8: the lyght
in the playn daye. 1495 Rolls ofParlt. VI. 503/1 As if the
said Fraunces or his heyres were in pleyne lyfe. 1544 tr.

Littleton's Tenures (1574) 22 The age. .of xxi yeare, whyche
is called plaine or full age. 1653 H. COGAN tr. Pinto's 'J ra~ r

.

1. 197 The City had been assaulted five times in plain-day.
PThe following may belong here, or to some sense of

PLAIN a. 1

<ri38s CHAUCER L. G. \V. 2614 Ful is the place of soun
of menstralsye.. As thylke tyme was the pleyne vsage.

2. Full or complete in numlier. extent, etc.
; esp.

of a council, assembly, or court.

1330 R. I'RUNNE Chron. (1810) 253 What be clergie wild

schape, whan be couite were pleyn. 1375 BARBOUR Bruce
xlx. 49 The lord sowlis haf giantit thar 1 he deid in-to plane
parliament. 1387 TKICVISA Higden (Rolls) VI. 337 In pleyn
consistorie be pope cursede Waldrada. 1459 Rolls ofParlt.
V. 356/2 By thassent . . of Prelats [etc.] in his plain Parle-

ment. 1499 Exch. Rolls Scott. XI. 395 To the forrestaris

in the plane court in the tolbouth of Edinburgh. Ibid. 396
Grantande. .full plane poware. 1514-15 Act 6 Hen. V11I,
c. 4 In the full and pleyne shire courte. 1523 LD. BERNERS
Froiss. I. xiv. 14 The whidie was redde openly in playn
audience. 1589 Reg. Privy Council Scot. IV. 384 [The
King's Majesty] sittand in plane Parliament [had ratified the

Act]. 1671 R. MAcWARD True A'onconf. 231 King Charles

the first, did in plene Parliament, An. 1641... ratifie the

Nationall Covenant. 1677 CARY Chtonol. i. 1. 1. vii. 18 There
remains for the number of plene Months 125.

3. In phrase in plain battle {combat, joust, war),
in regular open battle, etc.

With this was evidently associated the phrase in plain

field (F. en plein or plain champ), although this may have

belonged orig. to PLAIN a. 1
3 b.

c 1330 R. RRUNNE Chron. \Vace (Rolls) 3760 Morpydus . .

nngeny gan hym assaille, & her hym slow in pleyn bataille.

1375 BAHBOUR Bruce xvm. 79 Our maner is,. .Till follow and

ficht, and ficht fleand, And nocht till starid in plane melle

Quhill the ta part discumfit be. c 1386 CHAUCER Knt.'s T.

130 He faught and slough hym manly as a knyght In pleyn
bataille. 1470-85 MALORY Arthur x. xviii. 442 And of these

twelue Knyghtes he slewe in playne lustes four. 1485
CAXTON Chas. Gt. 209 To wete yf he wold make playne warre.
a 1533 LD. KERNERS Huon xlii. 142 Fynde .ii. champyons . .

thatfor thy loue wyll fyght with me in playne batayle. 1603
KNOLLES Hist. Turks i. (1621) 4 Whom he was not able to

encounter in plaine battell. a 1718 PENN Tract Wks. 1726
I. 577 In a plain Combat giving him that Foyl.

4. Characterized by abundance of; full of. rare~ l
.

1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 435/2 He sheweth hym self playne
of contricion.

U For possible adverbial uses, see PLAIN adv. 6, 7,

which may in part belong here.

Plain (pl^n), v. arch, or dial. Forms : 3-6
pleine, 3-7 playne, plaine, 4 pleign(e, 4-6
pleyn(e, plene, plane, 5 plany, 5-6 playn,
6- plain, (6, 8-9 dial, plean, 8-9 dial, pleen,

pleean). 0. 4 pleny ; -SV. 4-7 plenje, 5 pleinjhe,
6 plenjie, -yie, (-zie), pleinye, -Je.-Jie, planyie,

plainjie, (-yie, -zie). [ME. plei,g)ne, playne,

plenje, a. OF. plaign-, stem ofp/aindre (plaignrt,

plaingre] to lament, refl. to complain : l^planglrc
to beat (the breast), lament, from root flag- strike.

So It. piangere, fiagnere, Pr. planher, Sp. plaiiir.

The Sc. forms retained the sound of Fr. gn (n
T
),

repr. by -ny, -nyh, -n) (in l6thc. print -z). The
vb. was both intr. and trans, already in L. ; the

earliest (nth c.) OF. examples in Littre are trans,

and refl. ; the latter arises more naturally out of

the trans.]

fl. trans. To give oral expression to grief on

account of or for (some thing or person) ; to bewail,

deplore, lament, mourn (the external cause, or

the inward sorrow or pain) ;
= COMPLAIN v. i . Obs.

1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. (1810) 222 Sir Guy Baliol died

bore . . He was pleyned more' ban ober tuenty. 14.. Tvn-

dale's Vis. 582 Uretand with a dolfulle crye, And playned
his synne ful petously. 1503 DUNBAR Thistle tr Rose 31

Thai haif moir causs to weip and plane thair sorrow. 1596

SPENSER Astroph. Prol., Shepheards, that wont . Oft times



PLAIN. 988 PLAINLY.

to plaine your loves concealed ?mart. 1617 W. BECKER in

Camden's Lttt. (1691) 207, 1 did many times plain my ill

hap. 1757 MKS. GRIFFITH Lett. Henry fy Frances (1767) I.

261, I only., plain the misfortune of not having made the

first impression on your heart.

f 2. refl. To utter lamentations, bewail oneself:

= COMPLAIN v. 2. Obs.

13. . Seuyn Sag. (W.) 832 Pleined him of his mochel wo.

1340 HAMPOLE Pr. Consc. 2540 Parfor Saint Bernard pleyned
him here Of his lyf. 1423 JAS. I Kingis Q. xl, I sawe ..

new cummyn hir to pleyne, . . the freschest jonge floure.

c 1550 R. BIESTON Hayte Fortune Ii iij, To plaine hym
nought auayleth. 1633 P. FLETCHER Purple Id. xn. Ix.xiv,

Thus with glad sorrow did she sweetly plain her. 1710
PHILIPS Pastorals i. 8 A Shepherd Boy.. Thus plam'd him
of his dreary Discontent.

3. intr. To give oral utterance to sorrow; to

lament, mourn; = COMPLAIN v. 3, Now poet.
and dial.

1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 3576 Mest in is herte was uor

anguysse to playne. c 1400 Destr. Troy 3471 Playnond
with pytie. a 1547 SURRF.V in TottelCs Misc. (Arb.) 3,

I wish for night, more couertly to playn. a 1586 SIDNEY
Arcadia \\. (1598) 118 Though he plaine, he doth not com-

plaine; for it is a harme, but no wrong, which he hath
receiued. 1613 W. BROWNR Brit. Past. i. i, She loves not

him that plaineth, but that pleaseth. 1710 PHILIPS Pastorals
ii. 13 Small Cause, I ween, has lusty Youth to plain. 1865
LOWELL Z,

''
Poet.Wks. (1879) 457 The Muse is womanish,

nor deigns Her love to him that pules and plains.

ft. 1375 BARBOUR-^rwct? iv. 2isThus plenseitheoffhisfolye.

b. = COMPLAIN v. 4. dial.

1863 MRS. TOOGOOD Yorks. Dial.* He seemed verra ill, he

pleaned a good deal. 1898 KIRKBY Lakeland Wds. (E.D.D.),
She pleens a gay deal aboot her heed.

4. To give utterance to feelings of ill-usage or

injury;
^ COMPLAIN v. 5, 6, 8.

fa. reft. Obs.

1297 R. GLOUC (Rolls) 504 He ne dorste him na;t pleme.
1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. Wact (Rolls) 16144 Penda . .

pleyned hym vnto Cadwalyn. c 1380 WYCLIF Wks. (1880)

388 pai hadden no more nedetoplenehemof bisordenaunce

pan hadden be ober two stalls of his chirche. 1590 MAR-
LOWE Edw. //, v. i, To plain me to the gods against them
both. 1592 KYD Sp. Trag. in. vii. 69, 1 will go plaine me to

my Lord the King.
0. 1456iSiuG. HAVE jCw^w/M(S.T.S.) 163,! suld plen;e
me till his juge, and ask rycht and law of him.

b. intr. To make complaint. Const, of, against,

on, upon, that . . . , poet, (arch.} and dial.

1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 765 To is dorter queneof cornwaiie

gan wende [Lear] & plainede of be unkundhede of his

dorter gornorille. c 1440 Gesta Rom. viii. 22 (Harl. MS.)
Than be soule shall pleyne vpon ^>e flesh. i6ia DEKKER
If it be not good \\\v<>. 1873 III. 318 This Reuerend sub-

Prior, Who plaines against disorders of this House. 1724
in Ramsay's Tect-t. Misc. (1733) II. 119 Why dost thou

pleen? I thee maintain, For meal and mawt thou disna
want. 1808 SCOTT Marnt. vi. xiii, 'Though something I

might plain
1

,
he said, 'Of cold respect to stranger guest '.

1825 BROCKF.TT N. C Gloss., Plean, to complain. An old

word. 1876 Whitby Gfoss., Plain
t
to complain.

|3. 13.. E. E. Allit. P. A. 548 penne J>e fyrst bygonne to

pleny Si sayden pat bay hade travayled sore. 1375 HAR-
BOUR Bruce xi. 320 His fayis to plen^e sail mater haf.

1412 in Laing Charters (1899) 24 The for.saide lorde . . sal

abide the proulncialis cumyng, and sal plein^he til him.
c 1470 HENHYSON Mor. Fab. vi. (Shee <$ Dog) xiii, Vp rais

the dog, and on the scheip thus pleinyeit. 1499 Exch.
Rolls Scotl. XI. 395 It is plenyeit that the .. induellaris

within the bondis about the said forrest distroyis the wod
and der grettumlie. 1535 STEWART Cron. Scot. II. 6i3

Suppois he had hot litill caus to plen^e. 1567 Saltr. Poems
Reform. (S.T. S.) vn. 55 Plein^eand that sho was rauyssit
by 1= against] hir will, a 1578 LINDESAY (Pitscottie) Chron.
Scot, xviii. xvii. (S. T. S.) I. 81 Mony seasd place gevin to

men that pleissit to pleinzie, begane day by day more and
more to compleine wpoun his tyrannic.

c. To tell tales, inform (against, on}, dial.

1781 J. HUTTOM Tour to Caves Gloss. (E.D.S.), Plean t

to tell tales against a person. 1828 Craven Gloss, (ed. 2),

Plean, to tell tales. 1892 M. C. F. MORRIS Yorksh.
Folk-Talk 354 He gans tiv his maasther ti pleean on him.

d. trans. To complain of ;
= COMPLAINS. 7. dial.

1855 ROBINSON Whitby Gloss, s. v., They are always plain-

ing poverty.
5. transf. andy^f. intr. To emit a plaintive or

mournful sound ;
COMPLAIN v. 9.

71649 DKUMM. OF HAWTH. Poems Wks. (1711)23 Come
witli your doleful songs, Night's sable birds, which plain
when others sleep. 1783 WOLCOTT (P. Pindar) Odes to R.
Acad. iii, Nature 'plaineth sore. 1809 CAMPBELL Gertr.

Wyom. n. xii, And nought.. was heard or seen But stock-
doves plaining through its gloom profound, a. 1835 MOTHER-
WELL Madman's Lone Poems

(184^7) 47 With selfsame voice
the old woods playne, When shrilly winds do blow. 1884
M. LINSKILL in Ga. Words 15 The wind went on wuthering
wildly, sobbing, raging, plaining over the barren moor.

b. trans. To say in a querulous tone.

1901 G. DOUGLAS Ho. iv. Green Shutters 296
'
It would be

the wind ', plained her mother.

t C. intr. Of a horse: To whine, whinny, rare 1
.

c 1374 CHAUCER Anel. fy Arc. 157 Right as an hors that can
boothe byte & pleyne.

fd. (See quot.) Obs. rare* 1
.

1611 COTGR., Duner
t to plaine, as a horse, that neither

halteth outright, nor setteth his foot hard on the ground.

Plain, obs. form of PLANE v.

f Plai/nand, ///. a. Sc. and north, dial. Obs.

In 5 plenyhand, pleynand, plen^eand. [pr.

pple. otplen)c t
PLAINS.: see -AND.] = PLAINING

///. a., PLATNANT a.

1429 in Cat. Doc. rel. Scot. (1888) 405 The thre persouns
chosin on the ta perti plenyhand. 1609 SKENE Reg, Maj,

Lodging
= COM-

i. 109 The poyndes aught to be in the seasing, and posses-
sion of the partie plenzeand.
Hence fPlainandly, pleynandly adv., in a com-

plaining manner.
c 1450 St. CutJtbert (Surtees) 649 Pleynandly on hyght he

spak.

t Plainant, a. Law. Obs. [a. F.

pr. pple. of plaindre : see PLAIN z>.]

a complaint ; formally complaining ;

PLAINANT a.

1467-8 Rolls ofParlt.V. 633/2 Charged by Jugement
theryn to the persone Pleynaunt or Infourmer. 1648 PRYNNK
Pleafor Lords 51 It should put the party 'plainant without

remedy, a 1680 BUTLER Rein. (1759) II. 317 The Plainant
is eldest Hand, and.. is understood to be the belter Friend
to the Court.

Plai*n-cha:nt. [a.F.//<3/ chant-, see PLAIN-

SONG.] = PLAIN-SONG, CANTO FEHMO (in both

senses of these). Also attrib.

1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v. Chan/, The Plain, or Grego-
rian chant, is where the choir and people sin.y in unison,
or all together in the same manner. 1887 E. L. TAUNTON
Hist. Ch. Mus. 124 In some of the old Plain Chant Masses
one finds sometimes 200 notes to one syllable ! 1895 C. F. A.
WILLIAMS in Elem. Plainsong 30 The artistic intertwining
of various melodies above and below the fixed notes of the

cantnsfirmus or Plain chant.

Hence Plai'n-cha :ntistf an advocate of plain-
chant.
1888 S. H. LITTLE in Dublin Rev. Jan. 112 The 'Plain

Chantist ', therefore, is not inconsistent or unreasonable.

Plain dealer, plain-dealer. Now rare.

[f. PLAIN a. 1 + DEALER : cf. next.] One who deals

plainly ; one who is straightforward and candid in

his relations with others.

1571 GOLDING Calvin on Ps. xxxiv, 10 Rather, .than God
will disappoynt the rightuous and playndealers of their

needful foode. 1600 J. PORY tr. Leo's Africa n. 40 Being
plaine dealers, voide of dissimulation. 1676 WYCHERLKY
/'/. Dealer Pro!., I the Plain Dealer am to act to-day..An
honest man who. .speaks what he thinks, a 1735 AKBUTHNOV
John Bull (1755) 3 Sir Humphry Polesworth, I know you
are a plain-dealer ; . .speak the truth, and spare not.

Flai'ii dealing, plain-dealing, $b. [f.

PLAIN #.1 + DEALING^?. sb.\ cf. DOUBLE-DEALING.]
1. Openness and sincerity of conduct; absence of

subterfuge; candour, straightforwardness.
1573 New Custom \. ii. in Hazl. Dodsley III. 14 For then

plain-dealing bare away the prize. 1647 TRAPP Comm.
Acts xxiv. 12 It falls out often, that plain-dealing puts
craft out of countenance. 1709 STEKLE TatlerNo. 73 p 10,
I take you to be a Lover of Ingenuity and Plain-Dealing.
1856 EMERSON Eng. Traits^ 7V/A_Wks. (Hohn) II. 52

They are blunt in saying what they think,, .and they require
plain dealing of others.

f2. Name of a card-game. Obs.

1674 COTTON Comfit. Gamester xix. 142 A Game called

Plain-Dealing. He that deals hath the advantage of this

Game ; for if he turn up the Ace of Diamonds he cannot
lose.. then are the Cards plaid as at Whist. 1816 SINGER
Hist. Cards 345.

Plai'ii-dealing, a. [f. PLAIN adv. + dealing,

pr. pple. of DEAL v.: cf. prec.] That deals plainly;

straightforward in speech and behaviour ; free from
deceit or subterfuge.
1566 PAINTER Pal. Pleas. (1890) III. 329 Hee. .like a playne

dealinge man, beleued what she promised. 1611 BEAUM.
& FL. Maid's Trag. iv. ii, It becomes us well To get plain-

dealing men about ourselves. 1719 DE FOE Crusoe (1840)
I. ii. 18 This captain .. was an honest and plain-dealing
man. 1847 EMERSON AnMCf(z837) 165 Found I true liberty \

In the
glad

home plain-dealing Nature gave.

Plainer (pl^'nai). [f,
PLAIN z/. + -ER 1

.] fa.
Law. = COMPLAINANT sb. i. Obs. b. A com-

;

plainer, grumbler. Now dial.

1340 Ayenb. 39 pe ualse playneres J>et makeb J>e ualse
i

bezechinges. c 1450 Godstow Reg. 101 Bitwene Felice,
Abbesse of Godestowe, pleyner,. .and Aleyne Basset. 1590
MARLOWE Ediu, //, in. ii. 158 And bid me say, as plainer to

your grace, That [etc.]. 1876 Whitby Gloss.
t Plainer^ a

[

grumbler.

Plainer, obs. form of PLANER.
Plainful (pl^*nfiil),ff. arch. ff. PLAIN sb. 2 or

stem of PLAIN v. + -FUL i.] a. Distressing,

pitiful, grievous, b. That mourns, or emits a
mournful sound.

1568 T. HOWELI. Newe Sonets (1879) 127 Let learned heads
describe their playnfull plight, a 1649 DRUMM. OF HAWTH.
Poems Wks. (1711) 33/2 Instead of night's black-bird and
plainful owl, Infernal furies here do yell and howl. 1906
Daily Chron. 19 Jan. 3/4 The hero of this plainful story.

Hence f Plai-nfulness Obs.
a 1586 SIDNEY Arcadia i. Plangus fy Basiliits 151 From

how much mourning plainfulnesse.

Plai*ii-hea:rted, a. Now rare.
[f. plain heart

(PLAIN rt. 1 ) + -ED 2
.] Having a sincere and open

heart; without deceit or guile; ingenuous, innocent.

1608 DOD & CLEAVER Expos. Prov. ix-x. 100 Let us
learne to bee plaine hearted towards our brethren. 1641
MILTON Aniwadv., Rem. Def. i. Wks. 1738 I. 79 Free-spoken
and plain-hearted Men, that are the Eyes of their Country.
1727-46 THOMSON Summer 1475 Sincere, plain-hearted,

hospitable, kind.

Hence Plai n-heaTtedlyaafe.; Plai n hea'rted-

ness.
1653 DOROTHY OSBORNE Lett, to Sir W. Temple (1888) 149
How I sho'uld love that plain-heartedness you speak of, if

you would use it. 1691 HARTCLIFFE Virtues 174 That
Simplicity and plain-heartedness, which ought to be in the

Conversation of every Christian. 1832 [R. CATTERMOLE]
Beckctt

t etc. 196 And there, with so much graveness as just

gives A grace to smiles, plain-heartedly she lives.

Plaining (pl^'nig), vbl. sb. arch. Forms: see

PLAIN v.
[f.

PLAIN v. + -ING *.] The action of the

verb PLAIN
; the utterance of grief or dissatisfaction ;

lamentation ; complaint.
1340 HAMTOLE Pr. Consc. 6104 pe day of pleynyng and

accusyng, PC day of answer and of strait rekkenyng. 1375
HARBOUR Bruce HI. 647 Off thl tynsell is na plen^eing. c 1386
CHAUCER Pars. T. p io(Harl. MS.) Penitence is J>e pleynyng
of man for be gult j>at he hab doon. 1593 T. WATSON Tears
ofFancie xxv, A low) te dale. .cald. .The vale of loue for there
I spent my plainings. 1633 P. FLETCHER Pise. Eel. i. ii, A
poore fisher swaine Came from his boat to tell the rocks his

plaining. 1867 JEAN INGELOW Dreams that came true xiv,
From her lips a fitful plaining broke. 1880 WATSON Prince's

Quest (1892) 31 As a low wind wails.. About a tarn whereof
the listless wave Maketh no answer to its plaining.

Plai'ning,///. a. arch. [f.
PLAIN v. + -ING y

.]

That plains; plaintive, mourning; complaining.
(See also PLAINAND.)
1483 CatA, A^^.zS^/2 Plenynge, querulus. 1594 MARLOWE
& NASHE Dido iv. i, Hear, hear, O, hear larbas 1

plaining

prayers, c 1630 MILTON Passion vii, Yet on the softned

Quarry would I score My plaining vers as lively as before.

1891 Miss DOWIE Girl in Karp. 104 The plaining doves are
absent from the high fir-tree tops.

Flainish. (pl^'nif), a. (adv.) [f. PLAIN a.1 -f

-ISH l.] Somewhat plain.
a 1845 HOOD Publ. Dinner 114 [You] hear rather plainish
A sound that's champaignish. 1894 Athenxum 10 Feb.

176/1 A fresh, honest, plainish English girl.

Plainly (pl#*nli), adv.1
[f. PLAIN a.1 + -LY 2

.]

1. In a clear or distinct manner ; so as to be

clearly seen, heard, perceived, or understood.
c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xxxvi. (Baptista) 291 pat he wes

cristehe nyt planly. c 1385 CHAUCER L. G. W. Prol. 64 Hire
chere is pleynly sprad in the brightnesse Of the sonne.

1460 Cal. Anc. Rec. Dublin (1889) I. 306 As in the sayd
chartre more playnly hit ys expressed. 1526 TINDALE John
xvi. 29 Loo, nowe speakest thou playnly, and thou vsest no

proverbe. 1692 E. WALKER Epictettts* Mor. xi, Too plainly
is your selfish Folly shewn. 1797-1803 FOSTER Jrnl. in Life

fCorr.
(1846) I. 230 Cannot yet articulate plainly. 1867

HEDO Homiletics iii. 58 He should constantly strive to

exhibit his thoughts plainly.

2. With clear perception by the senses or mind
;

clearly ; distinctly.
c 1374 CHAUCER Troylns n. 223 (272) pey kan not pleynly

vnderstonde. c 1430 Pit^r. LyfManhode I. Ixxii. (1869) 42
As thow shall see pleynliche whan thow hast rad Genesis,
a 1548 HALL Chron. t

Hen. VIII 231 b, He was sodenly
murdered with a gonne, whiche of the neighbors was

playnly hard. 1617 CAPT. SMITH Seamans Gram. xii. 58
That you may the plainlier vnderstand it. 1725 DE FOE
Voy. round World (1840) 257, I saw plainly, .that I was
wrong. 1860 TVNDALL Glac. i. i. 5 The evidences of pressure
could be plainly traced.

3. Qualifying the statement made: Evidently,

manifestly.
1382 WVCLIF Jer. x. 19 Pleynli this myn infirmyte is, and
Y shal bern it. 1444 Rolls of Parlt. V. 107/2 That than
such Juge or Juges .. have pleynly power and auctorite.

1590 SIR J. SMYTH Disc. Weapons Ded. gb, That they
haue plainlie kept and conuerted..a great part thereof to

their owne vses. 1664 EVELYN Syh<a (1776) 287 These

[buried] Trees, .were found plainly to have been cut off by
the Kerf. 1736 BUTLER Anal. i. iii. Wks. 1874 I. 69 Such a

Kingdom, .would plainly be superior to all others. 1863
KINCLAKE Crimea (1877) II. ii. 20 Plainly it would fare ill

with any man upon whom the public anger might light,

1 4. In an open or public manner ; openly,

publicly. Obs.

13.. Seuyn Sag. (W.) 3297 The knight gan playnly with

hir pas Vntil sho in hir chamber was. 1375 BARBOUR Bruce
ix. 512 Ouhen thai herd of the cumrnyng Offschir Eduard,
that so planly Our-raid the land. 14. . in Hist. Coll. Citizen

London (Camden) 96 On the next day was the Parlement

playnely be-gunne. 1565 Reg. Privy Council Scot. I. 380
Diverse . . personis hes nocht abstenit planelie to pas and

repas.

5. Without concealment, disguise, or reserve ;

openly, candidly, frankly.

1386 CHAUCER Merck. T. 72 If_pleynly speke I shal.

c 1400 Rom. Rose 2878 And what she is he loveth so To thee

pleynly he shal undo, Withoute drede of any shame.
a 1548 HALL Chron, t Hen. VII^56 He would after an humble
fassion plainly reprehende the King. 1646 J. WHITAKER
Uz-ziah 22 The fewnesse of those that have.. courage to deal

plainly. 1710 LADY M. W. MONTAGU Let. to W. Montagu
14 Nov., I have tried to write plainly. I know not what one

can say more upon paper. 1862 TROLLOPE Qrley F. xvi, Mr.

Aram, could he have been induced to speak out his mind

plainly, would have expressed, probably, a different opinion.

6. \Vithsimplicityorfrugality; \vithoutornament

or embellishment ;
without luxury.

1362 MOUNTGOMEKY in Archatologia XLVII. 216 Which. .

I haue rudely written and plainely penned. 1601 R. JOHN-
SON Kingd. <y Commw. (1603) 102 Theycouet to line simply
and plainly. 1847 C. BRONTE J. Eyre vii, The hair to be

arranged closely, modestly, plainly. 1901 BUCHAN Watcher

by Threshold 289, 1 suppose he lives very plainly.

f 7. Entirely, completely, absolutely, quite.

(Perh. belongs to next : cf. PLAIN adv. 6.) Obs.

30 The kindred of the mothers side, for to saue her honesty,
it plainely denied.

t Plai'nly, adv? Obs. In 4-5 pleyn-, plein-,

plen-. [f.
PLAIN a.% + -LY 2

.] Fully.

1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls) II. 211 Of HS matire loke



PLAINNESS.

wi|> ynne niore pleynliche after be batayle of Troy. 1418
CHICHELE in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. i. I. 5 Towchyng al odr

things, I wot wel-.your brother sendyth to ^u pleynlych.

1442 Rolls of Parlt. V. 58/1 To have, holde, and enjoyc
hem,, .as pleynly, hoolly, and in the same maner. .as youre
seide Faclir hadde and helde hem. 1459 Paston Lett. I. 499
As the bringer here of shall more pleinly declare yow. 1469

Bury Wills (Camdeii) 45, I wyll that myn detts be plenty

paled.

Plainness ,plt
7
-nines). Forms: a. 4 pleynes,

4-5 pleynesse, 4-7 playnesse, 5-6 plainesse,

playnes, 6 plaines, playness, pleines. 0. See

PLAIN a. 1 and -XESS. [ME. play-^pleynesse^ a. OF.

plai(g}nesset planece flatness, smoothness, plane
surface iL pldnitiiis, ~ia a flat surface, f, planus
flat. But the variants in -ties, -tiess show that the

word was soon associated with native formations

having this suffix, with which it is fully identified

in the forms plainness^ etc. (Cf. finesse, fine-

ness.*}] The quality or condition of being plain,
in various senses of the adj.

f 1. Flatness, smoothness, evenness, levelness.

a. 13.. Guy Warw, (A.) clxvi. 8 Sir Gij drou^ out bat

swerd anon, & alle be pleynes J>er-of it schon. 1388 WYCLIF
2 Mace. xiv. 33, Y schal drawe doun this temple of God in

to pleynesse. 1483 Caik. Angl. 282/2 A Playnes, planicics.

1551 T. WILSON Logikt (1580) n Suche qualities as . . hard-

nesse, softnesse, roughnesse, plainesse. 1578 BANISTER Hist*
Man i. 21 With more flat and equal playness.

ft. 1374 CHAUCER Bocth. v. metr. iv. 12 (Camb. MS-),
Lettres emprientyd in the smothenesse or in the pleynnesse
[B. M. Add. plainesse ; ed. 1602 plainenesse] of the table of
wex. 1482 Monk of Evesham (Arb.) 57 The playnnes of
that place was so repletyd and fulfylde withe wonnys. 1573-80
BARET Alv. 1*441 The plainenesse, or euennesse of the sea.

1617 MOKYSON Itin. nr. 102 The plainenes of the Countrie,
and the frequency of Lakes and Fennes, doe more increase
the cold. 1704 HKAKNE Duct. Hist. (1714) I. 399 The plain-
ness and evenness of their Country.

2. Openness, honesty, or straightforwardness of

conduct ;
frankness or directness of language.

- X55^ J- HEYWOOD Spider $ F. xxxii. 24 You haue gifte
of pleines stcrne and stoute. 1639 N. N. tr. Dtt Bosq's
Compl. Woman i. 17 Where as then was no other shine in

society then lying, a genuine playnesse. .were enough.
ft. a 1548 HALL Citron., Hen. VII 56 Of the same vertue

and honest playnnes [1568 GBAFTON plainenesse] was Ihon
Morton archebishop ofCaunterbury. 1606 SHAKS. Tr. fyCr.
iv. iv. 108 Whil'st some with cunning guild their copper
crownes, With truth and plainnes^e I doe weare mine bare.

1697 DKYDKN Virg. Georg. (1721) I. Essay 207 We see in

one the Plainness of a down right Countryman, and in the

other, something of a rustick Majesty. 1778 Miss BURNEY
Evelina- (1791) II. v. 40 He forced me to express my dis-

pleasure with equal plainness. 1875 JOWETT Plato (ed 2) 1.

356 My plainness of speech makes them hate me.

fb. euphemism, for Discourteous behaviour or

treatment; rudeness. Obs. rare.

1465 Paston Lett. II. 208 They know not the pleynesse
that hathe ben done in such thyngys as hathe ben don in

her namys.

fc. The plainness : the plain truth. Obs.

1477 KAKL KIVKKS (Caxton) Dictcs 40 So may not a man be
wele counseylled of hys frende withoute he telle hym the

playnesse of hys cause. 1 1530 LD. HERNERS Artk. Lyt.
Bryt. (1814) 298, 1 pray you speke, and shew me the playnes.
1537 CROMWELL in Merriman Life fy Lett. (1902) II. 57 If

the said deposicons had been ernestly takyn, the plaines of
that mater might haue been easely known.

3. Clearness to the perception or comprehension ;

lucidity of exposition, meaning, or expression.
1529 MORE Dyalogc i. Wks. 171/2 For the more playnnesse

let vs put one example or twaine. 1570 BILLINGSLEY Euclid
i. Introd. i The demonstrations and proofes .. by reason of
their playnnes necde no greate declaration. 1671 SALMON
Syn. Med. Introd. 2 Little with Plainness is better than
much with Obscurity. 1867 SHEDD Hotniletics iii. (1869) 55
This plainness of style is the product of sagacity and
keenness.

4. Absence of or freedom from ornament, osten-

tatious display, or luxury ; simplicity.
1581 MARBECK Bk. ofNotes 655 In their fare, apparel I,.,

and furniture of warre, they vse a plainenesse. 1649 J tR<

TAYLOR Gt. Exenip. n. Disc. vit. 36 The understandings of
men are no more satisfied by a pompous magnificence, then

by a cheap plainness. 1763 H. WALI'OLE Vertuc's Anecd.
Paint. III. ii. 93 The excess of plainness in our cathedral

disappoints the spectator after so rich an approach. 1848
LYT TON Harold n. i, These new comers were clad with
extreme plainness.

fb. Simplicity (as opp. to complexity). Obs.

1669 STURMY Mariner's Mag. \\.\\. 68 This Quadrant..
I hold to be as necessary an Instrument as Seamen can use,
in respect of its plainness.

5. Lack of beauty ; homeliness ; ugliness.
1829 LYTTON Devereux i. v, This was far more than suffi-

cient to atone for the comparative plainness of my person.
1868 J. H. BLUNT Kef. C/u Eng. I. 105 'A very beautiful

complexion ', which by no means indicates plainness.

Plai'n sai'ling, sb. [prob. a popular use of
PLANE SAILING, formerly also spelt plain sailing',
but used with sense of PLAIN a.1 3.] Sailing or going
on in a plain course, in which there is no difficulty
or obstruction ; simple or easy course of action.

1827 STEUAUT Planter s G. (1828) 493 It must be all
'

plain
sailing'.as the seamen say, and no sudden turns, intricacies,
or narrow passes. 1842 F. E. FACET Mil/. Malv. 209 So
far all was plain sailing, as the saying is; but Mr. Till knew
that his mam difficulties were yet to come. 1867 TKOLLOPE
Chron. Barset I. xxxiv. 292 TboM things are never plain
bailing, my dear..

939

So Plai-n-sailingf a., straightforward in action.

1807 KNOX & JEBB Con-. I. 344 With all possible rectitude
of heart, he has not a plain-sailing mind. 1887 RIDER
HAGGARD Jess iv, Happy, healthy, plain-sailing Bessie.

Plainsher, variant of PLANCHEK s&. 1

Plainsman (pl^-nzmsen). [f. PLAIN st>.i +
MAN s6. l

~\
A man of the plain or plains; an in-

habitant of a flat country, or of the wide open plains
of some regions. In quot. 1899 applied to a horse.

1881 Daily News 21 May 5 The French column, .was met
on the boundary of the Mater district by two or three

hundred plainsmen, who made a show of resistance. 1891
Spectator May 732 Imbued with that sense of freedom

peculiar to the Australian, the American plainsman, and the

Canadian. 1899 Contentp. Rev, Sept. 355 Kxperienced
ranchmen never turn a bunch of green brood-mares out
unless accompanied by three or four of these sagacious little

plainsmen.

Plain-Song (pl^'n,Sf?n). Mus. [Rendering med.
L. cantus planus, Y. plain chant, It. canto piano:
see quot. 1895 in sense i.]

1. The form of vocal music believed to have been
used in the Christian Church from the earliest times,

consisting of melodies composed in the mediaeval

modes (see MODE) and in free rhythm depending
on the accentuation of the words, and sung in

unison ; in the West it was first systematized in the

4th century by St. Ambrose, and further developed
in the 6th century by St. Gregory the Great : see

AMBROSIAN, GKEGOUIAX.
1513 in Trans. Roy. Hut. Soc. VI. 362 Chapellanis that

has vnderstandyng to syng plane sang, priket sang, and to

do seruice efter the tenour of his foundation. 1545 ASCHAM
Toxof'li. (Arb.) 41, I wysshe . . that the laudable custome of

Knglande to teache chyldren their plainesong andpriksong,
were not so decayed. 1706 A. BEDFORD Temple Mus. iii.

62 The first. .Performance was done, .by Plain Song ; as the
Psalms are . . read in Cathedrals. 1878 STAINER in Ortfett's

Printers? Bible-Aids 67 The tendency of recitation to

develope into monotone and an irregular chant, .is illustrated

by the history of
'

plain song
'

in the eaily Christian Church.

1895 H. B. BRIGGS in Elem, Plainsong i Plainsong or

Cantus ptanus even, level, plain song is perfectly distinct

from cantus figuratus, or inensuratus^ i. e. harmonised,
measured music, from which it essentially differs in tonality
and rhythm. .. In plainsong the accents occur irregularly,
thus making the rhythm/tf, but subject to certain laws of

proportion which satisfy the ear.

2. A simple melody or theme
;
often accompanied

by a running melody or * descant
'

(see DESCANT
sb. i); hence in variousy^. applications. Obs* or

Hist.

(11566 R. EDWARDES Damon $ Pithias in Hazl. Dodsley
IV. 27 Without mention of them [ladies] you can make no
sport : They are your plain-song to sing descant upon. 1597
MORLEY Introd. jVwj. 70 When a man talketh of a JJescanter,
it must be vnderstood of one that can extempore sing apart
upon a playnesong. Ibid. 71 [see COUNTERPOINT .*/' a].

1659 H. THORNUIKE Wks. (1846) II. 610 Ecclesiasticus ..

descants indeed upon Solomon's plain song in the eighth
and ninth of the Proverbs. 1674 PLAYFORU Skill Mns. i. v.

21 Here folioweth the three usual Plain Songs for Tuning
the Voice in the Ascending and Descending of Notes.

3. attrib.

1590 SHAKS. Mids. JV. in. i. 134 The Finch, the Sparrow,
and the Larke, The plainsong Cuckow gray. (11646 J.
GREGORY Disc. Nicene Creed Posthuma (1649) 53 The same
Creed hath been most certainly sung, .in a plain song-fashion,
ever since the date of the Councel [of NiceJ itself.

Plai'n-spea'king, sb. and a. a. sb. Plain-

ness of speech, candour, frankness, b. adj. That

speaks plainly or without reserve ;
= next.

a. i8$J ROGET Thesaurus 703 Candour, sincerity, . .plain

speaking. 1864 WEBSTER, PIain-sneaking^ plainness of

speech, frankness, candor.

b- 1884 Athenaeum g Feb. 178/3 'The Algerines are a

company of rogues ', remarked a plain-speaking Dey.

Plarn-spo:ken, t plarn-spoke, a. [f.

PLAIN adv. + spoken^ pa. pple. of &PEAK cf, OUT-
SPOKEN, also BEHAVED///, a.]

kin^: plainly ;

reserved.

L Given to speaking plainly; outspoken, un-

1678 DKYDEN All for Love Pref., A plain-spoken honest
man. 177* FLETCHER Logica Genev. 103 The Creed of an
honest, consistent, plain-spoken Calvinist. 1884 JENNINGS
Croker Papers I. ii. 54 [He] was much loo sincere and plain-
spoken to be a model courtier.

2. Plainly spoken ; clearly or directly expressed ;

outspoken, candid, frank.

1703 ROWE Ulyss. i. (1706) C j, Leave my plain spoke Love
to prove its Merit. 1836 SIR H. TAYLOII Statesman xxxi.

^38 A rough, bluff, hearty, plain-spoken way of eulogising
them to their faces. 1869 FREEMAN Norm. Cony. III. xii.

106 He seems to have used language nearly as plain-spoken
as Toatig did two years later.

Hence Plain-spo kenness.
1865 F. OAKEI.EY Hist. Notes 29 To such friends .. he

[Mr. Froude] discloses himself .. with almost the plain-

spokenness
of the confessional. 1883 W. T. ARNOLD in

Ward Eng. Poets (ed. 2) II. 87 Witter had to expiate his

plain spokenness by a rigorous confinement.

Plarnstones, sb.pl. Sc. Also 8-9 -stanes,
-stenes. [f. PLAIN a.l, flat, smooth + STOKE.] Flag-
stones ; the flagged side-pavement of a street.

a 1774 FERGUSSON Mutual Compl. Plninstanes <y Cawsey
3 The spacious Street an' gude Plainstanes Were never kend
to crack but anes. 1817 HOGG Tales <y Sk. VI. 42 One
page said he saw her step aside on the plain stones, speak-
ing to an elderly woman. 1856 DOBKLL Lyrics in War
Time, S/t0uer

t
A milkier wash that splashed and clapped

I

PLAINT.
The plainstones. 1881 Blackw. Mag. Apr. 524 He met them

promenading on the plainstanes.

Plaint (plenty, sb. Forms: a. 3-4 pleinte,

4-5 pleynte, 5-6 playnte, plainte, (5 plancte,

playnthe, 6 plente). . 4 pleint, 4-6 pleynt,

playnt, 4-6 plant, 5 playntt, 5-6 plent, 4-
plaint. [In ME. two words: a. pleinte t plaintc^
a. OF. plainte^ in med.L. plancta (Du Cange), sb.

from fern. pa. pple. tolplang'lfrc, ppl. stem planet-,
to beat the breast, lament: for form cf. COMPLAINT.

/3. pleint) plaint^ a. QY. plaint* pleint = Pr. planch,

Sp. llantQ) Pg. prantOj It. pianto : L. planctu-s

(- stem), f. same vb. Only the latter has come
down into mod. Eng.]
1. The action or an act of plaining ; audible ex-

pression of sorrow ; lamentation, grieving. (From
1600 chiefly poetic.}
a. a iz25 Ancr. K. 96 No wouhleche nis so culuert ase i

o pleinte wls, 1297 R.GLOUC. (Rolls) 6726 To gud he made
is pleinte ofte wepmde wcl bliuc. 1390 GowtK Con/. III.

323 Whan he hire wofull pleintes herde-.Hiiu Hste betrc

"orto wepe. 1483 CAXION Gold. Leg, 54/2 Whan they of
the contre sawe this plancte andsorowyng they saide this is

a grete sorow to thegypcyen^.
ft, c 1330 R. BKUNNE Chron. Wace (Rolls) 5163 Androcheus

herde f>e kyngus pleint. c 1400 Dcstr. Troy 8636 The petie
^: the playnt was pyn for to here ! 1559 Printer in P> r^.

Prayers (1851) 91 Thou only art my God, thou must hear

my piteous plaint. 1588 GRKENE Pandosto (1607) IQ Pan-
do.ito would once a day repaire to the Tombe, and there

with \vatry plants bewaile his misfortune. 1667 MILTOM
P. L. x. 343 The hapless 1'aire Sale in thuir sad di^cour^e,
and various plaint. 1734 tr. Rollins Anc. Hist. (1827) VI.

xv. iv. 44 They all burst into tears, and breathed their

plaints in the following woids. 1770 GOLDSM. Des. Vill.

379 With louder plaints the mother spoke her woes. 1885-94
K. BRIDGES Eros fy Psyche May xxviii, And pittously with

tears lier plaint renew'd.

b. tran$J. andyi^.
1743 WEST Let. in Gray's Poems (1775) 148 A plaint is

heard from ev'ry tree. 1804 J. GUAHAMI. Saobath 166 The
wheeling plover cea^'d Her plaint, a 1881 ROSSETTI HOHW
of Lijc xcviii, With plaints for every flower.

2. A statement or representation of wrong, injury,
or injustice suffered ; a complaint.
a. c \-yMHavelok-2<fi\ Hauelok. .bad ubbe..pat he sholde

on ilke wise Denemark yeine and gete so, pat no pleynte
come him to. 1393 LANGL. P. PI. C. iv. 214 For poie men
der nat pleyne ne here pleinte shewe. 1484 CAXION Fables

of A Ifonce ii, Therof he wold haue made a playnie to his

neyghbours.

^. 13.. Cursor Jlf. 12065 Pe gret lauerdinges. .plaint on
him mad communli Bath to ihosep and to marl. 1444
Aberdeen Regr. (1844) I. 12 The alderman., profferand that

give thar be ony cause of playnt it suld be well reformyt and
amcndid. 1577-87 HOLINSHED Chron. 111.799/2 He should
come and present his plaint to the king. 1605 VEHSTEGAN
Dec. Intell. vt. (1628) 158 Shee with teares made vnto him
her plaint. 1821 JOANNA BAILLIE Met. Leg., Columbus xxxv.
10 They giaciously, His plaint and plea receiv'd. 1856
KANK A ret. Expl. I. xxxii. 441 It was apparent that our

savage friends had their plaint to make, or, it might be, to

avenge.

t b. Cause, ground, or matter of complaint. Obs.
a 1300 Cursor M. 10640 (Cott.) pan most bis mai be clene

and bright, Wit-vten plaint, wit-vten plight. 1382 WYCLIF
Eccl. vii. 15 That a man finde not asen hym rl^twis pleyntes.

1499 Exch. Rolls Scotl. XI. 395 That the balye hald foure

balye courtis-.for .. reforming of plants of nychtbourhed
and uthitis.

3. spec. An oral or written statement of grievance
made to a court of law, for the purpose of obtain-

ing redress ; an accusation, charge, complaint.
0. [129* BRITTON i. i. 11 Et volums qe le poer de nos

Justices.. ne pasent mie les pointz de nos hrefs, ..ne des

pleintes a eux fetes. 1321 Kolls of Parlt. \, 387/1 Qe la

plainte puisse estre trie par duze homines jurees.] 1422-61
in Calr. Proe. Chanc. Q. Eliz. (1827) Introd. 22 Vexed in

the Sherreves Court . .be a pleynte of trespas. 1427 Water/.
Arc/t. in io//i Rep. Hist. HfSS. Comm. App. v. 294 Tliat no
citsaine. .have no delayes in ony playnthe, butt only in an
action of dette. 1495 Act n Hen. VII, c. 24 i Any suyte
playnte or demaunde before Justices of Recorde. c 1537 in

Leadam. Sel. PL Crt. Requests (Selden) 47 beuerall plentea
of debt in the name of our souerayn lord the kyng.

ft. 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. (1810) 313 pat non thar com
no sende to courte to mak eft pleynt. 14.. Customs Million
in Surtees Misc. (1888) 59 Jugement of any playntt for to

be gyffen. 1577 HARRISON England \\. ix. (1877) j. 202 The
parties plaintiffe

and defendant . . proceed . . by plaint or

declaration, answer, replication [etc.]. 1768 BLACKSTONE
Comm. III. xviii. 273 The foundation of such suits continues

to be fas in the times of the Saxons) not by original writ, but

by plaint ; that is, by a private memorial tendered in open
court to the judge, wherein the parly injured sets forth his

cause of action. 1798 in Dallas Ainer. Law Rep. II. 205
The proceedings were drawn up as if it had been a plaint
under the landlord and tenant act. 1863 H. Cox /nstit. u.

xL 581 A suit in the county court commences by plaint.

4. Comb.* as f plaint-bruised a., bruised by

beating in token of grief.

1627 MAY Lncan n. 38 But one theie Her plaint-bru&de
arnies, and moybtned caeekes did teare.

t Plaint, v. Obs. (from i6th c., Sc.} Also 4
pleynt, 5 playnt, 6 Sc. plent. [f. PLAINT sb.]

1. intr. To make complaint, complain; rarely
to make lamentation, lament, wail.

c 1400 Destr. Troy 3554 He plainted full pitiously, was pyn
for to here. Ibid. 8095 Hit pleaside hir priuely, playntyde
ho noght. ? a. 1500 Chester PL x. 393 For to the kinge I

will anon To ptainte [v.r. playn] upon you all. a 1578

LINOESAY (Pitscottie) Chron. Scot. (S.T.S.) I. 225 Ye sail

haue no cause to plent. 1627 W. SCLATEK Exp. 2 T/iess.

Ill)- 2



PLAINTEOUS.

(1629) 224 Icremie somewhere bewailes it; somewhere

plaints of it. 1715 PKNNECUIK Truth's Trav. in Descr.

TweeddaU etc. 86 Cooks and Kailwives baith refus'd him,
Because he plainted of their Dish. 1789 in Jas. Fisher Poems

(1790) 89 Ye need na plaint upon your muse.

2. trans. To cover or fill with complaints. raw 1
.

<:i374 CHAUCER Troylus v. 1597 Youre lettres ful be papir
al y-pleynted Conseyued hath mine hertes pite. I haue ek

seyn wij> teres al depeynted Youre lettre.

Plain-table, variant of PLANE-TABLE.

tFlarnteOttS, a. Sc. Obs. Forms: splayntis,
plaintwiss, 5-6 planteous, 6 plant-, plentuous,
7 plenteous. [app. for orig. type *plaintivous,
f. F. plaintif^ -ive PLAINTIVE -H -ous : cf. PITEOUS,
PLENTEOUS : see -EOUS.] Complaining, making or

bringing a complaint.
1456 SIR G. HAYK Law Arms (S.T.S.) 116 [He] suld do

justice till all men that ar playntis of his men as to

merchandis and vitalaris of the ost and otheris. 1476 Ada

of.
^
1563 Reg. Privy Council Scot. I. 244 The lait altemp-

tatis, quhairof ye ar plantuous in youre lettjr. 1565 Ibid,

414 Gif ony of oure trew subjectis be. .plentuous of him,

1609 SKEXE Reg. Maj., Baron. Courts ii. 3. 101 Attachments
. .be the quhilk ane party is constrained against his wil to

stand to the law, and to doe sic right and reason as he

aught of law to ane other partie, that is plenteous on him.

Plainteous, obs. Sc. form of PLENTEOUS.

t Plai'ntful, a. Obs. [f.
PLAINT sb. + -FUL.]

Full of mourning or complaint ; mournful; in first

quot., grievous.
13.. Cursor M, 1497 (Cott.) Quen caym had don bat

plentful plight [G. cursed dede], 11541 WYATT Penif. Ps.

cii. 16 For my plaintful sighs and for my dread, a 1586
SIDNEY Sidera xii, Here is iuster cause of plaintfull scul-

nesse. a 1649 DRUMM. OF HAWTH. Poems Wks. (1711) 12 O
leave thy plaintful soul more to molest.

Plaintie, obs. Sc. form of PLENTY.

Plaintiff (plt"i-ntif). Forms: 4-5 pleint-,

pleynt-, 4-6 playnt-, 5-6 plent-, 6- plaint- ;

4-5 -yf, 4-6 -if, -yfffe, 6 -yfe, -ife, -iffe, 5- -iff,

(6 plainetife, plantife, 7 -ive). [a. OF. plaintift
sb. use ofplaintif^ -ive adj. PLAINTIVE.

Plaintiffand. plaintive are orig. the same word in Kng.,
as in F. ; but, in the sb. use, the original -if of the mascu-
line has come down through law-French, while as adj. the
word has shared in the common history of adjs. in -if, -ive\
in their use, also, the two have diverged, so that a plaintiff
is no longer thought of as a plaintive person.]
1. Law. The party who brings a suit into a court

of law ; a complainant, prosecutor ; opposed to

defendant.
[1278 Rolls of Parlt. I. 10/2 Al quel jour, . . les pleintifs,

e les veisins ke furen sumuns vindrent.J 1x1400 in Eng.
Gilds (1870) 360 So b* J>e playntyf to euerych court hym

frofry
to pe to somaunce procuratours. 1436 R'tills of Parlt.

V. 501/2 Ye Pleintifs in the seid Actions. 1550-3 Decays
Eng. in Four Suppl. (E. E. T. S.) 96 As for all other shyres,
we refer it to the playntyues. 1560 DAUS tr. Sleidane's
Comm. 103 When the plantife had propounded and charged
him with injuries. 1601 SHAKS. Tivel. AT. v. i. 362 Thou
shall be both the Plaint iffe and the ludge Of thine owne
cause. 1637 SALTONSTALL Eusebius Coitstantine So Hee
sent Commissioners to examine the matter, and releeve the

Plaintives. 1641 Termes de laLeyziq Plaintife is hee that

sueth or complaineth in an Assise, or in an action personall,
as in a action of debt, trespasse, deceit, detinue, and such
other. 1757 GODWIN Enquirer n. v. 225 He will plead for

the plaintiff today. 1818 CRUISE Digest (ed. 2) I. a6s

Judgement was given for the plaintiff. 1837 DICKENS
Pickw. xxxiv,

' Do you find for the
plaintiff, gentlemen, or

for the defendant?' ' For the plaintiff.'

f2. generally. One who complains; a com-

plainer. Obs. (Usually with more or less reference

to the legal sense.)
a 1533 LD. BERNERS Gold. Bk, M. Aurel. (i546)Nnvij,

If I had as muche knowlage, where to complayne to the, as

thou haste power to remedye the playntife. 16*7 W. SCLATER
Exp. 2 Thess. (1629) 254 But in this, which toucheth neerest

clamourous plaintiues, how may the people bee excused ?

1671 HOWE Van, Man Wks. 1836 I. 389 Besides the evil

which had already befallen the plaintiff [the writer of the

8gth Psalm], a further danger nearly threatened him.

f- b. One who *

complains
'

of illness. Obs.

1635 HART Diet Diseased in. xi. 270 Many of these

plantiyes.. will often in their need, sooner have recourse to

some ignorant Empericke.
3. at(rib. (appositive), asplaintiff'company ,plain-

tiff-deponent.
1802 12 BENTHAM Ration. Jndic. Evid. (1827) I. 473

Mendacity-serving information from him to the plaintiff-

deponent. 1897 Wfstm, Gaz. 12 Mar. 9/1 The company in

respect of whom the licence was assigned was not the present
plaintiff company.
Hence Flai-ntiffship, the position of a plaintiff.
1833 MOORE Mem. (1856) VII. 18 Those who had signed

an agreement to bear Murray harmless through his plaintiff-

ship.

Flaintile, plain tile (pte'-nitail). [f. PLAIN
al + TILE.] A flat roofing tile.

1714 Land. Gaz. No. 6251/3 Every Plaintyle is to be
10 Inches and half an Inch in Length, 6 Inches and a

Quarter of an Inch in Breadth. 1825 J. NICHOLSON Operat,
Mechanic 554 A row of plain tiles, laid edge to edge, with
their broad surfaces parallel to the termination of a wall, so
as to project over the wall at right angles to the vertical

surface, is called single plain tile creasing. 1842-76 GWILT
Archit. 22823, Parapets..finished with double plaintHe

creeping. Ibid. Gloss., Plain, tiles, properly Plane tiles,

l!io>e whose surfaces are planes.

Plaintiose, -ouse, -us, obs. Sc. IT.

940

Plaintive (pl^'ntiv), a. Forms: 4-8 as in

PLAINTIFF; 6- -ive. [ME. a. OF. plaintif, -ive,

corresp. to L. type *planetiv-its, t.plancius PLAINT ;

see -IVE, and note s. v. PLAINTIFF.]
L Complaining, grieving, lamenting; f suffering.
Now rare.

1390 GOWER Conf. II. 6 Howgoodli that Penelope Of his

lachesce was pleintif. 1600 J. LANE Tom Tel-troth 654 Thus
men by women, women wrongde by men, Giue matter .still

vnto my plaintife pen. 1700 DRVDEN Iliad i. 500 To sooth

the sorrows of her plaintive son. 1718 PKIOR Solomon in.

374 His younger Son.. First Fruit of Death, lies Plaintiff

of a wound Given by a Brother's Hand. 175* HUME Ess.

# Treat. (1777) I. 240 The mere suffering of plaintive
virtue.

1 2. Being or pertaining to the complainant or

plaintiff in a suit. Obs.
c 1400 Beryn 3533 And eke also the cost Of euery party

plentyff bat fallith in his pleynt. 1489 CAXTON Faytes of
A. iv. v. 240 Ryght and restytucion were made vnto the

party playntyff of his actyon and demaunde. iS77 Parties

ptaintiffe [see PLAINT $& 3/8). 1581 MARBECK Bk. of Notes

3. Having the character of complaint; expressive
of sorrow ; mournful, sad.

1579 E. K. in Spenser s Sheph. Cal. Gen. Argt., These

xij. ./Eclogues, ..eyther they be Plaint iue,. .or recreatiue,. .

or Moral. 1697 DRVDEN / 'irg. Georg. iv. 473 His careful

Mother heard the Plaintive Sound. 1705 ADDISON Italy 3
Oft in the Winds is heard a plaintive Sound Of melancholy
Ghosts, that hover round. 1784 COWPER Task iv. 479 The
fiddle screams Plaintive and piteous, as it wept and wailed
Its wasted tones. 1860 TOZER Highl. Turkey II. 242 These

songs are recited slowly to a peculiarly plaintive melody.
4. Comb.) as plaintive-echoing adj.

1740 DYER Ruins of Rome 48 They . . mournfully among
The plaintive-echoing ruins pour their streams.

Hence Plai-ntively adv. ; Flai-ntiveness.

the strain grow on the air. 1845 JANE ROBINSON Whitehall
xix, Gushes of rapture and plamtiveness. 1875 JOWETT
Plato (ed. 2) III. 195 They tell you plaintively of how
many evils their old age is the cause.

Plai'iitless, a. rare. [f. PLAINT sb. + -LESS.]
Without complaint; uncomplaining.
1729 SAVAGE Wanderer n. 45 By Woe, the Soul to daring

Action swells; By Woe, in plain tless Patience It excels.

Plainward (pl^'nwgid), adv.
[f.

PLAIN sb.l

+ -WARIX] Towards the plain.
1862 CALVERLEY Verses fy Tr., Charades vi. ii, As pours

the Anio plaimvard, When rains have swollen the dykes.

Plai n-work, plain work. 1. Work of a

plain or simple kind, as distinguished from orna-

mental or 'fancy* work : spec, plain needlework or

sewing, as distinct from fancy work or embroidery.
1715 POPE -2nd Ep. to Miss Blount n She went, to plain-

work, and to purling brooks. 1741-70 Lett. Eliz. Carter,
etc. (1808) ig,

I shall . . quietly proceed in the regular track

and unambitious exercise of harmless plain-work. 1840
THACKERAV Paris Sk.-bk.^ Beatrice Merger^ She does beef-

steaks and plain work. 1885 Manual Plain Needlework

145 Implements required for plain work.

2. Masonry. See quot. 1832.
\c 1430 Freemasonry 539 The tower of Babyloyne was be-

gonne, Also playne werke of lyme and ston.J 1823 P.

NICHOLSON Pract. Build. 315 Plain-work consists merely in

the cleaning up of its surface. 183* Encycl. Brit. (ed. 7) V.

677/1 Plain work is the even surface produced on stone by the

chisel, without the necessity of taking away more than the

mere inequalities. . .Sunk work arises from the necessity of

chiseling or hacking away below the level surface of the

plain work.

Plainy (pl^'ni), a. [f. PLAIN sb.^ + -y.] Full

of or characterized by plains.
1796 W. TAYLOR in Monthly Mag. 1.^6 Forming, .with its

alluvion sand, much of the plainy peninsula of Arabia.

Plaisance, Plaisanterie, obs. var. PLKAS-

ANCE, PLEASANTRY.

[|
Plaisanteur (plgzahtor). rare. [obs. F.

plaisanteur
' a Jeaster, Buffoone, Parasite, pleasant

fellow* (Cotgr.), i.plaisanterto jest, etc., i. plaisant

PLEASANT, merry.] A jester, a witty talker.

1841 DE QUINCEY Rftet. Wks. 1862 X. 38 Polonius with his

quibbles, could not appear a more unseasonable plaisanteur.

Plaise, obs. f. PLAICE. Plaisir, -UP, -ure,
obs. ff. PLEASURE. Plaister, obs. f. PLASTER.

Plait (pl^t, plaet, pl/t), sb. Forms: a. 5-6
playte, 5-7 playt, 6 plaite, 6- plait. 0.

5-6 pleyt(e, pleite, 7 pleit. 7. 6 playght,

pleyght(e, 6-7 plaight, 6-8 pleight. See also

PLAT j<M, PLEAT sb., PLET sb.\ PLIGHT sb.'~ [ME.
pleyt, playt, a. OF. pleit (Burguy), later ploit

(i4th c. in Godef.) fold, manner of folding : late

L. *plicum t
from plicitum a thing folded, neuter

of pa. pple. of plicdre to fold.

For this sb. and the vb. the dictionaries generally give the

first pronunciation above ; but in living English use, the third

is usual in sense i, and the second in sense 2 ; which amounts
to saying that, as a spoken \torA.flait is obsolete, and sup-
plied in sense i by flea/, in sense 2 byflaf. The first pro-
nunciation appears however to prevail in U. S.]

1. A fold, crease, or wrinkle, a. A fold of cloth

or any similar fabric, esp. a flattened fold or gather
made by doubling the material upon itself;

PLAIT.

PLEAT sl>. i. (Now generally written pleat, and

usually pronounced (pl*~t) even when spelt plait.)
o. 14. . foe. in Wr.-Wiilcker 608/35 Ruga, a wrynkyl, or

a playt. c 1440 Proinp. Pa-TV. 402/2 Playte, of a clothe,

plictt, plicatura. 1530 PALSGR. 255/2 Playte of agowne, ply.
a 1550 C/iristis Kirke Gr. I. ii, '1'hair kirtillis wer of lyn-
kome licht, Weill prest with mony plaitis [rime gaitis]. 1570
LEVINS Manip. 203/40 Ye Playt of a cote, plica, ruga.
1687 RANDOLPH Archip, 40 Their stockings are most of red

cloth, hanging in plaits. 1756-7 tr. Keysler's Trav. (1760) I.

158 The multitude of plaits in their gowns. 1814 MOORE
New Cost. Ministers 15 Every pucker and seam

_
were

made matters of State, And a grand Household Council was
held on each plait ! 1850 D. G. MITCHELL Reveries Bachelor

227 And then smoothed down the plaits of her apron. 1884
KNIGHT Diet. Mech. Suppl. 686/2 To change the width of

plait, turn the nuts on the curved screw [etc.].

ft. 15*3 FITZHERB. Hnsb. 151 They haue suche pleytes

vpon theyr brestes, and ruffes vppon theyr sleues, aboue theyr
elbowes. 1585 T. WASHINGTON tr. Nicholay's Voy. iv. iv.

116 A Talbant high topped before deuided with twelue

pleites or folds, a 1631 DONNE Foetus (1650) 121 To judt;e
of lace, pinke, panes, print cut, and pleit [rime conceit].

1683 CHALKHILL ThealmaffCl. 74 Her silk gown.. in equal

pleits hung down Unto the Earth.

y. 1541 Act 33 Hen. VIII, c. 3 The said clothes.. shall be
folded either in pleightes or cuttelle. 1551 HULOET, Pleyght,
sinus. . . Loke in playght. Ibid., Playght or wrynkle, ruga,
rvgflsiis, full of plaightes. a 1586 SIDNEY Arcadia I. (1622)

51 The neather part full of pleights. 1683 MOXON Mech.

Exerc., Printing xxiv. f 10 He laps or Folds . . one part of

it.. into a Plaight.
b. A fold, wrinkle, or crease in any natural

structure, e.g. in the lip, brow, or ear; in the

integuments or membranes of insects or plants ;

a sinuosity of a coast-line.

1592 DAVIES Immort. Soul Poems (1869) 106 Therfore these

plaits and folds the sound restraine, That it the organ may
more gently touch. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny I. 113 That towne
. . stood as it were in a fold, or plait, or nouke thereof. 1754
RICHARDSON Grandison IV. iv. 23 A grave formal young man,
his prim mouth set in plaits. 1844 MRS. BROWNING Satin.,

Apprehension 10, 1 should fear Some plait between the brows.

1856 DELAMER FI. Card. (1861) 60 Funkia subcordata has

heart-shape leaves, of a bright green, with longitudinal folds

or plaits.

01 Y. '574 HYLL Ord. Bees i, Aristotle nameth them pleighted
or ringed in that their bodies are deuided with pleights or

rings. 1647 R. STAPYLTON Juvenal 244 In thick pleites his

browes are shrunk. 1657 S. PURCHAS Pol. Flying-Ins. I. iii.

6 The hinder part of their bodies is full of ringes, or pleights.

O. fig. A sinuosity or twist of nature or char-

acter; a quirk, a dodge, a trick; a winding, a

hidden recess : usually implying artifice or deceit.

Obs. or arch.

1589 PUTTENHAM Eng. Poesie in. xxiv. (Arb.) 299 Oportet
iudicein esse rudem et siiirfiicent,

without plaite or wrinkle,
sower in looke and churlish in speach. 1599 B. JONSON
Cynthia's Rev. v. vii, Simplicitie; without folds, without

pleights, without counterfeit. 1599 SANDYS Europx Spec.

(1632) 124 [ToJ search so narrowly all the plaits and hidden

corners of the Papacie. i6 HAKEWILL David's Vow iv.

144 A simple heart, ..without pleits and foldes. a 1667

JEK. TAYLOR Guide Devot. (1719) 123, I do not desire
that

there should be any Fold, or Pleight, or Corner of it hidden
from Thee. 1855 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. xxi. IV. 581 Two
characters., of which he knew all the plaits and windings.

2. A contexture of three or more interlaced strands

of hair, ribbon, straw, or any cord-like substance ;

esp. a braided tress of hair, a queue or pigtail ;

a flat band of plaited straw, grass, or vegetable

libre, for making hats, etc. (Commonly pro-
nounced (pla;t), and often spelt plat : see PLAT i*.4 )

Hence three-, four-, six-plait, etc. (dial, three-a-

plait, threesome plait, etc.) ; single plait, a plait

formed by knitting up a single string into a chain

of loops,
as in chain-stitch ; chain-plait.

Brazilian plait, plait made of dried flag-grass, imported
from the West Indies or South America. Leg/urn plait :

see LEGHORN. See also STRAW-PLAIT.

1530 PALSGR. 255/2 Playtes of a womans heer, tresses;

tressnre. 17.. Mary Hamilton in Child Ballads
(1857)

III. 325 But in and cam the Queen hersel, Wi' gowd plait

on her hair. 1837 H. AINSWORTH Crichton I. 205 The rich

auburn hair is gathered in plaits at the top of the head.

1846 M^CULLOCH Ace. Brit. Empire (1854) I. 317 Rye straw

grown in Orkney has been found pretty well fitted to serve

as a substitute for the straw used in Italian plait ; and the

manufacture of this straw into plait was carried on for

several years to a considerable extent. 1870 Rontledge's
Ev. Boy's Ann. Apr. 243 The most simple shortening for all

descriptions of small cords is that known to boys as the

single plait, but which seamen know as the chain knot. 1880

C. R. MARKHAM Periai. Bark xiv. 138 They were fine-

looking young fellows, wearing their hair in long plaits

down their backs. 1884 Pall Mall G. 30 Sept. 4/1 English
ladies purchasing an elegant straw bonnet at the Louvre
are not, perhaps, aware that the plait was made by children

in Bedfordshire, and the straw put together at Luton. 1903
H'estm. Gaz. 8 July 13/2 The paper, .is cut into strips and
then plaited in a four- or five- or six-plait.

b. Naut. 'Strands of rope-yarn twisted into

foxes, or braided into sennit' (Knight).
c. Polish plait, 'a matted condition of the hair

induced by neglect, dirt, and pediculi, common in

Poland, Lithuania, and Tartary' (Syd. Sue. Lex.,

s. v. Plica polonica) : see PLICA i.

1875 SIR W. TURNER in Encycl. Brit. I. 812/2 He described

the state of the hair when affected with Polish plait.

3. attrib. and Comb., as plait-like adj. ; plait-

dance, a dance in which the participants hold

ribbons, which are plaited and unplaited in the
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course of their evolutions
;
a ribbon-dance ; plait-

net, a kind of machine-made lace ; plait-stitch,
PLAITED stitch\ plait-work, a decorative pattern,

of a kind frequent in ancient and mediaeval art, in

the form of interlacing or plaited bands.

1887 Pall Mall G. 5 Jan. 7/1 Native dancing girls go
through the well-known and much admired evolutions

commonly called the *plait dance. 1901 Lady's Realm X.

617/1 The stitches cross in the middle, and the *plait-like

appearance is attained. 1844 G. DODD Textile Mannf. vii.

229 In '

fancy broad-net
'

the device as well as the ground-
work are made at the machine. In

*

*plait-net
'

the same

thing is observable, and also in 'tatting-net'. 1901 Lady's
Realm X. 616 "Plait-stitch. 1899 BARING-GOULD Book
West II. 43 The transition from *plaitxvork to knotwork
took place in Italy between 563 and 774.

Plait (pl^'t, plset, plA), v. Forms : see prec.
sb. ; also PLAT v.3, PLEAT v., PLET z/., PLIGHT w.2

[f.
PLAIT sb,, where see note on pronunciation.]

1. trans. To fold (a woven or other fabric, etc.) ;

esp. to fold flat, to double ; to gather in pleats ;
=

PLEAT v. i, and now commonly pronounced (plft).

1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. v. 212 To broche hem with a pale-
nedle And plaited [v. rr. playte, plytyd,plyghted; .^.pleted,

pleit] hem togyderes. c 1440 Proing. Parv. 402/2 Playtyn,
plico. 1571 CAMPION Hist. Irel. vi. (1633) 18 With wide

hanging sleeves playted. 1714 GAY Shefh, Week Tuesday
36 Will she with huswife's hand provide thy meat, And
every Sunday morn thy neckcloth plait? 1733 Ace. Work-
houses 153 Taylors are only employ *d to cut out their

mantua's and plait them. 1802 MAR. EDGEWORTH Moral T.

(1816) I. xvi. 139 Asked the washerwoman if she had plaited
her cap. 1824 W. IRVING T. Trav. I. 188 [He] wore his

shirt frill plaited and puffed out.. at the bosom.
ft, c 1440 Y-pleite ; 1467 pleytid [see PLAITED i]. 1611

SPEED Hist. Gt. Jirit. vi. vii. 18. 67 Wearing a kirtle

therunder very thick pleited.

y. 1538 ELYOT, Sinuo..\\. is also applyed to garmentes
that are pleyghted or gathered vp. 1552 HULOET, Pleyght
or folde a garment, sinuo. 1613 J. MAY Declar. Est,

Clothing
v. 26 Hauing the clothes pleighted and bound together with
threds. 1657 BECK Univ. Char. I vij b, To plaight.

fb. By extension, To fold, bend, double up;
to wrinkle, knit (the brows). Obs.

(11440 Sir Degrev. 326 Wyth scharpe exus of stelle He
playlede here basnetus welle. 1570 LEVINS Manip. 204/1
To Playt a nayle, replicarc. 1642 FULLER Holy fy Prof.
St. n. ix. 81 Some .. seem farre older then they are, and
plait and set their brows in an affected sadnesse.

2. To braid or intertwine (hair, straw, rushes,
narrow ribbons, etc.) so as to form a plait, band,
or rope (PLAIT sb. 2) ;

= PLAT z/.3 i, and now com-

monly pronounced (plset).
1582 N. T. (Rhem.) i Pet. iii. 3 Let it not be outwardly

the plaiting of heare. 1611 BIBLE ibid^ That outward
adorning, of plaiting the haire. 1611 CORYAT Crudities 386
Their haire. .they plait it in two very long locks that hang
downe ouer their shoulders halfe a yard long. 1831 SCOTT
Cast. Dang, ii, The little wild boy. .who used to run about
and plait rushes some twenty years ago. 1841 LANE Arab.
Nts. I. 122 An hour or more is occupied by the process of

plaiting the hair. 1865 DICKENS Mut. Fr. H. i, Little

Margery. .who plaited straw.

y. 1589 GREENE Menaphon(\r\3.) 76 Hirlockes are pleighted
like the fleece of wool!. 1703 SAVAGE Lett. Antients liii. 135
If thou pleightedst thy Hair with one hand, thou wouldst
be sure to handle my Purse with the other.

b. fig. To interweave (things immaterial).
1387-8 [see PLAITED 3]. 1642 FULLER Holy $ Prof. St. \.

ii. 31 When devotion is thus artificially plaited into houres it

may take up mens minds in formalities. Ibid, v, vii. 386
Till one unexpected counterblast of Fortune ruffled, yea
blew away, all his projects so curiously plaited.

C. To felt, mat.

1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mcch,* Plaiting, the interweaving of
the felted hairs, forming a hat-body by means of pressure,
motion, moisture, and heat.

d. To make (a braid, garland, mat, etc.) by
plaiting.
1877 A. B. EDWARDS Up Nile xi. 297 Plaiting mats and

baskets of stained reeds.

t 3. To twist, to cross. (Of one or two things.)
a. trans, b. intr.

a- 1616 in Dalyell Darker Superst. Scotl. 11834) 448 [She]

past
the boundis of hir ground, and thair sat doun plaiting

nir feit betuix the merchis.

b. 17. . in Evans Old Ball. (1784) III. 175 The worm leapt
up, the worm leapt down, She plaited round the s*tone,

1799 J. ROBERTSON Agrie. Perth 540 A too quick growing
of the hoofs, which plaited under his feet and made him
lame.

Plaited (see prec.),///. a.
[f. PLAIT v. + -ED 1

.]

1. Folded, doubled, gathered in folds ; furnished

with pleats. In this sense now generally written

PLEATED.
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 402/2 Playtyd, plicatas. c 1440 Pol.

Ret. # L. Poems (1866) 179/151 What schal banne profile \>\

gowne y-pleite [m;waite]? 1467 Songs Costume (Percy
Soc.) 57 Your short stuffede dowblettes and your pleytid
gownys. 1559 Mirr. Mag. t Mmvbray's Banishm, xxv,
Their pleyted garmentes herewith well accorde. 173*
BERKELEY Alciphr. in. 9 An English courtier,., with his

Gothic, succinct, plaited garment. 1839 tr. Latnartine's
Trav. East 29/1 The tube covered with plaited silk.

b. Wrinkled, corrugated, fluted, striated.

1510 HORMAN Vnlg. 241 A playted pyller gathereth dust.

i64WoTTON Archit. in Rcliq. (1651)1231 The body of this

Columne is perpetually channeled like a thick pleighted
Gown. 1776 J. LEE Introd. Bot. Explan. Terms 386 Plica-

trttn, plaited, folded in sharp Flexures from the Disk to the

Margin. 1830 LINDLEY Aat. Syst. Bot. 231 The plaited

aestivation of the corolla. 1833 RENNIE Alph. Angling 51
The tail, with its peculiar fin, more or less plaited.

2. Braided, intertwined, formed into a PLAIT

(sb. 2); interlaced, interwoven. Also PLATTED.

1594 CAREW Tasso (1881) 15 Playted lockes pressing with

cap of plate. 1694 ADDISON 1'irg. Georg. iv. Misc. Wks. 1765
I. 22 Tho' barks or plaited willows make your hive. 1830
TENNYSON Ode Memory v, A garden bower'd close With

plaited alleys of the trailing rose.

f3. fig. Involved, complicated, complex. Obs.

1387-8 T. USK Test. Love i. viii. (Skeat) 1. 45 Diligent love,
with many playted praisinges. i66sSjiLLiNCFL. Orig. Sacr.
ni. iii. 15 (ed. 3) 510 He left behind him such plaited

pictures in his history.

4. Comb, and special collocations, as plaited- tailed

adj. ; plaited hair, Polish plait : see PLAIT sb.ic;
plaited lace : see qnot. ; plaited stitch, one of

the stitches of worsted work or Berlin wool work :

see quot. ; plaited string work, a kind of fancy
work made with small cord or string plaited or

twisted into simple patterns; plaited worm, a

fluke-worm of the family Aspidogasteridm.
1882 CAULFEILD & SAWARD Diet. Needlework 394/2

*Plnited Laces.. -Italy claims the first invention of these,

and, much being made at Genoa, it was known as Genoese

Lace, but as large quantities were also worked in Spain,. .

plaited laces also received the name of Point d'Espagne.
Ibid., Plaited Laces are made upon a pillow and with

Bobbins; the patterns are geometrical, and open, and have
no grounds; for common purposes tinsel is used instead of
real gold [wire or fine thread]. Ibid.

f
31/1 *Plaited Stitch,

this stitch is an imitation of the ordinary herringbone, and
is frequently called by that name. Ibid. 396/1

*Plaited

Strin^ivork... Plaited string is a suitable work for ladies

with weak sight.. .The work makes good table mats under
hot dishes. 1836 T. HOOK G. Gnrncy (1850) I. v. 97,

I soon
came up with the eight *plnited-tailed animals which were

dragging the mountain, second only in size to the Jugger-
naut idol.

Plai'ter. [f.
PLAIT v. + -ER 1

.] One who or

that which plaits.

1755 JOHNSON, Platter, he that plaits. 1775 ADAIR Atner.
Ind. 432 Our weavers, taylors, and plaiters of false hair.

1873'OuiDA
1

Pascari'l II. 87 Asses laden with straw for

the plaiter's market on the morrow.

Flatting, vbl. sb. [f. PLAIT v. + -ING *.] The
action of the verb PLAIT ; cotter, something plaited.
[1406 Litt. Red Bk. Bristol (1900) II. 76 En fuller des

draps come en pleityng et rekkyng.J c 1440 Promp. Pan'.

402/2 Playtynge, plicacio. 1591 PERCIYAU. Sp. Diet., En-

frr/rt;*V/[7,pleighting,
rugositas. 1681 QWEI\\M\ Angler's

T
ade-m. ii. 8 (1689) n Keep them [hairs] from entangling

together, which hinders their right Pleighting. i88a Century
Mag. XXV. 114 Crushing the limp plaitings of lace closer

around her throat.

b. attrib. and Comb. , as plaiting process ; plait-

ing-attachment, a mechanical device attached to

a sewing-machine, by means of which the fabric is

pleated ; plaiting machine, a machine for pleat-

ing cloth or other fabrics.

1875 KNIGHT Diet, Mech. 1723/1 Of the numerous plaiting
and tucking devices an example may be given. 1876 ROCK
Text. Fabr. 2 Woollen stuff . .wrought by the plaiting pro-
cess without a loom. 1884 KNIGHT Diet. Mech. Suppl.
Plaiting ftlachine, Ibid.^ Lower the plaiting knife by
adjusting the nut on screw F.

Flak, plake, plakke, obs. forms of PLACK.

Plakard, -art, -erde, -ert, obs. ff. PLACARD.
Flan (plaen), sb. [a. F. plan (1553 in Hatz.-

Darm.) a plane (surface), also, a ground-plan,
subst. use of//tf, plane adj., Hat, plane, l6thc.

ad. L. plan-its flat (being a learned or technical

doublet of the popular plahij p/aine flat, PLAIN).
In Eng. the two sbs. plan and //a/it' divide between them

the various senses combined in F. under plan.}

I. 1. A drawing, sketch, or diagram of any
object, made by projection upon a flat surface,

usually a horizontal plane (opp. to ELEVATION ii) :

spec, (a) A drawing or diagram showing the rela-

tive positions of the parts of a building, or of

any one floor of a building, as projected upon a
horizontal plane, (b} A map of a comparatively
small district or region, as a town, etc. drawn on
a relatively large scale and with considerable

detail. See also GROUND-PLAN.
In plan, as projected upon a horizontal plane (opp. to in

section).

[1678 PHILLIPS: cf. 4.] 1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), Plan,
a Draught, Model, or Ground-plot; a Design, Ground-
work, or Project of any piece of Work. 171* J. JAMKS tr.

Le Blond's Gardening 87 Designed upon Rolls of Paper,
call'd Plans. 17*7 (title) The Designs of Inigo Jones, con-

sisting of Plans and Elevations for Public and Private

Buildings. .by W. Kent, with. .Additional Designs. 1717-

St
CHAMBERS Cycl., Plan, in architecture, is. .used for a

raught ofa building ; such as it appears, or is intended to

appear, on the ground ; shewing the extent, division, and
distribution of its area into apartments, roomsj passages, etc.

..Geometrical Plan, is that wherein the solid and vacant
parts are represented in their natural proportion. 1731 [see
PERSPECTIVE a, 3]. 1793 SMEATON Edystone L. 97 An
exact Plan of the surface of the rock, as reduced to an
horizontal plane. 1833 HERSCHEL Astron. viii. 244 We see
their [the planets'] evolutions, not in plan, but in section.

1878 HUXLFV Physiogr. 5 When the portion of country
delineated is but small, the sketch is generally termed a
plan. Mod. The plans of the house have been submitted
to me. In an ante-room there is a plan of the tables in
which you can find your place.

b. A diagram, table, or program, indicating the

relations of some set of objects, or the times,

places, etc. of some intended proceedings (e. g. a

table of the appointments of local preachers in

a circuit or district). (Cf. 2, 3.)

1780 WESLEY Wks. (1872) XII. 318 You [Christopher
Hopper] was the very person who introduced plans among
us. 1855 E. SMITH Bot. in Orr's Circ. Sc., Syst. Nat. Hist.
J. 151 Limitean System.. Reference to the annexed plan will

show that the first eleven classes are named according to
the number of stamens. .. The following tables contain a

complete summary of the Linnxan plan of classification.

2. A design according to which things or parts
of a thing are, or arc to be, arranged ; a scheme of

arrangement; transf. disposition of parts, arrange-
ment

;
a type of structure (viewed as designed) ;

configuration (of a surface).
1731 POPF. Ess. Man i. 6 A mighty maze ! but not without

a plan. 1790 BURKE Fr. Rei<. Prtf. 4 A different plan ,.

might be more favourable to a commodious division and
distribution of his matter. 1828 THACKERAY Let. in Daily
News 15 Apr. (1898) 6/2?

I have not yet drawn out a plan
for my stories, but certain germs thereof are budding in my
mind. 1855 W. S. DALLAS Zool. in Orr's Circ, Sc.

t Sj>st.
Nat. Hist. I. 202 Animals are constructed upon five primary-
types or plans, of which all the varied forms presented by
these creatures are but modifications. 1873 JOWKTT Plato

(ed. 2) V. 7 The plan of the Laws is more irregular, .than

any other of the writings of Plato.

3. A formulated or organized method according
to which something is to be done ; a scheme of

action, project, design; the way in which it is

proposed to carry out some proceeding. Also in

weakened sense: Method, way of proceeding.
1706 [see i], 17x3 ADDISON Cato \\\. v. 74 Remember. .The

gen'rous plan of pow'r dcliver'd down From age to age, by
your renown'd forefathers. 1749 G. JEFFREYS in J. DUM-
combe Lett. (1773) II. 213, I admire the execution of hU
plan, but not the plan itself. 1803 WORDSW. Rob Roy's
Gr. 38 The good old rule .. the simple plan, That they
should take, who have the power, And they should keep
who can. 1837 GEN. P. THOMISON Exerc. (1842) IV. 229
Change your whole plan of campaign. ..Form yourselves
everywhere into associations to gain knowledge which i>

power, and to communicate it through the press. 1855 [see
i b]. 189* WESTCOTT Gospel of LTfe 279 All history is in

one sense the fulfilment of a divine plan.

b. Plan of campaign (in Irish politics) : see

CAMPAIGN 5 c.

II. (Rendering or imitating F. plan.}
4. a. Perspective. Any one of a number of ideal

planes perpendicular to the line of vision passing

through the objects represented in a picture, accord-

ing to the distances of which planes from the eye
the objects are proportionately diminished, b.

Sculpture. The plane on which the figures in a bas-

relief are raised above the ground, esp. one of

several such planes giving more or less relief to

different figures in the design.
a. 1678 PHILLIPS (ed. 4), Plan (in Perspective). 1717-41

CHAMBERS Cycl. s. v. /Y<i, Perspective Plan, is that con-
ducted and exhibited by degradations, or diminutions, ac-

cording to the rules of perspective. 1904 SAINTSBURY Hist.

Crit. HI. 425 To receive and express more or less detailed

images, and add, as it were, not merely stroke after stroke,
but plan after plan, to the picture. b. 1780 SIR J.
REYNOLDS Disc. x. (1876) 12 Making different plans in the

same bas-relievos.

t 5. a. PLANE s&$ i a. Obs.

1713 Phil. Trans. XXVIII. 244 It is always placed upon
the same Plan or Level with the Sprig that bears the lierry.

fb. The surface on which anything stands. Obs.

1723 CHAMBERS tr. Le Clercs Treat. Archit. J. 8 A Base
adds a Grace to a Column ; and . . makes it stand the more
firmly on its Plan.

III. 6. attrib. and Comb.
1781 V. KNOX Ess. (1819) III. clviii. 190 Why always

employ a professed plan-maker? 1859 Toad's Cycl. Aitat.

V. 458/1 The regular and plan-like manner in which the

pulsations of the heart, .take place. 1905 Academy 7 Oct.

1027/2 The simple manner accepted by all plan-drawers, and
intelligible to all plan-readers.

Flan (plsen), v.
[f. prec. sb.]

1. trans. To make a plan of (something existing,

esp. a piece of ground or a building) ;
to delineate

upon or by means of a plan; to plot down, lay down.

Also, to construct (a plan or diagram).
1748 Anson's Voy. Introd. 7 Employed in drawing such

coasts, and planning such harbours, as the ship should
touch at. 1764 in Picton L'pool Mttnic. Rec. (1886) II. 221

Ordered that Mr. Eyes do plan the Corporation Estate, and
colour it. 1828 HUTTON Course Math. II. 66 Set down the
measures properly in a field-book .. and plan them after

returning from the field, by laying down all the lines and

angles. 1904 M. R. JAMES Ghost-stories Antiq. 184 It

occurred tome that, .very few of the English preceptories
have ever been properly planned.

b. To mark out into divisions as in a plan or dia-

gram (said in pass, of natural structures), notice-use.

1835-6 Todtfs Cycl. Anat. I. 248/1 The bone itself is

planned out into small circular dimples.
2. To make a plan of (something, esp. a building,

to be constructed) ; hence, to devise, contrive,

design (a building or other material thing to be

constructed).
17*8 POPE Dune. \. 272 Here she plann'd th

1

Imperial seat

of Fools. 1789 G. WHITE Selborne (1853) 3 Plan the pavilion,

airy, light, and true. i8 P. NICHOLSON Pract. Build. 188

In planning a large edifice, particular attention must be



PLANAR.

paid to the situation of the stairs. 1893 COURTNEY in

Academy 13 May 413/1 The gardens were planned by the

best landscape gardeners of the day.

3. To devise, contrive, design (something to

be done, or some action or proceeding to be carried

out) ;
to scheme, project, arrange beforehand. Also

with obj. cl., or absol.

'737 POPE Hor. Efist. II. i. 374 We needs will write

Epistles to the King ; . . Be call'd to Court to plan some work

divine. 1782 Miss BURNEY Cecilia v. xi, Cecilia the whole

time was planning how to take her leave. 1804 WORDSW.
1 Shi mas a Phantom of Delight

'

iii, A perfect Woman,
nobly planned, To warn, to comfort, and command. 1860

TYNDALL Glac. i. xvii. 121 We had planned an ascent of

Monte Rosa together. 1868 FREEMAN Norm. Cong. II. x.

470 Never was a campaign more ably planned.

b. To arrange for or include in a plan.

1899 QuiLLER-CoucH Ship Stars ix. 75 There's a new

preacher planned to the Bible Christians, down to Innis.

Planait, obs. Sc. form of PLANET.

Planar (pl^'nai), 0. Math. [ad. L. planar-is

(Mart. Cap.), f. plan-urn plane: cf. linear.] Be-

longing to, situated in, or related in some way to,

a plane. Hence Planarity (-se'riti), the quality

of being planar.
1850 CAYLEY Coll. Math. Papers I. 505,

I propose to term

the family of developables treated of in this paper,
'

planar \

developables '. . . The developable which is the envelope of

such a system [of n different planes] may be termed a
'

multiplanar developable ',
and in the particular case of it

j

being equal to unity, we have a planar developable. _
It

would be very desirable to have some means of ascertaining

from the equation of a developable what the degree of its

'

planarity
'

is.

II Planaria(planei>Tia). Zool. [mod.L. generic
name (Miiller 1776), sb. use of fern, of L.

plandrius adj. (prop.
' on level ground ', but used

as = '

flat').] A genus of the suborder Plaiiarida

of turbellarian worms, found in fresh or salt water

or in moist earth, and having a flattened form.

Hence Plana'rian a., belonging or related to the

genus Planaria ; sb., a planarian worm, a flat-

worm
;
Planaridan (-re'ridan), a. belonging to

the suborder Planarida ; sb, a planaridan worm ;

Planariform (-^Tif^im) a.
, Planarioid(-eo-ri,oid)

a., of the form of or resembling a planarian.

pigment grains beneath the integument, may be considered

as simply a part of the surface more irritable by light than

the rest. 1857 WRIGHT in Edinb. New Philos. Jrnl. V. 307

The planarioid larva of Hydractinia. 1858 MAYNE Expos.

Lex., Planarius, planarian. 1876 tr. Beneden's A nini. Para-

sites 46 According to Agassiz, a species of Planarian lives

as a free messmate on the lower surface of the Limulus.

1877 HL-XLKY Anal. Inv. Anim. iv. 182 The body takes on

the ordinary Planarian character. 1900 Daily Chron. 30 Oct.

3/4 These Planarians or Turbellarians for the most part

slay and kill as much as do their parasitic allies.

t Pla'nary, a. Obs. rare. [ad. L. pldnari-us

level, i.plan-um a plane.]
= PLANAR.

1668 WILKINS Real Char. 185 Compound Figures of

Magnitude Planary, expressible by closed Lines. 1730-6
BAILEY (folio), Planary, of or pertaining to a plane, plain,

even, smooth. [Hence in J. and mod. Diets.]

Planceer, -eere, -ere, variants of PLANCIER.

Planch, (planj), sb. Forms: 4-6 plaunche,

(5 plange), 6 planehe, 6- planch, [a. F.

planche plank, slab : see PLANK.]
1. A plank or board of wood ;

dial, a floor. Obs.

cxc. dial.

1390 Earl Derty'-s Exped. (Camden) 43 Pro factura des

plaunches in naui. 1440 J. SHIULEY Dcthc K. James (1818)

15 He laid certayne plaunches and hurdelles over the diches

of the diche. 1483 Cal. Anc. Rcc. Dublin (1889) I. 364
Suche person and persones . . that occupieth the said Watyr-
bailliffes planges. 1583 STOCKER Chi. Warrcs Lowe C. III.

117 They went ouer planches, where they were cut off from

the way. 1864 BLACKMORE Clara Vaiighan (1872) 49 A
strange-looking individual . . crossed the

'

planch
'

or floor to

the fireplace where we sat. 1881 Christoivcll v, Then
the gardener . . let down his

'

planch ',
over the . . brook.

2. A slab or flat plate of metal, stone, baked

clay, etc. ; spec, in Enamelling, a slab of baked

fire-clay used to support the work during the pro-
cess of baking.
1578 T. N. tr. Conq. W. India 233 There sawe golde in

planches like bricke battes. 1580 FRAMPTON Dial. Yron *f

Steele 146 They make it in certaine small thinne planches.
1682 WHELER Joitrn. Greece i. 18 A Portic .. whose curious-

wrought Planches of Stone are supported by Twenty-four
Corinthian-Pillars. 1684 Bncaniers Amer. (1699) 31 The
meal thus prepared, they lay on planches of iron made very
hot on which it is converted to very thin cakes. 1884
C. G. W. LOCK Workshop Receipts Ser. in. 206/2 The first

coats are taken separately from tin covers, and placed upon
thin planches of clay or iron, chalked over, and gradually
introduced beneath the mufHe, where, in a very short time,

the enamel melts.

3. A flat iron shoe for a mule.

1875 in KNIGHT Diet. Mich. 1890 in Cent. Diet.

4. Comb, planch-nail = PLANCHER-aj?.

1350 in Riley Land. Mem. (1868) 262, i2,coo de plaunche.
naiT . 3,000 de dornail ; . . 2,600 de wyndounail. 1364-1446 in

Rogers Agric. ft Prices II. 478-9; III. 448-51.

t Planch., v. Obs. Also 6 plaunche. [f.

PLANCH sb., or a. obs. F. planche-r 'to planke;
to floore with plankes: to seele, or close, with

942

boords' (Cotgr.).f.planche PLAXK.] trans. To form

of planks, floor or cover with planks.
1:1516 in Willis & Clark Cambridge (1886) II. 245 For

planchyng wyth thyk bords the Pantrye. 1613 COCKEKAM,

Cotaiiulatc, to planch. 1713 BORLASE in Edin. Rev. (Re.

ference wanting) [A request] that the hall of the Mount

may be planched for dancing.

b. transf. To clap on (something broad and

flat).

lyiSGamm. Gurton i. ii.The nextremedye. .Is to plaunche
on a piece as brode as thy cap.

Ilence f Pla-nched ///. a., made of or covered

with boards ; boarded.

1603 SHAKS. Mcas.for M. iv. i. 30 And to that Vineyard
is a planched gate, That makes his opening with this bigger

Key. 1614 GORGES tr. Litcan i. 18 Yet, with his hoofes,

doth beat and rent The planched floore.

t Pla'nch-board. Obs. [f.
PLANCH sb. +

BOARD
sb.']

= PLANK-BOARD.
1394 in Archaeologia XXIV. 307 Materiem pro walplates

et bernes, et plaunchborde et plegges. 1525 LD. BERNERS
Froiss. II. clvii. [cliii.] 432 The great table of Marble., was
made lengar with a great plaunche horde of Oke. 1551

Inv. Ch. Goods Surrey 124 For cc. of planche bourde at

vi s. the c ffoote.

Plancher (plu'njaa), sb. Obs. or dial. Also

5 plaunchere, plawncher, 5-7 plauncher, 7

planchier, plainsher, plencher, -sher, 7-8

planchere, 8 -eer. Also with suffix-change: 5

pla;u)nchour, -e, -schour, playnchour, -shore,
6 planscheour, -seour; 5 planshar, -e, j

planchard. See also PLANCIER (PLANESHEAR).

[a. OF. plancher, -ier (I2th c. in Littre) planking,

floor, ceiling, derivative of planche PLANCH sb.']

1 1. A wooden plank, a board
;
also collectively,

planking, boarding. Obs.

c 1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) xi. 47 Ouer pis bekk lay pe tree

bat be haly Crosse was made off, for a plaunchoure to men
at gang on ouer bat bekk. 1408 Mem. Ripon (Surtees) III.

137 Itemetinj roda planchoure emp. pro stauro, Bs. 1447-8
Durham Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 236 In xxvii de lez playnshorez

empt. 11490 BOTONER Itin, (1778) 289 Ad metam unius

plancher de arbore. 1552 HULOET, Plauncher, planca. 1601

DOLMAN La Primaui/. Fr. Acad. (1618) III. 754 The

Ahnightie laide the planchersof his high chambers amongst
the waters. 1617 tr. Bacon's f.ifefr Z)mM(i6si) 8 As it is in. .

Beames and Planchers of Houses, which at first lay close

together, but after they are dried, gave. 1720 W. GIBSON

Diet. Horses vi. (ed. 3) 91 The floor may either be made of

Planchers of Oak, or smoothly paved.

2. A floor (dial.') or platform (obs.) of planks
or boards. Alsoyi^.
1449 Paston Lett. I. 83 They ben scarse kne hey fro the

plawncher. 1587 HARKISON England III. ii. (1878) II. 16

Beares . . whose skins are by custome and priuilege reserued

to couer those planchers wherevpon their priests doo stand

at Masse. 1587 GOLDING De ftlornay (1592) 93 The earth

being as a floore or plancher to go upon. 1607 MARKHAM
Caval. v. (1617) 3 Now for the Plaunchers of your Stable,

they should bee of the best hart of Oke that can be gotten.

---a _-_ -

Plancher, a boarded floor.

t b. An upper
'
floor

'

or story. Obs.

1523 LD. BERNERS Froiss. I. cccc. 695 There was nothyng
but a poore hall, .and aboue a smale plancher, and a ladder

of vii. steppes to mount vpon. 1600 J. PORY tr. Leo's Africa
in. 185 Their castles and villages are very homely built

without any plancher or stories.

f c. A wooden inner roof, or ceiling, etc. Obs.

1561 HOLLYDUSH Horn. Apoth. 19 Let hym..hang ouer

them a.. tent cloth tied to the roofe or plancher. 1621

KNOLLES Hist. Turks 1303 The planchard was guilt, the

wals enameled with flowers.

f3. = PLANCIEH. Obs.

1564-5 Asr. PARKER Coir. (Parker Soc.) 231 As for either

chimneys or plancher to be at this time builded, for that it

may amount to excessive charge, ye may spare that cost.

1613-39 I. JONES in Leoni Palladia's Arc/lit. (1742) II.

43 The Projection of the Planchere. 1688 R. HOLME

Armoury III. 101/2 Planchier is a great round out swelling,

between other smaller mouldings. 1703 MOXON Mecli.

Everc. 267 Corona, or Plancheer. 1728 R. MORRIS Ess.

Anc. Archil. 54 The Ovolo..is hid in the Cavity under the

Planchere.

4. Anat. ' The inferior wall or boundary of

a cavity
f
. 1882 in OGILVIE (Annandale).

5. Comb, t plancher-nail, a flooring-nail.

1416-67 in Rogers Agric. r Prices III. 447-53- '4*)-;
1

Durham Ace. Kolls (Surtees) 96 M'M'DC stanebrod et

playnchournale, xs. 1496 Ace. Ld. High Trtas. Scot. I.

294 For iij
c planschour nalis. 1515 Ibid. V. n For thre

hundreth planchour nalis, vj.j. Ibid. 12 Fordur naill, plan-

seour naill, and windo naill. 1611 Rates Outivard (Jam.),

Nailles called plensher nailes, the thousand, iii./. vU. viii.</.

1680 Ace. Bk. Sir J. Foulis (1894) 42 For 500 plencher naills

at 6.v. the hunder.

t Pla'ncher, v . Obs. [f. PLANCHER^.] trans.

To floor, cover, or lay with boards ; to board,

plank. Hence Pla'nchered ppl. a., boarded,
floored ; Pla-nchering vbl. sb., flooring.

1438 in Willis & Clark Cambridge (1886) I. n [Carpenters
arc working at] plancheryng. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 404/1

Plawncheryd, planculalus. 1497-8 Durham Ace. Rolls

(Surtees) ico In le planshoryng et nalyng ibidem. 1516 in

Willis & Clark Cambridgc(\WK> II. 244 Also shall plancher
all the chambers.. wyth goode and abyl boordeof oke. 1563
GOLDING Cxsar (1565) 132 b, Towres were plauncherd, and
battlements and portcolyses of timber set up. 1639 HORN
& ROB. Gate Lang. Unl. 1. 551 The inner-roof is plancherd
with board, or arched. 1691 ABP. BANCROFT Zc/. in D'Oyly

het,
:s or

PLANE.

Life (1821) II. 16 We have a winter's work still to do .. in

paving and planchering..and plastering.. &c.

fPla-nehery. Obs. rare. [f.
PLANCHER: see

-ERY.] Planking, flooring. In quot. attrib.

1510 Inv. in Rye Cramer (1889) 158, 13 parclos bords and

5 looks for windows 21. i^d- all old planchery bords is.

Planchet (plcvnjet). [dim. of PLANCH : see

-ET and cf. next.]
1. The plain disk of metal of which a coin is

made ; a coin-blank.
161 1 COTGR., Flanc, . . a coping, planchet, or plate of mettall

readie to be stamped on, or coyned. 1794 PKISCILLA WAKE-
FIELD Mental Improv. (1801) I. 136 To cut out as many
planchets or circular pieces of metal. 1879 H. PHILLIPS

Noteson Coins 8 In many instances the coin contained only
a portion of the device, the rest having failed to reach the

planchet.

2. A small board used in brick-making: =
PALLET s63 3 b.

1764 CROKER, etc. Dict.Artss.v. Brick-making.A plane
or small board, used by the person who carries the brick:

tiles from the moulder to the drying beds.

Planchette (plasnfe-t, || planjg-t). [a.

chette small board, dim. ofplanche PLANK.]
1. ' A small plank or board

'

(Simmonds Diet.

Trade 1858).
2. An instrument, invented about 1855, used in the

investigation of automatism and other psychical

phenomena, consisting of a small board, generally

heart-shaped, supported by two castors and a

vertical pencil, which, when one or more persons
rest their fingers lightly on the board, is said to

trace lines or letters, and even to write sentences,

without conscious direction or effort.

1860 All Year Round No. 66. 372 Like the effusions of all

the self-deluding users of the planchette. 1879 O. W.
HOLMES School-boy 19 The truant goose-quill travelling like

Planchette. 1896 Daily News 5 Mar. 6/1 For nine years
he toyed with the planchette, the turned tables, in short

used the familiar, hanky-panky means of communication

with the unseen world.

3. ' A circumferentor'. (Simmonds Diet. Traded,

Pla-iiching, vbl. sb. [f.
PLANCH v. + -ING i.]

The action of the vb. PLANCH ; laying of a floor.

b. cotter. Planks collectively, planking, boarding ;

esp. flooring, dial.

1600 NORUEN Spec. Brit., Cornw. (1728) 59 Her water

Low thatched roofes, few partitions, no planchings or glasse

windows, and scarcely any chimnies, other then a hole in the

wall to let out the smoke. 1706 PHILLIPS, Planching, (in

Carpenters Work) a laying the Floors of a Building. _i88o
MRS. PARR Adam q Eve xxxiii. 452 If I thought that 'twas

you was the cause of it, I'd scat out yer brains on the

planchin. i886ELWORTHv \V.Somerset IVord-bk., Planchin,

the board ofthe floor. Planchin-board, flooring-board.

c. Comb. Pla-nching-nail, ple'nshing-nail

(erron. plenishing-nait) ,
a flooring-nail.

[1365 in Rogers Agric. t, Prices 1 1. 479/' Planching-nails.)

1825 JAMIESON, Plenshing-nail. (Hence in Simmonds.Kmght.)
1881 OCILVIE (Annandale) Plenishing-nail. (Hence in Cent.

Diet., Funk's Stand. Diet.)

Pla-nchment. U. S. dial. [f.
PLANCH v. +

-MENT.] Boarding ; spec, ceiling.

1891 Jrnl. Amcr. Folk-lore No. 13 Planchment, ceiling.

Now seldom heard. An old woman says :

' The roof wets

so, I'm afraid the planchment'll fall '.

Plancier (plEensio-i). Also 7 -eere, S -ere,

9 -eer. [ad. OF. or obs. F. plancier, collateral

ioimoiplancliier: see PLANCHER.] The under side

of the corona of a cornice.

1664 EVELYN tr. FrearfsArchit. etc. 138 The under part of

the Roofs of these Corona's . . are by our Artists call d

Planceeres. 1704 J. HARRIS Lex. Tec/in. I, Plancere, in

Architecture, is the Under part of the Roof of the Corona;

which is the Superior part of the Cornice between two

Cymatiums. 1827 MACKENZIE Hist. Newcastle I. 308 lr

planceer is ornamented with seven-leafed patera. 1886

G. T ROBINSON in Art Jrnl. 51/1 Of timber construction,

it [the ceiling] has a flat planceer about one-sixth of the whole

width of the room, extending all round it ; this is trabeated

by large beams. . . From this projecting planceer a panelled

tambour rises to a higher plane.

Plane (pl*
7|
n), sb.l Also 5-6 playn, 6 plaine.

[a. F. plane, earlier OF. plasm (i4thc.):-L.//-

tanus, a. Gr. irKaravos the Oriental Plane, f. irXerrus

broad, because of its broad leaves.]

1. A tree of the genus Platanus, comprising lofty

spreading trees, with broad angular palmatcly-

lobed leaves, and bark which scales off in irregular

patches ; orig. and esp. P. orientalis, the Oriental

Plane, a native of Persia and the Levant, commonly

planted as an ornamental tree in European and

British parks, town avenues, and squares, etc.; also

P. ocddentalis, the Occidental or Virginian Plane

or Buttonwood.
P. orientalis was introduced into England shortly a 1562:

' see TURNER Herbal u. 95; and quot. s. v. Plane-tree. P.

ocddentalis was brought from Virginia by Tradcscant

shortly a 1640 : see PARKINSON Thcat. Hat. (1640) 1427.

1382 WYCLIK Gen. xxx. 37 Thanne Jacob takynge ijreen

popil jerdis, and of almanders, and of planes, a parti vn-

ryendide hem. 1398 TREVISA Barth. De P. K. XVII. cxix.

(Tollem. MS.), The plane is a colde Ire and a drye, and )x

leues jierof hele)) in hoot cueles. c 1440 Promp. Pan.



PLANE. 943 PLANE.
402/2 Plane, tre, platanus. 1598 SYLVESTER Du Bartas.
11. 1. I. Eden 517 Anon he walketh in a levell lane On
eyther side beset with shady Plane. 1697 DRVDEN Virg.
Gtorg. iv. 216 With spreading Planes he made a cool Retreat,

dental or Virginian, lobate. 1791 GILPIN Forest Scenery I.

48 Two noble trees of the same kind, both naturalized in

England tho from different extremes of the globe the occi-
dental and the oriental plane. 1863 MARY HOWITT tr. F.
Brewer's Greece I. ii. 50 The plane seems to be the most
splendid tree of Greece.

2. In Scotland and the north of England applied
to the species of maple commonly called '

syca-
more' {Acer Pseudoplatanus] )

the leaves of which
resemble those of Platanus. Also called False,
Moek t or Scotch Plane (see PLANE-TREE b).
[1778 : see PLAXE-TREF. b.] 18. . J. WILSON The Plane's

thick head mid burning day suspends Impenetrable shade:
bees humming pour O'er the broad balmy leaves, and suck
the flower. 1875 W. M!LWRAITH Guide Wigtownshire 18
These contrast their foliage with that of the Scottish fir and
the plane.

H 3. Erroneously for PLANTAIN.
1666 J. DAVIES Hist. Caribby Isles 51 There grow in all

these Islands .. great Reeds, spongy within, . .They are

commonly called Banana-trees, or Planes.

4. attrib. and Comb,, as plane-leaf. (See also

PLANE-TREE.)
1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls) I. 187 Arcadia .. is i-schape

as is a plane leef \velnt platanifolium}.
Plane (pl^n), sb* Also 6-7 playne, plaine,
7-8 plain, [a. F.ffatu (planne, 151*1 c. in Littre),

altered, under the influence of the vb. planer to

plane, from earlier OF. plaine (
1 4th c.) : late L.

plana a plane, i.planare to plane.
In OF., \*.plana're gave nffuburlyjMmTr, while pld'nat

gave orig. plaine, but by levelling this became plane. L.

plana sb. gave OF. plaine, but under the influence of the

vb., as name of the plaining-tool.this was changed to plant'.]
1. A tool resembling a plasterer's trowel, used

by plumbers, bricklayers, etc., for smoothing the
surface of sand, or clay in a mould, etc.

ij planys. 1553 T. WILSON Rket. 83 b, The Carpenter hath
his Squyre, his Rule, and his plummet .. The Mason his

Former, and his Plaine [1567, 1580 plane], 1688 R. HOLME
Armoury in. 326/1 The IPlummer's] Plaine is a flatpeece of
Brass or Copper with an handle,. .with this Instrument the
Sand in the frame is smoothed.
2. A tool, used by carpenters and others, for

levelling down and smoothing the surface of wood-
work by paring shavings from it.

It consists of a frame or stock of wood or metal, with a
smooth base or sole (flat, convex, or concave, according to
the nature of the work) which slides over the surface of the
wood, and a steel blade (plane-iron or bit) set in it at an
angle or pitch (varying according to the hardness of the
wood to be operated on) so that its edge projects slightly
through a slit or mouth in the sole; made in very various

shapes
and sizes, and usually provided with a handle fixed

to the top of the stock. Also a similar tool for smoothing the
surface of soft metal.

c 1440 Promp. Parv. 402/2 Plane, instrument (//.,/'. to

percer'bitts, ij gourges, ij fyles. 1674 OWES Holy Spirit
(1693) 232 To hew a Block with Axes, and smooth it with
Planes. 1698 Phil. Trans. XX. 274 With an Instrument
like our Plain, [they] Shave it as fine as they Please. 1796
MORSE Anter. Geog. I. 757 Their chissels, plains and
wimbles. 1873 YEATS Tec/in. Hist, Comm. 247 An assort-
ment of more than 200 varieties of planes was displayed at
the Great Exhibition.

b. With qualifying words, denoting various
kinds used for different purposes;
as BENCH-;*/**;/?, COMPASS/., DOVETAIL-/., FORK-.S/<T^/.,

ICE-/., JACK-PLANE, JOINTER-^., w/rt/c/;-/.(MATCHa.), MOULD-
ING-/., OGEE /., OVOLO/., PANKL-/., PLOUGH-;*., REBATE-/.,
SCALE-BOARD/., STRIKE-BLOCK/., TOOTH-/., TRYING-/., etc. :

see these words. Also, concave-plane: see quot. 1874;
hollow-plane, a plane with a convex sole, used for planing
concave or hollow woodwork ; long plane (see quot. 1875) ;

round or rounding-plane, a round-soled plane used in

making rounded work, as beading, stair-rails, etc. ; smooth-
|

ing-plane: see quot. 1823.

1703 MUXOM Meek. Exerc. 73 Planes in use amongst I

Toyners, called Molding-planes; as., the Hollow. 1823
'

P. NICHOLSON Pract. Build. 245 The Long Plane is the i

third plane made use of in facing a piece of stuff. Ibid.,
1

The Smoothing Plane.. is the last plane which is made use
of in giving the utmost degree of smoothness to the surface.

'

1874 KNIGHT Diet. Mech. 604 Concave Plane, a compass- |

plane for smoothing curved surfaces. 1875 Ibid. 1113 !

Hollow-plane, a molding-plane with a convex sole. A ,

round-sole plane. Ibid. 1217 Joiner s^plane, a bench-plane
for facing and matching boards. Ibid. 1350 Long-plane,
a joiner's plane used when a piece of stuff is to be planed up i

very straight. It is 2 feet 3 inches long. 1892 Daily News i

26 Jan. 3/2 They are taught skilfully to use the jack-plane,
|

the trying-plane, the smoothing plane, hand saw, tenon I

saw, and bow saw.

3. attrib. and Comb.
t as plane-maker ; f plane-

ax = CHIP-AX (pbs.}\ plane-bit = plane-iron
plane-guide,

' an adjustable attachment to a

plane-stock, used in bevelling the edges of boards*

(Ogilvie) ; plane-iron, the cutting-iron of a plane ;

plane-stock, the stock or body of a
plane (see 2). i

1611 COTGH., Aisceau, a Chip-axe, or one-handed 'plane- i

axe, wherewith Carpenters hew their timber smooth. 1875
KNIGHT Diet. Mech.,

*
Plane-bit, the cutter of a plane;

generally termed the plane-iron. 1583 Rates of CustomsD vijb, *Plane Irons for Carpenters the dozen \\\d. 1831
J. HOLLAND Mann/. Metal I. 321 In the manufacture of
the lighter sorts of edge-tools, and especially in plane-irons.
1800 New Ann. Direct. Land. 108 Higgs, James, "Plane-

maker, 8 Little College-street, Westminster. 1815 J. SMITH
Panorama Sc. $ Art I. 31 Experienced plane-makers.,
use files to smooth their wood-work. 1611-12 Knaresb.
Wills (Surtees) II. 34 Three playnes and ij *playne stockes.

1703 MOXON Mm /i. Exerc. 218, I . . make a Plain-Stock
with my intended Molding on the Sole of it. 1875 SIR T.
TRUESTON Fret Cutting^ Lay the edge of the plane-stock
occasionally across the board in various parts.

Plane (pk'n), $b2 [ad. L. plan-urn a flat

surface, sb. use of neut. sing, of planus adj., flat,

introduced in i;th c. to express the geometrical
and allied uses, which had been from the i6thc.

(and were often down to the iSth) expressed by
the historical form PLAIN. In F. plan had been

similarly introduced c 1550. Cf. PLANE a.]
1. a. A plane superficies; in Gcom. 9

a surface such
that every straight line joining any two points in it

lies wholly in it, or such that the intersection of two
such surfaces is always a straight line

; the simplest
kind of geometrical surface, corresponding among
surfaces to the straight line among lines. Hence,
in general use, An imaginary superficies of this

kind in which points or lines in material bodies
lie ; esp, a horizontal plane of such a kind, a level,
as in

( clouds at various planes of elevation '.

Often (esp. in scientific use) with of, denoting the plane in
which a particular figure, etc. is situated, or in or on which
some process takes place ; e. g. the plane of a circle, ellipse,

etc., of the ecliptic, the equator, the horizon, a planet's
orbit ; a plane of denudation, of freezing, etc. ; plane of
Projection, a plane upon which points, lines, or figures are

projected. (See also below.) Also with defining adjs., as

cyclic plane, diagonalp., diametral p., osculatingp., polar
P., tangent p., vertical p., etc. : see these words.

[1570: see PLAIN sbt 4 a.] 1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep.
156 This doth happen when the axis of the visive cones,
diffused from the object, fall not upon the same plane. 1656
tr. Hobbss* Elem. Philos. (1839) 179 A plane or a plane
superficies, is that which is described by a strait line so
moved, that all the several points thereof describe several
strait lines. 1665 G. HAVERS P. della Valle's Trav. E.
Ind. 183 The pavement of the porch was also something
rais'd above the plane of the Court. 1715 tr. Gregory's
Astron. I. 92 The Intersection of the Plane of any Planet,
with the Plane of the Earth's Orbit, is the Line of the Nodes
of that Planet. 1763 A. DICKSON Treat. Agric. \\. v. (ed. 2)

171 The plane of the beam must be so far raised above the

plane of the head, that, when the plough is going at its

proper depth, the beam may not be incommoded by any
thing on the surface. 1796 H. HUNTER tr. St.-Pierre's Stud.
Nat. (1799) II. 276 The mists, dispersed through the air,

repeated on different planes the lustre of his rays in rainbows
of purple, and parhelions of dazzling radiance. 1815 J.
SMITH Panorama Sc. $ Art I. 563 These satellites move in
a plane nearly perpendicular to the plane of the planet's
orbit, and contrary to the order of the signs. 1853 SIR H.
DOUGLAS Milit. Bridges (ed. 3) 278 A cable should be
stretched across the river, on each side of the bridge, in the

plane of its floor. 1860 TYNDALL Glaciers n. 11, I re-

quested Mr. Hirst to fix two stakes in the same vertical

plane, &c. 1867 DENISON Astron. without Math. 38 The
equinoctial points, where the planes of the equator and
ecliptic cross each other are ofgreat importance in astronomy.
1875 BEMXETT DYER Sac/is' Hot, 88 The guard-cells may,
when mature, lie in one plane with those of the epidermis.

b. A material surface (approximately) of this

nature; a flat or level surface of a material body.
(In quot. 1796 = flatness of surface.) Inclined

plane: see INCLINED ppl.a. i. True plane : see

quot. 1875.
[1571: see PLAIN .r/'.^b.] 1715 CHEYNE Philos. Princ.

Relig. i. 8 Did not . . the Ruggedness of the Plane, on which
they move, stop

their Motion. 1796 C. MARSHALL Garden.
xi. (1813) 132 Too much plane is to be guarded against.
1823 F. CLISSOLD Assent Mt. Blanc n A precipitous
declivity, which shelved down, ..in one plane of smooth
rock, to the depth of icoo feet. 1837 WHEWKLL Hist.
Induct. Sc. (1857) I- !8<5 The property of the inclined

plane. 1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mecli. 1725/1 A 'true plane
1

is a gage or test of flatness. The * true
'

planes exhibited

by Whitworth at the Paris Exposition were polished
metallic surfaces of loo inches area. ..The error is said not
to have exceeded the millionth of an inch. 1885-94 R
BRIDGES Eros fy Psyche Jan. iv, Poising the crystal bowl
with fearful heed, Her eyes at watch upon the steadied

plane.

C. Dialling. The plane surface (vertical, hori-

zontal, or inclined) on which a dial is drawn
;

the
surface of a dial, upon which the shadow falls.

1674 MOXON Tutor Astron. fy Geog. (ed. 3) v. 137 Of the
several Kinds of Dyal Plains.. .A Plane in Dyalling is that
flat whereon a Dyal is described. 1703 Meek. Exerc,
311 The South Erect Plane, declining more or less towards
the East or West. 17*7-51 CHAMBERS CycL s.v. Dialling.

d. Perspective.
Directing plane', see DIRECTING ppl.a. Geometrical

plane, a, plane parallel to the horizon below the line of sight,
on which the object is supposed to be situated. Hori-
zontal plane, a plane parallel to the horizon and passing
through the eye of the spectator. Objective, original, or

primitive plant, any plane situated in the object itself.

Perspective plane, a transparent plane, usually perpendicu-
lar to the horizon, supposed to be interposed between the
object and the eye, and intersected by straight lines passing
from one to the other, which determine the points of the

drawing : also called plane of delineation or plane of the

picture (which terms may also be applied to the actual
surface on which the drawing is made). Vertical plane,
a plane perpendicular to the horizon, passing through the
eye of the spectator, and intersecting the perspective plane
at right angles.
1704 J. HARRIS w. TecAn, I, Plane Geometrical,. -Hori-

zontal, ..Vertical. 1815 J. SMITH PanoramaSc. <y Art II.

708 The situation of the eye . . must be laid down upon the

paper, on which the perspective drawing of an object is to
l>e made, unless we propose to look at the object itself as
through a transparent plane. 1823 P. NICHOLSON Pract.
Build. 540 A primitive plane is that which contains a point,
n line, or a plane surface, of a given object. 1871 DlCKSEE
Perspective 24 Properly speaking the transparent plane
should be understood to mean that vertical plane which is

always assumed to be interposed between the spectator and
the object to be represented. ..On the other hand, by the

plane of the picture, which is frequently termed the plane of
delineation, is meant the surface on which the perspective
drawing is made. 1878 ABNFV Photogr. (1881) 244 One of
the essential suppositions of perspective is, that the picture
plane should be vertical and the line of sight horizontal.

e. Optics.
Focalplane', see FOCAL 3. Plane of the horopter; see

quot. 1704, Plane ofincidence -. see INCIDENCE 4. Plane
of polarization, in polarized light, the plane which passes
through the incident ray and the (reflected or refracted)

polarized ray, and is perpendicular to the plane of vibration
of the ether in the polarized ray. Plane of reflection, of
refraction, the plane passing through the reflected or re-

fracted ray and the normal to the surface (which always
coincides with the plane of inci'lence).

1704 J. HARRIS Lex. Techn. I, Plane of the Horopter,..
is that which passeth thro' the Horopter, and is perpendicu-
lar to the Plane of the two Optical Axes. Ibid., Plane of
Reflection,, .of Refraction. 1831 BKF.WSTER Optics\.$ The
plane in which these two lines lie, is called the plane of

incidence, or the plane of reflexion. ll>id.x\\\\. 150 A beam
of common light .. consists of two beams of polarised light
whose planes of polarisation or whose diameters of similar

properties are at right angles to one another. 1865 WATTS
Diet. Chew. III. 653 The plane in which a polarised ray is

most easily reflected is called the plane of polarisation; it

coincides with the plane of reflection (or of incidence).

f. Cry$tt and Min. Each of the natural faces of
a crystal ; also, an imaginary plane surface related

to these in some way,
Plane of cleavage (or cleavage-plane), composition p.,

diametralp. t lateral p., terminalp., twinning p. : see these
words.
1800 tr. Lagrange's Chent, I. 225 This salt has the form of

a prism of six planes, terminated by pyramids with six faces.

1805-17 R. JAMESON Char. Min. (ed. 3) 164 These planes
would pass at the same time through the equilateral tri-

angles. 1823 H. J. BROOKE Introd, Crystatlogr. 3 The
planes of a crystal are said to be similar when their corre-

sponding edges are proportional, and their corresponding
angles equal. 1830 KATER & LARDXKR Mech. ii. 15 There
are certain planes called planes of cleavage, in the direciions
of which natural crystals are easily divided. 1883 Encycl.
Brit. XVI. 347/1 The external planes of a crystal are called
its

'

natural planes '; the flat surfaces obtained by splitting
a crystal are called its 'cleavage planes'.

g. Anat. Any one of certain imaginary plane
surfaces used as standards of reference for the

positions of bodily organs, or (in Craniometry}
of parts of the skull.

e.g. alveolo-condylean plane, horizontal p. of Camper,
plane of mastication, median p., nuchal p., occipital p,,

Palatine p. of Barclay, sagittal /., temporal p., etc. : see
these words, and quot. 1895.

1830 R. KNOX Bcclard's Anat. 30 Their organs of sensa-
tion and motion are disposed in pairs on the two sides of an
axis, or a median plane. 1895 Syd. Sac. Lex., Plane occi-

pital, Craniom., term for that part of the external surface
of the squama occipitis which lies above the superior curved
line. Ibid.) P[lane]s of body, certain imaginary plane
surfaces used in Anatomy as standards of reference in

describing the portions [? positions] and relations of organs.
There are five such planes drawn as tangents to the surfaces
of the body, namely, an anterior, a posterior, an inferior,
and two lateral planes... P. of mastication, Craniom., that

plane which forms a tangent with the masticatory surface
of the upper teeth. (Barclay.)../'., palatine, of Barclay
(.Craniom.}, that plane which forms a tangent with the pala-
tine arch, drawn along the middle line.

h. Fortif.
Plane ofcomparison, a horizontal plane passing through

the highest or lowest part of a fortification or its site. /'.

o defiladei
a plane passing through the interior crest or the

highest point of a work, and parallel to the plane of site.

P. of site, or regulating p., a plane coinciding approxi-
mately with that of the ground occupied by a work.

1834-47 J. S. MACAULAV Field Fortif. (1851) 283 A hori-

zontal plane supposed to pass below, or ten
yards

above all

the ground contained in the plan, and which is called the

plane of comparison. Ibid. 289 The plane of sile, or regu-
lating plane. Ibid. 295 Suppose those five points are re-

quired to be placed in the same plane of defilade, or the five

corresponding points of the sub-crests in the same plane of

site, tangent to the exterior surface.

f 2. = PLAN sb. i. Obs. [Cf. F. plan = plane
and plan.]
1639 in Hearne Collect. (O. H. S.) III. 129 He drew the

Planes of them. i68a WHELF.K Journ. Greece I. 33 Signior
Marmero. .hath given a Plane of the old City. 1693 Paris
Rel. Batt. Landen 24 The Plane of the Battel. 1706
PHILLIPS, Plane or Plan, (in Fortification) a Draught repre-

senting a Work as it would appear on the plain Field, were
it cut off level with the Ground. ..See Ichnography.
3. Mining, Any main road in a mine, inclined

or level, along which coal, etc. is conveyed in cars

or trucks.

1877 BURROUGHS Taxation 137 Machinery for raising cars

up the planes. 1881 RAYMOND Mining Gloss., Plane, an

incline, with tracks, upon which materials are raised in cars

by means of a stationary engine, or are lowered by gravity.



PLANE.

1890 Daily News 14 Nov. 3/4 The importance of travelling

roads distinct from engine planes was fully recognised, and
it was agreed that in all collieries where there are engine

planes, travelling roads should be made for the safety of the

men.
4- fig. (from a horizontal plane in sense i) in

reference to immaterial things, as thought, know-
|

ledge, moral qualities, social rank, etc. : Higher
or lower level, grade, degree. (In quot. 1850, a

metaphor from an inclined plane.)
1850 GROTE Greece n. Ivi. VII. 160 Thucydides, just

before he gets upon the plane of this descending progress,
makes a halt. 1873 M. ARNOLD Lit. fy Dogma (1876) 154

They are on altogether another plane from Jesus. 1875
H. C. WOOD Tluraf. (1879) 649 Evidently the organism was
constructed to run upon a certain plane of heat 1885
CLODD Myths fy Dr. i. ii. 18 The superstitious man is on the

same plane as the savage.

t Plane, sl>.* Obs. rare-'1
, [f.

PLANE z.2] An
act of '

planing ', i. e. soaring with the wings
extended and motionless.
1622 DRAYTON Poly-olb. xx. 16 Which when the Falkoner

sees, that scarce one plane they make.

Plane (pl<), a. [ad. L. plan-its flat, level ;

or, more properly, a refashioning (late in I7thc.)
of PLAIN a., in certain senses, after the original L.

word, so as to differentiate these senses from those

now expressed by plain. Cf. the learned F. adj.

plan,plane (i6th c.), similarly substituted in learned

or technical use for the popular plain, plaine.'}

1. Geom. Of a surface: Perfectly flat or level, so

that every straight line joining any two points in
|

it lies wholly in it (see PLANE sb.* i a). Hence

applied to an angle, figure, or curve which lies

wholly in such a surface.

[1570-1727 see PLAIN n.i i c.] 1704 J. HARRIS Lex. Tcchn.

I, Plane Surface, is that which lies even between its bound-

ing Lines; and as a Right Line is the shortest Extension
from one Point to another, so a Plane Surface is the shortest

Extension from one Line to another. 1828 J. H. MOOKE
Pract. Navig. (ed. 20) 7 To make Plane Angles ; and first

a Right Angle, containing 90 Degrees. 1852 SALMON (title)

Treatise on the Higher Plane Curves. 1859 CAYLEY Coll.

Math. Papers IV. 207 The tangent is a line passing through
two consecutive points of a plane curve. 1868 LOCKYER
Elem. Astron. vii. 241 If all three sides are on the same

plane, the triangle is called a plane triangle.

b. transf. Kelating to or involving plane sur-

faces or magnitudes (and no higher or more com-

plex ones).
Plane function = PLANIMETRIC function. \Plane mtnt.

j

-(obs.): a number formed by the multiplication of two 1

(prime) factors, and therefore capable of being represented

by a plane (rectangular) figure whose sides represent the

factors: cf. LINEAR 3, quot. 1706, and the analogous uses of

square and cube. Planeproblem : see quot. 1704.

1704 J. HARRIS Lex. Techn. I, Plane Number, is that
!

which may be produced by the Multiplication of two Num-
j

bers one into another. Ibid., Plane Problem, in Mathe-

maticks, is such an one as cannot be solved Geometrically, |

but by the I ntersection either of a Right Line and a Circle ; ,

or of the Circumferences of two
Circle_s. 1706 W. JONES

Syn. Palmar. Matheseos 279 The various Uses of Plane

Trigonometry. 1747 SIMPSON (title) Elements of Plane

Geometry. 1807 HUTTON Course Math. II. i Plane Trigo-

nometry treats of the relations and calculations of the sides

and angles of plane triangles. 1854 MOSELEY Astron.

xxxvii. (ed. 4) 126 It is the object of.. Plane Astronomy. .

from the apparent motions of the heavenly bodies to educe
their true motions.

2. Of a material surface (also, of a body, having
such a surface) : Flat, level ; not convex or concave.
1666 J. SMITH Old Age 91 As age enfeebleth the eye, the

form and figure of it becomes more plane and depressed than

it was before. 1760 J. LEE Introd. Bot. I. xiii. (1765) 31 Plane,
flat. 1796 KIRWAN Elem. Min. (ed. 2) II. 525 Whitehaven
Coal . . Fracture plane foliated. 1815 J. SMITH Panorama Sc.

f^ Art I. 274 On a surface perfectly plane, hard, and smooth,
a ball also perfectly hard and smooth, as well as globular,
would be carried perhaps five hundred yards, by the same
force that would scarcely carry it twenty yards upon the

rough pavement. 1829 Nat. Philos. I. iil. 7 (Usef. Knowl.

Soc.) A plane glass . . has two plane surfaces parallel to one
another. 1831 BREWSTER Nat. Magic v. (1833) 117 The

representation of objects in perspective upon a
plane

surface.

1866 'J'reas. Bot., Plane, flat or perfectly level ; as in many
leaves. 1869 PHILLIPS Vesuv. x. 272 A crystal of 24 plane
sides trapezoidal in form. 1899 Allbutfs Syst. Med. VIII.

798 Plane spots or patches of various sizes and shapes.

3. Combinations and special collocations : plane
ashlar (see quot.) ; plane chart (^plain chart),
a chart on which the meridians and parallels of

latitude are represented by equidistant straight
lines (cf. PLANE-SAILING) ; plane-plane a., having
the two opposite surfaces parallel and both plane,
as a glass (opp. to plano-convex, plano-concave,
concavo-convex, etc.); plane-polarizedn., of light,

polarized so that all the ethereal vibrations take place
in one plane ; so plane polarization; plane scale

() plain scale), a scale or ruler marked with lines de-

noting chords, rhumbs, sines, tangents, secants, etc.,

formerly used in mathematical operations, esp. in

navigation. Also in compound adjs. denoting
a combination of a plane form with another, as

plane-convex (
= PLANO-CONVEX); or an approxima-

tion to the plane form, as plane-itmbilicale (
=

flatly

umbilicate). Seealso PLANE-SAILING, PLANE-TABLE.

1823 P. NICHOLSON Pract. Build. 329 If the work be so

944

smoothed as to take out the marks of the tools by which the

stones were first cut, it is called "plane-ashlar. 16*5 N.
CARPENTER Ceog. Del. i. vii. (1635) 167 The Geographical!

Mappe is twofold: either the *P!aine Chart or the Plarii-

spheare. 1669 STURMY Mariners Mag: ll. 46 The making
the plain Sea-Chard, and the true Sea-Chard. 1696 PHILLIPS

(ed. 5), Plane Chart, a Plat or Chart that Seamen sail by,
whose Degrees of Longitude and Latitude are made of the

same Length. 1867 SMVTH Sailor's Word-bk., Plane-chart,
one constructed on the supposition of the earth's being an

extended plane, and therefore but little in request. 1668

Phil. Trans. III. 631 The Telescope . .with four Glasses,

whereof the three Ocular ones, "Plane-convexe,.. and the

fourth a Sphericall Object-glass. 1865 WATTS Diet. Cliem.

III. 659 If the two systems [of light-waves] are polarised in

planes making an oblique angle with one another, a differ-

ence of phase equal to o or m produces rectilinear or

"plane polarisation, while every other difference produces

elliptical polarisation, a 1853 PEREIRA Pol. Light (1854) 116

"Plane-polarized light reflected from metals becomes ellip-

tically polarized. 1881 MAXWELL Eleclr. tf Magn. II. 401
The disturbance will correspond to a plane-polarized ray of

light. 1659 J. COLLINS (title) Navigation by the Mariners

*Plain Scale new plain'd. 1701 MOXON Math. Instr. 15

Plain Scale, made of box, a foot long, with a double

Diagonal Scale, Sines, Tangents, Secants, Chords, Rhombs,
Leagues, Longitudes and Equal parts: used by Seamen
to solve their questions in Plain Sailing and to save their

Gunter. 1828 HUTTON Course Math. II. 58 Of plane scales,

there should be several sizes, as a chain in i inch, . . a chain

in i an inch, &c. 1887 \V. PHILLIPS Brit. Discomycctcs 126

Hymenoscypha tuba. .. Cup campanulate, disc "plane-
umbilicate.

Plane (pl^n), w. 1 Forms : a. 4- plane, (4

plaan). 0. 4-7playn(e, 4-5 pleyne, 6-7 plaine,
6-8 plain, [a. F. plane-r (12th c. in Littre),

= Pr. planar, It. pianare : L. planare to make

flat, level, smooth, f. plan-iis PLANE, PLAIN; from

1 4th to 1 8th c. also spelt playne, plaine, plain,
in agreement with PLAIN a.i, but now employed
only in uses which are associated with the action of

a carpenter's plane, and so spelt. See PLANE sb^~\

I. In general sense.

1. trans. To make (a surface) plain, even, or

smooth ;
to level, to smooth

; f also, to spread out

evenly or smoothly (ot>s.). Also Jig. (Now chiefly

in the archaic phr. to plane the way, or as a fig.

use of sense 3.)
a. c 1320 Cast. Love 678 He stont on hei; Roche and sound,
And is i-planed in-to be ground. 13 .. E. E. A Hit. P. B. 310
A cofer closed of tres, clanlych planed. 1382 WVCLIF Deut.

x. i Plaan to thee two stonen tables, as the rather weren.

c 1400 Lanfranc's Cirurr. 336 Take berof as miche as bou

wolt, & plane it vpon le^er or vpon lynnen cloob, & leie

vpon be place. 1513 DOUGLAS sEneis xn. xii. 188 Hot tho

the stok of this tre doun was rent . . To that entent to plane
the batale place. 1653 H. COGAN tr. Pinto s Trav. Ixix. 280

Pioners, whom he had sent before to plane the passages and

ways. 1711 P. H. I'iew two last Parlts. 239 This plan'd
the Way to lay Addresses. 1768-74

TUCKER Lt. Nat. (1834)

II. 346 Let us. .exert our abilities. .to plane the way for his

passage. 1847 TENNYSON Princ. iv. 296 What student came
but that you planed her path To Lady Psyche, younger, not

so wise, A foreigner ?

0. 1398 TREVISA Barlh. De P. R. xvi. Ixxv. (Tollem.

MS.), Stones beb .. hewe, playnid, and squared. 1411-20
LYDG. Chron. Troy i. vi. (1555), And floures ..Upon their

stalkes gan playn theyr leues wide, c 14*0 Pallad. on Hnsb,

;. oi Pare al the dichis euen, playn the brinke. 1511

telya

PLANER.
Industrie. 1581 Satir. Poems Reform, xliii. 166, I dar not

pen the speciallis, I do plaine jow. c 1590 GREENE Fr.
lyacon ii. 18 By ^Lromancy, to discouer doubts, To plaine out

questions, as Apollo did. 1659 Isee plane scale, PLANE a. 3].

II. To smooth with a plane (the tool).

3. trans. To dress with a plane or planing-
machine

;
to smooth down the surface of (wood,

metal, etc.) with or as with a plane. Alsoyfy.
a. 1398 TREVISA Earth. De P. R. xvn. clxii[i]. (Bodl. MS.),

Hordes and tables . . beb araied and hewe and planed. 1452
in Willis & Clark Cambridge (1886) I. 282 The selyng boord
..shalbe..clene planed, and the sparres shalbe planed also.

1496 Naval Ace. Hen. ^ff (1896) 167 For planyng of the

same orys xijJ. 1530 PALSGR. 659/2, I plane, as a joyner or

carpenter dothe his tymber or hordes with a plane or rabatte.

1622 PEACHAM Compl. Cent. xiii. (1634) 130 First, for your
table. .plane it very even, and with Size.. white it over. 1703
MOXON Mech. Exerc. 68 You must turn your Stuff to Plane

it the contrary way. 1837 GORING & PRITCHARD Microgr.

23 Get three pieces of brass planed perfectly flat. 1838-9
FR. A. KEMBLE Kesid. itiCeorgiadK^) 26 White pine wood

planed as smooth as marble. 1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mech.

1729/2 The earliest machine for planing metal was invented

by Joseph Moxon. . .The machine was employed for planing
brass mouldings. 1878 HUXLEY Physiogr. 183 Eating away
the margin of the coast and planing it down, to a depth of

perhaps 100 fathoms.

1579-80 NORTH Plutarch. (1676)436 He had. -Pyoners..to

plain ways. 1598 BARRET Theor. Warns v. i. 128 The.,

field without the Citie ought to be razed or plained a

thousand pases round about. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny II. 596
The pauement thus laid is to be plained and polished dili-

gently with some hard stone. 1642 H. MOKE Song ofSoul

i. i. xx, Such as their Phyllis would, when as she plains

Their Sunday-cloths. 1703 MAUNDKEI.I. Jonrn. Jems. (1732)

36 An Inscription engraven on a Table plain'd in the side

of the natural Rock. 1768-74 TUCKER Lt. Nat. (1834) II.

230 Honest Inquiry and sober Freedom are the pioneers to

plain the way before thee. 1814 I. JOHNSON Typogr. II.

521 The pressman.. next examines his form, to see that it is

properly locked up and plained down.

t b. fig. To smooth over, excuse, explain away.
13.. Cursor M. 26583 (Cott.) Noght wit wo. des fayr and

slight Agh bou for to plane bi plight, c 141* HOCCLEVE De

Reg. Princ. 4373 But if releef a-way my sorowe plane. 1494

FABYAN Chron. vi. ccxii. 228 They planed or excused the

sharpenesse of theyr mysse lyuynge.

t c. To clear away (writing) by smoothing the

surface of the tables. Obs.
c 1386 CHAUCER Sompn. T. 50 He planed awey the names

euenchon That he biforn had writen in his tables.

fd. To level with the ground, to raze to the

earth. Obs.

1562 J. SHUTE tr. Cambinfs Turk. Wars 4 Leaving
them [cities] desert and plained to the ground*. 1600

FAIRFAX Tasso i. Ixxxix, The Suburbs first flat with the

Earth he plained, elfin CHAPMAN Iliad xn. 42 All with

the earth were plain'd.

1 2. fig. To make plain or intelligible ;
to show

or state plainly ;
to explain, display, show. Obs.

o. c 1450 HOLLAND Howlat 850 The pure Howlatis appele

completly was planyt. 1567 Gude ff Godlie B. (S.T.S.) 87

Quha trewlie traistis in thy Godlie name, Sail never die

Eternallie, I plane. 1573 Satir. Poems Reform, xl. 349 To
syle the suith, and sun:e, 1 will plane ?ow.

ft. (1374 CHAUCER Troylus v. 1230 But al for nought he

nolde his cause pleyne. 1563 Ressoning Crosragnell ft

Knox 26 b, In this manner of speaking, I will plaine my

61 For plaining the boards, and shooting them for a Square,
two shillings. 1703 MOXON Mech. Exerc. 64 To lay Boards

. .against, whilst they are Trying or Plaining. 1716 LEONI
Albcrti's Archil. I. 27/2 Wood that is easily plain'd.

b. To plane away, off: to remove by or as by

planing.
1726 LEONI AllertfsArchit. 1. 10/2 The Summit ofa Hill . .

made level by plaining away the Top. 1873 J. RICHARDS

Wood-working Factories 57 In our American s_hops
fiom

two to four times as much wood is planed off as in Europe.

1902 LUBBOCK Scenery Eng. (ed. 3) 115 The projections of

rock being planed off and the hollows filled up by the waves.

4. intr. To use or work with a plane.

1703 MOXON Mech. Exerc. 68 You must begin at the hinder

end of the Stuff, .and Plane forward. 1858 RAMSAY Remix.

iv. (1870) 80 He. .taught us to saw, and to plane. 1866

G. MACDONALD Ann. Q. Neighb, iv. (1878) 51 But the man
was again silent, planing away at half the lid.

Hence Planed ///. a.

1382 WYCLIF Cm. vi. 14 Make to thee an ark of planed
trees. 1571 DIGGES Pantom. I. xxii. G ij b, A cleane

foure square planed boarde. 1627-77 FELTHAM Resolves i.

Ixii. 96, I care not for the planed Stoic, there is a Sect

between him and the Epicure. 1887 MOLONEY Forestry W.
A/r. 27 Planed timber and flooring.

Plane (plf'n), v.z rare. [a. f.plane-r (loth c.,

Kab.), t.plan plane, because a bird when soaring

extends its wings in a plane.] intr. Of a bird :

To soar on outspread motionless wings.
1611 COTGR., Planer, .. to plane,

as a bird that flies, or

houers, without mouing her wings. 1775 Twiss Trav. Port,

ft Sf. 65, I observed many eagles planing over head. 1862

W. STORY Roba ili R. ix. (1864) 177 Sometimes. .far up m
the blue height, an eagle planing over it on wide-spread
motionless wings.

Planeness (ptei'nnes).
rare. [f.

PLANE a. +

-NESS.] The quality or condition of being plane ;

flatness, levelness.

1656 tr. Hobbes' Elem. Philos. (1839) 202 Every strait line

is like every other strait line, and every plane like every
other plane, when nothing but planeness is considered.

Planer (pte'-noj). Also 6-8 plainer-, [f.

PLANE K.I + -ER!.]
1. One who makes level or levels down.

1560 WHITEHORNE Arte Warre 68 b, It is conueniente to

mountain-side, a maker of fertile, alluvial corn lands'.

2. One who planes ;
a worker with a plane.

1598 FLORIO, Dolatore, a planer of boords. 1648-60
HEXHAM Dutch Diet., Een schaver, a Shaver, a Planer, or

a Smoother. 1818 TODD, Planer, one who smooths with a

plane. 1865 I. T. F. TURNER Slate Quarries 16 To calculate

the wages due to the sawyers, planers, and raspers.

f3. An instrument for smoothing something,

e. g. the surface of salt for the table, etc. Obs.

To this may belong quot. 1413, in which the word denotes

a utensil belonging to a brewer.

1413 E.E. jra/i(i882) 22 Y be-quethe to. .Ion, I graners,

an a flot, an a planer. 1513 Bk. Keruynge in Bailees Bit.

(1868) 266 Than loke your sake be whyte and drye, the

planer made of luory, two inches brode & thre inches longe.

4. A tool or instrument for planing wood ; for-

merly, a plane (? sometimes, a chip-ax or adz);

now, a planing-machine.
1596 THOMAS Lai. Diet., Dolabra,* carpenters axe, or ..

a great plainer. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny I. 493 A man shall

see the fine shavings thereof run alwaies round and winding,

. .as the loyner runneth ouer the painels and quarters with

his plainer. 1615 CHAPMAN Odyss. y. 314 A great axe, first

she gave that two ways cut;.. A plainer then, aitgi BOYLE

Hist. Air ii. (1692) 5 Shavings of Wood (that Carpenters

and Joiners are wont to take off with their Plainers). 1864

[see 6). 1883 INGERSOLL in Harper's Mag. Jan. 208/2 To
them are attached planers, shingle machines . . and so on.

1900 Engineering Mag. XIX. 670 There will be . . heavy

planers, boring mills, and other large tools.

5. Printing. A block of wood with a strip of

leather at the top, which is struck with a mallet

to beat down projecting types in a form.

1858 SIMMONDS Diet. Trade, Planer. . a flat_square-made

piece of wood, used by the compositor for forcing down the



PLANERITE.

type in the form, and making the surface perfectly even.
1880 Print. Times 15 Feb. 30/1 The appliances .. consist
of brushes for moulding .. m.illet, planer, blanket. 1896
T. L. DE VINNE Moxoitt Afccli. E.tcrc., Printing 408 The
'Dressing-block' is now known as the planer.

6. attrib. (in sense 4), as platter-bar, -centre,

chuck, -knife, -knife-grinder, -vice, parts of .1

planinjj-machine ; planer-head, the slide-rest of

a planing-machine; planer tool, a tool used for

planing.
1864 WF.BSTKR, Planer.hcatf, the slide-rest of a planing

machine, or planer. 1873 J. RICHARDS n'ood-iwrkiiig
Factories 108 For planer-knives, have a coarse grain >oft

stone.. not less than 40 inches in diameter when new. 1875
KNIGHT Diet. Jfcch., rift>ur-t>tir, a device attached to a
planer for the purpose of effecting in part the work of
a slotting or shaping machine. 1884 Woi-kshp^ Receipts
Ser. ni. 274/2 There is . . a great difference of opinion with

regard to . . tempering . . in the case of planer tools for iron.

Flanerite (pte'nareit). Min. [Named 1862
after its discoverer D. J. Planer, mine director :

see -ITE 1
2b.] A hydrous phosphate of aluminium,

allied to wavellite, found in quartz.
1868 DANA Miit. (ed. 5) 576 Planerite. Under this name

Hermann has described .. a mineral from the copper mines
of Gumeschefsk, in the Ural. It occurs in thin, sub-crystal-
line, botryoidal layers in the cavities of a quartz rock...
Color on fresh surface verdigris-green, passing to olive-green
on exposure to the air.

Pla-ner-tree. [From the surname of I. J.

Planer, a German botanist, whence the genus has
its mod.L. name Planera.] A small tree (Planera

aqiiatica, P. Giiiclini, or other species) allied to

and resembling the elm, found in moist situations

in the Southern United States.

1884 MILLER Plant-n., rianeraaqnaticaar.d other species,
Planer-tree. 1887 Nicholson's Diet. Gardening, Planera
(named in honour of I. J. Planer, a German botanist, who
published a Flora of Erfurt, in 17881.. . /'. aqnatica. .Planer-
tree.. .Southern United States, 1816,

Plane sailing. In 7-8 plain s. [f. PLANE
sli.z, formerly plain.'] In Navigation, The art of

determining a ship's place on the theory that she is

moving on a plane, or that the surface of the earth
is plane instead of spherical ; navigation by a

plant chart: see PLANE a. 3.
This is a simple and easy method, approximately correct

for short distances, esp. near the equator.
1699 DAMPIER J-Vy. II. I. 90, 2 Dollars, .which I had gotten

.. by teaching some of our young Seamen Plain Sailing.
1756 ROLT Diet. Trade, Plain Sailing, in navigation, is the
art of working the several cases and varieties in a ship's
motion on a plain chart. 1815 BURNEV Falconers Diet.
Marine, Plane Sailing . . is that which is performed by
means of a plane chart; in which case, the meiidi.ins are
considered as parallel lines, the parallels of latitude are at
right angles to the meridians, the lengths of the degrees

angle, and the distance, difference of latitude, and easting
or westing, as the sides of a right-angled triangle. The
easting or westing is called departure. 1890 Cent. Diet.
s. v., In plane-sailing, the principal terms made use of are
the course, distance, departure, and difference of latitude,
any two of which being given the others can be found.

b. Jig. A course so simple as to leave no room
for mistakes. In this sense now commonly spelt
PLAIN SAILING, q.v.

1858 GEN. P. THOMPSON Auilt Alt. Part. I. liv. 212 The
motion at first looks as if it was all what sailors call plane
sailing. 1867 SMYTH Sailor's \Vord-tk. 5. v., Plane-sailing
is so simple that it is colloquially used to express anything
so easy that it is impossible to make a mistake.

-

. Forms: 8 plansheer, -shire, 9 plane-
shear, -sheer, plaukshear, -sheer. [A corrup-
tion of PI.AXCHER sb., by imagined connexion with
PLANE, PLANK, and SHEER sb] A continuous

planking, covering the timber-heads of a wooden
ship, in men-of-war forming a shelf below the

gunwale ; covering-board (COVERING vbl. sbj- 3
N

;

also loosely applied to the gunwale.
1711 \V. SUTHERLAND KhiftuiU. Assist. 75 Great Rail at

the After End, besides the Planshire Fore and Aft. Ibid.
162 Plansheers ; the finishing part at the Top of the Ship-
side. 1831 MARRYAT A'. Forster xvii, He was on the plane-
sheer of the brig. 1833 P. Simple I, We discharged our
ten muskets, into the boat, but this time we waited until the
bowman had hooked on the planeshear with his boat-hook
and our fire was very effective. 1869 SIR E. J. REED Shif-
biiilif. xii. 238 A continuous angle-iron, which also serves to
receive the fastenings of the wooden planksheer.
So, in same sense, Plank-sheering.
01687 PETTY Treat. Naval Philos. I. i, Between the

Plank-sheering, and the Keels.

Planet (plae-nrt), rf.l Forms: 3-6 planete,
(4-6 -ette, 5 -ett, Sc. -ait. 6 Sc. -eit, 7 plannet(t\
5- planet. [ME. a. OF. planete (V. p/anele), ad.
late l..flafla or planers (cited only in \-A.ptanetw" cl. L. ste/fa errantes), a. (jr. TrAaioyrijs wanderer,
hence, in //. (aoripes) nkavrjrai wandering stars,

planets, f. Tr\avav to lead astray, in passive to
wander. (Another Gr. form was irAdnp, -1770?, in

pi. w\avr]Tis aartpit, L. //,"/.)]
fl. Old Astron. A heavenly body distinguished

from the fixed stars by having an apparent motion
VOL. VII.
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' of its own among them; each planet, according
;

to the Ptolemaic system, being carried round the
earth by the rotation of the particular sphere or
orb in which it was placed. Obs.
The seven planets, in the order of their accepted distance

from the Karth, were the Moon, Mercury, Venus, the Sun,
Mars, Jupiter, and Saturn.

[-1050 Byrhtfertlfs Handboc in Anglia (1885) VIII. 320
pa steorran \K man h,tt planete on lyden.] a 1300 Cursor
M. 1550 (Cott.) pe planetes all ar went again (.) hair first

I

making in to be state, c 1400 Destr. Troy 4366 Venus the

worthy . . of pianettes of prise has hor pure nome. r 1420
I.YDG. Assembly ofGflds 1695 The seuyn planettys Haue her

propre names by astronomers, c 1470 HENRY Wallace \\.

500 O_uhill day began to peyr ; A thyk myst fell, the

planet was not cleyr. 1481 C^XTOM Myrr. \. xx. 60 A
way that is comune to the vii planetes. 1600 NASHF.
Summer's Last ll'ill I)j, Resplendent Sol, chiefe planet
of the hermetic 1621 BURTON Anat. Mel. \. ii. i. ii. (1651)

45_ Gregorius Tholosanus makes seven kindes of eethenal
spirits or angels, according to the number of the seven
Planets, Saturnine, Jovial, Martial. 1687 tr. Martina's
Turkish S/>y i. xii. 35 It is a great while since we have had
any Commerce here with the Sun; there being forty nine

I Days since this beauteous Planet appeared to us. 1727
I

HAII.EY vol. II. s. v., There is none of the Planets, except the
i Sun that shines with his own Light. 1766 PORNV Heraldry
j

(1787) 19 Arms, .are blazoned.. by Planets, when they belong
I

to Sovereign Princes, Kings, and Emperors.
b. esp. in Astro/,, said with reference to the

j supposed
*

influence' or quality of any one of

these bodies in affecting persons and events
;

in

later usage said vaguely or allusively of an occult

controlling fateful power.
c 1290 Sf. Michael

431^
in S. Eng. Leg. I. 312 pe planetes

1 ne doth non obiir hot 311102 in marines wille, To beon lujuir
oj>ur guod ase heore uertue wole to tille. ^1301 CHAI'CKR
Astrol. i. 21 \Vhan the planetes ben vnder tnilke signes,
bei causen vs by hir influence operacionns & efiectes lik

to the operaciouns of bestes. c 1400 M \UNDEV. iRoxb.) \\iii.

Si pai dwell vnder a plan^tt bat es called Saturnus, 1568
GRAFTON Chron. II. 616 The wittie Captaynes .. thought it

necessary to take the tyme while their good planet reigned.
1570 (ioi.nisG Justin xix. 99 Sodainly by the influence of
a pestilent planet, [he] lost all his men of warre. 1670
MILTON Hist. Eng. n. Wks. 1851 V. 93 Blind, astonish 'tl,

and strook with superstition as with a Planet. 1738 SWIFT
, Pol. Conversat. 82, I was born under a Threepenny Planet,

j

never to
be^ worth a Groat. 1837 MRS. SUEUWOOD Henry

\

Mtlnt'r in. ix. 176 One of us poor creatures who are born
under a three-halfpenny planet,

c. To rain, etc., by planets, in planets ((fiat.} :

see quots. To rule a planet, said f () of the
zodiacal sign in which the planet is (obs.\ (b} of
a person, To calculate a horoscope, practise astro-

logy, dial.

^1470 HENRY Wallace vn. 175 That wykked syng so
rewled the planait ; Saturn was than in till his heast stair.

1670 RAY Eng. Pro*: 45 // rains by planets, this the

Countrey people use when it rains in one place and not in

another; meaning that the showers are governed by the
Planets. 1807 STAGG Poems 22 Heavier now the tempest
musters, Down in plennets teems the rain, a 1825 FORRY
Vac. E. Anglia s.v., In changeable weather the rain and
sunshine come and go by planets. A man of unsteady mind
acts by planets ; meaning much the same as by fits and starts.
1882 in Lucas Stud, Kidderdalc 206 That no two floods
in Nidderdale are alike in effect, which is locally accounted
for by saying, 'that the rain falls in planets'. 1886 Ei.WORTHY
IV. Somerset \Vord-bk. s.v., To 'rule the planets' is to

practise rustic astrology. 1903 Eng. Dial. Diet. s. v.,
' He's

getten his planet ruled.'

2. Mod, Astron. The name given to each of the

heavenly bodies thnt revolve in approximately
circular orbits round the sun (primary planets^,
and to those that revolve round these {secondary
planets or SATKLI.ITKS).
The primary planets comprise the major planets, of which

eight are known, vi?., in order of distance from the sun,
Mercury, Venus, the Earth, Mars, Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus
and Neptune, and the minor planets or ASTEROIDS, the
orbits of which lie between tho-^e of Mars and Jupiter.
1640 WiLKna(/#/jO A Discovrse concerning a New Planet.

Tending to prove, That 'tis probable our Earth is one of the
Planets. 1664 POWKR E.r/>. Philos. in. 163 Who can imagine
that any of the primary Planets were wholly designed for
the service of Us and our Earth? 1704 J. HARRIS Le.r.
Tec/in. I. s,v. t We now number the Earth among the
Primary Planets, because we know it moves round the Sun,
..and that in a Path or Circle between Mars and Venus.
1710 Ibid. II. s. v., The Motions of the Secondary Planets
or Satellites round their Primary ones. 1815 J. SMITH
Panorama Sc, $ Art I. 510 The primary planets are again
distinguished into superior and inferior. The superior
planets are those farther from the sun than our Earth.. and
the inferior planets are those nearer the sun. 1836 M.\r-
GILLIVRAY tr. Humboldt's Trav. xix. 279 The waters have
scooped a great hollow.. in the ancient revolutions of our
planet. 1850 TENNYSON In Mem. Cond. 138 The man, that
with me trod This planet. 1878 HUXLEY Physiogr. xxi. 371
Astronomers are acquainted with 182 bodies called planets.

3. Jig. In various obvious senses : e. g. a source
of influence; a luminary; (rogues

1

cant} a candle.
1423 JAS. I Kingis Q. xcix, Hye quene of lufe ! sterre of

heneuolence ! Pitouse princes, and planet merciable ! 1596
DRAVTON Legends ii. 237 Those two bright Planets, cleerer
then the Seven, That with their Splendor, light the World
to Heaven. 1790 J. ADAMS Wks. (1854) IX. 571 What the
conjunctions and oppositions of two such political planets
may produce, I know not. 1840 LOXGF. Sp. Stud. in. v, As
soon as you see the planets are out, in with you.
4. attrib. and Comb.^ as planet-making, -prog-

nosticator y -ruler (cf. I c), -sphere ; also planet-
blazoned, -crested, -producing, planet-like adjs. ;

PLANETARILY.
! planet-book, a book professing to tell fortunes
! by means of the planets; planet-gear, -gearing,

I

a system of gearing in which planet-wheels are

i introduced; a mechanical combination for convert-

ing power into speed ; planet-wheel, the exterior

I

wheel which revolves round the central or sun

wheel, in the SUN-AND-PLANKT motion. Sec also
PLANKT- STRICKEN, -.STRUCK.

1839 KAKMAM tr. Crotlus A damns Exitl 41 This vast and
*
planet-blazoned universe. 1677 Rosamond in Evans Old
Ballads (1784) I. 72 Go fetch me down my "planet - book, ..

For in the same I mean to look, What is decreed my doom.

Planet-like Bodies, vehemently heated. 1839 BAILEY l-'estus
xxiv. (1848) 303 Oh ! let not a planet-like eye Imbeam its
tale on thine. 1652 GAULE Magnstrow. -z-\ Away. .with all

superstitious hearkning to weather-wizards,
*

planet-prog-
nostlcators, and fortune-spellers! 1894 Spectator 17 Feb.
231 She went to consult a *planet-ruler (the name now given
to white witches) in Bristol. i864\VFBSTF.R,

*Planet-wheel.
1875 KNIGHT Diet. Meek. 1727 The latter sleeve has an arm

i carrying a planet-wheel.

Hence t Pla'net v. Cbs. rare (with tt\ to divine

j

by the planets; Fla'neted ppl.a., placed in a

planet; Pla'neting- ?'/. sb., the (fabled) singing or

music of the planets.
1596 NASHK Saffron-lValdm Wks. (Grosart) III. 121 A

singular Scholler, .. set vpon it, and answered it in Print . .

demonstrating what a lying Ribaden, and Chinklen Kraga
it was, to constellate and plannet it so portentously. 1742
YOUNG Nt. Th. ix. 777 Tell me, all Ye Starr 'd, and Planeted,
Inhabitants ! \Vhnt is it? 1635 II. Joxsox SctdShcph. in. ii,

Tempering all The jarring sphere-;, and giving to the world
Again his first and tuneful planetting.

Planet (plae-net\ sb.~, II planeta (plan/Ma).
[ad. med.L. planeta (633, Fourth Council of

Toledo) a chasuble, orig. a name of the pxnttla,
I
in/Ufa) casJtla, a large clonk or mantle worn by

; travellers ; perh. from Gr. ir\avr]rjjy a wanderer.]
1 A chasuble, esp. in its primitive form of a large
I

loose mnntle covering the whole body.
a. 1602 Archprit'st Control. (Camden) II. 28 A suppllca-

j

lion for me to have a planet, chalice, and crucifix, a 1746
LEWIS in Gutch Coll. Cur. II. 178 This garment [the priest's
chasuble] was likewise called a Planet, to distinguish it,

I suppose, from the Chesible worn by the Deacon. 1885
;

DIXON Hist. Ch. Eng. III. 100 They bore on their left arm
a folded planet or chasuble. 1894 RFICHFL in Trans.

I
F.xctcr Arc/lit, fy Archxol. Soc. I. 37 Neither deacons nor
subdeacons wear the neckcloth, but walk in white albs and
planets.

. 1848 MRS. JAMESON Sacr. % Leg. Art (1850) 403 The
planeta, which was a mantle made of a wide circular piece
of cloth with an aperture in the middle for the head to pass

; through. 1867 C. WALKER Ritual Reason Why 179 The
I planeta or planet, so called because from being folded back

it presented the appearance of a star when partially eclipsed.

Pla ne-ta:l)le, sb. Also 7-9 plain-table, ff.

PLANE a. + TABLE sb^\ A surveying instrument
used for measuring angles in mapping, consisting
of a circular drawing-table mounted horizontally
on a tripod, and having an alidade pivoted over
its centre.

1607 NORDEN Sttrv. Dial. m. 127 Two principall instru-

ments, fit., for the plotting of grounds, ..a plaine table, and
the Theodolite which sometimes I use. 1766 Complete
Farmer s. v. Surveying, To explain, in a very easy and
concise manner, the use of the plain table. 1828 HLTTON
Course Math. II. 76 In surveying with the plain table,
a field-book is not used. 1871 PROCTOR Light Sc:. 274 The
plane-table is a flat board turning on a vertical pivot.

Pla-ne-ta:ble, v.
[f. prec. sb.] tram. To

survey with the plane-table.
1871 PROCTOR Light Sc. 274 The principle of plane-tabling

enters so largely into Indian surveying, that our notice
would lie incomplete without a brief account of this simple
and beautiful method. 1886 Athenxinn 3 July 2r/2 Major
Holdich with his assistants, Capts. Gore and Talhot, have

plane-tabled an extent of 15.000 square miles.

Hence Fla'ne-ta/bler, a surveyor using a plnne-
table

; Pla'ne-taibling
1

, the employment of a

plane-table ; surveying by means of the plane-table.
1890 in Cent. Diet.

t Pla-netal, a. Obs. rare.
[f.

PLANET ^.1 +

-AL.] Of or belonging to the
planets, planetary.

1624 DAKCIE Birth of Heresies xxii. 104 The body it self
of the planetall Sunne remaines and continues in his

sphericail Orbe.

Planetarian. (pl:enete>rian\ a. and sb. rare.

[f. late I., planelari-iis PLANETARY + -AN.]
A. adj. Belonging to or connected with a planet

or planets; plnnetary.
1652 GAULE Ma&astroin. 275 They refused to worship (the

planetarian god) the sun. 1811 SOUTHEY in Q. Rev. VI.

337 The planetarian temple is well imagined.
B. sb. fl. An astrologer. Obs.

1652 GAULE Magasirom. 85 Dreams of later planetarians,
or magicall astrologians.
2. An inhabitant of a planet.
1829 J. MILLER Sibyfs Leaves I. 217 Are your planetarians

long or short, biped or decemped? 1855 H. POWELL J-lss.

179 The most plausible image we can conjure up of the
nature and appearance of lunarians or planetarians.

Flanetarily (pK-e-netarili), a,/v. [f.
PLANE-

TARY a. + -LY -.] After the manner of a planet ;

fig. with uncertain recurrence.
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of the mighty planetarium..

Planetary plie'netari), a. and sb.

L. p/anflarius, prop. adj.
'

belonging t

or

(A

PLANETARIUM.
1610 HEAI.EY SI. Aug. Citie ofGod 274 Under the Sun is

the bright star Venus mooving diurnally and planetarily.

a 1631 DoHHB Lett. (1651) 27 That friendship which is not

moved primarily by the proper intelligence, discretion, ..

returns to the true first station and place of friendship

planetarily, which is uncertainly and seldome.

II Planetarium (pltenete'rHfm). [mod.L., f.

plane/drills PLANETARY : see -AHIUM.] A machine

illustrating by the movement of its parts the motions

of the pin nets; an orrery.

1774 J. ADAMS Diary 27 Aug., Wks. 1850 II. 356 Here we
saw.. an orrery or planetarium, constructed by Mr. Kitten-

house, of Philadelphia. 1805 H. K. WHITE Rein. I. 170,

I have constructed a planetarium, or orrery, of a very .simple

kind. 1849 NOAD Electricity i. led. 3) 35 A little arrange-

ment usually called the electrical planetarium.

b. A plan, model, or structure, representing the

planetary system.
1860 HOLLAND Miss Gilh-rt i. 15 The mystery of the chalk

planetarium was solved. 1901 Daily News 2 j Feb. 6/.i

Stonehenge has been variously ..called a temple of the sun,

and of serpent worship, a shrine of Buddha, a planetarium,

a gigantic gallows on which defeated British leaden were

solemnly hung in honour of Woden.

C. The planetary system, rare.

1835 CHALMERS \a't. fheol. I. ll. i. 219 It is passing
mar-

vellous that we should have more intense evidence for a

God in the construction of an eye than in the construction

[ad. late

to a planet
>r planets', but only recorded as sb., an astrologer

; Augustine). So F. plan'-taire. (The normal L.

adj. would \xplanflaris: cf. sM/iiris.)']

A. adj. 1. Belonging to, or connected with, a

planet or planets ;
of the nature of, or resembling

a planet ; having some attribute of a planet.

Planetary ellipsoid, planetary nebula: see ijuots. 1854 and

1 881. Planetary system, the system comprising the sun and

planets, the solar system; also ./7^. a system of con elated

parts. Plan, faiy year : see YEAR.
1610 GUILLIM Heraldry in. ii. (1611) 85 Of Starres some

ate fixed, and some are planetary or wandering. 11652 J.

SMITH .*>>/. Disc. v. 141 As ihe sun in the firmament is said

to walk from one planetary house to another, a 1680 Bi.'ii.t R

Rein. (1759) L it To stretch our Victories beyond Th'

Kxtent of planetary Ground. 1715 IT. Gregory's AstrffH, I.

425 The Inclination of any Planetary Orbit to the Plane of

the L'cliptic. 1815 W. H. IRELAND Scrib'.>lcomania 299

note, Lilly. -was universally reputed for his supposed plane-

tary knowledge. 1816 PLAYFAIH Nat. Phil. II. 289 They
proved, that the planetary system is stable. 1837 WIIF.WEI.I.

Hist. Induct. Sc. (1857) I. 169 The determination of the

Planetary Orbits. 1854 BREWSTER More Worlds xi. 173

Planetary nebulae, or such as resemble planets from their

discs being round or slightly oval. 1869 tr. Pouchtt's Uni-

verse (1871) 511 All the stars are, according to Kepler, only
suns like ours, each of which has its planetary system. 1881

MAXWELL Electr. ,- Magn. I. 221 Ellipsoids of this kind,

which are figures of revolution about their conjugate axes,

are called planetary ellipsoids.

b. esp. in Astro!, with reference to the supposed
'influence' of a planet.
1607 SHAKS. 7Y;i>* iv. iii. io3 lie as a Plannetary plague,

when Io;ie Will o're some high-Vic'd City, hang his poyson
In the sicke ayre. 1613 MARKHAM Eng. Husbandman u. 11.

iv. (1633) 53 By Thunder, Lightning, or other planetarie

stroakes. 1687 DRVDES Hind g; P. in. 472 Casting schemes

by planetary guess. 1706 K. WARD Woodfn World Diss.

(1708) 92 The Captain, .perceiving him, by I know not what

private Planetary Marks, to be an Engine form'd..for his

Use. 1843 PRESCOTT Mexico (1850) L 102 The astrological

scheme of the Aztecs was founded less on the planetary
influences than on those of the arbitrary signs they had

adopted for the months ami days. l85i C. W. KING Ant.

(,V(i866l 459 Planetary rings, to which wonderful virtues

were ascribed in the Middle Ages, were formed of the gems

assigned to the several planets, each set in its appropriate
metal.

c. Planetary hour, the twelfth part ofthe natural

day or night ; called also unequal hours because

they vary in length : see Mouu r.

In Astro/, supposed each to he ruled by a planet, the first

and eighth by that after which the day is named, the others

by the other planets in succession, the order being from

Saturn to the Moon.

"593 FALE Dialling 41 Which may shew the place of the

Sunne in every Signe, and likewise the planetary or vnequaU
houtes. 1643 SIR T. BROWNIC Rdig. Mcd. n. ir, I was

born in the Planetary hour of Saturn. 1674 Moxos Tutor

Astron. iv. iii. (ed. 3) 130 The first of these Planetary Hours
takes its denomination from the Planetary Day; and the

rest are named orderly from that Planet according to the

succession of the Planetary Orbs. As if it he Munday, that

is the Moons day. .the Planet reigning the first Hour shall

be i, the Planet ruling the second Hour shall be I?. 1697

DRYDEN Virg. Georg. in. 444 This, gather 'd in the Planetary

Hour, With noxious Weeds, and spell'd with Words of

Pow'r. 1697 POTTER Anlia. Greece in. viii. (1715) 74 By
Astionomers term'd unequal and Planetary Hours.

d. Her. Relating to the use of the names of

planets for tinctures.

1661 MORGAN Spli. Gentry in. iv. 37 The planetary part of

blazon doth well become persons that are above the vulgar.

2. Belonging to this
planet ; terrestrial, mundane.

1831 Black-.u. Mag. XXIX. 769 The Latin language has

a planetary importance ; it belongs not to this land or that

land, but to all lands. 1901 F. W. H. MYERS Human Per.

sona/ity 320 I. 06 That . . response to our surroundings

which forms not only the planetary but the cosmic history

of all our race.

3. fy. Wandering like a planet ;
erratic.

1607 J. KING Smit. 5 AVr'. 26 Other planetary, cursorie,

moueable from place to place, as Gerard, Tesmond, Ham.

946

rgnas nces. 1 . . . . . ,

am credibly informed he.. disliked his own erratical and

planetary life. 1710 NOKKIS Chr. Priid. iii. 116 Such

wandriliK, unprincipled, Planetary men as these. 1900

Daily News 22 Jan. 4/7 Readers.. must have been struck

witii his planetary career over the face of the globe.

B. sb. t 1. An astrologer, star-gazer. 06s.

1625 T. GODWIN Moses <y Aaron (1641) 172 As if the

Original! signified properly a Planetary, or Slarre-gazer.

1651 C.U'LK Magastrmi. 14-2 Now is the planetary more

malignant or maletick. .than are all the planets themselves.

a 1716 SOI.-IH Serin. (1744) XI. 10-5 Which sufficiently prove
the greatest pretenders to it [astrology] to Ije indeed but

mere planetaries ; that is, as we may well interpret it from

the force of the word, such as use to err and to be deceived.

2. A planetary body.
1819 Metropolis I. 221 'You are a fixed star in the firma-

ment of attraction, around which we minor planetaries
revolve with delight.

Pla-nethood. Honfe-wd. [f. PLANET rf. 1 +

-linDi).] The condition or rank of a planet.

1674 N. FAIRFAX Knlk f, Selr. oo That which claws "away
world from about them, would,' 'tis like, wring out their

Planethood from within them.

t Plane'tic, a. Obs. [ad. late L. planctic-us,

a. Or. TtkavrjTiKus wandering, f. Tt\avi)Ti)s : see

Pl.ANKTrf.l ancl -ic.] Erratic, erring, extravagant.

1654 Z. COKE Logick aj, By it are confuse things made
Distinct; Abstruse, Obvious: .. the Planetick thoughts to

act Concentrick,and in its Sphere. 1716 M. DAVIKS Atlnn.

llrit. II. 242 The Weather-Cock Brains of a Restless and

Planetick Arian. 1858 in MAYNE Expos. Lex.

t Plane'tical, a. Obs. [f.
as prec. -f -AL.]

1. Of or pertaining to the planets ; planetary.

1583 Linos Thous. Notable Th. (1595) Pref. A iij li, Be.

cause the Planeticall power and effect in theyr howres ..

should not be hidde or vnknowne. 1646 SIR T._BROWSE
I'seint. l:p iv. xiii. 228 Conjunctions and oppositions I'la-

neticall. 1672 Lett. t-riend 6 To make an end of all

tilings on earth, and our planetical system of the world, He
need but put out the Sun.

2. Wandering, roving, vagrant.

1657 FULLER Best Einfloymmi 17 Such, who., must have

a whole province or principality for the circuit of their

l'l:iiieticall preaching.

Plane'ticose, a. ntmce-wd. [f.
as prec. +

-OSK.] Given to wandering.
1849 LYTTON Caxtons xin. i, Is there no mission in thy

native land, O planeticose and exallotriote spirit?

t Pla-netist. 0/>s. rare. [See -1ST.] One who

consults tile planets, a star-gazer, an astrologer.

1509 BARCLAY S/iyf of Polys (1874) II. 19 Ve planetystis

and wytches.aml other of this sort. 1626 MINSHEU Dmtar
(ed. 2) 554 Planetist, an obseruer of the Planets.

Pla-netless, a. [See -LESS.] Void of planets.

1817 SHF.U.F.Y Rev. Islam in. xxii, A shoreless sea, a sky
sunless and planetless.

t Planeto-graphy. Obs. rare-", [f.
(.r. rXa-

1077?;! I'LANET rf. 1 + -GKAPHY.] A description of

the planets.
1730-6 BAILEY (folio) Pref., PlaneUgraphy .. a Treatise or

Discourse of the Planets.

Planetoid (plse-netoid),^. (a.) [f.
PLANET rf.i

+ -OID. So F. planetoide.] A body resembling a

planet ;
a name sometimes given to the minor

planets or asteroids (see ASTEROID B. i).

1803 Ktliu. Rn: I. 430 Why may we not coin such a phrase

as Planetoid"1
. 1803 HF.RSCHEI. in Phil. Trans. XCII1. ^39

1 1 is not in the least material whether we call them asteroids,

as I have proposed ; or planetoids, as an eminent astronomer,

in a letter to me, suggested. 1863 H. Si i N<KK Kss. II. 46

With respect to the asteroids, or planetoids, as they are

otherwise called. 1892 N. A- ('. 8th ser. I. 15/2 [Term dis.

cussed]. 1899 llailr AVrc.t 17 Ian. 7/3 The new '

planetoid

was discovered by Herr Witt, of the Urania Observatory of

Berlin.

B. adj. (or atli'ib.} Of or belonging to the aste-

roids. So Flanetol'dal a., in same sense.

1862 SIR H. HOLLAND F.ss. 280 note, Nearly seventy now

(1862) stand in our catalogues . . the heathen mythology has

been invoked in vain to'furnish names for this planetoid

throng. 1881 PROCIOR Poet. Astron. x. 362 Jupiter's action

on the planetoidal ling.

Plane-tree (pU"'''n|trf). [f.
PLANK rf.i + TREK.]

a. A tree of the genus Platanus :
-- I'I.ASE i/'. 1 I.

14.. .Vain, in Wr.-Wiilcker 716/150 Komiua aria-urn. .

llec plantadns. aplantre. 1483 Cat!:. Angl. 283/1 A Playn

\nx.flatanus. 1562 TYliNKR Herbal II. 05 b, I haue sene

the leucsof that Platanus that groweth in Italy, and two

very yong trees in England which were called there Playn
trees. .It is doutles that these two trees were ether brought

out of Italy, or of som farr countre heyound Italy. 1578

I.YTK DoJoens vi. Ixxiv. 755 The Plane tree groweth in

many places of Greece.. it is vnknowen in this Countne.

1616 SURFL. & MARKII. Country Fanne 306 The Plane tree

..I remember, that I haue scene one at Basil. 1731-3

MILLER Card. Diet. s.v. Platanus, The Plane-Tree . . hath

an amentaceous Flower,. . the Embryo's of the Fruit . . arc

turgid and do afterwards become large spherical Balls. 1856

STANLEY Sinai ft I'al. ii. (1858) 120 The plane-trees which

once shaded the bare landscape of Attica.

a/tril'. 1786 PonvnELF.tr. Theocritus, etc. (1792) 1 1. Notes

37 We will weave for thee a garland of lotus, and hang it on

the plane-tree branches.

b. St. and north. Eng. = PLANE rf.l 2.

1778 LIGHT FOOT Flora Scat. 639 Acer fseudo-plataiiis.
The great Maple, or Bastard Sycomore. The Plane-Tree,

Scattis. 1866 Trcas. Bat. 900 Plane-tree, Mock, or Scotch,

Acer I'sendo-riataniis. 1902 BUCIIAN //'<!/> her/y Threshold

157 Some large plane-trees grew near the house.

PLANGOROUS.

Pla net-stri:cken. a. Also 7 strx\o,ken,
-strucken. == next.

1600 DEKKER Olde Fortunatus Wks. 1873 I. 116 If your
wits be not planet strucken, if your braines lie in their right

place. 1611 SHEED Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. xxiv. 352 Some.,
who thought they might presume best of her fauour, haue been
so suddenly daunted and Planet-stricken, that they could not

lay downe their griefe thereof, but in their graues. a 1613
OVERBURY A Wife, etc. (1638) 76 An Amorist is a man
blasted or planet-strooken. 1615 BRAIHWAIT Strappado
(1878) 1 14 The Planet-stroken Albumazar, Shanes the Muses
like a razor. 1643 Plain English 25 How could I. .drop
spirit and vigour into the hearts of my plannet-stricken

Country-men? 1819 WORDSW. P. Bell\\\. xxx, Like planet-
stricken men of yore, He trembles, smitten to the core.

Hence Pla'net-strike v. trans, (rare"'}, to strike

! as a malignant influence, to blast.

1611 FLOHIO, Assideralionc. .a blasting or planetstreeking.

1659 TORKIANO, Assiitcrdiv, to Planet-strike, to blast as

trees doe through great heat and drought.

Pla'net-struck, a. Also 7 -strook(e. [t.

PLANET rf. 1 i b + pa. pple. of STRIKE v. Cf. moon-

struck, lunatic.] Stricken by the supposed malign
influence of an adverse planet ; blasted; sometimes

said in reference to paralytic or other sudden physical
affections ; hence, Stricken with sudden fear or

amazement, panic-stricken; terrified, bewildered,
confounded.

1614 MARKHAM Cheap Ihisb. i. xi. (1668) 49 Cold flegmatick
humors, .sometimes weakening but one member only, then

it is called Planet-strook. 1658 BROMHALL Trent. Specters

i
I. 102 They being affrighted tas it were Planet-struck) nd

! confounded with shame. 1667 MILTON /'. L. x. 414 The

struck, or Skrtvo-Rvttmng (in Horses) is a deprivation of

Feeling or Motion. 1799 SICKELMORK Agnes <y Leonora
1 1. 12 The Count became planet-struck as he listened to

the grossm\ss of this retort. 1865 KINGSLLY Ifere*.t'. xli,

I shall be overlooked planet-struck.

Pla-netule. rare. [I.
L. type *p/aneln/a, dim.

of plan:-ta.~\ A diminutive planet.
1846 in WORCESTER (citing CONVBKARE). 1850 Eraser's

Jl/tif. XLI. 297 The rotation of the planetule on its axis.

Ibid. 299 Heydon, too, had only described one of these

plaiiftules in his account of the Holy Island.

Flanful (pliVnfiU), a. rare.
[f.

PLAN sb. +

-I ri..] Full of plans, devices, or schemes.

1877 BLACKIF. Wise Men 6 By planful wisdom overawed.

1905 G. T. LADD in Child fr Relig. iii. 133 The active

planful imagination which develops so early in the child*

Plange, obs. form of PLANCH sb.

Plangency (plse-nd.^-nsi). [f. L. type *flan-

gtntia,l.tlangent-tm\ see next and -ENCV.] The

quality of being plangent.
1858 CAHI.YLF. Fredk, C,t. v. vii. (1872) II. 117 Friedrich

Wiihelm's words, in high clangorous metallic plangency..
fall hotter and hotter. 1882 STEVENSON ,\nu Arab. Nts.

II. xii. 192 Her voice had charm and plangency. 1900 W.
RALEIGH Milton 54 The hurt he had suffered .. gives elo-

quence and plangency to his divorce pamphlets.

Plangent (plivmljent
1

,
a. [ad. 'L.plaiigent-etii,

pr. pple. of plang-lre to strike noisily, beat the

breast, lament aloud. (Cf. PLAIN ?'.)]

1. Making the noise of waves breaking or beating

on the shore, etc.

1822 G. UARLEY Errors of Ecstatic 26 The mighty deep,

Shaking the firm strand with its plangent waves. 1858

FARRAR Eric xiii, The mingled scream of weltering tempest
and plangent wave. 1880 SwlMBtHmi Birthday Oi/e 256

With pulse of plangent water like a knell.

2. Loud-sounding, striking the ear powerfully ;

applied sometimes to a melallic, sometimes to a

loud thrilling or plaintive sound.

1858 CARI.YI.E Fredk. C,t. iv. iii. (1872) I. 285 This rugged

j young King, with his plangent metallic voice. 1871 MOKI.KV

I Crit. Jlfisf., Byron 272 That universal protest which rings

! through Byron's work with a plangent resonance. 1888

Howi LLS Annie Kilburn xxv, The bell on the orthodox

church called the members of Mr. Peck's society together. .

with the same plangent, lacerant note that summoned them

; to worship on Sundays. 1901 Atlien&uin& June72o'2 How
line . . the plangent union of accent and quantity throughout

t p'fangi-ferous, a. Oh. rare- 1
, [irreg. f. L.

plaiigZre (see prec.) + -FERGUS.] Producing or

accompanied by the noise of beating.
1620 DI-KKF.R Dreatne (1860) 32 Toss'd too and fro By

"lists implacable, able downe to throw Rampires of brasse,

which still beat out the braines, And still renewde them with

planniferous paines.

fPlangor. Obs. rare- 1
, [a.

L. flangor noisy

beating, loud lamenting, f. plangcre: see PLAN-

GENT.] A loud or piercing lamentation.

1598 MERES I'allad. Tmxri* tSa\>, Euery one mourneth

when hee heareth of the lamentable plangors of Thraclan

Orpheus for his dearest Euridice.

Plangorons (pla-gg&w), a. [f-
as prec. +

-ous] Characterized by loud lamentation.

1593 NASHF. Christ's T. (1613) 55 F> m vnder the AUar

there issued penetrating plangorus-howlmgs. 1647 R. BABON

Crfirian Acad. 8 He suddenly heard such a plangerous and

lamentable cry. .11693 Urquhart's Rabelais nl. xxin. 103

The grievously plangorous howling and lowing of Revils

1802 K GOSSE In item. Miss Anne dough. It tolls and

tolls with plangorous tongue, For empty lives and hearts

unbless'd.

Plangstee, obs. form of PI.ANXTV.



PLANI-. 947 PLANK.

Flaili- ;pUlfni
, combining form uf 1.. plaints

level, flat, smooth, used chiefly in scientitic terms.

Flanicaudate (-k'd t
r
t) a. Zool. [I,, cauda tail],

having a flat tail, as certain reptiles (Mayne
Expos. Lex. 1 858 ). Flanicipital ^'-srpital ) a.

Zool. [L. caput head: cf. occipital, etc.], having
a flat head, as an insect; Hat- bended. Flani-
dorsate (-d^rjSc/t) a. Zool. [L. doi'snin back],

having a flat back ( Cunt. Diet.}, f Flanifo lions

a. Bot. Obs. [L. folium leaf], having or consisting
of flat leaves; applied to composite flowers con-

sisting wholly of ligulate florets. Flaniform

(plt'i'niffTJtn) a., having a flattened shape ; spec, in

Anat. said of a joint in which the surfaces of the

bones are nearly or quite plane (
^= A&THBODTAL).

f Flaniloqueut a. Obs. rare" [after L. plant
-

loquus (Plautus)], plain-speaking; so f Plant '-

loquy Obs. rare 1

, plain speaking. Flanipen-
nate (pl#nipc*n&) a. Zool. [L. pcnnalus winged],

having flat wings; () spec, in Entom. belonging
to the suborder Planipennia of neuroptcrous in-

sects, characterized by Ilat wings not folded when
at rest; so Planipennine (-pe'noin), a. = prec.

() ; sb. a planipennine insect. Flanipetalous
(-prtabs) a. Bat., having flat petals. Flani-
rostral (-rostral;, Flanirostrate ^-rfstr^t), adjs.

[L. rostrum beak], having a broad flat beak.

Planispiral (-spai^ral) <z., of a ilat spiral form :

applied to the proboscis of lepidopterous insects,
and to certain shells, as in the genus Planorbis.
1686 Phil. Trans. XVI. 285 Those that have a perfect

*planifojiou& Flower. 1727-41 CHAMJ*KKS Cycl. .-..v. Flower^
Planifolious Flowers, those which are composed of plain
Flowers, set together jn circular rows, round the center, and
whose face is usually indented, notched, uneven, and jagged.
1830 R. K.NOX BecletnCs Anat. 282 The close ami 'plamform
diarthro:is..is that in which the surfaces are superficial, the

ligaments strong and tight, the motions obscure and con-
fined to sliding. 1858 MAYNK Expos, /-tvr., Planifonnis,
applied .. to a Family .. of the Coleoptera^ comprehending
those that have the body much depressed; flat-shaped:
planiform. 1881 MIVAKI- Cat U2 Such joints are termed
Planiform or Arthrodia. 1656 BLOUXT Glossogr., *Plani-

loqnent . ., that speaks his mind plainly and freely. 1658
Pmu.nj

s,
*

Plamloquy, (lat.) plain, and free speech. 1783
LKMON Eng. Etyuiol. s. v. Haunch^ Such planiloquy is fit

only for the large, open, yawning mouth of a Dutchman.
1858 MAYNK Expos. Lex., Planipennis, . . having flat wing:-. :

*planipennate. 1730-6 BAILKYI folio),
*

Pla*ifaieUotisFlower
.., flat leaved, as when these small flowers are hollow only
at the bottom, but are flat upwards, as in Dandelion, Suc-
cory, c. 1895 Syd. Sac. Lex.)

*
Planirostral, having a flat

beak. 1858 MAYSE Expos. Lex., Planirostris, having the
beak or the snout flat : "planirostrate. 1895 Syd. Sec. Lex.^
'Planispiral, spiral, with the coils lying, .in one plane.

Planigraph (plae'nigraf;. [ad. V.planigraphe,
f. PLANi- + Gr. -ypa<f>os; see -GRAPH.] An instru-

ment (invented by Marmet, of Versailles" for re-

ducing or enlarging drawings.
It consists of a rule fitted with two scales having gradua-

tions of different magnitude, placed end to end in opposite
directions, and turning about a pivot at tlie point of junc-
tion ; it is provided with a number of different scales for

different degrees of reduction.

1884 in K NIGH i Diet. Mech. Supp.
|| Planilla (planrll). [Sp. Amer. dim. of//</<<

a level.] A cleaning-floor at a Californian mining-
station.

1877 RAYMOND Statist. Mines <y Mining 5 Sheds over

plaiullas at Day tunnel and Deep Gulch tunnel, ibid. 7

A much larger quantity of waste vein-matter .. has to be
examined and passed over the planillas or cleaning-floor>.

Flanimeter plani'mAai). Also -metre,

[ad. F. planimetre^ f. PLANT- + -wMre
t -METEK.]

An instrument for mechanically measuring the

area of an irregular plane figure.
1858 in SIMMONUS Diet. Trade. 1872 F. J. HKAMWKLL in

Rep. Brit. Ass('c. 401 Amsler's Flanimeter .. fur measuring
the area of any figure, however irregular, by the mere
passage of a tracer round about its perimeter. 1875 DARWIN
fnsectii 1

. PI. xv. 355 The area of all the leaves together with
their footstalks, was found by a plantnietre. 1898 Engineer-
ing Mag. XVI. 115/1 The area enclosed was measured by
a piammeter.

Planimetric (pl/nime'trlk), a. [f. as prec.
+ -ic : -of. (ir. fJitrpiKQ-i of measuring.] Belonging
or relating to planimetry. So Planime'trical ti.

Planimetricfunction (Math.}, *a function expressing one
of the relations between the areas of the three triangles
formed by joining a variable point in a plane to the vertices

of a fundamental triangle '; also called planejunction.
17*7 BAILEY vol. II, Planimetrical, pertaining to the

Mensuration of plain Surfaces. 1802-3 lr - ^nllass Trar.
(1812) I. p. xvi, Planimetrical delineation of Mount Burg-
ussan .. which appears to have been formerly a fortified

place. 1828-32 WEBSTER, Planimetric, Planimetrical. 1906
Q. Rev. Jan. 122 A group of individual objects in 'plani-
inetric' relation.

Planimetry (plani-metri). Also 4 plane-
metric; 7 planarnetrie, -ye ; 8-9 piano-. [Ulti-

mately f. L. plan -its flat + -metria, -METKY, on L.

type plantmetria ; the MK. plantmetrie prob.

represents an O F. form
;
but F. planimelne appears

only as of 1520 in Godef. Compl,, and nied.L.

planhnctria is cited only from i6th c., though
prob. used much earlier. Planametty and piano-

I inclry are formed on less correct analogies.] The
measurement of plane surfaces; the geometry of

plane surfaces, plane geometry.
1390 GowtR Conf. III. 134 Ful many a worthi clerc ther

is, That writen upon this clergie 'the bokes of Altemetrie,
Planemetrie and eke also. 1603 OWEN Pembrokeshire \.

\ (189--) 4 The miles beinge multiplied together and reduced
to Planarnetrie, the onlye mtaiics to knowe the contente uf

anye thinge. 1674 Pkil. Trans. IX. 85 In Planimetry, the

Measuring of Triangles with and without a Perpendicular.
'11696 SCARBURCH Euclid (17051 94 In this ji

lh
Proposition

Kuclide makes an entry into the Doctrine of Planometry.
1795-8 T. MAL'KICK Hindostetn (18201 I. i. xii. 439 From
planimetry, or the mensuration of surfaces, they souii pro-
ceeded to the more complicated science of stereometry, or
the mensuration of solids. 1884 tr. Lotzcs Mctaph. 2-27

They would have been able to add the geometry of the

newly discovered direction to the Planimetry which they
pos*es>ed without having to change anything in their

previous perceptions.

Planing* (,pU
7i

'nirp, rbl.sb. [-IM; '.]

1. The action of PLANE v. 1

1:1440 Promp. Pan\ 403/1 Planynge, Urigacw. 1580
HOLLVBASD Trcas. Fr. Tong, Applanisscment^ a planing.
1703 MOXON Meek. Exerc.(& So continue your sevcml lays
of Planeing. 1825 J. NICHOLSON Operat. Mechanic 560
Planing.. by which wood is reduced to a smooth and uni-

1 form surface] by means of an instrument called a plane.

f* 2. lonci: A piece planed off; a shaving. Ofrt.

1598 KLOUIO, Piallure, >lutuings, chip^, or planings uf

timber. 1676 WOKLIDI;E Cyder (1691) 162 Thin shavings or
i planings of beech. 1707 MUKTIMKK flush. (1721) II. 313 Put

into your Vessel the plaining, or Chips of green lieech.

3. <*///#. and 6?tfw^.,esp. in the names of tools, etc.,

used in planing, as planing-ax* -iron, -steel, -table,

tool \ planing-rnachiue, a machine (of various

i kinds) for planing wood or metal ; planing-mill,
- pianino-machine ; also, a workshop where plan-

ing is done.

1545 Kates Customs C ij b, PlaynInge labels the clo>sen

iiiiy. 1630 1!. JONSON A'tic Inn \\\ ii, You Will carry your
goose about you still, your planing-iron ! Your tuiigue to

smooth all ! 1693 Plaining ax [see CMII'-A\], 1840 Civil

/lug. <V Arch. Jrnl. III. 172/2 The *

planing tuul', an
instrument made of steel, somewliat in the form of a houk,
with the point so inclined as to present it>tlf towards the
surface of the metal to be planed. 1858 SIMMONUS D'n.t.

Trade, Planiug-machine^ Pln>iing-iniil, a facing-machine
fur smoothing boards, etc. 1875 KNIGHT Diet. Micfi. 1720/1
The cylinder planing-machine. This is now the usual
machine. It has cutters on a drum rotating on a hori/ontal
axis over the board which passes beneath. 1897 I*. WAKUNG
Tales Old Regime 183 A many-sided man, the majority uf
whose facets were, unfortunately.. shaped by the planing-
steel of tlie System. 1902 Wcstiu. Gaz, i Dec. 2/1 Magnets
..will lift from the planing-table a casting of 32 cwt.

tPla'nir, a. Obs. rare-' 1
, [ad. OF. planter

(planeir, Chron. Turpin) : late L. plamirius Hat,

level, f. pldnus level
;
see -AHY !.] Flat, level.

(11400-50 Alexander 4138 Quare nouthire holtis was ne
In'lles ne no hi^e Ihjeggis, Bot all as planir Si as playn as a

playn table.

Planish (plae'nij ,
v. [f. obs. F. planiss-,

lengthened stem of ptanir v in I'alsgr.^ to smooth

(F. aplanir\ f. plan level, Hat: see -ISH -.]

1. trans. To make level or smooth
;

to level.

1580 HOLI.YIUND Trcas. i-'r. Tong, Esplanade, faire ties

esplanades, to planish and make euen the way. 1816 KIRBV
8: SH. Entoini-l. xv. (1828) I. 497 Then entering the cell,

[they] place it at the angles and sides, &c. which they had
previously planished.

b. spec. To flatten (sheet-metal or metal-ware)
on on anvil by blows of a smooth-faced hammer,
or by nibbing a Hat-ended tool over the surface

;

to flatten and reduce in thickness
;
to condense ^an

engraver's copper-plate, etc.' by hammering; to

reduce (coining-metal; to the required thickness

by passing between rollers ; to polish (paper, etc.)

by means of a roller. Cf. PI.AMSHKK, PLANISHING.
1688 R. HOLMI-; Armoury in. 150/2 Planish t/u' Plate, is

to beat it on a smooth Anvile, with a broad, smooth faced
Hammer. 1825 J. NICHOLSON Operat. Mechanic 725 The
silver. .is planished, and then scraped uii the surface to be
fitted on the copper. 1831 J. HOLLAND ManiiJ. Metal I.

^33
Saws are manufactured . . of iron, which is hammer-

hardened, or planished on an anvil. 1884 KNIGHT Diet.
Mech, Suppl. 688/2 Saw blades are planished to straighten i

them. LJuckling is removed by planishing.

1 2. To remove by planing, to plane away. O/'s.

1622 MABHK tr. Alt-mans Guzman d~Alf. u. 274 Those
thinne shauings which your joyners planish away with their

plainers when they shaue their wainscoat.

Hence Pla'nished///. a.

1683 MOXON Mech. E.i-erc., Printing ii. ? 2 Neal'd thick
Brass.. will never come to so good and smooth an Edge as
Planish 't Brass will. 1819 H. BI'SK Vestriad iv. 156 The
even temper of the (lowing mass, Had left no speck to blur
the planish'd glass. 1884 in Century Mag. Dec. 266/2
Planished copper, and enameled iron tubs.

Planisher (pl^-niJ^O. [f. prec. vb. + -ER 1
.]

1. A person who planishes.
1858 SIMMONDS Diet. Trade, Ptanisher.,3. workman who

smooths or planes.

2. A tool or instrument used for planishing, in

various applications, esp.
a. A flat-ended tool for smoothing metal-work ; a tool

used by silver-chasers. b- An instrument for smoothing
or grazing the surface of photographs, engravings, cards,
writing paper, etc. c. A contrivance for flattening sections
cut by the microtome for microscopic examination.
1858 SnWOHDl Out. Trade, Planisher, a tool used by

turner:) for smoothing bras* \\oi k. 1895 ModelSteam Engine
90 It is. .-jnd, smoothed u itli a pLmisher ; jtd, polished with
a tine file, or with oil and rotten-stone.

Fla'iiisluiig. vhLsh. [f. as prec. -f- -ING'.]
The action ol the verb PLANISH, in various senses.
1688 R. HOI.MI. Armoury in. -'50/2 Planishing, to make it

[the metal] smooth [in goldsmith's work]. 1873 H, SIT;NCER
Stttti. SiKt'ol. xl. -71 An arti/an practised in 'planishing'.
1884 KNK.HT Diet. Mech. Suppl. 688/2 The old mode of

funning the bo gallon copper, sugar, or ;-oap- kettle was
planishing, the parts being sub-fcquently united by brazing.
a 1900 \\ . K. SL.UI-.K Let, to Editor, Planishing in silver

manufacture is the fiiKil hammering given loan article being
made, which does not alter the slkij>*j but levels the surface.

b. attrib. and Comb., %& planishing anvil^ stake \

planishing hammer, a hammer \vith polished
slightly convex faces, used for planishing sheet-

metal; planishing roller, a roller used in pbnish'
ing ; etp. in //., the second pair of i oilers, of

hardened and polished iron, between which coining-
metal is passed to reduce it to the proper thickness.
1688 R. Hoi.MK Armoury in. \.\ii. (Ro.xb.) 270/1 He

beareth Gules, a Planishing Anvile, Argent. ..He benrtth

Azure, three Planishing HaiiK-rs, Ardent, handles Or. 1815
J. SMITH Panorama At. \ Art I. ID Clock makers, tin-plate
\\orkers, and bia/ieis, polish tlie face of their pl.tni-hin.;

hammers, by rubbing them upuii a soft board, covered with
a mixture of oil and finely washed emery. 1839 UKK Diet,

Arts 860 The plates aie passed cold between these [rolleis],

tu bring them to exactly the same thickness; whence they
arc called .'idjiisting or planishing roller^. 1875 KMGHI
Diit. Mech., Planishing stake,.. :\ bench stake or Miiall

anvil for holding the [copper] plate when under the action
uf a

planishing-
hammer.

Planisphere (plae-nisfta). Also 4 plani-

sperie ; 6-7 -spheare, 7 -sphaer, -sphare. [In
MK. form plaiiisperie, ad. med.L. plani$phwium t

f. I,. pliin-ns flat, PLAM; + spJuvra, Gr. fftpaipu,

SPIIKKK; in foraiplanisphere ^
a. Q\? .planisphere*]

A map or chart formed by the piojcction of a

sphere, or part of one, on a plane ;
now

t'.v/>.
a polar

j rejection of half (or more of) the celestial sphere,
as in one form of the astrolabe.

[1144 riani>j>hxrinm Ptolom.ei\lncipit\ Rodvlphi I!rv-

yht'iisis ad Theodorichum Platonicum in traductioneni ulani-

^.phierij Claudij I't^loiiuL-i Prefatiu.) 1390 GUWKK LoitJ. III.

1^4 fiebux and Alpettagus eke (^f l
>
!ani--perie [r: r. palint^-

trle], which men seke, The bokes made. 1571 DIIJCKS

Ptintoiii. l. x\ix. I ij b, IJeing brought to Y\'\* due place the.

crusse diameters of the Planisphere may demonstrate the

foure principall quarters of the Horizon. 1594 BtUNDEVit.
E.icrc. vi, 11636) 598 A>trolabe..is called of some a Plani-

spheare, because it is both flat and round, representing
the Globe or Sphc-are, haung both his Poles clapt flat

togetlier. 1625 X. CMU-KSTI;K Gcog. Del. \. vii. (1635) 174
'1 he planispheare is a table or mappe uf two faces whereon
the lines are projected circularly. 1678 Phil. Trans.
XII. 1027, I am at present making a silver Planisphere
uf two foot diameter for tlie King ; the Invention of

that famous Astronomer ..Mr. Cassini. 1828 W. IKVING

Columbus (1848,1 1. 128 The globe or
planisphere

finished by
Martin Behem .. furnishes an idea cf what the chart of

Columbus must have been. 1862 Str< G. C. LEWIS A&tron.
Ancients iv. i. 208 He [Hipparchus] had drawn a planisphere
according to the stereographic projection. 1905 A. IJ.

(iKiMAi.tJi (title} Catalogue of Zodiacs and Planispheres,
ancient and modern.

b. Revolving planisphere', a device consisting
of a polar projection of the whole of the heavens

visible in a particular latitude, covered by a can!

with an elliptical opening, which can be adjusted
so as to show the part of the heavens visible at

a given time.

1887 !\ill Midi G. 24 Oct. 6/1 An ingenious arrangement
called a Planisphere, upuii which the stars for any evening
uf the year are, by turning a cirtle, brought into view.

1891 AthcnxitHi 3 Oct. 457/1 An ingeniously constructed
'

Revolving Planisphere .

c. Astrolabe planisphere \ see ASTROLABK ().
187* SKK.VT Chanters Astrol. Pref. 32 The term 'astro-

labe '..in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries .. was
restricted to the particular kind called the 'Astrolabe

Planisphere ',
or astrolabe on a flat surface.

Hence Flanispheral ^-sti-'ral , Planiapheric

(-sfe'rik), Flanisphe'rical atfy's., of the nature of

or pertaining to a planisphere.
(i 1646 J. GREGORY M<'PS fy Charts Po-ihuma (1650) 311

Iii measuring the Distances of Places there is no great trust

to bee had to any Plani>pherical Projection whatsoever.
1688 K. HOLME Armoury in. 373/1 A Meridian Spherical
Dial [is] of some termed a Plamsphearal Sun-Dial. 1856
W. H. MORI.KY (title) Description of a Planispheric Astro-
labe constructed for Shah Sultan Husain Safawi. 1884
Nature 12 June 161/1 Suggestions for a planispheric repre-
sentation of the cerebral convolutions.

t Pla-nitude. Obs. rare 1

, [ad. late L.///-
tiido evenness, f. planus flat : see -TUDE.] prop.

=
next ;

in quot., used as = smooth surface.

1597 A. M. tr. GniHcmeaiis Fr. Chirttrg. b iij b/j The
superior planitude of the Plate, which sticketh fast to the

roofe of the mouth.

Planity (pIxniTti). rare 1
, [f.

PLANE a. +
-ITY. (Cf. L. planitas plainness, a doubtful reading
in Tacitus.)] The quality of being plane.
1882 PROCTOR Fain. Sci.Stmt. 21 The straightness of lines,

the planity ofsurfaces and other like geometrical conceptions.

Flank (plcerjk), sb. Also 4-5 plaunke, 4-7

planke, 5 plane, 6-"pIanck'e. See also PLANCH.

[MK. planke. a. ONK. planke Tournai 1275,

mod. Picard planke , Norm. /AtW*r*) = F. plauche
120 - 2



PLANK.

plank, slab, little wooden bridge, measure of land
;

in mod.F., a narrow strip of land Pr. planea^

plancka, Cat. planxa^ Sp. plancha, Pg. praiuha,
Piedm., Q\l.pianea : L. plama (post-Aug.) board,

plank, slab (e. g. of marble), prob. f. \Wfrplak- of

Gr. irAa, etc.]

1. A long flat piece of smoothed timber, thicker

than a BOARD; spec, a length of timber sawn for

building or other purposes to a thickness of from
two to six inches, a width of nine inches or more,
and eight feet or upwards in length.

1303 R. BRUNNE Handl. Syime 5259 pe plank ^at on be

bryg^e was, Was as sledyr as any glas. (.-1350 Will.

Pale'-ne 2778 Hent hire vp in armes, & bare hire for|> ouer-

bord on a brod planke. 1393 LASGL. P. PI. C xix. 34 And
with be ferste plaunke ich palle hym doune. 1428-9 Rec.

St. Mary at Hill 71 Also payd for a carpenter iij dayes ij s.

.. AUo payd for a planke iiij s iiij d. 1495 Naval Ace.

Hen. Vll (1896) 154 Oken plankes of .\viij fote long xij

ynch brode & iiij ynch thyke. '11548 HALL Chron.,
Hen. VIII 118 The Frenchmen had losed the plankes of

the bridge nere a myle aboue Bray. 1653 WALTON Angler
x. 189 Barnacles and young Goslings bred by the Suns heat

and the rotten planks of an old Ship. 1794 SHEKIDAN in

S/ieridaniaiia 154 A plank of the old stage, on which
Garrick had trod. 18*3 P. NICHOLSON Pract. Build. 159
The wood employed in Joinery is denominated Stuff; and
of this there are Boards, Planks, and Battens. 1840 Xitts'

Register LIX. 157/2 At the extremity of the green [at

Auburn, N.Y.], ..a large platform was erected. . .About 40

long benches were constructed of rough planks for the ladies.

1881 YOUNG Every Man his own Mech. 142 Planks are

pieces of wood 1 1 inches in width and 2* or 3 inches thick.

transf. 1850 PRKSCOTT Peru II. 166 They met with ten

planks or bars of solid silver, each piece being twenty feet

iu length, one foot in breadth, and two or three inches thick.

b. Without or//,: Timber cut into planks;

planking.
1559 in W. Boys Sandwich (1792) 738, xx M. elme plancke

of iii and iiii ynches thicke. Ibid. 739. c 1582 T. DIGCKS

inArchxologia XI. 225 Theexcessiuewasteof pile and plank
in the Flemmy^he platte. 1665 PEPYS Diary 7 Aug., There
comes Luellin, about Mr. Deering's business of planke, to

have the contract perfected. 1720 DE FOE Copt. Singleton
ii. (1840) 30 Want of saws to cut out plank. 1792 Mun-
chausens Trai 1

. xxxiii. 157 The Royal George, .that fine

old ruin of British plank. 1:1850 Ritdim. Xavig. (Weale)

138 Plank, a general name for all timber, excepting fir,

which is from one inch and a half to four inches thick.

C. Jig. esp. in reference to the use of a plank to

save a shipwrecked man from drowning.
1649 G. DANILL Trlnarch., Hen. /Kcccxxiii, The Planks

Politicks make a bridge on To ktepe dry Scales. 1633 P.

FLETCHER Pise. Eel. iv. xvi, A thin thin plank keeps in thy
vitall breath, Death ready waits. 1659 A.HAY/>zry(S.H.S.)
123, I desired her to acquaint her father to come off upon
y l plank of ther setting up tolleratioun in Scotland. 1690
ABP. SHARP If&s. (1754) I. Serin, viii. 222 This is indeed the

only plank we have to trust to, that can save us from ship-
wreck. 1818 CRUISE Digested. 2) I. 514 Though a pur-
chaser may buy in an incumbrance, or lay hold of any plank
to protect himself, yet he shall not protect himself by the

taking a conveyance from a trustee, after he had notice

of the trust. 1866 WHITTIKK Let. to Lucy Larcom 29
God grant that in the strange new sea of change wherein

we swim, We still may keep the good old plank, of simple
faith in Him !

2. Applied to various things consisting or formed

of a flat slab of wood applied to a special purpose
indicated in the context ; as, a narrow foot-bridge ;

a table or board; a hat-maker's bench or table

which surrounds the 'kettle' {Eng.
also in other technical uses : see quots.

Wit
neede'ob'er brigge or plaunke. 1480 CAXTON Chron. Eng.
clxiii. 147 They lete come in the see barges and holes and

grete plankes as many as they myght ordeyne and haue.

1599 HAKLUYT Voy. II. 236 The king will haue them shoote

euery day at the Plancke, and so by continuall exercise they
become most excellent shot. 1625 N. CARPENTER Geog. Del.

n. v. (1635) 73 Cast on a large Table or planke, a little

portion or drop of water. 1771 LUCKOMBE Hist. Print. 324
Before the Carriage is laid on the Ribs, [the pressman]
besmears the two edges of the Plank.. well with soap or

grease. 1855 BOOKER Hist, Denton Chapel (Chetham Soc.

No. 37) 10 Coarse stuff hats, composed of a mixture of

foreign wool and fur, the nap being laid on at the plank.

1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mech. t Plank, the frame of a printing

press on which the carriage slides. 1875 Ure*s Diet. Arts
(ed. 7) II. 785 The workman .. presses it (the point of a

hat] down with his hand, turning it.. round on its centre

upon the plank, till a flat portion, equal to the crown of
the hat, is rubbed out. 1888 NICHOLSON Coal Trade Gloss.,

Crowntree, a plank about -2\ inches thick, and 5^ or 6 feet

long, used to support the roof in coal-workings. 1890
Cent. Diet., Plank. .4 (Ribbon-weaving) The batten of the

Dutch engine-loom or swivel-loom.

3. f a. A flat slab of stone, esp. a gravestone. [So

^.planca^ Obs. b, Geol. Calcareous flagstone of

the Stonesfield Oolite beds.

1660 WOOD Life Nov. (O. H. S.) I. 345 Two stone coffins

..without plants or covers to them. Ibid., Upon most of
those planks or plank-stones, were engraved in them, or

embossed or convexed a cross from one end to the other.

1691 At/i. Qxon. II. 384 Over his grave was soon after

erected . . a monument of free stone, with a plank of marble

thereon. 1871 J. PHILLIPS Geol. Oxford 149 We find about

Sandford, in place of the '

Stonesfield slate ', beds of white

and yellow sand, sixteen or more feet in thic!:ness, with

irregular laminje of calcareous sandstone, more or less blue

in the centre, called
'

plank '.

948

4. In locales ; A piece of cultivated land longer
than broad, a strip of land between two open fur-

rows [
-- F. planehe\\ a regular division of land, as

distinguished from the irregular ridges of the ' run-

rig* (Eng. Dial. Diet.}; a more or less definite

measure of land : see quots.
1814 SHIRREFF Agric. Surv. Shetl. App. v. 32 <?. Is_

the

term plank known as applicable to lands ? A . I . . conceived

it used as a term for large regular divisions, in opposition
to the smaller ridges of the old rig and rendal or rvnrig
divisions. 1883 R. M. FERGUSSON Rambling Sk. xiii. 85 The
average extent of each plank was about an acre. 1892
COCHKAX-PATRICK Med. Scot. viii. 170 The '

plank
'

of land

. . was generally the same in extent throughout Orkney and
contained ijf acre Scots or 1-32 acre English.

5. Jig. An item or article of a political or other

program. Cf. PLATFORM ;b. Grig, and chiefly U. S.

1848 LOWELL Biglcnv P. Poems 1890 II. 141 They kin
1

o' slipt the planks frum out th' ole platform one by one.

1848 Boston Courier 28 Sept. 2/2 Another plank in the

platform is, no Cass or other plank to be added. 1856
Hoitseh. Woids XIV. 86 Every subject of the platform is

spoken of as one of its planks ; thus we read of ' the slavery

plank',
' the tariff plank '. 1884 Chr. World 12 June 433/1

Another '

plank
'

is the restriction of Chinese immigration.

1891 Times 7 Oct. 10/4 It was not an admitted 'plank' in

the Liberal platform, and (so far as I know) Mr. Gladstone
has never promoted it or even said one word in its favour.

6. Phrases, f To bring (a gun) to plank : ? i. e.

to the side of the ship ; to run out (00S.), Plank-

over-plank, with the outside planks overlapping,
as in a clinker-built vessel. Plank-upon-plank :

see quot. 1823. To walk the plank, to walk
blindfold along a plank laid over the side of a

ship until one falls into the sea (as pirates and

others are said to have made their captives do, in

order to get rid of them). Alsoyff.
1557 LD. GREY in Froude Hist. Eng. VI. xxxiv. 493, I

caused the gunners to bring up their artillery to plank, and
then shot off immediately ten or twelve times. 1776 FAL-
CONER Diet. Marine, French Terms, Border a quein, to

plank a ship with clench-work, or plank-over-plank. 1823
CRABB Technol. Diet.) Plank upon flank, is when other

planks are laid upon a ship's sides after she is built. 1844
MACAULAY Barere Misc. 11868) 262/1 It would have been

necessary for Howe and Nelson to make every French sailor

whom they took walk the plank. 1867 SMYTH Sailor's Word-
bk., Walking aplank, an obsolete method of destroying

people in mutiny and piracy, under a plea of avoiding the

penalty of murder.. .Also, for detecting whether a man
is drunk, he is made to walk along a quarter-deck plank.

1883 STEVENSON Trcas. Isl, i. i, Dreadful stories they were ;

about hanging, and \\alking the plank.

7. attrib. and Comb. Consisting or built of

planks, as plank-bridge, dam, -house, -island, pilet

piling, sheeting, -table, 'timber, -work ; objective,

9&Plank~drts$ing\ plank-built, -sidtdv&ys* ; plank-

bed, a bed of boards resting on low trestles,

without a mattress, used as part of the discipline
of convents, prisons, etc. ; plank-hook, a pole
with an iron hook at the end, used by quarrymen,
miners, and others (U. S.} ; plank-plant, an
Australian leguminous plant, Bossisza Scolopen-

drium; plank-road, a road made of a flooring of

planks laid transversely on longitudinal bearing
timbers (U. S.} ; plank-timbering, plank tub-

bing: see quots. ; plank-way, the narrow portion
of deck between the side and the frame of the

hatch in a wherry, etc.

1868 FARRAR Seekers iu. i. (1875) 265 To prefer a *plank-
bed and skin and whatever else of the kind belongs to the

Grecian discipline. 1887 UnitedIreland 27 Aug., To cheer-

fully accept the privations of the prison and its plank-bed.
1888 BERNARD Fr. World to Cloister v. 113 The order.. is

reckoned . . one of the most austere in regard to its abstinence
from meat,., its plank bed, midnight office, and long hours
of prayers. 1897 MAHY.KINGSLEY W. Africa 419 An osten-

tatiously European ^plank-built house. 1883 GRESLEY Class.

Coal Mining,
*Plank Dam, a watertight stopping fixed in

a heading, constructed of balks of fir placed across the

passage, one upon another, sideways, and tightly wedged.
1831 JANK POUTER Sir R. Seaward?$ Narr. II. 58 David
AlTwood and his family had the "plank-house allotted to

them. 1876 GEO. ELIOT Dan. Der. liv, The tiny *plank-
island of a yacht. 1771 C. HUTTON Bridges 98 The piles
are grooved. ., and *pl;mk piles let into the grooves, 1793
R. MYLNE Rep. Thames 31 A line of *Plank Piling
.should be run clown to a httle Island adjoining. 1853
MOODIE Life Clearings Introd. 9 The many "plank-roads
and railways in the course of construction in the pro-
vince [Canada]. 1856 OLMSTED Slave States 365 The
first plank-road in the State of New York was laid, I believe,

in 1844, and in 1846 there were several in operation. 1888

Times 2 Oct. n/6 Traces of old Roman plank-roads on the

moor., not far from Diepholz, in Lower Hanover. 1789
W. JKSSOP Rep. Thames fy /sis (1791) 22 Instead of using
Timber and *Plank Sheeting, slope the sides to an Angle
of 45 degrees, and pitch them with rough flat Stones. 1897
MARY KINCSLEY W. Africa 563 A few steps onwards bring
me in view of a corrugated iron-roofed, *plank-ided house.

1900 H. LAWSON Over Sliprails 131 A "plank-table, sup-
ported on stakes driven into the ground. 1797 Kneycl. Brit.

(ed.3) XVIII. 650/2 The forests yield.. "plank-timber, masts,
and yards.

1881 Kf^ftHQ^oMitnngGloss.,
*
Plank-timbering^

the lining of a shaft with rectangular plank frames. 1839
URE Diet. Arts 972 There are three modes of keeping back
or stopping up these feeders ; by *plank tubbing [etc. ]. 1883
GRESI.EY Gloss. Coal Mining, Plank Tubbing, shaft lining
of wooden planks driven down vertically behind wooden
cribs all round the shaft. 1887 W, RYE Norfolk Broads
48 How it did rain ! The *

plunk-ways, parched and dry with

PLANKED.
weeks of sun, let in the water everywhere. 1889 P. H.
K.MERSON Eng. Idyls 26 Down the river, .came sailing the

wherry, .with her plankways under water. 1890 HOSIE /F.

China 93 Rails of bamboo ran along both sides of the plank-
way. 1745 Jrnl. Siege Louisburg^

in IV. Shirley's Let. (1746)

24 The French, .added to the Top of it a *Plank-work
picketted, to raise it to the same Height with the rest of the

Wall.

Plank (plank), v. [f.
PLANK sb.\ cf. ONF.

planqttier = OF. planchier to floor, plank, bridge,
i. planke t planehc.^
1. trans. To furnish, lay, floor, or cover with

planks. Also with over.
c 1420 Pallad. on Hitsb. i. 516 Planke hit stronge ynough

Vnder thin hois, that hit be lyggyng softe Ynough & harde

ynough to stonde olofte. 1485 Rec. St. Mary at Hill 29
In the Stable a Racke & a mawnger, and it is new planked.

1580 HOLLYBANU Treats. Fr. Tong, Planchcrou paver d~ais,
to floore or planke with bourdes. 1609 HOLLAND Amm.
Marceil. 390 When he had set his ships together, ..and.,

planked them over in manner of a bridge, he passed over ..

into the Countrey of the Quadi. 1697 DRYDKN sEneid 11. 21

The Sides were planck'd with Pine. 1735 J. PRICE Stone-

Br, Thames 7 These Truss Ribs, when plank'd over, will

be enough. 1842 DICKENS Amer. Notes (1850) 143/1 1'he

footways in the thoroughfares which lie beyond the principal

street, are planked like floors.

b. To fasten or join together^ to fasten or hold

down, with planks.
1854 CAKLYLE Fredk. Gt. xvn. vit, Boats planked together

two and two. 1895 'fitness Jan. 3/3 The ballast, .does not

appear to have been planked and tommed down.

2. a. To place, put, or set down ;
to deposit,

plant, dial, or slang, b. To table or lay down

money ; to pay readily or on the spot. Const.

down, out) up. U.S. colloq.
a. 1859 B. BRIERLEY Day Out (1886) 49 So we crope up th'

slates, an plankt usseF ileawn ut th'top. 1886 A. G. MLR-
DOCK Scotch Readings (ed. 2) 69

* Plank
'

it on the highest
shelf in the house. 1892 [J. LUMSDEN] Sheep-head 205

Hastily I handed my dear Lady Matty to a seat, and

planked my own huge carcase upon another one. 1894 .So:/.

Rev. i Sept. 234 A de.sire to plank down . . University men
iu the midst of the social life of East London.
b- 1835 CROCKETT Tour 59 During the last war [he]

planked up -more gold and silver to lend the government
than Benton ever counted. 1835-40 HALIBUHION Clockm.

(1862) 376 Come into ihe iseter [= oyster] shop here, and

flank
the pewter. 1887 H. FREDERIC in Scribners Mag.

. 625/1 Workman would rather plank out five thousand
! dollars from his own pocket. 1890

'

R. BOLDREWOOD '

Miners Right x, He '

planks down
'

the dollars requisite
for the purchase.
3. techu. a. To splice together (slivers of wool)

into rovings. b. To harden (a hat) by felting.

1874 KNIGHT Diet. Mttch. 362/1 Slivers of long-stapled
wool are planked or spliced together. 1875 Ibid. 1731/2

They [hat-bodies] are planked or hardened to give them

solidity, thickness, and strength. 1875 Ure's Diet. Arts

(ed. 7) III. 1163 Breaking-frame. Here the slivers are

planked, or spliced together, the long end of one to the

short end of another. 1901 Brit. Med. Jrnl. 15 Feb. 378/2
After the hat is planked it contains nothing hurtful.

4. To fix on a board (a fish that has been split

open) and cook at a hot fire: see PLANKED 2. U.S.

1877 How ELLS Out of Question (1882) 134, I suppose you
plank horn-pout, here.

5. a. intr. To sleep on or as on a plank ;
to lie

down on the hard ground; also to plank it. b.

trans. To condemn to a plank-bed.
1829 B. HALL Trav. 11.382, I was right glad of [a berth],

being wofully tired, and having no mind to plank it!

1860 DONALDSON Bush Lays 40 Through the day we will

rough it, at night we will plank it. 1887 SIR H. CAMPBELL-
UANSERMAN in Scott. Leader 15 Oct. 5 Who may be sent to

I a prison cell and planked for taking part in transactions

I which are as innocent and harmless as a meeting of the East

; Stirlingshire Liberal Association.

6. To exchange the separate strips or rigs of

land of an individual owner for one compact piece
of equal extent. North. Sc. dial.

1812 J. HENDERSON Agric. Surv. Caithness 268 In many
cases, the arable land has been planked, or converted into

distinct farms, in place of the old sy>tem of tenants occu-

pying it in run rig, or rigg and rennal, as it was provincially
termed. 1871 R. COWIK Shett. n. viii. 158 The land [has

been] planked or allocated in due proportion to each person.

i Plankage. Obs. Also 5 plangage. [a.

I
OF. plancagt, planekage, f. planke , planehe: see

i PLANK and -AGE.] Payment charged for the use

of planks at landing-places.
1347-8 Rolls ofParlt. II. 212/2, Par cause de Murage ou

Ravage ou Plankage. 1483 Col, Anc. Rec. Dublin (1889) I.

1

-^64 Suche person and persones . . that occupieth the said

Watyr-bailliffes planges. .shall pay for plangage to the said

i Water bailliffe. 1592 in Picton L*pool Muuic. Rec. \tf&$
I I. 70 [Various heads under which dues were claimed]

i LraiBSttl Measuringe; Wayjnge; Grond.ige ; Ancorage;..
Sea rounded groundes ; FUhinges ; Fowling* | Planckage.

t Fla'nk-board. Obs. [f.
PLANK st>. + BOARD

st>. See also PLANCH-BOARD.] A thick board

! suitable for flooring and similar purposes.

[1394-1551 : see PI.ANCH-BOARD.I i497~3 i" Swayne.W/
i Chnrchw. Ace. (1896) 48 Plankborde ad opus de le newe

Roff. 1577-87 HoLixsiiED Chron. III. 1139/1 The duke
, had prepared bridges made of planke boorcls. .for his men

|

to passe the ditch. 1608 WILLET Hexnpta Exod. 605 The
vsuall scantling for the thicknes of planke boord. 1707

I
MORTIMER Hush. (1721) II. 46 Twill make good Plank-

boards and Timber.

Flanked (plaerjkO,///. a. [f. PLANK v. + -ED 1.]

1. Furnished, laid, floored, or covered with planks.



FLANKER.
1608 SYLVESTER Du Bartas n. iv. iv. Decay 958 A flying

Bridge.. and planked Battlements On every story, for his

Men's defence. 1651 T. DE GREY Conipl. Horseman 21 A
planked flare is warmer than a paved or pitched. 1793 ^-*

MYLNE Rtf>.
Thaws 27 Both the side Streams shoula be

shut up, with low planked Weirs.

2. Offish : Cooked by being split,
fastened on a

board, and held to the fire. U.S.

1877 HOWELLS Out of Question (18821 134 One's ideas of

planked Spanish mackerel. 1885 Science V. 426 The

principal dish was 'planked 'shad. By this process four tish

are fastened to a board, and held towards a hot fire. \Vhikt

cooking, the fish are constantly basted with a preparation
made of butter, salt, and other ingredients.

Flanker (plse-rjkaj). ff.
PLANK K. + -EB1.] A

workman who planks or kneads hat-bodies in the

process of felting them.

1902 Brit. Hied. Jrnl. 15 Feb. 378/1 In hand-planking the

'form' is dipped in boiling water acidulated with vitriol,

and then folded and vigorously kneaded by the planker's
hand.

Flanking (pltrgkin), vbl. sb. [f.
as prec. +

-ING !.] The action of PLANK v.

1. Furnishing, flooring, or covering with planks.
1495 Naval Ace. Hen. I'll (1896; 155 _Laboryng &

workyng abought Cowchyng plankyng & laying of the seid

grete Rokes Stone & Gravell. 1663 GERBILK Counset (166+)

70 Manger, Rack, and Planking ofa Stable is eight shillings

per foot in length, c 1850 Rmiiin. Navig. ^Weale) 138

Wanking^ covering the outside of the timbers with plank ;

sometimes quaintly called 'skinning'. 1887 MRS. DALY
Digging ff Squatting no Port Darwin possessed no suitable

wood for planking purposes.
2. concr. Planks in the mass; plank-work; the

planks of a structure
; spec, those forming the outer

shell and inner lining of a ship.
1751 LABELYE Westiit. Br. 29 The Carpenters were at

Work on the Grating and Planking for the Caisson. 1842
DICKENS Amer. Notes ii, The planking of the paddle-boxes
had been torn sheer away. 1871 HOWELLS \\'edd. Journ.
(1892) 295 The promenaders. .paced back and forth upon the

planking. 1904 A. GRIFFITHS 50 Yrs. Public Service in. 28
There was little enough comfort for us subalterns a few feet

of planking on the orlop deck.

3. The lagging or '

cleading
'

of a steam -cylinder.
1875 in KNIGHT Diet. Afec/i. 1732/1.

4. In technical .senses of the verb.

1855 BOOKER Hist. Denton C/ra/t'/(Chetham Soc. No. 37)
11 For bowing, basining, boiling and planking [hat-bodies],
he received in 1805, eight shillings per dozen. 1883 Century
Mag. Aug. 549/2 Cleaning the shad for planking. 1884
Chcsh, Gloss. t Planking^, .the felting of hat bodies by rolling
them on a plank, and frequently immersing them in acidu-
lated water. 1902 [see PLANKEK],

f5. Harrowing or rolling of land with a plank.
1814 M. BIRKBELK Notes on France 59 They then sow

annual trefoil, which they cover very slightly by planking,
that is, drawing a plank, on which a boy rides, over the land.

6. attrib. and Comb.
,
asplanking-clamp ,

-screw :

see quots. ; planking-machine : see quot.
1875 KNIGHT Diet, Mech.^Planking-clantp). .an implement

for bending a strake against the ribs of a vessel and holding
it until secured by bolts or treenails. lbid.

t Planking-
machine, a machine in which hat-bodies, after being formed,
are rubbed, pressed, and steamed to give them strength and

body. Ibid.) Planking-scrcW) an implement for straining

planks against the ribs of vessels.

Pla-nkless, a.
[f.

PLANK si. + -LESS.] Having
no planks ; void or stripped of its planks.
1837 LONGF. Drift-Wood Prose Wks. 1886 I. 317 Vikings

sitting gaunt and grim on the plankless ribs of their pirate

ships. 1865 CARLYLE Frtdk. Gt. xxi. iv. (1872) X. 40 The
Peasant-Noble .. clattered with his wooden slippers upon
the plankless floor of his hut.

Plankshear, -sheer, variants of PLANESHEAH.
Plankton (plae-rjkt^n). Biol. [a. Ger. plank-

ton (V. Hensen 188.
,

a. Gr. irAa-yKToc, neut. of

wAayTus vbl. adj., drifting, f. ir\dta$at to wander,
roam, drift.] A collective name for all the forms
of floating or drifting organic life found at various

depths in the ocean, or, by extension, in bodies of

fresh water. Also attrib.

1892 K. J. BLLS in yrnl. Alarinc Biol. Assoc, II. 340
Variations of the floating fauna and flora, or plankton, of the

Plymouth Waters. 1894 (>. Rev. Apr. 372 When the recent
German expedition set out to study the Plankton or floating
life of the Atlantic. 1899 Nature 15 June 157/1 Rich
collections of plankton were made at all stations.

Hence Plankto'log-y, the department of biology

relating to plankton (Webster Suppl. 1902) ;

Plankto'nic a. [irreg. for *platiktic], of, pertaining
to, or characteristic of plankton.
1899 Proc. Zool. S<x. 1029 Most, if not all, Globigerittx,

ale essentially planktonic organisms. 1905 MAKK in Q.
Jrnt. Gcol. Soc. LXI. Proc. 74 Planktonic.

Pla-nkways, Pla-nkwise, adv.
[f.

PLANK sb.

+ -WAYS, -WISE.] In the manner or direction of
a plank ; lengthways.
1815 J. SMITH PtvioraiiiaSc. ff Art I. oo When cut plank-

wise, boxwood is extremely apt to warp, unless very well

seasoned. 1881 HASLUCK Lathe Work 35 For turning the
surface of wood chucked plankways the same tools are used.

Flanky (plseTjki), a. [f. PLANK sb. + -v.J Of
the nature of or composed of planks.
c 1611 CHAPMAN Iliad xii. 442 He came before the planky

gates, that all for strength were wrought. 1718 Ro\vn tr.

! :t,:i'i in. 735 Darts, Fragments of the Rock, and Flames
they throw, And tear the planky Shelter fix'd below.

Planless (plse-nles), a. [f.
PLAN sb. + -LESS.]

\\ithout a plan ; not planned ; unsystematic.

949

RtDGK Piccoloin. iv. iv. 40 Every planless measure,
chance event . . Will they connect, and weave them all together
Into one web of treason. 1852 BLACKIE Stud. Lang, IT

Where not stupid, how often careless, aimless, and planless !

1887 HISSKY Holiday on Roadbq All England was before

us ; ours was a planless expedition.
Hence Pla nlessly adv., Fla'nlessness.

1894 Scott. Leader 8 Mar. 3 That large .. school whose
method seems to be to begin writing and go planlessly
ahead. 1906 }libbert *Jrnl, Jan. 408 The planles-sness of

moral instruction in schools.

Planned (pUcml , ppl. a. [f. PLAN i
1

. + -hi> 1.]

Designed, projected, arranged, etc. : see the verb.

1770 C. CUAUNCY Reft, Chandlers Appeal Defended
ttitle-p.), Objections against the planned American Episco-

pate. 1884 BLACK jud, S/ta&s, xii, There had been a

planned meeting. 1894 H. NISBET Busk GYr/'j Row. 256
It must have been a planned-out affair.

Planner (plre'naj;. [f.
PLAN v. + -KH l.] One

who plans or makes a plan ;
a deviser, arranger ;

a projector, schemer; spec, in Si., a landscape

gardener.
1716 COWPER in I A!. Campbell Chancellors (1857) V. cxvi.

305 This exempts you from the charge of being the planners
of the treason. 1801 tr. Gabricllfs Myst. Ifttsb. IV. 164

Having been for many years a planner of fashions, [she] bad
an air of smartness. 1850'!'. M cCniK Man. Sir A. .-\gnt-~i> it.

(1852) 27 He procured the services of Mr. John Hay, lute

planner in Edinburgh. 1897 Daily J\\'~L<S 15 Jan. 6/4 The
original planner of this stupendous enterprise.

Plannet, -ett, obs. forms of PLANET sh.^

Planning (plae'nir^, vbl. sb.
[f.

PLAN v. -f

-ING 1
.] The action of the verb PLAN

;
the form-

ing of plans ;
the making or delineation of a plan

or diagram ; scheming, designing, contriving.
1748 Ansons I'oy, Introd. 3* Actual surveys of roads and

harbours,, .require a good degree of skill both in planning
and drawing. 1842 j. Aiios Donicst. Kcon. (1857' 127 I.t-t

there be no want of thrift : let there be both planning and

plenty. 1897 RHOSCO.MYL ll'hiti Rose Arnofo He was deep
in sober discussions and plannings.

FlanO- 1
^pl<?n0 , used as combining form of I,.

planus flat, smooth, level; in scientific or technical

adjectives, denoting (a) flatly, in a flattened manner,
with modification of a specified form in the direc-

tion of a plane, as piano-compressed', -conical^

-hemispherical^ -obconical^ -orbicular, -patcllatc^

rotund, -subcttcullate\ \bj a combination of a

plane with another surface, esp. plane on one side,

and of another surface on the other, as PLANO-

CONCAVE, -CONVEX, etc. Also plano-cyliudric,

-ical, plane on one side and of a cylindrical form

on the other; piano-horizontal, having a plane
horizontal surface or position ; 7 piano-solid
Arith* Obs., applied to a number compounded of

a 'plane' and a 'solid' number, i.e. of 5 prime
factors; piano-subulate, of a Hat awl-shaped form.

1839 LINDLEV .SV/r. Bot. viii. 183 Seeds *plano -com pressed
or winged at the apex. 1681 GKHW Museum \. iv, 75
Some few are *Plano-ConicaI, whose Superfice is in part
level between both ends. 1846 DANA Zooph. (1848) 553
Corallum firm; cells .. quite shallow, piano-conical- 1727
S \vn-T Art Polit. Lying Wks. 1755 III. i. 114 He sup-

poses the soul to be of the nature of a *planocylindrical
speculum . . the plain side was made by God Almighty, but
that the devil afterwards wrought the other side into a

cylindrical figure. 1846 DANA Zooph. (18481327 Cespitose,

'piano-hemispherical. 1760 J. LEE Introd. Bot. u. xx. (1765)
116 Vexilluni) the Standard; a Petal covering the rest ..

*plano-horizontal. 1846 DANA Z0ty*A. (1848) 453 With u solid

*plano-obconical base. 1887 W. PHILLII-S Brit. Discontyccics

175 Gregarious, suberumpent, sessile, waxy, *plano-patellate.

1846 DANA Zooph, (1848) 347 Subcylmdrical,. .*plano-
rotund

at top. 1662 HOBBKS Seven Prvff.Vfks. 1845 VII. 67 There
be some numbers called plane, other solids, others 'piano-
solid. 1846 DANA Zooph. (1848) 336 Very broad explanate,
and often *plano-subcucullate. 1760 J. LEE Introd. Bot. it.

xviii. (1765) no The Claws *plano-subulate.

Piano- -
(plserw), before a vowel or h plan-,

combining form of Gr. irXdros wandering, used in a
few scientific terms

;
see PLANOBLAST, PLANODIA,

PLANOGAMETE, PLANUKIA.
Planoblast (plze-iwblsesO. Zoo/, [f.

PLANO- -

+ Gr. &\a<jT-6s sprout, shoot.] The free-swimming
generative bud or gonophore of certain Hydrozoa,
usually a craspedote medusa or medusoid. Hence
Planobla'stic a., of or pertaining to a planoblast.
1871 ALLMAN ^lonogr. Gymnoblastic Hydraids I. Introd.

15 Planoblast.. .A generative bud with a structure fitting it

for a free locomotive Hfe when detached from the hydru-
some. Ibid.) Umbrella, the gelatinous bell of a medusiform

planoblast.

Fla:no-co-ncave, [f. PLANO- i + CON-

CAVE.] Having one surface plane and the opposite
one concave, as a lens.

1693 E. HALLEY in PhiL Trans. XVII. 961 Whether the

Lens be. .Piano-Convex or Piano-Concave. 1807 HLKSCHKL
ibid. XCVII. 183 The plain side of a plano-concave, or

plano-convex lens, 1881 LK CONTE Sight 34 And one with
excess of dispersive over refractive power for our piano*
concave lens,

Pla:no-C0'nvex, a. [f. as prec. + CONVEX.]
1. Having one surface plane and the opposite one

convex : chiefly of lenses; also of natural forma-

tions, as parts of plants or animals, or other objects.
1665 HOOKK Micwgr. Pref. fj, I fixt also with wax a pretty

large piano Convex Glass. 1693, 1807 [see prec.]. 1810 L>.

STLWAKT Fkilos. Ens. \\.\.\ 11.330 In wooded scenes, the piano-

PLANT.
convex mirrour, which was Mr. Gray's companion in all hU
lours, has. a pleading effect. 1830 LINDLEY Xat. Syst. Bot.

75 Cotyledons plano-convex. 1884 F. J. Humus Wa.lclt f;

Clocknt. 102 Achromatic glass with two plano-convex lense>.

b. Of a crystal: Having some faces plane and

others convex.

1805-17 R. JAMKSON Chat-. Min. (eel. 3) 209 Plano-convex. .

when the faces are partly straight and partly uneven, as in

tilt; diamond.
2. Having a flattened convex form.

1843 J. G. WILKINSON Sivcdciiborgs Anim, Kitigd. I. i. 21

The tongue's upper surface is plano-convex. 1845 LINDLEY
Sck. Bot. vi. (1858) 83 Receptacle plano-convex, paleaceous.

ij Flanodia (plaiwu-dia). Surg. and 2'ath. [f.

PLANO- - + Gr. Ms way.] (See quot.)
1858 MAYNB fcxpos. Lex., Plaiiodia, term for a fal-e

passage, as may be made in stricture of the urethra in

treating by a bougi", sound, or catheter.

Planogamete (plwnogimf t).
Biol. [f.PtANo--

+ GAMETE.] A motile gamete or conjugating
cell: also called zoogainetc. 886 [see GANLIE).

Flanography (plan^-grafi':. rare. [f. L.

plaii-nm PLANE + -UHAPHY.] The art of drawing

plans ; spec. : see quot.
1847}. DWYLK Hydraulic Eil^inctriiig 131 Planography

is another description of section introduced by.. Sir John
Macneil,. . which required that a vertical section, .should be
laid down on the line of direction marked on the r.l.ui, and

having the Cuttings and Embankments plotted on opposite
sides.

Hence Plano'graphist, one who draws a plan
or map ; a map-maker.
1859 ^'- ^1- THOMSON Land tj Book v. xli. (1867) 61:7 All

pfanographists of the Holy City agree that [etc.].

Planometer (planp-mAaa). [f. as pric. +

-METER.] Ail accurately made flat plate, usually of

cast iron, used as a standard gauge for plane sur-

faces
;
a surface-plate. So Planmuetry, the use

of a planometer ;
the measurement or gauging of

plane surfaces.

1864 WhBSTKu, Planoinctcr. 1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mttk.

1726/2 Plane-surfaces are produced by the planing- machine,
by the file, and by grinding.. . For the purpose of verifying
their accuracy, the plaiKjineter was devised by Whitworth.

Planometry, irrcg. form of PLANIMETRY.
i Planorbis (plaiifiubis'. Zool. [mod.L., f.

plSn-us PLANE a. -t- ortis OMB.] A genus of fresh-

water snails (pond-snails), characterized by a flat

rounded spiral shell.

1833 LYKLL Print. Ccol. III. 238 We find in the marls and
limestones the shells of the Planorbis, and other lacustrine

testacea. 1876 Bcnctit'n's Anim. Paiasites 38 A gasteiopod
mollusc, similar to a Planorbis, which lives as a messmate in

the body of an annelid. Comb. 1878 BKI.L Gfgtnbuitrs
Coinf. Anal. 8r The planorbis-like shells of the MilliolidiB

represent the simplest condition of these forms.

Hence Plano'rbiform, Piano rboid nJjs., resem-

bling, or having the form of a Planorbis : of a flat

rounded spiral shape ;
Flano-rMne a., belonging

to, or having the characters of, the subfamily

Planorblnx, of which Planorbis is the typical

genus; Plano-rbite, a fossil shell belonging or

allied to this genus ; Plauo'rbuline a., of or be-

longing to Planorbiilina, a genus of Forain inijei a,

having shells of a
planorboid

form.

1856 WOODWARD .V0////.u<z m. 398 The Achatinella: are

elongated . . and the Helices planorboid and mullispiral.

1879 CAlU'ENiKR in Encycl. Brit. IX. 380/1 Remarkable
modifications of the planorbuline type. 1895 Catuif. fiat.

Hist. III. 413 Shell very small, planorbiform.

Planospiral (plJin0|Spi*'ral),
a. [f. PLAXO- 1

+ SPIBAL a.] Planisftral : see FLAM-,
1858 in MAYNE Expos. Lt.i: 973/1.

Planscheour, planschour, planseour,
planshai\e, obs. ff. PLAN-CHER. Plansheer,
planshire, obs. forms of PLAXESHEAK.

Plant (plant), rf. 1 Forms: I plante, 4-7
plante, (4-5 plonte, 5 plantte, plaunte,plounte,
Sc. playnt, 6 plaunt), 5- plant. [In sense i,

OE. plante fern., ad. I., planta sprout, slip, cutting,

graft, whence also OHG. pflanza, ON. planta.
Later senses are affected by med. or mod. uses of

L. planta, and by F. plante, or are direct deriva-

tives of PLANT v., or a. F. plant action of planting,

plants collectively for planting out, f. planter to

plant]
I. 1. A young tree, shrub, or herb newly planted,

or intended for planting ; a set, cutting, slip ; a

sapling. Obs. or dial. (In local use the name for

seedling vegetables at this stage, as
'

healthy cab-

bage plants',
'

plants at sixpence a hundred
, etc.)

c 815 Vesf. Psalter cxliii. rz Deara beam swc swe niowe

plant[e] steaSelunge ResteaSulfestad from S'l.stiSe. c 897
K. /ELKRED Gregory's rait. C. xlix. 2. 381 Onzppeltunum,
Sonne hie wel bega5 hira plantan and hieta impan, o3 hie

fulweaxne bep8. 13.. K. E. Allit. P. A. 104 P fyrc ln

]K fryth |>e fei[r]er con ryse fe playn, |>e plonttez, ]>e spyse,

IK perez. 1:1386 CHAUCER Wije'i Prol. 763 Yif me a planie

of thilke blissed tree ; And in my gardyn planted it shal

bee. c 1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) vii. 26 Men take plantes or

slyfynaes beroff and sett ham in oher placez. c 1440 Alpha-
bet 0/Talcs i, & |wu sett in my garlhyn a yong plante ofa

tre. IS6 TINDALE Matt. xv. 13 All plantes [Gr. natra (turno,

Vulg. oinnis plantatio} which my hevenly father hath nott

planted shalbe plucked vppe by the rotes. 1535 COVERUAI.E



PLANT.
Ps. xlvii. 2 The lull of Sion is like ;

fitj-re plante |
LUIHKK '

'

lX:r Uerg Xion ibt \vie ein sclum Zweiglein 'j. 1573-80 HAKI-.I

Aiv. 1*467 A plant, the slip ofa tree that was planted in the

earth. 1600 SHAKS. A. Y. L. in. ii. 378 There_ is a man
haunts the Fonext, that abuse*, our yong plant* with earning
Rosalindc on their barkes. 1688 R. HOI.MK Armoury \\.

86/2 Plants arc young Trees fit to be M:!. 1719 I >i; Koi:
,

Crusoe (1840) II. ix. 196 Some plants of cane.s.

b. A young tree or sapling used as a pole, staff,

or cudgel. Now chiefly dial.

1377 LASOI,. /'. I'l. Ii. xvi. 50 panne libo'iun arbiiriton

laccheth be thiidde plante. t 1450 Merlin 493 He caught a

plante of an appell tre. .and toke the burre in huthe hamles,
and seide he wolde make hem to remeve. c 1600 DAY !><.'

Bcdnall G>\ v. (1881) 109 An ashen plant, a ^uod Cudgel I,

what hlio'd I call it? 1697 DKYIJKN /7>ir. (.U'wg. in, 638
Take, Shepherd, take a plant of stubborn oak And labour

him with many a sturdy stroke. 1712 AUIJISON Spsct.
^r

o. 335
" ~ Sir Roger's Servants .. bad .. provided them-

selves with good Oaken Plant-^ to attend their ,M;ister upon
thU occasion. 1731 ELIZA HKYWOOU< Belle AssciuMcc II. 121

This magnanimous Spaniard, .having under his Habit, a

good Sword, and a strong Oaken-Plant. 1900 M''Iu<ov

Crafglinnt'c v. 54 (Ulster) The country people came pouring ,

in each man carrying his ash '

plant *.

c. Jig. Anything planted or springing up; a

scion, offshoot, musding; a young person; a novice.

Now rare.

1362 LANGL. P. PI. A. r. 137 Loue is J>e leuest bhig bat vr

lord askeb, And t-ke J-e pki> nt \v. rr. planle, plaunte, plonte]
of pees. 1435 MISYN Fire of Lo~cc 5 l''yer of fraward lufe,

be \vhilk wa^ti-. hurionyng of \erteu, ^i: norrysches be plantes
of all vyce. 1500-20 DUNUAR Poems Ixxxvii. 30 tJret (lode

ws giaunt that we have long desirit, A plaunt to spring of

thi sULce-siuiin. 1648 *.."I.\GI; ll'cst Itni. 175 The InquiM-
tion .. considering them to be but new plants useth not
such rigour with them. 1706 PMILI.H'S, Plant, figuratively
a young Man or Maid. 1812 Storting Mag. XXXIX. 188

A plant from liristol, a youth of tremendous power.
2. A member of the lower of the two series of

organi/ed living beings, i. e. of the vegetable king- ,

dom
;
a vegetable; generally distinguished from

an animal by the absence of locomotion and of

special organs of sensation and digestion, and by
the power of feeding wholly upon inorganic sub-

stances. (
= mod.L. pianta in botanical use.; Often

popularly restricted to the smaller, esp. herbaceous

plants, to the exclusion of trees and shrubs.

1551 Tl'KNKR Herbal \. A ij, V knowlege uf plantes, herbe--,

and trees. 1567 M M-LKT Gr, Forest 26 b. Plants be soiled

and deuided into three parts: the first is the Herbe: the

seconde the Shrub: the third the Tree, 1696 PHILLICS

(ed. 5\ Plant
i
a Natural IJody that has a vegetable Soul.

1704.1. HAKHIS Lex. Tcchn. \. s.v., The Learned and Kx-

perienced Iiotani-,1, Mr. John Ray, gives us the following
Characterislick Notes of the Chief Kinds of Plant-*. 1748
GRAY Alliance i Sickly Plants betray a niggard Earth.

1776 YVl nniKlNG lirii. Plants 1,1796) II. i So lie tula, l-'lowers

male and female on the same plant. 1830 J. G. SlRL'TT
;

Sylua Brit, }6 The original dimensions of this venerable
j

plant. 188* j. T.MV Mind in Matter (1892) 81 Plants, be-
;

cause it is their nature to produce leaves, may, by an over- i

plus of food, produce nothing else.

1594 SMAKS. AW/. ///, n". iv. 395 The Parents line, who^e
Children thou hast hulcher'd, Uld barren Plants, to waile it

with their Age. 1844 KMLKSON Lcct., Yng. Antcr. \\'ks.

diohn) II. 300 (iovernment has been a fo-^il ; it should be

a pl.int. 1869 I.ECKV Jturo/>. Mot: II. i. 41 Christianity
alone was powerful enough to tear this evil plant from the

Roman soil.

c. Sometimes applied to the leafy or herbaceous \

part of a vegetable.
1693 KVI.I.YN DC la Quint. Coiuj>l. Card, II. 144 I.eeks . .

;

Replanted in the Month of May, very deep in the Karth, to

make their Stalks and Plants thick and white.

II. Chiefly from PLANT r.

3. collect. A growth of something planted or

sown ; a crop.
1832 /

't'ff. .S'wAr/. }'\>o<t 199 To insure a good crop of bailey
and a kind plant of clover. 1846 Jrnl. A'- Agric. Soc. \\\.
n. 288 The promising plant of wheat which covered it was

;

laid .. by the rough weather. 1898 RIDLR HAGGAKD in
|

Longtn. Mttg, Oct. 513 There was, a very full plant of

swedes, which would have produced a fine crop.

b. abstr. Growth. In plant , growing, in leaf;

to lose plant) to die off, dwindle away ;
tofail in or

miss plant, to fail to spring from seed.

1844 Jrnl. K. Agric. Soc. V. i. 4 Clover .. if sown !

oftener it is apt to fall in plant ; and even when in plant it '

is not very productive unless highly manured. 1847 Ibid.
\

VIII. n. 291 The spaces in the. .turnips, which have missed \

plant, ate filled up with transplanted suedes. 1852 Ibid,
j

XIII. i. 58 The wheat often loses plant in the spring.

4. The way in which any one plants himself or

is planted; footing, foothold, pose.
1817 Sporting Mag. L. 2 The wide area between his feet,

wheu in a standing position, gave him so firm a.
'

plant ',
if

I may so say. 1889 Macm. Mag. Mar. 277/1 There was
doggedness and obstinacy in the plant of the figures.

6. A deposit of fish-spawn, fry, or oysters ; cllipt.

an oyster which has been bedded or is intended Im-

bedding, as distinguished from a native. U. S.

6. The fixtures, implements, machinery, and

apparatus used in carrying on any industrial pro-
cess. (In Great Britain rarely with a or//.)
1789 MKS. Pioz^t yonrn. Frattfe I. 133 The ground was

destined to the pin poses of extensive commerce, but the

950

one contract to another. 1867 \V. W. SMYI H Coal fy Coal,

mining i ro III Durham and Northumberland a
.single

'

plant
'

of pili and engines will work tile ground for a mile

or two on each iitlc. 1881 Engineer 24 Feb. 133/2 The

plant includes one steam crane, three steam travelling

cranes.a steam fire-engine, abteam pump, two .steam hammers,
seven steam engines, three hollers, and a few hundred nail-

making machines. 1894 IVestin. Caz. 30 Apr. 5/1 Six^plants
in the coke region of Pennsylvania are now in operation.

b. Jig. The instrumentalities employed in carry-

ing on spiritual or intellectual work.
1861 LD. LINDSAY Scepticism 341 We must take stuck

here, likewise, of our spiritual plant, our intellectual capital.
i83i Kalian (N'.V.) XXXII. 437 The college is to him
a sort of industrial enterprise, . .and the professors are part
of the plant. 1887 Ch. Times 21 Jan. 54/3 The policy of

increasing the plant of the Roman Catholic body here .. is

still pursued.
7. [f.

PLANT v. 8.] A hoard of stolen goods ; also

the place where they are hidden. Thieves" slang.

1796 Grose's Diet. Valg. T. (ed. 3), Plant, the place in the

house of the fence, where stolen goods are secreted. iSiz

J. H. VAUX Flash Diet, .s. v., Any thing hid is called, the

'plant, . .such article is said to be in plant; the place of con-

cealment is sometimes called the plant, as '
I know of a tine

plant
'

; that is a secure hiding-place. To spring a plant.
is to find any tiling that has been concealed i>y another.

To rise the plant, is to take up and remove any thing that

has been hid, whether by yourself or another. 1837 J. D.
LANG New S. It'a/es II. 52 He had found, to his astonish-

ment and disappointment, that .some person had sprung
the plant a cant phrase for discovering and carrying off

property which another person has stolen and concealed.

8. A scheme or plot laid to swindle or defraud

a person ;
an elaborately planned burglary or other

form of theft or robbery. (The notion appears to

be that of a trap or snare carefully planted or laid in

the ground and covered up.) Sharpers' slant;.

i85 C. M. Wi.si.MACorr Kug. Spy I. 241 A regular plant
to clear me out. 1836 IhcKKNs .V&. />'<>.,, Grecnwiili Fair.
The '

plant
'

is successful, the bet is made, the stranger of

course loses. 1837 7'/V7<'. xl\ iii,
'

It's a conspiracy ',
said

lien Allen. 'A regular plant', added .Mr. Hob Sawyer.
1860 C,I:N. 1'. THOMPSON Audi Alt. III. c.vliii. i.-4 When
the classes who live by warfare with society, lay a deliberate

scheme by which nn hone_st
man's house is to be entered, or

his pr .perty carried off, it takes at the Police Offices the

title ofa '

plant '. 1884 Pall Mall O. 20 I-'eb. 4 He. .charges
.. Ulacklmrn with having, in language, which has recently
become parliamentary, 'put up a plant' on his innocent

young friend.

9. [f.
PLANT r. 2 c.] A spy, a detective; a picket

of detectives, slang.
1812 Sptnting dl'ig. XXXIX. 210 He sold forced notes to

a plant [note A person sent for the purpose of detecting

him] which led to his untimely end. 1880 Daily Tel.

26 Nov., At Shepperton Lock the keeper .. cautioned the

defendant as he was going through the lock to take care, as

there was a '

plant
'

out that night. Mcd. A plant set to

detect motorists travelling at illegal speed.

III. attrib. and Comb.

10. a. Simple attrib., as, phiiit-centre, -covering,

disease, -egg, -ferment, -fetish, -form, -growth,

-kingdom, -life, -movement, -name, -ornament,

-remains, -species, -spirit, -wealth, b. Appositive,
as plant-antestor. c. Objective and obj. gen., as

plant-dispersal, -dropper, -cater, -eating, -forcer,

-growing', -hunting, -naming, -worship, -wor-

shipper; plant-bearing, -feeding, -stimulating adjs.

d. Instrumental, as plant-clothed, -grown adjs.

1876 H. STLNCKK I'rinc. .S'<>t/0/. i. :\.\iii. 181 Now ifan animal

regarded as original progenitor, is therefore reverentially
treated ; so . . may \\'e e.xpect the *plant.ancestor will be.

1894 (,V(>/. Mag. Oct. 473 The Carboniferous ^plant-bearing
strata of Roberts' valley. 1894 Board Agric. Circular x. 4

These traps.. should be placed close to the [hop] hills or

'plant centres. 1880 A. R. WALLACE Isl. Life 250 Fruits

eaten by birds afford a means of ''plant-dispersal. 1861 H.

SrcNCKk First frinc. n. xiv. no Among animals the

flesh-eaters cannot exist without the ^plant-eaters. 1684 T.

liL'KNKr Th. Earth I. 197 This is not necessary in 'plant-

eggs or vegetable seeds. 1778 [W. MAKSUAU.] Minutes

Agric. 23 Oct. an. 1 775, The manure is. . equally incorporated
with the "plant-feeding stratum. 1899 Deifylftwtaa Feb.

6/3 The belief in ''plant-fetishes,
wherein the informing

spirit or ghost occupies the place of natural property. 1875

HKNSKTT & DYKK Sachs's Hot. 130 In the same manner,
from a morphological point of view, stems, leaves, hairs,

roots, thallus-branthes, are simply members of the "plant-

form. 1901 Daily Cliron. 29 Apr. 3/3 The wild *plant-

grown embankments of railway cuttings, ll'itt. lojnly 3/4
Means, .for restraining injurious 'plant-growth or for dis-

posing of an insect pest. 1878 HOOK KK & HALL Marocco

346 Hall enjoyed a capital day's "plant-hunting at Tangier.

1884 R. Foi-KAni) riant Lore (title-p.) Folk-Lore of the
*
Plant-Kingdom. 1861 H. SreNCKR First I'rinc. II. viii.

70 "Plant-life is all directly or indirectly dependant on the

heat and light of the sun. 1894 i'osiau rift. 183 A
luxuriant plant-life covered every stem and log. 1594
J.a Priumna. Fr. Acad. ir. 134 A name

[Zoafihftti],
which in

our language signilit-th as much as "plant-liuing creatures.

1878 UKITTKN & HOLLAND (title) A Dictionary of English
Plant-names. 1898 M. A. liucKMAbi En Klem. Arc/lit, ib The

acanthus . . was the favourite 'plant-ornament with the

Greeks and Romans. 1880 A. R. WALLACE Isl. Life 195
Proofs of a mild Arctic climate, in the abundant plant-
remains of East Siberia and Amurland.^ 1876 H. SI-ENXKR

Princ. So. iol. I. xxiii. 182 No explanation of the conceived

shape of the "plant-spirit. Ibiti. 183 "Plant-worship, ..

like the worship of idols and animals, is an aberrant species
of ancestor-worship. 1883 Century Mag. Sept. 720/2 The
ornament which we have derived from Chaldean "plant-

worshippets.
e. Special Combs. : plant-bed, a stratum cou-

PLANT.

taming fossil plants ; plant-beetle, a beetle of

the family Chrysomeliilx, feeding on plants, a leaf-

beetle
; plant- breeder, one who cultivates plants

with the object of improving existing varieties,
or producing new ones; plant-cane, a sugar-
cane of one year's growth ; plant-cutter, (a)
a passerine bird of the S. American genus Phyto-
toma. having the habit of biting off the shoots of

plants; >^) U.S. Hist. ,(//.) rioters in early times in

Virginia, who systematically cut down the tobacco

plants ; plant-feeder, any animal that feeds upon
plants ; plant-food, a substance, or the substances

collectively, on which plants feed
;

the food of

plants; plant-marker, a small tablet of wood,
zinc, terra-cotta, etc., set in the ground beside

a plant, and bearing its name; plant-of-gluttony,

rendering of Gael, lus-a-chraois, name for the dwarf

cornel, Cornns media, the berries of which are re-

puted to stimulate the appetite (Vivas. Bot. 1866

s. v. Cornns f plant-plot, a nursery for young
plants; plant-tin, a tinned vessel for carrying

plants, a botanical case or vnsculum.
1881 Kef. Hivl. fr.-cplor. K. Zealand 48 The Mataura

scries in the Hokanui Hills overlying the "plant-beds. 1816

KIKBY & Si\ l^ntoinol. xxiii. (1818) II. 321 The beautiful

tribe of ;
'

plant-beetles (CatysoitteJoj F.). 1793 EDWARUS
//'. Imiu-s JI. v. i. 210 *Plant-canes in this soil . . have been
known in very tine seasons to yield two tons and a half of

sugar per acre. 1802 LAIHAM Gen. Syttvps. />'/>?& Supp. II.

212 *P!ant-cutter. 1894 in N I-:WTON Diet. Uirds 730. 1887
MoLoNtY Forestry 11'. Afr. lot Virgin forest soil is con-

ed best . .because it contains sufficient
*
plant -food. 19OZsidered

ll'cstnt. Citz. 17 June 12/2 There is no substance so rich in

plant-food as the carcass of an animal. 1610 HoLLANDtViw-
tfen's />';/.'. (1637) 1 1. o Tributes also were imposed . .for Corne-

grounds, *plant-plots, groves or parks. 1611 SrKhu Theat.
C,t. Brit, .\xiii. (1614^ 45/2 From Creekelad a towne in

\\ iltshire. the Academic was translated unto Oxford, as

unto a plant-plot, both more pleasing and fruilfull. 1896

J'aily News 12 Dec. 6/2 In the winter there is no occupation
fur 'plant-tin or insect-net.

Plant, s/'.- Ol>s. Also 4-6 plaunte, 5-6
plante. [ME. fla u\nte, a. K. plante : L. planta
sole of the foot.] The sole of the foot.

1382 WY< i n Aits iii. 7 Anooli the groundis and plauntis

[iffoss or solis] of him ben saddid togidere ; and he lippinge

stood, and wandride. 1483 CAXTOMG04& Leg- 15/2 Fro the

plante of his foot vnto the toppe of his heed was none hole

place. 1580 SIDNLY 1's. .\\lil. x, My heeles and plants Thou
didst from stumbling slip sustaine. 1610 K. JONSON Mastjite

of Ol'croii Wks. (Rtldg.) 584/2 Knotty legs, and plants of

clay, Seek for ease, or love delay. 1655 tr. Com. f/ist.

J' ruiuioii MI. 24 liefore you put the Iron to the plant of his

Feet, give me a cord.

t Plant, sb"> Obs. rare. [a. F. plant, in obs. use

'the ground- plat ofa building; also, the foundation,

or ground-worke of a building ; also, a planting
'

(Cotgr.), f. stem ofplanter to plant. Cf. It. pianta
a ground-plan.] A ground-plan.
1624 Woi ION Archit. in Relit], (1651) 256 Much less upon

a bare I'lani thereof, as they call the St-hioglaphia or

llround lines. l5 J. WI-IBB Stoiu-llcHg (1725) 20 The
outward Circle of Mr. Jones his Plant No. 6 of the Ruins.

Itiit/. 25 The Plant of the main Structure is in Diameter,
one third Part of the Diameter of the whole Extent, or

Liicunivallation.

Plant vpl"ufi,t'. Forms: a. i plautian,plon-

tian, 2-4 plant(i)en, 4-5 plau-, plawnte(,n, 4-6

plante, j plonte, plaunt. (5 Si. playnt, 8 plaint),

5- plant. [OILflantian, ad. L.jA&wAJnrtO plant;

fix in place: cf. PLANT sbJ The sense-develop-
ment agrees in the main with that of F. planter

(I2thc.j ^:-\.. plan/are).]
I. To plant a thing in or on a place.

1. trans. To set or place in the ground so that it

may take root and grow (a living tree or herb,

a shoot, culling, root, bulb, or tuber ; sometimes,

a seed ; also, by extension, a crop, a bed of flowers,

a garden, vineyard, orchard, forest, or oilier col-

lection of plants).
(815 / 'esp. Fsattcr]x\\x. g llxxx.S] Winjeard of Agyptuni

on atirdes awurpe (V-ode & plantades hie. ^897 K. ^tu-RKD

Gregory's Past. C. xl. 292 He underfeng o'a halgan jesam-

nmiga to plantianne & toymbhweoifanne, swit se ceorl de'o

his ortjeard. < 1000 /Elime l,V. xxi. 33 Abraham |>a plant-

ode Kline holt, f 1100 Vices ft Virtues 51 Ys ;eplanted

an iblesced treu amidde 3are hali chereche. a 1300 Cursoi

1A 8239 (Cott.) All frutes he plantede in fiat place, c 1380

WVCLIF Set. H-'ks. III. 91 Plaunt |iou a vine. <. 1400

MAUNUKV. (Roxb.) xxx. 137 He gert plant |>erin all maner

of erbez. 15*6 TINDALI: i Cor. iii. 6-7, I have planted;

Apollo watred .. Nether-is he that plantelh eliy thynge
nether he that watreth. 1697 DKYDKN / 'irg. Gear*, iv. 25

Plant.. Wild Olive Trees, or Palms, before the husie Shop.

1751 HCMI: ss. q Treat. (1777) I. ll. v. 334 There are many
edicts of the French king, prohibiting the planting of new

vineyards. 1849 LYITON Coxtons n. iii, You can plant a

very extensive apple-orchard on a grand scale. 1868 O.

VICTORIA Life Highl. 19 Each of us planted two trees, a fir

and an oak.

b. To introduce (a breed of animals, into a

country; to deposit (young fish, spawn, oysters)

in a river, tidal water, etc. ; to naturalize.

1899 iqtli Cent. Sept. 405 Brought from the Pacific and
'

planted
'

in the Gic-at Lakes, these steel-heads aie the most

prized of all the Sahnonidae. 1903 Daily Chron.^ Mai.

7/2 Mr. Henry Human Katel . . in. 1839 chartered, the
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Kuphrate* for the purpose of planting blood horses in

Australia,

c. I'lant out, to transfer from a pot or frame to

the open ground ; to sut out (seedlings) at intervals,

so as to afford room for growth.
*793 Trans* Soc. Arts (ed. 2) V. 54 When they [plants]

are planted out, after once hoeing, they will take care of

themselves. 1846 J. BAXTER Libr. Pract. Agric. (ed. 4) I.

323 The more tender kinds should not bo thinned till some
time after they have been planted out. 1858 GI.KNNY Card.

Every-day Rk. 179/1 Plant out all tlie sorts and sow once or

twice others to succeed.

d. intr. Of seed: To grow into or form plants.
Cf. PLANT s/'.

1
3. from which this is perh. directly taken.

1849 Jrnl. K. .-igric. .S'oc. X. I. 55 The seed was put in

precisely the same as [in] the preceding year, but it never

planted so well.

2. To insert, set, or place firmly, .to fix in or on

the ground or any other body or surface ;
to set

down or up in a firm position ;
to put or fix in

position ; to post, station.

1382 \VVCLIF Ps. xciii. txciv.j 9 He that plauntide the etc,
slial he not heren? c 1450 Two Cockery-hks. 98 Make faire

lowe cofTyns, and couche pis stuff tbere-in, And plonte pynes
aboue. c 1470 Go!. <\ Gaw. 312 Thai plantit doun ane paily-
eoun. 1598 BARRET Theor. ll'arres m. i. 36 Hee is to be

taught how to plant his pike on the ground. 1687 A. LOVKLL
tr. ThevenoCs Trav. in. 26 The Banners which the Banians
had planted on the top and highest Branches of it. 1712
J. JAMES tr. Le Blond's Gardening 89 In the . . Point of

Intersection, plant the Stake H. 1714 Lond. Gaz. No. 5248/2
He planted the British Colours on the Castle. <r 1719 Am>i-
so.\' Rosamond n. vi, Or this right hand performs its part,
And plants a dagger in thy heart. 1849 MACAUI.AY Hist.

Eng. ix. II. 485 As soon as the prince had planted his foot

on dry ground he called for horses. 1853 KANE Grinneil

E.vp. xi. (1856) 82 To plant an ice-anchor, a hole is cut

obliquely to the surface of the floe. 1874 BUKNAND My time
xv. 127 Planting her elbows on her knees. 1892 K. Rr.i.vrs

Homeivard Bound &-$ As the bull passes him, he has to plant
these two darts at the same time in the back, and jump aside.

b. To put or place (artillery) in position for

discharging, t To plant a siege, to lay siege.

1560 DATS tr. Sleidanes Comm, 401 b, Plantyng your
ordenaunce heie and thereon

your walles and Buhvarkes.

1568 GRATTON Chron. II. 748 The Capitaines.. planted a

strong siege, and enuironed it round about. 1604 E. GKIM-
STONIC Hist. Sit'gt Ostend 214 The siege being planted
before Kscluse. 1688 R. HOLMK Armoury in. xviii.(Roxb.)

140/2 Plant a peece, is to order it for it discharging that it

may do service or execution. 1748 Ansoris Voy. in. viii.

382 Four swivel guns, .were planted at the mouth of each
funnel. 1862 CAKLYLE Frcdk. Gt. xiit. iii. (1872) V. 39 Cannon
with case-shot planted themselves in all the thoroughfares.

fig. 1650 Ft'Lt.ER Pisgah i. i. i This cavill is not planted
paiticularly against my indevours.

c. To station 'a person) ; esp. (in slang or vulgar

use) to place for a surreptitious or unavowed,

purpose ; to post as a spy 01 detective.

1693 KVELYS De la Quint. Compl. Gard. II. 16 The Person
must be dispos'd and planted near his Tree, in such a
manner as to stand firm. 1706 J. DKAKE Secret Klein.

Earl of Leicester Pief., The guard of his own creatures,
spies and dependants which he had planted about her. 1764
FOOTE Patron ill. \Vks. 1790. I. 353 Intelligent people are

planted, who will bring me . . a faithful account of the

process. 1777 WATSON Philip If (1793) I. vni. 333 He
planted strong guards along the banks of the river. 1842
COBDEN in Morley Life ix. (190^) 31/1 He was planted (to

use a vulgar phrase.) upon me by his party. 1892 ZANCWILL
Bow Mystery 151 You plant on-; in my house to tell my
secrets to Wimp, and you plant one in Wimp's house to

tell Wimp's secrets to me.

d. reft. To place, station, post, fix oneself; to

take up one's position.
1703 KOWI Ulyss. m. L 1.362 Remember well to plant thee

at that Door. 1754 CHATHAM Lett. .AV/ /;:<' v. 34 Open
your chest, place your head upright, ami plant you well

upon your legs. 1819 SCOTT li'anhoe iii, Due grisly old

wolf-dog alone.. had planted himself close by liie chair of
state. 1871 L. STEPHEN Playgr. Enr. (1894) iii. 4 [They]
persisted in planting themselves steadily in some safe nook.

3. To found, establish, institute (a community
or society, esp. a colony, city, or church).
(897 [see sense i]. 1555 KDEN Decades 160 That they

myght in this prouince plant a newe colonie or habitation.

1601 R. JOHXSON Kingd. #f Commit.', < 1603' 146 This hapeneth
by incanes of the Grimme Tartar, that will neither himstlfe

plant townes to dwell in.. nor suffer the Russia.. to peopl^
those partes. c 1656 BRAMHALI, AY///V. iii. 153 Planting and
ordering schools for the education of youth. 1676 I. MATHER
A". Philip's War (18621 40 In three and twenty Town-*,
there were Indian Christian Churches Planted. 1700 PKIOII

Carmen St'culare 411 Let him unite his Subjects Hearts,
Planting Societies for peaceful Arts. 1743 /A* Eon's En$.
Tradesman (1841) II. xli. 134 Planting colonies in New
Jeisey, Pennsylvania, and Carolina. 1878 MACLEAR Celts
v. (18791 83 They planted monasteries under abbot-bishops.

b. To settle (a person) in a place, establish as

a settler or colonist. '

vCf. PLANTATION 4.)
a 1300 Cursor .)/. 8033 (Colt.) Passed war a thusand yere,

Sin pai war planted in j>at place. ("1375 5V. Leg. Saints ii.

\Panlus] 452 Sut'hjfaste hirdis, J>at
has pe playntit in

hewine reme to be bettir and happliare. ( J425 Eng. Cony.
IreI. 24 He, as largh man & good prynce..owr lond folke

wyll set ten <& planten stydfastly yn pys lond, nowe & euer.

'535 COVRRDALE 2 Sai. vii. 10, I wyll appoynte a place,
and wyll plante them, that they maye remayne there, a 1568
Satir. Poems Reform, xlvii. 89 In ?oiir tolbuth sic pre-
soiineris to plant. 1607 R. TINDALL in Capt. Smith's H'ks.
(Arl>.) Introd. 38 Wee are safelye arryued and planted in

this Contreye [Virginia]. 1672 PETTY Pol. Anat. (1691) 44
In some Counties, as in Kerry,. .few Knglish were ever

planted. 1719 Ih-; FOK Crusoe (1840) I. ix. 156 My being
planted so well in Brazil. 1870 FREEMAN Xorm. Conq.

(ed. 2) I. ii. ii Teutonic soldiers planted as colonists byjhe
Roman government.

c. refl. To establish oneself, settle.

1560 DAUS tr. Sletdanes Comnt. 98 b, To sette and plante
,

himselfe there. 1699 HKNTLKY Phal. 152 The Zanclxans
invited the remainder of the Milesians to come and plant
themselves in Sicily. 1871 IMU-;EMAN Norm. Conq. 11876)
IV. xviii. 230 Benedict, a monk of Auxerre, who planted
himself in solitude among the wild forests by the Ouse.

t d. absoL or intr. To form a colony or

colonies; to colonize; to settle. Obs,

1535 STEWART Cron. Scot. II. 459 How King Oregoure
with his Power passit in Fyffe..and plantit and pleiieist a**

he passit. 1555 W. WATKI MAN' Fardle Facions \. iii. 36
Thei..mnde themselues entases, and began to plante in

plompes one by another. i6as BACON Ess., Plantations
:Arb.) 534 If you Plant, where Sauages are. due not nm-ly
entertaine them with Trifles, and ( Jingles; lint vse them
Justly, and gratiously. 1715 OK For. 1'or. round H'crlit

4.1840) 159 It seems they are resolved to plant there.

4. To put, set, or place in some local position;
to Ideate, situate

;
in pet. pplc. situated. Alsoy/y.

1558 Act i KHz. c. 14 4 Faire large tonnes.. a-, well

planted for cloth making as the sayd towne of Goddclmine
or better. 1576 FI.FMING Patwpl. Epist. no In them I plant
my chiefest pleasure. 1624 WOTTON Archit. in Kfliq. (1651)

205 A Town .. finely built, but foolishly planted. 1650
FULLER Pisgah i. ii. 5 Some perchance will place their

scorn, where theyought to plant their wonder. 1856 STANI.KY
Sinai fy Pal. iv. 11858) 226 If Neby-Saimvil be the liigh

place of Gibeon, then Mi/peh which Dr. Robinson planted
there, must be sought elsewhere,

5. \'aiious fig. uses derived from prcc. senses,

a. To implant, cause to take root and spring up
or grow; to introduce, e. jj. an idea or sentiment

in the mind.
1415 HOCCLEVE T<' .S~/> y. Otthast?,; 68 Plante in thyn

herte a deep contricioun. 1529 Mom: Dyaloee i. WKS.
145/2 God. .euer shall kt-pe in his church the rig lit faith and
righte beleue by the ln-lpe of liis o\\ ne hande that phuHnl
it. 1538 STARKLY England \. \. 14 Tlies vertues..by the

, bunfyte and powar of nature in hys hart are rot yd aiu!

plantyd. 1709 SEI j.i.r Tatter No. 77 P 2 That noble Thh>t
of Fame and Reputation which i.s planted in the I leans nf
all Men. 1878 MACi.f.AK Celts v. (18791 78 It was his great
aim to plant the truth in the minds of his hearers.

b. To fix, settle, establish firmly, as a principle,

opinion, doctrine, religion, practice, or the like.

1529 MOKE Dyaloge i. Wks. i.sg-'i Now were, .y" point es

cf Christes faith .. knowen, as I saye and planted before.

1570-6 LAMBARDE PewttHb, Kent (1826) 167 At variaunce
with that opinion which Leland would plant. 1638 Jvsirs
Paint. Ancients 309 If the history doth but once beginne
to plant her image in our imagination. 1726 Hi; Fui:

Hist. Devil \. L (1840) 5 [They] planted religion in tho-~e

countries. 1857 LIVINGS! osi; Trav.\\. 115 Christianity, as

planted by modern missions.

c. To establish or set up (a person or thing) in

some position or state.

a 1562 G. CAVENDISH ll'olsey (1893) 230 Sir, ye do entend
to delyver them [the keys] . . and to plant an other in my
rome. 1577 /'". de L'isle's Lcgendarie (i iv b, Therof ensued
the order. .established in the Kings council.. wherein the

Queene mother was planted vpright. ijSSSnAKS. /.. /,. L.
I. i. 165 A man in all the worlds new fashion planted. 1593

Rich. //, v. i. 63 Thou which know'st the way To plant
vnriyhtfull Kings. 1622 FLETCHER & MASS. ,V///. Curate
ii. i, He would entreat your care To plant me in the favour
of some man. 1622 MISSKI.DKS Free Trade 9^ They do
what in them lyeth to plant their owue Draperies, and to

supplant ours. 1874 S. Cox Pilgr. Ps, \. 10 Planting himself
on his habit of crying unto God in his distresses.

d. /;///. fur reft.

1580 Sinsi-.Y Ps. xxv. vii, Such as keep His covenaunt,
And on His testimony.-? plant. 1594 WILLOBIE A'-isa XNV.

v, No reason rules, where sorrowes plant.

II. With the place, etc., as object.

6. a. To furnish or stock (a. piece of land) with

growing plants.
1585 T. WASHINGTON tr. WicfioIeyPs I'oy, \, .\\i. 17 b, The

earth is carried into it and planted with all sorts of excellent
fruteful trees. 1600 [. POKY tr. Leo's Africa vni. 303 The
citie of llochin .. is now planted with date-trees. 1697
PKYDF.X I'irg. Georg. \\\ 171 With wild Thyme and Sav'ry,
plant the Plain. 1838 Di< KI-.NS ,\7r//. Xick. it, It is not

supposed that they were ever planted, but rather that they
are pieces of unreclaimed land, with the withered vegetation
of the original brick-field. Mod. He enclosed a piece of
the common and planted it with firs.

b. To furnish or provide with a number of

tilings set or disposed over the surface.
a 1400-50 Alexander 3146 pe sepulture of a sire. ,\Vas of

an athill amatUt. .Plantid full of pal metres & many proud
fowles. c 1470 HENRY ll'aitace vi. 345 Thai playntyt lhar
feild with tentis and pail^onis. 1588 SIIAKS. Tit. A. n. iii.

62 Thy Temples should l>e planted presently With Home-:.

1638 SIR T. Hf.KHKRT 7>rt?'. (ed. 2) 113 'ihe Portugall..
built a strong castle here, planted it with seventeene caniv.ii

..and a thousand musquets. 1711 ADDISON Sped. No, 159
P S A vast Ocean planted with innumerable Islands. 1849
MACAULAY Hist. Eng. v. I. 556 A battery was planted with
some small guns taken from the ships.

c. To furnish a district with settlers or colonists ;

to colonize or settle; to stock with inhabitants,

cattle, etc.

<-i6o8 in Bucclench \ISS. (Hist. MSS. Comm.) I. 75 The
necessity of planting Leitrim with the greater part of British.
a 1677 HALK/V/W. Orig, Man. n. \ii. 195 He. .grants that

Iceland, and some part ofGreenland were visited and planted
by Ericus Ruffus. 1^61 Gentl. Mag. 101 We cannot spare
people to plant those islands. 1869 RAWLINSON Anc. Hist.

31 Planted it [Media] with cities. 1904 Dundee Adrcrf.
5 July 6/j The other 23 Slates being, .thinly

'

planted
'

with
horned animals.

td. To furnish 'a vacant church) with a minister.

Sc. Obs.

1574 in Row ///.i/. l\irk (Wotirow Sue.) 50 That vackand
Kirks be planted, and stipends assigned to them. 1583
STUBBKS Anat. Alms. n. (1882)87 Most chmxlusare planted
and fraught with single reading minister;... 1721 WGDKOW
Hist. Cn. Scot. I. iii. 119 The Bishops are appointed to

plant the Kirks which have vaiked since the Year 1637.
III. Colloquial uses, of slan(j or vulgar origin.

7. To deliver (a blow, stroke, thrust) with a

definite aim; to cause to alight or fall. (So F.

planter nn soiifflct sur . . .'; Pitgilistic slan%.
1808 Sporting Mag. XXXII. 76 Gully made play, and

planted two uther blows on his ad\ei>ary's head. 1829
M\i<kYAr /'. Mildnmy \.\\i, I planted a r-tomiicher in lii*,

fifth button. 1883 I-'.'.M. I'KAKH Contrad. \\ii.Von know
how to plant a straight blow ju>t where it is nu^t telling.

b. fa.
1847 8 H. MU.I.KR f-irxt lu:p)-. ,\i.\. 11857) 337 He finds

every Highlander, .adroit offence, in planting upon him as

many i|iieri*.-s its nan pn.ssibly Ije tlirusi in. 1882 S'IKVKNSON
XnvAnih. A"/^. (1884)96 The thin f-mih of Lady \'andalenr

planting icy repartees at every opening.
8. To hide, to conceal; esp. stolen goods. Oiig.
Thieves' slang ; now esp. Australian.
1610 ROWLANDS Martin Mark-all Kiij b, To Plant, to hide.

a 1700 I!. K. Diet. Canf.dcu', Plant, to lay. place, or hide.

1785 in GKOSK />/(/. / 'nig. Tongue. 1812 J. H. YAUX Flash
Diet. s. v.. To liide, or conceal any peoon..is termed

plaining him. 1827 P. Ci \\iNfiHAM A". S. li'a/t-s II. xxi.

60 'Pa I Bill has planted it '(bid it). 1837;. I). I.AN<, A'.X
It'a/t's II. 51 They, .observed the robbers plant or conceal
a quantity of I be property, uf which they had just plundered
the cottage. 1840 Sydney Herald 10 I-'eb., Conveymj' horses
out of the way, or planting them, as it is technically called,
until a reward is ottered for their restoration. 1902 Dniiy
C/iron. 29 Dec.

'/-.'.
The plunder was 'planted' under the

floor of a restaurant in Geelong.

9. To place (gold dust, ore, etc." in a mining claim

in order to give a false impression ol it> pioductive-
ness

;
to *

salt '. Gohi-diggiiig slang.
1850 Ki. \ui-: (M'/(/IV. i, /,(:/. This dust is fiuiu lliiinin^ham,

and neither Auviralian or natural. Roi\ The man planted
it for you. 1886 1'. CLARKE A'ttf Chum \\, 72 A 'salted

claim ', a
'

pit
'

suld for a 10 note in whit h a nn^yt-t \^ ui ih

a few shillings had before been *

planted '.

b. To plan or 'get up' by fraudulent methods;
to devise as a *

plant
'

or fraudulent scheme.

1892 Daily AVrcjr 27 May 3/4 Mr. Kt-ay maintained that

the affair was *

planted
'

between the two broth er^, the Indian
resident having.. opportunities to carry out that object.

10. To abandon. [Cf. F. planter /<).]

[1814 Scoir ll'a~'. liii, And so lie glided off and left me
fiiantc /(*.] 1821 I'YKOX yuan in. iv, Hut one thing's pretty
sure : a woman planted i L*nle**s at once she plunge for life in

prayers) After a decent time must be gallanted. 1852
HOSKVNS Ttilfa 18 Heie I was, fairly planted, at the first

onset. 1838 HUGO Life Shelley II. 399 For some six years
. . he makes her a most exemplary husband ; and then, all

at once, he plants her ; plants her at once and for ever.

Plantable (plcrntabT>, a.
[f.

PLANT f. +
-ABLE. Cf. It. piantabile.)] Capable of I eing

planted ,'m various senses of the verb) ;
fit for

planting or cultivation.

1675 E\ [ i.v\' Tci'i d (1729^ 14 Roots of any plan table Fi tiit.

1699 DAMIMKR l-'oy. II. II. 58 The Land as you go farther

from the Sea. .becomes of a more plamable Mould. 1707
MOKTIMKK /ins/'. (1721! II. 17 Taking of such up as are of

a plantahle size from Hedge-rows and Woods.

Plailtad (pla.-ntdecl). adv. Anat. [f. \..plata
the sole of the foot + -ad: cf. DEXTKAD.] To-

wards the sole of tlie foot.

1808 BA.^CI. \Y XlitSiiilt. r Motions 448 A general surface that

is concave po\ litead or plantad, and another surface that is

convex rotulad. ///</., The motion poplitead or plamad,
commonly called flexion.

! Pla'lltage. Obs. [a. F. plantag? plantation

(1427 in Godcfroy Compl.), 1. planter to plant:
see PLANT r. and -AOK.]
1. The cultivation of plants; planting.
1632 I.nncow Trav. I. 14 There are neither Cornes, nor

Wines, nor Village, Plantage.or Cultivate. 1688 R. HOLME
Armory i\". viii. (Roxb.) 328/2 All such as trade in tillage of

Land, pasturage, or feeding of cattle or plant.ige in ordering*
of orchards and Gardens.

2. Plants in the mass; vegetation, herbage.
1606 SHAKS. Tr. <V Cr. in. ii. 184 As true as stccle, as

plantage to the Moone : As Sunne to day : as Turtle to her

mate. 1825 SOUTHEY Tale raragaay 111. 22 To clear a circle

therf, And trample down the grass and plantage round.

Plaiitagiiiaceous (\>\x ntacljitK'i-Jas), a. Bot.

[f.
mod. Hot. L. J'laatagiaaceif : see -ACEOUS.] Of

or pertaining to the natural order Plantaginaceir
or Plaiitagine of herbs, of which the typical

genus is I'laiilago, PLANTAIN'.
Mod. I.ittorclla is a plantaginaceous genus.

Plantagi-neous, a. tiot. = piec.
1858 in MAVXK Expos. Lex. 973/1.

Plantain '
(pla;'ntin, -ten). Forms : 3 plaun-

tein, 4-eyne. -oyne, 5 -eyn ; 4-5 plawnteyu(e ;

4 planteine, 4-6 -ayn(e, 5-6 -eyue, 6-7 -an,
-
sa)ine, 6 9 -ane, 7 -in, -en, 7- plantain ;

also

6 playntayne, S plaintain. [ME. a. OF. plan-

tain, -ein:\..plantagin-em 'num.plantago) plan-

tain, app. from the root of planta sole of the foot,

in reference to its broad prostrate leaves : cf. the

OE. name ux&bnide, OHG. wegbrcita, WAYBREAD
or -BHF.DE

(I. brad, (ier. breit \ r< ad).3



PLANTAIN.

1. A plant of the genus Plantago t esp. the Greater

Plantain, P. major, a low herb with broad flat

leaves spread out close to the ground, and close

spikes of inconspicuous flowers, followed by dense

cylindrical spikes of seeds.

[c 1*65 I
7oc. in Wr.-Wulcker 559/27 Arnoghsa, plauntein.]

c 1386 CHAUCER Can. Yeom. Prol. <y T. 28 His forheed

dropped as a stillatorie Were ful of plantayne [v. rr. -eyne,

eyn, -ayn, pleintein] and of paritorie. 1390 GOWER Conf.
III. 131 The tenthe sterre is Ahnareth.. Hi^, Ston is Jaspe,
and of Planteine He hath his herbe sovereine. c 1400

Lanftanc s Cirurg. 351 Disiempere it wib be iuy.s of lactuce

& plaunteyn. f 1440 rromp, Parv. 403/1 Planteyne, or

plawnteyn, hcrbe, plantago. 1516 Greta Herbal cccxliv,

Plantayne or weybrede. .is an herbe that y8 greke callarno-

glos^e. It is called also . . grete plantayne, and groweth in

moyt places & playne feldes. 1577-87 HoLINSHKD Chron.

I. 9/2 A kind of herbe like vnto plantine. 1588 SHAKS.

L, L, L. in. L 74 Or sir, Plantan, aplaine Plantan. i6ia Two
Noble A*, i. ii. 61 These poore sleight sores Neede not a

plantin. 1617 MORYSOX /tin. in. 51 Those of Paduoa fare

said] to love women with little hrests, which makes their

women use the juyce of Plantane to keep them from growing.

1736 BAILEY l/ouseh. Diet. s. v., The leaves of plantain are

good for all sorts of ulcers, and for cicatrizing such as are

old. 1872 OLIVER Eltm. Bot. n. 222 The Seeds of Greater

Plantain are a favourite food of cage-birds.

b. With defining words distinguishing species

and varieties.

The chief are Greater Plantain (see abovel ; Broad-leaved

P., Plantago maxima; Hoary P., P. media-, Buck's-horn

or Hart'shorn P. (Star of the Earth), P. Coronopus; Rose

P., P. major van rosen; Sea*ide P., P. maritima\ Long,
Narrow-leaved, or Ribwort P., P. lanceolata.

1516 Crete Herbal cccxlv, Delanceolata.. .Longe plantayne
is good agaynst fystales, yf the iuce be put in them dyuers

dayes, it healeth and sleeth them. 1578 LYTE Dodoens i.

Ixiii. 92 We call the fourth [kind] .. Sea Plantayne. Ibid.

Ixiv. 95 We may also call it Hartes home Plantayne, Bucke-
horne Plantayne, or Coronop Plantayne. 1629 PARKINSON
Ptiriidisi Ixxxv. 352 Plantago Rosea. Rose Plantane .. is

in all tilings like vnto the ordinary Plantane or Ribworte..

but. .hath, .a thicke long spike of small greene leaues vpoii
short stalkes. 1741 ContpL Fam.-Piece u. i. 325 That Herb
which is called Rose Plantane, or by some, Star 1'lantane.

1742 SMKNSTONK Schoolinistr. 103 And plaintain ribb'd, that

heals the reaper's wound. 1861 Miss PRATT Flower. PI. IV.

259 Plantago media i Hoary Plantain) .. The leaves make a

good astringent lotion. 1895 Syd. Soc. Lex. t Plantago vir-

ginica, the white plantain or ribwort.

2. Applied with defining words to other plants

resembling the plantain : asBastardPlantain,Zz-
mosella aqitatica\ Water Plantain, Alisma Plan'

tago\ Lesser Water Plantain, A. Ranunculus
\

Least "Water Plantain, ? -^ Bastard Plantain ;

"White Plantain, (?) Gnaphaliuin americanum.

1538 TURNER Libellits, Alisma dioscoridae .. ofiicmis &
herbariis plantago aquatica. . nostratibus water plantane or

water waybrede. 1579 LANGHAM Card. Ifealtk (1633) 496

Falling euill, drink the leaues, roots or buds of water

Planted. 1597 GERAKDE Herbal ii. xdv. 343 ffofosfeurn.AB

also called. .Spanish hairie sm:ill Plantaine, or flowring sea

Plantaine. 1687 J. CLAYTON in Phil. Trans. XLI. 145

They use also the Gnafalluin Americanum, commonly
called there White Plantain. iTjSoJ.

LEE /.'*<>< /^>/.App.

323 Plantain, Least Water, Limosclla, Ibid., Plantain,

Star-headed Water, Alisma. 1806 Gazetteer Scoff, (ed. 2)

360/1 AUsma ranitnctiloides* or lesser water plantain. 1861

Miss PRATT Floiuer. PI- IV. 134 Common Mudwort.. is

sometimes called Bastard Plantain.

3. attrib, and Comb.^ as plantain leaf, hence

plantain-leaved adj. ; plantain lily, a plant of

the genus Fnnkia\ plantain shore-weed, Litio-

rella lacustris ; plantain-water, a decoction made
from the plantain.
1592 SHAKS. Rom. ff 7U '> ' 52 Romeo. Your *Plantan

leafe is excellent for that. Ben. For what I pray thee?

Romeo. For your broken shin. 1747 Wi-.si.F.Y/V/w/. Physic
(1762) 37 A spoonful of the juice of Nettles and Plantane

leaves. 1789 J. PILKIN'GTOS View Derbysh, I. 395 'Plan-

tain leaved Sandwort. 1881 Garden 9 Sept. 225 i This
*Plantain Lily should be grown by everyone as a pot plant.

1879 PRIOR Plant-names (ed. 3\
*Plantain-Shore-weedt a

weed of the plantain tribe found beside lakes and ponds.

1597 A. M. tr. Gttitttmtax's Fr. Chirurg, 25/2 They washe
it with *Plantine-water.

Plantain 2
(plae-nt^n, -ten). Now Obs. or rare.

Forms; 6 plantayne, -in, -yne, 7- plantain,

[a. obs. F. plantain (i6the. in Ctodrf.)v /Am&Stt*,
used beside platane^ ad. L. platamts plane-tree,

PLATAX, of which there was also a med. or early
mod.L. by-form plantanus : cf. PLANTAIN 3.] The
Plane (Platanus orientalis}. Also attrib^ as

plantain leaf, tree.

1535 COVER DALE Ecclus. xxiv. 14, I am exalted like as a

plantayne tre ^Vulg. plat,inus\ by the water syde. 1553
BKENDE Q. Curtius Lviij, The nuer was sliadowed ouer

wyth Plantyne and Pople trees \platani quoque et pofntli}.

i6o8ToPSELt,AVr/^///^(i658)7ii To Plantain-leaves [platan t

ramis] the Sparrow did her young commit. 1791 GILPIN
Forest Sienery I. 291 In Turkey it is common to see inferior

buildings raised around the bole of a large plantain. 1843
BORROW Bible in Spain, xliv, In the streets of Aranjuez, and
beneath the mighty cedars and gigantic elms and plantains
which compose its noble woods.

Plantain :i

(plae'nU'n, -U'-n). Forms : 6 platan,
6-S plantane, 7-8 -an, -aine, -ine, 7- plantain,

(7-8 plaintain). [In i6th c. platan, ptantan(e,
ad. Sp. pldtano, pldntano, in same sense, identical

in form with platano, pldntano plane-tree : see

PLANTAIN 2, PLATAN, PLANE i<M

952

There is no similarity of aspect or nature between theplane-
tree and the plantain (a fact noted already by D'Acosta in

1590), so that no reason appears for a transfer of the name
from the former to the latter. It has therefore been

suggested that in this sense pldtatto was a corruption of

some native name. And, in fact, the plantain or banana

appears in Ant. Biet's Galibi Dictionary of 1664, and again
in that of 1763, as palatana^ in Raymond Breton's Carib

Diet, of 1665 as
'

Balatana, grosses bananes ', and in the

Arawak lang. as prdtanc. But there appears to be no

material for determining whether these are native words, or

merely corruptions of the Spanish. The Tupi name of the

fruit is pucova. ]

1. A tree-like tropical herbaceous plant (Musa

paradisiaca} closely allied to the hanana (M. sapi-

entunf), having immense undivided oblong leaves,

and bearing its fruit, for which it is extensively

cultivated, in long densely-clustered spikes.
Musa. paradisiaca and M. sapientnm _(the Banana\ if

really distinct species, are very closely allied, and some of

their numerous varieties are scarcely distinguishable. The
names plantain and banana are also imperfectly differen-

tiated. In the West Indies, Western Africa, etc., banana is

applied to the forms with a purple-shotted stem, and a

smaller and more delicate fruit, which is eaten raw;
while the name plantain is given to those with larger and

coarser fruit, which is cooked as a vegetable; but in India

this usage is reversed, plantain being the general name :

see Yule H'

obson-Jobson. In French, banane is the general
name for both ; so bananier a banana- or plantain-tree.

[iSSS EDKN Decades \\. 197 (tr. of Italian version, 1534, of

Oviedo's Spanish, 1526) There are also certeine plantes
which the christians caul Platani. 1589 PARKE tr. Men-
doza's Hist. China (Hakl, Soc.) II. 330 Orange trees, siders,

Hmas, plantanos, and palmas. 1640 PARKINSON Thcat.Bot.

xvi. Ixix. 1 497 They of Brassilecall the tree Paquouereand the

fruit Pacova, Oviedus and Acosta call it Platanus, for what
cause is not knowne. 1760-72 tr. Jitan $ Ultoa's Voy.

(ed. 3) I. 74 The most common of all are, the platanos...
These are of three kinds. The first is the banana, ..the

second, .are the dominicos. ..The third are the quincos.]

1604 E. G[RIMSTONE) D'Acosta's Hist. Indies iv. (Hakl.

Soc.) I. 241 The first that shall be needefulle to treate of

is the Plantain, or Plantano, as the vulgar call it, . .The
reason why the Spaniards call it platano (for the Indians

had no such name) was, as in other trees, for that they have
found some resemblance of the one with the other, even as

they called some fruites prunes, pines, and cucumbers, being
far different from those which are called by those names in

Castllle. 1615 G. SANDYS Trar. 121 Plantains, that haue a

in the body and leaves, but only this, that the leaves are

somewhat lesse, and the bodie has here and there some
blackish spots.. -This fruit is of a sweeter taste then the

Plantine.. we find them as good to stew, or preserve as the

Plantine. ..This tree wants a little of the beauty of the

Plantine. 1697 DAMPIKH Voy. (1699) 316. 1698 FRYER Ace.

K. Iiuiia ff P. 19 Lower than these, but with a Leaf far

broader, stands the Curious Plantan. 1777 G. FORSTEK l^oy.

rcnnd H'vrhi L 2^4 They handed up to us a green stem of

a plantane. 1852 Tn. Ross H-uinMdfs Trav. I. vi. 205 An
acre planted with plantains produces nearly twenty times

as much food as the same space sown with corn. 1882

Garden 22 July 65/2 A large specimen of this fine Plantain

is now flowering in the Victoria house at Kew.

2. The fruit of this plant, a long, somewhat pod-

shaped or cucumber-like, fleshy fruit (botanically
a berry) ;

it forms a staple food of a considerable

part of the human race within the tropics.

"555 EUEN Decades 197 This cluster owght to bee taken

from the plant, when any one of the Platans begynne to

appere yelowe. 1618 World Encamp, by Sir F. />rt/r(Hakl.

Soc.) 142 Fruit which they call f'ign.., but it is no other

than that which the Spaniards and Portingalls have named
Plantanes. 1634 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. 183 Hananas or

Plantanes. 1697 DAMPIER l
r
oy. (1729) I. 311 The Plantain I

take to be the King of all Fruit. 1698 FRYER Ace. K. India.

<$ P. 40 Bonanoes, which are a sort of Plantain, though less,

yet much more grateful. 1740 JOHNSON Life DrtikeVJks. IV.

418 Ripe figs, cocoes, and plantains. 1777 G. FORSTF.R

i'oy. round World I. 343 Loads of horse-plantanes, a coarse

sort, which grows almost without cultivation. 1860 E. H.

COWELL in Life ft Lett. (1904) 167, I generally keep to

plaintains, which are like a very poor pear, grafted on a

potato. 1875 J. THOMSON Straits^Malacca 8 Of the pisang
or plantain . . there are over thirty kinds of which the

, .. . ..j j = ,
er pans 01 .Ainca,

the coarser, flat-sided kinds of banana are usually called

plantains, the name banana being reserved for the finer

sorts, such as the little
'
silver banana '.

3. Applied with defining words to other plants

allied to or resembling the plantain ;
as Bastard

Plantain (.see quot. 1866); Wild Plantain, (a)

the Indian Shot or Plantain-shot (Canna indicci);

(b) the Manilla Hemp plant (]\htsa textilis}.

1756 P. HKOWNB Jamaica. 365 Wild Plantane Tree. This

beautiful plant grows wild in most of the cooler mountains

of Jamaica. 1866 Trcas. Bot., Bastard Plantain, Htliconia

Bi/mi. 1885 LADV BRASSEV The Trades 181 Even the

hardy wild-plantain (Canna iuiiica) with its brilliant yellow
stem and scarlet flowers . . was reduced to a bare stem and

branches.

4. atlrib. and Comb., nsplnniain-i/n'nk, -garden,

-leaf, -stalk, -tree ; plantain-cutter, plantain-

eater, a bird of the genus Ahisophaga or of the

family Musophagidte, a TOURAGO
; plantain-

meal, the powdered substance of the dried fruit

of the plantain ; plantain-shot, a name given to

Canna indica, the Indian Shot (see quot. 1 750) ;

plantain-walk, a plantation of plantains.

PLANTATION.

1663 BOYLE Usef. Exp. Nat. Philos. n. it. TOO In the

Barbada
1

.-, they have many Drinks unknown to us; such
as are Perina, the *Plantane-drink [etc.]. 1801 LATHAM
Synofis. Birds Suppl. II. 104 *Plantain-eater.. .Tins beauti-

ful bird is found on the plains near the borders of rivers in

the province of Acra, in Guinea, and is said to live princi-

pally on the fruit ofthe plantain. 1866 OWEN I'ertebr.Anim.
II. 12 Musophagidac . , Touraco or Plantain-eater. 1697
DAMPIER Voy. (1699) 167 These wild Indians have .. good
*Plaintain-Gardens ; for Plantains are their chiefest food.

1681 R. KNOX Hist. Ceylon 37 He eats on a green *Plantane-

Leaf. 1859 LANG Wand. India 305 Portions., were distri-

buted on plantain leaves to each guest by the Brahmins. 1871
KINGSI.EY At Last xvi, Why should not *Plantain-meal l>e

hereafter largely exported for the use of the English working
classes? 1750 G. HUGHES Barbadoes 168 The flowers are

succeeded by small capsula:, each inclosing a round black

hard seed, as big as swan-shot. From these, and the make
of its leaves, they derive the name of *Plantain-shot. 1613

PuitCHAS/'r^ymr^fV (1614)700The Ganga. .with 'Plantaine

stalkes hltteth euery one. 1640 PARKINSON Theat. Bot.

XYi.lxix. 1495\Musaarbor. The Indian Figeeor *Plantaine

tree. 1769 K. BANCROFT Guiana 29 The Plantin Tree is

natural to America. 1660 HICKERINGII.L Jamaica (1661)25
The *Plantane-Walks are usually made choice of, for such

Nurseries. 1812 S. ROGERS Columbus Poems (1839) 44
Thro' plantain-walks where not a sun-beam plays.

Plantal (plae-ntal), a. Now rare. [f.
PLANT

+ -AL, after animal.'] Pertaining or relating to

a plant ; vegetable ;
used by Henry More and

other Platonists to translate Gr. </>UTIOS, applied
to the lowest and simplest kind of life in living

beings : see quots.
1642 H. MORE Sfnig" ofSoul n. i. n. xv, When to plantall

life quick sen*e is ti'd. Ibid. n. iti. i. ix, Three centres

hath the soul ; One plantall hight. 1656 Enthus. Tri.

3 A man differs in them little from a Plant, which there-

fore you may call the Vegetative or Plantall faculties of the

Soul. 1659 hnmort. Soul in. i. 328 The same .. made
him surmise that the most degenerate Soules did at last

sleep In the bodies of Trees, and grew up meerly into Plantal

life. 1678 CUDWORTH Intell. Syst. Pref. 10 A fourth

athelstick form.. concluded the world not to be an animal,
..but onely one huge plant or vegetable, having an artificial,

plantal, and plastlck nature. 1736 H. BROOKE unfa. Beauty
in. 273 Wide o'er the bank the plantal reptile bends, Adown
its stem the rooty fringe depends. 1789 T. TAYLOR rroelmf
Comm. II. 288 A plantal nature, and a power of acting on

body, which is denominated <f>im*or, when it enters the lunar

globe. 1816 in Pamphleteer VIII. 461 Wholly changed
..into a plantal condition of being. 1889 N. S. SHALER in

C/iautaitguan Oct. 19 Some forms _range through a great

variety of physical and plantal conditions.

Plant-a'nimal. Now rare. [a. early mod.L.

plantanimal, invented by Bude (Budseus, 1508 in

Annot. in Pandectas] to render Gr. UU$I/TW. Cf.

G. pjlanzenthier.~\
1. A zoophyte or 'animal plant'.
1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. 134 Though plant animalls

doe multiply, they doe it not by copulation, but in a way
analogous unto plants. 1651 J. F[HEAKE] Agrippa^s Occ.

Philos. 188 In Elements there are five kinds of mixt bodies,

viz. Stones, Metals, Plants, Plant-Animals, Animals, [a 1677
HALE Prim. Qrig. Man. \. ii. 47 Animals.. that are almost

in the nature of Plants, called Zoophyta or Plant animalia.\
1707 Curios, in Husb. $ Card. 87 A Zoophyte, that is, a
Plant-Animal. 1853 Zoologist II. 4054 The plant-animals
of the sea are revealed to us in all their loveliness. 1879
tr. HaeckefsF.vol.Man I.viii. 196 Plant animals (Zoophyta).

f2. A plant-like animal growth. Obs.

1663 P.OYI.E Use/. E.vp. Kat. Philos. n. App. 3

.. grow's to a considerable bulk like a Vegetable, and is

(unlike most other Homes of Animals) at certain set Periods

nonce-use.

346 Hartshorn

of time, deciduous, .this Plant-Animal (if I

does [etc.].

may so call it)

..

t 3. fig. A dull, inert, or stupid person. Obs.

1673 S'too him Bayes 40, 1 suppose Trans does not think

himself a plant-animal. 1687 M. CLIFFORD Notes Drydcn
L 4 If thou art not the dullest Plant-Animal that ever the

Karth produced, all [etc.]. 1706 HEARNE Collect. 25 Oct.

(O. H. S.) I. 298 He being but a degree from a Natural, and

upon y' Account.. stiled the Plant Animal.

Plantar (plse-ntaj), a. Anat. [ad. L. planlaris

adj., f. planta sole of the foot.] Pertaining or re-

lating to the sole of the foot.

1706 PHILLIPS, Plantar, belonging to the Sole of the Foot.

1741 -V MONRO Anal. Nerves (ed. 3) 9 The two plantar
Nerves. 1831 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 7) III. 10/2 It is well

known that the horse supports himself on the plantar suiface

of the coffin bone only. 1872 HUMPHRY Myo/ogy 18 The
dorsal and plantar aspects of the limb.

II
Plailta'rium. Obs. rare. Also anglicized

as Pla'ntary. [L. plantarium (Plin.), f. planta
a slip, young plant.] A nur?ety ground ; alsoy?y.

1637 BASTWICK Litany I. 19 Seminaryes and plantaryes of

pride and luxury. 1664 KVELVN Syl-'a (1776) 38 A very
small Plantarium or Nursery, will in a few years, stock a

vast Extent of Ground.

Plantation (plsent?-j3n). [ad. I., plantation-

em planting, transplanting, n. of action f. plantare
to plant; see -ATION. Cf. F. plantation (1486).]

1. The action of planting, the placing of plants

in the soil so that they may grow. Now rare.

cH*f> Mirour Saluacimin 1065 Aarons Jerde fructified

without plantacioune. 1612 CAPT. SMITH Map Virginia 16

In Aprill ihey begin to plant, but their chiefe plantation is

in May. 1667 MILTON P. I.. IX. 419 In Bowre and Held

he sought, where any tuft Of Grove or Garden-Plot more

pleasant lay, Thir tendanc-e or Plantation for delight. 1724

SWIFT Drapier's Lett. Wks. 1755 V. II. 129 The manifest

defects in the acts concerning the plantation of trees. 1816

T. TAYLOR in Pamphletrtr VIII. 469 She instructed the

Eleusinians in the plantation of corn.



PLANTATION.

b. fig. The action of establishing or founding

anything, e. g. a religion ; the implanting (of a.

quality) ; fthe laying out (of wealth).
1605 BACON Adv. Learn, i. vi. 13 Those instruments,

which it pleased God to us* for the plantation of the faith.

1620 E. DLOUNT Horse Subs. 327 The place where holinesse,
and religion, aymed to haue their principall plantation.

1654 tr. Scudcry's Curia Pol. 183 Heaven and Nature
concur in the plantation of that quality [fortitude] in the

hearts of men. 1793 HORSLEY Serin. (1811) 247 The planta-
tion of churches and the propagation of the gospel.

c. The settlement of persons in some locality ;

esp. the planting of a colony ; colonization.

1586 J. HOOKER Hist. Irel. Ep. Ded., Not for anie religion
or plantation of a Commonwealth. 1610 T. BLKNER-
HASSET (title) A Direction for the Plantation in Ulster.

1610 (title) A true and sincere Declaration of the Purpose
and Ends of the Plantation begun in Virginia. 1625 N.
CARPENTER Geog. Del. 11. xiii. (1635) 213 The first planta-
tion of Inhabitants immediately after the Deluge, a 1645
HABINGTON Surv. Wore, in Wore* Hist.Soc. Proc. n. 317
Before theyre plantation in Worcestershire they weare of

Rageley. 1672 PETTY Pol. Anat. vii, The old protestants
of Queen Elizabeth and King James's plantation, .did not
much love the new English, who came over since 1641.

1788 PRIESTLEY Lect. Hist. in. xvi. 143 Before the discovery
of America and the plantation of our colonies, the interest

of money was generally twelve
per

cent, all over Europe.
1870 Athenxnm 23 July 110/2 Plantation meant the
establishment of Englishmen as landowners in Ireland, the
extermination of native proprietors, and the reduction of
the inhabitants at large to slavery.

2. An assemblage of growing plants of any kind
which have been planted.
1569 Reg. Privy Council Scot. II. 32 Destroy and put

away . . all biggingis, munitioms, plantationis and commo-
diteis within and about the same. 1649 BLITHE Eng: Improi.
Impr. (1653) 157 So thou must go on throughout thy whole
Plantation. 1658 SIR T. BROWNE Card. Cyrus i, Which
was no ordinary plantation, if. . it contained all kindes of
Plants. 1741 Compl. Faun.-Piece n. iii. 404 Make Planta-
tions of the Suckers or Cuttings of Goosberries, Currants,
and Rasberries. 1766 Compl. Farmer s. v. Onion, About
October all their leaves die away, which has occasioned
some to think all the plantation [i.e. onion-bed] lost. 1846
J. BAXTER Libr. Pract. Agric. (ed. 4) I. 71 Culture, &c. of
the Common Artichoke. . . I also prefer one single row to
a regular plantation

or bed, on account of the better admis-
sion of Hgnt and air.

b. Now, esp., a wood of planted trees.

1669 STURMY Mariner's Mag. v. iv. 15 You will have
the true Plott of your Ground, or Park, or Wood-land,
or Plantation. 1739 GRAY Let. Poems (1775) 71 On either
hand vast plantations of trees, chiefly mulberries and
olives. 1806 Gazetteer ScotL (ed. 2) s. v. Lhanbryd, A plain
..covered with corn, grass, or plantations. 1846 M rCuLLocn
Ace. Brit. Empire (.i&sti 1. 546 During the last halfcentury,
many very large additions have been made to the planta-
tions of Scotland. . .The total woodland must, at this moment
. .considerably exceed 1,000,000 acres.

f3. fig. That which has been planted, founded,
or settled, as an institution, a mission station. Ohs.

1570 FOXE A. $ M. (ed. 2) 1053/1, I take it [auricular

confession] for a plantation, not planted by God in his

worde. 1653 E. CHISENHALE Cath. Hist. 83 The Apostles
amongst themselves were equall, and their severall planta-
tions coordinate and equal. 1704 NELSON Fest. fy Fasts
vii. (1^39) 90 Both [were] sent down by the Apostles to

Samaria, to settle the Plantations Philip had made.

b. An oyster-bed : see PLANT v. \ b.

1891 W. K. BROOKS Oyster 127 Before the bottom was
laid out in private plantations, there were very few persons
living there.

4. A settlement in a new or conquered country ;

a colony. Also transf. Obs. exc. Hist. (Cf. i c.)

Chiefly those formed in the New World, and on the forfeited

lands in Ireland ; also, the ancient colonies of Greece, etc.

1614 SYLVESTER Bethulia^s Rescue i. 385 (Bees) Else-where
to plant their goodly Colonies ; Which keep, still constant,
in their new Plantation. 1622 CAPT. SMITH (title) New
Englands Trials. ..With the present estate of that happie
Plantation, begun by but 60 weake men in the yeare 1620.

1635 PAGITT Christianogr. i. ii. (1656) 86 In America, there
be diverse Plantations of the English, Dutch, and French.
a 1656 USSHER Ann. vi, (1658) 169 Heraclea, a plantation
of the city of Megara. (71687 PETTY Pol. Arith. Pref.,
Ireland and the Plantations in America .. are a Burthen
to England. 1769 Junius^ Lett. \. (1820) 6 A new office

is established for the business of the plantations. 1800

COLQUHOUN Comm. Thames xi. 328 All goods of the pro-
duce of Ireland, and the British Plantations. 1865 M ERIVALE
Rom. Emp. VIII. Ixiii. 42 Roman plantations, and possibly
military stations also reached even to the Dniester.

fb. A company of settlers or colonists. Obs.

1647 STAPYLTON Juvenal 231 Ascanius .. carrying forth

a plantation of men, ..found a white sow with 30. pigges
sucking her. 1651 HOBBES Leviatk. n. xxiv. (i 839) 239 Those
we call plantations, or colonies, .are numbers of men sent out
from the commonwealth, under a conductor, or governor, to

inhabit a foreign country, either formerly void of inhabi-

tants, or made void then by war. 11715 BURNET Own
Time (1823) II. 321 (an. 1682) This revived among them [the

gentry] a design, .of carrying over a plantation to Carolina.

"o. To send (prisoners, etc.) to the plantations,
i.e. to penal service or indentured labour in the

colonies,
* a method of treating criminals of all

kinds much in favour during the i?th century
1

(C. H. Firth in Eng. Hist. Rev., 1889, 335).
As the labour was chiefly on the plantations in sense 5, the

phrase tended to be associated with that sense.

1650 Acts Parl. Scot. (Reed, ed.) VI. n. 745 b. To deliver
unto M r Samuel Clarke, to transport to Virginia, 900
prisoners of the Scots [taken at Dunbar] . . according to such
desires as shall bee made by anie who will carrie them to

plantations not in enmity to this Commonwealth. 1655
VOL. VII.

953

Mercwrius Politicks 24-3 1 May, Divers persons . . who were
in the late rebellious insurrection, were to be sent away to
the foreign plantations. 1664 in Burnet Own Time n.

(1724) I. 209 If his Majesty had any such intention, he
would rather choose to be sent to a plantation. 1760 BURKE
Corr. (1844) I, 73 Will the law suffer a felon sent to the

plantations, to bind himself for life ? 1849 MACAULAY Hist,

Eng. v. I. 660 Some of them had been hanged : . .and the
rest should be sent to the plantations.

5. An estate or farm, esp. in a tropical or sub-

tropical country, on which cotton, tobacco, sugar-
cane, coffee, or other crops are cultivated, formerly

chiefly by servile labour : see PLANTER 4.

1706 PHII.LIFS, Plantation^ a Spot of Ground in America
for the planting of Tobacco, Sugar-canes, &c. 1719 DE FOE
Crusoe (1840) I. xi. 180, I had ..two plantations in the
island. 1818 CRUISE Digest^ (ed. 2) VI. 85 A person ..

devised to trustees.. a plantation in the island of Grenada,
upon trust. 1837 HT. MARTINEAU Soc. Amer. II. 143 They
were seized upon by two slaves of the neighbouring planta-
tion. 1898 BESANT Orange Girl n. xxv, In Virginia every
estate is a plantation., with its servants and slaves.

*t* 6. That on which any structure is planted ;

a base, a foundation, a platform. Obs. rare.
a 1680 BUTLER Rein. (1750) I. 352 You had better under-

take to find out a Plantation for Archimedes his Engines
j

to move the Earth. 1688 CAPT. J. S. Fortification 69
,

Platforms, .are the Plantations where the Guns are laid.

7. attrib. and Comb., as (in senses i, ^plantation'
hoe, -making ; plantation-like adj. ; (sense 4)

plantation-aloe^ ^ -cause
> ^ clerk, ^-land, -sugar \

plantation-built adj. ; (sense 5) plantation-coolie ,

-dance, -house
^ -mansion^ -negro, -slave, sty!,- ;

t plantation-acre, an acre in plantation-measure;
= the Irish acre

; -j- plantation-measure, the

variety of land-measure formerly used in the plan-
tations of Ireland, in which the acre contained

7840 sq. yards ; plantation-mill, a mill suitable

for use on a plantation, for crushing oats, etc. ;

f Plantation Office, early name of the Colonial
Office

; plantation song, a song of the kind sung
by negroes on the American plantations.
1771-2 Irish Act n <$ 12 Geo. ///, c. 21 5 Any bog of

less dimensions than ten ^plantation acres. 1766 Compl.
Farmers, v. Purging^ The Succotrine aloes should always
he preferred to the Barbadoes, or ^plantation aloes. 1709
Lond. Gaz. No. 4541/3 The Ship Rolland ..^Plantation-
built, c 1744 in Hanway Trav. (1753) II. i. xii. 68 Any
other British or plantation-built ship, a 1715 BURNET
Oivn Time in. (1724) I. 298 There was . . a *Plantation-
cause at the Council board. 1684 E. CHAMBRRLAYNE
Prt's. St. England ir, (ed. 15) 241 Ricard Savage, *Planta-
tion Clerk, a 1860 ALB. SMITH Lond. Med. Stud. (1861) 10
He was about to practise his *plantation-dance up-stairs,
and .. the ceiling might come down. 1766 Compl. Fanner
s.v. Lucern, Before that time the fiat "plantation-hoe may
be

used._ 1721 DE FOE Col. Jack (1840) 283, I came to the
*
plantation-house. 1639 Irish Act 15 Chas. /, sess. n. c. 6
2 Towns, villages, hamlets, lands,, .usually called *planta-

tion lands, in or neere the territories of Cloncolman. 1897
MARY KINGSLEY W. Africa 642 He did his utmost to try
and get the natives to embark on *plantation-making, iibly
seconded by Mr. Billington, the botanist. 1642 Act 18
Chas. /, c. 36 (Ireland) *Plantation measure,. . every Acre
thereof shalfconsist of eightscore Pearches or Poles, .of one
and twenty foot. 1771-2 Irish Act n

<$-
12 Geo. Ill, c. 21

2 No greater quantity of such bog shall be so set to any
one person than fifty acres, plantation measure. 1866 A,
FLINT/V. Med, (1880) 511 Among the "plantation negroes
of the Southern States. 1753 De Foe's TourGt. Brit. (ed. 5)
II. 104 Where formerly was kept the Office of the Secretary
of State for Scotland, now abolished, is the "Plantation-
office. 1871 DE VERE Americanisms 116 The Negro-
minstrel is the artist who blackens his face, adopts the
black man's manner and instrument, and recites his field

and *plantation songs. 1896 HUNGERFORD Lonely Girl xiii.

127 Singing plantation songs to the.. banjo.
Hence Flanta-tioner, one who took part in the

plantation of Ulster ; f Planta'tionite, a colonist.

1756 Monitor No. 71 II. 184 Hear ye men of Britannia!

give ear ye . . Plantationites 1 and such as dwell on the con-
tinent of America. 1888 J. HARRISON Scot in Ulster iv. 56
The '

plantationers
'

came accompanied by clergymen.

t Planta'tor. Obs. rare. [a. late L. plantator

(Augustine) a planter, transplanter, f. plantare to

plant ; see -ATOR.]
1. One who transplants something, e. g. a custom.

163* LITHGOW Trav. x. 438 Can you draw from them [i.e.

the French] .. a greater draught, then they draw from the

Italian, for first they be Imitators; next, Mutators; thirdly,

Temptatorsj and lastly, your Plantators, in all the varieties

of vanity.
2. A settler, colonist, 'planter*.
163* LITHGOW Trav. x. 411 A great discouragment for our

collonizd plantators there. 1654 H. L'ESTRANGE Chas. I
(1655) 123 This year the protestants and English plantators
in Ireland, began to grow into some discontent.

Plant-bug, [f. PLANT sbl + BUG sb?\ Any
one of various hemipterous insects (esp. of the

family Capszdx) that infest, and feed upon the

juices of, plants. Cf. PLANT-LOUSE.
1864 Reader No. 97. 572/1 Aphides, or plant -bugs.

Planted (planned),///, a. [f. PLANT z/. + -ED 1
.]

1. Set in the ground, as a plant ;
fixed in the

ground, set up, established, etc. : see PLANT v.

'us, planted or graf
I, plantatus. 111625

14. . Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 590/4 Insitns, planted or graffed.
1440 Fromp. Parv. 403/1 Plantyd, plantatus. (11625

JAS. I Ps. i. 3 Hee shall be like a planted tree. 1685 BAXTER
Parapkr. N. T. Acts xv. 36 Converted Souls and Planted
Churches, must be further visited. 1804 J. GRAHAMS Sabbath
(1839) 2 3/2 The planted standard falls Upon the heaving

PLANTER.
T ground. 1864 WEBSTER, Planted (Joinery), fixed in place,

as a projecting member or molding, after having been first

|

wrought on a separate piece of stuff.

2. Furnished with plants, trtes, etc.

14 . . I'oc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 598/32 Qbsitus, . . by-set a bowte,
I or plantyd a bowte. 1719 UE FOK Crusoe (1840) I. vii. nS
!

It looked like a planted garden. 1849 MACAULAY Hist.

Eng. ii. I. 219 In the newly planted alleys of Versailles.

tb. Sc. Of a church or congregation : Supplied

]

with a minister, settled. Obs.

1699 T. BOSTON Art ofAfan- 1*'isking (-iqcxi) 75 When thou
gocst to preach in planted Congregations.
tPlantein. Obs. rare 1

. In 4 plauntein.

j
[?a. Qft.plantin or 1planton young plant, deriv.

! vipfante PLANT.] A young plant.
1400 Lanfrancs Cirurg. 232 Take a litll plauntein of a

note \paritant glantam nucis] Si. take it vp of be ground
wi|? .ille hise rotis.

Planteous, variant of PLAINTEOUS Obs.

Planter (plcrnUi). [f. PLANT v. + -ER*.]
I. Of persons.

1. One who sets plants in the ground to grow, or

who sows seed; hence, a cultivator of the soil,

i
a farmer, an agriculturist.
1382 WYCLIF Jer. xxxi. 5 Plaunte shut plaunteres \l~nlg.

plantabunt plantantes]. c 1475 Pict. I'oc. in Wr.-Wiilcker

809/32 Hie plantator^ a planter. 1575 FENTON Gold. h'.p.

\ (1577) 99 Fruites returne seedes to their planter. 1667

j

Mi I.TON /'. /,. iv. 691 Chos'n by the sovran Planter, when
j

he frnmM All things to mans delightful use. 1726 \V.

;

HAMIJ.KW To C'/css of Eglintoun w. Gentle Shcph., Or
with th' iiulustn.m-, planter dost thou talk, Conversing freely

I

in an cv'nins u;ilk ? 1846 J. BAXTKR Libr. Pract. Agric.
i (ed. 4) I. 393 Planter of hups not obliged to give more than

twenty-four hours' notice of liis intention to weigh. 1856
RMKRSON Eng. Traits, Aristocr. Wks. (Bohn) II. 78 The
virtues of pirates cave way to those of planters, merchants,
senators, and scholars.

2. jig. One who plants a church, religion, insti-

tution, or the like, which takes root and grows.
1632 SANDERSON Scrm. I. 287 St. Peter, and St. Paul, the

two chiefest planters of the churches. 1710 PRIDEAUX Orig.
Tithes ii. 36 The Ministers of the Gospel who were to be
sent out to be the first Planters of it. 1870 E. ARBER
Aschauts Scholem. Introd. g 5 These Planters of the ancient
Literature in England hoped well of their Mother Tongue.
3. One of the persons who 'plant' or found a

colony; an early settler, a pioneer ;
a colonist ;

in

Ireland, one of the English or Scotch settlers

planted on forfeited lands in the iyth c. Hist.
1620 E. BLOUNT Hone Sul>s. 533 They seuerally giue dif-

ferent orders, and customer, according to the intent and

purpose of the first Pkinlers. 1630 A'. Johnson's Kingd. $
Coiinint'. 641 A new Colony and plantation.. .The Planters
sustaine themselves by what God and Nature affords them
for their labour upon the place. 1657 CROMWELL Sp. 21 Apr.,
We have settled almost all the affairs in Ireland ; the rights
and interests of the soldiers there, and of the planters and
adventurers, a 1677 HALE Print. Orig. Alan. 197 Where
the Accessions [to a Colony] are but thin and sparing, and
scattered among the Natives of the Country where they
come., it falls out that the very first Planters do soon de-

generate in their Habits, Customs and Religion. 1699
BENTLKY Phal. 334 The Planters were the Phocaeans, who
were driven out of Asia by Harpagus. 1807 G. CHALMERS
Caledonia I. n. vi. 306 The law of Gavil-kind, which the

original planters had carried with them from Britain. 1868
E. EDWARDS Ralegh I. xxi. 479 The written records of . .

Ralegh's persistent labours as a planter are numerous.
b. In Ireland, in ipth c., A person settled in

I the holding of an evicted tenant.

1890 Daily News 18 June 3/5 Mr. McCarthy gave .. the
reason for this refusal to sanction sales under the Ashbourne
Act to the planter or emergency tenants who replaced the
old tenants. 1892 Pall MallG. 22 Sept. 4/3

(
If the Govern-

ment don't put 'em (the planters) out, we will ', said one of
the men to me. 1894 Daily News 20 Apr. 4/7 What does
Mr. Morley propose to do with the man who is settled on
the farm the 'planter', as he is called, a name of historical

memory in Ireland?

4. The proprietor or occupier of a plantation
or cultivated estate, orig, in the W. Indies and
the southern colonies of N. America ;

now used

generally of such persons in tropical and sub-

tropical countries. Often in comb., as coffee-,

cotton-^ indigo-, sngar-^ tobacco-planter.
1647 WARD Simp. Cooler (i^) 4 The Sub-planters of a

West-Indian Island. 1660 HICKERISGILL Jamaica (1661)

19 Another singular benefit to the Planter, is the large num-
bers of wild Horses. 1706 PHILLIPS, Planter, . . also a

Master, or Owner of a Plantation in the West-Indies.
17^25

DE FOE Voy. round World (1840) 220 One of the Spanish
Prisoners was a planter, as it is called in the West Indies,
or a farmer, as we should call it in England. 1858 J. E.
NORTON Topics 269 A planter of the Sheverpy Hills wrote
to me that he had detected some women stealing his coffee.

1879 CasselCs Techn. Educ. IV. 209/2 Before leaving the

hands of the planter, the cotton is subjected to a rough
cleaning process.
5. One who forms, owns, or maintains oyster-beds.
1892 Law Times XCII. 177/2 Mr. Williamson, a very

large oyster planter and dealer in oysters.

6. Austral, slang. One who steals and hides

cattle : see PLANT v. 8.

1890
( R. UOLDREWOOD Col. Reformer xxv. III. 54 What's

a little money, .if. .your children grow up dufFersUr. cattle-

duffers] and planters?
7- Newfoundland. The owner of fishing or ship-

ping
*

plant
'

: see quots.
1860 UARTLETT Diet. Amer.^ (ed. 3), /Y<7/*r,. .in New-

foundland, a person engaged in the fishery. 1883 SIR A.

SHEA Neu>fonndiand Fisheries 10 (Fish. Exhib. Publ.) The



PLANTERDOM.

sailing vessels were in a large degree the property of resi- I

dent '

planters ', whose earnings helped to swell the common
wealth. 1895 R. G. TABER in Outing (U. S.) XXVII. 19/2

Over one-half of these Labrador-going fishermen are what

are termed
'

planters, sharesmen and crews '. . .A '

planter
'

may either be the owner of a '

plant ', speculating on his
|

own account, or an agent in charge of a merchant's plant.

II. Of things or beasts.

8. An implement or machine for planting or
|

sowing seeds: often in comb., as corn planter,

cotton-seedplanter, potato planter.
1856 Engineer I. 14/1 The accompanying engravings repre-

sent . . improvements in hand corn planters. 1874 KNIGHT
Diet. Mech. 25/1 Seed-planter. .Sugar-cane planter.

9. U.S. A snag formed by a tree-trunk embedded

in a more or less erect position in a river.

1802 A. ELLICOTT Journal (1803) 123 From the mouth
of the Ohio . . it is not safe to descend the river in the [

night, unless the boat be uncommonly strong, on account
of the sawyers and planters. 1812 BRACKENRIDGE Views
Louisiana (1814) 43 In time, the trees thus fallen in, become

sawyers and planters ; the first . . named from the motion

made by the top when acted upon by the current, the others

are the trunks of trees of sufficient size to resist it. 1860

BARTLETT Diet. Ainer. (ed. 3), Planter,, .the most danger-
ous among the '

snag and sawyer
'

family, to which vessels

navigating the Western rivers are exposed. 1884 T. W.
HIGGINSON in Harper's Mag. June 125/r Their talk was of

the dangers of the river ; of planters and sawyers '.

10. Pugilistic slang. A blow planted, a well-

directed blow : cf. PLANT v. 7.

1821 Sporting Mag. VIII. 234 Smith put in a dreadful

planter on Powell's throat.

11. colloq. A horse that has the habit of refusing
to move.
i864'i'REVELVAN Compet. Wa.llah(\Z&6) 140 Mofussil horses

. .are incorrigible planters, considering it essential to their

dignity to stand perfectly still for ten minutes after they
have been put between the shafts.

Hence Pla'nterdom, the class or social order of

planters or owners of plantations in America, the

West Indies, etc. ; Pla-nterly a., befitting a planter

(in sense 4) ; Pla'ntersliip, the office or condition

of a planter.
a 1603 T. CARTWRIGHT Confnt. Rhem. N. T. (ifirS) 379

That God should bestow the grace of Apostleship and

Plantership upon him rather then upon Apollo. 1797

Emycl. Brit. (ed. 3) XV. 793/1 He [James Ramsay] stood,
in opinion, a rebel against the interest and majesty of

plantership. 1827 LD. BROUGHAM in Life fy Lett. 2T. Macaulay
(1900) 445 That heathenly and planterly and almost slave-

trading speech. 1838 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 7) XVII. 778/2 In

the West Indies, plantership denotes the management of

a sugar plantation. 1861 RUSSELL Diary North fy S. (1863)
I. 186 Meeting only two or three vehicles containing female

planterdom on little excursions of pleasure or business.

[Pla'nticle, error for PLANTULE, q.v.]

Plantie-cmive. Also planta-, planti-,

planty-, -crew, -eru. dial. (Shell. & Orkn.) [f. Sc.

plantie, dim. of PLANT s&. 1 + CBUIVE.] A kitchen-

garden enclosure.

1814 J. SHIRREFF Agric. Surv. Orkn. 80 note, The plants
are raised from seed sown in little enclosures of turf,, .called,

in Orkney, planta crews. 1814 SCOTT Diary 4 Aug. in Lock,

hart, Some dozen of these little enclosures about twenty or

thirty feet square are in sight at once. They are called

planty-cruives. 1822 Pirate xxx. 1876 [see CRUIVE 3].

1898 CLARK A'. Gleams 166 (E. D. D.) Robbing a bee's nest

in the wall of his planti-crii.

tPlanti'genous, a. Obs. rare. [f. L. type *plan-

tigen-us (f. planta plant + -gen-us born : cf. terri-

genus) + -ous.] Generated or sprung from plants.

1671 Phil. Trans. VI. 3004 That the divers races of

Ichneumons are generated by their respective Animal-

parents, and particularly that those, which the divers Ex-
crescencies of Vegetables produce, are not plantigenous.

Plantigrade (plte'ntigriM), a. (s6.) Zool. [a.

F. plantigrade (Geoffroy and Cuvier 1795), in

mod.L. planligradits walking on the sole of the

foot, f. L. planta sole + -gradus going, walking.]

Walking upon the soles of the feet (opp. to

DKUTIGRADE) ;
also said of the feet, or of the

walk, of an animal. (In this general sense, man
is a plantigrade animal.) Commonly restricted

to the former tribe Plantigrada of carnivorous

mammals, comprising several quadrupeds now dis-

tributed in various families, as the bear, wolverene,

badger, racoon, etc.

1831 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 7) III. 10/2 The animals dis-

tinguished by the name of Plantigrade are believed to sup.
port themselves on the entire foot. 1836-9 Todd's Cycl.
Anat. II. 978/2 The hinder feet in the whole of this order
are plantigrade. 1875 SIR W. TURNER in Encycl. Brit. I.

830/1 The human foot, therefore, is a pentadactylous, planti-

grade foot. 1877 COUES Fur Anim. vii. 188 They are
terrestrial animals,.. the walk is plantigrade.

b. In reference to human beings: Placing the

whole sole of the foot upon the ground at once in

walking; flat-footed.

1837 C. LE GRICE in Lamb's Wks. (1876) I. 7 His [Lamb's]
step was plantigrade, which made his walk slow and pecu-
liar. 1861 RTOSELL Diary North % S. (1863) I. 384 He [the

negro] is plantigrade and curved as to the tibia.

c. transf. Of or belonging to a plantigrade

animal, as a bear.

1853 KANE Grinncll Exp_. xl. (1856) 362 A hirsute, bearded

fellow, with the true plantigrade countenance. 1860 O. W.
HOLMES Elsie I

7
, iv, The black bear alone could have set

that plantigrade seal.

954

B. sb. A plantigrade animal; esp. one of the

former order Plantigrada : see above.

1835 KIRBY Hob. ff Inst. Anim. II. xvii. 212 The Planti-

grades are so called because they walk, like man, upon the

whole foot. 1859 DARWIN Orig. Sfec. \. (1872) 7 With the

exception of the plantigrades or bear family.

Planting, vbl. sf>. [f.
PLANT v. + -ING 1.]

1. The action of the vb. PLANT, in various senses.

c 1000 ^El/He's Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 149 Propaginatio,

wintwija plantung. 1426 LYDG. De Guil. Pilgr. 21791 But
thow shalt ageyn retourne Toward the heggh off hyr

plauntyng. 1585 T. WASHINGTON tr. Nicholas's Voy. \.

xvii. 20 [They did] aduaunce their trenches and approaches
for planting of their ordinance. 1625 BACON Ess., Planta-

tions (Arb.) 530 Planting of Countries, is like Planting of

Woods ; For you must make account to leese almost Twenty
yeeres Profit, and expect your Recompence, in the end.

1649 Proc. Commiss. Gen. Assembly (\%gb) 285 Recommende
to the Presbyterie the planting of that Kirk with diligence.

1702 C. MATHER (title) Magnalia Christi Americana : or,

the Ecclesiastical History of New-england, from Its First

Planting in the Year 1620. unto the Year.. 1698. 1818 in

Willis & Clark Cambridge (1886) I. 573 The planting of

Clare Hall walk.. with Ivy.

fb. Position, situation. 06s.

1585 T. WASHINGTON tr. Nichotay's Voy. i. xvii. 20 A hill,

from whence we might easily see . . the planting of their

campe and their approches.
2. Concrete and collective uses.

t a. A slip, cutting, young plant, of a vine, etc.

ciooo Ags. Gosp. Matt. xv. 13 /Elc plantung be min heo.

fenlica faeder ne plantode byb awurt-walod. 1382 WYCLIF
Ps. cxliii. 12 Whos sones; as newe plauntingis in ther gouthe.

Dan. xi. 7 A plauntyng shal stonde of the buriownyng of

hir rootis.

b. A clump or bed of things planted; esp. a

clump or wood of planted trees; a plantation.

Chiefly Sc. and north, dial.

1632 LITHGOW Trav. x. 498 The delectable planure of

Murray . . , inriched with Comes, Plantings, Pastorage. 1719
DE FOE Cnisoed&s'S) 385 If they offered to.. destroy any of

the corn, plantings, buildings. 1720 Land. Gaz. No. 5866/3
A considerable Quantity of well advanc'd Forest Planting.

1725 RAMSAY Gentle Sheph. v. iii, Busy gardeners shall new

planting rear. 1812 SIR J. SINCLAIR Syst. H-iisb. Scot. i. 44

Hedges are often accompanied with hedge-rows, and some-

times by what are called belts of planting. 1854 H. MILLER
Sch. ft Schm. (1858) 205 When the day was fine, I used_ to

spend it by the side of a mossy stream., or in a neighbouring
planting. 1891 T. E. KEBBEL Old $ New Eng. Country
Life 48 In the woods and plantings trees are being felled.

3. atlrib. and Comb., as planting district, pro-

duce, season, work ; planting-ground, (a) a place
where crops are planted; (/>)

'a place where

oysters are sown or planted' (Cent. Diet.');

planting-plough : see quot.

stick, a dibble.
1832 ; planting-

1532 HULOET, Plantynge stycke or debyll, pastinnm. 1707
MORTIMER Hnsb. (1721) II. 269 Being cut off about the

beginning of Planting-season, it will grow. 1719 LONDON &
WISE Coinpl, Card. 2r5 We make with a planting-stick,
holes about four Inches deep. 1769 E. BANCROFT Guiana

369 He recurs to his planting-ground for his future pro-
vision. 1832 Planting 56 \nLibr. Usef. Kntnvl., Husb. Ill,

For the preparation of heath soils, incumbent^on sand or

loose gravel, an improved paring^ plough, which we call

Fyshe Palmer's planting plough, is a valuable implement.

1878 T. INCLIS Sport ff IV. xvii. 222 Let him leave the planting

districts, and go up to the wastes of Oudh.

Flaunting, ///. a.
[i.

PLANT v. + -ING 2
.]

That plants.
1827 STEUART Planter's G. (1828) i A '

Planting Nation ',

or, to speak with more correctness, a ' Nation of Planters '.

b. Owning or cultivating plantations (in the

colonies or semi-tropical countries).

1856 OLMSTED Slave States 272 From the beginning the

planting aristocracy had merely been living on its capital.

1884 Patl Mali G. 27 May 2/2 On behalf of the Queensland
planting community. 1893 Westm. Gaz. 25 Sept. 3/1

Those
who in the seventeenth century brought slavery into the

planting colonies.

C. Cattle-stealing (Austral.} : see PLANT v. S.

1890
' R. BOLDRFAVOOD' Col. Reformer xx. II. 152 That

planting rascal Joe.

f Pla'ntisoun. Obs. rare- 1
, [a. OF. plantei-

sun, -eson (i 2th c.) : L. plantation-em.] A plant.
c 1400 tr. Secreta Secret., Gov. Lordsh. 92 Anober planti.

soun ys sayd for collodioun bat engendrys [hate and con-

tempt].

Flantivorous (plrenti-voras), a. [f. mod.L.

plantivorus plant-eating + -ous.] Devouring plants.

1890 in Cent. Diet, (citing Westwood).

PlantleSS(pla-ntles),0. [f.
PLANTAl + -LESS.]

Destitute, of plants; without vegetation.
a 1846 Edinb. Rev. cited in WORCESTER.

Fla'iitlet. [f. PLANT s6.1 + -LET.] a. An em-

bryo or undeveloped plant, b. A diminutive or

tiny plant.
1816 KEITH Phys. Bot. II. 17 At the end of the ninth day

the plantlet had wholly escaped from its integuments. 1877
FR. HEATH Fern W. 10 This plantlet or embryo consists of

two principal organs united to each other. 1878 Wood-
land Trees 23 Temporary abiding places of the plantlets.

Flantlike (plQ-nt,bik), a. [f. PLANT rf.i +

-LIKE.] Resembling a plant or that of a plant.

1567 MAPLET Gr. Forest 26 So long is he plantlike. 1844
MARG. FULLER Worn. \qth C. (1862) 114 His song tended to

reinstatea plant-like gentleness in the development ofenergy.
1888 ROLLESTON & JACKSON Anim. Life Introd. 20 Nutri-

tion becomes holophytic or completely plantlike.

FLANULOID.

Pla'ntling. [f. PLAKT sb,\ + -LING.] A little

or young plant ;
a plantlet.

1766 Museum Rust. VI. 53 The plantlings, transplanted
to a proper close bed. t86x W. BARNES in Macm. Mag.
June 126/2 A pea is planted, and there spring from it a

rootling and a plantlmg.

Plant-louse (plcrntikms). Any small hemi-

pterous insect that infests plants ; esp. an aphis.
1805 PRISCILLA WAKEFIELD Dom. Recreat. iv, It is called

the aphis, puceron, vine-fretter, or plant-louse. 1813 KIRBY
& SP. EntomoL iii. (1818) I. 67 Hemiptera, consisting of

Bugs, Cicadse, .. Plant-lice. 1822-34 Good's Study Med.
(ed. 4) IV. 2 In the aphis (puceron or green-plant louse)

through all its divisions.

b. Comb, plant-louse-lion [after ANT-LION],
an (

aphis-lion ', which preys on aphides, the larva

of various Hemerobiidx, or lace-winged flies.

1805 PRISCILLA WAKEFIELD Dom. Recreat. iv, An insect

called the plant-louse-lion.

Plantercracy. [irreg. f. PLANT(ER + -OCRACY,
after aristocracy, etc.] A dominant class or caste

consisting of planters (in the W. Indies, etc.).
a 1846 Eclectic Rev. cited in WORCESTER. 1865 Morn.

Star 12 Dec., In the midst of a fierce conflict with the

plantocracy in British Guiana. 1889 J. J. THOMAS Fron-

dacity 254 The irritation and rancour seething in the breast

of the new plantocracy.

tPlantOUn. Obs. rare. Also plaunt-. [a.

Q^.planton a young shoot, deriv. of plante PLANT

sb^\ A plant or ? young plant.
c 1400 tr. Secreta Secret.^ Gov. Lordsh. 92 Of |?e kynde of

plauntouns ys oon J>at engendrys langour, ..whos fioures er

whit, ouerpassant pe leuys. Ibid., AnoJ>er ys of J?e maner
ofplantouns j>at ys helefull.

PI a* litsmall, [f. plants', possessive case of

PLANT sb.* +MAN st>.
1
]

A nurseryman, a florist.

1881 Card. Chron. XVII. 770 A picture the plantsman..is
not likely soon to forget. igaoNatures Apr. 537/2 Long ex-

perience, .often enables the plantsman to make conjectures
which afterwards prove to be correct.

|[
Plantula (plae'nti/Zla).

Entom. [mod.L. dim.

Q{planta sole of the foot.] An accessory lobe or

process occurring between the claws in various

insects. Hence Pla'ntular <2., pertaining to the

plantula.
1826 KIRBY & SP. Entomol. III. 386 Psendonychia.. .Two

stiff claw-like bristles, that terminate the Plantula. 1895
Camb. Nat. Hist. V. 105 Between the claws there is

frequently a lobe or process,, .varied in different Insects,

called empodium,arolium,palmula,plantula,pseudonychium,
or pulvillus.

Plantula-tion. Sot. rare. [a. F. plantitlation

(Richard 1808), n. of action f. assumed L. *plantu-

lare, f. plantula : see next.] The development of

the rudimentary plant fromtheembryo ; germination .

1819 LINDLEY tr. Richard's Obs. Fruits $ Seeds 68 We
call germination that first spontaneous action.. .Perhaps it

might . . be called Plantulation, since the formation and

developement of a little plant is the result. 18^8 MAVNF.

Expos. Lex., PlantulatiO) ..term by L. C. Richard for

the developement of the embryo during germination :

plantulation.

Plantule (plse'ntifd). Bot. ? Obs. [ad. mod.

L. plantula, dim. of planta a shoot, slip.] An

embryonic or rudimentary plant.
[1706 PHILLIPS, Plantula Seininalis, (among Herbalists)

is the little Herb that lies as it were an Embryo in minia-

ture in every Seed.l 1733-40 TULL Horse-hoeing Husb.
Add. 264 'Tis as unreasonable to suppose a Power in an

animal or vegetable Body to produce Animalcles or Plan-

tules from inorganical Matter by Secretions of the Aliment.

1766 Compl. Farmer s. v. Seed, The rest of the seed serves

to feed the young plant, or plantule. 1791 E. DARWIN Sot.

Card. I. Notes 106 After fecundation a body begins to appear
. . which in process of time proves to be two lobes containing
a plantule. 1865 Reader No. 143. 355/2 The production of

amyliferous plantules.

II Planula (plse-ni;Sla). Zool. PI. -K. [mod.

L., a little plane, dim. of planus PLANE a.] The

flat-shaped ciliated free-swimming embryo of cer-

tain Hydrozoa ; hence extended to a similar em-

bryo in Ccelenterates generally.
1870 NICHOLSON Man. Zool. 89 The embryo is a free-

swimming, oblong, ciliated body, termed a planula. 1877
HUXLEY Anat. Inv.Anim. iii. 146 In most Hydrophora the

ciliated, locomotive, planula becomes elongated and fixed

by its aboral pole. 1878 BELL Gegenbaur's Covip. Anat. 98

Developed, just like the Hydroid-Polyps, from a planula,

which is at first free, and which afterwards becomes fixed.

attrib. 1887 SOLLAS in Encycl. Brit. XXII. 425/2 The

history of the second or planula type [of development] has

been thoroughly worked out by Schulzein a little incrusting

Tetractinellid sponge (Plakina monolopha, Schulze).

So Pla'nulan, a planula; Pla-nular a., (a)

of flattened form ; (b~) pertaining to or of the nature

of a planula ;
Pla-nulate a., of a flattened form ;

Pla'iraliform n., of the form of a planula ;

Pla-nnloid a., resembling a planula.
1886 GEDDES in Encycl. Brit. XX. 420/2 The passage

from Protozoa to Metazoa was, according to Biitschh,

effected neither by *planulan nor gastrula but by a disk-like

'placula'. 1858 MAYKE Expos. Lex., Plannlaris, applied

by Lamarck to a section (Plannlares) of soft worms having
flat bodies: *planular. 1893 Syd. Soc. Lex., Plaimlar,

pertaining to a Planula. 1846 DANA Zooph. (1848) 570 The
cells are nearly circular, contiguous, or planulate. 1877

HUXLEY Anat. Inv. Anim. viii.
4^59

In the fresh-water

Polyzoa, the impregnated ovum gives rise to a saccular

planuliform embryo. 1895 Syd. Soc. Le.r^ *Planuloid,
the same as Plattuliforw.
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f Pla'nure. Obs. rare. [a. obs. F'. planure
=

It. piantira plain, f. L. pldn~um level ground : see

-URE.] A flat or level district, a plain. Hence

f Pla'nured a. t situated in a plain.
1633 LITHGOW Trav. \, 40 The Territo[r]y of Venice.. in

the planure is narrow, but stripeth larger among the hills

and lakes. Ibid. vm. 367 The two Hills on both sides the

planur'd Citty . . are ouer-cled with streetes and ouses.

Ibid. x. 498 The delectable planure of Murray.

|| Plannria(planiu9*ria). Path. Also in angli-
cized form planury (plarniuri). [f. Gr. w\avo-s

wandering, straying + -URIA, f. ovpov urine.] Dis-

charge of urine through an abnormal channel, e.g.
a fistula.

1853 DUNCLISON Med. Lex., Planurla^ discharge of urine

through unwonted ways. 1858 MAYNE Expos. Lex,) Planu-

rrV*, . . planu'ry. 1895 Syd. Soc. Lex.^Planuria, the passage
of urine through a fistulous opening. Plan'ttry, the same
as Planttria.

Planxty (plarrjksti). Irish Music. Also 8

plangstee, plansty. [Derivation unknown.

App. not native Irish, see Petrie, Ancient Music

of Ireland (1855) 13-15. (Some suggest its

formation in some way from L. plangere to strike,

beat.)]
' A harp tune of a sportive and animated

character, moving in triplets. It is not intended

for or often adaptable to words, and is slower in

pace than the jig' (Stainer and Barrett).
1790 J. WILLIAMS Shrove Tuesday (1794) 6 I'd make him

chaunt a solemn drimmundub Or jocund plangstee, paean
or quaint air. 1807 Edin. Rev. X. 47 He. .leaves at every
hospitable mansion .. a planxty, celebrating the virtues,
charms, or high descent of the hostess. 1825 T. C. CROKER
Fairy Leg. 288 He could play jig and planxty without end.

1842 S. LOVER Handy Andy xix, Dick Dawson was whist-

ling a planxty and eyeing his man. 1855 G. PETRIE Anc.
Music Irel. 13 Of the Planxty and the Pleraca. .the differ-

ence seems to me to be only in names which are convertible.

,.In a collection of Irish tunes, chiefly of Carolan's compo-
sition, published .. in 1810, the term Planxty [is] given
as the English name, and Pleraca as the Irish one of the
same tune.. .The tunes called Planxties, as well as those
called Pleracas, owe their origin, if not, as I believe, their

names toCarolan [died 1738]. 1904 Daily Chron. 17 Mar.,
All last night they danced in Caxton Hall . . slip jigs,

reels, and planxties, and never a foreign dance among
them I

Plap(plsep),^. [Onomatopoeic: cf. for beginning
plash) for end Jlap, slap. See also PLOP.] intr.

To come down or fall with a flat impact, and
with the sound that this makes. Also as sb. or

adv., in phr. to play plap.
1846 THACKERAY Corn/till to Cairo x, Constantinople

beauties . . waddling and plapping in their odious yellow
papooshes. 1855 Newcomes Ixvi, Hark, there is Barnes
Newcome's eloquence still plapping on like water from
a cistern. 1860 Round. Papers^ Christinas Tree 109 The
white bears winked their pink eyes, as they plapped up and
down by their pool. 1894 CROCKETT Raiders 231 The rain

drops played
'

plap
'

on my naked skin.

II Plaque (plak). \y.plaque: see PLACK.]
1. An ornamental plate or tablet of metal or

porcelain, of quadrangular, round, oval, or other

regular form, either plain or decorated with

figures, intended to be hung up as a wall-decora-

lion, or to be inserted in a piece of furniture, etc.

1875 MASKELL Ivories 41 The plaques have borders with
foliated ornaments; birds and animals, flowers and fruits,

filling the intermediate spaces. 1875 FORTNUM Maiolica
iii. 23 A votive plaque preserved in the museum of the hotel

Cluny, at Paris. 1879 J. J. YOUNG Ceram. Art 38 Picture-

painting on the flat surface of porcelain plaques. 1884 MRS.
C. PRAED Ztro xix, The brazen plaques above the mantel-

piece resembled menacing heads.

b. A small ornamental tablet worn as a badge
of high rank in an honorary order.

1848 THACKERAY Van. Fair xlix, A nobleman tightly
girthed, with a large military chest, on which the plaque of
his order shone magnificently. Ibid. Ixiv, Men withplaques
and cordons. 1860 RUSSELL Diary India II. 239 In front
of his turban there was a plaque of diamonds and emeralds.

2. a. Path. A patch of" eruption or the like.

1876 BARTHOLOW Mat. Mcd. (1879) 311 Before the exuda-
tion has spread and consolidated into membranous plaques.
1899 All&Htt'sSyst.Med.Vlll. 658 The eruption of hydroa
gestationis . . consists of erythematous patches, some of which
are rounded plaques. Ibid. 809 Plaques like those of lichen
ruber planus may be seen.

b. Anat. A small flat discoidal formation, as

a hsematoblast or blood-plate.
1895 Syd, Soc, Lex., Plague, a plate. A French word

adopted of late by medical writers meaning either a small
disc-like object, as a blood-platelet, or a rounded patch.

Plaquet, obs. form of PLACCATE.

|| Plaquette (plake't). [F. dim. otplaque : see

-ETTE.]
1. A small plaque or ornamental tablet.
1888 Academy 8 Dec. 377/1 The work of another North

Italian worker in bronze,. .from an examination of several

plaquettes from his hand. 1894 Times 20 Feb. 3/1 In bronze
there are statuettes, medals, and plaquettes in great num-
bers. 1903 Westm. Gaz. i Dec. 7/2 At the reception . . each
British Si. P. was presented with a beautiful silver plaquette
representing England and France fraternising.
2. Anat. => PLAQUE 2 b.

1883 Smithsonian. Rep. 735 G. Hayem insists that the
elements of the blood, to which he gave the name of hema-
toblasts, are identical with the 'plaquettes ',

or corpuscules,
described by Bizzozero.

Plas, plasoe, plase, obs. forms of PLACE.
Flash (plsej), sb.l Forms: I plaesc, plesc ; 4

plasch, 5 plaisshe, playche, 5-6 plasche, 6

plasshe, 5- plash, (6, 9 dial, plesh, 9 dial.
\

plosh). [OE. pl&sc, ME. plasch, cognate with

I

MDu., Flem./AwcA pool, also MDu., Du., MLG.,
. LG. plas, \j,plasse\ app. of the same origin as

j

PLASH z;.
2

, prob. onomatopoeic : cf. FLASH sbJ-

\

From the LG. came also OF. plasqttier, ptasquis,

plassis a marsh (Froiss.),//#j<:y a damp meadow
(Tournai 1443).] A shallow piece of standing

water, a pool made by inundation or by the rain ;

j

a marshy pool ; a puddle.
963 Grant by K. Eadgar in Birch Cart. Sax. III. 355

In duobus locis quae sic vocitantur Plesc et Eastun. Ibid.

\ 356 ./Erest of plfesc in Jjpne broc. .of msene lege to bain broce,
of bam brocae Jjaet seft in plesc. Y 12x400 Morte Arth. 2799

i Be-twyx a plasche and a flode, appone a flate lawnde.
c 1400 Laud Troy Bk. 6226 Eche stede stod ful, bothe

plasch polk, Of mennes blode that died there, c 1440
Promp. Parv. 403/1 Plasche, or flasche, where reyne watyr
stondythe. 1:1475 Pict. I

7oc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 799/40 1/cc

lacuna,, a playche of water. 1323 LD. BERNERS Froiss. I.

cccxcviii. 691 Before them there was a great plasshe of

standynge water. 1590 SPENSER F. Q. n. viii. 36 The red

blood flowed fresh, That underneath his feet soone made a

purple plesh. 1605 BACON Adi'. Learn, n. xxiii. 41 Two
frogs ..consulted when their plash was drie whither they
should go. 1648-78 HEXHAM Dutch Diet., Plas, Plasch,
Plash of water. 1773 Gentl. Mag. XLIII. 539 When
crossing any plash of water, she lifted him over. 1871
TENNYSON Last Tourn. 420 Many a glancing plash and \

sallowy isle.

Comb, 1621 G. SANDYS Ovid's Met. vi. (1626) 116 With
'

shrubby osiers, and plash-louing reeds.

Flash, sb (adv. or inf.) [Goes with PLASH
j

z>,
a

, being (though known earlier) app. the sb.

naming the act. In sense it is more directly akin
to the vb. than to PLASH sb.*\
The noise made when any body strikes the sur-

face of water so as to break it up, or plunges into

or through it
;
an act accompanied by this noise ;

a plunge, a splash.
1513 DOUGLAS sEncis ix. xiil. 82 Than at the last, al sud-

danly, with a plasch, Harnes and all togiddir. .[he] lap into
the flude. 1582 STANYHUKST sEnet's i. (Arb.) 21 Doune the

pilot tumbleth wyth plash round soommoned headlong.
1808 SCOTT Marm. vi. xxxiv, Tweed's echoes heard the
ceaseless plash, While many a broken band, Disordered,
through her currents dash, To gain the Scottish land. 1840
THIRLWALL Greece VII. liv. 34 The plash of numberless
oars. 1866 GEO. ELIOT F. Holt vij, Mr. Christian here let

a lemon slip from his hand into the punch-bowl with a plash
which sent some of the nectar into the company's faces.

1882 MKS. RIDDELL Pr. IVales" Garden-Party 65 There was
the plash of a water-fowl in the stream. 1893 LELAND Man.
I. 12 The mighty sturgeon, .falling on his side with a plash.

b. The like noise produced when water or

other liquid is dashed against or falls upon a body,
or when masses of water dash against each other

;

an act producing this noise.

1808 SCOTT Marm. n. xviii, The mildew drops fell one by
one With tinkling plash upon the stone. 1814 Ld. of
Isles in. xxviii, The short dark waves, heaved to the land,
With ceaseless plash kissed cliff or sand. 1837 DISRAELI
Venetia i. xii, Tne plash of the troubled and swollen lake.

1851 HELPS Comp. Solit. ix. (1874) 155 The only noise was
a plash of the water against a jetty.

C. A heavy fall of rain. Sc. and north, dial. [Cf.
Du. plasregeti) Ger. platzregen. Da. plaskregn

18*0 Blackw. Mag. May 158/1 The thunder-rain, in

large drops, came plash after plash on the blanket roof.

1887 RUSKIN Praeterita II. 162 Penthouses .. to keep the

plash of heavy rain from the house windows. 1894 Weather
Saw in Heslop Northumb. Gloss., If the oak before the ash,
Then we're sure to have a plash,

d. A splash of colour, or Jig. of light, thrown

upon a surface.

1848 LOWELL Fable for Critics (ed. 2) Introd., The tall

grove of hemlocks, with moss on their stems, like plashes of

sunlight.

t e. transf. (?) A liquid perfume for the face.

1649 LOVELACE Poems 146 No Cabinets with curious

Washes, Bladders and perfumed Plashes.

f. attrib. f plash-breach, the breaking of waves

against the shore.

1581 STANVHURST sEneis in. (Arb.) 83 Theese shears were
sundred by the plash breache, fame so doth vtter. ..Swift

the sea with plasshing rusht in.

B. adverbially or int. With a plash : cf. CRASH.
1842 J.WILSON Chr. North I. 31 Plash, plash, through

the marsh, and then on the dry furze beyond., away fly hare
and hounds towards the mountain. 1866-7 LIVINGSTONE
Last Jrnls. (1873) I. vii. 172 We go plash, plash, plash, in

the lawn-like glade. 1897 Outing (U.S.) XXX. 354/2
Plash, plash, the great drops pelted down furious and fast.

t Flash., sb.* Obs. or dial.
[f.

PLASH v.V\ A
plashed bough or bush ; a plashed thicket.

1638 BRATHWAIT .$"//>. Sfo'cen'e,etc. 427 The fresh fragrant
i

flowers of Divine Poesie . . could not like to be removed nor
i transported to those thorny places and plashes of the Law.

1707 MORTIMER Husb. (1721) I. n Avoid the laying of them
i too high, which draws all the Sap into the Plashes. 1827
Nat. Hist, in Ann. Reg. 522/1 There will be one plash for

j
every interval between the stems of the plants. You must

i ..lay the plashes with their points all one way.

Flash, (plsef), v.1 Forms: 5-6 plashe, 6 I

\ plasche, plasshe, 6, 8 plach, 7 plaish, 6- plash, |

(9 dial, plesh, plush',. See also PLEACH, [a.
OF. plaiss(t]er3 plai(s}ciert p/assier, pless(i}er

(3 sing. pres. plaisse, plaisce) : late L. type *plec-

tidre, f. *plectia twined or plaited hedge (whence
OF. plaisse, plesse hedge), f. L. plec/cre to plait,

interweave, twine. (Med.L. plessa (I2\$ = virgulta
impltxa, Du Cange) and plessare-weto. f. OF. plesse,

plesser.} Cf. the cognate PLEACH, found somewhat
earlier.]
1. trans. To bend down and interweave (stems

half cut through, branches, and twigs) so as to
form them into a hedge or fence; = PLEACH v. i.

1495 [see PLASHING vbl, s&. 1

]. 1523 FITZHERB. Husb. 127
At euery two fote, or .iii. fote, to leaue one set growyng
not plasshed ; and the toppe to be cut of foure fote hygh. .

to stande as a stake, .and to wynd the other that be pleched
about them. 1523 Snrv. xxv. 43 Take a great boughe
of a tree, and plasshe the bowes abrode. 1563 GOLDING
Cxsar (1565) 54 b, Cutting yong trees half a sunder and
bowyng downu theyr toppcs to the grounde, and plasbhyng
the boughes that growe thicke oute of the sydes wyth
bushes and (homes betwene them, they brought to passe
that their hedges were as good a defence to them as a wal.

1595 Brake's l
r

oy. (Hakl. Soc.) 15 Some of our men. .came
to the trees which they [the Spaniards] had plashed to
make theyr paluadoe. 1629 PARKINSON' Patadisns iii. 7
Some againe plant Cornell Trees, and plash them., to

forme them into an hedge. 1712 J. JAMES tr. Lc Blond's
Gardening 59 Arbors made of the Trees plashed one over
the other. 1844 STEPHENS Bk. Farm II. 571 The hedger
plashes down the stems he left standing.

f b. To bend down, break down (trees, bushc?,
or plants) for other purposes. Obs.

1625 LISLE Du Bartas
^
Noe Past. Ded. 5 Plash thistles

and presumptuous thorns That neare the way grow up
among the corns. 1630 LKNNAKD tr. Charrorfs Wisd. n.

vii. (1670) 279 Too much plenty plasheth down the corn \

1684 BUNYAN /Y&r: II. (1847) 233 Christiana's Boys, .being
pleas'd with the Trees, and with the Fruit that did hang
thereon, did Plash them, and began to eat. 1727 HHAni.EV
Fain. Diet. s. v. Hart^ Let him plash down small Twigs,
sonic above and some below.

fc. To interlace (a fruit-tree in trellis-work);
to support or train against a trellis or a wall. Ohs.

[1420: see PI.KACII v. i.] ?t:i6oo Distracted Eitip. in. i.

in IJullcn O. n. III. 210 Our pore retvred famylie must..
not be plashd Or propt agaynst the wails of pallaces. 1613
MAKKHAM J'^tg. Husbandman i. n. xx. (1635) 226 As you
use to plash a Vine against a wall. 1648 HuntingofFox 6
It cannot stand units it be propped up, or plashed against a
Wall. 1676 WOKLIDCE Cyder (1691) 39 It is usual with some
to plash them to poles, to make a pallisade-hedge.

fd. To intertwine, interweave, like plants in

a thicket. Obs.

1653 H. COGAN tr. Pinto's Trav. xxiii. (1663) 84 Stuck

every where with most fragrant Ro^cs and Violets all

plashed so close together that we could not see the Rower*.

1657 AL'STKN J-rnit Trees i. 66 Trees, -kept (by cutting and

plaishing one branch within another) from growing very
large. 1735 SOMERVILLK Chase iv. 63 Thread the Brake
With Thorns sharp-pointed, plash 'd, and Bri'rs inwoven.

2. a. To make, dress, or renew (a hedge) by
cutting the stems partly through, bending them

down, and interlacing stems, branches, and twigs,
so as to form a close low fence, which will in

time grow in height ;
to lay (a hedge) ; PLEACH

v. 2.

1523 FITZHERB. Husb. 127 To plasshe or pleche a hedge.
1577 li. GOOGE Heresbactis Husb. \\. (1586) 50 The common
hedge made of dead wood, well staked and thicke plashed,
or railde. 1616 SUHFL. & MARKH. Country Farjiic 20 If any
of your Hedges were left vnplasht in the Spring, plash them

now, for it is an excellent Season. 1787 \V. MARSHALL
Norfolk I. 101 The practice of plashing, or laying hedges, is

in a great degree, unknown in this district. 1891 T. HARDY
'fess 9/1 The lanes are white, the hedges low and plashed,

fb. To treat (a wood, or place full of trees or

underwood) in the same way, in order to obstruct

a pass or entrance, or defend a fastness
;

to form

hurdles, weirs, etc. by such interweaving.
1586 J. HOOKER Hist. Irel. in Holinshed II. 7/2 They. .

did fell downe trees, plashed the wood, cast great trenches

and ditches round about, and made it so strict, narrow,
crooked, and strong, that there was no passage nor entrie

for the enimie. 1633 T. STAFFORD Pac. Hib. n. xiv. (1810)

376 In a strong Fastnesse of Boggand Wood, which was on

every quarter plashed. 1796 W. MARSHALL W. England I.

81 To plash the sides (or outer brinks of the mounds), and
shovel out the ditches. 1875 in KNIGHT Diet. Meek.

Hence Plashed///, a.

1601 Burjord Reg. (Hist. MSS. Comm.) Varr. Collect. \.

164 Makinge of plaished hedge and other fensed hedge.

1615 W. LAWSON Orck. $ Card. (1623) 20 1'he plash t bough
lying on the ground. 1621 G. SANDYS Ovttfs Met. xii. (1626)

242 Plashed bowres at sundrie tables plac't. 1844 STEPHENS
Bk. Farm II. 571 The plashed stem is cut over, of the

length required for the particular gap. 1858 R. S. SURTEES
Ask Mamma Ixv, A well drained wheat stubble, with a

newly plashed fence.

Flash. (pla?J), z>.
2 [Known from ^1580; but

the accompanying PLASH $b2 goes back to c 1500.

Agreeing more or less in form with MLG., LG.

plasken^ plaschen> LG. platsken, MDu., Du., LG.

plas$en> early mod.Du. plasschen (' int water plas-

schen, poteliner en Veau\ Plantijn 1572), Ger.

platscften, plat$che(r}H) p!an(t}scken t Tyz..pla(d)sfot

Svr.plaska to splash, dabble ;
all app. closely related

to PLASH j/'.i See also PLASH sb? 9
and SPLASH v. t

which last appears to be a derivative from this.]
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PLASHEB.

1. trans. To strike the surface of (water) so as to

break it up ;
to plunge into (water or other liquid)

or drive it against any body or against itself with

commotion and noise ;
to splash.

1582 STANYHURST SEneis n. (Arb.) 30 Two serpents

monsterus ouglye Plasht the water sulcking to the shoare

moste hastelye swinging. 1694 tr. Milton's Lett. State

Wks. 1851 VIII. 403 Unless they lay themselves down to be

trampl'd under foot, plash'd like Mortar, or abjure their

Religion. 1859 GEO. ELIOT A. Bede v, We must go and

plash up the mud a little. 1861 MRS. NOBTON Lady La G.

(1862) 61 The summer rain, That .. plashed the azure of the

river's flow.

b. To dash with breaking water or other liquid

so as to wet
;
to splash. Also absol.

1602 WARNER A 16. Eng. x. Ivii. (1612) 251 Where Massacres

haue plashed, there is spread a triple breede. 1608 T.

MOBTON Preamble Encounter i My Aduersane . . hath

plashed me, as it were, with these aspersions. 1706 PHILLIPS,

To Plash, to dash with Water. 1791 J. LEARMONT Poems

59 (E. D.D.) He.. coaches owr the dubs to plash him. 1856

G. HENDERSON Rhymes Berwick 74 The floor all plashed
with blood. 1884 W. C. SMITH Kildrostan go Had I but such

a Naiad. .To plash her large limbs in the waves for me !

c. To dash (a wall) with wet matter, so as rapidly

to colour or cover it ;
to splash.

1864 WEBSTER, Plashing, . . the dashing or sprinkling
of

coloring matter on the walls of buildings, as an imitation of

granite, and the like.

2. intr. a. To strike and break the mass of

water with commotion and noise; to dash, rush

through, or tumble about in water with the like

noise
;
to splash.

1650 T. BAYLY Herba Parietis 129 Every stroake that

plashed upon those waters of life gave both life and- music.

1718 RAMSAY Christ's Kirk Gr. III. xix, Thro' thick and

thin they scour'd about, Plashing thro' dubs and sykes. 1840
THACKERAY Catherine viii, The fish were jumping and

plashing. 1857-8 SEARS Athan. vii. 58 He plashes in the

brooks. 1872 BLACK Adv. Phaeton xv, The two long oars

plashed in the silence. 1898 G.W. STEEVENS With Kitchener

to Khartum 304 We plashed through the water.

b. Of water or other liquid : To dash against
or upon any body ; to tumble about in agitation,

with the characteristic noise of breaking water.

1665 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. (1677) 392 The salt water

plashes and froaths to see it self so suddenly resisted. 1828

HAWTHORNE Fansliaiue viii, Plashing continually upon one

spot, the fount has worn its own little channel of white sand.

1855 LONGF. Hia-ji. xvi. 245 Far below him plashed the

waters. ^.1841 H. AINSWOBTH Old St. Paul's vi. vii,

Another fiery cascade . . flooding the aisles and plashing

against the massive columns.

3. Comb. Plash-wheel = dash-wheel : see DASH
vl 1 6. 1882 OGILVIE (Annandale).

Pla' slier, local, [f.
PLASHzi^-r-EB 1

.] a. A
bough or sapling with which a hedge is plashed
or intertwisted, b. A hedger who plashes hedges.
a 1722 LISLE Husb. (1757) 436 That the cattle may not

come at the shoots of the plashers, and browse them, and
kill them. 1886 i'. W. Line. Gloss., Plashcr, a labourer

employed in laying hedges. 1886 ELWORTHY W. Somerset

Word-bk., Plusher, the layer, or horizontal stick crooked

down in making a hedge. 1904 igth Cent. Sept. 229 [He]
chooses with care the likeliest growing wood for 'plashers '.

Pla shet. Now dial. Also 6 -ette. [ad. OF.

plassiet, plaschiet (Froiss.) marsh, dim. of plascq

damp meadow ; see PLASH sb. 1 and -ET.] A little

plash or marshy pool.
1575 TURUERV. Falconrie igi Some water plashet or pitte

where wylde-fowle lye, as Teales or suche lyke. 1578 LYTE
Dodoens v. Ixviii. 633 This herbe [arsesmart] groweth also

in moyst marrishe places, and alongst the water plasshettes.
1880 PEARD Mother Molly xv. 189 Let's run down here,

there's a plashet at the bottom.

fPla-shful, a. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. PLASH sb.

(1 or 'f)
+ -FCL.] Plashy, splashy.

1638-48 G. DANIEL Eclog. v. 132 To which our notes Would
sound more harsh then plash-full marish throats.

Fla'shing, vbl. sb. 1 [f.
PLASH w.i + -ING J

.]

The action ol PLASH v. 1 in various senses. Also

concr. A piece of plashed hedge or thicket.

1495 Trcvisas Earth. De P. R. XVII. cxliii. (W. de W.),

By plashynge IMS. plechinge] shredynge and parynge
a wylowe is thycker in bowes and braunches. 1511 MS.
Ace. St. John's Hasp,, Canterb., Payd for plaschyng off

a heg. 1600 DYMMOK Ireland (1843) 35 The passag . . was
very difficult . . for plashin[gj made that morninge by y
rebell. 1669 WORLIDGE Syst. Agric. (1681) 268 This is the

only time for plashing of Quick-sets, and a very good season
for the shrouding or Topping of Trees. 1844 STEPHENS Bk.
Farm II, 571 What is termed plashing, that is

; laying down
a strong ana healthy stem across an opening, an the hedge.

1904 i9// Cent. Sept. 229 A wren . . hiding out of sight
behind the old level plashing upon the bank.

b. attrib., as plashing-bill, -tool.

1813 in Marshall Rev. Agric. (1817) V. 27 The plashing
system is carried on to the greatest extent. 1890 Cent. Diet.,
Plashing-tool, a knife used in plashing hedges ; a hedging
knife. 1899 Jrn^ R. Agric. Soc. Alar. 104 The hedge
assumes under the plashing-bill the triangular shape.

Pla-shing, vbl. sb* [f. PLAHrz^ + -ING i.]

The action of PLASH z>.2 in various senses
;

the

dashing of water, splashing ; noisy plunging ; etc.

1582 STANYHURST /Eneis HI. (Arb.) 83 Swift the sea with

plasshing rusht in. 1602 HEYWOOD Woman killedw. Kindn.
Wks. 1874 II. 103 Himselfe all spotted And stain'd with

plashing. 1814 SCOTT Wav. viii, Everything around ..

would have been silent, but for the continued plashing of

the fountain. 1882 O'DoNOVAN Mcrv Oasis I. 315 The
silence was broken only by the plashing of the oars.

956

Pla'shing, ///. a.
[f.

PLASH v.'* + -ING 2.]
|

That plashes like dashing or falling water ;
that i

dashes against water ; alsoyf^-. said of the sound.

1813 SCOTT Rokety \. i, Hears.. by fits the plashing rain-

drop fall. 1814 Ld.o/Isles\:x.\u, The dazzled sea-fowl..

Dropp'd from their crags on plashing wave. 1869 TOZER

Higlil. Turkey I. 337 The plashing fountain at the further

end of the court. 1871 R. ELLIS Catullus Ixiv. 273 Light

surges a plashing silvery laughter.

b. trans/, of ground, etc. on which heavy ram
dashes.

1837 LYTTON E. Maltrav. i. ii, He heard steps without upon
the plashing soil. 1841 Nt. fy Morn. v. ii, Through the

plashing streets. 1894 CHOCKETT Raiders 302 It was the

plashing wet evening of a September day.

Hence Pla'shingly adv., with plashing.
1881 Daily Nevis 15 July 5/4 Some heavy raindrops fell

plashingly.

Pla-shment. rare- 1
, [f. PLASH z>.2 + -MKNT.J

Plashing.
1876 LASIER Clover 38 Lakes Pout gentle mounds of plash-

ment up to meet Big shower-drops.

Fla-sh-mill. Sc. [f.
PLASH v? + MILL ;

in

Du. plasrnolen.] A fulling-mill.
1868 G. MACDONALD X. Falconer 1. 240 The plash-mill, or,

more properly, wauk-mill a word Robert derived from the

resemblance of the mallets to two huge feet, and of their

motion to walking with the water plashing and squirting
from the blows of their heels.

Hence Pla'sli-mlUer, a fuller.

1822 Dundee Advertiser 19 Dec. (Jam.), John Young,

plash-miller at East Mill, was drowned in the river Esk.

1897 \V. LINDSAY in Bards of Angus $ Jlearns 282 Then
I turned a plashmiller and wrought at that.

fPla'Shoote. Obs. rare. [Syncopated from

plash-s/ioot, f. PLASH sb$ + SHOOT sb.] A shoot

from a plashed hedge.
1602 CAREW Cornwall 25 Almost euerie hedge serueth for

a Roade, and euerie Plashoote for Springles to take them.

t Fla'sll-pole. Obs. [f.
PLASH v.1 or sb.3 +

POLE.] A space, a pole or less in width, surround-

ing a wood, reserved for the purpose of making

plashed hedges.
1613 MARKHAM Eng.Husbandman\\.\.\\.(i6^) 45 A pole

or halfe pole. .you shall preserue. .to repaire the ring-fences

of your Wood : . . and this amongst Woodwards is called

Plash-pole. 1664 EVELYN Sylva (1776)468 Remember.. to

preserve sufficient plash-pole about the verge and bounds of

the copse for fence and security.

Flashy (pteji), a-1 [f- PLASH sb.i + -Y. So
LG. plassig swampy.] Abounding in shallow

pools or puddles ; marshy, swampy, boggy ; wet

and sloppy ;
full of plashes of rain.

(11552 LELAND Itin. II. 37, 3. litle Bridges of Wood, wher
under wer plaschy Pittes of Water of the overflowing of

Tame Ryver. 1599 NASHE Lenten Stuffc Wks. (Grosart)

V. 211 Those stymie plashie fieldes of Gorlstone. 1x656
USSHEK Ann. vi. (1658) 736 The field was very plashy by
reason of much rain that fell. 1770 GOLDSM. DCS. Vill.

130 Yon widow'd, solitary thing, That feebly bends beside

the plashy spring. 1786 W. GILPW Lakes Cunil'Crlil. (1808)

I. vii. 09 The fen is a plashy inundation, formed on a flat.

1857 HL-GHES Tom Brown I. iii. The two .. jogged along
the deep-rutted plashy roads. 1862 R. PAUL in M:"/. xviii.

(1872) 237 Such a plashy and untoward month of March.

b. Growing in plashes or wet places.
1822 HAZLITT Tatle-t. Ser. n. vii. (1869) 149 A stream,

skirted with willows and plasby sedges.

o. Of watery consistence and taste.

11653 GOUGE Comm. Hcb. xiii. i Love is as salt, which

infusetn a savoury and wholesom taste into such things as

would otherwise be fresh and plashy.

Fla'shy, a.'*
[f.

PLASH sb? + -Y.]

1. That plashes; that dashes or falls with a

plash, as water ; that splashes the water.

1582 STANYHUBST jEneis in. (Arb.) 76 Vp swel thee surges,

in chauffe sea plasshye we tumble. 1794 BURNS Jockey s

ta'ea the Parting Kiss i, Plashy sleets and beating rain !

1820 W. IRVING Sketch Bk., Leg. Sleepy Hollow, A plashy

tramp by the side of the bridge caught the sensitive ear of

Ichabod. 1859 HOLLAND Gold F. xxiv. 273 Repeat the

music of the rain, at the feet of plashy waterfalls.

2. Marked as if splashed with colour, rare.

1820 KEATS Hyper, n. 45 Creiis was one ; . . lapetus another ;

in his grasp, A serpent's plashy neck.

Plasm (plaez'm). Also 7 plasme. [ad. late L.

plasma : see next.]

fl. A mould or matrix in which something is

cast or formed ;
the cast of a fossil. Also fig. Obs.

1620 T. GRANGER Dia. Logike 165 Certaine it is that the

name Adam expresseth the nature of his plasme or vessell.

1695 WOODWARD Nat. Hist. Earth \. (1723) 256 The Shells

served as Plasms or Moulds to this Sand. 1764 PLATT in

Phil. Trans. LIV. 46 note, The Plasm or mould of the
1

Belemnite. Hid. 47 note, The parts are carried away and
1

lost in the interstices of the earth, and a mould or plasm is

left, which Steno calls an aerial shell.

b. Something moulded or formed, an image,
i humorously pedantic nonce-use.

1877 BLACKMORE Cripps II. viii. 125 His outward faculties

. . rendered to his inward and endiathetic organs a picture,

a schema, a plasm the proper word may be left_to
him

such as would remain inside, at least while the mind abode

there.

1 2. = PLASMA 2. Obs. rare.

1747 DINGLEY in Phil. Trans. XLIV. 503 The Stone ..

most frequently found next is the Plasm or prime Emerald ;

and then the Hyacinth or Jacinth. Ibid., The Plasm or

prime Emerald is green.

3. Phys. - PLASJIA 3.

PLASMATION.

1876 tr. Schutzenberger's Ferment. 131 A series of gaseous
diffusions from the red globules to the plasm of the blood.

4. Bial. The living matter of a cell, protoplasm ;

sometimes spec, the general body of protoplasm as

distinct from the nucleus.

a fine colourless plasm forming a closed sac of the same shape
as that of the cell. 1899 Allbutt's Syst. Med. VIII. 334
Functional and formative plasm must progress. 1905 Brit,

filed. Jrnl. 25 Feb. 442 The relative masses of nucleus and

plasm.

II Plasma (plas'zma). [Late and eccl. L. plasma
a thing formed or moulded, an image, a. Gr.

TtKdana, f. it\aaaiiv to form, mould.]

fl. Form, motild, shape. Obs. rare.

1712 H. Mare's Antid. Ath. I. v. 3 scliol.. They act upon
the Matter and form it into this or that Plasma or Fashion.

1824-9 LANDOR Imag. Conv., Southey t, Parson ii. Wks.

1846 I. 83/2 A great portion of his compositions is not

poetry, but only the plasma or matrix of poetry. Ibid.

Alfieri <$ Salomon 190/1 We Italians sometimes fall into

what . . you may call the plasma of witticism, by mere mistake,
and against our genius.

2. A subtranslucent green variety of quartz, allied

to chalcedony and heliotrope, anciently used for

ornaments.

1772 tr. Cronstedfs Min. 81 Plasma or mother of the

emerald. 1839 URE Diet. Arts 208 Under it [calcedony]

may be grouped . . chrysoprase, plasma, . . and sard. 1861

C.W. KING Ant. Gems (1866) 14 Plasma.. sometimes written

Prasma . . is merely Calcedony coloured green by some

metallic oxide, probably copper or nickel. 1864 Gnostics

76 This amulet, which is always cut in Plasma, the Jasper

par excellence of the ancients.

attrib. 1900 A. S. MURRAY in Brit. Mas. Ret. 64 Green

plasma scaraboid, with intaglio of a warrior.

3. Phys. The colourless coagulable liquid part

of blood, lymph, or milk, in which the corpuscles

(or, in milk, oil-globules) float ; also, the similar

liquid obtained from fresh muscle.

1845 G. E. DAYtr. Simons Anim. Chem.\. 114 The plasma
of living blood exists as a clear fluid, in which the corpuscles

are seen to float. 1855 HOLDEN Hum. Osteal. (1878) 19 The
nutrient fluid, or '

plasma
'

of the blood. 1873 RALFE Phys.
Chem. 1 18 The muscular plasma is obtained by injecting

the muscles of a freshly killed animal with a i per cent

solution of sodium chloride. 1876 tr. Wagner's Gen. Pathol.

(ed. 6) 230 Normal lymph consists of a colorless plasma and

lymph-corpuscles. 1895 in Syd. Sac. Lex.

4. Bial. = PLASM 4.

1864 WEBSTER, Plasma.. 2. (Physiol.) The viscous material

of a cell from which the new developments take place. ^1867

J. HOGG Microsc. I. iii. 223 For certain delicate organisms,
as the Desmidaceae and Diatomaceae, whose plasma may be

affected by too dense a medium. 1872 BEALE Bioplasm i.

14 As the germ of every living thing consists of matter

having the wonderful properties already mentioned, I have

called it germinal matter ; but the most convenient and

least objectionable name for it is living plasma or bioplasm.

1876 LANKESTEK tr. Hacckcfs Hist. Crcat. I. 185 The
entire body, .consists, .of shapeless plasma, or protoplasm.

5. Pkarrn. A name for glycerite of starch.

1890 in Cent. Diet. 1895 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

6. atlrib., as plasma-cell, -corpuscle, names

given to certain cells found in connective tissue ;

plasma-current, -layer, -zone = PLASMATIC

current, etc.

1869 KIBDY in Q. Jrnl. Microsc. Set. IX. 31 Naked
Plasma-bodies without nuclei. 1876 tr. Wagner's Gen.

Pathol. (ed. 6) 178 The plasma-layer .. disappears in the

smaller arteries and veins. 1888 ROLLESTON & JACKSON
Aninl. Life 115 Edible Snail. . .The connective tissue con-

sists of plasma-cells, a matrix, and fibrils. 1904 Brit. Med.

Jrnl. 10 Sept. 586 In addition to these, we have the so-called

plasma cells.

Plasmasome, erron. f. PLASMOSOMK.

t Pla'Smate, v. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. ppl. stem

of Chr. L.plasmdre (Tertull., Vnlg.) to form, etc.,

f. PLASMA.] trans. To form, mould; to create.

a. 1608 DEE Relat. a/Sfir. I. (1659) 371 Now if this Power,
this Plasmating, if this Taking, which was the Word, be-

come man, perfect man ; then followeth it, that man was

and is, God creating and created.

Plasiuatic (plaezmse'tik), a. [ad. Gr. v\aa-

/jujiTiK-6s imitative ;
but taken as the adj. corre-

sponding to PLASMA : see -ATIC.] Relating to the

plasma, esp. of the blood.

Plasmatic cell = PLASMA-//. Plasmatic current, layer,

stream :
' the part of the blood-stream in the small arteries

which lies between the column of red corpuscles in mid-

channel (axial current) and the wall of the vessel
'

(Syd.

1828-32 WEBSTER, Plasmatic, Plasmatical. 1864 Ibid, s.v.,

The plasmatic fluid. 1870 Q. Jrnl. Microsc. Set. X. 79

Plasmatic circulation in connective tissue. 1876 tr. Wagner s

Gen. Pathol. (ed. 6) 150 In the so-called Plasmatic Canals-

spaces of the smallest size found in connective tissue. 1898

Allbutts Syst. Med. V. 497 In ordinary cases.. the plas-

matic elements of the blood seem to be sufficient for vegeta-

live growth. 1899 Ibid. VI. 245 The distinction between

axial and plasmatic current is obliterated.

t Flasma-tical, a. Obs. rare~\ [f. Gr.

jr\aa/iaTin6s (see prec.) + -At.] Having the quality

of moulding, or giving shape or form
;
formative.

1647 H. MORE Song of Soul Notes 342 Psyche..working

. . by her plasmaticafl Spirits or Archei, all the whole world

into order and shape.

t Flasma'tion. Obs. [a. OF. plasmacion,

or ad. Chr. L. plasmation-em (Jerome), n. of action



PLASMATOPAROUS. 957 PLASTER.

f. plasmdre : see PLASMATE.] Moulding, forming,
fashioning ; creation.

1388 Pol, Poems (Rolls) I. 275 They here a newe fascion,
hunieris in pectore tergo ; Goddes plasmacion non iltis

complacet ergo. 1432-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) I. 29 The iiij.

ages of the world, from the plasmacion of Adam vn to the
incension of the temple of the I ewes. 1568 GRAFTON Chron.
I. 6 Neuerthelesse, the plasmation or creation of Adam is

reconed among the generations, a 1606 DEE Relat, Spir.
i- (1659) 37 1 The wisedome of the Father, in love, created
and made man. ..But how? By Plasmation. For it is written,
Let us make man. a. 1677 HALE Prim. Orig. Matt, iv. iii.

309 Not as if God Almighty used any Manual or Physical
Plasmation of a Man, as the Statuary makes his Statue.

Flasmatoparous (plsezmatp-paras), a. Bot.

[f. Gr. nAdcr/Mi, ir^aaparo- (see PLASMA) + L. -pants

producing (see -PAROUS).] Applied to a mode of

germination in certain fungi : see quot.
1887 GARNSEY & BALFOUR De Bary's ^WM^'Explan. Terms

498/1 In Peronosporeae : forms are plasmatoparous when in

germination the whole protoplasm of a gonidium issues as
a spherical mass which at once becomes invested with a
membrane and then puts out a germ tube.

t Pla'SHiator. Obs. Also 6 Sc. -our. [ad.
OF. plasmateur (i3th c. in Godef.), ad. Chr. L.

plasmdior (Tertull.) former, creator (applied to

God), agent-n. f. plasmdre \ see PLASMATE.] He
who forms or fashions ; a maker, creator.

la 1500 in YorkMyst. 514 Fader eternall, Partite plasmator
and god omnipotent. 1513 DOUGLAS sEneis x. Prol. i Hie

plasmatour of thingis vniuersall. 1549 Compl. Scot, iii. 27
The supreme plasmator of bauyn ande eird. 1653 URQU-
HART Rabelais 11. viii, The Soveraign Plasmator God Al-

mighty, hath endowed and adorned humane Nature at the

beginning.

t Pla'smature. Obs. [a. early mod.F.//<w-
meUurCj ad. L. type *plasmdtftra, f. plasmdre : see

PLASMATE, and -UKB.] Form, mould; concr.

(collect.} things formed in moulds, cast ware.
1610 W. FOLKINGHAM Art of Survey i. vii. 14 Tonnel or

Conduit-pipes, Glasse, Purslane, and other Plasmature.

1653 URQUHAKT Rabelais 11. viii, That so stately frame and
Plasmature, wherein the man at first had been created.

Plasiuic (pke'zmik), a. [mod. f. PLASM or

PLASM-A + -ic.] Pertaining to or consisting of

plasm ; protoplasmic.
1875 LANKESTKK in PhiL Trans. CLXV. 43 The stages of

the [molluscan] egg's nutrition may be thus grouped :

ist stage, Plasmic [etc.]. 1904 Brit, Med. Jrnl. 15 Oct. 0,68

This plasmic environment could not vary excessively with-

out causing death to parent and germ and sperm cell alike.

Plasmin (plse-zmin). Ckem. [ad. F. plas-

mine, f. PLASM-A + -ine, -IN!.] A proteid sub-

stance obtained from the plasma of the blood,
soluble in water, the solution coagulating into

fibrin.

1866 WATTS Diet. Chem. IV. 662 Plasmiu,. . applied by
Denis (Compt. rend. Hi. 1239; Jahresb. 1861, p. 725) to a
constituent of the blood to which he supposes the property
of spontaneous coagulation to be due. . . 1 1 is soluble in water.
. . The solution . . solidifies after a few minutes to a colourless

transparent jelly, which by pressure between paper is con-
verted into fibres of fibrin. 1876 FOSTER Phys. 1. 1. (1879) 15
The coagulation of blood is the result of the conversion of

plasmine into fibrin. 1895 Syd, Soc. Lex. t Plasminc .. is a
mixture of at least two bodies, paraglobulin and Jibriitogen.

Plasmo-, before a vowel plasm-, combining
form of Gr. nAda^ta, TjAaff^ar- plasm, in various

scientific terms. (The fuller form \splasmato-.)
II Flasmodium (pUnezmJu-diom). Biol. PI.

-ia. Rarely anglicized plasmode (pUe'zmoud).

[mod.L. (1863, Cienkowski in Pringsheim Botanik
III. 400), f. PLASMA + -odium : see -ODE.]
1. A mass or sheet of naked protoplasm, formed

by the fusion, or by the aggregation, of a number
of amceboid bodies (true or fusion-plasmodium,
pseudo- or aggregation-plasmodluni}^ and having
an amceboid creeping movement.
First observed as one stage in the life-history of the

Myxomycetes or Mycetozoa, the position of which as vege-
table or animal organisms is disputed ; also in certain groups
of Protozoa.^ and other simple animal forms.

1873 Encycl. Brit. HI. 693/2 The formation of the plasmo-
dium is a kind of complex conjugation. 1875 BENNETT &.

DYER Sacfu' Bot. 276 Myxomycetes. . . The swarm-spores
cease dividing and unite, two or more of them coalescing
after they have gone over into the Amceba form into a

homogeneous protoplasmic substance, also endowed with an
Amoeba-like motion, the Plasmodium. 1875 ALLMAN in

PhiL Trans. CLXV. $61, 571. 1877 HUXLEY A Mat. Inv.
Anint. ii. 81 A certain number of the myxopods unite

together, and become fused into an active plasmodium,
which exhibits no trace of tbeir primitive separation. 1880

GEDDES in Proc. Royal Soc. XXX. 252 On the coalescence
of Amoeboid cells into Plasmodia. Ibid. 254 The formation
of plasmodia was at first supposed to be peculiar to the

Myxomycetes, but several Rmzopods have been described
in which a more or less complete cell-fusion has been
observed.. .All the evidence points to the conclusion that

the power of coalescing with its fellows, under favourable

circumstances, to form a plasmodium, is . . a very widely
spread, if not a general property of the amoeboid cell. 1881

VINES Sacks' Bot. 263. 1888 ROLLESTON & JACKSON Anim.
Life 0.12 Fusion to form plasmodia recurs In some Pro-

teomyxan Monadinex^ as to the animal nature of which
there can be no doubt 1890 Cent. Dict.

t Plasmode, same
asfS/ojw/orf/Kw.

2. Name given to certain parasitic organisms
found in the blood of patients with recent malaria,
and quartan and tertian ague.

Discovered by Laveran (1880), and named by him, as a

vegetable organism, Osdllaria malaria* \ referred by Mar-
chiafava and Cell! to the animal kingdom, and called by them
(1885) Plasmodium malarias \ more recently distinguished
as belonging to two genera of Protozoa, Laverania and
Plasiitodtttin. (Minchin in Ray Lankester Treatise on

Zoology i. ii. 243 (1903).)

1895 in Syd. Soc. Lex. 1897 Allbutfs Syst. Med. II. 724
Marchiafava and Celli described with great accuracy the

iutra-corpuscular amoeboid form, to which they gave the
name pla.smodium. 1898 P. MANSON Trop. Diseases i. 2

note, The malaria parasite is not a plasmodium in the

zoological meaning of the word. 1899 Allbntt's Syst. Med.
VI. 595 The most careful examination of the blood during
the paroxysms showed no evidence of plasmodia.
attrib. and Comb. 1898 P. MANSON Trop. Diseases ii. 37

It has been considered advisable to expunge the term
remittent fever as indicative of a distinct species of plasmo-
dium disease. loid.^g The plasmodium-infected corpuscles.
Ibid. iii. 86 A protective, plasmodium-destroying agency
inherent in the human body. Ibid, vi. 116 Plasmodium.
like organisms.
Hence Flasmo'dial, Plasmodic (-fdik) ad/s.,

pertaining to, of the nature of, or arising from,
a plasmodium; Flasmo'diate a., having or cha-

racterized by plasmodia, as the Mycetozoa ;
Flas-

mo'diate v. intr., to become fused into a plasmo-
dium

; Plasmodia tion, formation of a plasmo-
dium

; Flasmo'diocarp [Gr. tcapTius fruit], an

irregular-shaped fructification occurring in the

Myxomycetes (hence Plasmo:dioca*rpous .).

1892 J. A. THOMSON Out/. Zool. 109 The *plasmodial stage
in the

cycle is predominant. 1896 AllbntCs Syst. Med. I.

542 Malaria (which is due to plasmodial infection and is

not a bacterial disease). 1882 A. S. WILSON in Card. Chron.
XVII. 671 The application of moisture to a spore, .is directly
seen to cause it either to give birth to a zoospore, or to *plas-
modiate, retaining its contents. Ibid.^ A manure . . of a

hygrosorptive character is just the very manure to pro-
mote the *plaMiiodiation of these spores, and render them
fit to be absorbed in the form of a fluid plasm by the roots
of the plants. 1877 M. C. COOKE Myxomycetes Gt. Britain
3o(Contrib. to Mycologia Z>y/ta.)*Plasmodiocarp. 1899
Knowledge i May ii6/i Plasmodiocarp is a term applied to

the spore-bearing part when it is sessile and irregular in

form, sometimes like a cushion, sometimes like, .a long tube.

Flasmpgen (plre'znwdgen). Biol. [f. PLASMO-
+ -GEN.] The chemically highest or most elaborate

form, stage, or part of protoplasm, which by its

vital activity forms the tissues or other organic

products; true or formative protoplasm ; bioplasm.
1888 E. R. LANKESTER in Encycl. Brit. XXIV. 817/1

Physiologists have come to use the word '

protoplasm
'

for

one of the chemical substances of which Schultze's proto-
plasm is a structural mixture namely, that highest point in

the chemical elaboration of the molecule which is attained
within the protoplasm, and up to which some of the chemical
bodies present are tending. . . This '

critical
'

substance, some-
times called

'

true protoplasm ', should assuredly be recog-
nized by a distinct name '

plasmogen '.

Flasmogeny (plsezmfd^eni), -gony (-goni).
Biol. [f. PLASMO- + -GENY. The variant plasma*
gony is ad. Ger. plasmogonic (Haeckel) with suffix

repr. Gr. -yovta begetting, generation : cf. cosmo-

gony] Name for a mode of spontaneous genera-
tion : see quot., and cf. AUTOGBNY.
1876 E. R. LANKESTER tr. HaeckeCs Hist. Creat. 1. 339 We

call spontaneous generation plasinogcny when the organism
arises in an organic formative fluid, that is, in a fluid

which contains those requisite fundamental substances dis-

solved in the form of complicated and fluid combinations of

carbon. 1904 M CCABE tr. HacckeFs Wond. Life xv. 369,
I distinguished two principal stages autogony (the forma-
tion of the first living matter from inorganic nitrogenous
carbon-compounds) and plasmogony (the formation of the
first individualised plasm; the earliest organic individuals
in the form of monera).

Flasmology (plsezmp-lodgi). [f.
as prec. +

-LOGYj (See quots.)
1888 E. R. LANKESTER in Encycl. Brit. XXIV. 803/2 Plas-

mology. The study of the ultimate corpuscles of living
matter. 1880 AtJienseuni 12 Jan. 47/2 Prof. Lankester
assigns . . to

'

Plasmology
'

the study of the cell in its widest
sense. 1895 Syd. Soc. Lex. t Plasmology^ histology.

II Flasmolysis (pliernyliiU).
Biol. [mod.

(De Vries, 1877) f. PLASMO- -t- Gr. \vats loosing,

setting free.] Contraction of the protoplasm of

a vegetable cell with separation or freeing of the

lining layer from the cell-wall, due to the with-

drawal of liquid by exosmosis when the cell is

placed in a liquid of greater density than the cell-

sap. Hence Pla'smolyse (-laiz) v. [cf. analyse],
to subject to plasmolysis, cause plasmolysis in;

Flasmolytic (-li'tik) a. t pertaining to, snowing,
or causing plasmolysis.
1885 GOODALE Physiol. Bot. (1892) 390 Such substances [as

cause contraction of the protoplasm] are termed plasmolytic
agents. 1886 VINES Lect. Physiol. Plants iii. 39 Turgid
cell . . in 10 per cent, solution, shewing complete plasmolysis.
Ibid. 44 When the cells of the Beet-root are placed in syrup
they become plasmolytic. 1888 HUXLEY & MARTIN Elem.
Biol. -\i. 404 In order to see the primordial utricle better,

plasmolyse the cell by running in 10 p.c. salt solution. 1891
DARWIN in Rep. Brit. Assoc. (1892) 672 As the plasmolysing
agent continues to act, a reverse movement takes place.
Ibid.) In different stages of plasmolysis.

Fla'smosome (-soum). Biol. Also erron.

plasma-, [f. PLASMO- + Gr. awpa body.]
' A

separate particle of protoplasm, such as certain

particles observed in cell-nuclei
'

(Syd. Soc. Lex.}.

1889 Q. frill. Microsc. Sc. XXX. n. 168 The out-wander-

j
ing plasmasomes form the so-called 'paranuclei' (Nebcn-

! kerne), which take so important a share in the regeneration
i of cells. 1900 E. Ii. WILSON Cell (ed. 2) 34 The so-called
' true nucleoli or plabmosomes.

Flasome (pla/soum). Biol. [a. Gcr. plasom
\
(Wieaner), shortened from his original teimffasma-

'

tosotti) f. Gr. irAao-^a, TrAatr^ar- plasm + ffw^a body.]
: (See quots.)

1893 Syd. Soc. Lex., Platonic,.. a term used by Briiche
and Wlesner for hypothetical minute vital particles, niadu

up of a group of protoplasmic molecules, and constituting
,

the smallest units which can exhibit the primary vital
1

[functions]. They correspond [to a certain extent] to Weis-
mann's 'biophors', and to the 'pangenes' of de Vries. 1903
E. A. MINCHIN in Encycl. Brit. XXXII. 41/1 In other cases
the assumption of invisible protoplasmic units has been
inspired by a desire .. to explain the general vital and ani-
mative powers of protoplasm, as, for example, the *

micellae
'

of Niigeli and the '

plasomes
'

of \Viesncr.

Plass;e, obs. form of PLACE.

Plasson (plce-S|7n\ BioL [a. Ger. plasson
(Ilaeckel , a. Gr. -nXaaatov

t
-ov

t pres. pple. of

v\afffftitr to mould, form.] Xame for the homo-

geneous protoplasm of hypothetical primitive

organisms, nut yet differentiated into nucleus and

general cell-substance, or for that of non-nucleated
cells or cytodcs.
i879tr. Ilacckcis Evol. Man I. vii. 182 The vital activities

of each cell form a sum of mechanical processes, which

depend radical!yon movements of the smallest "life-particles',
the molecules of the living substance. If we call this active

substance the Plasson, and the molecules the Plastidules,
we may say that the individual physiological character of
each cell depends on the molecular movement of Us plasii-
dules. 1904 M CCAUE tr. HacckcCs IVond. Life vii. 163 On
the fust view, which I hold, the plasm, or living matter, of
the earliest organisms on the earth .. was a homogeneous
plasson or archiplasm that is to say, a plasma-compound
that was not yet differentiated into outer cytoplasm and
inner caryoplasm.
Hence Flasso'nity(^tt//w0/;.r, after paucity, etc.),

the quality of being 'plasson'.
1882 Corns Biogen (1884) 33 The original arch-arnceba is

J

as much of a mystery as ever ; we know not wheie lie came
from, how he got there, or in what the essence of his

i plassonity subsists.

-plast, combining element repr. Gr. irKaarus

|
formed, moulded, in various terms, chiefly scientific,

as bioplast, endoplast, protoplast.

Plaste, obs. var. dl placed*, see PLACE v.

Plaster, tplaister (plcrstaj), $b. Forms:
a, i, 4- plaster, 3-5 piastre, 4 -tir, 5 -tore, -tyr,

plaaster, platster. 0. 4 plaistre, 5 playstir,
i -tyr, -tre, 5-7 playster, 5-9 plaister. [The
form plaster occurs in sense i in OE., ad. pop. L.

plastrum (mcd.L. in Du Cange), shortened from

emplastrum a plaster (medical and in grafting), a.

i Gr. f^TT\affTpov (Galen), var. of tpTtXaarov plaster,
i salve, f. f //nXaffTos vbl. adj.

( daubed on or over '.

Cf. OIIG. fjlastar, Gcr. pflaster^ also from pop. L.

In ME. reinforced by QY.piastre (i3th c. in Little,

but the deriv. vb. plastrir in I2thc.), mod.F.

platre t only in branch II below (for which also

mcd.L. plastrum (1233) is cited by Du Cange).
Thus the medical sense was from med.L., the

builder's sense through French. The collateral form

plaister, which has been current since i4thc., and
has sometimes been more common (as a written

form) than//<z.?/tv, occurs also in I4thc. in OF.
'

(plaistre) i
but it was not the normal OF. form

I

even in Norman or Picard, and its history is

\

obscure. Although still frequent in the i8th c.,

j

and found in Dr. Johnson's writings, it was not

recognized by him in his Dictionary. In mod.
dial, plaister (pl^stor) is the form in Sc. and
north. Eng.]

I. 1. Med. An external curative application,

consisting of a solid or semi-solid substance spread

upon a piece of muslin, skin, or some similar

material, and of such nature as to be adhesive at

the temperature of the body ;
used for the local

application of a medicament, or for closing a

wound, and sometimes to give mechanical support.
See also COURT-P., MUSTARD-/., STICKING-/.
a. a 1000 Be Dfoues Dxe (E.E.T.S.) So Hwi ne bidst 3u

(5e be|?unga and plaster? c 1000 Sax. Leechd. I. 304, genim
j>as ylean wyrte wyrc to piastre ; leje to Saere wunde. c 1290
S. Eng. Leg. I. 360/54 Leie it. .ase J>ei hit a piastre were.

13.. SeuynSag. (W.) 1572 He laide a piastre under his ribbe.

c 1400 Lanfrancs Cirnrg. 60 Take schepis talow & buttere,
& make a plaster. 1579 LANGHAM Card. Health (1633)90
A plaster of sowre bread boyled in wine, draweth sores

passing well. 1785 BURNS Holy Fair fiii, O how they fire

the heart devou^Xikecantharidian plasters. i8o4ABERNETHV
Surg. Obs. 231 wfcthe third day the plasters were removed
from the wound. 1856 KANE Arct. Expl. II. vi. 71 One of

the many who stick to me like a plaster.

jS. 1413 Pilgr. Sotule (Caxton) i. xxxi. (1859) 35 A very
fool may he be clepid that leith a plaister corosyf to a
wounde. 14.. Stocfch. Med. MS. 87 For to make trete fat

ys callyd playster of plomb. 1535 COVERDALE Isa. xxxviii.

21 And Esay sayde: take a playster of fyges [1611 a lunipe

of figgcs . . for a plaister], and laye it vpon the sore. 1682

BUNVAN Holy War 318 It was a plaister to the brave



PLASTER.

Captain Credence his wound. 1758 J. S. Lc Drnn's Obscrv.

Surf. (1771) 43 Slips of Linen,.. spread with an Agglutma-
tive Plaister. 1874 MOTLEY Barneveld I. ii. 115 An aged

lackey with a plaister over one eye.

b. fig. A healing or soothing means or measure,

a. a 1310 in Wright Lyric P. xxx. 89 Of penaunce in his

piastre al. 1340 Ayenb. 148 pe piastres of zuete warningges.

1560 DAUS tr. Sleidane's Comm. 17 To heale the wounde
with a plaster of reconciliation, a 1628 PRESTON Breastpl.

Faith (1630) 104 Adversity is not a Plaster or a Medicine,
but a poyson to him.

g 1450-1530 Myrr. our Ladye 163 Thow haste made
a p&yster of penaunce to sorowfull peple. 1625 SANDERSON
Scrm. I. 126 The breath of the people being but a sorry

plaister for a wounded conscience. 1647 N. BACON Disc.

Covt. Eng. i. Ixiv. (1739) 133 The most part of those Laws
were little other than plaisters applied to particular botches

of those times.
,

c. Burglar's plaster, see quot. 1905. Poor mans

plaster, a plaster composed of tar, resin, and

yellow wax.
1845 COL. HAWKER Diary (1893) II. 257 Shipped lots of

poor man's plaster and went afloat. 1860 WARTER Sea-

board II. 287 Before the attack came on, ..I put a poor

man's plaister on the nape of her neck. 1905 Daily Chron.

29 Aug. 6/7 A 'burglar's plaster '..is the technical name for

a piece of brown paper covered with treacle and used to

deaden the sound of breaking glass.

II. 2. A composition of a soft and plastic con-

sistency, which may be spread or daubed upon a

surface, as of a wall, where it afterwards hardens;

spec, a mixture of lime, sand, and (generally) hair,

used for covering walls, ceilings, etc.

a. 13. . E. E. A Hit. P. B. 1549 pe lettres bileued ful large

vpon plaster. 1382 WYCLIF Deut. xxvii. 2 Thow shall arere

greet stonus . . and with piastre thow shall dawbe hem.

1591 PERCIVALL Sp. Diet., AcolJa, a flat roofe couered with

lead, or plaster. 1715 PRIOR Doiun-Hall 152 Why 'lis

plaster
and lalh. 1839 E. D. CLARKE Trav. Russia 103/1

They form cylinders, by scooping oul almost all except the

bark
;
and then, closing their exlremities wilh plasler or mud.

ft. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 402/2 Playstyr for wallys . .gipsum,

lititra,plastrum. 1472-3 Rolls ofParlt. VI. 51/2 Howses
and walles of stone and plaister. 1585 T. WASHINGTON tr.

Nicholay's Voy. n. iii. 33 Walles.. made of giaucn slone

without morter or playster. 1660 BOYLE New Exp. Pliys.

Mtch. ix. (1682) 39 The Plaister was made of quick lime.

1756-7 iT.Kcysler'sTrav. 1.458 The floor is made of plaister.

b. transf. A sticky mass.

1599 HAKLUYT Voy. II. 223 They eate it made in plaisters

with the lime made of Oistershels. 1655 tr. Coin. Hist.

Frnncion IV. 12 This goodly Musician that playes with

me hath beaten me into plaister. 1728 RAMSAY Monk <r

inilcr's Wife 138 Think ye .. his gentle stamock's master

To worry up a pint of plaister Like our mill-knaves?

3. Sulphate of lime, gypsum : f (fl) in its natural

state ; (K) powdered, but not calcined ;
used as

a ground for painting and gilding, or for work in

relief; (c) calcined; = PLASTER OF PARIS.

a. 1391 Earl Derby's Exp. (Camden) 79 Et pro piastre et

lapide ibidem emptis. 1393 Mem. Ripon (Surtees) III. 120

In xviij carectatis de plaster emp. pro quodam novo domo.

1428 Snrtces Misc. (1888) 6 Blended plaster or lyme among
his alom. 1481 in Ripon Ch. Acts (Surtees) 345 Ad quandam
querruram de plaster vocatam Sparre stone. 1483 Cath.

Angl. 283/1 Plastere, gipsus. a 1552 LELASD Itin. I. 40
Plentiful Quarres of Alabaster, communely there caullid

Plaster. 1756-7 tr. Keysler's Trav. (1760) III. 340 Eight
statues . . made of plaster, by the celebrated Barbarigo.

1793 SMEATON Edystone L. 194 note, Plaster or Gypsum.,
is an earthy salt composed of calcareous matter dissolved

in the acid of Vitriol. 1813 J. C. EUSTACE Class. Tour

Italy II. i. 2 The plaster, or stucco, is extremely hard,

and in a climate so dry may equal stone in
solidity

and

duration. 1859 GULLICK & TIMBS Paint. 142 Plaster,

strictly speaking, is the Italian gesso,, .and in old books on

art, plaster casts are commonly called
*

gessos '.

ft. 1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls) I. 271 Bysides Parys is

greet plente of a manere stoon bat hatte gypsus and is

l-cleped white plaistre [1432-50 playster, HIGDEN album

tlastrum\. 1555 EDEN Decades 161 They beate the playster

into fyne floure. 1661 J. CHILDREY Brit. Baconica 120 This

Shire yieldeth Flax and Alabaster, and Plaister. 1785

JEFFERSON Corr. Wks. 1859 I. 403 It was thought proper to

take a model of his bust in plaister. 1808 H. HOLLAND
Sun: Cheshire 28 The workmen distinguish . . the sulphate
of lime by that [name] of plaister.

III. 4. attrib. and Comb., as (sense l) plaster-

bandage, -box; (sense 2) plaster groining, wall,

-work; plaster-fronted adj. ; (sense 3) plaster cast,

-kiln, mould, -sieve, -stuff; also plaster-like adj.

and adv.
; plaster-bill, a bird, the surf-duck or

surf-scoter of N. America, (Eifemia perspicillata ;

plaster-bronze, a plaster cast covered with bronze

dust, to resemble a bronze; t plaster-clover

(plaister-claver, Syd. Soc. Lex.), the sweet clover,

Melilotus officinalis, which was formerly used in

ointments ; t plaister-faoed a., having the face

plastered with a composition to hide the wrinkles ;

plaster-jacket, in orthopxdic surgery, a body
casing or bandage stiffened with plaster of Paris,

for correcting curvature of the spine, etc. ; plaster-

man, a moulder in plaster of Paris ; plaster-mill,

a mill for grinding the materials for making plaster,

as gypsum or lime, also old plaster ;
a mortar-

mill
; plaster-mull, -muslin, a plaster consisting

of a thin sheet of gutta-percha, backed with mull

or muslin, and spread on the inner side with a

medicated and adhesive substance ; plaster-rock,

plaster-stone, raw gypsum.

958

1803 Med. frnl. IX. 113 The 'Plaster-Bandage is adapted
to almost every species of ulcer. 1685 COOKE Mellif.

Ckirurg. I. i. (ed. 4) 2 With Needles, Lint, *Plaister-box,

Salvatory furnished. 1722 DE FOE Col. "Jack (1840) 67 The

surgeon's plaster-box . .was . . full of silver instruments. 1898

Daily News 19 July 3/2 An excellent bust, coming out ..

much better in plain plaster than in the 'plaster-bronze.

1825 F- NICHOLSON Operat. Mechanic 616 A back-ground ..

of "plaster-cast to the ornament or figure. 1859 Haudbk.

Turning p. xxvii, The wonderful discovery of voltaic elec-

tricity, by which copper plates, plaster casts, wood en-

gravings, and medals may be copied. 1628 Br. HALL

Righteous Mammon Wks. 720 Heare this, ye 'plaister-

faced lezabels ! 1900 Century Mag. LIX. 491/1 One ..

quaint "plaster-fronted house. 1815 J. SMITH Panorama
Sc. ft Art I. 163 There does not seem to be any wooden
inner roofs, except 'plaster groining. 1879 St. George's

Hasp. Rep. IX. 616 The "plaster-jacket precludes the use

of the cold douche. 1825 J. NICHOLSON Operat. Mechanic

482 The clay is boiled on a "plaster-kiln. 1611 SPEED Hist.

Gt. Brit. \: ii. 6 [Rocks] chalky, or of a 'plaster-like sub-

stance. 1676 WORLIDGE Cyder (1691) 67 Pat it smooth with

the back of your spade plaster-like. 1895 Daily News
25 Oct- 6/4

' The pimple
' had evidently been put on by

some keen-witted 'plasterman who knew the tendency of

the human mind to dwell upon trifles. 1790 IMHOM&A.
Art II. 9 To prepare a 'Plaster Mo_uld, so as to take a Brim-

stone or Wax Impression from it. 1899 Alllmtt's Syst.
Meii. VIII. 787 Salicylic acid, in the form of the 'plaster-

mull. Ibid, 521 The *plaister-muslins (mulls), introduced

by Unna, are intermediate between ointments and surgical

plasters. 1835-40 HALIBURTON Clocknt, (1862) 153 A water

privilege to put into the market, or a 'plaister rock to get

off, or some such scheme. 1731 J' HILL Hist. Mat. Mcd.

256 'Plaister Stone,.. the white, glittering hard Kind [of

Gypsum], which resembles fine Sugar, . . generally known
under the Name of Plaister of Paris Stone. 1765 BOWLES in

Phil. Trans. LVI. 231 These mountains are formed of sand-

stone, lime-stone, plaster-stone (or gypsum) and emery-stone.

1799 G. SMITH Laboratory I. 202 To make the 'plaster-stuff
come off the easier. 1424 Mem. Ripon (Surtees) III. 152

Pro renovacione (?) 'plastyrwal. 1887 W. PHILLIPS Brit.
'

ala:

timber.

Plaster, t plaister, v. Forms: see prec. sb.

[f.
PLASTER si., or a. OF. flastrer (15111 c. in

J.ittre") to plaster (a wall), mod.F. pldtrer. OF.

\a&plaslrir\to I2thc. (Hatz.-Darm.).]
I. trans. To overlay, daub, or cover with builder's

plaster, or any material used for a similar purpose.
a. a 1300 Cursor M. 1674 Wit pike . . Plaster [v. rr. plastir,

piastre] it wel wit-oute and wit-In. 1483 Cath. Aitgl. 283/1

To Plastere, gipsare. 1548 UDALL, etc. Erasm. far. Acts

vii. 26 b, He was cast out in a twigse basket or hamper,

plastered ouer with lyme, into the
ryuer

of Nilus. 1555

EDEN Decatles 344 Cotages made of bouwes of trees plas-

tered with chauke. 1719 DE FOE Crusoe (1840) II. xiv. 285

It was plastered with the earth that makes China Ware.

1863 RUSKIN Munera P. (1880) 164 Why could he not plaster

the chinks? 1865 LUBBOCK
m

Preh. Times xvi. (1878) 599 By
plastering them on the outside with clay.

ft. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 402/2 Playstryn wallys, gipso.

1577 B. GOOGE Heresoac/is Hush. iv. (1586) 169 b, The
Uouehouse .. must be well pargetted and plaistred without.

1611 BIBLE Deut. xxvii. 2 Thou shall set thee vp great

stones, and plaister them with plaister [COVERD. playster

them with playster]. 1625 K. LONG tr. Barclay's Argents
i. v. 13 In the Entrance, a little way was playstered, that it

might be adorned with Letters and Pictures. 1796 MORSE
Amer. Ceog. I. 205 On the inside, plaistered with mud.

1808 A. PARSONS Tra-o. v. 123 These baskets are quite

circular, plaistered over with bitumen on the outside.

b. transf. To bedaub, besmear, coat, cover

with any adhesive substance ; to overspread, over-

lay (often implying excessive or vulgar adornment).
a. 1585 T. WASHINGTON tr. Nicholas's Voy. n. xx. 57 The

inner part of the temple is altogether plastered and couered

with great tables of Porphyre. 1766 GOLDSM. Vic. W. iv,

Their hair plastered up with pomatum. 1860 THACKERAY
Round. Paters, Ribbons (1876) 18 The Great Duke (the

breast of whose own coat was plastered with some half-

hundred decorations). 1898 Allbntt's Syst. tied. V. 93 By
the second or third day [of pneumonia] the tongue is thickly

plastered with white fur.

ft. 1420 Pallad. onHusb. iv. 104 Plaister it with moolde,

eke in the roote. 1680 MORDEN Geog. Red., Turkey (1685)

335 Walls of rough Stone, plaistered over with little pointed
Battlements on the Top. 1732 POPE Ep. Bathurst 90 With

all th'embroid'ry plaister'd at thy tail. 1774 Westm. Mag.
I 1. 95 Bills plaister posts, songs paper ev ry wall.

C. fig. To cover, load to excess, e. g. with praise;

also, to hide, gloze over, palliate ;
to patch, botch,

mend or restore superficially.
Also with over, up.

a.. 1602 MARSTON Antonio's Rev. n. v, Thou art made as

durt To plaster up the bracks of my defects. 1813 Examiner
22 Mar. 187/1 They plaster the memory of that intriguing

politician with unbounded praise. 186} Sal. Ret'. 5 Aug.

169/2 To plaster his friends with praise in order that he in

turn may be similarly beplastered.

ft. 1546 BALE Eng. Votaries i. 20 Se here the con-

ueyaunce of these spyrytuall gentylmen in Playsterynge vp
their vnsauerye sorceryes. 1599 NASHE Lenten Stuffe ( l87i>

3 With light cost of rough cast rhetorick, it may be tolerably

plaistered over. 1683 KENNETT tr. Erasm. on Folly 43 A
second Prometheus, to plaister up the decayed image of

Mankind.

2. To treat medically with a plaster ; to apply
a plaster to. Also absol.

a.. 1377 LANGL. P. PL B. xx. 308 Lettres bei sent, 5if any

surgien were [in] be sege bat softer couth piastre. Ibid. 312

More of phisyke bi fer and fairer he plastreth. 1768 FOOTE
Devil in. Wks. 1799 II. 275 Full power .. to pill,., plaster,

and poultice, all persons. 1843 LYTTON Last Bar. l. iv, She

bound the arm, plastered the head.

PLASTERING.

ft. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 402/2 Playstryn sorys, cata-

plasnw. 1593 ^' HARVEY Philad. 18 She thought it no

reason, to plaister one bodie for an other bodies sores.

b. fig. To apply a remedy to, soothe, alleviate ;

hence, humorously, to give compensation for.

1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. xvn. 95 Bathed in bat blode,. .And
banne plastred with penaunce, and passioun of bat babi.

'393 Ib'd. C. xx. 89 And Jut be plastred with pacience, when

fondynges hym prykieb. 1649 G. DANIEL Trinarch., Rich. II

cxlix, A promis'd Parliament can plaster ore This Gash.

1891 T. HARDY Tessji/i Clare.. did what he usually did in

such cases, gave the man five shillings to plaster the blow.

3. To mix or pound into a soft tenacious mass ;

in Smarting slang, to shatter (a bird) with shot,

b. intr. To form a plastery mass, to cake.

14.. Mcd. Receipts in Rel. Ant. I. 53 Tak the white of

.iij. egges..and whete flour, and erth of an oven, and play-
ster al-to-gider. 1:1450 ME. Med. Bk. (Heinrich) 224 Tak
mosse of aborn, and seb hyt in red wyn, and playstre hyt
ber to. 1812 SIR J. SINCLAIR Syst. Huso. Scot. i. 215 Any
rain that falls, so impregnates the soil with moisture, that if

worked, it plasters, and the north-east winds harden it like

stone. 1883 BROMLEY-DAVENPORT in igt/i Cent. Dec. 1097
The plasterer, whose plastering often arises from jealousy,
will plaster i.e. blow the pheasant into a pulp.

4. To apply, affix, or stick (something) like

plaster (or a plaster) upon a surface. Msofg.
1864 HAWTHORNE Dolliver Rom. (1879) 80 The name that

they, .caused the clergyman to plaster indelibly on the

poor little forehead at the font. 1876 MOZLEY Univ. Senn.

lii. (ed. 2) 46 It is always easy for the originator of a new

Philosophy to plaster any amount of high morals upon it.

1879 STEVENSON Trav. Ccvcnitcs (1886) So Black bricks of

firwood were plastered here and there upon both sides. 1889

Spectator 14 Dec. 842 The mosquito the best thing is to

fling forth an indignant hand and plaster him to the wall.

5. a. To treat (wine) with gypsum or sulphate of

potash with the object of neutralizing excessive

acidity, etc. b. To dust (vines) with gypsum in

order to prevent rot or mildew of the berries.

c. To treat (land) with plaster of Paris.

1819 [see PLASTERED]. 1886 Standard 14 May, Sherry. .

brandied to make it keep, and plastered with sulphate of

lime to kill the tartar which makes it over acid. 1905 H. II.

KOLLESTON Dis. Liver 183 Sulphate of potash, with which

wines in Paris were formerly largely
'

plastered '.

Hence Pla'stered, t plaistered ///. a., covered

with, treated with, or formed of plaster.
a. 1388 WYCLIK Amos vii. 7 Lo ! the Lord stondinge on a

wall plastrid. 1535 COVERDALE ibid., Beholde, the Lorde

stode vpon a plastered wall. 1735 SOMERVILLE Chase iv. 169

O'er clogging Fallows, o'er dry plaster'd Roads. 1819

W. FAUX Mem. Days in America(iS2$ 139 Plaster of Paris

. . is found to operate on land by attracting dew. More dew
is always seen in plants and grains growing on plastered

fields, a 1850 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. xxiii. (1861) V. 70
That ugly old labyrinth of dingy brick and plastered

timber.

H[AWKINS] Caussin's Holy Crt. 127 All the plaistered pre-

tending sectes.. are quite vanished. 1776 WITHERING Brit.

Plants (1796! IV. 146 On the sides of caverns in limestone

rocks, and on plaistered walls in vaults.

Pla-sterer, t plaisterer. [f. prec. + -ER i.]

1. One who works with or in plaster, a. One

who plasters buildings.
o. ^93 Mem. Ripon (Surtees) III. 120 In solucione facta

Ricardo Plasterer et fratri suo in parte salarii ejus pro

HALL Chron., Hen. VI 97 Against tne excessiue tanyng 01

Masons, Carpenters, Tilers, Plasterers and other laborers.

1704 Land. Cnz. No. 4050/4 Any Plasterers desirous to Per-

form the Work in the Great Hall. 1847 SMEATON Builders

Man. 118 The Plasterer... His duty is to cover the naked

timbers and brickwork in ceilings and walls.

a 1350-1 Rolls of Parlt. II. 234/1 Item, plaisterers &
autres ouveroursdes mures d'argill. 1548 Act 2 $3 Edw. VI,

c. 15 4 Any.. Bricklayer, Plaisterer, Joyner, Hardhewer,

Sawyer. 1593 SHAKS. 2 Hen. VI, iv. ii. 140 Villame, thy

1822"j MAC-DONALD Mem. jf. Season 468 The existence of

that Chapel is. .owing to William Beacock, a plaisterer.

b. One who moulds or casts figures in plaster,

o. 1615 W. GEDDE {title) Booke of Sundry Draughtes,

Kincipally
serving for Glasiers, and not impertinent for

asterers and Gardiners. 1624 WOTTON Archil. \nRilif.

(1651) 294 Plastiaue is not onlyunder Sculpture, but indeed

very Sculpture Itself: but with this difference! that the

Plasterer doth make his Figures by Addition. 1823 P.

NICHOLSON Pract. Build. 376 The plasterers of the present

day cast all their ornaments in Plaster of Pans.

ft 1668-9 PEPYS Diary 10 Feb., To the plaisterer's at

Charing Cross, that casts heads and bodies in plaister.

o. Sporting slang. (See PLASTER v. 3.)

1883 [see PLASTER v. 3].

2. Name of a S. African digger-wasp : see
<juot.

1857 LIVINGSTONE Trav. xxvii.
539^

A hymenopterous insect

. [-INGI.]
plaster about the size of a pea.

Fla-stering, tplais
1. The action of the verb PLASTER.

a. Working or covering with or as with plaster.

. 1453 Mem. Ripon (Surtees) III. 160 Johanni Plastr' pro

steryng muri aute. 1598 in W' 11 '5 & clark Cambridgeula .

(1886) II. 252 Places wher plasteringe is needeful

MOXOH Mcch. l-lxerc. 249 Names and Uses of Tools
full. 1703

relating



PLASTERISH.
to Plastering. 1880 Miss BRADDON Just as f am iv, Doing
an odd job of plastering.

/3. ^1440 Promp. Parv. 402/2 Playstrynge of wallys,
liturti, gipsatns. 1663 GERBIER Counsel 79 Playstering
upon Lath, 1667 PRIMATT City $ C. Build. 67 For Lathing
and Flustering against Ceelings and Partitions.

b. Application of a curative plaster.
,-1440 rrouip. Parv. 402/2 Playsterynge of sorys, cata-

plasinacio. 1591 PERCIVALL Sp. Diet.) Emplastradura,
plalstenng.Jbtxetttatio. 1641 'SMECTVMNUUS ' Answ. (1653)
68 The plaistring or palliating of these rotten members.
aijib SOUTH Sertn. (1744) VIII. ii. 55 In spight of all our

plaisterings and dressings of it 'twill prove incurable.

C. Formation of a sticky mass.
1812 SIR J. SINCLAIR Syst. I/iest>. Scot. i. 215 That dry

friable porous surface . . upon which, ifrain falls, no plastering
ensues.

2. concr. Plastered work ; a coating of plaster,
or of anything plastered or daubed on.

. i<j8o HOLLYBAND Trcas. Fr. Tong s.v. Enduit^ The
plastnngofa house. 1703 MOXON Meek. Exerc. 249 They. .

brish over their new Plastering when they set, or finish it.

1847 S.MEATON Builder s Man. 17 When plastering is laid
and set hard on bricks which are not perfectly dry. 1899
IV'estm, Gaz. 14 Dec. 2/2 Those stiff plasterings of guipure
lace on coat collars and revers lost favour with the chic.

3. 1538 ELVOT, Tectorium, the playstrynge or pariettynge
of a house. i66i HOLYDAY Juvenal 122 After that she has
taken-off the plaistering of steeped bread and asses milk.

1726 LEONI Albertis Archit. II. 14/2 The middle coat,
which we call plaistering, is to prevent any faults or defects
in . . the other two.

3. attrib., as plastering-work.

959

as clay or wax
; capable of shaping or moulding

formless matter.
Plastic art (t art j>lastic\ the art of shaping or modelling \

any art in which this is done, as sculpture or ceramics.

1632 B. JONSON Magn. Leuty iv. iii, Not .. as we were to
mould

sand. .is more tractable and better for Plaistering-work.
1765 Museum Rust. IV. 80 Plaistering-lath, is. 5^. per
bunch.

t Pla-sterish, plai-sterish, a. Obs. rare-'.

[f. PLASTER s6. + -ISH l.J
= next.

1610 HOLLAND Camden's Brit. I. 24 Fracastorius..sup-
poseth_that this Hand gat the name Albion of the said
plasterish [1637 plaisterish] soile.

fPla-sterly, plai-sterly, a. Obs. rare- 1
, [f.

as prec. + -LY '.] Of the nature of plaster.
1655 FULLER Hist. Ctunb. vii. 36 Others looked for it

[cause of sweating-sickness] from the earth, as arising from
an exhalation in moist weather out of Gipsous or plaisterly
\ed. 1840 plasterly] ground.

Plaster of Paris. Also 6 Paris plaster.

[See PLASTER sb. 3.] A fine white plaster, con-

sisting of gypsnm rendered anhydrous by calcina-

tion, which swells and rapidly sets when mixed
with water, and hence is used for making moulds

j

and casts, as a cement, etc. ; so called because

prepared from the gypsums of Montmartre, Paris.
. c 1462 Wright's Chaste Wife 86 The chambyr he lett

make fast, Wyth plaster of parys }>at wyll last. 1577
HARRISON England n. xii. (1877) I. 235 Parget of fine ala-
baster burned, which they call plaster of Paris. 1579
PUTTENHAM Partheniade in Eng. Posie III. xix. (Arb.) 251
Her bosome sleake as Paris plaster, Helde vp two balles of
alabaster. 1787 M. CUTLER in Life, etc. (1888) I. 279 There
are several Casts, done in Plaster of Paris. 1894 Labour
Commission Gloss., Plaster of Paris, a composition of
several species of gypsum dug near Montmaitre, near Paris.
..This term is, however, frequently applied to plaster stone,
or to any species of gypsum.
3. [1387 : see PLASTER sb. 3 /S.j 1516 Maldon, Essex, Liber

B. If. 84 b, Paied for iii busshellis of playster of paris price the
busshell viiia'. 1658 W. SANDERSON Graphice 80 The quality
of this plaister of Paris, is to bind the Colours together.
1703 HEARNE Collect. 15 Oct. (O. H. S.) I. 56 Wood's Head
(is] taken in Plaister de Paris. 1803 Med. Jrnl. X. 72 The
drawing was taken from a cast in plaister of Paris.
attrib. 1753 HOGARTH Anal. Reality x. 108 It was drawn

from a pjaster-of-Paris figure cast offnature. 1831 BREWSTER
Optics ii. 17 A plaister of Paris statue strongly illuminated.
1879 St. Georges Hasp. Rep. IX. 613 The limb was then
bandaged to a splint, and enclosed in a plaster-of-Paris case.

I Pla-sterwise, plaisterwise, adv. Obs.

[f. PLASTER sb. + -WISE.] In the manner of a
plaster ; of the consistency of a plaster.
cisjo in I'icary's Anat. (1888) App. ix. 221 Allwayes

styrring it vntill it be plaster-wyse. 1541 R. COPLAND
Cuydon's Formal. X j, Somtyme is a lytell hony put therto
and medled playsterwyse. 1671 SALMON Syn. Med. 432
Mustard ..plaisterwise helps the Epilepsy, &c. 1747 WESLEYPrim. Physic (1762) 76 Spread it thick Plaister-wise.

Pla'stery, a. Also 6 plastry, 6-7 plaistrie.

[f. PLASTER sb. + -Y.] Of the nature of or like

plaster ; viscid, tenacious. Hence Fla'steriness.
. '533 ELYOT Cast. Helthe (1541) 8 b, Fleume plastry, whiche
is very grosse, and as it were chalky. 1600 SURFLET Conntrie
farme MI. Ixi. 567 Hauing gotten by long space, .a plasterie
crust or hardnes ouer all the parts of it. 1661 J. CHILDRF.Y
firit. Baconica 126 Fracastorius attributes this sweating

Rome in general might be called a rubbishy place.

Plastic (plarstik), a. Also 7-8 -tick, -tique,
(8 plaistic). [ad. L. plastic-us (Vitr.), a. Gr.
irXao-TiKos that may be moulded, belonging to

moulding or modelling, plastic, f. jrXacn-os formed,
moulded, f. ir\aaativ to mould, form. So F.

flastique (1556 in Hatz.-Darm.).]
I. In active sense.

1. Characterized by moulding, shaping, modelling,
fashioning, or giving form to a yielding material,

1677 PLOT Oxfordsh. 251 He [John Dwight] has so far
advanced the Art Plastick, that 'tis dubious whether any
man since Prometheus have excelled him. 1728 POPE
Dune. I. 101 So watchful Bruin forms, with plastic care,
Each growing lump, and brings it to a bear. 1741 WAR-
BURTON Div. Lcgat. II. 554 God, the great plastic Artist.

'745 J. G. COOI-KR Pcriuer ofHarmony I. 21 As o'er the rock
the plastic chissel moves. 1852 tr. ZliilUr's Archxol. Art
65 The plastic talent which creates material forms cannot
certainly fail to be recognized even as early as Homer.

b. In surgery: Concerned with remedying a

deficiency of structure ; reparative of tissue ; as

plastic surgery, a plastic operation.
1879 St. George's Hcsp. Rep. IX. 379 There were 2 plastic

operations. 1883 HOLMES & HULKK Syst. Surg. (ed. 3) III.
681 Plastic Operations on the Cheek (Meloplasty). 1897 W.
ANDERSON Lupus 14 The raw surface may be covered in

partially or completely by gliding portions of detached
integument from an adjacent part, or other resources of
plastic surgery may be employed.
2. Causing the growth or production of natural

forms, esp. of living organisms ; formerly, in a quasi-

philosophical sense, as an attribute of an alleged
principle, virtue, or force in nature ; formative,
procreative ; creative.

1646 SmT. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. 117 The plastickor forma-
'

live faculty, from matter appearing homogeneous and of a
similary substance erecteth bones, membranes, veynes and
arteries. 1658 Gard. Cyrus iii, In what diminutives the

plastick principle lodgetli is exemplified in seeds, a 1677
HALE Prim. Orig. Man. II. vii. 192 Those that think that
these Conchx or Petrified Shells were no other than the
Lttsus nature, the Effects of the Plastick power of the
Earth. 1732 BERKELEY Alciphr.\u. 14 He is positive as
to the being of God ; and that not merely as a plastic nature,
or soul of the world. 1794 COLERIDGE Sonn. to Bowles,
Like that great Spirit, who with plastic sweep Moved on
the darkness of the formless deep. 1830 LYELL Princ. Gcvl.
I. 23 The absurdity of having recourse to a certain

'

plastic
force ', which it was said had power to fashion stones into

organic forms. 1875 E. WHITE Life in Christ \. iv. (1878)
30 The creation of groups by successive acts of divine

power, or . . by successive acts of the plastic force of nature.

3. Jig. in reference to immaterial things, condi-

tions, or forms, aesthetic or intellectual conceptions,
literary productions, etc.

1662 STILLINGFL. Orig. Sacr. in. i. 4 The great enquiry
then is, how far this Plastick Power of the understanding,
may extend its self in its forming an Idea of God. 1756-82
J. WARTON Ess. Pope (ed. 4) I. iii. 113 The genuine poet, of
a lively plastic imagination. 1783 JCSTAMOND tr. Rayual's
Hist. Indies VI. 29 He considered the sign of wealth, as
the plastic and preserving principle of political strength.
1837 SIR W. HAMILTON Metaph. xlv. (1870) II. 500 Imagina-
tion creates nothing .. it only builds up old materials into
new forms; and ..ought, therefore, to be called, not the
productive or creative, but the plastic. 1871 R. H. HUTTON
Ess. I. 133 There is a formative plastic power that is ever
urgmg us towards our truest life. 1877 DOWDEN Shaks.
Prim. v.

5_9
The compression of the large and rough matter

of history into dramatic form demanded vigorous exercise of
the plastic energy of the imagination.

XI. In neuter and passive sense.

4. Pertaining to, connected with, or characteristic
of moulding or modelling; produced by moulding,
modelling, or sculpture, as distinguished from that
which is drawn on a surface. Plastic merit, merit
as a piece of moulding or sculpture.
1726 LEONI Alberli's Archit. I. 32/2 This sort of Works,

which are call'd Plastic \che si chiamano lavori di Terra],
1841 W. SPALDING Italy # It. Isl. I. 217 Four Bronze
Horses. .more noted for their adventures and undoubted
antiquity than for their plastic merit. 1863 MARY HOWITT
F. Bremer's Greece I. vii. 238 The Greeks have an ab-
horrence of any plastic images of the saints.

5. Susceptible of being moulded or shaped ;

capable of taking a new form when subjected to

pressure (as clay) ; readily assuming a new shape.
Plastic crystal, a variety of Portland cement of remarkable

plasticity. Plastic sulphur, an allotropic form of sulphur :

see quot. 1868.

1791 E. DARWIN Bat. Gard. i. 85 Etruria ! next beneath
thy magic hands Glides the quick wheel, the plastic clay
expands. 1797 GODWIN Enquirer \. iii. 12 How unformed
and plastic is his body ! 1811 A. T. THOMSON Land. Disp.
(1818) p. cxiii, Kneading the coating material, so as to render
it very plastic. 1860 TYNDALL Glac. n. xxii. 349 The ice..
was plastic to pressure but not to tension. 1868 WATTS
Did. C/iem. V. 531 Plastic sulphur, .is obtained by heating
melted sulphur to the temperature 260-300, and then
cooling it suddenly by pouring it in a very thin stream into
cold water. It is thus obtained as a soft, yellowish-brown,
semitransparent mass, capable of being drawn out into fine
elastic threads possessed of considerable tenacity.

b. Plastic clay (Geol.}, a name given (after
.the F. argile plastique of Cuvier and Brongniart)
to the middle group of the Eocene beds, imme-
diately underlying the London clay, now called the
\Voolwich and Reading series.

1832 DE LA BECHE Grnl. Max. (ed. 2) 229 Above these beds,
to which, strictly speaking, the term 'plastic clay

'

is alone
applicable, there is often another clay, separated from the
former by a bed of sand. 1833 LYELL Princ. Geol. III. 244
Plastic clay and sand. 1885 Lyelts Eltm. Gtol. 229 Wool-
wich and Reading series. . .formerly called the Plastic

PLASTICINE.

clay, as it agrees with a similar clay used in pottery, which
occupies the same position in the French series.

6. Of immaterial things and conditions : Capable
of being moulded, fashioned, modified, orimpressed;
impressionable, pliable ; susceptible to influence ^
pliant, supple, flexible.

1711 SHAFTESB. Charac. (1737) I. iv. iii. 146 Such is Poetical,
and such (if I may so call it) Geographical or Plastick Truth.
1816 BENTHAM Ckrestom. 133 Of all known languages, the
Greek is assuredly in its structure the most plastic and mo^t
manageable. 1842 BARHAM Ingot. Leg. Ser. n. Babes in
IVooa^ While his mind's ductile and plastic, I'll place him
at Dotheboys Hall. 1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) V. 67 Plato
..fancies that the life of the state is as plastic. .as that of
the individual.

7. Biol. and Path. Capable of forming, or being
organized into, living tissue, as plastic lymph,
a plastic exudation pertaining to or accompanied
by such a process, &$ plastic bronchitis.

1834 J. FORBES Lacnnccs Dis. Chest i. (ed. 4) 61 The
inflammatory affections of the mucous membrane of the
bronchi, may be divided into the catarrhal, the plastic or
crusty, and the ulcerous. 1851 CARI-KSTKR Alan. Phys.
(ed. 2) 375 It gives origin to similar changes in the effused

iibrine, which it converts from a plastic or organizable
deposit, into an aplastic or unorgani/able one, namely, pus.
1877 ROBKRTS litmdbk. Med, (cd. 3) I. 376 Plastic or

Croupous Bronchitis is almost always chronic. 1886 FAGG::
& PYE-SMITH Princ. Med. (ed. 21 I. 66 In speaking of

'plastic lymph
'

as undergoing development into connective
tissue and vessels, one means not the fibrin itself but the
celU that are included in it.

III. 8. absol. The plastic-, fa. The plastic prin-

ciple or virtue (0fa.) ; b. plastic art, plastic beauty.
1661 GLANVILL Van. Dogw. 214 To the knowledge of the

poorest simple, we must first know its efficient, the manner,
and method of itseffonnation,and the nature of the Plastick.
1682 H. MORE Annot. GlanvilCs Lit* O. 238 All Souls are
indued with the Plastick whether of Unites or Men. 1881
H. JAMES Portr. Lady xxxvi, His appreciation . .was based
partly on his fine sense of the plastic.

Plastic (plse'stik), sb.^ Now rare. Also 6-7
plastick(e, 7 plaistique, plastique. [ad. F.

plastique, ad. L. (ars) plastica, plastice, a. Gr.

irXacfTiKTj (rf^j/T;) the plastic art, fern, of Tr\actTiKQS

PLASTIC a. So Ger. plastik^ The art of modelling
figures : primarily, in clay, wax, etc. ; also, in

wider sense, in a harder material by sculpture.

Alsoy?^*. t<*. sing. Obs.

1598 R. HAVDOCKE tr. Lomazzo i, 7 Painting, Carving and
Plasticke are all but one and the same arie. 1624 WOTTON
Archit. in Rcliq. (1651) 293 Plaitjqne is not only under

Sculpture, but indeed very Sculpture it self. 1684 tr. Agrippas
Van. Arts xxv. 70 Of Statuary and Plastick.

$. In//, form.
1686 PLOT Staffbrdsh. 272 How dame Nature came thus

to mis-carry in her plastics. 1850 LEITCH tr. C. O. Mailer's
Anc. Art 20 (ed. 2) 7 The living plastics of the gymnic
games and choral dances were afterwards .. exalted in a

surprising manner by sculpture in stone and brass.

t Plastic, sb* Obs. [ad. late L. pfasticus

moulder, sculptor, a. Gr. irKaartKos adj. : see

PLASTIC a.~] A modeller, moulder, sculptor ; Jig.
a former, fashioner, creator.

1644 BULWER Chiron. 58 It is impossible for any Painter,
or Carver, or Plastique to give right motions to his works
or Hand. 1661 RUST Origeti in Phenix (1721) I. 75 The
beautiful Idea, according to which the Plastick works. 1661
GLANVILL Van. Dogin. 128 'Tis education is our Plastick.

1694 R. BURTHOGGE Reason $ Nat. Spirits 247 For in this

Terrestrial World, as to the several Regions of it. the

Animal, the Vegetable, and the Mineral, it is as certain,
that all had but one Plastic, as that the Body of a Man,
or any other particular Animal, had not more. 1837 CAR-
LYLE Fr. Rev. (1872) I. i. ii. 6 Ours is a most fictile world ;

and man is the most fingent plastic of creatures.

t Pla'stical, a. Obs, [f. L. plastic-us (see
PLASTIC a.} + -AL.]

= PLASTIC a.
;
formative.

1615 CROOKE Body ofMan 429 The Plasticall or formatiue

faculty of the wombe. a 1646 J.
GREGORY Serm. Posthuma

(1649) 70 At the last Daie, a kinde of Plasticall Dew shall

fall down upon the Dead, and ingender with Luz, the little

Bone spoken of before. 1653 H. MORE Conjeet. Cabbal. (1713)

14 The Plastical Power of the Souls that descend from the
World of Life, did faithfully and effectually work those wise
contrivances of Male and Female. 1681 GLANVILL Saddu-
cismns i. (1726) 96 The Subdivision of Spirits, into meerly
Plastical and Perceptive, supposing there are Spirits that
are meerly Plastical.

Pla'stically, adv.
[f. as prec. + -LY 2

: see

-TCALLY.] In a plastic manner, in various senses

of the adj. ; according to plastic art ; by moulding
or modelling; as a plastic substance.

1840 Fraser"s Mag. XXII. 140 Thou. .hast not always
had materials for thy prodigious brain to wield and plasti-

cally build up. 1856 DE QUINCEY Confess, Wks. V. 42 The
command over a language, the power of adapting it plasti-

cally to the expression of your own thoughts, is almost

exclusively a gift of nature. 1876 SVMONDS Grk. Poets Ser. n.

xi. 358 Both persons and situations are plastically treated

subjected, that is to say, to the conditions best fulfilled by
sculpture. 1886 Renaiss. It., Cath. React. (1898) VII.
xiv. 237 Humanity moves like a glacier, plastically.

Plasticine (plae-stisin). [f. PLASTIC a. +
-INE 4.] Proprietary name for a composition
capable of remaining plastic for a long time, used
in schools, etc. as a substitute for modelling clay.
1897 W. HARBUTT (title) Harbutt's plastic method and the

use of Plasticine. 1901 H. G. WELLS in Fortn. Rev. Jan.

184 Some one of the plastic substitutes for modelling clay
now sold by educational dealers, plasticine for example.



PLASTICISM.

Plasticism (plae'stisiz'm). [f. PLASTIC a. +

-ISM.] a. The doctrine of the plastic principle of

nature, b. The practice of the plastic art.

1858 MAYNE Expos. Lex., Plasticismus . . term for the

plastic force or power; plasticism. 1864 Gd. Words 403/1
Are we quite sure that this eclectic plasticism will always
be kept within the limits of congruityV

Plasticity (plsesti-siti). [f. PLASTIC a. + -ITY
;

so F.plasticity (i 785 in Hatz.-Darm.).] The quality

of being plastic, in various senses of the adj.

1782-3 W. F. MARTYN Gcog. Mag. I. 325 Inclining to

plasticity, (or easiness of impression). 1793 SMEATON Edy.
stone L. 218 note. The lime will receive the most sand in

that way, without losing its plasticity. 1801 W. TAYLOR in

Monthly Mag. XII. 588 Moulded into metaphors, or carved

into comparisons, with marvellous
plasticity.^ 1859 BAIN

Emotions 11. ix. 20. 519 Some natures are distinguished by
plasticity or the power of acquisition, and therefore realize

more closely the saying that man is a bundle of habits.

1868 CLIFFORD Lect. (1879) 1. 102 The race muscat a certain

time have a definite amount of plasticity, that is, a definite

power ofadapting itself to altered circumstances by changing
in accordance with them. 1878 STEWART & TAIT Unseen
Univ. iii. 108 Effects of the extraordinary plasticity of

t Pla-sticly, ativ. Obs. ran-'. [(.
PLASTIC a.

+ -LT 2
.]

= PLASTICALLY.

1678 CUDWORTH Intell. Syst. i. v. 668 The true and proper
Cause of Motion.. is not the Matter itself organized ; but the

Soul either as cogitative or plastickly self active . . ruling

Flastid (pls-stid), sb. (a.) [a. Ger. plastid

(Haeckel), f. Gr. n\aaros (see -PLAST) + -id, after

Gr. -iSioc, dim. suffix.]

1. Biol. An individual mass or unit of proto-

plasm, as a cell or unicellular organism.
1876 E. R. LANKESTER Adv. Sc. (1890) 283 Haeckel's useful

term '

plastid
'

for a corpuscle of protoplasm. 1877 DAWSON
Orig. IVorld 377 If we reduce organized beings to their

ultimate organisms cells or plastids. 1878 BELL Ge^cn-
baiir's Comp. Annt. p. viii, Our knowledge of the nucleus

of organic cells or plastids.

2. Bot. A differentiated corpuscle or granule

occurring in the protoplasm of a vegetable cell ;

e.g. a chlorophyll-granule, a chromoplastid, or

a leucoplastid.
1885 GOODALF. Physiol. Bot. (1892) 287 As the cells which

develop from the growing point assume the different cha-

racters which fit them for special services, .[so] their plastids

may likewise assume special characters.

B. adj. Having the character of a plastid.

1890 in Cent. Diet. 1895 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

Hence Pla:stidogene-tic a., producing plnstids.

1899 Natural Science Dec. 458 The respiratory trees of

Holothuroids have four functions respiratory, hydrostatic,

plastidogenetic. and excretory.

Plastidule (plarstidial). Biol. [a. Ger.

plastidul (Haeckel), dim. of plastid : see -ULE.]
A hypothetical molecule or ultimate particle of

protoplasm, constituting a vital unit, and forming
an element or constituent of a plastid or cell.

1877 DAWSON Orig. World 377 And with Spencer and
Haeckel suppose these to be farther divisible into still

smaller particles or plastidules. 1878 tr. Virchoiv's Freedom

of Science 23. 1879 [see PLASSON]. Ly>$Academy 9f Lit.

28 Jan. 82 Haeckel claims priority for his notion of the

plastidule, though this and numerous variants with other

names are notoriously none other than the '

physiological
unit

'

of Spencer, which preceded them all.

attrib. 1877 Nature 4 Oct. 492/2 The speaker [Virchow]
then criticised somewhat severely Prof. Haeckel's theory of

the plastidule soul and of the animated cell.

Hence Plasti'dular, Flastidvrlic adjs., pertain-

ing to a plastidule.
1878 tr. Virchffw's Freedom ofScience 2^,

I am unable to

admit that we should be at all justified in importing the

'plastidulic soul
1

into the course of our education. 188.4

A. LAMBERT in igM Cent. June 954 The theory of a '

plasti-

dulic soul '.

Flastin (plae'stin).
Biol. [f. Gr. n\acmjs (see

-PLAST) + -IN i, after chromatin.] A viscous sub-

stance found in the nucleus of a cell.

1889 Q. Jrnl. Microsc. Sc. July 169 Besides the
'
nuclein ',

. . Reinke and Rodewald. .have found '

plastin ', and Kossel

..'histon* and 'adenin'. Comb. 1905 Brit. JIM. Jrnl. 25
Feb. 442 The Karyosome . .contains eight chromatin elements

surrounded by a coloured plastin-like substance.

Plasticine (plastrk). [F.,sb. use offfastifue
adj., plasticj A name given to a plastic composi-
tion for modelling.
[1803 SARRETT Nevj Pict. London 80 The ornaments are

plastick, a composition something like plaster of Paris.]

1903 Daily Mail 7 Sept. 7/4 Modelling may be done in

wax, clay, or plastique.

Plastogamy (plsestp-gami). Biol. [f. Gr.
jrAa<TT-6s moulded + -^a/u'a marriage.] The fusion

of the protoplasm of two or more cells or unicellu-

lar organisms, as in the formation of a plasmodium.
Hence Flastoffa'mico., pertaining to plastogamy.
1891 HARTOG in Nature 17 Sept. 483/2 Plastogamy: the

fusion of cytoplasta into plasmodium, the nuclei remaining
free. 1901 G. N. CALKINS Protozoa 218 Thus cytotrophy,

leading first to contiguity, may result in plastogamy, or the

fusion of cell-plasms. Ibid., Four individuals may be found
in plastogamic union.

t Pla'Stograph. Obs. rare . [Cf. Gr. jrXaffro-

ypa<pos adj.
'

forging, falsifying
'

(Liddell & Scott),

f. TrAaoTos moulded, forged + fpaipuv to write.]

1658 PHILLIPS, Plastografh, (Greek) counterfeit writing.

960

Plastography (plsestp-grafi). rare-". [In
sense I

,
ad. Gr. n^aaroypatpia, f. ir\affToypa(pos : see

prec. In sense 2, f. Gr. irXaffroi moulded + -GRAPHY

(erroneously used).]
1 1. (See quot.) Obs.

1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Plastography (plastographia), a

counterfeiting or false writing.

U 2.
' The art of forming figures in plaster

'

(Maunder Treas. Knowl. 1830).

Pla'Stral, a. [f. next + -AL.] Of or pertaining
to a plastron.
1889 Brit. Mus. Cat. Clielonians 25 Plastral shields sub-

ject to great variations. 1890 in Cent. Diet.

Plastron (plce'strjm). Also 6 plasteroun.

[a. F. plastron breast-plate, also in other senses

as in Kng., ad. It. piastrone, augment, of piastra

breast-plate, prop, plate of metal ; see PIASTRE,

PLASTER.]
1. A steel breast-plate formerly worn beneath

the hauberk. Obs. exc. Hist.

1506-7 Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scot. III. 367 Item, for ane

hebreschoun.., and ane plasteroun to the samyn. 1834
PLANCHF. Brit. Costume 87 In later times we shall find the

plastron called the gorget. 1837 H. AINSWORTH Crichton
II. 392 The point of his lance glanced off the sharp gorget
of the plastron. 1853 JAMES Agnes Sorel (1860) I. 45, I

should be thrown on one side like a rusty plastron.

b. A leather-covered wadded shield or pad, worn

by professional fencers over the breast.

quilted Breast-Leather, which serves for his Scholars to

push at. 1893 MCCARTHY RedDiamonds 1. 261 Endeavour-

ing to plant ner foil on the leather plastron of the fencing-
master's chest.

transf. a 1648 DIGBY Closet Open. (1677) 162 Laying under
it a thick Plastron of Beef-Suet.

fig. T75S CHESTF.RF. Let. to Bp. Chc-vcnix 15 Dec., The
several situations, which I have been in, having made me
long the flastron of dedications, I am become as callous

to flattery, as some people are to abuse.

c. Applied to an ornamental plaque worn on the

breast.

1883 D. H. R. GOODALF. in Harper's Mag. July 242/2 That

plastron of steel ornaments is effective.

2. In women's dress, A kind of ornamental

front to a bodice, introduced in the latter half of

the I gth c. ; extended to a loose front of lace, or of

some light fabric edged with lace, embroidery, etc.

1876 Echo 30 Aug. (Fashions). 1881 Truth 31 Mar. 446/1
The low satin bodice has a plastron embroidered in purple
and gold jet. 1883 CasselFs Fam. Mag. Sept. 619/1

Occasionally the waistcoat or plastron is made full. 1886

J. K. JEROME Idle Thoughts (1889) 152, I shall wear my
plum-coloured body.. with a yellow plastron. 1893 Lady
10 Aug. 146/3 The vest or plastron is of silk covered with

lace. 1903 Daily Chron. 28 Mar. 8/4 The stock . . is usually
made to fasten at the back, so

tha_l
the front part may be

decorative, and is seen, as well, with a little overhanging
plastron or wedge-shaped front, or a deep point, edged with

open-work or coloured embroidery. 1906 Advertisement,
Real Irish crochet lace Plastron.. .Real Bruges lace Plastron.

b. In men's dress, A starched shirt-front ; esp. of

the kind without pleats.
1890 Athenaeum

} June 745/3 The one restraining |n-
fiuence upon the civilized man is the 'plastron ', otherwise
the shirt front of evening dress. 1900 Daily News 24 Mar.

6/4 The light from the lamp. .shows a curious and useful

reflection on the plastron of the white shirt.

3. Zool. (After Cuvier.) The ventral part of the

shell of a tortoise or turtle.

1831 tr. Cuvier's Anim. Kingd. IX. 67 The plastron, or

breast-plate [of the Order Chelonia] is yellowish and

flat, truncated, .. and covered with twelve scaly plates.

1835-4 Toad's Cycl. Anat. I. 201/2 This plastron is the

sternum, or. .the union of several sternums. 1870 GILLMORE
tr. Fignier's Reptiles $ Birds 158 Terrestrial Tortoises

are distinguished by their short, oval and convex bodies,
covered by carapace and plastron.

b. Applied to the analogous part in various

other animals, as in the extinct labyrinthodon (an

amphibian), the glyptodon (allied to the arma-

dillos), certain fossil fishes, and certain existing
echinoderms (e. g. Spatangus} : see quots.
1854 H. MILLER Sck. 4- ScAm. xxiy. (1858) 528 The extra-

ordinary form of Pterichthys . .with its arched carapace and
flat plastron restored before me. 1888 ROLLESTON & JACKSON
Anim. Life 557 As to the interambulacral plates, they
become much expanded near the peristome of Spatangidx.
..The whole structure constitutes a raised plastron. 1890
Cent. Diet. s. v. Glyptodon, They are all distinguished from

the living armadillos . . by possessing a ventral shield or

plastron.

4. Ornith. A coloured area on the breast or

belly of a bird, like or likened to a shield.

1890 Cent. Diet, cites COUES. 1895 in Syd. Sue. Lex.

5. Anat. The sternum together with the costal

cartilages, the part removed in post-mortem ex-

aminations.

1890 in Cent. Diet. 1895 in Syd. Sac. Lex.

Plastry, obs. form of PLASTERT.

fPla-sture, plaisture. Erroneous form of

PLASTER sb., the ending confused with -URE.

cisjo LLOYD Treas. Health Kj, Hete al together, and
make a plasture of it beyng hole. 1589 GREENE Tullies
Loue Wks. (Grosart) VII. 132 For so deepe a wound the

! Lady Cornelia bringeth in a lenitiue plaisture. Ibid. 163

PLAT.

Apply them not as outward plastures, but as inward potions.
1608 HIEKON Defence II. 72* His laste plasture for this cure

maketh the soare to run out wyder.

-plasty, combining element, repr. Gr. -irAaffTi'a,

f. 7r\ao-Tos formed, moulded, used in sense
' mould-

ing, formation
'

in technical terms, chiefly of surgery,
as dermatoplasty, hypoplasty, osteoplasty.

Plat, st>.l Obs. exc. dial. Forms : I plsett, 5-6
Sc. platt, plat. [OE. plsett buffet, smack ; cf. MLG.
flat smack, MHG. plalz, blatz,^

Ger. platz, plotz

resounding blow, bang, crash. Goes with PLAT .l,

both being app. of onomatopceic origin.
(But cf. PLAT a. flat ; a buffet is struck with the flat palm.)]

A flat blow
;
a smack, slap.

c looo jELFRic Horn. II. 248 Drihten soSlice us sealde

haelu l>urh 8am ear-plaettum, and ece alysednysse. 1500
Rovjlis Cursing- 122 in Laing Ane. Poet. Scotl., With

skuljeoun clowttis and dressing knyvis, Platt for plat on
thair gyngyvis. 1513 DOUGLAS j&neis xli. iv. 203 Syne
with hys kne him possit with sic ane plat, That on the erd

he spaldit him all flat. 1535 LYNDESAY Satyre 855 Sapience,
thow servis to beir a plat, ciooo (Conversation in Co.

Donegal), 'Did the "old gentleman
"
ever set foot on this

Island (St. Patrick's in Lough Dergi ?
' 'A few plats of the

Prior 'ud soon make him lave.' ;H. Chichester Hart.)

Flat (plset), sb.- arch, or dial. Forms : 4-

plat, (5-7 platte, 6-9 platt) ; //. plats ;
in 3

platen, 5-7 plattes, 6 plates, [app. a. O.flat
flat surface or thing, dish, etc., sb. use of the adj.

plat, plate flat : see PLAT a. Cf. Ger. platte plate

(of iron, etc.), slab.]
I. A flat thing, part, or surface.

1 1. A flat piece, a plate (of metal) ;
a thin slab

of anything ;
a sheet, slice. Obs.

In early instances, esp. in the plural, not separable from

PLATE so. i.

[c 1290 : see PLATE so. i.) c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xxvm.

(Margaret} 552 pane wes of Irne mony plat Layd til hyr

sydis, brynnand hat. Ibid, xxxvii. (Vincencius) 287, & yrne

platis brynnand hat Wes laid on hyme to mak hym mat.

1420 E. E. Wills (1882) 46, I. bord mausure. ., wyth a prent

in b" myddylle, and a grypp amyde, and a narow plat be be

syddys, with iij lyonis of syluer, and ouerguld. 15*6 TIN-

UALE Malt, xxvii. 3 The xxx plattes off sylver. 1560 DAUS
tr. Sleidane's Comtn. 178 Thinne plats of leade of the same
breadth. 1581 W. STAFFORD Exam. Compl. ii. (1876) 60,

I had as liefe haue smal gadds or plats of Siluer and Gold,
without any coyne at al to go abroade from man to man for

exchaunge. i93in WilIis&C1arkCa>(SriVl
r

i'(i886)I.20[Not

only do we find a charge for .. the. .stage on which the

book-cases were to stand, but] platts [for the shelves are

bought].

f b. A flat ornament of gold or other precious
material. Obs. rare 1

.

1604 E. G[RIMSTONK] D'Acostit's Hist. Indies iv. xiv. 250,

1 have not knowen that . . they have found any of the form

and bignesse of the platt or iewel they have at Genes.

t c. A flat leaf, a blade. Obs. rare 1
.

1716 Land. Gaz. No. 5416/4 The Plat or Leafofthe Palmetor-
Tree.

2. The flat part or side of anything ; f a. The
flat of a sword, as opposed to the edge (obs.^ ;

t b. The sole of the foot (obs.) ; C. The mould-

board of a plough (dial.).
c 1386 CHAUCER Sqr.'s T. 154 To stroke hym with the plat

tv.r. platte] in that place Ther he is hurt. 1426 LYDG. De
Guil. Pilgr. 2664 Ther grevous woundys to allegge, Bet ys
the platte than the egge. 1574 WITHALS Diet. 64/1 The platte

Univ. Mag. XXXVII. 33/2 The plat, or earth-board, turned

most of the carrots out of the ground. 1843 Jrnl. R. Agric.
Sac. IV. i. 284 As soon as it leaves the mould-board, or, as

we call them in Norfolk, the plats.

3. Anything placed in a flat or horizontal posi-

tion : see quots. Obs. exc. dial.

1 a 1400 Morte Arth. 2478 Pyghte pauyllyons of palle, and

plattes in seegge. 1847-78 HALL-ELL, Plat, . .anything
flat

or horizontal, as a piece of timber so laid in building.

f b. A platform. Obs.

1558-9 Passage Q. Eliz. Diij, A stage..a.and in the same

a square platte rising with degrees.

4. A small bridge, a foot-bridge. (Also in form

plot.) Obs. exc. dial.

iS&MancA. Crt. Leet Rec. (1887) IV. 73 Richard Haworth
. . shall repaire and make good A Bridge or Plott in the

Milgate. Ibid. 84 Should repaire and make good a Platt

in the Millngate. 1670 in Picton L'pool Mttnic. Rec. (1883)

I. 277 The .. pulling downe of the said bridge or platt ..

is adjudged to be an act done for the good of the Corpora-
tion. 1835 Act 5 ft 6 Will. IV, c. 50 67 The said Surveyor
. .shall, .make and lay such trunks, plats, or bridges as he

shall deem necessary. 1869 LonsdaU Gloss., Plat, a small

foot-bridge.

5. A flat country, a plateau or table-land. U. S.

1812 BRACKENRIDGE Views Louisiana (1814) 107 There
- -

pec

6. Mining. A widened space in a level, near the

shaft, where trucks may cross, or ore is collected

for hoisting, etc.

1874 J. H. COLLINS Metal Mining (1875) 40 Where the

level meets the shaft, an enlargement is usually made ; this

is called a '

plat '. It is most useful as a place of deposit

for the ore previous to its being sent up
'

to grass '. 1897

Daily News 3 Nov. 9/5 As soon as the 200 feet level is

reached, the intention is to open out and cut plats on both

sides of the shaft.



PLAT. 961 PLAT.

t

body ;

II. A surface or place generally.

t 7. A surface in general (whether plane or not).
[1513 DOUGLAS sJ^neis viu. iii, 96 This Electra gret Atlas

begat, That on his sehuhlir beris the hevynnis plat.] 1535
COVKKDALK i Kings vii. 36 On the plat of the same sydes
and ledges, lie caused to carue Cherubins, lyons and pahne
trees. 1545 ASCHAM To.voph. (Arb.) 124 Yf there be any
whirlynge plat in the water, the mouynge ceasethe when it

commethe at the whyrlynge plat. 1551 RECORDK Patliiv.

Knou'L i. Defin., A plaine platte is that, whiche is made al

equall in height, so that the middle partes nother bulke vp,
nother *hrink down more then the bothe endes. For whan
the one parte is higher then the other, then is it named a

Croked platte. ///</., And the two poyntes that suche a

lync maketh in the vtter bounde or platte of the globe, are

named polis. 1593 FALE Dialling 45 b, The making of an
Horizontal! Spherical! or hollow Dtali... Prepare your Sphere
or plat perfectly hollow, of what quantity you will.

8. A place, spot, point of space ;
a locality

or situation. (Cf. PLAT j/;.3 i.) Obs. exc. dial.

1558 I'n AKR .-Eneid vii. T ij b, She seeth ^neas glad, and

plattes vprise for men to dwell. 1560 INGKLKND Disob.
Child in Hazl. Dodsley II. 297 They need.. to sit still, or
stand in one plat. 1608 Wit. LET Hc.vapla tixod, 731 They
had stayed 30.

dales in a plat. i66a GI:RNAI.L Chr. in Ann.
verse i8.T. I iii. 419/1 He turns himselfon his bed. .not an easie

'lat that he can find in it. 1770 LANC;HORNE Plutarch (1879)
. 528/2 Whereas the academy before was a dry and un-

sightly plat, he brought water to it, and sheltered it with

groves. 1818 Craven Gloss, (ed. 2\ Plat
t place, situation . .

as *
I steud at that time i this vara plat '.

fb. A 'place' or part of a surface, as of the

\ ;
cf. PLOT sl>. i. Obs.

1642 ROGERS Naatnan 35 And did cause each face to

waxe pale, and each hatid to be on ihe pained plat. 1658
GURNALL Chr. in Ann. verse 14. n. xviii. (1669) 68/2 If

there be but one sore plat.

Flat (plaet), s/>x Also (6 plate), 6-7 platt,'e.

[A collateral form of PLOT s/>., which arose early in

the 1 6th c., app. under the influence of PLAT s/>.%

The chronology appears to show that plat in sense i

originated as a variant of PLOT sb. sense 2, assimilated to
PLAT a. and sb.- through association of sense, a plot of

ground being usually a plat or flat area. Hence also,

through the notion in sense 2 of ' a plan on the flat ', arose
senses 3-5. Kut sense i being indifferently/^ or plat,
the same vacillation of form extended to these senses, so
that they also varied with plot, giving rise to senses 3-6 of
PLOT sb. Thus, in sense i^plat is a variant of//y/, hut, in

senses 2-5, plot appears to be a variant of plat. Doth forms
still survive in senses i and a ; in senses 3-5 plat has yielded
lo plot.}

I. PLOT sb. 2 (which is fount! earlier).
1. A piece or area of ground , usually) of small

extent; a patch. Often with a word defining its

nature or character, as grass-plat, plat ofgrass.
1517 Domesday Inclos. (1897) I. 256, ij acres of arrable

ground lieng in seuerall plattes in Asseby. 1539 limn;
(Great) Acts i. 18 A plat (1526 TINDAI.K plott] of grounde.
1557 RECORDE IV/u'tst. N ij, I must multiplie .210. by it

self, and so haue I the iust platte of grounde of .44,100.
foots. 1565-73 CooPUR Thesaurus, Cepctum, an onion
bed : a plat of onions. 1573 I,. LLOYD Marrtnv of /fist.

(1653) 144 A certain plat of ground, almost two hundred
acres. 1611 BIBLE 2 KtXftix, 26. 1632 MILTON Penseroso

73 Oft on a Plat of rising ground, I hear the far-off Curfeu
sound. 1667 P. L. ix. 456 This flour ie Plat, the sweet
recess of Eve. 1703 MAUNDRELI. Journ. Jems. (1732) 39
A large Quadrangular plat of ground. iSas COBBETT Rur.
Rides 17 Digging up their little plats of potatoes. 1885-94
K. BRIDGES Eros fy Psyche June v, The grassy plat 'Midst
of her garden, where she had her seat.

II. = PLOT sb. 3-6 (in which plat is earlier).

2. A plan or diagram of anything ; esp. a ground-

plan of a building or of any part of the earth's

surface ; a draught, design, map, chart
;
= PLOT

sb. 3. f To set down in plat : to map down, make
a plan of (obs.\ Now only C7

. S.

1511-1* in Willis & Clark Cambridge (1886) I. 478 They
can..vawte the chirch.. after the fourme of a platte therfor

devised. ,(1517 Jffg'. I'etus Coll. Merton., [Contract for a
farme place to be btided at Holiwell] acording to a plate
drawonne for the same. 1552 HULOF.T, Platte forabuyldynge,
orthographic. 1571 GOLIMNG Call-in on /'<?. Ep. Ded. i Some
description of the platte of the whole Earth. 1574 BOURNE
Regimentfor Sea xix. (1577) 49 For the making of plats or

cards, as touching Hydrographia commonly called sea cards.

1598 HAKLUVT t'oy. I. 437 To note all the Islands, and to
set them downe in plat. 1659 MOXON Tutor to Astron.
(1686) Pref., Globes, Maps, Platts, and Sea-drafts of New
discoveries. 1669 STORMY Mariner's Mag. iv. xv. 196 To
prick the same down in a Blank Chart or Mercator's Plat.

1740 Hist. Jamaica vii. 227 Every Surveyor shall return
Two Plats upon every Survey to the Patent-Office. 1756
KOLT Diet. Trade, Plat, a popular term, among mariners,
&c. for a sea-chart. 1893 Scribncrs Jfag~. June 695/1 We
ordered from the State Land Offices plats, showing the
lands subject to entry.

1 3. Jig. A plan or scheme of the actual or pro-

posed arrangement of anything; an outline, a

sketch; also, arrangement, disposition. Cf. PLOT
sb. 4. Obs.

1525 St. Papers Hen. I'tll, VI. 415 Knowing a plat and
likelihode of thEmperours mynde. 1556 ROBINSON Mere's
I- top. (Arb.) 167 Yea like, or rather more likely Platoes

platte to excell and passe. For what Platoes penne hathe

platted briefely. .The same haue I perfourmed fully. 1568
V. SKINNER tr. Montantts* Inquisition 48 My meaning in

this place is, onely to make a platte with out any order or

fashion. 1598 HAKLUYT I'oy. I. 9 No easier, readier, or

perfecter plat and introduction, is. .come to my imagination.
1711 STRYPR Eccl. Ment. II. n. ii. 257 He desired of the said
Duke to have a plat or a scheme of the said new discipline.

VOL. VII.

t 4. A plan of action or proceeding in some

undertaking; a scheme, design ;
= PLOT .^.5. Obs.

_ 1574 SIR T. SMITH in Ellis Qrig* Lett. Ser. n. III. 39 Vt
is high tyme soni concluMon were made, and some pint
drawen to be folowed in that enterprice of Ulster. 1584
Keg. Privy Council Sect. III. 681 A plat and nieunc

(juhairby his Majestic .. may import a greit profieit. 1596
HARINCTON Metaw. Ajax (1814) 115 What think you, no
Platt? is there not here a good plat laid, a 1656 USSHKK
Ann.

yi. (1658) 264 He saw that
jjlat

(it to serve for a
bridle in the mouths of the neighbouring nations.

t 5. The plan or scheme of a work of fiction,

a drama, poem, etc. ;
~ PLOT sb. 6. Obs.

1589 PL'TIICNHAM ting. Pot'ste in. xxv. (Arb.) 312 Our
maker or Poet Is. .first to deuise his plat or subiect, then to

fashion his poeme. i6oz MARSTON Ant. <$ Me/, in. \Vks.

1856 I. 38 Here mi^ht be made a rare Scene of folly, if the

plat could beare it.

III. in Scottish Eccl. Hist.

+ 6. a. The scheme for the territorial organi/a-
tion of the reformed church in Scotland on a

presbytenan system, and for the provision and
modification of stipends. Hence b. The body in

charge of this, the Commission under the Great
Seal of 1573 empowered to carry out the scheme.
1580 in k. of Univ. Kirk of Scott. (1840) 470 It is con-

sidderit and thocht meitt, that my Lord Clerk of Register
sould be requeestit to concurre with the Laird of Dun,
Mrs. Robert Pont .. and Johne Duncanson, or any thrie or
four of them, to lay [doun] and devyse a Platt of the

Presbytries and Constitutioutis therof as best appeirit be
thair judgement, to be reportit be them againe the nixt
Geneiall Assemblie. 1581 Ibid. 524 The Assemblie ordeaned
a Platt of their Kirks to be exhibit the mome to be con-
suited on, 1581 Ibid. 535 Who sail awaite upon the plntt
for modifieing of the Ministers stipends. 1597 Ibid. 940
It was reportit be the Commissioners of the General!

Assemblie, that the constant Platt for planting of euery
particular kirk, was hindred be the taksmen who lies the
haill teinds in their hands, and refuseth to comli^cend to

any substantial] ordour anent the planting of the Ministrie.
1602 Ibid. 999 That command be givin to the modifiers of
the platt of this instant 3^ir to assigne out of the saids

peiiMouns for planting of kirk?. 1627 Rep. Parishes .ScotI.

(Bann.) i The kirk of Prestone is vnyted to the kiik oiT

Botickcll .. be the plate ordeaned to be haldin For the pro-
visione of kirkis vnprovydit. 1637-50 Row Hist. Kirk
(Wot!row Soc.) 167 Kverie Presbytme is to choise one fittest

to attend the Platt, with a full information of all that con-
cerns that Presbyterie, and all the kirks therein contained.

1672 Rfc.
of^ Inverness Presbyt. (S. H. S.) 9 The Mod'

asked the minister if he had ane decree of plat. 1693
WAI.LACK Orkney ix. 52 tty an aut of platt, dated at Edin-

burgh the 22 of November [1615!, the several Dignities and
Ministers, both in the I'ishoprick and Earldom [of Orkney],
were provided to particular maintainances.

Flat (plat), s&. 4 Obs. or dial. Also 6 plate,

8-9 platt. [A collateral form of PLAIT s/>., going
with PLAT v?> (The spelling plate was prob. for

plat, but may sometimes have been for //a//.)]
1. A contexture of interlaced hair, straw, etc.

;

= PLAIT sb. 2. (In last
tyxxti..**. straw-plait.}

Leghorn Hats.. and the Platts whereof the same are made.

1837 WHITTOCK, etc. Bk. Trades 118421 419 Wholly a rural

business in its preparatory state, as straw platt. c 1880

Kedfordsh. Dial.^ She wraps the plat round her arm as
she makes it and stands at her door half the day.
2. Nattt. (See quots.)
1678 PHILLIPS (ed. 4!, Flats \ed. 1706 Plaits}, (in Naviga-

tion) are certain flat Ropes, by which the Cable in the

Hause, is preserved from Galling. 1704 J. HARRIS Lex.
Tec/in. I. Platts in a Ship, are flat Ropes made of Rope-
yarn, and weaved one over another; their Vse is to save
the Cable from (.Jailing in the Hause, or to wind about the
Flukes of the Anchors to save the Pendant of the Fore-
sheet from galling against them. 1769 FALCONKR Diet.
Marine (1776) Ccc b, Lever la fourrttre dit cable, to take
the plat, or other service, off from the cable. 1841 DANA
Seaman's Man. 118 Plat, a braid of foxes.

f3. A fold
;
a pleat; PLAIT sb.i. Obs. rare.

(Only in spelling filatc.}

1503 Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scot. II. 203 For ane elne

lynnyne to the platis uptaking of the crammesy cote, xiiij d.

1530 PALSGR. 255/2 Plate of a garment, plat, ply. 1563
SHUTE Archil. Hj b, They also fashioned the body of the

pilloure, and rilled it with Canalicoli, and Striges, as thoughe
it were the plates of her garmentes.

fFlat, J^.5 Obs. Forms: 5-6playte, 6 plate,

7 plat. [a. F. plate (in i5th c. plet(f}e^ pleyte}

fern., also//<z/ masc. (Godef.), sb. use of platj plate

adj., flat. Cf. It. piattaz. barge.] A flat-bottomed

boat, used for fishing, etc. (Cf. FLAT sb'^ 9 a.)

1443 in Rymer Feeder* XI. 44 Duas Naves vocatas Playtes,
quandam Navem vocatam a Cogship. 1558-9 Act i Eliz.
c. 13 3 No Hoye or Plate. .from any Porte Creek or Place
of this said Realmc of Englande .. shall trauers or crosse
the Seas. 1577 HOLINSHED C/tn>n., Hist. Scot. 113/2 They
bestowed them aborde in .x.xx. hulkes, hoyes, and playtes.
1669 STORMY Mariner's Mag., Penalties <y Forfeitures 4
If any Hoy or Plat cross the Seas.

II Plat (pli), J*.B [F. plat dish : see PLATE sb.]
A dish.

1763 SMOLLETT Trav. vii. (1766) I. 118 The petit maitre
ate of fourteen different plats, besides the desert. 1824
BYRON yuan xv. Ixxiii, The simple olives,.. Must I pass
over..? I must, although a favourite 'plat' of mine. 1882

AN^NIE EDWARDF.S Ballroom Repent. I. 295 These suave,
^erious parties, with their wines and plats.

Plat (plaet), a. and adv. 06s. exc. dial. Also

'

4-6 platt(e, 5 plate, Sc. playt, 9 Sc. plet. [a. F.

! plat (i ilhc. in Littre) : late pop. I,. *plattus adj.,

flat, smooth (whence also It. piatto, Prov. plat,

Sp., P^. c/iato, also Gcr. platt, Dn. plat llat y ;
of

: uncertain history, but perh. from (Jr. TTAQTUS broad,
flat. Cf. PLACE, PLATK.]
A. adj. T 1. Flat, level; plane; plain. 0/'$.

i In ihe first example plat may be considered an adv. ; in

the second it may pos^bly be a sb.,
1

plane plat '= level spot 1

cf. PLAT s/:* 8.'

[13.. C';-.v t?r J/. 16684 Abouen his hefd, a!s i yow tell, a
bord was fe.slen plate [r. r. plat], 13. . E. E. A Hit. P. 15. 1379
Stalled .. Prudly on a plat playn, pick ;d|.r fayre>t.] 13..
A'. A/is. 2001 iliodl. MS. i Platte feet is: luii^e honde, Nas
fairer body in a londe. c 1386 CHAUCKR Syr.'s T. 150 \"e inoute

with the plat [r-.;'. platte] sweid age>n Strike hym in the

wounde. ci4oo MAUNIJKV. tHoxb.) xxii. too In anober ile is

a maner of folk ^>at has a platte face, uuhouten nese or

eghen;..)nu hafe a platte muiith, lipple>s. c 1448 HKS. VI
in Willis ^: Clark Cambridge (1886) I. 367, .j. emus uf plutt
Vorkschire stone. 1456 Sut(i. HAVK /,;' Arms^. '1 '. S.'

49 Hanyball was in the plnte placis of l.umbardy. 1546
St. rafers Hen. /"///, XI. 76 They cannot be able in dwle
to resisie the Frenche menu, >oo sodenly passing the plat
countrie. 1570 ll'ills ,\ /:. ,\". C. (Surlee*) I. 337 ( )no

dos' \ of putendichfcS x\ iij". Twoo tins' i of phittrencher-; .x".

1578 Reg. Prhy Council Scot. III. 32 All horii-* of gold and

sylvir, ayther in plat wtrk or cunyif. 1584 R. NORMAN
Safeguard ofSailors 6 The east i-ide is shallow and plat.

1 2. fig. 'Flat*, plain, blunt, straightforward}

downright, unqualified ; esp. in phrase plat and

plain. Ohs.

CI375 Sc. Leg. Saints xxx. (Thcodcra\ 106 For-bi of |>:.t

thing spek noniare ! For playt na [i.e. plat 'tio'] >al be bt

ansuere. Ibid. xli. (Agnes) no fiot scho plat nay ay >aid

hym til. r 1386 CHAITJKK fCut's T. 987 .My wjl is this for

plat conclusion With otiten any repplicacion ..That [tt<:.).

1533 MOKK Apol. xxiii. 141 They speke openly plattc and

playne heresye. 1559-60 MS. Cott., Ca/tjfu/ti U. ix, Gods

providence (lies] sa altered the case, ;ea changed it to the

plat contrary. 1560 I). COI.K Lett, to Jt'-^eil i, A plat and

plain answer. [1891 Cornh. Mag. Mar. 231 (temp. Edw. Ill)

Let things be plat and plain between us.J

B. adv.

fl. Of position : In or into a flat position, flatly,

flat; level or even with the ground or any surface.

(Some would consider plat an adj. in these instances.)

13.. Cursor .!/. 17709 }
Jai fell . . Gruflmges dun to erth

plate [z'.r. plat]. Ibid. 25045 (Fairf.) If (?ou plat hit lais on

grounde. (1400 Rom. Rose 1734 Whan I was hurt thus in

[that] stounde, I fel doun plat unto the grounde. 1483
CAXTON Gold. Leg. 52, i Alle they to yydie fille doun platte
to the ground. 1549 Compl. Scot. vii. 70 Lyand plat on his

syde on the cald eird.

2. Of manner ; Flatly, bluntly, plainly, straight-

forwardly, without circumlocution or qualification.
: Often plat and plain. Now Sc. and north, dial.

(1386 CHAUCER Monk's T. 768 Thus warned hym fill

i plat and ful pleyn, His doghter. 1390 GOUKR Con/.
\ III. 229 Seie unto the poeple plat,.. 1 lie l.ste finger of

thin bond It schal be sti-en^cre overal Than was ihi fadits

bodi al. c 1420 HOCCLKVJ: Jofslauss ll'ifi 810 13e nat

aferd but tell on plein & plat. 1513 Dout.LAs sEneis vi.

vi, 6 With sic busteous word is he thaim grat, And .. gan
thame chiding thus plat. 1596 DALRYMI-LE tr. Leslie's Hist.

Scot. x. 295 The Gouernour denyes and platt refuses the

condicioune. 1597-8 Kp. HAI L Sat. iv. i. 53 Kut single out,

and say once plat and plaine That [etc.].

3. Of degree: Entirely, quite, absolutely. Now
only Sc. dial.

13.. E. E. Aliit. P. R 83 So h^t my palays plat ful be

py^t al abou te. 1390 GOVVKR Conf. I. 92 Thei myhte noght
acorde plat; On seide this, rm othre that. 1481 CAXTON

Reynard :xx.xix. (Arb.) 105 Tho [
= thenj wende the wulf to

haue ben plat blynde. 1513 DorcLAS JEneh iv.vii. 59 The
damecellis fast to thar lady thringts, That was in deldlie

,
swoun plat for dispair.

4. Of direction: Directly, exactly, due, straight.
' Now only Sc. dial.

1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 395/1 Fourty dayes and fourty
'

nyghtes after they saylled pintle eest. 1511 GUVLFORDK
i f'tlgr. (Camden) 69 The wynde fell platte ayenste vs. 1584

J. MELVILL Let. in Diary (Wodrow Soc.) 212 Plat contrar

i

to the word of Chryst. 1597 BKIXE in Wodrow Life (1843*
i 179 Tended not all their speeches to end plat contrary?

1825 JAMIKSON, Plet south, plet north. (Aberdeen.)

t Flat, z'. 1 Obs. Forms: i plsettan, 4 platte,

plette. Pa. t. \ pleette, 4 plat, plette. 1'a.

\ pple. 4 plat. [OE. plxttan to buffet, smack, f.

pl&tt, PLAT sbl So MDu. platten y Ger. platzen to

smack, MHG., Ger. platzen to crash, bounce, strike

noisily. Cf. the frequent. Du. phtteren to bruise,
I crush, MHG. blatrcn^ platren to strike noisily.]

1. trans. To buffet, slap, smack ; to strike, knock.
1000 Ags. Gosp. John xix. 3 Hi plaelton hyne mid hyra

handum. i 1300 Havelok 2626 With J>e swerd so he him

Thenne palle [?>.r. plattej ich a-downe
J?ridde shoryere.

2. intr. To hurry, rush
; (?) to move noisily

(Skeat).
c 1300 Havelok 2282 pat he ne come sone ptattinde, Hwo

hors ne hauede com gangande. Ibid. 2613 To armes al so

swij>e plette, pat \K\ wore on a litel stunde Greithed.

Plat (plwt), v* Obs. exc. dial. Pa. t. 4 platte,

6 platt, 6-7 plat. [ME. plattej. PLAT a. Cf. Du.

plellen. Ger. platten, plat/en to flatten, smooth ;
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PLAT.

also OF. plat(t ir ff. plat adj.) to flatten, throw

down flat (Chr. de Pisan), lie flat.]

I. 1. trans. To lay, throw, or cause to fall flat

(on the ground, on one's face, back, knees, etc.) ;

to spread flat, smooth, or even ; to press flat.

1362 LANGL. P. PI. A. v. 45 Pernel proud-herte platte hire

to grounde. 1513 DOUGLAS sKneis ix. ix. 117 And he his

hand plat to the wound in hy. 1530 PALSGH. 660/1, 1 platte,
I slryke a thyng upon another as clay, or butter, or saulve

je san/jff, ..He platteth his butter upon his breed with hi-,

thombe, as it were a lytell claye. a 1571 KNOX Hist, Ref.
Wks. 1846 I. 59 At which wordis, he..platt him self upoun
his knees, and . . burst furth in these wourdis. 1903 Eng,
Dial. Diet. (West Cornw.), Your hair is rough ; plat it

down with your hands. When our mangle was broken we
platted down tlie sheets with the iron.

-j-
2. intr. To become flat. Obs.

c 1430 Filgr. LyfMtinhode n. cxlvii, (1869) 134 The more
men smyten it the lasse it platteth, and the more men
heten it the hardcre it waxeth.

f3. intr. To lie, sink, or fall down flat. Sc. Obs.

1500-20 DUSBAR Poems xxxii. 58 This wylie tod plat doun
on growf. 1513 DOUGLAS /Eneis in. ii. 52 And we plat law

gruffillingis on the erd [subim'ssi petimns terrain]. ft 1578

LiNDESAYtPitscottie) C//>vj..SV^. (S.T.S.)I. 222 Mr Patrick

..plat on his kneis befoir the king.

II. f 4. trans. To clap (into a place) ;
to

place, set. Obs. [Perh. a different word.]
1529 LYNDESAY Coij>laynt 135 Thay tuke that ;oung

Prince frome the sculis, . And hai-,telie plat in his hand
The gouernance of all Scotland. 1567 Satir. Poems Reform.
vi. 102 Syne plat me godly men into thair place. 1568 T.

HowF.i.i. Arb. Ainitiedfyq' n As Horace first his trifling

toyes, in booke did place and plat. 1639 R. BAILUE Lett.

(17751 I. 160 Leith fortifications went en speedily; above
looo hands, daily employed, plat up towards the sea, sundry
peifect and strong bastions.

Flat, zv* Also 5-7 plata. Pa. t. and pple. plat-
ted

;
contr. pa. t. 4 platte, pa. pple. 6 Sc. plat(t.

[A parallel form of PLAIT v.. going with PLAT sb. ?>

The spelling plate appears to belong here, but in later

instances (cf. quot. 1687) may sometimes stand for/Az//.]

1. trans. To intertwine, intertwist ;
to plait (hair,

straw, etc.) ;
to form (hats, etc.) by plaiting ;

=
PLAIT r. 2. Now a less usual spelling than PLAIT

(which, however, in this sense, is usually pro-
nounced plat').

1382 WYCLIK Exod. xxxix. 3 He made hem into thredes,
that tliei my3ten be plattid with the weft of the rather

colours. Judith x. 3 And she wesh hir bodi,and oyntide
hirself with the beste myire, and she platte the her of hir

hed. 1483 Ca//i. Angl. 283/1 To Plate, implicart^ intricare.

1532 Du WHS hitrod. f-'r. in Palsgr. 956 To plat heres,
trescher. a 1578 LINDESAY (PitscottieJ Citron. Scot. (S.T.S.)

I, ^01 His hair was lang lyke wemens and plat in ane heid

lace. 1578 T. N. tr. Cong. /F. In.iia 30 In wars they use

their haire platted and bound about their foreheads. 1582
N. T. (Khern.) John xix. 2 The souldiars platting [1611

platted, i8ai plaited] a crowne of t homes. 1627 DRAYTON

Quest Cynthia xix, A Fountain ..Whose brim with pinks
wa^ platted. 1687 RANDOLPH Archip, 39 They have their

hair plated [cf. ibid, which serves for a pettycoat. .being

plaited very thick]. 1687 A. LOVF.LL tr. Theivnot's Trav.
i. 239 They., plat all their Hair in Tresses. 1691 R-\v

Creation i. (1692) 124 Pieces of Rose or other Leaves which
she [a bee] . . plats and joyns close together by some gluti-
nous Substance. 1773 G. FITZGEKALD A cad. Sportsman 12

The baffled Sportsman. .Kach 1'ush explores, that plats the

Hedge with Pride. 1836 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 7) XII. 7/1

Hexagon mesh, formed of three flax threads twisted and

platted to a perpendicular line or pillar. 1855 HT. MAR-
TINEAU Autobiog. (1877) I. 26, I platted bonnets at one time.

j-2. To fold, gather in folds; PLAIT v. i,

PLEAT v. Obs. rare.

1687 A. LOVELL tr. Thevenot's Trav. in. 36 Silk breeches
..so long that they must be plated upon the Leg.

Flat, v. [In origin, a collateral form of PLOT
T/.

1
: cf. PLAT sb.'^]

fl. trans. To plan; to sketch. To platforth ,
to

sketch out a plan of (something to be made). Obs.

1556 ROBINSON Glare's Utop. (Arb.) 167 What Platoes

penne
hathe platted briefely In naked wordes,., The same

naue I perfourmed fully. 1579 J. STUBBES Gaping Giif/C v b,

Henry of Lancaster .. during the time that he platted thys
enterprise, founde hospitalitye in Fraunce. 1581 MULCASTER
Positions vi. (1887) 49, 1 must, .plat forth the whole place of

exercising the bodie, at ones for all ages. 158$ ABP. SANDYS
Serin, xii. (Parker Soc.) 222 It is not for nothing that God
was so curious in platting forth the tabernacle. 1609 Hoi,LAND
A mm. Marcell. 3^7 Plotting and platting as long examina-
tions as possibly they can to protract the time.

t b. To plan to do or havt something; = PLOT 7-.

159. NASHE Saffron Waldtn Wks. (Grosart) III. 85 They
shuld plat (what euer their other cheere were) to haue a salt

eele . . continuallye seru'd in to their tables.

t 2. To arrange or lay out on some plan. Obs.

1577-87 HOLINSHED Ch'-on. III. 907/1 The court was
plaited in tables and benches in manner of a consistorie.

3. To make a plan of, to lay down on a plan or

chart ; to draw to scale, so as to calculate distances,

area, etc. ;
= PLOT z'.

1
3. Now only U, S.

1751 C. GIST Jrnls. (1893) 61, I platted down our Courses
and I found I had still near 200 M Home upon a streight
Line. 1766 Comj>l. Farmer s. v. Surveying, So that any
person, of a common capacity,., may be able to survey and

parcel out land, plat it, and give up its content. 1840
CALHOUN IVks. (1874) III. 539 About three fourths have
been surveyed and platted. \%y$ Harper's Mag. Apr. 712^2
Professional ' boomers'., invaded the State, bought and

platted additions, which they sold at exorbitant prices.

FlataleifOrHI (plat<Fi'l' (ifim), a. Ornith. [f.

L. plaiaU'a the spoo;ibill (a bird; + -FOUM.] Like
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' a spoonbill in form or structure. So Plataleine

(plat<fH,3in) a. [-INE
1
], related to the genus

1'latalea, including the spoonbills.

Platan (plartan). Also 6- platane. [ad. L.
1

platan-us plane-tree. So OF'. platan, Y.plalane.
Cf. PLANE sb. 1

,
PLANTAIN 2

.] The Oriental plane-
tree (Platanus orientalis} : = PLANE id. 1 i.

1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls) II. 303 lacob took grene

^erdes of populers of almand Irees and of pialans. 1581 T.

WATSON Centnric cf Lone Ep. Ded., I humbly make re-

quest, that, .these my little ones maye shrowde them selues

vnder the broad leafed Platane of your Honours patronage.

1590 SPEKSER /'. Q. i. i. 9 The fruitfull Olive; and the

Platane round. 1667 MILION P. L. Iv. 477, I espi'd thee,

fair indeed and tall, Under a Platan. 1834 LD. HOVGHTOS
,
Mem. To ir Greece 78 The glorious platans, whose boughs
uniting with those of the other side of the stream lead it on
under one continual bower. 1885-94 R. BRIDGES Eros ff

Psyche Aug. ix, A forest thick and dark With heavy ilexes

and platanes high.

b. attrib. and Comb., as platan If if, table, tree.

1382 \VVCLII Kz-k. xxxi. 8 Platan trees weren not euen to

his bouwis. 1593 R. BARNES Parthenophil ff P. Madr. iv.

in Arb. Gatnt-r V. 347 To draw My Mistress' portrait;

which, on platane table, (With nature, matching colours), as

he saw Her leaning on her elbow. 1638-48 G. DANIEL

fcclog. iii. lyo Soe the mad Roman, who to make more fine

His Platan trees, drencht them in Showers of wine. 1851
TRENCH Stud, ll'ordsii. 42 To compare the shape of this

region [lower Greece] to a platane leaf.

So Plata neous, Pla'tanine ai/js., of or pertain-

ing to the genus Platanus.

1838 M.AVNE Expos. Lex. 974/2 Plataneous. 1656 BLOUST

Glosspgr., Plalairine. .of or belonging to a Plane-tree. 1658

PHILLIPS, Platatiine, l>elonging to a Platane, or Planetree.

Platanus (plse'tSnfcj . Also 8-9 plantanus.

[L., a. Gr. irXdrayos : see PLANK i/j. 1 ]

1. = prec. Also Platanus-tree. Now rare.

1398 TREVISA Barlh. Dl P. K. xvn. cxix. (Bodl. MS.),
Platanus .. ha&> bat name for J?e leues Jwrof ben playne
brodeand large. 1683 K\ KI.YN Diary 16 Aug., He shewed me
the zinnar tree or platanus. 1707 MORTIMER llttsb. (1721)
II. 55 The Plantanus is a very beautiful Tree, and grows
very well in Kngland. 1808 SCOTT Autobiogr. in Lockhart

Life I. i. 38 Beneath a huge platanus-tree. .in the garden
I have mentioned.

2. Hot. The name of a genus of trees constitu-

ting the N. O. Platanacese, and consisting of from

6 to 9 species, of which /'. orientalis, P. occidcntalis,

and P. acerifolia, are among the best known. See

PLANE rf.l

Platband (plse-tbsend). [a. F. platebande (1547
in Hatz.-Darm.), f. plate f.-m., flat + bande band.

(The French word has many senses.)]

1. Arch. a. A flat rectangular moulding or fascia,

the projection of which is less than its breadth, b.

The list or fillet between the flutings of a column.

1696 PHILLIPS (ed. 5), Platband, a square Member which
terminates the Architecture of the Doric Older, and passes
tinder the Trulyphs. 1713 CHAMBERS tr. Le Cten's Treat.

Anhit. I. 105 The Plat-Band, .terminating the first Story,
and shewing where the second commences, ll'td. 107 'Tis

usual to have Windows much less adorn'd ; and.. a Plat-

Band around them. 1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl., Plat-band,
in architecture, is any flat, square moulding, whose height
much exceeds its projecture. Ibid., Plat-bands of flutings,

the lists or fillets between the flutings of columns. 1807
NICHOLS Progr. Q. Eliz. (1823) III. 121 note, Sutton Place. .

furnished with a double sculptured platband of a yellowish
brick earth running round it. 1854 CNT. DE WARREN tr.

De Saulcy's Ro:ind Dead Sea II. 224 Two fillets, separated

j

by a torus, and surmounted by an ogee and plat-band.

c. (See quots.)
(These are doubtfully English : cf. senses of Y.plate-bantle

\

in Littre.)

1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl., Plat-land <A a door or window,
, is used for the lintel, where that is made square, or not much

arched. These plat-bands are usually crossed with bars of

I

iron, when they have a great bearing. 1818 HUTTO.N Course

j

Afatli. II. 175 To point out the construction .. of the plat-

band, or '

flat arch ',
as it is sometimes called. 184* Civil

Eiif. ff Arch. Jrnl. V. 251/2 Straight Arch, or Plat Band,
with joints converging to a common centre.

2. Hort. A narrow bed of flowers or strip of turf

forming a border.

1713 BRADLEY fain. Diet., Plat-band, a Term used con-

cerning a Bed of Earth which borders an Alley. 1727-41
CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v. Alley, It has platbands of turf run

across it from space to space. Ibid., Pla!-b<ind, in garden-

ing, a border, or bed of flowers, along a wall, or the side of

a parterre. 1839 MRS. GORE in Tail's Mag. VI. 650 To
content myself with the narrow limits and formal platbands
of Sancta Benedicts.

Platch, v. Chiefly dial. [prob. onomatopoeic.]
1. intr. To fall in large wet spots.

1853 TAUTPHCEUS Cyilla I. vi. 79 Heavy drops of rain

began to platch into the half-melted snow.

2. trans. To besmear or splash with large wet

Spots. 1903 in Eng. Dial. Diet.

Plate (f\e't),s6. Forms: 3- plate; also splaate,

5-6 platt. playt^e, pla(y)the, 5-7 plaite, plaitt,

1 5-8 plat, plait, 6 (.SV.) pleit, plet. [ME plate,

a. OP. plate (c 1175 in Littre) thin plate, lamina

of metal, etc. (in form = Pr., Sp. plata, Pg.frata, It.

piatta}, in origin the fern, form of F. plat, plate :

late and med.L. platlus, -a, -urn adj.
' flat

'

: see

;

PLAT a. (In Sp. and Pg., from the sense
'

plate or

disk of metal' (quasi *plata cTargento plate of silver,

coin), plata, prata developed that of 'silver,

PLATE.

money ', in which sense it has superseded argento.)
Senses 13 and 14 are orig. from OF., but were

reinforced in i6th c. from Sp. plata. In sense

15, plate represents OF. vaisselle en plate, orig.

vessels (dishes, plates, etc.) of a single piece of

metal (not made up of pieces), particularly of

silver or gold, mod.F. vaisselle plate = (silver)

plate. Branch III might be considered a distinct

word; it represents OK. plat (i4thc. in Littre')

'a platter or great dish; also, a dish of meat"

vCotgr.) = It. piatto,
' a platter, a dish, a charger,

a plate
'

; also
' a messe or dish of meat

'

(Florio),

med.L. plat^t)um, in origin the masc. or neuter

form of the same adj. (quasi late L. *vas plattum
flat vessel). But in Eng. it has run together with

the senses from OF. plate, and is more or less

associated with senses 15, 17. From the OF. plate,

or its Romanic equivalent, came also MLG.,

MDu., LG. plate, Du. float, MHG. plate, Hate,

Ger. platte a plate.]
I. A flat sheet of metal, etc.

1. A flat, comparatively thin, usually rigid sheet,

s'ice, leaf, or lamina of metal or other substance,

of more or less uniform thickness and even surface.

a. Of metal.
In early instances, esp. in the pi., not separable fiom PLAT

s^.2 i.

c 1290 .9. Eiig. Leg. I. 187/79 He let nime plains of Ire

sum del bunne and brode . . And on J?e berninde plates him
casten. 1382 WVCLIF 2 Kings xviii. 16 Ezechias brake the

doris of the temple of the Lord, and the platis of gold, the

whiche he hadde affitchide. c 1400 Lanfrancs Cirnrg. 195
Take whete & leie bitwixe two platis of iren hoot, c 1400
MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) xxi. 94 pe walles within er couerd with

plates of gold and siluer ; and in bose platez er storys of

kynges and knyghtes and batales. 1533 Ace. Ld. High
'J rcas. Scot. VI. 84 For xx plaitis of quhite irne to be ane

skons to the chymnay in the Kingischalmer. 1641 WILKINS
Math. Mafict n. i. (1648) 153 A leaden bullet shot from one

of these gunnes..will be beaten into a thinne plate. 1878
HUXLEY Fliysiogr. 75 A plate of polished iron or steel.

b. Of other substances.

1665 Phil. Trans. I. 64 Getting Plates of glass thick and
broad enough. 1758 REIO tr. Macqut-r

'

s Chym. \. 292 The
Sedative Salt begins to make its appearance in little, fine,

shining plates, floating on the surface of the liquor. 1807
T. THOMSON Chem. (ed. 3) II. 613 The crystals are brilliant

E
1

sosin/4/rf. i'Krf.XI. No. 41. 17 The congestion is attended

by conspicuous loosening of the epideimis fiom the derma
in plates of greater or less size.

c. Atiat., Zoo!., and Bel. A thin flat organic
structure or formation. Blood-plate = H^EMATO-

BLAST a.

1658 ROWLAND Mottfets Theal. Ins. 985 The Bruchus. . .

The Male . . fiom the back to the tail it is set out with six

leek coloured plates running across from the back to both

sides. 1664 POWER Exp. Philos. i. 23 The Gloworm . . the

broad fiat cap or plate which covers her head. 1842 H.

MILLER O. K. Sandst. iii. (ed. 2) 73 A strong armour of

bony plates. 1870 ROLLESTON Aniin. Life 145 The ambu-
lacral plates (of Echinoderms]. 1890 AlUmtfi Syst. Mcd.
VI. 597 Nor were there any blood-pfates. ll'id. VI II. 894
The growths [of Xanthoma] occur either as thin flat plates

. .or as nodules or lumps.
2. As a material : Metal beaten, rolled, or cast

into sheets.

1:1380 Sir Fernmb. 1330 pe celynge with-inne was siluer

plat & with red gold ful wel yguld. 1497 Naval Ace.

Hen. r//(i890) 88 Doubles of plate for charging ladelles.

1567 MAPLET Gr. Forest 10 Vpon a Stith with a Mallet it

[gold] is brought into most thin leafe or plate. 1703 Moxos
Mech. Exerc. 25 Take care when you elect this thin Piece

of Plate, that it be broad enough for the Ward 1870 RUSKIS
Wks. (1872: III. 153 When metal is beaten thin, it becomes

what is technically called 'plate'. 1881 RAYMOND Mining
Gloss., Black flute, sheet iron before tinning.

3. a. One of the thin pieces of steel or iron com-

posing plate-armour, b. (without a or//.) Armour

composed of these pieces fastened together or upon
leather or some strong woven material ; plate-

armour: often attrib. : see also 19. Cf. BREAST-

PLATE, etc. Now Hist, or arch.

13.. CoerdeL. 375 For plate, ne for acketton. 13. .Calf.

<V Gr. Knt. 2017 Bobe his paunce & his platez, piked ful

clene. c 1386- [see BKEAST-I-LATK i]. a 1400-50 A Itxander

1213 Grathed in playlhes [MS. A. aimed in plates], c 1420

LYDG. Stge Thcb-S 1864 He. .armed hym in Mayle and sure

plalys. 1517 Test. Ebor. (Surtees) V. 83 Meam tunicam

prxliariam, qua; dicitur a cotl of plail. 1504 CAREW Tasso

(1881) 15 Playled lockes pressing wilh cap of plale. 1602

in Burns & Nicholson H'tstmld. (1777) 595 To be armed wilh

thir Heads. 1808 SCOTT Alarm. 1. vi, Well was he armed

from head to heel In mail and plate of Milan steel. 1874

BOUTELL Arms <V Arm. x. 195 A gorget of plate at times

was worn about the neck.

4. A flat piece or slab of metal, wood, or other

substance, forming or adapted to form part of a

piece of mechanism, etc. ;

e. g. a. each of the parallel sheets of metal forming the back

and front walls of a lock, or of a walch or clock ; b. Ihe circular

piece of glass in an eleclrical machine, which generales a



PLATE. 963 PLATE
current when rubbed between cushion:,; C. a Stiffening

piece of metal on each .side of the lock of a fire-arm ; d. the

flat blab for the reception of the bait in a spring trap; 6-

one of the sheet* of metal of which ships' armour, steam-

boilers, etc., are composed, or a similar sheet forming the

bed or roof of a furnace ; f. (Dentistry} the portion of a

denture which fits to the mouth and holds the teeth ; g.

a CENTRE-BOARD.
c 1391 CHAUCER Astrol. i. 3 The moder of thin Astrelabie

Is be thikkeste plate, perced with a large hole. 1485 in

Sharp Cov. Myst. (1825) 189 Payd for revettyng of be plats,

& for be iiij boultes xs. ob. 1682 Loud. C,a~. No. 1768/4 He
had a Case of Holster-Pistols, with R. Silkc Engraven on

the Plate of the Lock. 1703 MOXON Mecli. Ejcerc. 24 To
every Ward on the Plates, you must make a Slit, or Ward
in the Bit of the Key. 1823 P. NICHOLSON Pract. Build. -219

The blade of a saw is generally called the plate. 1839 (',.

BIRD Nat. Philos. 183 When the plate or cylinder of the

machine is turned, the rubber communicating to the earth

by a metallic chain, if a brass knob, or a knuckle be held

towards the prime conductor, a vivid spark darts between
them. 1845 Looking Unto Jesus 17 It was then found

necessary to have a plate made and fitted on her front

teeth. 1863 P. BARKY Dockyard Econ. 231 The plate and

angle-bar mills are capable of turning out 20,000 tons of

plates and angle-bars annually, for ships, boilers, or bridges.
1880 CARNEGIE Pract. Trap, 35 The traps if baited will

require about twenty grains of corn to be placed on the

plate. 1884 F. J. BRITTEN Watch fy Clockin. 199 The
plates of a watch are the discs of brass which form the

foundation of the movement. ..The plates of a clock are

the two pieces of brass which receive the pivots of the train.

1895 Outing XXVI. 488/2 Her draft will be 7 inches, and
she will carry a dagger plate of $- bronze. 1901 \\~sstin. Gaz.

4 Nov. 8/2 The four fire-boxes will want new crown plates.

5. A smooth or polished plate of metal, etc. (as
in sense i) for writing or engraving on.

1388 WYCLIF Job xix. 24 With an yrun poyntil, ethir with a

plate
of leed ; ethir with a chisel be grauun in a flynt. 1571

DIGGES Pantom. I. xxvi. H ij b, Ye shall vppon some plaine
borde, plate, or suche like, diawe a straight line. 1576
FLKMING Paiwpl. Epist. 85 Which also you liaue imprinted
in the tables of your remembrance, and ingrauen in the

plates of your deep understanding, c 1595 CAIT. WVATT
A'. Dudleys Voy. if, hid. (Hakl. Soc.) 33 Another plate
of lead with her Majesties armes drawne on it.

b. Such a plate of metal, etc., bearing a name
or inscription, for affixing to anything, as BRASS

plate, COFFIN-/AZ/V, Doou-PLATE. NAME-//^.
Letter plate, a plate with a slot through which letters may

be dropped, for attaching to a door.

1668 P. FISHER (title) The Catalogue of Most of the

Memorable Tombes, Grave*stones, Plates, Escutcheons, or

Achievements in the. . Churches uf London. 1807 WORUSVV.
Wh. Doe VH. 345 Plate of monumental biass Dim-gleaming
among weeds and grass. 1840 DICKENS Old C. Shop xxxiii,

Of no greater importance than the plate,
'

Brass, Solicitor
',

upon the door. 1881 YOUNG Every Man his own Mechanic
1044 Letter Plates, from i/- to is/- each. 1894 HALL

CAINE Mam-matt v. vi, A line of houses having brass plates.

C. Photogr. A thin sheet of metal, porcelain, or

(now usually) glass, coated with a film sensitive lo

light, on which photographs are taken.

\whole-plate measure^8ix6i inches; h<il/~pl<ite (English)

6^X42 inches; <U. S.I 5^X4! inches; quarter-plate, 41X3$
inches. Dry plate: see DRY a. C. 3.

1840 Penny Cycl. XVIII. 113/2 Thus prepared, the plate
is next placed within a camera-ob^cura. .and the delineation

of the object is then effected. 1855 HAKDWICH Man.
Pkotogr. C/iem. 13 We are indebted to Sir John Her^cht!
fur the first use of glass plates to receive sensitive Photo-

graphic films. 1876 ABNEY Instt. Photogr. (ed. 3) 61 With

dry plate-., and on some occasions with wet plates, there is

another system . . of calling forth the invisible image, and
this, .is known as the

'

alkaline development '. 1901 Westin.

Gaz. 23 Feb. 8/1 He planned and built a mainmoth camera
to secure on a single plate a picture 4j ft. by 8 ft., three

times as large as the largest plate ever before exposed.

6. A polished sheet of copper or steel engraved
to print fiom; hence b. an impression from this;

an engraving. Also short for BOOK-PLATE.

1655 MKQ. WORCESTER Cent. Inv. 100 All. .ofthese Inven-
tions, .shail be printed by Brass-plates. 1663- [see COI-PKR-

PLATE2,3J. 1681 R\vC0rr (i848)i3oToimiiateDr. Plukenet,
. .and ihrust many species into a plate. 1762 H. WALVOLE
Catal. Engravers, Li*t Vertne's Wks. (1765) 19 Plate to

put in lady Oxford's books. 1832 BABBAGK Econ. Mann/.
xi. ^ed. 3) 70 An aitist will sometimes exhaust the labour
of one or two years upon engraving a plate. 1863 LYELL

Antty. Man ii. 19 A series of most instructive memoirs,
illustrated with well-executed plates, of the treasures in

btone, bronze and bone. 1866 G. MACDONAI.D Ann. Q.

fftign&t ix. (1878) 146, I am sorry to find that one of the

plates is missing from my copy. 1880 WARKEX tiook-pltitcs
i. 4 Some plates possess interest for their heraldry alone,
some for their topography.

c. A stereotype or electrotype cast of a page of

composed movable types, from which the sheets

are printed.
18x4 J. JOHNSON Typogr. II. xxii. 657 All the plates of the

Bible and Common Prayer were sent to the Chiswell Street

Foundry, and there melted down. Ibid. 659 Stereotype
plates must always be done at iron presses, on account of

the vast power required lo bring them off. 1839 Etn.ycl.
Brit. (ed. 7) XVIII. 565/1 The plates of the Encyclopedia
Rritnnnica, . . the most extensive work ever stereotyped.

1875 KNIGHT Ditt. Mech., Plate
%
a page of type, stereotype,

or electrotype, for printing.

7. Arch. A horizontal timber at the top or bottom
of a framing ; often supporting other portions of

a structure. Usually with defining word, 9&gro*Mttt
roof, wall, window plate.
1449 in Calr. Free, Chanc.Q. Eliz. (1830) II. Prcf. 54 The

plate/, uf |?e same hous shullen be in brede x inchis and in

thiknes \iij inches'. Ibid, 55 To allthe which hous.. Thomas

'

shall fynde plates, posies, punchons, somers, byndynges,
gistes, gurdynges. 1663 GKKBILK Counsel 72 Rafters ten

and seven inches, .. Plates the same. 1703 Moxos Meek.
Exerc. 163 Plate, a piece of Timber upon which some con-
siderable weight is framed. ..Hence Ground-Plate, . .Win-

1

dow-plate, &c. 1729 PLSACUUtRS in Phil. Trans. XXXVI.
799, AT, the upper Piece of the Crane, is an horizontal

Situation, call'd the Plate of the Crane. 1731-3 MII.LKK
Card, Diet. s.v. Stoves, Upon the Top of this Brick-work
in Front must be laid the Plate of Timber, into which the

Wood-work uf the Frame is lobe fasten'd. 1901 7- fitalk's

lllustr. Carp, fy Build., Home Handier. 68 The plate is

regarded as the weakest part of a greenhouse, as it is so

situated as to be almost constantly moist or alternately wet
and dry. Never should a plate be left with its upper
surface flat.

8. A wheel-track consisting of a flat strip of iron

or steel with a projecting flange to retain the wheels,
on which colliery trams are run: an early form of

railroad; also plate-rail. Locally retained for

a rail on an ordinary railway : cf. plate-layer.
1825 J. NICHOLSON Qperat. Mechanic 644 Bars of cast

, iron .. known .. by the denomination of the plate-rail, tram-
, way plate, barrow-way plate. . .The first we shall distinguish

by the name of the edge railway ; the second, by that of
the plate railway. 1887 P. M cNhll.L Blawearic 41 Pringle
..had made his way off at the far side of the cage, crossed
the plates, leapt from the embankment over into the field.

1894 Xorthinnb. Gloss., Plates, sometimes called traui-

ptatcs, the rails on which colliery trams are run. The rails

used on our railway lines are still known by the workmen as

plates.

9. A light shoe worn by race-horses when racing.
1840-70 DLAINIC Encycl. Rur. Sports (ed. 3' 1238 Racing

plates for the feet [of horses] are of two kinds, the full and
the three-quarter. . .The plate must not be put on nearer
the end of the horse's heels than there is sound horn for

it to rest upon.

1 10. A confection or sweetmeat made in a flat

cake. Obs.

1355-6 Durham Ace. Rolls (.Surtees) 555 Una libr. de plate,

pr. iiijs. ij d. 1:1440 Anc. Cookery in Hoitseh. Ord. (1790)

455 And then take sugre plate or gynger plate, or
p^tste

royale. ^1483 ///</. Si In the niakinge of confections,

plates, gardeiiuinces. Ibid.) Plaates. 1533 in Rogers Agric.
if- Prices III. 537/4 Comfits. . i box of plate ,7.

11. Alining, Shale, thin slaty rock : see quots.
1794 W. HUTCIIINSOS Hist. Cnmbld. I. 48 Strata of plate

between the coal, 1828 Craven Gloss, (ed. 2), Plate, shale.

1839 URE Diet, Arts 748 It is rare in the rock called

plate (a sulid slaty clay) fur the [lead] \ein to include any
ore. 1859-65 PAGL Geot. Terms, Plate, a north of England
mining term fur compact beds of shale, which, when exposed
to the weather, break up into thin plates or lamina;. 1895

J. W. ANDERSON Prospector's Handbk. (ed. 6) 163 Plate

Black shale ; a slaty rock.

12. The thin part of the breast or brisket of beef;
also plate-rand. Cf. RA\L> sb. 2.

1854 Miss BAKKR Xorthampt. Gloss., Plate-rand, the flat

ribs of beef. 1884 G. P. KEESE in Harper's Mag. July
299/1 [Chicago] Plales are cut into five pieces. Ibid., The
division [of the carcasses] is made into .. loins, ribs, mess,

plates, chucks, rolls, rumps [etc.]. ..
' Kxtra mess' is com-

posed of chucks, plates, rumps, and flanks.

II. A thin piece of silver or gold ;
silver or gold

utensils.

f 13. A piece of ^silver) money, a silver coin :

usually in full plate of si/Z'er, silvern plate ; spec.

from i6tlic. the Spanish coin real de plata, the

eighth part of a piastre or Spanish dollar. Obs.

c 1250 Gen. <V Ex. 2370 Fif weden best bar beniamin, re

hundred plates of silucr fin. a, 1300 Judas in AY/. Ant. I.

144 Judav .thritii platen of selver thou bere upo thi rugge.
1

1381 WVCI.IK Jer. xxxii. 9 Ten siluerne platys. .Matt.

xxvi, 15 Thei ordeyneden to hym thritti plaits of seluer.

(1430 LYUG. Mt'n. Poems (Percy Soc.) 50 His lyneng derk,
there were no platis bright, Only for lak of plate and uf

coyngnage. 15*6 TINUALE Matt, xxvii. 3, xxx plattes uf

silver. Ibid. 9 They toke the xxx silver plates. _

c 1592
MARLOWE Jciv of Malta n. ii, And if he has, he is worth
three hundred plates. 1606 SHAKS. Ant. % Cl. v. ii. 92
Realms ii I.ilands were As plates dropt from his pocket.

14. Precious metal
;
bullion : from i6th c. usually

silver, after Sp. plata. Now only Hist.

a 1400-50 Alexander 3673 All pargeste of plate, as pure
as ^e noble, c: 1430 [see prec. sense]. 1559 MORWVNG
Ez'onynt. 78 Some vse. .a pipe of white plate or other metal),

very longe, writhen into many boughtes and tourninges.
i6at G. SANDYS Ovid's Met. n. (1626) 219 Attained viands

straight Hetweene his greedie teeth cunuert lo plate. 1671
tr. Palafoxs Cong. China xxxii. 567 The buttons are ordinary
of Plate, either Silv.r or Gold. 1701 LUTTHELL B>iefRel.

(1857) V. 185 The Spanish governours . . are resolved i.ot to

suffer any plate to be brought thence to
Europe. 1740 tr.

Karba's Metals, Mines fy Min. 50 And find Abundance of

Plate in them, which can be attributed lo nothing but to

the perpetual Generation of Silver.

f b. Standard of value of Spanish silver coins,

as in old plate i
new plate',

etc. Obs.

1676 LADY FANSHAWE Mem. (1830) 215, 8550 ducats, plate,
which is about ^2000 pounds sterling. 1748 Earthquake of
Pern i. 30 Thirteen Chests of Ryals of Plate. 1788 Rtts
Chambers Cycl. s.v. Loins t Maravedis of Madrid, etc., new
plate. .. Maravedis of Barcelona, etc., old plate. 1811 P.

KELLY C*w//i/ff II. 188 Silver coins.. Spain ..Real ofMexican
Plate (1775).. 61 d... Real of new plate (1795). -sd.

fc. See (juot. vCf. BULLION* 2.) Gbs.

1746 MILKS in Phil. Trans. XLIV. 161 Instead ofcommon
Thread, I used Silver and Gold Twist, or what, I think, the

Ladies call Plate.

15. Collective sing. Utensils for table and
domestic use, ornaments, etc., a. originally of

silver or gold.

c 1400 Desir. Troy 9504 Bausons full brode, & other bright
vessel I

; Pe^s of plates pltnlius mekyll. 2454 Rolls ofParlt.
V. 255/2 To ley in plege all my grele Jowellys, and ihc

most parlie of my Plate. 1489 CAXION Faytcs of A. \. xxi.

67 A grete quantyte of plate bothe of golde and of syluere.
1530 PALSCR. 255/2 Plate .sylver vessel, itayssellc dargcnt.
I583 l\ates ofCustoms D vij b, Plate gilt the vnce vs. Plate

parcel gilt y vnce nijj-. \\<f. Plate while the vnce iiiji-.

1600 HOLLAND Liz'y xxxiv. Hi. 882 Many vessels of plate of
all sorts, and most engrauen. 1662 PKPVS Diary 27 Apr.,
A snlt-cellar of silver, .. one of the neatest pieces of plate
that ever I saw. 1711 ADDISON Spect. No. 15 F4 Whether
they keep their Coach and six, or eat in Plate. 1773 Loud.
( '-iron. 7 Sept. 248/3 Sacramental plate. 1846 LANDOR
Imag. Conn., Southey fy Landor Wks. 1853 II. 73/1 The
rich cupboards ufembo>sed plate. 1885 /,?/' Times LXX1X.
175/1 A service of plate bequeathed by a baronet to devolve
with his baronetcy.

b. Extended to plated ware, and to other kinds

of metal : usually with distinctive additions, as

pewterplate, British plate, electro-plate, etc.

1545 Kates ofCustoms c ij b, Plate white or blacke double
or syngle hundreth pounde, ,\j\ 1662 R. MAIHF.W Unt.
Alch. 89 Take a large Funnel uf Cruoked-lane plate, or of
thin Brass. 177^ SHKKIOAN Sch. Scand. v. i, The silver ore
of pure charity is an expensive article..; the sentimental
Krcm.h plate, .makes just as good a show, and pays no tax.

1861 M. PATTISOX J**ss, (1889) I. 45 Round the ;ipartment ..

was displayed . . silver and pewter plate. 1889 B F.SAN r Hell
St. Paul's III. 263 Spoons and forks of real silver, not

trumpery plate.

i c. Table-ware; plates (see 1 8), dishes, etc. Obs.

1623 I.isi.t: .Elfric on O. fy JV" Test. Pref. 4 And who
but would earnestly desire that cleere and hanimerable

^k^se of old, for plate and other uten>Us. 1698 FRYER Ace.

}'. India <y /'. 30 Their T;ib!es, which are >trewed liberally
\\ ith I 'aip.ties served up in Plate of China.

16. Her. A roundel representing a flat piece of

silver with a plain surface; a roundel ardent.
1562 I.KHJll Artnorie 150 These are called plates, because

they are of Sillier, and haue no simylttude on them, but

plaine round, as though they \\cre shaped to y
1
'

coygne.

1592 WYRI.KY Artnerie, Ld. Chandos 87 In clieefe three

plats uf sillier standen plaine. 1704 J. HARRIS Lex. Tc<:hn.

I, Balls or Hullets, .are never called so in Heraldry, but

according lo their several Colours have the following Names ;

ttestints, when the Colour is Or. Plates, when 'tis Argent
[etc.]. 1882 Ci SSANS Her. iv. (ed. 31 74 The Bezant, Plate,

and Fountain are always to be represented flat.

17. Originally, in Horse-racing, a prize consisting
of a silver or gold cup or the like given to the winner

of a race
;
now extended to prizes in other contests

;

loosely, a contest in which the
prize

is a plate.
Selling plate, a horse-race ihe condition of entry to which

is that tlie winner must be sold at a price pre\ iously fixed.

1675 Land. Ca-. No. 1012/4 The Plate at Rowell Slade,
in the County of Northampton, will be continued on ihe

first Thursday of September, and will be worth about Forty
pound. 1698 ticdl. Charters, .\'or/rlk No. 533, Article 14

Every owner of any horse that ^tarteth for this plate shall

be obliged to sell such horse, .for thirtyG trine ys, the Coniri-

buters present shall throw dice who shall be the Purchaser.

1713 STKKLK Guard. No. 6^5 Not to be particular, he put* in

for the Queen's plate every year. 1725 .VtTi', astle Com ant
28 Aug., The Lady's Plate of fifteen pounds' value by any
horse, &c. Women to be the riders : each to pay one guinea
entrance, three heats. 1758 JOHNSON Idler No. 62 ] 10,

I had a chesnut horse.. who won four plates. 1888 Times
.6 June 4/5 He said Success was a good hotse for a selling

plate. 1902 Even. Standard 5 June, The Riddlesdown
Plate of 200 sovs : winner to be sold for 200 sovs.

III. A shallow vessel.

18. A shallow, usually circular vessel, originally
of metal or wood, now commonly of earthenware

or china, from which food is eaten. Often with

preceding word noting special use or purpose, as

dessert-, dinner-, fruit-, soup-plate.

"1450 Kut. de la Tour (1868) n She drowe onle of a

donghille a plater of siluer . . and there come a voy> to her

and saide, score so longe on this plate tille ye haue hadde

aweyalle the blacke spottis. 1485 Xaral Ait. Hen. I'll

(1896) 51 Trayes..v. Plates of tree..iij dd. 1684 Bticaniers

A iner. in. v. 47 The Pirats, . . without any. . Napkins,or Plates,

fell to eating very heartily the. .pieces of Hulls and Hooes
Flesh. 1697 DRVDEN .-Ettcid vn. 159 A&canius thisob^erv'd,

and, smiling, said, See, we devour the plates on which we
fed. 1700 R. SINCLAIR in Leisure Ho. (1883) 205/2 Putre

plats and trenchers. 1853 MRS. GASKKI.L Cranford (1892)
61 Miss Pole . . left them on one side of her plate untasted.

1894 Cassi-lts Unh>. Cookery Bk. 1255 One [rack] to hold

a dozen plates and three dishes.

b. transf. That which is placed on a plate ;

t spec. \a} a supply of food
; eating and drinking ;

(d) a dish or couise (obs.}.

1577 Rtg. Privy Council Scot. II. 634 That scho haif..

siclyke assignatioun of money and victuallis for the support
of Kir plate as of befoir. 1686 tr. Chardins Coronat, Soly-
inan 82, I may be able to entertain him with a Plate of

Pelo. 1745 POCOCKK Descr. East II. i. IT The European

pilgrims,
.are well served with three or four plates. Mod.

They shared a plate of sirawberries.

O. A similar vessel of metal or wood used for

taking the collection at places of worship, etc.

1779'JOHNSON Prayers *r Medit. 4 Apr., I gave two shillings

to the plate. 1837 MKERROW //. Belfrage \. 3 note, A
plate or collection-box is placed at the emry to the place of

worship, lo receive the voluntary offerings of the people.

187* BKSAST & RICE Ready Money .Mort. xi, The plate

came round, and caught him unprepared.

IV. attributive and in Combination.

19. a. attributive Jn various senses), as flatt

armour, -book> -boxt -brass, -brush, -l>ush, >(?iest
t
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closeI , -copper,
-dish

, -frame
, fitritace , -glove ,

-guidj, -hoc, -iron, -jack QACK sb. 2
, , -pile t

-rand

^see 12), -sleeve, washer, work, worth.
i3oa BINCLLY Aniin. Biog. (1213; I. 127 The body of the

Armadillo is covered with a kind of *plate armour. 1874
BOUTEI.L Arms ff Ann. x. 188 Armour worn in Kngland
since the Norman conquest .. i. First Mail Armour. .. 2.

Second Mixed Mail and Plate Armour: from about 1 300
to about 1410. 3. Third Plate Armour: from about 1410
to about 1600. 1683 MOXON Mech. Exerc. t Printing .\iL

P6 A piece of *Plate-I3ra>s. 1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mech.,
Plats-brass, rolled brass. Latten. 1868 JOYXSON Metals
120 Apply this, .with a soft *plate-brusb. 1844 STEPHENS
Bk. J-arin III. 927 A JDiirnal, which has its bearing in a

close brass 'plate-bush or socket. 1849 K. B. EASTWICK

D>y Lca-'es 173 When one is a mere depositary a sort of

animated ""plale-che-%1. 1900 Spectator 22 Dec. 923/2, I

do intend to have my cellar and my *plate-closct put
under proper rules. 1766 SHARP in /'////. Trans. LV1I.

87 Wood, and *plate-copper. 1624 HKYWO >n Gnnaik.
vn. 331 A Basin and Ewre with oilier

*
Plate-dishes. 1861

FAII:BAIRN Iron 48 This *plate furnace is not only perfectly

secure, as regards the expansion and contraction, but it is

found to be economical and to answer every purpose in

common with the large stone and iron-bound furnaces.

111598 ROLLOCK Led. 2 Thess. (1606) 128 He wil get on
a croslet and "ptateglufe. 1890 Anthony's Photo^r, Bull. III.

176 In the diagram, the heavy lines show the cut in lower

board, ..the light lines the upper board or
*

plate-guide

aperture. 1881 WIMTEHKAD Hops 46 This space is hoed
with an ordinary

*
plate-hoe to remove the weeds. 1703

MOXON Mech. Exert.: 3 Used when the work is .. flat, and

generally for all *Plate Iron. 1862 Catat. Internat. Exhib.
II. x. 6 Carried on cross girders between pairs of plate-iron

girders, c 1720 Bewick fy Graham xxii. in Child Ballad*
vn. (1890 147/1 He put on his back a good

Tl

plait-jack,
And on his head a cap of steel. i8o SCOIT F.ve St. John
iii, His plate-jack was braced, and his helmet was laced.

1879 Cassell's Tcchn. Kdnc. n. 80/2 Into these grooves
large plates of iron, which the engineer calls *plale-piles,
are fitted and driven down. 1578-9 Reg, Prhy Council
Scot. III. 107 They .. spuilyeit him of hisjak, *plaitslevis,
his pistolet, his belt [etc.]. 1624 Burgh Rec. Peebles (Rec.

Soc.) 364 Ordains to haue ane lans, ane sleill bonnet and
ane pair of plelsleuis and ane hagbuit, 1874 THICARLK
Naz>, Archit. 134 A hexagonal 'plate washer. 11:1400-50
Alexander1

3223 Polischid all of pure gold & of 'plate
weikis. 1654 Wm FLOCK Zootomiti 355 This Touchstone of
solid and "plale worth (as I may tearm if.

b. Objective, instrumental, similntivc, etc., as

plate bender, -keeper,
-

lifter^ -roller,
-warmer

',

plate-collecting, -printing, -tosshtg\ plate-bending,

-buttoned, -cutting) -encased, -fanned, -like, -rolling,

-shaped adjs.

1884 KNIGHT Diet. Mcch. Suppl.,
*Plate Bender, a round

bitted pincers, for bending denial plates without showing
the pinch mark-;. 1875 Ibid. 17.57/1

* Plate -bending
Ufac'/iitic, a machine for bending plates of metal to any
required curve for boilers, water-wheel buckets, tic. 1727
SOMKKVILLK />W'//'/i

r-(/Vi't
p Poems 68 Attorneys spruce,

in their "Plate-button'd Frocks. 1898 U'cstiit. Gaz. 19 Apr.
10/1 The earliest reference to *plate collecting dates from

1835, when the Rev. Daniel Parsons wrote a short aMicle
on book-plates. 1861 FAIKUAIKN Iron 117 At the Paris Uni-
verbal Exhibition ..a "plate-cutting machine was exhibited.

1854 H. MILLER SJt. ff Hchm. xxiv. (1858} 526, I could find

in our recent fishes .. no such *plate-encased animals as the

various species of Coccosteus or Ptcrichthys. 1597 A. M. tr.

Guillcincau's l-'r. Chirurg. c j b, i A* Plate-formed Cauterye,
to cauteri/e the boiu and the Heshe, and the whole parte.
1888 Pall Mull G. 24 Apr. 1/2 His employment was one of

great tru.it, he being the *platekeeper of the Guards' mess
at St. James's Palace. 1862 G. P. SCROI-K I'olcanos 139
Thin "plate-like crystals of felspar. 1901 }\'estm. Gaz. 28
Feb. 3/2 The other very low and broad plate-like hats of

the Louis Quinze and Louis Seize periods 1839 L'Kt Diet.

Arts 706 The shingling and *
plate-roll ing mill. 1837

THACKKKAY Ravensiving vii, Under the sideboard stands. .

a . . *plate-warmer. 1875 KNICH r Diet. Mcch^Platewanner,
a small cupboard standing in front of a fire and holding
plates to warm.

20. Spcchl Combinations : plate-basket, (a }

a baize-lined basket in which silver spoons, forks,
etc. are kept ; (b] a metal-lined basket for removing
plates and the like which have been used at table

;

plate-black : see quot. ; plate-bolt, (a) a bolt

which slides on a flat plate; (b) a bolt having
a wide flat head; plats-bone, (a) ?; cf. UUCKLKR
j.2 3 ; () the shoulder-blade ; plate-bulb, a

thickened edge in an iron plate, having a cross-

section of mushroom form; f plate-coat, a coat

of mail of plate ; plate-cultivation, -culture

(of micro-organisms) : see quot. 1895; plate-day,
the day of the race for a plate ; plats electrical

machine : see plate machine (a) ; plate-gauge,
a gauge consisting of a plate with edges notched
in progressive order, for measuring the thickness

of metal plates; plate-girder, a girder formed
of a plale or plates of iron or steel ; plate-hat,
a hat having a nap of finer material than the

body (CasselTs Encycl. Diet. 1886;; plate-holder,

Photogr., a frame impervious to light in which sen-

sitized plates are contained ; plate-hor.se PLATER

3 ; plate-kiln, a form of malt-kiln
; plate-knee,

a metal knee consisting of two flat plates giving
an extended surface for the bolts ; t plate-lace,
silver or gold lace : cf. sense 140; plate-lap,

Skipbttild., the overlapping of the plates cover-

ing the sides of a ship; plate-lead: see PLATINE,

quot. 1797; plate-leather, wash-leather for rub-

bing and polishing silver plate, etc. ; plate-lock,
a lock having the outer case of wood, commonly
used on outside doors; also, a lock in which the

works are pivoted on an iron plate ; plate

machine, (a f
a machine for producing electricity,

in which a cushion rubs against a revolving plate
of glass; (/') a variation of the potter's wheel

adapted for making table-ware, plates, dishes, etc. ;

plate-matter, stereotype matter for newspapers
such as is sometimes supplied from a central

establishment to local journals; plate-metal: see

quot. 1 86 1
; plate-mill, a rolling mill for metal

plates ; plate mundic, plate-nail, plate-of-wind

(in an organ) : see quots. ; plate-painter, one
who paints decorative designs on china, etc.

;

plate-paper, paper of fine quality on which engrav-

ings are printed ; plate-piece of eight piece of

eight ^see sense 13, and PIECE $b. I3c); plate-

powder, a polishing powder for silver plate and
silverware generally ; plate-rack, a rack or frame
in which plates are placed to drain, or in which

they are usually kept; ^on board ship) a closed

cupboard in which plates arc kept ; also, a grooved
frame for draining photographic plates; plate-
rail = 8 ; so plate-railway ; plate rock, plate-

ehale, Mining 1 1
; plate-shears, strong hand-

shears for cutting sheets of metal ; also, a powerful
machine for cutting boiler- or armour-plates, etc.;

plate-ship, a vessel carrying silver, a ship of the

PLATE FLEET; ( plate silver = silver plate; plate

tracery, Arch. : see quots. ; plate-way, a plate-

railway; plate-wheel, a wheel in which the hub
is connected with the rim by a plate, instead of by
spokes ; plate-worker, f (d) one who works in

gold or silver (ob$,}\ (b) a worker in sheet-metal.

Also PLATE FLEET, PLATE-GLASS, PLATE-LAYER, etc.

1838 DICKENS O. Twist xxviii, I .. seized the loaded

pi-tol that always goes up-stairs with the *plate-baskct.

1870 Miss BRIIJGMAN Rob. Lynnc 1. xiii. 22.1,! shouldn't care

to leave any of them alone with my plate-basket. 1889 (.cut.

Diet. s. v. IHack,
*
Plate-black, a combination of lampblack

and bone-black, .used in plate-printing. 1703'!'. K. City $
C. Purchaser 33

*
Plate, and Spring-bolls, .to fasten Doors

and Windows. 1839 Encjftl. Brit. led. 7) XIX. 290/2 One
of the most perfect securities for a beam-end, .is the plate-
bolt... The extreme end of the beam is tied downward by
bolts, a 1648 DicuvCYiw/ Open. (1677) 126 Take any bonus
..as the Ribs, the Chine bones, the buckler *Plate-bone.

1693 Phil, Trans. XVII. 975 The lateral Fins .. being
excarnated, are like the whole Arm, with a Plate-bone,
Shoulder-bone. 1874 THLARLE A'a:'al Archit. no This
method is aUo sometimes employed in forming the arms of

*plate bulb beams, but in this ca>e the end of the beam must
be heated and cut, and ihe lower part bent. 1542 UUALL
Etasni. Apoph. it. 277 b, An helmet & a Jacke or "platccote
hidcthall paries ofa manne sauyng thelegges. 1677 Lovers

Quarrel 278 in Hazl. E. P. P. II. 264 Thou'st have the
horse with all my heart, And my Plate Coat of silver free.

1886 KLLIN Microorganisms <y Disease (ed. 3) 41 One of
the best methods for isolation is that of *plate cultivation

introduced by Koch [1883] in connection with the choleraic
comma bacilli. 1895 Syd. Soc. Lex., Platc-cidtii'ation,
Plate-culture

,
term for the method of cultivating micro-

organisms in nutrient media spread out on glass plates. ..

The term is also used far the colonies thus grown. 1886

Itiuus tr. Hneppes Methods of Bacterial. Investig. 140 An
enormous number of germs can i.i this way be certainly

separated from one another in a single
v

plaie culture. 1899
Atibutfs Syst. Med. VIII. 900, 6799 colonies developed in a

plale culture by the end of two days. 1704 Loud. Gaz. No.

4000/4 Galloways .. to be kept in Ipswich . . till the "Plate-

clay. 1849 NUAU Electricity (ed. 3) 25 The *Plate Electrical

Machine, .consists ofa circular plate of thick glass, revolving

vertically by means ofa winch between two uprights [etc.].

1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mech. 1738/2 ln>kle frames.. are used
within the *plate-holtler for making small negatives. 1894
Outing (U.S..) XXIV. 63/1 A waterproof carrier, which
contained my camera-top, plate-holders and plates. 1810

Sporting Mag. XXXVI. 158 He afterwards was a very
capital *plate horse. 1851 NIMROD 2\oad 14 He had been
a fnir plate horse in his time. 1743 Loud. <y Country
Jirew. in. {ed. 2) 173 The *Plate-Kiln, and the Tile-Kiln,
which are full of small Holes, were invented to dry brown
Malts, and to save Charges. 1839 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 7)
XIX. 290/2 Robert's *plate-knee is a very strong method

W, J. GORDON fronndiy 62 Ihe *plate-laps, ribbands,

stringers, and deck -beams. 1782 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 2) IX.

6711/1 The high-lisses, or lists, are a number of long
ihread-s, with platines, or *plate-leads, at the bottom. 1797
[see PLATIXE]. 1365-6 in Arc/ueol. (1857) XXXVII. 25

Stock-locks, *plate-locks, . . clykett-locks. 1485 Rec. St.

Mary at Hill 29 Ther is, for the postern gate, a plate locke

with a bolte, yryn, & ij keyes. Also v plate lockes wiih v

cleket keyes.
'

1891 .V. 4- Q. 7th Ser. XI. 313/2 Plate lock is

still the trade term in Wolverhampton and elsewhere for a
slock lock, i.e., a lock of which the outer case is wood,
usually oak. 1789 NICHOLSUN in Phil. 7't'ans. LXXIX. 269
* Plate machines do not collect more electricity than

cylinders .. do with half the rubbed surface. 1849 NOAD
Electricity (ed. 3* 83 Five turns ofa two feet plate-machine
. .were sufficient to produce a bubble of gas on the negative

point. 1887 Z. L. WHITK in Wcttut. Rev. CXXVIII. 862
This

'

*plate-matter
'

became at once so popular with country
publishers that new features were from time to time intro-

duced. . .Today one of these '

plate-matter
'

manufacturing
firms has branch offices and foundries in New York, Boston
. .Chicago., San Francisco. .. It furnUheb matter for almost

every department of a newspaper except editorial articles

and local news. 1831 J. HOLLAND Manuf. Metal \. 84
The quantity of *plate metal put into the furnace at once

varies, according to circumstances. 1861 FAIKBAIKN Iron 90
From the refinery the metal is run out into large moulds,
and is then broken up into what is technically distinguished
as '

plate metal '. 1797 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3! XII. 126/1 Iron
..mixed. .With arsenic; called /?j//{ c7by the Germans,
and *plate mundic in Cornwall. 1851 GftEBHWKU, Coal'
trade Terms Korlhumb. <y Ditrh. 39

*Plate Nails, ustd, in

laying tramway, to nail the plates to the sleepers. 1894
Xorthmnb. Gloss, s. v., A plate-nail is driven through a
hole in the plate, which is countersunk to receive the head
of the nail. 1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mech., ^Plate-of-wind, in

the construction of organ-pipes, a thin aperture whence a
sheet of air issue^, impinging upon the lip of the mouth and

receiving a vibration which is imparted to the column of air

in the pipe. 1875 W. COKY Lett, ff Jrnls. (1897) 379 Do
not Million's *plate-painters enjoy the same freedom of
invention as middle-age stone-carvers? 1879 Print. Trades
*Jrnl, xxix. 6 Printed on superfine *plate-paper. 1673
TICMPLE Ess. Irel. \Vks. 1731 I. in In 1663, when the

"""Plate-pieces of Eight were raised three Pence in the Piece.

1883 Chambers s Encycl. VII. 585/1 A *plaie-puwder is..

sometimes made by levigating! quick>il\er with twelve times
its weight of prepared chalk [etc.]. 1807-8 Svo. SMITH
Plytnleys Lett. v. \Vks. 1859 II. 153/2 Making a gallant
defence behind hed^e-rows, and through *plate-racks and

hencoops. 1862 C. P. SMYTH T/iree Cities in Russia II. 140
Furnished in the corners with towering plate-racks, holding
a number of gold and silver dishes. 1825 *Plale-rail, plate-

railway [see sense 8]. 1839 UKE Diet. Arts 982 The rails

[in a coal-mine] are called tram-rails, or plate-rails, con-

sisting of a plate from 3 to 4 inches broad, with an edge at

right angles to it of about two inches and a half high. 1900
A. ADDKRLEV in Speaker 29 Dec. 349 i Much of the land

being nothing but *plate rock. 1881 RAYMOND Mining
Gloss.,

*
Plate-shale, a hard argillaceous btd. 1399 A. M.

tr. Gabelhoncrs Bk. Physicke 112/1 With a greate payre of

*platesheares cut the same of .such a longitude as you desire

to have it. 1861 FAIKBAIHN Iron 116 Before the introduction

of the plate shears, they were used to cut boiler plates. 1884
Sat. Rci: 14 June 770/2 The Spanish Government also

might.. .sell a concession to raise the *plate-ships sunk in

Vigo Bay. 1756 C. LUCAS Ess. Waters II. 20 [It] sticks

to the surface of *plaie silver and tarnishes it. 1855
STRKKT Brick <y Marble xii. 264 The tracery commonly
called *plale tracery .. only calls attention to the piercings
here ar.d there in the large block of stone or marble. 1875
PARKER Gloss. Archit. s. v. Plate, Plale tracery is ..

that kind of -solid tracery which appears as if formed

by piercing a flat surface with ornamental patterns. 1876
GWILT Archit, in. iii. 058 The only tracery which can
be properly executed in brick is in fact the simplest plate

tracery. i8z$ J. NICHOLSON Operat. Mechanic 547 The
bars or plates of metal of which railways and *plate-ways
are composed. 1882 Society 28 Ocl. 8/2 Liverpool .. is

for constructing a special and novel form of a road called a
'

plateway ', along which lorries and ordinary carls may be
drawn in a string by a traction engine or by horses. 1835
URE Ph'tlos. M.annJ~. 275 The axis of the *plate-wheel lies

in a curvilinear s,lot. 1884 ^\^ S. B. M CLAREN Spinning
(ed. 2) 1 59 The bottom cone is in gear., with the main wheel
of the differential motion called the

' crown wheel
',
or some-

times the
'

plate wheel '. 1670 Canterb. Marriage Licences

(MS.), Samuel Kannon, dvitatis Cant', "plateworker. 1773
in Reliquary Jan. 26 An Account of the Number of Gold-

smiths, Silversmiths, and Platewoikurs,. .within the Town
of Newcastle-upon-Tyne. \ytAAthementtt 2ojan. 70/3'! he

Wire-workers, who were closely associated, if not indeed

identical, with the Plale- workers, appear to have remained. .

a branch of the Girdle rs* Company at least as late as. .1685.

Plate Cpl^t) ?
v. [f. PLATE sb.

t
or (T)a. OF.

plater to plate (Goclef.).
I^ate OK. had app. a vb. platian to make into thin plates

(cf. sense 3', evidenced by the vbl. sb. flatting and pa. pple.

aplated (gold) beaten into thin plale; derived from late L.

or early ined.L. platitnt (sc. auruni) gold in thin plale ; but

this has app. no historical connexion \\i\\\ plated in Chaucer.
a 1000 Aldhelm Gloss. (Napier) 450 Obrizutn, aplatad.

Ibid. 2118 Obrizo, aplatedum. Ibid. 3534 Obrizutn, .i.

auruin optimi colon's, sma;te gold, plalum. a 1000 Aft.
Gloss, in \Vr.-Wnicker 196/24 Brateolis, latninis, platungum.]

L trans. To cover or overlay with plates ol

metal, for ornament, protection, or strength ;
in

late use, to cover (ships, locomotives, etc.) with

armour-plates.
1384 CHAI/CKR //. 1'aine in. 255 Flore and roof and alle

Was plated half a foote thikke Of gold. 1533 Ace. Ld.

1/igh Treas. Scotl. VI. 81 Ane harnes doublalTplatit upoun
the gardeis. 1622 MABBI-: tr. Alemans Guzman ifAlf.

(1623) 60 The Rivers plated with silver streames. .may much
cheere and glad thy heart. 1776 G. SEMI-LI; Building in

M'aier 95 They are to be dovetailed and plaited with half

flat Bar-iron. 1862 W. H. RUSSELL in Times 27 Mar.,
Paddlewheel merchant steamers which have been plated.

1889 HESTY With Lee in Virginia (1890) 128 The Merri-

f/iac, a steamer which ihe Confederates had plated with

railway iron.

2. To cover with a thin coating or film of melal;

esp. to cover articles made of the baser metals

with gold or silver; also iron with tin. Also
_/%>-.

rt7Q4 T. BKOWN Sat. Quack Wks. 1730 I. 63 The beast

was thinly plated with the man. 1706 PHILLII-S, To Plate,

lo cover with a thin Plate of Gold, or Silver; as To Plate

Brass-Money. 1760 H . WALI-OLE Let. to G. Montagu i Sept.,
One man there [at Sheffield] has discovered the art of plating

copper with silver. 1839 UKE Diet. Arts 999 In plating

copper wire, the silver is first formed into a tubular shape.

1879 FROCDE Csesar x. m The oars of the galleys of their

[buccaneer:/] commanders were plated with silver.

b. with on, upon, and construction reversed.

1790 KIIIR in Phil. Trans. LXXX. 367 Among the

manufactures at Birmingham, that of making vessels of

silver plated on copper is a very considerable one. 1878

GLADSTONE Print. Honu'r 134
We are told of the rare

artificer, instructed by Hephai^tos and Athene, who plated

gold upon silver, and ao produced beautiful works.
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3. To make or beat (metal) into plates, rare" ,

1706 PHILLIPS, Plate,. . to bring any Metal into Plates or

thin Pieces. 1755 in JOHNSON ; and in mod. Diets.

4. To make a stereotype or electrotype plate of

(type) for printing. Cf. PLATE sb. 6 c.

Mod. Page 227 has been plated and the type distributed.

5. To shoe (a horse) with plates ^PJLATE
sb. 9).

1674 Rutland MSS. (1905) IV. 551 Francis Smith's charges
at Lenton, for plateing Robin, ii-. 1755 J. SHEBBEARKZ.^^/!* ;

(1769) II. 440 We shall accurately search into .. the true i

manner of plating horses, and ofjockying, at these celebrated
j

places. 1840-70 UI.AINK Encycl. Rut: Sports (ed. 3) 1237
Plate such horses as may have good sound feet, .the evening

prior to their running.

Plate, obs. form of PLAT sb., a., and v.

f Pla'teaSJU. Obs. [ad. Gr. ir\aTftaa^-us

(Quinti 1.) a broad Doric pronunciation, f. ir\a-

Tmf(i> to pronounce broadly, f. irAcmfa, fern, of

nAarils broad.] (See quots.)
1656 DLOUNT Glosso*'-., Plateasm^ a fault in speech, when

it is over-broad and full. 1678 PHILLIPS (ed. 4), Plateasm,
(Greek) a broad speaking, a pronouncing words in an over-

broad tone. 1727.-I ft of Sneaking inPublickfa Persons
. . affecied wiih another vice, which the Greek Rhetori-
cians call Plateasm : That is to say ; a Uroad way of Speak-
ing, with the mouth wide open. [1753 CHAMBKHS Cycl. 6V//.,
PlatiasuioS) a word Ubed by many authors to express a
fault in pronunciation, owing to a person's opening his

mouth too wide, and thence speaking indistinctly.]

Plateau plat<Ju-)* PI* plateaux, -eaus (-<nv,).

[a. K. plateau: OF. platel (i2th c.) flat piece of

metal, wood, etc., dim. viplat'. see PLAT a.]
1. Geog. An elevated tract of comparatively Hat of

level land ; a table-land.

1796 Stale Papers in Ann. Reg. 262/2 The summits, pla-
teaux (flat tops of hills), mountains, and other places. 1807
Ibid, ii A rising ground or flattisli hill, which, In the inili-

taiy phraseology of the French, is called a plateau. 1830
LYELL Princ. Geol. I. 375 On the chalk of Berkshire, exten-
sive plateaus, six or seven miles wide, would again be
fot med. 1834 PR INGLE Afr. Sk. ix. 293 A sort of plateau or

table-land, lising abruptly from the plains .. in immense
buttresses of naked rock. 1880 HAUUHTON P/iys, Ge0g*\v,
168 The great Central tableland of Asia, culminating in the

lofty plateau of Thibet. 1898 HULLEN Cruise of Cachalot

yi The grassy plateau on which the village stands.

b. transf. A level elevation in a sphygmographic
tracing of the pulse; hence, the form of pulse
which shows this.

1898 Altl'ittt's Syst. Med. V. 470 In the systolic plateau
two minor undulations of pressure are >een. Ilnd. 934 This
feature of the pulse and its long plateau would set a>ide
that extremely rare affection pulmonary stenosis.

2. a. An ornamented tray or dish for table-

service. b. A decorative plaque.
1791 WASHINGTON Lett. Writ. 1892 XII. 53 The plateaux

which you had the goodness to procure for me arrived safe.

1796 Lu. COLCMLSIEH Diary (\$&i) \. 34 The middle of the
table was tilled with a painted plateau ornamented with
t'miLh white figures and vases of flowers. 1800 in Spirit
Pub. yrnls. IV. ii An elegant platteau,and a silver epergne.
1831 J. HOLLAND Manuf. Metal I. 136 The plateau suffi-

ciently large to hold the entire tea equipage of a numerous
party. 1861 Tunes 6 June, The Grocers .. have secured a

lasting record of their commercial adventures in the shape
of a gorgeous silver plaieau, comprising four massive pieces,
each representing a scene in the progress of a. trading cara-

van through the Desert.

3. transf. A style of woman's hat with level top.
1900 Daily AVicJ2i July 6/5 Merely a burnt straw plateau

with a cluster of flowers under the raised brim at the left

Mde. loot Lady's Realnt X. 650/1 Yet again have I seen
the double plateau look perfectly charming in all-black.

4. attrib. and Conib.^ as (in sense i) plateau airt

land) region^ state> valley ; plateau-basalt, -gravel^

ice\ plateau-like adj. ; l^ia sense 3^ plateau hat.

1856 KANE Arct. Exj>L I. xxv, 336 The surface of the

plateau ice, the mer-dc -glace of the island. 1863 MAKY
HOWITT A. Brciners Greece I. i. 7 The Acropolis, .is a rock,

which, plateau-like, rises directly from the plain. 1873 J.
GEIKU-; Gt. Ice Age (18^4) 559 The deposition of the plateau-

giavels was succeeded by a long period of valley-erosiun.

1897 MAKY KINGSLEY //'. Africa, 638 The great park-like

plateau ktmU.

Plate-basket to -cutting: see PLATE sb. 19, 20.

Plated (plated), a.
[f.

PLATE sb. or v. -t- -KD.]
1. Overlaid, covered, or strengthened with a plate

or plates of metal for ornament or defence ; (of

persons) wearing plate-armour ; (of ships, trains,

etc.) protected by armour-plate.
1483 Cath. Angl. 283,1 Plated (A. Playted), sguaiuatus.

1590 Si'ENSKR F. Q. l. xi. 9 Like plated cote of steele, so

couched neare That nought mote perce. a 1661 FULLER
Worthies (1840) II. 516 Where he lieth buried under a fair

plaied stone in the Chancel. 1671 MILTON Samson 139
Old Warriors turn'd Thir plated backs under his heel.

1760-71 H. HHOOKE Fool of Qttal. 41807) IV. 117 They laid

his remains in a plated coffin. 1870 Standard K; Dec., A
plated locomotive went along the railway as far as that

place to-day. 1874 BOUTELL Arms -y Arm. vii. 109.

b. transf. of animals, etc. : Having a delensivc

covering of scales or bony plates.
^1561 PHAEK .-Eiu-id. vm. Bbiij,%V* serpent skales beset,
Si fyne w' gold Were dragons drawen in wrethes, and
poohsht pure in plated fold. 1837 M. DONOVAN Dom. Econ.
II. 67 The Pangolin., is a kind of ant-eater,. . plated over
with bright sharp scales, shaped like a muscle-shell.

2. Covered or overlaid with a thin film of gold
or silver.

1686 tr. Chardin"s Trar. Persia, S Pieces of Five Sous..
which were only Copper plattdover. 1798 Hall Advertiser

4 Aug. 2/2 A ntat light gig, with plated harness. 1874
BL.\CKIE.SV^C//. 65 Plated work will never stand the tear

and wear of life like the genuine metal. 1881 AthtJiatuiu

17 Dec. 822/3 The objects found consist of*.several plated
\nii$pr. plateal] biass coins, mostly effaced.

b. Having an outer surface or nap of finer material

than the body.
1846 M eCt'LLOCH Ace. Brit. Empire (1854) I. 763 Plated

hats .. Stuff ditto .. Silk ditto .. Wool felts. i88z UIA.K

Diaper's Diet. s. v., A plated hat was one in which the

body wai of lamb's-wool, and the plate, or nap, of musquash
or ncutria; and plated hosiery stockings had an outside

face of silk upon a ground of cotton.

3. Consisting of, beaten or rolled into plates.
a 1674 MILTON Hist. Mosc. v. \Yks. 1851 \\\\. 516 _A great

Chain of plated Gold about his Neck. 1790 Ki IK in Phil,
Trans. LXXX. 367 Cutting out the rolled plated metal
into pieces of the required forms and sizes. 1796 KIRWAN
Elein. Min. (ed. 2,1 II. 19 Fragments [Slaty Alum] Trape-
zoidal, or plated.

Plate fleet. Hist. [f.
PLATE sh. 14.] The

fleet which annually brought the produce of the

American silver mines to Spain.
1625 in Crt. ft Times Clias. I (1848) I. 68 The rest of the

fleet would stay awhile to watch the Plate fleet not yet
come home. 1663 COWI.EY / 'crsesSev. Otcas., .-[dv. of J-irc

//ours, As when our Kings (Lords of the spacious Main,)
Take in just wars a rich Plate Fleet of Spain. 1763 W.
ROBERTS Wat. ///>'/. Florida go Treasure out of the wreck,
where the galleons, or plate-fleet, were cast away.
Plateful (plirtiul,. [f. PLATED. + -FUL.] The

quantity (^"anything) with which a plate is filled.

1766 ALEXANDER in 1 hil. Trans. F,VII. 67, I. .swallowed
down a plate-ful of the broth. 1852 HAWTHOKNT. Blithcdalc
Rom. -\vi, Let me have a plateful of that pork !

Plate-gauge, etc. : see PLATE sb. 20.

Plate-glass ^pl^'tigkrs)- [f. PLATE sfi. +
GLASS sb* A fine quality of thick glass, cast in

plates, used for mirrors, shop-windows, or in any
position where an undistorted view, great strength,
or the exclusion of sound, is desired. Also attrib.

1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl. s. v. Glass, It is from this adultera-
tion that those threads and oilier defects in plate glas.-,

arise. 1766 ENTICK London IV. 398 The other remarkable

places, .are. .a plate glasshouse, a bottle glasshouse. 1795
Gcntt. Mag. LXV. n. 961 Mr. Harman's seat .. had a

great number of plate-glass window s broke. 1807 T. THOM-
SON Chan. (ed. 3) II. 508 The plate glass is poured melted

upon a table covered with a sheet of copper. The plate, as

cast, is about an inch thick ;
but it is ground down to the

proper.. thinness, and then polished. 1860 All \ 'car Round
No. 67. 397 The partition which separated my own office

from our general outer office,., was of thick plate-glass.

Plate-hat to -lap: see PLATE sb. 19, 20.

Plate-layer (pU'-tiU^aa). orig. One who
lays, keeps in order, and renews the plates s

see

PLATE sb. 8) on a tramway or railway ; hence, a

man employed in fixing and keeping in order the

rails, metals, or permanent way of a railway. So
Fla'te-lay ing.
1836 Xewcastk Conrattt 24 Dec. i/i Ad'.'t., To Plate-

layers and others. The Director^ of the Stanhope and Tyne
Railroad Company wish to receive Proposals for the Up-
holding of their Road. 1857 H. SFENCLK in Westm. Rev.
Apr. 48-2 Sundry new occupations, as tho^e of drivers, stokers,
cleaners, plate-layers. i86a R?p. Directors E. Ind. Railw.

Cotup. 27 Progress, .limited by the supply of sleepers, the
want of which has since arrested platelaying.

Plate-lead, -leather, etc. : see PLATE sb. zo.

Flateless (pintles;, *r. [f. PLATE sb. r -LESS.]
Without a plate or plates.
1874 T. HARDY Far/i: Madding Crowd I. xv. 171 Break. -

fustmg off bread and bacon, .eaten on the platelets >y stein.

Platelet (pl^-tU-t). [See -LET.] A small or

minute plate. Blood-plaitlet^ a minute colourless

disk-shaped corpuscle which exists in large numbers
in the blood of all mammalia ; a blood-plate.
1895 Syd. Sec. Lex., Platelets, blood-, the same as blood-

plates. 1895 in Daily News 13 Aug. 6/1 Tiie armour of
these strange animals consisted of either circular or many-
sided plates, encircled by a rim ofsmaller polygonal platelets.

1898 Allbittfs Syst. Med. V. 400 A minute spindle-shaped
body, the hannaioblast, not unlike a blood platelet.

Plate-machine, etc. : see PLATE sb. 20.

Pla*te-ma:ker. [f. PLATE sb. + MAKEH.]
f 1. A maker of plate-armour. Obs. rare,

1297 Coram Rege Roll<.i%g%) 143 Johannem le Platemaker.

2. One who makes plates of various kinds
;

e. g.
a manufacturer of photographic plates.
1889 Anthony^ Photflgr, Bull. II. 182 A plate-maker

issuing developing formula; for his plates. 1905 H'estiii.

Gaz. '2i Jan. 14/2 The plate-maker, .is constantly increasing
the sensitiveness of his wares.

3. One who casts or prepares plates for engraving
or printing.
1904 At/u'tiafNM 21 May 645/1 We feel pleasure in con-

gratulating, .the publisher and the editors, and including
the printers, plate-makers, and binders.

Platenian (plJi'tmsen). [f. PLATE sl>. + MAX.]
1. ? ^ PLATE-MAKER i.

T43S Maldon, Essex, Liter A. If. 27 b, Johannes Wylte,
Playteman, receptus est in libertatem. 1437 Maldon, Essex,
Court-Rolls (Bundle 23, no. I

T
), Johannes Whitte, playte-

inan, queritur versus Johannem Vowle. .skynner.
2. A man who has the custody of silver plate.
1861 Times 8 July, Porter, or Plateman in a club, family,

or commercial hotel.

Fla*te-mark. [f. PLATE st>. + MAKK j.i]
1. A name for the various marks legally impicsscd

on gold and silver plate for the purpose of indicat-

ing maker, degree of purity, hall or place of assay,

date, etc.; also called HALL-MARK.
These consist of (i) the maker's initials or mark; (2) the

mark of the particular assay-office ; (3) the assay-mark or

sovereign's mark ; (4) a letter indicating the date. Plate
made between 1784 and 1890 also bore (5) the duty-mark,
being the head of the reigning sovereign.
1858 SIMMONUS Diet. Trade, Plate maths, special mark.-,. .

stamped on gold or silver plate, 1883 Chawlcrs Encycl.
VII. 585 There can be no deception, if the public understand
the plate-marks.
2. The impression left on the margin of an

engraving by the pressure of the plate.
1889 Anthonys Plwt^r. Bull. II. 62 If a plate mark is

wanted it can be easily put on when the mat is partly dry
by using the edge of a blunt chisel->haped piece of hard
wood, with a ruler as a miide. 1903 Daily Citron. 28 Dec.

3/4 It has. .been alleged that the plate mark has been added
to the prints subsequently.
Hence Pla-to-marked a.. having a plate-mark.
1902 ll'estnt. Gaz. 7 May i2/j Portrait.-, .. printed .. on

handsome plate-marked boards, with gold bevelled edges.
Plate-matter to -mendic : see PLATE sb. 20.

Platen, platten plartcn, -'n;, sb. Forms : 5

plateyne, 6 -tyue, 6-y plattiii, 7 plataiue, 7-9
platin, S platine, 7- platten, 8- platen. [ME.
platcynC) a. OK //iz////t*( 13-14^0.^ Hat piece, metal

plate, also a popular alteration of paU'nc P.VTK.V,

from its form; in mod. K. a inhular portion of a

machine, e.g. of a printing-press; {.plat adj. : see

PLAT a. and -INK 4
J

fl. A llat plate of metal for various purposes.
1541 COPLAND Guydon's Qtta>t, Chintrg. P iv b, Take your

platyne or tjuyl and apply them all colde, but ye must n.it

let them lye long, and than gyue the cauteres to the worke-
man that shall applye them all hole and very flamynge.
1597 LOWE L'Jiirurg. 1. (16341 6 To put. .a platu-n in the

route of the mouth, which is needfull to tho.-e who. .have
the roofe of the mouth falling. 1702 W. }. liruyris I'oy.

Levant x. 40 Some wear upon their Heads a Kalpak, or

Fur Cap ; others a large round Platine, after the Fashion of
the Jewish woimn. 1813 J. THOMSON Lett. Injlatn, 273
They healed red hut their actual cauteries, of which some
were shaped like a button, others like an olive, and a third

sort like a platin ; they applied them red-hot to the orifice^

of the vessels as soon as the member was separated.

f2. = PATJ-X i (cf. etymolO. Obs.
c 1450 LOVELICH Grail xvii. 49 There lefle he up the

plateyne anon That vppoii tins glorious vessel \\as don.

1607 R. QAHEW] tr. I-^ticnncs World */ /f 'ondcrs iSg Had
liis i-hallice and plattin stolne by one which holpe him to .say

Masse. 1624 DAKCIK Birtk of Heresies xvii. 71 The Piie>t

must lift the vaile oner the Chalice, and release it from the

Plataine, to represent the rent vaile.. at Christ^ death.

y. I'tinting. An ii on (formerly wooden) plate in

a printing-press, which presses the paper against
the inked type so as to secure an impression.
Also applied to a similar part in other machines.

1594 K. ASHLEY tr. Loys le Roy -22 He makeih the traine

of the presse to roule. .till U come vnder the vice or spindle,
vnto which the plattin is fanned. 1683 MOXON Mcch.

fc.i'erc., Printing n, ? 2 Urass Rules... if they be but a little

too high,, .will bear the Plattin off the Letters that stand
near them. 1706 PIULLITS, Platen or Platine, the Plate of
a Printer's Press. 1790 Kystander 158 That part which i^,

called the platen is found to be insufficient to bring off an

face of the plattin must be perfectly le\el and smooth. 1873
K. Si-oN \\'o>ks!io/> Receipts Ser. i, 310/1 Place the boaid or

side upon which the stamp is placed, upon the platen of the

stamping-press. 1894 Brit. Jrnl. I'ltotogr. XLI. 48 From
the plates breaking so frequently, we suspect that the platten
of the press is not perfectly true.

4. atfrib. and Comb., as platen-cord, one of the

cords by which the platen was suspended from the

hose, in old presses ; platen-gauge : see quot.

(also called lay-gauge) ; platen-machine, plateu

printing-machine, a press having a platen, as

opposed to a lotary or cylinder-press; platen-

pan, in old presses, a metal socket in which the

toe of the spindle works
; platen-plate, a square

iron plate let into the upper side of the platen,
in the centre of which the platen-pan was fixed.

1683 MOXON Met. h, E-xerc.^ Printingy\. F 14 If the 'Plattin-

Cords are too loose. 1878 HALLECK in Set. Aincr. XXXIX.
338,1 A New "Platen Gauge ..applied to the platen of a

printing press for holding ai.d guiding the paper thai is

printed upon. 1888 J.\coui Printer s Voc. 101
*Platen

machine, printing machines which have a flat impression, not

a cylindrical one. 1683 MOXON Mec/t. Extrc., Printing xi.

P 18 Into this square Frame is fitted the Stud of the *Plattin

Pan. 18x4 J. JOHNSON '1 ypo^r. II. 513 To receive the

stud of the circular brass plattin pan. 1683 Moxos Mcch.

Exerc., Printing xi. P 18 In the middle of the upper-side
[of the Platen] is let in.. an Iron Plate called the *Plattin-

Plaie. 1873 CUUWEN Hist. Booksellers 468 In 1867 he

introduced a *platten printing machine.

Platen, obs. f. FLATTEN v., to flatten.

Plate-painter to -powder: see PLATE 19,20.

Plater (pl^'taj). [f. PLATE v. and sb. + -EH *.]

1. One who coats or plates aiticles with a film

of metal, usually of silver or gold ;
often in comb.,

as electro-plater^ tin-plater.

1777 Ittriningham Directory 5 Bewhouse, Thomas Plater.

1798 W. HUTTON Aittobiog* App. K. i^ A buckle-plater

sued O and M for a guinea. 1830 N. S. WHEATON Jrnl. 404,

I went to the platers, where every species of silver and

plated ware is produced. 1884 Brit. Aim. *t Contp. 123

A working-man .. employed as a sil\r plater.



PLATERESQUE. 966 PLATFORM.
2. A man engaged in the manufacture or applica-

tion of metal plates, esp. in iron shipbuilding.
1864 Daily Tel. n Aug., Upon Shoeburyness.. the gunners

and the armour-platers have pitched their camp. 1869 SIR
E. J. REED Shipbuitd. x. 194 The fitting, marking, and

fixing of the outside plating are performed by a party of

workmen known as platers. iSgz Labour Commission
Gloss., Platers, skilled mechanics, .who mark, shear, roll,

Mange, bend, shape, punch.., set, fit, and fix in
place..

the

steel plates.. &c., for the outside and inside and hull of a

ship, or for boilers and bridges.

3. Horse-racing. A horse that competes chiefly
in plate or piize races (see PLATE sb. 17, ;

an inferior

race-horse. Alsoy^.
1859 LEVER Davenport Dunn xxxi. 261 You might have

guessed, Master Groj*, that she never could be a
'

Plater '.

1864 ADMIRAL Rous in Edin. Rev. July 124 1'he form of

the bc;>t race-horse in 1750 is inferior to those of the
commonest plater of the present day. 1886 Sat. Rev. 6 Mar.

327/2 A veteran selling-plater who has passed through some
ten or a dozen stables.

4. A machine for calendering paper : see quot.
1884 K NIGHT Dtc.Mt'<:/t.upp\.,P/att:r, a paper calendering

machine.. .The paper is packed between smooth plates of

line or copper, and passed between the rolls back and forth

till the desired finish is obtained.

Plater, obs. form of PLATTER.
Plate-rack: see PLATE s/>. 20.

Plateresque [plsets>re*ak),a. [ad.Sp.//a/^v.sr0,
f. platero a silversmith, goldsmith (i.plata silver)

+ -esco : see -ESQCE.] Resembling silver work :

applied to a rich grotesque style of decoration, etc.

1841-76 GWILT Arc/n't. 599 Diego de Rianno..in that

year [1530] designed and executed .. the plateresque or

renaissance sacristia mayor. 1882 Harper's 31ag. LXV.
LMgThe expensively adorned plateresque Chapel. 1886 '/.
AVt 1

. 24 Apr. 585/1
'

Vegetable forms' are .. the chief charac-

teristic of the superb Spanish platert-sque embroideries, in

silver and gold thread, of the sixteenth and seventeenth
centuries.

Plate-rock to -silver : see PLATE sb. 20.

tPla'tery. Obs. ran', [f. PLATED. + -EBY.]
The work or aPLATEH; plating. Hencu fPla-
terer Ol>s. = PLATER (sense i).

1664 Put'YS Diary S Apr., What I have done in the con-
tract with the platerer. Ibid, 9 Apr., From my being over-

concerned with Stanes's business of the platery of the navy.

Plate'ssiform, a. Icktk. [f.
L. platcssa

plaice + -FORM.] Resembling the plaice, or the

genus Platessa, in form or structure.

Platetrope (plse'l^tr^'p). Anal. [f. Or.

jrAaros, aAarc- breadth, width -t- rpviros turning.]

(See quot.)
1882 WILDER & GAGE Ana'om, Technol. 32 Two similar

organs, one upon each side, are lateral in position, and called

paired organs. Kach such paired organ may be called the

ptntetrope of the other, or its lateral homolo^uc t
or \\M.fellow

of the opposite side.

Hence Platetropy (plae't/iUtfpi), bilateral sym-
metry. 1890 in Cent. Diet.

t Plate-vein. 06s. Also 7-9 plat-, 8 plait-.

The cephalic vein in the horse.

1607 TOPSELL Four-f. Beasts (1658) 294 Let him [the horse]
bloud on both sides abundantly in the plat veins, and then
-ive him this drink. 1610 MARKHAM Mastcrp, \\. cxxvii. 428

They will also stop the blood, which is in ihe principal!
veines, called the plat veines. 1730 BURDON Pocket Farrier

(1735) 25 Then bleed him in the plait Vein. 1831 VOUATT
Horse 181 The plate vein, which comes from the inside of

the arm, and runs upwards directly in front of it towards the

jugular, may be opened. 1841 KncyiL Brit. (ed. 7) XXI.
632/1 Occasionally there is inflammation of the jugular from

bleeding, and more rarely, of the plate and saphena vein.

Plate-way, -work, etc. : see PLATE s6. 19, 20.

Platfond, obs. form of PLAFOND.

t Flatfoot, a. and adv. Sc. Obs. [f. PLAT
a. + FOOT sb. So Du. platvoet

'

ayant les pieds

larges' (Planting MHG. blatevuoz, Ger. platt-

fztss.] a. adj. Flat-footed, b. adv. Flat-footedly.
In quotations, the name of a dance-tune.

1530 LYNDESAY Test. Papyngo 88 To lerne hir language
artificial!, To play platfute, and quhissilt fute before, a 1550
Christis Kirke Gr. i. vi, Platfute he bobbit vp with bendis,
For Maid he maid requeist.

Platform (purtfjfum), sb. (a.', Forms : 6

platte-, 6-7 platt-, 6- plat-; 6-7 -fo^u)rme,
6- -form. In 6-8 often as two words, or hyphened.
&. 6-7 plotform(e. [a. F. platcforwe (in 1433
platte fottrmt), lit.

'
flat form ',

*

plane figure ',

representation on the flat, ground-plan,
' a plot,

modell, or draught of a building; also, the foun-

dation thereof (Cotgr.) : see PLAT a. and FOKM
sb. The forms arose from the running together
ofplat and//0/ : see PLAT j.3.]

I. A plane surface ; a plan on the flat.

fl. Georn. A plane figure (as a triangle, quadri-
lateral, circle, etc.) ; also, a plane surface, a plane,
and, in wider sense, any surface. Obs.

1551 RECOKDE Pctthw. \. Defin., Of platte formes some be

plain, and some be croked, and some part He plaine.and part He
croked. Ibid.) In a dye iwhiche is called a cubike bodie) by
geometricians, .there are .vi. sides, whiche are .vi. platte

formes, and are the boundes of the dye. Ibid. \\. In trod v
Two right lines make no platte forme. 1574 BOURSE
Regiment for Sea xviii. (1577) 49 The most parte of the

seamen make their account as though the earth were a plat-
forme. 1674 JEAKE Arith. (1696) 181 A Diametral Number

may have more parts then be apt for the Sides of the Plat-
form or Rectangle Figure it represents.

t 2. A plan or representation on the flat ''of&ny
structure existing or projected) ; a ground-plan ;

a topographical plan, chart, map ; a plan or

draught to build by. Obs.

[Kington Oliphant cites platform 1513-25 from State

Papers, which may be in this sen^e or 4.]

1551 ROBINSON Mores Utop. u. (1895) 131 They bay that

kyng Vtopus himself.. appointed, and drew furth the platte
fourme of the city. 1579-80 NORTH Plutarch (1676) 456
(They] were every one occupied about drawing the Platform
of Sicilia. 1639 HORN & ROB. Gate Lang. Unl. xlviii.

525 The master-builder, having first drawne out the

plot, buildeth according to that draught (modell or plat-
forme) with other work-men helping him. 1665 G. HAYEKS
P. della Valle's Trav. E. India 8 Captain Woodcock.,
shew'd me a Chart or Plat-form of the whole Streight of

Ormuz, made by himself. 1763 GRAY Let. 15 Jan., I con-
clude with a rude draught of the platform [ofYork Cathedral]
according to my idea, but without any mensuration. 1774
JOHNSON Jonrn. X. Wales 17 Aug., All the walls remain,
>o that a complete platform, and elevations, not very
imperfect, may be taken.

0. 1606 HOLLAND Sueton, 14 He. .viewed, and considered
the plotforme according to which he was about to build a
Schoole of swordfencers.

II. Figurative uses derived from sense 2 (p!ari\.

1 3. A plan, design ; something intended or

taken as a pattern, a model. Obs.

1574 R. SCOT (title) A Perfite Platforme of a Huppe
Garden, and necessarie instructions for the making and
inayntenaunce thereof. 1575 GASCOIGXE Making of Terse
Wks. T iv, Many wryters when they haue layed the plat-
forme of their indention, are yet drawee sometimes (by ryme)
to forget it. 1586 A. DAY Eng. Secretary^ \. (1625) i To
lay downe a platforme or method for writing of Epistles,

1693 J. EDWARDS Author. O. $ N. Test. 105 This garden
was the platform of those before mentioned. <i 1703 IJrKKn i

On. N, T. Luke xi. i The Lord's prayer is .. a pattern and

platform, according to which all our prayers ought to be
framed. 1775 HURKE Corf. (1844) JI. 3 You will naturally
follow the platform of the London petition, and can be at

no loss in the wording. 18*7 HALLAM Const. Hist. (1842) II.

5->2 This noble design was not altogether completed accord-

ing to the platform.
0. 1591 R. HICHCOCK in Garrani's Art li 'acre A ivb, Ample

and tine drawne plots, goodly plotformes, needful! inuentions.

1615 \V. LAWSON* Country Houscw. Gard. (1626) 17 The
Plot forme being laid, and the Plot appointed where you

: will plant euery Set in your Orchard.

f b. A written outline or sketcli
;

a scheme
;

a description. Obs.

1596 Sn-NstK State Irel. Wks. (Globe) 633/1 Ane affecta-

tion of Irish captaynrye, which in this plattforme I endevour

specially to beate downe. 1647 TRAPP Comm. Rom. ii. 19 A
platform of whoUome words, a systeme, a method artificially

moulded, such as Tutours and Professours of Arts and
Sciences have, and do read over again and again to their

Auditours. 1680 N. LEE C&sar Borgia \. i, Thus have
I drawn the platform of their Fates. 1716 M. DAVIES
Athen. Brit. III. Dissert. Physick 56 The solid Platforms
of the Astrological and Hydrological Branches of Physick
shall be set down next. 1727 J. ASGILL Mcia/norph. J/./;/ i.

141 The two Records in the Thessalonians and Corinthians,
left us as a Platform of the first Resurrection.

f4. a. A plan of action; a scheme, design,
device. Obs.

1550 GARDINER Let. to Ld. Protector in Foxe A. <y M. (1583)

1342/1 If my Lord of S. Dauides, or such others haue theyr
head combred with any new platforme. 1577-87 HOLINSHED
Chroti. 1.132/2 His destruction intended byqueeneQuendred,
hir platfonne of the practise to kill him.. 1649 BLITHE

Eng. linprov. Iinpr. (1653) 64 A good method, or plat-form
to advance each mans labour to the best furtherance of
a work. 1686 F. SL'ENCE tr. I'at'illas' Ho, Mcdicis 137
Those who had drawn up the platform of the Pazzi's con-

spiracy. 1815 J. ADAMS Whs. (1856) X. 140 A magnificent
confederation, association, platform, or conspiracy, call it

what you will, of three great personages to separate all

South America from Spain.
. V/M6oo Grim the Collier in Hazl. Dodsley\\\\. 43

I

A sudden plotform comes into my mind, And this it is.

b. spec. A plan or draught of church govern-
;

mcnt and discipline ; a scheme of principles or

doctrines, made by or on behalf of a religious

party, church, or sect. Now rare.

1573 CAKTWRIGHT Repl. Answ. Whitgift 13 A true and

perfect patern or platfonne of reforming the church.
c 1589 Theses Martinianx 8 That the platfonne of gouern*
ment by Pastors, Doctors, Elders, and Deacons was not
detiised by man, but by our Sauiour Christ himselfe. 1644

1

{title) The Platforme of the Presbyterian Government
with the Forme of Church Worship, &c. Published by

; Authority. 1674 HICKMAN Hist. Quinqnart. (ed. 2) 92 How
;

it can be proved, that .. the lielgick Churches did first

I
embrace Religion according to the Lutheran, and not the

i
Calvinian platform? a 173* ATTERBITKY Serin. (1737) IV.

j

24 They imposed the platform of their doctrine.. as divine.

1759 ROBERTSON' I/tst. Scvf. in. Wks. 1813 I. 194 The first

book of discipline, .contains the model or platform of the

Jntende.l policy. 1835 HALIBUKTONC/O^V//. Ser. 1.47 Under
what Church platform ? a 1881 STANLEY in A. Elliot State <y

the Church (1882) 26 No existing Church can find any
pattern or platform of its government in those early days.
1881 J. H. BLUNT Kef. Ch. Eng. II. 406 Nothing in the

Church could be 'pure', in their estimation, unless it con-

formed itself to the Genevan '

platform '.

f* c. A plan or scheme of government or adminis-

tration
;
a plan of political action. Obs. (Cf. gb.)

1598 GRKNEWEY Tacitus' Ann. xm. i. (1622) 179 Then he

[Nero] laid downe a platfonne of Ins future regiment. 1610
Hi-:ALKY St. Aug. Citic of God in. xvi. (1620! 122 This was
theyeare wherein Rome denised her'platformeofnew gouern-
inent. 1625 in Debates in Ho. Couun. 6 Aug. C.undui.

H

App. 140 Sir Robert Philips commended the platfonne of
Sir Nathaniel Rich, and sayd that wee were beholding
unto him for shewing us the way. 1757 BLRKE Abridgm.
Eng. ///W. Wks, (1812)8 A violent and ill-considered attempt
was made, unjustly, to establish the platforms of the Govern-
ment.

III. The surface or area on which anything
stands ; esp. a raised level surface.

f5. The area occupied by any structure; the site

of a group of buildings, a fort, camp, etc. Obs.

1598 HAKLUVT Voy. I. 436 With your instrument, for trying
of distances, obserue the platforme of the place. 1664
EVELYN tr. Freart's Archit. etc. 122 The Area or Floor, by
Artists often called the Plan or Plat-forme. 16715. PARTRIDGE
Double Scale Proportion 37 If the platform were a piece of

land, 30 perches broad, and 183 perches long. 1716 LEOM
Albert?s Archit. I. 2/1 Under the Title of Platform, we . .

include all those Spaces of the Buildings, which in walking
we tread upon with our Feet. 1759 CIBBER Afol. (1756) 1.

301 The area or platform of the old stage projected about
four foot forwarder in a semi-oval figure. 1796 H. HUNTER
K.St.'PicrresStud. Nat. (1799) III. 70, 1 was sitting by the

platform of these cottages, and contemplating their ruins.

b. Jig. The ground, foundation, or basis of an
action, event, calculation, condition, etc. Now rare.

1625 Gonsalvio's Sp. Inqms. To Rdr., Which is so farre off

from any figuratiue speech, as it is knowne to be the very
Platforme and foundation of all these broyles and troubles.

1698 FRYER Ace. E. India <y P. 12 All the Seasons of the
Year being undergone.., we may begin to calculate our

Kphemeris afresh ; and as a fit Platform, Easter Holy-da\b
bring with them such Weather as is essential to Christide

[at the Cape]. 17*4 tr. Pliny's Epist. I. Life 18 Probably the

fir.Nt Platform of his future Industry and Application was
laid in an habitual Care to oblige [his uncle]. 1829 SOCTHEY
Sir T. More II. 174 A new government has been constituted
in a new country, . . and consequently upon a different plat-
form. 183* Xiles' Register i Sept. XLIII. 1/2 Fifteen per
cent, being the 'platform

'

on which certain interests would

agree to protect the national industry !!!

C. fig. The platform, or more fully the equal
dividend platform, in the Free and United Free

Churches of Scotland, the position or general level

of churches drawing an equal dividend from the

Sastentation Fund, as opposed to embryo or merely
mission churches not yet

' on the platform '.

1861 Proc. of Free Ch. Scot. 168 Charges formed out of

Home Mission efforts and not yet admitted on the equal
dividend platform.

d. fig. A plane or level ^/"action, thought, etc.

1870 EMEK.SOX
So^. $ Solit., Clubs Wks. (Bohn) III. 95

Conversation in society is found to be on a platform so low
as to exclude science, the saint, and the poet. 1875 HELPS
Soc. Press, ix. 129 The platform of thought upon which each

;eneration finds itself placed, is a platform of a very different

ind from that of the preceding thirty years.

6. A raised level surface or area.

a. A level place constructed for mounting guns
in a fort or battery.
1560 WHITEHORSE Ord. Souldiours (1588) 18 b, That which

shall haue either caualiers or platformes. 1571 DIGGLS
Pantoin. i. xxx. I iv, Suche as shall haue committed to their

charge any platfourme with ordinaunce. i6oa SHAKS. Ham.
i. ii. 252 Fare ye well; Vpon the Platforme twixt eleuen
and twelue, lie \iit you. 1704 J. HARRIS Lex. Tcchn. I,

Platform^ in Fortification, is a Place prepared on the

Ramparts for the raising of a Battery of Cannon ; or it is

the whole Piece of Fortification raised in are-entring Angle.
1814 WELLINGTON in Gurw. Desp. XI. 564 To construct the

battery
1

) with its traverses, platform and magazines in one

night. 18*7 ROBERTS I'oy. Centr.Atuer. 179 Twelve pieces
of Cannon . . mounted . . on a wooden platform of great
thickness.

0. 1575 GASCOIGNE Noble Art I'cncru- Wks. 1870 II. 304
Patterns .. Of Plotformes, Loopes, and Casamats, deuUde
by warlike men. 1626 CAPI. SMITH Accid. Yng. Seamen 33
If she [a piece] be well mounted, vpon a leuell plot-forme.

tb. An open walk or terrace on the top of

a building or on a wall. Obs.

1580-1 Reg. Privy Council Scot. III. 364 The hail! tymmer
of the bak plat furme and bartesing. 1687 A. LOVELL tr.

Thevenot's Trav. u. 142 A great wall of blackish stones

fuiir Foot thick, which supports a large Platform or Terrass.

1691 T. H[ALE] Ace. .\'ew liwcnt. 107 Lead which was first

laid on about twelve Years since upon two Platforms at my
House there. 1704 J. HARRIS Lex. Ttchn. I. Platform, in

Architecture, is ..a kind of Terrass Walk, or even Floor

on the Top of the Building ; from whence we may take a

fair Prospect of the adjacent Gardens or Fields.

c. A natural or artificial terrace, a flat elevated

piece of ground ; a table-land, a plateau.
1813 SCOTT Trierm. in. xiv, The brave De Vatix Began to

scale these magic rocks, And soon a platform won. 1832
LYELL Princ. Ceo/. II. 40 The great platform [in Mexico]
which is the scene of sport is at an elevation of about nine

thousand feet above the level of the sea. 1838 Murray's
Hand-bit. N. Germ. 351 The Brockeuhaus is the name of the

inn on the platform of bare rock which forms the summit of

the Brocket). 1860 TYNUALL Glac. u. x. 284 The station

chosen . . was on a grassy platform. i86a STANLEY jfirw. Ch.

(1877) I. vi. 120 The loftier and still loftier regions of the

mountain platform. 1865 J. FERGL'SSON Hist. Archit. I. i.

11. iv. 1 72 The buildings we . . find on the platform at Persepolis.

t 7. A division of the orlop of a man-of-war,
between the cock-pit and the main-mast. Obs.

1667 Lontf. Gas. No. 159/4 The Lieutenant succeeding in

the command, was about half an houie after wounded in

both leggs, and carried down to the Platfonne. 1704 J.

HARRIS L*x. Techn. I. Platform^ or Orlop, in a Man of

War, is a Place on the Lower Deck of her, abaft the^Main
Mast, and round about the Main Capstan, where, in the

Time of Service, Provision is to take care of the Wounded
Men ; 'tU between the Main Ma>t and the Cock-pit. 1717-

41 CHAMBLKb Cyd. . v. Ship, Plate, The Platform or Orlop.



PLATFORM.

8. A raised level surface formed with planks,

boards, or the like.

a. generally )
as used for standing, sitting,

walking, for seeing or being seen, or for any pur-

pose for which such an arrangement is useful.

In a glass-furnace, the bench on which the pots are placed
(Knight Diet. Mech. 1875). Feeding platform^ in Piscicul-

ture ^
a platform fixed in a trout-pond, a few inches from the

bottom, on which food is thrown for the fish.

1727 A. HAMILTON New Ace. E. Ind. II. Iii. 255 The
Teytocks Chair . . was raised on a plat Form of Deals, with
three Steps of Ascent. 1761 Ann. Reg. 218/2 (Coronation of
Ceo. Ill ) A platform was erected from the upper end of

Westminster Hall., to the west door of the abbey. 1777 W.
DALRV.MPLE Trav. Sp. $ Port, ix, At ni^ht we were provided
with clean b^ds and platforms. 1792 A. YOUNG Trav.
France 104 Cross the Po by a most commodious ferry; a

platform on two boats, i&zo.-lnrt. Reg. ti. 1372/2 It resembles
the platforms used on land for weighing waggons. 1826

HONE Every-Day Bk. I. 1182 There were fifteen hundred

variegated illumination-lamps disposed over various parts of

this platform [in front of a theatre at a fair]. 1827 Hull
Advertiser 14 Dec. 4/1 In this order they went .. over the

temporary Bridge, .and passed down an inclined platform. .

to the bottom of the South or Humber Dock Pit. 1831
Frasers Mag. IV. 374 The Queen..advanced in procession
to the platform [on which the coronation ceremony was to

take place], 1864 LOWELL Fireside Trav. 153 He laid the

bags upon a platform of alders, which he bent down.

b. A horizontal stage or piece of flooring resting
on wheels, as in a railway carriage, truck, or

tram-car ; in the colonies and U. S. esp. the open
portion of the floor at the end of a railway car.

1832 Penny Mag. I. 275 Fixed on a moveable platform,

having four wheels ; these wheels move along an iron railway
which is itself fixed on another platform. 1846 Hull \
Lincoln Raihv. Bill 11 Conveyed on a truck or platform.

1892 STEVENSON Across the Plains 34 The platform of the

car. 1896 Daily News 10 Nov. 2/1 (Lord Mayor's Show)
Upon the platform-on-wheels officially billed as

'

England
and her Heroes' were men. .representing the uniforms of
the Buffs at the beginning of the century,, .the Black Watch,
..and a couple of antique Jack Tars. 1903 ll'estnt. Caz.

4 Mar. 1 2/1 A passenger . .warned not to ride on the platform
of a car which was speeding at the rate of fifty miles an hour.

C. A raised walk or floor along the side of the

line at a railway station, for convenience in entering
and alighting from the trains. (See also quot. 1900.)
1838 F. \V. SIMMS Public Wks. Gt. Brit. 2 On the oppo-

site side an arrival stage or platform is erected. 184$
Fraaer's Mag. XXXIV. 522 The platform of an extensive

railway station. 1878 F. S. WILLIAMS Midi. Rait-w. 216
The Citadel Station. .in 1860 consisted of a single platform
for both up and down trains. 1900 EngineeringMag. XIX.
703 The movable platform, or traveling sidewalk [at the
French Exposition\. lln'd.

t
In large machine works .. time

now lost in passing from one part to another might be saved

by a travelling platform. Mod. Subway to platforms i,

2, 3, and 4.

9. spec. A temporary (or sometimes permanent)
piece of raised flooring in a hall, or in the open
air, from which a speaker addresses his audience,
and on which the promoters of a meeting sit

; hence,

transf. or allusively, in reference to public speak-

ing or discussion on a platform, the making of

political or other speeches, platform oratory ; also,

the body of supporters who appear on a platform,
as 'an influential

1

or 'representative platform'.
c 1820 [Said to have been in use]. 1836 HnH Obse>~'er

July, Ample arrangements had been made on the ground
by the erection of hustings for the spectators and a

platform for the speakers. 1840 Niles
1

Register 7 Mar.
LVIII. 4/3 On the platform above the officers of the con-
vention a beautiful transparency had been placed, repre-

senting general Harrison in uniform. 1853 A. PRENTICE
Hist. Anti-Corn Law League I. 12 On Thursday August
2nd [1832] Mr. Loyd appeared on a platform on the Claren-
don Inn bowling green. 1857 W. COLLINS Dead Secret n. i,

He was quite incapable of finding his way to the platform of
Exeter Hall. 1868 M. PATTISON Academ, Org. 6 So much
of it [the question] as could be brought upo.i the platform,
was made into a party topic. 1874 BLACK u-: Self-Cult. 25
To go to the pulpit or platform with a thorough command
of his subject. 1885 H. N. OXENHAM Short Stud. Eth. <y

Relig. x. 86 Foolish and erroneous.. notions are fostered by
the periodical press, but the same might be said of the pulpit
and the platform. i885 J. BxiGtir in G. C. Brodrick Mem.
-V Impress. (1900) 230, I have quitted the platform, and no

longer feel the warm interest which is required to make
me speak. 1901 Daily Chron. TI Dec. 3/4 He lamented the

growth of the platform. H ignored the Press. His one
concern was to be a capable official.

fig* (ef. b.) 1864 KNIGHT Passages H'ork. Life II. vi. 124
A cordial union of men of very different persuasions .. who
have met upon a common platform.

b. Jig. A basis on which persons unitedly take
their stand and make their public appeal ; spec, in

U.S. politics, a public declaration of the principles
and policy on which a political party proposes to

stand; now esp. such a declaration issued by the

representatives of the party assembled in convention
to nominate candidates for an election.
This fig. use was developed in U. S. between 1844

and 1848; in early instances, as well as in the phrase *a

plank of the platform
'

(cf. PLANK sb. 5), it is associated

directly with the material platform on which persons meet
and publicly speak (a sense known in U.S. from 1840).

Although to some extent approaching senses 4)1, 4 c, s b,
this in its origin had no direct connexion with these.

1844 Address Dentocr. State Convent. Virginia 3 Feb. m
Kilts' Register LXV. 408/1 These are our doctrines this

the broad platform on which we stand. Here is our confes-
sion of faith.. old as the constitution old as the days of

967

|

our fathers. 1845 C. SUMNF.R in Mem. % Lett. (1893) III.
(

|
104 S. C. Phillips and \V. B. Calhoun. .will labor to bring

;

;

the Whig party of Massachusetts to the anti^lavety plat- |

; form. 1847 S. P. CHASE in Ann. Rep. Amer. Hiaf. Assoc.
j

I for 1902 II. 123, I care nothing for names. All I ask for is

:

a platform and an issue. 1847 W. LUMI-KIN Ibid, for 1899
II. 1138 The passage of the Wilmot resolutions by Congress, i

I believe.. will enlarge the platform on which we stand. ,

1848 A'. 1". Herald 6 May 4/1 We hope that the coming
1 convention will .. solemnly re-affirm our old party position,

by adopting, as its platform of action, the general resolu-
[

tions of 1844. Ibid.) The whigs, whether on the Lexing-
ton platform, or some other non-committal platform, will be

and muit be at once known and doomed as the party
that opposed their country. 1848 LOWELL Bigl&w /'.

viiL 154 It gives a Party Platform, tu, jest level \\ith

the mind Of all right-thinkin', honest folks thct mean to

go it blind. 1853 CoBDEN 1793 fy 1853 iii. 87 The advo-
cates of peace have found in the pc-ace congress movement
a common platform, to use an Americanism, on which all

men who desire to avert war ..may co-operate. 1862 T.

HCCHES in J. M. Ludlow Hist. U. S. 379 The platform on
which Abraham Lincoln came in. 1878 N. Auto: Rev.
CXXV'II. 103 A Western Democrat on a soft-money plat-
form. 1883 Standard 28 Apr. 5/4 The platform of the

Convention [of the Irish Nationalists] occupies a column of

small type in the papers. 1888 BKYCE A met: Column: II. in.

Ixx. 549 ttoff, The nearest English parallel to an American
'

platform
'

is to be found in the addresses., issued at a general
election by the Prime Minister ..and the leader of the Oppo-
sition. 1891 [see PI.ANK sl>. 5].

fB. adj. Of flat form, flat. Obs, rare' 1
.

1632 LIIHGOW Trai-. \. 208 The lectures of her Houses
. .being platforme.
C. attrib. and Couil>., as platform -fraingr,

-had, -pavilion \ (sense 9) platform denunciation^

man, oratory, speaker', speaking woman ; plat-

form-ridden adj. ; (sense Me platform foreman,
inspector , official, track

; platform-bridge, in

U. S. a gangway between the platforms of two

railway-carriages ; platform-car (C. .SV, plat-

form-carriage, a low four-wheeled wagon or

truck without sides, for transporting mortars and
other heavy articles; platform-crane, a crane

mounted on a railway-truck ; platform-mud,
Geof., an elevated deposit of mud with level sur-

,

face; platform-scale ,
a weighing-machine with

'

a platform on which the object to be weighed is

placed; platform-spring: see SPUING sb.\ plat-

form-wagon =
platform-carriage*

1864 WEBSTER, *Platform car. 1900 M'cstm. Gaz. 23 Oct.

8/1 An order for.. several steel platform cars of forty tons

capacity. 1850 ROBERTSON Serin. Ser. ill. i. (1872) 7 *Plat-

form denunciations. 1897 Daily A'e:i's 29 Dec. 5/1 *Plat-

form foreman at Eustoii Station. 1901 >. Kcv. July 55
These by-gone *platform-framers and 'leaders of revolts '.

1703 T. N. City # C Put chaser 190 Sometimes *Platform-
lead is near \ of an Inch thick. 1903 MoRLEV Gladstone
III. x. v. 433

* Platform-men united with pulpit men in

swelling the whirlwind. 1863 Lvtu.i. Antiq. Man xvi. 336
Depositsof

' *
plat form mud ', as it has been termed in France,

'

might be extensively formed. 1879 FKOUUE Cxsar \\. 55
He had no turn for "platform oratory. 1903 H'fstitt. Caz.
18 Mar. i/i An admirable "platform speaker. 1866 BRAN nt:

1 & COXE Diet. Sci. etc. II. 929
*
Platform Waggon, in

Artillery, a carriage on four \vht-els, fitted for the tiansport
of guns, mortars, traversing platforms, or other heavy stores.

1876'!'. HARDY Ethelberta (1890) 276 These stage and *plat-
forin women have what theyaie pleased to call IJohemianism
so thoroughly engrained with their natures that [etc.]. 1901
W7estni, Gtiz, 24 Aug. 8/1 She is not a 'platform woman' in

the common acceptation of the phrase.
Hence (chiefly nonce-tods.} Fla'tformally adv.,

in the manner of a platform speaker ; Pla'tformish
'

a., resembling that of a platform speaker ; Pla't-

formism, the making of (political) platform

speeches ; Fla'tformist, a platform speaker ;

Platformi-stic a.
t
characteristic of or suitable to

platform speaking ;
Pla tformless a,, lacking a

platform; Pla'tformy a. = platformish.
1870 DICKENS E. Dto^d xvii, 'The Commandments say, no

murder, sir! 'proceeded Honeythunder *platformally pausing.
1892 Daily A'cws 3 Feb. 6/6 A manner described, .as a trifle

too "platformish for the House of Commons. 1866 VISCT,
STRANGFOKD Selections (1869) II. 323, I venture to think
that the time for

*
platformism is past, even in this platform-

ridden country. Ibid. I. 79 fAl true Liberal as opposed to

a technical or *platformisiic Liberal. 1892 KIPLING in Times
(weekly ed.) 25 Nov. 13/2 The railway .. a *platformless,

regulationless necessity. 1893 Daily Tel. 22 Mar. 5/3 Mr.
Fowler's speech in introducing the measure was . . a trifle

*platformy in style.

Pla tform, v. [f.
PLATFORM j.]

1 1. trans. To plan, outline, sketch, draw up a

scheme of. lit. andyigf. Obs.

1591 G. HARVEY Four Lett., Sewn. x"iv, Vertues all, and
Honours all inflame Braue mindes to platfourme, and
redoubled handes To doe such deedes. 1593 Pierces

.V;^n\Vks. (Gro&art) 1 1. 186 Conceit, that buildeth Churches
in the Ayer, and platformeth Disciplines without stayne. or

spott, 1602 FULBKCKE ind Pt. Parall. Ded ,
To platforme

a consummate and exemplarie Parallele or Trmormon.
1641 MILTON Ch. GOT/, i. i. 29 To grant that church discipline
is platformed in the Bible.

t 2. To furnish (a building) with a platform :

see PLATFORM sb. 6 b. Obs.
1616 Aberdeen Reg>\ (1848) II. 341 The said Thomas sail

.. platfprme and mack watterthicht the haill heid of the
hous with fyne aisle r. 163* LJTHGOW Trav. vm. 365 The
houses, .are all builded with mudde, and platformed on
their tops. 1796 MOKSE Anitr. Gef>g. II. 483 Houses, two
stories high, platConned at the top for walking.

PLATINA.

3. To place on or a-; on a platform.
1793 K.MKATON Edystone I.. 167 Every course must not

only be tried singly together upon the platform, . .but it

must have the course next above it put upon it, . . and ibis . .

amounted to the platforming of every course twice. 1844
MRS. UKOWNING To 1-lttsh xii, Plntforming hi^ cliin On the

palm left open. 1844 Drama ofExiUte? Plulformed in

mid air.

4. intr. To speak on a platform.
1859 LINCOLN in I'oice (N. Y.) n June (1806) 4/1 The

point of danger is the temptation in different localities to
'

platform
'

for something that will be popular just there.

1892 H. Jl:l-HSON Platform II. 543 On the ith September
two Conservative ex-Ministers platformed '. 1897 Wcsttn.
Caz. 23 Apr. 2/1 She has never appeared on any platform,
in any cause to

'

platform
'

betrays, in a woman, a high
stomach.

Hence Pla'tforming 'M. sl>.

1594 C[.\R].w] j/ndftt''s Kvain. H'its viii. fi6i6) 108 In

platforming, and building, which belong to the imagination.

1640 T. WARMSTRV Adiit . to T-^o Jlenses in Sighs Ch. <v

Cointiiotw. Eng. 2 For the right and just plalfonning of

your designs and undertaking-. 1793 (see sense 3], 1892
H. JEPHSON Platform 1. 556 Its attendant meetings and

Platformings.

Fla'tformed, a.
[f.

I'I.ATFOHM st>. + -EI>-.]

Formed as a platform, level-topped ;
elevated as

on a platform or plateau ;
furnished with a platform.

1632 I.IIHC-OW Trav. \i. 267 A platformd rocke, all

conered with .. siluer. Ibid. x. 498 The second soyle for

pleasure, is the platformd Carse of liowiy. 1883 American
VI. 265 An engine and one platformed car.

Pla-tformer. [f.
PLATFORM v. -i- -Kis 1

.]

fl. One who designs or devises a 'platform';
a schemer, contriver, plotter. Obs.

1592 t',. HARVEV l-'^iir Lett. Wks. tGrosarti I. 223 The
Ringleaders of leaud Licentiousnes. are moie pestilent, then

the Plalformers of vaine Fantasticallitv. 1593 lin.soN 6V:-/.

Christ's i'/i. Pref. 2 It \\as.-a ridiculous ouersight in our

neu' platformfcis. 1606 *i. \V[oODCpCKE] Lives Emfetors
in Hist. I~stine LI iv, These lesuites . . are the common
platfoimers for the Romish Church to poison all the com-
monueahhs of Christeudome.

2. One \vho speaks en a public platform.
1892 H. JKI-HSON Platform II. p. ix, Popular Plalformers.

//in', p. xi. Blight on the Chartist Platformers.

Plat-ful, erron. for platfit! : see PLAT adv.

Plathelminth : see I'LATYHELMIXTH.

Flatic vplx-tik), a. Astral. [ad. late and

med.L. flattens (Kirmicus, 4th c.) broad, general,

ad. late Gr. TrAarwcos, -IKOS broad, diffuse, f. irAaTtJv

broad: see -Jt'.]
Of an aspect: Not exact or

within a degree, but within half the sum of the
' orbs

'

of the two planets : opp. to PARTILE 2.

^1625 FLETCHER Blaoily Bio. iv. ii, Mars out of the self

same liouse, (Hut another Sign) here by a Platiqne aspect
Looks at the Hilege. 1792 SIHLV Occult Sc. I. 144 liy a

platic aspect we are to understand two planets so posited,
as to admit half the degrees of each of their own rays or

orbs. 1819 WILSON Diet. Astiol. s.v. /Vi;wV/Vz>^V/( i

i-, There

are two kinds of approximation in familiarities : partile and

platic. 1896 I. .M. MANLY in Han an/ .Studies V. 112 note,

Venus and Mars.. are in plalic conjunction when less than

six or eight degrees apart.

Hence Pla'ticly a,ir., with a plntic aspect.
1686 GOAU Ce/est. Bodies Ml. i. 394, i among the rest,

platiquely opposing V>.

Platie (pl^'ti). Sc: [dim. of PLATE sl>. : see

-IE.] A little plate.

1786 BURNS T'.ua Dogs 223 Owre the wee bit cup an'

''t Plati'lla. Ol>s. Also 7 -illo, S -ille (?).

[a. Sp. platilla
' a sort of Silesia linen

'

;
? dim. of

pla/a silver.] (See quot. iSjS.)
(App. the name in the Spanish colonies; cf. quol. 1609.)

1699 DAMPIEH I'ojr. II. n. rto Thus far Ships come to

bring goods, especially Euiopean Commodities ; viz. Uroad-

cloth, Serges, .. Ghentins, Platilloes, Britannias, Hollandil-

loes, Ironwork. 1740 Hist. Jamaica .\iii. 336 The chief

saleable Goods are ..Silks, Platilloes, all Sons of lion-ware.

1800 Hull Advertiser 3 May 2/2, 124} Platilles, containing

1364 ells. 1858 SIMMOSDS Diet. Trade, Platillas, a white

linen fabric made in Silesia for export to America.

Platin, platen, platina, alleged name of an

alloy of copper and zinc : see quots.
1790 \V. RICHARDSON Chen:. Prim. Mel. Arts 167 Plalina,

eight ounces of brass, and five ounces of spelter. 1884
C. G.W. LOCK H'arts/iop Receipts Ser. III. 16/2 For button

brass, an alloy of 8 parts of copper and 5 of zinc is com-

monly used by the Birmingham makers, under the name of
'

platin '.

P Investigation has shown that no alloy is, or has been
within rnemory ;

known in Birmingham under this name,
unless it was a workman's pronunciation of plati'tg (metalj ;

the composition given is merely that of ordinary bra*s.

Flatin- (pire-tin), combining form of PLATINUM

before a vowel, in names of chemical compounds,
as platinamine, an amine of platinum ; platin-

aiiimoHium, a compound of platinum and ammo-

nium; PLATINIKIDIUM.

1858 W. A. MILLER Ellin. Chem. II. 1066 Salts of

Platinamine. 1873 WATTS Foivnes' Chem. (ed. n) 349
Platinum tetiachloride absorbs four molecules of ammonia,

forming platinammonium chloride.

Platina (plartina, platrna). Now rare or

Obs. [a. Sp. platina (platrna) platinum, dim.

from plata silver : see-iXE 4
.]

The earlier name

of PLATINUM.
1750 Phil. Ttaia. XLVI. 584 Several Papers concerning

a new Semi-Metal, called Plalina. 1754 LEWIS ibid. XI.MII.



PLATINATE. 968 PLATITUDE.

638 The substance brought into England under the name of

platina appears a mixture of dissimilar particles. 1786
JKFFERSON Writ. (1859) I. 505 You have often heard of the

metal, called platina, to be found only in South America.

1815 f. SMITH Panorama St. fy Art II. 91 Platina is ilie

heaviest body known to exist. 1840 Penny L'ycl. XVIII.
230/2 Platina or Platinum an important metal. [In th^
article flat ina is the only form used.] 1865 Pall Mall G.
28 June 7 The prisoner denied that he had ever stolen any
platina, and said he was innocent of the charge.

b. attrih. (usually
= Consisting or made of

platinum) and Comb.
1794 PEABSON in /'////. Tr.ins.l.\XX\\'. 388 A small

piece of purified white lac, in a platina spoon. 1819 CHILDREN
Chem, Anal. 375 Held in a pair of platina pincers. 1825

J. NICHOLSON' Opcrat. Mechanic 356 He. .determined to try
to draw platina-wire. 1885 Hardliners Photogr. Chem.
fed. Taylor) 307 To have :t [an enlargement] made on a
more stable and permanent ba-^e than silver, hence carbon
and platina printing find most favour for such a purpose.

Platina: see PI.ATIN.

Flatmate (plae'tin^t),^. Chem.
[f.

PLATIN-IM
+ -ATE 1 I c.] A salt derived from platinic oxide,
in which platinum is tetravalent.

1858 MAYSE Expos. Lex., Platinate, term for a combina-
tion in which platinic oxide plays the part of an acid. 1866
WATTS Diet. Cheat. IV. 669 A compound of platinic chloride

with plattnate of calcium.

Flatinate (plrc-tin^t\ v.
[f. PLATIN-UM +

-ATE 3,] trans. = PLATIXIZK.

1889 Philos. Mag. Dec. 454 The plates were next plat'i-

nateci by a process given in Gore's *

Electro-metallurgy
'

under the name of '

Rpseleur's Process '. Ibid,^ To prepare
the plates for platinating.

t Fla'tine. ll'eaving. Ots. [a. F. platine ;

see PLATKN.] A plate-lead : see q not. 1797.
1688 R. HOLME Armoury m. x.vi. (Roxb.) 252/1 The !

Platines are Lead of a halfe round forme, hung in strings

(as pack thrid) which pass between two cross sticks ; these

strings goe to pullaces fix in the top castle and so to the ',

Tradies and are called Lames vnder the workmans feet, i

so that by the riseing and falling of the Tradies, these play

vp and down. 1797 Encycl. Jirif. (ed. 3) XVI. 230/1 The \

plate-leads,
or platines, are flat pieces of lead, of about six

inches Ion.?, and three or four inches broad at the top, but !

round at the bottom ; some use black slates instead of them :

their use is to pull down tho-^e lisses which the workman had
raised by the treddle, afier his foot is taken off.

Flating .pl^'-tiij \vbl.sh. [f. PLATE z-. + -I.VG ]
.]

1. The action of the verb PLATE in various senses.
;

a. The making or application of metal plates.
1831 T- HOLLAND Manuf. Metal I. 139 The operation of

plating., in the manufacture of spades and shovels. 1890
W. J. GOHDON Foundry 67 When it comes to the plating
the 'shell plating', as it is called the hand-hammer has
still to be brought into play.

b. The process of coating with a thin adherent

layer of precious metal.

1825 J. NICHOLSON- Oferal. Mechanic 725 Copper may
likewise be plated by heating it, and burnishing leaf-silver

upon it ; so may iron and brass. This process is called

French Plating. 1869 HOUTKLL Arins & Ann. n. (1874) 29
The decorative processes of plating, gilding, and enamelling.

c. See quot., and cf. PLATED 2 b.

1844 G. DODD Textile Mttnuf, vi. 197 A process termed

'plating' which, .consists in putting a coating of silk on a
sub>tratum . .of cotton.

d. The shoeing of a horse with plates or racing-
shoes. Also attrib.

1840-70 IJLAINE Encycl. Ri<r. Sports 1237 In the plating
of race-horses, much caution is required in the selection of
a proper smith. Ibid. 1238 Either of these varieties of

plating shoes.

e. Plate-racing.
1865 Daily Tel. 7 Nov. 5/3 Frittering away its money m

minor and unseasonable plating. 1875
* STONKHKNGK '

Brit.

Sports n. i. v. i. 429. 1888 Illustr. Sport. <y Dram. News
zi Jan. 511/1 Will they [young race-horse*] descend to the

depths.., and after a career of plating turn up some day .

in a selling hurdle-race, winner to be sold for ,50?
2. concr. The result or product of this action.

a. An external layer or sheath of plates ;
sheath-

ing-plates collectively.
1843 CARLYLE Past $ Pr. n. in, St. Edmund's Shrine

glitters .. with a plating of wrought gold. 1891 KII*LINC

Light that Failed (1900) 277 The narrow-gauge armoured
|

train. .. Two bogie trucks running l>efore the locomotive
j

were completely covered in with plating. '895 Outing \

(U.S.) XXVI. 381/1 There are five strakes of this plating
from deck to garboard.

b. The surface of precious metal with which
:

copper, etc. is plated. AlsoyS^.
1833 T. HOOK Wi&mQtfarmutt viii, She.. dreaded that '

the appearance might be deceitful if it were so, the plating
was extremely thick. 1839 URE Diet. Arts 998 Were it to

remain a very little longer, the silver would become alloyed
with the copper, and the plating be thus completely spoiled.
1870 LOWELL Study Wind. (1886) 61 The plating of Angli-

!

cism rubs off.

3. attrib. and Comb.
t 'occupied or used in

plating
'

;
as plating liquid, mill) trade

; plating
bar, a bar made from special pig-iron for making :

into plate-iron ; plating bath, a bath containing
j

the metallic solution in which articles to be plated
are immersed; plating hammer, (a) a heavy I

hammer for clinching ; (b} a steam-hammer for
|

working on armour-plate, etc.

1892 Daily News 13 June 2/7 There is a fair enquiry for

'plating bars. 1895 H-'estin. C,a~. 24 Oct. 5/2 Purchasing
bar silver for the purpose of strengthening their 'plating
bath. 1543 Richmond Wills (Surtees) 43, ij nalyng harriers i

ij
d

. Item a hake hamer with a *platyng hamer, ij
a
. r 1865 '

(J. GORE in Circ. Sc. I. 225/1 A good *plating liquid should ;

contain one equivalent of . . cyanide of potassium. 1877
KAVMoxij5/*i//i-/. Mines fy J/// 358 In 1750.. Parliament

..prohibited the erection in America of slitting, rolling, or

*plating mills, or steel furnaces.

Platini- (plartinr, Chem., combining form of

PLATINUM, denoting compounds in which it has
its higher valency (cf. PLATINIC).
1887 A. M. TiROWN Aniiit. Alkaloids 73 Chloride of plati-

num gives with chlorohydrate of betaine a piatinichloride
in yellow crystals. 1890 WEBSTKK, Platinichlorie.

Platinic (platrnik), a. Chem. [f. PLATIX-IM
+ -1C. So 1' . platiniqtte^\ Applied to those com-

pounds of platinum in which it exists in its higher

degree of valency, i. e. as a tetrad ; as platinic

oxide, PtO2 ; platinic chloride, PtClv Opposed to

PI.ATJNOUH. (Cf. FERRIC, and see -ic i b.

1842 PAKNKLI, Cktm.AnaL(i%4$ 95 The conversion of the

platinous oxide compounds into the platinic oxide. 1866
WATTS Diet. Chem. IV. 665 Platinum forms two series of

compounds, the platinous compounds in which it is diatomic,

e.g. PtCb, PtO, etc., and the platinic compounds in which it

is tetratomic, e.g. PtCl ( , PtOz, etc. Ibid. 668 Teirachloride
of Platinum or Platinic Chloride, Pt'*Cl|.

FlatiniferOUS(pltetini'fer3s),tf. [f.PLATJX-i M
+ -FERGUS.] Bearing or yielding platinum.
1828-31 WEBSTER s. v., Platiniferous sand. Diet. Nat. Hist,

1833 TH. Ross Humholdfs Trar. III. xxxii. 312 On its

western slope lies the famous auriferous and platiniferous
land. 1896 Kdtic. AVw^ (Philad.) 25 Apr. 270 One bed of

ptatiniferous lead ore is a mile long.

Flatiiiiridium (ple:tinirrdi#m). filin. [f.

PLATIX-I*M + IRIDICM.] A native alloy of platinum
and iridium, occurring in small grains or cubes

with truncated angles, of a white colour.
1868 DANA Mitt, (ed. 5) n.

Flatinite (plse'tinait). Chem. [f. PLATIX-TJM

+ -ITE *
4 b.] A salt derived from platinous oxide,

in which platinum has its lower valency.
1866 WATTS Diet. Chem. IV. 671 Platinous Oxide.. when

recently precipitated .. dissolves in potash and in soda,

forming salts called platinites, which appear also to be
formed when metallic platinum is heated with caustic alkalis,

1878 AiiNKV Photogr. (1881) 157 A solution of 'chloro-

platinite
'

of potassium.

Platinize (plse'tinaiz), v. [f. PLATIN-UM +

-i/E.] trans. To coat with platinum. Hence
Pla'tinized ppl. a.. Platinizing vl>l. sb. ; also

Platiniza'tion, the action or process of platinizing.
1825 J. NICHOLSON Operat. Mechanic 721 Porcelain and

other wares may be platinised, silvered, tinned, and bronzed.

1842 Mech. Mug. XXXVI. 461 The platinized silver battery
invented by Mr. Smee. 1878 ABNEY Photogr. (1881) 138
This toning may consist of gilding the silver image, plati-

nising it, or substituting some other metal for it.

Platino- (plae'tin*?), combining form of PLA-
TINUM

; spec, in Chem. denoting compounds in

which it is divalent. (Watts Diet. Chem. IV. 665.)
1873 WATTS /'"owties' Chem. led. n) 346 The acid tartrate

and theplatinochloride being among the least soluble. 1884
Chamb, Jrnl, i Mar. 141/1 The platino-barium cyanide,
Incomes highly luminous when inclosed in a tube and
traversed by the electric current. 1899 CAGSF.Y tr. JakscJis
Clin. Diagn. vii. (ed. 4) 298 For ferrocyanide of potassium,
platinocyanide of potassium may he substituted.

Flatinode (plaenin^d). Electr. [f. PLATIN-UM
+ Gr. o5os path, as in anode, cathode, electrode, etc.]
The negative plate or pole (cathode) of a voltaic cell

(often consisting of platinum). Opp. to ZINCODE.

1839 NOAD Electricity (1849) 162 The phenomenon of the

transfer of the charcoal from one electrode to the other.,

was abundantly apparent; taking place from the zincode

(or
positive pole) to the platinode (or negative pole). 11865

J. WVLDE in Circ. Sc. I. 194 The pole or terminal, . .pro-

ceeding from, and ending the wire of the copper or platina

plate of a battery, has been termed the platinode, or anode.

Platinoid (plae'tinoid), a. and sb.
[f.

PLATIN-UM
+ -oil),] A. adj. Resembling platinum.
1864 in WEBSTER. 1886 in Casse/fs Encycl. Diet.

B. sl>. [Cf. Mfe/feftl

1. Chem. Any metal of the class comprising plati-

num and those commonly found in association

with it and resembling it in several properties,
viz. iridium, osmium, palladium, rhodium, and

ruthenium. Also called platinum metals.

1882 in OGILVIR,

2. Name for an alloy of nickel, zinc, copper, ami

tungsten, of a silvery white colour, and resembling

platinum in non-liability to tarnish, etc.

1885 Engineering 3 July 17 Platinoid is practically Ger-
man silver with from i to 2 per cent, of tungsten in it.

1892 rail Mall G. 21 Mar. 3/1 Very fine wires of
'

pla-
tinoid ', or some other convenient alloy.

PlatinO'SO-, combining form of mod.L. pla-
tinosns PLATINOUS.
1858 MAYSE Expos. Lex., Platinoso-^ a prefix employed

by Berzelius in compound terms or epithets of double salts

which result from the combination of a platinous salt with
another metallic salt, as Platinoso-annnonicus^ etc. 1866

WATTS Diet. Chem. IV. 667 A dark brown solution sup-
posed by Magnus to contain platinoso-plaunic chloride.

Platinotype (plartin<?uip). Photogr* [f.
:

PLATINO- + TYPE.] A process of photographic
printing by which prints in platinum-black are

produced, the paper being prepared by coating
with a solution of chloro-platinite of potassium, j

K 2PtCl4 (commonly called platinum chloride) and
ferric oxnlate, and developed in a hot solution of

potassic oxalate. Also attrib.

1880 Times 5 Oct. 6/6 There is now a Platinotype Com-
pany, as there lias long been a Wood burytype and an Auto-

type. 1881 Athenxnnt 18 June 817/3 The Earl of Rosse..

presented to the Society photographic copies of the drawings
made by the platinotype process. 1884 Pall MallG. 5 Dec.

2/2 A print in platinotype which will not fade, can be had.

b. A print produced by this process.
1884 Saf. Rev. 12 July 58/2 Mr. Keene's illustrations, .a

threat many of which are *

platinotypes
'

. . are very good.
1892 Times 20 Oct. 14/1 The 210 platinotypes. .constitute

an exhibition of much beauty and interest.

Platinous .plse'tinos},^. Chem. [f.PLATix UM
+ -ous c.] Applied to those compounds of platinum
in which it exists in its lower degree of valency,
i. e. as a dyad. ( Ipposed to PLATINIC.

1841 fsee PLATISIC]. 1858 MAYSE Expos. Lex., Berzelius
terms Oxydunt platinosnm the first degree of o.\idation of

platina', SitlpJiur platin<i$ntn the first degree of sulphura-
tion ; titles platinosi the combinations of platinous oxide
with the oxacids. 1866 WATTS Diet. Cheat. IV. 667
Dichloride of Platinum or Platinous Chloride, PtClj. Ibid.

671 Platinous Oxide is obtained as a hydrate, Pt"O.HaO or
Pt"H aO'/, by digesting platinous chloride in a warm solution

of potash and washing the precipitate. 1890 ABNEY Photogr.
(ed.6) 171 A platinous salt., was mixed with a ferric oxalate.

Platinum (plse'tiiwm). [mod.L., altered by
Bergman (followed by Davy), from PLATiXA,in con-

formity with the names of other metals in -///.]

1. A somewhat rare metal (at first named PLATINA),
of a white colour like silver but less bright, very

heavy, ductile, and malleable, unaffected by all

simple acids, and fusible only at an extremely high

temperature; used chiefly in chemical and other

scientific processes. Chemical symbol Pt.

1812 SIK H. DAvvCVifw. rhilos. 448 The ores of platinum
are very rare; they have been found only in South America
and in Spain. Ibid, 449 Platinum was first described as a

peculiar metal by Dr. Lewis, in 1754. 1827 N. AKNOTT
Physics \. 10 Platinum can be drawn into wire much finer

than human hair. 1832 UABRAGE Econ. Manuf. xiv. (ed. 3)

123 In Russia platinum has been employed for coin. 1838
J. L. STEPHENS Trai 1

. Russia 83/1 The largest piece of

platinum in existence, from the mines of Demidoff, weighing
10 pounds, is here also [Hotel des Mines, St. Petersburg].
1866 WATTS Diet. Chem. IV. 665 The unalterability of

platinum at high temperatures, and its power of resi>ting
the action of most chemical agents, render it extremely
useful for the construction of crucibles, evaporating dishes,

forceps for blowpipe experiments, etc.

2. attrib. a. Made or consisting of platinum.
1840 Penny Cycl. XVI. 40/1 Heated in a platinum spoon

It [balsam of Peru] burns with a white smoke. 1842 PARNELL
Chfin. Anal. (1845) 330 Heated to redness in an open
platinum crucible. 1849 NOAD Electricity (ed. 3) 22 The
experiment was made with a platinum wire. 1899 CAGNEY
tr. Jakscfts Clin. Diagn. vi. (ed. 4) 206 A particle.. of the
cultivation from agar is taken on a platinum point.

b. Of, related to, containing, or combined with

platinum ;
as platinum compounds, platinum ore,

platinum salts ; wilh names of other metals, de-

noting alloys, as platinum-indium^ -steel; also

platinum-black, a black powder resembling lamp-
black, consisting of platinum in a finely-divided

state; platinum-lamp, an incandescent lamp
having the filament made of platinum ; platinum
metals, name for the class of metals comprising

flatinum

and certain others associated with it (see

'LATIXOID B. i) ; platinum-zinc a., formed of

plates alternately of platinum and zinc, as a

voltaic cell.

1854 J. SCOFFERN in Orr's Circ. Sc., Chew, 511 The sub-

stance termed *platinum black furnishes the metal in a con-

dition of still more minute division. 1878 ABNEY Photogr.
157 1'he prints produced by this [platinum] process are

exceedingly beautiful, and, as platinum black forms the

image, they may be considered as being far more permanent
than a silver print. 1866 WATTS Diet. Chem, IV. 669
All "platinum-compounds are reduced to spongy platinum
in the inner flame [of the blowpipe]. 1901 Brit. bled. Jrnl.
No. 2095 Epit. Med. Lit. 52 The author recommends electro-

lysis with a *platinum-iridium needle. 1865 WATTS Diet.

Chem. III. 974 Ruthenium and osmium differ from the other

"platinum-metals in the degree of their oxidisabiljty. 1849
D. CAMPBELL Inorg. Chem. 247 Analysis of *platinum ore,

containing, besides platinum, ruthenium, . . csmium, .. iri-

diuin,. .palladium,, .rhodium,,, copper, and iron. 1866WATTS
Diet. Chem. IV. 671 From most *platinum-salts alkalis

throw down basic double salts. 1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mech.,
*
Platinum-steel, steel alloyed with if; part of platinum. It

is said not to be quite so hard as silver steel, but tougher.

1878 ABXEV Photogr. (1881) 157 Pictures may be obtained

by means of *platinum tetrachloride, mercuric chloride, and

potassium dichromate, &c., though greater exposure with

these is necessary. 1849 NOAD Electricity (ed. 3) 263 As

copper is a better conductor of Electricity than platinum,
a copper-zinc circuit ought to be more efficacious than a

*platinum-zinc circuit, which is contrary to fact.

Platitude (plartitmd). [a. F.platitude (Diet.

Acad. 1694), f. plat PLAT a.
t
on analogy of lati-

tude, altitude, etc. : see -TUDE.]
L Flatness, dullness, insipidity, commonplace-

ness (as a quality of speech or writing).
1812 Edin. fffv. XIX. 276 With all the brevity and plati-

tude imaginable. 1818 (J. Rev. XIX. 120 Such abundance
of platitude and inanity, a 1850 ROSSETTI Dante $ Circ.

i. (1874) 12 A repartee, .which has all the profound plati-

tude of medieval wit.



PLATITUDINAL.

2. A flat, dull, or commonplace remark or state-

ment ; esp. one uttered or written with an air of

importance or solemnity.
1815 SIMOND Tour Gt. Brit. I. 100 Every species of im-

probability and platitudes. 1833 SARAH AUSTIN Cheirac,
Goethe II. 212 note 36 A Philister .. may, I think, be para-

phrased a man of common places a pompous dealer in

identicalisms and platitudes, 1888 BRVCE Atner. Commiv.
II. xlv. 191 It is one of those platitudes which are constantly
forgotten or ignored.

Platitu dinal, a. rare. [As iff. *L*platitftdo,
-din- + -AL; cf. LATITUDINAL.] = PLATITUDINOUS.
1885 J. COLEMAN In Longm. Mag. VII. 76

'

Junius' failed

..because it was a platitudinal play upon an unsavoury
subject. 1900 Daily Xews 17 Oct. 4/6 His remarks do not
seem to us wholly free from a modern kind of platitudinal
stodge', as he calls it, and we fear that 'platitudinous'
would, of the two, be more correct.

Platitudinarian (plse
;

titi#dineVrin), sb. and
a. [f. as prec., after LATITUDINARIAN.]
A. sb. One who utters or deals in platitudes.

tudu

thing he can't turn into political capital. 1890 Cornh. Mag.
Dec. ^80 A man of words rather than of action, a platitu.
dinarian.

B. adj. Characterized by platitude ; addicted

to the use of platitudes.
1866 Contemp. Rev. I. 164 Of all forms of cant and plati-

tude, probably the most unreal and platitudinarian. 1884
Chr. Comnnv. 23 Oct. 20/3 All our colleges together
manufacture only platitudinarian pulpiteers.

Hence Platitudina-rianism.
1887 A. J. GORDON in Missionary Herald Sept. 367 As

much need to be on their guard against platitudinarianism
as against latitudmarianism. 1892 J. B. ALLEN in Academy
23 Jan. 84/2 One of the most tiresome of the minor faults to
which novelists are liable is platitudinarianism.

Platitudinize (plaetititf-dlnsiz), v. [f. as

prec. + -IZE.] intr. To utter platitudes. Hence
Flatitudiniza'tion (in quot. as if from a trans.

sense 'to impart a character of platitude to*);
Flatitu-diuizer, Flatitirdinism.
1885 Sat. J\er. 7 Feb. 101/2 A diplomatist, .is a man who

retains the tradition and faculty of respectable platitude.

Many men now plciutudinize, but not as a rule respectably,
1888 Ibid. 18 Feb. 179/1 The platform platitudinizers. 1893
Pall Mall Mag. II. 351/2 He moves platitudinising and
attitudinising through a play. 1895 ZANGWILL Master 441
Art the last of the rebels against the platitudinisation of
life. 1897 Strand Mag. Aug. 179 He has a rich gift of what
an eminent American calls

*

platitudinizing'. The word ..

is most effective as indicating a constant ever fed supply of

pointless words, wrapped up in cotton woolly sentences.

1903 Ck. Times 12 June 747/2 The Archbishop of Canter-

bury departed a little from the area of pl.uitudinism, when
. .he alluded to the '

passive resistance
'

movement.

Platitudinous (plaetiti/?dinas), a.
[f.

as prec.
f -OU3 ; cf. multitudinous^ Characterized by
or of the nature of a platitude ;

full of platitudes ;

of a person, uttering or writing platitudes.
1862 fllustr. Land. News^ n Jan. 51/1 The bulk of the

speech is somewhat platitudinous. 1874 L. STEPHEN Hours
in Library I. 232 Schiller's excellent but remarkably plati-
tudinous peasants in

' William Tell '. i88a TRAILL Stermtv,

56 The Sermons are . . of the most commonplace character,

platitudinous with the platitudes of a thousand pulpits.

Hence Platitu'dinonsly adv.> Flatitirdinoiis-

ness.

1858 Saf. Rei>. 28 Aug. 201/1 The consequences are . . an
extreme tenuity of thought and an excessive platitudinous-
ness of expression. 1892 Daily JV^ws 21 May 2/2 His ora-

tions are enormously, portentously, platitudinously dull.

t Pla'tlingS, adv. Obs. [f, PLAT a. + -lings :

see -LING 2
.] Flat, flatly, flatlings.

1447 BOKENHAM Seyntys (Koxb.) 69 He home went on to
his plas And fel down platlyngys sorwyng hevely. 1535
STEWART Cron. Scot. III. 320 Sic ane straik vpoun him sone
scho set, Quhill that scho feld him platlingis on that plane.

t Pla'tly, adv. Obs. [f. PLAT a. + -LY 2
] In

a plat manner ; flatly, bluntly, plainly, directly.
c 1374 CHAUCER Troylns in. 737 (786) This Troylus right

platly for to seyn Is purgh a goter, by a preuy wente Into

my chambre ycome. c 1386 Pars. T. ^948 |>ou must
tell it platly be it neuer so foul ne so horrible, c 1407 LYDC.
Reson. fy Sens. 1480 For ther is platly non that may Dis-

obey[e]n hir byddyng. 1549 HOOPER Declar. 10 Comntandm.
vi. Wks. (Parker Soc.) I. 325 A great number, that say, not

platly and plainly,
* there is no God '; but by certain circum-

locutions and paraphrases. 1567 TVRBERV. Ovid's Epist.
26 b, Of so noble fame, as platly doth appeare.

tPla-tness. Obs. [f. PLATO. + -NESS.] Flat-

ness, plainness.
1530 PALSGR. 255/2 Platnesse,//a//fT'?-.

Platode (pltt't0d), a. tool [irreg. f. Gr.
TrXar-us broad + -ODE, after cestode, etc.]

= next.

Platoid (plse-toid), a. Zoo!, [f. as prec. + -DID,

after cestoid, trematoid, etc.] Of a flattened form,
as the worms of the group Flatyhelminthes.
1894 W. S. WINDLE in Pop. Sc. Monthly XUV. 454

Besides larvae, numerous adult forms, as..platoid worms..
are collected.

Platometer (plat^m/tai). [f.
Gr. irXaros

breadth + -METER.] An instrument for measuring
areas : = PLANIMETER.
1851 SANG in Trans. Scot. Soc. Arts IV. 119 Description

of a platometer, an instrument for measuring the areas of

figures drawn on paper. 1865 BAI.FOUR Ibid. VII. 198 A
new form of platometer.
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t PlatO'metry. Obs. rare. [f. as prec. +

METRY.] The art of measuring the breadth of

some (distant or inaccessible) object.
1570 DEE Math. Pref. aiijb, It informeth the measurer,

how Broad any thing is, which is in the measurers vew : so
it be on Land or Water : and may be called Platome trie.

tPlatO'nian. Obs.
[f. Gr. mdrwi' Plato +

-IAN.]
= PLATONIST.

1569 J. SANFORD tr. Agrippa's Van. Artcs 68 b, Whiche
was the Platonians opinion. 1611 A. STAFFORD Niohc 80
The Platonians were so enamoured of this amiable goddess,

Platonic (platp-nik), a. and sb. [ad. L. Pla~

tonicitSj a. Gr. nAaTw^^tJ?, f. TIKarcav Plato : see

-ic. Cf. F. Platoniqne (i6th c. in Godef.).]
A. adj.

1. Of or pertaining to Plato, a famous philosopher
of ancient Greece (8.0.^429-^ 347), or his doctrines;
conceived or composed after the manner of Plato.

1533 ELYOT (title) Of that Knovvlege, whiche maketh a
wiseMan, A disputation Platonike. 1638 WILKINS New
World i. (1684) 173 Twas an Old Platonick Principle, that
there is in some part of the World such a place where Men
might be Plentifully Nourished, by the Air they Breath.

1697 EVELYN KHHII'SM. vii. 235 More like a Platonic Notion.
J^33 J- H. NEWMAN AriaMS I. iii. (1876) 39 That compre-
hensive philosophy, which was reduced to system about the

beginning of the third century, and then went by the name
of the New Platonic, or Eclectic. 1875 JOWETT Plato (t&. 2)

I. 240 The Ion, like the other earlier Platonic Dialogues.
1884 tr, Lotze's Logic 435 The Platonic expression Idea is

usually rendered Universal conception.
b. Of a person: Holding or maintaining the

doctrines of Plato ; that is a follower of Plato.
a 1654 SELDES Tablc-T. (Arb.) 53 The first Christians

many of them were Platonick Philosophers. 1831 I. TAYLOR
Pref. Ess. to Edwards' Freed. Will in. 50 Commencing
with the Platonic fathers, and ending with the last writers

on both sides of the Calvinistic controversy.
2. Applied to love or affection for one of the i

opposite sex, of a purely spiritual character, and
free from sensual desire. Hence in various allu-

\

sive applications.
\Antor platonicus was used synonymously with amor

socraticifs by Ficinus(the Florentine Marsilio Ficino, 1433-
'

ggi, president ofCosmo de' Medici's AccadeiniaPlatonica, to
'

denote the kind of interest in young men with which Socrates
was credited: cf. the last few pages of Plato's Symposium^
As thus originally used, it had no reference to women.
(Prof. I. Bywater.)}
1636 DAVENANT (title) The Platonick Lovers, c 1645

HOWELL Lett. (1650) vi, 203 The Court affords little news
at present, but that ther is a love, call'd Platonick love,
which much swayes there of late. It is a love . . [that] con-
sists in contemplation and idxas of the mind, not in any
carnall fruition. 1651 STANLEY (title) A Platonick Discourse
Upon Love. Written in Italian by John Picus Mirandula.
1678 NORRIS Coll. Misc. (1699) 355 Platonic Love is the
Love of Beauty abstracted from all sensual Applications,
and desire of Corporal Contact. 1741 RICHARDSON Pamela
(1824) I. Ixxviii. 438, I am convinced, and always was, that
Platonic love is Platonic nonsense. 1857 LEWES Biograph.
Hist. Philos. 195 Love is the longing of the Soul for Beauty;
the inextinguishable desire which like feels for like, which
the divinity within us feels for the divinity revealed to us
in Beauty. This is the celebrated Platonic Love, which,

'

from having originally meant a communion of two souls,
and that in a rigidly dialectical sense, has been degraded to
the expression of maudlin sentiment between the sexes.
1862 GEN. P. THOMPSON in Bradford Advertiser 8 Mar. 6/1
As well might be said that Tories of the olden time only
fought for. .a Platonic love for rotten boroughs.

b. Feeling or professing Platonic love.

1650 BULWER Anthropomet. 163 The Mother-in-Law of
Foresttis, a fruitfull woman, would not match her daughters
to Platonique men. 1709 STF.ELR Tatler No. 32 f 3 This
Order of Platonick Ladies are to be dealt with in a peculiar
Manner from all the rest of the Sex. 1872 MORLEV Voltaire

43 She had ridiculed the pedant'ical women and platonic
gallants of the Hotel Rambouillet as the Jansenists of love.

3. f a. Platonic bodies (Geom.) : a former name
for the five regular solids (tetrahedron, cube, octa-

hedron, dodecahedron, icosahedron). Obs.

[1571 : see PLATONICAL 3]. a 1696 SCARBURCH Euclid
(1705) 282 The five Platonick Bodies, so much fam'd,
Pythagoras first found, Plato explain'd ; Euclide on them
Immortal Glory gain'd. 1704 J. HARRIS Lex. Techn. I,

Platonick Bodies. See Regular Bodies,

b. Platonic year : a cycle imagined by some
ancient astronomers, in which the heavenly bodies

j

were supposed to go through all their possible move-
j

ments and return lo their original relative positions
j

(after which, according to some, all events would ;

recur in the same order as before) ; sometimes '

identified with the period of revolution of the

equinoxes (about 25800 years : see PRECESSION}.
1639 FULLER AWy War\. xxviii. 278 Except the Platonick

yeare, turning the wheel of all actions round about, bring the

spoke of this Holy warre back again. 1658 PHILLIPS, Platonick
Year, i. the space of 36000 years. 1684 T. BURNET The.
Earth n. 149 Call'd the Platonick year, as if Plato had been
the first author of that opinion ; but that's a great mistake.

17*7-41 CHAMBERS Cycl., Platonic year, or the great year,
is.. the space wherein the stars and constellations return to
their former places, in respect of the equinoxes. The
Platonic year, according to Tycho Brahe, is 25816; accord-

ing to Ricciolus 25920; according to Cassini 24800 years.
1867-77 G. F. CHAMBERS Astron.\oc. Defin. 919.
B. s/>. [Cf. F. Platonique (1486 in Godef.

fl. A follower of Plato ; a
Platpnist. Obs.

1605 TIMME Qttersit. i. il 6 The Platonicks called the same

PLATONIST.
the soule of the worlde. 1609 UIBLF, (Douay) Comm. II.

1001 Platonikes or Academikes conceived more of God, and
pure spirites, but thought both corporal and spiritual
creatures were coeternal with God. 1707 in Hearne Collect.

13 June (O. H. S.) II. 20 The Primitive Fathers were
Platonicks in their comments upon the Scriptures. 1758
KLIZ. CARTER tr. Kpictetus Introd., The Platonics, .do yet,
with the Stoics, constantly maintain fate.

2. A Platonic lover (see A. 2 b). ? Obs.
a 1658 CLEVELAND Gen. Poems, etc. (1677) 157 Sure at this

Grate those Chrisom Lovers, call'd PlatonicKS, had their
first Training. 1712 ARBITHSOT John Hull i. viii, Very
pretty, indeed ! A wife must never go abroad with a Platonic
to see a play or a ball ! 1757 MHS. GRIFFITH Lett. Henry
$ Fiances (1767) II. 291 Till they dwindle into that biage
of life, when, and when only, lovers become Platonics indeed.

3. (Usually//.) Platonic love
;
the acts or doings

of a Platonic lover.
1800 MAR. EDGEWOKTH Belinda xvii, Are they out o' the

horn-book of platonics yet? 1836 F. MAIIONY Kel. Father
Prvnt (1850) 76 That was attributed to a sort of Platonic he
felt for the fascinating Donna Maria da Gloria.

FlatO'nical, a. ? Obs. [f. as prec. + -AL.]
1. = PLATONIC A. i.

1561 T. NORTON tr. Calrhi's hist. i. xiv. (1^4' 69 Let us
therefore forsake that Platonicall philosophy. 1641 H. MORK
(title) A Platonical Song of the Soul. 1758 ELI/. CARTER
tr. Epicietus Introd., There is no real difference betwixt the
Platonical and Stoical philosophy, in the opinion of fate,
and the freedom of human actions. 1845 MAI-RICE Mor. <y

Alet. Philos. in I'.ncycl. Afefrop. (1847) II. 612/1 The attempt
to divide matter from .substance and look upon things sensible
as not sensible, has led to all the Pythagorean and Pla-
tonical inventions, which he regards with so much dislike.

2. = PLATONIC A. 2.

1636 DAVENANT Platonic Lovers Wks. (1673) 414 Since not

..amongst you all He can find one will prove Platonical.

1823 BYRON Juan ix. Ixxvi, The noblest kind of love i^ luve
Platonical.

3. = PLATONIC A. 3.

1571 DIGCF.S Pantow.) Afath, Disc. Pref., I haue thought

food
to adioyne this Treatise of the 5 Platonicall bodies.

/'/V/.,The Hue bodyes Regulars or Platonicall. 1656 P.I.OUNT

Glossogr.} Platfnual year (annits platonicus) is every
36oooth. year, when some Philosophers imagined, all persons
and things should return to the same state as now they are.

Hence Plato'nically adv.
;
Flato'uicaluess.

1636 DAVF.NANT
Platonic^ Lovers Wks. (1673) 404 The

Turk ! Is he platonically given ? a 1639 WOTTON Life Dk.
Buckingham in Kelig. (1651) 77 To mould him as it were
Platonically to his own Idea. 1668 G. C. in H. More /?/>-.

Dial. Pref. i. (1713) 6 Which therefore agrees well with the

Platonicalness of Cuphophron's Genius. 1826 Q. Kez\
XXXIV. 432 Madame de Montesson was platonically
jealous.

t Platoni'Cian. Obs. [ad. F. platonicien

(Oresme I4thc. ,
f. L. Platonic-its PLATONIC ; see

-IAN: cf. mechanician] = PLATONI.ST.

1741 tr. D'Argens
1

Chinese Lett, xxxviii. 289 The Plato-
nicians suppose that God and Matter were the Principles
of all Beings. 1776 GIBBON Decl. $ F. xiii. I. 399 The
new Platomcians. .exhausted thetr strength in the verbal

disputes of metaphysics. 1829 K. DIGBV Broadst, Hon. I.

Godefridus 157 Philo a celebrated philosopher among the

Platonicians.

Platonicism (plat^nisiz'm). rare. [f.
PLA-

TONIC + -ISM.]
= PLATONISM 3.

(11678 H. SCOUGAL irks. (1765) 333 Many naughty affec-

tions do shelter themselves under the plausible title of
Platonicism. 1741 RICHARDSON Pamela (1824) I. Ixxvii.

485 She little depended upon Platonicism in him.

t Plato-nicker. Obs. rare* 1
, [f.

PLATONIC +
EK 1

.]
= PLATONIST.

1582 N. T. (Rhem.) John \. i note, This
first_

sentence of

the Gospel not only the faithful but the Platonickers did so

admire, .that they wished it to be written in gold,

Platonism (pl^'toniz'm). [ad. mod.L. pla-

tonism-HS) f. Gr. H\ar<uv Plato ; see -ISM. So

mod.F.f>/atttiswe (Diet. Acad. 1762).]
1. The philosophy or doctrine of Plato, or of his

followers.

1570 LKVINS Manip. 146 Platonisme, Platonismus. 1642
H. MORE Song of Soul 11. Pref., Those that are rightly

acquainted with Platonisme, will accept of that small pains.

1782 PRIESTLEY Corrupt. Chr. 1. 1. n That, .was introduced
from the principles of platonism afterwards. 1806 KNOX &
JEBB Corr. I. 283 Thinking as I do, that platonism was

prepared providentially, not only as preliminary to Christian

piety, but as a kind of fermenting principle, to act occasion-

ally inreinvigoratingit. 1856 R. A, VAUGHAN Mystics (1860)

I. 52 Platonism in Philo does for Judaism what it was soon
to do for Christianity.

2. (with //,) A doctrine or tenet of Platonic

philosophy ; a saying of, or like those of, Plato.
1610 HEALEY St. Aug. Citie of God 400 He overthrowes

one great Platonisme. Ibid. 694 A philosopher came to him
and expounded certaine Platonismes unto him. 1845 R-
CHOATE Anter. Bar in Addresses (1878) 165 Hear the

striking platonisms of Coleridge.

3. The doctrine or practice of Platonic love.

(Cf. PLATONICISM.)
1782 ALEXANDER Hist. Women I. vii. 233 The Troubadour

. . was not always satisfied with pure platonism, and

frequently debauched the virgin or the wife whom he

attended. 1893 SALTUS Madam Sapphira 59 For that

reason .. platonic affection, or, more exactly, reciprocal

platonism, is discoverable only among married people.

Platonist (pl/i*tonist). [ad. med.L. //<*/##/
(1286 in Catho!icon\ f. Gr. n\aruv Plato: see

-1ST.] A follower of Plato ;
one who holds the

doctrines or philosophy of Plato.

1549 LATIMER 6/A Serin, bef. Edw. /7(Arb.) 166 He [St.

123



FLATONISTIC.

Auimine] became of a Maniche and of a platoniste a good
chri>ii.in. 1570 l.iviss Manip. 147 Platoniste, Platotiista.

i6a6 BACON .Vr/;<i 944 As fur Love, the Platonics, (some
of them,) go so farre as to hold that the spirit of the Lover,
doth pas.se into the .spirits of the Person Loved. 1678 CL D.

WORTH Inteil. Svst. Pref. 36 Vpon which Occasion we take

notice of a Double Platonick Trinity ; the One Spurious
and Adulterated, of some latter Platonists; the Other True
.itul (Ieiuiine,of Plato himself, Parmenides, and the Ancient <.

1787 SIR J. HAWKINS Johnson 542 Dr. Henry More, of

Cambridge, he did not much affect : he was a platonist, and,
in Johnson's opinion, a visionary. 1847 EMVKSOX A'y*r. Men,
PUtQ Wks. (Bohn) 1. ,;io Hamlet is a pure Platomst.

b. A Platonic lover. Also attrib.

1756 (title) Memoirs of a Young Lady of Quality, a Pla-

tonist. 1895 l\'fstm. Gas. 6 July 3 '3 The author has

endeavoured to give a sympathetic view of a warm.hearled
woman in her relations with a platonist husband.

Hence Platoni'stic a.
t peitftining to or charac-

teristic of the Platonists or of Platonism.

1859 \V. KEY Lect. on St. August. 12 He was speaking
\\ith an aged Christian about some Platonistic books,

Platoilize ^pl^tonai/^, v. [ad. Gr. vXarwi-

^ttv ^Origcn), f. UKartuv Plato : see -IZE. So F.

platoniser (a 1587 in Godefroy).]
1. intr. To follow the doctrine of Plato; to

philosophize after the manner of Plato ; to be

a Platonist.
1608 HIEROX Df/fiice it. 157" Aust. did platonize a little, we

male saie, this 1*. doth platonl/c a greate dealt- more. 1610

HKALKV St. Aug, Citit of God b+y Philo either Platonized
or Plato I'hilonizcd. 1678 CUUWOKTH Inteil. Syst. \. iv. 27.

4^7 Mactobius plainly Platonixcd, asserting a Trinity of

Archical or Divine Hypostases. 1833 J. H. NEWMAN
Ari,ins i. iii, (1876)40 The grave imputation, .of considering
the Son of God inferior to the Father, that is, of Platoni/ing
or Arianizing.
2. To act as Platonic friends, nonce-use.

1821 AVto Monthly Mag. 111. 119 If I could venture to

invent a word . . I would say, that we will
*

platoni/e
'

together, under the constant guidance of nature and

philosophy.
3. trans. To give a Platonic character to ;

to

render Platonic.

1850 GROTE Gtttcf n. Ixviii. VIII. 556 Of the ethical

dialogues much may he probably taken to represent Sokrates
more or less

platonized. 1871 lii ACKIE Four Phases i. 148
The record of this conversation, nodoubt ..largely Plat oni/ed.

Hence Platonized, Pla'toniziug ///. adjs. ;

also Flatoniza'tion, the action of Platonizing or

condition of being Platonized (in quot., in sense

i\ \ Pla'tonizer, one who Platonizes, a Platonist.

1843 Fr&sfr''s Mag. XXVIII. 277 Their passion for the

danseuse having, in the meantime, metemp>ychosed itself

into a platonisation. 1845 MAI-RICK Mor. ^ Met. Philos.

in Encycl. Mctrof. (1847) II. 658/1 The warrior lived on

through the days of Julian, lived to see the utmost done that

could be done for "Platonized paganism. 1734 A. YOUNG
Idolatrous Corrupt. I. 109 Philo the Jew, who was a great
*Platonizer, calls the Stars Divine Images, and incorruptible
and immortal Souls. 1701 NORRIS Ideal Woridi. v. 241 The
second Hypostasis whom the Platonists called the w>w, and
the "Platonizlnj* Apostle the Aoyo*. 18*7 MOORE Epicur.
xvii, The platonising refinement of Phllo. 1885 W. WALLACE
in Encycl. Brit. II. 267/2 The materials of the work.. are
conceived in a Platonising spirit.

t PlatO'nne. Obs. nonce-wd. [Formed as a F.

fem, of Platon Plato : cf. baron, baronne^\ lit. A
female Plato : in quot. a female adherent of the

doctrine of Platonic affection.

1709 SWIFT Tatler No. 32 p 2, I am fallen desperately in

Love with a profess'd Plalonne, the most unaccountable
Creature of her Sex.

Platoon ^plat/7-n), sb. Forms: 7-8 plotton,
8 plat-, plottoon, 8- platoon, [ad. F. pehton
(i5thc. in Hatz.-Darm., pron. piston) little ball,

platoon, dim. of ptfate : see PELLET sb.l and -OON.]
1. Mil. A small body of foot-soldiers, detached

from a larger body and operating as an organized
unit ; variously applied : see quots. (06s.) ; spec, half

a company, a squad, a tactical formation preserved
in some armies for purposes of drill, etc. (Obs. in

the British Army.)
Formerly volley-firing was done by platoons : cf. b.

1637 MONRO Exped.^ etc. 11. Abria^m. Extrc. 184 Eight
Corporal 1-ships of Musketiers, being thirty-two Rots divided
in foure Plottons, every Plotton being eight in front, led off

by a Captaine. 1704 J. HARRIS Lex. Techtt. I, Plattoon. .is

a small Square Body of Musketeers, such as is usually drawn
out of a Battalion of Foot, when they form the Hollow
Square to strengthen the Angles, iw-41 CHAMBERS Cyc^,
Plattoon, or Plottoon, in war, a small, square body of 40 or
50 men, drawn out of a battalion of foot, and placed between
the squadrons of horse, to sustain them ; or in ambuscades,
streights, and defiles, where there is not room for battalions
or regiments. 1734 tr. Rollins A nc. Hist. (1827) II. v. 254
Platoons which consisted of four and twenty men each.

1788 M. CUTLKR in Life, etc. (i838) I. 420 Just as we got
up with them, they began to fire by platoons. 1846 Hist.
Kec. ist Regiment of Foot 130 The street contained only
a platoon abreast, so the first platoon fired their 24 rounds,
and then filed off, and were succeeded by the next and
following platoons. 1853 STOCQUELER Mil. Encycl. t

Pla~
toon, a subdivision or small body of infantry. The word
is obsolete, except in the term * manual and platoon exercise '.

1875 tr. Ct. dt Paris' Hist. Cn\ War in Amer. I. 272 The
recruits must go through a series of exercises and evolutions
..first singly, then by platoons, by battalions next, and
finally by brigades.

b. transf. A number of shots fired simultane-

ously by a platoon or body of men ;
a volley.

970

1706 FARO.I-HAR Recruiting Officer in. ii, I tell you what.
I'll make love like a platoon. 1747 OV//. Mag. 317 The
Welsh fn/ileers fired two platoons upon the Dutch. 1817 M.
\VII.KS Hist. Sk. S. India (1869) II. xxxiii. 145 Threw in a

regular platoon on the flank which killed the officer com-

manding. 1889 DOYLK Micak Clarke 298 These can fight

in line and fire a platoon as well as one could wish to see.

fig' 1775 SHERIDAN St. Pair. Day \. i, 2 Sol. We'll argne
in platoons. 3. Sol. Ay, ay, let him have our grievances in

a volley.

t c. Short for platoon exercise. Obs.

1796 /nstr. cV AY<*-. Cavalry (1813) 251 After the manual
and platoon, the battalion remains formed at close order,
and the major returns to his post in the rear. 1816 'Quiz'
Grand Master n. 50.

2. Jiff. A squad ; a company or set of people.
1711 Ace. f.-jsf Distemper of T. \Vhigg n. 44 Tom..

danc'd away the Hays with them in regular Plattoons. 1790
Ik'RKE />. Rei'. Wks. V. 100 To love the little platoon we
belong to in society, is the first principle (the germ as it

were) of publick affections. 1837 W. IRVING Capt. Bonne-
vitle (1849) 376 This is played by two parlies drawn out in

opposite platoons before a blazing fire, 1841 EMERSON Lect, t

Times Wks, (Bohn) II. 250 If you speak of the age, you
mean your own platoon of people.

3. attrib.
i
as platoon drill

^ exercise, Jtre, firing \

also humorously platoon swearing (= utterance of

a *

volley
'

of oaths, quot. 1/93).
1793 LAW in E. A. llond Trial Warren Hastings

(1860) III. 266 After having tried his hand to hit the mark
twice alone, then he indulged in platoon swearing. 1796
Instr. ff J\fg. Cavalry (1813) 251 The major closes rear

ranks for the platoon exercise. 1818 Scorr J/rt. Midi. U,
Nature seems to expect the thunder-burst, as a condemned
soldier waits for the platoon-fire which is to stretch him on
the earth. 1899 A Mutt's Syst. Meif. VI. 514 The discharg-

ing [of neurons] may take place by platoon firing or by

company firing, or by desultory rank firing .. the general

opinion is in favour of platoon firing.

Hence fPlatoo'n r. tutr.
t
to fire a volley ; also/.

1706 FARQI'HAR Recruiting Officer \\\. ii, I'll kneel, stoop,
and stand, faith ; most ladies are gained by platooning.

1780 S. J. PRATT Emma Corbctt (ed. 4) II. 46 The veteran

Carbines, after having platooned and pioneered it for a num-
ber of years . .

,
could keep the iield no longer.

Platopic ^platrpik), a. Craniom. firreg. f.

Or. irAari/s broad + tfy, WIT- face + -1C,] Flatyopic

(the etymological form) : see PLATY-.

1885 yrnl. ofAnthrop. Inst. 156 The cranial characters

of the Yahgans. .platopic, mesoprosopic, and mesognathous.
Plato S-,plato so-. Chem. I

4

'ormative,shortened
from PLATINOS(O-, forming names of compounds
in which platinum is bivalent, as platosamine,
NHjPt, the ammonia-base supposed by Gerhardt
to exist in the ammonio-platinous compounds
(Watts) ; platosammo'uium. the group Pt. 2NH 3

(as in platosammonium ch!oritie
t Pt. 2NH 3CI),

platosodiammo'niuni, the group Pt. 2NaH< (as in

platosodiammoniitm chloride,^ Pt. 2NaH BCl).
i8>6 MILLER Elent. Chem. II. 1066 Salts of Platosamine

(Reiset's second base) .. Hydrochlorate of platosamine
(yellow) PtH 3N .Cl. 1857 Ibid. III. 260 The two platinum
bases from pyridineare ; Platinopyndine. . Platosopyridine.

1865 MANSFIELD Salts 455 'Reiset's second Platinum base'..

is supposed by Gerhardt to contain a body which he calls an

alkali,
* Platosamine ', NHjPt. 1873 WATTS ApMM/dcw

(ed. ii) 349 Platinum dichloride absorbs 2 molecules of am-
monia, forming platosammonium chloride.

t Plat-roof, Obs. rare*1
. In 4 //. platrowes.

[f.
PLAT a. + ROOF

sb.*]
A flat roof.

ci38o WYCLIF Strut. Sel. Wks. I. 194 pei shulden preche

opimi upon platrowes of housis.

Platt, platte, obs. forms of PLAT.

Pla'tted,///. a. [f.
PLAT v3 + -ED l.] Formed

into or made of plaits ;
= PLAITED 2.

1483 Oath. Angi. 283/1 Plattyd, jmplicntus^ jntricatus.

1597 SHAKS. Lever's Cotn.pl. ii, A plattid
blue of straw.

1609 HOLLAND,4mm. Marctll. 255 Shields- .made of platted

oysiers. 1784 COWPER Task vi. 239 Who wore the platted
thorns with bleeding brows. 1885 .Miss BRADDON ll'yttarcTs
Weird II. 142 A head crowned with masses of platted hair.

Flatten (plas't'n), v. Also 7 platen, [f.
PLAT

a. + -EN 5
.]

f 1. trans. To make flat, to flatten. Obs.
1688 R. HOLME Armoury in. xiv. (Roxb,) 19/2 Thatchers

Termes. . . Platen the sids down.

2. To rivet or clinch a nail, by turning down the

point. Sc. 1903 in Eng. Dial. Diet.

3. To form into a plate.
1875 K-SIGHT Diet. Mech. t Flattening Glass* the operation

of forming glass into sheets or plates.

Platter 1
(plae-tai). Now chiefly arch. Forms:

4-6 plater. 5 platere, (6 Sc. plaitter), 6- platter.

[ME. //<*/<-? "a. &$. plater (Bozon), deriv. of plat

dish.] A flat dish or plate for food ; in later usage
often a wooden plate.
13.. Coerdt L. 1490 Bye us vessel gret plente, Dysschys,

cuppys and sawsers, Bolles, treves, and platers. ^ '33<>
Arth. <$ J\ftrl. 2270 Alder-next his side he sat, And of Tns

dische and plater at. 138* WYCLIF Matt, xxiii. 25 Woo
to sou, scribts and Pharisees, ipocritis, that maken clene

that thing of the cuppe and plater,
that is with outforth.

ci4oo MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) xxxiv. 153 pe grettest prelate.,

lays it apon a grete plater of siluer. 1474 CAXTON Chesse 26

Etc his mete out of platers and dysshes of tree and of wode.

1511 Act 4 Hen. K///.C. 787 Untrue .. Workmanship. .in

Platters, Chargers, Dishes. 15*6 TINDALE Matt. xiv. 8
Geve me here John bapt isles heed in a platter. >57S Satir.
Poems Reform, xxviii. 118 Plaitter nor pois we neuer left

ane plak. 1653 MOUFET & BENNET Healths Impr. (1746)

235 Fish coming out of a Pan is not to be covered with

PLATY-.

a Planer, lest the Vapour congealed in the Platter drop
down again upon the t ish. 1764 GOLDSM. Trav. 196 While
his lov'd partner. . Displays her cleanly platter on the board.

1814 W. IRVING T. Traz: I. 58 Half a dozen great Delft

platters, hung, .by way of pictures. 1851 LAVARD
Pop. Ace.

Discm>. Xiiifi'ek vii. 123 The girls . . returned, each bearing
a platter of fruit which they placed before me.

b. attrib. and Comb., as platter-case, -mat,
-month, -plate; platter-shaped adj. ; platter-face,
a broad, round, flat face; so platter-faced a.;

platter-foot Jiaf., a flat foot.

1793 SMKATON ityst<>n<: L. 303 In the kitchen. .were
two settles with lockers, a dresser with drawers, two cup-
boards, and one "platter case. 1621 lU'RTOS Aiiat. Mel. in.

ii. IV. i. (1651) srj Though she. .have a swoln Juglers 'plat-
ter face, or a thin, lean, chilly face. 1675 COTTON Soffit
Sce/i 116 Her pale, full-moon, planer face. 1533 UDALL
FIfftvrts Lat. Sp. 109 b, That reed needed, grey eyed, *p!aler-

faced, and hawkenosed wenche. 1707 J. STI.VENS tr. Que-
vidosCont. Wks. (1709) 391 The Plalter-fac'd Deity Bacchus,

1834 SIR F. B. HEAD Bubbles Brnmtcti 7 Holland is but
a platter-faced, .country, after alt 1897 f. T. JANE Lord-

ship, Passen <$ ll'f xix. 213 She. -set out as brave a

*platter-foot as a man could wish for to see, 1567 GOLDISG
Ovitfs AUt. xv. (1593) 360 At his nostrils and His *platter
mouth did puffe out part of sea upon the land. 1871 G.

MEREDITH H. Richmond xv, He and the dog took alternate

bites off a *platter-shaped cake.

Platter*, [f.
PLAT zvi + -ER!.] One who or

that which plats or plaits ; a plaiter.
1818 TODU, flatter..? [from To flat.} One who plats

or weaves. Hence 1828 in WEBSTER ; and in mod. Diets.

Fla'tterful. [f. PLATTER J + -FUL.] As much
as a platter will contain.
1611 COTGR., Platelet, a phtterfull, or dish full a 1693

Urqnhart's Rabelais ill. xiv. 114 There have you a large
Platter full of Dreams.

Flatting (plae-tii)\ sb. dial. [f. PLAT s/>.- 4,

small bridge, plank-bridge -f -INO 1 I g.] A small

foot-bridge : of. PLAT sl>.* 4.
1600 Manch. Crt. Lttt Kec. (1885) II. 156 So that the

water rnaye passe vnder Jolin Gee his plattinge. 1634 Ibid.

III. 216. 1653 fbiti. IV. 106 To fence and sufficiently to

amend the dangerous plattinge over against the land lately
his. c 1890 HALLAM Derlysh. Gloss. (MS.), Platting.

Pla-tting, vl>l. sb. [f. PLAT z/.s + -ING '.]

1. The action of PLAT v.'& ; plaiting.
1483 Cath. Angl. 283/2 A Plattynge, jntricatura. 1861

BUKTON Bk. Hunter (1863) 401 The skilful platting of withes.

2. Plaited straw, grass, palmetto, or the like, in

ribbon-like strips, for making hats, bonnets, etc.

1725 BERKELEY Proposalfor College Bermuda Wks. 1871
III. 222 Bermuda hats are worn by our ladies: they are
made of a sort of mat, or .. platting made of the palmetto-
leaf. i8i> J. SMYTH fiact. of Customs (1821) 183 Platting
is the slips of Cane, Straw, or Chip, woven or platted into

pieces, for making Hats. 1887 MOLONEY Forestry W. Afr.
461 Paper, Textiles, Platting, Basket-work, Clothing;
Pla-ttnerite. [Named (by Haidinger 1845")

after its describer K. F. Planner: see -ITE i.]

Native dioxide of lead (PbOa) occurring in violet

black concretions.

1849 J. NICOL Min. 418 Plattnerite .. [is] hexagonal but
dimensions unknown. 189* DANA Min. led. 6) 239.

Plature (plse'tiuj). Omith. [ad. mod.L. Pla-

tfirns, for *FIatyfirus, a. Gr. irKarvovpos, f. wAarti-s

broad, flat + oi/pa tail.] A humming-bird of the

genus Plattints, characterized by a broad tail. So
Platurous (platiu'r3s) a., broad-tailed (cf. //a/y-
tiroHs, PLATT-).
1858 MAYNE Expos. Ltx., Platurus, having a broad tail

. .platurous. 1890 Cent. Diet., Plature.

Platy (pl^-ti), a. [f. PLATK sb. + -T.]

1 1. Consisting or formed of plates ; plate-like.
1533 ELYOT Cast. Helthe IV. x. (1541) 88 b, Some gronndes

or residences [in urine] bee lyke vnto plates.. and maybe
named platy resydence^nlatyne^awiWa. 1612 W. PARKES
Citrtaine-Dr. (1876) 27, I [Satan] keepe the best that euer
nation bred, Within my Kingdome in a platy bed.

2. Geol. Consisting of or easily separating into

plates; flaky.
1806 FORSYTH Beauties Scotl. IV. 271 The small fissures

of the rock contain the like [lead] ore, but platy, and of

a less firm cohesion. 1839 Xat. Philos. I. Optics xiii. 33

(Usef. Knowl. Soc.) Mica, a thin platy mineral. 1879

j

RUTLEY Study Rocks xiii. 258 Sometimes a platy or tabular

structure is developed in basalt. 1894 Xortkitntbld. Gloss.

I s. v. Plate, Sandstone, when intermixed with shale beds or

partings, is called platy freestone or platy post.

Platy- (plseti), a. Gr. iXart;-, comb, form of

irAarvj broad, flat, entering into numerous scientific

terms. Among these are the following :

Platybasic (-b/i'sik) a. Craniom., having a broad

base : applied to a skull in which the occipital

angle of Danbenton exceeds 80. Platybrachy-
cephalic (-breekiis/fce'lik) a. Craniom., (of a skull)

both platycephalic and brachycephalic, i.e. flat,

and short in proportion to its breadth. Platy-

breg-mate (-bre-gm<t), -bregmatio (-bregmx'tik)
i adjs. Craniom., having a broad bregma (Syd. Soc.

\ Lex.} ;
so Platybrejrmete (-bre'gmft), a broad

bregma, as in Mongolian skulls (Cent. Diet.").

Platycarpons (-ka'jpas) a. Sot. [Gr. xapnus fruit],

having broad fruit. Platycephalic (-s/'fte'lik),

-ceph'alous (-se'faUs) adjs. [Gr. m<pa\ri head],

having a flat or broad head; spec, in Craniom.

applied to a skull of flattened form, having a vertical
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index of less than 70 ;
so Platycephaly (-se'fali),

the condition of having a platycephalic skull

(Cent. Diet., Syd. Soc. Lex.}. Platycerclne

(-S3US3U1) Ornith. [Gr. nip/cot tail], a., be-

longing to the subfamily Platyceranx or broad-

tailed parakeets ; sb. a bird of this subfamily.

Platycnemic (-knrmik) a. Anat. [Gr. (0^7^17

tibia], of the tibia, broad and flat ; also, of a person,

having such tibi* ;
so ||Platycne'mla [mod.L.],

-cne mism, -one my, platycnemic condition.

Platyccelian (-st'lian), -ccelous (-s/'las) adjs.

Anat. [Gr. /totXot hollow], flat in front and concave

behind, as the centrum of a vertebra (
= OPISTHO-

c<ELlA!r, -OZLOI'S). Platycrinid '-kri'nid, -krai-),

-cri nite, cri noid, an encrinite or fossil crinoid of

the genus Platycrinus or family Platycrinidse,

liaving broad flat radial and basal plates. Platy-

dactyl (-dae-ktil) Zool. [Gr. SaxruXot digit], a.,

having broad flat toes ; spec, belonging to the divi-

sion Platydactyla or Discodaclyla of batrachians ;

sb. a platydactyl batrachian (
= Disc-ODAcryL : opp.

to OXYIJACTYL) ; so Platyda'ctylonm a., flat-toed.

Platydolichocepna-lic (-dp lik^s/Iae'lik; a. Cra-

niom., (of a skull both platycephalic and dolicho-

cephalic, i. e. flat, and long in proportion to its

breadth. Platyffa'Btric a., having broad gastric

cavities ; also, allied to the genus Platygaster of

parasitic hymenopterous insects. Platyulo'al,
-glo ssate, -fflo-ssous adjs. [Gr. 7X01^(70 tongue],

having a broad tongue. Platynieric (-hai,e'rik ;

a. Anat. [Gr. Itpov (oariov] L. (os) sacrum},

having a broad sacrum, or one whose breadth ex-

ceeds its height. Platymesaticephalic (-me sa-

ti|S/fae-lik), -me:socepha lie adjs. Craniom., (of a

skull; both platycephalic and mesati- (or meso-) ce-

phalic, i. e. flat, and of medium breadth. Platy-
meter (plati'mAaj) Electr. [-METEK], an apparatus
for measuring the inductive capacity of different

dielectrics in the form of plates or disks. Platy-
no ta.1 a, Zool. [Gr. vurrov back], broad-backed ;

spec, belonging to the group Platynota of lizards,

also called varanoid; so Pla tynote, a. = prec. ;

sb. a platynotal or varanoid lizard. Platyodont

(plz li|0dpnt) Zool. [Gr. ooovi, oJorr- tooth], a.

broad-toothed; sb. abroad-toothed animal. Platy-

opic (-.rpik) a. Craniom. [Gr. ur^, on- face],

having a broad or flat face (seequot); so Platyope

(-<?p , a platyopic person, animal, or skull. Pla-

typ'llic a. Anat. [Gr. 'XAa bowl, taken as =
pelvis], having a flat pelvis (see quot.). Platy-

petalcroa '-pe'tilasj a. Bot., having broad petals.

Platyphylline (-fi'lin, -ain,, -phyllous (-frlos)

adjs. Bol. [Gr. ^uAAov leaf, QvtMrot of leaves],

broad-leaved, or resembling a broad leaf. Plmty-

pygouB 'plzdipai'gas) a. Zool. [Gr. 16717 rump],

having broad buttocks. Platyrhynchine (-ri'rj-

kin,, -rhynchous (-rrrjkas; adjs. Ornith. [Gr.

(Si/TX05 beak], having a flat or broad bill ; spec.

belonging to the genus Platyrhynchus or subfamily

Plalyrhynchina of American fly- catchers. Platy-

icopic (-skjrpik, a. [Gr. atowirs looker, <r*oirri' to

view], trade-name for a lens or combination of

lenses giving a wide field of view. Flatysome

(plz'tiso'm) Entom. [Gr. aaia body], a beetle of

Latreille's division Platysomaia ( the modem
family Cucujidr}, characterized by a flat body.

Flatyso mid, /*. a fish of the extinct lamily Platy-
somids, ; a, belonging to this family. Flatyster-
nal -s; j-inal, a. Zool., having a broad flat sternum

or breast-bone, as a ratite bird. Platystomoua

(plati-itomas) a. Zool. [Gr. ITTO/IO month], having
a broad month or opening. Platyuron* (-K^ras)
a. Zool. [Gr. ovpa tail], having a broad or flat tail.

Also PLATY HiLnnrrH, etc. q. r.

187* BArnnr tr. Tafimanfi Antkrof. v. 177 The Mcood

971

was somewhat *platycnemic or flattened. 1874 DAWKINS
Cave Hunt. v. 155 These remains, .present the peculiar
character of *platycnemism. 1888 Athenyitm 26 May666/2
M. Manouvrier's memoir on "platycnemy in man and the

anthropoids is a complete analysis of all observations made
upon the shape of the tibia. 1854 R. OWEN Skel. fy Teeth

in Orr's Circ. Sc. I. Org. Nat. 202 This '

'platyccelian
'

type.. we find in the dorsal and caudal vertebra: of the..

cetiosaurus. 1846 SMART Suppl.,
*
Platycrinite, a lily-shaped

animal with a broad flat scapula. 1864 Wtasitp, 1'latycri-
nite (Paleon.), a kind of encrinite, the body of which is stout,

and made up of a few large plates. 1895 Syd. Soc. Lex.,

'Platydactyl, having flat, broad dibits. 1858 MAVSK Lxpos.
Lex., Platydactylus, . . having the hind feet expanded in form

of oars : "platydactylous. /Ha.,
'
Plat yglossate. . . 'Platyglos-

sous. 1895 Syd. Soc. Lex.,
*
Platyhieric, with broad sacrum.

Kpithet applied to species or individuals in whom the sacral

index (breadth X ioo-'-height) exceeds loo. Nearly all females

of whatever race are platynieric, but amongst males few black

races come under this head. 1855 PKOF. W. THOMSON in

?Sth Kept. Brit. Assoc., Trans. Sections 22 Electroplaty-
meter. a 1892 (Scientific Jrnl.} For small capacities* [of

electricity and magnetism] Sir \V. Thomson's *platy-
meter and sliding condenser may be used. 1843 Penny
Cycl. XXVI. 125/2 Varanui*, a family of Li/aruS, desig-

nated.. as 'Platynote or liroad-backed Saurian^. 1885 O.

THOMAS in Jrnl. Anthrop.Inst. XIV. 334 Individual skulls

or races having indices below 107-5 might be named *pla!y-

opic or flat faced; from 107-5 to no-o mesopic. 1885
Athemeum 31 Jan. 156/1 The terms pro-opic, mesopic, and

platyopic were suggested for skulls or races showing variou-.

degrees of development in this respect. 1895 Syd. Soc.

Lex., */J

Air>/*//*V, term applied by Turner to pehes having
a brim-index under 85'-. 1881 TUCKEIMAK jV./4>*r. Lichens

ikol into three cias.es. .".i. The first .. may be termed the

mesobregmate. . . 2. Swnobregmate. . . > -Platybreginale.
Section of the vertex widened, and illl a square figure,

the cheek-bones projecting considerably beyond the oat-

fine of this section. i*$l MATW Exfat. Lex., Platjr-

c*rp*t, having lar^ frok, ..ptatycarpoos. iMi Sat. Rev.

7 Sept. 253 A -platy-cephaBc Jcofl belonged to the skeleton

of an oW man idKM-e harrow. 1*7* Burner a. Tffi-
nmrft Antkrtf. v. 176 Platycephalic, with the vank of the

skull flattened, elliptical 1846 Sun SuppL, Platycefka.

dedV-epithet of a species of the aiapbos a
MAT xfes. Ltjc^ PUttyafluUta, Bat.

po
G.
jwer and a larger field than ..previously made. 1893

j. ALLLS in Westin. (,az. 27 June 2/1 Six months in the

fields with a platyscopic lens would teach them strange

thing-, about the world around them. 1842 HKAMJK iJi- 1.

Sci. etc., *Platysomes, .. species with a wide and much de-

pressed body. These insects arc found under the bark of

trees. 1000 .'.'ature 20 Sept. 507/1 It has the 'platysomid
head contour and a long-based dorsal. 1858 MAYNK Lzpo:.
Lex., 'Platysternal. ,*Platystornous,..*Platyutous.

Platyhelminth 'plsetihe'lminb,. Zool. Also

plathelrninth. [f.
mod.L. pi. Ptatyheltiiintha,

-tkes, f. PLATY- + Gr. cA^ui-s 'kKpivQ- , worm : see

HELMINTH.] An animal ofthe ypowpPlatyhtltni-ntha
or Platyhclmi'nthes, comprising the nemertean,

trematode, cestode, and turbellarian worms 'with

other classes in some classifications, ;
a flat-worm.

[1878 BtLL Gegenbaur's Comp. Anat. 129 In most Platy-
helminthes the mouth is some distance from the head.] 1890
Cent. Diet., Plathelrninth. 1897 Alllrutfi Syil. Med II.

topi Bilbarzia .. hzmatobia Ls a trematode platyhelminth,

inhabiting the veins of man, monkeys, and proba
cattle and dogs. 1901 Daily Citron. 30 Oct.

: / 4 J

helmintbes include
'

liver flukes
'

and '

tape-worms ', besides

[other] non-parasitic creatures devoid of a vernacular name.

Flatyjpod (plaenippd,, a. and sb. Zool. [f.

Gr. irAnTwrovj. irAaTinroo- flat-footed : cf. next.]
a. adj. Having broad or flat feet; spec, be-

longing to the group Platypoda of monotrematous
mammals (typical genus Platypus : see next ,

or to

the group Platypoda of gastropod molluscs, having
a broad flat foot adapted for crawling; also in

Ornith. having the toes joined so as to form a broad

sole, syndactyl. b. sb. A broad-footed animal;
one belonging to any of these groups.
1846 SMASI SuppL, /'^a/y/ffrf, a broad-fooled anintal. 1864

in Vff.fsrau

Platypus Cplz-tipfc,. Zool. [mod.L. (Shaw
1799,, * Gr. wAflTi/woej flat-footed, f. lAnrvt flat-t-

ov foot. Orig. the generic name, Imt, having

already been given to a genus of beetles, it was in

1800 changed for Omilnorhynchus.] A name of

the OBXITHORHYSCHCS or DICK-HULK of Australia.

1799 SmwA'atKraiiifl itiic. X. PL 3*5 Explan.^ut )>uck-

billed Platypus. 1JJ BucHorr Van Dionen'i Land iiL = 2

The slcins of the . . opossum, tiger-cat, and platthyput, or

omythc/rhyncns paradoxus, are exported. 1878 R. B. SMYTH
Aborigines of Victoria. I. 251 The duck-billed platypus
takes no nests, bat lives in holes on the banks of riven.

e 792/2 Platypus hunting
as shooting woodcock in

i the name of 'pUrrcoemU. >M J. Broooc in

jfrmi R,,. fmtt. CfrmaaU XV. i6t There is very Sole

tendency to pkurknemia in the Harrrn Bay bones. iMj
LTEU. Axtif. tU vi. (($731 144 The tibia or shin bone

attrib.

requires as quick an eye ;

dose cover. Ibid. 704/1 1

are not disdained by the

Melbourne, or. .in Sydney.

Platyrrhine, platyrhine ,

(sb.) [ad. mod.L. platyrrhin-tis, i. Gr.

PLATT- -t- fit, {a- nose.]
1. ZML Belonging to the division Platyrrhini of

the order Quadruniana, comprising those apes or

monkeys which have the nostrils considerably apart
and directed forwards or sideways, and the thumbs

nearly or quite non-opposable. It includes all the

apes of the New World, b. ib. A platyrrhine

monkey. (Distinguished from CAIABKHISZ and

taannxHivE.)
1841 Bluer* Diet. Sci, etc-, Platjrhinct,. .these monkeys

are peculiar to the New World. 1*57 WKCTTZU. Hist.
-*

-^. fed.} IIL 565 Reaim of an extinct ptatrrbiae
1*6. DiXA Mm. Ctfi 411 **e, They tncfode . .

the Pbuyrrhina, peculiar to Sooth America, haring the

uostrib subterminal and wide apart. 1*77 Hc*i*v Anat.
Inv.Anim. i. 74 The ji i H xfcll inn inn mil pbtjrr-
raine apes f the caves of Sooth Aaterica.

2. Anthropol. Having the nose, or the nasal

PLATJDITE.

bones, flat or broad ; having a nasal index of from

51 to 58. b. as s/i. A platyrrhine person or skull.

1886 ]. DALLAS in Jrnl. Anthrop. Inst. 305 Thr no.e i..

platyrrhine.
So Platyr'r^hiniaji (plaetiri'nian) a. and sb. ~.

prec. ^in either sense,; Platyrfryhiny (plartiraini),
the condition of being platyrrhine.
1878 HAI-TI-F.Y tr. Topinarifs Anthrop. II. ii. 257 1 he

platyrrhinians, with the nasal skeleton wide. 1895 .'.yd.

Soc. /.ex., Ptatyrrhinian, platyrrhine; also, in Antkropvl.,
having flattened, broad nasal Ivories. . . Platyrrliiny, the con-
dition of being platyrrhinian. 1897 Jrnl. Anlhrop. Inst.
Nov. 2^3 Platyrniny, elongated r.arrow palate, and large
teeth.. are exaggerated in the Akka.

: Flatysma (plati'zma). [mod. I,., a. f>. irAa-

TWJIM fiat piece, plate, flat cake, f. TrAarwui'

to widen, f. TrXart/-; broad, flat.]

1 1. Meil. (Secquot., Ofe. (or never in Eng. use.)
1693 lllancard's Phys. Diet. fed. 2:. I'tiilr.iii'i, a broad

I.innen-cloth put upon Sores. 1704 in j. H Aft- is Lex .Tcckn. I.

1895 in .'>yd. .S0C. Lex.
2. Anat. (In full, plaly.ina myoidr: or myodei :

sec MVOJJ.*.; A thiri broad layer of muscular fibres

just beneath the skin on each side oi the neck in

man, extending from the shoulder and coilar-bone

to the face ; corresponding to the pannintlus car-

no. us ^see I'A.V.M'.LK I , of -orne rjuadrujxrds.
J ^93 1'lo.ncard's Pliys. Ui'.t. 'ed. ?,, I'taly.utfi Myod\

tumour o.'i tf.': .id': of hi, i.eck, tyeneath \\^. platy.ma.
inyoides. 1840 (j. \ . Ki.r.ls Anat. ~'j J ;.': f.i- ia] artery. . i .

covered, st fir-.t, by the u!at> r::;i. 1899 Attl/ntt's .'.y:t.

Mni VII. /, 'I he fiN U^an with -.pa-.rn in the ri^hl

p!aty->rna, and were fre'juenlly confined to this n

Plaud 'pljd., ;*. Now rareo; (jt>:. [f. J'LA'JJ)

v. : cf. . \ri-I.AUI; :/j.] Applaus<: ; praise.

1590 M^ f-[.'/v,'f. 1-au.t. Lhor'j'. , Jr." forr '

';/A fir bad: 'Jo pati-::.! j :o^':ir,'::.r v,e aj.peal
our p!aud, And speak for r^u fu'. i;. hi' infancy. I7i>
I/L'n-f.Y I'M: II. -;i- Iho Ke toil with Pa:'. And
rights, and fiys, hi . If-:;:-: r,.;.:! Pla':d it gai-.-.. 1836 I'utpit

Treasury Julyioi Cent. Did. i While a poor widow -i.aro.

earnyi gains May win the [>!;iud
' More thai, thry all '.

Plaud, v. ^<jvirartoi(jb^. [ad. L. plaud-crc
to aj.plaud, projj. to strike, clap the hand:-:. So
ob-;. F. plaudir intr., to applaud.] Iran:. To

applaud ; to praise.
1598 CHAPVAS flliiide /Jigger ad fi:... 'J i

a.! tr.e ( >
-

t'la'jdirig ot.r and tl i* bappie
end. 1642 H. Mot-K .'.onjf o/ Soul l. III. xxxix, But vou ..

false to *'

selves. 1764 Cn',>"-H![.i. Candidate y.i 'J h> J- rirr.d i-,- -:

thy brave beaiir.g. 1814 in Spirit Pith. Jrnl:.
\i of -

.rrey raise the ready hand '1 o plaud a brotr.-r.

t Plau-dable, a. 0/>s. rare, [irreg. f. prec. -t-

-ABLE.] Deserving of applause or favourable

receTjtion ;
= I'LAUKJELE 2.

1566-7 Q. KI.IZ. .'if. /'art. Jan. ir. I;T,v,.; . Jm/- 'i'.'-.<,

116 These thing. ,':i:.,: ; ;,taudable [10 in orig. M.J.], a.

indeed to all men they are.

tPlau'diat'e. 0/ji. rare. [? erroneous form of

Pi.Ar:iJiT.]
= next.

1^89 WA^SLB Alb. Lng. Pr fAe Add. i^< O;x,'t-jnitie th-

chiefe Actresse in al altemptii, gaue the Plaudiat {>(/.

1502 Plaudiate, 1612 Plaudite] in Loue : 1601

YASIXCTOX Two Lament. 'fraf.::'lL 12^!., To :tore her

with the thundring furniture, Of smoothest smiles, and

pleasing plaud.

Plaudit p'v -i- ., -b. Also 7 -ite. [Shortened
from PLAI.DITK.] An act of applauding ;

a round

of applause ; a clapping of the hands, or

audible expression of approval or waist ; hence,

any emphatic expression of approval.
1614 QVAU.U Too Prop. Wk., Div. Poems fiy; 171

Kxpect the Plaudit, when the Play is done. ai668I)i.HA-t

Poemi, Of Old Age iv. 44 True wTsdom must our Actions

so direct, Not only the last Plaodite to exL*ct. ITS
'

R.

H'-CL
'

tr. Dedekindus' Croetaxui yt Happy : tbo' all dislike,

if still you find The Plaudit of your own impartial Mind.

1838 DKKUIS Nick. Kick, xxv, The Komeo was received

with hearty plaudits. 1*83 S. C. HAU. Kelroipett II. 2*7

Preferring the noisy plaudits of the pit and gallery to the

silent., approval of the cultivated few.

Hence Fla,u'dlt v. 'rare,, also 7 -ito, to
applaud.

1640 VotxK Union lion , Commend. Verut, He that has

Wit To flash a line, and friends to plaodite it May weare

the Laurel!. 1906 H. Sfrcum in Wettm. Gat. n Mar.

2/3 The world should bear my sonz, And warlike men and

Plaudit* 'plo-dit;' . Also f> plAudetie -ytie,

r^-7 -itie, -ity. [a. ^.plaudite applaud 'ye,
'

2 pi.

imperative ofplaudire to applaud ; the customary

appeal for applause made by Roman actors at the

end of a play. The ending was early confounded

with that of sbs. in -irr ; later the final -e became

mute, giving rise to PLAUMIT.]
L An appeal for applause at the conclusion of a

play or other performance. 'Now only as Latin.)

1567 DiAiri Hortti, Art of Poetry A v,
That when the

EplSpse i. done we mar " <'*** intent, After the

plamiUe awente. > Hoixun>

Plandste,..Kow dap yor hand, and ad with

SwL . SKniovse 7. lnfla*Ml JDTO. 33
bmlt in a aawftn. pMlWM M and the pla-
**' iNMtf ^< Ib* awfol silence of the grave.

1 2. /rflwj/: A round of applanse. Oh. (



PLAUDITOR.
[The request put for the thing requested : cf. to grant a

petition^ request , etc.]

573 G. HARVEY Lcttcr-bk. (Camden) 129 A Plaudite and
Deo Gratias for so happy an euente, And then to borrowe
a nappe, I shalbe conterUe. 1575 Gammer Gurton v. ii, For
Gammer Gurtons nedle sake, let vs haue a plaudytie
1613 I. M. To Mem. Sliaks. in S.'s Wks., That's but an
Exit of Mortalities This, a Re-entrance to a Plaudite.
1711 STEELE Sped. No. 248 pj The House passed his
Account with a Plaudite.

Plau-ditor. rare- 1
, [irreg. f. PLAUDIT + -OK,

or f. L. plaudere to applaud (plaudit- being erron.
taken as ppl. stem) + -OK ; cf. auditor] One
who applauds. So Plau'ditory a., applauding,
applausive, laudatory.
1813 COLERIDGE Lett. 1 1. 604 No dramatic author ever had

so large a number of unsolicited, unknown, yet prede-
termined plauditors in the theatre, as I had. a 1845 HOOD
Lit. ff Literal xw, Her sister auditory All sitting round,
with grave and learned faces, Were very plauditory. 1847
Sin H. TAYLOR Poems, Heroism in Shade i, A thousand
journals teem with good report And plauditory paragraph.

Plaunche, Plauncher(e, -oui\e, obs. ff.

PLANCH, PLAN-CHEK. Plaunflet, obs. erron. f.

PAMPHLET. Plaunke, obs. f. PLANK.
i Plause. Obs. rare. [ad. L. plans-its (u- stem),

vbl. sb. f.plaudlre to applaud.] Applause.
c 1540 tr. Pol. I'erg. Eng. Hist. (Camden No. 29) 188 So

desyrus was he to prowle after vaine plause and congratu-
lation. ,n66z HEYLIN I.and M. 396 To gain to themselves
the popular plau.se of meekness and mildness.

Plausibility (plgzibHIti). ff.
I,, plausibilis

(see PLAUSIBLE) + -ITY. So
V.plausil>ililf(i'ji^.'\

Tlie quality of being plausible.
f 1. Readiness to applaud or approve. Obs.
1598 HAKLUYT

^'iy.
I. 287 He. .was conducted through the

Citie of London with great admiration and plausihilltie of
the people running plentifully on all sides. 1644 BULU KK
Ckiron. 106 Although the ancient Oratours received this
token of approbation from the hands of their auditors yet
they never exhibited upon any occasion such Manuall plausi-
bilitie to the people.

t 2. The qualityof deserving applause or approval ;

agreeableness of manner or behaviour, affability ;

with //., an instance of this, something worthy of

applause ;
a praiseworthy quality or trait, an agree-

able or courteous act. (Cf. PLAUSIBLE a. 2.) Obs.
1596 NASHE Saffron-WaUen Wks. (Grosart) III. 69

What's the saluation of Dauid Gorge? A Nullitie. ..
What the plausibilitie of Martin? A Nullitie. x6n

972

able, agreeable, pleasing, gratifying; winning
I

public approval, generally acceptable, popular.
j

Obs. (Common in late i6th and I7th c.)

p. xlv, [He] carried on his dignity with that justice, modesty,
integrity, fidelity, and other gracious plausibilities, that in
a place of trust he contented those whom he could not satisfy.
1681 GLANVILL Sadditciamu Pref., He must study the little

plausibilities, and accomodate the humour of the Many.
3. As a quality of an argument, statement, or the

like : Seeming worthiness of acceptance ; appear-
ance of reasonableness ; speciousness.
1649 MILTON Eikon. too Using the plausibility of large and

indefinite words to defend himself, a 1745 SWIFT (J.), The
last excuse . . was allowed indeed to have more plausibility,
but less truth. 1748 HARTLEY Observ. Afan n. ii. 72 The
Circumstances which gave some Plausibility to the Fiction.
1824 L. MURRAY Eng. Gram. led. 5) I. 174 The analogy of
other languages, .gives plausibility to the conjecture. 1830
LVKLL Priiic. Geol. I. 39 He had the art to throw an air of
plausibility over the most improbable parts of his theory.

b. (with//.) An instance of this; a plausible
argument, statement, or the like.
1660 JEB. TAYLOR Duct. Dubit. i. ii, Nothing but a heap

of probable inducements, plausibilities, and witty entertain-
ments. 1881 MORLEY Cobdett xiv. (1902) 50/1 Political

plausibilities will reconcile men to everything, save the de-
privation of their property.

c. As a quality of a person : Capacity of putting
forward plausible statements; fair-spokenness.
1754 FIELDING Jon. Wild n. iii, A certain plausibility in

his voice and behaviour would have deceived any. 1856
FHOUDE Hist. Eng. (1858) II. vii. 233 His plausibility long
enabled him to explain away his conduct.

t Plau-sibilize, v. Obs, rare- 1
. In 7 plau-

siblelize. [f. next + -IZE.] trans. To render
'

plausible
'

or acceptable ; to ingratiate.
1655 FULLER Ch. Hist. iv. iv. 7 By erecting and endow-

ing of Religious Houses ; so to plausiblelize himself, espe-
cially among the Clergy.

Plausible (plg'zib'l), a. (sb.) Also 6 -able,
-eble, -yble, Sc. plausabill, plawsable, 6-7
plaucible, plawsible. [ad. l^. plausibilis deserv-

ing applause, acceptable, f. plans-, ppl. stem of

plaudere to applaud : see PLAUD v. and -IBLE
Cf. F. plausible (1552).]
1 1. Deserving of applause or approval ; praise-

worthy, laudable, commendable. Obs.
ISI T. NORTON Calvin's frtst. in. 216 To me it should not

be very laborsom, and yet very plausible to bewray to their
great shame those things that the! haue heretofore bosted
vpon as mysteries. 1592 G. HARVEY Four Lett. iii. Wks.
(Grosart) I. 185 The plausible examples of. .diuers such ver- !

tuousRomanes,andsundryexcellent Greekes. 1637 R. HUM-
\

PHREYtr. St. Ambrose I. 106 Those exercises which they I

thinke more plausible. 1711 SHAFTESB. Cluirac. (1737) II. I

in. ii. 401 Is there a fair and plausible Enthusiasm, a reason.
;

able Extasy and Transport allow'd to other Subjects?
1 2. Such as to be received with favour

; accept- j

crisis under any party of the most plausible denomination.
1828 DTsKAELi Chas. /, I. iii. 30 An invective against
royal pedantry would always be plausible.

t b. Of persons, or their manners, etc. : Affable,
agreeable, ingratiating, winning. Obs. (Cf. 3 b.)

157778 Reg. Privy Council Scot. II. 667 The said souirteis

requirit the saidis omciaris with plausabill wordis to desist.

1624 HEYWOOD Gitnaik. 11. 102 His aspect more plaucible
and his countenance more amiable than the former. 1633
lir. HALL Hard Texts, N. T. 20 The Sonne of Man came
in a kinde, affable, and plausible manner, a 1704 T. BROWN
I'raise of Wealth Wks. 1730 I. 87 A plausible poetaster.
1841 LVTTON Nt. ff Morn. i. ii, Robert, you are a careful,
sober, plausible man.
3. Having an appearance or show of truth, reason-

ableness, or worth ; apparently acceptable or

trustworthy (but often with implication of mere

appearance) ; fair-seeming, specious. (Chiefly of

arguments or statements.)
1565 Reg. Privy Council Scot. I. 369 Undir pretence of

that plausabill argument to draw eftir thame a large tale of
ignorant personis. 1588 Ibid. IV. 281 The narrative . . hes
ane plawsable face lo cullour the . . pretendit forme thairof.
1682 DRYDEN Medal in A Tempting Doctrine, plausible
and new. 1711 ADDISON Sfcct. No. 90 r 7 They told me
such a plausible Story, that I laughed at their Contrivance.
1838 THIRLWALL Greece IV. xxxii. 259 According even to
the avowed doctrines of Protagoras and Gorgias, no truth
could claim any higher value than that of a plausible
opinion. 1876 PAGE Adv. Text-tk. Geol. ii. 48 Little aided
by conjecture, however plausible.

b. Of persons : Characterized by presenting
specious arguments, etc. ; fair-spoken (with impli-
cation of deceit).
1846 MRS. GORE Eng. Char. (1852) 29 So is it with the

Plausible. By dint of strenuously pretending to be good,
wisej or zealous, they contract almost the form and pressure
of virtue and wisdom. 1860 EMERSON Coud. Life, Fate
Wks. (Bohn) II. 327 A swindler .., then a quack, then a
smooth, plausible gentleman. 1875 A. R. HOPK Schoolboy
Friends 221 He was a plausible, cunning kind of fellow.

1 4. In active sense : Expressive of applause or

approbation ; plausive, applausive. Obs.
1542 BECON PatlKv. Prayer ix. E vj b, Now I wyll haste

to declare of what vertue & strength the true and Christen
prayer is, y' men., may w' y'more plausible & ioyful mindes
delyght in it. 1567 [see PLAUDITE i]. 1600 HOLLAND Lizy
.\xxix. 1. 881 For a while there was a plausible noise heard
among them as they approued his words. 1622 C. FITZ-
GEFPRY Elisha r A plausible Acclamation, The Chariot of
Israel, and the Horse-men thereof.

B. absol. or as sb. That which is plausible ; a

plausible argument or statement.

plausibles. 1833 CARLYLE Misc., Diderot (1857) III. 226
The plausiblest Plausible on record.

C. Comb., as plausible-looking.
1841 LEVER C. O'Malley xcv, With a very plausible-

looking tray.

Plaivsibleness. Now rare. [f. prec. + -NESS.]
The quality of being plausible ; plausibility.
1598 R. BERNARD tr. Terence, Andria i. i. (1629) 9 Now a

dayes, plausiblenesse gaines friends, and truth gets foes.
1681 TEMPLE Mem. HI. Wks. 1731 I. 350 The Generality
of the House ofCommons were carried, .with the Plausible,
ness of the Thing. 1705 S. CLARKI; Dem. Heing God ix. 139
It might have Objected with much more Plausibleness, that
the Supreme Cause cannot be Free.

Plausibly (plg-zibli), adv. [f. as prec. + -tY
2.J

In a plausible manner.

1 1. With applause ; approvingly. Obs.

1581 MULCASTER Positions xli. (1887) 240 His Judgement is

so often, and so plausibly vouched by the curteouse maister
Askam. 1593 SHAKS. Liicr. 1854 The Romans plausibly
did give consent To Tarquin's everlasting banishment. 1646
SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. v. xxi. 272 We hope they wit

plausibly receave our attempts, or candidely correct our mis-

conjectures.

f 2. a. So as to deserve applause, commendably.
b. So as to win approval ; acceptably, agreeably ;

affably. Obs.
1611 Bp. HALL Contempt., 0. T. I. iv, Who can hope to '

Hue plausibly and securely among so many Cains ? 1631-2
High Commission Cases (Camden) 253 If you preach for

appjause plausibly there is temporal! punishment to be '

inflicted on you heere. 1651 HOBBES Leviath. n. xxx.

179 Having the Faculty ofdiscoursing readily, and plausibly.

3. With an appearance of truth or trustworthiness;
in a way that seems true or right ;

with fair show ;

speciously.
1648 IluntingofFox 37 They might more plausibly induce

the common Peopje .. to come down to Whitehall. 1789
BELSHAM Ess. I. iii. 48 Mr. Hume . . plausibly apologizes
for Charles I. 1846 MRS. GORE Eng. CJiar. (1852) 26 In

England, you may do what you like, provided you do it

plausibly. Cant your way through life, with the seven
deadly sins in

your
train. 1884 DUNCKLEY in Manch. Exam.

26 May 6/i_ The objection might be urged more plausibly
if the question, .were now heard of for the first time.

Plausive (plg'siv), a. Now rare. [f. ^.plaits-, \

ppl. stem of plaudere (see PLAUD v.) + -IVE.]

B

PLAY.

1. Having the quality of applauding ; expressive
of approval by or as by applause ; applausive.
1600 HEYWOOD Ifyoit know not me Wks, 1874 I. 202 Those

plaubiue shouts, which giue you entertaine. 1621 BRATH-
WAIT Aa/. Embassie (1877) 7 When Pandora had made this

plausiue Oration. 1753 L. M. Accomplished Woman II. 4
They who have a good voice sing where there is an echo,
with a better grace, because the plausive sound makes them
more sprightly. 1819 WORDSW. iValham Cove 8 No mightier
work had gained the plausive smile Of all-beholding Phoe-

,

bus ! 1870 EMERSON Soc. fy Solit., Work $ Days Wks.
(Bohn) III. 69 The young graduate . . would .. find the air

faintly echoing with plausive academic thunders.

f2. a. = PLAUSIBLE i or 2. Obs.
1601 SHAKS. All's Well i. ii, 53 His plausiue words He

scatter'd not in eares, but grafted them To grow there and
to beare. 1602 Ham. \. iv. 30 By some habit, that too
much o'er-leavens The form of plausive manners,

t b. = PLAUSIBLE 3. Obs.
1601 SHAKS. All's Well iv. i. 29 What shall I say I haue

done? It must bee a very plaubiue inuention that carries it.

1767 Antig. in Ann. Reg. 145/1 The plausive arguments of
false reasoners. 1820 R. PoLWBBUR Introd. Lavingtons
Enthus. Afet/i. $ Papists Cj, All this under the plausive
pretext of Toleration.

Plaustral (plg'stral), a. rare. [f. 'L.plaustr-wn
wagon + -AL.] Pertaining to a cart or wagon.
1762 GOLDSM. Cit. W. Ixxxvi, Whether the grand jury,

:n council assembled, had gloriously combined to encourage
ilaustral merit, I cannot take upon me to determine. 1885
IUSKIN Picas. Eng. 138 The carter. .is convinced of the
truth of a plaustral catastrophe at first incredible to him,

tPlaU'Strary. Obs. rare. [zd.'L.plaustrarius

belonging to a wagon, as sb. a wagoner; f. plau-
str-um wagon : see -AKY.] A carter, a wagoner.
1592 R. D. Hypncrotomachia 56 b, These two Nymphes

plaustraries, did take them downe [the contents of the '
re-

positorie or cupbord on wheels '] and deliver them . . to the

wayters. Ibid., The first Table beeing chaunged, euerie

thing was brought backe agayne to the plaustranes.
Plautine (pl'tain), a. [ad. L. Plautinus of

or belonging to Plautus.] Pertaining to, character-
istic of, or in the style of the Roman comic poet
Plautus (died B.C. 184).
1881 Athenaeum 5 Feb. 109/3 The

( Miles '..contains much
critical matter, not to speak of the Plautine verses which the
author has included in his preface. 1882 A. S. WILKINS in

Encycl. Brit. XIV. 330/2 It is needless to dwell further

upon the details of Plautine scansion.

Flaw, plawe, obs. forms of PLAY.

Plawncher, obs. form of PLANCHER sb.

Play (pl^), sb. Forms: a. i plesa, Angl.
pleesa, 3 ple3e, pleege, pleay, plei$e, 3-7 pley,
4 plei(e, 4-5 pleye ; 4 plai, 5-7 playe, 6 plaie,
4- play. 0. i Merc, plasa, 3 plase, plahe, 3-7
plawe, 4 plau, 5 plaw. y. 3pleoi,pleowe, plo^e,
plohe. [OE. plega (ptxga, plaga], wk. sb. from
root of plfg(e}an^ -iatt, plse-^ian^ plagiaii to PLAY,
q. v. As in the verb, the phonology is difficult;
the OE. forms vary in the vowel : the usual \VSax.

ple&a and Anglian pleesa have given the mod. play ;

the Anglian plaga gave ME.//a/*<?; plawe y andp/ate.
The I3th c.

-y forms appear to mix the two types
ple(p}$e and plawe.\

I. Exercise, brisk or free movement or action.

f 1. Of living beings : Active bodily exercise ;

brisk and vigorous action of the body or limbs, as
in fencing, dancing, leaping, swimming, clapping
of the hands. Obs. or merged in other senses.
c 725 Corpus Gloss. 1477 Palestra^ plaeja. a 900 CYNKWULF

CristT^ pa wearcS burjwarum, eadgum, ece gefea /Ebelinges
ple^a. a 1000 Gnthlac 1334 Lagu-mear^ snyrede ^ehlaested
to hySe, bat se hsern-fiota after sund-plegan sond-lond
gespearn. a 1000 Cxdnion's Gen. 1989 J>ser

waes heard
plega, waelgara wrixl, wigcyrm micel, hfud hildeswej. 4:1050
O. E. Chron. an. 1004 (MSS. C. & D.) pset hi naefre wyrsan
hand plegan on Angel cynne ne jemetton bonne Ulfcytel
him to brohte. c 1050 Gloss, in Wr.-Wtilcker 414/14
Gesticnlatio^ pleja. c 1200 Trin. Coll. f/om. 211 C\Ji\orea.
ceruisia. forum monasterinm . . bat on is ple3e, bat oder
[sic] drinch, be bridde chepin^e, be fer3e chirche. Ibid.) At
ple5e he telde'3 be grune of idelnesse, for al hit is idel bat
me at pleje bihalt . . pih and shonkes and fct oppieo", wombe
gosshie3. a 1290 Si, Eustace 280 in Horstm. Altettgl. Leg.
(1881) 217 pere nes non at bare plawe Wib bheld and spere
out i-drawe pat hoere dunt atstode.

b. The gestures made by cock birds to attract

the hens.

1875 'STONEHENGE
'

Brit. Sports r. i.iv. i. 72 The 'play'
of the capercaillie is very remarkable ; it is confined to the

males, who indulge in it in order to astonish and excite
the hens.

C. The action of lightly and briskly wielding or

plying (as a weapon in a contest). Also in com-

binations, as buckler-play\ sword-play.
Beowulf 2039 O5 ctet hie forlieddan to (5am lindptegan

swaese gesiSas. 850 Kentish Gloss., Libcra tula \tti\

pelta> jefria 8ine pliegscelda;. a 1000 Waldere 13 Dy ic 3e
gesawe a;t Sam sweordplegan .. wi* forbu^an o63e on
weal fleon. 1670 STAPVLTON Juvenal 48 [see SwoRD-play].
1839 LONGF. Black Knight ii, In the play of spears, Fell

all the cavaliers. 1860 DICKENS Uncomnt, Trav. vii, Some
of the sword play being very skilful. 1899 E. J, CHAPMAN
Drama Two Lives* Fir-tree 78, I thrust him to earth, and
he lay there, For all his boasted play. 1901 Daily Chron.
21 Oct. 8/6 The latter's play being very correct, and his

parries both neat and effective.

2. Of physical things: Rapid, brisk, or light

movement, usually alternating or fitful ; elusive



PLAY.

change or transition (of light or colour) ; light
motion about or impact upon something.
a 1628 F. GREVIL Muslapha Chorus ii. Wks. (1633) u6 A

play of Sunne-motes from mans small World come. 1801
SOUTHEY Tlialata vi. viii, Alternate light and darkness, like

the play Of sunbeams on the warrior's burnish 'd arms. 1805
W. SAUNDERS .!//. Waters 494 This operation always
admits the play of air upon the feverish body. 1850 BRYANT
Saw-Mill Poet. Wks. (1903) 370 The saw, with restless play,
Was cleaving through a lir-tree Its long and steady way.
1875 DAWSON Dawn of Life ii. 13 Iridescent play of
colours. ^11878 SIK G. G. SCOTT Lect. Arc/lit. (1879) I.

224 This gives. .great play oflight and shade.

b. Short for flay of light or colour (as above).
1698 FRYER Ace, E. India ff P. 214 You may set it upon

full scraped Ivory, which graceth the Play of the Stone.

1825 J. NICHOLSON Ofcrat. Mechanic 715 The intention of
foils is either to increase the lustre or play of the stones, or
more generally improve the colour, by giving an additional
force to the tinge. Ibid. 716 To stones or pastes, that have
some share of play, it gives a most beautiful brilliance.

f3. (In form //aw.) A boiling up, ebullition. Obs.
c 1440 Promp. 1'arv. 403/2 Plaw, or plawynge, bitllicio,

ebullicio. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny xiv. xvii, Bolle them al

together at a soft fire, until they haue had ten plawcs or
walmes.

4. fg, and gen. Action, activity, operation,
working: often implying the ideas of rapid move-
ment or change, variety, etc. (Now almost always of
abstract things, as feeling, fancy, thought, etc.

;

formerly of persons.)
1599 SHAKS. /{en. I*', iv. viii. 114 Wilhout stratagem, But

in plaine shock, and euen play of Hattaile. 1649 ~J. K[ I.LI-

STONE] tr. Bchmen's Efist. vi. 44 God hath made all things
in his Divine pley or operalion out of his Spiralion. 1800
tr. Lagrangcs C/tcm. 1. 312 There will be a play of double
affinity, and a double decomposition will take place. 1837
DISRAELI Vtnclia ill. ii. That enchanting play of fancy
which had once characterized her. 1874 L. STLTHEN Hours
in Library (1892) I. vi. 232 The play of evil passions gives
innnile subjecls for dramalic inlerests. 1875 JOWETT Plato
(ed. 2) I. p. xviii, The lively play of fancy.

b. Phr. -\Inplay: actively engaged or employed;
so out of play, unoccupied, out of employment or
office (obs.). litfullplay : in full action or opera-
tion, acting with its full force.
1661 PEPYS Diary 2 Sept., There are endeavours to get

my Lord out of play at sea. 1669 ///</. 26 Jan., My Lord
Privy Scale, whom I never before knew to be in so much
play, as to be of the Cabinet. 1719 SWIFT To Yng. Clergy-man Wks. 1755 II. 11. 19 Men who were impatient of being
out of play, have been forced to . . reconcile their former
tenets with every new system of administration. 1844 ALB.
SMITH Ad-j. Mr. Lcdiury xviii, The usual bustle wasin full

play. 1873 LYTTON Coming Race v, There was a huge
engine in the wall which was in full play.

c. To liolJ or keep (a person, etc.) in play (orig.
to hold or keep (a person) play) ; to keep exercised,
occupied, or engaged ; to give (a person) some-
thing to do (usually in the way of self-defence or

delay, as in a contest). Also, to keep (something)
in exercise or practice (quot. 1809).
a 1548 HAH. Clinut., Hen. VIII 37 b, The Capitayn..

prayed God that the Kynge of Scottes woulde come w yth
hys puyssaunce, for he woulde kepe hym playe tyll the
tyme that the Kynge of Englande came oute of Fraunce.
1582 MUNDAY Eng. Rom.

Life_
10 They must war within,

while other holds them playe with out. 1600 HOLLAND Liry
xxvn. xlvi. 662 [He] had by all the devises and policies of
warre, mocked him and kept him play, c 1645 T. T'ULl.lii

Siege ofCarlisle (1840) 12 Forest was the only man who held
the Cavalliers in play. 1648 GAGE West Ind. 30 To over-
come them, or else to hold them play. 1714 SWIFT Pres. St.
AJfairs Wks. 1755 II. i. 207 A struggling faction kept them
continually in play. 1809 MALKIN Gil Bias v. i. r 7 To

;

keep my devotion and my wind in play by the rehearsal of
an anthem or two. 1842 MACAULAY Lays, Horatins xxix,
I, with two more to help me, Will hold the foe in play. ,

1851 J . RICHARDSON in Harper's Mag. Jan. 234/2 Nothing I

that we have fallen in with.. could hold her play.
d. To come into (\ in") play : to come into action

or operation, become active (formerly of persons :

cf. b). So to bring or call into play : to begin to

exercise, bring into action, make active.

1650 WELDON Crt. Jas. I 41 Salisbury liking not that any
of Essex his faction .should come into play. 1691 LOCKE
Lower. Interest Wks. 1727 II. 54 Today your new Coin
comes in play, which is 5 per Cent, lighter. 1706 HAYNAKD
;n Sir I. Floyer Hot ty Cold Bath. n. 336 A Distemper
in England almost worn out, but now it begins to come
in Play again. 1799 HAN. MORE Fern. Edac. (ed. 4) I.

115 Those societies in which their kind of talents are not
likely to be brought into play. 1842 A. COMBE Phydol.
Digestion (ed. 4) 124 The muscular fibres of the stomach ..

next come into play. 1865 M. ARNOLD Ess. in Crit. ii. 81
The intelligence and judgment of Mr. Ruskin. .are brought
into play. 1874 CARPENTER Menl. f'/iys. i. i. 3 The
reaction of his brain upon the impressions which called it

into play.

e. To make play \ in Racing and Hunting, to

exercise pursuers or followers; in Pugilism, to

deliver blows actively or with effect
;
hence gen.

to act effectively, produce an effect ; to hasten or

hurry on. (In quots. 1813, 1889, to keep an adver-

sary engaged : cf. c.)
1799 E. Du Bois Piece Family Biog. I. 152 A pause

having succeeded. .Mr. Burley thought it a fit time (in the
jockey.term) to make his play. 1808 SportingMag. XXXII.
76 Gully made play, and planted two other blows on his

adversary's head. 1809 Ibid. XXXIII. 89 The fox .. made
play towards Mr. Thellusson's. 1813 Ibid. XLII. 243 A
young bull of great game, made play for no less than nine-

973

I and-twenty dogs. 1814 BYRON "Juan xvi. Ixxviii, But I'm
too late, and therefore must make play. 1857 HUGHES 7Vw

I Brown n. v, There he goes in, making play with both hands.
1883 Scotsman ii July 10/1 Fontenoy made play to the
distance, where the favourite took the lead. 1889 DOYLE
Micah Clurke 75, I trust that the Duke will muster every

;
man he can, and make play until the royal forces come up.
5. Free or unimpeded movement (usually from or

about a fixed point) ; the proper motion of a piece
of mechanism, or a part of the living body.
1653 WALTON Angler ii. 53 Give him [the chub] play

enough before you offer to take him out of the water. 1733
TULL Horse.Hoeing Hush. xxii. 326 Now the Distance
between these two Marks, is the Measure, .of the Tongue's
Play at the place of pressure. 1778 JOHNSON in Mine.
D'Arblay's Diary Aug., Such a. .restless, fatiguing play
of the muscles. 1794 Rigging fy Seamanship II. 270 The
great length . . is an obstacle to the play of the rudder. 1856

I AYTOUN Botlnvell n. vii, And felt once more The pulse's
stirring play. 1897 Pall Mall Mag. Aug. 526 The girl.,
was an arch, ogling person, with, .a great play of shoulders,

b. Freedom or room for movement; the space
in or through which anything (esp. a piece of

mechanism^ can or does move.
1659 LEAK U~alc>-.vks. 18 Thetwo Buckets, .haveabout three

feet play, rising and falling. 1703 MO.XON Meek. J--.i\rc. 30
Square Staples, just tit to contain the Bolt with an easie

Play. 1793 HEHSCIIEL in Phil. Trans. LXXXI1I. 217
;

The
shake, or play, of the screw is less than 3.tenths of a diviMn.
1858 G. MACDONALD Phantasies (1878) II. x.vi. 142 The
overlappings in the lower part [of the armour] had more
play than necessary. l85o Merc. Marine Maf. VII. 113
Taking care to allow at least an inch of play. 1876 J. Kosi:

CoinpL. Pract. Machinist xix. 359 Suppose, for instance,
there was even a trifling amount of play in the eccentric or

any of the bolts.

c. Jig. and gen. Free action
; freedom, oppor-

tunity, or room for action ; scope for activity.
1641 MILTON Reform, n. Wks. 1851 III. 37 Vet 'to give

them play front, and reare, it shall be my task to prove that

Episcopacy., is not only not agreeable, but tending to the
destruction of Monarchy. 1711 AIJDISON Sf>ect. No. 160 7 9
They. .form themselves altogether upon Models, without
giving the full Play to their own natural Parts. 1787 J.
WHITAKER Mary Q. ofScots 1 'ind. 1. i. 3. 24 Those scenes
..where he might have a play for his activity in cunning.
1837 SIR W. HAMILTON Mctaph. xliv. (1870) II. 477 All

pleasure, thus, arises from the free play of our faculties
and capacities. 1857 BUCKLE Civilization I. viii. 543 Their
comprehensive minds would, in that state of society, have
found no play. 1888 Buvcii Amer. Comtnw. II. Hi. 325 To
allow the fullest play to the Sentiment of State inde-

pendence.
II. Exercise or action for amusement or diver-

sion ; and derived uses.

6. Exercise or action by way of recreation
; amuse-

ment, diversion, sport, frolic. (In early use some-
j

times in bad sense : Vicious or profligate indulgence,
revelling.) At play, engaged in playing.
c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 55 Vte we . .al bese. .da;es forleten

blisfulle songes,and ple}e, and leden clenliche ure lif. 13. .

E. E. Allit, P. B. 1502 In be poynt of her play he poruayes
a mynde. a 1400 PistiU tr/Susati 53 Whon beos pel Ions
prestes perceyued hire play, a 1450 Knt. de la Tour
(1868) 155 That is my play and my gladnesse to be aboute
hym, and forto do hym seruice unto his ease and plesaunce.
1523 FiTZHLKii. llusb. 153 It is conuenient for euery man . .

to haue playe & game accordynge to his degre. 1562 Kmv-
BOTHUM Cheasts Aj, Most men are geuen rather to play
then to studye. 1667 MILTON /'. L. iv. 404 A Tiger, who by
chance hathspi'd In some Purlieu two gentle Fawnes at play.
1712 ARBUTHNOT John Bull i. iii, John naturally loved
rough play. 1818 BYHOX (7j. Har. iv. cxli, liut where his
rude hut by the Danube lay There were his young barbarians
all at play, There was their Dacian mother. Proverb, All
work and no play makes Jack a dull boy.
0. c 1430 Hymns Virg. in Cees.se, & seie to hir no sawe
To make hir for to synne assent, Ne please hir not with no
nyce plawe, But kepe weel cristis comaundement.
Y. 1:1205 LAY. 20844 pan voxe benne he bi5 baldest. .&

liafeS his fulle ploje \c 1273 pleay] & fujeles inoje.

f b. Enjoyment, pleasure, joy, delight ; a source
of delight. Obs.

1340 Ayenli. 02 Hi nemeb and useb be lostes ulessliche
and be plejes )>et be be vlf wyttes comeb. 1362 LANGL.
P. PI. A. XII. 90 pat bi play be plentevous in paradys with
aungelys. t 1460 Towncley Myst. xvi. 363 Alas ! and walo.
way ! my child that was me lefe ! My luf, my blood, my
play, that neuer dyd man grefe ! 1503 DLNBAK Thistle
fy Rose 181 Our peax, our play, our plane felicite.

6. c 1400 Laud Troy-bk. 15358 Achilles than & his flelawe
Rode so forth with mochel plawe.

c. Amorous disport; dalliance; sexual indul-

gence. Now rare or Ois.
a looo Riddles xxi. 28 (Gr.) Ic wi5 bryde ne mot hsemed

habban, ac me ba:s hyhtple*an jeno wyrne3. c 1400 Rom.
Rose 4876 The pley of love, for-pfte seke. a 1425 Cursor M.
9247 (Trin.) Mathan gat lacob in pleye, lacob loseph sob to

seye. 1365 RANDOLPH in Tytler Hist. Scot. (1864) III. 215He knoweth himself that lie hath a partaker in play and
game with him. 1667 MILTON P.L. ix. 1045 Till dewie
sleep Oppress'd them, wearied with thir amorous play.
0. c 1230 Geit. ff Ex. 537 Wapmen bi-gunnen quad niester,

bi-twen hem-seluen hun-wreste plaje.

7. Jest, fun, sport (as opp. to earnest) ; trifling.
Often in phr. in play,

<i 1300 Cursor M. 2816 Bot al bat loth to bairn can sai,
pam thoght it was not bot in plai. 1:1386 CHAUCER
Ltcrts /'.974 Grisilde quod he as it were in his pley, How
liketh thee my wyf and hire beautee ! <r 1420 LYDG. Assem-
bly of Gods 1662 Chaunge from ernest in to mery play.
1500-20 DUNBAR Poems xxxiii. 27 To sum man thair it was
no play The preving of his sciens. 1513 MORE Rich. Ill
(1883) 60 The king .. made her answer part in ernest,
uart in ulay merelv. 1613 PUKCHAS PUsriiuaec, (1611) 6?,

PLAY.
I desire not sacrifice?, and inwards, these are plaies. Mod.

I Don't be offended ; I only said it in play. (More commonly
i

infun?)
$. (11300 Cursor M. 18167 (Cott. } Hell and ded..O J?air

pride thoght |?am litel plau And gaf a cri wit mikel au.
c 1320 Sir Tristr.T,ioi Askische wil in plawe, And say t?ou
coniest fro me. c 1325 S^ec. Cy l^'anu, 15 If bu louest
more woride> god pan god him-sei[e]in bi mod, pu shall hit
tinde an yuel piawe.

b. riay o/ words ; a playing or trifling with
words

; the use of words merely or mainly for the

purpose of producing a rhetorical or fantastic effect.

Play on or upon words', a sportive use of words so
as to convey a double meaning, or produce a fan-

tastic or humorous effect by similarity of sound
with difference of meaning; a pun. See also
\VORD-FLAY.
1739 HUMK Hum. .Vat. (1874) I. n. il. 339 To confer., that

human reason is nothing but a play of words. 1798 FLKKIAK
Illnstr. Sterne, etc. Genius 278, I cannot suspect so excellent
a poet as Buchanan, of any intentional play on the words
ingenium and genius. 1810 D. STKWAKT Fhilos, $s.
iii. 123 A childish play upon word;,, quite foreign to
the point at is^ue. 1850 Koiitkibos Serin. Ser. in. ix.

114 It was . . no mere play of words which induced the

apostle to bring these two things [fulne-s of the Spirit and
fulness of wine, Kph. v, i3] together. 1871 FIU.KMAN Xonn.
Cong, IV. xviii. 174 To a Laiin or French speaker the name
of Urse might have suggested an ea>y play upon words.
1881 Jowiiir Thucyd. 1. Introd. 14 The Speeches of Thucy-
dides everywhere exhibit the antitheses, the climaxes, the.

plays of words, .of the rhetorician.

8. (with //.) A particular amusement or diver-

sion
;
a game, a sport. Now rare or Obs,

a 700 Kpinal Gloss. ^77 Ludi litterari\i ^ slaebplegan.
971 Blickl. IIoui. 99 Heora blUs heora pieman \\ajron
swi3e xenihtsume. 13., c,ny H'arn'. (A.) 812 He bat be-t
dob bat day, per he schal winne bat play. 13.. Ciour M.
28146 ,Colt.) Caroles. iolites, and plaie>. c 1400 MALNDLV.
(1839) iii. 17 Fur jou^lynges, or for other pleyts and
desportcs. (11533 *'" HKKNKRS Ifnon liii. 178, I shall
cause thee to lie assayed at ye

playe of the ches-c. a 1533
Gold. Bk. J/. Aurel. (1546) C vij b, Dyuers persounes

were assembled in the hygh muuntayne Olimpins, to cele-
brate the playes. 1588 SHAKS. L. L. L. iv. iii. 78 All hid,
all hid, an old infant play. 1659 D. PELL Improv. ofSea.
418 When the Sea was calm, they were at their sports and
playes. 1728 T. SHI.KIUAN Persius iii. (1735) 44 The Boys
had a Play of pitching Nuts into a nanow-moulh'd Vessel.

1798 JANK AUSIKN 2i'0rt/tang; Abb. i, She was fond of all

boy's plays. 1841-4 KMKKSON Ess., Experience Wks. (Hohn)
I. 178 The plays of children are nonsense, but very educative
nonsense.

ft. a 1225 Lt'g. Kath. 106 Ne luuede ha nane lihte plahen

[w.nplohen], c 1250 6V. <$
Ex, 3575 IMoyse= cam ner and

sa? 5is places, And Sis calf, and 3is ille Ia5es.

b. A country pleasure-fair or wake. dial.

1847-78 HALLIWKI.L, Play...s\. country wake. Somerset.
1886 STEVENSON Kidnapped y.x\\, Like people lifting weights
at a country play.

1 9. transf. An act or proceeding, esp. of a

crafty or underhand kind; manner of action, method
of proceeding ; a trick, dodge,

'

game '. 06s. (exc.
as in 12).
a 1300 Cursor M. 16898 J>ar

bes an iuel plai. 1481 CAXION
Reynard iii. (Arb.) 7 Maister reynard .. bygan lo playe hi^
olde playe [orig. hi speeldc sij'n oude sped}, ffor he had
caught kywaert by the throte. 1572 Satir. I'ocms Reform.
xxx. 183 ^it w^s the pepill puneist for sic playis. 16. .

LOCKK
(j.),

The answerer on his side makes it his play to

distinguish as much as he can. 1702 Eng. Theophrast. 184
When a man has any notable defect about him, 'tis the best
of his play to try the Humour, if he can turn it into a
fashion. 1746 Rep. Coiid. Sir J. Cope 151 In case they
keep only to their strong Passes, which hitherto has been
their

'

Play '.

ft. 1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 5906 Vpe fan owe heued it ssal

come j?i moderes luber plawe poru ssedinge of bi brojer blod
Jnit i?us is ybrojt of dawe.

t b. A device of magic, a trick of conjuring, or
the like. Obs.

1426 LYDG. De Guit. Piigr. 3803 Yiff I now made a ncwe
pley, (Tor to take the sonne away, c 1450 Merlin 362 Than
seide the mayden, that he bholde make yet a-noiher pley
that neuer myght faile.

10. The carrying on or playing of a game.
1450 MYKC 3 ;6 Bal and bares and suche play, a 1550

Christis Kirkc Gr. \. i, Nowthir at Falkland on the grene,
Nor Peblis at the play. 1610 SHAKS. Temp. v. i. 186 What
is- this Maid, with whom thou was't at play? 1673 Tb.Mi'i.h
Qbsen: United 1'rov. Wks. 1731 I. 76 No Man at Play sees
a very great Game, .unexpectedly lost, but he is apt to con-
sider, whether it could have been saved. 1736 GRAY tS7a//M
i. 32 Phlegyas the long-expected play began. 1736 in

Waghorn Cricket Scores (1899) 17 The weather proving very
rainy, they were forced to give over play. 1882 Daily Tei.

24 June, Play was very slow,, .twenty minutes being con-
sumed in getting ten runs.

ft. 13.. Guy W'anu. (A.) 3176 Michel y desire
\>\

loue to
haue. Go we togider wij> game & plawe.

b. Manner or style of playing ; skill in playing.
1531 ELYOT Gov. i. xxvi, If fortune brynge alwaye to one

man iuell chaunces, whiche maketh the playe of the other

indolently careless and indifferent about his play. 1850
' BAT '

Cricket. Matt. 101 His ' forward play
'

is . . peculiar.

1883 G. A. MAcDoNNEia. Chess Life-Pictures 166 Eliciting
his opponent's best play.

c. A point in playing, a special device in a

game. (Cf. 9.1
1778 C. JONES Hoyle's Games Impr. 41 If you win that

Trick, your next Play is, to throw out the Queen of Trumps.



PLAY. 974 PLAY.

d. In play : said of a ball, etc. = being played

with, being used in the course of the game. So
out of play. Hence play, transf. (in Cricket and

Football], that part of the ground within definite

boundaries in which the game, or the chief part of

it, is carried on.

1849 in
' Bat

'

Cricket. Man. (1850) 56 If the striker touch. .

the ball while in play. Ibid. 60 The fieldsman must return

the ball sx> that it shall cross the play between the wicket
and the bowling stump. 1900 Wcstm. Gaz. 12 Dec. 7/2
Walton tried another big kick, but the ball fell in play, and
wa^ well returned by Strand-Jones.

e. Phr, t Ball play ^obs.}, boy's play, child's

play: applied to anything that involves very little

trouble, or is of very little importance ;
a very easy

or trifling matter. (See BALL $b 21, BOYS'-PLAY,
CHILD sb. 18.) Formerly also with a (see 8).
a 12*5 Ancr. R. 184 Al nis bute ase bal pleowe [MS. C

plo^e]. ^1386, etc. [see CHILD sb. 18]. c 1450 tr. De imi-
tations in. xxxvii. 107 Lorde, bis is not o. days werke ner

children pley, but, fat more is, in J>is shorte worde is inclu-

did all perfeccioun of Religiose fplke. 1560 DAUS tr. Slel-

dane's Comm. 179 The persecution of thys yere was but
a balle playe in comparison of that. 1579 TOMSON Calvitfs

Serin. Tim. 246/1 To make this allegoric, is but a boyes
play. 1849 MACAULAY /fist. Eng. iii. I. 322 Elderly gentle-
men who had seen service which was nochlld's play. 1850
SCORESBY Chcevcrs Whalem. Adv.\. (1859) 74 This towing
of captured whales is no boy's play.

t f. In the game of Beast : see quot. Obs.

1674 COTTON Comfit. Gamester xxv. 153 They make three

heap^, the King, the Play, and the Triolet... He that wins
ino.it tricks takes up the heap that is called the Play.

11. spec. The playing of a game or games for

money or other valuable stakes ; gaming, gambling.
a 1300 Fioriz <y Bl. 376 ^erne he wule be bidde and preie

pat *pu legge be cupe to pleie. a 15,80 in Stanyhnrst's
.jSnciSt etc. (Arb.) 153 By losse in play men oft forget
Thee duitye they dooe owe. 1683 KVELYN Mt'in, (1857) II.

194 He has lost immense sums at play. 1710 in Lond. Gaz,
No. 4754/4 William Bradbury, Esq. ; Deputy Groom-Porter,
will open his Hou^e .. to Morrow . ., to keep Play for all

Persons of Quality and Gentlemen, being the only Person
authorized so to do. 1769 Jitnius Lett. i. (1820) 4 A young
nobleman,. . ruined by pjay. 1845 M eCuLLOCH Taxation
11. viii. (1852) 325 During the carnival, when, from the

excitement of the season, the extent of play is always the

greatest.

12. In phrasesfairplay, foulplay: rarely lit. (in

sense 10;; usuallyy?^. (in sense 9) action, conduct,

dealing; see FAIR a. loc, FOUL a. 14 b. So

\false play, treacherous dealing (0fo.). While the

play is good (Sc.), before the situation becomes

serious, dangerous, or unpleasant.
c 1440 Cesfa Rom. Ix. 248 (Harl. MS.) Tristing . . that the

lion wolde have I-made a foule pleye withe be lorde & witlie

be lady. 1567 MAPLET Gr. Forest 84 He is good in finding
out false play or adulterie done, a 1586 SIDNEY Arcadia
u. (1590) 181 b, To preuent any foule play that might be
offered vnto me. 1595, etc. [see FAIR a. iocl- i6to, etc.

[see FOUL a. 14 b]. 1678 BUTLER Hud. \\\. ii. 1068 We threw
the Box and Dice away, Before y'had lost us at foul Play.

1770 C. JENNKR Placid Man vi. iv, She endeavoured .. to

give both sides fair play. 1816 SCOTT Old Mort. xxxvi,
Come, laddie, speak while the play is good ; you're too

young to bear the burden will be laid on you else. 1853
LYITON My Novel L xii, In strict truth, it was hardly fair

play it was almost swindling. 1888 Daily Ne'us 14 Feb.

3/4 His hut and bag being missing has given rise to the

conjecture of foul play. Mod. Sc. Stop now while the play
is good ; you have gone far enough.

13. [from the notion of recreation, sense 6] Cessa-

tion or abstinence from work
;
the condition of

being idle, or not at work (as of workmen on

strike, or out of employment) ;
the play (Sc.),

holiday from school.
1601 SHAKS. A Ifs Well i. i. 33 A father., whose skill. ., had

it stretch'd so far, would haue made nature immortal], and
death should haue play for lacke of worke. 1713 WODKOW
Cory. (1843! III. 33 There was never a schoolboy more
desirous to have the play than I am to have leave of this

world. 1771 MRS. MONTAGU in Doran Lady Last C. vii.

(1873) 173 The doctor allowed me to ask a play for the boys,
which made them very happy. x8>6 J. WILSON Noct. Amor.
Wks. 1855 I. 150 You micht hae glen him the play the day,
I think, sir, you micht hae gien him the play. 1845 DISRAELI

Sybil^1863) 116 When miners and colliers strike they term
it going to play. 1866 KUSKIN Crown Wild Olive 20 Down
in the black north country, where 'play' means being laid

up by sickness. 1891 Daily News 26 Feb. 5/7 The question
of '

play
'

[K] to be discussed at the next conference [which]
will settle the question how long the cessation of work is to
last. 1900 STRAIN Etmslie's Drag-net 281 It was Saiterday
mornin' ihey get the play frae the school

III. Mimic action, dramatic performance.
14. A mimic representation of some action or

story, as a spectacle upon the stage, etc., a dramatic
or theatrical performance, t Rarely without article,
Dramatic performance, acting (quot. c 1325).
c 893 K. ALFRED Oros. vi. it. 2 Wearb eft Codes wracu

Komanum, ba hie set hiora theatrum wscron mid heora

ple$an. c 1315 Potni Times Edw. II 285 in Pol. Songs
(Camden) 336 Hii ben degised as turmentours that comen
from clerkes plei. c 1380 WYCLIF Wits. (1880) 429 As men
seven in be ^ley of jork. c 1400 Dtstr. Troy 2923 Hit is

wondur to wit of wemen dissyre, pat . . prese vnto playes

pepull to beholde. 1556 Ckron. Gr. Friars (Camden) 12

This yere beganne a gret pley from the begynnyng of the

worlde.., that lastyd vij. dayes contynually. 1601 J.MAN.
NINGHAM Diary (Camden) 18 Wee had a play called Twelve

Night. 1767 Woman ofFashion I. 96, I went to the Play,

as they call it Play, indeed ! Faith, Brother, I think it

was past a Joke. 1868 HELPS RcalmaJt xvii. (1876) 475
Give me some good plays to go to, played by great players.

1871 MKS. H. WOOD Dene Hollow xx, The tale that Master

Jarvis told was as good as a play.

b. transf. A performance, proceeding, piece of

action (in real life).

1581 PETTIE Guazzo'sCiz'. Conv. in. (1586) 172 b, The Count
saide nothing to it, but.. attended the ende of the play.

1849 THACKERAY Pendennis xlv. This little play being
achieved, the Marquis of Steyne made. . two profound bows
. .and passed on.

15. A literary composition in the form of dia-

logue, adapted for performance on the stage with

appropriate action, costume, and scenery, in imita-

tion of real events ;
a dramatic piece, a drama.

1:1440 Promp. Parv. 404/1 Pley.. bat begynnythe wythe
myrthe, & endythe wythe sorowe, tragcdia. 1530 PALSGR.

255/2 Playe an enterlude, farce. Ibid., Playe of sadde
matters, moralite. 1541-3 Act 34 <V 35 Hen. VIII, c. i By
. . balades, plaies, rimes, songes, and other phantasies, sub-

tilly and craftely instructing his highnes people. 1602 -2nd

Pt. Return fr. Parnassus iv. v. (Arb.) 58 Few of the yni-
uersity pen plaies well, they smell too much of that writer

Quid, ..and talke too much of Proserpina and luppiter.

1718 STEKLE Spcct. No. 266 r 2 A Scene in one of Fletcher's

Plays. 1806 K. CUMBERLAND J/cv. (1807) I. 203, I had no

expectation of my play being accepted. 189* TENNYSON in

Mem. (1897) II. 423, I have just had a letter from a man who
wants my opinion as to whether Shakespeare's plays were
written by Bacon. I feel inclined to write back, 'Sir, don't

be a fool '.

IV, 16. Performance on a musical instrument.

rare. ? Obs. ( Usually playing?)
1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 5514 pere he harpede so wel bat he

payde al the route. . . After mete bo hii nolde nanimore of is

pley Hii $eue him siluer uor is gle, & lete him go is wey.
c 1407 LYDG. Rcson <y Sens. 1762 In his lifte honde A flowte

he helde. .Ther with to pipe and make play. 164* TASMAN
yml. in Ace. Sev. Late I 'oy. \. (1604) 133 The play which

they heard was much like that of a Jews-Trump. >75S

JOHNSON, Play, n.s...S. Act of touching an instrument.

V. 17. attrib. and Comb., as (in senses 6-1 1 }play-

-bell, -hole, -hour
t -matter, -plate, -season, -spell,

-task
; "\ play-idle, -ruined, -wearied adjs. ; (in

senses 14 and 15) play-conceit, -fable, -folk, -gull,

-haunter, -judger, -lover, -poet, -reader, -story,

-taster^ -writer; play-writing sb. and adj. ; play-

acting, the acting of a play or plays, dramatic

performance ; play-actor, an actor of plays, a
dramatic performer ( ACTOR 4, PLAYER 4) ; hence

play-octorism, action or manner characteristic of

a play-actor, theatrical or afTected style or per-
formance ; play-actress, a female actor of plays

(- ACTRESS 2) ; play-bird, a tame bird used as

a decoy for catching wild birds in a net, in con-

nexion with ^play-line and play-stick ; play-bone,
a bone played with : = KNDCKLE-BOXE 2 b ; t play-

boy, a school-boy actor; play-club (Go/f} t
a

wooden-headed club used in playing the ball off

from the tee, a driver; play-debt, a debt incurred

at play, a gaming debt ; "f* play-dresser, one who

arranges plays for acting ; f play-end, an end
of a speech from a play, a 'tag'; play-field,

t (from 14) a field in which a play is acted ; (from

10) a field for playing in, a playground ; play-

jobber, a writer of plays for hire ; play-line, a

line or cord attached to a play-bird (q.v.), by
means of which it is

*

played
'

or caused to flutter

so as to entice other birds into the net ; play-map,
a dissected map for playing with, a puzzle-map;
play-mare (Sc.} = HOBBY-HORSE 2 ; play-money,
money won by play or gaming ; play-monger,
a dealer in, i. e. writer of, plays ; play-right, the

author's proprietary right of performance of a

musical or dramatic composition ; play-seer, one

who (habitually) sees plays, a playgoer; play-stick,
a stick upon which a play-bird (q. v.) is tied by a

loose knot ; play-table, a gaming-table. See also

PLAY-BILL, -BOOK, etc.

1873 SYMONDS Grk. Poets vii. 184 The habit of *play-
acting .. never wholly expired. 1903 Daily Chron. 16 Oct.

5/2 Elizabeth Inchbald, beloved of playgoers in her day
both for her play-writing and her play-acting. 1633 PRVNNE
Histriomastix **

vij b, If any *Play-Actors or Spectators
thinke themselves injured by any censure I have here past

upon them. 1893 F. F. MOORE / Forbid Banns 138 \Ve
are more or less play-actors. 1851 CAHLYLE Sterling n. vii.

156 Sterling's view of the Pope., doing his big *play-
actorism under God's earnest sky. 1867 Remin. (1881)
II. 187 Our main revenue three or four (?) years now was
lectures; ..Detestable mixture of prophecy and play-actor-
ism. 181* COBBETT Weekly Reg. 30 Mar. 773 To those

daughters.. he gave a late *play-actress for mother-in-law !

1857 W. COLLINS Dead Secret i. i, Did you ever hear that

our mistress was a play-actress when our master married

her? 1878 M. BROWNE Pract. Taxidermy ii. 26 An im-

portant actor in the performance is the '

"playbird ', which is

a bird braced by a peculiar knot or
' brace

'

. . on an arrange-
ment called the playstick. Ibid, 27 Directly birds appear,
the playline is smartly pulled, which has the effect ofjerking
the playbird upwards, while at the same time it flutters its

wings to regain its perch. This motion is mistaken by the

wild birds as a natural proceeding; they accordingly alight
around the playbird. 1630 B. JONSOK Neiv Inn i. i, Pretty
boy! Goes he to school? .. He prates Latin, An it were a

parrot, or a *p1ay-boy. 1857 Chambers Inform. People II.

693/2 The *play-club is for swiping off the tee, and is further
uj>ed throughout the green if the ball is lying fair, and the
distance more than a full drive from the hole you are

approaching. 1673 [R. LEIGH] Trausp. Ke/i. 22 This we
took for a *play-conceit ill tran^pros'd. 1712 ADDISON Sped.
No. 295 She has several *Play-debts on her Hand, which must
bedlscharged very suddenly. 1760 FOOTE ArY0rj,Wks. 1799
I. 241 They wou'd as soon now-a-days pay a tradesman's

bill, as a play debt. 1887 Spectator 8 Oct. 1333 Agreements
..they would regard as Englishmen regard play-debts.
1601 B. JOSSON Poetaster v. iii. 225 Arraigned vpon the
Statute of Calumny.. by the name of Demetrivs Fannivs,
*play-dresser and plagiary. [Cf. in. iv. 339 One Demetrivs,
a dresser of plaies about the towne.] 1509 Cynthia's Rev.
iv. i, Letting this gallant expressehimselfe. .with *play-ends
and pittifulf verses. 1868 MILMAX St. Paul's xi. 313 The
indecencies of their heathenish and idolatrous *play-fables.
1568 Bannatyne Poems (Hunter. Cl.) 463 Heir begynnisthe
Proclamatioun of the Play, made be DauJd Lynsayis, of
the Month, Knicht in the *Playfeild. 1883 BESANT All in
Garden fair (1886) 22 This forest play-field. 1764 FOOTE
Patron in. Wks. 1799 I. 354 The words the *playfolk were
talking. 1610 Histrio-m. n. 308 Give your *play-gull a

stool, and my lady her fool, And her Usher potatos and
marrow. 1634 Documents agst. Prynne (Camden) 49 It

speakes onely of the expenses of common *play-haunters at

publike playes and theatres. 1880 CARNEGIE Pract. Traf>.
8 The traps will have to be set in the runs and about the

"play-holes (/. e., burrows only used, as their name implies,
for playing or for use during the day 1

. 1857 HUGHES Tom
Brvwtt Pref. (1871) n His *play-nours are occupied in

fagging. 1899 Westm. Gaz. 4 Sept. 2/1 Melodrama written

by the most adroit *play-jobber of our times. 1672 LACY
Dumb Lady ProL, Though such things pass on those that
sermons hear, It will not do with *play-judgers, I fear.

1878 *P!ay-line [see play-bird}. 18*5 COLERIDGE Aids
Kefl. (1848) I. 16 Draw lines of different colours round the
different counties .. and then cut put each separately, as in

the common *play-maps that children take to pieces and

put together. iSzo SCOTT Abbot xiv, Here one fellow..

performed the celebrated part of the hobby-horse, so often

alluded to in our ancient drama. Note, This exhibition,
the

*

play-mare of Scotland, stood high among holyday
gambols. 1581 SIDNEY Apol.Poetrie(&x\s.) 67, 1 hauelauished

! out too niany wordes of this *play matter. 1705 VANBRUGH
Cofi/ed. i. iii, *Play-money. .amongst people of quality, is a
sacred thing, and not to be profaned. 1593 G. HAKVEV

i Pierce's Super. Wks. (Grosart) II. 132 A profebsed iester, a

Hick-scorner, a scoff-maister, a *playmunger, an Inter-

luder. 1885 Manch. Exam. 9 Apr. 5/4 A miserable poverty
i

of invention on the part of the playmonger, 1781 COWI-EK

its banks are the play-place of the crocodile. 16*5 CAC

Ess., Envy (Arb.) 512 It must needs be, that he taketh
kinde of *plaie-pleasure, in looking vpon the Fortunes of

others. 1633 PKYNNE Histriomastix (title-p.), Wherein it is

;

.. evidenced .. that the profession of *Play-poets, of Stage
Players ; together with the penning, acting, and frequenting
of Stage-playes, are unlawfull, infamous and misbeseenung
Christians. 1711 SHAKTESB. Charact. (1737) III. 289 To do

justice to our "play-readers, they seldom fail to humour our

poets in this respect. 1891 MARTINEAU in Laiu Times
1 XC. 250/1 A musical composition, the copyright and *play-

right of which had expired by effluxion of time. 1696 Pol.
i Ballads (1860) II. 55 For converts and bullys, And *p!ay-

Play-seers. 1861 L. L. NOBLE Icebergs 295 Allowed a
v
play-spell, perhaps a long yellow holiday. 1878 *Play-

: stick [see play-bird], 1858 LYTTON What ivill he do \. iii,

j

He contrived to cut up that
*play-story. 1848 THACKERAY

I Van. Fair Ixv, The day after the meeting at the *play-
table. 1905 Macm. Mug. Dec. 102 The enormous extent of

,

Fox's transactions at the play-tables is of course recorded.

1832 [R. CATTEKMOLE] Beckett, etc. 191 Sunk to rest Like a

*play-wearied child. 1644 MILTON Educ. Wks. (1847) 101/1
i This would make them . . perceive what despicable creatures
1 our common rhimers and *playwriters be. 1766 FORDYCE

;

Serm. Yng* Worn. (1767) I. iv. 155 The common herd of

| Play-writers. 1809 M.M.KIN Gil Bias vn. xiii. F 9 [He]
i

exercised his genius at one time in sonnets or ballads, at

another in
*
play-writing.

Play (pl') v* Forms: a. i ples(i)an, (pleos-),

Angl. plaesian ; 2-5 pleie, 3 plaisen, plseie, 3-5

plei^e, pley;e, 3-6 pley(e, 4-7 plai(e, playe,
'

4- play, (6 plee). 3. i ^//^/.plagian, pleas(i)an,

3 pla;e, 4-6 plaw(e, 6 Sc. pla, 7-9 dial. plaw.

7. 2-3 plo3e(n, 3 pleose, pleowe, pleuwe.
Pa. t. and pple. played : pa. t. i plesode, -ede,

-ade, pleojede ; plasade, pleajade ; pleesde,

pleesede. Pa. t. and pa. pple. often contracted ;

pa. t 3-5 pleide, 4-5 pleyde, 6V. plait, 4-8 plaid,
6 playd, pled, Sc. plade, 7 plaide ; pa. pple.

4 pleide, 6-7 playd, 6-8 plaid. [OE. ple$an>

-ean, -tan, pla^ian^ pl&gian, corresp. to MDu.

pleyen, plcten, playen to dance, leap for joy, re-

joice, be glad (Verwijs and Verdam). As to its

relation to OS. plegan, Du. plegen* Ger. pfiegen
'to have the care of, take charge of, attend to,

cultivate',
*
to be in the habit of, to be wont or

accustomed to', see below. The OE. verb is

recorded in several diverging forms, so that it is

difficult to determine its original type and the

conjugation to which it belonged. The usual \VSax.

form pieman gave ME. //>(, later plaic(n,

play ;
the OE. plagian in Anglian texts gave the

northern plawe, plaw. The 7 forms in 2-3 pleo)e t

, pleowe, pleuive appear to mix the two.



PLAY. 975 PLAY.

to arise naturally from a primary notion '
to exercise,

bestir, or busily occupy oneself, the line of development
having been here determined by the recreative or divertive

purpose of the exercise. In the miners' '

play ',
the sense of

exercise or busy occupation disappears, and the word
(sense 15; cf. PLAV st>. 13) comes to mean 'to cease work,
to be idle'. The same primary notion, developed in quite
a different line, accounts for the continental senses of

plc^eti) pflegen, 'to have care of, take kindly charge of,

cultivate ', and
'

to be in the practice or habit of, notions

which evidently imply occupying oneself busily about a

thing or person, and habitually exercising oneself in an

action.]

I. To exercise oneself, act or move energetically ;

actuate, exercise (a craft, etc.).

fl. intr. To exercise or occupy oneself, bestir

one's self, be busily engaged ; to act, operate, work.

Obs. exc. with allusion to other senses.

960 Laws Edgar c. 64 (Thorpe Laws II. 258) We laeraj?

5ffit preost ne beo hunta ne hafecere ne taeflere ac
plege

on
his bocum. 971 Blickl. Horn. 85 pis is se i!ca be pu longe
for his deabe ple^odest. 1377 LANCL. P. PI. B. in. 307 Eche
man to pleye with a plow pykoys or spade. 1481 CAXTON
Alyrr. ir. xxiv. 116 [The air] susteyneth the byrdes fleeyng
that so playe with their wynges and meue them so moche
al aboute therin that they disporte them . . therin. 1484

Fables of ^Esop v. v, Now shalle we see who shalle

playe best for to preserue and saue hym self. 1581 SAVILE

Tacitus, Agricola (1622) 194 Agricola hailing vnderstood by
spies what way the enemies had taken, .commandeth the

lightest horsemen and footmen to play on their backes and
maintaine the skirmish, a 1586 SIDNEY Ps. XLII. i, So my soul

in panting playeth, Thirsting on my God to look. 1646 SIR T.

BROWNE Pseiid. Eg. i, x. (1686) 28 There is an invisible

Agent, . . who plays in the dark upon us. 1677 TEMPLE Wks.
(1731) II. 453 Thus I believe that Affair plays at present.

1883 ROMANES Alent. Evol. Anini. ui. 34 There is no doubt
that the hemispheres are able to '

play down '

upon these

ganglia as upon so many mechanisms.

"t* b. To clap with the hands ; also trans, to clap

(the hands). Obs.

c8zs I'esp. Psalter xlvi. 2 Alle Siode plaglaS mid hondum
\outnes gentes plaudite ntani&us}. Ibid, xcvii. 8 Flodas

pt.tjiao' mid hondum \Jlumina plaudcnt manifms}. a 1000

alle folk, plalej? wyf? hondes ; gladej) to God in voice of ioie.

a 1340 HAmatxPtO&tf1 xlvi. i All genge playes with hend.

C. To strut, dance, or otherwise display itself,

as a cock bird before the hens. Also //ay up.
1765 Treat, Dom, Pigeons 4 Cocks will often play to, and

disturb the others as they sit. Ibid.) Allowing eighteen
inches between shelf and shelf, that powters may not be
under the necessity of stooping for want of height, for in

that case they would contract an habit of playing low. which

spoils their carriage. 1768 G. WHITE Selborne xvi. (1853) 68
In breeding time the snipes play over the moor>, piping and

humming. 1892 Cornh. Mag. July 37, I have put black-

cock up here many years ago, one of my woodland friends

having invited me over to see them play up.

2. intr. Of living beings : To move about

swiftly, with a lively, irregular,or capriciousmotion ;

to spring, fly, or dart to and fro
; to gambol, frisk

;

to flit, flutter.

(1900 Andreas 370 (Gr.) Hornfisc plegode, glaed geond
garsecg. a 1000 Cxdntons Gen. 724 (Gr.) Swa hit him on
innan com, hran set heortan, hloh |>a & plejode bode bitre

gehujod. c MOO Trin. Coll. How. 127 pat child on his

blisse witesede ; for hit fioxede, and pleide to-jenes hire.

a 1*25 Aticr. R. 94 Auh ancren . . schulen .. lihture beon &
swifture & ine so wide scheakeles pleien ine heouene.
c 1275 LAY. 26941 And hit gan to da^e^e And be deor to

pleoye. a 1300 Cursor M. 23342 On sunni dai To se fixs in

a water plat, a 1310 in Wright Lyric P.xiv. 45 In May hit

murjeth when hit dawes, In dounes with this dueres

plawes. 1611 BIBLE Job xl. 20 Surely the mountaines bring
him foorth foode : where all the beasts of the field play.

1667 MILTON P. L. VH. 410 On smooth the Scale And
bended Dolphins play. 1767 G. WHITE Stlborne 9 Sept.

(1853) 29 Bats drink on the wing . . by sipping the surface,
as they play over pools and streams. 1869 THIRLWALL Lett.

(i8Si) 11.209 He played about them like a bee, only to take

in honey for his art-cell.

b. trans. To get or bring into something by

playing or fluttering.

1657 tr. De Imitations p. ix, Larkes. .play themselves into

the Fowlers net.

3. intr. Of things : To move briskly or lightly,

especially with alternating or irregular motion, as

lightning, flame, leaves in the wind, etc. ; to change
'

or alternate rapidly, as colours in iridescence or
]

prismatic refraction ; to pass gently around, or strike
\

lightly upon, something, as waves, wind, light, etc. ;

to dance, flutter, flicker, glitter, ripple, vibrate, sway
lightly, etc. Also Jig.
1590 SPENSER /". Q. i. i. 34 Thereby a christall streame did

gently play, Which from a sacred fountaine welled forth

alway. 1591 SHAKS. i Hen. I7/, v. iii. 62 As playes the
Sunne vpon the glassie streames. Twinkling another counter- I

felted beame. 1638 JUNIUS Paint. Ancients 18 The inward i

Imaginations that doe continually stirre and play in our
[

mindes. 1664 POWER Exp. Philos. Pref. c j, The Magnetical j

Atoms continually playing about them. 1697 DRYDEN
,

yfrg-. Georg. iv, 432 When Western Winds on curling
Waters play. 1726 SHELVOCKE Voy. round World 418
You'll see in the night a sort of faint light'ning, flashing i

and playing. .in that part of the Horizon. 1797 MRS. RAD-
CLIFFE Italian i, Her fine hair was negligently bound up in

a silk net, and some tresses that had escaped it played on
her neck. 1817 WILLIS Healing Daughter Jairus 33 The

j

breaking waves play'd low upon the beach. 1847 EMERSON
j

Repr. Mfn.Shaks. Wks. (Bohn) I. 364 Shakespeare, Homer,
'

Dante, Chaucer, saw the splendour of meaning that plays

over the visible world. 1851 MAVNE REID Sca.'p Hunt.
xlii, The tempest still played around us. 1859 TENNYSON
Gcraint $ Enid i^-] A splendid silk. .Where like a shoaling
se;i the lovely blue Play'd into green. 1869 H.UGHK&A//red
Gt. xxiii. 296 Alfred allows his fancy to play round the

idea. 1871 H. AINSWORTH Tower Hilt i. v, No smile ever

played upon her thin lips.

b. transf. To exhibit a play of light or colour.

1698 FRYER Ace. E. India fy F. 214 A Rose Diamond that

is very thick, it's good to set it close upon the Ivory, and it

will play very well.

C. To keep moving to and fro. rare.

1513 SIR E. HOWARD in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. n. T. 217

Barges . . to play up and down betwen Dover &: Caleys.
1716 B. CHURCH Hist. Philip's /Far (1865) I. 79 The other

Canoo play'd off to see the event, and to carry tydings if

the Indians should prove false.

4. intr. To bubble and roll about as a boiling

liquid ; to boil. Obs. exc. dial.

(In this sense plain is frequent dialectally, even where

play is used in other senses.)
a 1400 Sir Beues (MS. E) 3455 poo hit dede se(?e and

playde ffaste. 1400 Sloane MS. 3548 If. i6b, Put it ynne
a cowdrun ful of water, and layt yt play longe J>erin. 1513
DOUGLAS ^-Eneis vi. iii. 120 Sum spedis to graith liaite wattir

besely In caldroiins playing on the fire fast by. 1721 KELLY
Sc, Pro? 1

, 106 Fair words will not make the Pot play. 1813
PICKF.N Noiv-a-days Misc. Poems I. 124 Their walth. .Will
ne'er gar Simon's pat play brown.

jS. c 1440 Protup. Pa>~u. 403/2 Plawyn, as pottys, Inillto,

ferveo. ^1450 Stockh. Mcd. MS. \. 56 in Anglia XVIII.

296 Take a porcioun of whete-bren, And as it plawyth, cast

(>er in, c 1460 Play Sacram. 664 In to the Cawdron
I wylle yt Cast, I shalle. .putt yt down that ytmyghtplawe.
1674 RAY S. <y E. C. Words 74 To Play, spoken of a pot,
kettle or other vessel full of liquor, i. e. to boil.. . In Norfolk

they pronounce it plait,*.

b. trans. To cause to boil ; to boil. Now dial.

a. c 1410 Liber Cocorum (1862) 42 Fyrst play (>y water with

hony and salt. 14.. Noble Bk. Cookry (1882) too Sett it

down and play it up with cow mylk till yt be enoughe. 1533
Test. Ebor. (Surtees) VI. 42 A lesser lede to play growte in.

0. a n&Stockh. Med.MS. i. 54 in Attg-HaXVlll. 296 Tak
and plaw it ouer J?e fyir. a 1825 FORISY V'oc. E. Anglia^
PlaiU) to parboil.

5. intr. To move, revolve, or oscillate freely

(usually within a definite space) ;
to have its proper

unimpeded movement, as a part of any mechanism,
or of the living body; to have free play.
1595 SHAKS. John in. iv. 132 Warme life playes in that

infants veines. 16x4 B. JONSON Bart. Fair \\. ii, You
should get this chayre let out o 1

the sides, for me, that my
hips might play. 1627 CAPT. SMITH Seaman's Grain, ii. 12

The Tiller playeth in the Gunroome. 1664 POWER E.rp,
Philos. i. 24 You may see their heart play, and beat very
orderly for a long time together. 1669 STURMY Mariner's

Mag. vn. x. 16 [Hold] the Instrument.. Horizontally as neer

as you can, that the Needle may have liberty to play to and
fro. 1715 DKSAGULIERS Fires Impr. 130 Two Iron Eyes
for the ends of Axis to play in. 1741 MONKO Anat. Bones
(ed. 3) 151 The Condyles . . play in the Cavity. 1825 J.
NICHOLSON Operat. Mechanic 670 The engines ..have a

cogged wheel, playing in a rack, which is laid as one of
the rails of the road. 1881 All Year Round XXVII. 294
The molars.. play vertically on each other like a pair of
scissors. 1888 aKVtxAmtn Coinitiiv. Il.xliv. 145 To inquire
how the organs of government which have been described

play into one another in practice.

6. trans. To cause to play ; to ply.
a. To wield (something) lightly and freely ; to

keep in motion or exercise ; to actuate, operate,
work (any instrument). To piety (a good] knife
andfork, to eat (well or heartily) : see KNIFE AND
FORK i

; so to play a good stick, to fence well.

1589 R. HARVEY PL Perc. (1590) 3 Thy late Customers,
which play more sacks to the mill, haue brought greists or

iests at least wise to be ground. 1713 STEELE Guard. No.

50 r 2 The dexterity.. consists in playing the razor, with
a nimble wrist, mighty near the nose without touching it.

1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v. Organ, One of these hydraulic
organs; with two men .. seeming to pump the water which

Elays
it. 1748 SMOLLKTT Rod. Rand. (1812) I. 47 You hear

e plays a good [fiddle- ]stick. 1788 J. MAY Jrnl. $ Lett.

(1873) 88 Five hands at work...Two playing the whipsaw.
"la 1800 in Daily News n July (1892) 2/5 If .. he is a toler-

able good boxer, can play a good stick. 1848 THACKERAY
I'an. Fair xliii, The Colonel plays a good knife and fork at

tiffin. 1885 Illustr. Loud. News 28 Nov. 548/1 The dining-
hall.. where the occupants.. played 'knife and fork'.

fb. To deal with
;
to treat. Obs.

1491 CAXTON Vitas Patr. (W. de W. 1495) i. cxli. 153 b/i,
I haue done many offences to my god, the whyche he

playeth mekely, in yeuynge vnto me example. 1584 LODGE
Alarum agst. Usurers 12 The vsurer that playes all this

rie, will yet be counted an honest and well dealing man.

'597 J- KING On Jonas (1618) 619 It is a great mastery,
saitn Seneca, to play a man kindely.

c. To discharge, fire, let ^(artillery, etc. (on or

upon persons or things), also fireworks); to cause

(a fountain or the like) to play. Also fig. In

quot. 1881, to fire upon (an enemy).
1595 SHAKS. John IT. i. 385 Their battering Canon charged

to the mouthes, . . I'de play incessantly vpon these lades.

1670 COTTON Esfcrnoni. iv.i56[He]plai'dso many Cannon-
shot into the Town, that not a man durst appear. 1682

BUNYAN Holy War xii. The gate from the top of which the

captains did play their slings at the enemies. 1712 I.

JAMES tr. Le Blond's Gardening 197 To play a Spout still

bigger,, .there must be a large Pipe. 1713 ADDISON Guard.
No. 152 p 6 She played upon him so many smiles and

glances, that she quite weakened and disarmed him. 1721
G. ROUSSILLON tr. Vertofs Rev. Paring. 83 There should
be fireworks ready to be play'd off. 1759 Citron, in Ann.
Reg. 62/2 Playing their hand-grenades and swivels to excel-

lent purpose. 1790 Laws of Harvard Coll. 25 If any [

Scholar, .shall make bonfires.. or play off fireworks 1799
G. SMITH Laboratory I. 25 Avoid .. a damp, fosgy, rainy
or windy night, to play your rockets. 1804 NICHOLL in

Owen WelUslcys Desp. (r877) 530 They opened a battery,
which they continued playing until 3 o'clock. 1881 CLARK
RUSSELL Ocean Free Lance I. iv. 154 We kept playing the

enemy with round-shot.

t d. To toss off, to finish (liquor). Ol'S. slang,
1596 SHAKS. i Hen. IV, n. iv. 18 When you breath in

your watering, then they cry hern, and bid you play it off.

1607 DIIKKKK Iests to wake Jf?n\- Wks. (Grosart) II. 350
He requested them to play off the sacke and begon.

e. Aiigling. To give play to (a fishv
;
to allow

(it) to exhaust itself by pulling against the line.

Also Jig.

1741 RICHARDSON Pamela^ (1824) I. 69, I . . soon hooked a

lovely carp. Play it, play it, said she : I did, and brought
it to the bank. 1787 BEST Angling (ed. 2) 40 He seldom
breaks his hold, if your tackle is strong and you play him
properly. 1856 KANE Arcf. Expl. I. xxx. 414 The victim. .

is played like a trout by the angler's reel. 1895 /'a// Mall
Mag. Nov. 367 But where would be the sport of playing the

fish 'i 1900 MRS. H. WARD Eleanor 97 Eleanor had played
her with much tact, and now had her in her power.

f. To cause to move or pass lightly, flutter,

glitter, etc. (see 3) ; to exhibit with brilliant effect
;

to draw lightly upon a surface.
a 1716 SOUTH Serin. (1744' X. 357 When the allurement of

any sinful pleasure or piotit plays itself before him. 1742
YOUNG AY. Th. v. 903 Tho' Fortune too (our third and final

Theme), As an Accomplice, play'd her gaudy Plumes. 1746-7
HKRVF.Y Medit. (iSrSj 127 She plays her lovely changes, not

to enkindle dissolute affections, but to display her Creator's

glory. 1812 R. H. in Examiner 25 May 329/1 The lines

are played over the forms with . . freedom and taste. 1843
E. JOSKS Sens, ff Event 54 Should prudes blame my dress,
oh ! all beautiful braid, Yellow, crimson, and green over it

shall be play'd. 1892 Electr. Engineer 16 Sept. 285/2 The
search-light began to play a dazzling ripple along their line

from end to end.

7. intr. To operate artillery, to fire (on or upon

persons or things) ; also said of the artillery, or of

a mine, etc. : To be discharged or fired.

1601 R. JOHNSON Kingd. fy Commit). (1603) 56 They never

cease playing with their Ordinance, till they have laide all

levell with the ground, a 1627 HAVWARD Four Y. AY/2.

(Camden)55Theartillerieplaied and the footemen skirmished
most part of the dale. 1628 Dic.nv I'cy. Mulit. (1868) 23 All

this while the fortes played vpon the boates and our shippes.

1633 STAFFORD Pac. Hio. I. ix. (1810) 116 When wee looked

that the Cannon should begin to play, a 1649 DRUMM. OF
HAWTH. Idea Wks. (ryir) 22r The mine going straight, there

lacked nothing but some match to make it play. 1709 STFELF.

Taller No. 53 T ri The Cannon on each Side began to play.

1748 in G. Sheldon Hist. Deerfield, Mass. (1895) I. 564,
I played away with our cannon and small arms for an hour
and i. 1777 WATSON Philip II (1839) 515 His cannon had

hardly begun to play upon it, when Vidossan, the governor,
retired with the garrison into the castle. 1894 LD. WOLSF.I.F.V

Life Marlborovgh II. 181 Another battery, .which Marl-

borough erected to play upon the south-eastern bastion.

fig. 1709 HF.ARNE Collect, n Nov. (O. H. S.) II. 306 He.,

playd particularly [in his sermon], .upon the Bp. of Sarum.

b. Of a firework : To be fired, to go off (fig.

in quot.).
1762 GOLDSM. Cit. IV. Ii, Yet it [a farce] played off, and

bounced, and cracked, and made more sport than a firework.

8. intr. Of a fire-engine, fountain, etc. : To emit

a jet of water, to spout. Also said of the water,

or of the person, e. g. of a fireman.

1666 BOYLE in Phil. Trans. I. 233 The Cock would play

altogether on that side. 1687 A. LOVELL tr. Thcvcnot s

Trav. 1.9 A great many Fountains, where the Water-works,

played in his honour. 1860 DICKENS Uncomm. Trav. iv,

The fire-engine maker, .having brought out the whole of his

stock to play upon its last smouldering ashe*. 1889 Century
Mag. Apr. 929 The firemen were not permitted to play on

the flames.

9. trans. To practise, perform, do (some action) ;

f to ply, exercise (a craft) (obs.} ; to perform,
execute (a movement); usually (influenced by II),

to perform or practise in the way of sport, deceit,

etc. (a trick, prank, joke, etc. : const, on, upon, or

with simple dative). In mod. use also with off

(? expressing complete or successful action: see

OFF A. 5).

ci39i CHAUCER Astrol. ii. 40 Yif thow wolt pleie this

craft with the arisyng of the Mone, loke thow rekne wel her

cours howre by howre. c 1400 Gamclyn 307 Whan Gamelyn
the yonge thus hadde pleyd his play, c 1425 Cursor AT.

16623 (Trin.) And sijwn in his honde J>ei sett : a muchel

greet rede And to him pleiden a bobet. 1562 Jack Juggler
in Hazl. Dodsley II. 138, I know that he playeth you many
a like prank. 1603 SHAKS. Meas.for M. n. ii. 121 Man..
Plaies such phantastique tricks before high heauen, As
makes the Angels weepe. 1660 F. BROOKE tr. Le lane's

Trav. 17 For fear he should play me some trick, I dis-

sembled. 1782 COWPER Gilpin 134 Thus all through merry

Islington These gambols he did play. 1815 W. H. IRELAND
Scribbleomania 190 note, The hoax played off some years

back, by the late commentator Steevens. 1890 W. A.

WALLACE Only a Sister 201 Only something very important
would have made you play this game.

b. Sc. (Olloq.
1826 J. WILSON Noct. Amir. Wks. 1855 I. 134 See ane

[tiger] play spang upon you . . and gar ye play tapsalteene

ower a precipice.

II. To exercise oneself in the way of diversion

or amusement.
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10. intr. To employ or exercise oneself in the

way of amusement or recreation ;
to amuse or

divert oneself; to sport, frolic. (Formerly in

wider sense than now, including any kind of

recreation, e. g. dancing.)
c 897 K. ,/KLFRED Gregory's Past. C, \. 391 We .. wiernaS

urum cildum urra peninga mid to plegianne. ^950 Lindisf.

Gosp. Matt. xi. 17 We suiigun iuh & ne pla^de ^e. c 1175
Lamb. Hom. 7 pa children plojeden in bere strete heriende
ure drihten. a 1300 Cursor M. 12275 lesiis went him for

\v. r. forth] to plai Wit childir on an halidai. c 1330 R,
BRUNNE Chron. Wacc (Rolls) 3845 Klydour borow a wode
schold wende, ffor to pleye by o ryuer. 1386 CHAUCER
Frankl. T. 169 Hire freendes .. schopen for to pleyen som-
wher elles. c 1491 Chast. Goddes Chyld. 14 A louynge moder
listeth to play with her souking childe. 1576 E. DE VERE
Fayre Foolcs Poems (Grosart) 72 To playe with fooles, oh,
what a foole was I. 1632 MILTON L'Allegro 97 And young
and old coin forth to play On a Sunshine Hoi yd ay. 1742
GRAY Eton 52 Regardless of their doom The little victims

play ! 1840 J. H. NEWMAM Par. Serin. (1842) V. iii. 35 To
make professions is to play with edge tools. 1856 FROUDE
Hist. Eng. (1858) I. ii. 151 The gardens of the Alhambra,
where she had played as a child.

fb. To enjoy oneself, be joyful or merry, re-

joice ; esp. in reference to the bliss of heaven. Obs.

c 1230 Hali Meld. 41 Ah schulen ai bifore be pleien in

heuene. a 1272 Lune Ron 133 in 0. -. Misc. 97 Alle heo
schule wyb engles pleye some and sauhte in heouene lyhte.
c 1374 CHAUCER Anel. $ Arc. 321 For nowe I pleyn and
now I playe. 1377 LANGL. /'. PI. B. xvi. 256, I loked on his

lappe, a lazar lay pere-inne Among patriarkes and profetes

pleyande togyderes.
c. To sport amorously ; euphtm, to have sexual

intercourse. Cf. PLAY sb. 6 c. Now rare or Obs.
a 1000 Kiddles xliii. 2 (Gr.) Ic seah wyhte wrsetHce twa

undearnunga ute pieman hiemedlaces, ('1250 Gen. <y Kx.
2016 His wif . . One and stille Sojt hire gamen Wi3 Joseph
speken and platen samen. c 1320 Sir Tristr. 2617 Tristrem
wib Ysoude lay. .And wok And plaiden ay bitvene. 1375
HARBOUR Bruce v. 542 Throu vomen that he vald with play.

1483 CAXTON G. de hi Tour Fj, Which for a lytel syluer
made her to synne and playe with a pryour. 1592 SHAKS.
yen. <V Ad. 124 Be bold to play, our sport is not in sight.

1667 MILTON /*. L. ix. 1027 Now let us play .. For never
did thy lieautie . . so enflame my sense With ardor to enjoy
Ihee.

til. a. rejl. To amuse or disport oneself: = 10.

c 1290 .V. Eng, Leg. I. 349/148 pat bis child scholde wende
an hontingue, to piemen him, a 1300 Cursor M, 3025 pir
breber bam plaijd sainen. c 1386 CHAUCER Mt'lib. P 2 He
for his desport is went into the feeldes hym to pleye.
c 1430 Pilgr. Lyf Manhode iv. ix. (1869) 181 A crooked staf

me lakketh . . and a bal to pleye me with. < 1440 York
Afyst. xvii. 212 Go we.. To playe vs in som othir place.
c 1530 Ln. HKRNERS Arth. hyt. Rryt, (1814) 37 Arthur.,

humbly requyred both liys fader and moder .. to giue hym
licence to go play hym a season out of that countrey. 1646
K. F[ISHEK] Marrow Mod. Divin. (ed. 2) 171 We may go
play us then, and work no working at all. 1651 BAXTER
Inf. Bapt. 182 When you have plaid yourself with your own
absurd fictions.

tb. trans. To furnish with the means of playing ;

to amuse. Obs. rare,

1570 Durham Depos. iSurtees) 192 Some of the leves of
the said bo-jkes the said wyfTes toke away with them, to

play their children withall.

c. To bring into some condition, etc. by playing
or sport.
1642 FULLKR Holy <V Prof. St. iv. xix. 337 He playelh

himself into Learning before he is aware of it.

12. intr. Play with : To amuse oneself with,

sport with
;
to touch or finger lightly, or move

slightly with the hand (a material object) by way
of frivolous amusement ; to treat (anything} lightly
or frivolously ; to dally, trifle, or toy with. In

quot. 1827, to do what one will with, to manage
according to one's pleasure. (See also 13 b, 14.)
c 1200 I*ices fy Virtues 135 Ne lat hie nawht $e hands

plei;ende mid stikke. c 1105 LAY. 17335 Pus J*6 vnwise

king pla^ede [c 1275 pleoyde] mid worden. a 1225 Ancr. K.
76 5e bat pleieft mit te worlde, nulich ou nout iheren. 1340
HAM POLE Pr. Cotisc. 1307 When welthe of be worlde with
be plays, Sek ban guae consayl wyth-alle. < 1400 Laud
Troy Bk. 6248 When he his cosyn ded saw, Him lyked
noght with Ector plaw. 1529 MORE Dyaloge I. Wks. 161/1
Than will he call it no scripture, as he plaith with the

pystle of sainct lames. 1650 BAXTER Saints' R. in. v. 5

(1651) 95 As children, we play with our meat when we
should eat it. 178* COWFF.R Table Talk 505, I play with

syllables, and sport in song. 1827 HALLAM Const. Hist.

(1876) II. x. 263 It required a dexterous management to play
with the army. 1870 J. H. NEWMAN Gram. Assent n. viiu

304 Montaigne, .could thus afford to play with life, and the

abysses into which it leads us.

13. intr. To do something which is not to be
taken seriously, but merely as done in sport or
frolic ; to trille with.

1582 WYCLIP Gen, xix. 14 And he was seen to hem as

pleiynge to speke. Prov. xxvi. 19 The man that gilendeli
no^eth to his frend, and whan he were ca^t, shal sey Pleiende
I dide [1388 Y dide pleiynge]. 1484 CAXTON Fables of
^Esof v. xv, Loke hyther, callest thow this a playe .. now
I shalle shewe to the how thow oughtest not to playe so
with thy lord. 1545 ASCHAM Toxoph. (Arb.) 97 The lacke
of teachynge to shoote in Englande, causeth very manye
men to playe with the kynges Actes. 1842 MARRYAT Perc.
Keene x, I 'd recommend you not to play with '

post captains ',

said Captain Bridgman.
b. Play on or upon (t with} a word or ivords :

to make playful use of a double meaning of a word,

by way of sport or jest ; to pun. Also trans, in

causative sense : see quot. 1865.

P
I

1593 SHAKS. Rich. //, ii. i. 84 Can sicke men play so

nicely with their names V 1596 Merc/i. I '. in. v. 48 How
eucrie foole can play vpon the word. 1683 D. A. Art
Converse 125 They play often upon words. 1861 WRIGHT
Ess. Archseol. II. xxiii. 231 The wit or ingenuity of pur
Anglo-Saxon forefathers was chiefly exerted in playing
upon words. 1865 BUSHNELL Vicar. Sacr. in. v, A practice
on words that plays them into inferences not contained in

their meaning. 1876 TREVKLYAN Macaulay I. iii. 134 He
did not play upon words as a habit.

t C. Play upon : to return or recur fancifully to

(a phrase, etc.) ;
to dwell upon by repetition ; to

harp on. Obs.

1605 CAM DEN Rcm. 14 Giraldus Cambrensis.. played vpon
these verses. 1646 SIR T. BROWSE Pseud. Ep. \. ix. (1686)
26 Playing much upon the simile.

14. intr* To make sport or jest at another's

expense ; to mock. Play 'with (f at, f on, f ttpon} :

to make sport of, make fun of, ridicule, mock at
;

to befool, delude. Now rare or merged in i 2.

(Cf. also 30 a.)
c 1000 /KLKRIC Gen. xxi. g Sarra beheold hu Agares sunn

\vid Isaac ple^ode. c 1205 LAY. 16554, & ket bine hired-

childeren pleien [(-"1273 pleoye] mid bissen hunde scotien

mid heore flan & his cun scenden anan. 1382 WYCLIF Isa.

Ivii. 4 Vp on whom pleiden ^ee? [1388 On whom scorneden

?e ?] a 1533 LD. BURN ERS Gold. Bk. M. A nrcl. (1546) K k viij b,

All ye togyther there present played, and gestecl on me.
c 1550 CIIKKE Matt, ii. 16 Then Herood seing y* he was
plaied withal bi ye wiseards. c 1586 C'TESS PEMBROKE Ps.
LXXXIX. xiii, Of all his haters none, But boasts his wrack
and at his sorrow plaieth. 1611 XoURNEUB Ath. Trag. \. ii,

That same heartlesse thing That Cowards will be bold to

play upon. 17.. POPE (J.), I would make use of it rather to

play upon those I despised, than to trifle with those I

,o\ed. 1844 MRS. BROWNING Lay of'Brown Rosary i. vi,
In a sternness quoth she, 'As thou play'st at the ball art

thou playing with me?'

tb. re/I, with of: To make fun of, mock at. Obs.
c 1489 CAXTON Blanchardynxxm. 75 But iapeth & playeth

her self of theym that ben amerouse.

c. trans. To make sport of, cottoq.
1891 E. KiNGLAKB Australian at //. 117 Those who pass

their lives in the bush generally have their heart in the right
place, though they do love to play a new chum.

15. intr* To abstain from work
;
to take a holi-

day. [A special development of sense 10.] Now
dial. (esp. of workmen on strike or out of work).
1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. Prol. 20 Some putten hem to be

plow, pleyed ful selde. 1430-40 LYDG. Bochas \. ix. (1554*

19 b, A conuencion By enterchangyng, y* eche should reigne
a yere The other absent to play & cum no nere. 1542
RECOKDE Gr. Artes (1575) 443 A Mason .. played 12 dayes
and wrought 28 dayes. 1568 GRAKTOX Chron. II. 889 They
neuer gaue their enemies one day to rest or play be the space
of .xx. dayes. 1581 J. BELL Haddon*s Answ. Osor. 132 b,

Surely where nothyng is blameworthy their Pardon may
goe play. 1598 SHAKS. Merry II'. iv. i. 12 Master Slender
is let the Boyes leaue to play. 1800 Hull Advertiser
24 May 4/2 The men will often play on a Monday. 1806
HUTTON Course Math. I. 139 A workman was hired for

20 days, at 3^. per day, for every day he worked ; but with
this condition, that for every day he played, he should
forfeit is. 1892 Spectator 16 Apr. 529/1 This Yorkshire
idiom means to cease work from any cause whatever. A
man ill with rheumatism told me that he had been '

playing
*

eight weeks. 1894 Daily News 13 July 7/7 Of the 70,000
men '

playing
'

40,000 are non-unionists.

III. To engage in a game ; and derived senses.

16. trans. To exercise or employ oneself in,

engage in, practise (a game or definite form of

amusement). Also in various figurative expres-
sions : see GAME sb. 5, also BO-PEEP, DUCK AND
DRAKE, FAST AND LOOSE, HANDY-DANDY, etc.

<:888 K. /ELFRED Boeth. xxxvl. 5 [6] Da cild. .mani^fealde
pieman plcjiabSrer hi hyi'lao" ealdum monnum. c 1250, 1297
[see GAME sb. 5, 3 b]. a 1300 Cursor M. 16623 (Cott.) And
wit him bai plaid sitisott, And badd bat he suld rede Quilk
o bairn him gaf be dint, c 1369 CHAUCER Dethe Blaitnchc
618 For fals Fortune hath pleyd a game Atte ches with me.
c 1440 Prowp. Part'. 404/2 Pleyyn buk hyde, angulo. 1576
FLEMING Panopl. Epist. 350 The common games plaide and
practised at Olympus. 1635 JACKSON Creed vin. xxxi. 7
As the proverb is, by-standers sometimes see more than

they who play the game. 1679 Establ. Test 6 The After-

game they had to play. .was to be managed with. .Skill.

1796 Chron. in Ann. Reg. 33/1 Next morning the match
was played out. 1838 DE MORGAN Ess. Prol>al>. in We are
entitled to conclude that.. the games played were each not
less than 3 to 2 in favour of the bank. 1866 MRS. GASKELL
Wives <V Dait, xiii, He taught young ladies to play billiards

on a wet day. 1885 Times (weekly ed.) 13 Feb. 16/4 The
young men played fives against the tower.

b. To play thegame : i. e. according to the rules,

fairly ; hence to
'

play fair', act honourably, colloq*
1889 [see GAME sb. 40]. 1898 KIPLING Days Work 248

(Maltese Cat} 'Play the game, don't talk', the Maltese
Cat whickered. 1904 Daily Chron. 2 May 4/5 Men do not
talk about their honour nowadays they call it 'playing the

game '.

c. To represent or imitate in sport ; to make
pretence of; to practise or deal with in a trifling

way or as if for amusement, not seriously. Also
with

ofy'.
cl. to pretend, make believe (that . . .)

for sport or amusement.
c 1386 CHAUCER Shipmatis T. 233 Or elles that we pleye
A pilgrymage, or goon out of the weye. 1821 LAMB Etta
Ser. i. Old <y New Schoolmaster,. The noises of children,

playing their own fancies. 1863 W. PHILLII-S Speeches vi.

113 We do not play politics. 1875 LOWELL Spenser Prose
Wks. 1890 IV. 324 Children who play that everything is

something else. 1890 St. Nicholas Mag. Oct. 1007 We
played that we were gypsies. (Cf. 19.)

17. intr. To engage or take part in a game. In

Cricket said esp. of the batsman.

(120$ LAY. 8134 Summen pleoden on taeuelbrede [1*75
Somme pleoide mid tauel]. c 1320 Sir Tristr. 310 A chtker
he fond bi a cheire, He asked who wold play. 1484 CAXTON
Fables ofAvian xxi, The euylle. .whiche doo no thynge
but playe with dees and cardes. a 1548 HALL Chron,^
Hen. V 41 b, The Dolphyn..sent to hym [Henry V] a tunne
of tennis balles to plaie with. 1562 J. HEVWOOD Prov. ff

Epigr. (1867) 163 He pleythbest that wins. 1687 A. LOVELL
tr. Thevenofs Trar. i. 34 Though they play for nothing,
yet they take great pleasure at play. 1750 CHF.STF.RF. Lett,

(1792) II. 334 A man may play with decency; but if he

games he is disgraced. 1866 RontledgJs Every Boy's Ann.
355 The batsman must play with additional care. 1884
H. C. llfNSF.R in Harper s Mag. Jan. 305/1 Well played,
sir ! 1884 ULIGH in Lillyivhite's Cricket Ann. 3 The last

named, .playing in his best style.

b. spec. To play for stakes, esp. for the sake of

gain ; to game, gamble.
1511 Churche of Ynell Men (Pynson) E vij, They that

make, sell, bye. .the dyce, the cardes, the tables.. .They that

serue the players . . they y l lende them money for to play.

1599 SHAKS. Hen. I7
,
HI. vi. 119 When Lenitie and Crueltie

play for a Kingdome, the gentler Gamester is the soonest

winner. 1615 STF.PHF.NS Ess. $ C/tar.
t
Gamester (1857) 169

If he plaies upon Ticket, he knowes you are. .not able to

exact, though nee resolves to pay nothing. 1789 CHARLOTTE
SMITH Ethelinde (1814) I. 13 He has had the character of

playing monstrous deep. 1809 MALKIN Gil Bias vn. xii.

?8 Playing for his last stake, a 1832 BENTHAM Deontol. ii.

(1834) II. 125 Every gamester who plays upon equal terms,

plays to a disadvantage.
C. imper. Play! In Cricket, said by the bowler

as a call to the batsman immediately before the

delivery of the ball (formerly, by the umpire to the

whole of the players at the beginning of each

innings) ; also in Lawn Tennis by the server at

the beginning of each service.

cried the bowler. 1869 Kontledge's Every Boy's Ann. 639
'

Play
'

again called, we commenced our innings.

d. Iransf. In Cricket, said of the ground or

'wicket', in reference to the effect of its condition

upon the play.
1866 Routledge's Every Boys Ann. 355 The ground will

afterwards play as differently as possible. 1881 Daily
Nezvsg}u\y 2 The wicket did not seem to play particularly
well.

e. Play or pay. a sporting phrase meaning that,

if one party to a race or other match fails to *

play
'

or engage in the match, his backers have to pay as

if he had lost. Hence play orpay bet, a bet holding

good whether the horse runs or not.

1821 Sporting" Mag. IX. 55 A man gammons himself most

truly, if he makes play or pay bets. 1877 H. SMART Play
or Pay viii, I got a letter to say that the regiment had been
wild enough to back me, run or not play or pay, as it is

termed, which means that they will have to pay their

money even if I don't run.

18. fig. or gen. To act, behave, conduct oneself

(in some specified way) ; chiefly in special phrases,
as: a. To play fait", to piny according to the

rules of the game, without cheating ; also, by ex-

tension, to do the thing regularly, to act justly or

honourably, b. To play false ^ foul, foully ;
also

to play a person false : to cheat in a game or

contest ; to deceive, betray. C. To play into the

hands of (formerly also to play something into

the hands of} : to act so as to give an advantage to

(another, either partner or opponent), d. To play
it on (cf. 9) : to play a trick upon, take in, cheat ;

so to play (low] down OH, to take a mean or unfair

advantage of. {slang' or colloq?} So f to play on (or

with} both hands (see HAND sb. 40^ ; to play on or

upon the square (see SQUARE). Cf. also 16, 34.

1555 LATIMER Wfo, (Parker Soc.) II. 441 They think

that other, hearing of such men's going to mass, do see or

inquire of iheir behaviour there ; and thus they play wilily,

beguiling themselves. 15^9 B. JONSON Cy/A/'j R&>. iv.i,

If she have play'd loose with me, I'll cut her throat.

a. c 1440 York Myst. xxix. 365 Playes faire in feere, and
I schall fande to fest it With a faire flappe, and her is one
and her is ij. 1603 SHAKS, Meas. for M. HI. i. 141. 1763
C. JOHNSTON Reverie I. 153 They will imagine that you do
not play fair. 1866 MRS. GASKELL ll'i'ivs $ Dan. vi, He'll

get a.. fellowship if they play him fair.

b. 1579 LYLY Euphues (Arb.) 98 Venus played false.

1590- [see FALSE IJ. 3]. 1605 SHAKS. Macb. in. i. 3 Thou
hast it now, King, Cawdor, Glamis, all As the weyard
Women promise!, and I feare Thou playd'st most fowly for*t.

1680 OTWAY Orphan iv. iii. 1420, I fear the Priest has plaid
us false. 1775 SHKKIDAN Rivals n. ii, You play false with

us, madam. 1884 Times (weekly ed.) 3 Oct. 13/3 Appear-
ances might play them false. 1893 N. $ Q. 8th Ser. IV.

534/1 If my memory does not play me false, I have also

seen the paper in the Gent. Rlag.
C. 1705 tr. Bosnian's Guinea 32 If the Enemies them-

selves had not seasonably plaid an Opportunity into our

Hands. 1753 HANWAY Trav, (1762) I. vi.lxxxv. 393 What-
ever we play into their hands, is a losing game to this

country. 1809 MALKIN Gil Bias vn. xv. r 4, I suspect
the clerk of the kitchen and my steward of playing into

one another's hands. 1878 H. H. GIBBS Ombre 24 He will

hold the balance between his friend and the Ombre ; placing
into the hand of one or the other so as to divide the tricks

equally between them. 1879^ FROUDE Csesar iii. 29 The

powers which he had played into the hands of the mob to

obtain.
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d. 1871 U. HARI K Heathen Chinee iii, Yet he played it

that day upon William And me in a way I despise. 1882

Flip ii, It's playing it rather low down on the old man.

1894 Outing (U. S,) XXIV. 288/1 This played it on our

pursuers very neatly. 1904 MAKIK COKELLI God's Gd. Man
xxi, I always do my best not to play down on a woman.

19. Play (it: a. To engage or take part in (a

specified game or diversion ; also_/^.) : = 16.

1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 3965 Wib pleyynge [t'.rr. pleynde,

plei^mge] atte tables oper atte chekere. a 1300 Florin

$ Bl. 344 penne he wule..bidde be pleie at be escheker.

c 1440 Protnp. Parv. 404/2 Pleyyn at the bal, pililudo.
a 1548 HALL Chron., Hen. I 'III 98 b, On saterday the kyng
&: the Emperor playd at tennice at the Bayne. 1560 DAUS
tr. Sicilian?s Comm. 290 To passe away the time, the Lant-

grave playeth at the cardes. 1596 SHAKS. McrcJi. V. n. i.

32 If Hercules and Lychas plate at dice Which is the better

man. 1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 742 Our men plated
at foot-ball with them of the Hand. 1728 MORGAN Algiers
II. ii. 232 His Majesty.. really never appeared better pleased
than when playing at Loggerheads, provided there was
a Prospect of his being a Gainer. 1853 LYTTON fily Novel
i. xi, There, two can play at that game ! 1884 Illustr.

Lond. AV;c.s Christinas No. 22/1
' I'm afraid, doctor, we are

playing at cross questions and crooked answers
', said Fred.

b. To represent in sport ; to amuse oneself with
an imitation of: = 16 c.

1840 MACAULAYCT/rt'tf Ess. (1887) 527 There is still a Mosul,
who is permitted to play at holding courts and receiving
petitions. 1849 Hist, Eng. v. I. 613 In their childhood,
they were accustomed to play on the moor at the fight
between King James's men and King Monmouth's men.
1895 Miss SYMONDS Stud. Prejudices vii, Though she had
often played at sentiment, no man had ever touched her
heart.

20. trans, with personal object, a. To play
against ; to contend against in a game.
ci43o Baiayle of Egyngeconrte 281 in Hazl. E.P. P. II.

104 We will play them euerychone, These lordes of Eng-
land^,

at the tenys. 1832-8 WARKFN Diary Physic. (1844)
II. iii. 175

'

I'll play you for a hundred pounds, Doctor !'

said Sir Henry; 'and give you a dozen !' 1899 Tit-Bits
8 Apr. 21/1 Charles Dawson, who has just been playing
John Roberts for the championship [in billiards].

b. Cricket* etc. To employ (a person) to play ;

to employ in a match ; to include in a team or

company of players.
1887 Daily News 8 Dec. 3/4 Let the county committees

stamp it out.. simply by not playing the offenders. 1892
Pall Mall G. 4 Aug. 5/2 The day of bowlers who are played
for their bowling only is over. 1894 Times 22 June 8/2

Surrey played the eleven which has done so well for them
in their other matches.

21. To stake or wager in a game ; to hazard at

play. Also fig.
1483 CAXTON Cato Bivb, A player [at dice] demaunded

of hym [St. Bernard] yf he wolde playe his hors ageynst
his sowle. 1575 in loth Rep. Jfis(. MSS. Comm. App.
v. 441 Neither shall he plaie his said maisters goodes at

tables, dyce, tennies, or any other unlawfull games. 1589
Hay any Work A iij b, Our brother Westchester had as
Hue playe twentie nobles in a night, at Priemeero on the
cards. 1601 SHAKS. Tivel. N. n. v. 207 Shall I play my free-

dome at tray-trip, and becom thy bondslaue? 1870 BURTON
Hist. Scot, (1873) V. liii. ii It gave the ruler of Scotland a
stake which he might play against the English Government.

b. Play aivay (^off) : to lose in gambling; Jig.
to waste, squander, throw away recklessly.
1562 Jack Juggler in Hazl. Dodsley II. 115 He hath no

money but what he doth steal, And that he doth play away
every deal. 1647 WARD Simp. Cobler (1843) 67 They will

play away .. Knights, Rooks,, .and all. 1693 LUTTRELL
Brief Rel. (1857) III. 5 The King . . at night . . plaid off
200 guineas, according to custome. 1721 RAMSAY Rise
fy Fall ofStocks 52 Some lords and lairds sell'd riggs and
castles, And play'd them aff with tricky rascals. 1879
DOWDEN Southey iv. 112 Southey could not afford to play
away his health at hazard.

C. To play for, or in order to gain (something) ;

to gain by playing : in phr. to play BOOTY, to play
a PRIZE (see these words).
22. To move or throw (a piece, etc., with which

a game is played), as an item in the playing of
the game. a. Chess, etc. To move (a man) to

another square on the board.

1562 ROWBOTHUM Cheasts B iv b, Thou shalt playe thy
Queenes Paune as farre as he may go. 18.. WALKER in
Mod. Hoyle (1870) 45 When you touch a piece with the bona
fide intention of playing it. 1870 Ibid. 48 To open the game
well, some of the Pawns should be played out first.

b. Cards. To take (a card) from one's 'hand*
and lay it face upwards on the table, in one's turn.

Also^/^f. to bring forward, or deal with in some

way (,a thing or person) for one's own advantage ;

to play ones cards well, to make good use of one's

resources or opportunities (cf. CARD s6.z 2 d).
1680 COTTON Compl. Gamester (ed. 2) 82 That he [your

Partner] may either Trump them, or play the best of that
suit on the Board. You ought to have a special eye to what
Cards are play'd out. 1753 FOOTE Eng. in Paris i. i, If
Lucinda plays her Cards well, we have not much to fear

from_that Quarter. 1809 MALKIN Gil Bias vii. ii. p 10 After

this, if you do not play your cards, it is your own fault. 1879
' CAVENDISH ' Card Ess., etc. 163 He played a false card.

1891 T. HARDY Tess i. vii, She ought to make her way
with 'en, if she plays her trump card aright.

c. In games with balls, as cricket, tennis, golf,

billiards, bowls, etc. : To strike (the ball) with the

bat, racket, stick, cue, etc., or to deliver it with the

hand, so as to send it in a particular direction or

place it in a particular position.
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1850 F. T. FINCH in
' Bat

'

Cricket. Man. 95 Cricket ne'er
shall be forgot while we can play a ball. 1882 Daily Tel.

27 May, In the first innings the Antipodeans experienced
,
some difficulty in playing the bowling of Jones. 1891 W. G.

i GRACE Cricket 233 If you can keep up your wicket and play
the ball hard away from you, runs are sure to come. 1901
H. McHiGH John Henry 67

'

Play the round ball !

'

sug-
gests Shine.

d. Play on (Cricket} : of a batsman, to play the
ball on to his own wicket, putting himself * out '.

1882 Daily Tel. 19 May, When only half-a-dozen had
been scored, Butler played on, and he had to make way for
Harnes. 1894 Times 10 July 11/2 Mr. Mordaunt was out
in [Brockwells] first over, for, after cutting and driving the
ball for four, he played on.

23. To bring into some condition by playing ;

e. g. to play oneself iti, to get into form for, or adapt
oneself to the conditions of, play ; to play time out,
to extend the play until the end of theappointedtime.
1869 Routledges Ev. Hoy's Ann. 639 Their players had

strict injunctions to
'

play time out '. 1894 7Ywt\s 10 July
1 1/2 Mr. Jackson came in with Dr. Grace, and, although
a little uncomfortable at starting, soon played himself in.

24. Jig. a. To use or treat as a counter or play-

thing, to manage or use for one's own ends (like
chessmen or cards in a game).
1656 Cow LEY Find. Odes, Dcstinie ii, Some Wisemen, and

some Fools we call, Figures, alas, of Speech, for Destiny
plays us all.

b. To set in opposition, oppose, pit (one person,
thing, or party against another), esp. for one's own
advantage. In mod. use almost always //ay off.

1643 Plain English (1690) 9 They could play one Party of
Protestants against another. 1732 BERKELEY Alciphr. vi.

24 An ingenious Free-thinker may. .play one absurdity
against another. 1807 Ann. Reg. 4/2 He played off France
against the world, and the world against France. 1835
LYTTON Rienzi x. iv, The folly is mine, to have played
against the crafty Tribune so unequal a brain as thine.

1885 blanch. Exam. 6 Aug. 5/1 The Sultan likes to play off
one Power against another.

c. Play off-, to cause (a person) to exhibit

himself disadvantageous^.
1712 STEELE Sped. No. 497 p 3 His whole Delight was in

finding out new Fools, and, as our Phrase is, playing them
off, and making them shew themselves to advantage. 1713
ADDISON Guard. No. 71 ? 5 He would now and then play
them off, and expose them a little unmercifully. 1864
Miss YONGE Trial ix, She knew that he was playing the
widow off, and that, when most smooth and bland in look
and tone, he was inwardly chucklingr

d. To pass offzs something else
;
to palm off.

1768 H. WALPOI.E Hist. Doubts 99 Her preparing the way
for her nephew, by first playing off and feeling the ground
by a counterfeit. 1867 R. GIFFEN in Fortn. Rev. Nov. 620
The trick of playing off Jacobite effusions as the national
literature of Scotland had already been found out.

IV. To exercise oneself or engage in sword-

play, fighting, or fencing.
25. intr. To exercise oneself or contend with

weapons ; spec, to contend for exercise or pastime
with swords, rapiers, or sticks; to joust, tourney;
to fence. In quot. a 1300, ?to contend (in general
sense). Obs. or arch.
c 1205 LAY. 8145 peos tweien cnihtes bi-gunnen mid sceldes

to scurmen, serst heo pleoweden [c 1275 pleoiden] and
seo35e pliht makeden. ^1275 Ibid. 8126 And pleoiden in

J?an feldes mid sceaftes and mid scealdes. a 1300 K. Horn
186 Us he dude lede Into a galeie, Wib bese to pleie,. .Wib-
ute sail and rober. ^1440 Gesta Rom. liv. 235 (Harl. MS.)
Cornelius, .come with theaduersarijs ayenste the Emperour,
the whiche wolde play. 1553 T. WILSON Rhet. 7b, I male
commende hym for plaiyng at weapons. 1602 SHAKS. tlam.
v. ii. 206 He sends to know if your pleasure hold to play
with Laertes. 1692 SIR W. HOPE Fencing-Master (ed. 2)

137 Whither you be to play with Blunts or Sharps. 1792
in Southey Life A. Bell (1844) I. 440 The officers . . passed
the whole day in the Sun, playing at long bullets.

(
b. trans, with the bout or contest as object ;

as, to play a play^ to play a touch (also Jig. ;

see TOUCH sb.). Obs.

1470-85 MALORY Arthur vin. xxxix. 333 Goo thou to

yonder pauelione and arme the of the best thou fyndest
there, and I shalle playe a merueillous playe with the. 1562
Jack Juggler in Hazl. Dodsley II. 114, I care not much At
the bucklers to play with thee one fair touch. 1598 R.
BERNARD tr. Terence, Heauton. n. iii, See you play no wild
touch [L, Vide si's, ne quid iinprudens ruas\.

V. To perform instrumental music.
26. intr. To perform upon a musical instrument.

Const, on, upon (t#A ^ of).
(In quot. ^825, the vb. seems to be intr. with timpanan in

the instrumental case, as the trans, const, with the instru-
ment as obj. is not otherwise known before the iSthc. ; but
the meaning may also be '

to actuate, operate ', 6.)

1240 Ureisnn 28 in Cott. Horn. 193 Murie'dreameS engle..
biuoren bin onsene. Pleie3, and sweieS, and singeS, bi-

tweonen. c 1275 LAY. 20315 His harpe he wende. .And gan
bare to pleoye And moche game makte. c 1384 CHAUCER
H. Fame HI. in Ther herd I pleyen vpon an harpe..
Orpheus ful craftely. <: 1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) xxv. 115
Mynstrallez, playand on diuerse instrumentes of music.
'553 T. WILSON Rhet. (1580) 133 He can speake the tongues
well, he plaies of Instrumentes, fewe men better. 1578
Nottingham Rec. IV. 177 Man that pled on the drum.
1673 R AY yourn. Low C. 395 All of them cannot paint or

play on music. 1743 POCOCKE Descr. East 1. 82 Three
Mahometans sung Arab songs, beating time with their

hands, and playing on a tambour. 1821 SHELLEY Epipsy*
chidion 65 A Lute, which those whom love has taught to

PLAY.

play Make music on. 1894 HALL CAISE Manxman iv. xiv,
There came the sound of a band playing at a distance.

b. Said of the instrument or the music itself.

1588 SHAKS. /,. /,. L. v. ii. 216 The musicke playes, vouch-
safe some motion to it. 1660 WOOD Life 11 Nov. (O. H. S.)
I. 347 The canons and students of Ch. Ch.. .began to wtare
surplices and the organ playd. a 1706 R. SEMPI.K Piper of
Kilbarchanvi, His pipe play'd trimly to the drum. 1860
DICKENS Uncomm. Trav. v, Hear this instrument that was
going to play. Mod. Just then the music began to play.
27. trans. To perform (music, or a piece of

music) on an instrument.

1509 HAWKS Past. Pleas, xvi. (Percy Soc.) 70 Where that
Musyke, wyth all her minstralsy, Dyvers base daunces

mpost swetely dyd playe. cz6oo SHAKS. Sonn. cxxviii,
When thou, my music, music play'st, LTpon that blessed
wood. 1676 DRYDEN Anrengz. ii. Stage Direct., Betwixt
the Acts, a Warlike Tune is plaid. 1727 GAY Begg, Op.
Introd. (1729) 2 Play away the ouverture. 1882 Miss
BKADDON Mt. Rnyal II. x. 218 Christabel played a Cupricch
by Mendelssohn. 1891 Blackw. Mag. CL. 862 2 The band
played a republican air.

b. To express or describe by music played on an
instrument. Chiefly poet.
1603 KXOI.LES Hist. Turks (1621) B;o Certain Turkish

minstrels., plaied them up many a homely fit of mirth. 1697
DRYDEN I'irg. Past. v. 134 This tuneful Pipe; the saint-
That play'd my Corydon's unhappy Flame.
28. To play or perform on

v
a musical instru-

ment) ; to cause (it) to sound.
1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl., Flute, s.\\ instrument of musick.,

played by blowing in it with the mouth. 1755 JOHNSON',
To Play v.a.. .2. To use an instrument of musick. \T0dd
adds-, as, he plays the organ, fiddle, etc.] 1868 Miss
BRADDON Dead Sea Fr. (Tauchn.) II. vi. 97 Accompanying
herself on the guitar, which she played with a rare per-
faction. 1885 Times (weekly ed.) 14 Aug. 6/1 We have, .to

play the same fiddle as they played, but we. .are not goinc
to play the same tune.

29. \Vith adverbial extension (?', oirf, off, down,
itp, etc.) : To lead, dismiss, or accompany '^persons)
with instrumental music.
1844 W. H. MAXWELL Sports % Adv. Scotl. xxxiv. (1855)

275 The Erasers . . were played oft" the ground by their

pipers. 1883 in Standard 22 Mar. 3/3 The Hampshire
Artillery Band will play all the Artillery past the saluting
point. 1897 HALL CAISK Christian x, A band in yellow
and blue uniform sat playing the people in. 1898 BESAST
Orange Girl n. iii, The small band .. played the company
into the supper-room. Alod. The organist was playing the

congregation out.

30. Jn figurative expressions.
a. Play on or upon : To make use of, or take

advantage of (some quality or disposition of another

person) ;
to practise upon.

1602 SHAKS. Ham. in. ii. 380 You would play vpon mee ;

you would seem to know my stops. Ibid. 387-9. 1697
COLLIER Ess. n. (1703) 74 To flatter the vanity, and play
upon the weakness of those in power. 1775 SHERIDAN
Rivals ii. i. (1798) 32 You rely upon the mildness of my
temper you do, you Dog ! you play upon the meekness of

my disposition ! 1809 MAI.KIN Gil Bias v. i. "35 We fancied
that he meant to play upon our fears. 1870 ROGERS Hist.

Gleanings Ser. n. 116 It is. .natural that shrewd politicians
should play on the credulity of their dupes.

b. To playfirst or second fiddle: see FIDDLE sb.

i b. So to play second, to take a subordinate part.
1809 MALKIN Gil Bias x. xi. F 10, I am .. to play second

fiddle in all your laudable enterprises. 1822, 1862 [see
FIDDLE sh. i b]. 1884 Ma tick. Exam. 9 May 5/5 The Union
will, .have to play second to the Central Committee.

VI. To perform dramatically ;
and derived

senses. [Cf. OE. pieman sb. pi.
= L. ludi (see PLAT

sb. 14) ; plegh&S) PLAYHOUSE, theatre.]
31. trans. To represent in mimic action ; to per-

form as a spectacle upon the stage, etc. ; to act

(a pageant, drama, etc.). Also _/?.
c 1380 WVCLIF Serin. Sel. Wks. II. 15 Alle ber garment!?.

..ben atier taken of be fend, to playe her pagyn among men.
1457, 1468 [see PAGEANT so. i]. 1528 TINDALE Oota. Chr.
Man Wks. (Parker Soc.) I. 340 Mark what pageants have
been played, and what are yet a playing, to separate us
from the emperor. 1542-3 Act 34 <$ 35 Hen. VIII, c. i If
ani . . person . . play in enterludes, sing or rime, any matter
contrarie to the saide doctrine. 1548 UDALL, etc. Erasm.
Par, Matt. vi. 44 Like as players on the stage do playe
theyr playe. 1589 PUTTENHAM Eng. Poesie i. xvii. (Arb.) 51
The old comedies were plaid in the broad streets vpon
wagons or carts vncouered. 1602 SHAKS. Ham. in. ii. 93
The whil'st this Play is Playing. 1809 MALKIN Gil Bias \\.

vii. p 25 The doctor, .had not the least suspicion of the farce
that was playing. 1883 Manch. Exam. 22 Nov. 5/3

' Our
Boys

' was played at Guy's Hospital for the amusement . .

of the nurses and patients. 1896 Pall Mall Mag. Feb. 234
He was alone in the world, with his life half played.

b. Playoff: to show off or exhibit by imitation.

(Cf. takeoff.} ? Obs.

1789 MME. D'ARBLAY Diary 21
Jan.,

He took up a fan . .

and began playing off various imitative airs with it. 1809
MALKIN Gil Bias vn. vii. ? 16 Phenicia.. was playing off the
amiable and unaffected simpleton.

32. trans. Play out : to perform to the end
; Jig.

to bring to an end
; re/I, to come to an end, become

obsolete or effete.

1596 SHAKS. i Hen. II', n. iv. 531 Out you Rogue, play
out the Play. 1854 MRS. AUSTIN Germany, etc. 344 The
great heroic tragedy which was now being played out on the

world's stage. 1867 H. CONYBEARK in Fortn. Rev. Nov. 513
The classical and pointed styles each ran their course from

prime to decadence in fact,
'

played themselves out
'

com-

pletely. 1884 J. QUINCY Figitres ofPast 21 This burlesque

..gradually played itself out, and came loan end.



,

laied the lordes ouer them. 1381 SIDNEY Apol. Poetrie

Arb) 20 Will they now play the Hedgehog that, .draue out

is host? a 1603 J. RAVNOLDS Prapk. Otadiah in. (16131 3

lay the good fellowes your seines with the world. 1662

PLAYABLE.

b. intr. for refl. or pass.

1835 BROWXIXC Paracelsus iv. 680 As tliough it mattered

how the farce plays out, So it be quickly played ! 1885

HOWELLS Silas Lapham (igji)
I. 61 Gentlemamng as a

profession has got to play out in a generation or two.

c. pa. pple. Played out : performed to the end ;

brought to an end, ended, finished, over and done

with ; also, exhausted, used up, effete, worn ont.

(Cf. 16, 22 b.) Hence as ppl. adj. , played-out.

1863 HOLLAND Lett. Joneses xvi. 239 One remains, here

and there, a played-out mail. 1864 BuiTOH Scot. Atr. I. iv.

183 The drama is not yet entirely played out. 1870 B.

HARTE Further L.Jr. Truthful James i, Is our civiliza-

tion a failure ? Or is the Caucasian played out ? 1887 H'estm.

Kc-J. June 272 About twelve or fifteen years ago he was

decidedly of opinion that Mr. Gladstone was played out.

1888 LEES & CLUTTERBLXK R. C. 1887 xxix. (1802) 325 To-

day they had made forty miles over this awful trail, and

their horses were not unnaturally quite played out.

33. To represent (a person or character) in a

dramatic performance ;
to act the part of.

1:1386 CHAUCER Miller's T. 198 Somtyme to shews his

lightnesse and maistrye He [Absolon] pleyeth Herodes vp on

a Scaffold hye. 1513 MORE Rich. Ill (1883) 79 In a stage

play all the people know right wel that he that playeth the

sowdayne is percase a sowter. 1590 SHAKS. Mtdt. a. I. n.

-i Yet my chiefe humour is for a tyrant. I could play

Ercles rarely. .11631 DONNE To .Sir //. Walton Poems

(1654) 146 Courts are Theaters, where some men play Pnnces,

some slaves. 1825 J. NEAL Bra. Jonathan I. 92, I do not

go to see the characters of the Bible played, a 1845 BAR-

IUM Ingot. Leg. Ser. in. Marie J/ignot, Miss Kelly plays

Marie.

34. Hence Jig. in real life: To sustain the

character of
;
to perform the duties or characteristic

actions of; to act as if one were, act or behave as

or like, act the part of. (Almost always with the

before the object ; rarely with adj. absol. as obj.).

Esp. in various phrases, as to play the DEUCE, the

DEVIL, MFooL, the MAN, the MISCHIEF, POSSUM,

REX, TRUANT, etc. : see the sbs.

CI374 CHAUCER Troylus n. 1191 (1240) But ye han pleyed

tyraunt neigh to longe, And hard was it your herte for to

grave. 1426 AUDELAV Poems (Percy Soc.) 29 Thai play not

the fole, Contenuali thai go toscole. 1433 LYDG. St.Edmuiid

il 381 Among sarseynes he pleied the lioun. 1530 H.

RHODES Bit. Nurture in Babees Bit. 84 Auoyde murther,

saue thy selfe, play the man, being compelde. 1550 CROWLEY

Way to Wealth Aviijb, With extreme crueltie ye haue

plaied the lordes ouer them. 1381 SIDNEY Apol. Poetrie

(Ar
his

Play te goo eowes .

BP HOPKINS Fun. Serin. (1685) 93 Chess-men that on the

board play the King and Queen, but in the bag are of the

same materials, and rank with others. 1790-1811 COMBE
Devil on Two Sticks (1817) I. 274 It is an act of prudence

to let a woman play the fool, for fear she should play the

devil 1823 LOCKHART Ref. Dalian vm. i, But we must not

play sad now, my dear, I hope you will be happy here.

1896 Pall Mall Mag. May 5 It was gall to me to play

jackal to Dan, or to any one else.

35. To sustain, represent, act (a part, the part

of}, lit. in dramatic performance, of fig. in real

life : see PABT sb. 9, 9 b.

1:1470 HENRY Wallace i. 165 King Herodis part thai

playit in to Scotland. 1348, 1584, 159..
6o l s P

*?
T

sb 9, 9b]. 1655 CULPEPPER Rirerius Printer to Rdr., I he

friends of the Sick must play their part, or all will not be

well. 1672 [H. STUBBE] Rosemary f, ISayes 12 Though this

expression of taking upon him the person [
= personam

indiiere] . . may not be culpable enough . . and therefore I

1711 /VDlJlSU^ fcjwst*. j-i "-< uy r ^ .-MI-, uuj,.-- - f j
t

-

in haste, when she considers that she is suddenly to quit the

Stage. 1855 MACAULAY Hist. Kng. xix. IV. 310 ihe parts

which she was in the habit of playing, and ..the epi-

loues which it was her especial business to recite. 1881

GARDINER & MULLINGF.R Introtl. Stud. F.ng. Hist. I. xi. 195

In the final struggle.. England played her part well.

36. intr. To act a drama, or a part m a drama
;

to perform ;
= ACT v. 8. Also Jig:

1580 in W. H. Turner Select. Rec. O.r/o/rf (1880) 408 No
Mayor, .shall geve leave to any players to playe within the

euilde hall. 1602 SHAKS. Ham. in. ii. 104 Ham. My Lord,

you plaid once i th' University, you say? Palm. That I

did my Lord, and was accounted a good Actor. 1700

DRYDEN Pal. % Arc. in. 889 Even kings but play, and when

their part is done, Some other, worse or better, mount the

throne. 1838 DICKENS Nich. Nick, xxiii, Did you ever play

at Canterbury? 1880 MCCARTHY Own Times IV. Ixiv. 434

He showed that he was resolved to play on a vaster stage.

b. Play up to (Theatrical slang) : to act in

a drama so as to support or assist another actor ;

hence, to support, back up ;
to flatter, toady.

1809 MALKIN Gil Bias vi. i. rS You want two good actors

to play up to you. 1827 HONE Every-day Bk. II. 323 He
[a performing elephant] was '

played up to
'

by the cele-

brated columbine, Mrs. Parker. 1826 DISRAELI Viv. Grey
II. xv, There is your Playing-up toady, who, unconscious to

its feeder, is always playing up to its feeder's weaknesses.

1894 Times 5 Mar. 14/1 The windows here are designed, like

the others, to play up to the mosaics, and are not intended

to be too visible in profile.

Play, obs. form of PLEA sb. and v.

Playable (pl?-ab'l), a. [f.
PLAY v. + -ABLE.]

t 1. Given to play, playful, sportive. Obs.

1483 Cath. Angl. 282/2 Playabylle, ludibundus, ludicris,

ludicer, ludibilis.

2 Capable of being played : in various senses.

.860 READE StA Commandm. 30 There were passages in

' Le Chateau Grantier
'

not playable in England.

978

BENNETT & CAVENDISH Billiards 480 Any ball or balls
'

behind the baulk-line, .. are not playable if the striker be in

baulk. 1875 M. PATTISON Casaubon 154 Ihe part of

chaplain-man-of-the-world, a part often played, and still

playable. 1887 GURNEY Tertium Quid II. 57 Old Scotch

tunes playable on the black keys of a piano. 1898 Daily

News 5 May 5/2 The maestro laid the instrument down

with an evident air of contempt, but he declared it to be

b. Of a cricket or football ground or the like :

Admitting of or fit for playing on.

1872 Daily News 15 July, The play did not commence

until half-past n, when the ground was rendered play-

able' by the copious use of sawdust. 1881 Sportsman

31 Jan. 4/5 Football at Oxford.. the ground will hardly be
|

playable until the end of this week.

Hence PlayaW'lity, the quality of being playable.
1881 STEVENSON Virg. Pucrisque 259 Bound up with the

subject of play, and the precise amount of playfulness, or

payability, to be looked for in the world.

Play-actor, -actress, etc.: see PLAY sb. 17.

Play-bill (pte'-bil).
A bill or placard announc-

ing a play and giving the names of the actors to

whom the various parts are assigned.

1673 [R. LEIGH] Tramp. Reh. i Having posted up a play-

bill for the title of his book.. being prefer 'd from writing of
,

bills for the play-houses. 1759 JOHNSON Idler No. 47 ? 10 i

His first care in the morning is to read the play-bllls.

1875 LOWELL Wks. (1800) IV. 376 Theatrical critiques as

ephemeral as play-bills.

Play-book (pk'-buk). Also without hyphen,

as one word, or two. [f.
PLAY sb. + BOOK sb. 3.]

A book of plays or dramatic compositions.

"535 Cim. Corp. Chr. Plays App. n. 107 Payd for makyng
of the playe-boke vs. 1624 MASSINGER Parl. Lave u. in,

Comparing of these eyes to the fairest flowers,.. And such

hyperboles stolen out of playbooks. 1727 GAY Bag. Op.

i. x, Those cursed Play-books she reads have been her

ruin. 1856 EMF.RSON E,ig. Traits, Aristocr. Wks. (Bohn)

II. 80 'Tis an old sneer, that the Irish peerage drew their

names from playbooks.

Playcart, obs. f. PLACARD. Playce, obs. f.

PLAICE. Playche, obs. f. PLEACH, PLASH .

Playd, -e, obs. ff. PLAID, PLEA, PLEAD.

Play-day (pl^-d^i). A day given up to play ;

a clay exempted from work ; esp. a school holiday.

1601 HOLLAND Pliny I. 555 Worse than either of these is

he who doth that vpon work days which should haue bin

don on play-daies or idle holidaies. 1653 in Nicholai

Paters (Camden) II. 334 He wrote of the sending of May-
nard, Windham and Twisden to the Towre ;

he said it was

a strange playdaye. a 1716 SOUTH Serm. (1724) VI. x. 343

The Soul's Play-day is always the Devil's work ing Day, and

the idler the Man, still the busier the Tempter. 1768 WESLEY

Wks. (1872) XIII. 285 We have no play-days (the school

being taught every day in the year but Sundays). 1876

GRANT Burgh Sc/i. Scot/. H. v. 172 In 1763 the play-days at

the grammar school of Kinghorn were fixed as the alter-

noons of every Wednesday and Saturday.

attrib. 1747 W. DUNKIN in Francis Horace, Ef. II. II. 290

Or, wanting Prudence, like a Play-day Boy Blindly rush

on, to catch the flying Joy.

b. A week-day on which miners or others do

not work: cf. PLAY sb. 13, v. 15.

1892 Daily News 12 Apr. 6/4 With reference to the weekly
'

playday
'

being fixed for Saturday the agent advised the

men to accept this,., it was decided unanimously to take

a ballot whether the playday shall be Monday, Thursday,

or Saturday. 1901 Daily Mail 7 Nov. 3/4 The miners

obeyed their leaders as implicitly as they did on . .the three

previous
'

play-days '.

t Playe, v. Obs. rare. [a. GV.pleiur, in 3 sing,

pres. pleie (mod.F. plier and player} to fold :-

L. plicare. A doublet of PLY v.] trans. To fold.

Cliff, Bk. Cnrtasye in. 818 in Babees />'. 326 Be-fore bo

lorde and be lady..Dowbelle he playes bo towelle here.

Playe, pla^e, obs. forms of PLAY.

Played-out, ///. a. : see PLAY v. 32 c.

Player (pl^'ai). Forms: I plesere, 4 pleier,

R pleyar(e, 5-6 pleyer, 5-7 plaier, (6 plear),

5
- player. [OE. pleyre, i.pieman, PLAY v. + -Kill.]

L One who plays.

1. In general sense. (The OE. instance appears

to be a mistranslation by the glossator.)

c 1000 /ELFRIC Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 108/9 Gimnosophista,

nacod ple*ere. 1382 WYCLIF Jer. xv. 17, I sat not in

counsel! of pleieres [Vulg. ludentium], and gloriede fro the

face of thin bond, c 1440 Promp. Pan'. 404/1 Pleyare,
! lusor. Ibid., Pleyare, bat alwey wyl pley, ludibundus.

i2 HULOET, Player at all games, pastymes, and sportes,
!

Sdio. 1604 SHAKs.OM.il. f 113 You are Pictures out of

doore .Wilde-Cats in your Kitchens.. Players in your Hus-

wiferie. 1755 JOHNSON, Player, an idler ; a lazy person.

Mod. A player at farming.

2. One who engages in some game, usually spec

fied in the context, e.g. chess, draughts, cards, tennis;

one who is practised or skilful in some game.
c 1420 LYDG. Assembly of Cods 1232 Well he shalbe

taught As a pleyer [? at chess) shuld to drawe another

draught. CI440 Promp. Pan,. 404/2 Plevar, at the bal,

pililudius. 01500 MS. Ash,,,. 344 (Bodl.) If. 2ob, If ye be

a great plaier [at chess] & can well defende your game.

1562 ROWBOTHUM Cheasts A iij, The by slanders (whiche

commonlye see more then the plaiers). 1630 R. Johnson s

Kined. t, Comtnw. 180 Let us doe as Players at Tennis, be

judged by all the lookers on. 1778 C. JONES HnUt
Games Impr. 25 Suppose I play the Ace of a Suit of which

;
I have Ace, King, and three small ones ; the last Player

does not chuse to trump it, having none of the buit. IBO

|
Rugby School Football Laws 19 Any player obtaining

I a ball in a maul, must have it down as soon as possible.

PLAYFERE.

b. One who plays for stakes ;
a gambler.

1483 [see PLAY z'. 21). 1511 Churcheo/l 'uclt ,!/ (Pynson)
B vj, Oft my players shall say, by the deth such one was
a nimble player, for when he came to the play he had but

.v. s. & wan .x. s. c 1315 Cache Lorelfs B. (Percy Soc.) 1 1

Gardeners, and rake fetters ; Players, purse cutters, money
baterers. 1755 JOHNSON, Player. .a gamester.

C. A professional player (at cricket, golf, etc.).

1884 LillywhiU's Cricket A nn. 29 The two matches be-

tween the Gentlemen and Players. 1891 W. G. GRACE
Cricket 210 Every player selected by the Committee to play

against the Gentlemen is paid at the rate of to per match.

1895 Daily News i Au. 6/2 England has generally the

better of Scotland, both in the Amateur and Player [Golf)

Championships.

1 3. One who plays or performs tricks to amuse

others : a juggler ; an acrobat. Obs.

c 1430 Pilgr. I.y/Manhode IV. xlvii. (1869^ 199 He maketh

of biike bat pleyen with hem, and doon it, hise principal

pleyeres, and hise special jogeloresses. 1530 PALSGR. 255/1

Player or goer upon a corde, batelleur.

4. One who acts a character on the stage ; a

dramatic performer, an actor. (In earlier use, one

who played in an interlude.)

1463-4 Rolls o/Parlt. V. 505/2 That .. Pleyers in their

Enterludes, be not comprised in this Acte. 1466 Mann. <$

House/I. Exp. (Roxb.) 325 And the sonday nexte after the

xij. day, I safe to the pleyeres of Stoke, ij. s. a 1533 LD -

BERN-EDS Gold. Bk. M. Aurel. (1546) G viij, Counterfaityng

plaiers of farces and mummeries. 1539 in Vicary s Anat.

(1888) App. xii. 240 To y quenes pleyers for pleyng before

> king this Cristemas iiij li. 1569 Nottingham Rec. IV.

132 A reward gevyn to Ser John' Beron plears. 1600 SHAKS.

A. Y. L. n. vfi, 140 All the world's a stage, And all the men
and women, meerely Players, a 1680 CHARNOCK Self-Exam.
Wks (1849) 175 A player is not a prince, because he acts

the part of a prince. 1742 H. WALPOLE Lett. Mann (1834)

I. 146 All the run is now after Garrick, a wine-merchant who

is turned player at Goodmans-fields. 1868 HELPS Realmah
xvii. (1876) 475 Give me some good plays to go to, played

by great players.

5. One who plays on an instrument of music.

1463 in Bury Wills (Camden) 18 Y pleyers at y orgenys

ij d. 1539 BIBLE (Great) i Sam. xvi. 16 A man, that is a

connyng player with [Ge,ieva\pon] an harpe. 1608 WILLET

Hexapla Exod. 198 The singers and players of instruments.

1837 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 7) XV.6i5/i The safest compass for or-

dinary players [of the serpent] is the twofirst of these octaves.

II. That which plays.

1 6. A metal pendant to a horse's bit. Obs.

1598 FLORIO, Saliutra,..among riders the plate whereat

the players that hang in the mids of a port are fastned.

1607 MARKHAM Caval. VI. (1617) 57 He shall haue Snaffles

of all shapes, .with small rings in the midst, and sundry sort

of small players fastned to those ringes, which to a trauel-

ling horse breedes pleasure. 1611 CoTGK., Babillons, the

players that hang to the port of a bitt.

f 7. pi. The antennae or palpi of an insect. Obs.

1747 GOULD Eng. Ants 5 Each Horn [of an Ant's Mouth]

has several little Joints, by which means it plays to and fro

with great facility.. .These Players are of particular Use to

the Ants both in feeding themselves and also their Young.

8. Billiards, Croquet. (See quot.)
1868 W. J. WHITMORE Croquet Tact. 9 The term '

player
'

is borrowed from billiards in the game of pool, and means

the ball which, after you have finished your break, will play

""Si. 9. attrib. and Comb, (chiefly appositive, in

sense 4) ,
as player-devil, -girl, -man, -woman, etc. ;

also player-likea. ,
like or befittinga player or actor.

1548 UDALL, etc. Erasm. Par. Mark iv. 24 b, Farre from

all manour of playerlyke ostentation. 1596 LODGE Wits

Miserie 40 They say likewise there is a Plaier Demi, a hand-

some sonne of Mammons. 1641 PBYNNE Antip. 123 Pa-

geants, Theaters, Sceans, and Player-like representations,

in making a puppet-play. 1675 WYCHERLEY Country Wife

n. i, She chid me just now for liking the playermen. 1771

SMOLLETT Humph. Cl. 2 Apr., Miss Liddy had like to have

run away with a player-man. 1837 H. AINSWODTII Lricliton

I 107, I can scarce comprehend how a player-girl like this

can occasion him so much trouble. 1905 Daily Chron.

5 Apr. 7/2 The player-manager is a rarity.

Playeress. rare. [i. prec. + -ESS.] An actress.

1830 in Cobbett Rur. Ridts (1885) 11.334 Many playeresses

had become peeresses.

t Playerly, a. Obs. rare. [f.
as prec. + *t .]

Of the nature or character of an actor ; benttmg

an actor.

1618 BOLTON Florusn. xiv. (1636) 132 Whereby they, .were

overcome in battell, not by true, and very kings, but this

phantastike and playerly one. 1633 PRYNNE Hiilriomaslix

n n i 852 The Satyricall mvectmes of luuenall and others

against this infamous Playerlie Emperor. lb,d. iv. i. 939

PoeticaW~rtrein.es of wit and Playerly eloquence.

Playfellow (pUTfe'Um). [f.
PLAY sb. + Ha-

I

LOW.] A companion in play or amusement: usually

said of children or young people.

1=13 MORE Rich. //7(i883) 36, 1 pray God send them both

better playlelowes than hym. 1590 SHAKS. Mids. N. 1. 1.

220 1633 HEYWOOD Eng. Trav. i. Wks. 1874 IV. 10 My
wife anTyou, in youth were play-fellowes 1790 COWPER

Lett 27 Feb., Mrs. Hewitt.. was my playfellow at Berk-

hamstead. 1838 DICKENS Kich. Kick, i, At times, a recollec-

tion of his old playfellow broke upon him through the haze

in which he lived.

t Playfere (pk~-fij). Obs. Forms : 3 pla?e

iuere, pleiuere, 3-4 pleifere, 4 plaw-, plowe-,

pleyefere, 4-7 pleyfere, 5-8 playfere, (5 -uere,

fer 5-7 -feer, -feere, 6 -fiere, -feir, -feare, 7

-pheer(e ; 5 pleyfer, playefere, 6 -feere, plai-

fere, -feere, -flere, -faier). [f. PLAY sb. + JERE

rf.l, companion, comrade.] A companion at play,



PLAYFUL.
a playfellow-, playmate ;

a companion generally, or

jp any action .or course.
c 1205 LAY. 15631 Ifunden Mserlin & his pla;e-iueren

[c 1275 pleiueres] mid him. a izz$ Juliana *fi pi sari gast
schal wi5 )>e schucke pleifercn pleien in helle. c 1305 St.

Edmund Conf. 64 in E. E. P. (1862) 72 Wi> be ic go in eche
stede . . & }>i pleyfere ic am. a 1310 in Wright Lyric
Poetry xv. 49 Glotonie mi glemon wes, . . Prude wes my
plowe fere. 1388 WVCLIF Judg. xi. 38 Whanne sche hadde

go with hir felowis and pleiferis [1535 COVERD. playefeeres],
sche hiwepte hir maydynhed in the hillis. #1400 Transl.
N. T., Acts xiii. i (Paues 15-7) Manaen pat was }x>plawfere
.[Vulg. collactaneus} of Herowde (xj Tetrarke. c 1470 HARD-
ING, Chron. CLXXVIII. vi, Roger Mortymer..was that tyme
Ihe queues playfeer. 1x1548 HALL Ckron., Hen. F 33 One
of his wanton mates and vnthriftie plaifaiers. 1612 Tivo
Noble K. iv. iii. 79 Learne what maides haue beene her

companions and play-pheeres. a 1765 Jews Daughter ii.

in Child Ballads (1888) III. 244/1, 1 wmna cum in, I cannae
cum in, Without my play-feres nine.

fig. 13.. E. E. Allit. P. C. 45 Thus pouerte & pacyence
are nedes play-feres.

Play-neld, -folk, etc. : see PLAY sb. 17.

Playful (pUTful), a. [f. PLAY sb. + -FUL.]
Full of play, frolicsome, sportive ; also, showing
a sportive or sprightly humour, pleasantly humorous
or jocular, jocund, merry.
a 1240 Lofsong in Cott. Hout. 205 Tpvel spac and slow to
Godd . . sumehwile to pleiful, to drupi o3er hwiles. a. 1568
ASCHAM Sckolem. (Arb.) 64, I was neuur, either Stoick in

doctrine, or Anabaptist In Religion to mislike a merie, plea-
sant, and pi ai full nature, a 1719 ADDISON (J-), He is

scandalized at youth for being lively, and at childhood for

being playful. 1798 BLOOMFIELD Fanner s Boy, Autumn
340 Loud the Scream Of Geese impatient for the playful
Stream. 1807 CRABBE Par. Reg. in. 849 His scorn, his love,
in playful words he spoke. 1874 L. STEPHEN Hours in

Library (1892) II. vii. 208 The playful humour which im-
mortalised John Gilpin.

Play-fully, adv. [f. prec. + -LY2.] Jn a

playful or sportive manner ; jokingly.
1791 BOSWELL Johnson 15 May an. 1776, I mentioned a

scheme . . of making a tour to the Isle of Man . . ; and that
Mr. Burke had playfully suggested as a motto, 'The proper
study of Mankind is Man '. 1845 FORD Handbk. Spain i. 87
Picaro^picara^ rogue (may be used playfully). 1875 JOWETT
Plato(t&. 2) IV. 59 We playfully threatened that you should
not be allowed to go home until the question was settled.

Playfulness, [f. as prec. + -NESS.] The
quality of being playful ; spoitiveness.
*795 SOUTHEY Lett.fr. Spain (1799) 96 With all the baby

playfulness of love. 1823 W. SCORESBY Jrnl. Whale Fish.

17 The [auroral] arch extending across the zenith, showed
an uncommon playfulness of figure and variety of form.
1880 L. STEPHEN Pope iv. 84 His playfulness was too near

deadly earnest for the comedy of common life.

t Play-game. Obs. A game of play; apiece
of sport ;

an amusement, a sport ; a plaything.
1598 BARCKLEY Felic. Main. (1603)62 They esteeme this

our life to be but a play-game. 1632 J. HAYWARD tr. BiondHs
Eromena-zp A small Barke.. that had beene rob'd by Pirates,
and left as a play-game to the windes. 1697 DAMCIER
Voy. round World (1699) 496, I had been in many eminent
Dangers before now,.. but the worst of them all was but
a Play-game in comparison with this.

Playg(e, Playght, obs. ff. PLAYOCK, PLAIT.

Playgoer (pl^-g^^j). [f. PLAY sb. + GOER
;

cf. chunh-goer.\ One who (habitually) goes to

the play; a frequenter of the theatre.
1822 LAMB Etta Ser. i. Artif. Comedy Last Cent., The

present generation of playgoers. 1857 MRS. MATHEWS Tea-
Table Talk II. 313 Night after night I revelled in delights
known only to the play-goer of those times.

So Play-go ing sb. and a.

1780 T. DAVIES Mem. Garrick (1808) II. 48 (Jod.) By these
means drawing all the playgoing people to Drury Lane.
1896 Daily News 28 Jan. 6/6 It has been said that the play-
going of a man of the world is one of the most cherished of
his memories.

Playground. A piece of ground used for

playing on, esp. one attached to a school ; hence,
a place of recreation however extensive.

1794 SOUTHEY Retrospect 79 Much of the easy life the
scholars led, Of spacious play-ground and of wholesome air,
The best instruction and the tenderest care. 1798 Hull
Advertiser 16 June 1/2 Seminary at Thorp-Arch. .. Ad-
joining are extensive Play Grounds, for the recreation of
the young gentlemen. 1874 SYMONDS Sk. Italy <$ Greece

(1898) I. i. 6 Our travellers . . have made of Switzerland an
English playground. 1878 STUBBS Const. Hist. III. xxi.

595 The neighbouring villages were the play-ground and
sporting-ground of the townsmen.

fiS' X S7 MRS. MATHEWS Tea-Table Talk I. 4 A Magazine
is . . an actual playground of indulgence to young authors.
XQOI Expositor July 47 Science has found the problem no

playground.

Playhouse. A house or building in which

plays are acted ;
a theatre.

a 1000 Ald/ulm Glosses (Napier) 1752 Ctfestts theatrit

IWES heofenlican plejhuses. 1599 SHAKS. Hen. Vt
n. Chorus

^6 The Scene Is now transported (Gentles) to Southampton,
There is the Play-house now, there must you sit. 1623 in

N. Shaks, Sac. Trans. (1885) 504 Att the play howse called
the Cockpitt in Drurie Lane. 1666 PEPYS Diary 27 Oct.,
The playhouses begin to play next week. 1733 SWIFT
Lett. Wks. 1841 II. 697 The comedy (which our poor friend

[Gay] gave to the playhouse the week before his death).

1809 KENDALL Trav. I. xiv. 164 There is no play-house in

Harford, nor in any other place in Connecticut. 1851 D.
JERROLD St. Giles iv. 30, I was born a lady.. though I do
sell fruit in the playhouse. 1899 [see PLAYLET].
fi& 17S WYCHERLEY Let. to Pope 5 Nov., You may see. .

the two great Play-houses of the Nation, those of the Lords
and Commons, in dispute with one another.

979

b. attrib,

1673 DRYDKN Marr. d la. Atodc Prol. 16 The women ..

swore they would be true;. .But. .they were made of play-
house flesh and blood. 1700 T. BROWN A musem, Ser. % Com.
iv. (1709) 45 A Play-house Wit is distinguish 'd by wanting
Understanding. 1761 (title] A New Academy of Compli-
ments ..With a collection of the newest Play-house Songs.
1896 KIPLING Seven Seas (Tauchn.) 54 Like playhouse-
scenes, the shore slid past our sleepy eyes.

Playing (pl^'in), vbl. sb. *[f. PLAY v. + -ING!.]
1. The action of the verb PLAY, in various senses.
a 1310 in Wright Lyric /'. xxx. 88 As y me wende oiny

gleyjyng,
on mi folie y thohte. f 1320 Sir Tristr. 1744

che bou?t . . Tristrem and y boafie BeJ> schent for our
playing, c 1420 Ckron. Vilod. ccxx, Edgar rode 0031 on his

pleyeng, In to a fforest ney;t to his place. 1535 COVI-:RDALE

j

Ecclus. xlix. i Swete as hony.., and ay the playenge of
i Musick. 1561 T. HOBY tr. Cetstiglione's Courtyer r. (1577)
;
C v b, Some in ryding, some in playing at fence. 1601 LJr.

! W. BARLOW Semi. Panics Crosse 60 They call it the playeing
of the Bit in the horse mouth. 1691 T. H[ALE] Ace. J\*ciu

I

Invent, p. Ixu'i, A playing of the Tide too and fro. 1711 in
I iotk Rep, Hist. MSS. Conun. App. v. 148 The action . .

mostly consisted in the playeing of the artillery. 1712 J.
, JAMES tr. Le Blonds Gardening 193 Conveying the Water

..for the playing of Jets. 1885 Athcnsenm 14 Nov. 645/2
First-class orchestral playing.

f b. (In form plawing) Boiling. Obs.

1465 in Fasten Lett. III. 435 A grete !ede to brew v. comb
malte with one plawyng. 1683 PETTUS Flcta Min. n. 14
Antiently Boyling was called Plawing.
2. aftrib. and Comb., as playing day, garment,

gear, place, week; fplaying-board, a board for

playing some game on, e. g. a dice-board or chess-

board; playing-croft(<5V.), a playground; fplay-
ing-fere, a playfellow (= PLAYFEKE) ; playing-
field, a field or piece of ground for playing in

;

applied esp. to the playgrounds at Eton
; playing-

house, -passage, in quots. applied to the ( bower'
constructed by bower-birds; fplaying-stock, a
butt for jests, a laughing-stock ; f playing-table
= playing-board\ f playing-thing PLAYTHIXG.
See also PLAYING-CARD.

Rev. II. 370
^

If both sexes have separate *playing-crofts.

ry IY . iv. 1. Q _ _
i playing day I see : how now Sir Hugh, no Schoole to day?

1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls) I. 357 He loueb somdel her
nonce and here 'pleieng feres, c 1450 Cor. Jfyst. (Shaks.
Soc.) 115 Ffarewel, Goddys sustyr, and his pleynge fere.

1583-4 in Willis & Clark Cambridge(m 1.464 (Eton Coll.

Ace.) Trees. .aboute the *playinge fildes. 1736 H. WALPOLK
!

Corr. (1820) I. 6 The playing fields at Eton. 1898 J. A.

[

GIBBS Cotswold Village 28 Pass on to Eton. . . Mark well the
, playing fields, c 1440 Promp. Parv. 404/2 *Pleyynge gar-
I ment, ludix. 1531 in Sharp Cov. Jlfysf. (1825) 44 The seid

pagyaunt, with the implements and *playing geire belongyng
1 to the same. 1840 GOULD m Proc. Zool. Soc, 94 They are

used by the birds as a *playing-house or
' run

',
as it is

teemed. 1871 DARWIN Desc, JMan I. i. ii. 63 The Bower-
birds., tastefully ornamenting their *playing-passages with

gaily-coloured objects, c 1350 IVill. Palcrne 750 pat preui
*pleyng place. . loyned wel iustlyto meliors chamber. 1556
OLDE Antichrist 87 b, The plaieng place, which they call

Theatrum Colosseum. 1579-80 NORTH Plutarch (1676) 748
To make him a *playing stock in common playes. 1519
HORMAN Vulg, 282 b, I haue bought a ^pleyeng tabull : with
.xii. poyntis on the one syde : and chekers on the other syde.
1639 in Bury Wills (Camden) 180, I give vnto my sonne-in-
law . . my inlaid playeing tables, c 1440 Promp, Parv. 404/2
*PIeyynge thynge, or thynge J>at menn or chyldyr pley
wythe. 15*3-4 Rec. St. Alary at Hill 322 M r

parson gave
to them a *puyng weke to make mery. 1892 Daily News
2 Nov. 6/4 The desirability or otherwise of a 'playing

1

week at Christmas.

Flaying, ///. a. [f. as prec. + -ING a
.] That

plays, in various senses : see the verb.
a 1000 in Cockayne Shrine 32 An ple;$ende clld arn under

waenes hweowol. c 1374 CHAUCER Boeth. in. met. ii. (Addit.

EVELYN Diary Apr. (1819) II. 74 A lively playing boy.
1871 RUSKIN in Daily News 24 Feb. (1898) 6/2 Turner has
put the only piece of playing colour in all the picture into
the reflections in this.

fb. Boiling. (Also in form pfawing.} Obs.
1400 Sege Jcrus, 671 Hote playande picche amonge

J?e peple jeten. c 1420 Liber Cocorum (1862) 37 In playand
water bou kast hit schalle To harden. 1552 HULOET, Bubble,
lyke plawing water,, .scateo.

Playing-card. Each card of a set or *

pack
'

used in playing various games : = CARD sb2 I .

1543 tr. Act 3 Edw. IV> c. 4 No marchant. .shal bryng..
into this realme . . chessemen, playeng cardes [orig. cardes
a Juer]. 1684 Land. Gaz. No. 1925/4 Making of Playing
Cards m England, (wherein many hundred Poor People are

imployed). 18x6 SINGER (title) Researches into the History
of Playing Cards.

Playingly, adv. rare.
[f. PLATING///. ,. +

-LY 2
.]

In the way of play or recreation.
1680 AUBREY Brief Lives (1898) I. 2, I doe it playingly.

This morning.. I writt two lives

Flayless, a. [f. PLAY sb. + -LESS.] Devoid
of play or plays (in different senses).
a 1834 COLERIDGE cited in WEBSTER (1864). 1882 C. S. in

Society 14 Oct. u/i Is not France in the same deplorable
playless condition? 1889 Daily News 28 May 5/2 The
playless playgrounds of French schools.

PLAYSTOW.

Playlet, [f. as prec. + -LIT.] A diminutive
or short dramatic play.
1884 B. MATTHEWS m Century Mag. XXVIII. cjifi'In

these beautiful and witty playlets there is but the ghost of
an action. 1892 Welsh Rev. I. 751 The modern playhouse
. . has become the home, not of the play, but the playlet.

t Playlome, -loom. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. PLAY

sb. + ME. lome, LOOM.] An instrument of play :

in quot. applied to a club.

(11400 Sir Perc. 2013 Go reche me my playlome, And I

;

salle go to hym sone..Ane iryne clobe takes he; Agayne
Pcrcevelle the fre He went than fulle right.

Play-ma:ker. Now rare. A maker, com-
poser, or writer of plays ; a dramatic author.
1530 PALSOH. 255/1 Pluye maker, factcvr, /aclistc. 1581

j

SIDNEY Apol. Poetrie (Arb.) 44 Perchance it is the Comtek,
I

whom naughtie Play-makers and Stage-keepers, have iustly
made odious. 1691 WOOD Atfi. Oxon. II. 261 He retired
to the Metropolis, lived in Greys Inn, and set up for a play-
maker. I903A'. f,- Q. gth Ser. XI. 201/2 He insults Greene,
Elderton, Tarleton, and all play-actors and play-makers.

Playman (pW'masn). nonce-iad. A man ad-
dicted to play, a gamester.
1844 THACKERAY B. Lyndon xi, She knew that as a play-

man I had never failed in my word.

Playmate (pl<?''mJ't). [f.
PLAT sb. + MATE

sb.-] A companion in play, a playfellow. Also fig.
1642 H. MORE Sony of Soul n. iii. in. Iviii, The lovely

playmates of pure verity. 1798 COLERIDGE Frost at 3lid-

Higlit 43 My play-mate when we both were clothed alike !

i8z8 CARLYLE Misc. (1857) I. 213 Brother and playmate to
all Nature. 1859 HELPS Friends in C. Ser. n. II. i. 14

Hunger and dirt for his playmates. 1879 MEREDITH Egoist
\ vi, She had been taken by playmate boys in her infancy to

j

peep into hedge-leaves.
Hence Playmatinff sb., the being playmates,

companionship in play.
1888 G. W. CABLE in Library Wag. (N. Y.) May 21 Nor

[is there] a tenth as much, .playmating of white and colored
children as there was in the days of slavery.

Play-money, -monger : see PLAY sb. \ 7.

Playn, -e, obs.ff. PLAIN, PLANE. Playnchour,
-shore, variants of PLANCHEK sb.^ Playner, obs.

var. PLEXAR. Playnt, obs. f. PLAIXT, PLANT.

Playntain, -tein, -teyne, obs. ff. PLANTAIN.

Playntie, obs. Sc. form of PLENTY.

Playock, plaik, plaig (pU-ak, plA, pU'g).
Sc. Forms : a. 5 playok, S- dial, plaok, 9 play-
oek, -ick, playke, plaik. /3. 6 playg, 6- plaig,

(plague), [f. PLAY v. or sb. : second element un-

certain : ? -ock diminutive.] A plaything, toy.
71425 WYNTOLN Cron. IX. vi. 588 Yv'estymentis, bukis, and

othir ma Plesand playokis, he gave alsua. 1508 Ace. Ld.
High Treas. Scot. IV. 137 For mending of the Princis

playg of silvir. 1595 DUNCAN App. Etyinol. (E. D. S.),

Crepttndia, bairnes plagues. 1711 YV'ODKOW Corr. (1843)
I. 227 Send me word, .what placks to buy for Mary. 1820
Blackw. Mag. VIII. 395 Put half a crown in the hand of
each of the poor weans for a playock. 1821 CARLYLE Early
Lett. 1. 340 Forsaking the switch and quizzer and other plaiks
invented by French barbers. Mod. Sc. Bring in your
piaigs, it's gaun to rain. [See Eng. Dial. Diet.}

Play-right, -seer : see PLAY sb. 17.

Plays, obs. f. PLACE. Plays(e, -see, -sse,
obs. ff. PLAICE. Playsance, -ant, obs. ff. PLEA-

SANCE, -ANT. Playse, Playsir, -e, obs. ff.

PLEASE, PLEASURE.

Playsome (pU^-som), a. Now chiefly dial.

i

[f.
PLAY sb. + -SOME.] Inclined to play ; playful.

idiz SHELTON Quix. \. m. iii. 137 All pleasant folke, well-

j minded, malicious, and playsome. 1711 SHAFTESB. Charac.
1

(1737) III. Misc. 11. iii. 117 Not asham'd of expressing any
Extasy of

Joy^
or playsom Humour. 1755 HUME Nat.

Hist. Rclig. Ess. 1817 II. 451 The playsome whimsies of

monkeys. 1870 VEKNEY Lettice Lisle 305 He always said
he [the horse) were only playsome and that 'tweren't vice.

Hence Playsomely adv., Play-someness.
a. 1643 LD. FALKLAND, etc. Infallibility (1646) 56 He that

were playsomely disposed. 1676 GLANVILL Seasonable

Reflect. 108 How much slightness and playsomeness in

speaking of serving God. 1884 BROWNING Ferishtah,
Camel-driver 60 My playsomeness had pleased thee.

Playstead (pl^'sted). 'i local, [f.

STEAD.] A place for play, a playground.
CI25I Bittlesden C/iartulary If. 121 (B. M.), Et in campo

oriental! vna dimidia acra super playstude iuxta terram
Robert! le deuenes. 1889 Boston Even. Traveller July,
The fortunate children of Boston. .go there [Franklin Park]
. .and engage in games over the playstead.

Playster, -ir, obs. forms of PLASTER.

Playstow. local. Forms: i plesst6w, 3

j
pleystow ; now (as place-name) Plaistow, Ples-

i tor. [OE. pleystow a place of play, a gymnasium,
'

k Ptyi PLAY sb. + stow place.] A place of play,
a playground ;

now surviving in names of English

villages {Plaistow in Sussex and Essex), and in

Plestor, name of an open space of about one third

of an acre near the church at Selborne, Hants.
10.. Sax. Leectid. III. 206 [ponne man] On plegstowe

ocSoe on wafung stowe andbidian bine jesihS styrunge sume

jetacnaS. c 1050 Cott. Cleopatra Glosses in Wr.-Wulcker

411/45 Gymnasia on plegestowum. Ibid. 465/40 Pale-

strarum, Jestrynga, plegstowa. 1789 WHITEA ntiq. Selborne

x, Sir Adam Gurdon .. in conjunction with his wife Con-

124-2
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ludprttHt, or play-place, is a level area near the church of

about forty-four yards by thirty-six, and is known now by
the name of the Plcslor. 1875 MORT. COLLINS Thoughts
in Card. (1880) II. 109 There is also to be a cross to his

[Gilbert White's] memory. . .Is there no sculptor who could

adorn that cross which is to be erected on the plaistor with

a flying swallow in marble of Sicily ?

Playsur^e, -yr(e, obs. ff. PLEASURE. Playt,
-e, obs. ff. PLAIT, PLAT, PLATE, PLEA, PLEAD.

Plaything (p1^'-]>ir|). [f.
PLAY .si. + THIKG.]

A thing to play with, a toy.

1675 TRAHERNE Ckr. Ethus 450 Say he delighteth in

armies and victories, and triumphs, and coronations : these

are great in respect of playthings ; but all these are feeble

and pusillanimous to a great soul. 1690 LOCKE Hunt. Und.
1. iii. (1695) 14 A Child knows his Nurse and his Cradle,
and by degrees the Play-things of a little more advanced

1 SWIFT Pol. Co'tvcrsat. 29 A Child would have

____nge that these famine-pi-------
_

should rejoice in sports and play-things like the children of

our own smiling sky.

b. fig. A man, animal, or thing, treated as

a thing to be played with.

1680 OTWAY Cams Marias i. i, Sylla too, a Boy,a \Voman 's

Play-thing. 1779-81 JOHSSON L. I'., Atcusiiic Wks. IV.

289 A physician in a great city seems to be the mere pjay-
thing of Fortune. 1868 FRKKMAS Ncrm. Cong. II. vii. 75
The Empire.. had now become the plaything of a worth-

less woman.
c. attrib. (Chiefly apposiiive.'}

1781 COWPER Hope 543 Yet charge not heavenly skill with

having planned A play-thing world, unworthy of his hand.

1811 W. R. SPENCER Poems Ded., Fancy bestow'd a play-

thing-lyre. 1851 H. D. WOLFF Pict. Span. Life 186 His

plaything sword is quivering in the bully's heart.

Playtime .pl^'taim). [f.
PLAY si. + TIME */>.]

1. A time for play or recreation.

n te es y ..usering and Training
of Soldiers. 1844 MRS. BROWXING Cry ofChildren i, They
are weeping in the playtime of the others. 1874 BURNAND

My Tims iv. 37, I had come to the end of my play-time.

2. The time for the performance of a play.
1800 MALKIN Gil Bias xu. i. F 5, I waited with impatience

for play-time.

Playward, a. dial. [f.
as prec. -I- -WARD : cf.

wayward.] Given or inclined to play ; playful.
1882 T. HARDY Tit>o on Tower \. I. 26 The maid was

a..playward piece o' flesh when he married her. 1887
Woodltindcrs I iv. 62 It seems no time ago that she was
a little playward girl.

Playwoman (pl^'wu^man). (?) nonce-wd. A
woman who acts in plays ; an actress.

1889 DOYLE Micali Clarke 256 The brat of a wandering
playwoman.

Play-work (pl?-wik).
1. \\ ork of the nature of play ; an easy or trilling

occupation.
18x4 Miss MITFORD Village Ser. I. (1863) 216 It was

delightful to observe her enjoyment of this play.work. 1877
SYMONDS Renaiss. Italy 450 Cultivation of Latin poetry
was no mere play-work to Italian scholars.

2. Work at plays or dramatic performances.
1901 Westm. Gaz. 21 Nov. 12/1 At the Vaudeville, four-

teen boys and sixteen girls are already mingling arithmetic

and history with their play-work on trie stage.

Playwright (pl^-reit). [f.
PLAY sb. +

WRIGHT.] A professional maker or author of

plays ;
a dramatist.

1687 M. CLIFFORD Notes^ Dryden iv. 16 Wherein you may
. . thrive better, than at this damn'd Trade of a Play-wright.

1715-16 POPE Let. to Blount 21 Jan., Horace's rule for

a play may as well be applied to him as a Play Wright.

1877 DOWDEN Skaks. Prim. v. 49 Shakspere's powers as

a rising playwright must have been recognised.

Hence (noiice-wds.) Playwrightess, a female

dramatist ; Playwrlghting, Playwrlghtry, the

action or occupation of a playwright.
1831 CARLYLF. in Froude Life (1882) II. viii. 171 Various

playwrightesses and playwrights. 1851 Frasers Mag.
XLIV. 624 What is this but play.wrightry? 1896 Godcy's
Mag. Feb. 186/2 Literary feeling is not everything in play-

wrighting.

II Plaza (pla'J>a, pla-sa). [Sp. :-pop. L. *plattia
: L. platea: see PLACE sd.] In a Spanish-speaking
country, A market-place, square, public place.
1683 SALGADO (title} A Description of the Plaza or Sump-

tuous Market-Place of Madrid. 1826 F. B. HEAD Pampas
176 In the centre of the town there is a Plaza or great
square. 1850 PRESCOTT Peru II. 129 The Spanish soldiery
assembled by torch-light in theftaza to witness the execu-
tion of the sentence.

Pie, early form of PLEA
; erron. f. PLEASE v.

Flea (pl*)> sb- Forms : a. 3 plaid, playd (see
also PLEAD sb.}. &. 3-4 plait, playt, 5 pleet,

5-6 plete, 7 pleyt. 7. 3 plai, 3 (6 St.) play,

3-6 pie, 4-6 plee, pley, (5 pi. place), 6- plea ;

(Sc. 6 plei, plie, 6- ply, 7 pleie.pleye, 7-8 pley).
As to common place for COMMON PLEAS, see the

latter. [ME. plaid, plai, a. OF. plaid (842 in

Strasbtirg oath), agreement, decision, decree, law-

court, suit, action, in Anglo-Norm, plai (-1170 in

Horn), play, law-suit, action :*playid-, *pla--

gid- :L. placit-um that which pleases or is agreed

upon, a decision, decree, etc., in pth c. (in phrases

placita habere, tenlre}, an assembly for discussion

980

and decision of matters of state ; sb. use of pa.

pple. ncut. of L. placerc to please : see PLACIT.

The forms agree with the OF. variant plait

(lithe.), pbt, ffaiet (Godef.), Frov. plait > Sp.

pleito, Pg. preitOj It. piato, early med. L. plaitum

(Du Cange) from placitum.]
I. In Law.

I. A suit or action at law; the presentation of

an action in court. Now Hist, and St: (esp. in

phr. a law-pica}.
a. 01250 Owl $ Night. (Cott.) 5 pat plait [Jesus MS.

playd]
was stif & stare & strong. Ibid. 1737 An lateb dom

(>js plaid [Jesus MS. playd] tobreke.

0. (-1190 Beket 601 5if ani plait [R. GLOUC. (Rolls)

9704 play] to chapitle were i-drawe And an! man made ani

apel. 1340 Ayenb. 39 To bise zenne belonged al J>et barat,
alle ualshedes, and alle gyles J>et comeb ine plait, c 1400

Apol. Loll. 79 In
|?e court of pleet. 1510-20 Conipl. too late

tnaryed (1862) 7 To daye I had peas, rest, and unyte, To
morowe I had plete and processe dyvers. 1622 MALYNFS
Anc. Law-Merch. 470 For the tenth time, the pleyte or

suite, with all the records, goeth out of that ludges court

to a higher court.

Y. [1*92 BRITTON i. xvi. 4 Si soil le pie del princepal
suspendu [let the plea against the principal be suspended].
Ibid. n. xv. 5 Si le play soil meu, et en pic pledaunt-soit le

bref trove vicious [if the plea be opened, and in the course of

pleading the writ be found defective].]
c 1290 Bckct 576 in S. Eng. Leg. I. 123 pe king wolde J>at

In his court bat plai [z>. r. pie] scholde beon i-driue. c 1380
WYCLIF Eng. Wks. (1880) 89 He meynteneb most synne bi

preuylegies, exempcions & longe plees. c 1440 LYDG. Hers
t

Shepe ff G. i Controuersies pleys & discordis Atween per-
sones were it too or thre. c 1450 Godstow Reg. 303 William
Fitz Petir called into plee Moolde Vpton,

Abbesse of Gode-

stowe, and the Covent of the same place, in a plee of dette

in the Courte of Mighell of Meldon. 1463-4 Plumpton
Corr. (Camden) 9 Be the place of the detinue for a chalise

shold be lent to you; also the wntts were out. c 1470
HKNKYSON Tale ofDog 45 His. .perrilous Till enter in pley
befoiranejugesuspect. 1487 5V. A cts Jas.ni(i&\$ II. 177/2
That all Ciuile accioms questionis and pleyis . . be deter-

mytt & decidit befor the luge ordinaris. 1535 COVEKDALE
2 Sam. xv. 4 O - . that euery man which hath a plee or matter

to do in y
e
lawe, might come tome. 1557 GuiHALDE Mans

Life in Tottell's Misc. (Arb.) 109 The courts of plea, by
braul, and bate, driue gentle peace away. 1570 BUCHANAN
Chamaeleon. Wks. (1892) 46 [He] socht to mak ane other

change of court, and set vp new play agane. c 1575 Bal-

four's Practices (1754) 53 All mutes and pleyis quhilk hap-

pinis to rise within burgh, sould be pleadit and determinat

within the samin. 1577 HARRISON England n. ix. (1877) i.

202 These cases are otherwise called plees or action, wherof
there are two sorts, the one criminall and the other ciuill.

1591 LAMBAKDBXrrAfiVa (1635) i6Noman ought to sue out

of the Count rey, or to draw his Plea from thence. x6ooSKENE

Rfff, Afaj. i. 8 To compeir, and answere. .vpon the
prjn-

cipall pleie. .touching the lands vnjustlie occupied be him.

1637-50 Row Hist. Kirk (Wodrow Soc.) 174 The_Session
charged with buying of pleyes, delaying of justice and

bryberie. a 1735 ARBUTHNOT John Bull (1755) 14 A plea
between two country esquires about a barren acre upon
a common. i8aa GALT Provost xxvii, This gave rise to

many pleas, and. .bickerings, before the magistrates. 1862

MGILVRAY Poems 75 (E.D.D.) You won the plea.

b. Phrases. To hold pleas (^ med.L. tcnere

placitd}) to try actions at law, to have jurisdiction ;

to hold a plea, to try an action.

1477 Rolls ofParlL VI, 187/2 That. .no Styward..hold
plee uppon any Action, atte sute of any persone. 1494
FABYAN Chron. vn. 344 Syr Hugh Bygone, iustyce,..

kepte his courte at Seynt Sauyours, & helde there the

plees callyd Itinerii, the whiche is to meane, the traueylynge,
or the waye plees. 1531 Dial, on Laws Eng. n. xxxvi.

(1638) 127 For else it were a thing in vaine for him to hold

plee ofAdvowsons. 1570-6 L&MBAK>c/Vr*M. AV/(i826)
182 Having a court, .in which they hold plea of all causes

and actions, reall and personal!, civill and criminall. 1620

J. WILKINSON Coroners % Sherifes 46 By a writ of Justicies
out of the chancery, which is a commission to the Sherif to

hold plea of any summe whatsoever. 1768 BLACKSTONK
Contm. III. vii. 112 This writ may issue.. to the county
courts or courts-baron, where they attempt to hold plea of

any matter of the value of forty shillings. 1874 STUBBS
Const. Hist. I. Hi. 46 The count, .isstill allowed to hold pleas.

C. Common pleas : originally, legal proceedings
on matters over which the Crown did not claim

exclusive jurisdiction ; later, actions at law brought

by one subject against another, identified with civil

actions, and sometimes called f civil pleas (obs.).

Often short for Court of Common Pleas : see COM-
MON PLEAS.
c 1*15-1550 [see COMMON PLEAS]. 1591 LAMBARDE^^C/^VW

(1635! 20 [see d]. Ibid. 21 Courts of Law, that have Jurisdic-
tion of Civill or Common Pleas arising betweene our owne
subjects, a 1634 COKE -znd Inst. 21 Common or civil pleas
are divided into real, personal!, and mixt. 1768-1844 [see

COMMON PLEAS]. 1895 POLLOCK & MAITLAND Eng. Law
II. 571 Trespass in et armis, even when. .it had become as

civil an action as civil could be, was still not for every

purpose a Common Plea, for, despite Magna Carta, it might
follow the King '.

d. Pleas ofthe Croiim {placita Coronsfy : origi-

nally, legal proceedings on matters over which the

Crown claimed an exclusive jurisdiction, as being
breaches of the king's peace ; later, in England

including all criminal proceedings, as opposed to

common pleas or civil proceedings (obs.) ; in

Scotland limited to four of the gravest kinds of

action: see qnot. 1607.
[i5 Magna Carta c. 17

Nullus vicecomes constabularius
coronatores uel alii balltui nostri teneant placita corone

nostre.] 1529 RASTELL Pastime, Hist. Brit. (1811) 183 The

PLEA.

plees of the crowne were holden in the towre. 1551 LAM-
BARDt Archcion (1635) 20 The Courts of Law doe either hold

civill, or criminall Causes (more anciently tearmed Common
Pleas, and Pleas of the Crowne). 1607 COWELL Interfr. s. v.,

Pleas of the Crowne in Scotland be 4, robcrie, rape, murder,
and wilfull fire.., with vs they be all suites in the Kings
name against offences committed against his Crowne and

dignitie . , 4 or against his Crowne and peace. 1651 HOBBES
Leviatk. (1839) 296 The pleas according thereunto called

public, judicia fublica, Pleas of the Crown ; or Private

Pleas. 1769 BLACKSTONE Comnt. IV. i. 2 The code of

criminal law ; or, as it is more usually denominated with us in

Kngland, the doctrine of the pleas of the crown. 1895
POLLOCK Si MAITLAND Eng. Law II. 571 More native to

our law was the distinction between Pleas of the Crown
and Common Pleas, which was often supposed to coincide

with, though really it cutj the more cosmopolitan distinction

[i. e. between civil and criminal].

2. a. A pleading; an allegation formally made by
a party to the Court; an argument or reason urged
by or on behalf of a litigant or party to a suit,

in support of his case. To make plea^ to plead.
Still in Sc. Law : see quots. 1825, 1861.

(71381 CHAUCER Parl. Fonles 485 Of al myn lyfsyn that

day I was born So gentil pie in loue or othir thyng Ne herde
neuere no man me be-forn. 1390 GOWER Conf. III. 154
Ther was with him non advocat To make pie for his astat.

1467 Mann. <$ Househ. Exp. (Roxb.) 402 Item, [paid] for

a nother wrytte. . Item, for makenge of a pie for the same,
v.s. 1607 COWELL Interpr.^ Plea, .signifieth in our common
lawe, that which either partie alleadgeth for himselfe in

court. 1825 Act 6 Geo. II7. c. 120 9 Each of the Parties

shall.. lodge with the Clerk, previous to the final Adjust-
ment of the Record, a short and concise Note, drawn and

signed by Counsel, of the Pleas in Law on which the Action

or Defence is to be maintained. 186 1 W. BELL Diet. Law
Scot. 636/1 Pleas in law, as a distinct portion of a record,

were introduced by the Judicature Act, 6 Geo. IV. c. 120, 9.

Ibid. 636/2 The pleas are in general so framed as to ground
any legal argument which the facts may warrant. Ibid.

637/1 The panel's plea must either \>t guilty or not guilty.

b. A formal statement, written or oral, made

by or on behalf of a prisoner or defendant, alleging
facts either in answer to the indictment, or to the

plaintiffs declaration, bill, or statement of claim,
or showing cause why the prisoner or defendant

should not be compelled to answer.
In civil process, since 1875, technically superseded by

defence. Declinatory\ dilatory, foreign, peremptory^ etc.

plea: see the adjectives.

[1337 Year-Bk. 11 Edw. fit (1883) 5 II nad nulle cause

par quei cesti pie girreit en vostre bouche de pleder en barre.]

1449 Rolls of Parlt, V. 169/1 To plede any plee or plees
in barr of the accyon, or in abatement of the bille. a 1531
in Dial. Laws Eng,, etc. (1886) 360 In an action of debt

upon a prompt, it is no plea to say, that he receiveth the

money in contestation of his obligation. 1607 COWELL
Interpr. s. v., Then is there a Forein plea, whereby matter

is alleadged in any court that must be tried in another. 1769
BLACKSTOSE Comm. IV. xxvi.3z6 We have now to consider

the plea of the prisoner or defensive matter alleged by him on
his arraignment. 1818 CRUISE Digest (ed. 2) II. 222 On
debate the plea was allowed by Lord Keeper Bridgeman.
1875 Judicature Act O.xix. r. 13 No plea or defence shall

be pleaded in abatement.

C. Specialplea. In civil and criminal law, a plea
either in abatement or in bar of an action or pro-

secution, alleging some new fact, and not merely

disputing the ground of action or charge : opposed
to the general issue. Cf. plead specially',

PLEAD v.

7 b (also Coke Oft Litt. 282 b).

1699 iii Ld. Raymond Reports (1700) I. 393 A rule was
made by consent that the defendant should waive the special

plea, and plead the general issue. 1768 BLACKSTONE Comm.
III. xx. 305 When he meant to distinguish away or palliate
the charge, it was..usual to set forth the particular facts

in what is called a special plea. Ibid., Pleas that totally

deny the cause of complaint are either the general issue, or

a special plea in bar. Ibid. 306 A justification is likewise

a
special plea in bar. 1769 Ibid. IV. xxvi. 329 Special pleas

in bar ; which go to the merits of the indictment, and give
a reason why the prisoner ought not to answer it at all, nor

put himself upon his trial for the crime alleged. These are

of four kinds: a former acquittal, a former conviction,

a former attainder, or n pardon. 1817 W. SELWYN Law
Nisi Priits (ed. 4) II. 692 Special pleas,

either in bar or

abatement, are seldom pleaded to this action [Ejectment].

II. Extended and figurative uses.

3. Controversy, debate, contention, quarrel, strife.

In later usage chiefly, now only, Sc.

a 1150 [see i a], c 13*0 Cast. Love 1078 'A ! Ich am bi-

tray^ed/q^befendbo, 'Noulch amborw pie over comen so.
1

138* WYCLIF Isa. Iviii. 4 Lo ! to pies and to striues ;ee

fasten, and smyten with the fist vnpitously. 1387-8 T. USK
Test. Love Ii. v. (Skeat) L 22 Wherof cometh plee, debat,

Four* Serm. Songe Ezech. i, He entreth not into plea with

God. 1596 DALRYMPLE tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. x. 316 Suni

captanis fra baith pairtes, sped with speid to stanche this

pley, and mitigate this controuersie. Ibid. 433 Tha suld

returne But plie [L. sine armorum strepitu\. a 1774 FER-

GUSSON Hallow/air Poems (1845) 16 Pleys that bring him

to the Guard And eke the Council Chammer. a 1810

TANNAHILL Poems (1846) n His wife and him are at some

family plea. 1871 MICHIE Deeside Tales xiv. 120 There

was like to be a ply between them an' the Forbeses.

4. That which is pleaded, maintained, or urged in

justification or excuse; a pleading, appeal, argu-

ment, claim ;
an apology, pretext,

excuse.

a 1550 Vox Populi 423 in Hazl. E. P. P. III. 283 Thei are

dryven to theire plea. 1568 GRAKTON Chron. II. 612 The

Capitaine perceiuing his dilatorie pie, by force tooke him



PLEA.

from the officers. 1589 NASHE Prcf. Greene's Menaphon
(Arb.) 14, I had rather referre it, as a dLsputatiue plea to

diuines. 1638 Penit. Conf. vii. (1657) 127 Their best plea is

from the words of Christ. 1667 MILTON P. L. iv. 394 So

spoke the Fiend, and with necessity, The tyrant's plea,
excused his devilish deeds. 1754 RICHARDSON Grandison
III- \viii. 153 No plea is too weak for folly and self-interest

to insist upon. 1771 HORNE in Juntos Lett. Ii. (1772) II. 197,
J admit the plea. 1838 THIKLWALL Greece xxxvii. V. 5 He
obtained leave to decline the command on a plea which can

scarcely have been more than a pretext. 1877 FROUDE Short
Stud. (1883) IV. i. i. 4 The privilege and authority of bishops
and clergy was Becket's plea for convulsing Europe.

f5. transf. That which is demanded by plead-

ing ;
a claim. Obs. rare.

1588 SHAKS. L. L. L. n. i. 7 The plea of no Jesse weight
Than Aquitaine. 1596 Merch. V. HI. ii. 284 But none can
driue him from the enuious plea Of forfeiture, of Justice,
and his bond. Ibid. iv. i. 198, 203.

1 6. A proposal, offer. Obs.
c 1450 Merlin, 365 And yet shall I make to yow a feire

plee : coin with me to Bredigan ..and do hym homage, .and
I shall yelde yow the castell all quyte. Ibid. 366, I senle

hym to wite that I wolde he make no pleet, ne noyse to no
man of his companye.
7. attrib, and Comb. : plea-house St., a court of

law ; plea-side, the civil side of a court having
both civil and criminal jurisdiction.
[1459 : see PLKAH sb. 4.] 1768 BLACKSTOSK Connn. III. iv.

42 On the
plea-side,

or civil branch. 1818 SCOTT ffrt,
Midi, v, He s seldom at hame when there's ony o' the plea-
houses open.

Plea, v. Sc. and north, dial. Forms : 5 play,
pleye, 5-6 pley, 6 pile, 7- plea. [f. PLEA j/>.]

1. intr. = PLEAD v. 1-3.
CI440 Alphabet of Talcs 28 On a day he come in to |>e

cowrte & pleyd with he men of cowrie & J>e judgies
ouer come hami. Ibid. 208 Gude angels stude on be toder

syde & play id agayns J>aim. 1470 HENRYSON Mor^. Fab.
xn. (\Volfff Lamb) viii, Yaa, quod the wolf, yit pleyis thow
agane. 1599 in R. M. Fergusson Hume (1899) 222 note,
The Magistrals, .sail rather accept voluntarhe. .ten bolls

niault seirlie. .then to pley for ye said Landis. 1700 Z. HA to
in J. Russell Haigs xi. (1881) 335 He advised me in general
to quit two or three thousand merks rather then plea.
c 1817 HOGG

Tales^ <y Sk. V. 155 Another great acquisition
of property, for which I had pleaed. 1868 J. SALMON Gowo-
dean it. i. 41 Scorn the love for whilk sae mony plea.
2. trans. = PLEAD v. 4-7.
1581 Satfr. Poems Reform, xliii. 160 It was the Dowglassis

douchtaly them dang, And pleit ;our proces in that parlia-
ment. 1596 DALRYMPLE tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. i. 116 Athir
ar thay preistes serueng the kirk ; or men of law to pHe a
cause, or men of weir to fecht. 1816 SCOTT Old Mart, xlii,
The estate was sairplea'd between Leddy Margaret Bellen-
den and the present Laird. 1887 Miss M. R. LAHEE Traits
Lane. Flk. 9 (E. D. D.) Aw'm like to plea poverty.

Plea, erron. obs. f. PLEASE v.

t Pie-able, a. Sc. Oh. In 6 pleyable, -bill.

[f. PLEA v. + -ABLE.] That may be the subject of

litigation ; debatable.

'533 BELLENDEN Lhy in. xxv. (S.T.S.) II. 49 Quhen fa
tribunis war finalie callit, J>ai lugit J* pleyabill landis to

pertene to romanis. 1553 Reg. Privy Council Scot. I. 150
Upoun the severall ground of Scotland, nother pleyable nor
debatable, ane gret way within the peccable marche of
Scotland.

Pleace, obs. var. PLEASE v.

Pleach., sb. rare- 1
, [f. PLEACH v.] Inter-

lacing, intertwining; intertwinement of boughs.
1819 WIFFEN Aonian Hours (1820) 45 His nest, the pleach

Of many a wilding bough in the next giant beech.

Pleach (pUtf), v. Forms: 5-6 pleche, 6

pleissh(e, Sc. pleich, 7 plesh, plish, 7- pleach.
[ME.^/tfMtf, a. OF. *plechier (mod.F. ft\$\. pitcher] ^

dial, form oQY.*UtsitrtftausurPlJL&H z>.!]
1. trans. To interlace or intertwine (the bent down

or half-cut stems and branches of young trees and

brushwood) so as to form a fence or the like ;
=

PLASH z>.l i.

1398 TKEVISA 5arM. De P. R. xvii. cxliu. (Bodl. MS.),
The wibie. .is Jrikker in bowes & spraies bi plechinge schred-
inge and paringe. c 1420 Pallad. on Husb. in. 330 Nowe
husbondrie his olde vines plecheth. Ibid. 418 Bende as
a bowe, or vynes that men pleche. 1513 FITZHKRO. Husb.

127 Let the toppe of the tree lye ouer the rote of an
other tree, and to pleche downe the bowes of the same
tree, to stoppe the holowe places. Ibid, [see PLASH z>. 1

ij. 1818 KEATS Endym. in. 934 Plunder'd vines., pleach 'd

New growth about each shell and pendant lyre. 1893
STEVENSON Catriona xxiii, The trees meeting overhead;
some of them trimmed, some pleached.

b. To layer (a shoot, e.g. of a vine).
c 1410 Pallad. on Husb. iv. 648 At October in luke lond

plecheth [L, propagat} he.

2. To make, dress, or renew (a hedge or the

like) by the above process ;
= PLASH v.1 2.

1513 [see PLASH p." 2]. 1635 SIR E. VERNEY in Mem.
Vernny Fam. (1892) I. 129 The Gardner shall pleach noe
Hedge this yeare. 1815 BROCKETT N. C. Gloss., Pleach, to
bind a hedge. 1874 SYMONDS Sk. Italy $ Greece (1898) I.

xiii. 280 The low broad arches of the alleys pleached with
vines. 1886 Comh. Mag. July 32 The banks of the..

hedgerows, which were seldom cut or pleached.
3. generally. To entwine, interlace, tangle, plait.
1830 TENNYSON Poems 125 Pleached with her hair, in mail

of argent light Shot into gold, a snake her forehead clips.
1861 F. METCALFE Oxonian in Irel. 96 The earth, being
pleached together by the roots of dwarf willows and grass,
has defied the pelting storm. 1865 SWINBURNE Poems <y

Bail., At EUusis 209 Poppied hair of gold Persephone Sad-
tressed and pleached low down about her brows.

981

Hence Plea'ching vbl. sb. and ppl. a.

1398 {see sense i]. 1504 &ottingka.in Rcc. III. 314 For

pleisshing at the coppy [- coppice]. 1804 J. GRAHAME
Sabbatk(i%3C,) 18/1 Tangled so thick with pleaching bramble-
shoots, With brier and hazel branch, and hawthorn spray.
1889 Boy's O'.i'tt Paper 21 Dec. 178/3 The pleaching [of
the hedges] ended at the foot of a rise in the ground.

Pleached (plAft, poet, pl/'tjed), ///. a. [f.

PLEACH v. + -ED
1.]

1. Of boughs: Interlaced, intertwined, tangled;
trans/, of the arms, folded together.
1606 SHAKS. Ant. fy t'/. iv. xiv. 73 Would'st thou. -see Thy

Master thus with pleacht Armes, bending downe His
corrigible necke? 1896 yield I Dec. 828/2 The pleached
laurels near the house. 1897 MAKY KINGSLEY IV. Africa
280 It was hedged with thickly pleached bushes.

2. Formed by the pleaching or intertwisting of

boughs and twigs ; fenced, bordered, or overarched
with pleached boughs, as a garden-alley or arbour.

Now chiefly as a Shaksperian expression revived

by Scott.

1599 SHAKS. Muck Adv I. ii. 10 The Prince and Count
Clandio walking in a thick pleached alley in my orchard.
Ibid. III. i. 7 Bid her steale into the pleached bower, Where
hony-suckles ripened by the sunne, Forbid the sunne to
enter. 1822 SCOTT A'/^.'/x, He.. proposed, .that they should
take a turn in the pleached alley. 1829 Anniversary,
Beatrice 232 She couches in the pleached bower Which
tassel ling honeysuckles deck. i86x WHYTKMF.LviLr.t-: TiUniry
Nogo 240 An occasional grass field, enclosed by high rotten
banks and '

pleached
'

fences.

Pleaxher. local, [f. PLEACH v. + -ER ]
.]= PLASHER : a. A bough with which a hedge is

pleached, b. A hedger.
1882 Miss JACKSON Shropsh. Word-bk.,PleackersiKOM as

/.rtjvrs, the quick.thorn shoots which are laid down to form
the hedge. 1889 Portfolio Dec. 231/2 The topiarius, or

pleacher, was kept actively at work in trimming the hedges
and trellis walks.

t Plead, sb. Chiefly Sc. Obs. Forms: (3 plaid),
5-6 (Sc.*) pled, plede, pleid, 6 (Etig.) plead, -e,

(Sf.~) plaid, [f. PLEAD v. ; perh. in part a re-

miniscence of OF. and early ME. plaid, rare by-
form ofplait : see PLEA sb.]
1. A suit or action at law ; a controversy, dispute ;

= PLEA sl>. i, 3.

_
[<z 1250 Plaid : see PLEA sb. i.] 14.. Wyntoitn's Cron. vin.

iv. 440 Quhare thar is in pleid [v.r. pley] twa men Askand
the Crowtie off a kynrike. 1470 HENRY Wallace x. 104
He.. maid Stewart with hym to fall in pled. 1:1470 HENRY-
SON Mor. Fal>. VI. (Sheep Jf Dog) xiii, And thair began the
leid. 1561 T. HOBY tr. Castiglione's Courtyer iv. (1577)'

iij, Bycause the pleade betweene you maye happen bee to

long. 1567 Glide f, Godlie B. (S. T. S.) 149, I fand the loste
from blis, Throuch Adamis sin and pleid. 1581 MARBLCK
Bk. ofNotes 269 The matter, .is in plead.
2. A plea, allegation, claim.

1456 SIR G. HAVE La-.v Arms iS. T. S.) 208 To askresoun
and move plede before him..said be small redress, and bot
ane unproufitable plede. 1560 ROLLAND Crt. Venus in.

863 Quhairthrow we all was quite of Plutois pleid. 1560
DAIS tr. Sleidane's Coitnn. 307 The foundation of your
pleade is so fallen, y* I nede not to answere thy protestation.
3. Pleading, harangue, speech, talk, discussion.
c 1450 HOLLAND Itovjlat 818 The barde held a grete pleid

In the hie hall. 1500-20 DUNBAR Poems x\\\. 115 Thir birdis
.. Singing of lufe amang the levis small, Quhois ythand
pleid 3it maid my thochtis grene. 1535 SIKWART Cron.
Scot. II. 494 Thus endit scho that first begouth that pleid.
15 . . Freiris of Berwik 256 in Dunbars Poems (S. T. S.)

294 Ga fill the stowp, hald me no mair in pleid, For I am
verry tyrit, wett and cauld. 1573 Satir. Poems Reform, xl.

197 How he suld fend from furie and thair fead, Syne leaue
this lyfe with list for all thair plaid.

4. altrib., as plead-house = plea-house : see

PLEA sb. 7.

_
1459 SIR G. HAVE Law Arms (S. T. S.) 270 A plede that

is maid before a juge ordynare in a plede hous.

Plead (pll), v. Forms : a. 3-4 plaide(n,
plaid-i, 3-6 playde, 4 plede(n, 4-7 plede (5

pledde, plide, 5-7 pled), 6 pleade (pleed), 6-7
Sc. pleid, 6- plead. Pa. t. and pple. pleaded :

contracted 5 pladde, (9 dial, plad), 5- pled (now
Sc. and dial.), 7-9 plead. 0. 4 pleit-y, pleyte,
playt-y, playte, pleten, -yn, 4-6 plete, 5-6
pleete, 6 pleate. [In ME. form plaiden,plaidi,
a. OF. plaid-ier (Roland, nth c.) to go to law,
sue, plead, f. OF. plaid: see PLEA sb.

; parallel to
med.L. placitare, to hold pleas, to litigate (rSoo in

Du Cange), f. placitum PLEA; thence A..ple<ler,
ME. pllde(ii, pltad. ME. plaiten, plaity , pleten ,

plete was a secondary form, corresp. to OK. plaitier

(I4th c. in Godef.) ; cf. also med.L. plaitare (gth c.

in Dn Cange) from flacitare, and OF. and ME.
plait sb., lot plaid, PLEA. Cf. the later PLEA

z>.]

I. Intransitive uses.

1 1. To raise or prosecute a snit or action, to go to

law, to litigate. 06s.
a. [1292 BRITTON HI. i. i La manere de pleder, coment

chescun pleyntif deit repurchacer sa seisine de fraunc tene-
ment.) 1442 Rolls of Parlt. V. 45/1 Able to purchace
Londes v and also plede and be empleded. 1523 FITZHF.RB.
Surv. xi. (1539) 17 Shall nat plede nor be impleded of their
tenementes.

p. c 1380 WYCUF.5W. Wks. III. 348 Freris..moven londis
to bateilis, and pesible persones to plete. 111400-50
Alexander-]^ He..sawe two men of J>e same towne bifore
a iuge pletyng. a 1500 in Arnolds's Chron. 34 Ye shal

PLEAD.
1 not pleete w* noo freman of the Cite \v lout the cite. 1519
MOKL Dyalogc \\. \Vks. 164/1 Rather than thei shoulde pleate

,
and striue in the law before the infidels, a 1550 Merck,
fy Son 42 in Hazl. E. P. P. I. 135 Thou schalt be pletyd
with, when y am gon.
fb. In extended and fig. use: To contend in

debate
; to wrangle, argue with, against. Also to

: plead it. Obs.
a. a 1250 Owl <y Night. 184 We niawe bet.. Wibvte cheste

and bute vyhte Playde \v. i; plaidi] mid sobe & mid ryhte.
1500-20 DUNBAK i'oons lix. 5 Sen he plesis with me to pleid,

!
I sail him knawin inak hyne to Calyss. 1557 N. T. (Genev.)
Row. ix. 20 Who art thou which playdest against God?
1560 ROLLAND Crt. I'cnus it. 306 Ouhat than, gif thay of
my craft with me pleid? 1593 G. HARVEY Pierces Super.
\Vks. (Clrosart) II. 42 Come. .you that loue to pleade it out
inuincibly at the barrt nf the dunghill, and will rather loose

your lines, then the la^t word.
ft. ci3i5 SHOREHAM Poems vii. 723 Ich schal makye con-

tekhede lly-tuyce byne and wyues sede, And moche to

pleity. 1388 Wvci.ii Judg. xxi. 22 Whanne the fadris and
brilheren .. bigynne to pleyne and plete [1382 clnden] a;ens
5011. 1535 COVKHDAI.K Job xvi. 21 Though a body might
pleute with God, as une man doth with another.

2. To address the court as an advocate on behalf
of either party; to maintain or urge the claim.
or state the case, of a party to a suit.

. r 1305 St. Kath. 77 in J. E. P. (1862) 92 Gret schame . .

An Kmperour to siuhe aboute :.. After maistres, to plaidi
asen a ;ung wenche. c 1380 WVCI.IF IVks. (1880) 24 Sendynge
of men. .of lawe. .bi here owen persones for to plede. 1455
Cat. Anc. Rec. Dublin 118891 I. 288 No man of lawe schold

pled befor Mayre and Kaylyfys of the sayde citte. 1581
i\h:i.CASTKR Positions xxxix. 11887) 202 The first and chiefe
..in law among lawyers though lie do not pleade. 1596
SPKNSER F. Q. v. ix. 43 And with him..tame Many grave
persons that against her pled. 1651 HOBBKS Lcviath. \\.

xxvi. 145 Sentences, .to be taken by them that plead, for
Lawes in that particular case. 1776 GIIIBON Dec/, fy F. xvi.

(1869) I. 397 He had pleaded with distinction in the tribunals
of Rome.

/S. 1377 LANGL. /'. PI. fi. vn. 39 Men of lawe. .^at pleteden
for Mede. 1387 TKKVISA Hidden (Rolls) III. 201 pat day
l?at he pletede to fore a iuge. 1480 CA.XTON Chron, En*.
ccxxxii. (1482) 248 It was. ordeyned that men of lawe fro
that tyme forth shoid plete in hir mpder tonge. 1502 Ord,
Crysten I\Icn (W. de W. 1506) in. iii. 160 He pleated by
thre yeres in the grete assyse in the cyte of Bourgeys.

b. In extended and lig. use : To urge a suit or

prayer; to make an earnest appeal, entreaty, or

supplication; to beg, implore; Const, with the

person appealed to; for the thing desired, or the

person in whose interest one speaks ; also against.
a. 1390 GOWKR Conf. III. 155 Bot thogh him lacke forto

plede, Him- lacketh nothing of manhede. 1624 QUARLKS
Job xi. 60 Let me, a while, with my Accusers plead [rime
dead]. 1662 in Cosiiis Corr. (Surtees) II. 313 My Lord
hath been.. plead with for something for him to keepe him
here. 1721 RAMSAY Content 374 My mind, indulgent, in

their favour pled. 1757 SMOLLEIT Reprisal n. v, Tho' silent

his tongue, he will plead with his eyes. 1757 HOME Douglas
in, We search'd his clothes, And found these jewels, whose
rich value plead Most powerfully against him. 1837 WHITHER
in Life (1894) I. 199 W'e have caucused in season and out of

season, threatened and coaxed, plead and scolded. 1838
LYTTON Alice i. .x. Do not scorn to plead for me. 1869
FR^KMAN Norm. Cong. III. xti. 158 All Roger's services
could not plead against this ill-timed tenderness to a foe.

1871 Ibid. IV. xvii. 42 His skill doubtless pleaded for him.
1882 J. H. BLUNT Re/. Ck. Eng. II. 197 It does not appear
that any one pleaded for his pardon except himself.

ft. 1340 Ayenb.yt) Loke hou. .lesu cribt..Jie tekj wel to

playty. 1374 CHAUCER Troylus \\. 1419 (1468) Be [ye]
nought war how fals Polyphete Is now abowte eft soones
for to plete. c 1380 WycLiF^V?-/.Sel. Wks. 1.114 Medefulli

plete wij? men.

3. To put forward a plea. Cf. PLEADING vbl. sb. 3.

a. To put forward any allegation or formal state-

ment forming part of the proceedings in an action

at law. (Cf. PLEA sb. 2 a.) Plead over*, see

quots. 1872, 1890.
1444 Rolls of ParIt, V. 112/1 Yef..the Defendauntz or

Pleintifs in suche foreign Plees plede to issue. 1683 GRIM-
STONE Crake's Rep. (1791) III. 651 (Case 20 Jac. 1, 1623) His

plea
in bar is not answered when he doth not rely upon it,

but pleadsover in bar. 1824 H. J. STEPHEN Princ. Pleading
(1843) 160 Faults in pleading are, in some cases, aided by
pleading over. 1872 Wkarton's Law Lex. 739/1 Plead
ove^t to follow up an opponent's pleading by replying, etc.,
so overlooking some defect to which exception might have
been taken. 1875 Judicature Act O. xxvii. r. 5 When any
party has amended his pleading under rule z or 3 of this

Order, the other party may apply.. for leave to plead or
amend his former pleading. 1890 Cent. Diet., Pleading
0vert Agoing on to respond by pleading, after a previous
pleading has beenjudged insufficient, or has been withdrawn.

b. esp. To put forward an answer or objection
on the part of the defendant to the plaintiffs bill.

(Cf. PLEA sb. 2 b.)

14. . Rolls of Parlt. V. 396/1 Provided also that that Act
stop not ne conclude the said Thomas . . to answer or plede
to eny matier abovesaid. 1477 Ibid. VI. 187/2 They may
answere and plede to the action, or in abatement of the

pleyntes. 1490-1 Cal. Anc, Rcc. Dublin (1889) I. 371 To
pledde to a quest in lyke wise in ther owne persones. 1681
DRYDEN Span. Friar v. ii, He will not near me out!..
Was ever criminal forbid to

plead
? 1727 Wodrow Corr.

(1843) III. 299 The Assembly desired him to propound what
he had to say against their being his judges. .. Then his

two lawyers, Mr Grant and Mr Murray, pled upon that

head. 1796 BURKE Let. Noble Ld. Wks. VIII. 8, I ought
to be allowed a reasonable freedom,, .and no culprit ought
to plead in irons. 1824 H. J. STEPHEN Princ. Pleading
(1885) 50 If the defendant does not demur, his only alterna-

tive method of defence is, to oppose or answer the declara-

tion by matter of fact. In so doing he is said to plead.
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II. Transitive uses.

f4- To go to law with, sue (a person^. Obs, rare.

&. 1383 WVCLIK fsti. Iviii, 3 Alle ^oure detoures :ee pleien

[1388 ^e axen [Vulg. repctitis] alle 3oure dettourisj. a 1500
in Arnolds'* Chron. 5 b, We haue graunled to our citezens

of london that none of them pleete [pr. pletee] othor wyth-
out the wallis of london.

5. To maintain (a plea or cause) by argument in

a court of law. Also transf.
a. [1292 BRITTON r. i. 7 Qe des pletz pledez devaunt eu.\ . .

eynt record. Ibid. 8 A pleder communs pietz.] 1482
Monk ofEvcshani (Arb.) 77 He was to many that pledyd
her causis of god consciens a vyolent oppre^sur. 1551
ROBINSON tr. Mores Utop. n. vii. (1895) 235 They thinke it

most mete that euery man shuld pleade his owne matter,
arid tell the same tale before the Judge, that he would tel to

his man of laws. 1560 DAI'S tr. Sleidanes Comm. 235 The
Ptince suut two of his counsellours. .to playde the ca>e.

c 1586 C'IESS PEMBROKE Ps. LXXIV. xxi, Ri^e, God, pleade
thyne owne case. 1675 PRIDEAUX Lett. (Camden) 36 Our
law case is not yet ended ; four advocates come down from
D" Commons to plead it next term. 1777 W. CAM KRON in

Sc. Pa.ra.phr. xvn. vi, Plead the widow's cause, 1814 SCOTT
Ld. of Isles iv. xiv, Anxious hU suit Lord Ronald pled.

. 6-1450 Gotistow Reg. 100 One acre of mede ..whereof

hit was I-pleted bitwene them in the forsaid Courte. 1484
CAXTON Fables of A ifonce ix, They remytted the cause to

be discuted or pleted before the Juge. 1539 BIBLE (Great)

Job xxiii. 3 O that I myght come before his seate, to pleate

my cause before him. 1550 BALE Image Both Ch. 85 It

is Quisles onely office to receyue all complayntes to pleate

them, and to iudge them.

6. To sue for in a court of law. Also transf. to

beg, entreat for. In later use chiefly Sc.

a. 13. - Gaw. fyGr.fCnf. 1304,1 schalkysseatyourcomaunde-
ment, as a knygt fallez, And fire lest he displese yow, so

plede hit no more. 1594 MARLOWE & NASHE Dido \. Si, That
crave such favour.. As poor distressed misery may plead.

1637-50 Row Hist. Kirk (\Vodrow Soc.) 190 If a minister

throw povertie be not able to plead his gleeb and manse,
that the rest assist him by contributing till he evict it. 1711
ADDISON Spect. No. 46 ? 6 The Misery of my Case, and great
Numbers of such Sufferers, plead your Pity and speedy
Relief. 1811 CHALMERS Diary \\\ Li/e(iBs) I- 23 : Had been

apprized . . that my augmentation was to be pled on the iSth.

/3. c 1500 New Not-br. Mayd66 Mercy I pleate.

7. a. To allege formally in the course of the

pleadings. (Cf. PLEA sb. 2 a.)
a. c 1460 Godstoiv Reg. 120 A Charter of Stephyn Agothe,

I-pleyd in the kyngis Courte, for a tenemente in Irelandes
lane. 1491 Act 7 Hen. I'll, c. 2 i Courtes where the seid

proteccions shalbe pleded or leyed for any of the seid persons
in all pices, plees of Dowre.. except. 1765 BLACKSTONK
Comm. Introd. 76 AH other private customs must be particu-

larly pleaded. 1890 Law Reports 24 Q. B. D. 630 The para-

graph was properly pleaded and ought not to be struck out.

. 1480 CAXTON Chron. Eng. vii. (1520) 83/1 That no letter

nor coinmaundement that came from Rome shold be receyued
nor pleted in Englande.

b. To allege formally as a plea (PLEA sb. 2 b).

Plead specially, to allege as a special plea (PLEA
sb. 2 c).

1531 Dial, on Laius Eng. n. Hii. (1638) 159 If the de-

fendant . . in any action plead a plee that amounteth to the

general issue. 1602 FULBECKE \st Pt. Parall. 72 This pie
he was enforced to pled by the court 1659 H. L'STRANGE
Alliance Div. Off. 22 St. Augustine plead it in bar to

Celer's action of unkindnesse against him. 1756 HI/ME
Hist. Eng. (1812) II. xxxvi. 286 The counsellors pleaded
constraint as an excuse for their treason. 1768 BLACK-
STONE Comm. III. xx. 305 Every defence which cannot thus
be specially pleaded may be given in evidence upon the

general issue at the trial. 1769 Ibid. IV. xxvi. 336 A pardon
may be pleaded in bar. 1817 \V. SELWVN* Law Nisi Prius
(ed. 4^ II. 753 An executor may plead the same plea in bar,
that his testator might have pleaded. i8a8 SCOTT F. M,
Perth xxxii, Ramorny, pale as death, . .pled his knighthood,
and demanded the privilege of dying by the sword. 1863
H. Cox Instit. i. v. 30 It would be vain to plead, .the king's
command to do an unlawful act 1875 Judicature Act O.
xix. r. 15 No defendant in an action for the recovery of

land who is in possession .. need plead his title.

C. In extended and fig. use : To allege or urge
as a plea, esp. in defence, apology, or excuse, or

as extenuating an offence.

1601 HOLLAND Pliny xvm. xxvii. 593 Thou shouldest not
either plead ignorance, or neglect the same. 1621 T.

WILLIAMSON tr. Goitlarfs Wise Vieillard 101 Old age is

miserable, that can plead nothing else for Antiquitie, but
the wrinckles of the face and the white haires. 1671 MILTON
Samson 833 If weakness may excuse, What Murtherer,..
Incestuous, Sacrilegious, but may plead it? 1709 POPE
Ess. Crit. 166 And have, at least, their precedent to plead.

1733 BERKELEY Th, Vision 33 If I am mistaken, I can

plead neither haste nor inattention. 1820 W. IRVING Sketch
Bk. I. 256, 1 can only plead my inexperience in this branch
of literature.

d. Phrase. To plead not guilty (in civil and
criminal law), to deny liability or guilt : in Law-
French, plaider de rien coupable. So to plead
guilty ; also Jig. to confess to an accusation or im-

putation.
Toplead guilly appears later, and evidently arose in imi-

tation ofplead not guilty. Guilty is technically not a. flea,
but a confession. Blackstone Comm, IV. 324, 332, 395, never
uses pleadguilty ^

but writes of the prisoner confessing the
fact.

e

if he insists on it, the general understanding seems to be
that he has a right to have .such his plea recorded : in which
case there is a necessary end of the trial, and the verdict

follow^ of course. 1806 fried. Jrnl. XV. 60, I may . . be

represented as discouraging experiments. To this I must,
in some measure, plead guilty. 1875 Judicature Act O. xix.

r. 16 Nothing in these Rules contained shall affect the right
of any defendant to plead not guilty by statute. 1892

' D.
DONOVAN '

In Grip of Laiv 58 When called upon to plead,
she pled not guilty in a firm clear voice,

f 8. To argue or dispute upon in a court of law
;

to practise (the law). Obs.

1362 LANCL. P. PI. A. Prol. 86 Seriauns..to seruen atte

Barre ; Pleden [v. r. pleten] for pons and poundes ]x lawe.

1529 MORE Dynlogei. Wks. 158/1 Thei..that longed to lerne

the lawe. Not to plete it and for glory to dispute it, but to

teche itagayne mekely. 1577 HARRISON England \\. i. (1877)
i. 28 The canon law. .which is dailie pleaded.
Hence Plea'ded ppl. a. t uttered or alleged in

pleading ; plcaded-fort defended by pleading.
1668 H. MORE Div. Dial. iv. xxxi. (1713) 380 Do you see,

Cuphophron, whither your pleaded-for Impostures carry,
even to savage Murther and Blood-shed ? 1725 POPE Odyss.
i. 321 She seems attentive to their pleaded vows. 1754
RICHARDSON Grandison V. xiv. 105 We shall now see what
the so often pleaded for dignity of your sex, will enable you
to do. 1850 J. S. B. MONSELL Parish Musings 1,1871) 40
Yield to thine own pleaded word.

Fleadable (plrdab'l), a. Also 5-7 pled-, 6

pleade-. [ME. a. KY. pledable (1292 Britton) =
OF. plaidable^ f. plaidier to PLEAD : see -ABLE.]
1. That may be pleaded.
a. Of a cause : That may legally be maintained

or defended in a court of law.

[1292 BRITTON n. i, La fourme et la manere de pleder
personels pletz pledables par attat,hementz de cors.] 1576
FLEMING Panopl. Eptst. 256 As cases of lawe, pleadable in

courtes of as>ise &c. 1643 Virginia Stat. (1823) I. 262 That
all monie debts made since the 26th day of March 1642^..
shall not be pleadable or recoverable in any court of justice
vnder this government. 1645 HOWELL Lett. (1688) IV. 455 A
Forrest hath her Courts of Attachments., where Matters are

as pleadable ..as at Westminster Hall. 1707 E. CHAMBER-
LAVNE Pres. St. Eng. \\. xv. (ed. 22) 196 Real Actions are

pleadable in no other Court.

b. That may be alleged formally in the course

of the pleadings, or urged as a plea, in a court of law.

[1312 Rolls ofPurlt. I. 284/2 Bref en Chauncellerie pied-
able en Baunk le Roi.] 1455 Ibid. V. 326/1 Such plees as

in lawe were pledables. 1531 Dial, on Laws Eng. n.
ij.

(1638) 62 If an Obligation beare date out of the realme . . [it

is] not pleadable at the Common law. 1660 R. SHERINCHAM
King's Snprem. Asserted ii. (1682) 8 The words of a Statute
. . are pleadable in their usual and grammatical sense to all

purposes. 1688 SIR G. TREBV in Collect. Proems 263 No
Pardon to be pleadable to an Impeachment in Parliament.

1884 Law Times Rep. 16 Feb. 773/2 The allegations in

question are properly pleadable . .being allegations of matters
which may be given in evidence at the trial.

c. gen. That may be pleaded, claimed, urged,
or alleged in behalf of a cause.

1565 CALFHILL A nsiv. Treat. Crosse 46 b, Your comparison
is not pleadeable : eche part conteyneth some peece of vn-

truth. 1680 ALLEN Peace $ Unity 70 If this were not so,

their case would not be so pleadable as now it is. 1786 A.
GIB Sacr. Contempt. 289 Bequeathing to his people .. a

pleadable interest in all his services and sufferings for their

Salvation. 1862 RUSKIN Unto this Last iv. 161 Meat !

perhaps your right to that may be pleadable; but other

rights have to be pleaded first,

f2. Pleadable brief, Sc. Law: seeBBlEVE. Plead-

able day : a day on which pleadings can take place.
1471 Sc. Acts jfas. Ill (1814) II. 101/2 Quhen ony brefis

_
, quherem he alledges 1

to be vested and saised as of fee ; without the kings pledable
briefe, or the like briefe.

[1292 BRITTON i. xii. 5 Chescune simayne une foiz en
tens pledable (tr. in time pleadable).} 1601 HOLLAND Pliny
II. 457 For his better aduancement he opened vnto him the

whole course of dayes pleadable and not
pleadable, exhorting

. .him withal, to publish that secret ana mysterie.

Hence Flea'datoleness, the quality of being plead-
able.

1774 A. GIB Present Truth II. 141 The pleadableness
thereof at the bar of Law and Justice.

fPlea-dant, ple'dant. Obs. rare 1
, [a. F.

plaidant plaintiff, also advocate who pleads : sb.

use of pres. pple. vi plaider to PLEAD.] A plaintiff.

1599 R. LINCHE Anc. Fiction Kiv, Giue wrongfull iudge-
ment vpon the truth-inferring pledanL
Pleader 1

(plrdai). Forms: a. as PLEADS, a. +

3 -ur, 4 -or, 4-5 -our, -ere, 5 -are, 5- -er, 6 Sc. -ar.

J3. 4 playtour, -ere, 5-6 pleter, -ar(e, 6 pleater.

[a. ME. playdurt -our, a. OF. plaideor (i3th c.

in Hatz.-Darm.), F. plaideur^ agent-n. f. OF.

plaidier>plaider to PLEAD ; with subsequent change
of suffix: see -OUB, -ER 1

. /3. after the collateral

form playte, plete, pleat of the vb.]
1. One who pleads in a law-court ; an advocate.

Bille and Action aunswered and pleted not gylty. 1681 Trial
S. Colledge 6 Cl. o/Cr, You must plead to the Court, Guilty
or not Guilty. 1802-12 BENTHAM Ration, Judic. Evid,
Wks. 1843 VI. 473 Where it happens to a prisoner to answer
in the affirmative in appropriate language, to plead guilty

1300 GOWER Con/. I. 274 The pledour and the plee schal

faile.The sentence of that ilke day. 1430-40 LYDG. Bochas
i. xviii. {MS. Bodl. 263) 76/1 Plederes [(d. 1554 pleters],

which for lucre & meede, Meyntene quarelis, and questis
doon enbrace. 1514 BARCLAY Cyt. # Uplondyshm. (Percy
Soc.) 32 Yet is in the cyte a nombre incurable, Pleders &
brokers, a foule& shamefast rable. 1629 MASSINGER Picture
n. ii, The tradesman, merchant, and litigious pleader, And

such-like scarabs bred in the dung of peace. 1792 Junius
Lett. Ixviii. (1820) 330 The learning of a pleader U usually
upon a level with his integrity. 1871 R. ELLIS Catullus
xxxix. 3 The bench..Where stands a pleader just prepar'd
to rouse our tears.

0. 1303 R. BRL-NNE Handl. Synne 8746 J>yr was a man
bat hygnte Valentyne, Playtour he was, and ryche man
fyne. 1340 Ayenb. 44 To bbe zenne belonged J?e zenne of
ualse domesmen and of ualse playteres. 1474 CAXTON
Chesse in. iii. 3, I suppose that in alle cristendom are not
so many pletars attorneys and men of the lawe as been in

Englond onely. 1545 BRINKLOW Compl. 2 That all iudges
and pleaters at the barre may lyue of a stypend.

fb. In opprobrious sense. Cf. SPECIAL PLEADER.
1382 WYCLIF Isa. iii. 12 My puple his pleteres \gloss or

wrong axers] spoileden. 01400-50 Alexander 1731 pat
wickidly bou haues . . Purvayd j^gletours [L. latruncutos]
cure partis to ride, c 1440 GestaRom. iii. 8 (Harl. MS.)
Advocatis, and pletouris, |je which by sotilte and wickid-
nesse getithe be goode of bis wordle.

t c. A suitor. Obs. rare.

1653 URQUHART Rabelais i. xx. 89 Pleaders are miserable;
for sooner shall they attain to the end of their lives, then to
the final decision of their pretended rights.

2. gen. One who pleads, entreats, or intercedes.

1607 SHAKS. Cor. v. i. 36 But sure if you Would be your
Countries Pleader, your good tongue . . Might stop our

Countryman, a 1635 SIBBES Confer. Christ 4- Mary (1656)

47 We have a pleader in heaven, that will take our part
against the accuser of our brethren. 171* BERKELEY Pass.
Obed. 33 One great principle which the pleaders for re-

sistance make the ground-work of their doctrine. 1884
MAX MULLER in \gth Cent. June 1016 We know how able,
how persuasive a pleader Darwin could be.

3. See SPECIAL PLEADER.

tPlea*der 2
. Obs. rare. Law. Also 5 pletere.

[a. F. plaider^ AF. plaiter, pleter^ infinitive used

as sb. : see PLEAD v. and -ER 4
.] Pleading.

^1450 Merlin 18 This was Merlynes pletere for bis moder.

1698 SIR G. TREBY in Mod. Rep. XII. 229 Testator took
out a writ against the defendant . . , and died during the

pleader.

Pleading (plrdirj), vbL sb. Forms : see PLEAD
z>. [f. PLEAD v. + -ING *.] The action of the verb

PLEAD, in various senses.

f 1. The carrying on of a suit in a court of law,

litigation ; hence, a law-suit, action, legal process;
a controversy. Obs.

1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 9662 In playdinge & in asise. .& in

lugement also, c 1374 CHAUCER Boeth. HI. pr. iii. 55 (Camb.
MS.) Whennes comyn elles alle thyse foreyne compleyntes
or quereles of pletynges. 1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 431 b/i
Doubtyng that the stryf accionsand pletynges of the poure
shold come onely to the presence and knowlege of hys
counceyllours. 1556 Aurelio $ Isab. (1608) K iij, That

they be juges, parties, and advocates of one selfe pletinge.

2. The advocating of a cause in a court of law;
the art of drawing pleadings ;

the body of rules

and usages constituting this art.

1377 LANGL. P. PL B. in. 294 Shal no seriaunt. .were. .no

pelure in his cloke for pledyng atte barre. c 1386 CHAUCER
Pars. T. F 92 Ther ne shal no pledynge [Hengwrt MS.

pletynge] auaille ne sleighte, we shullen yeuen rekenynge
of euench ydel word. 14.. /W., Ret. fy L. Poems (1866) 96
Ther charter helpys be not bat dey, Ther pletyn is not
worth an hawe. 1522 SKELTON Why not to Court 315 In

pletynge of theyr case At the Commune Place. 1552 HULOET,
Pleadynge, actitatio

t
aduocatio. 1766 ENTICK London IV.

34 The terms, or times for pleading and ending of causes

in the Civil Courts. 1875 MAINE Hist. Inst. ix. 255 The
proceedings included a series of assertions and reasseriions

of right by the parties, and this formal dialogue was the

parent of the Art of Pleading.

3. A formal allegation, now generally a written

document (formerly, an oral statement) setting forth

the cause of action or the defence
;
in pi. pleadings^

the formal statements on both sides ; in strict use,

excluding the count or declaration.

1531 ELVOT Gov. i. xiv, The pleadynge used in courte and

Chauncery called motes. 1540 Act 32 Hen. VI'//, c. 30 i

Replycacyons, reioynders, rebutters, ioynyng of issues, and
other pleadynges. 1596 BACON Max. fy Use Com. Law i.

iii. (1636) 22 Pleadings must be certain, because the adverse

party may know wherto to answer. 1768 BLACKSTONE Comm.
III. xx. 293 Pleadings are the mutual altercations between the

plaintiff and defendant ; which at present are set down and
delivered into the proper office in writing. 1825 Act 6

be held as foreclosing the Parties from the Statement of any
new Averments in point of Fact. 1883 H. H. S. CROFT

Elyot's Gov. I. 152 note, The pleadings down to the time of

Edward III were viva voce, and those who pleaded orally

would no doubt pursue the method first recommended by
Quintilian in his Institutes, and afterwards adopted by later

Rhetoricians. 1885 Law Rep. 29 Ch. Div. 451 The Court

is entitled to look at the pleadings in the Irish action.

4. gen. Intercession, advocacy, supplication,
earnest entreaty.
c 1430 Hymns I'irg. 97

' What ', quod \K. synner, '. .Canst

Jxm neuere of H pletinge blynne ?
'

1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W.
de W. 1531) 243 Makyng (as saynt Paule sayth) intcrpella-

cyon & pletynge for vs before y father of heuen. a 1758
RAMSAY Adieufor while ii, Thou dost not obey The plead-
ing of love. 1791 MRS. RADCLIFFE Rom. Forest i, The

beauty., of Adeline, united with the pleadings of humanity
in her favour. 1874 GREEN Short Hist. viii. 5. 511

' Coraus'

. .rises into an almost impassioned pleading for the love of

virtue.

5. See SPECIAL PLEADING.

6. attrib. and Comb., aspleading-house, -place,ctc.
i 1440 Promp.Par-j.ipsli Pletynge howse, or place, find-



PLEADING.
foriuitt. 1656 COWLEY Pind. O-Jts, 34^/1- Chapter Isaiah v,

Then ihall the Market and the Pleading-place Be Choakt
with Brambles and oregrown with grass. z888 LD. HKR-
SCIIELL in Law Rep., Ho. Lords XIII. g As a pleading
point, this would have been good.

Plea'ding, ///. a. [f. as prec. + -ING -.] That

pleads ; entreating, beseeching, imploring.
1818 SHELLEY Rosalind fy If. 870 What avail .. the knit

soul that pleading and pale Makes wan the quivering cheek?
1880 Miss BRADDON Just as f am vi, He noticed that tender

pleading glance at the time. Mod. His pleading tones
move compassion.
Hence Plea-dingly adv^ in a pleading manner

;

Flea'dingness, the quality of pleading.
1847 WKRSTKR, Pleadingly^ by pleading. 1865 E. C. CLAY-

TON Cruel Fortune I. 227 She looked so pleadingly, so

beseechingly,.. that Lady Charington relented. 1866 NONA
BKLLAIRS IVaysidc Fl. iii. 27 Cry., of a little child... Its

intense pleadingness haunted me. 1868 GEO. ELIOT Sp.
Gipsy in. 293 She spoke tenderly, pleadingly.

t Plea-fill, a. Obs. [f. PLEA sb. + -FUL.] That

pleads powerfully, persuasive.
1623 LISLE Du Bartas' Noe 12 So from his pleafull tongue

falls cheering dew and aire.

f Plea*ment. Obs. rare 1
. In 5 plement. [f.

PLEA v. + -MENT. Cf. OF. plaidement (a 1400
in Godef.).] A pleading; an action at law.

1480 CAXTON Chron. Eng. ccxxxv, In a certain plement
he [Earl of Pembroke] stode & was ayenst the ri^tes and
fraunchises of holy chirche.

Pleasable (pl/"zabT), a. Now;w<?. Also4ples-
able, 6 pleasible. [ME. plesable^ a. OF. pleisable

(^1185 in Godefroy),///ya<V agreeable, i.plaisir

(
=
plaire} to please ; see PLEASE and -ABLE. ]

1. Capable of being pleased ; placable, mild.

1382 WYCLIF Gen. xliii. 14 And my God Almygti make
hym plesable to gow \Vttlg. Deus .. faciat vobis eum placa-
bilem], 155* NORTHUMBERLAND in Tytler Ediv. I "7(1839)
II. 148, I love not to have to do with men which be neither

grateful nor pleasable. 1570 LF.VINS Manip. 2/23 Pleasable,

Placabilis, e. 1839 LADY GRANVILLE Lett. 21 June, As
good-humoured and pleasable as it is possible to be.

f 2. Acceptable, pleasing, agreeable. Obs.

1382 WYCLIF Isa. Ix. 7 The! shul ben offrid vpon my
plesable [1388 acceptable] auter. Ibid. Ixi. 2, I shulde..

prechen a
jjer plesable to the Lord \Vulg. Annum placa-

bilem Domino], 1554 KNOX Godly Let. A iij b, I haue ben

compelled to speake in your presens..such thinges as were
not pleasable to the eares of men.

Hence Plea-sableness, placability.
ISS3 GRIMALDE Cicero s Offices i. (1558) 39 There is nothing

more seemely for a great . . man than pleasablenes and mercy.

Pleasance 1
(ple'zans). Forms: 4- pleasance,

(-aunce) ; also 4-7 plesaunce, 4-7 (9) -ance,
5 -auns, -awns, pley-, playsaunce, -aunse,
plezeauns, 5-6 pleasauns, (Sc.) plesans, -ence,

7 (9) plaisauce. [ME. a. OF. plaisanee (a 1296
in Littre) pleasure, delight, in i6th c. place of

delight, f. plaisant pleasing, plaisir to please; so

med.L. placentia, It. piacenza : see -ANCE.]
1. The condition or feeling of being pleased ; en-

joyment, delight, pleasure, joy. arch, andfoet.
ci374 CHAUCER Troylus iv. 1071 (1099) In pe des right as

J>ere fallen chaunces, Right so in loue J>ere com and gon
plesaunces. c 1385 L. G. Ii

7
. 1150 {Dido) Thus is this

quyen in plesaunce & in Ioye. 14.90 CAXTON Eneydos xviii.

67 Yf thou euer toke playsance in ony thyng that by me
cam. i$3 LD. BF.RNERS Froiss. I. cclix. 384 The Englysshe-
men toke great pleasaunce at theyr valiant dedes. 1710
PHILIPS Pastorals ii. 97 Untoward Lads, who Pleasance
take in Spite. 1812 BYRON Ch. Har. \\. Ixxviii, Some days
of joyaunce are decreed to all, To take of pleasaunce each
his secret share. 1830 TENNYSON Lilian ii, When my passion
seeks Pleasance in love-sighs. 1866 LONGF. Flower-de-luce

iii, Beautiful lily, .. born to joy and pleasance, Thou dost
not toil nor spin. 1876 J. ELLIS Caesar in Eg)>pt 59 All

sights and sounds of pastime and plaisanee.

1 2. The action of pleasing ; the disposition to

please ; complaisance ; agreeable or pleasing man-
ners or behaviour, courtesy. Obs.
c 1386 CHAUCER Pard. T. 81 Som for plesance of folk and

flaterye To ben auanced by ypocrisye. 1:1412 HOCCLEVE
De Reg. Princ. 3083 Good plesaunce is of swich beneuo-

lence, pat what gode dede he may in man espie, He preysith
it
;
and rebukith folye. c 1473 Ranf Coilyar 907 To tell

him as I haue tauldthe, Withoutin plesance. 1368 GRAFTON
Chron. II. 398 Manye Noble men were compelled to pay
vnto the king great sommes of money, which was called

Pleasaunce, to please the king withall [cf. BENEVOLENCE
3, 4]. 1599 B. JONSON Ev. Man out ofHum. iv. viii, Con-
tent : good Sir, vouchsake vs your pleasance.

b. A sprightly or pleasing trick ; a pleasantry.
Obs. exc. poet.
1681 GLANVILL Saddncismus ii. (1726) 452 Fancy may be

permitted its plaisanee and inoffensive Raileries. 1681-6 J.
SCOTT Chr. Life (1700) I. 284 Those little plaisances and
inoffensive railleries of fancy which are sometimes requisite
to sauce our conversation. 1873 E. BRENNAN Witch of
Nenri, etc. 178 Isis, she Who with her myriad plesances
and wiles Chafes the unbloomed desire of Egypt's maids.

1 3. That which pleases one ; pleasure, desire,

wish, will. Obs.
c 1340 HAM POLE Prose Tr. 21 In the turnynge of thi wille

enterely to his seruyce and his plesaunce. c 1411 HOCCLEVE
De Reg. Princ. 1345 To the plesaunce of God thou the con-
fourme. ? 1461 Paston Lett. 1 1. 67, 1 shall doo your pleasauns
as moche as in me is. 1530 Conipend. Treat, in Rede me,
etc. (Arb.) 180 To doo his office to the plesaunce of god.
4. Pleasure-giving quality ; pleasantness. Obs.

exc. poet.

983

c
i|86

CHAUCER Frankl. T. 189 The odour of floures and
the fresshe sighte, Wolde han maked any herte lighte . . So
ful it was of heautee and ple.sance. c 1485 Digby Afyst.
(1882) in. 1304, A, welcum masenger of grett plezeavns ! 1503
DUNBAR Thistle $ Rose 39 For to discryve the Ross of
most plesance. 1590 SPENSER F. Q. i. iv. 38 With plea-
saunce of the breathing fields yfed. 1611 SPEED Hist. 67.
Brit. ix. viii. (1623) 554 Deseruedly for the pleasance of the

place named Beaulieu. 1748 THOMSON Cast. Indoi. i. xxvii,
It was a fountain of Nepenthe rare, Whence, as Dan Homer
sings, huge pleasaunce grew. 1830 TENNYSON Recoil. A ral>.

Xts, x, Thence thro' the garden I was drawn A realm of

pleasance.

b. That which awakens or causes pleasure ; that
in which one delights ;

an (objective} pleasure or

delight. Obs. exc. poet.
1485 CAXTON Paris $ I'. 53 Oute of al joyes and play-

saunces worldly. 1619 W. SCLATER Exp. i Thess. (1630)
301 As when . . a father [shows] nuts and such like plea-
sauces to his child. 1812 BYRON Ch. Har. i, xxiii, How
Vain are the pleasaunces on earth supplied.

5. A pleasure-ground, usually attached to a man-
sion

; sometimes a secluded part of a garden, but
more often a separate enclosure laid out with shady
walks, trees and shrubs, statuary, and ornamental
water. (Now sometimes surviving; ns the name of
a street or 'place', as the Pleasance in Edinburgh,
Falkirk, etc. la Sc. (ph~'zans).)
'585 T. WASHINGTON tr. Nicholay's I'oy. iv. xxiii. 139

Diuers gardens and pleasaunces, planted with < ) range trees.
a 1600 Hist. James the Sext (1825) 94 The gunnis war trans-

portit toafauxburgof the toun [Edinburgh] callit Pleasands.
18*1 SCOTT Kenilw. xxvi, The window . . commanded a de-

lightful view of what was called the Pleasance; a .--pace of
ground inclosed and decorated with arches, trophies, statues,
fountains, and other architectural monuments. 1847 E.
WARWICK (title) The Poets' Pleasaunce or Garden uf all

sorts of pleasant Flowers. 1888 HAKE Story my Life (1900)
VI. xxv. 161 A charming old pleasaunce with bowling-green
and long grass walks.
P From the final s sound this word was formerly, esp. by

Scotch writers, often taken as a plural, and written pie-
tattdis, -antis, pleasands, -attts, with a pseudo-singular in

ant. (Hut 'antis may sometimes be a misreading for -aria's.)

c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints vii. (jfacobits) 497 pare-foie su!d god
mare plesandis hafe In til his blud ban al J>e lafe. c 1449
PKCOCK Repr. v. vii. 523 The othere plesauntis and eesis
of the religiosis persoones. c 1485 Digby Myst. (1882) m.
648 Seyth..al ^e plesawnt of your mynd. a 1600 [see 5].

1824 GALT Rothelan \\. xiv, She rose and went down into
the pleasants of the castle.

fPlea'Sance-. Obs. Forms: 5 pies-, 6pleas-
a(u)nce, pleasauntes, -antes, -ants. [app. a.

F. Plaisanee : L. Placentia^ whence It. Piacenza^
a city of Emilia, now an important seat of textile

industry (silk, cotton, etc.).] A fine kind of lawn
or gauze; in a 1548 identified with LuMBERDYNE.
c 1420 LYDG. A ssembly ofGods 299 A kerchyef of plesaunce

stood ouer hys helme ay. 1440 Paston Lett. I. 40 A Knyght
out of Spayne, wyth a kerchefT of plesaunce i-wrapped
aboute hys arme ; the qwych Knyght wyl renne a cours
wyth a sharpe spere for his sovereyn lady sake. 1473
Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scot. I. 72 Item vj elne of plesance,
price elne iiij s. a 1548 HALL Chron. ^ Hen. /"/// 7 [1509]Two ladyes . . in kyrtels of Crymosyne . . and ouer their

garmentes were rochettes of pleasantes, . . their heades
rouled in pleasauntes and typpets lyke the Egipclans, en-
broudered with golde. Their faces, neckes, armes & handes,
couered in fyne pleasaunce blacke: Some call it Lumber-
dynes, which is marueylous thine, so that the same ladies
semed to be nygrost [sic] or blacke Mores. 1577-87 HOI.IN-
SHKD Chron. III. 849/1. 1594 MARLOWE & NASHE Dido i.

i, Whenas I . . held the cloth of pleasance whiles you drank.
i8ot STRUTT Sports fy Past. in. ii. 147 note

t Pleasaunce was
a fine thin species of gauze, which was striped with gold.

I Plea-saiicy. Obs. [f. as PLEASANCE l
: see

-ANCY.] a. Pleasing character, pleasantness, b.

Gaiety, pleasantry,
I545 JOYE Exp. Dan. iii. 31 b, The amenite & pleasancy of

the place. 1684 I. MATHER Remark. Provid. (1856) 141
It is reported that one of the Popes^ in way of pleasancy,
saying to a parrat,

' What art thou thinking of?' the parrat
immediately replied,

*

I have considered the dayes of old,
the years of antient times'. 1702 C. MATHER Magn. Chr.
m. n. xvi. 435 He had a certain pleasancy in conversation.

Pleasant (ple-zant), a. (adv.} Forms : a. 4-7
pies-, 5 plays-, pleys-, 5-8 plais-, 6 Sc. pleis-,
6- pleas-; 4- -ant, (4-7 -ante, -aunt(e, 5 -awnt,
7 Sc. -ent). . (chiefly Sc.} 4-6 plesand, 5-6
pleasand, -aude, (5 -aund, -ond, plessand,
6 pleis-, pleysand). [ME. a. OF. plai$-t pleisant

(i2th c. in Littre, Hatz.-Darm.), prop. pr. pple. of

plaisir = mod.F. plaire to please ; see PLEASE v.

In the forms identified with the north, and Sc.

pr. pple. in -AND, and thus really a northern

; variant of PLEASING ///. a.]
1. Having the quality of giving pleasure ; origin-

j
ally synonymous with PLEASING, but now used

I

more vaguely : Agreeable to the mind, feelings, or

senses ; such as one likes.

13?S BARBOUR Bruce i. 10 And suth thyngis that ar likand

Tyll mannys heryng, ar plesand. Ibid.2a& Horse, or hund,
or othir thing, That plesand war to thar liking. 1390
GOWER Con/. III. 42 And thus what thing unto his pay Was
most plesant, he lefte non. 1460 CAPGRAVE Chron. (Rolls)

27 Pilgrime ful rich was he [Abraham] and plesaunt to God.

1483 Cath. Angl. 283/2 Plesande, acceptus, gratus. 1484
CAXTON Fables ofsEsop i. i, This fayre and playsaunt book.

1509 FISHF.R Fun. Sertn.C'tess ofRichmondVTte.. (E.E.T.S.)

305 A pleasaunt & a swete lyfe . . a lyfe full of ioye & plea-

PLEASANTISH.
sure. 1552 ABI-. HAMILTON Cateck. (1884) 3 Na thing culd
be to God mair plesand. 1576 FLEMING Panopl. Epist. 25^
It is vnto mee the pleasauntest thing in the world vnuiersall.

1639 in Proc. Soc. Antiq. Ser. n. XIV. 373 The other z

[marble pillars), .very pleasaunt and strounge. 1762 KAMLS
Klein, Crit. ii. 6 (1833) 59 Pleasant and painful are quali-
ties of the emotions we feel. 1863 K.INGSLEV Water- Bab. i.

The pleasantest time of all the twenty-four hours.

2. Of persons or their attributes: Having pleasing
manners, demeanour, or aspect; agreeable, cheerful,

good-humoured.'

1560 DAUS tr. Mnitiane's Coinm. 347 b, Jhon Cardinal!
of Lorayne .. had bene all his life time a most pleasaunt
gest and companion. 1604 T. WRIGHT Passions v. 4. ^9
Our I,ord loveth a pleasant giver. 1642 H. Mom-; Sottg of
Soul i. n. cxlii, A jolly Swain Methought he was; meek,
cheat-full, and pleasant. 1705 STANHOPE Parapkr. I. 115
Content and even pleasant under Hardships. 1831 SIR J.
SINCLAIR Corr. II. 385 One of the liveliest and pleasantest
men I ever met with, was the Marquis del Campo. 1873
BLACK Pr. Thtilc ii, A clever woman is always a pleasanter
companion than a clever man.

t3. Humorous, jocular, facetious; merry, gay.
70 make pleasant',

to be festive, make merry. Ubs.

1530 P.M.SGK. 321/1 Pleasante propre, galliarde. 1545
Printer lien. l-'/If in Three Primers (1848) 502 Arise,
Lord .., let .. the righteous and Christ's disciples make
pleasant and merry. 1555 EDKN Decades 134 When the

pleasaunt wanderer pcrceaued that the Christians ceased
to pursue hym. 1581 PETTIE Gnazzos Ch'. Conv. I. (1586* 45
Which kinde of men, a pleasant writer scoffing at, saylli,
That that meate is vnpleasant in last, which smelleth of
the smoake. c 1670 Hom;i-:s Dial. Com. Laws (1681) 24 All
..the Contentments and Ea^ which some pleasant men have
related of the land of Cocquany. 1710 STF.KI.K Tatlcr
No. 246 f 9 Diuk Reptile, who does not want Humour, i-, very
pleasant at our Club when he sees an old Fellow touchy at

being laughed at for any Thing that is not in the Mode.
1782 COWITR Gilpin 169 Now Gilpin had a pleasant wit.

b. Hilarious or excited from drink ; tipsy, rare.

1596 RAI.KIGH Discov. Gviana 55 Some of our captaines
garoused of his wine till they were reasonable pleasant, fur

it Is very strong with pepper. 1680 BURNKT Rochester

(1692) 12 The natural heat of his fancy being inflamed by
wine made him. .so extravagantly pleasant that [etc.]. 1853
'

C. BI-:DK
'

I'erdant Green iv, He comes home pleasant at

night from some wine-party.

f4. Amusing, laughable, ridiculous, funny. Obs.

1583 SIOCKFR Civ. Warres Lowe C. i. 15 With such other
like pleasant iestes. 1604 E. G[RIMSTONF] D'Acosta's Hist.
Indies i. xiv. 47 From our Peru .. they might well bring
gold, silver, and pleasant monkies. 1688 PFNTON Guard. In-
struct, (1897)43 It was pleasant to see how my Son trembled
to see the Proctour come in. 1716 ADDISON Freeholder
No. 9 P 13 The most pleasant Grievance is still behind. 1760
FOOTE Minor \\. Wks. 1799 I. 260 They took him oflf at the

play-house some time ago ; pleasant, but wrong. Public
characters shou'd not be sported with.

5. Comb.) chiefly parasynthetic, aspleasant'-faced,

-featured, -mannered, -minded^ -natnred, -sound-

ingi -spirited^ -spoken, -tongued, -witted, adjs.
1586 W. WEBBE Eng: Poetrie (Arb.) 67 Which all I will

referre to the consideration of euerie pleasant headded Poet
In their proper gifts. 1597 HOOKER Eccl. Pol. v. Ixxiv. 3
It is no great disgrace though they suffer pleasant wilted

men, a little to intermingle with zeale scorne. 1599 SHAKS.
jlfuc/i Ado n. i. 355 Uy my troth a pleasant spirited Lady.
1653 R. SANDERS Physiogn. 279 This various, yet pleasant
relisht Doctrine. 1685 DRVDEN Z>^Aw Misc. Poems n. no
A pleasant sounding name's a pretty thing. 1877 MRS.
FORRESTER Mi^non I. 2 There is one pleasant-faced, cheery
mannered Divine. 1896 Peterson Mag. Jan. 97/1 He is

very pleasant -spoken, and invited me to come and spend
the night with him.

t B. as adv. = PLEASANTLY. Obs.

1553 T. WILSON Rhet. (1580) 140 More, .then the pleasaunt
disposed man is willyng fuliie to set forthe. 1604 E. G[KIM-
STONE] D'Acosta's Hist. Indies n. xiv. 115 They might live

at the Indies very pleasant and happily. 1609 BIBLE

(Douay) Exod. xx. Cofiun., How pleasant eloquent is that

Gregorie, called the great.

t Plea sailt, sh t Obs. Also 7 plaisant. [a. F.

plaisant (i6th c.), sb. use of plaisant PLEASANT

a.~\ A jester, fool, clown.

1595 DUNCAN App. Etym. (E. D. S.), Morio, a pleasand, a

playfoole. 1606 HOLLAND Stiffen, 250 Whereupon one of

these plaisants [yuit/arn itrbanorHin] came out with a

pretie conceit. 1617 in -$rd Rep. Hist. MSS, Contnt. 409/1
Archibald Armstrong his Majesties pleasant quha come to

this burght with the Inglishe Knichtis. 1632 HOLLAND
Cyntpsdia 42 Why should not they more truely be called,

merry conceited Pleasants rather than Boasters?

Plea'Sant, v. rare. [In trans, use f. PLEASANT
a. ; in intr. ad. F. plaisanter to jest, f. plaisant

PLEASANT.]
f 1. trans. To please by indulgence ;

to indulge.
1627-77 FELTHAM Resolves i. xiit. 20 He sings, and reuels,

and pleasants his spleen.

1 2. To spend in pleasure. Obs.

1633 EARL MANCH. Al Mondo (1636) 83 Some pleasant
their lives, as if the world should alwayes laugh upon them.

3. intr. To joke, indulge in pleasantry.
1845 Bachelor Albany (1848) 263 Adelaide had that very

night been pleasanting with Laura on the subject of the

bachelor.

f Plea-santable, a. Obs. rare, [irreg. f. PLEA-

SANT a. + -ABLE.] = PLEASURABLE.

1619 CHAPMAN Two Wise Men n. i. 16 Mee thinkes
t_his

praying in a Church among those of high degree is nothing

pleasantable, and blushing takes away my devotion.

Pleasantish (ple-zantij), a. [f.
PLEASANT a,

+ -TSH 1
.]

Somewhat pleasant.
1832 Eraser's Mag. V. 97 His eye has a pleasantish twinkle.



PLEASANTLY.

Pleasantly ..ple-zantli),<ft;. [f. PLEASANT a.

+ -LY -.] In ;i pleasant manner.
1. In a way that pleases or gratifies ; pleasingly,

agreeably.
c 1380 WVCLIK H'ts. (1880) 3 pei mysten lyue as ples.indeli

to god & as moche profit to holi chirche. c 1420 LYDG.
Assembly of Gods 1689 That they should sownde To the
cares of hem the more plesauntly. 1529 Snpplic. to King
(E. E. T. S.) 48 Castelles, pleasauntely set abowte with
parckes. 1687 A. LOVELL tr. Thaienofs Tra-'. u. 93 All
the women of Persia are pleasantly apparelled. 1776 Lu.
HAILES in Koswell Johnson 30 Aug., Dr. Johnson's Sitfiso-

rtTtrtt is pleasantly and artfully composed. 1875 JOWKTT
Plato (ed. 2) V._i93 On our way we can pass the time

pleasantly in talking.

2. In a manner showing pleasure or contentment;

cheerfully, goodhumouredly.
iSMWyci-iF/V. I[i). 21 Thanue thou schalt takeplesaumli

the sacrifice of ri^tfulnesse. 1540 HYKIH: tr. F/rv.v' Instr.
Chr. \Vottt. ii. x. (1557) 105 b, That they [servants] do their

duty diligently, mekely, and bu\omly, yea and merily to,
and pleasantly. 1655 STAXI.F.V /list, rhilos. ni.(i7oi) 94/2
He gave him the Cup, Socrates took it chearfully, ..and

looking pleasantly upon him, demanded whether he might
spill any of it in libation. 1866 GEO. EI.IOT A". Holt (1868)
12 The young brown eyes seemed to dwell on her pleasantly.

1 3. By way of pleasantry ; humorously, face-

tiously, jocosely. Obs.

15^1 T. WILSON Logike (1580) 48 b, Many wittie men take
occasion to reason pleasantly upon the interpretation of a
worde. 1617 MORYSON ///. i. 259 They will giue you
a head of Garlick routed in the ashes, and pleasantly call it

a pigeon. 1787 G. WHITE Selbornc iv. (1789) 10 This em-
bellishment . . has occasioned strangers sometimes to ask us

pleasantly, 'whether we fastend our walls together with

tenpenny nails?'

Pleasantness (ple-zantnes). [f. PLEASANT a.

+ -MESS.] The quality of being pleasant (in
various senses : see the adj.).
1530 PALSCR. 255/2 Plesantnesse. flaisance. IHJ., Pie-

santnesse, anunitf. 1555 EDF.\ZiccaAj25TheI.ieuetenaunt
beinge entysed by the pleasamnes of the kynges syster.
i6ioA. WILI.ET Hexapla Dan. 261 Italic. . isfor pleasantnes
and frnitfulnesse farre beyond other regions. 1611 Binr.F.

Prov. iii. 17 Her wayes are wayes of plesantnesse : and all

her pathes are peace. 1685 tr. Gratinn's Courtiers Orac.
76 There is nothing more unpleasant than a continual plea-
santness. . .Some minutes are to be allowed to mirth, and
the rest to seriousness, a. 1715 BURNET Own Time (1766)
1. 373 He had a pleasantness in his conversation that took
much with the king. 1815 ELI<I<INSTONE Ace. Caut>u/(iS\?)
1. 99 The influence of the rains of Hindoostaun . . had cooled
the air, and given it a peculiar softness and pleasantness.
1877 TKNNVSOS Harold iv. i. 14 She hath won upon our
people thro' her beauty And pleasantness among them.

Pleasantry (ple-zantri). Also 8-9 plaisau-
terie. [a. F. flaisanterie, OF. plesanterie (i3th c.

in Godef.), f. plaisant PLEASANT, jocose ;
see -BY.]

1. A pleasant and sprightly humour in conversa-

tion; jocularity, fun, facetiousness ; good-humoured
ridicule, raillery.

1655 tr. De Pan's Com. Hist. Francion 23 Ravished
with the pleasantry of the severall passages he had heard.

1693 DRYUEN Juvenal Ded. (1697) 60 There can be no
Pleasantry where there is no Wit. 1734 tr. Rollins Anc.
Hist. (1827) I. 115 Ridicule, or to express the same word by
another, pleasantry. 1763 C. JOHNSTON Reverie I. 256
Pumping his brain for pleasantry, and labouring for wit to
entertain the sneering crowd around him. 18*7 CARLYI.E
Misc., A

1

////<?? (1857) 1. 14 That light matter which the French
call pleasantry. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Enr. iii. I. 328A species of simony, which furnished an inexhaustible sub-

ject of pleasantry to three or four generations of scoffers.

b. With a and//. A humorous passage, action,
or (now, esp.) speech ; a joke, a jest.

1701 Stanleys Hist. Phifas. Biog. 6 Many other Plea-
santries of the same Kind are mention'd in their Place.

1711 ADDISON Spect. No. 31 F 2 The several Woods in
Asia.. will give the Audience a Sight of Monkies dancing
upon Ropes, with many other Pleasantries of that ludicrous

Species. 1716 M. DAVIES Athin. Brit. II. To Rdr. 3 With
their Censorious Plaisanteries upon the greatest of Authors
and Worthies. 1809 SYD. SMITH Serin. I. 235 They. .think
that a_few silly pleasantries, and slender arguments, are
a sufficient preparation to decide on these proofs of a future
life. 1880 MCCARTHY Hist. Own Times III. xlvii. 431He seldom indulged in any pleasantries that could wound
or offend.

1 2. Pleasure, pleasantness, enjoyment. Obs.
1741 RICHARDSON Pamela II. 253 To take up the good

Company's Attention now, will spoil their Pleasantry. 1780
BURKE Let. to T. Burgh Wks. 1842 II. 409 Loicl North
was either wholly out of the house, or engaged in other
matters of business or pleasantry, in the remotest recesses
of the West Saxon corner. 1790 G. WALKER Serin. II. xxi.
109 We lose the relish for the thousand pleasantries of life.

Plea-santsome, a. rare-'1

, [f. PLEASANT a. +
-SOME.] Somewhat pleasant.
1836 F. MAHONY Rel. Father Front, Songs Hor. i. (1859)

389 Some . . find Larissa pleasantsome Or Sparta deem
seductive.

Please (pl'"z), v. Forms: 4-5 (Se. 6-S) pleis(e,
4-6 pleys (Se. pleyss), plese (Se. pies, 4 pleeee),
5 plaise, plase, place, 5-6 playse (Sc. pleiss,
pless, erron. pie), 5- please, (6 pleace, pleas,
plise, Se. plaiss). [ME.//0zVe, pleise, plese, a. OF.
plais-ir (3 pi. pres. plaise-nt} = Yi.plazer, Sp. placer,

Pg.fraztr, It. piacere : L. placere to be pleasing
or agreeable, f. root//ao \nplacidus gentle, mild,

peaceful, placor contentment, satisfaction, pldcare
to calm, soothe, still. The mod.F. infinitive

984

plain (i2th c. in Littre) is a collateral form. repr.
a pop. L. placers^ plac*re^\

I. f 1. intr. To be agreeable ; to give pleasure
or satisfaction. Const, to ^ F. plaire a, L. placere
with dative ; with, etc. Obs.
a 1325 Prose Psalter Hi. 7 [liii. 5] For God waited be bone.s

of bem bat plesen to men. c 1350 Will. Palcrnc 4729 In what
m.iner pat i mist mest with be piece. 1375 HARBOUR Bruce
i. 198 That Scottis men mycht do na thing That euir mycht
pleyss to thar liking. 1382 WYCLIF i Thess. iv. i As ?e ban
resceyued of vs how it bihoueth 3011 for to go and plese to
God. i Saw. xviii. 26 The word pleside in the eyen of

Dauyd. c 1400 Prynier( 1895) 50 pat we mowe serue to bee
wib chast bodi, & plese to bee wib clene herte.

f b. To please to oneself, to take pleasure, be
well pleased. Obs.

1382 WYCLIF Isa. xiii. i A! plesede to hym in hym my
soule [1388 my soule pleside to it *ilf in hym]. 1382
Jf-'isrf. vi. 3 ^iueth eres, see that holden togidere multitudis.
and plesen to ?ou [1388 plesen sou] in cumpanyesof naciouns.

2. trans. To be agreeable to
;
to gratify, satisfy,

delight.
The vb. was here orig, intr. as in i, the object being a

dative ; but this not being formally distinct from an accusa-
tive or_direct object, the vb. came at length to be viewed as

transitive, and to have a passive voice (.see 4). (It has no
passive in Fr.)
c 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. (1810) 68 pe meyne in alle bing

plesed him next the king. 0350 tt'ilL Palcrnc 188 Blibe
was eche a barn ho best mi^t him plese. 1388 WYCLIF
i T/u'ss. iv. i Hou it behoueth ?ou to go and to plese God
[1382 to God]. 1398 TREVISA Earth. De P. R. vin. i. (1495)
296 We shall fle the worlde though he playse \Bodley MS.
please] vs wyth welthe. Ibid. xvin. xiv. 774 An oxe herde

plasyth the oxen wyth whystlynge and wyth songe. c 1483
CAXTON Dialogues 5/6 J\Iais sil ?>ous plaist aulcunc chose

Que ie puissefayre : Hut if you plaise ony thyng That I may
doo. (-1500 Melnsine 9 The king said to them 'That

flayseth
me '. c 1560 A. SCOTT Poems (S. T. S.) x. 38

s no 1 in erd I cure, Bot pleiss my lady pure. 1611
BIBLE Esther ii. 4 The thing pleased the king, and he did
so. 1639 S. Du VERGER tr. Camus Admir. Events 85
Imagining, .that all was lawfull that pleased his humour.
1748 SMOLLETT Rod. Rand, xl, But she was resolved to

please her eye, if she should plague her heart. 1837 ARNOLD
Let. 21 Apr. in Stanley Life II. 81 Jacob Abbott's last work
. .will, I think, please you very much.

b. absolutely. (At first perh. intr. ~
i.)

1390 GOWER Conf. III. 158 For thei that cunnen plese
and glose, Ben., the norrices Unto the fostringe of the
vices. 1484 CAXTON Fables of SEsop \. xvii, The vnwyse
displeseth there where as he supposeth to please. 1530
Pol., Rel. % L. Poems (1866) 31 Pleace with thi dedys rathir
than with thyclothis. 1681 DRYDFS/J^. fy Achit. 747 Two
names, that always cheat, and always please. 1747 JOHN-
SON Prof. Opening Drnry-Lane 54 The drama's laws, the
drama's patrons give, For we that live to please, must please
to live, a 1849 H. COLERIDGE Ess. (1851) I. 356 Men and
writers, if they please at all, must please by doing their best
in their own way. 1877 FURNIVALL Leopold Shaks. Introd.
120 The revived doctrine that the main object of poetry is to

please, seems to me too contemptible to be discusst.

C. refl. To gratify or satisfy oneself.

To do as one likes, take one's own way.
c 1586 C'TESS PEMBROKE Ps. XLIX. vii, Please they them

selves, and think at happiest stay Who please them selves.

1600 SHAKS. A. Y. L. v. iv. 78 If I sent him word .. it

[his beard] was not well cut, he wold send me word he cut it

to please himselfe : this is call'd the quip modest. 1608
Per. iv. i. 101 Perhappes they will but please themselues

vpon her, not carrie her aboord. 1620 T. GRANGER Dfu.
Logike A iij, I purposed not so much to please my selfe,
and a few, as to be beneficiall. 1779-81 JOHNSON L. P.,
Pope Wks. IV. 67 Warburton .. had, in the early part of
his life, pleased himself with the notice of Inferior wits.

1855 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. xiii. III. 334 The clans which
took no part in the insurrection . . pleased themselves with
the hope that they should easily make their peace with the

conquerors.
3. Impersonally',

with formal subject it (the real

subject being a following infinitive or clause, ex-

pressed or understood) : To seem good to one ; to

be one's will or pleasure. (Equivalent in sense to

'will*, 'choose*,
* think proper', etc., with the

person as subject : cf. 4 b.)

Formerly usual in deferential phrases of address or request,
as and, an, if it please you, etc., may it, -will it please you,
your honour, etc.; *\\\p\.. please // (corruptly pleaseth} you,
etc. \

t
also (with omission of it\ sopleaseyou, pleaseyou, and

still \n please your honour, please God, please the pigs, etc.

fa. Const, with to ( F. a, L. dative). Obs.
a 1325 Prose Psalter xxxix. 18 [xl. 13] Plese it, Lorde, to

b, bat bou defende me. 1382 WYCLIF Esther i. 19 If it

plese to thee [Vulg. si tibi placet], go ther out a maunde-
ment. c 1434 Paston Lett. I. 36 Plese it to Commines of
the present Parlemen t, that William Paston. .takyth diverse
fees [etc.], a 1450 Knt. de la Tour (1868) 90 But she was
paied. as it plesed to God, atte the laste.

b. Const, with simple object (orig. a dative).

f Please it you, may it please you.
(A following infinitive often lost its to in 16-1 7th c.)

1388 WYCLIF Esther \x. 13 If it plesith the kyng [1382 If to
the king it plese, Vulg. si regi placet], power be ?puun to the

Jewis. 14015 HOCCLEVE La male regie 416 If it thee lyke
& plese. 1423 Rolls of Parlt. IV. 249 Please it your full

wyse discretions, to consider the matier. 1460 Play
Sacram. 73 And yt place yow. 1478 Paston Lett. III. 221

Withouth it pie yow to send oon of yowr men to me. 1503
Rolls ofParlt. VI. 553/1 Pleas it nowe your Highnesse..
to ordeyn. 1509 in Mem. Hen. VII (Rolls) 433 And hyt pie
your grace., that [etc.]. is68GRAFTONC^wi. II. 350 Pleaseth

you also to remember how many Lords, noble men, and good
commons, .died in thoss warres. c 1590 MARLOWE Faust.
Wks. 121/2 Please it your Holiness, I think it be some

PLEASE.
'

gho-t. 1591 SHAKS. TIVO Cent. i. ii. 140 Cunie, conic, wilt,

please you go '.' 1594 Rich. Ill, iv. iv. 433 Pltaseth \Qos.
please it] your Maiestie to giue me leaue, He muster vp my
friends. 1598 Merry 11'. i. i. 275 WH't please your
worship to come in, Sir? Ibid. \\. ii. 37 Not so, and 't

please your worship. 1602 -2nd Pt. Return fr. Parnass,
ii. vi. (Arb.) 32 Not a word more sir ant please you. 1611
BIBLE Acts xv. 34 It pleased Silas to abide there still. 1646
Hamilton Papers (Camdenj 117 May it please your Grace.
1822 B'NESS BL-NSEN in Hare Life I. vi. 196 Wherefore he
follows this plan it has never pleased him to explain.

c. With omission of if; in "\pleast you, "^so

please yon, may it (so) please you ; please your
honour, please God, etc.

.-1440 Alphabet of Tales 72 Me pleis [=pleises] not at
nowder of bies sulde be sent J>is message. 1600 SHAKS.
A. }'. L. iv. iii. 37 Ros. Will you heare the letter? 6>V.
So please you, for I neuer heard it yet. 1611 Cymb.
n. ii. i Imo. Who's there? My woman: Helene? Lady.
Please you Madam. 1738 SWIFT Pol. Conversat. 69 An
plea>e your Honour, there's a Man below wants to speak

,
to you. 1794 MRS. RADCLIFFE Myst, Udolpho vi, 'Please

your honour, he may be a robber
', said Michael. 1834

LYTTON Pompeii n. ii, To-morrow night, please the gods, we
will have then a snug carousal,

4. Passive. 7'o be pleased: To be gratified, de-

lighted, or agreeably satisfied. Const, with.
1387 TREVISA Iligdcn (Rolls) VIII. 149 pe pepil was

i-plesed wib his faire speche. 1426 AUDELAYAWJ 3 Ther-

t

with he is both plesud and payd. 1535 COVERDALE Ps. ![!].

19 Then shalt thou be pleased with the sacrifice of rightuous-
nesse. 1718 Free-thinker No. 61. 40 Every One is pleased
with such an Occasion of shewing the Superiority of his

Understanding. 1850 M'CosH Div. Govt. \\. ii, (1874) 213
Nor can God be pleased with the perverted adoration.

b. with infinitive (or clause], expressing the

subject of satisfaction. Also, () To have the will

or desire, to be moved ; (c) To think proper,
vouchsafe, choose; to have the kindness, be so

' obliging as
; sarcastically : to have the humour.

(This is the passive of the impersonal construction : / was
pleased to see

~
it pleased me to see.)

c 1400 Rom. Rose 3008, I was wel plesed . . To see the

;

botoun fair and swote, So fresshe spronge out of the rote.

1595 SHAKS. John ii. i. 246 Be pleased then To pay that
' dutie which you truly owe. 1610 Temp. in. ii. 44 Wilt thou
I

be pleas'd to hearken.. to the suite. Ibid. in. iv. 161 If

|

you be pleas'd, retire into my Cell, And there repose.
1611 BIBLE Transl. Pref. 10 The tongues wherein God was
pleased to speake to his Church by his Prophets and

: Apostles. Ps. xl. 13 Be pleased, O Lord, to deliuer me.
'

1680 SIR C. LYTTELTON in Hatton Corr. fCamden) 239 He
was pleased to tell mee the King sayd it was for his service.
c 1680 BEVERIDGK Semi. (1729) I. 60 To persecute, .persons

,

that he is pleas'd to call heriticks. 1697 DRYDKN Virg.
\ Geo>g. in. 459 Pleas'd I am, no beaten Road to lake. 1712
HEARNE Collect. (O. H. S.) III. 424 He was pleas'd to
mention the Controversy between Dr

. Kennett and me.
1759 FRANKLIN Ess. Wks. 1840 III. 405 The governor is

i pleased to doubt our having such letters as we mentioned.
1826 DISRAELI fiv. Grey \\. vi, My dear Sir ! you are

pleased to be amusing this morning. 1871 FREEMAN Norm.
Cong. IV. xvii. 67 A noble and powerful city, inhabited

by rich, daring, and he is pleased to add faithless, citizens.

5. trans. To appease, pacify, satisfy. Obs. or dial.

1382 WYCLIF Lei 1
, i. 3 A inaal with outen wemme he shal

ofTre .. to plese to hym the Lord [1388 to make the Lord
plesid to hym, Vulg. ndpineandum sibi dominutu], Ps.

i xlviii. 8 [xlix. 7] He shal not 3iue to God wher of he be

, plesid [1388 to God. .his plesyng, \v\%. placationem suam\.
1563 Homilies n. For Gd. Friday \\. (1859) 420 He could
do nothing that might please God's wrath. 1565-73 COOI-RR

;

Thesaurus s. v. Pio, Delicta piare . .to please god for sinne.

i8a8 Craven Gloss, (ed. 2), Pleease, to satisfy, to make an

equivalent.
'
I'll pleease you for 't.'

II. 6. intr. To be pleased, to like ; to have the
will or desire; to have the humour; to think

proper. (In sense, exactly = the passive in 4, 4 b.)
The history of ibis inverted use ofplease (observed first in

Scottish writers) is obscure. But exactly the same change
took place in the i4th c. in the use of the synonymous verb

LIKE, where the impersonal 'it liked him', 'him liked',
became 'he liked' c 1430. It may therefore be assumed
that '

I please
'

was similarly substituted for
'
it pleases me ',

* me pleases
'

(c 1440 in 3 c). Cf. also Malory's 'me ought ',

in alliterative Morte Art/iure'me aughte ', with Wyclifs
' Y awjte ',

later
'

I ought '. The remarkable thing in the
case of please is that the sense was already logically ex-

pressed by the passive to be pleased (sense 4), and that the
new idiom was therefore not needed,

' he pleases
'

being
simply = '

it pleases him ', and
' he is pleased '. Shakspere

uses the three forms indifferently, indeed, all the con-

structions of the vb., exc. 6 c, are richly exemplified in his

works : see Schmidt.

1500-20 DUNBAR Poems Ixxxi. 38 Spur melody he pleissU
nocht till heir. 15x3 DOUGLAS sEneis ix. vii. 5 From Law*
rentum..War horsmen sent to Turnus, for to se Quhat he

plesyt. 1530 [see b]. 1535 COVERDALR Ps. cxxxiv. [cxxxv.J
6 What so euer y* Lorde pleaseth, y* doth he in heauen &
in earth. [Elsewhere C. has always 'pleaseth the Lord',
which also stands here in the Great Bible and Geneva.]
1581 N. BURNE Dispnt. in Cath. Tractates (S. T. S.) 122
Lauch alsmekle als ye pleiss. 1581 PETTIE Guazzos
Cw. Conv. i. (1586) 2 b, This your anguish of mind, or

melancholic, as you please to tearme it. 1588 GREENE
Perimedes Ep. Ded., if he [Perimedes] please I have my
desire. 1601 SHAKS. Airs Well in. v. 71 This yong maid
might do her A shrewd turne if she pleas'd. 1612 Two Noble
K. ii. it 59, I see two comforts rysmg, two meere blessings.
If the gods please. 1638 SIR T. HERBF.RT Tra-u. (ed. 2) 140
They . . single what beast they please to fight with. 1649
HOWELL Pre-em. Par/. 3 The Book you pleased to send
me. 1651 HOBBES Leviath. n. xxvi. 138 He may when he

pleaseth, free himselfe from that subjection. 1660 F. BROOKE
tr. Le Blanc's Trav. 21 He travels a foot with his whole

Court, yet his Courtiers go as they please. 1665 BOYLK



PLEASE.

Occas. Refl. iv. xvii. (1848) 270, I can make her speak to

me, just what I please. 1684 BUNYAN Pilgr. \\. 81 That
lie will please to let me know all therein. 1713 ADDISOS
Guard. No. 160 P 7 You may make what use of it you please.

'/ 1800 W. B. RHODES Bomb. Fur. \. (1830) 7 What will your
Majesty please to wear? 1885 Law Rep. 29 Ch. Div. 488
The plaintiff. . has a right to have the trial where he pleases.

b. If (t # (A *"0 y lt phase : if it please you,

if you like, if it is your will or pleasure : a

courteous qualification to a request, the acceptance
of an offer, etc.

;
also (parenthetically), a sarcastic

way of emphasizing any surprising statement, as if

asking leave to make it. (So F. s'il votts plait.

Cf. byyour leave : see LEAVE sb. i.)

Here_j'0 may have been originally dative, as in 3!) (i.e. if

(it) please you, = L. si vobis placet, F. s'il vous plait^ Ger.

ivenn cs Ihnen gefelll),
as in quot. 1483 in 2 ; but it is now

taken as nominative (i.e. if you are pleased, if you like,

if it is your will or pleasure): cf. if he pleases ;
^
if they

please^ above (in 6); and 'if ye please
1

here in 1530.

Shakspere has both ifyou be pleased 1 4 b), and ifyou please.

S3 Jyl of Brentford's Test. (Ballad Soc.) 15 But tary,

I pray you all, Yf ye please. 1588 SHAKS. L. L. L. \. \. 50
Let me say no, my Liedge, and if you please. 1596
Merch. V. i. i. 147 If you please To shoote another arrow that

selfe way. 1601 - Tivel. N. in. iv. 355 Pray sir, put

your sword vp If you please. 1621 ELSING Debates Ho.
Lords (Camden) 58, I wyll goe, and you please, a 1653
BINNING Serin. (1845) 419 Ye need not be made miserable,

but if you please. Mod. Will you take another cup? If

you please. (To child} Say
'
If you please ', and you shall

have it.

1848 THACKERAY in Scribner's Mag. I. 391/1, I heard cf

the father and son in the other regiment . ., the Slashers if

you please, being carried up drunk to bed. Mod. He must
travel first class, if you please, like his betters.

c. Please! (imperative or optative) was app.

originally short for please you (3 c)
= '

may it (or
let it) please you

'

;
but it is now usually taken as=

'Be pleased' (imperative of 6), or as short for *
if

you please
*

(6 b).
This use of please appears to have been unknown to

Shakspere, whose shortest form \$ phase you_($<$.
When parenthetical, or without construction, please is =

may it please you, if it please you, if you please; e.g. Please,

may I go out ? May I come in, please ? Come here, please ;

Give me my hat, please; Please, Sir, did you calf? Shall

I ring the bell? Yes, please. Will you, please, take a

message for me ?

But when followed by an infinitive, it is
- Be pleased :

e.g. Please to excuse my keeping you waiting; Please to

return the book soon ; Please not to lose it.

[1622 F. MARKHAM Bk, War v. vii. 185 Please then my

985

t Plea-SB-man. Obs. rare.
[f. PLEASE z>.]

One who tries to please men. a man-pleaser.
1588 SHAKS. L. L. L. v. ii. 463 Some carry-tale, some

please-man, some slight Zanie.

Fleaser (plrzai). [f. PLEASE t. + -EII!.] One
who or that which pleases or aims at pleasing.
1526 TINDALE Col. iii. -22 Not with eye service as men

pleasers. 1591 HARINGTOS Orl. Fur. Pref. p iij b, A bitter

inuectiue against Poets and Poesie..That it is a nurse of

lies, a pleaser of fooles. 1656 Artif. Handsotii. 190 A
pleaser of all men .. that he might gaine some. 1861 J.

BROWN Hors Subs. (1882) 308 If it be a great pleasure to see

others pleased, and a greater to be the pleaser.

t Plea'se-time. Obs. rare. [f. PLEASE v."]

One who tries to please the lime, a time-server.
1606 WARNER All'. Eng. Ixxxi. 341 Live ever, .in this Fore-

head of our Song by Please-times now forgot.

Pleasllip (plrjip,
1

. rare. [f. PLEA sb. +

-SHIP.] The condition of being at law ; litigation.

1824 SCOTT Redgauntlet Let. xiii, Peter Peebles and Paul
Plainstanes entered into partnership. . . But . . societas est

mater dtscordiaruin : partnership oft makes pteaship.

Pleasing (plrzirj), vbl. sb. [-LXG 1.]

1. The action of the vb. PLEASE; the giving of

pleasure or satisfaction ; the fact of being pleased
or satisfied.

^To have pleasing to: to take pleasure in; to do (one)

pleasing: to give pleasure to (o&s.'l.

1362 LANGL. P. PI. A, in. 237 Preostes and Persones bat

plesyng desyreb, And taketh Meede and moneye for

Massen bat bei syngen. a 1450 Knt. <fe la Tour (1868) 48
Whi loue ye or haue more plesinge to ani man than to youre

Lord vnto all pleasing, being fruitfull in euery good
e. 1895 CLIVE HOLLAND Jap Wife (ed. n) 78 She is a

graduate in the art of pleasing.

fb. Appeasing, pacification, blandishment.
c i$8oA>ttccris'm Todd 3 Treat. 1Vyclifiv$ pei disceyven

be hertis of innocentU be swet wordis & plesyngis & ober

feyned signer 1382 WYCLIF r Mace. \. 47 Sacrifices and

plesyngis for to be don in the temple of God. c 1400
Harrow. Hell 977 (Add. MS.) A lettre |?ai wrote all of

plesynge.

f2. One's liking, pleasure, desire, will. Obs.

c 1430 Hymns Virg. 2 Tota pulcra bou art to my plesynge,

i My moder, princes of paradijs. 1485 Digby Myst. (1882)
'

HI. 1480 That wold I lerne; Ittis my plesyng. 1527 Prose

Life St. Brandan (Percy Soc.) 40 Therfore our Lorde hath

Earth to yeild. 1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) I. go Please then

to take my place. 1891 KIPLING Light that Failed (\qvti\

226
' Then I'll tell the boys.. .'

' Please not, old man.' 1898
G. B. SHAW Plays II. You never can tell yog Yes, sir. Please,
who are you?
f 7. trans. To be pleased with, take pleasure in

j

to like. Sc. Obs.

1578 Ps. li. in Scot. Poems i6//i C. (1801) II. ng Gif thou

had pleased sacrifice I suld have offered thee. 1616 J. HAIG
in J. Russell Haigs vi. (1881) 139 Gif they pleasit not his

wark when they saw it, he should correct it. a 1665
GUTHRIE Chr. Gt. Interest i. viii. (1766) 119 You wonder
that any man should not please the device of salvation by
Christ. 1719 \Vodro-w Corr. (1843) II.

470,
I please what

you term the demy [paper], but I think it's thin.

fFlMM,J&&fW*. [f.prec.] Pleasing, pleasure.
a 1550 Freiris ofBerwik 428 in Ditnbars Poems (S.T. S.)

299 Hot all thair sport, cjuhen^ thay wer maist at eiss, Vnto
our deme it wes bot Haul pleiss.

Pleased (pld), ///. a. [f.
PLEASE v. + -ED i.]

Affected by feelings of satisfaction or pleasure;
contented, gratified, in good humour; f appeased.
1383 WYCLIF Ps. Ixxvii. 38 He forsooth is merciful, and

plesid [1388 merciful] shal be maad to the synnes of hem.

1493 Fcstivall (W. de W. 1515) 58 Therwith he helde hym
pleased. 1530 PALSGR. 321/1 Pleased, content. 1593 SHAKS.

3 Hen. VI, \. ii. 55 Nay be not angry, I am pleas d againe.

1596 Merch. V. III. ii. 182 Among the buzzing pleased
multitude. 1657 AUSTEN Fruit Trees i. 25 The spirits are

refreshed, and in a pleased temper and condition. 1782
Miss BURNEY Cecilia viu. vii, I am not quite pleased with

your looks. 1873 BLACK Pr. T/tnle vi, A pleased smile

appeared on her face.

Pleasedly (plrzedli), adv. [f. prec. + -LY 2.]

In a pleased manner ; with pleasure or satisfaction.

1651 JER. TAYLOR Holy Dying i. 3 (1719) 26 He . . that

can look upon another Man's Lands evenly and pleasedly
as if they were his own. 1661 FELTHAM Resolves^

11. XL
262 He that would be pleasedly innocent, must refrain from

the last of offence. 1867 Contemp. Rev. IV. 41 7 [She] would
have lingered pleasedly.

PleasedneSS (ph'-zd-, plfzednes). [f.
a5

prec. + -NESS.] The condition of being pleased ;

pleasure, satisfaction.

1665 BOYLE Occns. Rtfl. (1848) 69 It may put him in mind
of the pleas'dness and alacrity, with which a charitable

person should set himself to the doing of good. 1680 BAXTER
Cath. Commmt. iii. (1684) 16 Pleasedness, and Displeased-
ness are in the Passions, and signify Joy and Trouble. 1828

J. BAI.LAXTYNE Exam. Hum. Mindm. ix. 323 That pleased,

ness, if it be in a considerable degree, is the very same
with the affection of joy or delight.

fPlea-se-God, a. Obs. rare. [f.
PLEASE v.}

That pleases God.
1606 SYLVESTER Du Barlas it. iv. ii. Magnificence 3

Salomon: His (please-God) Choice of Wisdom, wins him
Honor.

VOL. VII.

return the book soon ; Please not to lose it. u = ^ ** ^ ""
[1622 F. MARKHAM Bk. War v. vii. 185 Please then my :

set us here .. in full grcte joye and mvrth, after his plea- !

Lord to read this Epistle.] 1667 MILTON P. L. v. 397
'

synge, here to serve hym.

Heav'nly stranger, please to taste These bounties which our f 3. A source of pleasure; an object ot delight.

Nourisher,. .To us for food and for delight hath caus'd The
'

Obs. rare.Obs. rare.

c 1386 CHAUCER Man ofLau's T. 613 They moste take in

pacience at nyght Swiche manere necessaries as been

plesynges To folk bat han ywedded hem with rynges.

f4. = PLEASINGNESS. Obs.

1581 SAVILE Tacitus' Agric. (1622) 184 The sweetnesse and

pleasing of idlenesse, and of doing nothing, creepeth into

oursences. 1594 SHAKS. Rich. ///, i. i. 13 He capers nimbly
in a Ladies Chamber, To the lasciuious pleasing of a Lute.

Plea'sing, ffl. a. [f. PLEASE v. + -ING 2
.]

1. That pleases ; that gives pleasure or satisfaction ;

agreeable, grateful.
c 1380 WYCLIF Serm. Sel. Wks. II. 19 However bis ende

comeb beste, is moost plesing to God. c 1440 Jacob's Well

191 Plesyd wyth fayre woordys & plesyng speche. 1563
Alirr. Mag., Hastings Ivi, The pleasyngst meanes boade
not the luckiest endes. 1591 WARNER Alb. F.ng. vni. xli.

(1612) 200 The teares did wash her pleasing face. 1621

LADY M. WROTH Urania 327 What is pleasinger then

varietie, or sweeter then flatterie? 1708 POPE Dryope 19
Her smiling babe (a pleasing charge) she prest Within her

arms. 1741 RICHARDSON Pamela (1824) I. 9 He has recon-

ciled the pleasing to the proper. 1877 M R s. FORRESTER

Mignon I. 15 No longer a young man, yet not too old to

be pleasing to women.

f 2. Willing, approving. Obs. rare.

1652 HOWF.LL Giraffi's Rev. Naples n. 81 Whereunto Don
John gave no pleasing ear.

Pleasingly (pl/'zinli), adv. [f. prec. + -LY 2]
1. Inapleasingmanner; so as to please; pleasantly.
c 1400 Lanfranc's Cimrgie 8 Be he trewe . . & plesyng-

lyche here he hym-self to hys pacientis. 1593 NASHE
Christ's T. (1613) 129 No Orator was euer more pleasingly

perswasiue. 1779 FORREST I'oy. N. Guinea 256 An islancf,

where I spent my time so pleasingly. 1869 TOZER Highl.
Turkey II. 190 There is.. very little variety, nor are the

different objects pleasingly arranged.

t 2. With pleasure ;
= PLEASANTLY 2, PLEA-

SEDLY. Obs.

c 1410 LOVE Bonavent. Mirr. xxxiii. 62 (Gibbs MS.)
Oure lord iesu accepted more plesyngly & preferred be

priuy contemplacyoun of marye. 1591 LAMBARDE*4rc/i*r/<?M

(1635) 89 If one that hath a judiciall place. .shall pleasingly
heare the proofes of the one partie, and peremptorily cut off

the other. 1612 W. MAKTVM Youth's Instruct.jj Neither

doe you relish too pleasingly your owne actions. 1682

NORRIS Hieroclcs Pref. 19 That can look upon another

man's Lands evenly and pleasingly as if they were his own.

[Cf. PLEASEDLY, quot. 1651.)

PleasingnCSS (plfzirjnes). [f. as prec. +

-NESS.] a. Pleasing quality ; agreeableness, plea-
santness. ) b. Pleasedness, pleasure (p&s.).

a. a 1586 SIDNEY Arcadia (1622) 55 Time, .seeming, .short

..in the pleasingnesse of such presence. 1662 STILLINGFL.

Orig. Sacr. i. iv. 2 (ed. 3) 59 The novelty and pleasingness
of musick and poetry. 176 . WESLEY Hvsb. $ Wives iii.

Wks. 1811 IX. 62 The Effects of Nuptial Love are three,

Pleasingness, Faithfulness, Helpfulness. 1832 L. HUNT
|

PLEASURE.
Kir R. Eskcr (1850) 234 Warts and wrinkles, .inimical tu

pleasingness of aspect.
b. 1649 EARL MONM. tr. Renault's Use Passions (1671)

53 One might . . see pleasingness take the same place in his

countenance, which Choler had possest.

Fleasurabi'lity. rare. [f. next + -nv.]
The quality of being pleasurable.
1813 L. HUNT in Examiner 12 Apr. 227/1 He .. talks as

if he were all pleasurability or dignity.

Pleasurable (ple'jur&b'l), a. [f. PLEASURE
sb. + -ABLE, after com/orla/ile.']
1. Affording, or capable of affording, pleasure ;

agreeable, pleasant.
1579 E. K. in Spenser's Shcph. Cal. Ep. Ded. 4 These

my present paynes if to any they be pleasurable, or profitable.

'693 J- EDWARDS Perfect. Script. 223 Recreating and

pleasurable entertainments. 1810 D. STEWART Philes. Ess.
in- i. 225 When the mind is strongly influenced, either by
pleasurable or painful sensations. 1855 HAIN Senses <5- Int.

n. iv. 20 (1864) 288 Exercise is pleasurable only when we
are expending surplus energy,

1 2. Devoted to or engaged in pleasure ; pleasure-

seeking, pleasure-loving. Cbs.

1599 1J. JOSSON 7iV. Man out of Hum. v. ii, O, sir, you
are very pleasurable. 1618 S. WAI;D JctJirt?s Justice {i&i'l}

41 Idle pleasurable gentlemen. 1709 SiKiat: Tatt\>- I )*(]..

The manners of the Pleasurable, as \\ell as the liusie Part

of Mankind.

Plea'SurableneSS. [f. prec. + -.XF.SS.] Plea-

surable quality; pleasantness, delightfulness.
a 1660 HAMMOND Serin. Isa. i. 5 Wks. 1684 IV. 533 Could

he but.. espy the whole sweetness and pleasurriblene^s of

it secretly let out. 1713 M. HENRY ll-'ks. (1853) I. 168 To
screw up the delights of sense to a greater degree of

pleasureableness. 1865 M. ARNOLD Ess. Crit. viii. ( 1875) 326
A sympathy with intellectual activity for its own sake, and
for the sake of its inherent pleasurableness and beauty.

Fleasurably (ple'guribli), adv.
[f.

as prec.

+ -LY 2
.]

In a pleasurable manner; in or with

pleasure, pleasantly, agreeably.
1633 Br. HALL Hard Texts, Amos vi. i Woe to those

that live securely, and pleasurably in Zion. a 1822 Sni-.i LF.V

Pirn. Death Ess. & Lett. (Camelot ed.) 65 The mind . . will

be painfully or pleasnrably affeUed. 1830 MACKINTOSH
Eth. Philos. Wks. 1846!. 25 Prudence, .teaches that we can-

not live pleasurably without living justly and virtuously,
nor live justly and virtuously without living pleasurably.

t Plea-surance. Obs. rare- 1
, [f.

PLEASURE
v. + -ANCE, or ? error for pleasatice."] Pleasure.
c 1400 Dcstr. Troy mi Playnond with pytie, no pleasui-

ance at all, With syk) ng & sorow [she] said on this wi^e.

Pleasure (ple'.V l

'

u
>
'"J

>

~3J
)>

s^- Forms : see

below. [ME. flcsir, plaisir a. OF. plesir, flaisir

(i2th c. in Littre),
= Pr. plazer, Sp. placer, Pg.

pracer, It. piacere, Com. Romanic substantival use

of the vb. infin. : L. piacere to please. By 1400,

plesl'r\\zA. become (in $to$R)fK'sir,ple'sert
and its

unstressed ending jieing confounded with that of

words etymologically in -lire, e. g. measure, it was

corruptly spelt and pronounced plesitre, pleasure.
The dialects have retained more etymological forms

in pleezer , plczzer (plrzoi, ple'zsa).]
A. Illustration of Forms.

a. 4-5 plesir, 5 plesyr, -yre, -ire, -ier, -yer ;

plaisir, playsir, -ire, -yr, -yre ; pleasir, -ire,

-ier, -yr, -er
; pleeser ; 5-6 pleser, -ere

;
6 plea-

sire ; 9 dial, pleezer, plezzer.
1390 GOWER Conf. II. 144 Sche scholde thanne afore his

ye Schewe al the plesir that sche mihte. c 1420 LVDG.
Assemb. Cods 197 Ye shall haue all your plesere [rime
here= hear]. 1430 Min. Poems (Percy Soc.) 35 A yong
rotour, redy to hir pleasier. 1450 Q. MARGARET in Four C.

Eng. Lett. (1880) 8 To be disposed to our pleasir. Clo
Merlin i At his plesier. 1463 Bury Wills (Camden) 27 To
the pleeser of Almighty God. 1466 Cal. Anc. A\v. Dublin

(1889) ' 322 Juncte or severell at his plesyre. V c 1470 Paston

xiii. 39 Without his playsir nothyng may endure. 1482
MARG. PASTON in P. Lett. III. 289 To the most pleaser of

God. 1484 CAXTON Fables of SEsop v. x, I praye the that

one playsyre thow wylt do to me. 1485 Chas. Gt. i To
reduce for his playsyr somme hystoryes. 1488 Act 4
Hen. VII, c. 7 i At the Kynges plesire. a 1500 F'lmuer

!f Leaf 113 Wherof I had so inly greet plesyr. c 1500
Mclitsine 31 That I shall euer doo youre playsire. 1536
R. BEERLEV in Four C. Eng. Lett. (1880) 34 All fowlows our

owne sensyaly and pleser. 1828 Craven Gloss, (ed. 2),

Plezzer, pleasure.

p. 5 plaisur, playsur, -ure
; 5-6 plesur ;

pleasur,-our (-7 .5V.); 5-7 plesure ; 5- pleasure;
6 plesour, -cure, -owre, -ewre ; pleasor, Sf.

pleisour, -ure, pleissour, plessour, -uir, 7 plea-

ceur, Sc. pleassour, plessor.
c 1440 Generydes 144 For his plesur trowly ther lakkyd

noght. c 1450 tr. Higden (Rolls) V. 373 [He] enti enge in . .

hade his pleasure. 1484 CAXTON Fables of A Ifance vi, For

to take his desporte and playsure. 1486 Certificate in

Surtees Misc. (1888) 47 God preserve you to His pleasour.

c 1489 CAXTON Sonnes of Aymoti 50 Where your plaisur

shalle be to sette vs vnto. 1490 Eneydos xxvn. 98,

I myghte . . haue doon wyth theym after my playsur and

wyll. 15.. Sir J. Mandevellt I, Gret Souden 75 in Hazl.

E.P.P. (1864) I. 157 He that hase most plesure is best.

1314 BARCLAY Cyt. $ Uploudyshnt. (Percy Soc.) p. xlvni,

Now judge, Coridon, if herein be pleasour. 1529 lest.

El'or. (Surtees) VI. 21 To be paid at the pleasor of my sone.

1530 PALSGR. 255/2 Pleasure, commoditc. c 1540 J. MEV-
Ijto



PLEASURE.
WOOD Wit $ Folly (Percy Soc.) 16 The sewrte of plesewre

'

eternall. 155* ABP. HAMILTON Catcch. (1884) 7 How we
suld observe the commandis to the plesour of God. 1554-9

Songs <y Ball. (1860) i Farewell my joye and plesure to.

1556 OLDE Antichrist 65 b, To mayntene their pleasur and
idlenesse. 1588 A. KING Canisius' Catcch. (S. T. S.) 213
To take pleissour. 1596 DALRYMPLB tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot.

I. 7 Pleisour; 43 pleisure ; 94 plesour; 152 pleasour. 1611

SIR W. MURE Misc. Poems (S. T.S.) L 34 Pleasoures: 51

pleasour; 80 pleassour. 1640-1 Kirkcndbr, IVar-Counn.

Min. Bk. (1855) 35 That they be baithe committit to warde,

presentlie, during thair plessor.

B. Signification,
1. The condition of consciousness or sensation

induced by the enjoyment or anticipation of what
is felt or viewed as good or desirable; enjoyment,

delight, gratification. The opposite ofpain.
1390 [see A. a]. 1490 CAXTON Eneydos Prol. i In whiche

j

booke I had grete playsyr. 1546 J. HEYWOOD Prov. (1867) i

27 Flee pleasure, and pleasure will folowe thee. 1601 SHAKS. I

Twel, N. in. iii. 2 Since you make your pleasure of your
j

paines, I will no further chide you. 1651 HOBBES Lcviath.
j

i. vi. 25 Pleasure .. {or Delight) is the apparence or sense of
|

Good. 1685 Roxb. Ball, (1886) VI. 122 What in pleasure
j

begins too oft endeth in pain ! 1690 LOCKE Hum. Und. \\.

vii. (1695) 56 By Pleasure and Pain I would be understood
to signifie, whatsoever delights or molests us. 1721 MORTI-
MER Husb. (ed. 5) II. 197 I ..shall next proceed to the

Garden of Pleasure or Flower-Garden. i73z BERKELEY ;

Alciphr. n. 14 You admit, therefore, three sorts of plea- I

sure : pleasure of reason, pleasure of imagination, and !

pleasure of sense. 1756 BURKE Subl. fy B. \. ii,_Pain and
j

pleasure are simple ideas, incapable of definition. 1757
GRAY Bard 74 Youth on the prow, and Pleasure at the

helm. 1831 SIR J. SINCLAIR Corr. II. 120 The two former
I had the pleasure of finding in Paris. 1881 W. H. MAL-
LOCK Rom. igth Cent. II. 243 Her face flushed with plea-
sure. 1894 SIR E. SULLIVAN Woman 83 'Pleasure is to the

mind, what good food is to the stomach.' Pleasure is what
all creatures desire ; pain what they all avoid.

b. In unfavourable sense: Sensuous enjoyment
as a chief object of life or end in itself. Sometimes

personified as a female divinity.
1526 TINDALE i Titti.v. 6 But she [a widow] that liveth

in pleasure, is deed even yet alive [1611 is dead while she

liueth). 1710 SHAFTESB. Charac. (1737) I. m. ii. 309 When
we follow Pleasure merely, we are disgusted, and change
from one sort to another. 1735 POPE Ep. Lady2.\$ Men, some
to Bus'ness, some to Pleasure take ; But everyWoman is at

heart a Rake. 1768-74 TUCKER Lt. Nat. (1834) II. 683
Pleasure and interest are two great deceivers we must warn
men against, as continually leading them astray. 1784
COWPER Task in. 51 Thou art not known where Pleasure is

adored, That reeling goddess with the zoneless waist And

wandering eyes. 1790 BURNS Tain o" Shanter 59 But plea-
sures are like poppies spread, You seize the flower, the bloom
is shed. 1802 W. CUTSPEAR Drain. Rights 47 Pleasure is

the business of the great. 1819 BYRON Juan i. cxix, O
pleasure ! you're indeed a pleasant thing, Although one must
be damn'd for you, no doubt. Mod. Men who made plea-
sure thebusiness of their lives. Wearied votaries ofpleasure.
A life given up to pleasure.

c. In strictly physical sense : The indulgence of

the appetites; sensual gratification.
c 1450 [see A. /3], 1562 Child-Marriages 75 He wold

have had his pleasure of her. 1611 BIBLE Gen. xvni. 12

Therefore Sarah laughed within her selfe, saying, After
I am waxed old, shall I haue pleasure, my lord being old

also? 1725 LADY M. W. MONTAGU Lctt. t to C'tess Mar
(1887) I. 363 Dying as he had lived, indulging his pleasures.

1877 MRS. OLIPHANT Makers Flor. xii, The vileness which
calls itself pleasure was paralyzed.

d. The condition or fact of being pleased or

satisfied, the negation of which is displeasure

(DISPLEASURE i); satisfaction, approval, rare.

1568 GRAFTON Chron. II. 734 [He] was not the best pleased,
but pleasure or displeasure, there was no remedie.

2. With possessive pronoun, or sb. in possessive
relation : How one is pleased or wills in reference

to any action contemplated ;
that which is agree-

able to one or in conformity with one's wish or

will
;
one's will, desire, choice.

?c 1368 (i6th c. MS.) CHAUCER Compl. to his Lady 126 As
is your most plesure, so doth by me. c 1420 LYDC. Assembly
ofGods 577 The goddes hygh plesure to fulfyll, Performe

my desyre. 1485 CAXTON St. Wenefr. 2 Whiche .. aroos &
humbly demaunded hym what was his playsir. 1543-4 Act
35 Hen. VIII^ c. i It is in the only pleasure and will of

almighty God, how longe his highnes . . shall lyue. 1568
GRAFTON Chron. II. 120 When his good pleasure shall be.

1591 SHAKS. Two Gent, n, iv. 117, I wait vpon his pleasure :

Come SirThurio, Goe with me. 1669 HAKVBUCferK Wks.
(Grosart) II. 275 So expecting your pleasure, I remaine,
Gentlemen, [etc.], 1761 HUME Hist. Eng. II. xxxvL 289
They were determined not to submit . . to her will and
pleasure. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. x. II. 549 They
would submit to William's authority, and would, till his

pleasure should be known, keep their men together.
3. That which gives pleasure, or in which one

delights ; a source or object of pleasure or delight.
c 1495 Plumpton Corr. (Camden) 107 Therin you wll do,. . I

that may be plesur to you & my contry. 1517 TORKINGTON i

Pilgr. (1884) 18 They Caryed with them Riches and plea- |

surs, As clothe of gold and Crymsyn velvett. 1585 T. I

WASHINGTON tr. Nickolay's Voy. I. xvi. 17 b, This place
excelleth all others in pleasures and dainties. 1639 N. N.
tr. Du Bosq^s Compl. Woman i. n Is there a greater plea-

sure, then to be present at the birth and ruin of Empires,
and Monarchies? 17x5 DE FOE Fam. Instruct. \. v, (1841)
I. lot These are the very things your sister calls the pleasure
of her life. 1858 EARL OF ABERDEEN in G. C. Lewis's
Lett. (1870) 352 Your . . love of truth renders this a duty as

well as a pleasure.

f b. A pleasure-ground. Obs.

1485 Rolls ofParlt. VI. 293/1 Tennements,. .thanne lyinge

986

nie to the said late Lord Herbert, and to hys plesure. 1494
FABYAN Chron. vn. cliv, In the xxi. ytre of hys reygne
Kynge Henry [I] made y* parke of Wodestoke besyde
Oxenforde, with other plesures to the same. 1633 FORD
Broken H. \, iii, None have access into these private

pleasures, Except some near in Court. [Cf. 1721 in sense i.J

c. As name of a locality.
1666 WOOD Life 18 June (O. H. S.) II. 80, Tune 18, M.,

Oliver Craven, B.A. of Trinity Coll. drowned at Patten's

Pleasure. 1692 Ibid, III. 399.

4. The quality which gives pleasure ; pleasur-
ableness.
c 1530 Crt. ofLove vi, To her be all the pleasure of this

book. 1626 BACON Svara 475 The Shining Willow which

they call Swallow-Tail because of the Pleasure of the Leaf.

1732 BERKELEY Alciphr. n. 14 Consequently the pleasures

perfective of those acts are also different. 1869 TOZER

Highl. Turkey I. 149, [I] realised what I had never felt

beforethe pleasure of pale colours.

5. Phrases.

t a. At pleasure : with pleasure, pleased. Obs.

1579 TOMSON Calvin's Serin. Tim. 294/2 The Papistes
(of whom we

sp_eake
not so at pleasure). 1595 DANIEL Civ.

Wars i. ii, Whilst Fraunce, to see thy spoyles, at pleasure
stood !

b. At (one's) pleasure^ at pleasure : as or when
one pleases ; at will, at discretion. During (one's)

pleasure : while one pleases.
1442 Rolls o/ Parlt. V. 44/1 Lifte up and close the seid

Itf att their pleser. 1484 CAXTON Fables of'/E'sop n. xvii,

I drynke and ete at my playsyr. 1523 LD. DEfaX]fSSJfroifS,
I. cxv. 137, I shall make you amendes at your pleasures.

1566 Reg. Privy Council Scot. I. 460 He being absent at

the plesour of God. 1617 MORYSON Itin. \. 8 We had free-

dome to leaue the coach at our pleasure. 1634 W. TIRWHVT
tr. Balzac's Lett, (vol. I) 132, I am not able to do anything
but at the Physitians good pleasure. 1669 STURM Y Mariners
Mag. i. ii. 33 Draw two Right Lines, making any Angle at

pleasure. 1816 SCOTT Old Mart, xiii, Whom the . . house-

keeper., huffed about at her pleasure. \%&$Act 48^-49 Viet.

c. 61 2 A Secretary.. who shall hold office during Her
Majesty's pleasure. 1885 Law Rep. 15 Q. Bench Div. 360
The belts.. could be slipped off the drum..at pleasure.

c. To do or f show (one} (a} pleasure : to per-
form an acceptable service, do a favour

;
to please,

gratify. Cln quot. 1685 used ironically^}
c 1460 FORTESCUE Abs. # Lint. Mon. vii. (1885) 124 Such

as do, or shall do to hytn seruice, or o)>er maner off plea-
sures. 1472 Paston Lttt. III. 54 To do my Lord a plesur.

1526 TiN'OALE Acts xxiv. 27 Felix, willynge to shewe the

Jewes a pleasure, lefte Paul in preson bounde. ^560 DAUS
tr. Sleidnnes Comm. 364 The citezens shewed them what

pleasure they could. 1685 R. BURTON Eng. Emp. Amer.
ii. 50 One . . who to do the Spaniards a pleasure gave them [the

English] information of a great Ship called the St. Anna
expected from the Philippine Islands, . . which . . they took
within a few days after. 1871 BROWNING Balaust. 2359 But

certainly Thou dost thy friend no pleasure in the act.

Mod. Do me the pleasure of dining with me. I will do

myself the pleasure of calling on you.

d. Man (tuomatt} ofpleasure: one who is devoted

to the pursuit of sensual pleasure ;
a licentious

person, a profligate, f Lady, woman ofpleasitre :

a wanton, a courtesan (obs.}.

1623 WEBSTER Duchess of Alal/i v. ii, We that are great
women of pleasure . . join the sweet delight And the pretty
excuse together. 1637, c 1645, 1708 [see LADY so. 4 e]. 1667
EVELYN Diary 27 Aug., He [Clarendon] had enemies at

Court, especialy the buffoones and ladys of pleasure. 1673
Essex Papers (Camden) I. 72 These men of Pleasure (y

very Pest and ruine of all Courts). 1732 BuKBLEY.4&&b&'.
n. 3 Thus in our Dialect a vicious Man is a Man of Plea-

sure. 1742 YOUNG Nt. Th. vm. 793 A Man of Pleasure is

a Man of Pains. 1849 MACAU LAY Hist, Eng. v. I. 635
Kirke was also, in his own coarse and ferocious way, a man
of pleasure.

t e. To pleasure^ to (one's) pleasure : so or such

as to please; to one's liking. Obs.

1470-85 MALORY A rthnr it. xiv. 92 There were brought
hym robes to his pleasyr. 1819 KEATS Lamia IT. 192 When
in an antechamber every guest Had felt the cold full

sponge to pleasure press 'd.. upon his hands and feet.

f. To take (a) pleasure : to be pleased, to enjoy

oneself, to delight (tw, to do something, etc.).

1538 ELYOT Diet., Teneri ludo, to take pleasure in game.
1590 MARLOWE znd Pt. Tamburl. iv. i, I take no pleasure
to be murderous. 1611 BIBLE Ps. cii. 14 Thy servants
take pleasure m her stones. 1727 A. HAMILTON Neiu Ace.
E. Ind. I. xix. 231 Was drowned .. by a Pinnace's over-

setting, in which he and his Lady had been taking a Plea-
sure on the Water. 1734 tr. Rollins Anc. Hist. (1827) II.

iv. 2ii, I took a pleasure of informing myself of his birth.

1858 HAWTHORNE Fr. f It. Note-Bks. II. 48 Were taking
their pleasure in our neighborhood.

6. attrib* and Comb. a. simple attrib.,
* of or

for pleasure', aspleasure-barge, -car, -car/, -chariot,

-dome, -driving, -excursion, -farming, -feast, -fleet,

-garden, -gardener^ -horse, -party, -plat, -resort,

-traffic, -train, -travel, -trip, --vehicle, -voyage,

-walk\ b. objective, obj. genitive, instrumental,

etc., as pleasure-hunter-, -taker, -taking', pleasure-

bound, -feeling, -giving, -greedy, -loving^ -tired,

-trading, -wasted, -yielding adjs.

1775 Chron. in Ann.Reg. 216/1 "Pleasure-barges, . moored in

the river. 1873 E. BRENNAN Witch ofNemi 223 *Pleasure-

bound and peace-inspiring days. 1797 Hist. Mr. Fantom
(Cheap Repos. Tracts) 8 That multitude of coaches., stages,

pleasure-carts and horses. 1865 J. H. INGRAHAM Pillar

ofFire (1872) 69 Besides their war-chariots, the Egyptians
possess a small number of *pleasure-chariots. 1797 COLE-
RIDGE Kubla Khan. 2 In Xanadu did Kubla Khan A stately

*pleasure-dome decree. 1833 L. RITCHIE Wand, by Loire

PLEASUREHOOD,

225 Agatha .. prepared .. for her ''pleasure-excursion to

Nantes. 1891 KEBBEL Old fy New Eng. Country Life 132
The age of *pleasure-farming of work and play combined
. . is gone for ever. 1890 DONISTHORPE Individualism xi. 378
A larger sum-total of *pleasure-feeling sentient beings. 1890
Nature 4 Sept., Electric coaling-stations for the river

^pleasure-fleet. 1712 J. JAMES tr. Le Blonds Gardening
(title-p.) Fine Gardens, commonly called *Pleasure-Gardens.

1779 J. MEADER (title) The Planter's Guide: or *Pleasure
Gardener's Companion. 1824 COLERIDGE Lett., to T. Gill-

man (1895) 731 You will have received another,., more
amusing, at least *pleasure-giving Scripture from me. 1879
H. SPENCER Data ofEthics vi. 33. 83 Sentient existence

can evolve only on condition that pleasure-giving acts are

life-sustaining acts. 1860 ADLER FaurieCsProv. Poetry xii.

263 Corrupt and *pleasure-greedy set of men. 1817 T. L.

PEACOCK Melincourt (1875) 211 The keeping of *pleasure-
horses. 1830 ROBERTSON Serm. Ser. m. ii. (1872) 24 The
mere giddy *pleasure-hunter of the hour. 18x8 LADY
MORGAN Autobiog. (1859) 94 We were al! young, enter-

prising, and *pleasure-loving. 1873 IxuxoSgy&t. Sketch-
Bk. 21 The Afreet chose the season of the Equinoctial for

their *pleasure-party. 1856 MRS. BROWSING Anr. Leigh vi.

699 It is not wholesome for these *
pleasure-plats To be so

early watered by our brine. 1891 E. KIHGLA.KE Australian
at H. 64 The children are taken to some *pleasure resort.

1825 HONE Every-day Bk. I. 438
* Pleasure-seekers at six-

pence per head. 1798 SOTHEBY tr. Wielands Oberon (1826)

II. 24 Amanda scarce believes her ""pleasure-sparkling eye.

1855 J. R. LEIFCHILD Corn-wall Mines 34 Strange sight-

seers, and uproarious *pleasure-takers. 1827 MOIR Conta-
dina iv, Beside thee sleep or play Thy loveliest children,

*pleasure-tired, in the blue light of day. 1805 Mod. London

458 It is by no means so prolific in its raree shews as the

^pleasure-trading Paris. 1861 Times 22 Aug., The *plea-
sure traffic was materially deranged., by the cheerless

weather. 1871 HOWELLS Wedd. Journ. (1892) 163 The
season of *pleasure-travel. 1763 SMOLLETT Trav. (1766) I.

x. 161 The ground is agreeably laid out in 'pleasure-walks,
for the recreation of the inhabitants. 1879 H. SPENCER
Data ofEthics xni. 89. 334 The sum of pleasures, or of

*pleasure-yielding things.

Pleasure (ple-3'uJ, -ui, -ai), v. [f. prec. sb.]

1. trans. To give pleasure to ; to please, gratify.

CXSS9 R - HALL Life Fis/tcr If. 34 b, He ment to give defini-

tive sentence against her to pleasure the kinge withall.

1563 Homilies u. Ahttsdeeds i. (1859) 387 [He] is both able

to pleasure and displeasure us. 1652 CULPEPPER Eng.
Physic. 9 All Apples.. pleasure the stomach by their cool-

ness. 1764 FOOTE Patron n. i, I am no churl, I love to

pleasure my friends. 1837 DICKENS Fickw. vi, The wall

must be crumbled, the stone decayed, To pleasure his dainty
whim. 1895 CROCKETT Men of Moss-Hags xiii,

'

Walter,
will you not pleasure us with your company to-night?

'

f b. reft. To take one's pleasure. Obs.

a 1619 FLETCHER, etc. Q. Corinth m. i, One that hath As

people say, in forraigne pleasur'd him.

2. intr. To take pleasure, to delight. Const, in,

or to with infin,
1538 in Lett. Suppress. Monasteries (Camden) 172 Surely

his predecessours plesured moche in odoryferous savours.

1581 RICHE Farewell (Shaks. Soc.) 28 The Duke greately

pleasuryng to heare the pretie aunswere of the childe,

replied in this wise. 1621 LADY M. WROTH Urania 557
What others gloryed and pleasured in, tortured her. a 1810

TANNAHILL Poems (1846) 70 Brutes are but brutes, let men
be men, Nor pleasure in cock-fighting. 1882 LD. COLERIDGE
in Fortn. Rev. \ Feb. 234 There are some sports which

appear to me so cruel and so unmanly, that I wonder very
much how any one can pleasure in them.

b. eolloq. To go out for pleasure, take a holiday :

chiefly in vbl. sb. PLEASURING.
Hence Plea'sured ///. a., filled with pleasure.
1606 J. CARPENTER Solomon's Solace xiv. 60 Though

a man bee neuer so rich,..and pleasured in this life: yet
shall he not carry away any of those riches. 1813 T. BUSBY
Lucretius n. 441 Milk kindly greets The pleasured palate
with nutritious sweets.

Plea'SUre-boat. A boat constructed or used

for pleasure, as distinguished from one for business.

So Plea'sure-boa-tingr sk and a.

1661 PEPYS Diary 16 Apr., We went on board the King's

S'easure
boat. 1712 J. JAMES tr. Le Blonds Gardening 75

ondolas and Pleasure-Boats. 1817 J. EVANS Excurs.

Windsor^z. 398 Having embarked in a neat Pleasure-boat.

1891 Pall MallG. 28 July 3/1 It is absurd to think that the

interests of pleasure- boating may be left to take care of

themselves.

Fleasurefol (ple^iuful), a. [f.
PLEASURE

sb. + -FUL.] Full of or fraught with pleasure;

pleasing, delightful.
1553 GRIMALDE Cicero's Offices n. (1558) 100 For so rash-

nesse be auoyded, liberalise is very pleasurefull. 1617
- R

.

. . >-$$ 113 Reputed alwayes very
commodious and pleasureful Countrey. i8oa MRS. RAD-

,

ABP. ABBOT Descr. World (

commodious and pleasurefu ounrey. io . -

CLIFFE Gaston de Blondeville Posth. ^Vks. 1826 I. 95 It was
a pleasureful sight, to behold that vision of light. 1884

J. SHARMAN Hist. Swearing iii. 39 The habit owes its ..

source of delight to some soothing and pleasureful qualities.

Plea'STire-grOUnd. A ground or piece of land

laid out and ornamented for purposes of pleasure
or amusement, or naturally adapted to such use.

1768 HOLDSWORTH On Virgil 200 The Romans seem.. to

have used the word Tempe, as the Greeks did IIapa6io-oi . .

for any very pleasing place ; or pleasure-grounds, as our

gardeners of late call them. 1855 MACAULAY Hist. Eng.
xii. III. 242 A beautiful pleasure-ground, situated on a

woody promontory which overlooks Lough Erne. 1886

W. I. TUCKER E. Eitrope 101 Isn't it grand a park of this

size? It's fully fifty acres, and all pleasure-ground, too !

Plea-surehood. nonce-ivd. [f.
PLEASURE sb. +

-HOOD.] The condition of living in or for pleasure.

184* MRS. BROWNING Grk. Chr. Poets 39 That words may
flourish Of which mine enemy would spoil me, Using

pleasurehood to foil me !



PLEASURE-HOUSE.

Plea -sure-house. [f.PLEASURED. + HOUSE: '

cf. Ger. lusthaus.] A house used for purposes of

pleasure or recreation ; a summer-house.
1688 Lond. Gaz. No. 2376/3 The Elector being lodged in

the Pleasure-house without the Town, which was purposely
built for Sultan Mahomet. 1756 NUGENT Gr. Tour, Italy
III. 325 Fiorenzola, where the great duke has a pleasure-
house. 1830 TENNYSON Pal. Art i, I built my soul a lordly

pleasure-house, Wherein at ease for aye to dwell.

Fleasureless (ple^iules). [f.
PLEASURE sb.

+ -LESS.] Devoid of pleasure; joyless.

1814 in New Brit. Theatre III. 254 He might have
become penitent, and deplored the enormity of his pleasure-
less vices, a 1851 MOIR Chr. Musings vi, 1 told how life all

pleasureless would be. 1872 GEO. ELIOT Middlcm. Ixxix,

He himself was sliding into that pleasureless yielding to

the small solicitations of circumstance.

Hence Plea-surelessly adv.

1873 Miss BROUGHTON Nancy II. 35, I wander object-

lessly, pleasurelessly about with Vick.

Plea-surement. rare. [f. PLEASURE v. +

-MENT.] Indulgence in pleasure ; taking of enjoy-
ment ;

= PLEASURING 2.

1843 LYTTON Last Bar. vni. iii, I.. have your royal inter-

ests too much at heart to while an hour in my pleasurement.

Flea'suremo:nger. [See MONGER.] One
who makes pleasure his business.

1616 W. FORDE Serin.* etc. 47 As did those pleasure-

mungers, who, though they lived, [etc.]. 1654 WHITLOCK
Zootomia 396 The Power-mongers, Wealth-mongers, and
Pleasure -mongers of the World. 1888 A/0M (Mass.) Jrnl.

23 June 6/3 The youthful pleasuremonger has lived on
excitement all winter..and cannot settle down.

Pleasurer (ple'jurai). [f. PLEASURE sb. or v.

+ -ER 1.] A pleasure-seeker; a holiday-maker.
1833 L. RITCHIE Wand, by Loire 182 These pleasurers

[earn] their enjoyments.. by the sweat of their brow. 1836
DICKENS Sk. Boz, Lond. Recreations, Let us turn now to

another portion of the London population, .we mean the

Sunday pleasurers. 1876 MRS. WHITMKY&&f fy Ins. xxii,

Parties of pleasurers returning from their day's excursions. ,

Flea'Sure-see:ker. One who seeks pleasure;
'

spec, a holiday-maker.
185* MUNDV Our Antipodes (1857) 17 Select parties of :

pleasure-and-oyster seekers may be seen proceeding by
water or land. 1894 HALL CAIKE Manxman v. vi, Coaches,
choked full with pleasure-seekers from Port Erin.

So Flea'sure-see-king
1

sb. and a.

1888 BARRIE When a Man's Single xv, Dowton's whole
existence has been devoted to pleasure-seeking. 1896 MRS.
CAFFYN Quaker Grandmother 12 That lady watched the

pleasure-seeking vagaries of her charge, with a painful and

discriminating interest.

Pleasuring (ple*^urin), vbl. sb. [See -ING *.]

The action of the vb. PLEASURE.

1. The giving of pleasure ; pleasing, delectation.

1575 CHURCHYARD Chityes (1817) 34 [To write] for passing
of the time, and pleasuring of his friends. 1897 GUXTER
Ballyfio Bey iii. 41 She is a sybarite in the pleasuring of her

,

senses.

2. The taking of pleasure; pleasure-seeking;

going on a pleasure excursion ; taking a holiday.

1598 MARSTON Pygmal. xxxvi. 133 When all things fit for

loues sweet pleasuring Inuited him to reape a Louers blisse.

1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa (i8nj IV. xhi. 275 A little trim

vessel, which shall sail a pleasuring backward and forward

to Portsmouth. 1825 LAMB Elia Ser. n. Supcrann. Man,
Expressing the hollowness of a day's pleasuring. 1869
Miss MULOCK Woman's Ki'tgd. III. 218 Who refused, year
after year, to take her autumn pleasuring . . because her

husband would only have to work the harder for it.

3. attrib.j designating things designed for, used ,

for, or devoted to pleasure.
1869 Daily News 16 July, Nor is this practice, .confined

to pleasuring vans. 1871 U. S. Statutes XVII. 32 A public

park or pleasuring ground for the benefit and enjoyment of
j

the people. 1895 Westm. Gaz. 9 Nov. 3/2 A pleasuring tour

to some distant part of the States.

Pleasurist (ple'gurist). [f. PLEASURE sb. +

-IST.] a. A devotee of pleasure, a voluptuary. |

b. A pleasure-seeker.
1682 SIR T. BROWNE Chr. Mor. ru. 23 The Delights ,

wherein mere Pleasurists place their Paradise. 1851
F. WALPOLE AnsayrU II. 326 Pilgrims and pleasurists from
all nations. 1855 ZIMMERMAN Solitude II. i. 240 The !

wearied pleasurist. .flies to scenes of public gaiety.

Plea-surous, a. nonee-wd. [f.
as prec. + -ous.]

Characterized by pleasure; joyous; voluptuous.
1839 BAILEY Festus x vi. (1852) 1 82 Begin we, then, our sweet

and pleasurous sway.
Fleat (pl*l) sb. Also 5 plete, 6-7 pleate.

[A collateral form of PLAIT sb. (app. akin to the

forms there) : cf. QY.plet a fold (in Godef.).
This form of the sb. appears to have become obsolete

in the lythc. ; it is absent from the i7th, i8th, and early

igth c, dictionaries, and reappears only in those of the late

igth c. (e.g., Annandale's Ogilvie. Cassell) with a cross-

reference to Plait. But as a spoken word it was in use
in the i8th c., for \Valker 1791 s.v. Plait says 'There is a

corrupt pronunciation of this word, as ifwrittenffete, which
must be carefully avoided '. This pronunciation has not

only asserted itself, but in the latter part of the igthc. has
caused the restoration of the spelling pleat in sense i.]

1. A fold of cloth or drapery ;
now esp. one of

a series of folds by which the edge of a skirt or

other loose drapery is regularly and symmetrically
taken in, so as to be attached to a band or the

like, while the unattached part hangs full ;
=

PLAIT sb. i. Box-phat : see Box sb2
24.

1581 DERRICKE linage Irel. n. Eiij b, Their shirtes-.With

987

pleates on pleates thei pleated are, as thicke as pleates maie
lye. 1615 PURCHAS Pilgrims II. ix. xix. 1658 They carrie it

. . alwaies about in the pleats of their Girdle. 1681 W.
ROBERTSON Phraseol. Gen. (1693) 617 A fold or pleat, plica.
1688 R. HOLME A rmoury HI. 194/2 Doctor John Bridgman
late Bishop of Chester, .wore his Bishops Hat all covered
in pleats with Taffaty, from whence he was vulgarly termed
John with the Taffaty Hat. 1883 [see Box sb? 24]. 1884
G. ALLEN Philistia I. 49 The peacock-blue [dress] with the
satin box-pleats. 1887 J. ASHBY STERRY Lazy Minstrel
(1892) 28 A snowy skirt, all frill and pleat.

fig- "593 SHAKS. Lucr. 93 Hiding base sin in pleats of
Maiestie. 1903 CORNISH Naturalist Thames 178 The water
. .forms a ripple above each ridge ; and from the everlasting
throb of these pleats of running water the sunlight flashes
as if from a moving river of diamonds.

t 2. A plait of hair or cord : PLAIT sb. 2.

Obs. (or?ota/.)
1495 Trevtsa^s Earth. DC P. R. v. Ixvi. 183 The pletes

\ttodley MS. "1450 plettes] of wymmens heer ben knytte
and bounde wyth laces. 1605 DRAYTON Man in Moone
77 Her Hayre tuck'd up in many a curious pleate. 1613
W. BROWNE Brit. Past. ii. v, She pinckes the hayre, and
working them in pleat [etc.]

Hence Plea'tless a., without pleats, unpleated.
1898 Black. Mag. Jan. 28/1 Tartans with . . pleatless

kilts on them. 1898 Wcstm. Gaz. n Nov. 2/2 The upper
skirt ..with its circular cut, fitting pleatless round the hips.

Fleat (pl*~t), v. Also 4-6 plete, (4 pleit). [A
collateral form of PLAIT v. (app. akin to the forms

there), going with PLEAT sb.

Like the sb. PLEAT, the vb. appears to have become
practically obs. by 1700, after which the only examples are
dialectal in sense 2, till late in the igth c., in which the vb.,
like the sb., has been restored in sense i. Like the sb.,
it was certainly much earlier in spoken use in this sense,
and although ignored in the dictionaries may have been
current from the i?th c. onward.]
1. trans. To fold (cloth, etc.) ;

now esp. to gather
(loose or flowing drapery) into pleats or regular
folds fixed in position at the edge ;

= PLAIT v. i.

1362 LANGL. P. PL A. v. 126, I . . Brochede hem with
a pak-neelde and pletede [v.r. pleit ; B. plaited, playte,
plytyd, plyghtedl hem togedre. 1547 BOORDE Introd.
Kno-vl. i.v. (1870) 149 Theyr mantles of say, gadryd& pleted
mouch like after nonnes fashyon. 1570 B. GOOGE Pop.
Kingd. n. 26 A linnen vesture wondrous white, and pleated
here and there. 1632 J. HAYWARD tr. Bwndi's Eromcna
52 A gown . . pleated and crisped about the necke. 1687
A. LOVELL tr. Thei'enot's Trav. n. 92 The sleeves .. are
much longer, and therefore they pleat them that they may
not hang over the Wrists. 1864 WEBSTER, Pleat, to plait
or double in narrow folds. See Plait. 1879 SALA Paris
herself again (1880) II. xii. 181 A pretty young Dutch-
woman who could not pleat her., ruff to her satisfaction.

Jig. 1605 SHAKS. Lear i. i. 283 (Qo.) Time shall vnfold what
pleated [1623 Fol. plighted] cunning hides. 1714 C. JOHNSON
Country Lasses iv. ii, Verily thou hast well unfolded thy
message: now pleat it up carefully again. 1900 DOYLE Gt.
Boer \Var xv. 253 The ground in front of him was pleated
into long folds.

2. To plait (hair, a garland, etc.) :
= PLAIT

v. 2. Obs. exc. dial.

1483 Cath. Angl. 284/1 To Plete, jnlricarc,. .plecterc.

I575-8S ABP. SANDYS Serm. (Parker Soc.) 310 The hair,
which before had been . . coloured, pleated, and bordered.

1658 SIR T. BROWNE Gard. Cyrus ii, The Triumphal ..

Crowns, .were pleated after this order, c 1704 PRIOR Henry
&> Emma 606 I'll weave Her Garlands; and I'll pleat Her
Hair. 1897 CALDER Poems (Berwicksh.) 91 (E.D. D.) We
pleated wreaths o' varied hues, to bind our lassie's hair. (In
dialects from Cumbld. to E. Yorksh. : see E. D. D.)

Hence Plea'ted ///. a. ; Plea'ting vbl. sb.

Accordion-pleated, pleated (by machinery) with very fine

equal single pleats ; knife-pleated, pleated by hand with
the blade of a knife (or by a machine producing the same
result).

1483 Cath. Angl. 284/1 Pletyd, jntricatus, jwvolutiis.
Ibid., A Pletynge, jntricatura. 1605 [see i, jtg,]. 188*
Truth 19 May 686/2 The train is of pleated sky-blue satin.

1895 Outing (U.S.) XXVI. 52/2 A greyhound's stomach
almost equals an accordian pleated skirt in expanslyeness.
1904 Daily Chron. 23 Sept. 8/3 Pipings, and pleatings of
velvet. 1005 Ibid. 29 May 8^5 In the case of a linen gown
..it would be as well to do without the knife-pleated frills.

Pleat, -e, obs. ff. PLEAD v. Pleay, obs. f. PLAY
sb. Pleaze, obs. irreg. f. PLACE sb.

Fleb (pleb). slang. [Abbreviation ofplebeian.']
A plebeian, one of the common people or lower
classes: spec, (a] See quot. 1902 ; (b}

= PLEBE 2

1865 MRS. NEWBY Common Sense (1866) II. ii. 23 The
well-dressed boy, who was so unlike a pleb. 1878 P.

ROBINSON In Indian Gard, \\. 82 The muggur [broad-
snouted crocodile] is a gross pleb, and his features stamp
him low-born. 1883 W. BLAIKIE in Harper s Mag. Nov.
908/1 At West Point, no matter how stooped the entering
pleb, he is soon taught to carry himself.. erect. 1902 FAR-
MER & HENLEY Slang, Pleb... (Westminster School). A
tradesman's son.

f Ple-bal, a. Obs. rare- 1
. [f. L. pkb-s (see

PLEBS) + -AL.] Plebeian.
1606 WARNER Alb. Eng. xiv. Ixxxv. 352 And former Popu-

larity, whereto Ambition weads. Hath furnisht him of pie-
bale Friends, a Beast of many heads.

fPle'tan. Sc. Obs. rare. [ad. med.L.^/^flW-w.r,
f. plebsj plebes diocese, parish, parish church (Du
Cange). So OY.plebatn (Valenciennes, 134"), It.

piovano rural dean,] A rural dean.

1481 Peebles Charters (1872) 188 Chaplanis and serwandis
at the paroche alter, in Sant Andros kyrk, as pleban and
curat of the parochanaris. Ibid. 189 The said Gylbert..con-
stitut..the saidis plebane curat and chaplanis and thair

successoris. .to be kepparis to the archidems place. [1706

PLEBEIAN.
PHILLIPS, Plcbanus, a Rural Dean, so call'd because the
Deaneries were commonly united to the Plebaniac, or chief
Mother-Churches within a particular District.]

If Flebania (plzV'-nia). [med.L., f. pfebdnus
PLEBAN.] (See quots.) Hence fPleba'nian in

same sense.

1631 WKEVKR Anc. Fun. Mon. iSo Questionlesse these
Plebanians were like our side-wasted Parishes in Lanchi-
shire, whose exten^ure Is so large, that, .one of those Parish
Churches hath fourteene Chappels of ease.. within.. her
limits.

_ 1706 PHILLIPS, Plebania or Plebanalis Ecclcsia, (in
old Latin Records) a Mother-Church, which has one or more
subordinate Chappels. 1902 W. S. CROCKETT Scott Country
xii. 247 It was the plcbania or mother-church of the district.

Ple-bbish,rt. slang, [f.
PLEB + -ISE*.] Of ple-

beian character ; caddish. Hence Ple'bbiahness.
1860 MAYNE REID Wild Huntress xxxii, It [Mormonisml

appeals neither to reason nor romance. The one is insulted

by the very shallowness of its chicanery, while its rank
plcl'bishncss disgusts the other.

Plebe (pl/b). [In sense i app. a. F. plede (in
1 4th c. phbe\ ad. 'L.ptcb-s, plebem : see PLEBS. In
sense 2 app. shortened from PLEBEIAN : cf. PLEB.]
fl. The Roman Plebs; by extension, the com-

monalty of any other nation. Obs.
1612 HEVWOOD Afol. for Actors n. 35 All other roomes

were free for the plehe or multitude. 1614 SYLVESTER
Bethnlia's Rescue ill. 391 But still the Plebe, with thirst

and fury prest, Thus roaring, raving, 'gainst their Chiefs
contest. 1635 HKYWOOD Hierarch. vi. Dial. 363 The Plebe
with the motion seem'd content, Proserpine smil'd and
Cerb'rus howl'd consent.

2. U.S. colloq. A member of the lowest class at

a military or naval academy ;
a newly entered

cadet, a freshman. Also PLEB.
1884 ROE Nat. Ser. Story ii, You could see a squad of

'plebcs
'

drilling. 1896 Peterson Mag. VI. 266/2 Although
he was only a '

plebe ',
as the newly entered cadet was

termed, even the hazers respected the native dignity and
modesty that marked his demeanor.

b. Comb. Plebeskin ( C. S. slang} civilian dress.

1888 New York World 22 July (Farmer), West Point,
N. Y., July 21. The fourth class entered camp on Monday,
hut are still wearing their plebeskins. They will don their

dress coats the first week in August, when they enter the
battalion.

f PlebeiaH, a. Obs. rare- 1

, [f. L. plebei-us

(see next) + -AL.] = PLEBEIAN a.

1594 T. UEDINGFIELD tr. Machiavellis Florentine Hist.

('595) 77 We will call the one populer, the other plebeiall.

Plebeian (pl/b^an), sb. and a. Forms : 6 Sc.

plebeane, 6-7 -eyan, 6-9 -ian, 7 -can, 6- -eian.

[f. L. plebti'tts belonging to the PLEBS + -AN
;

cf. F. plthtien (i4th c.) By Shakspere sometimes
stressed ple'bean.]
A. sb. a. A member of the Plebs of ancient

Rome
;

a Roman commoner, as opposed to the

patricians, senators, and knights.
1533 BELLENDEN Lhy iv. ii. (S. T. S.) II. 57 Na plebeane

will tak be dochter of ane patriciane but hir consent. 1557
NORTH Guenaras Diall Pr. (1582) 35 She was none of the

Senatours wiues, but a Plebeian, as much to say as a craftes

woman, and no gentlemans daughter borne. 1607 SHAKS.
Cor. i. i.v. 7 The dull Tribunes, That with the fustic Pie-

beans, hate thine Honors. 1781 GIBBON Dccl, ff F. xvii. II.

29 The proudest and most perfect separation which can be
found in any age or country, between the nobles and the

people, is perhaps that of the Patricians and the Plebeians,
as it was established in the first age of the Roman republic.
i8;o MERIVALE Rom. Ewp. \. I. 8 The patricians and ple-
beians of Rome represent, at this early period, two races of
different origin.

b. In general, A person not of noble or privileged

rank, one of the common people, a commoner.
a 1586 SIDNEY Wanstead Play in Arcadia^ etc. (1629^ 619

Hath not the pulchritude of my vertues protected me from
the contaminating hands of these Plebeians? 1611 COTGR.,
Roturier, a Yeoman, or Plebeyan ;. .any lay man that is no
Gentleman. 01687 PETTY Pol. Artt/t. iv. (1691) 80 Whether
the Plebeians of England (for they constitute the Bulk of

any Nation) do not spend a sixth part more than the
Plebeians of France? 1792 BURKE Let. to Sir H. Lan-
grishe 13 The nobles have the monopoly of honour. The
plebeians a monopoly of all the means of acquiring wealth.
1888 HRYCK Attter. Commiv, II. Iviii. 408 In some cantons

(in Switzerland] the old families have so completely with-
drawn, .from public office, .that it would be assumed that a

politician was necessarily a plebeian.

C. fg. In various depreciatory applications.
1668 H. MoRE/7/f. Dial. n. xiv. (1713) 133 If the Philoso-

phers themselves be such fools, what are the Plebeians?

1791 COWPER Iliad n. 234 What plebeian base soe'er he
heard. 1835 LYTTON Rienzi \\.

iy,
To the brave, there is

but one sort of plebeian, and that is the coward.

B. adj. a. Of or belonging to the Roman
Plebs; that was a plebeian.
1566 PAINTER Pal. Pleas. I. 15 To what purpose be the

plebeian magistrates ordained ? 1841 W. SPALDING Italy fy

ft. fsl. I. 51 His plebeian colleague Deems Mus .. crowned
a worthy life by devoting himself to death for the state in

conformity with a national superstition. 1874 BANCROFT

Footpr. Time i. 88 Rutilius, the first plebeian dictator at

Rome.
b. Of low birth or rank ; of or pertaining to the

common people ; belonging to or connected with

the commons or populace ; popular.
1600 W. WATSON Decacordon (1602) 301 Priuate person or

plebian multitude. ci6ao MORYSON Itin. iv.
t
\

-
. iii. (1903) 477

Setting vp maypooles, daunsing the morris with hobby

horses, . . and like Plebcan sportes. 1641 MILTON Reform.
I. Wks. 1851 III. 23 The Prelates. .comming from a meane,
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PLEBEIANCE.

and Plebeyan Life on a sudden to be Lords of stately

Palaces. 1698 FRYER Ace. E. India >, P. 394 The Plebean

Women walk without Doors. 1795 BURKE Let. to R. Burke
Wks. 1842 II. 458 To cut off (perhaps) three millions of

plebeian subjects .. from all connexion with the popular

representation of the kingdom. 1886 RUSKIN Prxterita I.

vi. 178 For the abashing of plebeian beholders.

c. Having qualities, mental or physical, attri-

buted to the lower classes ; commonplace, undistin-

guished ; vulgar or vulgar-looking, low, ill-bred,

coarse, mean, base; ignoble. A\s,o Jig.

1615 Val. Welshm. (1663) Bj, For to Plebean wits, it is

as good, As to be silent, as not understood. 1651 HOBBES
Leviatk. n. xxxi. 192 That Prayers and Thanksgiving, be
made in Words and Phrases, not sudden, nor light, nor

Plebeian. 1676 DRYDEN Aurengz. v. L 2472 A Queen, and
own a base Plebean Mind. 1838 DICKENS Nick. Nick, xxi,

An important gentleman, .of rather plebeian countenance.

1853 C. BRONTE Villette vii, Their dress implied pretensions
to the rank of gentlemen, but, poor things ! they were very
plebeian in soul. 1858 O. W. HOLMES A ut. Breakf.-t. xi,

There are certain patches of ground, which. -Nature, .has

covered with hungry plebeian growths [of weeds].

Hence Flebe'ianly adv. ; Flebe'ianness.

1659 GAUDEN .SVr;.,etc. (1660) aij b, An age piuifully and

plebeianly Antiepiscopal. 1831 Examiner 809/2 Patriot

Kings who walk about with umbrellas under their arms,

prepared to be plebeianly rained upon, instead of royally

reigning. 1840 Nc'.i' Monthly Mag: LX. 513 While I have
a voice, sir, I will uplift it against such low-bred vulgarity
and plebeianness.
Plebe'iance. rare. [Irreg. f. L. plebei-us
PLEBEIAN + -ANCE.] Plebeian condition or action.

1621 Summary Du l-artas To Rdr., Hauing extinguished
all the distinctions betwixt Nobilitie and Plebeiance. 1896

Godey's Mag. (U. S.) Apr. 363/1 Such amazing verisimili-

tude, and such fascinating plebeiance, that the audience

takes her into its heart of hearts.

Plebe'ianism. [f. PLEBEIAN + -ISM. So F.

plJbeianisme (Babceuf, 31796).] Plebeian char-

acter or style.

1775 STERNE Sent. Journ. IV. 230 The young _fellow
was dressed very genteelly, with a sword, and carried no
marks of plebelanism about him. i8z8 Blackw. Mag.
XX11I. 372 A prig who . . can never cease for a moment to

betray his plebeianism. 1882 Athcnzum 22 Apr. 505 Her
mother's kin . . were . . tainted with a worse stain than that

of honest plebeianism.

Plebe'ianize, v.
[f.

PLEBEIAN + -IZE.] trans.

To make plebeian, reduce to plebeian rank; to

make common, popular, or vulgar.

1841 Black. Mag. LV. 45 The new art, which, by
plebelanizing knowledge and enlightening the mass, deprived
the law and the prophtts of half their terrors. 1849 Tait's

Mag. XVI. 256/1 She dropped the de, and thus plebeian-
ised her name. i88z Frascr's Mag. XXVI. 343 It [an inn]

took to billiards, and became gradually plebeianised.

t Plebe'lOUS, a. Obs. rare. [f.
L. plebei-us

plebeian + -ous.] Of plebeian character or rank.

1610 W. FOLKINGHAM Art of Survey iv. iii. 82 They
[sports] are either Generous, as Hunting and Hawlking:
Or Plebeious, as Fishing and Fowling. 1657 TOMLINSON
Renoiis Disp. 595 No Tonsor so plebeious, but he was a

Laudanister.

tPlebe'ity. Obs. rare. Also 7 plebeyity. [f.

L. plebei-us plebeian + -ITY: cf. laity, nobility,

etc.; L. \\z& plebitas *plebity.]
1. The lower or plebeian class ; the commonalty.
1618 WOTTON in Reliq. (1651) 190 The Plebeyity (whose

supream Object is Bread) cried in all corners, Viva Donate.

1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Pleteity, the commonalty, the

vulgar people.

2. Plebeian rank or birth.

1679 Jenison's Popish. Plot Pref. 7 That.. his Extraction

may advance him above the common exceptions of Lowness
and Plebeity, which infcriour Testimonies are subject to.

Plebeskin : see PLEBE 2 b.

Plebi'COlar.a. rare 1
, [f. ~L.plebicola one who

courts the common people, (f. plebs + -cola culti-

vator) + -AR 1
.]

That courts the common people.

So PleWoolous a., in same sense ; Plebi-colist sb.

[1626 in Rushw. Hist. Coll. (1659) I. 356 Eightly, Mer-
chants and Citizens, who deceive the King of Custom.

Ninethly, Innovators, Plebicote.) 1656 BLOUNT Glossogr.,

Plebicotist, a favorer of the common people. 1820 COLE-
RIDGE Lett., etc. I. 118 These Answers of the Queen's, con-

jointly with her plebicolar (or plebicolous) Clap-Trappines
in the live puppet show of Wicked Punch and his Wife.

Plebiflca'tion. rare. [n. of action f. PLEBIFY.]
A making or rendering plebeian ; vulgarization.

1809-10 COLERIDGE Friend (1818) III. 132 You begin with
the attempt to popularize learning and philosophy ; but you
will end in the plebification of knowledge. 1830 Ch. ff

State vii. 71. 1885 H. N. OXENHAM Short Stud. xv. 127
"What is practically meant by the plebification of opinion..

is, when put in its extremest form, the tyranny of unintelli-

gent or half-intelligent mobs.

So Ple'biflcate v. rare. = next.

1893 Nation (N. Y.) 6 Apr. 258/1 Religion, to adapt
Coleridge's apothegm, was to be not only popularized but

plebificated.

PlebifjT (plrbifai), v. rare. [f. L. pleb-em

(PLEBS) -t- -FY.] trans. To make or render ple-

beian ; to vulgarize.
1890 in Cent. Diet. 1894 MACCUNN Ethics Citizenship

viii. 165 The best and greatest things on earth, in being

popularised, may be plebified.

t Pie-bile, a. Obs. rare- '. [f.
L. type *plebil-is

(cf. civilis), f. pleb-em (PtEBs) : see -ILE.]
-

PLEBEIAN.
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x6o6 G. W[OODCOCKE] Lives Emperors in Hist, fvstine

Eeiv, He.. had the loue of the Plebile sedition, and the

hatred of Silla.

Plebiscitarian (plzbisite^'rian), a. and sl>,

[f.
as PLEBISCITABY + -AN.]
A. adj.

= PLEBISCITARY.
1870 Daily News 20 Sept., Now that she [France] is a

plebiscitarian monarchy, the utmost that can be done . . is

to resort once more to the plebiscite. 1883 Pall Mall G.

13 Feb. i/i Regular political councils
' of senators, deputies,

and politicians attached to the plebiscitarian cause '.

B. sl>. An advocate or supporter of a plebiscite.
1888 Times 5 Sept. 5/1 All the remaining Ca^sarians and

Plebiscitarians had enrolled themselves under a new leader.

Plebi'scitarism. rare- 1
, [ad. F. pUbisd-

tarisme, f. pUbiscitaire (see next) + -ISM.] The

principle or practice of appealing to a plebiscite.
1888 Times 17 Apr. 5/3 The .. Etoile Beige says that

neither speeches nor objurgations can stem the rising flood

of plebiscitarism.

Plebiscitary (plzbi'sitari), a. [ad. f.plebis-

citaire, f. plebiscite (see next).] Relating to, based

on, favouring, or of the nature of a plebiscite.

1870 Daily News 22 Apr., The following is the Plebis-

citary manifesto, signed by 17 deputies of the Extreme Left

and the committee of seven journalists associated with them.

1881 Standard 17 June 4/8 The Plebiscitary Vote which is

to decide whether the Prince is to be retained as a Ruler.

1898 BODLEY France II. HI. in. 161 French advocates of

the referendum disclaim its plebiscitary tendency.

Plebiscite, -it (ple-bisit, || pl?bzV-t). Also

(6 Sc. plebescit), 9 II plebiscite, [a. 7. plebiscite

(i4th c. in Littre in sense i), ad. L. plebiscHum.]
1. Rom. Hist. = PLEBISCITUM i.

1533 BELLENDEN Livy m. xxiii. (S. T. S.) II. 41 We
sufferit . . be plebescitis to be vsit in maner of lawis abone
be faderis. 1602 FULBECKE Pandcctes 31 By plebiscite or

popular determination to be quitted and freed. 1658

PHILLIPS, Plebiscite (lat.),a decree, statute, or law, made by
the common people. 1875 POSTE Cains i. 3 A statute is

a command and ordinance of the people: a plebiscite is

a command and ordinance of the commonalty. 1880 MUIR-
HEAD Cains i. 3 A lex is a law enacted and established by
the whole body of the people ; a plebiscit, one enacted and
established by its plebeian members.

t b. transf. A popular decree or maxim. Obs.

1637 POCKLINGTON Altars Chr. 148 Principles so full of

spawne..as this feracious and pregnant Plebiscite, that

what is by law, custom, prescription.. appointed and settled,

shall not be allowed, or practised.

2. In modern politics, A direct vote of the whole of

the electors of a state to decide a question of public

importance, e. g. a proposed change in the con-

stitution, orthe ratification or rejection of a measure

approved by the legislature (see REFERENDUM) ;

also by extension, a public expression, with or

without binding force, of the wishes or opinion of

a community.
In French, applied by Voltaire, 1776, to such a vote as

used in some of the Swiss cantons (Littrel; in the First

French Republic used in connexion with the coup d'etat of

i8th Brumaire (9 Nov. 1799) and other acts, including that

by which the consulate and imperial power were conferred

on Napoleon I ; in 1852 applied to the ratification of the

coup d'ttat of Dec. 1851, and conferring of the imperial
crown upon Napoleon 111. It was in connexion with the

last of these that the word became familiar in English.
1860 Timet 7 Mar. 9/6 The decree summoning Tuscany

to give on the nth and i2th inst. a plebiscite, by universal

suffrage, and by ballot, for the annexation, or for a separate

kingdom. 1863 KINGLAKE Crimea. I. xiv. 211 He [Louis

Napoleon] knew how to strangle a nation in the night-time
with a thing he called a '

Plebiscite '. 1870 Daily Nevis

23 Apr., It is expected that the proclamation of the Emperor
respecting the plebiscite will be issued on Saturday. 1884
H. SPENCER Man versus State 14 If people by a plebiscite

elect a man despot over them, do they remain free because

the despotism was of their own making?
Hence Plebisci'tic a. (rare), of, pertaining to,

or established by a plebiscite.

1891 Contemp. Rev. Aug. 153 It [monarchy] had recently

been humbled on the field by a plebiscite adventurer.

H Plebiscitum (plzTxisai'tiim). PI. -a. [L.

plebiscitum (a\so plebis scitum, plebi scflum, lit. an

ordinance of the plebs), f. p/ibis, genitive of plebs

the commons + scitum ordinance, decree, sb. use of

pa. pple. of sciscere to approve, vote for.]

1. In ancient Roman History, A law enacted by
the Plebs assembled in the comitia tributa.

<zi577 Sm T. SMITH Comnnv. Eng. i. vii. (1584) 6 The

Emperours claime this tyrannical! power by pretence of

that Rogation or plebiscitum, which Caius C<esar or

Octauius obtained. 1704 HEARNE Duct. Hist. (1714) I.

372 Within this period the Plebeians procured the Plebiscite

to pass into Laws and to bind the Patritians, which was

confirmed by Q. Hortentius the Dictator and from him

called Lex Hortentia. 1774 Bp. HALLIFAX Rom. Law 7.

2. = PLEBISCITE 2.

1864 Spectator 443 Physical force is not all on the side of

the tyrants, nor does a plebiscitum invariably sanction only
a crime. 1869 Pall Mall G. 4 Aug. 2 If Louis Napoleon
means to give the Liberal empire a fair trial, he will. . go
to the country ',

not by the outworn and exploded device of

a plebiscitum, but by a general election, conducted under

the auspices of public liberty.

b. jig. An expression of popular opinion.
1859 KINGSLEY Misc., Raleigh I. 105 A terrible plebisci-

tum has been passed in the West country against the

betrayer of its last Worthy.
II Plebs (plebz). \\^. plebs (earlier plebes)] In

PLECTELLABIAN.

ancient Rome, The commonalty, originally com-

prising all citizens that did not belong to one of the

patrician gentes, to which privileged order were
afterwards added the

e/juites
or knights.

1835 LYTTON Rienzi i. n, All the insolent and unruly
turbulence which characterised the Plebs of the Ancient
Forum. 1845 GRAVES Rom. Law in Encycl. Metrop. II.

I 756/1 There were several co-operating causes which ..

rendered the plebs anxious to obtain a body of revised and
written laws. 1882 Atliemeiim 21 Oct. 524/3 The two
offices which by the close of the Republic had thrown all

others into the background, those of the tribunes of the

plebs in Rome and of the proconsuls in the provinces.

b. In transferred use, The common people ; the

populace, the mob.
1647 G. DANIEL Poems Wks. (Grosart) II. 131 'Tis an Easier

Thing To make Trees Leape, and Stones selfe-burthens

bring.. Then stop the giddie clamouring of Plebs [rime

Thcebes]. 1866 J. MARTINEAU Ess. I. 132 We.. take our

place with the plebs who believe [etc.]. 1890 Cincinnati

,

Chr. Advocate 5 Feb. 10/2 Whether the plebs hoot or not.

Fleck (plek). Now dial. Forms : a. 4 plek,

5 pleke, 5-8 plecke, (8 plaok), 7- pleok. 0. 4
plecche. [ME. plecche, plecke, plek, repr. an OE.

*plecce, cognate with MDu. and early mod.Du. plecke

piece of ground, plot, spot, speck, stain, blemish,
Du. plek spot, LG. plek piece of ground, place.

(Thought by some to be related to MLG. plack,
LG. plak, plakke patch, spot, rag, Du. plak slice,

fiat piece.) Not connected with Old Northumbrian

plxce,plzetse, ad. L. plntea (see PLACE sb.).]

1. A small piece or spot of ground ; a plot or

plat ;
a small enclosure.

13.. E. E. Attit. P. B. 1379 Prudly on a plat playn, plek

alber-fayrest. c 1410 Master of Came (MS. Digby 182)

xxxiv, If he see bat be hare hath be at pasture in grene
corne, or in eny ober plecke. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 405/1

Plecke, or plotte, porciuncitla. 1485 in Descr. Cat. Anc.
Deeds (1890) I. 358 A howse to kepe there wod dry yn w'

a gardyn pleke. 1573 Nottingham Rec. (1889) IV. 160

Payd for a locke for the medow plecke yate iij". 1658 in

Harwood Lich/ield (1806) 484 An hedge betwixt Collins

pleck and the orchard. 1793 Trans. Sue. ArtslfA. 2) IV. 17

Planted at the same time on two distinct placks with Peas

!
and magazan Beans. 1855 Chamb. frnl. III. 281 Cultiva-

i tion is daily claiming, acre by acre, rushy moor and new-
1 dried pleck and plash.

f2. A (discoloured) spot or patch; a stain, a

blemish. Obs.
c 1315 SHOREHAM Poems iv. 327 Obere souche_ plecches

Scheweb wat pnde deb. 1535 COVERDALE Lev. xiii. 4 Eny
whyte plecke in the szkynne of his flesh.

3. 'A square bed of dried grass' (E.D.D.}.
1688 R. HOLME Armoury \\\. 72/2 [At Haymaking]

Flecks is to make it, or turn it into square Beds.

4. A place ;
a town, village, or the like. dial.

1674 RAY N. C. Words 37 A Pleck, a Place. 1:1746

J. COLLIER aim Bobbin) View Lane. Dial. Wks. (1862) 51

HisGronny's alive an wooans..e Grinfilt, at Pleck where his

nown Mother coom fro. c 1860 STATON Raysfro' th' Loome-

nary ii. 33 He neer knocks ;. .he comes into th' pleck withe-

awt axin' leave.

t Plecked, a. Obs. [f. prec. + -ED.2] Speckled,

spotted.
1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls) I. 429 In be welmes ofter

'

ban ones Is y-founde reed splekked [v. r. plekked] stones.

1527 Trevisa's Higden i. xxii. 20 Shep that drynke of that
i one [river] shall wexe blacke and sheep that drynke of v*

other wexe whyte.. And yf they drynke of bothe they shall

wexe plecked [1482 CAXTON splekked] of dyuers coloure.

Plecolepidous (plekcle-pidss), a. Sot. [f.

Gr. Tt\inos wickerwork, wAtx-cii' to plait, twist +

At'ms, At iriS- scale + -OUS.] Of Composite plants :

Having the bracts of the involucre coherent.

1858 MAYNE Expos. Lex., Plecolepidus,. .applied by H.

Cassini to the periclinium of the Synantherex when the

scales are intergrafted or grown together at the base : ple-

colepidous. 1890 in Cent. Diet.

Plecopterous (pUkp-pleras), a. [f.
as prec.

+ Gr. -Trrtpos winged + -ous.]

1. Entom. Of or pertaining to the Plecoptera, a

group of pseudo-neuropterous insects, comprising

the single family Perlids, having the reticulated

! wings folded in repose. So Pleco-pter, Pleco'-

pteran, an insect of the group Plecoptera.

1890 in Cent. Diet.

2. Ichthyol. Of or pertaining to the Plecoptera of

Dumeril, a family of Cartilaginous fishes,
'

having

I the Catopi united under the pectoral fins '.

1858 in MAYNE Expos. Lex.

Plecotine (ple-kotsin), a. Zool. [f.
mod.L.

plecot-us (f. as prec. + Gr. am, WT- ear) + -INE J
.]

Of or pertaining to the genus Plecotus of long-

eared bats of the family Vespertilionulse, having

imperfect nasal appendages.
1891 FLOWER & LYDEKKER Mammals 660 The various

genera may be conveniently grouped into the Plecotine,

Vespertilionine, Miniopterine, and Thyropterme divisions.

Plectellarian (plekteleTian), a. Zool. [f.

mod.L. Plectelldria (f. *plectella, dim. of plecta

interwoven border + -aria, -ARY 1) + -AN.] Of or

pertaining to the Plectellaria, a suborder of radio-

larians without a shell, or having an incomplete

latticed shell, b. sb. A radiolarian of this order.

1890 in Cent. Diet.



PLECTILE.

t Ple'Ctile, <> Obs. rare. [ad. L. plectil-is

plaited,
f. plectere to plait, weave : see -IL, -ILE.]

Plaited, woven.
a 1682 SIR T. BROWNE Tracts ii. Wks. 1852 III. 204 The

crowns and garlands of the Ancients, .were made up after

all ways of art, compactile, sutile, plectile.

Plectognath. (ple-kt(!gn;eb;, a. and sb. Ichthyol.

[f.
mod.L. Plectognatki, f. Gr. TT\KTOS plaited,

twisted + yvaffos jaw.] a. at//'. Of or pertaining

to the rieetognathi, a suborder of teleostean fishes,

having the upper jaw attached to the cranium, and

the skeleton imperfectly ossified, b. sb. A fish of

this suborder. So Plectognathian (-gn^'-Jnan) a.

and sb., Plectog-natfcic (-gnce'Jnk), Flectogna-
thous v'-p'gna))3s) adjs.

= a.

1835 KIRBY Halt, IT Inst. Anim. II. xxi. 391 Plectogna-
thian Fishes. Gill-covers concealed under a thick skin.

Ribs rudimental. Ventral fins wanting. 1841 E. SCUDAMORE
Nomenclature, Plcctogtiathic, . . fishes with fixed jaws, as

the sun-fish, c. 1858 MAYNE Expos. Lex., Plcctognathus,
knitted or connected cheeks.. from a peculiar arrangement
of the jaw and palatine arch : plectognathous.

Plectospondyl (plektoispp-ndil), a. and sb.

Ichlhyol. [f.
mod.L. Plettospondyli, f. Gr. irteicTus

(see prec.) + triroVStA-os vertebra.] a. adj. Belong-

ing to or having the characters of the Pleclo-

spoiidyli, teleostean fishes having some of the

vertebrae co-ossified, b. sb. A fish of this order.

So Plectospo-ndylous a.

Plectre (ple-ktai . rare. [a. F. plcctrc (i4th c.

in Godef.), ad. L. pleetmm.']
= PLECTRUM.

1603 HOLLAND Plutarch's Mor. 1348 For an instrument
and plectre (as it were) to set it aworke, we allow a spirit

or winde. 1840 BROWNING Sordelh n. 740 He'd strike that

lyre adroitly speech, Would hut a twenty-cubit plectre
reach.

Flectropterine (plektrp-ptarain), a.
[f.

mod.L. Plectropter-us (f. Gr. TT\rJKrpo-v cock's spur
+ itTfpvv wing) + -WE !.] Of or

pertaining
to the

genus PlectroptiruS, the spur-winged goose of

Africa, having a sharp bony spur on the radial

carpal bone. 1890 in Cent. Diet.

II Plectrum (ple-ktrem). PI. -a. [L., a. Gr.

Tr\ijttTpov anything to strike with, esp. an instru-

ment for striking the lyre; also, a spear-point,
cock's spur, etc.

;
f. irXT/crr/fii/ to strike.]

1. A small instrument of ivory, horn, quill, or

metal, with which the strings of the cithara or lyre
were plucked; now used for playing wire-strung

instruments, as the zither or mandolin.
1626 BACON Sylva. 102 The Sound is not created between

the Bow or Plectrum, and the String ; But between the

String and the Aire. 1763 J. BROWN Poetry % MHS. v. 69
note, On the first rude Formation of Instruments, the Plec-

trum would give the more clear and effectual Stroke. 1806

MOORE Genius ofHarmony \\, A liquid chord is every wave
that flows, An airy plectrum every breeze that blows ! 1875

JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) I. 52 To take up the lyre and tune the

notes, and play with the fingers, or strike with the plectrum.
2. Anat., Ornith., and Ent. : see quots.
1826 KIRBY &Sp. Entomol. IV. xlvi. -^^ Plectrum,, .a mar-

ginal bristle stronger than the rest, observable about the

middle of the costa and standing out from it. Ex. Many
Muscidz. 1842 DUNGLISON illetf. Lex., Plectrum, the

styloid process of the temporal bone. Also, the uvula and
the tongue. 1895 Syd. Soc. Lex., Plectrum. .0r*V/:.,aspur
on the wing or foot.

Pled, plede, pledde : see PLEAD sb. and v.

Fledge (pledj), sb. Forms: 4-6 plege,

plegge, 6 pledg, 5- pledge (6 Sc. pladge, plage,

plaige, pleage, 7 pleg). [Late ME. a. Of.plege

(Roland, c 1080, and Anglo-F.), pleige, plaige,

plo(f)ge, etc., mod.F. pleige hostage, security, bail,

pledge : early Prankish L. plevium, plibium,

plebium, 0600 in Pact. Childeb. & Chlot. 10

(Hessels, Salic Law 4i?\med. i,.plivittm(lai2oo,

Barcelona) in Du Cange ; app. deriv. sb. (on type
of gauditim, odium, colloquium*) from med.L. ple-

vire, plebire (a 800 in Lex Romana Rxtica Curt-

ensis IX. i. \_$\,plivtre (1080 Aqnitaine, Du Cange),
Pr. plevir (pres. ind. pliit), OF. plevir (Roland),

pleivir, early mod.F. plevir, pleuvir, F. dial, fluvir
(Godef.), to warrant, assure, undertake for, engage
(Cotgr.) : cf. PLEVIN, REPLEVIN. See Note below.]
1. Law and gen. A person who becomes surety

for another ; a bail, a surety ;
a member of a frank-

pledgeor frithborh (moA.'L.plegius'). 06s.e\c.JSist.

[1224 Bractoris. Note Bk. (1887) II. 176 Amerciauerunt
eum. .et lordanum de Treuergan plegium suum. .ad unam
marcam. 1292 BRITTON i. ii. 10 Celui volums nous qe
soil pris, . . et lessez par plege jekes a nostre venue en le pays
..et qe le Corouner face enbrever lour nouns et les nouns
des pleges. 1314-13 Rolls ofParlt. I. 253/2

De ceo qe les

chief plegges a le Letes, S: al Tourn de Visconte, presentent
fausement gentz estre copables.] c 1386 CHAI-CER Alclib.

T 860 Thanne Melibee..receyued hire obligacions and hir

boondes by hire othes vp-on hire plegges and borwes. 1467
in Eng. Gilds (1870)382 Also yf eny mans wyfbecom dettor

or plegge. 1502 Ord. Crystal Men (W. de W. 1506) I. iv. 45
And in as moche the godfader and godmoder ben pledges
and maketh good for hym. a 1548 HALL Chron., Hen. IV
12 b, Thou knowest wel inough that I am thy pledge borowe
and mayneperner, body for body. 1562 Rfg. Privy Council
Scot. I. 221 To entir as plege and souerte for his said fadder.

989

I
1581 LAMBARDE Eirett, i. iii. (1602) 14 Borowhead, Bors-

holder, and Tythingman . . signifie, The chiefe man of the

]

free pledges within that Borowe, orTything. 1596 SIIAKS.

|

Tain. S/ir. i. ii. 45 Petruchio patience, I am Grumio's
\ pledge. 164^ N. BACON Disc. Govt. Eng. \. xxvi. (1739) 43
Each one being pledge for others good abearing. 1874
STUBBS Const, Hist, (1875) I. v. 87 Each association {frith*
borh) has a headman, a '

capital pledge ',
borhs-ealdor or

fritk-horge-head) to manage the business of the ten. Thus
constituted, they are standing sureties for one another. 1895
POLLOCK & MAITLAND Hist. Eng. Law I. n. iii. 4. 558
The chief pledge seems to have exercised a certain authority
over his subordinate pledges.

t b. A hostage. Obs.

1387 TRKVISA Higden (Rolls) III. 129 Seleucus. .somtyme
plegee and prisoner at Rome. 1535 COVERDALE i Office, ix,

53 He toke also the chefest mens sonnes in the countre for

pledges, and put them in the castel at Jerusalem to be

kepte. 1507 JAMES VI in yd Rej>. Hist. JlfSS. Contnt.

422/2 Burdymt with the keiping of the pleges and broken
men reteinit for gude ordour on the bourdon ris. 1633
T. STAFFORD Pac. Hib. i. vii, And also take himselfe

Prisoner, and the fower English Pledges.

2. Anything handed over to or put in the posses-
sion of another, as security for the performance of a

contract or the payment of a debt, or as a guarantee
of good faith, etc., and liable to forfeiture in case

of failure (med.L. plcgiitni}.
[1164 Constit. Clarendon v. in Stubbs Set. CJiarters (1895)

138 Excommunicati .. debent dare .. tan turn vadium et

plegium standi judicio ecclesiae, ut absolvantur.] c 1489
CAXTON Sonnes cfAyjiton xxii. 471 Yf he wolde not grauntc
me peas wyth hym, I promyse you he sholde leve his hede for

a pledge. 1513-14 Act 5 fffn, '///, c. i He shall, .bring in

sufficient gage and plegge to the verey value of the contentes

of the same writtyng obligatorie. XS^COVERDALE 'Job xxii. 6

Thou hast taken the pledge from thy brethren for naught,
and robbed the naked of their clothinge. 1593 SHAKS.

3 Hen. yf, in. iii. 240 What Pledge haue we of thy firme

Loyalty? 1667 MILTON /'. L. VIM. 325 The Tree ..which
I have set The Pledge of thy Obedience and thy Faith, Amid
the Garden by the Tree of Life. 1696 PHILLIPS, Pledges,
in Common Law are sureties either Real or Personal which
the Plaintiff finds to prosecute his Sute. 1818 CRUISE

Digest (ed. 2) V. 577 The lord did not become entitled to

a fine on these surrenders, because they were only intended
as a pledge for securing the repayment of the money
advanced. 1838 THIRLWALL Greece IV. xxvii. 9 They there-

fore sent seven galleys. .as a pledge of their loyalty.

b. spec. A thing put in pawn.
1800 Act 39 # 40 Geo. ///, c. 99 2 Any time during

which the said pledge shall remain in pawn. 1859 TENNY-
SON Geraint $ Enid 220, I do not doubt To find, at some
place.. arms On loan, or else for pledge. 1863 GHO. ELIOT
Rowcla iv, Hold the ring.. as pledge for a small sum far

beneath its value. 1878 STUBBS Const. Hist. III. xviii. 106

The crown, which had been kept by bishop Beaufort as a

pledge, was placed in the custody of the treasurer.

O. A gage of battle ; GAGE sl>. 1 2.

1590 SPENSER F. Q. i. iv. 43 He .. threw his gauntlet, as

a sacred pledge, His cause in combat the next day to try.

1814 SCOTT Ld. ofIsles in. vi,Thehonour'd pledge you gave
In every battle-field shall wave Upon my helmet-crest.

d. fig. Applied to a child, as a token or evidence

of mutual love and duty between parents, or as

a hostage given to fortune.

1590 SPENSER F. Q. i. x. 4 But faire Charissa to a lovely
fere Was lincked, and by him had many pledges dere. 1613

Sprung from his bed. 1726 SWIFT Gnawer H. viii, I could

never forget those domestic pledges I had left behind me.

1856 KANE Arct. Expl. II. vi. 71 Exulting over the first

pledge of their union, a fine little girl.

3. Something given or taken as a sign or token

of favour or the like, or as an earnest of something
to come.
1526 Pilgr, Per/. (\V. de W. 1531) 13 b, Innumerable.,

benefytes and consolacyons he hathe gyuen vs, as very

pledges and sure tokens of loue. 1548-9 (Mar.) Bk. Coin.

Prayer, Communion, He hath lefte in those holy Misteries,
as a pledge of his loue. .his owne blessed body, and precious
bloud. a 1653 BINNING Senn. (1845) 240 Christ's rising is

the pledge and pawn of the second resurrection. 1792
BURKE Corr. (1844) III. 447 The exertion of one virtue is

always a pledge for the exertion of another, a 1839 PKAED
Poems (1864) II. 438 A precious pledge that, wander where
he will, One heart will think and dream about him still.

4. An assurance of allegiance or goodwill attested

by drinking in response to another
;
the drinking of

a health to a person, party, etc. ; a toast.

1635 HEVWOOD Philocothonista 12 [Alexander] dranke
healths to every man round, and pledged them severally

againe;..Calistenes. .[when] the King offered him a deepe
quaffing-bowle, which he modestly refused,.. said aloud.

I desire not, Oh Alexander, to receive a pledge from thee ;

by taking which, I shall be presently inforced to inquire
for a Physition. 1715 LADY M. W. MONTAGU Town Ecl.t
St. James Cojffce-Ho.i A certain duke one night my health

begun ; With chearful pledges round the room it run. 18x6

SCOTT Old Mort. i, Old Mortality was .. prevailed upon to

join his host in a single glass of liquor, . .on condition that

he should be permitted to name the pledge.
5. A solemn engagement to do or refrain from

doing something; a promise, vow.
1814 GARY Dante, Paradise v. 67 Yet not bent, as Jephthah

once., to redeem his pledge By doing worse. 1828 D'!SRAELI
Chas. f, I. vi. 170 [The] oath of allegiance, .was a pledge
for civil, and not for religious purposes. 1844 H. H.WILSON
Brit. India II. 376 The greater number adhered to their

pledge. 1855 BREWSTER Newton II. xv. 82 He obtained
them.. under the pledge of secrecy. 1883 Manch. Exam.
30 Oct. 5/5 The measure was introduced. .in defiance of
the most solemn pledges of the British Government.

PLEDGE.

b. The (temperance, total abstinence) pledge :

a solemn engagement to abstain from intoxicating
drink. Phrases: to take, sign, keep Ihe pledge.
1846 W. E. FORSTEK in Reid Life (1888) I. vi. 183 As to

the temperance pledge, I find many men [in Ireland] still

keeping it, but . . a large proportion have broke. 1860
WARTICK Sea-board II. 436 More than one case has come to

my knowledge in which the pledge has been of service.

18154 'Vflf. Sci. Rev. 259 When a man is a drunkard, and can
still respect and keep an oath, by all means let him take the

pledge.

6. The condition of being given or held as a

pledge ;
the state of being pledged : in the phrases

to be, lay, put in pledge, to give, have, lay, put to

pledge, to take out ofpledge, etc.

1382 WYCIJI r .Viicc. i. n The sone of Antiochi kyng,
that was at Rome in seegyng [.^fosv or pledge ; 1388 in

osta^e]. c 1430 Srt- Gener. (Roxb.) 3158 My life to plegge
shal he haue. 1516 Life St. I'ridgct in Myrr. our Ladye
p. liii, Take my two sones and lay them in plegge to your
credytours. 11529 SKELTON El. Rujiniiyng 293 Some
layde to pledge Thcyr hatchet and theyr wed'^e. 1567
Glide f, Godlie K. (S.T. S.) 23 And gaif thyself to plaige.

1665 MANLI:Y Grctius' I.o-.u C. ll'arres 485 He.. to meet
and stop out want, had put to pledge, and pawned most of
his own Houshold-stuff. 1818 CRUiii; Digest (ed. 2) II.

! 86 If he doth not pay, then the land u hich is put in pledge,

j
upon condition for the payment of the money, is taken

from him for ever. 1862 MKS. H. WOOD J/r.<. Hctllio. T. l.

xxii, Pressed for a sum of money.. he had put his Sunday
coat in pledge. 1901 Daily Chnm. 14 May 7/7 Mr. Card-
well's scheme. .abolished purchase in the Army, took the

Army out of pledge, as the reform was wittily described.

7. atlrib. and Cotnb., as pledge-card (sense 5 b),

-cup (sense 4), -form, -jewel, -office, -'ing, -room ;

objective and instrumental, as pledge-breaker (so

pledge-breaking vbl. sb. and ppl. adj.),pledge-keeper,

-taker; pledge-making, -mongering, -signing vbl.

sbs.
; pledge-bound, -free ndjs. ; f pledge-chamber,

-house, a chamber or house for the confinement

of sureties or debtors (Sc. obs.").

1900 H'esfm. Gaz. 20 Oct. 4/3 An absolute united "pledge-
bound party returns to represent Ireland at Westminster.

1887 /'a/I Mall G. 23 May 5/2 Suggestive of the pledge-
cards issued by Bands of Hope. 1578 Reg. Privy Council
Scot. Ser. I. III. 24 1'ut in ward within the "pledge chalmer

of the burgh of Drumfieis. 1629 Il'id. Ser. n. III. 12 They
denied thameselffes in commodious parts ewest to the pledge
chamber. 1851 1). WILSON Prch. Ann. (r863) II. iv. ix. 489
The "pledge cup and wassail bowl. 1721 WODROW Hist.

Siilf. Ch. 'Scot. I. n. xiii. 6 Mr Webster and his two
Friends, .removed to the *PIedge-house, where Debtors used

to be put. 1850 GOSSE Riltrso/JSiileWjS) 48 The 'pledge-

jewels of Tesus' love. 1552 HULOI:T, "Pledge keper, dcposi-
tnriits. 1891 Daily AVtui 21 Sept. 7/2 The defendant..

told her that he had had a fire in the "pledge room, and her

cloak was burnt. 1552 HULOKT, "Pledge taker, pigneratar.

[.Voti: Many attempts have been made to find a Latin

derivation of the med.L. and OF. words: see Diez fs. v.

Plevir), Littre (s. v. Plrig:e\ Kurting; all (including Diez's

own suggestion, plel'iitin for *prgtbiwnho\nprxberefidem\
unsatisfactory. The prevalent opinion now is that pic-cere,

In; was of Germanic derivation, and represented some
form of WGer. plchnii. (OK. plcon), f'.egan, or Goth.
*
t>la.ihwan, in sense 'to incur risk or responsibility for,

become responsible for
'

(see PLIGHT J^.
1

), which suits the

sense of the med.L. and Romanic words exactly, though not

free from difficulty phonologically : see Mackel Franz.
Studicn VI. 1.78. Med.L. plcgiiim, flegius, fUgiart, It.

pieggio, were from French.]

Fledge (pled^), v. Forms: see PLF.DGE sb.

[Late ME. plege, plegge, f. PLEDGE sb., or a. OF.

plcgier, mo&.V . pleiger to guarantee, bail, f. pleige,

pledge; so med. ~L. plegiare (France, 1191 in Du

Cange).]

fl. trans. To become surety for, make oneself re-

sponsible for (a person, thing, or statement). Obs.

c 1450 Merlin 35 Ye haue plegged me vpon youre lyves

that I shall haue no drede of deth. 1474 CAXTON Ckessc 37
'

His felawe pledgyd hym and was seurte for hym.

t b. intr. To become surety. Obs. rare.

1574 Reg. Privy Council Scot. II. 422 To caus all his

freindis or servandis within Annanderdaill not ellis plegit

for, to entir under plegis.

f c. trans. To pledge out : to redeem (a thing)
from pawn or pledge ;

to ransom or bail (a person)
out of prison, etc. Obs.

1464 Mann, ft Houseli. Exp. (Roxb.) 266 Delyveryd to

Mechegod to plege owt Brokys salatt, xij.d. 1503 in Test.

\
yetnsla II. 454 Such pledges as she hath of mine, 1 woll

; they be pledged out by William, and he to have them.

1523 LD. BERNERS Froiss. I. xl. 56 So [they] brought hym
to the lorde Beaumonde who incontynent dyde pledge hym
out fro his maisters handes. 1530 PALSGR. 660/1, 1 pledge,
or borowe one out of prison or captyvy te, or redeme a thyng
out of pledge, je fledge. To my great coste and charge
I have pledged hym out of prison.

2. To deliver, deposit, or assign as security for the

repayment of a loan or the performance of some

action ; to pawn.
1515 BARCLAY Egloges \. (1570) Avb, His sworde and

buckler is pledged at the here. 1586 T. B. La Priinaud.

Fr. Acad. I. (1594) 221 My estates and dignities are as

it were in sequestration, and my life as it were laid in

pawne and pledged vnto me. 1686 Land. Gaz. No. 2105/4

If already sold or pawn'd,..the money [shall be] return d

ully descr

1833 HT. MAKTINEAU Manclt. Strike x. 112 The.. son pacing

slowly to the pawnbroker's to pledge his aged mother s last



PLEDGJBABLE.
blanket. 1877 GREEN Hist. Eng. People I. n. ii. 139 Nor-
mandy had been pledged to him by his brother Robert.

b. fig. vs>\\\ to pledge thefuture \ also, to plight
or stake (one's life, honour, troth, word, etc.).
1775 SHERIDAN Rivals \\. i, My vows are pledged to her.

1797 MRS. RADCUFFI Italian n, I now pledge you that
honourable word that Ellena is innocent. 1841 JAMES
Brigand x.xv, To this I pledge my honour. 1871 R. ELLIS
Catullus Ixiv. 182 A loyal lover, a hand pledg'd surely, shall
ease me. 1890 Spectator 4 Oct. 434/1 To pledge the future
to the hilt is a temporary and evanescent joy.
3. To put (a person, or oneself) under a pledge;

to bind by or as by a pledge.
>S7i Satir. Poems Reform, xxviii. 97 Be justice airis I

pledgit alt the pepill, Than spairit nane thocht thay wer
Innocent. 1771 Junius Lett. Ixv. (1820) 328, I pledge
myself, before God and my country . . to make good my charge
against you. 1801 ELIZ. HELME St. Marg. Care II. 175, I

here
pledge myself, by all my hopes of happiness hereafter.

1827 LYTTON Falkland 1. 12 All eager for my commands, and
all pledged to their execution. 1850 HT. MARTINEAU Hist.
Peace II. v. vL 295 The two millions whom he had in a
few months pledged to temperance. 1883 Manch. Exam.
i Dec. 5/i A resolution, .pledging the House to deal with
the subject at the first fitting opportunity.
4. a. To guarantee or assure the performance of.

b. To solemnly promise, or undertake to give.
XS93 SHAKS. 3 Hen. VI, HI. iii. 250 Yes, I accept her, for

she well deserues it, And hetre to pledge my Vow, I giue
my hand. 1869 FREEMAN Norm. Conq. III. xiii. 288
Their own personal service they pledged at once.

5. To give assurance or promise of friendship or

fidelity to (any one) by or in the act of drinking.
Also absol.) or with the drink as obj. f a. To
drink in response to another

;
to drink to a health

or toast which has been proposed. Obs. b. To
drink to the health of, drink a toast to

; to toast.
1 54<S J- HEYWOOD Prov. \\. iv. (1874) 104, I drinke, (quoth

she). Quoth he, I will not pledge. i68GKAFTON Chron. II.
1 16 He dranke a great draught, the king pledging him. 1590
SPENSER F. Q. i. iii. 31. 1592 NASHE P. Penilesse 22 b, You
do me the disgrace if you do not pledge me as much as
I drunke to you. 1602 ROWLANDS Tis Merric whcnGossips
meete 17 This to you both, Cousse Grace, and rmstresse
Hesse ; A full Carowse, He haue you pledge no lesse. 1616
R JONSON Forest ix. To Celia i, D_rink to me, only with
thine eyes, And I will pledge with mine, a 1627 HAYWARD
in Spurgeon Treas. Dai'. Ps. Ixix. 10 God handleth thee
no otherwise .. than he handled his only Son, who hatli

pledged thee in this bitter potion. 1706 POTTER Antiy.
Greece II. iv. xx. 396 Alexander .. is reported to have
drank a Cup containing two Congii, ..to Proteas, who
commending the king's Ability, pledg'd him, then call'd
for another Cup of the same Dimensions, and drank it

off to him. The king, as the Laws of good Fellowship
requir'd, pledg'd Proteas in the same Cup. 1727 SWIFT
Poisoning E. CiirU Wks. 1755 III. i. 149 Air. Pope .. very
civilly drank a glass of sack to Mr. Curll, which he as

civilly pledged. 1773 GOLDSM. Stoops to Conq. n. i, Will
you be so good as to pledge me, sir? 1802 MAR. EDGE-
WORTH Moral T, (1816) I. xix. 171 Pledge him in a bumper
of port. 1855 KINGSLEY Heroes n. v. (1868) 169 In his hand
a sculptured goblet, as he pledged the merchant kings. 1870
BRYANT Iliad I. iv. 104 From cups of gold They pledged
each other.

Hence Pledged (pledgd) ///. a., given or put in

pledge; pawned, plighted; bound by a pledge;
Pledging vbl. sb.

1538 ELYOT, Ptgtu'ratio, a pledgynge or gagynge. 155*
HULOET, Pledged, pigneratus. 1579 Reg. Privy Council
Scot. III. 164 His plege, . . content t in the buke of plegeing.
1618 PRYNNE \title) Healthes: Sicknesse. Or,aCompendiovs
and briefe Discourse; prouing the Drinking, and Pledging
of Healthes, to be Sinfull. 1860 MILL AY/r. Gout. (1865)
64/1 A strong inducement . . not to confine themselves to

pledged party men. 1887 Daily News 21 July 6/1 The
calUng-in of loans on pledged property. 1893 F. ADAMS
New Egypt 186 We believe ..absolutely in the pledged
word, the pledged honour of England.

Pledgeable (ple'dgab'l), a. ff. PLEDGE v. +
-ABLE.] That can be pledged or pawned.
1865 Brit. Workman 52, 1 pledged my coat, I pledged my

bed, I pledged in short everything that was pledgable.
190 1 Dundee Advertiser 12 Apr. 4 The revenues pledge-
able, like tribute rice, the Manchu allowances, &c.

Pledgee (pled^/-). [f. PLEDGE v. + -EE.] One
with whom a pledge is deposited ; a pawnee.
1766 BLACKSTONE Comm.ll. xxv.396 In case ofgoods pledged

or pawned upon condition, either to repay money or other-
wise ; both the pledger and pledgee have a qualified, but
neither of them an absolute, property therein. 1800 Ace.
Bks. in Asiat. Ann. Reg. 59/2 The whole amount due to the

pledgee must be paid before the pledge can be demanded.
1869 Smith's Diet. Gr. % Rom. Antiq. 917/1 The pledger
could also sell the thing pledged,, .but such sale did not
affect the right of the pledgee. 1875 [see PLEDGER i].

Ple-dgeless, a.
[f. PLEDGE sb. + -LESS.] With-

out a pledge.
1846 WORCESTER, Pledgeless^ having no pledges. Qu. Rev.

Pledger (ple'dgai). Also (in legal use, opposed
to pledgee) -eor, -or (pled^pu). [f. PLEDGE v. + :

-ERI,-OR. Cf.OF.//<gwwr(i3thc. in Godefroy).]
!

1. One who deposits something as a pledge; ,

a pawner.
1766 [see PLEDGEE]. 1875 POSTK Gains ti, 64 This. .may

be said to rest on the assent of the pledger., which em-
'

990

2. One who drinks in response to, or to the health

of, another. Alsoy?,f. Cf. PLEDGE v. 5.

1576 GASCOIGNE Del. Diet for Drunkards (1789) 20 If
the Pledger bee inwardlie siclce or have some mfyrmitie,
whereby too much drinke..doo empayre his health. 1617
RICH Irish Hvbbvb 24 The cup being newly replenished . .

he that is the pledger must now begin his part, and thus it

goes round throughout the whole company. 1663 DKYDKN
Wild Gallant in. i, This fellow is onely the Solhcitor of a
quarrel . . and will leave the fighting part to the Curteous

pledger.

3. One who pledges himself or takes a pledge.
1837 HT. MARTINEAU Sac. Amcr. III. 204 The bond of

Temperance societies is a pledge or vow respecting the

personal conduct of the pledger.

fPle-dgery. Obs. rare , [a. OF. plcgerie

(i2th c. in Godef.) ;
thence med.L.

1706 PHILLIPS, Pledgery or Plfggery, Suretiship, an Under-
i taking, or Answering for. 1775 in ASH.

Pledget (ple'd^et). Forms: 6 plagette,
pleggat, 7 plageat, (plegant, -ent, pleagant,

! -eant), 7-8 plaget, pleget, 7-9 pledgit, y-pled-
i get. [Known from i6th c. : origin and early
i history obscure.

The divergent spellings in id-iyth c. leave uncertain
the original form, and even the sound of the gt and the
nature of the ending (in which -etie, -ct suggest a Romanic

,
diminutive). On the

supposition that the g was hard, the
derivation has been sought in plug, and in MDu. Pfagge,
plagghe patch of cloth, rag, wrapper, covering, T}\L. plagge

i turf, tan-cake, MLG. and LG. piagge tangled or matted
mass, turf, patch, rag. Others have thought of a diminutive
from L. and Romanic pldga wound, Y.flaie, or a deriv,

from PLEACH z>. : cf. Prov. plecha 'no plago^
to bandage a

wound. But all these suggestions present difficulties.]

A small compress or flattened mass of lint or

j

other soft absorbent material (often steeped in some

\ medicament), for applying over a wound, sore, etc.;

!
see also quot. 1892.
c 1540 Pract. Cyrjireyons Aj, Stupes, or plagettesmade of
.r/-.... __.i___ TT_-i . _

'
j _i'_ _ _ _> T . i_ . *-\ i

PLEIO-.

ding sweet influence. 1788 GIBBON Decl. $ F. xliii. IV.
323 The fable of Electra the seventh of the Pleiads. 1817
BYRON Be&po xiv, Whose course and home we knew not,
nor shall know, Like the lost Pleiad, seen no more below.
1841 TENNYSON Locksley Hall 9 Many a night I saw the
Pleiads, rising thro' the mellow shade, Glitter like a swarm
of fire-flies tangled in a silver braid. 1868 LOCKYER Astron*
71 The Pleiades.. The six or seven stars visible to the naked

eye become 60 or 70 when viewed in the telescope.

k- fig* t"*^-) A brilliant cluster or group of

persons or things, especially of seven, as the group
of poets of the French Renaissance, called in French
La Ptiiade, and including Ronsard and Du Bellay.
1822-56 DE QUINCEY Confess. (1862) 54 Donne, Chilling-

worth, Sir T. Browne, Jeremy Taylor, Milton, South,
Barrow, form a pleiad, a constellation of seven stars, such as
no literature can match. 1838-9 HALLAM Hist. Lit. II. H.
i- 5- 5 Dorat..was also one of the celebrated pleiad of
French poets. 1882 Illnstr. Lond. Neivs 7 Oct. 371 Noriac
was one of the brilliant pleiad of writers who formed the
staff of the original weekly Figaro.

Pleid, obs. f. PLAID, PLEAD. Pleide, obs. pa.t.
of PLAY v. Pleight, obs. f. PLAIT.

Pleign(e, plein^e, pleinly, obs. ff. PLAIN, -LY.

Pleill-air (also plain-air), from the Fr. phrase
en plein air (ahplghn^r)

*
in the open air

'

(lit.
*
in full air ')

: used attrib. to denominate certain

impressionist schools and styles of painting, which

originated in France about 1870, and aimed at the

representation of effects of atmosphere and light
that cannot be observed in the studio.

1894 Nation (N. Y.) 14 June 444/2 Mysticism has misled
M. Rochegrosse into a plein-air problem, in which the

meaning of his
'

Chevalier aux Fleurs
*

is less puzzling than
his ignoring of all values. 1898 Daily News 15 Feb. 8/5
Another of the plain-air painters of this show. 1902 L.
BENEDITE in Encycl. Brit. XXXII. 443/1 The 'plem-air',
or open-air, school.

Plein-airist, a painter of the *

plein-air' school.

. ,

powered the pledgee to sell in default of payment, 1883 Q.
Rev. Jan. 120 Bulky articles may now be deposited if the

pledgers will pay for their storage. 1906 Daily Chron.
19 Feb. 4/3 There arc . . people in the poorer districts of
London who make a living by pawning articles for other

persons. Sometimes these
'

professional pledgers
'

are

_ _trg. Mate Wks. (1653) 92
With plegents of lint drie fil up the orifice. 1615 MARKHAM

; Eng. Housew. \\. \. (1668) 35 Take Unguentum Auruat,
i and lay it upon a pleagant of lint. 1616 SURFL. & MARKH.
Country Farme 48 Apply it vnto the teates vpon plageats
as hot as may be endured. 1643 J. STEER tr. Exp. Chyrurg.
vi. 20 It may be spread on little pleggets and applyed.
1737 BRACKEN Farriery Impr. (1757) II. 240 Spread upon

! Pieces of Lint, or what we call Pledgets of Lint. 1741

j

Compl. Fain. Piece i. i. 88 To be apply'd. .with Plagets and
other Helps. 1812 J. J. HENRY Cajnp. agst. Quebec 75 He

> drew a pledget of linnen quite through the wound. 1892
Photogr. Ann. II. 49 Be sure to go over the face of the

plate with a wet pledget of cotton wool.

Plee, Pleen, obs. ff. PLAY, PLKA, PLY, PLAIN v.

Pleeser, pleezer, obs. and dial. ff. PLEASURE.
Fleet, -e, obs. ff. PLEA, PLEAD v.

Pleg, plege, plegg(e, obs. ff. PLEDGE.

Plegant, -ent, -et, obs. ff. PLEDGET.

fPle-gnic, a. (sb.} Obs. rare, [a pp. arbitrarily
f. Gr. Tr\rjyrj blow, stroke + -ic.] Acting by a blow

1

or stroke, as a hammer ; also as sb. : see quots.
1612 STUETBVAMT Mctallica 37 PIegnicks..performe their

ppperation and effect, by their dexterous and artificiall

ioynt-moouing. . . There is a great vse of the Plegnick instru-

ments for the making of Eumechamck and reformed Milnts
and Bellowses. 1664 J. WILSON Projectors in. 36 From the
Pestle and Mortar [came} all sort of Mills, whether Hori-

zontal, or Plegnick ; Horse, Hand,Wind,Water, or otherwise.

Plegometer (pl/'gpmftai). rare. [f. Gr.
1

7^7/717 stroke + -(O)METER.] a. An instrument for
:

measuring and recording the force of blows, b.

I

= PLEXIMETEK.

1839 URE Diet. Arts 535 The balls were fired against
Austen's recoiling target, a very delicate plegometer. 1857
DCNGLISON Diet. Med., Plegometer, pleximeter.

Plei, pleie, obs. forms of PLAY, PLEA.

Pleiad (ptoi'ad). PI. Pleiads ; more com-

monly in Lat. and Gr. form Pleiades (plai'ad/z);
also 4 Pliades, 5 Flyades. [a. L. Pittast Plejas^

Plias^ pi. Pleiades etc., a. Gr. nxctar, pi. -d8s,
Ion. n\vjias : see -AD ; so F. Pleiade, pi. Pfeiades.]
Astron. In //., A close group or cluster of small

stars in the constellation Taurus, commonly spoken
of as seven, though only six are visible to the

average naked eye. (Good eyes on a clear night
can make out about nine, while the telescope shows
a great number.)
According to Greek Mythology, the Pleiades were the

seven daughters of Atlas and Pleione, the eldest of whom,
Electra, was 'the lost Pleiad', and not represented by a
star. The seven names, with those of the parents, have

since Ricciolo (1665) been individually applied to the nine

brightest stars ; of these Alcyone is of the third magnitude,
Electra and Atjas of the fourth, Merope, Maia, and Taygete
of the fifth, Pleione, Celeno, and Asterope, between the sixth

and the seventh. Some think that the name was actually

derived from ir\eiv to sail, because the season of navigation

began with their heliacal rising.

1388 WYCLIF Job xxxviii. 31 Whether thou schalt mowe
ioyne togidere schynynge sterns Pliades [marg. that is, the

seuen sterris ; 1382 The shynende seue sterres]. 1555 EDEN
Decades 162 The goynge downe of the seuen starres cauled

Vergiliac or Pleiades. 1560 BIBLE (Genev.) Job xxxviii. 31
Canst thou restraine the sweete influences of y Pleiades ?

or Ioo.se the bands of Orion? 1667 MILTON P. L. vn. 374
The gray Dawn, and the Pleiades before him danc'd, Shed-

ighsh plein-airists are too well known to need special
mention.

Pleiner, obs. f. PLEXAR. Pleing(i)e, -516,
obs. ff. PLAIN z>. Pleintith, obs. Sc. f. PLENTY.

Pleio-, plio- (pbijtf), pleo- (pl', combining
forms of Gr. TrAetW (poet. irAeW), TrXcior, more,

compar. of TTO\VS, -v, much
;

see POLY-. Plio- t

which follows Latin spelling, is chiefly used in

generic names and their derivatives, as Pliosaurus,
PHosaurian.

|| Pleiocfcasium (-kt"i'zi#m) Bot. [mod.L.,

irreg. f. Gr. x^-ffts separation, after DICHASIUM],
a cymose inflorescence having three or more lateral

axes,amultiparouscyme. ||Pleioxnastia(-ma:
p

stia),

pleo-, Anat. [mod.L., f. Gr. /taoTos breast,

mamma], the condition of having more than one

nipple upon the mamma. flPleiomazia (-m^'zia),

pleo-, Anat. [mod.L., f. Gr. pafa, dial. var. of

/iaaTos : see above], the condition of having more
than the normal number of mammae. Fleiomerous

(plaii^'meras) a. Bot. [Gr. /'/>os part], having (as
a floral whorl) more than the normal number of

parts; so Pleio'mery, pleiomerous condition.

Pleiophyllous (-frbs) a. Bot. [Gr. <pvK\ov leaf].

Plei'ophylly : see quots. Pleiosporous Q>lai|p
g -

I sporss, plai^spo^'rss) a. Bot. [Gr. ffnopos seed],

having more than the usual number of spores.
Plei otaxy (-trcksi) Bot. [Gr. rais arrangement :

cf. phyllotaxy], the condition of having more than

the usual number of floral whorls, as in 'double*

flowers. Fleiothalamous (-Jjae'lamas) a. Bot.

[Gr. 0aAa/*os chamber], having more than the

usual number of chambers or receptacles. [
Pleio-

trachea (-trakra) Bot. [mod.L. : see TRACHEA],
a vessel containing a spiral band composed of a

number of fibres. See also words in PLEO-, PLIO-.

1850 J. BIRKETT Dis. Breast 206 *Pleiomastia.. .There are

examples . . of the existence ofsupernumerary nipples. . . They
may t>e situated near together, and possess an areola in

common, or they may be separated and encircled by an
areola distinctly defined. 1895 in Syd

t
Soc. Lex. 1850

J. BIRKETT Dis. Breast 23 *Pleiomazia. .signifies numerical
excess beyond the usual complement of the mamma;. 1895

Aj'rf. Soc. Lex., Pleoviazia. 1898 tr. Strasbnrger's Bot. H.

ii. 453 The origin of a *pleiomerous whorl from one con-

sisting of fewer members is equally well shown in the flowers

of Tiha. 1895 Syd. Soc. Lex.) *Pleioniery % .. due either to

the branching of one member at an
early stage or to an

original development of two members in place of one. 1898
tr. Strasbnrger & Bot. \\. ii. 453 Multiplication of the

members of a whorl (pleiomery) occurs most often in the

androecium. 1832 LINDLEV Introd. Bot. \. ii. 46 By some
writers nodi, upon which buds are obviously formed, are

called compound, or artiphyllous ; and those in which no

apparent buds are discoverable, are named simple, or *pleio-

phyllous. 1858 MAYNE Expos. Lex., PleioAhyllus, applied
to a plant which bears a great number of leaves without a

branch at the axilla, as the Linuttt, Abies, and Taxusi

pleiophyllous. 1895 Syd. Soc. Lex., *Pleiophylly, a condi-

tion of abnormal increase in the number of leaves growing
from a certain point, or in the number of leaflets of a plant.

1890 Cent. Diet., *Pleiosporous. Ibid,, *Pleiotaxy. 1893
in Syd. Soc. Lex. 1890 Cent. Diet., *Pleiothalamous.

1876 BALFOUR in Encycl. Brit. IV. 86/1 The spiral in such
cases is called compound, aud the vessels *pleiotrachex.

'"



PLEIOMORPHY.

Pleiocene, Pleiohippus : see PLIO-.

Pleiomorphy (plar^m^jn). [f.
PLEIO- +

Gr. noptpr; form + -la, -y.] (See also PLKO-.)

In Bat. a. The occurrence of more than one

distinct stage or form in the life-cycle of a species,

as in certain hetercecious fungi, which pass through
two or three stages, b. The state of a flower

which is usually irregular, but becomes regular by
the multiplication of its irregular elements, so as to

form a whorl; PELORIA. Hence PleiomoTphic
a., exhibiting or characterized by pleiomorphy;
Pleiomo'rphism = pleiomorphy (sense a).
1800 in Cent. Diet. 1895 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

Pleise, obs. f. PLAICE, PLEASE. Pleisand,
obs. f. PLEASANT. Pleisour, -ssour, -sure,

Pleiss, obs. ff. PLEASURE, PLEASE.

Pleistocene (pbi-stJsm), a. (s&.) Geo[. [f.

Gr. TrAefcrros most (superl. of iroXvt much) + xaivus

new, recent.] Epithet applied at first to the newest

division of the Pliocene or Upper Tertiary forma-

tion (as containing the greatest number of fossils

of still existing species), also called Newer Pliocene;
afterwards to the older division of the Post-tertiary
or Quaternary, also called Post-Pliocene. Also

applied to the animals, etc., of either of these

periods. Also ellipt. as sb. pleistocene division

or formation.

1839 LYELL in Mag. Nat. Hist. New Ser. III. 323 In the

Appendix to the French translation of my ' Elements of

Geology ',
I have proposed, for the sake of brevity, to substi*

tute the term Pleiocene for Older Pleiocene, and Pleistocene
for Newer Pleiocene. 1854 BREWSTER More Worlds iii. 46
The superficial deposits, or Pleistocene group, viz. all dilu-

vial and alluvial deposits of gravel and other materials. 1861

GEIKIE E. Forbes ix. 256 He states.. that even the pleisto-

cene, which is a subdivision of the pliocene, needs to be

partitioned into a newer and older series. 1873 J. GEIKIE
Gt. Ice Age xxx. 423 The pleistocene hippopotamus. 1874
LYELI. Eietn. Gt'ol, x. 123 In former editions of this work
I divided the Post-tertiary deposits into Recent

a_nd
Post-

pliocene, but this latter term has many inconveniences, ..

I have, therefore, determined for the future to adopt the
name of '

Pleistocene ', proposed by me in 1839 as a synonym
for Newer Pliocene, but which, having been used by the
late Edward Forbes as the equivalent of Post-pliocene, has
now passed into general use with that signification.

Pleistodox (plai-stJd^ks), a. nonce-wd. [f. Gr.

w\(taTos most + Sofa opinion, after orthodox.}

Holding the opinion of the majority.
1814 COLERIDGE Lett, to J. P. Estlin (1884) 109 His proper

language as an orthodox, or (if I might coin a more modest
expression), a pleistodox . . man.
Pleistoseist (pbi-sfclsaist). [f.

Gr. n\(ioT-os

most + fffioTos shaken, afiarjjs earth-shaker, from
atiapus shock, earthquake.] (See quot.)
1886 MILNE Earthquakes i. to The isoseismic area in

which the greatest disturbance has taken place is called the
4 meizoseismic area '. Seebach calls the lines enclosing this

area 'pleistoseists'.

Pleit, -e, obs. ff. PLAIT, PLATE sb., PLEAD.

Plek, pleke, obs. forms of FLECK.

t Plemmi-rrulate, a. Obs. rare- 1
, [ad. It.

plemmirulato ppl. adj., perh. f. Gr. TT\r)n/tvpiti>

to rise like a flood-tide, overflow.] ? Overflowing.
1592 R. D. Hypnerotoinachia 51 b, An edging of Orient

Pearle. .euer pressing hir plemmirrulate trammels of hayre
\plejtiinyrulati snpprimeua\,

Plemyra'meter. [f.
Gr. n\-i]imra. = TT\TJH-

luipts flood-tide + -METER.] An instrument for

measuring variations of the level of water ; spec.

that devised by Prof. Forel of Lausanne for measur-

ing those of the Lake of Geneva.
1898 G. H. DARWIN Tides ii. 22 Having studied seiches

with a plemyrameter for some time, Forel used another
form of apparatus.

t Ple'nal, a. Obs. rare. [ad. med. L. pleiial-is,
f. L.p/e>i-ns full: see -AL.] Full, complete, plenary.
1624 R. DAVENPORT City Night-cap in. (1661) 32 Upon

the plenal and approv'd report Of your integrity and up-
right dealing. 1648 EARL OF WESTMORELAND Otia Sacra
(1879) 77 By which plenall satisfaction, The Vials of his

Fathers wrath were stopt.

Hence f Ple'nally adv., fully ; f Ple'nalty,
fullness.

1631 HEVWOOD ind Pt. Fair Maid of West Ep. Ded.,
Yours plenally devoted, Thomas Heywdod. 1636 Loves
Mistris Addr. to Rdr., Better pleased, or more plenally
satisfied. 1660 BURNEY Ke'p. AJipo? (1661) 30 The Supream
Jewell of the Crown, their Plenitudinem Potestatis, the

plenalty of their power.

t Ple'nar, plener, a. Obs.(piarch.} Forms:

3-6 plener, (4-5 -ere, 5 -air, -or, 5-6 -are, -yer,

7 -eere), 4-6 (9) plenar. (Also 4 pleiner, 4-5
pleyner, Sc. planer, 5 planar, 6 playner.)

[ME. a. AF. plener = OF. plenier (Roland),
plener, planter etc., mod.F. pUnier : late L.

plenar-is (med.L. in Du Cange) complete, f. L.

plenus full ; see -AB 1. So also Pr. plen(i)er, Sp.
fiinMnO
1. Of an assembly : Composed or consisting of

the full number of members ;
= PLENARY 2

;
of the

place of assembly: Filled, full; of the members:

Fully assembled, in full assembly.
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c 1290 Edmund Cjonf. 445 in S. Eng. Leg. I. 444 J>e

chapitle at salesburi i-holde was plener; Alle ^e chanouns
of pe ordre Jmdere come fer and ner. c 1330 R. BKUNNK
Chron. Wetce (Rolls) 11171 When Arthures court was plener,
& alle were comen, fer and ner. 1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. xi.

108 And whan J>e peple was plenere comen t>e porter vn-

pynned J>e }ate. 1467-8 Rolls of Parlt^. V. 623/1 Be cause

they were then present more plener in nombre. c 1475
Partenay 2751 Thys fest plener And ryght delectable.

2. Complete, entire, perfect; PLENAKY i,

FULL a. 7.

13. . Cursor M. 26164 He |jat pouste hasal plener. c 1385
CHAUCER L. G. W. 1603 Hipsiph. 4- Medea, [He] coud of

loue al the craft & art pleyner. (.-1400 Beryn 787 Con-

stantynys sone, & of plener age, Was Kmperour I-cho.se.

1430-40 LVDG. Bochas vn. ii. (MS. Bodl. 263) 344/2 Ui

Augustus plener \ed. 1554 plenair] commyssioun. c 1440
York RIyst, xx. 127 And poiire haue playnere & playne to

say- IS3^ Act 28 Hen. F///, c. 7 9 Full and plenar

EDwer
and auctoritie. 1614 W. BROWNE Sheph. Pipe i.

vlj b, To her words credence he gaue pleneere [rime
cheerej. 1839 BAILEY Festtts xx. (1854)333 The spirit takes

the plenar vows of truth.

Pleiiargyrite (pUnaudairait). Min. mod.

(F. v. Sandberger 1882) f. L. //<?-$ + Gr.ap^vp-
os silver + -ITE *

; cf. MIARGYKITE,] A sulphide of

silver and bismuth found near Schapbach in Baden ;

said to contain more silver than miargyrite.

Plenarily (plrnarili), adv. [f. PLENARY a. +
-LY ^.] In a plenary manner

; completely, fully.

1596 [see PLENARLY z, guot. 1570]. 1615 SIR E. Houv
Curry-combe iii. 125 Neither do we fully and plenarily
receiue the benefit and effect thereof. 1667 WATERHOUSE
Fire Lond. 23 With more charge, more difficulty, less con-

stantly, less plenarily. 1883 Manch. Exam, 7 Nov. 5/3 The
priest employed, .may not be plenarily inspired.

Ple'nariness. [f. as prec. + -NESS.]
1727 BAILEY vol. II, Plenarincss,. .fulness.

t Ple*narly, -erly, adv. Obs. [f. PLENAR,
PLENER + -LY ^.]

1. In full assembly, in full number.
c 1290 Bckct 1502 in S. Eng, Leg. I. 140 po be chapitle

plenere was, budere be king sende to pe Abbotus alle

plenereliche. 1390 GOWER Con/. I. 21 Nought only upon
ten ne twelve Bot plenerliche upon ous alle. 1494 FABYAN
Chron. vn. 485 In the whiche counsayll it was plenerly

determyned that the kynge niyght nat gyue ouer the sayd
souerayntie without great peryll of his soule.

2. Fully, completely, entirely, perfectly.

1303 R. BHL'NNK Handl. Synne 11712 He solde hys gode
plenerlye. ("1325 Chron. Eng. 734 (Ritson) So hy dude
treweliche Thre yer plenerelyche. ^1400 MAUSDEV. (1839)
v. 42 Of his ryalle estate & of his myghte I schalle speke
more plenerly, whan I schalle speke of the lond & of
the contree of Ynde. 1523 SKELTON Garl, Laurel 6 Whan
Lucma plenarly did shyne. 1570 FOXE A. ff Af. (cd. 2)

1346/2 To assoyle them plenarely [so edd. 1576-83; ed. 1596
plenarilie] from all their sinnes.

Pleiiarty (plrnaiti). Also 5 -erte, 7-8 -artie.

[Late ME. a. AF. plenerte, OF. plenierete full-

ness, abundance, f. plenier> plener complete : see

PLENAR and -TY.]
1. Eccl* Law. Of a benefice : The state of being

full or occupied. Opp. to VACANCY.
1423 Rolls of Parlt. IV. 291/1 _Hit be lefull to his Patron

to make newe Presentation notwithstondyngthe plenerte of

hyme be vi moneths. a 1625 SIR H. FINCH Law (1636) ^197
But against the King plenartie is accounted from the time
ofinduction,and not before. 1791 Blackstone'sComm. (ed. 1 1)

III. xvi. 243 When the clerk was once instituted (except in

the case of the king, where he must be inducted) the church
became absolutely full : so the usurper by such plenarty,

arising from his own presentation, became in fact seised of

the advowson. 1889 Dublin Rev. Oct. 324 The Archbishop
..sent one of his clerks to govern the vacant see and receive

all the fees which during the plenarty had been paid to the

clerks of the bishop deceased.

1 2. Completeness, fullness. Obs. rare.

1660 WATERHOUSE Arms V Arm. 27 All ages and people

by a plenarty of consent. 1720 WELTON Suffer. Son ofGod
I. v. 88 In the Body of Christ .. dwells the whole Plenarty
and Fulness of the Godhead.

Plenary (plrnari), a. (s&.) Also 6 -ari, 6-7
-arie, 7 -iary. [ad. late L. plenari-us complete

(plenaritttti) consilium^ 4th c. in Augustine Ep.
xliii), i.plen-us\ see PLENAR and -ARY 1

.]

1. Complete, entire, perfect, not deficient in any
element or respect ;

-* FULL a. 7 ; absolute, un-

qualified : as plenary indulgence',power',
remission.

Plenary inspiration ; see INSPIRATION.

1517 TORKINGTON PilgT. (1884) 31 And ther ys Plenarie

Remission. 1532-3 Act 24 Hen. VIII, c. 12 i One supreme
head and kynge . . institute and furnisshed . . with plenari,

whole, and entier power. 1630 PRYNNE Anti-Armin. 94,
I shall adde the concurrent, plenary, and copious attestation

of Mr. William Tyndall. 1652 EARL MOSM. tr. Bentivoglio 's

Hist. Relat. 161 Hee assured him. .of a plenary pardon for

all that was past. 1675 tr. Mackiavellis Prince (Rtldg.

1883) 245 The Pope might be supplicated . . for a plenary
indulgence. 1877 FROUDE Short Stud. (1883) IV. i. v. 53
A legate, .sent with plenary powers to hear the cause.

2. Ofan assembly, etc.: Composed ofall the mem-
bers; fully constituted, fully attended: = PLENAR i.

1532 Festivall 191 b, In eche quarter of the yere ones,
whan the people is moost plenary in holy chyrche. 1614 T.
ADAMS in Spurgeon Treas. Day. Ps. ii. 12 Lord grant, .that

we may come to the plenary wedding supper hereafter.

1646 Bp, MAXWELL Burd. Issach. 48 The next plenarie
Generall Assembly may derogaret abrogare, obrogare, &c.
i66a GUNNING Lent Fast 62 Those things .. are retained . .

from plenary, (i.e. general) councils. 1855 MILMAN Lett.

Chr. ix. v. (1864) V. 290 The King sullenly consented to con-

PLENIPOTENT.
voke a plenary Court of his nobles. 1885 Daily Chrott,

12 Sept. 5/4 Both the sittings were plenary, that is, consisted

of the members of all the sections and subsections. 1894
Daily News 27 June 5/6 A caucus or plenary meeting of the

Democratic groups of the Senate and the Chamber was held.

3. Possessing full powers or authority, rare.

1861 Sat. Rev. 30 Nov. 547 International law would be a

nullity if every commander of a man-of-war were to con-
stitute himself in the first instance a plenary judge, and con-
demn as contraband whatever be might like to seize on.

4. Law, See quot. 1848.
1726 AYI.II-TE Parergon 152 The Cause is hereby made a

Plenary Cause, and ought to be determined Plenarily. 1848
WMAKTON Law Lc.r., Plenary^ full, complete ; an ordinary
proceeding through all its gradations; opposed to summary.
B. cllipt. as sb. as Plenary indulgence, rare.

1826 SOUTH MY I'ind. Keel. Angl. 496 A plenary maybe
gained every first Sunday of the month for confessing and
communicating.
pThe sense ' Decisive procedure', given by Johnson, and

copied in later Diets., is without foundation. In the quot.
which J. cites from Ay li fife Parergon 301

'

Institution with-
out induction does not make a plenary against the king,
where he has a title to present ', plenary is a misprint for

flenarty^ which Ayliffe has in the correct spelling on the
same page and elsewhere; cf. quot. 1791 in PLENARTY i.

Plencher, plensher, var. PLANCHEU sb. 1

Plane fpUh)( a. nav 1
. [ad.L.//^j-full. Cf.

PLAIN' a%, of which plcnc was a common form in

15-171!! c.] Complete.
1882-3 Schajfs Encycl. Rclig. Knou'L II. 1430 Rules were

laid down concerning, .the plcne and defective writings.

Plene, pierce, plenye, obs. ff. PLAIN v.

Plener, -e, -ly : see PLENAR, -LY.

Plenicorn (ph~'nikm, ple'ni-), sb. and a. [f. L.

plcttns full + cornu horn.] a. sb. A quadruped
having solid horns

; formerly, (in pi.') name of

a division of ruminants, b. adj. Having solid

horns.

1842 HKAXDI-: Diet. Set, etc., Plenicorns, the name of a

tribe of Ruminants, including those which have horns com-

posed of an uniform solid osseous substance as the antlers

of deer.

Pleniloquence (pl/hi'lJkwcns). rare~ l

. [f. L.

flUn- its full + loqitentia talking.] Fullness of

talk, excessive speaking.
1838 EMKRSON in Corr. Larlyle fy E. (1883) I. xxvi. 174

Though I bate American plenifoquence I cannot easily say
no to young men who bid me speak also.

Fleililtme (plrnil'/7n, pleni-). Chiefly poet.

[ad. L. plSnilunium : see below. Cf. It. pleni-

lunio,'] a. The time of full moon. b. A full moon.
1432-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) VI. 103 Unto the tru knowlege

of the kepynge of Kster thre thynges ar to be attendide, ..

the equinoccialle of ver, the perfitc plenilune or fullenesse of

the nioone, and Sonneday. 1599 B. JONSON Cynthia's A'.--,

v. iii, Whose glory, like a lasting plenilune, Seems ignorant
of what it is to wane, c 1600 '1'itiwn iv. i. (Shaks. Soc.) 61

Look to thy braines, least in the plenilune Thou waxe more
madde. 1878 SWINBURNE Poems ff Ball., l-'is. Spring,
Large nightfall and imperial plenilune.

Hence Plenilu'nal, Flenilu'nar, Plenilu'nary
adjs., belonging to or resembling the full moon.
1882 E. FITZGERALD Lett. (1889) I. 486, I shall try and pay

you my *plenilunal
due. 1767 A. CAMPBELL Lexiph. (1774)

25 A ruddy *plenilunar resplendent countenance. 1845 DF.

QUINCEY Coleridge fy Oftum-eating \Vks. 1859 XII. 92 The
wrath of Andrew, previously in a crescent state, actually
dilated to a plenilunar orb. 16468^ T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep.
iv. xiii. 228 If we adde the two Egyptian daies in every
moneth, the interlunary and *plenilunary exemptions, the

Eclipses of Sunne and Moon.

II Plenilu'nium. Obs. [L. plSnilunium full

moon, prop. adj. of the full moon (sc. tempus time),
f. plemts full + Inna moon.] = PLENILUNE.
1658 A. Fox tr. Wiirtz Surg. HI. xxii. 287 Piony root ..

must be digged in Aprill, ..at a plenilunium before the rising
of the Sun. 1686 GOAD Cclest. Bodies i. xviii. 116 The New
I) brings more such Days than the Plenilunium.

Plenipo (ple
p

nip<?), sb. Colloquial shortening
of PLENIPOTENTIARY.
c 1687 DRYDEN Let. to Etherege 12 And both to wives and

husbands show The vigour of a plenipo. 1713 STEELE

Englishm. No. 36. 230 His Envoys and Plenipoes come over

publickly. 1823 BYRON Juan vi. xcv, Without the aid of

prince or plenipo. 1858 O. W. HOLMES Ant. Breakf.-t.

xi, I would, perhaps, be Plenipo, But only near St. James.
Hence Ple'nipo v. intr., to act as plenipotentiary.

1890 SARAH J. DUNCAN Soc. Departure (1891) 120 A certain

foreign minister who returned from special plenipoing.

Plenipotence (pUni'pJtens). rare. [f.
as

next -t- -ENCE.] Full power or authority.
1649 MILTON Eikon. vi, A whole parliament,, .endued with

the plenipotence of a free nation, to make laws, not to be
denied laws. 1761-2 HUME Hist. Eng. (1806) III. xlviii. 743
Such a plenipotence as none of their ancestors . . had ever

pretended to. 1884 Metnch. Exam. 22 Mar. 5/1 What
plenipotence we fancied ourselves to possess.

Pleni'potency. rare, [f. L. type *//<?/'-

potentia (prob. in med. or mod.L.), f. plSnipotens :

see next and -ENCY; cf. POTENCY.] The quality
of being plenipotent ; full authority.
1624 Brief Inform. Affairs Palatinate 52 His Maiestie

. . caused a plenipotency or full power to be dispatched by
his said Embassadour. 1755 CARTE Hist. Eng. IV. 87 This

was arrogating plenipotency to themselves.

Plenipotent (pl/hrptftent), a. (sb.} rare. [ad.

late L. plenipotens y -potent-em (Priscian c 500), f. L.

plen-us full + potens POTENT.] Invested with or

possessing full power or authority.



PLENIPOTENTIAL.

1658 J. ROBINSON Endoxa i. 18 A company of faithful.,

may, with a plenipotent Octroy or Concession, claim privi-

ledge. 1667 MILTON P. L. x. 405 My Substitutes I send
.ye,

and Create Plenipotent on Earth, of matchless might Issuing
from mee. 1795 SOUTHEY Let. to G. C. Bedford 22 Aug.,
And now will you permit me . . to be corrector plenipotent ?

1839 J. ROGERS Antipopopr. xiii. i. 284 Convinced that they
have God's plenipotent commission.

b. as sb. A person possessing full authority ;

a plenipotentiary.
1818 MILMAN Sainor 93 Before the assemblage proud'

Speaks frank and bold that gray Plenipotent.

Ple'llipote'ivtial, a. rare. [f. as PLEM-
POTENCY + -AL : cf. potential.] Of or belonging to

a plenipotentiary ; possessed of full authority.

1663-4 MARVELL 'Carr. Wks. (Grosart) II. 140, I having a

plenipotential Letter from his Royal majesty. 1829 SOUTHEV
Sir T. More II. 349 The chosen and plenipotential com-
mittee of literature. 1894 ^>. Rev. Apr. 479 They had no

plenipotential powers.
Hence t Fle:nipotentia'lity, the quality of being

plenipotential or plenipotentiary.
1650 B. Discolliminimn 45 All the variations, interpreta-

tions, reservations, ..evasions, possessions, plenipotentialities
and fedifractions, that I.. can devise or possibly imagine.

Plenipotentiary ptenipate'iijari), a. and sb.

[ad. med. and law L. ftenipottntiarius, f. *pleni-

potenlia: see PLENIPOTF.NCY and -AKY 1
. So F.

plenipotenliaire sb. and adj. (Balzac a 1654).]
A. adj. Invested with full power, esp. as the

deputy, representative, or envoy of a sovereign
ruler ; exercising absolute power or authority.
Often, after French usage, placed after its sb., as amfausa*

dor, envoy, ministerplenipotentiary.
ci645 HoviELL Lett. (1630] Il.xliv. 58, 1 hear the peace twix't

Spain and Holland is absolutely concluded by the. plenipo-

tentiary Ministers at Munster. I'jl^Lond. Gaz. No. 5144. 6

Thomas Earl of Stratford,. .One of Her Majesty's Ambassa-

dors-Plenipotentiary at the Congress at Utretch. 1796
MORSE Anier. Geog. I. 332 One of the ministers plenipo-

tentiary of the United States. 1844 H. H. WILSON Brit.

India I. 223 He was. .nominated his Majesty's envoy extra-

ordinary and plenipotentiary.

b. Of or belonging to a plenipotentiary see B.) ;

absolute, full, unlimited.

1648 Hamilton Papers (Camden) 199 Giveing Sir Tho.

Fairfax a plenipotentiary comission of the Militia to raise

what number and secure and impres on what persons h.e

pleased. 1663 COWI.EY yerses fy Ess., Ode Kestauration i,

Nor whilst around the Continent, Plenipotentiary beams ye
sent. 1793 JEFFHRSON Writ. (1830) IV. 479 It was given
in as plenipotentiary a form as held by any sovereign. 1880

TROLLOPE Duke's Children III. ii. 19 A liberal party, with

plenipotentiary power, must go on . .to the logical conclusion

of its arguments.
B. sl>. A person invested with full, unlimited, or

discretionary powers or authority, esp. in regard to

a particular transaction, as the conclusion of a

peace or treaty ; an envoy or ambassador deputed

by his sovereign to act at his own discretion.

1656 BLOUST Glossogr,, Plenipolentiaries, ambassadors ..

from their King, .sent, to treat and conclude with an .enemy
or other person upon all or such points as are contained in

their Commisssion, etc. 1668 TEMPLE Let. to Ld. Arlington
Wks. 1731 II. 94, I know not why the Character of Plenipo-

tentiary may not agree with that of Envoy Extraordinary
on all Hands. 111715 BUKNET Own Time (1766) I. 17

The States General . . act only as Plenipotentiaries of the

several provinces. 1877 FREEMAN Norm. Cong. (ed. 3) I.

App. 643 A document .. which .. gives .. the names of the

plenipotentiaries on both sides.

b. transf. andyfj:
a 1711 KEN Sion Poet. Wks. 1721 IV. 328 To chuse some

fit Plenipotentiary: Of sacred Hymn I strait made choice.

1850 ROBERTSON Semi. Ser. III. v. 71 Not as.
a plenipo-

tentiary supernaturally gifted to convey a mysterious benefit.

Hence t Ple^nipotentia'rian, a plenipotentiary;

Plenipote-ntiarily adv., in a plenipotentiary

manner ; Plenipote'ntiarize V. inlr., to act as a

plenipotentiary ; Plenipote'ntiarysliip, the office

of a plenipotentiary.
1654 tr. Martini's Cong. China 48 When the Emperour

had perused the Treatie, he presently found his *Plenipo-
tentiarian had sold him. 1649 Bounds Publ. Obed. 13 Per-

sons *plenipotentiarily deputed to conclude for the publique

good of the people, . . sit at Westminster. 1841 Fraser's

Ma-. XXIV. 737 The other continued to "plenipotentiarise
till ne. .forced his government to dismiss him m disgrace.

1800 SOUTHEV Let. to Coleridge i Apr., Should you be in

Bristol, of course the "plenipotentiaryship is vested in you.

f Pleni-power. Obs. rare. [f. L. plenus full

+ POWER: prob. rendering a foreign expression,

e. g. L. pllnipotentia, F. plein pouvoir, Ger.

vollmacht.] Full power or authority.
1700 RYCAUT Hist. Turks III. 561/2 That the Proclama-

tion being made in both the Emperors Names, no Passports
should be delivered, either from the Germans to the Turks,
or from the Turks to the Germans ; but that a Pleni-power
should be given to the Mediators to grant Passports.

Plenish, (ple-nij), v. Chiefly Sc. Forms: 5

plenys(s,plennes,6 planish, -eis, -ea, pleniach,

-ishe, -iss, 6-7 plenniss, 6- plenish. [ad. OF.

pleniss-, lengthened stem of plenir (Langtoft

c 1 300) to fill, f. stem plen- : L. plenus full.]

1. trans. To fill up, furnish, supply, stock ; to

replenish. Orig. Sc. and north, dial.
;
also general

Kng. in iqth c.

c 1470 HENRY Wallace VH. 1024 Thai . . Plenyst the tonne

agayne with Scottis blud. 1513 DOUGLAS /Entu iv. Prol.

1
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,2 Thow plenest paradise, and thow heriet hell. 1528
I.YNDESAY Dreme 682 This part of Asia, Weill

planesit^with
Cieteis, towris, and townis. c 1560 A. SCOTT Poems iS.T.S.)

xxvi. 9 }it thay ar planeist and repleit Of falset and dissait

thair sell. 1829 Examiner 756/2 The doctor . . drew the

tureen near to his plate, which he plenished and replenished.

1844 STEPHENS Bk. Farm II. 178 On the return of the

horses to the stable, .they find their mangers plenished with

corn. 1854 S. DOBELL Balder xxiii. 107 So comes Morn,
Plenishes all things, and completes the world.

b. spec. To furnish (a house, a farm, etc.).

Sc. and north, dial.

111578 LISDESAY (Pitscottie) Chron. Scot, (S. T. S.) I. 171
The landis was so waistit . . that na thing was plenischit
wntill Edinburgh. 1663 SIR G. MACKENZIE Religions Stoic

xii. 1,1685} in He had plenished his house abundantly. 1680

in A. \JL\\-\U, Liiidores Abbey -X.-X.. (1876)252 Resolves to plenish
a room. ?I7OO in P. Walker Remark. Passages (1727) 16

(JamJ, I told you to take no more rooms at Martinmas, than

ye will plenish at Whitsunday. 1822 SCOTT Let. to D. Terry
10 Nov. \\\Lockhart, Your kind and unremitting exertions. .

will soon plenish the drawing room. 1825 BROCKETT N. C.

Gloss., Plenisk or Plennhh, to furnish a house.

f 2. absol. or intr. To spread abroad ; to fill

a vacant space. Sc. Obs.

1457 Sc. Acts Jas. 7/(i8i4) II. 51/2 That na man mak
^ardis nor heggis of dry staikis . . nor ?it of na hewyn wode
bot allanerly of lyffand wode be quhilk may grow & plenyss.
1535 STEWART Cron. Scot. II. 87 He rode . .Withoutin stop

ny on to 1 ynismouth, And planeist had that tyme ouir

all that place.
Hence Ple'nished ///. a., furnished, stocked.

1586 AV^-. Privy Council Stot. IV. 92 Laying of grite

plennist boundis waist. 1856 MERIVALE Rout, l^nip. V.
xlii. 56 Behind so well-plenished an equipage.

Flemishing, nil. sb. Chiefly .5V. [f. PLENISH
-.. + -ING!.]
1. The action of filling up or furnishing.

1477 Charter Jos. Ill in Maitland Hist. F.din. I. i. (1753)
S For the Honoure of oure said Burgh and Plennesing of
voids Places within the samyn.
2. That with which anything is plenished ; equip-

ment, gear, stock, furniture; /.householdfurniture.
1561 Reg. Privy Council Scot. 1. 170 The best of the gudis

and the plennissing thairof. 1567 Ibid. 565 With the haill

nuinitionis, artaillierie, pulder, and uther plenissing being
thairin. 1629 RUTHERFORD Lett. (1862) I. 45 Ye have to

rejoice that ye have now some plenishing up in heaven.

1773, 1814 [see OUTSIGHT*]. 1814 SCOTT Wav. xviii, In-

sight plenishing is cumbrous to carry. 1830 Miss MITFORD

Village Ser. IV. (1863) 223 Hesettled him in the Pond Farm,
with 'a decent though scanty plenishing. 1876 W. WHITE
Holidays in Tyrol xxxviii. 279 A chest or two, and a big

stool, complete the plenishing.

b. The outfit of a bride, her contribution to

setting up house. Plenishing-wain = BRIDEWAIN.

1876 IVhitby Gloss., Bride-wain, or Plenishing-wain,
a waggon loaded with household goods, to be conveyed from

the house of the bride's father, to that of the bridegroom.

1877 Ms. OLIPHANT Makers Flor. iv, The big cassonf..
rudely painted, in which, .[she] brought home her plenish-

ing when she married. 1888 BLACKIE /?>.? 115 She came

bringing her beautiful selfalong with cartloads of plenishing.

[Plenishing-nail : see PLAKCHIXG vbl. sb. c.]

Ple-nisnment. Sc. [f. PLENISH v. + -MENT.]

Plenishing, outfit.

1823 GALT K . Gilhaize II. xvi. 157 Sarah's father, .bestowed

on us seven rigs, and a cow's grass,., as the beginning of

a plenishment to our young fortunes. 1879 W. SYNGE
Tom Singleton II. viii. 140 A plenishment of new teeth.

Flenist (pianist), [f.
L. PLEN-UM + -IST.] An

adherent of the theory that all space is full of

matter, and that there is no such thing as a vacuum :

see PLENUM I.

1660 BOYLE New Exp. Phys. Mech. xvii. 122 The Plenists

a great Plenist, freely confesseth would follow. 1708 Brit.

Apollo No. 8. 1/2 Cou'd the Plenists prove their plenum.

1899 Dublin Rev. Oct. 326 This harmless vacuum was a

great thorn in the side of some of the later plenists.

f Ple'ni-ti^de. Obs. rare, [irreg. f. L. pleni- (in

PLENILUNE) + TIDE.] A full tide ; a flood-tide.

159. Greene's Groats-vj. Wit, Epitaph (1617) G iv, Let

rowling Teares in pleni-tides oreflow, For losse of Englands
second Cicero.

Plenitude friemWud). Also 5-6 plenytude.

[a. Of.plenitude, ad. 'L.pleniliido (Pliny), (.plants

full : see -TUDE.]
1. The condition of being absolutely full in quan-

tity, measure, or degree; fullness, completeness,

perfection. (In first two quots. from the Vulgate.)

1432-50 tr. Higden. (Rolls) IV. 257 The seyenge of

thapostle,
' When the plenitude of tyme schalle comme.

1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 308/2 Pawle sayth the plenytude
ofthe lawe is loue and charyte. 1570-6 LAMBARDE Peramt.

Kent (1826) 149 The Pope loosed them, .by the plenitude of

hi!

Gy
(1 ,

spoken to "man.'"' 1873 SVMONDS Grk. Poets xii. 405 That

death in the plenitude of vigour is desirable.

b. Her. Fullness (of the moon).
1864 BOUTELL Her. Hist, t Pop. xi. 71 The Moon is in

her Complement, or in her Plenitude, when at the full.

1882 CUSSANS Her. 102 When full-faced and shining, it is

described as In her Complement or Plenitude.

o. Comparative fullness; amplitude, plentiful-

ness, abundance.
1653 H. MORE Conject. Calibal, l. 206 That there may

PLENTEOUS.
be the greater plenitude of life in the whole man. 1794
MRS. Piozzi Synoii. II. 299 Plenitude of incident without

confusion, and of adventure without gross improbability.

1893 C. HODGES in Reliquary Jan. 3 The plenitude of

stone in the northern counties generally .. led to a more

frequent use of stone . . than in the rest of the country.

2. The condition of being filled, fully occupied,
or full of something; fullness; ^ spec, in Physics
= PLENUM i (ol>s.).
i62 HOBBES Seven Prob. Wks. 1845 VII. 17 How does

the difficulty of separation argue the plenitude of all the

rest of the world? 1728 PEMBERTON Newton's Pltilos. 143
A prevailing opinion,., that where no sensible matter is

found, there was yet a subtle fluid substance by which the

space was filled up ; even so as to make an absolute pleni-

tude. 1857 BULLOCK Cazeaux' Midwif. 67 The ovaries

vary in size..from the plenitude or vacuity ofthe uterus,

t b. Bot. Doubleness of a flower. Obs.

1760 J. LEE Introd. Bot. I. xx. (1765) 54 The Plenitude,

Fullness, is occasioned by the Stamina running' into Petals.

Ibid. 55 Plenitude is chiefly incidental to polypetalous
Flowers. 1766 Compl. Farmer s. v. Larkspur, In order to

continue their plenitude, all plants with single flowers should

be destroyed so soon as they appear.

f 3. Med. Animal fullness ; repletion ; plethora.

1533 ELYOT Cast. Helthc in. vii, Wherefore the lettynge

of bloude is.. expedient.. also for them, in whom, without

plenitude, callyd fulness, inflammations begyn to be in their

bodies. 1696 PHILLIPS (ed. 5), Plenitude, in Physick, when

a Man has too much blood, or abounds with ill humours.

1767 GOOCH Treat. Wounds I. 321 Pain or disorder in his

head, with symptoms of plenitude. 1802 Med. Jrnl. VIII.

67 That in the act of vomiting, the state of the brain is

rather that of depletion than plenitude.

1 4. The condition of being fully supplied with

everything ; affluence. Obs.

1631 R. H. Arraignm. Whole Creature xiii. 4. 220 He
accounted his best plenitude and plenty without God.;..
extreame penurie. 1782 Miss BURNF.V Cecilia VIII. vin,

Perverse repining of ungrateful plenitude !

5. Fullness of dress, humorous nonce-use.

1837 W. IRVING Capt. Bonneville III. 260 Pantaloons ofthe

most liberal plenitude.
Hence Pie nitudina'rian = PLENIST; Pleni-

tirdinary a., characterized by plenitude, full ;

Plenittrdinous (-tiw'dinas) a., well-filled; stout,

portly. All rare.

1710 SHAFTESB. Charac. (1733) I. in. 301 The *Plenitudi-

narian. .brings his Fluid in Play and joins the Idea of Body
and Extension. 1647 N. BACON Disc. Govt. Kng. l. Iviii.

(17-59) 108 A strange kind of Government., wherein., a Sub-

ject shall have a *plenitudinary power beyond that which

his Lord and King had. 1812 L. HUNT in Examiner
ii May 289/1 Six-bottle Ministers and *plenitudinous
Aldermen. 1840 in I'anbrvg/is Wks., Miss Hoyden,
without delay or 'mistake', is for consolidating everything
into the tangible and plenitudinous.

t Ple'nity. Obs. [ad. OF. plenite, pleinetf,

ad. L. pllnitas (Vitruv.).] Fullness, plenitude.
a 1622 AINSWOKTK Annot. Song Sol. v. 12 Washing in

milke, sitting in plenity. 1623 COCKERAM, Plenitie, ful-

nesse. 1678 CUDWORTH Intell. Syst. i. ii. 75 [The] Hypo-
thesis of some modern Atomists..that supposes a Plenity.

t PlenoTderly, adv. Obs. nonce-wd. [f. L.

plen-us full + ORDER + -LY 2.] By all the orders

(or estates of the realm).
1650 B. Discolliminium 27 That this power is plenipo-

tentiarily deputed : Ergo. But that is not Nationally nor

plenorderly deputed t Ergo. . . Because the old forme of King,

Lords, and Commons, is ceased.

Plenshing-nail : see PLANCHING vbl. sb. c.

Plente, plentee, obs. forms of PLENTY.

Plenteous (ple-nt/as),
a. (adv.) Now chiefly

poetic.
Forms : a. 4-5 plentifous, -efous,

-evous, 5 -yfous, -ivous(e, -yvows. /3. ( for v)

4 -euus, 4-5 -euous(e, -iuous(e, -yuous, 5

-euose. 7. 4 plentwis, 5-6 -uous(e, 6 -uus. 8. 4

plenteus, 5-6 -ius, -ious(e, -yous, -lose, 6 -yus,

-eouse, 6- plenteous. (Also 5-6 plaint-.) [ME.

plentifous, -ivous, a. OF. plentivous (1:1220 in

Gode{.},f/e>itevi>us, -veus, -vioits, extended forms of

plentif, i. plenti PLENTY : see -IVE, -ous. Reduced

through the successive stages plentivous, -evous,

-etious, -uous, to -ious, -eous. Cf. BOUNTEOUS.]
1. Present or existing in plenty or in full supply ;

abundant, plentiful, copious.
a 1340 HAMPOLE Psalter xci. 14 pai sail be multyplyed in

plenufous elde. Ibid, cxxix. 7 At him plentevous bymg.

1340 Pr Consc. 4618 We haf pees and welthe plenteuus.

c 1175 Sc Leg. Saints xxvii. (Machr) 1067 Thru plentwis

eyft of goddis grace. 1388 WYCLIF Ps. cxxix. [cxxx.J 7 Plen-

teous redempcioun is at hym. 1400 Destr. Troy 3,^ Inychc

1540 HYRDE tr. fives' Instr. Chr. Worn. (1592) Ccnj,

More plentuous advantage shal come hereof. 1554-9 Songs

f, Ball. (1860) 4 A plentyus newe yeres gyfit. 1715-20

POI-E Iliad vin. 634 The flaming piles with plenteous fuel

raise. 1830 COLERIDGE Ch. f, St. (1839) 277 A plenteous crop

of such philosophers and truth-trumpeters. 1868 LYNCH

Rivulet CXLVI. iii, He bears the plenteous living gram.

2. Bearing or yielding abundantly; fertile, pro-

lific, productive. Const, in, of.

1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 531 In god contteie & plenti-

uoul c 1374 CHAUCER Boeth. I. metr. n. 4 The plentyuos

Autompne. 1388 WYCLIF Ps. Ixiv.
[Ixv.J

14 The valeis

schulen be plenteuouse ofwheetc. c 1400 MAUNDF.v.(Roxb.)

xii 51 feflum lordan. .esri5t plentifous of fisch. c-UfXtheryn

1496 So plentivouse this world is of iniquite ! 1535 JOYE



PLENTEOUSLY. 993 PLENTY.

Afiol. Tindalc(\i\>.}y] John.,beyng soplentuouse in telling
one thing so ofteandso many ways. 1541 BELLENDEN Descr.
Alb. ix. in Cron. Scot. Bvj b, This firth [of Forth] is rycht
plentuus ofcoclis, osteris, muschellis,selch,pellok, merswyne
and quhalis. 1603 SHAKS. Mea.s,for M. i. iv. 43 Her plen-
teous wombe Expresseth his full Tilth, and husbandry.
1682 R. BURTON Admirable Curios. 8 The Soil plenteous of

Corn, Cattle, Waters, and Woods. 1863 GEO. EI.IOT Roniola

Jtxi, The seasons had been plenteous in corn.

f3. Possessing or having abundance
; abundantly

provided or supplied ;
rich. Obs.

a. 1340 HAMPOLE Psalter xi. 8 Here as helples 8: pore bot

in heuen as plentefous & riche. c 1491 Chast. Goddcs

Chyld. 19 Yf they can thenne well gader togider frute and
herbes of vertues than shall thei be plenteuous. 1581
W. STAFFORD Exam. Compl, i. (1876) 19 We be not so plen-
tious as we haue bene, the first fruits and tenthes are de-
ducted of our liuings. 1643 PRYNNE Sot\ Power Par/, n.

55 It had beene long evill ruled by evill Officers, so that the
Land could not be plenteous neither with Merchandize,
chaffer, nor riches.

f4. Giving abundantly; generous, liberal, boun-
tiful. Obs.

1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. x. 80 Ne beth plentyuous to l>e

pore as pure charite wolde. 1531 ELYOT Gar. in. iv, Be
a man neuer so valiaunt, so wise, so liberall or plentuous.
1617 FLETCHER Valentinian v.

yiii,
From thy plenteous

hand divine, Let a river run with Wine. 1697 DRYDEN
Virg. Georg. m. 604 With plenteous Hand Bring Clover-

grass, a 1700 DRVDEN Hymn, 'Creator Spirit, by whose
Aid' iii, Plenteous of Grace, descend from high, Rich in

thy Sevenfold Energy !

t B. adv. = PLENTEOUSLY. Obs. rare.
c 1400 Destr. Troy 9504 Pesis of plates plentius mekyll.

Ibid. 1 1492 The grekes Were ofpepull &. pouer plaintius mony.

Plenteously (ple-nt/bsli), adv. Now chiefly

poet. [f. prec. +-LY 2
.] In a plenteous manner;

abundantly, copiously ; f bountifully.
1340 Ayenb. 51 UOT bet bet me eth and dryngb to-uore

time . . Ober to plentyuousliche. c 1350 Will. Palcrne 180
Briddes & smale bestes \v\\> his bow he quelles so plenteous-
liche. c 1400 MAUNDEV. iRoxb.) xvii. 76 Men findez manna
mare plentifously and better ban in any ober place. 1535
COVEHDALE Tobitvt. 8 Yf thou hast moch, geue plenteously.
1551 TURNER Herbal i. Bj, This herbe groweth plentuously
in my lordes gardyne at Syon. 1667 MILTON P. L. vn.

392 Each Soul living, each that crept, which plenteously
The waters generated by thir kindes. 1703 YALDEN ^Esop
at Court xin. iii, He shook his sides, and wish'd them gone,
Whilst plenteously they fed. 1855 LYNCH Riz>uletx\n\. iii,

So shall thy good fruits plenteously Hang ripening for us.

Plenteousness (ple-nt/asnesl. Now chiefly

poet. [f. as prec. -t- -NESS.] The quality or con-
dition of being plenteous; abundance, plentifulness;

fertility, frnitfulness.
c 1375 XT Pains ofHell 47 in O. E. Misc. 212 Hou dred-

ful is hel..In be wych of wepyng is gret plenteuesnes.
c 1400 [see PLENTEOUSTE], 1535 COVERDALE -zChron.xi. 23
He gaue them plenteousnes of fode. 1638 JUNIUS Paint.
A ncients 226 Our cheerful minde . . might . . offend rather in
too much plenteousnesse. 1785 PALEV Mor. Philos. (1818)
I. 244 The Supreme Proprietor.. who has filled the world
with plenteousness. 1864 TENNYSON En. Ard. 558 Set in
this Eden of all plenteousness.

t Plenteouste. Obs. In4plentuuste, plen-
teuouste, -owste, 5 plentefoste. [a. OF. plan-
tuoussete (Godef.), f. plentivous PLENTEOUS : see

-TV.] Plenteousness, plentiiulness.
a 1340 HAMPOLE Psalter xxxv. 9 pai sail be drokynd of be

plentuuste of bi hows. 1382 WYCLIF Dent, xxx.g God shal
make thee to be plenteuous in alle the werkis of thin

hoondis,. .in plenteuowste ofthin erthe. c 1400 Lanfrancs
Cirnrg. 58 pe whiclie discrasye bou schalt helpen..with
plentefoste (MS. A. plenteuousnesj of gode mete.

Plenteth, -eythe, -i(e, -ieth, obs. ff. PLENTY.
Plentethnes: see PLENTINESS.

Plentiful (ple-ntiful), a. (adv.) [f. PLENTY
Sb. + -FUL.]
1. Full of plenty; furnished with or yielding abun-

dance ; copiously supplied; opulent. Now rare.

1470-85 MALORY Arthur \\\. xxxv. 269 Ther is plentyful
countrey. 1516 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 225 Plenty-
full of al good thynges. 1622 R. HAWKINS Voy. S. Sea.

(1847) 149 The Shore plentiful of Fish and good for refresh-

ing. 16*6 BACON Sytva 580 If it be a long winter, it is

commonly a more plentiful year. 1646 J. BENBRIGGE Gods
Fury 22 The Scripture is plentifull in avouching this truth.

1726 SHELVOCKE \~oy.round World -2^ There were Inhabi-
tants who lived in a plentiful manner on the product of that
Island. 1838 LYTTON Alice n.ii, His table plentiful, but plain.

2. Present or existing in great plenty ; abundant,
copious, ample.
cisio Gesta. Row., Add. Stortesv.qy) Ye. .shall fynde y*

mercy of God plentefull. 1563 HYLL Art Garden. (1593)
6 A fat and loose ground, which., yeeldeth also plentifullest
and greatest fruite. 1602 SHAKS. Hani. n. ii. 202 They haue
a plentifull lacke of Wit. 1695 WOODWARD Nat. Hist. Earth
iv. (1723) 190 A plentifull Admixture of Sulphur. 1711
STEELE Spect. No. 79 P 3, I have a plentiful Fortune. 1893
R. WILLIAMS in Traill Soc. Eng. I. i. 30 There is a plenti-
ful supply of materials. 1898 J. ARCH Story of Life x. 254
1 he ' Thank yous

' we got for our pains were not as

plentiful as blackberries [cf. PLENTY a. i, quot. 1596].

f3. Liberal, generous, profuse, lavish. Obs.
1568 GRAFTON Chron. II. 626 Which things daylie more

and more encreased, by bis abundant liberalise, and plenti-
full house keeping. 16*5 BACON JEss., Expence (Arb.) 117A Man had need, if he be Plentifull, in some kinde of Ex-
pence, to be as Sauing againe, in some other... For he that
is Plentifull in Expences of all Kindes, will hardly be pre-
served from Decay.

t B. as adv. = next. Obs.
VOL. VII.

1563 HYLL Art Garden. (1574) 12 By that meaner, dothe
the ground yealde the plentifuller,

Plentifully ^ple'ntifuli), adv. [f. prec. + -LY -.]

1. In plentiful measure or number; abundantly,

copiously ;
in or with abundance.

1553 EDEN Treat. Neivc Ind. (Arb.) 14 Lacha growcth
there more plentifully then in any other counlre. 1611 UIBLE
Luke xii. 16 The ground of a certaine rich man brought
foorth plentifully [TlNDALE, Geneva, plenteously]. 1683
DIIYDEN Life Plittarch 30 He liv'd tho not splendidly yet

plentifully. 1727 DK FOE.S>J/. Magic i.iy.(i84o) iisThissort
of wise men, of whom the age is plentifully stored at this

time. 1849 MACAL'I.AV Hist. Itng, vii. II. 229 Money was

plentifully contributed to build a meeting house for him.

Comb. 1894 H. V^KKBT BusftGirfs Rom. 196 A well-wooded
and plentifully-watered glen.

f2. \\ith fullness of treatment or expression;

fully, in detail. Obs.

1560 DAUS tr. Sleidane's Coinnt. 372 Which shal treat al

thinges more plentifully. 1659 PEARSON Creed (1839) 161

The second part of the argument .. the Scriptures mani-

festly and plentifully assure us.

Plentifulness (ple-ntifulnesX [f. as prec. +

NESS.] The state or condition of being plentiful.
1. The condition of having or yielding abundance;

affluence ; abundant productiveness. Now rare.

1537 tr. Latimers Serin, l-ef. Cenvoc. A v, What man hath

any thynge I prayeymi, but he hath receiued it of hisplenly-
fulnes? 1585 T. WASHINGTON tr. Nicholay's I'oy. n. vi. 36
Through the plentifulnesse of the yeere they do deliuer
more. 1603 KNOLLES Hist. Turks (1638) 153 To breake
into Thessaly, with the plentifulnesse thereof to refieue

their wants. 1795 J. SULLIVAN Hist. Maine 38 There is

none which, .exceeds it in plentifulness offish.

2. Abundance, copiousness, plenty.
I55S EDEN Decades 266 This sea .. poureth furth his

plentifulnesse. 1848 MILL Pol. Econ, I. xii. 2 The plenti-
fulness of land seems to me the true explanation. 1905
Edin. Rev. July 197 Evident from the very plentifulness of
these remains.

Plentify (ple-ntifai), v. [f. PLENTY + -FY.]
1 1. trans. To make plenteous ; to enrich ; to

fertilize (soil). Obs.

'555 W- WATRKMAN Fardle Facions n. iii. 123 Wherewith
thei so plentifie their grounde, that thei communuly receiue
two hundred busshelles fora busshell. 1605 SYL\'ESTER Du
Bartas n. iii. i. Abraham 1145 God his own with blessings
plentifies. 1608 R. JOHNSON ^eve>i Champions A iij b, After
this the land was plentificd with Citties.

2. intr. To become plentiful, dial.

1901 GWENDOLINE KEATS Tales Dunstable H'eir (Devon,
dial, t 208 Wi' the coming o

1

warmer weather and the plenti-

fying o' eggs he would be hiszulf agin.

t Ple'ntily, adv. Obs. rare. In4plenteliche.
[f. PLENTY a. + -LY -'.]

= PLENTIFULLY adv.

1340 Ayenb. 105 pe morepe zaule onderuangb plenteliche
l>ise bri 5efbes of god.
t Pleiitiness. Obs. [f. PLENTY a. + -NESS.

Wyclifs plentethnes was either formed irreg. on

plenteth, early form of PLENTY sb., or (?) an error
for *plentifnes^\

= PLENTIFI-LNESS.
1382 WYCLIF Gen. xli. 30 Seuen }eres . . of greet plente . .

whom shulen folwe othere seuen }eer of as greet bareynes,
that to forgetyng be takun al the bihynd plentethnes [r<. r.

plentenes]. Ibid. 47 And plentithnes cam of the seuen ?eer.

1511 in loM Ref>. Hist. A/SS. Conitn. App. v. 394 Corne or

grayne. .shall he sold and ratiffied acording the plentines of
the yere. 1583 STANYHURST sEneis, etc., Ps. I. iii, Yeelding
abundant plentines Of fruict, in haruest seasoned.

Plentious(e, -ius, obs. ff. PLENTEOUS.

Plentith(e, -nes, obs. ff. PLENTY, PLENTINESS.
Plentitude (ple-ntitid). Erroneous form of

PLENITUDE, influenced by PLENTY a. (Prob. in

some cases a misprint.)
1615 T. ADAMS Sfir. Nnvig. 3 A happy and excellent

knowledge given to the saints, and that in a wonderfull
plentitude. 1768-74 TUCKER Lt. Nat. (1834) II. 22 The plenti-
tude of the universe. 1824 SCOTT Redgauntlet ch. i.They
were met . . by. . Peter Peebles, in his usual plentitude of wig
and celsitude of hat.

t Plentiye, a. Obs. rare~ l
. In 4 plentyue.

[a. OF. plentif, -live adj., plentiful, i.plcnti PLENTY:
see -IVE.] Yielding abundance, fertile.
c 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. IVace (Rolls) 6444, Y ne sey nere

. .A fairer lond, ne more plentyue.

Plentivos, -ivous(e, -ues, -uis, -uous(e,
etc., obs. ff. PLENTEOUS.
Plentuuste, variant of PLENTEOUSTE 06s.

Plenty (ple-nti), si>. (a., adv.} Forms: see
below. [ME. plenfeS, plenteth, plentf, a. OF.
pleiitet (i2th c. in Oxf. Vs.), plented, plentf, -teit,
nom. -tez, pleynte, mod.F. &\a\.plentt, pleinte':
L. plfnitat-em fullness, f. pKn-us full : see -TV.]
A. Illustration of Forms,
o. 3 plentet!, 4-6 plenteth, 4-7 -ith, 5 -eythe,

pleintith, 6 plentieth. 0. 4 plentez, -es.
c 1250 Gen. ff Ex. 3709 Des .xii. Sider hem hauen bro?t Of

3e plenteS 3e god Sor gaf. 13.. Cursor M. 1359 (Colt.)
Quen he plentez \Fairf. plentes] sal cum o time. 1382WYCLIF Gen. xli. 31 To spille the greetnes of plentithe.
c 1420 Chron. Vilod, cxxx, Plenteythe of fysshe. 1461
Plenteth [see B. 2]. 1464 Rolls ofParlt. .511/1 Shewyng
unto hym..the pleintith of his good Lordship. 1542 UDALL
Erasn:. Apofh. 308 b, Yet ye haue holes plentieth in your
eares. 1555 Plenteth ; a 1603 Plentith [see B. I. aj.

7. 3-6 plente, 4-6 -ee, 5-7 -ie, 6 -i. -ye, 5- -y.
a 1225 Ancr. R. 194 Plente of worldliche binges, c 1400

MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) xiv. 63 Crete plentee of wylde bestes.
f 1440 Axe. Cookery in Honsth. Ord. (1790) 440 Put therto

gode plentie of pynes. 1483 Cath. Angl. 283/2 Plenty,
abundantia. 1525 I-i'. UKHNKKS I'roiss. II. 259 They had
wynes to drynke plentye. 1550 J. COKK Eng. <V ff, tit raids
iii. 11877157 Kraunce hath of them plente. 1373 O. HARVEY
Lctter-bk. 9 I

J
lenli to furnish up a trim tragrdi. 1638 JUNIUS

faint. Ancients 228 Plentie. .must have a meane.

8. .SV. 4-6 pleynte, plaintie, playntie.
c J37S $c - Leg' Saints xxvii. \Machor) 1488 pai wane

froyt uf land iS: se . . in gret pleynte. 1500-20 DUNBAU
Poems xxxiv. i>3 fair claithts and gold plainlie. 1514
BARCLAY Cyt. <S- Uplondyslun. (Percy Soc.j 8 Some man
hath pleynte of cunnynge. a 1550 Erciris of Hcru>ik 36^
in D unbares I'oems (S. T. S.) 297 And ?e sail liaif playntie.

B. Signification. I. $b.

1. The state of abounding cir being in abundance
;

plentifulness, abundance. In plenty : plentiful,

abundant; in abundance, plentiiully, abundantly.
1382 [>ee A. a]. 1551 TURNER Herbal \. D

ij, Camo-
myle groweth.. in muosie plenty of al, in liun^lcy hethe.
1600 J. POKY tr. Leo's Africa in. 140 Onix-siones . . are

brought hither in great pleniie. 1622 MISSKLDF.N Free
Trade (1623) 117 Uy reason of the pltnty of money. 1634
W. WOOD AV:*' hng. Prosp. (1865) 107 In tlie Summer..
when Lobsters be jn their plenty and prune. 1786 H. TOOKF,
Pnrlcy 68 They [abbreviations] have been introduced, in

different plenty, and more or less happily, in all Languages.
1852 Miss VOSGI-: Cameos II. xxix, 307 Compliments passed
in plenty.

T b. The state of having abundance. Obs. rare.

1290 S. Eng. Leg. I. 230/402 Heore procratuur to hem
cam, and was euere in plente, he brou^te heom mete and
drinke i-nou^, as he hadde er i-do.

fc. Liberality. Ol'S. rare.
c 1410 Sir Cl>'ges 24 His mete was fre to euery man, That

wold com and vesite tiym than : He was full of plenie.

t d. Full or complete state
; fullness, complete-

ness, perfection; *= FULLNESS 2 t), 3. Obs.

13.. [see A. )3]. c 1374 CHAUCF.R Hoct/t. \. pr. vi. 135
(Camb. MSj Of the whiclie lyf it ne mylite nat enbrate the

plente in dwellynge. 1382 WYCLIF Ps. xxiii. i Off the Lord
is the erthe, and the plente of it. c 1400 Af>ol. Loll. 30 He
holdij> not ^e plente ne be perfeccoun bat fallij> to his con-

secracoun.

e. In proverbial phrases.
ri449 Pi- COCK Kepr. 184 Experience wole weel schewe

that plente is no deinte, and ouermyche homelines with a

thing gendrith dispising toward the same thing. 1533
BELLEXDF.N Li'y ill. i. lS. T. S.i I. 241 Plente generis con-

temptioun. 1542 RF.CORDE Gr. Aries H ij, Pleniie is no

demtie, as the common saieyng is. 1600 HOLLAND Livy in.

i. 83 But plentie, as the manner i?. soone caused Joining.

2. A full or abundant supply ;
as much as one

could desire; a large quantity or number; abun-

dance of something.
a 1225 [see A. >]. 1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 139 In be contrey

of kanterbury mest plente of fiss is. 1388 WYCLIF Acts
xxii. 6 At myddai sudeynli fro heuene a greet plente of li^t

schoon aboute me. < 1400 Destr. Troy 34^ Gret plenty of

pepull, all the place full. 1555 BONNF.K Homilies 2 That
multitude and plenteth of preachers, a 1603 T. CARTWRIGHT
Confut, Rltt'in. N. T. (1618) 725 By this pleniith and over-

flow of Gods blessings. 1632 LITHGOW Tra~-. \. 184 Scarcity
of water, and too much plenty of scorching heate. 1756 T.
in Cffftttfffssfur No. 105 ^3 He was in a fine open country
with plenty of foxes. 1857 MAURICE Ep. St. "John \. 5 A
treatise containing plenty of errors. 1885 FAKGUS Slings
<y Arrows 192 We were in plenty of time.

b. with a : an abundance (of\ Now chiefly U. S.

1627-77 FELTHAM Resolves i. xi. 17 If euer I should wish
a plenty; it should be for my fiiends, not me. 1628 FORD
Lover's Mel. HI. ii, That freedom Which heaven hath with
a plenty made you rich in. 1726 SHELVOCKE Voy, round
World 401 This soil produces a plenty of wood. 1787
M. CUTLER in Life, etc. (r888) I. 274 The river, where
a plenty of several kinds of fish may be caught. 1849
LONGP. Kai-anag/t 71 Remember to let it have a plenty ot

gravel in the bottom of its cage. 1855 THACKERAY J\'cu>-

coines xxvi, A plenty of smoke was delivered from the

council of three. 1857 WHITNEY Lij'e Lang. vii. 125.

C. Following a sb. Now rare. Cf. II. i b.

13.. Coer de L. 1488 Styward,. . Bye us vessel gret plente.

Dysschys, cuppys and sawsers [etc.], c 1420 Liber Cocorutn
(1862) 16 Seson hit with sugur giete plente. 1600 J. PORY
tr. Leo's Africa vi. 270 They haue goates great plentie.

1841 Scot. Let. in CatHn N. Atner. fnd. (18441 J* * v< 25
There are cattle a plenty on that spot [cf. b above].

3. Abundance of the necessaries and comforts of

life ; a condition of general abundance ; a time of

abundance. Horn ofplenty = CORNUCOPIA.
1377 LANGL. P. PL B. vi. 165 Worth neuere plente amonge

be poeple ber-while my plow liggeth. 1393 Ibid. C. xvm. 93
Ther sholde be plente and pees perpetuel for euere. c 1430
LYDG. Min. Poems (Peicy Soc.) 6 To regne in pees, plente,
and plesaunce. c 1586, 1707, etc. Horn of plenty [see HOKN
sb. 12 b]. 1601 SIR \V. CORNWALLIS Ess. ir. xlviii. 11631) 305
Profit is divided into the obtaining peace and plentie. 1750
GRAY Elegy 63 I'o scatter plenty o er a smiling land. 1818
BYRON Ch. Har. iv. xlviii, Plenty leaps To laughing life,

with her redundant horn. 1855 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. xvi.
III.68o Here, therefore, was a plenty unknown in any other

part of Munster.

fb. concr.'mpt. Things that constitute 'plenty';
the necessaries and comforts of life ; provisions ;

possessions. Obs.

1599 SHAKS. Hen. F,v. ii. 35 Peace, Deare Nourseof Arts,
Plentyes, and ioyfull Births. 1614 C. BROOKE Epithal.
Dinner, The board being spread, furnisht with various

plenties. 1671 BARROW Serm. Ps. cxii. 9 Wks. 1687 I. 456
Can we with any content taste our dainties, or view our

Elenties,

while the poor man stands in sight pining with

unger? 1723 DK. WHARTON True Briton No. 52 II. 456
The exuberant Plenties of a most beneficent Climate.

4. attrib. and Comb., as plenty-monger^ plenty

price (ti. famine price] ; plenty-scanting adj.
126
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TASHE Christ's T. Wks. (Grosart) IV. 215 Great !

plenty-scanting calamities, art thou to await, for wanton

disguising thy selfe against kind. 1634 WHITLOCK Zootomia

56 Plentymongers (that wanton away their own or Husbands

Moneys). 1681 T. JORDAN London's Joy 12 My Name
Fructifera, The Plenty-Governess of India. 1860 GEN. P.

THOMPSON Audi Alt. III. cxxix. 88 That corn merchants in

a famine ought to sell their corn at plenty price.

II. adj. or quasi-m^'. [app. an idiomatic use of

the sb.]
1. Existing or present in ample quantity or num-

ber ; in plenty, in abundance ; abundant, plentiful,

numerous. Now chiefly colloq. a. In predicate.
a 1300 Cursor .If. 23460 (Cott.) All oberkin blisses bat mai

be, All hire in be sal be plente. c 1440 Ipomydon 1364
There lordis were grete and plente. 1523 LD. BERNERS i

Froiss. II. cxxvi. [cxxii.] 357 At this siege euery thynge
\

was plenty. 1577 NORTHBROOKE Dicing (1843) 23 As for
;

sermons, they are not daintie, but very plentie. 1596 SHAKS.
{

i Hen. IV, n. iv. 265 If Reasons were as plentie as Black-

berries, I would giue no man a Reason vpon compulsion.

1656 H. PHILLIPS Purch. Patt. (1676) 6 Where money is

plenty, and land scarce. 1723 DE FOE Plague (1756) 100

Where they could not find such, for they were not very

plenty. 1803 SYD. SMITH \Vks. (1850) 32 In the one, land is

scarce, and men plenty ; in the other, men are scarce, and

land is plenty. 1847 Li: FASU T. O'lirien 84 Wherever
!

kicks and cuffs are
plenties!. 1870 LOWELL Study Wind.

(1886) 22 Poets would be plentier.

b. Following a sb. :
= In plenty, in large quan-

tity. Obs. exc. dial. Cf. I. 2 c.

13.. Cursor M. 4811 (Cott.) Bot quen bai sagh bat corn

pleiite, Bliber men moght neuer be. 1470-85 MALORY A rthur

YII. xxvi. 253 Gold and syluer plente to spend. 1500-20

[see A. i]. 1542 [see A, a]. 1614 JACKSON Creed m. .\vi.

7 The meanest handmaid .. had infallible pledges plenty
of his extraordinary calling. 1818 BENTHAM C/i. Eng.
Catcch. 420 Who has conies plenty to dispose of cheap.

c. Preceding a sb. = plenty of (I. 2). dial.

1878 STEVENSON Inland Voy. 8 Although there are plenty
other ideals that I should prefer. Mod. Sc. There were

plenty folk ready to help. I know of plenty places to go to.

f2. Characterized by or having abundance;

abundantly supplied. Obs. rare.

1570 Henry's Wallace vin. 990 note, Schir, be ye gydyt
be me, The bowndandest \v.r. plenties!] part off Ingland ye
sail se. 1583 STUBHES Anat. Abus. n. (1882)4 Is this country

fruitfull, and plenty of all things, or barren, and emptie 1

III. quasi-arfz;. Abundantly, colloq.

1842 J. AITON Dottiest. Econ. (1857) 331 A leaden collar for

the stick, with the hole in the collar plenty large enough.

1884 H. COLLINGWOOD Under Meteor Flag^i They're plenty

large enough. [Common colloq. throughout Gt. Britain ;

also in U. S. See Eng. Dial. Diet.]

Plentyfous, -y\o)us, -yvous(e, -yvows,
obs. ff. PLENTEOUS.

II Plenum (plfnftn). [L., neut. of plenus adj.

full (sc. spatium space) : cf. vacuum empty (space).]

1. Physics. A space completely filled with matter
;

spec, the whole of space regarded as being so filled
;

opposed to VACUUM.
1678 CUDWORTH Intell. Syst. i. i. 9 Leucippus and his

Companion Democritus make the first Principles of all

things to be Plenum and Vacuum (Body and Space). 1714
Let. fr. Layman (ed. 2) 7 A Government can t rightfully

restrain a Man's professing the Belief of a Vacuum or

a Plenum. 1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl. s. v., The Cartesians

adhere firmly to the doctrine of an absolute//c;/w. 1747
FRANKLIN Lett. Wks. 1840 V. 191 Here we have a bottle

containing at the same time a plenum of electrical fire, and
a vacuum of the same fire. 1822 R. HALL Scrtn.^ Wks. 1833
VI. 13 In a perfect plenum, motion would be impossible.

1887 F.ncycl. Brit. XXII. 56$/r From the astronomers

the Stoics borrowed their picture of the universe, a plenum
in the form of a series of layers or concentric rings, first,

the elements, then the planetary and stellar spheres, massed
round the earth as centre.

b. transf. A condition of fullness; a full place.

1795 SOUTHEY Lett.fr. Spain (1799) 6 This. . was followed

by some excellent chocolate, and I soon established a ple-

num in my system. 1878 GEO. ELIOT Coll. Break/. P. 117
An ache, a need That spaceless stays where sharp analysis
Has shown a plenum filled without it.

2. A full assembly ;
a meeting of a legislative

body, conference, association, etc., at which all the

members are expected to be present ; fin Sweden,
a meeting of one of the legislative chambers (ods.}.

1772 Town ff Country Mag. 50 Stokholm Dec. 6 In the

plenum held yesterday, the inferior orders made no altera-

tion in the resolution they had taken of adopting the royal

capitulation with the projected changes. 1772 Hartford
Merc. Suppl. 18 Sept. 3/3 The Marshal of the Diet opened
the Plenum of the Nobility with a long panegyric upon the

King. 1885 LD. LOFTUS in Pall iMall G. 6 May 2/1 All

colonial questions in common to the empire would be dis-

cussed by the Plenum, but would have to be sanctioned by
the Imperial Parliament before receiving the Queen's sanc-

tion. 1899 Daily News 12 June 9/1 Germany .. will ..

only give her final decision when the Pauncefote scheme,
with the inevitable amendments, comes before the plenum.
3. at/rib., as plenum method, system, a system of

artificial ventilation in which fresh air, forced into the

building to be ventilated, drives out the vitiated air.

1888 J. A. EWING in Encycl. Brit. XXIV. 160/2 A broad
distinction may be drawn between what are sometimes called

vacuum and plenum methods of artificial ventilation. 1903
Architect 24 Apr. 276/2 The ventilation of the hospital was
secured by natural, as opposed to artificial, means, such as

that usually called the Plenum system.

Pleny- : see PLENI-.

Pleny(e, -yie, -^ie, obs. Sc. ff. PLAIN v. ; hence

Pleuyhand, plenjeand/r. pple. : seePLAlNAND.
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Plenyie, plenjie, sb. Sc. [f. plenjie, Sc. form

of PLAIN z'.] Complaining, grumbling.
8lo W. TENNANT Papistry Storm'd (1827) 107 He spak,

and instant a' the senzie Did ratifie it without plenzie.

Pleo, obs. erron. form of PILAU.

Pleochroic (plJiAr^rik), a. Crysl. \i.pleo-,

PLEIO- + Gr. XP1" 5 complexion, colour, -xpo-os

coloured + -1C : cf. DICHROIC.] Showing different

colours when viewed in two or in three different

directions (dichroic or trichroic), as certain double-

refiacting crystals. So Pleochroism (pb'i?-

kr|iz'm), the quality of thus exhibiting different

colours ;
dichroism or trichroism ;

Pleochroitic

(-kroii'tik) a. [irreg.,
after dendritic, etc.], of or

pertaining to pleochroism ;
Pleochroma'tic a.

[see CHROMATIC] = pleochroic Pleocliro'matism
= pleochroism ;

Pleochroous (plz'i>'kr0|3s)
a. =

pleochroic.
1864 WEBSTER, 'Pleochroic. 1868 DANA Min. (ed. 5) 212

Epidote. . . Var . . 3. Withamite. Carmine-red to straw-yellow:

strongly pleochroic; the colour as seen through in one

direction, deep crimson, in another transverse, straw-yellow.

1894 Naturalist 68 Pleochroic haloes, surrounding minute

zircon crystals, are seen in both micas. 1857 WHEWELL
Hist. Induct. Sc. (ed. 3) III. 542 Experiments on the

"pleochroism of minerals. 1886 Builder 24 Apr., Dichroism,

or pleochroism, practically never occurs in crystals belonging
to the cubic system. 1879 RUTLEY Stud. Kecks vii. 58 Deter-

mining the position of the *pleochroitic maxima. 1864 WEB-

STER, 'Pleochrotnatic . .*Pleochnmiatism . . 'Pleochroous.

Pleodont (plfAlpnt), a. (s6.) Zool. [f.
Gr. ir\ios,

-cos full + i>8ovs, uSovr- tooth.] Solid-toothed, as

certain lizards : opp. to ccelodont. b. sb. A solid-

toothed lizard.

1840 Penny Cycl. XVIII. 252/1 The Pleodonts are

divided into two.. groups: the first with a compressed tail.,

as in the Crocodiles ;
the other with the tail perfectly conical.

Pleoi, obs. form of PLAT.

Pleomastia, -mazia : see PLEIO-.

Fleomorphic (p\t\amf'iKk\ a. [f. pleo-,

PLEIO- + Gr. M<y7"7 form + -1C.] Having more than

one form : (a] Jiiol., exhibiting different forms at

different stages of the life-history, as certain bacteria

and parasitic fungi ; pleiomorphic ; (If) Chem. and

Min. crystallizing in two or more fundamentally
different forms; polymorphic. So Pleomo'rphism,
the fact or condition of thus exhibiting a plurality

of forms : (a)
= pleiomorphism ; (4)

= polymor-

phism ; Pleomo'rphist, an advocate of a theory of

pleomorphism ; PleomoTpfcous a. =pleomorphic;

Ple-omorphy = pleomorphism.
1886 E. R. LANKESTER in Natures, Mar. 413/2, 1 gave the

name Bacterium ruoescens to this *pleomorphic, or, as

I termed it,
' Protean ', species. 1864 WEBSTER,

*Pleomor-

phism, the property of crystallizing under two or more
distinct fundamental forms,, .said of various substances, as

carbon, which occurs in octahedral and related forms in

the diamond, and in hexagonal prisms in graphite. 1876 tr.

Wagner's Gen. Pathol. (ed. 6) 86 Upon this depends the so-

called pleomorphism. 1884 Nature 4 Sept. 433/2 The then

recent discoveries of Pleomorphism and the reproductive

organs. .were leading mycologists to suspect that a repro-

ductive process exists in the case of all the higher Fungi.

1887 Athenaeum 6 Aug. 184/3 When De Bary discovered

and demonstrated the wonderful fact of hetercecism. .it is

not astonishing that many saw in this the way to crown the

wildest conjectures of the *pleomorphists
of the day. 1864

WEBSTER, 'Pleomorphous, having the property of pleomor-

phism. 1882 VINES Sachs' Bot. 232 The erroneous theory
of so-called "Pleomorphy among Fungi was the result of

a defective perception of the true nature of the different

kinds of reproductive organs on which the common name of

Spore had been bestowed.

HPleon 1
(pl'fn). Zool. [Arbitrarily f. Gr.

irAfW, pr. pple. of 7rA<iV to swim, sail : cf. PEREION.]
A name for the abdomen in Crustacea, as bearing

the swimming limbs (see PLEOPOD). Also applied

by Owen to the tail-spine or telson in the king-

crab, etc., considered as representing the abdomen.

1855 C. SPENCE BATE in Rep. Brit. Assoc. (1856) 27 Abdo-

the development of Limulus, the pleon or tail-spine (~pygi-

dium) was the last to appear. 1888 Challenger Rep. XXIX.
I. 652 The feeble structure of the mouth-organs and of the

after-part of the pleon.

Hence Ple'onal, Ple'onio adjs., pertaining to the

pleon (in qnots. the telson of the king-crab).

1873 OwznAnal. KingCrab zftTtK posterior or 'pleonic'

artery, .has more definite tunics and holds a longer course.

Ibid. 48 Pleonic plexus .. Pleonic artery. .Pleonal nerve, or

continuation of neural cord.

Pleon 2
(pl/'fn). Bot. [a. Gr. irXiov, -<av,

neuter of jrXtos, -015 full : cf. L. PLENUM.] A term

proposed by Nageli for an aggregate of molecules

which cannot be increased or diminished in size,

without changing its chemical nature.

1881 VISES Sac/is' Bot. 664 note i It will be noted that the

Atom, Molecule, and Pleon are chemical ideas, whereas the
' Micella and Micellar Aggregate are purely physical. 1885
GOODALE Physiol. Bot. (1892) 212 The terminology now
proposed by Nageli applies the word pleon to those _aggre-
gates of molecules which cannot be increased or diminished

without changing their chemical nature.

PLEONASTICALLY.

Pleonasm (plronsez'm). Formerly in Lat.

form pleona'Smus. [ad.
L. pleonasmus (Mart.),

a. Gr. jrAeorarr/xos, f. Tr\(ova((iv to be superfluous
or redundant, also in Gram, to add superfluously,

f. ir\iov more, compar. of iro\v much. Cf. F.

pleonasme (1613).]
1. Gram, and Rhet. The use of more words in

a sentence than are necessary to express the mean-

ing ; redundancy of expression (either as a fault of

style, or as a figure purposely used for special force

or clearness) ;
with a and pi., an instance of this,

or the superfluous word or phrase itself.

1586 A. DAY Eng. Secretary n. (1625) 82 Pleonasmus,
where, with words seeming superfluous, we doe increase our

reasons, as thus, With these eares I heard him speake it.

1589 PUTTENHAM Eng. Poesie III. xxii. (Arb.) 264 The first

surplusage the Greekes call Pleonasmus, I call him (too full

speech) and is no great fault. 1610 HEALEY St. Aug. Citie

qfGod (1620) 15 Some thinke the preposition ejri_to
be here

a Pleonasme . . and that o-icoiro? and 7ritTo7ros is all one.

1621 BURTON Anat. Mel. Democr. to Rdr. 12, I require

a favourable censure of all faults omitted, harsh composi-

tions, pleonasms of words, tautological repetitions, &c. 1681

R. WITTIE Sun'. Heavens 28, I take it to be a Pleonasm, a

Figure frequently used in Scripture. 1741 WARBURTON
Div. Legal. II. 556 The genius of the Hebrew tongue,
which so much delights in pleonasms. 1860 GEN. P. THOMP-

SON A udi A It. 1 1 1. cxiv. 45 What the energetic pleonasm of

our ancestors denominated 'a false he*.

fb. Cram. The addition of a superfluous (or

apparently superfluous) letter or syllable to a word.

Obs. rare.

1678 PHILLIPS (ed. 4\ Pleonasm, in Grammar it is the

adding of a Letter or Syllable, either to the beginning of

a word, and is then called Prosthesis, or to the middle, and

is then called Epenthesis, or to the end, and is then called

Paragoge. 1763 SWINTON in Phil. Trans. LIV. 131 A
pleonasmus or redundancy of D having not been antiently

uncommon.
2. gen. Superfluity, redundancy, excess; some-

thing superfluous or redundant. In mod. use only

fg. from i.

1617 PUBCHAS Pilgrimage (ed. 3) 609 If it come short of the

Turke in Geometncall dimension of ground, it is with a

great pleonasme supplyed by the fertilitie of his Soyle, and

in the vnion of all his Territories. 1673 Indulgence not to

be Refused 3 It is but a pleonasme or overflow of that great
kindness. 1836-7 SIR W. HAMILTON Metaph. (1877) I. xix.

369 This hypothesis is not only a psychological solecism, it

is, likewise, a psychological pleonasm; it is at once illegiti-

mate and superfluous. 1855 Miss COBBE Intuit. Mor. 19

This great school of souls would be a superfluity, a pleo-

nasm in creation.

b. Anat. and Path. A growth or formation in

excess of the normal, in size or number of parts.

1858 MAYNE Expos. Lex., Pleonasmus. Med., Patliol.,

P/iysiol., term for a faulty formation, with a stronger

growth, or an over-number or over-quantity of parts: a

pleonasm. [1895 Syd. Soc. Lex., Pleonasmus.]

) Pleona'smic, a. Obs. rare. [ad. F. plionas-

mique (Cotgr.), f. pldonasme : see -1C.]

1656 BLOUNT Gl., Pleonasmick, superfluous, redundant.

So t Pleona'smieal a.

a 1693 Urguharfs Rabelais in. xxxviii, Pleonasmical fool.

Pleonast (plfonrest). rare 1
, [f.

Gr. type

*7TAoTOo-T77f, agent-n. f. irXeoniffH' ; see PLEONASM.]
One who uses pleonasm.
1863 READE Hard Cash II. xxv. 120 The mellifluous

pleonast.. oiling his paradox with fresh polysyllables, to

make it slip into the Banker's narrow understanding.

Pleonaste (plronasst). Min. Also pleonast.

[a.
F. pleonaste (Haiiy 1801), ad. Gr. irXtovaaro!

abundant, f.irAforafeiv; see PLEONASM.] A synonym
of CEYLONITE, a variety of spinel.

(From the multitude of faces of the crystal, each solid

angle of the octahedron being often replaced by four faces.)

1804 R. JAMESON Syst. Min. I. 79 The ceylanite of La
Metherie or pleonast of Hauy. 1831 BREWSTER Optics xvi.

139 Black pleonaste and obsidian afford examples of solid

substances which absorb all the colours of the spectrum

proportionally. 1897 Edin. Rev. Oct. 342 The almost black

pleonaste.. is used sometimes for mourning jewellery.

Pleonastic (pU,6nK-stik), a. [f. Gr. type

*jrjUova<m-oi, f. TrAeocar/T-os : see prec. So K
pli'onasiique.] Gram. Characterized by pleonasm ;

using more words than are necessary (as a sentence,

a speaker, or writer) ; constituting pleonasm, super-

fluous, redundant (as a word or phrase).

1778 BP. LOWTH Transl. Isaiah (ed. 12) Notes 390 A
pleonastic pronoun. 1797 Monthly Mag. III. ir, Mi).. not;

after verbs of contradicting, or denying, it is pleonastic.

1879 FARRAR St. Paul I. 519 note, A mere pleonastic phrase

for 'in the direction of the sea',

b. i;en. oryff. Done to excess or
superfluity.

1876 E. MEI.LOR Priesth. iv. 164 If . . the priests who both

eat the wafer and drink the cup have not two full and perfect

sacraments, .if they have and derive any benefit from such

a pleonastic sacrament. 1894 A. BIRRELL Ess. xvi 177 His

bon.i-fide character .. has been roughly condemned as pleo-

n

So"tPleona-stical3. =prec.; Pleona-stioally

adv.. in a pleonastic manner, with pleonasm.

1651 ASHWELL .rf Apost. 17 They esteemed it essentiall

to th?se, but pleonasticall
unto those. 1657 J- SMITH Myst.

Rhet. 187, i Job. i. i. We have seen with our eyes.-.ihese

Pleoriastical inculcations are not vain, but serve to work

things the better upon our hard hearts. 1725 BLACKWALL

Sacr Classics (1727) I. 142 The noblest classics use this par-
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tide pleonastically. i88iJ>7. James s Gaz. r Apr. n People
who are ignorant of the good old word ' mere

'

have taken to

talking pleonastically of Windermere Lake.

Pleoiiectic (pl/~|6ne
p

ktik), a. [ad. Gr. trXeo-

vfKTiK-os disposed to take too much, greedy, f.

ir\covftcT7)$ one who has or claims more than his

share, f. it\tov more + fXfiy 1 have.] Of or per-

taining \.Qplconexia\ covetous, greedy, grasping.
1858 in MAYNE Expos. Lex. 1882 PallMall G. 15 Sept. 3

The pleonectic spirit which prompted this practice will no
doubt be chastened into greater accordance with the prin-

ciples of distributive justice.

II Pleonexia (pU|6ne-ksia). [a. Gr. irXeoi'ffta

greed, assumption, f. as ir\covttcTT}s : see prec.]

Covetousness, avarice, greed.
1858 MAYNE Expos. Lex., Pleonexia^ term for greediness,

grasping selfishness, overbearing temper or arrogance, re-

garded as mental disease. 1892 Daily News 4 Nov. 5/3
Competitive, grasping fellows, cursed with the vice of pleo-

nexia, of wanting more than their share.

Fleopod (plr%?d). Zool. [f.
as PLEON * +

Gr. TTOUS, 7ro5- foot.] One of the swimming limbs

attached to the pleon or abdomen in Crustacea :

see PLEON l. Also Pleopodite (pl/^'p^bit). Cf.

pereiopod, -podite, s. v. PEREION.
1855 C. SPENCE BATE in Rep. Brit. Assoc. (1856) 38 Pleo-

poda or swimming feet are attached to. .the pleon. 1877
Encyel. Brit. VI. 635/2 The next six somites bear each a

pair of swimming -feet (or pleopodites). 1893 STEBBIXG
Crustacea iv. 45 The first five of these segments frequently
have appendages that are really natatory and may properly
be called pleopods, swimming-feet.

Pleowe, pleoge, obs. forms of PLAY sb. and v.

Pleresye, obs. form of PLEURISY.

II Pleroma (pltoi'ma). [a. Gr. ir\Tipojfj.a that

which fills, a complement, f. -nXijpovv to make full,

f. ii\T)prj$ full.]

1. Fullness, plenitude ; a. in Gnostic theology,
The spiritual universe as the abode of God and of

the totality of the Divine powers and emanations.

1765 MACLAINE tr. Mosheinis Eccl. Hist. i. n. n. v. (1833)

62/2 He placed in \\\Q pleronia (so the Gnostics called the

habitation of the Deity) thirty aeons. 1831-3 E. BURTON
Eccl. Hist. iii. (1845) 58 One of these later emanations

passed the boundaries of the Pleroma, which was the abode
of the Deity, and there coming in contact with matter
created the world. 1875 LIGHTFOOT Cotnm. Col. (1886) 100
For this totality [of the Divine powers] Gnostic teachers
had a technical term, the pleroma <yc plenitude.

b. Used in reference to Colossians ii. 9, where
the Eng. versions from 1388 have *

fullness* :

1875 LIGHTFOOT Coinni. Col. 329 The ideal church is the

pleroma of Christ, and the militant church must strive to

become the pleroma. 1883 SCHAFF Hist. CJi. II. XH. xcv.

777 The pleroma of the Godhead resides in Christ cor-

poreally: so the pleroma of Christ, the plenitude of his

graces and energies, resides in the church as his body.
2. Bot. = PLEROME. rare~.
1890 in Cent. Diet. 1893 in Syd. Soc. Lex.
Hence Pleromatic (plIwm8B'tik) a., pertaining

to the pleroma.
1858 MAYNE Expos. Lex. 977/2 The pleromatic kingdom

was the name given by Stockenstrand to the whole powers
which animate the world and the stars which fill the celestial

space. 1879 SCHAFF Person ofChrist 56 The completeness
or pleromatic fulness of the moral and religious character of
Christ.

Plerome (pll'r<?um). Bot. [ad. Ger. plerotn

(Hanstein 1868), ad. Gr. Trk^poi^a a filling: see

prec.] The innermost layer of the primary tissue

or meristem at a growing-point, which develops
into the fibrovascular tissue, or into this and the

pith. (Cf. DERMATOGEJT, PERIBLEM.)
1875 BENNETT & DYER Sachs' Bot. 127 If no pith is formed,

as in many roots and some shoots.., the whole of the

plerome is developed into procambium. 1884 BOWER &
SCOTT De Bary's Phaner. 7 As Hanstein has shown, the

young embryo of the Angiospermous Phanerogams sepa-
rates, while still consisting of few cells, ..into three layers,
or groups of cells, which differ in their arrangement and
direction of division ; these were termed by their discoverer,

Dermatogen, Periblem, and Plerome.
b. attrtb., as plerotne-body t -cylinder^ -sheath,

1882 VINES Sacks' Bot. 166 The origin of lateral roots in

a mother-root is always on the outside of Us axial fibro-

vascular or plerome-cyUnder. Ibid. 167 These mother-cells
of the lateral roots lie in the plerome-sheath.

Pleromorph. (pli*rom^jf). Min, [mod. f.

Gr.
ir\.rjprjs, wAjjpo- lull -f f*op<prj form : introduced

(in Ger.) by A. Kenngott 1859,] A form pro-
duced by the filling of a cavity left by the removal
of a crystal with another mineral substance.

1890 in Cent. Diet. 1906 H. A. MIERS Let. to Editor, A
pleromorph is a natural cast of a crystal in some other
mineral substance.

Plerophory (pl/rp'fori). Now rare. [ad. Gr.

ntypotyopia (Heb. vi. II, x. 22, etc.) fullness of

assurance, f. *ir\rjpo<t>6pos bringing satisfaction, f.

y full, satisfied + -<fo/>os bearing; cf. nATjpo-

to bring full measure, satisfy fully.] Full

assurance or certainty. (Common in I7th c. in

theological use.)
1605 A. WOTTON Answ, Pop. Articles 90 Not one of many

thousands attaines to that plerophorie or full perswasion.

1647 TRAPP Comm. i Tim. iii. 13 The peace of a good
conscience, and the plerophory of faith. 1745 WESLEY An$w.
Ch. 22 The other is, such a Plerophory or full Assurance
that I am forgiven, and so clear a Perception, that Christ
abideth in me; as utterly excludes all Doubt and Fear.

1893 F. HALL in Nation (N. Y.) 13 Apr. 275/2 To forbear,
in some measure, that plerophory of cocksureness with
which he habitually dogmatizes.
Plerotic (plfrp'tik), a. Med. rare~. [ad. Gr.

TT\t}pcuriK-6s filling up (Dioscoridcs), f. Tr\rjpovv to

fill.] Having the property of supplying or re-

storing lost flesh or tissue.

1858 MAYNE Expos. Le.i-. y Plcrosts, old term for repletion
and refection,., used by Hippocrates... Pleroticits, applied
to medicines., .of or belonging to Plerosis \ plerotic.

Pies, plese, Plesance, -aunce, Plesant,
-aunt, Pleser(e, etc. obs. if. PLEASE, PLEASANCE,
PLEASANT, PLEASURE.

Plesh, obs. or dial. f. PLASH, PLEACH.

Plesiaster (pl/~si|e-sio.i). Zool. [f. PLESIO- +-

ASTER.] In sponges, A form of spicule with a

very short straight axis : see quot.
1888 SOLLAS in Challenger Rep. XXV. p. Ixiii, The plesi-

asteis are always much larger when fully grown than the

metaster.s, . . and the metasters are larger than the spirasters ;

the three forms present a perfect gradational series.

Plesier, obs. form of PLEASURE.

Plesio-, comb, form from Gr. rrXrjffi-os near,
used in scientific terminology.

Plesiomorphous (plsi0m^'ifos), a. Cryst.

[f. PLESIO- + Gr. /uop^ijiorm + -ous.] Very near

in form; crystallizing in forms closely resembling
but not identical with each other. So Plesio-

moTpMc a. in same sense
; Flesiomo'rphism,

the fact or condition of being plesiomorphous.
1837 WHEWELL Hist. Induct. Sc. III. 222 It has since

been proposed to call such groups plesiomorphous. 1845
N. Brit. Rev. II. 314 The term plesiomorphous (nearly
of the same shape) is generally substituted. Ibid., Plesio-

morphism serves to remove the difficulties. 1850 DAUBENY
Atom. The. vi. (ed. 2) 175 It has been proposed to employ
the term plcsioniorphisw, where the resemblance between
two bodies in external form is not regarded as complete.
1890 Cent. Diet., PlesioHiorfhic, same &s plesiomorphous.

II FlesiOSaurus (ph~si0sg-rs). Palxont* Pl.-i.

[mod.L. generic name '^Conybeare 1821) f. PLEMIO-
+ Gr. aavpos lizard : see quot. 1825.] A genus of

extinct marine reptiles, having a long neck, a small

head, a short tail, and four large paddles; from
the Lias and neighbouring formations.

1825 W. D. CONYUEARE in Philos. Mag. LXV. 420 The
name I have originally [in 1821] given to this animal, Ple-
siosaurus (approximate to the Saurians), may appear rather

vague in this state of our knowledge. 1833 SIR C. BELL
Hand(i%-$4) 113 The ichthyosaurus and plesiosaurus .. in-

habited the sea; their remains are found low in the lias

deposit. 1854 F. C. BAKEWELL Geol. 49 Some of the plesio-
sauri must have been 20 feet long.
Jig. 1876 LOWELL Among my Bks. Ser. n. 137 Fortunately
Scotland was not yet annexed, or the poem [Polyolbion]
would have been even longer, and already it is the plesio-
saurus of verse.

Hence Plesiosaur (pU'swsgu), a reptile of the

extinct genus Plesiosaurus or order Plesiosauria ;

Ple:siosaivrian a., belonging to the order Plesi-

osauria
; sb. a reptile of this order; Fie siosau'roid

a., resembling or allied to the Plesiosaurus (in

quot., characteristic of the Plesiosaurus).
1839 Civil Eng. fy Arch, Jrnl. II. 148/2 The ichthyosaur,

or fish-lizard, and its ally the *plesiosaur. 1860 OWEN
Palzont. 223 Cuvier deemed the structure of the Plesiosaur
.. to have been the most singular, and its characters the
most anomalous that had been discovered amid the ruins of
a former world. 1858 MAYNE Expos. Lex., Plesiosaitrius,
. .*plesiosaurian. 1896 LYDEKKER Roy. Nat. Hist.V. 103
The skeleton of the Lariosaur, a small plesiosaurian. 1860
OWEN Pateont. 229 The slight indication of the sacral
vertebrse ; the non-confluence of the caudal hasmapophyses
with each other, are all

'

*plesiosauroid '.

Plesir^e, -our(e, -owre, etc., obs. ff. PLEASURE.

Flessigraph (ple-sigraf). Med. [ad. F.

plessigraptiC) f. Gr. ir\rjffo-iv to strike : see -GRAPH.]
(See quot. 1895.)
1870 GEE Auscult. $ Percuss, i. iv. 63 note, There is a

description of sundry
'

plessigraphs
'

which have been con-
trived of late. 1895 Syd. Soc. Lex.> Plessigraph, a special
form of Pleximeter, invented by Peter, a colleague of
Trousseau, designed to reduce the percussed surface to a
minimum so that the user may be able to map out more
exactly the limits of any organ or dull area.

Plessimeter (ptoinnJtax). [ad. F. plessi-

metre^\ PLEXIMETER. So Plessime'tric a.
= PLEXIMETRIC

; Plessi-metry = PLEXIMETRT
;

Flessor = PLEXOR.
1857 DUNGLISON Diet. Med. Sc.

t Plesser, Plexor. PUssi-
ntetcr, Pleximeter. 1858 MAYNE Exp. Lex. Plessimeter^..
an instrument .. used to receive the strokes of the plesser
in

percussion._ 1861 T. J. GRAHAM Pract. Med. 161 The best

plessimeter will be found to be the first, or first and second,
fingers of the left hand. 1870 GEE Auscult. <V Percuss, i. iv.

62 From time to time divers plessors have been contrived.
i&Q&Syd. Soc. Lex.

t Plessimeter, Plessimetry. 1898 A llbutt's

Sysf.^ Med. V. 981 In some cases I have found on plessi.
metric percussion that the right border of dulness does not
meet the line which indicates the upper border of the liver
at a right angle.

Plessiur, -or, -our, plesyr(e, etc., obs. ff.

PLEASUBE.

Plet, sb* Chiefly Sc. and north, dial. [Collateral
form of PLAIT sb., going with PLET v.]

= PLAIT sb.

c-1450 Trcvisa's Earth. > P. A 1

, v. Ixvi. (Bodl. MS.), pe
plettes of wommanes heere bcnc ykutte and ybounde with
laces. 1595 DUNCAN App. fctymol. (K. D. S.), l.acitiia, a plet,
or rag. 1641 BEST Farm. Bks. (Surtees) 16 Fold-hankes or

hankinges..which is as thicke agsune as plough-s-tring, being
a loose kinde of two plettes. 1828 Craven Gloss, (ed. 2),

lettS) folds or gathers of linen. Ibid.)gathers of linen. Ibid.) Plet
t
work per-

formed by platting.

II Plet (plet), sb.- Also plete, plitt. [a. Russ.

n.lGTh//^/*, scourge, whip.] A three-thonged whip
loaded with lead, used for flogging in Russia.

1864 WEBSTER, Plitt, an instrument of punishment or

torture resembling the knout, used in Russia. 1870
' W. M.

COOPER
'

Flagellation <y Flagellants xxvi. 259 The plet is

a whip made of strips of raw hide, and having three lashes

tipped with small leaden balls. 1885 A. GKIFFIIH^ in Encycl.
Brit. XIX. 762/2 There is another flagellator, . . called the

plete, a whip of twisted hide,, .retained at a few of the most
distant Siberian prisons.

Plet, v. Chiefly Sf. and north, dial. Pa. t.

plet(t, plat ; pa.pple. plet(t ;
also pletted. [Col-

lateral form of PLAIT v., going with PLET sb.^]
1. trans. To intertwine (strands) so ns to form

one combined texture ;
= PLAIT v. i

;
also to form

(a garland, band, or the like) by this process ; =
PLAIT v. 2 d. Also in mod. dial, to cross (the

legs) ;
- PLAIT v. 3.

ci45o Trez'isa's Earth. DC P. A1

, v. Ixvi. (Bodl. MS.),

Wymmenea heere is..ipletted [JK. de M7
, 1495 pleted] and

ybounde with laces. 1:1450 Miroitr Stxlnaciowi 4619 A
corovne of sharpest thornes mayde thyne Knemys plettyng.
c 1470 HENRYSOX 3for. Fab. vm. (Preach. Swallow} .xlii,

;
The feind plettis his nettis scharpe and rude. 1513 DOUGLAS
sEneis ix. ii. 64 The wyld wolf. . Abowt the bowght, plet all

of wandis tyght, Bayi.s and gymis. a 1600 MONIGOMKRIE
Misc. Poems xix. 5 A garland properly .sho plets, To set

vpon hir held. 1600 FAIKFAX Tassn .\i\". Ixvin, Of wood-

bines, lilHes, and of roses sweete,. .All pletted fast, well knit,
and ioyned meete. 1725 RAMSAY Gentle Shcph. n. i\

r

,
For

thee I plet the flow'ry belt and snood. 1828 Craven Gloss.

\
(ed. 2), Plet, to plat. 1839 J. M. WILSON Talcs ofBorders
V. 251/2 He plets his legs, and passes his hand along his

leg. 1903 In E.D.D. from Shetland to North Lincolnsh.

"I*
2. To fold

;
to fold in one's arms. Ohs.

c 1425 WYNTOUN* Cron. ix. xxvii. 3258 Wyth blyth chere
: thare he hym plet In [his] armisso thankfully. 1513 DOUGLAS

sKncis xiii. xi. 4 Bayth hir armys abowt hys feit [scho] plet.
: Enbrasyng thatne and kyssand reuerently. 1536 BELLENDEN
! Cosinogr. xi, Thir salmond. .spawnis, with thair wainis plet
'

to uthir. (71560 A. SCOTT Poems (S.T.S.t x.xviii. S Quhen
j

j?at I went with bat sweit may,. .And oft tymes in my arnii-

pK.-t hir.

t 3. To bind, tie up, make fast. Obs.

1560 ROLI.AND Crt. Venus iv. 364 To se his handis into

ane cord thus plet. 1585 JAMES VI I-lss. Poesie (Arb.) 37,

,

I liad farr rather Babell tower forthsett, Then the thre

i Grecian hilles on others plett.

4. mod. dial. To fold, to wrinkle.
1861 QUINN Heather (1863) 123 Care in wan wrinkles

deeply plettin' Nell's bonnie face.

Hence Plet///. a., plaited, intertwined.

1503 Ace. Ld. HigJi Trcas. Scot. II, 231 Vj elne braid
ribanes to be ane plet suord belt to the Kins. 1508 DUNBAR
Ttta Mariit IVemen 15 Throw pykis of the plet thornc I

presandlie luikit.

Plet, obs. f. PLATE. Plete, early var. PLEA
sl>.

t secondary form of PLEAD v., obs. f. PLEAT.
Plether : see PLETHRON.

Plethora (ple-J>6ra, pl/])6aTa). Also (after

F.), 6 pletore, 7 plethor. See PLETHOKY. [a.

! med.L. plethora, a. Gr. ir\ij9uprj fullness, repletion,
! f. vKrjOfivtQ become full. In Y.pldthore (i6th c.).

Bailey 1731 has the etymological pronunciation
I pletho'ra ;

ed. 1742 and J. 1755 have//t'7//0rfl.
Plethora and Plethory were app. sometimes viewed as

j

derived from L. pictus filled, pletura^ repletion, plethora.]

1. Path. A morbid condition, characterized,

according to the older writers, by over-fullness of

blood or of any other humour (or of juices in

a plant) ; according to later writers, by an excess

of red corpuscles in the blood.

1541 R. COPLAND Galyerfs Terap. Civ, The superha-
boundaunce of humours .. that the Grekes cal Plethora.

Ibid. G iv, Of cacomye y l is conjunct w l the vlcere, or of

i Pletore, or of phlegmon. 1671 SALMON Syn. Med. i. xliv.

1

99 The Antecedent Cause of Diseases is twofold, the one
1

is called a Plethor or Plenitude. 1673 GREW Anat. Roots
it. 16 Lest the Barque, being spongy, should suck it up
too fast, and so the Root should be, as it were, surcharged
by a Plethora. 1777 SHERIDAN Sch. Scand. iv. iii, Your
character at present is like a person in a plethora, absolutely
dying from too much health. 1851 CARPENTER Man. Phys.
(ed. 2) 317 When they [red corpuscles] are present in an
amount much above the average, they seem concerned in

producing the condition termed Plethora .. which borders

upon various diseases. 1877 ROBERTS Handbk, Med. 1. 17
The redness and turgidity of plethora.
2. fig. Over-fullness in any respect, superabun-

dance ; any unhealthy repletion or excess.

[1597 HOWSON Serin. 24 Dec. 44 That ir\^6tapa, fulnes of

blood in our Bishopricks. a 1640 JACKSON Creed xi. xxxiv.

4 We are all subject to that TrAr^oipa whereof the Lord so

often forewarned Israel.] 1700 BP. PATRICK Contm, Deut.

xxxii. 15 This was the lamentable effect of their plethora or

fullness. 1835 MARRYAT Olla Podr. xvii, We are.. suffering

under a plethora of capital. 1868 FAUAft&BMn i. w. (1875)

27 Aplethora of words.

t Plethore-tic, a. Obs. rare- , [f. prec., after

theoretic, etc.] PLETHORIC. So Flethore-tical.
J
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PLETHORIC.

1727 BAILEY vol. II, Plethoretick: whence in JOHNSON.
WEBSTER 1864, etc. 1882 OCILVIE (Annandale), Plcthoretic,

^lethoretical. 1886 in Cassell's Eiitycl. Diet. etc.

Plethoric (ptfj^rik. ple-borik), a. [ad. med.

L. plet(h\oricus (Du Cange), a. Gr.
ITAJ^WJMKOS

(Galen), f. TrKrjeaipr/ PLETHORA. Prob. immed.

from F. plMorique (Pari 1550), whence the

stressing ple'thoric : cf. ca~thilicl\

1. Path. Characterized by plethora, of a full

habit of body.
1620 VENNER Via Recta viii. 172 Such as haue pletho-

ricke and full bodies. 1764 GOLDSM. Trav. 144 The nation

found, with fruitless skill, Its former strength was but

plethoric ill. 1803 Med. Jrnl. X. 51 A young man, . . of a

plethoric habit. 1846 J. BAXTER Libr. Pract. Agric. (ed. 4)

II. 131 Cattle are very subject to sudden determination of

blood to the head. They are naturally plethoric,

f b. absol. as sb. A plethoric person. Obs.

1707 FLOYER Physic. Pulse-Watch igr If the Pulse be too

full, as in Plethoric*, we must use some general Evacua-
|

tions.

2. fig. Full to excess, overstocked, overloaded ;

swollen, inflated, turgid.

1644 BL'LWER Chiron. 114 This happens to some by reason !

of a certain Plethorique wit. 1800 Hist. India \n_Asiat.
Ann. Reg. 3/2 That plethoric opulence with which the

merchants of Alexandria sunk into idleness. 1848 LOWELL

Biglo-M P. Ser. i. Introd., The pockets, plethoric with

marbles round, That still a space for ball and pegtop
found. 1864 BURTON Scot Abr. II. i. 126 Plethoric volumes

which slumber in decorous old libraries.

t PlethoTical, a, Obs. [f. as prec. -i- -AL.]
= prec. i.

1603 HOLLAND Plutarch Explan. Words, Plcthoricall

ptiffht,. .that state of the body, which being full of blond

and other humours, needeth evacuation. 1625 HART Anat,
Ur. ir. viii. 99. 1676 T. GARENCIF.RES Coral 74 Unless the

;

body be extraordinarily plethorical.

Fletho-rically, adv. [f. prec. + -LY ^.] In

the manner of a plethoric person ;
with plethora.

1800 LAMB Lett., to IVordsw. (1837) I. v. 170, I am not

plethorically abounding in cash at this present. 1837 CAKLYLE
Fr. Revol. I. n. i,

When such Institution plethorically says
to itself, Take thy ease, thou hast goods laid up. 1871
LE FASU Tenants of Malory iv. 15 They have . . grown
plethorically robust.

Flethory (ple'J>ori), sb. (a.) Now rare. Also

7 pletory. [irreg. from PLETHORA ;
or peril, de-

duced horn plethoric, on analogy of historic, history,

allegoric, allegory, etc.]
1. = PLETHORA i.

1625 lip. HALL Serin. Thanksgiving 29 Jan. 47 Hee saw
that in this common Plethoric it was fit for vs to bleed.

1651 JER. TAYLOR Serm.f. Yearl.v. 59 The appetite. -ready
to burst with putrifaction and an unwholsume plethory.

1708 Brit. Apollo No. 102. 2/1 A Plethory or fulness of
i

Blood. 1835 HENSLOW Princ. Bot. n. iii. 206 Less sap is

exhaled . . and the tree attains a state of plethory.

2. fig.
= PLETHORA 2.

1624 BP. HALL Heaven upon Earth xiii, Perhaps thou

labourest of some plethoric of pride, a 1677 HALE Prim.

Orig. Man. II. x. 228 A Plethory or excess of Numbers of

Men, sometimes ..cause Wars. 1778 JOHNSON 9 Apr. in

Bos-Mtll, It is. .owing to a plethory of matter that his style

is so faulty. 1843 Blackiu. Mag. LIII. 522 The king

t Louis XVI] whose plethory was cured by that sharp remedy.

f B. adj.
= PLETHORIC a. Obs. rare.

a 1643 J- SHUTE Jndgem. ff Mercy (1645) 29 To have

a pletory fulnesse of Crude, and raw humours in his Stomach.

Hence t Ple'thoriness. rare '.

1665 J. FRASER Polichronicon (S. H. S.) 345 His plethori-

ness came to such a hight that from spitting it flowed to

vomiting of blood.

II Flethron (ple-hrjm). PI. -a. Also (after F.),

yplether. [a. Gr. Tr\i8pov. In'F.plet/ire.'} An an-
I

cient Greek measure of length, containing a hundred '

Greek, or about 101 English feet
;
also a square

measure, the side of which is a linear plethron, in

extent slightly below an imperial
rood.

1623 BINGHAM Xenophon p. iii, The necke of land, that

ioyneth to the Continent, is at least foure plethers in bredth.

1706 PHILLIPS, Plethron. 1797 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) II.

711/2 A square of four plethra, or 400 feet, on each side.

1875 BROWSING Aristoph. Apol. 2215 Nobody now can say
'

this plot is mine, Though but a plethron square '.

Flethysmograpli (pltyi-zm<?graf). Physiol.

[f. Gr. jrA7;0iK7^6s enlargement (f. nKr]8\ivtai to

increase, f. TTAT^US fullness) + -GRAPH, after It.

pletismografo.'] An instrument, invented by Mosso
of Turin ^1870, for recording and measuring the

variation in the volume of a part of the body, esp. as

due to the changes in the circulation of the blood

produced by emotion, etc.

It consists of a closed vessel surrounding the part of the

body,filled with water.and connected with agraduated tube.

1872 Sci. A liter. July 403/1 By using two plethysmographs,
Dr Mosso has obtained pen traces representing . . valuable

physiological data leading to the demonstration of the

most important phenomena of the blood vessels. 1882

HARDAKER in Pop. Sci. Monthly XX. 578 The plethismp-
graph. .measures the amount of blood sent to the brain

in any particular process of thought, and records the exact

time for each process. 1896 A lliutt's Syst. Med. I. 343.

Hence Plethysmorra-phic a., belonging to,

or obtained by, the plethysmograph. Plethys-

mo-graphy, the use of the plethysmograph.
1886 Medical News XLIX. 276 In experiments made

with the plethysmographic method., it was found that.,

a constriction . .may be produced by an electric stimulation

996

of the sciatic nerve. 1890 WEBSTER, Plethysmografliy.

1899 All/'utfsSyst. Med.\\\. 745 Plethysmographic obser-

vations on the cutaneous circulation.

Pleting, Pletour, ME. ff. PLEADING, PLEADER.

Plette, obs. pa. t. of PLAT z>.i

f Ple-tter, v. Obs. rare. [ad. Du. pletteren to

bruise, crush (Kilian), f. stem//atf blow (Franck).]

trans. To bruise, crush.

1597 A. M. tr. Guillemean's Fr. Chirurg. (' truelye

translated out of Dutch into Englishe 1 2/1 The vaynes,
the arteryes, or the sinneus themselves, come to be Bquised
and plettered. Ibid. 2 b/i Those woundes which come _by

crushinge or pletteringe are farre worse then those which

are onlye hewtde. Ibid. r3/r The sownde bone which is

next vnto the plettered bone.

Pleu, pleuch-e, plough, Sc. ff. PLOUGH.

II Pleura (plu^ra). Anat. and Zool. PI. -83.

[med.L., a. Gr. jrAetyxi side of the body, rib.]

1. One of the two serous membranes, right and

left, which line the thorax and envelop the lungs
in mammals

;
each is reflected on itself so as to

form a closed sac, one side or layer of which (pul-

monary pleura") invests the lung, while the other

(costal or parietal plettra} is attached to the inner

wall <j{ the chest.

Sometimes applied to the upper part of the common mem-
branous lining of the thorax and abdomen in vertebrates

below mammals (peritoneum or pleuroperitoneurn).

1664 POWER Exp. Philos. i. 40 The Heart in this Animal

[lamprey] is. .cemented and glewed as it were on all sides to

the Pleura, or innermost skin of the Thorax. 1748 HARTLEY
Ol'scrv. Man i. i. 96 The Vibrations excited in the Pleura

and Peritonaeum. 1876 BRISTOWE The. % /'met. Med. (1878)

454 Malignant disease of the lungs and pleura?.

2. In invertebrates : a. Name for a part of the

body-wall on each side in arthropods ; in insects,

the part to which the lower wings are attached.

(Cf. PI.EURON.)
1826 KIRBY & SP. En/omol. III. 380 (The Pleura;). The

space behind the scapulars, on which the lower organs of

flight are fixed. Ibid. 574 Pleura. By this name I would dis-

tinguish the part which laterally connects the metathorax and

postpectus. It includes in it the socketof the secondary wings.

b. In molluscs, The region on each side of the

rachis of the lingual ribbon of the odontophore.
1831 WOODWARD Mollitsca i. 28 The teeth on the pleura;

are termed uncini \ they are extremely numerous in the

plant-eating gasteropods. 1866 TATE Brit. Mollusks iii. 50
The lateral areas are called the pleura;. 1872 NICHOLSON
Palxont. 163 The pleurae are in one piece with the axis,

but are separated from it by a more or less pronounced

groove, the ' axal furrow '.

Pleura, plural of PLEUHON, PLEURUM.

Pleuracanth (plu^raksenb). Palsont. [ad.

mod.L. Pleuracanthus; f. Gr. n\(vpa side + aimv9a.

spine, thorn.] A fish of the extinct genus Pleura-

canthus or family Pleuracanthidx, characterized by

having a row of sharp hooks or spines along each

side. Also attrib. So Pleuraca'nthid, a fish of

the family Pleuracanthidse ; Pleuraca-nthoid a.,

resembling or belonging to the family Pleura-

cantkidse, ; sb. = pleuracanthid.
1900 Nature 20 Sept. 505/1 Assuming that the Pleura-

canth form originated from one. .of simple parallel rods.

Pleural (,plu
-

ral), a. 1 [f. PLEURA + -AL; so F.

pltural.] Of or pertaining to the pleura.

1843 R. J. GRAVES Syst. Clin. Med. xx. 242 The
accumulated fluid in the pleural cavity. 1846 G. E. DAY
tr. Simon's Anim. Chcm. II. 498 The exudation in the

pleural sac. 1884 M. MACKENZIE Dis. Throat $ Nose II.

47 Pleural inflammation.. affecting the base of the left lung.

Fletrral, a.- [f.
PLEURON + -AL.] Of or

pertaining to the pleuron or side of the body, or (in

arthropods) of a somite ;
costal ;

lateral.

1887 SOLLAS in Encycl. Brit. XXII. 417/2 Now broaden

out the proraonthe eggshell into oval lobes (froral ptcres);
and from each pole draw a lobe midway between the prora

and the tropis (pleura! pteres}.
1888 ROLLESTON & JACK-

SON Anim. Life 491 The somite, .may. .consist of a dorsal

plate, the tergum, and a ventral plate, the sternum, con-

nected laterally by a soft pleural membrane.

II Fleuralgia (plune-ldsia). Path. [mod.L.,
f. Gr. v\vpa side + -oA-yia, f. 0X705 pain.] Pain

in the side
; pleurodynia. Hence Pleura'lgic

a., pertaining to or affected with pleuralgia.

1821-34 Goad's Study Med. (ed. 4) I. 679 That acute pain
which is often complained of in the head or the side : in the

latter case sometimes amounting to pleuralgia.

II Fleurapophysis (pinarapp-fisis). Camp.
Anat. PI. -yses (-is;z). [mod.L., f. Gr. n\tvpa

side + APOPUYSIS.] Owen's term for each of the

lateral processes of a typical vertebra, forming part

of the hremal arch (cf. H/EMAPOPHYSIS) ; repre-

sented in the thoracic region, and sometimes in

other parts of the trunk, by the ribs.

1854 OWEN SM. c5- Teeth in Orr's Circ. Sc. I. Off. Nat.

168 The hremal arch is formed by a pair of bones called
'

pleurapophyses '. 1871 T. R. JONES A nim. Kingd. (ed. 4)

657 At the sides of the centrum, . . a canal is circumscribed

by the pleurapophysis, or costal process.

Hence Pleurapophysial (plunTapofrzial) a.,

pertaining to or of the nature of a pleurapophysis.

1854 OWEN Si-el. *r Teeth in Orr's Circ. Sc. I. Org. Nat.

203 This intermediate pleurapophysial appendage is called

PLEURITB.
sternal rather than with those in the vertebral (' pleurapo-

physial ') region of the visceral wall.

Pleuratic, -etio : see PLEURITIC.

Fleurecbolic (plu^rekfyrlik), a, Zool. [f.

Gr. ir\(vpd side + ?0oA.-os cast out, put out, f.

ix@a\\ftv to cast out + -1C.] Capable of being

protruded by eversion of the sides, as the tentacles

of some molluscs and worms. So Fleurembo'lic

<r. [Gr. f^/3oA.-o$ thrown in, f. t/ji@a\\(iv to throw

in, insert], capable, when protruded, of being
letracted by inversion of the sides.

1883 LANKESTER in Encycl. Brit. XVI. 652/1 If we start

from the condition of full eversion of the tube and watch the

process of introversion, we shall find that the pleurecbolic

variety is introverted by the apex of the tube sinking in-

wards. Ibid. 652/2 The Gastropod's introvert is pleurem-
bolic (and therefore acrecbolic).

]] Flenrenchyma (plure'rjkima). Bot. Also

in anglicized form pleure-nohym. [mod.L., f.

Gr. itKtvfdv rib, ir\fvpa side + tyxvlM infusion,

after parenchyma, etc.]
' The woody tissue, con-

sisting of tough slender tubes, out of which the

woody parts are mainly formed
'

( Treas. ot.).

Hence Pleurenchymatous (-erjki-matss) a., of

the nature of pleurenchyma.
1842 WII.LSHIRE in Ann. Nat. Hist. IX. 85 The long

Eleurenchymatous
cells surrounding the first-formed vascular

undies are carried along with the latter to the centre of the

plant. 1848 LINDLEY Introd. Bot. (ed. 4) II. 173 Pleuren-

chym is apparently destined for the conveyance of fluid

the
a se:

'ilium'. 1872 HUMPHRY Myology 8 This.. indicates

rial correspondence with the skeletal formations in the

elongated prosenchymatous, flexible, thickened cells, as are

found in the bast or phloem layers of ordinary trees.

Pleuric (plu-rik), a. rare. [f.
PLEURA + -ic;

cf. late L. pleuriais at the side, lateral (Front.),

Gr. TtKfvfMcus of or for the ribs (Schol. Ar.).]
=

PLEUHAL a. 1

1858 MAYNE Exfos. Lex., Pleuriciis, of or belonging to

the pleura: pleurlc. 1903 Daily Chron. 16 July 5/3 To

prevent the pleuric liquid, .from remaining in the thorax.

Pleurisy (pluo-risi). Forms: 5 pluresy,

(pleresye), 6 pluresye, -sie, pleuritie, plew-

risie, -osy, plurice, 6-7 plurisie, pleuresie,
6-8 -isie, 7 -esy, plurasie, 7-8 -isy ;

6- pleurisy.

Also P. 6 in L. forms pl(e)uresis, plurisis. [a.

OV.pleurisie (i3th c.), -esie (mod.F. pleurhie}, {.

late L. pleurisis (Prudent, c 400), mod.L. pleuresis,

substituted for pleuritis, a. Gr. irKfupt-rts pleurisy:

see PLEURITIS. Sense 2, and the forms in plu-,

are partly due to a supposed derivation from L.

plus, plur- more (cf. med.L. plftritds multitude),

as if pleurisy were due to an excess of humours.]
1. Path. Inflammation of the pleura, with or

without effusion of fluid (serum, pus, blood, etc.)

into the pleural cavity ; a disease characterized by

pain in the chest or side, with fever, loss of appetite,

etc. ; usually caused by chill, or occurring as a

complication of other diseases (scarlatina, rheu-

matic fever, phthisis, etc.). Formerly often with

a and pi.
Dry pleurisy, (formerly) pleurisy

without expectoration;

(now) pleurisy without effusion. So humid ormoist pleurisy.
1398 TREVISA Earth. De P. R. v. xxxi. (Bodl. MS.), Som-

metyme aposteme is ibrad herein as it fare)) in pleresye

and is ybrad and come[> of aposteme J>at is be tendrenes

of ( ribbes wibin. Hid. vii. xi. (1495) 231 Pluresy is

a postume on the rybbes wythin. 1534 MOKE Com/, agst.

Trio. in. Wks. 1256/2 And they y' lye in a plewrosy, thmke

that euery time they cough, they fele a sharpe sweorde swap
them to the heart. 1347 BOORDE Brev. Health cclxxxv. 94

A plurice the which is an impostume in the cenente of the

bones. 1563 BULLEYN Bulwark, Bk. Simples 52 The seede

drunke, is good against the pleuritie. 1579-80 NORTH
Plutarch (1676) 370 The disease whereof he died, which

was a Pleurisie. 1676 WORLIDCE Cyder (1691) 194 Apples
are good against melancholy and the pleuresie. 1709

Lond Gai. No. 4513/1 Many have died during the Seventy

of this Winter of Plurisies. 1862 H. W. FULLER Dis. Lungs
171 Pleurisy, .is one of the commonest diseases.

fl. 15*7 ANDREW Brnnsmylie's Distyll. Waters D ij b,

Good for the sekenes named pleuresis. 01548 H^u.Chron,,

Hen K82 His chamberlain affirmed] that he [Hen. V) died

of a Plurisis. 1568 GRAFTON Chron. II. 938 He sickened of

a disease, called Pluresis.

2. fg. Now rare or Obs. ; formerly almost always

in sense 'superabundance, excess' (due to amis-

taken etymology : see above).

01550 Vox Po*uli6tt in Hazl. E. P. P. III. 290 Sup-

presse this shamfull vsurye, Comonlye called husbondrye :

For yf there be noremeadye,..Yt wyll breade to a pluresye.

1597 HOWSON Serm. 44 For feare of a Pleurisie by impro-

priations, customes and compositions. i6oz SHAKS. Ham.

not let blood in their Western Plantations.

3. attrib. Pleurisy-root, name for AscUfUU

tuberosa, also called Butterfly-weed, the root of

which is a popular remedy for pleurisy.

1831 J. DAVIES Man. Mat. Med. 238 Pleunsy-root. Flux-

root, &c.. .A perennial plant, growing all over the United

States of America, in gravelly and hilly grounds.

Fleurite (plu^-rait).
Zool. [f. Gr. TrAetya

side + -ITE' 3.] The side or lateral portion oi



PLEURITIC.

each somite or segment of the body in arthropods.

(Correlated with tergite and sternite.}
1868 PACKARD Guide Study Insects 9 The typical ring or

segment . .consists of an upper (tergite), a side (pleurite),

and an under piece (sternite). 1895 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

Pleuritic (pluri'tik;, a. 1
(sli.) Forms : 6

pleureticke, -itique, 7 -etiok, 8-9 -etio, (erron.

7 pluratick, 8 pleuratic), 7-8 pleuritick, 8-

pleuritie. [a.
F. pleuritique (OF. pleuretic,

1 3th c.), or ad. L. pletiriticus (Plin.), later pleure-

ticus, a. Gr. ir\evpiTin6s, f. vrAfupiVif PLEURITIS.]
1. Affected with or suffering from pleurisy.
1570 LEVINS Manip. 121/36 Pleureticke, tfatreticus. 1572

J. JONES Bat/ics of Bath Pref. 2 Some Pleuritique, Hydro-
;

pique, some with Ptisique. 1628 A. LEIGHTON in Caniden
Misc. VII. p. ix, They are like pleuretick patients that

cannot spit. 1744 BERKELEY Siris 78 Having known
some pleuritic persons cured without bleeding. 1843 G. E.
DAY Simon's Anim. Client. I. 266 The huffy coat is par-

ticularly characteristic, and seldom absent in pleuritic blood.

2. Of or pertaining to pleurisy ;
characteristic or

symptomatic of pleurisy.
1652 BENLOWES Theoph. i. xliii, By opening Veins Death 's

j

sluc'd out, and pleuretick Pains. 1689 MOYLE Sea Chyrurg. I

in. vi. 108 These carry away a great deal of wind and
Pluratick matter. 1732-3 MRS. DELANY in Life fy Corr. '

(1862) 402 She is confined to her bed with a pleuratic disorder.

1843 R. J. GRAVES Syst. Clin. Med. xvii. 197 Fixed pains
of a pleuritic character. 1883-4 Med. Ann. 47/1 Almost '

immediately the pleuritic effusion disappeared.
b. Characterized by or liable to cause pleurisy.

1744 ARMSTRONG Preserv. Health ill. 490 The pleuritic

spring Glides harmless by.

B. sl>. A person affected with pleurisy, rare.

[1398 TREVISA Earth. De P. R. vu. xxx. (Bodl. MS.),
Pleuretici J>at haue aposteme vponne the ribbes inward.]

1768-74 TUCKER Lt. Nat. (1834) I. 45 The pleuretic lying on
his left side does not expect pleasure by turning to the

other ; he has no more in view than a diminution of pain.

Pleuri'tic, a.2 Zool. [f.
PLEURITE + -ic.]

'

Pertaining to a pleurite ; lateral :
= PLEURAL a.'^

1890 in Cent. Diet. 1895 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

t Fleuri'tical, a. Obs. [See -ICAL.]
= PLEU-

RITIC o.l Hence f Pleuri'tically adv.

1615 CROOKE Body of^Man 247 By which way also the
matter or pus of pleuriticall and Peripneumonicall, or Em-
pyicall patients descendeth. A 1625 Bp. HALL Contempl.,
N. T. IV. xi, One is sicke..of the pleuriticale stitches of
envie. 1733 DOVAR in Allbutt's Syst. Med. (1897) III. 20
The blood does not appear more pleuritical or sizey in any
distemper than this. 1674 R. GODFREY Inj. fy Ab. Physic 99 i

A Physician . . when he came found her Pleuritically affected.

|| Pleuritis (plursrtis). Path. [L. pleuntis
(Vitr.) a. Gr. irAfupms (Hipp.), f. ir\tvpa side, rib

;
!

see -Ills.] Inflammation of the pleura; more i

usually called PLEURISY.
1693 BlancarcTs Phys. Diet. (ed. 2), Pleuritis, a Pleurisie,

j

an Inflammation of the Membrane Pleura, and the inter-

costal Muscles. 1745 W. THOMPSON Sickness ii, Pleuritis

bending o'er its side in pain. 1822-34 Good's Study Med.
(ed. 4) I. 505 Pleuritis. 1868 DARWIN Anim. $ PI. 1. iii. 97
The Leicester sheep were so rapidly destroyed by pleuritis.

Pleuro. Colloquial abbreviation of PLEURO-
PNEUMONIA.
1890 Daily News i6Oct. 2/7 Pleuro has broken out afresh

in Cheshire on the farms, .near Winsford. 1902 H . LAWSON
Children ofBush 244 Jack started coughing again, like an
old cow with the pleuro.

Pleuro- (pluaro), before a vowel pleur-,
combining form of Gr. n-Aeupa side, PLEURA, TiKivpov
rib

; used in various scientific terms, chiefly in the

senses of ' side
'

and '

pleura ', occasionally in that

of '
rib '. (See the more important of these in

their alphabetical places.)
Pleuroblastic (-blarstik) a. Bot. [Gr. /SAor/ros

germ], see quot. ||
Pleurobranchia (-brse'rjkia),

also anglicized as pleu'robranch (-braerjk), Zool.,

a pleural branchia or gill, i. e. one attached to
j

the epimeron of a thoracic somite, in Crustacea.

Pleurobra-nchial a., of or pertaining to a pleuro-
branchia. Pleurobra'nchiate a., having pleuro-

branchise, as a crustacean ; having gills along the

sides, as a gastropod mollusc of the order Pleuro-

branchiata. Pleuro-bronchi'tis, Path., inflam-

mation of the pleura and bronchi ; pleurisy with

bronchitis. Plen'rocele (-srt), Path. [Gr. KT/AJ;

tumour], hernia of the pleura. || Fleuroce'ntrum

(pi. -a), Anat., each lateral half of the centrum of
,

a vertebra, a hemicentrum ;
hence Pleuroce'ntral

a., pertaining to a pleurocentrum. Pleuroce're-
fcral a., connecting a pleural with a cerebral

ganglion : applied to a nerve-cord in certain in-

vertebrates. Pleu-roccele (-s*l\ Zool. [Gr. xoiXos

hollow], each lateral chamber of the hinder part of

the visceral cavity in a brachiopod. Plenrocolic

(-kp'lik) a. Anat., having relation to the ribs and
the colon : applied to a ligament or fold of the

peritoneum( = COSTOCOLIC). Pleu'roconoli (-kprjk),

Zool., a lamellibranchiate mollusc of the division

Pleuroconcha, characterized by inequivalve shells.

Pleurodiran (-dais-ran), Zool. [Gr. Stipr; neck],
a. applied to those tortoises which bend the

neck sideways in the shell (opp. to cryptodiroits) ; I

997

sb. a pleurodiran tortoise. Pleurodi'rous a.

prec. adj. Pleurodi'scous a. Bot., 'growing on
the sides of the disk

'

( Treas. Bot., 1 866 ). Pleuro-

genic (-dge-nik
1

, Pleurogenous (^d.^nas) adjs.,

Path, [see -GEN, -1C, -ous], originating in the

pleura. Pleurogynous (-fd^inss) a. Bot. [see

-GYNOUS], applied to stamens or petals when in-

serted on the sides of the ovary. Pleurogyrate

(-d.?9i<T/t) a. Bot. [see GYRATE] (see quot.).

Pleurohepatitis (-hepatai-tis) [see HEPATITIS],
inflammation involving the pleura and the liver

(Billings Med. Diet. 1890). Pleuropathy, Path.

[Gr. -vaBtia, nd0os suffering], disease of the pleura

(Mayne Expos. Lex. 1858). Fleurope'dal a.

Zool. [see PEDAL a.], applied to a nerve-cord

connecting a pleural with a pedal ganglion, in

molluscs (Syd. Soc. Lex. 1895). Pleu^ro-peri-
ca'rdial a., belonging to the pleura and the

pericardium : applied to a friction-sound heard in

auscultation in cases of pleurisy. Pleu ro-peri-

cardi'tis, Path., inflammation involving the

pleura and pericardium. Pleuroperipneu'mony,
11 -peripnenmo'nia (now rare or Obs.) [see PERI-

PXECMONY] = PLEURO-PNEU.MONIA. Fleuro-pul-
monary a. [see PULMONARY], pertaining to the

pleura and the kings. Fleurorhizal (-rai'zal) a. Bot.

[Gr. pifa root], having the radicle placed laterally

against the cotyledons (i.
e. having the cotyledons

accumbent), as in the embryo of some crucifers ;

so FleurorM'zeous a., belonging to the tribe

PleurorhizeK (De Candolle) of Cruciferee, charac-

terized by this arrangement in the embryo ;

Pleurorhi'zous a. = plenrorliizal.
||
Pleurorhcea

(-r/'a) Path. [Gr. fioia flow], effusion of fluid

into the cavity of the pleura (Dimglison 1853).

Pleu'rospondy'lian a. Zool. [Gr. r/TroVSfAo?,

a<t>6vSv\os vertebra], having the ribs rigidly fixed

to the vertebrse, as the group Pleurospondylia of

Reptiles, comprising the turtles and tortoises
;
of or

belonging to this group. Flerrrospasm Path.,

cramp in the side (Billings Med. Diet. 1890).

HPleuro'steon (pi. -ea) Zool. [Gr. uo-reov bone],
a lateral part on each side of the sternum in birds

(in young birds forming a separate bone), to which

the ribs are attached
;
hence Fleuro'steal a., per-

taining to or of the nature of a pleurosteon.

Pleuro'tomy, Surg. [Gr. TO^TI a cutting],
'

incision

into the pleura' (Billings 1890). || Pleuro'tonns,
Path. [Gr. TWOS stretching, tension]

= PLEURO-

THOTONOS; hence Pleuroto'nic a. Pleu'rotribe

a. Bot. [Gr. Tpifietv to rub], applied to flowers

having stamens and styles so placed as to rub

against the sides of insects that frequent them, thus

ensuring cross-fertilization ;
so Pleurotri'lial a. in

same sense. Pleuro-typhoid a. Path., typhoid

(fever) accompanied with pleurisy. Pleurovisceral

(-vi'seral) ft. Zool., of a nerve-cord or loop : con-

necting a pleural and a visceral ganglion in certain

invertebrates.

1887 tr. De Bury's Fungi 498/1 In Peronosporea; : forms

producing vesicular lateral outgrowths serving as haustoria

are *pleuroblastic. 1892 THOMSON Outl. Zool. xiii. 240 There
remain three *fileurobranchs,ovie on the epimeron of the fifth

large limb, and two quite rudimentary on the two preceding

segments. 1880 HUXLEY Crayfish ii. 79 From this mode of

attachment [to the sides of the thorax, above the joint] it is

distinguished from the other [branchiffi] as a *pleurobranchia.

1898 Allbntt's Syst. Med. V. 25, I have long been in the

habit of using the name '

*pleuro-bronchitis
'

to suggest some-

thing more than an accidental coincidence. 1842 DUNGLISON
Med. Lex.,*Plcurocele, hernia of the pleura. 1889 NICHOL-
SON & LYDEKKER Palaeontology II. 1031 According to Dr.
Fritsch's restoration.., the *pleurocentra belonging to this

vertebra would be on the anterior side. 1885 DAVIDSON in

Trans. Linn. Soc. Ser. n. IV. Zool. 210, I propose to

give the name "pleurocceles to these spaces [in Lingula]
simply from their position as side chambers. 1890 BILLINGS

Med. Diet., *Pleurocolic ligament, phrenocolic ligament.
1862 DANA Man. Geol. 500 Of the integripallial Mesozoic

species, one half were 'Pleuroconchs (species having un-

equal valves). 1887 A thenseitm Q July 58/3 A *pleurodiran
chelonian of terrestrial and herbivorous habits. 1901 Ibid.

16 Mar. 343/3 In late Secondary and early Tertiary times

the Pleurodiran chelonians were almost cosmopolitan. 1890
Cent. Diet.,

*
Plenrogenic. 1893 Syd. Soc. Lex., Pleura-

genie, the same as *
Pleurogenous. 1905 H. D. ROLLESTON

Dis. Liver 175 Cases of interstitial pneumonia secondary
to chronic pleurisy (pleurogenous pneumonia). 1819 LINDLEY
tr. Richards Obs. Fruits fy Seeds 58 The genus NympJiza,
in which the insertion of the petals and stamina is *pleuro-

gynous. Ibid. 86 Pleurogynous (insertion) ; on the body
Use\toiaftffvariuinsuj>eru>n. 1866 Trcas. Bot. 905 *Plenro-

gyrate, a term employed for those ferns whose spore-case
has a ring carried round the sides. 1876 tr. von Ziemssen's

Cycl. Med. VI. 595 This sound is called the extra-pericardial
. .or *pleuro-pericardial friction sound. 1890 BILLINGS Med.

Diet., *Pleuropericarditis, pleuritis with pericarditis. 1738
STACK in Phil. Trans. XL. 434 The distinctive Character-
istics of the true Pleurisy and Peripneumony, and . . of the

frequent Combination of both, or "Pleuro-Peripneumony.
1782 KIRKLAND in Med. Coiiunitn, I. 23 note 27 A pleuro-

peripneumony finished his life. 1898 Allbutt's Syst. Med.
V. 64 Setting up a proliferative irritation in the *pleuro-

PLEURO-PERITONEUM.
pulmonary connective tissue. 1886 Cassell's Encyd. Diet.,
*
Plcurorhizal. 1858 MAYNE Expos. Lex., *Pleurorhizeous.

1875 NEWTON in Encycl. Brit. III. 720': In Turnix tliere

are two more centres, mesiad of the *p]eurostea, these are
the coracostea. 1895 Syd. Soc. Lex., *Pleurosteon. .. In

young birds this can be seen to be a separate bone, one
being on each side of the lophosteon or median bone. 1899
Allbutt's Syst. Med. VII. 332 This general *pleurotonic
spasm instantly ceases when the electrodes are transferred

[from the free nucleus caudatus] to the surface of the optic
thalamus. Ibid. 524 We have once seen the opisthotonos
accompanied by left -sided *pleurotonus. 1901 OSLER /V/;/<r.

<y Pract. Med. i. 28 It [i.e. pleurisy] may occur at the outset

*pleuro-typhoid or slowly during convalescence.

Pleurocarpous (pluorokaupas), . Hot.

[mod. f. PLKUKO- + Gr. Kap-a-ui fruit + -ous.] Of
mosses : Bearing the fructification on the sides of

the branches
;

lateral-fruited. Cf. ACROCARPOUS.
1863 BERK-KLEY Brit. Mosses iii. 14 In Pleurocarpous

Mosses, .true ramification constantly takes place. 1866
in Treas. /lot. 766 The same genus [of mosses] has acro-

carpous and pleurocarpous species.

Pleurodont CpluT(5d^nt), sl>. and a. Zoo!.

[f. PLEUKO- + Gr. JiSov?, oSovr- tooth.] a. .</'.

A lizard having teeth fixed to the side of the jaw-
bone, b. adj. (a~) Belonging to the Pletirodontes,
a group of lizards having tins character

; (b) ap-

plied to such teeth or their attachment.

1840 Penny Cycl. XVIII. 260/2 The maxillary teeth of

the species composing the Pleurodonts have their summit.,
more or less trilobated. 1862 DANA Alci't. Gcol. 346 In others

(Pleurodonts) the teeth are implanted in a groove, the outer
border of which projects more than the inner. i872MiVAKT
Elan. A tiat. vii. 256 We may find a development of a bony
alveolar plate on one side . .

,
to which the teeth may become

attached by actual bony growth, .as in the Iguanian Lizards.
Such a form of attachment is termed pleiti-odont.

II Pleurodynia 'plurodi-nia). Path. Also

t pleurodyne (-p-dinf), pleurodyny '-p-dini).

[mod.L.j f. PLEURO- + Gr. -oSvvia in comb. f. obvvrj

pain ;
in F. pleurodynie.~\ Pain in the side caused

by rheumatism in the muscles of the chest.

1802 HOOVER Quiiicy's Med, Diet., Pleurodynia. 1808
Med. Jrnl. XIX. 187 Account of Diseases in London.
. . Pleurodyne. 1822-34 Good's Study Jlcd. (ed. 4) I. 505
The last genus of diseases, .under the present order, is that

which has been usually denominated pleurodyne. 1852 T.
THOMPSON Ann. Influenza 378 Tightness of chest and

pleurodiny are the result. 1878 A. M. HAMILTON A't'rr.

Dis. 428 Pleurodynia is often mistaken for pleurisy.

Pleuroid (pluToid). Anat. [f. PLEURO- +

-oil).] Baur's name for either element of the pleural
arch of a typical vertebra ; a pleurapophysis.
1887 A)ncr. Nat. Oct. 945 The spines connected with the

neuroids ought to be called, as before, neitttil spines ; those

connected with the pleuroids, pleural spines.

Pleurolepiclal (-le'pidal), a. Falxonl.
[f.

mod.L. Plewolcpis (f. Gr. nXtvpov rib + Aem's

scale) + -AL.] Having rows of scales with bony
processes like ribs, interlocking with each other,
as the fishes of the extinct genus Pletirolepis or

ia.mi\y Pleiirolefididie ; consisting of such scales.

So Pleurole'pidid, Pleurole'pidoid adjs., be-

longing to the family Pleurolepididig.
1880 GUNTNER Fishes 366 Body, .covered with rhombic

scales arranged in decussating pleurolepidal lines.

II Pleuron (plu>r{7n). Anat. and Zool. PI.

pleura, [a. Gr. irXtvpov rib, side.] The lateral

part of the body-wall, the side
; spec, in Arthro-

poda, the lateral part of each somite or section of

the body (in insects, of each thoracic somite).

1706 PHILLII'S, Plenron, a Side or Rib. 1872 NICHOLSON
Patseont. 146 A plate which is called the pleuron, or pleura.
1880 HUXLEY Crayfish iii. 96 Where these two join, a broad

plate is sent down on each side, which overlaps the bases

of the abdominal appendages and is known as the pleuron.

Pleuronect (plu7<Siekt). Ichthyol. [ad.

mod.L. Pleuronectcs, f. Gr. irAeupa side + V/^KT^

swimmer.] A fish of the genus Pleuronectes or

family Pleuronectidse ;
a flat-fish. So Fleuro-

ne'ctid, Pleurone-ctoid, s6. a fish of the family
Pleuronectidis ;

a. belonging to this family.

[1774 GOLDSM. Nat. Hist. (1862) II. m. i. 209 The Pleuro-

nectes or Flat-fish.] 1849-52 Todd"s Cycl. Anat. IV. 849/2
The eyes of the pleuronects are of different sizes. 1894
Athemeutn 12 May 617/3 The recessus orbitalis, an ac-

cessory visual organ of the pleuronectid fishes.

Plewro-peritoneal,-8eal(plu:r0|pent<mfal),
a. Anat.

[f.
PLEURO- + PERITONEAL, or f. next +

-AL.] Of or belonging at once to the pleurae and
the peritoneum, or the pleuro-peritoneum.
1872 MIVART Elem, Anat. vi. 218 The heart and the roots

of the great vessels which proceed from it are . . placed
within the inner wall of this pleura-peritoneal cavity. 1875
HUXLEY & MARTIN Elem. Biol. (1877) 165 As this cavity
answers to those of the pleurae and of the peritoneum in the

higher animals, it is termed the pleuroperitoneal cavity;
and the soft smooth membrane which lines it and covers

the contained viscera is the pleuroperitoneal membrane.

1898 Allbutt's Syst. Med. V. 152 A general chronic inflamma-

tion with thickening of the whole pleuro-peritoneal cavity.

II Pleu:ro-peritone'um, -ae-um. Anat.

[mod.L., f. PLEURO- + PERITONEUM.] The serous

membrane lining the body-cavity and enveloping
the viscera in vertebrates below mammals : corre-

sponding to the pleurae and peritoneum in mammals.

Also called simply PERITONEUM.
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1875 HUXLEY & MARTIN Elem. Biol. (1877) 201 Note the

smooth moist membrane (pleuroperitoneum) lining the
inside of the body-cavity and covering the outride of
the contained viscera. 1897 AUbutfs Syst. Med. III. 680
The possibility of a development of true carcinoma in

connection with the pleuro-peritoneum is at once obvious.

II Fleuro-pneumonia (pluW|niwm5b*nifi).
Path. Also in anglicized form pleuro-pneu--
mony. Also pleuri-. [mod.L., f. PLEUEO- +
PNEUMONIA. So F. pleuropneumonie (i6th c.).]

Inflammation involving the pleura and the lung ;

pneumonia complicated with pleurisy ; esp. a con-

tagious febrile disease peculiar to horned cattle.

1725 N. ROBINSON Th. Pkysick 117 By several Authors
of good Credit, both these Diseases are express'd by one

compound Term, viz. Plettripnettnionia, or a Pleuripneu-
mony. 1843 GRAVES Syst. Clin. Med. xxi. 252 A man, after

fever, gets an attack of pleuro-pneumonia. 1856 Farmer's
Mag, Nov. 442 Pleuro-pneumonia, or lun^ disease, having
broken out in several parts of the county. 1880 Manch.
Guard, 6 Dec., In the cargoes [of cattle] landed last year
very few cases of pleuro-pneumoma were detected.

Hence Fietiro-pneumonic (-p'nik) ., of, per-

taining to, or affected with pleuro-pneumonia.
1898 Alttutfs Syst. Mcd. V. 71 The influence of pleuro-

pneumonie fibrosis.

Pleurostict (plu**W|Stikt), a. Entow. [ad.
mod.L. Pleurosticta neut. pi., f. PLEURO- -f Gr.

OTIKTVS, vbl. adj. f. aTi^ttv to prick.] Belonging
to the division Pleurosticta of scarabaeid beetles,
characterized by having the abdominal spiracles

(except the anterior ones) pleural, or situated on
the dorsal part of the abdominal segments.
1882 Atner. Nat. XXII. 951 The views of the late Dr.

Le Conie of the position of [Pleocoma], which he insisted
was a Laparostict, and not a Pleurostict Lamellicorn.

II Fleurothotonos (plur0jjp-t6r#s), -us (-zV).
Path. Often erron. pleurosth- (after emprostho-

tonos,opislhotonos}. [mod.L., f. Gr.vAcvpwcv from
the side (f. IT\tvpd side) + -TOCOS stretched, stretch-

m S-l Tetanic bending of the body to one side.

1822-34 Goods Study Mcd. (ed. 4) III. 263 The pleuros-
thotonoi of author-; of a later date. 1842 DuNCLISON Sled.

Lex., Plcurothotonos. 1874 CAKI-ENIEK Mcnt. Phys, App.
(1879) 715 An immediate plcnrosthotonos^ or bending of the

body to one side. 1878 IT. von Ziemssen's Cycl. .Mcd. XIV.
318 To this original division LJoenecken afterwards added
another form pleurothotonos (or tetanus lateralis'.

Pleurotomarioid (plu>rt?t0meVri,oid\ a.

and j/>. Zoo/, [f. mod.L. Pleitrotomdri-a (f. plcitro-
toma see next) + -ana (see -AHY i) + -ou>.] a. adj.

Resembling the genus Pleurotomaria of gastropod
molluscs, having top-shaped shells with a deep
cleft in the outer lip ; found (living) in deep tropi-
cal seas, and (extinct) in many formations from the

Silurian onward, b. sb t A gastropod of the family
PleitrolomarHd&.
Fleurotomid (plurp-tJmid). Zool. [ad. mod.

j

L, Pleuroto' mida& pi., f. Pleuro'tomo, name of the '

typical genus, f. Gr. -n\tvpa side + TO/IJ) cutting :

see -HX] A gastropod mollusc of the family

PteurotomidsB, having shells usually spindle-shaped,
with a notch in the outer lip. So Pleiiro tomine
(-main) -,, belonging or related to the genus
Pleurotoma Pleuro'tomoid, a. resembling Pleu-
rotoma

t
or belonging to the PUurotomids&\ sb.a,

mollusc of this family.

!|Pleurum (plue-r^m). Zool. PI. pleura.
[mod.L. variant of PLEURON, made to correspond
with tergiun and sternum.'] ~ PLEURON in the '

specific sense, as applied to Arthropoda.
1898 PACKARD Textbk. Entomol. 87 Each segment consists

of the tcrguin^ plenrum, and sternum.

t Pleven-plait. Obs. Sc. Also plaven plait,

planeplait (?plauewplait). [?f. PLEVIN assurance,

warranty + PLATE sb. 3 b.] ? Plate armour of proof,
warranted armour.
1535 STEWART Cron. Scot. (Rolls) I. 140 And pleven plait

with mony rial! rufe, With courtlie cast of cot-armour abufe.
Ibid. 402 And pansis proude of plaven plait of pryde. Ibid.
II. 39 Ane greit power, in planeplait of steill.

Plever, obs. form of PLOVER.

t Plevin. Law. Obs. Also 5 plevyne. [a.
OY. plevine pledge (i2th c. in Godef.), = med.L.

plevina^ f. plevlre, in F. plevir to warrant
;

see

PLEDGE.] Pledge, assurance, warrant.
(Frequent in AF. legal use; in Eng. law-books since

IOtb c. ; rare in ME., quot. c 1400 not legal.)

[1273 Act 3 Edtu. f, c. 17 (Stat. Westm.} Le Visconte ou
le Baillif, . . voyst asayer de fere la plevine des avers a celui

qe pris les avera. 1292 BRITTON m. vi. 6 Et si le pleintif
soil si povere qe il ne puse suerte trover, suffit la plevine
par sa fey {tr. And if the plaintiff be so poor that he can
not find security, the pledging of his own faith shall be
sufficient]. J c 1400 Ywaine fy Gnw. 1253 Thar wedded
Ywaine in plevyne The riche lady Alundyne. 1543 transl,

ofgnat. 1275 The same shyryffe or baylyffe .. do assay to
make pleuyn of the beastes from him that toke them. 1607

jn COWELL Interpr. 1704 J. HARRIS Lex. Techn. I, Plevin,
in Common Law, signifies a Warrant or Assurance. See

Replevin. 1727-41 CHAMBERS Cyc/., Plevin^ Plevina> in

law, a warrant or assurance ; the same with Pledge.

f Ple'visable, <* Law. Obs. rare. [a. OF.

e^ f. plevir to warrant.]
= BAILABLE a. 2 i.

[1292 BRITTON i. xxii. 3 Qi . . ount lesse les nent plevisables
prisouns par meynprise,

et les plevisables detenuz [tr.

Have let to mainpnse prisoners who were not bailable, and
! have detained others who were bailable].] 1670 Tryal W.
Penn ^ W. Mecu{ App. in Phenix I. 329 By the antient
Law of England, it was Felony to detain a man in Prison,
after sufficient Bail offer 'd, where the Party was plevisable ;

every Person was plevisable, but he that was appeal'd of

Treason, Murder, Robbery or Burglary.

Plew (pl). [Canadian F. pi!lu,
= F. poilu

hairy, f. foil hair.] The skin of a beaver.

1851 MAYNK REID Scalp Hunt, xviii, The beaver skins
have fallen, according to their phraseology, to

'

plew aplug '.

1899 Bltick^i). Mug. Jan. 40/1 Each beaver-plew of full-grown
animal or '

kitten
'

fetched six to eight dollars overhead.

Plew, -e, plewch, plewgh, Sc. and north, ff.

PLOUGH. Plewme, Plewrisie, -osy, obs. ff.

PLUME, PLEURISY.

tPlex,^. Obs. rare* l
. [? ad. L.phx-us plaiting,

braid.] A plait or braid (of hair).

1460 Lybcaits Disc. 128 Hys berd was yelow as ony wax,
To hys gerdell henge the plex, I dar well say yn certe.

Flex (pleks), v. rare-", [f. L.plex-, ppl. stem
of plectere to plait, interweave: cf. perplex]
intr. To form a plexus. Hence Flexed (plekst)

///. a., formed into or like a plexus, plexiform.
1890 in Cent. Diet.

Plexal (p]e'ksdl),a. rare", [irreg. for *plexnal,
f. PLEXUS + -AL : of. sexual, gradual] Of or per-

taining to a plexus.
1890 in Cent. Diet. 1895 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

t Ple^xi-chrono-meter. Obs. rare- 1
, [ad. F.

plexichronoinetrc, f. Gr. 7r\r;f(s a striking (? taken
in sense '

beat ') + ehronometre chronometer, metro-

nome; see CHRONOMETER.] An instrument for

timing the beats in music ;
a metronome.

1786 JEFFICRSON Writ. (1859) ' 54 They have ordered all

music which shall be urinted here, in future, to have the
movements numbered in correspondence with the plexi-
chi unumeter.

Flexicose (ple'ksikous), a. rare 1

, [irreg. f.

PLEXUS + -ic + -OSE, app. after bellicose] Of the ,

nature of a plexus, or composed of plexuses.
1847-9 Tadas Cycl. Anat. IV. 301/2 The lymphatics from

the different organs.. form plexicose chains.

Plexiform (ple-ksiff'.im), a. Anat. [mod. f.

PLEX-US + -FORM. So F. plexiforine] Of the

form of a plexus; forming a plexus or plexuses.
i8z8 WEBSTER, Plexiform, in the form of network ; com-

plicated. Quiticy. 1830 R. KNOX Cloiliiet's Anat. 463 Of
these portions the outer and larger, which is plexiform, tri-

angular and flattened, comes from the Gasserian ganglion.
1900 Brit. Med. yt~nl. No. 2040. 248 Its papilla is covuiud
with a plexiform mesh of dilated vessels.

Pleximeter (pleksi-mnaj). Med. Also (irreg.)
j

plexometer. See also PLESSIMETER. [f. Gr. TrA^fis

stroke, percussion (f. it\T]aatai to strike) + -METER

(the suffix being loosely used, and with the sense i

of '

estimating' rather than '

measuring ').] A small
thin plate of ivory or other substance, which is

placed firmly upon some part of the body and
struck with a PLEXOR in medical percussion. Also

applied to anything used for the same purpose.
1842 in DUNCLISON Mcd. Lex. 1843 SIR T. WATSON Lect.

Princ. ff Pract. Physic xlvii. II. 10 Many persons . . use no
other pleximeter than the fingers of the left hand. 1853
MARKHAM Skoda's Aitsciilt. 2 The pleximeter renders per-
cussion much less irksome to the patient, and the sounds
more distinct ; . . we are able, by its aid, to recognize differ-

ences in sound, which are not otherwise perceptible. 1882

OGILVIE, Pleximeter, Plexometer. 1882 Standardly Dec.

5/5 The pleximeter, the stethoscope,, .the laryngoscope, the

ophthalmoscope, . .could scarcely have been familiar to the

..doctor.

Hence Pleximetric (pleksime'trik) a., pertaining
to a pleximeter or the use of it ; Bleximetry
(pleksi'itKJtri), the use of a pleximeter.
1858 MAYNE Expos. Lex., Pleximetric. 1895 Syd. Soc.

Lex., Plessiiitctry, see Plexiniefry.

Flexor (ple-ksar). Afeti. See also PLESSOK.

[irreg. f. Gr. 7iAf;i-sor -nX-qcicf-tiv (see PLEXIMETER)
+ -OR, after_/?e,tw, etc.] A small hammer or

other instrument used (with a PLEXIMETER) in

medical percussion ;
a percussion-hammer.

1844 in DUNGI.ISON Med. Lex. ify^Syd. Soc. Lex., Plexor,
\

a striker ; used specifically of that which strikes in Medical ;

percussion. This may be either a hammer or the fingers of

the physician.

Flexure (ple-ksiiu). rare. [f. L. type *plexfira
a plaiting, f. plcctSre, plex- to plait, interweave.]
A plaiting or interweaving ; something plaited or

interwoven. In qnot. 1671 = PLEXUS i.

1671 GREW Anat. Plants i. ii. H 'Tis most probable, that

none of their Fibres are truly inosculated, saving perhaps,
in the Flexures. 1736 H. BROOKE Univ. Beauty in. 297
Their social branch the wedded plexures rear. 1832 J. P.

KENNEDY Swallow B. iv, An intruding rose has stolen a
nest among the plexures of the vine.

Plexus (ple-ksos). PI. plexuses (in 8

plexus's), rarely plexus. [a.L. f/exu-s (u-slem),

pi. plexus, f. plectere, plex- to plait, interweave.]
1. Anal. A structure in the animal body consist-

ing of a bundle of minute fibres or tubes, as nerves,

blood-vessels, or lymphatics, closely interwoven and

intercommunicating ; a network of fibres or vessels.

J
Usually named from its relation to ot situation in some

part or organ, or from its form, as brachial p., cardiac p. t

carotid /., choroid /., ceeliac p., coronary /., gastric p. t

|

hematic p. ,
lumbar /., mesenteric p.^pantpiniforni p., pelvic

j

p., pulmonary p.) sacral p., solar p., splenic p., etc.

i68z T. GIBSON Anat. 19 Fallopius will have it to proceed
from the superiour and inferiour plexus of Nerves of the
Abdomen. 1702 J. PURCELL Cholick (1714) 13 If these
Animal Spirits or Recrements can continue their Motion
clown the minute Channels of the little Nerves, into these

Plexus's, Why should they stop there? 1727-41 CHAMBERS
Cycl., Plexus, . . a name common to several parts in the

body, consisting of bundles of little vessels interwoven in
form of net-work. Ibid., Several branches both from the

hepatic and splenic plexus . . form the mesenteric plexus.
1872 HUXLEY Phys. xi. 271 Great net-works, or plexuses.
2. gen. Any intertwined or interwoven mass

; a

complex body, collection, or set of things (material
or immaterial) ; a web, network, complication.
1769 E. BANCROFT Guiana 33 Their footstalks are inclosed

in a strong reticular web-like plexus, which is the cloathing
this tree has been said to afford. 1863 H. SPENCER Ess.
III. 24 Relations each of which has for its terms a complete
plexus of antecedents and a complete plexus of consequents.
1875 MAINE Hist. Inst. iv. 106 A dissolution of the plexus
of mutual rights and a partition of the family property.
1891 J. W. POWELL in Scribner's Mag. 0^.465 The partial
channels sometimes interlock so as to form a plexus over the
area of the delta.

3. Math. (See quot.)
1860 CAYLICY Coll. Math. Papers IV. 603 Such a system of

equations, or generally the system of equations required for

the complete expression of the relations existing between a
set of quantities (and which are in general more numerous
than the relations themselves) is said to be a Plexus.

t Pley. Obs. rare. [ad. Sp. playa coast of the

sea, or of a river : L. plaga^\
a 1500 in Arnolde C/f?w/.(i8nl 233 Walkyng. -by the pley

of the ryuer of this said towne [San Lucas de Berrameda].

Pley, -e, obs. ff. PLEA. Pley-e,pley3e,ple3e,
obs. rf. PLAY. Pleyde, obs. pa. t. of PLAY v.

Pleyght, pleyt, -e, obs. ff, PLAIT.

t Pleykstare, variant of BLEVKSTER, bleacher.
c 1440 Promp. I'arv. 525/2 Why(t)stare, or pleykstare

(H. plykstare, P. why tstar or blykstar), candidarius^ candi-
daria. Ibid. 404/1.

Pleyn e, Pleynaunt, obs. ff. PLAIN, PLAIXANT.

Pleys (

^e, pleyss, pleysa(u)nce, -and,
-a(u)nt: see PLEASE, PLEASANCE, -ANT. Pleyt:
see PLEA sb. and v. Plezeauns, obs. f. PLEA.SAKCE.

Pliability (pUiiabHIti). [f. PLIABLE: see

-JLITY.] The quality or property of being pliable.
a. Of material things: see PLIABLE i.

1795 HERSCHEL in Phil. Trans. LXXXV. 402 To pre-
serve the pliability of the ropes. 1802 PALEY Nat. Theol.
viii. (1819) 103 The suppleness and pliability of the joints.

1815 J. SMITH Panorama Sc. <$ Art I. 4 [To] give the steel

pliability without diminishing its hardness. 1899 Allbutfs

Syst. Med. VIII. 670 The normal pliability of the skin.

b. Of mind or character: see PLIABLE 2.

1768 STERNE Sent. Journ. (1778) II. 74 Sweet pliability of

man's spirit, that can at once surrender itself to illusions !

1834 Oxf. Univ. Mag. I. 123 Pliability was the peculiar
characteristic [of the constitution of 1688]. 1860 W. COLLINS
IVont. White I. vi, Those feminine attractions of gentleness
and pliability.

Pliable (ptei'ab'l), a. [a. F. pliable (i5th c.

in Godef.), f. plier to bend : see PLY and -ABLE.]
1. Easy to be bent or folded ; flexible, supple,

yielding ; t easily moulded or shaped, plastic.

1483 Cath. Angl. 284/1 Plyabylle (A. P\[aby\\e),S?exu0sus,
Jlexwilis. 1494 FABYAN Chron. vi. cxlvii. 133 Lyke as the

hamer makyth all metallys plyable,so Charlis made hisfoos
or enmyes plyable to his hestis. 1578 LYTE Dodoens \. Iv.

80 Round, tough, and pliable braunches. 1599 HAKLUVT
Voy. II. ii. 91 That earthen or pliable matter commonly
called porcellan. 1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. 105 To
walke on ropes., requireth not only a broad foot, but a

plyable flexure of joynts. c 1790 IMISON Sch. Art I. gi Two
slender and pliable wires . .are to be fastened. 1879 Casselts
Techn. Educ. in. 150/2 Leather, .is soaked in water to make
it pliable.

2. fig. Flexible in disposition or character ;
that is

easily inclined, disposed, or influenced; ready to

yield, docile
; adaptable. Sometimes in sinister

sense : cf. Pliable in Pilgrims Progress.
1494 [see i]. 1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 144 b,

That a soule be plyable to the inspiracyons of the holy

goost. 1561 T. NORTON Calvin's Inst. \. 12 Very few of

them do geue themselues pliable to learne of the word of

God. 1624 BEDELL Lett. vii. 109 The Scholler if he be of

a plyable disposition,, .yeelds himselfe to his Teacher. 1720
OZELL Vertofs Rom. Rep. II. xiv. 332 Agree with Antony;
you'll find him more pliable since his Defeat. 1844 LD.
BROUGHAM Brit. Const, xv. (1862' 237 The members were
far from being very pliable to his wishes. 1863 H. Cox
Instit. i. v. 24 Pliable judges were previously chosen. 1876
M. COLLINS From Midnight to Midn. II. ii. 233 The girl's

voice was remarkably clear and pliable.

1 3. [Aphetic for APPLIABLE.] Applicable, per-

tinent, agreeable, conformable. Obs.

1596 HARINGTON Metam. Ajax (1814)36 A distichon that

is very pliable to my purpose, a 1638 MEDE Wks. (1672) 62

How pliable the Analogy of Water is to typifie the Spirit.

1641 Argts. agst. Bowing at Name of Jesus 14 This is

most plyable to the meaning of the Canon.

PliableueSS (pbrab'Ines). [f. prec. + -NESS.]
The quality of being pliable ; pliability, a. lit.

1581 W. STAFFORD Exam. Compl. ii. (1876) 58 If yee

prayse the Gold for his weight or plyablenes. 1748 HARTLEY
Observ. Man I. iii. 410 The Perfection and Pliableness of

their vocal Organs. 1825 J. NICHOLSON Operat. Mechanic
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639 This varnish is destined for articles which require dura-

bility, pliableness, and transparency.
b. fig. vOften in sinister sense.)

1562 T. NORTON Calvin s Inst. Table of Contents Tttvij b,

The pliablenesse or weake power of Freewill, whiche was in

the fyrst man. 1613 R. CAWDREY Table Alph.^ Buxom-
nessc, plyablenesse. 1683 Apol. Prot. France iv. 38 This

Jesuitical pliableness and malice. 1834 J. BROWN Lett,

Sanctif. iv. 272 An inward pliableness to divine influence.

Pli'ably, adv. [f. as prec. -f -LY 2
.] In a

pliable manner; flexibly ; yieldingly, docilely.
i6zg DONNE Sertti,, I\Iatt. vi. 21 (1660] III. 223 That

I come into the hands of my God as pliably, as ductily, as

that first clod of earth of which he made me in Adam. 1692
WOOD Ath. Oxo'i. II. 583/1 Those lukewarm irreligious

Temporizers, who had learn 'd. .pliably to tack about, as still

to be ready to receive whatever revolution and turn of affairs

should happen.

Pliades, obs. form of PLEIADES.

t Pli'ance. Obs. rare- 1
, [f.

PLIANT a.: see

-ANCE ; cf. compliance.'} Compliance, yielding.
1643 HAMMOND Loyal Convert (1644) 4 If a good King, he

must have our praise and our plyance ; If an evill King, he
must have our Prayers and our Patience.

Pliancy (plaransi). [f. PLIANT : see -ANCY.] ,

The quality of being pliant ; flexibility,

a. Of material things: see PLIANT i.

1711 ADDISON Sped, No. 115 if 5 Giving such an Activity
to the Limbs, and such a Pliancy to every Part. 1787
JEFFERSON IVrit. (1859) 11-97 The difficulty was.. to give
to old wood the pliancy of young. 1835 JAMES Gipsy \\

t
The

agile pliancy of youth.
b. fig. Of the mind, etc. : see PLIANT 2.

1789 Bi'. WATSON Anecd. (1817) 225 To be overlooked for

want of political pliancy, is a circumstance I need not blush
to own. 1810 FOSTER in Life fy Corr, (1846) I. 424 Social

dexterity and pliancy of mind. 1879 B. TAYLOR Stud.
Germ. Lit. 210 A very little tact and pliancy of nature

mi^ht have greatly advanced his fortunes.

Pliant (plai'ant), a. Forms : 4 pleauut,
plyande, 5-6 pli-, ply-, -aunt(e, -awnt, 5-8

j

plyant, 6- pliant, [a. F. pliant (ijth c.), pr. pple.
I

oi plier to bend, PLY.] Bending, yielding.
1. Bending ; capable of being bent or folded with

j

ease
; supple, lithe, flexible ; f ductile, plastic.

13.. E. E. Allit. P. C. 439 Hit watz playn in J>at place
for plyande greuez, For to schylde fro the schene. 1382
WYCLIF Gen. iii. 24 He sette cherubyn. .and a flawmynge
swerde & pleaunt to the waye of the tree of lijf to be kept.

1398 TREVISA Barth. De P. R. xvi. c. {Tollem. MS.), [Glass]
is so plyaunt, J>at it fongeji ful sone diuerse and contrary
schappes, by blaste of J?e glasier. Ibid, xvn, cxliii. (Bodl. MS.),
Some webies. .bej>. .so pliaunte }jat [?ei brekejj nought. 1519
HORMAN Vulg. 109 The elep^hante

hath a long nose lyke a

troumpe, pliant hither and thither. 1601 DONNE Poems (1650)

301 The free inhabitants of the plyant ayre. 1699 DAMPIF.R

Voy. II. i. 43 These Hats are as stiff as boards, and sit not

plyant to their heads. 1774 GOI.DSM. Nat, Hist. (1776) VI.

.397 [Tortoise shells] are easily cast into what form the work-
;

man thinks proper, by making them soft and pliant in warm
water, and then screwing them in a mold, like a medal. 1880
L. MORRIS Ode ofLife 25 The fisher, with his pliant wand.

2. y%. a. Easily bent or inclined to any particular :

course; readily influenced for good or evil; yield- i

ing, compliant ; accommodating, complaisant.
c 1400 Rom. Rose 4386 Haue herte as hard as dyamaunt, I

Stedefast, and nought pliaunr. c 1530 H. RHODES Bk.
\

Nurture 129 in Babees Bk. (1868) 85 A plyaunt seruaunt .

gets fauour to his great aduauntage. 1612 BRINSLEV Lud.
\

Lit. ii. (1627) 10 This first age is that wherein they are most
|

pliant. 1701 R0WBj4ltt. Step-Moth, iv. L 1792 Twill..
|

make his Youth more plyant to my Will. 1766 FORDYCE
j

Serin. Yng. IVow. (1767) II. ix. 75 Men. .pliant to good ad- I

vice. 1860 MOTLEY Netherl. I. vii. 405 A committee thus
j

instructed was likely to be sufficiently pliant. '877 FROUDE
Short Stud. (1883) IV. i. ii. 25 The king would find some
other prelate who would be more pliant in his hands.

b. = FLEXIBLE 4.
1635-56 COWLEY Danideis i. 776 Thrice in glad Hymns..

The pliant voice on her seven steps they raise. 1665 BOYLE
Occas. Rejl. (1848) 36 He may. .attain to so pliant a style,
that scarce any thought will pu/zle him to fit words to it.

1882 Cox Expositor IV. 197 It should be pliant to or leave

room for the discoveries of widening science.

C. That lends itself to some purpose; apt,

adaptable, suitable, rare.

1604 SHAKS. Oth. i. iii. 151 Which I obseruing, Tooke once
a pliant houre, and found good meanes To draw from her
a prayer. 1861 J. PYCROFT Ways & Words 60 Noble com-

panions of many a pliant hour.

3. Comb., as pliant-bodied, -necked, etc.

1798 LANDOR Gebir vir. 139 Swans pliant-necked. 1870
BRYANT Iliad xn. I. 383 Like pliant-bodied wasps or bees.

Pli'antly, adv. [f. prec. + -LY a
.]

In a pliant

manner; supply, accommodatingly.
a 1638 MEDE Wks. (1672) 118 [The words] yield the

sense I speak of pliantly enough. 1672 DRYDEN Assigna-
tion i. i, You bow so pliantly ! 1862 LYTTON Sir. Story II.

152 Whether it was that..my mind could more pliantly

supple
itself to her graceful imagination.

Pliaiitiiess (plsrantnes). Now rare. [f. as

prec. + -NESS.]
= PLIANCY.

1398 TREVISA Barth. De P. R. xynx. ix. (Bodl. MS.), pat
doj> serpentes wit> bendinge and wigelinge and pliauntnes
of J>e bodie. 1530 PALSGR. 255/2 PJyantnesse, ploiantevr.
1602 CAREW Corn-vail 72 To your lymmes I yeelde active

plyantnesse. 1654 GAYTON Picas, ff&ttt iv. iv. 197 Shee
was gentle as a Lamb or a Cow. .and this pliantnesse she
had partly by Nature and partly by example of her mother.

1723 BRADLEY Fam. Diet. s. v. Orange Tree, He will per-
ceive when the Tree is dry, by handling its Leaves, if they
feel soft,, .and yet this Softness and Pliantness is not always
a Sign of it.

i! Plica (pli'ka, pbi'kaV PI. plicse. [med.L.
plica plait, fold, i. plicare to fold : see PLY. In F.

plique ; also, in sense i, plica.]
1. Path. (More fully pli'ca polo'iiica.} A matted

filthy condition of the hair due to disease
;
Polish

plait (PLAIT sb, 2 c).

1684 BOYLE Poronsn. A nun. Bodies vii, That disease,

which, from the country it most infests, is called the Plica
Polonica. 1693 Blancards Pkys. Diet. (ed. 2), Plica, an

epidemical Disease in Polonia, when their Hairs grow to-

gether like a Cow's Tail. 1731 MORTIMER in Phil. Trans.
XXXVII. 51 The Plica has been always. .thought to be
a Distemper. 1843 R. J- GRAVES Syst. CHit. tiled, xxx. 383
The phenomena of plica polonica, ..establishes the vitality
of the hair. 1893 Nation (N. Y.) 23 Mar. 217/1 The terrible

disease of the hair, \heplicapolonica, is said to have entirely

disappeared.
2. A fold or folding of any part, as of the skin or

a membrane. In Enlom. a fold-like ridge or

carina
; spec, an elytral ridge in Coleoptera.

1706 PHILLIPS, Plica, (Lat.) a Pleat, Fold or Wrinkle.

1754-64 SMELLIE Midwif. I. 05 The internal membrane of
the neck and Fundus, which is likewise full otplicx. 1828
STARK Elem. Nat. Hist. II. 131 (Annelides) The plica?

lamellar, close, waved, vertical. 1849 [see PLICATION 2].

3. Bot. (See quot.)
1866 Treas. Bot. 906 Plica, an excessive multiplication of

small twigs, instead of branches.

t Pli cable, # Ohs. rare. [f. L. type *plica~

bilis, i. plicare to fold, bend, PLY.] Flexible.
c 1407 LYDG. Rcson <y Sens. 6813 Who> herte harder ys to

grave, Touching her honour, than ys glas. . . Men kan nat
maken yt plicable Nor forge yt to be Malliable. 1548-77
VICARY Anat. v. (1888) 39 The Nose is a member .. some-
what plicable, because it shoulde the better be clensed.

Flical (pbi'kal), a.
[f.

med.L. plica (see PLICA)
4- -AL.] Pertaining to or of the nature of a plica.

1890 Cent, Diet., Plical, in Bot., of or pertaining to plica.

1895 MEYRICK Brit. Lepidopt. 617 Stigmata raised, blackish,
first disca! somewhat before plical.

Plicate (p!3i*k#), a. [ad. L. plicdl-us, pa. pple.
vi plicare to fold.] Folded, pleated,

a. Bot. (See quots.)
1760 J. LEE Introd. Bot. i. xii. (1765) 28 Corolla. . Plicate,

folded, as in Convolvulus. 1870 HOOKER Stud. Flora 75
Geranium, Crane's-bill .. cotyledons plicate or convolute.
1880 G RAY Struct. Bot.'iv. (ed. 6) 133 Leaves are as to the mode
of packing, Plicate or Plaited, when folded on the several

ribs, in the manner of a closed fan. Ibid. 139 Plicate or

Plaited, applied to the flower-bud as a whole. The term is

used for the plaiting of a tube or cup, composed of a circle

of leaves combined into one body.
b. tool., Geol. (See quots., and cf. PLICA 2.)

1819 G. SAMOUELLE Entomol. Contend, 154 Genus 45.
Abax.. elytra united, their shoulders carinate plicate. 1826
KIRBY & SP. Entoniol. IV. xlvi. 334 Plicate (Plicata}. When
they have two or three contiguous abbreviated furrows which
exhibit the appearance of folds. 1831 R. KNOX CloqueCs
Anat. 629 Mucous.. Membrane ..Thin, reddish, and plicate
in the direction of its length. 1849 DANA. Geol. App. i. (1850)

687 Surface longitudinally plicate. .; plications smooth.

Plicate (pbi'k/t, plik^'-t), v. [f. ppl. stem of

L. plicare to fold: see -ATE 3.] trans. To fold,

pleat. (Chiefly in passive.)
1698 B. ALLEN in Phil. Trans. XX. 377 The Belly plicated

as other Beetles. 1841 T. R. JONES Anittt. Kingd. 677 Its

lining membrane is loose and much plicated. 1880 Specif,
U. S. Patent No. 229479 (title) Machine for plicating fabrics.

1904 Edin. Rev. Jan. 230 The Lias and Oolites themselves
. .were plicated and subjected to sub-aerial denudation.

Plicated (plai'ktfited, plik*4ed), ///. a. [f.

as prec. + -ED 1
.]

1. Anat., Bot., Geol. Folded, plicate.

1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Sttpp. s.v. Leaf, Plicated leaf, one
from the base of which there run {ribs] which extend them-
selves to the extreme sides, and .. raise and .. depress the
disk.. in an alternate order, making acute angles. 1835-6
Todds Cycl. Anat. I. 304/2 The. .marsupium..is a plicated
vascular membrane. 1882 GEIKIE Text Bk. Geol. iv. vm.

3. 584 A highly plicated and crumpled condition.

1 2. Complicated. Obs. rare.

1666 J. H. Treat. Gt. Antidote 9 The more Disease is

plicated, the longer is required.

Pli'Cately, adv. [f. PLICATE a. + -Ly2.] In

a plicate manner
;
in or with folds.

1846 DANA Zooph. (1848) 708 Suberect plicately aggregated
laminae. 1881 BENTHAM in Jrnl. Linn. Soc. XVIII. 339
Leaves usually larger, more coriaceous, or plicately ribbed
than in the other subtribes.

Plicatile (plrkatil, -ail), a. [ad. L. plicatilis

(Pliny), i. plicare to fold. So in F.]
fl. Capable of being folded or convoluted. Obs.

1653 H. MORE Atitid. Ath. x. App. (1662) 169 Whether
these images or impresses consist in a certain posture or

motion of the plicatile fibres or subtile threds of which the
brain consists.

2. Entom. (See quot.)
1826 KIRBY&SP. Entomol. IV. xlvi. 336 Plicatile...^^f\

the wings at rest are folded in one or more longitudinal
plaits.

Plication (pli-, pbik^-Jsn). [a. OF. plication,
-acion (Godef.), n. of action f. L. plicare to fold.]
1. The action of folding ; folded condition.
c 1400 Lanfranc's^ Cirurg. 23 It is necessarie some lymes

to han a sustentacioun & a pUcacioun, ^at is a foldynge.
1854 WOODWARD Mollnsca n. 285 The smallness of the space
for the branchiae may have been compensated by deep pli-
cation of those organs. 1886 W. ANDERSON Pict. Arts
Japan 202 An artist of the Chinese school, .may accentuate
"olds of drapery by a kind of shadow beneath the plication.I

2. concr. A folding, a fold.

1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa Ixxiii. fiSn) VI. 345 The folds,
as other plications have done, opened of themselves to

oblige my curiosity. 1766 PARSONS in Phil, Trans. LVI.
209 This bird has a plication of the aspera arteria. 1824
SCOTT Rcdgauntlct Let. i, Thy juridical brow expanding

i its plications. 1849 DANA Geol. App. i. (1850) 710 There are

14 to 16 plications in half an inch; and the plicae are
1 smooth. 1874 CARPENTER Mcnt. Pkys, i. ii. 87 (1879) 94.

3. Geol. The bending or folding of strata; a fold

in a stratum.

1859 MURCHISON Siluria xvii. (ed. 3) 450 The plications of
the strata in Belgium. 1865 GEIKIE Seen. ,y Geol. Scot. ix.

232 Plications following each other from top to bottom of
the cliff. 1882 Nature XXVI. 241/1 These crystalline masse*
underwent enormous plication and subsequent denudation.

Plicato- (pli-, plaik^'li?-), combining adv. form
from i_. plicatus plicate, prefixed to other adjs. in

the sense '

plicately ', 'plicate and
', as plicato-

contorted (plicately contorted),//iVa/0*fnV/a& (with

plicate crests), plicato-lamtiose^ flicato-lobate (with

plicate lobes), plicato-papillose (papillose with pli-
cations or wrinkles), plicato-itndiilate.
1846 DANA Zooph. (1848) 141 Upper margin sublobate or

plicato-undulate. Ibid. 152 Margin plicato-lobate. Ibid.

410 Frond. .often variously plicato-contorted. Ibid. 500 In

part plicato-cti->tate, rising into crests more or less plicate.

1887 W. PHILLIPS Brit. Discomycetes 4 Pits elongated,
narrow, plicato-lacunose.

Plicator, -er (pli-, pbikJ'-tsi). [agent-n. from
PLICATE v., or L. plicare to fold.] A folder; an

apparatus for folding fabrics.

1880 Specif. U. S. Patent No. 229479 The table projects,

apex forward, from the frame and I have named it the

'plicater'. 1884 KNIGHT Diet, Mech. Suppl., Plicato>\
a mechanical device for making a plait or fold, as in some

sewing-machine attachments, for instance.

Plicatulate (plikarti^ia), a. Nat. Hist. [f. L.

type *plicatul-w$ (f. plicat-us PLICATE : cf. barha-

tnl-us, limalul-ns} + -ATE-.] Minutely plicate.
1849 DANA Geol. App. i. (1850)697 Palleal impression faint,

anteriorly plicatulate.

Plicatlire (plrkatiui). [ad. L. plicatura a

folding, i. plicare to fold.] Folding, mode of fold-

ing ; a fold
;
= PLICATION'.

1578 BANISTER Hist, Man vir. 06 Into this plicature .. are
immitted two Arteries named Carotides. (11652 J. SMITH
Scl. Disc. \. TO They unfold the plicatures of truth's gar-

ment, but they cannot behold the lovely face of it. 1671
Phil. Trans. VI. 3038 Leaves, intended for the said Trunk,
and foulded up in the same plicature, wherein, upon the

Bean's sprouting, they do appear. 1767 GOOCH Treat.
W'oiinds I. -2-ji The Pia Plater .. investing the brain, in all

its convolutions or plicatures. 1830 LINDLKV Nat. Sy$t.
Bot. 18 Divisions have been founded upon the nature of the

plicature of the cotyledons.

Plicht, Sc. f. PLIGHT
; f short for PLICHT-ANKER.

a 1513 DUNBAR Poems Ixxxv, 31 Haile, plicht, but sicht !

Haile, mekle of mycht ! 1567 Gude^Godlie B. (S.T. S.) 15

Quhair Purgatorie and pardonis will not sell, And gude
intent, thair Pylat plycht and leld.

t Plicht-aiiker. Sc. Obs. Also 6 plycht-.

[ad. LG. plicht-ankert Du. plechtanker
' the prin-

cipall or chief anchor that houlds a ship
'

(Hexham
1678) ; in "Qs.. pligt-anker.
The Du. and LG. word is usually referred to MLG., LG.

plicht. MDu., T)\i.p!echt t
a small fore (or after) -deck of an

open boat, OHG. pktihta, MHG. pflihte> Da., $>\r.pligt\
Doornkaat-Koolman (Ostfr. Wbch.} prefers derivation from

plicht responsibility : see PLIGHT sbs\

The main anchor of a ship ;
in quots. fig. : cf.

sheet-anchor.

1508 DUNBAR Gold. Targe 187 Scho tuke Presence plicht
ankers of the barge,.. And Cherising for to complete hir

charge, a 15*0 Poems xi. 46 Thy Ransonner, with
woundis fyve, Mak thy plycht anker and thy steiris, To
hald thy saule with him on lyve. 1552 ABP. HAMILTON
Cateck. (1884) 153 Lat this faith be thi plycht ankir, and
doutless thow sail be saiffit fra all the dangeir of syn.

Plicidentiue (pliside-ntin). [f. med.L. plica

fold, pleat 4- DENTINE.] A form of dentine in

which it is folded on a series of vertical plates,

causing the surface of the tooth to be fluted.

1854 OWEN Skel. fy Teeth in Orr's Circ. Sc. I. Org. Nat.

273 With reference to the main and fundamental tissue of

tooth, we find. .six leading modifications in fishes. .Vaso-
dentine .. Plicidenttne .. Dendrodentine. 1866 BRANDE &
Cox. Diet. Str.etc. II. 935/2 The basal part of the teeth of the

Wolf-fish, of the Lepidosteus oxyurns, and of the Ichthyo-
saurus, affords examples of plicidentine.

Pliciferous (pli-, pbisrferss), a.
[f. med.L.

plica fold + -FERGUS.] Having or bearing plica;
or folds : in Entom. said of elytra having an in-

ternal plica, also of beetles having such elytra.
1858 in MAYNE Expos. Lex.
Pliciform (plrsi-, ptoi'sifpim), a. [f. as prec. +

-FORM.] Having the form of a plica, fold, or plait.
1858 in MAYNE Expos. Lex.

Plide, Pile, obs. forms of PLEAD, PLEA, PLY.

Plier (pbi-ai). Also 6 plyar, 7*9 plyer. [f.

PLY v. + -ER*. Cf. Y.pluur folder.]
1. One who plies : in various senses of the verb.

1673 R. HEAD Canting A cad. 147 Going into a sinning-
house . . she found a young Plyer there, a 1700 B. E. Diet.

Cant. Creiv, Plyer, a Crutch. 1725 NM Cant. Diet.,

Plyer.. ; also a Trader. 1827 HONE Every-day Bk. II. 57

The companies alight, ..without the aid of attendant pliers.

1872 JEAFFRESON Brides f Aritfit& (1873) II. 143 Solicited

by a '

plier
'

to accompany him to a convenient tavern.



PLIGHT. 1000 PLIGHT.

2. In //. Pincers, usually small, having long |

jaws mostly with parallel surfaces, sometimes
:

toothed ; used for bending wire, manipulating small
'

objecfs, etc.

1568-9 in Swayne Sarum Churc/iw. Ace. (1896) 283paier
ofplyars, 6d. 1587 MASCALL Govt. Cattle^ Hogges (1627)

'

271 With a paire of plyers bow and turne the points of the

wyar into the holes of his nostrils. 1634 PEACHAM Gentl.
p

Exerc, \. xxvii. 94 Take it forth againe with a paire of pliers
or small tontjs, and light it at the fire. 1677 MOXON Aleck.
Exerc. \. 6 Plyers are of two sorts, Flat Nos'd and Round
Nos'd. Their office is to hold and fasten upon all small

;

work, and to tit it in its place. 1833 J. HOLLAND Manuf.
'

Metal II. 318 The pliers commonly used for cutting wire.

Plight (plait), s&. 1 Korms: 1-4 pliht, (4
erron. plith), 3 plihht, plight, 3-5 pli;t. 4-5
ply;t, 4-6 plyght, 5 plycht, 5-6 Sc. plycht, 5-
Sc. plicht, 4- plight. . ? 4 plyt, 4-5 plit, plite,

5 plyte. [OE. pliht danger, risk, = Qiv&plickt
danger, concern, care

; cf. MDu. plicht', plecht

responsibility, obligation, duty, Dn. fli^t, plichtt

MLG.,LG.//tVA/ obligation, duty; OHG., MHG.
phliht) pfliht obligation, duty, office, concern, care

of or for, Ger. pflicht duty, etc. ;
f. stem 'pleh-, \

pleg- of OE. //<?<? (with genitive) to risk the loss
|

of, expose to danger, or \VGer. plegan, in OS. and i

OHG. (Notker) with genitive, to take the risk or

responsibility of (an act), to be responsible for,

answer for (a thing or person). Cf., from same

root, OE. pleoh (i*pleh) danger, hurt, peril, risk,

'

responsibility, OFris. ple,pli danger; ty&& .pjligida

risk, danger. The continental langs. show the
j

sense-gradation from 'danger, risk', through
'

re- i

sponsibility, duty ', to '

office, concern, care ', etc.
\

See Franck in KM/HI'S Zeitschr. XXXVII. 132.

Already in the i4thc., in some dialects, ft, 5, or gh was lost

in the combination -ight, leaving -it, whence the occasional

ft spellings above, ////, plite, plyt^ and the modern pro-
nunciation. Plight being thus identified in pronunciation,
and sometimes in spelling with ME. plit fiom AF., the two
words ran together in the form plight : see PLIGHT sb?}

tl. Peril, danger, risk. Obs.

^825 Vesfi. Psalter cxiv. 3 Ymbsaldun mec sar de^es Sc

plihtas helle \pericnla inferni} ^emoettun mec. c 1000
/ELFRIC Colloq. in Wr.-Wtilcker 96 Ic hit toselsede eow hider

mid micclan plihte ofer sa2. c 1205 LAY. 8132, & summe
heo gunnen pleien. pliht com on ueste. 1303 K. BRUNNE
Handl. Synne 7279 Also falle men yn plygnt, pat sytte vp
be pursday at night. 13. . Gaw. fy Gr. Knt. 266 pat I passe
as in pes, & no ply^t seche. 6 1440 York Myst. xxxii. 162

pe perill and be plight isthyne. 1503 HAWKS Exatnp, Virt.

vii. 12 Full often he brought theym to the plyght. 157*
Satir. Poems Reform, xxxii. 104 Blaming thy tressoun, the
caus of all our plicht. 1630 DRUMM. OF HAWTH. Poems 107
That thou shouldst . .die for those deserv'd eternall plight.

ft. c 1400 Destr. Troy 8019 Priam.. Wold haue put hym
to be plit for perell of all. c 1412 HOCCLEVK De Reg. Princ.

1221, 1 haue had habundance Of welfare ay ; and now stond
in be plite Of scarsetee. c 1450 St. Cutkbcrt (Surtees) 2575
For to dy scho semed in plyte.

t 2. Sin, offence ; guilt, blame. Obs.
c 1200 ORMIM 10213 Forr gredi^nesse is ha-fedd plihht,

foll^hebjj helless bisne. 13.. Cursor M. 5077 (Cott.) Mi
brewer dere, Your plight [v. r. gilt] i haue for-giuen yow.
c 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. (1810) 131 pe kyng suld haf no

plight, bat Thomas so was dede. (^1375 Sc. Leg. Saints
xxvi. (Nycholas) 932 Quhy suld he sa be dycht For pare

mysded & bar plicht.

ft. 13.. E.E.Allit.P.'R. 1494 pe lorde bat be lyfte ?emes
Displesed much at bat play in bat plyt stronge.

3. Undertaking (of a risk or obligation) ; pledge

(under risk of forfeiture) ; engagement, plighting.
(After ME., perh. a new formation from the vb.)

1250 Gen. fy Ex. 1269 He bad him maken siker plist Of
luue and trewSe, in frendes rijt. 1303 R. BRUNNR Handl.

Synne 1494 Pat man bat deme^ alle to b ry;t, Of mercy
get he no ply? 1 - c 1320 Sir Tristr. 888 Crounes bai gun
crake Mani, ich wene, apli^t [-in plight]. 1430 Syr
Tryam. 767 Thus they justyd tylle hyt was nyght, Then
they departyd in plyght, They had nede to reste.

1605 SHAKS. Lear i. i. 103 Happily when I shall wed, That
Lord, whose hand must take my plight, shall carry Halfe

my loue with him. ^1700 DRYDEN Song,* What shall f
do?' Not pray for a smile, And not bargain for plight.

1891 G. MEREDITH One of our Cong. I. iv. 58 An engage-
ment,.^ mutual plight of faith.

^. 13.. St. Erkenwolde 285 in Horstm. AltengL Leg.
(1881) 272 Nas I a paynym vnp^restebat neucr bi plite knewe
Ne bi mesure of bi mercy ne bi mecul vertue?

4. Comb. Plight-ring, an engagement-ring.
1877 W. JONES Finger-ring 241 A sacred plight-ring was

considered almost as impassable a barrier as the veil itself,

against the marriage of the wearer.

Flight (.pteit), sb* Forms : a, 4-5 plit, plyt,

5-6 plite, plyte, (5 plyet). . 4-5 pli;t, plygt,
5-6 plyght, -e, 5- plight. [ME. plit, plyt> a.

Anglo-F. plit (in Gower and Law French), for

ONF. *//>, OF. ploit fold, act or manner of

folding; also, manner of being, trim, condition,
state (i3th c. in Godef.) : see PLAIT $bl (of which
this is in origin a doublet). The forms are taken

over from PLIGHT sb. 1
; when that word was (in

some parts of England, already in I4thc.) reduced

to//;/, plite )
and thus identified in pronunciation

and sometimes in spelling with this, this began in

turn to be spelt plyght, plight, which superseded

plite in ifith c. This spelling appears first in

branch II, and perh. there was association of sense,

peril ^ PLIGHT sbl i) being a kind of 'evil plight
'

(4 b below). In i6-i7thc. thegh was often extended

to the synonym PLAIT, written pleight,plaight (but
for this there were also other possible models in

eight, weight, straight, riming with/AzzV, watt)."]
I. Fold ; manner of folding ; plait.

fl. A fold, in drapery or the like; a pleat;
-

PLAIT sb. i a. Obs.
a. 1399 LANGL. Rich. Redeles in. 156 And if pernell preisid

the plytis bihynde, The costis were acountid paye whan he

my^th. ^1430 Pilgr. Lyf Manhode u. x, (1869) 79 Come
forth clerk,, .vndoo bese letteres out of plyt. a 1568 ASCHAM
Scholem. (Arb.) 100 To clothe him selfe with nothing els,

but a demie bukram cassok, plaine without plites.

ft. ^1460 J. RUSSELL Bk. Nurture 242 Now fold ye alle

there at oonys bat a p''^1 passe not a fote brede alle way.
1547 BOORDE Introd. Knoiul. xviii, (1870) 169 Theyr ray-
ment..is made, .wyth two wrynckkles and a plyght. 1697
tr. C'tcss D'Aioioy's Trav. (1706)229 She is drest. .with a
short Gown without any plights.

fb. A fold in a natural structure, a convolution,
a bend ;

= PLAIT sb. i b. Obs.
a. 1594 T. B. La Primaud. Fr. Acad. n. 350 These

foldings, plites, and windings [of the ileon or folded gut],

3. 1543 TRAHERON Vigo's Chirurg. \. \. 2 b, In the plyghte
of the arme. 1607 TOPSELL Four-f. Beasts (1658) 554 This

[horn of unicorn]., is neither light nor hollow,., revolved into

many plights, sharper than any dart. 1671 FLAVEL Fount.

Life i. Wks. 1731 I. 2/1 It is of many Sorts and Forms, of

many Folds and Plights.

tc. fig. (Cf. PLAIT sb. i c.) Obs.

1387-8 T. USK Test. Love in. ix. (Skeat) 1. 77 In this

boke be many privy thinges wimpled and folde ; unneth shul

leude men the plites unwindc.

f2. A plait of hair or the like ;
= PLAIT sb. 2.

1601 WEEVER Mirr. Mart. B ij b, Diuides each haire, each

plight vndresses. 1617 MORYSON /tin, in. 129 A taile..very

woolly and fat, and close wouen in many plights. 1800

COLERIDGE Christahel \\. 33 Geraldine . . Puts on her silken

vestments white, And tricks her hair in lovely plight.

tb. fig. A contexture of conditions. (Cf. sense

4.) Obs. rare.

1674 N. FAIRFAX Bulk fy Selv. 74 It seems then, that the

thing that calls us up is Morningness, or that woof and

plight that the whole ticklish frame of worldly beings are

wheel'd into at such a tide of day.

1 3. A recognized length or 'piece* of lawn.

(? Orig. the length into which it was folded. See

Beck Draper's Diet. 178 note.) Obs.

1415 Test. Ebor. (Surtees) I. 382, j plite [printed plice] de
lawnd. 1452 Will of Britte (Somerset Ho.\ Vnum plyte
de lawne. 1463 Act 3 F.dw. fl7, c. 5 Coverchiefs del price
dun plite de cynqe souldz. 1463-4 Rolls ofParlt. V. 505/1

Kny Kerchef, wherof the price of a plyght shall excede
the some of iiis. \\\\d. Ibid., Kerchiefs, of the price of a

plyte of vs. 1483, 1502 [see LAWN sb^ i]. 1535 Rutland
MSS. (1005) IV. 277 For vj plightes of fyne lawne for sieves

for the Quene. [1607 COWELL Interpr.^ Plite of Lawne...
Seemeth to be a certalne measure, as a yard or an elle, etc.]

II. Manner of being ; condition, state. (Cf.

complexion.)
4. Condition, state, trim. a. orig. neutral or good.
a. 13.. /?... Allit. P. B. in With peple of alle plytez be

palays bayfyllen. ci386CHAUCRRCa. Yeom.Prol.fy T. 399
The nexte tyme I shal fonde To bryngen oure craft al m
another plite. 1387-8 T. USK Test. Lore H. i. (Skeat) 1. 8

Chaunging of the lift syde to the right halve tourneth it so

dene in-to another kynde, that never shal it come to the

first plyte in doinge. c 1440 Pronip. Parv. 405/1 Plyte, or

state,, .status. 1530 PALSGR. 255/2 Plyte or state, poynt.
1570 LEVINS .!//(//*. 151/6 Plite, plight, habltudo.

ft. c 1350 Will. Palerne 5373 But herded be J?e hise king
^ou bus ha^> holpe, & pult ^ou to bis pli}t fram pouert euer-

more ! 1534 MORE Treat. Passion Wks. 1288/2 And [to]

lyue here in suche pleasaunt plight as we shuld haue lyued
if Adam had not synned. 1596 DRAVTON Leg. iv. 214 Being
in so excellent a plight. 1652-62 HEVLIN Cosmogr. j. (1682)

269 The Town remaining in as good plight, .for Trade and

Buildings, as most Towns do which want a navigable River.

1768 RLACKSTONE Contnt. III. i. 9 Nothing shall bedistreined

for rent, which may not be rendered again in as good plight
as when it was distreined. 1838-9 FR. A. KEMBLE Kesid.

in Georgia (1863) 124 It is a happy and hopeful plight
for us both. 1851 GALLENGA Italy 251 Not in the best

plight or order.

b. Now generally qualified as evil.

o. 13.. E. E. Allit. P. C. 114 Now hatz he put hym in

plyt of peril. 13.. Gaw. fy Gr. Knt. 733 pus in peryl, &
payne, & plytes fu! harde. 1390 GOWER Conf. III. 200 In

soriplit and poverehelay. 1470-85 MALORY Xr///w-iv. xxiii.

152 She shalle be in as euyl plyte as he is or it be long to.

0. 13. . E. E. Allit. P. A. 1074 pe planetez arn in to

pouer a ply^t. 1490 C.\x ION Eneydos 1. 142 Turnus. .knewe
well thenne that he was deceyued,..sore an-angred he was,
whan he founde hym selfe in that plyght. c 1586 C'TESS
PEMBROKE Ps. cvn. iii, They cry'd to him in woefull plight.

1632 J. HAYWARD tr. Biondis Eromena 56 We cannot be in

worse plight than we are. 1664 BUTLER Hud. \\. i. 31 We
forget in what sad plight We lately left the captiv'd Knight.

1766 GOLDSM. Vic. IV. xiii, He was now in a woful plight.

1863 P. BARRY Dockyard Econ. 23 Dockyard administra-

tion is in a sorry and almost hopeless plight,

fo. Manner, fashion, way. Obs. rare.

c 1460 J. RUSSELL Bk. Nurture 434 Pecok, Stork, Bustarde,
& Shovellewre, ye must vnlace pern in be plite of be crane

prest & pure. 1581 J. BELL Haddon's Anssv. Osor. 8b, We
deny all, in the same plight as you have set them downe.

6. Bodily or physical condition ; state as to

health ; now esp. of cattle.

1390 GOWER Con/. II. 47 Thus was the hors In sori plit.

c 1410 Master ofGame (MS. Digby 182) xii, Also be scabbe
cometh to hem, for to hye plyet, when bei abyde in her

kenel to lon^e and goth not on huntynge. 1551 TURNER
Herbal i. K iij, Blake Ciche.. taken wyth beanes. .maketha
good plyte and fatt fleshe. 1586 A. DAV Eng. Secretary \.

(1625) 125 The woman also in very good plight too. a 1649
WINTHROP New Eng. (1853) I. 37 Some horses came over in

good plight. 1792 COWPER Let. 29 July, Mary. .is in pretty
good plight this morning, having slept well. 1855 HT.
MARTINEAU Autobiog. II. 35 Another of our neighbours
admitted the fine plight of my cows.

b. absol. Good or proper condition, health.
c 1450 St. Cuthbert (Surtees) 3823 pai wald no^t bring be

childe in plyte [i.e. to health]. 1573 TUSSER Husb. xxxvj.

(1878) 85 Use cattle aright, to
keepe

them in plight. 1704
SWIFT T. Tub xi, When a traveller and his horse are in

heart and plight. 1760-72 H. BROOKE Fool of Qnal. (1809)
III. 84 (Of a ship] Though she had been in plight, we had
not hands left sufficient to work her. 1866 FELTON^WC. <

Mod. Gr. I. i. vii. 119 [Of a dog] His strength, his plight,
his speed so light, You had with wonder viewed.

f6. State of mind, mood, esp. to do something.
[1376-9 GOWER Mirour de tomme 10661 Comment q'il

plourt, comment q'il rit, Toutdis se tient en un soul plit.]

c 1400 Destr. Troy 545 [To] put you in plite your purpos
to wyn. 1513 MORE in Graftpn Chron. (1568) II. 773
Thlnketh he that I would send him hence, which is neyther
in the plight to sende out? 1632 MILTON Penseroso 57 'Less

Philomel will daign a Song, In her sweetest, saddest plight.

1726 SHELVOCKE Voy. round World 27 He coming in a very
humble plight, asking my pardon.
7. State or position from a legal point of view.

a. Of an enactment, privilege, use, etc.

1540 Act 32 Hen. VJ/I, c. 16 n The same proclamacion
shal abide, be, and remain in the same plight and strength
that it is, and as if this acte had neuer bene made. 1570-^
LAMBARDE Peramb. Kent (1826) 243 As touching this privi-

lege.., although it continue not altogether in the same

plight, yet some shadowe thereof remaineth even to this

day. 1818 CRUISE Digest (ed. 2) II. 443 The statute of uses

executes the possession to the use, in the same plight as the

use was limited.

b. Of a person, etc. : Legal status.

[a 1481 LITTLETON Tenures 306 in. iv. (1516) Divb, Est
en tiel plite sicomme il que auoit droit.]

1663 Act 15 Chas. //, c. 6 7 Whether Persons prohibited
to preach by the said Act are in the same Plight as to

Punishment, with Persons disabled by the said Act to

E
reach. 1769 BLACKSTONE Comni. IV. xxx. 392 The effect of

ilsifying, or reversing, an outlawry is that the party shall

be in the same plight as if he had appeared upon the capias.

8. Attire, array, dress, rare.

1590 SPENSER F. Q. in. xii. 8 Like as the sunburnt Indians

do aray Their tawney bodies in their proudest plight. 1743

J. DAVIDSON Jneid\\\. 192 Three hundred of them stood

shining and in full plight. 1821 JOANNA BAiLLiE^/c^r. Leg. t

Ld, John xii, In reveller's plight, he is bedight.

Plight (plait), v.1 Now chiefly poet, or rhet.

Pa. t. and pple. plighted. Forms of inf. : see

PLIGHT sb.i Pa. f. 4 pli^t, plyghte, 4-7 plight,

5 plyght, ply5t, 6 St. plicht, 8- plighted. Pa.

pple* 3-5 Pli;t, 3 i-pluht, 4 y-plight, y-plijt,

y-ply;t, 4, 7- plight, 5 i-pleyht, 6 plyght (Sc.

plichtj, plyted, 6- plighted. [OE. plihtan, f.

pliht danger, damage : see PLIGHT $bl Cf. OHG.
phlihten refl. to engage one's self, MDu. plichtm
to guarantee.]
f 1. trans. To cause to incur danger, bring danger

upon; to endanger; to compromise (life, honour,

etc.). With <to/. (OE.)
a 1016 Laws Mthelred v. c. 28 (Schmid) Plihte him sylfum

and ealre his
are.^

Ibid. \\. c. 36 ponne plihte hi heora

aihton, butan hit fri3-benan simian.

2. trans. To put (something) in danger or risk

of forfeiture ; to give in pledge ; to pledge or engage

(one's troth, faith, oath, promise, etc.).

a 1225 Ancr. R. 208 Al so as dusi biheste, otfer folllche

ipluht trou3e, & longe beon unbishoped . . beos, & alle

swuche beo3 iled to slouhSe. c 1386 CHAUCER Wife's T.

153 Plight me thy trouthe heere in myn hand quod she The
nexte thyng that I requere thee Thou shalt it do. c 1450
Godstow Keg. 517 To this couenaunte to be holde truly and
with-out gyle, bothe perties plight ther trowthes. i554~9
in Songs $ Hall. (1860) 2 To fullfyll the promys he had

plyght. c 1560 A. SCOTT Poems (S. T. S.) ii. 75 William his

vow plicht to the powin, Ffor favour or for feid. 1567 Satir.

Poems Reform, iii. 64 Off hir finger fals she threw ane Ring,
And said,

' my Lord, ane taikin I 3ow plycht '. 1582 STANV-

HURST SEneis n. (Arb.) 46 My faith I plight heere, to relate

thee veritye soothlye. 1607 TOPSELL Foure-f. Beasts 353

Truely her troath She him plight, That she would not come
within the night. 1700 DRVDEN Pal. <$ Arc. i. 291 Have
we not plighted each our holy oath, That one should be the

common good of both ? 1813 SCOTT Rokeby \. xv, Hast thou

kept thy promise plight, To slay thy leader in the fight?

1855 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. xxi. IV. 685 They came in

multitudes .. to plight faith to William, rightful and lawful

King.
b. esp. in reference to betrothal or marriage :

cf. TROTHPLIGHT.
a 1300 Cursor M. 8386 (Cott.) Well i wat bat bou me hight,

Ar bou to spouse me trouth plight, c 1386 CHAUCER Frankl.

T. 600 And in myn hand youre trouthe plighten ye To loue

me best. 1398 TREVISA Barth. De P. R. vi. xiii. (Bodl.

MS.), In contract of wedding [he] pli3te[b]
his trowith and

obligeb hym selfe to lede his life with his wyfe and to pay
here dettes. 1548-9 Bk. Com. Prayer,, Matrimony, And
therto I plight thee my trouth. 1653 WALTON Angler \. 24
What is said of Turtle Doves; .. that they silently plight

their troth and marry. 1841 JAMES Brigand vii, I told him
. . that my heart was given and my hand plighted to another.

f O. Phrase. / thee (you} plight (sc. my word) :

I warrant or assure you, I promise you. Obs.

c 1400 Snwdone Bab. 318, I shal have an othere, I you

plighte, Like to this every dele, c 1485 E. E. Misc. (Warton



ply
(W.

shoulder plight.

Hence Pli'ghted ppl. a. (also plited, plight),
plaited, pleated, folded, involved; Plrghting
vbl. sb., pleating, folding, wrinkling.
1501 Ord. Crysten Men (W. de W. 1506) n. v. 95 Sleues

with syde lappes or plyted. 1:1530 Crt. ofLove 1102 The
nonnes, with vaile and wimple plight. 1601 WEEVER Mirr.
Mart. Cvij b, This all-affrighting Comet I haue heard To
be the plighted tresse of Meropes. 1627 tr. Bacon's Life #
Death (1651) 8 Contraction by the Fire, .causeth Plighting.
1670 MILTON Hist. Eng. n. Wks. 1851 V. 62 She [Boadiceaj
wore a plighted garment of divers colours, with a great
gold'n Cnam. 1697 tr. Emilianne's Hist. Monast. Ord. 152
A black plited cloak.

Plight, obs. form of PLIGHTED ///. a.l and 2
.

Flighted (pbi'ted), ///. a.l Also 3 ypli;t,
4 pliht, 5 plight, [f. PLIGHT i*.

1 + -ED 1.]

1. Of a thing : Pledged, given in pledge or

assurance, solemnly promised.
1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 3819 Sikernesse & treuhe ypli;t of

bis voreward Mi nome. 1367 TURBERV. Ovid's Epist. 156 b,
I broken haue my plighted hest. 1697 DRYDEN Virg. Georg.
1.688 Perfidious Mars long plighted Leagues divides. 1794
SOUTHEY Wat Tyler in. i, The King must perform His
plighted promise. 1867 FREEMAN Norm. Cong. I. iv. 218
His plighted faith went for as little as the plighted faith of
a deliberate perjurer.
2. Of a person : Bound by pledge ; engaged.
1361 LANCL. P. PI. A. v. 116, I ..was his pliht prentys his

rofyt to loke. c 1450 St. Cuthbert (Surtees) 1044 pou haly
jschop and preste plight. 1849 Miss MULOCK Ogilvies xii,

Unless they were plighted lovers, a 1861 MRS. BROWNING

Parting Lovers x, Many a plighted maid and wife.

t Plighted, ppl.a.t-: see tinder PLIGHT v.'*

Fli'ghter. rare.
[f. PLIGHT K.1 + -EB 1

.] One
who or that which plights or pledges.
1606 SHAKS. Ant. # Cl. in. xiii. 126 My play-fellow, your

hand ; this Kingly Scale, And plighter of high hearts.

t Pli-ghtful, a. Obs. Also 4 plihtful. [f.

PLIGHT sol + -FUL.] Perilous; sinful, guilty, blame-

worthy.
iri3as Metr. Ham. (1862) 29 Thaim birS lef thair plihtful

play. 13.. Cursor M. 6614 (Cott.) pat plightful folkthoght
(>an na plai. Ibid. 29154 Qua dos heui plightful dede Of
heuy penance has he nede.

t Pli'ghtless, a. Obs. rare. Also 4 plihtles,

plyjtles. [f. PLIGHT s6. 1 + -LESS.] Blameless.
13. .

Cursor^ M. 28945 (Cott.) Til him bat has bene hauand,
..And falles in-to state o nede, Plight-les for his aun dede.

13. . St. Erkenwolde 206 in Horstm. Altengl. Leg. (1881)

273 Adam, oure alder, pat ete of bat appulle pat mony a

ply5tles pepul has poysned for euer.
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PLIGHT.

Cl.) 50 Th* old man sayd
' Y the plyjte, Thou schalt have

as y the hyght '. cz 1500 Sir BCHCS 2154 (Pynson) In that
caue they were al nyght Wythout mete or drynke, I you
plyght.

f 3. To pledge or bind oneself to do or give

(something) ;
to promise. Obs.

c 1205 LAV. 13071, & }m wulle me an bond plihten ; Dat ich

hit seal al dihten. c 1230 Got. # Ex. 2677 Or haue ne hire

pli^t & sworen, Dat him sal fei5 wur&ful ben boren. 14. . in

Tnndales I'is., etc. (1843) 145 Heyle godly lady in the was
ilyght Tho joy of man bothe all and sum. 1526 Pilgr. Perf.
,W. de W. 1531) 239 b, Than doest thou all that tnou hast

plyght. 1587 Misfort. Arth. in. iv. in Hazl. Dodslcy IV.

313 The quiet rest that princely palace plights.

4. To engage or bind (oneself) ; pass, to be

engaged or bound to some one.

1362 LANGL. P. PI. A. i. 46 Pilgrimes and Palmers Plihten
hem to-gederes For to seche Seint I cine and seintes at

Roome. 1377 Ibid. B. v. 202, I.. was hisprentis yplljte, his

profit to wayte. 1380 Sir Fernmb, 1045 Y til him am
trewe y-pltgt, & haue myn ob y-swered. 1832 HT. MAR-
TINEAU Irel. iv. 72 So you have plighted and pledged your-
self to your band since you swore you would wed me only.
1870 E. PEACOCK Ralf Skirl. III. 116 His daughter was
plighted to the very man he would have chosen for her.

t Plight, v.- Obs. Forms: see PLIGHT $12

[MK. plitCy etc., collateral form of PLAIT v. ; later

plight, going with PLIGHT sb2~\
1. trans. To fold, to pleat ;

= PLAIT v. i, PLEAT
v. i ; also, to contract into folds or wrinkles.
c 1374 CHAUCER Troylns n. 1155 (1204) Now goode Nece

be it neuere so lyte, Yif me be labour it to sowe and plyte.

ci374 Boeth. \. Pr. ii. 5 (Camb. MS.), With the lappe of
hir garment Iplitid in a frounce sche dryede myn eyen.
1530 PALSGR. 660/2, I plyght a gowne, I set the plyghtcs in

order, je plye. a 1548 HALL Chron.. Hen. VllI 76 The
garment was large, and plited verie thicke. 1627 tr. Bacon's
Life fy Death (1651) 8 Things, which by Heat are not onely
wrinkled, but ruffled and plighted. 1658 ROWLAND tr.

Monfefs Theat. Ins. 973 The wings are of a decayed purple
colour passing to a lively blue, and all plighted severally.

b. To fold (in the arms), embrace.
c 1440 York Myst. xli. 8r And in his armes he shall hym

plight. 1596 R. LfiNCHE] Diella. (1877) 76 Diego .. Came
running forth, him in his arms to plight.

O.Jig.
c 1374 CHAUCER Troylus n. 648 (697) What to done best

were, & what eschue, That plitede she ful ofte in many
folde. 1640 J. STOUGHTON Def. <y Distrtb, Divinity ii. 78
So long as these Divine truths are folded and plighted I

together in these few divisions, there is no lustre or light

sparkles from them.

2. To intertwine or interweave into one combined
texture

; PLAIT v. 2 ; to knit, to tie in a knot.

1589 GREENE Menaphon (Arb.) 76 Hir lockes are pleighted
like the fleece of wooll. ^1590 Fr. Bacon vi. 127 I'll

plight the bands and seal it with a kiss. 1590 SPENSER /''.

1001

t Pli'glltly, a.. Obs. rare. In 3 plihtliche. [f.

PLIGHT sb + -LY l.] Perilous, of grave import.
c 1205 LAY. 23528 f>a weoren inne Paris Plihtliche spclies

ful iwis [c 1275 sori tidynge foliwis].

t Pli'ghty, a. 1 Obs. rare.
[f.

PLIGHT rf. 1 + -v.

So MDu., ISLG.fNchticli liable, responsible.] Re-

sponsible, guilty.
13.. Cursor M.

6_68g tCott.) Qua smites his thain wit a
wand. And he be deid vnder his hand, He sal be plighty for

be sin. Ibid. 8112 Til all plight: bair pardun [sal rise].

t Pli'gllty, a.2 Obs. rare. [f. PLIGHT sb:- + -Y.]
Full of lolds, wrinkled, rugose.
1615 CROOKI-: Body of Man no The other proper coate

is on the inside in the small guts rugous or plightie.

Plihht, pliht, obs. forms of PLIGHT st. 1

Film (plim), v. Chiefly dial. [Known only
from i yth c. ; connected with the root of PLUM v.

Plim adj.
'

filled out
'

is used in dialects from
Rutland to Devon.]

a. intr. To swell, fill out, grow plump.
1654 GAVTON rUfts. Notes n. vi. 62 Yet plimming by

a generous heat, That always by one Pulse did beat. 1691
LOCKE Lower. Interest Wks. 1727 II. ^8 [He] first discovered
himself to be out of his Wits, .by boiling a great Number of
Groats with a Design, as he said, to make them plim, i.e.

grow thicker. a 1722 LISLE Hush. (1752) 147 The barley-
straw. . broke off. . before the grain was full plimmed. 1883
G. ALLEN in Nature XXVII. 4422 The leaves. .plim out
at once into a larger rounded type. 1891 T. HARDY Tcss

(1892) 22 Don't that make your bosom phm?
b. trans. To swell, inflate.

1881 G. AI.LFN' Evolutionist at Large xv. 149 The wings [of
a butterfly] are by origin a part of the breathing apparatus,
and they require to be plimmed by the air before the insect
can take to flight. 1881 Yignettesjr. Nat. iv. 32, I saw
an orange-tip plimming its unexpanded wings and displaying
its beautiful markings on a blade of grass.

Pli-msoll. [The name of S. Plimsoll, M.P. for

Derby, to whose agitation the Merchant Shipping
Act of 1876 was due.] In Plimsoll line (LiNE
s/>.~ 7), mark, also called PlimsolFs mark (see
MAHK sl>.* 12), the load-line required to be placed
upon the hulls of British ships.
1881 [see MARK sl>.

1
12]. 1884 Ck>: World r3 Mar. 185/3

On the vessels in our docks and harbours may now be seen
the '

Plimsoll mark '.
fig._ 1894 ll'estin. Gaz. 17 Oct. 1/2 The

only question in dispute is where to affix this Plimsoli line of

respectability.

Plinian (pli'nian), a. and sb. [ad. L. Pliniamts,
i. Pllnhis Pliny. In B, a. Ger. pliman.~\
A. at//. Belonging to or named after Pliny,

esp. Pliny the elder, C. Plinius Secundus, the

naturalist (23-79 A. D-)-

1649 OGILBY tr. I'irg. Georg. n. (1684) 79 note, Salmasius
(in his Plinian Exercitations) takes it for a Fable.

B. sb. Min. Name given by Breithaupt (1846)
to a supposed monoclinic variety of cobaltiferous

arsenopyrite.
1868 DANA Min. (ed. 5) 80 Arsenopyrite, or Mispickel. . .

Plinian. 1896 CHESTER Diet. Min., Plinian. ..A syn. of

arsenopyrite, the new name being given because it was sup-
posed to be monoclinic.

Plinth, (plinj)). [ad. L.plinthus plinth (Vitruv.
in senses i a, 2 a), a. Gr. TrAiVflos tile, brick, stone

squared for building. Cf. F. plinthe. The L. form

plinthus was at first used.]
1. a. ' The lower square member of the base of a
column or pedestal

'

(Gwilt).
[1563 SIIUTE A rcliit. C iv b, The antiques haue made three

Plinthus, one aboue an other, the occasion wherof is this,
that the earthe should not ouer growe the Base of the
Pedestale. Ibid. D iij b, The Abacus hangeth ouer more
then the Plinthus of the Base of the pillor.] 1611 COTGR.,
Plinthe, a Plinth, or Slipper; a flat, and square peece of

Masonrie, &c., placed sometimes aboue, sometimes below,
the footstall (but euer the first of the Basis) of a piller, &c.
1688 R. HOLME Armoury 111.459/1 The Plinth, or Plinthus.

1727 CHAMBERS Cycl. s. v., The plinth is. -that flat square
table, under the mouldings of the base and pedestal . . seeming
to have been originally intended to keep the bottom of the

primitive wooden pillars from rotting, a 1849 POE Coliseum
iv, These ivy-clad arcades .. These mouldering plinths.
a 1878 SIR G. G. SCOTT Lect. Archit. (1879) I. 151 In earlier
instances the plinth and sub-plinth are both square in plan.

b. A block of stone, etc., serving as a base or

pedestal to a statue, bust, vase, etc. ; also, the

squared base of a piece of furniture.

1712 I. JAMES tr. Le Blond's Gardening 216 Upon the
Stone Coping, are Plinths to set Vases and Flower-Pots on.

1832 GELL Pompeiana I. vi. 109 These figures, .stand upon
little square plinths.

c. The projecting part of a wall immediately
above the ground. Also atlrib., as plinth-stone.
1823 P. NICHOLSON Pract. Build. 312 A Plinth, in masonry,

is the first stone inserted above the ground. 1842-76 GWILT
Archit. Gloss. 1298 In a wall the term//fM is applied to
two or more rows of bricks at the base of it, which project
from the face. 1845 PARKER Gloss. Archit. 292 Plinth, the

plain projecting face at the bottom of a wall immediately
above the ground. 1878 M'VnriE Christ Ch. Citth. 66

Springing from a plinth which runs round the building.
d. jig. A plinth-like base or foundation.

1803 REPTON Landscape Garden. (1805) 86 A terrace.,
forms a base line or deep plinth. 1897 MARY KINGSLEY
IV. Africa 405 Its surrounding plinth of rock shows in

places at low water.

2. f a. After Vitruvius, The abacus of the capital
of a column. Obs.

PLISKY.

[1563 SHUTE Archit. Cj b,The Capital . .hath vpon Echinus
a Httel edge, which seteth forth Plinthus with a more beauti-
ful Proiecture.J z6n COTGR., Ahaquc, a Plinth, or fiat

square Stone, on the Capitell of a pillar. 1726 LP.OM
Albert?s Archit. II. 45/2 Over the Capitals of their Columns
another Abacus or Plinth. 1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl. s. v.,
Vitruvius also calls the Tuscan abacus,////;//;, from its re*

senibling a square brick.

b. The uppermost projecting part of a cornice
or of a wall. See also quot. 1727-41. Now rare.

1613 CHAPMAN Rlaske Inns Court aj, A. .Temple, .whose
Pillars, .bore vp an Architraue, Freese, and Cornish : Ouer
which stood a continued Plinthe; whereon were aduanc't
statues of siluer. 1727-41 CHA.MBKRS Cycl., Plinth ofa -wall
..in the general, for any flat high moulding, serving in

a front wall to mark the floors ; or to sustain the eaves of
a wall, and the larmierof achimney. 1863 PATERSON Hist.

Ayr. I. 216 The plinth at the top of the walls was composed
of the same material.

3. Comb, xs plinth- like, plinth-shaped &$]$>.

Hence Flrnthiform a., having the form of a

plinth ; Flrnthless a., \\ithouL a plinth.
1845 PALKY (loth. Mouldings 64 An interposed squnre

edge, or plinthiforrn member. 1898 J. F. O'R\VKN Hist.
Dcscr. I.ci'cns Hail 13 The square plinthless hut cm-
battled tower.

Plinthite (pli-nj>ait). Min. [Named by T.
Thomson 1836, f. Gr. ir\ivQo$ brick + -imcVj A
brick-red clay occurring among the trap rocks of

Antrim and the Hebrides.

1836 T. THOMSON Min. I. 323 Sp. 8 PUntlntc. I give this

name to a mineral which occurs in the County of Antrim,
from its brick red colour. 1843 PORTLOCK Geol. 217 Plinthite
is not an uncommon mineral, occurring in the softer varieties

of the trap rock-;. 1883 Athenaeum 30 June 833/3 Saponitc,
plinthite, Thomsonite. .were found [near Stainchol, Skyc].

Pli-nyism. rare. [f. PHny (see PLINIAN) +

-ISM.] A statement of dubious correctness, such
as some found in Pliny's Natural History.
1702 C. MATHKR Magn. Chr. MI. n. iii. (1852) 368 Of

which 'twill be no Plinyism to observe., that it flowers the
first of all trees. Ibid. xix. 442 There is frequently, .much
likeliness between a Plinyism and a fable.

Pliocene (plar<Js/h), a. (s&.) Geol. Also

pleiocene. [f. Gr. irXctW, -ov more (see PLEIO-) +
Keuros new, recent.] Epithet applied to the newest
division of the Tertiary formation, distinguished
from EOCENE and MIOCENE as containing a larger

proportion of fossil shells of still existing species ;

called also Upper Tertiary. Also applied to

animals, etc., of this period, b. absol. as sb.

Pliocene division or formation.

1833 IAF.U. Princ. Geol. III. v. 53 We derive the term

;

Pliocene from TrAetwi-, major, and Kau-o?, reccns, as the major
1

part of tbe fossil testacea of this epoch are referrible to recent

I

species. 1866 URANDE & Cox Diet. S'c. t etc. II. 935/2 The
; pliocene rocks of England., include the red crag and coral -

|

line crag of the eastern counties. 1900 At/tcn&uiit 21 July

!

Q3/i Years afterwards French anthropologists also found
! Pliocene man.

II Fliohippus (plai|tfhi'p#s),
Palssont. Also

pleio-. [mod.L., f. pHo- in PLIOCENE + Gr. CTTTTOS

horse.] An extinct genus of horses, the fossil re-

mains of which are found in the Pliocene and
Miocene strata of N. America.
1874 O. C. MARSH in Amcr. Jrnl. Sc. Ser. 3 VII. 252

Pliohippus. A new genus ofsolipeds, allied \.Q Kquus . .found
in Pliocene strata, Nebraska. 1876 Times 7 Dec., In the
recent strata was found the common horse ; in the Pleiocene,
the Pleiohippus and the Protobippus or HSpparion.

11 FliolopllUS (pIoi|^lJf#s). Pafaont. [mod.L.,
f. Gr. irAfi'oi/ more -f \6(pos crest : see quot. 1857.]
A genus of fossil perissodactyl hoofed quadrupeds,
whose remains arc found in the Middle and Lower

Tertiary strata. Hence Pli'oloph, an animal of this

genus ; Flio'lophoicl a., resembling this genus, or

belonging to the Pliohphoidea or Pliolophidsst
of

'

which it is the type ;
si), a pliolophoid animal.

1857 OWEN in C} . Jrnl. Geol. Soc. XIV. 55 A new genus
j

and species ofpenssodactyle pachyderm, for which I propose
i the name of riiolophns ftulfice&s. or Fox-headed PHoloph.
;

Note. By it [the term riiolophns} I , . mean that it is more near
to the Lophiodont type than its close ally the Hyracotherium.
1859 PAGE Handbk. Geol. Terms, Pliolophns, a small

lophiodont mammal, whose remains have been found in

eocene and miocene tertiaries.

II Fliosanrus (ploi|0sg
p

r#s). Pal&ont. Also

pleio-. [mod.L., f. Gr. irkciov more, PLEIO- + aavpos
lizard ; so called because more near to the saurian

type than the ICHTHYOSAURUS.] A genus of fossil

marine reptiles, resembling Plesiosaurus, but with

shorter neck, larger head, and stronger jaws and

teeth ; their remains are found in the Upper Oolite.

Also anglicized as Fli-osaur. Hence Pliosau'rian

a., of or belonging to the genus Pliosaurtis.

1851 RICHARDSON Geol. (1855) 300 The PHosaurus was
a gigantic reptile, intermediate between the two preceding
genera. We know two species from the Oxford and Kimme-
ridge clays. 1859 OWEN in Encycl. Brit. (ed. 8) XVI I. 148/2
This short-necked and big-headed amphiaelian PHosaur.
1888 R, LYDEKKER in . Jrnl, Geol. Soc. XLV. 50 Further

indications of PUosaurian affinities.

Plise, obs. variant of PLEASE v.

Flisky (pli'ski), sl>. (.) Sc. and north, dial.

[Origin unknown.] A mischievous trick ;
a frolic.

1786 BURNS Earnest Cry $ Prayer xvi, Deil na they

never mair do guid, Play'd her that pliskie ! 1816 bcorr



PLIT.

Antia xii, I can hae nae reason to play an ill pliskie t'ye

in the day o' your distress. 1887 P. MNEILL Blawcarie

154 Get them fu', and we'll soon play them a plisky.

b. An awkward plight.

1829 HOGG in R. Chambers Sc. Songs (1829) 1. 136 Ye little

ken what pains I prove, Or how severe my pliskie, O ! 1847

E. BRONTE Withering Heights xiii, I nobbut wish he may
catch ye i' that plisky.

B. adj. Tricky, mischievous, rare.

1887 J. SERVICE On Duguid \.\\-. (ed. 3) 27 Auld Habkino'
the Pethfit, who was a pliskie body.

Plit. Agric. [Invented by W. Marshall : see

quot. 1778.] The slice of earth turned over by
a ploughshare.
1778 [W. MARSHALL] Minutes Agric. 13 May an. 1775,

Each furro\v . .
,
and the fresh-formed surface of each ////,

may lie .. wholly exposed to the weather. {Ibid., note.

A spade-full is called a Spit, and, by analogy, a plow-full

a Plit.] 1812 SIR J. SINCLAIR Syst. Husb. Scot. I. 156
Where the land is excessively steep, it is often necessary to

plough directly across, throwing the plits or furrow slices

all down hill. 1813 R. KER Agric. Sum. Berwick 150 At

its fore part it is an exceedingly sharp wedge, so as to in-

sinuate between the fastland and the ptit, or furrow slice.

Plit, plite, obs. forms of PLIGHT.

t Plitch, v. Obs. Forms : i *plyoc(e)an, 5

plycche. Pa. t. 4 plight(t)e, fpleightte), 5

ply;te, plyghte. Pa. pple. 4 ply?t, 5 plight,

6 plyghte. [OE. 2 sing. subj. and imper. plyce,

pliie, irreg. forms from "flycc'e^an : \VGer. type

*plukkja- pluck (whence also Du. plncken, LG.

pliicken, MHG., Ger. pfliickeii) : see PLUCK z>.]

trans. To pluck, pull, snatch.

?alooo in Techmer's Intern. Zeitschr. Sprach-JJ. ^(1885)
II. 122 Donne bu setraijel habban wille, bonne plice bu

Sine a^ene ^eweda mid twam fingrum. IHd. 127 pact bu

strece ford hin wenstre handstoc and plyce innan mid binre

wynstran hamle. 13.. Guy Wanv. (A.) 2401 His swerd

of stiel he hab up pli?t. c 1320 R. BRUNNE Medit. 626

Fersly here swete sone ys from her ply;t. c 1374 CHAUCER

Tt-oyliis n. 1071 (1120) He seyd here bus and out be lettre

plights. 1:1380 SirFerumb. 3029 He. .ply;tehimof is sadel

with mayn. 1:1386 CHAUCER Man (ifLaw's Prol. 15 And

sodeynly he plighte his hors aboute.

Hence t Pli'tching -M. sb., plucking, carping.

1:1440 Jacob's Well 2^4 pe synnes of bi mowth arn ..

plycchyng at loue & charyte.

Plith, obs. f. PLIGHT rf.l Plo, obs. f. PLOUGH.

Float, plote (pl<>"t), v. Sc. and north, dial.

[a. Fl. and Dn. platen (in Kilian only as Fl.) to

pluck the wool off; in meaning identical with

blooten, but connexion is uncertain.] trans. To

pluck, to strip of feathers, wool, etc. ; fig. to rob,

plunder, fleece.

1825 BROCKETT N. C. Gloss., Plate, to pluck, to chide

vehemently, 'See how she plotes him'. 1855 ROBINSON

Whitl'y Gloss., To Float, to pluck the feathers off a fowl...
1

They'll ploat him ',
fleece him. 1863 ROBSON Bards of

Tync 431 The geese 'ill niver feel ye ploat.

Hence f Ploa-ter, plotter [see -ER 1
;

cf. Du.

plater white leather-dresser,
' vellerum sine lanarum

tonsor
'

(Kilian).] Obs.

1601 in Cochran-Patrick Med. Scotl. iii. (1802) 40 Ayr took

three of them George Baert,
'

plotter and comber
'

; James
Claers, weaver; and Arane Janson, 'scherar

1

.

||
Ploc. rare ". [F. ploc in same and other

senses (1567 in Hatz.-Darm.).] (See quot.)

1858 SIMMONDS Diet. Trade, Ploc, a mixture of hair and

tar for covering a ship's bottom. 1864 in WEBSTER ; and in

llPloce (pV'sO- Rhet. Also 6 ploehe, 7 ploke

(plp'kj). [Late L. place (Mart. Capella), the rhe-

torical figure, a. Gr. TrXoKr) plaiting, f. ir\fxav to

plait.] The repetition of a word in an altered or

more expressive sense, or for the sake of emphasis.

1586 A. DAV Eng. Secretary n. (1625) 86 Ploehe, when by
an Emphasis, a word is either in praise or disgrace reiterated

or repeated. 1589 PUTTENHAM Eng. Poesieui. xix. (Arb.) 211

Ploehe, or the Doubler. 1657 J. SMITH Myst. Rhet. 109 Place,

. .A figure when a word is by way of Emphasis so repeated,
that it denotes not only the thing signified, but the quality

of the thing. 1678 PHILLIPS (ed. 4), Place,.. a Rhetorical

figure of Elocution,.. as, In that great victory Czsar was

Caesar. 1711 ADDISON Sfect. No. 61 ?3 He generally talked

in the Paranomasia, . . he sometimes gave into the Ploce.

1859 tr. Bengel's Gnomon I. 356 'O Troijjtras erroijja-ec (He
who made, made), is a striking example of Ploce.

Ploch, variant of PLOTCH Obs.

Plod (plpd),?. Also 7-8 dial. plad. [Known
from c 1560 ; app. of onomatopoeic origin. (ME.
ploJder seems to be unconnected.)
Some would connect it with ME. plod (plodde), PLUD, a

puddle, a pool, taking the original sense as
'

to wade in

a puddle, to splash through water or mud '

; but no special
reference to puddles or wading appears in the use of the

word, which seems rather to suggest the dull sound of

labouring steps on moderately firm ground.)

1. intr. To walk heavily or without elasticity ;

to move or progress laboriously, to trudge. Also

plod on. lit. and.Jig:
a 1566 R. EDWARDS Damon ff Pithias in Hazl. Dodsley

IV. 27, 1 like not this soil, for as I go plodding, I mark there

two, there three, their heads always nodding, In close secret

wise. 1589 R. HARVEY PI. Perc. (1860) 3 Plodding through

Aldersgate..with a quarter Ashe staffe on my Shoulder.

tfioi SHAKS. AWs Well in. iv. 6 Bare-foot plod I the cold

ground vpon. 1610 W. FOLKINCHAM Art ofSurvey I. x. 27

Wee plod-on in the common Road of habituated husbandry.

1766 FORDVCE Serm. Yng. Worn. (1767) I. i. 31 Plodding

1002

along through a tasteless existence. 1821 JOANNA BAILLIE I

Metr. Lag., Wallace i, If such there be still let him plod 1

On the dull foggy paths of care. 1888 BURGON Lives 12 Gd.
.Tf,-n I. in. 340 We plodded along in profound silence.

b. trans. To trudge along, over, or through

(a road, etc.) ;
to make (one's way) by plodding.

1750 GRAY Elegy 3 The plowman homeward plods his

weary way. 1816 BYRON Cli. Har. III. iii, The journeying

years Plod the last sands of life. 1896 A. E. HOUSMAN

Shropshire Lad xlvi, Nor plod the winter land to look For

willows in the icy brook. 1903 R. D. SHAW Pauline Epist.

176 In obedience to a dream. .Augustus plodded the streets

of Rome and gathered coppers as a beggar.

2. intr. To work with steady laborious perse-

verance; to toil in a laborious, stolid, monotonous
|

fashion ; to drudge, slave. Const, at, on, upon.
1562 J. HEVWOOD Prav. fs Epigr. (1867) 91 What thing is

it . . in your brain ploddyng. 1594 CAREW Huarte's Exam.
Wits (1616) 170 If such a one wax obstinat in plodding at

the Lawes, and spend much time in the Schooles. a 1633
AUSTIN Medit. (1635) 66 The dull Christian sitts often

fruitlesly plodding on the Booke, nay heares the Prophesies
often preached to no purpose. 1706 PHILLIES, Plod, to

labour earnestly in Business, to have one's Head full of it.

1768-74 TUCKER Lt. Nat. (1834) II. 686 We may suppose
the possessor of it argued. .

*
It is not worth while to plod

with a single talent, for sake of the slender profit that may
be made of it by the best management '. 1879 G. MEREDITH

Egcist xii, There you have the secret of good work to plod

on and still keep the passion fresh.

f b. trans. Plod out : To spend (time) in plod-

ding. Obs. rare.

1749 CHESTERF. Lett. (1792) II. 294 To plod out the even-

ings, .at home over a book.

t 3. Of hounds: see quot. 1688. Obs.

IS75 TURBERV. Veiierie 36 If there be any_ypng hounde
which woulde carie or hang behind, beyng opinionate. .and

ploddyng by himselfe. Ibid. 240 Hounds do cal on, bawle,

Cable, crie, yearne, lapyse, plodde, baye and such like other

noyses. 1688 R. HOLME Armoury in. 76/1 They plod, is

when Hounds hang behind, and beat too much upon the scent

in one place.

*i 4. Confused with or influenced by PLOT v. in

various senses. Obs. (Cf. PLOT v.'i = plod.)

1631 J. TAYLOR (Water P.) Turn Fort. Wheel Pref,

Which makes our foes complot consult and plod, How anil

by what means they may warr with God. 1663 R. BLAIR

Autobiog. iii. (1848) 54 Yet gave I not over plodding to

obstruct my settling there. 1712 STEELE Sped. No. 450 p 4,

I fell a plodding what Advantages might be made of the

ready Cash I had. 1775 ADAIR Amer. Ind. 240 They were

plodding mischief for twenty years before we forced them

to commit hostilities.

Plod (plpd), it- [f-
PLOD v.} An act or spell

of plodding ; a heavy tiring walk. Also_/ff.
1880 Daily A'ems 3 Nov. 5/8 We accepted an ankle-deep

plod through filth indescribable and treacherous boulders.

1890 R. BRIDGES Shorter Poems in. 13 Only life's common

plod : still to repair The body and the thing which perisheth.

b. The sound of a heavy dull tread or the like ;

tramp, thud.

1902 IVestm. Caz. 23 June 1/3 What is the voice of

London? Is it not the plod, plod, dumping plod of the

horses' hoofs ?

Plod, plodan, plodden, obs. ff. PLAID, -ING.

Plod, Plodde, obs. forms of PLOUD, PLL-D.

fPloddall. Obs. rare- 1
. tf=phJ-all: cf. save-

all, etc.] A plodder.
16.. MS. Bodl. 30 If. 13 b, Our Schollers..verie ploddalls

tPioddeill. Obs. rare- 1
. [Origin and sense

obscure : the radical part is prob. as in PLODDER 1,

the ending perh.
= F. -aille collective.] ? A

company or band of thrashers or cudgellers.

(Contemptuous.')
-1425 WVNTOUM Cron. viii. 4098 (Wemyss MS.), I vow to

God scho beris hir weill The Scottis wenche with hir

ploddeill i For, cum I airly, cum I lait, I fynd ay Annes at

the sail.

t Plodder 1
. Obs. [Origin and sense uncer-

tain: perh. f. 1 6th c. Fr. (and mod. Norm, dial.)

plauder for pelauder
' to thwack, swindge, be-

labour. . cndgell . .
;
to vse roughly . . handle rudely

'

(Cotgr.).] ? One who belabours or handles roughly.
c 1400 Destr. Troy 12862 Pilours and plodders, piked bere

goodes, Kyld of f>e comyns, & myche care did. (21475

Wyntoun's Cron. vn. 4998 (Royal MS.), I vow to God scho

mais grete stere The Scottis wenche ploddere. [Cf. prec.]

Plodder 2
(plp-dsi). [f.

PLOD v. +-ERI.]
One who plods, a. Usually, One who works slowly

and laboriously ; a persevering toiler, a drudge.

ha:

gable pjodder at his book [he] took the degree of M. of Arts.

1760 JOHNSON Idler No. 95 F 13 Wealthy plodders were

only purveyors for men of spirit. 1830 S. DOBF.LL Roman
v, Shall I ..Work first and he paid after, like the plodder In

yonder field ?

b. One who trudges in walking, rare.

1832 W. STEPHF.NSON Cattsliead Local Poems 35 Old

armless.. Deborah Dick, Thro' thick and thin a Plodder.

Hence fPlo'dderly adv., after the manner of

a plodder ; laboriously, clumsily.

ci&oj BEAUMONT (Sloane MS. 1709) in Athtnxum 27 Jan.

(1894) 115/1 Pronunciation of vile speeches in vile plotts..

in the most plodderly plotted shew of Lady Amity.

Plo'dding, vbl. sl>. [-ING 1.] The action of the

verb PLOD; walking heavily, trudging ; toiling or

striving with laborious industry.

PLONGE.

1588 SHAKS. L. L. L. iv. iii. 305 Vniuersall plodding

poysons vp The nimble spirits in the arteries. i&^gMiLTON
Tetraih. Wks. 1851 IV. 155 No worthy enterprise can be
done by us without continuall plodding and wearisomnes
to our faint and sensitive abilities. 1820 L. HUNT Indicator

No. 24 (1822) I. 190 Between the plodding ofa sexton through
a Church-yard, and the walk of a Gray, what a difference !

1891 Athcnmwn 9 May 602/3 After laborious plodding

through page after page of the letters.

So Plod-plodding-, designating a continuous

thudding sound.
1881 BLACK Sunrise III. iv. 74 They had by this time

grown quite accustomed to the plod plodding of the train.

Plodding (plfdirj),///. a. [f. PLOD v. + -ING*2
.]

That plods ; walking or working slowly and labori-

ously; diligent without brilliancy; persevering.

1589 NASHE Atiat. Absurd. Wks. (Grosart) I. 37 Let the

indifferent Reader diuine what deepe misterie can be

placed vnder plodding me'eter. 1599 B. JONSON Cynthia's
Rev. II. iii, A dull, plodding face, still looking in a direct

line. 1628 EARLE Microcosm. (Arb.) 72 A Plodding Student

Is a kind of alchymist or Persecutor of Nature. 1686

GOAD Celest. Bodies n. iv. 198 The Pladding Countryman
overlooks such Vicissitudes of Nature. 1702 YALDEN SEsop
at Court x. iv, A solemn plodding Ass that graz'd the plain.

1822 HAZLITT Table-t. Ser. n. xii. (1869) 250 The English
are considered as comparatively a slow plodding people.

Hence Plo'ddingly adv., Plo'dding-ness.

1592 NASHE P. Penilesse (ed. 2) 13 For his hire any handy
craft man..wil ploddingly do his day labor. 1880 GREEN
Hist. Eng. People IV. ix. i. 223 Grenville was ploddingly
industrious. 1882 H. E. MERIVALE Faticit ofB. 1. 1. xi. 185

Out of the dulness and the ploddingness.

Pledge (plfc's), v. Chiefly dial. Alsopludge.

[Onomatopoeic ;
allied to PLOD, but with expressive

change of final consonant ; perh. influenced by

plunge] intr. To wade or walk heavily in water,

soft ground, or anything in which the feet sink.

1825 BROCKETT JV. C. Gloss., Plodge, to wade through water,

to plunge. 1855 ROBINSON Whitby Gloss., To Plodge, to

plunge up and down in water with the feet. 1863 ROBSON
Bards of Tyne 27 To see the folks a' duckin;..men an'

wives together pludg'd. 1885 Fortnt. in Waggonette 63

What work to pledge through it [heather] for hour after hour !

f Plod-shoe. Obs. [f. PLOD v. + SHOE.] A
strong clumsy shoe, in which one walks heavily.

1697 VANBRUGH vid Pt. sEsop iii. 151 Because I han't

a pair of plod shoes, and a dirty shirt, you think a woman
won't venture upon me for a husband. I75 Confed. I.

ii. 64 How like a dog will you look, with a pair of plod

shoes, your hair cropp'd. .and a bandbox under your arm.

Plog(g, plogh ve, ploh, obs. ff. PLOUGH.

Plo^e, plohe, obs. forms of PLAY sb. and v.

Floimate (pl'imA), a. Zool. [f.
mod.L.

Ploima, neut. pi. (C. J. Hudson, 1884) (f. Gr.

7rAu,i>o! fit for sailing, seaworthy, f. n\utiv, n\tiv

to sail) + -ATE 2
.] Of or pertaining to the Ploima,

a division of Rotifera or wheel-animalcules, having

no foot, and progressing only by swimming.

Ploi-ter, v. dial. [Akin to PI.OUTER.] intr. To
work in an ineffective way ; to potter ;

to dawdle.

1848 DE QUINCEY Sortilege ff Astra!. Wks. 1858 IX. 269

She shifted her hand, and '

ploitered
'

amongst the papers

for full five minutes. 1893 IAN MACLAREN Brier Bus/t vn.

i What are ye ploiterin' aboot here for 1

Plok(ke, Plom, Plomage, obs. forms of

PLUCK, PLUM, PLUMAGE.

tPlomayle. Obs. rare- 1
, [a. OF. plumail

(Monstrelet Chron. 14 . . ) a plume ;
cf. ~L.plmnalis

feathered.] Plumage.
1399 LANGL. Rich. Redeles n. 32 pey plucked the plomayle

(from be pore skynnes.

Plombe, Plombette, obs. ff. PLUMB, PLUMMET.

|| Plombgomme (plongom). Min. [F., lit.

gummy lead, f. pkmb lead + gomme gum.] =

PLUMBOGUMMITE.
1839 URE Diet. A rts 746 Plomt-gomme. This lead ore . .

is of a dirty brownish or orange-yellow. 1866 WATTS Diet.

Chem IV 685 Ploi'ibgomme, syn. with Plumboresimte.

1868 DANA Min. (ed. 51 577 S. Tennant (who died in 1815)
is

said to have first analyzed plombgomme and made It a

combination of oxyd of lead, alumina, and water.

Plombierite (plp'mbiereit). Min. [f.
Plom-

bieres, France : see -ITE l 2 b.] (See quots.)

1866 WATTS Diet. Chem. IV. 685 Plombierite, a hydrated

silicate of calcium, .formed by the action of a hot mineral

spring at Plombieres on an old Roman mortar. 1868 DANA

Him (ed. 5) 802 Plombierite,.. a gelatinous substance, which

hardens in the open air, formed from the thermal waters of

Plombieres.

Plome, Plomet(e, -ette, -it, Plomp, obs.

formsofPLUM, PLUME, PLUMBET, PLUMMET, PLUMP.

fPlone. Obs. rare~ l
. App. an alteration of an

orig. plane, PLANE rf. 1

(Plum has been suggested, but appears to be formally

impossible.) ,

II Minor Poems ft: I'ernon MS. lill. 70 pe palme and

ke poplere, |>e pirie, be plone [rimes lone, lone, for ong.

lane, lane], pe lunipere ientel, lonyng bi-twene.

Plong, plonge, obs. forms of PLUNGE.

Plonge ( plpnd-0 ,
sb. Fortif. [After F. pbngte.]

' The superior slope given to the parapet (Stoc-

queler Milit. Encycl. 1853) ;
= PLUNGE sb. 6.

tPlonge (plpnds), z. Obs. [var. of PLUNGE.]

trans. To cleanse (an open drain or sewer) by

stirring up the mud at the bottom so that the

outward flow may carry it off.
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PLOP.

1851 MAYHEW Lond. Lttfour (1861) II. 425/1. /Wdf. 427/1
' When we go plonging ',

one man said,
' we has long poles

with a piece of wood at the end of them, and we stirs up
the mud . . while the tide's a going down . . and lets out the

water, mud, and all, into the Thames '.

Plongeon, variant of PLUNGEON, Obs.

PIonket,Plonte,obs. forms ofPLUNKET,PLAXT.
Ploo, obs. form of PLOUGH.

Plook, Plooky, etc. ; see PLOUK, PLOUKY.

Plop (pVp),^. and adv. [Echoic : cf. PLUMP.]
A. sb. The sound made by a smooth object

dropping into water without splashing, by water

falling in a small mass, or by bursting bubbles in

boiling liquid ;
the act of falling with this sound.

1833 M. SCOTT Tom Cringle U, We tugged at the sable

heroine, and first one leg came home out of the tenacious

clay, with a plop. 1863 BARING-GOULD Iceland 212 The
plop plop of the little mud pools. 2886 G. ALLEN Life
Darwin \. 9 The wave of thought and feeling.. stirred on
the unruffled pond of eighteenth century opinion by the

startling plop of Bu (Ton's little pebble. 1892 LOWNDES
Camping Sk. 85 We threw tiny stones into the water, at the

quick plop of which the angler would hurry to the spot.

B. ado. or int. With a plop.
1844 THACKERAY Wand. Fat Contrib. ii, She advances

backwards towards the coining wave, and as it reaches her

plop ! she sits down in it. 1863 KINGSLEY IVatcr-Bab.

iii, A few great drops of rain fell plop into the water.

Plop (pW)> v - [Echoic : cf. prec., and PLUMP
v.] intr. To fall with or as with a plop ; to drop
flat into or upon-, to plump, flop. To plop tip : To
rise with a plop, as a bubble, etc. Also trans.

in causative sense.

1821 CLARK Vitt. Minstr. II. 16 The brook, which I have
..watch'd with joy till bursting off it plopt In running
gushes of wild murmuring groans. 1839 THACKERAY Cathe-
rine vii, An apple plops on your nose, and makes you a
world's wonder and glory. 1897 KIPLING Captains Coura-
geous iii, The released lead plopped into the sea far ahead.

Hence Plo-pping vbl. sb. and///, a.

1827 CLARE Shcph. Cal. 84 The plopping gun's sharp,
momentary shock. 1893 J. A. BARRY S. Br&ivns Bunyip,
etc. 218 Ploppingsand splashingsas ofmany small swimmers.
1897 Blackw. Mag. Nov. 589/2 The plopping of the waves
against the wall.

t Plo-rabund, a. Obs. rare- , [f. L. type
*pldrabiind-itS) f. plorare to weep.]
1623 COCKERAM, Plorabnnde, one that weepeth much.

Ploration (plor/'-Jan). rare, [ad L. plord-
tiun-etn, n. of action from plorare to weep.]
Weeping. So Plo'ratory a., weeping, mournful.
1828 Blackiu. Mag. XXIII. 596 Philanthropists .. pour

out their plorations on the fate of '
Afric's swarthy sons \

1858 MAYNE Expos. Lex. 982 The shedding of tears ; plora-
tion. 1831 Crayons fr. the Commons 48 In dismal doleful

ploratory strain He explicates th' amount of loss and gain.

fPlore, v. Obs, rare~* In 5 plowre. [ad.
L. plorare^ F. pleurer.] intr. To weep, wail.
c 1440 Promp. Parr. 405 '2 Plowryn, or WpyatffotV,J?tff,

Ibid., Plowrynge, or wepynge,//<w^w.
Ploah, dial, form of PLASH sb. 1

Plot (plft), sb. Also 5-7 plotte, 6-7 plott.

[Appears in late OE. (see sense 2), if indeed the

single instance belongs to this word, and then not
till late I4th c. ; in senses 3-7 not before i6th c.

Origin unknown. See also the collateral form plat
(PLAT sb.'ty, which arose in the i6thc., and was
for two centuries or more common in all senses

exc. i and 7. Senses 3-6 are found earlier in plat.
For the relations between the two, see PLAT sb

As to sense 7 see the note under branch III.]
I. fl. A small portion of any surface (e.g. ofthe

skin, a garment) differing in character or aspect from
the rest of the surface ; a patch, spot, mark. Obs.

1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. xm. 275-6 He hadde a cote of
crystendome. .Ac it was moled in many places with many
sondri plottes, Of pruyde here a plotte, and bere a plotte of
vnboxome speche. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 405/1 Plecke, or

plotte, porciuncula. Ibid., Plot, idem quod plek. 1583
LYLY Kpist. in T. Watson Centurie of Louc (Arb.) 29, I

could finde nothing but.. loose stringes, where I tyed hard
knots : and a table of steele, where I framed a plot of wax.
1598 HAKLUYT Voy. I. 98 The men shaue a plot four square
vpon the crownes of their heads. 1607 TOPSELL Four-f.
Beasts (1658) 325 The horse will be. .full of scabs and raw
plots about the neck. 1686 Land. Gas. No. 2143/4 A daple
gray Mare,.. a Plott chafed upon the side of her Cheek.
1822-34 Good's Study Med. (ed. 4) IV. 490 Very minute
pustules, forming circular plots of a brown, or reddish hue.

2. An area or piece (of small or moderate size)
of ground, or of what grows or lies upon it

; esp.
one used for some special purpose, indicated by the
context ; a patch, spot. Cf. PLAT sb$ i.

Vaixpo (Charm) in Liebermann Gesetze dcr Angels. 400
Ic agnian wylle to a^enre sehte Saet Saet ic haebbe & nsefre

3[e m]yntan ne plot ne ploh, ne turf ne toft, ne furh ne
fotmael, ne land ne laese. 1463 in Mann. $ Househ.
Kxp. (Roxb.) 461 An acre of medew in a noder plotte. 1490
CAXTON Eneydos xxxvi. 125 We requyre onely..a lityll

plotte of grounde where we maye dwelle in peas, a 1500
Flower <y Leaf Ixxii, And why that some did reverence
to the tree, And some unto the plot of floures fair 1 1573
TUSSER Husb. (1878) 213 In Cambridge then, I found agen,
a resting plot. 1590 SHAKS. Mids. N. in. i. 3 This greene
plot shall be our stage. 1598 FLORIO Ital. Diet. Ep. Ded. 2
What pleasure in a plot of simples. 1624 MIDDLETON
Game at Chess m. i. 127 Poor countrymen have but one
plot To keep a cow on. 1660 Season. Exhort. 20 Youth,
who are the seed plot of future woe or weal. 1669 STURMY

1003

Mariners Ma. i. ii. 24 We call any plain Superficies,
whose Sides are unequal .. a Plot, as of a Field, Wood,
Park.., and the like. 1722 WOLLASTON Relig. Nat. vii. 146
The little plots, which the several families possess, and culti-

vate. 1820 W. IRVING Sketch Bk., Rural Life Eng. 9
The trim hedge, the grass plot before the door. 1891 Laiu
Rep. Weekly Notes 82/2 A land company, .afterwards sold
the adjoining land in building plots.

t b. The place on which a building, town, city,
etc. is situated

; site, situation. Obs.

1548 \V. PATTEN Exped. Scot. A iij b, The plot of this

Castell standeth so naturally strong. 1551 ROBINSON' Mores
Utop. II. i. (1895) 119 Cities .. in all poyntes fashioned a

lyke, as farfurth a,-, the place or plotte suffereth. 1587
FLEMING Contn. Ilolinshed III. 1549/1 He likewise began
..the strengthening of Athelon with gates and other forti-

fications, the foundation and plot of the bridge of Caterlagh.
1601 HOLLAND Pliny I. 114 They who founded it. .were so
blind as that they could not choose it for the plot of Chalcedon .

1603 T. M. Progr. to London of Jos, I C iij, He bestowed
this day in surueying of the plots and fortifications [of
Berwick].

II. In the following senses plat occurs earlier
;

see PLAT sb.'^

3. A ground-plan of a building, city, field, farm,
or any area or part of the earth's surface

;
a map,

a chart: PLATJ^ 2. Obs. or arch. exc. in U. S.

1551 RKCORDK Pathw. Kno-wl. \\. Pref., To drawe the

plotte of any countreie that you shall come in, as iustely
as male be. 1579-80 NOKTU Plutarch (1676) 439 Han-
nibal ..drew a plot of a City., and caused it to be built

and inhabited. 1628 DIGBY I'oy. Mcdit. (1868) 50 Our
English plottes are verie ill made, and the land wrong
drawne where wee hauelitle trade. 1669 STURMv Mariner's
Mag. v. ii. ii How to take the Plott of a Field at one
Station. 1706 Pun. UPS, To Prick a Plot (among Sailers', is

. .to make a small Prick in the Plot or Chart in that Lati-
tude and Longitude, where the Ship is suppos'd to be at

that time. 1775 JOHNSON West. Islands Wks. X. 339 The
ruins of the cathedral of Elgin. ..Its whole plot is easily
traced. 1881 Scribner*s Mag. Apr. 835 It will be seen on
reference to the plot of the place.

t b. fig. The type or representation of some-

thing. Obs. rare.

1597 MIDDLKTON Wisd. Solomon ii. 24 Blotted by him that
is the plot of evil, Undone, corrupted, vanquish'd by the
devil.

f4. fig. A sketch or outline of a literary work.
Cf. PLAT sb.* 3. Obs.

1548 PATTEN E.rped. Scot. Pref. D ij b, Least I mai
woorthely be doubted by the plot of my Prologe, to haue
made the foorme of my booke lyke the proportion of sainct
Peters man, I will here Icaue of further proces of Preface.

1554 LD. DARNLKV in Ellis Orig. Left. Ser. n. II. 249 It

haith pleased your moste excellenteMaiestie laitHe to accepte
a little Plote of my simple penning, which I termed I'topia
\~ffi-a. 1605 BACON Adv. Learn, ii. Ded. 15 Such a plotte
made and recorded to memorie; may., minister light to

any publique designation, a 1626 MIDDLETON Women
Beware Women v. i. 170 Why, sure, this plot's drawn false;
here's no such thing.

fb. ?A device, a design. Obs. rare.
1602 MARSTON Ant. % Mel. v. Wks. 1856 I, 60 Hee..

makes six plots of set faces, before he speakes one wise
word.

f 5. A plan or scheme for the constitution or

accomplishment of anything; a purpose, device,

design, scheme: =PLATJ/J.3 4. Obs. (exc. as in 7).

1587 FLEMING Contn. Holinshcd III. 1397/1 That the
kalendar once reformed according to this plot, need neuer
hereafter either to be altered or amended. 1596 SPENSER
State Ircl. Wks. ((>lobe) 609/1 There have beenc divers

good plottes devised, and wise counsells cast alleready about
reformation of that realme. 1607 T. SPARKE Brotherly Per-
suasion B ij, I neuer yet could bee brought, .to thinke that
forme and plot of Church gouernment so much admired and
magnified as the perpetuall and onely fit gouernment for

Christes Church, .fitting for such a Monarchye as this is.

a 1653 J. SMITH Sel. Disc. vii. 310 This is the great design
and plot of the gospel. 1678 CUDWORTH Intell. Syst. i. iv.

269 A design or policy of the Devil.. to counter-work God
Almighty in the plot of Christianity.

6. The plan or scheme of any literary crea-

tion, as a play, poem, or work of prose fiction.

Cf.

1649 LOVELACE Poems 78 Th'other [Comedy] for the Gentle-
men oth' Pit, Like to themselves all Spirit, Fancy, Wit In
which plots should be subtile as a Flame. 1677 W. HUGHES
Man cf Sin m. iii. 62 The Plots of the best Poets may
sometimes have a hole pick'd in them. 1733 BERKELEY
Alciphr. vt. 16 To censure the plot of a play. 1759
GOLDSM. Misc. m-s.(iS-tf) III. 495 The whole plot of these
five cantos is no more than a young lady happening to prick

'

her finger with a needle. 1852 LEWIS Meth. Reason.
Politics v. 5. 118 In every narrative, there is a certain
connexion of events . . which, in a work of fiction, is called a
plot. 1878 GLADSTONE Prim. Homer ii. 28 In the plot of the

Odyssey, symmetry is obvious at first sight : in the plot of
,

the Iliad, it has to be sought out.

III. Probably influenced by COMPLOT.
[Complot was used in Fr. from the I4th c., and occurs in

Eng. CI575. It might be even more correct to view/MW in
this sense as short for complot under the influence of the
sense (

plan, scheme, or device ', already present in 5. The
usage probably became widely known in connexion with
the '

Gunpowder Plot '.]

7. A plan or project, secretly contrived by one
or more persons, to accomplish some wicked,
criminal, or illegal purpose ;

a conspiracy ; also in

later use, humorously for a sly plan, an innocent
scheme.
1594 SHAKS. Rich. Ill, \. i. 32 Plots haue 1 laide, Induc-

tions dangerous,. .To set my Brother Clarence and the King
In deadly hate. 1617 VICARS (titlt) Mischeefes Mysterie : or,

PLOT.

Treason-- M aster -peece, The Powder-plot. Indented by
hellish Malice. 0:1634 CHAPMAN Alpkonsus\. iv, He only
knew All Plotts, and complots of his villanie. 1681 DRYDEN
Abs. ff Ac/iit. 83 Plots, true or false, are necessary things
To raise up commonwealths, and ruin kings. 1683 EVELYN
Diary 18 June, The Popish Plot also, .began now sensibly to

dwindle, thro' the folly, knavery, impudence, and giddiness
ofOates. 1769 ROBERTSON Oias. I7

,
in. Wks. 1813 V. 336 The

author of this dangerous plot was Charles, duke of Bour-
bon. 1838 THIRLWAI.L Greece IV. xxx. 127 They could not..
have suspected the plots which were laid for their destruc-
tion. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. ii. I. 267 There were two
plots. .The object of the great Whig plot was to raise the
nation in arms against the government. The lesser plot,

commonly called the Rye House plot,, .had for its object the
assassination of the king and of the heir presumptive.
IV. 8. attrib. and Comb.\ in sense 2, as plot-

holder^ -place ; plot-divided a., divided into plots ;

in sense 6, w~> plot -building, -construction
;

in sense

7, as plot-caster, -mad (see MAI> a. 40), -master,

-monger, -night, -weaver
; plot-proof a,, proof

against plots.
1901 Scribners Mag. XXIX. 505/2 The fault [found! with

llic average successful American novel is that its workman-
ship is inferior; inferior to its *plot-building and invention.
1600 W. WATSON Dccacordon (1602) 4 The first *plotcasters
of their innocent brethren,-, mines. i6iz T. JAMES Jesuits'
Doii'iiJ. 62 [He] then tooke vpon him with his lesuiticall

Plotcasters, to be an Actor, an orator or a broker. 1885
H. O. Founds Nat. ll'and. /:. Archip. 170 Rice, whkh
they ie\v..on the wet sy>tem, in "plot-divided terraces.
1881 rhilad. PressZ June 2 The *plotholders in the La-tnn
Cemetery held their annual meeting Monday night. 1867
('.. MKRHPITH 1'ittoria xxxvij. III. 83 She saw that he was
*plot-mad,andsheset him at work on a^tiipmdons plot. 1611
iJi-KKii Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. xiv. (16231 77* The chiefe 'plot-
master, the Earle. 1721 AMHERST Tcrrx /"//. No. n (1754)
56 He is no "plot-monger, as a less conjurer than you., might
have easily seen. 1818 Edin. Rev. XXX. 175 Deluded by
the fabrications of our plot-mongers. 1900 .V. # Q. gth Ser.
VI. 509/1 Light-coloured 'parkin' or

'

^plot-night
'

(Guy
Kawkesj treacle or gingerbread made of ordinary household
Hour. 1611 SPEED T/teat. Gt. Brit, .\x.\i. (1614) 6i/r The
('rey Friars, .whose suppression hath suppressed the ^plot-
place of his grave. 1611 SHAKS. Wint. T. \\. iii. 6 The
Harlot-King Is quite beyond mine Arme, out of the blanke
And leuull of my braine : *plot-proofe. 1897 Dublin Rev.
Apr. 303 The most successful ..of all these *plot-weavers
was. .the Secretary Cecil.

Plot (pVO, *.i [f. PLOT si'.']

1. trans. To make a plan, map, or diagram of

(an existing object, as a portion of the earth's sur-

face, a building, etc.) ; to draw to scale
;

to lay
down on a map (as the position of a place, a ship's

course); to represent by a plan or diagram (the
course or result of any action or process;. Also
with down. Also^/%-.
1590 GREENE Francescos Fortunes To Rdrs., Wks.

(Grosart) VIII. 118 You may see plotted downe many
passions

full of repentant sorrovves. 1602 CAREW Cornwall
I'o Rdr., Reckon therefore .. that this treatise plotteth
downe Cornwall, as it now standeth. 1669 Si URMV Mariners
Mag. v. iv. 16 How to Plot a Field by the Rule before-

going. 1766 Coutpl. Fanner s. v. Surveying, All closes, or

parcels of Jand, are either such as need not be plotted for

find ing their true measure, .or such as can not be conveniently
measured without plotting or protraction. 1859 BACHE
Discuss. Magn. fy Meteorol. Observ. i, 18 If we plot the
disturbance curve on the same scale. 1860 Alerc. Marine
Mag. VII. 236 The Commander, .had so plotted the rock

upon his chart. 1880 W. C. ROBERTS Introd. Metallurgy
34 The results, tabulated or plotted into curves .. form

permanent records of the greatest value. 1883 Century
Mag. Oct. 944/1 Plotting down this position on the chart, it

appeared that Cape Rivers, on the island of Celebes, was
the nearest land, bearing S. by E. 125 miles.

b. To make or draw by plotting, rare.
1886 H. S. BROWN Autobiog. vii. (1887) 30 They were busy

plotting their maps.
2. To make a plan of (something to be laid out,

constructed, or made, as a city, fortress, garden,

railway). Also with out.

1588 SPENSER Virg. Gnat 652 He gins to fashion forth a

place; And squaring it in compasse well beseene, There
plotteth out a tombe by measured space. 1590 GREENE
Royal Exchange Ep. Ded., Our Cittie of London, .plotted
anderected by IJrute. 1649 BLITHE Eng. Improv. Impr. (1653)
155 When thou wouldest plot out thy Land them designest
to plant. 1887 LOWELL Old Eng. Dram. (1892) 40 His
tragedy of '

Dido, Queen of Carthage ',
is also regularly

plotted out. 1898 Allbntfs Syst. Med. V. 486 Unless the
line of the smaller curvature be plotted out.

b. To lay out (land) in plots.
1889 C. D. WARNER Stud. South $ West xv. 384 There is

not level ground for a large city, but what there is is plotted
out for sale.

3. To plan, contrive, or devise (something to be
carried out or accomplished) ; to lay plans for.

Now always in evil sense.

1589 GREENE Menajfon Wks. (Grosart) VI. 117 Who
Hstning not a little to this counsaile, that was neuer plotted
for his aduantage. 1600 E. BLOUST tr. Conestaggia 10 He
had first plotted a warre against the Indians. 1631 GOUGE
Gods Arrows in. 94. 360 They, .plotted the . . mercilesse,

devilish, and damnable gunpowder-treason. 1638 ROUSE
Heav. Univ. x. (1702) 150 Then do not think it safe to rob

God of His Glory which he hath thus
plotted

and con-

trived. 171* STEELE Sped. No. 263 F i The good Man and
Woman . . who used to sit and plot the Welfare of us their

Children. 1841 LANE Arab. Nts. I. 83 Therefore, I will

plot his destruction with my wit and reason, like as he hath

plotted with his cunning and perfidy. 1868 K. EDWARDS

Ralegh L xx. 451 A . . protestation that whatsoever he had

foolishly plotted, he had never plotted treason.



PLOT.

b. With infinitive or clause.

1594 SHAKS, Rich. Ill, in. v. 38 The subtill Traytor This

day had plotted . . To murther me. 1601 B. JONSON z>.

Man in Hum. (Qo.) n. iL 3 My labouring spirit . . can
embrace no rest Till it hath plotted by aduise and skill

How to reduce him from affected will To reasons manage.
1671 Ckarente's Let. Customs 28 They plotted to go in the

day time and build them a Hutt. 1762 H. WALPOLE Vertues
Anecd. Paint. (1765) 1. vi. 137 Had he plotted to dethrone a

princess who had delivered him from a prison and offered him
athrone. 1841 LANE Arab. Nts. 1. 91 And plot with thee to

destroy him.

4. intr. To form a plan, device, or plot (in

modern use, always for some evil, reprehensible,
or hostile end) ; to scheme, lay plans, contrive,

conspire. To plot it, to do the plotting.
1607 J. CARPENTER Plahie Mans Plough i Wei he

beginneth and soundly he plotteth, who..beholdeth his face.

1611 IJIBLK Ps. xxxvii. 12 The wicked plotteth against the

iust. ^1720 SEWEL Hist. Quakers (1795) I. Pref. 18 For
the Quakers, so called, have not plotted against the govern-
ment. 1870 BRYANT Iliad i. I. 29 Oh crafty one, with

whom, among the gods, Hottest thou now? 1897 RHOS-
COMYL White Rose Arno 206 We've had about enough of

your plots : I'll plot it from now on.

1 5. tram. To devise the plot or story of (a literary

work). Obs.

1596 NASHE Saffron IValden Wks. {Grosart) III. 196 Hee
subscribing to me in anie thing but plotting Plaies, wherein
he was his crafts master, c 1650 DENHAM On T. Killigreivs
Ret.fr. Venice ii, Having plotted and penned Six plays.

Plot (pVt)> v *
[ad- F pcloter (pAote, plote)

to form into a ball {pelote} : see PKLLET i, and cf.

PLATOON.] To solidily (soap paste) by pressure in a

mortar (pelotwt.se). Hence Plo'tting vbl. sb. ; Plot-

ting-machine, a machine for solidifying soap.
1885 W. L. CARPENTER Soap <y Candles vii. 200 The soap

is ready for the final operation, known as 'plotting
'

(from
the French, pdotagc}^ in which the paste is subjected to

enormous pressure.. to form it into cakes, or .. bars. .. Such
a machine . . will

'

plot
'

200 Ib. at each operation.

t Plot, v.'t Obs. Erron. form of PLOD v.

1621 S. WARD Happiness of Practice 15 If the game of

practice did not sweeten it, few would plot vpon Ployden.

Plot, z;.
4

,
variant of PLOTE v.

t Plotcll. Obs. Also 6 ploche. [Origin un-

certain ; possibly related to BLOTCH, which is later.

Cf. also PLOT sb. i.] A botch or blotch ;
in quots.

applied to the spots of leprosy.
1548 UDALL Erasm. Par. L,uke\, 55 Abhorred & lothed of

all men for the foule ploches of the leprie. 1612 tr. Ben-'c-

nuto's Passenger i. i, 69 A person . . who stood at the Temple
gate demanding of alines, with certaine counterfait plotches
of a leaper [Ital. con macchie artificiate di lepra].

tPlotCOCk. Sc. Obs. [app. a perversion of

PhttQ) in accordance with some popular etymology.]
Pluto ;

in later popular use, the devil.

a 1578 Lis'DESAY (Pitscottie) Chron. Scot. (S.T.S.) I. 260
Thair was a cry hard at the marcat crose of Edinburgh at

the houre of midnight . .nameit and callit be the proclamer
thairof the sowmondis of Plotcok, quliilk desyrtt all men to

compeir . . withtin the space of xl. dayis befoir his maister.

c 1587 MONTGOMEKIE S0HH. xxi, The tyni sail come vlien jje

sail be accusit, And syn comjpeld at Plotcok to appeir.

1725 RAMSAY Gentle Sheph. u. ii, And seven times does her

prayers backwards pray, Till Plotcock comes with lumps of

Laplandclay, Mixtwith the venom of black taidsand snakes.

Plote, plot (pl^t), v. Sc. and north, dial.

Also ploat, plooat, plout, plott, etc. : see Eng.
Dial. Diet. [Origin uncertain. In S. E. Sc. and
north. Eng. the o is long, as in mote.'}

1. trans. To scald, to parboil ;
to plunge into

boiling water.

1724 RAMSAY Tta.t. Misc. Ded. vii, E'en while the tea's

filled reeking round, Rather than plot a tender tongue,
Treat [etc.]. 1824 MACTAGGART Gallovid. Encycl.^ Plotted,

boiled, or ratherly plunged in boiling water, 1829 BKOCKETT
N. C. Gloss., To plote a pig is to pour scalding water upon
it, which causes the hairto come oft. i88a J. WALKER 'Jaunt
to Auld Reekie 223 The water scaudin' hot To plot thy skin.

2. To scorch, burn.

1785 W. FORBES Dominie Deposed 4, I never sooner siller

got, But a' my pouches it wou'd plot, And .scorch them sair,

it was sae hot. 1814 W. NICHOLSON To Tobacco xvii, Let

Welchmen plot an' toast their cheese. 1881 PAUL Aberdeen.
68 I'm like to be plotted wi' beat.

Plote, Plotform : see PLOAT, PLATFORM.

Flotful (plp'tful), a. rare~ l
. [f. PLOT sb. +

-FOL,] Full of plots; scheming.
1732 FIELDING Cov. Card. Trag. i. i, Not so the states-

man scrubs his plotful head.

Plotiiiiaii (pUrti-nian), a. [f. L. Pldlinus, a.

Gr. IIA.aiTii'os, proper name.] Of or pertaining to

Plotinus (A.D. c 204-270), the most noted philo-

sopher of the Neo-Platonic school, the doctrines

of which he taught at Rome. So Ploti'nic,
Ploti'nical ad/s., in same sense; Plo-tinism, the

system or teaching of Plotinus
; Flo'tinist, a fol-

lower of Plotinus; Flotinize v. intr.^ to imitate,
or philosophize in the manner of, Plotinus.

1678 CUDWORTH IntelL Syst. 4 It must needs fall under
one or other of those two General Heads in the Plotinical

Distribution last mentioned. Ibid. 152 Which Plotinick

Doctrine, may well pass for a Commentary upon Empe-
docles. 1864 WEBSTKR, Plotinist. 1879 MCCLINTOCK &
STRONG EncycL Bibl. Lit. VIII. 296/2 Creuzer condenses his

summary of the Plotinian doctrine into three theses. 1882-3

Schaff*s EncycL Relig. Knowl. II. 1854 They Plotinized

even more than they Platonized in their religious phllo-
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sophy. 1906 W. M. MACINTYRE in Expositor Feb. 162

According to the Plotinist, mental prayer.. has this office

committed to it, to elevate the sense-life into the life of

reason.

Plotless (pintles), a. [f.
PLOT sb. + -LESS.]

Without a plot or story ; having no plot.

1704 Faction Disfl. x, Van's Bawdy, Plotless Plays were
once our Boast. i88z Standard 25 Mar. 5 The curious

plotless story called
' Kavanagh '.

Hence Plo'tlessness.

1823 J. LACY in Land. Mag. Dec. 648/1 The plotlessness
. .of modern plays.

t PlO'tmeal, adv. Obs. rare- 1
, [f.

PLOT sb. i

+ -MEAL.] A piece at a time, piece by piece.
c 1412 HOCCLEVE De Reg. Princ. 2053 [Aristotle's] booke

of governaunce Of which, and eek of Gyles of regyment
Of princes, plotmel thynke I to translate.

fPlo'tment. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. PLOT t'.l +

-MEST.] ?An allotment, apportionment.
1634-5 Stat. Irel. (1765) II. 169 All which the poore people

dare not deny them, .and therefore .. doe make cuts, levies

and plotments upon themselves to pay them.

Plott, ohs. f. PLOT ; var. PLAT sb* (sense 4).

Plotted (plated), ppl. a. [(. PLOT v. 1 4- -ED 1.]

1. Planned, premeditated, pre-arranged by a plot.

1607 ]>i'. HALL Ps. vii, Back to his own head shall re.

bound His plotted mischiefe. 1625 K. LONG tr. Barclay's

Argcnis v. vii. 351 With wondrous confidence.. he begun
his plotted Tale. a. 1701 SF.DLF.Y Tyrant of Crete iv. iit,

By miracle I scap'd thy plotted Mischiefs. 1899 MACKAIL
Life Morris I. 171 They [Greeks] slip out of the [Trojan]
horse, and take their plotted ways.
2. Laid down or delineated on or in a plan or

chart.

1612 SELDEN lllustr. Draytoris Poly-olb. yi. 98 Plow-
shares for describing the content of plotted Cities. 1895-6
Cal. Univ. Nebraska 1 34 A plotted chart of measurements
is furnished to each student desiring it, at the cost of the

price of the chart.

3. Constructed or furnished with a plot.
1704 D'UKi-EY Tales Pref. aj b, The plotted Drama.

Plottee (plptr). nonce-wd. [f.
PLOT v.1 + -EE ;

correlative to PLOTTER 3.] One who 13 plotted

against.
1832 HT. MARTINEAU Ella ofGar. ix, Both moralized on

the beauty of sincerity.. till the supposed plotter but real

plottee yawned.
Plotter (plp-tai). [f.

PLOT v. 1 + -EK*.]

f 1. One who makes a plan or map. Ol>s. rare.

1593 NORDEN Spec. Efit.
t
]\fsex I. 12 Many Surueyours

and plotters of land seem to haue a speciall curiositie in

obseruing this variation of the compasse.
2. One who plans or devises anything ;

a planner,
schemer ; one who invents or constructs a dramatic

or literary plot. Now rare.

1589 NASHE Martins Months Minde Wks. (Grosart) I.

181 These gambols. .are not fit for Church plotters, nor

common wealth casters, such as wee are. 1598 F. MERES
Pallad. Tariiia 283 Anthony Mundye our best plotter.
1606 in Nichols Progr. Jos. I (1828) II. 68 In so short

a time to be accomplished, a most statelie Pageant, the

workmen and plotters thereof having not past twelve dayes
of respit after their first warning. 1748 RICHARDSON
Clarissa (1811) I. iv. 25 A great plotter, and a great writer.

3. spec. One who contrives or joins in a mis-

chievous or wicked plot ; a conspirator.
1606 Proc. agst. Late Traitors 108, I will name it the

Jesuites treason .. they were the proprietaries, plotters and

procurers of it. 1624 CAPT. SMITH Virginia in. iv. 54
Plotters of those villanies. 1685 EVELYN Diary 10 Apr.,

Amongst the plotters for poisoning the late King. 1738
WARBURTON Dili. Legal. I. 230 The baffled Plotter who
died on a Gibbet. 1821 BYRON Sardan. I. ii. 308 Not for

all the plotters That ever shook a kingdom !

Plo-ttery. nonce-wd.
[f.

PLOTTER : see -EKY.]
The action of a plotter ; plotting, scheming.
1823 BYRON Juan xiu. Ixxxii, I've seen.. a so-so matron

boldly light Her way back to the world by dint of plottery.

Plotting (pip-tin), vbl. rf.i [-ING!.] The
action of PLOT ^.1 in various senses.

1593 NASHE Christ's T. Wks. (Grosart) IV. 45 Without
any care, fore-cast, or plotting on thy part . . I shall bee to

thee all in all. 1607 J. NORDEN Surv. Dial. in. 127 Two
principall instruments, fit indeede for the plotting of grounds,
.. a plaine table, and the Theodolite. 1672 DRYDEN
De/. Epil. Wks. 1883 IV. 229 Our admired Fletcher, .neither

understood correct plotting, nor that which they call
' the

decorum of the stage '. 1683 Roxb. Ball. (1885) V. 329
But Heaven, I hope, will all Plotting disclose, And the Laws
of the Nation shall punish the Foes. 1831 LYTTON Coital-

phin ii, Like Lysander, he loved plotting. 1843 Penny Cycl.
XXIII. 329/2 The term '

plotting
'

is applied to the process
of laying down on paper the plan of the ground which _has
been surveyed. 1893 AtHenxtim 17 June 760/2 The initial

plotting and construction necessary, .should have occupied
less time.. than the trivialities which have been allowed to

take their place.

b. Comb, in sense ' used in plotting or drawing
to scale,' as plotting-book, -paper, -scale ;

in sense
'

forming plots ',
as plotting-school.

1681 T. FLATMAN Heraclitns Ridcns No. 31 (1713) I. 200

May he too come To have my Doom That first set up this

Plotting-school. 1842 BRANDS Diet. Sc., etc., Plotting

scale, a mathematical instrument used in plotting, or setting
off lengths of lines in surveying. 1879 Casselts Techn.

Educ. IV. 92/1 The plottina-book is a simple rectangular

note-book. 1883 Harper's Mag. July 165^2 A. .speculator
whose imagination is let loose upon a plotting paper.

Plotting, vbl. sb* : see PLOT v.2

Plotting (pip-tig), ///. a. [f. PLOT z/.i + -ixo *.]

That plots, scheming.

PLOUGH.

1676 D'UEFEY (title) A Fond Husband, or the Plotting
Sisters: a Comedy. 1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa (i8u) IV.
xxiii. 125 Have I not called thine the plottingest heart in

the universe? 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. iv. I. 476 The
burgesses of Wigan assured their sovereign that they would
defend him against all plotting Achitophels and rebellious

Absaloms.

Hence Flo'ttingly aJv.

1742 RICHARDSON Pamela IV. 106 There never .. could be
a Gentleman, so foolishly tender, yet so plottingly cruel, to

his Lady. 1864 LOWELL Fireside Trav. 31 Frederick the

Great, with head drooped plottingly.

Plotton, -oon, obs. forms of PLATOON.

Plotty (plp'ti)> sb. Sc. Also plot(t)ie. [f.

PLOTE, PLOT v. + -Y.] A hot drink, composed of

wine or spirits with hot water and spices.
1824 SCOTT St. Rattan's xxviii, Get us a jug of mulled

wine plottie, as you call it. Ibid., Your plottie is excel-

lent, ever since I taught you to mix the spices in the right

proportion. 1857 J. STEWART Sk. Scottish Char., etc. 114
(E. D. D.) Arise, an' tak' your morning plotty.

Plotty (pV'ti), a. nonce-wd. [f. PLOT sb. + -IT.]

Connected with a plot or intrigue.

1901 Literature i June 457/1 It is a relief to recall the
'

plotty
'

incident at the inn in connexion with this statement.

t Ploud. Sc. Oi>s. Also 6 plod. [Derivation

unknown.] A green sod, a turf.

1555 Aberdeen Regr. XV. (Jam.), xij laid of elding, half

pettis, half plodis. Ibid., ix" layd of elding, peittis &
ploddis. i-j9$Statist. Ace. Scot. VI. 218 They are supplied
with turf and heather from the muirs, and a sort of green
sods, called plouds, which they cast in the exhausted mosses.

Plough, plow (plan), sb.^ Forms: see below.

[Late OK. ptth (//<&),
- ON. pttgr (in Rigsmal

10-1 ith c.) ;
so Sw. plog, Da. ploug, plov ; in

OFris. ploch (EFris. plog, NFris. pluwge), MLG.
ploch, pinch, MDu. ploech (Du. ploeg), OllG.pJluog
(MHG. pfluoc, Ger. pflug) :-Teut. type *pl8go-
or *ploho-, whence also Lombard Lat. plo(v)tim,
-us (Du Cange), Lomb. fib, Tirol, plof plough.
The regular OE. inflexion ofpUh would have dat.

ploge, gen. ploges, nom. pi. flogos, giving in early
ME. ploh , ploje, p/ojcs ,

late r plouh, plowh , plowgh ,

pi. plowes; whence, by form-levelling, plough,

ploughs, or plow, plows ; the former the accepted

spelling in England since 1700, the latter usual in

U. S. In pronunciation, the final guttural was lost

in some districts in I4th c., and has quite dis-

appeared not only in the standard language, but in

all dialects south of the Peak of Derbyshire ; it

remains in Scotland as \, x" (pletuk, pluich =

plt>X"> pl"X
w

)j ar"d in tne north of England is

represented by f (pltuf, plcwf, pl"'f, pluf, pleaf,

plif, etc. : see Eng. Dial. Diet. s. v.). In PLOUGH
v. (q. v.) neither gh nor_/"is pronounced.
As with path, penny, and other early /-words in Teutonic,

the origin of //<*?, ploh, is involved in obscurity. Apparently
the word was of late appearance. It is not found in Gothic,
which used Jiol^ nor in OE. which used sulh, still retained

dialectally, esp. in s. w., where plough is not used in this

sense : see SULL, and cf. Eng. Dial. Diet. In Norse, also,

the earlier name appears to have been ar$r, cognate with

OS. erida, f. vbl. root ar- to till, plough (see EAR z/0, which

survives ill Norwegian as ar a small plough, perh. an earlier

and simpler implement than the//4fr. The name is also

found in lilti. fliugas, and in the Slavonic langs. generally,

OSlav., Serv., Russ. IKiyn, plug", Pol. plug, Boh.Jlufi ; but

is there admittedly from German.)

A. Illustration of Forms.

1. sing. a. 1-4 ploh, 2 plo}, 3-4 plouh, plouj,

3-5 plogh, 4-5 plow;(-e), 4-7 plowgh, 4-
plough, (5 ploghe, plowghe, plowh(-e), 5-6

ploughe).
aiioo Sax. Leechd. III. 286 Ne plot ne ploh. c iioo,

a 1215 Ploh [see B. i]. a 1250 Prm. Alfred 95 in O. E.

Misc. 108 pat . . )>e cheorl beo in fryl> . . And his
plouh_

beo

i-dryue to vre alre bihoue. a 1300 Cursor M. 12388 (Cott.)

Plogh [ Tr. plow3e] and ham cuth he dight. 1362 LANGL.

^_ __w , ,
NDEV. (1839)

xvil. i83Callynge on oxen in the plowgh \Roxb. plugh].

c 1415 Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 663/42 Hoc aralrttm, plogh.

1426 LYDC. De Gnil. PUgr. 11400 Carte & plowh, they her

vp al. CI450 LOVELICH Grail liii. 310 Good Inowhe, Of
londes and Rentes, Oxen And plowhe. 1483 Cath. Angl.

284/2 A Ploghe (A . Plughe), aratrvm. 1530 PALSGR. 256/1

Ploughe, chareve. 1532 in Weaver Wells Wills (1890) 65

Half my jjlowsthe
viz. nj oxen. 1573 TUSSER Hush. (1878) 54

Mad hralne, too rough, Marres all at plough.

/3. 4 plou, 4-5 plo, 4-7 plowe, 5 ploo, 4-

plow.
13.. E. E. Allit. P. B. 68 To see hem pulle in )>e plow.

,460 Tcnuneley Myst.il 459, I shall hang the apon this

ii. (1727)' 93 And does 'the plow for this my body tear?

1718 Rowr. tr. Ltican I. 48 Fields unknowing of the plow

[rime low). 1828 WEBSTER, Plow. 1902 Ibid., Plow,

ySc. and north. 4-5 plugh, 5 pluje, plughe,

pleuohe, (pluoht), 6 plewgh(-e), pleweh(-e),

plueh(-e), pluiohe, plwoh, (pluohet), 6-8

plewoh, 5- pleuoh, 8- pleugh ; 4 plue, 5 plwe,

5-6 plewe, 6 pleu, 4- plow ; 9 dial, pluff, pleuf,

pleaf, pliff, etc.



PLOUGH. 1005 PLOUGH.
c *37.5

Sc- Ltff' Saints xxviii. (Margaret} 70 Sic as men
wynnis of erd & pleuch. Ibid, xl. (Jviittatt) 132 In goddis
3ard to set plucht [r//w Inucli]. t- 1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.)
xviii. 85 pe ox will drawe in be plugh. c 1420 Avow. Arth,
xlix, God base a gud plu^e 1456 SIR G. HAVE Law Anns
(S. T. S.) 240 The ox may noctit wele drawe in the pleuche
hot gif he have a falowe. 1513 DOUGLAS sEneis xm. x. 7
First gan he mark and cirkill with a piewell. IS35 Aberdeen

Rcgr. XV. (Jam.), Ane pluchet furnest with gair tharto.

153^ STEWART Cron. Scot. III. 273 That men sould leve

thairout baith da and nycht Thair plew yrnis. a. 1568

IVowing Jok $ Jynny vi. (Bann. MS.), Withouttin oxin
I haif a pluclie. 1721 RAMSAY Richy <$ Sandy 70 Thomas
has loos'd his ousen frae the pleugh. 1786 BURNS Twa
Dogs 201 A country fellow at the pleugh. 1825 BKOCKETT
N. C. Gtoss,, Plnffiplcngh* a plough.

2. //. 2 ploses, 3 plouis, 4-5 plow5es, 4-7
plowes, 5 ploes, plogges, 5-7 ploughes, 6 Sc*

plewis, 6- plows, 7- ploughs.
1131 0. K. Chron. an. 1131 On ba tun J?a waes tenn ploges

o5er twelfe gangende, ne bela^f noht an. a 1275 Prov.

sEl/redqs, in 0. E. Misc. 109 His plouis to driuin. c 1330
R. BRUNNE Chron. IVace (Rolls) 2785 To hem J>at at plowes
;ede. 1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls) VI. 165 Here plowjes
gede nou^t ary^t. c 1400 MAUNDEV. (1839) xxiii. 250 Cartes,
plowes, and waynes. 1420 Anturs of Arth. xii. (Irel.

MS.), Of palas, of parkes, of poundes, of ploes \rimc cloes=
cloughs]. 1449 Maldorti Essex, Court-Rolls (Bundle 29
No. 3), Null us habeat plogges. 1523 FITZHF.RB. Husb. i

Howe a plough shulde be made. 2 There be pfowes
of dyuers makynges. 1566 Reg. Privy Council Scot. \. 493
Oxin to serve and labour in his plewis. 1632 HKYWOOD ist

Pt. Iron Age i. i. Wks. 1874 III. 272 So many Hatchets,
Hammers, Plowes and Sawes Were thither brought. 1765
A. DICKSON Treat. Agric. (ed. 2) 156 There are no less than
an hundred different ploughs in England.

B. Signification.
1. An agricultural implement, used to prepare the

soil for sowing or planting, by cutting furrows
in

it, and turning it tip, so as to expose a fresh

surface to the action of the air. Often used as the

symbol of agriculture, esp. in such expressions as
to be at the plough^ tofollow or hold the plough.
It consists essentially of a cutting blade (in primitive types

a pointed stick) fixed in a frame drawn by oxen or horses
(or in recent times by mechanical power, as steam), and
guided by a man.
cizoo ORMIN 15902 patt all swa sutnm be nowwt i ploh |>e

turrnenn erbe & tawwenn. 1x1225 Ancr. R. 384 }if .. pe
spade ne dulue, ne pe suluh \MS. T. ploh] ne erede, hwo
kepte ham uorte holden? 1400 Plowman's T. 1042 Had
they ben out of religioun, They must have honged at the

plow. 1515 BARCLAY Egloges iv. (1570) C iv/i Some for the

charet, some for the cart or plough, And some for hakneyes,
if fhey be light and tough. 1568 GRAFTON Chron. II. 300
Few or none of them were Gentlemen, but taken from the

plough and cart, and other craftes. 1577 B. GOOGE Heres-
baclis Hnsb. (1586) 21 The partesof the Plowe, are theTayle,
the Shelfe, the Beame, the Foote, the Coulter, the Share,
the Wheeles, and the Staffe. 1601 CF.CIL in Sir S. D'Ewes
Jrnl. Ho. Lords fy Comm. (1693) 674, I do not dwell in the

Country, I am not acquainted with the Plough : But
I think that whosoever doth not maintain the Plough,
destroys this Kingdom. 1718 RowEtr.Z.wci. 323 Foreign
Tenants reap the harvest now, Where once the great Dicta-
tor held the Plow. 1756-7 tr. Keyslers Trav. (1760) IV. 481
The celebrated Mr. Vareinge, professor of mathematics,
followed the plough till he was eight and twenty years of

age. 1822 SCOTT Pirate iv, The heavy cart-load of timber,
called the old Scots plough.

b. With prefixed words, denominating pecu-
liarities of structure or purpose : e. g.
Double plough^ a plough with two shares, one by which

two furrows can be turned at once ; also, a reversible plough ;

hand-p.) a small light garden plough drawn or pushed by
hand ; seeding-p., a plough which also scatters seed in the
furrow; side-hill/,, one adapted for ploughing across a

steep slope; skeleton-p.^ one in which certain parts are in

skeleton form ; straddle-p. %
one with two shares for running

on each side of, and covering in, a line of seed j also double
mould-board p. , dratn-p., mole-hillp., reversible p., steain-

p. t subsoil-^., etc. Others, of which the meaning is not self-

evident, will be found under their first element, or in their

alphabetical place: e.g. BREAST-, DRAY-, GANG-, HOE-, ICE-,

MOLE-, SHIM-, SNOW-, TURN-WREST-, WHEEL-PLOUGH, etc,

1653 BLITHE Eng. Improv. futfr. 202 The Double Plough
ploughing two Furrows at onetime. 1704 Diet. Ritst. s. v.,
The Double-wheeled Plough, constantly used in Hartford-
shire and elsewhere. ..The One-wheeled plough, which may
be almost used in any sort of Land. 1721 J.

EDMONDS
in Mortimer Husb. I. 101 He says likewise, that he

improved some of the same sort of Land by plowing of
it up with a Breast-plough. 1741 Compl. Fam.-Picce
m. 416 Plough up your Mole-hills, Sc. with a Mole-
hill Plough. 1836 Penny Cycl. V. 307 In Brabant ..They
use the excellent Flemish swing plough, which they call a
foot plough, as it is also called in some parts of England, in

contradistinction to a wheel plough. At the same time they
also retain the old and heavy turn wrest plough. 1874
KNIGHT Diet, Mech, 728 The double-plow, in which a .shal-

low share preceded the deeper-running, longer plow, origin-
ated in England, where it is known as the skint-coulterflow.
Ibid. 940 The originator of the double plow seems to have
been Lord Somerville, who devoted much attention to the

practical details of agriculture (1799). His plow, .he called
a double-furrow plow.

c. In various^, applications : e. g. f (a) as the

instrument or means of earning one's livelihood

(0&.) ; (d) in reference to its breaking up hard

ground; etc.

() c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xxxiv. (Pelagia) 57 pat wynnyng
wes lang hir plucht. c 1386 CHAUCER Shipmans T. 288 But
o thyng is .. Of Chapmen that hir moneie is hir plogh.
a 1400 Isumbras 397 pay bade hym swynke, . .' Hafe we none
oper ploghe \

() 15*6 Pilgr. Perf, (W. de W. 1531) 23 Our herles, whicha

we eare & breke with the plough of abstynence. 1668 R. l

STEELE Husbandman
s^
Calling vi. (1672) 142 He puts iti ,

the plough of mortification. 1781 COWPER Hope 234 Their
|

mind a wilderness through want of care, The plough of
wisdom never entering there.

d. Phrases, (a) To put (lay, set} ons hand to

the plough (after Luke ix. 62), to undertake a task ;

to enter upon a course of life or conduct.

1382 WYCLIF Luke ix. 62 No man sendynge [1388 that

puttith] his bond to the plou}. and biholdinge ajen, is able
to the rewme of God. 1526 TINDALE ibid.^ No man that

putteth hys honde to the plowe, and loketh backe is apte
to the kyngdom of god. 1596 DALRV.MPLE tr. Leslie's I/ist.

Scot. iv. 253 Quhen he had put hand to the pluiche, to
receiue yairof proffite and gude fructe. 1632 SANDERSON
Serm. 417 Reach foorth thine hand towards this spirituall
Plow. 1718 HICKKS & NELSON J. Keitleivell \. xxiii. 47 It

was Time.. to set his Hand to the Plow in good Earnest.
1886 MRS. LYNN LINTON /'. Carciv xxv, He had put his

hand to the plow, and he was not the man to turn back.

f (b} Toput theplough before the oxen, to reverse

the natural or proper order : cf. CART sb. 5. Obs.

[1340 Ayenb, 243 Moche uolk of religion zettebjie zuol} be-

uore }?e oksen.] 1571 Satir. Poems Reform, xxix. 9 That
makis. .The plewche befoir the oxin go, the best the man to

gyde. 1653 URQUHART Rabelais \. (Farmer', He would put
the plough before the oxen, ami claw where it did not itch.

(c] Under the plough \ (of land), in cultivation.

1836 Penny Cycl. V. 225 There are actually under the

plough 307,800 [acres].

2. a. oA A team of horses (or oxen) harnessed
to a plough.
[Cf. quot. 1131 in A. 2.1 1575-6 Reg. Privy Council Scot.

II. 501 Arthour Grahame .. cruellie . . cuttit the plcwis,
dang and .straik his servandis to the greit efTusioun of thair

blude. 1786 BURNS To Auld Mare xv, My pleugh is now
thy bairn-time a', Four gallant brutes as e'er did draw. 1809
BAWDWEN Domesday 13k. 101 Earl Alan has now in the
demesne six ploughs, and 14 villanes and 6 bordars with
four ploughs. There is a church and a priest with half a

plough.
b. Chiefly s.w. dial. A team of draught beasts

harnessed to a wagon; sometimes including the

wagon.
1505 Liber Rubcr \Vells Cath. If. 123 b, Departed unto

God by a mysfortune of his ploughe by reson whereof [etc.].

c 1630 RTSDON Surf. Devon 328 (1810) 337 He took harts . .

and made of them a plow to draw timber thence to build a
church. 1669 WQRLIDGK Syst. Agric. (1681) 330 A Plough,
a term used in the Western parts for a Team of Horse or
Oxen. 1762 BORLASE in Phil. Trans. LI I. 507 The driver
of a plough,., laden with tin, for Pen7,ance coinage, .. found
himself and the plough, on a sudden, surrounded by the sea.

1813 T. DAVIS Agric. Wilts Gloss, s. v., A waggon and
horses, or cart and horses together, are called plough in

South Wilts. 1873 WILLIAMS & JONES Somerset Gfoss,,

Plough, a team of horses ; also a waggon and horses, or
a waggon and oxen.

f3. a. = PLOUGH-LAND i. Obs.
rtiioo [see A. i aj. 1:1400 Gamclyn 57 lohn my eldest

sone shal haue plowes fyue That was my fadres heritage
while he was on lyue. Ibid. 358 J>ou hast hade . . xv. plowes
of lond ^issixtene jere. c 1450 Oscncy Cart. 163/25 (E.E.T.S.),
j. mese with ij. croftes. . In the towne of Edburbury, and j.

plowe of londe In the feldes of be same towne. 1483 Cath.

Angl. 284/2 A Ploghe of lande, camtcata. 1597 SKENU
De I ~erb. Sign., Hida terrx, ane pleuch of land. 1761 HUME
Hist. England i. xix. 443 The ecclesiastical revenues, which
..contained eighteen thousand four hundred ploughs of
land. 1791 NEWTE Tour Eng. <S- Scot 237 A plough of land
in the Highlands, .is, on an average, about fifteen Scotch,
or twenty English acres of arable land, besides a certain

extent of hilly, or pasture land.

b. Ploughed land. (Chiefly hunting slang.}
1861 WHYTE MELVILLK Mkt. Harb. 18 It makes no odds

to him, pasture or plough. 1883 Pall Mall G. 21 Dec. 4/2
It is by his permission ..that the gaily-decked squadrons . .

go thundering across the pasture and ploughs of middle and
southern England. 1884 Graphic 18 Oct. 410/1 The scent

[of*the fox] on the plough is cold.

4. transf. The group of seven prominent stars,

also called Charles's \Vain, in the constellation of

Ursa Major \ also, that constellation as a whole.
Cf. L. Triones (lit. plough-oxen), the Great and Little

Bears (Virg. ;En. m. si6getmn0s Triones).

1513 DOUGLAS sKneis vm. Prol. 151 The pleuch, and the

polys, the planettis begane, The son, the sevin sternls, and
the Charll wane. 1868 LOCKVER Elem. Astron. 341. 154
One of the most striking circumpolar constellations is Ursa
Major.., the Plough, or Charles's Wain. 1893 K. GRAHAMK
Pagan Papers (1894) 104 High and dominant amidst the

Population of the Sky., hangs the great Plough.
5. Applied to various instruments, parts of machi-

nery, etc., resembling a plough in shape or action.

a. An instrument or machine for cutting or

trimming the edges ofbooks ; the knife ofa plough-
press or cutting-press.
1688 R. HOLME Annoury m. 360/2 Plow, or cutting Knife

by which the leaves of Books are cut even. 1771 LIXKOMUE
Hist. Print. 409 The . . parts of the paper whose Margin is

adjusted .. are subject to the Bookbinder's Plough. 1873
E. SPON Workshop Receipts Ser. i. 395/2 Upon one of the
cheeks [of the cutting press] are two guides, or small raised

rails, for the plough to work in.

b. A plane for
cutting rabbets or grooves.

1678 MOXON Meek, Excrc. iv. 68-9 The Plow . . is a narrow
Rabbet-Plain,. .The Office of the Plow is to plow a narrow
square Groove on the edge of a Board. 1815 J. SMITH
Panorama Sc. $ Art I. in. 1881 YOUNG Every Man his
own Mechanic 396 The plough is necessary in such work
as making drawers.

C. An instrument for cutting the flushing parts of

the pile or nap of fustian.

1875 in KNIGHT Diet. Meek.

d. A knife used for
'

ploughing
'

mackerels, etc. :

see PLOUGH v. 7 c and MACKEREL-//^//^//.
f* e. An instrument for taking the altitude of a

heavenly body. Obs.

1690 LtYBOURN Curs. Math. 617 There are other Instru-
ments for taking of the Altitude of the Sun and Star.s ; a-,

the Plough, the Astrolabe, the Demi-Cross, the Bow. 1710
J. HARRIS Lex. Techn. II, Plow, an Ancient Instrument,
iho' now not much used at Sea.

f. A narrow shovel with which the barley is

turned over in malting.
1875 URE Diet, Arts II. 188 When turning only is re-

quired, he uses what is called the '

plough '; thi> i* ;L long-
handled tool, in shape very much resembling the scull of a
boat, and in using it is ma.de to pass through the grain,
precisely as a scull is made to do in the water.

g. In an electric tramcar on the conduit system :

The rod maintaining contact with the live rail.

1903 Daily Chron. 16 Mar. 5/2 They are .. fitted .. with the

underground trolleys which imike contact with the fcedini;
conductors by means of a 'plough

'

lowered into the slotted
conduit.

6. An antler or branch on the horn of a caribou.

1892 W. PiKii North. Canada 45 The perfect double plough
is more often seen in the smaller specimen, the larger animal
being usually provided with only one, or with one plough
and a spike.

7. attrib. and Comb, (some of which may belong
to the verb), a. attrib., 'of or pertaining to a plough
or ploughing', &i>plough-beast % -chain, -clevis, -coitl-

-ground, -harness, -jade, -neat, -o.\, -r^in, -rip,

-rope, -servant, -service^ -shaft, -sock, -tackling,

-tea-til^ -timber, -time, -track, -upland) -ivJiccl,

-ivoman, -ivork\ b. objective and obj. genitive, as

plough-holder, -maker', c. instrumental, etc., as

plough-bred, -cloven, -torn adjs. ;
d. similativc,

as plough-shaped adj.

1454 in Ellis Oriff. Lett. Ser. ir. I. 120 Toke all the
*

plow-
bestes and other bestes of the said villages. 1788 K. PICKKN
N&w-a-days Poems 61 Ilk 'plow-bred wight wad gang, dear
safe us! 1897 CKOCKETT Leufs Love xxix, I'll .. send the
men up wi' *pleuch-chaina and cairt-rape.s. 1875 KNIGHT
Diet. 3lech.,

*
Plow-clevis, the stirrup-shaped piece on the

nose of a plow-beam, having three loops, in either of which
the open ring of the double-tree may be placed, according
to the depth of furrow desired. 1871 SWINBURNE Songs l>cf.

Sunrise, Hertha 37 The *ptough-cloven clod. 1607 Tor-
SELL Four-f. Beasts (1658) 66 The Athenians had three
several *plow-feasts which they observed yearly. 1805
Sporting ^lag. XXV. 315 My landlady's two sons were
arrived from the *plough field. 1577 tr. Bullingers Decades
(1592} 273 If the *plough-folk* do idlely wast their masters
substance. 1844 STEPHENS Bk, Farm I. 490 Deeper than
the *plough-furrow. 1687 Irish Proclani, 24 Sept., *Plow-
Garrans and other small horses. 1640 in H. Bond Itist.

H'atcrifnun, Jlfass. (1855) II. 998 Ordered that the hither

Plain, being subdivided into several Lotts for *PIow-ground,
shall be made a common field. 1895 W. RAYMOND Smoke
of \Var vii. 84 Like a rook in a plough-ground, c 1386
CHAUCER Alillers T. 576 A smyth, . -That in his forge
smythed *plough hartleys. 1886 T. HARDY Mayor Casterbr.

iv, Plough-harness at the saddler's. 1613 MARKHAM Ettg.
Ilusbandm, iii. B iij, A stay and aide to the *Plough
houlder. 1561 DAUS tr. Buliinger on Afoe. (1573) 214 The
pampered Palfreyes which eate away the prouender from
the leane *plough lades. i6ooHEYwooo wtdPt. Ediv. IV,
Wks. 1874 I. 122 That sike bonny men sud be hampert like

plu-jades. 1812 SIR J. SINCLAIR Syst. Husb. Scot. n. App.
38 Apprentice to a country carpenter and *ploughmaker.
1552 HULOET, *Ploughe neate or oxen, triones. 1503 DUN-
BAR Thistle fy Rose in Lat no bowgle, with his busteous

hornis, The meik *pluch ox oppress. 1844 STEPHENS Bk.

k,anfero., 1'aya lor ij par ot plowed ryppis injd. c 1586
C'TESS PEMBROKE Ps. cxxix. ii, Thou Hast their *plow-
ropes cutt in two ! 1733 TULL Horse-Hoeing Husb. xi. 124
Villainies of English "Plow-Servants. 1766 BLACKSTONE
Comtn. II. vi. So Our common lawyers, .derive it froim0fatan
old Latin word denoting (as they tell us) a plough : . . that, in

memory of it's original, it still retains the name of socage
or *

plough-service. 1878 KKLL Gegenbaur's Camp. Anat.

435 The '

*plough-shaped bone' forms the terminal portion
of the vertebral column. 1695 J. TELFAIR in Nicholson
Hist, fy Trad. Talcs (i^-^ 16 It cast a *plough-sock at him.

1814 SCOTT Waii. 1, Plough-socks, shuttles, candlesticks,
and other ordinaries. 1695 J. EDWARDS Perfect. Script.

1 14
The Gordian knot was but *plough-tackling hamper d in a
knot. 1799 J. ROBERTSON Agric. Perth 324 Formerly, four
horses a-oreast was the *plough team of the highlands, and
is still in use. 1896 M. T. PEARMAN Hist, I\lattor Bensing-
ton, Oxon. 10 The quantity of land a plough-team will turn

up in a year varies according to the soil. 1626 BACON Syfaa
658 Some are best for *Plough-Timber: as Ash. 1607

SHAKS. Timon iv. iiu 193 Dry vp thy Marrowes, Vines, and
*Plough-torne Leas. 1844 STEPHENS Bk. Farm I. 490 The
black mould immediately under the *plough-track had been

compressed. 1730 A^. jersey Archives XI. 226 There is

also 100 Acres of "Plough-Upland in very good Order. 1733
TULL Horse-Hoeing Husb. xxv. 414 In plowing miry Clays,
where *Plow Wheels cannot go. 1860 G. H. K. m Vcu.
Tour. 164 The *plough-woman dropped her cras-crom in the

scratch that did duty for a furrow. 1880 Dorothy p. xvi, The
two Yorkshire girls were. .both, .excellent plougnwomen.
8. Special Combs. : t plough-bat PLOUGH-

STAFF; fplough-beetle = PLOUGH-MELL; plough-

bird, -bolt: see quots. ; t plough-boon, in MK.

plo)bonet ploughing done as a service by a tenant

for his lord
; plow-breast = BREAST sb. 9 b ;

plough-bullock, (a] a bullock used in ploughing ;

(b) one of the mummers in the Plough-Monday
festivities; f plough-chip = PLOUGH-HEAD i ;



PLOUGH 1006 PLOUGH.

plough-cleaner : see qnot. ; t plough-clout, an

iron plate nailed to the frame of a plough at the

side : cf. CLOCT s&. 1 3 ; f plough-cock = COCK s/>. 1

14; plough-cutter / : plough-day.

(a) a day on which the tenant was bound to plough
for his lord ; (f)

= PLOUGH-MONDAY : plough-
diamond, a kind of glass-cutter: see quot. ;

+ plough-ear, a piece of iron attached to the right
side of the plough-beam, to which the harness

was attached: = i-coci; plough-jag (/.-.:.
= plougk-bullxk (ii ; hence plough-jagging.

acting as a plough-jag. mumming; f plough-
jobber = PLOVGH-JOGGEK; plough-knife, the knife

of a bookbinder's plough-cutter ; plough-light :

see quot. ; plough-line, x ii) the line marking the

limit of ploughed land
; <jf>)

cord nsed for the traces

or reins of a plough ; t plough-master : see quot.;

t plough-meat, cereals ; plough-medal, a medal

given as a prize at a ploughing-match ; plough-
money, tX money paid for the right of ploughing ;

(V) money collected by plough-boys on Ploag .-

Monday; plough-paddle, -pattle, -pet tit-. .1

plough-staff:
= PAPPI.E .o. 1

i, PATTLE. FETTLE

rf. : ; plough-path : see quot. : fplough-penny.
V ,J

N
i-ri.ortfH-ALM.s . KM, a penny gained

by ploughing ; plough-pillow = PILLOW .--.-. 4 d ;

t plough-pin, a pin or bolt used in connexion with

the collar ofa plough : see COLLAR ff>. 1 3 ; plough-
plane = sense j b : plough-point, the point of

a plough-share ; often detachable = SLIF-FOIXT :

t plough-pot* : see PLOUGH-FOOT; plough-press.
in bookbinding, a press in which a book is held

while the edges are cut or 'ploughed' ^also called

..-....'.\-.- ...
~

: t plough-rest, -ryst = KV.EST .--.'.:

t plough-shackle, the clevis of a plough ; plough-
sheath, t plough-silver : see quots. ; plough-
spade = PLOUGH-STAFF ; t plough-spindle : see

quot. : t plough -star = sense 4. or ? Arcturus ;

plough-stot =
r.'.'.v,-* .'.V.\ < : t plough-string: ,

one of the traces of a plough ; plough-stuff, the

timberused forawooden plough ; fplough-throck
- PLOVGH-HEAP i : t plough-till, -tilth = PLOUGH-
LAND i ; plough-tree, a plough-handle ; plough-
trench ; , to trench with a plough ; plough-truck,
a riiling attachment to a plough ; f plough-ware1

.

beasts employed in ploughing; plough-witch ,

-witcher (..i/.\ a Plough-Monday mummer;
plough-witching, the performance of the plough-
witchers. Also PLOUGH- ALMS. PLOUGH-LAND, etc.

t*6a 'Plow hat [sec 1530 PU_SC,K. .-;: 'i

Pbughe betyll, iMfV&i 15-3 1". --SKR ffus!:

u.--.-' ;- A plough b further the

:. 1707 MOKKMER //KS/. <ir-l^ I. .506 i Plough Staff

..:ui IVrtle. 1888 .'.
; ;V 4 > The local name of this Hrd IStrrM

Amtan-tif*] in the neighbourhood of Cape Kidnappers, is
' The 'Plough Rird '. or

'

Plo'.igh Koy ', given on M
its haMt of f.'l'.ouri- the farmer's plough. 1884 KNK;HT

Ife-A. Suppl..
'

securing the

share, laiutside, or mold-board to the stock. 1438 Krvt.tJ
, :-;o OK e:

to: 'plognone. 1884 tiKf.'rmrHi * .'/..~*.~Rfr. t Dec.

A honied *p:ouch-
1
o.re.xst .. is recommended for ploughing

after sheep. 1761 Gttll. >tng. Dec. 568,'^ ./<. Plough-
Monday.. .On thisdaythe young men yoke themselves, and
draw a plough aSom with musick, and one or two [

in antic dresses, like jack-puddings go from house to

h.nisr. lo gather money to drink. ..We call them [in Derby-
shire) the "ocks. 1766 Conifi. Farmer s. v.

Turnip To my plough bullocks I allow the same

quantity of turnips. 1649 VIIITHF F.*. fmfrvr. tmfr.
xvviii. (ip;0 icx> X'me calf them the Plough-throck. seme

.\ ,\c. I shall retain the term of Plough-
head. 1875 KNIC.H . ...

*
Pltxxltmmfr, a

handled thrusting implement by which the plowman may
rid the plow of choking weeds or the share of accumulated
soil. 1376-7 Dxrlkam Act. Ktlis (Surtees) 386 In uno
moldehredclot et ij "plueclot empt...xvd. 1485 in Rift*
C*. Acts (Surtees) 3-73, ij plogh clowtes. t846 ROGERS
Afrk. * Frists \. xxi. "517 Flat plates of iron nailed to the

wooden frame are called plough-clouts. 1688 K. HOLME
The 'Plow Cock is the Iron to tye the

SS in 7'A Kef. /V/>. Kfr. /rri 94
[From every husbandman) vi ploughe daies, vi cart daies,

Armoury lit.

Oxen to' the

. .

iii men for a d*ie to repp corne in harvest, 1616 SI-KKL.

MAKKH. CoKtttry Farms ao From Plow-day, which is euer
the Munday after Twelfth-day, till S. Valentines day. i8s
I. NICHOLSON Offrat. Meck.tmc 636 'Plough diamonds
K.v\o a square nut on the end of the socket, next the

which, on running the nut square on the side of the lath,

keeps it in the cutting direction. 15*3 FITIHERB. //Vr.*. 3
The "ploughe-eare is made of thre

peces
of yren. nayled faste

vnto trie ryghl sydeof the plough-beame. />:'./. 4 Somme
plowes have a bende of vron tryanclewise, sette there as the

plough-care shulde be, tnat hath thre nvckes on the farther

syde, 1870 E. PEACOCK Rolf Skirl. "Ill, j>o What the
mummer is to some other parts of England, the *plough-ja
is to Lincolnshire. Ibid. 32$ *Plew-iaggin' is for hu

young men . . not for a chap like me, thai to be
married. 1683 KKNNCTT tr. Ermsm. <m fofy u6 ^Vhy an

Ass, or a "Ploush-Jobher shall sooner gain it than a \Visr

they. .went about with a plough.. to get money to support
the Plough-light, its* C W. MOSMNS i;<lfa 119 The

plough-line steals np the mountain -side. 1895 Kff. EJ*t,
Sat. in Wtstm. G*A. 25 June S/i Hung by a loop cf

is known on farms as plough-line. 1641 in Line. \. ^ 0-
July iiSSSi 86 (In the old Churchwardens' Book of V

"i there is.. 164;, the appointment of 4] *Plowraeisters

..[These plough masters had in their hands certain monies
called plough money, which they undertook to produce on

plough day.] 1573 TVSSKR H*j. >om cuntries

iack*plownn. v.\L 184481;
St. fan* I. 048 The 'plough medals .. have .. excited a

spirit ofemulation anionj; ploughmen. .1 1600 OWEN Sxrcx;a
in Pfm?> . 193 I -. ^ :;hin Eglosserow onely
Arian Erec.U. or Tlowe r.icn\-e, for richt of ploughing.
iSaS L"I.I.-V-. called also a

6j0tigk-s:.i*'. 1404 Tlogh pwmyi, 1766 pleugh-pettle [see
TATTLE, TETTI.E il. iSao SCOTT JfMrf, xiii.

' He will take

to the pleugh-peule, i'i .i the good dame. 1873
WILLIAMS x JONES Swfrs?? o.'.-.rj.,

*

r.'.*nfJk.f*tJkt bridle-

j-vath. 1547 Mem. Rifwt (Surtees) III. 45 Et de \ s. vi d.

de redditibus vocatis *Plowe pence accidentibus hoc anno.
1608 ARVIX y.s: .\Vv. ,1.- :.-' :; V.r.ny. .makes them sterril

of all good manners, as the lawyer the poore cl>-ant's plow
pence, the cittie the country commodities. 1707 MORTIMER

I. 46 The 'Plough-pin and Collar -links, .the

*Plough-pi!low ar.d Toulster, 1813 P. N - \ .

. : 4 5 T:.e *rioii);h.Plane..is used for sinkinga groo\^e
in a board. ..\*ay a solid in the form of a

,. 1875 KM. . ;.. W<m'^;j/,
. -haie .it the extreme front end of the ;

body. 1891 C. KOPV.-: -
'. ftdc tw.^ or

three unsuccessful attempts to get the plough p^int i;*.:o

the hard froxen grou;!.
1
.. I3&a L\N.;I. J\ /'.'. A. \li. 06

Mi *j- -Ixit. 7". ploiuV.^cs Kv:.
;

pote, c\ l\. . -c my p\k
p xsshen atte Rootes And helpe my coltre to kerue

.-se he vorwes. t
-

1350 3. . p 148
T. S.^ Man . -:este in the bem. 1613

MARKHAM N. /.-'. t'iiiK The riough-rest . .

is a small peoce of w.xxie. \\hich is n\: ;:i the
further niclce of the Plough head, and the other end to the

Houghs right-hand hale. 155* HlioF-T. Tloughe n^t
.':s. 1483 Cat's, .-j'jfj;.'

-. e schakille. 1513 FlTiHERB. /;'w.1 . ; The *ploi:ghe
shetri is a thyn pece of Jn^e woode, made of oke. that is set

fast in a moneys in the plough beanie, and also in to the

sharebeame, the whiche is the keye and the chiefe bande of
all the plough. 1465 .' : Deeds, P.R.O.

No 6678 P'.,-si'\er. 1675 W. lox:-
some places they have Plough-silver and Reap-silver, which

turned into Money. 1809 TOMUNS
-.rcTrvr, in former times, was money paid by

some tenants, in lieu ofservice to plough the lorxi's lands. 1844
STKPHKXS /.'i. FA'TH II. 4,3; This the ploughman does with

bis plot -
-

'

^;\ic;e. 1613 MARK*
HAM *. h'*s\i>tib. iii. B iij. The 'Plough spindels,. .are

: .nind peeces ofwoode, which coupleth together the

hales. 1558 PHAER .-EnfM. in. H ij b. The wa>-ne. the

-:ar. and the seuen that stormes and tempests poures
[.4". III. 516 Arcturum pluviasque Hyadas geminosque
Triones]. 1581 STANVHVRST .*sis in. ^Arb.) ?; Thee
lights starr>-e noting in globe celestial hanging: Thee seun
stars stormy, twise told, thee plowstar eke Arcture. xSao

:. ^ I. J?,; Vo;:t:.

. are called
'

. 1893
ll'kith- (A. S Dec. -- 5 It uo::lc. seem as though the spirit

of the PfoogilStaCs is wanir.gand that for some reason or other

they are losing interest in their annual excursions into the

town. . 1350.V.v/W* (;..< i^-v'. 858 (E.E.T.S.>..t/A'r-

ritr cArsMp

..*Plo\vestry.\cgos. 1649 'Plough-throck

[sej0*glk~cktf]. 1494 FABYAX Ckrsu. vn. ccxxii. r.

uin'-gi*, A knyghts fee shuld welde clx. acres, arid that is

denied for a 'ploughe tyll in a yere. 1597-1602 ."'.i
(..-.-'.-/.'

II". A s 104 Ever>- person occupjing^ a
..^.h tilth of land. 1869 IV. ACKMORE Lorn* r

l..held my "plough-tree just the same as if no King or

Queen had ever come to spoil my. .hand. 1707 MORTIMER
/{us}-. 11721) 1. 56 It may be done by one Plough m.iV

a deep Furrow, and another following in the same Furrow,
or by 'Plough-trenching, which is for a Plough to make a

deep Furrow, and to have ei^ht or ten Men with Spades to

follow the Plough, and making the Trench a spit deeper.

1765 ,\f*st*m K*st. IV. 174
Instead of digging it with the

spade, I plough-trenched it at least eighteen inches deep.
1465 MARC. PASTON in F. Lttt. II. 183 He had a plowe

^ in your lond in Drayton, and ther your seyd servaunts
. . toke hys 'plowe ware, that ys to say ij marys. IbaL 184
Ther was taken a playnl ayenst hem . for takyng of the

forseyd plowarre at Drayton. 1817 CLARE Slufk. CaL 156
On 'Plough-witch-Monday. I was in the barn. 18.. E.
SMITH MS. C.v.'r.i. Vmrmictt. H'.W> (E. P. IV. Down to

15-4 .. the plough witches presented themselves on the

evening of Plough Monday, with faces painted white, and
marked out hideously in red or black lines. 1860 ."

.'nd Ser. IX. ^Si/j The mummers are called "Plougn-
witchers ', and their ceremony

'

'Plough-witching '.

Plough. f. [f. PLOUGH :. S.] The act

or fact of rejecting a camiiilate in an examination.

1863 READS H*rJ Ctuk ii. I.
.=.-

It is only out of Oxford
a plough is thought much of. 1897 ll'tstm. G-i*. 3 Nov.

lo/i In the . . Bar examination, the percentage of ploughs
is. .o per cent...ploughed in Roman Law, and 20 per cent,

in Constitutional History. 1899 lH<i. t June 10/1 There has

been the usual plough in the final of about 36 per cent.

Plough, plow ^y>Uiu\ r. Forms: 5-6plowghe
(5 Htrtk. plugh ve\ 5-7 plowe, 6- plow (St.

p'lew), (6-7) 8- plough. (Erron. pa. pple. 6

ploweiO [f. PLOUGH i*. So MDu., Du. plaigm,
MLG., LG. ffogt*, MHO. fUuogt*, Ger. pjHigtn,
ON. p/fo'a. In 16-i^th c. the sb. was normally

plttlfik and the vb. ptow(i, repr. ME. types flok,

plojCH or pltr&e* (cf. cmqfi, auw = OE. t*M,

f*fct) ; so mod. Sc. ple*<k sb.. pletao vb. ; but the

S)ylling/Ayit occurs also for the verb in 16-1 7th c.,

and became usual in England during the iSth c.,

when sb. and vb. were levelled in form ; in U. S.

they have both become/.'.
1

:.]

1. a. Irons. To make furrows in and turn up (the
earth' with a plough, especially as a preparation
for sowing ; also atsfl. to use a pic
(14*0-40 Plowynge [see PLorcHlNG prV. si*, i' 1460

Tttemcift .V'lj*. ii. 54 That we had ployde f?plo5de] this

14.^3, '.:. :., . :.'i I'oriowghe'i.n. Pi..-

153 FirrHERB. Surf. 2 It is co:-.ucnyent that they
.. 1530 PALSOR. 660/2, 1 wyll ploughe all the lande

I have in your towne to yere. 1607 NORDES Sure. />!* IV.

iSi As much as 2. oxen could plow. 1611 CorGR.,O&<wrrf,a
ri,>-.ich. Cfarnfr, to till, eare, plow. Ckarrxf, tilled,

1707 Cttrfos. in ffusd. ^(j+nf. 133 Once V
the Land . . will . . be sufficient. 1759 tr. Dutfrntrs ffiat. l.

i- It is plowed into high ridges with a strong
plough. 1796 H. HINTER tr. St..rifrrts Stout. .V*r, (1790)

- :-.iuch land .i- \cn could plough in one

day. 1816 W. SMITH Sfra.'a /.&*.'. 12 \\"hen wet and fresh

plowed. 1816 SCOTT . :. I am no clear if I can

pleugh [fi-rcrJVf plew] ooy place but the M ains and M uckle-

w hame. 1880 ScrO-Kfr's M*g. 215 ITley ha\-e plowed and
fitted for grain-growing 3,000 acres.

b. \V ith resultant object : To make (a furrow,

ridge, line) by ploughing.
1589 .

r
.a,cc- .:'."* *t C j h. Cio^l shall .. punish euer>- forrow

they naue plowed \-pon his backe. 1797 Enp>c'. :

:

By casting, that is, by ploughing tv

together beginning at the furrow that separates them. iSic

i-Vc, ./.*. it iS [A machine] for :

- nine Dy five inches square.

2. intr. (or atsol.) To use the plough, work as i

plonghman. till the ground.
l5 COVVRDAI.E Pf.-r . xx. 4 A slomhfull body v

to plowe for colde. 1607 SHAKS. tV-. in. i. 71 The Cockw
of Kel^elli.^i. l::so'.r:icc. St\'!!:i.-.i, hich w-e our selues hau<

plowexl for. sow'cl. 1611 IIIPIK .7.^ i. 14 The oxen weit
a plowinge], and the asses feedinc

beside them. That hee that ploweth, shoulo

-pe. 1685 BAXTER PattLfkr. .V. T. 2 Tim ii. (

The Husbandman must labotn tplcu. so. v\.c.^ before h<

reap and gather the Fruit. 1847 L. HUNT Jar .

..:- Twenty-three pair of oxen were ploughing
together within a square of thirty acres. 1868 Kl SKI>

- sfCk*t (iS5o) II. 199 A man taught to plough
row or steer well,.. [is] already educated in many essential

moral haHts,

b. intr. in pass, sense (of land) : To bear 01

stand ploughing ^easily, well, etc.) ; to prow
plough, etc."1 in the ploughing.
I7i MIILS Syst. Pratt, tfusfi. I. 152 It ploughed ven

tcngh. and the cattle mired in some places. 1847 ft-nl. R.

. . \"I11. ii. \7i The land generally pic.

a friable state. 1864 /.-;;'. XXV. iu 528 ITie clover-lands..

ploughed remarkably well.

3. trans. By extension : To furrow as by plough-

ing ;
to gnsh. tear up, scratch vany surface). Often

up : see 9 e.

, etc. [see oe], 1740 SOMERVILLE //orW*<*/ ii- ^4 Th
- Swain .. Fell prone and plough 'd the Dust. 1784

Con rm T&st v. 50 His dog . . snatches up the drifted snow
With ivory teeth, or ploughs it with his snout. 1856 1- H
XVWMVS rhe Bagradas.. ploughed the rich and

yielding mould with its rapid stream.

b. \Vith resultant object, as tfurte, line.

1831 SCOTT Cast. DA*. iii, The course which the rivei

had ploughed for iLself down the valley. 1855 KIXGSLH
(.Pfoi*j 14 It w-as..the stones fallen from Snowdon peai
into the half-liquid lake of ice above, which ploughed tnos<

furrows. 1873 HAMERTON Inttll. Ltfir 11. L (i5-

line^ngraver . . month after month, ploughs slowly his

marvellous lines.

c. intr. To move through soft ground, snow,
etc.. furrowing it.

1847 I.F. FANC T. O'Brin 309 Drenched in inky slime..

Miles Garrett ploughed and floundered to the other side.

i7<S A. H. C.KEI-N 'ritfs. Ctd. iv. s ("877) 160 Icebergs
which after they had run aground and ploughed into th<

.:s of boulder clay], 1894 Ft NX In

Alfitu rally II. 246 Deane came ploughing through th<

snow up to the window.

4. />"c- Of a ship, boat, swimming animal, etc. ;

To cleave the surface of the water. Chiefly /Mt.
a. trans.

1607 SHAKS. 7Y;-..> v. i. 53 Tis thou that ri

Barke, and plow's! the Fome. 1633 P. FLETCHER Fxrflt
. \ v i. Vain men . . who plough the seas, With danger

ous pains another Earth to finde. 1698 FRVER Ace. E. lmJi

\ .'\ .-4 Once again committing ourselves to the Sea, w<

njljU^llirl deeper Water. I73 C'AV f.tUrs H. viii. a;

When naval traffic plows the main. 1781 COWPER Los*

Kcyal Gttrft x. He and his eight hundred Shall plough th(

wave no more. 1836 MACCILLIVRAV tr. ffxmtoltffs Traa.

xvi. 216 The river was ploughed by porpoises, and the short

UIKJlJ with aquatic birds.

b. With resultant object, as course, way.
1696 PRIOH To tkt King 56 On .. Britain's jo>-ful sea,

Behold, the monarch ploughs his liquid way. 1780 COM i EH

/".i.Vi--.-. 533 Give me the line [of verse) that plows it<

stately course Like a proud swan, conquering the stream by
force. 1856 KAXE .-< n .'. F.jrfi. I. x\-iii. 228 Pic .

way with irresistible march through the crust of an investing

sea. 1873 BUCK Fr. Tkxlt ii, T he steamer . . ploughed hel

way across the blue and rushing waters of the Minch.

O. inir.

1850 LVELL aul I'isit U. S. II. 154 These streams.. spread

out into broad superficial sheets or layers, which the keels

of vessels plough through. 1867 Gttd Cluer 2 He had

ploughed over many a stormy sea'. 1897 O*tiy(V.BJ
XXX. 117/1 A few tugs plowing up stream left behind

them wakes.

5. Irons. Jig. To furrow (the face, brow, etc.)

deeply with" wrinkles ; also with resultant object.

i7'RAMSAV Gfntli Skrfk. v. iii. Has fifteen years so

plew a A wiinkled face that you have often view'J. 1741



PLOUGH.
POPE Dune. iv. 204 Before them march'd that awful Aii

tarch: Plough 'd was his front with many a deep Remark.
1818 BYRON Ch. Har. iv. xlii, Italia ! .. On thy sweet brow

is sorrow plough 'd by shame. 1837 WHEELWRICHI ii.

Aristophanes I. 56 note. Her face .. rough, and plough* d

with wrinkles. 1857 HOLLAND Hay Patk xix. 218 Jealousy
and pride, .ploughed no furrows across her brow.

b. To obliterate by ploughing wrinkles.

1818 BVKOS Mazi-fpa v, A port, not like to this ye sec. Hut

smooth, as all is rugged now; For time, and care, and war,
have plough'd My very soul from out my brow.

6. In various figurative applications ofthe primary
and transferred senses.

1535 COVKRDALK Job \v. 8 Those that plowe wickednesse . .

and sowe myschefe, they reape y same. 1576 FLKMINU

Panopl. fipist. 342 The soyle of his inuention, mcmorie,
and iudgcment, is so ordinarily ploughed with practise and

experience. 1606 SIIAKS. Ant. A> Cf. 11. ii. 233 Ruyall
Wench: She made great Ciesar lay his sword to bed, id-

ploughed her, and she cropt. 1607 Cor. v. iii. 34 Let the

Voices Plough Rome, and harrow Italy. 1608 Per. iv.

vi. 154. 1609 BIBLE (Douay) F.cclus. vii. 13 Plowe not a lie

[Vulg. noii arare mcndacium\ agaynst thy brother. 1624
FORD .y'j Darling u. i, Beckon the rurals in; the

country-gray Seldom ploughs treason. 165* MILTON Son>f.

Cromwell, Cromwell, .who through a cloud, .To peace and
truth thy glorious way hast ploughU 1838 KMKKSON Addr*
Canto. Mass. Wks. (Holm) II. 193 Jesus.. whose name is

not so much written as ploughed into the history of this

world. 1884 Miss F. P. COHBK in Contcutp. Rev. Dec. 805
Out of hearts ploughed by contrition spring flowers.

b. intr. To proceed laboriously or doggedly, to

labour, to plod.
1891 C. T. (J. JAMES Rom. Rigmarole 40 He never ceased

speaking. ..In a monotonous tone, he ploughed solemnly
onward, oblivious. 1897 FLANDRAU Jfarvard Episodes 30
He could, .fancy himself ploughing doggedly in self-defence

through an incredible number of courses in history.

7. Applied to mechanical processes: cf. I'LOUCII

sbl 5. a. Bookbinding. To cut with a i

plough
'

or plough-press.
1873 E. SPON Workshop Receipts Ser. i. 395/2 The cutting

press stands on a hollow frame., which, .receives the paper
shavings as they are ploughed off.

b. Carpentry. To cut or plane (a groove, rabbet)
with a '

plough '. Also intr.

1805 (see PLOUGHING i b]. 1866 G. MACDONALD Ann. Q.
Neighb. xiii, The carpenter .. was ploughing away at a

groove. 1875 Carpentry fy Join. 104 A groove bein ;

ploughed under the over-hanging edge to cause the rain t'j

drip clear of the wall.

C. To cut or gash (mackerel, etc.) so as to give
it a better appearance : cf. CRIMP z*.l 4. U. S.

1890 in Cent. Diet.

8. Univ. slang. To reject (a candidate) as not

reaching the pass standard in an examination: a

slang substitute forphtck in this sense (PLUCK v. 7).
J853

'

C. BEDE' Verdant Green n. xi, It's impossible for

them to plough me. 1863 READK Hard Cask Pro!. 16 That
..adds to my chance of being ploughed for small-...

'Ploughed
'

is the new Oxfordish for
'

plucked '. 1883 Times
i June 4 My young friend was undeservedly ploughed.

9. \Vith advbs.
; mostly trans.

a. I'loitg/i around: lit. in reference to stumps
left in cultivated land ; fig. to make tentative

approaches, feel one's way. U. S. political slang.
1888 BRVCE Anter. Conninu. II. HI. Ixx. 557 The more

skilful leaders begin (as it is expressed) to '

plough around *

among the delegations of the newer.. States.

b. Plough down : to throw or thrust down by
ploughing. Also _/%.

1765 A. DICKSON Treat. Agric. (ed. 2) 126 On a part of a
field where whins were plowed down. 1877 BLACK Green
Past, xxix, Any of which would be ploughed down by this

huge vessel.

C. Plough in, plough into the land', to embed or

bury in the soil (manure, vegetation, etc.) by
ploughing. Also_/^f.
1764 Museum Rust. II. 172 When a farmer intends to

plow in his vetches, I would, .advise him to do it some
weeks before he sows his wheat. 1847 Jritl. K, Agric. Soc.
VIII. i. 62 Others spiead the dung en the surface and
plough it in. 1895 B. SP.OCWICK in Westm. Gaz. 12 Sept.
4/3 He ploughed his capital into the land, and it never
came out.

d. Plough ottt: to dig orthrust out(ofthe ground)
with the plough ; hence, to disinter, dig out ; to

root out, eradicate, cast out, tear out, remove with

violence; also, to excavate or hollow out by or ns

by ploughing (cf. 3 b).
1643 MILTOS Divorce n. xx. Wks. 1851 IV. 118 God loves

not to plow out the heart of our endeavours with over-hard
and sad tasks, a 1645 HABINGTON Surv. Wore, in Wore.
Hist. Soc. Proc. III. 504 Ploughed out of obscure antiquities
I will now use the true name. 1863 LYELL/^M//^. Man xiv.

(ed. 3) 266 A third period when the marine boulder drift

formed in the middle period was ploughed out of the larger

valleys by a second set of glaciers. 1886 A. WINCHF.LL
Walks Gcol. Field 54 These North-American rivers have
plowed out channels whose deep walls rise as high as the
smoke from the steamers.

e. Plough up : to break up (ground) by plough-
ing; to throw or cast up, eradicate (roots, weeds)
with the plough ; to cut up roughly, excavate,
furrow or scratch deeply, by any similar action.

1588 SMAKB. Tit. A. iv. ii. 87 Sooner this sword shall

plough thy bowels
vp.

1601 BP. W. BARLOW Serm. Panics
Crosse 45 For he . . hath plowed vp my hart, 1606 SHAKS.
Ant.

^-
(.7. iv. xii. 38 Let Patient Octavia plough thy visage

vp With her prepared nailes. 1718 LOWTH Comnt. Jer, iv.

1007

3 The Prophet.. exhorts them tu Repentance and Reforma-
tion under the Metaphor of Plowing up their fallow Ground.

1774 (JoLDSM. Nat. Hist. (1776) III. 1 72 The wild boar plows
it [the earth] up like a furrow, and docs irreparable dam;i^c
in the cultivated lands. 1817 W. SI.J.WVN Law Nisi Prius
(ed. 4) II. 1245 If. .the owner of a close over which there is

a right of way plough up tin- way, and assign a new way.
a 1895 I,i>. C. K. |'AI;KT Auid'ioff. \. (1896) 8 Her decks wen:

literally ploughed up with grape shot.

1O. 1'lirases. a. To plough with any one s heifer

(ox, "\ealf} after Judges xiv. iS. See also HKIFKU
i b. (In quot. 1632, npp. to be yoked together

with.)
1535 COVEKDAU-: Judg. xiv. 18 Yf ye had not plowed with

my calfe [1611 heifer), ye shulde not ham; fminde out my
ryddle. 1584 fl. I!. Hwarc tin' Cat Ded., I doubt whether
M. Stremer will be contented that other men ploughe with
his oxen. 1632 MASSINCICK City Mtufaiit it. iii, I will under-
take To find the north passage to the Indies '.ooner Than
plough with your proud heifer.

b. To plough the sands', a frequent t>pc of

fruitless labour. Also /o plough the air.

1590 f'.HiKNi: .\\-rcr too laic Wks. (flrosari) VIII. 166
j

With sweating lirowcs I long bane jilowde tin; sands.. '

Repent hath sent me home with emptie hands. 1647 Jin.
TAVIOK /.//'. Prrfh. Kp. Ded. 5 That I had as good plow
the Sands, or till the Aire, as perswadu such Doctrines,
which destroy men 1: interests. 177$ Wrsu-v 'Jntl, i^ Nov., i

1 preached at Dorking. Hut still I fear we are ploughing
upon ill-- --and : we see no fruit of our lab< -urs. 1894 A l.<,rn n

.V/. at Birmingham 21 Nov., All our time, all our labour,
and all our assiduity is as certain to be thrown away as if you
were to plough the sands of the seashore, tin: moment that
the Kill ir.-H Ii.". ih<- I 'pper Chamber.
Hence Ploughed, plowed///, a.

1535 COVKKIULK Jet: iv. -Xi The plowed fclde was become
waist. 1665 Uovi-r. C>ccns. l\--JI. iv. ii. (1848) 173 We began
to traverse certain plow'd Lands. 1759 It. MAHTIN Nat.
Hist. J''.nff. II. Herts. 15 The Surface of rvi-iy Plowed
Field. 1815 }. SMITH Panorama Sc. *f Art II. 619 When
ploughed lands are t<j be laid duwn for meadow or pasture.

Plou*ghable, plowable, a.
[f. PLOUGH v.

-f -AHU;.] C.'apnbleof being ploughed; arable.

1570 Lr.viss M&nip, 3/10 Plowable, afaoi/fs, 1611 COTGR.,
Ar<il'!<\ (-arable, ploughable, tillable. 1778 [W. MARSHALL]
Minutes Agric., Digest 23 Light Soils are plowable at a
small expence. 1864 CARLVLK Fredk. Gt. xv. xii. (1872) VI.

87 There may be patches ploughable f >r rye.

Plou gh-a:lms, plow-alms. Now ///>/.
[f.

PLOUGH sbj- + ALMS; repr. OK. snlh-telmessati.'] A
church-due in Old Knglish times and later, consist-

ing of one penny per annum for each plough or

plough-land.
[a 1000 Laws of F.timund \. c. 2 (Schmid) He teoSungum

andciric-sceattum. peo3unge we bebeodadaslcumcristenum
men be his cristendome, and cyric-sceat, and Komfeoh, and
sulh-aelmessan.] 1x91-2 in Dugdale Monast. Angl, (1682)
I. 256 De qualibet carucajuncta inter Pascha et Pentecoslem
unum denarium, qui dicitur ploualmes. 1647 N. BACON
Disc. Govt. Kng. \. xi. (1739) 20 Another Income arose from
the Plough, and under the name of Plough-Alms. 1844
LINGARO Anglo-Sax. Ch. (1858) I. iv, 174 Plough-alms, a

penny from every land, which was yearly offered, &c.

Flou'gh-beam, plow-. The central longi-
tudinal beam or bar of timber or iron in a plough,
to which the other principal parts are attached.

14.. Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 569/21 /turn's, the plowebeme.
14.. Norn. ibid. 724/27 Hec hurts, a plughbeme. 1513
FITZHF.RB. Husb. ^ The ploughe bcame, is the longe tree

aboue, the whiche is a lytel bente. 1613 MARKIIAM fin?.
Hnsbandm. iii. H ij, The first member thereof, as being
the strongest and most principallest peece of timber belong-
ing to the same, is called the PIough-l>eame, being a large
long peece of timber much bending. 1717 BRAULKY Comfl.
Body Hnsb. 41 The plough-beam, about seven foot long,
and five inches square, from the tail.. to the coulter.., and
then tapers to three inches and half. 1884 Longnt. Mag.
Feb. 403 An elm. .to fashion into a plough-beam.
Jig. 1607 J. CARPENTER Plaint mans Plough 206 The
Plough lieame of Impietie is, the repletion of bread.. and
luxurte.

Floirghbote, plougliboot,plow-. Hist. [f.

PLOUGH sbl\ see JBOOT/0? 5 b.] In OldLaw, The
wood or timber which the tenant had a right to

cut for making and repairing ploughs and other

agricultural implements.
1531 in Weaver Wells Wills (1890) 193 My dwyllyng

I
house . . wythsufficyent housebote, heybote, fyrebote, plough-

\ bote growyng upon any growne belonging unto the said

j

house, 1567 in F. I. Baigent Crondal Rec. (1891) 166

j

Wood .. for ploughe-boote, nedge-boote, fyar-boote, ..and
harrowe-boote. 1669 WORLIDCE Syst. Agric. (1681) 285
Fell Trees for Mechanick uses ; as Plough-boot, Cart-boot,
&c. 1766 BLACKSTOSE Comnt. II. iii. 35 Plough-bote and

j

cart-bote are wood to be employed in making and repairing

(

all instruments of husbandry.

Flou'gh-boy, plow-boy. A boy who leads

the team of oxen or horses that draw a plough;
hence, a boy of the rustic labouring class.

1569 Lane. Wills (1857) II. 254 To every ploughe boy and
other boyes servinge within my house sixe shilhnges eighte

, pence. 1724 WATTS Logic i. vi. 4 A ploughboy, that has
i . .seen nothing but thatched houses, and his parish church,

is naturally led to imagine that thatch belongs to the very
! nature of a house. 1818 COBBETT Pol. Reg. XXXIII. 255

If I do not, by the means of that Grammar, enable any
Plough-Boy of sound mind to write English as correctly in

i
one year [etc.]. 1903 Spectator 28 Nov. 003/2 The plough-

: boy figures on the prehistoric rock carvings of the Maritime
1

Alps, ..using the goad, while the ploughman guides the
I plough. . .With the use of horses the ploughboy has dis-
i appeared, except where the land is so heavy that he has to

I
lead the extra horse.

;

\

PLOUGH-GEAR.

JPloirgh-dri'ver, plow-. [Cf. Da. //,>?
-

rtViV'dV.]
( >ne who drives the beasts drawing a

plough.
1483 Cnth. Angl. ;;34/-.' A Clothe dryfcr, \tigaritt\. 1551

Hin.oi-.T, Ploughedryuer, i'vzrr.r. 1603 I'i KMI \> ll'>in</>->

full Yean: Wks. (Gi<> ,u t I . i r ,'1 liose mittbeleeuing I';n'.in ,

I he ploii .!) 'I i in- i ,. 1679 O. I Ii vu(.oi) /J/(/;vV\, <-t< . (iS8i)
II. -.'<>- Thr pluw-hc M'-i l'-f'l tin- plow.. tin- [.l(-w fbivrr ;it

last tame to them. 1812 Siu J. SIM r,.M AJ'.T/. Ilii'l- '->f.

r. ,i .
II .1 M . . . v.'-ir herded., on tl,.- p.i .tme l.md, by il.r

buy, ilicii employed aa plough drivers.

Plougher, plower fphnroa). ff.
l'i,'.r<;n v.

f *KK I. Ill ( )N.
/>//>,';

ffj /, I ,( ). plover, I Ml. ploC^Cr,
tier. /////v' i;

'-]
* 'ne who ploughs; a ploughman.

Al-.fi in transf. :m'l //>. ser '

;,

r 1515 ( '01 /r !."> f//'.\ /'. 10 Parchementc makers. Jkkynners,
and pl'iwers. 1535 ( '<>\ i-.i'n^r i: /'...< xxviil. [rxxix.) 'i,

'1 lie

jilowers plowrd vpoii rny b;i< !.<, .% in;n!<- l--ri;'.<: f'jiowc',.

15489 I.AIIMJU I
1

lough?rs (Aib. *

17 Now I .h;d lei yon
who be tin; p lower .. 1791 < ' -Wl'l i' 11mil '.: 111. 'i')

1

; PloUghctS
not few, There driving to and )r th- it sturdy teems. 1869
l*iiily A'i'ii". \-> Au^. (

'I lie
],\< ,\}"}\<-\ .

< ,f <\.

ill-- <n i tipiej . of hoiibl'-d fiotiti-'t 1

.. 1880 />,ir,f/iy \\ N-.vv

w.r, the .-uitinnii (oiiie, ;iiid ploiijdn i , went f'Hili ti^ llir-ii

ploughing.
b. Coinh. f Plou'gher-band, srniu- pnit of t!)';

harness of .1 plough.
1404 Dtn/itmr Acc, A'"/A 'Sin ice'. ) , . iij j,

!.- her bandit

t Floirgh-foot, plow-. Ofa [' f. N<>rw.

dial. plog-Jot^\ In a wheelless plough, on adjust-
able piece of wood or iron, attache! to the fiont

of the br.ini, regulating; llic dejitli of the plourli

in^ : sec quots.
It is doubtful however ulietli.-r tin- f'ln^'.f.'U' iii Pi'-r,

Plowman had this im.-aiiiji^ ;
l!ie vari;u.t reading /</.<."-//

;mil I lie ( 01 M. :-,t p .int i;ilh<-t |r, ih, \.\> mily with /A<//r/f :l,ift.

1377 l,A-,-t.r.. /'. i'l. 11. vi. I-,-, My |,]-,w-lo|.- '.b;d b : my
.yk-stafand picche atwo pc rof

,
And b-l]rf- my - uh- \ i-

.'jip- ;iinl i.l'-ir,'-
(

forwcs \v,rr, A. pIouh-iKfte, plowbat ;

/.'. plow-pot--, pl.jiK'Jr.ve , f-,ot
;

(
. ploiiii-lot, jjl<.wl,al |. 1523

Y \\7.\\\. \'\\. //II'./'.
~

->,
The pl'.lli'll ffj[C 1'. .'I lylt. II per

' .,1

wodde, with a croked ende M h* f-.p- in ,-i mottiy. in tli>-

ploughe beame, RCtte fast with wcd^e f
t-> diyne vppe ;ni'l

down*-, and it is a slayr to ord' r, of u)i;it <\'-\,i-i;<". tiif*

jilou^hc --liall K'-*- 1613 MAi'KiiAM /.//;;. llm. /'tin-nn. iii.

1! iv b, Plough foot--, . . I!M- vsc '-f it is to ;'iue !:.

e.nth, '.i put i: fi.,ni tli*: e/utli, as jon j.l-
;r r. 1707 W.

lUxiKH f;/o\v. A u t i'l . Rant. :(> . (17 ;i> 4'./. 'I ho
1

oui 'J i ;iij .la

tion ..makes Sant^ar to hav<: r.laiu M>. ln:udi-(! M';n with an

Ox-goad : The LXX -ay it was/no" ftftmiitmofji, wbi,h, is

Dentalc, or the I'low-foot.

t Plou'gli-gang. .S?. OAs. [f.
PI.OI ';M \f>.i -i-

GANC; s/'.
1

(apj). n late foimation on analogy (<f

ox-gang}^\ A measuie of arable land
; by Jamieson

taken as a synonym of plough-gate.
fTh'r statements of its extent differ wid'-ly, and may point

to different local uses : quot. 170^ makes it i j a'.res, i. c. one

eighth of a earuc.'ite or plough-land, and so -
ox-gang ;

tjuot. 1748 makes it half a carurale ; Jainieson, if bis
' one

plough
'

means the original plough and team of eight o>en,
identifies it with the carucatc ; ljut he in ay have meant
a modern two-horse plough. See next for a fourth value.)

1748 W. O/I.I.KN Ac/, in /.i/i'd'ty;} I. 60 As mii'.b [y round]
as may employ four horses or what we call a plough-gang.
1703 ,V///j/. Aft. Scott., Perth. V. 56 The number of

plough-gangs, in the hands of tenants, is about M'i.
reckoning 13 acres of arable land to each plough-gang.
1808 JAMII SON, PUuch.pang, Plough-gang, as much land

as can be properly tilled by one plough. . . We also us^e the

phrase v.pltucli of land in the same sense. [Apparently an
erroneous statement.]

Plough-gate, plow- 'plau-gf't). north. Eng.
and Sc. Now only J/ist. [f.

as prec. + GATK s/>.*
;

cf. ox-gate.] Originally, perhaps the same as

PLOUGH-LAND (and hence commonly used by
Scottish antiquarian writers to render carnieata) ;

but in later times apparently applied to a much
smaller quantity of land.

Jamieson says: 'A plough-gate or plough-gang of land is

now [1825] understood to include about forty Scots acres

[ 50$ Imperial acres] at an average. Fife.'

1565 Wills *r Inv. N. C. (Surtets) I. 235, I bcquyethe vnto

my said Wyfe duiing hir Lyfe naturall my toure in Brank-
ston w* the two plewegait of I^nd And all other comoditts
theirto belongyng. 1789 PII.KINCTOS View Derly. 1 1. 77
The charter of Edward II .. grants the canons at Calke

possession of a plough-gate of land in Leke. 1791 Statiit.

Acc. Scotl. I. 121-2 There are 56 plough-gates and a half

in the parish [Inncrwiclc]. 1799 J. ROBF.R i SON Agric, Perth

392 A number of plough-gates in one village, or several

tenants about one plough, having their land mixed with
one another, is a great bar to the improvement ofany country.
1806 Gazetteer Scot. fed. 2)412/1 1 he island JPapa WesirayJ
. . is divided into 24 ploughgates of land, and contains about

240 inhabitants. 1818 SCOTT Hrt. Midi, xii, The defences

proponed say, that non constat at this present what is a

plough-gate of hind, whilk uncertainty is sufficient to elide

the conclusions of the libel. 1871 E. W. ROBERTSON Hist.

Ess. 134 The agricultural measurement in Scotland upon
which the regium gildum was levied.. was the Ploughgate,
or carucate of 104 acres.

t Plough-gear, plow-. Obs. [f. ns prec. +

GEAR ,r.l The appurtenances of a plough : = next.

1418-19 in Cat. Proc. Chanc. Q. Eliz. (1827) I. Introd. 16

The abbot and the convent.. ledeth a wey from his parson-

age his plogh yren and his plogh and his plogh gere. 15*3
FITZHKRB. Husb. 5 It is necessarye for hym, to lerne to

make his yokes, oxe bowes, stooles,and all maner of plough

geare. 1566 Wills * htv. N. C. (Surtees) I. 263 All my
Waynes and wayneger all my plewes and plewgeire to l>e

dewyded equalfe Letwyxt them 1584 Knaresborovgh
Wilts (Surtees) I. 145 Plowcs and plowe geare.



PLOTTGH-GRAITH.

Plough-graith (plau-grj
1

))).
St.

[f.
as prec.

'

+ GBAITR sf.] The harness and equipment of a

plough.
11:60 Re? Privy Council Scot. II. 62 Tuke away his
.^"H *"

. o . .. _.i_ *^__ J.T _ o_ (i i:..~\

I

we
CO

fit for any thins but to break plough-graith, and kill cattle.

1828 F. M. "Perth ii, Locks and bars, plough-graith and

harrow-teeth !

Plou-gh-ha:ndle, plow-. [Cf. Da. plmi-
\

handel.} One of the two handles or stilts of a

plough.
Some forms of plough had only one handle, esp. where the

soil was light.

1483 Cath. Angl. 284/2 A Ploghe handylle, stiua. 1530

PALSGR. 256/1 Plowe handell, tnanchc. 1853 } STEVENSON
j

tr. CA. Historians Eng. I. 6n Directing the plough-handle, .

or working iron.

Plough-head, plow-, [f.
PLOUGH **.! +

HEAD sb. Cf. OHG. pjlogis-lwtibit.']

f 1. The share-beam of a plough ; a wooden

frame to which the share was fixed. Obi.

1453-4 Durluim Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 150, ij plogheuedez.

1483 Cath. Angl. 284/2 A Ploghe hede, dentale. 1523

FITZHERB. Husb. 2 In SommersetshjTe . . the sharbeame,
that in many places is called the ploughe hedde, is foure or

fyue foote longe, and it is brode and thynne. 1613 MARK-
HAM Eng. Hiisbandin. iii. B ij b, The Plough head .. is a flat

peece of timber, almost three foote in length if it be for clay

ground, otherwise shorter, of breadth seauen inches.

2. The front part of a plough : see quots.

'733 TULL Horse-Hoeing Hust. xxi. 301 The Plow-Head
contains the two Wheels A, 13. 1864 WEBSTER, Plow-head,

Plvitgh-head, the draught-iron at the end of the beam of

a plow. 1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mech., Plo-M-lu-atl, the clevis

of a plow. That part to which the draft is attached.

Ploughing, plowing (plan-in), vbl. sb.
[f.

PLOUGH V. + -ING 1

.]

1. The action of the verb PLOUGH ; the result of

this, a ploughed furrow.

CI420 Pallad. on Husb. n. 73 In deluyngal, or plowyng, or

dichynge. cmoPromp. Parv. 403/2 Plowynge, or erynge,
aracia. 1523 FITZHERB. H:<sb. 8 In all maner of plow-

nge, se that thy eye, thy hande, and thy fote do agree, and

icalwaye redy one toserue a-nother. 1648 MlLTOK Observ.

Art. Peace xxii, One [Act] prohibiting the plowing with

Horses by the Tail. 1763 MILLS Pract. Must. II. 197 On
sounding the plowings, 1 found them deeper. 1864 D. G.

MITCHELL Wet Days at Edgewood 38 Columella urges,

like Cato, frequent ploughing?.

b. Carpentry. The planing of a groove with a
'

plough
'

;
the groove so made.

1805 R. W. DICKSON Pract. Agric. I. 47 It is a good
method to.. unite the different planks by ploughing and

tonguing. 1837 WHITTOCK, etc. Bk. Trades (1842) ro3

Grooving or ploughing, by which a narrow channel is exca.

vated out of the thickness of the timber.

o. Univ. slang. The rejection of a candidate in

an examination ; plucking.
1882 EMMA J. WORBOISE Sissie xxxiv, He just escaped

plucking or ploughing I forget which Dr. Heavisides said
'

by the skin of his teeth '.

2. attrib. and Comb., as ploughing-team, -time ;

ploughing-day : see quot. ; ploughing-iron =

PLOUGH-IRON ; ploughing-land, ground, arable

land; ploughing-match, a competitive exhibition

of ploughing.
1868 ATKINSON Cltvelfinii Gloss.,

*
Plough!ng-day,tiiR day

on which the farmer who has taken a new farm asks, and

receives, the assistance of his neighbours' Draughts in getting

the necessary ploughing done. 1755 A'. Jersey Archives

XIX. 483 The whole is good Meadow and "Plowing Ground.

1636 MASSINGER Bash/. Lover \. ii, In a cause like this,

The husbandman would change his *ploughing-irons To
eapons of defence. 1694 Land. Gaz. No. 2977/4

A Farm,

Containing near 160 Acres of Land,., most 'blowing Land,
..with the advantage of Commoning. 1812 SIR J. SINCLAIR

i

Sysl. Huso. Scot. \. 196 The original *ploughing matches

were warmly patronized by Mr. Erskine of Mar. a 1715

BURNET Own Time (1766) II. 25 Vexed to see such waste

made upon their estates, in "plowing time especially. 1896

MANNING in Cath. Mag. Mar. 187 The next three or four

years of your life . . are like the ploughing-time and the

sowing-time in the year.

Plough-iron, plow- (plau-ai am), [f.
PLOUGH

sl>.* + IKON sb. So ON. pldg-jdrn plough-iron,

plough-share, Da. plov-jxrn, LG. plog-tsen

(.Doorn.), Du. ploeg-ijzer, OHG. p_flug-ysen, Ger.

pflugeizen coulter, also ploughshare.] Any iron

part of a plough, esp. in//., the coulter and share.

1418-19 [see PLOUGH-GEAR]. 1458 Exch. Rolls Scotl.

VI. 425 Pro aratiis, harpicis, et feiro, et factura de plwe
irnys. 1523 FITZHERB. Husb. 2 In Buckyngham-shyre,
are plowes made of an nother maner, and also other

maner of ploughe-yrons. 1577-87 HOLINSHED Chron. I.

187/1 In passing barefooted ouer certeine hot shares or

plough-irons, according to the law Ordaliuni. 1596 SPENSER
F. Q. vii. vii. 35 Yet in his time he wrought as well as playd,
That by his plough-yrons mote right well appeare. 1791

J. LEAHMONT Poems 120 To the plough irons turn'd the

hostile spear. 1844 STEPHENS Bk. Farm II. 397 It is.,

more economical to sharpen the plough -irons every day.

PlOU gh-jo:gger, plow-. One who jogs or

pushes a plough ;
a ploughman, (humorous or

contemptuous.')
1605 ARMIN Fooleupon F. (i8So) 23 A Country Plow Jogger
'cretly stole a peece of Shoomakers waxe,..and coming

m .iind him, clapt him on the head. 1658 CLEVELAND

Rustic Rampant Wks. (1687) 429 A medley. .of Botchers,

Coblers, . . Draymen, . . and Plough-joggers. c 1787 in Q. Rev.

. .se>

beh

1008

Jan. (1882) 66 He was. .a plain man. .who begged to say

a few words to his
' brother plough.joggers '.

Plough-land, plow-land (plau-loend). [f.

PLOUGH i<M + LAND sb. : cf. OE. sullung, a deriva-

tive of stilh plough, used in a similar sense in Kent

and elsewhere. For the form, cf. ON. plogs-land

(^plough's land), Sw. plogland an acre; and, in

sense 2, Du. ploegland, Ger.pflugland.}
1. Hist, The name used in the northern and

eastern counties of England, after the Norman

Conquest, for the unit of assessment of land, based

upon the area capable of being tilled by one

plough-team of eight oxen in the year: corre-

sponding to the HIDE of the south and south-west

(with which it was often equated), and, like it,

embracing originally the meadow and pasture-land,

and other necessary appurtenances of the holding.
In Domesday Bk. and other records in Latin, this unit is

expressed by carrucata (
= AF. carue, ONF. caruee, F.

charule, CARUCATE) a derivative of carrttca plough, while

the hide is rendered hida. It is not possible to say whether
'

plough-land
' was a translation of carrncata or the con-

verse ; but we have no instance of the word before the end of

the 131)1 c., znAplotigli itself appears first in the I2th. The
fact that the countie's in which the carrucata was the unit

of assessment are precisely those in which Danish influence

prevailed, favours the theory that the plough-land was of

Norse origin ; but there are difficulties. ON. pUgs-land
meant an acre, the normal area ploughed in one day.

The extent of the normal plough-land, like that of_the hide,

is usually given as 120 acres; but in numerous instances

it fell short of or exceeded this; the variations being prob.

due to attempts to make the areal plough-lands correspond
with the traditional assessment of the manors, to the inclu-

sion or exclusion of the appurtenances and fallow land, and

to local differences in the size of the acre.

The plough-land was divided into 8 ox-gangs, as against

the 4 yard-lands or virgates of the hide.

1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 7676 pe king will.im..Let enqueri
streitliche boru al engelonde, Hou mpni plou lond, & hou

mom hiden al so, Were in euerich ssire, and wat hii were

wurj, ber to. c 1394 P. PI. Crede 169 pe pris of a plouv
lond of penyes so rounde To aparaile f>at pyler were pure

lytel. CI475 Pict. Vac. in Wr.-Wiilcker 796/6 Hec caru-

cata, plowlonde. 1555 Act 2 f, 3 Phil. .) Mary c. 8. 2

Every Plow- Land in Tillage or Pasture that he shall occupy
in the same Parish. 1568 GRAFTON Chron. II. 16 A Knightes
fee should conteyne .C.lx. Acres, and that is accompted for

a plough land for a yere. 1596 SPENSER State Irel. Wks.

(Globe) 664/1 Ulster.. doth contayne nine thousand plowe-

landes, everye of which plow-landes contayneth six score

acres, after the rate of 21 foote to every pearche of the sayd
acre. 1610 W. FOLKINGHAM Art of Survey IT. vii. 60 A
Plow-land or Carue of land (Carucata terrae)..K said to

containe 4 Yard-land at 30 acres to the Yard-land. 1628

COKK On Lit/. 5 Hida is all one as a plow-land, viz. as much
as a plow can till. 1656 L. SMITH in Sir W. Petty Dmmi
Survey (1851) 96 The countrey was divided into plowlands,
one plowland being great, and another small, as they were

in goodness or badness, for many of the plowlands were but

seaventy or eighty acres, others are two or three hundred.

1896 M. T. PEARMAN Hist. Manor Bensington, Oxon. 10

The hide or plough-land in Preston-Cromarsh, a part of

Benson before the Conquest, consisted of one hundred acres.

2. Land, or a plot of land, under cultivation with

the plough ;
arable land.

1530 PALSGR. 256/1 Plowe lande, terrc latourte. 154879
LATIMER Ploughers (Arb.) 17 What sede shuld be sowen in

Gods field, in Goddes plough land. 1638 in H. Bond Hist, of

Watertoivn, Mass. (1855) II. 997 All the Land lying beyond
the Plowland .. shalbe for a Common for Cattle, a 1670

SPALDING Troub. Chas. I (1829) n The marquis of Huntly,
with his lady, and virgin daughter, was in the ploughlands
in harvest. 1771 MRS. GRIFFITH Hist. Lady Barton III. 218

It consists of this cottage, a small plough-land, a close for

pasture, and a little garden. 1861 W. F. COLLIER Hist. Eng.
Lit. 122 Soft woodland, .and rolling plough-land.

Ploughman, plow- (plau-mSn). [Cf. MDu.

ploegh-man.] A man who follows and guides the

plough ;
often used generically for a farm-labourer

or rustic.

1271 Reeds. Leicester (1899) I. 137 Jh- Carucario (le

caruer) Plouman. c 1290 5. Eng. Leg. I. 425/182 Huy
comen..plou3-Man with his Aker-staf, Archer mid bouwe
and knyue. 1362 LANGL. P. PI. A. vn. 3 Quab perkyn |>e

plou^mon . .' I haue an half Aker to herie hi pe heije weye '.

c 1386 CHAUCER Prat. 529 With hym ther was a Plowman
was his brother That hadde ylad of dong ful many a fother.

1440 Alphabet of'Tales 214 Hurde-men & plew-men res-

cowid his childer fro bis
ty

" & Hs wulfe. 1535 COVER-

DALE i Saw. viii. 12 To be plowemen to tyll hi-S londe and to

be reapers in his haruest. 1548-9 LATIMER Ploughers (Arb.)

19 Because I lyken preachyng to a ploughmans laboure

and a prelate to a ploughman. 1750 GRAY Elegy i. The plow-
man homeward plods his weaiy way. 1807 CRABBE Par.

Reg. IL 321 Unletter'd swains and ploughmen coarse they

slight. '1879 SHAIRP Burns i. 34 Now (1786) persons of

every rank were anxious to become acquainted with the

wonderful Ayrshire Ploughman.
b. attrib. and Comb, (a) appositional, as plough-

man lad, etc. ; (b) with possessive, ploughman's
fee: see quot. 1885. Ploughman's Spikenard,
a plant : see SPIKENAKD.
1608 TOPSELL Serpents (1658) 694 They are found ..among

the Pastoral or Plow-men Africans. 1786 BURNS Scotch

Drink xi, The braunie, bainie, ploughman chiel. 1834 A.

CUNNINGHAM Brit. Lit. 19 Songs .. written by a plough-
man-lad.

1885 C. I. ELTON in Encycl. Brit. XIX. 735/1 The strict

English primogeniture as applied to the rustic holdings,
sometimes called fiefs de rotitrier or 'ploughman's fee '.

Plou ghmanship, plow-, [f. prec. + -SHIP.]

The art of the ploughman ;
skill in ploughing.

PLOUGH-START.

1649 BLITHE Eng. furfrer. Impr. (1653) 219 The very

mystery of Ploughmanship lyeth upon the knowledge and

practice of them. 1778 (W. MARSHALL] Minutes Agric.,

Digest 65 How to set a Plow is perhaps the most difficult

lesson on Plowmanship. 1880 Dorothy p. xvi, Both he and

they were proud of their ploughmanship.

t Plough-mell, plow-. Obs. [f. PLOUGH sb.l

+ MELL ii. 1
] A mallet formerly carried on the

plough for breaking up large clods ;
a plough-

mallet.
a 1450 Turn, of Totcnham 151 in Hazl. E. P. P. III. 89

The chefe was of a ploo mell, And the schadow of a bell.

1523 FnznERB. Husb. 3 Men that be no husbandes,. . that

knowe not whiche is the ploughe beame, the sharebeame,. .

and the ploughe mal. 1765-94 PERCV Reliqucs (1845) Gloss.,

Plo-.iimell, a small wooden hammer occasionally fixed to the

plow, still used in the North ; in the Midland counties in

its stead is used a plow-hatchet.

Plough-Monday, Plow- (plau-m-nd').
The first Monday after Epiphany, on which, esp. in

the N. and E. of England, the commencement of the

ploughing season is, or till recently was, celebrated

by a procession of disguised ploughmen and boys

(plough-bullocks, -jags, -slots, -witchers, etc.) draw-

ing a plough from door to door.

1542 BALE Yet a Course 28 Than ought my lorde [Bonner]

to suffre the same selfe ponnyshment..for not sensinge the

plowghesvponPlowghmondaye. 1573 TUSSER Husb. (1878)

180 Plough Monday, next after that Twelftide is past, Bids

out with the plough, the woorst husband is Jast. 1674

BLOUNT Clossogr. (ed. 4), Plow-Monday, . . on which day,

in the North of England, the Plowmen themselves draw

a Plough from door to door, and beg Plow-money to drink.

1892 Times 12 Jan. 6/2 Yesterday being
'

Plough-Monday ',

ns the first Monday after the Epiphany is called.

Ploughshare, plow- (plau-Jej). [Cf. MF1.

plocgh-sc/iere, Du. ploeg-schaar.]
1. The large pointed blade of a plough, which,

following the coulter, cuts a slice of earth, and

passes it on to the mould-board ;
= SHARE.

<ri38o WYCLIF Kel. Wks. III. 136 Men schal welle hor

swerde into plowgh-schares. 1535 COVERDALE Micah iv. 3

Of their swerdes they shal make plowshares, and sythes off

their speares. 1568 GRAFTON Chron. I. 180 If she will go
bare footed for her selfe ouer foure ploughe shares, . . brennyng
and fire note, a 1639 WOTTON Descr. Countrey s Recreat.

iv. in Reliq. (1651) 532 Wounds are never found, Save what

the Plow.share gives the ground. 1795 SOUTHEV Joan of
Arc in. 540 O'er red hot plough-shares make me skip to

please Your dotard fancies ! 1857 RUSKIN Pol. Econ. Art

23 A government which shall have its soldiers of the plough.

share, as well as its soldiers of the sword.

fig. 1742 YOUNG Nt. Th. ix. 168 Final ruin fiercely drives

Her ploughshare o'er creation ! 1865 SWINBURNE Atalanta

107 Thou, I say, Althaea, since my father's ploughshare, drawn

Through fatal seedland of a female field, Furrowed thy

body. 1871 TYNDALL Fragm. Sc. (1879) 1. ix. 301 It is the

snout of a glacier that must act the part of a ploughshare.

2. Anat. The vomer ;
= ploughshare bone (a).

3. attrib. and Comb., as ploughshare instinct,

line, vaulting; ploughshare-shaped adj. ; plough-
share bone Anat.

, (a) the vomer ; (<5) the pygostyle
of a bird.

1831 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 7) II. 778/2 The vomer or plough-
share bone is symmetrical,. . forming the posterior part of

the nasal partition. 1835^ Todd's Cycl. Anat. 1. 291/2 The

Ischio-coccygeus.. extending. .to the sides of the. .plough-
share bone. 1870 ROLLESTON Anim. Life 18 The terminal

ploughshare-shaped vertebrae. 01878 SIR G. G. SCOTT

Lect. Archil. (1879) II. 187 This twisting of the surface has

received the very appropriate name of ploughshare vaulting.

1881 MIVART Cat 465 The caudal vertebras do not end in

a ^ploughshare bone '.

Plough-shoe, plow- (ptarf*). A name

variously applied, at different times or in different

localities, to appliances for covering, protecting, or

supporting the ploughshare ; see quots.

1377-8 Durham Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 387 In yokys, Plu-

shone, harows, cribris, iijs. iiijd. 1405-* Ibid. 222 Pro i sok
ED.D.

oss., oug-soe, a pe
the 'throck to prevent its wearing away with the friction

with the soil. 1901 J. T. FOWLER Durham Ace. Rolls

Gloss., Plushone, plough shoes, sledges placed under ploughs
so that they may be drawn along the ground without going
in. 1903 Eng. Dial. Diet., Plough-shoe, () the ironwork

upon which the sock is fixed ; the casing of iron at the nose

or forepart of that part of a plough which enters the ground ;

also in //. ; (6) a wooden frame for conveying a plough upon
a road. 1906 HONE Manor 9f Manorial Records 106 A
plough shoe (or iron tip for a wooden share).

PlOU'gh-staff, plow-. A staff, ending in

a small spade or shovel, used by the ploughman to

clear the coulter and mould-board from earth, roots,

weeds, etc.

1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 2198 Vor ?e beh men bet iteist to

ssoffe & to spade, To cartstaf & to ploustaf. 1483 Cath.

Angl. 285/1 A Ploghe staffe, scudium. IJ73 TUSSER Husb.

(1878) 37 A plough beetle, ploughstaff, to further the plough,

Great clod to a sunder that breaketh so rough. i67 O.

HEYWOOD Diaries, etc. (1883) III. zoo He took up the plow-

staff and knock! him down. 1740 SOMERVILLE Hotbinol ll.

53 High o'er his Head His pond'rous Plough-Staff in both

Hands he rais'd. 1844 STEPHENS Bk. Farm I. 425 Fig. 89

represents the plough-staff, another and a necessary article

of the movable furniture of the plough.

t Plon-gh-start, plow-. Ol>s. [f.
PLOUGH

jA.l + START, tail. So UDu.ploech-staert (c 1415),

MF1. ploegh-steert, Du. ploegslaart'.]
A plough-

handle, plough-tail.



PLOUGH-STILT.

c 1440 Promp. Pan 1
. 405/2 Plowstert, stiua. 1530 PAI.SGR.

256/1 Plowe start, niancke. 1552 HULOET, Ploughe starte

whyche the tylman holdeth, stiua
^
x.

Plou'gh-stilt, plow-, dial.
[f. as prec. +

STILT jfcj A plough-handle.
1523 FITZHERB. Hush. 3 The plough stylte is on the

ryghte syde of the ploughe, wher vpon the rest is set, the
rest Is a lyttell pece of woode, pynned fast vpon the nether
ende of the stylt, and to the sharebeame in the ferther ende.

1581 Calr. Laing Charters (1899) 256 [The sheriff-depute]
deliverit the plewch stilt in the said Davidis handis vpone
the arabill grownd thairof. 1822 BEWICK A/e/rt. 255 To find

him so soon attempt to equal his whistling and singing
master at the plough-stilts. 1824 SCOTT Redgaunt. Let. x,
A hand that never held pleugh-stilt or pettle. 1883 Longin.
Mag. Apr. 645 What farmers want between the plough-
stilts are a pair of strong arms.

t Plou'gh-strake, plow-. Ohs [f. as prec.
+ STRAKE j/>.] A piece - of hoop-iron for

strengthening or repairing a plough.
1395 Cartular. Abb. de Whiteby (Surtees) II. 618 Pro

ii dosan plewstrakys. 1428 in Surtees Misc. (1888) 5 He
bad John Holgate mersshall make hym ploghstrakes of
drosse and landyren yat he sent hym and na osmundes.

t Plou'gh-swain, plow-. Obs.
[f.

as prec.
+ SWAIN.] A ploughman.
1582 STANYHURST sEneis i. (Arb.) 17 A labor and a trauaile

too plowswayns hertelye welcoom. 1638 SIR T. HAWKINS
Odes Horace \. iv. (ed. 4) 6 Beasts leave their stals, plough-
swaines their Fires forgo.

FloU'gh-tail, plow*-. The rear or handles
of a plough. Symbolically, the following of the

plough, the place of the farm-labourer, farm -

labour ; as in a/, to,from the plough-tail.
1523 FITZHERB. ffusb.^ 3 The plough-tayle is that the

husbande holdeth in his hande. 1600 J. POKY tr. Leo's

Africa iv. 230 They forsooke their general!, and returned
home to the plough-taile. 1697 DRYDEN Virg. (1721)
I. Ess. Georg. 207 Something of a rustick Majesty, like that
of a Roman Dictator at the Plow-Tail. 1712 BUDGELL
Sped. No. 307 p 16 A Man ..who might have done his

Country excellent Service at a Plough-tail. 17.. BURNS
MS. presented to Mr. Riddel Wks. (1833) 83/2 He.. was
bred at a plough-tail. 1831 COL. HAWKER Diary (1893) II.

32 The men were all from the ploughtail. 1877 R. C. JEBB
Prim. Grk. Lit, i. ii. 41 How should the axle-tree of a wag-
gon be made, and what is the best wood for a plough-tail or
a pole ?

Plou'gh-wise, a. [f. PLOUGH j<U + -WISE.]
Said of writing, the lines of which run alternately
from right to left and from left to right ; boustro-

phedon.
1883 I.TAYLOR Alphabet II. vu. 33 This was succeeded

by 3ou<rTpo<*)Soi', or *

plough-wise
'

writing.

Plougll-wright, plow- (plou-rait). [f. as

prec. + WRIGHT?] A maker of ploughs.
1285 in W. P. Baildon Court Rolls Wakefield (1901) I. 195

Robertus le Plogwryth. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 405/2 Plow
wryhte, carrucarius. 1563 Act 5 Eliz. c. 4 30 The Art
or Occupation of a Smith, Wheel-wright, Plough-wright,
Mill-Wright, Carpenter. 1649 BLITHE Eng. Iniprov. Intpr.
(1653) 191 A plough-wright or plow maker .. cannot work
true to a false foundation. 1885 W. RYE Hist. Norfolk 117
These Thaxters .. seem to have been blacksmiths and
plough-wrights for generations.

Plouh, obs. form of PLOUGH $bl

Plouk, plook (plk), sb. Forms : 5 plowke,
6 plouke, plucke, Sc. pluik, 6-7 pluke, 7-
plouk, 9 plook. [Origin obscure : cf. Sc. plouk)

pluke = PLUG sb. Gael, phtc a lump, knot, bung,
tumour, pimple, appears to be from Sc.]
1. A pimple. Now Sc. and north, dial.

1483 Cath. Angl. 284/1 A Plowke. pluscula; plusculetus.
1562 TURNER Herbal \\, i68b, If they [raisins] be layd to

with rue . . they heale rede angri nyght ploukes and sores.

1562 Baths 9 b, This bath . . is good . . for scalde heades
and pluckesin the heade. 1578 J.

MELVILL /tarry (Wodrow
Soc.) 64 The twa men war verie read and tead-lyk faced,
for ploukes and lumpes. 1579 LANGHAM Card. Health 510
Head plouks and blaines, rub it with the iuice and wine.

1589 R. BRUCE Serm. Isa. xxxviii. 1-3 (1591) i b, A pestilen-
tious byle. .stryking out in many heades or in many plukes.
1804 ANDERSON Cnmbltt. Ball. 106 Aw spatter'd owre wi'

reed plouks. 1855 ROBINSON Whitby Gloss., Ptootes, small
scabs or blotches.

f2. A small knob placed a short distance below
the brim of a metal vessel for measuring liquids,
to show the point of exact measure. Sc. Obs.

1599 Burgh Rec. Stirling (1887) 93 That all stoupis . .

sal be agriabill in mesour to the jug and stampit
with the

townis stamp, and that the pluik be benethe the mouth of
ilk stoup as followis. 1826 GALT Lairds xviii. 163 notet

Scotch pint-stoups, before the reformation of the imperial
measure, were made to hold something more than the
standard quantity, but at the point of the true measure
a small papilla or plook projected, the space between which
and the brim was left for an ad libitum.

Hence f Plouk, plook v., trans, to furnish (a

stoup) with a plouk or measuring-knob.
1580^1 Burgh Rec. Glasgow (Rec. Soc.) I. 83 The treyn

stoipis to be plovkit and nierkit lykwys.

Plouked, plooked (pl'ked, -it), a. Sc. and
north, dial. Also 5 pluccid, 6 plukkit. [f. prec.
sb. + -ED 2

.] Pimpled.
c 1400 Destr. Troy 3837 Polidarius was pluccid as a porke

fat. 1513 DOUGLAS Mneis vi. ProL 23 Ouhat of thir fureis,
or Pluto that plukkit duke, Or call on Sibil, deir of a revin
sleif? 1857 J. STEWART Sk. Scottish Char., etc. 132 (E.D.D.)
Drunkards and sots Wi' their red plookit noses.

Plouky, plooky (pl'ki), a. Sc. and north,

dial. Forms: 5 plowkky, 6 plowkie, 8 plouckie,
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-, plucky, 8- plouky, plooky. [f.
PLOUK

sf>. + -Y.] Pimply, pimpled.
14.. MS. Line. Med. If. 294 (Cath. Angl. 284) For hyme

that is smetyne with his awenne blode, . .and waxes plowkky,
and brakes owte. 1535 STEWART Cron. Scot. II. 361
Abhominable to ony man to se,\Vith plowkie visage, bowdin
brow and bre. 1822 GALT Provost xxxii. (1868) 95 His face
was as plooky as a curran' bun. 1868 Clei'dand Glossary,
Plooky, having pimples or small blotches on the surface.

t>. Cotfib., as plouky-faced.
17. . F. SEMPILL Bridaliu, Plouckie-fac'd Wat in the mill.

1719 D'URFEY Pills VI. 351 Pluggy fac'd Wat. 1825
bROCKETT N. C. Gloss.

t Plooky-faccd^ pimpled.

Flounce (plauns), v. dial. [app. ad. OF.
ploncier, 3rd sing. pr. plonce (Godef.), by-form of

ptonger to PLUNGE; cf. also FLOUNCE^.*] /;v?wj.and

intr. To plunge in water or liquid mud; to duck,
souse; to flounder. Hence Plou -

ncing vhl. sb.

1631 Min. Bks. Bor. Crf. Dorchester 6 May lE. D. D.),

Mary Tuxderry, for scoulding at the sergeants, .is ordered
to be plounced when the wether is warmer. 1634 H-id.

23 May, [Three scolds] to be plounced thrice apiece under
the water this present afternoone. 1654 GAYTON Picas.
Notes iv. viii. 219 Aftir hnlfe an houres plounsing in this

Bathing-tub, you will be eas'd of your paine. a 1670
RACKET Abp. Williams \\. (1602) 200 Our observation must
not launch now into the whirl-pool, or rather plounce into
the mudd and quagmire of the people's power and right
pretended, a 1825 KORBY Vac. E. Anglia, Plonncet to

plunge with a loud noise. 1883 MRS. F. MANN Parish of
ililby ii. 27 Wading in after the little rebellious imp,
plouncing defiantly a yard or so out of reach.

Plounte, obs. form of PLA XT.

Plousio-cracy. nonce-wd.
[f. Gr. w\ovaios rich

+ -CRACY. The regular romanized form would be

plusio-.'} The rule of the wealthy, plutocracy.
1839 SYD. SMITH Wks. I. Pref. 9 To say a word against

.. any abuse which a rich man inflicted, or a poor man
suffered, was treason against the Plousiocracy.

Plout (plcmt), v. Sc. and north, dial. Also
plowt. [Origin obscure : perh. onomatopoeic : cf.

PLOUTER.] intr. To fall with a splash or plump;
to plunge or splash in water.

1825-80 JAMIESON, Flout, to splash or dash, implying both
sound and action. 1856 J. BALLANTINB Daivn ofMorning
v, Screaming, pouting, plouting, plashing, Tell of tiny elfiii.i

washing. 1867 W. S. PI.UMKR in Spurgeon Trcas. Dai).
Ps. xi. 5, 9 Behold Pharaoh.. and his horses, plouting and
plunging. 1898 X. MUNRO in Blackiu. JMag. Feb. 186/2
A linn . . where the salmon plout in a most wonderful pro-
fusion.

Hence Plout sb.> a heavy fall of rain :
= PLUMP

$b."& 3.

1823 W. TENNANT Cdl. Beaton iv. iii. 113 We'll hae a thud
o' thunner wi' a guid plout o' weet. 1905 J. G. M c PnKRSON
Meteorology 99 For short periods, the heaviest falls or
'

plouts
' of rain are during thunder-storms.

Plouter (plairtsj), v. Chiefly Sc. Also plow-
ter, plotter, [app. frequentative of PLOUT v.

There are many similar dialect forms, as plotter, plodder,
plother: see Eng. Dial. Diet. Cf. also Du. ploeteren^ LG.
Plitdern^plftdernto splash in water, bathe with splashing.]

intr. To flounder or move about with splashing
in water or mire

;
to dabble or work in anything

wet or dirty ; also, to work ineffectually, to potter.
1808 JAMIESON, Plouter, to make a noise among water,.,

to be engaged in any wet and dirty work. 1833 M. SCOTT
Tom Cringle xvii. 1,1859) 4?8 I found a score of Crusanos
all ploutering in the water. 1834 J. WILSON in J. Hamilton
Mem. v. (1859) 164 We supped on our arrival at Inverness,
after ploutering up stairs and sweeping the dust out of our

eyes. 1847 E. BRONTE Wuthering Heights ix, Miss's pony
has trodden down two rigs o' corn, and plottered through,
raight o'er into t' meadow. 1861 G. H. KINGSLEV Sport fy

\

Trai>. (1900) 250 He ,. saw them plowthering about in the !

moss-hags as if they had been looking for a wounded stag. I

1899 CROCKETT Kit Kennedy 297 Your mither has dune
'

naething but plowter aboot the hoose.

Hence Ploivteriiig
1

vbl. s6., also Flou'ter sl>.,

the action of this verb, floundering in water ; splash-
ing, the sound of splashing.
1806 R. JAMIESON Pop. Ball. I. 294 For mony a foul

weary plouter She'd cost him through gutters and glaur.
1826 J. WILSON Noct. Ambr. Wks. 1855 I. 142 Some-
times playin plouter into a wat place up to the oxters.

1862 NAPIER Life Dundee II. 68 There was so much petting
and plunging, praying and ploutering, piking in, and pulling
out. 1893 STEVENSON Catriona xiv. 152 The sea was
extremely little, but there went a hollow plowter round the
base of it {the Bass],

Ploutocracy,-cratic, var. PLUTOCRACY,-CRATIC.
Plover (pltf'vsj). Forms : a. 4 pluwer, 4-6

pluuer, 4-7 plouer, 5 plouier, plowere, Sc.

pluwar, 5-6 plovere, 6 plower, Sc. pluvar, 6-7
pluver, 4- plover. 0. 4 plewer, 5-6 pleuer,
6 plevar, plever, pliuer, 7 pluiver, 8 pliver.

[ME. and AF. plover = OF. plovier (a 1200 in

Hatz.-Darm.), later pfatvier, pleuviert pluvier,=
Pr. pluvier : late L. *plovdritt$ belonging to rain,
f. 1-..pluvia rain ; in mod.L. pluvdrius^ pluviariiis ;

cf. Sp. pluvial plover, ad.L. pluvidlis rainy, also
Ger. regenpfeifer, lit. rain-piper, and Eng.rain-dtnt.
The connexion with rain

expressed in the various names
has been variously explained. Belon, 1555, said the birds
were so called because most easily taken in rainy weather,
which modern observation contradicts. Others, because
they arrive in flocks in the rainy season (Littr^) ; according
to Prof. Newton, the Golden and Grey Plovers arrive on

PLOVER.
I the shores of the Mediterranean at the approach of winter.
! Others, because of the restlessness of the bird when rain is

approaching: see R. Lubbock Fauna of Norfolk (1845)
61-2. Others have attributed it to the appearance of the

upper plumage, as if spotted with rain-drops.]

1. The common name of several gregarious gralla-
torial (limicoline) birds of the family Charadriid&

t

esp. those of the genera Charadrius and Squatarola^
the former including the Golden Plover of Europe
(C. pluvialis}, also called Yellow or Green Plover,
and the closely allied field or Golden Plover of

i

North America, the latter the Grey or SwissPlover
^

' S. helvetica \ also popularly given to the Lapwing,
the eggs of which are sold as 'Plovers* eggs',
and in N. America to three birds of \\-\eScolopacidas

j

or Snipe family, the Bartramian Sandpiper, Bar-

j

tramia longicauda, and the Greater and Lesser
. Yellowshank, Totamts mclanolencus 3.\\<\flavipes.

a.. 1312-13 Durham Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 10, 1 pluuers. 13.,
CoerdeL. 3526 Partrick, plover, heroun, ne swan. 1390
GOWER Con/. III. 33 As the Plover doth of Eir I live, and
am in good espeir. ? 1400 Mcrte Arth. 182 Pacockes and
P'<

PI

!
thame hes scho brocht. 1594 NASHE Unfort. Trnv. 42 As
fat and plum euerie part of her as a plouer. 1661 LOVFLL

I

Hist.A niiu. fy Min. 1 82 Plover. Plitvialis. . . The flesh is very
I

pleasant, and better than t lie green Lapwing. 1763 Brit. Mag.
\ IV. 156 The wheeling plover, and the timid hare. 1810 SCOTT
Lady of I*, v. xl, Fancy, .in the plover's shrilly .strain. The
signal whistle heard a^ain. 1843 VARKELL Hist. Birds II.

382 The Great Plover's, .shrill and ominous whistle, .is sup-
posed to be the note, .alluded to by Sir Walter Scott in ..t lie

Lady of the Lake. 1894 NEWTON Diet. Birdsfyz The birds

just spoken of [Syuatarola, Charadrius] are tho^e must
emphatically entitled to be called Plovers ; but the Dotterel,
the group of Ringed Plovers, .and the Lapwing, with their

allies, have, according to usage, hardly less claim to the name.
Ibid. 733 Plovers. .must be regarded as constituting a some-
what indefinite group, for no very strong line of demarcation
can be drawn between them and the Sandpipers and Snipes.

. 1390-91 Durham Ace. Roils (Surtees) 597, xviij plewers
empt. iijs. 1486 tik. St. Alhans F vj b, A fall of Woodc-
cockis. A Congregacion of Pleuers. 1572 Satir. Poems
Reform, xxxiii. 396 Peirtryks and pleuers pyping on the

speit. 1596 DALRYMPI.E tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. \. 90 Kai-

pounis, pliueris and vtheris sik kynd of cheir. 1728 RAMSAY
Litre 12 Peartricks, teals, moor-powts, and plivers.

2. With defining words, applied to species of the

family CharadriidW) and extended to some of the

allied ThinQCQridn%5&Scolopacidee> or Snipe family,
and to the isolated genus Dromas (Crab Plover).
The chief of these are :

Bastard P., fBlack P., the Lapwing; Bishop P. f

in U.S., the Turnstone, Strcpsilas interpret TBIack-bellied
P. = Grey Plover (a) ; Black-breasted P., in Ireland, the
Golden Plover in its summer plumage; in U.S. next (/>) ;

Black-heart P., (a)
in Canada, the American Dunlin,

Tringa pacifica\ (l<) in U.S., Philomachus spinosus ; Bull-
head P. Grey Plover (a) ; Chattering P. : sec quot. ;

Cornfield P., Bartramia longuauda (see i); Crab P.,
of the Indian Ocean, Dramas ardeola ; Crookbilled P. t

of New Zealand, Anarhynchtts frontalis\ Dot P., the
Dotterel (Swainson) ; Field P., (a) the American Golden
Plover; (b) Bartramia longicauda (see i); Golden P.,
Charadrius plui'ialis, and the allied American C. doini-
nicus (see i); Grass ~P.=Field Plover (b); Great P.,
the Stone Curlew, CEdicnemns scolopax ((E. crepitans) ;

Greater P., the Greenshank (Swainson) ; Green P., (a)
= Golden Plover \ (b} in Ireland, the Lapwing; Grey P.,
(a) Squatarola helvetica ; (b) in Ireland, the Golden
Plover in its summer plumage; (c) in Scotland, the Knot,
Tringa camttns> in its winter plumage (Swainson) ; Heath
P. = Golden Plover \ Helvetian P. = Grey Plover (a) ;

Highland P. = Held Plover (/>) ; Hill P., in Scotland =
Golden Plpver\ Kentish P., a British Ring Plover, sEgia-
Htiscantianits\ Lark P., a quail-snipe of the S. Amer. genus
Thinocorys, allied to the Sheath-bills ; Long-legged P.,
the Stilt ; Mountain P., in western U.S., Podasocys monta-
nus ; Mud P. Grey Plover (a) ; Noisy P. = Chatter-

ing P. ; Norfolk P. = Great P. ; Oyster P., the

Oyster-catcher; Pasture P.- Field Plover (/>) ; PipingP.,
a N. Amer. Ringed Plover, JEgialitis melodus ; Plain P.,
Prairie ?. = FieldPlover (b) ; Red-legged P., in U.S., the

Turnstone; Ring P., Ringed P. f one of various small

species, ringed or barred about the neck, etc., mostly of the

genus sEgialitis, esp. the British /. hiaticula ; Rock P.,
in Ireland, Grey Plover (a) ; Ruddy P., the adult male

Sanderling in summer plumage (Swainson) ; tRusset P.
Golden Plover ; Sand P., a local name for birds of the

genus JEgialitis (Newton) ; Sea P. Grey Plover (a)
i Swainson); SUver P., the Knot in winter plumage;

any species of Chettusia*, Stone P., (a) the Stone Curlew;
(b} in Ireland, = Grey Plover (a) ; (c)

= Ringed Plover; (d)
the Dotterel ; {e} any shore Plover of the genus sEsactiSi

(/) the Bar-tailed Godwit ; (g) the Whimbrel; Strand P.,
in Ireland, - Grey Plover (a) (Swainson); Streaked-
back P., in U.S., the Turnstone ; Swallow P., any species
of Pratincole (Glareola) ; Swiss P. = Grey Plover (a) ;

Upland P. = Field Plover (b) ; Variegated P., the Turn-
stone ; Whistling P., (a) = Golden Plover ; (b) ^ Grey
Plover (a) (Swainson) ; (c) the Stone Curlew ; Wry-billed
P. = Crook-billed Plover', Yellow P., in Scotland, =
Golden Plover\ Yellow-legged P., in U.S., either species
of Yellowshanks ( Tetanus) : see i.

1553 HULOET, Plouer called *bastarde plouer, or blacke

plouer, vpupa. 1839 STONEHOUSE^,r&>//# 67 Thepee-wit
or bastard plover still hovers around its accustomed haunts.

1538 ELYOT Diet., Vpupa, a lapwynk or *blacke plouer.

1743 EDWARDS Nat. Hist. Birds I. 47 The *Black-breasted

Indian Plover.. is something bigger than the Lapwing.
128
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1754 CATESBY Nat. Hist. Carolina III. Catal. 2. 71 The
Chattering Plover.. Charadrius vociferus. 1893 NEWTON

Diet. Birds 109 *Crab-plover^ the Anglo-Indian name for

a curious bird of wide range, frequenting the east coast of
Africa from the Red Sea to Natal, as well as the northern.,
shores of the Indian Ocean, the Bay of Bengal,. .Dromas
ardeola. 1785 LATHAM Synopsis Birds III. i. 193 *Golden
Plover. 1797 BEWICK Brit. Birds I. 330 The Golden Plover
is common in this country, and all the northern parts of

Europe. 1834 M cMuRTRiE Citvier's Anim. Kingd. 146
Charadrius pluvialis . . (The Golden Plover).. is the most
common of all, and is found throughout the whole globe.

1797 BEWICK Brit. Birds I. 321 The *Great Plover. Thick-
knee'd Bustard, Stone Curlew, Norfolk Plover. 1843
YAKRELL Hist. Birds II. 381 The Great Plover. .is. .much
more numerous in the southern and south-eastern counties
of England than far to the west, or to the north. 1678 RAY
Willughbys^ Ornith. 298 *Greater Plover of Aldrovand : the
Venetian Limosa of Gesner. 1590 R. PAYNE Dcscr. Ircl.

(1841)7 Heathcocks, Plovers, *greene and gray. 1624 CAPT.
SMITH Virginia v. 171 Many sorts of Fowles, as. .the gray
andgreene Plouer,some wilde Ducks. 1678 RAY Willughby s

Ornith. 308 The green Plover, Pluvialis viridis. 1828 SCOTT
Tales Grand/. Ser. u. I. (1841) 228/2 That beautiful bird the

Green-plover, in Scottish called the Peese-weep. a 1549 in

Gentl. Mag. May (1813) 427/1 Plovers *grey the dosen, iij s.

1674 RAY Words. Water Fowl'91 The Grey-plover, Pluvialis
cinerca. 1838 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 7) XVI. 617/2 The gray
plover (Charadrins squatarola). .distinguished ..by a very
small hind toe. 1885 SWAINSON Provinc. Names Birds 195
Knot (Tringa canutus).. .But the sober tints of its feathers
in winter have caused it to be called . . Grey plover (Scotland).
1828 STARK Elem. Nat. Hist. I. 288 C. Cantianus. . ,'L'he

"Kentish Plover. 1768 PENNANT Zool. II. 380 The *long-
legged plover, .is the most singular of the British birds.

1840 P^nny Cycl. XVIII. 285/1 Himantopus melanopterns.
. .This is. .the Stilt Plover, Long-legged Plover, and Long-
shanks of the modern British. 1785 PENNANT Arct. Zool,
II. 484 *Noisy Plover. ..Inhabits New York, Virginia and
Carolina. 1797 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) IV. 341/2 The \Chara-
drius] Voci/erus. or Noisy Plover.. has black streaks on the

breast, neck, forehead, and cheeks. 1768 PENNANT Zool. II.

378 The 'Norfolk Plover. 1797 BEWICK Brit. Birds I. 334
The Ring Dotterel, *Ring Plover, or Sea Lark (.Charadrius
Jliathula [etc.]).. .These birds, .migrate into Britain in

the spring, and depart in autumn. 1785 PESNAXT Arct.
Zool. II. 486

*

Ruddy Plover with a black strait bill. 1634
Althorp MS. In Simpkinson Washington*- (1860) App.
p. \\iii, For a *sea plover oo 01 oo. 1750 EDWARDS Nat.
Jlist. Birds III. 140 The *Spotted- Plover, 1797 Encycl.
Brit. (ed. 3) IV. 341/2 The \Charatirius\ Apricarius..\s
the spotted Plover of Edwards. .a native of Canada. 1785
LATHAM Synopsis Birds III. i. 213 Plover. *Spur-winged.
Si/c uf the Golden Plover. 1840 Penny Cycl. XVIII. 284/2
The Spur-winged Plovers. .are very numerous and exceed-

ingly noisy. 1893 NEWTON Diet. Birds 507 Allied to the

Lapwing are several forms ., Hophpterus spinosus, the

Spur-winged Plover. 1678 RAY Willughbys Ornith. 293
The Godwit, called in some places.. the *Stone- Plover.

1768 WALES in Phil, Trans. LX. 117 We shot a few birds,
much about the size, colour, and make of a woodcock : these

they call here stone-plover. 1840 Penny Cycl. XVIII. 279/2
The Couriers.. are closely united to the Pratincoles^ or

*Swallow-Plovers, forming the genus Glareola. 1682 S.

WILSON Ace. Carolina 12 On the grassy plaines the

*whistling Plover and Cranes.

f 3. Old Cant. a. A '

pigeon ', a dupe, a victim.

b. A courtesan. Obs.

1614 B. JONSON Bart. Fair iv. v, Here will be Zektell

Edgworth, and three or foure gallants, with him at night,
and I ha' neither Plouer nor Quaile for 'hem. 1626

Staple ofN. u. iii, Who's here?., what Plouer's that They
haue brought to pull ? Bra. I know not, some green Plouer.
Tie find him out. 1631 CHAPMAN Caesar <V Pomfey \\. i.

Wks. 1873 III. 142 Thou art a most greene Plouer in policy,
I Perceiue.

4. atlrib. and Comb., as plover-folk, -net, -shoot-

ing; plover-haunted adj., plover-like adj. and adv. ;

plover-billed turnstone, U. S.^ the surf-bird,

Aphriza virgata ; plover-quail, any species of

Pedionomus\ plover-snipe, any bird of the Pres-

sirostres; plover's provider =* PLOVER-PAGE.
1904 H. SUTCLIFFE in IVestm. Gaz. 31 May 2/4 Wide

wastes of sky and wind, Of hawk and "plover-folk ! 1869
T. W. HIGGINSON Army Life (1870) 197 Some lonely ride. .

on the *plover-haunted barrens. 1873 TKISTRAM Moab xii.

217 The sand-grouse, ..*plover-Hke, kept skimming past in

flocks large and small. 1895 Pop. Sci. Monthly Apr. 766
We have the pratincoles . . curious little ploverlike birds.

14134 Nottingham Rec. II. 22, j. 'plover nett, xij d. 1551
Richmond Wills (Surtees) 71 To Thomas Parwyne on
plower nett with all geyrpertenyng to it. 1874 J. W. LONG
Amer. Wild-fowl iii. 74 Others, who understand *plover-
shooting better than wild-fowling, say,

' Wait for them to
double'. 1892 DICKINSON Cumb. Gloss. 380 Sea moose^..
Plover's page, *Plover's provider.

Plover-page, plover's page. Se. [f. prec.
+ PAGE iM] The dunlin (Tringa alpina), which
is said to attend or follow the golden plover; applied
also to other species of Tringa, and to the Jack
Snipe (Limnocryptes gallinula).
1837 R. DUNN Ornith. Orkney <$ Shetl. 86 Scolopax

Caltinula... Plover Page. Jack Snipe. Judcock, 1861

Zoologist XIX. 7342 All the Tringas are called locally
'

plover pages '. 1887 A. C. SMITH Birds Wilts. 438 It is.,
said that a solitary Dunlin will attach itself to a solitary
Golden Plover : and this strange notion has extended to the
Hebrides, where from its habit of associating with those
birds, it is called the 'Plover's Page*.

Plovery (plfvari), a. [f. PLOVER + -T.]

Abounding in or frequented by plovers.
1887 STEVENSON Underwoods (1894) 30 The plovery forest

and the seas That break about the Hebrides. 1903 W. B.
YEATS Celtic Twilight 136 There is no more ready short-

cut to the dim kingdom than this plovery headland.

Plow, another spelling of PLOUGH sbl and v.

Plowe, plowgh, -e, plowh, -e, ploy(e, obs.

ff. PLOUGH. Plowmb, plowme, obs. ff. PLUM.

Plowmpe, obs. form of PLUMP sbl

t Ploy, sbl Obs. Also 6 ploye. [a. OF. plot
m. or ploie f. : late L. *plica a fold. Cf. MDu.
pldiej Du. plooi, MLG. ploy a fold, also from Fr.]
?A ply or fold.

1550-1600 Customs Duties(B. M. Add. MS. 25097), Henego
cloth in longe ploye, the pece xxiiij s. 1662 Stat. Irel. (1765)
II. 411 Elbing or Dansk cloth double ploy.

tPloy, sb* Sc. Obs. [ad. F.//V (Burguy) =
plait, plai, PLEA.]

* An action at law' (Jam.).
c 1575 Balfour's Practicks (1754) 240 Gif ony persoun

being in veritie bastard.. deceissis befoir ony ploy, or claine,
or pley, be intendt aganis him be the richteous air.

Ploy (ploi), sb$ Sc. and north. Eng. [Of un-

certain origin.
Some uses suggest an aphetic form of EMPLOY sb. 3,

'

that
on which one employs oneself, or finds occupation

'

; but
evidence is wanting.]

Anything in which one personally engages ; a

piece of action, a proceeding, esp. one in which one

amuses himself; a personal enterprise or pursuit,
a hobby, a piece of amusement

;
a game, pastime,

or sport; a frolic or escapade ; a trick.

1722 W. HAMILTON Wallace x. iv. (1774) 205 John was a
cliver and auldfarrand boy, As you shall hear by the ensuing
ploy. 1768 Ross Hclenore n. 84 Says Colen, for he was a
sicker boy, Neiper, I fear this is a kittle ploy. 1796 MACNEILL
Will iff 'Jean u. xxvi, Think o

1

nought but rural quiet, Rural
labour ! rural ploys ! 1814 SCOTT Wav. Ixiv, Twa unlucky
red-coats were up for black-fishing, or some siccan ploy.
1818 Hrt. Midi, xviii, One woman is enough to dark the

fairest ploy that ever was planned. 1881 Bfackw, Mag.
Apr. 530 They gathered from great distances to such ploys
as the sheep-shearing or the sheep-washing. 1900 L. HUXLEY
Life Huxley I. xviii. 253 He went off for a ploy withTyn-
dall . . into Derbyshire.

Ploy, v. [In sense i
,

a. F. ployer : L. plicare
to bend: see PLY v.

;
cf. MDu.//^, Y>\\. plooijcn,

MLG. ploien, LG. plojen. In sense 2 app. aphetic
for employ ;

in sense 3, perh. back-formation from

DEPLOY.]
1 1. ////;-. and trans. To bend. Obs.

1481 CAXTON Myrr. u. xxiv. 116 Yf it fonde not thayer
thycke, it shold not bowe ne ploye. 1578 LVTE Dodocns vi.

vi. 663 Twigges lyke rushes, the whiche are easy to ploy and
twist any way without breaking.
2. trans. To employ, dial.

1670 COVEL Diary (Hakl. Soc.) 262 At all these we ployed
our wooden artillery of the spoon. 1871 JONES Nhb, 212

(E. D. D.) Gin ye ploy ony fair, hard-workin' lassie. Ibid,

263 Macduff, wha was ployed amang the flower-beds.

3. Mil. trans. To move (troops) from line into

column. Also intr. said of the troops. (The
opposite of deploy*}
1840 SIR C. NAPIER Mil. Life II. rv. vii. 213 There, .they

acquire the art of ploying and deploying their troops. 1864
in WEBSTER.
Hence Floyment, formation ofcolumn from line.

1890 in Cent. Diet.

t Ployk, pluyk. Sc. Obs. [Etymology ob-

scure : early Sc. ployk^ pluyk^ for/^Sf, ///?/', corre-

sponds phonetically to a mod.Sc. pluik^ and ME.
*pldk, ploke, mod. *plook, OE. type *pl6c : but no
trace of corresp. Eng. forms has been found. Gael.

ploc, genitive pluic^ block of wood, stump of a tree,

club or bludgeon with a round or large head, is

evidently the same word, and, if from Lowland Sc.

or Eng., might represent Eng. block^ ME. blok, but

this with its short o would not give ployk, pluik in

Sc.] A club, bludgeon.
(TI375 Sc. Leg. Saints xix. (Cristofore) 98 Christofore >is

lef hastane, & roydlypassit furth allane,. .& his pluyk in til

his hand. Ibid. 215 In-sted of staf, a ployk [he] had, Wele
nere as a perktre mad.

Pluch, -e, plucht, obs. Sc. ff. PLOUGH $bl

Pluck (plk), $b Forms : see PLUCK v. ; also

5 ploke, 7 (?//.) plux. [f.
PLUCK v., in a number

of disconnected uses. Cf. Du., LG. pluk, phikk-,
the act of plucking, that which is plucked, flock of

wool, handful, LG. plock handful, flock.]

I. 1. An act of plucking; a sudden sharp pull,

a tug, a jerk, a twitch, a snatch.

^1435 Torr. Portugal 1(324 Glad pluckys there he toke, Set

sadly and sare. a 1450 Fysshynge w. an Angle (1883) 16

pe floote plumbe hym so hevy J>at J lest ploke of any
fysche may pluke hym doune yn to be watur. 1591 PERCI-

VALL Sp. Diet., Atenazadas, with plucks of pincers. 1676
HODBES Iliad (ifyj) 246 To th' ground Patroclus fetcht him
with a pluck. 1691 RAY Creation n. (1692) 58 The Plucks

and Attractions of the motory Muscles. 1782 Miss BURNEY
Cecilia v. i, Little dog gave it a pluck; knot slipt. 1863
WOOLNER Beautiful Lady 92 Her breath caught with short

plucks and fast, Then one hot choking strain.

b. Pluck-up, the act of plucking up; a pull.

f Pluck-up fair%
an old term for a general scramble

for booty or spoil.
1573 Satir. Poems Reform, xxxix. 199 Than on the morne

thay maid the pluk vp fair. .Vpone that spui);e I will spend
na tyme. Ibid. 341 Quhar as he fand vs at the plukup fair.

1894 Pall Mall Mag. Nov. 380 A little lugger hanging on
astern [of the tug) to get a '

pluck-up
' towards home.

t c. fig.
l A turn, or set-to

'

(Nares) ; a snatch ;

a bout; an attempt; a 'go
1

, 'a smack*. Obs.

a 15*9 SKELTON Rouge ofCourt 387 (ed. 1568) Let vs laugh
a plucke [v.r. plackej or two at nale. 1537 Thersites in

Hazl. Dodsley I. 413 Now with my sword have at thee
a pluck ! 1567 Q. ELIZ. in Haringtoii's Nug Ant. (ed.

Park 1804) I. 114 He, of base and oasterdlye mynde that

wrestells a pluck with the world's order, conceyves therof
an evill opynion. 1684 BUNYAN Pilgr. u. 158 margin^ They
being come to By-path Stile, have a mind to have a pluck
with Gyant Dispair. 1691 SHADWELL Scourers iv. i, Haste
and lock em up again, I'll try a pluck with thee. 1762
GOLDSM. Cit. W. li, There is no work whatsoever but he
can criticize, .even though you wrote in Chinese, he would
have a pluck at you.
2. In a university or other examination : The act

of plucking or rejecting a candidate ; the fact of

being plucked or of failing to pass an examination.

1852 MRS. SMYTH i ES Bride Elect xlvi, Visions of a pluck
danced before the weary eyes of tutor and pupil. 1860

JESSOPP Middle.Class Exams. 12 The proportion of the

plucks to the passes. 1888 BRVCE Amer. Comm-w. III. 447
Nearly all American students do graduate. ., the proportion
of plucks in the later examinations is smalL

II. Something that is plucked.
t 3. ? A small rope attached to a bell-rope. (Cf.
IMP sb. 70.) Obs.

1637 Parish Ace. Wragby, Yorks. (MS.), Itm for two

bellropes and one plucke . . o. 5. 5. 1639 Ibid. t
Itm for

5 plucks and nailes. .a 01. 7.

1 4. Herring Fishery. (See quot.) Obs.

1758 Descr. J^hameszzj Fishers distinguish their Herrings
into six different Sorts: As the Fat Herring..; the Meat
Herring..; the Night Herring..; the Pluck, which has re-

ceived some Damage from the Nets; the Shotten Herring. .;

and the Copshen.
5. Spinning. (See quot.)
1825 J. NICHOLSON Ofierat. Mechanic 389 In hand-spinning,

the pluck, that is, the portion plucked from the sliver or

combed wool, was placed across the fingers of the left hand
and from the thick part of it, the fibres were drawn, and

twisted, as the hand was withdrawn from the end of the

spindle, to which it had been previously attached.

III. 6. The heart, liver, and lungs (sometimes
with other viscera) of a beast, as used for food.

1611 COTGR., Ventresqne,. . th'offals. .ofan (edible) creature ;

as a calues pluck. 1661 LOVELL Hist. Anim. ff Min. 23
It may be boiled as that of other beasts, and eaten with
butter and vineger; so the plux. a 1756 MKS. HAYWOOU
New Present (1771) 19 The pluck contains the heart, liver,

lights, melt, and skirt. 1831 W. STEPHENSON Gateshead
Local Poems 95 For to make us some pottage, There'll be

a sheep's head and a pluck. 1904 Edin. Even. News 28 June
3 The Sheriff inquired the meaning of the word '

pluck '.

The prosecutor explained that it referred to the internal

organs which could be removed at one pull or pluck, the

liver, lungs, and heart.

b. In reference to human beings.
1710 in J. Ashton Soc. Life Q. Anne (1882) I. xviii. 254

[There were the purl houses, where] Tradesmen flock m
their Morning gowns, by Seven, to cool their Plucks.

1710-11 SWIFT "Jrnl. to Stella 16 Mar., It vexes me to the

pluck that I should lose walking this delicious day. 1764
T. BRYDGES Homer Travest. (1797) II. 369 Boaking as if

I'd bring my pluck up. 1897 MARY KINGSLEY W. Africa
467, I saw., five unpleasant-fooking objects stuck on sticks.

They were the livers and lungs, and in fact the plucks, of

witch-doctors.

f c. ftg. The inward part, essence. Obs.

1674 N. FAIRFAX Bulk fy Sefv. 57 You must not pull out

the pluck of it, and make it quite another thing from number.

7. cottoq. (orig. app. pugilistic slang.} The heart

as the seat of courage ; courage, boldness, spirit ;

determination not to yield but to keep up the fight

in the face of danger or difficulty.

1785 GROSE Diet. Vulg- T. s.v,, He wants pluck\ he is a
coward. 1808 Sporting Mag. XXX 1 1. 34 Inferior in science,

and what is technically called plnckt
to no one. 1813 SIR R.

WILSON Priv. Diary in Life (1862) II. 446 If the enemy
have the pluck and force which I expect to find. 1819

Metropolis I. 240 He was. .lauded, in the highest terms, by
the mob, for what they, very genteelly, called his pluck.
1821 CARLYLE Early Lett. (1886) I. 359, I have no pluck in

me for such things at present. 18*7 SCOTT Jrnl. 4 Sept.,

What is least forgiven.. is want of that article blackguardly
called pluck. 1835 DISRAELI Corr. w. Sister Q May, All

men agree I have shown pluck. 1856 EMERSON Eng. Traits.

Manners Wks. (Bonn) II. 45 The one thing the English
value is pluck. 1879 SALA in Illustr. Land. News i Nov.

406/1 Yes! the British word 'pluck' is the word to use.
*

Courage ',

'

bravery ',

' heroism are all too feeble.

b. Photogr. slang.
' Boldness

'
or distinctness

of effect : cf. PLUCKY I b.

1889 Anthony's Photogr. Bull. II. 253, I also saw other

negatives of the same scenes developed with potash ; they

..gave pictures of greater snap, what some call 'pluc1-
1

1894 Brit. Jrnl. Photogr. XLI. 49 The image will h

more pluck and a larger range of gradation.

IV. 8. A two-pronged fork with the teeth at

right angles to the shaft, for moving dung, etc.

18*5 in JAMIESON. 1858 in SIMMONDS Diet. Trade, etc.

Pluck, sb* Sc. dial. [Origin obscure ; cf. Gael.

ploc: see PLOYK.] A fish, Agonus cataphractus.
1810 NEILL List Fishes 9 (Jam.) Cottus Cataphractns,

Pogge or Armed Bullhead; Pluck... This is often taken in

oyster-dredges, and herring-nets, but is detested by the

fishermen.

Pluck Cplk), v. Forms: a. i pluccian,

4-6 plukke, pluk(e, 4-7 plucke, 6 pluc, 6-

pluck. 0. i ploccian, a plockien, 4 plokke(n.

[Common WGer. : late OE. ploccian, phtcdan,

cognate with MLG, pluckcn, MDu., MG.//t*&w,

f\em.plokken ;
also ON. plokka, plukka (c \ 200) to

pluck fowls, Svt.plocfca, Da. plukke. These suppose

luck '.

lave



PLUCK.

a WGer. type *plokk&n. Beside these stands ME.

plicchen, OE. type *plyce\e}an (PLITCH) = MDu.
plucked Du. plukken, LG. pliikken, MHG., Ger.

pfliicken. (not in OHG., and still absent from

Oberdeutsch dialects), which indicate an umlauted

type from *plukkjan. These words are thought by
some to be derived from a popular L. *piluadre j

inferred from \\. piluccare to pluck (hair, feathers,

grapes), Vt.pelucar to pluck (a fowl), QY.pelufhier
(Marie de France, fiiSo), Q^.pelukier1plusquierJ

mod.Norm, and PfeudA&ttltfr' to pick, clean, peck,
Walloon ploki to pick (grain) ;

also with ex-,

Romansch spluccarto pluck out, V.eplucher to pick,
sift ;

all from a popular L, sb. *pilucca tuft of hair,

deriv. of piltts hair, widely represented in the

Romanic languages : see PLUSH, PERUKE. (See

Diez, Korting, s. v. piluccare^ Kluge s. v. pfliicken?)
It has been suggested that the late L. or Romanic word

was taken into Low German in connexion with the trade in

down and feathers on the coasts of the North Sea ; but, in

spite
of the close similarity of form and sense, there are

chronological, historical, and phonetic difficulties, which are

increased by the entire lack of evidence of the occurrence of
either the Teutonic or the Romanic word before the zoth c.

Cf. Francks.v. //&?.]
1. trans. To pull off (a flower, fruit, leaf, hair,

feather, etc.) from where it grows ;
to pick off or

out; to pick, cull, gather.
a 1000 Ags. ripe* in Wr.-Wiilcker 200/6 Carpnnt^ uelliitt,

pluccia}). Ibid. 222/40 Discerpit, lacerat^ toslit, i. deuorat t

carpit, plocca^. ciooo ^ELFRIC Horn. (Th.) I. 212 pa
lareowas an Godes cyrcan, J>e plucciaS ^a cwydas 3aera

apostpla. ciooo Ags. Gosp. Matt. xii. i His ongunnun
pluccian [c 1160 Hatton G. plockien] Ja ear & Eetan. c 1350
Nominate GalL-Angl. 228 (E. E. T. S.) Man of walnote-tre

plukith note. 1362 LANGL. P. PI. A. vi. 72 Loke Jx>u plokke
no plonte f?er, for peril of bi soule. 1:1380 Antccrist in

Todd 3 Treat. Wyclif 137 J>ei..leten here shep perishen,
and taken of hem and plucken a wey be wolle as non herdis.

c 1440 Promp. Parv. 405/2 Plukkyn, or pulle frute, vellico,
avello. 1567 GutU tr Godlie B. (S. T. S.) 165 Thay can
nocht pluk ane lytill hair Furth of our held, nor do vs deir.

iSQi SHAKS. i Hen. Vf, n. iv. 30 Let him.. From off this

Bryer pluck a white Rose with me. 1611 BIBLE Gen. viii.

ii In her mouth was an Oliue leafe pluckt off. 1704
ADDISON Italy 2, I pluck'd above Five different Sorts.. as

Wild-Time, Lavender, Rosemary, Balme and Mirtle. 1871
PALGRAVK Lyr. Poems 139 Plucking the plumes of the

Spanish pride.
absol. 1770 J. DLTCH Disc. (1790) I. xv. 293 He plucks and

eats but still remains unsatisfied. 1868 H. IJAW Beacons of
Bible (1869) 18 She lusted and plucked.

b. Geol. To break loose and bear away in large
masses ; said of glaciers acting on solid rock.

Contr. with ABRADE.
1902 in WEBSTER Snppl.
2. To pull or draw with a forcible effort ; to drag ;

to snatch. With various adverbs and prepositions :

to pull away, in, out, off,
ott

t up, etc. See also 8.

arch. (Now usually expressed by pull.)
1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. xi. 109 pe porter vnpynned \>G jate,

And plukked in pauci priuehcne and lete be remenaunt go
rowme ! c 1440 Gesta Rom. ii. 5 (Harl. MS.) pey sawe fully
the toode sitting on his brest ; And none of hem might pluk
it awey with no crafte. 1526 TINDALE Matt, v, 29 Yf thy
right eye offende the plucke hym out and caste him from
the. 1553 T. WILSON Rhet. (1580) 170 Giue hym leaue first

to plucke of your spurres, ere he meddle with your bootes.

1560 DAUS tr. Sleidane's Comm. 295 They plucke vp the

drawe bridge immediatlye. 1561 T. HOBV tr. Castiglionc's

Courlyer in. (1577) Q lj b, When shee came to the ryuer. .

she fayned to plucke on hir shoe. 1x1591 H. SMITH Serin.

(1637) 3 Sampson pluckt the house on his own head. 1594
KYD Sp. Trag. \\. v. i (Wks., 1901, 31), What out-cries

K'uck
me from my naked bed. 1611 BIBLE John x. 29

o man is able to pluck them out of my Fathers hand.

1698 FRYER Ace. E. India <y P. 176 He plucked off his own
Coat, ..and gave it him. a 1713 ELLWOOD Autobiog. (1714)

237 Then pressing.. to the place where Morgan stood, he

plucked him from thence. 1877 TENNYSON Harold v. ii,

Pluck the dead woman off the dead man, Malet !

b. With down : To *

pull down '

or demolish

(a building), arch.

1531 Dial, on Laws Eng. \\. Iv. 158 Yf a man plucke
downe hys howse & sellyth yt. 1551 ROBINSON tr. More's

Utop. \. (1895) 52 They plucke downe townes; and leaue

nothing stondynge. a 1661 FULLER Worthies^ Surrey 78
Otherwise (being now plucked down) the form and fashion

thereof [Palace of Richmond] had for the future been for-

gotten. 1847 TENNYSON Princ. iv. 395 A rampant heresy
. .which mignt well deserve That we this night should pluck
your palace down. 1878 SIMPSON Sch. Shaks. I. 8 He ..

ordered the church of Notre Dame of Boulogne to be

plucked down, and a mount erected in its place.

c. To pull or terOMMflbr! in pieces ,
etc. Now

rare or Obs.

1526 TINDALE Acts xxiii. 10 Lest Paul shuld have bene

pluckte asondre off them. 1530 PALSGR. 661/1, I prayed
you to stretche it out a lytell, out nat to plucke it in peces.

1599 HAKLUYT Voy. II. i. 213 At Feluchia the marchants

plucke their boats in pieces. 1674 RAY Collect. Words,
Notes Huso. 132 Take a Rook and plucking it limbe from

limbe, cast the several limbes about your field.

d. absol. or intr. To draw or drag ; to snatch

or take by force, to steal ; t to draw cards from the

pack (pbs.\ (Cf. PICK vl 9 b.)
1340-70 Alex. % Dind. 296 Ne sette solow on \K feld ne

sowe none erbe, In ony place of be plow to plokke wij>
oxen. 1494 FABVAN Chron. vi. cxcvii. 204 Eueryche of
theym was constrayned to plucke & stele from other. 1570
Satir. Poems Reform. xvL 3 And euerie man dois pluke and

1011

pow, And that the pure may finde. 1606 Choice, Chance,
etc. G j, He that wil not pluck for a card, is not worthie of

a prime. /( 1625 FLETCHER & MASS. Cust. Country i. i,

Would any man stand plucking for the ace of harts, With
one pack of cards, all days on's life ?

3. trans, fig. To pull, draw, or snatch something

intangible, or something from or into a state or

condition ;
to bring (disaster, etc.) ttpon a person ;

to snatch, rescuefrom danger, etc. Now rare.

1387-8 [see PLUCKING vbl.sb. i]. 1534 TINDALE Matt. xi.

12 The kyngdome of heven suffreth violence, and they that

go to it with violence pluck [1526 pull] it vnto them. 1535
COVERDALE Amos iii. ii Thy strength shalbe plucte from

the, and thy palaces robbed. 1549 COVERDALE, etc. Erasm.
Par. Rom. 18 Fleashly luste pluckyng to euyll. 1563

WINJET Wks. (S.T. S.) II. 54 Thai nocht content, .euir ar

desyrous to eik sum thing to religioun, to change, or to pluk
fra it. 1570 BILLINGSLEY Euclid i. def. vii. 2 You must
conceiue them in mynde, plucking them by imagination
from all matter. 1607 SHAKS. Cor. \. iii. 8 When yet hee

was but tender-bodied..; when youth with comelincsse

pluck'd all gaze his way. 1673 Ess. Educ. Gentlciuom. 27
One Athaliah, married to Joram, plucks ruine upon the

House of Jehosaphat. 1719 YOUNG Busiris v. i, I leave a
mark behind, Shall pluck the shining age from vulgar

j

time. 1842 TENNYSON Two Voices 118 * Hard task, to

pluck resolve ',
I cried,

' From emptiness and the waste wide
Of that abyss, or scornful pride !' 1865 DICKENS Mitt. Fr.
in. Jx, The grim life out of which she had plucked tier

brother.

t b. With down or some equivalent : To bring

down, bring low
; to humble, humiliate ; to '

pull
down '

(in strength). Obs.
To pluck down a side : i. e. with which a person plays.

1545 ASCHAM Toxoph. (Arb.) 19 Other that neuer learned

to shote, . . wyll be as busie as the best, but suche one

commonly plucketh doune asyde. 1555 BRADFORD in Strype
Eccl. Mem. (1721) III. App. xlv. 131 Other men in Ingland,
whose sloutnes must be plucked lowe. 1567 Trial Treas.

(1850) 42 This gere I suppose will plucke downe your fie.she.

1611 BEAUM. & FL. Maid's Trag. n. i, She will pluck down
a side. 1628 LAUD Diary 30 Sept., Tuesday, Septcmb. ult.,

I was sore plucked with this sickness. 1:1672 WOOD Life
9 Apr. an. 1659 (O. H. S.) I. 277 A tertian ague. .pluck'd
downe his body much.

4. To give a pull at; to pull abruptly or with a

jerk ; to twitch ; to sound (the strings of a musical

instrument) by doing this, to twang. Also, to pull

(a person or animal) by some part of the body or

dress.

To pluck the Proctor's gown, the means formerly used

(and understood to be still usable) to challenge the granting
of a degree to a person, notwithstanding his having passed
the requisite examinations. See J. Wells Oxford Degree
Ceremony (1906) 5, 9-10 ; also N. <y Q> 9*h ser. VI. 74.

14. . Erasmus in Horstm, A Itengl. Leg. (1878) 202

(Bedf. MS.) [Passion] xxvi 1 ' was plukkyng his flesshe

withe fullers combes. (1x450 Knt. de la Tour (1868) 23
They.. plucked eche other bi the here of the hede. 1577
B. GOOGE HeresbacKs Husb. in. (1586) 154 b, To make them
feerce and curst, you must plucke them by the eares. 1605
SHAKS. Lear in. vii. 36 By the kinde Gods, 'tis most ignobly
done To plucke me by the Beard. 1653 H. COGAN tr.

Pinto s Trav. xxiii. 85 Some of his friends pluckt him two
or three times by the surpHs for to make him give over.

1770 GOLDSM. Des. yill. 184 Children.. pluck'd his gown.
1879 STAINKK Music of Bible 52 Strings which, when the

keys were pressed down, were plucked by quills. 1879 F.

TAYLOR in Grove Diet. Mus. II. 7/1 In the so-called Musical
Box . .a series of metal tongues are plucked by pins or studs
fixed in a revolving barrel.

1846 (see sense 7]. 1853 'C. BEDE ' Verdant Green \. xi.

<9/t',The proctor then walks once up and down the room, so

that any person who objects to the degree being granted

ceremony. During my procuratorial year [1862-3] .. the
*

pen-wiper ', a small piece of folded silk which is attached to

the back of the proctor's gown (not
' the proctor's sleeve '. .)

was duly plucked on each successive degree day, the college
dean . . informing me in a whisper to which candidate he

objected.

b. intr. To pull sharply or forcibly, to tug (at

something). Also, to make a sudden movement in

order to lay hold of something ; to snatch at.

c 1410 HOCCLEVE Mother of God 20 pat with his handes

tweye, And his might, plukke wole at the balance. 1481
CAXTON Reynard viii. (Arb.) 15 He [the bear] wrastled and
plucked so hardc and so sore that he gate out his heed.

1597 SHAKS. a Hen. fy, iv. i. 208 Plucking to vnfixe an
Enemie, Hee doth vnfasten so, and shake a friend, c 1672
WOOD Life 14 May an. 1657 (O. H. S.) I. 219 However he

plucked at them Ibell-ropesj often with some of his fellow-

colleagues for recreation sake. 1864 TENNYSON En. Ard.
366 But when the children pluck'd at him to go, He laugh'd,
and yielded readily to their wish.

C. trans. To disentangle and straighten (wool)
by means of a PLUCKEB.
i$95 J- EDWARDS Perfect. Script. 258 Those who deal

about combing or plucking the wool.

5. To pull off the feathers, hair, fruit, etc. from ;

to strip or make bare ; esp. to strip (a bird) of

feathers by pulling them off.

A crow topluck : see CROW st>.1 3 b.

1377 LANGL. P. PL B, xn. 249 So is possessioun payne..
To alle hem bat it holdeth, til her taille be plukked. c 1440
Promp. Parv. 405/2 Plukkyn bryddys, excatheriso. a 1450
Knt. de la Tour (1868) 70 That ye plucke no browes, nother

temples, nor forhed. 1560 BIBLE (Genev.) Ps. Ixxix. [Ixxx.]
12 All thei, whiche passe by the waie, haue plucked her.

1598 SHAKS. Merry W. v. i. 26 Since I pluckt Geese, plaide
Trewant, and whipt Top. 1692 R. I/ESTRANGE Fables vii. 6
If you dispute (the matter).. we must e'en Pluck a Crow
about it. 1841 H. AIXSWORTH Old St. Pauls 11. 300 He

PLUCKAGE.
had just., commenced plucking one of the geese. 1860 RKADK
Cloister ff //. Iv, These monks would pluck Lucifer of hU
wing feathers. 1890 [see PLUCKED///, a. 2].

6. Jig. To rob; to plunder; to swindle, fleece.

To pluck a pigeon : see PIGEON sb. 3 b.

1400 Rom. Rose 5989 He shal, in a fewe stoundes, Lt;-.e

allc his markes & his poundes. .Our maydens shal i_<_k

plukke him so. 1569 Reg. Privy Council Scot. II. 70 To
pluk and use ptracie upoun the trew niarchandLs. 1604
DF.KKKK Honest Wli. Wks. 1873 II. 169, I did pluck those

Ganders^ did rob them. 1805 Sporting Mag. XXVI. 55
Her amiable companion, .instead of helping to pluck hur

grace, never played for a guinea in the course of her life.

1816 Ibid. XLVIII. 218 A noble Duke or Lord, would have
as little scruple in plucking a pigeon as their inferior?.. 1843
LE FKVRE Life Trav. Phys. III. in. x. 210 To allow a fair

profit to the proprietor without plucking the traveller.

7. To reject (a candidate) as not reaching the

required standard in his examination ; usually pass.
To be plucked, to fail to pass in an examination.

(Originally in the universities, whence generally.)
The origin of this is doubtful ; originally a candidate might

be plucked or refused his degree on other grounds than an

unsatisfactory examination. See quot. 1846, and the noiu
under sense 4.

1713 HEARSE Collect. (O.H.S.) IV. 172 Dr. Lnncn>Ut,
when Batchelor of Arts, was pluck'd for his Declamatiun.

1721 AMHKKST Tcrrx l-'il. No. 50 (1754) 273 Mr. Scurlock,
A.B. fellow of Jesus-college, and a member of the constitu-

tion-club was pluck'd, (i.e. disgraced, and forbid to proceed
in performing his exercise) for mentioning the word kin:; in

his declamation, 1772 NUGENT tr. Hist. Fr. Gerund I.
-

;

Notwithstanding his having been plucked three times in the

examination for the subdiaconate. 1820 Gcntl. Mag. XC.
i. 32/2 To expend vast sums in the education of sons, who
when they apply for degrees, sxt plucked (as failure upon
Examination is denominated). 1846 M^CCLLOCM Ace. Ktit.

1'linpire (1854) II. 338 Those who fail in showing SIIL!I an
amount of proficiency as, in the opinion of the examiners,
entitles them to their degree, are said, in the language of the

place, to be 'plucked'; a phrase which originates in an
ancient custom by which any one, who objected to a di^n.-c,

about to be conferred in congregation, notified his dissent

by plucking the sleeve of the proctor's gown. 1886 Siunns
Lect. Med. fy Mod. Hist, xvii. 386, I have never plucked
a candidate .. without giving him every opportunity of

setting himself right. 1894 SALA London up to Date ii. 31
If you had to pass an examination for the post, .you would
in all probability be plucked.
8. Pluck up. (See also 2.) a. To pluck up

(one's) heart) spirits, cottrage, etc. : to summon up
courage, take courage, rouse one's spirits, cheer up.
13. . Sir Bcucs (A.) 632 po his bodi be-gan to smerte, He

gan plokken vp is hertte. 13.. Seuyn Sag. (\V.) 23^5
Pluk up thi cher. 1562 PILKISGTON Expos. Abdyas Pref.

>j

Let us therefore pluck vp stomackes, and pray with S.

Augustine. 1596 SHAKS. Tarn* Shr. iv. iii. 38 Plucke vp
thy spirits, looke cheerfully vpon me. 1719 DE FOE Crusoe

(1840) I. xii. 210 Plucking up my spirits as well as I could.

1775 SHKKIUAN Duenna n. i, I'll pluck up resolution. 1867
FKEEMAN Norm. Cong. I. v. 376 /Ethelred seems now to

have plucked up a little heart. 1869 TROLLOFE //.- A',T.-

Iv, She could not pluck up courage to speak a word in Italian.

b. To pull up; to pull (something) out of the

ground or place in which it is planted or set; to

uproot, eradicate ; to raze, demolish. Also fig.

Now rare of arch.

1484 CAXTON Fables of /Esop i. xx, (.The swallow said]

Come with me ye al & lete vs plucke vp al this [flax]. 1490
Eneydos\\. 18 To arache or plucke vp a gretter tree.

1535 COVEKDALE EccL iii. i There is a tyme to plant, and
a tyme to plucke vp the thinge, y< is planted. 1568 GKAFTON
Chron. II. 158 All fortresses and defences by them there

made, were plucked vp and destroyed. 1596 DALRYMPLK tr.

Leslie's Hist. Scot. iv. 205 Vnto the tyme quhen hxresie

pluked vpe al monumentes of pietie in Scotland. 1680 AVru

Hampshire Prov. Papers (1867) I. 391 Whosoever shall

willfully pluck up, remove or deface any Landmark or

bound bctweene propertieandpropertie. 1759 tr. Duhanid's
f/usb. n. i. (1762) no He plucked up. .some of the most

thriving plants. 1844 MRS. BROWNING Lady Geraldine's

Courtship Ixxiv, I plucked up her social fictions.

C. intr. or absol. To recover strength or vigour ;

to
*

pick up* (PICK z;. 1 20 h). rare. (Cf. 3 b.)

1841 H. AINSWORTH Old St. Paul's II. 305 Her better

health .. Heaven be praised! she has plucked up a little

since we came here.

9. In phrasal combinations : t Pluck at the

crow (.5V. craw) : name of an old sport, in which
a person appears to have been pulled about by the

rest
; f pluck-buffet, app. a competition between

archers, in which he who missed or failed
'

caught
'

a buffet from his competitor; f pluck-crow #.,

got by plucking a crow ; f pluck-penny, name
of some gambling game.
1563 WINJET Wks. (S.T.S.) II. 81 Gif thai .. imagin

thame to rug of his clathis, as thai war playng with him,

*pluk at the craw. 1570 Satir. Poems Reform, xxii. 58,

I tra'ist in God that anis sail cum the day, Pluk at the Craw
quhen barnis sail with yis bird, c 1510 Gest Robyn llode

vni. 27 And they shote *plucke-buffet, As they went by the

way And many a buffet owr kinge wan of Robin Hode that

day. 1593 G. HARVEY Pierce's Super. Wks. (Grosart) II.

1 8 Shrew Prose, thy *pluckcrow implements addresse, And
pay the hangman pen his double fee. 1643 [HEYLIN] Thewes,
Theeves 2 He that is once so skilled in the Art of gaming,
as to play at *Pluck-penny, will quickly come to Sweep-stake.

Plu-ckable. nonce-wd. [f.
PLUCK v. + -ABLE.]

Capable of being plucked. Hence Pluckabi'lity.

1841 Taifs Mag. VIII. 8 The guilelessness of the dove,

the pluckability of the pigeon.

Pluckage (plzrkeds). nonce-wd. [f.
PLUCK v.

+ -AGE.] The action or process of plucking.
128-a



PLUCKED.

1835 BECKK>RD Recoil, vt. 63 He. .plucked off his beard by
handfuls.. .The details of this frantic pluckage are to be
found in a letter.

Plucked (plrkt), a. colloq. [f. PLUCK sb.i +

-ED-.] Having pluck or courage; usually in

comb., as good-plucked^ rare-plucked^ welt-ptncked\
so bad-plucked^ deficient in courage.
1848 THACKERAY I"an. Fair xxxvii, What a good plucked

one that boy of mine is ! 1857 HUGHKS Tom Brcnvn I. vii,
The bad plucked ones thinking that after all it isn't worth
while to keep it

up. 1873 Routledge's Yn$. Gentl. Mag. Feb.

137/2
' You see I m a plucked'un , he said.

b. Hard-plucked, hard-hearted, wanting in

tenderness.

1857 KINGSLEY Two Y. Ago iv, A very sensible man,.,
but a terrible hard-phicked one.

Plucked (plkt), ///. a.
[f. PLUCK v. + -ED i.]

In various senses of the verb.

1. Ticked off; pulled sharply, twitched, etc.

1552 HULOET, Plucked in sunder, distractus. 1799
(1. SMITH Laboratory 1. 197 Fine short plucked cotton.
1821 JSvHON Sanfitn. i. ii 605 So let me fall like the pluck'd
rose ! 1881 KROADHOU.SK Mits. Acoustics 197 The tone of

plucked cat -gut strings, .is. .much less tinkling than that of
metal strings.

2. Denuded of feathers or hair.

1508 Di'NBAR Tua Afttriit M'cinen 382, I thoght my self
a papin^uy, & him a plukit berk-, 1886 W. J. TUCKER
I-.. Europe 44 [She] sold live geese, and plucked geese on
tin.- market here. 1890 Cent. /VtV., Plucked, p.a.^ having
the long stiff hairs removed : said of the pelt of a fur-seal.

3. Rejected in a university or other examination.

1827 Mackw. Mag. XXI. 895 Of the three classes of

Predicamentists, the fiercest are the Plucked. 1853
' C.

I IK UK
'

l*i-rdant Green 11. ii,
'

1 have been examined
',

ob-
.served Mr. I'ucker, with the air of a plucked man.
Hence Plu'ckedness.
1867 Gii. H'ar.is 657/2 The abject nakedness more than

nakedness pluckedness of his body.
Pluckee (plrkr). nonce-wd. [f. PLUCK v. +
KE 1.] One who or that which is plucked.
1831 Rlackw, Afag. XXX. 339

'

It might be safe to pluck
it up.' S;ife to whom? To the pluckcr or the pluckce?

Plucker ^pli^kaj). [f.
PLUCK v. + -KK'.]

1. One who plucks, in various senses: see the

verb. Often with adverb, as pluckcr away t down,
up. Also f//f/vr-<i/, one who pulls sharply at, or

( /?i,
r
.) carps at, or attacks, another (quot. 1463).

c 1450 OsetuyRtg, (E.K.T.S.) i^Of this owre confirmacion
:iga> nc-sayers and pluckers a-waye. 1463 G. ASHHY
f*ris0Ht*r*s Refi, 193 Yef thow be ryght welthy for theseson,
Many phukcis-at tliow mayst haue. 1495 Act ii Hen.
y/lt c. 5 The plukkers uppe and takers awey of the i>eid

wearcs and engynes. 1593 SHAKS. 3 Hen. /'/, n. iii. 37
Thou setter vp, and plucker downe of Kings. 1707 MORTI-
MKK Ifusb. (1721) I. 154 At which time let the Ptucken be
niiulili 1

,
and tye it up in handfuls. 1748 RICHARDSON

Clarissa (1811) VII. xcvii. 416 Thorns ..pricking the fingers
of the too-hasty pluckcr. 1831 [sec PUXKKK). 1902 N.
MUNKO in Bl&ckw. jl/tfj,-. Nov. 589/1 Tales of Fingal the
1'i.iu- .ind OMSUUI the plucker of harps.
2. A machine for disentangling and straightening

long wool to render it tit for combing : see quots.
1835 UKK /'/;//(>*. Manuf. 144 After drying, the wool is

ifinovcil to a in;u hinr tMled the plucker. 1844 G. DODD
/', vtilf Manttf. |v. 125 When the wool is dried, it is passed
through a machine called a '

plucker ', consisting of a pair
of spiked rollers fed by an endless apron.

Pliickerian (pliiki-Tian\tf. Math.
[f. proper

name riiiiktr (see below) -f -IAN.] Applied to

certain equations or formulae expressing the rela-

tions between the order and class of a curve and the

number of its singularities, investigated by the I

German mathematician Julius Plucker (i 80 l-i 868).
Pliickerian characteristic, one of the quantities |

occurring in such equations, denoting some charac- I

teristic of the curve.

Fluckily (plHuli), adv. colloq. [f. PLUCKY + I

-LY -.] In a plucky manner ; bravely, courageously. |

1858 TKOLLOPK Dr. Thome xxix, 'No', said Frank, |

pluclcily, as he put his horse into a faster trot,
'

I won't I

mortgage that '. 1859 SMILES Self-Help 20 He did not.. I

retire dejected,, .but pluckily set himself to work.

Plu ckiuess. [f- as prec. + -NKS8.] The
I

quality of being plucky ; pluck.
1864 inWEBSTEK citing THACKERAY. 1867 MRS. WHITNEY

L. Goldtkivaite vi, Her quaint, queer expression, in which
curiosity, pluckincss, and a foretaste of amusement mingled.

Plucking (plirkin), vbL sb. [-ING *.]

1. The action of the verb PLUCK, in various senses.

1387-8 T. USK Test. Lo-.'c n. xiv. (Skeat) I. 78 liy my
pluckingc was she to foryevenesse enclyiied. c 1440 /VVMpk
Parr'. AOJ/S Phlkkynga, or

pullynge ol fowlys. 1560 DAUS
Ir. SUidane's Comm. 52 The plucking downc of Images,
hath put urrd vs no smale displeasure. 1837 MRS. SHER-
WOOD H. MUner in. xv. The cant phrase of plucking in our
universities, 1868 M, RvrrisoN Academ. Orr. v. 339 Let
the pass exaniin.nion, with it?, attendant pluckings. .cease.
attrib. 421548 HALL Chron.^ Hen. I'll 59 b, Eucry man

.. hauing either l.uuic or substaunce, was called to this

pluckyng bancket.

2. concr. Something plucked, in various senses.

(Cf. PICKING vbl. sb 3 b.)

1648-60 HEXHAM, Het Plucksel van lijnwaet, the Pluck-

iiiRs, or loose Threads of linnen. 18313 J. RADCOCK Dom.
AmustfH. s$ Mangel wur/cl. .would, if permitted to run up,
..afford a good plucking of potage vegetables twice a week.
iftaB Craven Gloss, (ed. 2), riHckingt the quantity of worsted

plucked from the end of the slitter, or sliver, and folded over

1012

the fingers whilst turning the spinning wheel. 1901 Scots-
tnun g Apr. 4/4 If I were a planter in Assam .. I would
never rest till the pluckings of my garden became the staple
drink of the native artisan.

Flu-eking, ppLa. [-ING2.] That plucks : see

the verb PLUCK.
1898 IVfstm. Gaz, 7 Sept. 1/3 Within reach of a plucking

hand are the 250 varieties of heather that star the sides of
Table Mountain,

Pluckless (pltf'kles), a. [f. PLUCK st>. 1 7 +

-LESS.] Without pluck ; devoid of courage or

spirit. Hence Flrrcklessness.
1821 Blttckw. Mag. X. 217 You should let those pluckless

Tories know the truth. 1824 Ibid. XV. 92, I do care for the
intense plucklessness of our party. 1833 ibid, XXXI. 142/2
The ft-ar may be great and it is so among the pluckless
but the danger is small.

Plucky (plyki), a. colloq. [f.
PLUCK sh\ 7 + -v.]

1. Characterized by pluck ; showing determina-
tion to fight or struggle ; brave, courageous, daring.
[1826 DISRAELI I'iv. Grey n. xv, He can still follow a fox,

with as pluck a heart, and with as stout a voice, as any
squire in Christendom.] 1842 HARHAM Ingol. Leg. Ser. n.

Smuggler's Leap, If you're 'plucky ', and not over-subject
to fright. 1857 HUGHES Tom Brmvn \. v, The ' bravus

'

of
the School-house attest the pluckiest charge of all that hard
fought day. 1883 Ln. R. GOWER My Retain. I. vii. 135, 1 do
not think any account of this plucky .. adventure has

appeared elsewhere. 1889
'

J. S. WINTER ' Mrs. Boh (1891)
286 You are the pluckiest little woman I ever knew.

b. Photogr. Of a print or negative: Bold,
decided, bright, clear.

1885 C. G. W. LOCK Workshop Receipts Ser. iv. 352/2 It

works exceedingly well, and uniformly brings out brilliant

and plucky images. 1894 Brit. Jrnl. Photcgr. XLI. 7
N Datives, .strong and plucky in their contrasts.

2. Geol.
'

Disposed to break away in large irre-

gular conchoidal chips *. [f. PLUCK v. i b.j
1895 in Funk's Stand. Diet.

Plud. Obs. exc. dial. Forms : 4 plodde, 4-6
pludde, 5 (-9 dial.} plud, (5 plutte, 9 dial. plut).

[Origin obscure: cf. Ir., Gael, plod a pool, standing
water ; also PUDDLE

st>.]
A pool, puddle.

1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 11077 In afoul plodde [?'. r. pludde]
in pc stret su^be me him slong. c 1400 Laud Troy Bk.
10610 To ,se the syght hit was delful, How euery plud of
blod stode ful. 1482 Monk of Evesham (Arb.) 77 Now yn
a stynkyng ponde, and now fowle ouerkeuryde yn fenne
and plutte. 1527 Trcvisas Hidden Dyalogue i This reason
is worthy to l>e plunged in a pludde. 1781 J. HUTTON Tour
to Cares (ed. 2) Gloss., rinrf, a puddle. 1873 WILLIAMS &
JONKS E, Somerset Glass.* Plud, (he swamp surface of a wet
ploughed field. 1879 Miss JACKSON Shropsh. Word-bit.)
Pints, temporary pools of water.

Flue, obs. Sc. form of PLOUGH.
Fluff (pl*>f\ sb. (a. t int.} Sc. [Echoic. So
LG.///, Du.//<7/interj. ; l&.pluffen, Du.f/tffin,
WFris. ploffien to puff, explode.]
1. A strong puff or explosive emission of air, gas

or smoke (as in the firing of gunpowder), or ofdust ;

hence, colloq. a shot of a musket or fowling-piece.
1663 W. SHARP in Laudcrdale Papers (Camden) I. 1^1

But this, amongst other great shott, may turn to be a plufl".
1822 GALT Steamboat w. 78 He went out of the world
like a pluflf of powther. 1828 J. WILSON in Rlaclnv. Mas;.
XXIII. 4g4 He calls. .on old Ponto, and will take a pluff
at the partridges. I&95CKOCKKTY Men ofMoss-Hags xlvii,
We could see the soldiers running their horses and firing
off white plufls of powder.
2. A powder-puff. Obs. or dial.

1816 SCOTT Antia. xxxvi, A veshell that rins ashore wi'
us flees asunder like the powther when I shake the pluff,
and it's as ill to gather ony o't again.
B. adj. Puffed up, swollen. In quot. Jig.
1673 Ansiv. to Seasonable Disc, n All of you look'd as

piuffe and big upon the Layty, as starch it self could
make you.

C. as int. or adv. \Vith a pluff; puff! colloq.
1860 RUSSKI.L Diary India I. xvi. 2^3 As I spoke, pluff

came a spirt of smoke with red tongue in it

Pluff (pl*>0 *' &" and dM' U' a5 prec.]
1. trans. To blow out (smoke or breath) with

explosive action, to puff. Also intr. to discharge
a gun, shoot.

1629 Z. BOYD Balm of Gilead 84 These that spend the

tyme with pluffing of reeke, which should be better cm-

5
Joyed. 1826 filackiv. Mag. XIX. 249 He .. went pluffing

isconsolately among the hills.

2. intr. To swell up, become puffed up.
1885 SHARLAND Ways Devon. I'illage vii. no Hasn't it

[the pudding] pluffed (risen) up beautifully?
Hence Flu'ffing vbl. sb. and///, a,; also Plu ffer,

a shooter, gunner (colloq?).
1828 J. WILSON in Mucfau. Mag. XXIV. 278 Is that the

pluffer at partridge-pouts who had nearly been the death of

poor Ponto? 1852 Ibid. LXXII. 220 If in Central Africa,

you would suppose they were practising in a menagerie,
and you conclude that there must be prime pluffing in

Polito's. 1853 MRS. CARLYLE Lett. (1883)
II. ^27 She..

slept a fine natural
*

plumng
'

sleep till one in the morning.

,
a. dial. [f.

PLUFF sb. + -Y.]

Having a puffed-up appearance ; puffy, fleshy. Of
birds, hair, etc. : Fluffy, downy.
1828 HOGG in Blackw. Mag. XXIV. 489 A big, dun-faced,

pluffy body. 1849 ALB. SMITH Pottleton Leg. x. 84 A light

pluffy moustache. 1853 G. H. KINGSLEY Sport 4- Trav.
(1900) 469 We shall have nothing rising before us but barren

pairs
and pluffy cheepers [i.e. young partridges]. 1861

LEVER One of Them xiv. 104 A good-looking fellow a

thought loo pluffy , perhaps.

PLUG.
1 Plug (plg), sb. [app. a. MDu. and early
mod.Du. plngge a plug, bung, stopper, Du. plug\

1

so MLG., LG. plugge> plugge, LG. pliig^ also

,
Swed. plugg, pligg, Da. plbg. Other tyt^es appear

! iii MLG., LG. plock, pluck, MUG. pfloe, pfiockc,
1 Ger. pflock ;

and in NFris. p/aak y T)&.pldk. Further

history unknown. (Ir., Gael.//<: is from Eng.)]
1. A piece of wood or other solid or firm material,

driven into or used to stop up a hole or aperture
which it tightly fits, to fill a gap, or act as a wedge ;

also transf. a natural or morbid concretion having
a similar action.

1617 CAPT. SMITH Seamatfs Gram. ii. 10 A Hause-plug
at Sea. 1648 HEXHAM Dutch Diet., Een Plnggc, a Plugge,
or a wooden Pegg. 1660 BOYLE JVtw E.\p. Phys. Meek.
To Ld. Dungarvan, Wks. I. 9 Shutting the valve with
the plug,.. he is to draw down the sucker to the bottom
of the cylinder. 1669 Contn. New Exp, i. (1682) 161 On
which was put a Wooden Plug markt with Ink. 1705 J.

!
TAYLOR Jottm. Edinborongh (1903) 62 The Canopy is not

; supported by a Pillar, but by., a Finn or Plugg plac't

exactly in the Center. 1706 PHILLIPS, Plug, a great wooden
, Peg, to stop the Bottom of a Cistern or Cask. 1790 J. C.
SMYTH in Med. Connnnn. II. 483 The plug or stopper of the
Canula was taken out. 1823 J- NICHOLSON Operat. Mechanic
464 The aperture being supplied with a plug of the required

i form, some clay is put into the cylinder, and the piston
|

forced down, by turning the screw, which causes the clay
j

to protrude through the aperture in the shape required.
1845 Ilunu Dis. Liver 143 A string of small abscesses bad

,
formed along them, separated here and there by a plug of

I lymph. 1861 WYNTER Soc. Bees 194 Instantly he drops ..

;

a plug of molten solder, which hermetically seals it. 1865
i

TYLOK Early Hist. Alan, i. i Wooden plugs as big as table

spoons put through slits in the under lip. 1899 AUbutfs

Syst. Med. VIII. 555 Small plugs of horny epidermis can be

picked out, leaving pits behind.

2. spec, in various technical applications; as

a- A small block of boxwood let into an engraved wood*
block to replace a damaged part of the surface. b. Die-

sinking. A soft steel cylinder on the end of which an

impression is taken from a punch to form a die. c. A
; tapering block of wood driven into a wall between the stones

]

or bricks so as to bear a nail. d. Mining. The iron

wedge or punch which is driven between two other wedges,
called feathers (FEATHER sb. i6b), to split rock, coal, stone,

! etc. 6. In railways, A wedge-pin driven between a rail

and its chair. f. Dentistry. The filling of a hollow tooth.

g. The part of a tap or stop-cock which passes transversely

through the pipe and cuts off the water or permits it to flow.
'

h. A cylindrical piece of wood used in firing a line from a

gun in life-saving operations, fi. The plunger of a pump.
1766 CBOKER, etc. Diet. Arts^ etc s. v. Watcr> At the

end of which [leversj are jointed four rods with their

forcing plugs working into four cast iron cylinders. 1836
BRANUE Chem. (ed. 4) 172 The piston having reached the

bottom of the cylinder, the plug of the cock . . shifts its

position, and.. the steam enters as before.., and passes in

the direction of the arrows to the bottom cylinder, so as to

elevate the piston. 1839 CHATTO Wood Engrav, 645 note.,

The '

plug
'

which they [Albert Diirer and his contempo-
raries] inserted was usually square, and not circular as at

present 1841 Civil Eng. fy Arch. Jrnl. IV. 30/2 A long
coil of rope, i inch diameter, with a stout piece of wood or

plug., fastened to it. This plug is intended to be put in the

mouth of the gun. Ibid. 125/1 The carronade was fired from
i off the pier, which carried the plug beyond the breakers.

1842-76 GUILT Archit. Gloss., Plug and Feather, or

Key and Feather, a name given to a method of dividing
hard stones by means of a long tapering wedge called the

key, and wedge-shaped pieces of iron called feathers. 1860

BARTLETT Diet. Atner.^ Plug, applied by dentists to a

filling of gold or other material inserted in a tooth. 1875
URK Diet. Arts($&. 7) II. 31 This punch becomes an *n-

exhaustible parent of dies, without further reference to the

original matrix; for now by impressing upon it plugs of soft

steel, .we procure impressions from it to any amount. 1875
KNIGHT Dict.Mech. 1749/2 An instrument for condensing the

filling or plug in a tooth by a rapid succession of strokes.

1881 YOUNG Er. Man his Oivn Mechanic 1275 The proper
manner of making or cutting a plug to drive between bricks.

1893-4 Northutnbld. Gloss. s.v., The plug and feather was
!

introduced into coal mining by Mr. G. C Greenwell in

1869. It had been from early times used in lead mining.

j. Zoo!. = PISTON 3.

1854 WOODWARD Mollnsca n. 249 The large central im-
. nression is produced by the muscle of the plug (the equiva-
',

lent of the byssal muscle in Pinna and Modiola).

3. The cock upon a public water-pipe to which
a hose ;

s attached to obtain water for a fire-engine
i and other purposes ;

a fire-plug.

1717 BRADLEY Fam. Diet. s.v. Building* One Leather

Pipe and Socket of the same Size as the Plug or Fire-Cock,
to the intent the Socket might be put into the Pipe, to con-

vey the Water clean into the Engine. xSxa H. & J. SMITH

Key. Addr.) T. Drnry Lane, Before the plug was found.

: 1833 Act 3 f 4 M'ill. fl~, c. 46 97 The said commissioners

may provide one or more fire engines and fire cocks or plugs.

1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mech., This pipe is closed by a cap or

plug, which is removed .. when the nose is to be attached.

4. a. Tobacco pressed into a flat oblong cake or

stick, b. A piece of cake or twist tobacco cut

off for chewing, etc.

1728 SWIFT Past. Dial, vi, The dean threw me this tobacco
i plug: A longer ha'p'orth never did I see. 1841 CATLIN N.

tobacco being generally twist or plug.

6. A blow of the fist ; a punch, a knock, slang.

1798 PITT in Ld. Rosebery Life (1891) 208 The bill is

to be read a second time tomorrow, and, in spite of many
Plugs from Sir W. Pulteney, will certainly pass. 1898 M,
DAVITT Life ff Progr, Australia xxxv. 192 If he hits a man
in fighting That is what he calls a '

plug '.



PLUG.

6. Applied to a horse : with various connotations.

U. S, and Colonial slang.
Explained in American Diets, as 'a horse past his prime ',

'an old horse worn down by hard work' ; a New Zealander
knows it as a horse which is 'a good sort '; an Australian

authority, as applied to a horse of 15 hands or 15-1, of a good
steady ambling character, working well but not fast.

1872
' MARK TWAIN '

Innoc. Abr. xxvii. 208 We bought
two sorry-looking Mexican '

plugs '. 1885 HORNADAY 2 Yrs.

in Jungle xxiv. 284 The horses were large and rather raw-

boned Australian 'plugs', well qualified for the work they
had to do. 1888 Brooklyn Daily Eagle 22 Apr. (Farmer
Atner.), In the first race a plug named Cator was the

favorite, but another plug named Battledore won.

7. Short for phig-hat : see 9. U.S. slang.
1864 WEBSTER, Plug,..*, gentleman's silk hat; so called

from its cylindrical form. {Colloq. and low) 1891 E. KING-
LAKE Australian at H. 6 The reign of the 'stove pipe ', or

as the Americans have it,
'

the plug ', is as secure in Australia

as anywhere. 1891 KIPLING City Dreadf. Nt. 9 He steps
into the brougham and puts on a top hat, a shiny black

'plug'.
8. A draught of beer, slang.
1816 'Quiz' Grand Master vn. 184 Come, Sir, another

plug of malt.

9. attrib. and Comb., as plug-bat, -bolt, -bullet,

-finisher (sense 2 f
), -machine, -point, -pony (sense

6), -shot
; plug-like adj. ; plug-arbor, an arbor or

mandril in a lathe on which a drill chuck is

mounted (Knight Diet. Mech. Suppl. 1884' ; plug-

basin, a wash-hand basin having a plug-hole for

letting the water out; f plug-basket (Brewing),
? the depression at the bottom of the mash-tun
into which the plug drops ; plug-bayonet, the

original form of bayonet, which was fixed in the

muzzle of the gun; plug-board (Elcclr.), a

switch-board in which the connexions are made

by inserting plugs (Cent. Diet. 1890) ; plug-box
(Mining), a wooden pipe to carry off water

while putting the watertight casing to a shaft ;

plug-centre-bit: see quot. ; plug-cock, (a) a tap

having a perforated plug through which the liquid
flows when turned on ; (/>) see quot. ; plug-
draining, a system of draining heavy clay land,
in which plugs or blocks of wood are placed at the

bottom of the cutting to keep the channel open,
and are withdrawn after the cutting has been filled

tip ; plug-drawer, one who took part in the plug-
riots, q. v. ; plug-frame, a contrivance attached to

the beam of a steam-engine, for opening and closing
the valves of the cylinder; plug-hat (U. S. slang),
a silk,

'

top ', or '

chimney-pot
'

hat [some say, be-

cause the head fits in it like a plug] ; hence plug-
hatted a. ; plug-hole, an aperture fitted with
a plug by which it can be closed; plug-joggle

(Masonry), a joggle of the character of a plug;
plugman : see quots. ; plug-riots, a name given
to certain riotous proceedings c 1842, when cotton

mills in Lancashire were stopped from working by
the removal or '

drawing' of a few bolts or 'plugs'
in the boilers so as to prevent steam from being

raised; plug-rod, (a) see quot. 1858; (o)
=

plug-frame; plug-switch (Electr.), a switch in

which connexion is made by inserting a metal

plug ; plug-tap, a cylindrical tap for cutting the

threads of female screws or of screw-plates ; plug-
tobaeoo = sense 4 ; plug-tree = plug-frame ;

plug-valve : see quot.
1743 Lond. ff Country Brew. IV. (ed. -2} 267 Flour of all

Malt, especially if it is ground very small, is apt to wash to

the "Plug-Basket, and thereby cause a foul Wort to run off.

1837 Civil Eng. fy Arch, jfrnl. I. 44/2 A hole of two inches

diameter having been . . made in each side of the stone, and

plug bats .. inserted. 1838 Ibid. 258/2 A form of *plug
bolt peculiarly adapted for mooring and warping up rapids.

1883 GRESLEY Coal Mining Gloss., *Plug Box, a wooden
water-pipe used in coffering. 1858 GREENER Gunnery 390
'

Wobbling ',
a principle inherent in all *plug bullets after

leaving the muzzle. 1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mech.,*Plug-center
Bit, a bit having a cylinder instead of a point, so as to fit

within the hole around which a countersink or enlargement
is to be made. 1884 Ibid. Suppl., *Ptug Cock, a faucet

which is simply driven into the barrel, not screwed in._ 1833

Encycl. Brit. (ed. 7) VIII. 139/2 "Plug draining .. is ex-

clusively confined to the draining of tenacious clay, and
chiefly practised on pasture land. 1888 F. PEEI. (title) The
Risings of the Luddites, Chartists, and *Plugdrawers. 1884
KNIGHT Diet. Meek. Suppl., *Plug Finisher,, .a. fine file

for finishing the surfaces of tooth fillings. 1763 FITZGERALD
in /'/(//. Trans. LIII. 152 The *plug frame, which is a piece
of timber moved by the leaver through a wooden groove, by
which the steam valve, and injection cock are opened and
shut alternately. 1824 R. STUART Hist. Steam Engineji In
the perpendicular working beam, called by Beighton [?c 1720]
the plug.frame, there is a slit which is contrived so that its

pins work on the fore part, middle, and back part, to raise and

depress the levers, .that move the iron axle. 1881 Philad.

1013

to supply the necessary telephones and to make plug-holes
in the alarm posts. 1791 SMEATON Edystone L. 194/2 The
central *plug joggle, fixed in place, .ready for the reception
of the center stone of the next Course. 1875 HUXLEY &
MAKTIN Elem. Biol. (1877) 61 The two [cells] .. subdivide
and ultimately form a *plug-like, cellular, mass, which im-

beds itself firmly in the substance of the prothallus. 1875
KNIGHT Diet. Mech.^

*
Plug-machine^ a machine for making

wooden plugs for faucet -holes of. .barrels. 1853 Mining
Gloss, (in Northnmh. C/oss,),

*
Plngman^ the man in charge

of a pit pumping engine. 1862 SMILES Engineers III. 27

George [Stephenson]'s duty as plugman was to watch the

engine, to see that it kept well in work, and that the pumps
were efficient. 1883 GRESLEY Coal Mining Gl., Plngman,
an old term for engineman. 1884 BOURKE Snake Dance
Moguis xxix. 315 Our mules and Nahi-vehma's *plug pony
stampeded. 1849 COBDEN Speeches 90 In 1842, when the

country was disturbed by the great *plug riots, not a thread
was disturbed from a spindle. 1888 K PEEL Risings of
Luddites^ etc. xxxix. 338 Trade in 1842, the year of the plug
riots, was worse than ever. 1858 SIMMONDS Diet. Trade,

*Pli(g-r0d)
an air-pump rod. 1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mech.

t

Plug-rod, (Steam-engine) a. A rod attached to the working-
beam of a condensing-engine, for the purpose of driving the

working-gear of the valves. Sometimes called the plug-
tree, b. The air-pump rod. 1878 THURSTON GrowthStcam~
Engine 121 A similar pair of tappets on the opposite side of

the plug-rod move the valves. 1901 G. DOUGLAS Ho. tv.

Green Shutters 138 He. .ground them [his words] out like a

labouring mill, each word solid as *plug shot. 1815 J.
SMITH Panorama Sc. fy Art I. 39 When it is cylindrical, it

is called a *plug tap. 1861 QtMViwHand-turn, v.m A plug-

tap has the full depth of screw-thread all along its length.

1891 Cent. Diet. s.v. Tap, Taps are usually made in sets

of three.. the third, called the plug-tap or finishing tap, is

always cylindrical, with the first two or three threads

tapering off. 1897 Westm, Gaz. 20 May 2/3 The tax on ..

*plug and smoking tobacco is to be permanently raised.

1899 New Cent. Rev. V. 133 Passable cigars are obtainable,
i and the plug tobacco is bad. 1825 J. NICHOLSON Operat.
Mechanic 169 Mr. Henry Beighton, of Newcastle,, .invented

the part called the *plug-tree, for opening and shutting the

valves. 1842 Penny Cycl. XXII. 476/2 As the plug-tree
moved up and down with the beam, the tappets struck the

ends of bent levers or cranks, which raised or depressed the

valves in proper succession. 1875 KNIGHT Diet. J/t-c/:.,

"Plug-valve, a tapering valve, fitting into a seat like a
faucet.

Plug (pltfg), v. [f. PLUG sb.
;
or immediately a.

early mod.Du. pluggm (Plantin), f. phigge PLUG
sb. So MLG.//.gjpw, LG. pluggen, Norw. phigga
to plug.]
1. trans. To stop, close tightly, or fill (a hole or

aperture) with or as with a plug ; to drive a plug
into. Chiefly with up.
1630 R. Johnson's Kingd. <V Commw. 6 Neere unto the

North pole men thinking to draw in their breaths, are in

danger to have their throats pluggd up with an Isicle. 1665
MANLEY Grotius" Low C. Warres 213 Divers of their Ships

being shot through with great Bullets, for that they could

neither plug up the Holes or Breaches, nor free them from

Water by their Pumps, were swallow 'd up in the devouring
and merciless Waves. 1776 G. SEMFLE Building in Water

42 We found it advisable to plug up the Pipe. 1833 J.

HOLLAND Manuf. Metal II. 183 In some instances, the

holes admit of being plugged with bits of metal. 1849
CLARIDGE Cold Water-cure 147 Sometimes when a tooth is

plugged, the pressure on the nerve renders it insupportable.

1878 HOLBKOOK Hyg. Brain 39 When a clot of blood plugs

up an artery.
b. In wood-engraving : see PLUG sb. 2 a.

1839 CHATTO Wood Etigrav, 645 If a small part be badly

engraved, or the block has sustained an injury, the defect

may be repaired by inserting a small piece of wood and re-

engraving it : this . . is technically termed '

plugging '.

c. To insert a wooden peg or block into (a

wall, etc.) to afford a hold for a nail or screw.

1881 YOUNG Ev. Man his Own Mechanic 743 When
fixed to a brick wall, the wall must be plugged to take the

nails. Ibid. 1275 Due provision having been made for

this by
'

plugging
'

the wall.

d. To insert as a plug ;
to drive (something) in.

1857 HOLLAND Bay Path xxiv. 281 It goes by wind . . and
it'll plug a bullet right into a man.

e. intr. with in (Electr) : To complete a circuit

by inserting a key or plug between metal plates.

1903 Westm. Gaz. 20 Jan. 9/2 Directly the sub-stations

shut down, the Battery-room attendant *

plugs in
' and takes

the load for lighting purposes) for driving fans for ventilation

purposes.
2. trans. To put a bullet into, to shoot, slang.
1888

( R. BOLDREWOOD '

Robbery underArms xxxi, If that.

old horse they put you on had bobbed forward, .you'd have

plugged instead. 1900 Westm. Gaz. 10 Jan. 8/2, I gotgot pl

feathers, plug hats, and silken stockings. 1891 KIPLING

City Dreadf. Nt. 4 An austere, *plug-hatted redskin. 1773
Gentl. Mag. XLIII. 497 To prevent the steam from coming
out at the *plug-hole . . or lid. 18*3 T. BADCOCK DOM.
Antusetn. 60 A vessel, having a plug-hole at bottom, 1898
Westm. Gaz. 10 Sept. 2/3 While the Post Office . . provides
and maintains the fire alarm, the County Council undertake

. . . .

plugged a few yards in front of the line, and two of my
fellows pulled me back, as I could not walk. 1901 Munsey's

Mag. XXV. 340/1
'
I'll wait tiH I get within twenty yards

of the beggar, . . Then I'll plug 'im 1

'

3. trans. To strike with the fist, slang.

1875 P. PONDER Kirkcumdoon 86 (E. D. D.) Great uproar,
and cries of

'

Sit doon, Matthy !

' '

Plug him !

' ' Stick in,

Matthy !

'

1891 Athenxum 28 Nov. 713/2
' To plug a man

in the eye' is a common enough piece of slang.

4. inir. a. To '
stick to it*, keep on persistently

or doggedly ; to plod. b. To labour with piston-
like strokes against resistance, slang.
O, c 1865 (Remembered on the river at Oxford)

'

Plug, you
fellows, plug !

' ' We plugged for all we were worth '. 1897

Outing (U. S.) XXX. 476/1 The crews have rowed in

wretched form, . . their ability to
plug_ has enabled them to

hang on to the leaders in bulldog fashion.

b- 1898 G. W. STEEVENS With Kitchener to Khartum
310 The steamers, .plug-plugged their steady vray up the

full Nile. 1898 Egypt xix. 216 We are plugging past
a twenty-foot river bank, semaphored with miles of water-

PLUM.
hoists. 1898 Cycling vi. 27 When a beginner attempts to

cycle up-hill at anything like a fast pace, he invariably

develops a plugging action.

Plugged (pmgd),^/. a. [f. PLUG v. + -EI>I.]

Stopped up, closed, or filled with or as with a plug.
Of a shell : Having a plug in place of the fuze.

1872 Routledge's Ev. Boys Ann, 184/2 A plugged shell

of 105 Ib. 1884 Mil. Engineering (ed. 3) I. n. 104 The
instructor will cause each man to throw both land and sea

.service plugged hand grenades. 1899 AllbntCs Syst. Med.
VII. 603 A plugged vein on each side .. was peculiarly
prominent.

Plugger (plargai). [f. PLUG v. + -EB 1
.] One

who or that which plugs ; spec, in Dentistry, an

instrument for driving in and consolidating the

filling material in the cavity of a carious tooth.

1867 C. A. HARRIS Diet. Med. Terminal. 86/1 Automatic
filitgger, a dental instrument which is operated by pressing
the point upon the gold in the cavity, in the manner of an

ordinary hand-plugger. 1872 L. P. MEREDITH Teeth (1887)
IOQ A sidelong blow on the end of the plug^er may throw the

point to one side .. and break off or crack a portion of the

tooth. 1905 Daily Chron. i July 4/4 The boat-club captain's

eye has been upon those valiant pluggers in the 'fours '.

b. See quot.
1897 Westm. Gaz. i Dec. 2/3 Elaborate precautions were

taken against 'plug^ers ',
as impersonators are called in

Canada. The Conservatives, in their anxiety to prevent
'plugging' lor personation!, armed their scrutineers with
the kodak.

Plugging 'phrgirj),z^/.j/>. [f. PLUG v. + -ING 1
.]

1. The action of the verb PLUG in various senses.

1708 J. C. Compl. Collier (1845) T 4 Pluging will stop any
Bore-hole Feeder I dare affirm. 1842 DLNGLISON Med.
L,cx. (185=;), Plvggittg . -, the introduction of a plug of lint

or rag into a wound or natural cavity. . to arrest hemorrhage;
or of some substance into a carious tooth to prevent tooth-

ache. 1897 Outing (U. S.) XXX. 475 !2 One quality.,
observable in Pennsylvania crews of late years is that of

'plugging'. 1897 [see prec.].

490 An extensive plugging of small vessel

2. concr. Plugs collectively : see PLUG v. i c.

1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mech., Plugging, pins driven into the

joints of brick or stone walls to receive the nails wher
j

b
reby

battens are fastened to the walls.

3. attrib.) &s> plugging-forceps^ -instrument.

1867 C. A. HARRIS Diet. Med. Terminal., Plugging.
Instruments, dental instruments for introducing and con-

solidating fillings. 1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mech., Plugging-
forceps, a dentist's instrument used in compressing a filling

into an excavated hole in a carious tooth.

Flu'ggy, a. dial. [f.
PLUG sb. + -Y.] a.

Short and stumpy, colloq. b. Stiff, as clay.
a 1825 FORBY l

r
oc. E. A nglia, Pluggyt short, thick, sturdy.

1861 AGNES STRICKLAND Old Friends Ser. ir. ii. 33 Betty,

Molly, and the cook .. united .. in describing Martin ..as

'a short, pluggy (thickl man, with a pug nose'. 1892 H.
HfTCiiiN'soN Fan-way 1st. 8 The crumbly ploughed land did

not hold the clean impression as the pluggy clay had done.

Plugh, -e, obs. forms of PLOUGH.

Flugless (piggies), a. [f.
PLUG sb. + -LESS.]

Having no plug or stopper.
1830-* O. W. HOI.MKS Daily Trials 23 Women, with

tongues Like polar needles, ever on the jar ; Men, plugless

word-spouts, whose deep fountains are Within their lungs.

Plug-Ugly Qplgi"gli) U. S. slang. [Origin
obscure : see quots.] A city ruffian or rowdy.
1860 BARTLETT Diet. Amcr. (ed. 3), Plug Ugly, ^ term

assumed by a gang of rowdies in Baltimore. It originally

belonged to certain fire companies. 1865 Reader 19 Aug.
203 In order the better to deal with the lowdies and plug-

uglies of the more turbulent wards. 1876 in Times 4 Nov.

9/6
'

Plug-Uglies '. . . Several years ago I was in Baltimore,

where the class of rowdies who originated this euphonious
name abounded, and was told it was derived from a short

spike fastened in the toe of their boots, with which they
kicked their opponents in a dense crowd, or, as they ele-

gantly expressed it,
*

plugged them ugly '. 1884 Pall Mall
G. 17 July 4/1 His friends were alternately the 'plug-

uglies
'

of Sixth Avenue and the dudes of Delmonico's.

Plum (pltfrn), sb. Forms : a. i plume, (in

comb.) plum-, 4-5 plowme, 5 plowmbe, 6

ploume, 8-9 north dial, ploum, ploom. 3. 4-6

plome, 4-7 plom, 5 (in comb.) plomb-, 5-6

plomme; 4-7 plumbe, 5-7 plumme, 6-9 plumb,

4- plum. [OE. plume fern, plum (earlier plum8e t

-$, plum, fruit and tree) corresp. to OLG. *pl&ma t

MLG. pMme (LG. plumme, EFris. tilAnte, plfi,ni} t

ON. pldma f. (? from OE.) ; OHG. *phl&ma fern.

plum (pjl&mo m. plum-tree), MHG.jS/WffW, Ger.

pflaume ;
variants of OHG. phr&ma, pfr&nia f.,

OLG. *pr&ma t MLG., LG. pr&nu, MDu. pr&me,
Du. pruim f. ; the forms in pr- being the original,

a. late L. or Romanic pritna f., for L. priinwn
nent., a. later Gr. vpovvov, for cl. Gr. vpovfivov

plum. (Cf. L. prftnus fern., Gr. irpovpvT}, irpovvrj

plum-tree.) The late l.,pruna gave also Yr.pruna,
F. prime plum : see PRUNE. The shortening of the

vowel in Eng. is found from the I4th c., but the

long vowel occurs in Levins 1570, and is still repr.

by north. Eng. and Sc. (plaum, plm) ;
cf. Eng.

thumb, OE. ]>uma^ north. Eng. and Sc. theaum,

thoum, thoom ; the vowel is shortened also in LG.

plummet Sw. plommon, Da. blomme. The form

plyme given in OE. glosses as =prunus andprutturn

is explained by Pogatscher from L. priineus : cf.

\\..pntgna plum,/n<>/0 plum-tree,
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PLUM.
The change of pr- to pi- is found only in the Teutonic

forms, or in med.L. written in England, etc. : see plunas
(?///), plumum in Corpus Gl., plumnus (Wr.-Wulcker
269/30). The Celtic forms, Cornish pluuian, Ir. pluma,
Gael. plttmbaiS) -bas, are evidently from Eng. The change
of to tn in pritnn, pruma is attributed by Kluge and
Franck to the influence of the preceding labial; Meyer-
Liibke suggests derivation from Gr. npov^vov. Prnnte in

south-east French dialects may be influenced by German.]

1. The fruit of the tree Prunus domestica^ a
roundish fleshy drupe of varying size and colour,
covered with a glaucous mealy bloom, and having
a somewhat flat pointed stone and sweet pulp.
a. eyas Corpus Gloss. 1600 in 0. E. T.

t Plumum^ plumze.
c 1000 /ELFRIC Gram. vii. (Z.) 20 Hoc prjtnum^ seo plyme
[v. r. plume]. ?<z 1366 CHAUCER Rom. Rose 1375 Medlers,
plowmes, perys, chesteyns. 1483 Ctith. Angl. 284/1 A
Plowmbe (A. Plowme), prunnm. 1570 LEVINS Manip.
219/35 A Ploume, prunum. 1828 Craven Gloss, (ed. 2),

Ploum t a plum. Mod* Sc, Soor plooms.
ft. 1393 LANGL. P. PI. C. xni. 221 As pees-coddes and

pere-Ionettes, plomes and chiries. 14.. Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker

647/30 Hoc prununt, plumme. 14. . Nom. ibid. 715/20 Hoc
pruHum, a plum. 1484 CAXTON Fables of A^sop i. vi,

Men sayen that it is not good to etc plommes with nis lord.

1523 FITZHEKB. Husb. 140 As for cheryes, dampsons,
bulleys, plummes, and suche other. 1570 1J. GOOGE Pop.
Kingd. 44 b, Here haue they peares, and plumbs. 1577
Heresback's Husb. \\. (1586) 97 There are sundry sprtes of

Plomes. 1578 LYTEZW0(,'.rvi.xlvii. 720 The fruite is called

..in Englishe, a Plumme or Prune. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny
xv. xiii. 436 To come now to Plums there is a world of
them : some of sundrie colours, others blacke, and some

againe white. 1697 DRYDEN Virg. Georg. iv. 215 He knew
to., tame to Plumbs the Sourness of the Sloes. 1809
PINKNKY Trav. France 222 In every hedge.. were medlars,

plumbs;
cherries and maples. 1870 YEATS Nat. Hist. Comm.

182 Dried plums, under the names of prunes and French

plums, form an important article of commerce,

\ b. Phrase. The bloom or blue of the plum :

delicate freshness, charm: cf. BLOOM st>. 40. Obs.

1727 A. HAMILTON New Ace. E. Itut. II. xlix. 215 The
Maids keep their Teeth very white, till they have lost the

blue of their Plumb, and then they dye them as black as

~t;t. 1738 SWIFT Pol. Conversat. 90 She has quite lost the

Hue on the Plumb.
2. The tree bearing this fruit, Pntnus domestica

(N. O. Rosactx}.
P. domestica^ the cultivated or garden plum in. Us many

varieties, and the European wild plum or BULLACE^ P.
insititia

t
are now considered to be specifically identical

with the Blackthorn or SLOE-bush, P. spinosa, the three

forms being referred to a single species, P. commttnis.
a 700 Epinal Gloss. 822 in O. E. T., Prunus, plumae. (So

Erfurt Gl.) (:?*$ Corpus Gloss. 1664 Pntnus^ plume.
c 1350 Nominale Gall.-Angl, 681 (E. E. T. S.) Uolasplumbe
and cirne. c 1420 Pallad. on Husb. xn. 247 In peche Is

graflid plomme, 1657 AUSTEN Fruit Trees 1.66 It is the

custome (of late t to make, .hedges of Quodlings, Plums, and
vines. 1718 J. CHAMBERLAYNE Relig*Philos.(\Ty^} II. x xiii.

32 If an Abricot be grafted upon a Plumb. 1785 MARTYN
Rousseau's Hot. vii. (1794) 75 The genus plum, comprehend-
ing the apricot and cherry. 1899 NORA HOPJ-ER in IVestm.
Gaz. i Mar. 10/1 Blossom on the plum, ..Leaves upon the

cherry.

3. With qualifying words, a. Applied to many
species (and varieties) of the genus Prunus :

Beach P. of the Atlantic coast of U. S., P. tnaritima;
Canada P., P. americana (Miller Plan/-.); Cherry
or Myrobella P., P. Myrobalana\ Chickasaw P. of
N. America, P. Chicasa (Treas. />W.); Damascene,
t Damasco, Damask, or Damson P. : see DAMASK,
DAMSON; Japanese P., P. japonica; see also b; Mo-
rocco P., ? - DAMSON ; t Muscle P., a purple variety of
the plum ; Wild P., in Britain, P. insititia or spinosa; in

N. America, P. americana and /*, subcordata (Treas. Bot.
and Miller Plant-n.}\ see also b. See also HORSE-PLUM,
PEAR-/*/KJ, etc.

1796 MORSE Amer. Geog. I. 188 *Beach Plumb (Prunus
maritima). 1856 WHITTIER Ranger x, Where the purple
beach-plum mellows. 1866 Treas, Bot. 933 P\runus\
myrobalana, which is named *Cherry Plum, probably from
its colour, is a species from Canada. 1004 Wcstm. Gaz,
9 Jan. 8/1 This year there are fresh cherry-plums from

Argentina on sale. 1657 AUSTEN Fruit Trees i. 57 The
*Damasco Plum is a good fruit, and the trees beare well.

1707 MORTIMER Husb. (1721) II. 298 The black Damascen,
the ^Morocco, the Barbary, the Myrobalan, the Apricock
Plumb, a delicate Plumb that parts clean from the Stone.
1626 BACON Sylva 509 All your dainty Plummes, are a
little dry, and come from the Stone j As the *Muscle-
Plumme. 1902 CORNISH Naturalist Thames 244 Low
mounds. ..Some are covered with *wild-plum bushes.

b. Extended to many trees resembling the plum,
esp. in fruit:

American Black P. ? = Cocoa P. ; Assyrian P. =
Sebesten P. (Miller Plant-n. 1884); Australian P. or
Black P. of Illawarra, Cargillia australis, N. O. Ebe-
nacex (ibid.) ; Blood P. of Sierra Leone, Hxmatostaphis
Barterl, N.O. Attacardiacex (Treas. Bot.)\ Brazilian
P., species of Sforutias, N. O. Anacardiacex (Lee 1760) ;

Cocoa P. of tropical America and Africa, Chrysobalanus
Icaco (Lee 1760) ; Darling P., the Red Ironwood of
W. Indies and Florida, Reynosia latifolia; East Indian
P., Flacourtia cataphracta, and /". Ramontchi (Miller);
Grey P. or Guinea P., of Sierra Leone, Parinarium
excel&um^ N. O. Chrysobalanacex; of Australia, Cargillia
arborea ; Jamaica P., a species of Hog-plum, Spondias
lutea\ Japan or Japanese P., the Loquat; Mountain
P.f Ximenia americana, N.O. Olacacex; Port Arthur
P. t

of Tasmania, Cenarrhenes nitida t N. O. Protsacex
(Treas, Bot.)\ Queensland P., Owenia vcnosa, N.O.
Meliaccx', Sapodilla P. of West Indies, Sapota Achras ;

Sebesten P., Cordia J\fyxa and C. latifolia, N. O. Bora-
ginacex; Spanish P. of W. Indies and S. Amer., Spondias
purpurea (Treas. Bot.)\ also in the Antilles, Mammea
kumiliS) N. O. Clusiaccz (Miller) ; Tamarind P., a legu-
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minous tree of E. Indies, Dialium indum \ Tasmamnn
P. -Port Arthur P. (Miller); Umcuri P., a S. Amer.

palm, Attalea excelsa; Wild P. of S. Africa, Pappea
caj>ensis, N.O. Sapindacez j of N. S. Wales, Sideroxylon
australis, N.O. Sapotaccz', Yellow (Spanish) P. of
\V. Indies - Jamaica P. See also DATE->//, GINGER-

BREAD-/^;//, HOG-PLLT

M, OLIVE^/KW, PERSIMMON-//KJ, etc.

1866 Treas. Bot. 223 The *Black Plum of Illawarra (Car-

gillia australis) .. is a slender tree .. ; the fruits are the

size of a large plum, and of dark purple colour. Ibid., The
*Grey Plum (Cargillia arborea) grows to a height of fifty

or a hundred feet. Ibid. 846 The fruit of P\arinarium\
excelsum is about the size of an Imperatrice plum, covered
with a rough skin of a greyish colour, and commonly called

the Rough-skin or Grey Plum. 1756 P. BROWNE Jamaica
229 The yellow or*Jamaica Plumb Tree. ..The fruit is much
esteemed by some people. 1889 J. H. MAIDEN Usef. Native
Plants 49 *Queens!and Plum, Sweet Plum. This plant
bears a fine juicy red fruit with a large stone. 1866 Treas.
Bot. 1018/2 S. Achras yields an edible fruit called in the

West Indies the *Sapodilla plum. 1866 BRANDE & COXE
Dict.Sc.

t
e\.c. 11. 937/2 *Sebesten-plum is the fruit ofCordia.

1866 Treas. Bot. 397 The *Tamarind Plum of the East

Indies, D\ialiuni\ indum, has a delicious pulp resembling
that of the Tamarind, but not quite so acid. 1863 BATES
Nat. Amazon x. (1864) 297 The fruit of this palm ripens on
the upper river in April, . . similar in size and shape to the
date. . .Vicente shook his head when he saw me one day
eating a quantity of the *Urucuri plu
& Co. S. Africa ted. 3) 139 The..nVild

ins. 1880 SILVER
Plum is the fruit

of Pappea Capensis, a tree pretty common in Kaffirland.

1887 MOLONEY Forestry If. Afr. 305 Hog Plum or *Yellow

Spanish Plum of Jamaica, Spondias lutea. Large tree.

4. A dried grape or raisin as used for puddings,

cakes, etc.

This use probably arose from the substitution of raisins

for dried plums or prunes as an ingredient in plutn-broth,
porridge, etc. with retention of the name 'plum

1

for the
substituted article. Quotations 1725-1733 prob. belong here.

<j 1660 [Mock sermon: see PLI/M-PIE] p. 6 But there is

your Christmas pye and that hath plums in abundance. . . He
that discovered the new Star in Cassiopeia.. deserves not
half so much to be remembered, as he that first married
minced meat and Raisins together. 1725 WATTS Logic I. vi.

6 A grocer is a man who buys and sells sugar, and plumbs,
and spices, for gain. 1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl., Plumb, or

Plum, in matters of spicery. See Currans and Raisins.

1733 FIELDING Don Quix. I. vi, 'Tis not only plumbs that 1730
make a pudding. 17.. Hist. J^ack Horncr [see PLUM-PIEI].

j

*p[u

1755 JOHNSON, Plum,.. 2. Raisin; grape dried in the sun.

1768-74 TUCKER Lt. Nat. (1834) II. 686 Children, to whom
you give a pill wrapped up in a raisin, will suck the plum
and spit out the medicine. 1804 ANN & JANE TAYLOR Poems
Inf. Minds, Plum-cake, While fingers and thumbs, for the
sweetmeats and plums, Were hunting and digging beside.
a 1845 HOOD Son fy Heir v, A Grocer's plum might dis-

appoint. 1884 DOWELL///J/. Taxat. IV, i. vii. 37 The dried

grapes.. we term simply raisins when used for eating un-

cooked, and plums when they form an ingredient in the
famous English plum pudding.

b. = SUGAK-PLUM. (First qupt. doubtful.)
1694 CONGREVE Double Dealer in. iv, So when you've

swallowed the potion, you sweeten your mouth with a plum.
1790 COWPER My Mother^ Pict. 61 Thy morning bounties
ere I left my home, The biscuit, or confectionary plum.

C. Jig. A stone or mass of rock embedded in

a matrix of later origin; a pebble in a conglomerate;
also, a stone embedded in concrete.
a 1817 T. DWIGHT Trav. New Eng., etc. (1821) II. 355

The plums, or stones, embosomed by the matrix, are exactly
of the same kinds, which are found everywhere in the earth

adjacent. 1894 Times 22 Sept. 13/3 The interior was filled

in with concrete deposited in layers of nine inches, while

large single stones, technically called
'

plums ', weighing, as
a rule, about three -and-a-half tons, were placed as close

together as possible and bedded in mortar.

d. Jig. A *

good thing ', a tit-bit
;
one of the

best things to be found in a book or article
;
one

of the best or choicest things among situations or

appointments ;
one of the '

prizes
* of life ; also, the

pick or best of a collection of things, animals, etc.

1825 MAR. EDGEWORTH Harry $ Lucy, Concluded IV.
vii. 167 It is only the stupid parts of books which tire

one. All that is necessary is to pick out the plums.
1853 LYTTON My Novel vm. i, Much too old a world to

allow any Jack Homer to pick out its plums for his own
personal gratification. 1876 GEO. ELIOT Dan, Der. \\. xvi,
To fight it away for the sake of getting some sort of plum
that he might divide with his mother and the girls. 1888
' R. BOLDREWOOU '

Robbery under Arms v, There were
some real plums among the horses. 1889 Academy 2 Nov.
280 The reviewer who picks all the 'plums

'

out of a book
is a person who b regarded with reasonable terror and
resentment by both authors and publishers. 1901 Scotsman
5 Sept. 4/8 The posts named are justly regarded as plums
of the Indian Civil Service.

5. The sum of .100,000. stang, now rare.

1689-1702 EARL OF AILESBURY Mem. (1890) 499 Those
even that had nothing at the Revolution had the reputation
after of being worth one hundred, and others two hundred
thousand pounds. The first sum was christened one plum,
and the last, two. Ibid. 63_4

In King William's time . . the

tally trade alone brought in to some a hundred thousand

pounds, which they then called a plum. 1709 PRIOR Ladle,
Moral, The Miser must make up his Plumb, And dares not

touch the hoarded sum, 1710 STEELE Tatler No. 244 f6
An honest Gentleman who. .was worth half a Plumb. 1789

J. BELKNAP in M. Cutler's Life, etc. (1888) II. 252 The
revenue is now about ^90 plum, to be increased by funding.
1818 Gentl. Mag. LXXXVIII. 201/2 Though the personal
effects do not exceed i4o,ooo/. there are real estates sufficient

to complete the second plumb. 1898 BESANT Orange Girl
i. v, The only son of Sir Peter Halhday..the heir to a plum.

*t*b. transf. One who is possessed of ;i00,000.
1709 ADDISON Tatler No. 100 F 3 Several who were Plumbs,

or very near it, became Men of moderate Fortunes. 1746
FIELDING True Patriot No. n Wks. 1775 IX. 322 A thing

PLUM.

highly eligible by every good man, i.e. every Plumb. 1774
Westm, Mag. II, 238 Warm Citizens with the insolence of
a plumb in their countenances.

6. attrib. and Comb. a. attrib., as plum-bloom,
-blow (BLOW sb.S), -culture, -Jlower, -frumenty,

'

-gum, -juice, -lea, -loaf, -moth, -pattern, -season,

\ -stock, -stone, -tart, -trade, -weevil, l>. objective,

similative, etc., as plum-feeder, -holder, -seller;

plum-purple, -round adjs. ; plum-like adj. c. para-

synthetic, as plum-coloured, -necked, -tinted adjs.

i
d. Special comb. : plum-bird, -budder, local

names of the bullfinch; plum-colour, a shade

of purple ; so plum-coloured a.
; plum-fir, a

tree, Podocarpus andina, N. O. Taxaceie; plum-
gouger, a weevil (Coccotorus scutellaris) ; plum-
pockets, a disease of plums in which the fruit

grows hollow, without a stone (cf. pocket-plum
s. v. POCKET si/.). See also PLUM-BKOTH, PLUM-

CAKE, etc.

1879 M |ss JACKSON Shropsh. Word-bk., "Plum-bird, the
Bullfinch. Il>id.,*Pluttt-buddcr. 1897 Z>a//yAtoiw 12 June
6/2 Other fashionable colours for gloves are Liberty green,. .

salmon pink, coral red, sky blue, *plum-bloom. 1868 WHIT-
MAN SinginginSpring-21 in Set. Poems 390 Stems of currants,
and *plum-blows, and the aromatic cedar. i88a Garden

j
30 Sept. 288/3 flowers which change from white to *plum

|
colour. 1840 BARHAM Inrol., Jackd. Rticims, The Cardinal
drew Off each *plum-colour'd shoe. 1902 Daily Chron.
5 J u'y 5/2 *Plum-culture is a lottery: for plums either

fruit too lightly or they break the tree and glut the

market. 1887 Nicholson's Diet. Card. III. 168/2 The
*Plum Curculio (.Conotrachehts nenuphar} is about \ in.

long,., and has on each wing-case, in the middle, a black,
] shining hump. 1866 Treas. Bot. 496 *Plum Fir, Pritmno-

pitys elegans, [a name proposed by Philippi for Pcdocarpits
andina]. 1887 Nicholsons Diet. Card. III. 172/2 P\odo-

carpus] andina.., Plum Fir, frtuit] resembling in form and
size the berry of an ordinary White Grape, but in structure

that of a Cherry. 1763 Brit. Mag. IV. 170 The *plum-
firmity and mellow ale at sheep-shearing dwindled into

small-beer, and roasted apples. 1887 Nicholson's Diet.

Card. 1II.I68/2 The second species [of Plum-weevil] (Cocco-

torus scutellaris) is popularly called the *Plum Gouger.
1730 BURDON Pocket Farrier (1735) 82 Take one Ounce of

*Plumb Gum beaten very small. 1897 W. C. HAZLITT
Ourselves 30 The *plum-holders, instead of sharing with

like eatable flesh. 1879 SIR E. ARNOLD Lt. Asia n. (1882)

parasitic discomycetous fungi. .. T.Prvni[causesl thedisease

of plums known as '

"plum-pockets '. x88a Garden 4 Nov.

^96/1 The rich-shaded, 'plum-purple pips. 1581 C T. in
rarr 6". P. Eliz. (1845) 395, I will not maserate, Saith he,

my *plum-round physnomie. 1670 EACHAKD Cont. Clergy
30 An ordinary cheesemonger or *plum-seller. 1699 EVE-
LYN Kal. Hort. (ed. 9) 132 [Graft] Plums, on *Plum-stocks.
30 An ordinary
LYN Kelt. Hort. ^eu. yj 132 i\jiitnj f luius, "it 'j iuiii-3it-ft3.

1707 MORTIMER Huso. (1721) II. 251 Plumb-stocks and

Cherry-stocks may be raised from Suckers as well as from

Stones, c 1900 ficetons Eyery-day Cook. Bk., *Plum
Tart.. Seasonable, with various kinds of plums, from the

beginning of August to the beginning of October. 1887
Nicholson's Diet. Card. III. 168/1 The flowers and fruits

j

are attacked chiefly by the *Plum Weevil (Rhynchitts

cupreus) and the Plum Tortrix (Carpocapsafitnebrana).

Plum (plwm), a. Also 6 plumme, 7-9 plumb,

[app. {. same root as PLUM .]

1. = PLUMP a. 1
3. Now dial.

1570 NORTH Doni's Philos. u. 50 This Tenche was so

plumme and fatte that shee might well serue him for a good
meale. Ibid. III. 69 Hee is rounde, plumme, fatte, and as

i full as an Egge. 1591 HARINCTON Orl. Fur. vii. xiv, Her
necke was round, most plum and large her brest. 1594

: NASHE Unfort. Trav. 42 A pretie rounde faced wench.. as
1

fat and plum euerie part of her as a plouer.

2. dial. Soft and elastic, as a cushion; well-raised

and light, as bread.

1847-78 HALLIWELL, Plum, light, soft. West. 1853 AT. ^
Q. ist Ser. VIII. 65/2 Plum . . employed in Devonshire in

1 the sense of '

soft
', e.g. 'a plumbed : meaning a soft, downy

] bed. Ibid., If the cake rises well in the oven, it is commonly

j

said that it is 'nice and plum'. 1893 'Q.' \Covcw] Dtleclalile

Duchy 207 The cushions felt extraordinary plum.

3. dial. Of a rock : Soft, easily worked.

1835 J. R. LEIFCHILD Cornwall Mines 96 As regards

granite, the miner commonly prefers the somewhat decom-

posed kinds, in a state to which he applies the term plumb
a term much in use in Cornwall to express softness combined
with a fair amount of resistance. Ibid. 97 A plumb granite
or elvan is more particularly

esteemed for tin, though the

cases are not rare in which large bunches of copper and tin

ores are found in hard granite.

For other dial, senses see Eng. Dial. Diet.

4. Comb.
1598 FLORIO, Pttttotta, a good handsome, plum-cheekt

wench or lasse. 1603 Montaigne I. xxiv. 63 Ilisteade of

plum-feeding the same [mind), hee hath onely spunged it

vp with vanitie. Ibid, \. xxxviii. 121 More plumb-cheekt, in

better health and liking then I am.

Plum. v. Obs. exc. dial. Forms : 5 plumb-y,

plum-, o plom, 9 plum, plumb. [This and the

related adj. PLUMMY are known from 1:1400; the

vb. appears to contain a root found also in PLIM v.,

and perh. in PLUMP.]
1. intr. To swell up ;

to become light or spongy,
as dough when '

rising".

1398 fREVISA Barth. DC P. R. xvu. ii. (Bodl. MS.), per is
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clene and pure ater and moche swete humoure and bat
for plumynge and holes ^at drawif* and fongeth swete
humoure. Ibid. xix. iv, Motste mater ipressed and ifonge

\ed, 1495 take) is araied & made to plumby & to sprede
\htimidnm compression paratnr ad sparsionem et parHum
stparationem\. 1853 N. fy Q. ist Ser. VIII. 65/2 There is

also a verb to plum. ..Dough, when rising under the in-

fluence of heat and fermentation, is said to be phimming
well. 1875 M. G. PEARSE Dan. Qnortn 32 Why there was
the pan of bread set down before the fire to

'

plumb '.

2. trans. To make plump; to render soft and

springy:
= PLUMP z>.

2 i.

1594 PLAT Jewell-ho. in. 27 How to plom vp a horse, and
to make him fatte and lustie. 1903 Eng. Dial. Diet. (Corn-

wall), To 'plum up
'

the bed or pillow, i.e. to render them soft.

Plum, variant of PLUMB sb.
t a., and v.

Plumaceous (ph/m^'-Jas), a. rare" , [f.
mod.

L. pliimace-us, f. L. pluma plume : see -ACEOUS.]

Feathery, having the character of a contour-feather.

1858 MAYNE Expos. Lex,, Plumaceus,.. pertaining to a
feather ; feathery ; plumaceous.

Fluma'ch, pltuna'Sh. Obs. exc. Hist. [a. F.

plumache (now only dial.) = It. piumaccio a plume
or bunch of feathers ; f. L. pluma feather + suffix

repr. L. -acetts
t -#/.] A plume. Cf. PLUMASSE.

1494 in Lett. Rick. Ill $ Hen. K/7 (Rolls) I. 400 Foure
balde horsses, well barded and like crestes on theyr heddys
as wer on theire tentes stondyng be twen ij. great and

high plumashis of whit, a 1684 LAW Mem. (1818) 162

Plumashes above, and gramashis below, Its no wonder to

see how the world doth go. 1687 A. LOVELL tr. Thevenofs
Trav. I. 86 Having on their Heads their Caps of Silver

gutlt, with Plumaches of Feathers, c 1689 in Napier Dundee
(1862) II. ii He wore a white plumach that day. 1904
A. LANG Hist. Scot, xi, 335 He was the more conspicuous
as the only wearer of a white plumach.

i Pluma'ciol. Afed. Obs. Also 6 -aciolle,
-aceole. [ad. med.L. plumaciolus* dim. from late

L. plumacium down pillow (Ambrose, Cassiod.),
f. pluma soft feather, down. Cf. OF. plumaccole,
and plumacel (in Godef.) in similar sense.] A
pledget or small pad used in surgery.
c 1400 Lanfrancs Cirurg. 13 Brynge t>ou J>e parties of be

wounde togldere J>oru3 sowynge,
or wib plumaciols bat

ben smale pelewis or wif> byndynge, if pat sewynge be

nou^t nessessarie. 1597 A. M. tr. Guillemeau's Fr. Chirurg.
ii b/2 With Hnt, and with little plumaceoles therof being
made. Ibid. 18 b/2 A flatte plumaciolleor tent made of linte.

t Pluma-de. Obs. rare. [app. corrupt, of

plumard: cf. cockade. (Palsgr, has * Busshe of

oystrisshe fethers,//war/ ',
f.plume -t- -art, -ARD.)]

A mourning plume for a horse.

72z Land. Gaz. No. 6084/4 A Mourning Horse covered
with black Cloth,., with Plumades before and behind. 1736
LEDIARD Life Marlborongh III. 418 The second Mourning-
Horse, covered with black Cloth, caparisoned with the same
Arms.., with Plumades, led by a Groom on Foot.

Plumage (plfi'medg). Also 5 plomage, 7

plummage. [a. OF. plumage (i4th c., plumaige,
in Littre), f. plume PLUME : see -AGE.]
1. Feathers collectively; the natural covering of

a bird.

1481 CAXTON Myrr. if. xvi. 102 The pecock..is moche
prowde of his fair fethers and plumage. 1486 [see MAIL
s/>.

1
sJ. 1630 DRAYTON Noah's Flood Wks. (1748) 467/1

Pruning his plumage, cleansing every quill. 1678 PHILLIPS

(ed. 4), Plumage, a term in Hawking for the Feathers under
a Hawks Wing. 1742 GKAY Spring 47 No painted plumage
todisplay. 1801 STRUTT .$#r/$ fy Past. \\. i. 54 We are not. .

to conclude, that the goose alone afforded the plumage for

the arrows. 1859 DARWIN Orig. Sgec. i. (1873) 16 The
period at which the perfect plumage is acquired varies.

fig. 1851 MRS. STOWE Uncle Tom's C. xvi. While she was
thinking what to say, Marie gradually wiped away her

tears, and smoothed her plumage in a general sort of way.

f b. spec, in Falconry. Feathers given to a hawk
as a casting (CASTING vbl. sb. 3 c). Obs.

1486 Bk. St. Albans A iij b, Euer fede hir with vnwassh
meet and looke that hir castyng be plumage. 1575 TURBERV.

Hawke takes, or are giuen her for casting.

2. fig. a. In reference to the use of plumes.
1805 WORDSW. Prelude vi. 296 All the strength and

plumage of thy youth. 1823 SCOTT Peveril xii, This

expression of liberality and trust . . gave full plumage to

Mistress Deborah's hopes. 1862 GOULUURN Pers. Relig, ix.

(1873) 327 The false plumage of an expiation.
D. Jocularly applied

to dress.

1895 RASHDALL Univ. Europe \. 22 The Doctor of Music,
who in spite of his gorgeous plumage is not a member of
Convocation.

3. A bunch or tuft of feathers used as an ornament ;

a plume. Now rare.

1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Plumage, feathers or a bunch of
feathers. 1677 Lend. Gaz, No. 1206/1 Having Scarlet, and
other fine Coats, all richly laced, and bearing very rich

Plumages, Scarfs, and Embroidered Belts. 1738 GLOVER
Leonidas i. 400 The purple plumage nods. 1858 CARLYLE
Frcdk. Gt. ix. x. (1872) III. 174 Nothing of the soldier but
the epaulettes and plumages.
4. attrib. and Comb,, as plumage-stitch (Em-

broidery), a stitch or arrangement of stitching

designed to imitate plumage ; plumage-work :

see quot. 1886.
1886 LADY ALFORD Needlework as Art vi. 207 The

'

Opus
Plurnarium

'

is one ofthe most ancient groups, and includes all
flat stitches. . . 1 propose to restore its original title of plumage
work. 1901 L. F. DAY & MARY BUCKLE Art in Needlework

vii. (ed. 2) 62 [Feather-stitch] is not to be confounded with
what is called

'

plumage-stitch ', which . . is a version of satin-

stitch. Ibid. x. loo The worker adapts . . the length of the
stitch to the work to be done, directing it also according to

the form to be expressed, and so arrives, ..by way of satin-

stitch, at what is called plumage-stitch.

Fluniaged (pltf-med^d), a. [f. prec. + -ED2.]
Furnished with or as with plumage, feathered ;

having plumage.
18x0 KEATS Cap # Bells

y, On they swim With the sweet

frincess
on her plumag'd lair. 1837 H. AINSWORTH Crichton

. 297 Parrots, and other gaily plumaged birds. 1865
ALEX. SMITH SumHI. Skye (1880) 287 Every knoll plumaged
with birches. 1874 COUES Birds N. W. 302 They, .became

very finely plumaged by the fall. 1895 MBS. B. M. CROKEK
Village Tales 87 Flocks of bright-plumaged water-fowl.

Plumagery (pl*mddii). [f. as prec, + -I;Y.]

(See quot.)
1879 Casselfs Techn. Educ. in. 204/2 The Chinese are

now very skilful and ingenious in the art of plumagery or
feather-working.

Plumash : see PLUMACH.

f Plunia'SSe. Obs. rare. [a. obs. F. phtmasse
(1505) a great plume, f. plume PLUME + augment,
suffix -asse : L. -dcea, adj. suffix.]

= PLUMACH.
1494 in Lett. Rich. Ill fy Hen. VII (Rolls) I. 396 Therll

of Suffolkes. .crest . . was a lion of gold, the taille fourched,
sett in maner of a curnalles with plumasses whit and grene.

fPluma'Ssery. Obs. rare**, [a. OF. //-
masserie ornament of feathers (Godef.), i.plumasse\
see prec., and cf. next.]
1656 BLOUNT Glossogr.^ Plninassery, a plume or bunch of

feathers. [So 1775 in ASH; and in subseq. Dictionaries.]

Plumassier (plwmfisl**j). Also 6 -asier.

[a. F. plumassur (1480), f. phtmasse : see above
and -IEK.] One who works or trades in feathers

or plumes for ornamental purposes.
1598 HAKLUYT Voy. I. 250 The couerings of bis tent . . are

all of gold . . with the curious workemanship of plumasiers.
1812 MOORE Post-bag (heading) Anacreontic to a Plumassier.

1846 MRS. GORE Eng. Char. (1852) 46 Lady Downingstreet
must take care that her Royal Highness's court plume
come home in due time from the plumassier. 1894 Spec-
tator-2oJ3.\-\. Soy

i The plume of egret's feathers, or '

ospreys',
as the plumassiers. .chose to call them.

Pluniate (plw'nul), a. Entom. [ad. L. plu-
miif-uSj pa. pple. vlplumare to cover with feathers.]

Feathered, covered with plumose down.
1826 KIRBY & SP. Entomol. IV. xlvi. 324 Plumate . . when

the awn is feathered. 1890 Cent. Dict.^ Pluniatc antenna,
an aristate antenna with the arista covered with fine hairs,
as in many flies.

t Plu-matile, a. Obs. rare. [ad. L. phlmatih's

(Plautus) embroidered like feathers, f. pluma
feather.] Made of feathers,

1715 tr. Panctrolhts Rcrunt Mem. II. i. 279 That plum.i-
tile kind of Work . . brought to us from the utmost Parts of
the West Indies.

t Pluma-tion. Obs. rare- 1
, [n. of action

from L. plumare to feather : see -ATION.] An
application of a feather or of down to a sore, etc.

1597 LOWE Chirurg. (1634) 206 Sometimes the tumor is so

malignant, that . . we are constrained to apply actual! cauters,
or tents, and plumations what [?wet] in oyle of Vitreoll.

t Plumative, a. Obs. rare", [f. L. plwnat-us
feathered + -IVE.]
1623 COCKERAM, PlumatiuC) made of feathers. [1644

Ridiculed in Vindex Anglicus 5, 6.]

Plumb (plm), sb. Forms: 3-7 plumbe, 3-9
plum, 4-7 plumme, 5 plomme, 5-6 plornbe, 5-7
plume, 6 plome, 7- plumb, [ad. Y.plontb : L.

plumb-urn, lead
;

the ME. forms p/uml>e, ptombe,
plornme, app. a. OF. *plombet plomme (1309 in

Godef.) sounding lead : late L. *plumba t orig. pi.
ofplumbum. In sense 2 app. f. PLUMB v.]

^l^.A mass or ball of lead, used for various

purposes, a. The weight attached to a mason's

plumb-line, to secure its perpendicularity ;
also a

weight attached for the same purpose to a quadrant.
Offor out ofplumb, out of the perpendicular.
a 1300 Cursor M. 2247 Wit cord and plum [v. rr. plumbe,

plumme] J>ai wroght sa hei. 14.. in Halliw. Kara Math.
(1841) 58 Til..)>e threde whereon |>e plumbe henges falle

vpon (>e mydel lyne of be quadrant. -1440 Proinp. Parv.
405/2 Plumbe, ofwryhtys or masonystA

5

".,A plumme. .),/er-

pendicnlntn. 1530 PALSGR. 256/1 Plumbe for a carpenter,

riglet. 1769 WALES in Phil. Trans. LX. 151 The spirits of

wine, in which the plumb of the quadrant is immersed.

1858 W. ARNOT Laws fr. Heaven Ser. n. xv. 128 They
suspend their plumb, not from the middle, but from one
edge of the rule. 1891 PallMall G. 2 Mar. 3/2 The column
Is seriously off plumb. 1906 Expositor^eb. 180 It is not level

. .
,
and therefore, being outof plumb, must sooner or later fall.

b. A sounding-lead, a mariner's plummet ;
also

a plummet used by anglers to measure the depth
of a stream or pond. Also Jig.
[Cf. 1309 JOINVILLE Vie de S. Louis cxxii. (Godef.),

Giete ta plomme.J c 1440 LOVELICH Merlin 4564 He Sank
a-down lik a plom of led. 1530 PALSGR. 256/1 Plumbe for

a shyppeman, plomb de sonde. a 1653 G. DANIEL Idyll, ii.

8 For once that word had weight, a whineing Man Hangs
to the Plumme. 1863 COWDEN CLARKE Shaks. Char. xi.

276 His mind intellectual plumb hath never yet sounded.
O. In other senses (chiefly o&s.) t as : a small piece

of lead with which a scourge or rod is loaded ; a

weight ofa clock or of a similar instrument
;
a small

weight attached to a fishing-line below the float, to

keep the latter in an upright position ; a ball or

bullet of lead as a missile; a kind of dumb-bell.
(11350 St. Laurence 191 in Horstm. Altengl. Leg. (1881)
no With staues he bad |>ai suld him bete And pelt on him
with plumes of lede. / 1440 CAPGRAVE St. Kat/t. v. 1133
Bete hir and reende hir with lern and plummes of leed !

a 1450 Fysskynge iu. an Angle (1883) 16 pe next plume to
the hoke schall he ther from a large fote & more and eucry
plumbe of quanthe to f>e gretnes of the lyne. 1463 Bury
Wills (Camden) 28 To..wynde vp thepeysand the plummys
as ofte as nede is. 1496 Ace. La. High Treas. Scot. \. 293
Lede to ?et the plurnbis. Ibid. 295 To cary the plumbis of
lede fra the Abbay to the clos cartis. 1601 DENT Pathw.
Heaven 281 The plumbe of a clocke, being the first moouer,
doth cause all the other wheeles to mooue. 1615 Vestry libs.

(Surtees) 296 Fur a rope for the great plume of the clocke,
2S. 6d. 1681 CHETHAM Angler's Vade-m. iv. 14 (1689) 46
The least weight of Plumb or Lead you can. 1867 J. 11. ROSE
tr. Virgil's sKneid 211 They, .hurled from slings the deadly
plumb of lead.

2. Sc. and north, dial.
' A deep pool in a river

or the sea; a perpendicular fall* (E. D. D.).

(Usually spelt />//.)
1819 in R. Ford //*//'///. (1893) 208 (E.D.D.) Yon fause

stream, that near the sea, Hides monie a shelve and plum.
l83S J- VfivyoxNoct.Awbr. Wks. 1856 IV.23sTak tent you
dinna droon me in some plum. 1895 OCHILTREE Rt'dl>urn
xv. 144 The 'plums' were the only parts of its narrow
channel that showed signs of water.

3. Comb.', f plumb-right ., exactly vertical;

f plumb-wise (plim-wise) adv.> in the manner
of a plumb-line, perpendicularly.
1532 MORE Confnt. Thidale Wks. 826/2 Wyth a stryngt

by the halfe keepe them plume right vndcr. isgz HUI.OUT,

Plummeryght downe, perpendicularis. 1613 M. RIDI.I v

Magn. Bodies vii. 26 The Waight C is attracted plim-wise to

the Axis A. B.

Plumb, plum (plm), a. and adv. Forms:

5 plom, 6 plome, plum(m)e, 6-7 plumbe,
5- plum, 7- plumb (9 plomb). [f.

PM T MK
$/>.]

A. adj. 1, Vertical, perpendicular.
c 1460 To-fnclty Myst. iii. 520 The water, syn she [the

dove] com, Of depnes plom, Is fallen a fathom. 1519 HUHMAN
Vulg. 240 All wallis..muste be made leuell and pluminc.
1613 M. RIDLEY Magn. tiodics 142 A waight, .fastned at

the bottome to hold this ring plumbe and steady. 1715
LEOSI Palladia's Anhit. (1742) I. i The care of erecting the
Walls very plum. 1897 HAILKY Princ. Fruit-grooving 245

Necessity for .staking and tying the trees to keep them plumb.
2. a. Downright, thorough-going ; sheer.

1748 RICHARDSON C/arissa(i8io) IV. xi. 259 Neither can nn

opposition, neither can a ministry, be always wrong. To be
a plumb man, therefore, with either is an infallible mark, that

the man must mean more and worse than be will own he
does mean. 1894 Chicago Advance 6 Sept., Nothing but

pests just plum pests. 1904 C. MAKRIOTT Genevra vi. 106

Addling their brains with plum trash about love and all.

b. Cricket. Of the wicket : Level, true.

1902 Daily Chron. 29 July 3/2 To witness a modern first-

class match on a 'plumb' wicket. 1903 LD. HAWKI-; in

Westm. Gaz. 13 Mar. 9/2, I believe there are counties who
go into the field on a day when, we will say, there is a

plumb wicket, and say
' we shall be here until half-past six '.

B. adv. [Cf. . a plomb straight down.]
1. Of motion or position : Vertically, perpen-

dicularly ; straight down ; rarely, straight up.
(,-1400 Laud Troy Bk. 1833 Hit was diked doun plum,

That no man my^th ther-ouer com. a 1548 HALL Chron.,
Hen. K///24 Diches. .sobrodeand so plume [^c/. 1550 plum,
GRAFTON plumme] stepe y l was wondre to behold. 1601

HOLLAND Pliny I. 8 When the Sunne shinelh directly

plumbe ouer mens heads, and causeth no shadow. 1640
G. ABBOT Job Paraphr. 252 The eagle is so strong as to

mount plum up. .loan infinit height. 1667 MILTON /'. L. \\.

933 Fluttring his pennons vain plumb down he drops. 1755
YOUNG Centaur v. Wks. 1757 IV. 240 Shall we rush, as
down a precipice, and leap plumb into the jaws of extempore
death? 1843 CARLVLE Past <$ Pr. n. xiii, The Abbot,
starting plumb up.. answered [etc.]. 1849 RUSKIN Sev.

Lamps iv. ii. 103 Drapery . . fell from their human forms

plumb down.
2. transf. andy%" a- Exactly, directly, precisely.
1601 HOLLAND Pliny xvm. xxxiv. 609 The wind Septentrio

that bloweth plumbe North, is far more daungerous and mis-

chievous. 1701 C\vttv.v. Love MakesMan n. h, Lay your Lips
softly, softly, close and plum to hers. 1748 RICHARDSON
Clarissa (1810) III. IvL 303 Her daughter, .imagined her-

self plumb against me. 1851 MAYNE REID Scalp Hunt, xx.

147 Most of them [Delawares] can hit
'

plumb centre
'

with

any of their mountain associates. 1871 MOKLEY Crit. Misc.
Ser. i. 246 The famous diatribe against Jesuitism in the

Latter-Day Pamphlets.. points plumb in the same direction.

b. Immediately, directly, straight.
a 1734 NORTH Exam. \. iii. 144 (1740) 216 If the Lords

had come plumb upon their Trial, and . .had been acquitted,
the politic Crisis had been at an End.

c. As an intensive : Completely, entirely, abso-

lutely, quite. Chiefly U. S. slang.
1587 Misfortunes of Arthur (1828) ii. iv. Chorus 41

Then rowles and reeles and falles at length plum ripe.

1787 GROSE Provinc. Gloss.) Plum pleasant, very pleasant.
i88a BURDETT Life Penn v. 83 Penn.. wrote his wife and
children a long letter., which filled them plumbfull of good
advice. 1893 Harpers Weekly Christinas 1211/1

' You're

plumb crazy ', she remarked, with easy candor. 1897
KIPLING Captains Courageous 21 You've turned up, plain,

plumb providential for all concerned.

Plumb (plm), v. Also 4 plumben, 5 plorae,

5-7 plumbe, 6 plornbe, 6-9 plum. [f.
PLUMB sb.

and a., in various unconnected senses ; partly perh.
after F. plomber (1539 in Hatz.-Darm.).]

I. f 1. intr. To sink or fall like a plummet ;
to

fall or plump straight down. Obs.
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cijgo WVCLIF Scrni. Sel. Wks. II. 186 per hertis ben so

hcvy bat bet plumben doun to helle.

II. 2. a. trans. To sound (the sea, etc.) with

a plummet ; to measure (the depth) by sounding.
a 1568 Sntir. Poems Reform, xlvi. 29 Plum weill the

grund quhat evir Je doo. 1580 HOLLYBAND Ticas, Fr.

Tang; Plomber, to plombe or sounde the depth of a thing.

1708 J. CHAMBEBLAYNE St. Gt. Brit. 1. 1. iii. (1737) 10 Poole's-

Hole..has been plumbed to the Depth of 800 Fathom, and

yet no Bottom found. 1726 SWIFT Gulliver I. v, I consulted

the most experienced seamen upon the depth of the channel,
which they had often plummed. 1867 F. FRANCIS A ngling
ii. (1880) 71 The depth having been carefully plumbed.

b. Jig. To sound the depths of; to fathom, to

reach the bottom of.

1599 Broughton's Let. xii. 40 Though Plato and Hermes
haue plumbd it deeply, must wee reach no further, then

their shallow sounding? 1847 LYTTON Lucretia ii, Silently
she looked down, and plumbed them all [infirmities]. 1849
CLOUGH Amours tie I'oy. v. 151 So I plumb the deeps of

depression.
c. To plumb a track ( U. S. colloq.'), to trace or

follow out a road.

1844 MRS. HOUSTON Yacht Voy. Texas II. 205 Plumbing
the track, the Texan term for tracing a road, is, at all times,
a slow and tedious operation. 1893 J. L. LAWLESS in

Country Chunk (Buckland, Mass.) 16 Mar., I.. always
noticed that when Old Rover took one track and plumbed
it through, he holed the game.

III. 3. To render vertical, to adjust or test by
a plumb-line. Alsoyfj-.

1711 W. SUTHERLAND Shipbitild. Assist. 162 To Plum, to

hew any Piece downright, or perpendicular. 1795 Phil.

Trans. LXXXV. 448 Slender staffs were, .made upright, by
being plumbed in directions at right angles to each other.

1874 THEARLE Naval Arcliit. 23 They are valuable aids in

plumbing the frames and keeping the side of the ship fair.

4. To place vertically above or below.

1838 Civil Eng. .f- Arch. Jrnl. I. 235/r Above will be

elegant sheds and powerful cranes, to plumb the hold.

1875 BEDFORD Sailor 's Pocket Bk. vii. (ed. 2) 264 The shears

should be so placed that a boat . . may come under them, or be
'

plumbed
'

from their heads when sloped.

b. intr. To hang vertically.

1867 SMYTH Sailor's IVord-bk., To plumb, to form the

vertical line. 1882 NARES Seamanship (ed. 6) 121 The

purchase [will] plumb clear of the ship's side.

IV. t 5. trans. (?) To solder with lead. [Cf.

Cotgr. 'Plomber, to lead, or tinne
; also, to soulder,

or colour with lead,' etc.] 06s.

c 1479 Paslon Lett. III. 271 A standing cuppe with a cover

therto plommed.
6. To weight with lead.

J 16 Your lynys must
be p'lon.ed wftrTleyd. 1616 SuBFL. & MARKH. Country
a 1450 Fysshynge -w. an Angle (i

be plumed with leyd. 1616 SUR
Farme 512 After your hooke is thus fastened, you shall

plumbe your line ; which is to fasten certain pieces of lead

about it. 1669 WORLIDGK Syst. Agric. (1681) 243 Slake this

Net athwart the River; the bottom being plumbed, that it

may sink about six inches. x8ix W. TAYLOR in Monthly
Kev. LXVI. 464 The oars are plumbed in the handle, so as

to balance on the edge of the boat.

7. To seal (luggage) with a leaden seal.

1756 NUGENT Gr. Tour, France IV. 20 When your lug-

gage has been searched, you had belter have your trunk

plumbed with a leaden stamp for Paris. 1788 JEFFERSON
Writ. (1859) II. 473, I shall have the whole corded and

plumbed by the Custom house here. 1820 MRS. STARKE
Direct. Trav. on Cant. ii. 36 We had our trunks plumbed,
in order to secure them from examination [by the custom-

house officers].

V. [Back-formation horn plumber.]
8. intr. To work in lead as a plumber. Also

trans, (colloq?)

1889 W. S. GILBERT Foggerty's Fairy, etc. (1892) 217,

1 am a plumber.. .1 have plumbed in the very best families.

1901 Speaker 30 Mar. 703/1 There was once a perfect being
who did actually plumt>. Mod. newspaper, The house has

been duly plumbed, painted, and whitewashed.

Hence Plu-mbing ///. a., doing plumbers' work.

1896 Daily News I Feb. 3/1 Even the plumbing fraternity

cannot grumble. It is a mistake.. to suppose that a very

rigorous winter is the best for plumbers.

Plumb : see PLUM.

Plumbagin (plmb^-d.^in). Chem. [ad. F.

plombagine, 1. L. plumbago (see PLUMBAGO) + -ine,

-IN l.] The acrid principle of the root of Plum-

bago europsea. (See PLUMBAGO 3.)

1830 Amer. Jrnl. Sc. XVII. 385 Plumbagine, a new

vegetable substance. ..M. Dulong has obtained a particular

vegeto-piinciple from the roots of the Plumbago Europxa.
1838 T. THOMSON Client. Org. Bodies 767 Plumbagin.. was
discovered by M. Dulong d'Astafort, in the root of the

plumbago Europata, in 1828. 1866 WATTS Dict.Chem.l\.

685 Plumbagin. .crystallises in delicate needles or prisms
often grouped in tufts; has a styptic saccharine taste, with

acrid biting after-taste.

t Plumba'gine. Obs. Also plomb-. [ad. F.

plombagine (1572 in Godef.), ad. L. plumbago,
-inem : see PLUMBAGO.]
1. See quots. (Perh. never in Eng. use.)

[1611 COTGR., Plombagine, f.,pure lead turned almost into

ashes by the vehemence of the fire : This is th'artificiall

Plombagine, and comes of lead put into a furnace with

gold, or siluer oare, to make them melt the sooner. . . There is

also a natural!, or minerall Plombagine, which (as Mathiolus

thinketh) is no other then siluer mingled with lead-stone,

or oare.] 1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Plumbagin [quoting Cotgr.

verbatim]. 1658 PHILLIPS, Plumbagin [1706 -ine], silver

mingled with lead stone, or oar. 1730-6 BAILEY (folio),

Plumbagine, lead naturally mingled with silver.

2. = PLUMBAOO 2.

i8o2 PLAYFAIR Illustr. Hutton. The. 304 In the banks of
the same river [Ayr] some miles higher up, he [Dr. Hutton]
found a piece of coal . . involved in whinstone, and extremely
incombustible. It consumed very slowly in the fire, and

deflagrated with nitre like plumbago. This he considered

as the same fossil which has been described under the name
at plombagine. 1811 PINKERTON Petralogy I. 552 Anthra-

cite seems to have been first observed by Dolomieu ; but

Born . .has classed it under graphite, which he calls plomba-
gine, or carburet of iron. 1854 J. SCOFFERN in Orr'sCirc.Sc.,
Chem. 384 Crystallized carbon is . . found naturally . . as

a mineral species known by the appellation plumbagine.
1857 BIRCH Anc. Pottery (1858) I. 245 Vauquelin takes it to

be a carbonaceous matter, such as plumbagine or black-lead.

Plumbaginous (pl^mbse-d^mss), a. [f. L.

plumbago, -in-em PLUMBAGO+ -oua.] Of the nature

of or pertaining to plumbago or graphite.
1796 KIRWAN Elem. Min. (ed. 2) II. 184 Plombaginous, or

micaceous iron ore. iSao FARADAY Exp. Res. xvi. (1859) 77 1 1 . .

considerably resembles the plumbaginous powder, .obtained

by the action of acid on cast iron. 1845 LYELL Trav.N.Amer.
I. 249 In the plumbaginous anthracite of Worcester the

proportion of volatile matter is about 3 per cent. 1862

DANA Man. Geol.
y. 77 The variety plumbaginous schist

contains plumbago in its layers.

Plumbago (plmb^-go). Also 7 plumbage,
8 plombago. [a. L. plumbago a species of lead

ore, also -a plant, leadwort, fleawort (Pliny): in

both senses rendering Gr. uoXvUSatva of Dioscorides,
deriv. of /*uAti#8os lead. For the original meaning
and complicated history of the word, see note

below.]
1 1. Applied to the yellow oxide of lead (litharge);

also sometimes to the sulphide (galena); and (in

quot. 1612) app. to minium or red oxide of lead,

obtained from litharge by further oxidation. Obs.

1612 WOODALL Surf. Male Wks. (1653) 77 Plumbago, or

red lead, hath the force of binding. 1661 LOVELL Hist.

Anim. ff Min. 38 Plumbage [L.] Plumbago. P[lace] It

sticks to the furnace in the purifying of silver or gold.

M[atter] of Silver or Gold purified with lead. N[ame]
MoAujSSati'a Molybdaina. .it's like litharge in vertue. 1669
ROWLAND tr. Schroder's Med.-Chem. Pliarmacop. xix. 245-6

Molybdena or Plumbago. It is natural or artificial : the

first is Lead Ore or that mixed with silver. The artificial

is a kind of Litharge, that sticks to the bottom of the Fur-

nace [etc.]

2. Min. Black lead or graphite; one of the allo-

tropic forms of carbon: used for pencils, also,

mixed with clay, for making crucibles; and for

many other purposes.
' Black lead

'

is the popular, and '

graphite
'

the strictly

scientific name ; but the term '

plumbago
'

is largely used

in the arts, esp. in mining.

1784 KIRWAN Elem. Min. 158 Plumbago, Reissbley ..

Blyertz of the Swedes.. .In a strong heat and open fire it is

wholly volatile. 1786 tr. Seattle's Chem. Ess. 243 The black

lead or plumbago which is generally known in commerce, is

very different from molybdaena. Ibid. 250 Hence I am
convinced, that plumbago is a kind of mineral sulphur or

charcoal ; the constituent parts of which are aerial acid

and a considerable quantity of phlogiston. 1788 Cron-

stedt's Min. (ed. 2) II. 451 Black lead or plumbago is a

fossil substance extremely black. 1795 PEARSON in Phil.

Trans. LXXXV. 335 The black matter was therefore a com-

pound of iron and carbon, or, as some chemists term it, plum-

bago ; and which in the new system is denominated a carburet

of iron. 1796 KIRIVAN Elem. Min. (ed. 2) II. 58 Plumbago.

Graphite of Werner . . carbon combined with one tenth or one

eighth of its weight of malleable iron. 1799 Geol. Ess. 191

Probably because the iron . . had absorbed too great a quan-

tity of carbon, and was thus converted into plombago. 1808

HENRY Epit. Chem. (ed. 5) 242 Another combination of iron

and carbon, which is a true carburet of iron, is the substance

called plumbago, or black-lead, used in fabricating pencils,

and in covering iron to prevent rust. [So 1815 (ed. 7) II.

120.] 1843 HUMBLE Diet. Geol. (ed. 2) 32/1 Anthracite re-

sembles and appears to pass into plumbago. 1846 M CCUL-

LOCH Ace. Brit. Empire (t854) I. 6'9 That very rare

mineral called black lead, plumbago, or wad, is found in

Borrowdale, in Cumberland. The mines in this place have

been wrought since the days of Queen Elizabeth, and fur-

nish the very best material hitherto discovered for making

pencils. 1869 ROSCOE Elem. Chem. (1871) 82 Graphite, or

Plumbago, crystallizes in six-sided plates.

3. Hot. A genus of herbaceous plants, inhabiting

Southern Europe, Asia, Africa, and America, having

spikes of subsessile flowers, with a tubular five-

parted calyx ; leadwort : so called from the colour

of the flowers. [Pliny's name (rendering Gr.

Mo\t)/35ai>'a), adopted as generic name by Tourne-

fort, 1700.] Ahoattrit.
[1601 HOLLAND Pliny II. 336 There groweth commonly

an herbe named in Greeke Molybdajna, that is to say in

Latine, Plumbago, euen vpon euery corne land.] 1747

WESLEY Prim. Physic (1762) 42 Infusion of Leaves of Plum-

bago in Olive Oil. 1776 LEE Introd. Bot. App. (ed. 3) 337

Leadwort, Plumbago. 1877 I. A. CHALMERS Tiyo Soga vl. 53

He distributed twigs from the plumbago plant to be worn

round the neck. 1903 Contemp. Rev. Mar. 346 Pale blue

plumbagos, yellow canariensis.

{Note. In Dioscorides, ^oAv/SSoii-a, f. fioAvpSot lead, was

applied to a mineral substance (v. 97, too), and a plant.

The former was yellow oxide of lead (PbO), esp.
the litharge

produced in the extraction of gold and silver from ores con-

taining lead. By Pliny this is latinized as molybdxna,
also once (xxxiv. 18. 50) by plumbago, which, as well as

galena, were applied by him to the yellow oxide, but
prpb.

included as an inferior variety the sulphide (Pbi>), called

by Dioscorides (uoAvfl5oei5J)9 Ai'flc*,
'

lead-like stone , the

modern GALENA. For the plant Pliny always uses plum-
bago. In the French transl. (1572) of Matthioli s Com-

mentary on Dioscorides, poArfptuM = plumbago is rendered

plombagine, in It. pioinbaggine, and is stated to be identical

with litharge ; but other ores may have been included.

Thence the explanations of the word in Cotgrave and other

English writers down to Bailey: see PLUMBAGINE, and
sense r above. In Holland's Pliny, plumbago is rendered

litharge. In the i6th c., to Agricola and others in Germany
practically interested in mining, plumbago mainly meant
the sulphide of lead, but also included other substances
similar to this in appearance, and in the property of staining
the fingers and marking paper, esp. the native sulphides of

antimony and molybdenum, STIBNITE (Sb^Ssi and MOLYB-
DENITE (MoS2), and the mineral graphite. In 1567 Christoph.
Enkel (Encelius) of Saalfeld, while identifying Pliny's molyb-

dxna, galena, and plumbago, distinguished the '

produc-
tive

'

species (i. e. the oxide and sulphide of lead) from the
' barren

'

(slerilis), which yielded no lead, and was mainly

plumbago, on being burnt, were dissipated into carbonic

acid gas, and that in fact they consisted of carbon : see

quot. 1786 in sense 2. In 1789 Werner and Karsten proposed
the name GRAPHITE instead of the ambiguous 'plumbago'.
But its composition was still disputed. An analysis, made

by French chemists in 1786, had given, after volatilization,

a residue of iron, and plumbago was pronounced a carburet

of iron (see quot. 1795). This view prevailed until Karsten
in 1826 and Sefstriim in 1829 proved that the iron was only
an impurity in the specimens analysed, and that graphite
or plumbago was, as Scheele had said in 1779, really a

mineral form of carbon. (See paper by Dr. John W. Evans,
F. G. S., in Trans. Phil. Sac. 1907.)]

Plumba-goed, a. [f. prec. + -ED 2
.] Covered

with plumbago, black -leaded.
1860 ALEX. WATT Electro-Metallurgy 58 A solution of

nitrate of silver., will answer well for depositing on plumba-

goed surfaces.

Plumba'llophane. Min. [See PLUMBO-.]
' A variety of allophane containing a little lead

'

(Chester Diet. Min. 1896).

t Plumbane. Chem. Obs. [f. L. plumb-urn
lead + -ANE 23.] Davy's proposed name for

chloride of lead, horn-lead.
1812 SIR H. DAVY Chem. Philos. 397 One combination

only of lead with chlorine is known, .called horn lead by
the old chemists.. .The name proposed for it is plumbane.

tPlum'bary. Obs. rare. [a.A.'L.pliinibdrius,

f. plumbum lead.] Lead ore, galena.
1657 TOMLINSON Kenan's Disp. 428 Lead . . is extracted

also out of a certain Plumbary, effoded out ofMynes, which

stone they call Molybdoides ; the Lead thus secerned and

melted, is poured into water, while hot, till it leave its dross.

Plumbat, obs. Sc. form of PLUMMET.

t Plu-mbate \ Obs. Also 7 (?) plumbet.

[app. ad. late L. plumbatsi leaden balls, also (Cod.

Theodos.) a scourge to which leaden balls were

attached, f. plumbare to make of lead ; but cf.

PLUMMET sb. 4.] In //. The leaden balls with

which a scourge was loaded.

1570 FOXE A. A> M. (ed. 2) 94/1 Then Deems moued
with anger commaunded hym to be beaten with plumbattes
(which is sayth Sabellicus, a kinde of scourging). 1609

HOLLAND Amm. Marcell. 330 Sericus and Asbolius..he

caused to be killed with the mightie pelts of plumbets.

PLivmbate 2
. Chem. [f.

L. plumb-urn lead +

-ATE 1 i c.]
A salt of plumbic acid.

1863 WATTS Diet. Chem. III. 555 The solution of plum-
bate of potassium forms with metallic salts precipitates of

analogous composition.

||
Plumba-tor. [med.L. plumbator, f. L. plum-

bare to solder with lead.] In the Papal service,

A custodian of the leaden seal.

1677 W. HUGHES Man of Sin II. xii. 225 Innocents...

His new office of Plumbators . .brought him in 26000 crowns.

Plumb-bob (pl-m|b(7:b). The leaden bob, usu-

ally conoidal, forming the weight of a plumb-line.
,835-40 HALIBURTON Clockm. (1862) 16 If he is found here

after twenty-four hours, they'd make a carpenter's plumb-
bob of him, and hang him outside the church steeple. 1879

CasselCs Teclm. Educ. IV. 190/1 A spirit level is laid upon

its edge or a plumb-bob is dropped from its middle point.

t Pltrmbean, a. Obs. [f. 'L.plumbe-us leaden

4- -AN.] Resembling lead ;
leaden ; lead-coloured.

1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Plumbean, Plumbeous, of the

colour and property of lead; leaden; also dull, blunt.

a 1688 CUDWORTH Immut. Mar. i. iii. 7 To make wisdom . .

to be. .regulated by sucha..'plumbeanand flexible rule as

that is, is quite todestroy the nature of it. 1783 POTT LAirurg.

tt'ks II 312 He had., a pale plumbean countenance.

Plumbeous (pl^'mbzas), a.
[f.

L. plumbe-us

leaden (i. plumb-um lead) 4- -ous.J

1. Made of or resembling lead, leaden ;
lead-

coloured. Chiefly in Zool.

Pi

Muni, ur uutu j-vmu. u - . .

A L ADAMS Wand. Nat. India 115 Another and smaller

species, the plumbeous or sooty redstart. 1874 COUES Birds

N. W. 321 Feathers, .plumbeous at base and brown at tip.

b. Ceramics. Lead-glazed.
1875 FORTNUM Maiolica i. 4 Glazed and enamelled wares

..plumbeous or lead glazed. 1879 I. I. YOUNG Ceram

Art 63 Silicious, or glass-glazed, and plumbeous, or lead-

glazed, both of which are transparent.

1 2. Jig. Heavy, dull, ponderous, leaden. Obs.

(1650) II. 30 The motion of Saturn,, .plumbeous, long, and

heavy 1686 GOAD Celest. Bodies II. ix. 284 Whether he be such

a Plumbeous Blew-nosed Planet as Antiquity marks him.



PLUMBER.
Plumber (plo'maj). Forms : 4 plomber, 4-8
plummer, 5 ploraere, plommer, plumbar, 5-6
plomer, 5-7 plumer, 6 plommar, Sf. plummair,
5- plumber, [a. QV.plummier ( 1 266'),p/ommie/;
mod.F. plombier : I,, plumbarius a plumber, f.

plumbum lead.] An artisan who works in lead,
zinc, and tin, fitting in, soldering, and repairing
the water and gas pipes, cisterns, boilers, and other
work executed in these metals in the construction
of a dwelling-house or other building. Originally
applied to a man who dealt and worked in lead.

IS8?-* [seebj. 1399 Mem. Ripon (Surtees) III. 129 In
salario Willelmi Bettys, plummer, operanti super corpus
ecclesiae. 1440 Promp. Pant. 406/1 Plumber, or plomere,
plumbarius. 1477 Paston Lett. III. 212 Vyncent the
plomer is a nothir that dial bere the dawnger. 1548 Act
2 *r 3 Edm. Vf, c. 15 4 Any.. Brick-maker, Tile maker,
Plummer or Labourer. 1584 I'cstry llks. (Surtees) 17 Item
given to the plumer for mendinge the leades, xiij s. iiij d.
iSlo B. JONSON Alch. n. i, And, early in the morning, will
I send To all the plumbers, and the pewterers, And buy
their tin, and lead vp. 1663 GERBIER Counsel 47 Sauder,
wherewith an unconscionable Plummer can ingrosse his Bill.

170* PHILLIPS, Plummer, one that deals, or works in Lead.
1847 SMEATON Builder's Man. 130 Within the last four

years, zinc has been extensively employed instead of lead,
and the plumber has undertaken the execution of such
works. 1887 Spectator 29 Oct. 1445 All the tradesmen
employed, down even to the plumber.

b. attrib. and Comb., as plumber-house, -work;
plumber sforce-pump, furnace (see quots.).

1385-6 Durham Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 391 Pro punctura x
rod' et dimid. de Wrigthous et le Plomberhous. 1844
STEPHENS Bk. Farm 1. 195 Of the specifications of plumber-
work . . done after the carpentry. 1875 KNIGHT Diet. Alech.,
Plumber'sforce-pump, a pump used by plumbers for testing
pipe or withdrawing obstacles from a gorged pipe. 1884
Ibid. Supp!., Plumbers'fnrnace, a portable soldering furnace.
Hence Plrrmbersriip, the office of plumber.
"455 Rolls ofParlt. V. 316/2 Th' office of Plummership

of the Castels of Carnarvan, Beaumares and Hardlagh.
Plumber-block : see PLUMMER-BLOCK.

Plumbery (plfmari). Also 5 plomerye, 6

plombmery, plumery. [ME. a. OF. plommerie

1017

plumbi ...D
a place to keep leaden vessels in.]
1. A plumber's workshop.
14.. Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker6o3/34 Plumliaria, a plomerye.

e 1544 in Wiltsh. Archseol. ff Nut, Hist. Mag. (1867) X. 79To cary the leed outh of the halle to the plombmery. 1649
in Nichols Progr. Q. Eliz. (1823) II. 416 One room, called
the Plummery, and several other rooms and lodgings
belonging to the Clerk of the Works. 1823 Mechanic's
Mag. No. 13. 205 Stating that a plumbery had been burnt at

Dover, and that the fire was occasioned by., workmen per-
mitting some lead to boil over. 1896 ST. JOHN HOPE in
Proc. Soc.Antiq. Ser. n. XVI. 164 The room, .was formerly
the plumbery, and has in the centre a large table for casting
sheets of lead.

2. Plumber's work, plumbing.
1464 Rolls ofParlt. V. 547/2 Th' office of Serjeaunt of

cure Plumbery within this our Reaume. 1703 T. N. City
ff C. Purchaser 228 Plumbery . . the Art of Working in Lead.
1813 P. NICHOLSON Pract. Build. 403 The Art of Plumbery
comprehends the practice of casting and laying sheet -lead.
1853 TURNER Dam. Archil. II. i. 18 The jurors found that

..plumbery was needed to the value of 20 marks,

t Plumbet. Obs. Also 6 plumet, plommett,
plomet, -it. [app. a deriv. of F. plomb lead,
PLUMB sb., perh. in reference to its colour, and thus

practically a parallel form of PLUNKET, of which
it appears to be a synonym. Note the alteration
of plumbet to plumket in the later edition of

Udall.] A woollen fabric; app. the same as

PLUNKET. Also atirib.

1533 UDALL Floures Lat. Spekyngc 199 b, Czsiits, . .and
fflaucits, . .is blew or grey, as the sky is when it hath litle

spleckes of
grey clowdes in a faire day, as it were a plumbet

\ed. 1560 plumket] colour. 1390 Lane, ff Chesh. Wills III.
68 My best cloke my jirkine and breeches of stript plumet.
1661 PEACHAM Compl. Gent. (ed. 3) 156 Plumbet colour, i. e.

like little Speks of gray clouds in a fair day. 17*0 STRYPE
Staiv's Sun:. II. v. ix. 180/1 The sorts of this new Drapery
[time of Q. Eliz.] were various. They were Bays, . . Rash or

Stannet,. .Serche,. .Plomets, Carells, Fustians of Naples.
Ibid. 181/1 Plomits, wrought with Silk, or otherwise. 1881
BECK Draper's Diet., Plommetts, fommetts, stuffs men-

,

tioned in 1592 as being in pieces of fourteen yards each, of
i

four pounds weight, and valued at /i.
Plumbet, var. PLDMBATE

; obs. f. PLUMMET.

Plum.be-tb.yl. Chem. [See PLUMBO- and

ETHYL.] A compound of lead with molecules of

ethyl, as plumbotriethyl, Pb^CjH,),,, the mcth-

plumbethyl of Lb'wig, a yellowish mobile oil ;

plumbotetrethyl Pb(C,H 5), , diethylide of lead, a

transparent colourless liquid.
1857 MILLER Elem. Chem. III. 214 Oxide of Plumbethyl

(hydrated). 1863 MANSFIELD Salts 291 Liiwig has more
recently described another metallothyhc base. ..This is his

Plumbethyl.

Plumbic (pltf'mbik), a. [f. L. plumb-iim lead
+ -1C. Cf. F. plombiqae.] Of or pertaining to
lead. a. Chem. Combined with lead

; applied to

compounds in which lead has its higher valency
(divalent), ^plumbic acid, dioxide of lead, PbO 2 .

Plumbic ochre, lead ochre massicot.
VOL. VII.

Sc., Chem. 465 Three combinations are known of oxygen
with lead.. .The latter [the binoxide] is sometimes denomi-
nated plumbic acid. 1865 WATTS Diet. Chem. III. 555
With bases, peroxide of lead unites more readily than with
acids, behaving towards alkalis like a weak acid, and may
therefore be called plumbic acid. 1873 Fovmcs* Chem.
(ed. 11) 593 Plumbic Ethide is produced by the action of
plumbic chloride on zinc ethide.

b. Path. Rue to the presence of lead.

1875 H. C. WOOD Therap. (1879) 38 Plumbic renal de-
generation is evidently the result of a long-continued irrita-
tion. 1897 Allbntt's Syst. Med. II. 979 Occasionally in

plumbic paralysis a small indolent swelling on the back of
the wrist is noticed.

Plumbi ferous, a. [f. L. plumb-urn lead +
-FERGUS. Cf. F. plembifire.} Containing lead.

1796 KIRWAN Elcm. Min. (ed. 2) II. 222 The Plumbiferous
Silver Ore also contains 48 per cent, of Lead. 1839 URE
Diet. Arts 748 The total thickness of the plumbifcrous
formation. 1879 J. I. YOUNG Ceram. Art 56 Transparent
glaze may be plumbiferous or alkaline.

t Plu-mbine, a. Ol>s. rare. [f. L. plumb-urn
lead + -INE 1

.] Of leaden colour.

1597 LOWE Chirurg. (1634) 17 The Melancholicke which
is. .of colour, livide, & plumbine.

Plumbing (plzvmirj), rbl. sb. [-ixel.] The
action of the vb. PLUMB, in various senses

; now
esp. the work of a plumber.
1666 BOYLE in Phil. Trans. I. 335 What methods the mine-

men use in following the Vein, and tracing their passages
under ground (which they call Plumming and Dyalling)
according to the several exigencies? 1711 W. SUTHERLAND
Shipbuial, Assist. 162 Plummet, a Weight hanging by a

|

Line to prove the Plumming. 1884 CHANDLER in Pall Mall
G. 24 July n/2 Three years ago.. a plumbing law was
passed, which placed the control of plumbing and drainage
in all new houses in the hands of the Board of Health. 1886
] 'ork Herald 3 Aug. 7/6

'

Plumbing
'

was largely indulged
in, top fishing being abandoned except in a few cases.

b. concr. That which is made by this action
;

lead-sealing ; plumber's work.
1756 NUGENT Gr. Tour, France IV. 33 As soon as you

enter Paris, you will be stopt in your chaise, and your pass
and plumbings, and every corner of the whole chaise will be
examined. 1899 Wcstm. Gaz. 23 Oct. 2/3 They tore down
as-pipes, water-pipes, and electric wires from the walls,
emohshed the fixtures, wrenched the plumbing apart.
C. attrib., as plumbing-line, -rope, a lead-

line, sounding-line.
1688 BOYLE Final Causes Nat. Things iv. 136, I do not

find that mens. .plumming lines have reached above one
mile of that great number. 1693 OLIVER in Phil. Trans.
XVII. 908 Fastening our Bottle to our Plumbing-rope.
Flumbism (plo-mbiz'm). Path. [f. L. plumb-
um lead + -ISM.] Lead-poisoning.
1876 BARTHOI.OW Mat. Med. (1879) 227 In prescribing the

preparations of lead for internal use, the danger of producing
plumbism should not be overlooked. 1878 A. M. HAMILTON
Ncrv. Dis. 410 The tremor from lead is attended usually by
colic and other symptoms of plumbism. 1901 Speaker
16 Nov. 174/1 It is the solubility of the lead when taken
into the system that causes plumbism.

Plumibiso'lvent,". Erron.plumbo-solvent.
[f. Is. plumbum lead + SOLVENT : for the form cf.

L, tergiversans , velivolans, bellipotens, etc.] Acting
as a solvent on lead, capable of dissolving lead.

Hence Plumbiso-lvency, capacity of dissolving
lead.

1891 M. MACKENZIE in Youth's Comf. 31 Mar. 162 (Funk)
Lead is a fruitful source of disease in certain districts, .where
the water has what istermedaplumbo-solvent quality. 1897
Allbutt's Syst. Med. II. 965 Occasionally it is necessary to
test the '

plumbo-solvency' of a suspected water. Ibid. 966
Water. .may. .dissolve lead byatrueplumbo-solvent action.

Plu-mb-joint. [For plumbed joint : cf.

PLUMB v. 5.] A lap-joint in sheet-metal in which
one of the edges to be joined is laid flat over
the other and soldered down

; a soldered lap-joint.
1873 in KNIGHT Diet. Mech. 1751.

Plumbless (pl-mles), a.
[f. PLUMB v. +

-LESS.] That cannot be plumbed ; fathomless.
1651 QGH.BV /Jisej (1665) 209 May., quaff If he had twenty

Plumbless Oceans. 1854 DICKENS Hard T. xv, The moment
shot away into the plumbless depths of the past.

Plumb-line (plfmilain), sb. Also 7 plira-.
1. A line or cord having at one end a metal bob

or plummet, for testing or determining vertical

direction ; sometimes = PLUMB-BULE.
1538 ELVOT Diet., Perpendieulum, a plumlyne, such as

masons and carpenters haue, with leadde at the ende. 1609
BIBLE (Douay) /sa. xxxiv. n A measure shal be stretched
out upon it, to bring it to nothing, and a plumme line unto
destruction. 1611 CvrGn.,Aniveller, to.. square by plumbe-
line, or plumbe-rule. 1613 M. RIDLEY Magn. Bodies 43 A
ptim line fastened to one end of the diamiter. 1706 PHILLIPS,
Plitmb-Line, Plumb.Rule, or Plummet, an Instrument
us'd by Carpenters, Masons, Bricklayers and others, to find
whether a Pillar, Wall, etc. stand upright. 1815 J. SMITH

Panorama^ Sc. ff Art I. 277 The attraction of a lofty
mountain is found to draw a plumb-line, .a little out of the

perpendicular.
b. fig. A means of testing or judging ;

a standard.
1570 T. NORTON Nrnvets Calech. (1853) 182 To be directed

and tried by the most precise rule, and, as it were, by the
plumbline of God's law and judgment. 1666 SANCROET
Lex Ignea 18 We have no Plumb-line of Reason.

t 2. Geom. A vertical or perpendicular line
;
a

straight line at right angles to another. Obs.

PLUMBY.
1551 RF.CORDE Patlnu. Knmvl. i. Defin., When one line

lyeth flatte (whiche is named the ground line) and an other
commeth downe on it, and is called a perpendiculer or
plumme lyne. 1570 BILLINGSLEY Euclid I. x. 3 A perpen-
dicular line, commonly called among artificers a plumbe
lyne. 1704 J. HARRIS Lex. Techn. I, Plumb-Line, the same
with Perpendicular.

3. A mariner's sounding-line : fig. something with

\

which to fathom intellectual or moral depths.
1648 C. WALKER Hist. Indcpend. I. n6This is an unsound-

able Gulfe, here any plumb-line failcth me. 1864 Spectator
7 May 527/2 This truth., that degrees of guilt are so utterly
beyond the fathoming powers of our plumb-lines without
a knowledge of the moral opportunities and antecedents of
every life. 1884 J. TAIT Mind in Matter Pref. (1892) 6 The
pl
lo

ilumbline of human degradation surely never touched a
ower depth.
Hence Plu-mb-line v., to sound, or determine,

I

as by a plumb-line.
1846 Mus. GORE Eng. Char. (1852) 3 The moment a pre-

sumptuous individual acts or thinks an inch out of the plumb-
lined perpendicularity exacted by the formalities of society.
1875 LEWES Ptvbl. Life ff Mind II. n. 7 8. 90 Some un-
attainable depth to be postulated, but not plumb-lined.

Flumbo-, before a vowel plumb-, used as
1

combining form of L. plumbum lead, forming
chemical and mineralogical terms.
Plumboca Icite Min., an isomorphous mix-

ture of the carbonates of lead and calcium,
Pb"CO3 .32Ca"CO3 , occurring in rhombohedral
forms at Leadhills and 'Wanlockhead (Watts).
Plumbocrrprite./)/w. = CL'PROPLUMBiTE (Chester).
Plumbo g-u inmite Min.

[f. F. plombgomme +
-ITF.1], a hydrous phospho-aluminite of lead re-

sembling gum. Pliimboma nganite Min., a

sulphide of lead and manganese, PbS.jMnS.
Plumbome'thyl Chem., a compound of lead
with molecules of methyl, as phnnbotrimethyl
Pb(CII 3 ) 3 ; plmnbotetramethyl Pb(CH 3 ) 4 ,

a colour-
less mobile liquid (Watts Diet. Chem. III.

563). Plumbore'sinite^/zw. = phimbogummite.
Plumbosta'nnite Min. [L. stannum tin], sul-

phantimonide of tin, lead, and iron (Chester).
Plu'mbostib, -sti'bnite Min. [L. stibium anti-

mony] = BOULANCEHITE.
1834 Amer. Jrnl. Sc. XXVI. 386 "Plumbocalcite . .

described by Johnson as a mineral found at Wanlockhead
in Scotland. 1892 DANA Min. (ed. 6) 855 *Plumbogummite.
1877 J. B. HANN'AY in Mineralog. Mag. 149 ^Plumbo-
manganite. 1866 WATTS Diet. Chem. IV. 685 *Plumbore-
sinite, Plombgommc. 1868 DANA Min. (ed. 5^ 99 *Plnmbostil>
is also from Nertschinsk. It consists, according to Planner,
of antimony, arsenic, sulphur, a little iron, with 58-8 p. c. of
lead ; and appears to be boulangerite.

Plumbo- solvent, erron. f. PLUMBISOLVKNT.
Plumbous (plfrmbDs\ a. [ad. L. phimbos-us

full of lead : see -oi's. Cf. F. plombcux.]
1 1. Leaden

; fig. dull
;
= PLUMBEOUS. Obs.

1685 H. MORE Illustration 336 Such a senseless conceit,
that nothing can be more wooden or plumbous. 1737 G.
SMITH Curious Relations I. iv. 550 To be of a plumbous or
leaden Temper and Colour.

2. Chem. Applied to compounds in which lead

has its lower valency ;
as in plumbous acid ' term

for plumbi oxidum in combination with potassium
and other bases' (Syd. Soc. Lex.). Cf. PLUMBIC a.

t Plum-broth.. Obs. A kind of thick broth or

soup made of beef, prunes, raisins, currants, white

bread, spices, wine, sugar, and other ingredients ;

formerly a Christmas dish. Probably dried plums
or prunes were the original characteristic.

a 1613 OVERBURY Charact., Puritan, Good bits he holds
breed good positions, and the Pope he best concludes

against, in plum-broth. 1652 COLLINGF.S Caveat fir Prof.
xxx. (1653) 118 He hath more mind to the plum-broth then
the devotion of the day. 1713 Queen's Royal Cookery
(Nares) To make plumb-broth. Take a leg of beef, and
a piece of the neck, .two pound of currans. .three pound of

raisins of the sun, three pound of prunes well stew'd . .

have a two-penny white loaf grated, mix it with some of
the broth, and put the pulp of the prunes to it. .garnish the

dish with some of the stew'd prunes, some raisins and
currans out of the broth. 1724 POPE Lett. (1735) L 283
A thing call'd Christian Chearfulness, (not incompatible
with Christmas Pyes and Plum-broth). [1864 Chambers' Bk.

Days II. 755/2 Plum-broth figures in Poor Robin's Almanac
for 1750, among the items of Christmas fare.]

Plumb-rale (plfmirwl). [f.
PLUMB sb. +

RULE rf.] An instrument used by builders, masons,
carpenters, etc., for ensuring or testing the verti-

cality of an erection
; consisting of a plummet and

line attached to and swinging freely on the surface

of a narrow straight-edged board, marked with
a longitudinal line which, when its position is

vertical, coincides with the string.
("1391 CHAUCER Astral, it. 38 Set thy pyn by a plom-

rewle euene vpryht. 1578 COOPER Thesaurus, Ad perpen-
diculum, to trie by the plumbe rule. i663(ii KBII-.H Counsel

27 Brick-layers . . to use often their line, and plum-rule.

1879 Casselfs Techn. Educ. HI. 140/2 note, A plumb-rule i<

a straight piece of wood, to which is attached a string with

a plummet or lump of lead.

t Pln-mby, a. Her. Obs. [ad. OF. plomt

(a 1440 in Godef.) lead-coloured : L. plumbatus,

pa. pple, of plumbare to make of lead.] I^
129



PLUM-CAKE. 1018 PLUME.

coloured. In qnot. 1586 app. confused with

PLUMMY a. 2 ,
as if it meant '

plum-coloured*.
1486 Bk. Sf. Albans, Her. a iij, The iiij. stone is calde a

Margarete a clowdy stone, plumby hit is calde in armys.
1586 FERNE Blaz. Gentrie 246 Purple was called Plumby.
Plum-Cake. A cake containing raisins, cur-

rants, and often orange-peel and other preserved
fruits. As to the name, cf. PLUM-BROTH.

1635 [GLAPTHORNE] Lady Mother in. ii. in Bullen O, PI.

II. 148 Your Schoolefellow With whome you usd to walk to

Pnnbiicoe To eate plumbe cakes and creame. 1664 BUTLER
Hnd. n. ii. 798 And cramm'd 'em .. With Cawdle, Custard,
and Plum-cake. 1774 WARTON Hist. Eng. Poetry Ixi.

(1840) III. 396 The splendid iceing of an immense historic

plumb-cake, was embossed with a delicious basso-relievo of

the destruction of Troy. 1859 W. COLLINS Q. of Hearts

ii, Hadn't we better begin . . by getting her a plum-cake ?

Plum-coloured, -curculio : see PLUM sl>.

Plum-da-mas, -da-mis. Sf. Also 6 pium-
damus, 7 plum(ibe)-dames, ploradaimes, (8

erron. plumdanes). [f.
PM:M sb. -f OF. Damas

Damascus; see DAMASK, DAMSON i, 3 (damson

plum).] A (? dried) damson plum ;
a prune.

1565 Reg. Privy Council Scot. I. 360 Wyne, vennagir,

plumdamas, buttir, cheise. 1577 Ibid. II. 645 Ane hundrith

pund wecht of plum damus. 1621 Sc. Acts Jas. r'/(i8i6)
IV. 626/2 Feggis Raisingis plumdames almondis and
vther vnconfected fruittis. 1675 in Hunter Biggar $ Ho.

Fleming vi. (1862) 61 A quarter of pund of plomdaimes.
1692 Scotch Presbyt. Eloq. (1738) 138 Lord, feed them
with the Plumdanes and Raisins of thy Promises, a 1780
SHIRRF.FS Poems 11790) 210 Guid barley broth . . Wi* raisins

and plumdamis mixt. 1828 MOIR Klansie Waitch ii. as'l'he
table was covered with dishes full of jargonelles and pippins,
..shell'walnuts, and plumdamases.
Flum-du'ff. Also -dough, [f.

PLUM sb. 4 +
DUFF sb.i] Plain flour pudding with raisins or

currants in it, boiled in a cloth or bag.
1840 R. H. DANA Be/. Mast viii. 18 This day was

Christmas .. The only change was that we had a 'plum
duff' for dinner. 1851 MAYHF.\vZ,0rf. Labour I. 197/2 Plum
dough is one of the street-eatables. 1883 S FFA-ENSON Treas.

Isl. (1886) 241 Alive, and fit, and full of good plum-duff.

Hence Plum-du'ffer, a seller of plum-duff.
1851 MAYHEW Lond. Labour I. 198/1, 1 have ascertained. .

that take the year through, six 'plum duffers' take is. a

day each.

Plunie (plftfm), sb. Also 6 plome. [a. OF.

plume: L. plnma a small soft feather, down.
OE. had (a 1050 in Lib. Scintill.) pliim-ftSer, down, from

\*. plunta; but this has no historical connexion with the

ME. and mod. word.]

1. A feather
;
now chiefly poet, and rhct.

; also,

a large or conspicuous feather, such as are used for

personal adornment, as a plume of an ostrich or

egret ;
in Ornith. a contour-feather, as distin-

guished from a plumule.
1399 LANGL. Rich. Redeles\\\. 49 Thannecometh.-Ano^er

proud partriche. . Andseslth on hir sete, with hir softe plumes.

1513 DOUGLAS SEneis xi. vl 113 My feris lost, with plumys
in ine ayr As thame best lykis ar fleand our alquhair. 1552

HULOET, Plume, plinna, t-t plumnla t
a very yonge fether.

1601 SHAKS. Twel. JV. n. v. 37 Contemplation makes a rare

Turkey Cocke of him, how he iets vnder bis aduanc'd

plumes. 1667 MILTON P. L. v. 286 Like Maia's son he

stood, And shook his Plumes. 1754 GRAY Poesy 22 With
ruffled plumes and flagging wing. 1851 Times 3 Sept. 7/2
The Trogon resplendent clad in golden iridescent green,
with long lax flowing plumes. 1893 NEWTON Diet. Birds

241 The dorsal plumes of the Egrets.

b. fig. With various reference to the feathers of

birds as used in flight, displayed in pride, raised

or ruffled in excitement, or borrowed in pretentious

display (as the peacock's plumes assumed by the

jackdaw in the fable).

1591 SHAKS. i Hen. K7, in. in. 7 Let frantike Talbot

triumph for a while, And like a Peacock sweepe along his

tayle, Wee'Ie pull his Plumes, and take away his Trayne.
1606 Sir G. Goosecappe i. iv. in Bullen O. PL III. 22 Farre
above the pitch of my low plumes. 1641 J. JACKSON True
Evang, T. I. 4 They stole them out of holy Writ, and pride
themselves in the plumes of a Prophet indeed. 1642 R.
CARPENTER Experience in. iv. 20 If we but glaunce upon
the knowledge of our selves, our plumes fall, and we begin
to be humble. 1649 BLITHE Eng. Improv. Impr. xxvi.

(1653) J ^5 Le c him that flatters himself to raise good Clover

upon barren heathy Land . . pull down his Plumes after two
or three years experience, unless he devise a new way of

Husbandry. 1802 Med. jrnl. VIII. 268 In the process of

his examination, he is stripped of his borrowed plumes.
1850 KINGSLEY Alt. Locke xxxii, My soul. .in the rapid
plumes of song Clothed itself sublime and strong.
2. Downy plumage, down ; plumage generally.
t Ofa plume : cf. ofafeather^ FEATHER sb. 2 c.

1552 HL-LOET, Thystle toppe, whych is lyke plume,
pappus. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny I. 280 A second commoditie
that Geese yeeld..is their plume and downe. For in some

E
laces their soft feathers are pluckt twice a yeare. 1633
ATHAM Falconry Words Art Expl., Plume is the general!

colour or mixtures of feathers in a Hawke, which sheweth
her constitution. 1654 H. L'ESTRANGE Chas. I (1655) 21
To interdict him with the Earls of Somerset, Middlesex,
Bristow, (all of an inclination, though not all of a plume).
1667 MILTON P. L. xi. 186 The Bird of Jove..Two Birds
of gayest plume before him drove. 1812 J. WILSON Isle

ofPalms in. 600 Vaunt not, gay bird ! thy gorgeous plume.
1870 YEATS Nat. Hist. Comin. 312 The lower barbs in

feathers are usually loose, and form the down, which is

called the 'accessory plume'.
b. The web or vane of a quill ;

the feathering
of an arrow.
1808 PIKE Sources Mi&siss. \\. (1810) 150 They buried the

fl
'

|

arrow to the plume in the animal. 1883 D. C. MURRAY
Hearts III. 38 Carroll held a quill pen in his hand. ..The

:
hand looked steady, but the quivering plume told how tense

,
the nerves were.

3. An ornament, usually symbolizing dignity
i or rank, consisting of a large feather or bunch of

feathers, or a waving feather-like tuft or bunch of

hair, etc. ; esp. when attached to a helmet, hat, or

other head-dress as an aigrette or crest, or worn in

the hair, as the court plume of ostrich feathers ;

also borne in processions and used at funerals.

tPlume offeathers \ see FEATHER sb. 8 b.

1530 PALSCR. 256/1 Plome of oystrydge fethers, ;*/KW/;/a?-/.
a 1548 HALL Chron., Hen. IV 12 One parte bad their Plumes
all white, another had them all redde. 1607 SHAKS. Cor.
in. iii. 126 Your Enemies, with nodding of their Plumes
Fan you into dispaire. 1711 ADDISON Spect, No. 42 p i The
ordinary Method of making an Hero, is to clap a huge
Plume of Feathers upon his Head. 1822 BYRON ll'"erner v.

i. We will lay Aside these nodding plumes and dragging
trains. 1832 TKNNVSON Lady of Shalott n. iv, A funeral,
with plumes and lights And music. 1845 DISRAELI Sybil
n. ii, His hat white with a plume of white feathers. 1848
W. H. KELLY tr. /,. Blanc's Hist. Ten Y. I. 335 The grena-
diers flung away their black plumes.

b. fig. (Cf. a feather in one's cap.}
1605 CAM DEN* Rein. 3 It was accounted one of the fairest

and most glorious Plumes in the triumphant Diademe of
the Roman Empire. 1667 MILTON P. L. vi. 161 Well thou
comst Before thy fellows, ambitious to win From me som
Plume. 1848 DE QUINCEY Pope Wks. 1858 IX. 14 An
error in which Pope himself participated, that his plume of
distinction from preceding poets consisted in correctness.

4. transf. Anything resembling the down of

feathers or a feather, in form or in lightness.
1601 HOLLAND Pliny II. 239 The plume or downe which

it beareth,.. cureth the inordmat flux of waterish humors
into the eies. 1810 SoUTHBY Kehama iv. iv, The shadow
of the Cocoa's lightest plume Is steady on the sand. 1859
G. MEREDITH R, Fwerel xx, The plumes of the woodland
are alight. 1870 SWINBURNE Ess. $ $>tud. (1875) 357 A boy's

figure, . . with a curling plume of hair. 1878 STEVENSON
Edinburgh (1889)25 The long plume of smoke over the plain.

b. Bot. (a) A plumose pappus or other ap-

pendage of a seed, by which it floats away; f (6)
= PLUMULE i (obs.}.

1578 LYTE Dodoens \. xxiv. 36 Which [flowers] at length
do turne into downe, or Cotton, and the plume is carried

away with the winde. 1671 GREW Anat. Plants L 14
The Plume is that Part which becomes the Trunk of the

Plant. Ibid.* These three Parts, sc. the Main Body, the

Radicle, and the Plume, are concurrent to the making up
of a Seed. 1688 J. CLAYTON in Phil. Trans. XVII. 947 If

leamy Weather happen at that time, it breeds a small

'lie, which consumes the Plume of the Plant. \f66Compt.
Farmer s.v. Malt, Malt which has not had a sufficient time
to shoot, so that its plume, or acrospire as the adepts in

malting call it, may have reached to the inward skin of the

barley, remains charged with too large a quantity of it's

unattenuated oils. 1813 SIR H. DAVY Agric. Chem. iii.

(1814) 70 In every seed there is to be distinguished i. the

organ of nourishment. 2. the nascent plant or the plume.
O. Zool. A plumose or feather-like part or

formation, as a plumate hair of an insect, a ciliated

or branchiate organ of a crustacean or mollusc, a

plume-like tuft of zoophytes, etc.

1834 M cMuRTRiE Cuvier's Anitn. Kingd, 487 There is a
double range of numerous tentacula on the mouth, curved
into a half moon, forming a plume of that figure. /bi<i.

t
The

species are very numerous in fresh water. . . They form

bushesj arbuscles, plumes, c. &c. 1846 PATTERSON Zool.

19 A single plume of a species found upon our shores has
been estimated to contain 500. 1880 HUXLEY Crayfish ii. 78
This stem [on the gills] divides into two parts, that in front,
the plume, resembling the free end of one of the gills. 1888

ROLLESTON & JACKSON Anim. Life 182 The stem of the

branchia bends at right angles to this base and divides into

an apical plume and a lamina. The free extremity of the

plume is simple and filiform.

d. Astron. A plume-like projection of the solar

corona.

1887 LOCKYER Ckent. Sun wi There is an exquisite tracery
curved in opposite directions, consisting of plumes or

panaches. 1902 MRS. W. MAUNDER in Knowledge Feb. 33
In an eclipse like that of May 1901 the polar regions are

left absolutely free [of synclinal rays] except for the beauti-

ful and regular tufts of light which have earned for them-
selves the appropriate name of '

plumes
'

or *

panaches '.

f- e. Confectionery. One of the degrees in boil-

ing sugar;
= FEATHER sb. 13. Obs. [F.ptume,]

1658 SIR T. MAYERNE Archhnag. Anglo-Gait. 156. 107
Seeth your sugar untill the plume or skin appear.

5. Short for plume-moth : see 6.

1819 G. SAMOUELLE Entomol. Coinpend, 409 Pterophonts

pentadactylns. The large white Plume. 1832 J. RENNIE

Butterflies -V Moths 231 The Six-cleft Plume (Alncita
he.vadactyla, Haworth).

6. altrih. and Comb.) as plume'feather, -maker
,

-trade plume-bearing, -crowned, -decked, -dressed,

embroidered, -fronted, -soft, -uplifting, -waving,

ndjs. ; plume alum, a pseudo-alum crystallizing
in tufts of silky fibres : see ALUM 4 ; plume-
bearer phime-holder \ plume-bird, a bird with

conspicuous plumes, such as are used for ornament ;

spec, a bird of paradise of the subfamily Epima-
chinse\ plume-bouquet, a loosely constructed,

spray-shaped bouquet ; plume-dark a., dark with

the feathers of flying birds
; plume-grass, a grass

of the genus Erianthits, having a plume-like in-

florescence, a Woolly Beard-grass; plume-holder,

that which holds a plume, spec, a small tube at-

tached to a helmet for that purpose ; plume-
hunter, a man who kills wild birds to supply the

plume trade; plume-moth, any species of the

family Plerophoridae (Alucitid&}, small moths
whose wings are divided into feathery lobes

;

plume-nutmeg, a tree of the N.O. Atherosper-
maceas (see quots.) ; esp. the Tasmanian Sassafras,

Atherosperma moschata\ plume-plucked a.,

stripped of plumes, humbled : see 3 b ; plume-
stick, a small stick surmounted by a feather, used
in religious rites by certain American Indians ;

f plume-striker : see quot. ; plume-thistle, a
thistle having a feathery pappus, as Carduus lan-

ceolatus and the genera Cirshtm and Cnicits.

[^1530 Hickscorner in Hazl. Dodsley I. 178 He ,. privily
spake To a prentice .. for a halfpenny worth of *alum
plumb.] 1780 J. T. DILLON Trav. Spain (1781) 378 The
white stone called plume alum, or pseiido asbesttts. 1812

J. SMYTH Prnct. of Customs (1821) 21 Plume Alum is a
kind of natural Alum, composed of a sort of threads or

fibres, resembling feathers, whence it has its name. 1730-
46 THOMSON A utmnn 869 Infinite wtngs ! till all the *plume-
dark air And rude-resounding shore are one wild cry. 1857 Ci.

THORNBURY Songs Cavaliers fy Roundheads 300 Two crones
. .Stood by a "plume-decked bed. 1591 SPENSER;!/. Hvbberd
210 Upon his head an old Scotch cap he wore, With a

*plume feather all to peeces tore. 1876 PLANCHE Cycl.
Costume I. 402 *Plinnc-holder. 1894 Daily Nevys i Jan.
5/6 The armet having been strained to close it over a

plume-holder above the nape of the neck. 1898 Nat.
Science June 369 The most destructive agencies are sports-

men, *plume-hunters, boys after eggs. 1819 G. SAMOUELLE
Entomol. Compend. Index, *Plume moth. 1857 HENFREY
Bot. 365 The nuts are enclosed in the tube of the perianth,
and the persistent styles grow out into feathery awns,
whence the plants are called *Plume-nutmegs. 1866 Treas.

Bot., Atherospermacex (Plume Nutmegs). A small natural

order of trees from Australia and Chill, deriving their

English name from their aromatic nuts being furnished
with a permanent style, clothed with long hairs. 1593
SHAKS. Rich. //, iv. i. 108, I come to thee From *ptume-
pluckt Richard, who with willing Soule Adopts thee Heire.
1812 W. TENNANT Anster F. in. v, They turn their *plume-
soft bosoms to the morn. 1882 .V. Y. Tribune 5 Mar., The
prayers ..were addressed directly to the *plume-sticks,
which were placed one by one in the bottom of the hole, the
feathers standing upright. 1658 PHILLIPS, A *Pluinestriker^
a parasite, or flatterer, so called from pulling hairs, or

feathers off from other mens Cloakes. 1844 STEPHENS Bk.
Farm III. 942 In pastures, the biennial spear *plume-
thistle, Cnicus lanccolatns, is prevalent. 1882 J. HAKDY in

Proc. Berw. Nat. Chtb IX. No. 3. 468 The melancholy
plume thistle (Carduus heterophyllns) was very prevalent.

1819 SHELLEY Prometh. Unb. n. ii. 53 A *plume-upliftjng
wind. 1848 BUCKLEY Iliad 99 But him, *plume-waving
Hector answered not.

Flume (plwm), -v. Also 4-5 plewme, 5

plomme. [a. Q. plumer to pluck (a bird) (i2th
c. in Godef.), to pull out (hair), pillage, f. plume
PLUME sb. In branch II, f. PLUME sb. or ad. L.

plumare to cover with feathers, embroider, intr.

to become fledged.]
I. f 1. intr. In Falconry. To pluck the feathers

of its prey, as a hawk ; const, upon, on. Obs.

1399 LANGL. Rich. Reticles n. 163 Than bated he bolde-

Hche, as a bird wolde, To plewme on his pray be pol ffro \>e

nekk. -1430 Bk. Haivkyng-\n Rel. Ant. I. 297 While the

hawke plumyth on the pertrich. 1486 Bk.St. AlbansCv'\\),
She plommyth when she pullith federis of ony fowle or of

any thyng and castys hem from her. 1575 TURBF.RV. Fal-

conric 12$ Lette hir grype and seaze the praye at hir

pleasure, and lette hir also plume thereupon as long as she
will. 1667 DRYDEN Maiden Queen in. i. Look, how he

peeps about, to see if the coast be clear ; like an hawk that

will not plume, if she be looked on.

fig- '57<>-6 LAMBARDE Peramb. Kent (1826) 312 One of

these at the Sea in a Navie of common vessels, being able

pon the best

Gold. Epist.

to make havocke, to plume, and to pray upon the best

of them at her owne pleasure. 1577 FENTON Gold. Epist.

164 Beeing so possest by straunge women, where they haue
no possibilitie to marry with you, they will plume vpon
you, till they haue left you neyther fether nor flesh.

2. trans. To pluck,
'

case
'

(a bird) ; hence, to

strip, bare. Now rare.

15^9 T. M[OUFET] Silkwormes 21 No Caterpillers . . To
rauish leaues, or tender buddes to plume. 1602 HEYWOOD
Woman killed w. Kindness Wks. 1874 II. 98 Char, [to thf

Falconer}. Now she hath seis'd the Fowle, and gins to

plume her, Rebecke her not. 1616 B. JONSON Devil an Ass
iv. iv, Madame, you take your Hen, Plume it, and skin it,

cleanse it o' the inwards. 1706 PHILLIPS, To Plume, to

Fick,

or pluck the Feathers off. 1828 SCOTT F. Hf. Perth xii,

will so pluck him as never hawk plumed a partridge. 185*
R. F. BURTON Falconry in Valley of Indus vi. 67 note, A
few victims, .which she is allowed to. .tire and plume as

much as she pleases.

t b. To pluck (feathers) from a bird. Also<fig.
1524 J. CLERK in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. n. I. 309 Ther

shold be fownd manye ryght mean powars in Italy that

wold plume his fethers. 1681 DRYDEN Ats. ,-
AMI. i. 920

A numerous faction . . In Sanhedrins to plume the regal rights.

t c. fig. To '

pluck ', despoil, rob, plunder. Obs.

1571 Satir. Poems Reform, xxviii. 82 Without respect to

God or feir of faith, Plumand, but pietie I did oppres the pure.

1622 BACON Hen. VII ill To say
' That the King cared not to

plume his Nobilitie and People, to feather himselfe '. 1667

URYDEN Maiden Queen II. i, One whom instead of banishing

a day, You should have plum'd of all his borrow'd honours.

1760 Impostors Detected in. v, One of the ladies who had

the day before so finely plumed our missionaries.

II. 3. trans. To furnish or cover with plumes,
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feathers, or plumage ; to fledge, feather
;
to adorn

with a plume or plumes. Alsoyfy.
1423 JAS. I KingisO. xciv, With wingis bright, all plumyt,

..There sawe I sitt the blynde god Cupide. 1588 GREENE
Pandosto (1607) 10 Report is plumed with times feathers.

1627 tr. Bacons Life fy Death (1651) loThe Swan, .is a Bird

i8oi STRUTT Sports $ Past. n. i. 54 It was necessary., to

have several arrows .., plumed with feathers from different

wings to suit the diversity of the winds. 183* TENNYSON
(Enouc 205 My dark tall pines, that plumed the craggy
ledge High over the blue gorge.

b. To set or place as a plume, rare.

1667 MILTON P. L. iv. g8g His stature reach t the Skie,
and on his Crest Sat horror Plum'd.

4. refl. a. Of a bird : To dress its feathers, b.

To dress oneself with borrowed plumes. Chiefly Jig.
1701 S. PARKER tr. Cicero's DC Finibxs v. 203 The Masters

of the Porch . . have plum'd themselves from the Peripa-
teticks and Academicks, that is they have taken their Sense
of Things to themselves, and impos'd new Turns of their

own Deviling. 1707 MORTIMER Hitsb. (1721) I. 264 Swans

..being a large Fowl, must not be kept in a strait place,. .

but in some inclosed Pond where they may have room to

come ashore and plume themselves. 1744 PARSONS Mn$cu~
lar Motion i. 12 in Phil. Trans. XLI1I, Authors, .who, by
pluming themselves with his Feathers, had monopolized
much. .Attention. 1765 C. JOHNSTON Reverie II. 144 When
he has plumed himself in the merit of them for a while, I'll

strip the gawdy daw of his stolen feathers. 1865 DICKENS
Mut. Fr. i. xi, Like a veritable cock of the walk liteially

pluming himself in the midst of his possessions.

O. _/?". Usually with on, upon (\for, f ;', f over,

^wit/t}: To take credit to oneself, pride oneself,

congratulate oneself, show self-satisfaction, esp.

regarding something trivial, ridiculous, or un-

worthy, or to which one has no just claim.

1643 SIR T. BROWNE Relig. Med. n. 8, I have seen a
Grammarian towr and plume himself over a single line in

Horace, and shew more pride in the construction of one

Ode, than the Author in the composure of the whole book.

1699 BENTLEY Phal 388 Admiring and pluming himself for

that gloiious Emendation. 1715 SOUTH Serm. VI. 118

Pluming and praising himself, and telling fulsome stories in

his own commendation. 1756 C. LUCAS Ess. Waters II. 58
Some gentlemen, .have plumed themselves upon introducing
a more frequent use of sea water. 1760 HOOPER in Priv.

Lett. Ld. ATalinesbnry (1870) I. 83, I am told the Duke of

Bedford plumes himself with hopes of great support. 1775
S. J. PRATT Liberal Opin. cvi. (1783) IV. 17, I see nothing
wherein to plume ourselves, as to that prerogative. 1823

JEFFERSON Writ. (1830) IV. 265 The atheist here plumes
himself on the uselessness of such a God. 1884 J. PAYN
Lit. Recoil. 25 N. plumed himself on his judgment of sheep.

t 5. intr. =40. Obs,

1707 HEARNE Collect. 30 Aug. (O. H.S.) II. 39 A certain

Gent ..plumes a little. 1715 M. DAVIES Athen. Brit. I. 140
Our modern Arians plum'd also upon the unnecessary
Heats of two English Doctors 1753 MRS. DELANY in Life
fy Corr. (1861) III. 221 Mrs. C. plumes extremely upon it.

6. trans. To preen, trim, or dress (the feathers or

wings); to prepare for flight. Also^/?^.
1821 BYRON Heav. fy Earth iii. 222 The winds, too, plume

their piercing wings. 1859 G. MEREDITH R. Feverel xii,

Pluming a smile upon his succulent mouth.
_ 1867 'OuiDA

'

C. Castlemaine (1879) 17 Herons plumed their silvery wings
by the water-side. 1874 MOTLEY Barneicld I. v. 273 And
calumny plumed her wings for a fresh attack. 1878 M. A.

BROWN Nadeschda 26 She sits there. .Pluming daintily her

feathers.

Plume, obs. form of PLUMB.

Plumed (pl?7md, poet. pl'med), ppl.a. [f.

PLUME v. + -ED 1
.]

fl. Plucked; stript of plumes or feathers. Obs.

"573 TWYNE sEntid xi. (1584) Rviijb, The goarie blood,
and fethers plumed flit the ayer about. 1647 N. BACON Disc.

Govt, Etig: i. xvi. (1739) 31 Kings were not then like unto

plumed Eagles, exposed to the charity of the Fowls for

food. 1730 Hist. Litteraria, I. 31 He opened a Sala-

mander's Mouth, and endeavoured to make it bite a young
plumed Chicken.

2. Furnished with a plume or plumes ; feathered.

1526 SKKLTON Magnyf. 479 Your Counterfet Countenaunce
is all of Nysyte, A plummed partrydge all redy to flye.

1590 SPENSER F. Q. II. vi. 31 Quite it clove his plumed crest

in tway. 1616 R. C. Times
1

Whistle^ etc. (1871) 132
When Daedalus his plumed bodie brings Safe to the shore.

1805 PHISCILLA WAKEFIELD DOM. Recreat. vi. (1806) 89 The
bell-flower animal, or, as some term it, the plumed polype.

1814 SCOTT Ld. of Isles vi. xi, The plumed bonnet and the

plaid By these Hebndeans worn. i88a 'MARK TWAIN'
Innoc. at Home ii. Roughing It, etc. 272 The plumed
hearse, . . the flags drooping at half-mast.

Flumeless (plw'mles), a. [f. PLUME sb. +

-LESS.] Destitute of plumes or feathers.

1608 SYLVESTER Du Bartas n. iv. iv. Decay 277 Hence,
plume-less wings. 1655 tr. COM. Hist. Francion it. 38 The
Plumelesse Pigeon . . addressed multitudes of supplications to

him that was intrusted as his guard. 1804 J. GRAHAME
Sabbath, etc. (ed. 6) 65 To her plumeless brood Bears off

the prize. 1873 SYMONOS Grk. Poets x. 314 Her dragons ..

fold their plumeless wings.

Plumelet (pl*mlet). [f. PLUME sb. + -LET.]

fl. Bot. = PLUMULE i. Obs.
1816 KEITH Phys. Bot. II. 17 The plumelet was still en-

veloped in the seminal leaves. Ibid. II. 224 But the fluid,

which has been thus conducted to the radicle, ..ascends
. .to the plumelet through the., tubes of the alburnum.
2. A minute plume.
1850 TENNYSON In Mem. xci. When rosy plumelets tuft the

larch. 1883 Cornh. Mag. Jan. 57 The plumelets of the

butterfly's wing.

Hence Pln'meletage (>ionce--<vJ.), small deli-

cate plumage.
1855 BAILEY Spirit. Leg. in Mystic, etc. 97 Bright

humming-bird of gem-like plumelctage, By western Indians

living sun-beam named.

Plu'nie-like, a. [f. PLUME sl>. + -LIKK.] Like
or resembling a piuine; feathery.
1847 LONGF. Ev. n. ii. 15 Green islands where plumelike

Cotton-trees nodded their shadowy crests. 1851 WOODWARD
Mollitscti i. 62 The respiratory organs consist of two or four

plume.like gills. 1883 G. Au-KN in Knowledge 8 June 336/1
Tufted flowers hanging loose in graceful plume-like panicles.

Plu meopi-cean, a. humorous nonee-wd. [f.

L.^lfime-us feathery + pice-its pitchy + -AN.] Com-

posed of tar and feathers : alluding to the practice
of tarring and feathering an obnoxious person.
1843 SYD. SMITH Let. Amcr. Debts 11. \Vks. 1859 II. 331 -'.

I will appear on my knees at the bar of the Pennsylvatlian
Senale in the plumeopicean robe of American controversy.
1861 S/zt. Rev. 7 Dec. 573 Those whom it proposed to teaeli

would destroy the types, and invest the compositors with
the plumeopicean robe of the republican Nemesis.

Plumeous (pl^'mzss' ,
a. rare. [f.

L. plume-its

downy -t- -ous : see -ECUS.] Of the nature of down
or fine feathers ; feathery.
1657 TOM LIN SON Rcnou's Disp. 401

* The last is often called

plumeous Alome. 1664 POWER A'.r/. Philos. i. 8 The
Butter-Fly. .Nature having imp'd her wings (for her better

flight) with those plumeous excrescences.

tPlumer 1
. Obs. rare. [ME., prob. AF.,

corresp. to an AF. or OF. *pluiier, L. plnmdmts,
i. pliima PLUME. Cf. PLUMIEU.] A dealer in

plumes or feathers.

1282 in Cat. Let. Bk. A Loud. (1899) 46 John de Cestre-

hunte 'plumer'. [Cf. Ibid. 57 Felheimongere.)

fPlu-mer 2
. Obs. rare 1

. ?A bird having

plumes ;
a fully fledged bird.

14.. Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 603/29 Pliimctcius, a plumere,
avis est.

liPlumeria(plmtJ'ria). Bot. AlsoPlumieria.

[mod.L. ;
named by Tournefort, 1700, after the

botanist C. Plumier (Plumerius}^\ A tropical

genus of trees (N. O. Apocynace}, having large

fragrant salver-shaped flowers, white, yellow, or

purplish, in terminal cymes. There are about

forty species, among them the RedJasmine tree,

Nosegay-tree, and Pagoda-tree of the West Indies.

1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Snpp. s.v., The plumeria with a

rose-coloured and very sweet flower [etc.]. 1785 MARTYN
Rousseau's Bot. xvi. (1794) 215 Plumeria or Red Jasmine
has two reflex follicles, with the seeds flat, winged, and
imbricate. 1836 MACGILLIVRAY Ihonboldt's Trar. -xiv, 168

Arborescent ferns, more than twenty-seven feet high, heli-

conias, plumerias, browneas,. .palms, and other plants. 1882

Garden 9 Sept. 225/1 The most beautiful Plumieria we
have seen.

Flumery (pl/rmsri). rare. [f. PLUME sb. +

-ERY,] Plumes collectively, mass of plumes.
1805 SOUTHEY Madoc in Azt. xxv, Twice ten thousand

feathered helms, and shields. Glittering with gold and
scarlet plumery. 1810 Kchatnti x. xx, The bird of

gorgeous plumery. 1829 LANDOR linag. Com1

., Marvel <y

Bp. Parker Wks. 1853 II. 112/2 Before there strutted under
a triumphal arch of curls, and through a Via Sacra of

plumery, Lewis the fourteenth.

Plumery, obs. form of PLUMBERY.

Plumet(pl'met). rare. [a. F. plumet(\ 5th c.)

sb.

plume.

a small plume : see PLUME sb. and -ET.] A small

1585 T. WASHINGTON tr. Nicholay's Voy. in. ix. 84 b,

Certain common plumets of Eastrige feathers. 1893 Daily
News 13 Nov. 5/4 The newest thing took the shape of the

plumet or feathery tuft in the kepis of the chasseurs-a-pied
of the Empire. 1902 J. CONRAD Yotith, etc. (1903) 192 He
.. brushed the oil painting .. with a plumet kept suspended
from a small brass hook by the side of the heavy gold frame.

Plumet, var. PLUMBET Obs. ; obs. f. PLUMMET.

ll Flumetis (plm?U'). [F. plumetis (1495 in

Littre), f. plumetJ adj. (in Heraldry) sprinkled

j

with spots like bunches of feathers.] Tambour-
work.
1850 Harper s Aftig. I 720 The lower part of the body. .

is round and stiffened, from which descends a chatelaine,

formed by a wreath of plumetis. 1904 Daily C/iron.

3 May 8/1 The new Plumetis batistes, in which floral

designs in variegated tones are worked upon white, cream

or buff ground.
Plu -mioome. Zool. [mod. f. L. pliima feather

-I- coma the hair of the head.] In sponges, Lenden-

feld's name for a hexaster, the rays of which ter-

minate in a number of plumose branches. Hence

Plumi'oomous a., having the character of a

j plumicome.
1886 VON LENDENFET.D in Proc. Zool. Soc. 562 Plumi-

i come. Rays terminated with a number of plumose branches.

Flu'micoi'n. Oniith. [f. L. pliima PLUME,
'

feather + coriiu horn.] One of the pair of horn-

|

like or ear-like feathers on the head of several

species of owl, often called horns or ears.

1884 COUES Key N.A mer. Birds led. 2) 503 Bubo. . . [Generic

characters] . -Plumicorns highly developed.
Plumier (plw-misa). rare. [f. PLUME: cf. F.

plumier feather-dealer, and PLUMER 1
.] A featherer

of arrows.

1887 E. GILLIAT Forest Outlaws 295 The booths of the

vintners, the fletchers, the plumiers, and wymplers.

Plu:mifica'tion. rare. [n. of action f. JL

type *plnmijicdre t t.pluma PLUME : see -FICATIOX.]
The action of feathering or fact of being feathered.

1819 Btackw. Mag. VI. 75 If Leigh Hunt had ever had
the misfortune to have been tarred and feathered, he would
have written a sonnet on his plumification. 1834 MUDII,
Brit. Birds (1841) I. 313 The relation between the economy
of nest and the progress of plumification.

Plumiform Cpl^'iniffTjm), a. Zool. [t.'L.pluma
PLUME + -FORM.] Feather-shaped.
1834 M cMuRTRiE Cuviers Anini. Kingd. 247 Their

branchiae, composed of plumiform lobes, are situated on the
hind part of the back, 1852 DANA Crust, t. 227 A dense
viHous coat, the hairs of which are plumiform.
Hence Flirmiformly adv., in the manner of a

feather.

1798 MITCIIKLI. tr. Karstens Min. Lcskcan MUMMM 329
Plumiformly streaked Native Bismuth.

f Plumifo'rmar, a. Anat. Obs. rare, [irreg.
f. as piec.] Feather-shaped; penniform, pennate.
1718 J. CHAMBERLAYNE Rclig. Pnilos, (17301 I. x. 17

These Muscles are called plumiformar, because the move-
able Tendon has inserted into it, on both Sides, a great
Number of carnous Fibres, :11 which, like the single Fc.it hers

of a Quill, run parallel to each other.

Flumigei'OUS (plttmn^tras), a. rare. [f. L.

plftiniger feather-bearing (f. piftma PLUME +gr?re
to bear; -f -ous.] Plume-bearing ; relating to the

wearing of plumes.
1656 Bi.oi;NT67<w.svJ-r., Plnmigcrous, that beareth feathers.

1721 in BAII.KY. 1827 SYD. SMITH Wks, (1850) 475 Military

colleges, with thirty four professors, educating seventeen

ensigns per annum,, .with every species of nonsense, athletic,

sartorial, and plumigerous.

t Plu-minary. Obs. rare-*, [irreg. f. PLUME :

cf. med.L. pluminare (Du Cange from JModena

Ckron. 1329) a pillow stuffed with feathers.] ? A
worker or dealer in feathers.

a. 1631 DONNE Paradoxes^ etc. (1652! 59 Embroiderers,
Painters and such Artificers of curious Vanities, which the

vulgar call Pluminaries.

Plu'miness. rare. [f. PLUMY a. + -NESS.]

Plumy or feathery quality or condition.

1802 COLERIDGE Lett. (1895) 410 Even the Scotch fir^

luxuriate into beauty and pluminess.

Plu'inillg, vbl. sb. [f- PLUME v. + -ING *.] The
action of the verb PLUME, in various senses.

1583 SIL'BBKS Anat. Abus. i. (1879) 71 Againste whiche
daie she made greate preparation, for the plumyng of her

self in gorgious arraie. 1633 LATHAM Falconry Explan.
Words, Pluinmingi is when a Hawk ceaseth [ seizeth] a

fowle, and pullcth the feathers from the body. 1801 STRUTT

Sports $ Past. n. i. 54 The feathers .. he thought were

preferable to any others for the pluming of an arrow.

Plu'miped, a. rare. [ad. 'L.plumipes, -ptdem
feather- footed, f. pliima PLUME + pes, ped- foot.]

Having plumed or winged feet.

1727 BAILEY vol. II, Plumipede^ having feathered feet.

a 1890 R. F. BURTON tr. Catullus, Carmina Iv. 25 Not ifwith

Pegasean wing I sped, Or Ladas I or Perseus plumiped.

Flumist (pl-mist). rare. [f.
PLUME sb. +

-1ST.] A maker of plumes, a feather-dresser.

xSiz MOORE Anacreontic to Pluntassier 2 Fine and

feathery artisan, Best of Plumists (if you can With your art

so far presume) Make for me a Prince's Plume. Ibid. 24

Bravo, Plumist ! now what bird Shall we find for Plume
the third?

Plumket : see PLUNKET.

FlumleSS (plo'mles), a. Without plums.
1835 Fraser's Mag. XI. 618 Here we have the plumless

plumpudding.
Plummer, obs. form of PLUMBER.

Plummer-block (ply*maj|blpk\ Mech. Also

9 plomer-, plumber-. [Second element BLOCK

sb. 6; first uncertain. No evidence of any con-

nexion with PLUMBER^. ?From a personal sur-

name.] A metal box or case for supporting a

revolving shaft or journal, having a movable cover

secured by bolts, so as to admit of the bearings

being tightened when required ;
= pillow-block

(PILLOW sb. 6).

1814 R. BUCHANAN Ess. Millwprk (1823) 547 Hence the

term pillow block, and sometimes, corruptly, Plumber
Block. In Manchester they are called Pedestals. 1825

J. NICHOLSON Operat. Mechanic 373 This trough is firmly

fixed by means of a plumber block .. which has the top

coupling screwed down fast, and the trough is supported at

the other end by means of a cylindrical pin, which works in

a hole in the cap. 1839 R. S. ROBINSON Naut. Steam Eng.

91 The plomer blocks are sockets, in which all the shafts or

axes, used in the engine, revolve. 1875 J. W. BENSON Time

fy Time-Tellers (1902) 126 By means of a contrivance,

known to engineers as plumber blocks, any part of the

mechanism may be removed without disturbing the re-

mainder. 1894 Daily Neius 28 July 6/4 In connection with

the gigantic wheel at the exhibition at Earl's Court . . the

axle of the wheel was hoisted to its position on the plum-
mer blocks on top of the towers.

Plummet (pitf'met), sb. Forms : 4-7 plomet,

5 plomm-, plombette, 5-6 plom-, plummette,
Sc. plumat, 5-7 plumet, 6 plom-, plumbete,

plomm-, plumet)e, Sc. plumbat, plummett,
6-8 plumbet, 6- plummet. [ME. a. OF. plom-

met, plombet, plummet ball of lead, plummet, dim.

ofplomb lead : see PLUMB sb. and -ET.]

1. A ball or piece of lead, or other weight, at-
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PLUMMET.

tached to a line, and used for determining the

vertical ;
a plumb-bob.

a. The bob of a plumb-line used by masons,

builders, carpenters, etc. ; also, the whole instru-

ment, consisting of bob, line, and board.

1388 WYCLIF Zcch. i. 16 Myn hous schal be bildid in it,.,

and a plomet [1382 an hangynge lyne] schal be streist out

on Jerusalem [Vulg. et perpcndicnlum e.-ctendetur super

Icrusalcm\. c 1391 CHAUCER Astral. II. 23 A plomet

hanging on a lyne heyer than thin heued on a perche. 1398

TKEVISA Earth. DC P. R. n. iv. (1495) biij/i Hangynge
plometes and mesures. I553 T- WILSON Rhet. (1580) 159 The

Carpenter hath his squire, his rule, and his plomette. 1703
MAUNDRELL Journ. Jerus. (1732) 77 No Architect with

Levels and Plummets could build a Room more regular.

1793 S.MEATON EJystone L. 97 As we were, .exposed to

fresn gales of wind .. there was no trusting to the perpendl.

cularity of Threads and Plumbets. 1870 BRYANT Iliad n.

I. 7 The plummet showed Their height the same.

b. A similar appliance attached to a scientific

instrument, as a quadrant.
1571 DIGGES Panto/ii. l. viii. D j, Conuey the left side of

your quadrant Geometricall towarde the Sunne, the threade

and Plummet hauing their free course. 1625 N. CARPENTER

Geog. Del. I. vi (1635) 157 The line and plummet falling on

the Basis shall make right Angles with it. 1707 MORTIMER
Husb. (1721) II. 99 Hold your Quadrant so as that your
Plummet may fall on 45 Degrees. 1866 R. M. FERGUSON

Eltctr. (1870) 22 A small plummet hangs down from the

object-glass of the theodolite.

c. fig. A criterion of rectitude or truth.

1553 BALE Gardin-:r's DC vera Obed. 5 By the perfect

line and plummet of Gods word. 1587 GOLUING De Mornay
xviii. (1592) 293 That he may holde the Plommet of his

minde steddy without shaking or stirring. 1677 GILHN
Demonol. in. xvii. 140 Lay all to the Line and Plummet of

the written Word.

d. A suspended weight used as a metronome.

1844 ./?< fy Ord. Army 140 The Music for Slow and

Quick Time is to be practised .. with the plummet, until the

prescribed cadence has been acquired.

2. A piece of lead or other metal attached to

a line, and used for sounding or measuring the

depth of water ;
a sounding-lead.

1382 WYCLIF Acts xxvii. 28 The whiche sendinge doun a

plomet, founden twenty pasis of depnesse. 1555 EDEN
Decades 121 He coulde at no tyme louche the grounde
with his soundynge plummet. 1610 SHAKS. Temp. in. iii.

101 Therefore my Sonne i'th Ooze is bedded ; and rle seeke

him deeper then ere plummet sounded. 1713 YOUNG Last

Day I. 300 Where plummet never reach'd, he draws his

breath. 1860 MAURY Pltys. Geog. Sea (Low) xiii. 574 The

greatest depths at which the bottom of the sea has been

reached with the plummet are in the North Atlantic Ocean.

YOUNG l\l. J n. IX. IOOO man s science 13

heart ; And not to lose his plumbet in the depths Of nature,

or the more profound of God. 1849 LYTTON Caxtons I. iii,

Certainly there were deeps in his nature which the plummet
of her tender woman's wit had never sounded.

t 3. The pommel or knob on the hilt of a sword
.

(sometimes weighted with lead). Si. Obs.

c 1425 WYNTOUN Chron. in. i. 46 His suerd at he baire

ptevely [He] put it in his wambe sa fast Till it in to be

plomat past. 1513 DOUGLAS /Ends xii. xii. 97 Quhen that

he saw hys rycht hand wapynles. And persauyt the plummet
was onknaw. 1587 Rig. Privy Council Scot. IV. 205 The

plumbattisorgairdisof ane of thairswerdis. 'la 1600 Dick o'

the Cow xl. in Scott Mins.tr. Scott. Bord. (1869) 124 Dickie

could na win at him wi' the blade o' the sword, But fell'd him

wi' the plummet under the e'e.

t 4. A ball or lump of lead used for various

purposes ; e. g. as a missile, fastened to a line, as

a weapon or instrument of scourging, etc. Obs.

1481 CAXTON Myrr, L xvii. 53 Yf one threwe a stone or an

heuy plomette of leed that wel weyed. 1483 Gold. Leg.

171/1 Thenne dyd he doo bete Saynt Urbane wyth plom-

mettys. 1494 FABYAN Chron. vn. 596 They toke stonys &
plummettes of lede, & trussyd them secretely in theyr sleuys

& bosomys. 1579-80 NORTH Plutarch (1676) 769 They
themselves were also hurt by them with their Darts and
Plummets of Lead. 1612 DEKKER If it be not food, etc.

Wks. 1873 III. 269 Wey down his loftiest boughes With
leaden plomets.

b. jig. That which presses or weighs down, like

a dead weight.
a 1625 FLETCHER & MASS. Laws Candy iv. i,

When sad

thoughts perplex the mind of man, There is a plummet in

the heart that weighs, And pulls us, living, to the dust we
came from. 1672 SIR T. BROWNE Let. friend 45 Hang
early Plummets upon the Heels of Pride. 1874 in Spurgeon
Treas. Dav. Ps. cxix. 25 Earthly cares and sins have.,

attached a leaden plummet to the wings of a soul which . .

would fain soar upwards.

5. spec, t a- A leaden weight used in gymnastic
exercises ; a weight enclosed in a cestus. Ols.

the strengtn ol Dim tnat exercisetn, . . noiaynge in euery
hande one plummet, and lyftyng them on high, and bringing
them downe with moche vyolence. 1538 ELYOT, Czstus,
a weapon hauyng great plummates hangyng at the ende

of aclubbe. 1572 J. JONES Bathes Buckstone 12 b, Plumbetes

. . one borne in eche hand vp and downe the stayers . .

may bee a good and profitable exercise. 1616-61 HOLYDAY
Persius 322 The caistus . . some describe to have been a

kind of club, having plummets of lead fastned to it, which

some call a whorle-bat.

fb. A weight of a clock; also fig. a motive

force, spring of action. Obs.

1594 NASHE Terrors Nt. Wks. (Grosart) III. 233 Such is

our braine oppressed with Melancholly, as is a clocke tyed
downe with two heauie weights or plummets. 1628 WITHER

1020

Brit. Remimb. viu. 2561 The Clock, whose plummets are

not weight, Strikes sometimes one for three, and sixe for

eight. 1679 J. GOODMAN Paul. Pard. n. ii. (1713) 185 Let

us now see what are the springs or plummets that set this

great engine on work. 1697 Davit? Immort. Soul Pref.

bj b, Remarking how one part moves another, . . from the

first Springs and Plummets, to the very Hand that poults

out the visible and last Effects.

C. In angling, a small piece of lead attached to

a fishing line, as a weight to keep the float in an

upright position, as an anchor in ledger fishing,

or as a sounding lead to measure the depth.
1616 SURI-L, MARKH. Country h'armc 512 You shall

vnderstand, that your first plummet would be a foot from

the hooke, the rest not aboue an ynch one distant from

another, & not being aboue fiue or seuen at the most.

1651 T. BARKER Art of Angling (1653) 3 Feeling the

Plummet running on the ground . . plumming my line

according to the swiftnesse of the stream. 1653 WALTON

Angler vii. 155 If you would have this ledger bait to keep
at a tixt place . . then hang a small Plummet of lead, a stone,

or piece of tyle. 1741 Compl. fain-Piece n. ii. 332 A Piece

of thin Sheet-lead rolled up, of about an Ounce or better,

makes the best Plummet.

f6. A pencil of lead, formerly used to rule lines;

a lead-pen. Obs.

1634 J. B[AT] Myst. Nat. 104 Then with your blacke

chalke or blacke lead plummets, draw it as perfectly. .as

you can. 1669 STUKMY Mariner s Mag. v. iv. 16 You must

rule your Paper or Parchment with an obscure plummet.
1811 SelfInstructor 26 A leaden plummet or pencil to rule

lines. 1828 WEBSTER, Plummet .. a piece of lead used by

schoolboys to rule their paper for writing.

7. Comb., vs,plummet-line ; plummet-like, -shaped

adjs. ; plummet-wise adv. ; plummet-level : see

quot. 1875.
1598 SYLVESTER Du Bartas n. ii. iv. Calumnes 747 Pale

Phlegm, moist Autumn, Water moistly-cold, The Plummet-

like-smooth-sliding Tenor hold. 1863 HAWTHORNE Our
Old Home (1879) 122 Shakespeare has surface beneath sur-

face., adapted to the plummet-line of every reader. 1875

KNIGHT Diet. Mich., Plummet-level, that form of a level

having a suspended plummet in a standard at right angles

to the base-piece. A mason's level. 1893 K. GRAHAME
Golden Age (1904) 18 On the blue ocean of air, a hawk hung
ominous; then, plummet-wise, dropped to the hedgerow.

1890 Daily News 20 June 5/5 A piece of turned steel . . with

a plummet-shaped head sharply pointed.

Hence Flirmmetless a., unfathomable.

1893 Nat. Observ. n Mar. 413/2 There is no deep so

plummetless.

Flu'inmet, v. rare. [f. PLUMMET st>.]

f 1. traits. To fathom, sound. Obs.

1626 T. H[AWKINS] Causiiifs Holy Crt. 221 Depths are

plummeted.

t 2. To let fall or draw (a vertical line) by means

of a plummet. Obs.

1711 W. SUTHERLAND Shipbuild. Assist. 67 Strike the

straight Line 4. 3. i. 5. and plummet that Line down at the

Ends of your Piece.

3. intr. To fish with a line weighted with a

plummet : cf. PLUMMET sb. 5 c, DBAIL sl>. i.

1888 GOODE Amir. Fishes 8o It is not known when the

custom of drailing for mackerel was first introduced,., it is

[the common method] in the present day in England, under

such names as '

whiffing ',

'

railing ',

'

drailing
'

or
'

plum-

meting '.

t FUrxnmy, a. 1 Obs. rare. [f.
stem ofPLUM v.

+ -Y.] Loose in texture, spongy, porous.
1398 TREVISA Earth. De P. R. xvii. Ixiii. (Tollem. MS.),

The tre [beech] is not ful sad and faste in substaunce, but

plummy [ed. 1535 p_ory]
and ful of holes \orig. Non est autem

[fagus] in substantia arbor multum solida sed rara potius et

porosa].
Hence t Pin-raininess, sponginess, porousness.

1398 TREVISA Earth. De P. R. xvn. ii. (Bodl. MS. If.

189 b/2), Aristotel seib bouse somme treene haue prikkes, bat

comeb noujt of be entente of kinde bat gendreb be tree, but

happeb of plumines [MSS. and id. 1495 plummes] of be tree,

bat drawebcolde humoure bat is litel digeste, and passe)) out

atte plumines [MSS. and ed. plummes] of the tree, lad II

iharded into a prik ober a borne bi heete of be sonne. [Orig.

Sed accidit ex raritate arboris siue plante per quam attra-

hitur humor frigidus parum coctus & exiens per illam

arboris raritatem a calore solis in spinam coagulatur.]

Plummy (plo'mi), a.2 [f. PLUM s6. + -Y.]

1. Consisting of, abounding in, or like plums.
1759 Hiss TALBOT in Elii. Carter's Lett. (1808) I. 448

You have been all your life in a great error in eating

that strange jumble of substantives, plumb^ake, when the

adverb plumby is plainly the right thing. 1861 GEN. P.

THOMPSON Audi Alt. III. clvii. 164 They do not want the

cake to be shorn of its plums. It would not do, to have the

'plummy stuff' taken out. 1885 L. F. DAY in Art Jrnl.

213/1 The ground of a plummy brown.

2. fig. Of the nature of a 'plum'; rich, good,
desirable, slang or colloq.
1811 J. H. VAUX Flash Diet., Plummy, right ; very good ;

as it should be : expressing your approbation of any act, or

event. 187$ GEO. ELIOT Dan. Der. it. xvi, Signing one s

self over to wickedness for the sake of getting something

plummy. 1890 Tablet 10 May 729 So far from getting

anything plummy by becoming Catholics, Anglican clergy-

men have often to make great sacrifices.

Plumose (pbimoo's), a. [ad. L. plumosus
covered with down (f. pliima PLUME) : see -OSE.]

Furnished with feathers or plumes, feathered ;

feathery ; resembling a feather or plume in having
two series of fine filaments on opposite sides : esp.
in Zool., Bat., and Min.
1727 BAILEY vol. II, Plumose, full of feathers.

a. in Zoology.

PLUMP.
Plumose anemone, a sea anemone, Actinoloba dianthus.

1752 J. HILL Hist. Aniin. 361 The cuneiform-tailed

Pslttacus, with naked temples, and plumose lines. 1826

KIRBY & Sr. Entomol. IV. xlvi. 324 Plumose. .. Antennas
feathered on all sides with fine long hair. 1853 DANA
Crust, l. 227 One of the plumose hairs of the villous coat.

1871 DARWIN Desc. Man xiii. (1883) 385 The barbs of the

feathers .. are filamentous or plumose.
b. in Botany.
1760 J. LEE Introd. Bot. I. xiv. (1765) 37 Plumose, feathery.

1831 J. DAVIES Manual Mat. Med. 271 Fruits elongate,
surmounted by a plumose pappus. 1871 OLIVER Elein. Bot.

App. 310 Stigmas plumose.
o. in Mineralogy, etc. Plumose alum, feather

or plume alum : see ALUM 4.

1796 KIRWAN Elcm. Min. (ed. 2) II. 34 Sal Ammoniac...
Its Crystals are plumose. 1802 Edin. Rev. I. 58 Crystals
of gypsum and plumose alum. 1826 HENRY Elem. Chem.
I. 467 Plumose branches of ice dart from the sulphuret to

the bottom of the vessel, and the whole water is suddenly
frozen. 1834 BAIRD in Proc. Eerw. Nat. Club I. No. 2. 49

M_ixed with the ' comoid
'

variety of
'

cirrus ',. .accompanied
with some specimens of the

'

plumose
'

variety.

Hence Plumo-seness.
1730-6 in BAILEY (folio).

Plumosite (pl'm<Ss3it). Min. [ad. Ger.

plumosit, named by Haidinger 1845, f. L. plumosus
downy + -it, -iTE^after the older Ger. name/edererz
'

feather-ore '.]
= JAMESONITE.

1864 in WEBSTER. 1881 Academy 7 May 341 The recent

discovery of plumosite which is a double sulphide of lead

and antimony.

Plumosity (plttnvsiti). rare. [f. as PLUMOSE
+ -ITY.] Feathery or feathered condition.

1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Plumosity (plumositas), fulness of

feathers. 1730-6 BAILEY (folio), Plumosencss, Plumosity,
. .a being full fledg'd. 1781 LEMON Diss. Shooting Flying
15 Before the birds are ripe in plumosity.

Flumous (pl'm3s), a. rare. [ad. L. plumosus,
F. plumeux : see PLUMOSE and -ous.] Feathery,

downy.
1822 T. TAYLOR Apuleius x. 254 What was intended also

to be our genial bed,.. was tumid with a plumous heap, and
florid with a silken coverlet. 1858 MAYNE Expos. Lex.,
Plumosus.., plumous.

Flump (plomp), j<5.
1 Now arch, and dial. Forms:

5 plomp, plowmpe, 5-6 plompe ; 5-7 plumpe,
6- plump (6-7 ?plumb(e). [Of uncertain origin.
There appears to be no corresponding or related sb. in the

other langs. In English, the only apparently earlier word
of theplump group is PLUM pv. 1

,
with which this can hardly

be directly connected. If the original notion were that of

an unshaped or irregular assemblage or cluster, it might
conceivably be connected with the MLG. and MDu. plump
adj. in the sense '

massive, unshapen ',
whence the later

Eng. PLUMP a. 1 But cf. also the words lump and clump
in allied senses: sense c below is exactly = CLUMP sb. 2.)

A compact body of persons, animals, or things ;

a band, troop, company ; a flock ;
a cluster, bunch,

clump.
a. Of persons. Obs. exc. in archaic phrase aplump

of spears, a band of spearmen (revived by Scott).
? a 1400 Mortc A rth. 2199 Thane . .be riche kynge . . Presede

in-to pe plumpe, and with a prynce metes, c 1400 MAUNDEV.

(1839) 252 Whan thei will fighte, thei wille schokken hem to

f'dre
in a plomp. 1489 CAXTON Faytcs of A. I. xxv. 80

ake hede that thyn enemyes make not a plowmpe of

theyre folke to entre and breke thy bataylle. a 1548 HALL
Chron., Hen. VIII 32 b, The kynges speres passed and

skyrmyshed wyth the plumpe of speres that Sir Jhon spake
of. 1568 GRAFTON Chron. II. 46 So vpon a plumbe going

together as neere as they might, escaped, a 1600 Flodden

F. I. (1664) 9 A Knight of the North Country, Which leads

a lusty plumpe of Spears. 1618 BOLTON Florus (1636) 36

Comming in an huge plumpe from the utmost coasts of the

earth. Ibid. 171 'lley [Cimbrians] came rolling down upon

Italy in plumbs. 1808 SCOTT Marm. i. iii, And soon appears
O'er Horncliff-hill, a plump of spears. 1826 HOR. SMITH

Tor Hill (1838) I. 42 We are too old skirmishers to be

frightened by a few plumps of spears.

b. Of animals that go in (locks.

1591 G. FLETCHER Russe Commw. (Hakl. Soc.) ii The
manner of the seals is.. to gather all close together in a

throng or plumpe. 1697 DRYDEN jKneid\\\. 374 A plump
of Fowl he spies, that swim the Lakes. 1834 H. MILLER
Scenes ft Leg. xvii. (1857) 250 They saw a plump of whales

blowing and tumbling. Ibid. 251 The plump had gone

high up the frith. 1854 THOREAU Walden, Spring (1863)

334 A '

plump
'

of ducks rose at the same time.

c. Of trees, shrubs, or plants : = CLUMP sb. 2.

I470-8S MALORY Arthur i. xvi. 60 [The knights] tooke

newe sperys and sette them on theire thyes and stode stille

as hit had ben a plompe of wood. 1575 TURBERV. Generic

73 They go to the plumpes and tufts 01 coleworts or of hasm

nuts or grene corne. 1615 G. SANDYS Trav. 203 We laid

vs downe in the bottome vnder a plump of trees. 1707

MORTIMER Husb. (1721) II. 24 In Hedge-rows and Plumps

they will thrive very well. 1868 LOWELL Invitation x,

Plumps of orchard-trees arow. 1903 Eng. Dial. DM.
(Aberdeen to Lincolnsb.).

d. Of other things, material and ideal.

"553 T- WILSON Rhet. 70 b, Many conjectures and great

presumptions . . heapyng them al into one plumpe whiche

before were sparpled abrode. 1568 T. HOWELL Niwe
Sonets (1879) >57 O plumpe of paines O endles woes O
man infortunate. 1624 BACON Consid. War iu. Spam Wks.

1879 I. 542/2 England, Scotland, Ireland, and our good

confederates the United Provinces, lie all in a plump to-

23 Dec 135/1 The little plump of yachts cast anchor.

t Flump, sl>2 Obs. Also 6 plorape,

(plummpe), 6-7 plumpe. [A collateral form of



PLUMP.

PUMP sb., found also in LG. plumpe and vb.

plumpcn to pump. Perh. due to association with

PLUMP v. 1 and its cognates, from the plumping or

plunging action of the piston.] An obsolete by-
form of PUMP. Also in Comb.

a. 1490 HOTONER ftitt. (Nasmith 1778) 268 Unius plump-
maker villae Bristolliae. 1505-6 Oriel Coll. Treas. Ace. 509
Item, primo die Mail pro reparacione ly plumpe xij

d
. ciSifi

Cockc Loreli's B. 12 Some the anker layde, some at the

plompe a sayll swepe. 1517 I atton Chitrc/iw. Ace, (Som.
Rec.

Spc.) 136 Payd .. for drawyng up y plummpe to y c

welle, j
i1

. 1551 RECOKDE Cast. Knowl. (1556) 112 Manye
drawe water at a plompe, that knowe not the cause, why
the water dothe ascend. 1663 WOOD City ofOxford (O. H. S.)

I. 477 Opposite to the two fact f= faced] plumpe.

Plump (plump), sb.t Also 5 plumbe, 9 plomp.
[f. PLUMP #.*]

1. An act of plumping (see PLUMP v.1 i ) ;
the

fall of a solid body into water, mud, etc., with little

or no splash ;
an act of dropping flat on the ground ;

an abrupt plunge or heavy fall, familiar.
a 1450 Fysshynge iv. Angle 18 Kepe hym euer [under] \>&

rod. .So bat ;e may susteyne hys lepys & plumbes [cf. 1496
in PLUNGE so. 3]. 1596 DALKYMFLE tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot.

n. 161 With a plumpe he fercelie fallis in al kynde of mis-

cheife. 1694 R. OVERTON Defiatice of Act Pardon 7 A
mighty stone fell . . and gave a mighty plump. 1760 C.

JOHNSTON Chrysal (1822) III. 295 The waggon came into

a deep hole, with such a plump. 1884 G. M. BARKER
Tea Planter's Life in Assam viii. 208, I heard.. a 'plomp

'

as he made a hole in the water. 1896 J. LUMSDEN Poems
169, I will lichten an

1

brichten As weel as plumps in Tyne.

t 2. A firm blow, slang. Obs.

1763 C. JOHNSTON Reverie I. 135 Challenging him to fight,
and before he can be on his guard, hitting him a plump in

the bread-basket, that shall make him throw up his accounts.

1785 GROSE Diet. Vulg. T. s. v., I'll give you a plump in the
bread-basket. .I'll give you a blow in the stomach.

3. A sudden heavy fall of rain. Chiefly Sc.

i8za GALT Steam-boat xi. 261 The thunder plump that
drookit me to the skin. 1857 COL. K. YOUNG Diary fy Corr.

(1902) 273, 1 wish it would come down a good plump of rain.

1878 STEVENSON Inland Voy. 74 The whole day was showery,
with occasional drenching plumps.

Plump (pl#mp), a. 1 Forms: 5-6 plompe,
6-7 plumpe, 6- plump. [In senses i and 2

corresp. to MDu. plomp blunt, in both senses 'not

pointed* and *not sharp', Du. plomp blunt, obtuse

(of weapons), thick (as a nail), coarse, clumsy,
also rude, clownish, blockish, dull, MLG. plitnip^

plomp massive, unshapen, obtuse, blunt, stumpy,
LG. plump coarse, clumsy. The later Eng. senses

appear to belong to the same word, passing through
the sense

*

blunt, rounded, not sharp or angular',
into a eulogistic sense (? possibly through some
association with PLUM a. and v.\ In MLG. Schiller

8c Lubben quote Vocab. Engelh. for
*

corpulentus,

plumpick *.

From LG. come also Da., Qw. plump rude, coarse, clumsy,
unfashioned, unpolished, clownish. The ulterior origin is

obscure. Doornkaat-Koolman takes the original notion as

'cut off short or suddenly, docked ',
and connects it with

the echoic int. and adv.^/ww/, plumps^ expressing sudden
action: cf, PLUMP int. and adv.]

I. f 1. Blunt (in manners) ; not '

sharp
*

in in-

tellect ; dull, clownish, blockish, rude. Obs,

1481 CAXTON Reynard xxxiv. 100 But rude and plompe
beestls \orig. ruyde ongheuallighen beesten] can not vnder-
blonde wysedom. c i6ao MORYSON Itin. (1003) 370 The
Hollanders have of old beene vulgarly called /Vww/t', that

is blunt or rude.

t 2. Of an arrow-head: Blunt and broad

(? rounded). Obs.

1545 ASCKAM Toxoph. (Arb.) 137 There be dyuerse kyndes,
some be blonte heades, some sharpe, some both blonte and

sharpe. The blont heades men vse bycause they perceaue
them to be good, to kepe a lengthe wyth all.. bycause a
man poulethe them no ferder at one tyme than at another.

For in felynge the plompe ende alwayes equallye he may
lowse them.

II. 3. Of full and rounded form ; sufficiently

fleshy or fat to show no angularity of outline ;

chubby ; having the skin well filled or elastically

distended, a. Of persons, animals, or parts of the

body; b. also of fruit, grain, etc., and transf. of

a well-filled bag or purse, a springy cushion, etc.

a. 1545 {implied in PLUMPNESS '.] 1569 Reg. Privy Coun-
cil Scot. II. 46 Riche Grahame calht the Plump. 1591
SHAKS. l

r
en. <y Ad. 142 My flesh is soft and plump. 1634

HEYWOOD & BROME Witches Lane. iv. i. Wks. 1874 IV. 223
You may see by his plump belly.. he [a horse] hath not bin

sore travail'd. 1687 T. BROWN Saints in Uproar \\\<is. 1730
I. 78 Having so jolly plump lasses under your care. 1728
PopKDuHC. 11.41 All as a partridge plump, full-fed, and fair.

1756-7 tr. KeysUr's Trav. (1760) III. 342 In his other pic-
tures.. all his figures are very plump. 1784 COWPER Task
iv. 595 The plump convivial parson. 1837 M. DONOVAN
Dom. Econ. II. 209 The Arabians, Caffres, and Hottentots,
consume vast quantities of locusts when they are plump.
1866 GEO. ELIOT F. Haiti, Harold lifted his arm and spread
out his plump hand.
b. 1599 B. JONSON Ev. Man out of Hunt. \. iii, To see

how plumpe my bags are, and my barnes. 1601 HOLLAND
Pliny 1.417 After they [dried grapes] be well drenched and
infused in some excellent wine vntill they be swelled and
plumpe, they presse them. 1771 LUCKOMBE Hist. Print.

322 To keep the Ball-Leathers plump the longer. 1794
J. ROBERTSON Agric. Perth (1709) 298 It produces excellent

crops of
plump grain. 1845 MRS. CARLYLE Lett. I. 339 He

.. looked as plump as a pincushion.

1021

c. Of coins : Of full size and weight, not clipped.
1867 SIR C. BLACKBUKX in Law^Re., Queen's Bench II.

175, I do not believe that the coins in actual currency at

that time were 'plump
1

. I think it probable that they
were much clipped and sweated.

d. Jig. (with various shades of meaning) : 'Fat',
! rich, abundant ; well-supplied ;

full and round in

tone
; great, big ; complete, round, familiar.

1635 QUARLES Einl'l. n. iii. 74 Will no plump Fee Bribe

thy false fists, to make a glad Decree ? 1641 MILTON
Reform. \. Wks. 1851 III. 18 What a plump endowment
to the ..mouth of a Prelate. aijoo B. E. Diet, Cant,

Crew, Pluitip'in-tke-pocket) flush of Money. 1775 MME.
D'ARBLAV Early Diary, Lett. 10 June, Such a powerful
voice! .. her shake so plump so true, so open! 1827
POLLOK Course T. in. 153 The stripling youth of plump
unseated hope. 1857 TROWBHIUGE Neighbor Jackwood i.\,

. I hold not a very plump opinion of them.

e. Comb.
t
asplump-cheeked, -faced, -t&ig/iedsidjs.

1684 OTWAY Atheist in. i, You Plump-cheek 'd, merry-ey'd
Rogue. 1712 STEELE Sj>t:ct. No. 431 p 3 A plump-fac'd,

! hale, fresh-colour'd Girl. 1891 C. T. C. JAMES Rom. Rigma-
role 22 The stubble fields were tented thick with sheaves of

plump-faced wheat.

Plump, a.~ : see PLUMP adv.

Plump (pltfmp), v.1 [A Common LCI. verb.

!
= MLG., LG. plitmpeii) MDu., Du. plompen to

! fall or plunge into water with the characteristic

; sound, EFris. plttmpen to make a hollow sound

j

as water when anything falls into it, to fall with

i

such a sound ; thence, Ger. plttmpen to fall plump
!

or abruptly, also to beat water with a heavy stick,

|

Da. plumpe to plunge, Sw. phimpa to plump,
to fall with impact. Prob. of echoic origin, ex-

: pressing a sound and action akin to those of PLOP

v.y but with more distinct expression of the liquid
'

gulp
J made by water when a body falls into it.

Cf. numerous more or less echoic or onomatopoeic words
in -tettij)) as bump, dujnp, miernp, stutnp^ thutttfa tutnp.
Some have compared L. plumbArc to cover with lead, later

prob. to throw the lead-line, whence It. fioinbare^ Pr.

plombar to plunge (see PLUMB v.
t
PLUNGE T.) ; but the

approach of form between plotnbur and the LG. /*/////*-,

plomp-group seems merely fortuitous.]

1. intr. To fall, drop, sink, plunge, or impinge,
with abruptly checked movement, as when a solid

body drops, (a.) into water, etc., or (b.) upon a
! surface ;

to fall, plunge, or come down (or against
!

something) flatly or abruptly (usually implying
J

* with full or direct impact '").

a. 13.. K. Alts. 5760 (Bodl. MS.) po hij sei?e J?at folk i

j

wys Hii plumten doune as an doppe In be water at on

scoppe poo hij plumten be water vnder pe folk had of hem
grete wonder. 1749 FIELDING Tom Jones iv. iii, The poor
lad plumped over head and ears into the water. 1803
Edin. Rev. II. 279 The tradesman plumps into a pond.
1827 MONTGOMERY Pelican /si. v, 112 The heavy penguin,
neither fish nor fowl,.. Plurap'd stone-like from the rock
into the gulf. 1892 STEVENSON & L. OSBOUKSE Wrecker
(ed. 2) 305 The rain still plumped like a vast shower-bath.
b. 171* STEELE Sped. No. 492 p 2 It will give you a

Notion how Dulcissa plumps into a Chair. 1786 MME.
D'ARBLAY Diary 13 Aug., Others . . plumped down on both

knees, and could hardly get up again. 1844 THACKERAY
Wand. Fat Contrib. i, I removed to the next seat..He
plumped into my place. 1857 DUFFERIN Lett, High Lat.
86 A vast cavern into which the upper crust subsequently

plumped down. 1888 LD. WotSBLEY in Fortn. Rev. Aug.
287 1 he horror of hearing bullets plump into the bodies of
their comrades with a horrible thud.

C. transf. and_/%>. To come plump, i.e. all at once

(into some place or condition) ; to plunge, burst

(/;/ or out), familiar.
1829 LAMB Lett.

t
to Procter (1888) II. 219 Lest those

raptures, .should suddenly plump down.. to a loathing and
blank aversion. 1835 MRS. CARLYLE Lett. I. 27 Through
them we have plumped into as pretty an Irish connection
as one would wish. 1843 Let. to Carlyle n July, For
God's sake do not let John plump in upon me in my present

puddlement. 1874 LISLE CAKR Jud. Gwynne I. vii. 212 With
a convulsive gurgle, out plumped the words. 1884 HUXLEY in

Life (1900) II. vi. 84 We.. plumped into bitter cold weather.

2. trans. To drop, let fall, throw down, plunge
abruptly (into water, etc., or upon a flat surface) ;

to pay down at once and in one lot ; reft, to *
let

oneself fall
', drop down abruptly and heavily.

c 1430 Liber Cocorum (1862) 51 Fyrst sly thy capon over
tho ny^ght Plump hym in water wher he is dyjt. 1573
TUSSER Httsb. (1878) 53 Seeith water and plump therein

plenty of sloes. 1728 POPE Dune. 11. 405 As what a Dutch-
man plumps into the lakes, One circle first, and then a
second makes. 1840 THACKERAY Paris Sk.~bk. \. (1872)3 The
sun has plumped his hot face into the water. 1849 ALB.
SMITH Pottleton Leg. vii. (1856) 35 A.. man brought in some
..bags, and plumped them down in a corner. 1869 TO/MR
Hignl. Turkey II. 27 [He] plumped himself down on the

grass, and declared he would go no further. 1888 Ch.
Times 24 Aug. 720/1 We may as well plump a shot or two
into him. 1892 ZANGWILL Bow Mystery 79 She plumped
down the money and walked out.

3. transf. and fig. \ esp. in reference to speech :

To utter abruptly, to blurt out. [Cf. to say, utter,
blurt out plump in PLUMP adv. 3.] familiar.
1579 FULKE Hesktns* Parl. 96 This is a verie peremptorie

sentence, plumped downe of you. 1861 HUGHES Tom Brovjn
at Oxf. ix, I plumped out that St. P ul's was the finest

cathedral in England. 1865 DICKF.NS Afut. Fr. \. viii, If,

it ain't a liberty to plump it out', said Mr. Boffin, 'what do
you do for your living?' 1890 Pali Mall G. 6 Sept. 7/1
When you must plump the question square at a man and
simply get a cold and passionless reply.

V

PLUMP.

t 4. slang. To give (one) a blow ; to shoot. Obs.

1785 GBOSE Diet. Vulg. T. s. v., Plump his peepers, or

daylights, give him a blow in the eyes ; he pulled out his

pops [ pistols] and plumped him.

5. intr. [Short for to vote plump or give a

plumper.] To vote at an election/0r one candidate

alone (when one is entitled to vote for two or

more).
The original sense was app. to give a direct, straight, un-

qualified, or absolute vote for a person; this implied no

weakening or qualifying of it by voting for any other. See
PtUMI' adv. 4, a.~ 2, PLUMI'EK2

2.

1806 in Ace. Elect. Liverpool Nov. 1806, For Tarleton, a

plumper, let's vote one and all,.. We'll plump for Tarleton,
to prove we are free. 1813 W. TAYLOR in Monthly Mag.
XXXV. 427 (/wading] Plumping at Elections. 1848
THACKERAY Bk. Snobs xxviii, Friendship .. induces me to

lump for St. Michaels. 1866 GEO. KLIOT F. Holt xi,

'11 plump or I'll split for them ;ts treat me the hand
soniest and are the most of what I call gentlemen. 1903
Sat. Rev.$ Apr. 415/2 The method of voting.. is that of the

'general ticket '. Kach voter would be required to vote fur

us many candidates as there were vacancies, and no voter

would be allowed to give more than one vote to any candi-
date. This secures against the danger of 'plumping' in

any form.

Hence Plirmping vbL j/>., ///. a.

t, 1829 H. MILLER/,^/, on Herring Fish, iv, They [herrings]
. . sunk with a hollow plumping noise. 1878 STEVENSON

Edinburgh (1889) 2 Among bleak winds and plumping rain.

Flump, v
[f.

PLUMP a. 1
3.

(But the first quot. is somewhat earlier than any found
for the corresponding sense of the adj.)]

1. trans. To make plump ; to cause to swell ; to

fill out, dilate, distend
;
to fatten up.

1533 J. HEYWOOD Play of IVt'tit/mr Plays (1905) 115 For

springing and plumping all manner corn Yet must ye have
water or all is forlorn. 1631 CHETTLE Hojfinun iv. H j, Art
not thou plumpt with laughter my Lorriquc? 1661 BOYLE

Spring ofAir (1682) 93 These particles [of air] so expanding
themselve.-, must necessarily plump out the sides of the

bladder ..and so keep them turgid. 1704 Phil. Trans. XXV.
1621 If the. .Grain were well soakt and plumpt up \\itli

Water. 1775 JOHNSON Journ. West. Is/., Coriatachan,
Fowls. .not like those plumped fur sale by the poulterers of

London. 1848 THACKERAY I'an, Fair xxxvii, Dolly..
plumping and putting the pillows of the bed. 1852 Frascrs

Mag. XLVI. 469 The oil. .has plumped liis cheeks. .and

expanded his whole form. 1883 R. HAI.DANK Workshop
Receipts Ser. n. 371/1 The hide is unhaired by being placed
in a liquid, which. .plumps the hide.

b.fe
i6z8 FELTHAM Resolves n.[i.] x. 27, I will, .plumpe my loyes

by letting them surprize mee. 1655 FULLER Ch. Hist. n. iii.

17
Which made them ..'to plump up the Hollownesse of

their History with improbable Miracles'. 1691 WOOD Ath.
O.von. II. 671 The godly faction [was] then plump'd tip

with hopes to carry on their diabolical designes. 1887 G.

MEREDITH Ballads fy P, 109 Heaven ! 'tis heaven to plump
her [England's] life.

2. intr. To become plump ;
to swell out or up.

1602 MARSTON Antonio's Rev. n. v, Swell, plump, bold

heart ; For now thy tide of vengeance rowleth in. 1612

R. DABORSE Chr. turned Turkc 1498 You Manticora, that

plumpe vpon raw flesh. 165)3
EVELYN De la Quint. Coiitpl.

Card. II. 166 Their Fruit begins to plump at the full

Moon. 1843 LADY GRANVILLK *//. (1894) II. 358 He [a doc)
is plumping up, his coat glossy. 1882 Fraser's Mag. XXV.
687 Her cheeks had plumped out.

Hence Plu'mping vbl. sb.

1593 NASHE Christ's T. (1613) 145 They shew the swellings
of their mind, in the swellings and plumpings out of their

apparrayle. 1700 FLOYKK Hot <r Cold Bath. \. 36 Hot
Baths . . cause the plumping up of the Habit of the Body.
1890 LE GALLIENNE G. Meredith 85 That plumping of her

uisite proportions on bread and butter.

[f.
PLUMP j.i

forfl. intr* To form plumps; to mass or crowd

together. Obs.

1530 PALSGR. 661/2 What meane yonder men to plompe
togyder yonder, .. qui sarroutent aynsi f *535 COVERDALE
Kxod. xv. 8 The depes plomped together in y" myddest of

the see.

f b. To plump out, to come out in a mass. Obs.

1555 W. WATKEMAN Fardle Facions \. vi. F viij, The barel

now broken, the swarme plomped out.

2. trans. To sow (seed) in plumps or clumps.
1844 STEPHENS Bk. Farm III. 750 The plumping mode,

as this method of sowing by intervals is termed.

t Plump, v.* An obsolete by-form of PUMP v.

Cf. PLUMP sb.-

1589 RIDER Bibl. ScJtol. 1112 To Plumpe, v. pumpe.

Plump (plfmp), int.) adv., and a.- [app- the

onomatopoeic stem of PLUMP v.1 used to express
the manner of the action, or the echoic imitation

of the sound of the act.]

A. f int. Imitative of the sound made by a heavy

body falling into water.

[Cf. LG. pluinp, 'an interjection which expresses the

sound made by anything heavy when H falls into water
'

(Bremischcs Wbch.}.\

1597 BEARD Theatre God's Judgent. (1612) 121 [They]
threw them peecemeale into a deepe well, to heare them
crie plumpe.
B. adv. (Mostlyfamiliar.)

1. With a sudden drop or fall into water.

1610 B. JONSON Masque Oberon Wks. (Rtldg.) 583/1, I

would fain, .to some river take 'em, Plump; and see if that

would wake 'em. ci6i4 FLETCHER, etc. Wit at Sev, W eap.

I. i, The art of swimming, he that will attain to 't Must fall

lump, and duck himself at first. 1713 STEELE Guard.
"

DC
N

.

o. 50 f 4 The lover, with much amazement, came plump
"

river. 1850 SCORESBV CJteevers tt'halcm. Adv. 111.j

o. j~ ,

I into the



PLUMPEN
(1859) 4 I}

ut no sooner was the last fold of blubber., hoisted
in,, .than it [the carcase] sank plump down.
2. With a sudden or abrupt fall or sinking down ;

with sudden direct impact, flat upon or against
something ; with a sudden or unexpected encounter.
1594 CAREW Tasso (Grosart) 9 There hence againe, to

pastures of Tortose, Plump downe directly leuels he his

flight. 1778 Miss BURNEY Evelina ^1791) II. ix. 69 As we
were a-going up Snow-Hill, plump we comes against a cart.

1806-7 J- BERESFORD Miseries Hum. Life (1826) x. vi,

Sitting plump on an unsuspected cat in your chair, a 1845
BAKHAM Ingol. Leg. Ser. in. Marie Mignot, Her Ladyship
found Herself plump on the ground. 1865 DICKENS Mitt,
/>. in. i, I took a shot at him and brought him down
plump.
3. fig. Directly, at once, straight, without hesitation

or circuitous action
; esp. in reference to a statement

or question : Directly, without circumlocution or

concealment, in plain terms, bluntly, flatly.
11734 NORTH Lizvs (K. O.), Refuse plump. 1779 MME.

D'ARBLAV Lett. Dec., The shortest way of doing this is by
coming plump upon the question. 1809 MALKIN Gil Bias
xii. vii. P4 If you must have it plump, I was born to live

and die a poet. 1811 Minifies Evid. Berkeley Peerage 202,
I question whether I ever said plump Miss Tudor, I said
Ma'am. 1840 THACKERAY Catherine iv, Hayes first said no,

plump. 1888 'R. BOLDREWOOD
'

Robbery under Arms x\\\\\,
He told us, plump and plain, that he wasn't going to shift.

1898 Pall Mall Mag: Nov. 368, I lied.. plump and pat, I

will confess.

1 4. To vote plumpt to vote '

straight
'

or without

any qualification. U.S. Obs,

1776 J. ADAMS lyks. (1854) IX. 398 New Jersey has de-
throned [Govr. William] Franklin, and in a letter, which is

just come to my hand from indisputable authority, I am
told that the delegates from that colony

*

will vote plump !'

(sc. for the Declaration of Independence.]
C. adj. 1. a. Descending directly, vertical,

sheer, b. Directly facing in position,
1611 COTGR., Escore,. .plnmpe, or straight down, in depth.

1890 Anthonys Photogr. Bull. III. 287 In buildings, plump
views are objectionable; they should always be taken at an
angle.
2. fig. Of statements, etc. : Direct, blunt, straight-

spoken, downright, unqualified, 'flat*, familiar.
1789 MME. D'ARBLAY Diary Dec., She .. made the most

plump inquiries into its particulars, with a sort of hearty
good humour. 1803 MAK. EDGEWORTH Belinda, xvii, I

hate qualifying arguers; plump assertion or plump denial
for me ! 1828-32 WEBSTER s.v., A plump lie. 1840 LADY
C. BURY Hist. Flirt i, She gave a plump decline, and said

something about his morals. 1872 H. LAWRENNY in Fortn.
Rev. Mar, 321 Neither man nor woman would dare to
answer with a plump No.
3. Plumped down ; paid down at once.

1865 DICKENS Mut. Fr. m. xiii, Paying up in full, in one
plump sum.

Plumpen (pl*mpen\ v. rare. [f. PLUMP a. 1

+ -EX 5.] trans. To make plump, swell out.

1687 A. LOVELL tr. Bergerons Com. ffist. i. 13 As if it

were likely that the Sun .. had only been kindled to ripen
their Medlars, and plumpen their Cabbage !

i8<j3 G. J.
CAYUEY Las Al/brjas I. 121 They shall go plump into our
book, line for line, and word for word, and serve to plumpen i

the two voluminous volumes.

Plumper *
(phrmpai). [f. PLUMP vJ + -ER*.] j

That which plumps or makes plump.
a. A small light ball or disk sometimes carried :

in the mouth, for the purpose of filling out hollow !

cheeks.

1690 Songs Costume (Percy Soc.) 189 And that the cheeks
may both agree, Plumpers to fill the cavity. 1697 tr. Ctess
D Annoy"s Trav. (1706) 120 With one blow of her fist she
not only made several of her Teeth leap out of her Mouth,
but also two little Cork plumpers, which served to fill out
her hollow Jaws. 1710 STKELK fatler No. 245 l> 2 Two
Pair of brand-new Plumpers, Four Black-lead Combs, Three
Pair of fashionable Eye-brows. 1755 Connoisseur No. 77
F i Vamped up for show with paint, patches, plumpers, and
every external ornament that art can suggest. 1905 Dial
16 Feb. 116/2 She.. was charged by some of the ladies at
the summer boarding house where we met with wearing
'

plumpers
'

in her cheeks.

t D. A contrivance for expanding the skirts ; a
bustle or hoop, a pannier. Obs.

1749 MRS. E. MONTAGU Lett. (1813) III. 86 Old Mrs. Ashley
has added a yard of whalebone to her plumpers merely on
his account.

Plumper- (plvmpai). [f. PLUMP z/.i or adv.]
1. a. An act of plumping, as into water, or to the

ground ; a fall from a horse.
1810 Splendid Follies II. 138, I had such a plumper off the

old mare the first time I went out ! Ibid, III. 79 After my
plumper, the animal made for the woods.

f b. slang. A heavy blow. Obs.

1764-73 T. BRVDGES Homer Travest. 378 (Farmer) Gave
me a plumper on the jaw, And cry'd : Pox take you ! 1796
Spotting Mag. VIII. 145 Which was immediately followed
by a plumper just under the right eye.

2. [Cf. PLUMP a2 2, and PLUMP adv. 4.] A vote

given solely to one candidate at an election (when
one has the right to vote for two or more). Also
attrib. plumper z>ote.

1785 GROSE Diet. Vulg. T. s. v. Plump, \plumper, a single
vole at an election. 1813 W. TAYLOR in Monthly Alag.
XXXV. 427 C, who splits none of his votes, will have seven

supporters. The majority falls to the lot of the candidate

1C] whose adherents give plumpers. 1843 LE FEVRE Life
Trav. Phys. I. i. v. 95 They shall not have my vote,.; you
shall have a plumper. 1853 LYTTON My Wovel xi. xiii, If

canvassing for yourself alone, you could not carry a sufficient
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number of plumper votes. 1894 J. K. FOWLER Recoil. Old
Co. Life i. 8 An old printed document. -giving. .the number
of plumpers, or single votes, polled for each candidate.

b. A voter who *

plumps', rare.
1818 in TODD Suppl. 1832 GEO. ELIOT in Cross Life I. 28

The numerous plumpers, .being constantly interrupted in

tbeir endeavours to go to the hustings.
3. A downright lie. (Cf. cracker^ whacker^ etc.)

vulgar. lObs.
1812 Salem (Mass.) Caz. 26 Nov. 3/3 A Plumper. The

Gazette . . states [etc.]. . . A more barefaced falsehood never
was published, a 1814 He must be married i. i. In New
Brit. Theatre IV. 234, I will propose you to him I shall

tell him a few plumpers. 1828-31 WEBSTER, Plumper^
. . a

full unqualified lie, (In vulgar use.) Hence in mod. Diets.

4. attrib. Plumper line, a rope used by divers

in making their descent

1896 Strand Mag, XII. 349/1 The [pearl-divers'] descent
1

is made by means of a rope called the plumper line. 1896
Daily Xeivs 14 Nov. 6/7 Three or four of these [descents]
were spent in restoring the plumper-line, which Diver May
finally secured to the ring of the trap-door of the specie
tank.

Fhl'mper :i
. [f.

PLUMP sb^ or z;.3] A machine
for sowing seed in *

plumps
*

or clumps.
1844 STEPHENS Bk. Farm III. 788 The drill-sowing

machines .. are designated in Scotland plumpers, from their

dropping their gifts on one point. 1854 Jrnl. K. Agric.
Sec. XV. i. no They are.. dibbled by a machine called a

plumper or sown in shallow drills by the hand.

Plum-pie, [f. PLUM sb. i, 4 + PIK.]
1 1. A pie containing raisins and currants ; esp.

a mince-pie. Obs.
a. 1660 [Mock sermon] BrewcrtonC/t. cxix. I'er. xxx'i, ''And

1

they did cat their Plum-pies, and rejoiced exceedingly ',

\
(Bodl. Lib.) p. 6, Here now we are to consider what sort of

Plum-pye this was, and how many sorts of plum pyes there
are.. .There is your Christmas pye and that hath plums in

abundance, that is your Metropolitan plum pye, tis the
cream of all plum pyes, and in brief there is no plum pye
like it. . . Mark but the ingredients. .Minced pyes are beset
with plums and spice.. .Your Neat's tongue., your Currants

..your raisins. [Cf. 17.. Hist. Jack Homer \. 4, Jack
Homer, in the Corner, Eats good Christmas Pye, And with
his Thumbs pulls out the Plumbs, And said, Good Boy am I.]

2. A pie containing plums or prunes.
1830 MAUNDER Diet., P/uw^/V,apie with plums in it. 1846

in WORCESTER. 1847 in WEBSTER. 1880 RCSKIS Horttis
Inclttsus (1887) 70, I lunched with Cardinal Manning, and
he gave me such a plum pie.

Plirmpish, a. rare. [f. PLUMP a.1 -f -ISH!.]
Somewhat plump.

758 J. CLUBBE Misc. Tracts (1770) I. Pref. n My body
..which was once plumpish, and inclined to be fat upwards.

Plumply (plzvmpli), advl- [f. PLUMP <z.l +
-LY a

.] To a plump degree, with plumpness.
1611 COTGR., Rondemettt) roundly, circularly, orbicularly;

fully, plumply. 1860 LEVKR One of Them xiv, A long silk

purse, plumply filled. 1895 Harper's Weekly Feb. 337/2
One of those plumply mellow quadrigenarious bodies.

Flu'mply, adv.2 familiar, [f. PLUMP a.2 +

-LY*.]
1. Directly, without hesitation or circumlocution,

plainly, flatly : = PLUMP adv. 3.

1786 M.ME. D'AfiBLAY Diary 8 Aug., I proposed it myself.
The offer was plumply accepted. 1822 AVw Monthly Mag.
V. 144 The last I contradict plumply. 1874 LISLE CARR
Jnd. Gwynne I. iv. 130 It's out at last plainly and plumply.
2. \Vith direct impact ;

full against something :

= PLUMP adv. 2.

1846 JOYCE Sci. Dial. i. xni. 34, 1 have sometimes shot my
white alley against another marble so plumply, that [etc.].

Plumpness 1
(plirmpncs). [f. PLUMP a.* +

-NESS.] The quality or condition of being plump ;

fullness and roundness of form ; fatness, fleshiness.

1545 RAYNOLD Byrth Mankynde (1564) i8b, In softnes of
skin and plumpnes of the body. 1660 BOYLE New E.rp.
Phys. Meek. Exp. iv, This plumpness of the bladder pro-
ceeded from . . the stronger spring of the air remaining in the
bladder. 1704 NEWTON Opticks (1721) 13 For those Convex
glasses supply the defect of plumpness in the Eye. . . And the

contrary happens in short-sighted Men whose Eyes are too

plump. 1885 Truth 28 May 850/1 Plumpness sheathes the
nerves and gives an impression of good humour.

Flu mpness-. familiar, [f. PLUMP a.2 +

NESS.] Directness or bluntness of statement.

1780 MME. D'ARBLAY Diary Apr., She .. speaks her

opinion .. with a plumpness of honesty . . that both pleases
and diverts me. 1879 HOWELLS L. Aroostook v, 'Yes,
Maria, I be ', returned her father, with uncommon plump-
ness. 1906 Daily News 22 Jan. 6 Sometimes the more
simple-minded apologists.. put the thing with astonishing
plumpness anc plainness.

t Fltrm-pO'rridge. Obs. Porridge containing

prunes, raisins, currants, etc. ; formerly in favour

as a Christmas dish. Probably, as in plum-broth,
the dried plums or prunes were the original charac-

teristic, and gave the name.
1501 LYLY Endym. v. ii. 69 A great platter ofplum-porridge

of pleasure wherein is stued the mutton of mistrust. 1608

HEYWOOD Rape Lucrece in. Wks. 1874 V. 200 My Lords,
the best plumporedge in all Rome cooles for your honours.

1698 W. KING tr. Jonm. London
5_
Prunes .. they have

not had enough to lay round their Plum -porridge at

Christmas. 1711 ARBUTHNOT John Bull\\\. v, Plum-porridge
and minced pies. 1808 SCOTT Marm. vi. Introd. 67 There
the huge sirloin reeked ; hard by Plumb porridge stood, and
Christinas pye. 1901 Daily Chron. 25 Dec. 5/1 The plum-
pudding may be said to be a work of evolution, and to have
supplanted entirely the older dish of plum -porridge, with
its congeners the December and Christmas pies.

PLUM-TREE.
' t Fhrm-po'ttage. Obs. ? - prec.
WS BARET Ah 1

. P 555 Plumme potage, or polage made
thicke with meate or crummes of bread, Pu?s t fultis.
1658 J. HARRINGTON Prerog. Pop. Gout. Wks. (1700) 297
We, who have bin us'd to our Plumpottage, are like enough

I

to make faces (as did the King of Pontus) at the Lacede-
1 monian black broth. i68a WHELER Journ. Greece i. 43

864Christmas pies, Plum-potage, Cake and Puddings. 18
Chambers' Bk. Days II. 755/2 In old times plum-pottaL,_
was always served with the fir>t course of a Christmas
dinner. It was made by boiling beef or mutton with broth,
thickened with brown bread; when half-boiled, raisins,

currants, prunes, cloves, mace and ginger were added.

Plum pudding, plum-pudding (plvm,-
pii'dirj). A pudding containing plums.

a. ( Christmas plum-pudding) spec. A boiled

pudding now composed of flour, bread-crumbs,
suet, raisins, currants, and other fruits, with eggs,

spices, etc., sometimes flavoured with brandy or

other spirit, eaten at Christmas; also, an ordinary

\

suet pudding with raisins.

1711 / 'inti. Sachci'erell 75 This is just as proper as I had
a good Plumb Pudden to day with a Mixture of Flower
and Raisins. 1725 DE FOE Voy. round World (1840) 302, I

gave the cook order to make every mess a good plum-
pudding. 1773 MACKENZIE Man tt'orld n. xi. (1823) 478 A
plumb-pudding of a very uncommon circumference was
raised conspicuous in the middle. 1797 Loud. Complete

,
Art Cookery 69 An excellent Plumb-Pudding. 1901 Daily
Chron. 25 Dec. 5/2 Plum-pudding gradually came into the
bills of fare in the early years of the eighteenth century.

b. A pudding of fresh plums contained in a crust.

1813 W. TAYLOR m Monthly Mag. XXXV. 233 Little Jack
Hprner, we fear, misapplies the vfoi&plum, when he calls a
tlried raisin, or currant, by that name. The bullace pudding,
the prune pudding, and the damascene pudding, are better

entitled to be called plum-puddings than the currant, or

raisin, puddings, which have usurped that appellation.
c 1900 Bcetoris Every-day Cook. Bk.^ Plum Pudding.
(Fresh Fruit.). . Seasonable with various kinds of plums,
from the beginning of August to the beginning of October.

c. attrib. and Comb. (esp. in names of things

resembling a plum pudding in shape or mottled
1

appearance), as plum-pudding head, horse
\ (b]

plum-pudding breed, -dog, the Dalmatian or

i Spotted Coach breed ofdog; plum-pudding stone

(GVtf/.), a term applied orig. to a conglomerate of

i
flint pebbles embedded in a siliceo-calcareous

'

matrix; now, loosely, to any conglomerate; plum-
: pudding voyage, a short voyage for which a
' supply of fresh provisions is carried, including
! plum-duff (U. S. slang).

1776 FOOTE Capuchin i. Wks. 1799 II. 385 Wictuals !

i Lord help your roast -beef and plum-pudding soul ! 1899
! IVestm. Gaz. 24 June 8/1 Mademoiselle has probably by

this time mastered the art of plum-pudding making. 1900

|

Ibid. 14 Feb. 8/1
' Mr. Goodnight

'

is a plum-pudding horse
: with a brain as near that of a human being as it is permitted

for a four-footed creature to possess. 1902 Little Frolic 36
Greedy. .saw two grinning little men with plum-pudding
heads.

(6) 1897 Westttt. Gaz. n Feb. 4/1 The '

*plum-pudding
'

breed, as the Dalmatian or carriage dog is commonly
termed, is so well represented as to make it obvious that

this breed is rapidly-coming to the front again. 1881 Daily
News i Sept. 5/2 The Dalmatian pointer, commonly known
as a ^plum-pudding dog. 1739 LABELYE Short Ace. Piers
Westm. Bridge 53 Stones commonly call 'd *Plumb-pudding
Stones. 1813 SIR H. DAVY Agric. Chetn. iv. (1814) 195
Plum pudding stone (a secondary rock) consisting of pebbles
cemented by a ferruginous or siliceous cement. 1851 H.
MELVILLE Whale

xyii. 94 Some sailors who had just come
from a "plum-pudding voyage as they called it.

Hence Plum-pn'dding'er, a whaling ship em-

ployed in short voyages ; cf. plum-pudding voyage.
1874 C. M. SCAMMON Marine Mammals n. iv. 241 Province-

town has ever been foremost with her numerous fleet of

! plum-puddingers, . . which are small vessels employed on
short voyages in the Atlantic Ocean.

Flumpy (pltrmpi), a. [f. PLUMP a.1 + -Y.]

Characterized by plumpness ; plump.
1606 SHAKS. Ant. <$ Cf. n. vii. 121 Come thou Monarch of

the Vine, Plumpie Bacchus, with pinke eyne. 1755 J.

SHEBBEARE Lydia (1760) I. 13 Her mouth was little, en-

circled by the plumpy lip. 1862 TROLLOPE Orley F. \, 9
That mild-eyed, soft, round, plumpy prettiness gives way
beneath such a weight as that.

Plumrock, -rose, Sc. corrupt ff. PRIMROSE.

1787 BURNS Let. W. Nicol i June, A new blawn plumrose
in a hazle shaw. 1789 D. DAVIDSON Seasons

i^
Hail, lovely

Spring ! thy bonny lyart face, And head wi
1

plumrocks
deck a, bespeak the sun's Return,

f Plu*mster. Obs. [f. as plummer^ PLUMBEB,
with suffix -STER : cf. brewster, etc.] A plumber.
ci44o Nom.'m Wr.-Wtilcker 686/33 Hie plummarius, a

plumstere.

Plum-tree (pl'm,tri). The tree which bears

plums; = PLUM sb. 2. Also altrib.

ciooo Sax. Lccchd. II. 310 Nim plum treowes leaf, wyl
on wine, & swile mid (>one muj>. c 13*5 Gloss. IV. ae

Bibbesiv. in Wright Vac. 162 Asch, brom, plum-tre. ^1350
Nominale Gall.-Angl. 649 (E. E.T. S.) Plumtre, bolastre

and hookus [Fr. Pruncr, creker> et cJiene}. 136* LANGL.

P. PI. A. v. 16 Piries and Plomtres weore passchet to

be grounde. 1483 Cath. A ngl. 284/1 A Plowmbe tre garthe,

prunctum. 155* HULOET, Plumbe tree, prunus, spinus\

prunetum, spinetum, the place wher plumme trees growe.

1657 AUSTEN Fruit Trees \. 57 The Violet and Premorden
Plum-trees are very great bearing trees. 1756-7 tr. Keysler's
Tray. (1760) III. 4 An ever-green, with leaves resembling
those of a pear or plumb-tree.



PLUMULA.

II Plumula (pl/rmi/fla). Bot. [L. phlmnfa
(Colum.), dim. oipliima PLUME.] = PLUMULE i.

1760 J. LF.E Introd. Bot. I. vii. (17651 15 Phtmtda, a scab-
Part of the Corculum, which ascends. 1830 LINOLEv .AW.

Syst. Bot. 253. 1846 J. BAXTER Libr. Pract, Agric. (ed. 4)

1. 85 The plumula begins to grow ; and when this has grown
to a certain extent within the grain, the further germination
is checked by exposing the grain on a kiln.

Pluimilaceous (plmniHlrfi'Jas), a. [f. L. plii-

mula (see prec.) + -ACEOUS.] Of the nature of

or resembling a plumule, downy.
1879 in WEBSTER Suppl. 1890 COUES Gen. Ornith. 139 The

ventral feathers are usually more largely plumulaceous.and
less flat and imbricated.

Plumular (plw-mirflaj), a. [f. 'L.plitmula (see

above) -t- -AR.] Of or pertaining to a plumule.
1881 F. O. BOWER in Jrnl. Microsc. Sc. Jan. 18 The si/e

and form of the plumular leaves .. may be gathered from

figs. 7 and 8.
1893

in Syd. Soc. Lex.

Plumularia vpluni?<lee'ria). Zoo/, [mod. I.. ;

i.phlnntla (seeabove).] A genus ofhydroidahaving
a plume-like form. Hence Plumula'rian, a., of

or pertaining to Plumnlaria, or the family of which

it is the type ; sb., a member of this family.

1859 KINGSLEY Glaucus (ed. 4) 74 Mingled with them are

Plumularite, always to be distinguished from Sertularias

by polypes growing on one side of the branch, and not on

both. 1872 ALLMAN Gymnobl. Hydroids 156 The beautiful

plumularian group represented by the genus Aglaopltenia.
1888 ROLLF.STON& JACKSON Anim. Life 765 The colonies

[of Hydroidea] . . occasionally attain a great height, e. g.

a Plumularian in the Pelew Islands that of a man.

Plu-mulate, a. Bot. [f. L. //?7ww/-<i + -ATE 2
2.]

Minutely plumate or plumose. 1890111 Cent. Diet.

Plumule (plw'mitfl). [ad. L. plumnla (see

above), or pern. a. F. //##!/*.]
1. Bot. The rudimentary shoot, bud, or bunch of

undeveloped leaves in a seed ; the stem of the

embryo plant.
1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl., Plume or Plumule, ..a little

member of the grain or seed of a plant ; being that which in

the growth of the plant becomes the stem, or trunk thereof.

1805 KNIGHT in Phil. Trans. XCV. 262, I have never been
able to satisfy myself that all the buds were eradicated

without having destroyed the base of the plumule. 1875
BENNETT & DYER Sachs' Bot. 560 The shoot which developes
from the plumule becomes the primary stem of the plant.

2. A little feather; spec, in Ornith., a down-
feather. Also fig.
1847 EMERSON Poems, ftlonadnoc Wks. (Bohn) I. 439 Fled

the last plumule of the Dark, Pants up hither the spruce
clerk. 1856-8 W. CLARK I'an der Hoei>en's Zool. II. 380
Nostrils not covered by plumules. 1867 TEGETMEIKR
Pigeons 8 The whole of the feathers of the pigeon are

destitute of the small second feather or accessory plumule.
b. transf. The plumose pappus of a seed.

1894 CROCKETT Lilac Snnbonnet 46 The plumules were

blowing off freely now.

3. Enlom. a. A little plume-like organ or orna-

ment, b. One of the peculiar obcordate scales

found on the wings of certain lepidopterous insects,

as Pieridx,

1890 in Cent. Diet. 1893 Syd~. Soc. Lex., Plumule, . . 2.

Rntotn, A plume-Hke appendage.
Plunniliform (plw'nm/lif^jm), a. [f. L. type

*plum*Kform-it, f. PLUMULA: see -FORM.]
1858 MAYNF. Expos. Lex., Plumuliformis, .. having the

appearance of a small feather: plumuliform. 1895 in Sye/.

See. Lex.

Plumulose (pl"mi#l<?us), a. [ad. mod.L. plu-

wu/its-us, f. PLUMULA : see -OSE.] (See quots.)
i8a6KiRBY&Sp. Entomol. IV. xlvi. 276 Plumulose, . .when

the hairs branch out laterally like feathers. 1858 MAYNK
Expos. Lex., Plumulosus, .. having or full of plumes;
plumulose. Entomol. having the form of a small plume,
as the hair of the antennse of the Phyllisplumulosa. 1895
in Syd. Soc. Lex.

Plumy (pl/rmi), a. (sb.) [f.
PLUME sb. + -Y.]

tl. Composed of down, downy. Obs.

1582 STANYHURST sEneis iv. (Arb.) 101 What feathers

plumye she beareth, So manye squint eyebals shee keeps..
So manye tongues clapper. 1649 LOVELACE Poems 54 But
whilst a plumy curtaine she doth draw, A Chrystall Mirror

sparkles in thy breast. 1700 DRYDEN Pygmalion 56 Her
head did on a plumy pillow rest.

2. Characterized by or abounding in plumes or

feathers; feathery; feathered.

1597-8 UP. HALL Sat., Defiance to Em>ie 37 Or would we
loose her plumy pineon. 1715-20 POPK Iliad xxiv. 363 Let
the strong sovereign of the plumy race Tower on the right
of yon ethereal space. 1807 CRABBE Par. Reg. \. 642 What
plumy people sing in every grove ! 1855 T. R. JONES Anim.
Kingd. (ed. 2) 737 It causes their plumy covering to repel
moisture.

3. Adorned or decked with a plume or plumes.
1700 DRYDEN Pal. <$ Arcite in. 452 Crested morions, with

their plumy pride. 17. . BEATTIE To Lady C. Gordon iii.

The plumy helmet. 1891 ATKINSON Last Gjant-kitters
186

He saw the horses and the plumy black wain.

4. Plume-like, feathery.
ci6n CHAPMAN Jliadxu. 158 When a drift wind shakes

Blacke clouds in peeces, and plucks snow in great and
plumie flakes. 1798 BLOOM FIELD Farmer's Boy, Summer
1 36 When the first sheaf its plumy top uprears. 1890 Harper s

M&g. July 200/1 Great plumy bunches of asparagus.
6. Comb. M plumy-crested, -pounced, -varnished.

1599 MARSTOM^VO. I'ill. \\. vii. 203 Drawn through the care
with Ribands, plumy crested. 1726 POPE Odyss. xix. 36
Ulysses bears The plumy-crested helms. 1812 W.TENNANT
Anster F. vi. lix, Two doves of plumy-varnish \\ throat.
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tB. sb. A person wearing a plume. Obs.

1687 MRS. BEHN Emperor ofMoon i. i, I have been at the

Chapel, and seen so many Beaus, such a number of Plumeys.
Plunder (plo'ndai), sb. [f. PLUNDER v.~ (Not

from Ger. plunder trash, lumber, obs. Du. plunder
household stuff (Plantin), to which however the

American sense 3 may be immediately due.)]
1. The action of plundering or taking as spoil ;

spec, as practised in war or a hostile incursion
;

pillage, spoliation, depredation. Now rare or Obs.

1643 PRYNNE Sw. Power Parlt, iv. 29, I abhorre all

violence, plunder, rapine, and disorders in Souldiers. 1650
R. STAPYLTON Strttaetfs Low C. IVarres v. 125 The Mer-

chants, fearing an universal! plunder, shut their doors,
and barricadoed them. 1726 LFONI Albert?sArchit. \. 15/2
After the plunder and spoiling of the Temple. 1839 THIRL-
WALL Greece xlix. VI. 187 This was a signal for indiscrimi-

nate plunder. 1845 S.AUSTIN Ranke's Hist. Ref. II. 331 The
English should, .advance as far as possible into the heart of
the kingdom, carefully abstaining from plunder.

b. transf. The acquisition of property by violent,

questionable, or dishonest means
; spoliation.

1672 SOUTH Serin. (1727.) V. vi. 243 Those Reforming
Harpies, who, by Plunders and Sequestrations, had scraped
together three or four Thousand a Year. 1841 CORDEN Let.

4 Mar. in ll'estm. Gaz. 4 June (1904) 13/1 It is a dishonour to

the name and character of Englishmen to submit to such a

system of aristocratic plunder as the Corn Law is now
proved to the world to be. 1881 FROUDE Short Stud. (1883)
IV. ii. i. 1 80 The wretched novice was an object of general

plunder till he had learnt how to take care of himself.

2. Goods taken from an enemy by force; spoil,

booty, prey, loot.

1647 WARD Sini/>. Cooler 59, I would not speake thus . . for

all the plunder your plunderers have pillaged. 1694 tr.

Milton's Lett. State 27 Apr. an. 1650, The most certain

Fairs for the Sale of their Plunder. 1726-31 TIXDAL tr.

Rapines Hist. Eng. (1743) II. XVH. 146 Being impatient to

return with his plunder to England. 1844 H. H. WILSON
Brit. India 111.428 The instigator of the depredations.,
sharing in the plunder.

b. transf. Property acquired by illegal or ques-
tionable means

;
also (slang) 9 profit, gain,

1790 BURKE Fr. Rei>. Wks. V. 224 They would not hear of

transferring the whole plunder of the kingdom to the stock-

holders in Paris. 1851 MAYHEW Loud. Labour I. 175 I'll

get more for it in the cavaldry.. there's better plunder there.

(Plunder, I may explain, is a common word in the horse
trade to express profit.) 1865 HOLLAND Plain T. v. 188 A
set of men . . actuated by no higher motive than a love of

plunder and of place.

3. Personal belongings or household goods;
^ llSSaSe baggage. U. S. local.

1817 J. K. PAUI.DING Lett.fr. South I. 38 We accordingly
set forth on horseback, carrying our plunder (as the Vir-

ginians call baggage) in a light Jersey wagon. 1822 J. FLINT
Lett. Amer. 286 Are you pealing? Is it goods or plunder
that you have got? Note, Plunder is a cant term used in

the western country, signifying travelling baggage. 1827
F. COOPER Prairie I. ii. 31 You seem to have but little

plunder, stranger, for one who is so far abroad. 1873 Lynch
Laiv in Sucker Sfate (Farmer), Two long dug-outs, loaded
with plunder, stopped at the cabin. ..This was the family
and property of Hank Harris.

4. Comb.) ns plunder-master ; plunder-fed adj.

1646 Qnerelii Cantahrigiensis 13 They have constituted a

decay'd Hatter, Plunder-master General!. 1767 A. CAMPBELL
Lexiph. 19 On a vicinary bench, sate a plunder -fed soldier.

t Flu'iider, vl Obs. [A variant of BLUNDKR

v., to confuse, confound, distract : the phonetic

change is unexplained.] trans. To confuse, con-

found, distract, muddle. Hence fPlu-ndered
///. a. \ cf. BLUNDERED ; f Phrndering M. sb.

160 1 DENT Pathiv, Heaven 255 Howsoeuer they might by-

wit and learning shuffle it ouer, and in a plundred sort,

speake reason : yet had they no feeling of that which they
said. 1611 COTGR., Academic",., besotted, puzled, or plun-
dered, with too much skill or studying. 1641 J. JACKSON
True Evan*. T. in. 228 Our peace both of Church and
Common-wealth hatli beene a little plundered and perplexed.
1642 JER. TAYLOR Kpisc. xl. 282 But for all their plundering,
and confounding, their bold pretences have made this dis-

course necessary.

Plunder (plfBdai). z>. a [a. Ger. pHindern
(also -\hliindcnt], late MHO., MLG., LG. pliin-

f/er(e}ft, planner* (early mod.Du. and Du. plun-
dcren, also fplondercn, Kil.) to pillage, sack, lit.

to rob of household effects, f. MG., MHG. blun-

der, plunder bed-clothes (i4th c.), clothing, house-

hold stuff, whence obs. Du. plunder , plonder
household stuff (Plantin, in Kil.

'

vetus, Germ.') ;

in mod.Ger. phtndcr lumber, trash. Cf. MLG.,
MDu. ////<, plunne t

\n LG. also pliinde^ pltinnc,
household stuff, clothes, often depreciatory,

'

duds',

rags, Du. plunje clothes, baggage. (In Swiss dial.

plundem is
' to remove or "

flit
"
with one's house-

hold goods
'

(Grimm).)
The word was much used in Germany during the Thirty

Years' War, in reference to which it was current in England
from c 1630; here, word and thing became familiar on the out-

break of the Civil War in 1642, being especially associated

with the proceedings of the forces under Prince Rupert.]
1. trans. To rob ^a place or person) of goods or

valuables by forcible means, or as an enemy ; esp.
ns done in war or a hostile incursion

;
to pillage,

rifle, ransack, spoil ; to rob systematically.
1631 Swedish Intelligences. 179 The Swedish Drngoones

. . plundered the Townes of Wurtbach and Waldsee, neere
unto Weingarten. Ibid. 180 Both [Bishoprics] are plun-

PLUNDEROUS.
dered and disarmed, and the best Ordnance sent to Auspurg.
1643 (Nov. 24) Relation ofKing s Army at Braintford (in

Exact Collection (1643) 761), The Kings Army upon Satur-

day the twelfth of November after they had possessed them-
selves of [Hraintford], they plundered it without any respect
of persons. 1643 PRYNNK Sov. Power Parlt. iv. 28, 29,
I think the Parliament never yet approved the plunder-
ing (or in plain English, robbing) of any man, by any of
their forces; they having plundered no places taken by
assault, for ought I hear; though the Kings forces on the

contrary, have miserably plundered all the Kingdom almost.

1647 MAY Hist. Parl. in. i. 3 Many Townes and Villages he
[Prince Rupert] plundered, which is to say robb'd, for at

that time first was the word plunder used in Kngland, being
borne in Germany. 1684 Scttnderbeg Redi~>. v. 119 Twelve
Thousand Persons made Prisoners, and the Town first

plundred and then Burnt, 1725 DE TOE I'oy. round U^orld

(1840) 323 Searching about fur gold in the brooks and small

streams, .. and that after they had as it were plundered
them at the first discovery. 1769 ymints Lett. xxxv. (1820)
161 The people of Ireland have been uniformly plundered
and oppressed. 1838 TifiRLWALL Greece IV. xxxiii. 108 The
royal troops plundered the camp of all that fell in their

way. 1840 Penny Cycl. XVIII. 12/1 The church of
S. Francesco was plundered of the * Descent from the

Cross ',. .by Paul V., and the picture is now in the I'orghese

Gallery. 1855 MAOAIT.AY Hist. A"y. xiv. III. 424 A crowd
of negligent or ravenous functionaries, .plundered, starved,
and poisoned the armies and fleets of William.

2. trans. To take (goods, valuables, etc.) with

illegal force, or as an enemy; to appropriate

wrongfully, embezzle ; to take by robbery, steal.

1645 FKAII.V Dippers Dipt (1646) 131 The graces of the

Spirit, which cannot be plundered. 1651 USSHER Lett.

(1686) 543 Those.. I can by no means find, and do much
fear that they were plundred, among my other Books and

Papers, by the rude Welch in Glamorganshire, a 1774
(ini.nsM. Hist. Greece II. 235 The inhabitants . .were deter-

mined to plunder Dnrius's treasures. 1869 F. W. NEWMAN
Misc. 151 If they feed themselves honestly, and neither

steal men or plunder their goods. 1883 J. W. SUERER At
Home $ in India 141 Wrecking a village.., unroofing the

houses and plundering the sweetmeats and grain.

3. absol. or intr* To commit depredations.
1638 DRU.M.M. OK HAWTH. Irene Wks. (1711) 167 Impiety is

no /eal, Cruelty no Valour,., open and violent Oppression
and Robberies, or your Plundering, no fair Stratagems.

1693 Klem. Cnt. Tecktly iv. 57 The Imperialists on their

side plundered upon the Turks. 1845 S. ATSTIN Rankes
Hist'. Kef. III. 447 When the Hungarians.. pushed on..

westward, plundering and laying wa-^te by the way. 1849

JAMES IV'oodnian x, You will find it so to your cost, .. if

you attempt to plunder here.

Hence Phrndered ///.<*., Plundering vbl. sb.

and ///. a.

1638, 1643 [see 3,1], i&4&Coinm. Adv. Money W&fyll. 1127
Divers plundering officers and soldiers of the late King.
1656 KARL MONM. tr. Hoccaliufs Advts. fr. Parnass. \.

Ixxxvii. (16741 117 The mines, plundrings, affronts, and ..

desolations which she had received. 1663 COWLKY Cutter
Coicinan J>V. v. i, I shall ha' some plunder 'd Plate, I hope,
to entertain my Friends with. 1693 G. STEPNEY in Drydtri's

yurenal viii. (1697) 201 The Plundred still have Arms.

1856 EMERSON Kng. Traits, Aristocr. Wks. (Rohn) II. 78

Henry VIII.. gave him a large share of the plundered
church lands. 1859 R. F. BURTON in Jrnl. Geog. Soc. XXIX.
116 A place of comparative plenty when the plundering
Wahumba do not interfere.

Fltrnderable, <* [f. PLUNDER z(.2 + -ABLE.]
That can be plundered or subjected to spoliation.
1802-12 BENTHAM Ration, yitdic. Ei-id. (1827) II. 334

Persons in whose purses any considerable quantity of plun-
derable matter was seldom to be found. 1825 [see next].

Plunderage (pto-ndsnvig). [f. PLL-XDEB v.~

+ -ACE.] The action of plundering ; pillage.

spoliation ; spec, in Maritime Law,
'

embezzling

goods on shipboard* (Wharton 1848-83); concr.

spoil obtained by such means.

1796 COLQUHOUN Treat. Police Metro}. 427 That Wharf-

ingers should be liable for plunderage of Goods. 1816

Chron. in Ann. Reg. 142/1 Some plunderage took place by
the negroes. 1825 BENTHAM Offic. Apt. Maximized, Indi-

cations (1830) 26 As plunderable matter increases, so will

of saving lighterage and plunderage, and bringing the great
mass of commerce so much nearer to the heart of the City.

Plunderer (pir'ndsrsj). [f. as prec. + -ER i.

Cf. obs. Du. plunderer (Plantin), G. plunderer. \

One who plunders ;
a pillager, spoiler, robber.

1647 [see PLUNDER sb. 2]. 1649 PRYNNR Demurrer to

yews' Remitter 73 One of them formerly a Trooper and
Plunderer in Prince Ruperts army. 1675 COCKER Morals
34 Learning, not Gold, defies the Plunderer. 1741 MIDDLE-
TON Cicero II. vi. 417 The plunderer of all Temples, houses,
and the whole City. 1821 CLARE rill. Minstr. I. 169 So
dont ye [mice] drive your jokes too far, Ye cupboard*
plunderers as ye are. 1855 MACAULAV Hist. Eng. xii. III.

214 Of the [Irish] Roman Catholic peasantry..the majority
had enlisted in the army or had joined gangs of plunderers.

Hence Flirnderess, a female plunderer.
1835 Blacfav. Mag. XXXVII. 214 The royal plunderess

thought that she could thus . . procure a warm addition to

her nest.

Plu-nderless, a. nonce-wit. [See -LESS.] Charac-

terized by no plunder or wrongful profit.
1808 SVD. SMITH Plymleys Lett. (ed. n) 130 A lean and

plunderless integrity.

Fhmderous (plirndaras), a. rare. [f.
PLUNDER

+ -ot:s.] Given to or characterized by plundering.

1845 CARLYLK Cromwell (1871) I. no Royalism and

plunderous Rupeitism. 1865 - Frtdk. Gt. xx. vii. (1872)

IX. 147 A foolish love for their horses makes ihem astonish-



PLUNGE.

ingly plumlerons of forage. 1881 HENFREY m Antiquary ]

Apr. 181/2, I think it very likely., that the owner of tins

little hoard buried his money on the approach of the King's i

army, and Rupert's plunderous troopers, in September 1642.

Plunge (plzmds), sb.
[f.

PLUNGE v.}
I. 1. A place where one plunges or may plnnge ;

a deep pool, a depth. Obs. exc. dial.
' *

at a wicket he_ went, &
|

nge !

BAR
Sa i

lang as any ravin did ralr. 1847-78 HALLIWELL, Plunge, a
,

deep pool. Somerset.

2. An act of plunging ;
a sudden downward or ;

head-foremost movement into water or the like ; ,

a dive, dip ; also_/%;
1711 Annisox Sped. No. 94 f 9 After his first Plunge into

i

the Sea. 1863 E. V. NEALF^ Anal. Th. % Nat. 113 ;

Descartes . .was preserved by his strong sense of personal

activity, from sinking his individuality in the ocean of being.
But.. the plunge was made

by^
Malebranche and Spinoza.

1873 BLACK 7V. Thnlexi Her first plunge into the pleasures
of civilized life. 1883 STEVENSON Treas. Isl. in. xiii, The
plunge of our anchor sent up clouds of birds wheeling and

crying over the woods.

3. transf. A sudden and heavy or violent pitch-

ing forward of the body.
1496 Bk. St. All'ans, Fishing 20 Kepe hym [the fish] euer

vnder the rodde..: soo that your lyne may susteyne and
beere his lepys and his plungys [a 1450 plumbes: see PLUMP
s/>.3 i]. 1589 NASHE Pasquil's Ret. Wks. (Grosart) I. 123
Like a furious beast wrapt in the cordes .. after many a

vayne plunge which he giues to breake away. 1889 R. S. S.

BADEN-POWELL Pigsticking 106 By directing the animal's

plunges judiciously I got him also on terrafirma.
b. A heavy downward blow.

1836 E. HOWARD R. Reefer xiii, Two boys fight..; one of

them gets a plunge on the nose.

4. The fall or breaking of a wave; a heavy

downpour of rain (rare].

1781 Gentl. Mag. LI. 616 The^ weight of the former

[water spout], by heavy plunges raised the sea into moun-
tains, c 1841 CARLVLE in A tlantic Monthly (1898) LXXXI1.
450/2 Before that it was as bad as weather at any time need

be: long continued plunges of wet [etc.]. iSfia MRS. CAR.
LYLF, Lett. III. 96 Then walk or ride three hours under a

plunge of rain. i86a LONGF. Wayside Inn i. Prel. 264 The
plunge of the implacable seas.

II. 6. The point of being plunged or over-

whelmed in trouble, difficulty, or danger ;
a critical

situation, crisis, pinch, stress, strait ; a dilemma ;

esp. in phr. at (in} a plunge, to put to or into the

plunge or plunges. Obs. exc. dial.

1535 FISHER Wks. (E. E. T. S.) i. 415 When a person hath

deserued a great open shame, is broght euen to the

plunge of the matter, and yet by the meanes of helpe he is

deliuered. 1542 UDALL Erasw. Apoph. 186 To bee putte to

the plounge or makynge or marryng & . . to wynne al, or to

lese al. 1553 Short Catech. in Liturgies, etc. (Parker Soc.)

522 We beseech our Father, that he bring us into no such

hard escape and peril, nor leave us in the very plunge of

danger. 1579 TOMSON Calvin 's Sertn. Tim. 900/2 Or if it

bee the deuill that worketh by the inchaunters hands, will

not men say that God is put to his plunges to ouercome
Satan? 1611 COTGR. s. v. Breviaire, Ilest au bout de son

breviaire, he is at a plunge, or nonplus ; he hath no more
to say. c 1656 SIR H. CHOLMI.EV Mem. (1870) 28 When
I was in the greatest plunge for money. 1687 A. LOVELI.

tr. Thwenofs Treat, i. 264 The Captain demanding pay-
ment of his Money, put the Prince to a great plunge. 1740
WARBURTON Div. Legat. vi. vi. III. 670 As he had no great
Stock of Argument, . . at a Plunge any Thing would be

acceptable that came to his Relief. 1780 HARRIS Phitol.

Enquiries Wks. (1841) 454 At length, after various plunges
and various escapes, it [the Eastern empire] was totally
annihilated in the fifteenth century. 1854 Miss BAKF.R

Northampt. Gloss., Plunge, a strait, a difficulty.
'

I was

put to a plunge '. 1884 Upton-on-Severn Gloss., Plnnge,
a falling into, or going under trouble or sickness.

III. 6. = PLONGE.
1859 F. A. GRIFFITHS Artil. Man. (1862) 260 The top [of

the parapet] is formed with a slight declivity towards the

country, which is called the superior slope, or plunge.
I V . 7. attrib. and Comb., as (in sense ' done by

or used with a plunge ') plunge-bath, -net ; plunge,
churn, a simple form of chum consisting of an

upright wooden cask in which a plunger is worked

up and down ; plunge-pole, the hollow pump-
rod of a pumping-engine (Ogilvie, 1882).
1856 KANE Arct. Expt. I. ix. 99 Submitting ourselves to

a succession of *plunge-baths as often as we trusted our

weight on the ice-capped stones above the surface. 1896
Pall Mall Mag. May 37 Taking headers into the large

plunge bath there [at Marylebone Gardens], 1815 Penne-
cuifc's Wks. 84 note, A wooden armed chair, .a few stools. .

and a *plunge churn, completes the inventory of household
furniture. 1844 STEPHENS Bk. Farm III. 899 The old-
fashioned upright hand plunge-churn is now confined chiefly
to the use of small farmers and cottars. 1883 F. DAY
Indian Fish 64 (Fish. Exhib. Publ.) CMz. A *plunge-
net, used chiefly in shallow water to capture fish which lay
half-concealed in the mud. From Poona.

Plunge (pl*mds), v . Forms : 4- plunge, 5

plownge, 5-6 plounge, 5-7 plonge, (6 plong,
6-7 plundge). ft. 5 plonchyn, plounch,
plunch(e. [ME. plitnge(n, plonge, plonche, a.

OF. plunjer (Oxford Psalter, a 1140), //(*>;,
plong'-f)*?* ploncier, ploncher,pluncher, ^.plonger,

OPicard//0w*V?', Picard dial, plonquerto plunge,

dive, (according to Diez) : late J.. *pluml>icdre
to heave the lead, f. plumbum lead.]

1024

1. trans. To put violently, thrust, or cast into

(or f in) a liquid, a penetrable substance, or a

cavity ; to immerse, to submerge ;
in quot. c 1380,

t to baptize by immersion (obs.).
c 1380 Sir Fernmb. 1085 And het him sone t>at he wer

di^t, To blessy J>e holy fanston, . . pe prelat dide al so he

hi;t, & plungede him sone J>er-on. 1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg.

431/1 Other there wende that the shyppeshold haue broken

and be plonged in the see. 1541 BOORDE Dyetary xxxviii.

(1870) 300 To plounge the eyes in colde water in the

morenyng. 1569 J. SANFORD tr. Agrifpa's Van. Artes 15
The r'uier Mosa . . plungeth him selfe, not in the ocean, but

in the Rhene. 1590 SPENSER F. Q. n. xii. 64 Sometimes the

one would lift the other quight Above the waters, and then

downe aga'me Her plong. 1617 HIERON Wks. (1619-20) II.

371 If thou be not mercifull vnto me, I shall eternally be

plundged into the nethermost hell. 1711 ADDISON SptCt.
No. 94 P 8 The holy Man bid him plunge his Head into the

Water. 1800 tr. Lagrange's Chem. I. 24 Plunge a thermo-
meter into the mixture, and its temperature will be found to

be two degrees. 1856 KANE Arct. Expl. II. xv. 163 The
lance is plunged into the left side. 1878 HUXLEV Physiogr.

77 You have only to plunge a lighted taper into it.

ft. i 1440 STAUNTON St. Patr. Purg. (1900) 71 Fendes

takyng pilk bisshop. .and plunchyng him m J>at blak water.

1447 HOKKSHAM Seyntys (Roxb.) 87 Of cursyd custum

plounchyd m the myre.
t b. Plunge up, to heave up, pump up. Obs.

1567 in Turberville Epitaphs 78 b, Plunge vp a thousande

sighes, for griefe your trickling teares distill.

2. fig. To thrust, force, or drive into (or t in)
some thing, condition, state, or sphere of action.

c 1374 CHAUCER Boeth. in. pr. ii. 51 (Camb. MS.) And
many folk . . wenen ^at it be ryght blysful thyng to plowngen
hem In voluptuos delit. f 1407 LYDG. Reson fy Sens. 6762

Y-plonged in ful gret distresse. isfySatir. Poems Reform.
iv. 51 Quhomlit insorowand plungeit in cair. 1641 MILTON
Prel. Episc. Wks. 1851 III. 75 The Councels themselves

were fouly corrupted with ungodly Prelatisme, and . .

plung'd into worldly ambition. 1686 tr. Chardins Coronat.

Solyman 87 The young Prince having plundg'd himself

into the excesses of Wine and Women. 1796 H. HUNTER tr.

St.'Picrre's Stud. Nat. (1709) III. 181 Violent passions

always plunge the soul into contrary extremes. 1838
THIRI.WAI.L Greece xxii. III. 227 The commotion, which ..

agitated Syracuse, and threatened to plunge it into a civil

war. 1875 TOWF.TT Plato (ed. 2) IV. 373 We are plunged at

once into philosophical discussions.

ft. c 1440 LYDG. Compleynt 376 in Temple of Glas, etc.

(1891) 64 Now canst thow sette men aloft, And now hem
plonchyn ful vnsoft, Doun from hegh felycyte.

j3. fig. To overwhelm, overpower, esp. with

trouble or difficulty ; to put to straits, embarrass.

1485 nifty Myst. (1882) iv. 462 This womans harte is

plungid with payn. 1513 BRADSHAW St. Werburge \. 888

Plonget with sorowe, syghynge day and nyght. 1600 ARP.

ABBOT Exp. Jonah 191 What is all this to plunge his

abilitie who can do everie thing. 1643 S|R T. BROWSE
Relig. Mfd. i. 21 [He] was so plunged and gravelled with

three lines of Seneca, that all our Antidotes .. could not

expel the poyson of his errour. 1681 Relig. Clerici 188,

1 am more and more plunged and puzled in this px)int.

4. Gardening. To sink (a pot containing a plant,

less usually, a plant itself) in the ground.
1664 EVELYN Sylva (1679) 13 Plunge it [the branch] half

a foot under good mould. 18*5 Greenhouse Comp. 1. 152

Chrysanthemum indicum might be introduced when in

bloom, and plunged in the borders as if growing there.

1851 Deck's Florist 87, I would recommend plunging the

pots, but be sure you have a dry bottom. 1869 P. HENDER-
SON Pract. Floricult. xxix. 200 (Funk) These pots should

be
planted, or, as we term it,

'

plunged
'

to the rim, or level

with the surface.

5. intr. To throw or hurl oneself into water or

the like; to dive head-foremost; to fall or sink

(involuntarily) into a deep place (as a pit or abyss) ;

also, to penetrate impetuously into a crowd, a

forest, or any thing or place in which one is sub-

merged or lost to view.

1375 BARROUR Bruce n. 355 For the best, and the worthiest

..Plungyt in the stalwart stour, And rowtis ruyd about

thaim dang, c 1380 Sir Fernntb. 5784 How f>at ys water

ys arayed, pat y schal plungy on. a 1450 Knt. He la Tour
(1868) 112 A yonge childe. .that wente forto bathe hym, and

happed to plonge and to fall in a depe pitte withinne the

ryuer. 1470-85 MALORY Arthur- vii. xx. 243 Many tymes
his hors and he plonged ouer the hede in depe myres. 1601

SHAKS. Jut. C. \. ii. 105 Accoutred as I was, I plunged in,

And bad him follow. 1697 DRYDEN l
r
irg. Past. VIM. 84

From yon high Cliff I plunge into the Main. 1789 W.
BUCHAN Dom. Med. Iv.

(1700) 633 It is now fashionable for

persons of all ranks to plunge into the sea, and drink the

mineral waters. 1840 DICKENS Barn. Rttdge lix, He
plunged into the thickest portion of the little wood. 1860

TYNDALL Glac. i. 58 Saw the stream plunge into a shaft.

ft. 1:1400 tr. Secreta Secret.^ Gov. Lordsh. pe sawle

shall plunche into Jw depnes of helle.

b. transf. To enter impetuously or abruptly into

(a place). Also with upon.
1834 L, RITCHIE Wand. Seine no We .. plunged into the

high road leading to Duclair. 1841-71 T. R. JONES Anint.

Kingd. (ed. 4) 341 Others [tubes] without any vesicular

enlargement, plunge at once into different textures, and

supply the viscera and internal organs. 1885 Manch.
Exam. 22 Jan. 5/2 Under a well-organised fire from the

works, the Arabs plunged forth upon the square. 1891
KIPUNG Light that Failed (1900) 202 He stumbled across

the landing and plunged into Torpenhow's room.

c. transf. To descend abruptly and steeply ;
to

dip suddenly (as a road or stratum).
1854 MURCHISON Silnria ii. 31 They are seen to fold over

and plunge to the east-south-east. 1882 B. HARTE Flip
t, The stage-road that plunged from the terrace . . into the

valley below.

PLUNGER.

6. intr. To enter impetuously or determinedly
into some state, condition, or affair

;
to involve

oneself deeply.
a 1694 TILLOTSON fJ.I, He could find no other way to

conceal his adultery, but to plunge into the guilt of a
murther. 1714 APDISON Cato I. i, Bid me for honour plunge
into a war Of thickest foes. 1771 BURKE Corr. (1844) I. 252

7. transf, intr. To fling or throw oneself violently

forward, esp. with a diving action : said of a horse

(opposed to REAR v.1 15 b) ; of a ship :
= PITCH

K.I 19 b
;

of the chest : to expand with falling of

the diaphragm.
1530 PALSGR. 661/2, I plunge, as a horse dothe,./V j>lf>nge.

1633 HEVWOOD & ROWLEY ]''c>rt. by Land fy Sea in. i. Wks.
1874 VI. 392 Our teems, .plunge in pain. 1735 SOMERVILLE
Chase in. 334 Wounded, he rears aloft, And plunging, fij>m
his Back the Rider hurls Precipitant. 1803 MAR. EDGE.
WORTH Moral T. (1816) I. xvi. 137 He taught Sawney to

rear and plunge, whenever his legs were touched by the

broom. 1817 Sporting Mag. L. 17 Dick kept plunging
with his favourite right-handed hits. 1836 MARRYATyl//Vfr/i.

Easy xxvi, The frigate..no longer jerked and plunged as

before. 1860 Merc. Marine Mag. VII. 115 The water came
in every time the ship plunged. 1808 Allbntfs Syst. Meet.

V. 287 The chest may plunge, but there is no expansion of

the thoracic cavity.

b. trans. \\ ith complement : To make oneself

(weary, etc.) by plunging.
1607 MARKHAM Caval. n. (1617) 95 They will, after they

haue plunged themselues weary, fall downe.

c. Of a horse : To throw or pitch by plunging.

1603 KNOLLES Hist. Turks (1621) 66 At the farther side of

the river [he] was plunged by his horse, at his landing, that

he was taken up for dead.

t 8. trans. To penetrate by plunging, diving, or

digging ;
to plunge into or through. Ofis. rare.

01649 DRUMM. OF HAWTH. Poems Wks. (1711) i Vaunt

not, rich pearl, red coral, which do stir A fond desire in

fools to plunge your ground. 1724 RAMSAY Health 313
He'll plunge the deep, And with expanded arms the billows

sweep.
9. alisol. Of artillery : To send shot downwards

from a higher level. Cf. fhingingfire in PLUNGING

///. a. c.

1815 SCOTT Paufs Lett. (1839) ?
Z3 Our artillery on the

ridge were brought to plunge into it.

10. intr. To spend money or bet recklessly ;
to

speculate or gamble deeply ; to run into debt, slang.

1876 BESANT & RICE Gold. Butterfly xxxviii, They
plunged as regarded hansoms, paying whatever was asked
with an airy prodigality. 1883 Miss BRADDON rhant. Fort.

xliv, She has been plunging rather deeply. 1886 Fortn.

Rev. Mar. 319
'

Plunging
'

was the order of the day, and

lansquenet was the game at which most of this, .was done.

Hence Plunged ///. a.

1581 T. HOWELL Denises (1879) 177 The plunged state,

wherein I lyue and dwell. 1767 BEVIS in rhit. Trans.

LVII. 378 Depending on the relation of the height a to the

plunged part.

t PlTfngeon. Obs. [a. F. flongeon (OF.

plongon, tk>r. et Blanc.) a diver, a bird of genus

Colymlnts, f. plonger to dive, PLUNGE + -eon : L.

-io(nem : cf. PIGEON.] A diving bird ;
a diver.

1480 CAXTON Ovid's Met. xi. xxii. Because he plongeth

contynuelly in such manere, he is called Plongeon or Dyvar.
1589 RIDER Bibl. Schol. 1704 A Plungeon : a kinde of

water fowle with a long reddish bill, Phalacrocorax.
1601 HOLLAND Pliny I. 296 Among the Alps : where also

the Plungeons [L. ttiergi\ or bald Rauens be, which hereto-

fore were thought proper and peculiar to the Baleare

Islands. 1706 PHILLIPS, Plungeon or Diver, a sort of water-

fowl. Hence 1730-6 in BAILEY (folio) : 1755 in JOHNSON.

Plunger (plo-ndgaj). [f. PLUNGE v. + -ER'.]
I. 1. One who plunges; a diver. (So '. plongeur.}

1611 COTGR., Plongeur, a plunger, ducker, diuer. 1730-6
BAILEY (folio), Plunger, a diver. 1848 CLOUGH Bothie ill. 46

Here, the pride of the plunger, you stride the fall and clear

it ; Here, . . into pure green depth drop down from lofty

ledges. 1893 Tablet 18 Feb. 272 Would the plunger hold

his own in the vortex of troubled waters ?

t b. A diving bird ; spec, the Black Gull. Obs.

1655 MOUFET & BENNET Health's Impr. (1746) 194 White

Gulls Grey Gulls, and Black Gulls (commonly termed by
the Name of Plungers and Water-Crows).

2. In various technical applications, an instru-

ment or part of a mechanism which works with

a plunging or thrusting motion.

a. Any solid piston, as that of a force-pump, esp. the

piston of a Cornish pump : a hollow piston forming the

bucket of a lift-pump, b. The dasher of a churn, o. The

firing-pin in some breech-loading firearms ; also, a bolt

sliding in a groove on the breech for securing the barrel in

firing position, d. A metallic cylinder or plug for regu-

lating an electric current, e. Pottery. A vessel in which

clay is beaten to paste or slip. f. Short for plunger-brake
(see 5). Also in other applications : see quots.

1777 MACBRIDE in Phil. Trans. LXVIII. 115 Stirring it

[the leather] up with the utensil called a plunger, which is

nothing more than a pole with a knob at the end of it. 1811

J. IMISON Sc. ff Art I. 457 Plungers are pistons that nearly

fill the working barrel. 1831 LARDKER Pne:imat. vi. 312

A heavy beam, or plunger, suspended from a chain, and

capable of descending by its own weight in water. 1837

Flemish Hint, 62 in Litr. Use/. Knowl., Halt. Ill, Some-

times . . a dog walks in a wheel, which turns the machinery

by which the plunger is moved up and down [in churning].

1839 R. S. ROBINSON Naut. Steam Eng. 83 It is .. very
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usual to see two plungers attached, one on each side of the

cross-head of the air pump ; one works a bilge pump, the

other the feed pipe. 1866 Corith. Mag. Sept. 355 The barrel

is closed by a sliding plunger or bolt, which can be pushed
forward against the barrel, or withdrawn for the admission
of the cartridge. 1870 Daily News 31 Aug. 2 1'he cartridges
fall into slots in the barrels, and are gradually pushed into

the firing position by 10 plungers or pistons. 1875 KNIGHT
Diet. Meek. 1778/2 The clays are. .prepared by mixing
them in a plunger containing a large wheel, by which they
are, with the addition of water, converted into a mass of
the consistency of cream. 1878 F. S. WILLIAMS Midi. Railiv.

424 Hydraulic power is obtained by a 4o-horse engine,

pumping the water into two upright cylinders, fitted with
solid plungers. 1881 Daily News 7 Sept. 2/5 Uxbrklge. .

signalled a couple of
' beats

'

to the West Drayton box, when
the officer there in charge replied with four beats, pressed
the

'

plunger
' and took off the lock at Uxbridge signals,

II. 3. Mil. slang. A cavalry man.
1854 THACKERAY J. Leectfs Pict. 82 He used rather to

laugh at guardsmen,
'

plungers ',
and other military men.

1857 KINGSLEV Two Y. Ago xvi, It's an insult to the whole

Guards,, .after refusing two of us, to marry an attorney, and
after all to bolt with a plunger.
4. slang. One who betSj gambles, or speculates

rashly or recklessly.

1876 World V. No. 115. 4 The prince of plungers, with
hat jauntily cocked over one eye. 1877 BKSANT & RICR
Son ofl'utc. i. i, Plungers in baccarat, badminton, loo, and
opera-dancers. 1892 JFSSOPP Stud, by Recluse vi. (1893)

192 He took to the turf, .. was a regular plunger, and got
deeply into debt.

III. 5. attrtb. and Comb., as plunger-button^

case, -pole, -rod ; plunger-brake : see quots. ;

plunger-bucket, plunger-lift, in a pump, a
bucket having no valve

;
also next (#) ; plunger-

piston, (a) a solid cylindrical piston used in a

plunger-pump ; (b} a similar piston used in a pres-

sure-gauge, steam-indicator, etc. ; plunger-pump,
one with a solid piston, as a force-pump.
1898 ll-'t'stm. Gaz. 13 July 3/2 With my *Plunger brake I

rode down every inch of the descent from the top of the
,

Grimsel Pass to the Rhone Glacier. [1898 Cycling- ix. 52 [A
brake] actuated by means of a lever attached to the handle
bar, which is connected by a hinged joint with a plunger.]
1875 KNIGHT Diet. IHech.,

*
Plunger-bucket, one without a

valve. 1840 Civil Eng. $ Arch. Jrnl. III. 41/1 Motion is

given to the piston, bucket, or *plunger-pole of the pump
1882 Rep. to Ho. Repr. Free. Met. U. S. 147 Stationary double
*plunger pumps. 1898 Engineering Mag. XVI. 52 The
water is taken out of the mines by means of two Rittinger ,

telescopic plunger pumps, placed at the present lowest level, !

one hundred and eighty feet below the adit. 1839 URE Diet.
Arts 187 There is also a rack and toothed sector, with a
balance weight connected to the inclined plane at the top
of the *plunger-rods. 1844 STEPHENS Bk, Farm III. 929
The very unfavourable position in which a man applies his
force directly to the plunger-rod of this churn.

Plunging (plzrnd^irj), vbl.sb. [-ING *.] The
action of the verb PLUNGE in various senses

; spec. ,

f immersion in baptism (0Ar.).
a 1450 MYRC 609 Whenne thou comes t to the plungynge.

1532 FRITH Mirror (1829) 234 The sign in baptism, is the

plunging down in the material water, and lifting up again.
1607 MARKHAM Caval. \\. (1617) 93 A mare .. which. .was
naturally giuen to the vice of plunging. 1865 CARLYLE
Fiedk. Gt. xvnr. vii. (1872) VII. 221, 1 could, .leave Fortune
to her whirlings and her plunging-;. 1883 MRS. BISHOP in

Leisure Ho. 143/1 At times..came huge plungings, with

accompanying splashings.
b. attrib. and Comb.

t
as plunging bath, -hole>

-material, -pit\ plunging-battery (Etectr.}, a

battery in which the plates may be plunged into

or withdrawn from the fluid, when the battery is

or is not in use (Knight Diet. Mech. 1875);
plunging-siphon, a small tube with open ends,
used to draw a small quantity of liquor by plunging
it into the bulk, and stopping one end with the

finger (Dnnglison, 1857).
1843 SIR C. SCUDAMORE Med. Visit Grafenlerg 70 Neither

plunging bath nor douche were used. 1882 Garden 21 Jan.
49/2 Plants of two or three sorts should be selected from
the cold plunging pits. 1885 ELDER in Our Corner V. 177
Cocoanut fibre may be put on as a plunging material into
which pots, seed-pans, or boxes can be plunged.

Flu'nging, ppl.a. [-ING*.] That plunges.
a. Of a norse or its action, a wave, a ship, etc.:

Diving ; rushing or falling forward or downward ;

pitching ; sinking steeply.
1538 ELYOT, Sternax, a steerynge or ploungynge horse.

1548 Ibid,, Sternax equus, a plungyng hors that casteth
his ridar. 1818 BYRON Mazeppa xvii, The steeds rush on
m

plunging pride. 1840 BROWNING Sordetto i. 172 Richard,
light-hearted as a plunging star. 1875 H. JAMES Passionate
Pilgr.) etc. 236 She sat on an ivied stone, on the edge of
a plunging wall. 1885 BLACK White Heather v, In the
darkened and plunging waters.

b. Jig. in various senses : see the verb.

1568 T. HOWELL Arb. Amitie (1879) 37 Most greedy
gripes with plunging paines, do pierce my ruthfull hart. :

1794 MATHIAS Purs. Lit. (1798) 442 His unbridled licence
j

of language, and his plunging desperate doctrines.

O. Plunging fire, artillery or rifle fire directed
;

downwards from a higher level. Cf. PLUNGE v. 9. ,

1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mech. t Plunging-fire^ .. shot fired at
an angle of depression below point-blank. 1891 G. W. I

BAIRD in Century Mag. July 357 The Indians held the i

sharp crests of the steep hills, and were delivering a plunging \

tire into the troops.
Hence Flu-ngingrly adv.
1872 GEO. ELIOT Middlem. Hi, Fred hesitated an instant,

and then went on plungingly.
VOL. VII.
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Flungy (pUrnd^i),^. rare. [f. PLUNGE + -Y.]
! Causing or coming in plunges ; bringing heavy
showers, rainy (obs. or dial.}.
c 1374 CHAUCER Boetlt. i. met. iii. (Camb. MS.), The fyrma-

inent slant dirked by wete plowngy [v.r, ploungy] clowcles.
Ibid. in. met. i, The sterres shynen more agreablelv whan
the wynd nothus leteth hise plowngy blastes. 1566 DRANT
Horace^ Sat. vii, Fiijb, Pufte up with pleasures plungie
puffes.

Flunk (plrjk), v. Chiefly dial. [In senses i and
2 app. echoic ; sense 3 may be the same, or an altered
form of plump : cf. also northern Fr. plonquer to

plunge. Sense 4 may be from PLUXK sb. Sense
. 5 is of obscure origin : cf. early mod.Du. plencken

'

vagari, divagari, palari, errare' (Kilian). There

may be two or three different words here.]
I. 1. trans. To pluck (a string) so as to cause

an abrupt vibratory sound
;
to twang sharply.

1805 A. SCOTT Poems (1808) 229 Let Europe plunk her
fiddle strings. Till them to unison she brings. 1898 Chicago
Advance 31 Mar. 436/1 Robert marched out plunking the

banjo, Charles rattling the bone?.

2. intr. To croak or cry as a raven. Sc.
la 1800 Scotch Song (Jam.), The corpie plunkin' i' the hoc;,
Made a' my flesh turn caukl.

II. 3. intr. To plump, to drop down abruptly.
1808 JAMIESON, Plunk, v. n., to plunge with a dull sound,

\ to plump. 1888 E. MOTT in Chicago Herald (Farmer 1

,

B' that time the ol' man had plunked inter a bar'l. 1891
J. H. PEARCE Esther Pentreath \. \. 15 He '

plunked-down
'

a!l-of-a-heap on a neighbouring balk of timber.

III. 4. trans. To drive or propel with a sudden

push (? like a cork from a bottle).
1884 A. A. PUTXAM Tea Yrs. Police Judge \. 29 The

especial bull's-eyes which the rocks of reform were aimed to

hit, and, as it were plunk out. 1893 KITLING Many Invent.

104 The moving galley's bow was plunking them [oars]
back through their own oar holes. 1899 J. COLVILLE Scott.
Vernacular n (E. D. D.) Whin and broom pods plunkt their

peas on rudely cheeks.

IV. 5. intr. and trans. To play the truant ;

to be a truant from. Sc.
1808 JAMIESON, To Plunk,., to play the truant. 1870

J. NICHOLSON Idylls 36 Shinties to fung the fleeing bool, i

An' aiblins gar me plunk the schule. 1898 A*. Brit. Daily '.

Mail 28 Oct. 2 He and his brother '

plunked
'

the school

frequently, and were afraid to go home.

Plunk, sb., adv., int. Chiefly <#/.
[f. PLUNKS]

A. sb. 1. The action of the verb PLUNK ; the
resonant sound of a heavy blow, or of a plunge ;

j

the blow or plunge itself; also, the sound made
|

by the drawing of a cork, etc.

1809 T. BATCHELOR Anal. Eng. Lang, 140 Pelsy, Phtngk,
a blow. 1813 G. BRUCE Poems n. 166 In his guid naig's fat

rump it [a dirk] stuck : Whilk nae being us'd to sic a plunk,
Gae suddenly a fearfu' funk. i8aa Blackw. Mag-. Sept. 313/1 \

The King's name, and the plunk of corks drawn to drink his

health, resounded in every house. 1834 L. RITCHIE Wand. \

by Seine 167 We hear .. the pistol-like report of beer, and !

he more soberly alluring plunk ! of wine corks. 1900

by
the more soberly alluring plunk ! of
Westm. Gaz. 29 Dec. 2/1 Suddenly there was a plunk !

splash! Haw-haw-ooof ! 1901 G. DOUGLAS Ho. 7t-. Green
Shutters 59 Swipey. .planted a gob of mud right in the
middle of his brow. .. Beneath the wet plunk of the mud
John started back.

2. slang, t a. A large sum, a fortune. Oh. b.
A dollar. U. S.

1767 JOSIAH WEDGWOOD in Life x. (1894) 102 He is in no
danger of making a Plunk, or what would be esteemed
a Fortune by any other than a little country manufacturer.
1901 H. M c Hi:cii John Henry 12 Sarah Bernhardt at five

plunks a chair.

B. adv. and int. With a plunking noise
; plump.

'

1894 [\V. D. LATTO] Tammas Bodkin xxx, Afore ye cud I

hae said sax the train played plunk into Moncrieff Tunnel.
I

1895 '!AN MACLAREN Brier Bush v. 188 They slip
aff I

sudden in the end, and then they juist gang plunk.
1897 Outing (U.S.) XXX. 114/2 He poised on the edge

'

of the pier. Then he went down plunk and came up in
|

a moment. 1897 CROCKETT Lad's Love v. 52 [Peas] are a'
i

vera weel in broth, but if ye got them plunk on the jaw wi'
|

a strong chairge o
1

powder ahint them, they might bring the
water to your e'en,

t Plu'nket, sb. and a. Obs. Forms : 4 plun-
[

kett, 4-7 plonket, 5 -ete, -eut, -ett, ploun-
j

kette, 5-6 ploncket, 5-8 plunket, (6 plumket,
pluncket). [ME. plonket^ plunket , app. derived ;

from OF. //?/&> (1254), plonqnit lead-coloured,

lead-grey, also a kind of grey cloth (pa. pple. of

plonquier to cover with lead : late L. *
plumbicare >

\

i. plumbum lead : see PLUNGE v.}.
The ending -et may be the earlier form of -S\ but cf. other

names of coloured fabrics, as BLANKET, BLUET, BURNET,
RUSSET, WATCHET. See also BLUNKET (app. an alteration
of this, perh. associated with blanket}', also PLUMBET.J
A. sb. A woollen fabric of varying texture, app.

of a grey or light blue colour. Cf. BLUNKET sb.

X375~6 Durham Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 582 Pro xij uln. de
plunkett. 1377-8 Ibid. 586, xiij uln. de Plonket empt. pro
tunicis, pro pagettis xiij s. 1466 Mann. <y Hoitseh. Exj>.
(Roxb.) 493 My master delyverd .. xviij. yerdes of fyne
plonket . . to dye into fyne morrey engreyned. 1483 Act i I

Rich. ///, c. 8 4 That this Acte .. extende not .. to the
|

makynge .. of eny clothe called Vervise, otherwise called !

Plounkettes Turkyns or Celestrines, with broade Lists.
]

a 1548 HALL C/tron., Hen. VIII 22 Sodainly the Mount
opened, and out came sixe ladies all in Crimosin satin and
plunket, enbroudered with Golde and perle. 1616 BULLOKAR
F.ng. Expos., Plonkets, a kind of wollen cloth. 1721 C.
KING Brit. Merck. II. 96 What is become of our noble

PLURAL.
Manufacture of Plunkets, Violets, and BIue,s, formerly made
in Suffolk? 1876 PLANCHK Cycl. Costume I. 40-'.

B. adj. Of a greyish blue colour ; lu;ht blue.
i Cf. BLUNKET a.

c 1440 Promp. Parv. 406/1 Plunket iA"., P. coloure\
jacinctus. 1465-6 Mann. <y Hmtseh. Exfi. (Roxb.) 329, xxiij.

'

narow clothes called statutes, of the . . color of red viij ., and
1 of the colour of plonkeut xv. 1496 Bk. St. Albans^ Fishing
i (1883) 10 Lete woode your heer in an woodefatte a lyght

plunket colour. 1543 GRAFTON Contn. Harding yfi In two

I

or thre places the saied sleues were cut, and fastened to-

gether againe with a plunket ryband. a 1548 HALL Citron.^

|

Hen. VIII 50 The Duke of Vaudosme and his bende in

, clothe of golde, and pluncket veluet. 1560 Plumket [see
PLUMBET, quot. 1533].

Plunther (plzrnfoj), v. dial. [Akin to PLUNDER
z 1

.
1
] intr. To flounder.

1839-41 S. WAURKN Ten Thorn, a Year i\-. I. 274 The
little doctor was plunthering on, ankle-deep in snow, towards
the vicarage. 1849 Frasers Mag. XXXIX. 51 We went
plunthering along, sinking deeply at every step.

Pluperfect (pl:p5'.ifekt s pl/y-psMfekt), a. (s/>.}

Also plus-. [Contracted from pliis-qitam-perfect,
i

ad. L. (tempns pr&terituni} plus quam perfection
'

(past tense) more than perfect ', transl. Or. (xpuvos
viTcpGvvTtXtKus. Cf. F. plits-qm-parfait (1521).
400 MACROBIUS De different. \ 'erb. 7 In Grxcis verbts

quae in fl exeunt omne perfectum tempus mutat in fine A in

KIX et facit plusquam perfectum quod illi UTeptruireAticbv
vocant. cgoo PRISCIAN 805 (Putsch) Praeteritum plusquam-
perfectum, in quo iampridem res perfects ostenditur.]

1. Gram. Applied to that tense of the verb which

expresses a time or action completed prior to some

past point of time, specified or implied. Also
absol. or as sb., ellipt. for pluperfect tense.

1530 PALSGR. 88 The Preter Pluperfit Tens. Jaudye parti,
I had spoken. Ibid. 113 Verbes actives circumlocute theyr
preterpertit and plus per fit tenses throughe all theyr modes,
. .with the tenses ofy> ay and the participle preterit. 1599
MlNSHEU Span. Gram. (1623) 22 Indicatiue moode. Pres.

Imperfect. First preterperfect. Second perfect. Pluperfect
tense. 1824 L. MURRAY Eng. Gram. (ed. 5) I. 124 The Plu-

perfect Tense represents a thing, not only as past, but also
as prior to some other point of time specified in the sen-

tence: as, 'I had finished my letter before he arrived '.

1837 G. PHILLIPS Syriac Grant. 52 By means also of the

auxiliary verb two other tenses are defined; namely, the

imperfect and plusperfect. 1879 ROBV Lat. Grant, iv. xvii.

1487 The Pluperfect denotes an action in past time, done
before another past action.

2. gen. More than perfect; in quot. 1802 mis-

used for
(

superfluous
'

; spec, in Mus. (rarely)

applied to an augmented (as distinguished from
a perfect) fourth or fifth.

1802 W. TAYLOR in Monthly Mag. XIII. 12 Junius had
a dislike to the letter k . . : it would have been more rational

to indulge an antipathy against c, which is a very pluper-
fect letter, and represents sometimes k, sometimes s, and
sometimes ts. 1856 Leisure Ho. 31 Jan. 74 It will happen
in all binderies .. that on examination certain volumes are
found imperfect or pluperfect, either wanting a sheet, or

having a sheet too much. 1876 STAIXER & BARRETT Diet.

Jlfus. Terms s.v. Interval^ Intervals greater than major or
normal have been termed (besides augmented) extreme,
sharp, superfluous, pluperfect. 1876 HIT.LAH ibid., s. v.

Nomenclature, Imperfect as applied to the exceptional
fifth. As an antonym to this I have long used the epithet
pluperfect, which has been very largely adopted.

fPlu-racie. Sc. Obs. [irreg. f. L. phis, piiir-
inore : cf. med.L. plfiritas.] PLURALITY.
1581 Sc. Acts Jas. I'l (1814) III. aii/i It being found

maist difficill, That in J>e charge of pluracie [ed. 1597
pluralitie] of kirkkis ony ane minister may instructe mone
[1597 monie] flokis.

Plural (pliie-ral), a. (sb) Also 4-5 plurel, 5-6
-ell(e ; 5-7 -all. [a. QY.phtrel (i2th c.), or ad.

L. pluralis (Quint.), f. phls^phlr- more: see -AL.]
1. Grant. Applied to the form of a word which

denotes more than one (or, in languages having
a dual form, more than two) : opposed to singular.
1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. x. 237 Three propre persones ac

nou}t in plurel noumbre, For al is but on god. 1387 TREVISA
Higden (Rolls) II. 171 He moste be i-cleped Argi in \>e

plural nombre. 1483 Cath. Angl. 285/1 Plurelle, pluralis.

1530 PALSGR. 4 The thyrde parsonnes plurelles of verbes

actyves in the frenche tonge . . ende in cnt. 1631 GOUGE
God's Arrows in. 72. 320 Nor is It \%ch(n>ah\ declined:
nor hath it the plurall number. 1764 W. PKIMATT Accentits
Redivivim Provided they were third persons plural. 1844
LD. BROUGHAM Brit. Const, ix. i (1862) 113 They speak in
the plural number, and the reader is utterly deceived. 1845
STODDART Gram, in Encycl, Metrop, (1847) I. 28/1 Qumtilian
.. observes, that there were some writers.. who contended
that the dual number, in the third person plural of verbs, was
properly marked by the termination e; as consedere if two
persons sate together, consederunt if more than two ; but,
adds he, this rule is observed by none of our best writers.

2. More than one in number
; consisting of, con-

taining, pertaining to, orequivalent to, more than one.
Plural livings : see PLURALITY 3. Ptttral vote, the right

of giving more than one vote, or of voting in more than one

parliamentary constituency ; hence plural z>oter, voting.

1591 SHAKS. Two Gent. v. iv. 52 Better haue none Then
plurall faith, which is too much by one. a 1631 DONNE
Serin, vii. 66 God is a plurall God, and offers himselfe to all

collectively; God is a singular God, and offers himselfe to

every man distributively. 1860 MILL Repr. Govt. (1865)

73/1 Until there shall have been devised . . some mode of

plural voting which may assign to education, as such, the

degree of superior influence due to it, and sufficient as a

counterpoise to the numerical weight of the least educated
class. 1895 Daily C/tron. 6 Dec. 6/7 One of the few bene-

ficsd clergymen holding plural livings. 1897 IVcsttn. Gas.

130
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io Aug. 8/1 In spite of the law which forbids it, polygamy
still prevails in Utah.. . In Salt Lake City they don't call it

polygamy, but '

plural marriage '.

B. sb. a. Gram. The plural number, b. The
fact or condition of there being more than one.

Plural of excellence or majesty
p

, plural intensive^ terms

applied in Hebrew Grammar to a plural sb. used as the

name of a single person ; the typical example being DYTN
flohtin, lit. gods, deities, used as the name of (the one) God.

1398 TREVISA Earth. De P. R. XVH. cxxxiii. (liodl. MS.},
Porrum .. is hoc Porrum in J>e singuler & hij porri in fc>e

C'
rel. 1655 FULLER Ch. Hist. n. ii. 56 If respect be
to the severall Arts there professed, Sigebert founded

Schools in the plurall. 1756 F. GREVILLE Maxims 27 We
confess our faults in the plural, and deny them in the

singular. 1770 LANGHORNE Plutarch (1879) I. 202/2 The
number three, as being the first of plurals. 1835 Court

Mag. VI. 186/1 This literary fashion of speaking in the

plural, >adly puzzles an old gentleman unused to composi-
tion, like myself. 1837 G- PHILLIPS Syriac Gram. 103 A
plural of excellence the Syrians have not. c 1860 Gese-

nifts's Hcb. <S- Chaldt'e Le.r. 30/2 The plural of majesty,

rrri?H ; occurs more than two thousand times. 1898 F.

BROWN Heb.-Eng, Lex. 43 PI. intensive. 1875 JOWF.TT
Plato (ed. 2) I. 277 Do not make a singular into a plural, as

the facetious say of those who break a thing.

Pluralism (plue'raliz'm}. [f. PLURAL + -ISM,
after PLURALIST.] The character of being plural;
the condition or fact of being a pluralist.
1. a. tied. The system or practice of more than

one benefice being held at the same time by one

person, b. The holding of two or more offices

of any kind at one time.
1818 BENTHAM Ch. Eng., Catech. Exam. 248 Obtainment

on false pretences, as proved by Non-Residence, Pluralism,
and Sinecurism. a 1882 SIR R. CHRISTISON Life (1885) L
411 Pluralism was at this period [1822] in the ascendant in

the Scottish Church. 1892 J. C. BLOMHELD Hist, Heyford
63 The last [century] .. so sadly notorious for the pluralism
and non-residence of the parochial clergy. 1904 Daily
CJiron. 24 Nov. 6/2 (heatling) Justice Buckley on Pluralism
in Directorships. //'/</., It did not folluw .. that a rich man
was the best administrator, but if the system of payment he

suggested were adopted there should be an end of pluralism.
2. Philos. A theory or system of thought which

recognizes more than one ultimate principle :

opposed to MONISM.
1887 BOWNE Philos, Theism i. (1902) 62 We replace.. the

pluralism of spontaneous thought by a basal monism. 1004
Contentp. Rc~\ Sept. 416 Philosophically this is neither
Pluralism nor out-and-out Monism. It is not the former
because ultimately no other source of being but God, no

principle of life but the Divine, is recognised. 1905 AtJie-

naeitm ii Feb. 170/2 Thus we reach a pluralism. It is,

however, the pluralism, not of Leibnitz, hut of Lotze. The
monads are not absolute, but interact.

Pluralist (pluTalist). [f.
PLURAL + -IST.]

1. Eccl. One who holds two or more benefices at

the same time. Also attrib.

1626 in Crt. ff Tiuit's Chas. I (1848) I. 82 A bill is also

talked of for pluralists to allow their curate, of the benefice

they reside upon, ,50 per annum. 1692 WASHINGTON tr.

Milton's Def. Pop. M.'s Wks. 1738 I. 456 Branded with the
odious Names of Pluralists and Non-residents. 1760 JORTIN
Erasm. II. 188 He seems to have had in view. . Cardinal

Wolsey, who had been a scandalous pluralist. 1804 Ann.
Rev. II. 217/1 The Rev. James Hook. .had . . taken up the

gauntlet in favour of his pluralist and non-resident brethren.

1859 GEO. ELIOT A. Bedev, A pluralist at whom the severest

Church-reformer would have found it difficult to look sour.

b. In extended use, One who combines two or

more offices, professions, or conditions. Also
attrib.

184* R. BURNS Mem. Rev. Dr. MacGill\. 14 The idea of
a pluralist, he could not . .endure ; and in his instant declina-
ture of the tempting proposal [of the Chair of History at

St. Andrews, when he already had a small country parish]
we discover the germ of [his] opposition.. to the pluralising

system. 1851 RUSKIN Stones I'en. \. App. v. 354 Patriots
rather than pluralists. 1865 Pall Mall G. 24 Oct. 13
M. Dore is, in fact, a pluralist in point of styles, and he has

given us at least three or four distinct and separate ones in

this work. 1869 Ibid, n Oct. 2 Mr. White is a pluralist in

treasurerships. 1891 Daily News 30 Dec. 5/1 The whole
land will soon he loo hot to hold the pluralists of matrimony
tpractisers of plural marriage 'J. 1901 Daily Chron, 18 May
7/4 Mr. Bowles, .never heard of a private secretary who
received ^300 a year under one vote, and ^800 a year
under another. .. He objected strongly to these pluralist
appointments.
2. Philos. One who holds the theory of pluralism.
1895 in Funk's Stand. Diet.

Pluralistic (pluorali'stik), a. [f. prec. + -IG:

see -ISTIC.] Of or belonging to a pluralist or to

pluralism, in any sense; spec* in Philos. recognizing
more than one ultimate principle in ontology:
opposed to MONISTIC.
1877 WINCHELL Set. fy Rel. ii. (1881) 40 The later Eleatics

were pluralistic holding to the distinction of matter and
spirit. 1884 Lotze"s Meiaph. 1. 443 What I looked for in

vain in other statements of the pluralistic hypothesis. 1891
F. C. S. SCHILLER Riddles of Sphinx 403 The pluralistic
answer given to the ultimate question of ontology.
Hence Pluralistically adv.
1880 Athenxum 25 Dec. 851/5 [Julius Bahnsen'sJ phi-

losophy, .defines the 'Ding an sich' of Schopenhauer, the
Will, pluralistically, and not.asHartmanndoes, monistically.

Plurality (plurre-Iiti). [a. OF. pluralite

(i4th c.), ad. late L. plnrdlitas (Ambrose), f.

plural-is PLURAL.]
I. Related in sense to plural.

1. The state of being plural ;
the fact or con-

dition of denoting, comprising, or consisting of

more than one.

1398 TKKVISA Barth. De P. R. xvm. xxxii. {MS. Bodl.),

Pluralite of homes folowi}> J>e clifte of fote [in four-footed

beasts]. 1563 Homilies \\, Of Cert. Places of Script.^ \.

(1859) 374 'I he plurality of wives was by a special prerogative
suffered to the fathers of the Old Testament. 1624 GATAKKK
Transtt&st. 183 To shew how in one nature there may be a

plurality of persons. 17*7-41 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v., A plura-

lity ofworlds is a thing which Mr. Huygens has endeavoured
to prove in his Cosmotheoros. 1781 GIBBON Dcd. fy F. xviii.

II. 103 Many ofthe Armenian nobles still refused to abandon
the plurality of their gods and of their wives. 1869 TOZER

Highl. Turkey 1.27 The. .question of the unity or plurality
of authorship of the poem. 1898 J. R. ILLINGWORTH Divine
Immanence (1904) vii. 86/2 The fact that there is plurality,
triune plurality in God.

b. The fact of there being many ;
numerousncss ;

hence, a large number or quantity ;
a multitude.

pluralite of wntaris my fame is obscure and of litill estima-

tion n. 1535 STKWART Ow/. Scot, 1 1.445 Pluralitie of melt and
drink sicltke, Forbiddin wes bayth for puir and ryke. 1609
B. JONSON Sit. IVoni. iv. iii, Doe you count it lawfull to

haue such pluralitie of seruants? 1664 POWER Exp. Philos.

i. 37 Through agood Microscope, he may easily see. .variety
in the plurality, paucity, and anomalous Situation of eyes.

1859 MILL Liberty Hi. (1865) 42/2 Europe is, in my judg-
ment, wholly indebted to this plurality of paths for its pro-

gressive and many-sided development. 1866 ROGERS Agric.

$ Prices I. xx. 512 The money-chest was also secured by
a plurality of locks.

2. EccL a. The holding of two or more benefices

or livings concurrently by one person. b. A
benefice or living held concurrently with another

or others
; //. two or more benefices held together.

1362 LANGL. P, PI. A. xi. 197 Dewid he is also, And haj>

possessions & pluralites for pore menis sake. ^1440 Jacob's
ll't'll 18 Alle f>ey bene acursed, hat receyvin & holdyn
pluralyte of cherchys. 1551 CROWLEY Pleas. <y Pain 533
Geue ouer your pluralities. . betake you to one benifice.

1642 MILTON Apol. Smect. Wks. 1851 III. 325 Who ingrosse

many pluralities under a non-resident and slubbring dispatch
of soules. a 1715 HP. BURNET Cht'n Time vn. (1823) VI.

646 The scandalous practices of non-residence and plu-
ralities. Ibid.) I do not reckon the holding poor livings
that lie contiguous, a plurality, where both are looked

after, and both afford only a competent maintenance, a 1817
T. DWIGHT Trav. New Eng. % etc. (1821) II. 50 There are

two congregations in North-Haven : a Presbyterian, and an

Episcopal. The latter is a small plurality, under the care

of a neighbouring minister. 1877 FREEMAN Norm. Conq.
(ed. 3) II. vii. 83 This holding of sees in plurality.. was by
no means uncommon at the time.

c. transf. of offices or positions generally.
1678 LADY CHAWORTH in \zth Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm.

App. v. 47 Some mention the laying sums upon all pluralities
of qualities, dignities, and offices. 1850 LYELL -znd I'isit

U.S. II. 82 Some wealthy slave-owners of Alabama have
estates in Mississippi. With a view of checking the increase

of these '

pluralities ', a tax has recently been imposed on
absentees. 1893 Law Times XCIV. 452/1 There isa grow-
ing feeling that plurality in the matter of directorships is

dangerous and to be deprecated.
II. Related in sense to L,. phis more.

Etymologically, these are improper uses, being in form
derivatives of plural, while in sense they are derivatives of

plus, pliir-. On the analogy of wajor-ity, ttiinor-ityt

snperior-ity^ etc., the etymological form is PLURITY.

o. The greater number or part ;
more than half

of the whole ;
= MAJORITY 3. [At first Scotch,

from F. plurality
1578 Bk. Univ. Kirk of Scotl. (Bann. Cl.) 412 For elec-

tioun of ane Moderatour, Mrs Johne Row, David Fergu-
sone and Johne Duncansone was proponit in leits, and be

pluralitie of votes Mr Johne Row [Minister at Perth] was
chosin Moderatour. 1581 Ibid. 522 The said Mr Johne,
be pluralitie of votes, was chosin Moderator hac vice. 1600
E. BLOUNT tr. Conestaggio 228 The pluralitie of voices refus-

ing to accept the armes. 1651 HOBBES Leznatk. (1830) 528
To bring the people together, to elect them by plurality of
votes. 1654 FULLER Comm. Ruth (1868)37 Verity consisteth

not in the plurality of voices. 1683 EVELYN Mem. (1857) II.

187 The plurality of the younger judges and rising men
judged it otherwise. 1703 DUKE OF QUEENSBERRY in Ellis

Orig. Letters Ser. 11. IV. No. 394. 227 This was thrown out

by a great plurality. 1794 Hist. In Ann. Reg. 91/1 The
plurality, .of their chiefs endeavoured in vain to stem the

torrent of disobedience. 1823 Niles" Register XXIV. 217/2
At the late election, .[in Maine], only three gentlemen were
chosen. . . Neither of the others had a plurality of the whole
number of votes. 1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) I. 74 Socrates

would rather not decide the question by a plurality of votes.

4. U. S. Politics. An excess of votes polled by
the leading candidate in an election above those

polled by the one next to him, in cases where
there are three or more candidates ; as distinguished
from majority',

which in such cases is applied to an
absolute majority of all the votes given.
(The earlier sense (3) was in use in 1823; see above.)
1828 WEBSTER s.v., In elections, a plurality of votes is

when one candidate has more votes than any other, but less

than half of the whole number of votes given. 1846
WORCESTER s. v., A candidate, in an election, receives a plu-

rality of votes, when he receives more than any other candi-

date; and he receives a majority of votes, when he receives

more than all others. 1864 WEBSTER s. v., Plurality of
votes, the excess of votes cast for one individual over those
cast for any other of several competing candidates. 1884
Manch. Exam. 8 Nov. 4/7 Governor Cleveland had
a thousand plurality in New York State, and was elected
President. 1885 Pall Mall G. 31 Mar. 8/2 He ran again

1

last fall, and had a plurality over the Republican candi-
date ; but as it requires in that Stale [Connecticut]
a majority over all to elect, the Legislature elected his

Republican competitor.
III. 5. attrib. and Comb.
1642 MILTON Apol. Smect. Wks. 1851 III. 307 The non-

resident and plurality-gaping Prelats, the gulphsand whirle

pooles of benefices. 1899 A llhntfs Syst. Med. VIII. 863
The differences on which the plurality hypothesis is founded.

Fluralize (pliU'ralaiz), v. [a. F. pluraliser :

see PLURAL and -IZE.]
1. trans. To make plural ; to attribute plurality

i
to; to express in the plural.
1803 Monthly Mag. XV. 3 We cannot well avoid the use

of many ancient words unaltered, as English nouns ; but

I

I would lay it down as a rule, never to pluralize them by
inflection, but simply by the addition of the s or es. 1854

I Blackw. Mag. LX.XVI. 520 Gulliver, to magnify present

j

times, pluralises them all and each. 1864 Mattie, a Stray
\

II. 251
'

Perhaps it serves us right ', said Mattie, pluralizing
the case after her old fashion. 1871 EARLE Philol. Eng.
Tongue 382 Those words which we have adopted from
Latin or Greek .. unaltered, have usually been pluralised

according to Greek and Latin grammar.
b. intr. Of a word or phrase : To become plural ;

to assume plural form.

1871 EARLE Philol. Eng. Tongue 509 Any part of speech
will assume in compounding the substantive character, and
will pluralise as such.

2. inti\ To hold more than one benefice (or office)

!
at one time ; to be or become a pluralist.

1842 [see PLURALIST i b]. a 1875 [see PLURALIZED].
Hence Pluralized ///. a., Pltrralizing

1

vbl.sb.

and ///. a. also Pluraliza'tion, the act of plural-

izing ; Plu-ralizer, spec.
= PLURALIST i ("Webster

I 1864).
1813 W. TAYLOR in Monthly Rev. LXXI. 475 The plural,

izing formulas [in language]. 1836 G. S. FABER Prim. Doctr.

Election i. ix. 133 Clement, by his use of a pluralising

phraseology in the first person, shews us [etc.], a 1875
R. S. HAWKER Prose Wks. (1893) 169 A pluralised clergy-
man of the days of the Georges. 1878 H. SPENCER in Pop.
Sc. Monthly July 300 'Inferiors invariably use the third

person plural in addressing their superiors': a_form which,
while dignifying the superior by pluralization, increases the

distance of the inferior by its relative indirectness.

Plurally (plue-rali), adv. [f.
PLURAL + -LY 2

.]

In the plural number ;
so as to express or imply

more than one ; in a plural manner.
f 1380 WYCLIF.SW. Wks.\\. 345 Whan God bihi5te Abraham
^atne shulde 3yve bat lond to him and to his seed, he seid

not pluraliche, J>at he shulde $yve it to his seedis. 1552
LATIMER \st Sertn. Lord's Prayer Wks. (Parker Soc.) II. 5

Mark that he saith, advocatum, non advocates. He speaketh
singularly, notplurally. ai666 C. HpOUXer&fe*Cf (1671)]
Nouns be declined with six Cases, Singularly and Plurally.

1685 BAXTER Paraphr. N. T. i Cor. xi. 23, 24 That Christ

gave it them together plurally. 1860 RUSKIN Mod. Paint.
1

V. vn. iv. 27. 152 'The heavens' when used plurally..
, remained expressive of the starry space beyond. 1904 Daily
i Chron. 5 Mar. 4/6 Mormons who were (plurally) married

before polygamy was made illegal,

t Plura'nimous, a. Obs. nonce-wdt [f. L.

plils, pliir- more + animus mind + -OUS ; after

unanimous.] Not unanimous,
1650 B. Discollhnininm 28, I could demonstrate it to be

Heterogeneous, Heterodoxous,. . Omnigenous, Pluranimous.

fPlUTar, a. Obs. rare. [f. \-..plus^ph'tr- more
+ -AB

;
= OF. plurier plural : app. after singular,

F. singulier^ = PLURAL.
a 1613 OVERBURY A Wife> etc. (:638) 93 To bee briefe he

is a Heteroclite, for hee wants the plurar number.

Plurasie, -esie, -esy, obs. forms of PLEURISY.

Plurative (plue'rativ), a. [ad. L. plfirdtivus

adj. (Gell.) plural, f. L.///7j,//r- more, after gram-
;

matical terms in ~ativus
t
as nominativus, compara-

\ tivusj indicativus, etc. So obs. F. phtratif (E.
I Deschamps in Godef.).]

1 1- Gram. = PLURAL a. i. Obs. rare.

1585 FOXE Serin, on 2 Cor. v. 6 This nominative (Afo) in

the plurative number, is not here to be expounded after the

i stile of Rome.
2. Logic. (See quots.)
1867 ATWATER El?m. Logic 102 Plurative Judgments are

those in which more than half, but not all of the subject is

taken. 1870 JEVONS Elem. Logic xxii. 191 The name of

Plurative propositions has been proposed for all those which
'

give a distinct idea of the fraction or number of the subject
involved in the assertion.

Pluri- (pluri), combining form of L. plus,

pliir- more, pi. phlr-es several, as in the following :

Plurica*psular a., having several capsules, as a

radiolarian. Plurice'llular a., composed of

i

several cells. Plurice'ntral a., having more than

one centre or nucleus. Plurici'pital a t Bot. [L.

capiit^-cipit- head], having more than one head,
as a root-crown (Syd. Soc. Lex, 1895). Plnri-

cu'spid ., having several cusps, as a tooth.

Pluride ntate a.
t having several tooth-like pro-

cesses or appendages (Syd. Soc. Lex.}. Pluri-

fla-grellate a. Zool., having many flagella (ibid.}.

PlurifloTons a. [L. fids, for- flower], many-
flowered (ibid.}. Plurifoeta-tion, the conception
of more than one foetus at once. Plurifo'liate a.

\
Bot. [L./ofium leaf], having many leaves (Syd. Soc.

i Lex.}. Plurifo'liolate a. Bot. \L. fottohtm leaf-

I let], having many leaflets, as a compound leaf



PLURIES.

(Webster 1864). Plurigru'ttulate a. Bot. [L.
gutttila droplet, f. gtitta drop], containing many
drops or drop-like bodies (Syd. Soc. Lex.}. Pluri-

lateral, Heb. Gram. [L. littera letter], a. contain-

ing more than three letters in the root ; sb. a root

consisting of more than three letters : cf. BILITERAL,
TBILITEBAL. Plurilo-cular a. Biol. [L. loculus

little place], containing many cavities or cells.

Plurima'mmate a. Zool. [L. mamma pap], having
more than two paps (S. S. Lex.}. Plurino'minal
a. [L. nomen name], consisting of or involving
more than one name ; spec, in Nat. Hist., applied
to a system of nomenclature or a name not con-

fined to two terms ; polynomial. Plnrimvcleate

a., having several nuclei ; so Plurimvcleated a.

(Syd. Soc. Lex.}. Pluripa*rtite<z., deeply divided

with numerous incisions (Mayne Expos. Lex.

1858): cf. PARTITE. Plurise-ptate a. t having
several septa or partitions (Syd. Soc. Lex.}.
PlnriseTial a., consisting of several series or

rows; hence Plurise'rially adv. Plurise'riate

a., arranged in several series. Plu'risetose a.

Bot. and Zool. y having many setre or bristles (Syd.
Soc. Lex.}. Plurispi-ral a. y having many spiral
coils (ibid.}. Pluri'sporous a., having more than
one spore (ibid}. Flu'rivalve a. Bot. and Zoo!.,

having, several valves or appendages of valve-like

form; multivalve (ibid.}. Pluri'vorous a. [L.
-vorus devouring], living or feeding on hosts belong-
ing to widely differing families, as a fungus.
1890 Cent. Diet., *Pluricapsular, 1895 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

1884 BOWER & SCOTT De Bary's Pkancr. 61 Among the
branched forms,, .those described under the unicellular hairs
recur as *pluricellular. 1902 Brit. Afcd. Jrnl. 12 Apr. 908
Cancers either started from one centre (umcentral or mono-
central), or from many centres (multicentral or *plurocentral).
1880 GUNTHER Fishes 194 A jaw-like bar with *pluricuspid
teeth. 1890 BILLINGS Nat. Mcd. Diet., *Plurifetation. 1828-

32 WEBSTER, *Pluriliteral [adj. and so.]. 1831 LEE Hebr.
Grant. (1832) 221 On these pluriliteral verbs [etc.]. 1839
PAULI Analecta Hebr, xxviii. 200 It does not belong to the

province of this book to trace the Pluri-literals .. to their

original roots. 1819 LINDLEY tr. Richards Obs. Fruits fy

Seeds 83 Having the appearance of being *plurilocular, but

proceeding from an unilocular ovarium. 1881 Times 12 Mar.
1 1/2 M. Gambetta . . is thought to be anxious to return to
the "plurinominal system of voting ..while M. Grevy..
adheres to the uninominal system. Ibid.^ According to the
alternative system oiscrutindc ttste, or plurinominal method
of voting, the department is taken as the electoral unit.
188 . COUES in Aitk VI. 320 (Cent. Diet.) Perceiving sundry
objections to binomial, etc., some have sought to obviate
them by using binominal, uninominal, plurinominal, etc.

1887 GUNTHER in Encycl. Brit. XXII. 190/1 Small and
*pluriserial on the upper parts of the body and tail, large
and uniserial on the abdomen, and generally biserial on the
lower side of the tail. 1884 BOWER & SCOTT De Barys
Phaner. 521 In general so arranged that the sieve-tubes
form single, biseriate, or *pluriseriate, tangential rows.

1899 Nat. Sci. Dec. 389 Professor Dietal . . considers the

question of their descent from one or more *plurivorous
forms forms, that is, which inhabited indifferently hosts

belonging to the most different families of flowering plants,

Plurice, obs. form of PLEURISY.

II Fluries (plu*'rii/z), in full Pluries capias.
Law. [L.

=
'( thou mayest take) several times' :

late L. pluries oftentimes, frequently, f. plus^

plur- more, several.] The name given to a third

writ of attachment, issued when the first (see CA-

PIAS) and second (see ALIAS sb. 2) prove ineffectual ;

so called from the Latin phrase pluries capias

occurring in the first clause.

1444 Rolls of Parlt. V. 103/2 To award and directe the
seide Writts of Pluries Capias and Exigent, to the Shiref.

1465 MARC;. PASTON in P. Lett. II. 217 Your councell

thynketh it were well don that ye gete an allias and a

Pluries that it myght be sent don to the scheryf and than
he can mak non excuse. 1544 tr. Littletons Nat. Brev. 19
If he make (nat] execution, then shal there go out a sicut

alias, .and after that one pluries. 1607 MIDDLETON Phcenix
it. iii. Fij b, For all your Dcwurres, nitres, Sursurarers,
which are all Longswords : that's Delaies: al the comfort

is, in nine yeares a man may overthrowe
you. 1769 BLACK-

STONE Comm. IV. xxiv. 314 If he cannot be taken upon the

first capias, a. second, and a third shall issue, called an alias
and a juries caflias.

t Plurifa*rious, a. Obs. rare~. [f. ^pluri-
fdrius manifold, various (f. plus> plur- more: cf.

Multifarius) + -ous.] Manifold, multifarious.

1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Plurifarious^ of divers fashions.

f Plu-rified, ppl.a. Obs. [pa. pple. of a vb.

*plurify, a. obs. F. plurifier (i4thc. in Godef.),
ad. med.L. plurificare to multiply, increase, f.

plus, plur- more : see -FY.] lit. Made more than

one, multiplied, multiple ; hence EccL Holding
a plurality of livings.
1590 [J. GREENWOOD] Confer, ill 57 Endowed Curats..are

but the Parsons substitutes to help a dumbe or plurified
Parson. 1603 H. CROSSE Iferfues Commw. (1878) 85 What
do they with these plurified liuings? 1604 H. JACOB
Reasons, etc. 29 Plurified men may haue their 2 Benefices
neare togither.

Fluriparous (pluri-par3s',o. [f.raod.L. pluri-
par-us (f. plus, pliir- more + -partis bearing) +
-ous.]

1027

1. Zool. Bringing forth two or more at a birth.
1882 OGILVIE cites H. SPENCER.

2. Being the mother of two or more children.

1890 in Cent. Diet. 1895 in Syd. Soc. Lex.
Hence Fluripa'rity, pluriparous state.

1890 in Cent. Diet. 1895 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

Fluripreseuce (plu9:
ripre'zens). [f. L.//KJ,

plur- more + PRESENCE.] Presence in more than
one place at the same time.

1773 JOHNSON 7 May in Boswcll, (Toplady) Does not their
invocation of saints suppose omnipresence in the saints?

(Johnson) No Sir, it supposes only pluri-presence. 1849
MACAULAY Hist. Eng. iv. I. 496 What was more impolitic
than to reject the services of good soldiers, seamen, lawyers,
diplomatists, financiers, because they hold unsound opinions
about the number of the sacraments or the pluripresence of
saints? 1865 LECKY Ration. I. i. So The miracle of Iran-
substantiation seems to destroy all the improbability of the

pluri-presence of a human body.

Plurisie, -sy, obs. forms of PLEURISY.

II Pluris petitio (pluVris p/ti'Jw), Sc. Law.
[L. petitio asking, pluris of more.] The asking
more judicially than is truly due.

1760 LD. KAMES Equity \. i. (1767) 226 It is admitted that

where the pluris petitio is occasioned by an innocent error
..the adjudication ought to be supported as a security for

what is justly due. 1838 W. BELL Diet. Law Scot. s. v.,

Where an adjudication is led for a larger sum than what is

actually due to the adjudging creditor, it is said to be a///<-
ris petitio. 1902 Scotsman 3 Jan. 7^/3

It is not, I am afraid,
a mere matter of pluris petitio. For it brings up at once
a difficulty which goes to the substance of the demand.

t Plu'rity. Obs. rare. [ad. med.L. pluritas^

I
f. plus, plur- more : see -ITY.] prop. Moreness

I (cf. PLURALITY II) : but in quot. PLURALITY 2.

i
1600 THYNNE Epigrams xiii. i Pruritie of wemenn ..

j

Seekes pluritie of men to worke satisfaction.

Plurocentral,crron. i.pluricentrat \ see PLURI-.

Plus (plys). [a. L. plus more. As in the case

of MINUS (q. v.), the quasi-prepositional sense i

did not exist in Latin, but the words plus and
minus were used by Leonardo of Pisa in 1202
for the excess and deficiency in the results of two

suppositions in the Rule of Double Position.
The signs + and are used, app. as well-known signs, in

the Bckcnde und hiibschc Rechnung aitfalien Kaujfmann-
schafftct Joh. Widmann 1489 (and subseq. cdd. to 1526) ; but
while he refers to the latter as minus, the former is said to
stand for tner (i.e. mehr] *was ist, das ist minus, und das
+ ist das mer '. So far as yet collected, English examples of

plus do not occur so early as those of minus.
As to the origin of the symbol +, various conjectures have

been made; perhaps the most likely is that it originat-ed in

the MS. abbreviation of the L. t/'and* (which Leonardo
always uses in his additions). Cantor Vorlcsungen fiber

Gcsc/tichteder Matheiatik(i%gQ)\l. 230-1, from which these
facts are mainly taken, cites, from mathematical MSS. of
the beginning of the isth c., and a non-mathematical MS.
of the beginning of the i4th, a form of & et which might
easily pass into +.]

1. quasi-//-e/. Placed between two expressions of

number or quantity to indicate that the second is

to be added to the first. In mathematical use only
as the oral rendering of the symbol + . Hence, in

non-technical use: With the addition ofj with...
besides. (Opp. to MINUS i.)
1668 [see 4]. 1674 PETTY Disc. Diipl. Proportion 58

Four Uke Rowers shall move the same Vessel. .12000 feet,
in 1800 seconds plus 360 seconds, or in all 2*60 seconds.

1737-41 CHAMBERS C%cL s.v. Character^ It 1+] is also the

sign of addition, and is read plns^ or more ; thus g+ 3 is read

g plus 3, or 9 more 3 ; that is, 9 added to 3, or the sum of 9
and 3, equal to 12. 1848 MILL Pol. Econ. H. xii. 4 (1872)

224/1 Wages plus the allotment. 1830 GROVE Corr. Phys.
Forces (ed.2) 86 A compound of one equivalent of hydrogen

plus
two of oxygen. 1891 Law Rep. t Weekly Notes 58/1

The same sum as that stated in the balance order, plus
further interest.

b. predicative!}'. f (a) Abundantly supplied
witk 9 containing an excess of something (obs.

rare~ l

) ; (b} colloq. Having (something) in addi-

tion, having gained (opp. to MINUS I b).

1807 VANCOUVER Agric, Devon (1813) 462 In all chalky
soils, and such as are plus with the calcareous principle.

1856 KANE Arct. Expl. I. xii. 132 Bonsall was minus a Dig

toe-nail, and plus a scar upon the nose.

2. As the oral rendering of the sign + in its

algebraical use to denote a positive quantity, as

+ x, read pltts x. Hence attrib. or adj. in plus

quantity, a quantity having the sign + prefixed

(or not having the sign ), a positive quantity.

(Only as opp. to MINUS 2, 2 b.)
1579 [see MINUS 2].

b. Electr. (a) adv. Positively, (b} adj. Posi-

tive ; positively electrified. (Opp. to MINUS 2 d.)

1747 [see MINUS ad]. 1789 NICHOLSON in Phil. Trans.
LXXIX. 279 When the one ball was electrified plus and
the other minus, the signs of both electricities appeared.
If the interval was not too great, the long zig-zag spark of
the pins ball struck to the strait flame of the minus ball.

1849 NOAD Electricity (ed. 3) na The small residuary
charge will be plus. 1854 J. SCOFFERN in Orr's Circ. Sc.

t

Chem. 225 Electrified + or plus.

3. adj. Additional, extra.

1756 AMORY Buncle (1770) II. 79 When they are abroad,
it is at a plus-expense. 1869 Daily News 10 May, Some-
how or other no Bill securing the tenant the plus-value
added to the land by bis labour and industry has yet been
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passed. 1891 Labour Commission Gloss., Plus System,
also called

* bonus
'

system, is one by which a certain pro-
portion of wages, called

'

subsistence money ', is paid every
day, and the remainder on the completion of the job or con-
tract. This remainder is called the plus^ or "contingent
money '. 1894 IVestm. Gaz. 3 May 5/1 After a ship was
d^charged, there was generally Ss. or gs. for the men to
receive as 'plus

1

money. 1897 Ibid. 18 Feb. fi/i The dis-

posal of the 'plus values', that is, surplus of the revenues
assigned to the service of the debt.

4. sb. in various applications, a. The mathema-
tical symbol +

; also plus sign. b. A quantity
added; something additional or extra

;
an addition,

again, c. A positive quantity (alsoy^.). Opp.
to MINUS 3.

1654 [see MINUS
3],

1668 HKANCKER Introd. Algebra 5
The Sign for Addition is + i.e. Plus, more. 1685, 1708
[see MINUS 3]. 1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v. Addition, The
character of Addition is -t-, which we usually express by
plus. \Ibid., Positive quantities are design'd by the char-
acter + prefixed to them, or supposed to be prefixed.] 1836
E. HOWARD R . Reefer xxvi, A slate-full of plusses, minusses.
1843 MILL Logic \.\\i. 2(1856)11.396 Afimts multiplied

by/lw gives ininns, and minus multiplied by minus cannot
give the same product as minus multiplied by ///<. 1862
Kt'SKiN Unto this Last 131 The pins quantities, or if I

may be allowed to coin an awkward plural the pluses,
make a very positive and venerable appearance in the
world. 1891 Daily News 7 Jan. 3/1 Representatives of [he
dockers watched over their interests in the matters of

labour, pay, and '

plus '.

11
5. Plus minus [late L.] : more or le.-s. Ohs.

i6isCoKYAT Crudities, etc. (1776) III. L ij b, The PurMan*
[revenues are] fiue millions//KS minus. 1650 TCAI i ( >//.*.
dn, i. i There were two thousand years, plus minus, before
the law.

II Plus-chaud, a. Obs. Also plusechaud. [F.

(pl//ijo) hotter.] Extra hot.

1362 LASGL. P. PL A. yn. 299 Bote hit weore l-'ic^th

Flesch or elles Fisch I-Frijet, Bobe chaud and pkischaud
for chele of heore Mawe. c 1380 Antt.cnst in Todd 3 Treat.

\Vyclif \y> Metes of be best . . well dijt wij> spicerie chaud
and plusechaud.

Plush (plyj), sb. [ad. F. plttche, contracted

form of pelnche a hairy fabric, shag, plush = OSp.
pcluza, mod.Sp. pelusa down on fruit, nap on

cloth, velvet, Cat. pelussa down on frtu't (cf. It.

pelucciO) pcluzzo a little hair, soft down, fine hair),
f. late L. type ^piluceus^ -ea, f. L. pilus hair.]
1. A kind of cloth, of silk, cotton, wool, or other

material (or of two of these combined), having
a nap longer and softer than that of velvet

;
used

for rich garments (esp. footmen's liveries\ up-

holstery, etc. In quot. 1633, taken as the typical

livery of the ' fool
*

or clown.

1594 NASHK Unfort. Trav. 50 The trappings of his horse
were pounced and bolstered out with rough plumed siluer

plush, c 1611 CHAPMAN Iliad xxiv. 338 Wast coats of

silke plush laying by. a 1626 BACON Ncu< AtI. (1650) 25 He
sate alone, upon Cushions, of a kinde of excellent riu^h,
blew. 1633 SHIRLEY Bird in Cage v. S, All places lie is free

of, and foofes it without blushing At Maskes and Playes, is

not the Bayes thrust out, to let the plush in. 1682 N. O.
Kinleans Lutrin iv. 71 A fair silk Cassock, richly lin'd

with Plush. 1784 COWPER Task i. n As yet black breeches
were not, satin smooth, Or velvet soft, or plush with shaggy
pile. 1882 UKCK Draper's Diet. s. v., Plush may be de-

scribed roughly as long-napped velvet, and any kind of stuff

may be used in its manufacture cotton, silk, wool, any kind
of hair, or even swansdown.

b. //. Plush breeches (as worn by footmen).
1844 J. T. HEWLETT Parsons # W. xxiv, A footman in

green plushes and a powdered head. 1852 R. S. SuRTEES
Sponges $p. Tour (1893) 14 His lace-bedaubed coat, gold-

gartered plushes and stockings.

2. transf. A natural substance likened to the

preceding.
a 1619 FLETCHER Knt. Malta i. i, O my black swan, sleeker

than signet's plush. 1635 QUARLES Embl. in. xiii. (1718)

177 The proud summer-meadow, which to day Wears her

green plush, and is to morrow hay. 1688 R. HOLME
Armoury 11. 117/1 Plush [is] the middle of. .Marigolds, &c.,
of some termed . . Thrummy heads ; of others Hairy heads.

1862 JOHNS Brit. Birds (1874) 56 Eggs, from which emerge
. .bodies enveloped in a soft plush of grey yarn.

3. attrib. and Comb. a. attrib.
, usually in sense

Made or consisting of plush ; also, of or pertaining
to plush. (In quots. 1629, a 1640, Clad in plush.)
1629 B. JONSON New /, Ode to Himself, Brave plush

and velvet-men, a 1640 DAY Parl. Bees To Rdr. (1881) 9
Some Plush-Midas that can read no further But * Bees *.

1645 HOWELL Lett. (1650) II. 28 They unmantled him of
a new plush cloak. 1787

' G. GAMBADO '

Acad. Horsem.
(1809) 31 Riding in black plush breeches. 1848 THACKERAY
Bk, Snobs vii, Pea-green plush inexpressibles.

b. Come.t
as plush-weaver ; phtsh-cohuredt

-covered, -wearing &d)s. ; plush-copper (see quot.) ;

plush-stitch, a kind of stitch in worsted or wool

work, forming projecting loops which can be cut so

as to make a long nap as in plush ; plush-velvet,
a kind of plush with short nap, resembling velvet ;

plush-velveteen, a cotton plush imitating silk

plush as velveteen does velvet.

1678 T. JORDAN Triumphs Lond. 7 A Sky-colour'd Scarf

Fringed with Silver, *Plush-colourd Hose. 1881 RAYMOND
Mining Gloss., *Plush-copper^ chalcotrichite, a fibrous red

copper ore. 1882 Miss BRADDON Mt. Royal II. iv. 58 In

the spacious *plush-covered chair. 1848 W. H. KELLY tr.

L. Blanc's Hist. Ten Y. II. 252 The *plush-weavers .. took

into consideration a general stoppage of the looms.
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Plush, v. nonce-wd. [f. prec. sb.] a. intr.
\

Of velvet: To have the nap crushed or flattened

by pressure or wet. b. To flush it : to wear

plush, i. e. to act as footman.

1867 W. H. L. TESTER Poems 54 He plush'd it there for

many a day. 1904 Dally Chron. i Sept. 8/5 Corduroy
velvet would certainly look well, but it would be less suitable

than the woollen on account of its greater weight and

liability to
'

plush
'

with damp or pressure.

Flushed (ptoft), a. [f.
PLUSH sb. + -ED-'.]

a. Made with a long nap like plush, b. Clad in

plush, wearing plush. C. Of velvet, etc. : Having
the pile crushed or flattened.

1594 XASHE Unfort. Trai'. Wks. (Grosart) V. 171 Hidden
vnder cloth rough plushed and wouen like eglantine and
woodbine. 1835 Blackn: Mag. XXXVII. 438 The plushed
poacher pursuing the ptarmigan. 1853 SOYER Fantroph.
368 The Latins used a sort of thick, plushed, cloth.

fPlu-sher. dial. Obs. [app. f. *plush vb., in

mod.Cornish dial, plosh to plunge or splash in

water or mud; cf. pksker a half-grown bream.]
Some kind of sea fish.

1602 CAREW Cornwall 34 The Pilcherd are pursued and
devoured by a bigger Kinde of fish, called a Plusher, being
somewhat like the Dog-fish.

Plushette (plcfe-t). [f.
PLUSH sb. + -ETTE :

cf. flannelette, etc.] An inferior kind of plush.
1887 Queen. 29 Oct. 558/2 Your plushette is a lovely colour.

1893 MRS. T. COKE Gcntlou. at Home vi. 87 Curtains .. of

Indian red plushette.

Plushy (plyji), a. [f. PLUSH sb. + -Y.] a.

Of the nature of or resembling plush ;
soft and

shaggy, b. Covered or adorned with plush.
16:1 FLORIO, I'illoso . . shaggie, plushie, or hauing a hi^h

nap. 1750 G. HUGHES Baroadoes 169 The top of the stalk

supports a blunt-pointed conic plushy tuft. 1890 H. M.
STANLEY Darkest Africa I. xi. 250 A variegated green of

plushy texture. 1897 FLANDUAU Harvard Epis. 190 The
horrid plushy little room.

PlU'squam-, L. plus quam more than, as in

plus quam perfeclum pluperfect, used with adjs.

to form compounds, chiefly humorous nonce-wds.

1824 Edin. Rev. XLI. 15 liy a kind of plustjuain.perfect~
ing operation. 1832 Examiner 49/2 The plusquam perfect
wisdom of Legislators. 1848 CLOUGH Bothie i, Long con-

structions strange and plusquam Thucydidean. 1896 Daily
Weivs 6 June 5/7 Fanatics of the ultra-clerical and the

plusquam-clerical type.

Flutarchiail (pltaukian;, a. [f.
L. Plu-

tarchi-us adj. from Plutarchus, Gr. nxotirapx"',

proper name (lit. master of riches).] Pertaining
to Plutarch, a famous Greek biographer of the '

first century A. D. ; hence, of the class of dis-

tinguished men whose lives werewritten by Plutarch.

1856 GROTE Greece ii. xcvi. XII. 512 note, In the next

page of the very same Plutarchian life. 1899 Daily News
20 Apr. 6/2 Plutarchian heroes were they, in their virtues.

So Fluta-rchic, -ical adjs. ; hence Fluta rch-

ically adv., in the style or after the comparative
manner of Plutarch in his

' Lives ',

1821 Black-.u. Alag. X. 588 Comparing me most Plutarch-

ically with Waithman.

Plutarchy (pltt'taaki). [f. Gr. TrXoCros wealth,
riches + -ctpx* rule ;

after monarchy, etc.] The
rule or dominion of wealth, or of the wealthy ;

plutocracy.
c 1643 Maximes Unfolded 28 When the best in wealth

and estates governe the poore, it is called Plutarchie, the

Empire of riches. 1653 [see PLUTOMANIA i]. 1834-43
SOUTHF.V Doctor cii. (1862) 233 We had our monarchy, our

hierarchy, our aristocracy, .. but we had no plutarchy, no
millionaires, no great capitalists to break down the honest
and industrious trader with the weight of their overbearing
and overwhelming wealth. 1890 A. CARNEGIE in Pall
Mall G. 5 Sept. 7/1 It is said that in America, although we
have no aristocracy, we are cursed with a plutarchy...
A man who carries a million dollars on his back carries

a load. He cannot be elected for anything.

II Plutens (plw'tf'|fc>). PI. plutei (-/,3i). [L.

pluteus : see sense I
.]

1. Rom. Antiq., etc. a. Arch. A barrier or light
wall placed between columns, b. Mil. A kind of

shed or penthouse for protection of the soldiers,
sometimes movable and running on wheels. C.

A shelf for books, small statues, busts, etc.

1832 GELL Pompeiana I. ii. 16 The pillars of the upper
portico, .stood upon a sort tfpluteus. 1893 Nation (N.Y.)
9 May 359/1 The entrance and the wooden ceiling, as well

:

as the reading-desks or plutei, were of Michelangelo's
designing.
2. Zool. The larva of an echinoid or ophiuroid:
known from its shape as the '

painter's easel larva'.

1877 HUXLEY Anat. Inv. Anim. ix. 565 Where an Echino-
j

paedium stage exists, the larva is a Pluteus. 1888 ROLLES-
TON & JACKSON Anim. Life 569 The free swimming larva I

[in Ophmroidea] is a Pluteus, and differs from the Echinoid
Pluteus in possessing a pair of lateral arms.

Hence Flirteal a., pertaining to a pluteus;
Plu'teifo'rm a., of the form of a pluteus (sense 2).

1877 HUXLEY Anat. Inv. Anim. ix. 544 The vermiform
Holothurid and the pluteiform Ophiurid or Echinid larvae.

1900 E. R. LANKESTER Treat. Zool. m. 292 The young of

Echinus . . undergo metamorphosis during the development
and resorption of the pluteal skeleton.

Plutocracy (plwtp'krasi). Also plout-. [ad.

Gr. Tr\ovTonpaTia, f. jrAoGro-s wealth, riches +

-Kpari'o power : see -CRACY. So F. plutocratic]

1028

1. The rule or sovereign power of wealth or of
\

the wealthy.
1652 URQUHART Jewel Wks. (1834) 270 That poverty is an

enemy_ to the exercise of vertue, is not unknown to any
acquainted with Plutocracy, or the sovereign power of

money. 1839 Alorn. Herald 3 Sept., Of all systems of

tyranny a plutocracy is the most cruel, selfish, and grinding.

1887 GLADSTONE in ig/A Cent. Jan. 17 Let us be jealous_of
ploutocracy, and of its tendency to infect aristocracy, its

elder and nobler sister ; and learn, if we can, to hold by or

get back to some regard for simplicity of life. 1898 BODLEV
France iv. ii. 359 The aggressive march of plutocracy which
has transformed the character of English society.

2. A ruling or influential class of wealthy per-
sons ; a body of plutocrats.

183* in Fonblanque Eng. under 7 Administr. (1837) II.

205 This infernal Bill, which., is only to create a Plutocracy
in lieu of the aristocracy, under which old England has
flourished. 1878 A1 A met: Rev. CXXVII. 4 An ignorant

proletariat and a half-taught plutocracy. 1893 F. ADAMS
.AVtf Egypt 56 The dominant cla^s in the one is the bureau-

cracy, and in the other the plutocracy.

Plutocrat (pl/7't<?krrct). [f. prec., after aristQ- \

crat, democrat^ etc.] A member of a plutocracy ;

a person possessing or exercising power or influence

over others in virtue of his wealth.

1850 KINGSLEY Alt. Locke xli, When they, the tyrants of
'

the earth, ..the plutocrats, the bureaucrats,.. are crying to

the rocks to hide them. 1880 Spectator 3 Jan. 10 Aristo-

crats have a great place and plutocrats a great place in our

society. 1885 Law Times LXX1X. 190/1 The plutocrat
. .can buy as many ancestors and ancestral relics as he will.

So Plutocratic (plt0krse*tik) a., of or pertaining
to plutocrats ; characterized by plutocracy.
1866 Sat. fit,"'. 21 Apr. 480/1 The Oriental empires and

African kingdoms or republics (if that term can be applied
to the timocratic or perhaps ploutocratic Carthage). 1883
J-'ortn. Rev. June 769 The plutocratic elements, .are, in an

increasing degree, becoming detached from Liberalism. 1905
Outlook ii Nov. 650/1 In Ohio and New Jersey, .democracy
had been supplanted by a plutocratic despotism.

Plutolatry (plwtp'latri). [f. Gr. irXoCroy wealth

+ -\a.Tptia (-LATHY), after idolatry] Worship of

wealth.

1889 LOWE LI, Stud. Mod. Lang. Latest Lit. Ess. (1891) 157
'

The barbarizing plutolatry which seems to be so rapidly

supplanting the worship of what alone is lovely and en- ,

during. 1895 L. K. WARD in Forum (U. S.) Nov. 301 Of
;

the other sentiment,. .' plutolatry' the worship of wealth
j

even the victims show traces.

Plutolqgy (plwt^'lodgi). rare.
^
[f. as prec. +

-LOGY.] The science of wealth; political economy.
Hence Pluto'logist, one versed in plutology.
1864 W. E. HEARS (title) Plutology; or the Theory of the

Efforts to Satisfy Human Wants. 1874 SIDCWICK Mcth.
Ethics v. 261 As the plutologists say. 1893 Athenaeum
i Apr. 405/2 This ignorant peasant did not act up to certain

well-ascertained laws of the ' science of wealth '. Plutology
is not everything.

||
Flutomauia (pl^to (m^l

"nift). Also 7 pluto-
mauie. [mod. L., f. as prec. + MANIA.]
tl. Insane love or pursuit of wealth. Obs.

1652 URQUHART %w#/Wks. (1834) 280 A meer Plutarchy,

Plutocracy, or rather Plutomanie; so madly they hale after

money.
2. Path. A form of insanity in which the person

imagines himself possessed of immense wealth.

1894 E. L. GODKIN in Forum (U.S.) June 394, I should
conclude .. that he was laboring under the well-known hal-

lucination called plutomania. 1895 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

Plutonian (pltJ*nian), a. (sb.) [f. L. Plu-

tonius (ad. Gr. TlkovTwvt-os, f. H\ovr<uv Pluto, the

god of the infernal regions) + -AN. So Y.pltttonien.']

1. Of or pertaining to Pluto ; belonging to or

suggestive of the infernal regions ;
infernal.

1667 MILTON P. L. x. 444 He .. from the dore Of that

Plutonian Hall, invisible Ascended his high Throne. 1831
POE Raven Poems 47 Tell me what thy lordly name is on
the Night's Plutonian shore. 1889 R. DOWLINC Isle ofSurrey
(1891) 171 In the plutonian darkness under the bridge.

2. Geol. -= PLUTONIC i.

i8z8 WEBSTER s.v., The Plutonian theory of the forma-

tion of rocks and mountains is opposed to the Neptunian.
1860 All Year Round IV. 250 The moon is the object in

which to study plutonian action.

B. sb. Geol. = PLUTONIST.
1828 WEBSTER, Plutonian, tt. One who maintains the

origin of mountains, etc. to be from fire. Jonrn. ofScience.

Flutoilic (pltp'nik), a. (sb*') [f. Gr. HXOVTWV
Pluto: see prec. and -ic. So F.///0;'y*(i6thc.).]
1. Geol. a. Pertaining to or involving the action

of intense heat at great depths upon the rocks

forming the earth's crnst ; igneous. Applied spec.

to the theory that attributes most geological pheno-
mena to the action of internal heat : cf. PLUTONIST.

1796 KIRWAN Elem. Mitt. (ed. 2) I. 455 There is another

system which attributes not only to basalts, but to all stony

substances, an igneous origin. .. This may be called the

Plutonic system. 1840 LYELI, Princ. Geol. (ed. 6) I. i. xiii.

320 Several modern writers, without denying the truth of

the Plutonic or metamorphic theory, still contend that the

crystalline and non-fossiliferous formations,, .such as gneiss
and granite, are essentially ancient as a class of rocks.

1847-8 H. MILLER First Impr. iii. (1857) 32 Both the

denuding and the Plutonic agents. 1870 E. L. GARBtir in

Eng. Afcck. ii Mar. 625/1 All this is apart from plutonic
heat. 1871 HARTWIC Subterr. W. i. 4 Plutonic and volcanic

eruptions and upheavings..have in many places deranged ..

strata deposited in horizontal layers at the bottom of the

sea, or of large inland lakes.

PLUVIAL.

b. spec. Applied to that class of igneous rocks,
such as granite and syenite, which are supposed to

have been formed by fusion and subsequent slow

crystallization at great depths below the surface,
as distinguished from volcanic rocks (which have
been formed at or near the surface).
1833 LytLL Princ. Geol. III. 353 The unstratified crystal-

line rocks have been very commonly called Plutonic, from
the opinion that they were formed by igneous action at

great depths. 1849 DANA Geol. x. (1850) 53^ Far the larger

part of the land consists of ancient Plutonic and stratified

rocks. 1882 GEIKIF. Text Bk. Geol. II. it. vi. 134 Granite is

thus a decidedly plutonic rock.

2. Belonging to or resembling Pluto ; Plutonian.

1819 WIFFF.X Adrian. Hours (1820) 65 Winter a Plutonic

thief, Coming to claim thee for his Mourning Bride. 1857
DUFFERIN Lett. High Lat. 113 The Plutonic drama con-
cluded with a violent earthquake.
B. s/>. Geol. (pi.) Plutonic rocks.

1856 KANK Arct. E.vpl. II. xi. 112 The bottom series of

plutonics rises to grand and mountainous proportions.
1881 R. F. Bt'RTON in Acadtuny 21 May 366/2 Here begins
the new land of clayey schist and mica-slate contrasting
with the plutonics of Bihe.

t Pluto'nical, a. Obs. [f. as prec. + -AL.]
=

prec. 2.

1599 Broiightons Lett. xii. 39 Making Hell., to bee nothing
but that Platonicall and Plutonicall Hades of the Heathen.

1623 tr. Favifte's Tlu'at. Han. II. xiii. 207 Which had so

long time beene kept in that Plutonicall Mansion.

Plutonism(pl'toniz'ni). Geol. [f.asPLUioxic
+ -ISM. SoF.fluttmismt.] The Plutonic theory:
see PLUTONIC a. I a. 1847 in WEBSTER.

Plutonist (plwtonist). Geol. [f. as prec. +
-IST. So F. pluloniste.] One who holds the

Plutonic theory : see PLUTONIC a. i a.

1799 KIKWAN Geol. Ess. 336 It is in vain.. that volcanists;
or rather plutonists, ascribe these slips, and the disorders

that accompany them, to subterraneous eruptions. 1861

FIUCKLE Civiliz. (1871) III. v. 397 In the history of geology,
the followers of Werner are known as Neptunists, and those

uf Hutton as Plutonists. 1882 GEIKIE Text Bk. Geol. in. i.

iv. 2. 298 In the geological contest., between the Neptunists
and the Plutonists, the two great battle cries were, on the

one side, Water, on the other, Fire.

||
Plutonium (plto"'nipm). [L. PlutSnium,

ad. Gr. TlXovruvwv, f. H\OVT<OV Pluto.] A place
where there are mephitic vapours.
1775 R. CHANDLER Tray. Asia M. (1825) I. 292 Hiera-

polis was noted, besides its hot waters, for a Plutonium.
Ibid. 294, I renewed my inquiries for the Plutonium, and
an old Turk . . told me he knew the place, that it was often

fatal to goats.

Plvrtonize, T. nonce-ivd.
[f.

Gr. n\ovTui>

Pluto + -IZE.] irons. To make infernal.

1600 TOURNEUR Trans/. Metatnorpk. iv, O who hath

metamorphosed My sence? and plutoniz'd my heauenly
shape ?

PlutOllOmy (pltj>'nomi). [f. Gr. irXovros

wealth, riches + -vonia arrangement ; after economy.
So F. plulonomie.'} The science of the production
and distribution of wealth ; political economy.
1851 J. M. LUDLOW Chr. Socialism 24 [Political economy]

confessing its own limited nature by the mouth of its

greatest exponent by its own showing a mere plutonotny.
1862 T. SHORTER in Weldoris Regr. Aug. 9 Plutonomy, as

it has been designated, is regarded by Mr. Ruskin as a base

or bastard science. 1900 Daily News 9 Feb. 4/6 Pluto-

nomy is a more accurate name, but the man in the street . .

would be apt to think it pedantic.

So Plutonomic (ph<ton<>'mik) a., pertaining to

plutonomy, politico-economic; Plutonomist

(phitfnomist), one versed in plutonomy, a political

economist.

1851 J. M. LUDLOW Chr. Socialism 28 Some of the worst

culprits in this respect are precisely those plutonomists.
1860 in Afacw. Mag. May 51 Those plutonomic doctrines

which are erected into a faith for states or for individuals,

and which tend to supplant everywhere duty by interest.

1888 Pall Mall G. 31 Mar. 2/2 Fundamental and eternal

differences of plutonomic opinion forbid it [federation].

1896 F. HARRISON in iqf/i Cent. Dec. 972 The terms and

dogmas of the older plutonomists.

Pluvial (plw-vial), sb. Ecd. Obs. exc. Hist.

Also pluviale. [ad. med.L. pluviale (also plu-

vialis, Du Cange), prop, rain-cloak, orig. neut. of

L. pluvialis pertaining to rain. So F. pluvial

(i 2th c. in Godef.). Cf. It. ph'iale,pieviale, perhaps
influenced in form by pieve rural deanery (plebs).

(But Diez takes *plebidle, from plebs, as the real source,

and pluvial as due to popular etymology.)]

A long cloak worn by ecclesiastics as a ceremonial

vestment ;
= COPE si.1 2 (where see note) ; also,

a similar garment used by monarchs as a robe of

state.

1669 G. Fox A rraignm. Popery 44 They put upon the Pope
a red Cope, called a Pluvial. 1690 Land. Gaz. No. 2533/2
The Deputies of Nuremburg placed the Mantle or Pluviale

of Charlemagne on his Shoulders. 1723 . Dttpin's Eccl.

Hist, ijt/t C. I. v. 63 The Priest had a Pluvial or Cope,
besides the Habit with which he is cloath'd, when he

celebrates the Mass. 1848 MRS. JAMESON Sacr. f, Leg.
Art (1850) 404 Over the whole is thrown the cope or pluviale

(literally, rain-cloak) because first adopted, merely as a

covering from the weather. 1886 Atktnmm ;_Aug. 180/3



PLUVIALIFORM. 1029 PLY.

Of or pertaining to rain ; rainy ; characterized by
much rain.

1656 BLOUNT Ghssogr.^Pluvialt
of rain, like to rain, rainy,

waterish. 1657 TOMLINSON Renous Disp. 185 A Bath .. of

Sweet water, whether pluvial or fluvial. 18320. NICHOLSON
Ann. Kendal'vt. (1861) i57'i'he butter-women were exposed
to the pluvial elements. 1869 PHILLIPS Vesuv. v. 145 Such
uncommon pluvial descents may follow.

b. Geol, Caused by rain.

1859 PAGE Geol. Terms s.v., We speak of the denuding or

degrading effects of 'pluvial agency ', just as we speak of
1

atmospheric ',

*

fiuviatile ', or other simitar agency. 1878
HUXLEY Pkysiogr.'. 131 The particular kind of denudation

effected by means of rain is called pluvial denudation.

Pluvialiform(plvie'HfJ7.im),a. Ornith. [ad.

mod. ornith. L. Pluvialiformes', pi. of Pluviali-

formiS) f. Phtvialis plover : see next and -FORM.]
Of or pertaining to the Pluvialiformes, a series of

swimming and wading birds related to the plovers;

having the form or character of the plover family.
1890 in Cfut. Diet.

Pluvialilie (plw'vialsin), a. Ornith. [f.
mod.

L. PluvidleSy the group of the plovers and allied

birds, rain-birds, pi. of pluvidlis rainy, as sb. a

plover or rain-bird, whence specific name of the

Golden plover, Charadrius plttvialis : see 1XE 1
.]

Pertaining to a plover, resembling the plovers.
1890 in Cent. Diet.

Pluviameter, erron. var. PLUVIOMETER.

FlU'vian, a. nonce-wd. [f. L. pluvi-ns rainy
+ -AN.] Rain-giving; rainy (in quot. L.Jnpiicr
pluvius],
1851 R. F. BURTON Goo. 368 Irritated by the pertinacious

viciousness of Pluvian Jove, we ride along the slippery
road which bounds the Kast confines of the kike.

t Plirviatile, a. Obs. rare. [ad. L. pluvialilis

(Cels.) belonging to rain.] Of rain, rain-(water).

1590 A. M. tr. Gabelkouers Bk. Physickc 47/1 Take Hogges
suet fb 6. Terebinthine which hath binne washed in pluvia.
tile water Ib s.

Pluviog'rapli (pl"vWgraf). [f. L. pluvia
rain + -GRAPH.! A self-recording rain-gauge.
1886 Encycl. Brit. XX. 257/1 In BecWey'sJ pluviograph'

a
pencil,

attached to a vessel which sinks as U receives the

ram, describes a curve on a sheet of paper fixed round a

rotating cylinder. 1895 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

Pluviometer (plimprnftM)-. (Also erron.

-iameter.) [f. L. pluvia rain + -METER. So K.

pluviometre (1788 in Hatz.-D.).] An instrument

for measuring the rainfall
;
a rain-gauge.

1791 Gcntl. Mag. LXI. i. 133 In the construction of the

Pluviometer, .there is a method to prevent evaporation.

1828-32 WEBSTER, Pluviameter (cites ?>/. Sci.). 1834
Nat. Philos. III. Phys. Geoff. 40/1 tU. Knl. Soc.), Observing
the height of the water collected in a pluviometer or rain-

gauge. 1863 R. F. BURTON West Africa I. 148 There fell

in twenty-four hours 9-12 inches measured by Pluviometer,
and half the island was under water.

Hence Pluviome'tric a., pertaining to the

measurement of rainfall ; so Fluviome'trical a.
;

whence Pluviome'trically adv. ; also Pluvio*-

inetry, the measurement of rainfall.

1884 Daily News 2 Jan. 5/8 The Committee of the Central

Meteorological Society, Switzerland, has resolved to establish

. . a great number of observatories, which will be known as

*pluviometric stations. 1905 Westw* Gaz. 14 Aug. 2/1 In

Indo-China alone there are 345 pluviometric stations. 1818

*
Pluvioinetry.

Pluvioscope (plK'vWskflnp). [f. as prec. +

-SCOPE.]
= PLUVIOMETER.

1887 Xatare 17 Mar. 479/1 Pluviometric observations taken
at Paris during the years 1860-70 with the pluvioscope
invented by the author. 1895 in Syd. Soc. Lex,

l| Pluvicrse, sb. [F. PluviSst (pluvip-z), ad. L.

pluviosus rainy: see next.] The fifth month of

the French revolutionary calendar, extending (in

the year 1794) from 20 Jan. to 18 Feb.

1796 BURKE Let. Noble Ld. Wks. VIII. 106 On the day
which, in their gipsey jargon, they call the 5th of Pluviose.

Pluvioae (plji'vi^s), a. rare. [ad.L. pluviosus

rainy, f. pluvia rain : see -OSE.] Rainy, watery.
In quot fig. tearful.

1824 Examiner 337/1, I was moved to vent my pluviose

indignation.

FluviO3ity(plvi(rsiti). rare. [f. L. pluvios-us

(see prec.) + -1TY.] The quality of being rainy or

of giving rain.

1845 LOWELL Lett. (1894) I. 105 Whether in a .. heavy
shower, or under the artificial pluviosity of the gardener s

watering-pot. 1877 MORLEV Crit. Misc. Ser. n. no It was
at least a gain to pay homage to that faculty . . which had

brought the forces ofnature, its pluviosity, nivosity, germi-
nality, and vendemiarity, under the yoke for the service

of men. [Alluding to PLUVIOSE so.}

Pluvious (plM-vias), a. [a. OY.pluvieus (1245
in Godef.), F. pluvieux, or ad. L. pluviosus rainy.]

Of, pertaining to, or characterized by rain ;
full of

or bearing rain or moisture ; rain}'.
c 1420 Pallad. on Hush. VI. 66 In places ouer colde And

pluuyous, olyues is to done To kitte, and mosse awey be
rased wolde. 1597 A. M. tr. Guillemcaii's Fr. Chiritrg.
48/2 The ayre is to moyste and pluviouse or raynye. 1646
SIR T. BROWSE I'scnd. Ef, vn. iv. 346 The Rainebow..

: declareth a pluvious disposure in the ayre. 1844 Black-w.

Mag. LVI. 371 The pluvious metropolis of the west, a 1876
M. COLLINS Til. in Garden (1880) II. 235 Dost thou not

find that this pluvious weather produceth much newspaper
stupidity?

Plwoh, plwe, obs. north, forms of PLOUGH.

Ply (pbi) , sb. Also 6-7 plie. [a. F. pli (
1 3th c.

in Hatz.-Darm.) a fold, bend, altered from OF.

phi (i2thc.), vbl.sb. f. player, later plier : see PLY
z'.l Sense 4 was developed in OF., and appears
in Sc. before the more literal senses.]

I. 1. A fold ; each of the layers or thicknesses

produced by folding cloth, etc.
;
a strand or twist of

rope, yarn, or thread. J'-ao-ply , three-fly, four-

ply : a fold of two, three, etc., layers ;
used altrib.

to designate fingering or worsted, and carpets made
of two or more interwoven webs.

1532 Ace. Ld. Jligh Trcas. Scot. VI. 77 Lyning fustiane

to be ane plie betwix the utir half and the lyning of the

..douhlat. 1539 in Pitcairn Crit/i. Trials I. 297* lilak grey
1

to stuff (>e plyise of hir goune with. 1678 A. LOVELL tr.

Thevenots I'rav. n. 92 They double it into many plies, till

it be but four or five Fingers broad. 1784 J. IJiUKV in Lcct.

Paint, iii. (1848) 121 The plies and wrinkles in the body of

the Christ in Rembrandt's famous Descent from the Cross.

1883 MRS. BISHOP in Leisure Ho. 199/1 These pests bite

through two 'ply' of silk. 1886 STEVENSON Dr. Jekyll

iv, The carpets were of many ])lies and agreeable in colour.

1901 J. Mack's Carp. rV Build., Home Handier. 76 If the

knife is properly sharpened., it will not be difficult to cut

I through the four-ply which will necessarily result from
this method of folding.

2. A bend, crook, or curvature ; esp. the elbow
or middle joint of a limb ; spec, in Falconry, of

j

a hawk's wing. Now rare or Ol'S.

1575 TURIH:KV. l-'alionrie 267 Specially about hir heade, the

plie of hir wings and hir trayne. 1597 LOWE Chiritrg. (.1634)

117 Within 8 weekes after it brake out in the ply of her arme,
i and under her oxter. 1678-9 NI.WION in Rigaud Corr. Sci.

I Men (1841) II. 409 The rays of the sun. .ought, .to receive
' a ply from the denser ether. 1688 R. Hoi.ME Armoury 11.

237/1 The Ply, or bent of the Wing, is the middle joynt in

the pinion. 1726 Diet. Rust. (ed. 3), Gascciii, the hinder

Thigh of a Horse, which begins at the Stifile, and reaches

to the Ply, or bending of the Hani. 1825 LolnoN Kncycl.

Agric. 918 Scurfy, scabby eruptions, affecting the back of

the knee, and ply of the hock ; common . .in cart-horses.

3. The condition of being bent or turned to one

side
;
a twist, turn, direction ; a bent, bias, inclina-

:

tion, or tendency of mind or character ; esp. in

phrase to take a (the, one's) ply. Chiefly_/?^.

1605 BACON Advanc. Learn, u. xxiii. 33. 112 In some
other itis..aconceite that they can bring about occasions to

j

their plie. 1612 Ess., Cust. q Educ. (Arb.) 370 It is true

[

that late learners cannot so well take the plie. 1673
WYCHERLEV Gcntl. Dancing-Master iv, i, When once they

' have taken the French plie (as they call it) they are never to

be made so much as Englishmen again. 1707 Reflex, upon
Ridicule it. 117 They have taken their Ply, and will never

besetright. 1873 H. ROGERS Grig. Jyiolevm. (1875) 356 The
natural bent and ply of man's nature. 1880 GREEN Hist.

Eng. People IV. vni. iv. 107 England took a ply which she

has never wholly lost.

II. 4. Plight, condition ; esp. in phrases In

(f into) ply, in good ply : in good condition, fit ;

so out offly. Sc.

c 1470 HENRYSON Mor. Fab. n. (To-.vn ff C. Mouse] xxi,

Quhen hir sister in sic ply hir fand, For verray pietie scho

began to greit. Ibid, ix. (IVolf ty Fox] viii, Kiddis, lambes,
or caponis in to ply. 1308 DUNBAR Flyting w. Kenncdic

170 Thy pure pynit thrott, pelit and owt of ply. 1824
. MACTAGGART Gallovid. Encycl. (1876) 22 Few gourmands

are very fat, they eat themselves out of ply. 1831 SHENNAN
Tales 44 The riders mount to try If a' things be in proper
ply. 1895 \Vcstin. Gaz. 27 Apr. 7/2 The Carron..is one
of the best spring rivers in East Ross-shire when in ply.

Ply (plai), W. 1 Now rare or dial. Pa.t. and
! pple. plied (plaid). [ME. plien, a. OF. plier,

secondary form ofpfeiter (3 sing. pres.//ic, Roland,

lithe.), mod. . plier anAp/oyer: L.//*Vfltofold.
In imitation of OF. preiier : l^frecarc, y& sing, frie

\
(whence /rrVr), pleiier took 3rd sing, plie, whence asecondary
famplicr, besidepleiier,ploiier, player. Cf. PLOY v., PLAYE.]

1. trans. To bend, bow
;
to fold or double (cloth

or the like) ; to mould or shape (anything plastic).

Now chiefly dial.

C1375 5V. Leg. Saints .xxiv. (Alexis) 343 He..plyit bat

bil, ore he wald leef, & Itclosytin hisnefe. c I386CHACCER
Merch. T. 186 Right as men may warm wex with handes

plye. 1390 GOWEK Conf. III. 121 Whan every feld hath

corn in honde And many a man his bak hath plied. 1483
Catli. Angl. 284/1 To P\ye,Jlectere,. .-M to bowe. a 1592
GREENE George a. Greene Wks. (Rtldg.) 256/2 So have
I liberty to ply my bow. 1593 Q. ELIZ. Boet/iius in. metr.

ii. 47 The twig drawen ons with mighty fors Bowing plies
her top. 1799 G. SMITH Laboratory I. 27 Plying the necks

of the rockets at top, to the right. 1825 J. NICHOLSON

Operat. Mechanic 381 With the first act of plying or

; doubling, which is introduced in the process of spinning.

1896 A. E. HOUSMAN Shropshire Lad xxxi, The gale, it

plies the saplings double.

t b. fig. To bend in will or disposition ; to bend

the sense of (words) ;
to adapt, accommodate. Obs.

!39<>GowER Conf. I. 274 Ther mai no gold the Jugge plie,

That he ne schal the sothe trie. 1581 J. BELI. Iladdon's

Alisw. Osor. 150 God leadeth and boweth . . every person
inwardly by his owne will, nor plyeth bee any man otherwise

then voluntaryly. 1639 N. N. tr. Dit Bosg's Cotttpl. ll'ttina'i

II. 27 If other Arts have their particular tearms which

they ply not to accomodate themselves to such as make no

profession of them. 31657 * IK w - MURE Hist. Wks.

(S. T. S.J II. 251 Haveing plyed himself much to the hwme-re
of the Duke of Albany.

t 2. intr. To bend or be bent ;
to yield, give (to

pressureormovement); tobepliable or yielding. Obs.

13.. [see plying below]. (.-1386 CHAUCER Clerk's T. 1113
The coyne .. wolde rather breste atwo than plye. c 1407
LYDG. Rcson <y Setts. 6810 Glas ys.. Redy to breke but nat
to plve. 1578 T. PROCTOR Gorg. Gallery H iij, No more
then Wanes. . May stir the stedfast rocke, that will not ply.
1600 T. CKKKD tr. Ovid's Retnedie ofLoue xlv, Behold the

Apple bough how it doth ply And stoope with store of fruit

that doth abound. 1692 R. L'ESTRANGE Fables ccxv. (1714)

233 It blew a Violent Storm. The Willow ply'd and gave
way to the Gust. 1753 rkil. Trans. XLV 1 1 1. 29 From the

coarctation of her breast, all its bones plying inwardly,

t b. To bend in reverence ; to bow. Obs.

13.. St. Er&ettwolde 138 in Horstm. Allengl. Leg. 269

pe prelate passide one be playile : btr plied to hym lordes.

t c. To bend one's body forcibly ;
to twist,

writhe. 0/>s.

1734 tr. AV///V Anc. Hist., Throttling, pressing in their

arms, struggling, plying on all sides. 1845 T. B. SHAW in

Blackw. Jlag. LVIII. 34 'Gainst the hank, like a Wrestler,
he struggleth and plyeth.

3. intr. fig. To yield, give way to; to incline,

; tend ;
to submit, comply, consent

;
to be pliant or

tractable. Now rare or Obs.

13.. E. E. Allit. r. B. 196 pat .. prynce }>at parady^
weldez Is displesed at veil apoynt hat plyes to scabe. 1390
CIOWKR Conf. III. 227 And thanne a king list noght to plie

To hiere what the clamour wolde. 1491 CAXION I'itti*

/'titr. (W. de W. 1495) I. Ixxxix. 125 b/i For noo prayer he
; wolde not plye ne consente therto. 1587 TUKBEKV. Trag. T.

I (1837) 18, 1 am content to plie unto your pleasures out of

|

hande. "1715 BURNKT Own Time 11823 I. 426 As they

I

never disagreed, so all plied before them. 1768-74 TucKt.r
1 Lt. A'at. (1834) II. 615 Expecting that all things and all

persons should ply to their interests and deMrea. 1827
CARLVI.I: Germ. Rom. \. 40 With kindly indulgence plied
into the daughter s will.

t 4. trans. Ply orer : to overlay or cover with

something bent or folded. Ohs. rare.

a 1400-50 Alexander 1517 He plyes otiiie be pauement
with pallen webis Mas on hi^t ouire his hede for hete of be

|

sone. Ibid. 5260 Hire palais was .. Plied ouir with pure
gold all be plate-rofes.

1 5. Ply out : to get or draw out by bending
I or twisting, as with pliers. Obs. rare.

1667 DKVDEN Sir Martin Mar-all II. i, Vou must.. still

ply out of them your advantages.
Hence Plying///, a., bending; pliant.

13.. E. F. Allit. /'. C. 439 Hit wau playn in bat

place for plyande greuez. ? 11400 Kforte ArtA. 777 With

pykes fulle perilous, alle plyande bame semyde. _ 1598

Q. ELIZ. Plutarch xii. 10 Hither turne our wit/ sharpnis and

piling mind. 1710 PHILIPS Pastorals v. 84 Like winds, that

gently brush the plying grass.

Ply (pbi), .2 Pa.t. and pplc. plied. [MK.
plye, aphetic form of ME. aplie, aplye, APPLY r.,

which see for derivation and development of senses.]
I. To apply, employ, work busily at.

1 1. rejl. To apply oneself assiduously (to''., exert

oneself (with a weapon, etc.) ;
= APPLY v. 14. Obs.

1390 GOWER Conf. I. 265 For ay the mor that he envieth

The more ayein himself he plieth. 1494 FAHVAN Citron.

vii. ccxxvi. 253 Thys Henry in his youth plyed hym to

snche study y' he was enstructe in the .vii. artys lyberally>.

1590 WEBBE Trail. (Arb.) 23 The women of ye towne did

plie themselues with their weapons, making a great massacre

vpon our men.

fb. To address or betake oneself (lo): = APPLY
i'. 27. Obs.
1668 OWEN Exp. Ps. cxxx. Wks. 1851 VI. 379 He plies

himself to God in Christ for pardon and mercy.

2. intr. To employ or occupy oneself busily or

steadily ;
to work at something ;

to apply, attend

closely to
;
= APPLY v. 1 5. Now rare.

13.. E. E. Allit. /'. B. 1385 pe place, bat plyed be

pursaunt wythinne. 1644 MILTON Kduc. Wks. 1738 1. 137

Ere half these Authors be read (which will soon be with

plying hard and daily). 1714 Orig. Canto Spencer xxxvi,

The strugling Fly. .Who still for Freedom plies both fierce

and bold. 1768-74 TUCKER Lt. Nat. (1834) II-.578
He that

plies to his business finds it, when grown familiar to him, a

state of satisfaction. 1825 New Monthly Mag. XIV.
13^

I

plied at Cicero and Demosthenes, I devoured every treatise

on the art of rhetoric. 1849 LONGE. Build. Ship 1 82 Around
the bows and along the side The heavy hammers and

mallets plied.

3. trans. To use, handle, or wield vigorously

i or diligently (an instrument, tool, weapon) ;
to

i employ, exert (a faculty) ;
= APPLY v. 16 b.

c 1374 CHAUCER Troylits i. 732 Artow lyk an asse to be

harpe That hereth soun whan men be strenges plye. 1514
BARCLAY Cyt. % Uplondyshm. (Percy Soc.) 25 Theyr wyt &
body all hole do they ply. 1589 GREENE Menafhon (Arb.)

33 Lamedon so plide his teeth, that all supper he spake not

one word. 1590 SPENSER /'. Q. I. vi. 19 During which time

her gentle wit she plyes To teach them truth, c 1595 C*n .

WYATT R . Dudley's Vcy. W. Ind. (Hakl. Soc.) 12 The lande

forces .. plied their shott soe thick that our men weare

forced to place all the Spanish prisoners between themselves

and the shott. 1603 DRAYTON Odes jcvii. 109 Suffolke his

Axe did ply.
1620 MIDDLETON Chaste Maid I. ii. 112 Go to

school, ply your books, boys. 1669 STURMV Mariner's Mag.
i. ii. 20 He plies his small Shot ;. . Ply your Hand-Granadoes
and Stink-Pots. 1718 PRIOR Pleasure 41 A thousand

maidens ply the purple loom. (11873 LYTTON Ken. Chil-

lingly II. tx, Thou canst ply a good knife and fork. 1887

BOWEN Virg. ^Eneid m. 128 Together their oars they ply.

b. To apply oneself to. practise,
work at (one s

business, an industry, a task, etc.) :
= APPLY v. ID a.



PLY.

1494 FABYAN Chron. v. cxxxiv. 120 Then they plyed no

thynge that was worldly, but gaue them to prechynge and

techynge. 1555 W. WATREMAN Fardle Facions n. xii. 269

Diligently to plye the reading of holy scripture. 1616 B.

JONSON Forest vi, When youths ply their stolne delights.

a. 1661 FULLER Worthies (1840) I. 442 Clothing is plied in

this city with great industry and judgment. 1784 COWTER
Task iv. 150 The needle plies its busy task. 1867 SMILES

Huguenots Eng. vi. (1880) 97 The town in which they plied

their trade.

t c. NVith indef. it, in various preceding senses.

158* N. LICHEKIELD tr. Castanheda's Cony. E. Ind. I.

Ixxviii. i6ob, Also there were many Paraos and Tones,.. a

lading as fast as they could plye it. 1605 B. JONSON Vol.

pone in. iii, A courtier would not ply it so, for a place. 1618

BOI.TON Floras (1636) 80 They forthwith plyde it with Oare

and Saile. 1666 BUNYAN Grace Ab. 110, I will ply it

close, but I will have my end accomplished.

4. trans, a. To keep at work at, to work away

at; to attack or assail vigorously or repeatedly

(with some instrument or process), b. To offer

something to (a person) frequently or persistently ;

to press (one) to take ; to continue to supply

with food, drink, gifts, etc. ;
= APPLY v. 17.

1548 PATTEN Expcd. Scotl. Pref. a ij, Begunne, bylded, and

soo well plyed in woorke, that in a fewe wekes..they wear

made and left defensyble. 1576 FLEMING Panopl. Epist. 307

That wound neuer groweth toa skarre, which is not plyed with

playsters. 1579-80 NORTH Plutarch (1676) 267 Marcellus

lied him so . . with continual alarums and skirmishes, that

e brought him to a Battell. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny I. 544

Almond trees if they be plied with digging, will either not

bloome at all, or else shed their floures before due time.

1602 ROWLANDS Tis Merrie 1 1 She ply'd him with the Wine
in golden Cup. 1632 J. HAVWARD tr. Biondi's Eromena n
Causing the ghin? to ply the sea with their oares. 1767

ist. Mass. II. 181 T

pl
h

.

T HUTCHINSON Hist. Mass. II. 181 The bomb-ship . . plied

the French with her shells. 1856 R. A. VAUGHAN Mystics

(1860) I. r;2 To ply them more pressingly with food than

with arguments.
5. To solicit with importunity or persistence;

to importune, urge ;
to keep on at (a person) with

questions, petitions, arguments, etc. ; t sPec - of a

porter, boatman, etc. : To solicit patronage from

(obs.*) ;
= APPLY v. 17.

1587 TURBKRV. Trag. T. (1837) 149 He daily plyde her

mayde, Thereby to make her graunte And yelde him his

desire. 1596 SHAKS. Merc/t. V. in. ii. 279 He [Shylock]

plyes the Duke at morning and at night, a 1639 SrOTTls-

WOOD Hist. Cn. S^ot. ll. (1677) 74^
The Governors Brother

did earnestly ply him to relinquish the English Alliance.

1678 BUTLER Hud. in. iii. 747 Ply her with love letters and

Billets. 1725 New Cant. Diet., Rattling Mumpers, such

[beggars] as run after, or ply Coaches. 1760 C. JOHNSTON

Chrysal (1822) III. 292 He was overtaken by the waggon,
the driver of which plied him in the usual way to take a

place. 1777 Chron. in Ann. Reg. 215 One Holderness,

a waterman, plied some gentlemen, and, when in his boat,

asked where they were going. 1832 HT. MARTINEAU Ireland

ii. 24 Her filial duty, religion, and love, all plied her at once

in favour of an immediate marriage. 1883 EDERSHEIM Life

Jesus (ed. 6) II. 572 In vain did he ply Christ with questions.

II. In nautical and derived uses.

6. intr. To beat up against the wind ;
to tack,

work to windward. (Cf. APPLY v. 22.)

,556 w. TOWRSON in Hakluyt Voy. (1589)
no We waved

and plyed backe againe to seeke the Hinde. c 1595 CAPT.

WYATT A'. Dudleys Voy. W. Ind. (Hakl. Soc.) ii Neither

might wee plie up unto that iland, the winde was soe con-

trarie for our course. 1697 DAMPIER Voy. ronnd World

(1699)142 They always go before the Wind, being unable

to Ply against it. 1748 Aiam'l Voy. n. ii. 127 Her people

were .so .weakned by sickness, as not to be able to ply

up to' windward. 1835 SIR J. Ross Narr. 2nd Voy. iv. 52 It

..assisted us very much in plying to windward. 1867 SMYTH

Sailor's Word-bk., Ply,.. to work to windward, to beat.

b. with about, off and on, to and again, up and

down, and the like.

CIS95 CAPT. WYATT K. Dudley's Voy. IV. Ind. (Hakl.

Soc.) 13 Afterwards . .wee plied up and downe to finde the

other carvell. 1628 DIGBY Voy. Medit. (1868) 7 The wind

came easterly, so that wee plyed to and againe along the

Spanish shore. 1670 MILTON Hist. Eng. Wks. 1738 II. 15

Commanded to ply up and down continually with Keliet

where they saw Need. 1748 Anson's Voy. n. v. 175 Plying

on and off till the 6th of October.

fig 1665 J- WEBB Stone-Heng (1725) l8 4 His own Testi-

mony by plying off and on, as he hath continually done, is

so little to be valued.

c. gen. To direct one's course (m a ship or

otherwise), to steer; to move onwards; to make
towards. Now only poet.

= APPLY v. 24.
c 1595 CAPT. WYATT R. Dudley's Voy. W. Ind. (Hakl.

Soc.) 4 Returninge with thease advertisements unto our

General!, wee plied for Plimwprth. 1596 SPENSER F. Q. iv.

i. 38 They chaunced to espie Two other Knights, that

towards them did ply With speedie course. 1637 RUTHER-

FORD Lett. (1862) I. 207 Oh, how fair have many ships been

plying before the wind that, in an hour's space, have been

lying in the sea-bottom ! 1779 E. HERVEY Naval Hist. II.

158 Returning light discovered the enemy seven leagues off

Weymouth, whither the English plied, and came up with

them in the afternoon. 1820 W. SCOHESBY Ace. Arctic Reg.
\ 309 We plied towards the land, a 1861 CLOUGH Qua
Cursum Ventus ii, When fell the night, upsprung the

breeze, And all the darkling hours they plied.

fd. trans. To use (a tide, etc.) to work a ship

up a river, to windward, etc. Obs.

i6 S BURROUGH in Hakluyt Voy. (1598) I. 279 We
stopped the ebbes, and plyed all the floods to the wmde-

wards, and made our way Eastnortheast. 1673 R. HADDOCK

Jrnl. in Camden Misc. (1881) 29 We wayed to plye up, and

plyed the tyde to an end.

7. intr. Of a vessel or its master : To sail or go
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more or less regularly to and fro between certain
i

places ;
also said of land-carriage.

1803 WELLINGTON in Gurw. Desp. (1837) II. 370 A detach-

ment ..which plies between the Godavery and camp, will

keep me free from want. 1832 G. DOWNES Lett. Cant.
|

Countries I. 256 A passage-boat, which plies between the
j

hamlets of Eaux Vives and Le Paquis, situated at opposite

sides of the lake. 1863 P. BARRY Dockyard Econ. 263 1 he

Richmond, a small vessel which was built in the year 1815

and plied between London and Richmond. 1878 GLAD-

STONE Prime? Homer xii. 139 We hear, .of the ferryman

plying between Ithaca and Cefalonia.

b. trans. To traverse (a river, ferry, passage)

by rowing or sailing.

1700 Col Rer.. Pennsylv. II. 13 Ordered also That no

fferryman shall be permitted to ply the River Delaware.

1812 Chron. in Ann. Reg. 115/1 James Dean, .who plies the

passage from Bulwell to Milford. 1897 Daily News 6 July

5/3 Hardy bargemen who ply Father Thames by day and

night from Twickenham Ferry to the Nore.

f8. trans. To bear or bring to a place by

journeying to and fro. Obs. rare '.

1590 GREEXE Never too late (1600) F}, The labouring Bees

Plied to the hiues sweet honey from those flowers.

9. intr. Of a boatman, porter, hackman, etc. :

To wait or attend regularly, to have one's stand at

a certain place for hire or custom.

1700 FARQUHAR Constant Couple in. i. Here's Tom Errand,

the Porter, that plys at the Blew Posts. 1711 ADDISON

Sped. No. 94 8 He was. .forced to think of plying in the

Streets as a 'Porter. 1739 LABELYE Short Ace. Piers Westm.

Bridge 71 Room, .for the Watermen to ply for Fares. CI77O

DIBDIN Song, Waterman, And did you not hear of a jolly

young waterman Who at Blackfriars Bridge used for to ply V

1885 Chamb. Jrnl. i Jan. 778, I must on no account ply

Ply, var. of PLEA. Plyades, obs. f. PLEIADES.

Plyar, plyer : see FLIER.

fPlychon. Surg. Obs. [? corruption of PELI-

CAN-.] (See quot.)
1688 R. HOLME Armoury m. xx. (Roxb.) 238/2 A Plychon.

It is an Instrument to pull out Teeth.

Plycht, plyght, plyjt, obs. forms of PLIGHT.

Plyd, obs. form of PLAID.

Plying (pbHrj), vbl. sb. [f. PLYZ^ + -mo 1
.]

The action of PLY v?, in various senses, attnb.

Flying-place, a place where a porter, hackney-

carriage, or boat stands for hire (PLY v. 9).

1766 ENTICK London IV. 21 Paul's-wharf, a public plymg-

place for watermen and water-carriage. Ibid.
24_2

At the

south extremity of Water-lane is the common plymg-place

and ferry. .. .

t Plym, plymme, v. Falconry. Obs. A parallel

form of PLUME v. i.

1486 Bk. St. Albans C v, Let hir plym vppon it as moch as

she will, and when she hath plymmed Inough go to hir

softely for frayng. Hid. Dij, Yf she haue fownde the fowle

and desire to flee ther to, let hir slee it, and plymme well

vppon hir.

Plymouth Brethren. [See Brethren in

BROTHER sb.] A religious body calling them-

selves
' the Brethren ', recognizing no official order

of ministers, and having no formal creed, which

arose at Plymouth c 1830. Plymouth brother,

a member of this body.
1842 R M. BEVERLEY Ch. Eng. Exam. (1844) i The views

of those whom he chooses to call
' the Plymouth Brethren .

1865 Chambers' Encycl. VII. 614 The Plymouth Brethren

reject every distinctive appellation but that of Christians.

1879 STEVENSON Trav. Ccvennes, Valley of Tarn, He was,

as a matter of fact, a Plymouth Brother.

Hence Plymoutli-'brethrenism, Plymouth-
brotherism ;

also Plymouth sister.

1848 J H. NEWMAN Loss Q Gainvm. 197 Where else will

you go? Not surely to Methodism or Plymouth-brothensm.
1860 Miss VONGE Hopes II. xiii. 250 She is a Plymouth

sister. 1879 CROSKERY (title) Plymouth Brethremsm, a

"^Plymouth Cloak. Obs. slang. A cudgel or

staff, carried by one who walked in cuerpo, and thus

facetiously assumed to take the place of a cloak.

(For the reason of the name, see quot. a 1661.)

1608 DEKKER vid Pt. Honest IVh. m. ii, Shall I walke in

a Plimouth Cloake, (that's to say) like a rogue, in my hose

and doublet, and a crabtree cudgell in my hand? 1625

MASSINGER New Way i. i, And I must tell you if you

but aduance, Your plimworth cloke, you shall be soone

instructed. <zi66i FULLER Worthies, Devon (1662) 248 A
Plimouth Cloak. That is a Cane or a Staffe, whereof this

the occasion. Many a man of good extraction, comrmng
home from far Voiages, may chance to land here [at Ply-

mouth], and being out of sorts, is unable for the present

time and place to recruit himself with Cloaths. Here (if not

friendly provided) they make the next Wood their Drapers

shop, where a Staffe cut out, serves them for a covering.

[1670 RAY Prov. 225 adds: For we use when we walk in

cuerpo to carry a staff in our hands, but none when in

a cloak.] [i668: see CLOAK sb. 5.] i77 MRS. BEHN

Rover m. i, Walking like the Sign of the naked Boy, with

Plimouth Cloaks in our hands. <ti688 DENHAM ballad on

Sir J. Mennis vii, He being proudly mounted, Clad in

cloak of Plymouth. i8 KINGSLEY Wistw. ffolyu, Thou

wilt please to lay down that Plymouth cloak of thine.

Plymouthism (pli'ms^'m). [See -ISM.]

The system or doctrine of the Plymouth Brethren.

So Plymouthist, Plymouthite, a member of

this body ; also attrib.

1876 SPURGEON Commenting 61 We do not endorse the

Plymouthism which pervades these notes. Ibid. 115 first

PNBUMA.

published in the Plymouthite Magazine. 1885 tuycl.

Brit. XIX. 238/2 French Switzerland has always remained

the stronghold of Plymouthism on the Continent. Ibid. 339/1

There are . . at least five official divisions or sects of Ply-

mouthists.

Plymouth Rock (pli:m3)wk). [The spot

at which the passengers of the Mayflower landed

in New England in 1620.] Name of a breed of

domestic fowls of American origin, characterized

by large size, ashen or grey plumage barred with

blackish stripes, and yellow beak, legs, and feet.

1873 in L. Wright Bk. Poultry (1874) 436 Our modern

Plymouth Rock fowl is in no way whatever connected with

the Plymouth Rock produced by Dr. Bennett some twenty,

five years since, from a cross with the Asiatic fowls. 1892

I. K. FOWLER Echoes Old Country Life 238 Another capital

race is the Plymouth Rocks bred by the Americans from,

I think, a cuckoo-coloured fowl and the Cochin. 1900 Field

23 June 003/2 The Plymouth rock, a useful second class

general utility fowl, is not as popular as it was.

t Ply-pot. Obs. rare- 1
, [f.

PLY v? + POT s/>.]

One who plies the pot ;
one addicted to drinking.

1611 COTCR. s.v. Gobelin, Face gobeline, a crimzon face;

the visage of a plie-pot.

Plyt, -e, obs. forms of PLIGHT sb. and v.

P.M., abbrev. of POST MERIDIEM, afternoon, q. v.

Pn-, an initial combination occurring only in

words from Greek ; the/ is usually mute in English.

(The p is pronounced in French, Spanish, Italian, German,

Dutch, and other European langs. ; also by Englishmen in

reading Greek. It is to be desired that it were sounded in

English also, at least in scientific and learned words ; since

the reduction of pneo- to neo-, pncu- to new-, and fnyx to

nix, is a loss to etymology and intelligibility, and a weaken-

ing of the resources of the language.)

Pneo- (pn*>, nf|), combining element from Gr.

irve-uv, TTVIW to blow, breathe, used in a few rare

scientific terms.

|| PneoMognosis (-bsi^gnou'sis) [mod. L., f.

Gr. P'tos life + yuan investigation, knowledge,

after diagnosis], MedicalJurisprudence, the test,

by the presence or absence of air in the lungs,

whether a child has been born alive ; also called

PNEUSIOBIOGNOSIS, or
||
Pneobioma-ntia [Gr.

fiavTiia divination] ;
whence PneoMoma'ntic a.,

PneoTjioraa'ntics. Pneodyna-mics [DYNAMICS],
the science of the forces concerned in respiration.

]| Pneoga-ster [mod.L., f. Gr. faarrip belly],

term for the whole respiratory tract, considered

as a specialized portion of the intestinal tract;

hence Pneoga'stric a. Pne'ogrrapli [-GRAPH],

(n) an instrument invented by Mortimer Granville

for indicating the force and character of expiration

by means of a light disk suspended in front of the

month and connected with a needle which makes

an automatic tracing ; (6)
= next. Pneo'meter

[-METER], an instrument for measuring the amount

of air inspired and expired, a pnenmatometer, spiro-

meter ;
so Pneo'metry, the measurement of the

amount of air inspired and expired, pneumato-

metry. Pne'oscope [-SCOPE], an instrument for

measuring the extent of movement of the thorax in

; respiration. (Syd. Soc. Lex. 1895.1

1858 MAYNE Expos. Lex. 984/2 Pneobiomantia. Ibid.,

Pneobiomantics. Ibid., Pneobiomantic. iSSS Laxctt 13 Oct.

724/1 A Pocket Clinical Pneograph...The tracing of the

pneograph shows the expiration by a more or less vertical

line, the duration of the expiratory effort being indicated by

l the length of the line traced by the needle before it descends,

I at the moment when inspiration commences.

Pneum, -e (pni*<m, mfim). Mis. [ad. Gr.

i wtv/ta : see next.]
= PNEUMA 2 b, NEUME 2.

1870 HELMORE in Grove DM. Mus. I. 17/1 Accents or

marks, sometimes called pnciims, for the regulation of reci-

tation and singing were in use among the ancient Greek!

and Hebrews, and are still used in the synagogues of the

lews. 1800 A thenxum 26 Apr. 450/3 Twenty specimens . .

selected to illustrate the gradual development of the ancient

! pneumes into the characters now used on a staff of lines and

spaces. 1800 Daily News i May 7/5 Showing how the

pneums and points gradually assumed the form of our

modern notes.

II Fneuma (pni-ma, ni-ma). [a. Gr. miv/M

wind, breath, spirit, prop, that which is blown or

breathed, f. irvieiv, miiv to blow, breathe.]

1. The Greek word for
'

spirit
'

or ' soul , occas.

used in Eng. context. Vviv r,

1884 W G. STEVENSON in Pop. Sc. Monthly XXIV. 761

[Hippocrates] taught the existence of an intermediate

nature', which though distinct from the mortal Soul or

pneuma, was the source of vital activity. 1894 Daily News

21 Oct 6/2 The pneuma, the overshadowing spirit of the

new man who is sought after by Angela, the Psyche or

feminine principle of aspiration and intuition.

2. Mediaeval Mtts. a. A long ligature or group

of notes sung to one (inarticulate) syllable at the

end of a plain-song melody: = NEUME I. b. One

of a set of signs indicating the tones of the chant :

= NEUME 2, PNEUM.
1880 ROCKSTRO in Grove Diet. Afus.ll. 691/2 The very

essence of the Pneuma lies in its adaptation to an inarticulate

sound -88> Itid. HI. 4/* The Preface to the Ratisbon

Gradual directs that the Pneuma shall be sung upon the

vowel A.



PNEUMATHJEMIA.

PneumathsBmia (pni/7mabrinia, ni;J-). I'alh.

[f. Gr. TTI/C 5fia, iri'ev/iar- (see PNEUMA) + a*/ra blood ;

cf. hyperxmia, etc.]
' The presence of air in a

blood-vessel' (.S></. Soc. /.ex. 1X95).
1876 tr. Wagner's Gen. Pathol. (ed. 6) 239 111 the blood,

pneumatliHmiia.
Pneumatic (niwmte'tik), a. (s6.} [ad. I..

pncitinaticus of or belonging to air or wind (Vitr. ,

I'lin.), a. Gr. avevfumms of, caused by, or of the

nature of wind, breath, or spirit. So F. pneittna-

tique (1520 in Hatz.-Darm.).]
1. Pertaining to, or acting by means of, wind or

air. a. Chiefly applied to various mechanical

contrivances which operate by pressure or ex-

haustion of air.

Pneumatic cabinet, differentiation (Med.) : see quot. 1895.

Pneumatic caisson: see quot. 1875. Pneumatic dispatch,
a system by which parcels, etc. are conveyed along tubes by

compression or exhaustion of air. Pneumatic engine*.

formerly applied spec, to the air-pump. Pneumatic

paradox, railway, telegraph: see quot. 1875.

1659 LEAK Waterwks. Pref. r Pneumatike Inventions;

viz. Engins moving by the force of Air. 1667 BFAI.E in

Phil. Trans. II. 425 The Pneumatick (or Rarifying) Engine
of Mr. Boyle. 1713 DGIIHAM Phys.-Theol. i. 9 In a glass-

receiver of the Pneumatick Engine. 1823 J. NICHOLSON

Oficrat. Mechanic 375 This part of the process I call the

pneumatic pressure. 1836 BREES Gloss. Terms, Piles

(pneumatic), hollow iron piles, driven into the ground.. by
withdrawing, internally, the sand or other matters filling the

space in which they stand by suction. 1858 LARDNEK
Handlik. Nat. Phil., Hydrost. etc. 214 The pneumatic
screw. The screw of Archimedes . . is also used for the ven-

tilation of mines. 1866 BESSEMER in Joynson Mflals (1868)

88 The metal which had been previously rendered malleable

by the pneumatic process becomes less red-short. 1867
BRANDE & Cox Diet. Sc., etc. s.v. Railroad, Carried out in

London by the Pneumatic Despatch Company with success.

1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mech., Pneumatic Caisson, one which

is closed at top and sunk by the exhaustion of the air within

air in a tube laid parallel to the track. Ibid., Pneumatic

Telegraph, a telegraph used before the times of Morse and
Wheatstone for communicating information by the impulse

given to a column of water by pneumatic pressure. Ilnd.

1756/2 The pneumatic dispatch-tube was started by a com-

pany in London in 1859, for conveying parcels and light

goods between the Euston Square Station and the Post-

Office in Evershott Street, London. 1881 C. A. EDWARDS
Organs 65 The pneumatic action is an ingenious arrange-
ment by which the bulk of the pressure is taken from the

key, by means of small power-bellows. 1895 Syd. Soc. Lex.,

P[neumatic] cabinet, name for the air-tight compartment
in which a patient is placed for treatment by the inhalation

of compressed air.. . P. differentiation, term for the treat-

ment of certain lung diseases by inhalation of air either

denser or less dense than that of the surrounding atmosphere.

1898 F. W. ROGKRS in Westm. Gaz. 13 July 3/2 The pneu-
matic brake will do very well for Lincolnshire and Cam-

bridgeshire.

b. Applied to things which are inflated, or filled

with compressed air, for some purpose ; esp. to

the tires of the wheels of bicycles, and the like.

1861 Catal. Internal. Exhib. II. xn. 22 Self-righting,

indestructible pneumatic life-boat. 1890 Patent Specif.

No 4206 Large rubber tyres.. known commercially as (i)

Pneumatic tyres, (2) Cushion tyres. 1891 Bicycling^ ffen'S

21 Feb., Tacagni's method of holding a Pneumatic tyre

between two rims is worth more attention than it at first

sight deserves. 1896 G. J. JACOBS Addr. Inst. Brit. Car-

riage Manuf., Only six months later, June 10, 1846, he

[William Thomson, C.E., of Adelphi Street, Strand] patented
the india-rubber pneumatic tyre on the principle of those so

much in favour to-day. 1898 Cycling (Ward, Lock & Co.) iv.

23 Cyclists owe much to the inventor of the pneumatic tyre.

fo. Of a musical instrument : Played by the

breath or by compressed air ;

' wind- '. Obs.

1695 J. EDWARDS Perfect. Script. 176 All other musical

instruments, .whether pulsative or pneumatick.

d. Belonging to or transmitted by pneumatic

dispatch : see a. above.

1903 Westm. Gaz. 4 Mar. 2/1 Any resident within Paris

may either buy at any bureau a blue pneumatic letter-card

._j grammes,. _

envelope the word ' Pneumatic '.

2. Of, or relating or belonging to, gases. Now
rare, exc. in pneumatic trough, a trough by means

of which gases may be collected in jars over a sur-

face of water or mercury. (See HYDKO-PNEUMATIC.)

1793 BEDDOES Let. to Darwin 59 We owe to Pneumatic

Chemistry the command of the elements which compose
animal substances ; . . it is thebusiness of Pneumatic Medicine

to apply them with caution and intelligence. 1800 tr.

Lagrange's Cliem. 54 Fill a bottle with hydrogen gas, and

having taken it from the pneumatic tub, immediately apply
to its mouth a lighted taper. 1811-34 Goods Study Med.

(ed. 4) I. 489 When pneumatic medicine was at the height

of its popularity, much benefit was supposed to be derived

from the use of oxygen and hydrogen and dilute chlorine

gases (in asthma]. 1826 HENRY Elem. Chem. I. 21 Place

the jar, filled with water and inverted, over one of the

funnels of the shelf of the pneumatic trough. 1836-41

BRANDS Chem. (ed. 5) 63 Priestley's entire force was directed

upon Pneumatic Chemistry. 1881 ROCTLEDGE Science.
342 The

'

pneumatic trough
'

used at the present day differs

from Hales' apparatus only in having a more convenient

arrangement of us parts.
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3. Zoo!., Anal., and Pliys. a. Pertaining to

breath or breathing ; respiratory, rare.

1681 tr. Willis's Kcm. Med. Wks. Vocab., Pneumatic,

windy, or belonging to wind or breath. 1836 KIRBY & Sr.

Kiitomol. IV. xxxviii. 37 The external respiratory organs of

insects. . .Spiracles; Respiratory plates; and branchiform

and other pneumatic appendages. 1903 Conteutp. Re-.'.

Jan. 43 Heart weakness, pneumatic troubles and rheumatism.

b. Containing or connected with air-cavities, as

those in the bones of birds, or the swimming-
bladder of some fishes.

Pneumatic duct,
' a short tube by which the air-bladder

communicates with the oesophagus in physostomous fishes'

(Syd. Soc. Lex. s. v. Ductus).

1831 BREWSTLR Nat. Magic x. (1833) 259 Those beautiful

pneumatic contrivances by which insects, fishes, and even

suiue lizards are enabled to support the weight of then-

bodies against the force of gravity. 1854 OWEN Skcl. <V

Teeth 7 A large aperture, called the 'pneumatic foramen ',

near one end of the bone, communicates with its interior.

1855 HOLDEN Hum. Osteal. (1878)7 In the ostrich the bones

are more pneumatic than in the gulls and in the smaller

song-birds. 1899 A Mutt's Syst. MeJ. VI I. 604 The mastoid

in children may be as pneumatic or diploetic as in adults.

C. Hist. Applied to a school of ancient Greek

physicians (Gr. 01 npcv/iariicoi, L. Pneumatici)
who held the theory of an invisible fluid or spirit

(irvevfia) permeating all the body, and forming the

vital principle on which health and strength de-

pended. (SyJ. Soc. Lex. iSys, s. v. Pneumatici)
1843 DUNGLISON Meet. Lex., Pneumatic /VyaJ, name

given to a sect of physicians, at the head of whom was

AthenaiUS, who made health and disease to consist in the

different proportions of an element which they called

Pneuma, Tn-etJjLia to those of the other elementary principles.

4. Belonging or relating to spirit or spiritual

existence ; spiritual. (Usually with direct reference

to Gr. iri/fiMjariKos, esp. in N. T. and Christian use.)

1797 Monthly Mag. III. 525/1 This animal spirit, which

blessed men have called the pneumatic soul. 1811 JEHU
Corr. (1834) II.so My bodily health has. .improved ; my
mental and pneumatic part has been. .dubious. 1890 J. 1'.

SMITH tr. Pfteiderer's Developm. Tlicol. n. iv. 162 The God-

man as the absolute pneumatic personality of universal

spiritual power is not merely the head of men but also of

angels. 1894 SWETE Afosl. Creed ii. 28 Primitive Christi-

anity, as he [Harnack] conceives it, had two Chnstologies,

the one pneumatic, the other adoptionist. The former

regarded the Christ as a preexistent Spirit who was made
Man. 1899 STALKER Chrhtology Jesus i. 30 The Gospel of

St. John the pneumatic gospel, as it was called, or gospel

of religious genius.

fb. Pneumatic philosophy:
= PNEUMATOLOGY i.

So pneumatic philosopher. Obs.

a 1744 BOLINGBROKE Ess. ii. viii. Philos. Wks. 1754 II. 79

Those, .may be called, .by the title.. of pneumatic philoso-

phers, since their object is spirit and spiritual substances ;

how ridiculous soever it be to imagine spirit less an object

of natural philosophy, than body. 1745 SIB J. PRINGLE

Let. 19 Mar. in Bower Hist. Univ. Edinb. II. 294, I do

hereby resign my office of Professor of ethic and pneumatic

philosophy in the University of Edinburgh. 1768-74 TUCKER
Lt. Nat. (1834) I. 329 Bolingbroke . . deriding the doctrine

of spiritual substance under the name of pneumatic phi-

losophy.
5. Comb., as pneumatic-tired (-tyred) a., fitted

with pneumatic tires, as a bicycle, etc.

1894 L. ROBINSON Wild Traits iii. (1897)79 A pneumatic-
tired sulky is worth several seconds in the mile to an

American trotter. 1893 Daily News 17 Dec. 6/7 The pneu.

matic-tire folk are apt to despise the poor cyclist on his

wretched 'old crock' and to regard him as a nuisance. 1896

Daily Til. 10 Feb. 5/4 A smart pneumatic-tyred roadster.

B. sb. 1. = PNEUMATOLOGY i a. rare'1
.

1836-7 SIR W. HAMILTON Melaph. (1859) I. viii. 134 note,

The terms Psychology and Pneumatology, or Pneumatic,
are not equivalents.

2. Name in Gnostic theology for a spiritual being

of a high order.

1876 tr. HergenrSthcr's Cath. Cll. ff Chr. State II. 293
The Church had long rejected the Gnostic distinction

between pneumatics and sarcics. 1881-3 Schaff's Encycl.

Relig. Knviul. II. 927 The Gnostics taught a transplanta-

tion of the highest order (the pneumatics) into the world of

the pleroma.
3. A pneumatic tire, or a cycle having such tires.

1890 WILLOUGHBY & L.YNDE Specif. Patent, The ad-

vantages of the pneumatic are as follows. 1891 Bicycling

Ncius 21 Feb., Riders ofsolid-tyred machines, when changing
to Pneumatics. 1901 Westm. Gaz. 24 June 10/2 Break-

downs [of motor-cars) are reported in scores; punctured

pneumatics and broken wheels without number.

b. A pneumatic bellows, tube, or other part of

the pneumatic action in an organ.
1890 in Cent. Diet.

Fneuma'tical, a. (s6.) Now rare or Obs. [f.

as prec. + -AL : see -ICAL.]

A. adj. fl. =
prec. I. Obs.

1609 Bovs On Ps. xcviii. 4-6 Wks. (1629) 36 All kind

of musicke, Vocall .. Chordall .. Pneumaticall, With trum-

pets. 1634 J. B[ATE] Myst. Nat. 28 Amongst all these

experiments pneumaticall, there is none more excellent than

of the Air in Wind-Guns and other pneumatical Engines
wherein the Air has been compress'd. 1696 PHILLIPS (ed. 5)

s.v., An Organ is a Pneumatical Instrument. 1815 J. SM_ITH
Panorama Sc. fy Art II. 31 The thermometer is a chemical

rather than a pneumatical instrument.

t2. Of the nature of air, gaseous; relating to

gases (
=

prec. 2). Obs.

PNEUMATIST.
1626 BACON Syh'n 29 The Race and Period of all things,

here above the Earth, is to extenuate and turn things to ne

more Pneumaticall and Rare. 1685 BOYLK EH/I. Notion.

Xat. 254 Fluids, whether Visible or Pneumatical. 1793 P.

STEWART Out!. Moral Philos. <i 272 11855) 140 The pneu-
matical discoveries of modern chemistry. 1794 G. ADAMS
Nat. f, Exf. Philos. I. xi. 431 Mr. Boyle, .obtained a pneu-
matical fluid, answering his then only criterion of air.

3. As rendering of Gr. irptt^a-nKos in philo-

sophical or theological use : cf. prec. 4. 4 b.

1678 CumvOKTH Intell. Syst. 789 One of which they called,

Pneumatical, or the Spirituous Body; which is weaved out

as it were to it, and compounded of the Gross Sensible

Body (it being the more Thin and Subtle part thereof).

1708 H. DODWKI.L Nat. Mart. J/nm. Sciik 46 The Psychical

Body must be cloathed up uith a Pneumatical Body. 1741
in Grant I'm'-'. Edinl: (1884) I. 273 Professor of Pneu-

matical and Ethical Philosophy. 1868 Coutemt. lie-'. VII.

599 The resurrection is not that of the disembodied i//ux ri

at the moment of death, nor of earthly relics, but the trans-

formation from a psychical to a pneumatical body. 1891

tr. Sabaticrs Paul iv. 3. 90 That which for lack of another

name we have called the pneumatical life, taking its rise

at the point (if contact between the human soul and the

invisible world.

t B. s/>. A gaseous substance (cf. a above). Obs.

1626 BACON Sylva 98 The Spirits or Pneumaticalls, that

are in all Tangible Bodies are scarce known. IHd. 354 In

the inferior order of pneumaticals there is ail and flame ;

and in the superior there is the body of the star and the

pure sky.
Hence Pneumatically </;'. (in various senses of

PNEUMATIC or PNEUMATICAL).
6-1700 D. G. Harangues Quack Doctors 15 Hypnotically

..Pneumatically, or Synechdochicaliy. 1800 HOWARD in

Phil. Trans. XC. 216, I resolved it into ^these
different

principles, by distilling it pneumatically with nitric acid.

1904 Daily Chrmi. 17 Sept. 5/5 The Welch patents for

fastening a detachable outer case to the pneumatically-

tyred rim of a wheel, thus rendering rapid roadside repairs

possible, finished their thorny course yesterday.

Pneumaticity (nimati-slti). [f. PNEUMATIC

+ -1TY.] The quality or condition of being pneu-
matic (in quots., in sense 3 b of the adj.).

1858 MAYNK Expos. Lex., Pneumaticitas, term for that

condition of the skeleton of birds into most of the hones of

which the external air has the faculty of entering: pneu-

maticity. 1870 ROU.KSTON Aniin. Life 17 The greater

pneumaticity which the individual bones ordinarily possess

i88z W. K. PARKER in Nature XXVI. 254/2 The pneuma-

ticity of the crocodile's endocranium.

Pneumatico-, combining form from L. pneii-

maticus or Gr. irvvnanicus PNEUMATIC : see quots.,

and PNEUMATIC a. 1,4.
1812-16 PLAVI--MR .Vat. Phil. (1819) I. 257 The syphon is

properly a pneumatico-hydraulic machine, the action of water

and of air being both necessary to its effect. i8i6Bi:.XTHAM

Chrestom. Wks. 1843 VIII. 90 Pneumatico-Hcdorustics,

such as have for their objects those more refined classes of

pleasures which, passing through one or more of the inlets

afforded by the body, find their ultimate seat in the mind.

Pneuma'tics. [In form, pi. of PNEUMATIC a.

= pneumatic treatises or matters : see -ic 2.]

1. That branch of physics which deals with the

mechanical properties (as density, elasticity, pres-

sure, etc.) of air, or other elastic fluids or gases.

[1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Pneumaticks, books treating of

Spirits or the winds.] 1660 BOVLE New Exf. Phys. Mech.

Pref. 3 They may look upon these Narratives as standing

Records in our new Pneumaticks. 1673 Phil. Trans.

VIII. 6045 The whole Science of Pneumatiques. 1806

HUTTON Course Math. II. 226 Pneumatics is the science

which treats of the properties of air, or elastic fluids. 1866

BRAN-DE & Cox Diet. Sc. etc. 914/2 The science of pneu-
matics has been created entirely by modern discoveries.

Galileo first demonstrated that air possesses weight. His

pupil Torricelli invented the barometer.

2. = PNEUMATOLOGY i a, b. Obs. exc. Hist.

\a 1650 J. PKIDEAUX (title) Hypomnemata, Logica, Rhe.

torica, Physica, Metaphysica, Pneumatica, Ethica, Politica,

CEconomica.] 1695 Evid. lief. Scott. Univ. Comnl. 1690

(1837) I. Edinb. App. 42 That .. the pneumatics or speciall

metaphysicks [be composed] by the colledge of Edinburgh.

Ibid. III. St. Andrews 217 In the third year, we teach the

metaphysicks and with them the Pneumaticks.. .\Ve do not

hold ft necessary to add to the Physicks any thing dt anima,
for all questions concerning it may be discust in the Pneu-

maticks. 1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl., Pneumatics, in the

schools is frequently used for the doctrine of spirits ; as

God, angels, and the human mind. 1734 Rales made for
Sir J. Pringle in Grant Univ. Edinb. (1884) II. 336 Ihe

Pneumatics : that is, the being and perfections of the one

true God, the nature of Angels and the soul of man, and

the duties of natural religion. 1776 ADAM SMITH W. N.

v. i. (1869) II. 355 What are called metaphysics or pneu-

matics were set in opposition to physics. 1869 Contemf.

Rev. X. 407 It was not to be. .any metaphysical pneumatics

woven out of scholastic brains.

Pneu-matism. rare. [f.
Gr. irvcvpa, mfvitaT-

(see PNBUMATO-) + -ISM.] The doctrine of the

pneumatists : see next, 2.

1884 [see next, 2). 1890 BILLINGS Med. Diet., Pnetima-

tivm . . , doctrine of the pneuma or special vital principle.

Pneu-matist. rare. [f. as prec. + -IST.]

1 1. A student or practitioner
of pneumatic medi-

cine : see PNEUMATIC a. 2, quot. 1822-34. Obs.

1700 SIR H. DAW in Beddoes Contrib. Phys. f, Med.

Know!. 114 The chemical principles of the most e

brated pneumatists.
2. Hist. A '

pneumatic physician : see 1

M
iau\V.' G. STEVENSON in Pop. Sci. Monthly.XXIV. 761

The pneuma was deemed such an important factor in the
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explanation of vital phenomena, that a school called
' Pneu-

matists'was founded in the first century of our era. .. For
fourteen hundred years

'

pneumatism
'

under various forms

was the accepted philosophic belief of the civilized world.

Plieumatize (pm/rmataiz, ni/7-), v. rare. [f.

Gr. mtv/iar- (see next) + -IZE
; cf. Gr. irvev^ari^fiv

to fan by blowing.]
1. trans. To pass a blast of air through (molten

metal) in the process of converting it into steel by
the Bessemer process.
1868 JOYNSON Metals 86 The silica which is found in

Spiegeleisen has the effect of reducing the boiling or agita-
tion of the pneumatiscd metal, when poured into moulds,
and is therefore beneficial.

2. To furnish with air-cavities, render pneumatic:
see PNKU.MATIC a. 3 b.

1890 Corns Ornith. n. iv. 200 Ordinarily, the greater part
r.f the skull, and the leaser part of the trunk and limbs, is

pneumalised.
Pneumato- (pnimnato, ni/7'-), before a vowel

pneuinat-, a, Gr. -nvtv^aro-, combining form of

miivfia air, breath, spirit : see PNEUMA. Used, with

various senses, chiefly in scientific and other techni-

cal words ; for the more important of these, see

their alphabetical places. (Also contracted to

pneuino- : see PNKUMO-, and cf. hxmo-, etc.)

t Pneivmato-che'mical a., pertaining to '

pneu-
matic chemistry ', or the chemistry of gases ; p.

trough = pneumatic trough (see PNEUMATIC a. 2).

Pneu matomoTphic (-mjrafik) a. nouce-wJ. [after

ANTHROPOMOHPHIC] (seequot.). Pneumatophany
(-(j'fani) nonce-u'd. [after CHHISTOPHANY, THEO-

PHANY], an appearance or manifestation of the

Holy Spirit. Pneu matophilcrsophy, the philo-

sophy of spirit or spiritual existence. Pnenmato-
phobia (-fcu-bia) nonce-wd. [-PHOBIA], dread or

abhorrence of the spiritual. Fneumatophony
(-^fjni [Gr. tftojfrj voice], 'spirit-speech*, i.e. the

supposed utterance of articulate sounds by dis-

embodied spirits; hence Pnen matopho'nic (-!(>'-

nik) a. f Pneu^matopyrist [Gr. iru/> fire] (see

quot. . Pneu matotherapeu'tics, -the rapy [see

THERAPEUTIC], treatment of diseases, esp. of the

lungs, by inhalation of compressed or rarified air

(SyJ. Soc. Lex.\ Pneivmatotho'rax Path. =
PXEUMOTIIORAX.
1800 HHNRY Epit. Chen?. (1808)56 The *pneumato-chemica1

trough, or pneumatic cistern. 1822 IMISON Sc. <y Art
II. 12 An improved pneumalo-chemical apparatus. 1886
Kernel <y Husk 62 Metaphors . . which would subtilize

H im clown to a thought, or a mind, or a spirit, may be called

phroneMmprphic, noumorphic, *pneumatomorphic. 1892
BRIGGS Bible Church ft Reason 163 The Theophany, the

Chiistophany, and the
*
Pneumatophany are the sources of

the miracles of the Bible. 1847 TuLK tr. Oken's Physio-

philosophy 2 Physio- and *Pneumato-philo>ophy range,
therefore, parallel to each other. Physio-philosophy, how-

ever, holds the first rank, Pneumato-philosophy the second ;

the former, therefore, is the ground and foundation of the

latter, for nature is antecedent to the human spirit. 1711
SHAFTESB. Charac. (1737^)

III. Misc. n. ii. 64 All Atheists

(says he) are possess'd with a certain kind of Madness, that

may be call'd *Pneumatophobia, that makes them have an
irrational but desperate Abhorrence from Spirits or In-

corporeal Substances. 1687 H. MonK/4ra'. Psychop. (1689)

107 The Psychopyrists (for so rather I call them, than

'Pneumatopyrists) ; . .philosophers that make the essence or

substance of all created spirits to be Fire. 1825 Good's

Study M^ed. (ed. 2) V. 436 The pneumo-thorax of Itard and

Laennec, or the *pneumato-thorax, as it is more correctly

called, of Dr. John Davy.

Pneumatocele (pni/7'matosrl, ni'm-)- Path.

[ad. Gr. irv(uj<aTO/njA.r; a flatulent tumour, f. irvivpa,

(see PNEUMATO-) + KijXr; tumour. So F. pneuma-
tocile] A tumour or hernia containing air or gas.

1693 Blancards Phys. Diet. (ed. 2), Pneumatocele, a

windy Rupture, when the Skin of the Cods is distended

with Wind. 1706 PHILLIPS, Pneumatocele or Physocele.

1783 POTT Clnrnrg. Wks. II. 199 The spurious [herniae]

derive their names . . from their supposed contents, as the

pneumatocele, haematocele, and hydrocele. 1862 N. Syd.
Soc. Year bk. Med. 253 Case of . . formation of a circum-
scribed Pneumatocele in the Neck.

Piieu'niatocyst (-sist). Zoo!, [f. PNEUMATO-
+ CYST.] a. An air-sac serving as a float in cer-

tain
' colonial

'

or compound Hydrozoa ; the pneu-
matophore, or the cavity contained in this. b. An
air-sac in the body of a bird.

1859 HUXLEY Oceanic Hydrozoa 6 In the adult, this sac,
which 1 shall term the pneumatocyst, is sometimes open at

the apex (Physalia, Rhizophysa], and can communicate
with the exterior by a pore which traverses the ectoderm of
the pneumatophore. 1861 J. R. GREENE Man. Anim.
Kingd., Ccelent. 113 Apolemiadx. Pneumatocyst small.

Ccenosarc filiform. 1884 COUES Key N. Amer. Birds 200
The Pneumatocysts. A bird is literally inflated with these

great membranous receptacles ofair, and draws a remarkably
'

long breath
'

all through the trunk of the body, in

several pretty definite compartments. 1895 Syd. Soc. Lex.
Pneumatocyst, an air-sac, as found in birds, hydrozoa, etc.

Hence Pneu:matocystic a., belonging to or of

the nature of a pneumatocyst. 1890 in Cent. Diet.

Fnetrmatogram (-gram), [f. as prec. +
-GRAM. (See also PNEUMOGRAM.)]
1. A diagram or tracing of the movements of the

chest in respiration, obtained by a pneumograph.

1890 in Cent. Diet. 1895 Syd. Soc. Lex., Pneumatogram, '

the graphic representation of the respiratory movements by
a curved tracing.

2. [after telegram.] A message sent by pneu-
matic dispatch : see PNEUMATIC a. i.

1894 STEAD If Christ came to Chicago v. vi, (The pneu-
matic tube system] began with the dispatch of pneumato-
grams, following the example of Paris.

Pneu'matograph (-grof). [f.
as prec. +

-GRAPH.] = PNEUMOGRAPH.
1895 in Syd. Soc, Lex.

Pneu matogra'phic, a.
[f. prec. or next +

-10.] a. Pertaining to pneumatography. (Cent.
Diet. 1890.) b. Pertaining to a pneumograph;
pneumographic.
Pneumatography (-c'grafi). [f. PNEUHTATO-

+ -GRAPHY.]
1. 'Spirit-writing', i.e. writing alleged to be

(lone directly by a disembodied spirit, without the

hand of a medium or any material instrument.

1876 ANNA BI.ACKWF.LL tr. Kardec's Medium's Bk. xxxii.

447 Pneumatography. . . This word denotes the direct

writing of spirits, without the use of the medium's hand.

2. A description of supposed spiritual beings, or

of beliefs about them ;
the descriptive part of

PXF.UMATOUIGY (sense i a).

1881 O. T. MASON in Smithsonian Rep. (1883) 501.

t Pneumatolo'gic, n. Obs, [C mod.L./ma-
matologia PNEUMATOLOGY + -ic : cf. F. pneumato-

logiqiie] Of or pertaining to PNEUMATOLOGY (i a).

1695 K-'id. Sc. Univ. Camm. (1839) I. Ediiib. App. 41 His

determinationes ontologick and pneumatologick[mispr. -icei\

Pneu:matolO'gical, a. [f. as prec. + -AL.]

Pertaining or relating to pneumatology.
1802-12 BF.NTHAM Ration, jndic. Evid. (1827) V. ^89 The

jurisprudential operators fall far beneath the medical and

pneumatological. 1841 PHILIP Kss. in Banyan's Wks.

p. xxxv, Here I apprehend is the origin of Runyan's pneu-

profound questions.

So Pneumatcrlogist [cf. F. ptietitnatologiste],

one versed in pneumatology.
1800 Hist, in A nn. Reg. 227 To encourage the experi-

mental pneumatologist to go on with his observations. 1882

(IGILVIE (Annandale), Pneumatologist, one versed in pneu-

matology.

Fneumatology (pni;7mat^'16dgi, niK-). [ad.
mod.L. pneuinatologia (]. Prideaux a i6?o) : see

PNEUMATO- and -LOGY. So F. pneumatologie
(D'Alembert 1751).]
1. a. The science, doctrine, or theory of spirits

or spiritual beings: in the I7th c. considered as

forming a department of metaphysics called Special

Metaphysics as opposed to General Metaphysics or

ontology, and comprehending the doctrine of God
as known by natural reason, of angels and demons,
and of the human soul : cf. PNEUMATICS 2.

[1695 Enid. Sc. Univ. Comm. (1837) II. Glasgow 270 That
in the fourth class be taught the Special! Physicks and the

Pneumatologia.]
1678 CUDWORTK Intell. Syst. 26 Those atomical physio-

logers that were before Democritus and Leucippus were
alt of them incorporealists ; joyning theology and pneuma-
tology . . together with their atomical physiology. 1755
[A. GKRARD] Plan Educ. Marischal Coll. $ Univ. Aber-

deen, Pneumatology or the natural philosophy of spirits,

including the doctrine of the nature, faculties and states of

the human mind. 1765 JOHNSON Shaks. l\'ks.. Ham. i. i.

note, According to the pneumatology of that time, every
element was inhabited by its peculiar order of Spirits. 1776
ADAM SMITH }V. N. v. i. (1869) II. 356 Pneumatology, com-

prehending the doctrine concerning the nature of the human
soul and of the Deity. 1834 S. JACKSON tr. Jung-Stilling

(title) Theory of Pneumatology ; what ought to be believed

or disbelieved concerning Presentiments, Visions, and Ap-
paritions. 1877 E. CAIRD Philos. Kant 1. 155 Pneumatology
can be nothing more than a d_octrine

of
our_ necessary

ignorance of a certain problematical class of beings. i88z

STALLO Concepts t, The. Mod. Physics 128 Faith in spooks
. .is unwisdom in physics no less than in pneumatology.
With the neglect of the doctrine of supernatural

beings, due to the philosophical tendencies of the

i8th century, Pnenmatology came to deal with

human souls only, and to mean :

b. The science of the nature and functions of

the human soul or mind, now commonly called

PSYCHOLOGY.
1785 REID Intell. Powers Pref. (1803) 9 There are two

[

great branches of philosophy, one relating to body, the

other to mind. . .The branch which treats of the nature and

operations of minds has by some been called Pneumatology.
[HAMILTON, in note (Reid's Wks. 1846), Now properly super-
seded by the term Psychology.} 1790 BEATTIE Moral Sc. I.

Introd. 13 The Speculative part of the philosophy of the

mind has been called Pneumatology. 1814 D. STEWART
Human Mind II. Concl. 485, I have accordingly entitled

my book, Elements not of Logic or of Pneumatology, but

of the Philosophy of the Human Mind. 1877 SHIELDS
Final Philos. 178 Descartes .. had given the death-blow
to the whole of scholastic pneumatology, with its complex
series of vegetative, appetitive, sensitive souls.

2. Theol. The, or a, doctrine of the Holy Spirit.
1881 O. T. MASON in Smithsonian Rep. (1883) 507 Inas-

j

much as we have borrowed a specific term from the theolo-

gians to stand for the whole study of man, we may be
i

compelled to take the word pneumatology, meaning with ,

them the doctrine of the Holy Spirit. 1682 SCHAFF Hist.
Christ. Church 95 II. 778 The pneumatology of Ephesians
resembles that of John, as the christology of Colossians
resembles the christology of John.
3. The science or theory of air or gases ; pneu-

matics ;

'

pneumatic chemistry
'

;

'

pneumatic
medicine '.

1767 A. CAMPBELL I.exiph. i6In a treatise on barometrical

pneumatology. 1803 BEDDOES Hygeia ix. 15 Considerable
discoveries have however been made in pneumatology.
1858 MAYNE Expos. Lex., Pneumatologia, Mcd. t Palhol, t

term for the doctrine of air or breath : pneumatology. 1862

N. Syd. Soc. Year.bk. Med. 20, (i) Contributions to the

Pneumatology of the Blood.

Pueumatomachiail (-rm'i-kian), sb. and a.

Ch. Hist. [f. late Gr. Tn>(vftaro^axos (Athanasius,
A.D. 360) an adversary of the (Holy) Spirit (f.

TTvfvpa spirit + -//axos fighting, fighter) + -IAN.]
a. sl>. An adversary of the Spirit ;

a name

applied to a sect or party (or a group of such)
in the 4th century, who denied the divinity or

personality of the Holy Spirit, b. adj. Belonging
to such a party, or holding such a doctrine. So
Fneumatomachist (-c'niakist) =a. ;

Pneumato'-

madiy, opposition to the Spirit.
1654 BOREMAN Triumph Faith 5 Thus much you must

know and believe against the Pneumatomachists, that this

Procession of the Holy Ghost from the Father and the

Sonne denotes his Communion with both in the Essence or

Substance of the Deity. 1707 Curios, in Hnsb. <$ Card.

297 A Heretick of Zizicum of the Sect of the Pneumato-
machians. 1833 J. H. NEWMAN Arians iv. ii. (1876) 303
Macedonius . . passed through Semi-Arianism to the heresy
of the Pneumatomachist, that is, the denial of the Divinity
of the Holy Ghost, of which he is theologically the founder.

1882-3 Schaft's Lncycl. Relig. Kno^vl. II. 1650 The Council

of Constantinople in 381 opposed the Pneumatomachians,
whose definite exclusion from the orthodox church dates

from that time. 1889 C. I. BLACK (fitted The Pneumato-

machy of the Day : the Clergy and the Scriptures.

Piieumatometer (-pmitei). [f.
PNEUMATO-

+ -METER.] An instrument for measuring the

amount of air breathed in or out at each inspiration

or expiration, or for measuring the force of inspira-

tion or expiration ;
a spirometer.

1834 Good's Study Med, (ed. 4) I. 395 note, Dr. Marshall

Hall's . . contrivance for measuring the quantity of respira-

tion with minuteness, .rs named the pneumatometer. 1862

Catal. Internal. Exhib. II. x. 17 By the suitable modifi-

cation of the index, it is used as a pneumatometer for

measuring the capacity of the chest. 1877 HOLDEN in

Amer. Jrnl. .Med. Sci. Apr. 391 This instrument . . furnishes

a portable and reliable pneumatometer. 1895 S}d. Soc.

Lex., P\neumatometer\, Holder's .. consists of a tube ..

containing a syren. . . The variations in the note produced
serve to test the individual power, both in inspiration and
in expiration.

So Pneumato-metry, measurement of the force

or amount of breath ; use of a pneumatometer.
1876 tr. von Ziemssen's Cycl. Med. IV. 284 Pneumato.

metry, recently introduced by Waldenburg, as a method of

clinical exploration.

Fiieumatophore (pnurmat0fo:.i, ni'-). [f.

PNEUMATO- + Gr. -<t>op-os bearing.]
1. Zoo!. In certain

' colonial
'
or compound Hy-

drozoa of the order Siphonopltora, A specialized

part or individual of the '

colony ', containing an

air-cavity (pneumatocyst') and serving as a float.

1859 HUXLEY Oceanic Hydrozoa 5 The float or pneu-

matophore. .is., a most remarkable and well-defined struc-

ture. 1870 NICHOLSON Man. Zool. 82 The large proximal
dilatation of the coenosarc is termed the 'pneumatophore'.
1888 ROLLESTON & JACKSON Anim. Life 771 The pneu-

matophore or float, an air-vesicledistinctive of Physofkoridx,

Physalidz, and Discoidest.

2. Sot. A structure having numerous lenticels,

and supposed to serve as a channel for air, arising

from the roots of various trees which grow in

swampy places in the tropics.

1901 HENSLOW in Gardener 9 Mar. 1241/3 The formation

of
' knees ' or '

pneumatophores ',
i. e. air conveyers.

Hence Pneumatophorons (-p-forss) a., of the

nature of or pertaining to a pneumatophore.
1895 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

II Pneumatosis (pnimat"'sis,ni<-). [mod.L.,

a. Gr. irvevnarwcris inflation.]

fl. Old Physiol. The supposed production of

ANIMAL SPIRITS in the brain. Obs.

1693 tr. Blnncartfs Phys. Diet. (ed. 2), Pneumatosis, the

Generation of Animal Spirits, which is performed in the

barky Substance of the Brain ; the little Arteries there are

emptied and the Spirits distill, which after they are corneas

far as the middle of the Brain, they actuate and invigorate

all the Nerves. 1704 in HARRIS Lex. Techn. I. 1706 in

PHILLIPS.

2. Path. A morbid accumulation of gas in the

bodily cavities or tissues ; emphysema.
1822-34 Good's Study Med. (ed. 4) IV. 333 This [cellular

inflation] is the pneumatosis of Sauvages and Cullen. 1858

MAYNE Expos. Lex., Pneumatosis, windy swelling;, .also

termed Emphysema.
Hence Pneumatogio (-p'sik) a., pertaining to

or affected with pneumatosis. 1890 in Cent. Diet.

Pneume : see P.NEU.M, NECME.

Pneumectomy (pniwrne-ktomi, nitt-). Sitrg.

[f.
PNEUMO- b + Gr. fxro/tri cutting out.] (See qnot.)

'895 Syd. Soc. Lex., Pneitmectomy (for pneumonfctowy,
from Gr. wevniav, a lung. .), term for excision of part of the
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lung, an operation which has occasionally been tried in
some forms of Phthisis.

Fneumic (pniw'mik, ni/?-), " rare. [a. F.

pneumique, erron. for pneumonique , f. Gr. mniuuv
lung : see -ic, and cf. PNEUMO- b.] Pertaining to

the lungs, pulmonary: = PNEUMONIC i.

Pneuntic acid: see quot. 1866.
1866 WATTS Diet. Clum. IV. 685 Ptuumic acid, an acid

existing, according to Verdeil. ., in the parenchyma of the

lungs of most animals. It is very soluble in water. 1895
Syd. Soc. Lex., Pneumic, belonging to the lung. P. acid,
. . is said to be formed by the union of lactic acid and taurin.

PneuniO- (pnu7ma-, ni-), combining form and
verbal element, a. Gr. irviv/ia wind, spirit, etc. (see

PNEUMA), = the fuller form PNEUMATO- (cf. Gr.
aluo- = ai^aro-, etc.), in various scientific terms.

b. Short for pneumono-, f. Gr. irviv/juuv, -pov-,

lung ; chiefly in terms of pathology, most of which
occur also in the fuller form PNEUMONO-.
For the more important of these in either sense, see their

alphabetical places.

|| Fneumocace (pni/7mp'kas*) = pneumonocace.
||
Pneu mocarcino'ma = pncumonocarcinoma.

Pneu-mocele (-si\) [Gr. /njAr) tumour], hernia of
the lung. ||

Pneu moconio'sis (also -kon-) =
pneumonoconiosis. PneuTOodyna'mic a. [DYNA-
MIC], acting by the force of air. Pneu modyna--
mics [after hydrodynamics], that branch of physics
which treats of the forces exerted by air or gases

(esp. in motion) ; pneumatics. ||
Pneu mo-em-

pye ma, Path. [EMPYEMA], the presence of air or

gas together with pus in a cavity of the body.
||
Pneivmo-enteri'tis [ENTERITIS], name intro-

duced by Klein for ' swine-fever
'

(Syd. Soc. Lex.).
||
Pneu mo-hBe^motho'rax, Path. [cf. hxmothorax

s. v. H.EMO-], the presence of air or gas together
with blood in the pleural cavity (A. Flint Princ.
Med. (1866-80) 152). Fneu mohy drotho r.ix,

Path. [cf. HYDROTHORAX], the presence of air or

gas together with watery fluid in the plenral cavity

(Ibid.). Fneu-molith (-lij)) [Gr. Ai'flos stone], a

stony concretion or calculus in the lung ;
so

||
Pneumolithiasis (-lihai-asis), the formation of

pneumoliths. Pneu momyco'sis -= pneumono-
mycosis. Pneu mo-peritoni-tis, Path., peritonitis
caused or accompanied by the presence of air or

gas in the peritoneal cavity. Pneivmo-plithi-sis,
Path., pulmonary phthisis (Dunglison Med. Lex.
1 853)- II Pneu:mo-pleuri'tis, inflammation of the

lung and pleura; pleuro-pneumonia. Pneu mo-
pyotho-raz, Path. [PYOTHOBAX], the presence of
air or gas together with pus in the pleural cavity

(A. Flint). || Pneumorrhagria (-r^i'd^ia), haemor-

rhage in the lung, pulmonary apoplexy. Pneu-
moske leton, a hard external structure (exoske-

leton) developed in connexion with a respiratory

organ, e.g. the shell of a mollusc in connexion with

the mantle ; hence Pneumoske letal a. (Syd. Soc.

Lex.), Pneumo'tomy [after anatomy, etc.], (a)
dissection of the lungs ; (*) incision into the lung.

Pneumo-typhoid a., applied to typhoid fever

accompanied with pneumonia. Fneumo-typhus,
(a) pneumo-typhoid fever

; (b) typhus fever accom-

panied with pneumonia.
1862 N. Syd. Soc. Year-bk. 196 Traumatic *Pneumocele.

1878 T. BRYANT Pract. Surf. II. 41 Hernia of the lung, or

pneumocele is a rare consequence of a punctured wound of
the thorax. 1890 BILLINGS Med. Diet.,

*Pneuinoconiosis.

1898 Allbutt's Syst. Med. V. 242 Pneumoconiosis, pneu-
rnonoconiosis, or . .

'

Dusty-lung-disease '. .has attracted but
little attention in this country. 1905 H. D. ROLLESTON
Dis. Liver 85 This train of events most often follows, .the

pneumokonioses. 1876 Proc. Amer. Phil. Soc. XVI, 286
A new telegraphic machine called a '

*Pneumo-dynamic
'

Relay Sounder, where the local battery is replaced by com-

S'essed
fluid,, .condensed air. 1839 G. BIRD Nat.Philos. in

eneral Properties of Fluids in Motion. (Hydro- and *Pneu-
modynamics.) 1898 Allbutt's Syst. Med. V. 361 In the case
of "pneumo-empyema the pericardial sac may contain air,
as well as pus. 1900 Field i Sept. 374/1 Swine fever, with
its several names of typhoid fever of the pig, soldier, red

disease, "pneumo-ententis. 1890 BILLINGS Med. Diet.?Pneu-
molith, pulmonary concretion. 1898 Allbutt's Syst. Med. V.
250 Another peculiarity of the dust of stone is that it tends
to collect in masses, forming concretions (pneumoliths). 1890
BILLINGS, Med. Diet.,*Pneumomycosis. 1898 A llbutt's Syst.

Med. V. 257 Hughes Bennett in 1842, described the first

example of pneumomycosis. 1895 Syd. Soc. Lex.,
*Pneu-

ntoperitonitis, term for the condition in which air finds entry
in the peritoneal cavity. 1811 HOOPER Diet. Med., *Pneu.
tnopleuritis, an inflammation of the lungs and pleura. 1858
MAVNE Expos. Lex., Pnenntopleuritis,. .(should be Pneu-
monopleuritis}. 1842 DUNGLISON Med. Lex., *Pneumor.
rhaffia, Hjempptysis. 1866 A. FLINT Princ. Med. (1880) 274
Pneumorrhagia, or the extravasation of blood into the air-

cells and frequently also into the interstitial tissue, is com-
monly known as pulmonary apoplexy. 1851 WOODWARD
Mollusca I. 35 The shell may be regarded as a *pneumo-
skeleton. 1842 DUNGLISON Med. Lex.,

*
Pneumotomy, dis-

section of the lungs. 1890 BILLINGS, Pneumotomy, incision
of the lung to open a cavity. 1896 Allbutt's Syst. Med. I.

812 These cases are known as *pneumo-typhoid. 1890
BILLINGS, *Ptteumotyphus, typhoid fever with croupous
pneumonia.
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II FneumOCOCCUS (pni;<mok/rkz;, ni-). [mod.
L., f. PNEUMO- + Gr. KOKKOS berry : cf. micro-

coccus^} Name for two different micro-organisms of
oval form (Friedlander's and Frankel's) which
have been found in the rusty sputum of pneumonia,
and supposed to be the cause of the disease.

Hence Fneumococcal (-kp'kal), Pneumococclc
(-kp'ksik), Fneumococcous (-kfvkss), adjs., per-

taining to or caused by a pneumococcus.
1890 Daily Nettys

n Dec. 3/6 What is peculiar in this
disease is the alliance with this bacillus of pneumococcus,
which also lives in Russian marshes, river mud, and village
pools. 1897 Allbutt's Syst. Med. IV. 518 Experiments on
pneumococcal infection in rabbits. 1898 Ibid. V. 113 The
diplococcus described by Frankel (now often called pneumo-
coccus, in succession to the title enjoyed for a short period
by Friedlander's bacillus). Ibid. 27 Varieties of membrane,
..described as primary diphtheritic and primary pneumo-
coccic. Ibid. 348 Primary pneumococcous pleurisy is a
common disease.

!-) Zool. [f.

PNEUMO- b + Gr. Sippa skin.] A gymnosomatous
pteropod of the family Pneumodermidze (typical

genus Pneumodermon or Pneumoderma'}, having
processes of the skin which serve as gills.

[1878 BELL tr. Gegenbaur's Comp. Anat. 326 In Pneumo-
dermon . . two of these bodies are beset with suckers. 1888
ROLLESTON & JACKSON Anim Life 468 The general surface
of the body is respiratory in Gymnosomata. Pneumoder-
tnon, however, possesses three contractile and richly ciliated

processes at the apex of the visceral dome, in and out of
which the blood passes.]

Plieumogastric (niwmogae'strik, pniz/-), a.

(sb.) Anat. [mod. f. PXEUMO- b + GASTRIC. SoF.

pncumogastrique (Chaussier).] Pertaining to the

lungs and the stomach or abdomen ; spec, in pneu-
mogaslric nerve, name for each of the tenth pair of

cerebral nerves, the most widely distributed of all

these (hence also called VAGUS), which, with their

branches, supply the lungs and other respiratory
and vocal organs, stomach, oesophagus, spleen,

liver, intestines, heart, etc.

Hence applied to connected structures, as p. ganglion,
p. plexus ; p. lobule of the cerebellum (= FLOCCULUS 2).

1831 R. KNOX Cloquet's Anat. 287 The lower edge.. allows
the inferior laryngeal branch of the pneumo-gastric nerve
to pass under it anteriorly. 1842 E. WILSON Anat. Vade M.
(ed. 2) 384 The Pneumogastric lobule . . is situated on the
anterior border of the cerebellum. Ibid. 403 The Pneumo-
gastric Nerve (vagus) arises by numerous filaments from the

respiratory tract immediately below the glosso-pharyngeal.
B. ellipt. as sb. The pneumogastric nerve.

1874 ROOSA Dis. Ear (ed. 2) 66 An auricular branch from
the pneumogastric. 1879 St. George's Hosp. Rep. IX. 608
If the trunks of the pneumogastrics had been the seat of

disease, the paralysis would have been still more extensive.

Fneumogram (pni?<'mogroem, niw
-

-). [f. PNEU-
MO- + -GRAM.J A tracing taken with the pneumo-
graph (Syd. Soc, Lex.) : = PNEUMATOGRAM i.

Pneu'mograph.. [f. as prec. + -GRAPH.] An
instrument for automatically recording the move-
ments of the chest in respiration ;

also called stetho-

graph.
1878 FOSTER Phys. n. ii. r. 258 The pneumograph of

Fich is somewhat similar. 1904 Westm. Gaz. n July 4/1
The sphygmograph was followed by the cardiograph, for

exploring the movements of the heart, and the pneumo-
graph, for the study of the respiratory movements.

Pneumography (pnim?-grafi, ni-). [f. as

prec.
+ -GRAPHY.] a. A description of the lungs.

b. The recording of the respiratory movements, as

by a pneumograph.
1842 DUNGLISON Med, Lex., Pneumography, the part of

anatomy which describes the lungs. 1895 Syd. Soc. Lex.,
Pneumography, a description of the lungs. Also, a record-

ing of the respiratory movements.
Hence Pneumographic (-gras'fik) a., a. per-

taining to or of the nature of a pneumograph; b.
'

pertaining to pneumography
'

(Syd. Soc. Lex.).
1895 WOLFENDEN tr. Joars Respiration in Singing 175

Scarcely revealed, except, .by pneumographic instruments.

fPneumo'logyl. Obs. rare 1
, [f. PNEUMO-

a + -LOGY.] A discourse concerning spirits;
= PNEUMATOLOGY I a.

1613 W. B. (IT. Michatlis) (title) The Admirable Historic
of the Possession and Conversion of a Penitent woman,
Sedvced by a Magician that made her to Become a Witch,
. . wherevnto is annexed a Pnevmology, or Discourse of

Spirits. 1661 BLOUNT Glossogr. (ed. 2), Pneumology (Gr.),
a speaking or treating of spirits or winds.

Pneumo-logy*. rare. [f. PNEUMO- b + -LOGY.]
A treatise on, or the scientific description or know-

ledge of, the lungs.
1842 in DUNGLISON Med. Lex. 1895 in Syd. Soc, Lex.
Hence Pneumolo'gical a. (Cent. Diet. 1890.)
Pneumometer (pniamp-m/Ui, ni-). [f.

PNEUMO- + -METER.] = PNEUMATOMETEB. So
Pneumometrojfraph (-me'trogrof ) : see qnot. ;

Pneumo'metry = PNEUMATOMETRT.
1857 J. MILLER Alcohol (1858) 79 The mercury in the

animal pneumometer . . does not . . fall back to the old level.

1887 Homeopath. World i Nov. 527 There is an arrange-
ment (the pneumometrograph) for measuring the amount of
medicated vapour which the patient inhales. 1853 DUNGLI-
SON Med. Lex., Pneiimonietry, measurement of the capacity
of the lungs for the air.

PNEUMONO-.

Pneumonalgia, Pneumonectomy : see

PNEUMONO-.
Pneumonia (nim<?u-nia). Path. Also rarely

in anglicized form : 7 pneumonie, 9 pneumony.
[a. medical L. pneumonia, a. Gr. wivpovia (Plut.)
inflammation of the lungs, f. Ttvruptav, Tntvpov-,

lung. So V. pneumonie (1812 in Hatz.-Darm.).]
Inflammation of the substance of the lungs ;

a
disease having many varieties, induced by cold or

:
various other causes.

1603 HOLLAND Plutarch's Mor. 1012 The beginning of the
Pneumonie or inflamation of the lungs. 1783 W. CULLEN
First Lines Pract. Phys. 354 Wks. 1827 II. 56 Pneumonia,
like other inflammations, often ends in suppuration. 1805
Med. Jrnl. XIV. 252 In consequence of imprudent ex-

posure to a cold wind, she was seized with symptoms of

pneumonia. 1828-32 WEBSTER, Pneumonia, Pneumony.
1846 J. BAXTER Libr. Pract. Agric. (ed. 4) II. 147 Pneu-
monia occasionally attacks all cattle, but more particularly
working beasts, and those that have been driven a long
way. 1853 DUNGLISON Med. Lex., Pneumony, pneumonia.
1898 Alllnttt's Syst. Med. V. no Apical pneumonia of one
lung is often accompanied by basal pneumonia of the other.

b. attrib. and Comb., as pneumonia patient ;

pneumonia bacillus, coccus, microbe = PKEU-
!
MOCOCCUS.
1896 Allbutt's Syst. Med. I. 434 'Poultice' or 'Pneu.

< monia jackets
'

are garments made of a strip of thin flannel
or flannelette. 1899 CAGN'EV tr. Jaksch's Clin. Diagn.

'

(ed. 4) iv. 144 Some notice of the position which may be
accorded to the pneumonia-coccus. Ibid. 146 The subject
of the pneumonia -microbe needs further elucidation.

Pneumonic (niwrnp-nik), a. (sb.) [ad. medical

|

L. pneumonicus, a. Gr. TTVIVHOVIKUS of the lungs,

i

affected with lung-disease. So F. pneumonique.^
1. Pertaining to the lungs; pulmonary. rare.lObs.
1675 Phil. Trans. X. 506 This Pneumonique Engin, lodged

in the breast [the Lungs], find., When the Blood does not

duly circulate through the Heart and the Pneumonique
Vessels; which may sometimes be caus'd within the right
ventricle of the heart, or the Pneumonique Arteries. 1710

j

T. FULLER Pharnt, Extentp. 216 It [the Hydromel].. stuffing
up the pneumonic Passages, causeth an Orthopnaea.
2. Pertaining to, oi the nature of, characterized

by, or affected with pneumonia.
1783 S. CHAPMAN in Med. Cowman, I. 297 The expectora-

tion, .produced by pneumonic inflammations. 1898 Allbutt's

Syst. Med. V. 122 A pneumonic patient. 1898 Daily .\'eivs

24 Oct. 3/2 The disease which has broken out in Vienna is

not bubonic but pneumonic plague.
B. sb. f a. A person affected with lung-disease.

Obs. b. A remedy for lung-disease, rare".
1681 tr. ll'illit's Rein. Med. IVks. Vocab., Pneumonic,

one sick of the disease of the lungs. 1727-41 CHAMBERS
Cycl., Pneuinonics, medicines proper in diseases of the

lungs, where respiration is affected. 1818 in TODD. 1895
Syd. Soc. Lex., Pneumonic. . . 3. A remedy suitable for

diseases of the lungs.

II Pneum.on.itis (pniamfliwHis, ni;<-). Path.

[mod.L., f. Gr. Tivfvpaiv lung -i- -ins.] = PNEU-
MONIA. Hence Pneumonitic (-Hik) a. = PNEL--

'

MONIC 2.

1822-34 Good's Study Med. (ed. 4) I. 441 Thus it occurs
to us in pleurisy, in pneumonitis. 1866 A. FLINT Princ.
Med. (1880) 160 Pneumonia is the name commonly used :

pneumonitis is the more appropriate term, being in con-

formity with the plan of distinguishing inflammatory affec-

tions by the suffix -itis. 1844 DUNGLISON Med. Lex.,
Pneumonitic, of or belonging to pneumonilis, or inflamma-
tion of the lungs.

Pneumono- (pniumono, niS-), before a vowel

pneumon-, combining form of Gr. iti'iv/iav,

mtvjicjv- lung. (Often contracted to PNEUMO-.)
|| Pneumonalgia (-se'ldgia) [Gr. 0X705 pain], pain

in the lungs. Pneumone -ctomy= PNEUHECTOMY

(Syd. Soc. Lex.). ||
Pneumonocace (-p'kasz) [Gr.

Kaicrj evil], decay or gangrene of the lung (Mayne
Expos. Lex. 1858). ||

Pneu monoicarcino ma
[CAUCINOMA], cancer of the lung (Mayne). Pneu 4 -

monoce le = pneumocele : see PNEUMO- (Dunglison
Med. Let. 1853). II

Pneu mono
icirrhosis, cir-

rhosis of the lung(Mayne). ||
Pneu mono,conio-sis

(also -kon-) [Gr. KOVIS dust], disease of the lungs

produced by inhalation of dust.
||
Fnexi moiio-

dynia [Gr. oSuvr; pain], pain in the lung (Mayne).
Pneu'iiioiiO|li tli (Syd. Soc. Lex.), Pneu mono-
lithi-asis (Mayne) = fneumolitk, -lithiasis : see

PNEUMO-. Pneumono'meter [-METER], an in-

strument for measuring the capacity or strength of

the lungs (= PNEUMATOMETER, PNEUMOMETER)
(Mayne). ||

Pneu moiiO|inyco-sis [Gr. /iv/rr/s

fungus], growth of a fungus in the lungs. Fnen-
monophorous (-p'fores) a. [Gr. -Qopos bearing],

bearing or having lungs. || Piieumonoirhagria

(-ri?''d2,ia) =pneumorrhagia : see PNEUMO- (Mayne).
1857 DUNGLISON Dice. Med. Sc.,

*
Pneumonalgia. 1895

Syd. Soc. Lex., Pneumonalgia, pain in the lungs. A term
used by Alibert for anginapectoris, which was the fifth genus
of pulmonary diseases (pneuntoses) in his nosology. 1866 A.
FLINT Princ. Med. (1880) 185 Under the generic name
*pneumonokoniosis, proposed by Zenker, are included the

various affections of the lung produced by the inhalation of

dust-like particles. 1897 AlUutfs Syst. Med. IV. 631 Other

pneumonoconioses arise in a similar manner. 1876 tr. von

Zieinssen's Cycl. Med. V. 468 Vegetable Parasites [of the

lungs] *Pneumonomycosis. 1870 ROLLESTON Anim, Life
181



PNEUMOOTOCOUS.
148 The. . ambulacra! vessel in all the *pneumonophorous
Holothurioidea.

Pneumootocous (pmf/miitf-lftkas, niw-), a.

Zoo/. Also pneurno tocous.
[f. mod.L. Pnett-

mooloca, Pneumotoca (Owen), f. PNEUMO- b + Gr.
aWo/cos egg-laying, oviparous.] Belonging to the

Pneumootoca, or vertebrates that breathe air by
means of lungs, and lay eggs, as birds and reptiles.
1890 Cent. Diet., Pneumodtokous. .Pneumotocous.

Fneirmo-perica-rdial, a. Path.
[f. PNEU-

MO- b + PEKICARDIAL.] Applied to a sound heard
in pleurisy, attributed to the friction of the invest-

ing membrane of the lung against the pericardium :

=
plcuroptricardial (see PLEURO-).

1876 tr. VJH Zietnssen's Cycl. Med. VI. 595 This sound is

called the extra-pericardia!, pneumo-pericardial or pleuro-
pericardial friction sound.

Fiieivmoperica'rdium. Path. [mod. I,.,

f. P.VEUMO- + PERICARDIUM.] The presence of air

or gas in the pericardium. So
|| Fneivmoperi-

cardi'tis, pneumopericardium accompanied by
pericarditis (Billings Med. Diet. 1890).
1854 JONES & SIEV. Pathol. Auat. xvii. 297 A condition of

the heart rarely found until after death, and termed by
I.aennec pneumo-pericardium, consists in an effusion of air
into the sac. 1898 Alllmtfs Sj'St. Med. V. 801 Pneumo-
pericardium is extremely rare.

Fneumothprax(pniz7:m0bo.-itks,ni-). Path.

[f. PXEUMO- + THOHAX.] The presence of air or gas
in the cavity of the thorax, i.e. of the pleura;
usually caused by a wound or by perforation of
the lung. Also pncumatotlwrax (see PNEUJIATO-).
1843 SIK T. WAI SON Lect. Prim. $ Pi-act. Physic liii.

II. 120 When the pleura contains air alone, the patient is

said to have pneumothorax. 1894 Pall Mull G. 20 Dec.
7/3 It seems not improbable that the immediate cause of
[Stevenson's] death may have been pneumothorax.

|| Pneusiobiognosis (pni:swb3i|0gnou-sis).

Med.Jtirispr. [mod.L. f. Gr. irvivats a blowing,
breathing + Him life + -yi'tuffis investigation, know-

ledge.]
=

Pneol'iognosis : see PNEO-.
1857 in DU.NGLISON Diet. Med. Sc.

II Pnyx (pniks). [a. Gr. Uvvf, genitive vvKvfo,

probably f. TTVKVUS packed, crowded.] Name of
the public place of assembly in ancient Athens, a
semicircular level cut out of the side of a little

hill west of the Acropolis.
1822 T. MITCHELL Aristop/t. I. 16 The pnyx was a public

place, which derived its name from the number of stones
with which it was filled. 1850 LEITCH tr. C. O. fTaller's AHC.
Artrtq (ed. 2) 320 The stage then certainly took the place of
the simpler bema on the pnyx, which was in like manner
constructed in the theatrical form. 1868 Smith's Diet. Gr.
<v Rom. Antiy. 146/2 Afterwards they [the *ieAjcriat] were
transferred to the Pnyx.
t Po ', poo. Otis. Forms : a. I pfiuua, pawa,
pawe, 5 paa, pae. /3. 4-5 po, 4-6 poo. [OE.
pawa (pauua) = OLG. *pfauo (MLG. pawe, LG.
pan, Da. paa}, OHG. pha-vo (MHG.f/awe, Ger.

pfait), both wk. m. ; \VGer. a. L. ptivo peacock.
Thence (through pd(w)a,pa(we), ME. north, paa,
pa-, midl. p3, poo (cf. OHG. p/iao, MHG. pffi}.
OE. had also the form^Va from *pau (see Sievers,
ed. 3, in A. 2), whence ME. pi- in plcock,
pehenne : see PEACOCK, etc.] A peacock.
t Feathered -with po, Le. with peacock's feathers.
a. a 700 Efinal Gloss. (O.E.T.) 826 Pavo, pauua. ciooo

/ELFRIC Gram, ix. (Z.) 35 Pauo, pawa. c xooo Voc. in
Wr.-Wiilcker 131/9 Pano, pauus, pawe. c 1000 Sax.
Leechd. II. 196 Fujlas ba be heard rbesc habbaS, pawa
swan amed. a. 1400-50 Alexander 4983 J>ar bade a brid on
a boghe . . Was of a port of a paa. 14 .. in Langtoft's Chron.
(Rolls) II. App. iv. 452, I beheld that litel man .., His berd
was syde ay large span, and glided als the fethere of pae.
p. a 1307 Sat. Consistory Courts in Pol. Songs (Camden)

159 A pruest proud ase a po, Sebbe weddeb us bo. 1382
WVCLIF 2 Chron. ix. 21 Thei brou?ten thennus gold, and
syluer, and yuer, and apis, and poos [1388 pokokis, T. r.

pekokis). c 1400 Laud Troy Bit. 6961 With bo*: and arwe
fedred with po, He wroght amonges hem mechel wo. c 1500
Three Kings' Sons 136 Aftir thies wordes, was brought yn
a Poo by ij. gentilwomen.

b. attrte. and Comb.
a 1300-1520 Pakoc, pacok, poucok, pocok, etc. [see PEA-

COCK si. i p and -/]. 1:1350 Nominale Call.-Angl. 782
(E. E. T. S.), Storke pecok and pohenne. 1377 LANGL. P. PI.
B. xn. 257 By be po feet is vnderstonde . . fals frendes.

tPo 2
. Obs. [Origin obscure.] (See quot. 1838.)

1678 BUTLEE Hud. in. i. 1395 This is some Pettifogging
Fiend,.. That undertakes to understand, And juggles at
the second hand; And now would pass for Spirit Po, And
all mens dark Concerns foreknow. [1838 SOUTHEY Doctor
cxxxix. V. 25 One Mr. Duke, a busy fanatic, in Devonshire
in Charles II. 's days, whom old Sir Edward Seymour used
to call Spirit Po, that said Po being a petit diable, a small
devil that waspresto at every Conjuror's nod.]
Po : see Pou and next.

II Poa (ptfn'a). Bot. [mod.L., a. Gr. irua grass.]A large genus of grasses widely distributed in tem-
perate and cold regions ; meadow-grass.
1753 in CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp. 1785 MARTVN Rousseau's

Bot. xiii. (1794) 137 There are four sorts of Poa very common
in most meadows. 1789 Trans. Soc. Arts (ed. 2} II. 57 A
mixture of. .burnet, and dwarf poa.

b. Comb. Poa-grass (fpo-grass), a grass of
this genus ; meadow-grass.
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1765 .Ifiisenm Rnst. IV. xlii. 183 We have a far belter

frass,
under the name of po-grass. 1766 Ibid. VI. 121,

could not distinguish the desired kind from these in-

truders; particularly the poa-grass.

Poach. (poJ(J), v.l Forms: 5 pocche, 6-8
poche, potch, 7- poach, [a. OF./0r//>-(i2thc.
in Godef.), laterpocher to enclose in a poke or bag,
to bag ; also in senses I and 2 below

;
i. poche poke,

bag (Diez, Littre
1

): see POKE rf. 1 The Eng. uses
were adopted separately. The o seems to have
been originally short as in Fr.]
1. trans. To cook (an egg) by dropping it,

without the shell, into boiling water.
[F. pocher, in this sense, is usually explained as referring

to the enclosure of the yolk in the white as in a bag.]
[?<r 1390 Form of Cury 90. 46 Pochee. Take Ayren

and breke hem in scaldyng boot water [etc.], c 1430 Two
Ceokcry-bks. 24 Eyron en poche. Take Eyroun, breke hem,
and sethe hem in hot Water ; ban take hem Xr

ppe as hole as
(>ou may ; ban take flowre, and melle with Mylke. c 1450
Douce MS. 55 100 Egges pocchez.] c 1450 [see POACHED
ppl.a*}. 1530 PALSGR. 663/1, I potche egges, je poche des
trufs. He that wyll potche egges well muste make his water
sethe first. 1533 ELVOT Cast. Heltlie n. xvii. (1541) 33
They [eggs] be rnoste holsome whan they be poched. 1598
Epulario Lj, To poche Egges ..To poche them in milke
or wine. 1626 BACON Syfoa 53 The Yolkes of Eggs . . so

they be Fetched or Reare boyled. 1679 JENKINS in R.
Mansel Karr. Popish Plot (1680) 99 She poach'd Eggs for
them both. 1742, 1889 [see POACHED///. <*.!].

Jig. and transf. 1630 J. TAVLOR (Water P.) Laugh fy befat
Wks. II. 76/2 This man hath played the cooke And potch'd
this Ginnie Egge into thy booke. 1693 Urauharl's Rabe-
lais in. xx. 169 As if he had been to potch them in a Skillet
with Butter and Eggs.
1 2. To sketch roughly. 0/>s. rare.

[F. pocher, in this sense, appears to have arisen from the
obs. and dial, sense 'to make blots or blurs': cf. Cotgr.

'

cet
encre poche, this Inke blurres'.J

1651 CLEVELAND Poents 44 Whose fervour can Hatch him,
whom Nature poach'd but half a man.

Poach (pMJ), v.'2 Forms: 6-7 poohe, 7-
potch, poach. [In i6th c. poche; app. in the
main a palatalized collateral form of POKE z>.l, q.v.
But sense i c appears to be immediately from OF.
pother

' to thrust or dig out with the fingers
'

(Colgr.), in pocher un //, Ics yeux (i4thc. in

Godef. Comply to thrust or gouge ont an eye, to

put out the eyes (in mod.F. to give anyone 'a
black eye

'

with a blow) ; itself prob. of LG. origin ;

and quots. 1528, 1542 in I b may be related to

OF. pocher to put into a sack, to bag: see prec.
The o was app. mostly short in 16-1 7th c., aoAfetch
is still widely spread in the dialects.]

I. 1. trans. To push or stir (anything) with the

point of a stick, a finger, a foot, etc.; = POKEZ.I i
;

to stir up by this means
; fig. to instigate. Now dial.

[1:1386: see POKE v.' i.] 1632 J. HAVWARD tr. Riondfs
Eromena 75 Then, .tried his armour everywhere by potch-
ing it, to see if he could find any place unarmed. 1684
OTWAY Atheist i. i, A Woman who . . watch't her Oppor-
tunity, and poach'd me up for the Service of Satan. 1749
FIELDING Tom Jones v. iv, He bid him beat abroad, and
not poach up the Game in his Warren. 1859 in J. Watson
Living Bards of Border 92 (E. D. D.) We'll poach the fire,
an' ha'e a crack aside the cbumla lug.

b. To ram, shove, or roughly push (things)

together, or in a heap. Obs. or dial.

1528 Impcachm. IVolsty 59 in Furniv. Balladsfr. MSS. \.

353 pou haste purposyd I'o mynester grete extorcion, By the

whyche haste so furiously encrochyd, In Chestis, baggis
hepyd & pochyd, Of every man Takyng A portion. 1544
BOORDE Dyetary XL (1870) 259 Mestlyng breade is made,
halfe of whete and halfe of Rye. And there is also mestlyng
made, halfe of rye and halfe of barly. And yll people wyll
put whete and barly togyther. Breade made of these afore-

sayde grayne or comes, thus poched togyther, maye fyll the

gutte, but it shall neuer do good to man. 1903 Eng. Dial.
Diet. (Warwicksh.), Potch these oddments in the corner.
These things are all potched together.

c. To thrust or poke out (the eyes) ;
= OF.

pocher i'ceil, lesyeux. Obs. or dial.

[c 1380 : see POKE v .' i.] 1584 HUDSON Du Bartas' Judith
vi. in Sylvester's W/cs. (1621) 752 And with their fingers
poched out his eyes. 1608 SYLVESTER Du Bartas n. iv. iv.

Decay 1179 O ! poach not out mine eyes.
d. To strike, rap, slap. [Perh. for Ger. pochen.~\

slang.
1891 ZANCWILL Childr. Ghetto I. 87 My mother potched
my face. . . I shall never forget that slap.

2. To thrust or push (a stick, a finger, a foot,

etc.) into any hole or thing. Now chiefly dial.

1673 TEMPLE United Prov. i. 5 His [Charlemagne's] Horse

poching one of his legs into some hollow ground, made way
for the smoaking water to break out, and gave occasion for
the Emperor's building that City [Aix]. 1822-56 DE QUINCF.V
Confess. (1862) 133 Lest some one of the many little Brah-

minical-looking cows, .might poach her foot into the centre
of my face. (See Eng. Dial. Diet.)

b. intr. To poke or probe (e.g. with a stick, etc.);

also, to poke, thrust oneself, intrude. Now dial.
a 1550 Hye H'ay la Spyttel Hous 308 in Hazl. E. P. P.

IV. 41 One tyme to this spyttell, another to that, Probyng
and pochyng to get somwhat ; At euery doore lumpes of
bread or meat. 1657 DAVENANT \st Day's Etitertaintn.

Rutland^ Ho. 72 Your Bastelier. .with her long pole gives
us a tedious waft, as if he were all the while poaching for
Eels. 1859 in Eng. Dial. Diet. s.v., Eternally poachin'
amang my feet.

f 8. trans. To thrust, stab, pierce. Obs.

POACH.
1602 CAREW Cornwall 31 The Flowk, Sole and Playce

followe the tyde vp into the fresh riuers, where, at lowe
water the Countrie people.. take them vp with their hands.
They vse also to poche them with an instrument somewhat
like the Sammon-speare. 1644 W. NEWPORT Fall ofMatt
fy Sin 4 Potch a dead man with knives, stab him with
daggers, &c.

fb. intr. To make a stab or thrust at as in

fencing. Also fig. Obs. rare.

1607 SHAKS. Cor. i. x. 15 lie potche at him some way, Or
Wrath, or Craft may get him. 1624 BACON War'.v Spain
Wks. 1879 I. 531/1 They have rather poached and offered at
a number of enterprizes, than maintained any constantly.

II. 4. trans. To thrust or stamp down with the

feet; to trample (soft or sodden ground) into

muddy holes ; to cut up (turf, etc.) with hoofs.

1677 PLOT Oxfnrdsh. 247 The Horses going .. in a string
and keeping the furrow, to avoid poching the Land. 1768
EARL HADDISGTON Forest-trees 46 Cattle should be taken
off, lest they potch the ground. 1814 SCOTT Wav. Ixiii, The

!
cattle of the villagers .. had poached into black mud the
verdant turf. 1816 Old Mart, xv, The passage of the
main body, in many instances, poached up the swamps
through which they passed. 1849 STEPHENS Bk. Farm
(ed. 2) I. 194/1 The land . . ought not to be cut up and
poached by the cart-wheels and horses' feet. 1894 Times
18 Nov. 4/3 Pastures are soddened to an extent that must
result in their being badly

'

poached
'

where the stock cannot
be taken off them.
5. intr. To sink (into wet heavy ground) in

walking ; to plod over soft ground, or through mud
or mire ; to tramp heavily or plungingly.
1600 NORTHBROOKE Poore Mans Card. To Rdr. 2 Poching

in the mire vp to the calfe of the legge. 1655 GURNALL Chr. in
Arm. i. 88 How uncomfortable, .for a traveller in Heaven's
road ..to go potching in the dark. 1686 tr. Chardin's
Trai'. Persia 176 The soyl so extreamly fat, that our
Horses had much a do to poach along. 1792 A. YOUNG
Trav. France (1794) I. 241 The hedges and ditches confine
the carriages to poach through the mud. 1837 HOGG Tales
I. Wool-gatheier 213 Plunging and poaching to make all

the fish take into close cover.

6. intr. Of land : To become sodden, miry, and
full of holes by being trampled.
1707 MORTIMER Husb. (1721) I. 15 The Chalky and Clay

Lands . . have also the inconveniencies . . to burn in hot

Weather, to chap in Summer, and poach in Winter. 1766
Museum Rust. VI. 105 Cattle unavoidably do great mischief
to grass land, when it is so wet as to poach. 1807 A. YOUNG
Agric. Essex (1813) I. 24 Strong, wet, tenacious land,
poaching with rain, and sticking to the horses' legs. 1879
JEFFERIF.S Wild Life in S. Co. 378 The ground.. is still

soft, and will poach under the hoofs of cattle.

7. trans. To soak, make sodden.
1881 Times 14 Apr. 10/5 As in many parts of England,

along the banks of streams and rivers are considerable areas
of good land, poached and scoured by frequent floods.

8. To mix with water and reduce to a uniform

consistency. In paper-making, to mix thoroughly
(the half-stuff from the breaking-engine) with the

bleach-liquor, in the poacher. (Also/0/<v&.)

breaking, poaching, and beating processes . . are all con-
ducted in machines or engines of the same general con-
struction. 1883 R. HALDANE Workshop Receipts Ser. n.

36/2 For potching half-stuffs previously gas bleached, the

quantities are [etc.].

III. 9. intr. To encroach or trespass (on the
lands or rights of another) in order to possess one-
self unlawfully or unfairly of something, esp. in

order to steal game ; hence, to take game or fish

illegally, or by unsportsmanlike devices.
1611 COTGR., Pocher le labeur cCautruy, to poche into, or

incroach vpon, another mans imployment, practise, or trade.
1682 DRYDEN & LEE Duke ofGuise iv. iii, I scorn to poach
for power. 1706 PHILLIPS, To poach,. . to destroy Game by
unlawful means, as by laying Snares, Gins, etc. 1742 POPE
Dune. iv. 228 For Attic Phrase in Plato let them seek,
I poach in Suidas for unlicens'd Greek. 1827 SCOTT Jrnl.
27 Jan., The pettish resentment that you might enter-
tain against one who had poached on your manor. 1847
EMERSON Repr. Men, Shaks. Wks. (Bohn) I. 358 So keen
was the hope to discover whether the boy Shakespeare
poached, or not. 1855 THACKERAY Neivcomes ix, Poaching
on her lodgers' mutton. 1868 G. DUFF Pol. Sum. 72 A
region in which the politician feels that he is poaching on
the preserves of the geographer. 1885 Standard so Nov.
3/8 All the owners poached for salmon.

1O. trans, a. To trespass on (land or water), esp.
in order to kill or catch game.
1715 GARTH Claremont 8 They poach Parnassus, and

lay snares for praise. 1807 CRABBE Par. Keg. \. 814
He poach'd the wood, and on the warren snared. 1858
F. E. PAGET Curate Cvinbenu. (1850) 319 A fellow who had

poached lands and fished waters which Mr. Soaper himself
had hired. 1885 Field 3 Oct. (Cassell), The Greta is not

nearly so much poached as formerly.
b. To catch and carry off (game or fish) illegally ;

to capture by illicit or unsportsmanlike methods
such as a poacher uses. Also fig.
1862 Cornh. Mag. VI. 651 Some are famished to death, and

some are poached, and some get hooked. 1895 Westnl,
Caz. 8 Nov. i/3 You were always

'

poaching
'

our best men.

1903 Ibid. 28 Mar. 2/1 She's a poacher, that woman poaches
children. . .Yes; poaches them;., takes them away from
other teachers who've taught in those families for years.

o. Kafing slang. To filch (an advantage, e. g.
at the start in a race) by unfair means.
1891 Licensed Viet. Gaz. 20 Mar. 182/1 Seward main,

tained that the start was a false one, and that his opponent
poached full five yards before he (Seward] moved. 1892



POACHED. 1035 POCK.

Daily News 16 May 3/5 Several [jockeys] displayed a
marked desire to

(

poach a bit
'

at the start. 1894 Ibid.

16 Mar. 6/5 The scratch poached the start, and gained
fully half a length, rowing up to 44 to the minute against
Oxford's 40.

Hence Poa'ching///. a.

1681 CHETHAM Angler's Vade-m. xxx. i (1689) 166 To be
used by none but idle pouching [sic] fellows. 1886 C. SCOTT

Sheep-Farming 200 In a few minutes the poaching flock is

sent scampering back to their own proper walk.

Poached, ///. a.1 [f. POACH z/.
1 4- -ED *.] Of

an egg : Cooked in boiling water, without the shell.

c 1450 Two Cookery-bks. 94 Potage de egges. MS. Douce,
Pocched egges. 1528 PAYNEL Salerne's Regim. F j b, Poched

egges are better than egges rosted hard or rere. i6zo

VENSER Via Recta v. 84 A couple of potched [eif. 1650

poched] Egges. 1742 FIELDING Jos. Andrews i. xv, Whether
a poached egg, or chicken broth. 1889 A. LANG Prince

Prigio it. 10 Why the king, .should have poached eggs and

plum-cake at afternoon tea.

b. Poached egg, (a} name of gastropod shells of

genus Ovulunt\ (b) see quot. 1903.
1837 PennyCycl. VIII. 257/1 Chntluw, (..commonly called

Poached Eggs). 1903 Windsor Mag. Sept. 385/2 The ball

in a stroke of this kind will assume an oval shape something
like a cucumber. This stroke is called m Sticke parlance
1 a poached egg '.

Poached, ///. a-2
[f.

POACH v.% + -ED *.] In

senses of the verb : esp. a. Trodden or trampled
into miry holes. b. Acquired by poaching ;

illegally captured.
1844 STEPHENS Bk. Farm II. no The cattle will soon i

render the whole bedding a poached mass. 1883 JEFI-ERIES \

Nature near Lond. 166 This very pond . .is muddy enough, ;

and surrounded with poached mud. 1889 Pall Mall Gaz.
\

1 3 July 3/2 France . . is made the market for English poached i

fish, and French poached fish find a market in England.
C. Poached eyes F. yeitx pochh^ eyes swollen

as if with a blow or weeping. [Cf. POACH v? i c.]

1904 Athenaeum 24 Sept. 408/3 Samuel re-entered with

poached eyes.

Poacher *
(p^-ijaj). Also potcher. [f. POACH

z;.- + -ER 1
.]

1, One who poaches or trespasses in pursuit of

game ;
one who takes or kills game unlawfully.

1667 EVELYN Pnbl. Employm. Misc. Writ. (1805) 552 The
young potcher with his dog and kite, breaking his neigh-
bours hedges, or trampling o're his corn for a bird not worth

sixpence. 1668 WILKINS RealChar. 265 Huntsman, Hunter,
Fowler, Fisher, ..Game, Pocher. 1680 OrWAY Orphan m. i.

810 So Poachers basely pick up tir'd Game Whilst the fair

Hunter's cheated of his Prey. 1774 GOLDSM. Nat. Hist.

(1776) IV. 12 They are shot at by poachers; traced by their

footsteps in the snow; caught in springs. 1863 KINGSLEY
Water-Bab, i, A keeper is only a poacher turned outside

in, and a poacher a keeper turned inside out.

trans/. 1702 YALDEN ALsop's Fables vi. i Ren, an old

2. a. (/. S.) The widgeon, Mareca americana\

said to be so called from its habit of seizing the

food for which other ducks have dived. (But cf.

POCHARD.) b. The sea-poacher, a fish of the

family Agonzttx. {Cent. Diet.)
3. Paper-making. One of the series of engines by
which rags, etc., are comminuted, washed,bleached,
and reduced to pulp ;

a poaching-engine.
1877 W. ARNOT in Jrnl, Soc. Arts XXVI, 91/2 The

second engine is called the '

poacher', the roll of which, .does

little more than mix the stuff and the bleach liquor. 1883
R. HALDANE Workshop Receipts Ser. n. 392/1 Reduce them

[rags] to half-stuff, and as soon as possible empty into the

poacher, .and bleach with great care. 1906 BEADLE Paper-
making II. 65. 1906 J. CASTLE (Wolvercote Paper Mill)
in Let., Potcher or Poacher.

4. attrib. and Comb, (sense i), $& poacher-court ,

-herd, -work.

1784 BURNS Ep. J. Ranking viii, I .. brought a Paitrick

to the grun'. . . Somebody tells the Poacher-court The hale

affair. 1834 Tait's Mag. I. 767/2
'

It was no poacher work,
Matthew', he said. 1897 CROCKETT Lad's Love xxii. 226

It was a portentous thing to see the poacher-herd so keen
on the proprieties.

Hence Poa'chery nonce-wd.

1831 T. L. PEACOCK Crotchet Castle ix. (1887) 109 Witchery,
devilry, robbery, poachery, piracy, fishery, gipsy-astrology.

Poacher 2
(poo'tfai). [f. POACH v + -mX]

A vessel or pan for poaching eggs.
1868 MARY JEWRY Model Cookery 82/1 The egg may also

be done in a regular egg-poacher.

Poaching (p^u'tjin), vbl. sbJ- [f.
POACH v.1 +

-ING i.] The action of POACH v. 1

1584 COGAN Haven Health^ cxciii. (1636) 174 [Eggs] be

sodden two wayes;..the first is called seething .. the second

poching of egges. a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Poching,
..an Egg Boyled in Water out of the Shell.

Poa'ching, vbl, sb* [f.
POACH v? + -ING i.]

The action oFPoACH v.%

a. Trampling (of land) while in a sodden con-

dition ; becoming poachy.
1780 A. YOUNG Tour Irel. 1. 116 Lands.. sound enough for

winter feeding without poaching. 1801 C. FINDLATER Agric.
Snrv. Peebles 159 The parks were extremely subject to

Winter poaching. 1870 Amateur Poacher, The green
drive shows traces of the poaching it received from the

thick-planted hoofs of the hunt when the leaves were off.

b. Trespassing in pursuit of game ; taking of

game or fish illegally or by unsportsmanlike
methods.

1611 BEAUM. & FL. Philaster iv. i, He hunts too much in

the purlues, would he would leave off poaching. 1821 EGAN
Life in Loud. II. iv. (Farmer), You shall be admitted into

the preserve ; but remember no poaching. 1892 Athenaeum
20 Aug. 246/3 He has kept free from any suspicion of..

literary poaching.
attrib. 1832 HT. MARTINEAU Homes Abroad \. i News

of murderous poaching expeditions. 1899 \yestm. Gaz.
20 Sept. 3/2 What some consider the poaching tactics of
the music-halls.

C. Paper-making. See POACH v.% 8
; poaching

or potching-engine -- POACHEK l
3.

1877 W. ARNOT in Jrnl. Soc. Arts XXVI. 89/2 The
bleaching or poaching engine. 1880 J. DUNBAR Pract,

Papermaker 27 The quantities of half-stuff filled into the

potching engine should at all times be as uniform as possible.

Poachy (p#*'tji\ a. [f.
POACH .- + -v.] Of

land : Spongy, retentive of moisture, and so liable

to be trampled into muddy holes ; sodden, swampy.
1707 MORTIMER llusb. (1721) I. 56 If much Rain come upon

it while it lies flat, it will make it so poachy that you can-

not plow it, (especially if 'tis a wet Clay Land). 1802 C.

FINDLATER Agric. ^urv. Peebles 158 The land is put into

a poachy state by every heavy shower of rain. 1844 STKI-HICNS

Bk. Farm II. 45 A heavy rain may fall for sonic days, and
render the land quite soft and poachy.
Hence Poa'chiness.
1707 MORTIMER Hnsb. (1721) I. 48 The lower Vallies,

because of the poachiness of them, they keep for Grass.

Poad, -e, obs. forms of PODE, POOD.

Poadler, dial. var. FOULER, young coal-fish.

Poak(e (pJuk). [Origin obscure.] (See quots.)
1846 WORCESTER, Poake^ waste arising from the prepara-

tion of skins, composed of hair, lime, and oil. Farm. Encycl.
1858 SIMMONDS Diet. Trade, Peak.

Poak(e, Poakmantie, obs. ff. POKE, POCK-
MANTEAU. Poale, obs. f. POLE. Poan, var.

POWAN. Poar, Poareblind, Poast, Poat, obs.

ff. PORE v., PURBLIND, POST, POTE.

Pob (ppb). Sc\ Also dial. pab. [Origin ob-

scure.] The refuse of flax or (more recently) jute.e.]

7 R.
laid over with the Refuse of Flax, commonly called Pob-tow.

1765 Museum Rust. IV. 46 If the flax is to be stacked, it

should beset in an airy place, upon a dry foundation, such
as pob-middings or the like. 1803 Prize Ess. Highl, Soc.

II. 10 At an old lint mill in Fife, a great heap of this

refuse, or pab tow, as it is called, had been formed about
60 years ago. 1818 Edinb. blag. Aug. 126/1 Observe their

harness, the collars are made of straw m pob; (the refuse of

flax when skutched). 1876 LAING Lindorcs Abbey xxvi.

389 The boys, .gathered pob, heather, and other inflammable
materials in a great heap.

Pebble, obs. or dial. var. of PEBBLE.
Pobs (p(?bz), sb.pl. dial. Also pobbies. Occas.

in sing. (Eng. Dial. Diet.}. A dialect and nursery
name for porridge, pap, bread and milk.
1828 Craven Gloss, (ed. 2), Fobs, Poddish, Porridge. 1848

MRS. GASKELL M. Barton ix, The child . .were awake, and

crying for its pobbies. 1894 HALL CAINE Manxman vi. iv,

He was ladling the pobs into the child's mouth.

fPocalips, -yps, obs. aphetic ff. APOCALYPSE.
1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. xin. 90 He hath dronken so depe

he wil deuyne sone, And preuen it by her pocalips and

passioun of seynt Auereys. a 1440 [see APOCALYPSE i].

Pocail (p0u'kan). [app. native Indian name.]
The Virginian Poke or Poke-weed (Phytolacca

decandra) ;
= POKE sb.^ 2 a.

1858 SIMMONDS Diet. Trade, Pocan-busk, a name in the

United States for the Phytolacca, decandra. 1866 [see POKE
**.* 2 a].

Pocar, Pocard, Poccoon, Poccoaon, obs. ff.

POKER, POCHARD, PUCCOON, POCOSON.

f Pocerounce, pokerounce. Obs. rare. A
confection mentioned in the i5th c. : see quot.
c 1430 Two Cookery-bks. 3 Kalendare de Leche Metys

[see LEACH si'.
1
2] . . Pocerounce. Ibid. 41 Pokerounce. Take

Hony, & caste it in a potte tyl it wexe chargeaunt y-now ;

take & skeme it clene. Take Gyngere, Canel, & Galyngale,
& caste ber-to [etc.].

Pooeasion, obs. form of POSSESSION.

||
Pochade (poja'd). [Fr., a rough sketch, f.

packer to sketch in the rough, also to blrtr : see

POACH v.1 2 and -ADE.] A rough, smudgy, or

blurred sketch.

1871 BROWNING Fifine xxxvt, So, any sketch or scrap,

pocnade, caricature, Made in a moment, meant a moment
to endure, I snap at.

Po'chaise, po'chay, poohay, colloq. con-

tractions of POST-CHAISE.

1827 SCOTT Ckron. Canongate Introd. iv, Its associations

of 'pochays' and mail-coaches. 1871 G. MEREDITH //. Rich-

mond \. 135 There was a saying in the county that to

marry a Beltham you must po'chay her. Ibid* 158 'She's

past po'chaises ', Squire Gregory sighed.

Pochard (p^tf-, pJu'klid, pp'tj-, pp-kaad).
Forms : a. 6 pocharde, (8 poachard), 7- pochard.
0- 6-9 pocard, 7 pocker, -ard, 9 pockard, 7-

poker. [Of uncertain origin : perh. augmentative
of OF. and mod.F. poche^ in mod.F. poche-cuiller
the spoonbill : see -ARD. (But there is little like-

ness between the pochard and the spoonbill.) It

might also be a deriv. of POACH v. 2 ,
POKE v. 1

The pronunciation seems quite unfixed. Prof. A.

Newton makes the ch k\ but Johnson made it

as \& poacher.] A European diving bird, Fuligufa
or /Ethyia ferina, of the family Anaiidx, charac-

terized by the bright reddish-brown colour of the

head and neck
;

also called red-headed pochard,

poker, wigeon, red-eyed poker, DUN-BIRD. Also

applied to other species, as the African P., sEthyia
or Fuligitla capensis\ the Red-crested P., F. or

Nyroca rufina, of India ; the Tufted P., A. or F.

cristata, of Europe and Asia
;
and in U. S, to the

RED-HEAD, Anas americana.
a. 1552 ELYOT, Boscha, a water foule like to a ducke,

but somwhat lesse ; I iudge it a pocharde. 1611 COTGR.,
Albrent^ . . a Pochard. 1678 RAY ll-'illughbys Ornith. ill.

367 The Poker, or Pochard, or great read-headed Wigeon.
1752 J. HILL Hist. A tiim. 431 The Anas, with grey wings,
and a black rump. The Pochard. 1755 JOHNSON', Poachard,
a kind of water fowl. 1820 JODRLLL s. v., I know no reason,

why Johnson should have . . printed this word . . differently
from any other author, and spelled it

'

poachard '. 1882
TJiree in Norway viii. 65 A brood of pochards under the

leadership of the old duck. 1894. Srt;iuin Xidderdale 203
The bittern, pochard, scaup, common scoter and the tufied

duck have been seen in the park. 1894 NKWTON Diet. Birds

734 Pochard^ Packard or Poker, names properly belonging
to the male of a species of Duck (the female of which i^

known ns the Dunbird).
>. 1598 FLORIO, Bvsca, a bird called a pocard. 1674 DEM

Let. in Rays Lett. (1718) 21, I have put up in a Box some
Water Fowl, -'/-. a Pocker, a Smew,.. a Widgeon, and a

Whewer. 1678 Poker [see a]. 1706 PHIM.II-S, Pocard, a
kind of water-fowl. 1709 DURHAM in Phil, Trans. XXVI.
466 Anas/era /.vt<z.. .The Poker. 1768 PKSSANI /.ool.

II. 470 The Pochard, .. In London markets .. known by
the name of Dun birds. 1843 YAKKELL Jlist. Birds III.

233 The Pochard, or Dun-bird, for tliis specie-; is known
by various names', as Red-beaded Poker, and Red-eyed
Poker. . is a winter visitor to this country. 1895 A. PATTER-
SON Man -V Nature 85 We blazed away several times,

pickin' up near twenty pokers (pochards).

b. attrib. and Comb.^ w&pochard-duck ; pochard-
grass, dial, some water-plant, app. a species of

Polygonum (Newton Diet. Birds 735 note).

1833 BAIKD in Proc. Berw. Nat. Club I. No. i. 16 He
had .. received .. a specimen of the pochard duck (Anas

ferina Lin.). 1879 R. LLHBOCK Fauna Norf. 137 A parti-
cular weed, Pochard Grass, as it is called.

Poche, obs. form of POACH, Pui'cu.

fPocill. Obs. rare. In 6 pocyll(e. [ad. L.

pocillum a little cup, dim. of pocitlum cup.] A
small cup, a phial; transf. a draught, a potion.

1572 J. JONES Bathes Bitckstone 19 Take in the morninge
fasiinge. in pocyll whay, made with ale, to purge cboller.

In pocyll whay made of whyte wyne, to purge fleme. Ibid.

20 Of herbes for your brothes and pocylles, mallowcs,

cychorye, endyue, vyolettes, pacyence.

fPo-cillator. Obs. rare. [a. ^..pdcillafor (Ap-

pul.), f. pQCilluai'. see prec.] A cup-bearer. So

fPocilla'tion. Obs. rare~.
1658 PHILLIPS, Peculation^ the waiting on a great mans

cup. 1661 BLOUNT Glossogr. (ed. 2), Pocillator (Lat.), he
that waiteth on a great persons cup, a cup-bearer. 1705
KLSTOB in Hearners Collect. 30 Nov. (O. H. S.) I. 107 King
of Pocillator's.

Pocilliform (pfsrlif^im), a. rare.
[f.

L.

pddllum (see POCILL) + -FORM : cf. PUCULIFORM.]
Of the shape of a little cup.
1846 DANA Zooph. 506 This species, .has pocilliform cells.

Pocion, obs. form of POTION.

Pock (ppk), sb. Forms : i poc, 4-6 pokke,
4-8 pocke, 5 pok, 5-6 poke, 6 Sc. poik, 6- pock.
PI. i poccas, 4-6 pokkes, (5 pocken), 4-8

pockes, 6 pocques, 6- pocks; also 6-7 poxe,
6- pox : see Pox. [OE. poe, pocc- pustule, ulcer,
- MDu., MLG. pocke (pocke), t)u. pok, LG.

pocke^ EFris. pok t pokke, HG. dial, pfoche, poche

(mod.Ger. pocke from LG.). So obs. F. pocque^

pokke, poxse, paucqite (1400-1514 in Godef.), from

LG. or Eng. These continental words are all

fem. ; O^.pocc was masc. (in one place app. fern.).

Kluge and Franck referpocc, pocke to the OTeut. vbl. stem

*4uM/ti-i to swell up, blow up, whence also OE. Pohha^

pocca bag: see POCKET, POKE j^. 1
]

1. A pustule or spot of eruption in any eruptive

disease, esp. (since c 1700) in small-pox.
ciooo Sax. Leechd. II. 104 Drenc wij> poc adle wyl wzter

on croccan, do hunig on [etc.]. Ibid., Smire Jaer hit utslea

on ^>one poc. Ibid.^ Drenc wi|j poccum bisceop wyrt [etc.].

Ibid. III. 4 jif poc sy on ea^an, mm mserc, sapan..mid
Codes fultume he sceal aweg. c 1386 CHAUCER Pan/. Prol.

30 And it is hool anon, and forthermoor Of pokkes, and of

scabbe, and euery soor. 1477 EARL RIVERS (Caxton) Dictes

97 He [Alexander] was of sangweyn colour, his face ful of

pockis. 15. . Prol. Rom. in N. Test, in Scots (S. T. S.) 1 1 1.

318 Ewin as anne cwill skabbe or anne poke cann not

alwayis be keipit in with the violence of medicynne. 1583
STUBBES A nat.A bus. i. (1879) 96 It bringeth ulcerations, scab,

scurf, blain, botch, pocks. '11585 MONTGOMERIE Flyting
316 The powlings, the palsay, with pockes like pees. 1706
PHILLIPS, Pock, a Scab of the Small-Pox. 17*0 BECKET in

Phil. Trans. XXXI. 56 Having great Pockes or Pustules

on the Surface of their Bodies, from whence the Pox is

denominated. 1760-71 H. BROOKE Fool ofQual. (1809) IV.

40 A few of the pock appeared on his face. 1877 ROBERTS
Handbk. Med. {ed. 3) 1. 150 The number of spots or

'

pocks
'

varies from a few to thousands, but as a rule from 100 to

300 are present. 1897 Allbtttt'sSyst. Med. II. 559 With the

retrogression of the pock and the subsidence of the areola

the local phenomena of a normal vaccination are at an end.

b. transf. A spot or mark like a pustule.

1894 DOYLE Mem. S. Holmes 99 Holmes . . would . . proceed
to adorn the opposite wall with a patriotic V.R. done in

bull-pocks.



pock frecken. 1714 Ibid. No. 5223/4 A spare middle-siz'd

Man, *Pockfreckled and Ruddy Complexion. 1731 MEDLEY
tr. Kolbens Ctife G. Ho^e II. 198 Several hairs would

POCK.

2. A disease characterized by pustules or eruptive

spots ; esp. (a) small-pox ; (b)
'

great (French or

Spanish) pox ', syphilis :
= Pox sb. i b, e.

a. in //. Now written Pox. (Rarely construed

with vb. in singular.)
c 1325 Gloss. W, tie Bibbesw. in Wright Voc. 161 Viroles,

pockes. 1377 LASGI.. P. PI. B. xx. 97 Kynde come after

with many kene sores, As pokkes and pestilences, and moche

poeple shente. 1480 CAXTON Chron. Enf. vll. (1520) 1270/1
Also that tyme a sekenes that men call the pockes slewe

bothe men and womea thrugh theyr infectynge. 150x1-20

DUNBAR Poems Iv. 30 Quhill that thai gatt the SpanBie

pockis. 1518 PACE Lei. Wolsty 14 July (Cal. State Papers
Hen. VI 1 1), They do die . . of the small pokkes and measels.

1529 S. FISH Supplic. Beggcrs 6 They., that catche the

pokkes of one woman, and here theym to an other, a 1548
HALL Citron., Hen. VIII 100 Item that he hauing the

Frenche pockes presumed to come and breth on the kyng.

1552 Ordre Hasp. St. Barthol. Pref. A v, This Hospital . .

where.. there haue bene healed of the pocques, fystules..

to nombre of .viij. hundred. 1615 SANDYS Trav. 109 The pocks
is vncredibly frequent amongst them. 1681 W. ROBKRTSON
Phraseol. Gen. (1693) 481 The disease of the Spanish Pocks.

0. in sing: Now dial, or vulgar.
14.. Stockh. Med. MS. i. 461 in Anglia XVIII. 306

Seint Nicasse had a pokke small, c 1440 1'romp. Parv.

407/2 Pokke, sekenesse, porrigo. 1530 TINDALK Ans<(.'.

Sir T. More, etc. (Parker Soc., 1850) 105 If God punish the

world with an evil pock, they immediately paint a block

and call it Job, to heal the disease. 1530 PALSGR. 256/1

Pocke a great pocke, la. gorrc, la gross* uerolle. Pocke
a small, uerolle. 1593 G. HARVEY Pierces Super. Wks.
(Grosart) II. 52 Would it were not an infectious bane, or

an incroching pocke. 1845 S. JUDD Margaret II. v. (1881)

264 Glad you got through the pock so well it takes a second

time, some say. 1851 MAYHEW (?(/. Lacourl. 405/2 As soon

as ever the pock began to decay, it took away my eyes

altogether.

t b. fig. (sing.} Obs.

1545 BRINKLOW Compl. 32 The same pock that was in the

clargys wyne and clothes, hath so infected the gentylmen
of the temporaltye. 1555 EDEN Decades Pref. (Arb.) 52
Hathe not the pocke of thy licentiousnesse bruste furth in

maner to thyne owne destruction ? 1607 R. QAREW] tr.

Estienne's World of Wonders A iii b, Neither can the

waters . . be cured of their spirituall barrennesse, or of the

Romish pock and ./Egyptian scab.

f o. In imprecation or exclamation : see Pox
sb. 3. Obs.

t 3. sing, and //. A disease of sheep :
= Pox

sb. i c. Obs.

1531 TINDALE Exp. i John (1537) 30 Who dare deny saynt
Anthony a flese of wol .. leste he sende the pockes amonge
our shepe. 1548 ELYOT, Mentigo, the scabbe which is among
shepe, called the pockes [1552 HULOET, pocke].

4. attrib. and Comb., as pook-arr (dial.},

-freoken, -fret, -hole, -mark, a scar, mark, or 'pit'

left by a pustule, esp. of small-pox ; pock-arred

(dial.), -broken, -eaten, -freoken, -freckled, -fret,

-fretted (-fretten), -holed, -marked, -pitted

(-pitten) adjs., scarred, marked, or '

pitted
'

with

pustules, esp. of small-pox ; t poek-break, (?) a

breaking out or marking due to some form of

pox; pock-house (U. S. dial.}, a small-pox

hospital ; pock-lymph, the lymph of cow-pox, as

used in vaccination
; pook-pit v. trans., to '

pit
'

or mark with pustules (in quot. fg.} ; f pock-

royal, satirical name for a pustule of the '

great

pox
'

; pock-sore, a sore caused by a pustule, or

by the pox ; f pocks-rotten a. : see Pox sb. 4 ;

pock-stone, local name for a hard greyish stone

found in the Staffordshire coal-measures : see also

pox-stone (Pox sb.) ; t poek-tree : see POCKWOOD.
j

1611 COTGR., Fossetteux, . . full of little pits, *pockars,
j

or pock-holes. 1655, 1691 [see ARR]. 1828 Craven Gloss. I

(ed. 2), Pock-arr, Pock-mark, a scar or mark left by the

small pox. 1825 BROCKETT N. C. Gloss., *Pock-arred,..

pitted with the small-pox. [See also Eng. Dial, Diet.}

(11568 MONTGOMERIE Misc. Poems liv. 2 Fyndlay M cCon-

noquhy, fuf MFad3an, Cativilie geiljie with ye *poik-
braik. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 407/2 *Pokbrokyn, porrigi.
nosvs. 1662 GURNALL Chr. in Arm. verse 17. n. xxv. 4

(1679) 322/1 What a beauty Man was, till he was pock-
broken (if I may say so) by sin. 1862 BORROW Wild Wales
xxxvii, His face was long and rather good-looking, though
slightly pock-broken. 01550 Hye Way Spyttel Hons 112

in Hazl. E. P. P. IV. 28 Scabby and scuruy, *pocke eaten
flesh and rynde. 1530 PALSGR. 256/1 *Poke frekyns,

picquttcvre or picquottevre de uerolle. 1695 Land. Gaz.
No. 3t34/4 Mary Scarlet, ..thin visage, swarthy complexion,

i. AT-_I:
'

. ti-j XT. _ r. : _:jji- _ >j

1036

Arc/lives (1898) XX. 16 Terence Milford,. .has short brown

hair, a little "pock-marked. 1899 STEAD in Rfttltm of
Rev. May 493/2 The whole area is pock-marked with

public houses. 1843 Blackw. Mag. LIU. 225 It becomes

a plague, a moral small-pox, . . *pockpitting his small

modicum of brains. 1862 MAYIIEW Land, Labour II.

332 He was under the middle size, *pockpitted. 1864

TENNYSON Aylmer's F. 256 Did Sir Aylmer know That

remain in the *pock-frets. 1744 Boston Post-Boy i Oct. 4/2
Byrn . . looks pale and "pockfret. 1693 Land. Gaz. No. 2843/4
Pale-faced, and a little

* Pock-fretted, c 1640 R. JAMES
Poems (1880) 213 A Virginne. .proper of all things but a

pale *pock fretten face, 1840 MRS. F. TROLLOPE Widow
Married i, A deal better chance that your child will be
like what you see there, than to poor pock fretten Phebe.

1552 HULOET, *Pocke hole or scarre. 1676 Loud. Gaz.
No. 1145/4 A full set Woman with Pockholes in her
face. 1708 Ibid. No. 4487/3 Having a thin pockhole Face.

1681 Ibid. No. 1722/4 He is a little broad Man, Pock-
holed. 1845 S. JUDD Margaret n. v, A "Pock House was

established,, .and a general beating up for patients was had

throughout the region. 1881 TYNDALL Floating Matter of
A ir 1 19 A quantity of matter, comparable in stnallness to the

pock-lymph held on the point of a lancet. 1673 Wtddtr-
burn's Vocab. 20 (Jam.) Fovcac vnriolnrum, *pock-marks.
1851 D. JERROLD St. Giles ii. 15 His flat broad face was.,

thinly sprinkled with deep pock-marks. 1736 N. Jersey

in. 89 Neither must the Chyrurgion dresse their wounds, or

pock-soars. 1902 C. G. HARPER Holyhead Road n. 33

(Wednesbury) Those foundations have an unusual interest,

built as they are of the material called
'

"pockstone '. c 1532

Du WKS Introd. Fr. in Palsgr. 914/3 The pocke \ie,gatayz
ou eban.

Pock, v. rare. [f.
POCK sb.} trans. To mark

with pocks, or (fig.) with disfiguring spots.

1841 MURRAY Let. in Smiles Mem. (1891) II. xxxv. 474

Houses. . literally peppered and pocked from top to bottom

with shot-marks. 1869 BLACKMORE Lortia D. lix, This tufty

flaggy ground, pocked with bogs and boglets. 1889 Lancet

29 June 1314/1 The posterior parts of both lungs were

pocked with tubercle in the softening stage.

Pock, variant Sc. spelling of POKE, bag.

Poeker, obs. variant of POCHARD.

Pocket (pf>-ket), st>. Forms: 4-6 poket, 5

-ett, 5-8 pockett, 6 -ette, (pokit, 7 poocet),
6- pocket. [ME. poket, a. Anglo-Norman pokete

(i3th c. Godef.), mod.Norman &\z\. pouquetle ,
dim.

of ONF. poke, poque, pouque = F. pochc, whence

dim. pochette : see POKE sb. 1
,
POUCH sb. OF. had

also a masc. form pocket, pouchet (1396 in Godef.),

still dial., also in mod.Norman dial, poiiquet.]

1. A bag or sack. Sometimes used as a measure

of quantity, varying in capacity according to the

commodity contained, and the locality.
Now chiefly used for hops and wool, a pocket of wool being

half a sack (in i3th c. a quarter), a pocket of hops about

168 Ibs.

1280 Memoranda Roll, K. R. m. 13
d

,
Venerunt coram

Baronibus et recognoverunt se teneri Bonruncino et socus

suis mercatoribus de Luk' in quatuor saccis lane et
^uno

pochetto, id est in quarta parte unius sacci. 1340 Rolls

of Parlt. II. 385/1, xx sacz & ix peres de Leyne trovez

en xxiii sarplers & en i poket. 1526 in Dillon Calais A/

Pale (1892) 90 Item, for evry horseloode of pocketts iiij d.

IS35 in G. Schanz Engl. Handclspolitik (1881) II. 385 The
canvas, that goeth to the pokit with the hey and threde,

that goeth to yt, weyeth about 2 nailles. 1706 PHILLIPS,
I'ocket of Wool, the Quantity of half a Sack. See Sack of

Wool and Sarplar. 1724 DE FOE Tour Gt. Brit. I. 128

Here [at Stourbridge Fair] I saw what I have not observ d

in any other Country of England, . . a Pocket ofWool.
_

This

seems to be first call'd so in Mockery, this Pocket being so

big, that it loads a whole Waggon, . . and these ordinarily

weigh a Ton or 25 Hundred weight of Wool, all in one Bag.

1767 Citron, in Ann. Reg. 130/1 There were only eleven

pockets of new hops, the quality of which was very bad.

1805 R. W. DICKSON Pract. Agric. II. 755 The brightest

hops, and those which have the finest colour, are put into

bagging of a better quality, and termed pockets. 1809

R. LANGFOKD hitrod. Trade 126, 147 pockets of hops, each

weighing i cwt. i qr. 18 Ib. 1876 6". Kens. Mits. Catal.

2107 Model of a hand loom .. designed to weave sacks or

pockets without a seam either at the sides or end.

2. A small bag or pouch worn on the person;

spec, one inserted in or attached to a garment, for

carrying a purse or other small articles.

c 1430 Hymns Virg. 62
'

Apparaile be propirli ', quod
Pride,

' Loke bi pockettis passe be lengist gise '. a 1450
Stock/I. Med. JUS. i. 61 in Anglia XVIII. 296 In a poket
bou it do, pat be water may renne ber-fro. iS7O_FoxE
A. ff M. (ed. 2) 192/1 He bare alwayes about hym, in hys
bosome or pocket, a litle booke contayning the Psalmes of

Dauid. 1596 SHAKS. i Hen. W, m. iii. 61 Haue you
enquir'd yet who pick'd my Pocket? a 1680 BUTLER Kent.

(1759) II. 446 A Prodigal is a Pocket with a Hole in the

Bottom. 1700 T. BROWN A musem. Ser. q Com. 67 Here
walk'd a French Fop with both his Hands in his Pockets.

1701 SWIFT Mrs. Fr. Harris' Petit. ^ All the money I have

. . I keep in my pocket, tied about my middle, next my
smock. 1704 Land. Gaz. No. 4072/6 Left in a.. Coach..,
a white Damask Pocket. 1869 TROLLOPE He knew, etc.

xxvii, He carried the letter with him in his pocket. 1906
Weldon's Ladies' Jrnl. Sept. 90/3 This theatre pocket is a

Parisian novelty, worn suspended from the waist, and is

intended to hold the handkerchief, fan, opera glasses, etc.

b. esp. That in which money is carried ; hence

typically used for one's purse or stock of cash ;

pecuniary resources, private means. Empty pocket :

(tram/.) a person without money.
1717 LADY M. W. MONTAGU Let. to Princess of Wales

i Apr., I would have paid them the money out of my own

pocket. 1731 GAY in Swiffs Lett. (1766) II. 133, I had
flattered myself, your law-suit was at an end, and that your
own money was in your own pocket. 1765 FOOTE Commis-

sary i. Wks. 1799 II. o The bridegroom may put the pur-

chase-money . . into his pocket. 1781 COWPER Truth 322
Von cottager. .Just earns a scanty pittance, and at night,

Lies down secure, her heart and pocket light. 1834 L.

RITCHIE Wand, fy Seine 252 War empties the pocket; no

kingdom can go to war with empty pockets. 1879 FARRAR
St. Paul I. 492 The slave-masters were touched in their

pockets, and it filled them with fury. 1892 BARING-GOULD

Trag. Caesars 1.15 Only the empty pockets and lacklands

were excluded. 1894 R. BRIDGES Feast of Bacchus \\. 743
A gentleman can't consider his pocket. Mod. One's hand
has to be constantly in one's pocket here.

3. Hence, in various phrases :

a. In pocket : (a) Having money available ;
in

possession of funds
; (b} Having (so much) money

POCKET.

left over or to profit, as 'to be ten shillings in

pocket by the transaction '. b. Out of pocket :

t out of funds (obs.) ;
to be out of pocket, to be a

loser (by some transaction).

1751 Affect. Narr. of Wager 154 We might indeed have
starved, .if Bulkeley had not happened to be somewhat in

Pocket. 1755 SMOLLETT Quix. (1803) IV. 143 At the end
of their peregrination, they are above a hundred crowns in

pocket. 1846 JERROLD Mrs. Candle's Curtain Led. xxx,
If you'd a chaise of your own. -you'd be money in pocket.

1693 CONGREVE Old Bach. it. l, But, egad, I'm a little out

of pocket at present. 1737 LOGAN in Rigaud Corr. Sci.

Men (1841) I. 319 The proprietors, .complain they are yet
out of pocket by it. 1787 NELSON in Nicolas Disf. (1845)

I. 212 If she goes soon he will still be out of pocket by the

Appointment. 1837 SIR F. PALGRAVE Merck, fi Friar Ded.

(1844) 6, 1 shall be pounds out of pocket by my conscientious

refusal. 1882 Miss BRADDON Mt. Royal III. iv. 74, I am
out of pocket for my expenses.

c. To put iii one's pocket : To pocket, take or

keep to oneself, conceal, suppress.

close attendance upon (some one) ; (V) Under the

personal control or direction of (some one).
i8iz LADY GRANVILLE Lett. (1894) I. 42 Lord Gower..

seemed charmed with her, sat in her pocket all the evening,

both in a titter. 1851 THACKERAY Eng. Hum. ii. (1858) 58 He
was sitting with the family seat in his pocket. 1881 MALLOCK
Rom. igM Cent. iv. iii, He sits in her pocket every evening.

f4. A pouch- or pocket-shaped net. Obs. rare~*.

c 1410 Master ofGame (MS. Digby 182) i, Elleswhere bei

sle hem with smale poketes and with pursnettes, with smale

nettes, with hare pipes, and with longe nettes.

6. Billiards. One of the open-mouthed bags or

pouches placed at the corners and on each side of

the table, into which the balls are driven.

1754 J. LOVE Cricket (1770) 5 Or when the Ball, close

cushion'd, slides askew, And to the op'ning Pocket runs,

a Cou. 1801 STRUTT Sports $ Past. iv. i. 16 At the com-

mencement of the last century, the billiard-table was square,

having only three pockets for the balls to run in, situated on

one of the sides. 1837 THACKERAY Ravenswing iii, The
billiard-ball eyes.. fell plump into the pocket of his heart.

1899 A Mutt's Syst. Med. VIII. 258 They let their adversary

spot the red and take the balls out of the pockets.

6. Zool. and Anat. A sac-shaped or pocket-like

cavity in the body of an animal ; spec.

1773 Projects'm Ann. Reg. 127/1 The Iceland fishermen

..beat the bone upon a block with a thick stick, till the

pockets, as they term them, come out easily, and thus pre-

serve the sounds entire. 1897 Allbutt'sSyst.Med.\\\.%<)\
This disposition [in perityphlitic abscesses] to the formation

of locull or pockets often causes much difficulty in the

healing. 1899 Westm. Gaz. 8 Dec. 12/1 The bullet had
' struck between the pocket of the arm and the shoulder-

blade. 1906 Brit. Med. Jrnl. 13 Jan. 70 A small walled-

j

off pocket of pus.

D. A sac-like cavity in a plant.
1862 DARWIN Fertil. Orchids iv. 133, I found pollen

masses which had their broad ends pushed by insects into

this pocket.
7. a. Mining. A cavity in the earth filled with

gold or other ore; an abruptly dilated part of

a vein or lode ; also, an accumulation of alluvial

gold. b. A small cavity in a rock ; esp. in Geol. a

cavity in a rock or stratum filled up with foreign

material. C. Asubterraneancavitycontainingwater.
a. 1850 B. TAYLOR Eldorado ix. (1862) 89 We found many

persons at work, .searching for veins and pockets of gold.

1878 F. S. WILLIAMS Midi. Railvi. 576 It [haematite iron

ore] lies especially in fissures or as the miners call them
'

pockets ',
in the rock. 1879 Casselfs Tec/in. Ednc. IV.

255/2 The ores [of manganese] are rich, and are found in

pockets in a schistose rock. 1896 Pall Mall Mag. Jan. 39

[He] had come upon a small
'

pocket
'

of nuggets.

fig. 1879 F. HARRISON Choice Bks. (1886) 21 When our

reading.however deep, runs wholly into
'

pockets'. 1889 Daily
Nevis 28 Feb. 7/2 A theological romance, which turned out

to be a perfect
'

pocket ',
was not accepted by an Editor.

b. 1850 Lit. Gaz. 15 June 405/2 The sands which had

gathered in the crevices and pockets of the rocks. 1872

DASENT Three to One III. 251 A great pocket of clay crops

out at the edge of the Bagshot sand. 1893 Times 3 June 6/6

The chalk . . presents. . a precipitous front of white, unbroken

except by an occasional
'

pocket
'

of red soil from above.

0. 1852 C. W. HOSKINS Talpa 3 Water . . without even

a '

pocket
'

to run into for escape or concealment. 1881

RAYMOND Mining Gloss., Pocket... a natural underground
reservoir of water.

8. a. A wide pit-like hollow in a canon or

fissure, b. A deep glen or hollow among moun-

tains. C. A spot hemmed in on all sides by high

ground, d. A hollow cut out in wood-carving.
a. 1869 PHILLIPS Vesuv. ix. 250 Fissures., open sometimes

into pockets or cavities of larger area. 1884 J. G. BOURKE
Snake Dance Moquis ix. 86 The canon widened into a plea-

sant little pocket.
b 1885 ROOSEVELT Hunting Trips v. 128 In many of the

pockets or glens in the sides of the hill, the trees grow to

some little height.
C. 1897 BAILEY Princ. Fruit-growing 59 Ihe grower

should avoid flat lands which are hemmed in on all sides by

elevations, for these
'

pockets
'

arc nearly always frosty.

d. 1892 EL. ROWE Chip-carving (1895) 33 A combination

of triangles and diamonds all treated as sunk pockets.

9. A recess or cavity resembling a pocket in use

or position, as a. The slot for the reception of the



POCKET.

vertical side-pieces of a sash-frame; b. A re-

ceptacle in the cover of a book for a folded map,
etc. ;

c. A small cabin or coal bunker on board

ship; d. The trap of a weir in which fish are

caught.
81 YOUNG Ev. Man Ids own Mechanic 830 A close

l pocket-

ships. 1899 F. T. BULLEN Way Navy 95 In coaling ship

the work of distributing the coal throughout the series of

pockets that are plastered all around the engines and boilers

is of incredible severity. 1900 Journ. Win. of Rubruck

(Hakl. Soc.) Contents, Map to Illustrate the Two Journey.-.

. .In pocket.
10. A baggy place, a bulge (in a sail).

1899 Daily News 21 Oct. 3/4 The mainsails of both yachts
were glaringly faulty. There was a big pocket in the

Shamrock's, pinching her to leeward.

11. Racing. The position in which a competitor
is hemmed in by others and so has no chance

of winning. (Cf. POCKET v. i c. ) 1890 in Cent. Diet.

12. altrib. and Comb, (passing into adj.) a.

Adapted or intended to be carried in the pocket.
1611 in Crt. $ Times 7as. 1 (1849) I. 156 Here is a pro-

clamation coming out this day against pocket-dags, a 1625
FLETCHER & MASS. Cast. Country u. iii, Out with your

bodkin, Your pocket-dagyer, your stiletto. 1640 BfiOUE

Antipodes IV. ix, The multiplicity of pocket.watches. 1688

BOYLE Final Causes Xat. Things iv. 153 A pocket-dyal
with a magnet needle. 1697 DAMPIER Voy. round World

(1699) ii Directing our course by our Pocket Compasses.
1708 Lond. Gaz. No. 4422/8 Lost.., a large blue Turkey-
Leather Pocket-Case. 1715 Ibid. No. 5336/3 A neat Pocket

Edition of the Odes, .of Horace. 1740 J. WILLIAMSON (title)

The British Angler, or a Pocket-Companion for Gentlemen.
Fishers. 1793 BEDDOES Math. Evid. 138 It is not very easy
to believe, that words have the property of shutting up all

at once, like pocket telescopes. 1860 TYNDALL Glac. \. xxvii.

205, I., looked at the film of liquid through a pocket-lens.

1864 G. MEREDIIH Emilia xxxtv, I would buy a pocket,

dictionary at one of the ports.

b. Small enough to be carried in the pocket, or

figured as being so ; tiny, diminutive.
1621 Bp. MOUNTAGU .Diatribz 508 Two poore Ureuiarists,

with our small pocket-learning. 1856 EMERSON Eng. Traits,
Land Wks. (Bohn) II. 18 A pocket Switzerland, in which
the lakes and mountains are on a sufficient scale to fill the

eye and touch the imagination. 1860 READE Cloister fy H.
iv, Now this pocket-athlete [a dwarf] was insanely fond of

griping the dinner-table with both hands and so swinging.

O. (from 2.) Having reference to money; arising

from pecuniary considerations.

1705 in W. S. Perry Hist. Coll. Atncr. Col. Cli. I. 156 The
personal interest and pocket gain of one Single person. 1855

J. R. LEIFCHILD Corn-wall Mines 160 All persons are most

open to pocket arguments, and here came one.

d. Private, secret.

1818 CRUISE Digest (ed. 2) IV. 543 Being by a secret or

pocket deed to be defeated of the incumbrance he has

advanced his money for.

13. Special Comb. : pocket-borough, a borough
of which the parliamentary representation was
under the control of one person or family; pocket-
burner (humorous), a coin in the pocket (in

allusion to the saying used of one who cannot

keep money, that the coin burns a hole in the

pocket) ; t pocket-cloth, a pocket-handkerchief;
pocket-cutter, a thief who cuts pockets ; pocket-

expenses, small personal outlays ; pocket-filled

a., having the pockets full, rich ; pocket-fish =
ANGLER l i ; pocket-flap, pocket-lid, a lappet

covering a pocket ; f pocket-hay, pocket-net: see

quot. ; t pocket-hoop, a hoop consisting of two

parts, one worn on each hip, and serving as a

pocket; pocket-judgement : see quots. ; pocket-
like a., resembling a pocket; pocket-mouse,
a rodent of the family Saccomyidx ,

a pouched
mouse; pocket-pedlar U. S. (see qnot.) ; pocket-
plum = bladder-plum (BLADDEK 10) : see quots. ;

pocket-rat = GOPHER sb. 1 I ; pocket-sheriff :

see quots. ; f pocket-tortoise, a pocket tortoise-

shell comb
; pocket veto : see quot. See also

POCKET-BOOK, -HANDKERCHIEF, etc.

1856 Miss MULOCK J. Halifax xxiv, Satisfied that, ..

despite the unheard-of absurdity of a contested election, his

"pocket-borough was quite secure. 1877 BLACK Green Past.

iv, There was not half as much miscnief done by the old

rxjckct-borough system as there is
by_

this money qualifica-
tion. 1895 C. R. B. BARRETT Surrey iii. So Home Tooke. .

sat for the pocket borough of Sarum. 1848 KIXCSLEY
Saint's Trag. in. iv, One that, .never met you after a hail-

storm without lightening himself of a few *pocket-burners.
a 1704 T. BROWN T-JJO Oxf. Schol. Wks. 1730 I. 3 Cannot
I wipe mine eyes with the fair 'pocket-cloth 1885 Milnor
(Dakota) Teller 5 June 2/3 Deck hands on the steamer ..

were being robbed by "pocket-cutters among the rousta*

bouts. 1751 SMOLLETT Per. Pic. xxxiii, A purse, .to defray
her

*pocket-expenses
in her absence. 1886 W. J. TICKER

E. Europe 237 Let the empty titles and empty pockets
marry the title-mad and 'pocket-filled Jewesses. 1896
Westm. Gaz. 21 Feb. 8/1 The angler is known by various

names, including
* Pocket -fish, Sea-devil, Fishing-frog,Toad-

fish, Briarbot, and Wide-gab. 1704 Diet. Rust, et Urb.,

^Pocket-Hayes^ . . certain short Nets wherewith to take
Pheasants alive. ..They are about a yard long. 1790 R.
TYLER Contrast i, i, You really think the *pockct-hoop
unbecoming. 1834 PLANCHE Brit. Costume xxii. (1847) 416
The pocket hoop is ridiculed in 1780 by a print in which
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a girl so attired is placed beside a donkey laden with a pair I

of panniers. 1736-59 M. UACOX Abridgm. Law ofExecu-

(ion (1778) II. 331 The addition of the King's Seal, which

was never required to any Contract at Common Law, was
to authenticate and make the Security of a higher Nature

than any other then known, .thus it must be presumed from

the force of them, whicli is equal to Judgments of the

Superior Courts, they obtained the Name of Pocket Judg-
ments. iBjz Wkartons LawLcx, (ed. 5), Docket-judgment',

a statute-merchant which was enforceable at any time after

non-payment on the day assigned, without further proceed-

ings. 1890 Pall Mall G. 15 May 3/3 There is a new tailor-

made jacket called the ' Cavalier '...It falls down to the hips
and has heavy "pocket-lids and lappels. 1880 A. WILSON in

Gcntl. Mag. CCXLVI. 48 Nose, eyes, and ears . . arise as

*pocket-like ingrowths from the epiblast or outer layer of

the body. 1884 Casselfs Nat. Hist. III. 124 These animals .

\StKCOmyidsi\ .. by American writers.. are called
l> Pocket

Mice'. 1892 Nation (N. Y.) 28 July 66/1 *Pocket-pedlers
..who stand on the street corners with a bottle in one

pocket and a glass in the other, and will sell you a drink

in a doorway or a horse-shed. 1899 MASSEE Text-bk. Plant
Dis. 85

' *
Pocket-plums ',

or
'

Bladder-plums '. ..The . . dis-

ease of plum-trees .. caused by a minute parasitic fungus

[Exoascits priini}.. .Instead of developing into a normal

plum, .. grows .. into a deformed, useless structure. ..The
entire structure isdry, and notatall fleshy, .[and] also hollow,
the 'stone' containing the seed not being developed. 1902

Encyd. Brit. XXVIII. 560 2 Many of these Tapnrineae are

important parasites e.g. Pocket plumsand Witches' Brooms
on Birches, &c., are due to their action. 1765 BLACKSTONE
Comin. (1768) I. ix. 342 The practice of occasionally naming
what are called "pocket-sheriffs, by the sole authority of the

crown. 1809 CHRISTIAN Blackstonc's Comin. I. i.\. 341 note,

When the king appoints a person sheriff, who is not one of

the three nominated in the exchequer, he is called a pocket-
sheriff. It is probable, that no compulsory instance of the

appointment of a pocket-sheriff ever occurred. 1687 SEDLEV
Bcllam. Prol., Wks. 1722 II. 87 Nor Pemique comb'd, nor

*Pocket-TortoUe stirr'd. 1888 BRYCE Amcr. CoHtinu. 1
, I. 74

tiotc, If Congress adjourns within the ten days allowed the

President for returning the bill, it is lost. His retaining it

under these circumstances at the end of a session is popularly
called a '

^pocket veto '.

Pocket vlV'ket), v. [f. TUCKET sb. : cf. F.

pocheter (1610 in Godcf,}.]
1. trans. To put into one's pocket. Also with up.
1589 Pa.squilfs Cottnter-C. 4 The goodly frame of tin's

Common-Weale shall fall, and Banck-rouptes and Atheists

pocket uppe the peeces. 1615 DAY Festivals xii. (1615) 338
Yet would hee not pocket a Penny of it. 1631 MASSINGKR

Emperor East \. ii, Petitions not sweetened With gold,, .if

received, are pocketed, not read. 1749 SMOLLETT Gil Bl. \.

ii. I. 5, I stopt short, and pocketting my ducats in a great

hurry, took out some rials. 1861 HUGHES Tout Brown at

O.vf. xviii, He shut up and pocketed his sermon, and followed

his flock. 1899 F.T. &VLLEN LegSea-waif2ig Ourfriendly
hoveller pocketed his five pounds and departed.

b. To confine or enclose as in a pocket: in

quot. 1681, to imprison, (Chiefly \& passive,}
1681 DRVDEN Span. Fryar iv. ii, With Intent to sell the

publick Safety, And pocket up his Prince. 1877 WINCHELL
Kecotic. Sci. fy Ret. v. (1881) 100 It has been assumed that

energy maybe pocketed in portions of matter, to be let loose

on certain occasions. 1890 Cent. Diet. s. v., A pocketed
valve. 1897 Harper s Mag. Apr. 75 } The petty port of

Guaymas, pocketed on the California Gulf.

C. Racing. To hem in (a competitor) in front

and at the sides, so as to prevent him from winning.
1890 in Cent. Diet, 1901 Scotsman 16 Sept. 3/5 He tried

to squeeze through between Fleur d'Ete and Sidus, and for

his indiscretion he was very properly pocketed.

2. To take possession of for one's own, to appro-

priate : sometimes with implication of dishonesty.

1637 R. HUMPHREY tr. St. Ambrose 11. 41 Pocketing and

pursing up . . the fruits of other mens labours. 1769 Junins
Lett. xxix. (1799) I. 204 nott', She ordered every gown and
trinket to be sold, and pocketed the money. 1786 JEFFERSON
Corr. (1829) II. 1 1 They [the English] say, they will pocket our

carrying trade as well as their own. 1879 I. C. Cox Ch. of
Derbysk. IV. 77 These sums were pocketed by Edward VI,
or rather by his advisers. 1898 Fortn. Rev. Jan. 99 The
object of Sweden being .. to .. realise her long-cherished

hopes by quietly
'

pocketing
'

Norway.
3. fig. a. To take or accept (an affront, etc.)

without showing resentment ; to submit to, endure

meekly,
' swallow', f Formerly with up.

1589 GREENE Spanish Masquerade Wks. (Grosart) V. 273
Thus the great General! of Spaine was content to pockette
vppe this Dishonour to saue his life. 1595 SHAKS. John
nr. i. 200 Well ruffian, I must pocket vp these wrongs. 1621

MABBE tr. Aswan's Guzman d^Alf. i. 214 If he ..pocket a

wrong, and hold his hands, he is a coward. 1737 Common
Sense I. 139 Some great Men who can pocket up a Kick or

a Cuff with as good an Air as they cou'd a Bribe. 1769
Pollt. Register V. 229 Your grace would have pocketed the
affront. 1891 Leeds Mercury 2 May 7/1 The United States

must pocket the rebuff with a pleasant diplomatic smile.

b. To conceal, give no indication of, suppress

(pride, anger, or other feeling) ;
to refrain from

publishing (a report, letter, etc.); in U.S. politics

(of the President or the Governor of a State) : To
retain (a bill) unsigned, so as to prevent it from

becoming law (cf. pocket veto, POCKET sb. 13).
1610 SHAKS. Temp. n. i. 67, Ant. If but one of his pockets

could speake, would it not say he lyes? Seb. I, or very falsely

pocket vp his report. 1750 CHEST ERF. Lett. i Nov., Pocket
all your knowledge with your watch, and never pull it out
in company unless desired. 1878 Bosw. SMITH Carthage 115
The other generals, pocketing their pride, . , handed over the
undivided responsibility to Xanthippus. 1885 L. W. SPRING
Kansas 260 Legislators who. .could not be thwarted by any
such trifle as the pocketing of a bill.

4. Billiards, To drive (a ball) into one of the

pockets. (POCKET sb. 5.)

POCKET-HANDKERCHIEF.
1780 Char, in Ann. Reg. 16/1 It was absolutely necessary

to make it rebound from two different parts of the cushion

before it could pocket the other. 1873 BENNETT & 'CAVEN-
DISH

'

Billiards 481 After being pocketed or forced off the

table, the red ball must be spotted on the top spot.

5. To hold under private control ; esp. the repre-
sentation of a constituency. Cf. pocket-borough >

POCKET sb. 13.
i88z SCHOVI.ER Hist. U. S. I. 10 He was fond of his

State.., and loyal to some one of the blood families who
contended for the honor of pocketing the borough in which
he voted.

6. To furnish with pockets. (Chiefly in passive.}
1896 II 'cstm. Gaz. 22 Jan. 2/1 One block of beautiful wavy

white quartz was thickly pocketed, .with the yellow metal.

7. Path, and Siirg. To convert or form into a

pouch, cavity, or depression.
1885-8 FACGE & PYE-S.MITH Prlnc. Med. (ed 2) 11. 612

The exudation being so effused into the meshes of the

papilla: and Malpighian layer that the cavity is
'

pocketed
'

and shows a central depression or umbilicus. 1895 Syd.
Sec, Li\v.

t Pocketing (Mcd. and Sttrg-.), forming a pocket or

pouch ; . . a method of treating the pedicle in ovariotomy.
8. intr. To form pockets or bag-like recesses.

b. To pucker or become bagged, rare. U, S.

1614 CAMDEN AV/., Apparcll 234 Of the long pocketting
sleeues in the time of King Henry the fourth, Hocclme. .song.

1873 M us. WHITNEY Other Git h xxv, That carpet?, .why,
it hadn't begun to pocket yet. 1884 N. fy Q. 29 Mar. 259/1
In describing the pocketing sleeve of the twelfth and
thirteenth centuries, to draw attention to the fact that it

still exists in the heraldic charge known as the iimunch.

Hence Po'cketed ///. a., Po'cketing vbl. sl>.

and///, a.

*597 IJ^ l*t* Return Parnass. v. i. 1448 A lunaticke bawdie

trull, a pocketinge queane. 1614, 1884 Pocketing sleeve

(see S]. 1638 FOKIJ Fancies iv. i, The pocketing Of some

well-looking ducats. 1885-8 Pocketed [see 7].

Pocketable (pp-kutab'l), a. [f.
POCKET v. +

-ABLE.] That may be put or carried in the pocket.
a 1700 B. K. Diet. Cant. Crew, Portable, Pocketable. 1704
DURHAM in Phil. Trans. XXV. 1585 (2! These Instruments
are. .easily carried about,., the latter especially, which may
be made pocketable. 1853 Taif&MagJKX* 632 The volume
is small and pocketable. 1890 CLARK RUSSELL My Shipmate
Louise xv, There is pocketable booty in the mail-room.

Hence Poc'ketableness.

1891 Sat. Rev. 22 Aug. 230/2 Pocketableness. .is the great

point of a guide.

Pocket-book (pp'ketjbuk).
1. A small book, adapted to be conveniently

carried in the pocket. Now usually two words.

1617 Jamta Ling. Advt., To render the volume as portable
..and if not as a manual! or pocket-booke, yet a pectoral! or

bosome-booke, to be carried twixt ierkm and doublet. 1648
A. KOULEY (title) The Scholler's Companion, or a Little

Library, containing all the Interpretations of the Hebrew and
Greek Bible,.. brought into a Pocket Book. 1658 A. Fox
tr. If 'arts' Surg. n. Introd. 45 A small Enchiridium and

pocket book, easily to be carried about one. 1678 AUBRLY
in Ray's Corr. (1848) 129 A little pocket-book, which may
be of use where the larger tables cannot be had. 1882

SAINTSBCRY in Encycl. Brit. XIV. 318/2 La Rochefoucauld
ranks among the scanty number ofpocket-books to be read and
re-read with ever new admiration, instruction, and delight.

2. A book for notes, memoranda, etc., intended

lo be carried in the pocket ;
a note-book ; also,

a book-like case of leather or the like, having

compartments for papers, bank-notes, bills, etc.

1685 Land. Gaz. No. 2001 '4 Lost. ., a Pocket-Book, having
an Old Almanack in it of the Date of the Year 80 or 81.

1722 DE FoECW. yr(i84o) 130 A merchant's pocket-book,
or letter-case. 1797 HOLCROI-T Stolberg's Trav. (ed. 2) II.

Ivii. 325 A lady., makes a memorandum .. in her pocket-
book. 1867 TROLLOPE Chron. Barset I. i. 4 A cheque, .said

to have been stolen out of a pocket-book.
3. attrib. and Comb.
1819 /'. 0. Lond. Direct. 365 Wells, T., Pocket-book-maker.

a 1860 Tricks % Traps N. York 24 (Bartlett), No man, boy,
or greenhorn was ever yet victimized by the Pocket-book

Droppers, .who didn't have so strong a spice of the scamp
in Ins own composition, as to think he was coming a sure

and profitable swindle upon some one. Ibid.^ Pocket-book

Dropping may almost be considered as one of the by-gones.

1894 H. H. FURNESS Address 4 Our ideal Provost must
know the exact location in every rich man's body of the

pocket-book nerve.

f Pocketee*r. 06s. rare. [f. POCKET sd. + -EEB.]
A pickpocket.
c i6z6 Dick ofDevon, it. Iv. in Bullen 0. PI. II. 40, I am

no pocketeer, no diver into slopps: yet you may please to

empty them your selfe, good Don.

Pocketer (p^'ketai). [f.
POCKET v. + -EK'.]

One who pockets or appropriates.
1825 COBBETT Hist. Prot. Reform. \\, 176 The tyrant

was . . the great pocketter of this species of plunder. 1830
Fraser's Mag. I. 501 Nominal editor of the work, but regu-
lar pocketer of the salary.

Pocketful (pf'ket|ful). [f. POCKET sb. + -FUL.]
As much (of anything) as fills a pocket.
1611 COTGR., Pochle. a pocket-full, poke-full, sack-full, of.___ * _ f _i r- -A Ui__ un._ _. II

1866 LIVINGSTONE Last Jrnls. (1873) I. ii. 35 They are sitting

eating the pocketfuls of corn maize they have stolen.

Pocket-handkerchief (pp:ket,h0s-nk3JtJif).

A handkerchief carried in the pocket.
1781 MME. D'ARBLAY Diary May, She would wave a

wtijte

pocket-handkerchief out of the coach window. i8as I H.

LISTER Cranky x, I am sorry for the poor Duke ; he loses

his pocket handkerchief at Bath. 1861 MBS. CAHLYLK Lett.



POCKET-HOLE.
III. 90 Mr. C. saw fit to spread his pocket-handkerchief on
the grassland sit down on it.

Pocket-hole (pp-ke^hJul). The opening in

a garment through which the hand is put into the

pocket.
a 1658 CLEVELAND Pet. Poem 20 The Women call'd me

Woman, till the Fools Spy'd their Mistake thorough my
Pocket Holes. 1758 JOHNSON Idler No. 15 r 2 She walks.,
with her arms through her pocket-holes. 1801 JANE AUSTEN
Lett, (1884) I. 283 The jacket is all in one with the body,
and comes as far as the pocket-holes. 1900 CROCKETT
Fitting of Peats v. Love Idylls (1901) 35 Take that hand
out of your pocket-hole.

Pocket-knife (pp*ket|Q9vf). A knife with
one or more blades which fold into the handle, for

carrying in the pocket.
1727 Philip^ Quarll(i%i6) 42 Having nothing butapocket-

kmfe to cut it with. 1873 EMERSON Lett. $ Sac. Aims i. 16
When a boy finds that his pocket-knife will attract steel

filings and take up a needle.
attrib. 1896 Daily Neivs 21 Dec. 9/5 One of the largest

houses, .has nearly 100 pocket knife cutlers and grinders idle.

Pocketless (p^'kttiles), a. [f. POCKET sb. +

LESS.] Without a pocket; having no pocket.
1889 Chicago Advance 3 Jan., Ulster pockets are swept

out of existence. The women are pocketless again. 1897
J, A. GKAHAM On Threshold Three Closed Lands vii. 101
A scantily clothed and pocketless Lepopa crofter. 1903
Month Aug. 161 A charming billiard-room with a long
pocketless table.

FO'Cket-MVOney. Money carried in the pocket
for occasional expenses ; esp. that allowed to those
who have no other money under their control, as

schoolboys or schoolgirls.
1632 LITHCOW Trav. VIH. 345 We were both robbed of our

cloaks and pocket-moneys, a 1735 ARBUTHNOT John Bull
in. ,\x, One Monday-Morning, .he came, as usual, to bring
John Bull his Weekly Pocket-Money. 1838 LYTTON Alice
it. ii, He inquired compassionately, whether she was allowed

any pocket-money? 1883 TROLLOPE Autobiog. (ed. 2) I. i.

13 Every boy had a shilling a week pocket-money, which
we called battels, and which was advanced to us out of the

pocket of the second master.
attrib. 1838 DICKENS Nic/i. Nick. !, On pocket-money

day, that is to say, on Saturday. 1901 Daily Chron. 14 June
6/3 His advice to women was, 'Don't take up pocket-
money work '.

Po*cket-pi:cking. Ticking' of pockets:
see PICK v. 1

9 ; stealing from the pockets of others.

So Fo'cket-prcker, a pickpocket.
1622 ROWLANDS Good Newes <y Bad N. 42 A Pocket-picker

most exceeding braue (For true mens purses did maintains
the knaue). i66z PETTY Taxes x. Tracts (1769) 56 Such as
have abused their dextrous use of them [fingers] by pocket-
picking, counterfeiting of seals and writings &c. *759
STERNE Tr. Shandy I. xi, More, .people were bubbled out of
their goods and money by it in one twelvemonth, than by
pocket-picking and shop-lifting in seven. 1864 BURTON .&01
Abr. I.iv. 199 As naturally, .as the disappearance of watches
in a London mob is attributed to pocket -picking.

Po'cket-piece.
1. A piece of money carried in the pocket as

a charm, a '

lucky
'

coin
; often a coin which is for

some reason not current, or is damaged or spurious.
1706 Land, Gaz. No. 4200/4 Lost .., a Silver Snuff-box,.,

with some other Silver Things, Pocket-Pieces, and Money.
1716 Adv. Capt. R. Boyle (1768) 8 He soon knew the Piece to
be his Wife's, ..being the same he had some time ago given
her for a Pocket-piece. 1837 DICKENS Pickw. xlv, He got
two doubtful shillin's and sixpenn'orth o

1

pocket-pieces for

a good half-crown. 1005 SIR J. EVANS in Numismatic
Chron. HI. 312 The milfed sixpences [of Q. Eliz. 1561-75)..
were [not improbably] frequently treasured as pocket-pieces.
2. The socket or cavity on each side of a sash-

frame in which the weights run : see POCKET sb. 9 a.

1901 J. Black's lllustr. Carp, fy Build,, Home Handier.
48 We now work along the

*_pulley-stile
'
for a transverse

cut, which marks the extremity of the
'

pocket-piece ',
or

receptacle for the weights.

Po'cket-pi'stol. [See POCKET sb. 12.]
1. A small pistol to be carried in the pocket.
1612 S. MOUNTAGU in Buccleuch MSS. (Hist. MSS. Comm.)

I. 240 There are they say pocket pistols of five and six

inches. 1711 ADDISON Spect. No. 102 F 6 It shall make a
Report like a Pocket-Pistol. 1784-5 Chron. in Ann. Reg.
323/2 At Dover. .the large gun, well known by the name
of Queen Anne's pocket pistol. 1850 in McCrie Mem.
Sir A. Agntw xi. (1852) 277 It (a pamphlet) served him as
a pocket-pistol on such occasions.

3. humorous. A pocket spirit-flask.
c 1730 BURT Lett. N. Scotl. (1818) I. 298, I had always on
my journeys a pocket-pistol loaded with brandy mixed with
juice of lemon. 1864 BADBAGE Passages Life Pkilos, xvi.
218 A glass bottle enclosed in a leather case, commonly
called a pocket-pistol. 1882 McQuEEN in Macm. Mag.
XLVI. 162 The rests had been frequent on the road, as had
also been the applications to the pocket-pistols.

Pockety (pp-keti), a. [f. POCKET sb. + -Y.]
1. Of a mine or mineral deposit : Characterized

by pockets ; having the ore unevenly distributed.

1874 RAYMOND Statist. Mines % Mining 370 The vein is

irregular and pockety. 1877 Ibid. 177 Rich but 'pockety'
mineral deposits. 1896 Naturalist 289 The sandstones.,
and seams of lignite rapidly alternate one with another,
assuming lenticular, pockety and other forms.

2. Of the nature of a secluded hollow.

1893 E. L. WAKEMAN in Columbus (Ohio) Dispatch 18 May,
A tiny, pockety vale whose surface is almost level on either

side to the edges of noble wooded bluffs.

Po'ckify, v. ? Ot>$. [f.
POCKY al + -FY.] trans.

To make pocky : to infect with pox or syphilis.

Hence Po'okified ///. a.

1038

1624 GEE Foot out ofSnare 49 If the priests lungs bee but
a little vlcerated or pockified. 1638 A. Fox Wiirtz* Surg.
in. xvi. 265 If Mercury should be used to a wound of a
pockyfied party, that morbus would be rowzed. 1689
T. PLUNKET Char.Gd. Commander 26 Thou soul-destroying
. . vice, . . That dost effeminate and pockifie Those Creatures
called men. 1706 PHILLIPS, Pockified or Pocky t that has
got the French-Pox.

Po-ckily, adv. [f.
POCKY a.* + -LY^.] In a

pocky manner; with pox or syphilis.
i66tj NEEDHAM Med. Medicinal 136 A young Girl that was

pockily infected by one that gave her only a kiss as she was
dancing.
Po*ckiness. [f. as prec. + -NESS.] The con-

dition of being pocky.
1530 PALSGR. 256/1 Pockyne&se../faw//tff&. 1611 COTGB.,

Fossetterie^ pockinesse, or the being full of pock-holes. 1727
BAILEY vol. II, Pockiness^ pocky State or Condition.

t Fo-ckisli, a. Obs. [f. POCK sb. + -ISH *.]
Infected with pox (in quot., with small-pox).
1567 Q. MARY Let. in Robertson Hist. Scot. iv. an. 1567.

Note >it) [Darnley is called a] pockish man.
Pockmanteau. Sc. Also poke-, poak-, pack-,

-mantle, -manty, -manky. Corruption of PORT-

MANTEAU, confused \\i\\\pock, POKE, bag.
1583 Leg. Bp. St. Androis 564 How y l his packmantie

was niaed, I think it best for to declair. 1638 J. Row
Red-ShankesSerm. (1828) Bivb, They were posting to Rome
with a Poakmantie behind them, and what was in their

Poakmantie, (trow ye?) 1723 MESTON Poet. Wks.> Knight
9 Hearing his luggage and his lumber,. .In a pockmanteau
or a wallet. 1815 SCOTT Guy M. xlv, It's been the gipsies
that took yoar pockmanky when theyfand the chaise stickin'

in the snaw ! 1893 CROCKETT Stickit Minister 69 A man
canna gang aboot six year \vi' a pokemantie withoot seein'

soraethm' o' baith sides o' life.

Pock-pudding, Sc. var. POKE-PUDDING.
t Po ckwoocl. Obs.

[f. POCK sb. + WOOD sb.]
The wood of a tree of the genus Guaiacuni, for-

merly used for the cure of syphilis: = GUAIACUM
2, LIGNUM VIT* 2 : cf. pock-tree in POCK sb. 4.
b. attrib. Pockwood-tree : = GUAIACUM i,
LIGNUM VITJS i.

1590 HHSTER French-Pockes Piijb, Lignum Guaiacum^
commonly called Pockwood. 1600 J. POKY tr. Leo's Africa
ix. 357 That wood, .is used by the African phisicians for the

curing of the French poxe, whereupon it is commonly called

by the name of pock-wood. 1678 PHILLIPS (ed. 4), Pock-
wood-trec,..3.\\ Indian Tree, the Wood whereof is brought
over in great quantities, by reason of its great virtue, and
use in Physick. 1718 QUINCY Coinpl. Disp. 103 Holy-wood,
or Pock-wood is the Wood of a Tree that grows very tall in

the East-Indies. 1764 GRAINGER Sugar Cane \, 37 note,
The lignum vitx or pockwood -tree.

Pocky (p0'ki), sb. Sc. dial. [f. pock, POKE sb. 1

+ -Y, dim. suffix.] A small '

pock' or bag.
1889 BARBIE Window in Thrums^ xx. 190 There's the pocky

..ye gae me to keep the sewin' things in.

Pocky (pp'ki), tf.
1 Now rare. [f. POCK sb. + -Y.]

1. Full of or marked with pocks or pustules;

spec, infected with the pox (i. e., usually, syphilis).
c 1350 Nominate Gall.-Angl. 198 (E. E. T. S.) Femme ad

face vet'olee^ Woman hath face pokky \MS. polky]. 1483
Cath. Angl. 286/1 Pokky, porriginosus. 1530 TINDALE
Pract. Prelates Wks. (Parker Soc.) II. 313 Our fair young
daughter was sent to the old pocky king of France,
the year before our mortal enemy, a 1548 HALL Chron.,
Hen. VIII 47 b, The Dutchmen.. spake shamefully of this

manage, that a feble old & pocky man should mary so fayre
a lady. 16^0 PARKINSON Theat. Bot. 450 Under colour of

giving physicke to their pockie patients. 1730 SWIFT Lady's
Dressing-room 134 To him that looks behind the scene,
Statira's but some pocky queen. 1812-34 Good's Study
Med. (ed. 4) II. 601 note, A healthy wet nurse, getting a
sore nipple, in consequence of suckling a pocky child.

f b. As a coarse expression of reprobation or

dislike, or merely intensive. In quot. 1601 as adv.

(Cf. mangy.) Obs.

1598-9 B. JONSON Case is Altered^ v. ii, Plaguy boy ! he
sooths his humour j these French villains have pocky wits.

1601 DEACON & WALKER Answ. Darrel 79 Were not this

pockie good stu(fe..to pester your Pulpit withall? a 16x9
FLETCHER Bonduca v. rii, Oh villain, pocky villain ! 1663
DRYDEN Wild Gallant iv. i, But that's his pocky humour.
2. Pertaining to, or of the nature of, a pock or

pustule, or the pox (i.e., usually, syphilis; some-

times, small-pox); syphilitic or variolous.

1555 BRADFORD in Strype Eecl. Mem. (1721) III. App.
xlv. 135 With theyr pockeye plasteres and sores. 1600
ROWLANDS Lett. Humours Blood \x, 15 But neuer in like

pockie heate before. 1658 A. Fox Wiirtz* Surg. 11. xviii.

129 Mercurial Ointment is good for lameness and pocky
biles. 175* Phil. Trans. XLVII. 504 A pledgit dipp'd in

the pocky matter was applied to the excoriated part. 1822-34
Goods Study Med. (ed. 4) IV. 499 The pocky itch is so
denominated from the resemblance of the pustules to minute

small-pox. 1843 SIR T. WATSON Lect. Princ. Physic Ixxxix.

II. 781 This has needlessly been made a separate species
of itch, scabiespurulenta, pocky itch.

Pocky, a.* Sc. local. [i. pock, POKE aM+*T.]
Characterized by having pokes or bags ; baggy ;

popularly applied in Orkney to a form of cloud,
called by some mammato-cumnlus, the lower
surface of which consists of an assemblage of

rounded forms like small bags.
(Not in Eng. or general Sc. use.)
i86 C. CLOUSTON in A. Mitchell Pop. Weather Prog-

nostics Scotl. 15, I first observed this kind of cloud (cumu-
lous-like festoons of drapery) on 5th March 1822. .. When
properly developed, it was always followed by a storm or

gale within twenty-four hours. It is called
*

Pocky cloud
'

POD.

by our [Orkney] sailors. 1867 Explan. Pop. Weather
Progn. Scotl. Prcf. 4 The festooned or pocky cloud. Ibid.

14. 1880 C. LEY in Nature XXI. 210/2 The clouds which
have been in England [i.e. in Orkney] denominated *

pocky
clouds '. 1887 AbERCROMBV Weather iii. 78 In Orkney, this
is known as the '

pocky cloud
', and is there usually followed

by a severe gale of wind.

II Poco-CUrante (po'k<?,kra-nte), a. and sb.

[It., f. poco little + curante, pr. pple. of curare
to care : L. curare.] a. adj. Caring little

; care-

less, indifferent, nonchalant, b. sb. A careless or

indifferent person ; one who shows little interest or
concern.

1763 STERNE Tr. Shatuiy VI. xx, Leave we my mother
(truest of all the Foco-curante''s of her sex !) careless about
it. 1815 MOORE Mem. (1853) II. 76 That idlest of all poco-
curante places, Dublin. 1823 PRAED Troubadour \. 74
Pococurante in all cases Of furious foes, or pretty faces.

1881 Sat. Rev. 9 July 32/1 Lord Granville's pleasant faculty
of pococurante conversation.

Hence Po co-cura*iitisli
., having zpoco-citranU

character, somewhat careless; Po co-cura'iitism,
-teism, the character, spirit, or style of a poco-
airattte\ indifference; indifferentism.
1821 Examiner 491/1 Criticism has been a little Poco-

curantish of late years, i&z^/bid. 250/1 This poco-curaniish
disposition. 1831 MOORE Mem. (1854) VI. 228 So far did
this poco-curantism of theirs extend, that, even in the

trifling article of franking, not one of them.. ever offered,
when in office, to be of any service to me. 1833 ARNOLD
in Stanley Life (1845) I. vii. 419, I suppose that Poco-
curanteism (excuse the word) is much the order of the day
amongst young men. 1846 HT. MARTINEAU Hist. Peace III.

v.
ii.^

202 His great and fatal fault., his affectation of

scepticism and pococuranteism, 1882 Times i Mar., The
House of Commons was counted out. ..This demonstration
of pococurantism may be thought somewiiat surprising after

the heat and storm of the past few days.

Pocok, obs. form of PEACOCK.

Pocones, -is : see PUCCOON.

II Focosin, poquosin (p<*k<7'sin). Amer.
Also 7 poquosin, -011, (8 percoarson, -koson),

8-9 poc(c)oson, 9 pocasan. [Algonquin/^(///^/.
According to W. W. Tooker in Amer. Anthropologist

term therefore . . was to indicate or describe a locality where
water ' backed up' in spring freshets, or in rainy seasons,
and which by reason of [this] became more or less marshy or

boggy.' As the name of a river in Virginia, the word is found
as early as 1635.]

In Southern U. S., A tract of low swampy ground,
usually wooded ; a marsh, a swamp.
1709 J. LAWSON Hist. Carolina 26 The Swamp I now

spoke of, is not a miry Bog, . . but you go down to it thro' a

steep Bank, at the Foot of which, begins this Valley. . .The
Land in this Percoarson, or Valley, being extraordinary
rich, and the Runs of Water well stor'd with Fowl. Ibid.

57 We lay in a rich Perkoson, or low Ground, that was hard-

by a Creek, and good dry Land. 1711 in Virginia Mag.
Hist, fy Biogr. V. (1897) July 9 The rest carried the horses

3 mile through a terribly myery Pocoson to a verry great
marsh to a River side. 1760 WASHINGTON Writ. (1889) II,

163 Black mould taken out of the Pocoson on the creek side.

1784 J. F. D. SMYTH Tour U. S, I. 106 Rode along upon
a wooden causeway, through a marsh, which is here [North
Carolina] called a poccoson. 1875 W. C. KERR Rep. of the

Geol. Survey ofN. Carolina 1. 15 There is a large aggregate
of territory {between 3,000 and 4,000 square mites), mostly
in the counties bordering on the seas and the sounds, known
as Swamp>

Lands. They are locally designated as '

dismals
'

or
'

pocosins ', of which the great Dismal Swamp on the

borders of North Carolina and Virginia is a good type.

1895 Educat. Rev. Nov. 358 The various stages of sound,

lagoon, salt marsh, and pocoson are too familiar.

Pocques, obs. form ofpocks : see POCK sb.

-j-Poculary, (sb.) Obs. rare 1
, [ad. mod.

L. pdcu/ari-us, f. pocul-um cup : see -ABY *.] Per-

taining to a cup, i. e. to drinking ;
in quot. absol.

as sb. A pardon or indulgence for drinking.
Erroneously explained as= *cup' by Davies, whence in

other Diets. : cf. note s. v. MANUARY on the same passage.

1537 tr. Latimer"s Serm. bef. Convoc. Djb,Some brought
forth canonizations, some expectations, some pluralities and

unions, some tot-quots and dispensations, some pardons,
and these of wonderful variety, some stationaries, some

jubilaries, some pocularies for drinkers, some manuaries for

handlers of relicks. .some oscularies for kissers.

Pocula'tion. nonce-wd. [As iff. L. *pdcitlarl to

frequentthecup,f./t*:/-ttw(seeprec.) : see -ATION.]

Drinking (of wine or other intoxicating liquor).

1837 New Monthly Mag. XLIX. 580 Theart of peculation,
if so it may be termed, being of the highest antiquity, and
the claims of Bacchus as the inventor of the art being

unquestioned.

t Po'Ciileiit, a. Obs. rare. [ad. L. pocttlentus

drinkable.] Fit for drinking; furnishing drink.

1636 BACON Sylva 630 Some of those Herbs, which are

not Esculent, are notwithstanding Poculent; As Hops,
Broom.

Fociiliforni (pf?*ki#Iif^jm), a. Nat. Hist. [f.

L. pocul-um (see POCULABY) + -(I)FOBM.] Of the

form of a cup or drinking-vessel ; cup-shaped.
1832 LINDLEY Introd. Bot. iv. 379 Poculiform , cup-shaped,

with a hemispherical base and an upright limb; nearly

the same as campanulate. 1887 W. PHILLIPS Brit. Dis-

iomycetes 55 Cup poculiform, oblique, substipitate.

Pocyll(e : see POCILL.

Pod (ppd)i sb>1 [Origin obscure : it does not

seem to be connected with the later word POD sb.%]



POD.

1. The earlier form of PAD st>.3 8 : the socket of
a brace in which the end of the bit is inserted.

'573 TUSSER Husb. (1878) 36 Strong exeltred cart, that is

clouted and shod, Cart ladder and wimble, with percer and
pod. 1823 P. NICHOLSON Pract. Build. 254 The lower part
of the other limb of the stock is of brass, which is fixed

by means of a screw passing through two ears of the brass

part, and through the solid of the wood. This brass part
is called the pod, and is furnished with a mortise, in the
form of a square pyramid, for receiving different pieces of
steel, which are secured by means of a spring in the pod.
Ibid., Bits are those pieces of steel which are inserted in
the pod.

b. ' The straight channel or groove in the body
of certain forms of augers and boring-bits '.

1890 in Cent. Diet.

2. Comb, pod-bit : see quot.
1875 KNIGHT Did. Mech., Pod-bit, a boring-tool adapted

to be used in a brace. It has a semicylindrical form, a
hollow barrel, and at its end is a cutting lip which projects
in advance of the barrel.

Pod (ppd), i/i.2 [A comparatively recent word,
first found with its compounds and derivatives
late in 171!) c. Origin unknown.
/Wand/WVrappear first c 1680, the latter being known

earlier than the former ; PODWARK occurs 1584, but in origin
is not certainly a compound of pod. The earlier word for

pod^ was cod, spec, in pease-cod; in 1681 fodders were ex-
plained as

'

pease-cod gatherers about London '.]

1. A seed-vessel of a long form, usually dry and
dehiscent ; properly of leguminous and cruciferous

plants ; a legume or siliqua ;
but often extended to

other long fruits.

1688 R. HOLME Armoury n. 85/1 The pod, or berry; is
the first knitting of fruit, when the Flower is fallen off.

1706 PHILLIPS, Pod, the Husk of any Pulse. 1731-3 MILLER
Card. Diet. s. v. Pisuttt, Causing their Leaves to flag, and
their Blossoms to fall off without producing Pods. 1760
J. LEE Introd. Bat. i. vi. (1765) 13 Siliqna, a Pod, is a
Pencarpium of two Valves. 1764 GRAINGER Sugar Cane

1039

. 604 note. The pods [of the cacao].. seldom contain less
than thirty nuts of the size of a flatted olive. 1783 MARTYN
Rousseau's Bot. iii. (1794) 38 You will understand this dis-
tinction, .if you open the pod of a pea and of a stock at the
same time. 1807 j. BARLOW Cohimlt. n. 501 From opening
pods unbinds the fleecy store. 1833 R. WALKER Flora
Ox/ordsh. 210 The singular figure of the pods of the Horse-
shoe vetch must strike the most casual observer. 1866
Treas. Bot., Pod, the capsule or seed-case of leguminous
and cruciferous plants, those of the former being called
legumes, and those of the latter siliques, and silicules. 1882
MRS. RIDDEI.L Daisies f, B. 1. 114 Where the broad-beans
are now in pod. 1904 Speaker 23 Apr. 90/1 He gained
a copper to buy some pods of red pepper to season the
coarse bread. 1905 Ibid. 30 Dec. 322/1 These poems are as
like as peas in a pod.
2. transf. a. The cocoon of the silk-worm, b.
The case or envelope of the eggs of a locust.
1753 HANWAY Trav. (1762) I. v. Ixiii. 291 The size which

we usually most esteem, is wound off sixteen or eighteen
pods

or cocoons. 1880 Times 10 Nov. 4/6 The cases or
pods

'

(as they are called from their shape) of locusts' eggs
1884 J. G. WOOD in Sunday Mag. May 307/1 When these
(locusts') eggs are laid, they are enclosed in a horny
envelope called a '

pod ', each pod containing thirty-five
eggs.
3. A large protuberant abdomen, dial.
a 1825 FORBY Voc. E. A nglia, Pod, a fat protuberant belly.

1888 Berkshire Gloss., Pod, a large stomach.
4. A purse-net with a narrow neck for catching

eels. Also pod-net.
1882 Blackw. Mag. Jan. 103 The pods are hauled into the

boat and detached from the main net and their contents
emptied into a tub. 1883 G. C. DAVIF.S Nor/oik Broads
xxxii. (1884) 246 The eels passing down the river make their
way into the long 'pods' through the narrow necks or
apertures of the stops, and cannot find their way back.
1892 Longman's Mag. Nov. 88 In this long wall of net are
three or four openings, to which purse-nets, about eighteen
feet long, stretched on hoops.. are attached, the far ends
being closed. These '

pods
'

as they are called, are extended
down stream and attached to stakes in the river bottom,
their positions being marked by floats. 1893 J. WATSON
Con/. Poacher 09 The method of working the pod-net is the
same in principle.

1 6. The blade of a cricket-bat. Ots.
1833 NYREN Yng. Cricketer's Tutor in When the practice

of bowling length balls was introduced . . it became absolutely
necessary to change the form of the bat... It was therefore
made straight in the pod. 1850 'BAT' Crick. Man. 31
Instead . . of the curved form of the pod, it was made straight.

V i

Harull>k. Cricket
(Rtldg.) n The regulation size of

the bat is thirty-eight inches in Jength, of which twenty,one inches are taken up by the pod, or, according to the
more modern term, the blade.

6. atlrib. and Comb., as pod-flower, -seed; pod-
bearing, -like, -shaped adjs. ; pod-fern, a name of
Ceratopteris thalictroides, a peculiar tropical
aquatic fern, the fertile fronds of which are divided
into linear and somewhat siliquose segments;
pod-lover, collector's name of a noctuid moth,
Dianthcecia capsophila ; pod-pepper, a common
name for capsicum ; pod-shell, an American kind
of razor-shell, Pharus

; pod-shrimp, an entomo-
stracan having the carapace hinged lengthwise
upon its back, so as to close like a bivalve shell.
l878 J- R- LUMBY in Queen's Printers' Bible-Aids Gloss. s.v.

u
' Pulse '" 2 Sam. xvii. 28 means "pod-bearing plants,such as beans, pease, or lentils. 1776 MICKLE tr. Camoens'

Dij/S 3
_

e'low *pod-flowers every slope adorn. 1697i,,
i j ,

pod-like Fruit.

XIX - 36 W
.

- 36 Wants of a strange Nature, bearing
1776 WITHERING Brit. Plants (1796) I.

260 A very long pod-like capsule. 1866 ROGERS Agrif. S,
Prices \. iii. 51 The cheapest corn year is the dearest for

'pod-seed. 1830 LINDLEY Nat. Syst. Dot. 20 Fruit .. "pod-
shaped and dehiscent. 1877 Kncycl. Brit. VI. 663/2 Nelmlia
..seems but the puny and degenerate representative of the
once giant "pod-shrimps of Silurian times.

t Pod, -f/'.3 06s. [Origin obscure. Cf. early mod.
Fris. pudde 'mustela piscis' (Kilian).] A young
jack or pike (fish).

1587 HARRISON England ni. iii. (1878) 11. 18 The pike as
he ageth, receineth diuerse names, as from a frie to a gilthed,
from a gilthed to a pod, from a pod to a iacke, from a iacke
to a pickerell, from a pickerell to a pike, and last of all to
a luce.

Pod, JiM orig. U.S. [Origin unknown.] A
small herd or '

school
'

of seals or whales, or some-
times of other animals

; a small flock of birds.

1832 D. WEBSTER Let. to White 14 Sept. in Priv. Corr.
(1857) I. 526 We saw several small pods of coots go by
1840 F.D. BENNETT Whaling l-'iy. II. 171 The Sperm Whale
is gregarious; and usually occurs in parties, which are
termed by whalers ' schools

'

and '

pods '. 1897 Speaker
16 Jan. 68/2 The 'bachelors' (seals] are driven into pods.
1898 F. T. BULLEN Cruise Cachalot v. 36 Small pod o cows
[whales], an one 'r two bulls layin' off to west'artl of 'em
Pod (ppd), v.l

[f.
POD rf.2]

1. intr. To bear or produce pods.
1734 CfRTEis in Phil. Trans. XXXVIII. 273, I planted

six Beans in a Pot, ..they bloom'd as freely as those which
are planted in the Ground, but did not pod so well, having
not above a pod or two on each Plant. 1762 MILLS Sys?.
Pract. ////>. I. 464 1'he best way to make peas pod well.
"833 Ridgemont Farm Rep. 141 in Libr. Use/. Kno-.rl.,
Husb. Ill, Beans certainly pod much better when not
crowded together. 1893 Westm. Gaz. 17 June 6/2 The
peas have failed to pod, and are being cut for fodd

PODDED.
I podagre. 1578 LYTE Dodoens m. xv. 337 Good for podagres
and aches ot ioyntes.

t Poda'gre, a. and s/>.
2 Obs. Also 4 podagere,

4-5 potagre. [a. OF. (F.) podagre, a. L. podager,
-grum (Ennius), ad. Gr. noSaypos adj., pertaining
to gout : see PODAORA.]
A. adj. Of or pertaining to gout ; suffering

from gout, gouty.
13.. Cursor Af. 11825 (Fahf.) pe gutte podagre [C. be

potagre, G. podagere, Tr. potagre] es il to bete. (-1422
HOCCLEVE Jereslatis's Wi/e 713 Potagre and gowty & halt
he was eek. 1433 LVDG. A'. Edmund III. 649 Oon was
podagre in handis, leggis, knees.
B. sli. A sufferer from gout.

1836 E. HOWARD K. Kce/er xxviii, The port-admiral, for
such was the ancient podagre.

Podagric (podrvgrik), a. and sb. [ad. I., poda-
gric-its, a. Gr. TTodaypiKos of or pertaining to goul,
f. iroKdypa, PODAGRA.]
A. adj. Of or pertaining to gout ; gouty.

1702 Fi,,vnn Coldliaths I. ii. (1709)44 Both Hot and Cold
\Vater are good . .for Podagric!; Pains without Ulcers. 1822-
34 food's .Study Mtd. (ed. 4) II. 292 The. .constitution of a

podagric patient. 1889 <!KEI TON Memory's Ifarkb. 197 In
later life,, .somewhat podagric by inheritance.
B. s/i. A sufferer from gout.

1737 Gent/. Jt/af. VII. 56 We podagricks yon know,'

t Poda'grical, a.

prec. adj.

.

[f. .is prec. + -AL.]

eas have failed to pod, and are being cut for fodder. '57* FLEMING Paiwf>. Epist. 237 If you meane not to beget
2. trans. To gather (peas, etc.) in the pod.

to i'our selfe llle Podagricall disease for your daughter.
1805 R. W. DICKSON Pract. Agric. II. 587 The business

'
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of picking or podding the peas is usually performed by the
labourers at a fixed price.
3. To hull or empty (peas, etc.) out of the pods.
1902 Encycl. Brit. XXVI. 558/1 By the aid of modern

machinery, .the peas are podded by a 'huller '.

4. intr. To swell out like a pod.
1890 Columbus Dispatch g July, Twelve intelligent eyes

podded until one could have snared them wilh grape vines
Hence Po'ddiug vbl. si>., the production or

formation of pods.
1766 Compl. Farmer s.v. Pease, Both these kinds of. .peas

are particularly apt to degenerate, and become later in their
podding. 1893 Times 6 July 4/6 Spring sorts [of beans] shed
their flowers without podding.

Pod, .
a Now dial. [Origin obscure.] trans.

To prod, to poke.
1530 PALSGR. 66r/2, I podde. 1570 LEVINS Manip. 155/38To Podde, or porre, pnngere. 1878 Cumtld. Gloss., Pod,

to poke. 1903 Eng. Dial. Diet, s.v., He podded mi i' t'ribs
wi his walkin' stick.

Hence Po-dder, one who prods.
a 1640 JACKSON Creed x. xxxix. 19 To use some in our

parliaments as their podders, to drive us into it

Pod, zv' [f. POD rf.-t] trans. To drive (seals,
etc.) into a 'pod' or bunch for the purpose of
clubbing them.
1887 Fisheries o/ U.S. Sect. v. II. 366 note, A singular

lurid green light suddenly suffuses the eye of the fur-seal at
intervals when it is very much excited, as the '

podding
'

for
the clubbers is in progress. 1897 Speaker 17 Jan. 68/2
Females [seals] are often podded with the '

bachelors '.

'

Pod : see PAD rf.i, toad, frog ;
also PODE.

t Po-dage. Ol>s. rare- 1
, [ad. med.L. poda-

gium (1259 in Du Cange), variant of pedagiam.']= PEDAGE : see quot. c 1425 s. v.

II Podagra (podagra, podse-gra). Med. [L.
podagra, a. Gr. nooaypa gout in the feet, lit. a trap
for the feet, f. rovs, iroS- foot + aypa a catching.]
Gout in the feet; by extension, gout generally.
1398 TREVISA Earth. DeP. X.vil. Iviii. (Bodl. MS.), Podagra

is a sore yuel in be feete and namelich in be wrestes and
in soles. 1460 CAPCRAVE Chrmi. (Rolls) 40 Podegra, and that
seknes thei sey Cometh of grete plente of mete and mech
rest. 1596 DALRYMPLE tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. iv. 250 The
Podagra or Gout, quhilk of the Vehemencie of calde he
contracted, Vttlrhe ouirthrew his preclare Jugementis. 1799Med. Jrnl. 1. 149 According to the opinion of the celebrated
Prof, fode, . . hypochondriasis is merely an imperfect poda-
gra residing in the stomach and bowels. 1876 tr. Wagners
Gen. Pathol. 577 True gout, Podagra, consists, according
to some, of the decreased excretion of uric acid by the urinary
organs and an accumulation of it within the blood.

Podagral (pp'dagral),a. [f. PODAGRA + -AL.]Of or pertaining to gout ; gouty.
1822-34 Good's Study Med. (ed. 4) II. 685 A long train of

r, ...... ",. ,
"/ J "" nmawoi urutf.3 <yJ>r,dals I. n. 159 The land of gouty humours and podagra!

sufferers.

t Poda'gre, si.1 Obs. Forms : 3 poudagre,
4-6 podagre, 4-5 potagre, 5 potacre. [a. OF.
podagre, ad. L. podagra: see PODAGRA. (The
popular repr. of podagra in OF. was poacre, pou-
acre.)] = PODAGRA.
c 1290 S. Eng. Leg. I. 424/128 In his fot ane hole goute,

Pat poudagre icleopeod is. 1340 HAMPOLE Pr. Consc. 2903bom sal haf in alle (rair lymmes obout, For sleuthe, als he

vr
a
?Rjr Jl P?'-,.,

1?8 TREVIS* *<"<* D'P- R- v".
vin. (Bodl. MS.), Gelded men haue not podagre for bei
serueb nought venus. c 1440 Promp. Pan: 411/1 Potacre
2.
r
..P?<fcgr

e
' sekenesse, potagra. 1486 Bk. SI. Altans

t, uj b, When yowre hawkes fete be swollyn she hath the

held in the hand of one that is podagricall doth either cure
or give great ease in the gout. 1672 Phil. Trans. VII.
4028 Some Podagrical people,., happening to be seixed by
the Plague, lost the Gout, and recover'd of the Plague too.

Podagrous (pc'dagras), a. [ad. 1 .. podagrffsns

j

gouty, {.podagra: see PODAGRA and -ot's. So obs.

V.podagreux (Godef.).] Gouty.
1851 COCKERELL in Lady Holland Mem. Syd. Smith (1855)

I. 249 A podagrous disposition of limbs. 1863 SALA in

Temple Bar Mag. VIII. 73 If it be a crime to be heredi-
tarily podagrous, take me to the Tower.
t Fo dagry. Obs. rare. [a. obs. F. podagric

gout (i6th c. in Godef.), on med.L. type *poJagria,
'

f. Gr. noSaypus : see PODAGRE
a.']

= PODAGRA
;

in

quot., dodder, or the condition of a plant infested
with it < a sense of OF. podagre and med.lpotfagra).
[1640 PARKINSON Theatr. Bot. n Cuscuta .. upon Line or

Flax, called Podagra Lini and Angina Lini.} 1657
TOMLINSON Renou's Disp. 237 They, .mistake, who take the
podagry of other plants for true Cuscuta and Epithyme.
Podal (ppo-dal), a. Zool. [irreg. f. Gr. now,

iroS- foot + -AL.] Belonging to feet, or foot-like

organs ; spec . applied to a membrane fringing the
outer margin of the neuropodia and notopodia or
ventral and dorsal foot-stumps of certain Annelida.
1896 Cambr. Nat. Hist. II. 323 The podal membrane

reaches to the tip of the gill in the anterior segments
II Podalgia (podse-ldaia). [mod.L., f. Gr. wovi,

iroS- foot + dA/yos pain.] Pain in the foot, as from
gout, rheumatism, or the like.

1842 in PUNGLISON Med. Lex. 1895 Syd. Soc. Lex., Pod.
algia, pain in the foot : almost the same as Podagra.
Podalic (fwdarlik), a. [irreg. f. Gr. wotis, TroS-

foot, after cephalic.'} Of or pertaining to the feet.
Podalic version (Obstetrics}, the operation of changing the

position of the foetus so as to bring the feet to present in
delivery.

1890 in Cent. Diet. 1899 Syd. Soc. Lex., V{ersion\, podalic,
[an operation in obstetrics] when one or both feet are
brought down. 1900 Lancet 30 June 1886/1 Its aim being'

podalic ',
as it was to bring the lower limb to present.

Podar, dial. Also poder. [app. a. Cornish

podar rotten, worthless.] A local name of MUNDIC
or copper pyrites.
[1754 BORLASE Aniifj. Cormu. Cornish-Eng. Voc. 403/2

Podar, rotten: corrupt: id. Mundic: ugly.] 1816 PARIS
Guide Mount's Bay ff Land's End 117 Upon the first

discovery of copper ore, the miner, to whom its nature was
entirely unknown, gave it the name of Poder. .. About the
year 1735,.. Mr. Coster a mineralogist of Bristol observed
this Poder among the heaps of rubbish.

II Podarthritis (p^dajbrai-tis). Med.
[f. Gr.

iroS- (see Pouo-) + ARTHRITIS.] Inflammation of

joints of the foot.

1857 in DUNGLISON Diet. Med. Sc.

Poddasway, obs. Sc. f. PADUASOT.
Podded (p^-ded), a. [f. POD sb2 + -ED 2.]
1. Bearing pods; leguminous; growing (as a

seed) in a pod.
1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp. s.v. Lotus, The yellow, podded,

sea lotus, with a thick, fleshy, and smooth leaf. 1762 MILLS
Syst. Pract. Husb. I. 465 In the culture of this, and
indeed of all other podded grains. 1805 R. W. DICKSON
Pract. Agric. 1 1. 622 For cleaning and earthing up different
sorts of podded crops. 1869 RUSKIN Q. of Air (1874) 94
Podded seeds that cannot be reaped, or beaten, or shaken
down, but must be gathered green.
2. fig. (transl. F. cossu podded, fig. well-off.)

\Yell-off, comfortable, snugly secure from harm.

1889 Spectator 16 Nov., The working city being tainted
with the deep envy of superiors, and especially of superiors

leading joyous or '

podded
'

lives as the French describe



FODDER.
the lives of well-to-do citizens. 1895 Ibid. 21 Dec. 886/1

They may trade with profit and live on the profit in podded
luxury.

Fodder l
(pp'foi). [f.

Pon sb. 2 or v. 1 + -F.K l
;

orig. a local term.] A person employed in gather-

ing peas in the pod.
1681 BLOUNT Glossogr. (ed. 5\ Fodders, Pescod-gatherers

about London, so called. 1706 PHILLIPS, rodders, poor
People employ'd to gather Pease, Pease-cod Gatherers.

1765 GOLDSM. Kss. Misc. Wks. 1837 I. 248 Those who have
seen, .the weeders, podders, and hoppers, who swarm in the

fields. 1805 R. W. DICKSON Pract. Agric. II. 587 The
expence of gathering green peas is different, according to

the difficulty of procuring podders [etc.]. 1884 Cheshire

Gloss., Podder,. .one who gathers field peas for market.

Fodder 2
: see PODWARE.

Fodder ^
: see under POD v.-

t Fo'ddinger. Obs. exc. dial. Forms : 5

puddyngare, 6 podenger, -ynger, (dial. -9)
poddinger, 8 podinger. [An altered form of

POTTINGER, perh. associated withpodyng, PUDDING.

(Intermediate between fottinger and porringer:
cf. PODDISH, PODDIDGE.)] = POTTIXGER.POURINGER.
1483 Catft. Angl. 293/1 A Puddyngare, titcetarius, tuce-

taria. 1533 in Weaver Wells H-'i7/s (1800) i A broken

krock, a plater, a podynger and a sawcer. 1552 Bury ll'~ills

(Camden) 142, iiij
r pewter disshes^ sixe sawcers, iij pod-

dingers. 1599 AcCt-Bk, IV. ll'raym Antiquary XXXII.
243, iiij podengers. 1721 in Girl's Own P. (1886) VII. 627
Put ye soup into it [a stewpan] by podingers, and lett

every podinger full boyle up as you put it in. ri8i2 T.
WILKINSON in Gilpin I'op. Poetry (1875) 204 Pocldingers on

ivery truncher stood.

Po'ddish, poddidge. Now dial. Also 6

podeoh, 6-7 podge. 9 aial. podditch. [Altered
form of POTAGE, POTTAGE, perh. due to some

analogy : cf. PODDINGER.] = POTTAGE, PORRIDGE
;

now chiefly applied to oatmeal porridge.
1528 TIN-DALE Obed. Chr. Man 130 Vf the podech [irks.

1573 porage] be burned to or the meate over rosted, we
saye, the bysshope hath put his fote in the potte [etc.].

a 1590 Marr. IVit fy IVistt. (1846) 50 How saist thou,

Hodge, What, art thou hungrie ? wilt thou eat my podge?
1611 COTGR., Rrouet,. . any liquor, podge, or sauce, of the

thicknesse, or consistence of that whereof pur pruine-tarts
are made, c 1746 COLLIER (Tim Bobbin) View Lane. Dial.
Wks. (1862) 68 Boh it leet weell atth' Podditch wur naw
scawding. 1869

' EAVESDROPPER
'

/'///. Life 4 (E. D. D.), 1

can git poddige for niysel' and t' barns. 1886 HALL CAISE
Sen of Hagar I. vii, I know the way to my mouth witb a

spoonful of poddish, and that's all. Hid. n. xv, May they
never lick a lean poddish-stick.

Poddock, dial. f. PADDOCK rf.i, frog, toad.

Po'ddy, a. colhq. [f. POD sb? i- -Y.] Corpu-
lent, obese.

1844 E. FITZGERALD Lett. (1889) I. 138 It is a grievous
thing to grow poddy : the age of Chivalry is gone then.

t Pode. Obs. Also 6 poade. [Parallel form of

PAD sl>y\ A toad : perh. also applied to other

creatures reputed to be venomous ;
also transf. to

persons.
c 1250 [see PAD sl>.

1

i]. c 1425 Cast. Persez<. 810 in Macro

or podys or vermyn. 1528 Rov & BARLOW Rede me ( Arb.) 43
Was nott theare one called Coclaye, A littell pratye foolysshe

poade?.. Yett men saye he lacketh no gall. More venemous
then any toade. 1549 CHALOSER Erasmus on Folly Qj,Thei
good podes are wholy addicted to fooles and trifle-talkers.

Pode, obs. form of POOD.

Podel, podell(e, obs. forms of PUDDLE.
Fodeon (p^-dz'^n). Entom. rare. [a. Gr. iroStwv

a narrow end, f. irotit, iro5- foot.] A term for the

petiole in the petiolate Hymenoptera : see quots.
1841 E. NEWMAN Introd. Hist. Insects 144 The sixth seg-

ment, podeon or peduncle, is usually much smaller than
either of the preceding. 1844 GOSSE in Zoologist II. 587
That segment which Mr. Newman has called

is furnished with a curious hooked spur.

Poder, variant of PODAB.
II Podesta (podesta-). Also 6-8 podestate,

7-8 podestat. [It. podesta :-OIt. podestate :-

\^.potestatem, power, authority, hence public officer,

magistrate. So F. podestat (1762 in Diet. Acati.).]
a. A governor appointed by the Emperor
Frederick I (Barbarossa) over one or more cities of

Lombardy. b. A chief magistrate elected annually
in mediaeval Italian towns and republics with

judicial functions and almost unlimited powers.
Also transf. c. A subordinate judge or magis-
trate in modem Italian municipalities.
1548 T. HOBY Trav. (1902) 10 No man weareth his weapon

within the town, but such as are licensed by the Podesta.
1589 PUTTENHAM Eng. Poesic III. xxv. (Arb.) 308, I haue
senc of the greatest podestates and grauest iudges and
Presidentes of Parliament in Fraunce. 1630 R. Johnson's
Kingd. f; Commw. 135 [In London] we have a Podesta, or
Maior, that keepeth a Prince-like house. 1696 tr. DH
Mont's Voy. Lez>ant 341 The Venitians maintain a Podestat
in the Island to gather the Tribute. 1768 BOSWELL Corsica
ii, Every ..village elects by majority of votes a Podesta
and other two magistrates. 1820 BYRON Mar. Fal. Pref.,
When podesta and captain at Treviso. 1832 tr. Sisntondi's
Ital. Rep. ii. 39 When the podesta of the Emperor arrived
at Milan to take possession of the tribunal, he was sent

contemptuously away. 1860 All Year Round No. 53. 71
On the following night, the Podesta of the city suddenly
died.

1040

So Pode-sterate [f.
It. podesteria office of a

podesta + -ATE l], the rule or office of a podesta.
1787 J. ADAMS Def. Gcr.'t. L'. S. (1794) II. 305 In the next

year, 1280, in the podesterate of Alberigo Signoregi of

Bologna.

II Fodetium (pcdrjiwm). Bat, Pl.-ia. [mod.L.,

arbitrary f. Gr. -novs, iroS- foot.] In some lichens

(as Cladoma), a stalk-like or shrubby outgrowth
of the thallus, bearing the apothecinm or fruit

;

also, any stalk-like elevation.

1857 BERKELEY Ctyftog.
Bat. 445. 409 In that genus we

have the first indication of a stem to the apothecia, or, as it

is called, a podetium. 1870 BF.NTLF.Y Man. Bat. (ed. 2) 375
In the latter case the stalk has received the name of

podetium.
Hence Pode'tiiform a., shaped like or resem-

bling a podetium.
II Fodex ;p<>"-deks). Now only Zool. ['L.podex,

podic-em anus, fundament.] The fundament, the

rump ; also, the last dorsal segment of the abdomen
of insects, the pygidium.
1598 P.. JONSON /.":'. Man in liis Hum. v. i, How Saturn,

sitting in an ebon cloud, Disrobed his podex. 1706 PHILLIPS,

Podex,.. the Fundament, or Breech. 1713 DERHAM Phys.-
Theol. vlll. vi. 415 The Male is less than the Female,., and
its Podex not so sharp as the Females i>. 1822-34 Good^s
Study filed, (ed. 4) IV. 4 These substances are contained in

the respective sexes in two bags that unite near the podex.
1826 KiKiiv & Sr. Entontfl. III. 390 Podex, the last dorsal

segment of the abdomen.
Pod-fern : see POD sl>."

Fodge (P?d3\ !/>. dial, or (olloq. [A parallel

form, app. of later origin, of PUDGE sb.] Anything

podgy ; spec, a short fat man or woman ;
a short

stout thick-set animal. (In quot. 1833 applied to

an epaulette.)
1833 MARRYAT P. Simple viii, That man with the gold

podge on his shoulder [the first lieutenant]. 1876 ll'hithy

Glass., Podge, a dirty, fat person. 1876 Klid.-Yorks. Gloss.,

deensh. to Cornwall.

Podge, v . Now dial. intr. To walk slowly and

heavily. Hence Po'dging ppl. a.

1638 N. WHITING Hist. Albino <$ Bellama 141 My Dames
will say, 1 am a podging Asse. 1866 GREGOR Banjfsh.

Glass., Podge, to walk with short heavy steps. 1876 Mid.-
Yorks. Gloss, s. v., Podge is also a i\erb\n. denoting the

heavy irregular gait usual to very fat persons.

Podge, obs. form of PODDISH, PODDIDGE.

Podger (p^'d.^aa). rare. ? A stiff blow.
1816 LD. CAMPBELL in Life (iSSi) I. 334 He cannot deal

the knock-me-down blows of old Brough, and if you watch

your opportunity you may give him a podger.

Podgy (pc'dji), a. [f.
PODGE sb. + -Y : a

parallel form, somewhat later in appearance, of

PUDGY.] Short, thick, and fat ; squat.
1846 THACKERAY Cornh. to Cairo iii. 37, I wish I had

had a shake of that trembling, podgy hand. 1856 MAYHEW
Rhine 143 A shaggy, podgy, black pony. 1858 J. R.
GREEN Lett. (1901) 26 The slow oily stream, beneath whose
willows lurked . . podgy perch. 1861-2 Vac. Tour. 24 A
priest on the podgy side of forty. 1898 A llbutt's Syst. Med.
V. 832 Massage is very useful in emaciated or podgy people.

Hence Po-dgily adv., in a podgy way or degree.
1803

'

J. S. WINTER ' Aunt Johnnie I. 2 She was not only
fat, hut she was podgily fat.

Podia, plural of PODION, PODIUM.

Podial (poirdial), a. [f.
PODI-UM + -AL.] Of

or pertaining to a podium. 1890 in Cent. Diet.

Fodical (p^-dikal), a. Zool. [f. L. PODEX,

podic- + -AL.] Pertaining to the podex, anal.

Podical plates, two or more small pieces surrounding the

podex in some insects.

1877 HUXLEY Anat. Inv. Anim. vii. 406 When the tenth

tergum and the podical plates are removed, a very singular

apparatus . . comes into view. 1888 ROLLESTON & JACKSON
Anim. Life 142 Common Cockroach. .. The anus., lies

between two triangular podical plates.

Po-dicate, v. humorous nonce-ivd. [f.
as prec.

+ -ATE 3.] intr. To slide or move along on one's

posteriors. So Podica'tion (in quot.
= a blow or

kick on the posteriors).
1853 JERDAN Autobiog. IV. 180 We managed to roll, slide,

stagger and podicate to the foot in the dark. 1884 World
20 Aug. 9/1 Unless he wishes to risk podication.

II Podion (pp-dipn). Zool. PI. podia, [mod.

L., a. Gr. iroSwv : see PODIUM.] One of the tube-feet

of an echinoderm.

1900 E. R. LANKESTER Treat. Zool. in. 291 Water from

the reservoir or ampulla is driven into the podion, and the

tube-foot is thus rendered tense and rigid.

Podism (pC'diz'm). rare. [ad. \ateL.. fodismus

(Veg.), a. Gr. iroJiff/ios a measuring by feet, f.

iroStffiv to measure by feet, also to bind the feet,

f. TTOVS, iroS- foot.] t a. A measuring by feet.

Obs. rare-", fb. A footing. Obs. rare~^. C.

Path. Spasm or cramp in the foot. rare"".
1681 BLOUNT Glossogr. fed. 5), Podism (podistiius), a

measuring by feet. 1688 R. HOLME Armoury in. xvi.

(Roxb.) 89/1 Allowing to euery souldier a larg podisme or

place to stand in. 1858 MAYNE Expos. Lex., Podismiis, a
term for spasm of the foot, or of the toes . . : podism.

Fodite (Pf'dait). Zool. [f. Gr. irous, iroS- foot

+ -J.TE 1
.] A leg or ambulatory limb of an

FODOLOGY.
l arthropod, esp. of a crustacean. Usually in com-

pounds denoting a part or appendage of such a

limb: see quot. 1875, and the words themselves.

1875 HUXLEY & MARTIN Elem, Biol. (1883) 151 The joints
have the following names; the proximal, short and thick,

coxopodite; the next, small and conical, basifotiite', next,

cylindrical and marked by an annular constriction, ischio.

podite', the next, longer, meropodite ; then successively, the

; carpopodite, propodite, and dactylopodite. 1878 H. WOOD-
WARD in Encycl. Brit. VI. 635/2 These podites are usually
seven-jointed, and each bears a gill on its basal-joint.

Hence Poditic (p0di-tik) a., belonging to a

podite. 1890 in Cent. Diet. 1895 in Syd. Six. Lex.

II Podium (p^-dium). PI. podia. [L. podium
an elevated place, balcony, ad. Gr. jrobiov, dim. of

Troiis, iro5- foot.]
1. Arch. a. A continuous projecting base or

pedestal, a stylobate. b. A raised platform sur-

rounding the arena in an ancient amphitheatre.
C. A continuous seat or bench around a room.
[1611 CORYAT Crudities 164 (Venice) Euery Palace of any

principall note hath a prety walke or open gallery betwixt
the wall of the house and the brincke of the riuers banke. . .

Suetonius calleth these kinde of open galleries Podia.] 1789
P. SMYTH tr. Aldrich 's A rc/iit. (1818) 149 The podium (the

bottom part of the walh projects at its lower extremity.

1832 GF.LL Pompeiana I. iv. 54 Along the whole runs a sort

of podium or base. 1842-76 GWILT Archil. 233 The
amphitheatre at Nismes. ..Its exterior wall has three stories

of Tuscan pilasters on the face of the wall, the two upper
whereof stand on podia. 1848 B. WEBB Cont. Ecclesiol.

176 Standing figures . . are ranged in two rows on podia
between the piers. 1850 S. DOBELL Roman viii, Up from
the podium to the beetling height I turn'd one dying look.

1887 Pall Mall G. 4 Mar. 4/1 The podium of the Albert

Memorial is almost as fresh as the day the structure was
uncovered.

2. Anat. and Zool. a. The fore or hind foot

(manns or pes) of a mammal or other vertebrate ;

in birds, the junction of the toes, or the toes

collectively, b. In compounds denoting parts of

the foot of a mollusc : as EPIPODIUM, MESOPODIUM,

METAPODIUM, PROPODIUM.
1858 MAYNE Expos. Lex., Podion, Podium, applied by

Illiger to the junction of the toes at the extremity of the

tarsus, upon which the leg rests in birds; to the inferior

part of the limb, comprehending, before, the carpus, meta-

carpus, and toes; behind, the tarsus, metatarsus, and toes

in the Mammifera. 1895 in Syd. Sec. Lex.

3. Bot. A footstalk or other supporting part.

(Chiefly in compounds.)
1866 Trcas. Bot., Podium, Podus, a stalk, or receptacle, or

torus ; used only in Greek compounds.

Podler (po'dlar). Sc. and north. Also poadler,

poodler, puddler. [An altered or differentiated

form of next.] A young coal-fish : see qnot. 1838.

1835 S. OLIVER Rambles Northumbld., etc. 23 By Septem-
ber they increase to about a foot in length, and are then

called poodlers. 1838 JOHNSTON in Proc. Bern'. Nat. Club
I. No. 6. 173 When young it is called with us the Podlie;
when somewhat larger the Podler ; and when full grown
the Coal-sey, or Black-coal-sey. 1859 W. WHITE North-

umbld. tf Border xix. 273 Codlings and puddlers. 1875

G. C. DAVIES Ramtlcs Sch. Field-Club xxxv. 262 Occasion-

ally we got a gurnet or a '

poadler '.

Podley(p0'dli). Sc. Forms : 6 podlo, 7 pudlo,

7-8 podly, -lay, 8-9 -lie, 9 podle, -ley, poddle,

-lie. [In 1 6th c. podlo' for padlock, early form of

POLLACK, q. v. (Cf. banno', banna, bannie, from

BANNOCK, haddo', haddie, from HADDOCK, etc.)]

The fry or young of the coal-fish> (PollachtMi

or Merlangus carbonarius) ; also, the true pollack
(Pollafhiiis pollachius). Cf. POOLER, POLLACK.

1525 in Exc. e Libris Dom. Joe. V (Bann. Cl.) 8 Bukez,

soils, podlois. 1684 SIBBALD Scotia fllustr. n. in. 23 Asellus

fuscus:..^ Podly. 1698 M. MARTIN Voy.St. Kilda (1749)

16 There are also. .Pudloes, Herring, and many more. 1753

MAITLAND Hist. Edin. n. 189 Perches, Podlays, Skate. 1792

Statist. Ace. Scot. IV. 537 A few small cod, podlies, and

flounders. 1806 D. GRAHAM Writings (iW$ II. 22oLobsters,

partans, podles. 1838 [see prec.]. 189* STEVENSON Across

the Plains 209 The podley is hardly to be regarded as a

dainty for the table. 1896 J. H. CAMPBELL Wild Life Scot.

131 Among the poddies, as the young of the saithe and lythe

are called.

Podo- (pj>d0). before a vowel pod-, a. Gr.

iroSo-, combining form of irovi, nod- a foot, an

element in terms of Natural History, etc. ; e. g.

Po-dobranch (-brserjk) Zool. [Gr. epdyx'a gills].

a breathing organ of crustaceans attached to the

legs ;
a foot-gill ;

so Podobranchial (-brorijkial)

a., of or pertaining to podobranchs or foot-gills ;

Podobranchiate (-brse'ijkie't) a., having or pro-

vided with foot-gills (Cent. Diet. 1890). Po-do-

carp Bot. [Gr. /capirus fruit], a footstalk bearing

the fruit of a plant (Webster Suppl. 1879).

Podoca-rpous a., Jjot., of or akin to the genus

Podocarpm, N.O. Taxacesf, containing coniferous

trees of tropical Asia and Australasia. Podo-

ce-phalous a., Bot. [Gr. irtc^aAiJ head], bearing a

head of flowers on a long footstalk. || Podogynium

(-dsi-niym) Bot. [mod.L., f. Gr. -ywr} female],
- BASIGYNIUM; so Po'dogyn, -gyne [F. podo-

gyne], in same sense ; Podogynous (.p-d^inas)
a. ;

Podo-logy [F. podologie], the science which treats



PODOMANCY.

of the foot ; also, a treatise on the foot ;
so Podo'-

logist. Po'domancy [Gr. fiavrtia divination],

divination from signs derived from inspection of the

feet (Syd. Soc. Lex. 1895). Podo-meter = PEDO-

METER i. t Podo'metry : see quots. Po'do-

scaph [Gr. aitd<f>os ship], a canoe-shaped float

attached to the foot, or a pair of these, for moving on

water ; also, a water-velocipede, or boat propelled

by treadles like a bicycle ; hence Po'doscapher.

Podo-soopy = podomancy. Podosomatous (-S0--

matas) a., Zool., of or pertaining to the Podosomata

or sea-spiders, an order of Arthropoda having long

many-jointed legs ; syn. with Pyciugtmidtt. Po'-

dosperm />V. [Gr. a-akfjio. seed], the stalk ofaseed;
= FUNICULUS 3. Podosto'matous a., Zool. [Gr.

oro/ia mouth], belonging to the Podostomata, a

group of Arthropoda characterized by having
a foot-like mouth.

||
Podothe'ca Zool. [mod.L.,

f. Gr. 0JJK7J sheath], the scaly leg-covering of a bird

or reptile ; also, the sheath covering the leg of an

insect
;
hence Podothe'cal a.

1888 ROLLESTOX & JACKSON A nim. Life 182 The epipodite

(so-called) of the first maxilliped represents the base, stem and
lamina of a 'podobranch. 1882 J. S. GARDNER in Nature
XXV. 229/r There are fruits from Sheppey which I believe

to be *podocarpous, one at least seeming identical with P[odo-

cnrpns} elata of Queensland. 1858 MAYNE Expos. Lex.,

Podocephalus. ., applied to plants that have flowers united

into heads borne upon long peduncles . . ; *podocephalous.

1879 in WEBSTER Suppl. 1858 MAYNE Expos. Lex., Podo-

gyniitm, ..a fleshy and solid projection which, .serves to

support the ovary.. ; a *podogyne. 1895 Syd. Soc. Lex.,

Podogyn, shortened form of the word Podogyniitm. 1818

Art Prestrv. Feet Pref. 7 Diseases of the Nails, Immoderate

Perspiration of the Feet, &c.. .which merit the attention of

the "Podologist. Ibid. Pref. 6 It mi^ht .. be ranked under
the new title of *Podology, embracing the whole Art of

Preserving the Feet. 1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl., *Podoincter,
or Pedometer. 1775 in ASH. 1893 in Syd. Soc. Lex. 1656
BLOUNT Glossogr.,

*
Podemetry, foot measure, or a measuring

by the foot. 1658 PHILLIPS, Podimetry, (Greek) a measuring

by the foot. 1693 RYMER Short View Tragedy 119 They
must have played bare foot : the spectators would not have

been content without seeing their Podometry. 1858 Chamb.

Jrnl. X. 349/2 Heer Ochsner of Rotterdam, .astonished his

countrymen by appearing on the Maas, wearing a "podo-

scaph fifteen feet long on each foot, and holding a pole,

flattened at one end as a paddle, in his hand. 1864 in

WEBSTER. [1868 Land. Society Nov. 414 The latest novelty
in the velocipede line is the podoscaphe or ve'locipede-

marin.) 1884 KNIGHT Diet. Mech. Suppl., Podoscath, a
foot boat ; one in which canoe-shaped floats are attached to

or support the feet. 1889 Pall Mall G. g Sept. 6/3 It bears

the peculiar name of podoscaph, and is a sort of tiny raft.

i88s Encycl. Brit. XIX. 4/2 The treatises also contain

occasional digressions on onychomancy, . ."podoscopy, spas-

matomancy. 1862 AXSTED Channel 1st. n. ix. (ed. 2) 235
A species. .of the curious group of *podosomatous crusta-

ceans, resembling a transparent spider, without head or

body. 1819 LINDLEY tr. Richards Obs. Fruits $ Seeds 22

When a seed bends back suddenly in a direction contrary
to its *podosperm . . it is reclined by its proper direction.

1857 HENFREY Bot. 234 A fully developed ovule is usually
attached to the placenta by a short stalk, called the fum-

culus, podosperm, or umbilical cord. 1871 COUES Key N.

Amer. Birds 46 The naked part of the leg is covered, like

the bill, by a hardened, thickened, modified integument,
which varies in texture between corneous and leathery. This

is called the *podotheca. 1893 NEWTON Diet. Birds 511

The podotheca or covering of the tarsus. 1890 Cent. Diet.,

"Podothecal.

Podophthalmate (of>d?fj>se'lm,-t), a. Zool.

[f. Gr. irotJi, iroS- foot + 6<f>ea\/i6s eye + -ATE 2
.]

Having the eye at the end of a movable stalk,

stalk-eyed ;
of or pertaining to the stalk-eyed

crustaceans. So f Podophtha'lma, -tha'lmia,

-thalma'ta [mod.L. pi.], an order of Crustacea,

including those with eyes set on movable foot-

stalks, as crabs and lobsters
; Podophtha'lmian,

a., pertaining to the Podophthalmia sb., a mem-
ber of the Podophthalmia ; Podophtha'lmatous,
Fodophtha'lmio, adjs.

= podophthalmate ;
Po-

dophtha'lmite, the distal joint of the eye-stalk

in podophthalmate Crustacea ; hence Podophthal-
mi tic a.

; Podophtha'lmous a. = podophthal-

1835-6 Todd's Cycl. Anat. I. 762/1 A corresponding struc-

ture is observed in certain Podophthalmia. Ibid. 756/1
This dorsal shield, .occurs among the whole of the Podoph-
thalmians. 1841-71 T. R. JONES A nim. Kingd. (ed. 4) 442
In the two highest orders of Crustacea, hence called Podoph-
thalmia, the eyes are placed at the extremity of moveable

pedicles articulated with the first cephalic ring of the

external skeleton. 1855 GOSSE Marine Zool. I. 116 Among
the Podophthalma, or Stalk-eyed Crustacea, the Shrimps or

Sand-raisers . . burrow in sand, mostly in shallow water.

1858 MAYNE Expos. Lex. ooo Podophthalmous, applied by
Desmarest and Leach to a vast number of the^Crustaceae,
having the eyes placed at the extremity of a mobile peduncle.

1874 WOOD Nat. Hist. 713 The Podophthalmata, or Stalk-

eyed Crustaceans. 1877 HUXLEY Anat. lira. Anim. vi. 369
The organisation of the Stomatopoda is more Edrioph-
thalmian. .than Podophthalmian. Ibid. 315 The peduncles
of the

eye..
are composed of two joints, a small proximal

basiophtnalmite, and a larger terminal podophthalmite.
1878 BELL tr. Gegenbaur's Contp. Anat. 265 A point of

affinity to the Podophthalmate Malacostraca. 1880 HUXLEY
Crayfish vi. 341 Podophthalmatous Crustacea.

Fodophyllous (ppdcfvbs), a. [f.
Gr. iroSo-,

PODO- -t- <$K\ov leaf + -ous.]
VOL. VII.
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1. Entom. Having, as some insects, compressed
leaf-like locomotive organs or feet.

1858 in MAINE Expos. Lex. 1895 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

2. Zool. In podophy-lions tissue, the layer of tissue

composed of leaf-like vascular lamella? beneath

the coronary cushion of a horse's hoof.

1895 in Syd. SPC. Lex.

HPodophyllum (ppdofH&n). [mod. Bot. L.,

f. Gr. TroSo-, PODO- -i- <[>v\\ov leaf.] a. Bot. A
genus of Rammculacete with two known species,

P. peltatum of eastern N. America, and P. Etnodi

of the Himalayas, having long thick creeping

rhizomes, large long-stalked palmately lobed

leaves, and a solitary white flower, b. Pharm.
The dried rootstock of P. peliatnm. Also attrib.

Hence Podophyllic a. them., of or pertaining
to podophyllum ; esp. in fodophyl/ic acid, a crys-

talline acid obtained from podophyllin ;
Podo-

phyllin diem., a yellow bitter resin having
cathartic properties, obtained from the dried

rhizome of P. peltatum = resin ofpodophyll'im.
1760 J. I.F.E Introd. Bot. Table I. (1788) .292 I'adophyllum,

Duck's-Foot, or May Apple. 1841 DUNGLISON Hied. Lex.

(1855) s. v., The root or rhizoma, Podophylluiii (Ph. U. S.),

is purgative in the dose of 20 grains. 1863 N. Syd. Soc.

Year-Ik. Med. 457 The action of podophyllin is favourably
contrasted with that of calomel. 1866 AITKKN Pract. Med.
II. 53 Podophyllin. 1874 GARROD & BAXTER Mat. Mcd.
(1880) 183 The resin or Podophylline is a pale greenish-
brown amorphous powder. 1875 H. C. WpOD_ Therap.

(1879) 471 Podophyllum acts as a purgative like jalap, but

more slowly and more continuously.

II FodOStemOU (p(>d0|Strm(7n). Bot. [mod.L.,
f. PODO- + Gr. <JTT\\WV, taken as = stamen : from

the two stamens with filaments united for about

half their length.] The typical genus of the N.O.

Podostemacese, comprising moss-like aquatic herbs

with apetalous flowers, natives chiefly of S.

America. So Podostemacecras (-ft'jas) a.
, belong-

ing to this order; Podoste'mad [cf. AKAP], a

plant of this order.

1846 LINDLEY Vtg. Kingd. 482 Hypogynous Exogens.
Rutales. . . Podosteinacez. Podostemads. 1866 LIVING-

STONE Last Jrnls. (1873) I. xliii. 71 This stream is rapid,

. .with many podostemons at the bottom. 1880 C. R. MARK-
HAM Perm.'. Bark 303 The wet stones were covered with

Podostemads, herbaceous branched floating plants, with the

habit of liverworts.

II Podura (p*d'Q'ra). Entom. [mod. L. fodura

(Linn. 1 748), f. Gr. irotij, 7ro5- foot + oiipd tail.]

A genus of apterous insects, having a terminal

forked springing organ ; hence known as spring-

tails. Hence Podtrran, a., of or pertaining to

the genus Podura ; sb., an insect of this genus or of

the family Poduridx so Podu'rid a. and sb. ;

Podu'roid a., having the form or character of

the Poduridx.
1837 GORING PRITCHARD Microgr. 129 Pray look at

these scales of the podura in the engiscope. i848CARpENTER
Anim. Phys. xii. (1872) 498 In one curious family, that of

the Poduras or Spring-tails, the leap is accomplished by the

sudden extension of the tail. 1867 J. HOGG Microsc. \. ii.

58 The Podura scale appears to be a compound structure.

1883 LESLIE NordenskiM's Voy. Vega 60 Arachnids,

acarids, and podurids occur most plentifully.

Po'dware. Obs. exc. dial. Also 7-9 podder.

[Of uncertain origin : cf. CODWARE, 1398-1699, and

PEDWARE, 1577-1706.
The first element suggests POD of pease, beans, etc. ; but

this is not known till nearly a century later _than podware,
which moreover in quot. 1584 is not applied to pulse or

podded plants, and in quot. 1677 has not necessarily such

a sense. In quot. 1736 the word is associated with/W.]
Field crops ;

fodder for cattle ;
in later use app.

pulse, or plants having pods (
= CODWABE).

1584 R. SCOT Discov. Witchcr. xn. vi. (1886) 179 [They]
suffocate and spoile . . grasse, greene corne, and ripe corne,

and all other podware. 16x7 in A rchseol. Cant. (1902) XXV.
15 Robert Terry [presented] for profaning of the Sabbath

Day, by binding barley, and powtmg [
= stacking] of podder,* _f f, , , i *' r\ r, . f'.TJ. . T\:n I .Ml-

POEM.

98 The poy-bird is less than the wattle-bird. The feathers

of a fine mazarine blue, a i8oa BOWLES Poems (1855) I.

120 Thepoe-bird flits, ..With silver neck and blue enamelled

wing. 1865 HOWITT Discov. Aitstr. I. vi. in This bird they
called the Wattle-bird, and also the Poy-bird, from its

having little tufts of curled hair under its throat, which they
called poies, from the Otaheitan word for ear-rings. 1868

WOOD Homes without H. xxv. 470 The splendidly decorated

Poe Birds. 1896 List Aniin. Zool. Soc. (ed. 9) 237 Poe

Honey-eater.

II Foecile (prsilz). [a. Gr. (17) -noiK&rj (ffroa) the

many-coloured or painted porch.] Name of a

famous portico in the market-place of ancient

Athens, adorned with a variety of paintings.
1819 in Pantologia. 1838 Ettcycl. Brit. (ed. 7) XVIII.

139/1 The only reward Miltiades obtained after the battle

of Marathon, was to have his picture drawn . .and to have it

hung up in the Pcecile. 1846 ELI.IS Elgin Mark. I. 32 The
Pcecile, or painted piazzas.

t Poecilite (pf'siloit). Geol. Obs. [f.
Gr. iroim'Aos

variegated + ITE !
;

after F. terrain fa-alien

(Brongniart 1829).] A name proposed for the

Upper New Red Sandstone (cf. Ger. banter sand-

sttin). Hence Pcecilitic (pfsilHik) a., of or

pertaining to the Upper New Red Sandstone forma-

tion ;
= POIKILITIC.

1832 W. D. COXYBF.ARE in Kef. Brit. Assoc. 379 The next

geological group .. beneath the lias and oolites, is that.,

characterized by the new red or variegated sandstone...

I will venture therefore to propose the term Pcecilite . , and

hence denominate the group, pcecilitic. Brongniart has

already adopted the Gallicised form Pacilien.

Poecilo- (prsilfl), before a vowel pcecil-,
from Gr. noim'Ao-s many-coloured, variegated,

various, a formative element in scientific terms (in

some of which the form POIKILO- is preferred).

Pce-ciloblast, Pee cilocyte : see POIKILO-. Pce'-

cilomere [Gr. /'pos part], a part of the body
of an animal in which variations of colouring tend

to appear first. Poe cilonym [Gr. oVo/ia, ovvpa.

name], one of various names for the same thing;
a synonym (Cent. Diet, cites Wilder) ;

hence

Pcecilonymic a., having a variety of names ;

Pcecilo'nymy. Pce'cilopod [Gr. TTOVS, noS- foot]

Zool., a member of the Pcacilopoda, in Latreille's

classification (now abandoned), a division of

Crustacea distinguished by limbs of varied form

and functions, e. g. prehensory, ambulatory, bran-

chial, and natatory ;
hence Poecilo'podous a.

PcBcilothe'rmal, PoecilotheTmic : see POIKILO-.

1905 Athenzutn 18 Mar. 342/1 That colour-variations

tended to appear first of all on certain definite parts of the

body, and that these parts, to which the name '

"pcecilomeres
'

had been given, were common to mammals and birds alike.

1889 Buck's Handbk. Mid.Sc. VIII. 528/2 An unusually

complete combination of *pcecilonymic ambiguities. Ibid.

1736 I.

iiagister..was in the poddergrotten. Ibid., Fodder, pod-
ware ; beans, peas, tares or vetches, or such ware as has pods.

1794 Bovs Agric. Kent 31 Some farmers are bound to sow
wheat after beans, on land not fit to produce beans ; to

leave a quantity of podware gratten, for a wheat tilth on

farms where some sorts of podware is the worst tilth known
to sow wheat upon. [1887 Kentish Gloss., Podder, a name

given to beans, peas, tares, vetches, or such vegetables as

have pods.]

f Po-dy ccrdy, app. a perversion of body of

God, in a profane oath.

a 1691 Urqtiharfs Rabelais m. xxxvi. 298 By the Pody
Cody, I have fished fair.

Poe, variant of Poi, Hawaiian food.

Foe-bird (p<'*'|b5jd). Also 8 poy-, pue-bird.

[See quot. 1865.] The name (given by Capt. Cook,
and retained in some English ornithological works)
for a New Zealand bird, Prosthemadera novie-

zelandise, now called by the English settlers PAR-

SON-BIRD (q. v.) and by the Maoris tui.

1777 COOK Voy. I. 97 Amongst the small birds 1 must not

omit to particularise the wattle-bird, poy-bird. [In the

illustration spdtfoeJird, and in the list of plates, poi.\ Ibid.

pods differ [from the Branchippods] by the different struc-

ture and uses of their legs, which are not branching. 1851

DANA Crust, n. 1308 Characteristic species of Ptzcilopods.

Poed, Poeir, obs. forms of POOD, POWER.

Poele, obs. var. of POLE sb.

Poem (p0'em). Also 6-7 poeme. [a. F.

poime (in Oresme I4th c.), ad. L. poema (in

Plaatus), a. Gr. TroVa (4th c. B.C.), early variant

of iroi'r^a, thing made or created, work, fiction,

poetical work, f. noiitv (early variant -now) to

make. (If iroiV<z had been the form introduced,

the L. would have been pceema.)
The word/<v> was app. not in use till about the middle

of the i6th c. ; the sense was previously, from 141(1 c., ex-

pressed by POESY, sense 2.)

1.
' The work of a poet, a metrical composition

(Johnson) ;

' a work in verse
'

(Littre) ; a composi-

tion of words expressing facts, thoughts, or feelings

in poetical form ;
a piece of poetry.

In addition to the metrical or verse form, critic! have

generally held that in order to deserve the name of '

poem ',

the theme and its treatment must possess qualities which

raise it above the level of ordinary prose. Cf. quots. 1575,

1689, 1841, and see POETRY.

1548 ELYOT Diet., Poema. .a. poetes muencion, a poeme

[erf 1538 Poema.. a. poetes warke]. 1568 T. HOWELL (title)

The Arbor of Amitie ; wherin is comprised pleasant Poems

and pretie Poesies. 1575 GASCOIGNE Notes Eng. Verse i

in Steele Glos, etc. (Arb.) 31 The first and most necessarie

poynt..meete to be considered in making^ of a delectable

poeme is this, to ground it upon some fine inuention. 1581

SIDNEY Apol. Poetric (Arb.) 23 And may not I.. say that the

holy Damds Psalmes are a dmine Poem? 1636 B. JONSON
Discov. Wks. 1641 II. 126 Even one alone verse sometimes

makes a perfect Poeme. Hid., These three voices differ,

as the thing done, the doing, and the doer; the thing

fain'd, the faining and the fainer ; so the Poeme, the Poesy,

and the Poet. 1689-90 TEMPLE Ess. Poetry Wks. 1731 I.

236 The Frame and Fabrick of a true Poem, must have

something both sublime and just, amazing and agreeable.
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always called, whether good or bad, a Poem, by all who
have no favourite hypothesis to maintain. 1841-4 EMERSON
Ess., Poet Wks. (Bohn) I. 157 It is not metres, but a metre-

making argument, that makes a poem. 1871 B. TAYLOR
Faust (1875) I, Notes 319 Everything in this poem is perfect,

thought and expression, Rhythm; but one thing it lacks:
'tis not a poem at all.

b. transf. (or in more general sense) : Applied
to a composition which, without the form, has
some quality or qualities in common with poetry.
1581 SIDNEY Apol. Poetrie (Arb.) 28 Xenophon, who did

imitate so excellently. . the portraiture of a iust Empire
vnder the name of Cyrus, fas Cicero sayth of him) made
therein an absolute heroicall Poem. 1873 RUSKIN Fors
Ctnv. III. xxxiv. 6 Do you know what a play is? or what
a poem is? or what a novel is?. .You had better first, for

clearness' sake, call all the three 'poems', for all the three
are so, when they are good, whether written in verse or

prose.

2. Jig. Something (other than a composition of

words) of a nature or quality akin or likened to

that of poetry (with various implications, as artistic

or orderly structure, noble expression, ideal beauty
or gracefulness, etc.).

1642 MILTON ApoL Sweet. Wks. 1851 III. 270 He who
would not be frustrate of his hope to write \\ell hereafter in

laudable things, ought him selfe to be a true Poem, that is

a composition and patterne of the best and honourablest

things. 1678 CUDWORTH Intell. Syst, \.
iy, 421 There being

as much continued and coherent Sence. .in this Real Poem
of the World, as there is in any Phantastkk Poem made by
men. 1843 KIN'GSLEY Lett. (1878) I. 108 We shall have no
need to write poetry our life will be a real poem. 1856
EMERSON Eng. Traits, Race Wks. (Bohn) II. 24 The Celts

..gave to the seas and mountains names which are poems,
and imitate the pure voices of nature. 1899 W. R. INGE
Chr. Mysticism 47 The world is the poem of the Word to
the glory of the Father.

3. attrib. and CW/., as poem-book', -maker, -play.
1806 R. CUMBERLAND Mem. (1807) II. 268 The public did

not concern itself about the poem, or the poem-maker.
1843 CARLYLE Hist. Sk. Jas. I $ Chas. I 11898) 138 A

small brown Poem-Book, not without merit. 1878 BROWNING
Poets Croisic xlvii, 'The Royal Poet

1

straightway put in

type His poem -prophecy.
Hence (itonee-wds.} Fcremet, Fo'emlet [see

-ET, -LET], a small or short poem ; Po'eming
1

,

composing or reciting of poems.
1799 W. TAYLOR Let. to Southey 4 Jan. in Robberds Mem.

I. 244 A regular receptacle for those *poemets . .which

aspire only to a summer's existence. 1871 H. B. FORMAN
Living Poets 210 We have a great number of these '

poemets ',

bearing no traces whatever of the triviality of occasional
verses. 1708 Brit, Apollo No. 84. 2/2 Loud Tawkings and
*Poemings. 1887-9

*
A. TROLLOPE What I remember II.

369 Many of her verses she set to music, especially one
little *poemlet, which I remember to this day.

Poema*tic, a. nonce-wd. [ad. Gr. noirji^TiK-os

(Plut.) poetical.] Of the nature of a poem.
ciSig COLERIDGE in Rent. (1836) II. 321 Conscious of the

inferiority, the too poematic wnww-dramatic nature of his

versification.

Poemell, obs. form of POMMEL.

Poenal(l, obs. form of PENAL.

Poene, obs. var. PAIN, after L. p&na (B. Jonson).

PoephagOUS (p^e'fagas), a. Zool. rare. [f.

mod.L. Poephaga, neut. pi. (ad. Gr, woijtydyos

(Arist.) eating grass or herbs, f. woa grass + -tpayos

eating) + -OD8.J Eating grass or herbs, herbi-

vorous
; spec, belonging to the division Poephaga

of marsupials.
1866 OWEN Vertebr. Anim. III. 294 Some palaeontologists

.. have been led astray in .. referring it to the '

Poepha-
gous Potoroos and Kangaroos '.

Poer, obs. form of POOB, POWER.
H Foe-sis. Obs. The Greek and Latin word for

POESY, formerly sometimes used by English writers.

1567 DRANT Horace To Rdr., We write Poesis apace, and
of all handes, sum wyth more, and sum with lesse learnynge.
1613 W. SHIPTON Elegy on Sir T. Overbury O.'s Wks. (1856)
ii This cynosure in neat poesis.

Poeste, var. of POUSTIE Obs.) power.

Poesy (p<?'esi), sb. arch. Forms : a. 4 poysi,
4-5 poisie, 4-6 poysee, -ie, -ye, 5 poise, -ei,

poyse, poyesye, 6 poisee, poysy. 0. 5-7
poesie, -ye, 6 poesi, poezi, 5- poesy. See also

POSY. [a. OF. poesie (c 1335 in Godef. Compl.)=
Pr., Sp., Pg., It. poesia^ Common Romanic forma-
tion for L. poesis poetry, a poem, a. Gr. irorjffis,

early variant of -no'i^ais a making, creation, poetry,
a poem. Poesy and poet occur earlier than/^/ry
and poem.'}
1. = POETRY, a. Poetical work or composition ;

poems collectively or generally; poetry in the

concrete, or as a form of literature. (In early use
sometimes including composition in prose, esp.
works of imagination or fiction : cf. POEM i b,
POET i b, c, POETRY 2.) Now an archaic or poetical

synonym of poetry.
13. . Mln. Poemsfr. Vern. MS. Iv. vii. 73 Salamon seide in

his poysi, He holdej> wel betere wib an hounde pat is lykyng
and loly,.. pen be a Leon, ..Cold and ded. 1377 LANGL.
P. PI. B. xvni. 406 Thanne piped pees of poysye a note.

1390 GOWER Con/, II. 148 Ovide .. tolde a tale in Poesie,
Which toucheth unto Jelousie. c 1400 Destr. Troy 418 As
put is in poise and prikkit be Ouyd. 1560 WHITEHORNE
Arte Warre 108 b, The perfeccion that poesie, paintyng,
and writing, is now brought vnto. 1581 SIDSEV Apol.

V;
v

Hu

Poetrie (Arb.) 49 It is not ryming and versing, that maketh
Poesie. One may bee a Poet without versing, and a versi-

j

fier without Poetry. 1605 BACON Adv. Learn, ii. iv. i.

1636 DENHAM Destr. Troy Pref. 11656) A iij, Poesy is of so
subtle a spirit, that in pouring out of one Language into

another, it will all evaporate, a 1704 T. BROWN Sat. A ntients
Wks. 1730 1. 14 The Satirical poesy of the Greeks. 1841
D'ISRAELI Amen. Lit. (1867)405 Among the arts of English
poesie, the most ample and most curious is an anonymous
work. 1883 Congrtgationalist Mar. 265 The Book of Psalms
..is the Paradise of Devotion, the Holy Land of poesy.

b. Poetry in the abstract, or as an art. c. Faculty
or skill of poetical composition.
1579 SPENSER Sheph. Cal. Oct. 79 O pierlesse Poesye,

where is then the place? 1589 PUTTENHAM Eng. Poesie n.

i. (Arb.) 79 Poesie is a skill to speake write harmonically.
1636 B. JONSON Discov. Wks. 1641 II. 125 A Poeme..is the
worke of the Poet. .Poesy is his skill, or Crafte of making.
1686 DKYDEN Ode Anne Killigrew 57 O gracious God ! how
far have we Profaned thy heavenly gift of Poesy ! 1807
OPIE in Lect. Paint, ii. (1848) 273 Painting, .has been called
mute poesy. 1879 M. PATTISON Milton ii. 29 In Lycidcts
(1637) we have reached the high-water mark of English
Poesy and of Milton's own production.

2. (with a and //.) f & A poetical composi-
tion ; a poem. (In early use often in more general
sense : An inventive or imaginative composition.)
c 1380 WVCLIF Wks, (1880) 124 pel prechen cronyclis &

polsies & newe fyndynges of hem self. 1387 TREVISA
Higden (Rolls) VI. 143 He made wonder poysies as it were
of alle \K stories of holy writte. 1412-20 LYDG. Chron.

Troy^ n. xli. (MS. Digby 230) If. 67 b/ 2 He reherced many
tysies. t" 1440 Promp. Parv. 407/1 Poyse, poema. 1552
ULOF.T s.v.. He that maketh such poesies or Balades.

1575 LANEHAM Let. (1871) 5 [She] pronounced a proper
poezi in English rime and meeter. 1605 BACON Adz 1

. Learn.
i. iv. 9 Holding them but as diuine poesies, a 1727 NEWTON
Chronol. Amended 1. (1728) 194 Thymaetes. .wrote a poesy
called Phrygia. 1843 LYTTON Last Bar. ii. iii, George of
Clarence hath some pretty taste in the arts and poesies.

tb. //. Poetical expressions or ideas. Obs. rare.

1387-8 T. USK Test. Love in. viL(Skeat) 1.57 Thy wordes
may nat be queynt, ne of subtel maner understandinge.
Freel-witted people supposen in suche poesies to be begyled.

t 3. A motto or short inscription (often metrical,
and usually in patterned or formal language) :

= POSY i, q. v. Obs.
c 1430 LYDG. Min. Poems (Percy Soc.) 65 And for youre

poyesye these lettres v. ye take, Of this name Maria, only
for hir sake, a 1548 HALL Citron.* Hen. F6sb, 1'he tente
was replenished and decked with this poysie [1568 GRAFTON
poesie], 'After busie laboure commeth victorious reste '. 1548
UDALL Erasm. Par. Luke xxiii. 172 b, There was also a
superscripcion or poisee written on the toppe of the crosse,

derectely ouer his head, in Greke, in Latin, and Hebrue
letters, 1570-6 LAMBARDE /Vra*. Kent (1826)450 Out of
the very same old word . . is framed his Poesie, or woorde

upon his armes (Ic Dien) I serve. 1596 SHAKS. Merck. V.
\. i. 148, 151. 1602 Ham. m. ii. 162 Is this a Prologue,
or the Poesie of a Ring? 1675 Land. daz. No. 075/4 A
Wedding Ring with this Poesie (' In thee my Choice, I do
rejoyce ').

f4. A bunch of flowers, a nosegay : = POST 2.

1572 GASCOIGNE (title) A Hundreth sundrie Flowres
bounde up in one small Poesie. 1639 R. HILL Pathiv.

Piety (ed. Pickering) 1. 146 They do offer a poesy of flowers.

1688 R. HOLME Armoury n. 64/1 Sweet William is (as it

were) many Pinks growing together like a Poesy.
5. attrib.

1387-8 T. USK Test. Lcve^ Prol. 25 There hen some that

speken their poysye mater in Frenche, of whiche speche
the Frenche men have as good a fantasye as we have in

hering of Frenche mennes English. 1861 Our Eng. Home 151
The banqueting stuff.. spread out on painted trenchers and
'

poesie roundels *.

Hence Po'esyz'. intr. (rare), to compose or recite

poetry ; to speak or write poetically.
1819 KEATS Isabella ix. So said, his erewhile timid lips

j

grew bold, And poesied with hers in dewy rhyme.

Poet (pt^'et). Forms : 4-5 poyete, 4-6 poete, i

5 poiet, poyte, 5-6 poite, poiett, poyet, 4- poet.

[ME. poete, poyete, a. OF. poete (izth c. in Hatz.-

Darm.), mod.F. poete, ad. L.
foita (Plant.), ad. Gr.

TTor)TT)s, early variant of TTotrjrfjs maker, author, poet

(cf. MAKER 5), f. irof', iroiftv to make, create,

produce. (An early Gr. word in L. ; if introduced

at a later period, the form would have been

peseta.)'}

1. One who composes poetry ; a writer of poems ;

an author who writes in verse. (The ordinary
current use ; but now usually implying more or

less of the sense of c.)
a 1300 Cursor M. 8531 (Cott.) Homer \te poet [z>. r. poete],

J>at was sa rijf, Liued in bis king dauid hjf. 1388 WVCLIF
Acts xvii. 28 As also summe of ?oure poet is seiden, And
we ben also the kynde of hym. 14. . Nom. in Wr.-Wulcker

680/23 Hie poeta, a poyte. 1460 To^vneley Myst. xvi. 204
Sekys poece [= poets'] tayllys, 1526 TINDALE Tit. i. 12

Won., which was a poyet of their owne. 1567 Satir. Poems
Reform, viii. 2 Skorner of poitis and sklanderus knaif!
1600 J. PORY tr. Leo's Africa \\\. 146 In Fez there arediuers
most excellent poets, which make verses in thair owne
mother toong. 1604 R. CAWDREY Table Alph., Poet, a
verse maker. 1623 COCKERAM, Poet, one that writeth well

in verse. 1665 DRYDEN Ess, Dram. Poesy (1880) 67 Shake-

speare . . was the man who of all modern, and perhaps ancient

poets, had the largest and most comprehensive soul. 1755
JOHNSON, Poet . . a writer of poems, one who writes in

measure. 1765 GRAY Shaks. 6 Fumbling baronets and poets
small. 1844 BECK & FELTON tr. Munk's Metres 30 The
poets have not all avoided the hiatus with equal care. 1876
STEDMAN Victorian Poets 281 She [Miss Rossetti] is a poet
of a profound and serious cast.

tb. Formerly after Gr. and L. use), in more
general sense : One who makes or composes works
of literature ; an author, writer. Obs.

1362 LANGL. P. PL A. XL 129 Plato be Poyete I [StudieJ
put him furste to Boke. 1377 Ibid. B. xn. 260 bus e poete
[Aristotle] preues bat J>e pecok for his fetheres is reuerenced.
c 1400 Destr. Troy 306 All bat poltes haue pricket of his

prise dedis, I haue no tome for to telle. Ibid. 9075 Ne
noght put in our proses by poiettes of old. 1611 CORYAT
Crudities 319 Cornelius Nepos an eloquent Poet in the time
of Cicero. 1678 CUDWORTH Intell. Syst. i. iii. 163 The soul,
..in sleep or dreams, ..seems to be surprized with unex-

pected answers and reparties, though it self were all the
while the poet and inventor of the whole fable. 1755 JOHN-
SON, Poet, an inventor, an author of fiction ; [etc.].

c. In select or emphatic sense : A writer in

verse (or sometimes, in extended use, in elevated

prose) distinguished by special imaginative or

creative power, insight, sensibility, and faculty of

expression. (Cf. POETRY 3 c.)

1530 PALSGR. 256/1 Poet, a connyng man, poete. 1531
ELYOT Got 1

, i. xiii, Semblably they that make verses, ex-

pressynge therby none other lernynge but the crafte of

versifyeng, be nat of auncient writers named poetes, but

onely called versifyers. 1581 SIDNEY Apol. Poetrie (Arb.)

25 Onely the Poet . . lifted vp with the vigor of his owne

indention, dooth growe in effect, another nature, in making
things either better then Nature bringeth forth, or quite a
newe formes such as neuer were in Nature. Ibid. 29 That
fayning notable images of vertues, vices, or what els, with
that delightfull teaching which must be the right describing
note to know a Poet by. 1590 SHAKS. Mitts. N. v. i. 12 The
Poets eye in a fine frenzy rolling, Doth glance from heauen
to earth, from earth to heauen. 1609 B. JONSON Sil. Worn.
ii. iii, Euery man, that writes in verse is not a Poet 1636

Discov. Wks. 1641 II. 125 Hence he is call'd a Poet, not
hee which writeth in measure only, but that fayneth and
formeth a fable, and writes things like the Truth. 1806

WORDSw. Personal Talk iv, The Poets, who on earth have
made us heirs Of truth and pure delight by heavenly lays !

1840 MILL Diss. $ Disc. (1859) I. 80 Whom, then, shall we
call poets ? Those who are so constituted, that emotions are
the links of association by which their ideas, both sensuous
and spiritual, are connected together. 1844 LONGF. Rain in

Summer 61 These, and far more than these, The Poet sees!

. . He can behold Things manifold That have not yet been

wholly told. 1856 RUSKIN Mod. Paint. III. iv. i. 14 The
power of assembling, by the help of the imagination, such

images as will excite these feelings [of
'

noble emotion '], is

the power of the poet or literally of the ' Maker '. 1873
SYMONDS Grk. Poets viii, 249 Aristophanes is essentially
a poet a poet in what we are apt to call the modern sense
of the word a poet, that is to say, endowed with original
intuitions into nature, and with the faculty of presenting to

our minds the most varied thoughts and feelings in lan-

guage uniformly beautiful, as the creatures of an exuberant
and self-swayed fancy.

d. Hence occas., by further extension, applied

rhetorically in a similar sense to one who practises

any of the fine arts.

1839 tr. Lamartines Trav. East 27/1 The poet,.. and

by poet I mean whoever creates ideas in bronze, in stone,
in prose, m words, or in rhymes the poet stirs up only
what is imperishable in nature and in the human heart,

1874 F. CROWEST (title) The Great Tone-Poets, being short

memoirs of the greater Musical Composers.
e. Poet-in-ordinary ,

a poet ordinarily employed
(after physician-in-ordinary, etc., ORDINARY sb.

1 8 b). Poet-laureate : see LAUREATE a. 2 b.

c 1386-1843 [see LAUREATE a. 2 b]. 1865 KINCSLEY Herew.
i, Godson of the great earl, and poet -in-ordinary to the

band. 1894 A. BIRRELL Ess. xiv. 159 Spenser is sometimes

[erroneously] reckoned amongst the Poets Laureate.

Hence Poet-laureateship = LAUREATESHIP a.

c 1836 in Byron*s Wks. (1846) 523/2 Pye, the predecessor of

Mr. Southey in the poet-laureateship, died in 1813. 1874
C. GIBBON Casquet of Lit. V. 358/2 Thomas Warton . .

obtained the poet-laureateship in 1785.

f. Jig. Applied to a singing bird.

01748 THOMSON Od, O nightingale! best poet of the

grove. 1892 TENNYSON Throstle i, Summer is coming, sum-
mer is coming, I know it, I know it, I know it... Yes, my
wild little Poet.

g. A scholar in the poetry class : see POETRY 6.

1679 Trials of White fy Other jfesuits 47, Parry. I was
a Student there, a Poet.

2. attrib. and Comb. a. appositive (
= * that is

a poet *), as poet-actor, -artist, -bird, f -bounce

(BOUNCE sbl 4b), -boy, -dramatist, -historian,

-humorist, -musician, -novelist, -painter, -pilgrim,

-ploughman, -preacher, -priest, -princess, -saint,

-satirist, -seer, -singer, -\sucker (
= 'sucking 'poet),

-thinker, -warrior, -woman, etc. etc. b. Of or

pertaining to a poet, as poet-craft, -heart, -nectar,

-song, -soul, etc. ; so poet-wise adv. c. objective,

etc., as tpoet-ape (one who apes a poet), -hater,

-whipper, 'Worship, d. instrumental, etc., as poet-

haunted, -hymned adjs. ; poet-like adj. and adv.

1867 Cornh. Mag. XV. 666 The stage whereon the
*ppet-

actor was enacting the counterfeit presentment of a king.

1581 SIDNEY Apol. Poetrie (Arb.) ?i_
The cause why it

[Poesie] is not esteemed m Englande, is the fault of "Poet-

apes, not Poets. 1817-18 SHELLEY Rosalind $ Helen 1119

The nightingale . . the *poet-bird. 1632 BROME Novella

Prol., Those *Poet-Bownces that write English Greeke.

1838 LYTTON Alice viii. iii, A dream that had hovered over

the *poet-boy. 1863 Edin. Rev. Apr. 354 A controversy
..lost in the mysteries of *poetcraft. 1581 SIDNEY Apol.
Poetrie (Arb.) 48 Not onely in these Mysomousoi, *Poet-

haters, but in all that kinde of people, who seek a prayse by

dispraysing others. 1895 MARIE CORELLI Sorrows ofSatan

xxxiii, The beautiful autumnal woods of "poet -haunted



POETASTER, 1043 POETICALITY.
Warwickshire. 1844 MRS. BROWNING Lady Geraldinc's

Courtship Concl. viii, Is no woman far above me Found
more worthy of thy *poet-heart than such a one as I ? 1897

Q, Reji.
Oct. 331 The poet-satirist succeeds the "poet-

humorist. 1571 GOLDING Calvin on Ps. vi. 7 Yet dooth not

David enlarge his sorowe *Poetlike. 1842 TENNYSON
Edwin Morris 27 Poet-like he spoke. 1839 CLOUGH Early
Poems li. 19 A fount Of the true *poet-nectar whence to fill

The golden urns of verse. 1892 ZANGWILL Childr. Ghetto
I. 164, I sing .. the restoration of our land, and become the

*poet-patriot of my people. 1844 MRS. BROWNING l
r
is.

Potts Concl. ii, That same green forest where had gone
The *poet-pilgrim. 1886 BLACKIE in 19^ Cent. Apr. 534
The great *poet-ploughman of Scotland. i8ai BYRON Elegy
en Keats ii, The *poet priest Milman (So ready to kill

man). 1847 TENNYSON Princ. in. 256 If that strange *Poet-

princess with her grand Imaginations might at all be won.

1645 R- STABLE Elegy on Quarles, Sol. Recant. 64 A * Poet-

saint he was. 1842 S. LOVER Handy Andy xxi, All were

silent, for the *poet-singer was a favourite. 1828 CA.RLYLK

Misc., Burns (1857) I. 200 A true *Poet-soul, for it needs
but to be struck, and the sound it yields will be music.

1614 B. JONSON Bart. Fair i. i, Gt' mee the man, can..giue
the law to all the Poets, and *Poet-suckers i' Towne, be-

cause they are the Players Gossips. 1581 SIDNEY Apol.
P0etrt'e(A.rb.)47, I imagine, it falleth out with these *Poet-

whyppers, as with some good women, who often are sicke,
but in fayth they cannot tel where. 1844 MRS. BROWSING
Vis. Poets cvii, And Sappho .. O "poet-woman! 1856
Aur. Leigh v. 545 They sound strange As .. lovely *poet-
words grown obsolete. 1839 BAILEY Festus xx. (1852) 370
There is a *poet-worship, one of other Which is idolatry,
and not the true Love-service of the soul to God.

e. Combinations with poets' or poefs : poets'

cassia, the fragrant shrub anciently called cassia,

supposed to be Osyris alba (see CASSIA i
3) ;

Poets* Corner, (a] name for a part of the south

transept of Westminster Abbey, which contains

the graves and monuments of several distinguished

poets (called, in the Spectator 1711, 'the poetical

Quarter': see POETICAL a. i) ; (b} applied humor-

ously to a part of a newspaper or other periodical

containing short poetical contributions ; poets'

narcissus, the common white narcissus, N.

poeticus\ poets' rosemary =
poets' cassia.

1760 J. LEE Inlrod, Bot. App. 323 'Poet's Cassia, Osyris.

1765 FALCONER Demag. 235 While his demure Welch goat,
with lifted hoof, In *Poet's corner hangs each flimsy woof.

1766 ENTICK London IV. 417 An iron gate opens into the
south cross isle; which from the number of monuments
erected therein to celebrated English poets, has obtained
the name of The Poets Corner. 1785 CRABBE Newspaper
ad fin., The Poet's Corner is the place they choose, A fatal

nursery for an infant Muse ; Unlike that Corner where true
Poets lie. 1881 Antiquary Oct. 137 Westminster Abbey:
a Study on Poets' Corner. 1597 GERARDE Herbal m. vi.

ii 10 The * Poets Rosemarie or Gardrobe, Casia Poetica

L'Obelij. 1760 J. LEE Introd. Bot. App. 323 Poet's Rose-

mary, Osyris.

Poetaster (ptfuetae'stai). [a. med. or mod.L.

poetaster (Erasmus Let. 25 Mar. 1521), in It. and

Sp. poetastro, obs. F. poetastre (1554 in Sainte-

Palaye) : see POET and -ASTER.] A petty or paltry

poet ;
a writer of poor or trashy verse ; a rimester.

1599 B. JONSON Cynthia s Rev. n. i, Madam Moria. .is like

one of your ignorant poetasters of the time. 1601 (title)

The Poetaster; or, His Arraignment. 1603 FLORIO Mon-
taigne n. xvii. (1632) 359, I know a Poetaster, gainst whom
both weake and strong, . . affirme and say, he hath no skil or

judgement in Poesie. 1664 BUTLER Hud. n. iii. 358 Besides
all this, He serv'd his Master In quality of Poetaster : And
Rhimes appropriate could make, To ev'ry month in th'Alma-
nack. 1762-71 WAU'OLE Vertue's Anecd, Paint. (1786) III.

15 One Robert Whitehall, a poetaster of that age, wrote a

poem called Urania, or a description of the painting at the

top of the Theatre at Oxford. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng.
iii. I. 369 An envious poetaster demonstrated that Venice
Preserved ought to have been hooted from the stage. 1883
J. HAWTHORNE Dust I. 201 There are always poetasters
enough ; but of great poets . . there are never so many as
not to leave room for one or two more.

Hence (nonce-wds.} Foeta'storing sb. and a.,

acting the poetaster, composing poor or feeble

verse
; Foeta'sterism, Foeta-stery, -try, the

work of a poetaster, feeble verse or versification ;

Foeta-stress, a female poetaster; Foeta-stric,
-ioal (also, erroneously, poetastic, -tical) adjs, t

of, pertaining to, or of the nature of, a poetaster.
1695 COTTON tr. Martial ii. Ixxxvi. (1860) 127 Make not

the echo in my verses play, After the Grecian poetastering
way! 1823 Blackw. Mag. XIII. 645 Examples .. drawn
from Italianized poetastensms. 1830 MACKINTOSH Rev. of
1688, Wks. 1846 II. 223 Mrs. Behn, a loose and paltry

poetastress of that age. 1833 Frasers Mag. VIII. 38
Fitzgerald is insulted as much for his politics as his poetas-
tery. 1845 THACKERAY Crit. Rep. Wks. 1886 XXIII. 83

Away with all poetastering at dinner-parties. 1858 N. Y.
Tribune 13 Feb. 4/4 May some good genius save them
from such poetastical platitudes ! 1864 WEBSTER, Poetastry.

1867 W. C. HAZLITT Offspring Th. in Solit. (1884) 232 The
foregoing proverbial poemet or poetastrical proverb. 1893
Temple Bar Mag. XCIX. 295 His father thought his

poetastic mother a fool. 1894 Blackw. Mag. Aug. 205 No
more poetry or even poelastery for me.
Po'etdom. rare. [f. POET + -DOM.] The con-

dition or status of a
poet ; poetship.

1809 Westm. Gat. 22 Nov. 2/2 Giving him no claim even
to the honour of minor poetdom.
Poete'sque, a. rare. [f. as prec. + -ESQUE.]

Suitable for a poem,
1845) H. COLERIDGE Ess. (1851) II. 225 Happiness is not

very picturesque, or poetesque either, far less dramatic, for
n is serious without being tragic.

Poetess (p<?a*etcs). [f. POET + -ESS. So It.

poetessa (Klorio 1598), F. pottesse (1642 in Hatz.-

Darm.), Sp. poetisa, etc.] A female poet ;
a

woman who composes poetry.
1530 TIN-DALE Aasw. More .\vi. (Parker Soc.) 92 Our lady

hatn .. emptied her of much high learning, which, as a
goodly poetess, she uttered in rhymes. 1593 G. HARVEY
Pierce's Super. 186 The heauenly deuises of the delitious
Poetesse Sappho. 1748 LADY LUXBOROUGH Let. to Shenstonc
28 Apr., I am no Poetess; which reproachful name I would
avoid, even if I were capable of acquiring it. 1830 WOKDSVV.

129 Among the ancients Sappho
enjoyed a unique renown. She was called 'the poetess', as
Homer was called

' the poet '.

Foethood (p<?u't't|hud). [f. POET + -HOOD.]
The position or status of poet ; the domain or

fraternity of poets.
1849 Eraser's Mag. XXXIX. 25 Give me . . the healthy,

wholesome loveliness, that shines on the face of the poet-
hood of Britain. 1888 Sat. Rev. 704/2 His flourishing time
of poethood and peerhood when Louis Philippe was king.

Poetic (ptfie'tik), a. and sb. Also 6-7 poetique,
7 -icke, 7-8 -ick. [a. F./t>#/<^ (01400 in Godef.

Cotripl^ ad. L. poctic-ns^ a. Gr. TTOIJTIKOS, ironjriKos,

f. ITO(I)I;TI}S POET : see -ic. So It., Sp. podlico.']
A. adj. 1. Belonging or proper to poets or

poetry. In quot. 1610, Fictitious, fabulous.
Poetic JUSTICE, LICENCE : see the sbs.

1530 PALSGK. 321/1 Poeticke in mailers, poetiqitc. 1585
JAMES I Ess. Poesie (Arb.J 13 This onely thing I earnestly

requyre, That thou my veine Poetique so inspyre. 1610
HEALEY St. Aug. City of God xvin. viii. (1620) 626 Her

[Minerva's] original) was vnknowne, for that of loues braine
is absolutely poetique. A 1687 WALLER To Ld. Admiral
Wks. (1729) 47 With courage guard, and beauty warm, our

age; And lovers fill with like poetic rage. 1693 CONGREVE
in Drydens Wks. (1701) III. Introd. 4 The God of Musick
and Poetique Fires. 1728 POPE Dune. i. 52 Poetic Justice,
with her lifted scale. 1786 BURNS Brigs of Ayr 38 What
warm, poetic heart, but inly bleeds, And execrates man's
savage, ruthless deeds! 1790 BURKE Fr. Rev. Wks. V. 127
An unjustifiable poetick licence. 1837 DICKENS Pickw. ii,

'My friend Mr. Snodgrass has a strong poetic turn', said
Mr. Pickwick. 1881 FROUDE Short Stud. (1883) IV. n. ii.

185 The poetic faculty. . secures to those who have it the
admiration of every person.
2. a. That is a poet.
a 1640 DAY Peregr. Schol. (1881) 37 What Perseus .. spoke

of the Crowe-poets . . may trewlie be said . . of vs poeticke-

pies in this adge. 1841 D'!SRAELI Amen. Lit. (1867,1 33 ^ne

great reformer of our poetry . . was the poetic Earl of Surrey.
b. Of a poet or poets.

1712-14 POPE Rape Lock v. 124 Markt by none but quick,

poetic eyes. 1780 COWPER Table Talk 768 'Twould thin

the ranks of the poetic tribe. 1791 Retired Cat 89 A long
and melancholy mew, Saluting his poetic ears. 1880 L.

STEPHEN Pope iii. 71 Chapman was a poet worthy of our

great poetic period,

3. Of the nature of poetry ; consisting of or

written in verse ;
= POETICAL 3.

1656 SIR J. M[ENNIS] & J. S[MJTH] (title]
Musarum

Delicee: or the Muses Recreation. Conteining severall

Pieces of Poetique Wit. 1749 Power Pros. Numbers 38
When Prosaic Numbers are too much bound, the Stile is

Poetic Prose; when Poetic Numbers are too free, it is

Prosaic Poetry. 1844 LINGARD Anglo-Sax. Ch. (1858) I.

377 A poetic paraphrase of certain portions of the service.

b. Having the style or character proper to

poetry as a fine art; poetically beautiful or elevated.

1854 MILMAN Lat. Chr. in. vi, (1864) II. 78 Producing a vast

mass of what was truly poetic, 1877 SHAIRP Poetic Intcrpr.
Nat. viii. no In our own day such poetic descriptions of
Nature have burst the bonds of metre altogether, and filled

many a splendid page of poetic or imaginative prose.

4. Relating to or dealing with poetry. (
=

POETICAL 4.)

^1704 T. BROWS Prol. tst Sat. Pcrsius Wks. 1730 I. 51

My verse has never yet stood trial Of Poetick Smiths. 1867
CARLYLE Remin. (1881) II. 332 Wordsworth.. talked a great
deal > about '

poetic
'

correspondents of his own (i. e. cor-

respondents for the sake of his poetry; especially one such
who had sent him, from Canton, an excellent chest of tea).

5. Celebrated in poetry ; affording a subject for

poetry. (Cf. HISTORIC a. 2.)

174^ POPE Dune. iv. 489 While thro' Poetic scenes the
Genius roves. 1883 WARNER Roundabout Journ. xi. 94
When you are on the east coast of Sicily you are in the most

poetic locality of the classic world.

Q. In etymological sense of GT.irottjTiKos; Making,
creative ; relating to artistic creation, rare.

1872 MORRIS
tr._ Ueberwegs Hist. Philos. I. (Cent.),

Poetic philosophy is a form of knowledge having reference

to the shaping of material, or to the technically correct and
artistic creation of works of art. 1885 J. MARTINEAU Types
Eth. Th. I. 57 [God] becomes a true Creator, with poetic
function (TTOITJTJK) as disposer of the ideas.

B. sb. fl. A writer of poetry, a poet. Obs.
c 1650 J. PARRY To Cleveland C.'s Wks. (1687) 286 Where

all Poeticks else may truckle under. 16.. Elegy on
Cleveland 40 ibid. 285 'Tis your Crime T'upbraid the State-
Poeticks of this time.

2. sing, and pi. That part of literary criticism

which treats of poetry ; also, a treatise on poetry :

applied esp. to that of Aristotle.

1717-41 CHAMBERS Cyc/. s. v., Aristotle's Poetics is a work
infinitely valued. . . Horace, Vieta, Vossus, and Scaliger,
have likewise published poetics in Latin. 1776 BURNEY
Hist. Mus. I. Pref. 8 It is imagined that Plutarch took
it either from his [Aristotle's] 1 realise on Music, or the
second book of his Poetics. 1834 Penny Cycl* II. 335/2

Aristotle's genuine extant works* may be divided into three

classes : i. Those relating to the philosophy of the mind. . .

To this head may be referred .. his Rhetoric and Poetic:
the last of which works is imperfect. 1879 M. PATTISON
Milton xlii. 200 The principle of the Aristotelean Poetic.

3. pi. Poetic composition ;
the writing of poems.

1851 CARLYLE iS'/er/in^ in, iii. (1872) 194 Our valiant friend

..was not to be repulsed from his Poetics either by the
world's coldness or by mine.

Poetical (p^e'tikal), a. [f. L. pocticus (see

prec.) + -AL: see -ICAL.J
1. Of, belonging to, or proper to poets or poetry.

(= POETIC a. i.)
Poetical JUSTICE, LICENCK : see the sbs.

^1384 CHAUCER //. Fame MI. 5 Here art poetical be
shewed. 1530 PALSGK. 44 Whiche auctors do rather by
a lycence poetycall. 1654 THAPP Cowtii. Job xxxvliL 19
These are Poetical terms likewise. 1711 ADDISON Spect.
No. 26 7 4 In the poetical Quarter [of Westminster Abbey],
I found there were Poets who had no Monuments, and
Monuments which had no Poets. 1779-81 JOHNSON L. P.,

Pope Wks. IV. 135 Poetical expression includes sound as
well as meaning. 1881 FKOUUK Short Stud. (1883) IV. n.

ii. 185 Keble . . possessed . .the gift of expressing himself in

the musical form which is called poetical.

fb. Such as is found only in poetry or imagina-
tive writing ; fictitious, feigned, imaginary, ideal.

Obs. or merged in prec. sense.

1555 Lydgate's Cfit-on. Troy To Rclr., Jireakynge out.,
into theyr poetycall fictions. 1569 J. SANFORD tr. Agrippa s

Van. Artes 168 b, It is manifest that it is altogether poeti-
call and fabulous. 1628 F. GREVIL Sidney v. (1652) 54 He
found many reasons to make question whether it would

prove Poetical, or reall on their part, a 1680 Hci LER Rei'i.

(1759* II. 126 Plato, who first banished Poets his Republic,
forgot that that very Commonwealth was poetical.

f c. Poetical rising and setting of a star : see

quots., and ACBONYCHAL. COSMICAL, HELIACAL.
1594 BLUNDEVIL Exerc. m. i. x.xxv. (1636) 348 The

Poeticall rising is the appearing of some starre above the

Horizon, determined by the Sunne. Ibid., The Poeticall

setting, is either the going downe of some starre under the

Horizon, or else the hiding thereof under the beames of the

Sunne. 1704 J. HARRIS Lex. Tcchn. I. s. v., The Ancient
Poetical Writers, .refer the Rising and Setting of the Stars,

always to that of the Sun; and accordingly make three

sorts of Poetical Rising and Setting. Cosintcal^ Acronyca!,
(or as some write it, Acronychal) and Heliacal.

2. Characteristic of a poet or poets.
1585 T. WASHINGTON tr. Nicholay's I'oy. ii. viii. 42 This

Poet being full of poeticall spyte and indignation. 1876
L. STEPHEN En$. Tk. i8M Cent. II. 350 Pope had at least

two great poetical qualities. He was among the most

keenly sensitive of men, and he had an almost unique felicity

of expression.

b. Having the character of a poet ; possessing
the imaginative power, insight, sensibility, or skill

in verse-writing, of a poet.
1581 SIDNEY Apol. Poetrit (Arb.) 36 The Historian, bound

to tell things as things were, cannot be liberall (without
hee will bee poeticall) of a perfect patterne. 1600 SHAKS.
A. Y. L. in. iii. 16 Truly, I would the Gods hadde made
thee poeticall. 1620 T. GRANGER Div. Logike 129 Quid is

more Poelicall then Virgil. 1847 L. HUNT Men, tt'owt-n,

fy B. I. i. 2 And this is most remarkable in proportion as he
is a poetical poet a high lover of fiction.

f C. That is a poet ; composing in verse. Obs.
1662 STILLINGFL. Orig. Sacr. i. iv. i That their first

writers were Poetical, and apparently fabulous. 1720 SWIFT
Fates Clergymen Wks. 1755 II. n. 29 He was a thousand
times recommended by his poetical friends to great persons.

3. Composed in poetry ; written in verse.

1549 Conipl. Scott, x. 82 Quhou beit that the said poietical
beuk be dytit oratourly. 1601 SHAKS. Tivel. N. i. v. 207

Alas, I tooke great paines to studie it, and 'tis Poeticall.

1605 CAMDEN Rent. 8 Some Poeticall descriptions of our
ancient Poets. 1710 SWIFT Lett. (1767) III. 21, I am now
writing my poetical Description of a Shower in London^
and will send it to the Tatler. 1855 BRIMLEY Ess., Tenny-
son 97 A poetical monument to a personal friend.

b. Of the style or character proper to poetry as

a fine art ; having the qualities of good poetry.
1447 BOKENHAM Seyntys Introd. (Roxb.) 3 The forme of

procedyng artificyal Is in no wyse ner poetycal. 1^17
POPE in Lady M. IV. Montagu*$ Lett. Oct., The poetical
manner in which you paint some of the scenes about you.
1868 Morn. Star 25 Feb., She combines the real with
the poetical in that degree which assuredly marks the true

artist.

4. Relating to or dealing with poetry ; occupied
with or fond of poetry.
1779-81 JOHNSON L. P., Pope Wks. IV. 5 Dryden's Fables

. .were much in the hands of poetical readers. 1851 BRIMLEY
Ess.* Wordsw. 122 A new poetical philosophy. Ibid. 133
His poetical creed.

5. Worthy to be celebrated in poetry :
= POETIC

a. 5. rare" 1
.

1878 SEELEY Stein II. 364 A man may also be poetical in

the sense of being a good subject for poetry.. .In this sense,
Stein was eminently a poetical person.

1 6. In etymological sense of Gr. iroiijTtK6$ :

;

Creative, formative ; relating to artistic creation or

composition. Obs. rare. (= POETIC a. 6.)

1597 MORLEY tntrod. Mus. Annot., The second may be

i called Syntactical, Poetical, or effectiue.

Hence t Poeticality = POETICALNESS (in quot.

1575, a poetical expression).
1575 LANEHAM Let. (1871) 47 To cum oout of oour

poeticaliteez, & too talk no more serioous tearms. 1607

, HEYWOOD Fayre Mayde Wks. 1874 II. 48 Requires much
i poeticality in the subscription.



POETICALLY.

Poetically (p^e-tikali), adv. [f. prec. + -LY -.]

In a poetical manner, style, or form ; in poetry or

verse
;
in a way suitable to poetry or a poet.

1551 HfLOET, Poeticallye, /)0f//f. 1571 GOLDINC Calvin
on Ps. xviii. 5 To be enlarged poetically, and with gU&teringe
ornaments of words. 1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. 132
Some have written Poetically as Ovid. 1753 HOGARTH
Anal. Beauty xi. 90 How poetically doth the action . . carry
on the allusion to speed. 1847 TENNYSON Prttic. Concl. 6

What, if you drest it [the story] up poetically !

b. In relation to poetry ; as respects poetry.
1697 DRYDEN F.neid Ded. aijb. It is not necessary the

Manners of the Heroe should be virtuous. They are Poeti-

cally good if they are of a Piece. 1845 Miss MITKORD in

L'Estrange Life III. xi. 197 Books typographically worth
about eightpence poetically good for nothing.

Poe'ticalness. [f. as prec. + -XJESS.] Poetical

quality or style.

1835 Xew Monthly Mag. XLiy. 314 Job stood, .brooding
in speechless poeticalness on his own thoughts. <i 1881
S. LANIEK in Century M^ag. (1883) May 135 A single fact

in pioof of this exceeding poeticalness will suffice.

Poetician (p^eti-Jan), [f. POETIC + -IAN
;

cf.

rhetorician, mathematician^ etc.] A student in

the poetry class : = POET 2 g : cf. POETBY 6.

1895 J. GILLOW Bibl. Diet. E\ig. Cath. IV. 34 Guliel.

Killick and Jacobus Gooden, poeticians at St. Omers College.

Foeticism (p^ie-tisiz'm). nonce-wet, [f.
POETIC

+ -ISM.] The practice of poetry ;
a being poetic.

1847 Frasers M^ag. XXXVI. 15 The sacred flowers and
other minor embodiments of a religious poeticism. 1905
Daily Ckron. 29 May 3/3 As long as the author. . is content
to confine the expression of his poetry to poeticism, the
answer will not matter to him in the least.

Poe'ticize (-^iz), v. [f. as prec. + -IZE.]
1. trans. To make poetic; to treat poetically;

to put into poetry, write poetry about.

1804 ANNA SEWARD Lett. (iSn) VI. 141, 1 think its author
has poeticized, if I may be allowed the word, the new and
fortunate subject. 1833 S. AUSTIN Charac. Goethe I. 315
nott\ Wilhelm Musters Apprenticeship .. is a poeticized,
civic and domestic story. 187^ Contemp. Rev. XXIV. 870
The working class was.. idealized and poeticized by way-
ward genius.
2. intr. To write or speak as a poet.
1850 MAZZINI Royalty <y Repub. 169 It pleases you lo

poeticize over the ruins of an institution, which was sublime.

Poe'ticness. rare. [f. POETIC* -NESS.] The
quality of bein^ poetic.
a 1631 DONNE Litany viii, Pray for mee, That I by them

excuse not my excesse In seeking secrets, or poetiquenesse.

Foetico-(p0|e'tik0), used as combining form of

L. poeticus POETIC, with other adjs., to denote a
combination of the poetic with some other quality,
as poetico-antiquarian t -architectural, -grotesque^

-philosophic.
1818 BENTHAM Ch. Eng. 109 Ministers of the Established

Church are, according to the system of poetico-architectural
divinity, 'the pillars of divine truth'. 1827 CARLYLE Misc.,
Goethe (1869) 183 Gotz became the parent of an innumer-
able progeny of poeuco-antiquarian performances. 1878
GROSART in //. Mores Poems Mem. In trod. 31/1 The
peculiarity of More is in that poetico-philosophic mist, which
..hangs in light and beautiful festoons over his thoughts.

Foeticule (p0|C*tikiwl). [f.
L. poeta POET +

-CULE.] A petty or insignificant poet.
1871 SWINBURNE Under Microscope 68 A poor young

poeticule of the same breed as his panegyrist. 1880 ~
Stuti. Shaks. 240 The obtuseness of a full-grown poeticule
or poetaster. i88a Fraser's Mag. XXVI. 53 All the poeti-
cules and

prelatry of the court of Louis X.

|| Foetrto. rare. [It. deriv. of L. poeta poet.]
A paltry poet, a poetaster.
1632 B. JONSON Magn, Lady Induct., We haue diuers,

that driue that trade, now ; Poets, Poet'accios, Poetasters,
Poetitos. 1689 SHADWELL Bury Fair Prol., Those wretched
poetitos who got praise For writing most confounded loyal

plays.

Foetize (pffniUb), v. [ad. F. pottistr (i4th c.

in Hatz.-Darm.) ; see POET and -IZE.]
1. intr. To play the poet; to compose poetry;

to write or speak in verse, or in poetical style.

1581 SIDNEY Apol. Poetrie (Arb.) 60 Not onely to read
others Poesies, but to poetise for others reading:. 1596
FITZ-GEFFBAY Sir F. Drake (1881) 23 Free Poesie is made
a marchandize, Onlie to flatter is to Poetize. 1630 DRAY-
TON Muses Elizinin (1892) n They very curiously could
Paint, And neatly Poetize. 1731 Hist. Litteraria II. 165
It is but a bold and vain Attempt to poetize in any Lan-
guage learnt only by Grammar. 18*6 BLukw. Mag. XIX.
355 Go over all the poets who have poetized about the sea.

*fb. To deal in poetical fiction; to feign; to
* romance '. Obs.

'595 DAMEL Civ. Wars \. vi, I ver-ane the troth, not
poetize. 1639 N. N. tr. Du Bong's Compl. Woman u. 58
It seems they no whit Poetize, who say that Arithmetick
cannot multiply so farre.

f2. trans, (with simple obj. or obj. cl.} Tore-
cord or tell in poetry. Obs.

1609 HEYWOOD Brit. Troy xiv. Schol, 383 It is poetised
of him that in the Etisian field after his death he espoused
Medea. 1614 T. ADAMS Fatal Banquet iii. Wks. 1861 I.

212 What Ovid did but poetize, experience doth moralise,
our manners actually perform.
3. trans, a. To make poetical; to turn into

poetry ; to imbue with the spirit or style of poetry.
1762 GOLDSM. Ess. xv. Poetry disting^.^ Virgil has . .

poetized (if we may be allowed the expression) a whole sen-

tence by means of the same word, which is pendere. 1847
Blackm. Mas. LX1I.473 He had poetised, .the commonest

1044

I objects of external nature. 1878 DOWDEN Stud. Lit. 33
1

Shelley poetizes the doctrine when Leon bids the tyrant

|

Othman go free.

b. To celebrate in poetry ; to compose poetry
upon ; to write or speak poetically about.

1837 EMEKSON Address, Amer. Scltol. Wks. (Bohn) II.

187 Instead of the sublime and beautiful, the near, the low,
the common, was explored and poetized. 1884 J. PARKER

Larger Ministry u It is irrational . .to poetise the moon,
and ignore the sun which she modestly reflects.

Hence Po'etized ///. at., Po'etizing vld. sb. ;

also Po:etiza'tion, the action of poetizing, a turn-

ing into poetry ; also <\usL$\~<;oncr. a poetical version

of something ; Fo'etizer, one who poetizes.
1875 -V. Amer. Rev. CXX. 191 Would find a *poetization

of that enterprise a rather tough morsel to swallow. 1889
CHLRCH Let. 9 Nov., Life (1894) 341 A most melancholy, but
in parts beautiful book, Edwin Arnold's poetisation of
Buddhism. 1829 CARLYLE Misc. \ 1857) II. 78 Only *poetUed
philosophical speeches. 1877 MOKLKY Crit. Misc. Ser. n.

298 The Religion of Duty lacks a vital mark of religion, and
cannot be regarded as. more than a highly poetized morality.
1599 T. M[OUFET] Siikwormes 20 These be the tales that

*Poetjsers sing. 1830 Frater s Mag. I. 342 The Eastern

poet is superior to the duller poetisers of more western
countries. 1651 STANLEY Cupid Poems 69, I first admir'd.
then transferr'd my excesse of Admiration to the folly of

'poetizing. 1894 Athcnxnm 2 June 702/3 A poet like Keats
. .has no need to subject his lines to the poetizing process of
Wordsworth.

Pcretless, a. [See -LESS.] Destitute of poets.
1875 S. MANNING Land ofPliaraohs 113 Poetless as they

were, they had a national genius.

Fo'etliug. [Sec -LIXG.] A young or budding
poet ; also, a petty or inferior poet, a poetaster.
177* NUGENT tr. Hist. Fr. Gerund II. 117 One of those

poetlings in bud which never ripen. 1830 LYTTON in Select.

Corr. M. Napier (1879) 86 What is the meaning of this

Bible mania among the poetlings? 1886 SvMQxnsfictiaiss.
It.. Cath. React. (1898) VII. xiv. 240 All classes, from popes
and princes down to poetlings and pedants.

Po'etly, a. rare. ^[See -LY
*.] Befitting a

poet, poetical.
1423 JAS. I Kingis Q. iv, He, in his poetly report, In

philosophy can him to confort.

!! Poetomachia (po { tom^-kia). [In form L.,
f. Gr. irotrjT-rjs poet + -/wzxi'a fighting: see -JIACHY.]
A quarrel or contest of poets.
1602 DEKKER Satiromastix To World, That terrible

Poetomachia, lately commencedbetweene Horace the second,
and a band of leane-witted Poetasters. 1898 At/tenxuw
30 Apr. 562 Never has a clearer picture been drawn of the

poetomachia or theatre war, and of the other discordant
elements that made up Shakespeare's every-day environ-
ment.

t Po'etress. 0/>s. Also -is, -ease. [a. obs,

F. poetresse^ poetrice, f. L. poetria or poetris

poetess, with suffix conformed to the fern, endings
essc, -ice, -ESS.] = POETESS.
1560 ROLLAND Crt. Venus in. 24 The Poetris and Maistres

eik Sappho. 1591 SPENSER Tears Muses 576 [She] is her
selfe a peereles Poetresse. 1622 PEACHAM Coinpl. Gent. iv.

(1634) 36 Those foure sisters, the learned daughters of Sir

Anthony Cooke, and rare Poetresses. a 1640 EAKL STIRLING
Poems 285 (Jod.) The poetres^'s hasty resolution. 1694
MOTTEUX Rabelais iv. Ivii, Making Poets of Ravens, .and
Poetresses of Magpies. 1756 J. KENNEDY Curiosities of
Wilton House (1786) 47 The Busts of Sulpitia, the Poetress.

fPo-etrize, v. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. POETBY +

-IZE.] intr. To compose poetry (= POETIZE i);
to write in verse.
1602 CAKEW Cornwall 78 b, Henry the third, honoured

therewith his brother Richard King of the Romanes, a Prince
no less plentifully flowing in wealth, than his brother was
often drmen to extreame shifts through needinesse, which
made that barbarous age to poetrize : Nummus ait, pro me
nubit Cornubia Romae.

Poetry (p<?u'etri). Forms : 4-7 poetrie, 5

-trye, -terye, 6 Sc. poyetrie, 5- poetry. [ME.
= OF. poetriejpoeterie (13-14^ c.), old It. poetria

(Florio) ; ad. late and med.L. poetria, f. poeta poet.
Poetria occurs in a scholium on Horace Episf. n. i. 103,

written (according to O. Keller, Pseudacro] ^650, perh. in

North Italy, and preserved in MSS. of loth c. ; also in

9th or loth c. MSS. of Martianus Capella. It is used as the

title of treatises on the art of poetry, esp. the Nova Poetria
of Gaufrei de Vinsauf (Galfridus de Vino Salvo, also called

Galfridus AngHcus) about or soon after 1200; and in various
works of the i3th c., as tbe Graecismus of Eberhardus
Bethuniensis c 1212 (' Arte poetria fungor dum fingo poema '),

the translation of Averroes' paraphrase of Aristotle's Poetics

by Hermannus Alemannus ^1260, and the Catholicon of

Joannes de Janua, 1286 (* a poeia, poeticus t
et ha^c poetria.

ais poetica'). (I. Bywater.) The relation of the word to

L. Poetria, Gr. ironjrpia, poetess, is not clear ; but, from its

antiquity, its formative suffix cannot be identified with F.

-erie, Eng. -ery, -ryt in such words as chirurgery^ drollery^

bigotry^ mimicry. Our earliest English examples are from

Chaucer, to whom the Nova Poetria of Galfridus was well

known, as he makes the Nun's Priest refer to it in his Tale
!

(1. 527) and apostrophize the author as
( O Gaufred deere

Maister souerayn \]

I. In obsolete senses.

f 1. A rendering of med.L. poetria in sense of an

ars poetica or treatise on the art of poetry. Obs.

1447 BOKENHAM Seyntys IntiwL (Roxb.) 3 Galfridus Angli-
cus in hys newe poetrye.

f 2. Applied to imaginative or creative literature

in general ; fable, fiction : cf. POET $b. i b. Obs.
c 1384 CHAUCER H. Fame \\. 493 When thou redest poetrie
How goddes gonne stellifye Briddes fisshe best. 1387
TBEVISA Higden (Rolls) II. 279 Of be bryngynge forj of

POETRY.
mawmetrie com wel nyh at he feyninge of poetrie [L. De
ortu idolatries omnia pene figuienta inanarunt ; 143^-50
Alle figmentes toke begynnenge allemoste of ydolatry].
1484 CAXTON Fables ofsEsop n. Proem, Fable is as moche
to seye in poeterye as wordes in theologye. 1530 TISDALK
Pract. Prelates Wks. (Parker Soc.) II. 268 They., feigned
Miracles, and gaue themselues only unto poetry, and shut
up the scripture. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny II. 607 Their pro-
fession of Poetry, that is to say, of faining and deuising
fables, may in some sort excuse them.

II. In existing use.

3. The art or work of the poet ; a. \Vith special
reference to its form : Composition in verse or

metrical language, or in some equivalent patterned

arrangement of language ; usually also with choice
of elevated words and figurative uses, and option
of a syntactical order, differing more or less from
those of ordinary speech or prose writing.
In this sense, poetry in its simplest or lowest form has

been identified with versification or verse; cf. quots. 1658,
1755-

1386 CHAUCLR Clerk's Prol. 33 Fraunceys Petrak .. \\hos
Rethorik sweeteEnlumynedal Ytaille of poetrie, As Lynyan
dide of Philosophic. 1412-20 LYDG. Chron. Troy in. xxv.
i -MS. Digby 230), Til |at he [Chaucer] came and with bis

poetrye Gan our tunge first to magnifye. c 1440 Ptotnp.
Purv. 406/2 Poetrye, poetria. 1509 HAWES Past. Pleas.

(Percy Soc.) 2 Nothinge I am experte in poetry, As the
monke of Bury, floure of eloquence. 1567 Satir. Poems
Reform, vi. 9 Thajr pic -and flow re of Poyetrie. 1586
W. WEBBE Eng. Poetrie (Arb.) 21 Poetiie .. may properly
be defined, the arte of making: which word as it hath
aluaies beene especially vsed of the be*)! of our English
Poet*, to expres-,e ye very faculty of speaking or wryting
Poetically. 1658 PHILLIPS, Poesie, or Poetry^ the art of

making a Poem, /. any kind of subject consisting of

Rythm or Verses. 1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v., The rules
of poetry and versifying are taught by art, and acquired by
study. . . Its matter, long and short syllables, and feet com-
posed hereof, with words furnished by grammar ; and its

forin^ the arrangement of all these things in just and agree-
able verse, expressing the thoughts and sentiments of the

I author. 1755 JOHNSON, Poetry^ metrical composition ; the

!
art or practice of writing poems. 1838 THIHLWALL Greece

j

II. xii. 116 The first period of Greek poetry., is entirely
I filled by the names of Homer and Hesiod. 1906 J. W.
I MACKAIL (.Communicated), In general, the essence of poetry

as an art is not so much that it is rhythmical (which all

elevated language is;, or that it is metrical (which not
all poetry is, except by a considerable extension of the

meaning of the word), as that it is patterned language.
This is us specific quality as a '

fine art '. The essence of
'

pattern
'

(in its technical use, as applied to the arts) as
distinct from '

composition
'

generally, is that it is composi-
tion which has what is technically called a 'repeat'; and
it is the 'repeat' which technically differentiates poetry
from non-poetry, both being (as aits) 'composition*. The
*

repeat
'

may be obvious, as in the case of rhymed lines of

equal length, or it may be more implicit, to any degree
of subtlety ; but if it does not exist, there is technically no

poetry. The artistic power of the pattern -designer is shown
in the way he deals with the problem of '

repeat
'

; and this

is Hue of poetry likewise, and is probably the key (so far as

one exists) to any technical definition or discussion of the art.

b. The product of this art as a form of litera-

ture
;

the writings of a poet or poets ; poems
collectively or generally ; metrical work or com-

position ; verse. (Opp. to prose.}
1586 WEBBE Eng. Poetrie 28 The first wryters of Poetry

among the Latines, shoulde seeme to be those, which excelled

in the framing of Commedies. 1588 SHAKS. Tit. A. iv. i. 14
Cornelia neuer with more care Read to her sonnes, then she

hath read to thee, Sweet Poetry, and Tullies Oiatour.

1749 Numbers in Poet. Camp. 75 Speak here, .of the several

Sorts of English Poetry, as divided into Heroic, Pastoral,

Elegy, Satire, Comedy, Tragedy, Epigram and Lyric.

1763 J. BROWN Poetry 4- Mus. xiii. 223 If the Poet select

and adapt proper Music to his Poem; or the Musician
select and adapt proper Poetry to his Music. 1798 WORDSVV.

Lyr. Ballads {ed. 2) Pref. no(et I here use the word '

Poetry
'

(though against my own judgment) as opposed to the word
Prose, and synonymous with metrical composition. But . .

the only strict antithesis to Piose is Metre; nor is this, in

truth, a strict antithesis. 1807 Edin. Rev. XI. 216 The
end of poetry. .is to please and the name, we think, is

strictly applicable to every metrical composition from
which we receive pleasure, without any laborious exer-

cise of the understanding. 1828 WHATELY Rhet. in Encycl.

Mettop. I. 290/1 Good poetry might be denned,
*

Elegant
and decorated language in metre, expressing such and such

thoughts'. 1846 WRIGHT Ess. Mid. Ages 11-39 Poetry was
the only form of literary composition found in the primeval

age.

C. With special reference to its function : The

expression or embodiment of beautiful or elevated

thought, imagination, or feeling, in language

adapted to stir the imagination and emotions, both

immediately and also through the harmonic sug-

gestions latent in or implied by the words and

connexions of words actually used, such language

containing a rhythmical element and having usually
a metrical form (as in a) ; though the term is

sometimes extended to include expression in non-

metrical language having similar harmonic and

emotional qualities (prose-poetry).

1581 SIDNEY Apol. Poetrie (Arb.) 28 Verse being but an

ornament and no cause to Poetry: sith there haue beene

many most excellent Poets, that neuer versified. 1588

SHAKS. L. L. L. iv. ii. 165, 1 will proue those Verses to be

very vnlearned, neither sauouring of Poetrie, Wit, nor

Inuention. 1689-90 TEMPLE Ess. Poetry Wks. 1731 I. 235

Nor is it any great Wonder that such Force should be found

in Poetry, since in it are assembled all the Powers of Elo-



POETKYLESS.

quence, of Mubick, and of Picture, which are all allowed to
f

make so strong Impressions upon humane Minds. 1779-81
|

JOHNSON L. P.
t
Waller Wks. II. 267 The essence of poetry

is invention; such invention as, by producing something
unexpected, surprises and delights. . . Poetry pleases by
exhibiting an idea more grateful to the mind than things
themselves afford. 1798 WORDSW. Lyr. Ballads (ed. 2)

Pref., Poetry is the breath and finer spirit of all knowledge;
it is the impassioned expression which is in the countenance
of all Science. 1853 ROBERTSON Serm. Ser. n. xx, All

Christ's teaching is a Divine Poetry, luxuriant in metaphor,
overflowing with truth too large for accurate sentences,
truth which only a heart alive can appreciate, a 1854 H.
REKD Lcct. Brit. Poets vi. (1857) 220 A strain of prose
which is poetry in all but poetry's metrical music. 1885
WATTS-DUNTON in Encycl. Brit. XIX. 257/2 Absolute poetry
is the concrete and artistic expression of the human mind
in emotional and rhythmical language. 1906 H. B. YEATS
Poems Pref., Poetry, .is in the last analysis an endeavour to

condense as out of the flying vapours of the world an image
of human perfection, and for Us own and not for the art's sake.

d. Extended (with reference to the etymology)
to creative or imaginative art in general, rare.

[1815 D. STEWART in Encycl. Brit., Suppl, I. 5 note, The
latitude given by D'Alembert to the meaning of the word

Poetry is a real and very important improvement on Bacon,
who restricts it to fictitious History or Fables... D'Alembert,
on the other hand, employs it in its natural signification,
as synonymous with invention or creation.} 1856 RUSKIN
Mod. Paint. III. iv. i. 15 Painting is properly to be

opposed to speaking or writing, but not to poetry. Both

painting and speaking are methods of expression. Poetry is

the employment of either for the noblest purposes.

4. //. Pieces of poetry ; poems collectively, rare,

c 1384 CHAUCER H. Fame HI. 388 Oon seyde Omere was \i\r.

made] lyes Feynynge in hys Poetries. 1587 GOLDING DC
Mornay xxiv. (1592) 372 What shall we say then to the

Poetries [of our Scriptures], specially of Dauid, considering
that he wasaforeall thePoetriesof the Heathen? 1656 EARL
MONM. tr. Boccalinis Advts.fr. Parnass. 284 Desired that

she might see both their Poetries ; which after she had

perused several times,and duly considered them, she. .chose

Mauro's Fava. 1818 SCOTT Rob Roy xxm, And this young
birkie here,, .will his stage-plays and his poetries help him
here, d'ye think..? Will Tityre tu patills^

as they ca
1

it,

tell him where Rashleigh Osbaldistone is? 1886 M. F.TUPPER
My Life < Author^ 222 If some few have appeared among
other poetries in print, they shall not be repeated here.

5. fig. Something resembling or compared to

poetry ; poetical quality, spirit, or feeling.
1816 KEATS Sonn. Grasshopper fy Cricket, The poetry of

earth is never dead:.. a voice will run .. about the new-
mown mead; That is the Grasshopper's. 1817 COLERIDGE
Biog, Lit. II. xiv. i The sudden charm, which accidents of

light and shade, which moon-light or sun-set diffused over
a known and familiar landscape, .these are the poetry of
nature. 1846 MACKAY Poems, Railways i

' No poetry in

railways !' foolish thought Of a dull brain, to no fine music
wrought. 1874 BLACKIE Self-Cult. 70 To live poetry,
indeed, is always better than to write it.

6. The name given to the sixth, or (reckoning the

Preparatory as one, the seventh) class from the

bottom or third from the top, in English Roman
Catholic schools, seminaries, or colleges, on the

continent, and subsequently in England. The class

so called comes between Syntax and Rhetoric.

1679 Trials of White fy other Jesuits 56 Fall. I saw him
when I was in my Syntax, and now I am in Poetry. 1906
[' Still in use at Stonyhurst, etc.; also at St. Edmund's or

Douay College, now located at Woolhampton in Berks.
1

(Rev. Sir D. 6. Hunter Blair, O.S.B.}]

7. attrib. and Comb.
798WoLcoTT (P. Pindar) Tales of Hoy Wks. 1812 IV.

410 He scrawls the chairs and tables over, and walls when-
ever the poetry-fit is upon him. 1846 THACKERAY L.
Blanckard'Wte. 1900 XI 1 1. 477 The young fellow, .poetry-
stricken, writing dramatic sketches. 1885 fllustr. Land.
News 7 Nov. 468/3 The book is one on which every poetry
lover should form his own opinion. 1887 DOWDEN Tran-

scripts (1896) 516 The ignominious years of dreaming, poetry*
making, and the receiving of wretched praise.

Hence Po'etryless ., devoid of poetry.
1854 H. STRICKLAND Trav. TJi, 28 A soulless, poetryless,

utilitarian, money-making Englishman is bad enough.

Poetship (ptfu-etjjip). [f. POET + -SHIP.] The

position or function of a poet ;
also with pass, adj,

as a mock title for a poet.
1781 COWPER Let, to y. Newton 25 Aug., Johnson uses

the discretion my poetship has allowed him, with much
discernment. 1834 SIR J. STEPHEN in Sir H. Taylor's
Corr. (1888) 50 Do not let your poetship snort and grow
saucy. 1878 BROWNING Poets Croisic !, Fury of favour,

Royal Poetship, Prophetship.

Poeuere, poeure, obs. forms of POOR.

Poff, obs. form of PUFF.
Poffle (pp'f'l). Sc. Alsopaffle. [Deriv. obscure :

cf. PIGHTLE, and the phonetic variations under HICK-

WALL.] A small parcel of land : cf. PENDICLE 2 b.

(Max poffil, the poffle of Maccus, now Maxpoffle in

Roxburghshire, is mentioned in 1317.)

1797 Statist. Ace. Scot. XIX. 328 Some places are par-
celled out into small poffles or farms, few of which are above

30 acres each. 1818 SCOTT Hrt. Midi. Ded., Disclaiming
all intention of purchasing that pendicle or poffle of land
called the Carlinescroft. 1901 A. LANG in Longnt. Mag.
Feb. 380 In Spot itself he purchased a poffle or pendicle of
land.

tPoge. Obs, rare- 1
, [app. repr. It. appoggio

leaning place, stay, help : cf. poggh mounting
block : L. podium ; see PEW.] Stay, support.
ci5s Bp. CLERKE Let. to Wolscy in Ellis Orig. Lett,

Ser. n. I. 308 His Holynes being excluded frome the help
and poge of other Princes.
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(PCS)- [Origin unascertained.] A name

given to certain fishes, a. The armed bull-head,
Cotlus cataphractus , having a large broad flat head

and sharply tapering body, armed with spines and

bony plates, b. Aspidophorus, an acanthoptery-

gian genus, armed with shield-like scales.

111671 WILLVGHBY Ichthyogr. (1686) Tab. N. 6, 2 Cata-

Sliractus
supinus Schonfeldij. 3 idem, a Pogge. 1740 K.

ROOKES Art ofAngling It. xxix. 137 The Pogge. .is about

two Hands breadth in Length. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Xupp.,

Pog^e, or Catapliractits. 1769 PENNANT Zool. III. 178
The pogge is very common on most of the British coasts.

1823 CRABB Teclmol. Diet., Pogge, ..a sort of Bull-Head,
the Coitus catnpliractns of Lmnaius, a fish having the

head larger than the body. 1856 C'-OSSK Marine 7.ool. n.

200 Asfidophorus (Cuv.). Pogge. Body eight-angled, en-

closed in plates ; recurved spines on the snout ; teeth only
on the jaws ; lower jaw fringed.

Poggy (pc'gi)- Also poggie. [Origin un-

knownJ A small arctic whale ; supposed to be the

young of the common whale, Balxna mystifetiis.

1874 SCAMMON Marine Mainin. t. v. 60 The whales of this

sea [Sea of Okhotsk], -are the same species as those of the

Arctic ; although in the bays is found, in addition, a very
small whale called the '

Poggy', which yields but little oil.

Pogh'e: see POH /;;/., POUGH sb. Obs.

Poghaden, the menhaden : see PAUHATGEX.

II Pogouiasis (pi'"g0nai-asis% Phys. [mod.L.,
f. Gr. maywvt-ov, dim. of Trutyaiv beard + -ASIS.]

Excessive growth of beard
; also, growth of beard

in a woman.
1841 DUNGI.ISOX Mcit. Lex., Pogoniasis, a female beard.

Also, great strength or quantity of beard.
18^5 Syd. Soc. L.

FogO'niate, a. [Cf. Gr. Trw-yawd-r^s bearded

nian.J a. Zool. Bearded, b. Ornith. Webbed,
as a leather.

[1786 Po^cnologia 19 The emperor Constantine is dis-

tinguished by the epithet of Pogonate, which signifies the

Bearded. J 1890 in Cent. Diet. 1895 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

Pogonic (pagp'nik), a. [f. Gr. ituiyuv beard +

-ic.] Of or pertaining to a beard.

1858 MAVNE Expos. Lex., Pogonicus, of or belonging to

the beard : pogonic.
So Pogono'logist, a writer on beards ; Pogono'-

logy, a treatise on beards ; Pogono'tomy [Gr.

To/jr; cutting], tile cutting of the beard ; Pogono'-

trophy [Gr. rpoijiri nourishment], cultivation of

the beard, beard-growing.
[1786 (title'] Pogonologia, or a Philosophical Essay on

Beards, translated from the French.] 1788 V. KNOX Winter
Even. I. ii. 24 It would not be surprising to see a barber

style himself.. Pogonologist. 1801 W. TAYLOR in Monthly
Mag. XII. 422 Some years ago we had to read the Pogono-
logy. 1861 Temple Bar Maf. III. 261 Ten years' experience

may have made ourselves a little enthusiastic in favour of

pogonotrophy. 1883 ROI.LESTON in Arckseohgia XLVII.
455 There appears to be some necessary correlation between

Hippophagy, Pogonotrophy, and perhaps Paganism. 1897
Columbus (Ohio) Dispatch Jan., Pogonotomy is what the

Greeks used to call the gentle art of self-shaving.

II Pogrom (pogro'm). [Russian norpOMt, de-

vastation, destruction.] An organized massacre in

Russia for the destruction or annihilation of any

body or class : in the English newspapers (1905-6)

chiefly applied to those directed against the Jews.
[1882 Times 17 Mar. 3/6 That the '

Pogromen
'

(riots

against the Jews) must be stopped.] 1905 Daily News
12 June 5 The only means of combating the 'pogroms

'

is

armed resistance. 1906 IVcsttn. Gaz. 21 June 12/1 The
Russian word '

pogrom
'

(pronounced with stress on the final

syllable) is generally translated
'

desolation, devastation '.

The word is related to the Russian words groin, thunder,

the thunder-clash, and to gromit, to thunder, to batter

down as with a thunderbolt, to destroy without pity.

Pogy (p<>"'gi). local U. S. Alsopogie. [Contr.
from pauhaugen] Local name of the menhaden :

see PAUHAUGEN. Comb, pogy-oatoher, a vessel

employed in the menhaden fishery; pogy-gull, a

sea-gull found near Cape Cod, Massachusetts.
1888 GOODE A mer. Fish 385 North of Cape Cod the name

Pogy is almost universally in use, while in southern New
England the fish is known only as the menhaden.

Poh (po\ int. Also 7-8 pough, 8 pogh, 9 po.

An ejaculation of contemptuous rejection. (Cf.

POOH.)
1670 PRANCE Narr. Pop. Plot 13 Pough, Pough, said Sr.
, ,

*
,, . r ". tf i_i_ i_: ir ._-o

Ho. at Castleknock Wks. 1755 IV. i. 306 Poh ! fellow, keep
not such a pother. 1787 Minor 174 Pogh ; thought I, why
should I fear a man. i8ao COBBETT Gram. Eng. Lang.
210 Poh ! Never think a man either learned or good

merely on account of his being called a Doctor. 1824 GALT
Rothelan i. vii, Po ! yours are as the pebble-stones on the

seashore to the jewels that may be bought in Ghent.

I! Poi (poi). Also poe. [Hawaiian name.] A
dish made in Hawaii from the root of the taro or

kalo plant, by grinding, mixing, and allowing it to

ferment ; also, a dish made from the banana and

pandanus fruit. Also attrib.

1840 F. D. BENNETT Whaling Voy. I. 213 They eat it in

the form of a paste, or poc. 1877
LADY BRASSEY Voy. Sun-

beam (1878) 289 Poi is generally eaten from a bowl placed
between two people, by dipping three fingers into it, giving
them a twirl round, and then sucking them. 1894 Outing
(U.S.) XXIII. 392/1 The poi-pudding tasted like fig-

pudding and was extremely palatable.

POIGNANT.

t Fold, a. (s/>.) St. 0/>s. Also poyd. [perh.
a. OF. puit, fuel, put, etc., good for nothing, dirty,

evil.] Vicious, evil, vile ; as sb. a vile person.
1501 DOUGLAS Pal. Hon. i. 641 And all the court in haist

thair horsis ren^eit, Proclamand loude, quhair is Jone ppid
that plen^eit, Quhilk deith deseruis committand sic dispite.

1513 sEncis IV. Prol. 190 Sic poyd makrellis for Lucifer
bene leche.

Poiet, obs. form of POET.
Poietic (poi,e-tik), a. rare. [ad. Gr. iroir;-

Ti/c-os active, effective, f. iroiciV to do, make. (So

spelt and pronounced to differentiate the sense

from poetic, of identical origin.)] Creative, forma-

tive, productive, active.

1905 At'tcnznm 29 Apr. 519/5 There are four classes in the

State: the Hoietic, the Kinetic, the Dull, and the Base.

1905 I'.din. AVr'. July 73 As its organisation becomes settled

and efficient the State loses its poietic activity.

Poietic, -al, obs. Sc. ff. POETIC, -AL.

Foignado, poinado poina-do). 06s. or anh.
Also 6 poineado, poinardo, 6-7 poynado. (7

poinadoe, -adow, poynedo). [An alteration of

PONIARD, app. through ponianio : see -ADO.] A
small dagger ;

a poniard.
1567 J. SANKOHD Epictetifs To Rdr. A iv, A short dagger ;

which is vsed in the warres, or a Poineado. 1581 Pi. 1111

Gnazzo's Civ. Conv. in. (1586) 168 Perchance they per^u ade

themseiues that their seruaunts can not belpe themselues

withtheir Poignadoes. 1587 J/v. Mag.,Q. Cordila xxxviii,

Poynadoes all bedyde With bloud. 1593^. HAKvEv/Vcr'i
Super. Wks, tGrosart) II. 226 What will he do .. with the

tempestuous Engins of his owne wit, that keepeth such

a horrible coile with his Schoole-fellowes poinardo? 1611

CORVAT Crudities 408 Duke John his nephew drew hU
poinado out of his sheath. 1654 R. CODRINGTON tr. luslinc

xxiv. 341 Hrennus. .did end his life with his Poynedo. 1658

Pini.Lirs, Poinard, or Poinado. 1694 MOTTEUX Rabelais
v. ix. (1737) 34 Poinadoes, Skenes, Penknives. 1821 SCOTT

Kenilw. xxix, A melancholy gallant ; who. .has his hand on

bis poignado, and swears death and fury !

Poigiiance (pornans). rare. [f. POIGNANT :

see -ANCE.]
= next.

1782 ELPHIN'STON tr. Martial MI. ii. 132 To lend the
1

pepper poignance. 1893 A. L. HADDON What aits the

I
House* I. 129 Everything that surrounded me .. lent

: poignance to my uneasiness.

Poignancy (poi-nansi). [f.
POIGNANT : see

-ANCY.] The quality or fact of being poignant.
1. Pungency of taste or smell. Alsoyfy.
1730 SWIKT Let. to Gay 19 Nov., I.. sat down quietly at

my morsel, adding only. .a principle of hatred to all suc-

ceeding measures. .by way of sauce.. ; and. .one point of

conduct in my lady duchess's life has added much poignancy
to it. 1786 tr. Beckford's Vathek (1868) 50 Aromatic herbs

1

of the most acrid poignancy. 1814 SCOTT Chivalry (1874) 1 1

Sated with indulgencies which soon lose their poignancy.

2. Keenness or sharpness of pain, distress, or

grief ; also, of pleasure (cf. next, 3 b).

17.. J. RVLAND in Spurgeon Treas. Dav. Ps. Ixxvii. 6

Sometimes this reflection, .adds a poignancy to pur distress.

1787 J. BARLOW Oration $th July 15 The tidings [were]

received with a peculiar poignancy of grief. 1885 Manch.
Exam. 15 June 5/4 The remembrance, .gives pur regrets a

poignancy due to something like personal gratitude.

3. Piercing quality of words, expressions, looks,

etc. ; sharpness, keenness ; piquancy.
i688 VII.UERS (Dk. Buckhm.) Militant Couple Wks.

j (1775) 125 Those words, .have lost all the poignancy of their

j signification. 1719 J. WELWOOD in Rtnccs Lucan Pref. 36
, The first [Virgil] surpasses all in solid strength ; the latter

[Lucan] excells in vigour and poynancy. 1838 THIRLU ALL

|

Greece III. xviii. 83 Feelings . . deeply stung by the poignancy
of their wit.

Poignant (poi-nant), a. Forms: 4-6 poy-

uaunt, 4-8 -ant, 7-8 poinant. 7- poignant, (5

pugnaunt, pon3eand, -yaunt, -yawnt, poy-

gnaunt, poyngnant). [ME. a. OF. puigiiant

(i2th c. in Godef.), poignant (isth c.), pr. pple. of

poindre : L. pungere to prick, pierce.]

fl. Of weapons, or other pointed material objects :

Sharp-pointed, piercing. Obs.

c 1400 Rom. Rose 1879 The God of Love an arowe took ;

Ful sharp it was and ful pugnaunt. c 1470 HENRY Wallace

III. 141 The Scottis . .With ponjeand speris throuch platis

prest of steylle. 1567 TURBERV. Ovid's Epist. 69 b, Poy-
nant homes of fell and yrefull bulles. 1624 GEE Hold Fast

51 This weapon, being made so poinant and deadly, that

J. EDWARDS
emselves by

.

b. Jig. Of the eye or look : Piercing, keen.

1787 'G. GAMBADO' Acad. Horsemen (1809) 15 Jeffery
was not so slim, or was his eye so poignant. 1820 Miss
MITFORD in L'Estrange Life II. v. 120 Jeffrey has a singu-
lar expression poignant, bitter, piercing as if his counte-

nance never lit up but at the perception of some weakness

in human nature.

2. Sharp, pungent, piquant to the taste or smell.

1:1386 CHAUCER Nun's Pr. T. 14 Of poynaunt sauce hir

neded neuer a deel. c 1450 LVDG. & BURGH Secrets 1949

Wyn. .Ponyaunt, delectable, sharp in savour, c 1450 Douce
MS. 55 (Bodl.) iii, Sesyn hit. .so that hit be poynant. 1610

B. JONSON Alch. n. ii, Drest with an exquisite, and poynant
sauce. 1728 YOUNG Lore Fame vi. 44 Those charms are

greatest which decline the sight, That makes the banquet

poignant and polite. 1864 HAWTHORNE Dolliver Rom.

(1879) 61 The rich, poignant perfume spread itself through

the air. 1883 STEVENSON Silverado S<j. 237 A laboratory

of poignant scents. .

3. Painfully sharp to the physical or mental

it would pearce . . reasonable good armour. 1695

Perfect. Script. 339 They were dispatch'd th

a more poinant stroke.



POIGNANTLY.

feelings, as hunger, thirst, a pang, an affront ;
also

said of a state of feeling, as grief, regret, despair.
c 1386 CHAUCER Pars. T. r 56 And this sorwe . . shal been

heuy and greuous and ful sharpe and poynant in hcrte.

1651 N. BACON Disc. Gffvt. Eng. n. i. (1739) 3 The last

affront was from France, and that.. more poinant. 1728
ELIZA HEYWOOD Mtnc. tie Gomez's Belle A. (1732) II. 10

This final Answer threw the King of Portugal into the

most poinant Despair. 1809-10 COLERIDGE Friend (1818)
III. 233 Those rare excellencies which make one grief

poignant, a. 1881 ROSSETTI Ho. Life ii, Creature of poig-
nant thirst And exquisite hunger. 1887 LOWELL Dcinocr.,
etc. 48 This pang is made more poignant by exile.

b. Stimulating to the mind, feelings, or passions ;

pleasantly or delightfully piquant.
1649 G. DANIEL Trinarcti., Hen. /', ccclxvi, Better rellish,

[which] in this poynant State Might give an Edge to Witt,
at less expence. 1668 H. MORE Dh'. Dial. n. viii. (1713)

113 That Delights thereby may be_come more poinant and

triumphant. 1772 Gouv. MORRIS in Sparks Life <y Writ.

(1832) I. 17 Those poignant joys, which are the lot of the

affluent. 1860 HAWTHORNE Mark. Faun xliii, Sensible of

a more poignant felicity than he had yet experienced.

4. Of words or expressions : Sharp, stinging ;

severe ; also, pleasantly keen or pointed, piquant.
1543 UIXALL Erasin. Apoph. 270!), With these sharpe &

poynaunte woordes he clene putte awaye y fearefull

irembleyns of all the legions. 1668 DRVDEN Dram. Poesy
Ess. (Ker) I. 103 Quick and poynant brevity. 1678 WYCHER-
LEV PI. Dealer in. i, Poinant and sower Invectives. 1706

Reflex, upon Ridicule :oS Witticisms which you think so

delicate and poignant. 1773 MRS. CHAPONE Iinprcrv. Mind
(1774) I. v. 157 A witty repartee or a stroke of poignant
raillery. 1821 L\MB Klia Ser. i. Mrs. Battle's Opinions
on Whist, Her illustrations were apposite and poignant.
1844 DISRAKI.I Coningsry in. i, Poignant sarcasm.

Poignantly (poi'nantli), adv. [f. prec. +
-LV ^.] In a poignant manner

; piercingly, pun-

gently, acutely, keenly.
1794 G. ADAMS Nat. <y Exp. Philos. II. .xvii. 250 How

poignantly this loss [of sight] was felt by our great poet is

painfully evident from his own words. 1818 MRS. SHELLEY
Frankenst. xii. (1865) 147 They often.. suffered the pangs of

hunger very poignantly. 1837-9 HALLAM Hist. Lit. II. n.

v. 16. 19" Burlesque poetry, sometimes [

1871 RUSKIN Fot-s Clav. I. iv. 8, I have a pit

1 poignantly satirical.

2 a piece of red oxide

of copper . . which grieves me poignantly by losing its colour.

Poignard, variant of PONIARD.

t Foigne (poin). 06s. rare. [a. OF. poigne,
fem. form parallel to poing-.L. pugn-um fist.]

The closed hand or fist : in phr. kept inpoigne (fig. ).

a 1734 NORTH Exam. i. ii. 139(1740) 107 The Witnesses,
which the Faction kept in Poigne (like false Dice, high and
low Fullhams) to be played forth upon Plots, and to make
Discoveries as there was Occasion. Ibid. II. v. 126. 393 The

Engineers .. determined what was to be communicated,.,
and what to be kept in Poigne, secret from them.

t Foignet, sb. Ol's. Forms : 5 ponyet,
poinett, punjet, 5-6 poynett, 6 poygniet, 9

poignet. [a. V. poignet wrist, in i.ith c. poingnet,

Q.pugnet (i3th c.), deriv. of /0/<f fist.]

1. An ornament for the wrist or hand ;
a wristlet

or bracelet.

1402 Will ofMatilda Sweeten (Fairholt), i par de ponyets
de scarlet. 1416 Maldon, Essex, Court Rolls (Bundle 10

No. 3), Poynetts, \\d. c 1440 Proinp. Ptirv. 408/2 Ponyet,
of a sleue, ..premanica, mantus. 1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg.

44/1 Whan he had seen the ryngis in his susters eeris & her

poynettis or armyllis on her hondes. 1530 PALSGR. 256/1

Poygniet for ones sieves, poignet. c 1540 J. HEYWOOD Four
P. P. Bjb, Theyr bonettes and theyr poynettes. 1575
LANEHAM Let. (1871) 38 Hiz doobled sleeuez of blak woorsted,

vpon them a payr of poynets of towny Chamblet laced a long
the wreast wyth blu threeden points.

1 2. erron. The handle or hilt of a dagger. (For
F. poignee.} rare~ l

.

1820 SCOTT Monast. xvi, The poignet being of silver

exquisitely hatched.

Hence t Poi'tfnet v, Obs. trans., to put cuffs on

(a garment) ;
whence t Poi'gneting vbl. si.

1555 T. MARSHE Instil. Gentleman I vj b, A certayne

kyng of Inglande caused his doublet to bee half stocked

with foresleues of veluet, called in those dayes, poignetting
of a doublet.

Poigniard, Poik : see PONIARD, POKE rf.i

Poikilitic (poikili-tik), a. Geol. Also poic-.

[var. of PCECILITIC.] A term formerly applied to

the Triassic and Permian systems, as being mainly
composed of variegated rocks.

1836 BUCKLAND Geol. ff Min. II. 38 The word Pcecilitic is

in sound so like to Pisolite, that it may be better to adhere
more literally to the Greek root ironeiAoy, and apply the
common name of Poikilitic group to the strata in question.
1846 DE LA BECHE in Mem. Geol. Sitrv. Gt. Brit. I. 239
Poicilitic or New Red Sandstone Series. 1861 Eng. Worn.
Dew. Mag. III. 59 The reconstruction of the cretaceous,

poikilitic, oolitic, or Silurian landscape, peopled with revivified

Batrachians. iSBsGtiKiK Text-Bk. Geol. (ed. 2) 748 The term
'

Poikilitic
' was formerly proposed for them, on account of

their characteristic mottled appearance.

Poi'kilo-, a formative element from Gr. TrocwiAos

variegated, various, used in modern scientific terms

(in some of which the Latinized form PCSCILO- is

preferred) :

Poi-kilobla st, Poi'kilocy'te, names for red

blood-corpuscles of irregular shape, elongated,

pyriform, etc. (Syd. Soc. Lex.} ; FoiOcilocyto'sis,
the condition of the blood when it contains poikilo-

cytes. Poikilothe rmal, Poikilothe'rmic adjs..
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said of animals in which the bodily heat varies with

the temperature of the environment ; cold-blooded.

1897 Allbutt's Syst. Med. IV. 578 Irregular forms of red

corpuscles which are generally included under the name of

poikilocytes. 1899 CAGNEY tr. JakscKs Clin. Diagn. \.

(ed. 4) 42 Graber believes that the poikilocytes do not exist

in the circulating blood. 1880 A. FLINT Princ. Med, 62

The name "poikilocytosis has been proposed to designate
the condition of blood in which the corpuscles present mani-
fold variations in shape. 1884 tr. Claus Zool. I. 74 Most
of the lower animals are *poikilothermic, or, as they have
less appropriately been called, cold-blooded.

||
Poll. Obs. rare. [F. poile, poele a stove, OF.

poisle, peisle : L. pesile, pensile adj. nent. hung,

suspended, f. pendlre to hang.] A furnace, a stove,
j

1758 in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. n. IV. 374 (from Berlin) He
would find the ashes in the poll or furnace where they were

'

burnt. Ibid. 377 They immediately put them into the poil
'

or furnace, and set fire to them.

Poll, poill, obs. Sc. ff. POLE, POLL.

t Poile. Obs, rare. [a. F. poil:\-,. pil-tim

hair.] Down, fine hair.

1746 Phil. Trans. XLIV. 180 (transl. (r. French) Its

Substance was crumbling . . like the Membrane of the

Bladder, having a fungous Poile on it.

Poiiuenic (poime'nik), a. and sb. [ad. Gr.

Troi^fi/iK-os relating to a shepherd (iroi^ijp) : see -1C.]

A. adj. Of or pertaining to pastoral care.

1902 in WEBSTER Sitppl.

B. sb. (Chiefly pi. poiinenics.'} Pastoral theo-

logy. or the study of it.

1883 W. G. BLAIKIE Ministry ofWord 296 Ample treatises
|

on Homiletics, Liturgies, Catechetics and Poimenics. 1892
SCHAFF Theol. Propzdeiit. Pref. 3 (Funk), I beg the indul-

gence of the English reader for introducing a uniform termi-
j

nology in the singular form for the several departments, as

Isagogic,. .Poimenic, Evangelistic.

t Foin, "'. Obs. Also poyn. [f. stem poign- of '

OF. poindre to pierce, prick : L. pungcre : cf.

join homjoindre.~\
1. trans. To prick ; to harass, annoy.
c 1330 R. BRUNXE Cliron. Wace (Rolls) 16218 The power

of Cadwalyn was mikel, Penda poyned hym [Oswy] als a i

prykel.
2. To stitch or sew through and through, to

quilt (cf. BROCHE ?'.) ; to ornament with stitching.

13. . "E. E. Allit. P. A. 217 Py5t watz poyned & vche [of.

Gotland pyght and poyned wacz uche] a hemme. 1395
E. E. Wills (1882) 6 A keuerlit of selk ypoynet. ? 171400
Morte Arth. 2623, I poyne alle his pavelyouns bat to hym- ;

selfe pendes, Dyghttes his dowblettez for dukes and erles.
\

a 1440 Sir Degrev. 1491 Quyltus poyned of that ylk.

3. To thrust fa spear).
c 1400 Land Troy Rk. 14263 Eyther on other her speres I

poygned, Wei hard to-geder tho
the; loyned.

Hence tPoi'mng vbl. sb., piercing, stitching.
c 1430 Pilgr. Ly_f Manhode i. cxi. (1869) 59 Riht as the

doublet is maad with poynynges.

Poinado, -ardo : see POIGNADO.

Poinard, variant of PONIARD.

Poind (see next), sb. Sc. [f. POIND v.~\ a. An
\

act of poinding, a distraint, b. A beast or other

chattel poinded. Deadpoind, a poinded article of
J

goods as opposed to live cattle.

1563-4 Rig. Privy Council Scot. I. 259 The poindis takin

thairfoir to be restorit to the said George. 1609 SKF.NE

Reg. Maj. i. 71 Gif ane takes ane poynde for debt, within

ane other mans land, without licence of him, or of his
,

Baillie. Ibid, [see POINDF.R]. 1676 I,D. FOUNTAINHALL in

M. P. Brown Suppl. Diet. Decis. (1826) III. 61 Poinded

goods, . . if they be a dead poind, that puts the creditor

poinder to no . . expence in keeping it. 1813 N. CARLISLE

Topogr. Diet. Scot. II. s.v. Priestviick, Sometimes Poinds

are driven, and executed at the Cross of Priestwick. 1868

J. SALMON Gmuodean 63 (E. D. D.) Glad to catch him with

your poind and horn.

Foind (piind, pind), v. Sc. Forms: a. 5-7

pund, 6 puind, pwynd. 0. 5-8 poynd, 6-

poind. [Sc. repr. of OE. pyndan to enclose,

shut in, impound, - Eng. FIND. The , ', wy,

symbolized the vowel (ii), representing, as in BUILD

(Se. biild), an OE. y. Of this, oi is a i6th c.

i spelling, retained in the law-courts. The Sc. pro-
nunciation is (piind) or (pind : cf. mither, brither) ;

(poind), given in dictionaries, is merely founded

I on the spelling.]
1. trans. To distrain upon (a person or his

[

! goods) ; to seize and sell under warrant (the goods
of a debtr) : = PIND v. 2.

a. a 1400 Burgh Laws iii. (Sc. Slat. I), Of punding of up-
landis men in burgh. 1500 Exch. Rolls Scotl. XI. 393 To

pund Thomas Fresale for viij.li.vijs.vjd. 1531 Ace. Ld.

High Treas. Scoti.Vl. 54 To pas to pwynd the Shereffoff

Renfrew and utheris for restis of the chakkar. 1604 Urie

Crt.-bk. (1892) 4 The transg/essouris thairof to be punddit

preceislie as is aboun wryttin.

(3. 1516 Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scotl. V. 85 To Dauid

Lowry..to poynd xxxiij lordis and lardis absent fra the
[

assis. 1564-5 /f^f. Privy Council Scot. I. srjLettres to be

direct to poind . . the said complenaris and thair gudis for

the soum of thre hundreth pund Stirling. 1698 Min. Baron
Crt. ofStitchell (1905) 132 He was poynding the defender

at the instance of James Hoggart. 1786 BURNS Twa Dogs
98 He'll apprehend them, poind their gear, a 1803 Lament

|

Bordcr.Widr.u iii. in Child Ballads iv. (1886) 429/2 He
slew my knight, and poind his gear. iSSSAct^g Viet. c. 23

3 (2), The right to poind the ground hereinafter provided, i

b. absol. To distrain,

o. isoo Ejceli. Roll* Scotl. XI. 457 Falyeing of the said ,

POINT.

preif the said schiref sal pund for the said thre termez.

1532 Aberdeen Regr. (1844) I. 146 Tha ordanit Henry
Irvein, bail3e,..gif neid beis, to cause puind for the same.

(3. 1545 Keg. Privy Council Scot. I. 21 Quhair his officiaris

ar deforcit in poynding for the said taxt. 1641 Fergusons
Sc. Prov. (1785) 936 Ye may poind for debt but not for

unkindness.

2. To impound (stray cattle, contraband goods,

etc.) : = PIND i b.

[; 1450: see POINDER.] 1536 BF.LLENDEN Cron. Scot. x. xii.

(1541) 144/1 All othir heistis that eittis mennis corne or gres
salbe poyndit quhil the awnar thairof redres the skaithis.

1637-50 Row Hist. Kirk (Wodrow Soc.) 9 What shall poore
sillie sheep doe that are poyndit in a fold where there is no
meat ? 1678 SIR G. MACKENZIE Crim. Laws Scot. i. xxvi.

ii. (1699) 130 The Customers Officers were about to poynd
some unfree goods. 1815 SCOTT Guy M. yii,

Their asses were

poinded by the ground-officer when left in the plantation.

t 3. intr. To plunder. Obs. rare.

c 1425 WYNTOUN Cron. vin. xliv. 6960 The qwhethir offt

ryot wald thai ma To pryk, and poynd, bathe to and fra.

Hence Pornded ///. a., Poi-nding vtl. sb. and

///. a. : see also MuLTiPLE-/oz'rfz^.
1401 Aberdeen Regr. (1844) I. 380 Sa that hym nedit

nocht in tyme to cum til mak sic pundyng and namly in our
toon. 1540 Records of Elgin (New Spald. Cl.) I. 50 The
vrangus punding of Robert Dauidsone. 1585 Reg. Privy
Council Scot. IV. 10 Ane actioun and cans of double-poind-

ing. 1676 Poinded [see POIND ii.]. 1678 SIR G. MACKENZIE
Crim. Laws Scot. i. xxvi. iii. (1699) 131 Poyndings..
cannot be execute after the Sun is set, because a Poynding
is a sentence. 1746-7 Act 20 Geo. If, c. 43 28 It shall ..

be lawful for the officer executing such poyndings, to carry
the goods poynded. .to the market cross. 1899 Scotsman
6 July, Notes of expenses of carrying through sales under

sequestration or poindines. and also., of carrying back

poinded or sequestrated effects.

Foi'ndable, Sc. [f.
POIND v. + -ABLE.]

Liable to be, or capable of being, poinded.
15. . Aberdeen Regr. XXV. (Jam.), To seiss gcir poinda-

bill quhaireuir he may apprehend the same. 1566 Reg.
Privy Council Scot. I. 457 Substantious inlandit men,

poindabill. 1772 ll'eekfy Mag. 25 June 398/1 He has

poindable goods.

Poi iicler. Sc. Also 5 pundar, 9 -er. [f. POIND

v. + -ER!.] A person, esp. an official, who poinds
or distrains goods ; also, b. ' A person who has the

charge of hedges, woods, etc., and who pounds
cattle that trespass

'

(Jam.).
c 1450 HOLLAND Houilat 783 The Corn Crake, the pundar

at hand, Had pyndit all his pryss horss in a pundfald.

1609 SKENE Reg. Maj. n. 12 1'he poynds .. salbe reteined

. . in sic ane place pertaining to the poynder . . quhere sic

poynds or distresse may remaine and be keeped. 1676

[see POIND sb.\ 1805 A. SCOTT Poems (1808) 146 The

punder's axe, with ruthless rap, Fell'd down their favourite

tree. Ibid. 147 For sure this tree's enormous trunk Defies

the punder's axe. 1816 SCOTT Antic/, xxiv, I'll ..get my bit

supper frae Ringan the poinder up by. 1886 Act 49 Viet.

c. 23 3 U) Any arrester or poinder ,. who shall be thus

deprived of the benefit of his diligence.

fPoindfald.poyndfauld, obs. Sc.ff. PINFOLD.

1494 Acta Audit. (1830) 185/1 Anent . .doune castin of xii

Rudis of dik of be said Samellis landis, and doune castin of

the poyndfalt of Akinbar. 1650 in Spottiswood Misc. (1844)

I. 21 1 Ther were neuer such a company sf bedlames driuin

wnto ane poyndfauld as wee.

tFoindlar, pundler. Sc. Obs. Also 7

poundler, 8 punier. [A parallel form of POINDER,
with changed suffix. Cf. PANTLER.] = POINDER.

'533 Aberdeen Regr. (1844) I. 149 The prouest, baiheis,

and counsaill, .. ordanit Georg. Annan pvndler of thar kirk

yard, and ordanit the pundlene of euery best to be four d.

1583 Reg. Privy Council Scot. III. 603 To poind thame,

letting thame out for reasonable poindlaris fee, unhoundit,

slayne, or hocht. 1673 Min. Baron Court of Stitchell

(1905) 64 For scandalhzing Andro Burn poundler. 1715
:L'IK Poems 52 The trusty Punier of the Newland

pease. 1808 JAMIESON s. v. Pundler, Even of late, a person

employed to watch the fields, in order to prevent the grain

from being stolen or injured, was called a pundler. Angus.

Poineado, Poinred : see POIGNADO, PONIARD.

Poiner, dial. var. of FINER !, labourer.

|| Foinsettia (poinse'tia). [mod.L. ; named

1836 after the discoverer J. R. Poinsett, American

Minister to Mexico.] A Mexican species of

Euphorbia, E. (Poinsettid) pulcherrima, formerly

made the type of a genus, having large scarlet

floral leaves surrounding small greenish-yellow

flowers; much cultivated in conservatories as

Mexican Flame-leaf and Lobster-flower, called in

America Easter-flower or Christmas-flower.

1871 KINGSLEY At Last iv, What is this that hangs over

into the road, some fifteen feet in height..? What but

the Poinsettia, paltry scions of which.. adorn our hothouses

and dinner-tables. 1872 DARWIN in Life ff Lett. (1887) III.

170, I have been more than once assured that butterflies

like bright colours for instance, in India the scarlet leaves

of Poinsettia. 1883 V. STUART Egypt 3 Over the rubbish

. . still waved magnificent poinsettias and oleander trees.

Point (point), sb^ Forms: 3- point; also

3-6 pointe, poynte, 4-8 poynt, (4 //. poyns),

5 poimtt(e, puynt, pynt, pyntte, 6 poinct, -e,

poynot, -e, Sc. pwint. 0. 4~5 P nt
> -<*> 5~6

pounte, 6 pownt, 6-9 Sc. pount. Also punt :

see PCNCT. [In origin, two, or perh. three, words.

In A., a. F. point
= Pr. punt, Sp., It. (unto,

Pg. panto: L. punct-um that which is pricked,

a prick, a minute mark like a prick, a dot, a

point in writing, a point in space, a point of time,



POINT.

a small measure, a particular of a discourse, etc. ;

snbst. use of pa. pple. neuter of L. pungere,
fund-, F. foinart, point to prick, pierce. In B.,

a. F. pointe = Pr., Sp., It. puiita, Pg. ponta :

Com. Romanic (and med.L.) puncta the action of

piercing, the piercing part of anything, a sharp or

pointed extremity (in med.L. the point of a knife,

shoe, foot, promontory, etc.) ; ppl. sb. fern, from

pungSre (parallel to those in -ata, -ada, -if). In

C., in some senses, app. an independent derivative,
as a noun of action, from F. poitidre, or pointer, or

from Eng. POINT vJ In ME., through the loss or

non-significance of final -e, point and pointe ran

together, combining under the same form two senses

which in all other langs. are kept apart (e. g. Ger.

punkt, spitae). Transferred and fig. senses subse-

quently arose related to both primary notions, so

that in senses where there is no corresponding
F. point or pointe, the development is often very
difficult to determine. The occasional spellings

pynt, pyntte prob. indicate a pronunciation for-

merly prevalent and still dialectal of oi as i, point
being pronounced like///'. The #-forms in pont,

pount, poiant, are difficult to place ; perh. they
ought to be equated with punt, and so rather.to be

included under the by-form PUNCT.]
A. = F. point.
I. A prick, a dot.

1 1. A minute hole or impression made by prick-

ing ;
a prick, a puncture. Obs. rare.

c 1400 Lanfrancs Cimrg. 142 Make a poynt bi be space
of a litil fyngre from J?e oon eende of |>e wounde, & anoj>er

poynt at|>e of>ere eende of \>e wounde. 1:1440 Promp.Paru.
406/2 Poynte, pundits vel pitnctwn. [1826 KIRBY & Sp.

Entoniol. IV. 270 A Point (Punctutn), a minute impression
upon the surface, but not perforating it.]

2. A minute mark on a surface, of the size or

appearance of a fine puncture ;
a dot, a minute spot

orspeck; also, anything excessively small or appear-
ing like a speck.
1390 GOVVER Conf. III. 65 Which [Astrolabe] was of fin

gold precious With pointz and cercles merveilous. 1600
K. BLOUNT tr. Conestaggio 202 Now he only subscribed

Key::- pointed with flue points, called by the Portugals
the fiue wounds. 1655 MRQ. WORCESTER Cent. Inv. 4
This invention ..so abbreviated that a point onely sheweth
distinctly and significantly any of the 24. Letters. 1732
LAW Serious C. xiii. (ed. 2) 228 As the fix'd Stars, .appear
but as so many points. 1822-34 Good's Study Med. (ed. 4)
III. 468 The pupil, instead of being dilated, is contracted to

a
point. 1828 STARK Elem. Nat. Hist. I. 468 Body dotted

with numerous red points. 1899 Altbutt'sSyst. Med.Vlll.
550 The lesions begin as minute scaly points in the epi-
dermis.

3. A dot or other small mark used in writing or

printing.
a. A punctuation-mark ; esp. the full point or

full stop ; also extended to the marks of excla-

mation (!) and interrogation (?) ; and sometimes
to reference-marks, as the asterisk, obelisk, etc.

c 1386 CHAUCER Can. Yeom. Prol. Sr T. 927 And )>er
a poynt, for ended is my tale ; God send euery trewe man
boote of his bale. 1530 PALSGR. 15 b, A poynt, whether it be
suche as the Latins call p-unctutnplanum thus made . , . .

or with suche as the Latins cal comma thus made : , or

uirgTtla thus made /. 1589 NASHE Anat. Absurd. 40
In y8 pause of a ful point. 1623 LISLE j*Elfric on O. fy N.
Test, ad init., The Saxon vseth our note of Full-point com-

monly for all other distinctions. 1735 POPE Prof. Sat. 161

Hist. Print. 258, P The Paragraph, t The ( JTheHist. Print. 258, P The Paragraph, t T
Double Dagger. II

The Parallel, f TheJSection. *The
Asterism. These are the Names and

Commas and points they set exactly right. 1771 LUCKOMBE
: Obelisk.

'

: Section.
nd Figures of what

Founders reckon among Points, and Printers call Refer-
ences. Ibid. 262 He assigned the former Points their

proper places, .and added the Semicolon . . tocome in between
the Comma and the Colon. 1824 L. MURRAY Eng. Gram.
(ed. 5) I. 406 The point of Interrogation, ? The point of

Exclamation, !. 1891 TV. $Q. ?th Ser. XII. 99/2 All abbre-
viations being uniformly denoted by the full-point.

b. In Semitic alphabets, Any one of the dots,
minute strokes, or groups of these, which are placed
over, under, or within the letters or consonants,
in order to indicate the vowels; in Hebrew also to

indicate variation or doubling of the consonant,
stress accent, punctuation, etc. ; in Arabic and
Persian to distinguish consonants otherwise iden-

tical in form, as > re, j t
t $fi, > b, j it > p^ etc., called

diacritical points.
1614 SELDEN Titles Hon. 102 The three words haue ouer

the AHphs their point Vashlu, 1620 T. GRANGER Div.
Logike 167 They added the points (which wee call vowels).
1668 WILKINS Real Char. 365 That Argument, .against the

Antiquity of the Hebrew Points, or Vowels. 1748 HARTLEY
Observ. on Man i. iii. 312 The Manner of writing Hebrew
without Points. 1776 J. RICHARDSON Arab. Gram. iii. ii

When finaL.it [X] has often two points above. Ibid., Like

I and
j..

it [C5] is considerably influenced by the vowel

points. 1834 Penny Cycl. II. 219/1 Init [the Cufic character]
the Koran was written, originally without diacritical points
and vowels. 1837 G. PHILLIPS Syriac Gram. 3 The points
of the vowel Zekofo may coalesce with the point of the letter.

1891 A. F. KIRKPATRICK Bk. Psalms i. Introd. vii. 51 The
present elaborate system of vowel marks or

'

points ', com-
monly called the '

Massoretic punctuation
'

or
' vocalisation '.

1047

c., A dot nsed in writing numbers, (a) In

decimals, separating the integral from the fractional

part; also, placed over a repeating decimal,
or over the first and last figures of the period in

a circulating decimal. () A dot or stroke used to

separate a line of figures into groups.
1704 [see DECIMAL a. i b]. 1797 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) II.

312/2 Decimals are distinguished by a point, which separ-
ates them from integers, if any be prefixed. 1900 Daily
A'cws 9 June 5/3 Two 'four-point-sevens', .. two naval

twelve-pounders . ., and two five-inch guns. Mod. We read

4-6 as ' four point repeating six '.

4. A dot or mark used in mediaeval musical

notation (med.L. /ww^z/.J or punctnm ).

a. A mark indicating a tone or sound
;
cone-

sponding to the modern ' notes'. (Cf. COUNTER-
POINT J<M)
1674 PLAYFORD Skill Mus. in. i Counterpoint.. was the

old manner of Composing Parts together, by setting Points
or Pricks one against another. 1782 RUKNF.Y Hist, Mus.
II. 1.39 Points were first used simple, afterwards with tails.

b. = DOT sb^- 5<1.
Point of alteration or duplication^ a dot placed before

two short notes in 'perfect' or triple rhythm, to indicate

that the second of them is to be reckoned as of twice its

ordinary length. Point ofaugmentation, a dot placed
after a note in

'

imperfect
'

or duple rhythm, to lengthen it

by one half (as in modern music). Point ofdivision or

imperfection^ a dot placed between two short notes in
'

per-
fect

'

rhythm, of which the first is preceded and the second
followed by a long note ; indicating a division of the rhythm
(like the bar in modern music), and rendering the two long
notes

'

imperfect \ Point ofperfection, a dot placed in
'

perfect
'

rhythm after a long note which would otherwise
be 'imperfect' by position, to indicate that it is to be
'

perfect '.

1597 MORLEY Introd. Mns. 12, I pray you say what
Prickes or poynts..signifie in singing.

II. 5. A separate or single article, item, or

clause in an extended whole (usually an abstract

whole, as a course of action, a subject of thought,
a discourse, etc.) ;

an individual part, element, or

matter, a detail, a particular; sometimes, a detail

of nature or character, a particular quality or

respect ; + an instance (of some quality, etc.).
a 1225 Ancr. R. 178 ^if eni ancre is bet ne veleS none

uondunges, swuS drede hire i5et point, c 1290 S. Eng.
Leg. I. 27/30 Fondede in eche pointe to answerien heom
wel quoynteliche. a 1300 Cursor M. 23261 (Cott.) Bot
a point es (?ar }?am pines mare, pan elles al bair o)>er fare.

Ibid, 26092 f>e tober pont es scrift o muth. 1340 Ayenb. 33
And yet eft ber byeb zix poyns kueade, huerby sleujie

brengej? man to his ende. 1389 in Eng. Gilds (1870) 6
These ben be poyntz & be articles ordeyned of the bretheren
of seint Katerine. c 1394 P. PL Crede 6 In my pater-
noster iche poynt after oper. 1:1400 R-ule St. Benet 657
Ther er the pontes of perfite Hfyng That nedful er to old
and ?ing. c 1400 Brut lE. E. T. S.) 157 He sent worde-.bat
bai shulde done out and put awey bat o pynt of restitucion.

1500-20 DUNBAR Poems xlv. 17 It is anepount of ignorance
To lufe in sic distemperance. 1526 TINDALE Jas. ii. 10
Whosoeuer shall kepe the whole lawe, and yet fayle In
one poynt, he is gyltie in all. 1533 GAU Richt I7ay 55 The
ix artikil, I trou that thair is ane halie chrissine kirk and
ane commumone of sanctis. Thir ii pwintis ar baith bot ane
thing. 1541 Test. Ebor. VI. 135 That, .this my last will and
testament be fulfilHd in every poynte. 1641 J, JACKSON
True Evang. T. \. 7, I have prefaced and scrolled suffi-

ciently unto the Text, I come now to seek out first the

parts, and then the points of it. 1663 GERBIER Counsel

49 The censure of the Surveyor, on the point of all the
materialls which are brought in. 1701 MORRIS Ideal World
i. ii. 74 This is the point upon which the whole reasoning
turns. 1784 J. POTTER Virtuous Villagers II. 23 We shall

never agree on these points, so we'll drop them. 1833 HT.
MARTINEAU Manch. Strike v. 55 If they had known what
point was in dispute. 1866 G. MACDONALD Ann. Q. Neighb.
v, Is it a point of conscience with you ? 1897 J* T. TOMLIN-
SON Prayer Bk., Articles $ Horn. vii. 211 We shall find.,

that. .he [Cosin] never adopted any one of the 'six points'
of modern Ritualism.

t b. To stand (uf]oit (one's) points, to insist

upon details of conduct or manners which one has

espoused ;
to be punctilious or scrupulous. Obs.

c 1590 GREENE Fr. Bacon \. 122 Our country Margret is so

coy, And stands so much vpon her honest points, That
marriage or no market with the mayd. 1590 SHAKS. Mids.
N. v. i. 118. 1601 B. JONSON Ev. Man in Hunt. (Qo.) i. ii.

32 He stood vppn poynts with me too. 1685 BUNYAN
Pharisee < Publican Wks. 1861 II. 237 For a man here to
stand thus upon his points, it is death.

C. To STRAIN or STRETCH a point : see the verbs.

III. A minute part or particle of anything; the

smallest unit of measurement.

f 6. The very least or a very small part ^/"some-
thing ;

a jot, whit, particle. Obs.
a 1300 Body $ Soul in Map's Poems (Camden) 338 O poynt

of ore pine to bate in the world ne is no leche. c 1450 LOVE-
LICH Grail Iv. 182 Neuere Man On hym Cowde Aspye that
Evere he hadde poynt of Meselrye. c 1450 Mirour Sal-
uacioun 368 Nor neuer hafe felt a poynt of vnhelth, nor
sekenesse. 1477 NORTON Ord. Alch. vii. in Ashm. Theat.
Chem. Brit. (1652) 104 By one point of excesse all your
Warke is shent.

fb. No point (cf. F. ne point} : not a bit, not at

all, not in the least. Obs.

1542 UDALL Erasm. Apoph. 137 Diogenes esteemed the
fruite to bee no poyncte the more polluted. 1588 SHAKS.
L. L. L. ii. i. 190 Boy, Will you prick't with your eye?
La. Ro. No poynt, with my knife. 16x0 Histrio-m. in. 266
The Players now are growne so proud, Ten pound a play,
or no point Comedy.

POINT.

t 7. The smallest or a very small portion of time;
a moment, instant. Obs.

1382 WVCLIF Isa. liv. 7 At a poynt in a litil I forsoc thee.

1434 MISYN- Mending Life 106 In a poynt we lyfe, 33 les j?en
a poynt, for [if] all our lyfe to lyfe euerlastynge we wald
likkyn, 11031 it is. a 1333 LD. BERNERS Gold. Bk. M. Aurcl.
(1546) Kkj b, Theyr felicitie hath been but a shorte poynt.

t 8. Sensible point': the least discernible portion
of matter or space. Obs. rare.

1690 LOCKE Hnm. Und. ii. xv. 9 A sensible Point, meaning
thereby the least Particle of Matter or Space we can dis-

cern, which is ordinarily about a Minute, and to the sharpest
Eyes seldom less than thirty Seconds of a Circle, where the

Eye is the Center. 1704 in J. HARRIS Lex. Teckn. I.

9. Mus. A short strain or snatch of melody ; esp.
in phr. point of war^ etc., a short phrase sounded
on an instrument as a signal, arch.

13.. E. E. Aliit. P. A. 890 Of |>at songe myjt synge a

poynt. 1578 GOSSON in T. N. tr. Conq. W. India ad fin.,

When . . threatnying trumpet sounde the poyntes of wane.
1597 SHAKS. 2 Hen. 7K, iv. i. 52, i6oz MAKSTOX Ant. iV

Mel. iv. Wks. 1856 I. 48 Make me a straine; . . Breath me a

point that may inforce me weepe. 1814 SCOTT Wav. xlvi.

To perform the beautiful and wild point of war. 1867
MORRIS Jason I. 127 His guardian drew The horn from off

his neck, and thereon blew A point of hunting known to two
or three. 1871 RUSKIN Fors Clav. viii. 11896) I. 152 Bid
him put ghostly trump to lip and breathe a point of war.

b. An important phrase or subject, usually in

a contrapuntal composition, esp. in relation to its

entry in a particular part ;
the entry of such a

phrase or subject.
1597 MORLEY Introd. Miis. 76 There can bee no point or

Fuge taken without a rest, a 1646 J. GREGORY Posthiana

(1649) 48 The Contrapunctum figuration, consisting of

Feuges, or maintaining of Points. 1881 in Grove Diet. Mus.
III. 7 Points, a term applied . . to the opening notes of the

Subject of a Fugue, or other important Motive, to which it

is necessary that the attention of the Performer should be

particularly directed.

flO. In mediaeval measurement of time : The
fourth (or according to some, the fifth) part of an

hour. (See ATOM sb. 7.) Obs.

1495 Trevisa's Earth. De P. R. ix. ix. (W. de W.) 354 An
houre conteynyth foure poyntes \_Bodl. MS. punctes] and a

poynt ten moment es. \lbid. xxi. 359 A puncte is the fourth

partye of an houre.] 1844 LINGAPD An&lo-Sax. Ch. (1858)
II. xi. 158 Twenty-four hours, each of which admits of four

different subdivisions, into four points [etc.].

jll. The twelfth part of the side or radius of

a quadrant, etc. : spec, in Astron. One of the 24

(or, according to some, 12) equal divisions of the

diameter of the sun or moon, by which the degree
of obscuration in an eclipse was measured.

1:1391 CHAUCER Astrol. i. 12 The skale..that seruith by
hise 12 poyntes. , of ful many a subtil conclusioun. "1400111
Halliwell Kara i\ Iathem. (1841) 59 pe 12 departynges of

ai|>er of bo sides are called poyntes, f>an es a poynte ^e
twelft parte of any thyng, namely of ou}>er side of t>e

quadrat in (;e quadrant. 1550 W. LYNNE Carions Cron.

252 b, The third Eclipse was of the Moone..the Moone was
darkened .xvii. pointes and .xxv. minutes, 1594 BI.UNDEVIL

Exerc. HI. i. xv. (1636) 300 The Astronomers do divide the

Diameter as well of the Sunne, as of the Moone into 12,

and some into 24 parts, which they call points.

12. Nine or eleven points, usually in the saying
* Possession is nine (formerly eleven) points of the

law', i.e. is = nine or eleven out of a supposed
ten or twelve points (

= a vast majority of the points)
that may be raised in a legal action. So by hyper-

bole, ninety-nine points i^out of a hundred).
1697-8 WATTS Reliq, Juv. (1789) 149 Prejudice and educa-

tion had eleven points of the law, and it was impossible for

arguments to dispossess them. 1809 MALKIN Gil Bias x.

x. p 20 She had possession, and that is nine points of the

law. 1863 READE Very Hard Cash xliii, Possession is

ninety-nine points of Lunacy law.

13. A unit of count in the score of a game.
1746 HOYLE Whist (ed. 6) 69 Points. Ten of them make

a Game. 1816 SINGER Hist. Cards 261 note. The five is called

Towser. The six, Tumbler, which reckon in hand for their

respective number of points, 1856 LT. COL, B. Whist-player
(1858) 21 The party revoking forfeit three points. 1873
BENNETT & * CAVENDISH '

Billiards 14 The game (1200 up)
was won by Cook by 117 points. 1895 We&tm. Gaz. 3 Dec.

7/1 Cumberland scored 14 points [at Football].

b. Hence, to give points to [F. donner, rendrt

des points], to allow (a rival) to count so many
points at starting, to give odds to ; colloq. to have

the advantage of; so to gain a point ,
to get points,

to gain an advantage.
1871 FREEMAN Hist. Ess. Ser. i. xii. 400 The English

Minister can often gain a point by dexterous dealing in

Parliament. 1881 Confess. Frivolous Girl 106, I got more

[bouquets] than she did ; thereby (to use a bit of slang) getting

points on her for the time being. 1883 American VI. 333

Any average Eton boy could give points to His Holiness in

the matter of Latin verses. 1895 F. E. TROLLOPE F. Trollopt
II. i. 16 She could give points to many younger women and

beat them.

c. spec, in Piquet : The number of cards of the

most numerous suit in one's hand after discarding;

the number scored by the player who holds the

highest number of one suit. See PIQUET ]
.

1719 R. SEYMOUR Court Gamester 75 He who reckons

most in this Manner [either by greater number of cards, or,

in case of equality, of Pips, Ace = IT, Court cards TO each]

is said to win the Point. 1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl. s. v.

Piquet, The carte blance [sic] is the first thing that reckons ;

then the point. 1809 MALKIN Gil Bias i. xvii. T3 Point,
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quint, and quatorze, 1824 SCOTT St. Ronan*$ xviii, By an
infraction of the laws of the game [piquet], . . Lord Elhering-
ton called a point without snowing it.

d. //. Name of a particular game at bowls.

1902 J. A. MANSON in Encycl. Brit. XXVI. 329/1 (Bowls)
On Scottish greens the game of Points is occasionally played.
..Three points are scored if the bowl come to rest within

one foot of the jack. ..It is obvious that the Points game
demands an ideally perfect green.
14. A unit in appraising the qualities of a com-

petitor, or of an exhibit in a* competitive show.

,

1777 SHERIDAN Sch. Scand. iv. Hi, Charles's imprudence
and bad character are great points in my favour. 1867
TROLLOPE Chron. Barset I. xxi. 179, I cannot accept it as

a point in a clergyman's favour, that he should be opposed
to his bishop.

<

1886 STEVENSON Dr. JekyU ii, All these

were points against him.

15. A recognized unit in quoting variations in

price of stocks, shares, and various commodities,

differing in value according to the commodity
in question. In Betting, a unit in stating fluctua-

tions of the odds.

1814 Sporting Mag. XLIII. 54 Betting reduced two points.

1890 Daily News 13 Nov. 2/4 Cotton. Liverpool. . .

' Futures
'

advanced 2 points, but the improvement has not

been maintained, and prices are now one point below

yesterday's closing rates. 1901 M'estm. Gaz. 4 Oct. 9/3 An
important advance in American cotton has set in in Liver-

pool, the rise at noon to-day being nine points, or one-eighth
per pound. 1901 MARY E. WlLKINS /Vr/uut Laboring The
mining stock dropped fast a point or more a day. 1902
li'fstw. Gaz. 20 Jan. n/i The Brighton dividend is 3^ per
cent, on ordinary, preferred, and A stock alike. The price
has fallen 3 points.

f 16. A measure of length, the twelfth part of

a French line : cf. LINE sb* 16. Obs.

1815 J. SMITH Panorama Sc. $ Art I. 472 The smallest

no more than one-half of a Paris point, or the i44th part of
an inch in diameter .. is said to magnify the diameter of an

object 2560 times.

b. Printing. A unit of measurement for type
bodies : in the French or Didot system the seventy-
second part of a French inch (i.e. twice the amount
of prec.); in the U.S. system slightly smaller (in
the proportion of about twelve to thirteen), i.e.

0138 of an inch.

1890 Cent. Diet. s.v.,The American point was adopted
by the United States Type-Founders' Association in 1883.

1900 H. HART Century of Oxford Typog. 154 The typo-
graphical unit is the point. Ibid., Oxford Press Type-bodies
. .Nonpareil, 5-68 Didot Points. .Brevier, 7-35 Didot Points.

1901 Westnt, Gaz. 6 Feb. 4/3 The type.. must be at least

'eight-point ', and the lines must be separated by at least

two points.

17. In Australian use: A unit in measurmg rain-

fall, the hundredth part (-01) of an inch.

1889 Australasian 20 Apr., The following reports have
been received : Brewarrina, 40 points ; Bourke, 47 points ;

., Ivanhoe, 100 points; Mossgiel. 188 points; .. Hillston,
288 points. 1893 Westm, Gaz. 17 May 2/1 In the district

of the Thompson River there had only been nine points of
rain in 15 months. \ty$Queenslander 7 Dec. 1061 Rain set

in early this morning, ninety-eight points having fallen up
to 2.30 p.m.
IV. Something having definite position, with-

out extension ;
a position in space, time, succession,

degree, order, etc.

18. Geom. That which is conceived as having
position, but not magnitude (as the extremity of

a line, or the intersection of two lines).
ci39i CHAUCER Astrol. i. 18 This forseide cenyth is

ymagened to ben the verrey point ouer the crowne of thyn
heued. 1551 RECORDE Pathw. Knowl. \. Defin., A Poynt
or a Prycke, is named of Geometricians that small and
vnsensible shape, whiche hath in it no partes, that is to say :

npther length, breadth, nor depth. 1570 DEE Math. Prcf.
*j, A Point is a thing Mathematical!, indiuisible, which may
haue a certayne determined situation. 1660 BARROwf//rf
i. Defin., i. A Point is that which has no part...iii. The
ends, or limits, of a line are Points. 1704 J. HARRIS Lex.
Techn. I. s.v., If a Point be supposed to be moved any
way, it will by its Motion describe a Line. 1828 J. H.
MOORE Pract. Navig. fed. 20) u To draw a Circle through
any Three given Points not situated in a right Line. 1866
BRANDE & Cox Diet. Sc., etc. II. 946/1 It is sometimes con-
venient to consider a point as an evanescent circle or sphere.

b. In various phrases with of(\n Geom., Optics ,

and Perspective), as point of contraryflexure , p. of
convergence, p. of dispersion^ p. of distance* p.
of divergence, p. of incidence, p. of inflexion, p. of
osculation, /. of reflection, p. of refraction, p. of
sight, p. of vision, etc. : see these words. See also
VANISHING point.

C. Astron.,ttc. Applied with qualifying adjs. to

special points of the celestial sphere, etc. : see
CARDINAL, EQUINOCTIAL, SOLSTITIAL, VERTICAL.
Cardinal faints = Fr. points cardinavx ; but the 32

feints ofthetompasi (sense B. 9) = fr.pointes de la boussole,
ou du compas.

fd. Middle or central point, centre. Obs. rare.
1481 CAXTON Myrr. i. xx. 59 No more than hath the poynt

or pncke in the myddle of the most grete compaas that
may be. 1614 W. B. Philosophers Banquet (ed. 2) 227 Our
Ecclesiastical] writers haue thought ludea to be the middle
of the Earth, and lerusalem the very poynt.
10. A place having definite spatial position but

no extent, or of which the position alone is con-
sidered ; a spot.

13. . E. E. Allit. P. C. 68 In t>at Cete my sa^es soghe alle

aboute, pat, in Jat place at J>e poynt, I put in pi hert.

c 1400 Destr. Troy 564 The perlouse pointtes pat passe you
behoues. 1568 GRAFTON Citron. II. 698 King Edward.,
was not a little troubled . . and driuen to seeke the furthest

poynt of his witte. 1669 STURMY Mariner's Mag. iv. xi.

178 If you keep a true Account of the Ship's way.., you
may at any time have the true Point where the Ship is.

1710 J. CLARKE RohaulCs Nat.^Phil. (1729) I. 263 All the

Rays which come from any Point of the Object, and fall

upon the whole Superficies of the Glass do . . enter into the

Pupil 1837 LADY W. DE ERESBY in C. K. SharJ>e'$ Corr,

(1888) II. 498 The nearest way from point to point. 1864
PUSEY Lect. Daniel ^876) 4:1 Susa was a good point,
whence to invade Babylon.

b. spec. The spot at which a policeman is

stationed. (Cf. POINT-DUTY.)
1888 Pall Mall G. n Oct. 2/1, I came.. in search of a

constable : the one on '

point
'

at Holborn Town Hall could
not come.

c. Hunting, colloq. A spot to which a straight
run is made

;
hence a straight run from point to

point, a cross-country run. Cf. D. 1 1 . To make his
'

point (of a fox, etc.) ,
to run straight to a spot aimed at.

1875 WHYTE-MELVILLE Riding Recoil. (1879) ** l85 In
Leicestershire especially, foxes.. will make their point with
a stiff breeze blowing in their teeth. Ibid. xii. 211 A
sportsman must .. admit that '

ten mile points
'

over grass
with one of the handsomest packs of [stag-]hounds in the

world, are most enjoyable. 1883 R. E. EGERTON-WARBURTON
HuntingSongs ($&, 7) Introd. 36 The increase of, .dwellings
prevents a fox, headed at every corner, from making straight
to his point. 1896 ll'estw. Gaz. 25 Nov. 9/1 The Belvoir
hounds made an eight mile point in a little over 45 minutes.

20. Her. a. One of nine particular spots or

places upon a shield, which serve to determine

accurately the position a charge is to occupy, b.
The middle part of the chief or base, as distin-

guished from the dexter or sinister divisions. C.

One of a number of horizontal stripes of different

tinctures into which a shield may be divided. (See
also B. 3 c, D. 4 c.)
c 1394 P. PI. Crede 562 pe penounes & pe pomels & poyntes

of scheldes Wip-drawen his deuocion. 1508 KENNEDIF.

Flyting iv. Dunbar 414 A stark gallowis, ane wedy, and a

pyn, The hede poynt of thyne elderis armes ar. 1658
PHILLIPS, Points, in Heraldry are certain places in an
Escutcheon diversly named according to their several

positions. 1725 COATS Diet. Her. s.v., There are nine

principal Points in any Escutcheon... A. . .the Dexter Chief.

B. the . . Middle Chief. C. the Sinister Chief. D. the
Honour Point. E. the Fesse Point, call'd also the Center.
F. the Nombril Point, that is, the Navel Point. G. the
Uexter Base. H. the Sinister Base. I. the precise Middle
Base. 1865 Chambers' Encycl. VII. 626 In order to facili-

tate the description of a coat-of-arms, it is the practice to

suppose the shield to be divided into nine points.

t 2L One of the squares of a chessboard. The

four points, the four centre squares. Obs.
c 1407 LYDC. Reson $ Sens. 6044 The vnkouth craft of the

tabler And the poyntes of the chekker. c 1440 Gesta Rom.
xxi. 71 (Harl.) The chekir or be chesse hath viij. poyntes in

eche partie. 1474 CAXTON Chesse 135 The bordeure about
is hygher than the squarenes of the poyntes. a 1500 MS.
Ashnwle 344 (Bodl.) to This is a fair Jupertie to mate a
man in on of the iiij poyntes for it cumyth offt in play.
22. A definite position in a scale of any kind

;

a position reached in a course (e. g. DEAD POINT) ;

a step, stage, or degree in progress or develop-
ment, or in increase or decrease ;

an exact degree
I

of some measurable quality or condition, as tern-

; perature (e.g. boiling-point^ dew-point, freezing-

point^ melting-point}.
a 14*5 Chaucer's Pars. T. P84? (Harl. MS.) Whan naturel

lawe was in his first [6-text right] poynt in paradis. 1526
Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 5 b, [This] declareth some
poynt of our iourney. 1568 GRAFTON Chron. 11.678 The
extreme poynt of decay of his house and estate. 1639 S.

i
Du VERGER tr. Camus' Admir. Events 206 Her beauty and
comely grace, .amounted unto a high point. 1747 Freezing
Point [FREEZING vbl. sb. 2]. 1773 Boiling point [BOILING
vbl. sb. $\. 1793 WASHINGTON Lett. Writ. 1891 XII. 177
Differences in political opinions are as unavoidable, as, to a
certain point, they may perhaps be necessary. 1871 B.
STEWART Heat 89 The melting points of various substances.
1886 RUSKIN Prmterita I. 324, I was brought to the point of

trying to learn to sing. 1891 Law Times XCII. 93/2 The

j

shares reached their highest point on the i3th June 1890,
|

when they might have been sold for ;6oo.
b. A critical position in the course of affairs

;

|

a decisive state of circumstances, a juncture ;
the

\ precise moment for action, an opportunity. Now
only in phrases when it comes (came] to the point',

and at, on, upon the point of (see D. I c, 5).

1375 BARBOUR Bruce vii. 500 In alt that tyme schir Amery,
. .In carleill lay, his poynt to se. 1489 CAXION FaytesofA.
n. xiii. 114 Atte laste he sawe hys poynte whan that his

; enemyes were wery. a 1533 LD. BURNERS Huon liii. 178
When it cometh to the poynt ther as strokes shold be gyuen.
1612 BP. HALL Contempt.^ O. T. iv. iii, But now, when it

1 comes to the point.
' Who am I ?' 1796 JANE AUSTEN Pride

\ $ Prej. xxvii, Her father, .who, when it came to the point,
\

so little liked her going, that he told her to write to him.

23. In time, that which has '

position' but not

I

duration (as the beginning or end of a space of

time) ; the precise time at which anything happens ;

an instant, moment, as the moment of noon, the
moment of death.
a 1400 R. Brunne's Chron. Wace (Rolls) 8080 Drecchynge

by tymes haue [Petyt MS. poyntes haf] bey wrought, c 1400
Loll. 28 To ani man in be poynt of deb. 1413

Pilgr. Sowle (Caxton) n.xlii. (1859)47 I" 'his poynt I herde
. .a lusty melodye of wonder swete songe. 1653 HOLCROFI
Procophts iv. 151 The point of opportunity being past, the

freatest
endeavours afterward faile. X737WmsTON Josephns,

list. i. iti. 5 Four hours .. are over already, which point
of time renders the prediction impossible. 1833-6 J. H.
NEWMAN Hist. Sk. (1873) II. iv. ti. 380 There is. .no assign-
able point at which the belief was introduced. 1844 MRS.
BROWNING Drama of Exile Poems 1850 I. 30 Though at

the last point of a million years.

b. At or on the point of: see D. i c, 5.

t 24. A (specified) degree of condition ; con-

dition, plight, state, case (good, evil, better, etc.).

(Cf. F. en bon point^ Obs.

1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 8868 Engelond & normandie in god
point he bro^te. 1340-70 Alex, fy Dind. 315 To godus pay
is our peple in bettur point founde. < 1386 CHAUCER Prol.
200 A lord ful fat and in good poynt. 1481 CAXTON
Godeffroy cxv. 173 The barons toke counseyl .. how they
myght conteyne them in this greuous poynt in whiche they
were, a 1533 LD. BERNKRS Huon xcv. 307 She demaundyd
of hym yf ne were hole and in good poynt. 1563 Reg.
Privy Coitncil Scot. I. 246 The said kirk is at sik ane point
that throw decaying thairof,..the wallis in sindrie partis ar

revin. 1685 EVELYN Mrs. Godolphin 176 Daniell and his

companions . . looked fairer and in better point than all the
rest. 1732 POPE Ess. Man i. 283 Know thy own point., this

due degree Of blindness, weakness, Heav'n bestows on thee.

V. Figurative and transferred senses.

f25. The highest part or degree; the height,

summit, zenith, acme. Obs.

13. . E. E. Allit. P. B. 1502 In J?e poynt of her play he

poruayes a mynde. 1576 FLEMING Panopl. Epist. 17 margin,
It is the point of folly to shew a will to hurte him, whom
thou canst not ..by any meanes annoy. 1640 QUARLES
Enchirid, (1641) Ded., Your Highnesse is the Expectation
of the present Age, and the Poynt of future Hops. 1728
RAMSAY Bonny Chirsty v, This point of a' his wishes, He
wadna with set speeches bauk.

26. A distinguishing mark or quality ;
a distinc-

tive trait or feature; a characteristic.
c 1470 HENRVSOS Mor. Fab. v. (Par/. Beasts) xxtv, This

suddane semblie .. Haifand the pointis of ane parliament.
c 1530 H. RHODES Bk. Nurture 438 in Babees Bk. 94 To
foibeare in anger is the poynt of a friendly leeche. 1581

J. BELL Haddotis Anszu. Osor. 449 b, A shyft of subtle

sophisters, and not a poynt of sober Divynes. 1604 JAMES I

Connterbl. (Arb.) in It is become .. a point of good fellow-

ship, .to take a pipe of Tobacco. 1694 ATTERBURY Serw.,
On Frov. xiv. 6 (1726) I. 184 To be cautious, and upon our

Guard, in receiving Doctrines. . is a Point of great Prudence.

1889 T. A. GUTHRIH Pariah i. ix, Description was not
Lettice's strong point.

b. spec. A physical feature in an animal ; esp.
one by which excellence or purity of breed is

judged. Hence transf. in reference to a person or

thing. (Cf. 14.)
1546 J. HBVWOOD Prov. (1867) 52 She hath one poynt of

a good hauke, she is hardie. 1841 BORROW Zincali II. ii.

56 Much better versed in the points of a horse than in

points of theology. 1859 G. MEREDITH R. Feverel xxxvii,
She seemed to scan his points approvingly. 1894}

G. ARMA-
TAGE Horse ii. 14 They [American and Canadian horses]
are not remarkable for beauty, though not showing any
peculiarly unsightly points. Ibid. 20 That the race horse
should have all his various points in true relative develop-
ment. Ibid. iv. 47 The points essential to a hunter are a
lean head and neck [etc.].

27. The point : the precise matter in discussion

or to be discussed ; the essential or important
thing. Often in phr. to come to the point, to keep
to the pointt etc. : see also in point, to the point
(D. 4 d,6c).
c 1381 CHAUCER Parl. Fonles 372 But to the poynt, nature

held on hire hond A formele egle of shap the gentilleste
That euere she a-mong hire werkis fond, c 1386 Prol.
oo This is the poynt, to speken short and pleyn. a 1533
-,D. BERNERS Huon Ixix. 236 Come to y poynt, and vse no
more such langage nor suche serymonyes. 1602 2nd Pt.
Returnfr. Parnass. v. iii. (Arb.) 68 But the point Is, I know
not how to better my selfe. 1693 CREECH in Dry/dens Juvenal
xiii. Argt. (1697) 319 Then coming closer to his Point, he tells

him, ..The Wicked are severely punish 'd by their own
Consciences. 1738 tr. Gnazzo's Art Conversation 12 Let
us now come to the Point in Hand. 1791 MRS. RADCLIFFE
Rom. Forest ii, 'Is it impossible for you to speak to the

point?' said La Motte. 1868 HELPS Realmah (1876) 256
Do keep to the point, my excursive friends. 1875 JOWETT
Plato (ed. 2) I. 18 The point is not who said the words, but
whether they are true or not.

b. To make a point of (= F. faire un point
de} : to treat or regard (something) as essential

or indispensable ;
to make (it) a special object.

Usually with vbl. sb. or gerund : formerly also to

make a point to do something.
(11778 GOLDSMITH in Boswell Johnson 9 Apr., Whenever

I write any thing, the publick make a point to know nothing
about it. a 1806 Fox Hist. Jos. II (1808) 12 The King
made no point of adhering to his concessions. 1823 W.
TENNANT Cdl. Beaton iv. iii. 121, I mak a pount to be an
e'e-witness o' ilka business o' that sort. 1833 HT. MARTINEAU
Brooke Farm vii. 88 Her husband made such a point of his

tea that she had little hope of persuading him to give it up.
x868 FREEMAN Norm. Cong. II. App. 581 A former colleague
of mine in the Oxford Schools always made a point of

describing him as ' William the Purchaser '.

28. That at which one aims, or for which one

strives or contends; aim, object, end. Often in

phr. to carry one's point: see CARRY v. I7b.
13. . De Sancta Anastasia 86 in Horstmann Altengl. Leg.

(1881) 26 pe prynce . . Opon a day his poynt wold proue. 1580
SIDNEY Ps, xxxi. vii, They their counsells led All to this

point, how my poore life to take. 1607 SHAKS. Cor. n. ii. 43

E
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It remaines, As the maine Point of this our after-meeting.

1689 POPPLE tr. Locke's Toleration L.'s Wks. 1727 II. 250
The Magistrate, .will have his Will, and carry his Point.

1700 PEPVS Diary, etc. (1879) VI. 217 The old East India

Company have. .obtained their great point against the new,
by having got their Bill passed. 1776 SIR J. REYNOLDS Disc,
vii. (1876) 408 If they make it the point of their ambition.

1857 W.COLLINS Dead Secret in. ii, She ended., by carrying
her own point, and having her own way.

b. To make a point : to establish a proposition,
to prove a contention; also^w. to attain some-

thing that one is aiming at.

1809 J. MARSHALL Const. Opin. \. (1839) 112 Two points
have been made in this cause. 1865 M. ARNOLD Ess. Crit.

ii. (1875) 87 All it exists for is to get its ends, to make its

points. 1886 Manch. Exam. 3 Nov. 3/1 His evident desire

to make every point that can possibly be made against the
Clark lecturer.

29. A conclusion, completion, culmination, end,

'period*. Also full point. ? Obs.
c f3aS Spec. Gy Warw. 278 Habent mortem sine morte et

finem mortis sine fine. Hij sholen haue debwid-oute deiing
And point of dej> wid-outen ending, c 1386 CHAUCER Knt. 's

T. 2107 But shortly to the point thanne wol I wende, And
maken of my longe tale an ende. c 1540 HF.VWOOD Four

gonne. 1590 SHAKS. Sfias. N. i. ii. 10 First,, .say what the

play treats on : then read the names of the Actors : and so

grow on to a point. 1633 DURIE in Presbyt. Kez>. (1887) 307
Thought it necessarie to put the matter to some poynt at

that diet. 1686 BURNET Trav. v. (1750) 245, I thought I

had made so full a Point at the Conclusion of my last

Letter, that I should not have given you the Trouble of

reading any more Letters. 1833 HT. MARTINEAU Tale Tyne
i. 7 He is bringing his invention to a point,

t 30. Determination, decision, resolution. Obs.

1477 [see at a feint, D. id]. 1481 CAXTON Godejfroy
xxxii. 68 At thende the kyng cam so to poynt that they
were appeased goodly. 1530 CRAN.MER in Strype Life (1694)

App. 5 After all this he commeth to the poynte to save the

Kyngs honour. 1578 T. WILCOCKS Serin. Pawles Cr. 22
A great sorte are at a playne poynt, they are carelesse of
their soules, so their bodye maye bee free. 1678 BUNVAN
Pilffr. i. 6, I begin to come to a point ; I intend to go along
with this good man. 1738 [see at a point, D. i d].

VI. l'"rom i6th c. F. point = 15-1 6th c. It.

pitnto\ derived from the sense prick, through that

of stitch^ work done with stitches with the needle.
As English used the native word stitch (OE. stice, from

OTeut. *stikan to prick, stab, etc.) for the prick of the needle
jn sewing, the corresponding Fr. use of'point was not adopted,
and the development of this sense was entirely in Italian

and French. The It. name/w*0 in aria occurs at Venice
in 1476.

31. Thread lace made wholly with the needle

(also called more fully point face, needle-point

lacej needle-point} ; also improperly applied to

.pillow lace imitating that done with the needle,
and sometimes to lace generally : often named
from the place of manufacture, as Alen$on point,
Venetian point, point of Genoa, Spain, etc. : cf.

POINT sb* b.

i66a EVELYN Cfialcogr. 56 Isabella, who was his wife,

published a book of all the sorts of Points, Laces, and
Embroderies. 1673 RAY 7'raz>. 156 Venice is noted .. for

Needle-work Laces called Points, a 1680 BUTLER Rein.

(1759) I. 148 To know the Age and Pedigrees Of Poynts
of Flandres or Venisc. 1686 Lond. Gaz. No. 2150/4 Lost

.., Two Pieces of Old Point of Spain Three Yards long;
and a Quarter of a Yard broad, some of it sowed upon a

Parchment, and new Purled. 1745 WESLEY ll'ks. (1872) VIII.
186 Another would not for the world wear lace ; but she will

wear point, and sees no harm in it at all. 1864 MRS. PALLISER
Hist. Lace xtti. (1902) 198 A costly work of Alencon point
appeared in the Exhibition of 1855. z88z A. S. COLE in

Encycl. Brit. XIV. 186/1 The different sorts of early Vene-
tian point laces are called 'flat Venetian point', 'rose (raised)

point ',

'

caterpillar point ',

* bone point ',
&c. 1900 Westm.

Gaz. 34 May 3/1 The Irish crochet point is.. the best-known
of all Irish laces. 1906 Ibid. 28 Feb. 12/1 Bucks lace, or
' Bucks pillow point ', as the fine work is usually called, dates
back . . as far as the sixteenth century.
attrib. 1671 DRYDEN Marr. a la Mode in. i, My new point

gorget shall be yours upon 't. c 1710 CELIA FIENNES Diary
(1888) 252 Fine point or Lace sleeves and Ruffles.

b. A piece of lace used as a kerchief or the like.

1663 PEPYS Diary 18 Oct., My wife In her best gowne and
new poynt that I Sought her the other day, to church with
me. 1687 SEDLEY Bellam. i. Wks. 1722 II. 90 She. .had hut
one poor Point of her own making. 1756 MRS. CALDERWOOD
Jrnl, (1884! 308 Her hair curled and powdered, with a little

cap, or perhaps but a point, and nothing more on their

heads.

B. =* F. points. (L. cttspis, mucro, Ger. spitze.}

I. 1. A sharp end to which anything tapers,
used for pricking, piercing, scratching, pointing
out, etc. : as of a weapon, tool, pin, pen, pointer.
a 1330 Syr Degarre 1059 Thi swerd . .The point is in min

aumenere. Hetok thepoint.and settherto. ci38sCHAUCER
L. G. W. 1791 Lucrece, Thisswerd thour out thyn herteshal
I ryue . . And sette the poynt [v. r. swerd] al sharp vp-on hire

herte. (1391 Astral, ii. 40, 1 tokasubtilcompas.&cleped
Jat on poynt of my compas A, & |at oj>er poynt F. Than
tok I the point of A, & set it in [the] Ecliptik

line euene in

my zodiak. c 1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) vii. 27 Take also a
Hull bawme on pe poynt of bi knyffe. a 1425 Cursor M.
10626 (Trin.) May no mon write wib penne point, c 1440
Promp. Parv. 406/2 Poynte, of a scharpe toole, . . cusfiis,
mucrotpennum, 1483 Wardr. Ace. i Rich. ///, iij swerdes
whereof oon with a flat poynt, called curtana. c 1500
Lancelot 798 It lyith one your speris poynt. 1526 Pilgr.
Perf. (W. de W. 1531) 7 \\ is not so moche as a pynnes
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poynt j compared to ye hole erth. 1611 BIBLE Jcr. xvii. i

The sinne of ludah is written with a pen of yron, and the

point of a diamond. 1722 QUISCY Lex. Physico-Med. (ed. 2)

5 Particles that affect the Taste with Points sharp and
piercing. 1808 SCOTT Marm. vi. xxv, Scarce could they
hear, or see their foes, Until at weapon-point they close.

1834 M cMt'RTRiE Cuvicr's Anim. Kingd. 316 Scorpions
have .. an arcuated and excessively acute point or sting.

1840 LARDNER Geont. i. 6 The point of the finest needle.

1897 MERKIMAN In Kedar's Tents xxvii, It is a pretty spot
for the knife nothing to turn a point.

t b. Rendering L. acies (
( front of an army ').

1382 WYCI.IF Deut, xx. 2 The preest shal stoond biforc

the poynt [Vulg. aciem], and thus he shal spek to the puple.
c. Short forpoint ofthe sword (at other weapon).

To come to points \ to begin fighting (with swords).

1596 SHAKS. i Hen. IV, v. iv. 21, I saw him hold Lord

Percy at the point. 1652 TATHAM Scotch Figgaries iv. i,

But mayn't I Bar points, being the Challenged? 1762
SMOLLETT Sir L. Greaz'es iii. (1793) I. 70 They would have
come to points immediately, had not the gentlemen inter-

posed. 1887 SIR F. POLLOCK in Encycl. Brit. XXII. 801/2
The effective use of the point is a mark of advanced skill.

Ibid.) St. Louis anticipated Napoleon in calling on his men
to use the point.

d. fig. phr. To p^tt toofine a point ttpon : to

express with unnecessary delicacy ;
not to state

bluntly or in plain terms.

1852 DICKERS Bleak Ho. xi, He was not to put too fine

a point upon it ..hard up !

2. The (or a) salient or projecting part of any-
thing, of a more or less tapering form, or ending in

an acute angle ;
a tip, apex ; a sharp prominence.

f 1391 CHAUCER Astrof. n. 7 At the poynt of thy label in

the bordure set a prikke .. at the point of thi label set

a-nother prikke. 1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) xvii. Bo Stanes,
be whilk er 11031 so hard as dyamaundes, and comounly
baire poyntes er broken off. 1483 Cath. AngL 285/2 A
Poynte of a nese, pirula, 1396 SHAKS. i Hen. !V, n. i. 7,

I prethee Tom, beate Cuts Saddle, put a few Flockes in the

point : the poore lade is wrung in the withers. 1644 BULWER
Chirol, 69 Hold up the Hand hollow above the Shoulder

points. 1687 A. LOVELL tr. Thevenot's Trav. ir. 154 The
Stern is very low, but the Head is as high again, and draws
into a sharp point as the Gondolos of Venice. 1748 Ansons
I'oy. n. xiii. 276 By spreading their sails horizontally, and
by putting bullets in the centers of them to draw them to
a point, they caught as much [rain] water, as filled all their

cn.sk. 1834 M'MvRTRIE Citi'ier's Anim. Kingd. 441 The
chrysalides are always rounded, or without angular eleva-
tions or points. 1841 JAMES Brigand\\\, Let them get round
yon point of the rock. 1881 C. GIBBON Heart's Problem
Sii, Mr. Calthorpe tapped the points of the fingers of each
hand together.

fig. 1625 B. JONSON Staple ofN. n. v, He is my Nephew,
and my Chiefe, the Point, Tip, Top, and Tuft of all our

family !

b. spec. The tapering extremity of any pro-
montory or piece of land running into the sea;
a tapering promontory, a cape : often in geo-
graphical names, as Start Point, Point of Ardna-
murchan. Also, A peak of a mountain or hill.

1553 EDEN Treat. Nrwe fnd. (Arb.) 32 He discouered a
corner or poynt of the sayd mayne land. 1585 T. WASHING-
TON tr. Nicholay's l

f
oy. n. xviii, The point of the Sarai),

whereupon the sea beateth. 1603 OWEN Pembrokeshire i.

(1892) 4 From Kernes head called Pen Kernes pointe North,
to St. Gouens pointe in the Southe. 1604 E. G[RIMSTONE]
D'Acvsfa's Hist. Indies in. xxvii. 201 The land . . casting
his capes, points and tongues farre into the sea. 1663 j.
DAVIES tr. Olearius' Voy. Ambass. 260 The Mountain of

Elwend, which is discover'd . . by the whitenesse of its sand
and by the extraordinary height of its points. 1704 J. HARRIS
Lex. Tec/in. I. s.v., The Seamen also call the Extremity of

any Promontary (which is a Piece of Land running out into
the Sea) a Point; which is of much the same Sense with them
as the Word Cape. 1836 W. IRVING Astoria I. 144 The
party landed, and encamped at the bottom of a small bay
within point George.

t c. The wing of a fleet or army. Obs.

1550 T. NVCOLLS Thucidides 222 b, The Peloponesians
auaunced .. to the ende to haue enclosed with their left

poyncte, the ryght poynct of the Athenians. 1614 RALEIGH
/list. World v. v. 8. 698 The Latines, as vsually, were in
the points; the Romans, in the maine battell.

d. Mil. The small leading party of an advanced

guard (consisting usually of an experienced non-
commissioned officer and four men).
1589 Discourse Voy. Spain fy Port. 30 Sir Henrie Norris

(whose Regiment had the poynt of the Vangard). 1903
LD. WOLSELEY Story of a Soldier's Life I. ii. 62 What is

now commonly called 'the point of the advanced guard'
consisted of four privates and myself.

e. //. The extremities of a horse.

1855 SMEDLEY//". Coverdalc xliii, A particularly fast mare
. .bay, with black points. 187* R. F. BURTON Zanzibar I.

ix. 347 The favourite charger of the late Sayyid is a little

bay with black points. 1883 W. H. BISHOP in Harper's
Mag. Oct. 720/2 He is sixteen hands high, dark bay, and
has olack points.

3. An object or instrument consisting of or

characterized by a point (in sense i), or which

pricks or pierces, a. A pointed weapon or instru-

ment for stabbing or piercing ; a dagger, pointed
sword, or the like ; also, a bodkin.
1488 Inv. R. Wardr. (1815) 5 Item,, .within the said box

a point maid of perle contenand xxv perle with hornis of

gold, c 1510 Treat. Galaunt 134 in Hazl. E. P. P. III. 157
Howe many poyntes were they nowe a dayes And yet a
good poynte amonge them were to fynde Daggers of ven-

geaunce, redy to make frayes. 1598 B. JONSON Ev. Man.
in Hum. i. iv, I will learne you .. to controll any enemies
point i' the world. 1627 Lisander $ Cal. in. 54 Lidian,
who entring with a point upon bis enemy,., run him cleans

'

thorow. 1719 YOL-NG Busiris in. i, Let each man bear A
steady point, well levell'd at his heart.

b. ' An iron or steel instrument used with some
! variety in several arts

'

(Chambers Cycl.}\ e.g. a

pin-pointed tool used by etchers and engravers, an

\ etching-needle : cf. dry-point (DRY a. C. 3) ; a
small punch or chisel used by stone-workers, etc.

17*7-41 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v., Engravers, etchers, wooden-
j

cutters, stone-cutters, etc. use points to trace their designs

j

on the copper, wood, stone, etc.. . Statuaries, .have likewise

; pointsjn manner of little chissels, used in first forming or

sketching out their work.. . Lapidaries have iron points, to
the ends whereof are fastened pieces of diamonds, serving to

pierce the precious stones withal, e 1790 IMISON Sch.Art n.

40 If the lines are too .small, pass over them again with a short
but round point. 1823 P. NICHOLSON Pract. Build. 341
The Point is the smallest kind of chisel used by masons.
1860 KUSKIS Mod. Paint. V. vn. ii. 6. 115 note, No cloud

i can be drawn with the point; nothing but the most delicate
, management of the brush. 1880 Print. Trades JrnL xxxi. 9
The Royal sketches evince a true feeling for art, and
much ability with the etching point.

c. Her. A bearing resembling a pile, usually

occupying the base of the shield ; reckoned a
'diminution* or mark of dishonour.

1562 LEIGH Armorie 124 lie beareth a poynte playne,
Geules, in a fielde, Or. This is for hym y l telleth lyes, to

hys soueraigne. 1830 ROBSON ffist. Her. Gloss., Point,
according to Edmondson, (meaning the point pointed), is an

ordinary somewhat resembling the Pile, issuing from the
Base.

d. A tine of a deer's horn.

1863 KIXGSLEY IVatcr-Bab. ii. (1874) 69 You may know
some day., what his rights mean, if he has them, brow,
bay, tray, and points. 1884 JEI-TERIES Red Deer iv. 68
An antler is judged by the number of points or tines which

spring from the beam. The beam is the main stem, and the

, points are the branches. 1885 ROOSEVELT Hunting Trips
: iv. 107 He was a fine buck of eight points.

e. Electr. A metallic point at which electricity
is discharged or collected

; also, each of the carbon

i points or pencils in an electric light (see CARBON 2).

1836-41 BRANDE Ckcm. (ed. 5) 261 The influence of points
, in receiving and carrying off electricity has already been
i adverted to. 1849 CRAIG, Point, , , in Electricity, the acute

termination of a body which facilitates the passage of the

fluid to or from the body, c 1865 LETHEBY in Circ. Sc. I.

136/2 As the points burn away, the springs keep up a fresh

supply. 1902 }Vcstm. Gaz. 7 Apr. 10/1 At the rate of a foot

in five minutes the carbon point wrought its way, and in

a short time the enormous mass of steel had been reduced
to fragments that could be easily handled.

f. On a railway : A tapering movable rail by
which vehicles are directed from one line of rails

to another. Usually in//.
1838 SIMMS Public Wks. Gt. Brit. 27 Moveable points or

slidmg*rails, and the requisite machinery for moving them.

1885 Scotsman n June, A south bound goods train .. ran
into the safety points, crashing against the buffer end with

great violence. 1889 G. FINDLAY Eng. Railway 53 It is

impossible for the signalman to lower the signals, .until the

'points' or 'switches' have been placed in their proper
position.

g. One of the twelve tapered divisions on each
{ table

'
of a backgammon board.

1588 GREENE Pandosto (1843) g That his friend Egistus
had entered a wrong pointe in his tables. 1595 SOUTHWELL
Tri. Death (1596) 22 God casteth the dice, and giueth vs

our chaunce ; the most we can doe, is, to take the poynt
that the cast will afToord vs. iflBo COTTON Gamester xxv.

109 Of Irish. ..The men which are thirty m number are

equally divided between you and your Adversary, and are
thus placed, two on the Ace point, and five on the sice of

your left hand Table, Ibid, \x\\\. 114 (Tick-tack] Boveries
is when you have a man in the eleventh point of your own
Tables, and another in the same point of your Adversaries

directly answering. 1870 HARDY & WARE Mod. Hoylft

Backgammon 142 The next best point . . is to make your
bar-point. 1905 FISKE Chess in Iceland'279 Some confusion

is caused by the fact that we English use point both for the
* dots

'

on the dice and the twenty-four points (Fr. 'fleches ')

on the board.

In other applications
h. t A kind of nail or spike (obs.) ; a glazier's sprig (Cent.

Diet.). ti- An agnail or hangnail; = AGNAIL 3 Obs.

tj. A small piece of heavy wood pieced into the butt of

an arrow to counterbalance the head. Obs. k. tA rough
diamond of a certain shape (obs.) ; also, an angular fragment
of diamond adapted for glass-cutting (Knight Diet. Mech.

1875). i. A thorn, m. One of the interchangeable pointed
legs of a pair of compasses, n. A name of certain surgical
instruments.

h. 1590 Ace. Bk. W. Wray m Antiquary XXXII. 374
A gr{oss] doble hard poyntes, Us. I'M/. l. 1653 R._ SAN-
DERS Physiogn. 73 If about these nails be an excoriation of

the flesh, which is commonly called 'points'. j. 1545
ASCHAM Toxoph. (Arb.) 127 Two poyntes in peecing be

ynougb, lest the moystnes of the earthe enter to moche into

the peecinge, and so leuse the glue. Therefore many
poyntes be more pleasaunt to the eye, than profitable for

the vse. k. 1698 FRYER Ace. E. India $ P. 213 The
Names of Rough Stones [diamonds], according to their

Forms and Substance. . . A Point. . . An J Point [etc.]. 1.

1604 E. G[RIMSTONE) D'Accsta's Hist. Indies v. xviL 373

Every one tooke a poynt of Manguay, which is like vnto an

awle or sharpe bodkin, with the which . . they pierced the

calfes of their legges neare to the bone, drawing foorth



POINT.

for each child. 1897 Allbutfs Syst. Med. IV. 776 Our

practice is confined to two methods, namely tonsillotomy
and the galvano-causdc point.

4. Printing* One of the short sharp pins fixed

on the tympan of a press so as to perforate the

sheet and serve to make register.

1683 MOXON Mech. Exerc., Printing xi. F 19 This Point

is made of a piece of small Wyer about a quarter and half

quarter of an Inch high. Ibid, xxiv, F 7 To large Paper he

chuses Short Shanked Points, and to small Paper Long
Shanked Points. 1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl, s.v. Printing^
regulate the margins, and make the lines and pages answer
each other when printed on the other side; in the middle of

the wood, in the sides of this tympan, are two iron points,
which make two holes in the sheet. 1825-88 [see paste-

point, PASTE sb. 8].

b. Short to* point-plate (see D. 14).

1683 MOXON Mech. Excrc.^ Printing xi. FIQ The Points
are made of Iron Plates about the thickness of a Queen
F.lizabeth Shilling : . . at the end of this Plate . . stands up-

right the Point. 1824 J. JOHNSON Typogr. II. 514 Points are

made of sheet iron, of different lengths, about the sixteenth

part of an inch thick. . .The spur of the point is rivetted at

the small end, and projects about three eighths of an inch.

II. 5. A tagged lace or cord, of twisted yarn,

silk, or leather, for attaching the hose to the

doublet, lacing a bodice, and fastening various

parts where buttons are now used
;
often used as

a type of something of small value (esp. blue point).
Now arch, or Hist.

[In this sense point renders F. aiguillette, orig. an aglet
or metal point of a lace or cord, thence a lace with an aglet.

English (on the whole) retained aglet for the metal point or

tag, and translated it by point for the cord.]

1390 Earl Derby's E*p. (Camden) 35 Johanni Dounton
pro j gros poyntes, iij s. a 1450 Knt. de la Tour (1868) 33
Y might, and y satte lowe, breke sum of my pointes. c 1450
Cov. Myst. (Shaks. Soc.) 241 Two doseyn poyntys of cheve-

relle, the aglottes of sylver feyn. 1530 PALSGR. 256/1 Poynt
for ones hose, tsguillette. 1532 MORK Confut. Tindale Wks.
675/2 It is not al worth an aglet of a good blewe poynte. 1549
LATIMER 4,tk Serm. be/. Edw. VI (Arb.) 117 He made hys
pen of the aglet of a poynte that he plucked from hys hose.

? 1550 Debate Sorter $ ll-'ynter 132 in Hazl. E. P. P. III.

41 All is not worthe a poynte of lether. 1603 KNOLLES
tfist. Turks (1621) 1094 [They] made thongs and points of
the skins of men and women, whom they had Maine quick.

1615 SIR E. HOBY Curry-combe vi. 265 He hath hardly
earned a blew point for his daies worke. 1647 PEACHAM
Worth of Penny 17 So naturally sparing, that if a point
from his hose had broken, he would have tied the same
upon a knot, and made it to serve againe. 1739

' R. BULL '

tr. Dedekindus' Grobianns 260 A chilling Fear surprizes all

his Joints, And makes him ready to untruss his Points.

1819 SCOTT Ivanhoe xx, Assistance in tying the endless

number of points, as the laces which attached the hose to the

doublet were then termed. [See also AGLET sb. i.]

1 6. A plait of hair ; a pigtail. Obs.

1603 B. JONSON Entertainm. Coronat. K. Jos. Wks. (1616)

844 Her hayre bound into foure seuerall points.

7. Naut. One of the short pieces of flat braided

cord attached near the lower edge of a sail for

tying up a reef; a reef-point: see REEF sbJ- 3.

1769 FALCONER Diet. Marine (1789) H h iv, The courses of

large ships are either reefed with points or . . reef-lines. 1801

Chron. mAnn. Reg. 44 [He] called to the boatswain to bring
a point (a rope doubled with knots at the end), and give
the plaintiff a '

starting '. 1859 All Year Round No. 17.

399 Midshipmen into the tops to see the points tied !

8. A short buckling strap.
1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mech. t Point. .17. (Harness.) A

short strap stitched to a wide one for the purpose of attach-

ing the latter to another strap by a buckle. The end of

any strap that is provided with holes for the buckle-tongue.
III. 9. Each of the equidistant points on the

circumference of the mariner's compass, indicated

by one of the thirty-two rays drawn from the centre,

which serve to particularize the part of the horizon

whence the wind is blowing or in the direction of

which an object lies
;

also transf. the angular
interval between two successive points (one-eighth
of a right angle, or ni5'). Hence, any of the

corresponding points, or in general any point, of

the horizon ; thus often nearly = Direction. (In

ordinary use, usually point of the compass ;
in

absol. use chiefly Naut.)
a 1500 in Arnolde Ckron. (1811) 86 When the wynde is in

any poynte of the northe all the fowle stynke is blowen ouer
the citee (London], 1527 R. THORNE in Hakluyt Voy.
(1589) 257 The roses of the windesor pointes of the compasse.
1556 BURROUGH ibid. (1886) III. 117 The land lyeth North
and halfe a point Westerly. 1592 LYLY Gallathea i. iv. 33
The two and thirty poynts for the winde. 1634 SIR T.
HERBERT Trav. 206To this day they [Chinese] haue but eight

points vnto their Compasse. 1720 DE FOE Copt. Singleton
vi. (1840) 103 They bent their course one point of the com-
pass, .to the southward of the east. 1798 MILLAR in Nicolas

Disp. Nelson (1846) VII. p. cliv, The leading Ship to steer one

point more to starboard. 1856 STANLEY Sinai fy Pal. xiv.

(1858) 463 The Latin Church., regardless of all points of the

compass, has adopted for its Altar the Holy Tomb itself.

1885 Law Times Rep. LIU. 54/1 Lights . . were seen from
four to five points on the port bow of the J. M. Stevens.

IV. 1O. a. The salient feature of a story, dis-

course, epigram, joke, etc. ; that which gives it

application; effective or telling part. Also, A
witty or ingenious turn of thought.
1728 POPE Dune. i. 254 All arm'd with points, antitheses

and puns. 1844 DICKENS Mart. C/tuz. xi, The young ladies

might have rather missed the point and cream of the jest.

1861 M. PATTISON Ess. (1889) I. 45 An inscription, .in which
the moral was better than the point. 1871 BLACKIE Four

1050

Phases !. 29 So as to be able to turn the point of an argu-
ment. 1876 World V. No. 106. 3 Full of capital points,
blunted in delivery. 1891 LD. COLERIDGE in Law Times

Rep, LXV. 581/1 He has somewhat misapprehended the

point of those observations. Mod. He did not see the point

j
of the joke.

b. That quality in speech or writing which
! arrests attention ; appealing, convincing, or pene-

trating quality ; pungency, effect, value.

a
All

liu( . . _
you will, But not an elegy. 1791 BOSWELL Johnson (1816)

j

I. Introd. 10 Anything, .whichmy illustriousfriend thought
it worth bis while to express, with any degree of point.

1847 L. HUNT Men, Women, % B. II. viii. 135 A stanza,
which has the point of an epigram with all the softness of a i

gentle truth.

V. 11. Cricket. The position of the fieldsman

who is stationed more or less in a line with the

popping-crease, a short distance on the off-side of

I

the batsman ^rig. close to the point of the bat) ; ,

j

also transf, the fieldsman himself.

1833 NYREN Yng. Cricketer's Tutor 41 The point of the

bat. . . The young fieldsman who is appointed to this situation,
' should possess a quick eye. . . For the position of body in the

point, I can do no better than refer him to instructions . .

given to the wicket-keeper. Ibid. 42 The point all the while I

must keep his face towards the batter, and his arms and
hands in their proper position. 1849 Laws of Cricket in
' Bat* Crick. Man. (1850) 57 No substitute.. shall be allowed

' to. .stand at the point, cover the point, or stop behind. 1850

place as point. 1870 SEELEY Lect. fy Ess, 165 What can
be more serious than a game of Cricket?.. Point does not
chat with cover-point.

b. In Lacrosse^ The position of the player who
stands a short distance in front of the goal-keeper,
or the player himself, c. In Baseball, The positions

occupied by the pitcher and catcher.

187 . Roy's own Bk.^ La Crosse, There is a goal-keeper; a

point, placed twenty yards a-head of the goal-keeper ; and
a coverpoint.

C. Noun of action of French or English origin

(including some senses of doubtful origination).

f 1. A feat ; esp. a feat of arms, a deed of valour,
an exploit; also, an encounter, skirmish. [OF.
pointed} Points of 'war', warlike exercises. Obs.

1375 BARBOUR Bruce ix. 631 This wes a richt fair poynt,

perfay ! c 1400 Destr. Troy 540 And puttes you to perell in

pointis
of armes. c 1450 Merlin 345 For that the kynge

hadde slain oon of his nevewes at a poynt, that hadde be

by-fore the town. 1513 DOUGLAS ^neis in. iv. 138 With
oile anoynt, Nakit worsting and strougling at nyse poynt.

1580 SIDNEY Ps. xvin, ix, He me warr points did show,
Strengthning mine arms, that I could break an iron bow.

1591 SPENSER M. Hnbberd 696 Besides he could doo manie
other poynts, The which in Court him served to good stead.

t6oz2ndPt. Return fr. Parnass. n. vi. 945 Seeing him prac-
tise his lofty pointes, as his crospoynt and his backcaper.

f 2. A hostile charge or accusation. Obs.

c 1400 Destr. Troy 7900 The triet men of Troy traitur

hym cald, And mony pointtes on hym put for his pure '

1

shame. Ibid. 11751 Er any troiens with truthe might telle

suche a fawte, Or soche a point on me put in perlament her
\

aftur. 1480 CAXTON Chron. Eng. ccxlii. (1482) 277 To
ansuere to all maner poyntes that the kyng and his counceyll
wold put vpon hym.

f3. Trial, examination : in phr. put to point. Obs.

1469 in Archseologia XV. 168 That the money .. be newe
molton and reforged . . till it be putte to poynt. 1583 Rr%.

\ Privy Council Scot, III. 611 To have thair maters calht

I and put to poynt in ordour. 1584 Ibid. 687 Quhill the

,

samin be decydit or utherwise put to point.

4. Falconry. Of a hawk : The action of rising

j

vertically in the air
; esp. in phr. to make (her) point.

I [F. lapointe de Foiseau^
1651 N. BACON Disc. Govt. Eng. n. xxvii. (1739) 125 Like

the Eagle they make many points before they stoop to their
j

Prey. 1828 SIR I. S. SEBRIGHT Observ. Hawking 23 The
j

hawk will make nis point that is, rise perpendicularly in
j

the air over the spot where the bird got into cover. 1852
! R. F. BURTON Falconry in Valley of Indus iii. 29 The <

Shikrah ..
' makes her point

' and takes her stand on some

neighbouring tree or eminence. 1883 SALVIN & BRODRICK :

Falconry in Brit. Isles Gloss. 152 To nta&e its point, the
'

mode a Hawk has of rising in the air, by which the place in

marked where the quarry has '

put in.'

5. A direct forward advance, a charge. [F.fairc

points to make a charge.]
*7S5 J- SHEBBEARE Lydia (1769) II. 27 It seems they had

all in turn made a dead point at this young earl, though
unsuccessfully. 1768 Woman ofHonor III. 239 Just in my
way as I was making my point for Lancashire.

6. Of a pointer or setter : The act of pointing ;

the rigid attitude assumed on finding game, with

the head and gaze directed towards it. Usually in

phrases to make^ come to a point. Alsoy^f.

1771 MACKENZIE Man Feel. Introd 3, My dog had made a

point on a piece of lee-ground. 1892 Field 7 May 695/1 Raffle

made two good points on birds. 1903 Blackiu. Mag. Oct.
|

510/2 The method of approaching the point is explained. \

Mod. A dog that conies to a point well.

7. The act of pointing : in the humorous phrase
j

bread or potatoes and point',
the action of merely

; pointing or looking at the relish, such as cheese,
|

bacon, fish, etc., and making one's meal of bread
,

I or potatoes only, (dial.)

POINT.

1831 CAHLYLE Sari. Res. in. x. (1871) 195 The victual
Potatoes-and-Point not appearing, at least not with specific

accuracy of description, in any European Cooke_ry-Book
whatever. 1897 Ch. Times 15 Oct., A poor family, who
could not afford to eat meat, and who, we will say, dine on

potatoes, would . . be commonly said to have for dinner

potatoes and point.

8. An indication
;
a hint, suggestion, direction.

1882 B. HARTE Flip iv, One of these officials comes up to

this . . ranch . . to get points about diamond-making. 1886

Hazard's Adviser 20 Jan., There are friends who honestly
and in all good faith give a '

point
'

as to buying this or that
Stock. 1892 Nation (N. Y.) 6 Oct. 263/2 A clever young man
easily makes the mistake of supposing that he could have

given Solomon points about women.
9. Arch. Amount or degree of pointedness : in

phrase of the third (or fourth] point, rendering It.

di terzo (or quarto) acuto.

1703 T. N. City q C. Purchaser 8 Arches of the 3d. and 4th.

Point .. So our English Authors call 'em, but the Tuscan
Authors calls them di terzo, and di quarto acuto, because

they always concur in an acute Angle at the Top. 1842-76
GWILT Archil. Gloss., Tierce point, the vertex of an equi-
lateral triangle. Arches or vaults of the third point, which
are called by the Italians di terzo acuto, are such as consist

of two arcs of a circle intersecting at the top.

D. Phrases and Combinations (chiefly from A.).
* \Yith prepositions.
1. At point. [

= F. a point.} f a. Aptly, fitly,

properly, suitably, conveniently. Obs.

J3.75
BARBOUR Bruce m. 702 For wynd at poynt blawand

thai had. Ibid. vi. 406 He wes arayit at poynt clenly,

Outakyn that his hede wes hair. Ibid. x. 283 He wes..
Curtas at poynt, and debonar And of richt sekir contenyng.

1456 SIR G. HAVE Law Arms (S. T. S.) 113 Ane gude
knycht..suld sett all his study till arm him at poynt, and
hors him. a 1547 SURREY /Eneid 11.25 The fame wherof so

wandred it at point [L. eafama vngatur],

fb. (Also at a point.) In readiness, prepared.
1605 SHAKS. Lear i. iv. 34^ Tis politic and safe to let him

keep At point a hundred knights. 1611 FLORIO s.v.^Pt{nto,
Essere in punto, to be in a readinesse, to be at a point.

C. At point to, at the point to (with inf.): ready

to, on the point of, just about to. Cf. at the point

of (see f.) ;
on or upon the point 0/~(see 5). arch.

1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 17 Whan they were at

the poynt to haue passed ouer the seconde flode called

Jordayn. 1564 HAWARD Eutropius II. 15 Pyrrhus was at

the poynte to have fled, a 1600 MONTGOMERIE Sonn. Iii. 12

My hairt . . At poynt to speid, or quikly to despair. 1605
SHAKS. Lear in. i. 33 Who already. .are at point To show
their open banner. 1611 BIBLE (,tn. xxv. 32, I am at the

point to die. 1621 T. WILLIAMSON tr. Goulart's Wise
I'icillard 195 Being at the poynt to leaue this world. 1870
MORRIS Earthly Par. III. 228 He seemed at point his

whole desire to gain.

fd. At a point: agreed; settled, decided, de-

termined, resolved. See A. 30. Obs.

1477 Paston Lett. III. 169 Ye promysyd me, that ye wold
never breke the mater to Margrery unto suche tyme as ye
and I were at a point. 1513 MORE Rich. Ill (1883) 60 Yet

was [he] at a pointe in his owne mynde, toke she it wel or

otherwise. 1555 in Foxe A. ^ M. (1583) 1562/1, I . . was at

poynt with my selfe, that I woulde not flye. 1562 J. HEY-
WOOD Prov. <v Epigr. (1867) 189 Is he at a poynte with his

creditors? 1660 BUNYAN in Life (1870) 97 When they saw
that 1 was at a point, and would not be moved nor persuaded.

1738 NEAL Hist. Pnrit. IV. 85 His Highness [Cromwell]
was at a point, and obliged them to deliver up the island

of Polerone in the East Indies.

e. At allpoints : in every part, in every particu-

lar or respect. (Usually with armed.) (Cf. a.)

c 1350 Will. Palerne 3332 Wel armed ?e am at alle maner

poyntes. c 1420 LYDG. Assembly ofGods 607 Armyd at all

poyntes, for a day ys sette. 1470-85 MALORY Arthur iv.

viii. 129 A good knyght that was redy to doo bataill at all

poyntes. 1602 SHAKS. Ham. \. ii. 200 Arm'd at all points

exactly, Cap a Pe. 1734 tr. Rollins Anc. Hist. (1827) I.

Pref. 39 They were armed at all points. 1894 G. ARMATAGE
Horse ii. 13 Easily beaten at all points by an English horse

of second-rate powers.
f. At the point of, on the very verge of, just about

to do something, f At thepoint ofday [F. au point
de jour], at daybreak (obs.). (See also c.)

1450 Merlin 585 Be redy at the poynte of day for to

ride. 1484 CAXTON Fables ofPoge vi, Whanne he was atte

thartycle and at the poynt of dethe he wold make his testa,

ment. 1604 E. G[RIMSTONE] D'Acosta's Hist. Indies v.

xxiv. 306 This should be eaten at the point of day. 1696
LUTTRELL Brief Rel. (1857) IV. 74 The lord Berkley was at

the point of sayling. 1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) III. 285 A
rich man who was at the point of death. 1897 HALL CAINE

Christian in. ix, I . . told him they were at the point of going.

f2. By point of. By virtue or force of. rare 1
.

1472-3 Rolls of Parlt. VI. 156/2 Governours afore re-

hersed, or other entitled by poynt of Chartour.

3. From point to point. From one point or

detail to another, in every particular, in detail.

Obs. or arch. [OF. de point en point.']

1390 GOWER Con/. III. 333 Fro point to point al sche him

tolde, That sche hath longe in herte holde. a 1450 A'/;/, de

la Tour (iS68) 43 And than thei.. tolde it hym from point to

point. 1581 PETTIE Guazzo's Civ. Conv. i. (1586) 8 It

standeth me upon to answere from point to point, to the

reasons which you have brought. 1653 H. COGAN tr. Pinto s

Trav. x. 31 Then I recounted to him from point to point

how I was cast away. 1813 SCOTT Rokeby \. xv, From

point to point I frankly tell The deed of death as it befell.

4. In point [OF. en point], fa. In proper con-

dition, in order. Obs.

1481 CAXTON Godeffroy cxxxi. 145 They toke counseyl..

and made theyr shippes to be in poynt and redy. 1490

Eneydos vii. 30 They dyd doo repayre theyr nauyre, &



POINT.

sette it..alle in poynte, wyth alle thynges to theym neces-

saryc.

fb. At once, on the instant. Obs. rare~ l
.

1609 R. L'ESTRANGE Erasm. Colloq. (1725) 247 To cut off

his Head if he had not done it in point,

c. Her. (a) Said of two piles borne in a shield

so as to meet at their points, (b} Point in point :

a bearing (sense B. 3 c) issuing from the base, re-

sembling a pile reversed, but with concavely curved
sides

; reckoned a mark of dishonour.

1562 LEIGH Armoric 124 He beareth a pointe in pointe,
Or, in a fielde Sable. This is for them

y
l are slowthfull in

warres. 1704 J. HARRIS Lex. Techn. I. s. v., He beareth
two Piles in Point.

d. predicatively. (Cf. F. & point = a propos."}

Apposite ; appropriate.
1658-9 Burton's Diary (1828) IV. 254 Some play or other

is in point. 1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa (i Si i) VIII. 274 They
are in point to the present subject. 1796 MRS.

J. WKST
Gossip's Story 1. 198 Not recollecting any similitude in point.

1885 SIR N. LINDLEY in Law Rep. 30 Ch. Div. 14 The case of
Stokes v. Trumper is not really in point. 1888 BURCON
Lives 12 Gd. Men I. iii. 340, I recall another humble inci-

dent somewhat in point.

e. In point of: in the matter of; with reference

or respect to ; as regards. In point offact : see

also FACT 6 b. (From A. 5.)
1605 BACON Adv. Learn, \. iii. 3 States were too busy

with their laws and too negligent in point of education.

1656 EARL MONM. tr. Boccalints Advts.fr. Parnass. i. iii.

(1674) 4 France may vie and weigh even with Greece it self,
in point of Learning. 1656 H. PHILLIPS Purch. Patt.

(1676) 2 Much might be said to this in point of law. 1777
A. HAMILTON Wks. (1886) VII. 515 He agrees with me in

point of the enemy's numbers, 1812 View State Parties
in U. S. (ed. 2) 32 In point of date, the two events corre-

spond with a singular exactness. 1887 SIR E. FRY in Law
Times Rep. LVIII. 163/2 The evidence, .amply justifies
the verdict and judgment in point of fact, if they can be
justified in point of law.

f f. In point to (of} : in a position ready to, on
the point of; in immediate peril or danger of. Cf.

at the point (i c, f), on the point (5). Obs.
c 13*5 Poem Times Edvj. II. 432 m Pol. Songs (Camden)

343 That al Engelond J-wis was in point to spille. a 1350
Cursor M. 4760 (Gott.) lacob and his sonis ware wid hunger
in point to for-fare. c 1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) xiii. 57 He . .

was in poynt lo drowne, and Criste tuke him by fe hand.

1456 SIR G. HAVE Law Arms (S.T.S.) 87 [He] put all

the lave in poynt of perdicioun. 1479 Prcsentm. Juries
in Surtees Misc. (1888) 28 The crosse in the merkythe place,
that it is in pounte to fall. 1513 DOUGLAS sEneis iv. xi.

55 Dido standis redy to cum in point to de. i57*-3 Reg.
Privy Council Scot. II. 189 Quhairof he hes lyne con-
tinewalie bedfast sensyne, and in poynt and dangeare of his

lyff. 1641 W. HAKEWILL Libertie ofSubject 90 The people
were in point to rebell had not the king stayed the pro-
ceedings.
5. On or upon the point of (rto). [F. stir le

point dej\ On the very verge of; usually in refer-

ence to action, Just about to, just going to do some-

thing (now with vbl. sb. or n. of action, formerly
also with inf.). Formerly also in reference to a

specified time or a number : Very near, close upon.
c 1290 6". Eng. Leg. I. 55/52 A churche . . pat ope be poynte

was to falle a-doun. 1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 1457 JJebrutons
were vpe J>e pointe to fle. 1525 St. Papers Hen. Vlll^ IV.

320 The gales [ = galleys].. ar not yet departed, but upon
the pointe of departing ; tarying for wynde and weder.
a 1548 HALL Chron.^ Hen. VI'//, 32 b, He had askryed
a nomber of horsemen, .vpppn the poynct of syx thowsand.

1607 MIDDLETON Your Five Gallants n. iii. 247 Tai.

What's a'clock?. .GW...Tis upon the point of three. 1638
BAKER tr. Balzac's Lett. II. 10, I was upon the point of

sending my footman to you. 1670 COTTON Espernon i. n.

100 When he was upon the point to fall upon the City, and
Castle of CHsson. 1712 BUDGELL Sfect. No. 307 F 12 He
. .was upon the Point of being dismissed. 1771 T. HULL
Sir IV. Harrington (1797) I. 75 Such a father !. .upon the

point to die ! 1867 H. MACMILLAN Bible Teach, ii. 31 Every-
thing seemed on the point of moving.
6. To point, fa. Into proper condition; to

rights. [F. & point.] Obs.

1481 CAXTON Myrr. i. xii. 37 So m lyke wyse trauaylleth

Phisyque to brynge Nature to poynt, that disnatureth in

mannes body whan ony maladye or sekenes encombreth hit.

b. To the smallest detail ; exactly, completely.
arch. (Cf. at point, at all points',

i a, e.)

1590 SPENSER F. Q. i. i. 16 Seeing one in mayle, Armed
to point. 1610 SHAKS. Temp. i. ii. 194 Hast thou, Spirit,
Performd to point, the Tempest that I bad thee? a 1625
FLETCHER Chances i. iv, Duke. Are ye all fit? i Gent. To
point, sir. 1873 BROWNING Red Cott. Nt.-cap in. 282 All

things thus happily performed to point.

c. To the point (of speech or writing, or transf.
of the speaker or writer) : Apposite, apt, pertinent.

(Cf. A. 27.)
1817 JAS. MILL Brit. India. III. i. 34 Show, that, .the

evidence which you call for is evidence to the point. 1873

JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) I. in He makes long speech not

much to the point. 1892 Law Times XCI1. 146/2 The
notes are short and to the point.

7. Upon point, t a. On peril, on penalty. Obs.

1641 W. BIRD Mag. Honor 40 The Clerks of the Chan-

cery., shall not leave out or make omission of the said

Additions..upon point to be punished.
t b. As a matter of fact, in reality. Obs.

1642 ROGERS Naaman To Rdr. 2 In this sense it is

(upon point) no other then the old Adam. 1677 W. HUBBARD
Narrative (1865) II. 15 Diligence, .and Faithfulness.. is all

that is upon point required of him.

c. Upon the point of: see 5.

1051

** With other sbs.

f 8. Point and blank
( points and blank} :

POINT-BLANK. Obs. rare.

1590 SIR J. SMYTH Disc. Weapons 14 b, The Mosquet
ranforced and well charged with good powder, would carrie
a full bullet poynt and blancke 24 or 30 scores. Ibid. 28
The arrowes doo not onelie wound, and sometimes kill in

their points and blank, but also in their discents and fall.

9. Point of honour [F. point d*honneur\. A
matter regarded as vitally affecting one's honour.

Hence, the obligation to demand satisfaction (esp.

by a duel) for a wrong or an insult.

1612 E. GRIMSTONE tr. Turqiiefs Gen. Hist. Spain xxvii.

971 margin^ Moderne combats and the Maximes of the

point of honour at this day. 1659 B. HARRIS Parivafs
Iron Age 52 Points of honour make them run into the Field
. .in such sort, as that the greatest part of the Nobility un-

happily falls in Duels. 1703 Rules of Civility 233 When
we say a Point of Honour, we mean a Rule, a Law, and
a Maxim of Honour. 1711 ADDISON Spcct. No. 0,9 p 2 The
great Point of Honour in Men is Courage, and in Women
Chastity. 1782 COWPER Conversation 163 The Point of
Honour has been deemed of use, To teach good manners, and
to curb abuse. 1850 MERIVALE Rom. Euip. (1865) II. xiii.

01 To obey the call of the commonwealth was the point of
honour with the Roman statesman.

10. Point of horse (Mining^ : see HORSE sb. 1 1 .

1882 OGILVIE (Annandale), Point ofhorse^. .the spot where
a vein, as of ore, is divided by a mass of rock into one or

more branches.

11. Point-to-point, a. a. (Made, reckoned, etc.)
from one point or place to another in a direct line :

chiefly of a cross-country race ; hence ellipt. as sb.

a cross-country race, a steeple-chase. See A. 19 c.

1883 C. PKNNKLL-ELMHIKST Creant Leiccstcrsk. 236 The
winner of the Quenby point-to-point chase. 1895 Baily's
Mag. May 333/1 The so-called

'

point-to-point
'

steeplechase
i. e., the original form of the sport. 1900 Pall Mali G.

18 Apr. 3 Major conducted the point to point meetings.

b. Direct, straight, categorical.
1905 Daily Chron. 15 July 4/3 Random asset tions are at

once challenged and point-to-point question and answer are

sometimes insisted upon.
12. Point ofview [F. point de vuc\ : the position

from which anything is viewed or seen, or from
which a picture is taken ; also, the position or aspect
in which anything is seen or regarded. /?V. and/%*.

1727-41 CHAMBERS Cyct., Point of view, with regard to

building, painting, etc., is a point at a certain distance from
a building, or other object, wherein the eye has the most

advantageous view or prospect of the same. 1809-10 COLE-
RIDGE Friend (&>$} 143 That he has seen the disputed sub-

ject in the same point of view. 1844 MACAULAY Misc.
Writ. (1860) II. 114 In a literary point of view, they are

beneath criticism. 1845 M. PATTISON Ess. (1889) I. 2 Every
generation. -demands that the history of its forefathers be
rewritten from its own point of view, j86o TYNDALL Glac.

n. xxvl. 367 From no single point of view, .can all the Dirt-

Bands of the Mer de Glace be seen at once. 1893 Bookman
June 85/1 From the world's point of view his unpopularity
was richly deserved.
*** Attributive uses and Combinations,
13. General Combinations, as point-aglet, -angle,

-cleaner, -end, -holder, -hole (Printing), -law (LAW
J& 3

), -making, -mark, -pair, -pinner, -rod, -shape,

-side, -system, -triplet ; point-eared adj. In Pho-

netics, used to describe a consonant articulated with

the point of the tongue, as t, d', also in comb, as

point-side (as /), point-teeth (as/) adjs.

1634 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. 151 Larrees [Persian coins]
fashioned like "point-aglets, and are worth ten pence. 1869
BOUTELL Arms ff Ann. iv. (1874) 67 The blade [of the

Roman sword] was straight .. and cut at an obtuse angle
to form the point. In process of time this *point-angle
becomes more and more acute. 1888 SWEET Hist. Eng.
Sounds ii *Point consonants admit of inversion, .and

protrusion. 1894 GLADSTONE Odes of Horace in. xix. 4
Goat-footed, *point-eared Satyrs too. 1771 LUCKOMBE
Hist. Print. 335 [He] presses a little gently upon the Tym-
pan just over the 'Point-ends of each Point. 1897 MARY
KINGSLEY IV. Africa 330 A shallow half-moon cut out of

the back [of a bowie-knife] at the point end. 1897 Daily
News 17 Sept. 7/3 *Point holder, employed by the Midland

Railway Company. 1602 Aberdeen Regr. (1848) II. 229
The said schip sail ly on the *poyntlaw within the herbrie.

1900 Daily Chron. 4 Dec. 3/3 The book depends for effect

rather upon its natural, facile
' talkativeness

'

than upon any
sort of conscious *pointmaking. 1902 Ibid. 23 May 6/5

Dialogue sure to evoke laughter when delivered by such

experts in point-making. 1897 Archxologia Ser, n. V. 402
A complete circle, with the "point-mark of the compass in

the middle. 1858 CAYLEY Coll. MatJt. Papers II.. 563 [TheJ

equation . . represents . . a system ofm points, or point-system
of the order m.. .When tti = i we have of course a single

point, when w= 2we have a quadric or *point-pair, when
m = 3 a cubic or point-triplet, and so on. 1877 in Encycl.

rtf.VI. 737/1, 2n- v point-pairs (that is, conies, each ofthem
a pair of points). 1808 E. SLEATH Bristol Heiress II. 34
She is as vain of the.. breadth and texture of her "point-

pinners as of her coronet. 1889 G. FINDLAY^. Railway
75 "Point-rod Compensator

1

, which automatically com-

pensates for the expansion or contraction from heat or cold

of the rods which actuate the points. 1684 Land. Gaz. No.

1911/4 Mantua's, Petticoats, *Point-shapes, etc. 1884
W. S. B. M CLAREN Spinning (ed. 2) 199 There is in every
card what is called the *point side and the smooth side, the

former being the side towards which the wires point. 1901
N. E. Diet. s. v. L, The '

point-side
' consonant admits of

considerable diversity in mode of articulation and conse-

quently in acoustic quality.

14. Special Combs. : point-bar, in the Jacquard
apparatus, one of the needles governing the

i

POINT.

|
warp-threads, by the motion of which the pat-

; tern is produced ; point-brass (seequot.) ; point-
circle, a point considered as an infinitely small
or evanescent circle; point-constable, a constable
on point-duty; point-draughtsman, one who
draws with the point, an engraver ; point-finder,
an instrument for determining the vanishing point
in making projections (Knight Diet. Aleck. Suppl.
1884) ! point-handle, the lever by which a point
or railway switch is moved; point-head, a head-
dress of point-lace (seeHEAD j. 5); point-iron (cf.

point-brass}', point-lever =point-handle; point-
net, simple point-lace ; point-paper, pricked
paper for making, copying, or transferring designs
(Knight Diet. Mali. 1875); point-plate ;/>//-
ing\ the adjustable plate carrying the points (B. 4);
point-policeman =point-constable ; point-screw
(Printing), the screw by which the point-plate is

fastened down
; point-shot, point-blank distance

(see PoiKT-BLANK) ; point-sphere, a point re-

garded as an infinitesimal sphere; t point-tag,
the aglet of a lace; f point-tagger, a maker ot

point-tags ; point-tool ( Turning), a flat tool

having the end ground to a point ; point-trusser,
a valet or page who trussed or tied his master's

points. Also PoiNT-iH'TY, POINT-LACE, etc.

1836 URE Cotton Mamtf. II, 350 Projects of bobbin?.

pushers, lockers, "point-bars, and needles, c 1850 Kudim.
.V<rr/^'. (Weale) 138 I'oint'iron or */>rass, a larger sort of

plumb, formed conically and terminating in a point, for the
more nicely adjusting anything perpendicularly to a given
line. 1866 HKANDI; & Cox Diet. Sc. II. 946 A ^point-circle
has the equation .i'

2
-ty*~ o, and ^.point-sphere the equa-

tion x^+jfl+aP o. 1905 ll'csttn. Gaz. rg Aug. 8 '2 A "point
constable is on duty twenty yards away. 1872 RUSKIN
fcaglSs Nest Pref. 7 The four greatest ""point-draughtsmen
hitherto known, Mantegna, Sandro Botticelli, Diirer, and
Holbein. 1899 Daily News i July 4/5 The *point handles

always Mop half-way while being moved over. 1702 FAR-
[ QUHAR Twin Rivals ii. iii, 'Tis conscience I warrant that

buys her the ^point-heads and diamond necklace ! 1718 LADY
M. W. MONTAGU Let. to Abbe Conti-$\ Oct., She had bought
afine point head. 1899 IVestm.Gaz, 7 Oct. 8/1 In Edinburgh

;

Station the lines aro worked from 565 signal and *point levers.

1829 Glover's f/ist, Derby i. 243 The *point-net machine.

1683 MOXON ftlcch. Exerc.) Printing xi. p 19 A round Pin
filed with a Male-Screw upon it, to.. hold the *Point-Plate
fast in its Place. 1771 LUCKOMBK Hist. Print. 321. 1895
WesUn, Gaz. 2 Dec. 7/1 One o'clock in the morning, at \\ hich
hour the **point

'

policeman outside the house goes off duty.
1683 Moxox Mcch. Exerc., Printing x. P 10 In the middle
of each long Rail of the Tym pan, i-"...an Hole, .for the square
Shanks of the * Point Screws to lit into. 1747 Gentl. Alag.
521/1 She engaged within "point musket shot, every ship
of the enemy from rear to van. 1866 *Point-sphere [^,ee

Point-circle], 1649 DAVEMAMT Love fy Honour n. i, Her
Fingers I ttiink they are smaller than thy

*
point tags.

165* BROME JVew Acad. n. i. Wks. 1873 II. 23 Thought st

,
ha' me like the hair brain'd *Point-tagger. 1594 NASHE

j

Unfort. Trav. Induct., Wks. (Grosart) V. 10 This fore-men-
tioned catalogue of the ""point trussers. 1602 zndPt. Return
fr. Parnass. in. iii, Let me be a point trusser while 1 Hue
if he vnderstands any tongue but English.

t Point, sb:- Obs. rare-', [f. POINT v2] An
appointment, a preferment.
c 1380 WVCLIF Wks. (1880) 250 5if thei [poor priests]

schtulen haue ony hei5e sacramentis or poyntis of J?e hei^e
: prelatis, comynly bei schulle bie hem wib pore mennus
|

goodis wib hook or wij? crok.

I! Point (pwseri), sb The French for POINT
sbl A., in various senses; occurring in several

phrases used in English, as /<?;/ cTappui, point of

support, fulcrum ; point d'arrtt, point saillant

, (Geom.) ; point de repere : see quots.
1819 LADY MORGAN Ft. Macarthy I. iv. 241 (Stanf.) The

boatman, with his spoon-shaped paddle fixed against a jut-

ting rock, for a point tfappui. 1871 TODHUNTER D(ff,
Calculus (ed. 5) xxii. 304 A point tCarrSt is a point at

which a single branch of a curve suddenly stops. Ibid. 305
A point saillant is a point at which two branches of a

curve meet and stop without having a common tangent.
1886 GURNEV, etc. Phantasmso/ Living I. 468 Some point of

external space at or near the seat of the imagined object

plays a real part in the phenomenon. To this M. Binet

gives the name ot point de repere', and he regards it as

producing a nucleus of sensation to which the hallucination

accretes itself. 1903 MYERS Hum. Personality I. Gloss.,
Point ide refere, guiding mark. Used of some (generally

inconspicuous) real object which a hallucinated subject
sometimes sees along with his hallucination, and whose
behaviour under magnification, &c., suggests to him similar

changes in the hallucinatory figure.

b. esp. In names of various kinds of lace (PoiXT
s/'.

1 A. 31), as (from the real or supposed place of

manufacture) point d'Atettfon, point d^Espagne,

point de Venise t Qic.\ also/0// <FAnglcterre \ see

quot.; point d'esprit, applied to small square or

oblong figures used to diversify the net ground of

some kinds of lace ;
also in names ofvarious stitches

in lace and embroidery, as point de minute^ de

reprise^ de Sorrento^ etc.

1645 EVELYN Diary June, Broad but flat tossells of

curious Point de Venire. 1676 ETHEREDGE Man ofMode

(1609) 18 Tennaga.,,. ^,~... . - .. _, .,

for you ! (Flits at him.) 1814 SCOTT RtdfaaaUlti ch. xi.

133 - 2



POINT.

His hat laced with joint d'Espagne. 1850 Harpers Mag.
I. 431 A Pelerine, .made of embroidered net trimmed with

three rows of point oTAlenc^on. 1882 A. S. COLE in Encycl.
Brit. XIV. 188/1 In the i7th century pillow lace in imi-

tation of the scroll patterns of point lace . . produced
chiefly in Flanders, went under the name of 'point d 'Angle-
terre '. 1883 Trutk 31 May 769/2 A skirt of lilac satin

covered with a point d'Alen^on tunic. 1890 Weldoris
Pract. Needlework VIII. No. 90. 6/2 A network of button-

hole stitches worked in pairs the same stitch which by
lace workers is technically termed '

Point de Sorrento '.

Ibid. 7/2 Point de reprise is familiar to workers of point

lace, and is also used, .in drawn thread embroidery. Ijbid.
IX. No. 100. 13/2 Worm stitch, also known as 'twisted

stitch ',

'

bullion ',

'

roll picot ',
or *

point de minute '.

1898 Daily News 3 Dec. 6/4 Spotted net, or point d'esprit,
. .has come into fashion again for evening dresses for girls.

puniL uu */. tuui. xvi. -^^u -diiiuiuiucicu LUIIC u

was made in Brittany.. Denmark, and around Genoa.

Point(point),^. 1 Also (4 pownt},4~6 poynte.

[orig. ME. a. OF. point-er, in its twofold capacity,
'to prick, to mark with pricks or dots', deriv. of

K. pointj
and ' to furnish with a point ',

deriv. of

pointe : parallel to It. puntare, Sp. puntar, from

punfot funta, and med.L. pitnctare from punctum^
puncta. But some of the senses app. arose im-

mediately from the Eng. POINT sd."1 ,
from which

indeed, if no such verb had existed in French, the

Eng. vb. might have arisen independently.]
I. fl. trans. To prick with something sharp ;

to pierce, puncture. Obs.
la 1366 CHAUCER Rom. Rose 1058 But aftirward they prile

[? prike] and poynten, The folk right to the bare boon. 1413

Pilgr. Sowle (Caxton 1483) HI. viii. 55 It is hye tyme that

they brenne, and poynte [other folk] no more, c \\xoPallad.
on Hush. xn. 46 So goodly by & by hit is to poynt. c 1490

Promp. Pan.'. 407/1 (MS. K) Poyntyn,/Mc/'<7. 1570 LEVINS

^fanip. 215/37 To Poynt, pungere.

f 2. To mark with, or indicate by, pricks or dots ;

to jot down, note, write, describe. Obs.

13.. Gaw. # Gr. Knt. 1009 To poynte hit jet I pyned me
parauenture. a 1375 Lay Folks Mass Bk. App. iv. 105 Eueri
ibte Jat JKJU gas, pyn Angel poynte^ hit vch a pas. 1565-73
COOPER Thesaurus s. v. Diditctus, Diuisio in digitos di~

ducta^ a deuision poynted or noted vpon the fingers. 1669
STL-RMY Mariners Mag. iv. xvii. 205, I draw or point out
an occult Parallel, and reckon 52 deg. 35 min. from. . Lundy
towards the West.

3. To insert the proper points or stops in (writing) ;

to make the proper stops or pauses in (something
read or spoken) ;

to indicate the grammatical divi-

sions, or the pauses, by points or stops ; to punctuate.
Also absol. Now rare.

ciqaaRom. Rose 2161 A reder that poyntlth tile, A good
sentence may ofte spille. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 407/1

Poynton, or pawson, yn redynge,^awj(7. 1450-1530 Myrr.
our Ladye 67 They also that rede in the Couente ought.. to

ouerse tneyr lesson before . . that they may poynte yt as it

oughteto be poynted. 1551 T. WILSON Logike (1580) 70 When
sentences be euill pointed, and the sence thereby depraued.
1602 MARSTON Ant. fy Mel. iv. Wks. 18^6 I. 51 Weele point
our speech With amorous kissing, kissing commaes. 1699
liENTLEY Phal, 265 Neither written nor pointed right.

1760 LLOYD Actor (1790) 15 Some . . Point ev'ry stop, mark

ev'ry pause so strong. 1886 W. D. MACRAY in Pilgr.
Parnass. Pref. n, I have supplied the punctuation, the

MS. itself being but scantily pointed.
b. To mark (the Psalms, etc.) for chanting, by

means of points.
1604 (title) The Psalmes of David after the Translation of

the Great Bible, pointed. 1636 (title) The Booke of Com-
mon Prayer, and administration of the Sacraments, etc. of
the Church of England ; with the Psalter pointed. 1887
Cong. Ck. Hymnal u. Editorial Note, Selections from the

Book of Psalms, and from other parts of Holy Scripture,

pointed and arranged for chanting.
c. To insert the vowel (and other) points in

the writing of Hebrew and other Semitic lan-

guages; also, in shorthand.

1631 GOUGE God's Arrows in. 71. 315 Where they found
Jehovah expressed, they read Adonat^ which is pointed
with the same pricks. 1681 H. MORE E*p. Dan. Pref. 7

They did not know how to point them or vowel them.

1847 J. KIRK Cloud Dispelled x. 152 The men who pointed
the prophet's language.

d. To separate or mark ^(6gnres) into groups
by dots or points; esp. to mark off the decimal
fraction from the integral part.
1706 W. JONES Syn. Palmar. Matheseos 28 Having placed

the Numbers, and pointed them as the Rule Directs. 1827
HUTTON Course Math. 1. 130 Also, to divide by 100, is done
by only pointing off two figures for decimals, c 1850
Rndim, Navig. (Weale) 37 Point off as many decimals.

II. 4. To furnish with a point or points; to
work or fashion to a point, to sharpen. Also fig.

R. BRUNNE Chron. Wace (Rolls) 5831 A pale wel

Of space, had pointed him snarpe as my Needle. 1776 G.
SEMPLE Building in Water 35 Point them or burn the
Points of them in a Fire to harden them. Mod. An instru-
ment for pointing pencils.

b. To point a cable or rope : see quots.
1625-44 MANWAYRING Sea-mans Diet. 76 They use also to
undoe the Strond at the end of a Cabell (some 2 foot long)
and so make Synnet of the Roape-Yarne, and lay them one
over another againe, making it lesse towards the end, and
so at the end, make them all fast with a peece of Marling,

1052

' or the like. This is called pointing the Cabell. The use |

j

whereof is to keepe the Cabell from farssing, but chiefly to

see that none of the end be stolne off, and cut away. 1688

R. HOLME Armoury in. xv. (Roxb.) 50/1. 1704 J. HARRIS
;
Lex. Techn. I, Pointing the Cable. I7o6in PHILLIPS. ci86o
H. STUART Seaman*s Catech. 31 How do you point and graft
a
rop_e

? I f it is a small rope measure five inches from the end

you intend to point, then put on a good whipping, unlay the

rope and strands to the whipping, take all the outside yarns,
and bring them back on the rope, and stop them there, then

take all the inside yarns, scrape and taper them down, until

the end will be half the size of the rope, marl it down taut

with twine, split the outside yarns, and lay them up each into

two (two-yarn nettles); when they are all laid up, see that

there is an even number, then take every alternate nettle and

lay along the pointing, pass the filling, and work down once
and a-half the round of the rope, and then finish off.

5. fig. f a. To make (food) pungent or piquant.
c 1430 Two Cookcry-bks. 29 Do er-to hwyte Hony or

Sugre, poynte it with Venegre.
b. To give point to (words, actions, etc.) ;

to

give force, piquancy, or sting to
;

to lend pro-
-

'

minence. distinction, or poignancy to.

a 1704 T. BROWN Eng. Sat, Wks. 1730 I. 25 That Poet
; . . pointed his verses with revenge and wit. 1726 POPE

Qdyss. xviu. 396 And now the Martial Maid, by deeper
wrongs To rouze Ulysses, points the Suitors tongues. 1727

!
GAY Fables \. xxxix. 38 Beauty with early bloom supplies His

daughter's cheeks, and points her eyes. 1748 JOHNSON I'an.

Hum. Wishes 222 To point a moral, or adorn a tale. 1781
COWPEK Conversat. 29 Who vote for hire, or point it with

lampoon. 1839 DE QCINCEY Recoil. La&csWK&, 1862 II. 29
The circumstances . . which pointed and sharpened the public

feelings on that occasion. 1885 Manch. Exam. 7 Jan. 4/7

Pointing his remarks by reference to art matters in this city.

f 6. To fasten or lace with tagged points or

laces; to adorn with such points. Obs.

1470-85 MALORY A rthur v. x. 177 To poynte his paltockes.

1473 Ace. Ld. High Trcas. Scot. I. 55, jj elne of vellus to

be licll a paire of sleifis with cuffis, and to poynt his jaket.

Ijfeffotttiiies u. Place ^ Time ofPrayer \, (1640) 126 Poynt-
ing and painting themselves to be gorgeous and gay.

1597-8 Br. HALL Sat. iv. iv. 44 Poynted on the shoulders

for the nonce.

III. 7. To work or deepen with a point or

graving-tool. ? Obs.
1662 EVELYN Chalcogr. 75 Which he engrav'd after anew

way, of Ktching it first, and then pointing it (as it were)
with the Burine afterwards.

8. a. Building. To fill in the lines of the joints
of (brickwork) with mortar or cement, smoothed
with the point ofthe trowel: cf. POINTING vbl. sd.1 ^.

1375 in Willis & Clark Cambridge (1886) I. 9 [The roll of

1374-5 contains an account, .for] powntyng [the chambers].

[1391 Mem. Ripon (Surtees) III. 167 In salar. Willelmi
Sklater punctantis super dictam domum per iiij dies, 2/.]
a 1400-50 Alexander 5546 In at a wicket he went.. .Princes

pointid it with pik. 1488 Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scot. I.

89 Item, to a sclatar for the poyntin of al the place off

Stirling. 1572 Ljidlow Churchw. Ace. (Camden) 151 Paid
for ij

th horse loode of lyme to point the wales. 1694 ADUI-
SON Virgil Misc. Wks. 1726 I. 16 Point all their chinky
lodgings round with mud. 1793 S.MEATON Edystone f*.

239 The joints having been carefully pointed up to the

upper surface.
f
1881 YOUNG Ev. Man his own Mechanic

1061 To repair and
'

point
'

a piece of garden wall,

b. Gardening, To prick in (manure, etc.) to a

slight depth with the point of the spade; also, to

turn over (the surface of the soil) in this way ; to

prick over.

1828 STEUART Planters G. 496 Let it be pointed with the

spade, to the depth of two inches only, into the original soil.

1881 ELEANOR A. ORMEROD Man. fnjnr. Insects 44 Gas-

lime, sown broadcast and then pointed in. 1897 Garden
16 Jan. 42/1, I do not dig the borders
is merely lightly pointed over.

c. Natit. To insert the point of (a mast or spar)

through an eye or ring which secures its foot ; to

thread.
1882 NARES Seamanship (ed. 6) 116 How is a topmast

pointed ?

IV. 9. intr. To indicate position or direction

by or as by extending the finger ; to direct attention
'

to or at something in this way. (With indirect
1

passive.}
1470 HENRY Wallace vin. 291 Til him thai geid..; On

\

athir sid fast poyntand at his ger. 150 T. WILSON Rhet. \

\ (1580) 148 He shewed hym, pointyng with his finger, a man
1 with a bottle Nose. 1560 DAUS tr. Sleidanes Comm. 343 ;

| They them selues [were] poynted at with fingers. 1613
PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614! 877 There (wold the father

,

point to the child) goes a Viracochi. 1709 STEELE Taller <

No. 44 Pi, I turned to the Object he pointed at. 1715
DE FOE Fam. Instruct. (1841) I. Introd.5 Pointing this way \

and that way. 1726 SHELVOCKE Voy. round World 416,
I shall therefore, as I go along, point at the rocks on which '

we split, 1898 RIDER HAGGARD Doctor Theme i. 14 She

pointed through the window of the coach.

b. Jig. To direct the mind or thought in a cer-

tain direction: with at or to\ to indicate, suggest,
hint at

t allude to.

1393 LANGL. P. PI. C. ix. 208 By seynt paul, . . thou

poyntest neih J>e treuthe. 1598 R. HAYDOCKE tr. Lomazzo
n. 10 They do.. point to the rootes whence they spring, and
discover the causes. 1637 HEYLIN Antid. Lincoln, n. 109,
I rather shold conceive, that the word . . points not to a
table. 1663 GERBIER Counsel gl], This little Manuall doth

_.
. point at the Choise of Surveyors. 1885 SIR N. LINDLEY

in Law Times Rep. LII. 319/2 Criminal informations are
within the mischief pointed at by sect. 2. 1886 Manck.
Exam. 2 Jan. 5/3 Everything pointed to the probability of
a French protectorate being proclaimed over Burmah.
10. trans. To indicate the place or direction of

POINT.

(something) with the finger or otherwise ; to indi-

cate, direct attention to, show. Now almost always
point out. Also with obj. clause.
c 1489 CAXTON Sonnes ofAymon ix. 239 Men shall poynte

me wyth the fynger, and shall say. 1526 SKELTON Magnyf.

P>7
My purpose is to spy and to poynte euery man. 1530

ALSGR. 661/2, I poynte or shewe a thyng with my fyngar.
1579 LODGE Def. Poetry C iij b, Then should the wicked bee

poynted out from the good. 1695 WOODWARD Nat. Hist.
Earth \. (1723) 43 To detect the erroneous Ways, and to

point forth the true. 1726 POPE Odyss. xxiv. 106 All. .May
point Achilles' tomb, and hail the mighty ghost. 1777
S. MARTIN in Sc. Paraphr. xn. i, She has no guide to point
her way. 1801 filed, Jml. V. 166 He has pointed out a
method of cure. 1885 Athen&itm 18 July 76/1 He has

always pointed out the necessity of rigorous observance of
ascertained phonetic law. Mod. He pointed out that there
were certain formalities to be observed.

11. Of a hound: To indicate the presence and

position of (game) by standing rigidly looking
towards it. See POINT sd,1 C. 6. a. intr.

[1717 : implied in POINTER 4.] 174* SOMERVILLE Field-

Sports 257 My setter ranges in the new-shorn fields,, .there
he stops.. And points with his instructive nose upon The
trembling prey. 1837-9 HALLAM Hist. Lit. IV. iv. ii. 21. 13
This wise and faithful animal, .had acquired, .the habit of

standing still, and as it were/<//, when he came near
an antiquity. 1840 Penny Cycl. XVIII. 306/2 Trained to

stop and point where the game lies.

D. trans.
1821 CLARE Vill. Minstr, I. 94 The lurking spaniel points

the prize. 1850 KEICHTLEY Fairy Mythol. 310 He knew an
old man whose dog had pointed a troop of fairies. 1879
JEFFERIES Wild Life in S. Co. 328 Young pointers will point
birds' nests in hedges or trees. 189* Field 7 May 695/1 In
the next field Satin pointed a leveret.

12. To direct (the finger, a weapon, etc.) a/, to

level or aim (a gun) at\ to direct (a person, his

attention, or his course) to\ to turn (the eyes or

mind) to or upon.
1547 BOORDE Introd. Knowl. xxxii. (1870) 205, I . .poynted

them to my hostage [landlord]. 1604 SHAKS. Oth. iv. ii. 55
To make me The fixed Figure for the time of Scorne To
point his slow, and mouing ringer at. a 1704 T. BROWN Sat.

agst. Woman Wks. 1730 1. 57 They point fools swords against
each other's breasts. 1706 PHILLIPS, To Point a Cannon^
to level it against a Place. 1797 MRS. RADCLIFFE Italian

xii, Whenever she ventured to look round, the eyes of the

abbess seemed pointed upon her. 1855 BAIN Senses <$ Int.

u. i. 6 (1864) 83 These influences . . seem merely to direct

or point the course of the current, a 1862 BUCKLE Civiliz.

(1869) III. ii. 113 It was they who pointed the finger of
scorn at kings and nobles.

13. intr. Of a line or a material object : To lie

or be situated with its point or length directed to

or towards something; to have a specified direc-

tion
; also, of a house, etc., to look or face.

1678 MOXON Mech. Exerc. \. 95 The Teeth are filed to an

angle, pointing towards the end of the Saw. 1788 CHAR-
LOTTE SMITH Eimeline(i%i6) I II. 205 A boat., was pointing
to land just where she had been sitting. 1859 JEFHSON
Brittany yi. 71 The churches of Europe were ordinarily
built pointing to the east. 1896 Allbutt's Syst. Med. 1. 102

Such loops.. 'point
1

as it were at right angles to the denuded
surface. 1901 J. Black's Illustr. Carp. <$ Build. > Home
Handier. 37 This may be noticed in any house which points
on to a busy thoroughfare.

b. intr. To aim at
y
have a motion or tendency

towards or to (also with inf.}.

1771 WESLEY Wks. (1872) V. 498 Dost thou point at him

[Jesus] in whatsoever thou doest? 1795 NELSON in Nicolas

Disp. (1845) II. 12 Our Ships endeavouring to form a junc-

tion, the Enemy pointing to separate us, but under a very
easy Sail. 1864 BRYCE Holy Rom. Emp. \. (1875) 58 It was
the goal towards which the policy of the Frankish kings
had for many years pointed.

1 14. intr. To project or stick out in a point. Obs.

1612 DRAYTON Poly-olb. iL 24 Which running on, the Isle

of Portland pointeth out, 1615 G. SANDYS Trav. 233 The
market place . . out of which the streets do point on the

Round. 1670 NARBOROUGH Jrnl. in Ace. Sev. Late Voy. \.

(1634) 76 It shews like a great building of a Castle; for it

points off with a Race from the other Mountains. 1703
T. N. City # C. Purchaser 271 They., are each about

4 Inches broad, and 8 Inches long, pointing out short at the

narrow end, about 2 Inches.

15. intr. Of an abscess: To form a point or head ;

to come to a head.

1876 Trans. Clinical Soc. IX. 177 The skin is inflamed,
and shows a tendency to point. 1879 St. George's Hosp.
Rep. IX. 176 The abscess . . pointed and became red. 1885-8
FAGGE& PYE-SMITH Princ. Med. (ed. 2) II. 56 The thinning
of the roof of an abscess which is about to point.

16. trans. To place (a man) in Backgammon,
etc., on a point, rare.

1680 COTTON Gamester xxvi. 112 (Backgammon) The
advantage of this Game is to be forward if possible upon
safe terms, and to point his men at that rate that it should
not be possible for you to pass.

t Point, v. 2 Obs. [Aphetic form of APPOINT z/.]

1. intr. To agree, settle upon-.
= APPOINT v. i.

1560 DAUS tr. Sleidane's Comm. 107 b, The counsel!, so

often tymes promysed and poynted vpon.
2. trans. To fix, determine (a time or place) ;

to prescribe, ordain, decree ;
to nominate (a person)

to an office : = APPOINT v. 7, 8, ii, 12.

(.1440 Alphab. Tales 275 So ai ppyntid a day of dis-

putacion. <: 1449 PECOCK Repr. n. viii. 184 If God. . point e

and chese the placis. 1485 in Drake Eboracum i. iv. (1736)
120 There to poynt such Personnes as shuld take Wages.
3533 J- HEVWOOD Play of Wether (1903) 1045 Poynt us a

day to pay hym agayne. 1598 BP. HALL Sat. iv. i. 124
Go hid the banes, and poynt the bridall-day. 1615 BACON



POINT.

Ess., Building (Arb.) 550 If you doe not point any of the

lower Roomes for a Dining Place of Seruants. 1711

STEELE Spect. No. 114 f 7 If. .every Man would point to

himself what Sum he would resolve not to exceed.

3. To equip, furnish, fit up :
= APPOINT v. 14, 15.

1449 J. MKTHAM Amor. 4- Cteopes 303 Qwat yt myght be,

that poyntyd was with so merwulus werkys. 1489 CAXTON

Blanckardyn xiv. 47 The prouostis men, whiche was all

prest and redy poyntted to the louste. 1514 BARCLAY Cyt.

ft Uplondyshm. (Percy Soc.) p. liv, Yet shall they., poynt
the place nothing after thy will Eyther nere a privy, a

stable or a sinke.

Hence t Pointing vbl. sb.

c 1449 PECOCK Represser u. viii, 184 Eny such pointing,

chesing, or assignyng.

f Point, a. Obs. rare. [Erroneously deduced

from point-device.] Complete ; ready.

1633 B. JONSON Tale Tub in. iv, And if the dapper priest

Be but as cunning, point In his device, As I was in my He.

t Point, adv. Obs. rare. [Short for POINT-

BLANK.] Directly.
1754 RICHARDSON Grandison (i8n)

t
II. iv. 64 All the

Christian doctrines, .are point against it [sc. duelling].

Poi'ntable, a. rare* 1
, [f. POINT z-.

1 + -ABLE.]

Capable of being pointed out
; visible, apparent.

a 1555 BRADFORD Wks. (Parker Soc.) I. 552 In Elias
1

time, both in Israel and elsewhere, God's church was not

pointable ; and therefore cried he out that he was left alone.

Fointal, variant of POINTEL.

Point-blank (poi'nt blnrrjk), #., sb., and adv.

Also 8-9 -blauc. [app. f. POINT v.1 + BLANK,
the white spot in the centre of a target,

= F. blanc,

Sp. bianco (in Eng. also called ' the WHITE ').

'tit-blank represents a F.

The phrase appears exclusively of English origin and use ;

and there is no evidence that in Eng. the ' blank
'

or ' white
'

was ever called the point blank. The probability therefore

is that blank is here the sb. (BLANK sb. 2), and point the vb.

(POINTS. 1

12), referring to the pointing of the arrow or gun at

the
' blank

'

or ' white j point-blank being a combination of

the same class as break-neck^ cut-throat, save-all* stop-gap,
etc. It may have started as an adj., in goint-blank shot,

distance, reach, or range, i.e. that in which one points or

aims at the blank or white spot.]

A. adj.
1. That points or aims straight at the mark, esp.

in shooting horizontally; hence, aimed or fired

horizontally; level, direct, straight; as {^.point-
blank sfot, fire, firing, trajectory. Point-blank

distance, range, reach : the distance within which

a gun may be fired horizontally at a mark ; the

distance the shot is carried before it drops appre-

ciably below the horizontal plane of the bore.

(As to the inexactness of the notion that the course of the

projectile is level within this distance, see quot. 1804.)

1591 DIGCESPantom* 179 Thefirstparte of the violent course
of Gunners,commonlytermed the peeces pointe blanke reache.

1627 Taking of St. Esprit in Harl. J/wc._(Malh.) III. 551
Some ships of our fleet . . have bestowed divers shot on the

French, though without point-blank distance. 1748 J. LIND
Lett. Navy\\. (1757) 80 They were, .within point blank shot

of the enemy. 1769 FALCONER Diet. Marine (1789) G giv,
The point-blank range of the piece . . may be defined the

extent of the apparent right line, described by a ball dis-

charged from a cannon. 1804 Europ. Mag. XLV. 327/2
It is generally thought that the ball goes out of the piece in

a straight line to a certain distance, which they call the

point-blank shot. This is a mistake; for the ball im-

mediately falls from the axis of the gun, the tangent of the

curve described, though but insensibly for a short time;
but the line in which gunners take sight is usually contrived
to make a small angle with the axis, so that . . the ball will

rise above the line of sights, and then, by the force of

gravity, be made to fall again into it, at the place called the

point-blank shot. 18x8 HAZLITT Eng. Poets iv. (1870) 106

The battery is not so point-blank. 1838 Penny Cycl. X.
375/2 Large muskets, whose point-blanc range is estimated
at about 300 yards. 1864 TREVELYAN Cotttfict. Wallah
(1866) 89 Then they..endeavoured to crush our line with
a heavy point-blank musketry fire. 1888 BURCON Lives 12

Gd. Men II. xii. 361 At archery . . his arrows had a more
point-blank trajectory than those of his competitors.
2. Straightforward, direct, plain, *nat', blunt.

1656 EARL MONM. tr. Boccalinfs Advts.fr. Parnass. ii.

liv. (1674) 204 [They] hoped to hear . . excellent discourse in

that point-blank argumentation. 1770 FOOTE Lame Lover
i. Wks. 1799 II. 56 This is point blank treason against my
sovereign authority. 1779 MME. D'ARBLAY Diary Jan.,
What a point-blank question ! who but Sir Joshua would
have ventured it! 1817 Edin. Rev. XXVIII. 513 The
dialogues in Othello and Lear furnish the most striking
instances of plain, point-blank speaking. 1830 GEN. P.
THOMPSON Exerc. (1842) I. 294 The English people give this

a point-blank denial. 1901 Scotsman 6 Mar. 9/3 A point-
blank refusal to go into the division lobbies.

B. sb.

1. = Point-blank range or distance : see A. i.

1571 DIGGES Pantom. \. xxx. I iv, Hauing a table of Ran-
dons made, mounting your peeces accordingly, no vessel can
passe by your platfourme (though it be without poynte
blancke) but you may with your ordinaunce at the first

bouge hir and neuer bestow vayne shotte. 1587 HARRISON
England n. xvi. (1877) I. 281 How rrfanie scores it [the

shot] doth flee at point blanke. 1671 S. PARTRIDGE Double
Scale Proportion 85 If the best Randon and point-blank
of the one Piece be

'

oc1

. Gunnery 381 As many opinions exist as to the exact
distance for what is termed point blank. . it may be expedient
to come to some determination.
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! f b. fig. Range, reach (ofjurisdiction, etc.)- Obs.

iBjg3 SHAKS. 2 Hen. VI, iv. vii. 28 Now art thou within

pomt-blankc of our lurisdiction Regall. x6sz Persuasive

to Compliance 16 The King professeth His Person .. out of

the point-blank of Law.

1 2. A point-blank shooting or shot. 06s.

1614 RALEIGH Hist. World\\\. (1634)100 Training., his

Archers to shoot compasse, who had bin accustomed to the

point blanke. a 1657 R. LOVKDAY .*//. (1663) 169 He should
not receive them thus by a glance, but by a level point-
blank from my pen. 1669 PKPYS Diarym Apr., She carried

the same bullet as strong to the mark, and nearer and above
the mark at a point blank than their's. 1781 M. MADAN
Thelyphthora III. 275 Xo necessity of circumstances, .can

I

turn the point-blank of this dreadful canon from the unhappy
| objects of its vengeance.

^| 3.
' The second point at which the line of sight

intersects the trajectory of a projectile* (Cent. D,}.
18. . U. S. Army Tactics, When the natural line of sight

1

is horizontal, the point where the projectile first strikes the

horizontal plane on which the gun stands is the point-blank,
and the distance to the point-blank is the point-blank range.
f This is a faulty use, arising from misinterpretation of

Point in 'point-blank.'

C. adv.

1. With a direct aim ; esp. in a horizontal line.

Of a missile: Withoutdroppmgbelowthehorizontal
plane in which the barrel lies. Of a gun: With the

axis of the bore horizontal.

1594 PLAT Jciucll-ho. m. 23 How to make a Pistol whose
barrell is two foote in length to deliver a bullet point blank
at eight skore. 1598 SHAKS. Merry If. in. ii. 34 This boy
will carrie a letter twentie mile as easie as a Canon will

shoot point-blanke twelue score. 1611 FLORID, Tirdre let,

gtiHa, to shoote by the vpper superficies of the cornish of the

mouth of the piece, which the Italians call point blanke. 1667
SIR R. MORAY in Phil. Trans. II. 473 To know how Far
a Gun Shoots Point-blank (as they call it) that is, so near
the Level of the Cylinder of the Peece, that the difference

is either not discernable, or not considerable. 1669 STURMY
Mariner's Mag. v. xi. 46 If the Piece lie point blank. 1868

Rep. to Govt. U. S. Munitions War 70, Fig. i shows the

movable stock and sights arranged for firing point-blank.

1885 Nciu Bk. Sports 20 Any man .. can fire point-blank
into a hustling mob of animals.

2. In a direct line, directly, straight (in space).
1607 Lingua, iv. J,This done, he sets me a boy sixty paces

off, just point-blank over-agalnst the mouth of the piece.

1641 HOBBFS Lett. Wks. 1845 VII. 459 The motion of the

water, when a stone falls into it, is point blanke contrary
to the motion of the stone. 1664 BUTLER Hud. it. m. 437
Unless it be that Cannon-Ball, That, shot i' th' air point-
blank upright Was borne to that prodigious height. 1675
TEONGE Diary (1825) 51 Wee. .doe steare our course poynt -

blanke for Trypoly. 1800 WEEMS Washington ii. (1877) 17
Led him point blank to the bed. 1876 F. E. TROLLOPE
Charming Fellow\\.\x.. 137 [Hejstood for a second, staring

point-blank at her.

b. fig. Directly, exactly ^in purport or effect).

Now rare or Obs.
1621 BURTON Anat. Mel., Democr. to Rdr. (1676) 6/1 If it

be not point-blank to his humour, his method, his conceit.

1704 NORRIS Ideal \Vorld\\. 11.7780 point-blank against the
common sentiment and appearance. 1756 J, WARTON Ess.

1 Pope (1782) II. x. 134 If you calmly read every particular of
that description you'll find almost all of 'em point-blank the
reverse of that persons villa,

3. fig> Of a statement, declaration, question,
etc.: a. Without qualification or circumlocution;

directly, flatly, b. Without deliberation or con-

, sideration ; straight away, offhand.

a. i<5*7 E. F. Hist. Edw. II (1680) 61 Spencer Is point-
blanck charg'd with Insolency. 1663 BUTLER Hud. i. i. 528

:
Thus Ralph.. Spoke Truth point blank, tho' unaware. 1672
CAVE Prim. Chr. i. in. (1673)47 Origen point blanck denies

the charge. i7a DE FOE Relig. Conrtsh. \. i. (1840) 16,

I would ask him point blank what religion he was of. 1851
MRS. CARLYLE Lett. I. 146 She .. had offers every week;
refused them point-blank.
b. 1679 Trials flflVakcinan^ etc. 24, I cannot point blank

tell the time. 1887 LOWELL Democr. 4 Called upon to

deliver his judgement point-blank and at the word of com-
mand.

Foint-devi'Ce, phrase, a., adv. Obs. or arch.

Forms : see POINT sh^- ; 4-5 devys, 4-6 devyse,
5 devis, 5-7 deu-, devise, 6 devyce, 5- device.

[Orig. in ME. phrase at point devis, at poynt devys,

app. representing an OF. or AF. phrase *d point
devis, not actually cited in Old French, which had
however both the advb. phrase a point

( to point, to

the point aimed at, to the proper or utmost point
or degree, to the point of perfection *, and the word

devis, as ppl. adj. 'devised, arranged', and as sb.
* a device, arrangement, will, wish, desire '. The con-

, struction in a point devis requires the adj. sense, so

that the phrase may be construed either * to (the)

point arranged ', or, as devis & point,
'

arranged to

a proper point or degree, arranged properly or to

perfection '. The latter appears to M. Paul Meyer
i the better construction of the words.

OF. had also the phrase a- devis, tout a devis.}

A. phrase, t At point device, at or to the point
,
of perfection, perfectly; precisely; with extreme

; nicety or correctness. Oh.
la 1366 CHAUCER Rom. Rose 830 So fa'ire, so joly, so fetys,

With lymes wrought at poynt devys. Ibid* 1215 Hir nose
was wrought at poynt devys, c 1380 WYCLIF Scrm. Sel.

Vyks. I. 122 Jesus, sif> he was boj?e God and man, dide alle

i his dedis at point devys. c 1384 CHAUCER //. Fame n. 400
, That saw in drcme, at poynt devys, Hclle and erthe and

POINTED.

paradys.
c 1386 Sqr.'s T. 552 So peynted he and

kembde at point deuys As wel hise wordes as his con-

tenance. c 1440 Generydes 5995 Armyd thei be eche on
atte poynte device. [1609 SIR E. HOBY Let. to Mr. T. II.

75 You think to blow him vp with a Syllogisms : Now then

haue at your Point-deuice.]

t b. So To the point device, by point device.

1542 UDALL Erasm. Apoph. 204 He sawe. .all other thynges
after a woondreful gorgeous sorte furnished euen to y

pointe deuise. 1575 CHURCHYARD Chippes (1817) 104 And
seld they past the boundes of reasons lore ; By poynte
deuise they skirmished at will.

B. adj. point-device (-yse, etc.). Perfectly

correct, perfect, at the point of perfection ;
neat or

nice to the extreme; extremely precise or scrupu-
lous. Obs. or arch.

1526 SKKLION Magnyf. 852 Properly drest, All poynte
deuy.st.-. 1593 PEELE Chron. Edw. /, Wks. (Rtldg.) 379/2,
I pray thee, then, defer it till the spring, That we may
have our garments point-device. 1600 SHAKS. A. Y. L. in.

Ji. 401 You are rather point deuice in your accoutrements.

1639 J. SALTMARSH Policy 261 Thomas his faith was the

worse for being so point-device. 1872 LONGK. Wayside
Inn in. l-.inma fy Eginhard 35 Thus he grew up, in Logic
point-device, Perfect in Grammar, and in Rhetoric nice ;. .

A Minnesinger.
C. adv. Completely, perfectly, to perfection ;

in every point; at point device in A, arch.
i 1500 MKDWALL Nature (Brandl) 591, I know dyueis

persones. .That can you serue alway poynt deuyce. 1530
"\\LSGit. 436 This shyppe is armed or decked poynte devysc,
ceste uaitire est bctrcschee en tons poynts. 1533 J. Hi.v-

WOOD Play ofLove C ij, But thus was I dtckt at all poyntea

poynt deuyce. 1601 SHAKS. Tu-eL X. n. v. 176. 1627 \V.

SCLATER E.vp. 2 Thess. 11629) 29 When.. point dem<v a

man must iumpe in Judgment and practise with vs. 1632
HOLLAND Cyrupxdia 212 To set every tiling about the body,

point device by art and number, 1887 Daily Tel. 13 Apr.

5/2 These latter, .attired point-device in the garb of ancient

Athens.

Poi'nt-duty. The duty of a police constable

stationed at a particular point in a thoroughfare,
to regulate the traffic, etc.

1888 Pall Afall G. ii Oct. 3/2 A policeman was standing
on point duty at the corner of the street, within twenty
yards, without .. perceiving him. 1894 Times 16 Apr. 6/5
No one happened to be near except a constable on point

duty. 1901 Daily Tel. 14 Nov. 4/3 The policeman on point

duty had signalled to the traffic going west to stop.

Pointed (poi'nted), ///. a.1 [f. POINT v. 1 and

Sb.l 4- -EJjl.]
1. Having a point or points; tapering to or

ending in a point. Pointed box: see quot. 1881.

1297 "R, GLOUC. (Rolls) 6342 Smot him..Wib a long

ipointed [z
r
. r. pointed] knif iegge_d

in eiber side, c 1400
MAUXDKVILLE 11839) x iv - I 5S Thei [diamonds] ben square
and poynted of here owne kynde. 1552 HULOET, Poynted,
or hauynge a poynte, cuspidatus, nntcronatits, 1575
LANEHAM Let. (1871) 51 Beautifyed with great Diamons,
Emerauds, Rubyes, and Saphyres : poynted, tabld, rok,
and roound. 1725 COATS uict. Her., Pointed, a Cross

jointed, is that which has the Extremities turn'd off into

Points by strait Lines. 1747 FRANKLIN Lett. Wks. 1887
II. 67 The wonderful effect of pointed bodies, both in

drawing off and throwing off the electrical fire. 1860

TYNDALL Glac. \. xxii. 158, I saw a row of pointed rocks at

some distance below me. 1881 RAYMOND Alining Gloss,
t

Pointed fro.res, boxes in the form of inverted pyramids or

wedges in which ores, after crushing and sizing, are separ-
ated in a current of water.

b. Anh. In pointed arch, an arch with a pointed

crown; hence applied to the style of architecture

characterized by this feature : cf. GOTHIC 3 b.

1750 S. WREN in Parentalia 273 They had not yet fallen

into the Gothick pointed-arch. 1812 RicK.MAN^rc^iV. (1817)

41 Pointed arches are either equilateral.. or drop arches, .or

lancet arches. 1823 P. NICHOLSON Pract. Build. Gloss.,

Pointed architecture, that style vulgarly called Gothic, more

properly English. 1848 B. WEBB Cent. Ecclcsicl. 47 The
apse-windows are late Pointed, of two lights trefoiled. 1874
PARKER Goth. Archit. i. ii. 21 The First Pointed style in

England is.. the style of the twelfth century. 1x1878 SIR

G. G. SCOTT Lect. Archit. (1879) I. 18 The round-arch

variety [was perfected] in the twelfth, and the pointed-arch
in the two succeeding centuries.

2. fig. Having the quality of penetrating or

piercing the sensations, feelings, or mind ; piercing,

cutting, stinging, pungent,
'

sharp' ; having point.
1665 DRVDEN Ittd. Emperor i. ii,Turn hence those pointed

Glories of your Eyes. 1701 DE FOE True-born Eng. 3 'Tis

pointed Truth must manage this Dispute. ^1704 T. BROWN
Sat. on Quack Wks. 1730 I. 62 Th' impartial muse, in

pointed stabbing verse, Shall all thy several villanies re-

hearse. 1769 SIR W. JONES Pal. Fortune Poems (1777) 25
A weak defence from hunger's pointed sting. <i 1839 PKAHD
Poems (1864) II. 92 Some put their trust in answer smart
or pointed repartee. 1882 STEVENSON New Arab. Nts.

(1884) 245 The air was raw and pointed. 1897 IVestnt.

Gaz. 10 May 2/3 The most pointed thing to say about a

person is that he
' means well '. 1904 E. RICKERT Reaper

261 A wee thing with pointed black eyes.

3. Fitted or furnished with tagged points or laces ;

wearing points ; laced. Obs. exc. Hist.

1508 Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scotl. IV. 21 For xj cine

satin to be ane pointit cote to the King. 1552 HULOET,
Poynted, or tyed wyth poyntes, ligulatus. 1904 M. HEW-
LETT Queen's Quair i. vi, Young men, trunked, puffed,

pointed, trussed and doubleted.

4. Directed, aimed ; fig. particularly directed or

aimed ; marked, emphasized, clearly defined, made
evident.

1578 WHETSTONE -2nd Pf. Promos ff Cass. T. i. G iij, So oftc

as men, with poynted fingers tell Their friendes.my faultes.
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1778 Miss BURNEY Evelina. (1791) II. xxvii. 167 His atten-

tion, .is so pointed, that it always confuses me. 1798 JANE
AUSTEN Northang. Abb. xxix, Only ten days ago had he
elated her by his pointed regard. 1870 FREEMAN Norm.
Cong. I. App. 646 The pointed marking out of Thored
as ' Eorl '..is an unusual piece of accuracy.

b. Exact to a point ; precise.
1727 P. WALKER Life Pcden (1827) 85, I doubt nothing of

the Truth of them in my own Mind, tho' I be not pointed in

Time and Place. 1860 GEN. P. THOMPSON Audi Alt. III.

cxv. 48 The identical member . .who was most pointed in

showing up the dishonesty of the act inculpated. 1878
GLADSTONE Prim. Homer vi. 63 Its harbour is described

with pointed correctness. 1893 MKS. OUPHAHT Lady
William I. viii. 130 How often must I tell you not to be so

pointed with your half-hours?

5. In various other senses of the verb : see quots.
c 1440 Promp. Pan.1

. 406/2 Poyntyd, or prykkyd, punc-
tatus. 1659 LEAK IVaterwks. 29 Another marked with

pointed lines. 1874 KNIGHT Diet. Mech. I. 168/2 Pointed
A sfilar, the face-marking done by a pointed tool or one very
narrow. Mod, Such is the reading of the pointed Hebrew
text.

6. Comb., as pointed-arched aA]., -wise adv.
1611 FLORID, A sphchio, made pointed-wise, like the

streakes of the Sunne. 1900 in Arch&ol. yrnl. Mar. 66
The wide pointed-arched window in the west wall.

t Poi'nted, ///. a.- 0/>s. [f.
POINT v* + -ED 1.]

= APPOINTED.
1523 SKKLTON Garl. Laurel 420 Before the queues grace,

In whose court poynted is your place. 1580 SIDNEY Ps.
xxi. xii, Thou shalt a-row Set them in pointed places. 1596
SHAKS. Taut. Shr. III. i. 19 He not be tied to howres, nor

pointed times. 1697 DRYDES l*'irg. Georg. iv. 152 At pointed
Seasons. 1709 PRIOR Ode to Col. Villiers 17 Poems (1711)

136 Pow'r, To hasten or protract the pointed Hour.

Pointedly (poi'ntedii), adv. [f. POINTED///.
a. 1 + -LY -.] In a pointed manner, a. With

point or piquancy ; wittily, b. With directness ;

explicitly ; markedly, c. With precision or exacti-

tude ; exactly, definitely, punctually.
1680 DKYDEN Prcf. Ovid's Ep. Ess. (Ker) I. 234 He

often writ too pointedly for his subject. 1775 in Sparks
Corr. Amer. Rev. (1853) I, 7 At this post I nave pointedly
recommended vigilance and care. 1786 WASHINGTON Writ.

(1891) XI. 18 Whatever agreement is previously made shall

be pointedly fulfilled on my part. 1792 MARY WOLLSTONECR.

Rights Wan. v. 229 The contempt and obloquy that men
.. have pointedly levelled at the female mind. 1828 Life
Planter yamaica 63 The negroes turned out pointedly to

the hour. 1870 E. PEACOCK Ralf Skirl. I. 168 Pointedly

refusing the offered hand. 1895 H. A. KENNEDY in toM Cent.

Aug. 324 He. .has more to say and says it more pointedly.

Poilitedliess (poi'ntednes). [f.
as prec. +

-NESS.] The quality of being pointed ; chiefly in

reference to the expression of thought.
1636 B. JONSON Discov. Wks. (Rtldg.) 759/1 The vicious

language is vast, and gaping, swelling and irregular: when
it contends to be high, full of rock, mountain, and pointed,
ness. 1693 DRYDEN Disc. Orig. <y Progr. Sat. Ess. (Ker)
II. 10 You add that pointedness of thought, which is visibly

wanting in our great Roman. iSox Hist. Eitr. in Ann.

Reg. 124 The eulogium .. united pointedness and energy
with the simplicity of truth. 1843 I'- Parley's Ann. IV.

113 This pointedness of wing constitutes the great advantage
of the falcons as sporting birds. 1882 C. E. TURNER in

Macm. Mag. XLV. 480 The contrast is brought out with
a force that is almost stern in its pointedness.

Pointel (poi'ntel). Now rare. Forms: 3-
pointel ;

also 3 pontel, 4 poyntele, -til, 4-6
-tell, -e, 4-7 -tel, 6 -tyl(l, Sc. poyntal, 6-7 poin-

tell, 7-8 -til, 7-9 pointal. [a. Q^.pointel (mod.
pointeau) point of a spear, etc. = It. puntello,

ponlello a bodkin, a prick (Florio), dim. of punto

point ; cf. late L. punctillum little point, dot, dim.

ofpunctual .]

1 1. A small pointed instrument, a. A writing
or graving instrument ;

a stylus, a pencil. (Also
erron. written poinlrell, poitrel(l.~) 06s. exc. Hist.
a 1300 Cursor M. 11087 (Gstt.) pan asked bairn sir Zachari,

Tabhs and a pointel \Cott. pontel] tite, And he bigan be

name to write. 1374 CHAUCER Boetk. i. pr. i. 2 While bat

I. . . markede my weply compleynte with office of poyntel.

1432-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) VI. 331 lohn Scotte..was sleyne
with ppyntells of childer whom he taujhte at Malmesbury.
1561 T. NORTON Calvin's Inst. in. iv. (1634) 312 The Lord
doth . . grave them with an yron pointell in an adamant
stone. [1659 HOOLE Comenius' Vis. World xci. (1672) 186

The Ancients writ in Tables done over with wax with
a brasan poitrel [stilo]. 1678 PHILLIPS (ed. 4), Poilrel,
a Brasen or Iron Instrument, with the sharp end whereof
Letters are ingraven, and rubbed out with the broad end.

1853 ROCK Ch. of Fathers III. n. 129 The stilus, or gra-

phium, was called a pointel.]

fb. (In form pointal^} A stiletto or dagger,

fc. A plectrum. 06s.

1513 DOUGLAS sEneis vi. x. 46 Now with gymp fingeris

doing stringis smyte, And now with. .poynlalis lyte.
Ibid.

vn. xii. 59 Wyth round stok suerdis faucht thai in melle,

Wyth poyntalis.

2. The pistil or style of a flower
; formerly also

applied to a stamen. Now ran or 06s.

1597 GERARDE Herbal it. li. 267 Small white flowers with

yellow pointels in the middle. 1657 W. COLES Adam in

Eden ciii, In the middle part of them [lily flowers] do grow
small tender Poyntels, tipped with a dusty yellow colour.

1712 tr. Pomet's Hist. Drugs 1. 166 With a Pointal or Rudi-

ment of a Seed in the Cavity of the Flower. 1770-4 A.

HUNTER Ceorg. Ess. (1803) I. 487 The pointal, or female

part of the flower. 1785 MARTYN Rousseau's Bot. i. (1794)

23 This, taken in its whole, is called the pistil or pointal.

1831 HOWITT Seasons (1837) 263 Saffron, . .consisting of the

pomtals of the crocus.

1 3. A slender style-like organ on the body of an

animal, as the ' horn
'

of a snail, the halteres or

poisers of a dipterous insect. Obs.

1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 560 ^Creatures in Africa^,
, The Basiliske . . is not halfe a foot long, and hath three

pointels (Galen saith) on the head. 1689 J. BANISTER in

Phil. Trans. XVII. 670 These, .have growing out of their

Body, under each Wing, a small flexible . . Pointel, with

which they poise their Body. 1713 DERHAM Phys.-Thcol.
vlll. iv. (1727) 3_66

Such as have but two [wings, have]

Pointels, and Poises placed under the Wings, on each Side
of the Body.
1 4. Glass-blowing. = PONTIL, PUNTV. 06s.

[1788 REES Chambers' Cycl. s.v. Glass, They dip an iron

rod, or ponteglo, in the melting-pots.] 1865 Chambers'

Encycl. IV. 779 A little boy now comes forward with an
!

iron rod, the pointel, upon the end of which has been

gathered a small lump of metal.

*\ An alleged sense ' a floor set into squares, or

lozenge forms ', in Parker Gloss. Arch., ed. 3, 1840,
s.v. Poyntell or Poyntill (copied in Gwilt 1842-76, Halli-

well 1847-78 (Pointel], Webster, Knight, Ogilyie, Cassell,

Century Diet., Funk's Standard Diet.} following Warton
Hist. Eng. I'octry ix, is an attempt to explain poynttyl, an
erroneous reading, in the 1553 print of Piers Plowman's
Crcdc, of the two words peynt lyl, i. e. painted tile.

Pointer (poi-ntai). [f.
POINT l + -ER 1

.]

1 1. A maker of points or laces for fastening
clothes. 06s.

1500 Nottingham Rec. III. 72 Ricardi Byrch, poynter.

1520 WHITINTON I'ulg. (1527) i6b, In the townes ende be

pynners, poynters,.. dyers, tanners. 1609 in Digby Myst.
(1882) p. xxii, Hatters, Poynters, Girdlers.

2. One who points anything, who puts on or

sharpens to a point, as a pointer of pins, pencils, etc.

1839 UKE Diet. Arts qtfc The intermediate portions are

handed over to the pointer.

3. One who or that which points out. a. A
person who points or indicates with his finger or

otherwise, rare. b. A rod used by a teacher or

lecturer to point to what is delineated or written

on a map, diagram, blackboard, or the like.

The meaning in quot. 1621 is doubtful.

1621 FLETCHER Pilgrim in. iii, Do'st thou hear boy, thou

pointer? 1658 J. SPENCER in Spurgeon 'J'rtas. Dav. Ps.

cxix. 71 God's rod is as the schoolmaster's pointer to the

child, pointing out the letter. 1887 Overland Monthly
(Farmer Amcr.\ On the march the mighty herd sometimes

strings out miles in length, and then it has pointers, who
ride abreast at the head of the column. 1897 Daily Neivs
28 Sept. 6/5 He has died from the results of a blow from
either a ruler or pointer. Mod. No pointer had been

supplied to the lecturer.

c. The index-hand or indicator of a clock,

balance, or other instrument.

1667 HOOKE in Phil. Trans. II. 544 The distance of the

Object-glass from the Pointers. 1672 Vestry Bks. (Surtees)

338 For putting on the pointer of the clocke, 6rf. 1774 M.
MACKENZIE Maritime Surv. 37 The Pointer of the Vernier.

1834 J. Toon Lcct. Childr. i. 3 You hear it tick and see

the pointers move. 1879 THOMSON & TAIT Nat. Phil. 1. I.

424 The divisions being read off by a pointer or vernier

attached to the frame of the instrument. 1894 BOTTONE
Electr. Instr. Making (ed. 6) 119 A small pointer .. is to be

lightly glued to the top of the pivot at right angles to the

needle below.

d. An indicator used in whale-fishery to point
out to the boats the place of the whale : see quots.
1877 W. H. MACY There she Menus'. 143 The extended

'

pointer
'

(a light pole with a black ball on the end of it, to

be used at the masthead, when the boats are down) told us

that the whale was off the ship's lee bow. 1887 Fisheries

V. S. Sect. v. II. 258 note, In right whaling, a pointer .. is

often used. The pointer is
a_ large basket or frame of wood

covered with canvas and painted black, placed at the end
of a 12 foot pole, used at mast-head and pointed in the

direction of the whale.

6. Short for STATION-POINTER.

1873 in KNIGHT Diet. Mech,
f. U.S. colloq. A hint, a point; a piece of

information ; a suggestion.
1884 Lisbon (Dakota) Star 10 Oct. 5/2 There's a pointer

for you ! 1887 BULLOCH Pytwurs v. 41 In this fact there

seems to be another pointer to the fishing population. 1891

Anthony's Photogr. Bull. IV. 247 Let me give any equestrian

photographer a p'ointer. Don't tie your instrument to your-

self, tie it to your horse.

4. A dog of a breed nearly allied to the true

hounds, used by sportsmen to point at or indicate

the presence of game, especially birds ;
on scenting

which the dog stands rigidly, with muzzle stretched

toward the game, and usually one foot raised. (In

quot. 1717, the proper name of a dog.)
1717 PRIOR Alma \. 319 The sport and race no more he

minds ; Neglected Tray and Pointer lie : And covies unmo-
lested fly. 1768 PENNANT Zool. I. 54 The Pointer, which is

a dog of foreign extraction, was unknown to our ancestors.

1784 COWPER Task n. 753 Booted sportsmen, oftener seen

With belted waist and pointers at their heels. 1837 T. BELL
Hist. Brit. Quadrupeds 217 The Spanish Pointer was

formerly well known as a stanch, strong, and useful, but

heavy and lazy dog. The English breed, however, is now

very much preferred. 1859 DARWIN Orig. Spec. i. (1873) 25

The English pointer has been greatly changed within the

i
last century.
5. //. The two stars a and 7 in the Great Bear,

!
a straight line through which points nearly to the ,

pole-star. Sometimes also applied to the two stars,
|

a and 7 in the Southern Cross, which are nearly i

in a line with the South Pole of the heavens.

1574 BOURNE Regimentfor Sea vi. (1577) 28 b, If the two
|

Starres of Charles wayne, called the poynters, be due East
from the north Starre. 1669 STURMY Mariner's Mag. n. x.

76 The lower of the Pointers. The White or North Pointer.

1879 NEWCOMB & HOLDEN Astron. 4 The two stars which
form the pointers in the constellation Ursa Major. 1892
E. REEVES Homeward Bound 34 High overhead . .the noble
Southern Cross and its pointers gleam like a piece of jewelry
in a deep blue setting.

t 6. //. The antennae of an insect or crustacean.

1664 H. POWER Exp. Philos. I. 2 The Flea . . hath . . two
pointers before which grow out of the forehead, by which
he tryes and feels all objects. Ibid, n A Wood-Louse.,
hath two pointers . . like a pair of pincers.

7. Printing. A layer-on who secures the register
in printing the reverse side by

'

threading
'

the sheet

through the point-holes made in printing the first

side.

1882 SOUTHWARD Pract. Printing n. xxiii. 543 The word
1

pointer
'

has lately come into use to describe a man who
can do work requiring exact register, with points. 1888 in

JACOBI Printer's Voc. 102.

8. Naut. (pi.) Timbers sometimes fixed diago-

nally across the hold, to support the beams.

1769 FALCONER Diet. Marine (1789) H iij b, The pointers,
if any, are . . fixed across the hole diagonally to support
the beams. 1820 SCORESBY Arctic Regions II. 191-3. 1839

Encycl. Brit. (ed. 7) XIX. 219/2 In the plates of a Dutch
work of the date of 1697, there are diagonal pointers in an

athwartship direction. 1867 SMYTH Sailor's Word-t>k. s.v.,

All braces placed diagonally across the hold of any vessel,

to support the bilge and prevent loose-working, are called

pointers.

9. In various technical applications :

a. A name of particular pointed tools used in various

trades, for boring, cutting, graving, etc. e.g. 3. pointed
chisel used by stonemasons, a silversmith's pointer, b.
A bricklayer's tool for clearing out the old mortar between
the courses of bricks in a wall which is being pointed.
C. In U.S., the lever by which a railway switch is moved,
a point-lever. 1875 in KNIGHT Diet. Mech.

10. [f.
POINT rf.1] With a prefixed numeral : A

stag having horns bearing so many points, e.g.

ten-pointer, foitrleen-pointer, etc.

1893 Westm. Gaz. 18 Sept. 6/3 The magnificent 2o-pointer
shot . . in GJenquoich is said to be the only stag of the kind

ever killed in a Scottish forest. 1899 H. MAXWELL in Pall
Mall G. 3 Oct. 3/2, I stood beside a ten-pointer.

-pointic, a. Math, [arbitrarily f. POINT so. 1 +

-ic.] An element of adjectives, as two-pointic,

three-pointic, n-pointic,
= having, pertaining to, or

passing through two, three, or points.

1879 SALMON Higher Plane Curves vi. 214 An ordinary

(two-pointic) contact of two branches of the curve.

II Poilltillage (pwientz''}'^). [F., f. pointiller
to dot : see -AGE.]

'

Dotting ;
in Therapeutics, term

for massage with the finger-tips' (Syd. Soc. Lex.}.
1888 D. MAGUIKE Art ofMassage iii. (ed.4> 48 Pointillage

vibrations, or pointed vibrations., by striking with the points
of the fingers formed into a small or a large circle.

I
Fointille. Ol>s. rare. [F./'///<(pwir;nt/

i

y'),

ad. It. ptintiglio, dim. of punto point ; L. type

*puncticulum, dim. of punctum point.] A small

point, a trifle, a fine distinction ;
= PUNCTILIO.

1626 C. POTTER Hist. Quarrels 427 The Cardinal!.,

omitting pointilles and subtilties, did not say at Venice all

that which the Court of Rome had wished.

II Poiutille (pwseiitzV), a. (sb.} [F., pa. pple.

of pointiller to mark with small points or dots,

f. pointille (see prec.), L. type *puncticulart.\
Ornamented with designs engraved or drawn with

a sharp-pointed tool or style.

1903 Trcgaskis Catal. Jan. 10/1 Old French Locket Case,

..red morocco faded, gold tooled with small pointille scrolls

and border of similar style.

Pointillisnx (pwsen-tiliz'm). Also
||
-isme.

[ad. F. pointillisme, f. pointiller: see prec. and

-ISM.] A method, invented by French impres-
sionist painters, of producing luminous effects by

crowding a surface with small spots of various

colours, which are blended by the eye.

1901 Daily Chron. 22 Oct. 3/2 Segantim..has broken the

banalitl of Alpine lines by the shimmering of his pointil-

lisme. 1002 Nation (N.Y.) 2 Jan. 16/3 He [Segantim]

painted without any adherence to systematic process, but

used pointillisme as it served his purpose. 1904 Athenaeum

2 Apr. 441/1 Modern Dutch artists . . seem to be taking

pointillism with a stolid seriousness which its inventors

never can have intended.

So Poi-nttUist [ad. t' . pointilliste], an artist who

follows the style of pointillism.

1893 Westm. Gaz. 18 Mar. 3/3 Mad imaginings of the

various modern schools of impressionists, pomtillistes, and

so on. 1899 Daily News 30 May 9/3 Of the Seasons by

the pointifiist Pissarro,
' L Automne

'

is the most realistic

and spacious.
attrib. 1905 Sat. Rev. it Feb. 174 The '

Neo-Impres-
sionist

'

or Pointillist painting.

Pointing (poi-ntin), vbl. sbl [f.
POINT z-.i +

-ING l.] The action of POINT z>. J ,
or its result.

f 1. Pricking or marking with a pointed instru-

ment. 06s. rare.

CI440 Promp. Pan. 407/1 Poyntynge, or prykkynge,

punctacio. .

t b. Hunting, (concr.) The foot-print or track

left by a beast. Obs.

<:i4io Master ofGame (MS. Digby 182) xxxiv, pat somrae

man mete (>er with and bloweth be reghtes and halowes, or

elles )>at he fynde her poyntynge, or pryckynge.



POINTING.

c. The preparation of slates for roofing. ? Obs.

1703 T. N. City $ C. Purchaser 244 The Pointing of

Slates, .is hewing them, and making them fit for the Work.

d. Printing. Placing the sheets on the. points of

the press. See POINT sb.i B. 4.

1880 Printing Times 15 Feb. 31/1 The pointing and

taking-off at the machines are done by intelligent-looking

boys or young men.

e. Sculpture. (See quot.)

1883 Mag. ofArt Oct. 514/1 Here is done the pointing,

as it is called ; the marking out with mathematical accuracy

upon the marble the points that shall guide the workman
whose labour it is to block out from the rough.. the poten-

tiality of a statue, its rude semblance.

2. The insertion of stops ; punctuation ; the marks

made, or the method of punctuating.
1440 Promp. Parv. 407/1 Poyntynge, or pawsynge m

redynge, punctnacio. 1579 FULKE Heskinss Far/. 456,

I passe ouer howe M. Heskins hath corrupted Tertullian by
false pointing. 1706 A. BEDFORD Temple Mus. viii. 162

The Sence. .may seem to require another Pointing. 1896
T. L. DE VINNE Moxoits Mech. Exerc., Printing 420 The

compositor should amend bad spelling and pointing. 1896

J. HUNTER Hymns Faith $ Life (new ed.) Pref., Mr. B.

Sykes . . has revised the pointing of the Psalms and Canticles.

b. In Semitic languages : The insertion of the

vowel (and other) points ; the system of doing this.

1659 J. OWEN Integr. * Purity Hebr. ff Grk. Text Wks.

1853 XVI. 376 What is the state and condition of the pre-

sent Hebrew pointing. 1847 J. KIRK Cloud Dispelled x.

153 In the Hebrew the sense is obscured by false pointing.

3. Furnishing with a point ; sharpening.
1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mech. 1705 A finer file-wheel by which

the process of pointing is finished.

b. Naut. (See quot. 1867.) Also concr. The

tapered end of a rope.
1840 R. H. DANA Bef. Mast xxxv. 134 The neat

(
work

upon the rigging, the knots, Flemish eyes, splices, seizings,

coverings, pointings, and graffings. < 1860 H. STUART
Seaman's Catech. 31 Take every alternate nettle and lay

along the pointing. 1867 SMYTH Sailor's Word-bk.,
Pointing^ the unlaying and tapering the end of a rope,
and weaving some of its yarns about the diminished part.

4. The removing of points.

1879 WEBSTER Suppl. (citing HORSFORD). 1884 KNIGHT
Diet. Mech. Suppl., Pointing, a preliminary in the prepara-
tion of grain for the mill in the modern process; it consists

in rubbing off the points of the grain, clipping the brush,
and removing the germ end.

5. The filling up with special strong mortar of

the exterior face of the joints in brickwork
;
concr.

the protecting facing thus given to the joints. (In
the earlier quots. applied to a similar operation in

reference to the tiles or slates of a roof.)
Flat pointing i that in which the mortar is left even with

the wall. Tuck pointing : that in which the mortar slightly

projects from the joints, and the lines of mortar have

parallel edges contrasting in colour with the central part.

1483-5 Rec.St. Mary at Hill 120 Payde to a tyler for

iiij dayes & dL in poyntyng of dyuers houses. 1502-3
Durham Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 102 Pro le puyntyng super
le caponhous. 1609 Vestry Bks. (Surtees) 61 Item payed
to Nichollas Ypnger for laying the lead and for pointing
of the slates, xviij d. 1793 SMEATON Edystone L. 228 The
swell had washed some of the pointing out of the exterior

joints. Ibid. 233 We took this . . opportunity of carefully

making good all our pointings and groutings. 1825 J.
NICHOLSON Operat. Mechanic 354 Pointing . . consists in

raking out some of the mortar from the joints, and filling

them again with blue mortar. 188* YOUNG Ev. Man his

tnvn Mechanic 1201 In building there are two kinds of

pointing, distinguished as flat pointing and tuck pointing,
the latter being more ornamental than the former.

6. The action of indicating or directing; the

indication of place or direction, as with the finger
or the point of anything ; expression by sign or

gesture, dumb -show ; also_/%\ a prompting, im-

pulse ;
a hint in words.

1553 Short Catech. in Lit. fy Doc. Edw. VI (1844) 495
That by certain questions, as it were by pointing, the igno-
rant might be instructed. 1553 EDEN Treat. Newe Ind.

(Arb.) 34 With sygnes and poyntinges (as the dumme 'are

wont to speake with the dumme). 1648 BOYLE Seraph.
Love xiil (1700) 76 The Needle's pointing at the Poles.

1726 SWIFT Gulliver m. i. 181, I found by their pointing
towards me .. that they plainly discovered me. 1742
RICHARDSON Pamela IV. 318 One of those natural Point-

ings, as I may call it, that is implanted in every Creature,

teaching it to chuse its Good, and to avoid its Evil. 1873
M. ARNOLD Lit. <V Dogma (1876) 98 The Old Testament
abounds, .in pointings and approximations to it.

b. Of a yacht, etc. : The action of sailing with
the prow close to the wind.

1899 Daily News 17 Oct. 6/6 The Shamrock footed the

faster, but the Columbia counteracted this by her superior
pointing. 1901 Daily Chron. 28 Aug. 6/1 The spin showed
that she is not only very fast in a breeze that puts her rail

awash, but that she is a wonder at pointing.
c. Of a pointer or other dog : see POINT v.1 n.

1877 J. GIBSON in Encycl. Brit. VII. 328/2 This habit [of

crouching], like that of pointing, is probably . .

'

merely the

exaggerated pause of an animal about to spring on its prey '.

Ibid. 330/1 The strength of this pointing propensity.

7. The coming of an abscess to a point or head ;

concr. the conical head thus formed.
1858 MAYNE Expos. Lex., Pointing, term for the conical

softish projection, of a light yellow colour, observable in an
abscess when nearly ripe. 1884 M. MACKENZIE Dis. Throat
#r Nose II. 451 Tumours.. which after 'pointing' opened
spontaneously.
8. The disposition of the points (POINT st>.* B. 3 f)

on a railway.

1055

1902 IVestm, Gaz. 29 Sept. 6/2 The cause of the accident

was undoubtedly an error in the pointing.

9. Needlework. A kind of ornamental stitch.

1888 Catholic Househ. i Sept. 14/1 The fine needlework
on muslin which includes 'veining ',

'

stroking ', 'pointing
'

and 'lace stitching'.

flO. Fishing. (?) The action of using the point
of the rod as a means of hooking a fish : a practice
followed by poachers. Sc. Obs.

1860 Act 23 & 24 Viet. c. 45 i That it shall not be lawful

. . to fish for trout or other fresh water fish . . with any net, . .

or by striking the fish with any instrument, or by pointing.

11. attrib. and Comb, in names of things used

for pointing (see quots. and various senses of

POINT v^),z&pointing-breed, -dog, -forged-machine,

-trowel, -ivire\ f pointing-mark, pointing'$tQck\

f pointing-ribbon, a ribbon used as a lace or

point (POINT sbl B. 5) ;
so pointing-silk ; point-

ing-rods, rods used in the exercise of guns and

mortars ; f pointing-stock, a person pointed at
;

an object of scorn, derision, or ridicule.

1839 URE Diet. Arts 956 A carrier, which takes the pin to

the ^pointing apparatus. 175476 Connoisseur No. 64 (1767.1

II. 224 [Dogs] of the "Pointing -breed. 1752 FIELDING
Amelia v. iv, A great 'Pointing-dog bit him through the

Leg. 1900 H. LAWSOS On Track 139 We would stand

by his ^pointing forge when he'd be sharpening picks in

the early morning. 1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mt-ch., *Pointinif-
machine, one for pointing rails, pickets, matches, etc. 1592
KVD Mitrther I. Breiven Wks. (1901) 292 Suffer mee not

to be a. *poynting marke for others, and a shame among
my neighbours. 1572 in Cunningham Revels at Court
(Shaks. Soc.) 19 *Poynting Ribbon of golde sylv

r and sylke
102 yardes at viij

d the yarde. 1591 PERCIVALL Sp, Diet.,
Trena o trenga, a lace, a pointing ribbon, teutiia

t offender.

1859 F. A. GRIFFITHS Artil, Man. (1862) 121 The mortar is

ij peces and ix yearcles ot ^pointinge silk, 6s. 8rt. 1593
SHAKS. 2 Hen. VI, n. iv. 46, I, his forlorne Duchesse, Was
made a wonder, and a ^pointing stock. 1606 G. W[OOD-
COCKE] Hist. Ivstine xix. 75 Not to liue pleasantly, but to be
a pointing stock for the multitude, and a remembrancer of

calamities. 1703 MOXON Meek. Ji.rerc. 249 A small ^Pointing
Trowel, to go into sharp Angles. 1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mech.,
*
Pointing-wire',

an iron wire with a loop at one end, used
for sighting mortars by, when the proper line of fire has
once been found.

Pointing, vbl. sb2 : see POINT v.~

Pointing (poi-ntin), ///. a. [f. POINT vl +
-ING 2

.] That points, in various senses of the vb.

1630 MILTON Efiit. Shaks. 4 Or that his hallow 'd reliques
should be hid Under a Star-ypointing Pyramid. 1667
P. L. r. 223 The flames Drivn backward slope their pointing
spires. 1693, DRYDEN Persius i, (1697) 408 To see The Crowd,
with pointing Fingers, cry, That's he. 1880 BARWELL
Aneurism 61 The tumor . . became conical like a pointing
abscess.

b. Pointing doors (in a canal, etc.), two doors
of a sluice closing against each other in a point or

mitre, or at an angle, so as to resist the pressure
of the water

; pointing sills, also called pointings^
the sills of such doors.

1795 J.
PHILLIPS Hist. Inland Navig: Add. 178 A new

sea sluice, with pointing doors to sea and land, /bid., The
new cut.. is to be not less than four feet below the pointings
of the present sluice. [A depth of '4 feet below the

point-
ings

' means 4 feet below the upper surface of the sills of
the lock or sluice, called pointing sills or pointings. (H.
Congreve, M.Inst.C.E,, Manchester.)]

Forntingly, adv. rare.
[f. POINTING///, a. +

-LY 2
.]

In a way that points out
; pointedly.

1607 B. JOXSON Volpone Ded., Where haue I bin par-
ticular? Where personal!, except to .. creatures (for their

insolencies) worthy^ to be tax'd ? or to which of these so

pointingly, as he might not, either ingeniously haue confest,
or wisely dissembled his disease?

Foi'nt la'ce. [f. POINT sb* A. 31 + LACE sl>. 6.]
Lace made with the needle on a parchment pattern,
as distinguished from that made with bones or

bobbins on a pillow. Also attrib.

1672 Land. Gaz. No. 736/4 A Lawn Pocket handkerchief,
.. laced round with a fine Point lace about 4 fingers broad.

17x4 Fr. Bk. of Rates 41 Furniture for Beds of raised

Point-Lace, &c. 6 per Cent, ad -valorem , 1775 MRS. HARRIS
in Priv. Lett. Ld. Malmesbury (1870) I. 311 Mrs. Howard
had a point-lace trimming that cost ool. 1881 A. LANG
Library 65 The . . pattern of the gilding resembles the
Venetian po'int-Iace. 1882 A. S. COLE in Encycl. Brit.
XIV. 184/1 Drawn and cut works were ancient forms of

embroidery which directly developed into point lace.

Hence Point-laced a., adorned with point lace.

1665 Intelligencer 5 June II. 402 Six Handkerchers, . .one

point-laced set on Tiffany.

Pointless (poi-ntles), a. [f. POINT sbj- B. +

-LESS.]
1. Without a point; having a rounded or blunt

end; blunt.
a 1330 SyrDegarre 1047 The Fader amerueiled wesWhi his

sword was point les. a 1548 HALL Chron., Rich. Ill 25 b,
After the procession folowed therle of Northumberlande
with a poincteless sword naked. 1687 DRYDEN Hind fy P.
n. 420 You lay that pointless clergy-weapon by, And to the
laws, your sword of justice, fly. 1791 COWPER Iliad xx.
539 For I wield also not a pointless beam. 1848 DICKENS

l Dombey xxvii,
' My pencils are all pointless ', she said.

2. Without point or force (PoiNT sbJ- B. 10) ; in-

effective, meaningless.
17*6 POPE Odyss. xx. 448 The suitors, .aim to wound the

I

Prince with pointless wit. 1760 WESLEY Jrnl. 7 Aug.
j (1827) III. 13 Why should a little pointless raillery make us

POINTWISE.

ashamed? 1844 DISRAELI Coningsby m. iv, He said some-

thing rather pointless about admiring everything that is

beautiful. 1884 Manch. Exam, i Dec. 3/1 This is a point-

less little story.

3. Of a competitor or side : Not having scored

a point. Of a game or contest : In which no

point is scored.
1882 Daily News 17 Feb. 3/5 Ben-y- Lair, .was beaten

almost pointless. 1891 Ibid. 6 Nov. 2/6 The latter did not

long remain pointless, and after a long run by Hubbard,

Fegan registered a try. 1892 Standard's Oct. 7/6 A point-

less draw was the result of the meeting.

4. Having no characteristic or distinctive marks.

1879 STEVENSON Trav. Cc-'enncsz6 It was the most point-
less labyrinth.

Hence Poi-ntlessly adv.
;
Poi-ntlessness.

1885 Sat. Rev. 7 Nov. 599 The greatest charm of Lord

Iddesleigh's performance was, to speak paradoxically, its

polntlessness. 1894 H. DKUMMOXD Ascent I\Ian 436 It is

not the monotony of life which destroys men, but its point-
lessness. 1895 Funk's Stand. DLt., Pointlessly.

Fointlet (poi-ntlet). [f.
as prec. + -LET.]

A small point. Hence Poi'ntleted a. Iiot. t
ter-

minating in a minute point; apiculate.

1847 W. K. STF.ELE Field Hct. So Dianthus csfsius...

liracts adpressed, ovate, obtuse, pointleted. 1866 Treas.

Bot,, Pointletttd, the same as Apiculate. 1866 BLACKMORF
Cradock Novell xii, Below were tassels, tufts, and pointlet?.

Poi'ntling, sb. noncc-wd. [? f. POINT v. 1 +
-LING 1

2.] A little index-linger.
1840 Black. Mag. XLYII. 608 There was not a syllable

said either of thumbkin, or pointling, or gold-fingt-r.

tPoi'ntling, -lings, adv. 06s. [f. POINT

5/'.
1

IJ. + -LING -, -LINGS.] Point foremost.

1470-85 MALORY Arthur xi. iv. 578 He myght wel see

n spere grete longe that came streyghte vpon hym poynte-

lynge. 1596 DALRYMPLE tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. n. 135

Gret kairnis of stanes,. .scharpe abone, ryseng vpe poynt-

lings lyke a steiple.

t Poi'nt-niaker. Obs. A maker of points or

laces (for fastening apparel) : see Poiyx sb. 1 B. 5.

1436 Libel Eng. Policy in Pol. Poems (Rolls) II. 160

Iren, wolle, wadmole, gotefel, kydefel also, For poynt-
makers fulle nedefulle be the ij. 1530 PALSGR. 256/1 Poynt
maker, esgitilletier. a 1548 HALL Chron., Hen, I'll! 234
He was a citezen and poynt-maker of London. 1591
PERCIVALL Sp. Diet., Agujetero, a point maker,

Poi'ntnient. Obs. exc. dial. [Aphetic form of

APPOINTMENT: cf. POINT sb.%, v2 (Ci.QF.poynte-
ment (1418 in Godef.).] = APPOINTMENT 2, 3, 6.

CI400 Song Roland 145 The sairsins be set the poynt-
ment to hold, a 1440, c 1440, 1521 [see APPOINTMENT 2,

3, 6]. 1466 Cal. Anct. Reeds. Dublin (1889) I. 326 The ..

poyntment of their wages. 1519 Interi. Four Elon. in

Hazl. Dodslcy I. 33 Did ye not erewhile Make pointment
openly, To come again all to supper? 1581 RICH Farewell

(Shaks. Soc.) 149 Accordyng to poinctmente comes Maistcr

Doctour, disguised like a right porter. 1885 Rep. Pro-cine.

(E. D. D.), I have made a pointment with Mr. to-morrow.

Pointrel (poi-ntrel). rare. [dim. of POINT sbl

IJ. : cf. cockerel.] a. = POINTEL T. b. The

pointed extremity of the lobe of a leaf.

1688 R. HOLME Armoury in. xv. (Roxb.) 19/2 The Poitrell

or Pointrell is a brasse Instrument formerly used to write

withall on tables. 1875 KNIGHT Diet. Afech.
t Pointrel, a

graving-tool. 1881 BLACKMORE Christou'ell 1, Broad leaves

spreading into pointrels, waved and cut with crisp indenture.

Pointsman (poi-ntsmsen). [f.
POINT sbl +

MAN sb?\
1. A man who has charge of the points on a rail-

way: see POINT sbJ- B. sf.
1849 SIR F. B. HKAD Stokers Sf Pokers viii.

(1851^ 79 To
increase precaution, the pointsman has always the signal of

danger on. 1878 F. S. WILLIAMS Midi. Raikv, 624 Points-

men have very responsible duties.

2. A police constable stationed on point-duty.
1883 Globe 5 Apr. 5/1 Supplemental police

'

pointsmen
'

have been placed at several of the public buildings. 1888

Pall Mall G. 12 Oct., If the 'point system is retained, a

pointsman ought to be kept on duty throughout the night.

So Pol-ntswoman (cf. sense l).

1871 Miss MULOCK Fair France ii. 66 Much it amazed
us to see continually on French railways these female

officials, down to signalwomen and pointswomen.

fPoi'nture. Obs. Also 5-yr. \^..^.pointure~

'Pr.pointura.'.L.punctftra PUNCTURE.] Pricking.
1390 GOWP.R Conf. III. 119 The lusti Maii, Whanne every

brid upon his lay Among the griene leves singeth And love

of his pointure stingeth . .The youthe of every creature.

1461 Liber Pluscardensis xi. viii, The pointyr of a preyn.

t Point-vice, a. and adv. Obs. [var. of POINT-

DEVICE.] Perfect ; perfectly, exactly.
a 1607 BKIGHTMAN Revelation (1615)48 Men.. who thinke

all that to be point-vice, which they read to haue been in

vse in these tymes. a 1663 SANDERSON Serm. (1681) II. 127
Clamour against the Times, because everything is not point-
vise just as we would have it.

Foi*ntways, adv. [f.
as next + waysj genitive

of \VAY sb] = next ; with projecting points.
1892 J. T. BENT Ruined Cities Mashonaland iv. 107
A pretty little bit of wall with the stones placed pointways
for about a yard, .formed a sort of dentelle pattern.

Fovntwise, adv. [f. POINT sb B. + -WISE.]
In the manner or way of a point.
1545 ELVOT, Cuspidatim^ poyntyng, or poyntwyse. 16"

FLORIO, Stipula, the spindling vp point-wise of any thing

namely of come. 1616 J. LANE Cont. Sqr.'s T. ix. 197

Gnartolite ..whome Akafir, wel! eienge, point wise smote.

1904 Westm. Gaz. 25 Feb. 4/1 The bodice, .enriched with

further applique's of guipure to extend the fronts pomtwise.



POIKTY. 1056 POISE.

Pointy (poi'nti), a. [f.
POINT sl>. 1 B. + -Y.]

1. Characteristically or notably pointed.
1644 DIGBV Nat. Bodies xv. j. 130, I haue seen some

very high, and pointy spire steeples do the like.

2. Of a fleece: Having many points; bearing
wool of uneven length.
1844 H. STEPHENS Bk. Farm III. 891 A good fleece

should have the points of all its staples of equal length,
otherwise it will be a pointy one.

3. Full of point ; pithy, terse, slang.

Foinyard, obs. form of POXIARD.

Poiology (poii^'lod^i). [f. Gr. irofo-s of what
kind or nature (

= L. qudlis) + -LOGY.] Ben-
tham's proposed term for the doctrine of quality,
as opposed to posology the doctrine of quantity.
Hence Poiolo'gical a.

1816 BGNTHAM Ckrestomathia Wks. 1843 VIIT. 119 Ex-
hibiting Posology and Poiology together, in the character
of two branches comprehending between them the whole
contents of Somatology. Ibid. 86 Poiological Somatology.

Pois, obs. form of POSE Sf., treasure, etc.

t Poi'Sable, a. Obs. rare. [a. late AF. pois-

able, f. poiser to POISE + -ABLE.] That may be

weighed.
[1429-30 Act 8 Hen. I'f c. 5 Tout/ manners des chores

poisablez.] 1502 ARNOLDE Chron.K-z The ferme of thegrete
beame shall bye nor selle any wares or marchaundises

peysed or poysable at y* grete beame.

Foi'sage. Obs. rare. [a. obs. Y.poisage,

PKISAGE.] Weighing, expense of weighing.
i6n COTGR., Droict de poisage, poisage; or, a fee due in

some places, vnto the king, for the weighing of wares in the

Market-hall, or Towne-house.

tPoi'Sant, . Obs, In 4-5 poysaunt, 6 -sent,

[a. OF. poisant, variant of pesant, peisant: see

PEISANT, and POISES?.] Weighing; heavy, weighty
(in various senses) : PEISANT.

1389 in Eng. Gilds (1870) 26 Two candels poysaunt viij.

pounde. c 1477 CAXTON Jason 17 Gyuyng to hys enemye
many strokes terrybleand poysaunt. 1489 FaytesofA. i.

ix. 24 More poysaunt and namely bygger armures. 1592
WVRLF.Y Armorie in Right poysent bloe he stroke.

Poise (poiz), sb. Forms : 5 poys, 5-6 pois,

5-7 poyse, 6-7 poiz, poyze, 6-8 poize, 7 poix,
H poice, 5- poise, [late ME. poys, a. Central OF.
pois (now poids)) from earlier OF. pets weight
= Pr., Cat. pes, Sp., Pg., It. peso : late pop. L.

pesum for cl. L. pensum weight, from pcndere to

weigh. Cf. PEISE W>.]
I. Weight.
f 1. The quality of being heavy ; heaviness,

weight. Also in semi-concr. sense ; cf. weight,
load, burden. Obs.
c 1430 LYDG. Ckorle fy Ryrde (1818) 15, I to haue more

poise closid in myn entraille Than alle my body set for the

counteruaylle. 1489 CAXTON Faytes ofA. H. xxxv. 153 The
toure was of merueyllouse poys and heuy. 1612 SELDEN
Illnstr. Drayton's Poly-olb. lii. 49 As iftheir owne poize did

..giue them that proper place. 1615 MARKHAM Eng.
Hoitseu'. (1660) 169 For the holding the grain and water,
whose poyse and weight might otherwise endanger a weaker
substance. 1665 EVELYN Let. g Sept. in Diary, etc. (1827)
IV. 157 We should succumb under the poiz.

fb. fig. 'Weight'; gravity, importance; load,
burden ; burdensomeness. Obs.

1460 Rolls ofParlt. V. 375/1 As the mater is so high, and
of soo grete wyght and poyse. 1489 CAXTON Faytes ofA.
i. vii. 15 Their offyce passeth in poys and peri 11 alle other.

1593 SOUTHWELL St. Peter s Compl. 67 My sinnes doe ouer-

charge thy brest, The poyse therof doth force thy knees to

bow. 1657 W. MORICE Coena quasi Koivrj Dial. iii. 140
The poyse of Charity must incline the beam toward the

better part. 175* HUME Pol. Disc. xi. 270 To put all these

circumstances in the scale, and assign to each of them its

proper poize and influence.

f 2. Definite or specified weight ; the amount
that a thing weighs. Obs.

1425 Rolls of Parlt. IV. 290 Wolles of gretter poyse
thenne were contened in thaire Cokett. 1481 CAXTON Myrr.
ii. xxviii. 121 After that it is of poyse. 1580 Reg. Gild Co.

Chr. York (1872) 310 Poiz nyne unces and half an unce.
1620 in Rymer Fcedera (1710) XVII. 195 Poix, altogither
One hundred twentie and three Ounces. 1706 MAULE Hist.
Picts

[ii.
20 Brazen Pieces, or Rings of Iron duly weighed

and tried to just Poise.

t b. A measure or standard of weight Obs.

1542 UDALL Erasm. Apoph. 183 One hundred talentes,
that is of englishe poyse, nyne thousande three hundred
poundes of weight. 1535 EDEN Decades 234 They are
soulde by a poyse or weight which they caule Mangiar.
1614 RALEIGH Hist.^ World \\. (1634) 408, 300 stickles of
brasse, which make nine pound three quarters of our poizes.

1 3. concr. A weight ;
a piece of some heavy

substance used for some purpose on account of its

weight, e. g. a weight of a clock. Obs.

1531 ELYOT Gov. i. xvi, Laborynge with poyses made of
leadde or other metall. 1533 Cast. Helthe (1539) 51
Takyng vp plummettes or other lyke poyses on the endes
of staues, . .these do exercise the backe and loynes. 1561-2
in Swayne Sa-rum Chnrchiv. Ace. (1896) 282 To the

plum'er for casting of the poyses for the chyme and clok.

a 1613 OVERBURY A Wife, $c. (1638) 104 It keeps his mind
in a continuall motion, as the poise the clocke. 1688
R. HOLME Armoury in. 323/2 The Shanks or Arms, and the

Poises or Lead Balls at the ends.

b. Jig, Something that acts like a weight ; a bias
;

one of the halteres of a fly : see POISER 2. Now
rare or Obs.

1615 T. ADAMS Lycanthropy Ep. Ded. 2, I have seldom
pretended that common poyse, that.. sets so many mad
pens, like wheeles, a running, importunacy of friends. 1713
DEKHAM Phys. Theol. yin. iv. 406 These Poises or Pointil*

are, for the most part, little Balls set at the top of a Slender

Stalk, which they can move every way at pleasure. 1753
HANWAY Trav. (1762) I. in. xxxv. 162 It of course fell

where they had given the poise, which was on the right
side. 1876 GEO. ELIOT Dan. Der. i. ix, Such a hint was
likely enough to give an adverse poise to Gwendolen's own
thought.

t4. Forcible impact, as of a heavy body ;
mo-

mentum
;
a heavy blow or fall. Obs.

c 1489 CAXTON Bianchardyn Ii. 194 Sadoyne, . . wyth xv.

thousaund gode knyghtes, vafyaunt it hardy, that al at one

poyse smot hem self wythin Alymodes folke. 1606 SHAKS.
Tr. <$ Cr. i. iii. 207 The Ramme that batters downe the

wall, For the great swing and rudenesse of his poize, They
place before bis hand that made the Engine.

II, Equality of weight, balance.

5. Equal pr even poise : The condition of being

equally weighted on both sides ; balance, equili-

brium, equipoise, lit. andyi^.
1555 EDEN Decades 94 A payre of balances whose weyght

inclynynge from the equall poyse in the myddest towarde

eyther of the sydes. fi 1650 CRASHAW Carmen Deo Nostro
Wks, (1904) 276 O Heart ! the squall poise of love's both

parts. 1692 NORRIS Curs, Rffl. i This already reduces me
to an even Poise. 1742 YOUNG Nt. Th. vin. 797 And that

demands a mind in equal poize. 1875 JOWF.TT Plato^
rhaedrns (ed. 2) II. 124 The chariots of the gods in even

poise, obeying the rein, glide rapidly.

6. Hence absol^ in sense of 5 : Balance, equili-
brium (in reference to material things).
1711 SHAFTE^B. Charac. (1737) II. i. iii. 215 The Central

Powers, which hold the lasting Orbs in their just Poize and
Movement. 1756 C. LUCAS Ess. Waters II. 253 The
animal . . loses ms poise, . . gasps and apparently dies. 1827
HOOD Hero <$ Leander xvii, Panting, at poise, upon a rocky
crest ! 1879 Casselt's Tec/in. Ednc. IV. 324/2 Which ac-

celerates its velocity until the balance has passed the point
where the spring is in poise.

b. The way in which the body, head, etc., is

poised ; carriage.
1770 Phil. Trans. LX. 310 Great attention should always

be had to the poize of the body. 1863 GEO. ELIOT Romola v,

An expression carried out in the backward poise of the

girl's head. 1875 MANNING Mission //. Ghost ii. 46 Some
infirmity, either of the eye, or the hand, or of our posture,
or of our poise and balance.

C. A balanced or hovering condition ; suspense
of movement ;

a pause between two periods of

motion or change.
1867 SWINBURNE W, Blake (1868) 57 With tender poise of

pausing feet. 1872 BLACKIE Lays Highl. Introd. 13 The
Muse will not descend from her airy poise. 1878 GILDER
Poet <V Master 14 At the poise of the flying year. 1889
SIR F. LEIGHTON in Times ii Dec. 7/1 The poise of the

flood-tide . . was only of brief duration.

7. fig. Balance, equilibrium, steadiness, stability

(in reference to abstract or immaterial things).
1649 LOVELACE Poems (1864) 82 Sweet as her voyce That

gave each winding law and poyze. 1728-46 THOMSON
.Spring 277 All Is off the poise within. x8ot COXE Trav.
Switz. (ed. 4) I. Introd. 32 The government, losing its poise,
was only considered as a provisional committee. 1901 A.
SHAW in Contemp. Rev. Nov. 610 Men who have at the
same time the intellectual range and poise that he has

acquired.
b. The condition of being equally balanced

between alternatives ; state of indecision ; suspense.
17x3 POPE Let. to Addison 14 Dec., 'Tis enough to make

one remain stupify'd in a poize of inaction. 1787 JEFFERSON
Writ. (1859) *! T 45 The event was long on the poise. 1875
STEDMAN Vtct, Poets 407 Great affairs of state hang at

poise.

Poise (poiz), v. Forms: 5- poise, (5-7 poyse,
6-7 poyze, 6-8 poize), [late ME. poise (parallel
form to PETSE), repr. OF. poise, from earlier peise,

the stem-stressed form of peser = Pr. pessar, pezar,

Sp., Pg. pesar, It. ^tfMlY^-lflte pop. L. pesare for

cl. L.pensare to weigh, freq. ofpende're to weigh.
L. pesa're^ pe'sat^ became according tostress, in earlyOF.,

pcse'r, (il) perse, later, in Central OF. (il} poise. In mod.F.,
the oi forms have been levelled under e, il pdse, Us pesent;
but in late OF. the e forms were sometimes levelled under

oi, giving foisertpoisant, etc., as still in Picard and Bur-

gundian. Late Anglo-Fr. had in the stem-stressed forms
both the Norman peise and the Parisian poise, whence late

ME. and early mod.E. had both PEISE and poise, of which

poise has been, since the i7th c., the Standard Eng. form,

though peise, paiset pese, are retained dialectally.]

1 1. trans, (or intr. with compl.} To have a speci-
fied weight, to weigh (so much) : = PEISE v. 6.

1389 in Eng. Gilds (1870) 18 He shal haue two candels

poysand vj. pounde of wax. 14. . Langland's P. PI. B. v.

217 jpe pounde lat she payed by poised [v.rr. peised, weyed ;

A, C, peysed, peised] a quarteroun more Than myne owne
aim cere. 158* STANVHURST s&neis in. (Arb.) 85 Presents of

gould, ful weightelye poysing. 1587 HARRISON England u.

xvi. (1877) i. 282 He had two other.. whose shot poised
aboue two talents in weight.

f 2. trans. To measure or estimate the weight of

(by a balance, or by lifting and holding in the

hand) ; to weigh : = PEISE v. i, i c. Obs.

1593 DRAVTON Eel ii. 82 Whereby it doth all poyze and
measure. 1686 tr. Chardins Trav. Persia 159 The officers

Poys'd it, and felt every where.
x6j>5 J. EDWARDS Perfect.

Script. 235 The old Romans had this custom of poyzing the

money which they paid.
3- fig. To weigh in the mind ; to consider, pon-

der ; to estimate, value : = PEISE v. 2. Now rare.

-71483 Liber Niger in Honseli. Ord. (1790) 20 All the
intermixtions poy&ed by wysedom & worshipp. c 1495
Epita^eic. in Sketton's Wks. (1843) II. 392 Gewellys..
ppysyd at grete valoyre. 1611 SPEED Hist. Gt. Brit. ix.

viii. (1623) 568 So vneuenly doth some mens judgement
poyse, 1636 FEATLV Clavis Myst, xvi. 209 Let us now
poize the circumstances which are all weighty. 1762
STERNE Tr. Shandy VI. xvi, A thousand resolutions ..

weighed, poised, and perpended. 1863 KINGLAKE Crimea
(1877) II. xvi. 276 They would have seen him turn crimson
in poising the question.

*t*
4. To add weight to ; to weight, load, burden ;

to weigh down, oppress ; to incline or sway as by
weight, lit. and fig. (Cf. PEISE v. 4.) Obs.

1586 A. DAY Eng. Secretary \. (1625) 43 The innumerable
multitude of those, .. whom with the weight of his endlesse

wealth, hee poized downe that they durst not then whisper
in secret, what now they openly discouer. 1598 CHAPMAN
Blinde Kegger Wks. 1873 I. 39 When such young boyes,
Shal have their weake neckes over poisd with crownes.
a 1677 MANTON Serni. Ps. cxix. clxxxii. Wks. 1872 IX. 234
When a man is biassed and poised by his heart to a thing.

1711 ADDISON Spect. No. 25 p 2 As soon as I find my self

duely poised after Dinner, I walk till I have perspired five

Ounces and four Scruples.

f b. intr. To press or tend downward by its

weight :
= PBISE v. 4 b. Obs.

1615 T. ADAMS Lycanthropy 20 Like the Pinacles on some
Battlements that point upward to heaven and poyse down-
ward to their center.

t c. trans. To steady or render stable, as by
adding weight ; to ballast. Obs.

1642 J. M. Argt, cone. Militia Aiij, Everyman ought to
have his conscience poysed by good grounds and principles,
lest that it suffer shipwrack. 1710 STEELE Tatter No. 181

F i That Sobriety of Thought which poises the Heart.

d. With equally or evenly : To weight evenly,
to cause to have equal weight on both sides; to

put in equilibrium, to balance (= 5). Obs. or

merged in 5. (Cf. POISE sb. 5.)

1635 SWAN Spec. M. vi. 2 (1643) 194 The earth . . is so

equally poysed on every side, that it cannot but be firmly

upheld. 1692 BENTLEV Boyle Led. ii. 71 A Bowl equally
poized and thrown upon a smooth Bowling-green. 1769
Junitts Lett, xviii. (1820) 77 The scales are equally poised.

5. To place or keep in equilibrium ;
to hold

supported or suspended ; to make even ; to balance.

lit. and_/f^-.

1639 FULLER Holy War in. v*n. (1840) 127 At last he
resolved . . openly to poise himself indifferent betwixt these
two kings. 1667 MILTON /'. L. v. 579 Where Earth now
rests Upon her center pois'd. 1691 RAY Creation \. (1692)
ii By what Artifice they poise themselves. 1769 ROBERT.
SON Chas. y, xn. III. 396 The balance of power among the
Italian States was poized with greater equality. 1880
* OuiDA "

Afiffiftlf I. 36 Her small head was perfectly poised
on a slender neck. 1898 L. STEPHEN Stntf. Biogr. II. vii.

265 Showing us men poised between the two infinites.

b. To weigh or balance {^one thing with or

against (f by t to] another, or two things against
each other) ;

to bring into or hold in mutual equi-
librium ; to equalize (quot. 1697). Usually ^5g;
Now rare.

1592 SHAKS. Rom. fy Jitl. i. ii. 100 Tut, you saw her faire,

none else being by, Herselfe poys'd with herselfe in either

eye. 1638 Penit. Conf. (1657) 338 Poysing past and future

events as two scales in a balance. 1697 DRYDEN Virg.
Georg. i. 46 Wilt thou bless our Summers with thy Rays,
And seated near the Kallance, poise the Days ? 1781 COWPER
Expostulation, 342 Who poises and proportions sea and
land, Weighing them in the hollow of his hand. 1830
D'IsRAELi Chas. /, III.xi.237 Again was Cartwright poised

against Whhgift.

( C. To be of equal weight with (usually/^.) ;
to

balance, counterbalance ; to equal, match. Obs.

1599 K. JONSON Ev. Man out of Hum. n. i, 'Twill scarce

poize the obseruation else. 1667 H. STUBBE in Phil. Trans.
II. 498 Two contrary Winds poise each other, and make a
Calm in the midst. 1741 YOUNG Nt. Th. vii. 426 Thirst of

applause calls public judgment in, To poise our own, to

keep an even scale.

fd. intr. with against: To counterbalance, com-

pensate. Obs. rare.

^1718 PENN Tracts Wks. 1726 I. 700 They have others

that will more than Poize against the Growing Power of it.

6. trans. To hold or carry in equilibrium ;
to

hold balanced in one's hand, on one's head, etc. ;

to carry steadily or evenly.
1598 UARRET Theor. IVarres \\\. i. 36 Poizing the pike

with an equall poize vpon his thotnbe and shoulder. 1673

[R. LEIGH] Transp. Reh. 55 The 8. elephant supporters not

being able to poize it on their heads. 1737 [S. BERINGTONJ
G. di Lnccas Mem, (1738) 32 His Pistol steadily pois'd in

his Hand. 1863 BARRY Dockyard Econ. 238 The largest

masses can be lifted, poised, or laid down at any point with

the nicest accuracy. 1870 W. CHAMBERS Winter, Mentonei.

13 Their favourite mode of carrying things is to poise them
on the top of the head.

f b. To cause to sway or swing to and fro like

something suspended. Obs.

1625 N. CARPENTER Geog. Del. n. vi. (1635) 85 The Water
..will oftentimes poize it selfe hither and thither, seeking

an aequilibration.

f c. To heave, lift. Obs. rare,

1689
' PHILOPOLITES' Grumble. Crew 4 To use their Skill

and Care, in weighing and poising up again this same

forsaken and sinking Vessel.

7. intr. for reft. To be balanced or held in equi-

librium ;
to hang supported or suspended ;

to

balance itself in the air, to hover.

1847 L. HUNT Jar Honey ii. (1848) 20 As of some breath-



POISED.

less racers, whose hopes poise Upon the last few steps.
1859 All Year Round No. 36. 219 To observe the keen
swift kyjiks poise and skim over the Bosphorus. 1878
GEO. ELIOT Coll. Breakf. P. 63 A butterfly .. Poising in

sunshine.

Hence Poised ///. a., balanced, etc. (in quot.
31643, weighted, loaded); Poi-sing vbl. sb. (also
at:ri6.) and///, a., balancing, weighing, hovering,
etc. (see senses above).
1545 ELYOT, Ascalon, an hebrue woorde, signifieth a poys-

yng, or a balance, a 1643 W. CARTWRIGHT Ordinary n.

iii, Vour poyz'd dye That's ballasted with quicksilver or

fold
Is grosse to this. 1697 DRYDEN Virg. Gtorg, 11. 344

'he heavier Earth is by her Weight betray 'd, The lighter
in the poising Hand is weigh'd. ,71760 SMOLLETT Ode
tndep. 107 Where the poised lark his evening ditty chants.

1871 B. TAYLOR ^VllMjf (1875) I. ii. 44 When over crags and
piny highlands The poising eagle slowly soars. 1873 BLACK
Pr. Thule ii, Something almost majestic.. in the poising of
her head.

Poise, poisee, poisei, obs. ff. POESY.
Poiser (poi-zaj). Forms : 5 poisour, poy-

sour, 7 poyser, 9 poiser. [In sense i, a. AF.
poisour = OF. peseor, peseur, agent-n. f. peser to

weigh ; in other senses f. POISE v. + -ER '.]

f 1. One who weighs ; spec, an officer appointed
to weigh goods (cf. PEISER 2). Obs.
1422 in Proc. Privy Council (1834) III. 17 pe revenues.,

ben gretly encresede or anientischede by coustumers coun-
trollers poisours serchers and alle suche obere officers. 1453
Rolls o/Parlt. V. 268/2 No Sercheour, Gaugeour of Wyn,
..Poyspur, Collectour of Custims. 1656 EARL MONM. tr.

Boccalini, Pol. Touchstone (1674) 267 [These] might be
weighed severally apart., if the poyser were able to do it.

2. That which poises or balances ; an organ used
for balancing ; spec, in Entom., each of the pair of

appendages which replace the hind wings in dip-
terous insects: see BALANCER 4, HALTERES 2.

1805 PRISCILLA WAKEFIELD Dam. Recrcat. i. (1806) to
Two little balls, or poisers, united to the body under the
hinder part of each wing. 1852 T. W. HARRIS Insects New
Kng. 501 Some of these insects have wings ; but others have
neither wings nor poisers. 1883 H. LF.E in Knowledge
15 June 360/1 The flippers or 'paddles

'

[of the dolphin).,
are only used as rudders and poisers.
3. One who holds something poised or balanced.
1884 H. C. BUNNER in Harper's Mag: Jan. 304/2 These

poisers of the airy racket.

Poisie, obs. form of POESV.
Poison (poi-z'n), sl>. (a.) Forms : a. 3 poysun,

4 poisoun, 4-6 poysen, 4-7 -soun, -e, 4-8 -son,
5 -syn, (poyssone), 5-6 poysone, 4- poison.
ft- 3-4 puisun, 4 puison ;

Sf. and north, dial.

5 puso(u)n, puyso(u)n, pwsoune, 6 pussoun
(9 dial, puzzen). [ME. puison, poison, a. OF.
puison (i2thc. mGoc\e(.), poison 'drink, draught ',

later '

poisonous draught
'

(I4th c.) = Pr. poi:o,
poyzon, Sp. pocion, It. pozione:L. potio-nem a
drink, potion, poisonous draught, i.pfftare, pot-nm
to drink : see POTION.]

( 1. A drink prepared for a special purpose ; a
medicinal draught ; a potion. Obs.

1377 LANGU P. PL B. xvm. 52 And poysoun on a pole
bei put vp to his lippes. 1481 CAXTON Myrr. n. xx. no
Waters .. whiche somme men drynke for to be heled of their

maladyes in_
stede of poyson. 1579 LVLY Euphues (Arb.)

150 Y fl Phisition by minglyng bitter poysons with sweete
lyquor, bringeth health to the body.

b. esp. A potion prepared with a deadly or dele-
terious drug or ingredient ; also, such an ingredient
of a drink or food. Obs. or merged in 2.
c 1130 Halt Meid. 33 Tu wilt inoh raoe . . makien puisun&

jeouen bale i bole stude. 13. . Sir Beues (A.) 1932 And
drinke ferst of be win, pat no poisoun was ber in. 1375
BARBOUR Bruce i. 533 And Alexander the conquerntire . .

Wes synedestroyit throw pwsoune. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints
li. (Pan/us) 699 He deit. .of a fellone poyssone, myngit and
mad be tresone. 1568 GRAFTON Chron. II. 218 By the
meane of a sleapyng poyson or drinke that he gaue to his

kepers..he escaped.

2. Any substance which, when introduced into or
absorbed by a living organism, destroys life or

injures health, irrespective of mechanical means or
direct thermal changes. Popularly applied to a
substance capable of destroying life by rapid action,
and when taken in a small quantity.
But the more scientific use is recognized in the phrase

slow poison, indicating the accumulative effect of a dele-
terious drug or agent taken for a length of time.
1387 TREVISA Hieden (Rolls) I. 339 Venym and poysoun

i-brou?t biderward out of ober londes. 1398 Bartk.
De P. R. xvii. iii. (Bodl. MS.) If. I9o/2 Ofte binge (at is
noisome and goode to men is poyson to ober bestes. 1483
Cath. Angl. 295/1 A Puson, aamitum, toxicum, vencnum.
1535 COVERDALE Ps. cxxxix. [cxi.] 3 Adders poyson is
vnder their lippes. 1600 J. PORY tr. Leo's A/rica vn. 295
Heere is also a most strong and deadly poison, one graine
whereof being diuided amongst ten persons, will kill them
all. i6i6,ai623, 1809 [see MEATS*, ic). 1741 MIDDLF.TON
Cicero I. v. 348 [He] put an end to his life by poyson.
1821 BYRON Two Kiscari i.

i, Each breath Of foreign
air he draws seems a slow poison. 1855 BREWSTER
fiewton II. xxv. 372 A virulent poison may differ from the
most wholesome food only in the difference of quantity of
the very same ingredients. 1885 J. STEVENSON in Encycl.Brit. XIX. 275/2 An exact definition of poison

'

is by no
is easy There is no legal definition of what constitutes

a poison. In popular language, a poison is a substance
capable of destroying life when taken in small quantity.
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i i^Alttutt'sSyst. Med. VIII. 464
' Poisons '

manufactured
within the economy can act in a similar manner, as evidenced
by uraimic poisoning. Klod. colloq. They hate each other
like poison.

3. fig. Any principle, doctrine, or influence, the

reception of which is baneful to character, morality,
or the well-being of the body politic ; any baneful
element taken in from without.
c 1470 HENRY Wallace x. 97 Tresonable folk thair mater

wyrkis throu lyst. Poyson sen syn at the Fawkyrk is cald.
1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. ,53,) 35 A poyson of all

poysons in religion moost to be feared, c 1560 A. SCOTT
Poems (S.T.S.) xv. 17 My breist is woyd and purgit of pus-
soun. 1651 HOBBES Leviath. n. xxix. 168 The 'poyson of
seditious doctrines. 1728 ELIZA HEYWOOD tr. time, de
Gomez's Belle A. (1732) II. 157 Flattery is a Poison easily
swallowed. 1838 THIRLWALL Greece III. xxi. 204 The
poison of incurable suspicion perverted every noble feeling.
4. attrib. and Comb. a. Attributive, as poison-

apparatus, -bag, -bowl, -breath, -canal, -clew,
-duct, -fang, -flower, -gland, -organ, -sac, -scrub,
-shrub, -slime, -sting, -thorn, -tooth. b. Ob-
jective and obj. gen., as poison-bearing, -breathing,
-shooting adjs. ; poison-eater, -maker, -secretor,
-seller, -swallower. c. Instrumental, parasyn-
thetic, etc., as poison-barbed, -dipped, -laden, -proof,
-sprinkled, -tainted, -tipped, -toothed adjs.
1835-6 Todd's Cycl. Anat. I. 208/2 Scorpions have also

a "poison-apparatus. 1816 KIRBY & Si'. Kntomol. xvii.
(i8r8) II. 67 Their abdomen is also furnished with a
poison-bag.., in which is secreted a powerful and veno-
mous fluid. 1834 Tail's Mag. I. 124/1 Their arrows, "poison-
barbed. 1838 LYTTON Leila \. ii, Imprisoned, .with the

poison bowl or the dagger hourly before my eyes. 1599
T. MfouTET] Silkworms 67 Of brittle Ash, and "poyson-
breathing vgh [yew]. 1849-52 Todtfs Cycl. Anat. IV. 888/2
1 he tooth itself is crescentic, with the horns, .so as to circum-
scribe the

*poison.cana|. 1835 TALFOURD [on m. ii, The
tree, whose blanches stifling virtue, Shed "poison-dews on
joy. 1866 RL-SKIN Crown Wild Olive iii. (1898) 147 A
"poison-dipped sceptre, whose touch was mortal. 1849-52
Todd's Cycl. Anat. IV. 888/1 The *poison-duct. .rests in a
slight groove, .on the convex side of the fang. 1826 KIRBY &
^v.Entotnol. IV.xlvii. 409 I is venomous maxilla; the "poison-
fangs.

_ 1897 Alltutt's Syst. Med. II. 809 When the snake
opens _its jaws before striking the poison-fangs are erected.
1819 KEATS Isabella xiii, Even bees. . Know there is richest
juice in "poison-flowers. 1849-52 Todd's Cycl, Anat. IV.
888/2 The fang appears.. to be perforated by the duct of
the 'poison-gland. 1552 HULOET, Poyson maker, veneficus.
1679 DBYDEN Tr. <$ Cr. v. ii, Their horse-bodies are "poison-
proof. 1902 H. H. PRICHARD Thro' Heart of Patagonia
in. 44 A low green belt of "poison-scrub. 1826 KIRBY &
SP. Entomol. IV. xli. 127 In the Scorpion.. the 'poison-
secretor is clothed externally with a homy thickish mem-
brane. 1552 HULOET, "Poyson seller, nenenarius. 1840ELIZA COOK IVorld viii, There are spots where the "poison-
shrub grows. 1819 R. SHEIL E-.adne n. i. rg Thou shed-
dest thy "poison-slime upon the flower Of a pure woman's
honour. 1856 AYTOUN Bothwell 11. xvii, I've heard that

r. 173 OMERVILLE ase iv. 226 e

poison-tainted Air. 1899 WERNER Capt. of Locusts 151The boy hurt his hand badly spiked it on some "poison-
thorn, 1 think. 1596 FITZ GETTRM Sir F. DrakedWi) 29
'VPoyson-tooth'd viper, impiously that bites The wombe of
those who are her favorites.

5. Special Combs. : poison-cart (Austral.) a
cart carrying poisoned meat for the destruction
of the dingo ; poison-cup, (a) a cup containing
poison ; (b) a cup or other vessel reputed to break
on poison being poured into it ; poison-flour,
a name for sublimated arsenic trioxide (flowers of

arsenic) in the process of refining ; poison-lime,
a preparation of lime in which skins are immersed
in order to remove the hair before tanning; poison-
ring, a ring by which poison was communicated
in the grasp of the hand

; poison-tower, a cham-
ber in which the poisonous fumes are condensed in
arsenic works; poison-vent, a channel through
which the fumes pass into the poison-tower.
1898

' R. BOLDREWOOD
'

Rom. Canvas Tmun 61 All this
time the "poison-cart was

kept going 1826 MRS. HEMANS
Forest Sonet. \. xx, I flung it back, as guilt's own "poison-
cup. 1839 URE Diet. Arts 56 According to the quality of
the "poison-flour [previously called '

aisenic meal ') it yields
from j to I of its weight of the glass or enamel. 1883 R.
HALDANE Workshop Receipts Ser. n. 372/1 The unhairing
in lime-pits is done . . with the so-called

'

"poison-lime '.

1877 W. JONES Finger-ring 433 A "poison ring of cuiious
construction is described by Mr. Fairholt. 1839 URE Diet
Arts 55 A vertical section of the "poison tower. Ibid. 823
There are poison towers and extensive condensing chambers
attached. Ibid. 56 Pipes leading to the "poison vent.

b. esp. in names of plants (or parts of them)
having poisonous qualities : poison-ash = poison-
sumac; poison-bay, lllicium floridanum (N.O.
Magnoliacesz), the leaves of which are reputed
poisonous ; poison-berry, any plant (or its fruit)
of the genus Cestruru(N.O. Solanacex), of the West
Indies and Brazil

; also,
' the boraginaceous shrub

Boiirreria succulents.
'

(Cent. Diet.) ; poison-
bulb, a South African bulbous plant (or its bulb),
Ruphane toxicaria or Hxmanthus toxicarius (N.O.
Ainaryllidacese) ; also the allied Crinum asia-

\

ticiim
; poison-bush, (a) a poisonous species of

Euphorbia; (b) a West Indian shrub, Thevetia
\

neriijolia (N.O. Apocynacex] ; poison-dogwood, j

POISON.
1 poison-elder = poison-sumac ; poison-flag, an
American species of Iris (7. versicolor) ; poison-
hemlock, U.S. the common hemlock, Coniiim
mcuulatum

; poison-ivy, a trailing or climbing
; species of sumac, Rhns Toxicodendron, of N.
America, having trifbliolate leaves, and producing

j

poisonous effects when touched ; poisou-nut, (a)
the violently poisonous seed of Tanghinia vetieni-

fera (N.O. Apocynacex), used by the natives of
Madagascar in trial by ordeal

;
also the tree ; (b)

=
NL-XVOMICA (Webster 1 864); poison-oak, the low-
growing variety otfUius Toxicodendron (^xspoison-
ivy) ; also the allied R. diveniloba of Pacific N.

j

America, whicli has similar properties ; poison-
pea, Swctinsona Greyana (see next

1

, ; poison-
plant, name in Australia for several leguminous
plants whose leaves are poisonous to cattle, as

species of Gasti-olobium, Swainsona Greyana, and
Lotus australis; poison-root (of Carolina), sEs-
culus pavia, the twigs and roots of which were used
to stupify lish ; poison-sumac, Rhns vencnata,
a. tall N. American shrub with pinnate leaves, also
called poison-ash or poison-elder, and having pro-
perties resembling those of the allied poison-ivy;
poisou-vine, (a'\ a climbing plant of Mediterra-
nean regions, PeriplocagfSKa(N.O./tsckpuulacese),
having poisonous milky juice (also called milk-
vine) ;

_
(V)

=
poison-ivy ; ( poison-weed, ? =

poison-ivy; poison-withe: see quot. See also

POISON-TREE, POISOHWOOD.
1760 J. LF.E Introd. Bat. App. 323 "Poison Ash, Rnus.

1763 W. LEWIS Cainni. Phil. Tec/in. 330 Mr. Catesby . .

describes one, called there the poison-ash, from whose
trunk flows a liquid, black as ink. 1866 Trcas. /Sot. 619 In
Alabama.. l[llici:tiii]Jlorii/anini! .. ha-,.. acquired the name
of "Poison-bay. 1756 P. BROWNE Jamaica (1789) 173 Blue
"Poison Hen ies. . . The nightingales are said to feed upon the
berries of this shrub, which are reckoned very poisonous.
l864\\'EnsTi:R, Toispn-lmlli. 1866 Treas. Hot 181 B[np/itine]

, toxicaria is called the Poison Bulb, and is said to be fatal
to cattle. 1760 J. \.vf.lntrod. Hot. App. 323 "Poison Hush,
Euphorbia. 1871 KINCSLEY At Last i, It proved to be
Tatvetianerii/0h'a...

r
rhKVfa& the first, .warning which we

got not to meddle rashly with 'poison-bush '. 1857 HEN-
FREY lift. 456 K/ius venenata, "Poison-Elder or Poison-
Sumach. 1866 Trcas. Jlot. 979 Poison Sumach or Poison
Elder, is a tall shiub with pinnate leaves. 1845-50 MRS.
LINCOLN Lect. But. 140 Species of Iris one of which, the
common blue flag,. . is sometimes called "Poison flag. Ibid.
151 "Poison hemlock, (Conium,! water parsnip,, .water cow-
bane, are among the poisonous plants of this tribe. 1857
GRAY First Less. Hot. (1866) 34 Uy these rootlets, .the Ivy
of Europe, and our Poison Rhus here called "Poison
Ivy, fasten themselves firmly to walls. 1883 C. PHELPS
in Harper s Mag. Jan. 282/2 The poison-ivy was gorgeous
with a fatal beauty. 1857 HF.NFREY Bot. 512 The seeds of
..the Madagascar M'oi-.on-nut are very deadly. 1760 J.LEE Introd. Bot. App. 323 "Poison Oak, R/ius. 1883
STEVENSON Silverado Sq. 42 An abominable shrub or weed
called poison-oak, whose very neighbourhood is venomous
to some. 1884 MILLER riant-n., Swainsona Greyana,
Darling River Pea, Horse-poison-plant,. .or "Poison Pea, of
Australia. 1866 Trias. Bot. 521 A number of the species of
this \C,astrolobium\ and of allied genera are known in
Western Australia as "Poison plants; and farmers lose
annually a large number of cattle through their eating the
foliage. Ibid. 522 Dr. Harvey says the worst of the Poison-

plants
is GfastrvlMum] bilvbuin. 1712 PETIVER in Phil.

Trans. XXVII. 424 Carolina "Poyson Root. .. Castanea;
Equina; facie. Arbor .. (lore galeato spicato. 1857-66 "Poison-
sumach [see/io elder). 1624 CAPT. SMITH Virginia 170The poysoned weed [in the Bermudas] is much in shape like
our English luy. margin, The "poison weed. 1693 Phil.
Trans XVII. 619 The "Poyson-Wyth of Barbados, which
is a kind of Bryony.

B. adj. Poisonous, poisoned, envenomed. Obs.
exc. as coinciding with the attrib. use of the sb.
in 43.
1530 TINDALE Wks. (Parker Soc.) I. 17 With what poison,

deadly, and venomous hate hateth a man his enemy. Ibid.

1533 MORE Ansvi. PoysonedBk. Wks. 1063/2 A ci

beholdynge wherof deuowred and destroyed the venome of
al the poyson serpentes. 1769 E BANCROFT Guiana 257
Their arms are.. poison arrows. 1821 SHELLEY Scenes Jr.Faust ii. 78 They dart forth polypus antennae, To blister
with their poison spume The wanderer. 1897 MARY KINGS-
LEY IV. Africa 464 If he claims the ordeal, . . he usually has
to take a poison drink.

Poison (poi-z'n), v. Forms: see the sb.; also

4Poisone,5poysn-yn,poysne,poysyn,(posyn),
6 poisin. [ME. poison-en, a. OF. poisonn-er to

give to drink (cf. mod.F. empoisonner to poison),
f. poison POISON, or refashioned from an OF. *pois-
nier:L. potion-are to give (any one) to drink, to

drug, f.potio-nem drink, poisonous draught, POTION.
So Pr. pozionar, Sp. ponzonar.]
1. trans. To administer poison to ; to introduce

poison into the system of (man or animal) ; to kill

or injure by means of poison, poisonous gases, etc.

13.. Coer di L. 2732 He leet taken alle the cors..And
caste into the watyr off our welle, Us to poyson and to

quelle. 13. . E. E. Allit. P. B. 1095 Poysened & parlatyk

pyned
in fyres. < 1380 WYCLIF Wks. (1880) 333 pe pope

& pe emperour my3te priuely be poysined bi suche fadres.

1387 TRKVISA Higden (Rolls) VII. 303 He was i-poysened
wib venym pat was i-doo in his chalys. c 1400 MAUNDEV.
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POISON.

(Roxb.) vi. 19 pis same sowdan was puysond at Damasc.

1483 Cath. Angl. 295/1 To Puson, toxuare. 1526 Pilgr^.

Perf. (W. de W. 1531) 234 b, Lyke as the worme y* is

crusshed or poysoned. 1560 DAUS tr. Sleidanes Coiinn.

260 b, The Pope hireth men to poyson other. 1676 ETHE-
REDGE Man ofMode in. iii, -S'- Fof. I sat near one of 'em..

and was almost Poison'd with a pair of Cordivant Gloves he
wears. Lov, Oh ! ,. How I hate the smell ! 1697 DKYUEN
Virg. Georg. HI. 813 The Water-Snake .. lyes poyson'd in

his Bed. 1786 W. THOMSON Watson's Philip III (1839) 327
He was charged with having poisoned the queen. 1802

R. ANDERSON Cutnberlfl. Ball, 35 Peer Jemmy was puzzen'd,

they say, by a black. 1879 FROUDE Caesar 119 Boys of ten

years had learnt the art of poisoning their fathers.

b. To produce morbid effects in (the blood,
a wound, a limb, etc.) by impregnation or infusion

of poison, decomposing organic matter, ptomaine,
etc. Cf. blood-poisoning in POISONING vol. sb, b.

1605 SHAKS. Lear in. vi. 70 Tooth that poysons if it bite.

1635 J. HAYWARD tr. Bionii'is Banish'd I'irg, 203 The raw
nocturnal! ayre that had poysoned the wound. 1899 J.

HUTCHINSON in Arch. Surg. I. No. 38. 157 Mrs. M had
been pushing back the nail-fold at the root of the nail with
a penknife and had as she suspected poisoned it. Mod.
His hand was poisoned by being pierced with an old nail.

The bite of some insects may poison the blood. A foot

poisoned by the action of a dye-stuff on an excoriated part.

2. To impregnate, taint, or infect (air, water,

etc.) with poison so as to render it poisonous or

baneful ; to charge or smear (a weapon) with

poison. See also POISONED 2.

c 1375 Sc. Lt-g. Saints x.\\\\\. (George} 62 Thru. .corrupci<>n
Of be ayre bat he wald poyson. 1548 ELYOT, Inficere pocitla
"ftieno, to poison the clrynk, to put poyson in the cuppe.
1552 HULOKT, Poyson a place wythcarrayne,./w#/tf. 1553
T. WILSON Rhet. (1580) 127 As if one should poison a Con-
duite hedde, or a River, from whence all menne fetche their

water. 1612 WEBSTER White Dwil Wks. (Rtldg.) 36/2 To
have poison'd his prayer-book, or a pair of beads, The
pummel of his saddle,. .Or the handle of his racket. 1697
DKYDRN V

7
irg. Georg. 111. 725 A Plague .. Pois'ning the

Standing Lakes, and Pools Impure. 1851 MAYNE REID
Scalp Hunt, xxvii, Indians .. engaged in poisoning the

points of their arrows.

3. fig. a. To corrupt, pervert morally; to turn

to error or evil, influence perversely.
1395 PURVEY Remonstr. (1851) 99 It is feynid now that

symple prestis wolen poisone men with gastli venym, that

is, errour othir eresle. 1550 J. COKE Eng. <y Fr. Heralds
68 E ij b, Monster de Labright .. whose ancetours you

ppysoned with money causyng_ them to be I raytours to

Englande. 1604 SHAKS. Oth. i. iii. 112 Did you, by indirect,
and forced courses Subdue, and poyson this yong M aides

affections? 1701 ROWE A tub. Step-Moth. \\. ii. 787 Hast
thou not With thy false Arts poyson'd his Peoples Loyalty?
1868 FHEEMAN Norm. Conq. II. vii. 137 There was another
voice at the royal ear, ever ready to poison the royal mind.

b. To prove destructive or fatal to i^an action,

state, condition, etc.).

1605 SHAKS. Lear n. iv. 39 Meeting heere the other

Messenger, Whose welcome I perceiu'd had poison'd mine.

1687 BOYLE Martyrd. Theodora ix, The deadly draught ..

poysoned not his [Socrates'] reputation, .. but that of his

accusers and his judges. 1697 DRYDEN Virgt Past. vn. 40
Lest his ill Arts or his malicious Tongue Shou'd poison, or

bewitch my growing Song. 1765 FOOTE Commissary i.

Wks. 1799 II. 15 The slightest suspicion wou'd poison your
project. 1894 HALL CAINE Manxman in. x, Tom could
not deny himself a word of bitterness to poison the pleasure.

4. transf. To render (a thing) foul and unfit for

its purpose by some noxious or deleterious addition

or application.
1500-20 DUNBAR Poems lix. 9 That fulle dismemberit hes

my meter, And poysound it with strang salpeter. a 1693
LUDLOW Mem. (1771) 31 Confessing that he had accordingly
poisoned two cannon and the Harquebuz that was broken.

1706 PHILLIPS, To Poison a Piece, a Teim in Gunnery.
See To Cloy and to Nail. 1765 Museum Rust. III. 284
Some .. were exactly level, so as to be quite poisoned with
the wet, which could not drain off. 18x6 VANDEHSTRAETEN

Impr. Agrit: 6 The land will be poisoned with noxious
roots and plants. 1884 C. G. W. LOCK Workshop Receipts
Ser. in. 66/2 They pronounced it to be full of arsenic and

antimony; so., that their furnaces were, as they said,
'

poisoned ', and rendered unfit for refining.

5. Saltworks. (See quots.)
1885 HOLLAND Chesh, Gloss^ Poisoning, .. said of a pan

when some ingredient is put into it to make the brine work
differently, 1894 BARING-GOULD Queen of L. II. 16 A little

glue or soft soap is put into the brine this is called
'

poisoning
'

it to collect the impurities.

Foisonable (poi-zanab'l), a. [f. prec. + -ABLE.]
tl. Having the property of poisoning; poisonous.
c 1470 HENRYSON Orpheus *f Eitrydice 313 (Bann. MS.)

Thy ineit wennome, thy drink is pvsonable. ^1550 R.
BIKSTON Bayte Fortune LJ iv, Three thinges there be to man
as venitn poysonable. ((1598 ROLLOCK Led. Passion, etc.

(1616) 551 The drinking of deadly and poysonable things.
1645 USSHKK Body Div. (1647) 368 Without the which they
may be hurt full and poisonable unto us. c 17*0 W. GIBSON
Farrier's Guide n. liv. (1738) 207 The biting of a mad Dog,
is not so poisonable as is generally supposed.

2. Capable of being poisoned; subject to poison.
1846 in WORCESTER. 1871 SIR J. PAGET in Mem. fy Lett,

iii. 246 My blood and textures regained the state they had
before. .and I became again more poisonable.

tPoi'flonal.fl. Obs. rare. [See-ALl.] Poisonous.
a 1660 Contemp. Hist, Irel. (Ir. Arch. Soc.) I. 132 That

prejudicious and poysonall peace. Ibid, III. 85.

Poisoned (poi'z'nd), ///. a. [f. POISON v.

+ -ED *.]

1. Of men or animals : Affected with, sickened

with, or killed by poison.
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c 1300 Cursor M. 21056 (Edin.) JJe pnssund [?'. rr. puisund,

poysoned] men he ralsid rabe pat war stan-dede for suilc a
drinc. c 1440 Promp. Pant. 407/1 Poysenyd, intoxicatus,
mrnlentus. 1483 Cath. Angl. 295/1 Pusond, toxicatns,
wncnatHs. 1898 Allhntfs Syst. Med. V. 887 In certain

poisoned conditions of blood .. fatty degeneration of the

muscular fibres of the heart maybe very extensive. 1899 Ibid.

VIII. 641 There is a distinct history of a poisoned wound.

b. fig. Affected with moral poison ; corrupted.

1578 LYTE Dodoens in. Ixxx. 430 A Pharisee, who maketli a

glorious and beautifull shewe, but inwardly is of a corrupt
and poysoned nature.

2. Impregnated, imbued, charged, or smeared

with poison.
1470-85 MALORY Arthur xvm. iii. 729 And soo it befelle..

a good knyght. .to take a poyspnd Appel. 1600 J. PORY tr.

Leo's Africa Introd. 27 Which causeth them to shoote

poisoned arrowes, 1605 SHAKS. Macb. \. vii. n This euen-

nanded lustice Commends th' Ingredience of our poyson'd
Challice To our owne

lips. 1725 DE FOE I'oy. round World
(1840) 89 For fear of poisoned arrows.

b. Jig. Charged with moral poison.
1567 Keg. Privy Council Scot. 1.537 That the youtheid be

nocht infectit be poysonit doctrine. z6n HIULE Transl.

Prcf. 3 The Scripture is. .a Ph ysi[ci Jons-shop of preseruatiues
against poisoned heresies. 1741 MlDDLBTON Cicero II. x.

3^1 The flatteries and poisoned honors of the Senate.

f 3. Endowed with poison ; venomous. Obs.

1533 MORE Answ. Poysoned Bk. Wks. 1063/2 Al y
a
poy-

soned serpentes of hell. 1579 LYLY Euphnes (Arl>.) 124
Taken out of the heade of the poysoned Dragon. is8z
S i

, \NYHURST .^Encis n. (Arb.) 58 The owtpeaking from weeds
of poysoned adder.

fb. fig. Full of moral poison; envenomed,
malignant. Obs.

1508 DUNBAR Flyting 70 It sal be blawin owt, How that

thow, poysonit pelor, gat thy palkis. 1588 Marprel. Kpist.
(Arb.) 3 Right ]*>ysond, persecuting and terrible priests.

Poisoner (poi-zanaj). [f. POISON v. -t- -ER 1
.]

One who or that which poisons (//'/. and Jig.).

1382 WYCLIF Rev. xxli. 15 Houndes, and venym doers \_gl.

or poyseners], and vnchaast men. 1482 Monk ofEz'csham
(Arb.) 83 They that were posynncrs and posynyd folke. 1563
WiNgET Four Scoir Thrc Quest. Wks. 1888 I. 52 Poyson-
naris of the peple of God. 1611 SHAKS. \Vint. r, i. ii. 352,
I must be the poysoner Of good Polixenes. 16^3 DRYDEN
Juvenal vi. (1697) 159 So many Mischiefs were in one com-
bin'd ; So much one single Pois'ner cost Mankind. 1868

FREEMAN Norm. Conq. II. ix. 413 Having.. stooped to the

trade of a secret poisoner. 1889 Century Mag. Aug. 510
The cobra surpasses as a poisoner all of our American snakes,

1893 UnMy AViwy 28 Feb. 5/1 It renders the animal proof
against the attacks of the poisoner microbe.

Hence Poi'soneress (rare), a female poisoner.
1598 GKEXEVVEY Tacitus' Ann. xm. iv. 183 Nero.. com-

manded the poisoneresse [Agrippina] to be put to death.

1611 COTGR., EnipoisonneresM) a poisonneresse, a woman
that impoisons.

Poi'SOnful, a. Obs. or dial. [f.
POISON sb.

+ -FUL.] Full of or containing poison; poisonous,
venomous, deadly, baneful, a. lit.

1554 UKCON Supplic. Wks. 1563 II. in. 22 Vnto these
vnwholsome and pestilent and poysonfull Pastures the

dryuc the shepe. 1596 RALEIGH DuCffP. Gviana 26 There
breed diuers poysonfull wormes and serpents. 1615 \V.

LAWSON Country Housew, Card, (1626) 45 Poysonfull smoke.

1643 TRAPP Comm. Gen, xlv. 7 He makes of a poisonfull

viper, a wholesome triacle. 1693 I. MATHER Cases Consc,

(1862) 262 The vulgar Error concerning the Basilisks killing
with the Look of his Poysonful Eye. [1855 ROBINSON
Whitby Gloss, s. v., 'The house was parfitly puzzomful '.]

b. fig. Poisonous to the mind or morals.

15*0 WHITINTON Vitlg. (1527) 22 (20) What is so detestable

to a man as this poysonfull couetyse ? 1534 Tullyes
Office$\. (1540)20 Mischevous and poysonfull flater*ers. 1662

KtBBBRT Body Div. i. 233 They vented their damnable and

ppisonful
doctrine. 1679 C. NESSE Antid. agst. Popery 157

This is such a poisonful position.

Hence f Poi'sonfully adv., venomously.
1599 Bronghtoris Let. vii. 20 Marrow, verely serpentine

and viperous,, .poysonfully sprinkling his Grace.

Poisoning (porzonirj), -vbl. sb. [f. POISON v.

+ -ING i.]
'1 he action of the verb POISON.

(1440 Promp. Parv. 407/1 Po>
r

senynge,/w/t7.r/raf;V. 1548
UDALL, etc. JZra&m. Par. Mark v. 30 b, Treasons and

poysoninges, with the practise of art Magike or sorcery.
1626 BACON Sylva 915 Poisoning of air is no less dangerous
than poisoning of water. 1631 StarChamb. Cases (Camden)
10 A poysoninge of my Lord's honor with the Duke, with
the King, and with the rest of the nobility. 1769 BLACK-
STONE Comm. IV. iii. 34 In case ofmurder by poisoning, a man
may be a principal felon, by preparing and laying the poison.

b. As the second element in combinations with

words denoting (a) the agent or medium, as beer-
t

fod-i fllHA lls 'i phosphoriis-poisoning, (b) the ob-

ject, as blood-poisoning,
( a term in popular use

to denote diseases arising from the introduction

into the blood of decomposing organic matter
'

(Syd. Soc. Lex. 1881); toxaemia.

1897 Phosphorus poisoning [see PHOSPHORUS 4). 1900
IVestm. Gaz. i Dec. 6/2 The number of persons., who
have been or are suffering from beer-poisoning amounts to

about 1,200. 1902 Daily Chron. 18 Sept. 3/4 The microbe
.. discovered by Dr. Klein in the Wei beck food-poisoning
cases. 1904 Westm. Gaz. 6 Oct. 10/1 A very considerable
number of the cases of fungus-poisoning recorded annually.

Poi'soning, ///. a. [f. as prec. + -ING *.]

That poisons ; poisonous.
1604 F. HERING Mod. Defence 24 The poisoning quality of

Arsenicke. 1828 A. JOLLY Sunday Serv. (1840) 246 Tem-
poral quiet often proves intoxicating and poisoning by its

. .pleasures. 1847 EMERSON Poems, IVoodnoffs n. 69 Whom
the city's poisoning spleen Made not pale, or fat, or lean.

POISONY.

Poi'SOiiless, a. rare.
[f.

POISON sb. -f -LESS.]
Free from poison.
1608 TOPSELL Serpents 272 Their [English spiders'] byting

is poysonlesse. 1654 W. JKNKVN Fun. Serm. n Not only
poisonlesse but wholsome. 1895 C. F. NICHOLS in Review
of Rev. Mar. 202 A commune, .would require, .to be poison-
less, at least with regard to virulent, .disease.

fPcrisonly, adv. Obs. rare*-
1

, [f. POISON a.

+ -LY-.] Poisonously, after the manner of poison.
1562 J. HKVWOOD Prov, fy Epigr. (1867) 214 Thy prophesy

poysonly to the pricke goth.

f Poi-sonment. Obs. rare*-*,
[f.

POISON v. +
-MENT: cf. F. empoisonnement.'] The act of poison-

ing; in quot, a means of poisoning, poison.
c 1470 HARDING Chron. ccx.

y,
Some in his sherte put oft

tyine venemyng, And some in meate and drinke great

poysoneinent ; Some in his hose, by great ymagenement.
Poisonous (poi'xaoas), a.

[f.
POISON sb. +

-ous.]
1. Containing or of the nature of poison ; having

the quality or properties of a poison
* venomous.

1573-80 BARET Ah. P 546 Poisonous. Venemous, full of

poison, stinking, of an euill taste, virulentus. 1665 DKYDEN
&. HOWARD hid. Queen m. i, Yet we destroy the poisonous

viper's young. 1697 DRYDEN Virg. Georg. 11. 209 Nor
pois'nous Aconite is here produc'd. 17*6 LEONI Albert?!
Arc/lit. I. 15/2 A Steam, .so poysonous, that. .it. .infected

all Asia. 1866 Treas. Dot. 109 The Deadly Nightshade...
All parts of the plant are poisonous, lbid,

t
When taken in

large or poisonous doses.

2. fig. Morally destructive or corrupting ; con-

veying an evil influence
; malevolent, malignant.

n 1586 SIDNEY Astr. $ Stella civ, Enuious wits, what hath
bene mine offence, That with such poysonous care my
lookes you marke? 1660 Trial Regie. 14 Many Poysonous
Opinions having gone abroad. 1817 SHELLEY Rev. Islam
ix. xv, The falsehood of their poisonous lips. 1904 BENSON
Chaltoners xiii, Yes, it is nonsense. . . It is poisonous, suicidal

nonsense. 1906 Daily Chron. 6 Mar. 4/7
'

Awfully ',

'

rotten
'

and 'poisonous
1

,
which is rapidly superseding both are

probably the most ill-Used words in the English language
as it is spoken.

t b. With of: Having the quality of poisoning
or destroying ;

destructive of. Obs.

1607 SHAKS. Cor. v. iii. 135 You might condemne vs As

poysonous of your Honour.
3. Comb.
1611 SHAKS. Cymb.\\\.\\, 5 What false Italian, (As poysonous

tongu'd, as handed)?
Hence Poi'sonously adv. (in quot. 1646 = by

poison) ; Foi'souousness.
1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. 175 The Antipathy be-

tween a Toad and a Spider, and that they poisonously
destroy each other, is very famous. 17*7 BAILEY vol. II,

Poisonousness, poisonous Quality. 1871 NAPHKYS Prev. $
Cure Dis, i. viii. 245 Foul air which acts poisonously upon
the system.

Poi'soiisoiue, a. Obs. [f. POISON sb. +

-SOME.] Charged or tainted with poison, poisonous.
ci59S CAPT. WVATT R. Dudleys Voy. W. Ind. (Hakl.

Soc.) 19 This Jlande beinge soe poisensome a place . . might
breed some contagious infection amonge our men. 1630
A'. J'ohnsoti's Kingd. <y Commw. 425 Most huge Dragons
and poisonsome. 1650 S. CLARKE Eccl. Hist., Calvin (165$
638 The poysonsom Doctrines of the Libertines and Carpo-
cratians. 1688 R. HOLME Armoury n. 123/1 Poisonsom
Smokes . . are . . in their Kinds and Degrees hurtful.

Hence f Foi'sonsonieuess. Obs.

1645 USSHER Body Div. (1647) 143 Because there are

principles of hurtfulnesse and poysonsomnes in them.

Foi'son-tree.
1. Name forvarious treeswith poisonous properties.
fa. Some West Indian tree (?of the N. O. Euphorbiacese\

Obs. b. The poison-sumac, Rhus vencnata, and other

poisonous species of Rhus, c. The upas-tree, Antiaris

toxicaria. d. Acacia varians of Australia, e* Croton
Verreauxii of Queensland.
1693 Phil. Trans. XVII. 622 There is an Arborescent sort

with a very large Leaf, no less venomous than the Manei~

nello,.. by those of Barbados called the Poyson-tree. 1721
SHERARD ibid. XXXI. 147 The Poywjn-Tree grows to the

bigness of Elder. 18x1 J. J. STOCKDALE (title) Civil and

Military Sketches of the Island of Java, .. comprising ..

authentic particulars of the Celebrated Poison-Tree. 1857
HENFREY Elem. Hot. 459 Acacia varians, of Australia,
has been called the Poison-tree. 1884 MILLER Plant'

.,

Poison-tree, . . Queensland, Croton Verreanxii. 1893 SI-ON

Mechanic's Own Bk. (ed. 4) 163 Excoecaria Agallocha
(Poison Tree).. wood is hard, and fine-grained.

2. gen. Any tree of poisonous or deleterious

nature. Alsoj^f. (Cf. upas-tree?)
a 1835 MRS. HEMANS in H. F. Chorley Mem, (1837) I. 273

From such agonizing strife the mind will often seek refuge-
though it be the shelter of a poison-tree. 1849 tr. Fouques
Sir Elidoc 70, 1 feel myself like a poison-tree in the dukedom.

Poi'souwood. a. Name for certain poisonous

species of J\hus
t
as A*, venetia/a, the Poison-sumac

of N. America, and ft. Metopium of the West
Indies, b. Sebastiania /waV/<z(N.O. Eitphorbiace&)>
of the West Indies.

1721 DUDLEY in Phil. Trans. XXXI. 145 The Poyson-
Wood-Tree grows only in Swamps, or low wet Grounds,
and . . is by some called the Swamp Sumach. Ibid. 146

The Poyson-Wood. .has this effect only on some particular
Persons and Constitutions. 1730 MORTIMER ibid. XXXVI.
430 Toxicodendron,foliisalaiisi..\\\z Poison Wood. This

Tree distills a Liquid, black like Ink, which the Inhabitants

say is Poison. 1884 MILLER Plant-n., Poisonwood, W.
Indian, Sebastiania lucida.

t Poi'SOny, a. Obs. rare. [f. POISON sb. + -v.]

Containing or of the nature of poison ; poisonous.



POISSARDB.

1591 SYLVESTER Du Bartas \. iii. 709 The poysonte Ser-

pents that unpeople quite Cyrenian desarts. Ibid. 1072

Pale Envies poysonie heads. 1746 BREINTAL in Phil.

Trans. XL1V. 145 (149), I . . cupp'd it, and drew out a

Quart or more of ugly poisony slimy Stuff.

II Foissarde (pwairid). [F., a low foul-

mouthed woman, a market-woman, fern, of obs.

poissard pickpocket, rogue, f. poix pitch + -ABD,

because things
' stick to his fingers

'

;
also a fish-

wife (by association with Caisson fish).] A French-

woman of the lowest class, esp. one of the Parisian

market-women, who led riots during the first

revolution.

1790 H. WALPOLE Let. to Miss Berry 3 July, The pois-

sardes huzzaed them. 1797 CANNING, etc. in Anti-Jcuohn
No. 4 (1799) 137 While her sportive Poissardes with light

footsteps are seen To dance in a ring round the gay Guillo-

tine. 1833 HT. MARTINEAU Fr. Wines f, Pol. vii. 109 The

shrill voiced poissardes were broiling their rations, pi-

heating their strong liquors. 1848 A. FONBLANQUE in Life

f. Labours ii. (1874) 223 The women .., animated with the

spirit of the poissardes of '93.

b. A French fishwife.

1818 Sporting Mag. II. 161 The bathing women, the

poissardes of the coast, in their blue flannel dresses. 1860

RUSKIN Mod. Paint. V. IX. ix. 294 A friendly turn of mind

towards herring fishing, whaling, Calais poissardes and

many other of our choicest subjects in after life.

Foist, obs. Sc. form of POST.

t Poister, v. Obs. [app. a variant of PESTER

v.
;

cf. OF. enpaistrier (1 2th c. in Hatz.-Darm.).]

trans. To hopple, fetter, entangle, encumber.

In quot. 1523 (which is earlier than any instance offester,

empester, or impester), the sense is not very clear.

1513 LD. BERNERS Froiss. I. Pief. 2 [History] depresseth,

poysterelh, and thrusteth downe such as ben wicked, yuell,

and reprouable. 1567 J. SANFORD Efictetus
6 When his

foote is poistered and shakled, the bodie is also cumbred.

tPoi'SUre. Obs. rare. [f.
POISE v. + -URE.

Cf. OF. poisnrc weight, what serves to weigh.]

Poise, balance.
a 1619 FLETCHER Wit without M. !. i, Nor is this forc'd,

but the meer quality and ppisure
of goodness. 1643 HEKLE

Answ. Feme 33 The priority of the Peeres gives order and

poysuie . . to the whole body. 1669 W. SIMPSON Hydrol.

Cliyin. 313 The pressure of ayr within and.. without the

glass are brought to an. .equal poysure.

fPoisy, a. Obs. rare. [f. POISE sb. + -Y.J

Heavy or bulky of body : cf. PEISY.

1538 ELYOT, Crassus, fatte, fleshy, thycke, grosse, poysye.

Poite, obs. form of POET.

Poitrel (poi'trel). Now Hist, and arch. Forms:

5-6 poytrell, 6 poiterell, 6-8 poitrell, 7 -il,

poietrel(l, poytrel,6-9 poitrel, 7-9-31,9 -ail. [a.

OF. poitral, orig. peitral, now with change of suffix

poitrail :-L. perforate breast-plate, PECTORAL. Poi-

tral is the Central or Parisian Fr. form, intro-

duced into Eng. app. by Caxton, the earlier form

from Norman Fr. being PEITREL, q. v.]

A piece of armour to protect the breast of a horse :

often richly gilt and ornamented, and retained for

ornament after its defensive use had ceased.

c 1489 CAXTON Sonncs of Aymon viii. 197 The horses

gyrthe nor the poytrell myghte not helpe. 1552 ELYOT,

Cucumis,..a bullion of copper, set on bndels or poitrels of

horses, for an ornament. 1593 R. D. Hypnerotomachia 14 b,

To the fore gyrth on eyther side was buckled a riche and

gorgeous poiterell. c 1611 CHAPMAN Iliad xix. 370 Alcymus

put poitrils on, and cast upon their jaws their bridles. 1678

WANLEV Wond. Lit. World iv. xxvL 6. 408/1 The horse

had a pendant Jewel of Precious Stones at his Poictrel.

1714 STEELE Pod. Misc., Ninth Thebais 270 Below his

Breast . . a bending Poitral hung. 1745 S . MADDEN Boulters

Man. 67 Her beauteous Breast a golden Poitrell grac d.

1817 MOORE Lalla R. (1824) 86 Steeds.. Their chains and

poilrels glittering in the sun. 1866 CONINOTON Abuid vn.

228 Golden poitrels grace their necks.

b. trans/. A breast-plate ; a stiff stomacher.

1607 R. QAREW] tr. Esticnnc's World of Wonders 156,

I haue.. heard of certaine gentlewomen .. who made no

bones to weare poytrels or stiffe stomachers, endangering

thereby the life of their child. 1717 BULLOCK Wain, a Riddle

II. 24 Your own puissant eyes against which no Poitrel is

able to defend the heart of man.

Poitrell, error for POINTEL i.

|| Poitrinaire (pwatrinj-r). [F., f. poitrlne

chest + -aire :-L. -drius : see -AHY 1.] A person

suffering from chest or lung disease.

1882 Standard 22 Dec. 5/1 Comparatively youthful invalids,

. .described graphically, if not gracefully, by the foreign

name of poitrinaires. 1884 Pali Mali Gaz. 24 Sept. 2/1

The soft, warm air so dear and necessary to the poitnnaire.

II Poivrade (pwavra-d). Also 7-8 poiverade.

[F. (1505 in Hatz.-Darm.) f. poivre pepper: see

-ADE.] Pepper-sauce. Also attrib.

1699 EVELYN Acetaria App. Ojb, How a Poiverade is

made. 1792 CHARLOTTE SMITH Desmond I. 85 There was

neither game gravy, nor poiverade, nor even bread sauce.

1806 A. HUNTER Culina (ed. 3) 215 When cold, and cut into

slices, it eats well with poivrade sauce. 1902 Daily Chron.

ii Jan. 8/4 To make the poivrade sauce.

Po-kable, a. [f. POKE v.1 + -ABLE.] Capable
of being poked.

Poke (po"k),

(3) 4- 1

Now chiefly dial Forms :

5-7 pooke, 6-7 (9 dial.)

1059

poake, 7- poak ; Sf. 5 poyke, 5-6 poik, 6 polk.

P. Sc. and north, dial. 5 pok, 5-6 pokke, 7

pocke, 8-9 pock. (9 dial, puok, puoek, pooak,

pwok(e, pwoak ;
also pook, pouk, powk : Eng.

Dial. Diet.) [Not in OE. : ME./OAV from I4th c.,

represented 1276 by Anglo-L. poka (unam pokam
lane), agrees in form with Wf.poque (i 2thc.),/0xV

( 1 4th c. in Godef.) = f.poche ;
also \cA.poki (

1 3th c.),

early mod.Flem. poke (Kilian) ;
also Ir. poc, Gael.

poca bag ; the affinities of which are uncertain, as is

the question of their relationship to Q].pokha, ME.

pow/ie, pouh), POUGH, bag (for which Lindisf. Gl.

has also pocca). The later Eng. spellings pook,

poak imply lengthened o, as do also the Sc. poik,

polk. A form with short o (pok(k, pock) is found

in Sc. and north. Eng. from 151)1 c., but this is

not (o), but (o), a vowel which, like that of Sc.

puock and north. Eng. pwoke, p-diooak, represents

ME. o from o in an open syllable. The mod. Sc.

poult, north. Eng. poof:, with (u, it), may correspond
to NF. dial, pouquc beside poque. The phonology
offers difficulties both in Eng. and Fr. : cf. POUCH.]
1. A bag ;

a small sack : applied to a bag of any
material or description, but usually smaller than

a sack. Now dial. exc. in to buy a pig in a poke

(PlG s6.l), in Sc. a cat in a poke, F. chat en poc/ie.

In Sc. applied to the bags or wallets in which agaberlun/ic

or beggar canicd provisions and portable property.

o. 1276 Rot. Hundred. (1812) I. 398/2 Quldam judel

Lincolnie . . furebantur unam pokam lane, c 1300 llavdok

780 Hise pokes fulle of mele an korn.^ c 1380 WVCLIF Serin.

Rec. II. 86, j. poke cum salt,vd. c i^oPromp. Pai-i.^o-j/i
Pooke (or poket.or walette), sacculus. 1488 Inv. R. Wardr.

(1815) 12 In a canves poik within the said box tuelf hundreth

& sevin angel nubilis. 1508 DUNBAR Flyting 147 5e gang
With polkis to mylne, and beggis baith meill and schilling.

c 1530-1860 [see PIG sb> 10 a, b]. 1538 in Lane. Wills (1884)

20 Two seeks and two lesse pookes. 1613 W. LAWSON

Country Ilousen: Card. (1626) 51 A gathering Apron like

a Poake. 1648-60 HKXHAM, Karen-sack, a Coine-sack, or

a corne-pooke. 1723 Swn'T New Year's Gift 17 A pair

of leathern pokes [rime folks]. 1824 SCOTT Rcdgauntlet
Let. xiii, The hare-brained goose saw the pokes. 1875

llriehloH Daily News 10 Mar. 2/5 Bringing a poke of

brail down a step-ladder. 1883 G. C. DAVIES Norfolk
Broads xix. (1884) 141 The eel-net is set across the dyke to

catch them in its long
'

poke '. 1883 J. Y. STRATTON Hops

ff Hop-pickers 34 From the bin the hops are carried in

'

pokes
'

to the
'

oast-house '. 1902 Berca (Kentucky)

Quarterly Nov. 17 It usually comes in two-pound paper

packages, or
'

pokes '.

(3. 1447 in Dundee Charters (1880) 24 b, And of al vtlnr

thinges pok, pak, and baiel proporcionablie. c 1470 HENRY-

SON Mar. Fab. II. (.Town ff C. Mouse) xv, Pokkis [a. r.

sekkis] full of grots. imAcc.Bk. W. Wray in Antiouaty
XXXII. 243 Item i'lj sakes, lij pokkes. 1625 ^ eslry bks.

(Surlees) 296 Given for a pocke of coles, 2d. 1733 in

Ramsay's Tea-t. Misc. I. 29 Ye shall hae twa good pocks.

1824 SCOTT Redgauntlet Let. xi, The pock of siller.

b. A bag holding a definite quantity, varying

according to the nature of the commodity, as wool,

coal, meal, hops ;
used as a measure of capacity.

(It is not clear whether the early quots. belong here.)

l7-8 RollsofParlt. II. 215/2, xi pokes de madder. IS- .

Aberdeen. Rcgr. XVI. (Jam.), Polk of wool. 1855 MORTON

Cycl. Agric. II. 1125/3 Poke, of wool, 20 cwts.

c. A pocket worn on the person. Obs. or arch.

1600 SHAKS. A. Y. L. u. vii. 20 Then he drew a diall from

his poake. 1675 COCKER Morals 6 All are but Smoke To
him that has no mony in his Poke. 1700 T. BROWN

Ainusem. Ser. ft Com. iii. (1709) 16 With his Pockes as

empty as his Brains. 1880 WEBB GoMie's Faust in. x. 183

Apart from this I've nothing in my poke.

2. A bag or bladder filled with air, used by fisher-

men as a buoy. U. S.

1887 Fisheries U. S. Sect. v. II. 270 When the '

pokes
'

are

used, the officer gives the order to
' Blow up 1 Blow up !

' and

a man with sound lungs grasps one of these membranous

pouches and inflates it. .. It is then attached to the whale.

1 3. A long wide or full sleeve. Obs.

1402 Pol. Poems (Rolls) II. 69 The pokes of purchace

hangen to the erthe. 1432-30 tr. Higden, Harl. Contin.

(Rolls) VIII. 514 Crete insolence of vesture .. gownes with

longe pokus, made in the maner of a bagpype. [1706

PHILLIPS s. v., Pokes were also a sort of long-sleev'd Gowns,
which Fashion grew so affected and extravagant, that the

wearing of them was forbidden.)

f4. A kind of net, a bag-net. Obs.

1579 Sc. Acts Jos. VI (1814) III. 147/1 That destroyis

the smoltis and fry of salmond. .be polkis, creillis, trammel-

nettis, and hery watteris.

5. A morbid bag-like swelling on the neck, f a.

In man, The goitre, also called Bavarian poke.
1621 BURTON Anat. Mel. i. ii. u. i. (1676) 42/2 Aubanus

Bohemus referrs that Slruiua,or Poke of the Bavarians and

Styrians to the nature of their waters. 1673 RAY Joiirn.

Lmu C. 143 We saw . . many men and women with large

swellings under their chins . . called . . by some in English,

Bavarian Pokes.

b. In sheep, A bag growing under the jaws,

symptomatic of the rot ; hence, the disease itself.

1798 Statist. Ace. Scot. XX. 469 Seldom subject to that

disease called by sheep-farmers the poke, (a swelling under

the jaw), or to the scab. . . The poke, particularly, often proves
fatal. 1878 Cumberland Gloss. 76/1 Sheep tainted wuh rot

often exhibit the symptom of a poke or bag under the jaws.

POKE.

6. The stomach of a fish, colloq. or dial. Also,

the sound or air-bladder of a fish (Cent. Diet.).

1773 HARRINGTON in Phil. Trans. LXIV. 117 Mr. Hunter

opened a charr..and found the poke, as our fishmongers
call it, very different. 1897 W. KINGSTON in Daily Ncms
10 Sept. 2/1, 1 once saw a gold ring taken out of a cod 'spoke.

7. atlrib. and Comb. : poke-bag (dial.), the I^ong-

tailed Titmouse (Acredula rosea) ; poke-boy (sec

quot.) ; poke-cheeked a., having baggy cheeks ;

poke-hooked a. (see quots.) ; poke-horse, a pack-
horse carrying loads in two pokes or bags ; poke-

(poek-) net (see quot. 1805); poke- (pock-)

nook, one of the corners at the bottom of a bag or

sack ;
one's own poke-nook, one's own means, one's

private resources ; poke- (pock-) shakings, the

last portions of meal, etc., shaken out of a sack ;

fig. the smallest of a litter of pigs ;
the youngest

child in a family ; f poke-sleeve, a dee]) and broad

sleeve : see sense 3. Also POKK-ITIUHNO.

1885 SWAINSON Prov. Names Birds 32 The penduline
form of the nest, and the feathers which compose the lining,

have obtained for the bird the names of. .Poke pudding or

Poke bag, .. Feather poke. 1805 R. W. DlCKSON I'ract.

Agric. II. 753 (Hops) Another person will be requisite in

the hop-plantation, in order to pick up the scattered blanches

of the binds, and convey the pioduce to the kiln. A boy is

in general employed in this business, who, from the iialme

of his work, is commonly called the 'poke boy. 1843 CAK-

LVLE in Froude Life in Land. (1884) 320 A long, soft, poke-
checked face, with busy, anxious black eyes. 1883 (', nlury

.]/!, XXV. 902/1 Many.. fish ..arc caught, not by the

hook cnteiing the jaws of the fish, but because it U fastened

in their stomach, ..a fish so captured is called ''poke-

hooked'. 1897 KIPLING Captains Courageous W, Help us

here Hnrve. It's a big un. Poke-hooked, too. ..He had

taken the bait right into his stomach. 1669 in Northnmbld.

Gloss, s. v., Bling all the "Poke.horses that llespasse upon
the ffell into the comon pine-fold. 1805 FOKSYIJI Beauties

Scot!. (1806) III. 389 Drag-nets, or "pock nets, that is, nets

in firm of a bag, are often used. 1845 Statist. Ace. ScotL

XIV. 165 Catching fresh water fish with a kind of pock-net.

1583 Leg. Kp. St. Androis 661 Bot menstrallis, serving man,

and maid, Gat Mitchell in anc auld pocke nucke. 1821

GALT Ann. Parish xiv. (1850) 57 It was thought that it [the

cost] would have to come out of their own pock-nook. 1844

BAIL.\NTINE Miller of Dcaiihaityh i. 18 Your mould

fills mony a pock nook. 1808 JAMIF.SON,
*
Pock-shakings. .,

a vulgar term, used to denote the youngest child uf a

family. ..It often implies the idea of something puny in

appearance. 1844 STEPHENS Bk. Farm II. 700 The small

weak pigs are usually nicknamed n'rigs, or pack shakings.

1592 STOW Ann. ^19 Gownes with deepe and broade sleeucs,

commonly called 'poke sleeues. vjuSfeclator No. 619 PC;

My learned Correspondent who writes against Masters

Gowns and Poke Sleeves.

Poke, tt''-- [aPP- either an application of prec.

(from its shape or appearance), or (as more gener-

ally held) from POKE f. 1
(from its poking out or

projecting).
Actual evidence is wanting.]

1. A projecting brim or front of a woman's

bonnet or hat.

(The meaning in quot. 1770 is not clear: cf. 1815 in sense 2.)

1770 LADY MARY COKE Jrnl. 28 Dec., The headdress..

must be black, that is to say the poke and the lapplts, but

upon the head you are permitted to wear the ribbon of the

colour of your robe. 1813 LADY BURGHERSH Lett. (1893) 6r

An immense quilling of lace or ribbon round the poke. 1859

GEO. ELJOT A. Bede 1, The close poke of her little black

bonnet hid her fact; from him.

b. Applied to a ' sun-shade
'
or '

ugly ', i. e. a

detachable brim affixed to a bonnet to shade the

wearer's face.

1859 SALA Gaslight % D. xxix. 341 Ladies. .with blue

pokes to their bonnets.

2. Short for POKE-BONNET. (In quot 1815, peril.

a woman's muslin cap, formerly worn.)

1813 LADY GRANVILLE Let. 5 Sept., Miss Smith in a little

crushed muslin poke, a 1845 HOOD Literary f, Literal xl,

They came each Pig-faced Lady ', in that bonnet We
call a poke. 1876 GEO. ELIOT Dan. Dcr. III. xxiv, A grey

frieze livery and a straw poke, such as my aunt's charity

children wear. 1896 GF.ORGIANA M. STISTED Life Sir R. F.

llnrton xi 269 [In Gt. Salt Lake City] A poke-bonnet was

universally worn why is the Poke a symbol of piety,

Suakers,
Salvationists, Mormons, Sisters of Mercy retiring

ike inside its ungraceful shape ?

3. attrib. and Comb. : poke-brim, a projecting

brim of a bonnet or hat ;
hence poke-brimmed

a.; fpoke fly-cap, app. a fly-cap (FLY sb* ii)

provided with a poke.
1892 Fall Mall G. 19 May 1/3 The

' Mentone 'is a smart

hat for the races. It is of fawn straw, with a poke brim of

moderate size lined with apple-green velvet, and a crescent-

shaped back. 1899 Daily News 3 June 8/3 The poke-

brimmed hat, reminiscent of the thirties, is in cream-coloured

straw trimmed with tulle. 1810 Splendid Follies II. 106

Her hair was. .adorned with a 'poke.fly cap, and long lace

lappets.

.. ..
1. An act of poking; a thrust, push, nndge. (In

obs. slant;, A blow with the fist.)

1796 Groses Diet. Vulg. T. (ed. 3). P'kt, a blow with the

stTni lend you a poke 1831 Societ)-I. 155 With a pok
188 D<:KENS

fislist; l n lenu you a. v^^- '"3\ """'.'.- _., f,...:, r .,.

at the fire to make it blaze the brighter. 1848 I

Dombcy vi, Giving her such jerks and pokes fiom time to

time. Ibid, xvii, The Captain making a poke at the door

it. .1,,. knnhlw slick to assure himself that it was shut.

.,
as poke-out, an act of

_poking
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out ; poke-round, a going round and poking into

places; poke-up, an act of poking or stirring up.
1874 RUSKIN Hortus Inclusus (1887) 3 We go into the

Sacristy and have a reverent little poke out of relics. 1901
L. MALET Sir R. Calmady vi. vii, We could ride over that

. .land and have a poke round for sites. 1905 Westin. Gaz.

18 Aug. 3/1 All the birds sit so close that '

good dog Ponto
'

almost has to give them a poke-up with his.. nose to induce

them to rise at all.

2. A contrivance fastened upon cattle, pigs, etc.,

to prevent them from breaking through fences :

see quots.
(Supposed to refer to its action in poking the animal.)
1828 WEBSTER, Poke, in New England, a machine to

prevent unruly beasts from leaping fences, consisting of a

yoke with a pole inserted, pointing forward. 1859 HOLLAND
Gold F, iv. 43 We put a poke upon a vicious cow. 1875
KNIGHT Diet, Mcch.^ Poke, a device.. to prevent its [an

animal's] jumping over, crawling through, or breaking down
fences. ..They vary with the kind of stock to which they
are attached, horses, cattle, hogs, or geese.

3. (See quots.)
1860 BARTLETT Diet. Ainer., Pok*.', a lazy person, a

dawdle ; as ' what a slow poke you are t

' A woman's word.

1864 WASTER, Poke, ,,%. lazy person; a dawdler; also, a

stupid or uninteresting person.

Poke, s&* Also 7 poak(e, pooke. [Of N.

American Indian origin ;
in sense i, app. the same

as the Virginian word cited by early travellers as

uppowoC) apookC) smoke, iaNarragaoset/Uf^ smoke ;

in sense 2, app. shortened from POCAN.]
fl. Some plant smoked by the North American

Indians, hence called Indian tobacco. Obs.

It has been variously conjectured to be Nicotiana rustica

(see quot. 1865); Antennaria plantaginifolia (in Hriiion

& Brown Flora Northern U.S. III. Index, called
' Indian

tobacco',
' Ladies' tobacco

1

); A. margaritifera (see quot.

1865); and Lobelia injlata^ very commonly referred to as
' Indian tobacco'.

[1599 T. HERIOT in Hakluyt Voy, III. 271 There is an
herbe.. called by the inhabitants uppowoc..the Spanyards
call it tabacco. 1615 W. STRACHEY Hist. Trav. Virginia
121 There is here great store of tobacco which the salvages
call

Jtpooke.] 1634 Relat. Ld. Baltimore's Plantation

(Maryland) (1865) 20 After this, was brought, .a great Bagg,
filled with a large Tobacco-pipe and Poake, which is the

word they vse for our Tobacco. 1651 R. CHILD in Hart-
lib's Legacy (1655) 155, I.. have far greater hopes of the

flourishing of this wild plant, than of Tobacco (either of that

which in New-England is called Poak, much differing from
the Virginian, or of that other commonly used and sown in

Virginia*. 1672 JOSSELYN Ne-u Eng. Rarities 54 Tobacco,
..the Indians make use of a small kind with short round
leaves called Pooke. 1793 BKLKNAP Hist. New Hampsh.
III. 126 A running vine, bearing a small berry, and a round

leaf, which Jo^selyn (who wrote in 1672) says, the fishermen

called poke ; it is known to the hunters by the name of
Indian tobacco. 1863 TUCKERMAN Jossclyrfs N. Eng.
Rarities 85 (note to quot. 1672, above) The weak tobacco,
cultivated, .by the Indians, .was not.. colt 's-foot, but Nicoti-

ana ntstica L., well known to have been long in cultivation

among the American savages.. .The name/ftfo
1

, or pooke,
if it be, as is supposable, the same with puck

' smoke
'

of the

Narrag_anset vocabulary of R. Williams . . was perhaps always
indefinite. Ibid. 87 The species intended by Josselyn
freferred to by him as *

Live-for-ever, a kind of cud-weed ']

is our everlasting. ..The dried herb [was] used by the fisher-

men instead of tobacco, and no doubt called by them poke.

2. a. A name for American species of Phytolacca^

esp. P. decandra, Virginian Poke, Poke-berry,
Poke-weed, b. Indian Poke, the Green Helle-

bore or Poke-root, Vcratrum viride.

be
Go. ....

, .

monly call'd Virginian Poke or Porke Physick. 1760 J. LEE
Introd. Bot. App. 323 Virginian Poke, Phytolacca. 1770

J. R. FORSTER tr. Kalnts Trav. N. Amer. (1772) I.

153. 1866 Treas. Bot. 885/2 The Pocan, or Virginian
Poke or Poke-weed, is a branching herbaceous plant,
with a smooth green or sometimes purplish stem . . with

large green or purplish leaves. 1874 GARROD & BAXTER
Mat. Med. (1880) 382 Green Hellebore Root. The dried
rhizome of Veratrum viride ; American or Green Hellebore ;

called also Swamp Hellebore and Indian Poke. 1876 BAR-
THOLOW Mat. Med. (1879) 455 Poke has been proposed as an
emetic, but . . the great depression of the powers of life

which it causes, .will ever prevent its employment.
3. Comb.: poke-berry, the black berry of Phyto-

lacca decandra, also the plant (2 a); poke-milk-
weed (see quot.) ; poke-root, (a) the white helle-

bore of N. America, Veratrum viride (2 b), also its

root ; () the root of poke-weed, Phytolacca (2 a).
1858 MAVNE Expos. Lex., *Poke-berries, Poke-root. 1869

LOWELL Lett. (1894) II. 50 Pokeberry juice, whereof we
used to make a delusive red ink when we were boys. 1899

Poke-weed. 1687 J. CLAYTON in Phil. Trans. XLI. 150
When they design to give a Purge, they make use of..

*Poake-root, i. e. Solannm bacciferum. 1698 G. THOMAS
Pennsylvania (1848) 19 There grows also in great Plenty
the Black Snake-Root, . . Rattle-Snake-Root, Poke-Root.
called in England Jallop. 1807 Med. Jrnl. XVII. 295
Proofs of the efficacy of the poke-root. 1756 P. BROWNE
Jamaica 232

* Poke-weed. This plant is. .commonly found
in all the cooler hills. 1880 New Virginians I. 53 They
had stained it pink with poke-weed berries. This poke-
weed is the Phytolacca a tall, handsome plant which grows
in fence corners.

Poke, -T/V"' The small green heron of U. S.

>794
kouk.Ska

MORSE Amer. Geog, I. 165 Green Bittern. Poke.
A rdca virescens.

' Poke (p0"k) v.i Forms : 3- poke ; (4 pok), '

5 pooke, 6-7 poak. 0. 5 pouke, pukke, pucke.

[ME. AS*** = late MDu., Du., MLG., LG. poken
to poke, thrust ; whence also OF. poquer, packer
to poke, thrust out (e. g. an eye) (Godef.). Cf.

MDu. poke, Du. pook, MLG. pok, LG. poke, a

dagger, Sw. pak, a stick. These words seem to

imply an OTeut. stem *puk-, */,-, preserved only
in the LG. branch. But the history of the /3 forms

is obscure. (Gael./#f push, jostle, Ir./w a blow,

kick, Corn, poc shove, push, are app. from ling.)]

1. trans. To thrust or push (anything) with one's

hand or arm, the point of a stick, or the like,

usually so as to move or stir it.

< 1386 CHAUCER Reeve's T. 249 Aleyn the clerk . . He poked
John and seyde slepestow. 1426 LVDC. De Guil* Pilgr.

13849 An Aungel Pookede hym and made hym ryse. 1811

Sporting Mag. XXXVIII. 92 The bellows is used at once
to blow and to poke the fire. 1828 WEBSTLH, /Wv,..to
thrust at with the horns, as an ox; a popular use of the

word in New England. 1889 HuR&rff0r$AamtSiUftjeGi0ts.t

Doant goo into that field, may be you'll be pocked [by a bull

or cow] if you do. Mod. colloq. He poked me in the ribs.

ft. 1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. v. 620 Wrath^e .. pukkelh
\v.rr. puckej?, poukej?, pokeb; A. vi. 100 puite^; C. vin. 263

pokeb] forb pruyde to prayse bi-seluen. Ibid. 643
'

3us ',

quod Pieres pe plowman and pukked hem alle to gode.

61450 Merlin 367 Bohors..come to hym .. and putte the

poynte of his swerde on hissheldeand be-gan to pouke hym,
and cleped

'

Rise vp '.

b. Ilence, to thrust or push (a thing) away t

out, in, ttp t
down \ front, into (a place) ; etc. ;

to

poke through, to thrust through (with a weapon).
c 1380 WYCLIF Serin, Sel. Wks. I. 12 And ban maist ^>ou

poke beter be mot fro bi brofrir. 1675 J. SMITH C/tr. Kflig.

Appeal i. 20 To poak out Leviathan, from under that shelf

of prejudice. 1700 S. L. tr. Frykc's Voy. E. Ind. 327 We
found them [Pagods] ruin'd .. and poked again in the dark
hole. 1781 MME. D'AKBLAY Diary May, I poked the three

guineas in his hand, and told him I would come again
another time. 1864 BURTON Scot Abr. I. iv. 171 When
Montgomery poked out the eye of Henry II in the tilt-yard.

1865 KINGSLEY Hcrew. ix, I cannot have you poked through
with a Zeeland pike.

c. To shut up or confine in a poky place, colloi/.

1860 Miss YONGE Hopes ii. x, Poking himself up in such
a horrid place. 1864 MRS. RIDDELL G. Geith I. xiv. 266 It

would break her heart, . . to be poked up in a town. 1881

Miss YONGE Lads fy Lasses of Langlcy iii. 124, I suppose
she is not much of a lady, living poked up there.

d. To make, find out, produce, stir up, by poking.
1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. in. xx. 155 If also these

black extremities, or presumed eyes be clipped off, they
[snails] will notwithstanding make use of their protrusions
or homes, and poke out their way as before. 1823 Examiner
337/2 Like children who poke a hole in a drum to see what
it is. 1884 Spectator 12 July 201/2 To poke up a great
conflagration in the country.
2. Jig. To urge, incite, stir up, excite, irritate.

Now rare or Obs.

13. . Cursor M. 11818 (Cott.) pe parlesi has his a side pat
dos him fast to pok \v. r. poke], his pride. 1393 LANGL. P.
PI. C. u. 129 Lucifer.. For prude |>at hym pokede hus

peyne hath no ende. 1601 B. JONSON Poetaster 11. i, You
must still bee poking mee, against my will, to things. 1825
BROCKETT N. C. Gats., Poked, offended, piqued.

' Aw've
poked him, sare '. 1851 Lit. Gaz. 7 June 388/3 A little too
fond of poking up the prejudices and peculiarities of priests
and bishops.

1 3. To crimp, form the folds in (a ruff) with

a poking-stick. Also absol. Obs.

1592 Nobody <$ Someb. in Simpson Sch. Shaks. (1878) I.

318, I shall turne Laundresse now, and learne to starch And
set, and poke. 1614 J. COOKE Tn Quoque in Dodsley O. PL
(1780) VII. 19 For pride, the woman that had her ruff

poak'd by the devil, is but a puritan to her. 1636 DAVENANT
Platonic Lovers Wks. (1673) 298 And then for push o' Pike,

practise to poke a Ruff.

4. intr. or absol. To do the action of thrusting ;

to make a thrust or thrusts with a stick, the nose, etc.

1608 ARMIN Nest Ntntt. (1880) 50 Now our Philosophical
Poker pokte on, and poynted to a strange shew. 164?
DAVENANT Unfortunate Lovers \. i, Swords they have all

..they'll serve To poke. 1784 MME. D'ARBLAY Diary
15 Jan., I was really obliged to go and poke at the fire with
all my might. 1828 WEBSTER s. v., To poke at, is to thrust

the horns at. 1866 G. MACDONALD Ann. Q. Neighb. vi, I saw
them, .poking with a long stick in the pond. 1867 TROLLOPE
Chron. Barset ll.lvii. i36Heraised his umbrella and poked
angrily at the.. notice. 1901 MAURICE HEWLETT New
Canterb. T,, Dan Costard's T. 79 It [a babe] .. poked for

the nipple and found it not.

5. trans. To thrust forward (the finger, head,
nose, etc.) ; esp. to thrust obtrusively.
1700 T. BROWN Amusent. Ser. $ Com. 97 One of them

would have been poking a Cranes Bill down his Throat.

1783 MME. D'ARBLAY Diary 4 Jan., He pokes his nose
more into one's face than ever. 1812 H. & J. SMITH Rej.
Addr., Baby's Debut ii, He pokes her head between the bars,
And melts off half her nose ! 1826 LADY GRANVILLE Lett.

15 Feb., Everybody poking in their little efforts at the

expiration of the Carnaval. 1874 SVMONDS Sk. Itaty <$

Greece (1898) I. xi. 217 A fig-tree poking ripe fruit against
a bedroom window. 1884 A. LANG in Century Mag. Jan.
324/1 The poles . . are everywhere to be seen poked out of
windows.

b. To poke fun (at), to assail with jest, banter,
or ridicule, esp. in a sly or indirect manner.
1840 HOOD Up the Rhine 157 The American . .in a dry way

began to poke his fun at the unfortunate traveller, 1844
THACKEKAY B. Lyndon i, She was always 'poking her fun

',

as the Irish phrase it. 1861 HUGHES Tom Brown at Ox/.

xiv, The first thing you do is to poke fun at me out of your
wretched classics. 1880 DIXON Windsor IV. xxxiii. 330
London wits poke fun at him.

6. intr. a. To poke one's nose, go prying into

corners or looking about one ; Jig. to make curious

investigation.
1715 PRIOR Down-Halt n Hang Homer and Virgil;

their meaning to seek, A man must have pok'd into Latin
and Greek. 1809 W. IRVING Knickcrb., Ace. Aut/ior (1849)
1 4 He was a very inquisitive body, and when not in his room
was continually poking about town. 1819 SHELLEY Peter
Bell vi. iv, No longer imitating Pope, In that barbarian

and pry into his accounts. 1898 Eliz. <y Germ. Card. (1899)

38 She is off., to poke into every corner .. and box, if

necessary, any careless dairy-maid's ear.

b. To potter ; to move about or work in a

desultory, ineffective, or dawdling way.
1796 JANE AUSTEN Sense $ Sens. 11. iii, Lord bless me !

how do you think I can live poking by myself? 1839
E. FITZGERALD Lett. (1889) I. 49, I dare say you think it

very absurd that [I] should poke about here in the country,
when I might be in London seeing my friends. 1877
MAR. M. GRANT Sun-Maid\i\\^ I should enjoy poking about
a bit on Dinah's back.

7. trans. To poke the kead
t
and absol. to poke \ to

carry the head thrust inelegantly forward ; to stoop.
1811 L. M. HAWKINS C'tess $ Gertr. I. 185 'A quarter's

dancing
'

would be well bestowed on the young lady, as she

certainly poked most terribly. 1825 BROCKETT N. C. Gloss. t

Poke, to stoop.
* To poke the head '. x8.. Miss H.SHELLEY

in Symonds Shelley ii. (1878) 45 It was not worn as a

punishment, but because I poked. 1847 lsee POKING///, a. i\.

1900 EL. GLYN Visits Elizabeth (1906) 3 They both poke
their heads, and Jane turns in her toes.

b. colloq. To project obtrusively, to stick out.

1828 Craven Gloss, (ed. 2), Poke^ to project, to lean

forward, to bag out.

Poke, vt Sc. Also 6 polk. [f. POKE *M]
fl. trans. To catch fish with a poke-net (see
POKE $b 4). Obs.

1574 Reg. Privy Council Scot. II. 399 Slauchter of blak

fische, polking and pelting or ony uther crymes.
2. To put in a poke or bag ; to bag ;

to poke /,
to put up in a bag or pocket.
1596 HARINGTON Metaw. Ajax 49 Perhaps thou hast

a rmnde to poke vp thy dish when you likest thy meate well.

a 1758 RAMSAY Eagle <$ Robin 49 Poke up your pypes.

Poke, z.s U. S. [f. POKE sW 2.] traits. To
put a poke on.

1828 WEBSTER s. v., To poke an ox.

Fo'ke-bo'imet. [f. POKE sb. or z;.1 : see POKE

$/>.-] Colloquial name for a bonnet with a project-

ing brim ; spec, one of this shape worn in the early

part of the I9th c. Also attrib.

1820 Hermit in London xcii. V. 35 Another street nuisance
is your poke-bonnet ladies, who sometimes put out your
eyes with these pent-house projections. 1833 T. HOOK Love
<y Pride, Widow viii, For young women as likes to look

about 'em, them poke bonnets is old nick. 1837 LYTTON E.
Maltrav. iv. vi, A few ladies of middle age .. wear . . straw

poke bonnets. 1858 R. S. SURTEES Ask Mamma ix, [A]

lady .. painted in one of the old poke bonnets of former

days. 1884 Century Mag XXVIII. 14 Eight or nine

ladies, gentlemen, and children, in the poke-bonnets and

high-collared coats of the year 1839.

b. Applied to the form of bonnet worn by

Quakeresses, and later to that of Salvation Army
women, etc. ; hence, to the wearers of such.

1848 BARTLETT Diet. Ajner,, Poke-bonnet^ a long, straight

bonnet, much worn by Quakers and Methodists. i86a

H. MARRYAT Year in Sweden II. Ivi. 264 We dined at

a farmhouse.., the property of Anabaptists, a sect most
numerous in Gotland. There's no mistaking the women
by their downcast looks and black poke-bonnets. 1877
Sat. Rev. 12 May 577/2 At Croydon, Dorking, and other

favourite haunts of Friends, the . . broad-brimmed hats

for the men, and close poke-bonnets for the women, may
still be seen. 1899 St. James' Gaz. 17 Aug. 11/2 Never
reached by the Church,. .or any other spiritual organisa-

tions, except possibly the 'poke bonnets
'

at the corners of

the streets. 1903 ELIZ. L. BANKS Newspaper Girl 107 The

poke bonnet and dark blue dress, which I thought I would
not get until I had spent a few days investigating what was
the best way to join the Army.
Hence Poke-bo pnneted a.

t wearing a poke-
bonnet.

1877 Sat. Rev. 23 June 755/1 Marching in.., hatted or

poke-bonneted, and silent, when it [a religious observance]
is Quaker. 1901 Daily Chron. 16 Nov. 3/2 The poke-
bonnetted young ladies who resided in the charming suburb

of Paddington-green.

Poked (p^u
kt), a. [f.

POKE *M, 2 + -ED^.]
1. Furnished with a bag or poke ;

dilated.

1611 MARKHAM Countr. Content. \. xix. (1668) 83 She
must be of large body, well poked behind for large Eggs.
1828 Craven Gloss, (ed. 2), Poked, having, a bag or poke
under the jaw, which is generally the case with consumptive
or rotten sheep.
2. Of a bonnet or cap : Furnished with a poke.
1866 GEO. ELIOT F. Holt x, He . .in a poked cap and without

a cravat made a figure at which his mother cried every

Sunday. 1871 Miss MULOCK Fair France iv. 125 Those

frightful white poked caps or bonnets, which often hide

such sweet, saintly, and even beautiful faces.

Poked, ///. a. [f.
POKE V* + -ED i.]

1. Thrust, pushed, stirred, etc. : see the vb.

1808 Westm. Gaz. 21 Apr. 3/1 These .. may be found

in the poked-away forgotten trays of our jewellers' shops.

t2. Ofa ruff: Crimped with a poking-stick. Ufa



POKEFUL.

'593 Pass- Morrice (1876) 74 The delight of their curious

poked ruffes would be set aside. 1640 GLAPTHOKNK Hot-
lander m. Wks, 1874 I. 113 They shall weare Beaver Hats,
Poak'd Ruffes, Grogram Gownes, or.. wrought Taffata.

Pokeful (p^-kful). [f. POKE *M + -FUL.]
A bagful, a small sackful.

1377 LANGU P. PI. B. vii. 191 A poke ful [1393 C. x. 342

poke-ful; A. vm. 178 v. r. pokeful] of pardoun f>ere, ne

prouinciales lettres. 1575 G. HARVEY Letter-bk, (Camden)
91 Ifte bee not worth a pokefull of pence. 1581 I. BELL
Haddoris Answ. Osor. 125 b, As farre dissentyng from the

purpose of this Prophecie, as if he were demaunded the way
to Canterbury, he might aunswere, apoake full of Plummes.

II Poke-lo-keii, pokelo'gan. U. S. [a.

Odjibwa/ta&*4Wft.] (See quots.)
1848 THORKAU Maine W. (1894) 68 Now and then we

passed what McCauslin called a pokelogan, an Indian term
for what the drivers might have reason to call a poke-Iogs-

in, an inlet that leads nowhere. Ibid. 132. 1855 HALI-
BURTON Nat, ty Hunt. Nat. II. 404 A poke-loken is a

marshy place or stagnant pool connected with a river. 187*
DE VERK Americanisms 20 The term pokeloken, an Indian

term, signifying 'marsh', .. is still largely used by the

lumbermen in Maine, and. .in the Northwest.

Pokemantie, variant of POCKMANTEAU.

Po*ke-pu:dding. Also (Sc.) 9 pock-pudding,
contr. 8-9 pock-pud, [f. POKE s&.l + PUDDING.]
1. A pudding made in a poke or bag, a bag-

pudding. Now Sc. and dial.

1552 HULOET, Poke puddynge, inaza, farrata. 1802

SiBHALDC/(n?. Sc. P0ttryG\<&,iP0k'4uast bag-puddings,
dumplings. 1825 JAMIESON, Pock-pudding.
2. Sc. Applied contemptuously to a corpulent

or gluttonous person ;
an opprobrious designation

in Scotland for an Englishman. Now humorous.
c 1730 BURT Lett. N. Scotl. (1754) I. vi. 138 My Country-

men .. all over Scotland, are dignified with the Title of
Poke Pudding, which, according to the Sense of the Word
among the Natives, signifies a Glutton, a, 1776 in Herd Sc.

Sottgsl. 118 They'll fright the fuds of the Pockpuds, For

mony a buttock bare's coming. 1816 SCOTT Old Mort. xx,
1 We maun gar wheat-flour serve us for a blink

1

, said Niel,. .

'the Englishers live amaist upon't; but, to be sure, the

pock-puddings ken nae better'. 1827 Diary 20 Dec.,
Anent the copyrights the pockpuds were not frightened by
our high price. 1870 RAMSAY Rcmin. vi. (ed. 18) 228 A set

o' ignorant pock-puddings. 1885 MORRIS in Mackail Life
(1899) II. 143 Whether pock-pudding prejudice or not, I

can't bring myself to love that country [Scotland].

3. A local name of the Long-tailed Titmouse.
1856 Eng. Cyct. Nat. Hist. IV. 203 This is the Poke

Pudding, Huckmuck,and Mum-Ruffinof the English. 1885
SWAINSON Prov. Names Birds 32 (British Long-tailed Tit-

mouse) Poke pudding or Poke bag (Gloucestershire ; Salop).

Pudding bag (Norfolk).

Poker (ptfu-kaa), s&* [f. POKE v.1 + -EH*.]
1. An instrument for poking or stirring a fire,

consisting of a stiff metal rod, one end of which is

fitted with or formed into a handle.

Jew's poker: see quot. 1899.

'534 in W. H. Turner Select. Rec. Oxford (1880) 126 He
..came downe with a poker in his hande. 1714 ADDISON

Spect. No. 608 F 13 By her good Will she never would
suffer the Poker out of her Hand. 1800 MRS. HERVEV
Monrtray Fam, I. 70 The men say she is as stiff as a

poker ; and the women are afraid of her, she is so proud and

prudish. 1829 LYTTON Disowned xviii, The ancient domestic
. . came, poker in hand, to his assistance. 1844 LD. BROUGHAM
A. Lunel III. vi, 176 Of a stiffness so perfect that part
of his toilette seemed to be swallowing a poker. 1899 R.
WHITEING No. 5 John St. xix, A Jew's Poker is a Christian

person who attends to Jewish fires on the Sabbath day.

i>- fig* (in allusion to its proverbial stiffness) :

A person with a rigid stiff carriage or manner.
1812 Miss MITFORD in L'Estrange Life (1870) I. 184, I

dare say our new cousin is just such a poker as Lord

Selkirk, with an iron head and an iron heart. 1838 LADY
GRANVILLE Lett. 14 July, He . . would be very handsome if

he would not stoop. .Liz is a poker in comparison.

f 2. = Peking-stick : see POKING vbj. sb. 2. Obs.

1604 DEKKER Honest Wk. Wks. 1873 II. 25 Where's my
ruffe and poker, you block-head ? 1606 HEYWOOD -2nd Pi.

Ifyou ktiow not me I. Wks. 1874 I. 258 Now, your Puritans

poker is not so huge, but somewhat longer; a long slender

poking-sticke is the all in all with your Suffolke Puritane.

3. In various transferred uses. a. (See quot.)
1823 CRABB Technol. Dict.^ Poker ..at driver^ an iron

instrument, of various lengths and sizes, used for driving

hoops
on masts. It has a flat foot at one end, and a round

knob at the other.

b. humorous. The staff or rod of office carried

by a verger, bedell, etc.

1844 [implied in poker-bearer : see 81- 1905 H. S. HOL-
LAND Personal Stud. ix. Westcott 130 Under the haughty
contempt of the solitary verger [in Peterborough Cathedral],
who had been forced to lend the authority of his

'

poker
'

to

those undignified and newfangled efforts.

C. University slang. One of the university
bedells at Oxford and Cambridge, who carry staves

or maces (' pokers *) before the Vice-Chancellor.
1841 Rime of New-Made Baccalere (Farmer), Heads of

Houses in a row, And Deans and College Dons below,
With a Poker or two behind. 1867 London Society XII.

347 We attended duly at St. Mary's to see the vice-

chancellor, doctors, proctors,
'

pokers ', &c. in their robes of

state. 1897 Jmvetfs Life fy Lett. II. viii. 226 There was
a great procession, the Chancellor in black and gold, Doctors
in scarlet gowns, the Vice-Chancel lor with pokers.
4. Red-hot poker >

a popular name of species of

Tritoma (or Kniphofia), South African liliaceous

plants, bearing elongated spikes of scarlet or yellow
flowers; called alsoflame-flower (FLAME sb. 10).
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1884 MILLER Plant-n., Red-hot-poker-plant. 1899 Pall
HIall G. n Oct. 2/2 The clustered sunflowers and ' red-hot

pokers ', most gorgeous of September's old-fashioned blooms.

1902 COKNISH Naturalist Thames 179 Scarlet tritomas (red-
hot pokers) look splendid among the deep greens of the
summer grass.

6. The implement with which poker-work is

done
; hence, short for POKEK-WOKK. Also attrib.

1827 Sealtatn Par. Reg*> A drawing in poker, by him, of
the Salyator Mundi, after Carlo Dolci. 1854 [see pokcr-
picturc in S]. c 1900 W. D. THOMPSON Poker Work 10 The
pokers were anything, from a knitting needle to an iron rod
5 in. thick, and were bound with yarn or other material to

protect the hands from being burnt, and to enable the
worker to obtain a firmer grip of the implement. Ibid. 17
The 'Pyro'..is another development in Poker machines
which . . does away with the spirit-lamp. Ibid. 24 Poker
artists will find it convenient to be in possession of the

principal manufacturer's liht of Poker materials. In-
struct.

*

Pyro' Poker Machine^ Before starting any piece
of work it is wise to become familiar with the lighting and
working of the poker.
6. A person who pokes ; esp. one who pokes or

pries into things.
1608 AKMIN Nest Ninn. (1880) 50 Now our Philosophical

Poker pokte on. and poynted to a strange shew. 1741
RICHARDSON Pamela (1824) I. xxxix. 359 Such thoughtful
futurity pokers as I am !

7. Phrase. By the holy poker. A humorous as-

severation, of Irish origin and uncertain meaning.
1804 MAR. EUGHWORTH Limerick Gloz<cs ii,

*

Iy the holy
poker ',

said he to himself,
'

the old fellow now is out there '.

1828 Lancet 23 Feb. 773/2 He swears by the '

holy poker
'

and 'St. Patrick', that he will never again go to St. Bar-

tholomew's. 1890
' R. BoLOREWOOD* Col. Reformer (1891)

134 By the holy poker, sir,, .you've just hit it there.

8. attrib. and Comb.) as poker-ami ; poker-backed,

poker-like adjs. ; poker-beaxer, a mace-bearer, a

University bedell ; poker-drawing, poker-paint-
ing = POKER-WORK

; poker-picture, a picture
made by poker-work ; poker-style, the style of

poker-work. (See also sense 5.)

1890 Scots Observer 25 Jan. 267/2 Mannerisms noticed

thirty years ago on St. Andrews Links . . Alexander Hill's

tip-toe eccentricities, and Mill's 'poker-arm, imbecile, push-

ing motion ! 1885 Fortnight In Waggonette 6 To assume
his usual *poker-backed style of seat. 1898 Pall Mall C.

9 Mar. 2/2 The journal, .assumes its most poker-backed
'we-told-you-so' attitude. 1844 J- T- HEWLKTT Parsons (y
IV. ix, From vice-chancellor down to vice-chancellor's

*poker-bearer. 1895 Westm. Gaz, 13 Aug. 3/3 'Black Rod \

..carrying a three-cornered hat in one hand, and a short
i

gilt-headed *poker-like stick gracefully poised in the other.

1895 CLARA H. STEVENS in Proc. i^th Conv. Amer, Instr. I

Deaf-yfas The art of *poker-painting has had more attention i

In England than elsewhere. 1854 FAIRHOLT Diet. Terms ,

ArtS) Poker-picturesi
imitations of pictures or rather of

i

bister-washed drawings executed by singeing the surface of
i

white wood with a heated poker, such as used in Italian

irons. 1887 MORRIS in Mackail Life (1899) II. 183 Some
decoration that she was doing in the *poker-style, burning

,

the pattern in.

Po'ker, sb-* Now U. S. colloq. Also 7 pocar.

[perh. from Norse ; corr. to Da. pokker> Swed.

packer the devil. Cf. also PUCK, POOK.] A hob-

goblin, bugbear, demon. Old Poker
,
the devil.

[1598 : see HODGE-POKER.] 1601 DENT Pathw. Heaven 109
Euen as a mother, when her childe is wayward,. . scareth it

with some pocar, or bull-begger, to make it cling more vnto

her and be quiet. 1784 H, WALPOLE Let. to Hon. H. S.

Conway 5 May, The very leaves on the horse-chesnuts . .

cling to the bough as if old poker was coming to take them

away. i8a8 WEBSTER, Pokert any frightful object, especially
in the dark ; a bugbear ; a word in common popular use in

America.

fPo-ker, j.3 dial. Obs. [f. POKE j&l sack +

-ER!.] ;See quot.)
a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Poker, one that conveys

Coals (at Newcastle) in Sacks, on Horseback.

Po'ker, sb.*- Chiefly U. S. [Origin uncertain.

Cf. Ger. pocky a\$Qpoche,pochen, pochspiel, a similar

bluffing card-game of considerable age, f. pochen
to boast, brag, lit. to knock, rap.] A card game,
popular in America, a variety of BRAG, played by
two or more persons, each of whom, if not bluffed

into declaring his hand, bets on the value of it,

the player who holds the highest combination of

cards as recognized in the game winning the pool.
[1855 GEO. ELIOT in Cross Life (1885) I. 356 One night we

attempted
'

Brag
'

or
' Pocher '.] 1856 MRS. S. T. L. ROBIN-

SON Kansas 156 Jones and others came in at night and
1

played poker at twenty-five cents ante '. 1856 G. D.
BREWERTON War in Kansas 354 He could cheat his com-

panion at a '

friendly game of poker ', and shoot him after-

wards., with as little remorse. 1869 O. W. HOLMES Old
Vol. of Life, Cinders from Ashes (1891) 255 Do the theo-

logical professors take a hand at all-fours or poker on week-

days? 1894 S. FISKE Holiday Stories (1900) 169 Poker,

they call tt ashore ; but, as gambling is not allowed on

government vessels, it becomes whist at sea.

b. attrib. and Comb., as poker-game, -player.
1872 C. KING Mountain. Sierra Nev. xiv. 285 They shoved

the jury into a commodious poker-room, where were seats

grouped about neat, green tables. i88a A^. York Times
ii Mar., Poker-playing was carried to England in the old

packet-ships.

Poker, j.6, a kind of duck : see POCHARD.

Po ker, v.
[f.

POKER sbX\
1. trans, a. To use a poker to

;
to poke, stir, or

strike with a poker, b. Poker up : To stiffen up,
or make as stiff as a poker, nonce-uses.

POKY.

1787 M.Mn. D'ARIH.AY Diary 19 June, I thought you had
been too good-natured . . to poker the people in the King's,
house ! 1806-7 J- UKKESFORU Miseries Hunt. Lift (1826)
xx. xxv. 254 Portraits.. of your host's

family
all pinched

and pokered up in the incredible costumes of their several
Centuries.

2. To draw in or ndorn with poker-work.
1897 Daily AVwj 2 June 5/2 The Duchess.. had executed

several kid sachets in pokerwork, and her daughter, Princess
Alice of Albany, had pokered a wooden stand. 61900
W. D. THOMPSON raker Woi-k 12 Illustration of various

articles^which have been pukered by accomplished designers
and artists.

Hence Po'kering vbl. sl>. (also attrib:).
1880 LOMAS Alkali Trade 21 In. .the 'front' plate, ate

placed. .the working door, pokering door, and means for

getting at the grates.

Po'kerish, a. '
[f. I'OKKK si/.

1 + -ISH '.] In-

clined to be '

stiff as a poker ', esp. in manner.
Hence Po'ierishly adv., Fo'kerishrtess.
1848 HAWTIIORNK in Life f.nng/ellmu (1891) II. i. 36 A

man of thought and originality, with a certain iron-poker-
ishness, an uncompromising stiffness in his mental character.

1867 Miss BKOUGHTON Cometh Up as Flcnver xxxvi,
'
I am

afraid I'm interrupting a pleasant tete-a-tete!' says the
old lady, pokerishly. 1880 Argosy XXIX. 230,

'
I regret to

have lost it
',

I said, stiff to pokerishness. 1888 Century
.!/. May 35/r Ella called her '

stiff and pokerish '.

Po'kerish, a.- U. S. colhq. [f. POKEK j/<.- +
-ISH

1.] Fraught with a kind of mysterious dread
;

ghostly, uncanny.
1835 WILI.IS PcJicillinS II. xli. 28 A pokerish.looking

dwarf. 1853 LOWKLL i\Joost:lu'a^ Jrnl. Prose Wks. 1890 I.

36 There is something pokerish about a deserted duelling,',

even in broad daylight. 1871 MRS. STOWK My Wife < /

viii, It was a lonesome and pokerish operation to dismantle
the room that had long been my home. 1874 B. TAYLOR

I'rophet IV. vi, A pokerish place ! There's something in the

air Breeds thoughts of murder.

Po'ker-work. [f. POKEB sit.
1 + WORK sf/.]

Artistic work done by burning a design on the

surface of white wood with a heated pointed imple-
ment.

Originally, a pointed poker was used, later the 'heater
'

of

an Italian iron (see quot. for poker-picture s. v. POKER '

8),

etc. ; now done with a special apparatus the essential feature

of which is a platinum point or pointer kept continuously
hot for the purpose.
1813 J. FORSYTH Remarks Excursion Italy gr note. The

process called cestrotum was, in my opinion, nothing but

poker-work. 1892 EL. KOWE Chip-carving (1895) 37 Ready-
made objects, such as are sold for painting or poker work.

1894 Daily News 2 May 8/4 There is a cedar-lined escritoire

in deep poker work, a really beautiful piece of furniture.

Poking (pou-kirj), vbl. sb. [f. POKE vl + -ING '.]

1. The action of the vb. POKE : thrusting, push-

ing ; projecting forward.

1582 STANYHURST sEiieis ii. (Arb.) 60 With the push and

poaking of launce hee perceth his entrayls. 1811 L. M.
HAWKINS C'tcss f; Ccrtr. (1812) I. 189 The poking, and a
bad inclination of her left foot, he cared not for. 1902
H. S. MERRI.MAN Vultures i, Mr. Mangles, .who carried his

head in the manner. .known at a girls' school as '

poking '.

attrib. 1399 PORTER Angry Warn. Abingd. vii. (1903) 232
This poking right of rapier and dagger will come up then.

1821 SCOTT Kenilw.
_xi,

I helped Pinniewinks to sharpen his

pincers and his poking-awl. 1855 CARLYI.E Misc. IV. 345

Madam, I drilled him soundly with my poking-pole.

2. Po'king--stick(-iron). A rod used for stiffen-

ing the plaits of ruffs ; originally of wood or bone,
afterwards of steel so as to be applied hot. Hist.

1592 NASHE P. Penilesse Wks. (Grosart) II. 44 That sin-

washing Poet that made the Ballet of Blue starch and

poaking stick. 1602 MIDDLETON Blurt, Master-Constable
ui. iii. 106 Your rurT must stand in print ; and for that pur-

pose, get poking-sticks with fair long handles. ? 1606 ROW-
LANDS Terrible Battell (Hunter. Cl.) 12 The poking yron is

too hot. 1611 SHAKS. Wint. T. \\: iv. 228 Pins, and poaking-
stickes of steele. 1664 COTTON Scarron. i. 4 Her Needles,

Poking-sticks, and Bodkins. 1869 MRS. PALLISER Lace xxii.

268 When the use of starch and poking-sticks
had rendered

the arrangement of a ruff easy, the size began rapidly to

increase.

Poking (pau-kirj),///. a. [f.
POKE v.' + -ING 2.]

1. Projecting ;
thrust forward : esp. of the head.

1799 Hull Advertiser 22 June 3/3 A repulsive kind of

looking, obtuse angle, completely answering to the word
'

poking '.

2. Ofa person or his work : That pokes or potters ;

pottering, peddling; hence petty, mean. Of a

place : Petty, in size or accommodation ; confined,

mean, shabby, insignificant.
= POKY <z.l I a, b.

1760 GRAY Let. to Wharton 22 June, I am never so angry,
as when I hear my acquaintance wishing they had been

bred to some poking profession, or employed in some office

of drudgery. 1814 JANE AUSTEN Mans/. Park xii, That

poking old woman, who knows no more of whist than of

algebra. 1850 KINGSLEY Alt. Locke xxiv, I shall be

shoved down into some poking little country-curacy. 1864
M. EYRE Lady's Walks in S. France viii. (1865) 94 A chapel,
which we reached, .through a poking little room.

Poky (po"'ki), a.1 [f.
POKE z/.l + -Y.]

1. a. Of a person, or his life or work : Pottering,

peddling ; taken up with petty matters or narrow

interests : = POKING ///. a. 2.

1856 MRS. STOWE Dred iv, If religion is going to make
me so poky, I shall put it off as long as I can. 1888 K.

BOLDRKWOOD '

Roboery under Armsm, I laughed at myself

for being 50 soft as to choose a hard-working pokey kind of



POKY.
life. tbid. xlvii, The people .. bad lived a pokey life .. for

many a year.

b. Of a place: Petty in size or accommoda-
tion; affording scanty room to stir; confined,

mean, shabby: = POKING///, a. 2.

1849 ALB. SMITH Pottleton Leg. xx. 174 In a little poky cot-

tage under the hill. 1860 J. WOLFF Trav. fy Adv. I. iv. 87
Sent to a poky lodging-house in High Holbprn. 1876 F. E.
TROLLOPE Charming Fellow II. v. 74 It is monstrous to

think of burying his talents in a poky little hole. 1894
JESSOPP Random Roaming i. 18 Chichester seemed to me
..a poky place.

C. Of dress, etc. : Shabby, dowdy,
c 1854 THACKERAY Wolves $ Lamb i, Why do you dress

yourself in this odd poky way? 1855 Newcomes Ivii,

The ladies were in their pokiest old head-gear and most

dingy gowns.
2. Cricket. Inclined to '

poke
* when batting.

1891 W. G. GRACE Cricket 263 Against a poky batsman,
on a sticky wicket, he has often as many opportunities as

point of bringing off a smart catch.

Hence Po'kiiiess.
1886 Chicago Advance 14 Jan. 18 He detected the poki-

ness of the entire household this morning.

Poky, a. 2 and sb. rare. [f. POKE $6.% + -Y.]
In poky bonnet, also poky sb. = POKE-BONNET,
1861 MRS. BROWNING Lett., to fsa Rlagden (1807) II. 430

The nearest approach to a poky bonnet possible in this sin-

ful generation. 1880 Daily News 2 July 5 A pleasing con-
trast to those oppressive times when inexorable custom
compelled all to wear spoon-bills or pokeys or Leghorns.

||
Pol. Obs. rare. [L. pol, contracted from Pol"

///jr.] A form of asseveration. Cf. EDIPOL.

1596 NASHE Saffron Waldcn Ep. Ded., Wks. (Gro-^art)

III. 8 By Poll and Aedipoll I protest. 1600 DEKKER Shoe-
makers Holiday i. (1862) 9 Your pols and your edipols.

1609 Ev. ll'fiuian in Hunt. v. i. in Bullen O. PI. IV. 378
Hee has his pols, and his aedypols, his times and his tricks.

Pol, obs. form of TOLL, POOL sbl

HPolacca 1
(polnrka, || pwla'kka). [It., orig.

adj. fern, ofpolacco Polish, ad. Ger. Polackt a. Pol.

Polak a Pole, a native of Poland.] A Polish dance,
a polonaise ; also the music for it.

1813 Sk. Character (ed. 2) I. 222 Maria had brought home
some new music, and was in the middle ofa favorite Polacca,
when Gifibrd entered. 1862 E. Y&W9. Programmed Mar.,
Polacca, Polonaise. A Polish dance in i time ; its char-
acter is strictly solemn and dignified, and must express
chivalrous firmness, combined with grace. 1898 STAISF.R
& BARRETT Diet. Mns. Terms s. v., In No. 3 of Handel's
twelve grand concertos is a polonaise or polacca.

tPolack (pJu-lak), sb. (a.} Obs. Also 7 Po-
laque, -eak, -ach, (9 -ak). [a. Pol. Polak a

Pole ; Ger. Polack, F. Po!aqtie.~\ A native or in-

habitant of Poland; a Pole; in quot. 1609, the

king of Poland. So t Polaker Obs. rare.

1599 SANDYS Europx Spec. (1632) 192 Then for his Catho-
likys the Polakers, they clearly slip collar. 1601 R. JOHNSON
Kingd. fy Contiirw. 127 The last of these fower vertues the

Polacks want, that is, celeritk-. 1602 SHAKS. Ham. ii. ii. 63.

1609 MIDDLETON Sir R. Shirley Wks. (Bullen) VIII. 307
He was received with great magnificence .. both of the
Polack himself and of his people. 1657 North's Plutarch,
Add. Lives (1676) So margin. The Muscovites discomfited

by the Polacks in the battle of Orsa.

B. adj. Polish.

1831 CARLYLE Sart. Res. in. xii, Any soldier, were he but
a Polack Scytheman, shall be welcome.

Polacre (pola-kai), polacca 2
(rwlse-ka).

Forms : a. 7, 9 pollacre, 9 poleacre, 8- polacre.
(3. 7 polacra, 8 polacco, 8- polacca. 7. 7 polach,
pollacke, 7-8 polaque. [In a and 7 forms a. F.

polacre, polaque = It. polac(f]ra^ polacca, whence

directly the 4 forms. So Sp. polacra^ Pg. polacra^
~aca y polharca ; Du. polaak^ Ger. polack(e, -er.

Origin uncertain ; F. polacre, polaque^ It. polacca,
Ger. polacke, mean also Polish, Pole; but it is

difficult to understand how a Levantine or Medi-
terranean vessel should be so described.]
A three-masted merchant vessel of the Mediter-

ranean. See quot. 1769-76 in a.

a. 1615 PURCHAS Pilgrims II. vi. 885 Here our Admirall
had hyred a Pollacre about the burden of one hundred and
twentie tunne. 1755 Acts Gen. Assemb. Georgia (1881) 53
AH Masters of VesseTls. .shall pay into the Public Treasury
. . for every Snow Brig Polacre or Sactia Twenty Two
shillings and Six pence. 1764 SMOLLETT Trav. (1766) I.

222 The harbour . . is generally full of tartanes, polacres,
and other small vessels, that come from Sardinia, Ivica,
Italy, and Spain, loaded with salt, wine, and other commo-
dities. 1769-76 FALCONER Diet. Marine, Polacre, a ship
with three masts, usually navigated in the Levant, and
other parts of the Mediterranean., generally furnished with
square sails upon the main-mast, and lateen sails upon the
fore-mast and mizen-mast. Some of them however carry
square sails upon all the three masts, particularly those of
Provence in France. Each [mast] is commonly formed of
one piece, so that they have neither top-mast nor top-gallant-
mast. 1830 J. W. CROKER in C. Papers i Sept., She had
two lieutenants of the English Navy with her in the polacre.
1880 CLARK RUSSELL Marooned (1800) 223 The high-sterned
pollacre . . is riding within musket-shot of the beach.
p. i6a8 DIGBY Voy. Medit. (1868) 36 Wee descryed a ves-

sell (which wee made for a polacra) plying vp to winde-
ward. 1794 NELSON 6 Feb. in Nicolas Disp. (1845) I. 350
Burned four polaccas loaded with wine for the French Ships
at Fiorenzo. 1817 BYRON Beppo xcv, He hired a vessel

come from Spain, Bound for Corfu ; she was a fine polacca,
Mann'd with twelve hands and laden with tobacco.

y. 1668 Land. Gas. No. 316/1 At his departure from

Alexandria, there entred a French Polach. 1675 Ibid.
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No. 1024/1 All their Men of War are in Port, save a Pol-

lacke, which is got out, and gone in Corso. 1687 A. LOVELL
tr. Thevenofs Tra-u. \. 228 On Wednesday. .a Polaque fell

in among us,, .running foul of our Sanbiquer.
b. attrih. and Comb.

1745 Genii. Mag. 695 A Spanish polacco ship. 1780
CAPT. KNOWLES in Naval^ Chron. II. 518 They were two
..Xebec ships, polacre rigged. 1801 Ibid. VI. 412 The
Neapolitan polacre brig Madona de Laure. 1846 RAIKES

Life ofBrenton 301 We gave chase to a polacre ship.

Polaile, variant of PULLAILE Obs., poultry.

t Polaine. Obs. Also 6 pulleyne. See quots.
1582 in Archxol. JEliana XVI. 209 Foure threave of

hempe and pulleyne iiijj. 1631 New Hampshire Prov.

Papers (1867) I. 63, 4 pieces of polaines ffor sailes ffor shal-

lops, at 255 per piece, . . i quoile of cordage.

Polaly, variant of PULLAYLY Obs., poultry.

fPolan. Obs. [a. OF. poul(d}in Polish, a

Pole.] A Pole, a native of Poland.

1502 in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. i. I. 50 The Hungaries,
Boyams, and the Polans. 1604 T. WRIGHT Passions i. x.

44, 1 might discourse over . . Italians, Polans, Germanes.

Polan, var. POLAYN Obs., knee-armour.

t Fola'ncre. Naut. Obs. Also pollankre.

[Related to F. palanc (i6th c. in Littre"), now
pa/aft, a combination of two pulleys connected by
a rope : cf. palanquer to hoist with tackle

;
also

It. palanga a hoisting or raising apparatus, a lever,

a roller, L. p(Ji}alanga a carrying pole, a roller on
which a heavy body is rolled, Gr. ^0X07^ a round

piece of wood, a trunk, block, log, pole.
(Fr. has 3\sopalancret pal<ingre,o{ the same origin, in the

sense of a stout buoyed fishing-rope to which a series of

lines are attached bearing the hooks.)]

A kind of pulley or tackle for hoisting heavy
articles.

1485 Naval Ace. Hen. Vtl (1896) 47 Swyftyng takles..

xj, pollankres. .vj. Ibid. 75. 1^85 State Papers, Chapter
Ho. Bk. VII, Polancres with shivers of brasse. 1514 lm>.

Stores Henry Grace a Dieu, Poleancres with shivers of

wood, poteancres with shivers of brasse.

Poland (pJu-land), Also 6-7 Poleland. [f.

POLE sb.* + LAND sb. (or perh. ad. Ger. Polen,
MHG. PolAn, with ending assimilated to land)*]
A country of E. Europe, formerly an independent

kingdom ; hence short for Poland oats or wheat,
Polandfowl.
1564 Brief Exam. D iv, O woulde to God the state of

the Churches of. .Poleland were brought to this poynte.

1605 CAMUEN Rent. (1637) 17 The Bridges of Poleland.

1812 Examiner 4 May 282/1 Oats 535. . .S7S. od. Polands

585., 595. od. 1849 D. J. BROWNE Amcr. Poultry Yd. (1858)

56 The newly-hatched chicks are grey, much resembling
those of the silver Polands.

b. attrib. and Comb., as Poland breed\ oat\ Po-
land fowl, one of a breed of domestic fowls,

having black plumage and a white topknot ;

Poland manna : see MANNA 1 6
;
Poland wheat,

white cone wheat (
Tritictim polonicuni).

1840 Penny Cycl XVIII. 476/2 The 'Poland breed, which
is black-feathered, with white topknots, lays well. 1830
' B. MOUBXAY Dom. Poultry (ed. 6) 15 The *Poland fowls,
as they are generally called, were chiefly imported from
Holland. 1764 Museum Rust. III. xxxv. 155 Most of my
neighbours prefer the white *Poland oat. 1686 PLOT

Staffbrdsh. 342 White-Lammas, or 'Poland-wheat.

Hence Fo'lander, a native of Poland, a Pole

(obs.) ;
also a Poland fowl.

1601 R. JOHNSON Kingd. $ Comnrw. 133 He [was] . . in-

forced to leaue the whole possession of Liuonia to the

Polander. 1796 H. HUNTER tr. St.-Pierre's Stud. Nat.

(1799) III. 450 You will not see .. regiments formed of

Russians, of Polanders, or of Venetians. 1830
' B. MOUBRAY'

Dom. Poultry (ed. 6) 16 The Polanders . . are one of the

most useful varieties.

Polar (p<?a'lai), a. (sb.} [ad. med.L. polar-is,
f. I,, pol-tts POLE s&.z : see -AB i. Cf. It. polar*
(c 1300 in Dante), Sp. polar> F, polaire (1556 in

Hatz.-Darm.).]
1. Astron. and Geog. Of or pertaining to the

poles of the celestial sphere or of the earth
;

situated near or connected with either pole.
1551 RECORDE Cast. Ktwwl. (1556) 41 Recken from one of

the poles. .23 degrees and an halfe,..draw a circle of that

circuit about eche Pole. . . These circles maye well bee called

Pole circles, or Polar circles. 1594 J. DAVIS Seaman*$
Seer. n. (1607) 6 The Artick Polar circle is one of the lesser

circles, deuiding the Sphere into two vnemiall partes. 1667
MILTON P. L. x. 289 As when two Polar Winds . . together
drive Mountains of Ice. 1669 STURMY Mariners Mag. vn.

ii. 5, [IJ call it a Polar Plane, because the Poles thereof are

in the Poles of the World. 01711 KEN Hymnotheo Poet.

Wks. 1721 III. 120 Devotion cold as Polar Ice was grown.
1815 J. SMITH Panorama Sc. fy Art I. 277 The polar
diameter of the earth. 1856 KANE Arct. Expl. I. xxiii. 302
Well known to the Polar traveller. 1878 HUXLEY Physiogr,
178 The cold polar waters sink by their density.

b. In specific combinations with sbs.; e.g.
Polar anxntia, anaemia due to residence in the polar

regions during the sunless winter. P. bear, the white Dear,
UrsHs maritimus. P. circle, each of the circles parallel to

the equator at the distance of 23 28' from either pole,

bounding the Arctic and Antarctic zones. P. dial, a dial

having its gnomon in the plane of the earth's axis. P.

distance, the angular distance of any point on a sphere
from the nearer pole ; the complement of declination or
latitude. P. /tare, the white hare, Lefiis arcticus. P.

lights, the aurora borealis or australis. P. plant, a name
for Silphiutn laciniatnin, from the fact of its leaves pointing
due North and South (Syd, Soc. Lex.). P. projection : see

POLAR.

PROJECTION. P. star (rnod.L. stelta Polaris sine Polus, in

Alphonsine Tables, Venice 1518), the POLE-STAR; also fig.
= guiding star, guide, cynosure.
1551-94 *Polar circle [see i]. 1704 J. HARRIS Lex. Tecfin.

I, *Polar Dyals, are those whose Planes are parallel to
some Great Circle that passes thro' the Poles, or parallel to
some one of the Hours. 1816 PLAYFAIR Nat. Phil. II. 35
From the azimuth, the *polar distance and the complement
of latitude, compute the altitude. 1868 LOCKYER Eletn.
Astron. 329. 146 Sometimes the distance from the north
celestial pole is given instead of that from the celestial

equator. This is called north-polar distance. 1851 MAYNE
REID Scalp Hunt, xxxv, We were traversing the region of
the '

*polar plant ', the planes of whose leaves, at almost

every step, pointed out our meridian. 1885 Girl's Own
Paper Jan. 171/1 The Compass plant variously known,
also, as the pilot weed, polar plant, and turpentine weed.

1717-41 CHAMBERS Cycl., Pole Star, or *Polar Star. 1768-

74 TUCKER Lt. Nat. (1834) II. 366 If we lose sight of
our polar star, we shall quickly wander into inextricable

difficulties. 1797 MRS. RADCLIFFE Italian i, Guided over

the deep waters only by the polar star. 1854 MOSELEY
Astron. iii. 14. 1860 READE Cloister $ If. Ixv, His pure
and unrivalled love for Margaret had been his polar star.

2. Magn. Disposing itself in the direction of the

poles of the earth ; having polarity ;
of or per-

taining to a magnetic pole or poles (see POLE sb.2

5) ; magnetic.
1692 SIR T. P. BLOUNT ss. 88 The_Polar Vertue of the

Loadstone was unknown to the Ancients, a 1696 SCAR-

BURGH Euclid (1705) 2 In Loadstones it is commonly known
that there are Polar Points, called North and South. 1849
NOAD Sieefrtdtjf (ed. 3) 296 The pole A^ of the magnet, .acts

favourably in inducing south polar magnetism in n, and north

polar at S. 1860 TYNDALL Glaciers i. xx. 142, I examined
the stones . . and found them strongly polar. 1872 SIR

W. THOMSON Reprint Papers 421 A polar magnet, as I shall

henceforth call anything magnetized after the manner of

a loadstone or a steel magnet. 1891 S. P. THOMPSON Electro-

magnet 39 The pole or polar region of a magnet is simply
that part of the surface of a magnet whence the internal

magnetic lines emerge into the air.

3. EUctr. Pertaining to the poles of a voltaic

battery ; having positive and negative electricity.

1836-41 BRANDE Chem. (ed. 5) 320 The decomposition was

perfectly polar, and decidedly dependent upon a current of

electricity passing from the zinc through the acid to the

platinum in the vessel c, and back from the platinum
through the iodic solution to the zinc at the paper x. 1850
DuiWUnAfom. The. x.(ed. 2)352 Rendering the substances

..positive and negative, or, to adopt the explanation of

Faraday, causing a polar state in their particles. 1893
SLOANE Stand. Electr. Diet. 454 Polar Region. In electro-

therapeutics the area or region of the body near the thera-

peutic electrode.

4. Physics, a. Offerees: Acting in two opposite
directions. (Also in figurative applications.)
1809-10 COLERIDGE Friend (1865) 55 There is, strictly

speaking, no proper opposition but between the two polar
forces of one and the same power. 1862 GROVE Corr. Phys.
Forces (ed. 4) 38 Cases where a dual or polar character of

force is manifested. 1863 E. V. NEALE Anal. Th. $ Nat.

45 The thought of centres of force becomes that of polar

force, where the most entire union is produced by the most

complete opposition.
b. Of molecules : Regularly or symmetrically

arranged in a definite direction (as though under

the action of a magnetic force, e.g. like iron filings

under the influence of a magnet).
1850 GROVE Corr. Phys. Forces (ed. 2) 36 At the point of

maximum density the molecules of these bodies assume a

polar or crystalline condition. 1862 Ibid. (ed. 4) 39 In the

rupture of crystals, we are dealing with substances having
a polar arrangement of particles the surfaces of the frag-

ments cannot be assumed to be molecularljj identical. 1870
H. SPENCER Princ. Psychol. (ed. 2) I. v. ii. 517 Adjacent
molecules will be unsymmetricaUy placed .. they will not

stand in polar order,

5. Biol. Of or pertaining to the poles of a nerve-

cell, an ovum, etc. See POLE sb? 7.

1878 BELL Gegenbaur's Contp. Anat. in The polar areas,

which are surrounded by short fringe-like processes. 1882

VINES Sacks' Bot. 581 In some instances the two polar
nuclei meet, not in the centre, but towards the upper end

of the embryo-sac. 1888 ROLLESTON & JACKSON A nitn. Life
Introd. 22 note, A clear spot, the polar spot or corpuscle,

may appear at each pole of the
spindle.

Ibid. 23 As soon

as the ovum has attained its definitive size, it very generally

..gives origin to two polar bodies, or globules, or directive

vesicles. 1898 J. HUTCHINSON in Arch. Sitrg. IX. No. 36.

356 Opacities in the vitreous and posterior polar cataract

had made their appearance.

6. Geom. Relating or referred to a pole (see POLE

sb. 2 8); spec. Reciprocal to a pole; of the nature

of a polar (see B.).
Polar co-ordinates : see CO-ORDINATE B. 2. Polar curve

with respect to a line, the locus in tangential co-ordinates

corresponding to the polar curve with respect ^to _a point
in polar co-ordinates. Polar equation, an equation in polar

co-ordinates. Polar surface, in geometry of three dimen-

sions, a locus analogous in all respects to a polar curve in

plane geometry.
1816 tr. Lacroix's Diff. $ Int. Calculus 129 The variables

in this equation are what Geometers have called polar
co-ordinates. 1831 HIND Diff. Calc. 262 If r be the radius

vector of a polar curve, and t) be the angle which it makes

with a fixed axis. 1848 G. SALMON Conic Sect. (1855) i.

44 To find the polar equation of a right line. 1879

THOMSON & TAIT Nat. Phil. I. i. 134 The P lar fiSure to
,

any continuous curve on a spherical surface ts the locus of

the ultimate intersections of great circles equatorial to

points taken infinitely near each other along it.

7. fig. a. Analogous to the pole of the earth, or

to the pole-star; of or pertaining to a central

or directive principle.



POLARCHY.

'799 Chron. in Ann. Reg. 156/1 Universal Emancipation,
with Representative Legislature, was the polar principle
which guided the Society of United Irishmen. 1858
CARLVLK Fredk. Gt. i. i. (1872) I. 4 A king over men ; whose
movements were polar, and carried, .those of the world

along with them. 1899 A. BLACK in Expositor Jan. 51
Jioth the Church and the world depend in crisis on the man
of insight : . . the polar primary man.

b. Directly opposite in character, action, or

tendency. (See also 4 a.)

1832 J. WILSON in Blackw. Mag. XXXI. 998 Rusticity
and Urbanity are polar opposites. 1840 CARLVLE Heroes
iii. (1872) 90 Dante felt Good and Evil to be the two polar
elements of this Creation, on which it all turns.

B. $b. Geom. A curve related in a particular

way to a given curve and a fixed point called the

pole ;
in conic sections, the straight line joining

the points at which tangents from the fixed point
touch the curve.

18480. SALMON Conic Sect. (i8ss\vi. 86 Whether the

tangents from x'y' be real or imaginary, the line joining
their points of contact will be the real line xx'+yy* r-

which we shall call the polar of x'y* with regard to the

circle. Ibid. xv. 302 The relation between the curves
is reciprocal, that is . . the curve .S" might be generated from

in this manner by the point S is called the polar of S with

respect to the conic ; and, reciprocally, the point 5 is said

to be the pole of the straight line s.

f Po'larchy, obs. erron. form for POLYARCHY,
government by many, or by a number of persons.
So f Po'larch, one of the persons so governing ;

t Pola'rchical a.
t pertaining to or of the nature

of a 'polarchy'; f Po'larchist, an advocate of
1

polarchy '.

1647 M. HUDSON Div. Right Govt. \. vin. 63 The Erection
or institution ofany Polarchicall Government. Ibid. n. iv. 95
A Polarchy in its own nature is inconsistent with Peace and
Unity. Ibid. 99 The vocation and profession of Polarchs is

cursed, unlawful and unwarrantable. Ibid. v. 102 In all

which sorts of Polarchy, both Polarchs and Polarchists are

obliged tu conscience to endeavour the reducement of that

Government to a Monarchic by all lawful meanes. 1648
PRYNNK Plea, for Lords 4 Popular Polarchy and Tyranny.
1660 lioNn Sent. Reg. 183, 1 appeal to the whole World, and
even to the Consciences of our wicked Polarchical upstarts.

Polard(e, obs. forms of POLLARD.

Polari- (p01se*ri), combining form of med.L.

polaris polar ; as in polari-guttulate ., having

polar guttules (see GUTTULATE); polari-nucleate
a., having polar nuclei.

1887 W. PHILLIPS Brit. Discomycetes 276 Sporidia 8,

linear-oblong, straight or curved, polari-nucleate. Ibid. 361
Sporidia 8, elliptic or slightly turbinate, polari-guttulate.

Pola ric, a.
[f.

POLAR + -ic.] = POLAR a. 4.

1863 Atlantic Monthly Oct. 499 The currents of that

polaric opposition. 1864 in WEBSTER.

t Po-larily, adv. Obs. rare. {f. POLARY a. +
-LY '*.]

In a polar manner : see POLAR a. 2.

1646 SIR!'. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. \\. ii. 61 Iron, .already
informed by the Loadstone and polarily determined by its

preaction.

Polarimeter (p0alarrm;
v

t3.i). [f. med.L.

polari-s POLAR (with reference to POLARIZATION)
+ -METER.] A form of polariscope for measuring
the amount of rotation of the plane of polarization,
or the amount of polarized light in a beam.
1864 in WEBSTER. 1869 En%. Mech. 24 Dec. 357/3 The

detection . . may be effected with the polarimeter, as pure
glycerine has no action upon polarised light. 1897 A llbntfs

Syst. Med. III. 214 Grape-sugar deflects polarised light to

the right, and upon this is based a method of estimation by
means of a somewhat expensive instrument called a polari-
meter. 1899 CAGNEV tr, Jaksch"s Clin. Diagn. v. (ed. 4) 162
The rotatory power of each of the four fluids is ascertained

by means of the polarimeter.
Hence Polarimetric (polserime'trik) a.j of or

pertaining to a polarimeter or polarimetry; Po-

lari-metry, the art or process of measuring or

analysing the polarization of light.

1864 WEBSTER, Polarimetry. 1899 CAGNEY tr. Jaksch's
Clin. Diagn. i. (ed. 4) 88 The polarimetric test may be

applied. Ibid. v. 163 This method.. requires a very accu-
rate polarimeter, light polarimetric examinations, and a

highly-complicated calculation.

Polariscope (p0le'risk0p). [f. med.L. po-
laris POLAR (cf. prec.) + -SCOPE. Cf, F. polari-

scope^ An instrument for showing the polarization
of light, or viewing objects in polarized light ; con-

sisting essentially of two plates or prisms, ^.polarizer
and an analyser ; made in various forms, simple or

complex, according to the special use. Also attrib.

184* G. FRANCIS Diet. Arts etc., Polarising Apparatus^
Polariscope, any instrument which is capable of showing
the phenomena of polarised light. 1854 Pereiras Polar-
ized Light (ed. 2) 228 The plates of topaz sold in the

opticians* shops, for polariscope purposes, have been ob-
tained by cutting the crystal perpendicularly to one of
the optic axes, c 1865 J. WYLDE in Circ. Sc. I. 81/1 In

every polariscope there are two essential parts ; namely,
the polariscr and the analyser; the former receives and
polarises the incident rays of light, and the latter presents
to the eye the polarised ray either by reflection or by re-

fraction. 1866 URANDE & Cox Diet. Sc.
t
etc. II. 951/1 The

polariscope proposed byArago is formed of a tube closed at

one extremity by a plate of rock crystal cut perpendicularly
to the optical axis, and about five millimetres, .in thick-

ness, and having at the other end, where the eye is applied,

1063

a prism possessing the property of double refraction placed
transversely to the axis of the tube.

Hence Pola'riscopist, one skilled in the use of

a polariscope; Polariscopy (pfllae'risktfnpi), the

art of using a polariscope.
1872 PROCTOR JSss. Astron. xviii. 212 More likely to sup-

ply a correct answer, .than either spectroscopy, polariscopy,
or photography, 1890 Cent. Diet., Polariscopist.

Polariscopic (palaerisk^'pik), a. [f. as prcc.
+ -ic.] Of or pertaining to, made, obtained, or

viewed by, a polariscope.
1865 Intell. Observ. No. 44. 112 Admirable polariscopic

objects. 1872 PROCTOU Ess. Astron. xiii. 193 The spec-

troscopic and polariscopic analysis of the corona. 1887
Athenxum i Oct. 442/3 The gaseous molecules and the

dust particles which polariscopic observations show are

present in the corona.

Polari-stic, a. rare" , [erron. f. POLARIZE :

see -ISTIC.]
= POLAUIC.

1864 WEBSTER, Polaristic, pertaining to or exhibainc;

poles; having a polar arrangement or disposition; ari>ini;

from, or dependent upon, the possession of poles or polar
characteristics ; as polaristic antagonism.

[mod. f. med.L. po-
laris POLAR + Gr, crrpoftos a whirling round +
-METKK; devised 1865 by Prof. IT. Wild of Zurich.

(He objected to the term polarimeter for an Instrument
that measures, not the amount of polarization, but the angle
of rotation of the plane of polarization.)]

A form of saccharimeter, giving a very delicate

means for measuring the rotation of the plane of

polarization produced by the sugar solution.

1870 Chemical News 21 Jan. 35 Newest shape of M. Wild's
PolarUtrobometer (Saccnarimeter, Diabetometer). 1882
Roim & VELEY LandolCs Handbk. Polariscope 98 The so-

called polaristrobometers, what in England are known as

polariscopes, which indicate the amount of rotation in

angular measure.

Polarite (ptf'i'liirait). [f. POLAR a. + -ITE 1
.]

Trade name for an insoluble porous mineral sub-

stance, containing about fifty-three per cent, of

magnetic oxide of iron, with silica, lime, magnesia,
carbon, etc., and having the power of absorbing
and giving off oxygen. Used in conjunction with
* Ferrozone

*

in the so-called ' International
'

pro-
cess of sewage treatment. Also attrib.

1889 Patent Specif. No. 8088 The filtering medium .. is

that now known as * Polarite '. 1891-2 Proc. Assoc. Finnic,

fy County Engineers XVIII. 318 A magnetic oxide of iron

(to which the trade name of ' Polarite
'

has been given).

1898 Engineer. Mag. XVI. 157/1 The Purification of

Sewage by the Ferrozone Polarite System.

Polarity (polae-riii). [f. POLAR a. + -ITY : cf.

F. polarit (1806 in Hatz.-Darin., 1835 in Diet.

Acad.} A form tried earlier was POLITY 2
.]

1. Magnetism* The quality or property possessed

by certain bodies, as a lodestone or magnetized
bar, of turning (when free to move) so as to point
with their two extremities to the two (magnetic)

poles of the earth ; the quality of being polar, or

possessing magnetic poles.
1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep.\\. ii. 59 This polarity from

refrigeration upon extremity and in defect of a Loadstone

might serve to invigorate and touch a needle anywhere. 1664
POWER Exp. Philos. in. 157 You may change the Polarity
of many feeble Stones, by a long Position, in a contrary
posture to that which it naturally affects, a 1691 BOYLE
Hist. Air (1692) 64 One of their compasses which had quite
changed the polarity, from north to south, is still extant in

that country. 1751 FRANKLIN in Phil. Trans. XLVII. 289
By electricity we have here frequently given polarity to

needles, 1815 J. SMITH Panorama. Sc. fy Art II. 176 If

the bar be inverted, the polarity will be instantly reversed ;

so that in all cases the lower extremity^ is, in this hemi-

sphere, the north pole : but on the south side of the equator,
the lower extremity is always the south pole. 1823 J.
BADCOCK Dom. Amnseni. 166 An invention .. securing a
more accurate polarity to the mariner's compass, c 1865
J. WYLDE in Circ. Sc. I. 81/1 Magnetic polarity, or that

power by which a magnetised needle arranges itself in

reference to the magnetic poles of the earth.

2. Hence in generalized sense : A property of

matter or force, analogous or compared to that

of a magnet or magnetism, a. The having of an
axis with reference to which certain physical pro-

perties are determined ; the disposition of a body
or an elementary molecule to place its mathe-
matical axis in a particular direction.

1674 PETTY Disc. DupL Proportion 128 All Atoms by
their Motion of Verticity or Polarity, would draw them-
selves, like Magnets, into a streight Line, by setting all

their Axes in directum to each other. 1827 ARNOTT Physics
33 When atoms are allowed to cohere according to their

natural tendencies, they always assume a certain regular
arrangement and form, which we call crystalline. Because
in this circumstance they seem to resemble magnets, which
attract each other only by their poles; the fact has been
called the polarity of atoms. 1854 Pereira's Polarized
Light (ed. 2) 184 In crystals "it is necessary to admit, besides

ordinary attraction and repulsion, a third molecular force
called

polarity. Ibid., A molecule endowed with unequal
attractive forces in different directions may be said to be

possessed of polarity.
b. The quality of exhibiting opposite or con-

trasted properties or powers in opposite or con-
trasted directions

;
the possession of two points

called
1818

1 poles having contrary qualities or tendencies.
COLERIDGE Method in Encycl Metrop. (1845) I.

POLARIZATION.
Introd. 12 Contemplating in all Electrical phenomena the

operation of a Law which reigns through all Nature, viz.

the law of polaiity, or the manifestation of one power
by opposite forces. 1840 WHKVVHLL Philos. Induct. Sc.

\. v. i. 337 The general notion of polarity opposite pro-

perties in opposite directions* 1841-4 KMERSON Ess, Ser. i,

iii. (1876) Bi Polarity, or action and reaction, we meet in

every part of nature. 1866 DK. AKGYI.L Reign Law v.

(ed. 4) 257 One of whose essential properties is Polarity,
that is, equal and similar action in opposite directions. 1870
TYNDALL Lect. Elccir. 7 Two opposite kinds of magnetism
may be supposed to be concentrated at the two ends. In
this donbleness of the magnetic force consists what is called

magnetic polarity.

C. Tendency to develop in two opposite direc-

tions in space, time, serial arrangement, etc.

1848 LINDLKY Introd. Hot. (cd. 41 1. 165 This disposition to

develops in two diametrically opposite directions, sometimes
called polarity, is found in all embryos, 1853 E. FORIIKS
Addr. C.eol. Soc. in Wilson & Geikie Mem. xv. (1861) 544
We speak of two [organic] groups [e.g. animals and vege-
tables) being in the relation of polarity to each other when
the rudimentary forms of each are proximate, and their

completer manifestations far apart. 1856 \\'OODWAKL> Mol-
Insca in, 418 This group .shows a tendency to

'

polarity ', or
excessive development at the ends of the series.

d. Uterine polarily : see quot.
1881 Trans. Obstetric Soc. Lond. XXII. 47 The con.

ditions of ' uterine polarity
'

enunciated by Keil at the begin-
ning of this century. Tins ' uterine polarity

'

is exemplified
by the antagonism which exists between the two poles of
the. uterus, contraction of one being accompanied )iy dilata-

tion of the other. 1895 Syd, Soc. /,tu'., Polarity, .applied

metaphorically, e.g. to the uterus, in reference to the fact

that as the fund us contracts the cervix tends to relax and
rice 7-crsi'i.

3. Electr. The relation of a body to the poles or

electrodes of an electric circuit
;
the electrical con-

dition of a body as positive or negative.
1849 NOAD Electricity (ed. 3) 353 That side of the spiral

which is towards the north, acts as the north pole; and the

south side has an opposite polarity. Each side powerfully
attracts iron filings. 1872 C. 1!. Fox Ozone 10 One of the

Peroxides is in an opposite condition of polarity to that in

the other. 1879 Du MONCKL Telephone 16 The adjacent

poles of the two rods are of opposite polarity. 1887 GUM-
MING Elcctr. treated Experimentally 289 Its change of

polarity at each half rotatiuii keeps up a constant rotation,

4. Optics. The quality of light which admits of

its polarization ; hence, the condition of being

polarized. (An inaccurate use.)
[1812 SIK H. DAVY Chetn. Philos. 53 The important dis-

coveries., of a property analogous to polarity in light.] 1861

HKKSCHKL in (.i. F. Chambers Astron. (1876.) 319 The, light

reflected from which [cloud] .. exhibits no signs of polarity.

[1866 Fain. Lect. Sci. Subj. viii. 347 It would seem almost

as if light consisted of particles having polarity, like magnets. ]

5. fig. a. (from I.) Direction (of thought, feeling,

or inclination) towards a single point ; tendency or

trend in a particular direction; 'magnetic attrac-

tion' towards a particular object.

1767 CHF.STIIRF. Lett. (1792) IV. 249, 1 find you are in motion
and with a Polarity to Dresden. i8oorVf/, Eur.mAun.Reg.
61/2 Launching forth on the ocean of possibility., conducted,
not merely by shores and landmarks, but chiefly by the

rlarity
of reasons. 1834 H. ROGERS in J. Edwards* IVks.

p. Iii, This polarity of mind, this intellectual magnetism
towards universal truth, has always been a characteristic of

the greatest minds. 1862 STANLEY Jew. Ch. (1877) I. xii.

226 One great change .. affected the polarity of the whole

political and geographical organisation of the country. 1878
EMERSON Sov. Ethics Wks. (Hohn) III. 381 Now men fall

abroadwant polarity suffer in character and intellect.

b. (from 2 b.) Possession or exhibition of two

opposite or contrasted aspects, principles, or ten-

dencies.
i86a Q. Rev. Apr. 442 The whole system of the Church of

England, .has, like all Truth, two faces: one silver, the other

gold. Every part of it has a double polarity. 1870 EMERSON
Soc.fySolit. iv. 80 Wherever the polarities meet, wherever ..

the instinct of freedom and duty come[s] in direct opposition
to fossil conservatism and the thirst of gain. 1888 R. BURN
Rom, Lit. <y Art 43 The Roman women, with that curious

polarity which often sets the fashion in exactly the opposite
direction to what would be expected, held that a narrow
forehead with the hair drawn down over it was pretty and
attractive.

o. (from 3.) Condition of consciousness as sub-

jective or objective.
1846 TRENCH Mirac. v. (1862) 174 That quick shifting, so

to speak, of the polarity, so that at one moment the human
consciousness became the positive, at another the negative

pole.

Polarizable (pJu'laraizab'l), a. [f. POLARIZE

+ -ABLE.] Capable of being polarized. Hence

Polarizabi'lity.
1846 WORCESTER, Polarizable, that maybe polarized. Phil.

Mag. 1878 Smithsonian Rep. 364 Albumen electrodes (i.e.,

non-polanzable electrodes). 1900 ILES Flame, Electr. <$

Camera 252 The conductivity, polarisability and other

electrical properties of matter.

Polarization (pJularaiz^'-Jsn). [In sense i,

a. F. polarisation, n. of action f. polarizer (botli

introduced by Mains, u March i8ri): see PO-

LARIZE. In later uses, n. of action from the vb. in

conesp. senses.] The condition or fact of being

polarized ; the action of polarizing.

L L A modification of the condition of light

or radiant heat, whereby the ray exhibits different

properties on different sides, so that opposite sides

are alike, while the maximum difference is between
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two skies at right angles to each other
;
the pro-

duction of this condition, the action of polarizing.
See POLAKIZE -v, i.

Angle ofpolarization polarizing angle : see POLARIZING
vbl, sb. Circular, elliptic, plane polarization : see POLAR-
IZE i. Plane ofpolarization : the plane which contains the

incident ray and the reflected or refracted ray which is

polarized.
1812 Nicholson's Jrnl. XXXIII. 345 By giving to these

sides [of the ray] the names of poles, Malus has given the

name of Polarisation to that modification which imparts

properties to light which are relative to these poles.

1813 (23 Dec.) BREWSTER in Phil. Trans. (1814) 188 A ray
of light transmitted through a plate of agate cut by planes
perpendicular to the laminae of which it is composed suffers

polarisation like one of the pencils formed by double re-

fraction. 1814 Ibid, 219 {title} On the Polarisation of Light
by oblique transmission through all Bodies, whether crystal-
lized or uncrystalllzed. 1831 Optics xxvii. 225 A new
species of polarisation, which I have called elliptical polari-

sation, and which unites the two classes of phenomena which
constitute circular and rectilineal polarisation. 1839 G.
BIRD Nat. Philos. 354 When light suffers double refraction

through a crystal with a positive axis. ., as quartz, the plane
of polarization of the ordinary ray.. is horizontal, and that

of the extraordinary ray vertical. In negative crystals, as

Iceland spar, the direction of these rays is reversed. Ibid.

362 The angle of complete polarization for any substance,

may be readily determined by the fact, discovered by Sir

U. Brewster, that : The index of refraction is the tangent
of the angle of polarization. 1842 BRANDE Diet. Sc. t etc.

s. v,, Analogous phenomena to those of the polarization of

light have been found to belong also to radiant heat. 1879
ROOD Chromatics iv. 50 A long-lived soap bubble displays

every colour which can be produced by polarization. 1906
Harmsivorth Encycl. 4811/3 The doubly refracted rays
have what Newton called

'

sides '; and it is this sidedness,
or lateraKty, which is known as polarization.

fig' 'SS 1 SIR F. PALGRAVR Norm, <V Eng. I. 172 In whom
a moral polarization of light has taken place. 1900 F. H.
STODDARD Evol. Eng. Novel 108 It is not history; it is

rather the romantic polarization of history.

II. 2. Electr.w&Magn. a. See POLARIZED. 2.

1866 R. M. FERGUSON Electr. (1870) 53 The pail was thus

subjected to polarisation. 1885 WATSON BURBURV Math.
Th. Electr. <\- Magn. I. 254 All electrical phenomena within

.V, which in the ordinary theory are due to the action of

E'2, are on the polarisation hypothesis deducible from the

given polarisation.

b. In voltaic electricity, The production of an

electromotive force at the electrodes, due to the

presence of the products of electrolytic decom-

position of the fluid between them, and acting in

nn opposite direction to the original current, thus

producing an apparent increase of the resistance.

1839 GROVR Conirib. Sc. in Corr. P/iys. Forces (1874) 237
It occurred to me that the inaction of amalgamated zinc was
the effect of polarization. (.Vote. I know of no other word
to express the effect here alluded to; the word is used in

this sense by most French writers, but, from its numerous

applications, is sadly inaccurate.] 1873 MAXWELL Electr. fy

Magn. I. 318 When an electric current is passed through an

electrolyte bounded by metal electrodes, the accumulation

of the ions at the electrodes produces the phenomenon
called Polari/ation.

3. The arrangement of molecules, etc., in a definite

direction.

1846 GROVE Corr. Phys. Forces 21 Exceptions, .explicable
by other interfering dynamic causes, such, possibly, as

crystalline polarization, leaving interstitial spaces.

4. fig. See quot. and cf. POLARIZE 3.

1871 H. B. FORMAN Living Poets 6 The process of '

trans-

lating to our purposes
'

words already current, by giving
them a new and special shade of meaning a process best

characterised as the polarisation of language.

III. 5. attrib. and Comb., zspolarizationforce \

polarization-microscope, an instrument combin-

ing the functions of a polariscope and microscope.
1881 S. P. THOMPSON in Design fy Work 24 Dec. 454

The decree to which a counter-electromotive force or

polarisation force is set up depends very greatly on the

quantity of current per unit of surface of the electrodes

employed. 1895 Syd. Soc. Lex., P\olarisatwn}-iicroscopet

an instrument in which a polariscope and a microscope are

combined ; used particularly in petrography.

Polarize (pcHarsiz), v. [In sense i, a. F.

polariser (Malus, ii March i8n), in form f.

mod.L. polaris POLAR -f- -iser, -IZE, but referred

by its author directly to Y.pdte POLE sd.% In

other senses, f. POLAR + -IZE.]
See Malus in Nouveau Bulletin des Sciences No. 42,

March 1811, p. 252 Lumicre polarisee. Also ibid. No. 45,

June 1811, p. 292 (iransl.}
'

In giving to these sides {of the
vertical ray] the name of polesl

he calls the modification
which imparts to light properties relative to these poles,

polarization. . .This new expression .. signifies simply the
modification that light has undergone in acquiring new pro-

perties, relative not to the direction of the ray, but solely to

its sidest considered at a right angle, and in a plane per-

pendicular to its direction '. But this unfortunately assumed
a sense of pole quite different from its use in astronomy,
geography, and magnetism, with the consequence that

polarization
as applied to light and radiant heat has nothing

in common with magnetic or electric polarization.

I. 1. Optics, (trans.} To cause the vibrations of

light (radiant heat, etc.) to be modified in a par-
ticular way, so that the ray exhibits different pro-

perties on different sides, opposite sides being

alike, and those at right angles to each other

showing the maximum of difference.

A ray of polarized light is reflected in different degrees in

ifferent positions of the reflecting body, and transmiUed by
ertain crystals in different degrees in different positions of
dim
cei
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the crystal, ami (in each case) completely quenched in one

particular position. This is accounted for by supposing the

etherial vibrations to be restricted to one plane (plane
Polarization}, instead of being, as in ordinary light, per-
formed in all directions perpendicular to that ofthe ray. Light
is also said to be circularly or elliptically polarized^ or to

undergo circular or elliptic polarization^ when it exhibits

(in a polariscope) certain colour-phenomena, or modifica-

tions of the phenomena of plane polarization, which are

accounted for by supposing the etherial particles to^move
in circles or ellipses. Polarization is produced (variously
in the case of different media) by reflection, or by ordinary
or double refraction.

1811 Nicholson's Jrnl. XXX. 192, tr. Let. /r. Paris

17 July, Mr. Malus is still pursuing with success his inquiries

concerning polarised light. 1812 (Dec.) Ibid, XXXIII. 347

Transparent bodies totally transmit the light which they

polarise in one direction or manner, and reflect that which
is polarised in a contrary manner. 1813 (23 Dec.) BREW-
STER in Phil. Trans. (1814) 102 That kind of crystallisa-
tion which polarises the incident light by separating it

into two pencils. 1819 Edin. Rev. XXXII. 177 All

diaphanous bodies polarise light at certain angles. 1854
Orrs Circ. Sc., Cheiu. 104 Be'rard and Professor Forbes
. . succeeded in polarizing heat (non-luminous) by the

agency of reflection. 1855 GROVE Corr. P/iys. Forces (ed. 3)

114 A ray of light once polarized in a certain plane con-

tinues so affected throughout its whole subsequent course.

1873 MAXWELL Electr. $ Magn. II. jnofe, A ray of light

is said to be polarized when it has properties relating to its

sides, which are identical on opposite sides of the ray.

b. ahsol. or intr. To polarize the incident light;

to exhibit the phenomena of polarization.
1854 SCOFFKRN in Orrs Circ. Sc., Chen,. 82 The latter

polarizes towards the left. 1879 RUTLEY ./*/. Rocks x. 113
The whole crystal passes into zeolitic matter which polarises
in variegated colours.

II. 2. Magn. and Electr. To give polarity to ;

to give opposite magnetic properties to opposite
ends of (a bar, coil, etc. of iron or other substance).

Also intr. To acquire polarity.
1838 FARADAY Exp. Res. (1839) I. 542 It is not the par-

ticles of oxygen and lead which polarize separately under
the act of induction, but the molecules of oxide of lead

which exhibit this effect. Ibid., The reproduction of com-

pound particles, which can again polarize as wholes.

1866 R. M. FKRGUSON Electr. (1870) 5 It is this double

manifestation of force which constitutes \\\* polarity of the

magnet, and a bar of iron which is made to assume these

poles is said to be polarised. 1873 MAXWELL Electr. <V

Magn. II. 7 A conducting particle through which there

is a current of electricity may be said to be polarized, be-

cause if it were turned round, and if the current continued

to flow in the same direction as regards the particle, its

direction in space would be reversed.

b. In voltaic electricity : see POLARIZATION 2 b.

1856 WALKER tr. De la Riw's Treat. Electr. II. 671 When
the zinc z is plunged into water, .its molecules polarize each
of the molecules of water that touch it ; these polarize the

following; and so on. 1864-72 WATTS Diet. Chem. 11.429
Plates of platinum become polarised in a similar manner,
when immersed in water either pure or acidulated, and
connected with the poles of a battery, the effect, in this case,

being due to the films of hydrogen and oxygen which collect

on the negative and positive plates respectively.

c. In generalized sense : see quot. rare.

1873 MAXWELL Elrctr. $ Magn. I. 60 An elementary

portion of a body may be said to be polarized when it

acquires equal and opposite properties on two opposite
sides. Ibid. 1 1. 7.

III. 3. fig. To give an arbitrary direction, or a

special meaning or application, to.

1860 O. W. HOLMES Prof. Breakf.-t.^ i, The word, and

consequently the idea it represents, is polarized. 1886

W. C. WILKINSON in Homiletic Rev. (U.S.) Mar. 252 That
word [self-denial] also has been polarized somewhat that

is, twisted out of its right original meaning.
b. To give unity of direction to.

1868 BusHNELL.SVrw. Living Subj. 171 It is not enough to

rally their inventiveness, doing nothing to polarize their

aim. 189* Pall Mall G. 16 Mar. 2/2 A coherence of policy
..cannot be secured until the atoms of the Council, now
facing every way, are polarised by party discipline.

Polarized (p^'laraizd), ///. a. [f.
POLARIZE

v. + -ED l
.] Subjected to polarization.

1. Of light or radiant heat. (See prec. I.)

x8ix July [see POLARIZE v. i]. 1813 (23 Dec.) BREWSTER
in Phil. Trans. (1814) 199 The coloured image is. .alike pro-
duced by polarised or depolarised light. 1831 Optics
xviii. 158 These two beams.. are therefore said to be polar-

ised, or to be beams of polarised light, because they have
sides or poles of different properties. 1845 KELLAND Young's
Lect. Nat. Phil. 3^1 Light which consists of vibrations in

one direction only is termed polarized light. 1894 TURPIN

Org. Chem. 103 Three isomeric forms of malic acid which
differ chiefly in their action upon polarized light.

f2. Path. a. Having a particular centre or axis, or

a definite direction, b. Of a convex body : Having
a pole or centre of convexity. Obs*

1823-34 Good's Study Med. (ed. 4) II. 36 In one or two

examples, .there was neither a polarized pain nor fluctua-

tion. Ibid. 3i The centre [of the vaccine vesicle] dips,
instead of being polarized,

and is less elevated than the

circumference. Ibid. III. 152 In the former [disease, i. e.

presbyopia] the cornea is in all cases too much flattened, in

the present it is too convex or polarized.

3. Magn. and Electr. (See prec. 2.)

1849 NOAD Electricity (ed. 3) 39 He considers the first

effect of an excited body_ upon neighbouring matter, to be
the production of a polarized state of their particles, which
constitutes induction... If the particles can maintain this

polarized state, then insulation is the consequence ; and the

higher the polarized condition, the better the insulation.

1885 WATSON & BURBURV Math. Th. Electr. fy Magn. I.

251 Such a system of polarised molecules as we are suppos-

POLATOTTCHE.

ing gives rise to localised distributions with solid and super-
ficial densities of determinate values throughout given
regions and having the same potential at every point of the
field as would result from such localised distributions.

b. See quol. 1886.

1878 CULLEV f/anMt. Pract. Telegraphy (ed. 7) 277 In
the polarized relay the force of the spring is replaced by
magnetic attraction. 1879 G. PRESCOTT Sp. Telephone p. ii,

In 1830 he set up an electro-magnetic telegraph in Albany,
..using a polarized relay. Ibid. 26 Polarized magnets..
so named on account of their armatures being permanent
magnets. 1886 S. P. THOMPSON Electromagnet 291 It is

usual to refer to those [electromagnetic] devices in which
a permanent magnet comes into use as/o/ar/Vrfmechanisms,
while the ordinary electromagnets are non-polarized.
4. fig. Specialized in meaning or application.
1860 O. W. HOLMES Prof. Breakf.-t. i, The religious cur-

rency of mankind, . . consists entirely of polarized words.

Polarizer (p^'laraizsj). [f. as prec. + -ER 1.]

One who or that which polarizes; spec. That plate
or prism in a polariscope which polarizes the

incident ray of light (opp. to analyser).
1854 PEREIRA Polarized Light (ed. 2) 50 There is no

essential difference between the two parts,, .and either part
. . may be used as polarizer or analyzer ; but whichever we
use as the polarizer, the other then becomes the analyser.
Ibid. 132 On rotating the film (the analyzer and polarizer

remaining still), a brilliant colour is perceived at every
quadrant of a circle, but in intermediate positions it vanishes

altogether.. so that when the film alone is revolved one
colour only is seen, but when the analyzer alone is revolved,
two colours are seen. 1863 [see ANALYSER 3]. 1879 RUTLEV
Stud. Rocks vii. 48 The polariser should revolve with per-
fect freedom.

Polarizing, vbl. s6. [f.
as prec. + -isoi.]

The action of the vb. POLARIZE, in various senses.

Also attrib. as in polarizing angle (Optics), that

angle of incidence (differing for different substances)
at which the maximum polarization of the inci-

dent light takes place.
1812 do Dec.) BREWSTF.R in Phil. Trans. (1813) 105 The

explanation which has now been given of the polarising

power of the agate should be confirmed. 1829 Nat. rhilos.

I. Polaris. Light ii. 9 (U. K. S.) Placed at an angle of 52 45',

the polarising angle for water. 1837 BRF.WSTER Magnet.
193 Mr. Barlow concludes that every place has its particu-
lar polarizing axis. fig. 1901 Dundee Advertiser 16 Jan. 4
The newspaper., renders possible the polarising of millions

of men with one great idea.

Polarizing, ///. a. [f.
as prec. + -ING -.]

That polarizes or produces polarization.
1. Optics. (See POLARIZE i.)

1813 (23 Dec.) BREWSTER in Phil. Trans. (1814) 207 When
we examine the transmitted light, either with the naked^eye
or with polarising crystals, no coloured fringes are visible.

1816 in Edin. Phil. Trans. VIII. 353 On the Laws
which regulate the Distribution of the Polarising Force in

Plates, Tubes, and Cylinders of Glass, that have received

the Polarising Structure. 1869 PHIPSON tr. Guillemin's Sun
(1870) 89 Polarising helioscopes have been manufactured..
and have realised the ideas of the illustrious English astro-

nomer. 1890 Athenseum 29 Mar. 407/^3 The method of

evaluating the absorption of different thicknesses by com-

parison with a polarizing photometer.
2. Magn. and Electr. (See POLABIZE -2.)

1866 R. M. FERGUSON Electr. (1870) 131 Instead of one

polarizing force there are several, all acting in the same
direction. 1879 G. PRESCOTT Sp. Teleplwne 32 One of these

the polarizing helix is somewhat longer thanrfhe other.

Polarly (po>'-lajli), adv. [f.
POLAR a. + -LY 2.]

In a polar direction, manner, or degree ;
after the

manner of or with reference to poles.

1830 J. WILSON in Blackw. Mag. XXVIII. 415 The
miserable confusion of ideas polarly opposite. 1834 R.

MUDIE Feathered Tribes Brit. Isl, (1841) I. 15 Birds which

migrate polarly, or for the purpose of breeding. 1849 NOAD
Electricity (ed. 3) 47 [The particles] being, as wholes, con-

ductors, they can readily be charged either bodily or polarly.
1866 R. M. FERGUSON Electr. (1870) 274 We have thus only
one section polarly identified.

tPola-rtike, Ots.,\.e.pole arctic, the north pole
or pole-star: see POLE s&.* i, ARCTIC.

1391, 1513 [see POLE si.
3

i]. 155* LYNDESAY Monarche

6321, I se Polartike in the North appeir. 1596 DALRYMPLE
tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. vin. 90 Was. .seine, betueine Pol artik

and the Pleiades, .a maruellous gret Comet.

Po'larward, adv. (a.) [f.
POLAR a. + -WARD.]

Towards the polar regions.

1831 Fraser's Mag. VI. 28 In the polarward parts of

ThaTabaw. 1860 MAURY Phys. Geog. Sea (Low) x. 488
The water.. goes polar-ward, dispensing warmth and mois-

ture as it goes. 1800 Nature 16 Oct. 603/1 Polarward winds

blow across the 45th degree of north latitude.

f Po'lary, a. Obs. Also 7 -aria. [ad. med.L.

po/aris, f. L. polus POLE sb? : see -ARY 2
: cf. F.

polaire (1556 in Hatz.-Darm.).]
1. Of or pertaining to a pole or the poles of the

heaven or earth ;
= POLAR <z.i.

1658 SIR T! BROWNE Card. Cyras iv. jgiThe poor inhabitants

of the Moone have but polary life.

2. Of magnetic polarity;
= POLAR a. 2.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ef. H. ii. 60 All which acquire

a magneticall and polary condition, and being suspended,

convert their lower extremes unto the North. 1665 SIR T.

HERBERT Trav. (1677) 351 That the Polary Direction was

altogether unknown unto the Ancients, is agreed by most.

|| Polatouche (p?Iat-t|"). Zool. [f.folatouc/u,

ad. Russ. iio.ieTyiifl poletuchil flying ;
cf. Jieiynaa
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fit-iKa letuchaya bflka flying squirrel.] The small

flying squirrel of Europe and N. Asia, Sciuropterus
Tolans.

1827 GRIFFITH Cuvier's Anim. A". III. 84 Their molars
. . are the same as those of the squirrels and polatouches.
1861 WOOD Nat. Hist. I. 594 The polatouche of Siberia.

1896 Cassell's Nat. Hist. III. 89.

Polax, pol-ax, obs. forms of POLE-AX.

Polayl, -aylie, var. of PULLAILE Obs., poultry.

t Folayn, poleyn. Obs. Forms : 4 poleyn,

-0,4-5 Playne, 5 polan, polayn, Sc. pu(l)lane.

[ME. poleyn, polayne, a. OF. fo(u}lain. Origin

unknown.] A piece of defensive armour covering
the knee.
c 1330 R. BRUNNE Citron. Wace (Rolls) 10027 Doublet &

quysseux, wib poleyns ful riche. 13. . Gau>. % Gr. Knt. 576
His legez lapped in stel with luflycn greuez, With polayne/
piched ber-to. r 1400 Swdone Bab. 176 Hawberke.spere,
ner poleyne, ner pole. 1470 HF.NRV Wallace vm. 1203 His

leg harnes he clappyt on so clene : Pullane greis he braissit

on full fast, c 1475 Rauf Coilyar 468 His Pulanis full

prest of that ilk peir,

Polayn(e, variant of POULALNE, PULLEN Obs.

Fold, obs. spelling of POLLED.

Poldavy (p^ld^-vi), poldavis (ppld^-vis).
Now rare. Forms : 5- poldavy ; also 6-7 pole-,

7 pool-, poole-, powle-, 7-8 poll-, poul- ;
6

-dawy, 7 -daui,-davye, -davie,9 -davey ; pol-

dway. 0. 5-8 -davys, 6-7 -daves, 6-8 -davies,

7 -davyes, -dauice, 6- -davis. [app. f. Poldavide,
a place on the south side of Donarnenez Bay, on
the coast of Brittany. About 1548 a warrant for

^70 iu. was issued to pay for bringing over cer-

tain Bretons to teach men here the art of making
poldavies (Oppenheim Royal Navy 98, 1031. The
forms poldavies, -davys, -davis, etc. appear to have

been the collective plural (cf. silks, sheetings, etc.),

but were very often used as singular.]
A coarse canvas or sacking, originally woven in

Brittany, and formerly much used for sailcloth.

1481-90 Hainard Househ. Bks. (Roxb.) 37 Item, for

trusing..a piece poldavy of xx. yerdes iij. quarters. 156*

Reg. Privy Council Scot. I. 225 He coft five ballis of pol-

davy and uther claith. 1613 MARKHAM Eng. Husbandman
i. ii. xix. (1635) 225 A Canvasse of the best Poldavie. 1622

PEACHAM Conipl. Gent. vi. (1634) 54 If they have any wit at

all, they set it like Velvet before, though the backe (like

a bankerupts doublet) be but of poldavy or buckram. 1795

J. AIKIN .Manchester 302 The manufacture of sail-cloth or

poldavy was introduced. 1860 WEALE Diet. Terms, Pol.

divay, coarse sacking for coal-sacks, etc. 1882 JAGO Cornish

Gloss., Poldavy, a very coarsely woven linen cloth.

ft. 1482 in I. S. Leadam Star Chainb. Cases 9, x. boltes

of canuas callidpoldavys. 1515 in Oppenheim RoyalNavy
98 Canvas: Olron . .

Vitery
. . Poldavys. 1552 T. BARNABE in

Strype Eccl. Mem. (1721) II. II. App. E. 152 Whether yt were

poldavis for saylis, or any other thing. 1604 Act i Jos. /,

c. 24 (heading} An Acte againste the deceiptfull and false

makmge of Mildernix, and Powle Davies, whereof Saile

Clothes for the Navie . . are made. 1614
' TOBIAS GENTLE-

MAN '

Eng. Way to Wealth 22 Ipswich. .is a principal!

place . . for spinning of yarne, for the making of poulda-
uice. a 1642 SIR W. MONSON Naval Tracts \'l. (1704) 523/2
As also Pole-Davies for Sails. 1714 Fr. Bk. ofRates 190
The Linens called Poliseaux, or Poldavies shall be made
Half Ell oneTwelfth.. broad. 1867 SMYTH .Sou'/or's Word-bk.,
Poldavis or Poldavy, a canvas from Dantzic, formerly much
used in our navy.

b. attrib. and Comb.
1558 in I'erney Papers (Camden) 91 Francis Owdrey, of

Abendon, in the countie of Berk, poldavis weaver. Ibid. 92
Frauncis Owdreyne, of the towne of Ippiswitche, poldavyes
maker. 1572 Records of Elgin (New Spald. Cl.) I. 134

Fyve quarters poledawy canves. c 1645 HOWELL Lett. II.

x, You must he content with homely Polldaui ware from me.

Folder l
(p^'ldai). Also 7 polther. [a. Du.

polder, MDu./0/,polder; so EFris.polder, potter.]
A piece of low-lying land reclaimed from the sea,

a lake, or a river, from which it is protected by
dikes : so called in the Netherlands ; rarely used

of similar land in other countries.

1604 E. GRIMSTONE Hist. Siege Ostend 3 The Polder (so

they call a. .field wonne from the sea or riuer). 1632 Contn.

Weekly Newts 25 July 8 (Stauf.) They did cut the dikes and
drowned the enemies polther . . and put all vnder water.

a i66g SOMNER Rom. Ports t Forts Kent (1693) 65 The
soil is moorish, boggy and fenny, such as our Ancestors have

usually called Polder : . .i. e. a marish fenn, a meadow by the

shore side, a field drain'd or gain'd from a river or the sea,

and inclosed with banks. 1762 tr. Buschings Syst. Geog.
III. 484 Several of them [lakes] have been drained and

dyked under the name of Polders. 1839 W. CHAMBERS
Tonr Holland 39/1 When the superincumbent mass has

been entirely removed, the cleared space becomes a fertile

polder. 1861 SMILES Engineers I. i. iv. 66. 1894 Weslm.
Gaz. 31 Mar. 8/1 Much of the asparagus eaten in London
is grown in the polders reclaimed from the sea near Mont
St. Michel.

b. attrib. and Comb., as polder-land ; polder-

boy, polder-man, a labourer employed in making
polders. (All in reference to Holland.)
1873 W. K. SULLIVAN O'CurrysAnc. Irish I. Introd. 212

The privileges of the Abbey of St. Pierre of Ghent of about

the year 830 mention the existence of a partnership, .for

the working of some polder-land. 1884 G. H. BOUGHTON in

Harper's Mag. Aug. 338/1 Little scattered hamlets of the

fisher people and the polder-men. 1895 Westni. Gaz. 13 Apr.
6/1 This particular form of labour requires skilled navvies

(polderboys we call them).
VOL. VII.

t Polder 2
. Obs. or dial. [Corruption of poller,

variant of POLLARD.] A pollard tree.

1704 Diet. Rust., Pollders, are old Trees usually lopped, of

which see Shrmvding of Trees. 1736 AINSWORTH Lat.

Diet. I, Polders (old trees lopped), arbores csditz. 1902

Westm. Gaz. 7 Aug. 1/3 A canal fringed with polders.

Polder, -dyr, obs. ff. POWDER. Polderne,
-drand, -dren, -dron(e, var. POULDRON Obs.

Fold-gate. ? Obs. See quot.
1703 T. VS. City ff C. Purchaser 147 Fold Gates.. are such

as are set in Fences for to shut up the Passages into Fields,

and. .are of 2 sorts, either of sawed, or cleft Timber.

Pole (p l

'l), sb- 1 Forms : I pal, 4 pool, 4-
pole ;

also 4-6 poole, 5 poll (pulle, Sc. poille),

6 polle, poule, poale, 6-7 powle, 9 (<///.) powl.

[OE. pal = OLG. *pill ^OFris. pal, MDu. pael,

Du. pool, MLG., LG. pal), OHG. phal (MHG.
phal, pfal, Ger. pfahl), ON. pall (Norw. paale,

Sw.tate) ; ad. L. pal-iis stake, prop. OE. pal gave

regularly ME. pal, mod. Eng. pole; the phonology
of 1 5th c. pulle, i6th c. poule, and mod. dial, powl,

pow, is obscure.]
1. In early use, A stake, without reference to

length or thickness ; now, a long, slender, and

more or less cylindrical and tapering piece of

wood {rarely metal), as the straight stem of a

slender tree stripped of its branches ; used as

a support for a tent, hops or other climbing plants,

telegraph or telephone wires, etc., for scaffolding,

and for other purposes. (See also 2.)
The modern sense becomes clear first c 1440.
c 1050 Voc. in Wr.-Witlcker 334/2 Palus, pal. 1340 Ayenb.

203 pe eddre of bres arered ine be pole. 1377 LANGL.
P. PI. B. xvin. 52 Poysoun on a polebei put vp to his lippes.

1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls) I. 369 5if a pole [HiGD. pains
ligneus, Harl. MS. a stafie or a thynge of a tree] is i-pi^t

berynne, t>at partie of be pole [CAXTON shaft or pool, Harl.

MS. that tre] bat is in be erthe schal turne in to iren. c 1440

Promp. Parv. 407/2 Pole, longe rodde, contus, pertica.
c 1445 LYDG. Nightingale 309 This was the poole and the

hygh[e] tree, Whilom sette vp by Moyses of entent. 1457

Nottingham Rec. II. 365 For c. allor polls vs. viiijd. c 1470
HENKY Wallace 11. 33 He bar a sasteing in a boustous

poille. 1484 CAXTON Fables of ^Esop \. xiii. 91 b, I shalle

haue alle the rote the pulle [radices cum iota columnd] or

maste and alle the braunches. 1541 Nottinghatn Rec. III.

383 For iij. powlez to make reylez in Cow Lane, a 1548
HALLC/iren.. Hen. r/^ i6oThe Capitayne. .caused his head
to be cut of, and pitched it on a highe poole. Ibid. ,

Hen. VIII 139 b, The kyng..lept ouer a diche beside

Hychyn, with a polle and the polle brake. 1553 T. WILSON
Rhet. (1580) 15 Some saie a long poule. 1559 Mirr. Mag.,
Jack Cade xv, On a poale. 1568 BIBLE (Bishops') Xum.
xxi. 8 Make thee a fyerie serpent, and set it vppon a pole

[I'ltlg. pro signo, 1382 WYCL. for a tokne ; 1388 for a signe ;

1535 Cov. for a token; 1539 (Great) for a sygne iso 1560

Genev.)}. 1607 in Stonehouse Axhohne (1839) 404 [The
boundary] towards the north, as the powles and stoupes
were set [in the moors] by the said order, to Briscoe Dyke
north east. 1616 SIR C. MOUNTAGU in fiuccleuch mSS,
(Hist. MSS. Comm.) I. 250 Lest a man be like a hop without

a pole. 1717 PRIOR Alma n. 12 If, after some distinguish'd

leap, He drops his pole, and seems to slip. 1869 E. A.

PARKES Pract. Hygiene (ed. 3) 323 A conical tent, with a

single pole. 1876 PREECE & SIVEWRIGHT Telegraphy (1905)

286 On the earliest telegraph lines square poles . . were

employed. Ibid. 295 In countries where wood is extremely

perishable, .iron poles are very extensively used.

2. In specific applications : a. A long tapering
wooden shaft fitted to the fore-carriage of a vehicle

and attached to the yokes or collars ofthe draught-

animals, serving to guide and control the vehicle,

and sometimes also bearing the whiffle-trees.

The application in quot. 1390 is uncertain.

[1390 Earl Derby's Exp. (Camden) 7 Cum emptione poles,

girthes, sursengles et aliis nece_ssanis.] 1619 [implied in

pole-piece in 5 c]. 1647 [implied in POLELESS], 1683 WOOD
Life 9 Nov. (O.H.S.) III. 79 The pole of a coach hit against
his brest. 1699 S. SEWALL Diary 27 Sept., Pole of the

Calash broken by the Horses frighted with a Pistol. 1813
Sk. Charac. I. 114 The pole of pur carriage ran against
the splendid chariot of the Marchioness of Arrangford.

b. Used as a tradesman's sign. Cf. ALE-POLE,
barber's pole s.v. BARHER 3.

\cf&Ann.Barl>er-Surg. Land. (1890)181 No Barber shall ..

put out any bason or basons, .upon his poule on Sundays or

Holy days. 1641 TATHAM Distracted State iv. i. (1651)

22/2 Scotch Apothecary. .1 ha not ben a Poles-Screamer
this twenty yeers far naught. 1797 LD. THURLOW in Hone
Every-day Bk. (1825) I. 1269 By a statute still in force,

the barbers and surgeons were each to use a pole. 1887
T. HARDY Woodlanders i, A master-barber that's left oft

his pole because 'tis not genteel.

c. Naut. A ship's mast : in phr. with or under

(bare) poles: with no sail set, with furled sails.

Also, The upper end of a mast, rising above the

rigging.
1669 STURMY Mariner's Mag. i. ii. 17 We may have . . to

spoon before the Sea with our Powles. 1697 DAMPIER Voy.

(1699) 415 We scudded.. before the Wind very swift, tho'

only with our bare Poles. 1795 Hull Ad-uertiser 20 July
2/4 The brig is painted black, with, .no pole to her fore top

gallant-mast. 1816 '

Quiz
' Grand Master u. 22 The vessel

rolls, At ocean's mercy under poles.

d. The long handle of a scythe or the like. dial.

1828 Craven Gloss, (ed. 2), Pow, a pole, a scythe pow, the

long handle of a scythe. 1903 Eng. Dial. Dict.,(S. Lanes.)

Scythe pow, stang pow.
3. A pole (in sense i) of definite length used as

a measure ; hence, name of a lineal measure, esp.

for land : in Statutory Measure, equal to 5! yards
or 16^ feet, but varying locally; a PERCH, a ROD.
1502 ARNOLDE Chron. (i8u) 173 In dyuers odur placis..

they mete ground by pollis gaddis and roddis some be of

xviij foote some of xx fote and som xvi fote in lengith.

'579 J- STCBBES Gaping GulfVu}. Thold English liberall

measure of syxtene foote and a halfe to the pole. 1603
OWKN Pembrokeshire (1892) 133 In some place the pole is but
ix foote, and in some place xij foote. 1706 PHILLIPS, Pole,
a long Stick : In measuring, it is the same with Pearch or

Rod, or as some call it Lugg : By Stat. 35 Eliz. this Measure
is a length of 16 Foot and a half, but in some Countries it

consists of 18 Foot and is called Woodland-Measure ; in

some Places of 21 Foot termed Church-Measure ; and
in others of 24 Foot tinder the Name of Forest-Measure.

1725 HKADLF.Y Fam. Diet. s.
y. Mile, Every Furlong forty

Lugs or Poles . . every Pole sixteen Foot and a Half. 1813
'I'. OAVIS Agric. Wilts App. 268 A rod, pole, or perch .. is

of three lengths in tbis county : 15, 18, and i6J feet.

b. As a measure of area : A square rod or perch ;

y>\ square yards.
1637 in A'. Riding Rec. IV. 77 To be rated by acree and

powle. 1660 SHARROCK Vegetables 19 A rod or pole of

ground, which is the square of sixteen feet and a half.

Afod. The land is let in ten-pole allotments at sixpence
a pole.

4. In sporting phraseology : The tail of certain

beasts and birds, as the otter, pheasant, etc.

1863 ATKINSON Stanton Grange (1864)202 His hand missed
the otter's hind-quarters, but closed upon its pole (or tail).

1900 Shooting Times 15 Dec. 15/2 Pole, the tail of an otter.

Ibid., Pole, the tail of a pheasant. 1904 Westtnld. Gaz.
2 July 5/5 Captain T. presented the pole to Miss L., the

pads to the Misses C., . -and the mask most deservedly to. .

the huntsman.

5. altrib. and Comb. a. Simple attrib. : Per-

taining to, consisting or made of a pole or poles,
as pole-bridge; -end, -fence, -fittcliel, -head (cf. pole-
mast in c.), -topmast, -wood. b. Objective and

obj. genitive, instrumental, etc., as pole-balanang,

-bearer, -jump, -jumper, -leaper, -leaping, -setter,

-setting, -vault, -vauller ; pole-armed, -shaped adjs.
1800 Sporting Mag. XV. 28 The *pole-bearers were fol-

lowed by a large ship. 1900 G. C. BRODRICK Men:, ff Impress.
ii. 38 In the early summer of 1844 I took part as a '

pole-
bearer

'

in the last Montem. [See POLEMAN b, quots. 1844,

1898.) 01817 T. DWIGHT Trav. Ne-M Eng., etc. (1821)

II. 131 Mr. Ls horse, crossing a *pole bridge, fell through,
and threw his rider. 1835-40 HALIBURTON Clockin. (18621

229 Who should I see but Bobbin in his waggon ag'in the

'pole fence. 1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mech., 'Polc-fitCchel, the

javs'S between which the hinder end of a carriage-tongue is

inserted. 1794 Rigging fy Seamanship I. 16 '1'op-gallant-
niasts. .have commonly *pole-heads, either stump, common,
or long. 1898 Daily AVtus 22 Feb. 3/4 A party of his pupiK
are exercising at the "pole-jump, across a ditch. 1892 A. K.

LKK Hist. Columbus (Ohio) I. 363 After the *polesetters
had done their work the wires were quickly strung. 1887
Pall MallG. m Sept. 7/1 An elderly man . . fights with a

*pole-shaped stick against a constable. 1769 FALCONER
Diet. Marine (1789), Afaf/ en caravellc, fitted with *pole

topmasts. 1893 Onling(\j. S.) XXII. 154/2 He has. .held

the world's record in the *po!e vault for distance. Ibid.,

Harding. . began training as a *pole-vaulter in 1891. 1742
MS. Agreement (co. Derby), [Lessee] to fall or cut all the

large or *pole wood grounds.

c. Special Combs : pole-bean, any climbing
bean (Webster, 1890) ; pole-bracket, a bracket

on a telegraph pole for supporting the wires ; pole-

burn, a disease affecting tobacco during the curing

process, due to overheating when hung too closely

on poles (futiffs Stand. Did. 1895) ;
so pole-

burn v. intr., (of tobacco) to be discoloured and

lose flavour by overheating (Cent. Diet. 1 890) ;

pole-cap, the insulating cap of a telegraph pole ;

pole-carriage (Knight Diet. Mech. 1875), pole-

cart, a vehicle furnished with or drawn by means
of a pole ; pole-chain, () a measuring chain =
CHAIN sb. 9 ; (t>) the chain by which the end of

a carriage-pole is connected with the collar
;

f pole-dipt a., hedged in by poles ; pole-crab,
a double metal loop affixed to the end of a carriage-

pole to receive the breast-straps of the harness

(Knight) ; pole-ground, ground or river-bottom

suitable for poling a barge, etc.; f pole-hammer,

properly poll-hammer, the war-hammer or martel-

de-fer ; t pole-hatchet, ? pole-ax ; an opprobrious

appellation (cf. HATCHET-FACE) ; pole-hedge =
ESPALIER i

; pole-hook, (a) the hook on the end

of a carriage-pole ; (A) a boat-hook (Knight) ;

pole-horse, a horse harnessed alongside of the

pole, a wheeler as distinguished from a leader;

pole-lathe, a lathe in which the work is turned by
a cord passing round it, and fastened at one end to

the end of an elastic pole, and at the other to

a treadle ; pole-mast, a mast formed of a single

spar ; so pole-masted a. ; pole-net, a net for

catching fish, etc., fastened on a pole or poles ;

pole-pad, a stuffed leather pad fastened on the

point of the pole of a gun-carriage, to prevent

injury to the horses ; pole-piece, (a) a heavy strap

which attaches the end of the pole to the horse's

collar; (b) in roof-construction, a ridge-pole;

f pole-pike, ? a pike fixed in the end of a pole,

a pike-staff; pole-plate (see quots.); pole-
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prop, a bar for supporting the end of the pole

(esp. of an artillery carriage) when the horses are

unhitched (Knight); pole-puller, one who is em-

ployed in drawing the poles in a hop-garden ; so

pole-pulling ; pole-rack, a rack on which drying-

poles are supported in dyeing, tanning, and other

trades; pole-railroad, -railway, a temporary
track constructed of two parallel lines of barked

poles, serving as rails for the removal of the logs
of a district to the sawmill ; pole-reed (also/00/-
reed), Phragmites communis

; pole-road =
pole-

railroad'^ pole-rush (also /00Arvtf), the Bulrush,

Scirpus lacustris ; pole-screen, a fire-screen

mounted on an upright pole or rod, on which it

may be fixed at any point ; pole-shank = pole-

staff; pole-sling, a kind of palanquin or travel-

ling seat suspended from a pole or poles
carried by bearers

; t pole-square, a square pole ;

pole-staff, a net-pole {Cent. Diet.} ; pole-strap =
pole-piece (a} (Knight) ; pole-tip, a metal cap
covering the point of the pole of a carriage ;

pole-tool : see quot. ; pole-torpedo, a torpedo
carried on the end of a pole projecting from the

bows of a vessel; a spar-torpedo; pole-trap, a

circular steel trap set on the top of a post ; pole-

trawl, a trawl-net of which the mouth is kept

open with a pole ; so pole-trawling; pole-wedge
(also poll-), in a plough : see quots.
1876 PREECE&SWEWRIGHT TV/^.fraAfcyan *Pole-brnckets

..are of a tubular form. .and made of malleable iron. 1884
Health Exhib. CataL 78/1 Insulators. "Pole Cap. 1833

IVauMly Farm Rep. 102 in Libr. Use/. Knowl., Husb. Ill,
The wain or *pole-cart dragged by oxen is unknown here.

1725 BRADLEY Fain. Diet. s.v. Surveying, The surveyor ..

furnish'd. .with a well divided *pole chain or off set rod.

1827 Sporting Mag. XXI. 102 The accidental breakings of

reins, pole-chains, hame-straps. 1610 SHAKS. Temp. iv. i. 68

Thy "pole-dipt vineyard. And thy Sea-marge stirrile, and
rockey-hard. 1773 in Crisp Richmond (1866) 316 From the

depth of water, the want of *Pole ground would render it

difficult, .to work the Craft. 1873 SULLIVAN O'Curry's A>ic.

Irish I. Introd. 459 In the fourteenth century the war ham-
mer was in general use... The foot soldiers had it fixed on a

long pole, whence the name 'Pole-hammer. [This is an error,
founded on false etymology; the poll-hammer ;M.Du. pol-
/ziaw/^r) had its name from poll head, like poll-ax, POLE-AX.]

11529 SKELTON My darlyng dsre, etc. 28, I wys, *powle
hachet, she bleryd thyne 1. 1826 HOR. SMITH Tor Hill

(18 38) II. 98 You pennyless pole-hatchet. 1665 REA Flora
(ed. 2) 6 Pallisados (or as we usually call them, *Pole-

hedges) are much in fashion in France. 1706 LONDON &
WISF, Retir'd Card. I. 91 The Cultivation of Vines in Vine-

yards, on Pole-Hedges. 1813 J. SMITH Panorama Sc. fy

Art I. 66 The *pole lathe, .made of the cheapest materials,
and in the simplest manner. 1881 YOUNG Ev. Man his
own Mechanic 539 The pole lathe and the 'dead-centre'
lathe are. .the most simple forms of this useful contrivance.

1730 in Patents Specific., Masts, &.c. (1874) i A *pole mast
vessell for the better . . catching . . of all sorts of fish. 1824
Ibid, 19 Double pole masts. 1769 FALCONER Diet. Marine
(1789) B b ij b, A mast . . is either formed of one single piece,
which is called a pole mast, or composed of several pieces

joined together. 1894 Daily News 22 Feb. 2/1 The Britan-
nic is rigged as a *pole-masted schooner. 1858 SIMMONDS
Diet. Trade^ *Pole-net, a net attached to a pole for illegal

fishing in rivers. 1885 BOMPAS Life F. Buckland 163
Imagine an old fashioned, bag-shaped night-cap, with a
stick fastened on each side of it, and you have a pole net.

1619 in Naworth Househ. Bits. (Surtees) 108 For a paer of
duble cotch rains and 2 *poolpeseis. 1794 W. FELTON
Carriages (1801) I. 212 Pole-pieces are the straps which
couple the horses to the pole, and are regulated by the size

and weight of the carriage. 1901 J. Black's Illnstr. Carp.
<5r Build., Home Handier. 22 Deal rafters . . the lower ends
of which rest on the wall plates,, .and the upper extremities
..abut on the 'ridge' or 'pole piece'. 1451-2 Durham
Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 147 Pro j *polepike et quinque Shol-

yrnez, ijs. ijd. 1823 P. NICHOLSON Pract. Build. 128 A *pole-
plate is a beam over each opposite wall, supported upon the
ends of the tie beam

; 1889 Cath. Household 30 Nov. 4
Bold king-post principals and traceried windbraces to the

purlins and pole plates. 1805 R. W. DICKSON Pract. Agric.
1 1. 753 The

*pole-puller
and pickers . . in the hop plantation.

1878 Lumberman* Gaz. 6 Apr., They use on these *pole
railroads trucks with iron wheels. 1578 LYTE Dodoens iv.

liv. 514 This plante is called in.. English, Common *Pole
Reede, Spier, or Cane Reede. 1507 GERARDE Herbal i.

xxiv. 6. 34 Arundo Cypria .. in English, Pole reede, or

Cane, or Canes. 1879 PRIOR Names Brit. Plants (ed. 3)

187 Pole-reed,, \t\ our western counties, Pool-reed. 1879
Lumberman's Gaz. 16 July 6 The *pole road, ordinarily,
is constructed of poles 4 or 5 inches in diameter, of pine or
hard wood. 1893 Scribner's Mag. June 708/2

'

Pole-roads
'

. .where cars with wheels with concave faces run on poles
instead of rails. 1578 LYTE Dodoens iv. Iii. 511 The fourth
(kind of Rush] is called .. in English, the *pole Rushe, or
bull Rushe, or Mat Rushe. 1870 MRS. OLIPHANT Autobiogr.
9f Lett. (1899) 225, I have just finished the most enchanting
*pole-screen. 1888 GOODE Amer. Fishes 250 In this is

inserted the end of the *pole-shank. 1707 MORTIMER
Husb. (1721) I. 86 Allowing a Bushel to a "Pole-square,
or a hundred and sixty Bushels to an Acre. 1881 RAYMOND
Mining Gloss.,

*
Pole-tools, the tools used in drilling with

rods, 1878 N. Amer. Rev. CXXVII. 386 The *pole-torpedo
could not.. avail. 1892 Daily News 6 Jan. 5/7 Most cruel
of all the instruments of destruction used by gamekeepers
. .is the '

*pole trap '. 1836 First Reg. Irish Fisheries 166
The *pole-trawl, used in shoal water, is the only one known
here. 1774 WALSH in Phil. Trans. LXIV. 471 Small vessels,
with which they practise *pole-trawling. 1733 TULL Horse-

Hoeing Husb. xxi. 308 The Coulter, which is wedged tight

up to it [the Coulter-hole] by the *Poll-Wedse. Ibid.

309 Three Wedges at least will be necessary to hold
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1 the Coulter; the Pole-Wedge before it,.. another Wedge
! on the left Side of it above, and a third on the right Side
! underneath.

Pole, sb* Forms : 4- pole ;
also 4 pool, 4-6

! pol, 5-6 poole, 6 powle, Sc. poill. [ad.L./f/-/^
the end of an axis, a pole ((Astron.) Plin.), the sky
(Virg.), a. Gr. no\os a pivot, axis, in Astron. the

axis of the sphere (Plato), the sky (^sch.)- In

OF.po/e (1372 in Hatz.-Dnrm.), mod.F./&V; so

It., Sp., Pg. polo, Ger. pol, Du. pool, all from L.]
1. Each of the two points in the celestial sphere
{north pole and south pole) about which as fixed

points the stars appear to revolve
; being the points

at which the earth's axis produced meets the celes-

tial sphere. Sometimes also POLE-STAR.
c 1391 CHAUCER Astrol. \\. 22 The heyhte of owre pool

Artik fro owre north Orisonte. 1398 TREVISA Barth. DC P.
R. vm. xxii. (Bodl. MS.), Polus is a fulle litel sterre... And
twei Polus [ed. 1495 Polis] there bene, bat one hatte Articus
. ,J>e ober pole hi^t antarticus. 1412-20 LYDG, Chron. Troy
i. iii. (1555), To enhaunce thyne honour to the heauen
Aboue the poole and the sterres seuen. 1432-50 tr.

Higden (Rolls) V. 261 Alle the grownde that lyethe over
the occean . .vnder the northe pole. 1513 DOUGLAS /Eneis

yi.
i. 34 Dedalus, the wrycht,..To aventur hym self heich

in the sky, ..Towart tlie frosty poll artik he flaw. 1527
R. THORNE in Hakluyt Voy. (1589) 253 The altitude of
the Poles, that is the North and South starres. 1602
H. BRIGGES (title) A Table to find the height of the Pole ;

the Magnetical Declination being given. 1604 SHAKS. Oth.
n. i. 15 To cast water on the burning Beare, And quench
the Guards of th' euer-fixed Pole. 1726-46 THOMSON
Winter 741 All one cope Of starry glitter, glows from pole
to pole. 1868 LOCKYKR ./<;//. Astron. 328. 145 The points
where the terrestrial poles would pierce this sphere, if they
were long enough, we shall call the celestial poles.
fig. 1606 SHAKS. Ant. <$ CL iv. xv. 65 The Souldiers pole

is falne : young Boyes and Gyrles Are leuell now with men.

2. Each of the extremities (North and South) of

the axis of the earth ; also of any rotating spherical
or spheroidal body {pole of revolution}.
1551 RRCORDE Pathw. Knowl. i. Defin., The two poyntes

that suche a lyne maketh in the vtter bounde or platte of
the globe, are named polis, wch you may call aptly in eng-
lysh, tourne pointes. 1622 R. HAWKINS I'oy. S. Sea (1847)
228 Those found neere the pooles are not perfect, but are of
a thick colour; whereas such as are found neere the line, are
mosi orient and transparent. 1725 DE FOE Voy. round
World (1840) 19 They entertained a notion that I was going
. . to search for the South pole. 1798 COLERIDGE Anc. Mar.
v. i, Oh sleep ! it is a gentle thing, Beloved from pole to

pole ! 1820 W. SCORESBY Ace. Arctic Reg. I. 46 The
opinion of an open sea round the Pole is altogether chi-

merical. 1827 Gentl. Mag. XCVII. i. 159 Resolved, .that

another Expedition to the North-Pole shall be under-
taken. 1834 Nat. Phitos. III. Astron. iii. 83/1 (U. K.Soc.),
The pointsM and m are called, .the poles of the moon. 1880

G. MEREDITH Tragic Com. (1881) in As for matters of the

heart between us, we're as far apart as the Poles.

fig. 1509 HAWES Past, fleas, v. (1555) Dj, The lady
Cramer .. To whose doctrine, I dyd me aduertise For to

attayne, in her artyke poole, Hergylteddewe, for to oppresse

my doole.

t b. Each extremity of the axis of a lens. Obs.

1704 J. HARRIS Lex. Tethn. I, Pole ofa Glassitn Opticks)
is the thickest part of a Convex, but the thinnest of a

Concave Glass, .sometimes called, The Vertex of the Glass.

t O. Each of the two ends of any axle ;
a peg on

which anything turns. Obs. rare.

1670 G. H. Hist. Cardinals n. i. 124 The Poles upon which
the Wheel of Cardinalism ought to turn. 1730 A. GORDON

MaffeVs Amfihith. 303 These Doors have a round Hole in

the Threshold, and another above, into which the Poles of

the Impost entered.

3. Geom. Pole of a circle of the sphere : Each of

the two points on the surface of the sphere, in which

the axis of that circle cuts the surface ; as the poles
of the ecliptic on the celestial sphere. The poles
of any great circle of a sphere are also the poles of

every small circle parallel to it.

c 1391 CHAUCER Astrol. i. 18 This senyth is the verrey

pool of the orisonte in euery regioun. 1550 W. CUNNINGHAM
Cosmogr. Glasse 33 If I make D. the poles of th* equinoc-
tiall..then can thei not be the poles of the zodiack. 1594
BLUNDEVIL Exerc. in. i. xvi. (1636)311 In this Colure there

are set downe the two Poles of the Ecliptique line, being
distant from the Poles of the world three and twenty degrees
and 30'. 1669 STURMY Mariner's Mag. yn. ii. 3 Every Dial

Plane hath his Axis, which is a straight Line passing through
the Center of the Plane, and making Right Angles with it;

and at the end of the Axis be the two Poles of the Plane,
whereof that above our Horizon is called the Pole Zenith,
and the other the Pole Nadir of the Dial. 1795 HUTTON
Math. Diet. II. 255/1 The Pole of a great circle is a point

upon the sphere equally distant from every part of the cir-

cumference of the great circle. 1816 PLAVFAIR Nat. Phil.

II. 2 They all describe circles having the same point for

their Pole.

b. Hence in Cryst. t
the point at which a straight

line perpendicular to a face or plane of a crystal

meets the (ideal) sphere of projection.
1878 GURNEY Crystallogr. 31 The points in which the

perpendiculars .. meet the surface of the sphere are called

the poles of the respective faces. 1895 STORY-MASKELYNE

Crystallogr. 27 A pole may therefore also be defined as the

point of contact of the sphere and a tangent-plane parallel
to a plane of the system on the same side of the origin with
the plane.
4. poet., after ancient Greek and Latin usage ;

also//. The sky, heavens, arch, or Obs.

1572 Satir. Poems Reform, xxx. 134 The storme approches
quhen ye Poills are fairest. 1649 G. DANIEL Trinarth,,

POLE.

Hen. II7
, cclxxili, Hee,. .Ambitious of the Pole, has got

moe Eyes But w tl1 less ease. 1715-20 POPE Iliad \ in. 692
Stars unnumber'd gild the glowing pole. 1770 W. HODSON
Ded. Temple Sol. 2 Mingled Thunders shake the lab'ring
Pole. 1794 BLAKE Songs Exper., Poison- Tree 14 When the

night had veil'd the pole.

5. Magn. Each of the two opposite points or

regions on the surface of a magnet (when of elon-

gated form, usually at its ends) at which the mag-
netic forces are manifested.
So called originally by analogy with the poles of the earth

or the celestial sphere, when it was discovered that a lode-
stone tends to dispose itself with one extremity towards the

north, and the other towards the south.

1574 EDEN Prof. Bk. Navigation (1579), For lyke as in

heauen are two poynts immoueable ..vpon the which the
whole frame of heauen is turned, .euen so the stone Magnes
reduced into a globous or rounde forme, laying thereon
a needle turneth and resteth, thereby is shewed the place of
the poles. 1625 N. CARPENTER Geog. Del. \. iii. (1635) 57
Let the two poles both North and South bee marked out
in the Loadstone. 1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. 60 A
Loadstone, .wherein only inverting the extremes as it came
out of the fire, wee altered the poles or faces thereof at plea-
sure.

17^38 J. EAMES in Phil. Trans. Abridgm. VIII, 246
Concerning Magnets having more than two Poles. 1831
BREWSTER Optics x. 93 A steel wire . . became magnetic by
exposure to the white light of the sun ; a north pole appear-
ing at each polished part, and a south pole at each unpolished
part. 1866 R. M. FERGUSON Electr. (1870) 37 Gilbert
considered the north pole of the magnet to be a south pole,
as he took the north pole of the earth as his standard north

pole. 1870 AIRY Treat. Magnetism 12 This suggests the
idea that the whole of the magnetism peculiar to that end
of the magnet is collected into that one point: and that

point is called a '

pole '. 1873 MAXWELL Electr. <$ Magn.
II. 3 The ends of a long thin magnet are commonly called

its poles.
Comb. 1884 S. P. THOMPSON Dynamo-electr. Mach. 124

By substituting a four-pole field for the original two-pole
field . . they could get exactly double, 1900 Engineering
Mag. XIX. 748/2 There being two generating sets, with

two-pole dynamos. Ibid. 754/2 A twelve-pole machine,
the connections of whose winding can be altered so as to

furnish pressures from 385 to 4,000 volts,

b. Magnetic pole \ each of the two points in the

polar regions of the earth where the dipping needle

takes a vertical position.
1701 GREW Cosm. Sacra i. ii. 9 The Magnetick Poles are

also a great Secret; especially now they are found to be
distinct from the Poles of the Earth. 1797 Encycl. Brit.

{ed, 3) X. 435/2 The magnetic poles of the earth may be
considered as the centres of the polarities of all the par-
ticular aggregates of magnetic substances. 1815 J. SMITH
PanoramaSc.fy Artll. 178 It is found, that the magneiical
poles of the earth change their situation, and this singular
circumstance has opened a wide field for speculation.

6. Electr. Each of the two terminal points (posi-
tive and negative) of an electric cell, battery, or

machine.
1802 Med. Jrnl. VIII, 319 It is particularly through the

medium of the organs of sight and taste, that we find some
difference in the respective action of the two poles. 1834
FARADAY Exp. Res. (1855) I. 196 The poles, as they are

usually called, are only the doors or ways by which the

electric current passes in or out. 1836-41 BRANDE Chem.
(ed. 5) 290 The termination of the conductors or wires, con-

nected with the opposite ends of the voltaic battery, are

commonly termed its positive and negative poles. 1881

S. P. THOMPSON Elem. Less. Electr. <V Magn. 127 The

copper strip, whence the current starts on its journey through
the external circuit, is called the positive pole, and the zinc

strip is called the negative pole. 1905 PHEECE& SIVKWRIGHT

Telegraphy 15 note, The connection at the negative plate
is the positive pole and that at the positive plate the

negative pole.

7. Biol. Each extremity of the main axis of any

organ of more or less spherical or oval form.

1834 M cMuRTRiE Cuvier's Amm. Kingd. 462 Their parts
are arranged round an axis and on one or several radii, or

on one or several lines extending from one pole to the other.

1888 ROLLESTON & JACKSON Anim. Life Introd. 22 It is rare

for the chromatin to be grouped in two masses on the

equator [of the spindle] and the split of the nucleus to take

place through its poles. 1893 TUCKEY tr. Hatschek's

Amphioxus 39 The upper pole of the egg. 1897 Allbutt's

Syst. Med. IV. 338 The upper pole of the right kidney is

5 cm. external to the tip of the eleventh thoracic spine.

8. Geom. a. A fixed point to which other points,

lines, etc., are referred : as, the origin of polar
co-ordinates

;
the point of which a curve is a polar.

b. The point from which a pencil of lines diverges.

1849 CAYLEY Wks. I. 425 A fixed point Q (which may be

termed the harmonic pole of the point /' with respect to the

system of surfaces). 1863 R. TOWNSEND Mod. Geom. I. x.

216 The inverse of the foot of the perpendicular from the

centre of a circle upon any line is termed the pole of the

line with respect to the circle. 1873 WILLIAMSON Dijff.

Calculus (ed. 2) xii. 175 The position of any point in a

plane is determined when its distance from a fixed point
called a pole, and the angle which that distance makes
with a fixed line, are known ; these are called the polar
co-ordinates of the point. 1883 A. G- GREENHILL Diff.

Calculus (1886) 241 The locus of Y, the foot of the perpen-
dicular on the tangent of a curve drawn from the origin

O, is called the pedal of the curve with respect to O, and O
is called the pole of the pedal.

9. fig. Each of two opposed or complementary

principles to which the parts of a system or group
of phenomena, ideas, etc., are referable.

1471 RIPLEY Comp. Alch. iv. xv. in Ashm. Theat. Chew.

Realists . .each maintained opposite poles of the same truth.



POLE. 1067 POLEHEAD.
1843 R. J. GRAVES Syst. Clin. Meet, xxvii. 350 To develope
itself [i.e. syphilitic poison] according to certain antitheses

(poles or metastases). 1861 E. GARBETT Bible fy Critics 245

Reverting.. to the very opposite pole of religious thought
and practice.

1O. attrib, and Comb., as pole-cell (sense 6) ;

pole-changer, a switch or key for reversing the

direction of an electric current ; f pole-dial =>

POLAR cYa/; pole-piece, a mass of iron forming
the end ofan electromagnet, through which the lines

of magnetic force are concentrated and directed.

1893 TUCKEY tr. HatscJtefis Amphioxus 173 The *pole-
cell of the mesoblast still distinguishable. 1884 KNIGHT
Meek. Diet. Suppl., *Pole-changer. 1005 PREECE & SIVE-

WRIGHT Telegraphy 209 Introducing the pole-changer and

compound relay. 1669 STURMY Mariner's blag, vn. Aaaaij,
A Globe with two *PoIe-Dials, and one Shadow-Dial. 1883
Daily News 10 Sept. 2/1 The *pole-piecei> of the field mag-
nets. 1884 \liGG&Magn. 9f Dyn. Electr. Machines \i\ The
distribution of the electromotive force in the various sections

of the coils on the armature depends very greatly on the

shape of the pole-pieces.

Pole (p^u l)i sb.'^ rare. [a. F. pole
' the Sole-fish

called a Dogs-tongue
*

(Cotgr.).] A species of

deep-water flounder, Pleuronectes (Glyptocephahts)

cynoglossus . Also pole-dab, -flounder, -fluke.
1668 WILKINS Real Char. n. v. 3. 141 Plain or flat fish

..having the mouth on the left side of the eyes, having
bigger scales. Pole. 1888 GOODE Amer. Fishes 260 In

Greenland they are said to feed upon the pole-flounder.
Ibid. 331. 1890 Cent. Diet., Pole-dab. 1890 WEBSTER, Pole-

flounder . . native of the northern coasts of Europe and
America.. called also craigflounder, and pole-fluke.

Pole, sb* Also 6 Poyle, Poole. [a. Ger. Pole,

sing, of Polen, in MHG. Poldn, pi. Potdne, a.

Polish Poljane lit. field-dwellers, f. pole field.]

fl. Poland. 06s.

1533 ELVOT Cast. Helthe (1541) 34 In any other countrey
than England, Scotland, Ireland, & Poyle. 1565 JEWEL
Def. Apol. (1611) 368 Ireland, Poole, Denmarke, Sueden,
and Hungarie. 1671 FRASER Polichronicon (S. H. S.) 491
After the peace he went up to Pole with other Scotsshmen.

2. A native of Poland.
Earlier names were (//.) Polones [from L.] (1555 EDEN

Decades 278, 280), POLACK, POLANDER.
1656 B. HARRIS Pari-vaZs Iron Age (1659) 308 After many

hot charges, .. the Poles confusedly fled, a 1715 BURNET
Own Time vi. ann. 1697 (1734) II. 196 To distribute Eight
Millions of Florins among the Poles. 1840 Penny Cycl.
XVIII. 324/1 The emperor Nicholas.. exercised the utmost

severity against the Poles.

b. A Poland fowl.

1885 Bazaar 30 Mar. 1268/3 Polands. Golden spangled
Poles, perfect birds.

Hence Poless, a female Pole, Polish woman.
1828 CARLYLE Werner Misc. Ess. 1872 I. 102 A young

Poless of the highest personal attractions.

Pole, v. Also 7-9 poll (8 pool), [f. POLE j<U]
1. trans, f a. To set on a pole. Obs.
1606 WARNER Alb. Eng. xiv. xc. (1612) 365 From whom

. .they hewd his better-worthie head, And pold it on their

Citie walls.

b. To convey (hay, reeds, etc.) on poles, local.

1828 WEBSTER, Pole.. to bear or convey on poles; as, to

pole hay into a barn. 1892 P. H. EMERSON Son of Fens
xvii. 173 We began to pole it inter the boat. 1903 Eng.
Dial. Diet., Pole, to heap or move grass or reeds, etc., on

long poles.

2. To furnish with poles. (Cf. to stake.)

f
Hi
begin to pole, and begin not to pole till your Hops appear
above the Ground. 1893 KATE SANBORN Truth/. Worn.
in S. California 134 Beans do not need to be '

poled
'

here,
but just he lazily along the ground. 1898 Daily News 24

Aug. 5/2 The military telegraph wire is poled to this place.

3. To attach (a horse) to the carriage-pole.
1861 WHYTE MELVILLE Mkt. Harb. xxi, Crasher. . was. .

revolving in his own mind, .whether he wouldn't pole up
Marathon a little shorter going home.

4. To push, poke, or strike with a pole ; to stir

/, push oft with a pole.
1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Snfp., Polling, in gardening, the

operation of dispersing the worm-casts all over the walks,
with long ash-poles. 1870 KEIM Sheridan's Troopers 270
While one was poling up the unknown occupants within,
the others stood around the entrance with pistols, .ready
to greet the first appearance of the denizens. 1897 M. KINGS-
LEY IV. Africa 381 The only thing was to pole the logs off.

b. To strike or pierce with a carriage-pole.
1728 VANBR. & Cm. Prov. Husb. n. i, If we had a mind to

stand in his way, he wou'd pool us over and over again.
1824 New Montkly Mag. XI. 450 Yon heedless hack Has
poled a deaf old woman's back. 1865 DICKENS Mitt. Fr.
\. ix, With a footman up behind, with a bar across, to keep
his legs from being poled.

f5. intr. (?) To use a pole as a weapon ;
to fight

or fence with a pole. Obs.
a 1601 ? MARSTON Pasquil $ Katk. i. 6, I am as perfect in

my Pipe, as Officers in poling, Courtiers in flatterie, or
Wenches in falling, c 1645 T. TULLY Siege Carlisle (1840)

35 One Watson, poleing with a Skott, was shot by his Corn-
raid. Scisson to revenge his death cut 2 of the Scotts.

6. trans. To propel (a boat or raft) with a pole,
1774 D. JONES yml. (1865) 47 The canoe was poled up

the stream. 1799 J- SMITH Ace. Remark. Occnrr. (1870) 43
Sometimes paddling and sometimes polling his canoe along.

1893 F. F. MOORE Gray Eye or so II. 57 The boat. .was
being poled along in semi-darkness.

b. intr. or absol.

1831 R. Cox Adv. Columbia. River II. 193 After pushing

off we poled away with might and main. 1895 H. NORMAN
Peoples ff Pol. ofFar East xxxii. 537 We poled and paddled
up the river.

7. To stir (molten metal or glass) with a pole
of green wood, with the object of reducing the

proportion of oxygen in the mass.
184* [see POLING vbl. sb. i\. 1869 ROSCOE Elem. Chem.

(1871) 265 In order to get rid of the last traces of oxide, the
molten copper is 'poled

'

or stirred up with a piece of green
wood. 1884 C!ia)iib. Jrnl. \ Dec. 766/1 The tin is first

melted and '

polled 'that is, stirred up with a stick of

green wood.

Pole, obs. form of PAUL, POLL, POOL, PULLEY.

-pole, combining element from Gr. -iraj\r)$ a

seller, dealer (as in oivoirwkrjs wine-seller), f. nai\etv

to sell, used rarely to designate a merchant, as in

BIBLIOPOLE, PHAKMACOPOLE.

Pole-ax, -axe, poleaxe (jxn'l|aeks), s/\

Forms: (4 poleax), 4-7 pollax, polax, 5 polle

axe, polex, pollex (pol hax) , 5-7 pollaxe, 6 pol-

axe, pol-ax (pulaxe), 7 poll-ax, 7- pole-ax, (6)

7- pole-axe, 6- poleaxe. (3. Sc. 6 pow ax, 7 pow-
aix, [ME. pollax, polax, Sc. powax MDu.
polaex, pollaex, MLG. and LG. polexe, polkxc
(whence MSw. I5th c. polyxe, pulyxe, MDa.
poloxe}, i. pol, POLL j.l, Sc. pow, MDu., MLG.
polle, pol head + Ax : cf. MDu. polhamer ~

poll-

hammer, also a weapon of war. It does not

appear whether the combination denoted an ax
with a special kind of head, or one for cutting off

or splitting the head of an enemy. In the i6th c.

the word began to be written by some pole-ax
(which after 1625 became the usual spelling), as

if an ax upon a pole or long handle. This may
have been connected with the rise of sense 2. Simi-

larly, mod.Sw. palyxa and \Vestphalian dial. /<?/-
exe have their first element =

pole. Sense 3 may
be a substitute for the earlier bole-ax, which was

applied to a butcher's ax.]
I. A kind of ax formerly used as a weapon of war,

a battle-ax ; also, a form of this retained till the

end of the eighteenth century in naval warfare for

boarding, resisting boarders, cutting ropes, etc.

It probably varied in form at different times, but origin-

ally (and in naval use to the end) it was a short-handled

weapon, which could be hung at the saddle-bow or held
under the shield, and used in close fighting : in the quot.
from Chaucer it is one of the short weapons specially for-

bidden at the combat. Its use to render L. bipennis two-

edged ax, in the Promptorium and Catholicon, and by
Sandys, suggests that it had usually a cutting edge or point
also on the side opposite the broad face.

13. . Coer de L. (\V.) 6870 If the dogge wyl come to me,
My pollax schal hys bane be. Ibid. 6972 [cf. 5053 Hys ax
on his fore arsoun hyng]. c 1386 CHAUCER Knt.'s T. 1686
No man ther fore vp peyne of los of lyf No maner shot

polax [v.r. pollax] ne shorte knyf In to the lystes sende ne
thider brynge Ne short swerd for to stoke with poynt
bitynge. 1399 LANGL, Rich. Redeles in. 328 They, .pletid
wth pollaxis and poyntis of swerdis. 1422-61 in Cal.
Proc. Clmnc. Q. Eliz. (1827) I. Introd. 20 [He] woulde haf

slayne
me with ane polle axe. c 1440 Pronip. Part'. 407/2

Polax, bipennis. 1465 MARG. PASTON in P. Lett. II. 215
Sum of hem havyng rusty polexis and byllys. 1483 Cath.

Angl. 286/1 A Pollaxe, bipennis. 1513 DOUGLAS ^Eneisxi.
xiii. 105 Hyr braid pollax, rasit sa on hie [validam . . secnrim,
altiorexsurgen$\ 1530 PALSGR. 179 Bee defaulcon, a poll-
ax. a 1548 HALL Chron., Hen, IV i4b, Sir Piers.. with
a strooke of his Pollax felled hym to the ground. 1551
ROBINSON Morels Utopia \\. (1895) 262 At hande strokes

they vse not swordes but pollaxes. 1561 Burgh Rec. Prest-
wick (Maitl. Cl.) 66 Ane slot staf, or ane pow ax. 1567
Lane. Wills (1857) II. 86 My pulaxe..ij bills or pulaxes.
1604 in Pitcairn Crint. Trials II. u. 432 With hagbuttis,
pistoletti, . .pow-aixes. i6ai G. SANDYS Ovid^s Met. VIM.

(1626) 160 Behold, Ancieus with a polax \bipenniferA rcas}.

Ibid., In both his hands Aduanc't his polax [Ancipitemque
manu tollens utraqnc secnrim\. 1625 K. LONG tr. Barclays
Argenis iv. xxil 320 Snatching their Pole-axes which hung
by their saddle-bowes, they fell afresh to the combat. 1644
VICARS God in Mount 164 They presently fell to it pell mell
with their Swords and Pole-axes. 1688 R. HOLME Armoury
m. 291/2 Their Cutting Knife. .many would rather take to
be a Poll-ax. 1715-20 POPE Iliad xm. 766 His right [arm],
beneath, the cover 'd pole-ax held. 1769-76 FALCONER Diet.

Marine, Pole-axe, a sort of hatchet . . having an handle
about 15 inches in length, and being furnished with a
sharp point, or claw, bending downwards from the back of
it's head... It is principally employed to cut away .. the

"Sging of anX adversary who endeavours to board. 1819
W. TENNANT Papistry Stortrid (1827) 45 His henchman..
Wi 1 ane pow -axe intill his hand. 1850 PRESCOTT Peru II.

211 To deal furious blows with their pole-axes and war-clubs.

fb. (?) Applied to an industrial implement. Obs.
Mentioned along wit h an iron hammer and 3 quarry wedges.
1356-7 Durham Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 557 Marescalcia.

In uno malteo ferreo et i poleax, 3 Wharelwegges facien-
dis de proprio ferro.

2. A halbert or similar long-handled weapon
carried by the body-guard of a king or great per-

sonage. (In quot. 1585 applied (as shown by the

accompanying plate) to a small ax-blade on a long
lance.)
The original pollax of the body-guard may have been the

same weapon as in sense i, mounted on a long staff or pole ;

but it became mainly an ornamental weapon, often gilt and
of various fanciful shapes.
a 1562 G. CAVENDISH Wolsey (1893) 31, tiij footmen with

gylt pollaxes in ther Lands. 1585 T. WASHINGTON tr. Nii.no-

\ lay's I 'oy. iv, xiii. 126 b, His right hand bare a long launce,
the poleaxe at the point being well steeled. 1598 FLQRIO,
Mazzierc,. .a halbardler or poleaxe man, such as the Queene
of Kn^lands gentlemen pencioners are. Vai6oo i>k. Pre-
cedence in Q. Eliz. Acad.^ etc. 22 (MS. 1604) Then the
Pentioners with ther poleaxes on each side of her maiestle.

[1611 COTGR., Bee dcfaulcon, a fashion of Pollax borne by
the Peeres of France, and by the French kings Pensioners.)
1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng, iii. I. 326 His [Wolsey 's] palaces
. . and body guards with gilded pole axes.

3. An ax with a hammer at the back, used to fell

or stun animals ; a butcher's ax.

1719 DE FOE Crusoe (16401 II. iii, 53 An ox is felled with
a pole-axe. 1837 M. DONOVAN DOJII. Econ. II. 7 The ox is

first stunned by a violent blow on the head with a pole-axe.
Hence Po'leax v. trans., to fell with a pole-ax;

also fig. ; whence Poleased ppl. a.
;
Po leader,

one who uses a pole-ax ; Po-lea:xing vbl. si'.

1882 Pall Mall G. 15 Nov. 5/1 By the Christian mode
of poleaxing, sensibility was almost instantaneously de-

stroyed. 1898 Daily News 27 July 8/6 She ought to be

poleaxed. 1904 Daily Chron. 30 Aug. 33 Your valiant

poleaxer has returned to the fray. 1906 Blackw. Mag.
May 701/1 The slaughterer pole-axes an ox.

Polecat, pole-Cat .p^'lkret). Forms : a.

4-7 polcat, 5 -kat, 6 -catte, 6-7 pol-cat, 7 pol-
cate, -catt, poll-cat, 8 poll cat, 9 pole cat, 6-

! pole-cat, 7- polecat. &. 5 pulcatt. -kat
;

6
1

poulcatte, 6-8 -cat, powf,-)cat, poul-cat, 9
poulecat; dial, pow-cat. [ME. polcat^ pulcatt^

\

the second element being CAT sbl
The element pole t Pol- fas already pointed out by Prof.

I Skeat) may have been OF. pole, poute, chicken, fowl ;cf.

sparrff-iU-haiuk^gos-han.'ki Jwtiey-bean ; this is favoured by
theforms \i\pul-,poitl-,poivl- ; but pou'-Ctit offersdifficulty.]

1. A small dark-brown coloured carnivorousquad-

j
ruped, Putoriusf&tidus, of fo&AIustelidsz or Weasel

i

family, a native of Europe ;
called also fitchet,

fitchew, foumart.

rAcc.
Roll No. 27205 Westminster Deanery 13-14111

II (Surrey) Anceres. .item in deuoracione per Polcat

vj. c 1386 CHAUCER Pard. T. 527 And eek ther was a pol-
cat in his hawe That as he seyde hise capons hadde yslawe.
6-1440 Pronip. Pan'. 407,2 Pulkat, idem quod fulmere.
1545 ASCHAM Toxoph. (Arb.) 52 Nyghtecrowes and poul-
cattes, foxes and foumerdes, with all other vermine. 1598
SHAKS, ftlerry IV. iv. i. 29 Powlc&ts V There are fairer

things then Powlcats, sure. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny I. 218

Grayes, Polcats and Brocks. 1714 GAY What d'ye call it

i. i, How should he then Who killed but Poulcats, learn to

murder Men? 1774 GOLDSM. Nat. Hist. (1776) III. 363
The Polecat is larger than the weasel, the ermine, or the

ferret, being one foot five inches long. 1828 Craven Gloss.
I (ed. 2), roiv-cat, the pole cat. 1876 SMILES Sc. Natur. vii.

j

in The bite . . of a polecat . . is anything but agreeable.

b. Applied to other species of the genus Puto-

rius, e.g. P. nigripes* the American Polecat, P.

eversmannij the Siberian P., P. sarmaticus, the

. Mottled P., of Eastern Europe and Western Asia;
' also to other Mustelidx^ esp. in U. S. the skunks.

1688 J. CLAYTON in Phil. Trans. XVIII. 124 There are

[in Virginia] several sorts of Wild Cats, and Poll-Cats.

1781 S. PETKKS Hist. Connecticut 252 The Skunk is.. very
|

different fiom the Pole-Cat, which he is sometimes called.
i 1860 WARTER Sea-board II. 210 During the long winter, it

[the Mnstela Vison. of N. America] leaves the frozen waters,
I
and preys like other polecats on mice and land animals.

1864 WEBSTKR, Zorilla.. called also mariput> Capepolecat,
! and African polecat.

2. fig. Applied contemptuously to a vile person ;

a courtesan, a prostitute.
1598 SHAKS. Merry W. iv. n. 195 Out of my doore, you

Witch, you Ragge, you Baggage, you Poulcat, you Run-
nion, out, out. 1607 DKKKER & WEBSTER Northw. Hoe
i. D.'s Wks. 1873111.4 To take their leaues of their London
Polecats, {their wenches I meane Sir), a 1640 DAY Parl. Bees
x. (1641) Gj b, Hee's a male powl-cat ; a meere heart-bloud
soaker. 1717 L'ESTRANGE & OZELL tr. Sovorcano (title} The
Spanish Pole-Cat, or the Adventures of Seniora Rufina.

1790 WOLCOTT (P. Pindar) Advice to Fut. Laureat n. vi,
I Brudenell, thou stinkest ; weazel, polecat, fly !

3. attrib. and Comb., as polecat head^ perfume,
1 etc. ; polecat ferret, a brown variety of the ferret ;

i polecat weed, in /$".,the skunk cabbage, Symplo-
\ carpus f<stidus\ wild polecat weed, Convol-

'.
vulus pandurattts (Miller Plant-n.^ 1884).
1596 NASHE Saffron Walden 59 With one Pol-cat per-

fume or another nee will poyson thee. 1631 P. FLETCHER
Sicelides I ij, That same Foolishes had a pole<at head.

1844 DUNGLISON Med. Lex., Polecat weed, Dracontiiim

foetidum. 1869 G. ROOFER Flood, Field $ Forest (1874) 178
The young ferret came but once a year. I refer to the pole-
cat ferret. 1893 J. WATSON Confess. Poacher 123 In the

|

north we have two varieties of ferret, one a brown colour,
i the polecat-ferret ; the other the common white.

Poledavy: see POLDAVY. Pole-evil, obs. f.

i
POLL-EVIL. Pole-footed, error for POLT-FOOTED.

Fo'lehead, powhead. Now only Sc. and
north, dial. Forms : 3 polheuede, 6 poled,
polet, 6-7 pole-head; Sc. 8- pow-head (9

powet). [ME. polheuede, the second element

being head\ the first is uncertain, though perh. the

same as in tadpole \ the Sc. form pow- suggests
that it is POLL sb.\ and that the etymological spell-

I ing would be poll-head.'] A tadpole. Alsoyfc^.
c 1250 Gen. $ Ex. 2077 Polheuedes, and froskes, and podes

i swile. Bond harde egipte folc in sile. 1530 PALSGR. 256/2

Poled a yonge tode. ..Polet the blacke thynge that a lode

,
cometh of, cautsot, 1607 MARSTON What you will u. i.

135-2
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Cj, Why thou Pole-head, thoti lanus, thou poultron,. .thou

Eare-wig that wrlgglest into niens braines. 1611 COTGR.,
Cavcsot, a Pole-head, or Bull-head ; the little black vermine
whereof toads, and frog;* do come. 1789 DAVIDSON Seasons
12 Powbeads spartle in the oo>y slosh. 1822 GALT Sir A.
Wylif xliii, I would as soon meet wi' a pow-head in my
porridge. 1876 SMILES Sc. Natur. \. 8 No end of horse-

leeches, powets .., frogs, and other creatures that abound
in.. muddy water.

Poleine, variant of POCLAIXE Obsn a shoe.

Poleis, obs. Sc. form of POLISH v.

Poleless (piracies), a. [f. POLE sbJ + -LESS.]

Having no pole.
1647 R. STAPYLTON Juvenal x. 182 Horses that draw a

pole lesse chariot. 1854 Taifs Mag. XXI. 141 A pal,
or

small poleless tent, such as is customary for the wives of

travelling natives.

Polell, variant of PULLAILE, 06s., poultry.
Poleman (p^-lmsen). [f. POLE
A man who uses, carries, or fights with a pole.
1838 W. HERBERT Attila 321 A good horseman, a good

archer and poleman. 1859 F. A. GRIFFITHS Artil, Man,
(1862) 35 The pole-men lower the pole [of a tent]. 1889
Pali Mall G. 6 Feb. 3/2 Others [blocks of ice] are detached

1904

. .--. -npassioned polemic he always
perfect conciliatoriness of tone with an absolute rigidity of
statement. 1891 UwrrmaaffiMtrtZset. iii. 128 A direct
polemic against idols starts from the prophets of the eighth
century, and more especially from Hosea.

f b. (See quot.) Obs. rare~.
1656 BLOUNT Glossogr.^ Polemicks, verses treating of war,

or treatises of war, or strifes ; disputations.
2. One who writes or argues in opposition to

another ; a controversialist ; esp. in theology.
a 1680 BUTLER Rem. (1759)1.217 They did., like 'polemics

of the Post pronounce The same thing to be true and false
at once. 1716 M. DAVIES Athen. Brit. III. Diss. Drama
32 He dy'd a real Polemick, if not a Martyr for the Church.
1825 THIRLWALL Crit. Ess. p. cxxxvii. note, An orthodox
polemic in Tertullian's time. 1886 Athenaeum 21 Aug.
230/1 The divines of James I.'s court were all casuists and
polemics.

Pole'mical, a. (sb.) [f. as prec. + -AL.]
+ 1. Of or pertaining to war

; warlike, military.
1649 ROBERTS Clavis Bibl. 164 Davids Polemicall or warre.

.

with ice chisels, and guided by the polemen to the bank.

Daily Neius n Aug. 9
tramway company.

.

ug. 9 A poleman in the employ of a
.

b. At Eton : see quots.
1844 DISRAELI Caningsl>y i. xi. (Montcm at Eton), And all

the Oppidans of the fifth form . . class as '

Corporals
'

; and
are severally followed by one or more lower boys, who are
denominated 'Polemen

',
but who appear in their ordinary

dress. 1898 A. D. COLERIDGE Eton, forties 332 The lo\\er

boys carried long white poles, from which they derived the
name of polemen.
Polemarch (pfl/maik). Anc. Hist. Also 7

-mark. [ad. Gr. iroKtuapx-os, f. TrdAt/x-os war +

-apxos ruling, rnler. So F. poltmarque^\ The
title of an officer in ancient Greece, originally,
as the name implies, a military commander-m-
chief, but having also civil functions varying ac-

cording to date and locality.
In Athens, the third archon, originally the titular military

commander-m-cbief; afterwards a civil magistrate having
under his care the children of parents who had lost their
lives in the service of their country, and the resident aliens.

( IS79~8 NORTH Plutarch (1676) 747 Demetrius, .made
him [Pisis] Polemarchus (to wit, Camp-master ).] 1656
BLOUST Glossogr.) Polemark^ a Lord Marshal of the field,
a chief Officer of War. 1734 tr. Rollings Anc. Hist. xu.

157 Polemarchs, that is, generals of the army and supreme
magistrates of Thebes. 1807 ROBINSON Archxol. Grxcau.
vii. 155. 1822 T. MITCHELL Aristoph. II. 274 The pole-
march had more particularly the strangers and sojourners
of Athens under his care. 1859 RAWLINSON tr. Herodotus
vi. iii. III. 500 [At Marathon] Callimachus the polemarch
led the right wing, for it was at that time a rule with the
Athenians to give the right wing to the polemarch. 1868
Smith's Diet, Gr. fy Rom. Antig. (ed. 7) 301/1 The pole-
marchs of Sparta appear to have ranked next to the king.
transf. 1656 J. HARRINGTON Oceana 56 Troops and Com-

panies that were held in perpetuall discipline under the
Command of a Magistrate called the Polemarche.

Polemic (p01e*mik), . and sb. [ad. Gr. TroXt-

/*i*os, f. ?roA.e^oy war. So F. poltmique (a 1630).]
A. adj. Of or pertaining to controversy ; con-

troversial, disputatious.
1641 R, BROOKE Eng. Efiisc. I. Hi. 10 All truthes, Pole-

micke, positive,., are of neere consanguinity. 1643 SIR E.
DERING Sf. on Relig. xvi. 86 Wee may bee alway sure in
all Polemicke learning, to have some men of valour. 1654
H. L'ESTRANGE Chas. I (1655) 182 The master peece of

Polemique Divinity of all extant. 1715 M. DAVIES Athen.
Brit. I. 129 On several such like Polemick occasions. 1866
FELTON Anc. <fr Mod. Gr. II. u. vi. 373 To wrangle upon
senseless questions of polemic theology. 1872 LYELL Princ.
Geol. I. 33 They displayed far less polemic bitterness.

B. sb.

1, A controversial argument or discussion ; argu-
mentation against some opinion, doctrine, etc.

;

aggressive controversy ;
in //. the practice of this,

esp. as a method of conducting theological con-

troversy : opposed to irenics.

1638 DRUMM. OF HAWTH. Irene Wks. (i7_n) 172 Unhappy
we, amidst our many and diverse contentions, furious pole-
micks, endless variances, . . debates and quarrels ! 1706
PHILLIPS, Polemicks, Disputations, Treatises, or Discourses
about controversial Points, c 1800 H. K. WHITE Lett.
(1837) 201 Religious polemics . . have seldom formed a part

like Acts and Atchievements. 1656 BLOUNT Glossogr.,
Polemical, pertaining to War, wailike. military. 1659
Queries Proposalls of Officers <if Arnu'e to Par It. 2 The
third and fourth proppsalls of these Polemicall gentlemen,
(now plunged in politicks).

2. = POLEMIC a.

1640 Bp. HALL Chr. Modtr. u. i. 4 Those Polemicall dis-

courses, which have beene so learnedly written of the severall

points of difference. 1650 BULWER Anthropomet. Ep. Ded.,
Not . . to engage you to a Polemical Defence of it. 1704
I. HARRIS Lex. Techn, I, Polemical, is a Word used in

Reference to that part of Theology which relates to Contro-
versie ; which, .is called Polemical Divinity. 1713 BERKE-
LEY Guardian No. 55 P i It is usual with polemical writers

to object ill designs to their adversaries. 1878 GLADSTONE
Glean. V. i. 81 note, This paper maybe termed polemical,
but I republish it. .because it is also and yet more propetly
historical.

B. as sb. A polemical discussion, a controversy:
cf. prec. B. i. rare.
1808 KNOX & JEBB Corr. \. 423 Few things could be more

truly delightful, than to see fierce polemicals thus charmed
away, by the bland and kindly influences of affection and
good will. 1844 B. BARTON Select. (1849) 63, I am not over-
fond of polemicals ; they are almost as bad as galenicals.

Hence Fole'xnically adv., in the manner of a

polemic ; controversially, disputatively.
1702 C. MATHER Magn. Chr. in. i. i. (1852) 281 He was

also sometimes put upon writing yet more polemically.
1886 Blanch. Exam. 27 Jan. 3/2 A second article, .which is

able, sound, and polemically effective.

Pole'micist (-sist). [f. POLEMIC sb. + -IST.]
A writer of polemics ;

= POLEMIST.
1864 in WEBSTEK. 1884 A. M. FAIKBAIKN in Brit. Q. Rci'.

Apr. 384 The Church has had . . able ecclesiastics, effective

polemicists and apologists.

Polemist (pp'1/mist). [ad. Gr. iro\ffu0T7)s a

warrior, f. iro\ff*i(tv to wage war ; see POLEMIZE.
So F. polmiste^\ One versed in polemics ;

a con-
troversialist ;

= POLEMIC sb. 2.

1825 GcntL .Mag. XCV. u. 228 Cardinal of St. Sabin and
polemist. 1888 J. KKR Left. Hist. Preaching iv. 62 He
was a critic, a polemist. an apologist.

Polemize (pp-l/'moiz), v. [ad. Gr.
to wage war, f. Ti6\t^os war.] intr. To argue or
write polemically ; to carry on a controversy.
1828 PCSEY Hist. Eng. i. 150 Substituting common-place

moral notions for its energetic doctrines .. or polemizing
against them under the title of the oriental idioms of the
New Testament. 1898 DRIVER Introd. Lit. O. T. (ed. 7) 3
Prof. Sayce. .polemizes much against the 'higher critics '.

Folemoma-nia. nonce-wd. [f. Gr. 7roAf/*os
war + MANIA.] Rage for war.

1874 L. ToLLEMACHii in Fortn. Rev. Feb. 243 At the

thought of the '

giant liar *, the poet is seized with a sort of

polemomania.

Polemoniaceous (tyl/mJuni^-Jas), a. Bot.

[f. mod. Bot. L. Polenionidcese. (f. Polemonium,
a. Gr. roXf/ufnriov the Greek Valerian, f. proper
name IToXf/xafi/, or, according to Pliny, from iroAt/zos

war) : see -ACEOCS.] Of or belonging to the

PoUmoniace&i a family of herbaceous plants, chiefly
natives of temperate countries, the typical genus of

which, Poletnonium, contains the Jacob's ladder
or Greek Valerian, P. condemn.
1858 in MAYNE Expos. Lex. 1890 in Cent. Diet.

Polemoscope (p01e-m<$sk<Jup, pjrUmo-). [ad.
mod.L. poletnoscopium (Hevelius a 1668), f. Gr.

iruXt/io-s war : see -SCOPE. So F.
poltmoscope.]

A
telescope or perspective glass fitted with a mirror
set at an angle to the line of vision, for viewing
objects not directly before the eye. (So called

from its proposed use in war.)
1668 Phil. Trans. III. 729 Some years ago I was framing

one of Hevelius's Polemoscopes. 1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl.
s.v., Any telescope will be a polemoscope, if the tube be
but crooked, like a rectangular syphon . . and between the

object glass . . and first eye-glass . . be placed a plain mirror.

1842 BRANDE Diet. Sc., etc
, s.v., Hevelius chose the name

of polemoscope, because he thought the instrument might
be applied, in time of war, to discover what was goin on
in the camp of the enemy, while the spectator remained
concealed behind a wall or other defence.

b. (See quot.)
1884 KNIGHT Diet. Mech. Suppl., Polemoscope^ a reflecting

apparatus consisting of two plane mirrors so inclined as to
enable the spectator, by glancing into one of them, to see
the images of objects separated from direct view by inter-

veiling obstacles.

f Po'lemy. Obs. rare 1
, [f. Gr. iroAt^-oy war

+ -Y : cf. Gr. (TO) iro\fftta (Thuc.) matters of war,
neut. pi. of iToXcfitos adj.] Warfare, strife; con-

troversial or polemical writing.
164* SIR E. DERING Sp. OH Relig. xvi. 85 You will main-

taine the Pen as well as the Pulpit, Polemic as well as

persuasive learning. Ibid. 86 For perfect Polemy in letters,

you may guesse what our Universities can yeeld.

t Pole*nt. Obs. rare*-. = next.

1609 BIBLE (Douay) Josh. v. n They did eate of the come
of the Land the next day, azyme loaves and polent of the
same yeare \Vulg. azymos panes et polentam ejusdemanni].

II Polenta (pole'nta). Also poll-. [L. polenta
peeled or pearl barley ; in later use, repr. It. polenta
* a meate vsed in Italic made of barlie or chesnut
flowre soked in water, and then fride in oyle or
butter' (Florio 1598); now made also of maize

flour.]

p
h

fa. Pearl-barley. Obs. fb. A kind of barley
meal. Obs. c. Porridge made from steeped and

parched barley or, later, of meal of chestnuts, maize

flour, or other substances : now largely used in Italy.
c looo /ELFRIC Josh, v. n Hig . . zton .. polentan. 1398

TREVISA Barth. De P. K. xvn. Ixvii. (Bodl. MS.), Som
men mene> Jat polenta is a manere potage made of moste
ure & dere floure. Ibid. t Pollenta is corne isode ipeled &
oled & ischeled with frotInge of handes. 1562 TURNER

Ilerbalu, i6b, Polenta. -is made of fried or perched barley.
1590 BARROLGH Meth. Physick in. viii. (1639) in Polenta
is barly steeped in water one night, then fried, and then

ground. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny I. 561 The ordinarie drie

grout or meale also Polenta, which the Greeks so highly
commend, was made of nothing els but of barley. 1764
SMOLLETT Trav. (1766) I. xx. 319 The nourishment of the^e

poor creatures consists of . . a kind of meal called polenta,
made of Indian corn, which is very nourishing and agreeable.
1768 Jos. BARETTI Mann, fy Cttst. Italy II. 192 As to the

generality of our peasants and lower sort of people, they
breakfast on polenta. 1866 HOWELLS Venet. Life vi, Golden
mountains of polenta (a thicker kind of mush or hasty-
pudding made of Indian meal and universally eaten in Ilalyi.
attrib. 1884 Pall Mall Budget m Aug. 14/2 The shepherd
youths, .eat their polenta cakes. 1888 Pall MallG. 25 Aug.
5/2 The polenta pot. .simmering over the glowing logs.

t Polen wax. Obs. Also 5 pulleyn, poleyn.

[Meaning and origin of polen uncertain ; perh.
a. OK. poul(a]in Polish.] A kind or quality of

wax, used for wax candles before the Reformation.
(1450 cited in Rogers Agric. <$ Pr. III. 299/4-! 1464

Klaldon, Essex, Court-Rolls (Bundle 41, No. 8), C de

pulleyn wax et quarter de lussheban wax. c 1470 HARDING
Chron. ccvii. v. Wynes swete, and mykell poleyn waxe.

1490-1 inSwzyneSaruwC/iitrcIiiu Ace. (1896)38,111] pounde
& di. of polen wex for makynge of the Pascall. [1898
Athen&uin 27 Aug.,

' Polen wex
'

is believed to have been
a product of Livonia and other districts east of the Elbe.]

Pole-pad to Pole-staff: see POLE sb.*,*.

Foler (ptfu'lai). [f. POLE st>.
1 or v. + -ER 1

.]

1 1. A stirring pole ; see quot. 1688. Obs.
1688 R. HOLME Armoury \\\. 350/2 A Tanners Pooler, or

Poler . . is . . to stir up the Ou^e, or Bark and Water. 1704
Diet. Rust.

t Pooler, or Poler. 1730-6 BAILEY (folio;, Pooler^
Pcler. 1775 ASH, Pooler. So in mod. Diets.

2. One who sets up or fixes hop-poles.
1848 Jrnl. R. Agric. Soc. IX. u, 552 That the polers may

place the poles to suit the apparent wants of the hills.

Ibid. 554 If new poles require to be carried .. the poler is

paid extra.

3. The horse or other draught-beast harnessed

alongside the pole ;
a wheeler.

1881 A. C. GRANT Bush Life Queensland I. iv. 40 The
intelligence displayed by the leaders and polers [bullock>]
was very great. 1888 'R. BOLDREWOOD '

Robbery under
Arms (1890) 45 To. .work like an old nearside poler.

4. One who propels a barge, boat, or canoe by
means of a pole.
1895 Outing (U. S.) XXVII. 71/1 A pole is attached to

the bow of the lighter ; the other end is held by a bare-
footed negro. .. There are generally two polers to each

lighter. 1896 Daily Chron. 15 Aug. 9/3 The poler, standing
in the stern, can always push the stern out and so bring
the bow into the bank. Ibid.. It is possible with one poler
to keep a perfectly straight cou*6e, but it is not easy.

Poler, var. POLLEK. Polerde, Folesh(e, obs.

ff. POLLARD s/>.- t POLISH v. Poleas : see POLE sb.*

t Pole-ri*vet. Obs. [f. poletf) + RIVET sb.^
bearded wheat : the meaning of the first element is

obscure.] Bearded wheat.

1707 MORTIMER Hnsb. 98 *Tis much sown m Essex upon
their Hazelly Brick-earths or Lcams, as the Red-wheat and
the Pole-rivet or Bearded-wheel is there.

Pole-star (p^*l|Staj). [f.
POLE j.2 + STAB j.l

1. The star a Ursx Minoris, at present about i J
distant from the northern pole of the heavens

;
also

called Polar star, and Polaris.

1555 EDEN Decades 32 The starre which we caule the pole
tarre or northe starre . . is not the very poynte of the pole

Artyke. 1634 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. 94 The Pole-starre . .

Sc. <V Art I. 15 We find, that the remarkable star called

the pole-star is more or less elevated, according to the dif-

ferent parts of the earth from which we take our view.

2. fig. That which serves as a guide or director,

a lodestar, a governing principle ;
a centre of

attraction
;
a cynosure.

1604 T.WRIGHT Passions iv. ii. 3. 147 Pleasure is the

pole-stare of all inordinat passions. 1731 BERKELEY Alciphr.
vi. 19 Common-sense alone is the pole-star by which man-
kind ought to steer. 1834 Tail's Mag. I. 387/2 His moral

pole-star was duty. 1890 HALL CAINE Bondman u. xiii,

The pole-star of my life is gone out.

Polet, obs. f. POLE-HEAD. Polete, -ette, obs.

ff. PULLET. Poletyk, obs. f. POLITIC.

Poleward (pJu'lwgid), adv. and a. [f. POLE
sb.z + -WABD.]
A. adv. Towards or in the direction of the

! (north or south) pole.
1875 CROLI. Climate $ T. viii. 139 To produce a general

1

flow of the upper portion of the ocean poleward. 1895
''

J. W. POWELL Physiogr. Proc. 2 The air about the equator
rises, and Mows poleward in both directions.

B. adj. Directed or tending towards the pole.
1881 W. C. LEY in Nature XXIV. 8/2 The pole-ward, and

. . eastward movements of the atmosphere. 1901 Dundee
Advert, 14 Jan. 5 Plans for the Polewardjourney in the From.

Polewards (p^iwfldz), adv. [f. as prec. +

-WAKDS.] =
prec. A.

[1644 DIGBV Nat. Bodies xx. i. 176 The ayre which
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cometh from the polewardes, is heauyer then the ayre of

the torride zone.] a 1866 WHEWELL (Ogilvie), The regions
further polewards. 1896 J. C. IRONS Autobiog. Sk. J. Crotl

229 A general movement of the ocean polewards.

Polewig (periwig), local. [See POLLIWOG.]
1. A tadpole : see POLLIWOG. 1882 in OGILVIE.

2. The name given by the Thames fishermen to

a small fish, the Spotted or Freckled Goby.
1880-4 F. DAY Fishes Gt, Brit,

I._i66 Gobitts minuttts...
Freckled or spotted goby. Polewig or pollybait, Thames
local name.

Polex, pol hax, obs. forms of POLE-AX.

Poley, polley (p<Ju'H), a. Eng. dial* and Austral.

[f.
POLL $b$ + -Y.] Hornless, polled.

1844 Port Phillip Patriot 4 July 1/5 Impounded, .one
mouse-coloured poley cow. 1859 H. KINGSLEV G. ffamlyn
xxix, If it had been any other beast which knocked me '

down but that poley heifer, I should have been hurt ! 1872
C. H. EDEN My Wife # / / Queensland 83 A polley cow. '

Hornless cattle are so called. 1876 Surrey Gloss., Poly-
emu, a cow without horns.

Poley, obs. form of PULLEY.

Poley, poley-mountain : see POLY.

t Poleyn. Obs. rare 1
, [a. OF. po(it}lain

\

a colt, young animal : see PULLEN.] attrio, or as
\

adj. Young male (horse).
[1314-15 Rolls of Parlt. I. 302/2 Mesmes celc.s aveynes ,

pristent pur los Poleyns. 1347 Ibid. II. 169/1 Les Chivalx
le Roi, la Roigne, & le Prince pullains & autres.] c 1443
LVDG. in Pol. Poems (Rolls) II. 213 With a sharp swerd he
sauh ridyng oon, Ffers and proudly, upon a poleyn steede.

Poleyn, variant of POLAYN, POLEN (see POLEN

WAX), POULAINE, PULEYNE, Pl'LLEX.

Polhode (pf 'Ih0ud). Geom. [mod.f. Gr. TTUA.OS

pole + 65os way, path (Poinsot 1852).] The non-

plane curve traced on the surface of an ellipsoid
with fixed centre by its point of contact with
a fixed plane on which it rolls, as in the revolution !

of a top. Cf. HERFOLHODE.
1868 E. J. ROIJTH Rigid Dynamics 329 The point of '

contact of the ellipsoid with the plane on which it rolls

traces out two curves, one on the surface of the ellipsoid,
and one on the plane. The first of these, .is called the pol-

hpde.
1882 CAMI-BELL & GARNETT Life J. C. Maxwell 500

'

The curve which the extremity of the axis of rotation
describes on the invariable plane is called a herpolhode,
while that which it describes on the surface of the ellipsoid

'

is called a polhode.
Poliad (pp'liad). nonce-wd. [f. Gr. TroXts city + j

-AD i b, after OREAD, etc.] A city nymph.
1818 SHELLEY Let. to Peacock 16 Aug., Pray, are you yet .

cured of your Nympholepsy? 'Tis a sweet disease : but one
as obstinate and dangerous as any even when the Nymph
is a Poliad. 1887 DOWDEN Life Shelby II. v. i88ft0fr,Tnu
poem [in Leigh Hunt's '

Foliage '], with its Oreads, Napeads,
Limniads, Nepheliads, probably suggested to Shelley the
word ' Poliad ', a city nymph.

Poliadic(p?li|3e'dik), a. rare. [f. Gr. TIo\tas,

-aS- (female) guardian ofthe city, epithet ofAthene ;

as tutelary goddess of Athens (f. iroXiy city) + -ic.] ,

Of the nature of a tutelary deity of a city or state, i

1886 E. B. BAX Relig. Socialism App. vii. 174 The poli-
adic or state divinity Yahveh being erected into the super-
natural god of the universe.

Folian (p^u'lian), a. Zool. [f. proper name '

Poli\ see below + -AX.] Of, pertaining to, or

named after J. X. Poli, a Neapolitan naturalist

(1746-1825), as in Polian vesicle^ one of the csecal

canals or sacs, generally five, connected with the I

circular vessel of an Echinoid or Holothurioid.

1841-71 T. R. JONES Anbn. Kingd, (ed. 4) 229 The Polian

vesicle () is largely increased in size. 1877 HUXLEY Anat.
fnv, Anini, ix. 547 The circular vessel of the ambulacra!

system not only gives origin to polian vesicles, madreporic
canals and tentacular vessels, but five canals proceed
from it.

fPo'llble, a. Obs. rare" 1
, [f. L. poll-re to

polish : see -IBLE.] Capable of being polished.
1477 NORTON Orel. Alch. v. in Ashm. Theat. Chan. Brit.

(1652) 66 Soc that it be polible withall.

Police (P)!/*S), sb. Also 6 polyce, -yse, pol-
lice. [a. F. police (1477 in Godef.), organized

government, civil administration, police, ad. med.L.

polttfa for earlier polltta: see POLITY, POLICY,
and -ICE. In early use commonly pronounced
(p^'lis), as still often in Scotland and Ireland.]

I. fl. = POLICY sb. 1
3, 4, 4b. Public police

=

public policy. Obs.
c 1540 Surr. Nortliawpton Priory in Prance Addit. Narr.

Pop. Plot 36 Steryng them with all perswasions, ingynes,
f

and Polyce to dedd Images and Counterfeit Relicts. 154?
HOORDE Introd. Kn&wl. iv. (1870) 137 My scyences and

|

other polyces dyd kepe me in fauour. Ibid. xxv. 186,
r

I werke by polyse, subtylyte, and craught. 1632 BROME
North. Lasse v. v.The plot smells of your Ladiships police, j

1640 NABBES Bride i. iii, What more police Could I be

guilty of? 1766 ENTICK London. IV. 208 Assisted by the

police and interests of the Roman see. a 1768 ERSKINE
Inst. Laws ofScotl. (1773) I. 152 If. .the public police shall

require that a highway be carried through the property of
a private person.

II. 1 2. Civil organization ;
civilization. Obs.

1530 PALSGR. 167 Police, polyce. 1536 Act 27 Hen. VIII
c. 42 i The knovvlege of suche other good letters as in

christoned Realmes be expedyent to be lerned for the con-

servacion of their good pollices. 1549 Contpl. Scot. xvii. 145
Nature prouokit them to begyn sum litil police, for sum of

them began to plant treis, sum to dant beystis, sum gadlhrid

thefrutis. 1791 BURKE Let. Memb. Nat. Ass. Wks. VI. 22
A barbarous nation [the Turks], with a barbarous neglect of

police, fatal to the human race. 1820 J. R. JOHNSON tr.

Huberon Ants 2 These insects, whose faculties, police, and
sagacity have been, by some authors, as much overrated,
as by others not duly appreciated. 1845 DISKAKLI Sybil \\.

iii, These hovels were in many instances not provided with
the commonest conveniences of the rudest police; contigu-
ous to every door might be observed the dung-heap.
3. The regulation, discipline, and control of a

community ;
civil administration ; enforcement of

law
; public order.

The early quotations refer to France, and other foreign
countries, and to Scotland, where Commissioners of Police,
for the general internal administration of the country,
consisting of six noblemen and four gentlemen, were ap-
pointed by Queen Anne, 13 Dec. 1714. This was app. the
first official use of the word in Great Britain. In England,
it was still viewed with disfavour after 1760. A writer in

the British Magazine, April 1763, p. 542, opines that 'from
an aversion to the French.. and .something under the mime
of police being already established in Scotland, Engli^i
prejudice will not soon be reconciled to it '. (The name
Ctttttmissiotters of Police, or Police CoiHtttission, was in

the igth c. given to the local bodies having control of the
Police force in Burghs and Police Burghs in Scotland.)

1716 Lend. Gaz. No. 5449/3 Charles Cockburn, Esq. to be
one of the Commissioners of Police in North Britain. 1732
SWIFT Exam. Abuses Dublin Wks. 1761 III. 219 Nothing
ib held more commendable in all great cities.. than what
the French call the police; by which word is meant the

government thereof. 1733 P. LINDESAY (title) The interest

of Scotland considered, with regard to its Police, in imply-
ing of the Poor, its Agriculture, its Trade [etc.]. 1737
J. CHAMBERLAYNE St. Gt. Brit. in. 60 [Scotland} A List

of the Lords and Others, Commissioners of Police. 1751
CORBYN MOKKIS Pres. State ofLondon (title-p.J, Observa-
tions [etc.].. to which are added, some Proposals for the better

Regulation of the Police ofthis Metropolis. 1756 CHESTEKF.
in World No. 189 ? i We are accused by the French . . of

having no word in our language, which answers to their

word police, which therefore we have been obliged to adopt,
not having, as they say, the thing. 1756-7 tr. Keyslcr's
Trai'. (1760) I. 502 (Lucca) Their police is very commend-
able, and great attention is shewn in suppressing luxury,
superfluous magnificence, and .. dissipations. 1757 Lu.
KAMES Statute Law Scotl. z6g Police [Heading of a sec-

tion of regulations as to prevention of fires, closing of taverns,
etc.]. 1761 Brit. Mag, II. 556 The right hon. lord Napier
is appointed one of the lords of police in Scotland, in the
room of the earl of Hopetoun. a 1768 ERSKINE Inst. Laws
of Scotl. (1773) II. 714 Offences against the laws enacted
for the police or good government of a country, are truly
crimes against the state. 1769 BLACKSTONE Connn. IV. xiii.

162 By the public police and economy, I mean the due
regulation and domestic order of the Kingdom. 1795 J.
AIKIN Manchester 263 The police of the town is managed
by two constables. 1800 CoLQUHOUN Cointn. Thames iii.

156 Preventive Police may be considered as a New Science,

yet in its infancy, and only beginning to be understood.

1817 H. A. MEREWETHEK (title) A New system of Police;
with Reference to the Evidences given before the Police
Committee of the Hou>e of Commons. i8z6 KENT Coiiiin.

43 The consular convention between France and this country
in 1778 allowed consuls to exercise police over all vessels of
their respective nation. 1844 LD. BROUGHAM Brit. Const.
xix. 3 (1862) 324 By police is properly meant the care
of preventing infractions of the law, detecting offenders,
bringing them to justice. 1850 MERIVALE Rom. Einp.
(1865) II. xvii. 249 The police of the seas was imperfectly

kept. 1871 FREEMAN Norm. Conq. IV. xvii. 2. 30 The
strict police of his [William I's] reign began already;
robbers, murderers, .. were kept in check. 1877 MORLEY
Crit. Misc. Ser. 11. 39 Such legislation was part of the general
police of the realm.

fb. In commercial legislation, Public regulation
or control of a trade ; an economic policy. Obs.

1776 ADAM SMITH \V. N. \. xi. m. (1869) I. 191 The
elegant author of the essay on the Police of Grain. 1792
A t YOUNG Trow. Prance 141 Of such consequence it is to a

country, and indeed to every country, to have a good police
of corn ; a police that shall, by securing a high price to the

farmer, encourage his culture enough to secure the people at
the same time from famine. [1866 ROGERS Agrtc. fy Prices
I.

yiii. 146 The importance of the trade is proved by the

strict police exercised upon the importation.)
c. The cleansing or keeping clean of a camp or

garrison ;
the condition of a camp or garrison in

respect of cleanliness. U. S.

1893 Outirig(1J. S.) May 158/1 The police of the camp was
found to be excellent. 1894 iti&JvSy 312/2 The camp was
at all times in good police.

4. The department of government which is con-

cerned with the maintenance of public order and

safety, and the enforcement of the law : the extent

of its functions varying greatly in different countries

and at different periods.
c 1730 HURT Lett. N. Scotl. (1818) I. MO By the way, this

police is still a great office in Scotland,, .it is grown into

disuetude, though the salaries remain. 1739 CIBBER Apol.
(1756) I- 232 Since we are so happy as not to have a certain

power among us which in another country is call d the

Police, let us rather bear this insult than buy its remedy
at too dear a rate. 1774 PENNANT Tour Scot, in 1772, 128

The police of Glasgow consists of three bodies ; the magis-
trates with the town council, the merchants house, and the

trades house. 1781 C. JOHNSTON Hist. J. Juniper \. no
An insinuation so injurious to the honour of my country ;

which is governed by so supremely vigilant and wise a

police. 18*5 in Hone Every-day Bk. 1. 441 Stepney, Hamp-
stead, Westend, and Peckham fairs have been crushed by
the police, that

'

stern, rugged nurse
'

of national morality.

1863 H. Cpx Instit. in. vi. 667 The police of the country,
by which is meant that department of government which
has for its object the maintenance of the internal peace
and prevention of crimes, the protection of public order and

public health.

!
5. The civil force to which is entrusted the duty

I

of maintaining public order, enforcing regulations
1 for the prevention and punishment of breaches of

the law, and detecting crime; construed as//., the

members of a police force
;

the constabulary of
a locality.
Marine Police, the name given to the force instituted

! c 1798 (orig. by private enterprise) to protect the merchant

shipping on the Thames in the Port of London. (The earliest

j

use in this sense.)
New Police (quots. 1830, 1831, 1884): the name by which

'; the police force established for London in 1829 (Act 10
Geo. IV, c. 44) was for some time known.
1800 COLQUHOUN Comin. Thames 165 The vigilance of the

Marine Police detected one of the Boats conveying it on
shore. Ibid. 219 To place their Vessels, .under the protec-
tion of the Police. 1826 SCOTT Mai. Malagr. ii. 41 A ^rong
and well-ordered police would prevent the fatal agitations
of a mob. 1830 WKLUNGTON Let. to Peel 3 Nov., I

congratulate you on the entire success of the Police in

London. It i.-. impossible to see anything more respectable
than they are. 1830 JKKYLL Corr. 13 Nov.. It is incredible
with what :>pirit and firmness tin; new police has defeated
the canaille. 1831 tilaekw. Mag. Jan. 87/1 The alleged

incompetency and misconduct of watchmen formed the

peat pretext for establishing the Police. Ibid. 104/1 The
establishment of the New Police will .. be pronounced
a sufficient lea>on for retaining it. 1867 TfiOLLOPE C/iron,
titirsct I. viii. 60 Later in the day, he declared that the

police should fetch him. 1884 E. VAILS Recollect. <V Exper.
I. 45 In thoM: day.-, [ 1036-47] the

'

liuw Police ', as they were
still called . . uere very different in appearance from our

present guardians. Mod. The police are on his track.

b. transf. Any body of men, officially instituted

or employed to keep order, enforce regulations, or

maintain a political or ecclesiastical system.
1837 tYz'/V Eni;. .y Arch. Jrnl. I 13/2 Flags of different

colours huisted to various heights, and worked by the rail-

way police, to notify any. ..stoppages or accidents. 1840
MACAULAY Ess., Ranke (1851) II. 132 The new spiritual

police was every where. 1855 PRESCOIT Philip //, n.

vi. 11857) 2 59 '1' maintain the troops in the Netherlands,
as an armed police on which he could rely to enforce the

i

execution of his orders. 1859 MILL Liberty 52/1 They
i employ a moral police, which occasionally becomes a phyM-
I cal one, to deter skilful workmen from receiving, and
'

employers from giving, a larger remuneration for a more

,

useful service. 1880 Contetnp. Rev. XXXVII. 477 He
believed in a.. kind of watchful police of spirits and local

heroes dead and gone before. 1884 Pall Mall G. 13 Nov.

5/i The vexed question whether the police of the seas

should be armoured or unarmoured.

6. allrib. and Comb, (chiefly in senses 4 and 5), as

police act, barge^ cainp^ colonel^ constable^ control,

district, duty, establishment,force,gazette, house, in-

spector, lieutenant, post, protection, fate, sergeant,

-ship, spy, -tax, -woman
;

also police-guarded,

-harassed, -ridden acljs.; police board,
' in several

of the United States, aboard constituted by the jus-

tices of the county for the control of county police,

public buildings, roads, bridges, .etc.' (Murfree,

Justices* Practice^ ; police burgh : see quot. ;

police captain, a subordinate officer in the police
force in New York and other large cities of U. S. ;

police judge (SV.), a stipendiary police magistrate;

police jury, the name in Louisiana of the local

authority in each parish invested with the exercise

of police powers ; police magistrate, a stipendiary

magistrate who presides in a police court ; police-

manure, (Sco/.~) manure collected in the streets,

street-sweepings; police-master, a superintendent
or chief of police in Russia

;
hence police-master-

ship ; police-monger, nonce-wd.^ one who busies

himself about a police system ; police omcer, f an

official charged with the maintenance of public
order (obs.) ; a member of a police force, a con-

stable; f police-runner, a police officer of the

lowest rank : cf. RCNNEK. See also POLICE COURT,
etc.

1758 SIR J. FIELDING (title) An Account of the Origin and
Effects of a *Police Act, set on foot by his Grace the Duke
of Newcastle, in the year 1753. 1838 Miss PARDOE River
<V Desert II. in The gaily-painted and clean-looking *police-

barge. 1800 COLQUHOUN Contni. Thames 207 The constant

perambulation of the *Police Boats, both by night and by
day. 1889 Act 52 <y 53 Viet, c 50 105 The expression
'"police burgh* means a populous place, the boundaries
whereof have been fixed and ascertained under the provisions
of the General Police and Improvement (Scotland) Act, 1862,
or of the Act first therein recited, or under the provisions of

any local Act. 1888
' R. BOLDREWOOD

'

Robbery under A rms
xlix, All accounts, .may be sent to the * Police Camp. 1800

COLQUHOUN Cotum. 77i/2o6 A 'Caution against Pillage
and Plunder

'

which the *Police Constables were instructed

to read aloud as soon as the Lumpers and Coopers were
assembled. 1855 London as it is 366 During two months
out of every three, each police constable is on night duty.

1838 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 7) XVIII. 252/1 Expediency of

placing discharged criminals under *police control. Ibid.

240/2 The metropolitan *police district; according to that act

[of 1829], consists of about ninety parishes, and ultra-paro-
chial places, in and surrounding the metropolis. 1906
Harmsu'orth Eticycl. 4814/3 At the present time the Metro-

politan Police district is nearly 700 square miles in extent.

1798 DK. PORTLAND Let. 16 ^lay in Colquhoun Cotnw.

TJuimes (1800) 160 0/,The expence of the Marine *Police

Establishment, which appeared to me ought to be borne by
Government. 1840 Penny Cycl. XVIII. 334 The estab-

Itshment of a new *police force for the metropolis, in 1829,

has done more towards exhibiting the advantages of em-



POLICE.

ploying a trained body of men for all the purposes for which
the old constabulary was appointed, than any other circum-
stance. 1883 ANNA K. GREEN Hand # Ring Hi, He is

a member of the police force. 1838 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 7)
XVIII. 251/1 An official newspaper, called the Hue andCry
or *Police Gazette, is also circulated amongst the authorities,

throughout the kingdom. 1855 MRS. GASKELL North fy S.

xxxiv, 'It's nothing, miss
1

,
said Dixon..'Only a *police-

inspector. He wants to see you, miss.' 1899 Allbutt's

Syst, Med. VIII. 289 If the police inspector pooh-poohed
his appeal and turned him out of the police station.

[1823: cf. Judge o/Policein POLICE COURT.] i86z Act 25 #
26 Viet. c. 35 25 If adjudged by any magistrate or *police
judge ofany royal or parliamentary burgh, 1800 COLQUHOUN
Comm. Thames 199 Any *Police Magistrate .. may assist
the Magistrates in their judicial Functions. 1838 Encycl.
Brit. (ed. 7) XVIII. 250/1 When a complaint is made to a
police magistrate he issues his warrant as he sees occasion,
to a constable . . or to one of the metropolitan force. 1883 J .

SHIELDS in Trans. Highl. Soc. Agric. XV. 38 The whole
was manured with "police manure about 30 tons per acre.

1863 MRS. ATKINSON Tartar Steppes 224 We drove to the
house of the *police-master, who courteously invited us to
be his guests. 1883 READK in Harpers Mag. Jan. 258/1
Vladimir got the promise of a

"
1-r

police mastership. 1808 W.
TAYLOR in Monthly Mag. XXVI. in For the sake of pre-
tending to be useful, these new *

police-mongers will pry
into every peculiarity, and meddle with every amusement of
the people. 1800 COLQUHOUN Comm. Thames 206 A gang
of Lumpers .. quilted their employment instantly on the

appearance of the * Police Officers. 1806 A. DUNCAN
Nelson's Fun. 26 Special, petty, and other constables, and
all the police officers of every description . . were on duty.
1844 J. T. HEWLETT Parsons fy IV. vi, He returned .

with a police-officer. 1863 ALCOCK Capit. Tycoon I. 28 I

They pay road and *police-rates. 1885 Globe 20 Apr. !

1/4 The comparatively rare complaint of being too much
'police-ridden. 1887 Times (weekly ed.} 23 Sept. 3/4 The
patience of this police-ridden nation. 1818 COBBETT Pol.

Reg. XXXIII. 520 *Police-runners had never been thought
of as protectors of the lives of the Members of the two
Houses. 185* MRS. CARLYLE Lett. II. 204 In the kitchen
stood two *police-sergeants. 1827 HONE Every-day Bk. II.

329 He went on board the *poltce-ship stationed on the i

Thames. 1897 MRS. E. L. VOYNICH Gadfly (1904) 114/1
'

'
I am a minister of religion ', he said, 'not a "police-spy.

1

1884 Chr. World 20 Mar. 206/1 He has advised the farmers
. -to refuse to pay the *po!ice-tax. 1853 HICKIE tr. Aristoph.
(1872) II. 398 You say well. Where is the 'policewoman ?

1894 IVestm. Gaz. 13 June 3/3 A plea for policewomen.
Hence (nonce-words] Foli'cefala., full of police-

men; Foli'celess a., without police; Policeo-

cracy (pplisp'krasi), the rule of the police.
X93 Speaker 9 May 133/1 To substitute a peaceful for

a *policeful Ireland. 1898 ll'estm. Gas. 30 June 1/3
Chevaliers of industry migrating to a *policeless Alsatia.

I

1900 H. G. GRAHAM Sac. Life Scot, in \%th C. vii. i. (TQOI)

230 When a rare opportunity happened in policeless, jailless
districts they [statutes] were carried out with rigour. 1887
Pall Mall G. 14 July i A Protest against *Policeocracy.

Police (ptflrs), v. Also 7 pollice. [In senses

i, 2, a. F
'

.polices (formerlyjto/tVitff, policier} (1461
in Godef.), f. policie, police; in senses 3, 4, f.

POLICE
jfc]

f 1. intr. or absol. ? To enclose and improve land ;

to make policies. Sc. Obs. (Cf. POLICY sbl II.)
"535 STKWART^OO*. Scot. II. 106 The nobillis als of ,

thame tha had sic want, Hut thame micht nother police nor
;it plant. Ibid. 144 And gaif thame landU as tha lest, To ,

plant and police quhair thame lykit best.

f2. trans. To keep in (civil) order, organize, \

regulate (a state or country). Chiefly inpassive. Obs.

1589, 1605 [see POLICING vbl.sb. a], a 1614 DONNE Btafla-

I'aTo? (1644) 78 Humane lawes, by which Kingdomes are

policed. 1670 Tryal R. Moor, etc. in Phenix (1721) I. 406 ;

Complaining of Julius Caesar's Violation of that course of
I>aw whereby the State was polliced. 1689-90 TEMPLE :

Ess. Heroic Virt. Wks. 1731 I. 205 By such Methods and
Orders, the Kingdom of China seems to be framed and
policed with the utmost Force and Reach ofHuman Wisdom,
Reason and Contrivance. 1791 W. MAXWELL in Boswell
Johnson an. 1770 (1831) I. 389 That country must be ill

policed, and wretchedly governed.
b. To make or keep clean or orderly ;

to clean

up (a camp) : cf. POLICE sb. 3 c. U. S.
1862 TROLLOPE M Amer. II. vii. 192 Of the camps..

44 per cent, [were] fairly clean and well policed.

3. To control, regulate, or keep in order by
means of the police, or some similar force.

1841 R. OASTLER Fleet Papers I. No. 22. 176 Englishmen
are too fond of Royalty to submit to be commissioned, and
centralized, and policed, and bastiled. 1855 BROWNING '

Bf. Blougram 469 A vague idea of setting things to rights, I

Policing people efficaciously. 1891 Review of Rev. 14 Mar.
|

214/2 The maintenance of the navy which polices the seas.
'

1899 S. R. GARDINER Cromwell 183 The plan of policing j

the country by a militia of Major-Generals had broken
down financially.

b. To furnish, provide, or guard with a police
force, or some force having similar functions.
1858 Times 4 Nov. 6/5 Even the mouth of the Canton

River may perhaps be well policed. 1868 M. E. G. DUFF
Pol. Surv. 84 They are building gunboats to police their
coasts. i88s Spectator n Mar. 315/1 Why should not
dangerous districts be decently policed ?

C. fig. To keep in order, administer, control.
1886 SYMONDS Renaiss. //., Cath. React. (1898) I. it 89
He .. left that institution [the Inquisition] .. to pursue its

function of policing the ecclesiastical realm. 1893 K.
GRAHAME Pagan Papers (1894) 104 Policing the valleys
with barbed wires.

4. To do out of, do away, or bring into a state or

place by police administration.

1839 Morning Herald 17 June, That work of destruction

by which the British nation is to be policed out of its

1070

immemorial liberties and franchises. 1876 BIRCH Rede
I.ect. Egypt 40 Internal administration and microscopic
regulations had policed away the spirit of the people.

Police, obs. form of POLICY sb.-, POLISH v.

Police court. A court of summary jurisdic-
tion for the trial or investigation of charges pre-
ferred by the police. (At first called POLICE OFFICE.)
Also attrib.

1823 STARK Picture ofEdinb. (ed. 3) 152 An application
was made to Parliament, in 1805, for a police bill for the

' city . , and a police court [was] opened in Edinburgh, on
15 July 1805.. under the superintendence of a Judge of

: Police. 1839 Act 2 <$ 3 Viet. c. 71 i The several police
courts now established under the names of the public office

in Bow Street and the police offices in the parishes of . .

[seven named] . . shall be continued. 1881 SERJT. BAL-
LANTINE Exper. ii. 24 Police-courts were called offices [in
the early part of this century]. 1898 Westm. Gaz. 29 Oct.

2/3 So far the latter have escaped police-court proceedings.

Policed (-rst), ppl. a. [f. POLICE v. or sb. +
-ED. Orig. (pp-list).]
1. Politically organized, regulated, or ordered;

governed, disciplined. (In quot. 1735 pfrlist.)
1591 LAMBARDE Archcion (1635)65 The necessitie of an

Officer of this sort is inevitable in every well-polliced King-
dome. 1603 FLORIO Montaigne (1634) 189 Amongst the
best policed and formalest nations. 1735 THOMSON Liberty
iv. 734 As when, with Alfred, from the wilds she came To
polic'd cities and protected plains. 1770 Antiq, in Ann,
Reg. 104/2 Such a dispersion was little promotive of trade,
which loves large and policed communities. 1858 M.
PATTISON Ess. (1889) II. 39 In this policed society the old
'social contract' theory strictly applied.

2. Provided with or guarded by a police force.

1897 All About Diamond Jubilee (ed. Newnes) 58/1
London will be probably the best policed city in the world
on June zznd.

Policedom (palrsdam). [f. POLICED. + -DOM.]
The police system as represented by its personnel.
1889 Ckamb. Jrnl. 2 Nov. 691/1 The hue and cry of the

ten thousand hounds of policedom. 1892 Argosy May 380
He is one of the sleuth hounds of policedom.

Policeman (p01f*sm$n). A member of the

police force ; a paid constable. New Policeman,
a constable of the New Police of 1829.
1829 J. W. CROKER in C. Papers 28 Sept., I find a general

Opinion prevailing that your policemen are not paid suffi-

ciently. 1830 Morn, Chron. 18 Aug. heading, Murder of a
New Policeman by a Gang of Burglars. 1867 THOLLOPK
Chron. Barset I. viii. 60 He would not go before the
magistrates, .unless the policemen came and fetched him.

fig, 1887 RIDER HAGGARD Allan Quaterm. 20 The stern

policeman Fate moves us and them on.

b. A soldier-ant.

1877 PASCOE Zoo?. Classification (1880) \wlfeterogyna.
Males, females and neuters,, .workers and soldiers. ..The
soldiers lor

*

policemen ') have very large heads.

Hence Foli'cemanlikea. ; Foli'cemansliip, the

function, office, or action of a policeman.
1874 R. TVRWHITT Sketch. Club 142 That policemanlike

faculty of coming round a corner. 1887 WALLACE in Pall
MallG. 2 Feb. 6/1 [In determining to restore order and
neglecting to do justice, the Government .. was exhibiting]
policeman ship, not statesmanship. 1897 A. HERBERT in

Daily News 30 Aug. 5/7 One thing we have to resist is the

growth of that ugliest of all ugly things, which goes by the
name of

'

policemanship '.

Police office. The head-quarters of the police
force in a city or town, as of the Metropolitan and
the City police in London, at which the police
business is transacted.
These formerly included a court-room in which offenders

were tried, as well as a place of detention in which they
were confined till trial; hence the name was formerly
regularly applied to what is now called a POLICE COURT,
and is still m many places applied to a POLICE STATION,
when this has a place of detention. The earliest name was
PUBLIC OFFICE (in Act of 1792). Police office appears to
have been first applied to the Marine or Thames Police
Office at Wapping. (See POLICE sb. 5, Marine Police.)

1798 Resolution in Colquhoun Comm. Thames (1800)
224 Under the Regulation of the Marine Police Office
No. 259, Wapping New Stairs. 1800 Ibid. 161 His inde-

fatigable attention [as resident magistrate] to the public
interest, since he has presided at the Marine Police Office.
1816 Gent/. Mag. LXXXVI. i. 32/x The account of a trans-
action which took place in May last, at the Police-office in
Hatton-Garden. 1817 COBBETT Wks. XXXII. 120 What,
then, do the Pig-tail gentry, assembled at the '

Police Office,
Manchester 1

, object to this? 1826 J. WILSON Noct. Ambr.
Wks. 1855 I. 113 Ye might hue been lugged awa to the
Poleesh Office wi

1

a watchman aneath each oxter. 1836
DICKENS Sk. Boz, Prisoners'' l^au t We were passing the
corner of Bow Street, .when a crowd assembled round the
door of the police-office attracted our attention [referred to
below as ' Public Office, Bow Street ']. Ibid., Turn to the

prisons and police-offices of London. 1838 Encycl. Brit.
(ed. 7) XVIII. 249/2 The public office in Bow Street was
for some time the only place in the metropolis where a
police magistrate sat regularly, without the jurisdiction
of the city of London. Seven additional police offices

were established in 1792, by the act 32d Geo. III. cap.
53, and the Thames police-office in 1798. 1855 London
as it is to-day 366 The City of London... There are two
police offices, one in the Mansion House, where the lord

mayor presides; and the other at Guildhall, where the
aldermen sit in rotation. 1862 Act 25 ^ 26 Viet, c, 35 19
(Scotland) And may be taken into custody . . and detained
in any police office or station house, or other convenient
place. 1875 MclLWRAiTH Guide Wigtoivnshire 95 On the
ground-floor is also the police-office. 1882 OGILVIE (Annan-
dale), Police office', police station. (So 1890 in Cent. Diet.}
1903 Whitaker's Aim. 183 Metropolitan Police Office, New
Scotland Yard, S.W. . .City Police Office, 26 Old Jewry, E.G.

POLICY.

Police Station. The office or head-quarters
of a local police force, or of a police district.

1858 SIMMONDS Diet. Trade, Police-station
, the receiving-

i
house where offenders are taken by the police ; the place

j

where the police assemble for orders, and to march out on
, duty. 1865 DICKENS Mut. fir. \. \\\, A little winding through
some muddy alleys, .. brought them to the wicket-gate and

i
bright lamp of a Police-station. 1897 Westm. Gaz. 27 Sept.
2/1 This police-station confession proved (unlike most of
such self-accusations) to be true.

Polich, obs. form of POLISH v.

Polichinelle, -i, -o, obs. ff. PUNCHINELLO.
Policial (p01i*Jal), a. rare. [f. POLICE sb. + -AL,

after office, official.] Of or belonging to the police.
1843 POE Purloined Let. Wks. 1864 I. 273 When the case

is of importance or, what amounts to the same thing in
the

policial eyes, when the reward is of magnitude. Ibid.
\ 276 The invariable principle of policial action in searches

for articles concealed.

Polician, variant of POLITIAN Obs.

fPplrciar. Sc. Obs.
[f.

POLICY ^.1 + -AR
^.]

The improver of a *

policy
'

or estate.

1562 WINJET Last Blast Wks. (S.T.S.) I. 45 Ouha..
trampis down the heuinlie incres and all decent policie of
the saniyn winjarde, drest and deckit be the former work-
men, vnfen5eit policiaris of the samin.

Policied, ///. a.
t Policier: see POLICY v.i, 2.

Foli'cing, vbl. sb.
[f. POLICE v. + -ING*.]

t a. The ordering or regulation of a state. Obs.

1589. PUTTENHAM Ettg. Pocsic i. viii. (Arb.) 36 The right
pollicing of their states. 1605 BACON Adv. Learn. \. vii. 6.

34 b, For.. pollicing of Cities, and Commonalties, with new
ordinances and constitutions.

b. The action of keeping in order and cleaning
up a camp. U. S.

1893 LKLAND Mem. II. 60 There was no drill now .. no
special care of us, and no *

policing ', or keeping clean.

c. The aclion of furnishing with a police force

: or the like for the maintenance of law and order.

1884 Pall Mall G. 22 Feb. 11/2 Holding him responsible
.. for the policeing of the frontier. 1887 Ibid. 18 Mar. 5/1
They deal with the '

policing
'

of the whole river from

Teddington Lock to Cncklade. 1890 Daily News 9 Sept.
6/2 A lively agitation, .against the continued policing of the

borough by the county constabulary.
d. The fact of being or acting as a policeman.

1899 Tablet 15 Apr. 570 Tired of policing, a wearisome life

for an educated man.

Felicitation, obs. form of POLLICITATION.

t Po'licize, z>.' Obs. [f.
POLICY sb.i + -IZE.]

intr. To use policy ; to scheme, manoeuvre.
Hence f Folicizing vbl. sb. and///, a,, scheming;
t Po'licizer, one who practises policy, a schemer.
1809 MAK. EDCEWORTH Tales Fash. Life\\\. Manoeuvring

4 note, (Irish labourer) 'I'd call her a policlzer I would
say she was fond of policizing '. Ibid. 85 For a week it might
be practicable to keep them asunder by policising,

but this

could never be effected if he were to settle . .in the country.
1820 C. C. COLTON Lacon ii. (1833) 16 As a policiser, the

marquis reasoned badly. 1825 New Monthly Mag. XIV.
85 The indignities which spring up in the crooked paths
ofpolicizing favouritism.

Po'licize, z 1
.
2 rare. [f. POLICE + -IZE.] trans.

To organize, administer, discipline, reduce to law
and order. Hence Po'licized///. a.

1840 Tait's Mag. VII. 392 The woman, as lady Morgan
would say, of a more 'pohcized society'.

Policlinic (p^Ii|kli'nik),. Also erron. poly-,

[ad. Ger. poliklinikt f. Gr. TTOAI-S city + klinik

medical teaching at the bed-side of the patient

(= CLINIC j.2), hence a hospital by which this is

provided, ad. Gr. K\ivnerj the clinic art or practice.]

orig.
' A clinic held in private houses in the town,

as opposed to one held in a hospital
'

(Syd. Soc.

Lex. 1895). Subsequently often extended to a

dispensary, or that department of a hospital, at

which
put-patients are treated. Cf. POLYCLINIC.

The original system continues at smaller places in Germany,
e. g. at Jena ; in larger cities, e. g. Leipzig, the latter obtains.

Cf. Brockhaus Konvers.-Lex. (1846) s.v. Klinik: ' Poli-

klinik [as distinguished from the stationtire klinik or

hospital treatment of in-patients, and ambulatorische klimk
or hospital treatment of out-patients]

consists in the fact

that the patients are treated in their own dwellings by the

advanced medical students, while the professor, to whom
these regularly report and who supervises the whole treat-

ment of the patients, himself but seldom visits them '.

1827 Lancet 17 Nov. 256/2 [In Germany] Those students
who have duly attended the clinics, are admitted to the

policlinics. In these, poor patients are treated by students,
under the superintendence of an experienced, .physician.

1882-3 SdiajTs Encycl. Relig. Knowl. III. 2284, 1,805

indoor patients, and 73,432 outdoor-patients in polyclinique.
1886 GAIRDNER in Life ofSir R. Christison II. vii. 121 His
was a true 'poliklinik ', though in full operation here before

the term was invented in Germany. 1897 Allbittfs Syst.
Med. IV. 341 One woman out of every five or six in the

polycltnic of the Augusta hospital, Berlin.

Policy (pp'lisi), s&. 1 Forms: 4-7 policie, 5

-ecye, 5-6 -icye, -ycie, -ycy(e, -ecy, -esy, 6

-ecie, -esie, -esye, -izy (Sc. -acie), 5- policy;

(also 5 polleci, -isye, 5-6 -ecy, 5-7 -icie, 6

-icye, -yci, -ycy, 6-7 -icy, 7 -ecie). [In Branch I,

ME. policie, a. OF. policie (i4th c. in Oresme)
civil administration, government, ad. L. polttia

(Cic-X a- Gr. iro\lTtia citizenship, government,

constitution, polity, f. woAm?s citizen, f. iroKts city,

state. See POLICE sb. Branch II appears to be



POLICY.

due to the association of this Groeco-L. word with
L. politus polished, refined, pa. pple. of polire to

polish, adorn, refine, cultivate, and late L. polities,

policies polish, elegancy (Quicherat Addenda'',
Romanic type *poltlia, whence It. fulizia clean-

ness, neatness: cf. Sp., Pg. policia police, polite-

ness, neatness.]
I. 1. An organized and established system or

form of government or administration (of a state or

city) ; .1 constitution, polity. Now rare or Obs.

1387-8 T. USK Test. Lave n. ii. (Skeat) 1. 78 To sene
smale and lowe governe the hye and bodies above. Certes,
that policye is naught. 1488-9 Act 4 Hen. F//, c. ig To
the snbvercion of the polecy and gode rule of this lond.

1551 ROBINSON tr. Mare's Utop. \. 11895) 33 Suche peoples
as do lyue to gethere in a cyuyle pollycye and goocf ordre.

1568 GRAFTON Cliron. II. 433 He furnished his realme both
with good Icarnyng, and Ciuile pollicie. 1602 WARNER All:.

Kng. x. Ivii. (1612) 251 French Pollicie consists of Three
Estates, The Princes, Nobles, Commons, a 1651 CALDKR-
WOOD Hist. Kirk 11843) II. 41 Consultatioun was had lio\v

a good and godlie policie might be established in the
church. 1759 ROBERTSON Hist. .Scot. VI. Wks. 1813 I. 461
The forming of a system of discipline, or ecclesiastical

policy. 1836 J. GILBERT Chr. Atonent. v. (1852) 136 In
well constituted policies provision is always made for the
exercise of clemency.

t b. An organized state, a commonwealth. Obs.

1390 GOWER Con/. III. 141 With the wyndes whiche he
bloweth Ful ofte sythe he overthroweth The Cites and the

policie. 1447 BOKENHAM .SVy/>.r(Roxb,) 28 Hym that was
be tyrannye That tyme prynce of ther polycye. 11533
Lp. BI.HSJ.KS Gold. Bit. M. Aurel. (1546) Bviij, The di-

minyshing of the auncient Polycie of Rome. 1558 C. GOOD-
MAN O/ieti. Siiffrior Powers Pref., Most discreet governors
of commonwealths and policies.

t 2. Government, administration, the conduct of

public affairs
; political science. Obs.

c 1386 CHAUCER Parti. T. 272 If that a Prynce vseth

hasardrye_In alle governance and policye He is..Yholde
the lasse in reputation. 1460 FORTF.SCUF. Abs. q Lim.
Man. xv. (1885) 148 Thies counsellors mowe..delibre vppon
. .)>e materes off |>e pollycye off be reaume. 1599 SHAKS.
Hen. I

7
,

i. i. 45 Turne him to any Cause of Pollicy The
Gordian Knot of it he will vnloose. 1641 MILTON Reform.
n. Wks. 1851 III. 33 There . . is no art that hath bin more
canker 'd in her principles, more soyl'd and slubber 'd with
aphorisming pedantry then the art of policie. a. 1651 CAL-
DF.RWOOD Hist. Kirk (1843) II. 514 We are now left as a
flocke without a pastor, in civill policie. 1796 H. HUNTER
tr. Sl.-Pierre's Stu,l. Nat. (1799) 111.625 "y policy 1 mean
not the modern art of deceiving mankind,, .but., the antique
art of governing them, which is a great virtue.

b. Court of Policy : the Legislative Council in

British Guiana (which already existed when that

country was a Dutch colony).
1769 E. BANCROFT Guiana 353 The lands are granted

gratis, by the Governor and Court of Policy. 1824 MACKIN-
TOSH Sf>. Ho. Cotnm. i June, Wks. 1846 III. 432 They
resolved, that the King and Parliament of Great Britain
had no right to change their laws without the consent of
their Court of Policy. 1903 Whitaker's Almanack 528
British Guiana. ..The Government consists of a Governor
and a Court of Policy of 15 other members.

3. Political sagacity ; prudence, skill, or con-
sideration of expediency in the conduct of public
affairs

;
statecraft

; diplomacy ;
in bad sense, politi-

cal cunning.
c 1420 LVIJG. Assembly of Gods 304 Of worldly wysdom,

sate the forteresse Callycl Othea, chyef grounde of polycy.
c 1470 G. ASHBY Active Policy 643 But to youre richesse

it came so to passe. 1596 SHAKS. i Hen. II
',

i. iii. 108 Neuer
|

did base and rotten Policy Colour her working with such
deadly wounds. 1715 SOUTH Serai., i King? xiii. 33. 126
Jeroboam being thus advanced, and thinking Policy the
best Piety. 1718 ELIZA HEYWOOD Mine, de Gomez's^ Belle
A. (1732) II. 220 He had the Policy to discharge his new
Subjects from the Impositions which their former Masters
had laid on them. 1814 SCOTT Ld. of Isles vi. vii, King

'

Robert's eye Might have some glance of policy. 1867
FREEMAN Norm. Cong. I. v. 435 In this, .he was actuated by
policy rather than by sentiment.

4. In reference to conduct or action generally :

Prudent, expedient, or advantageous procedure ;
!

prudent or politic course of action ; also, as a
j

quality of the agent : sagacity, shrewdness, artful-

ness
;
in bad sense, cunning, craftiness, dissimulation. '

c 1430 LYDG. in Pol., Rel. $ L. Poems 15, I Counselle, .. i

Off polycye, forsight, and prudence. 1477 SIR J. PASTON in
P. Lett. III. 187 It weer not polesy for me to sett that
maner in suche case for alle maner of happis. 1533 MORK
Debell. Salem v. Wks. 941/2, I wyl peraduenture .. here

j

after, .vse the same circumspeccion & polycye that I learne
I

of his ensample here. 1587 Mirr. Mag. t
Malin x, Secretly

by pollecy and sleight nee slewe mee with his swoord,
before I wist. 1599 SANDYS Eitropx Spec. (1632) 102 Our
grosse conceipts, who think honestie the best policie. 1604 ;

PHAYTON Owle 419 In this base Bird I might well descry,
The prosperous fruit of thriving Policy. 175* FIELDING
Amelia ix. ix,Tom,Tom,thou hast no policy in thee. 1791
BURKE CWr. (1844)111. 255 Have they no way of convincing
this .. illustrious person, ..that her only policy is silence,
patience, and refusal? 1868 HELPS Realmah iv. (1876) 56
if this is policy, then are the ways of children politic.

1883 Law Times 20 Oct. 409/2 The policy of allowing this

sweeping right of appeal was doubted by many.
t b. A device, expedient, contrivance ; a crafty

device, stratagem, trick. Obs.
1406 HOCCLEVE La male regie 252 Whan J>at Vlixes saillid

to and fro By meermaides this was his policie, Alle ercs of

1071

men of his compaignie With wex he stoppe leet. 1489
CAXTON FaytesofA. n. xxxv. 152 The besegers haue com-
monly one manere of a polycye. 1548 UDALL, etc. Erastn
Par, Acts xxvn. 87 They used other policies to preserue the

shyp. 1640 YORKF. Union Hon., Kattells 18 By policy ol

these Iron stakes against the English horse, King Edward's
battell was discomfited. 1678 WOKLIDGR Bees (1691) 23 A
swarm [of bees] drawn from one place to another by stales,
baits, calls, or such like policies. 1849 HAKK Par. Serin.
II. 194 When a man is sharpening his policies he will grind
them away to nothing.
5. A course of action adopted and pursued by a

government, party, ruler, statesman, etc. ; any
course of action adopted as advantageous or ex-

pedient. (The chief living sense.)
c 1430 LYDG. Alin. Poems (Percy Soc.) 82 Wherfor late

soveiayns use this policye, What ever they do late it in
mesure be. 1544 Supplic. to Hen. VIII in Four bupplic.
(*87i) 35 Thys was the crafty polycye of the clergye. 1599
THYNNK Animadv. (1875) i Eche one .. did, in the begyn-
nynge of the monthe of Jnnuarye .. presente somme gyfte
unto his frende .. a pollicye gretlye to he regarded, a 1687
PKTTV Pol. Aritk. (1690) 23, I now come to the first Policy
of the Dutch, viz. Liberty of Conscience. 1751 EARL
ORRERY Remarks Swift (^^-2) 64 France, by her policy, has
done the same. P.y policy, I mean the encouragement Of
arts and sciences. 1840 THIHLWALI. Greece Iv. VII. 75 The
project attributed .. to Alexander, is not the less in perfect
harmony with his general policy. 1861 M. PATTISON Ess.

(1889) I. 41 ^Edward's foreign policy led him to draw closer
the ties which connected our country with Germany.

II. Scotch senses influenced by L. politus

polished, late L. politics, policies elegancy. (Cf.
POLICE z>. i.)

6. fa. The improvement or embellishment of an

estate, building, town, etc. Obs.

1475 St. dies' Charters (1859) p. Ixvni, For reparacioun,
beilding and polesy to be maid in honour of . . sanct Johan.
1535 Sc. Acts Jns. K(i8i4) II, 343/1 Item for polecy to be
had w'in }>e Realme In planting of woddis making of

Edgeis orchartis }ardis and sawing of brownie. 1536 BKL-
LENDEN Cron. Scot. xi. x. (1541) 163/2 Scho knew the mynd
of kenneth geuyn to magnificent bygyng & polesy [!JOKCF,
Magnified &diunt stnn.tnra atque ornatus deUctarct}.

1555.^- 'lets Mary (1814) II. 491/2 It salbe lesum for

policie and eschewing of deform! tie of the towne,

fb. The improvements and embellishments so

made ; the buildings, plantations, etc. with which
an estate is improved or adorned

; property created

by human skill and labour. Obs.

1535 $ -Acts Jos. V (1814) II. 349/1 All or souerane
lordi^ burrowis are ..waistit and distroyit in f>eir gudis
and polecy and almaist Ruynous. 1536 BELLENDEN Cron.
Scot. vii. vi. (1541) 84b/2, The Pychtis spred fast in

Athole, & maid syndry strenthis and polecyis in it [arci-
fius, tnunitioni/'us castellisque plnrimnm ornantes]. 156*
WINJET Last

^
Blast Wks. (S.T.S.) I. 45 Quha ,. trampis

down the heuinlie incres and all decent policie of the samyn
win^arde. 1563 Four Scoir Thre Quest. Ixxx. ibid. 128

Quhy hef }e wappit doun the monasteriis, and principal
policets of ihis realme? 1564 Keg. Privy Council Scot. I.

279 Apperandlie the haill polecie in that part is lyke to

pereis, without sum substantious ordour and remedie be
prouydit. [Note. A declaration that the woods are decaying
through cutting and bark peeling.] 1594 Sc, Acts Jos. VI
(1816) IV. 71 Uure souerane lord .. apprevis the actis and
statutis maid., for the. .reparatioun of the decayed policie
w'in burgh;.. and gif the samyn be found auld, decayed
and rwinous in ruif, sklattis, durris..to decerne that the
coniunct fear, .sail repair the saidis landis and tenementis.

C. The (enclosed, planted, and partlyembellished)
park or demesne land lying around a country seat

or gentleman's house.
1775 G. WHITE Selbome i. xlii, Lord Breadalbane's seat

and beautiful policy are too curious and extraordinary to be
omitted. 177^ JOHNSON Journ. West, fsi., Aberbrothic, A
small plantation, which in Scotch is called a policy. 1791
NEWTE Tour Eng. fy Scot. 207 The policies about the
Noblemen and Gentlemen's houses . . are but thinly scattered.

1842 J. WILSON Chr. North (1857) I. 242 The gravel-walks
of our policy. 1875 JAS. GRANT One of the 600 iii, The
demesne (Scotice 'policy') around this picturesque old
house, was amply studded with glorious old timber. 1883
Pall Mall G. 15 Nov. 9/1 The Prince of Wales went out
yesterday with Lord Fife and party, and enjoyed some
splendid shooting in the policies.

f 7. a. The polishing or refining of manners.
b. Polish, refinement, elegancy; culture, civiliza-

tion. (Cf. the Latin words rendered.) Obs.
a. 1596 DALRVMPLH tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot I. 160 PIu-

tarchie sa artificiouslie quha could illustir histories, and was
sa notable

t
in the policie, dekking, and outset of maneris

and honestie [L. historic illustrandae^ moruntone excolendo-
rnm ixsignis artifex}. b. Ibid. 9 In this north parte
(of Scotland] ar sum provinces sa plentifull and of gretter
Ingines, that throuch thair policie [L.polttia] thay ar athir
to mony in the South compair, or than thay excel mony in
the South. Ibid. 131 His people .. allutterlie rude, and
w'out all policie and ornat maneris [L. rtttfes, nullaque mo-
rum elfgantia polilos\.

Policy (pflisi),
sb? Also 6 police, 7 -cie, -zy.

[ad. F. police (1371) bill of lading, contract of

insurance, etc., according to Hatz.-Darm. ad. Pr.

polissa, also polissia (1428 in Diez), podiza, Cat.

police,
=

Sp.jxf/iza, Pg. apdlice, Oil. p6liza,p6lisa,
also polizia. It. polizza,

*

schedule, bill, note,
writing, remembrance, bond, inuentorie, obliga-
tion, ticket' (Florio), also in i6th c. 'bill of

lading
1

; according to G. Paris Romania X. 620:
med.L. apddissa^ apddixa^ 'a receipt or security
for money paid ', altered from I., aptdixis, n.

Gr. dir<5Sf(fiy a making known, demonstration,

POLICY.

evidence, proof. The word appears to have had
in Italian a very general sense, being applicable to

a writing setting forth or serving as evidence of any
kind of transaction.
The form-development apddissa> pddissa, ptilissa, is sup-

ported by Pg. aptlice: L, apddlxem^ and the Prov. form
podiza. The Eng. final -it,-y, either represents the variants

apodixia, polissia, or perhaps merely followed POLICY s/>.
1

j

as a representative of F. police. Earlier suggestions of a
j

derivation from L. polypiic/tmn rent-roll, register, schedule,
I pi. jtolyptychn (sth c. Vegetius), registers, account-books,
I or from pollex thumb (as the supposed means of sealing
a document), or from polliceri to promise, are all untenable.]

1. More fully, policy of assurance or insurance

policy : A document containing an undertaking,
in consideration of a sum or sums paid down at

the time, or to be paid from time to time,
called a premium or premiums, to pay a specified
amount or part thereof in the event of a specified

contingency, such as the loss of property at sea, or
, its destruction by fire, or, in the case of a life

; insurance, on the death of the person named in

the policy.
Also called bill of assm ancc in Lumbard Strete in 156.-

(Marsden .SW. /'/. Crt. Admir. II. 52). Floating policy,
\ ofen policy: see quots. ll'ngttr or wagering policy, a
'

policy of insurance taken out where the insured has no
real interest in the thing insured : declared illegal by various
statutes as a species of gambling.
[1523 in Pardessus Collect. Lois Marit, (1837) IV. 609/1

Non..essert; tenuto a mostrare alcuna polix/a di caricu-

mento.] 1565 in R. G. Marsdun Scl. /'/. Crt. Admir.
(Selden) II, 56 [transl. of French document] Any order
made, .agaynst the tenor of tins present Police of Assii
raunce. 1601 Act 43 Eliz. c. 12 liy meanes of which
PoHcies of Assurance itcomim-th to passe, vpon the losse or

perishing of any ship, there [etc.]. 1641 Tcrmes dc la Ley
219 Policy of Assurance is a course taken by Merchants fur

the assuring of their adventures upon the sea. 1681 Lond.
Gaz. No. 1668/4 That all Persons that Insure their House,
shall have liberty till the First of January 1682, to brin^;
back their Policies, and the Insurers will oblige Thenisehv^
and their Security by Indenture on their Policies, to accept
of a Surrender, and repay their Premium. 1710 'J'atler

No. 241 p 2 In all the Oltkes where Policies are drawn upon
Lives. 1828-32 WEBSTER s. v. i'olicy t Wagering policies,
which insure sums of money, interest or no interest, are

illegal. 1848 AHNOULD Mar. Insurance I. i. ii. 17-19 A
wager policy is one which shows on the face of it, that the
contract it embodies is not really an insurance, but a
wager. .. An open policy is one in which the value of the

subject insured . . is left to be estimated in case of loss. .. A
time policy is one in which the limits of the risk arc-

designated only by certain fixed periods of time. 1901
Ibid. fed. 7) I. ii A floating policy is one in which there is

no limitation of the risk to a particular ship, as where goods
'on ship or ships' are insured for the same voyage. 1902
K. G. MARSDEN in Trans. Roy. Hist. Soc. XVI. 83 A policy
f T 545 is the earliest known example of a policy entered

into in England. It is a remarkable document, the body of
it being in Italian, and the subscriptions in English.

b. A conditional promissory note, depending on
the result of a wager.
1709-10 STEELE Tatler No. 124 p i If any Plumb in the

City will lay me an Hundred and Fifty Thousand Pounds
to Twenty Shillings., that I am not this fortunate Man,
I will take the Wager .. having given Orders to Mr. Mor-
phew to subscribe such a Policy in my Hehalf, if any Person
accepts of the Offer. 1832 J. TAYLOR Kec. Aly Life I. 338
Policies were opened to ascertain his sex, while he appeared
in male and female attire.

c. A form of gambling in which bets are made
on numbers to be drawn by lottery : cf. policy-shop
in 3. U. S,

1890 WEBSTFR s.v., To play policy.

t2. = It. polizza, ticket ; voting-paper; voucher,
warrant. Obs.

1670 G. H. Hist. Cardinals in. n. 261 In this Scrutiny,
all the Cardinals put in their Polizys open. Ibid. 285 Each
of the Cardinals orders his Conclavist to bring him a Polizy,
or Ticket of the vote he desires to give in the morning.
1675 tr. Machiavclli's Prince (Rtldg.) 285 Having received
a new policy from three months to three months, the pen-
sioners, .go then to the receivers.

P Johnson, as his only recognition of this word, has (1755)
' a warrant for money in the publick funds

'

(ed. 1785 adds
'a ticket '); and this is repeated in mod. Diets, as a distinct

sense; Mason (1801) drew attention to its incorrectness:
' Neither of these definitions extend to the most usual
meaning of this word "policy of insurance". The inter-

pretation should have been A warrant for some peculiar
kinds of claim '.

3. attrib. and Comb., as policy-book, -holder
\

policy-shop, in U. S. a place for gambling by
betting on the drawing of certain numbers in a

lottery ; policy-slip, in U. S.
'

the ticket given on
a stake of money at a policy-shop

'

{Cent. Diet.).
1858 SIMMONDS Diet. Trade, *Policy-book, a book kept in

an insurance office for making entries of policies granted.
*
Policy-holders^ the persons insured in an office. 1906
Times (weekly ed.) 31 Aug. 549/4 Three leading American
insurance companies will discontinue granting rebates on
the annual premium to British policy-holders on account of
British income-tax. 1693 LUTTRELL Brief Ret. (1857) III.

17 Grand jury of London., presented the *
policy officers

about wagers. 1879 WEBSTER Sufpl.,
*
Policy -shop, an

office opened for gambling in connection with lotteries.

1903 Daily Chron. 3 Nov. 5/3 He .. has closed every

gambling-den, pool-room, disorderly house and policy-shop
that the extreme of vigilance could discover.

t Policy, z>.a Obs, [a.obs. F./0//V/>r (1540 in

Godef.)to administer, f. obs. F./0//V/>; see POLICY



POLICY.

rf.l, POLICE z'.] trans. To organize and regulate

the internal order of, to order ;
= POLICE v. 2.

Hence f Po'licied ///. a., civilly organized.
1565 SMITH in Froude Hist. Eng. (1863) VI II. viii. 165 There

is no realm in Christendom better governed, better policied.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. vi. vi. 302 Canaan and

/tgypt ; . . which he found well peopled and policied into

Kingdomes. 1647-8 COTTEKELL Davila's Hist. Fr. (1678) 2

Well policied Government. 1788 PRIESTLEY Lcct. Hist. v.

xliv. 324 We are not . . to consider all countries as barbarous

that are not policied as ours. 1824 LANDOR linag. Conv.,
Pericles tt Soph. Wks. 1853 I. 147/1 A wide and rather

waste kingdom should be interposed between the policied
states and Persia.

t Po'licy, v2 Obs. In 5 poll-, [f.
POLICY rf. 2

or F. police, in its early sense.] trans. To furnish

with a certificate
;
to examine and certify to the

purity or quality of. Hence t Policier (in 5

poll-), the officer who performed this function.

ci45o Oath in Cal. Let. fik. D Land. (1002) 196 The
Office of Garbeler and pollicier of wex within the Citee of

London. ..And after that ye have garbeled any bale or

merchandises ye shall mark and signe the same bale by you
garbeled and wex by you pollicied w l a mark to thentent

that the common weyer may have knowledge thereof &c.

Po-licy, z>.3 U.S. slang, [f.
POLICY sb:>- i c.]

1889 FARMER Diet. Amer. 429/2 To Policy, to gamble
with the numbers of lottery tickets.

II Po liencephali'tis. Path. Also (errou.)

polio-encephalitis. [mod.L., f. Gr. iroXios grey
+ e-y*i^a\os brain + -ITIS.] Inflammation of the

grey matter of the brain.

1890 BILLINGS Med. Diet.
, Poliencephalitis, acute localized

encephalitis, affecting chiefly the motor region of the cortex.

1905 Brit. Med. Jrnl. 27 May 1145 Striimpell has suggested
that the disease is acute polioencephalitis.

tPoli-fugal,". Obs. rare. [f. L.polus POLE sb. *,

after CENTRIFUGAL.] Tending away from the pole.

1740 STACK in Phil. Trans. XLI. 421 By the Assistance

of the polifugal Force.

Poligamous, -gamy, obs. ff. POLYGAMOUS,
-GAMY.

Poligar (pp'ligiu). Also 8-9 polygar. [ad.
Marathi pa/egar, or Telugu palegadu (cerebral /),

ad. T&milpafaiya&ika'ran the holder oi&palaiyam,
POLLAM.] In S. India, The holder of a pollam
or feudal estate

;
a subordinate feudal chief.

1681 in J. T. Wheeler Madras (1861) I. 118 They pulled
down the Poligar 's house. 1761 Char, in Ann. Reg. 6/2 There
are. .among the. .mountainous parts, .several petty princes,
or heads of clans, distinguished by the name of Polygars.

1783 KURKE Sp. Fox's India Bill Wks. IV. 25 To. . Mahomet
Ali they sold at least tu-elve sovereign princes called the

Polygars. 1868 J. H. NELSON Madura III. 157 Some of the

Poligars were placed in authority over others.

b. transf. One of the predatory followers of

such a chief ; the race descended from these.

1776 PIGOU in Genii. Mag. (1792) 14/2 A people called

Polygars, who inhabit [the woods] and attack, rob, and
murder passengers. 1869 SIR W. ELLIOT in Jrnl. F.thn.

Soc. I. 112 There is a third well-defined race mixed with

the general population. . . I mean the predatory classes. In

the South they are called Poligars, and consist of the tribes

of Marawars [etc.].

C. attrib. and Comb. : poligar-dog : a variety of

dog from the poligar country.
1800 DK. WELLINGTON in Arbuthnot Mem. Munro (1881)

I. p. xcii. His operations were seldom impeded by poligar
wars. 1830 MARRVAT King's Own xlviii, It's a Polygar
dog from the East Indies. 1885 G. S. FORBES Wild Life
in Canara 45 A poligar dog that was with me started off in

pursuit.
Hence Fo'ligarship, the office of a poligar.
l88l in Arbuthnot Mem. Muitro I. p. xcii, The Mysore

system, which removed all poligarships [and] expelled their

turbulent chiefs.

Polihistor.obs. f. POLYHISTOB. Polimechany,
Polimite, var. POLYMKCHANY, POLYMITE, Obs.

t Poline'd, pa. pple. Obs. rare~. [For pol-

linct, ad. L. pollinct-us, pa. pple. of pollingSre to

wash and prepare (a corpse) for the funeral pile.]

1623 COCKF.RAM ii, Embalmed, Poline'd.

Poling (pou-lirj), vbl. sb. [f.
POLE v. + -ixo 1

.]

1. The action of the verb POLE in various senses ;

iurnishing or supplying with poles ;
the propelling

of boats or canoes with poles; the stirring of a

bath of copper, tin, or lead with a pole of green
wood, to cause ebullition and deoxidation ; etc.

1573 TUSSER Hnsb. (1878) 83 Tn arbor begun, and quick
setted about, No poling nor wadling till set be far out.

a 1601 [see POLE v. 5]. 1753 [see POLE v. 4]. 1816 BRACKEN-
RIDGE Jrnl. l'oy, Missouri in I'iews Louisiana 205 The
water is generally too deep to admit of poling. 1842
Civil Eng. Q- A rch. Jrnl. V. 169/2 The process of '

polling ',

. . carried on by stirring . . the copper while in a fluid state

with poles of green wood. 1864 WATTS Diet. Chem, II. 29
If ..the poling has been continued too long, the copper again
becomes brittle, . . in this state it is said to be overpoled.
2. concr. Poles collectively, as used for poling

hops, or for lining the sides of a tunnel.

1842 FRANCIS Diet. Arts etc., Poling, the small boards

supporting the earth during the formation of a tunnel. 1881

RAYMOND Mining Gloss., Palings, poles used instead of

planks for lagging.

3. attrib. and Comb., as poling-board, one of

the boards used to support the sides in the ex-

cavation of a tunnel ; poling-ground, shallow

water where poling or punting is possible.

1072

1839 Civil Enf. f, Arch. Jrnl. II. 146/2 They frequently

push the poling boards before them. Ibid. 326/2 Each
division . . has boards in front . . (known by the technical

name of poling boards). 1901 J. G. MILLAIS in Daily News
8 Feb. 6/4 No puntsman should ever venture off poling

ground in Scotland when the wind is in the south.

II Poliomyelitis (p^lwims^elai'tis). Path.

[mod.U, f. Gr. jro\io-s grey + ^uifAos marrow -t-

-ITIS.] Inflammation of the grey matter of the

spinal cord.
1880 A. FLINT Princ. tier!. 747 Anterior poliomyelitis,

signifying inflammation of the anterior gray substance.

1899 Allbutfs Syst. Med. VI. 798 The facial nucleus was
affected by acute poliomyelitis.
So Pollomyelo-pathy, Path. [-PATHT], any

disease of the grey matter of the spinal cord.

1890 in BILLINGS Med. Diet. 1899 A /limit's Syst. Med.
VI. 495 The so-called system diseases; such as ascending
and descending lateral sclerosis . . the poliomyelopathies.
Ibid. 502 Nuclear lesions or poliomyelopathies .. are often

the starting points of such secondary degenerations.

Poliorcetic (pflif-ise-tik), a. rare. [ad. Gr.

TTofaopKTjTiK-os, f. TjoAto/Mfj/Tr/y besieger, f. noKtopKuv
to besiege a city, f. iroXi-s city + ?p-o5 fence, en- !

closure. So F. polioire'liqiie.'] Of or pertaining
to the besieging of cities or fortresses.

a 1859 DF. QIMNCEV fast/i. Jl'is. (1891) I. 98 The
' arietes ',

or battering-rams..were amongst the poliorcetic engines of

the ancients. 1898 A thcnzum 24 Sept. 423/2 The poliorcetic

principles displayed at Chateau Gaillard.

Poliorce'tics, sb.pl. [ad. Gr. (TO.) iro\iopnt]-

TIKO. things or matters pertaining to sieges, neut.

pi. of iroAio/>K!)Tios : see prec.] The art of con-

ducting and resisting sieges ; siegecraft.

1569 j. SANFOKD tr. Agrippa's I'an. Aries 33 b, Poliorce-

tickes, title aswell for the warres.as buildinges, & other vses.

a 1859 DE QuiHCEV ll'ar Wks. 1862 IV. 284 Into ca.str.t-

metation, into poliorcetics. 1893 T. A. ARCHER in Contcmp.
]\ci'. Mar. 341 note, The whole science of mediaeval polior-
cetics was based on the principle of. .outworks.

Polip(e, -ippe, polipus, obs. ff. POLYP, -us.

Poliphant, obs. corrupt form of POLYPHONE.

Polipode, -pragmatick, -pragmon: see

POLVPODE, etc.

-polls, repr. Gr. iroAis city, as in METROPOLIS,
NECROPOLIS; sometimes used (in the form -opolis]

to form names or nicknames of cities or towns,
e. g. COTTONOPOLIS, Leatheropolis, Porkopolis.
1868 W. M. PUNSHON in Macdonald Life (1887) 305 Cin-

cinnati, the '

Porkopolis
'

of the Union. 1881 Chicago
Times 16 Apr., She [Chicago] has reached the position of

the porkopolis of the world. 1901 U-'estm. Gaz. 2 Oct. 8/1

The first time the great annual gathering of Churchmen
has taken place in Leatheropolis [Northampton],

Polish (pc'lij), sb. [f.
POLISH z/.J

1. The act of polishing or condition of being

polished ;
smoothness and (usually) glossiness of !

surface produced by friction.

1704 NEWTON Optics (1721) 24 Another Prism of clearer

Glass and better Polish. 1705 ADDISON Italy 352 Consider
the great Difficulty of hewing it.., and of giving it the due

Turn, Proportion and Polish. 1777 ML'DGE in Phil. Trans.

LXVII. 325 In the beginning of the polish,..! worked
round and round. 1806 Gazetteer Scotl. ted. 2) 247/2 Some
of the stones . . take a very high polish. 1838 DICKENS
Nidi. Nick, viii, You must be content with giving yourself
a dry polish till we break the ice in the well.

2. Jig. Refinement : see POLISH v. 2.

1597 J. PAYNE Royal Exch. 19 This poore pamphlett,..
wthout fynenes of methode, or pullishe of art. 1713 ADDISON
Calo I,

What are these wond'rous civilizing arts, This_Roman

425 What polish they have seems borrowed from the Mus-
sulmans. 1902 F. W. H. MYERS Wordslv. 105 Poetry

depends on emotion and not on polish.

3. A substance used to produce or to assist in

producing smoothness or glossiness on any surface.

See also FRENCH POLISH, FURNITURE-/*?/;*/;, SHOE-

polish, STOVE-/O//J-/, VARNiSH-/0//.r/i, etc.

1819-1874 [see FRENCH POLISH]. 1881 YOUNG Ev. Man his

mon Mech. 1624 The method of applying these polishes is

the same for all. A flannel rubber is. .dipped in the polish.

4. Comb., as, polish-brush, -powder, -stone.

'799 G. SMITH Laboratory I. 143 With a polish-stone and

the whiten, polish your foils. 1858 SIMMONDS Did. Trade,

Polish-ptnvder, a preparation of plumbago for stoves and
iron articles. 1861 Eng. Wont. Dom. Mag. III. 48 No
blacking-brush is needed, nor polish-brush either.

Polish (p^-'lif), " U- P LE rf -
4 + -MB1.] Of

or pertaining to Poland or its inhabitants.

a 1704 T. BROWN Lett, to Gent, ff Ladies Wks. 1709 III.

H. 96 The unkinging of his Polish Majesty. 1831 SIR J.

SINCLAIR Corr. II. 292 There is hardly any resemblance

between the Polish Diet and the English Parliament, at

least at present.

b. In the names of things of actual or attri-

buted Polish origin ; as Polish disease, plait :

see PLAIT sb. 2 c ; Polish draughts, a variety of

the game of draughts played on a board of 100

squares with 20 men a side ; called in French

It jeu tie dames a la polonaise (Manoury, 1750),
in Poland itself French draughts ; Polish fowl
= POLAND fowl; Polish manna: see MANNA!
6 ; Polish wheat = POLAND wheat.

1849 D. J. BROWN Amer. Poultry Yd. (1855) 60 The plica

polonica, or * Polish disease, in which the hair in the human

POLISH.

subject grows into an immense matted mass. 1733 R. in

Craftsman No. 376. 156 The game of *Polish Draughts,
where you will see the whole Board engaged in the im-

portant business of making Kings. 1768 BARETTI iMann. fr

Cttst. Italy xxxiii. 217 As chess is superior to polish-drafis.
1816 KEATINGE Trav. (1817) I. 308 They play at what we
call Polish drafts. 1849 D. J. BROWNE Amer. Poultry Yd.

(1855) 12 Cirrus is the Latin word .. adopted by Aldrovandi

to express the topknot of *Polish fowls. 1864 Chambers'

Encycl. VI. 308/1 Known in shops as 'Polish Manna,
Manna Seeds, and Manna Croup. 1832 I

'eg.
Subs/. Food

34 'Polish Wheat Triticum polonicmn . .'to now to be

found here only in botanic gardens.

f C. absol. Short for J'olish draughts. Obs. rare.

1760-72 H. BROOKE Foal of Qual. (1792) III. xv. 67 Can

you play at draughts, polish, or chess?

Polish (pflij), Forms : see below. [ME.
polis-, -iss-, -issh~, a. f.poliss-, lengthened stem of

polir:L,.po!ire\.o polish, smooth, refine: see-lSH-.]
A. Illustration of Forms.

a. 3-4 polis-, 4-5 polys(e, -yce, 4-6 police,

5-6 polise. Sr. poleis.'

a 1300 Cursor M. 9975 (Colt.) pat roche bat es polist sa

slight. 13.. E. E.Allit. P. B. 1131 He may polyce him..
Wei bry^ter ben be beryl ober browden perles. Ibid. 1 134

Polysed als playn as parchmen schauen. 1390 GOWFR
Conf. I. 127 And was policed ek so clene. c 1480 HENRYSON
Test. Cres. 347 Ane poleist glas.

ft. 4 polich, 4-5 polisoh(e, -issch(e, 4-6

-issh(e, 5 -esh(e, "-ysh, -ysch, pollishe, 5-6

polys(s)h(e, -ishe, 6-8 pollish, 5- polish.

1340 Cursor M. 9975 (Gott.) pe Roche bat es polichit

1.11425 polisshid] so slight. 1362 [see B. i]. 01400-50
Alexander 3223 Polyshyd all of pure gold. Ibid. 5129
With pellicans S: pape-ioyes polischt & grauen. 1:1420
Pa/lad, on Husb. \. 406 Polish al vp thy werk. c 1430
LYDG. Min. Poems (Percy Soc.) 36 Thou thynkest Mr

pollisshed whan she is ful of rust. 1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de

W. 1531) 138 The more it is
polysshed

or rubbed. 1552

HCLOET, Polyshe paper or parchment smothe.

y. 5 pulisshe, -isch(e, -ioh(e, 5-6 pullysshe,

-ysh(e, 5-7 pullish(e. (Cf. It. pulire,pulito.)
c 1400 M AUNDEV. (Roxb.) xvii. 80 pai myst no}t be pulischt.

1483 Cat/:. Angl. 293/1 To Pulische (A. Puliche). 1555
EDEN Decades 194 As fayre and nette as though it were

pullyshed. 1605 BACON Adi'. Learn. II. xvii. 13 The rules

will helpe, if they be laboured and pullished by practise.

S. 4-5 pul(s)che, 5 pul(s>he, polshe.
c 1394 /'. PI. Crede 121 Portreid and paynt & pulched full

so clene. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 416/1 Pulchon,/0//0.

B. Signification.
1. trans. To make smooth and (usually) glossy

by friction.

a 1300 Cursor M. 9887 (Cott.) Dunward ban es [bis castel]

polist slight. 1362 LANGL. P. PI. A. V. 257 pat Penitencia

is pike he schulde polissche newe [j'. rr. polisch, pulsshe].

it is of a reddish and rusty colour. 1703 MOXON Mech.

Exerc. 213 Hard Wood they polish with Bees-wax.. .But

Ivory they polish with Chalk and Water. 1855 MACAUI.AV

Hist. Eng. xii. III. 201 For the purpose of being polished
and shaped into a column. 1878 W. S. GILBERT H.M.S.

Pinafore i I polished up the handle of the big front door.

1902 Daily C/iron. 9 June 7/2 A negro whose boots he had

declined to polish.

b. intr. for passive, t (0 To become bright.

Obs. rare, (b) To become smooth, take a smooth

and (usually) glossy surface.

c 1400 Destr. Troy 4589 Zeforus with softe wyndes soberly

blew, Pianettes in the pure aire pullishet full clene. 1626

BACON Sylva 849 A kind of steel . . which would polish

almost as white and bright as silver. 1728 YOUNG Love
Fame ill. 224 Tis solid bodies only polish well. 1898 J.

HUTCHINSON in Arch. Surf. IX. 314 None of these patches
. .shewed the least tendency to polish.

2. Jig. trans. To free from roughness, rudeness,

or coarseness ;
to imbue with culture or refinement ;

to make more elegant or cultured ; to refine. (In

qnot. 13. ., To cleanse, purify.)
a 1340 HAMPOLE Psalter cxxxix. 3 pai polyst be wordis of

baire felony as neddirs. 13. . Gam. ffCr. Knt. 2393, 1 halde be

polysed of bat plyjt, & pured as clene. a 1400-50 Alexander

4427 Bot he can practise & paynt & polisch his wordis.

ciSTo Pride ff Low!. (1841) 3 Thou maiest finde Some
matters (though not pullished with art,) To make thee laugh.

1667 MILTON P. L. xi. 610 Arts that polish Life. 1773

JOHNSON Let. to Mrs. Thrale 14 Sept., The eldest [daugh-

ter] is the beauty of this part of the world, and has been

polished at Edinburgh. 1818 MACAULAY in Trevelyan Life

3- Lett. (1876) I. ii. 90 Books of amusement tend to polish

the mind.

f b. To smooth or gloss over. Obs. rare.

a 1450 Knt. de la Toxr(iS6&) 61 By hem. .thatconfessithe

hem to the preest . . that in shryfte excusithe hem and

polysshithe her synne.
o. With adv. or advb. phr. : To do away, put

out, bring into some state by polishing.

1712 STEELE Sped. No. 370 ? 2 Such elegant Entertain-

ments as these, would polish the Town into Judgment in

their Gratifications. 1718 Free-thinker No. 39. 281 An

over-judicious Authour.. polishes away the Strength and

Energy of his Thoughts. 1858 HAWTHORNE Fr. f, It. Note-

Bks. 1 1. 148 The wholesome coarseness . .which no education

..can polish out of the genuine Englishman.

d. intr. iot passive. To become refined.

1727 SWIFT Let. on Eng. Tongue Wks. 1755 II. i. 185 The
French [language] for these last fifty years hath been
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polishing as much as it will bear. 1776 FOOTF. Capuchin T.

Wks. 1799 II. 384 She insists upon his polishing a little.

3. trans. To bring to a finished or complete
state; to deck out, adorn. Const. 0uf, up.
1581 MULCASTER Positions xxi. (1887) 89 To polishe out

this point with those effectuall reasons. 1592 GREENE

Upst. Courtier Civ, Other .. there be .. that pinche their

bellies to polish their backs. 1885 DUNCKLEV m Manch.
Exam. 15 June 6/2 To dot his i's and cross his t's and

polish up his manuscript.
4. To polish off\ to finish off quickly or out of

hand
;
to do for or get rid of summarily, colloq.

(orig. Pugilistic slang}.

1829 Sporting Mag. XXIII. 247 Ned having polished off

his sturdy opponent in thirty rounds. 1837 DICKENS Pickiv.

xxv, Mayn't I polish that ere Job off, in the front garden?
1850 SMEDLEV F. Fairlegh^ (1894) 53 He can polish off" a boy
half a head taller than himself. 1872 Punch 10 Aug. 66/1
We nearly polished off the Licensing Bill in the Commons,
1873 LELAND Egypt. Sketch-Bk. 282 The two between them
could polish off a bottle of sherry in less lime.

Polishable (pp'lijab'l), a. [f. POLISH v. +

-ABLE.] Capable of being polished.
1611 COTGB., Polissable, polishable, burnishable, furbish-

able. 166* H. MORE Philos. Writ. Pref. Gen. (1712) 10, I do
not look upon that Subject as any thing polishable by my
hand. 1845 STOCQUELER Handbk. Brit. India (1854) 107
The lighter-coloured, but polishable and well-grained teak.

Polished (pp'lift),///. a - P- a* prec. + -ED*.]
1. Made smooth and (usually) glossy by friction.

c 1375 Sc. Leg, Saints 1. (Katerim} 107 Schenand thru

gold & polist stanys. r 1400 Scge Jerusalem 472 A plate of

pulsched gold, c 1470 Gol. $ Caw. 708 Throw platis of

polist steil. 1597 SHAKS. 2 Hen. IV, iv. v. 23 O pollish'd
Perturbation ! Golden Care ! 1736 GRAY Statins i. 41 In
dust the polish'd ball he roll'd. 1860 TVNDALL Glaciers \.

xv. 100 The road, .lay right over the polished rocks.

b. Having naturally a smooth glossy surface.

1833 Penny Cycl. I. 76/2 Acer favigatumt the polished
maple.
2. Jig. Refined, cultured, elegant : see POLISH v. 2.

c 1412 HOCCLEVE De Reg. Princ. 2939 Weyue fauel with
his polysshid speche. 1523 SKELTON Garl. Laurel 1093
Noble Chaucer, whos pullisshyd eloquence Cure englysshe
rude so fresshely hath set out. 1639 Hamilton Papers
(Camden) 100 Grace them with your more perfect and
polished expressions. 1763 JOHNSON 16 May in fioswell,
In more polished times there are people to do every thing
for money. 1796 JANE AUSTEN Pride $ Prej. vi, I consider
it as one of the first refinements of polished societies, 1894
LD. WOLSELEY Life Marlborough I. 239 Charles.. liked his

polished manners.

Hence Fo'lishedly ad;>., Po'lishedness.
1594 CAREW Huarte's Exam. IVits'ix.. (1596) 121 He could

not..deliuer his mind in them polishedly. Ibid. 123 Esay
. . had ornament and polishednesse ofspeech. 1737 COVENTRY i

Phil, to Hyd. n. 9 A general Polishedness of Manners,
j

and inward Character. 1889 GUNTER That Frenchman ! ix,
;

Polishedly polite to his equals.

Polisher (pp-Ufai). [f. as prec. + -ER!.]
1. One who polishes or produces a smooth and

(usually) glossy surface on anything. Often in

comb., as brass-
^ shoe-, silver-, stone-polisher.

1552 HULOET, Polisher of old wares to seme salable or

new, interpolator. 1685 BOYLE Effects ofMot. Suppl. 144
A Polisher of Gems. 1723 Lond. Gaz. No. 6187/4 Jame:
Whitelegge,. . Looking.Glass Polisher. 1813 J. THOMSON

hich

ff llbutt's Svst<

polisher of parquet-flooring.

Lect. Inftam. 607 The thick varnish whicli polishers or
sword-cutlers use. 1899 Allbutfs Syst. Med. VII. 5 A

2. A tool or appliance for polishing anything.
1598 FLORIO, Frucatore^ an iron furbishing toole, a rubber,

a polisher. 1777 MODGE in Phil. Trans. LX. 318 The ..

polisher is. .made by covering the tool with sarcenet. 1884
F. J. BRITTEN Watch <y Clockm, 201 Polishers for steel are
. .of soft steel, iron, bell-metal, tin, zinc, lead or boxwood.
3. fig. One who refines : see POLISH v. 2.

1610 HEALEY St. Aug. Citie ofGod 355 You are the neate
Polishers of the rude antient Latine and Greeke. 1749
FIELDING Tom Jones ix. v, Those great polishers of our
manners .. dancing-masters. 1801 HAN. NIORE Wks. I. 26

Conversation, heav'nly fair.. Soft polisher of rugged man !

Polishing (pp'lifirj), vbL sb.
[f. as prec.+

-ING *.] The action of the verb POLISH.
1. The action of making the surface of anything
smooth or glossy ;

the fact of being polished.
1530 PALSGR. 256/2 Polysshing makyng smothe of a

thynge,/0//tt. 1611 BIBLE Lam. iv. 7 They were more
ruddy in body than rubies, their polishing was of sapphire.
1725 RAMSAY Gentle Sheph. in. iv, Till artful polishing has
made it shine. 1894 Athenaeum 4 Aug. 149/3 Some of the
gems he has extracted need no polishing.

b. //, The particles removed by any polish-
ing process, esp. the dust produced in polishing
articles of precious metal, or in cutting precious
stones. (Cf. filings.) 1890 in Cent. Diet.

2. fig- The action of refining : see POLISH v. 2.

1617 BRATHWAIT SmoakingAge O iij b, Yea, he dislikes this

polishing
of Art, Which may refine the Core, but spoiles the

heart. 1667 SPRAT Hist. R. Soc. 41 The English language
..has been hitherto a little too carelessly handled ; and I

think, has had less labor spent about its polishing, then it

deserves. 1766 GOLDSM. Vic. W. ix, My wife, .adding, that
there was nothing she more ardently wished than to give
her girls a single winter's polishing.

T b. The action of glossing over. 06s. rare.

1646 JENKVM Remora 21 This impure polishing over of Sin.

3. attrib. in names of tools, appliances, etc., used
in producing a polish (in some of which polishing
may be the ppl. adj.) ; a&polistring-block, -brush)
-disk, -file, -hammer, -iron, -jack, -machine

^ -paste,
VOL. VII.

-powder, -room, -stick, -stone, -tool, -wheel ; polish-
ing-bed, a machine in which the surface of stone

is rubbed smooth (Cent. Diet. 1890); polishing-
cask, (a) a barrel in which articles are rolled and

polished by friction with each other or with some

polishing-powder ; (/>) a barrel in which grained
gunpowder is placed with graphite to glaze it

(Knight Diet. Mech. 1875); polishing-mill, a

lap of metal or other material used by lapidaries in

polishing gems (Knight) ; polishing-slate, (a) a

grey or yellow slate found in the coal-measures of

Bohemia, etc., used for polishing ; (/>')
a kind of

whetstone ; polishing-snake, a kind of serpentine
used formerly for polishing lithographic stones

(Simmonds Diet. Trade \ 858) ; polishing-tin

(Bookbinding), a thin plate of tinned iron placed
between the covers and the first and last leaves of
a book, to keep the linings smooth and protect the

leaves from the dampness of the cover (Simmonds).
1875 KNIGHT Diet. Meek., *Polishing-block, a. a block

between the jaws of a vise on which an object is laid to

polish it. . . b. A block shod with polishing material and
moved over the face of the object to be polished. 1858
SIMMONDS Diet. Trade,

*
PoKshing-bntsh, a hand brush for

shining stoves or grates with black lead. 1884 KNIGHT
Diet. Mech. Suppl.,

*
Polishing disk, . . small instruments ..

placed in a drill-stock, to polish the surfaces of dentures,
teeth, or fillings. 1706 PHILLIPS, Polisher, .. a *Polish-

ing-Iron. 1858 SIMMONDS Diet. Trade, Polishing-iron, a
smoothing iron. 1884 KNIGHT Diet. Mech. SuppL,*/WljAlMf
yaek, . .a machine, .for polishing leather when considerable

pressure is required. 1853 HVRNK Artisan's Handl'k. 205
Thus we have.. the smoothing-mill, and the *polishing-mill,
all generally of metal. 1884 F. J. BRITTEN Watch f,- Clockm.
88 Polishing mills are usually of ivory or tortoise-shell. 1858
SIMMONDS Diet. Trade,

*
Polishing-paste, a kind of blacking

or paste for harness and leather ;. .[or] for giving a polish to
articles of household furniture. 1854-67 C. A. HARRIS Diet.
Med. Terminal, 542/2 A *polishing powder, made by dis-

solving copperas in water [etc.]. 1890 W. J. GORDON
Foundry 131 The smooth plate then finds its way to the

*polishing-room, where the tables travel under a double
series of rubbers. 1849 CRAIG, *Polishing-state^ the

Tripoli,
or Polierschiefer of geologists, a substance used in polishing,
and entirely composed of the silicious shields of microscopic
Infusoria. 1858 SIMMONDS Diet. Trade, Polishing-slates,
a name for hone-slates or whet-stones. 1875 SIR T. SEATON
Fret Cutting: 29, I generally use a *polishing-stick, a con-
trivance of myown, 1591 PERCIVALL Sf. Diet., Polidero, a
*polishingtoole,/0/*V0r/w. 1867 C. A. HARRIS Diet. Med.
Terminal, (ed. 3), ^Polishing wheel, a small wheel with
the peripheral surface covered with buck-skin or other soft

leather, and made to revolve on the mandrel of a lathe.

Polishing, ///. a. [-ING^.] That polishes.
i&z$Eng. Life\\. 02 She would send them to the most

polishing boarding-schools.

t Fo'lishment. Obs.
[f.

as prec. + -MENT.]
The action of polishing ; the fact of being polished.
1594 CARF.W Huarte's Exam. Wits (1616) 124 The practise

of languages, and the ornament and polishment of speech
may verie well be ioyned with positiue diuinitie. 1633
WOTTON in Relitj. (1672) 465 It is strange to see what a
polishment so base a stuffe doth take. 1694 PHILLIPS
Milton's Lett. St. p. xxxii, The person that took the pains
to prepare it for his Examination and Polishment.

t Po'lishure. Obs. rare. Also polissure.

[a. V. polissure vbl. sb. : see POLISH z. and -ORE.]
The fact or condition of being polished.
1611 COTGR., Polissure, polissure, burnishment, smooth-

nesse. 1652 J. HALL Height of Eloquence p. Ixiii, His
elegancie and polishure in all these, .is inimitable.

II Polissoir (pohswar). [F., a polishing in-

strument ; f. poliss-, lengthened stem of polir to

polish + -oir : L. -orium.~\ A polishing instru-

ment ;
= POLISHEB 2. spec. a. in Glass-manuf.,A smooth block of wood with a long iron handle,

used for flattening glass cylinders newly opened
out ; b. Toilet. An implement for burnishing the

finger-nails (Funk's Stand. Diet. 1895).
18. . Glass-waking 129 (Cent. Diet.), The flattener now

applies another instrument, a polissoir, or rod of iron
furnished at the end with a block of wood. 1897 Arch&ol.
Jrnl. Dec. 367 The desirability of trimming them [flint

implements] to the shape which could most easily be ground
down afterwards on a polissoir.

Politarch. (pp-litajk). Anc. Hist. [ad. Gr.

iro\tT<ipxis (Acts xvii. 6), f. TroXfrrjs a citizen +

-apxys ruler, governor.] A governor of citizens ;

the title of civic magistrates in some Oriental cities,

as Thessalomca, under the Romans.
l8$2 CONYBEARE & HOWSON St. Paul (lB6z) I. IX. 308 At

Thessalonica we find an assembly of people and supreme
magistrates, who are called politarchs. 1879 FARRAR St.
Paul I. 513 They seized Jason and one or two others..and
dragged them before the Politarchs. 1884 United Presb.

Mag. Apr. 178/1 The seven politarchs who ruled the city
when the arch was built.

Polite (pobi-t), a. Also 5 polyt, pollyte, 6

polyte. [ad. L. pollt-us polished, accomplished,
refined, cultivated, polite, prop. pa. pple. ofpolire
to smooth, polish. Cf. It. polito (Florio), F. poli
(i2th c. in Littre'), etc.]

tl. lit. Smoothed, polished, burnished. Obs.

e_ 1450 Mirour Saluaciovn 1485 The Arche withinne &
without was hiled with golde polyt. '1470 HENRY Wallace
ix. 1082 Throu polyt platis with poyntis persyt thair. 1601
B. JONSON Poetaster in. i, I am enamour'd of this street
now. .tis so polite, and terse. 1675 EVELYN Terra (1729) 8

Potters-Earth . . became like Sand . . exceeding polite and
smooth. 1678 CUDWORTH IntcU, Syst. \. v. 731 Polite Bodies,
as Looking-Glasses. 1737 WHISTON Josephus, Antiq. xv.

ix. 6 Edifices, .made of the politest stone.

fb. Cleansed, furbished, trim, neat, orderly. Obs.

1497 BP. ALCOCK Mons Perfect. Ej, Theyr monestery in

every corner therof is all pollyte & clene. 1673 RAY Journ.
Low C., Claris 427 At Suitz. .the people, .keep their houses
neat and cleanly, and withal very polite and in good repair.

1703 MAUNDRELL Journ. Jents. (1721) 77 To preserve these

\

Chambers of the dead polite and clean.

2. transf. a. Of the arts, or any intellectual

pursuits, esp. literature: Polished, refined, elegant ;

correct, scholarly, exhibiting a refined taste. (Now
only in certain collocations.)
1501 DOUGLAS Pal. Hon. n. viii, 5one is. .the court rethori-

call, Of polit termis. 1531 E I.YOT 6'07>. i. v, That they speke
none englisshe but that which is cleane, polite, perfectly and
articulately pronounced. 1612 SKLDEN Illiistr. Draytons
Poly-oil'. \\. 98 That polite Poem (in whose composition
Apollo seemes to haue ginen personal! aide). 1699 BENTLKY
i hal. Pref. 49 All the Lovers of Polite Learning .. give me
thanks. 1726 C. D'ANVERS Craftsm. i. (1727) 4 My natural
inclination to the politer arts. 1786-7 BoNNYCASTLEXf/rvn.
1. 12 One of the most useful branches of n polite education.

1824 L. MURRAY Eng. Grant, (ed. 5) 1. 174 Every polite tongue
has its own rules. 1891 Speaker 2 May 532/1 In it meta-
physics have again condescended to speak the language of

polite letters.

b. Of persons (<?) in respect of some art or

scholarship, (//) in respect of general culture :

Polished, refined, civilized, cultivated, cultured,

well-bred, modish.
1629 WADSWORTH Pilgr. viii. 91 One of the politest wits

in the Kingdome for the Law. a 1664 KATH. PHILIPS To
At>/>. of CanterI'. Poems (1667) 166 Majestick sweetness,
U-inper'd and refm'd, In a Polite, and comprehensive Mind.
1711 ADDISON Sfiect. No. 39 F 2 In all the polite Nations of
the World, this part of the Drama has met with publkk
Encouragement. 1759 JOHNSON Idler No. 47 P 14 Since his

acquaintance with polite life. 1777 SIR W. JONES Ess.

Poetry E. Nat. Poems, etc. 187 A very polite schohr, who
has lately translated sixteen Odes of Hafez. 1840 MACAU-
LAY Ess,, Ranke (1851) II. 142 Whatever the polite and
learned may think.

C. Of refined manners
; esp. showing courteous

consideration for others; courteous, mannerly,
urbane. (The chief current use.)

1762 GOLDSM. Cit. H7. xxxix, [He] perceives that the wise
are polite all the world over, but that fools are polite only at
home. 1772 MACKENZIE Man World \\. xx. (1823) 492 The
French are the politest enemies in the world. 1781 GIBBON
Decl. fy /'". xix. II. 151 Narses..\vas endowed with the
most polite and amiable manners. 1807 CKABBE Par. Reg.
Hi, 841 To them, to all, he was polite and free. 1831 SIR J.
SINCLAIR Corr. II. 426 He sent me the following polite

acknowledgment of his having received the work. 1856
*

Doing the polite
'

[see Do i'. n j], 1883 Manch. Guard.
22 Oct. 5/5 Lord DufTerin obtains, .polite promises, but is

not in a position to get anything more.

t Polite, v. Obs. rare. [f. L. polit-, ppl. stem
of pollre to polish.] trans. To polish, refine

;

to clear up.
a 1676 HALE De Successionibus (1735) 50 There was some

incertainty in the business of Descents, or Hereditary Suc-

cessions, though it was much better polited than formerly.

1704 RAY Creation i. (ed. 3) 112 Exercises .. which polite
Men's Spirits.

Poli-teful, a. rare. [f. POLITE a. + -FUL.] Full

of politeness.
1849 Blackiv. Mag. LXVI. 436 The angrier.. for being

done by a frog-eating bloody-politeful set of Frenchmen.
1896 Daily News 27 June 8/4 They were not politeful these

footpads.

Foli'tely, adv. [f. POLITE a. + -LY 2
.] In

a polite manner, f a. Smoothly. Obs.

1597 A. M. tr. Gtiillemeaus Fr. Chirurg. If. xivb/2 A
soundinge..iron, the end wherof is rounde, and politely
polishede. 1641 MILTON Ch. Govt. \\\. Wks. 1851 III. 133
No marble statue can be politely carv'd, no fair edifice

built without almost as much rubbish and sweeping. 1730
A. GORDON Majffeis Amphith. 288 The rustick Work.. is

executed more politely.

t b. In a polished elegant manner; elegantly.
1698 FRYER Ace. E. India fy P. 265 In the middle is a neat

Bridge, built more politely than the other. 1731 Gentl.

Mag.\. 21 Thy comedies, .shine, And read politely well.

1732 LAW Serious C. xiii. (ed. 2) 214 A Niece, whom he has

politely educated in expensive finery.

c. Courteously ;
with refinement of manners.

1748 in Lady Chatterton Mem. Ld. Gambler (1861) I. ii.

18 We were very politely entertained with tea, &c. 1775
WARTON (Mason), With the use ofwhich I have been politely
favoured. 1847 L. HUNT Jar Honey^(1848) 191 He received
us politely, but with a good deal of state.

Politeness (potortnes). [f. as prec. + -NESS.]
The quality of being polite.

1 1. lit. Polish, smoothness of surface. Obs.

1617 tr. Bacon's Life fy Death (1651) 5 Smoothnesse, and
Politenesse, of Bodies. 1669 GALE Crt. Gentiles i. m, iii. 47
Glasse is clear from its politenesse.

2. Mental or intellectual culture
; polish, refine-

ment, elegance, good taste (of writings, authors,

etc.). Now rare.

1641 EVELYN Diary 28 Aug., The politeness of the charac-
ter and editions of what he has publish 'd. 1725 COTES tr.

Dupiris Eccl. Hist, i "jth C. I. v. 21 5 The Elegance and Polite-

ness of the Stile of it. 1768 HUME Ess., Civil Liberty xi. 51

Dresden, not Hamburgh, is the centre of politeness in Ger-

many. 1837-9 HALLAM Hist. Lit. \.\. i. 86. 78 In polite-

ness of Latin style . . we find an astonishing and permanent
decline both in France and England.
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POLITESSE.

3. Polished manners, courtesy. Also as a mock
title for people of polite manners.

1702 Eng. Thcophrast. 108 Politeness may be defined a
dextrous management of our Words and Actions whereby
we make other people have better Opinion of us and them-
selves. 1735 J. THOMSON Let. 20 Oct. (in Sotheby's Calal.

19-22 Feb. (1896) 87) The gallant French this year have
made war upon the Germans (I beg their Politeness 's Pardon)
like vermin eat them up. 1757 SMOLLETT Reprisal i. i,

The French will treat us with their usual politeness. 1802
MAR. EDGEWORTH Moral T. (1816) I. vii. 45 Real politeness

only teaches us to save others from unnecessary pain. 1856
EMERSON Eng. Traits, Aristocr. Wks. (Bohn) II. 83 Polite-

ness is the ritual of society, as prayers are of the church.

1873 JOWETT Plata (ed. 2) I. 207 If politeness would allow
me I should say, Perish yourselves.

!l Politesse (pol%s). [F. politesse (1611 in

Cotgr.), ad. It. politezza (Florio 1598), f. polito

polite.] Politeness; in mod. usage generally with

depreciatory connotation.

1717 GAY To IV. Pulteney 152 Pardon me, Sir ; we know the
Paris mode, And gather Politesse from Courts abroad. 1777
MMR. D'ARBLAY Early Diary (1889) II. 200 He. .reserves

\jfapoKigsses pretty much for his favourites, a 1839 PRARD
Poems (1864) II. 28 Sir Paul is skilled in all the tricks
Of politesse and politics. 1863 COWDEN CLARKE Shaks.
Char. ix. 228 Think, too, of the Tuileries etiquette;., the

powdered and embroidered politesse of the guests.

t Politian (poli-Jan). Obs. Also 6 politien,
6-7 pollitiau, 8 polician. [a. obs. F. poliden
(Godef.) a citizen, a politician, f. police (PoucE s/>.)

+ -ien (see -IAN).] One who studies or is expert in

polity; a politician.
1584 LYI.Y Sappho i. iii, We pages are Politians. 1589

PUTTENHAM Eng. Poesie in. iv. (Arb.) 159 Politien is rather
a surueyour of ciuilitie than ciuil, and a publique minister
or Counseller in the state. 1649 W. G. Sum. Nnucastlc
upon Tine A iij b, Medianicks will presume to Step into
Moses Chaire, and become Politians to contradict and con-
trole whatsoever is acted and done. 1788 Trifier No. 3. 34A polician . . frequently effects such great revolutions in

empires and kingdoms, as to a
superficial observer would

appear beyond the bounds of possibility.

Politic (pc'litik), a. arid sl>. Forms : 5 poli-,
poletyk, 5-6 politik, polytyk, -e, 6 poll-, poly-
tioque, -tick, -tik, -tyke, -tycke, 6-7 politioke,
-tike, -tique, 6-9 politick, 7 pol'tick, 6- politic.
Also 5 polly-, 5-6 polle-, 5-7 polli-, -tick(e,
-tique, etc. [a. F. politique (i4th c. as adj. in

Godef.) political, ad. L. politicus, a. Gr. iroAinwos

pertaining to citizens, civic, civil, political, f.

iro\(Tr;s citizen (f. no\is city, state) : see -1C.]
A. adj. f 1- = POLITICAL a. i (by which it is

now superseded).
t Politic translation, the translation of a Jewish feast on

grounds of public expediency, t Politicyear =CiviLyear.
CI4JO LYDG. Assembly ofGods 1742 They polytyk philoso-

phyrs & poetes were. 1426 De Guil. Pilgr. 11791, I am
callyd

'

vertu moral Polytyk & general '. 1556 Bp. PONET
(title) A Shorte Treatise of politike Pouuer, and of the true
Obedience which Subjectes owe to . . ciuile Gouernours.
1585 T. WASHINGTON tr. Nicholas's Voy. iv. xxii. 1360,
The politique estate of the Ragusms, is Aristocratic. 1611
SPEED Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. xxi. (1623) 999 His ripe knowledge
in politicke affaires. 1623 T. GODWIN Moses f; Aaron III.

(1641) 124 The reason of Politick translation, was, that two
Sabbaths or feast dayes might not immediately follow each
other. 1701 SWIFT Contests Nobles # Com. Athens

<$
Rome

Wks. 1755 II. i. 50 Those, who in a late reign began the
distinction between the personal and politick capacity.
1709-29 V. MANDEY Syst. Math., Astron. ill. n. ii. 411 A
Politick or Civil Year, is a certain number of whole Days,
collected either from other causes or reasons, or from the
Sun or Moon, or from the Periods of both Motions ;. .these

being instituted by the People of any Nation, they are
received. 1756 BURKE Suol. ft B. iv. xxiv, Their superiours
in politick and military virtues.

b. Pertaining or relating to a constitutional state,
as distinct from a despotism ; constitutional, rare.
c 1449 PECOCK Repr. I. xviii. 105 Gouernauncis . . suche

that ben politik (that is to seie, suche wherbi . . ouerers

gpuerne othere men vndir hem bi..worldli policie). 1585
T. WASHINGTON tr. Nicholas's Voy. iv. xxxvi. 160 Graecia. .

In the end from honest common wealthes, and politike
government, the inhabitants were brought under tiranny.
1878 STUBBS Const. Hist. III. xviii. 243 The politic royalty
of England, distinguished from the government of absolute

kingdoms by the fact that it is rooted in the desire and
institution of the nation.

f c. Politic body = body politic : see BODY sb. 14.
1604 JAS. I Counterbl. (Arb.) 97 It is the Kings part (as

the proper Phisician of his Politicke-body) to purge it of all
those diseases, by Medicines meete for the same. 1625BACON Ess., Boldness (Arb.) 519 As there are Mounte-
banques for the Natural! Body : So are there Mountebanques
for the Politique Body. 1631 MASSINGER Emperor East
ill. u, I being the stomach To the politic body of the state.
2. Characterized by policy; of persons, Apt at

pursuing a policy; sagacious, prudent, shrewd;
of actions or things, Judicious, expedient, skilfully
contrived, a. In political or public affairs.
c
14^30

LYDG. Min. Poems (Percy Soc.) 163 Set a myrour
of hihe discrecioun To-fore youre face by polityk govern-

d quiet spirites ot this worlde. 1594
SHAKS. Rick. ///, n. iii. 20 Then this Land was famously
enrich 'd With politike graue Counsel!. 1686 tr. Chardins
Trav. Persia 348 He being a prudent and Politick Captain,
. . resolv'd to make a desert of all the Country. 1790 I ii HKK
Fr. Rev. Wks. V. 249 Henry of Navarre was a resolute,
active, and politick prince. 1877 TENNYSON Harold m. ii,

1074

If this be politic, And well for thee and England .. Care
not for me who love thee.

b. In non-political or general sense.

(-1450 Mankind (Brandl 1898) 356 5vl well ?e se, he ys

polytyke. 1523 FITZHERB. Snrv. viii. (1539) 13 More poly-
tike in wysedome to improue their tenementes. i54z
BOORIJE Dyetary xvi. (1870) 273 Consernynge theyr poly-
tycke wvt and lerenyng in Physycke. 1688 PRIOR Oat on
Exod. iii. 12 The helm let politic Experience guide. 1758
JOHNSON Idler No. 8 PS To learn of an enemy has always
been accounted politick. 1858 FROUDE Hist. E. III.

xyii.
473 Irritation Is a passion which it is seldom politic to excite,

t c. Of an appliance : Ingeniously contrived
;

well adapted to its purpose. Obs. rare.

I54J3 Compl. Scot. vii. 69 Schips, marchantdreis, ande mony
politic verkmanlumis for mecanyc craftis.

d. In a sinister sense : Scheming, crafty, cunning;
diplomatic, artfully contriving or contrived.

1580 LYLY Euphues (Arb.) 225 For greater daunger is ther
to ariue in a strannge countrey where the inhabitants be

pollitique. 1609 DEKKER Fonre Birdes NoaJts Arke,Pelli-
can Wks. (Grosart) V. 79 Breake (O my God) all the snares
which daily and howerly this politick hunter [Satan] pitcheth
to intrap me. 1667 PRIMATT City 4- C. Builder 12 These
being the craftiest and politiquest sort of knaves. 1710
NOKRIS Chr. Prud. ii. 95 The very notion we have of a Politic

or Cunning Man,, .one that knows how to compass his End.
1792 BURKE Corr. (1844) IV. 27 They are not so weak as
to . . imagine that you or I are playing any politic game
with regard to them. 1879 DIXON Windsor II, xvi. 169
The one great fact of which her politic suitor took account.

1[ 3. Polished, refined, cultured. Sc. Obs.
Erron. rendering of L. polltns.

1596 UALRYMPLE tr. Leslies Hist. Scot. i. 85 The Ingles
men, evin as the mair politick [L. politiores\ Scottis, vses
that aid Saxone toung. Ibid. 96 Vthiris of the mair politick
sorte amang vs [L. politiares\ Ibid. in. 178 Thir verses
albeit nocht verie politik \\j, politi}, 3it throuch commenda-
tione of ancient antiquitie maist probable.

B. sb. [With i, cf.Gr,7roA.m(iy a politician; with
2 (OF. politique, I3th c. in Godef.), Gr. TJ -?ro\iTitcT)

(TC'X^V) *ne art f government ; with 3, Gr. ra
TToXiTiKa affairs of state, politics.]

f 1. A politician. Obs.

1559 AYLMER Harbor&we Cj, I double not, they had these
consideracions that our polytikes haue. 1598 BACON Sacr.
Medit., Atheisme Ess. (Arb.) 125 Amongst states men and
politikes. 1611 W. SCLATER Key (1629) 274, I could wish
all Christian politiques to consider, that righteousnes is

the best vpholder of states, and transgression in the issue

proues their ouerthrow. 1738 WARBURTON Div. Lcgat. I.

Ded. 24 Now again, they are a Cabal of mere Politiques.

fb. An indifferentist in matters of religion, a

temporizer, a worldly-wise man : orig. with refer-

ence to the politiques of France : see POLITIQUE.
1589 NASHE Pasquil $ Marfor. 8 Secretarie Machiauell,

a pollitick not much affected to any Religion, 1600 O. E.
RepL Libel i. v. 106 A carnall fellow, and a meere politicke.
1625 BACON Ess.) Unity in Relig. (Arb.) 425 Worldlings,
and Depraued Politickes, who are apt to contemne Holy
Things. 1633 EARL MANCH. Al Mondo (1636) 127 Play not
the hypocrite, nor the politicke, who cares not what Re-
ligion bee, so some be.

f2. Policy; politics. Obs.

1588 SIR W. STANLEY Dr. Aliens Seditions Drifts 88

margin^ Certeine ouersights in policie escaped this great
politicien in this Pamphlet, which is mere politike. 1639
N. N. tr. Du Bosq's Compl. Woman i. 10 Those lewd
bookes, which ..may very justly be termed the politick of the
vicious and the Libertines. 0:1649 DRUMM. OF HAWTH.
Skiamachia Wks. (1711) 190 The politick they pitch 'd upon
was this : some noblemen, barons, and burgesses .. met at

Edinburgh. 1715 BENTLEY Serm. x. 361 This did not suit
with Popish Politic.

3. //. Politics. The science and art of govern-
ment ; the science dealing with the form, organiza-
tion, and administration of a state or part of one,
and with the regulation of its relations with other
states (hence, imperial, national, domestic, muni-

cipal, communal, parochial, foreign politics, etc.).
Also f the politics, public or social ethics, that

branch of moral philosophy dealing with the state

or social organism as a whole (obs.}.
a 1520 SKELTON Col. Clout 625 But noble men borne To

lerne they haue scornet ..Set nof.hyng by polytykes. 1565
COOPER Thesaurus s. v. Ciw/tis, Scientia ciuilis^ morall

philosophic, the politikes. 111619 FOTHERBY Atheom. 11.

xiv. 2 (1622) 356 Morall Philosophic.. hath three parts:
Ecclesiastickes, Oeconomickes, and Politickes. 1644 AIILTON
Educ. Wks. (1847) 100/2 The next removal must be to the

study of politics ; to know the beginning, end, and reasons
of political societies. 1739 HUME Hum. Nat. (1874) I.

Introd. 307 Politics consider men as united in society, and
dependent on each other. 1789 Gouv. MORRIS in Sparks
Life ff Writ. (1832) II. 94, I mean politics in the great
sense, or^that sublime science which embraces for its object

POLICY sb* 2, nuot 1796.] 1883 J. A, SVMONDS in Encycl.
Brit. XV. 150/1 Machiavelli. .founded the science of poli-
tics for the modern world, by concentrating thought upon
its fundamental principles. 1900 E. JENKS Hist. Politics i

"By Politics we mean the business of Government, that is to
say, the control and management of people living together
in a society.

b. The
^Politics

: name of the treatise on political
science, ra -noXiriKa., by Aristotle.
1651 HOBBF.S Govt. % Soc. iii. 13. 46 Aristotle in his first

book of Politiques aflirmes as a foundation of the whole
pohticatl science, that some men by nature are made worthy
to command, others only to serve, a 1656 USSIIP.R Power
Princes n. (1683) 134 As is observed.. by Aristotle in his

POLITICAL,
Politicks. 1831 Encycl. Brit. fed. 7) III. 529/1 His [Aris-
totle's] two (realises of the Nicomachean Ethics and the
Politics, are together a refutation of the erroneous doctrines
in moral and political philosophy contained in Plato's

political speculations.

fc. Political actions or practice ; policy. Obs.
1644 [H. PARKER] Jus Pop. 23 O that our Courtiers at

Oxford would admit of such politicks, and blush to publish
any directly contrary, a 1706 EVELYN Mem. (1819) II. 137,
I looke upon our neglect of severely punishing them as an
high defect in our politiques. 17x1 POPE Temp. Fame 411
Calm, thinking villains, whom no faith could fix, Of crooked
counsels and dark politicks, c 1740 CAREY God save the
King ii, Confound their politicks, Frustrate their knavish
tricks. 1741 MIUDI.ETON Cicero II. ix. 259 What strange
politics do we pursue?

d. Political affairs or business; political life.

1693 Humours Town 42 The Coffee-house Politicks are but
Fewel to Factions. 1710-11 SWIFT Lett. (1767) III. 141, I

was an hour with him [Harley] this morning deep in poli-

ticks, where I told him the objections of the October Club.
1714 MRS. MANLEY Adv. Rivella 117 She now agrees with
me, that Politicks is not the Business of a Woman. 1826
DISRAELI Viv. Grey iv. i, There is no act of treachery, or
meanness of which a political party is not capable ; for in

politics there is no honour. 1879 GLADSTONE Sp. at Dalkeith
26 Nov., I said myself in 1865, and I believed, that it was
out of the range of practical politics, that is to say the

politics of the coming election. 1891 Law Times XCII.
124/1 Sugden . . re-entered politics, and sat in the House of
Commons.

e. The political principles, convictions, opinions,
or sympathies of a. person or party.
1769 Jitnius Lett. iv. (1772) I. 35 Most men's politics sit

much too loosely about them. 1842 MiALL in Nonconf. II.

656 Whig politics .. appear to exert a peculiarly unhappy
influence upon character. 1856 EMERSON Eng. Traits,
Aristocr. Wks. (Bohn) II. 77 Too pleasing a vision to be
shattered by. .the politics of shoemakers and costermongers.
1897 RHOSCOMYL White Rose Arno 74 Oh what are all your
politics to women? A woman's politics are the man she
loves.

f. Jig. Conduct of private affairs ; politic manage-
ment, scheming, planning.

1693; Humours Town 135 Thou art as much out in thy
Politicks, as a Niggardly Father is. 1749 FIELDING Tom
Jones xvi. vii, Mrs. Western was reading a lecture on
prudence, and matrimonial politics to her niece. 1855
SMEDLEY H. Coverdale iii, The governor's letter contains
a budget of family politics. 1902 Westm. Gaz. 21 Aug. 3/2
The fall of a skirt Is a point second to none in importance in

the politics of a costume.

Political (p^li'tikal), a. (s&.) [f.
L. politic-

us, a. Gr. TToAm/r-os (see prec.) -f -AL.J
1. Of, belonging, or pertaining to the state or

body of citizens, its government and policy, esp. in

civil and secular affairs
; public, civil; of or per-

taining to the science or art of politics.
iSSi '!' WILSON Logike (1580) 15 b, The polliticall lawe

doeth cause an outward discipline to bee obserued, euen of
the wicked. 1637 R. HUMPHREY tr. St. Ambrose n. Pref.,We must discerne betweene . . political order . . and . . the
vices incident thereunto. 1646 S. BOLTON Arraignm. Err.
317 In the execution of them, the King performs his part in

a politicall way, the officers of the Church in an ecclesiasticall

way. 1788 PRIESTLEY Lect. Hist. v. xxxix. 282 The share
that he may have in directing the affairs of the society may
be called his political liberty. 1869 LECKY Europ. MOT. I. ii.

310 The distinct nationalities that composed the empire
[Rome], .had lost all care for political freedom. 1878 GLAD-
STONE Prim. Homer vii. ico What they [the AchaiansJ
seem to have brought with them was the true political

spirit ; the faculty of nation-making.
b. Of persons: Engaged in civil administration ;

civil, as distinct from military; spec, in India,

having, as a government official, the function of

advising the ruler of a Native State on political

matters, as political agent, resident, etc.

1849 E. B. EASTWICK Dry Leaves 212 The junior political
officers who served under the Envoy, or the Political Agent
in Upper Sindh. 1861 W. H. RUSSELL in Times zg July,
The civilian Generals, or

(

political
'

chiefs, are obnoxious to
the regulars. 1880 GEN. ADVE in \nth Cent. Apr. 699
The first class comprises political residents, commissioners
of provinces, magistrates, officers of police and public works.

1903 Whitaker's Ahiiatiack 495/2 States of India. .governed
by their native Princes, Ministers, or Councils, with the

help and under the advice of a political officer of the

Supreme Government.

2. Having an organized government or polity.

f Said also of animals such as bees and ants (obs.'}.

1657 S. PURCHAS (title) Theatre of Politicall Flying-In-
sects. 1658 ROWLAND MoufeCs Theat. Ins. 921 The Phi-

losopher doth rightly reckon them in the number of the
Civil or Political sort of Insects. 1690 LOCKE Govt. n. vii.

89 There only is a Political or Civil Society. 1875 MAINE
Hist. Inst. xii. 358 Every independent political community,
that is, ..every independent community neither in a state

of nature . . nor in a state of anarchy.
3. Relating to, concerned or dealing with politics

or the science of government.
1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ef. 65 Beside his politicall

wisdome ; his knowledge in Philosophic was very large.

1758 JOHNSON Idler No. 5^3 Men of a more political under-

standing are persuaded that we shall now see . .the ambassa-
dors of France supplicating for pity. 1830 Declar. 25 Jan.
in C. M. WakefieTd Life T. Attwood x. (1885) 134 We
propose to form in Birmingham a General Political Union
of the Industrious Classes, for the Protection of Public

Rights. 1885 Spectator 16 May, The ladder which leads to

the highest positions in political life.

4. Belonging to or taking a side in politics or in

connexion with the party system of government ;

in a bad sense, partisan, factious.



POLITICAL.

1769 JuniusLctt, iii. (1772) 27 It has all been owing to the

malice of political writers, who will not suffer the best and

brightest of characters.. to take a single right step for the

honour or interest of the nation. 1846 WRIGHT Ess. Mid.

Ages 1 1. xix. 259 The oldest English political song preserved
relates to the battle of Lewes in 1264. a 1859 MACAULAY
Hist. Eng. xxv. V. 241 He tried to make what is, in the

jargon of our time, called political capital out of the deso-

lation of his house and the blood of his first born. 1890

Cent. Diet. s. v. Assessment, Political assessments, in
_the

United States, contributions of money levied by political

committees upon, .office-holders, .in order to defray the ex-

penses of a political canvass. 1900 Daily News 5 Nov. 7/1

Another feature of an American
Presidential campaign is

the lavish display of political
' buttons '.

t 5. POLITIC A. 2. Obs.

1614 B. JONSON Earth. Fair in. i, I cannot beget a project

with all my political brain yet. 1654 tr. Martinis Cong.
China 106 And sometimes suggested dangerous, but political

Counsels to the Tartars. 1759 STERNE Tr. Shandy II. x,

Twas natural and very political too in htm, to have taken

a ride to Shandy-Hall. 1778 [W. MARSHALL) Minutes

Agric., Digest 19 From two to three hundred acres . . is the

most political Farm. 111817 in Jas.
Mill Brit. India II. v.

i. 334 Whether it would be political to interfere, or whether

. .it would be expedient, must continue a doubt with us.

6. Phrases, f Political arithmetic, statistics of

the population, trade, revenue, expenditure, etc. of

a state ; political day = civil day (DAY 6) ; political

economy, economist : see ECONOMY 3, ECONOMIST 4 ;

political geography, that part of geography which

deals with the boundaries, divisions, and pos-
sessions of states; political prisoner, a person im-

prisoned for a political offence
; political verse, in

Byzantine and mod. Gr. literature (Gr. noAmtfos

popular), verse composed by accent, not quantity,

with an accent on the last syllable but one, esp. an

iambic verse of this kind of fifteen syllables.
1682 PETTY Tracts ret. Ireland (1769) 90 (/;/) Essay in

'Political Arithmetick, concerning the Growth of the City
of London. 1710 J. HARRIS Lex. Techn. II, Political

A rithmctick, is the Application of Arithmetical Calculations

to the Extent and Value of Lands, Number of People,
Publick Revenues, Taxes, Commerce, Manufactures, or

whatever relates to the Power, Strength, Riches, &c. of any
Nation or Common-wealth. 1735-7 BERKELEY Querist

530 Whether a little reflection and a little political

arithmetic may not shew us our mistake? 1706 PHILLIPS

s.v. Day, The Parts of a 'Political or Civil Day. [1615

ANTOINE DE MONTCHRESTIEN (.title) Traicte de TCEconomie

Politique.] 1740 LD. WESTMORELAND in Johnson Debates

(1787) I. 109 As in private life, so in political ceconomy, the

demands of necessity are easily supplied. 1767- [see

ECONOMY 3]. 1780 HARRIS Philol. fna. n. ii. Wks. (1841)

410 There are 'political verses of the same barbarous char-

acter by Constantinus Manasses, John Tzetzes, and others

of that period. 1788 GIBBON Decl. ff F. liii. (1828) VII. 132

[Byzantine poets] confound all measure of feet and syllables

in the impotent strains which have received the name of

political or city verses.

B. sb. (elliptical use of the adj.)

L A political person ; in various senses : a. =
Political agent, officer, resident : see above, i b.

1848 SIR H. B. EDWARDES in Lady Edwardes Mem. (1888)

I. 152 Another of your Lordship's 'young politicals
'

joined
me in the middle of all this fighting, Edward Lake. 1838

J. W. COLE Mem. Brit. Gen. Pcnin. War I. ii. 71 He was

superseded, .by a '

political ', who.. involved him in a carte

and tierce correspondence with the Madras officials. 1898
GEO. SMITH 12 Indian Statesm. ii. 27 A man of action,

whether as a soldier, a
'

political
'

in the Anglo-Indian sense,

or an administrator.

b. A politician ;
a political writer. rare~ l

.

1857 GEN. P. THOMPSON Audi Alt. II. App. 97 If there is

a heaven for politicals, you and I, Sir, will ask for a corner

of the Tory bench.

o. =
politicalprisoner : see above, 6.

1888 Century Mag. XXXV. 402 Politicals suffering from

nervous affections, . . are often put in the same ward with

insane criminals. 1895 Westm. Can. 16 Mar. 2/3 The

flogging of politicals, and their degradation to the general
treatment of thieves and murderers,

t 2. //. Political matters, politics. Obs.

1621 BP. MOUNTAGO Diatribx 521 Alway in Naturalls:

sometime in Politicalls. 01734 NORTH Lives (1826) III. 308
He held a due respect to superiors, especially in politicals.

Hence Poli'ticalism, political activity or par-

tisanship; Poli'tlcalize v. a. trans, to make
or render political ; b. intr. to practise or dis-

course on politics ; Follticaliza'tion, the action

of making political.
1846 WORCESTER, Politicalism . . (Ch. Ob.). 1869 Coniemp.

Rev. X. 1 1 If you continue to allow him to politicalize in your

paper. 1902 \t)th Cent, ft after Nov. 733 In America the

politicalisation can do more harm than elsewhere.

Politically, adv. [f. prec. + -LY 2
.]

tl. In a politic manner; = POLITICLY. Obs.

1588 Exhort. Her Majesty's Faith/. Sttoj. in Hart. Misc.

(Malh.) II. 95 The general musters, and training up of men,
most prudently and politically commanded. 1764 GOLDSM.
Hist. Eng. in Lett. (1772) I. 226 Henry politically pretended
the utmost submission to the pope's decrees. 1796 BURNEY
Mem. Mcttistasio II. 348 The protest .. was only made

politically, in order to deprecate my vengeance.

2. In a political manner ;
in respect of politics ;

from a political point of view.
a 1638 MEDE Daniels Weeks xxvii. Wks. (1672) 707 They

should serve them not religiously, but politically, inasmuch
as they were to become Slaves and Vassals to Idolatrous

Nations. 1750 CHESTERF. Let. to Son 19 Mar., Never lose

view of . .the political affairs of Europe. Follow them poli-

tically, chronologically, and geographically, through the

newspapers. 1841 MIALL in Nonconf. I. i A national

1075

. , . .

Danish realm, .which is now politically part of Sweden.

t b. As an organized state. 06s.

1779-81 JOHNSON L. P., Pope Wks. IV. 73 Society, poll-

tically regulated, is a state contra-distinguished from a

state of nature.

So Poli'ticalness. rare.

1727 BAILEY vol. II, Politicalncss, political quality.

Politicaster (politikse-staj).
rare. [ad. It.

(or Sp.) politicastro : see POLITIC B. and -ASTEK.]

A petty, feeble, or contemptible politician.

1641 MILTON Reform, n. Wks. 1851 III. 56 Though all

the Tribe of Aphorismers, and Politicasters would perswade
us there be .. reasons against it. 1805 W. TAYLOR in Ann.

Rev. III. 200 But those politicasters who to Spain are not

just, will to Germany not be generous. 1892 Pall Mall G.

25 Nov. 2/2 The country is very sick of the parliamentary

squabbles of politicasters.

Politician (pfliti'Jan). Forms: 6politioien,

-itien, 7 -isian, -ition, poll-, 7- politician, (7-8

-itian). [f. as POLITIC + -IAN. So F. politicien.]

f 1. A politic person ; chiefly in a sinister sense,

a shrewd schemer; a crafty plotter or intriguer. Obs.

1588 SIR W. STANLEY Dr. Allen's Seditious Drifts 8g

Some ouersights euen in pollicic, escaped this great poli-

tician. 1592 NASHE P. Penilesse A ij b, The Diuel . . was. .so

famous a Politician in purchasing, that Hel, which at the

beginning was but an obscure Village, is now become a

huge citie. 1596 SHAKS. i Hen. IV, i. lii. 241, I am whipt
and scourg'd with rods, Netted, and stung with Pismires,

when I heare Of this vile Politician Bullingbrooke. 1613

CHAPMAN Rev. B. D'Amtois i. i. Plays 1873 II. 119 This

was a sleight well maskt. O what is man Vnlesse he be

a Politician. 1749 FIELDING Torn Janes VI. ii^The squire

. . was, however, m many points, a perfect politician. 1764
FOOTE Patron in. Wks. 1799 I. 352 Ah, Bever, Bever ! you
are a miserable politician. Do you know, now, that this is

the luckiest incident that ever occurr'd ?

2. One versed in the theory or science of govern-
ment and the art of governing ;

one skilled in

politics; one practically engaged in conducting
the business of the state ; a statesman.

1589 PUTTENHAM Eng. Poesie i. ill (Arb.) 23 Poets., were

the first lawmakers to the people, and the first polititiens,

deuising all expedient meanes for th'establishment of Com-
mon wealth. 1634 W. TIRWHYT tr. Balzac's Lett. (vol. I.) 33

That felicity Poiitisians search after, as being the end of

civil life. 1696 PHILLIPS (ed. 5), Politician, one that under-

stands the Art of Governing, or judges of it according to

the Parts he has acquired. 1765 BLACKSTONE Comm. I.

Introd. 96 Sir Edward Coke, and the politicians of that time,

conceived great difficulties in carrying on the projected
union. 1886 M. ARNOLD in Times 22 May 15/6 Lord

Salisbury's bad and arbitrary temper (I mean, of course, as

a politician,. .) is as great a misfortune to the country as

Lord Randolph Churchill's intriguing.

b. One keenly interested in politics ;
one who

engages in party politics, or in political strife,

or who makes politics his profession or business ;

also (esp. in U. S.}, in a sinister sense, one who
lives by politics as a trade.

1628 FORD Lover's Mel. iv. ii, So politicians thrive, That
with their crabbed faces, and sly tricks, . . do wriggle in Their

heads first, like a fox, to rooms of state. 1632 H EYWOOD vnd
Pt. Iron Age Wks. 1874 IV. 364, I am a pollitician, oathes

with me Are but the tooles I worke with, I may breake An
oath by my profession. 1646 BUCK Rich. Ill, i. 17 Lewis. .

was meerly a Politician, and studied only his owne ends.

a 1732 GAY Fables n. ix. 14 Politicians you suggest, Should

drive the nail that goes the best. 1776 ADAM SMITH W. Nat.

iv. ii. (1869) II. 41 That insidious and crafty animal, vulgarly

called a statesman or politician, whose councils are directed

by the momentary fluctuations of affairs. 1828 MACAULAY
Hallam Ess. (1887) 96 A politician, where factions run high,

is interested not for the whole people, but for his own
section of it. 1879 SIR G. CAMPBELL White $ Black 68

The word '

politician
'

is used in a bad sense in America, as

applied to people who make politics a profession, and are

skilled in the art of
'

wire-pulling
'

and such practices.

1 3. POLITIQOE, POLITIC B. i b. Obs.

1656 M. CASAUBON Enthus. iii. 171 The use of this Theo-

logie, doth most properly belong unto Jesuits, . .and Jesuited

Politicians, whether they call themselves Lutherans, or

Calvinists, or otherwise. 1672 [H. STUBBE] Rosemary f,

Bayes 7 The Ecclesiastical Politition writ in England. 1681

BAXTER Ace. Sherlocke iv. 189 Their minuter differences

have made some called Lutherans, . . some Independents,
and some Politicians or Erastians.

4. (See quot.)
1868 WOOD Homes without H. xiii. 247 The White-Eyed

Flycatcher (Muscicapa cantrix) . . uses so much newspaper
in the construction of its home, that it has gone by the

name of Politician.

5. attrib.

1638 R. BAKER tr. Balzac's Lett, (vol III.) 43 This is one

of your politician subtleties, to make Angoulesme passe for

a Frontier Towne. 1671 MILTON Samson 1195 Your ill-

meaning Politician Lords,. .Appointed to await me thirty

spies. 1885 A. FORBES Souvenirs Continents 247^
A turbu-

lent . . sea of political or rather politician quasi -social life.

Hence (nonce-wds.) Politi'cianess, a female

politician ; Politi'cianism, practice characteristic

of a politician; Politi-cianize v. trans., to in-

volve in party politics.

1887 Sat. Rev. 1 1 June 833/1 Mr. Lawson, and the other

Radical politicians and *poluicianesses who went out for to

see what was to be seen at Bodyke. 1843 R. PAUL Let.

has bound this city hand and foot, . .*politicianizing the

POLITICO-.

public schools and perpetrating bold, gigantic robberies

upon the taxpayers.

f Politi'clous, a. Obs. Also 9 -itious. [irreg.

f. politic or polilici-an + -ous.] Politic ; political.

1638 SIK T. HERBERT Trav. (ed. 2) 171, I could.. perceive
that Mahomitan Princes are terrible crafty or mysteriously

politicious. 1818 SCOTT Hrt. Midi, xii, One of the public
and polititious warldly-wise men that stude up to prevent
ane general owning of the cause in the day of power.

Poll ticist (-sist). rare.
[f.

POLITIC + -IST.]

A student of political science : see quot.
1885 SEELEY Pol. Sc. (1896) i. 26 The historian,, .according

to me, is distinct. He is not an anthropologist or an ethno-

logist, but if I may coin a word, he is a politicist. The

political group or organism the state is his study.

Politicize (poli-tissiz) ,
v. [f. as POLITIC + -IZE.]

1. intr. To act the politician ; to discourse on

or engage in politics.

1758 H. WALPOLE Let. to Mann n June, But while I am
politicising, I forget to tell you half the purport of my letter.

1759 Ibid. 13 Sept., Not to politicize too much, I believe

the world will come to be fought for somewhere between
the N orth of Germany and the back ofCanada. 1840 CARLYLE
Heroes v. (1872) 177 Burns . . could have governed, debated

in National Assemblies; politicised, as few could. 1892
Pall Mall C. 3 Dec. 2/2 We talk and squabble and politi-

cize about education as a vote-catching agency.
2. trans. To render political, give a political

character to.

1846 GKOTE Greece \. xi. I. 285 It was the tendency of the

enlightened men of Athens, from the days of Solon down-

wards, to refine and politicise the character of Theseus.

Ibid. xiv. 351 Conon .. historicises and politicises the whole

legend. 1887 Hour Class I. 60 The opinion of a literature-

taster, .whose intellectual palate is so 'politicised
'

that he

detects a smack of the hustings where there is none.

Hence Poli'tieizing///. ., talking politics.

1848 lilackn: Mag. LXIII. 578 Besides the politicising

and haranguing crowds.. your course is hemmed by count-

less others. 1887 Cotttemp. Kcv. Nov. 711 Politicizing

sophists threaten to be a perfect curse to India.

f Po-liticless, a. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. POLITIC a.

or sb. + -LESS.] Void of policy ; impolitic.

1556 J. HKYWOOD Spidcr<\ /-'. Ixix. 34 Betwene hispolitike-
lesse pittie (erst saide) And his pitteles polisie, (here erst

laide).

Politicly (pp'litikli), adv. [f.
POLITIC a.

+ -LY -.] In a politic manner ;
with policy or

skilful management ; shrewdly ; artfully, craftily.

1477 SIR J. PASTON in /'. Lett. III. 188, I thynke nolle a

mater . . weell handelyd. nor poletykly dalte with. 1536
Act 28 Hen. VIII, c. 7 9 \'our maiestie most victoriously

prudently politikely and indifferently hath . . ruled this

realme. a. 1548 HALL C/iron., Edw. IV 230 The allega-

tions were well proued bylhe Englishmen, and pollitiquely

defended by the Frenche men. 1603 KNOLLES Hist. Turks

255 The death of Mahomet had been politiquely concealed

one and fortie dales. 1701 DE FOE True-horn Eng. 5 They
rule so politickly and so well. 1808 E. S. BARRETT Miss-led

General 147 As if he had purposely and politicly selected

them as a foil to himself. 1868 HOIME LEE B. Godfrey I,

He had politicly relaxed a little towards her.

l| Politico (poli'tiko). Now rare. [It. or Sp.

politico politic, a politician.] A politician : chiefly

with bad connotation.

1630 R. "Johnson's Kingd. fg Commw. A ij b, The nimblest

'olltico's of these active times. 1659 GAUDKN Tears C/i.

ayls this Person 1 1893 F. ADAMS New Egypt 129 Academic
London politicos.

Politico-, combining form of Gr. WO\ITIKO-S

civil, political, prefixed to an adj. to denote a.
'

politically, as applied to politics ',
as politico-

-arithmetical, -ethical, -geographical, -moral, -or-

thodox; b. 'political and.. .', as politico-com-

mercial, -ecclesiastical, -judicial, -military, -peri-

patetic, -sacerdotal, -scientific, -social, -theological;

also used to form sbs., as politicoma'nia, a mania

for politics; politicopho'bia, a horror of politics.

In a. used in the formation of adjectives from phrases

containing/atffrVal: e. g. from politicalarithmetic, politico-

arithmetical i from political economy, politico^conomical.

tSis J. LAWRENCE in Monthly Mag. XXXVIII. 21 Of . .

greater weight in the 'politico-arithmetical scale. 1881

Nature XXIII. 420/2 The construction of the *politico -com-

mercial road from Darjiling to the Jyalap Pass. 1811 I.

MiLNERin Li/exxm. (1842)467 Ecclesiastical .. and "politico-

ecclesiastical questions of great magnitude. 1884 H. SPENCER
in Contemp. Rev. July 45 Study of men's 'politico-ethical

ideas and sentiments. 1805 Edin. Rev. VI. 468 Mr. Cock-

burn's 'politico-geographical sketch. 1825 BENTHAM
Offic.

Apt. Maximized, Indie. (1830) 76 One 'politico-judicial

virtue his lordship has. 1785 Eng. Rev. VI. 349 The

Politico-mania, and passion for news, our author alledges

are unfavourable to literature. 1853 TH. Ross Humboldt s

LJ1

icherorthodox rage in the mouth of a preacher may be pro-

fitable as well as sincere. 1749 FIELDING Tom Jones vi.

ii, Those wise tenets, . .so well inculcated in that "Politico-

Peripatetic school of Exchange-alley. 1830 HAY & BELF-

RAGE Mem. A. Waugi iii. (1839)223 Many othersjjisplayed

ion,

Ill'.ll UC IW1U3C3J us:livl-. , " -J "" V" _

aud. 1778 ABIGAIL ADAMS in Fata. Lett. (1876) 338

The 'politico-scientific ladies gf France. 1856 MORRIS in

loo 2



POLITICO-ECONOMICAL.
Mackail Life (1899)

' 107> ' ca?'t enter into "politico-social

subjects with any interest. ., things are in a muddle. 1752
WARBURTON Letter to Hura(.\%o$ 108 *Politico-theological
dissertations on Calvinism, Jansenism, Quietism, c- 1890
LOWELL Stilton's Areop. Latest Lit. Ess. (1891) 95 Williams
.. lived long enough to learn that there were politico-theo-

logical bores in Rhode Island.

Folrtico-econo'mical, a. [See POLITICO-.]

Pertaining or relating to Political Economy.
1857 RUSKIN Pol. Econ. Art i. (1868) 69 The real politico-

economical -signification of every one of those beautiful
toilettes. 1873 H. SPENCER Stud. Social. (1882) 44 Certain
classes of sociological facts {as the politico-economical).

|| Politicone (-o-ne). Obs. rare. [It. f. POLITICO +
one : see -DON.] A politician : with hostile or

contemptuous connotation.
a 1734 NORTH Exam. (1740) 118 He was certainly a true

Matchiavellian Politicone, and his Skill lay in the English
State. Life Ld. Gut/ford (1808) 1. 155 (D.) Formal visitants
and politicones often found him out at his chambers.

Polrtico-reli'glous, a. [See POLITICO-.]

prop. Pertaining to religion as influenced by
politics ; but commonly used as = Pertaining to

politics as influenced by or dependent on religion ;

at once political and religious.
1754 O. in Connoisseur No. 47. P i We were inspired with

a detestation of the pope and pretender by the Nonjuror,
the Jesuit Caught, .and such other politico-religious dramas.
1804 C. B. BROWN tr. Volney's View Soil if. S. p. xiii, A
power raised upon a politico-religious foundation, like that
claimed by the Stuarts of England. 1841 TRENCH Parables
iii. (1877) 46 The parables of Jesus have not primarily a
moral, but a politico-religious, or theocratic purpose. 1878
STUBBS Const. Hist. III. xviii. 80 The politico-religious
schemes of the Lollards.

So Poli'tico-reli gionist, one whose religion is

of a political character, or a matter of politics.
1835 Brit. RIag. VII. 596 Candour. .is a quality well nigh

banished from the morale of the politico-religionist.

Politied (pp-litid), a. rare.
[f. POLITY

' + -Efl a
.]

Having or provided with a polity.
1816 G. S. FABER Orig. Pagan Idol. III. 625 A powerful

and regularly politied people. 1827 Sacr. Caleiid.

Prophecy (1844) HI- 3 A distinct and regularly politied
Church. 1838 Inquiry 571 Communions, which God
himself has declared to be Churches, however they originated,
and however they were politied.

t Poli-tion. Obs. rare- , [ad. L. polltion-em
polishing.]
1623 COCKERAM, Polition, a diligent trimming.

IIFolitique(polztz-k). [F., prop. adj. 'political':
see POLITIC.] One of an opportunist and moderate

party, which arose in France c 1573, during the

Huguenot wars, and regarded peace and political
reform as more urgent than the decision by arms
of the religious quarrel ; also, a sympathizer with
this party elsewhere, and, opprobriously, an in-

differentist, a temporizer : = POLITIC B. I b.

1609 BIBLE (Douay) .*<?</. x. Comm., Because Gods servants
may not temporize in religion, politiques unjustly charge
them to have bad intentions. 1644 BULWER Chirol. A ij b,

Interpreters henceforth grow out of date, While Politiques

1888 Q. Review CLXVII. 21 At Court three great parties
were contending for power in the King's name the Guises,
the Reformers, and the Politiques.

Politique, -ly, obs. forms of POLITIC, -LY.

Po'litist. rare. [f. POLITY l + -IST.] A student
of or writer on polity.
1869 Contemp. Rev. XI. 132 The pleasant society of Poli-

tists and Legists like Hooker, Taylor, c.

Polititian, -ious : see POLITICIAN, -ions.

Po'litize,-'. rare. [f. POLITY! + -IZE.]
tl. a. trans. To deal with or treat (a matter)

politicly, diplomatically, or craftily, b. intr. To
deal politicly or diplomatically. Obs.

1598 TOFTE Alba (1880) 65 Matters of state we vse to
politize, Procrastinating for aduantage great. 1641 MILTON
Reform, n. Wks. 1851 III. 66 Let us not. .stand hankering
and politizing, when God.. points us out the way.
2. intr. fa. To have political relations. 06s.

b. To deal in politics, rare.

1623 LISLE /El/ric on Q. K, N. Test. To Rdr. 12 The
Hebrew it selfe .. temporizing with .(Egypt, politizing with
Chaldea, merchandizing with Syria,.. &c. grew so out of

|

knowledge among the people, that they vnderstood not our I

Sauiours Eli, Eli. 1900 Blackvj. Mag. Feb. 182/1 To
polltise in advance is foreign to our nature.
3. trans. To make into citizens.

1884 J. RAE Contemp. Socialism iii. 123 Its [the state's] in-
habitants must be politized, for they, all of them, constitute
the/o/M.

t Po'liture. Obs. [a. obs. F. politure (Godef.)= It. politura, L. politura polishing, smoothing,
f. pollt-, ppl. stem of polire to polish : see -URE.]
Polishing; polish, smoothness.

1552 R. D. Hypnerotomachia 21 Arch . . ofa rare and subtile
devise, and exquisite polyture. 1625 N. CARPENTER Geog.
Del. I. vii. (1635) 183 The roundnesse and politure, wherein
Art should shew as much exactnesse as shee can. 1668
WILKINS Real Char. n. iii. 2. 62 Stones. .either of a
Shining Politure, or capable of it. 1776 DA COSTA Concliol.

59 The beauty, politure, and hardness of shells, render them
very fit for luxurious uses.

b. fig. Elegance of form
; polish of style, man-

|

ners, or habits ; refinement.
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1593 NASHE Christ's T. Wks. (Grosart) IV. 232 If you
should lende it (from the beginning to the ending,) but

sutable descriptionate politure. 1607 TOPSELL Four-/.
Beasts Ep. Ded., The neatness and politure of the Cat and
Peacock. 1656 Artif. Handsom. 69 To reduce them [men]
from the politure and improvement of after times.. to their

first caves and cottages. 1710 J. JOHNSON Canons Eng.
Ch. Pref. to Rdr. 64 Men who wanted the Politure and Fine-

ness of this Age.

Polity !
(pp-liti). Also 7 pollity. [a. obs. F.

politic (1419), ad. L. politla : see POLICY sb.^\

1. Civil organization (as a condition) ; civil order.

iggSSTARKEY.S'w^'/d^/]. ii. 51 Pepul, rude, wythoutpolyty,
can not vse that same [riches] to theyr owne commodyte.
1594 HOOKER Eccl. Pol. in. ii. i The necessitie of Politic,

and Regiment in all Churches may bee held, without holding

any one certayne forme to bee necessary in them all. Nor
is it possible that any form of politic, much less politie

ecclesiabticall should be good, vnlesse God himselfe bee

authour of it. 1763 J- BROWN Poetry fy Afus. iv. 40 In the

Course of Time, and the Progress of Polity and Arts, a

Separation of the several Parts . . would naturally arise.

1868 GLADSTONE Juy, Mundi vi. 1^1 At a period ante-

cedent to the formation of anything like polity in Greece.

b. Administration of a state, civil government
(as a process or course of action).

1715 \~rfERBURV Seri.,OnMati. xx vii. 25(173^) 1. 127 They
. .were permitted, .to retain some Shadow of their Domestick

Polity and Government. 1774 JEFFERSON Antobiog. App.,
Wks. 1859 I. 144 The original constitution of the American
colonies possessing their assemblies with the sole right of

directing their internal polity. 1884 W. C. SMITH Kitdro-
stan 60 To . . help the growth Of civil polity, and self-control.

2. a. A particular form of political organization,
a form of government.
*597 HOOKER Eccl. PoL \. Ixxix. 3 We preferre ..the

Spartan before the Athenian Politie. 1652-62 HEYLIN Cos-

mogr. Introd. (1674) 4/2 Of this kind also are the several

Polities, and forms of Government. 1766 Compl. I'armcr
s.v. Queen-bee, Some authors who have written of the polity
of bees. 1876 GRANT Burgh Sch. Scotl. i. i. 3 note, The
polity of Scotland remained as yet Celtic, though it very
soon afterwards became feudal.

b. An organized society or community of men ;

a state. Alsoy^.
1650 TRAPP Conwi. Exod. xx. 17 Moses his politie could

not consist of true worshippers and professed Idolaters.

1828 CARLYLE Misc.(\%tf) 1. 152 The polity of Literature is

called a Republic. 1840 J. H. NEWMAN Par.Serm. (1842)
V. xv. 244 The soul of man is intended to be a well-ordered

polity. 1894 HUXLEY Evol. fy Ethics 23 Those who should
be kept, as certain to be serviceable members of the polity.

t 3. Mode of administering or managing public
or private affairs; esp, skilful, prudent, or crafty

management ; statecraft
;
= POLICY j.l 2-4. Obs.

1562 PILKINGTON Expos. Abdyas Pref. 9 It is wonderfull
to consider the foolishnes of the wicked, which in politie
wold seme so wise. 1599 ^' JONSON Cynthia's Rev. i. i,

Tis your best politie to be ignorant. 1697 EVELYN Numism.
vii. 229 The false Polity of Raising and Sinking. 1828
D'ISRAELI Chas. /, II. xii. 310 The age of heroism .. was
now settling into the age of polity. 1843 LYTTON Last Bar.
in. iii, I know little of stratagem and polity, wars and kings.

1 4. A political principle, nonce-use. Obs.

1642 J. M[ARSH] Argt. cone. Militia^ 27 This is the reason
of that pollity of Law, that the King is body politick.

t Polity 2
. Obs. [erron. f. POLE sb? + -ITI.]

= POLARITY i.

1613 M. RIDLEY Magn. Bodies vi. 23 This alteration of

polity is to be obserued likewise in Magneticall needles.
Ibid. xvii. 64 From those paralels and parts, neere adtoyn-
ing to the pole, the greatest vigour of'politie Magneticall
doth proceed. Ibid. xx. 72 That contrary nature of pollity
that was in the weake Load-stone.

Politzerize (poli'tseraiz), . [f. name of
Adam Politzer, a physician of Vienna, who intro-

duced the method : see -IZE.] trans. To inflate

the tympanic cavity of (a patient) through the

Eustachian tube. Hence Foli'tzerizing vbl. sb. ;

also Poll tzeriza'tion.

1879 St. George's Hosp. Rep. IX. 786 Politzerising is now
performed carefully several times, when a perforation sound
is heard. Ibid. 791 The Eustachian tube. .was found to
be pervious, as ascertained by auscultation during Politzer-

isation. -&yj Allbutfs Syst.Med. II. n6Politzerization.

Poliue, obs. form of PULLEY.

Polk (p^lk), v. [ad. F. polker (Littrd), f.

polka POLKA sb.^\ intr. To dance the polka.
1845 M. J. HIGGINS Ess. (1875} 219 He waltzes smoothly,

and gallops rapidly, and polks intricately. 1852 Eraser's

Mag. XLVI. 704 He. . waltzed and polked with their daugh-
ters. 1876 GEO. ELIOT Dan. Dcr. n. xi, I shall not waltz or

polk with any one.

PoLk, obs. Sc. spelling of POKE; var. PULK
1 and 2. Polk, -e, obs. and dial. var. PULK, pool.
Polka (p<?u-lka), sb. 1 [= Fr. and Ger. polka :

of uncertain origin. The dance being of Bohemian

origin (orig. called JVir/ira), it has been suggested
that polka was a corruption of Czech pulka half,
' a characteristic feature being its short half steps

f
.

Another suggestion is that the actual form,
whether or not altered from pulka> is due to the
Polish Polka, fern, of Polak a Pole : cf. polonaise
(also a dance), and mazurka.]
1. A lively dance of Bohemian origin, the music

for which is in duple time.
Danced at Prague in 1835, at Vienna 1839, P"s 1840,

London in the spring of 1842 : see Memoirs ofAnna M. W.
Pickering (*Vfty xvi. Polka-mazurka, a modification of
the mazurka dance to the movement of a polka.
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1844 Illustr. Lond. News 23 Mar. 184 The Polka is an

original Bohemian Peasant Dance, and was first introduced
into the fashionable saloons of Berlin and St. Petersburg,
about eight years since. 1844 LADY EASTLAKE Jrtils. -

Corr. I

so evi(

France and England. 1852 Miss YONGE Two Guard, xiii.

(1861) 237 'Thank you, I don't dance the Polka', she re-

plied. 1881 Academy 15 Oct. 293 Prof. H elmar has the

credit of being the inventor of the
p^olka. 1884 St. James'

Gaz. 28 Apr. 5/1 It was Taglioni who introduced into

England the polka. 1898 STAINER & BARRETT Diet. Mus.
Terms 372/1 The polka was so popular that it absorbed

every other dance for a time. Articles of food, of clothing
and of ornament, were named after it. attrib. 1844 Illustr.

Lond. News n May 301/1 You perform the galop waltz,

substituting the Polka step just described.

2. A piece of music for such a dance, or in its

time or rhythm.
1844 Illustr. Lond, News 27 Apr. 280 The fourth polka by

Julhen. Composed on National Bohemian and Hungarian
Melodies. 1848 THACKERAY Bk. Snobs xxv, You recognise
those polkas? They were played at Devonshire House
..the day of the grand fete. 1867 Miss BRADDON R. God-
win I. i. 16 The guard's horn playing a joyous polka made
itself heard among the trees.

3. On account of the popularity of the dance,

polka was prefixed as a trade name to articles of

all kinds (cf. quot. 1898 in i); e.g. the polka
curtain-band (for looping up curtains), polka-

gauze., polka hat
; polka-dot, a pattern consisting of

dots of uniform size and arrangement.
1846 W. S. COTTERELL (title) Polka Song Book and Old

Friends Olio, containing Comic and Sentimental Songs,
Duets, GleeSj etc. 1851 MAYHEW Lond. Labour I. 367/1
We won't give a farden for the polka hats with the low
crowns. 1883 Century Mag. July 378/1 To the end of

which [line] he looped, ..what is known, technically, as

the '

polka ', with scarlet body, red hackle, brown and
white tail, and wings of the spotted feathers of the guinea-
fowl. 1884 J. G. BOURKE Snake Dance Moquis xi. 119
Covered with white spots which . . resolved themselves into

white arrow-heads and polka-dots, the latter arranged longi-

tudinally, two and two. 1894 ELIZ. L. BANKS Camp.
Curiosity 160, I bought a black and white polka-dot blouse
and apron for work in the laundry.
Hence (nonce-vuds,} Po'lka v. intr.

t
to dance the

polka; Folka'ic a., of the character of a polka ;

Folkama'uia, a mania for dancing the polka ;

Fo'lkery, an assembly for polka dancing; Fo'l-

kist, -iste, one who dances the polka.
1859 SALA Tw. round Clock (1861) 299 It does my heart

good . . to see the . . children in our crowded London courts

and alleys waltzing and *polkaing to the Italian organ-
grinder's music. 1873 Miss BROUGHTON Nancy II. 174 We
have at length, .left them to polka and schottische their fill

until the morning. 1884 G. MOORE Mummer's Wife xii,

He thought Offenbach too *polkaic. 1845 Punch VIII. 86

The*Polkamania issaid to have originated in Bohemia. 1883
W. B. SQUIRE in Grove Diet. Mus. III. 8/1 Vienna, Paris,
and London were successively attacked by this curious
'

polkamania
'

; clothes, hats, and streets were named after

the dance. 1845 M. J. HIGGINK is. (1875)218 Morning *pol-
keries in Grosvenor Square. 1846 G. WARBURTON Hachelaga
I. 93 Some of them are the best waltzers and *polkistes
I have ever seen. 1851 (title) The Lorgnette or Studies of

the Town,., contains Notices of Lodgings in Town, Fashion-
able Man,, .the Polka and Polkists, Watering Places, [etc.].

Polka (pJu'lka), sb? [f. prec. sb., perh. with

reference to Polish Polka a Polish woman : cf.

polonaise,] A woman's tight-fitting jacket, usually
knitted : more fully polka-jacket.
1844 THACKERAY Contrib. to Punch, Wks. 1898 VI. 89

Ladies with the most flaming polkas, and flounces all the

way up. 1849 Mechanic's Mag. 17 Nov. 479 The Lady's
Winter Polka Jacket. 1851 Voy. to Mauritius vi. 224 A
sort of polka-jacket of dark cloth with many buttons. 1859
SALA Tw. round Clock (1861) 185 Stalls, laden with pretty
gimcracks, . . wax flowers and Berlin and crochet work,
prints, and polkas, and women's ware of all sorts.

Poll (poul), sb.I Forms : 3-7 polle, 4-7 pol,

5-7 powle, 6 poulle, poolle, poll (&.), 6-7
powl (9 north. <&z/.), poul(e, pool(e, 6-9 pole, 5-
poll ; . 5- Sf. and north, dial. pow. [ME. polle
= obs. Du. polle

*
le sommet de la teste

'

(Plantin),

polle, pol
l

caput ',
(

cacumen, fastigiutn
*

(Kilian),
LG. polle head (Brem. Wb.); cf. Sw. dial, pull
(Rietz), Da. puld crown of the head.]
L The head of man or beast.

1. The human head. (Not now in serious liter-

ary use, but common dialectally everywhere.)
c 1290 S. Eng. Leg. I. 309/325 pe deuel . . wolde fain

henten heom bi>e polle. 13 .. E. E. Allit. P. B. 1265 Pulden

prestes by f>e polle & plat of her hedes. c 1400 Laud Troy
Bk. 5530 Thei stroke to-gedir with so gret myght, That
bothe vpon here pol lyght. c 1440 Prontp. Parv. 407/2 Pol,
or heed, caput. 1584 HUDSON Du Bartas Judith vi. In

Sylvesters IVks. (1621) 750 From his shoulders flew his

powle. 1597 SHAKS. 2 Hen. 7K, n. iv. 282 Looke, if the

wither'd Elder hath not his Poll claw'd like a Parrot. 1639
T. DE GRAY Compl. Horsem. 71 Keeping his poule warm.
1830 L. HUNT Indicator No. 22 (1822) I. 172 Receiving
the full summer showers with an uncovered poll. 1828

Craven Gloss, (ed. 2), Powl, the head. 1876 BROWNING
Pacchiarotto ix, From silk shoe on heel to laced poll's -hood.

ft. a 1500 P. JOHNSTON Thre deidPowis^ Behold our beidis

thre Oure holkit cine, oure peilit powis bair. 1596 DAL-
RYMPLE tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. vin. 122 Andro Bartayne..
slew sa mony piratis, that mony puncheounis full of thair

powis he sent to Scotland, in gifte, to the king. 1818 SCOTT
Hrt, Midi, xliii, The. .veteran soldier that has. .heard the

bullets whistle as aftcn as he has hairs left on his auld pow.
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1871 C. GIBBON Lack of Gold xx, How is she ever to get

married wi' a shaven pow?
f b. The figure or representation of a head.

1377 LANGL. P. PL B. xin. 246 A pardoun with a peys of

led and two pollis amydde.

t c. A skull. Obs. rare.

1721 RAMSAY Elegy onPatie Birnie viii, He., strak sounds

fast and clear Out o' the pow [a mare's skull], i?zS
Gentle Sheplt. n. ii, Boils up their livers in a warlock's pow.
2. spec. a. The part of the head on which the

hair grows ; the head as characterized by the colour

or state of the hair.

i6oa SHAKS. Ham. iv. v, 196 His Beard as white as Snow,
All Flaxen was his Pole. 1713 CTESS WINCHELSEA Misc.

Poems 105 With wadling Steps^ and frowzy Poles. 1790
BURNS John Anderson my Jo i, Blessings on your frosty

pow, John Anderson, my jo. 1791 COWPER Odyss. xix. 308
His back was bunch'd, his visage swarthy, curl'd His poll.

1855 THACKERAY Newcomes vi, His bald head might be

.seen alongside of Mr, Quilter's confidential grey poll.

b. The crown or top of the head
;
the vertex.

1382 WVCLIF Dan. xiv. 35 The angel of the Lord toke hym
in the poll of hym [1388 top, Vulg. in vertice],and bare hym
in an her of his hed, and putte hym in to Babyloyne. 1387
TRKVISA Higden (Rolls) IV. 217 He wolde bende his heer

from be pol toward \>e foreheed [L. a vertice adfrontem}.
1603 OWEN Pembrokeshire (1892) 127 A great round hole in

the pole of his head. 1607 TOPSELL Four-f. Beasts 359 Of
diseases incident to the eares, and poll

of the head. i6zz

WALTER Diary (Camden) 62 The said fish [a Caaing whale]
had no gills, but put out his water at his pole.

O. The nape of the neck.

1671 BLACRAVE Astrol. Physic 120, 1 did. .apply raw-fresh

meat to the powl or Neck to help.. divert the humour from
the Eyes. 1675 HOBBES Odyssey (1677) 260 The arrow

pierc'd his neck from throat to poll. 1711 STEELE Sped.
No. 259 F i You shall sometimes see a Man begin the Ofler

of a Salutation, and.. stop short in the Pole of his Neck.
1816 Sporting Mag. XLVII. 302 An old hare .. having
a wire round its neck so tight as to have sunk beneath the

skin in its pole. 1833 Regul. Instr. Cavalry \. 48 The bend
should be from the poll of the neck.

1 3. spec. The head and shoulders of the ling (as
a dish). Cf. JOWL sb$ 2. Ods.

1599 B. JONSON v. Man out of Hunt. iv. iii, Hee lookes
like a shield of brawne, . . or a drie Poule of Ling vpon
Easter-eue, that has furnisht the table all Lent. 1671
CHOWNE Juliana m, I was to go buy a pole o' Ling for the
womens dinner.

f4. As the prominent or visible part in a crowd,
put for : A person or individual in a number or

list (
= HEAD sb. 7 b) ; esp. in phrases, e. g. by (the]

poll, by counting of heads; poll by poll, one by
one

; per poll) for each person. Ods. (exc. in

legal phr. CHALLENGE to the polls?)
c 1325 Pol. Songs (Camden) 237 Of gedelynges, gromes, . .

Harlotes, hors-knaves, Bi pate and by polle. 1387 TREVISA

Higden (Rolls) IV. 33 Payde to here lordes for euery pol
twenty schillynge. 1495 Act n Hen. K/7, c. 21 g 2 None
of the said petite Jury, .shall .. have any Chalenge totharray
or to any persone or poll therin being ympanelled. c 1515
Cocke Lorelfs B. 4 Ye shall here the names poll by poll.

1568 GRAFTON Citron. II. 329 The people greatly murmured
for the payment of foure pence the polle. 1598 GRKNEWEY
Tacitus' Ann. xiii. vii. (1622) 188 There was bestowed a
gift of forty sesterces by powle to the people. 1602 FUL-
BECKE 2nd Pt. Parall. 20, I agree to pay for the carriage
of euerie poll or person of them acertame summe of money.
1624 CAPT. SMITH Virginia 167 Some small tax.. as a
Penny vpon euery Poll, called a head-penny. 1641 Termes
de la Ley 51 Challenge to or by the Poll, is where excep-
tion is taken to any one, or more, as not indifferent. 1648
PRVNNE Pleafor Lords 27 Take them poll by poll. 1678
WOOD Life 20 Mar. (O. H. S.) II. 401 An act for raising
money by the poll. 1796 H. HUNTER tr. St.-Pierre*s Stud.
Nat. (1799) III. 516 Voting by poll, .and by orders.

f b. A unit in numbering domestic animals,
chattels, etc. (Plural after a numeral also poll.)
Cf. HEAD sb. 7 c. Obs.

1494 in Somerset Medieval Wills (1901) 322 A dosyn
pollys of pewter vessel!. 1534 in Weaver Wells Wills (1890)

30, iij powles of peauter vessel!. 1544 R. BROKER Will($. M.
Addit. MS. 24925 If. 21 b), Twenty poule of pultrey. 1601
SHAKS. AIVs Well iv. iii. 190 The muster file, rotten and
sound, . .amounts not to fifteene thousand pole.
5. Short for POLL-TAX. Obs. or Hist.

1684 Col. Rec. Pennsylv. I. 99 Ordered That a pole Pro-

portionably Layd, be debated y6 first thing tomorrow. 1689
Land. Gaz. No. 2449/4 An Act for Raising Money by a Poll,
and otherwise, towards the Reducing of Ireland. 1692
WASHINGTON tr. Milton's Def. Pop. M.'s Wks. 1851 VIII. 71
The Jews, even the poorest of them in the time of their

Commonwealth, paid a Poll. 1884 S. DOWELL Taxes Eng.
III. 6 When .. in 1379 an immediate sum of money was
required, .recourse was again had to a poll.

II. From I. 4, app. influenced by POLL v.

t 6. a. Number of persons as ascertained by count-

ing heads
; muster. Obs.

1607 SHAKS. Cor. in. i. 134 We are the greater pole, and in

true feare They gaue vs our demands, a 1613 OVERBURY
Trav. 6 The List and the Poll are neuer far disagreeing.

fb. Counting of heads or persons ; census. Obs.

1659 J. HARRINGTON La-wgiving \\. ii, As appears by the

Pole made of Israel in the Wilderness of Sinai. 1674 HICK-
MAN Hist. Quinguart. (ed. 2) 137 He is .. afraid to come
either to the pole or to the scale ; either to weigh, or to

number authorities with us. 1697 POTTER Antig. Greece i.

ii, (1715) 8 He instituted a Poll causing every one of the
Men to cast a Stone into a place appointed. ., and. .found
them to be in number Twenty-Thousand.
7. The counting of voters ; the entering of votes,

in order to their being counted : esp. at the election

of parliamentary or other representatives.
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1625 SIR G. MOORE in Commons Debates (Camden) 36
Sir John Savill had sufficiently proved the pole demanded.

1653 Relat. Proc. late Parlt, 10 The Question being put,
the No's, ..had they been prosecuted to the pole, had
hazarded the passing of it. 1706 PHILLIPS s. v. Poll vb.,

To take a Poll, to set down the Names and reckon up the

Number of Persons concern'd in an Election. 1765 BLACK-
STONE Coiiuit. I. 11. 178 All soldiers quartered in the place
are to remove.. and not to return till one day after the poll

is ended. 1857 MAURICE Ep. St. John xiii. 204 It is not a

question to be decided by a poll. 1863 H. Cox Instit. i. viii.

113 If . . a poll be demanded on behalf of any candidate

rejected on the show of hands, the returning officer is bound
to grant the poll.

b. The voting at an election ;
the action, or time

and place, of voting.
1832 Act 2 Will. IV, c. 45 67 The Poll shall on no

Account be kept open later than Four o'Clock in the after-

noon of such Second Day. 1860 EMERSON Cond. Life, Fate
Wks. (Bohn) II. 321 What pious men in the parlour will vote

for what reprobates at the polls ! 1866 BRIGHT Sp,, Reform
16 Oct. (1876) 379 Come to the poll and give their vote for

the election of a new Parliament. 1877 BLACK Green Past.

xxv, The recent reverses at the poll were only the result

of a temporary irritation. 1883 Womens Suffrage Jrnl.
Nov. 198/1 The exclusion of women from the poll was,
in his opinion, nothing short of an injustice.

c. The numerical result of the voting ;
the total

number of votes recorded, as a heavy or light poll.

1853 LYTTON My Novel ~x.li. xxxii, He stood at the head
of the poll by a majority of ten. 1885 Manch. Exam. 10

July 5/3 At Wednesday's election there was a lighter poll.

1906 Daily News 16 Aug. 7/5 After the declaration of the

poll Mr. thanked his constituents for their splendid

victory.

III. Transferred uses.

8. a. The top or crown of a hat or cap.
1704 J. PITTS Ace. Mohammctans vii. (1738) 99 Some what

like the Poll of a Man's Hat-case covered with Broad-cloth.

1819 Chron. in Ann. Reg. 7/2 Surmounted by the poll of

an old hat without a brim. 1875 R. F. BURTON Gorilla L.

(1876) II. 116 From the poll oi his night-cap protruded a

dozen bristles of elephant's tail hair.

b. The flat or blunt end of the head of a miner's

pick or similar tool.

1603 OWEN Pembrokeshire (1892) 91 Pickaxes with a rounde

poll. 1839 URE Diet. Arts 835 The pick. . . One side used as

a hammer is called the poll, and is employed to drive in the

gads. 1881 RAYMOND Mining Gloss.
,
Poll (Cornw.), the

head or striking part of a miner's hammer.

1J9. The chub or chevin. (?an error: cf. POL-

LARD sb.?>)

1755 in JOHNSON. 1773 Ains-worth's Lat. Diet., A poll

(club fish), ca/#0[edd. 1736-61 Pollard, or chub fish, capita}.

IV. 1O. attrib. and Comb., as (sense 7) poll-

list, -room ; (sense i) poll-clawed adj. ; poll-adz,
an adz with a poll or striking face opposite the

cutting edge (Knight Diet. Meek. 1875); poll-

book, an official register, previous to the Ballot

Act, of the votes given ; now, of those qualified to

vote ; f poll-booth, the booth or temporary struc-

ture at which the poll was formerly taken at a par-

liamentary election, a polling-booth ; poll-clerk,
a clerk who records the votes polled; a clerk

officially connected with an election
; f poll-

gatherer, the collector of a poll-tax ; poll-hill,

humorous, a '

bump
' on the head ; -f* poll-mad

a., wrong in the head, mad-brained (cf. BILWI&K) ;

poll-pick, a miner's pick with a poll : see quot.

1865; poll-shorn a., having the head or crown
shorn

; esp. tonsured; poll-sickness = POLL-EVIL ;

f poll-silver = POLL-TAX ; poll-suffrage, universal

suffrage (Cent. Diet. 1890). Also POLL-BILL, etc.

1681 T. FLATMAN Heraclitus Ridens No. 51 (1713) II.

70 A Man in Authority promises to examine a *Poll-book

by the Poors-book,.. if he put off the Performance of it

till the Poll being declared, it cannot answer any End.

1832 Act 2 Will. IV> c. 45 68 The Poll Clerks at

the Close of each Day's Poll shall enclose and seal their

several Poll Books, and shall publicly deliver them, .to the

Returning Officer or his Deputy. 1853 LYTTON My Novel
xn. xxvii, Convinced by his poll-books that he is not able

to return both himself and his impertinent nephew. 1810
*t T . ... njr.~ir.7.. n* vvt v -_T m i:,.,,.,.! :,-

metropolitan public. 1817 BENTHAM Parl. Reform Introd.

280 Divide it into four practically equal districts, and, in a
central spot of each, place the Poll-booth. 1855 BROWNING
Old Pict. Florence xxviii, You bald old saturnine *poll-
clawed parrot. 1832 *PoIl Clerk [see poll-book]. 1853
LYTTON My Novel xn. xxxii, Even the poll-clerks sprang
from the booth. 1646 G. DANIEL Poems Wks. (Grosart) I.

99, I'de nothing Glorie, if I had ben made *
Poll-gatherer

of the Groats, a 1845 HOOD Cranial, i, Scratching o'er

those little *pole-hills. 1889 GRETTON M^emory's Harkb.

244, I saw by the *poll-Iist that he voted for the Prince.

I5>77 STANYHURST Descr. Irel. in Holinshed (1808) VI. 6

Cicero, .perceiving his countrimen to become changelings, in

being bilwise and *polmad, and to sucke with the Greeke
the conditions of the Grecians. 1865 BAUERMAN Ceol. Models
22 *Poll pickt single-armed pick with a short bluff point,
used for hard veins and working into rock where the slitter

is too slight. 1874 J. H. COLLINS Metal Mining (1875) 60
In the .. West of England the picks are usually of the form
. . called the *

poll-pick '. having its head or '

pane
'

steeled
as well as its point... It serves as a hammer as well as

a pick. 1859 SMILES Self-Help 30 A sum sufficient to have
him put in a state fit to appear in the *poll-room. 1556
OLDE Antichrist 144 Lecherous *polleshorne masse monging
priestes. 1630 J. TAYLOR (Water P.) Sculler xxviii. Wks. in.

21/2 All the poleshorne crew of Antichrists. 1899 RIDER

POLL.

HAGGARD in Longin. Mag. Oct. 529
*
Poll-sickness. . is a kind

of sore or abscess which horses get from knocking their

heads against low door -ways and is commonly supposed to be

incurable. 1610 HOLLAND Camdcu's Brit. (1637) 100 The
Tribute Capitatio \tnargin *Pol-silver], which was personal!
and imposed upon the poll or person of every one. 1848
WHARTON Law Lex., Poll-money, Poll-silver, Poll-tax, a

capitation-tax
. . formerly assessed by the head on every

subject according to rank.

Foil (p?l)> sbp [An alteration of Moll, a familiar

equivalent of Mary : cf. Peg = Meg, Margaret.]
A familiar equivalent of the name Mary (see also

POLLY), used as the conventional proper name of

any parrot; hence, = parrot. So Poll-pa'rrot,
also used fig., and attrib., with reference to the

parrot's unintelligent repetition of words.

[1630 J. TAYLOR (Water P.) Epigrams xxxi. Wks. n. 265 A
Rope for Parrat ..O, pretty Pall, take heed, beware theCat.)

1709 STEELE Tatlcr No. 27 P 6 Among the Favourites to

the Fair One, he found her Parrat not to be in the last

Degree : He saw Poll had her Kar, when his Sighs were

neglected. 1719 DE FOE Crusoe (1840) I.viii. 141, I. .learnt

him [a parrot] to know his own name;. .Pol. Ibid. xiii. 214,
I had taught my Poll, a 1800 COWFLK Parrot iii, Sweet
Poll !

his; doating mistress cries, Sweet Poll ! the mimic
bird replies, a 1845 HOOD Batchelor's Dream iv, The
mother brought a pretty Poll. 1851 D. JKRROLD St. Giles

iv. 30 You've no more manners than a poll-parrot. 1861

SALA Dutch Pict. xv. 235 This one poll-parrot cry had been

taught him. 1886 Sat. Rev. 6 Mar. 347/1 Their mania for

seeing spies in poll-parrots.

Hence Poll-pa'rrot v. trans, and intr. PARROT
v. ; Poll-pa'rroty a., of or proper to a parrot.
a 1843 HOOD Hymeneal Retrospect. \. iv, A sort of Poll-

Parroty bill ! 1863 DICKENS Mut. Fr. ir. xii, Ain't you got

nothing to do but. .stand a Poll Parroting all night? Ibid.,

1 am willing to be silent for the purpose of hearing. But
don't Poll Parrot me.

Foil (pel), sl>- % '' Cainb, Univ. slang. Also pol.

[Traditionally explained as ad. Gr. oi iro\\oi the

many, the multitude.] The Poll: those students

who read for or obtain a '

pass
'

degree ;
the pass-

men. To go out in the Poll : to come out in the

list of those who take a pass degree, f Captain of
the Poll : formerly, the highest amongst those who

passed without honours.

[1791 in Bp. Wordsw. Sckolz Acad. (1877) 323 Poor Quiz
Carver is one of the oi TroAAru'.] 1831 DARWIN in Life <y

Lett. (1887) I. 183 You will see what a good place I have

got in the Poll. 1834 Oxf. Univ. Mag. I. 289 Those who
do not aspire to honours and in the vernacular of Cambridge
are styled the Poll (oi iroMoi). 1832 BRISTED Eng. Univ.

342 There are also many men every year contending
for the Captaincy of the Poll, some for the honor, such

as it is, others because it will help them to get Poll pupils
afterwards. 1889 W. A. WRIGHT FitzGcrald's Lett., etc. I.

2 FitzGerald . . modestly went out in the Poll in January
1830, after a period of suspense during which he was appre-
hensive of not passing at all.

b. Short for poll degree, poll examination.

1884 PAYN in Cornh. Mag. Apr. 370, I took my degree,
however a first-class

'

Poll
'

; which my good folks at home
believed to be an honourable distinction.

c. attrtb.and Comb.
,
as poll coach, degree, -man.

1837 B. D. WALSH Hist. Ace. Univ. Cambr. (ed. 2) 88 In

the examination for an ordinary, or Pol degree. ., the sub-

jects are very limited. 1848
' New Triposes' in C. Whibley

Cap $ Gown 228 Go, Pollmen 1 nay, ye needs must go ; for

so the Heads determine. 1865 L. STEPHEN Sketches Cam-
bridge 99 Next above schoolmasters in the scale of misery,
I should place what we call a '

poll coach '. 1888 BRYCE
Amer. Comniw. III. VI. cii. 446 Separation .. between pass
or poll men and honour men. Ibid. 448 The poll or pass

degrees of Cambridge or Oxford.

tFoll, polle, sbA 06s. exc. Hist. [Origin

unascertained.] A measure of land in Ireland, of

50 or 60 acres.

1607 DAVIES Lett. Earl Salisb. i. Tracts (1787) 223 They
reserved unto him a chief rent of ten shillings out of every

poll (being a portion containing three score acres or there-

abouts) in lieu of all Irish cuttings and exactions. 1689 R.

Cox Hist. Irel. I. Expl. Index, Polle of Land is fifty Acres.

Foil (p0"l), and sb$ Also 6-8 pole, 5-7
pol-. [Short lor paid, POLLED///, a.]

A. adj. 1. Polled or cut even at the edge (see

POLL v. 3) : applied to a legal writing or deed

executed by a single party, and therefore not

indented, as in DEED POLL, POLL DEED (q. v.),

writing pole.
'5*3- bee POLL DEED], 1388- [see DEED POLL]. 1596

BACON Max. ff Use Coin. Law i. (1635) 43 Such a lease

[a lease for years] may be made by writing Pole.

2. in Comb. a. in names of animals without

horns, as poll-sheep.
1773 G. WHITE Selborne, Let. to D. Harrington 9 Dec.,

As soon as you. .mount Beeding-hill, all the flocks..become

hornless, or, as they call them, poll-sheep.

t b. (Usually pol-.) In names of beardless

varieties of cereals, as polbarley, poll/ere, polwheat.
c 1440 Promp. Pant. 407/2 Polbere, corne, idem quod hasty-

bere, trimensis. 1574 '" Proc. Soc. Antiq. XIV. 234 All

manner of croppe 3erelie. .viz. wheel, rie,. .barley, ottes,

bigge, polbarley. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny I. 559 Pol-wheat

both red and white, yea and Barley also, is threshed and

driuen out of the husk vpon a floore.

B. sb. Short for poll-beast, -ox, -cow (see A. 2 a) ;

esp. one of a breed of hornless oxen.

1789 Trans. Soc. Arts VII. 73 The cattle are .. hardier

than the Galloway Poles, or the short-horned breed. 1876

Daily News 6 Dec. 2/2 [They] gather in admiring groups



POLL.

behind Tillyfour's big poll. 1880 Ibid. 7 Dec. 2/3 The first

prize in one of the classes for Scotch Polls.

Foil (p0"l), v. Forms : 4-5 pollen, 4-6 polle,

5- poll ; also 5-7 powle, 6 pol, 6-7 powl, poul(e,
poulle, poole, 6 pol, 7-8 pole. Pa. pple. (see
POLLED ///. a.}. [A nnmber of disconnected
derivatives of POLL sbj- in its various senses.

Branch I is the most difficult to account for,

since the expected primary sense would be to take,
not the hair, but the poll or head off : cf. HEAD
v. i. No corresponding vb. is recorded in the

cognate langs. which have the sb.J
I. 1. trans. To cut short the hair of (a person

or animal) ;
to crop, clip, shear ; also b. with the

head, hair, etc. as object. Obs. or arch.

1388 WYCLIF Gen. \\\. 14 Anoon at the comaundement of
the kyng thei polliden Joseph [1382 doddiden, L. toton-

dcnint\ led out of prisoun. c 1460 Towneley Myst. xil

155 Many shepe can she polle, bot oone had she ay. 1540
Rutland MSS. (1905) IV, 302 To Edmond Gresbroke,
barbar, for pollying my Lord Talbot. ., xxd. 1592 GREENE
Upst. Courtier D iij b, I come plain to be polde, and to
haue my beard cut. 1603 KNOLLES Hist, Turks (1621) 174
Polling and shaving him. 1650 BULWER Anthropomet. 56
He . . who being singular is Poled and closely Cut among
those who wear a Bush. 1688 R. HOLME Armoury HI. 128/2
Pole me, is cut my hair.

b. 13.- [see POLLED ppl.a. i]. 1x440 Jacob's Well 101
Sche pollyd here hevyd priuely, . .& in an Abbey, ferre thens,
sche was made a munke. 1557 NORTH Grtettara's Dia.ll Pr.
(1619) ***iij/2 The Romames were in Rome 454 yeares
without eyther powling or shaving the haires off the bearde
of anie man. 1572 R. H. tr. Lauaterus 1

Ghostes (1596) 59
Putting knives unto his head, and therewith polling off his
haires. 1609 HOLLAND Amm. MarcelL 192 Being com-
maunded to come and pole the Emperours head. 1737
WHISTON Josephus* Antiq. vn. xi. 3 David . . was in such
grief that he had not polled his head. 1841 D'!SRAELI
A wen. Lit, (1867) 62 They polled their crowns.

II. 2. To cut off the top of (a tree or plant) ; esp.
to top or head (a tree) at a few feet from the

ground that it may throw out branches ; to pollard ;

also, to lop the branches of.

1577 B. GOOGE HeresbacKs Husb. H. (1586) 105 Some trees
there are, which if you cutte and poule often, will fade and
die. 1597 GEKAKDE Herbal i. Ixxxvii. 2. 139 Ciues are.,
cut and polled often, as is the unset Leeke. 1768-74 TUCKKR
Lt. Nat. (1834) II. 91 We prune, and poll, and cut our
trees into unnatural shapes. 1818 KEATS Endym. i. 486
Again I'll poll The fair-grown yew tree, for a chosen bow,
1889 MORRIS in Mackail Life (1899) II. 221 There were
some beautiful willows, and now the idiot Parson has polled
them into wretched stumps.

b. transf. and _/*-.

1594 GREENE & LODGE Looking Glasse G.'s Wks. (Rtldg.)
139/2 When ministers powl the pride of common-weal. 1598
SYLVESTER Du Bartas \\, ii. n. Babylon 159 Powle the broad
Plains of their branchy glades. 1607 SHAKS. Cor. iv. v. 215
He will mowe all downe . . And leaue his passage poul'd.

fc. To cut off the head of an animal or thing ; to

behead: cf. HEAD v. i. Obs.
1602 CAREW Cornwall & Some [pilchards] are polled {that

is beheaded), gutted, splitted, powdred and dried in the
Sunne. ci6xi CHAPMAN fKadxvi. 112 Twas loues deed:
Who, as he pold off his darts heads ; so, sure he had decreed,
That all the counsels of their warre, he would polle off like it,

And gtue the Troians victorie. a 1661 FULLER Worthies^
Cornwall \. (1662) 194.

3. To cut even the edge of (a sheet, as in a deed
executed by one person). Cf. POLL a. I.

1628 COKK On Lite. 229 A Deed poll is that which is plaine
without any indenting, so called, because it is cut euen, or

polled. 1766 BLACKSTONE Comm. II. xx. 296 A deed made
by one party only is not indented, but polled or shaved quite
even. 1844 WILLIAMS Real Prop. (1875) 151.

4. To cut off the horns of (cattle). See POLLED
///. a. 2.

III. 5. fig. To plunder by or as by excessive

taxation; to pillage, rob, fleece, strip; to despoil
(a person or place) 0/

1

(anything), arch.
c 1489 CAXTON Blanchardyn xxxii. 1 19 Whiche were

wythin their enmyes tentes & pauyllions, whiche they
powlyd & brought doune. 1529 S. FISH Snpplic. Beggers
3 Subiectes. .that be after this facion yerely polled. 1551
ROBINSON tr. More** Utop. i. (1895) 46 Their tenauntes..
whom they polle and shaue to the quycke by reysing their
rentes. 1565 K, Daryus (Brandl) 775 He doth poule poore
men and lyueth by theyr sweat. 1634 CANNE Necess.
Scpar, (1849) J 58 Daily new devices to poll the poor priests
of their money. 1670 LASSELS Voy. Italy 1. 134 The people
here mow their hay three times a yeare, and I am affrayd
they are powled [ed. 1698 polled] as often with taxes. 1681
WHARTON Mutations, etc. Empires Wks. (1683) 139 When
the Prince doth too much Poll his Subjects with heavy
Tributes and Exactions. [1874 DIXON Two Queens IV.
XXL L 123 Men whom he had tolled and polled, .assailed
him m the public streets.]

ft>. absol. or intr. To practise extortion,
commit depredations. Obs.

1521-2 Cardnall Wolse 61 in Furniv. Balladsfr. MSS. I.

335 All prowde knavys full of dysdayne. And J?at Can bothe
polle shave. 1566 DRANT Horace Hi. B v, He, for to
lend to moe, Doth sheare, and shave and powle, and presse.
1613 Answ. Uncasing ofMachivlls fnstr. E iv, But if too

nerely thou dost pinch or poule, It may be burdensome
vnto thy soule.

to. Phr. To poll and pill'; see PILL v.i 9. Obs.
1545> etc. [see PILL v, 1

9]. 1575-85 ABP. SANDYS Serin.

(Parker Soc.) 287 Not to poll and pill, to extort and wring
out of the people what he could. 1650 CROMWELL Lett, fy

Sp.> Declar. Jan., Whom you have fleeced and polled and
peeled hitherto.

1640 MILTON Eikon, 160 To little purpose is it that we
loufd stand powling the reformed Churches, whether they

1078

f d. trans. To get by extortion or pillage. Obs.

1559 Mirr. Mag. t Mo^vbray*s Banishm. xxii, Myghty
summes whiche I had from hym polde.

IV. f 6. To pay as poll-tax. Obs. rare 1
.

1693 DRYDEN Juvenal in. (1697) 57 The Man that poll'd
but Twelve-pence for his Head.

V. f 7. To count heads ; to enumerate (persons,

etc.). Obs.

sh(

equalize in number those of his three kingdoms. 1703
MAUNDRELL yourti. Jems. (1732) 63;So prodigious a number
..as are said to have been poll'd in the Twelve Tribes at
one time. 1711 SHAFTESB. C/taract. (1737) I. 148 If they
can poll an indifferent number out of a mob.. to attest a

story of a witch upon a broomstick, . . they triumph in the
solid proof of their new prodigy.

8. To take the votes of, register the suffrages of;
in pass, to have one's vote taken, to record a vote.

1625 [see POLLING vbl.sb. 5]. 1679 WOOD Life 27 Feb.
(O. H. S.) II. 443 We were poled by two writers, without

swearing, in the Divinity School. 1679 Essex's Excell. 7
There were about 500 came to the Town on purpose to be
Polled for Collonel Mildmay and Honeywood. 1723 DK.
WHAKTON True Briton No. 9 I. 79 Whether some Hundreds
of Persons were not polled for Hopkins and_ Feast. 1858

i BRIGHT Sp, t Reform 10 Dec. (1876) 297 Would it be tolerated

j by the people of this country, if they were fairly polled ?

i 1867 Ibid. 20 June 403 That more excellent way of polling

by the Ballot, a 1888 W. PHILLIPS Speeches^ etc. 379 (Cent.),

|
I believe you might have polled the North, and had a

i response, three to one :

' Let the Union go to pieces, rather

J

than yield one inch '.

b. Of a candidate for election : To bring to the

poll as voters ;
to receive (so many votes).

1846 in WORCESTER. 1864 in WEBSTER. 1871 M. COLLINS
i Mrq. fy Merck. II. iii. 71 Don't poll your men. 1885 Daily

Tel. 26 Nov. (Cassell), His Liberal opponent polled two thou-
sand four hundred and eighty-six votes. 1892 GOLDW. SMITH
W, L. Garrison viii. 102 Birney polled just enough votes to
defeat Clay and throw the government directly into the
hands of Slavery.

9. intr. To vote at a poll ; to give one's vote.

1678 SIDNKY in S. Pagers (1746) I. 153 Many refused to

pole, and others would give no Voice. 1679 Essex's Excell.
8 Those that Polled against the Collonel. 1709 STEELE
Taller No. 73 P 15 All such that shall Poll for Sir Arthur
de Bradly, shall have one Chaldron of good Coals gratis.

1885 Act 48 Viet. c. 17 o (3) So that. .an equal number of
electors may.. poll in each district.

to. trans. To give or record (a vote).
1717 TICKELL Lady to Gentl.at Avignon Poems (1790) 189

Shall he .. pole for points of faith his trusty vote? 1858
GLADSTONE Homer III. 117 Votes were not polled in the

Olympus of Homer.
10. Comb. Po-11-groat, a.t that polls groats,

extortionate.

1888 MORRIS Dream J. Ball 15 The valiant tiler had
smitten a poll-groat bailiff to death with his lath-rending axe.

Hence Po'llable a., that can be polled; having
the right to have one's vote recorded.

1844 (title) List of Tollable Persons within the Shire of

Aberdeen, 1696. 1868 Contemp. Rev. IX. 83 Supposing all

votes to be pollable.

Poll, obs. erroneous f. POLE j obs. f. POOL sb. 1
;

var. POL Obs.

Pollack, pollock (p?'bk). Forms : (6 Sc.

podlok), 7- pollock, pollack. See also PODLER,
PODLEY. [Origin obscure : Gael, pollag^ Ir. polldg;

pull6g) seem to agree in form, but are applied to

fresh-water fishes, entirely different from this (see

POLLAN, POWAN) ;
Ger. and Du. pollack are from

Eng. The i6th c. Sc. was podlok (whence later

podlo', PODLEY, etc.). It does not appear which of

the two forms podlok and pollock was the original.]
A sea-fish of genus Pollachius, allied to the cod,

but having the lower jaw protruding ; comprising
several species used for food in Europe and America,

esp. the true or whiting pollack, P. pollachius, of

European seas, also called greenfishj lyfhe t
etc.

;

and the green pollack or COAL-FISH, P. virens

or carhonarius^ of the North Atlantic generally.
[1503 Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scot. II. 148 Item, to the men

that brocht podlokis to the King in the schip, ..xijd. 1535
in Exc. e Libris Dom. Jac. V (Bann. Cl.) 7 Grenbans,
podlokis, .. crunans.l 1603 CAREW Cornwall 32 Brets,

Turbets, Dories, . . Pollock, Mackrell, &c. a 1672 Rawlin
Pollack [see RAWLIN]. 1769 PENNANT Zool. III. 154 The
Pollack. .. During summer they are seen in great shoals

frolicking on the surface of the water. 1836 YARKELL
Brit. Fishes II. 172 The Pollack is much less abundant on
some parts of our coasts than the Coalfish. 1864 COUCH
Brit. Fishes III. 80. 1885 American X. 78 The pollack is

a large fish, often running up to twenty pounds or more.
1888 GQQ&e,'Amer. Fishes 354 The liver of the Pollock

yields a great quantity of oiL

fb. Applied to the Powan of Loch Lomond. Obs.

1817 AIKMAN tr. Buchanan's Hist. Scot. I. 28 One [fish] of

a peculiar species and very delicious flavour, which they call

the pollack \orig. i. xxiii. pollacas vocant].

f C. See quots. Obs.

1774 PENNANT Tour Scot, in 1772, 271 (Hebrides') See
several small whales, called here Pollacks. Ibid. 323 Whales,
pollacks, and porpesses.

d. as Comb, xooi Blackw. Mag. Sept 331/1 A couple of
hours pollock.fishing.
Hence Po'llacking vbl. sb.

y fishing for pollacks.
1821 Black. Mag. IX. 370 Going out pollocking with

some of the wild youngsters of the west. 1886 Globe 22 July
3/1 Equipped for an evening or morning's pollacking.

POLLARD.

t Foliage. Obs. Also 6 pollag. [app. f.

POLL v. + -AGE, after pillage, etc. ; but often asso-

ciated with the exaction ofpoll-money.] a. Kxtor-
tion or legalized robbery, b. Exaction of a poll-tax.
1538 BALE Brefc Comedy in Harl. Misc. (Malh.) I. 206 A

publicane I am
:
aod moch do lyve by pollage. 1545 BRINK -

LOW Contpl. xxiii. (1874) 55 Some wil say yes, his tributys,
and other pollagys, be taken from him. 1583 STVBBKsAttat,
Abits. II. (1882) 32 As though these pollages and pillages
were not ill enough. 1894 Pop. Sc. Monthly XU V. 299 In
Switzerland this pollage is still levied.

llPollam (pp'lam). East Ind. [ad. Telugu
palemu, Tamil pdlaiyam : cf. POLIGAK.] A feudal

estate or territory held by a poligar.
1783 BURKE Sp. Fox's E. India Bill Wks. IV. 79 There

was no pollam, or castle, which in the happy days of the
Carnatick was without some hoard of treasure. 1795
WYNCH in J. H. Nelson Madura iv. (1868) 15 Having
submitted the general remarks on the Pollams I shall, .observe
that in general the conduct of the Poligars is much better

than could be expected. 1798 WELLINGTON Sitppl. Desp.
(1858) I. 148 The polygars of the neighbouring polfams.

Pollail (pflan). Also 8 pullein, 8-9 pollen.

[Cf. Gael./o//a,Ir. pollog, putlog, ?f. Ir./W/inland
lake + -6g (-ag), -an, Celt, deriv. formatives.] A
species of fresh-water fish, Coregonus pollan, found
in the inland loughs of Ireland (I,. Neagh, Earne,

Derg, Corrib, etc.). It belongs to the same genus
as the Powan or Gwyniad, and the Vendace (with
both of which it has been mistakenly identified, as

by Pennant and R. C. Hoare).
1713 NEVILL Lougk-Neagk in Phil. Trans. XXVIII. 262

The English call them fresh Water Herrings, for want ol

another Name ; for Pollan is an Irish Name. 1796 MORSE
Atner. Geog. II. 177 (Ireland) The Pullein, or, as some call

it, the fresh-water herring. 1807 SIR R. C. HOARE Tout
Irel. 224 The pollen, which is the same as the firra of the

lake of Geneva. 1864 J. G. BERTRAM in l''ac. Tour 65 The
powan of Loch Lomond and the pollan of Lough Neagh are

not the same fish, but both belong to the Corregonl; the

powan is long and slender, while the pollan is an altogether
stouter fish. 1898 Daily News 15 Mar. 9/4 Notice that it

is illegal to buy, sell, or expose for sale, . . any fresh water
fish other than pollan, trout, char, and eels, between the

I5th day of March and the isth day of June, both inclusive.

tPollange. Obs. rare. [?a. OF. palange (i ^th
c. in Godef.) a lever for launching boats (in 131)1 c.

palanche, palangue a pole or yoke for carrying

buckets) = It. palanga, L. p(li)alanga carrying

pole, roller : see POLANCKE.] ? Some appliance
for lifting.

1373 in Riley Land. Mem. (1868) 369, 2 upties, 2 pollanges
. . 20 poleynes, 2 wyndyng poleys, 2 skeynes of poletwyne.

Pollankan, obs. form of PALANKKEN.

f Po'llantine. Obs. rare 1
. [Origin unknown.

Cf. POLLACK c.] 1 A porpoise.

1557-8 PHAER s&neid \. O iv, Onweldy whales. .And pol-

lantmes, and armies broade of scales, and dolphins blewe.

Pollarchy (p^lajki). rare. [f. Gr. iroK\-oi

in phr. oi iroAAoi the many, the multitude, after

monarchy, oligarchy, etc. : cf. POLYAKCHY.] The
rule of the multitude ; government by the mob.
1862 RUSSELL Diary North fy South II. 340 A contest.,

between those representing the oligarchical principle and
the pollarchy. 1881 E. PEACOCK in Academy 15 OcL 287

Pollaichy . . if used with circumspection would raise any
rural person.

t PO'llard, sb-1 Obs. exc. Hist. f.app. f. POLL
i.l + -AKD (in reference to its device, a head : cf.

the names crocard, rosary, leonine, eagle, etc. given
to other foreign coins).] One of various base coins

of foreign origin, current in England in the end of

the 1 3th c., as an equivalent of the penny ; in 1299
declared illegal.

1299 in Liber Custitniaruiti (Rolls) I. 187 Ordene est par
nous e nostre Counsaill, .. qe la mauveise moneie, qe horn

apele
'

crocard
'

e
'

pollard ',
e autre tele male moneie, ne

courge en nostre dit reiaume, auxi com ad fait cea en ariere.

1308^ Rolls o/Parlt. I. 273/2 A ly furent disaloue sur sun

ascunt LIV li de! polards, del temps qe ele pollard corust pur
une Esterlyng. a 1363 HIGDEN Polychronicon (Rolls) VI II.

288 Rex Edwardus damnavit subito monetam surreptitiam
et illegitimam quam pollardas, crocardos, rosarios nomina-

bant, qui paulatim et latenter loco sterlingorum irrepserant.

1387 TREVISA transl., Kyng Edward dampned sodeynliche
fals money |)at was slyliche i-broujt up : Men cleped be

money pollardes, crocardes and rosaries, and were putte forb

litel and Htel and priveliche in stede of sterlynges. First

bey made oon of hem worf> an half peny, and ban he fordede

hem all out. 1568 GRAFTON Chron. II. 182. 16012 FUL-

BECKE ist Pt. Parall. 41 If., the obligee refuseth the

money when it is tendered in pollardes, which afterward

are embased. 1605 CAMDEN Rem. (1636) 186 The same King
likewise called in certaine counterfeit pieces coyned by the

French called Pollards. 1716 M. DAVIES Atlun. Brit. III.

78 Forreign Coyns, and Counterfeit-Money, cry'd down, or

considerably loar'd by Edw. I by the Name of Pollards,

Pollards, Crockards, Scaldings, Brabants, Eagles, Leo-

nines [etc.].

Pollard (pp'liid), sb? (a.) Also 6 polerde,
6-8 -ard, 7 -ord. [In senses 1-3, prob. also in 4,

f. POLL v. + -ARD.]
I. 1. An animal of a kind naturally horned, as

an ox or stag, which has cast or lost its horns ; also,

an ox, sheep, or goat of a hornless variety.



POLLARD.

1546 Phnnpton Corr. (Ca
or tow, both rid & falow,

!amden) 251 Ye shall se a polard
se all our good coxs fight.

1611 BEAUM. & FL. PhUaster v. iv, 2 Cit. He has no horns,
sir, has he? Cap. No, sir, he's a pollard. 1623 COCKERAM,
Pollard, is a Stagge, or any other male Deere, hauing cast

his head. 1658 in PHILLIPS. 1736 BAILEY Househ. Diet.

304 The sort of goat without horns or such as are call'd

pollards, are much commended.
2. A tree which has been polled or cut back, at

some height above the ground, so as to produce
at that point a thick close growth of young
branches, forming a rounded head or mass.
1611 MS. Ace. St. John's Hosp.^ Canterb., For sa[w]ing

and cleving owt of polords vj'
1
. 1662 PETTY Taxes 44 The

same ill husbandry, as to make fuel of young saplings,
instead of dotards and pollards. 1796 Campaigns 1793-4 I.

n. ii. 103 Impenetrable hedge rows, composed of sturdy
pollards. 1816 SOUTHEY Poet's Pilgr. Waterloo i. xx, The
pollard that the Flemish painter loves. 1859 W. S. COLEMAN
Woodlands (1866) 89 Even the stunted pollard., is not with-

out its pictorial value.

Comb. 1885 G. ALLEN Babylon xxix, Long straight pollard-
lined roads.

f3. Short for pollard wheat : see B. i. Obs.

1573 TUSSER Husb. (1878) 49 White pollard or red, that so

richly is set, for land that is heauie is nest ye can get. 1616
SURFL. & MARKH. Country Faring 543 The next is small

Pollard, which loues an indifferent earth. 1688 R. HOLME
Armoury in. 268/2.

II. 4. Bran sifted from flour
; techn. a finer

grade of bran containing some flour; also, flour or

meal containing the finer bran. Cf. TOPPINGS.
1577 HARRISON England fi. vi. (1877) i. 154 The coarsest

of the bran (vsuallie called gurgeons or pollard). 1601 in

Househ. Ord. (1790) 291 The Serjeants of the pastry.. to
have for their fees all the pollard which comes of the meale.

1763 Museum Rust. \. Ixxi. 309, I feed my horse with the

chaff, and add but one eighth part of pollard. 1817-18
COBBETT Resid. U. S. (1822) 160 Will it be believed, in

another century, that the law-givers of a great nation

actually passed a law to compel people to eat pollard in

their bread,, .for the purpose of. . adding to the quantity of
bread in a time of scarcity? 1846 J. BAXTER Liar. Pract.

Agric. (ed. 4) II. 405 A bushel of wheat, .will yield, on
being ground, Of bread flour 47, fine pollard 4^, coarse

pollard 4, bran 2^, Loss of weight. .2; =60 Ibs.

B. attrib. or as adj.

1 1. Of wheat : Beardless, awnless. Obs.
JS23 FITZHERB. Husb. 34 Polerde wheate hath noo anis.

1577 15. GOOGE Heresbach's Husb. (1586) 26 b, We call it pold
or pollard, that hath no aanes upon the eares. a 1661 FULLER
Worthies^ Middlesex 189 The Mildew .. which sticketh
on notted or pollard Wheat. 1765 [see POLLED ppl. a. 4].

2. That is a pollard (tree) ; polled, lopped.
1669 WORLIDGE Syst. Agric. (1681) 108 These Pollard or

Shrowded Trees need no Fence to be maintained about
them. 1776 PENNANT Zool. (1812) I. 264 Grubbing up an
old pollard ash. 1815 M. BIRKBECK Journ. France 48 The
olive is a miserable looking tree, most like a pollard willow.

1831 LYTTON Godolphin xii, Grassy banks, over-grown with
the willow and pollard oak. 1880 SHORTHOUSE J. Inglesant
xxxiv. 487 The pollard firs upon the ramparts stood out

distinctly in fantastic forms.

b. transf. oryf^. Bald-headed.

1855 DICKENS Dorrit xxxi, Flecks of light in his flat vista
of pollard old men.

t Po'llard, sb$ Obs. [f. POLL sb* + -ARD :

from its large head, whence also the names testard,

chevin^ capita, etc.] A fish : the chub or chevin.

1585 HIGINS Junius' Nomencl. 65/2 Capito, ..cephalus
ftuuialis. Munier,..vilain,. .testard, a capitis magnitudine.
A Polard. 1611 COTGR., Munier, a miller. . ; also, a Pollard,
orCheuin (fish). 1706 in PHILLIPS. 1721 BAILEY, Pollardt

a Chevin or Chub-fish. 1736-61 in AINSWORTH Lat. Diet.

Pollard (pp'laad), v. [f. POLLARD $b?] trans.
To cut off the branches of (a tree), leaving only the
main trunk

;
to make a pollard of.

1670 EVELYN Syfoa xviii. i (ed. 2) 80 The Black Poplar
is frequently pollar'd when as big as ones arm, eight or nine
foot from the ground. 1707 MORTIMER Husb. (1721) II. 39
Those that are pollarded grow the most knotty and full of
Burs. 1887 MOLONEY Forestry IV. Afr. 420 In order to
obtain as large a yield of juice as possible the natives pollard
the trees when at a height often to twelve feet.

fig. 1836 HARE Guesses Ser. n. (1874) 75, I hate to see
trees pollarded or nations. 1858 W. JOHNSON lonica 62

They are pollarded by cares And give themselves religious
airs And grow not. 1839 G. MEREDITH R. Fevere/H.x. 185
Richard having been, as it were, pollarded by Destiny, was
now to grow up straight.

Hence Po'llarded ppl. a. (lift) jfe): Po'llard-

ing vbl. sb. (also attrib. as pollarding-knife}.

at lenst mutilated Trees. 1830 COLERIDGE Table-t. 15 June,
The pollarded man, the man with every faculty except the
reason. 1868 FREEMAN Norm. Cong. II. viiL 287 A tree
whose branches are cut off by the pollarding-knife.

Po-llardy, a. [f. POLLARD sb 4 + -Y.] Of the

nature of pollard or fine bran.

187* J. G. FENNELL in Taunt Map Thames 15/1 The bran
we get from the mill is either too coarse or too pollardy.

t Pollart. Obs. rare~ l
. [perh. the same word

as POLLARD, f. POLL, head.] One of the fanciful

names given in ME. to the hare.

1325 Names of Hare in Rel. Ant. I. 134 The fnattart,
the pollart, His hei nome is srewart.

Pollax, -axe, obs. forms of POLE-AX.

Pollayne, variant of PULLEN Ol>s. t poultry.
Poll-bill, [f. POLL(-MONEY), or POLL sbl +
BILL sb2 3.] A bill for levying a poll-tax.

1079

1641 in Rushw. Hist. Coll. m. (1692) I. 304 Sir Simon
d'Ewes his Speech concerning the Assessing of the Peers in
the Poll-Bill. 1666 MARVELL Corr. Wks. (Grosart) II. 191
Forain excise, home excise, a poll-bill.., have been all more
or lesse disputed. 1761-2 HUME Hist. Eng. (1806) IV. Ixiii.

680 Sums. .levied, .by a poll-bill and new assessments.

Poll-cat, obs. f. POLECAT. Polldavy, obs. f.

POLDAVY. Pollderon, obs. f. POULDRON.
Po'll deed. Now rare. [f. POLL a. + DEED.]
= DEED POLL.

1523 FITZHERB. Surv. 20 Estates made of free lande by
polle dede or dede indented. 1597 in Cal. Proc. Chanc.
Q. EHz. (1827) I. Introd. 146 As by the said pole deede,
and the chirographe of the said fine..yt doth and maye
appeare. 1627 HAKEWILL Apol. i. v. 47 The Pole-deede of
their evidence, is this. 1854 W. PKIKCE Princ. fy Polity
Wesleyan Methodists Index, Poll Deed [i.e. 'The Deed
of Declaration of the Reverend John Wesley ']. 1899 Daily
News 19 July 3/5 The President thought be would prepare
to some extent for the duties, so read the Poll Deed.

Polle, obs. form of POLE, POLL, PULL.

Polled (p^ld), a. [f. POLL sl>.\ + -ED 2.] (In
comb.) Having a poll or head of a specified form
or appearance, as curly-polled.
1795 Fate ofSedlcy I. 59, I would as soon marry a curly-

poled nymph from Otaheite.

Polled (p<Jld),///. a. Also 4 pollid, 6 poulde,
6-7 pold(e, 7 powled, poled, [f.

POLL v. + -ED!.]
1 1. Having the hair cut short

; shorn, shaven
;

also of the hair : cut off, clipped. Obs.

13.. K. Alls. 216 Neptanabus in theo way stod, With
pollid hed, and of his hod. 1388 WYCLIK yob i. 20 Thanne
loob roos, and to-rente hise clothis, and with pollid heed

[1382 hed shauen : I'ulg. tonso capite] he felde doun on the
erthe. 1555 EDEN Decades 299 Men of meane stature, with

roughe and thyck beard es and poulde heade. a 1586
SII>NEY Arcadia n. (1622) 187 These polled lockes of mine.
1650 BULWEK Antkropomet, viii. (1653) M4 I'1 tne Province

Cusco,. .are those Auriti or great Ear'd Men,., who alwaies

goe poled.
2. Hornless

; having shed or been deprived of

horns; of a hornless breed.

1607 TOPSELL Four-f. Beasts (1658) 490 The horned Beast
..is apter to fight then the pold Sheep, and also more
luxurious among the Ewes. 1758 R. BROWN Coinpl. Farmer
(1759) 32 The polled sheep (that is sheep without horns) are
reckoned the best breeders. 1835 KIRBY Hab. $ last. Aniin.
\. ii. 59 Some varieties of the common ox are polled. 1902
Times 13 Mar. 6/1 A herd of Red Polled cattle.

3. Of trees: Pollarded.
1611 CoTGR.s.v.FHstJe, Boisde/ustJe, branchlesse wood;

naked, or powled trees. 1882 Mrs. Raven's Tempt. I. 213
Standing behind a row of polled trees.

f 4. Of wheat : Awnless, not bearded. Obs. dial.

1765 Museum Rust. IV. IxiiL 285, I wish I had it in my
power to satisfy E. S. concerning the pollard wheat he
mentions ; but I can learn nothing of it, unless it is a bearded
great wheat, which, in Suffolk, they formerly let stand in

the field till the awns dropped off, and then they called it

poll'd wheat.

t5. Plundered, pillaged. Obs.

1538 ELYOT, Ci?w///(i//, polled byextorcion. 1532 HULOET,
Polled or brybed, compilatus, e.ractus.

\-Q. Polled deed = POLL DEED. Obs.

1706 PHILLIPS, Polled Deed. See Deed-poll.
7. Comb., as polled-headed adj.

1583 FOXE A. $ M. 1268/1 A man of talle stature, polled
headed, and on the same'a rounde Frenche cappe of the best.

Pollen (pp'len), sb. [a. L. pollen, -inem fine

flour, fine dust, in sense from mod.L. (Linn.).]

f 1. Fine flour or meal ; fine powder. Obs.

1523 LD. BERNERS Froiss. I. xvi. 18 As well of pollen, as of
other vitailes. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny xvm. x. I. 564 Wheat
flower called Pollen. 1620 VENNER Via Recta \. 17 Pollen
is the purest part of the meale, that is, the finest part of the
flower. 1730-6 BAILEY (folio), Pollen

t
..a. sort of fine bran.

2. Bot. The fine granular or powdery substance,

produced by and discharged from the anther of

a flower, constituting the male element destined

for the fertilization of the ovules.

[1751 LINNAEUS Philos. Bot. 56 Pollen est pulvis vegeta-
bilium appropriate Hquore madefactus.] 1760 J. \M?.Introd,
Bot. \. iv. (1765) 10 The Pollen, Meal, contained within the

Antherae, is a fine Dust secreted therein. 1792 J. E. SMITH
Eng. Bot. 43 Papaver hybridum . . flowers . . deep crimson,
or purplish, pollen bright blue. 1828 STARK Elem. Nat.
Hist. II. 355 Furnished with a tuft of hairs proper for .

collecting the pollen of flowers. 1881 LUBBOCK in Nature
\

XXIV. 404/2 He proved that flowers fertilised with pollen
from the other form yield more seed than if fertilised with

pollen of the same form.

3. Comb., as pollen-bearing, -covered, -devouring^

-dusted, -eating, -like adjs. ; pollen-baaket, a

hollow structure on the leg of a bee, adapted for

carrying pollen ;
= BASKET 7, CORBICULA (Syd.

Soc. Lex. 1895); pollen-brush, a set of hairs

forming a fringe on the pollen-basket ; pollen-
catarrh = pollen-fever (Syd. Soc. Lex.) ; pollen-

cell, (a) a cell which develops into a pollen-

grain, or forms part of one; () =
pollen-sac ; (c]

a cell in a honeycomb in which pollen is stored
;

pollen-chamber, the cavity in which the pollen
is deposited at the tip of the ovule in Gymno-
sperms ; pollen-fever = HAY-FEVER ; pollen-

grain, each of the grains of which pollen consists

(usually a single cell, sometimes two or more

united, of varying form and size in different plants,
and having two coats, the intine and extine] ;

POLLENIN.
'

pollen-granule, each of the ultimate granules
I contained in a pollen-grain; also = pollen-grain ;

pollen-mass = POLLINIUM; pollen-paste, a sub-

stance consisting of pollen mixed with a little

honey, made by bees for feeding their larvce (Syd.
Soc, Lex.) ; pollen-plate, a flat or hollow surface

fringed with hairs, occurring on the legs or body
of bees, used for carrying pollen (cf. pollen-basket')}

pollen-sac, each of the (usually four! cavities or

loculi of an anther, in which the pollen is con-
tained

; pollen-sporangium, a name for the

antheridium in club-mosses, which contains the

pollen-spores ; pollen-spore, a name for the micro-

spores in club-mosses, as analogous to pollen-

grains; pollen-tube, a tube formed by protrusion
of the intine of a pollen-grain when deposited
upon the stigma, which penetrates the style so

as to convey the fertilizing substance to the ovule.
1860 Chambers' Encycl. I. 799/1 (fice) Neither malts nor

queens have wax-pockets, nor have they 'pollen-baskets.
1900 CUNNINGHAM Sexual Dimorphism v. 261 In the hive
bee the *pollen-brush on the legs is wanting in the queen,
but present in the worker. 1857 HENFREY Elem. Bot, is ^28

Compound pollen-grains, consisting of a number of pollen-
cells permanently coherent. 1875 BENNETT & DYER Sacks'
Bot. 440 The four young pollen-cells are now freed by the

rapid absorption of the cell-wall which surround-; and
separates them. 1888 Chambers' Kncycl. II. 22/2 A pollen

-

cell is (frequently at least) sealed with honey, and over this

a thin cream-like pellicle is formed, which can be pushed
aside for the deposition of more honey. 1887 tr. Stras-

burgcr's Bot. 304 The nucellar apex is hollowed out in

order to receive the pollen-grains, giving rise to the so-called

^pollen-chamber. 1898 Ibid. \\. n. 438 [The ovules of Cycas]
are atropous, and provided ..with a cavity, the pollen-
chamber, in which the pollen-grains . . accumulate preparatory

! to fertilisation. 1859 DARWIN Orig, Spec. iv. (1860) 92
Carried . . by the *pollen-devouring insects from flower to
flower. 18830. ALLEN in Knowledge 8 June 336/2 "Pollen-

eating flies, weevils, and caterpillars. 1887 SIR A. CI.ARK in

Lancet n June 1169/1 The epithets of
*

hay fever
',

'

hay
asthma',

*

*pollen fever', 'rose cold', and *

peach cold'.

1835 HENSLOW Princ. Bot. 262 The inner membrane of
the 'pollen grain. 1872 OLIVER Elem. Bot. i. i. 8 The fine

powder is the pollen, and each of its globular cells is a

pollen-grain. 1835 HENSLOW Princ. Bot. 262 A sort of
rude sack, termed a 'pollen tube*,..contains a liquid, the
'
fovilla ', in which are dispersed a number of very minute

(

"pollen granules '. 1863 GROSART Small Sins 83, 1 brushed
off the fine *pollen-like powder of its wings 1847 W. E.
STEEI.E Field Bot. 166 Glands of the stalks of the 'pollen-
masses naked. 1899 Cambr. Nat. Hist. VI. 12 In the

species with "pollen plates, the pollen is made into a mass
of a clay-like consistence. 1875 BENNETT & DYER Sachs'
Bot. 426 The surrounding layers of tissue become developed
into the wall of the *pollen-sac. Ibid. 433. 1861 BENTLEY
Man. Bot. i. v. 375 The antheridia or *pollen-sporangia are
somewhat reniform, two-valved cases, .containing a large
number of small spores (microspores), in which sperma-
tozoids are ultimately produced. Ibid. 372 The antheridia
contain a number of small cells. ..These.. are sometimes
called "pollen-spores or small spores, while the large germi-
nating spore is called the ovulary-spore or large spore.

1835 "Pollen-tube [see pollen-granule]. 1875 HUXLEY &
MARTIN Elem. Biol. (1883) 71 A pollen grain deposited on
the stigma, sends out a hypha-Iike prolongation, the pollen
tube, which elongates, passes down the style, and eventually
reaches the micropyle of an ovule.

Hence Pollen v. trans.-, to convey pollen to, to

pollinate ;
to cover or sprinkle with pollen ;

Pol-
lened (-end) a.j containing pollen.
1877 LANIER Bee 42 He beareth starry stuff about his

wings To pollen thee and sting thee fertile. 1880 TENNYSON
Voy. Maeldune v, And we wallow 'd in beds of lilies ,. Till

each like a golden image was pollen'd from head to feet.

1895 A. AUSTIN in Blackw. Mag. Apr. 517 She made The
gold of the pollened palm to float On her budding bosom.

Pollen, variant of POLLAN, PULLEN.

Pollenarious, Pollenation, erron. ff. POLLIN-.

Pollency (p^lensi). rare. [ad. L. pollcntia

strength : see POLLENT.] Power, strength.

1623 COCKERAM, Pollencif) power. 1665-6 Phil. Trans.
I. 238 To determine readily what Pollency the Buble hath.

Pollenger (p^lend^i). dial. [?f. POLLING
vbl. sb. + -EK 1

,
or for earlier *polloger% f. POLLAGE

+ -EH, 1.] A pollard tree.

1573 TUSSER Husb. (1878) 78 Now lop for thy fewell old

pollenger growen \ed. 1557 the powlinges well grpwen].
1610 in Coke's Rep. (1738) xm. 67 Consuevit ad ejus libitum

amputare ramos omnimodarum arborum, called pollengers,
or husbords. 1738 transl. A custom . . to cut down and
take at their pleasure all manner of trees called pollengers
or husbords.

Polleniferous, erron. form of POLLTNIFEROUS.

fPo-llenin. Chem. Obs. [ad. F. polttnine, f.

POLLEN: see -IN 1
.]

A supposed peculiar sub-

stance obtained from pollen, and from the spores
of Lycopodium : see qnots.
1816 Thomson's Ann. Philos. VII. 49 The pollen, he

[Professor John] finds, always contains a peculiar substance,
which has hitherto been considered as albumen ; but to

which he has given the name of pollen in. 1819 J. G.
CHILDREN Chem. Anal. 293 Pollenin is obtained from the

pollen of the pinus sylvestris; it is yellow, and has neither

taste nor smell. 1895 Syd. Soc. Lex., Pollenin, name

incorrectly given to the combustible substance which forms

the residue after treatment of Lycopodium powder with

dilute alcoholic solution of potash. Lycopodium powder is

formed of spores, and is not composed of pollen.

Pollenize, etc. : see POLLINIZE, etc.



POLLENLESS. 1080 POLLINITJM.

Fo-lleiiless, a- [f. POLLEN + -LESS.] Desti-

tute of pollen.
1882 H. MULLKR in Nature XXV. 241/2 The anthers being

pollenless. 1888 HFNSLOW Orig. Floral Struct, xxv. 241
Their anthers become brownish and pollenless.

Pollent (pfrlent), a. rare. [ad. L. pollentem,

pr. pple. of pollere to be strong : cf. equipollent'.]

Powerful, strong.
1869 BROWNING Ring fy Bk. VIIT. 1193 An unimportant

sword and blunderbuss, Against a foe pollent in potency.

Poller (p0'l3.i). [f. POLL v. + -ER!.]
fl. A barber or hair-cutter. Obs.

1578 WHETSTONE Promos fy Cassandra v. iv, R. I know
him not, is he a deaft barber? G. O yea, why he is

Mistris Lamias powler. 1608 H. CLAPHAM Errotir Right
Hand 78 Bald-pated all, like to an holy Friar, That lately
had been in the Pollers hands. 1688 R. HOLME Armoury
in. 128/2 Poler^ an ancient term used for the cutter of hair.

b. One who polls trees (\Vebster, 1828).
t 2. A plunderer, spoiler, extortioner, despoiler.
1513 BRADSHAW St. Werburge \. 2401 True men myght

lyue without vexacyon ; Pollers, promoters, had no domy-
nacyon. 1514 BARCLAY Cyt. fy Uplondyshm. (Percy Soc.)

p. Hv, Porters poulers, & specially false takers On these. .

spare must thou none expence. 1607 HIRRON U'ks, I. 246
It was not enough for Zacheus, that, .hee was no poller or
robber of the poore. 1640 SIR J. CULPEPER in Rushw. Hist.
Coll. in. (1692) I. 33 A Nest of Wasps, or Swarm of Vermin,
.. the Monopolers and Polers of the People. 1674 [see
FILLER 1/3].

3. a. One who votes at an election; a voter.

b. One who registers voters (Webster, 1828).
1776 Chron. in Ann. Reg. 121/1 The total number of

pollers at this election. 1807 in Spirit Pith. Jrnls. XI. 58
Who'll come forward and now be my poller?

Pollerone, obs. form of POULDRON.

t Pollet, -ette. Obs. [app. aphetic form of

F. tpaulette (i6th c. espaulette) : see EPAULET.]
1. A small pouldron: = EPAULET 3.
a 1548 HALL Chron.

,
Hen. IV 12 One sorte had the vam-

brases the pacegardes the grandgardes, the poldren the pol-
lettes parted with golde and azure. 1846-60 FAIRHOLT
Costume Gloss, (ed. 2), Pollcts or EpaulletteS) were small

overlapping protections of plate for the shoulders.

f 2. ? (Something pertaining to chimes.) Obs.

1633-4 in Swayne Sarum Churcfnv. Ace. (1896) 317 A
pollett for y Chimes, 2d. 3 clackes and 3 pollettes for the

bigger bells, is.

Polleti^cjke, -tique, obs. forms of POLITIC.

Fo'll-e:vil. Also 7-8 pole-evil, [f. POLL 5/M

+ EVIL sb. 7 a.] An inflamed or ulcerous sore

between the ligament of the neck of a horse and
the atlas or first bone of the neck.

1607 TOPSELL Four-/. Beasts (1658) 280 The Poll evill. .is

a disease like a Fistula growing betwixt the ears [of a horse]
and the poll or nape of the neck. 1683 Land. Gaz.
No. 1883/4 She hath the Pole-Evil, and there are white

Spots in the place. 1741 Compl. Fain. -Piece in. 451 To
cure the Poll-Evil, and swell'd Neck from bleeding. 1755
Pennsylvania Gaz. 14 Aug. 3/2 They took with them a large

bay horse, that has the pole-evil. 1831 YOUATT Horse 153
Now comes the whole art of treating the poll-evil.

!l Follex (pp'leks). Anat. PI. pollices (-is/z).

[Lat.,
= thumb, also great toe.] The innermost

digit of the fore limb in air-breathing vertebrates
;

in man, etc., the thumb. Sometimes used to in-

clude the corresponding digit of the hind limb

(the great toe), distinctively called HALLUX.
1835-6 Todds CycL Anat. I. 571/2 The pollex in the

great whale has two bones. 1854 OWEN Skel. fy Teeth in

Orrs Circ. Sc. \. Org. Nat. 231 The pollex, or the first

digit, exceeds the third.. in length. 187* MIVART Elem.
Anat. iv. (1873) 174 When a digit is wanting it is generally
the pollex, as in spider monkeys.

Polley, obs. form of PULLET.

Pollical (pf'likal), a. Anat. [f. L. pollext

polUc-em (see POLLEX) + -AL.] Of or pertaining to

the pollex or thumb, as, poIliea! muscles.

1890 in Cent. Diet.

Po-llicar, a. [ad. L. pollicaris, f. pollex thumb.]
fl. (See quot.) Obs. rare~.
1656 BLOUNT Glosspgr., Pollicar, of or belonging to a

thumb or toe ; of an inch in length or breadth.

2. Anat. = PULLIOAL.

[1656: see i.] 1893 Syd. Soc. Lex.
t P\otticar\ artery^ a

syn. for the A rteria princeps pollicis.

Pollicate (pflik/t), a. Zool. [f. L. follex,

pollic-em (see POLLEX) + -ATE 2
.] Having thumbs

;

belonging to the obsolete order Pollicata, including
the Quadrumana and most Marsupials, with an

opposable digit or thumb on each limb.

1890 in Cent. Diet. 1895 Syd. Soc. Lex., Pollicate, possess-
ing Pollices.

Pollicate, dial, variant of POLLICATE.

Pollioe, Pollioie, -cy, obs. ff. POLICE, POLICY.

t Polli-citate, v. Obs. rare- 1
,

[f. L. polli-

dta/-, ppl. stem of pollidtdrl, freq. of polliclr'i to

promise : see -ATE 3.] trans. To promise.
1657 TOMLINSON Renou's Disp. 294 It evacuates blood and

polhcitates many more commodities. [1657 Physical Diet.,

Pollicitates, promises, assures, warrants.]

Pollicitation (pfrtisit^'-Jan). [ad. L. pollici-

tatio-nem, vbl. sb. of pollicitari to promise : see

prec. and -ATION. So K. follicilation ( I pth c. in

Godefroy).] The action of promising; a promise ;

a document conveying a promise ; spec, in Civil

Law, a promise not yet formally accepted, and
therefore in certain cases revocable.

1528 GARDINER in Pocock Rec. Kef. I. li. 133 As yet the

pope's holiness hath not required the king's potlicitation.
< tSSS HAKPSFIELD Divorce Hen. VIII (Camden) 182 His
promise and pollicitation passed upon the same. 1602 F.
HERING Anat. 14 Vaunting Pollicitations of binding Beares,
and moouing Mountaines. 1715 BURNET Hist. Ref. ill. u.

41 These are in the Promise, or Pollicitation, which I do now
publish. 1726 FIDDES H7olsey I. 433 His Holiness, .signed
a Pollicitation, whereby he obliged himself to confirm the
sentence. 1875 POSTE Gaius in. Comm. (ed. 2) 360 Pollicita-

tion is the offer of the one party before it is accepted by the

other. 1894 MRS. HOPE ist Divorce Hen. V'HI 121 They
were to try to get a '

policitation ',
or promise, from the

Pope that he would not remove the cause to Rome.
Pollinar (pp-linai), a. rare-", [ad. L. polli-

ndris of or belonging to fine flour : see POLLEN.]
= POLLINOSE.

1858 MAYNE Expos. Lex., Pollinaris, applied to a surface

..covered with a very fine dust resembling pollen : pollinar.

t Pollina-rious, a. Obs. rare-". In igth c.

Diets, erron. pollen-, [f. L. pollinarius of or

belonging to fine flour (see POLLEN) + -OTJS.]

1656 HLOUNT Glvssogr., Pollinarious .., pertaining to fine

flower or meal. 1830 MAUNDER Diet., Pollenarioits, con-

sisting of meal.

II Follinarium (pfline-riom). Sol. PI. -ia.

[mod.L., f. as next, after ovarium ovary, etc.] a.

In phanerogams, = POLLINICM. b. In cryptogams,
= CYSTIDIUM 2.

1881 BF.NTHAM in Jrnl. Linn. Sue. XVIII. 301 His repre-
sentation of the pollinarium of Monomfria. 1895 Syd. Soc.

Lex., Pollinarinin, one of the organs of which several are

present on the hyincniittn of certain Fungi, and which some
observers consider to be male organs.

Pollinary (pflinari), a. Bot. [f. L. fallen,

follin-, in mod. Bot. L. = POLLEN 2 + -ARY!.]
Of or pertaining to pollen ; concerned in the pro-
duction of pollen.
1881 BENTIIAM in Jrnl. Linn. Soc. XVIII. 285 The con-

fusion occasioned by the term \caitdicle\ having been applied
to three very different parts of the pollinary system.

Pollinate (w'Uiwit), v. Bot. [f. as prec. -t-

-ATE :!

.]
trans. To besprinkle with pollen or shed

pollen upon (the stigma, or the nucleus of the

ovule in Gymnosperms) in order to fertilization.

1875 BENNETT & DYER Sachs' Bot. 813 In protogynous
flowers, .the stigma has already been pollinated by foreign

pollen or has even withered up and fallen off. Ibid., While
the insect is moving about .., its back laden with pollen
comes into contact with the stigmatic surface and pol-
linates it.

Pollination (pplin^-Jan). Bot. [(.
as prec. -t-

-ATioN.J The action of pollinating ; deposition of

pollen in order to fertilization.

1875 BENNETT & DYER Stubs' Bot. 429 A considerable

time, occasionally even months, often elapses between pol-
lination and fertilisation ; but commonly only a few days
or hours. 1882 Nature XXVI. 307/1 The insects which visit

particular species and assist in their pollination.

f Polli'nctor. Obs. [a. L. follinctor, agent-n.
from pollingere to wash (a corpse) and prepare
it for the funeral pile.] One who prepared a dead

body for burning or embalming, by washing,

anointing, etc.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ef>. vii. xix. 384 What is

delivered by Herodotus concerning the ^Egyptian Pol-

linctors, or such as annointed the dead. 1664 EVELYN

Sylva (1776) 315 One of the greatest secrets used by our

pollinctors
and mountebanks who pretend to this embalm-

ing mystery. 1705 Phil. Trans. XXV. 2107 An Embalmer
or Surgeon ; a Pollinctor or Apothecary.
So f Polli-nctnre Ol>s. [ad. L. pollrnctura\, the

washing, anointing, etc. of a dead body, in pre-

paration for burning or burial. (In first quot.yzf.)
16.. Inscription on brass in Tredington Churchyard,

Praises on tombs are but a pollincture. 1656 in BLOUNT

Cilossogr. 1695 J. EDWARDS Perfect. Script. 188 [He] had
skill to dissect bodies in order to their pollincture.

Polling (pOT'lin), vbl. sb.
[f.

POLL v. + -ING 1.]

The action of the verb POLL, in various senses.

I. f 1. The cutting of hair
; shearing, clipping,

cropping. Obs.

1439 Lift. Red Kk. Bristol (1900) 153 That no Craftesman
. .do not ocupye his seid Crafte inschavyng nor polling, .in

non Sonday. 1583 ABP. SANDYS Sernt. (Parker Soc.) 325 It

cost him [Samson] a polling, wherein stood his strength.
a 1653 GOUGE Comm. Heb. xL 32 Had not man sinned, his

hair would have had no need of polling.

2. The cutting off of the top of a tree.

1626 BACON Sylva 58 The oft cutting, or Polling of

Hedges, Trees, and Herbs, doth conduce much to their

Lasting. Ibid. 424 The Fowling and Cutting of the Top,
maketh them grow spread and bushy.

f3. Plundering, extortion, spoliation, pillage,

robbery; an instance of this. 1'olling and pilling :

see PILLING vbl. sb. i b. Obs.

1513 BRADSHAW St. Werburge \\. 159 Extorcion, pollynge

opteyned no grace. 1544 \VRIOTHESLEY Chron. (Camden) I.

150 For misusinge of the Kinges commission and powelinge
of his subjectes. 1547-1661 [see PILLING vbl.sb. I b]. 1581

J. DELI. Haddon's AIIS-M. Osor. 402 b, To prevent this pelt-

yng powlyng of the Proctours. 1583 STURBKS Anat. A bus.

II. (1882) 31 Polling, pilling and shnuing of his poore tenants.

1651 WELDON Crt. Jas. I, etc. 205 The High-Commission
Court . . in which all Pollings and tyrannizing* over our

Estates and Consciences were practised. "665 MANLEY
liriitius' Low C. \Varres 302 The unexpected Charges of

the War, though oftentimes under that pretence, are hiddei
all manner of Deceit and Polling.

1 4. concr. pi. The results or proceeds of pollinj

(in various senses) : see quots. Obs.

1557 TUSSER 100 Points Huso. Ixvi, Then lop for th;

fewel, the powltnges well growen. 1585 HIGINS Juniiti
Nomenclator 167/1 A Barbars towell,..for the cuttings o

pollings of the haire to fall vpon. 1675 tr. Cartidens Hisl
Eliz. IV. (1688) 440 Crammed with the Spoils and Polling
of the poorer sort. 1835 C. W. STOCKF.R Juvenal 57 nott
The wealthier Romans, on arriving at manhood, dedicate)

the first shavings of their beard and pollings of their hair t
some deity.

II. 5. The registering or casting of votes.

1625 in Commons Debates (Camden) 45 The pollinge wouli

last three days. 1697 DAMPIER Voy. round World Introd

(1699) 5 Which Party soever should upon Polling appea
to have the Majority, they should keep the Ship. 175
TOLDKKVY Hist. 2 Orphans I. 67 Ky keeping the estate n

his hands, tho' mortgaged. ., he preserved his right of polini
at an election for the county. 1839 M ('CULLOCH Ace. Bri>

Kmpire II. 100 Such polling is to continue for two day
only, being successive days, for seven hours on the first da}
and eight hours on the second day of polling. 1883 Mancl
Exam. 24 Oct. 4/6 The polling in the election of nin

members of the . . School Board.

III. 6. atlrib. and Comb, f a. in sense 3 ; to

in sense 5, as polling-agent, -book, -booth, -clerk

-day, -district, -place, -station.

a- 1557 STAFFORD Procla-in. in Strype Eccl. Mem. (1721
III. App. Ixxi. 262 This whole realme of Englande shall, .b

delyvered from all suche powling paymentes, as the quen
dothe daylye geve to Spanyardes. 1581 J. BELL Haddori
Atisw. Osor. 404 Peradventure these fellowes are to muc
ashamed of theyr powlyng pranckes, and . . can render n

reasonable excuse for their bribery and pilladge. 161

WITHER Abuses Stript I. viii, What Rascall poling sute

doe they devise, To adde new Summes unto their Treasurie:

b. 1831 Act 2 Will. IV, c. 45 70 In case the Proceeding
shall be so interrupted or obstructed at any particula

Polling Place or Places. 1851 DICKENS Bleak Ho. xl, Awa
to hustings and polling-booths. 1863 H. Cox Instil, i.

yii

113 The vote is given vivA voce, and entered in a polling

book by the polling-clerk. Ibid., Not more than a limits

number of voters may be polled at each polling-place. 188

OGILVIE (Annandale), Polling-sheriff, in Scotland, the pr<

siding officer at a polling-station.

Foiling (po'i'lirj), ///. a. [f. POLL v. + -ING 2
.

That polls ; final plunders ; exlortionale, exacting

cheating (o/>s.). See also PILLING //)/. a.

1540 Si. Papers Hen. VIII, VIII. 234 This [Valencien!

ys waxed the derest and pollyngst town of the world)

1562 J. HEVWOOD Prov. <V Epigr. (1867) 147 Would thai

wife [the ale-wife] play the poulyng queane: Yet measur
will not lie. i6ia BACJON Ess. , Judicature, Amongst the briei

and brambles of catching and poling Clearkes and Minister:

t Polling -penny, -pence,/"'. Obs. [f.
POLL

ING vbl. sb. + PENNY, PENCE.] Money paid o

exacled as poll-lax ; hence, esp. in//., a poll-lax

1555 BRADFORD Supplic. Q. Eliz. F ij, Wil englishmen .

suffer to be poled and pilled moste miserably, in payeng cor

tinually suche polingpence, and intollerable tollages? 155

Trout. Raigne K. John (1611) 42 Neuer an Italian priei

of them all, shall eyther haue tythe, tole, or polling penn
out of England. 1592 GREENE Ufst. Courtier Cjb, Ye

rather than thy brauery should faile begge powling penc
for the verye smoke that corns out of poore mens chimnie:

1607 MARKHAM Caval. in. (1617) 35 To get vnhonest pollin

pence to their owne purses.

PolliniC (Rfli'nik), a - B"1- [*
^"PHen ,

->-e>'

+ -1C.] Pertaining lo, consisting of, or containin:

pollen. Pollinic chamber - pollen-chamber ; pot

linic mass - pollen-mass : see POLLEN 3. Als

Polli uical a.

1856 MAYNE Expos. Lex., Pottinicus. . L. C. Richard term

(1892) 438 A sort of depression at the summit of the endc

sperm, which has been called 'the pollinic chamber.

PolliniferOTIS (pflini-feras),
a. Also erron

pollen-, [f.
as prec. + -[I]FEEOUS.]

1. Hot. Bearing or producing pollen.

1830 LINDLEY Nat. Syst. Bot. 249 The male flowers cor

sist of a peltate scale, around which are arranged severs

polliniferous cavities. 1881 Card. Chron. XVI. 727 Th

polliniferous portion of the anther consists of a single sac.

11 2. Entom. = next, (erron.)
1866 W. E. SHUCKARD Brit. Bees 20 A bee without poll

niferous organs cannot collect pollen.

PollinigerOUS (-i'dseres), a. Entom. [f. a

prec. + -[ijGEROOS.] Carrying, or adapled fo

carrying, pollen.
1819 G. SAMOUELLE Enlomol. Compend. 272 Hinder fee

not pollinigerous. 1866 W. E. SHUCKARD Brit. Bees 10

Pollinigerousandhoney-collectingorgans. 1805 K. SAUNDER

Brit. Hymenoptera Aculeata 303 Pollinigerous hairs eithe

on the tibiae., or on the ventral surface of the abdomen.

II Polliiiium (ppli-niom). Bot. PI. -ia. [moc

L., {.pollen, pollin-, POLLEN 2 + -turn as in ant/ten

dium,archego>m(m,t\.c.~} Acoherenl mass of pollen

grains in each cavily of the anlher, characteristi

of Ihe Orchidacex and Asclepiadacex.
1862 DARWIN Orchids Introd. 5 The pollen-masses, wit

their caudicles and other appendages, are called the Pollini;

1863 in Life f, Lett. (1887) III. 264 He has actual!

seen crowds of bees flying round Catasetum, with th

pollinia sticking to their backs. 1875 BKNNF.TT & DVE
Sac/is' Sot. 488 Contrivances by means of which insects .

extract from the pollen-sac the pollinia or the masses t

pollen which are glued together.



POLIiINIVOROUS.

Pollini'VOrous, (erron. pollen-.) [f. as

prec. + L. -vor-us devouring + -ous.] Devouring
or feeding on pollen.
1836-9 Todtfs Cyd. Anat. II. 897/2 In some of the

pollenivorous
. .genera, .the clypeus posterior seems to have

become entirely obliterated.

Po-llinize, pollenize, z/. [f.
L. pollen, polhn-

(ordirectly f. POLLEN) + -IZE.] trans.= POLLINATE.

So Polliniza-tion (-en-)
= POLLINATION.

18.. Nature (O.), No flower gave a fruit without having
Its stigmata pollenized by crossing. 1878 T. MEKHAN
Flowers <$ Ferns U. S. I. 59 The

pistil
has been fully

developed and is ready for pollenization. 1896 HENSLOW
Wild Flowers 167 A very similar method of pollinization

will be seen in the enchanter's nightshade.

II Follinodium (p^linJu'diymX Bot, [mod.L,,
f. as prec. + -odium

\
see -ODE.] The antheridium

or male reproductive organ in ascomycetotis fungi,

which grows close to the ascogonium or female

organ of the same plant, and in fertilization unites

with it directly or by an outgrowth. Hence
Follino'dial a., pertaining to or of the nature of

a pollinodium.
1875 DENNETT & DYER Sacks' Bot. 258 From the lowest

coil of the ascogonium two slender branches now shoot

out. .; one of these developes more quickly. .. This branch

is the Antheridium (Pollinodium of De Bary). i88a VINES
Sachs' Bot. 311 Thecarpogoniaand pollinodia are developed

together at the points at which the mycelial filaments cross

one another.. .They are both small lateral branches, 1886

in Encycl. Brit. XX. 428/2 In some plants, .which have

pollinodial antheridia, self-fertilization alone is possible.

Pollinoid Jiylinoid), Bot.
[f.

as prec. + -OID.]

Each of the (non-motile) male fertilizing cells of

certain Cryptogams, as the red seaweeds, and the

ascomycetous fungi.
189* Chambers' Encycl. IX. 289/1 (Seaweed$\ The male

organs [of Dictyotaceae] produce non-motile fertilising cells

resembling the pollinoids of the Rhodophyceae.
Polliiiose (pp'lin0s), #. Entom, [ad. mod.L.

poUinds-ttSt f. as prec. : see -OSE.] (See quot.)
1826 KIRBY & SP. Entomol. IV. xlvi. 275 Pollinose..

Covered with a loose mealy and often yellow powder resem-

bling the pollen of flowers.

Pollipode, obs. f. POLYPOD. Pollish(e, obs. ff.

POLISH v. Pollitickfe, etc., obs. ff. POLITIC.

Pollity, obs. f. POLITY 1
; var. POLITY 2 Obs.

Folliwog, pollywog (pp'liw^g). dial, and

/. S. Forms: a. 5 polwygle, 7 porwig(g)le,

9 porriwiggle, purwiggy. 0. 6 polwigge, 7

polewigge, po(o)lwig, 9 polliwig, polly-wig,

polliwog, pollywog. [ME. polwygle^ f. POLLJ^.I

+ WIGGLE v. The forms polwig, etc., are either

shortened from polwygle, or formed with the dial.

wig vb. to wag.] A tadpole.
a. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 408/1 Polwygle, wyrme. 1646

SIR T. BROWNE Pseitd. Ep. 329 The spawne is white, con-

tracting by degrees a blacknesse, answerable ..unto the

porwigle or Tadpole, that is, that animall which first pro-
ceedeth from it. a 1825 FOKBY Voc. E. Anglia, Punviggy^
a tadpole. 1855 ROBINSON Whitby Gloss.

t Porriwiggles,
tadpoles and other tortuous animalcula in water.

ft. 1592 NASHE 4 Lett. Confut. (1593) 63 Thou hast a

Jrety
polwigge sparrows taile peake. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny

. 265 Some little mites of blackish flesh, which they call

Tadpoles or Polwigs. a 1825 FORBY Voc. E. Anglia, Polli-

ivigs. 1835-40 HALIBURTON Clockm. (1862) 321 Little ponds
..nothing but pollywogs, tadpoles, and minims in them.
1862 LOWELL Biglow P. Ser. n. 80 * Lord knows ', protest
the polliwogs,

' We're anxious to be grown-up frogs'. 1892

Working Men's Coll. Jrnl. Oct. 124 In this pond dwells

the pollywog, loggerhead, or tadpole.
b. U* S. As a political nickname.

1854 L. OLIPHANT Episodes (1887) 47 Filibusters, polly-

wogs, and a host of other nicknames. 1864 SALA in Daily
Tel. 27 Sept., 'The slimy machinations of the pollywog poli-
ticians have usurped the government of our city ', said Poer.

t Poll-money (pJu-limz^ni). Obs.
[f.

POLL
sb. 1 + MONEY s&.] Money levied, exacted, or paid,
at a fixed rate per head for every person, or (quot.

ai6i8) for every head of cattle; capitation; poll-tax.
1526 TINDALE Matt. xvii. 24 They that were wont to

gadre poll money, cam to Peter. Ibid. 25 Of whome do the

kynges off the erth take tribute or poll money? a 1618
RALEIGH Prerog. Parl. (1665) 54 By reason of the trouble-
some gathering of the polemony upon sheep, .. this act of

subsidy was repealed. 1638 DRUMM. OF HAWTH. Irene
Wks. (1711) 169 To be slaves to your fellow-subjects, pay
them intolerable taxes, loans, pole-monies, and odious excises.

1662 PETTY Taxes vii. Tracts (1769) 50 Poll-money is a tax

upon the persons of men, either upon all simply and in-

differently, or else according to some known title or mark
of distinction upon each. Ibid., The poll-monies which have
been levied of late, have been wonderfully confused. 1667
PEPYS Diary 5 Apr., This morning come to me the Collectors
for my Poll-money. . . I paid for my title as Esquire and place

', and servants anof Clerk of Acts, and my head and wife's,
their wages, ,40 17$. 1692 WOOD Life (

Apr. 8 [Paid] pol-money \li. is., to carry on a vigorous war
their wages, ,40 17$. 1692 WOOD Life (O.K. S.) III. 386
Apr. 8 [Paid] pol-money \li. is., to carry on a vig
against the French king.. .April 13 .. paid 21$. for a gent.
and my pole .. whereas the fellowes of houses .. pay but
their pole is. a very heavy and unjust tax. 1737-41
CHAMBERS Cyd.* Poll-money^ or capitation^ a tax imposed
..either on all indifferently, or according to some known
mark of distinction, as quality, calling, etc. . . Thus, by the
statute 18 Car. II every subject .. was assessed . . according
to his degree ; every duke jool. marquis Sol. baronet 30!.

knight 20!. esquire lol. etc. and every single private person
iad. 17^6 MORSE Amer.Geog. 11.28 Paper, corporations,
land, houses, and poll-money, also raise a considerable sum.
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Pollock : see POLLACK.

Poll-tax (p*'l|Uek). [f. POLL sbl + TAX rf.]

A tax levied on every person ; a capitation or

head-tax. A later name for POLL-MONEY.
1694 MOLESWORTH Account ofDenmark in Here is com-

monly one Poll-tax at least every year. 1726 SHELVOCKF.

Voy. round World 462 The Dutch, .exact from all the men
a Poll-Tax of a dollar a month. 1794 SOUTHEY Wat Tyler
n. iii, Why is this ruinous poll-tax imposed, But to support

your court's extravagance? 1825 JKFFERSON A^itobiog. %
Writ, Wks. 1859 I. 29 The practice of the Southern colonies

has always been to make every farmer pay poll taxes upon
all his laborers, whether they be black or white. 1866

ROGERS Agric. ff Prices I. iv. 84 The limit of age in the

first poll-tax was sixteen, in the second fifteen, years.

t Pollu-cible, a. Obs. rare~". [a.A.'L.pollfici-

bilis sumptuous, f. pollfuere to offer as a sacrifice.]

1623 COCKERAM, PolluciUc, gay, sumptuous.
Po llucite. Min. [orig. named Pollux (Breit-

haupt, 1846), being associated with Castor or

CASTORITE.] Silicate of aluminium and csesium,

found in brilliant transparent colourless crystals.

[1847 Amer. Jrnl. Sc. Ser. II. III. 430 Pollux resembles

castor in crystallographic and physical characteristics.]

1868 DA-JA Min. (ed. 5) 249 Pollucite. 1896 Amer. Jrtil.

Sc. Ser. IV. I. 458 Pollucite is not very abundant.

Pollutant (prfli/7-tant). rare. [f.
POLLUTED. +

-ANT 1.] A polluting agent or medium.
1892 Pall Alall G. 22 Dec. 6/2 Waste acid as a pollutant.

Pollute ip;<li't), ///. a. O/'S. exc./0(tf. [ad. L.

pollfit-iis denied, pa. pple. of pollucre (see next).]
= POLLUTED///, a. (Originally as pa. pple.)
c 1374 CHAUCEK Boeth. i. pr. iv. 12 (Camb. MS.) pat 1 hadde

polut and defowled my conscience with sacrilege, c 1380
WVCLIF Serm. Sel. Wks. II. 181 Tyme in his owne kynde
may neber be holy ne pollut. c 1425 WYXTOUN Croii.

y.
ix. 1663 A woman ban of pollute fayme, pat callit Melancia
was be nayme. 1513 ]>RADSHAW St. Werbitrgc i. 3473
Lest the . . wiked myscrcauntes With pollute liandes..

Shulde louche her body. 1629 MILTON Xativity 41 And
on her naked shame, Pollute with sinfull blame, The Saintly
Vail of Maiden white to throw. 1830 \V. PHILLIPS Mt.
Sinai in. 327 With moral leprosy pollute of heart, And
dead to righteousness. Ibid. iv. 150 The people, .drank
The wave pollute.

Pollute (ppl''t), v. Also 4-7 polute, 5

polewt. [f. L. pollfit-, ppl. stem of polluere to

soil, defile, f. *por (
= pro} forth + liters to wash.]

1. trans. To render ceremonially or morally im-

pure ;
to impair, violate, or destroy the purity or

sanctity of; to profane, desecrate ;
to sully, cornipt.

[1:1374: see POLLUTE ppl. a.] 1382 WVCLIF Lev. xxi. fi

Holi the! shulen be to her God, and thei shulen not polute

(1388 defoule, Vulg. polluent] his name. 1400 Apol.
Loll. 36 Wi}> swilk cursidnes f>ei polewt Jw hous. 1582
STANYHURST &iieis n. (Arb.) 66, I may not, I dare not

pollute Gods heaunlye, with handling. 1633 PRVXXE
Histrio-M. I. ill. iii. 92 Grosse abominations.. the very
relation of which is sufficient to pojlute

the eares that heare

them, the common aire that receives them. 1788 GIBBON
Decl. ^ F. xl. (1869) II. 466 Churches and altars were polluted

by atrocious murders. 1857 BUCKLE Civilis. I. viii. 526 The
clergy.. urging him to exterminate the heretics, whose pre-
sence they thought polluted France.

2. To make physically impure, foul, or filthy ;

to dirty, stain, taint, befoul.

a 1548 HALL CAron., Edw. 7^223 Thei. .with their proper
bloud, embrued and polluted

their awne handes. 1585
T. WASHINGTOX tr. Nicholay's I'oy. iv. ii. 115 No drop of

the bloud should fall into the water, least the same shuld

therby be polluted. 1636 EARL MOXM. tr. Boccalinis Advts.

fr. Parnass. i. xxxv. (1674) 42 Cicero's divine and painfull
labours . . were polluted by flies and moths in every Book-
binders shop. 1719 POPE Iliad xix. 30 Shall flies and worms
obscene pollute the dead? 1860-1 FLOR. NIGHTINGALE

Nursing 20 Within the last few years, a large part of

London was in the daily habit of using water polluted

by the drainage of its sewers and water-closets.

fb. pa. pple. Marked as if stained. Obs. rare.

1658 ROWLAND Moufet's Thcat. Ins. 972 The wings are

long and blackish, and polluted with little black spots.

Hence Pollu'ting vbl. sb. and///, a.

1580 H. GIFFORD Epist. Claudius PM/OTKJ Wks. (1875)

35 Euery one holdes her [poverty] in contempt, filling her

with . . most spitefull pollutinges. 1509 MARSTON Sea. Vil-

lanie \. iii. 183 Factors for lewdnes, Brokers for the deuill,

Infect our soules with all polluting euill. 1609 DOWMAM
Chr. Liberty 31 The contrarie to sanctifying, is polluting.

1819 SHELLEY Prometh. Unl>. 1. 160 Her pining sons uplifted

Their prostrate brows from the polluting dust. 1897 M*" 1'

KINGSLEY W. Africa 475 It saved the polluting of a long
stretch of market road.

Polluted (p<fl'-ted), ///. a. [f. prec. + -ED 1.]

Denied, rendered impure or unclean.

c 1400 Afol. Loll. 53 Wen [>e body and blod of Crist is

tretid wi|> foul hands, and polutid conciens. 1535 COVER-
DALE Jer. xxiii. n The prophetes and the prestes them
selues are poluted Ypocrytes. 1667 MILTON P. L. xn. no
Resolving from thenceforth To leave them to thir own
polluted wayes. 1777 LOGAN in Scott. Paraphr. vm. iii,

Can troubled and polluted springs a hallow'd stream

afford? 1888 Miss BRADDON Fatal Three i. v, She has

been using that
polluted

water for the last three weeks and

poisoning a whole village.

Hence Pollu"tedly adv., in a polluted condition,
with pollution ; Pollu-tedness, polluted state.

1617 HIERON Wks. II. 344 There is naturally a kinde of

pollutedncsse in the lips of man, whereof Isaiah complayned.
1635 HEYWOOD Hierarch. i. 28 Pollutedly into the world
I came ; Sad and perplext I liv'd.

Polluter (p(ai-taa). [f.
as prec. + -EB 1.]

One who pollutes ; a defiler ; one who profanes.

POLO.

1S5 BALE Eng. I'otarics n. 65 A defylsr of relygyon and

polluter of their holye ceremonyes. a 1665 J. GOODWIN
Filled w. the Spirit (1867) 232 Purged and rid of such

polluters and profaners of their dignity. 1823 Examiner
706/2 The polluter, not the purifier, of his fellow creatures.

Pollution .ppl'ttjsn)- Forms: 4 pollusyone,

4-5 pol(,l)ucio(u>, 5 polucyon, 7 pollusion,
6- pollution, [ad. L. pollution-em defilement,
noun of action from polluere to POLLUTE. So F.

pollution (i2th c. in Hatz.-Darm.).]
1. The action of polluting, or condition of being

polluted; defilement; uncleanness or impurity
caused by contamination (physical or moral).
f 1420 LVDG. Assembly of Gods 1301 Safe I wold desyre

yow spare Pollucion. c 1485 Digly 31} st. (1882) III. 1988
Hys prycle owt of my love xall have polucyon. 1594
NASHK Ui'fort. Trav. 13 His purse was . . I think verily a

puritane, for it kept it selfe from any pollution of crosses.

a 1684 LF.IGHTOX Wks. (1835) I. 114 The soul and body of
all mankind are stained by the pollution of sin. 1792 Auccd.
II'. Pitt III. xliv. 195 Such a mode of warfare was a con-

tamination, a pollution of our national character. 1876
Miss URADDON* J. Haggard's Dan. II. 16 It seemed to

him that there was pollution in such contact. 1894 Dan'y
.\eius 25 Apr. 2/2 One of the principal difficulties of freeing
the river from pollution was that certain persons had pre-

scriptive rights to pass their sewage into the Thames at

Staines and some other places.

b. concr. Anything polluted.

1870 P.RYANT Iliad i. I. 17 The warriors purified the camp,
And, casting the pollutions to the waves, They burned to

Phccbus chosen hecatombs.

2. Ceremonial impurity or defilement
; pro-

fanation of that which is sacred.

1382 \Vvct.lF Judith iv. 10 Lest weren 3yuen ther childer

in to prei,..and the holi thingus of hem in to pollucioun.

Ci645 HowRLLZrrV. 11650) II. Iv. 72 They will make a pre
cedent prayer to their soules to depart from their bodies in

the interim, for fear she partake of the same pollution. 1667
MILTON P. L. XII. 355 Thir strife pollution brings Upon the

Temple. 1726 AYLIFFE Parergon 194 The contrary to Con-
secration is Pollution, which is said to happen in Churches

by Homicide.

3. Seminal emission apart from coition ;
self-

pollution.
CI340 HAMTOLE Prose Tr. n Alswa here es forbodene all

maner of wilful! pollusyone procui-ede.-agaynes kyndly oys.

c 1440 Alpkabt-t ofTales 238 He had a pollucion of his sede.

1693 tr. Blancard's PJtys.
Diet. (ed. 2), Pollntta nocturna,

an involuntary Pollution in the Night, caused by lecherous

Dreams. 1878 tr. von Zietnsseii's Cycl. Med. VIII. 828

This kind of loss is called a pollution.

Hence f Pollu'tionate a. [cf. affectionate, com-

passionate, etc.], charged with pollution, foul;

whence t Polltrtionately adv., foully.

593 NASHE Christ's T. (1613) 57 No Hog-sty is now so

pollutionate as the earth of Palestine. Ibid. 146 Their

transplendent iuyce so pollutionately employd.

f Pollu've, z 1

. Sc. Obs. [perh. forpollitite.pollue,

a..t'.polltier,l^.folluei-e: see POLLUTE v.] trans.

= POLLUTE v.

1533 BELLLNDEN Livy m. vii. (S. T. S.) I. 2;r Herdonius. .

duelling proudlie in pe tempil of Jupiter, polluving [v.r.

polloving] and defouling euery thing in It?

Pollux (polite), [a. L. Pollux, in earlier form

Pollftces, ad. Gr. no\u8ftJi;s.]
1. Gr. Myth. Name of one of the twin sons of

Tyndarus and Leda ; hence in Astron. the second

star in the constellation Gemini : see CASTOR 3
.

1326, 1647 [see CASTOR 3
i). 1868 LOCKYER GnillcmMi

Hca-jcnslfA. 3) 324 Above Procyon, and towards the Zenith,

Castor and Pollux point out the Twins.

2. Min. = POLLUCITE: see quot. 1847.

Polly (pfli). Dim. of PULL sb? (cf. Patty,

Peggy) ;
as female name, and name for a parrot.

[1616 B. JONSON Epigr. I. ci, And we will have no Poolye
or Parrot by.) 1827 HONE Every-day Bk. II. 311 One of

these
'

images
'

was a '

Polly '.

b. Weeping Polly (Australia) : see quot.
1886 Encycl. Brit. XX. 174/1 The native [Queensland]

grasses are nearly a hundred in number, .the weeping Polly
is Poo. caespitosa.

Polly, obs. f. PULLEY. Pollygony, Pollymite,
Pollypod, obs. ff. POLYGONY, etc. Pollytick,

Pollywog : see POLITIC, POLLIWOG. Polment,
var. PULMENT Obs., pottage.
Polo (po"-]<0. [a. BaltI/0/o : cf. Tibetan //.]
1. A game of Eastern origin resembling hockey,

played on horseback with long-handled clubs and

a wooden ball.

An ancient game of the East ; still played in the upper
Indus valley, and in Manipur. Introduced first at Calcutta

and a little later (c 1864) in Punjaub. Played in England in

July 1871. (Yule.)

[1841 VIGNE Trav. Kashmir II. 289 At Shighur I first saw
the game of the Chaughan. . . It is in fact hockey on horse-

back.. .The ball, which is larger than a cricket ball, is only

in real earnest. 1875 BROWNING Inn Album i. 333 Polo,

Tent-pegging, Hurlingham, the Rink, I leave all these

delights. 1886 A thetueum 1 8 Sept. 367/3 The first historical

event recorded in this volume is the death at polo of the

Sultan Aikbar.

2. Hockey played on the water (water polo);

hockey played on skates (rink polo).

1884 Graphic 30 Aug. 219/1 Polo proper may be defined

as hockey on horseback, or rather pony-back, and . .water

137



POLOID.

polo is hockey on the water. 1890 in WEBSTEK. 1895 in

Funk's Stand. Diet.

3. attrib. scnA. Comb., as polo-ball, -match, -player,

-playing, -pony, -stick.

1885 LADY BRASSEV The Trades 221 Two or three good
nags, which are used as chargers and polo-ponies. 189*
Edin. Rn<. Jan. 40 In 1872 the Monmouthshire Polo Club
was established. 1895 KIPLING Day's Work (1898) 241
{Maltese Caf) The native officers held bundles of polo-sticks,

long cane-handled mallets. 1895 Outing (U. S.) XXVI.
478/1 The regulation polo-ball is of bass-wood, three inches
in diameter, and painted white. Lightness and toughness
are necessary. 1897 Ibid. XXX. 479/2 The long coat and
linen dusters which every polo-hitter affects.

Hence Po'loist, a player of polo.
1891 Black. Mag. May 651 The veteran poloist. 1898

}Vesttn. Gaz. 9 Dec. 5/2 As a horseman and poloist he had
not many rivals.

fPoloe, obs. f. PILAU [after Urdu//].
1741 CompL Fani.-Piece i. ii. 134 To make a Poloe.

Poloid (po'i-loid), sb. Geoni. [f. Gr. iroAos axle,
POLE s/>.- + -OID.]

= POLHODE (which is now the

usual term). Also attrib. or adj. in potoid curve.
1862 CAYLEY Coll. Math. Papers IV. 571 The '

Extrait '. .

establishes also the notions of the Poloid and Serpoloid
curves. Ibid. 572 The pole of the instantaneous axis de-
scribes on the ellipsoid a certain curve, the 'Poloid

1

, which
is the locus of all the points for which the perpendicular on
the tangent plane has a given constant value,

Polonaise (ppWn^-z, pol-), sb. Also 8 polo-
noise, [a. F. polonaise, prop. adj. fern, ofpolonais
Polish

;
lit. a Polish robe or reiiingote.'}

1. A name applied, at various periods from c 1770
onward, to an article of female dress originally sug-

gested by that of Polish women, being a dress or

over-dress, consisting of a bodice, with a skirt open
from the waist downwards ; variously modified at

different times.

1773 MRS. HARRIS in Priv. Lett. Ld. Malmesbury (1870!
I. 266 The four ladies were to be dressed in white polonaises.

1790 Gnthric's Gepg. Gram., Poland (ed. 12) II. 542 The
habit of the women comes very near to that of the men,
a simple Polonaise, or long robe edged with fur. 18*0 LADY
GRANVILLF. Lett. (1894) I. 153 An added or mania border
to the Polonaise. 1835 World of Fashion Feb. 35/1 The
Polonaise, is a very becoming carriage dress. The form
resembles a short pelisse. 1883 Truth 31 May 768/2 Tabs
are universal. They appear on tunics, polonaises, bodices,
and sleeves. 1899 Daily Nf.us 15 Apr. 8/5 There is one

point of difference between the modern polonaise and its

ancestor. ..The former is rigidly tight, and plain about the

hips.

t b. A similar garment worn by young boys :

= POLONY 1 A. 2. Obs,

1819 SCOTT Leg. Montrose xvii, This dress.. bore some
resemblance to that called polonaise, still worn by children
in Scotland of the lower rank.

C. A kind of overcoat for men, usually short and

edged with fur. 1890 in Cent. Diet.

2. A slow dance of Polish origin, consisting

chiefly of an intricate march, procession, or pro-
menade of the dancers in couples ; also, the music
which accompanies this dance, or any music written
in its peculiar triple rhythm.
1797 Monthly Mag. III. 466 The thirteenth [movement!,

a Polonoise, is characterised by much sweetness and novelty.
1813 LADY BL-RGHERSH Lett. (1893) 93 The ball began with

polonaises, which are in fact only walking in time. 1861

Daily Tel. 22 Oct., The ball, as is usual . . in Germany, com-
menced with a sort of general perambulation in couples. It

is not dancing,.. it is simply walking to the music. This
solemn promenade is known as a Polonaise.

Hence Polonai se v. intr., to dance a polonaise ;

to move in a slow and stately manner ; Polonai'se-
wise adv., in the manner of a polonaise.
1828 DE QUIKCEY Rhet. Wks. 1860 XI. 363 Milton . . polo-

naises with a grand Castilian air, in paces too sequacious
and processional. 1858 LADY G. BLOOMFIELD Rtmin. (1883)
II. xiv. 64 After the presentations .. Her Royal Highness
polonaised with twenty-two Princes. 1888 Times (weekly
ed.) to Feb. 1/3 The ball is opened by their Majesties and
their Court parading round the house in polonaise-wise.
1898 Westm. Gaz. 5 May 3/2 A cherry red voile set in deep
tucks placed polonaise-wise on the skirt.

t Polone'se, ^. and a. Obs. Also 8 poloneze.
[ad. F. polonais Polish, It. Polonese, f. med.L.
Polonia Poland : see -ESE.]
A. sb. 1. = POLONAISE i. Also apparently

applied to the material for this.

1755 Connoisseur No. 52 I. 312 Some squire's aukward
daughter, who never yet heard of a Poloneze. 1771 MRS.
GRIFFITH Hist. Lady Barton I. 199 Her gown was a white
Sllkpolonese. 1774 Lady's Mag. July 379/1 Lady T nell..
chiefly wears a white Persian gown and coat, made of Irish
polenese.. .The Irish polenese is made very becoming it
buttons down half the arm no ruffles, [etc.).

2. A native of Poland, a Pole. (Sing, and pi.)
1810 E. D. CLARKE Trav. Russia (1839) 47/1 Their features

are those of the Polonese.

b. The Polish language.
1828 WEBSTER cites Eneyc.
B. adj. = POLISH a. Polonese coat = POLO-

NAISE i c.

1774 Westm. Mag. II. 288 It is not possible.. to fix a
standard for the dress of Gentlemen : The Polonese Coats,
with a silk edging, still prevail.

t Polonia (p01<?u-nia). Obs. [med.L. Polonia

Poland.] The country Poland, attrib. t Polonia
heel . cf. POLONY i B.

gi
li

1082

1611 ROWLANDS More Knaves yet (Percy Soc.) 83 Dootes
! and btockins to our legs doth finde Garters, polonia heetes,
! and rose shooe-strings. 1653 M ILTON Hirelings 144 Austria,
1

Polonia and other places.

Polonian (poltfa'nian), a. and sb. [f. prec.
+ -AN.]
A. adj. Of Poland ; POLISH a. Obs. or arch.

1585 T. WASHINGTON tr, Nicholays Voy. iv. xiii. 126 b, A
long cappe after the Polonian or Georgian fashion. 1655
OWEN Vind. Evangelicse Wks. 1853 XII. 18 This Captain-
general of the Polonian forces. 1776 MICKLE tr. Canteens'
Lusiad Introd. 55 He was a Polonian Jew by birth.

B. sb. 1. A native of Poland, a Pole. arch.

1599 SANDYS Europe Spec. (1632) 210 Which is the case of
the Polonians and Venetians at this present. 1704 J. TRAPP
Abra~Mnle" i. i. 70 The rough insolence of stern Polonians.

1864 BURTON Scot Abr. II. ii. 179 Scottish colonels that

served . . against the Tartar, and the Polonian.

f 2. A (woman's) polonaise. Sc. Obs.

1817 HOGG Talcs < Sk. IV. 216 Ladies,, .their number
1

quite countless dressed in green pollonians, and grass-
! green bonnets on their heads. 1818 Brownie^ ofB. II.

! 183 The bogles will .. hae to pit on their pollonians o' the

pale colour o' the fair day-light.

So f Polo'nic, f Polo'nish adjs.
*= POLISH

;

Folonism, a Polish characteristic or peculiarity ;

Poloniza'tion, the process of making Polish ;

Folonize (p^'Unaiz) z>., to make Polish.
1612 BREREWOOD Lang. <$ Relig. Pref. 22 The Belgick,

*Polonick, Argentine, Augustane, Saxonick,. .Bohemick or
Waldensian Confession. 1599 SANDYS Europx Spec. (1632)
121 Reported by the *Polonish Ambassadour. 1649 S.
CLARKE Lives Fathers, Luther (1654) 253 A certain Polo-
nish Jew. 1901 Speaker g Mar. 637/1 To discount . . the
*Po!onisms of Chopin, .and the Gallicisms of Berlioz. 1883
Pall Mall G. 17 Oct. 4/1 Demanding, .the *Poloni>>ation of
the Galician railways. 1886 Conteinp. Rev. Feb. 286 That
their residence there tends to *Polonize the districts in which

they live. 1902 Speaker 6 Sept. 594/2 Instead of the
Prussians Germanising the Poles, the Poles are Polonising
the Germans.

Polonium (p0lo*ni#m). Chem. [mod.L. and

Y.polonittm^ f. med.L. Polonia Poland + -IUM : see

quot. 1900.] A highly radio-active metallic element
or form of matter, discovered in 1898 by Prof, and
Mme. Curie in pitchblende.
1898 SIR W. CROOKES Addr. Brit. Assoc. 24 A new con-

stituent of the uranium mineral pitchblende,. .The radiant

activity of the new body, to which the discoverers have
given the name of Polonium, needs neither the excitation of

light nor the stimulus of electricity. 1900 Nature 14 June
151/2 That [substance] associated with bismuth being named

i polonium, a name derived from the Polish nationality of
Mme. Curie. 1906 Athenaeum 20 Jan. 82/1 In six days it

becomes radium F, which Prof. Rutherford identifies with
the polonium of Madame Curie and the radio-tellurium of
ProfT Marckwald.

t Polony 1
,
sb. and a. Obs. [ad. med.L. Polonia

Poland, F. Potogne.]
A. sb. 1. Poland.

1634 E. KNOTT Charity Maintained \. iv. 16 In Polony,
Hungary, and Transilvania,

2. A kind of long coat or gown for young boys,

having a close-fitting body with loose skirt;
POLONAISE i b.

1818 SCOTT Hrt. Midi, v, The blue polonie that Effie

made for him., was the first decent dress the bairn ever had

1

on. 1825 Lett. II. 257 A sort of dress worn by children
in Scotland, and called a polony., which is just a jacket and
a petticoat all in one,

B. attrib. or adj. Polish : in names of various

,

articles of apparel, etc.

1610 ROWLANDS Martin Marke-all (Hunter. Cl.) 23 It is

i
a Polony Shoe with a Bel. 1656 Artif. Handsom. 77 We

|

wear Polony heels ; or it may be Chopines. c 1660 Gd.

J

Counsel agst. Cold Weather 14 Beloved, your Polony heel

|

is good, your Wooden heeles better, but those of Corke the
best of all. 1688 R. HOLME Armoury in. 120/1 The Caster

!

[hat] is made of Coney Wool, mixt with Polony Wooll.

Polo'liy
2
. Also 8 pullony. [Origin uncer-

tain : pern, the same as prec. ; perh. corruption of

BOLOGNA, q. v.] In Polony sausage, a sausage made
of partly cooked pork.
1764 ELIZ. MOXON Eng. Housew. (ed. 9) 75 To make

Pullony Sausages, a 1845 HOOD Sausage Makers Ghost
ii, Preferr'd to all polonies, saveloys, And other foreign toys.

1878 GILBERT H.M.S. Pinafore i, I've chickens and conies,
and pretty polonies, And excellent peppermint drops.

I! Polos (pfHps). [a. Gr. irdXos axis, sphere,
!
vault of heaven ;

in late Gr. (Pausanias) a head-

dress.] A head-dress of Cylindrical form, seen in

some representations of Greek and Oriental god-
desses.

1850 LEITCH tr. C. O. Mailer's Anc. Art (ed. 2) 363
Artemis Lusia is also perhaps to be recognised in the idol

with the polos and torch and bow on the vase-painting at

Berlin. 1887 B. V. HEAD Hist. Numorwn 394 Europa some-

:

times . . wears upon her head a polos, showing that she was
i regarded at Gortyna in the light of a powerful goddess.

Polpody, Polron(d, obs. ff. POLYPODY, POUL-
DRON.

||
Polroz (pp-lrJnz). Cornwall, [a. Com.pulros,

f. //, Welsh pwll pit + res, Welsh rhod : L. rota

wheel.] The pit under a water-wheel.
1855 LEIFCHILD Cornwall Mines 278 These . . terms appear

strange to the English language. I might add the words
*

bryle ',

'

chats ',
'

terluing ',

' dzhu
',

'

polroz ',

'

zyghyr ', and
others. i88z RAYMOND Mining Gloss., Polroz (pronounced
Polrose^ Cornfwall], the pit underneath a water-wheel.

Polshe, obs. form of POLISH v.

POLTROON.

tPolahred, v. Obs. rare 1
, [prop,

f. POLL jiM + SHRED v.] trans. *= POLLARD v.

1530 PALSGR. 614/1, I loppe a tree, I croppe, I polshred.
Polt (p0lt), sb. Obs. e\c. diat. [Origin obscun

in sense I it may be a variant of PALT sb. ; bi

cannot easily be connected with pelt. It is m
certain that sense 2 is the same word.]
1. A blow, a hard rap or knock. Now dial.

c 1610 MS. Bodl. 30 If. 24 b, I tooke him a poll of the pal
a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Polt on the Pate, a go<

Rap there. 1700 J. ASGILL Argument 103 If any 01

hatn spite enough to give me apolt,..! only desire the

first to qualify themselves for my Executioners, a 17
JARVIS Qttix. n. x. (1749) 162 One of those who stood do
by him. .lifted up a pole he had in his hand, and gave hi

such a polt with it as brought Sancho Panca to the groun
1782 Miss BURNEY Cecilia n. ix, He'd go nigh to give r

a good polt of the head, a 1825 FORBY Voc. . Angh
Polt t a hard driving blow. 1849 Black. Mag. LXVI. 7
[It) fetched me an awful polt in the right side.

f2. A pestle or club (cf. POLT-FOOT). Obs.
16x2 CAPT. SMITH Map Virginia 17 Their corne they re

In the eare greene, and bruising it in a morter with a Po

lappe it in rowles in the leaues of their corne.

tb. The club-shaped stem and bulb of a leek

1635 MARKHAM Eng. Husb. n. i. ii. 9 You shall cut t'

blades [of leeks] to the polt.

Folt, v. Now dial.
[f. prec. sb.] trans. 1

knock, thrash, beat, bang.
1649 BLITHE Eng. Improv. Impr. (1653) 179 Then polt

or faulter it as some call it, that is, beat it over again in t

husk. 1669 WORLIDGE Syst.Agric. (1681) 329 I'o Polt,
beat or thrash. 1706 PHILLIPS, To Polt (Country-Won
to beat, bang, or thrash. 1831 LOWER 7". Cladpole cxxxvi

I aim'd ma swish an levell'd well, To polt un on de head.

Hence Polting-lug (dial.} : see quot.
1853 Jrnl, R. Agric. Soc. XIV. n. 441 In Herefordshi

the ordinary mode of gathering the fruit is by sending m
to btat the trees with long slender poles or rods,.. the

poles are provincially termed '

polling lugs'.

Polt, obs. foim of POULT.

f Folte, var. pitltt, pa. t. of PILT v. Obs.
c 1380 Sir Ft-rnmb. 2976 pe hardieste bat were of al

trome polte hem to |>e fli^t.

II Poltergeist (p^ltsrigsist). [Ger. f. polt

noise, uproar + geist ghost.] A spirit which mak
its presence known by noises

;
a noisy spirit.

1871 TYLOR Prim. Cult. II. 176 Vampires appear in t

character of the poltergeist or knocker. 1898 Month Se]

229 If there be nothing in hallucinations, apparitions, scr

ing, second-sight, poltergeists, and the rest. 1902 F. PC
MORE Mod. Spiritualism I. i. ii. 25. 1903 Edin. Rev. O<

308 Most poltergeists are not content with mere noises.

Po'lt-foot, arch. Also 6 powlt-, 6-7 poult

7 polte-. [app. f. POLT sb. sense 2 + FOOT sb.]
1. A club-foot.

1570 LYLY Euphues (Arb.) 97 Venus was content to ta

the blake Smith with his powlt foote. 1604 DEKKER Hont
Wh. Wks. 1873 II. 81 My eldest son had a polt fo<

crooked legs. 1638 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. (ed. 2) 338 T
women are commonly modest^, .shewing nothing but th<

polt-feet, which from their infancy are straitned. 16

Lady Alimony v. in Hazl. Dodsley XIV. 308 Vulcan's poi
foot or his smutted look. 1840 BROWNING Sordello v. 2
1
Polt-foot ', sang they,

' was in a pitfall now '.

2. attrib. (often poltfoot) =
poll-footed.

(71589 NASHE Almond for Parrat B iv b, My Bedla
brother Wig. and poltfoote Pag. with the rest of the

patches. 1601 B. JONSON Poetaster iv. vii, What's becor
of. .the poult-foot stinkard, her husband? 1880 SWISBTR:
Stud. Shaks. 185 The rou^h construction and the poltfo

metre, lame sense and limping verse.

HencePo'lt-footeda., club-footed.

1589 GREENE Menaphon (Arb.) 39 Though he [Vulca
was polt-footed, yet he was a God. c 1619 B. JONSON Met
Vind. Wks. (Rtldg.) 595/1 This polt-footed philosoprn
old Smug here of Lemnos.

Folther, Poltice, obs. f. POLDER, POULTICE.

Polt-net : see POUT-NET.

Poltre, obs. form of POULTRY.

Poltroon (p?ltr7?n). Forms : 6 pultrown
pultron, 6-7 pultrone, 6-8 poultron, 6-9 po
tron, 7 poultroone, pultroon, poultran, -ou3

7-9 paltroon, 7- poltroon. [a. F. poltrt

(also in i6th c. poitltrori) 'a knaue, rascall .

dastard, coward
; sluggard, lazie-backe, base id

fellow
'

(Cotgr.), ad. It. poltrone
' a poltron, i

idle fellow, a base coward, a lazie, lither or slot!

full sluggard, a lout
'

(Florio 1611), whence ah
med.L.pttltro, -onem (S.Francis r 1220, DuCange
Sp. poltron, Pg. poltrao ; f. It. poltro

l

sluggan

idle, lazie, slot h full
'

(Florio) + -one: see -oo;

The i6th c. spelling may have been influenced t

med.L. Originally stressed ptrltron; poltroo-

(after Fr.) appears in 1664.
\t,poltro adj. was app. from ^poltro couch, bed (Florio

cf. Milanese potter, Romagn. pitltar resting-place, Vene

pultar, are referred by Diez to OHG. polstar pillow, bolstc

The fantastic conjecture of the derivation ofpoltron fro

L. pollice trvncus,
' maimed or mutilated in the thuml

(scil. in order to shirk military service), was offered by Ss

masius. and long passed current as an '

etymology
'

; it pro
gave rise in the i8th c. to the use in Falconry (sense 2).]

1. A spiritless coward ;
a mean-spirited, worthta

wretch; a craven.



POLTROONERY. 1083 POLY-.

ft 1529 SKLLTON Howe the douty Dk. ofAlbany 170 Suche
a proude pultrowne. a 1572 KNOX Hist. Ref. Wks. 1846 I.

235 That pultron and vyle knave Davie was justlie punished.
a 1584 MONTGOMERIE Cherrie q Sloe 374 Fortune helps the

hardie ay, And pultrones plaine repellis. a 1592 GREENE
Jas. IV, m. ii, Poltron, speak me one parola against my
bon gentilhoinine, I shall [etc.]. 1593 SHAKS. 3 Hen. VI, 1. 1.

62 Patience is for Poultrpones, such as he : He durst not sit

there, had your Father liu'd. 163* LITHGOW Trav. \. Table

509 A French Pultrone, playing the Palliard. 1664 BUTLER
Hud. n. i. 232 They that.. think one beating may for once
Suffice, are Cowards, and Pultroons. 1678 Ibid. III. I. 346
And held my Drubbing of his Bones Too great an Honour
for Pultrones. 1700 DRYDES Fables, Iliad I. 413 For who
but a poltron, possess'd with fear, Such haughty insolence
can safely bear? 1748 SMOLLETT Rod. Rand. (1812) 1.66
As arrant a poltroon as ever was drummed out of a
regiment. 1809 W. IRVING Knickerb. (i860 214 As did
Homer make that fine fellow Hector scamper like a poltroon
round the walls of Troy.

attrib. 1645 HAMMOND Serin. Acts .vxiv. 25, Wks. 1683
IV. 521 Our hellish oaths and imprecations, (that pultroon
sin, that second part of ^Egyptian plague of frogs and lice,

and locusts). 1681 SIR T. BROWNE C/ir. Mar. i. 36 He is

like to be mistaken, who. -relieth upon the Reed of narrow
and poltron Friendship.
2. Falconry. (See quot.)
1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl., Poltroon, in falconry, is a name

given to a bird of prey, when the nails and talons of his

hind -toes are cut off, wherein his chief force and armour
lay ; in order to intimidate him, and prevent his flying at

great game.
Hence Poltrocrnish a. ; Foltroo'nisni ; Pol-

troonize v. intr., to play the poltroon.
161 1 COTGR., Poltroniser, to pultronize it ; to play the

knave, scowndrell, coward. 1644 S. KEM Messengers Pre*
faration Ded. 2 It would conclude me guilty of Poultran-

isme, to feare the Sciopii and Pacientii heere, when not the
Zositni at Oxford. 1837 Miss SEDGWICK Live <V let L.
(1876) 205 Patience may be very Christian in you, hut it is

very poltronish in me. 1906 Q. Rev. Apr. 363 Collinson
a weak, almost poltroonish creature.

Poltroonery (ppltrw-nari). [ad. F. poltron-
nerie (1573 in Hatz.-Darm.), = It. poltroneria:
see POLTROON and -ERY.] The behaviour of a

poltroon ; f laziness ; pusillanimity, cowardice.

1590 R. HICHCOCK Quintess. Wit 35 b, Firste they are

industrious, suppliant, modest ; and after, with pultronerie
and in pride dpo lead their age. 1632 f). JONSON Magn.
Lady in. iv. There's no cowardize, No poultrounerie, like

urging why? wherefore? 1677 Govt. Venice 125 That 'tis

laziness and poltronery to retire from the Government to

spend our age in ease. 1770 LASGHORNE Plutarch (1879)
II. 608/2 His poltroonery and mean submission . . deserve
the greatest reproach. 1897 GLADSTONE East. Crisis u
Counsels that had hitherto resulted in a concert of miserable

poltroonery.

Polulogy, Polumath, etc. : see POLYLOGY, etc.

Polut(e, obs. forms of POLLUTE.

t Polverine. Obs. [ad. It. polverino, i. pol-
vere : L. pttlverem dust, powder + -ino, -IXE 4

.]

The calcined ashes of a plant, probably Salsola
j

Soda, brought from the Levant and Syria, of the
j

nature of pot- or pearl-ash, and used in glass-

making ; glass-makers' ashes.
1662 MERRETT tr. Nerfs Art of Glass \. i Polverine, or

Rochetta, which comes from the Levant. ., is the ashes of a
. . herb. 1712 tr. Pomefs Hist. Drugs I. 104 Crystal Fritt,
made with Polverine, or Pot-Ashes, and Salt of Tartar.

1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp. s. v. Crystal, Mix this powder
with the pure salts of polverine. 1823 CRABB Tcchnol.
Diet., Polverine. 1828 WEBSTER, Polverin, polverine.

Polvil, obs. form of PULVIL.
Pol-wheat : see POLL a. ^ b.

Polwig(ge, polwygle, obs. var. POLLIWOG.
t Poly, poley (p^'li). Obs. [ad. L. polium,

polion (Plin.), a. Gr. TTO\IOV (Theophr.) an aromatic

herb, perh. f. iroXidj hoary.] A species of Ger-

mander, Teucrium Polium, an aromatic herb of
Southern Europe ; also extended to other species
of Teucrium, as Golden P. (T. aureuni), Yellow P.

( T. flavescens).
In quot. 1527 erroneously for PULIOL.
1527 ANDREW Briinsmyke's Distyll. Waters C iv, Water

of poley. Pulegium in
latyn.

The best tyme of hys dys-
tylacyon is all the herb* chopped whan it bereth floures,
and so dystylled. 1378 LYTE Dodoens n. Ixvi. 233 Poley. .

is of two sortes, whereof one may be named. .Poley of the
Mountaine : and the other . . small Poley. 1608 TOPSELL
Serpents (1658) 618 The herb called Poley, Fern, and all other

things that have a strong or vehement ill savour. 1866
Treas. Bot., Poly, Tettcriuin Polium.

b. Grass Poly : see GRASS s6. 1 13.
C. Poly-mountain, also poly of the moun-

tain, mountain poly [ad. L. folium montanui\,
name of an aromatic herb : identified in Treas. Bot.
with Bartsia alpina ; by Britten and Holland with
Calamintha Acinos ; by earlier writers app. also
with Teucrium Polium (

= PoLY). See also PELLA-
MOUNTAIN, pitlimountain in PULIOL.
1578 LYTE Dodoens n. Ixvi. 233 Poley of the Mountayne

is a little, small, tender, base, and sweete smelling herbe,
having small stemmes, and slender branches. Ibid., It is

tailed.. in English Poley and Poley mountayne. 1633
JOHNSON Cerarde's Herbal 676, I haue sometimes scene it

\Calamintha Acinos} brought to Cheapside market, where
the herbe women called it Poley mountaine, some it may
bee that haue taken it for Polium tnontanum [ Teucrinm
Polium, L.] mis-informing them. 1698 FRYER Ace. E. India
ft P. 244 Where ..grew the Mountain-Poly, which struck
our Scent. 1713 tr. Pomefs Hist. Drugs 1. 82 Poley

Mountain., is a Plant of the Height of half a Foot ; having
small, thick indented Leaves. 1866 Treas. Bot. 913/1 Poly
mountain, Bartsia alpina. 1886 BRITTEN HOLLAND
Plant-n. 385 Poley Mountain, Calamintha Acinos.

Poly, obs. form of PULLEY.

Poly- (ppli), repr. Gr. iroAt/-, combining form of

TroAtif, 7roA.i5, much, in pi., iroAAoi, -01, -o many,
forming the first element in a large number of

words, mostly scientific or technical.
The second element of such compounds is properly ofGreek

origin, but in recent formations is often of Latin ; occasionally
(chiefly in nonce-wds.) poly, is prefixed to an English word.
The more important compounds will be found in their alpha-
betical places; those of less importance follow here.

1. General words.

Polyacanthons (-akse'iij-as) a. Bot. [Gr. auavBa

spine, thorn], having many thorns (Mayne Expos.
Lex. 1858). f Polyacou'stic a. and sb. [see

ACOUSTIC] : see quots. Polya-cron (pi. -ons or

-a), Geom. [Gr. O.KDOV summit], a solid having
many vertices or solid angles; a polyhedron (classed

according to the number of its vertices). Po'lyact

(-sekt), Folyactinal (-re'ktinal) adjs. [Gr. CLKT'II,

OKTiv- ray], having numerous rays, as a sponge-
spicule ; multiradiate. Folyadamite (-ardamait)
a. (nonce-wd.), asserting a plurality of 'Adams'
or first parents of mankind. Folyadenopathy
(-sed/h(vpaj>i), Path. [Gr. dSijr gland : see -PATHY],
'simultaneous disease of several lymphatic glands'

(Syd. Soc. Lex.). Folyadenous (-ard/has) a. Bot.

[see prec.], having many glands (Mayne). |] Foly-
aesthesia (-/"sjirsia), Path. [Gr. ataB-qaK sensa-

tion]: see quot.; hence Polysesthetic (-/"sbe'tik) a.

(Syd. Soc. Lex. 1895). Poly-affe'ctioned a. (nonce-

iad.), having a multiplicity of affections, f Po'ly-
angle, a figure having many angles, a polygon ;

so Folya'nffular a., having many angles, poly-
gonal. Polyarthritic (-itik) a., pertaining to

or affected with polyarthritis. || Polyarthritis
(aijjrai-tis), Path, [see ARTHRITIS],

' inflamma-
tion of several joints at once

'

(Billings) ; Poly-
arthrous (-aubras) a. [Gr. apOpov joint],

'

having
many joints' (Syd. Soc. Lex.). Polyarti-cular
[L. articulus joint], =prec. ; also (Path.) affecting

many joints. Polya xial a., having several axes

(see Axis). Polya-zon [Gr. afav axis], a. = prec. ;

spec, of a sponge-spicule, having more than six

axes of growth ; sb. a polyaxon sponge-spicule.
Folybathic (-bar)>ik) a. [Gr. /3<S0os depth], living
at great depths in the sea. Folybi'gramy (nonce-
wd.), repeated bigamy or re-marriage during the
life of the first wife or husband. Po'lyblast
(-blxst), Biol. [-BLAST], a mass of many cells, as
that formed by the segmentation of the ovum (also
called montla) ; hence Polybla'stic a., pertaining
to or of the nature of a polyblast. Fo-lybranch

(-brterjk), Zool., a. having many branchiae or gills,
as a mollusc or crustacean

;
sb. a polybranch

mollusc or crustacean ; so Polybra'nchian, a. and

so.; Polybra'nchiate. Folybu ttoneda. (tionce-

uid.), wearing many buttons. Folyce'llvilar a.,

composed of many cells, multicellular. Poly-
ce-ntric a. Biol., having several centres, as a cell.

t Polycharacteri'stic a. Obs., having the charac-
teristics of many (deities) ; || Polycholia (-kJu'lia),
Path. [mod.L., f. Gr. \o\i] bile ; in F. folyckolie},
excessive secretion of bile.

II Folychorion (-ko*
f -

ri^n), Bot. [see CHORION] : see quot. ; hence

(irreg.) Polychorio'nic a., pertaining to or of the

nature of a polychorion. || Folychromia (-kroo
1-

mia), Path. [mod.L., f. Gr. xpuifia colour (cf. Gr.

iroAuxpovi-os many-coloured)], excessive forma-
tion of colouring matter, e. g. of bile-pigments.
Polychu rchism, the doctrine or system of a

multiplicity of churches ; so Folychnrch a., of
or belonging to such a system ; Folychirrchist,
an adherent of such a system (nonce-wds.'). Poly-
coccons (-kfkas) a. Bot. [Gr. KOKKOS berry],

composed of several separate carpels or cocci, as

a fruit. Polyccelian (-sf'lian) a. Zool. [Gr. Kot\ia

hollow, cavity], belonging to the Polyccelia, a

synonym of CHANIATA, as having the brain-cavity
divided into several chambers or ventricles.

Folyco'rmlo a. Bot. [Gr. Kop/ios trunk of a tree],

having lateral stems equal to or co-ordinate with
the main stem, as certain coniferous trees (opp. to

monocormic], Polycracy (p^li'krasi) [-CRACY],
government by many rulers : = POLYABCHY I

(Smart 1836). Polycrotic (-krp-tik) a. Physiol.
[after DICROTIC], (of the pulse) exhibiting more
than two beats or waves for each beat of the heart.

Polycyclic (-si'klik) a. [Gr. Kt!Aos circle], having
or consisting of many rounds, turns, or whorls.

II Polycythasmia (-S3i}>rmia\ Path. [mod.L., f.

Gr. KVTOS (see -CYTE) + of^a blood], excess of red

blood-corpuscles. Folydiabo'lical a., relating to

a plurality of devils
;
in quot. as sb. =polydiabolist;

so Polydia'bolism, belief in many devils
; Poly-

dia'bolist, one who believes in many devils

(nonce-wds.). Folydi'gltal a. Y.ool., having several

(separate) digits. Folydime'iisional a. (nonce-

vjJ.), having, or relating to, more than three dimen-
sions of space. Folydo'gfffery (nonce-ivd.), the

keeping of a number of dogs. Folyeidism
(-si'diz'm), Biol. [Gr. (ISm appearance, form],

metamorphosis in which an organism passes

through several different forms in different stages.

Folyenzymatic (-enzsimartik) a. [enzyme, f. Gr.
tv in -f fuiai leaven], producing several differ-

ent ferments. Folyepic (-e-pik) a. (nonce-wd.)
[Gr. UTTOS word], consisting of several words.

(Continued on next page.)
1683 in Phil. Trans. XIV. 483 by a Polyphone or *Poly-

acoustick well ordered one sound may be heard as many.
1704 J. HARRIS Lex. Tcchn. I, PolytK0ltstitks,2*v Instru-
ments contrived to Multiply Sounds, as Multiplying glasses
or Polyscopes do Images of Objects. 1755 JOHNSON, Poly-
acoustick, adj. ,

that multiplies or magnifies sounds. 1862
CAYLEY Coll. Math. Papers V. 38 A method of the deriva-
tion of the A faced *polyacrons of a given number of
summits from those of the next inferior number of summits.
1886 LENDENFELD Spvngcs in Proc. Zool. Soc. 560, i. Ana-
A'otita. Witliout definite axes and with numerous rays
*polyact. 1832 Philol. Museum I. 312 If any advocate of
the *polyadamite doctrine, as it has been called. 1888 Buck's
Handbk. Med. Sc. VI. 396/2 *Poly;tsthesia, is a rare dis-

turbance of sensation .. in which the point of ;i pin, when
applied to the skin, is felt as two or more points. 1893 Xation

(N.Y.) 5 Jan. 15/3 Any such hackneyed creation a.s an
Osric of the emotions, without depth, or a *poly-affectioned
Lotharia 1612 STUKTKVANT Metnllica ix. 70 If the whetles
should haue beene made square, trencher wise, or in any
other "poly-angle, forty horses would not so easily draw
them beeing laden, as two doth now with both speed and
ease, 1690 LEVUOURN Curs. Math. 438 Of divers Figures
or Faces, of a "Polyangular shape. 1797 Monthly Maf.
III. 221 These hollow spandrils may be cylindrical, tri-

angular, quadrangular, or polyangular. 1901 Lancet 16 Mar.

776/1 In addition to such *polyarthritic forms there is yet
a fourth group of cases in which only one or two joints are
involved. 1898 Allbutfs Syst. Med. V. 863 Rheumatic
fever, or acute *ijolyarthritis. 1874 VAN MIREN Dis. Genit.

Org, 86 Associated with the 'poly-articular variety of

gpnorrhceal rheumatism. 1898 Allbutfs Syst. Med. V. 1026
There were no rheumatic phenomena foi thirteen months
when polyarticular rheumatism appeared. 1887 SOLLAS in

Encycl. Brit. XXII. 416/2 Desinu of an anomocladine
Lithistid (*polyaxon). 1898 Nature 27 Jan. 310/2 A fauna

capable of living and developing at depths of over 2000

metres, to which the name *polybathic is given. 1882 SALA
Atner. Rcuis. (1885) 37_ note, A great *polybigamy case.

1873 E- R- LANKESTEH in Ann. <y Mag. Nat. Hist. Feb. 86
The first step in development, after the formation by cleavage
of the massofembryoK:e!lsor

'

*po!yblaM '. 1904 Brit. Med.
y>'nl. 10 Sept. 566 The clasmocytes of Rauvier and Mar-
chand, some of the polyblast of Maximow. .all belong to
this category of cells, find. 596 This last stage of the

development of the *polyblasticcell. 1839 Penny Cycl. XIV.
322/1 Gastropods, are divided into . . i. Nudibranchians (An-
throbranchians and *Polybranchians). 1858 MAYNE Expos.
Lex., Polybratichiatits, Zool. applied . . to an Order (Poly-
branchiatd}. .*polybranchiate. 1846 R. CHAMBERS Tratiit.

Edinburgh 300 The little *polybuttoned personages. 1887
H. M. WARD in Nature 27 Jan. 301/2 As soon as the sap-
vacuoles appear, in many cases making the cell not mono-
centric but *polycentric. 1705 Phil. Trans. XXV. 2107
Prophylactic and *Polycharacteristick Statues. 1842 DUN-
GLISON Med. Lex., 'Polycholia. 1880 J. \V. LEGG Bile 396
Vulpian believes that jaundice from emotion may be caused

by a catarrh of the ducts, by an abundant polycholia. 1898
P. MANSON Trop. Diseases iii. 78 Polycholia is a constant
and often urgent feature in most malarial fevers. 1866
Treas. Bot. 913

*
Polychorion, a polycarpous fruit like that

of Ranunculus. 1890 Cent. Diet., *Polychorwnic. 1897
Allbutt's Syst. Med. IV. 21 It is not a polycholia. .but a

*polychromia. Ibid. 61 The haemoglobin liberated leads

to an increased formation and excretion of bile pigments
(polychromia). 1883 H. T. EDWARDS in Ch. Times XXII.
10/1 When a chap_el

is in debt, the *Polychurch hierarchy
furiously rage against the Church. Ibid. XXI. 971/1 The
large sums which they [the Welsh] spend upon

'

*Po!y-
churchism'. 1891 Bp. JAYNE in Daily Neivs 21 Nov. 5 '3

[He finds in the circular he has received a strong flavour of]
what has been aptly termed the theory of Polychurchism.
1899 Nature o Nov. 28/1 *Polvcormic forms are met with in

cypresses and junipers, in which the lateral branches are
not all reduced to subordinate and graduated positions.
1800 Cent. Diet.,

*
Polycyclic. 1899 Allbutt's Syst. Med.

VIII. 553 A curved figure, having a polycyclic outline.
i86 A. FLINT Princ. Med. (1880) 60 An increase . . in the
number of the red blood-corpuscles beyond the healthy
limit, .constitutes.. *polycythaemia. 1876 Tinslcy's Mag.
XVIII. 150 Whether we cast in our lot with Bishop Butler
or the 'Polydiabolicals. Ibid. 149 Why has no interesting
heretic gone in for *Polydiabolism? Ibid. 150 The *poly-
diabolists would put it in the plural, and say evil spirits.

1894 Brit. Jrttl. Plwtorr. XLI. 28 The evolution of the

horse's leg from a "polydigital extremity to its present
form. 1884 Nature i May 24/2 L. Martin, on the "poly-
dimensional argument. 1875 Miss COBBE False Beasts <$

True 190 *Polydoggery is a thing against which all proper
feeling revolts. 1874 LUBBOCK Orig. Iff Met. fits. iv. So
Those cases in which animals or plants pass through a

,239ltisa*poly-e .

produces diverse digestive ferments. 1811-31 BENTHAM
Language Wks. 1843 VIII. 333/1 This proposition will

consist of one word only, or of divers words, will be either

monoepic or *polyepic.
137-2



POLY-.

Poly- combining form. 1. General words.

(Continuedfront preceding page.*}

Polyergio (-5'jdjik) a. [Gr. ipyov work : cf.

Tio\vipyos hard-working], acting in many ways,

having various functions. Polyetlinic (-e'Jmik) a.

[Gr. C0POS nation], belonging to or containing many
nations or races. Polyfene'stral a. (iionce-wd.*)

[L. fenestra window], having many windows.

Po-lyfoil a. and sb. Arch. = MULTIFOIL. Po'ly-

gra mmar (nonce-ivd.}, a grammar of several dif-

ferent languages. Po'ly-groove a., having many,
i. e. more than three, grooves, as a rifle ;

also

ellipt. as sb. a poly-groove ri He
;
so Po ly-grooved

a. Polysryral (-d^aio-ral) a. [Gr. yvpos circle,

ring], having many whorls, as a shell. Poly-
ide'ism, the presence of many ideas or images
at once. Poly-la'minated a., having many
laminze or layers. Polyle'mma, Logic, a complex
syllogism resembling a dilemma but involving
sereral alternatives. Polylepidous (-le'pidss) a.

[Gr. Xtnis scale], having many scales (Treas.
Bot. 1866). Polyli ngruist nonce-wd. [see LIN-

GUIST], a person learned in many languages.
Polylithic (-li'fik) a. [Gr. Aiflos stone], made of

several stones : opp. to monolithic. Polylolralar

(-Ic'biwliu) a., having many lobules, f Polylo-
quent a. Obs. rare*" [L. loquent-cm speaking],
'that speaketh much' (Blount Glossogr. 1656).
Polylychnous (-li'knss) a. (tionce-wd.') [Gr. \vx"os

lamp], having many lamps or lights. Poly-
ma-gnet, an instrument consisting of two or more

electromagnets so arranged as to admit of con-

siderable variation in the field of magnetic force.

|| Polyma'nia, Path., mania affecting several men-
tal faculties : opp. to monomania. Polyma'sti-
gate, Folyma-stigous cuijs. Zool. [Gr. /*aoTif,

Haariy- whip], having many flagella, as an in-

fusorian
; plurirlagellate. Polyme'tallism (iioiice-

ivJ.) [after bimetallism}, the use of several different

metals for money. Polyme tame'ric a. Anat.,

pertaining to or connected with several metameres,
as a muscle supplied with nerves from several

portions of the spinal cord.
|| Polymetochia

(-rm"t<7"'kia), Philol. [Gr. /leroxi} a participle : cf.

POLYSYNDETON], the frequent use of participles or

participial constructions ; so Polymetocliic (-m/"-

ty'kik) a., characterized by polymetochia. Poly-
mi'criana. (tionce-wd.} [Gr.^iposlittle],containing
much within a small space. Polymi'croscope,
a microscope in which various objects are mounted
on plates attached to a revolvable band, so that

they can be brought successively into the field of

observation.
|| Polymyositis (-mai|0s3i'tis", Path.

[see MYOSITIS]: see quot. 1890. || Polyneuritis
(-niurai'tis), Path., see quot. 1886. Polynu-
clear (-nizi'klia-i), Polynu'cleate, -ated Oiijs.

Bio!., having several nuclei, mnltinucleate. Po-
lyodic (-p'dik) a. Mils, (rare) [Gr. woy song]
= POLYPHONIC. Polycestrous (-fstras) a. Zool.

[see CEsTRUM] : (see quot.). Polyommatons
(-p'matss) a. [Gr. o/*/<a, 6/j/uar- eye], having many
eyes. Polyora'ma [after PANORAMA], an optical

apparatus presenting many views, or a view of

many objects (Worcester 1846). Folyorga'nic a.

Bio!., having many different organs., f Polyo't-
ical a. Obs. (nonce-wJ.} [Gr. ous, wr- ear], having
many ears. Po'lypage (-p^'d^) a. (Printing),

comprising several pages, as a polypage (stereo-

type-) plate. Polypa-ntograph, a form of panto-
graph producing several identical designs simul-

taneously from one pattern (Knight Diet. Mech*).
Polyparous a. [see -PAROUS],

'

bringing forth

many
'

(Webster 1864); multiparous. Polyped
(pfliped) [after quadniped\, sb. an animal having
many feet

; adj. many-footed. || Folyphobia
(-fji'bia), Path. [-PHOBIA], morbid fear of many
things. Polyphotal (-foi-tal), Po'lyphote (-f(Jt)

adjs. [Gr. <^St, <purr- light], applied to an electric

arc-lamp so constructed that several may be used
on the same circuit. fPolypi'ety (nonce-wd.),
piety of many forms. Polyplacid (-ptesid) a.

Zool. [irreg. f. Gr. irAa/coCs flat cake], having more
than one madreporic plate, as a starfish ; opp. to

monoplacid. Polyplastic(-plge'stik)<z. [PLASTIC],
having or assuming many forms (Unnglison,
1 844). || Folypnoea (-pm'a), Path. [Gr. 7^017

(Dor. m>oa, -avoid) breathing (cf. iro\vmota a violent

wind) ;
in F. polypne"e\,

'

very rapid respiration
'

(Syd. Soc. Lex.). Polyponons (-i'ponas) a. (nonce-

wd.) [Gr. TroKvirovos much-labouring], occupied
with many labours. Polyposist (-i-posist), nonce-

wd. [cf. Gr. 7ro\i/iroffia hard drinking, iroXuiroT?;s
a hard drinker], one who drinks much, a hard

1084

drinker. Polyprism, Polyprisma'tic a. Cryst. :

see quots. Polyprothesy (-prp-J>;"si), Gram. [Gr.

vpufttris preposition: cf. POLYSYNDETON'], the

frequent use of prepositions; so Polyprothetic

(-prcjwtik) a., characterized by polyprothesy.
Polypseudonymous (pplisiwdfvnimas) a., having

many pseudonyms or aliases, f Fo'lypyrene

(-pai>r/h), f Polypyre-nous (-pain-nas) adjs. [Gr.

iruprjv stone or hard seed of fruits], having two or

more stones or kernels, as a fruit. Folyrhizal

(-rai-zal), Polyrlii-zous adjs. [Gr. pi'fo root: cf.

F. polyrrhize adj.], having many roots. Polyse-
mant (-srmcent) [ad. late Gr. iro\vo"r)navTos adj. ,

having many significations], a word having various

senses; so Folysema-ntic a., having various

senses. Polysemous (-sfmas) a. [f. med.L. poly-
sem-us (Dante), a. Gr. -no\varin-os of many senses,

f. iroAu-, POLY- + orjfia sign, arj^aivtiv to signify],

having many meanings. Polyse'nsuous a. [f. L.

sensu-s sense + -ousj = polyscnions ;
hence Poly-

se-nsuousness. Po'ly-sided a., many-sided.
Folysiphonic ^-saify-nik), Folysiphonous (-sai--

fonss) adjs.. Nat. Hist., having or consisting of

several siphons or tubes. Folysoil a., con-

taining various kinds of soil. Polysoma-tic a.

[Gr. auiita body], applied to a grain of sand-

stone or the like which consists of an aggre-

gation of smaller grains. Polysomatons (-50"'-

matas) a. [as prec.], applied to a monster having
two or more bodies combined. Folysomitic
(-somi-tik) a. Zool., composed of a number of

somites or body-segments. Po'lyspire, a form of

sponge-spicule : see quot. Polystachyous (-sta--

kiss) a. Bot. [Gr. crraxvs ear of corn : cf. iroAv-

araxvs rich in ears of corn (Theocr.)], having
many ears or spikes, as a grass (Mayne). Foly-
stelic (-strlik) a. Bot. [Gr. cri^Ai; post, pillar,

etc.], applied to a stem or root having more than
one internal vascular cylinder or stele. Foly-
stemonons (-stfmonas) a. Bot. [Gr. m-itfuuv,

taken as = stamen : cf. F. polystdmone adj.],

having the number of stamens more than double
that of the petals or sepals. Polystetuoscope
(-bte-bj.konp) : see quot. Polystichous (-i'stikas)
a. Nat. Hist. [Gr. OTI'XOS row : cf. DISTICHOUS],
arranged in numerous rows (Cent. Diet. 1890).
Po'lystigra (-stim), Geom. [Gr. aTiy^rj point],
a figure made up of a number of points. Poly-
stigmatic (-stigmae'tik) a. (humorous nonce-wd.)

[Gr. ariyfta mark, spot], relating to numerous

spots. Folystigmous (-sti'gmas) a. Sot., having
many stigmas, as a flower (Cent. Diet.). Poly-
stylar (-stai-lai), Po-lystyle adjs. Arch. [Gr.
ortAos column], having or characterized by many
columns. Polystylons (-stai'las) a. Bot., having
many styles, as the ovary of a flower (Mayne
1858). Polysy llogism (Logic), a combination
or series of related syllogisms ;

so Polysyllogi'-
stic a. [F. polysyllogistique], pertaining to or

consisting of a polysyllogism. Po lyta sted a.

(nonce-wd.), having many tastes or flavours.

Polythelemism (-J>^l/"miz'm), nonce-wd. [Gr.

${\rjlia will] : see qnot. Po'lytone [cf. F. poly-
tone adj. (Voltaire)J, varied tone, as in ordinary

speaking : opposed to monotone. Po'lytope,
Geom. [Gr. ro-rros place], a form, in geometry of

more than three dimensions, corresponding to a

polygon in plane, or a polyhedron in solid geo-
metry, f Polyto-pian (nonce-wd.) [as prec.], one
who visits many places, f Polytra-gic a., con-

taining many tragedies. Polytrichous (-i'trikas)

a. Nat. Hist. [Gr. 8pif, rpix- hair], very hairy;

thickly covered with hair (Mayne 1858). || Foly-
uresis (-iurrsis), || Polyuria (-iu'-ria), Path. [Gr.

ovpr/ais urination, ovpov urine], excessive excretion

of urine; hence Polynric (-iuTik) a., pertaining
to or affected with polyuria. Folyvo'ltine [Ital.

volta turn, time], a silkworm of a breed which yields
several broods of cocoons in a year.

1889 BURDON SANDERSON Address to Biological Section
British Assoc. in Nature 26 Sept. 524/1 Plant proto-

plasm, though it may be structurally homogeneous, is

dynamically *po!yergic it has many endowments. 1888

Daily Nttvs 22 Sept. 1/2 For purposes of communication
and for interchange of ideas the polyglott, *poly-ethnic
Indian continent has become one country. 1838 Civil Eng.
ff Arch. Jrnl. I. 311/2 There is no proportion observed
between the "polyfenestral building itself, and the range of
columns stuck up against it. 1842 FRANCIS Diet. Arts, etc.,

*Polyfoile, an ornament, like a leaf, of many round lobes.
1812 SOUTHEY in Q. Rev. VIII. 97 The title of this poly-
grammar must not be admitted as a proof that he was
qualified for the task which he undertook. 1868 Kef. la
Gffut. U S, Munitions IVar 88 These guns are rifled on
the "polygroove system, and use lead-coated projectiles.
1886 Field 9 Jan. 54/3 Greatly improved the shooting of the
old muzzle-loading polygroove. 1858 GREENER Gunnery

POLY-.

403 They will shoot as well as, "'poly-grooved rifles. 18.,

W.G. BiNNEvfCent. D.),*Polygyral. 1903 F. W. B. MYERS
Hum. Personality I. 47 In one word, hypnosis is a state

of *poly-ideism, not of mono-ideism. 1876 tr. Wagners
Gen. Patkol. (ed. 6) 333 Single or *poly-1aminaied cylin-

drical, and ciliated ephhelia. 1867 ATWATER Logic 151
The names Trilemma, Tetralemma, *Polylemma have been
sometimes given to this sort of Syllogism according to

the number of members or horns. 1873 M. COLLINS

Syttire Silchester II. xix. 232 An old friend .. famous as

^polylingiiist, philologist, archaeologist. 1839 Civil E.ng.
<$ Arch. Jrnl. II. 368/1 *Polylithic statues, or those com-

posed of several stones. 1896 AllbutPs Syst. Med. I.

117 Small round cells with *polylobular and fragmented
nuclei. 1839 Fraser's Mag. XX. 709 Freely dispensing

light from the huge "polylychnous gas-burners to a whole

neighbourhood. 1828 Lancet 19 Apr. 73/2 Dr. Epps
enumerated monomania; that is, when one faculty is

affected : *polymania where more than one faculty is de-

ranged. 1893 Chicago Advance 10 Aug., *Polymetallism is

historical, and iron, copper, shells and wampum have all been
used as money. 1888 Nature 13 Dec. 151/2 Most muscles,

Fuerbringer argues, are 'polymetameric, i, e. they receive

nervous fibres from two or more spinal roots. 1900 H. \V.

SMYTH Grk. Melic Poets p. lvii,The periods [in the dithyramb]
were disjointed.. and "polymetochic : the heaping of parti-

ciples added pomp and rapidity. 1899 W. I. KNAPP Life
Borrow I. 70 A small 410 volume., in his *polymicrian

handwriting. 1890 BILLINGS Med. Did., *Poly>nyositist

inflammation of a number of muscles, simultaneous or

successive. 1899 Allbutfs Syst. Med, VI. 461 Primary
affections of the muscle, (a) Acute polymyositis. 1886

W. R. COWERS Man, Dis. Nem. Syst. I. 91 The term '

mul-

tiple neuritis
'

or '*polyneuritis
'

is applied to the condition

in which many nerves are inflamed simultaneously or in

rapid succession. 1899 Allt/utt'sSyst.MetL VI. 496 Certain

mineral poisons . . induce paralysis by the establishment of

polyneuritjs. 1876 tr. \Vagnt'r"s Gen. Pathol. (ed. 6} 273
In atrophic increase of fat, in *polynuclear bone-cells.

1901 W. OSLER Princ. <V Pract. Med. i. 19 Acute diseases,
in which the polynuclear neutrophiles are increased. 1895

Syct. Soc. Lex., *Polynncleate^ multinucleate. 1878 T.

99 note., The first of these styles of melody they term

monodic, the second *polyodic. But this polyodic style of

composition, after all, is nothing more than a compounding
of harmony with melody. 1900 HEAPE in Q. JruLMicrosc,
Sc. Nov. 16 There are two forms of sexual season evident

in female mammals ; the monoestrous, in which there is

only a single oestrus at one or more particular times of the

year (bitch), and the *polyoestrous, in which there are two or

more concurrent dioestrous cycles at a particular time of the

year (mare). 1864 WEBSTER, *Polyommatous^ having many
eyes. 1884 Ch. Times 8 Feb. 101 Like the mysterious
Beings in the Apocalypse, polyommatous full of eyes.

1887 Science 3 June 534/2 In the natural world some beings
are monorganic, others are *polyorganic. 1613 JACKSON
Creed u. xxvii. 3 As vbually is found in any *polycuticall

Argus-eyed tyrannic. 1822 J. WILSON in Blackiv. Mag,
XII. 87 It is all right and fitting that a quadruped, or

*polyped, like Jack-with-the-many-legs, should go on foot

1829 SOUTHEY Sir T. More II. 193 Though it cannot be
thrown down by a tempest, it may be shattered by it, and its

polyped unity destroyed. 1647 WARD Simp. Cobler (1843) 5

*Poly-piety is the greatest impiety in the world. 1890
Cent. Diet., *Polyj>iuea. 1897 AllbutCs Syst. Med. II. 485
A probable compensatory polypnoea or attack of dyspnoea.

1853 Fraser's Mag. XLVII. 179 We have never had such
a *polyponous individual as the Rector of Lyndon. 1811

Sporting Mag. IX. 53 The ancients boasted the power of

their *Polyposists. 1873 GANOT Physics ^ed.6) vu. iu. 502
That the angle of deviation increases with the refractive

index may be shown by means of the *polyprism. This
name is given to a prism formed of several prisms of the

same angle connected at their bases. 1849 CRAIG, *Foly-

prismatic, presenting numerous prisms. 1864 WEBSTER,
Polyprismatici having many lateral secondary planes, with
or without the primary planes; said of a prismatic crystal.

1896 J. DONOVAN in Classical Rev. Feb. 62/1 The gradual
development from extreme oligoprothesy to considerable

*po!yprothesy, in the Tragic writers, is especially d \velt on.

Ibid.) The enquiry leads to the general law that prose is

*polyprothetic and poetry oHgoprothetic. 1876 World V.

No. 105. 9 If it is. .intolerable for one gentleman to call

another a *polypseudonymous writer. 1902 SWINBURNE in

Q. Rev. July 30 The polypseudonymous ruffian who uses

and wears out as many stolen names as ever did even the

most cowardly and virulent of literary poisoners. 1693
Phil. Trans. XVII. 928 The Pomiferous Trees and Shrubs,
. .these are all *Polypyrene. 1706 PHILLIPS, *Po?ypyrcnoH$
/*>////,,. such Fruit of Trees, Herbs, etc. as contain two or

more Kernels or Seeds within it. 1858 in MAYNE Expos.
Lex. 1890 Cent. Did.,

*
Polyrhizal. 1858 MAYNE Expos.

Lex., PolyrhizuS). .having many roots,.. *polyrhizous. 1873
F. HALL Mod. Eng. 170 Multiyocals ,. are of three sorts.

I. *Polysemants, where there is identity of form in the

symbols of primary significations and their derivatives; as

(a) burst* cast, cost, cut, hit, presents, preterites, and parti-

ciples ; as (&) love, substantive and verb, or ?"//, adjective, ad-

verb, and substantive ; and as (c\fost t stage, the substantives.

II. Homographs, identical to the eye; ..III. Homophones,
identical to the ear only. 1862 Hindu Philos. Syst.

75 note, This is not the Siinkhya
' nature ', prakriti, but

our own ^polysemantic
' nature ', 1884 Athenaeum 17 May

628/2 What Dante himself, in his dedication to Can Grande,
calls the '

"polysemous
'

character of the poem. [DANTE

Efiist.
x. 7 Istius operis non est simplex sensus, immo

dici potest polysemum, hoc est plurium sensuum.J 1904
GARDNER Dante's Ten Heavens n We are told in the

: Letter to Can Grande that the poem is "polysensuous.

1899 Dublin Rev. Jan. 211 We do not think that Mr. Paget

j

Toynbee quite realises in the Dictionary .. the "poly-
I sensuousness of Beatrice. 1862 H. W. BELLEW Jrnl. Pol.

!

Mission Afghanistan. 216 The only clean .. building is

j

a *polysided domed mosque . . that stands on an eminence

I
overlooking the village. 1898 SEDGWICK Textbk. Zool.

I. 125 note, The coenosark or hydrocaulus is said to be

|

fascicled or *polysiphonic when it is composed of several

adherent tubes. 1857 BERKFI.EV Cryptog. Rot, 133 Of
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those green Algae which are marked by calcareous matter,
there are two series distinguished by their monosiphonous
or *polyMphonous sterns. 1778 [W. MARSHALL] Minutes
Agric., Digest 18 A Unisoil Farm requires fewer Implements
than a *Polysoil Farm. 1904 Brit. fried. Jrnl. 17 Dec,

1643/2 The subject of *polysomatous terata. 1877 HUXLEY
Anat. Inv. Anim. vi. 251 Groups of *polysomitic segments,
which .. receive the name of thorax and abdomen. 1887
SOLLAS in Encyd. Brit. XXII. 417/2 (Sponge) A continued

spiral growth through several revolutions gives the *poly-

spire. 1888 in Challenger Rep. XXV. p. Ixii, Polyspire. . .

A spiie of two or more revolutions. 1896 CORMACK in

Tians. Linn. Sac,, Bot. Ser. n. V. 275 His description of
the "polystdic condition of stems of Ptcridophyta. Ibid.,
With polystelic roots must be classed certain abnormal
Palm-roots. 2849 BALFOUR Man. Bot. 392 I f the stamens are

double the sepals or petals . . the flower is diptostcnwnoits . . ; if

more than double, *polystemonons. 1861 BENTLEY Man. Bot.

254 Polysteutenons [sic],,
.as in the Rose. 1889 H ANDERSON

tr. Baas' Outl. Hist, fried. 1016 The stethoscope of Lan-

douzy ("polystethoscope) with several tubes at one end, so
lhat seveial persons can listen to the same murmur at once.

1863 R, TOWNSENO Mod. Geont. I. 144 A complete figure
which, .may be termed a *po!ystigm in the former case, and
a polygram in the latter. 1881 BLACKMORE C/instowell x.

1. 152 As the *polystiginatic view deepened, her name ac-

crusted filially to the positive form of *

Spotty'. 1843 Civil

Eng. ff Arck. Jrnl. VI. 195
;
i A picturesque piece of *poly-

stylar composition. Ibid. 263/2 Such apertures must prove
..at variance with its columnar and *polystyle character.

1837-8 SIR W. HAMILTON Logic xix. (1866) I. 363 A series of
correlative syllogisms, following each other in the reciprocal
relation of antecedent and consequent is called a *

Poly-
syllogism. 1709-10 HENLEY in Swift's Wks. (1841) II. 452/2
When the *polytasted wine excited jovial thoughts and
banished serious reflections. 1905 Faith ofChristian (ed. 2)

i2/i We have simply substituted what may be called *poly.
thelemism, or the doctrine of many wills, for the doctrine of

polytheism. 1852 Ecclesiologist XIII. 63 They are read,
we mean read in *polytone, by the Priest. 1866 J. R
DYKES in P. Freeman Rites <V Ritual 106 The use of the
monotone dropped and gave place to our modern careless un-
ecclesiastical polytone. 1611 B. JONSON in Coryat Crudities,
Charac. Authour, The character of y- famous Odcombian
or rather ^Polytopian Thomas the Coryate. 1605 EARL STIR-
LING Alexandrcean Argt., Which multitude of murthers

pave, .to me the subject of this *PolytragickeTra:jedie. 1858
MAVNK Expos. Lex., Polyuresia, VW.i uresis. 1876 tr. Wag-
ner's Gen. Pathol. led. 6) 584 *Polyuiia is absent, but there
exists a frequent desire for micturition. 1890 Lancet i Nov.

938/1 Reducing the polyuria and the thirst. 1885 W.
ROBERTS Urinary <$ Renal Dis. n. i. ied. 4) 245 In *poly-
uric subjects the contractile power of the renal vessels is

apparently paralysed. 1890 Po/>. Sc. Monthly Feb. 500 For
the protection of the mulberry-trees, the raising of "poly-
voltines, or worms that hatch several broods a year, is

forbidden in many countries.

2. la Chemistry, a prefixed element indicating

generally the higher members of a series of mono-,

di~) tri-, etc. compounds; sometimes including all

except the primary or mono- member.
a. Prefixed to sbs., forming sbs. used as the

names of compounds formed by the combination
of two or more atoms, molecules, or radicals (some-
times with elimination of hydrogen atoms, water

molecules, etc.), as poly'e''thy'/?
= (C 2 H4) n , (e.g.

hexethylene alcohol (C 2 H 4 ) 6 H.j.O7); polygly-
cerin: see quot. 1877; /0/p0\r/aV, a binarycompound
containing several oxygen atoms, as a pentoxide ;

so polysu'lphidc, polyte'rebene, polyte'rpene, etc.

1854 J. ScofFER^mOrr'sCirc. Sc.
t Client. 353 The designa-

tion of polysulphurets has been applied. 1862 MILLER Elem.
Chem. (ed. 2) III. 251 note, These bodies [Glycol, Diethy-
lene alcohol and Triethylene alcohol] ..are termed polyethy*
lene alcohols by Wurtz. 1866 WATTS Diet. Chem. IV.

687 Polyterebenes, hydrocarbons polymeric with oil of tur-

r>etuine. 1871 ROSCOE Elem. Chem. 215 From the forma-
tion of polysulphides of ammonium and water. 1877
WATTS Fcnvnes' Chem, (ed. 12) II. 185 Polyglycerins. Two,
three, or more molecules of glycerin can unite into a single

molecule, with elimination of a number of water-molecules
less by one than the number of glycerin molecules which
combine together. 1882 Rep. to Ho. Repr. Prec. Met,
U.S. 615 Some sulphurets from Nevada County were
digested in a solution of sodium polysulphide, with the
addition of free sulphur. 1890 Cent. Diet., Polyterpene, . .

any one of a class of substances polymeric with the terpenes.
b. Prefixed to adjs. or sbs., forming adjs.,

meaning
'

containing or derived from two or more
molecules of the substance expressed by the second
element

'

: e. g. polya'ctd, polyca'rbic, polyethe'nic,

polyo-xygen, polywlphuretted. See also POLY-

ATOMIC, POLYBASIC, POLYTHIONIC.
'854 J. SCOFFERN in Orrs Circ. St., Chem. 353 These

polysulphuretted combinations are decomposed. 1866 OD-
LING Anim. Chem. 113 We cannot doubt that corresponding
acids with three and four atoms of oxygen are also formed, as
in other modes of oxidation ; . . such poly-oxygen acids being
much less volatile. 1873 WATTS Fownes' Chem. (ed. n) 621

Polyethenic alcohols, .contain the elements of two or more
molecules of ethene oxide combined with one molecule of
water. 1880 CLF.MINSHAW Wurt Atom. Th. 198 Some
time afterwards when the existence of polyacid bases was
admitted,.. Graham discovered polybasic acids.

Polyacanthous to Polyactinal: see POLY-.

Polyad (p^'li,3ed). Chem. [f. POLY-, after

dyad, triad, etc.] A polyatomic element or radical.

1879^ ROSSITER Diet. Set. Terms 270/2 Polyads = Poly-
atomic elements : triads, tetrads, hexads, &c.

II Folyadelphia (p^Hiade-lfia). Bot. [mod.L.
(Linnaeus, 1735), f. Gr. 7ro\u-, POLY- + a5eA<os
brother + -IA l.] The eighteenth class in the
Linnrean Sexual System, comprising plants whose

flowers have the stamens united in three or more
bundles. Hence Fo'lyadelpli (rare- ,, a plant
of this class; Polyade Iphian (rare~

(}

) i Poly-
ade'lphous adjs., belonging to this class; having
the stamens so united ; also said of such stamens.
1828 WEBSTER,

"

Polyadelph. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Snpp. ,

*
Polyadelphia, . . a class of plants, whose stamina are formed

into three or more separate bodies. 1770 ELLIS in Phil.

Trans. LX. 521 In the class of Polyadelphia. 1835 HENS-
LOW Princ. Bot. 138. 149 The class Polyadelphia is ex-

ceedingly small (the genus Hypericum forming its most

prominent feature). 1828 WtustEK,
*
Polyadetphian. 1807

J. E. SMITH Phys. Bot. 450 Nor does it appear to be

*polyadelphous at all. 1860 OLIVER Less. Bot. (1873) 145

Hypericum is the only British genus with polyadelphous
stamens. 1878 MASTERS Henfrcys Bot. 224.

Polyadelphite (p^liiade-lfoit). Min. [f.
as

prec. + -ITE *
: so named as consisting of five dif-

ferent silicates united.] A massive brownish-yellow
variety of iron garnet, found in New Jersey.
1836 T. THOMSON Mitt. 1. 154 Polyadtlphite. .was sent me

by Mr. Nuttall 1892 DANA Min. (ed. 6' 443.

Polyadenopathy to Poly-afFectioned: see

POLY- i. Polyaemia: see POLYH.EMIA.

Polyander (p^li^-ndsj). [In sense i, ad.

nied.L. polyandrwn^ for earlier POLYAXDKIUM.
In sense 2, ad. Y . polyaitdi'e adj., ad. mod.L. poly-
andrus POLYANDROUS. Cf. DIANDER.]
tL = POLYANDRIUM. Obs. rare.

1631 WEEVER Anc. Fun. frlon. 241 Ethelbert lieth here
closde in this Polyander. a 1683 STAVELEV Hist. Ch. Eng,
xv. (1712) 255 Famous King Ethelbert lies here, Clos'd in

this Poliander.

2. Bot. A plant of the class Polyandria. rare~.
1828 in WEBSTER.

Folyandria (p^Uiarndria). [mod.L., a. Gr.

no\vavdpia, n. of state from iroXua^5/)oy having
many men or husbands (f. TTO\V-, POLY- + dv8p-

man, male), employed by Linnaeus (1/35) in the

sense (

having many stamens or male organs '.]

1. Bot. The thirteenth class in the Linnsean
Sexual System, comprising plants having twenty
or more stamens inserted on the receptacle (cf.

ICOSANDRIA). Also the name of one of the orders

in certain classes, as Monadelphia ^ Gynandria,
Mona'da, in which the number of stamens is used

to subdivide them into orders.

1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp., Polyandria, . .a class of plants
with hermaphrodite flowers, and a large numbtr of stamina,
or male parts, in each. 1833 HENSLOW Princ. Bot. 138.

148 In Icosandria they [the stamens] adhere to the calyx . .

whilst in Polyandria they are free from the calyx, or are

hypogynous.
2. Zool. and Anthrop. *= POLYANDRY.
1876 fienedcns Anim. Parasites 56 It is a case of poly-

andria which we see realized in the ScalpeHum. 187^9
KEANE Lefevre*s Philos. I. 28 A long period of polyandria
in which the mother was the centre and only bond of the

family.

Polyandria^ pi. of POLYANDRIUM.

Polya'iidriau, a. rare.
[f. prec. + -AX.]

1. Bot. = POLYAHDROtTS I.

a 1794 SIR W. JONES Talcs (1807) 170 Taught . .To class by
pistil and by stamen, Produce from nature's rich dominion
Flow'rs polyandtian monogynian.
2. = POLYANDKOUS 2.

1809 SOUTHEY in Q. Rev* II. 115 In Malabar the poly-
andrian system of polygamy prevails. 1891 G. W, COOKE
Browning Guide-Bit. 385 Of this polyandrian lady, no
further mention occurs.

Hence Polya'ndrianism. = POLYANDRY.
1820 SOUTHEV Lett. (1856) III. 200. 1829 Sir T. More

(1831) II. 199 The regulated polyandrianism which Carsar
found established in the south of Britain.

a. rare. [ Gr.

(see POLYANDROUS) + -ic. So F. polyandriqtte]
POLYANDROUS 2. (Corresp. to POLYGYNJO.)

1868 Westni. Rev. Apr. 410 The tradition of their pc4y-
andric marriage. 1873 A. WILSON Abode ofSnow xxiv. 234,
I never knew of a case where a polyandric wife was left

without the society of one at least of her husbands.

Polyandrioa : see POLYANDRIUM.
Polyandrious, a. Bot. rare" , [f. POLYAN-

DRI-A + -ous.] = POLYANDROUS i.

1858 in MAVNE Expos. Lex.

Polya'ndrism. rare. [f. Gr. iroXvoi/Sp-os (see

POLYANDROUS) + -ISM.]
= POLYANDRY.

1800 Chron. in Ann. Reg. 473 Here polyandrism prevails.

Polyandrist (p?li|CC
-

ndrist). [f. as prec. +
-IST.] One who practises polyandry; a woman
who has several husbands at the same time. In

quot 1887 euphem. for
*

prostitute '. Also attrib.

(^POLYANDROUS 2). (Corresp. to POLYGYNIST.)
1833 Blackw. Mag, XXXIII. 143 Her elder sister,

Imagination, once so prolific in her loveliness, a Polyandria
with all her Passions of old. 1878 C. S. WAKE Evol.

Morality II. 241 From the legend of the Pendavas, . . it

would seem that they [the Kshatriya-0 were actually poly-
andrists. 1887 Pall Mall G. 14 July 2/1 Attempts to make
the regulation of the movements of female polyandrists a
police function.

II Polyaiidrium (ppliise-ndrirm), -ion (-i^i).
PI. -ia. [Late L. po/yandrium, -ion, a. Gr. iroAi^

avtiptov, as below, prop. neut. sing, of no\vdv$pios
adj., of or relating to many men.] In Gr. Antiq.

A burial-place for a number of men, esp: those

who had fallen in battle. Hence allusively.'
a 1661 FULLER Worthies^ Waru<ick, (1662) in. 121 Then

each Church yard was indeed a Polyandr[i]um, so that the

Dead might seem to justle one another for room therein.

iBapT.S. HUGHKS Tran. S/'ci/yl.x\. 335 That polyandiium
which covered the remains of those biave Thtbans who fell

in defence of Grecian liberty. 1846 C. MAII LAND Ch. Cata
combs 55 Tombs . . mentioned by antiquarians under the
name tf Polyandria.

Polyandrous (p^liiarndras), a. ff. Gr. TroXiJ-

a^5/)os (see POLYANDRIA) + -ous.]
1. Bot. Having numerous stamens ; spec, be-

longing to the class Polyandria.
1830 LINULEV Nat, Syst. Bot. 259 In this oider. .there are

polyandrpus species: a remarkable anomaly in monocotyle-
dons, which rarely exceed the number 6 in their stamens.

1870 HOOKER Stud. Flora 367 Flowers i-sexual poly-
androus.. .Sagittaria.

2. Having more than one, or several, husbands ;

practising, pertaining to, or involving polyandry.

(Corresp. to POLYCYNOUS 2.)

1865 MCLENNAN Prim. Marriage viii. 171 The poly-
androus arrangement. 1870 LUBBOCK Orig. Civiltz. in.

(1875! 134 The passage . . in Tacitus does not appear to me
to justify us in regarding the Germans as having been poly-
andiOUS. 1882 Athenaeum 22 Apr. 501/3 The existence of
the ancient, uncivilized, and polyandrous forms of the family.

b. Zool. Characterized by polyandry, as a species.
1885 C. TROTTER in Academy b June 39^/3 He also records

a polynndrous species among the bird-.. 1904 Contewp.
Rei\ Oct. 495 Cuckoos are probably polyandrous.

Polyandry (pp'liisendri), [ad. Gr. voXvavdpia :

see POLYANDKIA. So . polyandric.] Tliat form
of polygamy in which one woman has two or more
husbands at the same time

; plurality of husbands.

(Corresp. to POLYGYNY.)
1780 M. MADAN ThelyphtJiora (1781) I. 279 This surely

affords a strong proof that polyandry (as it is called) is con-

trary to nature. 1816 SOUIMEY Lett. (1856) III. 18, I can
account for the system of Polyandry, as he calls it, only
in one way;.. that it originated in nuccssity. 1885 CLODO
Myths (V Dr. \. vi. 104 The custom of female infanticide.,

rendering women scaice, Jed at once to polyandry.
b. Zool. The fact of a female animal having

more than one male mate.

1871 DARWIN 7V.sc. Man I. viii. 269 Three starling-; not

rarely frequent the same nest ; but whether this is a case of

polygamy or polyandry has not been ascertained.

Polyangle, Polyangular : see POLY- i.

Polyailtll (pflijKnJ)). rare. Anglicized form
of POLYANTHUS.
1828 WEBSTER, Polyanth> Polyanthos. 1856 DELAMKK

Fl. Card. (1861) 41 Polianth narcissuses are annually im-

ported from Holland, with tulips, and other Dutch bulbs.

t Polyanthea (pf>li|Senbra). Obs. [a. med.
L. potyanthea, f. Gr. type ^-nokvavOeta, f. TroAuac^^s
much blooming (f. av&os flower).] A collection of

the ' flowers
'

of poetry or other literature, i. e. of

choice literary extracts ; an anthology.
Appears in 1503 as title of a work by Domenico Nam

Mirabelli, Polyanthea, idest Florum multitudo (Savona

1603); subseq. in titles of many similar works, as the Poly*
anihea Nova of J. Lange (Geneva 1600^.

1618 SKLDEN Hist. Tithes Pief., What were patcht up
out of Postils, Polyantheas, common place Ixjoks. 1641
1 SMECTVMNUUS

'

I'ind. Answ. Pref. aijb, As destitute of
all learning, as if our reading had never gone beyond a

Polyanthea. [1730-6 13A i LEV (folio), Polyanthca, a famous
collection of common places, in alphabetical order, made
first by Domini Nanni dc Mirabella, of great service to

orators, preachers, &c. of the lower class.]

Hence t Polyanthe'an a. Obs., pertaining to, of

the nature of, or using a '

polyanthea
'

; also as sb.

one who uses a *

polyanthea'.
1621 BURTON Anat. Mel. i. ii. in. xv, [One] that by.,

some trivially polyanthean helps, steals and gleans a few
notes from other men's harvests. 1621 BP. MOUNTAGU
Diatribs 38 My selfe, a poore Postulating Polyanthean
Ciergy-man. Ibid. 434 As we poore Breuiarists and Po!y-
antheans of the Clergie vse to do.

Polyanthous (p?li|arn]>3s), a. rare~. [f.

as next + -ous.] Bearing many flowers, or many
blooms in one flower.

1858 MAYNE Expos. Lex.) Polyanthus, Bot. applied to a

plant which bears many flowers, ..as in the Narcissus poly,
anthns. Applied by Wachendorff to

plants
the flowers of

which are compound or aggregate : polyanthous.

Polyanthus (p^liise-n^s). Also 7-8 -os.

[a. mod.L. polyanthus^ f. Gr. iro\v-, POLY- + avOos

flower : cf. Gr. no\vav0os much blooming.]
1. A favourite ornamental cultivated form of

Primula (supposed to have originated from the

cowslip, P. veriSj or a cross between that and the

primrose, P. vulgaris]^ having flowers of various

shades, chiefly brown or crimson with yellow eye
and border, in an umbel on a common peduncle.
[Cf. 1583 DODON*US Stirp. Hist. Pcmpt. sex 146 Prirnu-

larum Veris una maior et polyanthemos. 16*5 TAIIEHN*-
MONTANUS Neu u. volkoin. Krauterhuch II. 33 Primula
veris multifloia. 1629 PARKINSON Paradisits xxxv. 242

Prinintaverisfy Paralysis, Primroses and Cowslips. Ibid.

244. 9. Paralysis altera odorata Jlore pallido polyanthos^
the Primrose Cowslip.)
1727 BRADLEY Fam. Diet. s.v. Flower, You are now also to

transplant your Seedling Polyanthos upon a shady Border,
and divide the old Roots. 1728-46 THOMSON Spring 531

The daisy, primrose, violet darkly blue, And polyanthus
of unnumbered dyes. 1748 LADY IA'XBOBOL'GH Lttt. to



POLYARCH.
Shenstonc 16 Oct., [Wt] have now primroses and poly.
anthuses growing. 1779 SHKKIUAN Critic \\, ii, The vulgar
wallflower, and smart gillyflower, The polyanthus mean,
the dapper daisy. 1840 E. ELLIOTT Withered Wild Flowers
I, Thy gemm'd auricula, a growing flame, Or polyanthus,
edged with golden wire, The poor man's flower. 1863
KIXGSLEY Water-Bab, ii, As smart as a gardener's dog with
a polyanthus in his mouth.
2. attrib. or adj. Polyanthus Narcissus : any

one of a group of species of Narcissus, as N.

Tazetta, which have the flowers in an umbellate

cluster on a common peduncle. So Polyanthus
Primrose, - sense I.

[18^6 : see POI.YANTH.] 1866 Treas. Bot. 776 The numerous
species of Narcissus, .have been thrown Into several groups
or subgenera,. . Ajax\ the Daffodils. .. Ganymcdes-. the
Rush Daffodils... Hermione : the Polyanthus Narcissus,
distinguished by the slender cylindrical tube and shallow

cup, the filaments unequally adnate near the mouth, and
the style slender, as in N. Tazetta. 1882 Garden 18 Feb.

119/2 The centre bed is filled with, .pale-coloured Poly-
anthus Narcissus, and Lily of the Valley. Ibid. 13 May
323/1 The Polyanthus Primrose sent is an undoubtedly
novel form of the ancient Jack-in-the-Green.

Polyarch (p^-liiajk), a. Bot. [f. Gr. iroXv-,

POLY- -* dpxv beginning, origin.] Proceeding
from many points of origin : said of the primary
xylem or woody tissue of a stem or root.

1884 BOWER & SCOTT De BarysPhaner. 351 The xylem
is according to the particular case cUarch or polyarch, and
its starting-points .. all lie at equal distances from one
another.

Folya rchal, a. rare 1
, [f. as POLYARCHY

+ -AL.] Having many rulers. So Polya'rchical
a. (rare}, of the nature of or pertaining to a poly-

archy (opp, to monarchical) ; Po'lyarchist (rare},
one who advocates or believes in a polyarchy.
1896 BOSCAWES Bible fy Monuments v. 112 The Deluge

formed the rubicon between the mythic period and the
heroic and *polyarchal age. 1660 R. SHKKINGHAM King's
Supremacy Asserted viii. (1682) 84 The state of a Common-
wealth is either Monarchical, or *Polyarchical. 1673 H.
STUBBE Farther I'ind. Dutch War To Rdr. 13 It was a
maxime transmitted unto them from the first Pr. William
that this Polyarchical Government eould not subsist without
a State-holder, who was to reconcile all emergent difficulties

betwixt the Towns and Provinces. 1678 CUHWORTH Intell,

Srst. t. iv. 403 Ytt is it undeniably evident, that he

[Plato] was no *Polyarchist, but a Monarchist, an assertor
of One Supreme God.

Polyarchy (pp'li,ajki). Also 7-8 erron. poly-
garchy. [ad. Gr. iroXvapxia rule by many, f.

iro\v~, POLY- + -apx*/a rule- The & form poly-
g-irchy, after med.L. polyganhia^ obs. F. poli-

garthie, Sp. poligarquia^ Pg. potygarchiat It. poli-

ganhia, arising (in med.L. or the Romanic langs.)
from assimilation to oligarchia^ OLIGARCHY, was
the usual one in i7~iSth c.]

1. The government of a state or city by many :

contrasted with monarchy*
1600 C. BUTLER Fern. Man. (1634) 5 The Bees abhor as

well Polyarchy as Anarchy. 1686 J. SCOTT Chr. Life (1696)

56 Any Government ..whether it be Monarchy or Pulyarchy.
1813 SOUTHEY Hist. Penins. War I. 615 The Inevitable

ruin which a polyarchy of independent Juntas would bring
on. 1890 J. H. STIRLING Giffbrd Lect. viii. 153 Polyarchy
is anarchy.
0. [1611 COTCR., Poligarchie^ a monarchic diuided into

sundrie parts ; or such adiuision.] 1643 HERLE^.SW. Ferne
32 The e.xtreames of these three kinds of.. Government are

tyrannic, oligarchic, polygarchie (i.e.)of one, of many, and of

all, when arbitrary and unbounded in their governments.
1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Polygarchy. 1706 PHILLIPS, Poly-

garchy, the Government of a Commonwealth in the Hands
of many. 1721-90 BAILEY, Poly-archy. 1804 Ann. Reg.
682 It was thought that an infallible remedy had been dis-

covered for popular convulsions in a polygarchy.
Tib. (erron. use, after heptarchy,} A group of

many kingdoms.
1816 SOUTHEY Vind. Eccl. Angl. 68 Wessex, one of the

most flourishing kingdoms of the Anglo-Saxon polyarchy.
1831-4 DE QUINCEY Caesars Wks. 1862 IX. 200 A polyarchy
(such as the Saxons established in England).
2. Bot. [f. POLYARCH; cf. dichogamy-, hetero-

styly, etc.] The condition of being polyarch.
1884 BOWER & SCOTT De Bary"s Phaner. 357 The thick

roots of Iris, Asparagus, Smilax (Sarsaparilla), Palms, &c.,
are examples of a high degree of polyarchy.

Polyargite (ppliia-jd^ait). Min. [ad. Swed.

polyargit (L. F. Svanberg 1840), f. Gr. TTO\U-,
PoLY- + apyos shining, sparkling : see -ITE *.] A
rose-coloured lamellar variety of FINITE.
1844 DANA Mia. 303 Polyargite.. occurs in larger grains

than Rosite.

Polyargyrite (ppliiaudsirait). Min. [ad.
Ger. polyargyrit (F, v. Sandberger 1869), f. Gr.

iroAu-, POLY- + apyvpos silver : see -ITE 1.] Sulph-
antimonide of silver containing a very high per-

centage of the latter metal.

1871 DANA Min. App. i. 12 Polyargyrite. ..Lustre metallic
Color iron-black to dark blackish -gray. ..The mineral is

between argentite and pyrargyrite. 1893 CHAPMAN Blowpipe
Pratt. 115 Polyargyrite is closely related [to polybasitej.

Polyaraenite (p.iliiausenait). Min. [mod. (L. J.

Igelstrom 1885) f. POLY- + ARSENITE.] A synonym
of SARKIMTE.

Polyarthritic to Polyarticular : see POLY- i.

Polyatomic (p?li,atfmik\ a. Chem. [f.

1086

POLY- -f ATOMIC, bo F. polyatonriquc.] Con-

taining or consisting of many atoms of some sub-

stance; esp. having many replaceable hydrogen
atoms

;
also = multivalent. See DIATOMIC, TBI-

ATOMIC, TETKATOMIC, HEXATOMIC.
1857 MILLER Elem. Chan. III. 431 Another class. .which

may be termed polybasic or polyatomic alcohols. 1866
ROSCOE Kletn, Chem. 242 Amongst the carbon compounds
some radicals exist in which more than one combining power
remains unsaturatcd, and which therefore act as polyatomic
radicals. 1880 CLEMINSHAW Wurtz Atom. The. 89 Other
facts .. introduced into science .. the clearly defined notion

ofpolyatomic compounds.

Polyautography (p^Ui^gr&fi). [f. POLY-
+ AUTOGRAPH, after words in -GRAPHY.] Early
name for LITHOGRAPHY, as applied to the pro-
duction of numerous copies of autographs or

original drawings, etc.

1806 (title) Specimens of Polyautography consisting of

impressions taken from original drawings made on stone

purposely for this work. 1819 Gentl. Mag. LXXXIX. i.

350 This useful invention [lithography] introduced into this

country a few years since, and then called Polyautography.
1898 Daily News n May 9/7 Mr. Pennell

prefers the term
'

polyautography', the word lithography being *a seed-bed
of misconceptions '.

Polybasic (pplib^-sik), a. Chem.
[f.

PULT-
+ BASIC. So F. polyba$ique^\ Having more than
two bases, or atoms of a base. Polybasic add:
an acid containing three or more atoms of re-

placeable hydrogen. (See DIBASIC, TBIBASIC.)
1841 PARNELL Chem. Anal. (1845) 68 By a polybasic acid

is meant an acid, one equivalent of which requires more
than one equivalent of a base to form a neutral salt. 1880
CLBHINSHAW WnrtJ Atom. The. 76 The discovery of poly-
basic acids proved a serious difficulty to the theory of

equivalence.
Hence Polybasicity (-b^si'siti), the property of

being polybasic. 1890 in Cent. Diet.

Polybasite (polrbasoit). Min. [ad. Ger.

polybasit ^H. Rose" 1829), f. Gr. woAu-, POLY- +
/3d<7ts, in sense of BASE sb^ 13 : see -ITE 1

.

According to Chester, alluding to the large amount of the
base, sulphide of silver, in proportion to the acids, sulphides
of arsenic and antimony.]
A sulpharseno-antimonite of silver and copper,

of an iron-black colour, and metallic lustre, occur-

ring in short tabular hexagonal prisms, also massive
and disseminated.

\ZjpEdin.Phil. JrnL VIII. 148 A new species of mineral
named polybasiic. 1868 DANA Min. (ed. 5) 107 Stephanite
and pyrite occur as pseudomorphs alter polybasite. 1879
RAYMOND Statist. Mines <y Mining- 319 Rich silver-ores,
such as ruby silver, stephanite, polybasite and tetrahedrite.

Folybathic to Polyblastic : see POLY- r.

Polyborine (p^lrbSwin), a. Omith. [ad.
mod.L. FofybonnsB, f. Polyborus, name of the

typical genus.] Belonging to the subfamily Poly-
borinx. of Fahonidxt comprising the Caracaras or
American Vulture-hawks.
1884 Ibis 360 A specimen of the very singular Polyborine

form, Polyboroides typicus, from West Africa.

Polybranch to Polycarbic : see POLY-.

Polycarpellary (pplik-aupelari),. Bot. [f.
POLY- + CARPEL, as CARI-ELLAUY.] Having or

consisting of several carpels.
1860 OLIVER Less. Bot. i. iv. (1872) 31 Bramble... Pistil

superior, apocarpous, polycarpellary. 1875 BENNETT &
DYER Sachs' Bot. 492 A polycarpellary ovary is always the
result of the union of all the carpels of a flower, the number
being usually two, three, four, or five, arranged in one
whorl, and the floral axis terminating in the midst of them.

Polyca'rpic, a. Bot. rare.
[f. as next + -ic.]= next (in both senses).

1849 BALFOUR Man, Bot. 634 Polycarfic,. .those which
flower and fruit several times before the entire plant dies.

1858 MAYNE Expos. Lex.) Potycarpicus,,..applied by de
Candolle to plants that bear fruit many times during their
existence. Applied by Bartling to a Class . . in which the
ovaries are often in indefinite number : polycarpic.

Fqlycarpous (wlikft'jpag), a. Bot. [f. Gr.

no\vnapwos rich in fruit (f. iroAv-, POLY- + /capn-os

fruit) + -ous.] fa. Bearing fruit many times, as

a perennial plant ; sychnocarpous. b. (More
properly) = POLYCARPELLARY.
183* LINDLF.Y Introd. Bot. 401 Polycarpous (better sych-

nocarpous), having the power of bearing fruit many times
without perishing. 1866 Treas. Bot, 913 Polycarpoits, . .

POLYCHBOISM.
1814 MCULLOCH Higlil. Scotl. IV. ij8 The "polycephaloui
monster. 1845-50 MRS. LINCOLN Lect. Bot. xv. 90 They
(capiuleb] are monocephaloub, as in the lily, or polycephaloub
as in Nigella. 1875 JOWKTT Plato (ed. z) III. 484 The form of
a multitudinous, polycephalous beast, having a ring of
heads of all munner of beasts,

more properly, bearing many distinct fruits or carpels in

each flower. 1882 VINES Sat/ts* Bot. 560 When the gyna-
ceum of a flower consists of a single ovary only one fruit

is formed, and the flower is said to be monocarpous. ., in

contradistinction to the polycarpous flowers, the gynaeceum
of which consists of several isolated ovaries from which the
same or a smaller number of fruits are developed.

Polycellular, Polycentric : see POLY- i.

Polycephalic (p^lis/fee-lik), a. rare. [f. Gr.

iro\vK((f>a\os many-headed + -ic.] Having many
heads; many-headed. So Polycephallst (-sc

1 -

falist), one who has or acknowledges many heads
or rulers

; Folyce phalous a.
t many-headed.

1850 MURE Lit. Greece III. 36 One of those [sc. nomes] to

Apollo was called, from its compass and variety of parts,
the

*Polycephalic,
or many-headed, Nome. 1659 GAUDEK

Tears Ch. iv. xix. 541 Both which methods must have left

the . . Churches ofChrist either Acephalists, confused without
any head, or *Pol3'cephalists, burdened with many heads.

Polychsete, -chete (pC'HkA), a. and s6.

Zool. [ad. mod.L. Polych&ta, f. Gr. iroXvxa<TI;s

having much hair, f. vo\v- much + xa 'T1 mane
(here taken in sense '

bristle
'

: cf. OLIGOCB.ETE).]
a. adj. Belonging to the Polych&ta, one of the
two divisions of the ChxlopoJa, a class of worms
(see CH.ETOFOD), characterized by numerous bristles

on the foot-stumps or parapodia. b. sb. A worm
i
of this order or division,
1886 Athcnxinti 3 July 19/1 The entire twelfth volume ..

is devoted to Prof. W. C. M c lntosh's monograph on the
t polychaite annelids. 1896 Cuinlir. Nat. Hist. II. 243 The
worm itself [Dinophilus] is more like a larval Polychaete
than a full-grown worm.
So Folycheetan ipf>likrtan" , Polychas'tous adjs.
1877 After. Naturalist XXI. 581 The spines of the poly-

chaetous worms. 1877 HUNLKY Anat. Inv. Aniui. iv. 184
Among the polychatous Annelida. 1888 ROLLESTON &
JACKSON Anivi. Life 582 Larval or provisional nephridia ..

' occur in many Polychaetan Trochospheres.

Polycharaeteristic.Polycholia: seePoLY-i.

Polychoerany : see POLYCCEBANY.

Polychord (pc'likpid), a. and sb. Also 7
-cord. [ad. Gr. TtoKv\upt-m many-stringed, f.

j
iroXu-, PuLY- + xopSii CHORD.]
A. adj. Having many strings, as a musical in-

strument.

1674 PLAVFORD Skill Mtis. r. 60 He with his Harp, or

Polycord Lyra, expressed such effectual melody, 17*8
NOKTH Meat. Music (1846) 43 It was plainely revealed by
the polychord instruments. 1899 A. LAYAKD Mus. Bogtys
36 The Poly-choid Bogey performs on three strings.
B. s/i. 1. An instrument having ten got strings,

, resembling a double-bass without a neck, played
with a bow or with the fingers ;

invented by F.

;

Hillmer of Leipzig in 1/99, but never generally
used. 1838 Encycl. lirit. (ed. 7) XVIII. 311/1.

2. Trade-name for a kind of octave-coupler.
1858 SIMMONDS Diet. Trade, Polychard, . . an apparatus

which couples two octave notes, and can be affixed to any
piano-forte or similar instrument with keys.

Folychotomous (pplikft&mai), a. [Erro-
'

neously formed by substituting POLY- for di- in

dicho-lomous, DlCHOToMt.es.] Divided, or involv-

ing division, into many (or more than two) parts,

sections, groups, or branches : -^ POLYTOIIOUS. So

Polycho'tomy, division into more than two parts
or groups, as in classification : =PoiYT03lY.
1858 MAYNE Expos. Lex., Polychotomus t applied to a

body that is divided into numerous articulations.. : poly-
chotomous. 1887 Amer. Naturalist Oct. 915 Polychotomy
is probably never mo_re than provisional, and all classification
v ill eventually be dichotomous.

Folychrest (jvlikrest). ? Obs. Also 7 in Gr.-

L. forms polychresturn, -on. [a. med.L. poly-
chrestus, a. Gr. vo\v\prjaros useful for many pur-

poses, f. iroAi;-, POLY- + xP1aT"* useful. So F.

polychreste (1690).] Something adapted to several

different uses ; esp. a drug or medicine serving to

cure various diseases.

[1620 BACON Instaitratio Magtia, De Aitgm. Sclent. III.

v, Inventorium opum humanarum, et catalogus polychresto-
rum.J 1656 BLOUNT Glossogr,, Polychrests, things of much
use, fit for many uses, or divers ways profitable. Bac. 1685
J. COOKE Marrow Chiriirg. vil. i. (ed. 4) 263 Many Physi-
cians have studied out Polychrestons. 1719 Evelyn s Sylva
iv. i. 313 There is nothing necessary for life.. which these

Polychrests afford not. 1802 iz BENTHAM Ration. Jtidic.
Evid. (1827) IV. 382 Of admirable use : like most other
articles in the catalogue, a potychrest.

t b. attyib. Polychrest salt (also salt polychresf) :

' an old name for neutral sulphate of potassium ;

and for sodio-potassic tartrate' (Watts Diet. Chem.').
17*7-41 CHAMBEKS Cycl. s. v., Sal Polychrest is a coin-

pound salt, made of equal parts of salt-petre and sulphur.
1750 MRS. DELANY in Life r Corr. (1861) II. 550, I have
taken Salt Polychrest and Cheltenham waters. 1799 M.

i UNDERWOOD Diseases Children (ed. 4} I. 91, I have usually
i directed . . the polychrest salt and rhubarb occasionally in

the course of the day.
So Polychre'stic adj., serving for various uses

;

i sb. = polychrest ; t Folyclire'stical adj. Obs.

prec. ; Po'lychresty, adaptation to various uses,

capability of being used in several ways.
1657 TOMLINSON- Renmis Disp. 124 Other medicaments,

called polychrestical, which consist of contrary medicaments.

1694 WKSTMACOTT Script. llerl>. 213 These names shew it

!
was a great Polychrestick. 1889 Buck's H^andbk. Med. Sc.

VIII. 518/1 The same word may dp duty in many different

connections.. .Such words, useful in many ways, may be
called polychrestic, although this adjective is commonly
applied to drugs of various utility, /bid., In a greater or

less degree polychresty is predicable of many other words,
e-g., frontal, dorsal, etc.

Polychroic (pplikrcu-ilv, a. Cryst. [a. F.

polychroiqiie, i. Gr. iroA.i)xpoos many-coloured (f.

rroXu-, POLY- + \poa colour) + -ic.] Showing
different colours when viewed in different direc-

tions; more properly called PLEOCHROIC. So
Po lychroim = PLEOCBROISU.



POLYCHROITE.

1838 MAVNE Expos. Lex., PolycbroUm. 1861 L. I.. NOBLE

Icebergs 125 Nature.. is no monochromist, but polychroic.

1890 Nature 2 Jan. 215/1 Optical properties of the polychroic

aureolas present in certain minerals.

Polychroite (pp'likr<,3it). Chem. [a. F. poly-

chro'ite (Ann. Chim. 1806), f. Gr. vo\vxpo-os (see

POLYCHKOIC) : see -ITE V] Name for the colour-

ing matter of saffron ^also called SAFBANIN), which

exhibits various colours under various reagents.

1815 W. HENRY Elem. Chem. (ed. 7) 1 1. 254 Polychroite. This

name has been given, by Bouillon La Grange and Vogel, to

the extract of saffron prepared with alcohol. 1831 J. DAVIES

Manual Mat. Klcd. 243 The substance. . denominated Poly-

chroite, is but a compound of colouring matter and volatile

oil. 1874 GARROD& BAXTER Mat. Med. (1880) 373 Saffron. .

yields to water and alcohol an orange-red ^colouring
matter

called polychroite, changed into blue by oil of vitriol.

Polychromatic (p? Hkromse tik), a. [f. POLY-

+ CHROMATIC : see below. Cf. Gr. iroAuxWMr-os

many-coloured.] Having or characterized by
various colours; many-coloured.
Polychromatic <Kr/rf(Chem.) : = POLYCHROMIC acid, q. v.

1849 FREEMAN Archit. I. i. 40 The polychromatic effect ..

was sought after in these early times. 1884 T. WALDEN in

Harper's Mag. Aug. 434/2 The glory of polychromatic
decoration. 1895 Conltmp. Rev. Oct. 479 A 'polychromatic
edition of the Old Testament

'

is being published in America.

So Folychromatist (-knju'inatist), one who uses,

or favours the use of, many colours (in painting or

decoration) ; Polychro-matize v. trans., to paint
or adorn with many colours; Polyohro'matous
a., many-coloured.
1849 Ecclesiologist IX, 160 It is slightly polychromatized.

1854 Black. Mag. LXXVI. 319 The new professors, poly-
chromatists, must bring out . .new editions of all our classics.

1889 Daily Ndvs 22 Jan. 3/7 Paris is now the most poly-

chromatouscity in the world.. .General Boulanger.. changes
the colour of his posters. He has had every shade of green,
of yellow, of orange, of grey, and red from pink to magenta.

Polychrome (pp'likroum), a. and sb. Also 9

(as sb.) polyohrom. [a. F. polychrome, ad. Gr.

iroAt/xWos many-coloured, f. iroAu-, POLY- + xpiiifia

colour.]
A. adj. Many-coloured, polychromatic; esp.

painted, decorated, or printed in many colours.

1837 Civil Eng. f; A rch. Jrnl. 1.72/2,! have already had
occasion to construct a great polychrome edifice, a post-
office. 1850 LEITCH tr. C. O. Mailer's Anc. Art 414
(ed. 2) 576 The probably Lucanian vase, found in Magna
Grecia, is polychrome. 1884 Harper's Mag. May 834/2
Old pieces of faience and polychrome ornaments. 1898

(title) The Polychrome Bible. Edited by Paul Haupt. 1898
n^ttfm. Gaz. 20 July 8/1 A Chantilly lace shawl,, .wrought
of polychrome threads like Venetian embroidery instead of

being in one colour only.

B. sl>. 1. A work of art executed or decorated

in several colours ; spec, a coloured statue.

1801 FUSELI in Lect. Paint, i. (1848) 351 The superinduc-
tion of different colours, or the invention of the polychrom.
1803 Edin. Rev. 11.462 We should be glad to hear no more
of. . polychroms.
2. A collection or association of many colours ;

varied colouring. Alsoyf?'.
1882 Macm. Mag. Feb. 326 Having abandoned ourselves

to the perfume, the polychrome, . . the penetrative music of
his art. 1889 GLADSTONE in igth Cent. XXV. 155 A side

of human nature that.. was also necessary for the comple-
tion of the rich polychrome exhibited by a man in whom
exacting business and overwhelming care never arrested . .

,

the lively., play of the affections.

3. Chem. A name for ^SCULIN, from the fluores-

cence of its solution and infusion.

1838 T. THOMSON Chem. Org. Bodies 96 [Raab's] name of

schillersioff. . was by Martius of Erlangen translated into

bicolorin, and by Kastner into polychrome. 1857 MILLER
Elem. Chem. III. 513.

Polychromia : see POLY- i.

Polychromic (pplikro'mik), a. [f. as POLY-
CHROME + -ic.]

1. = POLYCHROMATIC, POLYCHROME a.

1839 Civil Eng. ft Arch. jrnl. II. 367/2 Thence originated

otychromic sculpture. 1859 GULLICK & TIMES Paint. 310

olychromic decoration was added to many parts of the

architectural details. 1801 Anthony's Photogr. Bull. IV.
j

420 It would be impossible to so easily obtain with fat ink

polychromic prints at one operation.
2. Chem. Polychromic acid: a name for aloetic

acid, from the various colours it exhibits in powder,
in solution, and in combination.

1863-72 WATTS Diet. Chem. I. 148 Aloetic^ Acid...Poly-
,

chromic Acid. . .Produced by the action of nitric acid upon
aloes, chrysammic acid being formed at the same time. . .

The acid is obtained in the form of an orange-yellow
powder.. .It. .dissolves., in boiling water, forming a solution

of a splendid purple colour. 1866-8 Ibid. IV. 687 Poly-
chromic or Polychromatic Acid, syn. with Aloetic Acid.

So Po'lychro mist (nonce-wd.), one who holds

a theory of polychromy ;
one who holds that

statues ought to be painted in the natural colours
;

Po-lychromize v. trans., to render polychromic,
to execute in or decorate with several colours;

Po'lychrccnious a. = POLYCHROME a.

1861 Jrnl. Soc. A rls IX. 424/1 Is the addition of coloring
to statues.. an advance in art, or a retrogression? The
"polychromist will . . hold it to be the former. 1864 Sat. Rev.
21 May, The unquestioning assumption of the polychromists
that '

circumlitio
'

in this passage means (

painting '. 1881

F.ng. Mechanic No. 874. 373/2 Any metallic piece, 'poly-
chromised by his process, is covered at once with a layer

potyc
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of pure copper, of fine red colour, when treated with nascent
hydrogen. 1882 Nature 30 Nov. 119/2 He presented pieces
of gold and silver jewellery, polychromised industrially
with oxides of copper, by his processes. 1880 Academy
2 Oct. 245 Have reproduced this MS. in facsimile by their

*polychromous phototype or light-printing in many colours.

1894 Du MAURIER in Harpers Mag. Feb. 337 A poly-
chromous decoration not unpleasing.

Polychromy (pp-likroumi). [ad. F. poly-
chromie, f. as POLYCHROME : see -Y.J The art of

painting or decorating in several colours, esp. as

anciently used in pottery, architecture, etc.

1859 GULLICK & TIMES Paint, 38 In polychromy several
colours are, of course, employed. 1861 WRIGHT Ess.
Archxol. \. ix. 193 Polychromy is observable in all the
architectural subjects throughout the [Anglo-Saxon] manu
script. 1879 ROOD Chromatics 311 In the best polychromy
great use is made of outlines or contours. 1883 A then&um
30 June 834/3 An Egyptian bas-relief in red granite, with
traces of polychromy.

|| Polychro-nicon. Obs. [med.L., f. Or. TTOA.U-,

POLY- -t- xpoviKov (neut. sing, of xpovt/cus adj. con-

cerning time), in pi. (sc. /3ifS\ia books) annals,

chronicles.] A chronicle of many events or periods.
[a 1363 HIGDEN (title) Polychronicon.] 1570 FOXE A. q- M.

(ed. 2) 124/2 In whyche persecution our stories and Poli-
chronicon do recorde, that all Christianize almost in the
whole Ilelandewas destroyed. 1815 W. H. IRELAND (title)

Scribbleomania ; or, the printer's devil's polichronicon.

Polyoie, obs. form of POLICY.

Polyclad (pfliklsecl), a. and sb. Zool. [Short
for *pofyclaiiid, ad. mod.L. Polycladida, neut.

pi., f. POLY- + Gr. K\aSos branch : see -in 3.] a.

adj. Belonging to the division Polycladida of

turbellarian worms, having a main intestine with
more than four branches, b. sb. A worm of this

division. (Distinguished from TRICLAD.).
1888 ROLLESTON & JACKSON Aniiti. Life 578 A more or

less apparent radial symmetry is observable in some Poly,
clad Titrl'Cllaria. Ibid. 672 1'wo curious Polyclads have
. . been described with certain Ctenophore-like characters.

Polycladose (pf)-liklad<s), a.
[f. as next +

-OSE.] Many-branched : said of a sponge spicule.
1887 SOLLAS in Encycl. Brit. XXII. 417/1 Candelabra

(a polycladose microcalthrops).

Polycladous (pc"li-kladas
N

,
a. But. [f. Gr.

iro\vn\aSos having many branches + -ous.] Hav-

ing many, or more than the normal number of,

branches ; much or excessively branched. So Poly-
clady (p^rkladi), the formation of an abnormal
number of branches.

[1866 Treat. Bat. 913 Polycladia, the same as Plica.}
1886 CasselCs Encycl. Diet., Polyclady. 1890 Cent. Diet.,
Polycladous.

Polyclinic (ppliklrnik). [app- an alteration

of the earlier word policlinic, in which it is referred

to the Greek iro\v- (see POLY-), and used in a

different sense.]
1.

' A general clinic devoted to the treatment of

various diseases' (Syd. Soc. Lex.} ; (a)
' an institu-

tion furnishing clinical instruction in all kinds of

diseases'; (6) 'a hospital in which all forms of

disease are treated '.

1890 Cent. Diet., Policlinic^.
. sometimes written Polyclinic.

A general city hospital or dispensary.
2. (See quot. 1900.)
1898 Times 16 Dec. 9/5 Mr. Hutchinson's

'

Polyclinic ', a
title which, whatever it has ' come to denote ', seems an odd
one to apply to an institution which will have ' no beds of
its own '. 1900 J. HUTCHINSON in Westm. Gaz. 3 Feb. 3/2
The ' Medical Graduates College and Polyclinic

'

is an
association for giving gratuitous consultations to patients,
and at the same time affording opportunities to medical
men for obtaining advanced knowledge. The word Poly-
clinic implies that we have made arrangements to include

many (or all) branches of practical medicine and surgery.

1903 Daily Chron. 16 May 7/2 A distinguished professional

company assembled at the Polyclinic yesterday to hear
Mr. Jonathan Hutchinson's account of his tour in India
and Ceylon.

PolycoccoUB, Polyccelian: see POLY- i.

t PolycceTany, -choerany. Obs. rare. Also

7 -ooyranie, -coiranie. [ad. Gr. (Ionic) vo\v-

Koipaviri, f. iroA.1/-, POLY- + xolpavos ruler, prince.]
A government by many rulers or princes.
1640 Bp. HALL Episc. tn. vi. 34 What doe you think of

this lawlesse Polycoyranie ? 1678 CUDWORTH Intell. Syst.
i. iv. 411 The Government of the World would be a Poly-
chcerany or Aristocracy of Gods.

Polyconic (pplikjvnik), a. [f. POLY- + CONIC.]

Involving or based npon a number of cones; applied
to a system of map-projection in which each

parallel of latitude is represented by the develop-
ment of a cone touching the earth's surface along
that parallel. Also sb. a polyconic projection.
1864 in WEBSTER. 1879 A. R. CLARKE in Encycl. Brit. X.

209/1 Polyconic Development. [See description.) 1901 C. F.

CLOSE Map Projections 31 Simple polyconic projection. ..

The employment of polyconics saves much tabulation, and
they are well suited for a topographical series. They are
not so well adapted for single maps of large areas, llnd. 32
Rectangular polyconic projection, sometimes called the

rectangular tangential.

Polycormic : see POLY- i.

Polycotyledon (pplikptilfdffa). Bot. [f.

mod.L. Polycotylcdones (pi.) : cf. DICOTYLEDON.]

POLYD^JMONISTIC.

A plant of which the seed contains more than two

cotyledons. So Po'lycotyle'douary, Po-lycoty-
le'donons adj's., having more than two cotyledons
in the seed, as many Gymnosperms; Poiycoty-
le-dony, the condition of being polycotyledonous.
[1760 J. LEE Introd. Bot. in. xi. (1765) 199 Polycotyledones,

with many Cotyledones.] 1813 SIR H. DAVY Agric.Chem.
iii. (1814) 70 These plants are called polycotyledonous. 1828

WEBSTER, Polycotyledon. 1880 GRAY Struct. Bot. ii. {ed. 6)

23 The Polycotyledonous Embryo is one having a whorl of
more than two seed-leaves.

Polycracy: see POLY- r.

Folycrase (pflikiJis). Min. [ad. G. poly-
kras

;
named by Scheerer, 1 844, f. Gr. iroAu-, POI.Y-

-t- Kpdais mixture, from its many constituents.] A
shining black mineral, consisting of columbate
and titanate of uranium, zirconium, yttrium, and
other bases.

1845 Amer. Jrnl. Sc. XLIX. 334 Polycrase is near poly-
migrilte. 1892 DANA ,1/zV/. (ed. 6) 745 Scandium is prominent
in the spectrum of the American polycrase.

Polycrotio, Po'ycyclic: see POLY- i.

Polycystic (pplisi-stik), a. Path.
[f.

POLY-
+ CYSTIC.] Having or consisting of several cysts,
as a tumour.

1872 PEASLF.E O-'ar. Tumors 30 The tendency to become
monocystic or to remain polycystic. 187* T. G. THOMAS
Dis. ll'omen (ed. 3) 665 The monocyst. .develops the power
of cysto-genesis and becomes polycystic.

Polycystid (pplisi-stid). Zool. [f.
mod.L.

Polycystid-ea (neut.pl.), as POLYCISTINE : see -ID.]
A member of the order Polycystidea of Gregarines,

having the body divided into three (rarely two)

segments.
1888 ROLLESTON' & JACKSON A aim. Life 858 A Polycystid

possessing all three segments is known as a Cephalin or

Cephalont. Ibid. 859 The Polycystids lose the epimerite
wholly or in part.

Polycystidan, a. (si'.) Zool. [f.
ns prec., or

(in b.) from mod.L. PolycystiJa + -AN.] a. Be-

longing to the Potycystidca ; as sb. one of these :

see prec. b. Belonging to the Polycystida, a family
of Polycystina ; as sl>. one of these : see next.

Polycystine (pplisi'stsin), a. and sb. Zool.

[f. mod.L. Polycystina (neut. pi.), f. Gr. no\v-,
POLY- + KWTTIS bladder, CYST : see -INE 2

.] a,, adj.

Belonging to the Polycystina, a group of Krtdio-

larians (also called A'assellarid], characterized by
a fenestrated siliceous shell or skeleton divided

into several chambers. b. sb. A radiolarian of

this group.
1862 WALLICH N. Atlantic Sea-bed 127 The Barbadoes

and other Polycystine earths have a calcareous basis derived
from the same source . . as the pure calcareous deposits of t he

deep-sea bed. 1862 MRS. BURY (title} Figures of Remark-
able Forms of Polycystins, or allied Organisms, in the

Barbados Chalk Deposit. 1883 H. DRUMMOND .\'at. Law in

Spir. W. (ed. 2)371 If the Polycystine urn be broken, no

inorganic agency can build it up again.

Polycyttarian (p^lisitea'rian), a. and sb.

Zool, [f. mod.L. Polycyttari-a neut. pi. (f. Gr.

iroAw-, POLY- + Hvrrapos cell) + -AN.] a. adj.

Belonging to the group Polycyttaria of Radio-

larians, comprising compound or ' colonial
'

forms

with several central capsules; pluricapsular. b.

sb. A member of this group.

Polydactyl (pplidse-ktil), a. (sb.) Also -yle.

[a. F. polydactyle, ad. Gr. Tro\v5aKTv\os many-toed ;

see POLY- and DACTYL.] Having more than the

normal number of fingers or toes. b. sb. A poly-

dactyl animal. So Polyda'ctylism [so F. -isme\,

Polyda'ctyly, the condition of being polydactyl ;

Polyda-ctylous a. = polydactyl adj.

1894 BATESON Variation 324 Some normal cats belonging
to this family gave birth to "polydactyle kittens. 1865
Pall Mall G. 19 Aug. 9/2 You will entail on your grand,
children sterility, *polydactylism, and all sorts of physical
and moral imperfections. 1868 DARWIN Anim. $ PI. II.

xii. 12 Polydactylism graduates by multifarious steps from
a mere cutaneous appendage, to a double hand. 1858 MAVNE
Exp. Lex., "Polydactylous. 1899 Q. Rev. Oct. 412 Caesar's

favourite horse was polydactylous, and so was Alexander's

Bucephalus. 1886 J. B. SUTTON in Proc. Zool. Soc. 552
The majority of cases of *polydactyly occurring in Horses.

Polydaemonism, -demonism (p?lid/-mo-

niz'm). [f. Gr. iroXu-, POLY- + 5cuV'divinity,demon
+ -ISM, after polytheism] A belief in many divi-

nities (i. e. simply, supernatural powers, or spec.

evil spirits : see DEMON I, a). So Polydaemon-
i-stic (-de-) a., pertaining to or characterized by

polydemonism.
1711 SHAFTESB. Charac. (1737) II. 13 All these sorts both

of daemonism, polytheism, atheism, and theism, may be

mix'd..: which opinion may be call'd polydaemonism. 1877

J. E. CARPENTER tr. Tide's Hist. Relig. 5 The polydae-
monistic magic tribal religions of the present day. Ibid.

10 An unorganised polydaemonism, which does not, how-

ever, exclude the belief in a supreme Spirit. 1881 MONIER
WILLIAMS in I9/A Cent. Mar. 505 Hinduism developed into

an all-comprehensive corrupt system which may be described

as a loose conglomerate of pantheism, dualism, polytheism,
and polydemonism held in cohesion by an alleged mono-

theism. Ibid., A combination of dualism with polytheistic

and polydemonistic ideas.



POLYDIPSIA.

Polydiabolical, -dimensional : seePoLY-i. i

II Polydipsia (pplidi-psia). Path. (In 7 an-
',

glicized as poludipsie.) [a. Gr. type *iroXu8i^i'a :
j

cf. iro\vSiiftos very thirsty, TroAt/Sii^o? causing ex-
'.

cessive thirst. So. F. polydipsie.} Morbidly or

abnormally excessive thirst. In quot. 16607??-.
1660 HicKERlNClLL Jamaica (1661) 40 Such is some mens

prophane Boulimy and insatiable Poludipsie after Gold.

1795 Centl Mas:. LXV. u. 926/1 About the time this case

was first publiAed a case of Polydipsia occurred in this

country. 1846 G. E. DAY tr. Simons Anim. Client 11.305
Hydiuiia, which is also known as diuresis, polyuresis, and

polydip'ia, seems to be capable of continuing sometimes for

several yeais without.. any other morbid symptoms than
;

a fiequent desire to micturate, and an insatiable thirst.

Polydromic (p^lidr^mik), a. Math. [f. POLY-
-I- Gr. Spofios course + -1C : cf. Spoitmus good at

the course.]
= POLYTKOPIC 2. (Opp. to mono-

|

drotnic.} 1890 in Cent. Diet.

Polydymite (ptfli'dimait). Mia. [Contr. for

*polydidymitc\ named by Laspeyres, 1876, f. Gr.

Au-, POLY- + oioi^os twin] Sulphide of nickel,

of a light grey colour, wilh metallic lustre, occur-

ring in polysynthetic twin crystals.
1878 Min. .Ufa?. H. 98 Polydymite .. occurs in macled

octahedrons. 1891 DANA Mia. (ed. 6) 75 A nickel ore

from Sudbury .. corresponds to ..the general formula of

polydymite.

FolydynamiC (pp lidainarmik, -din-), a. [f.

POLY- + Gr. bvvaius power + -10 : cf. dynamic.] \

Relating to or possessing many forces or powers.
1828 E. HENDERSON in Congregational Mag. Jan. 31/2

The Cocceian, or polydunamic hypothesis, accoiding to !

which, the Hebrew words are to be interpreted in every
way consistent with their etymological import, or, as it has
been expressed, in every sense of which they are capable. I

1872 THUDICHUM Chem. Phys. 18 It is a polydynamic
alcohol capable of forming ethers analogous to fats.

Polye, obs. form of PULLEY. Polyedral, etc. :

see POLYHEDRAL, etc. Polyeidism : see POLY- i.

Polyembryonate (ppliiernbiVnA), a. Bot.

[f. POLY- + EMBKYON + -ATE V] Containing more
than one embryo, as a seed. So Polyembryo'nic
a. = prec. ; also, pertaining to polyembryony. [

Polye'nibryony, the formation or presence of

more than one embryo in a seed.

1849 B.\l FOUR Man. not. 509 Cases of polyembryony in

Coniferas, Cycadacex, Mistleto, Onion, &c. Ibid. 586 In

Coniferae, Cycadacese. Mistleto, &c., there are frequently
several embryos, giving rise to what is called polyembryony.
1864 WEBSTER, Polycinl'tyonate . .Polycnibryonic.

Polyenzymatic to Polyfoil: see POLY- i.

Polyff, obs. variant of PULLEY.

Polygalaceous (p^Iiig&W-Jas), a. Bot. [f.

mod.L. Polygalace-K (f. Polygala (p^i-gala), name
of the typical genus, f. Gr. jroAt! much + ya\a

milk) + -ous : see -ACEOUS.] Belonging to the

Natural Order Polygalafex or Milkwort family.
Mod. The species of the polygalaceous genus Scatridaca

are mostly natives of tropical America.

Polygalin (pffli'galin). Chem. [f. mod.L.

Polygala (see prec.) + -IJJ 1
.]

A substance obtained

from the root of Polygala Senega; also called
|

SENECIN, and Polyga-lio acid. Hence Polyga-
late, a salt of polygalic acid.

1830 LINDLEY Nat. Syst. Bot. 146 M Reschier is also said

saturating the aqueous solution of polygalic acid with the

respective bases. 1876 HARLEY Mat. Med. (ed. 6) 716 Senegin
or polygalin is contained in the cortical part, which has a
short fiacture.

II Polygamia (p^lig^-mia). Bot. [mod.L.

(Linnseus).] The twenty-third Class in the Linnrean I

Sexual System, comprising species which bear
i

both hermaphrodite and unisexual (male or female) |

flowers, on the same or different plants. Hence
\

Fo lygram, a plant of this class ; Polyga-mian a,t
\

belonging to the class Polygamia ; sb. = polygam.
j

*753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp., Polygamia. .a class of
plants.

I

which have a diversity of combinations of the male and
female parts of their flowers, and many ways of fructification

in the same species. 1785 MARTYN Rousseau's Hot. ix.

(1794) 96 It is entitled polygamia^ from this variety in the
flowers. 1828 WEBSTER, Polygam, Polygamian. 1835
HENSLOW Princ. Bot. 139 In Polygamia. .we have three

'

kinds of flowers, which may all, or some only, be placed on
j

the same plant.

Polygamie (ppligae-mik), a. [f. late Gr.
;

7roXu7a^oj often married, polygamous + -1C. So
F. polygarnique,'] Of or pertaining to polygamy ; ,

(less correctly) practising polygamy, polygamous.
1819 SHELLEY P. 5i?//Prol. 36 He was an evil Cotter, And

a polygamic Potter. 1882 Athenscum 25 Sept. 393/1 Urn-
;

pengula's account of the [Zulu] law of heritage in polygamic !

households. 1884 J. W. BARCLAY in iqM Cent. Jan. 183 1

Governor Murray lays comparatively little stress on the

polygamic difficulty.

So Polyg-a-mical a. (Mfc); Polyga-mically

adv., in the way of polygamy.
1819 Metropolis II. 156 With every polygamical inclina-

tion, neither of his present wives seem to claim him 1863
UtCKENS Uncomm. Trav. xx, To suppose the family groups
of whom the majority of emigrants were composed, poly
gamically possessed, would be to suppose an absurdity.
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Folyga-mious, a. Bot. [f.
POLTOAMIA +

-ocs.] Belonging to the Linnsan class Polygamia.
1761 STII.ES in Phil. Tram. LV. 259 Not only in the Dice-

cious plants, but in the Moncecious and Polygamious also.

Polygamist (pffli'gamist). [f. late Gr. no\v-

70.1*01 (see POLYGAMIC) -I- -IST.] One who prac-
tises or favours polygamy; usually, a man who
has several wives : cf. POLYGAMOUS i.

1637 G. DANIEL Genius this Isle 245 A Profane, Profuse,
Proud Polygamist. i66z HIBBF.RT Body Div. I. 271 The
first author of polygamy . . was Lamech . . as was also Esau
another polygamisl. 1861 Times 21 Aug ,

In order to dis-

tinguish the wives of a polygamist fiom each other, the

Christian name of each is prefixed to the husband's name ;

as. for instance, Mrs. Anna Young, Mis. Mary Young, &c.

1886 P. S. ROBINSON Valley Ted. Trees 84 The sparrow is

accused as being 'a bird of bad habits and of infamous

character. ..a communist and a polygamist '.

b. attrib. Practising polygamy, polygamous.
1873 JOWETT Plato (ed 2) III. 163 Polygamist peoples

either import and adopt children from other countries, or

dwindle in numbers. 1886 Pall Mall G. 5 Oct. 3/2 That it

was a greater evil to dissolve bona fide marriages ..than
to refuse baptism to polygamist husbands and their wives.

Hence Polygrami'stic a., of or pertaining to

polygamists or polygamy ; favouring polygamy.
1875 POSTE Gains iv. Comm. (ed. 2) 545 A monogamist

forum will not enforce polygamistic laws. 1885 Chicago
Advance 12 Feb., What reply do the polygamistic Mormons
make to the non-polygamistic Josephites?

Poly'gamize, v. rare. [f. late Gr. rroAirya/ios

(see above) + -IZE.] intr. To practise polygamy.
1598 SYLVESTER Du Bartas n. i. iv. Handie-crafts 693

Did it not suffize 'O lustful! Soule !) first to polygamize?
1830 COLERIDGE Tablc-t. 20 May, Things which David and
Solomon actually did,, .making a treaty with Egypt, laying

up treasure, and polygamising.

Polygamous (ppflrgamas), a. Also 7 poll-,

[f.
late Gr. Tro\vya^ios (see POLYGAMIC) + -ous.]

1. Practising or addicted to polygamy ; of, per-

taining to, or involving polygamy. Usually said

of, or in reference to, a husband having several

wives (distinctively expressed by pofygynous], but

including also the case of a wife having several

husbands (pofyamirous).
1613 PUKCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 266 His daughter Fatima

(the onely issue of this libidinous poligamous Prophet)
married to Mali. [Not in BAILEY, JOHNSON, ASH.] 1828111

WEBSTER. 1835 SIR J. Ross Narr. tnd Voy. xxvi. 373
This strange polygamous family. 1885 SIR J. W. CHITTY
in Law Times Rep. LIII. 712/2 The marriage was a

Maliommedan and by consequence a polygamous marriage.

1894 H. DRUMMOND Ascent of Man 387 Even in a polyga-
mous community it is usually only a minority who have
more wives than one.

2. Zool. Having more than one, or several, mates

of the opposite sex, as an animal ; characterized

by polygamy, as a species. Usually used as =

polygynous : cf. I.

1834 R. MUDIE Feathered Tribes Brit. Isl. (1841) I. 24
Other \Galliniiix} are polygamous; or have a number of

females united with one male. 1859 DARWIN Orig. Spec. iv.

(1860) 88 The war is, perhaps, severest between the males of

polygamous animals.

3. Bot. Bearing some flowers with stamens only,

others with pistils only, and others with both, on

the same or on different plants ; belonging to the

Linnjean class Polygamia.
1760 J. LEE Introd. Bot. I. xx. (1765) 64 Polygamous,

such as either on the same, or on different Roots bear

Hermaphrodite Flowers ; and Flowers of either or of both

Sexes. 1830 LINDI.EY Nat. Syst. Bot. 138 Flowers [of

Pittosporex] terminal or axillary, sometimes polygamous.

1871 OLIVER Elan. Bot. 11. 206 The flowers of Common
Ash are termed polygamous, because they are either^tami-
nate, pistillate, or hermaphrodite, and the different kinds of

flowers may be upon the same or different trees.

Hence Polygamously adv.

1874 T. G. BOWLES Flotsam fy Jetsam iv. (1882) 24 Their

[women's] ideas are always married to themselves and
sometimes polygamously to somebody else besides. 1886

Princeton Rev. July 47 The polygamously disposed party.

Polygamy (p(?lrgami). Also 6-8 poll-, [ad.

F. pofygamie (a 1564 Calvin in Godef.), ad. eccl.

Gr. noAtrva/ti'a, f. TroXv-ya^os often married, poly-

gamous; f. TroAu-, POLY- + 7<5/*os marriage.]
1. Marriage with several, or more than one, at

once ; plurality of spouses ; the practice or custom

according to which one man has several wives (dis-

tinctively called polygyny}, or one woman several

husbands (polyandry}, at the same time. Most

commonly used of the former.

31591 R. GREENHAM Wks. (1599) ?9 Poligamie was not

very hurtfull, so long as it was within Lamech his house.

1617 MORYSON Itin. in. 41 Though Poligamy be permitted

among them, (I meane the hauing of many wiues for one

man). 1768 BLACKSTONE Comm. IV. xiii. 163 Polygamy can

never be endured under any rational civil establishment. 1837
GLADSTONE Glean. VI. 1. 79 Among the Greeks of Homer
we find no trace of polygamy. 1906 N. W. THOMAS Kinship
Organisation 108 This state is constituted by the union of

several men wilh several women. It may be distinguished,
as before, into primary and secondary polygamy.

b. fig : esp. applied to plurality of benefices.

1638 R. BAKER tr Balzac's Lett. (vol. III.) 63 Monsier . .

shall send you word, whether he persist in his pernicious

design, to bring Polygamie into France. ..I meane whether
he have a good word from those nine Sisters to all whom he
hath offered his Services. 1710 BURNET Autobiog. n. (1902)

POLYGtENISTIC.

501 For the heaping up of benefice upon benefice that were
well endowed, . . I openly declared against_such as I found

possessed of them as . . living in a spirituall poligamy,
1873 HAMERTON Intell. Life iv. v. (1876) 165 A sort of poly-

gamy to have different pursuits.

2. Zool. The habit of mating with more than

one, or several, of the opposite sex ; usually, one
male with several females {polygyny), as in galli-

naceous birds. 1890 in Cent. Diet.

1 3. Bot, The condition of being polygamous :

see POLYGAMOUS 3. Obs. rare.

1793 MARTYN Lang. Bot. s. y Polygamia, This term

Polyyamia or Polygamy.as applied toacompound flower,.,

signifies that several di>tinct flowers (called Florets) are

included in one common calyx.

Polygar, variant of POLIGAK.

Polygarchy, obs. form of POLYARCHT.

PolygastriC (p?ligse-strik), a. (sb.) [ad. F.

polygastrique : see POLY- and GASTRIC.] Having
many stomachs or digestive cavities ; belonging to

certain infttsorians formerly called Polygaitrica, in

the belief that their food-vacuoles were separate

digestive organs, b. as si>. A '

polygastric
'

animal-

cule. Also Polyga'strian a. and sb.

1845 WHF.WELL Indie. Creator 39 The lowest kind of

animal developement, which has been termed polygastric
monads. 1846 DANA Zoopk. vii. 106 (1848) 107 The Lernaeoid

division appears to reach the Polygastrics in the Acepha-
lous!. 1864 WEBSTER, Polygastrian, Polygastric. . . An
animal having, or supposed to have, many stomachs. 1865
Intell. Observ. No. 47. 389 Ehrenberg's polygastric theory

Polyge-neous, a. rare. [f. POLY-, after hetero-

geneous.'} Of many kinds
; heterogeneous.

1818 Blackvi. Mag. III. 305 A patched, pyebald, and poly
geneous affair. Ibid. IV. 356 As motley and pplygeneous
an array, as ever found the elements of ruin in disunion.

Polygenesis (ppliid^e-n/sis). Biol. [f. POLY-

+ GENESIS.] (Theoretical) origination of a race

or species from several independent ancestors or

germs : in reference to man usually called POLY-

GENY. Hence Polyffenesic (-ds/he'sik) a. =

POLYCENETIC I ; Polyge-nesist = POLYGENIST.
1862 Temple Bar Mag. V. 214 The ethnological poly-

genesists assert that, during the whole historic period, there

have existed the same differences in the human races that

are seen at the piesent time. 1864 Reader No. Q(. 476/3

System of polygenesic doctrine. 1882 OGILVIE, Polygenesis.

Polygenetic (pp lirds/nelik), a. [f. prec.,

after GKNETIC.]
1. Biol. Of or pertaining to polygenesis.
1861 MAX MULT.ER Sc. Lang. (;862) 348 Professor Pott,

the most distinguished advocate of the polygenetic dogma,
has pleaded the necessity of admitting more than one

beginning for the human race and for language.

2. Geol. Having more than one origin ; formed

in several different ways.
1873 Amcr. Jrnl. Sc. Ser. in. V. 429 A composite or poly-

genetic range or chain, made up of two or more mono-

genetic ranges combined.

Hence Polygene'tically adv., by, or in the way
of, polygenesis.
1900 E. R. LANKESTER Treat. Zool. III. 158 Ettcladocrinus

. .was evolved polygenetically by modification of the arms.

PolygeniC (pcliid^e-nik), a. [f. Gr. iro\v-,

POLY- + -/MHOS, f. -jfvos kind, or (in sense 2) from

-GEN I + -ic.]

1. Geol. = POLYGENOUS I.

1858 MAVNE Expos. Lex., Polygenicus...zvp\K& to a rock

which owes its origin to fragments of different rocks united

by calcareous cement ..; or to divers fragments of homo-

geneous rocks being united by a variable cement ; polygenic.

2. Chem. Forming more than one compound
with hydrogen or other monovalent element.

'873 WATTS Fmunes' Chem. (ed. 11)231 All other elements

are polygenic, uniting with the Monogens. 1877 Ihd.

(ed. 12) I. 261 It seems most probable that the true quanti*

valence or atomicity of a polygenic element is that which

corresponds with the maximum number of monad atoms

with which it can combine.

Polygenism (pf'li'dg/'niz'm). [f.
as next +

-ISM. ho K. polygdiisme.] The doctrine of poly-

geny ;
the theory that mankind are descended from

several independent pairs of ancestors, or that the

human race consists of several independent species.

1878 #. Amer. Rev. CXXVI. 554 Belief in the authenti-

city of the Mosaic records, which no sophistry on the part

of the advocates of polygenism has been able to shake.

1880 A. H. KEANE in Nature XXIII. 199/1 More rational

and philosophic than any conceivable form of polygenism.

Polygenist (ppli-dsfnist). [app. f. POLYGENY

+ -IST : cf. botany, botanist, etc. So F.fefyfMitt.]
An adherent of the theory of polygeny.
1861 Sat. Rev. 23 Nov. 544 Among the polygenists (or

upholders of a plurality of species) there are many sincere,

if not very logical, Christians. 1881 A. H. KEANF in

Nature XXIII. 251/1 All polygenists.. have regarded the

Malays as one of their human species.

attrib. 1865 HUXI.EV Critiques fr Addr. (1873) 163 The

granting of the Polygenist premises does not, in the slightest

degree necessitate the Polygenist conclusion. 1878 HARTLEY

tr. Topinard's Anthrop. Introd. 15 The opposile, a poly-

genist school, .maintained the plurality of races.

Hence Polytreni'stic a., of or pertaining to poly-

genists or polygenism.
1879 tr. DC Quatrcfagcs' Hum. Species 47 We shall have

undermined the foundation of the whole polygenistic

doctrine.



POLYGENOUS.

PolygenoiiS (jvli-d^/nas),
a. [irreg. f. Gr.

iro\vyfv-Tjs of many kinds (f. iro\v-
t
PoLY- +

yeVoy kind) + -ous : perh. associated with words
from L. such as indigenous^ calcigcnous, etc.]
1. Composed of constituents of different kinds;

spec, in Gcol. composed of various kinds of rocks.

1799 KIRWAK Gcol. Ess. 164 Some are unigenous, con-

sisting for the greater part, at least, of one species of stone
or aggregate ; some polygenous, consisting of various species,

alternating with, or passing into, or mixed with each other.

Ibid. 226 Secondary mountains are either formed of one

species of stone, or of strata of different species, . . the former
1 call miigenous, the latter polygenous : these are commonly
stratified, the former often not
2. Chem. POLYGENIC 2.

1870 F. HURTER in Eng. Mech, n Feb. 524/1 Chlorine
forms only one compound with hydrogen, whilst oxygen
and carbon form several compounds with that element.
Chlorine may, for this reason, be called a monogenous ele-

ment : the others, .polygenous elements.

3. Of, pertaining to, or involving polygeny.
1860 Reader 15 Sept. 796 Thus domestic pigeons may be

said to be '

monogenous
'

as to their origin from one wild

species,
'

polygenous
'

as to the individual ancestor of each
variety.

Polygeny (p^li-d^/m). [f. POLY- + Gr. -ywfia
birth.] The (theoretical) origination of mankind

(or of any species) from several independent pairs of

ancestors; loosely-,
the theory of such origination,

polygenism.
1865 Reader 14 Oct. 433/3 An anthropological paper

entitled
'

Monogeny and Polygeny '. 1879 A thenmun
30 Aug. 276/1 Nowadays both slavery and polygeny have
so dropped out of sight that a single paragraph is enough
to record their unholy alliance. 1893 S. LAING Hum.
Origins 405 Polygeny, or plural origins, would at first

sight seem to be the most plausible theory to account for
the great diversities of human races.

Polyglot (pp'liglpt), and sb. Also -glott.

[ad. Gr. iro\vy\coTT-os many-tongued, speaking
many languages, f. TTOAU-, POLY- + y\urra tongue.
So ^.polyglotte (1639 in Hatz.-Darm.).]
A. adj. 1. Of a person : That speaks or writes

many or several languages.
1656 BLOUNT Glossogr,, Polyglot, that speaks many Lan-

guages, a Linguist. 1854 L'j>ool Albion Nov., Always
remarkable for plain speaking in his mother-tongue, though
a polyglot linguist. 1873 HAMERTON Intell. Life in. i.\,

(1875) 124 That there should be polyglot waiters who can
tell us when the train starts in four or five languages.
2. Of or relating to many languages ; esp. of a
book or writing : In many or several languages.
1673 Ess. Educ. Gentfcwom. n The Authors of the Poly-

glot-Bible. 1706 PHILLIPS, Polyglott^ that is of many Lan-
guages, as, The Polyglott Bible, a Polyglott Dictionary.
1881 Nature XXV. 208/1 A French meteorological balloon
sent up.. with a polyglot request that it be forwarded by
the finder to the address given.
B. sb. 1. One who speaks or writes several

languages.
c 1645 HOWF.LL Lett. III. viii. (1650) 16 A polyglot or good

jinguist may be also term'd a usefull learned man, 'specially
ifvers'd in School-languages, a 1840 [see POLYMATH]. 1842
MRS. BROWNING Grk. Chr. Poets (1863) 151 As learned a

ppiyglott
as ever had been. 1867 BAKER Nile Tribut. i,

The interpreter was nearly ignorant of English, although
a professed polyglot.

f b. A bird that imitates the notes of other birds.

[1706 PHILLIPS, Polyglotta, the American Mock-bird, so
call'd because it imitates the Notes of all Birds. 1753
CHAMBERS Cycl, Sup6.,Polyglotta ai>is..\h& name of a bird
described by Nieremberg.] 1770 G. WHITE Selhorne 15 Jan.,
The [sedge-bird] has a surprising variety of notes resembling
the song of several other birds. ..It is., a delicate polyglot.
1776 PENNANT Zool. (ed, 4) I. 322 It [sedge warbler] is a
most entertaining polyglot, or mocking bird.

2. A book or writing (esp. a Bible) in several

languages.
1666 PF.I-VS Diary 5 Oct., Among others, the Polyglottes

and new Bible. 17*5 HENLF.Y tr. Mont/aucon"s Antit/.

Italy (ed. 2) 9 A Polyglot of the Acts of the Apostles,
.. in Armenian, Arabic, Coptic, Ethiopic. 1840 [see COM-
PLUTFNSIAN], 1892 C. A. BRIGGS Bible^ Ch. fy Reason iv. 96
The great Polyglotts had settled that.

b. A mixture of several languages, rare.

1715 tr. Pancirollns Rcritm Mem. I. Pref. 6, 1 wish I had
a Polyglot into which I might render it. 1830 CUNNINGHAM
Brit. Paint. II. 311 His wrath aired itself in a polyglot t.

1862 Miss JF.WSBURV Mem. Lady Morgan II. 457 The style
is not so much disfigured by a polyglot! of languages.

C. Co?nb. t as polyglot-wise adv., in a polyglot
manner, or like a polyglot; in several languages.
1875 JAS. GRANT One of the 600, vii. 53 We shall have.,

talked polyglot -wise with fellows of all nations.

So Folyglo-ttal, Polyglo'ttic, Po'lyglottish

(nonce-wd.}) Folyglo'ttous adjs. polyglot A.;
Polyglo'ttally adv. ; Polyglotted ppL a., fur-

nished with or speaking several languages; Po'ly-

glottism, polyglot character, use of or acquain-
tance with many languages ; Po'lyglottist =
polyglot B. i ; Po'lygrlotti :ze v. trans.

,
to render

polyglot ; tPolyglotto'logy [see -LOGY], a speak-
ing in many languages (o&s.).

1837 Eraser's Mag. XVI. 670 Panurge the "Polyglottal.
1801 Athen&ttm 16 July 90/1 A profuse display of easy
polyglottal information. 1839 Eraser's Mag. XIX. 680
Most *polyg!ot[t]ally rendered in our own pages by Father
Prout. 1897 Daily News 30 Jan. 6/3 A *polyglotted giant
hows you into a luxurious chair, and there you sit, waiting
for your host. 1898 IVestvt, Gaz. 22 Feb. 2/1 'The meat,
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m'sieu ', though polyglotted, he is a Frenchman, I believe.

1801 W. TAYLOR in Monthly Mag. XII. 583 The author is

*po!yglottic as the hydra. 1903 Daily Chron. n July 5/1
Pope Gregory the Sixteenth . . was correcting the proof-
sheets of a polyglot tic book that Wiseman was bringing
out. 1878 E. JENKINS Ha-.'crholme 206 Screeching their
raven-voiced praises in *polyglottish discord. 1882 Century
Mag, XXIV. 106 The *polyglotism implies so close a

familiarity with many literatures. 1889 LOWKU, Latest
Lit. ss. t Stud. Mod, Lang. (1891) 139, I will not say . . with
Lord Burleigh that such polygfottism is but '

to have one
meat served in divers dishes '. 1890 Spectator 29 Mar., The
great *polyglottist, Mr, Thomas Watts, who probably sur-

passed the more famous Mezzofanti, gives his testimony to
the linguistic importance of the work in a notable letter.

1871 Miss MULOCK Fair France i. 37 Plain English (which
we found ourselves rapidly forgetting, and becoming *poly-
glottized). 1658 ROWLAND Monfefs Thcat. Ins. 907 At the
first Honey had but one name, called in the Hebrew
Dabcsch ; but since that strange and confused "Polyglot-
tology, or speaking with divers tongues it was called of the
inhabitants of Arabia, Hcl, Han; of the French, /!///;.. of
the English, Honey [etc.], 1861 MAX MUI.LER Sc. Lang.
iv. 130 While working as a missionary among the *poly-
glottous tribes of America. 1885 GKKSWKU, in Sat, Rev.
26 Dec. 845 [The temptation to talk of a Kaffir policeman
as] a polyglottous individual.

Polyglycerin : see POLY- 2.

Polygon (p^'Hg^n), sb. and a. Also 7 poly-
gone, [ad. L. polygonum^ a. Gr. Tro\vya)vov, prop,
neut. of iToXvyuvos adj. polygonal, f. TTO\V-J POLY-
+ -y<uvos t

from stem of yowia angle. Cf. F. poly-

gone, -f*poligone (Cotgr. 1611). Used at first in

Latin forms polygo'num, polygo'nium.]
A. sb. 1. Geom. A figure (usually, a plane

rectilineal figure) having many, i. e. (usually) more
than four, angles (and sides) ;

a many-sided figure.

Complete polygon^ a polygon in which lines are drawn
connecting each angular vertex with every one of the others.

Stellated polygon, a polygon which wraps its interior more
than once, the continuous joining of alternate or more
remote angles, producing a stellate or starlike figure, as in

the PENTAGRAM (q. v.) which is a stellated pentagon wrapping
its interior twice. So with similar figures of 7, 8, 9, 10, etc,

i points, in which the variety of form increases with the
I number of different points that can lie continuously joined.

1571 DIGGKS Pantoin. i. Elein. II iij b, Polygona are such

|
Figures as haue moe than foure sides. Ibid. u. xx. O iv,

I To diuide the superficies of any irregular Pollygonium.
I 1656 ULOUNT Glossogr. t Polygon, a Geometrical figure, that

hath many corners. 1753 HOGARTH Anal. Beauty iv. 22
Instead of. .circular bases, polygons of different but even
numbers of sides, have been substituted. 1881 ROUTLEDGE
Science ii. 37 The circle is . . said to be the limit of the
inscribed polygon.

b. Polygon offorces-, a polygonal figure illus-

trating a theorem relating to a number of forces

acting at one point, each of which is represented in

magnitude and direction by one of the sides of the

figure, analogous to the parallelogram of forces \

hence, the theorem itself. &Qpolygon ofvelocities \.
1842 BRANDE Diet. Sc., etc., Polygon offorces, . . a theorem,

the discovery of which is attributed to Leibnitz. 1879
THOMSON & TAIT Nat. Phil. I. i. 256. 1882 MINCHIN
Unipl. Kinemat. i Linear velocities follow the same laws
of composition and resolution as Forces in Statics ; and
with these (such as the parallelogram and polygon of

velocities) the student is assumed to be already familiar.

c. Arith. A polygonal number : see POLYGONAL
2. Hence extended to higher orders of figurate

numbers, as the PYRAMIDAL numbers, etc. rare.

(Cf. square, cube?)
1842 BRANDE Diet. Sc., etc. s.v. Figurate Numbers, First

sums, or polygons of the first order. Tri. i, 3, 6, 10. Sq. i, 4,

9, 16. Pent, i, 5, 12, 22. Hex. i, 6, 15, 28. Second sums, or

polygons of the second order, i, 4, TO, 20, i, 5, 14, 30. i, 6,

18, 40. i, 7, 22, 50.

2. A material object of the form of a polygon.
Funicular polygon -. see FUNICULAR 2.

1669 STAVNRRD Fortification i The Semidiameter of the
Outward Polygon. 1706 PHILLIPS, Polygon... Also a spot
of Ground of that Figure, which is, or may be fortify 'd

according to the Rules of Art. 1796 KIRWAN Elem. Miu.
(ed. 2) I. 318 Very seldom in pellucid needles, tables, or

polygons. 1853 STOCQUELRR Milit. EncycL, Polygon^ the
name applied to the many-angled forms in which the outer
walls of all fortified places are built. 1899 Allbntfs Syst.
Meet. VI 1. 608 Four large vessels which here form the remark-
able anastomosis known as the circle, or polygon, of Willis.

fB. adj. Having many angles; polygonal. lObs.

1570 BILLINGSLEY Euclid iv. xvi. 125 A Poligonon figure
is a figure consisting of many sides. 1681 CHETHAM Angler s

i 'ade-m. vii. 7 (1689) 77 The best Rivers to angle in, are

..such as have many Polygone windings, and turnings.

1761 DA COSTA in Phil. Trans, LII. 103 The rocks .. rise

into polygon pillars. 1796 MORSE Amer. Geog. II. 182 The
surface of the causeway exhibiting to view a regular and

compact pavement of polygon stones.

Polygonaceous tafliigon/i-JW), a. Bot. [f.

mod.L. PobgonSce* (f. POLYGONUM) + -ous : see

-ACEOUS.] Belonging to the Natural Order Poly-

gonacew, of which the typical genus is POLYGONUM.
1874 COOKE Fung! 41 The species attack the flowers and

anthers of composite and polygonaceous plants.

Polygonal (pjflrg&ofl), a. (sb.} [f.
L. poly-

gon-um POLYGON + -AL. So F. polygonal.]
1. Having the form of a polygon ; having many,

i. e. (usually) more than four, angles (and sides) ;

many-sided. As applied to a solid body, denoting
a prismatic or similar form whose base or section

is a polygon.

POLYGONOUS.

1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl., Polygonal column. 1756 Phil.
' Trans. XLIX. 513 Its whole surface is covered with small

shallow polygonal cells. 1857 HKXFREY Bot. 652 The
mutual pressure of cells., converts the spheroidal into poly-
gonal forms, a 1878 SIR G. G. SCOTT Led. Arc/tit. I. 195
1'he polygonal chapter-house is an equally English feature.

Comb. 1847-9 'J'fttfs Cycl. Anat. IV. 516/1 Polygonal-
celled serous membranes.
2. Arith. Applied to the several series of numbers,

each beginning with unity, and obtained by con-
tinued summation of the successive terms of an
arithmetical progression whose common difference

is a whole number. So called because each of

these numbers, represented (e.g.) by dots, can be

arranged according to a certain rule in the form of

the corresponding regular polygon (the term being
here extended to a figure of any number of sides).
Thus the A. P. i, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 ... (comm. difT. i) gives, by

summation of successive terms (r, 1 + 2, 1 + 2 + 3, etc.), the
series of triangular numbers i, 3, 6, 10, 15, 21. . .Similarly,
with comm. diff. 2, 3, 4, etc., are obtained the series of

square, pentagonal, hexagonal, etc., numbers. The poly-
, gonal numbers constitute the first order of figurate numljLTs :

see FIGURATE ///.a, 3b.
1704 J. HARRIS Lex. Techn. I, Polygonal Numbers, are

i such as are the Sums or Ag^re^ntes of Series of Numbers

j

in Arithmetical Progression, beginning with Unity; and so

I

placed, that they represent the Form of a Polygon. 1727-
, 41 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v. 1842 URASDK Diet. Sc., etc. s.v.,
A very general and remarkable property ofpolygon.il nnni-

:
bers was discovered by Fermat: Every number whatever is

the sum of one, two, or three triangular numbers ; the sum
, of one, two, three, or four squares; the sum of one, two,

three, four, or five pentagonal numbers
;
and so on.

b. as s/'. A polygonal number, rare.

1795 HUTTOM Math. Diet., Polygonal Numbers,.. Me
i called Polygonals, because the number of points in them
| may be arranged in the form of the several Polygonal

figures in geometry.
Hence Polyg-onally adv.

1870 ROU.ESTON Anim. Life 254 A polygonally-shagreened
I capsule. 1884 BOWER & SCOTT De fiary's Phaner. 374
I
The outermost layer, which .. consists of polygonally pris-
matic cells in uninterrupted connection.

Polygonar, a. rare ]
. [f. L. type *pofygdn&r- is -.

i see prec. and -AU V] =
prec. i.

1836 CDL. WISEMAN Sc. $ Relit*. I. ii. 102 The polygonar
I structures of the ancients.

Polygonate tp,Jli*g(Wt\ a. Nat. Hist. rare".
I

[f. Gr. TroAu-, POLY- + yuvv knee + -ATE ^.] Having
: many joints.

1856 THOMAS Med. Diet. (1864) 436 Polygonate^ applied to

certain plants and animals.

Polygoneutic (pp
:

lig^ni?7*tik), a. Zool. [f.

POLY- + Gr. -yovtv-tiv to beget : cf. -noXwyovtwQat
to produce much offspring.] Producing several

broods in a year. So Polyg-onen'tisni, polygo-
neutic character or condition.

1890 in Cent. Diet. 1895 Syd. Soc. Lex., Polygoneuiic,
having several broods or litters every year. Pofygonevtistn,

I the state of being Polygonentic.

t FolygO'mal, a. (V>.) Obs. [f. L. pofygoni-us
polygonal + -AL.] a. adj.

= POLYGONAL . b, sl>.

j

= POLYGON.
1703 T. N. City ff C. Purchaser 238 Polygonial Turrets.

! 1766 Compl. Farmer s.v. Surveying, To find the content of

a regular polygonial, or multangular figure. Ibid,, [How]
to divide triangles, parallelograms, and regular polygonials,
in an artificial way.

Polygonic (pfrfigpnik), a rare.
[f. Gr.

TTo\vyuv-ov (see POLYGON) + -ic.]
= POLYGONAL a.

Hence Polygo'nically adv.

1842 Civil Eng. ,y Arch. Jntl. V. 151/1 The earliest

buildings were circular, octagonal, or polygonic. 1852
T. WRIGHT Celt, Roman, .y Saxon (1861) 183 Flag-stones
cut square or polygonically.

PolygO'nic, </.
2

[f.
POLYGON-UM + -ic.] Per-

taining to the botanical genus Polygonitm ; poly-

gonic acid, an acrid crystalliznble acid, found by
Kademacher 1871, in Polygonum Hydropiper.
1890 in BILLINGS Med. Diet. 1895 in Syd. Soc. Le.i:

PolygOUOnietry (p>-lig0iv'rm''trn. Math. rare.

[f. as POLYGON + -METKY. So F. polygonometrie^
A branch of mathematics dealing with the measure-

ment and properties of polygons, as trigonometry
with those of triangles. Hence Folygonometric
(p^li:g0n<?|me'trik) a., pertaining to polygonometry.
iSix HUTTON Course Math. III. 148 The theorems and

problems in Polygonometry bear an intimate connection
and close analogy to those in plane trigonometry. 1890
Cent. Dict.

t Polygonometric.

Polygonoscope (p^li'gftnAIwop). [f. as

POLYGON + Gr. -O-WOTTOS, -ov viewing, he or that

which views.] An instrument on the principle of

the kaleidoscope, consisting of two mirrors con-

nected by a hinge, and capable of being set at any
required angle, so as to produce an indefinite

variety of patterns, which may be copied or pho-

tographed for artistic purposes.
1884 in KNIGHT Diet. Mech. Suppl.

FolygOllOtlS (pplrgonas), a. Now rare or

Obs. [f. L. polygon-urn + -ous.]
= POLYGONAL a.

1660 BARROW Euclid xn. i. 296 Like polygonous figures..
described in circles . . are one to another, as the squares
described of the diameters of the circles. 17*7-41 CHAM-
BERS Cycl. s. v. Column, Polygonous Column has several

sides, or faces: the mon regular of these have eight faces.
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POLYGONUM. 1090 POLYHEDRAL.

1789 J. KEIR Diet. Client. 172/1 This ammoniacal salt shoots

into polygonous crystals. 1842 Blackw. Mag, LI. 726
Harmony of design seems entirely wanting in this vast

polygonous building.

|| Polygonum (p?li'gon#m). Bot. [mod.L.

polygonum {polygonos, -ns, -on Plin.), a. Gr. troXv-

yovov knotgrass, etc., f. iroAu-, POLY- + yovv knee,

joint.] A large and widely distributed genus of

plants, type of the N. O. Pofygonacex, consisting
of herbs (rarely undershrubs), with swollen stem-

joints sheathed by the stipules, and small apetalous
rlowers, usually with red or white perianth.
It includes knotgrass (P. aviculare\ snakeweed (P. Bis-

torta\ black bindweed (P. Convolvulus)^ water-pepper (P.

Hydropiper}) persicaria (P. Persicaria), buckwheat (P.

Fagopyrum or Fagopyrnm esculentnm), etc. The poly-
gonnm of Sturt (1833) is a Muehlenheckia> N. O. Poly-
gonace&.
1706 PHILLIPS, Polygonum, Polygony or Knot-grass, an

Herb chiefly us'd for stopping all sorts of Fluxes, Wounds
[etc.]. 1833 C. H. STURT Two Exp. Interiors. A astral. 1.146
Its [the creek'*] bed was choaked up with bulrushes or the

polygonum. 1838 T. THOMSON Chew. Org. Bodies 974 The
bidens .. in general did not vegetate so long as the poly-
gonum. 1887 Amcr. Naturalist XXI. 580 We also find

that the ants rear the young, before the ground is planted,
upon the roots of Setaria and Polygonum.

b, attrib. as polygonum creek, flat (i.e. covered
with a growth of Polygonum or Ahteklenbeckid).
1890

' R. BOLDREWOOD '

Col. Reformer xvi. 100 He had
shot more than one polygonum creek, straight and true as
an Indian. 1898 Rom. Canvass Town 126 They drew
back by degrees into the polygonum flat which at that

point bordered the river.

t Polygony. Obs. [ad. L./0^^*-w (Scribo-
nius) f. Gr. irokvyovov.] A plant of the genus
Polygonum ; esp. Snakeweed, P. Bistorta, the astrin-

gent root of which was formerly used in medicine.

1450-80 tr. Secreta Secret. 30 Take wormode,. .and lete it

boyle with the Rote bat is callid Pollygony, . .and wasshe
welle bi mouth therwith. 1590 SPENSER F. Q. in. v. 32
There, whether yt divine Tobacco were, Or Panachaea, or

Polygony, Shee fownd, and brought it to her patient deare.

1706 [see POLYGONUM].

Polygram (pp'lignem). [f. POLY- + Gr.

-ypa/j/iTj line ; (cf, Gr. tro\vypantos many-lined,

Arist.).] A figure or design consisting of many
lines. (In quot. 1903 in imitation of monogram.)
1696 PHILLIPS (ed. 5), Polygram, a Geometrical Figure

that has many Lines. 1863 R. TOWNSEND Mod. Gcom. I.

144 A complete figure which in the absence of any as yet
generally recognized nomenclature may be termed a poly-

stigm in the former case, and a polygram in tlie latter. 1903
G. F. ABBOTT Tour Macedonia 43 A mystic design which . .

in reality was the imperial polygram. The document, poly-
gram and all, cost me five shillings.

Hence Polygramma'tic a., pertaining or relating
to a polygram. 1890 in Cent. Diet,

Polygraph. (pp'ligrofX [ad. Gr. iro\vypa<f>-os,
-oi/ adj. writing much ;

cf. F. polygraphe (1536 in

Hatz.-Darm.), It. poligrapho (Florio) in sense 4.
In senses 1-3, app. directly f. the Greek elements.]

I. 1. a. An apparatus, on the principle of the

pantograph, for producing two or more identical

drawings or writings simultaneously, b. An
apparatus for taking a number of copies of a

writing ; esp. a gelatine copying-pad.
[Cf. 1763 Hist. Acad. des Sci. 147 Un instrument, invente

et presente par M. de Cotteneude auquel il donne le notn
tie polygraphe ou Copiste habile. ]

1805 JKFFKRSON Writ. {1830) IV. 33, I have laid aside the

copying press, for a twelvemonth past, and write always
with the polygraph. 1807 YOUNG Lect. Nat. Phil. II. 100
An ingenious instrument ..by means of which copies may
be multiplied with great facility; it is called the polygraph.
1819 RF.ES Cycl. s.v. Copying, Fig. 4 represents one of
Hawkins' patent polygraphs [Patent dated 1803 No. 2735].

1829 MACKENZIE Five Thous. Receipts 394 To frame a
polygraph, or instrument for writing two letters at once.

1884 KNIGHT Diet. Meek. Supp., Polygraph, one of the
names given to the gelatine copying pad.

f2. Jig. (in allusion to POLYGRAPHTC 2). A
person who imitates, or is a copy of, another

;
an

imitator or imitation. Obs.

1794 COLERIDGE Lett. (1895) 117 The move of bepraislng
a man by enumerating the beauties of his polygraph is at
least an original one. 1797 MRS. M. ROBINSON Walsiugham
IV. 10 A polygraph is a fellow that apes one's dress and
manners.

3. An instrument for obtaining tracings of move-
ments in various parts of the body ;

a myograph.
1876 A. RANSOME Stethomctry vi. 126 A tube, placed in

the trachea of a recently killed dog, is made to communicate
with the drum of a polygraph. 1890 in BILLINGS Med.
Diet. 1895 Syd. Soc. Lex.

t Polygraph, a syn. for Myo-
graph. 1905 H. D. ROLLESTON Dis. Liver 93 T.Mackenzie
has made an exhaustive study of hepatic pulsation by means
of the polygraph, a modification of the cardiograph.

II. 4. A writer of many or various works ; a
voluminous author. [Cf. F. polygraphe one who
writes on many subjects (1536).]
1883 Century Mag. VI. 251 M. Jules Claretie, most pro-

lific of polygraphs, has. .added another novel to his already
long list. 1891 Sat. Rev. 8 Aug. 152/1 M. Auguste Vitu
was . .what his own countrymen call a '

polygraph '.

5. A collection of many or various writings,
raf~. 1882 in OGILVIE (Annandale).

t Polygrapher. Obs. rare. Also 6 poli-.

[f. Gr. TTo\vypa(f>os (see POLYGRAPH) + -ER *.]

1. A writer of POLYGRAPHY (sense i).

1588 J. HARVEY Disc. Probl. 29 Whose mightie and won-
derfull proceedings no Poligrapher can expresse, or Stega-
nographer decipher.

2. = POLYGRAPH 2.

1810 Splendid Follies 1 1. 7, [I] wear my hat in half a dozen

positions, so that I defy the mimickry of a polygrapher.

Polygraphic (p^ligrse-fik), a. (sb.} [f.
Gr.

iroA.u7pa<-os POLYGRAPH, or f. POLYGRAPHY, + -1C.

So F. polygraphique^\
1. Writing much; voluminous or copious, as an

author; treating of many subjects, as a book. rare.

1735 (title) Dictionarium Polygraphicum : Or, The Whole
Body of Arts Regularly Digested, (heatling of text} The
Polygraphick Dictionary. 1807 T. HORSE tr. Goede's Trav.
II. 131 The polygraphic Nicolls has contrived to swell his

work into 20 volumes.

fb. Pertaining to POLYGRAPHY (sense i). Obs.

1791-1823 D'ISRAKLI Cur. Lit. (1867) 481/2 This ingenious
abbot's [Trithemius] polygraphic attempts at secret writing.

2. Applied to a method of mechanically copying

pictures : see POLYGRAPHY 3 a.

1788 J. BOOTH (title) An Address to the Public on the

Polygraphic Art; or the copying or multiplying Pictures,
in Oil Colours, by a Chemical and Mechanical Process.

1800 in Spirit Pub. Jrnls. IV. 161 These, by means of the

polygraphic art, may be multiplied. 1828 LANDOR hnag.
Conv. Wks. 1853 I. 290/2 Polygraphic transparencies, .to be
had for next to nothing. 1864 BOULTON Rem. cone. Photogr.
supposed of early datt' 8 There can .. be little doubt that

these pictures are specimens of the
'

polygraphic
'

process.

t3._/?f. (in allusion to 2, or to POLYGRAPH 2).

That is an exact copy or imitation of another. Obs.

1797-1805 S. & HT. LEE Canterb. T. V. 400 Assort of

polygraphic copy of a man, that might be seen in some
corner of almost every collection in London. 1824 SCOTT
St. Konans v, He began to doubt whether the Lady Pene-

lope and her maidens .. were not .. actually polygraphic
copies of the same individuals.

fb. as sb. = POLYGRAPH 2. Obs. rare" 1
.

1797 MRS. M. RORINSON IValsingham II. TOO, 'I shall

leave Bath to-morrow
',
cried the polygraphic of Narcissus.

4. Of or pertaining to a polygraph (POLYGRAPH
i a, i b) ;

used for multiplying copies of a drawing
or writing; produced, as a copy, by a polygraph.
1828 WEBSTER, Polygraphic, Poly'graphical. ..-2, Done

with a polygraph j as, a polygraphic copy or writing. 1883
R. HALDANE Workshop Receipts Ser. n. 189/2 Place a sheet

of damped polygraphic paper on each page.

So Folygra'phicalrt. (in quot.
= sense i b above:

cf. POLYGRAPHER i).

1588 J.
HARVEY Disc. Proll. 65 A booteles labor, to make

a special Analysis, either of their Abcedary and Alpha-
beticall Spels, or of their Characteristicall, and Polygra-
phical suttelties. 1828 [see 4 above],

Polygraphy (p^li'gran). [ad. Gr. Tro\vypa(p'ta

a writing much
; see prec. So F. polygrapkit

(1561 in Hatz.-Darm.) in sense I.]

I. f 1. A kind of cipher or secret writing (? a

combination of various ciphers, or ? an abbreviated

cipher resembling shorthand, i.e. containing much
in little space) : a. orig. An arbitrary name by
Trithemius 1518 for his system of secret writing.
b. Applied by Aulay Macaulay to his system of

shorthand. Obs.

[1518 J. TRITHEMIUS (title) Poligraphi;e libri VI, cum clave

seu enucleatorio.] 1593 R. HAKVKY Philad, 56 The His-
tories were written in some strange kind of polygraphy and

steganography. 1621 BURTON Anat. Kiel. in. u. in. v. (1651)

498 Such occult notes,. .Polygraphy, . .or magnetical telling
of their minds. 1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl. t Polygraphy,. .the

art of writing in various unusual manners or cyphers; as

also of deciphering the same... The word is usually con-
founded with steeanography and cryptography. 1747 A.
MACAULAY (title) Polygraphy; or Short-Hand made easy.,
lieing an universal character fitted to all Languages. 1855
Chnwb. Jrnl. IV. 134/2 These decipherers gave the high-
sounding names of Cryptography, Cryptology, Polygraphy,
and Steganography, to their art.

II. 2. Much writing ; copious or various literary

work.
a 1661 FULLER Worthies, Cnnibr. (1662) i. 162 One, con-

sidering his Polygraphy, said merrily, 'that he must write

whilst he slept, it being unpossible he should do so much
when waking

1

. 1831 Eraser's Mag. III. 715 Even Sir

Walter Scott, with all his multifarious polygraphy what
is he beside the goodly Sumwa Theologize of Thomas
Aquinas? 1890 Sat. Rev. 22 Nov. 602/2 It has been too

much the fashion to dismiss his wonderful 'polygraphy',
his miscellaneous journalism. ., with a sort of allowance as

merely wonderful of its kind.

III. 3. a. A method of producing copies of

paintings, invented by Joseph Booth c 1788 : see

POLYGRAPHIC 2.

1788 J. BOOTH Addr. Polygraphic Art 13 Having thus
considered the invention of Polygraphy.

b. The use of a polygraph (POLYGRAPH i a).
1828 WEBSTER, Polygraphic, Polygraphical, pertaining to

polygraphy, as a polygraphic instrument. 1886 Casselfs

Rncycl. Diet., Polygraphy.. .3. The art of making a number
of drawings or writings simultaneously. 1895 Funk's Stand.
Diet., Polygraphy. i. The use of a polygraph.

Poly-groove, -grooved : see POLY- i.

Polygyn (pf'lidgin). Bot, [ad. mod.L. poty-

gyn-ns : see POLYGYNIA.] (See quot.)
1828 WEBSTER, Polygyn^ a plant having many pistils.

Polygyncecial, -racial (p^liidsinrsial), a.

Bot. rare- , [f. POLY- + gyncecium t GYN-ECEUM

+ -AL.] Applied to a multiple fruit formed by
union of the pistils of several rlowers.

1876 BALFOUR in Encycl. Brit. IV. 150/2 Multiple fruits

are called polygyncecial, as being formed by many gynoecia.

-Polygynai-ky. rare" 1

,
[f. POLY- + Gr. ywattf-,

stem of yvvrj woman, wife + -Y.]
= POLYGYNY.

1880 T. E. HOLLAND Jurisprudence (i882> 131 Polygamy,
i. e. polygynaiky or polyandry, has been and is recognised
as marriage in many parts of the world.

liPolygynia t,ppli|d^i*nia\
[f.^

mod.L. poly-

gyn-HSj i. Gr. iroAu-, POLY- + yvvrj woman, wife

(taken by Linnaeus in sense 'pistil').]
1. Bot. An order in some classes of the Linnrean

!

Sexual System, comprising plants having flowers

with more than T 2 styles or stigmas.
[i748LiNN*u ;

s//pr/w.s- Upsal. 154 Polygynia.] 1760 J. LEE
Introd. Bot. \\. viii, Polyginia^ comprehending such Plants

as have many Styles. 1770 ELLIS in Phil. Trans. LX. 528
Dr. Linnaeus.. places it among the Dodecandria Polygynia.
2. = POLYGYNY, rare.

1865 M CLENNAN Prim. Marr. viii. 181 In certain cantons

i
of Media, according to Strabo, polygunia was authorised by

I

express law which ordained every inhabitant to maintain at

least seven wives.

Polygynian, a. Bot. rare~. [f. prec. i +

-AN.] POLYGYNOUS I.

1828 WEBSTER, Polygynian, having many pistils.

Polygynic (ppUidgi'nik), a. rare.
[f.

as POLY-

GYNY + -ic.]
= POLYGYNOUS 2.

1876 H. SPENCER Princ. Social. (1885) I. in. ix. 675 Among
the Esquimaux, . . we see, along with monogamic unions,
others that are polyandric and polygynic.

Polygynious, a. Bot. rare ,
[f.

mod.L.
POLYGYNI-A + -OUS.] POLYGYNOUS I.

1858 MAYNE Expos. Lex.) Polygynins^ .. applied to an
! order . . of plants . . polygynious,

Polygynist (p^li-d.^inist). [f.as POLYGYNY +

-IST.] One who practises (or favours) polygyny.
1876 H. SPENCER Princ. Social. I. in. iv. 285 The Fuegians

,. are polygynists. Ibid. ix. 315 The Merovingian kings
were polygynists.

Polygynous (ppli'd^inss
1

),
a. ff. mod.L. poly-

gyn-u$ ;see POLYGYNIA) + -ous.]
1. Bot. Having many pistils, styles, or stigmas;

spec, belonging to the order Polygynia.
1846WORCESTER, /WxV<7Ks, having many styles. London.

1880 GRAY Struct, Bot. (ed. 6) 261 Less general . . terms are

such as. .Polygynous (of many pistils).

2. Having more than one, or several, wives (or

concubines) ; practising, pertaining to, or involving

polygyny. (Corresp. to POLYANDBOUS 2.)

1874 SIDGWICK Meth. Ethics xi. 337 A legal polygynous
connexion. 1876 Fox BOURNE Locke I. viii. 429 The frivo-

lous, corrupted, polygynous and polyandrous society by
which he was surrounded. 1891 E. WESTKRMARCK Hist.

Hum. Marr. (1894) 4W Even in Africa, the chief centre of

polygynous habits, polygyny is an exception.

b. /ool. Of a male animal : Having several

i female mates; characterized by polygyny, as a
1

species. (Corresp. to POLYANDROUS 2 b.)

Polygyny (ppli'd^ini). [f. POLY- + Gr. 71^7

woman, wife
; corresp. to a Gr. type *Tro\vywia,

f. TroAu- many + ywrj woman, wife. So mod.F.

polygynie^\ That form of polygamy in which one

man has several wives at the same time; plurality of

wives (or concubines). (Corresp. to POLYANDRY.)
1780 M. MADAN Thelyphthora II, 91 There is not a nation

under heaven, where polygyny is more openly practised,
than in this Christian country. 1861 Times 21 Aug. 10/2
It is doubtless this teaching that polygyny is a divine

institution which has such an effect in repressing the rebel-

lion-; instincts of the women. 1876 H. SPENCER Princ.

Social. (1877) I. 646 Where wife-stealing is now practised, it

is commonly associated with polygyny. 1892 Nation (N.Y.)

24 Nov. 398/3 The license, not of polygamy but of polygyny,
was completely established in the case of kings.

b. Zool. Of a male animal : The having more
than one female mate.

Polygyral: see POLY- i.

II Polyhaemia (ppli,hrmia). Path. Alsopoly-

emia, -eemia, -hernia. [mod.L., a. Gr. TroAucu-

/fi'a, f. iroAv-, POLY- + a?//a blood.] Fullness or

excess of blood ; plethora.
1858 MAYNE Expos. Lex.^ Polysemia, abundance of blood ;

an old term for true Plethora. 1866 A. FLINT Princ. Afed.

(1880) 61 Recent experiments on animals render improbable
the existence of a permanent polyamia. 1876 tr. Wagners
Gen. Pathoi. (ed. 6) 543 PolyhEemia, and polycythaemia as

well, are in most cases only transitory states.

Polyhalite (jyliMTteit). Min. [ad. Ger.

polyhalit (Stromeyer, 1818), f. Gr. iroAu-, POLY- +
oA.s salt : see -ITE l.] Hydrous sulphate of calcium,

potassium, and magnesium, usually occurring in

fibrous masses of a red or yellowish colour.

1818 Q. Jrnl. Sc. VI. 170 It .. has now received the name
of polyhalite. 1852 Phillips" Introd. Min. 538 Polyhalite
.. is found with rock salt. 1876 PAGE Adv. Text-bk. GeoL
xvi. 305 These deposits consist of a series of saliferous strata

carnallite. .polyhalite, etc.

Polyhedra, pi. of POLYHEDRON.

Polyhedral (p^Uhf-dral, -he-dral), a. Also

polyedral. [f.Gr.ffo\ii8poy (Plut.) (f. 7ro\u-,PoLY-
+ <t&pa base, side of a solid figure) + -AL.]
1. Of the form of a polyhedron ; having many

faces or sides, as a solid figure or body.



POLYHEDBIC.

1811 PINKLRTON Petralogy I. 324 Agranular serpentine,..

which, .splits in small polyhedral fragments. 1845 TOUD &
BOWMAN Pliys. Anat. 1. 81 The fat vesicles ..assume a

polyhedral figure more or less regular. 1885 GOOUALE

Pkysiol. But. (1892) 47 Starch . . occurs as minute . . polyhedral

granules.
2. Pertaining or relating to a polyhedron; in

Higher Algebra applied to a class of functions.

1880 CAYLEY Coll. Math. Papers XI. 183 The functions so

transformable into themselves must be Polyhedral functions

. . the linear transformations . . corresponding to the rotations

whereby the sp>herical polyhedron can be brought into

coincidence with its own original position.

3. Of an angle : Formed by three or more planes

meeting at a point. (Usually called a solid angle.}

Cf. DIHEDRAL. 1864 in WEBSTER.

Folyb.ed.ric (pplihe'drik), a. Also polyedric.

[f.
as prec. + -1C.]

=
prec. I. Also Jig.

'

many-
sided '.

1819 SHELLEY P. Bell tlu Third Ded., Peter is a poly-

hedric Peter, or a Peter with many sides. . . He is a Proteus

1893 Sat. Rev. 28 Jan. 88/1 Most questions are polyhedric.

So Polyhe'drical a. rare.

1663 BOYLE Exp. Hist. Colours i. iii. 6 The protuberant

particles may be of very great variety of figures, spherical,

elliptical, polyedrical, and some very irregular. 1664 POWER

Exp. Philos. I. 42 They all seem like Fragments of Crystal

. .of irregular polyhedrical figures, c 1817 HOGG Talcs fy

Sk. II. 199 Which body must be spherical or polyedrical.

Polynedrometry (-^-metri). [f.
POLYHEDRON

+ -METUY, after geometry or trigonometry.'] That

part of solid geometry which deals with the numbers

of faces, edges, and angles of polyhedra. Hence

Polyhedrometric (-ome'trik) a., pertaining to

polyhedrometry. 1890 in Cent. Diet.

Polyhedron (pf>lihf'dr(?u, -he'dr^n). Also

polyedron. PI. -a (rarely -ons). [a. Gr. TTO\V-

ftipov a polyhedron, prop. neut. of nob.vtb'pos adj. :

see POLYHEDRAL.] Geom. A solid figure con-

tained by many (i. e., usually, more than six) plane

faces; a many-sided solid. Hence, a material

body having such a form.

1570 BILLINGSLEY Euclid xli. xvii. 377 A solide of many
sides (which is called a Polyhedron). 1690 LEYBOURN Curs.

Math. 289 In the Sphere EDF inscribe a Polyedron. 1727-

41 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v., Gnontonic Polyhedron, is a stone

with several faces, whereon are projected various kinds of

dials. 1762 H. WALPOLE Vertue's Anecd. Paint. (1765) I.

vii. 181 Holding a pair of compasses, and by his side a

Polyedron, composed of twelve pentagons. 1871 TYNDALL

Fragm. Sc. (1879) I. x "- 368 The little polyhedra become
converted into lamina?.

fig- X8si J. HAMILTON Royal Preacher xiv. (1854) 180

They are the polyhedrons of the Church, each punctilio of

their own forming a several face.

b. spec. A lens having many facets, multiplying
the image of an object ; a multiplying-glass.

1

the same object may appear double, triple, or quadruple to

one eye, without the help of a polyhedron or multiplying

glass.

PolyllC'drous, a. Also polyedrous. [f.
as

POLYHEDRAL + -ous.]
= POLYHEDRAL.

1678 CUDWORTH Intell. Syst. i. iv. 531 The same Object
beheld through a Polyedrous Glass . . is thereby rendred
Manifold to the Spectator. 1769 RASPE in Phil. Trans.
LXI. 582 Many of these are formed in polyedrous pillars.

1807 W. TAYLOR in A nn. Rev. V. 586 He not only sees

double, but through the po'.yedrous eyes of a dragon-fly.

Polyhistor (pplihi'stpa). Also 6 polihistor.

[a. Gr. Tio\vtarap very learned, f. iroXu-, POLY- +

'iarap (see HISTORY).] A man of much or varied

learning ;
a great scholar.

[1573-80 G. HARVEV Letter-it. (Camden) r66 He hath
bene countid heer. .a TroAutVrwp, and in deed is so commonly
termid amongst us.] 1588 J. HARVEY Disc. Probl. 63 In

poets, philosophers, polihistors, antiquaries, philologers,

schoolemen, and other learned discoursers. 1621 Bp. MOUN-
TAGU Diatribz 453 So great a polyhistor as Ipseph Scaliger.

1885 MASSON Carlyle ii. 63 Himself a polyhistor or accom-

plished universal scholar.

So Polyhisto-rian = polyhistor ; Polyhisto-ric

a., of or pertaining to a polyhistor, widely erudite ;

Polyhi-story, the character or quality of a poly-

histor, wide or varied learning.
1669 GALE Crt. Gentiles i. i. iii. 20 Alexander the 'Poly-

historian cites this. 1693 Phil. Traits. XVII. 808 He
regrets the loss also of many Polyhistorians, as, Theo-

pompus, Phavorinus, and Alexander Polyhistor. 1881

MASSON De Quincey xi. 137 Much of that *polyhistpric
character, that multifariousness of out-of-the-way learning.

1819 J. RICHARDSON Kant's Logic 61 Mere *polyhistory is,

50 to say, learning which is cyclopic, or wants an eye that

of philosophy. 1869 A. W. WARD tr. Curtius Hist. Greece
II. HI. iii. 509 Sophistry.. thus necessarily led to a vain and

superficial polyhistory, such as was most fully represented
in the person of Hippias of Eiis.

Poly-laminated to -lobular : see POLY- i.

Polyle, variant of PULLAILE Obs., poultry.

Polylogy (p^li'lodgi). rare. Also 7 polu-.

[ad. Gr. no\v\oyia, {. TroXuXoyos loquacious : see

POLY- and -LOGY.] Much speaking, loquacity.
So Folylogize v. intr. (nonce-wd.}, to talk much.
1601 R. T. Five Godlie Serin. 287 Vsing Polulogies and

1091

Battologies that is vaine repetitions, and much babblings.

1621 T. GKANGER On Eccles. 115 Many words, (batologie or

polylogie) . . are signes of a foole. 1845 S. JUDD Margaret
11. ii, I have '

polylogized
'

quite long enough. 1890 My
Curates 19 Mr. Slimmer 's vigorous energy in polylogy (if I

may coin a word).

Polyloquent to -mastigous: see POLY- I.

Folyniastodoilt (pplimse'stiMpnt), a. and sb.
\

J'ateont. [f. mod.L. Polymastodon, -out-, i. Gr.

no\v-, POLY- + naarus breast, nipple + uSovs tooth :

cf. MASTODON.] a. adj. Belonging to the genus

Polymastodon or family Polymastodontida, of small

extinct N. American marsupials, having numerous

tubercles on the molar teeth, b. sb. A marsupial

of this genus or family.

Polymath, (pp-limseh), sb. (a.) Also 7 polu-

mathe. [ad. Gr. ireA.v/i07js having learnt much,
f. TTOA.I/- much + na.6-, stem of fiavSayctv to learn.

;

So F. polymathe^l A person of much or varied

learning ;
one acquainted with various subjects of

study.
1621 BURTON Anat. Mel. Democr. to Rdr. (1676) 4/2 To

be thought and held Polumathes and Polyhistors. a 1840

MOORE DevilamoagSckol. 7 The Polymathsand Polyhistors,

Polyglots and all their sisters. 1855 M. PATIISON Ess.

I. 200 He belongs to the class which German writers. .have

denominated '

Polymaths '. 1897 O. SMEATON Smollett

ii. 30 One of the last of the mighty Scots polymaths.

D. attrib. or adj. Very learned.

1881 Athcweum 31 Sept. 300/3 [His] literary criticism, .is

generally judicious and free from '

polymath terminology '.

"893 Jrnl. Educ. i Dec. 657/1 A polymath headmaster.

So Folyma-tliic a., pertaining to a polymath,
characterized by varied learning ; f Polymathist

polymath; Polymathy [ad. Gr. 7ro\u/<aflia] ,

much or varied learning, acquaintance with many
branches of knowledge.
1828 WEBSTER, *Polymathic, pertaining to polymathy.

_ ^ u
J
oly-

mathist of the World, c 1645 HOWELL Lett. (1650) III.

viii. 13 Polymathists, that stand poring.. upon a moth-eaten

Author. 1642 HARTLIB Re/. Schools 53 That high, and

excellent learning, which men, for the large extent of it,

call *Polymathie. 1863 GROTE Plato I. ii. 88 Aristotle.,

exhibits . . much of that polymathy which he transmitted to

the Peripatetics generally. 1895 BENEKK ContparettCs

Vergil in Mid. Ages 224 The tendency . . of the scholars of

the time, . . was entirely towards polymathy.

Polymatype (pjHimataip). Printing, [a. F.

polymatype, arbitrary f. POLY- + TYPE sb.] A
method, now disused, of casting a large number of

types at one operation. Also altrib.

1890 in Cent. Diet. 1896 T. L. DE VINNE Mo.rons Mech.

Exerc., Printing 416 Didot's polymatype mould, made to

cast fifty types at one operation.

"I* Polyme'cliany. Obs. rare. Also poll-,

[ad. Gr. iro^v^rjxavla fullness of resources, inven-

tiveness, f. Tro\vprjxavos ao"j., f' 7r ^u ~, POLY- +

fjtrjxavfi contrivance, MACHINE.^ Multifarious con-

trivance or invention.

1592 G. HARVEY Four Lett. iv. Wks. (Grosart) I. 230 In

actuall Experimentes, and polymechany, nothing too-

profound.

Polymely (pjJIi'mni). Anat. [ad. mod.!..

polymelia, f. Gr. TroAti-, POLY- + j'A.os limb.] The
occurrence of supernumerary or redundant limbs or

members, as a monstrosity. So Polyme-lian a.,

exhibiting polymely.
1890 Cent. Diet., Polymelian. .Polymely. 1895 in Syd.

Sac. Lex. 1899 Proc. Zool. Soc. 857 note (Cassell Supfl.},
New growths comparable to the bifid or trifid regenerated
tails of Lizards, and to the polydactyly and even polymely
arising from mutilations in Batrachians.

Polymeiii'scous, a. [f. POLY- + MENISCUS
+ -ous.] Composed of many lenses, as the eye

I
of an insect.

1888 ROLLESTON & JACKSON Anim. Life wz(Arthropoda)
A polymeniscous eye. 1899 J. A. THOMSON Oittl. Zool. xiv.

304 They have only one lense (monomeniscous), whereas the

compound forms have many lenses (polymeniscous).

Polymer (pc'limai). Chem. [mod. (Berzelius,

1830) f. Gr. no\vftfp-ris having many parts, mani-

fold, f. iro\v-, POLY- + nipos part, share ; so mod.F.

polymere adj. See ISOMER.] A substance poly-
meric with another ; any one of a series of poly-
meric compounds.
1866 Roxot.Eiem.CAfm. 314 Cyanuric

Acid. ..This

polymer of cyanic acid is a solid crystalline substance formed
on heating urea. 1889 CROLL Stellar Evol. 95 The bodies

thus formed are known as polymers.

Polymeric (pclimeTikl, a. Chem. [f. as prec.
+ -ic, after Ger. polymerisch (Berzelius, 1830).]
Of two or more compounds, or of one compound
in relation to another (const, with) : Composed of

the same elements in the same proportions, but so

that the numbers of atoms of the several elements

in the molecule in one substance are some multiple
of those in another, and thus the molecular weight
of the one is the same multiple of that of the

other. (Distinguished from ISOMEKIC.)
1847 TURNER Elem. Chem. (ed. 8) 175 The second case of

isomerism is that of bodies in which, while the relative pro-

portion of the elements are the same, the absolute number of

POLYMIGNITE.
atoms of each element, and consequently the equivalent or

atomic weights of the compounds, differ. . . Such compounds
are called polymeric. 1850 DAUBENY A tarn. The. viii. (ed.2)

265 Olefiant gas and cetene are polymeric bodies. 1880

J. W. LEGG Bile 233 Asserted to be polymeric witli bilirubm.

Folymeride (p^i'meraidj. Client, [f. as POLY -

JIER + -IDE.]
= 1'OLYMER.

1857 MILLER Eleiii. Chem. III. i. 5 The formation of

isomerides, metamerides, and polymerides . . ca?i only be

accounted for by supposing that differences of chemical

arrangement occur in these different cases. 1864 H. SPENCER
Biol. I. 10 Essential oil of turpentine being converted into

a mixture of several of these polymerides, by simple exposure
to a heat of 460.

Folymerism (p^li'meriz'm). [f. as POLYMER
+ -ISM

;
cf. V.polymtrisme]

1. Chein. The condition of being polymeric.
1847 TLRSEE/. Chem. (ed. 81679 Itisbythe assumption

of compound radicals, that we are enabled to explain the

numerous cases of isomerism and polymerism which occur

in organic chemistry. 1850 DAUBKNY Atom. The. viii. (ed. -)

265 1'he former case Berzelius has distinguished by the

term polymerism ; the latter, by that of metamerism. i88z

STALLO Concepts Mod. Physics 302 This rule applies..like-

' wise to cases of allotropy and polymerism.

2. Biol. The condition of being polymeroiis.

1849 CRAIG, Polymerism, the state of monstrosity in which

an animal or plant is characterized by the presence of a

multiplicity of parts. 1871 ^.uxkttMonogr.CymtfoUastic.
Hydroids l.p. xiv, Polymerism... Simple multiplicity of the

component zooids of the colon)'.

Polymerize (p/'lirneraiz),
^. [f. as POLYMER

+ -U.K.]

1. Chem. a. trans. To render polymeric; to

form a polymer of. b. intr. To become poly-

meric ;
to be converted into a polymer.

1865 MANSFIELD Salts 247 That. .two molecules of the

same body, when formed side by side, shall become poly-

merized or dimerized into a compound of double equivalent

weight. 1883 At/tciixum 7 Apr. 447/3 M. Bcrlhelot..is led

to suspect that . . the various kinds of carbon which occur

in nature are in reality polymerized products of the true

element carbon.

2. Biol. (trans.) To render polymerous.
1879 W. DIITMAR in Encycl. Brit. IX. 98/1 note, The

vibriones are seemingly nothing more than polymerized

bacteria, with intensified powers of locomotion. With regard

to their position in the world of life, present evidence leaves

it uncertain whether they are plants or animals.

Hence Foly^meriza'tion, the action or process of

; polymerizing ;
formation of polymers.

1880 Mature XXIII. 193/2 This one fundamen

yields our ordinary elements and many others by ordinary

polymerisation. 1900 Nation (N.V.I 10 May 366/2 That

the same matter exists everywhere throughout the stellar

system in a few different grades of evolution that is, of

polymerization and combinations of polymers depending

upon the temperature to which it is subjected.

Po'lymerone. Chein. rare. [a. V.po/ymdrone

(Laurent), f. as FOLYMEK + -ONE a.] An organic

compound constituted of two or more aplones or

simple groups of molecules, as salicin, C 6HUO6

. + CTlIjOs
- H 2O. Also attrib.

1866 DOLING Anim. Chem. 30 We regard highly complex
or polymerone bodies as compounds formed by the union of

less complex or aplone bodies with one another. Ibid. 83

Capable of entering into combination with one another .. to

form still more numerous and complicated polymerone bodies.

Polymerosomatous (p^li'menwirmatts), a.

i
ZooZ. [f. mod.L. folymerosSnuitus (f. Gr. -no\v-

lifpris having many parts + aujna (CTW/JOT-) body)

\

+ -ous.] Having the body composed of many

segments, as in the order of Arachnida containing

the scorpions and allied animals.

1858 MAVNE Expos. Lex., Polymerosoiimtus, applied by
Leach to an Order (Polymcrosomata) of the Arachnides

Ccphahtomata, having the body formed of a long series of

rings : polymerosomatous.

Polymerous (ppli'meras), a. [f. as FOLYMEK
+ -ous.]
1. Nat. Hist. Composed ofmany parts, members,

or segments.

polymerous. 1866 Treas. tiot. 915 Polymerous, consisting

of many parts. 1869 Student II. 12 Polymerous leaves are

those in which the bundles anastomose once or more between

their two extremities. 1896 Allbntt's Syst. Med. I. 71 In

these regions the leucocytes were mainly polymerous or

multinuclear.

2. Chem. = POLYMERIC, rare"".

1864 in WEBSTER.

Polymetallism to -microscope : see POLY- i .

Polymeter (pjJli-mftsj). [mod. f. POLY- +

-METER : in F. polymetre.] A technical or trade

name given to various measuring devices.

Among these are : a. 'An instrument for measuring
angles' (Knight Diet. Mech. 1875).

b. An apparatus for

testing the distance between railway rails, and detecting

inequalities of elevation [= ^.polymetre, of Couturier 1879).

i
c. A form of hygrometer with thermometer and tables of

!

dew-points, etc., attached (Funk's Stand. Diet.}.

Polymigiiite (pplimrgnait). Min, [Named
by Berzelius, 1824, f. Gr. iro\v-, POLY- + /u-vi/tW

to mix + -ITE 1.] A rare mineral, containing the

oxides of titanium, zirconium, yttrium, iron, cerium,

calcium, manganese, and other metals ; occurring

in thin slender black crystals with submetallic

lustre.

138 -a
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POLYMITB.
i8a6 Thomsons Ann. XI. 23, 1 have named it Polymigmte,

from the multiplicity of its elements. 1892 DANA Min.
(ed. 6) 743 The axial ratios, of polymignite and seschynite
are closely similar.

t Po-lymite, polimite, a. Obs. [a. OF. poll-,

polymite^ ad. late L. poly-, polimitus of many
colours (Vulg. Gen. xxxvii. 3, tr. Gr. -notrcikos in

LXX), a. Gr. voXvptTos composed of many threads.]
Woven of many different, or different-coloured,
threads ; many-coloured, as a garment.
c 1410 LYDG. Life Our Lady MS. Soc. Antiq. 134 If. 13

(Halliw.) Of gonge Josephe the cote polimite [ Vulg.
tu'iicaiit polymitatn] Wrou^te by the power of alle the
Trinite. 1412-20 Chron. Troy in. xxu. (1555), Though
my wede be not pollymyte As of coloures forth I wyll
endyte. [1876 ROCK Text. Fabr. i. 3 So as to work the
cloths called polymita.]

tPo-lymix, a. Obs. rare- 1
, [ad. Tf.polymixe

(Rabelais), ad. L. polymyxos (Martial), f. Gr. TTOA.U-,

POLY- + /*ua lamp-nozzle.] Having many wicks.

1694 MOTTEUX Rabelais v. xxxiii, Martial's Polymix
Lantern made a very good Figure there. [1832 CELL
Pompeiana I. vi. 94 Names expressive of the number of

burners, as . .polymixi.]

Polymorph (p^'lim^if). [mod. f. Gr. ITO\V-

fj.cp<f>-os of many forms, f. tro\v-
r
POLY- + nop<p-f)

form. Cf. \\polymorpke adj. multiform.]
1. Nat. Hist. A polymorphous organism, or an

individual of a polymorphous species.
1828 WEBSTER, Polyworph, a name given by Soldani to

a numerous tribe or series of shells, which are very small,
irregular and singular in form, and which cannot be referred
to any known genus. Diet. Nat. Hist. 1890 in Cent. Diet.

1895 Syd. Soc. Lex., Potymorph, one of a series the mem-
bers of which are characterised by Polymorphism.
2. Chem. and Min. A substance that crystallizes

in two or more different forms : see POLYMOR-
PHOUS 3. 1890 in Cent. Diet.

3. BioL A polymorpho-nuclear leucocyte.
1904 Brit, filed. jfrnl. 10 Sept, 583 The polymorpho-

nuclear neutrophiles, or as I shall call them for the sake of

brevity, polymorphs. . .There is no relation between the
transitionals and the polymorphs. Ibid. 584 They [transi-

tionaU] are not increased in number in the blood in a poly-
morph leucocytosis.

Polymorphean, a. rare, [irreg. f. as POLY-

MOKPH, after words in -can.]
= POLYMORPHOUS i.

1656 13 LOU N*T GJossogr.) Polyworphean, of many forms or
fashions. 1658 in PHILLIPS. 1874 tr. Latige's COJIHH, Zcph.
30 The polymorphean practics of error.

Polymorphic (p^Um^jfik), a. [f. as POLY-
MURPH + -ic.j

1. Multiform ;
= POLYMORPHOUS i.

1816 G. S. FABF.R Orig. Pagan Idol. I. 49 Every animal
was a symbol or form of the great polymorphic deity. Ibid.

III. 642 The polymorphic images of the principal hero-god.
1885 Pall Mall G. 17 Apr. 5/1 Other varieties of inde-

pendent fancy, in which word-twisting scholars have chosen
to discover but the one polymorphic and elusive sun-god.
2. Nat. Hist., etc. = POLYMORPHOUS 2.

1859 DARWIN Orig. Spec. ii. (1860) 46 Genera which have
been called 'protean' or 'polymorphic', in which the

species present an inordinate amount of variation. 1881
Card. Chron. XVI. 621 Polymorphic states of a Phoma.
1898 Allbittt's Syst. Med. V. 416 The shape of the nucleus
is constantly undergoing variation, for which reason it is

generally described as polymorphic.

Polymorphism (pplim^jfiz'm). [f. as POLY-
MORPH + -ISM; sQY.pofytnorphisme.'] The condition

or character of being polymorphous; the occur-

rence of something in several different forms.

1. gen.\ cf. POLYMORPHOUS i.

1839 Frasers Mag. XX. 699 The various portraits of her

majesty astonish by their perplexing poly- or heteromor-

phism. 1871 H. MACMILLAN True yine\\\. (1872) 112 This

polymorphism of the Christian character .. secures the
charm and the contrast of an endless variety.

2. Nat. Hist.j etc. : cf. POLYMORPHOUS 2.

1857 DARWIN in Lifefy Lett. (1887) II. 101 The perplexing
subject of polymorphism. 1874 COOKE Fungi 4 What is

now known of the polymorphism of fungi. 1899 CAGNEV tr.

JakscfCs Clin. Diagn. \. (ed. 4) 56 The plague bacillus ex-

hibits an unusual degree of polymorphism.
3. Chem. and Min. : cf. POLYMORPHOUS 3.

1858 BUCKLE Civiliz. (1869) II. vii. 400 note, The difficulties

Introduced into the study of minerals by the discovery of

isomorphism and polymorphism. 1878 GURSEV Crystallogr.
83 Dimorphism and trimorphism are particular cases of

polymorphism.

PolymorpM-stic, a. rare. [f. as prec. +

-ISTIC.] Of or relating to polymorphism.
1897 Nat. Science Aug. 107 We find in Kutzing the belief

that lower algae transform themselves into higher forms,
even into moss-protonema. Hitherto these polymorphis tic

ideas, .have not succeeded in establishing themselves.

Folyinorph.0-, combining form repr. Gr. iroXu-

ftop(/>os multiform (cf. POLYMORPHIC, POLYMOR-

PHOUS) : in Folymorpho-ce'llular a,,
'

composed
of cells of various shapes' {Syd. Soc. Lex. 1895) ;

Folymorpho-nn*clear, -nircleate adjs,, having
several nuclei of various shapes.
1901 Lancet 23 Mar. 848/1 A leucocytic count now gave:

large mononuclear, 24 per cent.; small mononuclear, 10 per
cent. ; and polymorphonuclear, 66 per cent. 1901 Brit.

Med. Jrnl. 29 June 1606 The polymorphonuclear leucocytes
are essentially derived from the bone marrow. 1904 Ibid.

10 Sept. 560 The polymorpho-nucleate cell.

Polymorphous Qvlimf?'ifos), a. [f. Gr. iro\v-

({'. woAu
,
POLY- + nofxprj shape) multiform

1092

I
+ -ous.] Having, assuming, or occurring in,

1

many or various forms
;
multiform.

1. gen.
18*3 DE QUINCEY Herder Wks. 1863 XII. 116, I still find

it difficult to form any judgment of an author so '

many-
sided

'

(to borrow a German expression) so polymorphous
as Herder. 1888 M. THOMPSON in Literature (N. Y.) 22 Sept.
330 Hayne . . did not take kindly to that flexible, elastic,

polymorphous vehicle through which . . our later poets de-
liver their imaginings. 1894 ABP. BENSON in \Vcstm. Gaz.
22 Sept. 1898, 1/3 These terrors of a polymorphous religion
in which a child is being taught in one standard bya Baptist,
and in the next by a Congregationalist, and in the next by
a Roman Catholic, and in the next by an agnostic, do not
exist.

2. Nat. Hist., Biol., Path. a. Having or occur-

ring in several different forms in different indivi-

duals, or in different conditions of growth ; having
j many varieties : as a species of animal or plant,

the zooids of a compound organism, an eruptive
disease, etc. b. Assuming various forms succes-

sively ;
of changing form : as an amceba, infusorian,

etc. c. Passing through several markedly different

forms in successive stages of development ; having
several definitely marked metamorphoses.
1785 MARTVN Rousseau's Bot. xxv. (1794) 368 There is a

; species of Medicago called polymorphous or many-form.
1828 ST.-VKK Elem. Nat. Hist. 11.447 Infusoria. Microscopic
animals, gelatinous, transparent, polymorphous, and con-
tractile. 1856 W. CLARK Van der Hocvens Zool. I. 56

I Stentor. . . Body conical, from its contractility polymorphous.
1876 DUHRING Dis. Skin 55 The polymorphous erythemata.
1899 Alllintt's Syst. Med. VIII. 636 A polymorphous erup-
tion accompanied by itching.
3. Client, and Min. Crystallizing in two or more

forms, esp. in forms belonging to different systems ;

dimorphous or trimorphous.
1866 WATTS Diet. Chem. IV. 687 Polymorphism. A body

is said to be polymorphous when it crystallises in two or
more forms not derivable one from the other.

4. Mas. Applied to contrapuntal compositions
in which the subjects are treated in various ways,
as by inversion, augmentation, diminution, etc.

1890 in Cent. Diet. 1898 in STAINES & BARRETT Diet.

Polymorphy (p^limpafi). [ad. Gr. iro\vnop<t>ia

multiformity : see POLYMORPHOUS and -Y
;
so F.

polymorphic] = POLYMORPHISM.
1846 WORCESTER, Polymorphy, state of having many forms.

I

EC. Rev, 1874 COOKE Fungi 185 Two distinct kinds of

phenomena have been grouped under the term' polymorphy'.
Poly-mountain : see POLY c.

Folymyarian (p<Hi|moi,e>rian), a. and so.

Zool. [f. mod.L. Polymyaril- pi. (Schneider)
(f. Gr. rro\v-, POLY- + nvs, nv- muscle + -ari-us :

see -AEY 1
) + -AN.] a. adj. Belonging to the

section Polymyarii of Nematode worms, having
many muscle-cells in each quadrant of the body.
b. sb. A worm of this section.

Folyiliyodiau (p.^liimsiiou-dian), a. Omith.

[f. mod.L. Polymyodi pi. (Miiller 1847) (irreg. f.

j

Gr. TTO\V-, POLY- + /iCs muscle + o!5jj song) + -AN :

cf. MESOMYODIAN.] Belonging to the division Poly-

inyodi of passerine birds, having numerous muscles
of the syrinx or '

song-muscles
'

: corresponding to

! OSCINES a. Also (erron.) Polymyoid a.

1867 Proc. Zool. Soc. 471 In no one of them does the
structure of the skull differ so much from that of a typical
polymyodian Coracomorph (e.g. one of the Corvidae) as does
that of the al&9 polymyodian Coccothraustes.

Polymyositis : see POLY- i.

Polyniytny (p?'limi]>i). [ad. mod.L. pofy-

mylhia, f. Gr. no\v-, POLY- + /iCflos fable, story
+ -ia, -Y : cf. Gr. vo\vnii6os wordy, full of story.]
Combination of a number of stories in one narra-

tive or dramatic work.
[1725 POPE Odyssey I. View Epic Poem iy. p. xii, This

Multiplication cannot be call'd a vicious and irregular Poly-
tiiytftia.] 1727-41 CHAMBERS CycL, Polyiythy,..& multi-

plicity of fables in an epic or dramatic poem. 1879 N. Shaks.
Soc. Trans. 46* Polymythy.. in Shakespeare's Dramatic
Poems.

Folyueme (p^
-

linz"m). [ad. mod.L. Poly-
i nlm-iis (Gronovius 1754), f. Gr. rroXu-, POLY- +

vrjfia thread.] A fish of the genus Polyneiatts or

family Polyttemidx, found in tropical seas, and
: characterized by having the lower part of each

pectoral fin divided into a number of slender rays.

!

So Polyue-miform a., having the form or structure

of a polyneme; Polyne'moid a., resembling a

polyneme ;
s6. a polynemoid fish.

1828 WEBSTER, Polyneme. . .Pennant.

Polynesia (pplinfpa, -sia). [mod.L. form of

i
F. Polynt'sie (De Brasses 1 756), f. Gr. iroKv-, POLY-
+ vrjaos island.

(It has been asserted that the name had been used by cer-

tain authors two centuries before De Brosses. This is an

error, app. founded on the circumstance that De Brosses in

the Table des Articles of his Histoire, arranges the voyages
under his three heads of Magellanie^ Avstralie, and Poly-
tUsie, and also uses these designations in the headings which
he prefixes to the narratives themselves, in the originals of
which no such terms occur. These headings are retained

by Callander in his Terra Australia, 1766 tan unacknow-
ledged transl. of De Brosses).]

POLYNOMIAL.
Collective name for the numerous small islands in

the Pacific Ocean, east of Australia and the Malay
archipelago (or, in restricted sense, for those east
of Melanesia and Micronesia). Hence allusively.
[1756 DE BROSSES Hist. Navig. aux Tet-res Australes

Pref. 2 La division de la terre au^trale y etoit faite [i.e. in a
memoir previously read by De Brosses to a private literary
society, which formed the germ of his Hisioirt;], relative,
ment a ces trois mers, en Magellanique, Polynesie et Austra-
lasie. Ibid, vi, Surtout dans la Polynesie.] 1766 J. CAL-
LANDER Terra A ustralis Cognita I. 49 We [i. e. De Brosses]
call the third division Polynesia, being composed of all those

islands, which are found dispersed in the vast Pacific Ocean.
Ibid. 73 (Heading) Ferdinand Magellan to Magellanica and
Polynesia [DE BROSSES I. 121 Ferdinand Magellan en

Magellanique & en Polynesie]. 1815 TUCKEY Maritime
Gcog. IV. 1842 M. RUSSELL Polynesia i. 22 The name
Polynesia was first applied to this interesting portion of the

globe by the learned President de Brosses, in his History of
Navigation.
fig. 1889 Cornh. Hlag. July 69 On the floor a Polynesia of

spittoons in a sea of sawdust.

Polynesian (pplinf-Jian), a. and sli. [f. POLY-
KESIA + -AN ; cf. F. polyntsten.] a. adj. Belonging

j

to Polynesia, b. sb. A native or inhabitant of
'

Polynesia, a South Sea islander.
1828 WEBSTER, Polynesian, pertaining to Polynesia. 1842

M. RUSSELL Polynesia i. 33 The Indo-Americans and Poly-
nesians are one people. 1876 BANCROFT Hist. U. S. II.

xxxviii. 458 The possibility of an early communication be-
tween South America and the Polynesian world. 1899
ELLA in Jrnl. Anthrop. Inst. XXIX. 158 Tongues of
mixed Polynesian and Melanesian origin.

Polynesia (p?linf-sik), a. Path. [f. as POLY-
NESIA + -ic.] Occurring in insulated patches.
1899 AUhitt's Syst. Med. VII. 50 Multilccular sclerosis,

Polynesie sclerosis.

Polyneuritis : see POLY- i.

II Polynia (poli-nia). Also -nya. [Russ.
no.lbLHLH poltiinya a rotten place in the ice, an

open place amidst ice, f. root of pole, polyana
field.] A space of open water in the midst of ice,

esp. in the arctic seas.

1853 KANE Grinnell Exp. (1856) 544 It is an annulus, a
ring surrounding an area of open water the Polynya, or
Iceless Sea. 1856 Arct. Expl. I. xx. 244 The stream-
holes (stromhols) of the Greenland coast, the polynia of the

Russians. 1870 J. K. LAUGHTON Phys. Gwg. iv. 235 Adm.
Von Wrangell found open water or what is now often

called a '

Polynia ',
an open sea. 1894 CAPT.

_F.
G. JACKSON

Thous. jDaysinArctJciiSgg) I. 39 Lay all day in a '

polynia*.

Folynoid (pflin0|id), a. and sl>. Zool.
[f.

mod.L. Polynoidse, pi. f. generic name Polyiioi

(Savigny Systeme dcs AnmHides, 1809), f. Gr.

no\vv6r], name of one of the Nereids or sea-nymphs
of Greek mythology : cf. -no\vvoos much thinking,

j thoughtful. See -ID.] a. atlj. Belonging or allied

to the genus Polynoe (puli'noiO of polychrete

worms, having a flat body covered with a series of

plates or elytra, b. sb. A polynoid worm.
1896 Camb. Nat. Hist. II. 262 Probably the typical num-

j

ber [of tentacles] is three . . as in Polynoids, Syllidae, and
some Eunicidce.

Polynome (pp'lin<7m), sb. and a. rare. Also

-norn. [Back formation f. next.]
A. sb. = POLYNOMIAL B. i.

1828 WEBSTER, Polynotne, in Algebra, a quantity con-

sisting of many terms. 1868 SANUEMAN Pelieotetics 113 A
polynome is said to be homogeneous of which all the terms
are homogeneous.

B. a3j. Having many names.

1830 Fraser's Mag. I. 130 His father was as well known
as polynom Wellesley.

Polynomial (pplinJu-mial), a. and sb. [Hybrid
f. POLY- after BINOMIAL (irreg. f. L. nomm name).]
A. adj. 1. Alg. Consisting of many terms ;

multinomial. Polynomial theorem (also called

multinomial theorem*) : an extension of the bino-

mial theorem, for the expansion of any power of

a polynomial expression.
1704 J. HARRIS Lex. Techn. I, Polynomial, or Multino-

mial Roots, in Mathematicks, are such as are composed of

many Nomes, Parts or Members ; as, a+b+d+c. 1706 in

PHILLIPS.

2. Consisting of, or characterized by, many
names or terms : as the old scientific nomenclature

in which species were denoted by names of more
than two terms, or any modern nomenclature in

which the genns, species, sub-species, variety, etc.

are indicated by a number of terms (instead of

only the genus and species by two terms: see

BINOMIAL A. 2).
1828 WEBSTER, Polynomial, containing many names or

terms.

B. sb. 1. Alg. An expression consisting of

many terms ; a multinomial.

1674 JEAKE Aritk. (1696) 273 Those knit together by both

Signs are called.. by some Multinomials, or Polynomials,
that is, many named. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Siippl. s.v.,

To raise a polynomial to any given power, may be done by
Sir Isaac Newton's binomial theorem, c 1865 in Circ. Sc. I.

481/1 We conclude that the polynomial is not a square.

19015 Athenxiini JQ May 613/3 The Expansion of Poly-
nomials in Series of Functions.

2. A scientific name consisting of many terms

(see A. 2).
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1885 Mature XXXI. 413/1 Trinomials that is the usage
of three names, of which the last is that of the sub-species
are in great favour.. .Quadrinomials and Polynomials must

necessarily follow.

Hence Polymvmialism, a system of polynomial
nomenclature ; Folyuo'mialist, one who uses or

favours polynomial nomenclature.

Folynomic (p^lin^'mik), a. rare. [f. POLY-

NOME + -ic.] POLYNOMIAL A. i, 2.

1868 SANDEMAN Pelicotetics 112 The symbolized result of

. . a Polynomic Expression or Polynome in .r. 1898 Nature
i Dec. 114/2 To make a polynomic terminology of members
run parallel with a polyphyletic development.

Polynuclear to -ommatous: see POLY- i.

Polyodont (pp'li|#d^nt), a. and sb. Zool. [ad.
mod.L. Polyodon, -out- (Lacepede 1798), generic

name, ad. Or. no\v6Sovs, -odovr- having many teeth,

f. TroAu-, POLY- + oSovr- stem of oSous tooth j so
|

F. polyodonfe.] a. adj. Having many teeth
;

spec, belonging to the genus Polyodon or family

Polyodontidx of fishes, which in the young state

have numerous crowded teeth, b. sb. A fish of

this genus or family.

Polyonym (p^-lij^nim). rare. [ad. Gr. iro\v-

oryu/i-oy: see POLYONYMOl'S.]
1. Each of a number of different words having

the same meaning; = SYNONYM, rare or Obs.

1858 Sat. Rev, 6 Mar. 241/1 The Stoics wished to sub-
stitute the term polyonyms for that of synonyms, and no
reader of Plato will need to be reminded of the banter with
which Prodicus is more than once assailed on account of
his lectures on synonyms.
2. Proposed by Coues for: A scientific name (of

a species, etc.) consisting of more than three terms.

1884 COUES in Auk Oct. 321, I would therefore suggest
and recommend as follows: . . Polyonym. An onym con-

sisting of more than three terms.

3. Used by Buck for a technical term consisting
of two or more words, as pia mater, ascending-vena
cava.

1889 Buck's Handbk. Med. Sc. VIII. 518/1 There are
two methods of securing mononyms from pre-existing

j

polyonyms : A. Uy the omission of unessential words. . . B. By
j

the compounding of two or more of the separate words. Ibid.

524/1 In reducing polyonyms to mononyms the retained
word should be as distinctive as possible.

So Polyo nymal, a. POLYNOMIAL A. 2
; Poly-

o-nymist = POLYNOMIALIST.

Folyonymic (p^li|0ni*mik), a.
[f.

as prec. +
-1C.] Of the nature of a polyonym or name con-

sisting of several words.
1889 Kuc&s llandbk. McJ. Sc. VIII. 516/2 The conver-

sion of the polyonymic, simile name into one which is mono-
nymic and metaphorical, may commonly be effected by
omitting the common noun and reducing the adjective to
the substantive from which it was derived.

Folyonymous (p^U^nimas), a. Also 9 erron.
-onomous. [f. Gr. iroAvcvvu/ios having many
names (f. iio\v-, POLY- + 6Vo/*a, /Eol. oi/u/za name)
+ -ous: cf. anonymous.] Having many names or

titles ; called or known by several different names.
1678 CUDWORTH Intell. Syst. i. iv. 477 The supreme God

amongst the Pagans was polyonymous, and worshipped
under several personal names. 1754 FIELDING Voy. Lisbon
Wks. 1882 VII. 97 That polyonymous officer aforesaid.
a 1843 SOUTHEY Doctor ccix. (1848) 565/2 The polyonomous
Arabian philosopher Zechariah Ben Mohammed Ben Man-
mud Al Camuni Al Cazvini. 1890 E. JOHNSON Rise Christen'
doni 469 Their mysterious and polyonymous ancestry.

b. Applied to the various names given to the
same thing. (Usually synonymous?) rare~* l

t

' in i.iriv " were called TroAuojcu/xo. by the Peripatetics
'

(Liddell & Scott s. v. woAvw m>jios),

1856 MAX MULLER Chips (1880) II. xvi. 52 The large pro-
portion of., polyonymous terms by which every ancient

language is characterized.

Polyonymv (p?li|frn/mi). Also 9 erron.

-onomy. [ad. Gr. iroAuowu/iui a multitude of

names, f. TTO\VWW^-OS : see prec. and -Y.]
1. The use of several different names for the

same person or thing ; variety of names or titles

(esp. in ancient mythology).
1678 CUDWORTH Intell. Syst. Pref., The Many Pagan,

Poetical and Political Gods,., prove them Really to have
been, but the Polyonymy of one God. 1803 G. S. FABER
Cabin' \. 177 Remarks on the polyonymy of the solar Noah.
1895 Q. Kev. Jan. 227 The Normans . . had .. a system of
polyonomy which led to much confusion.

2. The use of a designation consisting of several

names
;
the use of scientific names consisting of

more than two terms or words, to denote species,
varieties, etc., of animals or plants; polynomial
nomenclature.

II Polyopia (p^lii<?*pia). Path. Also in angli-
cized form po'lyopy. [mod.L., f. Gr. 7ro\v-,
POLY- + wi//j uir- eye ; cf. amblyopia^ diplopia,

myopia.} An affection of the eyes in which one

object is seen as two or more ; multiple vision.

1853 DUNGLISON Med. Lex.y Polyopy. 1879 P. SMITH
Glaucoma 75 The effect upon the refraction was such as to

produce polyopia._ 1899 Allbutfs Syst. Med. VIII. 107
Monocular diplopia, that is the seeing of two or even of
more (polyopia) images with one eye.
So

|| Folyo'psia [Gr. -o^t'a, from <tyts sight]
POLTOPIA.

1842 DUNGUSON Med. Lex., Polyopsia, . .vision is so called,

when multiple. 1896 BALUWIN tr. BineCs Alt. rcrsonality
67 On the left the held of vision is normal. Further, there
is achromatopsia and monocular polyopsta.

|j Polyoptron (pplijp-ptr^n), -um (-#m). [mod.
L., f. Gr. TTO\V-

}
POLY- + -oirrpovj naming instruments

of sight: see DIOPTER.] An optical instrument

through which objects appear multiplied ;
a multi-

plying-glass (seequot. 1842). Cf. POLYSCOPE i.

1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl., Polyoptrunt^. .a glass through
which objects appear multiplied, but diminished. 1842
BRANDE Diet. 6V., etc., fotyoptron^ in Optics, a glass through
which objects appear multiplied, but diminished. It con-
sists of a lens one side of which is plane, but in the other
are ground several spherical concavities.

Polyorama to Polyoxygen : see POLY-.

Polyose (p^-HjtfHs). Chcm. [f, POLY- + -OSE 2
.]

A general term for those carbohydrates in which
the complex molecule contains several groups of

sugar-molecules.
1900 Nature 15 Mar. 462/1 The complex polyoses, such as

starch and cellulose.

Polyp, polype (p^'Hp)- Forms : 5 polippe,
6 polipe, 7 polip, 7- polype, polyp. See also

POULP. [a. F. polype (polipe, v. r. polpc in Brtin.

Lat. i3th c.\ ad. L. polyp-us : see POLYPUS.]
f 1. Zool. Properly, an animal having many feet or

foot-like processes : but in use restricted to certain

organisms, not all answering to this description,
t a. orig* A cephalopod having eight or ten arms
or tentacles, as an octopus or a cuttle-fish ;

=
POULP (F. poulpe}. Obs.

1583 GREENE Mamillia n. Wks. (Grosart) II. 257 The
Polipe chaunge themselues Into the likenesse of eueric
obiect. 1590 LODGE Enphues Gold. Leg. (Hunter. Cl.) 12

Their passions are as momentarie as the colours of a Polipe,
which changeth at the sight of euerie obiect. 1602 F. HiiKiNU
Anal. 10 Beeing himselfe more variable then the Polyp.
1616 BULLOKAR Eng. Expos, s. v., Inconstant persons are
sometimes said to be Polypes, a 1693 UrquharCs Rabelais
HI. xiii. 108 The Freak (by some called the Polyp). 1752
WATSON in Phil. Trans. XLVII. 469 The great sea polype
(which is eaten in Lent in the Mediterranean).

b. In later use, widely applied to various animals
of low organization; chiefly to coelenterates of

different classes, esp. a hydra or other hydrozoan,
a 'coral-insect* or other anthozoan ; also to the

polyzoa, to certain echinoderms, and loosely to

rotifers, infusorians, etc. c. Many of the above

being compound or 'colonial* organisms, the term
is hence used spec, fora single individual,

'

person',
or zooid of the colony (also POLYPIDE, POLYPITE),
1742 H. BAKER Microsc. n. v. 07 A Creature called Polype

found adhering to the Lens Palustris. 1743 in Phil.
Trans. XLII. 616, I chuse a Polype to my Mind, and put
it in a small convex Lens with a Drop of Water. 1752
WATSON ibid. XLVII. 467 There are some species of the

polype of the madrepora, which are produced singly, others
in clusters. 1754 BRANDER ibid. XLVIII. 806 The polyp is

an animal of the vermicular kind. 1788 SMITH ibid.

LXXV1II. 163 But their animated flowers or polypes, in

which the essence of their being resides, are endued with
both these properties in an high degree. 1855 KI^GSLEY
Glaucus (1878) App. 232 The simplest form of polype is

that of a fleshy bag open at one end, surmounted by a circle

of contractile threads or fingers called tentacles. 1872
MIVART Elem. Anat. 8 A 6th primary group. .Ccelenterata,
contains all sea-anemones, jelly-fishes, Portuguese men-of-

war, and all polyps. 1875 HUXLEY & MARTIN Elem. Biol.

(1883) 98 These are Polypes, the brown ones belonging to

the species termed Hydra fusca, the green to that called

H. -viridis, 1878 HUXLEY Physiogr. xv. 256 The growth
of the coral polypes. 1879 tr. De Quatrefagcs

1 Hum. Spec.
i Polyps were long regarded as plants. 1888 ROLLESTON &
JACKSON Anim. Life 726 The zooids are sometimes dimor-

phic and then are known as autozooids (= polypes).

fig. 1829 GEN. P. THOMPSON Excrc. (1842) I. 41 The
polype of human happiness, though cut in pieces and turned
inside out, still lives, and applies itself to multiply and grow.

2. Path. = POLYPUS 2. rare.

1400 Lan/ranc's^ Cirurg. 19 In doynge awey polippis
\v.r. poHppes] bat is fleisch bat growip wibinne pe nose.

1579 LANGHAM Card. Health (1633) 35 The iuice healeth
the polip in the nose. 1897 Allbutfs Syst. Med. III. 823
When a polyp exists at the apex of the intussusceptunij it

forms, .a very definite impediment to reduction.

3. attrib. and Comb.Qn. sense \] y

~cel/t -colony t -cup, f -fish (
= I a), -mass

; polyp-
stem, -stock, the stern, stock, or common support
of a compound polyp ;

=* POLYPABY, POLYPIDOM ;

T" polyp-stone, app. some precious stone supposed
to change colour like the *

polyp
'

(see i a).

1846 DANA Zoofih. ii. (1848) 15 notet Polypifer, polypary,
and polypidom, signifying *polyp-bearer, or a hive or house
of polyps. 1846 PATTERSON Zool. 22 The stem is covered
with one continuous living membrane, in which are the
*
polype-cells. 1846 DANA Zooph. (1848) 182 Nine to twelve

lamellas meet at each *

polyp-cent
re. 1854 MURCHISON

Siluria x. 214 The parent *polype-cup. ai6i8 DAVIES
WittesPilgr. G j, The *PolippFishe sitts all the Winterlonge
Stock-still, through Slouthe. 1846 PATTERSON Zool. 20 A
community, forming altogether a *polype-mass, variable in

form, and strengthened in different ways. 1884 Stand.
Nat. Htst. (1888) I. 99 In larger specimens the length of the
nectostem is about one-third that of the *polypstem. 1583
GREENE Mamillia Wks. (Grosart) II, 77 Comparing them
to the *Polipe stone, that chaungeth colours euery houre.

Polypage to Polyparous : see POLY- i.

Polypary (pfHipari). Also 9 in Lat. form

polyparium (pf?lipe'ri#m)j pi. -ia; erron. sing.

polyparia, pi. -ise. [ad. mod.L. pofypdriuin, f.

polypus POLYP + -AKIUM.] The common stem,

stock, or supporting structure of a colony of polyps
(see POLYP i c), to which the individual zooids are

attached, usually each in a cell or cavity of its

own ; also called POLYPIDOM.
1750 Phil. Trans. XLVII. 107 The size and shape of this

polypary is sufficiently seen in Fig. A. 1835 KIRBY Hab.
<y hist. Anim. I. v. 166 A fixed calcareous house or poly-
pary as it is called consisting often of innumerable cells.

1861 J. R. GKMKNK Man. Anim. Kingd., Ccclcnt. 85 The
firm horny layer, or polypary, which the ccenosarc excretes
in Tubularia and its allies. 1872 DANA Corals i. 17 Science
is hardly yet rid of such terms as polypary, polypidom,
which imply that each coral is the constructed hive or house
of a swarm of polyps. 1875 HUXLEY in Encycl, Brit. I.

131/1 The superficial portion of the polyparium. 1880
H. S. COOPER Coral Lands I. iii. 24 Polyparia are com-
posed of two separate parts.

Hence Polyparian (p^lipeo'rian) a., of or pertain-

ing to a polypary.

Polypean, a. rare. [f. L. polyp-us POLYP +

-ean
t
after L. adjs. in -eu$\ sec -AN.] Pertaining

to, or resembling that of, a polyp.
1822 New Monthly Mag. V. no Dividing their discourses

into heads Cerberean, Polypean, and Hydraform. 1825
Ibid, XIII. 212 His polypean power was in his faculty of

reproduction.

Polyped : see POLY- i.

FO'lypetal, <?. and sb. Hot. rare. [ad. K.

polyptiale (1732% or ad. mod.L. polypctal-ns (fern,

pi. -petalse, Tournefoit 1694), f. Gr. iro\v-, I'OLY-

+ irtTa\-ov leaf, PETAL.] a. adj. I'OLYPKTALOUS.

b. sb. A polypctalous plant.
[1760 J. LEK Introd. Bot. n. iii. (1765) 79 Polypctala i.->

expressive of such Plants as have many Petals.] 1802 Ann.
Reg. 761/2 It is of the genus of the polypetal plants. 1882

G. ALLEN Colours /''lowers iii. 63 They [Geraniaceas] are

on the whole a comparatively high family of polypetals.

Polypetalous (p^Hpe-tabs), a. [f. mod.L.

polypetal-ns (see prec.) + -ous.]
1. Bot. Literally, Having many petals ;

but

commonly used for : Having the petals distinct or

separate, not coherent or united. Also apopelalous^

choripetalous , dialypetalous^ eleutheropetalous.

Opp. to monopetalous or gamofletalous,
1704 J. HAHKIS Lex. Tcchn. I, Polypctalous Flower

^
is

the Term in Botany for the I
1

'

lower of a Plant which con-
sists of more than six distinct Flower-leaves set round to

form it ; and which fall off singly. 1767 KM.IS in Phil,

Trans. LVII. 427 Pedunculated flowers, or fruit, with their

polypetalous cups. 1881 GRIFFITHS in Science Gossip No.

203. 248 The calyx is polysepalous and inferior
;
the coiulia

is polypetalous and hypogynous.
2. nonce-use. Having many leaves, as a book.

1803 W. TAYLOR in Ann. Kcv. I. 431 The polypetalous
tomes of an encyclopaedia.

|| Polyphagia (pplifi^dzm). Rarely in angli-
cized form polyphagy (p^li'fSidgi). [mod.L., a.

Gr. iro\V(payia t
f. -no\v<f>dyos : see POLYPHAGOUS.

So F. polyphagU^\
1. Phys. and Path, Excessive eating, or desire

for eating ;
voracious or ravenous appetite, esp. as

a morbid symptom.
1693 tr. Blancarifs Phys. Diet. (ed. 2), Polyphagia^ the

taking much Aliment. 1803 Mcd. Jrnl. VIII. 285 Cit.

Percy .. concludes from the numerous examples of Pol y-

phagy which he has collected, that the unhappy subjects of

it most frequently find the end of their miseries in death
before the age of forty years. 1866 A. FLINT P) inc. Mai.
(1880) 474 The polyphagia which attends diabetes thus
becomes a cause of dilatation.

2. Zool. The habit of feeding on various kinds ot

food
; polyphagous character. 1890 in Cent. Diet.

So f Fo'lyphage, Obs. rare~^ [cf. F. poly-

phage\ t
one who eats much or to excess; Poly-

pha'giana., eating much; sb. prec.; Folyphaglc
(-fae-dijik) a. = POLYPHAGOUS

; Polyphagist, one

who eats much, or who eats many kinds of food.

1633 COCKERAM, *Poliphage, an e.xtraordinarie eater.

1658 PHILLIPS,
*
Polyphagian, . .one that eats much, a great

feeder. i8S New Monthly Mag. XIII. 481 Without

possessing his polyphagian powers. 1890 Cent. Diet.)

Polyphagic. 1895 in Syd. Soc. Lex. 1819 Snorting Mag.
V. 15 All the *polyphagists, or general devourers,..are
superseded by the famous Tarrare.

Polyphagous (p^H-fagas),
a. [f.

L. poly-

phag-us (a. Gr. irokwpayos (Hippocrates) eating to

excess, f. jroAu-, POLY- + -<payos eating) + -ous :

see -PHAGOUS.] Eating much, voracious ; Zool.

feeding upon various kinds of food.

1815 KIRBY & SP. Entomol. ii, (1818) I. 30 Some larva;

are polyphagous, or feed upon a variety of plants. 1838

J. G. MH.LINGEN Curios. Med. Exper. (1839) 196 Dr. Boeh-
men. .witnessed the performance of one of these polypha-
gous individuals, who commenced his repast by eating a raw

sheep. 1879 tr. Semper s Anim. Life 51 Polyphagous
creatures, which eat a variety of food or even anything that

comes in their way.
Folyphagy: see POLYPHAGIA.

Polyphant (pp-lifant). Properly Pollaphant,
name of a place between Bodmin and Launceston,
whence polyphant stone, a kind of Cornish pot-

stone, in colour between greenish and iron-grey.

{1830 H. DOASE in Trans. GeoZ. Soc. Cornwall (\%&) IV.
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not long before he wrote . . several vessels formed of this

stone had been discovered under the rubbish of an old

quarry about a quarter of a mile distant.] 1899 BAKING-
GOULD Bk. ofWfst II. 88 In the porch under the stone

bench, a hare hunt is carved on polyphant stone.

Poiypharmacy (.pfliia'amasi). JMed. [=F.
polyphannacic : see POLY- and PHARMACY ; cf.

Gr. iroXvipapiJtaii-os knowing or characterized by
many drugs or poisons.] The use of many drugs
or medicines in the treatment of disease.

1762 Gentl. Mag. 214 Polypharmacy was never carried to

a greater excess. 1832 SIR W. HAMILTON Discuss. (1852)

^53 The murderous polypharmacy of the Solidists. 1904
J. F. PAYNE Eng. Med. Anglo-Sax. T. 148 The profuse
polypharmacy of the old Anglo-Saxon leechdoms.

So t Polypha-rmacal a. Obs.,
'
that hath many

medicines' (Blount Glossogr. 1656); PolyphaT-
macist (-sist), one who practises polypharmacy.
1886 W. T. GAIRDNER in Life Sir R. Christison II. vii.

134 Dr. Graham, a strong and unhesitating therapeutist, and
also not a little of a polypharmacist.

Polyphase (pp'lifc'z), a. (si>.} Electr. [f. POLY-
+ PHASE 3.] lit. Of many phases : applied to

systems of alternating electric currents (magnets,

transformers, etc.) in which are employed two,

three, or more such currents of identical frequency
but differing from one another in phase, that is,

which recur one after the other witli regular suc-

cessions of phase ; also called multiphase.
1891 Electrician XXVII. 376 Three articles on the poly-

phase alternate current system. 1895 S. P. THOMPSON
Polyphase Electric Currents 53 By tlie adoption of poly-

phase systems, as compared with single-phase systems, there
is effected a saving. 1900 Engineering Mag. XIX. 754/1
In other fields the rotary or polyphase current has of lute

made marked advance.
b. as sb. 1901 Daily Citron. 7 Nov. 7/3 The witness.,

came to discover that the polyphase was capable of being
stopped within a remarkably short space.

Polypheme (pp'lif/m). Also 7 Polyphem.
[a. F. Polypheme, ad. L. POLYPHEMUS.] Name of

a Cyclops or one-eyed giant in Homer's Odyssey ;

hence used allusively.
1641 MILTON Animadv. Wks. 1851 III. 215 Goe there-

fore . . to heave and hale your mighty Polyphem of Antiquity
to the delusion of Novices, and unexperienc't Christians.

1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Polypheme, generally taken for

a Gyant, or any big, over-grown, disproportionate fellow.

1814 MRS. J. WEST Alicia de Lacy II. 311 Such prodigality
as will suffice to gorge a race of Polyphemes. 1878 GEO.
ELIOT Coll. Breakf. P. 637 His Handel-strain As of some
angry Polypheme.
So Polyphe mian, Folyphe'mic, Polyphe'-

nious adjs., belonging or relating to, resembling,
or having the character of, Polyphemus.
1601 ? MARSTON Pasquil fy

Kath. \. 124 Nor doe 1 enuie
*

Polyphemian puffes, Swears slopt greatnesse. 1610

Chester's Tri. (Chetham Soc.) Chester's last Speech 3 That
can escape the Poliphemian eye of Envie, that for ever

lookes awry. 1796 BURNEY Man. Metastasio 1 1. 49 There
comes an order from Court for a little *Polyphemic Cantata.

1837 New Monthly Mag. LI. 236 With my agonized gaze
sliTl fixed on the Polyphemic orb of my loathsome neigh-
bour. 1890 Cent. Diet.,

*
Polyphemous, one-eyed, monocu-

lous, cyclopean.

II Polyphemus (pplifrmos). [L., ad. Gr.

noAti^jioj (lit. many-voiced, also much spoken of)
name of a Cyclops in Odyssey ix.]
1. = POLYPHEME

;
a Cyclops, a one-eyed giant.

1829 J. L. KNAPP Jrnl. Naturalist 317 It riots the poly-

phemus of the pool. 1845 R. W. HAMILTON Pop. Eiiuc. v.

(ed. 2) 99 When the eyes of the many open, their Polyphe-
mus will cease to be famous for his cyclopean vision.

2. Zool. a. A (naturally or abnormally) one-

eyed animal, b. The common name for a very

large American silkworm-moth, Telea polyphemus.
(Cent. Diet.}

Polyphloisboian (pplifloisboi'an), a. Also

poluphloisboian, polyphlcesboaan, -phlois-
beaii. [Humorously f. Gr. 7roAu<Aoi'o-/3oio (6a\aa-

OTJS)
' of the loud-roaring (sea) ', echoic

phrase
often used by Homer ; Epic gen. of iroAwpAoi-

o-$os, f. TroAiis much + <p\o!a/3os roaring, din.

The Roman spelling is polyphlcesbo:-, whence
various intermediate adaptations.] Loud-roaring,
boisterous.

1824 Blackw. Mag. XV. 675 We leave that, .to critics of
a more polyphloisboian note. 1858 O. W. HOLMES Aut.
Breakf..t. iv, Two men are walking by the polyphlcesboean
ocean. 1881 T. DAVIDSON in Fortn.Rev. No. 170. 560 The
unreliable, erratic, polyphloisbean Loewenbruk also put in

an appearance.
So Poly-, poluphloisboi'ic, -phloisboio'tio,

-phloisboiotato'tic [as if f. Gr. superlat. suffix

-OTOTOS], Poluphloisboi'sterous [with allusion

to BOISTEROUS] adjs. ; all humorous nonce-words.

Also Polypliloisboi'oism, -boism, noisy bom-
bast.

of epi-
CKERAY

: polu-

phloisboiotic, nay, the poluphloisboiotatotic sea. 1863
E. FITZGERALD Lett. (1889) I. 294 How is it the Islandic..

was not more Poluphloisboi-ic ? 18.. in A. Godley Verses
to OnJrrUSga) 25 Poluphloisboisterous Homer of old Threw
all his augments into the sea. 1892 Blackw. Mag. Sept. 395
An ororotundity, a polyphloisboism that is delicious.

Polyphobia: see POLY- i.

Polyphone (pfrlif<?n). Also 7 poll-, 7-9
-phou ; 0. 7-8 (corruptly, in sense I a) poliphant.

[mod. ad. Gr. TroAtnpaw-os having many tones,

manifold in expression, f. iroAu-, POLY- + ijiaivrj

voice, sound ; cf. F. polyphone adj. polyphonic. In

sense I c, generally spelt polyphon, Ger. polyphon.}
1. T a. A musical instrument formerly in use,

somewhat resembling a lute, but having a large
number of wire strings. Obs.

1655 F. PKUJEANE in -izth Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App.
v. 5 The polyphon is an instrument of so different a string-

ing and tuning that its impossible to play what is sett to it

on any other hand instrument.
fi. 1674 PLAYFORD Skill Mus. Pref. 8 Queen Elizabeth ..

! did often recreate herself on an excellent Instrument called

the Poliphant, not much unlike a Lute, but strung with
Wire. 1789 BURNEV Hist. Mus. (ed. 2) III. i. 15.

t b. Some instrument or apparatus for producing
a variety of sounds or notes. Obs.

1683 Phil. Trans. XIV. 483 By a Polyphone or Poly-

\

acoustick well ordered one sound may be heard as many.
c. A large kind of musical box, driven by clock-

work or by hand, and capable of playing any tune

when the corresponding perforated disk is inserted.

1902 Daily Chron. 7 Apr. 8/5 Polyphon for Sale, including
stand ; cost .14.

A. fig.

1875 LAMER Symphony 106 Life's strident polyphone.
2. J'hilol. A written character having more than

one phonetic value ; a letter or other symbol which
stands for different sounds.

1872 SAYCE Assyr. Grain. Pref. 7 Polyphones that is, char-

acters with more than one value . . actually exist in Japanese
for the same reason that they existed in Assyrian. 1880
R. N. Cusr Linguistic ty Oriental Ess. 350 It was all very
well to tolerate Ideographs and Polyphones in documents. .

relating to the future world. 1896 BOSCAWEN Bible fy Mon.
\. 18 Its elaborate syllabary, the use of polyphones . .all tend

to show clearly that this writing was not the invention of
the Semites.

t Polypho'nian, a. Obs. rare-^. [f. Gr.

rro\v<t>wv-os (POLYPHONE; + -IAN.] Many-voiced.
1635 QUARLES Embl. v. vi, I love the air; .. Her shrill-

mouth'd choir sustain me with their flesh, And with their

polyphonian notes delight me.

Polyphonic (pplitfnik), a. [f. as prec. + -ic.]

1. Mus. Composed or arranged for several voices

or parts, each having a melody of its own ; con-

sisting of a number of melodies combined ; contra-

puntal ; of or pertaining to polyphonic music.

1782 BURNEY Hist. Mus. (1789) II. ii. 88 He asserts that

he not only invented polyphonic music, or counterpoint, but
the polyplectrum or spinet. 1876 tr. Illasema's SoundVii.
121 In tne tenth and eleventh centuries an attempt was

begun ..at polyphonic music. 1884 Athemeum 13 Sept,

346/1 The choruses .. are marvellous specimens of the

composer's polyphonic skill.

b. Applied to an instrument capable of pro-

ducing more than one note at a time, as a keyboard
instrument, a harp, etc. 1890 in Cent. Diet.

2. Producing many sounds ; many-voiced.
1864 WEBSTER, Polyphonic, having, or consisting of, many

1 voices or sounds. 1868 Sat. Rev. 1 1 Apr. 496/2 The barking
crow [of British Columbia] possesses the most remarkable

polyphonic powers. It can shriek, laugh, yell, shout, whistle,

scream, and bark. 1890 Daily News 28 Mar. 5/4 A grand
organ., called a polyphonic organ. . .The chief characteristic

of this organ is the perfect imitation which it can produce
of almost the whole orchestra, especially of the strings and

1 the wood wind.

3. Philol. Of a letter or other written character :

Having more than one phonetic value (as c
, g, s,

and the vowels in many European languages).
1891 tr. De La Sanssaye's Hist. Sc. of Relig. hii. 463

They are often polyphonic, that is the same sign represents
various sounds. 1901 Speaker i June 244/2 His feeling for

the colours of vowels and the polyphonic properties of

consonants was impeccable.
So Polyplio-nical a. -rare (in quot., in sense 2).

1864 A. MCKAY Hist. Kilmarnock 259 The greatest success

has attended his polyphonical and gastriloquial displays.

Polyphonism (pp'lifoniz'm). rare. [f. as

POLYPHONE + -ISM.]
1. Multiplication of sound, as by an echo.

1713 DEKHAM Phys.-Theol. iv. iii. 133 The magnifying the

Sound by the Polyphonisms, or Repercussions of the Rocks,

Caverns, and other phonocamptick Objects.. in the Mount.

2. Mus. The use of polyphony; polyphonic

style or composition.
1864WEBSTER, Polyphonism. .composition in parts; contra-

puntal composition.

Polyphonist (pc'lifonist). rare. [f.
as prec.

+ -IST.J
1. One who produces a variety of vocal sounds ;

a ventriloquist.
1829 W. E. LOVE in Diet. Nat. Biog. XXXIV. 161 The

Peregrinations of a Polyphonist. 1846 WORCESTER, Poly-

phonist, one producing many sounds. Black.

2. Mus. One versed in polyphony ; a polyphonic
composer or theorist ; a contrapuntist.
1864 WLUSTER, Polyfihonist, . . a master of the art of poly-

phony ; a contrapuntist.

Polyphoiious (ppli-Wnas), a.
[f. Gr. iro\ii-

ipan>-os (see POLYPHOXE) + -ous.]
1. = POLYPHONIC 2.

1677 PLOT Oxfordsh. 13 Tautological Polyphonous Echo's,
such as return a word or more, often repeated from divers

objects by simple reflection. 1846 WORCESTER, Polyphonous^
having many sounds. Dr. Black. 1875 JOWETT Plato(e&. 2)

III. 36 One of these
polyphonous pantomimic gentlemen

offers to exhibit himself.

2. Mus. = POLYPHONIC i.

1872 F. Hui-'FER in Fortn. Rev. Mar. 277 Hence the

prodigious skill in the polyphonous texture of Bach's and
Handel's Counterpoint. 1876 Macin. Mag. XXXIV. 193
The rich harmony of polyphonous church music.

3. Philol. = POLYPHONIC 3.
1880 SAYCE inNatitre 19 Feb. 380/1 LWe] cling so tenaciously

to our own polyphonous alphabet. 1905 W. T. PILTER tr.

l\iinig's Bible <y Habylon Notes 121 The majority of signs
were polyphonous. .they had more than one syllable value.

Polyphony (p^li'f?"', pc'lifowi). [ad. Gr.

TTo\V(pojfia variety of tones or of speech, f. TTOAU-

ifojvos : see POLYPHONE. So F. polyphoiiie.}
1. Multiplicity of sounds : = POLYPHONISM i .

1828 WEBSTER, Polyphonism, Polyphony.
2. Mus. The simultaneous combination of a

1 number of parts, each forming an individual melody,
and harmoni/ing with each other; the style of

j

composition in which the parts are so combined ;

\ polyphonic composition ; counterpoint.
1864 [see POLYPHONIST 2]. 1867 MACFAKREN Harmony i.

]

20 Let me not arrogate .. that the origination of polyphony
! belongs to this country. 1898 Diet. Nat. Biog. LIV. 232/2
' The tendency to a harmonized melody, to homophony

rather than polyphony.
3. Philol. The symbolization of different vocal

I sounds by the same letter or character ;
the fact or

quality of being polyphonic.
1880 SAYCE in Nature 19 Feb. 380/2 The whole cumbrous

hieroglyphic system with its ideographs, its syllabic values,

and its polyphony. 1882-3 Sckajfs Encycl. Relig. A'n(m>t.

I. 583 The difficulty of reading which this polyphony
involved.

Polyphore (pc'lifoj). Bot. rare. [a. F.

polyphore (Richard c 1810), ad. Gr. wo\vtf>6pos

bearing many.] Term for a receptacle bearing
a number of ovaries, as in the buttercup, straw-

berry, etc.

1835 LINDLEY Introd. Bot. 176 Richard calls it Polyphore,
1858 in MAYNE Expos. Lex. 1866 Treat. Bot. 915.

FolyphoroilS (p^H'forss), a. rare. [f. Gr.

noAu^pos (see prec.) + -ous.] f a. Of wine :

That will bear much water, strong. Obs. b. Bear-

ing or producing much, fruitful.

1657 TOMLINSON Rcnou's Disp. 220 Wines differenced.,

from their virtue, vinous, aquous, polyphorous . . and oligo-

phorous. 1858 MAYNE Expos. Lex., Polyphoms, bearing
or yielding much ; fruitful ; polyphorous.

Polypnotal, Polyphote : see POLY- i.

Polyphyletic (ppli,feiletik), a. [f-PoLy. +
Gr. ipv\fTiK-6i PHYLETIC, after G. polyphyletisch^\

Belonging to several tribes or families ; originating,

as a species, from several independent ancestors or

sources ; relating to such origination ; polygenetic.
1875 tr. Schmidt's Disc, ft Darw. 325 The hypothesis of

parative Philology has recently
human language is polyphyletic in origin. 1881 WETTERHAN
in Nature 17 Mar. 458/1 The question of monophyletic or

polyphyletic evolution of species.

Hence Polyphyle-tically adv.

1887 Amer. Naturalist XXI. 429 The epibolic gaslrula of

Polyxenia leueostyla might arise polyphyletically from

totally different methods of forming the endoderm.

Polyphyllous (pflifi-las), a. Bot. [f. Gr.

jroAityi/AA-os many-leaved + -ous.] Properly,

Having or consisting of many leaves ; usually,

Having the (perianth-) leaves separate, not united.

Also apophyllous, dialypkyllous, eleutherophyllous.

(Cf. POLYPETALOUS, POLYSEPALOUS.) Opp. to

inonophylloits or gamophyllous.
1785 MARTYN Rousseau's Bot. xv.(i794> 160 The two genera

. .agree in having the common calyx polyphyllous, or con-

sisting of many leaves. 1857 HENKREY Bot. 189 We
have a regular polyphyllous perianth in the Tulip and Lily.

So Polyphy-Uine a. = prec. ; Po'lyphylly, the

condition of having the number of (foliage or

floral) leaves in a whorl in excess of the normal.

1890 in Cent. Diet. 1895 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

Polyphyodont (ofli-6odfat'), a. Zool. [f.

Gr. iro\v^>v-r;s manifold (f. TTO\V-, PoLY- -t- </>wj

growth) + oSovs, oSovr- tooth, after DIPHYODONT.]

Having several successive growths or sets of teeth.

1878 BELL tr. Gegenbaur's Comp. Anat. 552 The change
of teeth in the Mammalia may be regarded as a process

which has been developed from a polyphyodont condition.

Polypi, plural of POLYPUS.

Polypian, a. nonce-vid. [f. L. polyp-us POLYP

+ -IAN.] Belonging to a polyp.
1859 G. MEREDITH R. Fevcrcl xxii, It is something for the

animal to have had such mere fleshly polypian experiences.

Polypiarian (p^lipiie<'rian),
a. and sb. Zool.

[f.mod.L. Polypiaria, neut. pi., f. polypus POLYP.]

a. adj. Belonging to the Polypiaria, a division in

some classifications nearly conterminous with the



POLYPIDE.

modern Ca'lenterata. b. sb. An animal belonging
to this division, a polyp (see POLYP I b).

1849 CRAIG, Polyparous, Polypiarian.

Polypide (pflipsid). Zool. [f. POLYP + -ide ;

cf. -ID 3
?j An individual or zooid of a compound

polyzoan. (Cf. POLYP i c, POLYPITE.)
1850 ALLMAN in Brit. Assoc. Ref. (1851) 307 For the term

Polype, therefore, originally applied not only to the Antho-
zoal radiata, to which its use ought to be confined, but also

to the retractile portion of the Polyzoa, I have substituted

in the following Report that of Polypide. 1877 HUXLEY
Anat. Inr. Anim. viii. 453 Each zooid which buds from
the common stock is a polypide.

Polypidom (p(?li-pid(Tm, p<rlipid|Tm). Zool. [f.

L. polyp-us POLYP + damns, Gr. So//os house.]
The common supporting structure of a colony of

polyps, regarded as the dwelling-place of the in-

dividual zooids :
= POLYPARY.

1824 tr. Lamouronx (title} Corallina ; a Classical Arrange-
ment of Flexible Coralline Polypidoms. 1838 G. JOHNSTON
Brit, Zooph. 31 note, Polypidom. I borrow this term from
the translator of Lamouroux's work on Corallines. ..Kirby
. . uses the word Polypary to express the same thing.
Both of them are translations of Polypier, a word invented

by Reaumur, and now in general use among the French
naturalists. 1846 PATTERSON 7.ool. 18 Their common habitat

or 'polypidom
'

assumes a tree-like aspect. 1855 KINT.SLEY

6VaM(i878) App. 233. iSj6P.w,F. Adv. Text-tk. Geol. iii.

67 The coral animalcule rears its polypidom.

Polypier (pc'lipij). Zool. [a. F. polypier

(poUpy?) (Reaumur a 1757), f. polype POLYP +

-ier, as in poirier, pommier, etc.]
= POLYPARY

;

sometimes applied to a distinct part of this to which
an individual zooid is attached.
1828 WEBSTER, Polypier, the name given to the habitations

of polypes, or to the common part of those compound
animals called polypes. Diet. Nat. Hist. 1856 MILNE-
EDWARDS Man. Zool. 610. 486 Sometimes each polyp has
a distinct polypier, but in general it is the common portion
of a mass of aggregated polypi which presents the charac-
ters peculiar to these bodies. 1868 WRIGHT Ocean H'orld
vi. 121 Their polypier is often formed of spiculae.

Polypifer (p^lrpifai). Zool.
[f. L. polypus

POLYP + -fer bearing ; after mod.L. Polypifera : see

next.] A polyp-stock, polypary, or polypidom;
also, the whole compound organism ; usually in

pi. as an English equivalent of Polypifera.
1832 DE LA BECHE Geol. Man. (ed. 2) 149 Large masses,

supposed to be the work of myriads of polypifers. 1875
LYELL Princ.Geol. II. in. xlix. 613 The stone-making polypi-
fers grow most luxuriantly on the outer edge of the island.

PolypiferouS (pflipi'ferss), a. Zool. [f.mod.
L.polypifer, f. polypus + -fer bearing (in Polypifera,
a former division of Invertebrates) + -ous.] Bearing

polyps, as a polyp-stock or polypary.
1775 ELLIS in Phil. Trans. LXVI. 6 He thinks that there

is a communication of juices from the polypiferous pores
on the cortical part to the inside or horny part. 1828 STARK
Elein. Nat. Hist. II. 422 For a long period these poly-
piferous masses were conceived to be marine plants. 1875
C. C. BLAKE Zool. 334 In Cristatella the polypary is free,

disciform, and polypiferous on the margin.

Polypiform (pp-lipifpam), a. Zool. [f. L.

polypus + -FORM.] Having the form of a polyp.
1847-9 Todd*s Cycl. Anat. IV. 20/2 Animals polypiform.

1849-52 Ibid. 850/2 The quondam polypiform being.

Polypigerous (pplipi-dgeras), a. Zool. rare".

[f. as prec. + -GEROUS.]
= POLYPIFEROUS.

1890 in Cent. Diet.

Polypine (pflipain), a. Zool. [f. as prec. +
-INE '.J Of the nature of or belonging to polyps.
1836-9 Todd's Cycl. Anat. II. 433 The best known ex-

amples of this kind of generation occur in the polypine..
animals. 1859 Ibid. V. 41/2 The free polypine stock is first

developed from the fecundated ovum.

Polypiparous (pplipi-paras), a. Zool. rare- .

[f. as prec. + -PAROUS.] Producing polyps ; poly-
piferous. 1864 in WEBSTER.

Polypite (pp'lipait). [f. L. polyp-us POLYP
+ -ITE 1.]

1. Palxont. A fossil polyp. (Webster 1828.)
2. Zool. An individual or zooid of a compound

polyp, esp. of a ccelenterate. (Cf. POLYP i c, POLY-

FIDE.) Also sometimes applied to a free polyp,
as a Hydra.
1867 MURCHISON Siluria App. (ed. 4)539Common ccenosarc

continuous with the polypites. 1875 C. C. BLAKE Zool. 372
Hydrozoa . . A branched, composite hydrosoma, carrying
many polypites. 1877 HUXLEY Anat. Inv. Aniin. iii. 133A hydranth or polypite attached to the centre of a gelatinous
contractile swimming disk.

Polyplacid : see POLY- i.

Polyplacophoran (p<*liplsek(Vf6ran), a. and
sb. Zool.

[f. mod.L. Polyplacophora, nent. pi.

(J. E. Gray, 1821), f. Gr. TTO\V-, POLY- + jr\<x,
TT\axo- tablet, plate, etc. + -<popos bearing.] a.

adj. Belonging to the division Polyplacophora of

isopleurous gastropod molluscs, having a dorsal
shell composed of a series of eight plates, as the

CHITONS, b. sb. A mollusc of this division. So
Polyplacophore (-plae'kcfoaj) a. and sb. Po^ly-
placo'phorous a.

[1839 Penny Cycl. XIV. 322/1 Cyclobranchians (Chismo-
ranchiansand Polyplaxiphores).) i8s8MAYNE..i-/J<w. Lex.,

1098

Polyplastic, Polypncsa: see POI.Y- i.

Polypla-stid, -ide, sb. Biol.
[f. POI.Y- +

PLASTIL>.] An organism consisting of manyplastids
or cells : opposed to monoplastid(e. Also attrib.

or as adj.
1895 MOORE in Set. Progress June 323 There are many

monoplastid forms with affinities among the polyplastids.

Polypod (pp'lip(xi), sb. 1 Now rare. Also

5 pollypod, 7 poli-, polli-, polypode. [a. OP".

polipode (i3th c. in Hatz.-Darm., mod.F. polypode],
ad. L. POLTPODIUM.] = POLYPODY.

[c 1265 Voc. Names Plants in Wr.-Wiilcker 556/4 Felix

arboratica, i.
ppllipode,

/. eueruern.] 14.. Nominate ibid.

711/37^
7/^c poKpOaicvnti a pollypod. 1612 DRAYTOM Poly-

olb. xiii. 217 Heere findes he on an Oake Rheum-purging
Polipode. 1664 EVELYN Syh'a (1679) 27 Nor may we here
omit to mention the Galls, Mi.ssletoe, Polypod, Agaric..
Fungus's., and many other useful Excrescencies [of the oak}.

1845 S. JUDD Margaret \. xvi, The bright green polypods
and maiden's-hair waved in silent feathery harmony.

Pq'lypod, i. and sb* Zoo/. Also polypode.
[a. F. polypode adj., f. Gr. wo\virod-, stem of TTO\V-

TTOVS many-footed : see POLYP.]
A. adj. Having many feet or foot-like organs ;

spec, belonging to the Polypoda, a name for various

groups of animals in different classifications, as

(a) a former division of insects, corresponding to

the modern class Myriapoda or millepeds ; (K) a
division of worms; (c) of cephalopod molluscs,

having more than eight arms or tentacles; (if) of

crustaceans, having more than ten feet.

1826 KIRBY & SP. Entomol. IV. 344 Polypod. . .Having
more than eight legs but under fifty.

B. sb. An animal having many feet ;
a member

of the Polypoda in any fense (see A.).
1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Stiff!., Polypfdes, a word used by

some as a name for the millepedes. 1828 WEBSTER, Poly-
pode, an animal having many feet ; the milleped or wood-
louse. i860 WHAXAI.I. Life in Sea i. n The cachalot lives

principally on cuttle-fish and polypods. 1880 BI.ACKMORE
Mary Anerlcy Ivi, Like a polypod awash, or a basking
turtle.

Polypodiaceous (pp:lip<y>>di| t
T
i-j3s), a. Sot.

[f. mod.L. Polypodiace-se, f. POLYPODII'M : see

-ACEOUS.] Belonging to the Natural Order (or

sub-order) Polypodiacex, comprising the large

majority of Ferns.

1852 TH. Ross Humboldfs Trav. I. viii. 282 A beautiful

fern, ..a new genus of the order of polypodiaceous plants.
1858 in MAYNK Expos. Lex.

II Polypodium (pplipon-dizmi). Bot. Also
6 polipodium. [L. (Pliny), a. Gr. Tro\vwuStov

(Theophr.) a kind of fern, f. TTO\V- many + iron's,

noS- foot, with dim. suffix -IOK : from the numerous
branches of the root-stock.] A large and widely
distributed genus of ferns, of various forms.

Polyplacophorous.
Polyplacophore.

1890 Cent. Diet., Polyplacophoran .

. .

Dj b, Take Polipodium of the oke. 1616 BULLOKAR Eng.
Expos., Polypodium, Okeferne : a kind of hearbelike Feme,
growing much about the roots of oakes. 1776 WITHERING
Brit. Plants (1796) I. 352 The disposition of its fructifica-

j

tion accords with the Polypodium's.

Polypody (pflip^di). Forms: 4-5 poly-
podye, 5 pollipodie, polipodi, 5-6 polipodie,
5-7 -pody, 6 pollypody, polypodie, 7 -podi, 6-
polypody. [ad. L. polypodium (Plin.) : see prec.]
A fern of the genus 2'olypoditim esp. P. uulgare,

>

the Common Polypody, awidely distributed species, ]

growing on moist rocks, old walls, and trees (hence ;

formerlyknown aspolypody ofthe oak orofthe wall).
'

14. . Stock/i. Med. MS. i. 455 in Anglia XVIII. 306 The
rotys of polypodye, bat is wylde brake, c 1440 Promp.
Parv. 408/1 Polypodye, herbe, folifodia. 1486 Bk. St. I

A llians C v, Take smale flambe rotis and polipodi. 1562
TURNER Herbalu. 4 Polypody drieth and lesseth or thinneth
the body. 1597 GERARDE Herbal it, ccccli. 972 Wall
Feme, or Polypodie of the wall. 1653 WALTON Angler
vi. 140 Take the stinking oil drawn out of Polypody of the

Oak, by a retort mixt with Turpentine, 1785 MARTYN
Rousseau's Rot. xxxii. (1794) 490 Common Polypody has

pinnatifid fronds. 1863 ATKINSON Stanlon Grange (1864)

157 All three of the commoner polypodies.

Polypoid (pflipoid), a. [f. L. polyp-us POLYP,
POLYPUS *- -DID.]
1. Zool. Resembling or of the nature of a polyp.
1850 ALLMAN \nBrit. Assoc. Rep.(i%$i) 305 Those polypoid

molluscous animals. 1871 Gymnobl. Hydroids 17 The
polypoid phases of the Hydroida. 1877 LE CONTF. Elem.
Geol. (1879) 294 The larval form of most if not all Medusae
is a compound polypoid animal.

2. Path. Resembling or of the nature of a

polypus.
1842 in DUNGLISON Med. Lex. 1843 R. J. GRAVES Sysl.

Cli't. Med. xxvi. 334 Polypoid cond>Momata. These were
fleshy, roundish, soft. 1884 M. MACKENZIE Dis. Throat %
Nose 1 1. 365 Polypus and polypoid thickening of the mucous
membrane of the nose.

So Folypoi'dal a.

1890 in Cent. Diet. 1897 AlUutfs Syst. Med. IV. 693
The growth has been somewhat soft and of a polypoidal
appearance.

Polypomedusan Qv lipoitn/'diw-san', a. and
sb. Zool.

[f. mod. Zool. L. Polypomedfisx pi. (f.

polypo-, comb, form of polypus POLYP + MEDUSA)

POLYPRAGMATY.
+ -AN.] a. ailj. Belonging to the Polypomcdusei ,

a group of Cii'tt'nterata comprising the Hydi'o^oa
and Actinozoa. b. sb. A ccelenterate belonging
to this group. 1890 in Cent. Diet.

Folypom.orph.ic (pp-lipomjj-ifik), a. Zool.

[f. Gr. TToAuiro-, i. -noXinrovs POLYP + no/xpri form
+ -1C.] Having the form of a polyp, polypiform,
polypoid ; spec. Belonging to the Polypouwrpha,
a synonym of Hydrozoa. 1890 in Cent. Diet.

Polyponous: see POLY- i.

Polyporite (p^rpSreit). Pafaont. [f. Poly-
por-ns ;see next) + -ITE l 2 a.] A fossil resembling
a species of l^olyporus (see next), found in the

Welsh coal-measures.
1846 SMART Suppl., rolyporile, a many-pored fossil plant.

Polyporoid (p^li-rxSroid), a. Bot.
[f.

mod.L.

Polyporns (Fries 1836-8) (a. Gr. TroAvwopos : see

next) + -OJD.] Resembling or belonging to Poly-

porns, a large widely distributed genus of hymeno-
mycetous fungi, growing in the form of projecting
shelves or brackets on dead or decaying trees.

[1887 W. PmU-ii'S /';//. Discoinycetes 334 Nylander ami
Karsten find it on poplar and elder, also on dead polyporus.J
1890 in Cent. Diet.

PolyporoUS (p.'li'pm-as), a. A'al. Hist. [f.

Gr. iroAi/n-opos having many passages (see PORE sb.)
+ -ous.] Having many pores. 1858 in MAVNK.

Polypose Cpp'lipjus), a. [ad. L. polyfasus

(Martial) in sense 2 : see POLYPI'S, POLYP, -c,sr.]
1. Zool. = POLYPOUS i.

1748 HARTLEY fV'.iv;7'. Alan l. i. 32 One may question
whether in animals of the serpentine Form, and in all those
of the polypose Kind, the Sensorium be not equally diffused
over the whole medullary Substance.

2. Path. = POLYPOUS 2.

1731 ARRUTHNOT Aliments vi. (1735) 162 It will produce
Polypose Concretions in the Ventricles of the Heart. 1761
PULTF.NEY in Phil. Trans. LI I. 346 To suppose an aneurism,
rather than pulypose affections. 1822-34 (iocil's Study Mr<1.

(ed. 4) IV. 350 Polypose Strangury.

Polypostyle (pf>-lip0|St3H). Zool. [f. polypo-,
Gr. TroAtmo-, from Tro\vrrovs POLYP + CTTi'Aos pillar.]
An imperfect zooid in certain Hydrozoa : = D.vc-

TYLOZOOID. Hence Polypostylar <?., pertaining
to or of the nature of a polypostyle.
1890 in Cent, Diet.

Polypotome (pfl>polo-m). Surg. [f.
as

prec. (see POLYPUS 2) + Gr. -TO/MS cutting.] (See

quot. 1857.)
1857 DUNGLISON Med. Diet., Polypotome ..an instrument

for the removal of polypus by excision. 1872 T. G. THOMAS
Dis. Women (ed. 3) 516 Should the pedicle be within reach
of knife or scissors, it may be divided; or if higher., the

polypotome may be employed.

Polypous (pp'lipss), a.
[f.

L. polypus POLYP,
POLYPUS + -ous

;
so F. polypeux (i 552 in sense 2] .]

1. Zool. Pertaining to, or of the nature of, a

polyp; also_/?(f. like that of a polyp (esp. in reference

to its reproduction by budding, as in Hydra).
1748 H. MARTIN J-'ng. Diet. Introd. in Little aware.,

that it [sc. the distinction of sex] was deficient in any sort of

animals, as we are assured it is {by late discoveries) in all

the Polypous kinds. 1862 RUSKIN Unto this Last iv. 146 If

that ploughshare did nothing.but beget other ploughshares,
in a polypous manner, ..it would have lost its function of

capital. 1866 SIR J. E. TENNENT in Felton Anc. <y .!/<?</.

Gr. II. II. vii. 396 Extortion . . insinuated itself with polypous
fertility into every relation and ordinance of society.

2. Path. Pertaining to, or of the nature of, a

polypus ;
characterized by polypi.

1758 WRIGHT in Phil. Trans. L. 597 Polypous concretions
in the larger vessels. 1809 Med. Jrnl. XXI. 455 In one of
these the ventricles of the heart had polypous concretions.
1862 N. Syd. Soc. Ycar-bk. Med. 211 An early stage of the

same polypous formation.

Polypragmatic (p^liipnegmartik), a.(s/i.) [f.

Gr. Tro\virpdffiaT-os busy about many things, over-

busy (f. wo\v-, POLY- -r 7r/xry/j(T-) thing done) +

-1C.] Busying oneself about many affairs (that are

not one's own) ; meddlesome, officious.

1616 JAS. I SJ. in Starre-Chanib. 20 June 48 For those

Polypragmaticke Papists, I would you would studie out
some seuere punishment for them. 1638 DRUMM. OF
HAWTH. Lines on Bishops Poems (1856) 340 Like to poly-
pragmatic Machiavel. 1656 in BLOUNT Glossogr. 1885
Sat. Rev. 22 Aug. 248/2 Troublesome and polypragmatic
operosity.

t B. sb. A meddlesome person, a busybody. Obs.

1636 H. BURTON Apology E, to Nobility 20 Shall we see

Religion overturned . . hyaFaction of lesuited Poly-pragma-
tiques ? 1684 T. GODDARD Plato's Demon 23 Do you not
think it a little arrogance in our Polypragmatick . . to

assume the Title even of Plato himself?

So f Polypragma'tical .
; Folypra'gmatism,

officious or over-busy conduct ; Polypra'gmatist,
f Folypra'grmist, a busybody ; Polypra frmaty,
' the state of being over-engaged with business or

matters' (Webster 1864).
1597 in G. Harvey Trimming Nashe Wks. (Grosart)

III. 13 To the *polypragmaticall . .Puppie, Thomas Nashe.

1657 PURCHAS Pol. Flyingjns. 329 This idle Gamster with

a blind bone out of his jugling box, with the activity of

a polypragmaticall finger, can . . undoe many an hopefull
heire. 1890 Sat. Re-.'. 24 May 622/2 The Council's elder

brother in extravagance and 'polypragmatism, the School



POLYPRAGMON.
Board. 1631 HEYWOOD Eng. Eliz. Pref. (1641) 7 And such
*ljolypragmatists this age is full of. 1613 SIR E. HOBY
Countersnarle 4 This "Polypragmist, forsooth, to shew his

inuincible courage, .hath vndertaken the Combat.

t Polypra'gmon. Obs. [a. Gr.

see prec.] A meddlesome person ;
a busybody.

(1573 G. HARVEY Letlcr-bk. (Camden) 28 At the motion
of two or thre TroAvTrpoy^opes, home he knew ful wel to be
mi ennemies.] 1600 W. WATSON Decacordon (1602) 282 This
most Atheall Polypragmon father Parsons. 1679 PRANCE
Addit. Nnrr. Pop. Plot 40 The Jesuites, who are the great
Polypragmons, or Busie-bodies amongst them all.

Hence t Polypraffmone'tic (irreg.), Polypragf-
mo'nic acljs., of the nature of a '

polypragmon
'

(
- POLYPRAGMATIC) ; f Polypra'gmonist = poly-

pragman ; t Polypra-gmony, the character or

practice of a 'polypragmon' (
= next).

a 1693 UrqiiharCs Rabelais III. xx, What is it that this

*Polypragmonetick Ardelione to all the Fiends of Hell doth
aim at? 1866 BLACKMORE C. Nowell xiv, [He] admitted
the *polypragmonic doctor. 1609 DEKKER Gvlls Horne-bk.
Proem. (1812) i8Good dry-brained *polypragmonists. 1602
F. HERING Anat. 20 *Polypragmony is the Companion of

Ignorance, and common Pest of Mankinde.

f Polypragmo'syny. Obs. rare 1
, [ad. Gr.

TTO\vjrpayiJ.offvvr] (f. wo\t;irpa'y/*afl') ,
with the termina-

tion assimilated to that of words in -T.] Meddle-
someness. So Polypragmosynic a. (rare~'~),

officious, meddlesome.

1607 J . CARPENTER Plaine Mans Plough 219 Seditionaries,
who in their polypragmo^ynie, minister vehement causes.
1886 Hi 1

. STUBBS Visit. Charges (1907) 53 The excitable,
the idle, and the polypragmosynic among the laity.

Polyprism to Polyprothetic : see POLY- i.

Folyprotodont (pflifiv^'taifai'), a. and sb.

7.ool. [t. Gr. TTO\V-, POLY- + Trpuro-s first -f oSoiis,

iiSovr- tooth ; cf. DIPKOTODONT.] a. adj. Having
more than two front or incisor teeth in the lower

jaw, as the carnivorous and insectivorous marsu-

pials. b. sb. A polyprotodont marsupial. (Opp.
to DIPHOTODONT.) Hence Polyprotodo'ntid a., of

or belonging to the polyprotodonts.
1889 NICHOLSON & LYDEKKKR Palzont. (ed. 3) II. 1273 A

feature occurring in many recent Polyprotodonts. 1892
AthcnzitiH 14 May 636/2 He came to the conclusion that

this anomalous form {Notoryctes typhlops, a newly dis-

covered mammal of Central Australia] should stand as a dis-

tinct family of polyprotodont marsupial-:. 1900 U. SPENCER
in Proc. Zool. Soc. 794 The ancestors of the recent Diproto-
dontia were beginning to diverge from the original Poly-
protodontid stock.

Polypaeudonymous : see POLY- i.

Polypsychical (pplipsai'kikal), a. nonce-vid.

[f. Gr. iroAu-, POLY- + ifrvxh soul : cf. psychical]

Having many souls, many-souled. So Polypsy-
chio a. = prec. ; Polypsychism (-psai-kiz'm),
a. the belief in a multiplicity of souls in one

person ; b. the belief in a multiplicity of spiritual

beings as the causes of natural phenomena.
1842 MRS. BROWNING Grk. Chr. Poets 206 The master

[Wordsworth], indeed, wasa prophet of humanity;, .a poet
of one large sufficient soul, but not polypsychical like a
dramatist. 1856 W. A. BUTLER Hist. Anc. Plulos. I. 237
Even in the human frame itself there is found among savage
nations the belief of a multiplicity of souls ; the process
leading to polypsychism being exactly the same as that

which multiplies the directors or animators of the universe.

1903 MYERS Hum. Personality I. 34, I regard each man
as at once profoundly unitary and almost infinitely composite
. ., polyzoic and perhaps polypsychic in an extreme degree.
Ibid. I. Gloss, s. v. Polyzoism, Polypsychism is sometimes
used to express the psychical aspect of polyzoism.

Polypterid (p<71i'pterid). Ichthyol. [f. mod.L.

Polyptents (Geoffrey 1802), generic name, a. Gr.

TroAuTTTf/jos many-winged (f. jroXu-, POLY- + irrfpov

feather, wing) + -ID 3.] A fish of the family Poly-

pteridx of crossopterygian ganoids, having the

dorsal fin replaced by a series of spines with finlets

attached ; now represented only by the genus
Polypterns of tropical African rivers. So Poly.
pteroid a., akin in form to Polypterus, belonging to

the sub-order Polypteroidei ; sb. a polypteroid fish.

1849 CKAIG, Polyptetus, a genus of fishes. 1880 RAMSAY
in Times 26 Aug. 5/3 The nearest analogies of the fish are,

according to Huxley, the polypterus of African rivers [etc.].

1890 Cent. Diet., Fin-pike, a fish of the family Polypteridx
and genus Polypterus ; a polypterid. 1899 Daily News
29 Nov. 7/2 Two examples of a most ancient African fish

have just been deposited in the new Tortoise House at the

Zoological Gardens. ..The name of this fish is Polypterus,
and it belongs to a group which has mostly become extinct,

Folyptote (pp-lipt^t), a. and sb. rare .

[ad. Gr. TTOXUITTCUT-OT, f. ITOAW-, POLY- + 7rr<uT<!s

falling, cognate with TTTUWIS case, f. wiirr-fiv (stem
KCT-) to fall. So F. polyftole."\ a. adj. Gram.

Having many cases, as a noun. b. sb. (a~) Gram.
A noun having many cases. (*) Rhet. next.

1656 BLOUNT Glossogr,, Polyptote, (polyploton) that hath

many cases. 1678 PHILLIPS (ed. 4), Polyptote, in Rhetortck
Polyptoton.

II Polyptoton (ppliptwu-tfm). Rhet. [L., a. Gr.
no\vwTaiTov adj. neut. : see prec.] A rhetorical

figure consisting in the repetition of a word in

different cases or inflexions in the same sentence.

1586 A. DAY Eng. Secretary it. (1625) 86 Polyptoton or

Traductio, when one word is often repeated by variety of

1096

cases. 1588 FRAUNCE Lawiers Log, sob. 1654 TRAPP
Ct'nuii. Hosea x. i A dainty agnomination, and a double

polyptoton. a 1679 HOBBES Rhet. iv. vi. (1681) 151 [Repeti-
tion of soundsj unlike : . . a small changing of the end or case,
as Polyptoton.

Pol
neut.

lyptych (pc'liptik). [ad. late L. polyptycha,
. pi. account-books, registers, ad. Gr. voK-ii-

OS having many folds, f. TTO\V-, POLY-
fold. Cf. mod.F. polyptyque (1732 in Hatz.-

Darm.).] Anything consisting of more than three

leaves or panels folded or hinged together, as a

picture or an altar-piece. (Cf. DIPTYCH, TRI-

PTYCH.)
iSsgGuLLicK & TIMBS Paint. 307 The great altar-piece of

the Van Eycks at Ghent is a polyptych. 1862 Sat, Rev,
XIII. 711/1 There are triptychs, and polyptychs, and

statuettes, and pastoral staves, of the thirteenth and four.

teenth centuries. 1897 Edin. Rev. Apr. 345 They carried

off a vast but not altogether first-rate polyptych,
' The Virgin

and Child with Saints '.

Polypus (PC'lips). Forms : 5-8 polipus, 6

polippus, polipos, 6- polypus. PI. polypi
(-pai) ; also (7 polypodes, polipusses), 8 poly-
puses (-pusses), [a. L. pol-, polypus, -pi cuttle-

fish, etc., also polypus in the nose, a. Doric or

/Eolic Gr. TrcuAiJjros, gen. -TOM = Ionic irov\virovi (ace.
-o5a and -ovv), Attic irokvirovs a cuttle-fish, etc.,

also polypus in the nose, f. iroAu- many + irovs foot.]
1. a. A cuttle-fish, an octopus ;

= POLYP i a.

06s. (exc. in allusion to Lat. or Gr.).
c 1520 ANDREW Noble Lyfe Ixvii, Polippus hath gret

strength in his fete, what he therin cacheth, he holdeth it

fast. 1603 SIR C. HF.YDON Jud. Astrol. v. 153 This Polypus
can change himselfe into all colours. 1635 SWAN Spec. M.
vni. i. (1643) 378 These Polypodes suddenly prey upon them
[fish] and devoure them. 1694 MOTTEUX Rabelais iv. ii.

(1737) 9 The Sea-pulp, or Polypus. 1839 T. BEALE Nat.
Hist. Sperm Whale 57 The octopus . . was the animal
denominated polypus by Aristotle. 1877 BRYANT Odyssey
v. 518 To the claws of polypus, Plucked from its bed, the

pebbles thickly cling.

b. = POLYP i b, c. Now rare or Obs.

[1693 tr. Blattcartts Phys. Diet. (ed. a), Polypodes, Sows,
Hog-lice.] 1742 PhiL Trans. XLII. 219 A small Insect

called a Polypus, which is found sticking to the common
Duck-weed, a 1759 SIR C H. WILLIAMS Isabella Odes (1780)

7 It's call'd a Polypus.. And 'tis a reptile of so strange a sort,
That if 'tis cut in two, it is not dead ; Its head shoots out a

tail, its tail a head. 1768-74 TUCKER LI. Nat. (1834) II. 160

Those who have changed their opinion . . upon the sexes

Kingdom. 1845 DARWIN Voy. Nat. i. (1852) 09 Each poly-

pus, though closely united to its brethren, has a distinct

mouth, body and tentacula.

2. Path. A general term for tumours of various

kinds, arising from a mucous or serous surface,

usually pedunculatcd, and having ramifications like

the tentacles of a polyp. Also formerly applied to

a fibrinous blood-clot occurring in the heart or

blood-vessels.

I398TREVISA Earth. DC P. K. vn. xxii.(BodI. MS.), Polipus
is a superfluite of flessch growing of je nostrelles. 1578
LYTE Dodoens II. cxii. 305 Being layd to with Copperous . .

it taketh away . . the Polypus growing in the Nosthrilles.

1707 FLOYER Physic, Pulse-Watch 118 In a Polypus the

Pulse intermits, and vibrates, and is obscure. 1732 ARBUTH-
NOT Ritles of Diet in Aliments, etc. 265 Being mix'd with
the Blood in the Veins would produce Polypus's in the

Heart, and Death. 1797 M. BAILLIE Morli. Anat. (1807)

367 By a polypus is meant a diseased mass, which adheres
to some part of the cavity of the uterus, by a sort of neck
or narrower portion. 1878 T. BRYANT Pract. Surg. I. no
Forms of softer polypi and cutaneous pendulous tumours.

3. attrib. and Comb., as (in sense I a) polypus-
arms sb. pi., -fish ; (in sense i b) polypus-like,
-wise advs. ; (in sense 2) polypus-growth.
1607 TOPSELL Four-/. Beasts (1658) 121 Whom Oppianus

compareth to the Polypus fish. 1789 MRS. PIOZZI Journ.
France, etc. II. 60 The polypus fish, who.. extend their

arms for prey. 1809 COLERIDGE Lett., to T. Poole (1895) 552,

I will divide them polypus-wise, so that the first half should

get itself a new tail of its own, and the latter a new head.

1815 SIMOND Tour Gt. Brit. II. 199 London extends its

great polypus-arms over the country around. 1865 PUSEY
in Liddon, etc. Life (1897) IV. iii. 80 We cannot divide Holy
Scripture or Christianity, polypus-like, so that one part

might be cut off, and the rest remain in the same life as

before. 1897 Alltutfs Syst. Med. IV. 689 Every character-

istic of ordinary polypus growth.

Polypyrene to PolyrMzous : see POLY- i.

Polys, obs. form of POLISH v.

HPolysarcia (pplisausia). [late L. (Csel.

Aurel., 6th c.), a. Gr. TroAtxraoKi'a fleshiness, f. TTOAI!-

aapKos very fleshy, f. ITOA.U- POLY- + aap , aapx- flesh.]

1. Path. Excessive growth of flesh (or, loosely,

of fat) ; corpulence, obesity.

1693 tr. Blancarifs Phys. Diet. (ed. 2), Polysarcia, Corpu-
lency. 1706 PHILLIPS, Polysarcia, bigness, or grossness of

Body. 1843 TOUD S BOWMAN Phys. Anat. I. 84 A disease,

which has been not very correctly called polysarcia. 1875
R. F. BURTON Gorilla L. (1876) 1.64 Both sexes, even when

running to polysarcia, have delicate limbs and extremities.

2. Dot. (See quot.)
1866 Treas. Bot. 916 Polysarcia, an excess of sap, giving

rise to unnatural growth, &c.

So Folysarcous (-saukas) a., affected with poly-

sarcia, corpulent.
1890 in Cent. Diet. 1895 in Syd. Sac. Lex.

POLYSPORIC.

Folyschematist (ppliiskf-matist), a. Pros.

[ad. Gr. iroXuffx^/uoTierTos
' multiform ; of verses,

composed of various metres '.] Having many
forms : said of ancient metres in which feet not

metrically equivalent to the normal ones may be
substituted for them. Also Polyschema'tic a.

1846 WORCESTER, Polyschematist, a., having many forms.
1890 Cent. Diet., Polyschematic.

Polyscope (pp-liskoup). [f.
POLY- + -SCOPE;

so F. polyscope. Cf. Gr. wo\vaxortos far-seeing.]
1. An optical instrument through which objects

appear multiplied ; a multiplying-glass : spec, (see

quot. 1842). Cf. POLYOPTBON.
1704 J. HARRIS Lex. Tcchn. I, Polyscopes, or Multiplying

Glasses, are such as represent to the Eye one Object as

many. 1842 BRANDE Diet. Sc., etc., Polyscope, .. a lens

plane on one side.. of which the convex side is formed of
several plane surfaces, or facettes, so that an object seen

through it appears multiplied.

2. (See qnots.)
1881 Eng. Mechanic 18 Feb. 562/1 M. Trouye described his

polyscope, an apparatus for examining cavities of the body
with the aid of incandescent platinum. 1895 Syd. Soc.

Lex., Polyscope, an apparatus invented by Trouve, con-

sisting of a combination of the instruments for visual

examination of the eye, ear, larynx, urethra, etc., and fitted

up with an electric HghL

Polyse, obs. form of POLICE, POLISH v.

Polysemant to Polysensuous : see POLY- i.

PolysepalOTtS(pf>lise-pabs),a. Bot.
[f.

PotY-
+ mod.L. sepal-um SEPAL + -ous: cf. POLYPET-
ALOUS. In F. polysfyale.] Properly, Having
numerous sepals ; but used for : Having the sepals
distinct or separate, not coherent or united. Also

aposepalous, chorisepalous , dialyscpalous, eleuthero-

sepalous. Opp. to gamosepalous or monosepalous.
18*9 CLINTON tr. Richard's Elein. Bot. 269 The polyse-

palous calyx is generally caducous. 1861 BENTLEY Ulan.
Bot. 425 Both floral envelopes present, the outer being
monosepalous or polysepalous, free or united to the ovary.

Poly-sided to Polysomitic : see POLY- i.

fPolyspast. Obs. rare . [ad.Gr.iro\uo-7ra<r7w
a compound pulley, nent. of iroAt!<rira<rros drawn by
many cords.] (See qnots.)
[1693 tr. BlancaroTs Phys. Diet. (ed. 2\ Polyspaston, a

Machine for reducing Joynts. 1706 PHILLIPS, Polyspaston.]
1730-6 BAILEY (folio), Polyspast, a windlass having many
pullies or truckles. Polyspast (in Surgery), a machine for

the reduction of dislocated joints.

Polysperm (pflispaim), a. Bot. rare. [ad.
Gr. Tro\vawfp/ios abounding in seed, f. TroXu-, POLY-
+ OTtipita seed.] Having, containing, or produc-
ing numerous seeds ; many-seeded. Also Poly-
spe-rmal, Polyspe rmatous, Polyspe'rmons a.

1686 Phil. Trans. XVI. 287 Those Herbs . . being Poly-
spermous. 1719-26 QUINCY Med. Diet., Polyspermous, . .

those Plants are thus called which have more than four
Seeds succeeding each Flower, and this without any certain

Order. 17x0 Evelyn's Sylva IT. iii. 118 Easily rais'd of the

Kernels and Nuts, which may be gotten out of their Poly-

sperm and Turbinate Cones. 1845 LINDLEY Sch. Bot. iv.

26 Ovary polyspermous, many-celled. 1882 OGILVIE, Poly-

spennal, Polyspermous, 1895 Syd. Soc, Lex., Polysper-
inatous.

[Polyspertft, as sb., in various Diets., an error due to mis-

quotation of Evelyn, quot. 1729 above.]

Polyspermy (p^'lispajmi). Phys. [mod. ad.

Gr. jroAw<jjT/>/jia abundance of seed, f. iroAt!<r7p/j-o5 :

see prec. Cf. F. polyspcrmie.~\ Impregnation of

an ovum by more than one spermatozoon.
1889 GEDDES & THOMSON Evol. Sex 34 It has, however,

been shown . . that '

polyspermy ', or the entrance of more
than one sperm, is extremely rare. 1904 Brit. Med. Jrnl.

17 Dec. 1643 The phenomenon of polyspermy or the fertiliza-

tion of the ovum by more than one spermatozoon, the cause,

according to modern ideas, of double monsters.

Polyspire: see POLY- i.

II Polysporanginm (

Bot. [mod.L., i. POLY- + SPORANGIUM.] A
sporangium containing numerous spores.

1890 in Cent. Diet. 1895 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

Polyspore (pp'lispooj). Bot. [f. POLY- + SPORE;
cf. Gr. Tto\vcriropos bearing much fruit. So F.

polyspore."] a. A spore-case containing numerous

spores, b. A compound spore, as in certain alga:.

1839 Todds Cycl. Anat. V. 221/1 The term Polyspore is

usually applied, .[to] a gelatinous, .pericarp or conceptacle.

1867 J. HOGG Microsc. n. i. 272 The first form to which the

termpolysfore has been applied, is that of a gelatinous or

membranous pericarp or conceptacle in which an indefinite

number of sporidia are contained.

Polysporean (pplispo^'nan) ,
a. and sb. [f. mod.

Zool. L. Polysporea, neut. pi. of polysporeus (f. Gr.

ito\vo-vop-os + -cits') + -AN.] a. adj. Of or belong-

ing to the Polysporea, a group of Protozoa of the

class Sporozoa and family Cocciiiiidx, which pro-

duce numerous spores (distinguished from Mano-

sporea and Oligosporea}. b. sb. A sporozoan of

this order.

Polyspored (-spoXid), <*
[f-

POLY- + spared, i.

SPORE.] = next. Also Polysporic (-spjj-rik) a.

1882 J. M. CROMBIE in Ettcycl. Brit. XIV. 555/1 In some

species.. they [the spores in each theca] are 20-100. when
the thecae are said to be polyspored.



POLYSPOROUS.

Polysporous (pf'li-sporas, p<;lisp6<>T3s), a.

Bot. and Zoo/, [f. Gr. voXvairop-os i^see PoLTSPOKE)

+ -ous.] Having or producing numerous spores,

as certain cryptogamous plants and protozoans.

1858 MAVNE Expos. Lf.r., Polysporous. 1861 BENTLEY

Mart. Bot. (1870) 375 In rare cases the asci have a large

number of spores, and are hence said to be polysporous.

Polystachyous to -stigmous : see POLY- I.

Polystomatous (p(>li|St?-mat3s), a. Zool. [f.

POLY- + Gr. arofM, aropar- mouth + -ous : cf.

next.] Having many or several mouths or suckers
;

spec, belonging to the rolystomata, a name for the

Sponges, and also for the acinetiform Infusoria.

1877 HUXLEY Anal. Inv. Aiiim. iii. 137 The polystomatous

condition, .brought about.

Polystome (jylistflin),
a. and sb. [a. f.foly-

stome (1813 in Littrg), ad. Gr. noXvarop.-o^ many-

mouthed, f. iroAi;-, POLY- + a-ropa month.] a.

adj. Having many mouths, b. sb. An animal

having many mouths or suckers, as a sponge, an

acinetiform infusorian, or a parasitic trematode

worm or fluke of the genus Polyslommn or sub-

order Polystomea (polystome-fluke). So Poly-
stomous a. [f.

Gr. as above + -ous], many-

mouthed, polystomatous ; || Polysto'mium (pi.

-ia) [mod.L.], each of the fine pores which repre-

sent the original mouth in certain medusae.

1850 J. R. GREENE Man. Anim. Kingii,, Protozoa 77
' Acineta Forms

'

. . rather constitute a distinct group of

Infusoria, to which the term '

*polystome
'

might, without

objection, be perhaps applied. For each of the radiating

filaments, .with which the Acinetse are provided is, in truth,

a retractile tube, susceptible of elongation to a remarkable

extent, and furnished at its extremity with an adherent

disk. 1848 E. FORBES Naked-eyed Medusae 79 Included in

the *Polystomous section. 1878 BELL Gegenbaucr's Comp.
Anat. 116 Branched canals, which open at the ends of the

ramifications of the arms by numerous fine pores (*poly-

stomia).

Polystylar to Polysulphuretted : see POLY-.

tPolysyllabe. Obs. [a. f.polysyllabe (1464

in Godet. Compl.}, ad. med.L. polysyllabus, a. Gr.

iro\vrrv\\aPos polysyllabic, f. TTOAK-, POLY- + av\-

Ao/3ij syllable.]
= POLYSYLLABLE sb.

[1580 G. HARVEY Let. to Spenser Wks. (Grosart) I. 105

You shal as well., heare /<!.>', as /<!/?, ..with an infinyte

companye of the samesorte : sometime Monosyllabu, some-

time Polysyllata.} 1585 JAS. I Ess. Poesie (Arb.) 59 Gif

zour Sectioun be nocht . . a monosyllabe, . .bot the first syllabe

of a polysyllabe.

Polysyllabic (p^liisilse'bik), a. [f. med.L.

polysyllab-us, Gr. iro\vav\\ati-os (see prec.) + -1C.

So F. polysyllabique (1550 in Hatz.-Darm.).] a.

Of a word: Consisting of many (i.e., usually,

more than three) syllables, b. Of language, etc. :

Characterized by polysyllables.

1781 WARTON Rowley En*/. 42 He woujd rather have

acquiesced in this laxity of the polysyllabic termination.

1817 COLERIDGE Biog. Lit. II. xx. 113 In the
' Excursion

'

the number of polysyllabic, .words is more than usually

great. 1875 WHITNEY Life Lang. xiL 244 Their greatly

varying dialects are polysyllabic and agglutinative. 1906

The King's English iii. (ed. ?> 171 Polysyllabic humour.

So Polysylla Meal a., in same senses. Hence

Polysylla'bically adv., in a polysyllabic manner,

in polysyllables; Polysylla'biclsm (-siz'm),w<w<re-

wJ., polysyllabic style ; Polysyllabicity (-i'siti),

noncc-wd., the condition of being polysyllabic.

1656 BLOUNT Glossogr.,
*
Polysyllabical, that hath many

syllables. 1677 PLOT Oxfordsh. 7 As for Polysyllabical

articulate Echo's, the strongest and best . . is in the Park at

Woodstock. 1868 J. H. NEWMAN Verses Var. Occasions

25 Terms strange and solemn That figure in polysyllabical

row In a treatise. 1893 Star 18 May 1/6 The temptation
to talk "polysyllabicalTy to a popular audience. 1807 W.
TAYLOR in Ann. Rev. V. 274 Having the *polysyllabicism

without the ptecision of Johnson. 1871 EARLE Philol. Eng.
Tongue 14 Inflections . . are there [in Gothic] seen stand-

in^ forth in all their archaic rigidity and *polysyllabicity.

Polysyllabilingual (pf>Hsi:labi|li-rjgwal), a.

nonce-wd. [f.
as POLYSYLLABE + LTNGUAL.] Relat-

ing to polysyllabic languages.
1824 Crit. Res. in Philol. f, Geog. 172 The practice of the

Chinese, and other monosyllabic tongues, absolutely stulti-

fies the polysyllabilingual theorist.

Polysyllabism (pflisi-labiz'm). [f.
as POLY-

SYLLABE + -ISM.] The use of polysyllables (as a

stage in the development of language).
1860 FARRAR Orig. Lang. 181 The progress to poly-

syllabism from a state originally monosyllabic. 1875 WHIT-

NEY Life Lang. x. 211 A primitive period of polysyllabism.

Polysyllable (p?Hsi-lab'l), sb. and a. Also

6 polli-, poll-, -sillable. [f.
med.L. polysyllaba,

fem. (sc. vox word) of polysyllabus (see POLY-

SYLLABE), after SYLLABLE.] A. sb. A word of

many (i. e., usually, more than three) syllables.

1570 LEVINS Manip. Pref., In the Pollisillables, by diuer-

sitie of pronunciation,., one worde maye haue diners signi-

fications. 1589 PUTTENHAM Eng. Pocsie H. XIL (Arb.) 126

Our vulgar Saxon English standing most vpon wordes mono,

sillable, and little vpon polysillables. 1755 JOHNSON Diet.,

Eng.Crain., Polysyllables, .are seldom compared otherwise

than by more and most, as deplorable, tnore deplorable,

most deplorable. 1871 G. MEREDITH //. Richmond \\, My
father was losing his remarkably moderated tone, and

threatening polysyllables.
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B. adj.
= POLYSYLLABIC. Now rare.

1589 PUTTENHAM Eng. Poesie ii. xii. (Arb.) 131 The ill

shapen sound of many of his wordes polisillable. 1591
' HARINCTON Orl. Fur. Pref. (1634) F viij b, For them that find

fault with polysyllable meeter. 1669 HOLDER Elem. Speech
101 In a Poly-syllable word. 1817 COLERIDGE Satyrane's
Lett. iii. in Biog. Lit. (1882) 268 note, The German, not less

than the Greek, is a polysyllable language.

Polysyllogism, -syllogistic: see POLY- i.

Polysymmetrical (p<*li|Sime-trikal), a. [f.

POLY- + SYMMETRICAL.] Symmetrical about several

planes of division
; chiefly Bot., divisible into

. exactly similar halves by two or more different

planes, as a regular flower; actinomorphous.
Hence Polysymme'trically adv. ; Polysym-
metry, the condition of being polysymmetrical.
1875 BENNETT & DYKK Sachs Bot. 183 So-called '

regular
'

flowers, stems with alternating whorls, and most roots, are

polysymmetrical.
Unit. 533 If. .the parts are all arranged

in whorls, they are usually distributed monosymmetrically
: or polysyinmetrically on the receptacle, [bid. 184 The same

relationship occurs between polysymmetry and multilateral

arrangement as between monosynimetvy and bilateral

arrangement; polysymmetry must also be considered only
as a particular case of the multilateral structure.

II Polysyndeton fpplisi'ndi't^n). RJiet. Also

6 polisindetou. [mod.L., a. Gr. *ru 7roA.t/ow5f TOV,

prop. neut. adj. (cf. ASYNDETON), f. TTOAU-, POLY- +

crt;i'8Tos, verbal adj. f. ow-8f-ftv to bind together.]
A figure consisting in the use of several conjunc-
tions in close succession ; usually, the repetition of

the same conjunction (as and, or, nor) to connect

a number of co-ordinate words or clauses. Opp.
to ASYNDETON.
1589 PUTTENHAM Eng. Poesie ill. xvi. (Arb.) 186 Ye haue

another maner of construction which they called Polisinde.

ton we may call him the couple clause for that euery clause

is knit and coupled together with a coniunctiue. a 1637
B. JONSON Eng. Grain. II. viii, The two general exceptions
are termed, Asyndeton and Polysyndeton. 1657 J. SMITH

; Myst. Rhet. 184 Polysyndeton,, .a figure signifying super-

fluity of conjunctions. 1883 1*\M(S\\ Anglo-Sax. Grain. 141
There may be too many conjunctions (polysyndeton).

Polysynthesis (pplisi-nb/'sis).
_
[f.

POLY- +

SYNTHESIS.] Synthesis or composition of many
elements ; complex or multiple synthesis ; spec, in

1

Philol. the combination of several words of a sen-

!
tence in one word : = INCORPORATION I b, INCAP-

SULATION.
1869 FARRAR Fam. Speech iv. (1873) 130 Polysynthesis is

the synthesis of many words into one.

Hence Polysynthesism = POLYSYNTHETISM.
1881 R. BROWN Language 21 Others see in polysynthe-

sism a survival of the universal early state of languages.

Polysynthetic (p^li|SinJ>e-tik), a. [f. Gr.

iro\vavv9eros much compounded; of clauses, united

by many particles : see POLY- and SYNTHETIC.]
Of the nature of or characterized by polysynthesis ;

combining numerous elements ; complex, spec.

1. Cryst. Applied to a compound crystal con-

sisting of a series of twin crystals united so as to

form a laminated structure.

1805-17 R. JAMESON Char. Min. (ed. 3) 207 When the

form is very complicated, as in the polysynthetic tourmaline.

1879 RUTLEY Stud. Rocks x. 109 In such polysynthetic

crystals the twinning planes lie in four directions.

2. Philol. Characterized by combining several

words of a sentence (as a verb and its object or

complement) into one word : = INCORPORATING

///. a. c, INCAPSULATING ///. a.

1811 SOUTHEY Lett. (1856) III. 271 The polysynthetic, to

which the various languages of the American tribes belong.

1869 FARRAR Fam. Speech iv. 11873) '32 I's structure is

polysynthetic. 1889 MIVART Orig. Hum. Reason 231

Mr. Romanes describes . . the Isolating, Polysynthetic,

Agglutinative, Inflectional and Analytic forms of language.

Hence Polysynthe'tical a. (rare-"} in same

sense; Polysyntlie-tically adv. ; Polysynthe--
ticism (-siz'm), Polysynthetism, polysynthetic

character or condition; Polysynthetize v. intr.,

to use polysynthesis, exhibit a polysynthetic

character.

1846 WORCESTER, Polysynthetic, *Polysynthetical, form-

ing a manifold compound or composition. 1880 Athenxum

9 Oct. 459/2,
'
I strike him with a sword to kill him '

is

another thought. Must all this be expressed *polysynthe-
tically ? i86a R. G. LATHAM Elem. Campar. Philol. Ixv. 520

There is *polysyntheticism to a certain degree though
much of it is of the grammarian's making. 1860 FARRAR

Orig. Lang. 172 Agglutination or 'Polysynthelism is the

name which has been invented for the complex condition of

early language, when words follow each other in a sort of

idyllic and laissez-aller carelessness, and the whole sen-

tence, or even the whole discourse, is conjugated or declined

as though it were a single word, every subordinate clause

being inserted in the mam one by a species of incapsulation.

1875 WHITNEY Life Lang. xii. 262 All sign of polysynthe-
tism has been denied to the great Tupi-Guarani stock.

1874 SAVCE Campar. Philol. ii. 93 The "polysynthetismg

languages of North America, where the idea of time or mode
is altogether absent from the verb.

Polyte, obs. form of POLITE.

Polytechnic (pplite-knik), a. and sb. [ad. F.

polytechnique (/cole polytechnique, 1795), f. Gr.

I

iroXt!Tx"s skilled in many arts + -iqiie,
-10 : see

\
POLY- and TECHSIC.]

POLYTHEISM.

|

A. adj. Pertaining to, dealing with, or devoted

! to, various arts; esp. in polytechnic school, an

educational institution for giving instruction in

|

various technical subjects.
Orig. applied to that established in Paps in 1794 by the

I National Convention, under the name of Ecole dcs Travaux
\ publics, changed in 1795 to Ecole Polytechnique, and more

particularly devoted to the instruction of recruits for

the corps of civil and military engineers. Polytechnic
Institution '. name of an institution in London, opened in

1838, for the exhibition of objects connected with the

industrial arts, and providing a laboratory and theatre or

lecture-room ; closed in 1881, and subsequently reopened
as a technical and recreative school.

1805 W. TAYLOR in Ann. Rev. III. 258 The polytechnic
school has long been distributing among select pupils, all

the military sciences, through the best teachers. 1807 Ibid.

V. 579 The Tractate of Education is a singular plan for

a polytechnic school. 1838 [Royal Polytechnic Institution,

309 Regent St., London, opened, Aug. 6]. 18^5 R. W.
HAMILTON Pop. Educ. ii. (ed. 2) 29 Polytechnic science

may invent the instruments which shall dive as his substi-

tute into the bowels of the earth. 1881 ROSCOE in Nature
XXIII. 217 The scientific training they had received at

their universities and polytechnic schools. 1888 Resolution
at Meeting^ Mansion H. London 8 June, That this meeting
being convinced of the urgent need in this country of tech-

nical and commercial education approves of the scheme for

the establishment in South London of Polytechnic institutes

to be endowed by public subscription with the aid of the

Charity Commissioners.

B. sb. fl. (app.) Collective industrial action.

Obs. nonce-use,

1835 USE Philos. Manuf. 278 It has, however, been the

fate of this polytechnic, as of the best philanthropic dispen-
sation ever made to man, to be misrepresented and reviled.

2. Short for Polytechnic Institution (rarely for

polytechnic school} : see A. Hence used as the

name for several similar technical schools in dif-

ferent parts of London, etc.

1881 in Daily AV;cJ 12 Sept. 2/4 Mr. Buckland.. concluded
his entertainment with the following address, which was
cheered to the echo : This very night the Polytechnic dies,

Dies as a good Knight should, in martial guise. 1888 Pall
Mall G. 27 Sept. 2/2 An excursion made by some sixty boys
from the Young Men's Christian Institute at the Polytechnic
to Belgium, Germany, and Switzerland. 1903 M'hitakers
Aim. 267/2 The passing of the City of Lonclon Parochial

Charities Act in 1883.. provided for the establishment of

polytechnics in various parts of London on the model of

Mr. Quintin Hogg's original institution at Regent Street.

3. //.
' The science of the mechanical arts

'

(Ogilvie, 1882). rare~.
So Polyte'chnical a. = A. (in quot. 1880, Prac-

tising many arts) ; Polyte'chnican (nonce-wd.},
a member of the or a Polytechnic ; Polytech-
niciau (-tekni'JaV, [F. -nicieii} a student of a

(French) polytechnic school.

1846 WORCESTER,
*
Folytechnical, same as polytechnic.

Clarke. 1880 BIRDWOOD Indian Arts I. 138 The trade

guilds of the great polytechnical cities of India. 1892 K.

GOULD tr. von Kobells Corners. Dr. Dillingtr iv. 75 Pro-

fessor of Mathematics at the Gymnasium and Polytechnical
School. 1894 Daily Ne^us 12 Mar. 5/4 -M. Carnot, who,
with his brother, graduated at the Polytechnique, and was

so permeated with its spirit as only to be able to enjoy the

company of 'Pipos', or old-boy *Polytechnicans. 1904

Dundee Advertiser JO June 10 A number of Polytech-

nicians were so dealt with quite recently by General Andre".

Polyterebene, -terpene : see POLY- 2.

Polythalamous (pclibs'lamss), a. Nat.

Hist.
[f.

Gr. TTOA.U-, POLY- + flaXa/ios bed-chamber

(see THALAMUS) + -ous.] Having or consisting

of several chambers or cells; many-chambered,
multilocular.
1816 KIRBV & SP. Enlomol. xiv. (1828) I. 451 Some galls

are polythalamous or consisting of several chambers. 1835-6

Tod<ts Cycl. Anat. I. 517/2 A. .series of minute polythal-

amous shells. 1876 PAGE Text-tit. Geal. xx. 428 Calcare-

ous ooze and marls, rich in polythalamous. . foraminifera.

So Polythalamaceons (-^'jas) a., belonging to
'

the Polythalamacea, an order of cej halopods with

many-chambered shells, as the nautilus .synony-

mous with Tetrabranchiata} (Mayne Expos. Lex.

1858) ; Polythalamian (-bal^'mianl a., belonging

to the Polythalamia, a division of Protozoa, having

a many-chambered test; Polythalamic (-J>atoe-mik)

a. ^polythalamous.
[1860 MAURY Phys. Geog. Sta (Low) xiv. 6\f>nate, Poly-

thalamia are abundant in the Arctic Seas. 1867 J. HOGG
Microsc. n. ii. 376 The Polythalamia or Multilocular Rhizo-

pods, in their earliest state are unilocular.) 1863 LVELL

Antia. Jlfan App. (ed. 3) 529 Mr. Chydemus obtained..

*polythalamian shells. 1890 Cent. Diet.,
*
I'olythalaHnc.

II Polythecium (pf>li}>rj~im,-}>rsiym).
Pl.-ia.

Zool. [mod.L., f. Gr. iroXu-, POLY- + erjxlov, dim. of

fljjKi; box, case.] Name for a colony or zoothecium

of certain infusorians, in which the lorica; are united

by their stalks. Hence Polythe'cial a., pertaining

to a polythecium.
1880 W. S. KENT Infusoria I. 360 Forming by the serial

conjunction of their respective loricae a more or less exten-

sive branching colony-stock or polythecium.

Polytheism (pp-libz.iz'm).
Also 7 poit-,

polu-,(polythisme). [fA.f.fffytUitllu(l6aic.\
f. Gr. noKv6foi of or belonging to many gods (f.

'

iroAu-, POLY- + fftm god) : see -ISM.] Belief in,

, or worship of, many gods (or more than one God).
139



POLYTHEIST.

1613 PL-RCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 49 An exchanged Poly-
theisme in worshipping of Saints, Images, and the Host.

1638 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. (ed. 2) 315 Some Temples..
furnUht with wooden gods for politheisme. 1658 BP. REY-
NOLDS Van. Creature Wks. (1670) 8 There is yet a bitter

root of Atheisme, and of Polutheisme in the minds of Men
by nature. 1782 PRIESTLEY Corrupt. Chr. I. i. 101 Celsus
. .justifies the polytheism of the heathens. 1835 THIRLWALL
Greece I. vi. 183 It has sometimes been made a question
whether polytheism or monotheism is the more ancient form
of natural religion.

Polytheist (pyHbi,ist), sb. (a.) [f. as prec.
+ -IST. Cf. ^.polythHstt (1762 in Hatz.-Darm.).]
One who believes in or worships many gods (or
more than one) ; an adherent of polytheism.
a 1619 FOTHERBY Atheom. \. vi, 3 (1622) 45 They were

of all other the most palpable Polytheists. 1711 SHAFTESB.
Charac. (1737) I. n To believe no one Supreme designing
Principle or Mind, but rather two, three, or more ..is to be
a Polytheist. 1877 CARPENTER tr. Tiele's Hist. Relig, 109
The Aryans like the Indo-Germans, were polytheists.

b. attrib. or adj.
= next.

1875 MERIVALE Gen. Hist. Rome Ixxi. (1877) 583 For the
first time the two principles of faith, the monotheist and the

polytheist, met in combat.

Polytheistic (pplib* (iitik), a. [f. prec. +
-ic : see -isxic.] Of, pertaining to, holding, or
characterized by polytheism.
? 31770 ADAM SMITH Hist. Astron. iii. Ess. (1795) 25 All

Polytheistic religions. 1773 BURKR Sp. Ho. Comm. Wks.
1869 VI. 108 Was it ever heard that polytheism tolerated
a dissent from a polytheistick establishment? 1878 GLAD-
STONE Prim. Homer vi. 92 Zeus, .appears to be.. a repre-
sentative ofan old monotheism which merges into supremacy
in a polytheistic system.

Polythei stical, a. [f. as prec. + -AL : see

-ICAL.J fa. =prec. Obs. b. In distinctive sense :

Having a polytheistic character or quality.
1678 CUDWOHTH Intell. Syst. i. iv. 298 That Orpheus, the

Orphick Doctrine, and Poems, were Polytheistical, is a
thing acknowledged by all. 1748 HARTLEY Obsen>. Man
11. ii. 191 Remarks upon the Polytheistical Religions of the
Antient World. 1847 LEWES Hist. Philos. (1867) I. 47 He
was a monotheist in contradistinction to his poiytheistical
contemporaries. 1870 DISRAELI Lothair x.\x.

Hence Polythei'stically adv.

1846 WORCESTER cites DR. ALLEN.

Polytheize (p?'li]'|Mz), *>. rare. [f. as POLY-
THEISM + -IZE : so F. pofyMiser.] intr. To act !

the polytheist ;
to profess or practise polytheism.

1864 in WEBSTER. z88> OGILVIE cites MILMAN.

t Polytheous, a. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. Gr. TroAu-

Qcos (see POLYTHEISM) + -ous.] Relating to many
gods ; polytheistic.
1648 J. BEAUMONT Psyche xxi. Iviii, Heav'n most abhor 'd

Polytheous Piety.

Polythionic (pplihaiip'nik), a. Chem. [f.

POLY- -t- -thioniC) f. Gr. Ottov sulphur : see DITHIO-

KIC.] Containing several atoms of sulphur in :

combination with H 2O6 (distinguished from su/~

phnric, in which S is combined with H SO4 ) ;
in

potythionic acids, a general name for the acids of

this constitution, e. g. pentatkionu add, II 2 S5O6 .

1849 D. CAMPBELL Inorg. Chem. 57 Besides the oxides of

sulphur already described, three new acids have lately been
added. These are known as the polythionic acids, a name
given them by Berzelius. 1868 WATTS Diet. Chem. V. 5^0A remarkable series, .called polythionic acids, containing six

atoms of oxygen and two or more atoms of sulphur.

t Polythore. Obs. rare 1
. App. an error for '

polyphone : see POLYPHONE i a, quot. 1655.
1661 EVELYN Diary 9 Aug., He plaid to me likewise on

the polythore }
an instrument having something of the harp,

lute, theorbo, &c.

Polytick, -tik(e, etc., obs. forms of POLITIC.

PolytOCOUS (p^i'tJkas), a. [f. Gr. TroAi/rowos
|

producing numerous offspring, prolific + -ous.]
a. Zool. Producing several young at a birth ; ;

multiparous. b. Bot. Bearing fruit many times:
;

a term proposed instead of POLYCAUPOUS. So '

fPolytoky Obs. rare [Gr. iroAvroxia], produc-
tion of numerous offspring, fecundity.
1702 C. MATHER Magn. Chr. in. xxix. 165/1 Altho' New

England has no Instances of such a Polytokie, yet it has
had Instances of what has been remarkable: one Woman
has had not less than Twenty two Children. 1715 THORESBY

j

Ducatus Leodiensis App. 608 Dorothy. .Wife of Mr. Joseph j

Cowper of this Parish, died in childbed of her twenty-fifth
|

or twenty-sixth Birth, which is the greatest Instance of such
a Polytokie in these Parts. 1880 GRAY Struct. Bot. (ed. 6)

33 note, Polytocous (bearing many times) would be more '

appropriate [than polycarpicj.

Folytomous (p^li-tomas), a.
[f.

Gr. type
:

*7TOAuTO/i-OS (f. TTOXU- mUCh + -T0/*09 CUt) + -OUS.]
Divided, or involving division, into many parts.
1. Bot. a. spec. Applied to a leaf having several i

divisions, but not articulated with the midrib so as
!

to form leaflets (e. g., a pinnatind or pinnatipartite

leaf), b. Applied to branching in which the axis

divides into more than two secondary axes at the
same point.
1858 MAYNE Expos. Lex., Polytomus, Bot., applied by

L. C. Richard to leaves the median nervure of which, not
the foliaceous part, is combined with the common petiole,
but without articulation, which distinguishes them from

compound leaves : polytomous. 1866 Treas. Bot. 917
Pvlytomous, pinnate, but without having the divisions

articulated with the common petiole.
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2. Logic. Involving polytomy : see next, 2. Dis-

tinguished from DICHOTOMOUS and TBICHOTOMOUS.

Polytomy (pfTli'tomi). [f. Gr. iro\v-, POLY- +
-Toftia, i. -Topos cut. Cf. f.polytomie.~\ The con-
dition or character of being polytomons. (Dis-

tinguished from DICHOTOMY and TRICHOTOMY.)
1. Bot. Division into several (more than two)

branches at the same point.
1875 BENNETT & DYER Sacks' Bot. 148 Dichotomy (rarely

Polytomy).. is caused by the cessation of the previous in-

crease in length of a member at the apex, and by two (or

more) new apices arising at the apical surface close to one

another, which.. develope in diverging directions.

2. Logic. Division into several (usually, more
than three) members.
1864 BOWEN Logic iv. jot Division into many members

may be called a polytomy. 1867 ATWATER .<>/<: 71 A divi-

sion in three members is called a Trichotomy : into many
members, a Polytomy.

Polytone to Polytopian : see POLY- i.

t Polytrich. (p<rlitrik). Obs. rare. (Erron.

politrieh..) [ad. L. polytrichon, Gr. iroXvrpixov,
name of two ferns = MAIDENHAIR la, b; f. woXui
much + fpl(, rpix- hair.] A rendering of L. Poly-
trichon, under which the herbalists (e. g. Dodoens
and Lyte) included the ferns Adiatittim Cafilltis-
veneris and Asplenium Trichomanes, both called

Maidenhair, and the moss Polytrichum commune
(Golden Maidenhair).
[1578 LYTE Dodoens in. Ixviii. 409 The first kinde is called

. . in Latine Adiantitm, Polytrichum [etc.J. Ibid. Ixix. 410
This herbe is called .. in Latine .. Trichomanes; in the

Shoppes Polytrichon. Ibid. Ixxi. 412 [Mosse] 3. Goldy-
lockes, Polytrichon, or Golden Maydenheare. The third
kind which some call Golden Polytrichon, hath very small
slender stalkes.] 1725 BRADLEY Fam. Diet. s. v., The Vir-
tues of Politrich are to dry, dissolve, and digest.

Polytrichous : see POLY- i.

Polytrochal (ppli-trJkal), a. Zool. [f. mod.
L. polytrochus (Khrenberg) (f. Gr. iroAu-, POLY- +

rpoxos wheel : see below) + -AL.] a. Having several

circlets of cilia, as the larva of a polychsete worm.
b. Belonging to the division Potytrocha of rotifers,

in which the trochal disk or ' wheel
'

has several

lobes. So Polytroch (w\\trpk), a polytrochal
animal; Polytrochous a. =

polytrochal.
1858 MAVNE Expos. Lex., Polytrochus, applied by G. C.

Ehrenberg to two Families . . of the Infusoria Rotifcra,
having many crowns of hairs : polytrochous. 1878 BKI.L

Gegenbanr's Comfi. Anat, 137 The larva: of the Chsetopoda
are divided into mesotrochal, telotrochal, and polytrochal
forms. 1890 Cent. Diet., Polytrock.

Folytrophic (pplitr^-fik), a. [In sense a, f.

Gr. vo^vrpuipos giving much nourishment (f. iro\v-,
POLY- + rpiifxiv to feed) + -ic

;
with sense b, cf. Gr.

Tjo\vrpo<t>oi (f. as above) highly nourished.] ) a.

? Affording much nourishment ; highly nutritive.

O/'S. b. Of a parasitic organism : Infesting more
than one host. So Polytrophy, abundant or

excessive nutrition (?ufa.).
1661 LOVELL Hist. Anim. r Mia. 16 Hoggs flesh .. is of

easie concoction, . . polytrophick, and of a thick and viscous

juyce. 1667 DENHAM Direct. Paint, iv. viii, Themselves
must share in this Polutrophy. 1858 MAYNE Expos. Lex.,
Polytrophia, term for excessive nutrition : polytrophy.
1900 Nature 13 Sept. 465/1 Sometimes parasitic (facultative

parasites), monotrophic or polytrophic [bacteria],

FolytropiC P^li'fC'P'k)' <*
[f- Gr. iroAvrpoiros

turning many ways, versatile, etc., also much-
travelled (epithet of Ulysses in the Odyssey), f.

iroAv-, POLY- + T/towos turn.]
1. Capable of turning to various courses or ex-

pedients ;
versatile.

1838 Frastr's Mag. XVII. 506 In the Odyssey. .his poly-
tropic powers are brought into full play. 1862 1'catplc Bar
Mag. VI. 243 We may encounter men in that city who are
as polytropic as Ulysses.
2. Math. Turning several times round a pole ;

also applied to a function which has several different

values for one of the variable (opp. to monotropic'].

Polytyke, obs. form of POLITIC.

Polytype Qylitsip). [a. mod.F. polylype :

see POLY- and TYPE.] A cast, or form of stereo-

type, made from an intaglio matrix obtained by
pressing a woodcut or other plate into semi-fluid

metal
; also, a copy of an engraving, of printed

matter, etc. made from such a cast. Also attrib.

So Fo'lytypaffe [F. polytypage], the art of making
polytypes; Polytype v. Irons. [F. po!)'typer\,
to produce by polytypage.
1802 Paris as it tvas II. Ixxxiv. 534 note, The learned

Camus, in his
' Historical Sketch of Polytypage and Stereo-

typage '. 1839 T. C. HANSARD in Encycl. Brit. (ed. 7)

XVIII. 567/1 (heading) Of Polytypage. Ibid. 567/2 Guillot
.. reported that from one engraving, for the 400 livres

assignats, he had struck or polytyped 897 mother-punches
and 1487 daughters. Ibid., Didot .. issued proposals for

printing polytyped editions of the classics. Ibid. 568/1
Professor Wilson of Glasgow . . thought it possible to make
polytypes of glass from engraved copperplates. 1864
WEBSTER, Polytype, a.,.. as, a polytype plate. 1888 Pall
Mall G. 28 Nov. 6/1 A handsome quarto volume with

portraits, twenty phototypes, and three polytypes.

Polytypic (ppliti-pik), a. [f.
Gr. no\v-, POLY-

POLYZOISM.

-oy, f. TWOS TYPE.] Having or involving
several different types. Also Polytypical a.

1888 J. T. Gt'LiCK in Linn. Sac. Jrnl., Zool. XX. 201

Polytypic evolution or Divergent Evolution is any trans-
formation of a species in which different types appear in

different sections. 1890 Amer. Jrnl. Sc. Ser. in. XXXIX.
22 ' A new species

'

may be one that has been formed by
monotypic transformation, the old form disappearing with
the production of the new, or it may be one that has arisen

through polytypic transformation.

Polyue, obs. form of PI'LLEY.

Polyuresis to Polyuric : see POLY- i.

Polyvalent (p^li'valent), a. [Hybrid f. POLY-
+ VALENT.]
1. Chem. = MULTIVALENT.
1881 WILLIAMSON in Nature i Sept. 417/1 Polyvalent atoms

can combine partly with one element, partly wilh another,
and also. .like atoms can combine with one another.

2. Jlfed. 1 Having the property of counteracting
various poisons.
1904 Brit. Altd. Jrnl. 10 Sept. 574 One can easily obtain

polyvalent antivenenes. 1905 H. D. ROLLESTOS Dis. Liver
155 The hypodermic injection of a bactericidal serum which
is polyvalent.
Hence Poly'valence, the character of being poly-

valent ; multivalence.

1902 Brit. Mcd. Jrnl. 12 Apr. 918 The polyvalence of the

amboceptor would be more difficult to understand [etc.].

Polyvoltine : see POLY- i.

II Polyzoa (pplizou-a), sb. pi. Zool. Sing.

polyzoon (-zon-jm). [mod.L., f. Gr. -no\v-, POLY-

+ foJov an animal.] A class of compound or
'
colonial

'

aquatic (chiefly marine) invertebrate

animals (sometimes reckoned as a group of Mo/-

htscd), of small size and various forms, often

plant-like ; popularly called moss-animalcules, sea-

mosses, sea-mats, etc. Also called BRYOZOA.
[1830 J. V. THOM I'SON Zool. Res. % Illustr. v. 80 (hearting)

On Polyzoa, a new animal discovered as an inhabitant of

some zoophites. Ibid. 92 The Polyzoa will probably be
found in many dissimilar Genera of the Zoophytes.] 1842
BRANDE Diet. Sc., etc., Polyzoons, Polyzoa, a class of com-

pound animals, resembling in their organs of support the

Sertularians, but in their internal organization approaching
nearly to the compound Ascidians. 1847 G. JOHNSTON Brit.

Zooph. (ed. 2) I. 256 The Polyzoa or ascidian polypes the

Creator has cast in the mould not of the Radiata, but

of the Mollusca. 1877 HUXLEY Anat. Inv. Aniin. viii. 468
The resemblance of the larval Brachiopod to a Polyzoon,
and especially to Loxosoma, is striking. 1901 Cauibr.

Nat. Hist; II. 475 The name Polyzoa being employed by
the majority of English writers, .while Bryozoa is employed
by practically all the Continental writers.

b. A name for the colonial Radiolarians, also

called Polycyltaria : see POLYCYTTABIAN.
Hence Polyzo'al a. next, a.

Polyzoan (pplizo"
-

an}, a. and sb. Zool. [f.

POLYZOA + -AN.] a. adj. Belonging to or having
the character of the Polytoa. b. so. A polyzoan

animal, a polyzoon ;
an individual polyp or zooid

of a polyzoan colony.
1864 WEBSTER, Polyzoan, one of a compound group

among the Btyozoa.. .Dana.

Polyzoary (pcliz<>u-ari). Zool. Also in Lat.

form polyzoarium (pp lizo,e>riwm), pi. -ia.

[ad. mod.L. polyzoarium, f. POLYZOA + -arium,
ARY 1

.] The polypary or polypidom of a colony
of Potyzoa, or the colony as a whole.

1856 GOSSE Man. Marine Zool. II. 5 The entire assemblage
of cells springing from one root-thread, or originating from

a single cell, is called the polyzoary. 1872 DARWIN Orig.

Spec. vii. (ed. 6) 192 [Avicularia] Their movement caused the

whole polyzoary to tremble. 1874 WOOD Nat. Hist. 663
The general shape of the whole group, or 'polyzoary',..
is very shrub-like, standing bodily erect, and giving out

branches by two and two. 1877 HrxLEY Anat. Inv.Anim.
viii. 459 The polyzoarium of Cristatella is free and creeps
about as a whole.

Hence Polyzoarial (-20, co-rial) a., pertaining or

relating to a polyzoary.
1883 E. R. LANKKSTER in Encycl. Brit. XIX. 431/2

'

Ectocyst
' and 'endocyst '..form part of a special 'poly-

zoarial
'

nomenclature, but do not appear to be any longer
needful.

Polyzoic (pplizJn-ik), a. [f. POLYZOA + -ic.

So F. po/yzoiijiie. ]

1. Zool. Pertaining to or of the nature of the

Polyzoa ; composed of a number of individual

zooids constituting a '

colony ', compound, colonial.

1855 Eng. Cycl., Nat. Hist. III. 858/2 The Polyzoic type

[of Mollusca] itself presents five subordinate modifications

in the five principal orders of the group. 1861 HULME tr.

Moqitiii-Tandon II. 11. 60 Duvernoy believed in the polyzoic
nature of the Taenias and similar animals. 1903 [see POLY-

PSYCHIC].

b. In Sporo:oa, Applied to a spore which pro-
duces many germs or sporozoites.
IQOI G. N. CALKINS Protozoa 153 The archispores .. form

a definite number of sporozoites, varying from one (mono-

zoic) or two (dizoic) to many (polyzoic).

2. Anthtopol. Characterized by a belief in many
imaginary living beings.
1886 Encycl. Brit. XX. 367/2 Perhaps the best name for

this first stage of religious development might be the '

poly-
zoic

'

stage.

.So Polyzoism (-/wnz'm), the character of being

polyzoic ;sense i).



POLYZOMAL.

1903 MYERS Hunt. Personality I. Gloss., Polyzoism, the

property, in a complex organism, of being composed of

minor and quasi-independent organisms (like ihzpolyzoa or
'

sea-mats ').

Polyzome (pfrlizaam). Geom.
[f.

POLY- + Gr.

^S>lia girdle.] (See quot.) Hence Polyzo'mal a.

1867 CAYLEY Coll. Math. Papers VI. 470 If U, V, &c., are

rational and integral functions . .
,
all of the same degree r, in

regard to the coordinates (x,y, z), then V U_+ Vv+ &c.

is a polyzoine, and the curve "JU + VV + &C, = O a

polyzomal curve.

Polyzonal (ppliz<'"'iial), a. [f.PoLY- + ZONAL.]

Applied to a form of lens invented by Brewster,

composed of a number of annular segments or

zones ; chiefly used in
lighthouses.

1831 BREWSTER Optics xxxviii. 323 Those compound lenses,

to which I have given the name of polyzonal lenses. 1863
TYNDAI.L Heat xvii. 504 With a large polyzonal lens,

Melloni converged an image of the moon upon his pile.

c 1865 J. WYLDK in Circ. Sc. I. 258/2 A polyzonal lens, such

as was employed. -at the South Foreland lighthouse.

Folyzooid (p?liz<Ju-oid), a. Zool. [f. POLYZOA
+ -OID.] Resembling or of the nature of the Poly-

zoa; polyzoan, polyzoic.
1884 tr. Claus's Zool. 210 The polyzooid nature of these

[sponge-stocks] is made apparent by the presence of many
oscula.

Polyzoon, sing, of POLYZOA, q. v.

Polyzoonite (pplizflntfrwit). Zool. rare, [irreg.

f. POLYZOON + -ITS 1
: cf. POLYPITE.] An indi-

vidual zooid of a polyzoon.
1871 T. R. JONES Aniin. l\ingd. (ed. 4! 504 When the

Polyzoonite retires into its abode, the seta: and soft termina-

tion of the cell are gradually folded inwards, in the manner
exhibited in the annexed figures . . representing the various

stages of the process.

II Poma (p<J"'ma). Anal. [a. Gr. .TrSi/jia, -ar-

lid.] The occipital operculum of the brain of

a monkey.
1889 Buck's Ilandbk. Mcd. Sc. VIII. 162/1 Since the

dorsal termination of the occipital fissure is covered by the

poma, there results an apparent continuity of the pomatic
and occipital fissures. 1895 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

Pomace (pym/s). Forms : 6 pomes, pomois,
7- pomace ; also 7 pumis, 8-9 pom(m)ice,
pummiee, pummace. See also POJIMEY. [A
derivative of L. poinum or F. poinine apple : the

form pomace, if original, appears to correspond
to med.L. pomacium, pomatium cider (? for L.

*pomaceui) ;
but the sense makes a difficulty, as

do also the variant forms.

Cf. also OF. pomat (Godef.), in mod. patois of Yeres (near

Havre) poma
'

la masse de pommes, apres que le pressoir a

exprime le jus
'

: thus exactly = Eng. pomace.]
1. The mass of crashed apples in the process of

making cider: a. after the juice is pressed out;
b. before the juice is pressed out.

a. 1572 MASCALL Plant. <y Graff. 6 Though the Pepins
be sowen of the pomes of Peares and good Apples.

1664 EVELYN Kal. Hart. Dec. (1729) 225 Sow, as
yet,

Pomace of Cider-Pressings to raise Nurseries. 1676 WOR-
LIDGE Cyde^

r (1691) 133 Scalding water wherein you may boyl

apple-pumis. 1693 EVELYN De la Quint. Compl. Card. Diet.,

Pomace, is the mash which remains of pressed Apples, after

the Sider is made, used for producing of Seedling Stocks in

Nursery-Gardens. 1707 MORTIMER Husb. (1721) I. 5 If you
sow Apple or Crab Kernels, sow the Pummace with them,
which will come up the first Year. 1884 T. HARDY Wessex

Tales, Interlopers at A"a/(i88gl 157 Where the. .dunghills

smell of pomace instead of stable-refuse. 1897 Eresham
Jriil. 16 Jan., The pomice or must after cider abstraction.

b. 1764 CROKER, etc. Diet. Arts, etc. s. v. Cyder, The

apples are then ground, and the pummiee is received in

a large open-mouthed vessel, a 1825 FORBY Voc. E. A nglia,

Pummace, the mass of apples mashed under a stone roller

before they are placed between layers of straw or the cyder-

press. 1886 [see POMMEY].
2. transf. a.. Anything crushed or pounded to

a pulp. b. Any solid refuse whence oil has been

expressed or extracted ; e. g. the refuse of the

menhaden and other fish after the oil has been

extracted, formerly known zsfish-guano, fish-cake,

posy-chum ; also, the cake left after expressing
castor oil from the beans ; both used as fertilizers.

a. '555 W. WATREMAN FardU Facions i. vi, 101 Then put

they the fisshe into the hollowes of the rocques, and beate

it to pomois. 1705 HICKERINGILL Priest-cr. II. i. 13 Thus
we poor frail Mortals (like Corn between two great contrary
Mill-stones; are bruised to Pommice. 1766 Compl. Farmer
s. v. Madder, These roots are cut . . and pounded in mortars

. . till they are reduced into a kind of pummiee.
b. 1861 Agric. Maine VI. 44 The residuum left after ex-

pressing the oil, that is the cake, pumice, or as commonly
called, the chum, which contains nearly the whole fertilizing

portions of the fish. 1864 Ibid. IX. 43 Fish pomace, or the

residuum of herring after the oil is pressed out, is greedily
eaten by sheep, swine and fowl. 1898 U. S. Comm. Fish <y

Fislifria XXII. 479 The 'fish cuttings' and refuse fish

which accumulate at the canneries are made into pomace
and sold for fertilizer.

1877 Kef. Connecticut Board ofAgric. (1878) 395 In some

[fertilizers], castor pomace, leather scraps, and other cheaper
materials are used. 1878 Ann. Rep. Connecticut Agric.

Exfcr. Station (1879! 38 Castor Pomace, . .the crushed seeds

of the castor-oil plant after the extraction of the oil is a

long-known and well-tested fertilizer. 1895 Yearbk. U. S.

Depmt. Agric. (1806) 192 Castor -oil plants. ..The pomace is

considered valuable for fertilizing purposes.

t 3. The head, heart, lights, liver, and windpipe
of a sheep or lamb. 06s.

1099

I 1688 R. HOLME Armoury in. iii. 83/2 Pomass of a sheep,
is all the Intrals. Ibid. 88/1 Sheep Pummices is the Head,
Heart, Lights, Liver, and Wind-Pipe of a Sheep all hanging
together. 1750 E. SMITH Compl. Housew. fed. 14) 66 To
bash a Lamb's Pumice.

4. Comb., as pomace-shovel, a shovel used for

pomace (in sense i).
1886 T. HARDY Woodlanders xxviii, The blades of the

pomace-shovels,
which had been converted to steel mirrors

by the action of the malic acid.

\
Pomacentroid (p<?amase'ntroid), a. and sb.

[f. mod.L. rsmacentrus (Lacepede 1802), generic
name

(f.
Gr. irw/ia lid, cover + KIVTDOV centre) +

-OID.] a. adj. Of, pertaining to, or resembling
the PomacentriJx, a family of tropical fishes, of

which Pomacentrus is the typical genus, b. sb.

' A fish of this family. 1890 in Cent. Diet.

Pomaceous (pom^i'Jss), c.l
[f.

mod.L. poma-
ce-us (f.

L. pomum apple) + -ous : see -ACEOUS.]
1. (

)f, pertaining to, or consisting of apples.
1706 BAYNARD in Sir J. Floyer Hot f, Cold Bath. n. (1706)

128 Apples and pomaceous Juices, are the greatest Pectorals.

1708 f. PHILIPS Cyder n. 58 English Plains Blush with

pomaceous Harvests, breathing Sweets. 1757 DYKR Fleece
I. 61 Lawns, and purple groves Pomaceous.

Jig. 1861 Temple Bar Mag. I. 486 An extra feast of

pomaceous trash, in the shape haply of. . Clarissa Harlo^ve.

2. Bot. Of the nature of a pome or apple ; of or

pertaining to the Pomem, a division of rosaceous

trees bearing pomes or pome-like fruits.

1858 MAYNE Expos. Lex., Poinaceits, Bot.. .pomaceous.

Poma-ceous, a.- rare. [f. POMACE + -EOUS.]
I Resembling or consisting of pomace.

1828 in WEBSTER. 1882 in OGILVIE.

tFoma'da, poma'do. Obs. Also 7 pom-
mada, -ado, pom(m)ade. [a. It. pomada, -a/a

(Florio), f. porno pommel of a saddle: see -ADA.

In form pomm-, after F. pommade; see also -ADO.]
An exercise of vaulting upon or over a horse by
placing one hand on the pommel of the saddle.

1596 NASHE Snjfron Waldcn 28 Mercury, .to inspire my
! pen with some of his nimblest Pomados and Sommersets.

1599 B. JONSON Cynthia's Rev. n. i, How oft he hath done
the whole or the halfe pommado in a seuen-night before.

(11697 AUBREY Brief Lives (1898) I. 418 He was .. very.,
active. He did the pomado in trie saddle of the third horse

in his armour. 1706 PHILLIPS, Pomada. 1727-41 CHAMBERS
Cycl., Pomada, an exercise of vaulting the wooden horse,

by laying one hand over the pommel of the saddle.

t Poma'de, sbl Obs. rare- 1
. [= med.L. po-

mata (Du Cange), obs. F. pommade (1514 in

Godef., from Gascony or Beam), Pr. pomada
cider: see POME sb., -ADE I.] A drink made of

apples; cider.

1393 LANGL. P. PI. C. xxl. 412 May no pyement ne

pomade ne presiouse drynkes Moyste me to be fulle ne my
purst slake.

Pomade (pom^'-d, ||poma-d), sb.1 Also 6-7

;
pomado, 7 pomada, -ata, pommade. [a. F.

'

pommade (in this sense) = Sp. pomada, It. pomata.

\

See POMATUM, and cf. prec.] A scented ointment

(in which apples are said to have been originally an

ingredient) for application to the skin ;
now used

esp. for the skin ofthe head and for dressing the hair.

Pomade divine, name of a healing salve.

1562 WARDE tr. Alexis' Seer. n. n To make asweete Suet

called in Frenche and Italian Pommade in latine pomatum.
1598 FLORIO, Pomudet, Pomata, a pomado to supple ones

lips, lip-salue. 1599 A. M. tr. Gabelhouer's Bk. Physicke

264/2 [Recipe for] an excellent spanishe Pomado. 1611

COTGR., Pommade, Pomatum, or Pomata (an oyntment).

1655 tr. Com. Hist. Francion x. 28, I have a Pomada to

make fair the skin. 1657 Physical Diet., Pomada, or

pomades. 1799 . . -
,

107 A cold . . usually requires nothing more than a little

pomade divine. . to be put to the nostrils. 1874 BURNAND

My time vi. 48 He was partial to sweet-smelling pomade.
Hence Poma'de v. trans, [cf. F. pommader

(i8th c. in Godef.)], to anoint or dress with

pomade : whence Poma'ded ///. a.

1889 MRS. OLIPHANT PoorCenilem. xliv, A powdered and

pomaded woman like Mrs. Sam. Crockford. 1893 VIZE-

TELLYC/<zm; Back I. xxi. 411 The bachelors..pomaded
their hair with great liberality.

Pornage, obs. form of POMMAGE.

Pomaise, Pomall, obs. ff. PUMICE, POMMEL.

Pomander (p u
'-> pc'mandai, poma'ndsj).

Now Hist. Also 6 pomaunder, pommaundre,
pomemaunder, pom(e)amber, 6-7 pommander.

[Early
mod.E. pom(e}amber (whence by dissimi-

lation pomander), a. OF. *pome ambre, pomme
\

d'embre (i3th c.), f. pome apple (see POME) +
ambre AMBER; in med.L. pomum ambre. ( I Jth c.).

Stressed poman'der by Skelton, J. Heywood, Wither, and
so given by Bailey, Ash, Walker, Smart, Worcester ; pom'-
tnander or po'mander in Dr. Dodypoll (1600), Drayton,
G. Herbert, Herrick, and so given by Johnson, Webster

1828, Ogilvie, Cassell.

ci28o Roman de la Rose 21008 Plus olant que pomme
d'embre. 13.. MS. Harl. 2378 in Henslow Mcd. Wks.
itfh C. 122 Poinum ambre.]
1. A mixture of aromatic substances, usually made

into a ball, and carried in a small box or bag

(see 2) in the hand or pocket, or suspended by

POMATE.

a chain from the neck or waist, esp. as a preserva-
tive against infection.

1492 Privy Purse E.*p. Hen. I'll in Bentluy Exccrpta.
Hist. (1831) 90 To one that brought the King a box with

pomandrtf los. 1509 HAWKS Past. Pleas, xxvn. 125 The ryfe
was.. Knotted with pomaunders right swetely, Kncencing
out the yll odours misty. 1523 SKELTON Garl. Laurel
1027 Colyaunder, Swete ppmaunder, Good cassaunder.

1542 BOORDE Dyctary xxvii. (1870) 290 Make a pome-
maunder vnder this maner. 1562 BuLLKVN Bulwark, Ilk.

Simf'les 59 b, A precious Pomamber to be worne agaii^t
foule stinkyng aire. 1564-78 Dial. agst. Pest. 11888) 49

i
Be not without a good Pomeamber made of Storax, Cala-

(

mite [etc.]. 1628 WITHER Brit. Rcmemb. n. 9 Or like

Pomanders of a curious Sent. 1633 G. HERBKRT Temple,
Odour iv. Then should the Pomander, which was before
A speaking sweet, mend by reflection. 1648 HERRICK
Hesper., Pomander Bracelet, The beads I ki.st, but most
lov'd her That did perfume the pomander. 1661 LOVFLL
Hist. Anim. fy Min. 55 Balls are therefore called vulgarly
poma tunbnt. or Pomanders. 1683 Lend. Gaz. No. 1804/4
A little Gold Box, with a sweet Pomander in it. i7ioSTi;iiLE

i
Tatler No. 245 p 2 Bracelets of braided Hair, Pomander,
and Seed-Pearl. 1852 THACKEUAY F.stnond n. xi, The

' courtier . . bowed out of the room, leaving an odour of

I pomander behind him. 1864 HAWTHORNE Dolliver Rom.
! (1879) 23 Pomanders, and pomades, the scented memory of

!

which lingered about their toilet tables.

b. transf. an&fig. Something scented, or having
|

a sweet odour.

1599 H. JONSON Er. Man out o/Ifnm. \. vii, [said to a fop]

Away, good pomander, goe. a 1625 FI.KTCHKR Woman's
Prize v.

i, Oh what a stinking ttiief is this?. .Tames street

to him Is a meere Pomander. 1629 R. HILL I'ulh-uj. Piefy
II. 185 [We] God's Pomander, smell better by rubbing.
2. The case in which this perfume was carried,

usually a hollow ball of gold, silver, ivory, etc.,

often in the shape of an apple or orange.
1518 rri-y Purse Exp. Princess Mary i Jan. (1831)

p. xxii, To the frenche quenes seruant that brought a po-
mander of gold. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny II. 605 A ball or

pomander of crystal! held opposit between the member ruid

the Sun beams. 1668 R. L'EsTRANOE Vis. Qiiev. (1708) ir,8

Abundance of Hair Bracelets, Lockets, Pomanders, Knots
of Ribbands. 1880 SHORTHOUSE J.lnglcsant (1882) II. 272
He himself carried a pomander of silver in the shape of an

apple, stuffed with spices.

b. Jig. Applied to a book containing a collection

of prayers ;
also of secrets, etc.

1558 BECON {title} The Pomander of Prayer, wherein is

contained many godly Prayers, whereunto are added ccr-

tayne Meditations, called S. Augustin's. Ibid. Ded., I

thought it good, .to gene vnto you this mi Pommander of

praier, wher in ar breifii contained such godli praier> as

ar most mete in this our age to be vsed of al degres &
estates. 1650 (title)

The Divine Pymander of Hermes
Mercurius Trismegistus, ..Translated .. into English By..
Doctor Everard.

3. attrib., as pomander box, bracelet, chain.

1599 B. JONSON Ev. Man out of Hutu. 11. i, Walkes all

day hang'd in pomander chains. 1610 AUh. I. iv, Offrii:s

citlzens-wiues pomander-bracelets, As his preseruatiue,

made of the elixir. 1759 ROBERTSON Hist. Scot. vii. Wks.

1813 I. 527 An Agnus Dei hung by a pomander chain at

her neck. 1906 A tlu-nxum 3
Feb. 133/1 We see the clouded

cane and pomander box of Sir Plume.

|| Pomard, pommard (poma-r). [From Po-

mard, Pommard, the name of a village in the

department of Cote d'Or, France.] A red Bur-

gundy wine.

1833 C. REDDING Mod. Wines v. (i8.;6! roo Pomard, of

somewhat more body than Volnay. 1883 Chamb. Jrnl.

15 Dec. 787/1 A dozen of oysters . . and a bottle of pomard.

1905 Wine ifcrclianfs Price List, Burgundies.. . Pommard,
a fine full-flavoured wine.

Fomarine (pfmarain), a. Oi-nith. [ad. F.

pomarin, arbitrary repr. of mod. L. pomatorhtnus]
= POMATORHINE ; applied to a species of Skua.

1838 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 7) XVI. 633/1 The skua.. the

pomarine jager..and Richardson's jager. 1863 Spring

Lapl. 359, I could never detect the pomarine skua, .breed-

ing in this district. 1885 SF.EBOHM Krit. Birds III. 349

note, The Pomarine Skua does not differ from the other

Skuas in the structure of its nostrils.

t Poma-rious, a. Obs. rare", [f. L. poma-
ri-us of or relating to fruit (f. pomum hnH.pomus
fruit-tree) + -ous.]
1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Pomarious,.. of or belonging loan

Orchard or to fruit in general, but most commonly Apples.

1658 PHILLIPS, Pomarious, (lat.) belonging to a Pomary, i.

an Orchard, or place set with Apple-trees. 1775 in ASH.

t Po-marist. Obs. rare- 1
, [f.

L. pomarium
(see next) + -1ST.] The keeper or proprietor of

an orchard.
1688 R. HOLME Armoury n. 86/1 Pomarists or Lovers

and Keepers of Orchards.

t Po'mary. Obs. In 4 pomeri, 5 -arie. [ad.

'L. pomarium an orchard, prop. neut. of pomarms
adj., f. pomum fruit.] A fruit-garden ;

an orchard.

a 1380 Pittill ofSusan 63 Euery day bi day In be Pomeri

bei play. Ibid 209 porw-out be pomeri we passed us to

play. ? a 1400 Marte A rth. 3364 Was no pomarie so pighte

of pryncez in Erthe. [1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Pomary, a

place set with Fruit trees, an Orchard ; also an Apple Loft.]

Pomate (pen-nun), sb. rare. Obs. exc. dial.

Also 8 Sc. pomet. [ad. mod.L. pomatum: see

-ATE'.] a. = POMACE 2 a. b. = POMATUM I.

1699 EVELYN Acetaria (1729) 175 There is made a Mash

or Pomate of this Root. 1773 FF.RGUSSON Auld he,,

Poems (1785) -.06 The pomet slaister'd up his hair. 1903 in

Eng. Dial. Diet. ... r ,

Pomate (pom^-t), v. rare. Obs. exc. dial. L1 -



POMATIC.

POMATUM : cf. -ATE :

'.] trans, a. To reduce to

a pomatum or paste, b. To dress (the hair) with

pomatum.
1684 tr. Bonet's Merc. Comfit, xix. 743 Tincture of Steel

pomated. 1823 GALT R. Gilhaize xlii, His hair, .was as if

It had been pomatcd.

Fomatic (pma;'tik), a. [f. Gr. n/j, ITO/IOT-

lid, cover (see POMA) + -ic.] Of or pertaining to

the poma; arising from the overlapping of the

poma, as a fissure in a monkey's brain.

1889 Buck's Handbk. Med. Sc. VIII. 162/1 A lateral

between the pomatic margin and the ectal surface of the

temporal gyre. Hid. [see POMA].

Poniatioid (pomnrti|0id),<z. Zoo?, [f. mod.L.

Pomatias, generic name, a. Gr. Trw/wm'as a snail

with an operculum (Troika).] Resembling or per-

taining to tlie genus Pomatias, or the family Poma-
tiiJse, of operculated terrestrial snails.

1893 in Funk's Stand. Diet.

Pomatorlline (pou-matffrain), a. Oniith.

[ad. mod.L. pdmatorhinus adj., f. Gr. irui/M, -ar-

lid, cover + /5is, fav- nose.] Having the nostrils

partly covered with a scale. Applied ineptly to

a single species of Stercorarius or Skua, all the

genus being really
'

pomatorhine
'

: cf. POMARINE.
1884 YARRELL Brit. Bints (ed. 4) III. 671 The Pomato-

rhine Skua is said . . to deposit two eggs in a mere depression
of the moss on the tundras of the Taimyr. 1896 List
Anim. Zool. Soc. 530 Stcrcorarius poiiiatorhinits('zn\Ti\.} t

Pomatorhine Skua.

Pomatum (p0m<?
l

'tom), sb. [a. mod.L. poma-
tum, i. pomum apple + -atum, -ATE^.]
1. = POMADE sb.-

1561 WARDE tr. Alexis Seer. n. 42 b, This Pomatum wil

be as whyte as snowe. 1597 GERARDE Herbal in. xcv. 1276
There is likewise made an ointment with the pulpe of Apples
and Swines grease and Rose water, which is vsed to

beautifie the face . . called in shops Pomatum, of the Apples
whereof it is made. 1657 W. COI.ES Adam in Eden clxviii.

258 Pomatum, which is of much use to soften and supple
the roughnesse of the skin. 1712-14 POI-E Rape Lock n.

129 Gums and Pomalums shall his flight restrain. '783
Pkil. Trans. LXXIII. 240 Its essence is mixed with poma-
tums for the face and hands. 1835 THACKERAY Newcomcs
ii, Their . .hair . .disguised with powder and pomatum.
attrib. 1629 DAVENANT Albovine v. i, They say it is your

custom to sleep in Pomatum Masques. 1683 Loud. Gaz.
No. i8oS/4 One Silver Pomatum-Pot. 1883 T. A. GUTHRIE
Tinted 1/cnus \. 121 Your bottles and pomatum-pots.

1 2. = CIDEH. Oh. rare-".

1657 Physical Diet., Pomatum, a drink made of apples.
Hence Foma'tum v. trans.

,

= POMADE v. ; Poma--
tumed (-omd) ppl.a., anointed with pomatum;
Poma'tumy (-mil a., sticky with pomatum.
1786 Pogenolo^ia So His whiskers, .combed, and poma-

tumed by his mistress. 1821-30 LD. COCKBURX Mem. i. 29
Powdered and pomatumed hair. 1837 LD. CAMPBELL Lives
Chief Justices III. Hi. 250 The wigs that had been properly
frizzed and pomatumed. 1894 MRS. RITCHIE Chaptersfr.
jlfew. i. 10 Features, ornamented with little pomatumy
wi^ps of hair.

Pomayse, obs. form of PUMICE.

II Pombe (pp-mbe). [Swahili pombe.] An
intoxicating drink made by fermentation from

many kinds of grain and some fruits in Central

and East Africa.

1837 R. F. BURTON Cent)-. Afr. (1860) I. iii. 95 Grain is so
abundant that the inhabitants [of Zungomero] exist almost

entirely upon the intoxicating ponibe, or holcus-beer.

1866 LIVINGSTONE Last Jrnls. v. (1873) I. 117 The chief

brought a huge basket of pombe. 1878 H. M. STANLEY
Dark Cent. I. vii. 151 The great jar of froth-topped pombe
is then brought up.

Pombgranade, obs. form of POMEGRANATE.
Pombil : see POMELY a.

Pome (pyim), sb. (Also in comb. 5 powm(e,
6 poum, 6-7 pom.) [a. OF. pome (F. pomme} :

late L. or Romanic *poma apple, orig. pi. of L.

pomum
'
fruit ', later,

'

apple '.J

1. A fruit of the apple kind or resembling an

apple ; now only poet, an apple, t Punicalpome,
pomegranate: = Apple Punic (APPLE 3).
c

I42_o
Pallait. on Husb. in. 742 Ox dong aboute her

roote if that me trete, The pomes sadde & braune wil hit

gete. c 1430 LYI>G. Ballad Commend, our Lady 121

O punical pome ayens al pestilence. 1589 FLEMING Yirg.
Georg. u. 22 A taste .. of wholsome cytron pome. 1729
Evelyn's Syha n. v. 154 They have sometimes produced a
pretty small Pome. 1839 BAILEY Festus xxvii. (1851) 466
Like her of old, ere dropped the golden pome.

b. Bot. A succulent inferior fruit, consisting of

a firm fleshy body formed of the enlarged calyx,

inclosing two or more few-seeded carpels (rarely

only one) of cartilaginous or bony texture, forming
the core : as an apple, pear, quince, haw, etc.

1816 KEITH Phys. Bot. II. 160 In the pear the pome
tapers down gradually to the point of insertion. 1833 in

f/iarmac. Jrnl. XIII. 14 The fruit is a small black pome.

t 2. The heart or head of a cabbage, cauliflower,

or broccoli. (F. pomme?) Obs.

1658 EVELYN Fr. Gard. (1675) 178 When their heads, and

pomes are formed, if you perceive any of them ready to run
to seed, draw the plant half out of the ground. 1664
KaJ. Hort. Aug. (1729) 213 Cauly-flowers over-speeding to

pome and head.

3. transf. A ball or globe, especially of metal ;

1100

the royal globe or ball of dominion = golden apple

(APPLE 6) ; see also quot. 1866.
? 1x1400 ^lortd A>'th. 3355 And syne profres me a pome

pighte fulleof faire stonys. -In sygne f?at I sothely was soue-

rayne in erthe. 1579 fnv.R. Wardr, (1815)293 A belt with..

,

ane pome garnissit with peril. 1814 SOUTHEY Roderick xvm.
:

131 Where was the rubied crown, the sceptre where, And
where the golden pome. 1866 Diret /. Angl. (ed.3>257 Pome,
a round ball of silver or other metal ; which is filled with
hot water, and is placed on the altar in winter months to

prevent danger or accident with the chalice, from the hands
of the priest becoming numb with cold.

1 4. Fortif. The rounded projecting shoulder of

:
a bastion. Obs.

1598 BARRET Theor. Warres v. i. 125 The parts of a Bui-

J
warke are. .the Orecch'ion or Pome, or card, or shoulder.

1508 FLORIO, OrecckionC) that part of a oulwarke which is

called by some the pome, guard, or shoulder.

f5. = POMANDER i. rare.

1513 DOUGLAS ^ncls xn. Prol. 146 Precyus invnctment,
salve, or fragrant pome.
6. Comb.)&s,pome-beari'ng)-shaped&&'fi.\ fpome-
adam [in F. pomme d'Adam = mod.L. pomum
Adami\ = ADAM'S APPLE i, lime-fruit; t pome-
paradise [cf. F. pomme de paradis (Cotgr. 1611)],
a sweet kind of apple, = PARADISE APPLE a,

HONEY-APPLE b
; f pome-quince, ? an apple-

shaped variety of quince; f pome-warden, 'f =
POME-PEAR. See also POME-CITKON, etc.

1600 SURFLET Countrie Farme m. xxvl 482 As for
y

pome,
adams \f"'r. orig, pommes d'Adam] they are round, t\vise or
thrise as great, as orenges. 1901 G. Nicholson's Diet. Gard.,
Cent. Suppl. 645/2 R{osa\ poHtifera (*pome-bearing). Great

Apple Rose. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny II. 164 The *Pome-
Paradise, or hony Apples called Melimela. 1611 COTGR.,
Passe-Pomme, the Pome-paradice, Honny-apple, or Honny-
meale ; (an apple thats quickly ripe, and quickly rotten).

1638 PHILLIPS, Pome-paradice^ a fruit called a John-apple.
1601 HOLLAND Pliny II. 105 A liniment of it and *Pome-
quinces or Peare-quinces, easeth the head-ach. 1895 Syd.
Soc. Lex.) Poinifonn, *pome-shaped. 1494 FABVAN Chron.
vn. 605 Other more comon fruytes: as costardes, wardens,
*pomewardons, richardons, damysyns, and plummes,

t Pome, "V. Obs. [ad. F. pommer, f. pomme :

see prec.] intr. To form a close compact head or

heart, as a cabbage, lettuce, etc. ;
to head, to heart.

1658 EVELYN Fr. Gard. (1675) 175 There is another sort
'

of cabbage, .they seem to me the most natural of all the
! rest; for they pome, close to the ground. 1699 Acetaria

(1729) 150 Lettuce ty'd close up, Pome and Blanch of them-

|

selves. 17*7 S. SWITZKR Pratt. Ga>-<t. m. xxiii. 130 The time

j

of sowing the chief of the Brassica's, especially those that

| pome or cabbage.

Pomeamber, obs. form of POMANDER.

tPome-apis. Obs. Also 7 pome-appease, 8

|

pomme d'Api, -d'Apis. [ad. F. pomme d'api:
I cf. L. mains appiana (Pliny), f. the name of one
! AppiiiSj who is said to have grafted the apple on
a quince-stock.] A variety of apple.
[1577 B. GOOCE HeresbacKs Husb. (1586) 87 In the olde

time the cheefest Apples were . . Claudians, Matians, and

Appians, so called of their first founders. 1611 COTGR. s. v.

Pomme, Pomme Apple, ou d'Apple, an Apple thats like a

Quince, both in smell, and bignesse.] 1664 EVELYN Kal,
Hort. (1729) 232/1 Fruit Trees .. for a moderate Plantation.

Apples .. Passe-pome: Pome Apis: Cour-pendue. 1669
WORLIDGE Cyder (1691) 211 There is a curious apple newly

propagated, called Pome-appease...! suppose this is that

which is called the Ladies Longing. 1741 Compl. Fam.-
Piece ii. iii. 361 Pomme d'Api,.. and some Apples of less

Account. 1767 J. ABERCROMBIE E-v. Man his own Gard,

(1803) 671 Apples... Aromatic russet, Pomme d'Apis, New-
town pippin.

tPome-ce'dre. Obs. [f. POME + F. cedre^ It.

cedro citron.]
= next.

c 1430 LYDG. Min. Poems (Percy Soc.) 15 The pome-cedre
corageos to recomfort. 1481 BOTONER Tttlle on Old Age
(Caxton) F iv, Pomegarnades, orenges, figges, dates, al-

mantles, pomecedres.

t Pome-ci'tron. Obs. [f.
POME + CITKON.

Cf. L. malitm citrenm^\ = CITRON i,

1555 EDEN Decades 81 A great frute as bygge as pome
citrons. 1577 B. GOOGE HeresbacWs Husb. n. (1586) 92 If

they [citrons] be very great and rounde like Pompeons, they
call them Pomcidrons. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny I. 359 The
Pomecitron is not so good to be chewed and eaten of U
selfe. 1615 PCRCUAS Pilgrimage iv.i^The Ilandyeeldeth
Figs, Pomegranates, Muske-millions, Pome-Citrons very
faire. 1709 DAMPIER I'oy. III. n. 56 Pine-Apples, Pome-
citrons, Pomegranates, and other sorts of Fruits, i8oa

JAMIESON Use Sour. Hist. I. n. 439 The pome-citron is said

to bear fruit at all times.

b. Comb.) as pome-citron pill', tree, wood.

16*4 DARCIE Birth ofHeresies xvi. 66 In stead of incense

they vsed Cedar or Pomecytron wood for perfume. 1641
G. SANDYS Paraphr. Song Sol. vin. iii, From under the

Pomecitron tree. 1675 H. WOOLLEY Gentlcw. Comp. 177
The Pomo-citron-pills preserve and help digestion.

t Fome-dorry. Obs. Also 5 -dorrengr, -de

Oringe. [f. POME + DORY a. 2, F. dore gilded.]
In Old Cookery; A meat ball or rissole coated with

yolk of egg, etc. : cf. ESDORE v.

c 1381 Anc. Cookery 42 (1780) 106 For to make Pomme-
dorry. Take Buff and hewe yt smal al raw..rost yt and
endorre yt wyth ^olkys of eyryn. 1:1420 Liber Cocorum
(1862) 37 For powme dorrys . . Endore hit with 5olkes of

egges. c 1430 Two Cookery-bks. 58 Pome dorreng. c 1440
Anc, Cookery in Househ. Ord. (1790) 442 Frasure to make
Pome de Onnge. Take the lyvreof porke, and bray hit all

nivve right smal [etc.], .do therto a lytel floure, and endore
horn therwith in the rostynge.

POMEGRANATE.

Pomege, obs. form of PUMICE.

Pomegranate (ppm-, pDm,gra-net,
po-m,gra;iiet). Forms : 4 pomme-, poom-,
powmbe-, 4-5 poun(e-, pum-, 4-6 powm-, 4-8
pom-, 6 pomb-, 4-8 pome- ; a. 4-6 -garnade,
-garnard(e, -garnat(e, -garnet(t(e, (4 -gernett,

5 -garned); 0. (5 -grenet), 5-7 -granad(e,
-granat, 5 -granarde, 6-8 -granet ;

6- pome-
granate, f. 4 pown-, poun-garnette, 4-6
-garnard, 4-7 -garnet, (5 -karnet} ; 5 pon-, 6

poyngarnette, ponegarnarde, pound garnette.
8. 5 bamegaraade, 6 palm-gamete. [ME. a.

OF. pome {pomme, fume} grenate, -ode, -et(t)e,

garn-, gharn-, guarn-, guerii-, gem-ate, -ade,

-et(r,e, f. pomme apple +grenate, in mod.F. gre-
nade = It. granata, Sp. granada : pop.L. or Com.
Romanic granata for cl. L. granatum (= malttm

graiiatitnt, in med.L. ponnini granaliim), a pome-
granate, lit. (an apple) having many grains or

seeds. The stem-part gren- became in OF. by
metathesis gem-, garn-, whence the Eng. forms
in -garn- from I4th to i6th c. ;

the OF. ending
-ate became in Eng. -at(e, -ette, -et(t, the F. -ade

of southern origin (see -ADE) gave Eng. -ade and
-ard. (Cf. GARNADE!, GAENET 2

, GRANATE -,

GRENADE 1.) The first element (in Norman F.

pitme, poume) became in ME. variously pomme,
poom, pome, pom, point, and poum, pum, powmb,
corrupted to poun, pawn, pon, poyn, and pound.
Stressed by the poets generally from I7th to

igthc., and by Bailey, Johnson, Walker, Smart,

pomegra'nate ;
in some recent dictionaries po~me-

grunati.]
1. The freit of the tree Punica Granatum, N. O.

Myrtacese, a large roundish many-celled berry,
with many seeds, each enveloped in a pleasantly
acid juicy reddish pulp, enclosed in a tough leathery
rind of a golden or orange colour tinged with red.

a. 1330-30 Horn Ch. 374 A poumgarnet (?er sche brak. 13..
E. E. Aliit. P. B. 1466 As ay prudly hade piked of pom.
garnades. 1382 WVCLIF Num. xiii. 24 [23] Of the powm.
garnettis [1388 of pumgarnadis] fbl>othe. .thei token. 1398
TREVISA Bartli. De P. K. xvn. xcix. (Bodl. MS.), Mains
granata is a tre J>at bereth pommegarnettes. c 1400 tr.

Secrt'tti Seoet., Gm>. Lordsh. 84 Take pe iowse of J>e poume
garnet, c 1430 LYDC. Min. Poems (Percy Soc.) 15 Orengis,
almondis, and the pome garnade {rime glade], c 1460
Play Sacrain. 186 Pumgarnetis & many other spycis. 1530
PALSGR. 256/2 Pome garnet, potntne tie grancutt. 1541 R.
COPLAND Guydott's Quest. Chirurg. N j b, Ye must gyue
hym some of a pomgarnade to eate. 1547 BOORDE Brev.
Health cxlii. 53 The juyce of pome Garnardes. 1613 R.
CAWDREY Table Alph. (ed. 3), Pomegarnet, or pomegranet,
a kind of fruit.

0. 1423 tr. Secrcta Secret., Priv. Pi-iv. 244 Gourdes
and Poumgrene[t]s. 1432-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) I. 108

Bawnies, oliues, pomegranardes. '533 KLYOT Cast. Heltke
II. vii. (1541) 21 b, Pomegranates be of good iuyce, and pro-
fitable to the stomacke. 1553 EDEN Treat. Nevie Inrf.

(Arb.) 35 The tree, that bearelh the ppmgranate. 1590
WEBBE Trav, (Arb.) 33 Al manner of fruites whatsoeuer, . .

Pombgranades, Orenges, Limons. 1591 DRAYTON Harmo-
nic ofCh. (Percy Soc.) 27 Pleasant liquor that distils from
the pomgranet fine, c 1620 ROBINSON Mary Magd. 1095
Her temples, peices of Pomegranates seeme. 1653 E.
TERRY Voy. E. Ind. 96 Here are.. store of Pome-granats,
Pome-citrons. 1723 POPE Oayss. vii. 140 With deeper red

the full pomegranate glows. 1727-46 THOMSON Summer
68 1 Nor, on its blender twigs Low-bending, be the full

pomegranate scorn'd. 1866 ROGERS Agric. <V Prices I.

632 Pomegranates are quoted in 1284 at a shilling each.

y. 1382 Poungarnet [see b]. 1398 TREVISA Barth. De
P. R. xvii. i. (MS. Bodl.), Almaundes and poungar-
nardes leuej> here malice bi crafte of tileinge. c 1425 Voc.

in Wr.-Wiilcker 647/37 H c "talum granatum, poun-
karnet. 1466 Mann. Iff Housek. Ex. (Roxb.) 330 Item,
for xvj. pongarnettes, the same day, ij.s. vj.d. 1503 Privy
Purse Exp. Eliz. of York (1830) 74 A present of poyn-
garnettes and apulles. 1545 Rentes of Customs c ij b,

Pound garnettes the M. vis. iiiirf. 1543 Nottingham
Rec. III. 224 Unum pomum granatum vocatum 'a pound
gayner

'

[? error for garnet]. 1347 BOORDE Introd. Knowl.
xxxix. (1870) 218 Olyues, ponegarnardes, . . Figges and

Raysins, and all other fruites. 1577 FRAMPTON Joy/till

Newes m. (1596) 97 Granadas, which wee call Poungar-
nardes. 1604 E. G[RIMSTONE] D'Acosla's Hist. Indies iv.

xxvi. 281 Like vnto the graines of a Poungarnet. 1660 R.

MAY Accomplisht Cook 2 Almonds, Poungarnet and Lemons.
S. 1480 Bamegarnade [see 5]. 1599 DALLAM Trav. (Hakl.

Soc.) 85 Heare dothe grow good store of. -palm gametes.

fig. a 1529 SKELTON Sf. Parrot 39 With Kateryne incom-

parable, . . That pereles pomegarnet. a 1658 CLEVELAND
Times 80 Those precious Spirits that can deal The Pome-

granates of Grace at every Meal.

b. The tree (Punica Cranatiini] which bears

this fruit, a native of northern Africa and western

Asia, now naturalized in the warmer regions of

the globe generally ;
a POMEGRANATE-TREE.

1382 WVCLIF Song Sol. vi. 10 [n] Beholde, if. .the poun-

garnetis {1388 Pumgranate trees] hadden buriouned. 1644

EVELYN Diary 9 Feb., A labyrinth of cypresse, noble

hedges of pomegranates. 1741 Compl. Fam.-Picce II. ill.

380 There are several other Trees and Shrubs . . now in

Flower, as. . Pomegranates with double and single Flowers.

1813 BYRON Giaour 403 The young pomegranate's blossoms

strew Their bloom in blushes ever new.
_
1836 BRYANT

Momero ii, I see thy fig-trees bask, with the fair pomegranate
near. 1856 DELAMER Flower Gard. (i860 127 The Double-



POMEGRANATE-TREE.
flowered Pomegranate will thrive out-doors, in England,

against a wall.

c. The flower of the pomegranate ; usually

scarlet, rarely white or yellowish.
1873

' OUIDA' Paxaril II. 122 A woman goes by with a

knot of pomegranate in her dark hair. 1886 SHELDON tr.

Flaubert's Salammbd 14 As rosy as a half-opened pome-

granate.
2. A carved or embroidered representation of a

pomegranate as an ornament or decoration.

1381 WYCLIF Exod. xxviii. 34 In the myddil litel belles

nienged, so that the litel belle be gold, and a powm garnet

(1388 pyn appil). Ibid, xxxix. 23 Litil bellis of moost puyr

gold, the whiche the! puttiden bitwix the powmbe garnettis

[1388 pum garnadis], in the nether more party of the coote

bi enuyioun. 1542 Test. Ebor. (Surtees) VI. 168 Tapstre
warke with pounde garnettes. 1834 LYTTON Pompeii i. iv,

Those walls were ornamented with the pomegranate conse-

crated to Isis. 1875 W. M C!LWRAITH Guide WigtmaoUn
33 For finial, it [the Old Cross of Wigtown] has a pome-
granate cut in stone.

3. Applied, with defining words, to other trees

in some way resembling the pomegranate ;
as the

Native P. (Capparis nobilis], and Small Native P.

(Capparis mitchellt) of Australia.

1889 J. H. MAIDEN Use/. Native Plants 12
' Small Native

Pomegranate ',

' Native Orange '. 1894 Melbourne Museum
Catal., Economic Woods 10 (Morris) Native Caper Tree or

Wild Pomegranate. Found in the Malice Scrub.

t 4. transf. A rissole. Obs.
c 1430 T-H.O Cookcry-bks. I. 38 Pome-Garnez. Take lene

Raw Porke . . & hew it smal . . panne make ber-of pelettys, as

it were Applys, be.twene bin hondys.

5. attrib. and Comb., as pomegranate apple, bark,

colour (hence pomegranate-coloured adj.), kernel,

root
; pomegranate-like, -red adjs. ; pomegranate-

water, a drink made from pomegranates.
1480 CAXTON Ovid's Met. x. iv, Trees beryng Bamegar-

nade apples. 1589 GBEKNE Menaphon (Arb.) 77 Her cheekes
like . faite pomegranade kernels washt in milke. 1754 J.

BARTLET Farriery 22 Take pomegranate bark, or oak bark,
two ounces. 1822-34 Good's Study Hied. (ed. 4) I. 692 The
tongue . . is now dry, livid, black or of a pomegranate colour.

1825 Greenhouse Comp. I. 130 (Dahlia superflua), the

purple, .brick-red, dark red, pomegranate-coloured, dark

purple. 1836 J. M. GULLY Magendie's Fonnttl. (ed. 2) 177

Grenadia, and bark of the pomegranate root. 1876
' OUIDA

'

Winter City viii, That small pomegranate-like mouth.

1879 MRS. A. E. JAMES Ind. Honseh. Alanagem. 87 Pome-
granate-water., an agreeably cooling drink.

Pomegranate-tree. =
prec. r b.

1382 WYCLIF i Sam. xiv. 2 Saul dwellide . . vndur a

poomgarnet tree. 1483 Cath. Angl. 286/1 A Pomgarnett
tree, malogrenatus. 1577 FRAMPTON Joyfull Newes I.

(1596) 7 The Balsamo..is made of a tree greater then a

Powngarnet Tree. 1680 OTWAY Cains Marius iv. i, Nightly
on yon Pomegranate tree she sings. 1811 A. T. THOMSON
Land. Disp. (1818) 325 The pomegranate tree is a native of
the south of Europe, Asia, and Barbary.
Pomeis : see POME vs.

Pomel, -ele, -ell, -elle, obs. ff. POMMEL, -ELLE.

tPo'meled, a. Obs. [f. OF. pomel*!: see

POMELY.] Dappled ;
= POMELY a.

c 1410 Master oj Game (MS. Digby 182) v, per kyddes
ben kydded with pomeled here, as be hynde calfes. 14. .

Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 587/28 Guttatus, pomeled ut cqnits.

Pomelion, variant of POMMELION.
Pomelo (pcmelo, pzrmelo). Also pomello,
punnm)elo, pomolo, pornrnelo. [Of uncertain

formation and history; app. related to pomnm,
porno, pome apple.] a. In the East Indies, a syno-

nym of the POMPELMOOSE or SHADDOCK (dints
decumand). b. In America, applied to the variety
or sub-species of Citrus, also called

'

grape fruit
'

and (in the English market)
'

forbidden fruit '.

1858 SIMMONDS Dic{. Tradi; Pomelloes, a name under
which forbidden fruit is sometimes sold in this country by
fruiterers. 1859 All Year Round No. i. 17,

I cannot agree
..that the Amoy pomelo is the finest fruit in the world.
1884 Q. Rev. Apr. 332 Mangosteen, pomolo, banano. 1885
LADY BKASSEY The Trades 130 The orange, lemon, shad-
dock, pomelo,, .were weighed down by their own golden
fruit. 1886 Guide Mus. Econ. Bot., Knu Gardens No. i. 29
Pumpelmousse or Shaddock, fruit of Citrus decumana...
The Pumelo is a smaller fruited variety.

t Po'mely, a. Obs. Forms : 5 pomely, pomly,
pomelee (also Sc. pommill, pombil, pompyll,
poumle), 7 pomele. [ad. OF. pomcti (mod.F.
pommeli, marked with round spots, dappled, f.

OF. pomel little apple: see POMMEL, and cf. DAP-
PLEII.] Marked with rounded spots, dappled.
c 1386 CHAUCER Prat. 616 This Reue sat vp on a ful good

slot That was al pomely grey, c 1400 MAUNDEV. (1839)
xxviii. 288 In Arabye bei ben clept Gerfauntz, bat is, a best

pomelee or spotted. 1420 Pallad. on Hitsb. IV. 829 The
poml_y gray for hym y vndirtake. c 1423 WYNTOUN Crotu
iv, iii. 217 Apone a coursere pommill [r. rr. pombil, poumle,
pomely, pompyll] gray Adressaly he sat. 1460 Lybcaus
Disc. 844 Upon a pomely palfray. [1658 PHILLIPS, Pomele-
ryic, {old word) dapple-gray.]

Pomemaunder, obs. form of POMANDER.
t Pome-pear. Obs. Forms : 5 powmpere,

6 poumper, 7 pom-poire, pome-peare, 7-8
pompire. [f. POME + PEAR si., after F. ponnne
poire,

' a peare apple
'

(Cotgr.), or med.L. pomum
pirttm] See quot. 1640.

1440 Promp. Parv. 411/2 Powmpere, frute, pomum
pirum. 1530 PALSGR. 257/2 Poumper, frute. 1601 HOLLAND
Pliny I. 438 The Melapia : for their resemblance and par-
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ticipation of apples and peares together, as a man would say,

Peare-apples, or pom-poires. 1617 RIDER Diet., A Pompire,
or Peaiemaine. 1640 PARKINSON Theat, Bot. xvi, Ixxii. 1501
The Pome-peare, or Apple-peare, which is a small Peare, but
round at both ends like an Apple, yet the tree is a Peare tree.

Pome-pirk, abbrev. form of POMPERKIN.

Pomeranian (p^mer/i'nian), a. (sb?) [f.
Pome-

rania, name of the province, a. med.L. Pome-

rania, f. Pomerant a Slavonic tribe. (Ger. Pom-

mem.y] Of or pertaining to Pomerania, a district

on the south coast of the Baltic Sea, now a province
of Prussia, b. sb. Short for Pomeranian dog.
P. bream % a variety of bream (Abramis hnggenhagii)

supposed to be a hybrid between the Bream and the Roach.
P. dog) a small dog of a variety characterized by a pointed
muzzle, pricked ears, full eyes, and long thick silky hair,

either black, white, or cream-coloured.

1760 MRS. DELANY in Life $ Corr. (1861) III. 604 A droll

Pomeranian puppy. 1787 HUNTF.R in Phil. Trans. LXXVII.
265 The shepherd's Dog in Germany, called Pomeranian.

1865 COUCH Fishes Brit. Isl. IV. 42 Pomeranian Bream.
i88a EDNA LVALL Donovan v, The handsome Pomeranian. .

his tail bristling with wrath. 1884 DAY Fishes II. 194
Pomeranian bream. .. This gregarious fish, which is of a

hardy nature, is found in many sluggish rivers, canals,

ponds, broads, and lakes in this country.

Pomeri, variant of POMARY.
Pomeridiail (pJumeri'dian"), a, [ad. L. pome-

ridianus postmeridian, f. post after + mtruiiamts

MERIDIAN.] fa. *= POSTMERIDIAN a. Obs.

1560 ROLLAND CH. I'tntts ii. 485 About the third hour
Pomeridiane. 1653 R. G. tr. Bacons Hist. Winds 40 The
West w'mdes are attendants of the Pomeridian or afternoon
houres.

b. Entom. Flying in the afternoon, as some

lepidopterous insects, c. Bot. Opening or closing
in the afternoon, as a flower.

1866 Trcas. Bot^ romeridian, occurring In the afternoon.

Pomerium, obs. form of POMO:RIUM.

t Pomeroy. Obs. Also / pome-roie, pomroy.
[app. f. F. ponune (OF. pome] apple + roi king.]
An old variety of apple; perh.

= king-apple.
1600 BRETON Strange Fort. Two Princes (GrosarO 19/2

Plucking off an apple called a Poine-roie. 1606 Sir G.

Goosecapfie v. i. in Bullen O. PI. III. 92 Thou Pomroy or

thou apple of mine eye. 1622 PEACHAM Compl. Gent. \. 2.

1664 EVELYN Kal. Hort. Jan. (1729) 191 Apples ..Pome-
water, Pomeroy. 1823 CRABO Techno?, Diet., Pomeroy, a

good-tasted apple, not very juicy, but of a pulpy substance.

tPomeroyal. Obs. Also 6 pome riall. [app. f.

Y.pommc (Otf.pome] apple + royal royal.] Some
kind of apple, 't the same as POMEROY.
'534 T. GOI.DWELL in Ellis <>/>. Lett. Ser. in. II. 288 We

have one frute growing here with us in Kent, the which is

called a Pome riall. He is called a very goode apull, and

goode to drynke wyne withall. 1577 B. GOOCE Heresbactis
Hitsb. (1586) 87 The Pippen, the Romet, the Pomeroyal.
1617 RIDER Diet.) A Pomeroiall, Malttm afionium.

t Po*Hiery. Rom. Anliq* Obs. Forms : 6-7
pomerie, 7 pomcerie, 7-8 pomery. [Anglicized
form of L. pomtrium^ =* POHCEBIUU.
1533 BELLENDEN Livy i. x. (S. T. S.) I. 61 Than sail his

hede be cpverit, his body skurgit, owthir vtouth or Inwith
be pomerie, and eftir all hingit on ane vnhappy tre. Ibid.

xvii. 97 Pomerie is callit ane certaine boundis passand
round about ony toun nixt be wallis ^areof. 1600 HOLLAND
Livy I. xxvi. 19 Having whipped and scourged him.. either

within the Pomcerie or without. 1656 BLOUNT Glossogr.^
Pomery, [1766 ENTICK London IV. 83 A. .church,, .known
by the name of St. Martin in the Pomery.]
tPo-met. Obs. (?)

1583 Kates cfCustoms Dvjb, Passemin lace, look pomet
lace. Ibid. D viij, Pomet lace of silk the groce viii s.

t Pomet, in pomet touris, error for pount : see

Pom 1
.

Pometee, -etie, -ettie, obs. ff. POMMETTY.
Fo*mewa:ter. Obs. exc. dial. Also 6-7 pom-,

[app. f. POME + WATER si.] A large juicy kind

of apple.
1:1430 LVDG. Mill. Poems (Percy Soc.) 15 The pome-

watyr,and the gentylle ricardons. isSSSiiAKs. L. L.L. iv.

ii. 4 Ripe as a Pomwater. 1600 DEKKF.R Old Fortunatns
Ij, Tis de sweetest apple in de world, tis better den de
Pomewater, or apple John. 1657 R. LIC-ON Barbadoes 72
The fruit when 'tis ripe, as big as the largest Pomewater.
1706 PHILUI'S, Potne<vater, a large sort of Apple full of a

very sweet Juice. 1832 L. HUNT Sir R. Esher (1850) 116
The pomewater. .far surpasses the queening. 1883 Hamjtsh.
Gloss., Potnewater, a large apple, tempting to the sight,
but excessively sour.

b. fig. (Cf. apple ofhis eye.}

1607 W. S[MITH] Puritan Cj b, The Captaine louing you
so deerely, I, like the Pomwater of his eye, and you to be
so vncomfortable, fie, fie.

Forneys, pomeis (pJu-mis), sb. pi. Her.

A\sosing. (in Diets.) 8 pomey, S-gpomme. [Of
uncertain form, app. only in plural, which may
possibly be an antiquated spelling oipommes ; cf.

later quots.] The name given to roundels when
of a green colour.

1562 LEIGH Armor!? 150 He beareth Argent iii. pomeis in

pale, which is as much to be vnderstand as iii. grene Appels.
1610 GUILLIM Heraldry iv. xix. (1660) 352 Pomeis are taken
for Apples without their Stalkes. 1706 PHILLIPS, Pomey, (in

Heraldry) the figure of an Apple or Ball, which is always
drawn of a green Colour. 1766^87 PORNV Her. Diet.,

Famines, green roundelets used in Coats-of-arms. i88
CrssANs Her. (ed. 3) 73 Roundles. ..The Pomme..vert.

Forneys, obs. form of PUMICE.

POMMA&E.

Pomfret (pp'mfret). Also pamflet, pom-
phlet. [App. derived from Pg. pampo, F. painple,
said to be applied to the same fish. A dim.

*pamplet may have become pamphlet, pamphlet,
and poinfret^\ A fish of the genus Strontateoides,

inhabiting the Indian and Pacific Oceans, much
esteemed for food, particularly the two species
S. niger, the black pomfret, and S. sinensis, the

while pomfret, which when young is known as

silverpomfret, and when old is the grey pomfret.
1727 A. HAMILTON New Ace. E. Ind. I. 393 A very

delicious Fish called the Pamplee, comes in Sholes. 1812
in Mar. Graham Jrnl. India. App. ii. 201 Another face

look'd broad and bland, Like pamflet floundering on the

sand. 1813 J. FORBES Oriental Mem. I. 52-3 The pom-
fret is not unlike a small turbot, . . epicures ebteem the

black pomfret a great dainty. 1886 VLLK Ilvbs6it-Jcl>soii

545 The French of Pondicherry call the fish fample. 1891

ig/A Cent. Jan. 98, I have enjoyed .. pomphlet at Bombay,
and blue-fish at Boston.

b. A species of sea-bream, Brama Rayi, found

near Bermuda.
1890 in Ci-'Ht. Diet., and in later Amer. Diets.

Pomfret-cake 'pc'mfrct k<?'k). [f. Pomfret
(AN. and ME. Ponlfret, now spelt Pontefract), a

hire.] ."

Pontefract.

town in Yorkshire.] A liquorice cake made at

1838 KncycL Brit. (cd. 7) XVIII. 347/2 The soil around it

[Pontefract] .. producer. . liquorice-roots, from the juice of

which the medicine called pomfret-cakes is made. 1866
MRS. GASKELL Wives <V Dau. v, He'll have the run of the

pomfret cakes. 1893 U'csttn. Gaz. 14 Feb. 7/1 The Ponte-
fract (or Pomfret) ca"ke i> a dainty little circular confection,
into the composition of which liquorice enters largely.

Pomgarnade, -garnat^e, -granat x e, etc.,

obs. IT. POMEGRANATE.

Pomice, obs. form of POMACE, PUMICE.

Pomiculture (pff'mik:ltirfj). [f. L./<7///-w///
a fruit + CULTOBE.J The art or practice of fruit-

growing. Hence Fomicirlturist.
1876 A. J. EVANS Thro* Bosnia \i. 250 The Bosniacs show

themselvesabsolutelyincapable ofpomiculture. 1894 Tablet

27 Oct. 648 Valuable directions .. with reference to pomi-
culture. 1895 N, B. Daily Mail 27 Sept. 4 We pay..
upwards of seven hundred thousand pounds annually .. to

Tran sal Ian tic pomiculturists.

t Fomier. Obs, rare- 1

, [a. OF. pomier, F.

poniinier an apple-tree : L. poniariit$^\ A pome-
beating tree

;
an apple or pear tree.

1480 CAXTON Oviifs Met. xiv. xii, She lovyd nolhynge
savyng trees and gardyns, as pomiers or apple and pere tree^.

Poiuiferous (Mmi'feras), a. [f. L. pomifer
(f. pomum apple, fruit + -fer bearing) + -OL'S.J

1. Producing fruit, or specifically apples ; spec.

in Bot.) applied to trees and plants bearing pomes
or pome-like fruits (formerly including cucum-

bers, melons, and the like), as distinguished fiom

bacciferous or berry-bearing plants.
1656 BLOUNT Glossogr,, Point/emus, that beareth fruit.

1664 H. POWER Exp. Fhilos. i. 48 The Seeds of all pomifer-
ous Plants. 1691 KAY Creation i. (1692) 101 All Pomiferous

Herbs, Pumpions, Melons, Gourds, Cucumbers. 1704 J.

HARRIS Lex. Tec/ttt. I, Poiniferous Trees, ..are such as

have their Flower on the top of the Fruit, and their Fruit

in the Form of an Apple or Pear. 1750 G. HUGHES
Barbadoes 121 By pomiferous fruits I would be understood
to mean all of the Apple kind, such as have thick fleshy
substance inclosing many seeds. 1851 GOSSE Nat. in

Jamaica 145 Sunny, spicy, pomiferous groves. 1893 Cornk.

Alag- July 60 1"he sunny sloping pomiferous town of Hexham.
2. Carrying an apple, nonce-use.

1757 STUKELEY Medaflic Hist. Carausius 29 A coin repre-
sents Adam pomiferous in this manner.

Pomiform (p^u'mif^im), a. [f.
L. type *pomi-

fornii$) i. pomutn fruit, apple : see -FORM.] Having
the shape of a pome or apple.
1858 MAYNE Expos. Lex., Pomiformis,. .having the round

form of an apple .. pomiform. 1892 Tablet 16 Apr. 633 It

would not surprise us if pomiform galls were some day
found on the willow.

Pomiglion, obs. form of POMMELION.

Pomis.e, Pomised, obs. ff. PUMICE, PUMICED.

Pomivorous (^p^mi'voras), a. nonce-wd. [f. L.

pomutn fruit + -VOKOUS.] That devours apples.
1855 BAGEHOT Lit. Stud. (1879) I. 262 The common boy.

The .small and pomivorous animal which we so call.

Pomly, variant of POMELY Obs.

Pommada, -do, var. POMADO Obs. Pom-
made, Pommander, pommaundre, obs. ff.

POMADE, POMANDER.

Pommage (pp'med^). Also 6-8 poraage.

[Cf. F. pommage cider harvest or production, f,

Y.pomme apple + -AGE. In sense 2 perh. a variant

of POMACE.]
fl. Cider. Obs. rare.

1570-6 LAMBARDE Peramb. Kent (1826) 4 In the wealdish,
or woody places,, .of late daies

they
used muche coinage, or

cider for want of barley. 1577 HARRISON England \\. vi.

(1877) i. 161 In some places of England t
there i^ a kind of

drinke made of apples, which they call cider or pomage.
2. = POMACE i.

1789 W. MARSHALL GlocestersJtire (1796)
II. 304 In com-

mon practice, the pomage is pressed, immediately as it is

ground. 18*5 J. NICHOLSON Qperat. Mechanic 291 The
bridge or cross-piece which acts on the pommage. 1884
TtiUDicHUM Alcoholic Drinks 32 The ground apples arc
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termed pommage. A man grinds, with one horse, between

two and three hogsheads of pommage a day.

Pommard, Pomme : see POMABD, POMEYS.

II Pomme, -ee (pom*), a. Her. [F. pommt)
pa. pple. of pommer to come to a round head,

i.pomme apple : see POME.] = POMMETTY.

17*5 COATS Diet. Her. s.v. Pommtttie. A Cross Pom-
mette'e is certainly the same above call'd Pommee and
Pom melee. 1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl. t

A cross-powme, or

Poiiiiit'-'tle, called also trophee^ Is a cross with a ball or

knob, like an apple, at each end. 1882 [see PO.MMELLE].

Pommel (pzrmel), sb. Forms: a. 4-7 (9)

pomel, -elle, 5 poomel, 5-6 pomele, 5-7

pommell, 6- pommel, (6 pomall, poemell,
pomeaw). /?. 5 pumelle, 6 -ill, 6-7 -el, -ell,

pummell, -ill, 6-9 pummel. [ME. a. OF. pomel
(i2th c.in IIatz.-Darm.,mod.F./0w/;/<z) rounded

knob, pommel of a sword or of a saddle, Pr.

pomel, It. pomeUo : late L. type *pontelluin (med.
I,, pomclltis in Du Cange), dim. of poniuni apple

(see POME).]
I. fl. A globular body or prominence; a ball;

a round boss, knob, or button. Obs.

1388 WYCUF Prov. xxv. n A goldun pomel m beddis of

siluer is he, that sp*;kith a word in his time. 1426 LYDG.
De Gull, rilgr. 6717 Lower doun ek ther was set A-nother

poomel, wych off inakyng Was lasse & Round, (to my
st.-emyngl. 1481 CAXTON Myrr. n. xxxi. 125 In the mone is

a body polys-^hyd and fair lyke a pommell right wel bur-

nys-ihed, 1541 COPLAND Guidons Quest. Ckintrg. Fj,

Makynge a party of the orbytall or emynent pomall that is

rounde bryght. 1688 R. HOLME Armoury m. 325/1 He
beareth..a Rowel of six points, at each a pomell or Button.

t 2. A ball or spherical ornament placed on the

summit of a tower, dome, gable, or pillar, at the

corners of an altar, etc.; the ornamental top of the

pole of a tent, a flag-staff, or the like ; a fmial. Obs,

,71330 Florice ff Bl. (1857) 249 The pomel aboue the led Is

hvrout with so moche red. c 1394 P. PI. Crede 562 pou^ a
man in her mynster a masse wolde heren, His sijt schal so

[be] set on sundrye werkes, pe penounes & be pornels &
poyntes of scheldes WiJ>-drawen his deuocion . c 1400
MAUNDEV. (Ro\b.) xxx. 136 Abouen be prtncipall toure er

twa pomelies of gold, c 1500 Melusinc 357 Kuery yere vpon
the last day of August was sene a grete hand that toke the

pommel of the said toure & pullyd it fro the toure. 1720
STKYIMC Stew's Sitrv. (17541 J- ni - v"i- 639/2 A new Cross,

with a Pomel well gilt, [was] set on the Top thereof [the

Spire]. [1842-76 GWILT Archit. Gloss., Pomel^ a globular
protuberance terminating a pinnacle, etc.]

3. A rounded knob; an ornamental knob
generally,

a. The knob terminating the hilt of a sword,

dagger, or the like.

a. c 1330 R. BHUNME Ckron. \Vacc (Rolls) 10037 Ffr ^e

hike vnto f>e pomel Was twenti vnche large. 1470-85
MALORY Arthur 11. .\ix. 99 Merlyn toke his swerd and toke

of the pomel and set on an other pomel. 1584 LYLY Sappho
n. iii, Hee that can. .wears his dagger pomel lower then the

point. 1617 MORYSON Itin. m. 167 The Gentlemen, .that

haue priuiledge to weare Swords, as the Doctors of Ciuill

Law, haue plains pommels to them, neuer guilded. 1864
BOUTEI.L Her. Hist. % Pop. xvii. 256 It is also charged

upon a small shield upon the pommel of his sword-hilt.

/3. 1483 GzM. Angl. 293/2 A Pumelle (A. Pomel), tolus.

1583 FLEETWOOD in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. i. II. 291 His
man haithe stricken the carrman with the pumell of his

sword. 1388 SHAKS. L. L. L. v. ii. 618 The pummell of

Caesars Faulchion. 1685 Lond, Gaz. No. 2050/4 A Rapier
Sword, the Hilt of which was made with a whole Shell, and
a long Bar from the Shell to the Pumel. 1715 tr. Panel-
roltus' Rernm Mem. I. in. iv. 136 The two Pummels or

Ends of this Staff, which jutted out.

f b. The knob on the breech of a muzzle-load-

ing cannon ;
= CASCABEL i : cf. POMMELION. Obs.

1639 R. WARD Aniwadv. Warre 129 The Center of

the pummell or Caskable of the Peece. 1671 W. P. Compl.
Gunner iv. 5 The Pumel or Button at her Coyl or Britch-

end is called the Casacabel. 1692 in Capt. Sinitlts Seaman's
Gram. ii. vi. 94 The Cascabel or Pummel.

j-
c. An ornamental knob on a chair, the cover

of a cup, etc. Obs.

1424 in E. E. Wills (1882) 57 My flat couered pece [of

plate] whith a sqware pomell. ?c 1475 Sqr, l<nve Degre 745
Ye shall.. ryde, my doughter, in a chare, ..Your pomelies
shalbe ended with gold. 15*6 Inv. Goods Dk. Richmond
in Cawdett Misc. (18^5) 19 A Chaire of clothe of golde,

security. . than three of the best merchants.

fd. The pole-star (?the knob of the sky). Obs.

1503 Kahnaer of Skeph. L j b, The stern that we cal the

pomeaw of hewyns & ryght vnder yt ys the sown at the
howr of mydnyght. 1570 LEVINS Manip. 56/45 A Pomel,
fiolas, i.

1 4. A rounded or semi-globular projecting part.
Obs, a. The rounded top of the head

; the crown.
-1386 CHAUCER Knt.'s T. 1831 He pighte hym on the

pomel of his heed.

b. A woman's breast, poet.

Of this pomel will I my selfe rest . . That is, thi selfe, moder,
maide and wifTe, The sustenaunce and solace of my HrTe.

a 1586 fiankis of Helicon 63 in Montgonterie's Poems
(S.T.S.) 275 With yvoire nek, and pomellis round, And
comlie intervall.

C. The lower side of the closed fist.

1644 BULWKR Chirol, 75 The nether part of this Hand in

this posture Chiromancers call the pomell or percussion of

the Hand.
d. A bastion.

1687 A. LOVELL tr. 'L'hei'enot's Trav. 1. 18 A square Castle,
with a Tower, joined to it by a Pomel of a Wall.

5. The upward projecting front part of a saddle
;

the saddle-bow.
a. c 1450 Merlin xiii. igi Their swerdes hangynge at the

pomell of theire sadeles be-fore. 1591 FLOKIO znd Fruites

41 Now hold me that stirop. Get vp, and hold fast by the

pomell. 1711 STEELE Spect. No. 109 p 3 Taking him..
before him on the Pommel of his Saddle. 1809 Med. jfriil.

XXI. 367 The rider.. was forcibly thrown forward on the

pommel of the saddle.

/3. 1620 SHELTON Quix. II. xiii. 79 This bottle hanging
at the pummel of my saddle. 1677 Land. Gaz. No. 1242/4
A large Scar under the pummel of the Saddle. 1730
W. GIBSON Diet. Horses viii. (1731) i*:6 A Saddle broad
under the Pummel is always very uneasy.

II. [? f. POMMEL v., PUMMEL v.]
6. tec/in, a. (\niormpnniinel.) A square-faced

tool used by stonemasons as a punch, b. An
oblong wooden block with a convex ribbed face for

making leather supple and graining it.

1793 SMEATON Edyslone L. 36 The three holes were
broke into one, by square-faced Pummels. 1852 MORI-TT

Tanning -T Currying (\%$-$) 465 All leather should be sub-

mitted to the action of the pommel. 1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mech.,
Pommet, . . a block of hard wood used by curriers in pressing
and working skins to render them supple. It is flat above
and rounded below.

7. The bat used in the game of 'knur and spell'.
1845 [C. ROGERS] Tout Treddlehoyle 's Tlunuts, etc. 39

(E.D.DJ I'urd-caiges, pumils, waukin-sticks, an' knurs. I

1870 Kautlsd^s E?>. Bi'y's Ann. Jan. 48 The bats, or i

sticks-, known as pommels. 1893
' SILPHEO' Random Rhymes

8 (E. D. D.) Those who the 'pummel
'

well can wield With
'

spell and bullet
'

take the field.

8. Comb. Pommel-foot, pummel-foot, club-foot.
\

1861 W. liAKNi;s in Macm. Mag. June 127 Man may be
marred.. by perverse fashions as in the pummel feet of
Chinese \vom<;n. 1895 Xyd. Sec. Lex., Poiiiiiu'l/bot, a syn.
for CluI'/Mt.

Pommel (p#'mel\ v. Also 6 pomel^l : see

also PUMMEL, [f.
POMMEL sb. 3 a, lit. to strike

with the pommel of a sword instead of its edge or

point.] trans. To beat or strike repeatedly with

or as with a pommel ;
to beat or pound with the

fists ;
to bruise.

1530 PALSGR. 662/1, I pomell, I beate one aboute the eares,

je torchc. a 1548 HALL Ckron., Hen. I 111 49 b, Y duke
. . tooke hym . .and pomeled so aboute the bed that the bloud

yssued out of hys nose. 1768-74 TUCKER /. Nat. (1834) I. i

645 Calling in his imps to hold their arms while he pommels
j

them. 1821 LAMB Elia. Ser. i. Old Boulters I. T., He.. I

pommelled him severely with the hilt of it [a sword]. 1863
OUIDA

' Held in Bondage (1870) 70 There is a degree of [

absurdity in two mortals setting solemnly to work to pom- \

mel one another.

Hence Po'mmelling, -eling vbl. sb.; also Po'm- :

meller, -eler, one who pommels.
1824 W. IHVISG T. Trav. I. 334 The old man's ire was

somewhat appeased by the pommeling of my head. 1874
JJuKNAND My Time xvii. 146 A contention in which your
pommellings are active. 1890 Cent. Diet., Pommeler.

t Fomme'lion. Obs. Forms : 8 pomiglion,
pummelion, 9 pommillion, pomelion, pom-
melion. [An unexplained extension of POMMEL in

sense 3 b; said to be originally a sailors' word.]
A cascabel : = POMMEL sb, 3 b.

1769 FALCONER Diet. Marine (1789) Hj, The. .cascabel of

the gun.. sailors call the pomiglion, or pummelion. 1823
CRABB Technoi. Diet., Pomelion, the cascabe), or hindmost
knob of a cannon. 1837 MACDOUGALL tr. Grtiatt's E, Coast
Greenland 74 The entire length of the gun, from muzzle to

pommillion, was sixty-five inches and a half. 1867 SMYTH
Sailors Word-bit., Pontmelwn.

II Pomrnelle, -e!6 (pp'mel^), a. Her. Also

-elly. [F. pommel?., pa. pple. of pommeler (in

obs. sense) to assume a rounded or knobbed form,
f. OF. pommel -. see POMMEL.] = POMMETTY a.

1562 LEIGH Armorie 61 b, A crosse pomelle, Sable. This
is so termed for the roundness thereof at the endes. 1725
COATS Diet. Her., Poiitmce, a Cross pomtnillee. i823CKAUu

j

Tecknol. Diet., Pomelled (Her.) or Pommelly. 1882 CL-SSANS

Her. (ed. 3) 62 A Cross, the limbs of which are terminated

by a single ball, is termed a Cross Pomme, or Pommelle'.

Pommelled, pomelled (p-meld), a.
j

Her. [f. POMMEL sb. + -ED *.] Of a sword :

Having the pommel of a specified tincture.

1766-87 PORNY Her. (ed. 4) 182 Three Swords in Pile . .

Pearl, pomeled and hilled Topaz. 1864 BOUTELL Her.
Hist. $ fP- xx '- Jo ;ed. 3) 317 A sword erect gu., hiked
and pomelled or.

b. = POMMELLE. 1823 [see prec.].

Pommes, obs. form of PUMICE.

Fommetty (p^meti), a. Her. Also 7 -etie,

8 -et6e. [a. F. pommetii!, f. pommette, dim. of

pomme apple.] Terminating in a knob or knobs,
as the arms of a cross. So f Po'mmeture, Obs.

[a. obs. F. pommeture], the condition of being

pommetty.
1611 COTGR., Pommettc', ee, pommetie ; . . Pomtneture,

pommeture ; or the being Pommetie. 1709 HEARNE
Collect. 6 Nov. (O.H.S.) II. 302 Three Crosses pometuus.
1766-87 PORNY Her. (ed. 4) Diet., Pommetty, this is said of
a cross, whose extremities terminate with a button or knob
at each end, like an apple.

Pomniey (po'mi). dial. Also pommy, pum-
my. [app. a. obs. F. pom{tii)ee, pomeye cider, also

apple sauce (Godef.) : L. type *pomata ; see PO-
MADE. But it may be a popular corruption of

POMACE (pommis.poinmice), or in some other way
related to that word.] = POMACE i.

1843 FALKNER in Jrnl. R. Agric. Sac. IV. 11. 383 The
pommey (that is, the pulp after it has been pressed) will

generally contain a large number of entire seeds. 1874 T.
HARDY Maddi'igCririudll. 275 Saying

' ware o' the pommy
ma'am ; 'twill spoil yer gown '. 1886 ELWORTHY \V. Somer-
set Word-bk., Puriimy, ground apples, in process of cider

making. Always so called before the juice is expressed ; and
the same word is applied to the refuse when pressed dry ;

this latter is, however, sometimes called cider-muck.

Pommice, -is, obs. ff. POMACE, PUMICE.

Pommill : see POMELY a., dappled.
Pommillion, variant of POJIMELION Obs.

t Pomming-atone. Obs. = PUMICE STONE.

1613 SWETNAM Arraigum. Worn. (1880) p. xv, In their

loue a woman is compared to a pomming-stone, for which

way soeuer you turne a pomming stone it is full of holes.

Pommy, var. POMMEY ;
obs. form of PUMICE.

II Poiuce'rium. Rom. Antiq. Also 7 pome-
rium. [L. pomcerium, -mlriuni, i. post behind +

ma'rus, murus wall.] The open space running
inside and outside the walls of a city, which was

consecrated by the pontifex and ordained to be left

free from buildings ;
= POMEKY. Hence transf.

1598 R. GRENEWEY Tacitus Ann. XII. vl (1622) 162 After

that, the circuit or pomcerium was augmented, according to

the fortune and riches of the Kings. 1618 DACON Let. to

King 2 Jan. in Cabala (1654) I. 9 The City grown from

wood to brick, your Sea-walls or Pomeriiiiii of your Island

surveyed. 1814 Regent's Park 25 It reserves a great pomce-
rium for the public health and recreation. i852CoNYBEARB
& HOWSON St. Paul (1862) II. xxiv. 382 The ancient wall,

with its once sacred pomcerium,was rather an object for anti-

quarian interest ..than any protection against the enemies.

Pomois.obs.f. POMACE. Pomolio: seePiMiLO.

Pomolo, variant of POMELO.

Pomology (ponvlodgi). [ad. mod.L. pomo-

logia, f. pom-um : see POME and -LOGY. So F.

pomologie (Littre').] The science and piactice of

fruit-culture ; also, a treatise on fruit-culture.

\1-&Gcntl. Mag. LXXXV1II. I. 160/1 Repeated experi-

ments . . which I made for the promotion of Pomology.

1839 Ponwlogical Mag. I. 106 Diel, in his Pomology..
suggests its having been derived from a kind of Spanish

gold coin called a real. 1851 R. HOGG (title) British Pomo-

logyThe Apple. 1880 Sat. Rev. 8 May 613/1 No intelli-

gent pomologist, whether grower or amateur, should neglect
to furnish his shelves with so thorough a directory, .to our

more familiar branch of pomology, apple and pear fruits.

Hence Pomolo-gical (\ ov-mo-) a., Pomologist.
1839 (title) The Pomological Magazine ; or, Figures and

Descriptions of the most important varieties of fruit culti-

vated in Great Britain. Ibid. 14 The Summer Bonchretien

Pear. . . By some Pomologists it is supposed to be the Regalia
of Valerius Cordus. 1856 EMERSON Eng. Traits i. 14 Our

pomologists . . select the three or the six best pears
'
for a

small orchard '. 1863 D. G. MITCHELL My Farm ofEdge-
wood 153, I once had the hardihood, in a little group_of

pomological gentlemen, to express a modest opinion in praise

of the flavor of the Bartlett pear.

Pomona (pom^na). Rom. Mythol. [L. /V-

mdna.] The goddess of fruits and fruit-trees;

hence, the fruit-trees of a countiy, or a treatise

on them (zi.flora). Pomona green: see quot. 1842.

1584 PEELE Arraigum. Paris i. i, To them that do this

honour to our fields Her mellow apples poor Pomona yields.

1706 PHILLIPS, Pomona, a Nymph of Latium reckon'd lobe

the Goddess of Orchards and Fruits ; whence the Word is

taken for a Title to several Treatises of Fruit-trees. 1727-

46 THOMSON Summer 663 Bear me, Pomona, to thy citron

groves. 1833 T. HOOK Love tf Pride, Widmti il, The

pleasing viridity. .of her mother's pomona pelisse. 1842

D. R. HAY Nomencl. Colours (1846) 44 Pomona green is

the popular name of all full-toned greens in which yellow

predominates. 1873 E. SPON Workslto/i Receipts Ser. i.

48/1 The rose colour, cornelian red, and pomona green

require a less degree of heat.

PomoniC (pomp-nik;, a. [f.
POMONA + -1C.]

Consisting of or pertaining to fruits.

1864 in WEBSTER. 1890 TALMAGE Patlttu. Life, Jcstis

332 (Funk) What floral and pomonic richness '.

fPomoLVn. Obs. rare. [a. F. pouinon lung.]

The lungs.
13.. K. A/is. 4374 (Bodl. MS.), He carf his herte & his

Pomoun [v.r. pomon] And prew hym ouere his arsoun.

Pomp (ppmp), st>. Also 4-7 pompe, 5 pumpe.

[a. F. pompe (I3th c. in Du Cange) :-L. pompa,
ad. Gr. Tro^inr/ a sending, a solemn procession,

a train, parade, display, pomp, f. nep.itftv to send,]

1. Splendid display or celebration, magnificent

show; splendour, magnificence.
c 1315 SHOREHAM iv. 260 Who hys hit bat neuer ylroujt

Of pompe bat he se} ? 1340 HAMPOLE Pr. COHSC. 7077 pus
salle alle bair pomp oway pas, And be als thyng bat never

was. 1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 317 b/2 For the pompe of

my clothynge men calle me Margaryte. 1535 COVERDALE

Wisd v. 8 What profit hath the pompe of riches brought

solempnte. 104 HAKS. t. ill. . 354 ..

Royall Banner, and all Qualitie, Pride, Pompe, and Circum-

stance of glorious Warre. l33 Br- HALL Hard Texts

-. Commw. II. Ixih. 453 H<: generally avoids

publicity, preferring the substance to the pomp of power.

b. with a. and//.
1651 JEK. TAYLOR Half Dying v. j) 8 (ij2j) i>o In the
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grave of her husband, in the Pomps of mourning. 1847
EMERSON Rcpr. Mftt, Shaks. Wks. (Bohn) I. 352 The church
has reared him amidst rites and pomps.

C. jig. .Said of the splendours of nature.

CJ75O SHENSTONE Elegies i. 39 Where the turf dilTus'd its

pomp of flow'rs. 1825 LONGK. Sea-Diver vii, I saw the

pomp of day depart. 1868 HAWTHORNE Atncr. Note-Bks.

(1879) I*- 48 The whole landscape is now covered with this
indescribable pomp.
f 2. A triumphal or ceremonial procession or

train ; a pageant ; a splendid show or display
along a line of march. Obs.

1482 Monk of Evesham (Arb.) 43 By the vyctoryse
pompysof herenmyes. i53oP.\i.SGR. 256/2 Pompe tryumphe,
triumphs. 1576 GASCOIGSE Steele Gl. (Arb.) 58 In olden
dayes, good kings.. Contented were, with pompes of little

pryce. 1583 FUI.KE Defence xxi. (Parker Soc.) 564 As for
the Greek word jro/iTreuen-, it signifieth to go in a solemn
pomp, such as your processions are. c 1618 MORYSON Itin.
iv. iv. i. (1003) 334 In the Pompe thewemen goe first and of
them the best and the neerest frendes next to the herse.

1667 MILTON /'. L, vii. 564 The Planets in thir stations
list rung stood, While the bright Pomp ascended jubilant.
1770 GOLDSM. Des, Vill. 317 Here, while the proud their

long-drawn pomps display. 1807 ROBINSON Archseol.
Crxca i. i. 7 Those pomps or processions of young men and
damsels. .who. .displayed themselves at the festivals.

. fig. (Cf. (nun.)
MILTON P. L. vm. 61 With Goddess-like demeanour

went ; Not unattended, for on her as Queen A
1667

forth sh
,

pomp of winning Graces waited still.

t C. fig. Said of any great natural movement.
'595 DANIEL Civ. IVars n.

vji,
How Thames, inricht with

many a Flood. .Glides on, with pompe of Waters. 1712
AnoisoN Sped. No. 420 F 3 Worlds .. sliding round their
Axles in such an amazing Pomp and Solemnity.
f3. Ostentatious display; parade; specious or

boastful show ; vain glory ; esp. in phr, pomp and
pride. Obs.
fX35 Spec. Gy IVarw. is^Gret los of pompe and pride.

171340 HAMPOLE Psalter xxxi. 12 paire pompe in speche,
fordo it, that neghis noght til the in meknes. c 1400 Destr.
Troy 3785 Pompe and proude wordis ay be prinse hated.
1525 LD. HERNERS Froiss. II. ccxxv. [ccxxi.J 704 Bycause
they suffVed the prelates of the churche to medell so moche ;

therfore some sayde, it was tyme to abate their pompes,
and to bringe them to reason. 1563 B. GOOGE Efflogs, etc.

(Arb.) 98 For all the pompe and Pryde, the Bodie tournes
to dust. 1653 MILTON Hirelings (1659) 49 After a long
pomp and tedious preparation out of heathen authors.
1705 STANHOPE Paraphr. III. 376 Deceiving the World with
a Pretence and Pomp of Godliness. 1772 PRIESTLEY Inst.
Relig. (1782) II. 390 A mere piece of pomp and parade.

b. //.
In the baptismal formula, repr. 1,. pompa or pomps dia-

bali (2nd c., Tertull.), orig. the processions, public shows,
spectacles of the circus, etc., associated with or sanctioned
by the pagan worship (see sense 2 above) ; then, more
vaguely, any 'shows

'

held to be under the patronage of the
devil; finally (from i7th c.) tacitly transferred to those of
* the world

', and associated with its 'vanities'.

1303 R. BRUNNK HandL Synne 4665 Y forsake be, here,
Satan, And alle J>y pompes, and all thy werkys. 1526 Pilgr.
Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 169 b, Whether thou renounce &
forsake y deuyll & all his pompes. 1548-9 (Mar.) Bk. Comm.
Prayer, Catechism, That I should forsake the deuil and all
his workes and pompes, the vanities of the wicked worlde.
[1603 the deuill and all his workes, the pomps and vanities of '

the wicked world.] 1746 EARL OF KILMARNOCK in A. McKay
Hist. Kilwarnock (1880) 89 The pomps and gaudy shows
of the world. 1835 MRS. SHERWOOD Stories Ch. Catech.
(1873) 401 Q. What are pomps and vanities? A. All kinds
of fine things which we use, or wear, to gratify our pride or
vanity. 1845 G. A. POOLE Churches vii. 73 His armorial
bearings (the very essential hieroglyphic of the pomps of
this world which we renounce at Baptism). 1858 Miss
SEWELL Amy Herbert x. 128 The pomps and vanities of
the world are different to different people. If Susan Rey-
nolds. .were anxious to.. wear a silk dress like yours, she
would be longing for pomps and vanities, because she would
be coveting something beyond her station.

1 4. concr. Something to make a brave show.
1632 BROME NortJu Lassc i. ii, Here's five peeces to buy

pomps against my Sisters Wedding.
5. Phrases, f Magistrate of thepomps : a sump-

tuary officer in Venice, t To save one s pomp : see

quot. 1 80 1.

1705 ADDISON Italy 78 The Magistrate of the Pomps is

oblig'd by his Office to see that no Body wears the Cloth of
another Country. 1801 Sporting Mag. XVIII. 101 To
save one's pomp at whist, is to score five before the adver-
saries are up, or win the game.
6. Comb.

t
as pomp-fed, -like, -loving adjs.

1711 HICKES C/tr. Priesth. (1847) II. 107 The highest
pomp-like celebrity of words. 1813 SHELLEY Q. Mab iv.

245 A pomp-fed king. 1903 BRANDES/W;/rfi. iii. 24 An en-
thusiastic and unpractical people . . pomp-loving and volatile.

tPomp, vl Obs. [f. prec. sb. Cf. late L.
pomptire to do (a thing) with pomp (Sedul.) ; obs.
F. pomper to celebrate with pomp, act splendidly,
etc.] intr. To exhibit pomp or splendour; to
conduct oneself pompously. Also pomp it. So
t Po'inping

1

a., in pomping priife t prob. a corrup-
tion oipomp and pride : see prec. 3.
1:1500 Sir Beues (Pynson) 172 He pryked forth before the

oste For pompynge pryde to make great boste. 1555
BRADFORD Supplic. B ij b, For example, take their pomp-
ynge pryde. c 1631 B. JONSON Expost. w. Inigo Jones 29
\\ hat is the cause you pomp it so, I ask ?

Pomp, v.2 Now dial. [A variant of pawp,
radical of pamper vb. See PAMP v. (the existence
of which it confirms).] trans. To feed (any one)
luxuriously, feed up, pamper.

[? a 1400: see PAMPZ/.] 1509 HAWES Past. Pleas, v. (1554),
The pomped carkes wyth fode delicious They did not fede.

[1518 SKELTON Magnyf. 2012 Where that ye were pomped
with what that ye wolde, Nowe must ye suffre bothe hunger
and colde. 1884 LAWSON Wore. Gloss.,Powp } v., to pamper
or feed up; spoiled children are said to be pomped up;
also horses and other animals for sale. 1896 OUTIS Vig.
Mon. in Berrow's Wore. Jrnl. (E.D. D.), [The ladies] wuz
hall pomped hoffand togged up.

Pomp, pompe, obs. forms of PUMP.
Pomp, erron. form of Pup v
II Pompa. Latin for POMP.
^1704 T. BROWN tr. JEncas Sylvius* Lett. Ixxxii. Wks.

1709 III. n. 79 'Tis true, you put on Mourning, .and all the

Poni^a Roeiin wonderful Decency and Order. 1850 LFITCH
tr. C. O. Mtiller's A nc. Art 387 (ed. 2) 503 Pan. .silting. .

over a grotto in which the great mother and the nymphs..
are likewise receiving a poinpa.

Pompadour (p^mpadu-u). Also 8 pompe-
dore. After the Marquise de Pompadour, mistress
of Louis XV (1721-64), used subst. and attrib.

to designate fashions, a colour, etc. : either con-

temporary by way of compliment, or in later times
with reference to the fashions of her time.
1. gen. Designating fashions of dress, hair-dress-

ing, furniture, etc. : see quots.
i75z_MRS. DELANY in Life $ Corr. (i86n III. no, I think

there is a time of life., when very gaudy entertainments are
as unbecoming, as pink colour and pompadours ! 1755
Ibid. 321, I don't know what you mean by a pompadour,
unless it is what we call in this part of the world *.fdisse\
which in plain English is a long cloak made of satin or

velvet,.. lined or trimmed with silk, satin, or fur, ..with slits

for the arms to come out and a bead like a capuchin.
1756 Univ. Mag. XIX. 133/2 No decent coif but just before
Was grandly plac'd a pompedore. 1765 Ibid. XXXVII.
366/1 Much resembling the modern pompadour. 1849
Sidonia Sore. I. Pief. 9 In her hand she [Sidonia] carries a
sort of pompadour of brown leather, of the most elegant
form and finish. 1889 ']. S. WINTER' Mrs. B,>b (1891) 77
She had a Pompadour stick with a big silver knob on top.
1890 Cent. Diet., Pompadour parasol^ a form of parasol
used by women about 1860, having a folding handle, and
generally covered with moire antique, or other heavy silk.

2. A shade of crimson or pink ; also, a fabric
of this colour. Also attrib.

j$6 Cow PER in Connoisseur No. 119 79 His taylor . . having
dressed him in a snuff-coloured coat, instead of a fompa-
dour. 1762 SMOLLETT L. Greaves xxv. (1793) II. 272
Mr. Clarke was dressed in pompadour, with gold buttons.

1787
( G. GAMBADO' Acad. Horsemen (1809)31 He .. ever

recommended a coat of pompadour, or some conspicuous
colour. 1840 HOOD Up Rhine no His coat was chocolate

brown, with a pompadour velvet collar. 1896 Daily News
29 May, The stall-holders will be in the dress of Irish

peasants green petticoats, pompadour polonaises, and ker-
chiefs worn picturesquely over their heads.

3. Designating a pattern consisting of sprigs of
flowers in pink, blue, and sometimes gold, scattered
on a white ground.
1807-8 W. IRVING Salmag* (1824) 146 My aunt. .put on

her pompadour taffeta gown, and sallied forth to lament the
misfortune of her dear friend. 1835 Court Mag. VI.
Fashions

p. ix/2 Pompadour satins, a white ground em.
broidered in bouquets of different flowers in colours, are
much in request. 1889 Pall Mall G. 9 Jan. 6/1 A very
becoming loose cloak of some pompadour-looking material.

1902 ll'estm. Gaz. 7 July 3/2 Wearing a delicately Pompa-
dour-patterned muslin frock.

4. A tropical S.American \xt&(Xipholenapompa-
dora)j characterized by the brilliant crimson-purple
hue of its plumage. Also attrib.

1759 G. EDWARDSG&a*tux III. 275-6 The Pompadour.. .

Birds taken in a French prize... They were said to be for
Madam Pompadour. It being a Bird of excessive beauty,
I hope that Lady will forgive me for calling it by her name.
..Mr. Brisson..calls it Cotinga Pourpre. 1871 W. H. G.
KINGSTON Banks ofAmazon (1876) 462 The delicate white

wings and claret-coloured plumage of a lovely pompadour
would glance from the foliage. 1893 NEWTON Diet. Birds
86 Xipjiolenapompadora known as the Pompadour Chat-
terer, is of a hue scarcely to be seen in any other bird.

5. a. U. S, A fashion of dressing men's hair.

Also advb.

1895 Weekly Examiner (San Francisco) 19 Sept. 1/7
Henry Jacob has a pompadour and a profile not unlike
Durrani's. 1905 News (Maiden, Mass.) in \Vestm. Gaz.
7 Nov. 12/1 Because Congressman Roberts has been so
successful a campaigner and still had his hair cut pompa-
dour, it does not follow that General Bartlett can win with
his hair cut banged.

b. A style of arranging women's hair, in which
it is turned back off the forehead in a roll, some-
times over a pad. Also attrib,

1899 ll'estm. Gaz. n May 4/^2 The hairdresser.. might. .

cease to coax us to the conviction that a .. pompadour puff
of his manufacture were better. 1901 Daily Neivs 23 Mar.
6/6 The hair dressed low in the neck and arranged in a
Pompadour roll round the face. 1904 Daily Chron. 7 Oct.
8/5 It is absolutely impossible for a woman., to produce the
strange erections known to-day as Pompadours, Regency
curls, &c., naturally.

Pompal (ppTnpal), a. rare. [ad. late L. pom-
palis: see POMP and -AL.] Of the nature of a
1

pomp
'

or procession ; splendid, showy.
1650 TRAPP Comm. Num. x. 7 The sound of Gods word,

must not be broken or quavering ; (Pompall Tertullian
calleth it), a

178$ Fall Duch. Gloster in Evans Old Kail.
(1784) I. 318 In height of all his pompal majesty, From Cob-
ham's house with speed he marry'd me. 1850 LEITCH tr.

C. O. Miille^s Anc. Art 336 (ed. 2) 397 In Dionysian
pompal processions.

Pompano (pp'mpano). Also pompono, pom-
pinoe. [a. Sp. pdmpano, applied to a stromateoid

j fish, Stromateitsfiatola,~\
1. One of various \V. Indian and N. American

fishes, highly esteemed for the table; as a. In the

\V. Indies, Trachynotus carotinus, a deep-bodied
fish with blunt snout, b. In California, Stroma-
teus simillimiis. c. In Florida, Gems olistho-

stoma, known as the Irish pompano.
1863 Rrssi-iLL Diary Xorth <V South I. 340 The be.->t dish

; was, unquestionably, the pompinoe, an odd fish, .something
like an unusually ugly John Dory. 1885 Pall Mall G.
7 Mar. 5/1 Soft shell crabs, terrapin, canvas-back ducks,
blue fiOi, and the pompono of New Orleans, are all wonder-

; ful delicacies. 1888 GoODK Amcr. Fis/ics 198 The Pom-
! pano . . is not an angler's fish. 1891 V, STUART Adv.
\

Forests S. Amcr. 138 Another excellent fish was the pom-
pono, several of wliich jumped on board.

2. Pompano-shelL A bivalve shell of the genus
, Donax\ a species of wedge-shell, found on the
coast of Florida. 1890 in Cent. Diet.

(Said to be so called because eaten by the pompano.)

f Porupardy. Obs. rare. Alleged name for

|

a disease of horses.

1630 J. TAYLOR (Water P.) Navy of Laud Ships \Vks. i.

90/1 The Chinegall, the Nauclgall, Windgall, bpurgall, ..

!
the Anticore, and the Pompardye.

tPompatic fp^mpcu-tik). a. Obs. [ad. late L.

pompaticus showy, splendid ^Tertull.", 'i.pompatus,

prop. pa. pple. of pompCire to do ^a tiling) with

pomp, f. pompa POMP $h^\ Pompous, splendid,
ostentatious. So "j* Pompa'tical a. Obs.

1535 Jons AP RICE in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. in. II. 356 In
his going he is too insolent and pompatique. 1610
Hi 1

. CARL.ETON Juried. 78 He deuiseth by the pride of this

Pompaticall title to subdue to himselfe. a 1677 BAKROW
rape's SH/L'I. (16^7) 122 These pompatick, foolish, proud,
perverse, wicked, profane words. [1903 Ci. F. UKOVVNI-. St.

Aldhelm 255 The genius of Aldhelm was on the whole too

pompatic to be pleased with the lilt of pentameters.]

Pompeiail (p^mprian), a. Also 9 Pompeiian.

i

[ad. L. Pompeian-ns^ f. Pompeii', see -AN.] Ol or

pertaining to Pompeii, an Italian town, buried by
an eruption of Mount Vesuvius in the year 79 A.D.,
and since 17-;? gradually laid bare by excavation.

Hence Pompeian red
y
a shade of red resembling that

1 found on the walls of houses in Pompeii.
1834 LYTTOX /Vw/v// I, i:i, A tolerable notion of thu

Pompeian houses. 1882 J. H ATTON in Harder's Mag.
Dec. 21/2 The balustrades of the .stairs, Pompeiian red.

t Pompelmoose, pampelmouse prm p-,

pse'mp'l|ms). Forms : 7-8 pompelmoes, 7

pampelimouse, 8 pomplemose, pumplemus,
8-9 pompelmoose, 9 pompel-mos, pompel-
mousse, -mouse, -mous

; puniple-, paniple-

mousse, pampelmouse ;
also 7-9 pumplenose,

8 pumble-, pummel-, pimple-nose. [A name
which arose in the Dutch Indies in I7th c., and is

given by early writers as the Dutch name of the

fruit. Du. pompelmoes is recorded from 1676; F.

pampelimouse t^now pamplerwwsse) from 1696.
There is no native name in Malaysia resembling pompel-

fiioes; the Javanese name is djeroek, the Chinese yit. In
the opinion of Dr. Kern of Leiden, who has given special
attention to oriental words, this is a compound, ofwhich the
second element is prob. limoes (in Fr. orthography li/nottsse),

a name applied to this fruit in Old Javanese, Malay, and
J.runpung, borrowed from the Pg. fitnoesp}. of limao^ lemon,
citron, under which the Portuguese included the species of
Citrus found by them in the East. In Malay, limu or
limau is still used in this general sense. The first element

may prob. represent the Du. pompocti pumpkin, in reference
to the large size of Citrus dentmana, so that pomfelimoes,
pompelmoes may have been compressed forms QfpO)n6oen-
ltioes,'\. e. 'pumpkin -like citron ', an apt descriptive designa-
tion. The i\&me.powpone was actually applied to the fruit

by Tavernier, Voyages aux Indcs t Paris 1676, Eng. trans-

lation, London 1677 : see PoMPION 2. The corrupt Tamil
oambolwas, given by Littre and Hat7.-Darm. as source of

the Fr., with the more correct Tamil pampalimastt, and
numerous variants cited by Watson, Yule, etc., are merely
corruptions of the Du. or Fr. form. The fruit is not native

to India, but was introduced from Java (app. in the i7th c.),

in Ceylon under its Dutch name ; in Bengal its source is

indicated by the designation Batavl-nlmbu or nebfi, Batavian
Citron.]

The large fruit of Citrus decumana^ a native of

Java and Malaysia, now established in many
tropical countries, called also SHADDOCK ; esp. the

larger variety : cf POMELO. Also the plant itself.

[1676 SCHOUTEN Oost-Indische Voy. II. 165 De vrucht by
de Nederlauders/fw/f/w/fcjjen byde Portuguesen/#/&'rt
genoemt, i. e. The fruit named by the Dutch pomfelmocs,
and by the Portuguese jamboa.} 1696 SLOANE Catal.
riant. Jamaica 212 Malus arantia, fructu rotundo maximo
pallescente humanum caput excedente. Malus Arantia

Indica, fructu omnium maximo, pumpelmus dicto medulla

pallescente...
The Shaddock Tree. In hortis & agris Insu-

larum Jamaicae & Barbados ubique provenit. 1696 PLU-
KENET Almag. 239 in Sloane Voy. Jamaica I. 41 Belgis
orientalibus Pompelmus, Virginiensibus nostratibus (ab^In-
ventoris nomine qui ex Ind. orient, ad oras Americanas primo
transtulit) Shaddocks audiunt. 1697 Ph*{* Trans. XIX.
587 They have Limons, Citrons, Pampelimouses, Limes.

1699 DAM PIER I'oy. II. I. vii. 125 The Pumple-nose is a

large Fruit like a Citron, with a very thick tender uneven
rind, a 1706 RUMPHIUS Herbarium Amboin. (1741) II. 96
Limo Decumanus, Pompelmoes, Lemon Cassomba quam
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ob ejus magnitudinem Decumanam cognovimus. 1711

C. LOCKYER Trade in India vi. 177 The Pumplemus
is' like a pale Orange, contains a Substance much like

it, and is five times as big. 1737 tr. Bruyn's Trav. II.

Ixv. 92 Two large Pompelmoeses. 1770 Cook's I 'oy. Dec. in

Hawkesworth's Voy. (1773) III. 734 Pumplemoeses, which

in the West Indies are called Shaddocks. These were

well flavoured, but not juicy. 1773 E. IVES Voy. India

468 Chaddock . . the fruit .. grows as large as a man's head,

and is round; it is a fine pleasant fruit,.. there are plenty
of them at Ceylon and other places, and they commonly
are called pumple or pimple-noses. 1792 FORREST I- oy.

Mergui Archip. 32 In his garden we found limes, oranges
and pummel noses. 1794 Gentl. Mag. LXIV. n. 811/2 The
woods of Leuconia produce the poinplemous, a kind of

orange near five inches in diameter. ..This is what our

sailors commonly call the pumblenosc. 1813 MARIA
GRAHAM "Jml. India 96 The fruits are. .the pamplemousse
or shaddock, the plantain and the orange. 1846 LINDLKY

Veg. Kingd. 458 The Orange, Lemon, Lime, Shaddock,

Pompelmoose, Forbidden Fruit, and Citron, Indian fruits.

Pompeon, -eous, obs. ff. POMPION, POMPOUS.

tPomperMn, pompirlrin. Obs. Also 8

pome-pirk. [Origin uncertain : ? f. pome or pome-

pear] A ' small drink
' made from refuse pomace

and water ; ciderkin.

1637 J. TAYLOR (Water P.) Drinke f, Welcome A iij b, The
sixt sort of Brinish drinkes is Pomperkin . . being nothing but

the Apples bruised and beaten to mash, with water put to

them. 1744-50 W. ELLIS Mod. Husiaiutiii. IV. iv. 15 The
Produce of large Quantities of Cyder, and what we call

Pompirkin, or Cyderkin. Ibid. V. i. 101 1'opne-pirk, which

they generally prefer to any of the best small Beer.

Pompernickel, obs. form of PUMPKHNICKEU

t Po'mpery. Obi. rare. [ad. OF. pomperie

pomp, display, f. pompe PUMP sb. : see -EKV.]

Pomp, splendour, magnificence.
c 1400 Beryn 2668 The vij sciencis, & eke lawe of Armys,

Experiments, & pompery, & al maner charmys. c 1440
Gestn Rom. xlii. 170 (Harl. MS.) pe whictie in tyme of

baptime made homage to god, & forsoke the devill and alle

his pomperis. 1491 CAXTON Vitas Pair. (W. de W. 1495)

I. xli. 65/2 In her grete beaulte and pompery.

Pompet, -ett, obs. variants of PUMPET.

Pompey (pfinpi), v. [Extended form of POMP
.- ; a word of Dickens.] trans. To pamper.
1860 DICKENS Gt. Expect, vii, When I was old enough,

I was to be apprenticed to Joe, and until I could assume
that dignity I was not to be what Mrs. Joe [Gargery] called
1

Pompeyed ', or (as I render it) pampered. 1885 Daily News
13 Oct. 4/8 Now boys are

'

pompeyed', in a Pumblechookian

sense, to a degree which makes men envious. 1892 Sat. Rev.

20 Aug. 213/2 This kind of notoriety cannot but
'

pompey
'

boys.

Pompeyous, obs. form of POMPOUS,

Pompholygous (p^mfjrligM), a. [f. as next

+ -ocs.j Affected with pompholyx. Also Jig.

puffed up.
1855 TENNYSON in Ld. Tennyson Mem. I. xix. 410 That

mighty man, that pompholygous, broad-blown Apollodorus,
the gifted X. 1858 MAYSE Ji.rffs. Lex.,Pompholfgodes,..

pompholygous.

Pompholyx (pc'mfJliks). [a. Gr. iron<j><j\v(

(-\vy-j a bubble, the slag of ore.]

fl. I'hem. Crude zinc oxide, flowers of zinc.

1678 PHILLIPS (ed. 4), Pompholi-t [1708 Pompholyx], a
small and volatile spark, which whitest Brass is trying in

the Furnace, flies upwards and adheres to the upper part of

the Furnace. 1715 BRADLEY Fain. Diet. s. v. Prick infoot,
The Ointment of Pompholix is also an excellent Remedy
for Oxen that are prick'd in the Feet. 1836-41 BRANDE
Chem. (ed. 5) 771 The whiter parts of such oxide used to be

called pompholix, and the gray . .portions, tutty. 1866 WATTS
Diet. Chem. IV. 688 Pompholyx, an old name for impure
zinc-oxide, sublimed in the roasting of zinc-ores.

2. Path. A vesicle on the skin ; also, an eruption
of vesicles, without inflammation or fever, appear-

ing chiefly on the palms of the hands and the soles

of the feet.

[1706 PHILLIPS, Pompholyx, a Bubble of Water.] 1818-20

E. THOMPSON tr. Cullen's Nosol. Method, (ed. 3) 328 Pom-

pholyx ; Water Blebs. 1822-34 Good's Study Med. (ed. 4)

II. 359 Certain peculiarities of erysipelas and pompholyx.
1899 Alllmtt's Syst. Mcd, VIII. 751 In addition to the

typical pompholyx vesicle, sudamina are often present.

Pompian, obs. form of POMPION.

II Pompier (pp-mpisj). [F. pompier (ponpy),
i.pompe Vvavsb. : see -IEH.] The French name for

a fireman. Hence Pompier ladder, a firemen's

scaling ladder, having a central pole and cross-

bars for rungs, and a hook at the top to attach it

to a building, etc.

[1838 H. GREVILI.E Diary (1883) 120 Last night the Italian

Opera House was burnt to the ground, and poor Severini..
lost his life, as did several of the pompiers.} 1893 Westm.
Gaz. 6 June 4/3 Their apparatus consisted of a water tower,
a gun shot life line, a pompier ladder, and two horses. 1905
Prot. Alliance Mag. Aug. 89/1 Rescue was effected.. by
means of Pompier ladders.

t Pompi-llion. Obs. rare 1
. [Cf. POMPION 2.]

A term applied in contempt to a man.
a 1625 FLETCHER Women Pleas d in. iv, He, hang him,

poore Pompillion.

Pompillion, erron. f. POPULEON', an ointment.

Pompine: see next. Pompinoe, var. POMPANO.

Pompion, pumpion (po'mpian). Now rare.

Forms : 6 7 pompon, -one
; (6 pompine), 6-7

pompeon, 6- pompion, pumpion, (7 pom-,

pumpian). [Orig. a. obs. F. pompon
' a pumpion

1104

or melon' (Cotgr.), nasalized form of popon, foil-

poll, also in l6th c. pepon, ad. L. pepo, -oncm, a. Gr.

Ttintuv, -oi'-, large melon, pumpkin. trom F.

also MDu., Du. pompoen. In Eng. pompon has

undergone two anomalous transformations, first to

pompeon,pompion,pttmpion, and finally (.opiitnkin,

PUMPKIN, q. v.]

1. The large fruit of a cucurbitaceous plant (Cu-
curbita Pepo) ;

a pumpkin ;
also the plant itself.

a. 1545 ELYOT Diet., Pefo,.. a kynde of Melones called
'

Pompones. 1555 EDEN Decades 127 Gourdes melones cu-

cumers pompons citrons. 1587 HARRISON England n. xiii.

(1877) i. 259 An acre of ground, .whereon to set cabbages.,

pompons, or such like stuffe. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny xix. v.

14 Now when they exceed in greatnes, they be called

Pepones, i. Melons or Pompons.
/3. 1573 TUSSER Huso. (1878! 95 Herbes and rootes to

boile or to butter.. .Pompions in May. 1577 [see POME-

CITRON!. 1588 PARKE tr. Mendozas Hist. China 326 They
1

haue great store of Maiz, ..pompines and metlons. 1640

I
BROME Sparagus Garden in. viii, Pompeons are as good
meat for such a hoggish thing as thou art. 1637 R. LIGON

, Barbadoes 33 Pompians of a rare kind, almost as sweet as

Milions. 1828 W. IRVING C0/K^K.rxii. (1848) 1.380 Melons,

gourds, pompions, and cucumbers.

y. 1599 R. GARDINER Kitch. Card. 12 Pumpions, Cucum-

bers, Beanes and Radish seedes. 1626 BACON Sylva 486
Take Cucumbers, or Pumpions, and set them (here and

there) among Musk Melons. 1771 LADY MARY COKE Jrnl.

22 Nov., Yesterday I tasted some bread the half of which

was made with pumpion. 1796 C. MARSHALL Garden, xv,

Pumpions are raised on a moderate hot-bed in April or May.

f 2. Sometimes applied to the I'OMPELMOOSE. Obs.

1677 J. PHILLIPS tr. Tavernier's Voy., India in. xxiii. 199r>

spungy, but of an excellent taste. 1704 tr. Jan Nieuhofs
Kast Indies in Churchilts Voy. II. 326 The apples call'd

pompions by the Dutch \orig. De vmchlen of appelen, pom-

pelmoesen by d'onzen . . genoemt], .. grow scarce anywhere
else in the Indies but in the Isle of Great Java,

f 3. Applied in contempt to a (big) man. Obs.

son of a starv'd usurer. 111625 FLETCHER & MASSINGER
Cast. Country i. ii, What Should I call thee? Pompeon,
Thou kisse my lady?
4. t a. attrib. Jig. Swelling, big, magniloquent.
a 1670 RACKET Alp. Williams i. (1692) 120 Without pum-

pian words and ruffling grandiloquence.

b. Comb, as pompion-bottle ,
-twine

; pompion
berry : see quot. 1872.
1672 tr. Berniers Mem. Gt. Mogul III. 16 That. .the

servants may easily, with their Pompion-bottles, water them.

1840 BROWSING bordello n. 775 Observe a pompion-twine
afloat. 1872 SCHELE DE VERE Americanisms 403 Hack
berries or Pompion berries.. are obtained_

from a shrub..

(Celtis occidentalis), and are sweet and edible.

Pompious, obs. f. POMPOUS. Pompire, pom-
poire, var. POME-PEAB. Pompirk, -pirkin :

see POMPERKIN. Pompkin, obs. f. PUMPKIN.

tPomple, pnmple. Obs. [Etymology un-

ascertained.] Some kind of fodder for oxen used

in the north of England in the 1 4th century.
One suggestion is that it was vetches (Lathyrus salivas)

still commonly sown with oats as green fodder ; another

that it was a mixture of pease and oats, which was even in

the iglh c. a common fodder in the district. But the season

of the year in the one case, and the association with hay
(cumjetu) in the other, make difficulties.

134^7
Durham Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 42 [Feb.] In xliij

.. -Tiple et teno emp.
travis straminis et viij travis de Pomple cum feno

e_mpt. pro
bobus pascendis. 1350 Ibid. 44 (December] In. .iiij travis

de Pumple. 1349 Fincliale Invent. (Surtees) p. xxxiii,

six acres on . . Bury (or Berry) Court Farm in Cliffe,

near Rochester, Kent, was long known as
'

Pompill Croft ',

. .in a bill in Chancery, .temp. James I, . .' Pumple Croft '.]

Pomplemose, variant of POMPELMOOSE.

Pompless (pimples), a. [f. POMP sb. + -LESS.]

Without pomp.
1792 R. CUMBERLAND Calvary (1803! II. 7 The cold dust,

in which I sleep Pompless and from a scornful world with-

drawn. 1848 LYTTON K. Arthur vn. Ixii, With burghers in

his pompless train.

Pompoleoil (pcmpoa-ltfn). [a. F. pompolton

(Littre) ;
cf. Citrits Pompoleum, the shaddock, in

Buisson 1779 ; app. connected with pompelinoose^\
A name in some places of the SHADDOCK or

POMPELMOOSE (Citrus decumand).
1837 Penny Cycl. VII. 215/2 Shaddocks .. when they

arrive at their greatest size they are called Pompoleons, or

Pomplemousses. 1848 D. W. HOFFMEISTER Trav. Ceylon

99 Tropical fruits new to me, pompoleons or shaddocks,

jamboos, and mangoes.

Pom-pom (pp'mp(>m\ [From thesound of the

discharge.] The name given during the South

African war, 1899-1902,10 the Maxim automatic

quick-firing gun : see MAXIM sb2 Alsoy?^., and

attrib. as pom-pom ,f, ammunition.
1899 Daily Nc-.vs 6 Dec. 5/4 Automatic guns, nicknamed

POMPOUS.

pom-poms. Ibid. 26 Dec. 2/3 An automatic gun, which

Tommy Atkins, with his aptitude for expressive phrases,

promptly christened
' Pom ! Pom !

'

1900 Ibid. 5 Mar. 2/3
Near where the '

pom-pom
'

gun was placed, is the over-

flowing supply store. Hid. 25 June 3/3 We secured a

Hotchkiss gun, 500 rounds of pom-pom ammunition. 1908

Westin. Gaz. 27 Jan. 1/2 The fact.. has never influenced

him. .towards a modification of his verbal pom-poms.

Pompon (pp-mpffl), Uponpon,;. Also 8 pong
pong, pomponne, 8-9 pompoo'n, 9 pompom,
ponpon, pompone. [a. F. pompon (1725 i

Hatz.-Darm.) a tuft, top-knot ;
of uncertain origin ;

possibly a colloq. deriv. of pompe, POMP.
OF. \ai\pompon, POMPION, but this seems unconnected.]

1. A jewel or ornament attached to a long pin ;

a tuft or bunch of ribbon, velvet, flowers, threads

of silk, etc., formerly worn in the hair, or on the

cap or dress
;
now worn on women's and children's

hats and shoes, and used to ornament the borders

of mantles
; also, the round tuft on a soldier's

or sailor's cap, the front of a shako, etc.

1748 Song in Charmer (1751) II. 51 While you're placing
a patch, or adjusting pong pong. 1748 Lomi. Mag. (Fairholtj,

Pmz-pong, an ornament worn by the Indies in the middle of

the forepart of their head-dress. Their figures, size, and

composition are various, such as butterflies, feathers, tinsel,

coxcomb lace, etc. 1753 CHESTERF. in li'orld No. 18 P n
' How do you like mfpompon, papa?' continued my daughter
. .putting up her hand to her head, and showing me in the

middle of her hair a complication of shreds and rags of

velvets, feathers, and ribbands, stuck with false stones of a

thousand colours. 1754 MRS. DF.LAXY in Life r Corr. (1861)

III. 300 Lady Betty is to have a very fine sprig of pearl

diamonds and turquoises for her hair, by way ofpompottnc.

1782 Miss BUHNEY Cecilia i. v, A milliner may have sent

a wrong pompoon. 1826 Hist, i'elham, Muss. (1898) 191

Voted that the town will furnish the Money to purchase

Pompons and feathers. 1840 BAIUIAM higoL Leg. Scr. I.

Leech I-olkest., Pieces of black pointed wire with which,

in the days of toupees and pompoons, our foremothers were

wont to secure their fly caps and head-gear. 1887 Daily
Nevis 6 Jan. 3/1 Black gauze doited over with pompons of

chenille of about the size of a shilling. 1897 S. CRANE in

Westm. GHZ. 3 May 2/2 The blue sailor bonnets with their

red pom-poms.
2. A variety of Chrysanthemum, and of Uanlia,

bearing small globular flowers. Also attrib.

1861 Morn. Post iaNov.,The pompons, or dwarf chrysan-

themums. 1866 Treat. Bot. s. v. Chrysanthemum, Chry-
santhemums are classed by growers into Large-flowered,

Anemone-flowered, Pompons, and Anemone-flowered Pom-

pons. Ibid. s. v. Dahlia, A race of pompons ith remarkably
small flower-heads has been obtained. 1891 Times 15 Oct.

5/5 The four great divisions of show dahlias, cactus dahlias,

decorative dahlias, and pompons.
Hence Po-mponed a., decked with pompons.
1753 World No. 22 ? 7 Exhibiting themselves in public

places,.. patched, painted and pomponed. 1767 \iomanoj
fashion I. 109 The Head frizzled, egretted, pomponed,

befeather'd, and beribbon'd all over.

Pompon, -pone, a pumpkin : see POMPION.

Pompoon, Pompose: see POMPOX, POMPOUS.
In 5 pomposite.Pomposity

[ad. med.L. pompositas : see PoMPODS and -ITV.]

The quality of being pompous.
fl. Pomp, solemnity. Obs. rare 1

.

1431-50 tr. Higtlen (Rolls) I. 41 lulius Cesar ordeneide by
the cownselle of the senate sette in pomposite alle the

worlde to be dimencionate.

2. Display of dignity or importance in deport-

ment or language ;
ostentatiousness. (In quot.

1620 as a mock-title.)
1630 SHELTON Quix. (1746) IV. xi. 92 Let not your Pom-

posity forget to write to me. 1763 in Boswell Johnson

25 June An affectation of pomposity, unworthy of a man of

genius. 1841 D'!SKAELI A men. Lit. (1867) 135 Furious

Latinisms, bristling with polysyllabic pomposity. 1879

M. ARNOLD Mixed Ess., French Critic on Goethe 302 Some

acute remarks on the pomposity of diction.

Pompons (pampas). a. (adv.) Also 5 pomp-

yus, 6V. pomposs, 5-6 -ouse, 5-8 -ose, 6 -os,

Sc. -us, 6-7 -eous, 6-8 -ious. [
= F. pompeux

full of display (i4th c. in Hatz.-Darm.), ad. late

L. poinposus pompous, stately, solemn, f. pompa
POMP : see -ous.]
1. Characterized by pomp or stately show; magni-

ficent, splendid ; t processional.
1430-40 LYDG. Bochas viu. xxvi. (MS. Bodl. 263) 2 With a

gret host, most Pompous in his glorie. 1528 ROY Rede me

(title-p.), I will ascende makynge my state so bye That my
pompous honoure shall never dye. 1561 T. NORTON Calt'tn s

Inst. IV. xix. (1634) 724 They, .goe in a long pompous shew

to carrie a Pageant of holy oyle. 1638 Jumul Paint.

Ancients do The Poets bring..upon a stage.. all what is

pompous, grave, and delightfull. 1720
WATERLAND Eight

Serm. 175 Upon this Occasion, . . it pleased God, in the

and other pompous shows. 1896 T. F. TOUT Etha. I, iv. 82

At the head of a pompous embassy.

2. Characterized by an exaggerated display of

self-importance or dignity ; boastful, vain-glorious,

arrogant; consequential, pretentious, ceremonious;

of language : inflated, turgid.

1386 CHAUCER Monk's T. 565 Was neuere Capitayn

vnderakyng. .moore pompous in heigh presumpcioun Than

Olofcrne. ^1460 Wisdom 1125 in Macro Plays, Conforme
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yow not to }>is pompyus glory, But reforme in gostly felynge.

1529 MORI; Dyaloge ni.Wks. 225/2 Iftheykepe fewseruauntes
we call them nyggardes. If they kepe many we cal them

pompouse. 1631 WE EVER Anc. Fun. Mon. 785 Coming,
after a pompous and bragging manner. 1749 CKESTERF.
Lett. (1792) II. 311 In spite of all the pompous and specious

epithets he may assume. 1804 Med. Jrnl. XII. 108 It has,

however, often been dignified with pompous names. 1814JANE
AUSTEN Mansf.Park viii, Mrs. Rushworth, a well-meaning,
civil, prosing, pompous woman, who thought nothing of

consequence, but as it related to her own and her son's

concerns. 1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) I. 118 Those who
spin pompous theories out of nothing.
comb, 1897 FLANDRAU Harvard Episodes 44 In one hand

he carried a pompous looking bottle.

B. as adv. = POMPOUSLY.

1754 SHEBBEARE Matrimony (1766) II. 55 The Earl having
talked extremely pompous of the Honour and Antiquity of
his Family.

Pompously (p^'mpasli), adv. [f. prec. + -LY 2
.]

1. In a pompous manner; with magnificence or

splendour ;
in pomp or state.

i5*3 DOUGLAS sEneis xi. ii. 53 And bad thai suld tak

gud kepe and attend, To leid the pray per ordour pompusly,
1596 LODGE Marg. Amer. 125 Their horses, were all pom-
pously garnished with golde and siluer. 1737 J. CHAMUF.R-
LAYNE St. Gt. Brit. i. in. (ed. 33) 275 The Benefactor's Body
having been pompously buried before in Barbados, was
yet. .brought over.

2. With display or parade ; with affected dignity ;

ostentatiously, vauntingly.
1718 HICKES & NKI.SON J. Kcttlewell in. li. 318 Prefer-

ring Truth and Righteousness to all other Considerations
how Pompiously soever set ofT. 1847 C. BRONTE J. Eyre
viii, This charge which Mr. Brocklehurst has weakly and
pompously repeated at Second-hand.

Fompotisness (p^mposnes). [f. ns prec. -t-

-NESS.] The quality or condition of being pom-
pous ; see the adj.

1447 BoKENKUl Seyntys (Roxb.) 243 Quoth Agas I sey yt
for no pompousnesse A jentyl wumman I am as bern

wytnesse [etc.]. 1583 GOI.DJNG Calvin on Dent. clx. 992 If

wee haue wherewith to maintaine ourselues well, we fall to

gluttonie, pompousnesse, whoredom, and other loosenesse.
1660 JER. TAYLOR Duct. Ditbit. \. iv. Rule ii. f 14 They
[Christ's miracles] had nothing of pompousness and ostenta-
tion. 1793 Gouv. MORRIS in Sparks Lifefy Writ. (1832) II.

283 The pompousness of this Embassy could not but excite
.the attention of England. 1870 LOWELL A mong tny Bks.
Ser. i. (1873) 76 In verse, he had a pomp, which, excellent
HI itself, became pompousness in his imitators.

Pompyll: see POMELY a.

II PomumCp^'mym). Bot. Obs. [L.,
= fruit of

any kind; in med.L. an apple.]
= POME I b.

1760 J. LEE Introd. Bot. \. vi. (1765) 14 Ponntin^ is a fleshy
or pulpy Pericarpium without Valve, containing a Capsule.
1785 MARTVN Rousseau's Rot, xxviii. (1794) 451 They all

agree \\\,.&pomnm for a fruit.

Pomyce, pomys, obs. forms of PUMICE.

Pon, obs. f. PAN sb.\ PAWN st>.
1

(at Chess),
POND, PONE 3. Ponade, -ado, obs. if. PANADE a

,

PANADA. Ponard, obs. form of PONIARD.
Ponce (pyns). slang. [perh. from POUNCE t'.]

(See quots.)
[1861 MAYHEW Lond. Labour III. 354/1 The 'pounceys',

(the class I have alluded to as fancy-men, called 'pounceys
'

by my present informant).] 1873 Clerkenivell News 27 Jan.,
Prostitutes, or their

'

ponces
'

or bullies. 1888 Pall Mall G".

13 Oct. 3/1 The ruffians who form the rank and file of the

predatory gangs, are almost always the bullies or '

ponces
'

of prostitutes.

II Ponceau (pons<r). [F. (OF. pouncel poppy,
1 2th c. in Hatz.-Darm.).] The bright red colour
of the corn poppy. Also the name of a coal-tar

dye of red colour.

1835 Ladies' Cabinet Feb. 135 Those [flowers] of cherry
colour, .are now superseded by ponceau, which has a much
better effect by candle-light. 1861 J. BROWN Horx Subs.,
Myst. (1882) 131 A gown of rich ponceau satin. 1885
GOODALE Physiol, Bot. (1892) 19 [Name of the dye] Ponceau.

Foiicelet (pfrnslet). [After J. V. Poncelet,
a French mathematician, 1788-1867.] A unit for

measuring the rate of expenditure of energy, equal
to TOO kilogrammeters per second.

Poncer, Ponchion, obs. fT. POUNCEB, PUNCHION.
Poncho (pfntjo, pp*n|0). Also 8 puncho,

paucho, 9 poncha, ponche. [a. S. Amer.-Sp.
ponehoi a. Araucanian poncho, pontho. (See Febres
Diet. Araucanian 1 765, repr. 1 883, Granada Vocab.

A'ioplattnse, Montevideo 1890.)] A South American
cloak, consisting of an oblong piece of cloth with
a slit in the middle for the head ; hence applied
to similar garments worn elsewhere: seequot. 1849.
1748 Earthquake of Peru iii. 287 The Men instead of

the Poncho have a Surtout made like a sack. 1768 J. BYRON
'Narr. Patagonia 174 A puncho, which is a square piece of
cloth, geneially in stripes of different colours, with a slit in
the middle of it wide enough to let their heads through.
'783 JUSTAMOND tr. Raynafs Hist. Indies IV. 207 The
savages supply it [Chili] chiefly with the Pancho. 1844
G. DODD Textile Manuf. iv. 137 The 'poncho', or South
American cloak, of which specimens are to be seen in the
smart shops of some of our London tailors. 1849 Hfastr.
Lond. News 5 May 296/2 One of the chief novelties of the
season, suitable for promenading or for evening wear, is the

Poncho, a description of shawl mantilla, somewhat re-

sembling, in shape, the mantilla worn by the Spanish
senoras.

^ 1869 E. A. PARKES Pract. Hygiene^. 3) 323 The
poncho is a piece of oilcloth with a slit in the centre,
through which the head is put. 1887 J. BALL Nat. in S.
Amer. 179 A genuine poncho woven by the Indian women.

VOL. VII.

b. atlrib*) as poncho-ma p

ttre.ss, a poncho
adapted for use as a mattress.
1862 Catal. Internet. Exhib. II. xn. 26 Granulated cork

poncho-mattress.
Hence Po'nchoed a. [-ED

2
], wearing a poncho.

1901 SIR M. CONWAY Bolivian Andes xxv. 289 The sun

shining on this field of ponchoed natives.

Ponchovu)n, ponchong, obs. ff. PUNCHEON.

Pond(pfnd), sb. Also 4-7 ponde, 4-5 poond(e,
poundej 5 poynde, 5-6 pownde, (7 pon) ; dial.

7-9 pownd, 9 pound. [MK. ponde , app. a variant

of POUND st>.~, which is commonly used in the

same sense in Sc., and Eng. dialects.]
1. A small body of still water of artificial forma-

tion, its bed being either hollowed out of the soil

or formed by embanking and damming up a natural

hollow. Often described according to its use, etc.,

as a compensation-pond (for a canal, etc.), dwck-

pond,fsh-pond> mill-pond, parish or village pond,
skating- or cnrling-pond, etc. Formerly often spec.
--=

fish-pond.
^1300 A". Horn 1173 (Laud MS.) My net hys ney

honde In a wel fayr ponde {{fart. MS. hende .. pende ;

Camlrr. MS. stronde]. 1387 TREVISA Uigden (Rolls) I. 69
Wateres fallynge of be

bluest
hill of Paradys makeb a grete

ponde {aquae lacnm ejficnint\. 1388 WYCLII- 7V. cxiii[i]. 8
Which turnede a stoon in to pondis [v,r. a poond ; 1382
pooiis] of watris. 1398 TREVISA Barth. De P. R. xin. xiv.

1

(1495) 447 A ponde is water gaderyd to fedynge of fysshe,
though ofte gaderynge of water wythout fysshe be callyd

i ponde by contrary meanynge. ("1425 I'oc. in Wr.-Wiilcker
652/35 Hoc stagnuW) poynde. c 1450 Pot. Poems i Rolls) II.

228 Hit isashiewde pole, pounde.ora welle, That drownythe
1 the dowghty, and bryngethe hem abeere. 1483 Cath. Angl.
i 286/1 A Poonde, . .piscina, stagniuii, "'iuarium, 1552

j

HULOI-:T, Ponde for fyshe, lucana^ piscina. . . Ponde to washe
! shepe \\\)prol>atica piscina. 1622 DIJAYTON* roty-olb. xxviii.
I 1197 Near to the foot ..it makes a lit tie pon, Which in a little

space converteth wood to stone. 1622 CAI.LIS Stat. Sewers
(1647) 60 A Pond Is a standing Ditch cast by labor of mans
hand in his private grounds for his private use,.. but a Pool

I is a low plat of ground by nature, and is not cast by mans
i hand. 1676 LADY CHAWORTH in i-ztk Rep. Hist. MSS.
Comm. App. v. 34 Drownded by the breaking of ice upon
a pond where he was sliding. 1684 G. MERITON Praise
Yorks. Ale 132 Our awd meer is slidden into th' pownd.
1756-7 tr. Keysler's Trar. (1760) IV. 346 A large pond, or

i ditch, on the east side of the city wall being drained.

1879 Miss JACKSON Shropsh. M'ord-bk. s. v. Pounded, A
mill-pound is the backwater which is held in reserve for the

supply of the mill. 1880 Miss URADDON Just as I am ii,

The pond and the fountain were as old as the house.

b. Locally in England (esp. in Surrey), also in

New England, etc., applied to a natural pool, tarn,

mere, or small lake; in colonial use also to a pool
in a river or stream.

1480 CAXTON Dcscr. Brit. 6 Ther is a grete ponde that

conteyneth Ix ilondes. 1765 T. HUTCHINSUN Hist. Mass.
I. 459 The Nipnets .. were seated upon some lesser rivers

and lakes or large ponds, more within the continent. 1809
KENDALL T>av. II. 39 Valleys and hollows that contain
small streams, and lakes or pools, in New England always
denominated Ponds. 1855 Trans. Zool. Soc. Land. I. 234
A tranquil part of the river, such as the colonists call a
*

pond '. 1900 G. C. BRODRICK Mem. $ Impress, xiv. 304
The county of Surrey, with., its numerous heaths, its lonely
tarns modestly called 'ponds ',

its hollow lanes.

C. transf. and_/r.f.

1536 TINDALE Rev. xix. 20 These bothe were cast into a
ondeoff fyreburnynge with brymstone. 1555 R. SMITH in

'oxe A. y M. (1583) 1697/1 That I may passe out of this

ponde,Wherein I am opprest. 1792 A. YOUNG Trav. France
65 His pond of quicksilver is considerable, containing 25olb.

2. Applied Jig. or humorously to the sea, esp.
the Atlantic Ocean ; cf. HERRING-FOND.
1641 Time's Alterations in N. Wallington Notices Chas. I

(1869) II. App. 306 It seems that you have taken flight over
the great Pond, pray what newes in England? 1665 SmT.
HERBERT Trav. (1677) 374 Through this Womb of moisture
the great pond of the World (as Bishop Hall terms the

: Ocean). 1780 Royal Gaz. (N.Y.) 22 Jan., Then Jack was

j

sent across the Pond To take her in the rear, Sir. 1832
MOTLEY Corr. (1889) I. ii. n, I should have been very sorry
to have crossed the Atlantic (or the pond, as the sailors call

it) without a single storm. 1864 THOREAuGx/t? Codx. (1894)

329 It is but a step from the glassy surface of the Herring
Ponds to the big Atlantic Pond where the waves never
cease to break. 1902 Onting (U.S.) June 345/1 [They]
have hardly sustained their reputation on either side of the

big pond.

3. In a canal : = POUND sb2 q. v.

4. attrib. and Comb., as pond-beetle^ -carp,

-dregs, -earth, -maker, -mud, -mussel^ -side,

-water', pond-apple, a small tree (Aitofia taitri-

folid) of the W. Indies and Gulf States, or its

fruit (Cent. Diet. 1890) ; pond-barrow: see

quot. ; pond-bay, a clam
; ( pond-caster, one

'

who digs out ponds; pond-dogwood, the Button-

j

bush of N. America (Cephalanthus occidentalis] ;

pond-duck, the wild duck ; pond-fish, (a) a fish

usually reared in a pond, as the carp ; () spec.
in U. S., a fish of the genus Pomotis or Lepomis,
a sunfish or pond-perch; pond-head, a bank or

dam which confines a pond ; pond-hunter, a
naturalist who investigates pond-life; pond-land,
marsh, fen-land

; pond-life, the animals, esp. the

invertebrata, that live in ponds or stagnant water ;

pond-lily, a water-lily, as the yellow Nuphar

pon
Fo>

|

httea, or the N. American species N. advena, or the

white A'ymp/ixa alba\ pond-perch = pond-fish (l>}\

pond-pickerel = PICKEREL t b; pond-pine, see

PlKK sb.% 2
; pond-shrimp, a fairy shrimp (FAIKY

C. 2) ; pond-snail, any freshwater snail inhabiting

ponds; pond-spice, a N. Amer. shrub (Litssa or

Telranthera geniculata] growing in sandy swamps
(Miller Plaut-n. 1884); pond tortoise, -turtle

\U* S.}, any freshwater tortoise of the family
Emydid8&\ a terrapin or mud-turtle ; pondwort,
knight's p., \Yaler-soldier (Stratiotcs) ; f pond-
yard, a yard containing a fish-pond or ponds.
1845 Statist. Ace. Scott. XIV. Koss-sfiin 254 On the

j

north-west side of Knock-farril is a circular enclosure or

ring, formed of small stones, having the earth somewhat
scooped out in ihe interior. . .They are not unlike the *pond-
barrows of Wales...The common people call them fairy-

I folds. 1863 SMII.KS Indust. Biog. 32 Dams of earth, talU-d
'

"pond-bays', ueic thrown across wati-rconrst-s. 1602 l>nr-

ford Reg. (Hist. MSS. Comm.) Varr. Collect, \. 166 [Wav.es
for the day] For a *Bondcaster. .iij. 1655 ibid. 172 For

1
a Pondcaster v 1

. 1778 [W. MARSHAL!.] Minutes Agric.,
Obsew. 22 *Pond-diegs laid on a clayey .Meadow, in

November, are of no obvious service. 1774 (lui.nsM. Naf,

\

Hist. VI. 120 *Pond-ducks. . have a straight and narrow
bill, a small hind toe, and a sharp pointed train, a 1677

i HALE /';//. O>-ig. Man. n. ix. roS Carp-, Tench, ai.d
' divers other 'Pond-fish. 1567 in F. J. Uai^ent Crondal

Kt'c. (1891) 166 Myllts, \\eares, myltlammes, hi >I!.L:<"-,

pondes, and *ponde iieadcs \\itliin the same mannor. 1821
CLARE l'i/1. Miustr. II. ^4 On the sloping pond-head. 1896

Daily Nfn>s 12 Dec. 6/2 Kept in captivity. , in the "poiul-
hunter's aquarium. 1686 \st Cent. Hist. Springfield (1899)
II. 270 Twenty acres, .of "Pond or Low Land by the Way
to Hadk-y. 1886 E. A. BUTLER (title') *Pond Life. 1778
J. CARVF.R Trav. N. Amer. 167 The lake is covered, .with
the large 'pond-lily. 1845-50 MRS. LINCOLN Led. Bot. 169

. The white Pond lily, .is a splendid, .plant. 1632-3 Canterb.
RIarr, Licences (MS.), William Cook of Hollingbourne,
*pondmaker. 1707 MORTIMKR Hush. (1721) II. 79 You must
cool the Mould about the Roots with * Pond-mud.and Cow-
dung. 1855 KiNfiSi.EY Glancns (1878) 67 The Cuinmon
*Pond-Mussel (Anodon Cygneus). 1621 LADY M. WKOIII
Urania 471 By a *Pond side, where the Stagge had taktn
soile. 1889 MARY E. BAMTORD U <y Down Brooks 50
"Pond-snails .. surrounded by dancing beetles. 1896 Lv-
DEKKER Roy. Nat. Hist. V. 68 The *pond-tortoises differ

by having the toes fully webbed, and also by the more
elongated tail. 1896 List A mm. Zool. Soc. 556 Kmys orl'i-

Clttaris (L,inn,) t European Pond-tortoise. 1633'!'. JAMES / 'ay.

45 This *pond-water had a..lothsome smell. 1875 Hrxi.i-v
8: MARTIN Elem. Biol. (1883) 47 Chara Mourislies in poiai-
water under the Influence of sunlight. 1578 LVTI-; Dodocns
i. ci. 143 Knights "Pondeworte. 1485 in \\illis it Clark

, Cambridge (1886) II. 235 Pro firma Piscarii vocat' le *pond-

yarde per annum xv". 1796 Sporting Mag. VII. 142 He.,
built Verulam House, close by the pond-yard.

Pond ,pfiul),f. [f. PoNDjA SeealsoPofN'07'.]
1. trans. To hold back or dnm ;// (a stream)

into or as into a pond ;
to pound,

1673 tst Cent. Hist. Springfield iTJ. S.) (1899) II. 119 Pro-
vided It be not prejudiciall to ihe high way i.or to any mans
propriety by ponding up of water. 1694 [bid. 283 [He] did

:
desire.. the stream of Pacowseek Brooke to set a Saw mil

|
on, and the Low land for ponding. 1742 De Foe's Tour

\

Gt. Brit. (ed. 3) I. 319 Another Flood-gate., ponds the whole
1 River [Exe], so as to throw the waste Water, over a strong

Stone Weir, into its natural Chanel. 1840 Evid. Hull
Docks Comm. 139 The water was ponded above the North

Bridge. 1865 GEIKIE Seen. <y Geol. Scot. vii. 200 The mass
'

of ice which choked up the mouth of Glen Spean, and

ponded back the water. 1894 SIR C. MONCRIEFF in Work-
ing Men's Coll. Jrnl. Dec. 130 Drop-gates, to be kept
down during low Nile so as to pond up the water.

fig. 1810 BP. COPLESTOX is Repl. Ediu. AVr-. Mem.
(1851) 299 By so doing, we .. pond back the wealth which

ought to circulate through a thousand ducts and channels.

2. intr. Of water, etc. : To form a pool or pond ;

to collect by being held back.

1857 RUSKIN Elem, Drawing i. 35 The use of turning the

i paper upside down Is to neutralise the increase of darkness
1 towards the bottom of the squares, which would otherwise

take place from the ponding of the colour. 1893 H. M.
WILSON in Whiffy Gaz. 3 Nov. 3/7 So that no sewage can

pond in the channels or escape from them.

t 3. trans, a. To confine in a pond. b. To
dip or submerge in a pond. Obs. rare.

1589 WARNER Alb. Eng. v. xxvii. 120 The Citizens, like

: ponned Pykes, The lessers feede thegreate. 1657 J. WATTS
I Dipper Sprinkled 107 You ran out to the Anabaptist to be

dipt and laver'd in a Pond, or to be ponded and plunged at

Laver [in Essex).

Hence Po'nded ///. a. ; Po'nding vbl. sb.

1589 Penned [see sense 3], 1673 Ponding [see sense i}.

1697 R. PEIRCE Bath Mem. n. i. 251 There is., some

j

Ponded Water also in the little Ditches. 1830 LYELL
Princ. Geol. I. 291 The ponding back, .of this great body
of fresh-water. 1838 MARY HOAVITT Birds ff /*/., Heron
xxxv, Where mountain-torrents run and moan, Or ponded
waters sleep. 1857 Ponding [see sense 2]. 1900 Westm.
Gaz. 10 July 1/3 The cutting of a channel . . set free at first

an enormous quantity of ponded-up water.

Pond, -e, obs. forms of POUND, weight, etc.

Pondage (p^'nded^). [f. POND sb. + -AGE. See

also POUNDAGE.] Storage or ponding of water;

I

the capacity of a pond or dam for holding water.

pondage far beyond the necessities of city supply.

Pondage, obs. form of POUNDAGE.

tFo'nder, ^ Obs. [f.
PONDER v. to weigh,
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PONDER. 1106 PONDEROSITY.

or ? immed. f. L. pondus, ponder- weight. (No
corresponding sb. is recorded in F.)] Weight,
heaviness; in quot. 1613, a heavy blow.

''. 1477 NORTON Ord. Alch. v. in Ashm. Thcat. Chem.
/>>//. (1651') 58 For God made all things, and set it sure, In

Number, Ponder, and in Measure. 1613 HEYWOOD Silver

Age in. i. Wks. 1874 III. 142 Il'e lay so huge a ponder on

thy skull. 1621 G. SANDYS Ovufs Met, ix. (1626) 175 The
rock . . By his owne ponder firmely fortifi'd. 1631 J. Dost:

Polydoron 201 To subtaine the bodies ponder and grossnesse.

t Ponder, sb? Obs. rare. [f. POXDEK v.] An
act of pondering (or ? something to ponder on).
1788 MME. D'ARBLAV Diary u Jan., He.. soon after took his

leave, not without one little flight to give me for a ponder.

Ponder, -dre, sb.'* : see POUNDER *.

Fonder ^pfndoj), v. Also 4 poundre, pun-
dre, 4-6 pondre, 5 -yr, punder (also 9 dial.\ 6

pondur. [ME. a. OF. pomler-er (i4th c. in Hatz.-

Darm.), F. ponderer to weigh, poise, ad. L. pon-
dtrare to weigh, f. pondus, ponder- weight.]

tl. trans. To ascertain the weight of; to weigh.
In quot. c 1470 ahsol. Also_/^. Obs.
^ 1470 HARDING Ckron. cxvi. viii, Vnegally he pondred

then and peysed. 1532 FHITH Mirror Wks. (1829) 263 If

all men living were pondered in one balance. 1547 BOORDE
7jVeT p

. Health Pref. 2 b, To ponder and way the dregges or

portions the whiche ought to be minLstred. 1645 USSHER
Body Div. 203 A Rule, Line, Square, Measure, and Ballance,

whereby must be framed, ordered, measured, and pondered.

t 2. Of a thing : To weigh (so much), to amount
in weight to. Obs.

1524 in Ci. Oliver Hist. Coll. (1841) App. 17 On [chales]..

all goolde, with the Patent of goolde ponderyng 1502. lodwt.

1553 /we'. C/i. t7<wfr(Surtees, No. 97) 89 Two bells, pondryng
by estymacion seven hundreds. Ibid* 92 One chali.se of

sylver, pondring iiij unces.

f 3. To estimate or judge the worth, value, or

amount of; to estimate, appraise, value. Obs.
c 1330 K. BRUNNK Chron, (1810) no pe date of Ihesu

pundred, bat men telHs hi, A bousand a hundred & sex

& britti. 1387 TREVISA Higdcn (Rolls) VII. 155 Kche man
dede aught to be poundred or denied after be entencioun of

hym bat dob. ('1435
B. BURGH Cato in Herrig's Archh>

(1906) CXV. 308 Peise nat the gifte, ne pondre nat the pri-;.

a. 1483 Lil't'r Niger in Hcwseh, Ord. (1790) 23 To pondyr the

dayes of grete festes with the dayes uf abstinence. 1566
PAINTER Pal. Pleas. I. 44 Vertues are not to be pondeied
by the sexe or kinde by whom they be done, but by the

chaste and honest mmde.
4. To weigh a matter, words, etc.) mentally; to

give due weight to and consider carefully; to

think over, meditate upon.
(.-1380 \VYCLIF Sel. Wks. III. 433 }it bei pomlren bias-

phemye in among bis apostasye. c 1420 LVDG. Assembly of
Gods 134 L'onsydie thys mater and ponder my cause. 1511
in \V. H. Turner Select. Rec. Oxford (1880) 4 Y. .pray yow
iiij arbitrors to pondre the seying. 111662 HKYLIN Land
ii. 244 The cause being heard, and all the Allegations on
ljuth >uk-s exactly pondeied, his Majesty . . gave Sentence.

1697 DRYDEN sEneid i. 789 The modest queen. .Ponder 'd

the speech, then briefly thus replies. 1832 HT. MARTISEAU
Demerara \. 13 Alfred pondered the matter as he went
home. 1900 MORLEY Cromwell v. iv. 418 He and the

council had already pondered the li>t of members returned

to the parliament.
b. with obj. clause.

c 1380 WYCLIF ll'ks. (1880) 456 pei ponderen wib bis

suspending bat bey don it for
njjtwuenesse

to teche curatis

obedience. 1519 Intcrl, Four Elements in Ha/,1. Dodsley
I. 7 Which In his mind hath ofttimes pondered, What
number of books, .be made and imprinted. 1587 TURBEKV.

Trag. T. (1837) 151 Pondring in his thought To howe
extreme a poynt by wyle Of Rosmond he was brought.

1848 \\'. H. KELLY tr. L. Blanc s Hist. Ten Y. I. 119 [He]
at that very instant, was pondering only how he might save

that monarch's crown. 1855 PKESCOTT Philip //, I. I. viii.

116 The government should ponder well whether the prize
would be worth the cost.

C. To find or make out by pondering, rare.

1816 H. KER Trav. 117 Expecting he should have to

ponder his way through wilderness on foot.

5. intr. To consider, meditate, reflect
;
to think

deeply or seriously on, muse over.

1605 SHAKS. Lear in.
iy. 24 This tempest will not giue me

leaue to ponder On things would hurt me more. 1697
DRYDEN JEiieid i. 311 Pondering thus on human miseries.

1791 COWPER Odyss. xx. 30 So he from side to side roll'd,

pondering deep. 1832 TENNYSON tEnone 165 Here she

ceased, And Paris ponder 'd, and I cried,
' O Paris, Give it to

Pallas !

'

1840 DICKI-.NS Barn. Rndge xxxi, Pondering on
his unhappy lot. 1881 BESANT & RICE Chapl, of Fleet I.

10 A message from the dead, to keep and ponder over?

T 6. trans. To support the weight or severity of,

to bear. Obs. rare 1
.

c 1485 Dig!>y Myst. (1882) iv. 217 For our failhe &. fidelitee,
He ponderite the rigore Off his passion.

Hence Po'ndering vbL sb.

1535 COVERDALE 2 J/rtcc. .\ii.43 He had some consideracion
& pondringe of y life y l is after this tyme. 1809 W. IRVING
Knickerb. (title-p.) The unutterable ponderings of Walter
the Doubter.

Ponderable (ppTuUrab'l), a. (sl>.) [ad. late

L. ponderabili's that may be weighed : see PONDEK
v. and -ABLE. Cf. F. ponderable (i5-i6th c. in

Hatz.-Darm.).] Capable of being weighed ; having

appreciable weight.
1646 SIR T. BROWN K Pseud. Ep. in. xxvii. 177 If the bite

of an Aspe will kill within an houre, yet the impression
scarce visible, and the poyson communicated not ponderable.

1794 O. ADAMS Nat. <V Kxp. Philos. I. xi. 448 Water con-

stitutes the ponderable part of all aeriform fluids 1860

MAURV Phys, Ceog. Ssn (Low) ii. 120 All substances,
whether ponderable or imponderable. 1881 ARMSTRONG in

Nature XXIV. 450/1 In the ponderable application of falling
water in hydraulic machines.

b. fig. Capable of being mentally weighed ;

appreciable.
1813 W. TAYLOR in Monthly Rei>. LXXI. 306 Still it is

ponderable in the scales of criticism. 1884 SV.MOXDS Shaks,
Pred. ix. 361 Any ponderable qualities of craftsmanship.
B. as sb. A substance or object having weight ;

//. heavy articles.

1856 KANE Arct. Expl. I. viii. 85 Put out all our boats
and filled them with ponderables alongside.
Hence Ponderabi-lity [

= F. ponettrabilit\,
Fo'nderableness, weight, heaviness.

1846 FARADAY Exp, Res. xlix. 368 Let us not be confused

by the ponderability and gravitation of heavy matter. 1846
WORCESTER, Ponderableness. 1890 R. H. HUTTOX .\eivnian
v. fiSgi) 61 The ponderability of the atmosphere.
Poiideral (p^ndsral), a. [f. t*.pondus tponder-

weight + -AL : cf. L. ponderah place where weights
were kept, in origin neuter of an adj. *ponderalis\
also mod.F. ponderal relating to weight (a neolo-

gism in Littre).] Of or pertaining to weight ;
de-

termined or estimated by weight.
1674 JEAKE Arith. (1696) 89 Whether by confounding the

Attick and Roman Sextaries, or the Pounds Mensural or

Ponderal,. .1 know not. 1705 ARBUTHSOTO Coins (1727) 20
Thus did the money Drachma in process of time decrease :

but all the while we may suppose the ponderal Drachma to

have continued the same. 1880 CLEMINSHAW \Vitrtz Atom.
The. 322The atomic weights, .only express ponderal relations.

Fonderance (pfndsrans). [f. L. ponder-are
or ,pondt

{
! er (see PONDER z.) + -AXCE.] Weight ;

gravity, importance. So Po'nderancy, weight,

weightiness; Po'nderant [- F. pondcrant (i5th
c.

1

] : see quot. ; Fo'nderary a.,
= PoxPEnAi..

i8ia W. TAYLOR in Monthly Rev. LXVIII. 503 The
ballanced *ponderance of opinion under Julian. 1881 DI;K-

FIF.I.D Don Quix. 1 1. 468 Which of my exploits are of greater

ponderance in this history? 1676 H. MORE Remarks 44
The virtue of this twelve pound perpendicular *ponder-
ancy is felt entire still. 1768-74 TUCKER Lt. AW. (\%-$i^ I.

122 He will distinguish the glare of tinsel from the ponder-
ancy of gold. 1656 tr. Holies' F.lem. Philos. (1839) 35 1

The body which presses is called the *ponderant. 1845
STOCQUELF.R Handbk. Brit. India (1854) 4 1 '^ne ""^ of the

British Indian *ponderary system is called the tola. It

weighs iSo grains English troy weight.

t Po'nderate, ///. ^- Obs. [ad. L. ponderatus^

pa. pple. of ponderarc to weigh: see PONDER v.]

Weighed : = PONDERATED. (Const, as pa. pple.)
I432*5o tr. Higden (Rolls) VI. 347 Theire intencions be

ponderate afore Allemy^hty God. Ibid, VII. 155 Everycl e

operacion or dede of man awe to be ponderate [Jifirari] after

the intencion of the doer.

Ponderate (pp'ndar^t), v.
[f.

L. pondtrat-,

ppl.
stem cliponderare : see prec. and -ATE ;

i.]

i. intrt a. To have weight or heaviness ; to be

heavy, to weigh, f b. To weigh down, press

down, 'gravitate' (pbs.\
1659 STANLEY Hist. Philos. xm. (1701) 577/1 The Center,

towards which, all things that ponderate are directed in a

streight line. 1664 POWER Exp. Philos. IT. 103 The Ayr..
also ponderates, and is heavy, in its own Atmosphxre. 1698
W. CHILCOT Ei'il Thoughts iii. (1851) 29 The soul, .thereby

..ponderates towards God. 1730 SAVF.RV in Phil. Trans.
XXXVI. 3'ii This must make it apparently . . to ponderate
less, as is the Case of Slilliards. 1775 FALCK Day's Diving
I'csst'l 14 The upper column of water ponderating down-
wards. 1789 T. TAYLOR Proclns* Comm. II. 3 We desire it

may be granted .. that things equally heavy, from equal
lengths, will equally ponderate. 1864 CARLYLE Fredk. Gt.

xvi. xiv. (1872) VI. 300 To ponderate or preponderate there.

t 2. trans. To weigh down, press down; to in-

fluence, bias. Obs.

1670 BAXTER Cure Ch.-Dtv. 156 His opinion,. .or secret

affection, doth byas and ponderate his mind, more to one
side than to the other. 1709 MRS. MANLF.Y Secret Mem.
(1720) II. 232 Those persons .. put Favour and Corruption
in the Hallance, ponderating the Scale, not as they ought,
but as they will.

f3. trans. To weigh in the mind, ponder. Obs.

1513 JAS. IV Let. to Hen. /"/// in Hall Chron. (1548) 30
The greate wronges and vnkyndnes done before to vs and
our lyeges we ponderate. 1560 HOLLAND Crt. Venus i. 760

Thay . . Ponderat weill the fait superlatiue. 1626 JACKSOM
Creed vni. xii. 8 If wee ponderate S* Luke's relation of

his agony aright. 1751-3 A. MURPHY Gray's-ltm Jrnl.
No. 18 They is to ponderate how far they agrees.

f b. intr. (with on, ufoii).
Obs.

a 1653 J. SMITH S?/. Disc, ix. 483 They ordinarily ponder.
ate and deliberate upon every thing more than how it

becomes them to live.

4. trans. To estimate the importance or value of;

to appraise, rare.

a 1649 DRI/MM. OF HAWTH. Answ. to Objections, Wks.

(1711) 214 The baseness of the deed would be ponderated.
1868 Contewp. Rev. I X. 39 Mr. Lowe *

ponderates
'

(as he

says) education more by the value of the thing learnt than

by the value of the process in learning. Ibid. 41 The

attempt to
'

ponderate
'

various kinds of learning.

Hence Po'nderated, Po'nderating ///. adjs.

1892 Harper's Mag. Sept. 505/2 Sarcey's ponderated
common-sense prose. 1890 Cent. Diet., Ponderating sinker,

Fonderation (ppndai^'-Jan). [ad. L. pondera-
tidnem, n. of action f. ponderare : see PONDER v.

So F. pondtration (1519 in Hatz.-Darm.).]
1. Weighing; balancing; adjustment of weight.

1646 SIT? T. BROWNE Psend. Ep. 196 Upon an immediate
ponderation, we could discover no sensible difference in

weight. 1658 Hydriot. ii. (1736) 26 The common Fraud
of selling Ashes by Measure and not by Ponderation. 1706
Art ofPaint. (1744) 28 In the Attitudes, the Ponderation
and the Contrast are founded in nature, a 1735 ARBUTHSOT

(J.),
The quantity of perspired matter, found by pondera-

tion. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. iii. I. 408 The pondera-
tion of air, the fixation of mercury. 1849 Erasers Mag.
XL. 608 A juster ponderation of property would increase
its value by promoting its stability. 1866 MILL in Edin.
RC-V. CXXIII. 303 After a comparison and ponderation of
evidence. 1875 POSTE Gains iv. Comm. {ed. 2) 538 The
numeration, ponderation, or mensuration of the principal.

2. Mental weighing (of the importance of a

matter) ; grave consideration or meditation ; pon-
dering. Now rare or Obs.

'SSfi J- HFYWOOD Spider fy F. Ivi. 43 Weing this thing in

ponderashin, In hering of him what equaltie ye show. 1604
T. WRIGHT Passions vi. 346 Most of those meanes. .require
a certaine meditation and ponderaiion. 1683 E. HOOKER
Pref. Pordage's Mystic Dru. 12 The consideration and
ponderation of which . . maketh mee not so promptly to

approve [etc.], 1711 in loM Rep. Hist. J\fSS. Comm. App.
v. no Your nicest ponderaiion ought to be imploy'd.

f3. Gravitation. Obs. rare.

1661 BOYLE Examen (1682) 95 Ponderation is an endeavour

every way by right lines into the centre of the earth.

4. The fact of weighing more ; preponderance.
1873 F. HAI.L Mod. Eng. 35 It is not the ponderation of

personal evidence for or against a word that should accredit

or discredit it,

f 5. Something that adds weight. Obs.

1609 SIR E. HOBY Let. to T. Higgins 74 Who with a

Catalogue of great names, with Ponderations, and Con-
siderations thinke to beard the truth. 1620 BP. HALL Hon.
J\far, Clergy in. xni, Because his heart told him how light

these proofes were, he layes in the scales with them certaine

graue ponderations.

t Po'nderative, a. Obs. rare. [f. L. pon-
(feral-

1 ppl. stem of pander-are to weigh : see

-ATIVE.] Given to weighing mentally or judicially.
1610 HEALF.Y tr, fives' Comm. St. Aug. Citie of God

(1620) 354 We haue the minde and the ponderatiue Judgment
of reason.

Ponderer (p^ndww). [f.
PONTER^. + -En 1

.]

One who ponders.
1538 ELYOT Diet., Pen<;it[at]or, a ponderer or wayer. Vtr-

borum pe>isitatores subtilis&inii, the mooste subtyll pon-
derers of wordes. 1654 WHITI.OCK Zootomia 149 The
Ponderer and shaper of his Discourses. 1824 SCOTT St.

Ronans x, He made an attempt to attract the attention of

the silent and sullen ponderer.

Fo'ndering, ppl. a. [f.
PONDER v. + -ING 2

.]

That ponders ; meditative, thoughtful.
1680 EvBLVN Diary 18 Apr., He is a sober, wise, judicious,

and pondering person. 1813 BYR^N fir. Abydos I. ii, His

pensive cheek and pondering brow Did more than he was
wont avow.

Hence Po'nderingly adv., in a pondering way.
1647 HAMMOND Power ofKeys ii. 14 When he reades the

Scripture more ponderingly. 1870 MORRIS Earthly Par.
III. iv. 318 And going ponderingly She noted her grey-

shadow slim to see.

t PondeTity. Obs. rare~. [ad. L. ponderitas

(Attius) weight.] = PONDEROSITY.

1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Ponderity, weightiness, heaviness,

ponderosity. 1775 in ASH.

fPo-nderize, v. Obs. rare 1
,

[f.
L.

ponder- weight + -IZE.] trans. To weigh.
1634 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. 150 The sheepe are sweete,

and fattest in the taile, whose weight oft ponderizes twenty

pound, and many times their whole body \?d. 1665 and may
well ballance the rest of the carcass]. [1656 BLOUNT, Ponderizt,

toponder, weitjh, poise, or consider. (Herb. Trav.)}

Po'nderling. nonce-ivd. [f.
PONDERS. + -MNG 1

:

cf. suckling, foundling] A child that is weighed.
1860 READE Cloister *> H. xxxvi, The child was weighed,

and yelled as if the scale had been the font. . . She hushed

her ponderling against her bosom, and stood aloof watching,
whilst another woman brought her child to scale.

Fondermeut (p 'naaimfat). [f.
PONDERS. +

-MEXT.] Pondering, cogitation, thought.

^11763 BYBOM Robbery of Cambridge Coach xii, In deep
and serious Ponderment I watch 'd the Motions of his next

Intent. 1898 MENIE M. DOWIE Cwk of Bough 20 Her

lips folded too tight, her cheeks sucked to the hollows of

indecision, ponderment, and perplexity.

FonderomO'tive, a. Physics, [f. 'L.pondns,

ponder- weight, after electromotive.] That tends

to move a weight ; weight-moving.
1884 tr. Claus'ius in Phil. Mag. Jan. 59. 1884 Hiccs

Magn. Dyn. Electr. Much. 272 The other ponderomotive
force which the rotating helix experiences from its magnetic
iron core.. further depends upon the magnetic moment of

the iron core.

t FO'nderO'Se, a. Obs. rare. fad. L. ponde-
rosus heavy, weighty, {.pondns. ponder- : see -OSE.]

Weighty, ponderous, huge.
[c 1400, (71485: see PONDEROUS i, 3.] a 1734 NORTH Exam.

I. iiL 98 (1740) 191 Bulky Sums paid, ponderose Armies

raised. Ibid. in. vi. 64. 470 A grand Alliance, with the

Emperor and Spain, brought down a ponderose Army out

of Germany.

Ponderosity (pfndwp-rftf). [an. med.L. pon-

derositas (Wyclif r 1381), f. L. ponderosus heavy,

weighty (see prec.) + -ITY.]

1. The quality of being ponderous or weighty;

heaviness, weightiness, weight.

(-1450 LVDG. & BVRC;H Secrees 1798 Whoo slepith we! be

natural re^on, Tyl wombe avoydr at pondorosite, Kxdudyng



PONDEROUS.
seknesse slant in liberte. 1519 Interl. Four Elements

(1530) A vij, The yerth because of his ponderosyte Avoyd-
yth equally the mouyngs great Of all extremytes and

sperys that be. 1555 EDEN Decades 328 Yow owght to

consyder of what ponderositie of weyght they are. 1624
WOTTON A'-c/iit. in Reliq. (1651) 240 Ponderosity is a

naturall inclination to the Center of the World. 1727
BRADLEY Fata, Diet. s. v. Baroscope^ The Tube by its

Ponderosity presses downwards into the Vessel. 1874
CARPENTER Ment. Phys. i. i. 10 (1879) n Those most

general Properties of Matter, resistance and ponderosity.

2. Jig. YVeightiness, importance ; profoundness,
seriousness (obs.} ; heaviness, dullness. (Chiefly
of literary productions or style.)

1589 PUTTEXHAM Eng. Pocsic m. xvi. (Arb.) 185 The most
excellent makers of their time, more . . respecting the fitnesse

and ponderositie of their wordes then the true cadence or

simphonie. 1637 BASTWICK Litany \\. 2 With ail the

ponderosity of Arguments and solidest tractats. 1780 H.
WALPOLE Vertac's Anecd. Paint. IV. Advert. 5 If, as re-

finement generally verges to extreme contrarieties, Kent's

ponderosity does not degenerate intofilligraine. vftfj Minor
107 Your late rare history has conferred so large a portion of

ponderosity on your opinions. 1881 SHAIRP Asp. Poetry v.

139 He falls into ponderosity and pomposity.

Ponderous (p^-ndarss), a. Also 5-7 -owse,
6 -ouse, 7 pondrous. [ad. ft poneUimix(c 1410
in Godef.), ad. L. pondcfostts : see prec. and -ous.]
1. Having great weight; heavy, weighty; mas-

sive ; clumsy, unwieldy.
ci4oo Lanfrancs Cirurg. 88 pe rotynes bat goib out

berof is greet in substaunce, ponderous {Add. MS. pon-
derose] & vneuene. 1486 Bk. St. Allans 1) iij b, An Egle,
a Vawtere, a Melownc . . theis be not enlured, ne re-

claymed, by cause that thay be so ponderowse to the

perch portatiff". 1555 EDKN Decades 16 Clusters of grapes
very ponderous. i6oz SHAKS. Ham. i. iv. 50 Why the

Sepulcher .. Hath op'd his ponderous and Marble iawes,
To cast thee vpagaine? 1725 Port Odyssey iv. 892 The
pondrous engine raised to crush us all. 1805 SCOTT Last
Minstr. Introd. ii, Whose ponderous grate, and massy bar,
Had oft rolled back the tide of war. 1861 THACKERAY
Four Georges i. (1862) 38 The stout coachman driving the

ponderous gilt wagon.
b. fig. (Of things non-material.)

1605 SHAKS. Lear i. i. 80, I am sure my loue's More pon-
derous then my tongue. 1804 J. GKAHAMK Sabbath 771
Ponderous bequests of lands and goods. 1835 BROWNING
Paracelsus iv. 157 To sink beneath such ponderous shame.

fc. Having some weight ;
= PONDERABLE, rare.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. 196 After a draught of
wine a man may seem lighter in himself . .

, although he be
heavier tn the balance, from a corporall and ponderous
addition.

fd. Tending by its weight towards. Obs.

179* SIR W. HERSCHEL in Phil. Trans. LXXXII. 16 If it

be founded on such a construction of the figure of the

secondaries, as makes them more ponderous towards their

primary planets.

2. Of great weight in proportion to bulk ; of high

specific gravity ;
HEAVY a. 2. Ponderous earth)

spar-.
= HEAVY SPAR. ? Obs.

1531 ELVOT G<n>. r. i, The erthe, which is of substance

grosse and ponderous. 1660 BOYLE New E.\-p. Phys. Afec/t.

xix. 143 A Liquor so much less ponderous then Quick-
silver, as Water is. 1669 Contn. New Exp. \. (1682) 37
One of the ponderousest Liquors I have prepared. 1726
SWIFT Gulliver i. ii, Globes, or balls, of a most ponderous
metal. 1800 tr. Lagrangjs Chew. I. 187 It [barytes] was
called Ponderous Earth, Ponderous Spar. 1800 VINCE

Hydrostat. vii. (1806) So The condensed and ponderous air

from the neighbourhood of the pole.

1 3. Jig. Of grave import ; weighty, serious,

important, profound. Obs.

4:1485 Digby Myst. (1882) iv. 1528
The wordes of Andrewe

beyn sadd & ponderose. 1602 FULRECKE ist Pt. Parall. 73
That words be ponderous, and emphaticall, where the

matter seemeth to bleed. 1649 ROBERTS Clains Bibl. 179
Some of acute and ponderous Judgement. 1794 PALEY
Evid. n. ii. (1817) 50, I know nothing which would have
so great force as strong ponderous maxims, frequently urged
and frequently brought back to the thoughts of the hearers.

t 4. Given to weighing, considering, or pondering
matters; grave, deliberate. Obs.

1641 SYMONDS Semi. bcf. Ho. Conim. Bj b, Take what I

am saying into thy most ponderous thoughts. 1646 CRA-
SHAW

Ste^s
to Temple (1857) 35 Both he lays Together : in

his pond'rous mind both weighs. 1647 WARD Simp, Coblcr

('843) 3 The next perplexed Question with pious and pon-
derous men.
5. Of a literary or other task : Heavy, laborious.

Of style: Laboured, lacking lightness of touch;

gravely grandiloquent ; dull, tedious.
a 1704 T. BROWN isf Sat. Persius fmit. Wks. 1730 I. 53

More pond'rous guess with lighter banter meets. 1791
BOSWELL Johnson Introd., Sir John Hawkins's ponderous
labours, .exhibit a farrago. 1874 MAHAFFY Soc. Life Greece
L 3 The ponderous minuteness and luxury of citation in the

works of the former. 1885 J. PAYN Talk of Town I. 20
* Your son has made a good choice of locality', said Mr.

Dennis, in his rather ponderous manner.

Po'uderously, adv. [f. prec. + -LY 2.] Jn a

ponderous manner; heavily, weightily ; gravely.
c 1420 LVDG. Assembly of Gods 9 Slepe me gan oppresse

So ponderously, I cowde make noon obstacle. 1637 BAST-

WICK Answ. Inform. Sir J.
Banks 8 That they may more

ponderously waigh the busmesse in hand. 1859 HAWTHORNE
Fr. fy It.Note-Bks. II. 267 Old houses built ponderously
of stone. 1884 Noncouf, $ Indcp. 16 May 471/1 Mr. C. ..

was ponderously dull.

Ponderousness (p^ndarasnes). [f. as prec.
+ -NESS.] The quality of being ponderous; heavi-

ness, veightiness, weight, a. Of things material.

1107

I 1597 A, M. tr. Guillemcan's />. L'/uno-g. jb/t Whether
the bullet, throughe his ponderousnes, might be descended.

167* Phil. Trans. VII. 4096 By finding out the Ponderous-
ness of Crystal in reference to Water. 1853 RUSKIN S/ones
Vcn. II. vii. io, 239 Thus the greater ponderousness of the

traceries is only an indication of the greater lightness of the

.structure.

b. fig. Of a task, words, style, etc.

1547-^64 R\ui.m\-iN Mor. Phitos. iPalfr.) 28 Pacuuius .. is

commended of Quinttlian for the grauity of his sentences,
the ponderousneshe of his words. 1664 FLECKNQR Love S

Kingd. etc., Disc. En*. Stage G vj, Shakespear excelled in

a natural Vein, Fletcher in Wit, and Johnson in Gravity
and ponderousness of Style. 1881 M. ARNOLD in Macui.

Mag. XLIII. 370/2 The slovenliness and tunelessness of
much of Byron's production, the pompousness and ponder-
outness of much of Wordsworth's.

Pondfolde (a pound) : see PINFOLD.

Fondlet (pp
p

ndlet). [f.
POXD sb. + -LET.] A

very small pond.
1880 BARING-GOULD Mchalah I. xiv, 264 A thin film of ice

was formed about the edges of these pondlets. 1890 I. D.
HARDY New Othello I. iv. 75 Tiny shallow pondlets.

Pond-lock, obs. variant of POUND-LOCK.

f Pondre, v. Obs. rare" 1

, [a. . pondre to lay

eggs: L. poncrt to deposit.] intr. To lay eggs ;

to engender, breed.
c 1430 Filgr. I.yfManhodc in. xix. (1869) 145 She dooth

bibinesse to sette bra.s and yren to brode, for to engender
ooihcr pondre [r.rr. poudre, powdre],

Pondur, -dyr, obs. forms of PONDER.

t Pondure. Obs. app.
= PMNDKR j*. 1

, weight,
1661 FELTIIAM Kcsok'cs ii. xli.v. 282 When Man shall be

over-swayed by the pondure of his own corruptions.

Pondus :

/

p^'ml#s\ Obs* [L, pondus weight :

formerly often used in English context.] A weight;

chieflyy?:,''. power to influence or bias
; moral force.

1677 GAI.K Crt. Centilcs II. iv. 20 V5y l,ove, as a Divine

pondus, the Soul reduceth althing.s to its last end, namely
God. rti68o CHAKXOCK Disc. John i. 13 Wks. 1684 II. 175
Unless God give a pondus to his own motion, a 1711
KEN Hymns Festiv. Poet. Wks. 1721 I, 263 Devotion fer-

vent he instills, And turns to God the Pondus of our Wills.

1719 F. HAUKSBEE Phys. Meek. E.\p. v. 116 As reasonable,
as that a greater Power should sustain a greater Pondus,
or take off more of the Pressure of the same Pondus.

Po'lldweed. [f.PGNDJd. + WEED.] An aquatic
herb that grows in ponds and still waters : spec, in

Great Biitain, the species of Potamogcton. With

distinguishing prefix applied to other aquatic

plants; as American, Canadian, or Choke P.,

Elodea canadensis {Anacharis Alsinastritni} ;

Cape P., Aponogdon distachyon ; Horned or

Triple-headed P., Zannichellia palustri$\ Tassel

P., Ruppia maritima (Treas. Bot. 1866).
1578 LYTE Dodocns i. Ixxi. 104 The first . . of these kindes

of noting herbes . . is called water spyke, or most commonly
Pondeweede. 1657 S. PURCHAS Pol. 1-lying-Ins. \. xv. 94
Pondweed with a flower like Patience. 1760 J. LKI; Introd.

Bot. App. 323 Pond-weed, Potamogiton. Ibid., Pond-weed,
Triple-headed, Zannichellia. 1789 J. PILKINGTON I'ifw

Derbysh. I. 344 Potaniogeton natans. Broad-leaved Pond-
weed. 1855 KINGSLKY Glancus (1878) 206 Some of the more
delicate pond-weeds, such as Callitnche, Potamogeton pu-
sillum. 1866 Treas, />'<?/., Zannichellia palnstris, the

Horned Pondweed. 1897 Wcstm. Gaz. 22 Nov. 2/1 In the

stream, . . the creamy Cape pond weed sent out the delicious

perfume from its quaint large flowers. 1901 Il'id. 26 Nov.

12/2 The career of the Canadian pondwced (Anncharis
alsinastrnin . . } is interesting because of the extraordinary

rapidity with which it spreads itself throughout the country.

1902 Ibid. 17 Oct. 10/1 The American pondwced seems to be

playing havoc with angling in Loch Leven.

Pondy (pfnuli), a. C/.S. [f.
POND sb. + -Y.]

Abounding in ponds or pools ; marshy, swampy.
1687 ist Cent. Hist. Springfield (1899) II. 266 Thirty or

forty acres of wet Pondy Land at poor brooke. 1711 Ibid.

317 Two or three acres of Pondy Land at the South end of

bis medow neer the Ponds. 1796 MORSE Amer. Gcog, I.

501 In swamps and pondy ground.

II Pone 1
(p(7

u
'n/). Law. Obs. [L. pone

(

place

thou', sing, imper. of poncre to place.] a. A writ

by which a suit was removed from an inferior court

to the Court of Common Pleas, b. A writ requir-

ing the sheriff to secure the appearance of the

defendant by attaching his goods or by causing him
to find sureties for his appearance.
1292 BRITTON vi. iv. 3 Et piiis tendra lu le Pone a reinuer

la parole jekes par devaunt nos Justices, [tr. After that, a

Pone will He to remove it before our Justices.] Ibid x. 5
El plee de Pone [in the plea of Pone], a 1500 Natura fire-

!

mum (1531) 2 b, Si le plee soit remoue par vn Pone hors del

countie en le banke. 1544 transl^ Yf the pie be remoued by
a Pone out of the counte in to the comon banke. 1607
COWRLL Interpr., Pone, is a writ, whereby a cause depend-
ing in the County court, is remoued to the common
Banke. ..Pone per vadimn, is a writ commaunding the

! Shyreeue to take suretie of one for his appearance at a day
! assigned. 1768 BLACKSTONE Conim. III. xix. 280 The next

process is by writ of attachment ovfone. 1876 DIGBY Real

j

Prop. ii. 2. 73.

Pone 2
(p<?

u
'ni). [Derivation as in prec.] In

certain card games : see quots.
1890 Cent. Diet., Pone, in the game of vingt-et-un, the

, player to the left of the dealer ; the eldest hand. 1901 R. F.

FOSTER Bridge Manual 5 The leader, or eldest hand, is on
the dealer's left, and the pone, or leader's partner, is on the

dealer's right.

Pone 3
(ptf

Q
n). [ad. Algonkin pone (see quot.

pone (Strachey Vocab.l"

PONGEE.

;!ieverlcy), bread, perh. orig. a pa. pplc. 'baked'.]

orig. The bread of the N. Amer. Indians, made ol

maize flour in thin cakes, and cooked in hot ashes
;

now, in southern U.S., any bread made of maize,

esp. that of a coarse or poor kind ; also, very fine

light bread, enriched with milk, eggs, and the like,

and made in lint cakes. Also atlrih.

[1612 C.AfT. SMITH .}fafi I'ir^hiia 17 Knting the broth

with the bread which they call Ponnp.] 1634 Relal. /.</.

Baltimore's rtantat, (1865* 17 Their ordinary diet is I'oane

and Omine, both made of Corne. 1683 PKNN Let. Descr.

Pennsylvania 5 Of words of Sweetness, Anna, is Mother
. . pone, I!read

f incise, eat. 1708 K. COOK Set-weed Factor

(1900) 14 While Pon and Milk, with Mush well stoar'd, In

wooden Dishes grac'd the Board, a 1716 BEVKRLtv \~ir-

ffinld iv. 72 (1722) 2^-5 The Kread in Gentlemen's Houses,
is

generally
made of Wheat, but some rather choose the

Pone, which is the I!read made of Indian Meal. . .so called

..from the Indian Name (>//<?//<. 1799 J. SMITH Ace.
Remark. Occur. (1870) 160 We are not above borrowing
language from them, such as hoinoni, tomahawk, pone, &c.
1861 I.OWKLI. ISig/o-.v l\ Poems 1890 II. 229 To see how he
liked pork 'n' pone. 1901 MAX AniiLKK Capt. Bluett 108

Hecky's surpassing power with pone muffins.

b. A cake or loaf of such bread.

1796 I!. H. I, \ i ROHI-; y>-nl. (1905) 16 A few biscuits, and

pones of Indian and wheat bread. 1887 A'<>.v/<> (Mass.)

Jrnl. 31 Dec. 2/4 The meal c< insisted partly of half a do/en

pones. 1894 Outing (l r
. S.) XXIV. 201/1 In a short time

the pones were shaped and placed in the ashes.

Pone, -garnarde, obs. ff. I'OOJT, POMEGRANATE.

Po'nency. ran:,
[f.

L. pCnient-eni. pr. pplc. of

ponfre to place, put : see -KNCY.] The action

of positing or stating the existence of anything, as

in sclf-poncncy, the positing of one's own existence.

1865 Sat. Re:: 9 Dec. 741 The Absolute Will in the act of

self-ponency, which constitutes the personality of the Divine

Nature, does not and cannot afiirm Himself to be finite.

Fonent (pw'nent), (7. (s/>.) [ad. It. foneitte,

Sp. poniente, obs. F. ponent, -ant, med.L. ;It.

13th c.) ponens, -eiitem, west, west wind, sunset,

lit. setting, pr. pple. of L. poncrc to put, place, set,

lay down ;
in Sp. also

' to set
'

as the sun or a star.]

fl. Situated in the west, western ;
occidental.

Also as sb. The place or direction of the sunset ;

the west; the Occident. Obs. or arch.

1538 ELYOT Diet., Occittcns^tis,\.]\tt we>t, or ponent. 1561
EDKN Arfc Nauig. II. xvi. 43 The true ponent or west.

1568 C. WATSON Polyb. 2 b, Nations which iuhabite towardes.

the Ponent, or west parts. 1588 PARKK tr. .Wendsza's ///V.'.

China 2 His next neighbour towards the Ponent is the

kiugdome of Quachin china. 1667 MII.TON P. L. x. 704
Forth rush the Levant and the Ponent Windes. 1819
H. BfSK / 'estriad In. 655 The ponent wind in vain he plies.

2. Geol. Name (proposed by H. D. Rogers for

the twelfth of the fifteen subdivisions of the Palaeo-

zoic strata of the Appalachian chain.

1858 H. D. ROGERS Geal. Pcnnsylv. II. n. 749 These

periods, applicable only to the American Palaeozoic day,
are the Primal, Auroral, Matinul, Levant,.. Ponent, Vesper-

tine, Umbral, and Serai, signifying the periods, respect-

ively, of the Dawn, Daybreak, Morning, Sunrise,. . Sunset,

Kvening, Dusk, and Nightfall, ll'iii. 756 Ponent series, or

Catskill Group of New York. 1859 PACK Halldbk. Geol.

Terms, Ponent, . . the ' Sunset
'

of the North American

paljeo/oics, and the equivalents of our Upper or true Old
Red Sandstone.

3. Logic. That posits or affirms.

1837-8 SIK W. HAMILTON Logic xviii. (1866) !. 344 The
Ponent or Constructive Syllogism : If Socrates be virtuous,

then he merits esteem ; But Socrates is virtuous i Therefore,
he merits esteem.

Ponerid (pone-rid), a. (s/>.)
Zool. [f. mod.L.

PonSya (Latreille 1804), generic name (a. Or.

wov>]pa, fern, of 7roi/t?pus wicked) + -in ".] Of
or pertaining to the Poiifn'dsL', a family of tropical

ants. sb. An ant of this family. So Poneroid

(ponl^'roid) a., related in form to the Poneridae.

Poiierology (ppner^-lod^i . Theol. [f. Gr.

wrjpos evil, wicked + -LOGY.] The theory or

doctrine of evil or of the evil one.

1890 in Cent. Diet. 1893 Q. Rn. United Brethren July 274
It ['evil

1

in the Lord's Prayer] may stand for both the

abstract and concrete idea, and so comprehend the whole

circle of moral evil, embracing the science of ponerology.

Ponewe, Poney, Poneyard, obs. ff. PENNY,

PONY, PONIARD. Ponfaid, -folde : see PINFOLD.

Poilg p?n). sb, [Echoic.] The sound of a

ringing blow ;
a bang ;

taken as the name of such

a blow, or of an explosion. Cf. PINO.

1823 .iVra; Monthly Mag. VIII. 502 (Devon Dial.) To-day
have I dealt thee a pong in the midriff. 1896 Daily Citron.

25 Aug. 3/5 The deafening 'pong' of the Hotchkiss strikes

on the jaded ear.

Pong (pprj), v. Theatrical slang. Of an actor:

To amplify the text of his part ;
= GAG z'.

1
5.

1893 J. PITT-HARDACRE in Clarion (Summer No.) 30 (Funk)

Ponging is a lost art. . . Consisting as it did, of a kind of bold

free-hand dramatic sketching, Ponging had no place in an

age of 'photographic acting'. Hence we pong no more.

1894 Even. News 18 Oct. 2/6 If he expands the text he is

said
'

to pong '... Why will not '

gag
'

do instead of
'

pong
'

?

Pongarnette, obs. form of POMEGRANATE.

Pongee (pndgr\ Also 8-9 paunche ;
cf. also

BUNGEE. [perh. ad. North Chinese pftn-clri,
for

Mandarin piitt-ki own loom, or sA. piin-duh own

weaving, quasi
' home-made '. (Here means ]



PONGO. 1108 PONTIFEX.

A soft unbleached kind of Chinese silk, made
from the cocoons of a wild silk-worm (Bombyx
Pernyi or Fantoni) which feeds on oak-leaves;

known in the East as Chefoo silk. Also attrib.

1711 C. LOCKYER Ace. Trade India 122 Wrought Silks are

cheap and good, of innumerable Sorts. .Damasks, S&ttlns,

Taffetas, Paunches. 1813 W. MILBURN Oriental Count, II.

518 China wrought Silks. .paunches plain blues, pinks and
whites. 1883 MRS. ROLLINS New Eng. Bygones 102 The
shawl she wears, of some printed pongee stuff, is a family
heirloom. 1890 SARAH J. DUNCAN Social Departure 193 In

garments of pongee silk and a pith helmet. 1893 C. KING
Foes in Ambush 2 A broad-brimmed straw hat, a pongee
shirt, loose trousers.

!i PoilgO vIV'US^)- [Native name in a dialect of

Angola or Loango ; cf. also the forms mpongo,

mpongi (Bentley Diet. Congo Lang, 1887), im-

pitngu.] A name in early writers of a large anthro-

poid African ape: variously identified with the

Chimpanzee, and the Gorilla.

1625 UATTEL in Purchas Pilgrims II. vu. iii. 982 Here
are also two kinds of Monsters, which are common in these

Woods [of Mayombe], and very dangerous. The greatest
of these two Monsters is called, /V/^-t', in their Language;
and the lesser is called, Engeco. This Pongo is. .more like

a Giant in stature, then a m:m : for he is very tall, and hath
a mans face, hollow-eyed, with long haire vpon his browes.

[1766 liui-FON Hist. Nat. (1837) III. 590 Pongo, nom de ce
incrne animal a Lowango, province de Congo.] 1766 Ann.
Keg. ii. 104^2 The Pongo.. is of a very great size, sometimes

eight feet in height. 1781-3 SMELLII-; tr. Biiffbns Nut.
Hist. (1791) VIII. 77 In the East Indies this animal is

called oiang-outang ; in Lowando, a province of Congo,
pongo. 1861 Du CHAILI.L- Eqtitit. Afr. x.\. 361 The gorilla
has been mentioned ..intler the flowing names :pongo t by
Batte!, 1629; ingitna, I! Avilitch, iSio. [1876 R. F. BUKTON
Gorilla L. II. 5 The Gorilla and perhaps the more mon-
strous '

Impungu
1

t/ M pongo ').]

b. Erroneously transferred to a large anthropoid

ape of Borneo, prob. the Orang-outang.
1834 M rMuKTKiK Citvicrs A nim. Kingd. 44 Tliere is a

monkey in Borneo, hitherto known only by his skeleton,
called the Pongo, which so closely resembles the Ourang-
Outang..that we are tempted to consider him an adult if

not of the species of the Ourang-Uutang, at least of one

very nearly allied to it. 1861 Du CHAILLU Equat. Afr. xx.

342 In 1780 the skeleton of another large ape was sent from
Balavia to Holland by Baron Wurmb, the resident governor,
who called it the Pongo. It received from naturalists the

name Pongo \\~urnibi,

Poniard tp^'nyajd;,^. l*'orms : 6- poulard;
also 6 poynyard, 6-7 poyuiard, pumard, 6-8

poynard, 7 ponard, poiieyard,poigniard, poin-
yard, pugniard, puuyard, (poinred;, 7-8 pon-
yard, 7-9 poin-, poiguard. See also POIGNADO.

[a. F. poignard, poingnart^ poyniard, pognard
(1519 in Hatz.-Darm.^, f. poing fist : see -AHD.]
1. A short stabbing weapon ;

a dagger.
1588 SHAKS. Tit. A. n. iii. 120. c 1590 GKKKSE Fr. Bacon

vi. 132 'Twere a long poniard, my lord, to reach between
Oxford and Fressingfield. 1598 B. JOSSON Ev. Man in

Hunt. i. iv, Let your poynard maintain your defence, thus.

1601 ?MAKSTON Pasguil $ Katli. 11. uo If his skinne be

pon yard proofe. 1631 MASSINCEK Believe as You List iv.

ii, What have wee heere? A poinard and a halter ! 1632
LITHGOW Trav. in. 89 He weareth . . a broad Ponard ouer-

thwart his belly. Ibid, vm. 350 A French Ponyard. Ibid.

351 My gold and my Poneyard. 1656 KARL MONM. tr.

Boccalittis Advts. fr. Parnass. i. xviii. (1674) 20 Puniard,
venom, or any other mischievous machination.

_
Ibid. 11.

xcviii. 250 The twentieth blow that he hath received .. by
Pugniard or Cudgel. 1666 PKPYS Diary 27_Oct., Ugly
knives, like poignards. c 1680 "Jus Popnli 414 in G. Hickes

Spirit of Popery 68 They need not fear either Dag, or

Dagger, Pistol, or poisoned poinyard. 1785 POPE Odyss.
xi. 120 Sheath thy ponyard. 1756-7 tr. Keysler*s Trav.

(1760) IV. 287 Here are several daggers or potgnards. 1780
COWPER Progr. Error 305 Worse than a poinard in the

basest hand. 1843 LYTTON Last Bar. i. iv, The stranger
warded off the thrust of the poniard. 1869 BOLTKU, Arms
<y Arm. ix. (1874) 179 A dagger, sometimes so short that it

is really a poignard.
f!S- *599 SHAKS. Much Ado n. i. 255 Shee speakes poyn-

yards, and euery word stabbes. 1641 EARL MONM. tr.

Biondis Civil War res v, 104 Every motion made them

give Allarum's, all which were punyards which wounded
Philip. 1901 N. Amer. Rev. Feb. 220 Gibraltar is a poniard,
always plunged into a wound that has never been healed.

2. dial. (See quot.)
1874 T. HARDY Far fr. Madding Crowd xxxvii, He had

stuck his ricking-rod, groom, or poignard, as it was in-

differently called a long iron lance, sharp at the extremity
and polished by handling into the stack to support the
sheaves.

Poniard (ivnyajd),^. Forms: see the sb. [f.

PONIAHD sb. Cf. F. poignardcr (i6th c.).]

trans. To stab or pierce with a poniard \ esp. to

stab to death by this means.

1*593 NASHE Christ's T. Wks. (Grosart) IV. 123 He was
all to be beponyarded in the Senate house.] 1601 \V*. T.
Ld. Ketnys Civ. Consid. 16 In continual feare to be

poyniarded. 1718 LADY M. W. MONTAGU Let. to C'tess

of Mar 10 Mar., She threw herself at the sultan's feet, and

begged him to poniard her. 1781 COWPER Charity 508 Pre-

pared to poignard whomsoever they meet. 1887 SAINTSBURY
Hist. Elizab. Lit. in. (1890) 76 He was poniarded in self-

defence by. . a serving-man.

t b. To furnish or fix up with long pins. rare.

1620 MIDDLETON & ROWLEY li'orld Tost at Tennis 834
Those fair ladies . . are neither trimmed, nor trussed, nor

t Ponibility. Obs. rare. [f. *poniblt (f. L.

poncre to place) rlTY.j Capability of being placed.

1734 tr. Barrow's Math. Lcct. x. 176 Space is nothing
else but the mere Power, Capacity, Ponibility, or (begging
pardon for the Expression) Interponibility of Magnitude.

Ponissement, obs. form of PUNISHMENT.

[Ponk in Johnson, etc., mispr. for /<?///, PUCK.]
Ponne, obs. form of PAN st>.

1
,
PUN v^

II Foils (ppnz). The Latin word for
*

bridge
'

:

used in certain phrases.
1. Pons asinorum (

= bridge of asses) : a humor-
ous name for the fifth proposition of the first book
of Euclid, from the difficulty which beginners or

dull-witted persons find in '

getting over' or master-

ing it. Hence allusively.

1751 SMOLLETT Per. Pic. 1. xviii. 130 Peregrine. .began to

read Euclid.. but he had scarce advanced beyond the Pons
Asinorum, when his ardor abated. 1845 KORD Handbk,
Spain i. 217/2 This bridge was the fions asitwrum of the

French, which English never suffered them to cross. 1870
Eng. Meek, 4 Feb. 502/1 He knows the operation .. to be

the/to.y asinorum of incompetent workmen. 1877 ULSANT
& RICK Harp $ Cr. xxvii.

2, Pous Varolii (- bridge of Varolius or Varoli,

an Italian anatomist of the i6th c.
,

also pons
cerebri or cerebelli, and often simply pons
{Anat.} : a band of nerve-fibres in the brain, just
above the medulla oblongata, consisting of trans-

verse fibres connecting the two hemispheres of the

cerebellum, and longitudinal fibres connecting the

medulla with the cerebrum.

1693 tr> >l< l>lca}'Js Phys. Viet. (ed. 2), Pons varolii^
certain globou^ Processes of the Cerebellum. 1704 J.
HARKIS Lex. TccJtn. I, Pons Ctrebrit . t \& a Congeries or

Heap of innumerable Filaments divaricated out of the

Soliaer Substance of the Urnin. 1831 SIR W. HAMILTON
jl/t'/rt///. I. App. 420 The average of children under seven,
exhibits the Pons, in proportion to the cerebellum, much
smaller than in the average of adults. 1875 H. WALTON
Dis. Eye 324 Disease of the pons is a very rare condition.

aitrib. 1899 Allbntt's Syst. Mctf. VI. 807 In thirty cases

of pons tumour. . in five only was there defect of hearing.

Pons, obs. {.pence, pi. of PENNY.

Pension, ponsone, obs. ff. PUNCHEON.

[Ponsondie, mispr. for poitsoudic, POWSOWDY.]
Ponsway, also pauncesoy, ponsoy, ponsay,

variants of PANCHWAY, E. Indian boat.

1737 in C. R. Wilson Old Fort William (1906) I. 147 Two
Carts broke to pieces and four Ponsways. 1742 Ibid, 162

Pauncesoys. 1744 Ibid. 177 Ponsoys. 1756 Ibid. II. 58
His servant who stood in a Ponsay a little above the Gaut.

fPont 1
. Obs. Also 4-5 pount^e. [a. F.

/w//: L. ponsj pont-em bridge. So \Yelsh pont]
A bridge.
1470-85 MALORY Arthur xi. i. 571 Syr launcelot rode on

his aduenture tyl .. he jjast ouer the pounte of Corbyn.
1639 Glasgow Council Rcc. ii Oct., Ordaiiit that ane dyke
be built at Stockwall-heid, and ane Pont put therein. [1875
W. Mcli-WRAiTH Guide Wigtownshire 25 Strange thoughts
present themselves anent the old pout.)

b. Pont tournis. [OK. pont tonte'is, f. pont
bridge + torne'is, L. type *torn&iciu$t

f. late L.

tornare to turn.] A drawbridge.
i3,..SVy Sag. (W.) 743 The leuedi stod, in pount tournis,

For to bihelde the burdis. 111400 Lybeaus Disc. (Kaluza)

1385 BuJ^e lordes and ladis Leyn out in pount tournis [v. rr.

pomet tours, pount tornere, etc.] To se pat selly sijt.

||
c. Font-volant. [F. (pohvolan), = flying-

bridge.] (See quot.)

17*7-41 CHAMBERS Cycl., Pont volant,flying bridge^ a kind
of bridge used in sieges ; made of two small bridges laid

one over another, and so contrived by means of cords and

pullies placed along the sides of the under-bridge, that the

upper maybe pushed forwards, till it join the place where
it is designed to be fixed. 1861 in BUCHANAN Diet. Arts.

1864 in WsBSTO ; and in mod. Diets.

f Pont 2. Obs. [a. Du. pont[e : see next, and

cf. PUNT sb. 1
] a. A large fiat boat or transport ;

afloat; - PONTOON i. b. = CAISSON : see quots.
a- 1631 POKY Let. 22 Sept. in Crt. <r Times C/ias. I (1848)

II. 133 King of Spain's forces by sea,, .taken by the Prince
of Orange.. ten great pontes, in every one of which four-

score men. 1776 G. SEMPLE Building in Water 99 You
must also have.. a Boatman to keep your Float or Pont

steady. 1816 W. S. MASON Statist. Ace. Irel. II. 267 Two
boats, called by the fishermen [on Lough Neagh] ponts, of

30 cwt. each, used principally in the carriage of turf.

b- i?" PERRY Daggenh. Breach 31 Large Ponts or Chests

..he propos'd to sink at about twelve Foot space from each

other, beginning from a Peer. 1840 Civil Eng. fy
Arch.

Jrnl. III. 106/2 Mr. Boswell was first to make piers and
then sink 6 ponts or chests 60 feet in length, 30 feet broad.

II Font '

(pfnt). [Du./0;// ferry-boat, pontoon :

MDu. /Vtt//~MLG., LG. //</*, ad. L. pontot

-onem a punt, a pontoon, a floating bridge, f. pons
bridge.] Name in S. Africa for a large ferry-boat
attached to an iron or steel cable.

1773 MASSON Joum. to Cape in Phil. Trans. LXVI. 279
We came to the pont or ferry. 1899 Daily News n Dec.

5/3 The Boers have seized the pont on the Orange River at

Prieska, and cut the wire cable attached to it. 1900 Ibid.

13 Jin, 5/2 Pont is the name given in South Africa to the

ferry
boats plying on the large and more rapid rivers, and

worked by steel cables.

Pont, obs. form of PANT v.

Pontac (ivntsek). Also 7 -aque, 7-8 -ack,

9 -ak, -acq. [a. F. Ptmfac% local name.] A sweet

wine obtained from Pontac in the Basses Pyrenees,
in the south of France. Also, a South African wine.

' 1674 BLOUNT Glossogr. To Rdr. (ed. 4) Aij b, The Vintner
1

will furnish you with .. AHcant,.. Pontac, Tent. 1680 A.

,

RATCLIFFE Ovid Travcstie (17051 18 Wine in abundance,
; I drank none but Sack, But all you Men did ply it with

Pontack. 1714 MANDEVILLE Fab. Bees (1733) I. 118 Tho^e,
i that cannot purchase true hermitage or pontack, will be
! glad of more ordinary French claret. 1812 A. PunoTRE tr.

|

Lichtenstein s Trav. S. Afr. 1. 151 Du Toil gave us an excel-

lent sort of wine, called here Pontac, a sweet deep-red wine.

1868 W. C. BALDWIN Afr. Hunting 365 An excellent

omelette for breakfast, with a very fair amount of Pontac.

Pontage (pyntedx). Now Hist, ur local, fa.

OF. pontage (1401 in Godef.) : mcd.L. pontd-
ticuni (Du Cange) a bridge-toll, f. L. pons. pont-em

bridge + -aticitm, -AGE.] A toll paid for the use of

a bridge ; a tax paid for the maintenance and repair
of a bridge or bridges; bridge-toll.

[1157 in Chron. Stephen^ etc. (Rolls) IV. App. 337 Fecit

liberas de omni consuetudine et theloneo et passagio et

pontagio. 1292 BKITTON i. xx. i Lestage . . ou murage,
ou pontage, ou cheminage.J c 1450 Godstow Reg. 666 A
Charter. .to the mynchons. .for tol, passage, pounta^e, and
all custome thurgh all Knglond. a 1500 tr. Charter Rick. If
in Arnolde Chron. (1811)22 Y' they .. be quyt for euer of

pauage pontage and murage by al our reame. 1597-8 Act

39 7/8. c. 34 6 Pontage shall lie payde .. at the sayde

Brydge . . for every. .Wayne, Carre, or Carte .. two pence.
J73S J- PK'^E Stone-Br. Thames 5 A House on each Head
of the Bridge, erected to receive the Toll or Pontage. 1895

Glasginv Weekly News 19 Jan. 7/8 Subscriptions so as to

have the Leven bridges free from the objectionable pontage.

fb. Free pontage, freedom from bridge-toll.

1695 KENSETT Par. Antiq. ix. 201 All right and title to a

new Mill, . .with free pontage or passage over the River.

Pontal (p(?*ntal), d. rare. [f.
L. pons, pout-em

+ -AL.] Of or pertaining to a bridge, or (in

Anat.} to \hepons Varolii: ^ PONTIC a.~

1863 P. S. WORSLEY Poems <y Transl. ii A league above
this pontal arc, Now seeming one with heaven. 1890 Cent.

Pict.
t Pvntal) same as pentHe. 1895 in Xyd. Soc. Lex.

Ponte, pontse, obs. forms of PUNTY.

Politic (p^'ntik), a. 1 [ad. L. J'ontifus t
a. Gr.

UOVTIKOS, f. TTUVTOS sea, spec, the Black Sea, hence

the country of Pontus.]
1. Of, belonging to, found in. or obtained fiom,

the district of Pontus; esp. in names of plants and

animals, e. g. Politic nut, the hazel nut; Politic

rhubarb, Rheum rhaponticnm\ Politic wormwood,
Artemisia, pontica.
1551 TirnNEK Herbal \. Aiv, Those ij. kindes of wormwode

which diuerse take for puntyke wormwode, are none of

pontike wonnwod. 1597 GERARDE Herbal 11. Ixxix. 4. 317
The Ponticke Rubarbe is lesser and slenderer then that of

Barbaric. 1620 VENSER I'ia Recta vii. 127 Those that haue

their skins red, are the right Ponticke Nuts, and are . . the

best Filbards. 1655 H.VAUCHAN Si/ex Sci'tt., Providence

; v'ni, Gladly will I, like Ponlick sheep, Unto my wormwood-
diet keep.

b. Pontic Sea, the Black Sea.

1598 GRENEWKY Tacitus, Germanic L(i6z2) 258 Danubius
. .falleth by six channels into the Ponticke sea. 1604 SIIAKS.

Oth. m. ni. 453. 1865 SWINBURNE Ataianta 2132 The
thunder of Pontic seas.

t 2. Having a somewhat sour and astringent taste.

[? like Pontic rhubarb, or Pontic wormwood.] Obs.

1477 NORTON Ord. Alch, v. in Ashm. Theat. Chem. Brit.

(1652) 74 And so is Sowerish last called Sapor Pontick, And

i

lesse Sower allso called Sapor Stiptick. 1571 J. JONES
Bathes ofBath HI. 26 b, Spittle, not bitter, but pontique or

harshe. 1576 N EWTOS Lemnies Complex. (1633)218 Some-
what tart and sowrish, and as it is commonly tearmed,
Ponticke : such a relish, .as is in a Grape, .being not as yet

; come to his perfect ripenesse and maturity. 1684 \?.Boncfs

Merc.Cotnpit. vm. 272 Causticks.. close and bind the Veins,

by reason of their ponrick, styptick parts.

Po'Htic,a-- Anat. w&& Path. [f.L.pons-,pont-em
1

bridge + -1C.] Pertaining to the/tfj Varolii (see

PONS 2) :
= PONTAL, PONTILE, PONTINE.

1890 Lancet 5 Apr. 739/2 The only case over forty being

|

one of pontic abscess.

t Ponti'City. Obs. [ad. OF. poHticitt, ad.

med.L. ponticitas (Constantinus Africus, i ith c., in

Du Cange), f. Ponticus : see -ITY.] The quality
1

of having a *

pontic
'

flavour (see PONTIC a. 1
2).

c 1400 tr. Secreta Secret., Gov. Lordsh. 98 Egrenesse &
vnsauournesse, ponticite, stipticite, & acuement. 1559

MORWYNG Evonytn. 391 That Must or newe wyne .. dothe

get a certain ponticitie or tast lyke wormwood and bynding.

1669 W. SIMPSON Hydrol. Chym. 68 The over acidness or

spurious ponticity of the stomachical ferment.

II Poutifex (p^-ntifeks). PI. pontifices (pf?n-

ti-fis/z). [L.pontifex, -icem a Roman high-priest:

app. f. pons t pont-em bridge + -fie- homfacere to

! make ; but the first element was pern. Osc.-Umb.

I puntis propitiatory offering, assimilated to pons,

pont~em.~\
1. Rom. Antiq. A member of the principal college

: of priests in ancient Rome, the head of which was

the Poutifex Maximus or chief priest.

1579-80 NORTH Plutarch (1595) 73 The first and chiefest

of these bishops, which they call the great Pontifex. 1647

R. STAPVLTOS Juvenal 63 There was in Rome a colledge

of pontifices, which were exempted from the authority of

! any lay-court of judicature. 1794 SULLIVAN riew 4W.L
16 From the commencement to nearly the conclusion of the

Roman empire, the king was always priest or pontifex.

1881 S. H. HODGSON Outcast Ess. 384 Long as the Pontifex

and Silent Maid Shall go together up the Capitol.

2. Eccl. A bishop; spec, the pope: PONTIFF 2.



PONTIFF.

1*377 LANGL. P. PI. B. xv. 42 Bisshopes .. bereth many
names, Presul and pontifex and inetrc>potitanus t And other

names an hepe, episcopus & pastor.} 16^1 HOBBLS Lci'iath.

iv. xlv. (1839) 66 1 The bishop of Constantinople, .pretended to

be equal to the bishop of Rome ; though at last, not without

contention, the Pope carried it, and became the Pontifex
Afaxituus. 1851 HUSSKY Papal Power v, 132 The Bishop
of Rome, the Pontifex, is the spiritual sovereign of the

world.

1 3. = PONTIFF 3. Obs. rare.

1655 FULLER Ch. Hist. in. vi. 35 In their spiritual govern-
ment they [the Jews in England] were all under one Ponti-

fex, or High Priest.

4. With allusion to the reputed etymological

meaning :
= Bridge-maker.

1831 CARLYLE Sart. Res. i. xi, Never perhaps since our

first Bridge-builders, Sin and Death, built that Stupendous
Arch from Hell-gate to the Earth, did any Pontifex, or

Pontiff, undertake such a task. 1851 LONGF. Gold. Leg. v.

7 Well has the name of Pontifex been given Unto the

Church's head, as the chief builder And architect of the

invisible bridge That leads from earth to heaven.

Pontiff (pp'ntif)- Also 7 -ife, 7-8 -if. [a. F,

pontife {pontif 1516), ad. L. pontifex'. see prec.]
1. Rom. Antiq. = PONTIFEX i.

1626 BACON Sylva 771 Livy doth relate, that there were
found, .two coffins, .whereof the one contained the body of

king Numa,..and the other, his books of sacred rites and

ceremonies, and the discipline of the pontifs, 1706 PHILLIPS

s.v. Pontifexi There were also Pontifices Minores* or In-

feriour Pontiffs who were Assistants to the chief Pontiff.

1845 GRAVES Rout. Law in EncycL Metrop. II. 755/1 It is

probable that Papirius, who was himself a pontiff, directed

his attention principally to religious ceremonies. 1868

Smithes Diet. Grk. $ Rom. Antiq. 303/1 The Roman
pontiffs formed the most illustrious among the great colleges

ofpriests.

2. A bishop (of the mediaeval Western church) ;

spec, and usually, the bishop of Rome, the pope
(in full, sovereign pontiff}.

a. 1677 HARROW Popes Suprent. (1680) Bivb, We. .pro-
nounce it to be of necessity to Salvation.. to be subject to

the Roman Pontife. 1769 BLA.CKSTONE Comin. IV. viii. 105
The then reigning pontiff having favoured duke William
in his projected invasion. 1841 W. SPALDING Italy $ It.

Isi. II. 275 By far the most remarkable among modern

pontiffs, was Sixtus the Fifth, the son of a peasant in the

March of Ancona. 1854 MILMAN Lat. Chr.\\. i. (1864) III.

369 The Bishop of Toul did not travel to Rome as a pontiff,

but as a pilgrim. 1906 Q. Rev. July 267 M. Loubet had

grievously offended the Sovereign Pontiff.

3. gen. A chief or high priest (of any religion).

1610 HOLLAND Ceimderis Brit. (1637) 711 Coy-fi, who had
beene a Pontife or Bishop of the heathen rites and cere,

monies. 1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v. Pontifex^ The Jews
too had their pontif or high-priest. 1878 G. SMITH Life
J. Wilson xvii. (1879) 306 These pontiffs of Krishna waxed
fat with organised adultery. 1893 IVestin. Gaz. 9 Sept. 2/3
Which only shows that the Pontiffs of Science are no more
infallible than other InfalUbles.

4. attrib. Pontiff purple, a shade of purple.
1742 YOUNG N't. T/i. in. 204 'Twas not the strife of malice,

but of pride ; The strife of pontiff pride, not pontiff gall.

1900 Daily News 13 Oct. 6/5 In all the new colours, brown,
mauve, heliotrope, Pontiff purple.

Poiitific (ppnti'fik), a. Now rare or Obs. [f. L.

pons^pont-em bridge + -feus making; but used in

sense ofpontifidus : see PONTIFICIAL.]
1. Rom. Antiq. = PONTIFICAL a. 5.

1644 MILTON Areop. (Arb.) 37 What their twelve Tables,
and the Pontifick College with their Augurs and Flamins

taught them.

2. = PONTIFICAL a. 1-3.
1716 Loyal Mourner 64 For both Pontific, and Schisma-

tick Chair; Nay, all the World of Errors stood in fear.

a 1770 AKENSIDE Poems (1780) II. 45 [He] to eternal exile

bore Pontific rage and vassal dread, a 1797 H. WALPOLE
Mem. Geo. II (1847) I. 342 The Pontific power arrogated by
the Head of the Law.
3. ? = PONTIFICAL a. 4.

1716 SWIFT Petkox 94, You o'er the high triumphal arch
Pontifick made your glorious march.

^[ 4. catachr. Pertaining to a bridge. (Cf. PON-
TIFICAL a. 6.) humorous nonce-use.

1768 STERNE Sent. Journ. (1775) II. 125 To be driven forth

out of my house by domestic winds, and despoiled of my
castor by pontific ones.

t Ponti'ficacy. Obs. [irreg. f. med.L. ponti-
ficate : see -ACY 3.]

= PONTIFICATE sb.

1519 RASTELL Pastyme fiSn) 53 Put downe from hys
Pontyfycacy. 1579 FENTON Guicciard. 839 An evill prog-
nostication of his Pontificacie. 1665 SIR T. HERBERT Trav.

(1677) 267 Omar sat twelve years.. in the Pontificacy. 1793
HELY tr. O'Flaherty's Ogygia II. 202 Lucius consulted pope
Eleutherus at the beginning of his pontificacy.

Pontifical (ppnti'fikal), a. and sb. [ad L.

pontificalis of or belonging to a PONTIFEX : see -AL.

So F. pontifical (1404 in Hatz.-Darm.).]
A. adj. I. Pertaining to a pontiff.

1. Pertaining or proper to a bishop or prelate ;

episcopal.
c 1440 Alphabet cf Tales 74 A holie hermett ., saw fns

Basilius on a tyme walk in his pont ificall abbett. 1530 PALSGR.

321/1 Pontyfycall, belongyng to a bysshop, pontifical^

episcopal. 1641 MILTON Ck. Govt. vi. Wks. 1851 III. 126

The rending of your pontificall sleeves. 1688 ^R.
HOLME

Armoury in. 176/2 The Mitred Abbot .. exerclseth Ponti-

fical, or Episcopal Jurisdictions. 1890 Durham fy Northumb.
Arch, Trans. IV. 19 Mr, Bond. -has omitted the Pontifical

years of the Bishops of Durham altogether.
2. spec. Of or pertaining to the pope ; papal.

1109

1447 BOKF.NHAM Scyntys (Roxb.) 95 That he wold be so

bestyal To fort-akyn hys glorye pontifical. 1525 Lu. BEKNERS
Froiss. II. civ. 426 She came to the popes palays in

Auignon, and.. went to se the pope, who sate in consystory
in a chayre pontyfkall. 1614 JACKSON Creed \\\. xxxi. i

Thus did Innocent the third, and other Popes, write diucrs

books, ..as if they had proceeded from their Pontificall

authority. 1765 BLACKSTONE Comm. I. In trod. iii. 82

Besides these pontifical collections, which, during the times

of popery, were received as authentic in this island. 1864
BRYCE Holy Rom. Kinp. xiii. (1875) 218 Leo III did not

suppose .. that it was by his sole pontifical authority that

the crown was given to the Frank.

fb. Adhering to the pope or the papacy;
popish, papistical. Obs.

1533 TINUALE SupperofLord B vij b, Lorde how thys pon-
tificall poet playeth hys parte.

3. gen. Of or pertaining to a chief or high priest ;

high-priestly.
c 1440 York Afyst. xx.v. 207 As I [Caiaphas] am pontificall

prince of all prcstis, 1578 T. N. tr. Cony. \V. India 380
Then came the high priest cloathed in his pontificall vest-

mentes, 1635-56 COWLEY Davidds iv. Note 20 It will be

therefore askt, Why I make him here perform the Office of

the High-Priest, and dress him in the Pontifical Habits?

1708 OCKLEY Saracens (1848) 141 Omar was invested with
the regal and the pontifical dignity, and saluted by uni-

versal consent 'the Caliph of the Apostle of God '. 1775
ADAIR Amcr. Ind. 81 Their pontifical office descends by
inheritance to the eldest.

4. Characterized by the pomp, state, dignity,

authority, or dogmatic character of a pontiff.

1589 Marfircl. Epit. Fiij, As though he could not be as

popclike and pontificall, as my Lorde of Canterburie. 1604
R. CAWDREY Table Alph. t Pontificall, lordly, lately,

Bishoplike. 1632 MASSINGER City Madam iv. i. Lithe. You
know Mistress Shave'em? Gettall. The pontifical punk?
1672 MARVELL Rc/i. Transfi. i. 32 The.. leading party of the

Knglish Clergy, .retained such a Pontifical stiffness towards
the foreign Divines. 1892 MORI.KY in iqt/i Cent. Feb. 313
Littrc. .less provoked. .by Comic's arrogance, his pontifical

airs, and his hatred of liberty.

D. Applied to a shade of purple. (Cf. PONTIFF 4.)
1899 Daily Neu>s 27 Feb. 6/6 A new half-mourning dress

. .in cloth of a pontifical purple tint.

II. 5. Rom. Antiq. Of or belonging to the

pontificcs of ancient Rome: see PONTIFEX i.

1579-80 NORTH Plutarch (1595) 73 The great Pontifex.,
hath the place, authoritie, and dignitie of the. .maister of
their pontificall lawe. 1865 TYLOR Early Hist. Man. vi. 124
This practice, Pliny adds, still remains in the pontifical

discipline. 1897 A. DKUCKER tr. von Ihering's Euol. A ryans
iv. v. 360 All the branches of the pon tifical duties may be traced

back to the original demands laid upon the technical bridge-
makers of the migratory period.

III. 6. In reputed etymological sense : Bridge-

making, bridge-building.
1667 MILTON P.L. x. 313 Now had they brought the work

by wondrous Art Pontifical, a ridge of pendent Rock, Over
the vext Abyss. 1887 RUSKIN Prxtcrita II. xi. 402 The
single-arched bridge.. signed for sacred pontifical work by
a cross high above the parapet.
B. sb.

fl. A papal document or edict. Obs. rare.

c 1380 WYCLIF Wks. (1880) 480 Alle Jres pontificals ben

bynepe hooly writ, so ^at }if pey alle weren brent cristen-

dom shulde stonde wel.

j2. a. //. The offices or duties of a pontifex or

a pontiff, b. The office of a pontiff, pontificate. C.

An office celebrated with pontifical ceremony. Oi>s,

1432-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) IV. 405 To fullefille the mimstery
offpristes to the peple commenge to theyme, and notte the

pontificalles \twti auteni Pontificalia}. 1567 Gude fy Godlic
B. (S. T. S.) 178 Thocht thow be Paip or Cardinal!, Sa
heich in thy Pontificall. 1621 BP. MOUNTAGU Diatribae 459
Hee was. .skilfull in the Romane Histories, Religion, Ponti-

ficals, and Ceremonies. 1691 tr. Eniiliannc's Frauds Rom.
Monks 217 The whole Ceremony is carried on at their own
Charges, and the Feast they make is called a Pontifical,

Ibid. (ed. 3) 223 She had been so extreamly satisfi'd with
the

Pontifical,_
which bad been celebrated with so much

Pomp and Majesty.
3. A bishop's or priest's robe ; now always //.

the vestments and other insignia of a bishop (or of

a priest) : PONTIFICALIA.

13.. Leg. St. Erkemvald 130 in Horstm. AltcngL Leg.
(1881) 269 J>e prelate in pontificals was prestly atyride.
c 1430 LYDG. Miti. Poems (Percy Soc.) 19 Salisbury, Nor-

wiche, and Ely, In pontificalle arrayed richely. 1559 in

Keg. Episc. Aberdonensis (Spalding CU I. App. 89 Item
the pontificall, viz, a chesabilL, 4 tunicks. 3 stols._

1660

JER. TAYLOR Duct. Dnbit. n. ii
t
For a bishop to ride on

hunting in his pontificals. .is against public honesty. 1774

J. ADAMS in Fam. Lett. (1876) 37 Next morning he [an

Episcopal clergyman] appeared with his clerk and in his

pontificals, and read several prayers. 1851 D. WILSON
Prch, Ann. (1863)

I. n. vi. 463 The archpriest robed in his

most stately pontificals.

t b. A bishop*s ring ; also ? a ring or some orna-

ment in imitation of this. Obs.

1507 Test. Ebor. (Surtees) IV.
319

For a pontificall put
upon my lordes fynger in tym of sering [= cering] xvj d.

1508 will of Joan Hampton (Somerset Ho.), A peyre of

owches otherwise callid pontificalles of siluer & gilt.

4. An office-book of the Western Church, con-

taining the forms for sacraments and other rites

and ceremonies to be performed by bishops.
1384 R. SCOT Disciyv. VVitchcr. xv. xxvii. (1886)375 Cer-

taine conjurations taken out of the pontificall and out of

the missall. 1624 BP. HALL Impress of God i. Wks. 445 If

euer play-booke were more ridiculous, than their Pontifical!,

and booke of holy Ceremonies. 1844 LINGARD Anglo-Sax.
Ch. (1858) I.vii. 296 The pontifical of Archbishop Egbert.
1905 C. E. OSBORNK Life Father Dolling xix. 168 The dis-

FCXNTIFICALLY.

covery of the Canon.s of Hippolytus, and of the Pontifical of

Bishop Serapion..has drawn attention to the primitive and
Catholic character of this rite,

1 5. A papal or episcopal court. Obs.
1628 GAULE Pratt. The. (1629) 241 Though their owne

Pontificall might Conuent and Accuse, yet mu^t another^
Tribunall Condemne and Kxecute.

f6. a. A pontiff, a church dignitary, b. Alleged
name for a company of prelates. C. An adherent
of the pontiffs or prelates. Obs.

''. a 1400 Mortc A rtli. 4336 Relygeoui. reveste in theii e

riche copes, Pontyficalles and prelates in precyouse wedys.
c 1470 in Hors, Shcpc $ G. etc. (Ca.xton 1479, ^oxb. repr.)

31 A pontifical of prelates, a state of princes, a dignite
of chanons. [Cf. PONTII-ICALUV 2.] 1590 GUI:KN\VOOU in

L. liacon Genesis -\'ftit Ktig. Ch. vii. (1874) 125 Hence arise

these schisms and sects in the Church of Kngland ;.. these

are hereupon called Precisians, or
' Puritans ', and now

lately
' Martinets '. The other side are the

'

Pontificals ',

that in all things hold and jump with the time, and are

ready to justify wlratever is or shall be by public authority.

!l Pontificalia fpi'ntifik^-lia), sb.pl. [L., neut.

pi. of pontificalis adj. pontifical. (In med.L., in

Matthew Paris 1259.)] The vestments and other

insignia of a bishop; pontificals (see prec. 13. 3 .

Also transf. Official robes.

1577-87 HOI.INSHKD Citron, II. 31/2 In another prouince he

may be in his pontiticalibus, so that pontificalia differcth

from the pall. 1691 WOOD Ath. Oxoii. II. 114 He appeared
in his Pontificalia. 1754 .SHKliBKAKi; Matrimony [17661 I.

iSg When we bee a Doctor in Divinity dre>sed in his Ponti-

ficalia, we conclude that these Robes include a pious,

learned, and humane Man.

II Poiltifica'libus. [Lat., abl. t>t pontificalia

(see prec.}, in phr. in pontificalibus in pontificals.]
Used as = prec., almost always in phr. in his (or

their) pontificalibus, in imitation of the L. phrase

(see ||
IN 13). Hence (sometimes) impioperly

as if an ordinary Eng. noun (quots. 1620, 177^,
and 1855 in b).

[1306 in Hfvcrlcy Chapter Act Bk. (Surtees) I. 120 Imago
Kpiscopi stantis in pontificalibus indnti.] 1387 TKEVISA

lligdcu (Rolls) VIII. 69 pis Baldewjn had. .songe in every
cathedral chirche of Wales a masse in pontificalibus. c 1530
LD. UI;KNKRS Arth. Lyt. Bryt. (1814) 402 The byshop of

Pancopone, reuest in \^ pontificalibus. 1577-87 [ste piec.].

1591 G. FLETCHER R HSSC Coinittw. (Hakl. Soc.) 23 The patri-

arch, with metropolitanes, bishops, abbot>, and priors, all

richly clad in their ptmtificalibits. 1620 MKLION Astrolog.

64 Pope Syluester the second,, .with such learning had at-

tained to his Pontificalibus. 1728 FIELDING Love in S<:
Masques iv, vii, The parson is drest in his Pontificalibns

1772 tr. y. F. de Islas Fr. Gcritnti IV. iii. 70 It was an

ornament as necessary as precious to the bravery of his

pontificalibus.

b. trans/. Official or ceremonial attire.

1693 RYMKK Short I'ieta Tragedy 3 The Venetian Senate
in their Pontificalibus. 1855 SMEDLEV, etc. Occult Sc. 189
The proper attire or

'

pontificalibus' of a magician.

Pontificality (ppntifikarliti). [ad. obs. F.

pontificalite (Godef.) pontifical dignity : see PONTI.

FICAL and -ITY.]
1. Pontifical office or dignity, a. The office, state,

or dignity of a bishop, esp. of the pope.
1556 OLDE Antichrist 89 b, The 40 daye of his pontifi-

calitie. 1581 HANMKK Ansiu. Jesuit's Challenge 19 Places

where the Pope dareth not once peepe, for all hys Ponti-

ficalitye at Rome. 1587 HARRISON England 11. ii. (1877)
i. 47 Cobham.. during the time of his pontificalitie there [at

Worcester], builded tlie vault of the north side of the bodie

of the church. 1641 Parallel betu<. Wolsey^ ft Laud in

llarl. Misc. (Malh.) IV.
,(65 I!y which he might make so

vain-glorious a shew of his pontificality, or archiepiscopal

dignity, a 1656 USSHEU Jndgnt. See of Rome (1659) 20

When the Pontificality was first set up in Rome.

b. transf. or gen. Priesthood; high-priesthood.
1593 G. HAEVF.Y Pierce 's Super. 83 How the Princi-

palitie, or Pontificalitie of a Minister according to the

degenerate Sanedrim, should be sett-vpp. 1613 PUUCHAS

Pilgrimage VI. xii. 532 One Marvan seized on the Pontifi.

callty. 1651 Raleigh's Ghost 21 1 As if Moses and Aaron
had ambitiously sought the Principality and Poutificality.

1 2. Alleged name for a company of prelates. Obs.

1486 Bk. St. Attans Fvij, A Pontificalite of prelatis. [Cf.

PONTIFICAL B. 6b.]

f 3. (Usually in //.) Pontifical robes, pontificals.
1601 DEACON & WALKER Ansvi. to Darcl To Rdr. 2 Like

a pettie new Pope among his owne Cardinals ;. .and that

also in his pontificalities. 1611 CORYAT Crudities 28 He
himselfe was that day in his sumptuous Pontificalities.

a 1645 HABINGTON Svrv. Wore, in Wore. Hist. Soc. Proc.

I. 120 The Bishop of Chester is set out in his pontificality.

4. Pontifical air or demeanour ; pomposity, state-

liness of manner ; dogmatic assumption.
1600 J. MELVILL Diary 245 Placing himselff besyde me

with a grait pontificalitie and big countenance.

5. A pontifical rite, ceremony, or function.

1840 CARLYLE Heroes iii. (1858) 259 All cathedrals, pontifi.

calities, brass and stone,.. are brief in comparison to an

unfathomable heart-song like this. 1858 Fredk. Ct. vi.

vi. (1872) II. 204 A Public Mass, or some other so-called

Pontificality.

Pontifically (p(mti-fikali), adv. [f. PONTIFICAL

+ -LY a
.]

1. In a pontifical character ;
as a pontiff or bishop

(in quot. a 1711, as a high priest).
c 1380 Antccrist in Todd Three Treat. >eJ5/(lSjl) M3

pei maken a grete lowe voice in blissynge is: masse syng-

ynge pontificaly. 1638 SIB T. HERBERT Trav. (ed. 2) 303

The Priest is pontifically attyred in pure fine Lawne. io6

J. DAVIES tr. Olearius i"iy. Amtau. 19 The Patriarch,



PONTIFICATE.

attended by almost 400 Priests, all Pontifically habited.

.11711 KEN Psyche Poet. Wks. 1721 IV. 256 Aaron when
pontifically dress 'd. 1865 Pall Mall G. 10 July 15/2 Dr.

Manning preached his first sermon since his accession..,
having previously aviated pontifically at high mass.

2. la a pontifical or stately manner; with the air

of a pontiff; in grand style ; dogmatically.
1590 MUNDAV Eng. Rom. Life in Harl. Misc. (Malh.) II.

185 He. .liueth there among the Theatines very pontifically.
1661 EVELYN Diary 10 Feb., After sermon the Bishop, .gave
us the blessing very pontifically. 1906 Athenaeum 10 Mar.
304/1 From this to giving them the right to decide ponti-

fically on questions of science is a long step.

Pontificate (ppnti-fikvt), sb, [ad. L. ponti-
ficatus the office or dignity of a pontifex : see

-ATE 1. So F. pontifical i^sth c. in liatz.-Darm.).]
The office or dignity of a pontiff ; the period during
which any person holds this office, a. The office

of an ancient Roman Pontifex.
1581 MULCASTER Positions xxxi.x, (1887) 219 Cesar at Ms

goinc; furt h from his house in his sute for the great
pontificate. 1868 Stint/is Diet. Gr. fy Rom. Antiq, 304/2
Whatever, .civil or military office, .a pontifex maximus held
beside his pontificate.

b. The office, or period of office, of a bishop ;

usually, of the pope ; papacy; popedom.
1685 Loud. Gaz. No. 2081/1 [The Pope] entred that day

into the tenth year of his Pontificate. 1756-7 tr. Keyslers
Trav. (1760) II. 119 Imperial! . . having been in a fair way
of obtaining the pontificate. 1849 MACACI.AY Hist, Eng.\\.
II. 54 In the sixteenth century the Pontificate, exposed to
new dangers ..was saved by a new religious order. 1860
HOOK Lives Abps. I. vi. 310 During Etheldred's pontificate
. .Cameliac came to Canterbury to be consecrated.

c. gen. High-priesthood (of any religion).
1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl, s.v. Imam, Some think U [the

imamate] of divine right, and attached to a single family,
as the pontificate of Aaron. 1833 Curst tr. Eusebius \. x.

39 With the pontificate of Annas. 1870 FARRAR St. Paul
(1883) 677 The pontificate of these truckling Sadducees.

Pontificate (p^nti'fik^t), v. [f. ppl. stem of

med.L. pontificare to perform pontifical functions,

i.pontific-em PUNTIFEX : see -ATE 3.]
1. intr. To perform the functions of a pontiff or

bishop ; to officiate as a bishop, esp, at mass.
1818 HOBHOUSE Hist, lllustr. (ed. 2) 262 When the Pope

pontificates, the Senator stands amidst a seated assembly.
1898 BODLEY France I. i.iv. 220 Talleyrand.. publicly ponti-
ticated as a bishop.

b. trans. To celebrate (mass) as a bishop.
1889 Cath. Househ. n May 5/1 The Holy Sacrifice [was]

pontificated by Cardinal Schiaffino.

2. trans. To act the pontiff, assume the airs of

a pontiff ; to behave or speak in a pompous or

dogmatic manner. (Cf. PONTIFICAL a. 4.)
1825 ,Vtp

7t' Monthly Mag. XV. 164/1 A sample of his ad-
mirable faculty of pontificating. 1901 Academy 16 Nov.
459 'i Victor Hugo pontificating in his own salon.

Poiitifica'tioii. Obs, rare~ l
. [n. of action

from med. L. pontijicare to perform pontifical

functions.] PONTIFICATE sb. b.

15*1 Lu. DACRE Ansiy. in Archzologia XVII. 206 The
xiij

lh yere of the Pontificacion of the said lord Thomas
[Wolsey].

t Po'lltifice J
. 06s. rare. [ad. L. pontifex^

-ic-ftn : see PONTIFEX.] = PONTIFEX i.

1603 HOLLAND Plutarch 's Mor. 441 You shall have this

day your sonne to be chiefe Pontifice and high priest, or
else banished from the citie of Rome.
t Po'lltifice -. Obs. rare. [f. L. pons, pont-

bridge, after edifice : cf. L. pontificiuni office of

a pontifex.'} The edifice of a bridge; a bridge.

(Cf. PONTIFICAL a. 5.)

1667 MILTON P. L. x. 348 At the brink of Chaos, neer the
foot Of this new wondrous Pontifice.

t Pontifi cial, a. and sb. Obs. [f. L. pontifid-
us pertaining to a ponti.fex.(f.flttiftxf ~teem) + -AL.]
A. adj. I. 1. = PONTIFICAL a. i, 2. Pontificial

/atu, canon law.

1591 HARINGTON Orl. Fur. 279 note, Giuen them by the

Pope, who sent them the Pontificiall banner. 1651 G. W.
tr. Cowers Imt. 132 By the Rules of the Civil! and Pontifi-

ciall Law. 1758 BLACKSTONE Study of Law in Comnt.

(17651 I. Introd. i. 15 The law of the land takes place of the
law of Rome, whether antient or modern, imperial or ponti-
fieial. 1769 Comm. IV. viii. 109 This plan of pontificial

power was.. so indefatigably pursued by the unwearied
politics of the court of Rome.
2. -= PONTIFICAL a. 2 b.
i6ai BURTON Anat. Mel. u. i. i. i. 290 Our Pontificiall

writers retaine many of these adiurations. 1641 SIR S.
D'EwEs in Rushw. Hist. Coll. in. (1692) I. 314 The other
Pontificial Princes and Prelates, the sworn Enemies to the
Protestant Religion. 1684 T. BURNET The. Earth \. 261
The protestant authors having lessen 'd the authority of
traditions, the pontificial doctors content themselves to
insist only upon such as they thought useful or necessary.
3. = PONTIFICAL a. 4.

1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 280 The
Caliph.. setting

ahide all his Pontificiall formalitie. 1683 SIR T. BROWNE
Chr. Mor. n. i (1716) note, Metellus his riotous pontifi-
cial supper. 1709 STRVPE A tin. Ref. I. vii. 106 Simple men
without pontificial ornaments to set them out.

II. 4. = PONTIFICAL a. 5.

1609 HOLLAND Amm. MarcelI. 89 The rites under the

pontificiall priests and their Colledges.
B. sb. 1, An adherent of the prelates, or of the

pontiff.
1631 R. BYFIELD Doctr. S,tM. i_-8 The Pontificials pro-

nounce th.tt the Lords day, is oiiely a Canon law. 1833

1110

i G. S. KABKK Inquiry 262 The people, .inclined to maintain
'

what the Pontificials were pleaded to call heresy.
2. = PONTIFICAL si). 4.
1660 J. LLOYD Print. Episc. 63 The Form of Ordination,

both in our Church, and in the Roman pontificial.

t Pontifi cially, adv. Obs. [f. prec. + -LY-'.]
^ PONTIFICALIA'.

IS99 SANDYS Europx Spec. (1632) 188 The Pope himselfe,
seated royally and pontiiicially in the midst. 1681 Loud.
Gaz. No. 1667/2 To assist at the Mav* of the Holy Ghost,
which was .said Pontificially by the Archbishop of Paris.

t Pontifi cian, a. and sb. Obs. [f. L. pon-
tifici-us (see PONTIFICIAL) + -AN.]
A. adj. 1. PONTIFICIAL a. i.

1645 Br. HALL Peacemaker x\\, 103 1'he Pontirician Lawes.
i 1664 H. MORE Myst. /nig. 397 The Pontifician Power, |

i
which is a kinde of revived Image of the Pagan Imperial

'

Power of Rome. a. 1709 ATKYNS Par/, fy Pol, Tracts
, (1734) 280 There was an Endeavour to bring in part of the
: Pontifician 'Law.

2. = PONTIFICIAL a. 2.

1623 Up. MOUNTAGU App. Caesar 78 Moderate men, either
:

; of the Pontifician or Protestant side. 1664 H. MORE Exfi. ,

7 Epist. vi. 84 The Albigenses, which were martyred in i

1

tlie Field by the Pontifician Forces. 1817 COLERIDGE
1

JSiog-. Lit. ix. (1882) 67 The scholastic definition of the

Supreme Being.. was received in the schools ofTheology,
;

both by the Pontifician and the Reformed divines.

3. PONTIFICIAL a. 3.

1629 H. BURTON Bal>el 110 Bethel 100 Shee. .is all for out-
! ward glory, Pontifician honour, splendour and magnifi*
' cence.

B. sb. = PONTIFICIAL B. i.

1614 T. ADAMS in Spurgeon Treat. Dare. Ps. i. 2 The
| pontificians beat off the common people, .by objecting this

! supposed difficulty: Oh, the Scriptures are hard to be
i understood. 1691 WOOD Ath. Oxon. I. 513 He was..
a severe enemy to the Pontifician-*.

Fontifi cicms, a. Obs. rare. [f. as prec.
+ -oL'8.] Papal.
1624 Gag far Pope 36^ The Maiesty_ of England hath

written a discourse against this Pontificeous vsurpation.
1638 Penit. Conf. vii. 11657) J 86 How defective this par-
ticular is in proofs, I appeal to all Pontificious Writers, and

.

indifferent Readers.

Pontify (pf'ntifai), v- [a^- F- pontifier, ad. :

med.I,. pontifcdre : see PONTIFICATE
z;.] intr. To

|

play the pontiff ;
to speak or behave 'pontifically*, ;

or with assumption of authority or infallibility.

1883 Times 19 Feb. 8 Wagner always seemed to pontify
. when he talked. 1892 Sat. Rev. 28 May 635/2 He is one

of the few scientific men who do not '

pontify '. 1900 Macin.
Mag. Jan. 185 Stevenson was always inclined to preach, to

pontify, to be didactic.

Pontil (pyntil). Glass-making, [a. F.jtelf/f/,

; app. ad. It. pontdlo^pnnlcllo^ dim. of pitnto point,

etc.] An iron rod used for handling, and especially
, for rapidly twirling the soft glass in the process of

|

formation, esp. in the manufacture of crown-glass.

j

Also called PUNTY.
1832 G. R. PORTER Porcelain $ Gl. 171 At this stage

'

another implement, called a punt, or pontil, is brought into

use. Ibid. 214 The glass is then, .separated from the pontil,
and immediately removed to the hottest part of the anneal-

ing oven.

Pontile (pintail), a. Anal. rare. [ad. L. pon-
\

tilis pertaining to a bridge, f. pons, pont-eni bridge ;

I

see -IL, -ILE.] Of or pertaining to the pons of the

'. brain ;
= PONTINE.

1889 Buck's Handbk. Med. Sc. VIII. 524/1 Among the

mononyms which may now be said to be in somewhat
i common use are /?;/.*, thalamus [etc.]. In some cases also

i
the appropriate adjectives are employed, e.g. pial, dural.. !

pontile (sometimes, incorrectly, pontine or pontal).

Pontinal (pfntinal), a. (sb.} Ichthyol. [f. as
'

i

next + -AL.] Name for a special bone in the

;
skull of dactylopteroid fishes : see quot.
1888 GILL in Awcr. Xat. XXII. 358 The third developed ,

as a small special bone (pontinalt bridging the interval

between the second suborbital and theantero-inferior angle

j

of the preoperculum.
Pontine (pfntain), a. Anat. and Path. [f. L.

pons,pont- + -INK !.] Pertaining to or occurring in

i
the pons Varolii : = PONTAL, PONTIC a.-, PONTILK.

1889 [see PONTILK]. 1897 Allbutt's Syst. Med. II. 849
I

In cerebral haemorrhage and in pontine hemorrhage, pin-

! point pupils are usually present. 1899 Ibid. VI. 782 The
sixth nucleus appears to be the pontine centre for conjugate

i
movement.

Pontioune, obs. form of PUNCHEON.
Po'ntitecture. nonce-iud. [f. L. pons, pont-em

bridge, after architecture^ Bridge-building.
1853 URE Diet. Arts \. 681 There is perhaps no other

form of pontitecture which can compete with the wrought- '

iron girder when the clear space exceeds 70 feet.

HPont-levis (Hponbvj, p*rat,le'vis). Also 5 |

pount. [a. .pont-!evis, i.pont bridge + tevis, OF.
levels^ adj. movable up and down = Pr. levadis:

L. type *levatiiu$9 f, levare to raise.]
1. A drawbridge.
1489 CAXTON Faytcs ofA. u. xxxv. Kij, Pount leveiz that

be made faste therto whiche are called flyghyng brygges.
1844 BROWNING Sibrand, Schafnab. iii. Vender's a plum*
tree with a crevice. .A lap of moss like a fine pont-levis In
a castle of the middle age, Joins to a lip of gum, pure amber.

2. Horsemanship, (See quot.)
1727 BAILEY vol. II, Pontltvfs (in Horsemanship) is

a disorderly resisting Action of a Hor>e in Disobedience to
!

his Rider, in which Tie rears up several Times running, and

PONTOONER.
rUes up so upon his hind Legs, that he is in Danger of

coming over.

Ponto (Cards, and Glass-blowing; : see PCNTO.

Pontoneer, -ier(pfnt(?m-j). Mil. Alsopon-
tooneer, -ier. [ad. f.potitonnicr (i2thc. in Hatz.-

Darm.) : med.L. pontonarins (855 in Du Cange)
a ferryman, f. fonto, -onevi PONTOON : see -EEB.]
One who has charge of pontoons, or of the con-
struction of a pontoon-bridge.
1830 MAUNDER Diet., Pontonier, a constructer of pontoons.

1853 SIR H. DOUGLAS Milit. Bridges (ed. 3) 130 With an
expert corps of artificers and pontoneers, such boats might
very soon be put together. 1864 CARLYLE Frcdk, Gt. xvn.
vii. (1872) VII. 71 We had with us.. only Four Pontoneers,
or trained Bridge-builders. 1884 Century Mag, XXIX. 280
The drilled engineers and pontoniers of the regular army.
Pontoon (p^ntw'n), sb. Forms : 7-9 ponton,

8- pontoon, [ad. F. ponton (i-fth c. in Littre)
a flat-bottomed boat, a pontoon : L. ponto^ onem
a punt, floating bridge ? pontoon, f. pons, pont-em
bridge : see -oo\.]
1. A flat-bottomed boat used as a lighter, ferry-

boat, or the like (cf. PONT - and ;

*) ; spec, in Mil.

Engineering^ such a boat, or other floating vessel

(as a hollow metal cylinder), of which a number are

used to support a temporary bridge over a river.

[1591 BURGHLEY in UntonsCorr, (Roxb.) 266, 3,000 char-
rets laden with certeine peeces of wood, 'quilz appelent le

ponton, pour faire les pontz '.] 1676 Land. Gaz. No. 1087/4
One of the Batteries is raised upon Pontons on the Water.
1681 BLOL-NT Glossogr. (ed. 5), Ponton, a Wherry, or Ferry-
Boat. Gazette. 1690 LUTTKELL BriefRet. (1857) II. 286 He
layed a bridge of pontoons over the Shannon. 1703 Loud.
C.az. No. 3785/2 A great number of Pontons made of

Leather, of a new Invention, very useful and light of Car-

riage. 1710 J. HARRIS Lex. Tec/in. II. s.v., The late

Invented Ponton is a Boat of Tin or rather Latten, eight
Yards long and two broad, having a large Ring at each
Corner. 1723 Pres. St. Russia I. 9 It was proposed to the

Czar to make a Bridge on Pontons over it. 1763 Brit. Mag.
IV. 556 He was.. pleased.. to order the tin pontoons of the

Marquis of Kildare's regiment of artillery to ply on the

rivers, where the bridges have been broken down, till

they can be repaired. 1811 WELLINGTON in Gurw. Desp.
(1838) VII. 414 Tin pontoons are just as good as others,,

they will positively bear field pieces. 1823 J. BADCOCK
Dom. Atnusem. 206 The ponton., to be formed of oval plates
(in pairs) each of these being hollow in the middle, ..and
two being laid together, the edges are to be soldered, or

welded strongly, and the case or ponton is complete.

f b. Sometimes applied to the floating bridge so

formed. Obs.

1704 J. HARRIS Lex. Techn. I, Ponton^ In Fortification, is

a Bridge made of two Boats, at some Distance one from

another, both covered with Planks; as also the Internal

Space betwixt them. 1835 SIR J. Ross Narr. ?n<t Voy.
xfi. 546 They. . had observed our pontoon without meddling
with it.

2. Natit. A large flat-bottomed barge or lighter
furnished with cranes, capstans, and tackle, used

for careening ships, raising weights, etc.

1769-76 FALCONER Diet. Marine, Pontoon, a low flat

vessel, nearly resembling a lighter, or barge of burthen, and
furnished with cranes, capsterns,tackles, and other machinery,
necessary for careening ships of all sizes. These are very
common in the principal parts of the Mediterranean, but
are rarely used in the northern parts of Europe. 1867 in

SMYTH Sailor's Word-bk.

3. Hydraulic Engineering. = CAISSON 2 c, 2 d.

1875 KNIGHT Diet. Meek. 1764 Ponton . . 3. a. A water-

tight structure .. placed beneath a submerged vessel and
then filled with air to assist in refloating the vessel, b.

A water-tight structure which is sunk by filling with water,
and raised by pumping it out, used to close a sluiceway or

entrance to a dock. 1879 CassclFs Techn. Ednc. ix. 162

The entrances to docks are sometimes closed by means of

pontoons, which are large hollow vessels fitted with a kind
of keel or projection round the sides and bottom.

4. attnb. and Conib.^ ispontoon equipment', pon-
toon-bridge, a bridge constructed upon pontoons ;

pontoon-train, a train of wagons carrying pon-
toons.

1796 Campaigns i793-4> II. 68 On the 2ibt, a Pontoon

Bridge was thrown over the Rhine. 1834-47 J. S. MACAU-
LAY Field Fprtif. (1851) 132 An army provided with a good
pontoon train cannot be prevented effecting the passage of

a river, if that army be skilfully commanded. 1838 Civil

Eng. iff
Arch. Jrnl. I. 327/2 The pontoon equipment

having been landed on the Marsh, a bridge consisting of 20

pontoons at open order,, -was laid across the Medway.
Fontoo'n, ^. [f- prec. : cf. to bridge.'] trans.

To cross (a river) by means of pontoons. Alsoy?^.
1864 BLACKMORE Clara V. Ixii, For this power . . a great

historian employs a happy expression not welcomed by our

language ; he calls it the power to
'

pontoon the emer-

gency '. 1870 Daily News 6 Dec., It is believed that they
had pontooned the stream. 1890 Spectator 8 Mar., They
would have pontooned the distance, agreeing to do the work
over and over again when needful.

Hence Pontoo'ning vbl. sb.

1853 SIR H. DOUGLAS Milit. Bridges (ed. 3) 142 Cultiyat.

ing, practically and experimentally, the art of pontooning.

1878 W. S. SHERMAN in N. Amer. Rev. CXXVI. 206

A school of instruction in pontooning. 1893 MRS. SWINTON

Lady de Ros 79 To. .witness their pontooning operations.

Pontooner (pfmt-nai). [f.
PONTOON + -ER i.]

= PONTONEEB.
1799 Hist, in Ann. Reg. 283/1 The marquis having sent

an officer of pontooners. .to reconnoitre the banks of the

river. 183* SOUIIIKV l\nins. \l
f
ir 111. 699 The Spaniards

could not prevent the poiitooners from compleiinj; their



PONY.

Pont-tournis, Font-volant: see FONT*.

Ponty, variant of PUNTV.

Pony (p^'ni), sb. Forms : 7-9 Sc. powny, S

Sc. powney, -nie, 8-9 poney, 8- pony. [Sc.

/0w//j>,prob. ;'
as suggested by Prof. Skcat, 1890):

*pouhteyt ad. OF. poulcnet a little foal (1444 in

(jodef.), dim. of ponlain^ polain a foal, colt: late

L. pulldnus, f. L. pitllns young animal, foal : see

POLEYN. (Examples of an earlier spelling in poitl-

or pol- are wanted to make the origin certain.)]

1. A horse of any small breed
; spec, a horse not

more than 13 or (in popular use) 14 hands high.
1659 MS. (Scot.) Diary m N. % Q. 6th Ser. VII. 163/1,

1 caused bring home the powny & slugged him. 1710
Ace. Last Distemper T. \VMgg n. 19 Union Ponies, a
Kind of Horses foaled upon the Borders, and occasionally

owning either Country. 1730-6 BAILEY (folio), Pony, a little

Scotch horse. 1751 HOLCROFT Mem. (1816) I. 6 He had a
beautiful poney (at least so he called, and so I thought it).

a 1774 FERGUSSON Rising of Session Poems (1845) 28 The
powney that in spring-time grazes Thrives a' the year.

1781 COWPER Retirement 467 To cross his ambling pony
day by day, Seems at the best but dreaming life away.
1785 BURNS F.pist. to y. La.pra.ik 21 Apr. i, While. . pownies
reek in pleugh or braik. 1789 Bath Jrni. 22 June Advt.,
Stolen or stray'd.. A Black Poney, about thirteen hand.-*

high. 1841 renny Cycl. XXI.
384^/2

The ' Shetland pony
'

U now well known. ..These diminutive horses, .are only
from nine to eleven hands high. 1855 THACKERAY New-
comes v, Clive..much preferred poneys to ride. 1902 Bad-
minton Mag. XV. 699 A pony, I find it stated, is strictly

applicable to an animal under 13 hands; above 13 and up
to 13-3 the creature should be known as a galloway, and
over 13-3 it becomes a horse. This, however, is not the

modern interpretation.. .1 should be inclined to say that in

general parlance anything under 14 hands is a pony.

2. slang. The sum of twenty-five pounds sterling.

1797 MRS. M. ROBINSON M'ahinghatn II. 97 There is no

touching her even for a poney. \Xotc. Half a rouleau or

twenty-five guineas.] 1824 SCOTT St. Ronans v,
'

Done, for

a poney,..', said the Squire. 1861 HUGHES Tom Brown at

Oxf. iii. (1889) 26 Well done, Jack,., you've saved your
master a pony this fine morning.

3. U. S. slang. A literal translation of a classical

text, for the use of learners ; a school or college
'crib* : cf. HORSE sb. 13.

1831 Tour through College 30 (Farmer), Their lexicons

ponies, and text-books were strewed round their lamps on
the table. 1893 W. W. GOODWIN in Classical Rev. Apr.
162/1 A 'crib

'

or '

pony
'

to help them to learn their Greek
lessons without the aid of dictionary and grammar.
4. slang. A small glass or measure of liquor.

1884 U. S. Newspaper^ A 'Pony '..in America a glass
of beer. 1885 New York "Jrnl. Aug. (Farmer), A pony of

beer. 1896 Omaha. Daily Bee (U. S.) 18 Feb. 4/7 A
couple of ponies of brandy. 1896 N. B. Daily Mail 7 Apr.
2 The pony, another Glasgow beer measure, contained

9-ioths of an imperial gill of beer.

5. A name of Tecoma serratifolia (N.O. Bigno-

niacese], a small tree of the West Indies.

1866 in Treas. Bot. 1884 MILLER Plant-n., Tecoma serra-

tifolia^
'

Pony ', Saw-leaved Trumpet-flower.

6. attrib. and Comb. a. General, as pony-back
r

v
cf. HORSEBACK), -carriage, -cart, -chair, -chaise,

-girl, -horse, -mare, -pack, -phaeton, -sled, -track,

-trap; pony-buyer, -buying, -catcher, -catching,

-hunter, -hunting, -rearer; pony-mounted'adj. ; (in

sense 2) pony point, b. Special combs, (often in

names of things that are small of their kind) : pony-
engine, a small locomotive for shunting: pony-
express, a postal agency using relays of ponies
for the transmission of mails, etc. ; pony-glass,
a small glass holding a pony (sense 4) ; pony-
purse, pony-putter, see quots. ; pony-truck, a

two-wheeled leading or trailing truck in some forms

of locomotive ; pony-truss, a truss so low that

overhead bracing cannot be used (Webster 1890).
1813 Examiner 26 Apr. 265/1 A well-known quack . .

appeared on *poney-back. 1859 LANG Wand. India 401
We commenced the ascent on ponyback. 1823 Rlacfav.

Mag. XIV. 510 Holborn and Snow Hill are crowded with

*pony-carts. 1880 DISRAELI Endym. xi, The only things
she cared for in the country were a hall and a *pony-chair.

1852 Miss MITFORD Recoil. I. 301 The place in the *pony-
chaise. .was found vacant. 1900 EL. GLYM Visits Elizabeth

(1906) 81 One of those old-fashioned, very low pony-shays,
with a seat up behind for the groom. 1864 WEBSTER,

*
Pony-

engine. 1861 Illustr. Lond. News 12 Oct. 386 The
American *Pony Express, en route from the Missouri
River to San Francisco. 1886 Kansas Hist. Coll. III.

395, I was present when the first fleet horse of the pony
express started. 1894 Daily News i Oct. 5/5 The pony
express from Pekin brought the V'iceroy many despatches.

1889 T. A. GUTHRIE Pariah vi, i, I'm not a horsewoman

yet. If I'm anything, I'm a *pony-glrl. 1880 Barman's
Man. 58 Fill the *pony-glass with Sasarac. 1838 LYTTON
Alice in. vii, Do. .come. .and look at my *pony-phaeton.
1892 M. WILLIAMS RoundLondon (1893) 202 He plays whist

at his club for *pony (twenty-five pound) points. 1860

BARTLETT Diet. Amer.,*Pony-purs?,*, subscript ion collected

upon the spot, or from a few persons. 1883 GRESLEY Coal

Mining Gloss.,
*
Pony-putter, a boy who drives a pony in

To sit in my *pony-trap. 1884 KNIGHT Diet. Meek. Supp
1
..

*
Pony Truck, a truck with a single pair of wheels.

Pony (pJu-ni), v. U. S. slang, [f. prec. sb.]
1. trans, and intr. To pay /c/, settle ///.

1824 Atlantic Mag, I. 343 Every man., vociferously swore

mi
that he had ponied up his 'quarter'. 1894 STEAD If Christ
came to Chicago 367

'

Pony up or we will run you in
'

is the

formula. 1903 Architect Suppl. 24 Apr. 28/2 To-day a

walking delegate told him he would have to pony up 10 dols.

if he wanted to stay on the job,

2. trans. To prepare (lessons) by means of a

pony or crib.

185* Yale Tomahawk May (Bartlett), We learn that they
do not pony their lessons.

Ponyard, Ponysch, etc., obs. ff. PONIARD,
PUNISH. Poo, obs. f. POOH; Sc. and n. dial. f. PULL.

II Pooall (p/7*a). [Native name in Xepalese.]
An nrticaceous plant of North India, the fibre of

which is used for cordage, sail-cloth, etc.

1866 Treas. Bot. 153/2 This plant \Bohmeria Pnya\ is

called Pooah or Puya in Sikkim and Nepal.

Pooch, obs. and dial, form of Porcn.

II Pood (p/7d). Forms: 6-7 pode, 7 poude,

7-8 poad(e, 8 peed), pudde, 8-9 pud, 9 poud,

7- pood. [Russ. liy;vi pud
11

,
ad. LG. or Norse

pund Pocxn.] A Russian weight, equal to 40 lb.

Russian, or slightly more than 36 lb. avoirdupois.
1554 J. HASSE in Hakluyt I'oy. (i9<->3) II. 274 The pode

doth containe of the great weight, 40 pounds, and i f

the smal 80: there goe 10. podes to a shippond. 1630 A'.

Johnson's A'i/t^ef. <y COWMW, 474 Of Wax fifliu thousand

poad ; every poad contayning fortie pounds, 1662 J. DAVII s

tr. Olearins I'oy. Ambass. in Raising the Poude (that is

40. pound) of Salt, to thirty pence. 1723 Pr?s, -.S7. Kvssia
I. 76 At the Rate of four kubds a Pudde. 1753 HANW.W
Trail, (1762) I. n. .\iii. 58 These waggons usually carry from

twenty-five to thirty poods. 1814 tr. Kfafroths Trar. 297
Rock salt, .in large, .blocks, weighing five or six pud. 1884
Pall Mall G, 10 Sept. 5/2 The gold mines of Russia have

yielded 31,627 poods. 1890 Daily Xws 27 Nov. 6/4 The
Russian poud weighs as nearly as possible thirty-six English
pounds, . . there are nearly sixty-two ponds to the ton.

Poodding, pooding, -ynge, obs. ff. Pruj>iNc.

Foodie (p^'d'O, sl>. [a. r,cr. pitdel, short for

pudelhund (so LG., Swed., I)n. pudet, Du. poedel-

{-hand}} a poodle, f. LG. pitd{d]eln to splash in

water, the poodle being a water-dog. Cf. Ger.///rfi'/

a pool, PUDDLE
; pudelnass dripping wet.]

1. One of a breed of pet dogs, of which there arc-

numerous varieties, with long curling hair, usually
black or white, which is often clipped and shaved

in a fantastic manner.

1825 LYTTON Falkland i. xi, Mrs. Dalton .. asked very

tenderly after your poodle and yourself. 1858 WHKWELI.
Hist. Sci. Ideas II. 133 The Poodle and the Greyhound
are well marked varieties of the species dog. 1866 ().

MACDONALD Ann. Q, Ncighb. xxv, A fat asthmatic poodle

lay at her feet upon the hearth-rug.

f 2. A woolly sort of cloth; a garment of this

cloth. Obs.

1827 Sporting Mag, XX. 167 A good drab surtout if not

a poodle. 1859 SALA Gas-light <$ D. xxii. 254 A short

green cloak, adorned with a cellar of the woolly texture,

generally denominated poodle.

3. attrib. and Comb., as poodle-barber, -clippers,

-clipping, -coat, -dog, -head; poodle-like adj.;

poodle collar (in sense 2).

(1839 PKAED Belle of Ball-Rcom x, Her poodle dog was

tjuite adored. 1859 SALA Gas*light <V D. x. 121 A short

cloak, decorated with the almost obsolete poodle collar. 1876
SMII.KS -SV. Natur. vii. (ed. 4) 109 The Fox may be known
by his bark, which resembles that of a poodle dog. 1902
ELIZ. L. BASKS Newspaper Girl 169 Having purchased
a pair of poodle clippers.. I myself became his barber.

Hence '.nonce-ivds?) Foo'dledom, Poo'dleish a.,

Poo dleship.
1883 MRS. LYNN' LINTON Girl ofPeriod I. 263 Many a fine

stalwart fellow, .sinks into mere poodledom at home, 1888

H. \V. PARKER Sfirit ofBeauty (i&U] 118 His owner should

have been able to tell fifty like anecdotes of his popdleship.
1890 R L. GlLDERSLEEVE Ess, fy Stltd. 260 His whole
demeanor was poodleish in the extreme.

Poo'dle, '. [f. prec. sb.] trans. To make into

or treat as a poodle ; to clip and shave the hair of.

Hence Foo'dled ///. a., Poo'dling vbl. sb.

i8a8 Lancet 16 Feb. 725/2 Simply twisting it up, without

the present fashion of pood ling the head. 1908 Blackw.

Mag, July 45/2, I thought it as well to
'

poodle
'

him [a dog)

occasionally. 1905 Ibid. Dec. 816/1 The poodled Spitz, in

Germany apparently a favourite animal, I avoid.

Poodler, dial. var. PODLER, young coal-fish.

Poof (puf), //. Also pouf. [A natural utter-

ance. Cf. F. pouf.] A sound imitating a short

sharp puff of the breath as in blowing something
from the mouth, or blowing out a candle ; hence an

expression of contemptuous rejection : cf. POOH inf.

!8s7 W. COLLINS Dead Secret n. iii, Pouf! the very

anticipation of them [clouds of dust] chokes me already.
1862 H. MARKVAT Year in Sweden II. 55 As for the others,

poof 1 1865 DICKENS Afuf, Fr. in. ii, Call that a quantity. .

Poof ! What do you say to the rest of it ? 1868 YATES Rock
A?tead\. iv,

' She will go out like that pouf !'. .blowing out
an imaginary candle in explanation.

II Poogye (p'g/"\ Also -gyee, pungi.

[Hindi &* piihgt (tin
= nasalized ).] The

Hindu nose-flute.

1864 ENGKL Music Ancient Nations 59 One of the most
curious double-pipes at present extant in Asia is the poogyee
of the Hindoos.., the tubes of which are inserted into

a gourd, and are blown with the nose instead of with the

mouth. 1898 STAISF.R RARRETT Diet. Jfrts. 7Vr///,f,

Pfiflgyr* the nose-rime of the Hin<l'n-i.

POOK.
(j>u> c

'':''
e

Pooh (p;7, ph), int. ('.,!/'.) Also 7 puh, pne,

pow, 7-8 pugh, 8- poo: see I'OH, Poov\ [A 'vocal

gesture
'

expressing the action of puffing or blowing
anything away. Prob. orig. (px> l'-"h\ whence
also the variants pough, pogh, poh, po; and cf.

POOP.] An ejaculation expressing impatience, or

disdain or disregard for anything.
Cf. PHEW, PHO, I'lioo.

contemptuous disdaii

\\ 1:

1602 SIIAKS. /Aiw. I. iii. ioi Affection, puh ! You spenke
like a greene r.irle. 1604 MAIISTON- & WKHSTIK Malcon-
tent I. vi, Pugh ! . .Thou spcakesl like a fool. 1607 SHAKS.
Ccf. n. i. 157 Virgil. The Gods graunt them true. Volum.
True? pow waw. a 1627 Mlumi TUN Quiet Life it. tj

Pue
wawe, this is nothing, till I know what he did. 1694
CONGKKYK Doiil'lc- Dealer [. ii, Pnoh, ha, ha, ha. I know you
envy me. 1749 I'lKl-nixc. Tom Jv/ics xvn. i.\,

'

Pimh ', says

she, 'you have pinked a man in a duel, that's all'. 1768
STERNE Scut. Journ, (1778) II. 151 Poo ! said they, we have
no money. 1829 I.YTTOX l^c'-ercn.i' n. ii,

'

Pooh, man ', said

Tarleton haughtily,
; none of your compliments'. 1880 'Or IDA'

Moths II. 378
' Pooh ', he said, as he read it, and tore it up.

B. as sb. An utterance of this.

1667 Pr:rvs Di:t:y -^9 July, \Vith that she made a slighting

puh with her mouth. 1817 Uvuiis />Y//0vii, A tiling which
causes many

'

poohs
' and '

pishes '. 1861 CI.AVTON /'.

I)' l><ni,'il 21 Tlii> puffy one always ended his subject wiih

a long
'

pooh'.
Hence Pooh r 1

., intr., to titter the exclamation
'

[)ooh !

'

; /rans., to say
'

pooh !

'

to.

1630 J. TAYLOR (Water P.) Apol. fin- U'tittrinen Epil.,
Wks. M. 267/2 The wrymouth'd C'ritick . .That mewe*, and

pull's and shakes his hrainlesse head. 1798 CHARLOTTE
SMITH }".V. /'////<'?. I. 44 The Doctor .. pshaw'd and pn^h'd
for some time. 1858 POI.SON l.a^> <y /.. 15

' Pooh ! pooh !'

re-echoed his mother, 'don't pooh me, John '.

Pooh pooh .p'p')> *'"' X''> ") Reduplica-
tion of POOH int.

(1679 Pough, Pough : see POH.] (11814 Woman's ll'iil

tit. i. lit N"ew Brit. Theatre IV. 90 Poo, poo, you know not

\\ hat you say. 1844 DICKENS Mart. Clmz. .\ii. Pooh, pooh !

. -Never mind that. 1902 A. I.AM; in LongHl, Mag. Sept.

146 The sceptic will say
' Pooh pooh !

'

(at least on paper-
nobody ever says

' Pooh pooh !')

B. sb. (pooh-pooh}, a. An utterance of the ex-

clamation '

pooh pooh I

' b. One who is addicted

to using this exclamation.

1798 CFIAKI.OTTK SMITH Yng. Phihs. I. 6 Before the Doctor

had vented his pshaws and pooh poohs. 1867 Morn. Star
6 Aug. 6 4 The Pooh-poohs think the rest of mankind was
made for their pleasure and profit. 1875 (). \V. Hoi.Mi s

Oldl'tl. of Life, Crime ff Automatism (1891) 326 'J his is

the tribe of the Pooh-Poohs, so called from the leading

expression of their vocabulary. 1891 G. MEREDITH One of
citrConq. III. ii. 29 Dartrey blew his pooh-pooh on femi-

nine suspicions.

C. altrib. or adj. (p/rp), as in pooh-pooh theory,

a humorous designation of the theory that language
is a development of natural interjections. Cf. Bow-

wow theory.
1860 THACKI. RAY Round. Pafcrs, Late Gt. rictories(i%-]6)

40 A Saturnine philosopher, .has a pooh-pooh expression as

the triumph passe*. 1861 MAX MUi.LKR .Vc. Lang. i.\. 352
These cries or interjections were represented as the natural

and real beginnings of human speech.. .This is what I call

the Interjectional, or Pooh-pooh, Theory.

Pooh-pooh (pp
-

),
v. [f- prec. int.] trans.

To express contempt or disdain for ;
to make light

of, dismiss as unworthy of notice.

1827 J. \V. CHOKER Diary Feb. (1884) I. xii. 365 Peel

pooh-poohed that difficulty. 1840 BARHAM Ingot. Leg.
Ser. 1. Leech of Fotkest. (1877) 376 An old gentleman ..was

deservedly pooh-pooh 'd down. 1850 KINGSLEV Alt. Locke

xxxii, [They] pooh-poohed away every attempt at further

enlargement of the suffrage. 1854 HUXLEV in Lift (1900) I.

viii. 119 A stipend .. between ,800 and 1200 a year is not

to be pooh-poohed. 1893 Times 22 Apr., Mr. Gladstone
cannot pooh-pooh difficulties in Committee.

Hence Pooh-poo-hing
1

vbl. sb. and ///. a.
;
also

Fooh-poo'her, Pooh-poo'hist.
1855 THACKERAY Xmcomes xxv, Slatter . . was . . silenced by

the unanimous pooh-poohing of the assembly. 1861 W. H.

W[HITE] in Rec. Astro-meleorol. Sac. No. i. 13, I mean the

Pooh-poohists. These objectors . . rear high their crests on

the announcement of any novelty in practical science. 1862

FURNIVALL Let. to Sub-editors N. E. Diet. 4, 1 believe that

more roots will prove to be irtisons than is supposed by pooh-

poohers of the bow-wow theory. 1906 SI.ADEN Lin ers Japan
iv, 1 had not the courage to tell her pooh-poohing uncle so.

II Poojall, pnja (p'dsa). E. Indies. Also

pooja. [a. Skr. fftja worship.] Rites performed
in Hindu idol-worship; any Hindu religious cere-

mony or rite ; alsoyff'. (in ridicule).
c 1806 MRS. SHERWOOD in Life xxi. (1847) 361 To this he

made his daily poojah, or worship. 1826 HOCKLEY Fandii-

reiitg Hari I. ii. 18 The person.. now approached the sacred

tree, and having performed pitja. to a stone deity at its foot,

proceeded [etc.]. 1863 TRF.YELYAN Compel. Wallah (i66)

295 The high festivals of our religion would be among the

most popular Poojahs ofthe year. 1875 FREEMAN in Stephens

Life f, Lett. (1895) 1 1. 95 My sin is that of not doing poojah
to eld Carlyle, who . . took upon himself to write some non-

sense about early kings of Norway.

Pook(puk), sb. local. Also 9 puck. [Goes with

next : derivation uncertain.]

1. A heap ; esp. a roughly thrown up heap of hay,

a cock ; also, a heap of oats, barley, or other

unsheafed produce, not more than 5 feet high,

pitched together for carting to the rick.

1718 HEARNE Rein. II. 80 [The farmer and his men] went

up into the common fields, .to fetch home two loads of oats,
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and the land not being yet in cocks or pooks [etc.]. 1853
Miss VONGR Heir of Redclyfft" vii, She saw Guy's ready
greeting, and their comparison of the forks and rakes, the

pooks and cocks of their countries. 1863 MORTON Cycl.

Agric. Gloss. (E. D. S.), Pucks or Pooks (West Eng.), are

large heaps, little ricks of hay, corn, &c. 1868 THEGELLAS
Cornish Tales 20 O'er shoading-lieaps and pooks of turves.

1905 Wcstw. Gaz. 8 July 3/1 The hay was dry and 'up in

pook '.

2. A thin tall stack of corn in the sheaf, in shape
a steep cone, 9 or 10 feet high, built up temporarily
in the harvest-field in wet seasons, for drying the

corn before it is carried to the main rick. So

generally in s.\v., but in central Dorset called more

definitely a 'wind-mow'. (T. Hardy.)
a 1722 LISLE Husb. (1757) 2ir In making the wheat-pooks

in Wiltshire, the sheaves are set [etc.]. //'/</., In a pook
may be put a load or two. 1766 Complete Farmer s. v.

Ifarz'e$t
t
In their wheat-pooka..in Wiltshire, the sheaves

are set in a circle, with their ears uppermost, and another
circle of sheaves is placed upon that, and so on, contracting
each round, till the pile ends in a point, upon which a sheaf

opened, and turned with the ears downward, is placed, like

the shackle of a hive. ..A load, or two loads, may be
thus put into a pook, which is a very good way to secure
corn against rain. 1829 KNAPP Jrnl. A'at. 28 Saving our

crops in bad and catching seasons, by securing the hay in

windcocks, and wheat in pooks.

Pook (puk), t'.
1 local. [Goes with prec.] trans.

To heap up ; esp. to put up (newly mown hay or

unsheafed corn) in cocks or pooks (PooK sb. l).

1587 Mtrr. Mag., Rladud xv, Beneath on earth pompe,
pelfe and prayse they pooke. 1627 J/.S". Ace. St. fa/in*s

Ho$p., Canterb., For gathering of viij busshells of apples
& for pookeing. 1718 HEARNE Rent. II. 81 The master and
the other servant were pooking in part of the land. 1813 T.
DAVIS Agric. Wilts. Gloss, s. v. Cocked^ Barley and oats
are always pooked or cocked, seldom carried from the
swath. .. Hay is pooked, cocked, first in foot-cocks, and when
dry in hay-cocks. 1901 Times 19 Aug. n/i Kxperience
shows.. that where barley is pooked, as it often is in the

south, it takes less harm from heavy rain and dries much
sooner than where it is sheafed.

b. To put up (corn) in pooks (PooK sb, a).
rt 1600 ' A Wiltshire Rent Roll, temp. Q. Eliz.' in A". $- Q.

3rd Ser. VII. 277/1 The tenant to cut down, sheafe, pooke,
and rake the said thirdes and tenths [of wheat and barley].

Hence Foo'kinjf vbl. sb. ; also attnb. in pooking'
fork (see qnot. 1893); also Poo-ker.

1635 Wilts. AVr.(Hist. MSS. Comm.) Vnrr. Collect. (1901)
I. 169 Men labourers in haymaking, pookeing, or gripping
of Lent corne shall not take by the day. .of wages above v 1

.

1794 T. DAVIS Gen. View Agric. Wilts. 90 The price is

seldom higher than eigliteen-pence per acre for mowing,
and one shilling for pooking, etc. 1893 Wills. Gloss.

,

Pooker^ a woman employed in pooking. Booking-fork, the

large prong, with a cross handle, for pushing along in front

of the pookers, to make up the hay into pooks. 1894 Times
14 Aug. 15/1 The relative merits of pooking and sheafing in

the work of barley -harvest ing are sure to present themselves
for consideration. . .The barley lies strewn over the entire

surface, to be occasionally turned with the pooking fork

till the crop is ready for stacking.

Fook (pwk), z;-- Sc. Forms: (7 puik), 8-9
pouk, 9 pook. [Origin unascertained.] trans.

To pluck, pull, pick, or pinch with the thumb and

finger: e.g. in plucking a fowl, picking the stalks

off fruit, and the like. Also^^.
1633 Orkney Witch Trial in Abbotsford Club Misc. 154

The said Catrein cam in to the said Barbarayis house to

puik sum balr. 1785 BURNS Death $ Dr. Hornbook xiv,
The weans haud out their fingers laughin And pouk my
hips, a 1810 in Cromek Rem. Nithsdale Song 74 I'll clip,

quo' she, yere lang gray wing, An' pouk yere rosie kame.

(71817 HOGG Tales
fy

Sk. III. 205 Pook a craw with us.

i83 GALT Entail Hi, Pooking and rooking me, his mother,
o' my aln lawful jointure. 1894 CROCKETT Raiders 274
Your leddyship will hae to come and pook the chucky.
Hence Pooked (pwkt),^. pookit (pzrkit)///. a.

1818 Miss FERRIER Marriage xxxiv, They hadnae thae

pooket-ltke taps ye hae noo. 1824 Inker. Ixxxiv, It [the

name] 's rather short and pookit. 1894 HUNTER J. fnivick
ii. 20 He's a puir, poukit-Hke cratur. 1895 CROCKETT Men
ofMoss-Hags Iv, I had not the spirit of a pooked hen.

II Pooka, phooka (p'ka, p
h

-ka). Irish. [Ir.

plica (gen. and dat. with article an pkiica},
= OK.

ptica, ON. puki, ME. pouke (see PUCK), Welsh
pwca goblin.] In Irish folk-lore, A hobgoblin,
a malignant sprite.
i8ag T. C. CROKER Fairy Leg. I. 316 Irish superstition

makes the Phooka palpable to the touch. To its agency
the peasantry usually ascribe accidental falls. 1847 LE FASU
T. O'Brien 74 The Cavalier had heard of Phookas and
other malignant sprites who.. scare, .the benighted traveller.
1888 \V. B. YEATS Fa*ry

t
<$ Folk T. 94 The Pooka, .seems

essentially an animal spirit; .. [a] wild, staring phantom.
1894 Q. Rev. Oct. 331 The pranks of the Phooka.. and
the vision of the long-haired, long-robed Geilt.

II Pookaun (pk-n). Irish. Also pookawn,
pookhaun. [Ir. pncdn^ A small Irish fishing-

boat, for rowing or sailing, in the latter case having
a single mast with a kind of lateen sail.

1878-84 D. KEMP Yacht Sailing xxiv. 337 The Galway
pookhaun is a smaller boat than the hooker, and used for I

both rowing and sailing. 1892 JANE BARLOW Irish Idylls \

v. 108 On board quaint little curraghs and pookawns. 1899
Blackw. Mag. Oct. 490/2 The pookaun, a small boat with I

a sort of lateen sail, pretty to look at, but dangerous.

Pooke, obs. f. POKE ; var. PUKE Obs. (colour).

II Pookoo, puku (pw'kw). [ad. Zulu ?//////.]
A red water-buck or antelope (Cobus vardom}

j

found in southern Central Africa.

1890 in Cent. Diet. 1893 SF.LOUS Trap, S. E. Africa
245, I saw three roan antelopes and a few pookoos (Cobtts

vardoni). 1894 LVDEKKER Rtyal Nat. Hist. II. 304 The
puku is about the size of the pala, standing some 3 feet

3 inches at the shoulder.

Fool (pwl), J^.1 Forms: 1-4 p61, (i poll, 4
powl), 5-6 pole, 5-7 poole, 3, 5- pool. Also
&, Sc. 5 poll, 5- pule, 6- puil, 8-9 (n.e. dial.} peel.

[OE. p6l masc. = OLG. */<?/, MLG., MD. pel,
LG. pol, pohl, pul, Du. poel\ WGer. stem *p8Io-.
OE. had also pull and pyll (see PILL sb.*\ ON./o//r, Sw.,

Da. p6l, the relations of which to OE. pdl are obscure, as are
also those of the Celtic words: W. pwlt^ Corn. polt

Breton

fionll pool ; Ir. fall, ///, Gael, poll hole, bog, pond, pit,

mire, Manx/iy// pool, puddle.]

1. A small body of standing or still water, per-
manent or temporary : chiefly, one of natural

formation.

^"897 K. /ELFRED Gregory's Pasf. C. xxxviii. 278 Salomon
sa^de (Saette swi&e deop pol wiere jewered on 3xs wisan
monnes mode. Ibid, xxxix. 282 Swelce mon deopne pol
[ffatten MS. pool] gewerige. ^950 Lindisf.Gos/>. John ix.

ii Gaa to 3aem pole [Siloam] & aduah. c 1205 LAV. 21748
per, if jeluene plo^e in atteliche pole, c 1275 XI Pains of
Hell 81 in O. K. Misc. 149 Ifulled is bat fule pool pat euer
is hot, and neuer cool. 1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 2773 Let
delue vnder be foundement, & me ssal binebe finde A water

pol. 13.. E. K. Ailit. P. C. 310 Alle ]>e gotez of by

futeres
\text guferes], & groundelez powlez. c 1425

r
oc. in Wr.AViilcker 653/3 HCC piscina^ pole, c 1440

Prontp, Parv. 407/2 Pool, or ponde for fysche kepynge,
vivarium, stagnutn. 1482 RollsofParlt. VI. 202/1 Ryvers,
Pooles [204/2 Poles], Milnes, Fisshing places. 1535 COVKR-
DALE 2 Sain. ii. 13 They met together by the pole [1611

poole] at Gibeon, and these laye on the one syde of the

pole, the other on the other syde. 1596 DALRYMPLE tr.

Leslie's Hist. Scot. I. 7 Poles, stankes, and standeng Lochis.
a 1618 SYLVESTKR Hymn ofAlms 135 His Fens with Fowl,
his Pils and Poles with Fish; His Trees with Fruits, with

Plenty every Dish. 1622 CALLIS Stat. Sewers (1647) 59
A Pool is a meer standing water, without any current at all,

and hath seldom or never any issue to convey away the
waters. 1770 GOLDSM. Des. nil. 119 The noisy geese that

gabbled o'er the pool. 1846 R I:SKIN Mod. Paint. I. n. v.

I. 4 There is hardly a road-side pond or pool which has
not as much landscape in it as above it.

ft. 1487 Barbour's Bruce xn. 395 In the kersse pollls

[MS. K. pulis, ed. Hart
puilles]

ther war. 1508 KESNKDIE
Flyting iu. Dunbar 342 1'hou come, Fule ! in Marche or

Februere, Thair till a pule, and drank the paddok rod.

1567 Gittfe $ Godlie B. (S. T. S.) 185 Stinkand pulis of

euerie rotiin sink. 1789 Ross Helenore 58 She.. made nae

stop for scrabs, or stanes, or peels [ed. 1768 pools], a 1828

in P. Buchan Ballads L 26 Then she became a duck..To
puddle in a peel.

fb. Applied to a whirlpool. Obs. rarc~* 1
.

i53*5 IJF.LLENDEN Cron. Scot. ix. xxi. (1821) II. 108 Com-
parit justly to ane insaciabil pule.

C. A small shallow collection of standing water

or other liquid; a small plash, a puddle.
1843 MACAVLAY Lays Anc. Rome^ Horatins Hi, Where,

wallowing in a pool of blood, The bravest Tuscans lay.

1860 TYNDALL Glac. n. xvii. 317 One of the little pools upon
the surface of the glacier. 1867 H. MACMILLAN Bible

Teach, xv. (1870) 291 Those little pools that are left behind

among the rocks by the retiring tide. Mod. Sc. Keip oot

o' the pulls.

d. transf. and^/Jf.
1587 FLEMING Contn.Holinshed 1 1 1. 1 352/2, [I] was forced

to open the poole of my head, and to unstop the gate of my
heart. 1870 MRS. RIDDELL Austin Friars i, A quiet pool

apart from the human torrent. 18756. M ACOONAI.D Parables,
Somnium Mystici x, On the floor I saw.. A little pool of

sunlight. 1894 WEVMAN My Lady Rotha xxxi, The very

gules and purpure that lay in pools on the floor. 1903
Smart Set IX. 114 Hid in the marsh of years, Lies the

still pool of memory.
e. (See quot.)
1883 Century Mag. July 324/1 \Vhen once a new *

pool
'

or belt of [oil-] producing territory is found.

2. A deep and still place in a river or stream.
The Pool: the part of the Thames between London Bridge

and Cuckold's Point.
a looo in Birch Cart. Sax. I. 57 Of Jane grete wibis

endlonge burne in bane pol buue Crocford. 1632 MASSIN-
GER City Madam i. i, The ship is safe in the Pool, then?
1661 WALTON A ngler \. xx. (ed. 3) 241 Such Pools as be large
and have most gravel. 17*2 DE FOE Plagite (1840) in The
river . . between the houses which we call Ratcliffand Redriff,
which they name the pool. 1806 Gazetteer Scotl. (ed. 2)

272 After passing the linn, it [R. Isla] forms a deep pool of

water, called Corral. 1812 J. WILSON Isle ofPalms \\.^\
A stream comes dancing from a mount...Then, tamed into

a quiet pool Is scarcely seen to glide. 1885 Law Rep.
10 Appeal Cases 380 It is not a very big burn, but there are

some very deep pools in it*

3. attnb. and Comb., u& pool-bird, -ground, -side\

pool-haunting adj. ; pool-lily, a water-lily; pool-

measure, pool-price, the measure or price of

coal at the Pool on the river in London
; pool-

pass, a fish-way into or out of a pool (PASS sbl

3 h) ; pool-reed (called also pole-reed and pttll-

reed\ the common Reed {Phragmites communis] \

pool-root, White Snakeroot, Eupatorium agcm-
totdes(}&\\\ngsMed.Dut. 1890); pool-rush (called

by Lyte pole-rusk}, the Bulrush, Sdrpus lacustris ;

sometimes erroneously, Typha latifolia ; pool-

snipe, f -snite, the Redshank, Totanns calidris ;

pool-spear = pool-reed; poolwort, a name given
in U. S. to Eupatorium aromalicum (Billings).

1591 FRAUNCE /feliodflrus
1

sKtltiopia, Fit neast for a

*poole-byrde. 1847 EMEKSON Poems, Monadnoc^ Pasture

of 'pool-haunting herds. 1902 Contewp. Rev. Oct. 576
Her heart sank like a *pool-lily at shadow. 1768 Ckron.

xample of a *Pool Pass. 183* Examiner $1 1 Upon eath
haldron of coals brought to the market twelve shillings ..

was added to the *pool or market price, which addition
furnished the profits to the merchant. 1587 T. NEWTON
Lemnie's Bible Herbal 150 Another kinde of Reede there
is growing by the banks of standing waters, and on the
shores of riuers, which hath a long, round and hollowe
stalke or strawe, full of knottie ioints..This kinde, is our
common *Poole Reede, Spear or Cane reede. 1879 PRIOR
Names Brit. Plants (ed. 3) 187 Pole-reed, properly .. called
in our western counties, Pool-reed, from its place of growth,
Amtndo Phragmites. 1712 M. HENRY Life P. Henry \,

Wks. 1853 II. 608/2 If we lay our children by the *pool-
side, who knows but the Blessed Spirit may help them in,

and heal them. 1892 JEAN A. OWEN Within an hour of
London Town (ed. 2) 256 The redshank, *pool-snipe, teuke
or took. . ; all these names are given to him. 1661 LOVELL
Hist. A nitn. fy Min. 182 *Poole-snite. . . They have a strong
and unpleasant rellish, and live wholly upon fish.

Pool,^- 2 local. [Origin unascertained.] A mea-
sure of work in roofing and flooring : see quots.
1669 S. COLEPRESS in Phil. Trans. IV. 1010 Charges of

Covering Houses with Slate. . . Kvery Poole of work is either

6 foot broad and 14 foot up, on both sides, or 168 foot in

length and one in breadth. 1847-78 in HALLIWKLL. 1886
EHVORTHY W. Somerset Word-Ik, s. v., In building, it is

usual to speak of 'a pool of joists'; meaning the number
of joists sufficient for the space between the wall and a
beam or girder, or between two beams. .. The word only

applies where main beams or short joists between dwarf
walls are used. ..Also used for a similar space on a roof,
which is covered by a '

pool o' rafters '.

Pool, $b$ [= F. ponle in same sense (1676 in

Mme. de Sevigne) : see Note below.]
1. In certain card games, etc. : The collective

amount of the stakes and fines of the players

joining in the game.
[If, as appears to be the fact, sense 2 was derived from i,

this must nave been in use before 1693.] 1711-1* SWIFT

yrnl. to Stella 26 Jan., I played at cards this evening at

I^idy Masham's, but I only played for her while she was

waiting; and I won her a pool. 17.. Rwcrsis, So that the

great quinola pool will consist of 26 fish, and the little

3uinola
pool of 13 fish. Each time that the stakes are

rawn, or when there are fewer fish in the pool than the

first original stake, the pool must be replenished as at first.

1766 [C. ANSTEY] Bath Guide viii. 90 Industrious Creatures
that make it a Rule To secure half the Fish, while they
manage the Pool. 177* Town fy Country Mag. 20 Miss
D n ..was hopping away with the pool from the Coterie.

1776 MRS. HARRIS in Priv. Lett. Ld. Malwesbury (1870) I.

341 The ton here is the game of
'

Commerce', which the

fine people play immoderately high, sometimes loco/, the

pool, the lowest hand giving ten guineas each deal. 1887
BLACK .S", Zembra 215 They continued the game, .with the

addition of a half-a-crown pool to increase the attraction.

b. The receptacle containing the stakes ; the

pool-dish. (Quot. 1886 appears to be an error.)

1770 Streets <y Inhabitants of Birmingham 87 Enamel
Manufacturers. These ingenious Artists make Candlesticks,
Snuff Boxes, Ink Stands, . . (Quadrille Pooles, Smelling Bottles

..and all sort of small Trinkets for Ladies Watches, etc.

1816 SINGER Hist. Cards 262 (deck) If an odd number is

given the eldest hand claims the largest half, or else the odd
one is given to the pool [1680 COTTON Gamester 65, 1734
SEYMOUR Compl. Gamester 26, or else it is given to the box].

[1886 F. G. S. in N. % (? 7th Ser. I. 477/2 Quadrille pools
are the fishes or other counters used in playing the old-

fashioned game of quadrille.)

f2. A party in a card-game, as comet or quadrille,
in which there is a pool; a 'game' or match. To
make (/) apool> to form or make up the party or

requisite number of players for such a game. Obs.

1693 SOUTHERNS Maid's last Prayer in. iii, What say

you to a Pooile at Comet, At my House? 1732 MRS.
DELANY Antobiogr. fy Corr. (1861) I. 346, I played two

pools at commerce. 1796 JANE AUSTEN Pride fy Prej. xiv,

She. .had sent for him only the Saturday before, to make

up her pool of quadrille in the evening. 1801 Sporting

Mag. XVIII. 21 Our party was put off till the Monday,
when we played six pools. 1859 THACKERAY Virgin, ix, I

daresay the resolute lady sat down with her female friends

to a pool of cards and a dish of coffee.

3. A game played on a billiard-table, in which

each player has a ball of distinctive colour with

which he tries to pocket the balls of the other

players in a certain order, each player contributing
an agreed sum, the whole of which at the end

falls to the winner; also, a similar game in U. S.

played with balls numbered i to 15, the number

of each ball a player pockets being added to his

score.

1848 THACKERAY Bk. Snobs xxiii, He plays pool at the

billiard-houses, and may be seen engaged at cards and

dominoes of forenoons. 1851 FITZGERALD Euphranor (1904)

BRADDOM Like tr Unlike x, They played billiards, pool, or

pyramids with skill and success.

4. a. Rifle-shooting. A contest in which each

competitor pays a certain sum for every shot he

fires, the proceeds being divided among the winners.

Also attrib.

1861 Sat. Rev. 20 July 57 The attractions of the review

and the temptations of pool targets have filled up the void

left by the slackness of contributions. 1862 Ibid. 5 July 7



POOL.

The sort of pot.hunting known at Wimbledon and else- i

where as Pool, where the value of a bull's-eye is much more
j

considered than the credit of handling with success the

Queen of weapons. 1869 Daily News 6 July, Poo! and
other breech-loadiug firing is made continuous instead of
intermittent.

b. Betting. The collective stakes of a number
of persons who each stake a sum of money on one
of the competitors in some contest, the proceeds
being divided among the backers of the winner.
1881 [see PAR! MUTUEL).

5. A common fund into or from which all gains
or losses of the contributors are paid; hence, a

combination of capitalists for united speculative
[

operation in a stock or commodity ;
a combine.

1872 W. R. TRAVERS in N. York Herald 25 Nov. 8/3, !

I find myself charged by Mr. Jay Gould . . with being
interested in a put or pool in Northwestern common with
Mr. Drew, .. and others. 1884 Boston (Mass.) Jrnl. 29 Jan.
4/4 Stamford rich men have formed a pool to pay the fines

imposed upon them for fast driving. 1906 ftlaclnv. filag.

Jan. 146/1 His little history of the fifty-million dollar pool
in Union Pacific Preferred Stock showed that it was I

a *
blind pool ', to run for five years.

6. An arrangement between previously competing
parties, by which rates or prices are fixed, and
business or receipts divided, in order to do away
with mutually injurious competition : see quot.
1882. Also altrib. Originally U. S.
1881 Chicago Times i June, The marine insurance men

are still striving to form a pool, and expect soon to succeed.
Ibid. 4 June, The company will now compete with the other

pool lines leading eastward. Ibid. 17 June, The agreementf ..T _ , . '','., &
.

out so frequently between two or more competing lines...

Sometimes the proceeds of the traffic on competing lines are

put into a common fund, and afterwards distributed accord-

ing to conditions previously agreed on. This is called a
'

Financial Pool '. In other cases, arrangements are made
for a distribution of the traffic, each line agreeing to accept
a specified proportion. This is called a '

Physical Pool '.

1887 Pall Mall G. n Oct. 12/1 Salt is the latest commodity
placed under the control of a pool in the United States...
The object of such a pool is 'to keep up the price of salt,
and to be able to compete with the foreign manufacturers '.

7. Fencing. A contest between teams, in which
each member of one side fights each member of

\

the other.

_
1901 Oxford Times 9 Mar. 12/4 What is termed a Poule

a 1 epee was arranged between teams of six a side, each
member of the one team fighting a duel with the six
members of the other, in rotation. Ibid,, Came out head of
the pool, receiving only one hit in his six engagements.
8. Cowi., as (in sense \} pool-dish, -game; (sense

3) pool-ball, -table ; (sense 4 b) pool-check, -room,
-seller, -selling, -ticket : see also 4 a and 6.

1858 SIMMONDS Diet. Trade, 'Pool-balls, ivory balls, 9 or
12 to the set, about 2 inches in diameter, for playing
a kind of billiards. 1890 L. C. D'O<n.E Notches n, I walked
up ter see wot the preacher had giv

1 him ; boys, 'twas

nothing but a brass 'pool-check. 1878 H. H. GIBBS Ombre
IQ The Dealer then setting the *pool-dish at his right hand,
places in it five points. 1865 Coinpl. Domino-Player 16
Domino *Pool Game, .is played by fitting the same num-
bers together, as in all the games with dominoes, except the
matadore. 1887 Chicago Advance 13 Oct. 6/1 The betting
. -is now mostly done m 'pool-rooms. 1892 Pall Mall G.

4 May 5/1 Only one or two of the women came out of the

pool-room with more money than when they entered it.

Ibid., The New York police have steadfastly resisted the
efforts of_enterprizing "pool-sellers' to make betting on
horse racing as easy for women as for men. 1887 Daily .

Tel. 12 Mar. 5/1 Wagering, or, as it is called on the other
j

side of the Atlantic, 'pool-selling. 1860 HUGHES Tom
\

Brown at Oxf. xxxiii, Tom's good eye and steady hand,
and the practice he had had at the. .'pool-table, gave him '>

considerable advantage.
[Note. In Eng. use this word has undoubtedly from the

iSthc. been identified with POOL si.': see quots. 17. .,1766111
sense i, with their references to the fish in the pool. But
the French use of poule for the same thing, with the fact
that the French is found earlier, makes it almost certain that
the term was taken from Fr., and associated with the Eng.
word pool. F. poule is held to be a sense of poule hen,
chicken, being perh. at first slang for '

booty, spoil, plunder '.

Mme. de Sevigne* in a letter of 29 July 1676 uses/0M/*r ex.

actly in the sense of Eng./W/ j andinaletter of 30 June 1680
says

'

Si Denjean est decejeu.il prendra toutes les poules :

c'est un
aigl_e ', a play upon the sense ' hen '. The Diet, of

the Academic, ed. i, 1694, and that of Furetiere. ed. 2, 1701, i

also explain poule almost in the words in which it stands
in the Diet. Acad. ed. 7, 1878 :

' Poule se dit, a certains '

jeux, de la quantite d'argent ou de jetons qui resulte de la
mise de chacun des joueurs et qui appartient a celui qui
gagne le coup. La poule est grosse. Alettre a la pmile. \

Gagner la pottle '. There is perh. a similar relation between
F. fiehe a fish at cards, and the Eng.

'

fish
'

in the '

pool M
POO! (pwl), K.1 [f. POOL rf.l]

1 1. intr. Of land : To be marshy or full of pools.
Of water : To form pools, to stand, stagnate. Obs.
1:1420 Pallad. on Ilnsb. i. 89 Ne poole \v. r. pullej L.

stagnef\ hit not, but goodly playn elonge. 1626 BACON
Sylva \ 537 On the other side the Water must but Slide,
and not stand or Poole.

2. trans. In quarrying granite: To sink or make
(a hole) for the insertion of a wedge ; hence pool-
hole, a hole made in this process. In coal-mining :

jTo undermine (coal) so as to cause it to fall.

"793 SMEATON Edystone L. 91 Holes or notches, cut (or, I

as they term it, pooled] in the surface of the stone. Ibid.,
'

Ihesepool.holes are sunk with the point of a pick. 1816 i

^L. VII.

1113

J. A. PARIS Guide Mounts Kay fy Land's End ii. 45 The
method of splitting it [granite] is by applying several wedges
to holes cut or (pooled) in the surface of the stone. 1839
URE Diet, Arts 979 The first set [of workmen] curves or

pools the coal along the whole line of walls, laying in or

pooling at least 3 feet. 1863 ff. Brit. Daily .I/a// 5 May,
[He] was working at the face of the seam, undermining or

pooling the coal .so as to bring it down.

Fool ;pl), v2 [(. POOL sb:-'] trans. To throw
into a common stock or fund to be distributed

according to agreement ; to combine (capital or

interests) for the common benefit ; spec, of com-

peting railway companies, etc.: To share or divide

(traffic or receipts).
1879 Daily Ckron. 30 Apr., A diminution in the volume

of traffic passing over the line under the arrangements made
with competing lines to 'pool ', or, as in England would be

said, to
'

divide
'

the traffic carried. 1879 H. GEORGE
Progr. 9f Pol', in. iii. (1881) 166 It is thisgeneral averaging,
or as we may say,

(

pooling
'

of advantages, which neces-

sarily takes place. 1884 Pall Mall G. 2 Aug. 5/1 The
arrangement for

'

pooling
'

the Continental traffic of the
two companies to Folkestone. 1895 Wcstm. Gaz. 25 Sept.
1/3 The endowed funds of the Church ought to be pooled,
equalised, and redistributed according to the work done.

Hence Pooled ///. a.
; Pooling vbl. sl>.

1884 Amcrican\'l\. 229 A pooling combination to regu-
late prices. 1884 Pall Mall G. 30 Apr. n/i, I don't think
this pooling of the [railway] rates will stand. 1888 Ibid.
2r Jan. 2/2 Negotiations.. with a view of extending the

pooled area. 1892 Nation (N.Y.) 15 Dec. 446/1 The repeal
of the section of the law prohibiting railway pooling.

Pool, dial. f. PULL v. Pool, poole, obs. ff.

POLE, POLL. Pooler, var. POLER (sense i). Pool-
hole : see POOL D.I 2.

Pooly (p'H), a. [f. POOL rf. 1 + -Y.] Resem-
bling a pool ; abounding in pools ; swampy.
i8zi JOANNA BAILLIE Metr. Leg., Wallace viii, As angler

til the pooly wave. 1822 Blackii.'. Mag. XI. 181 The water
struggled onwards through narrow gullets, boiling caldrons,
and pooly whirls.

Pooly, obs. f. PULLEY. Poomel, obs. f. POM-
MEL. Poomgarnet, -gernett, obs. ff. POME-
GRANATE. Poompe, obs. f. PI-MF.

II Poon (pn). Also 7 pone, 9 puhn, puna,
poona, -ay. [Singhalese p!ina, Tamil piinnai.']
One of several large East Indian trees of the genus
Calophylluin, esp. C. Inopkylliim also, the timber
furnished by these trees, used for masts and spars,
and for building purposes. Chiefly attrib., z&poon-
mast, -spar, -tree, -wood; poon-oil, a dark-green
thick oil, having a strong scent and bitter taste,

expressed from the seeds of C. Inopkyllum (poon-
seed), used in medicine and for burning in lamps.
1699 DAMPIER Voy. II. i. 64 For Masting, the Fir and

Pone Trees are the best. 1727 A. HAMILTON New Ace. E.
Ind. I. xxii.

264^
There is good Poon Masts, stronger, but

heavier than Fir. 1840 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 7) XXI. 300/2
Poon is also of two kinds, the dark and the light. It is

a wood that answers very well for masts. . .The Malacca red
poon is that of which masts and yards are made. 1858
SI.MMONDS Diet. Trade, Poon-wood, an Indian wood, ..

used for ship-building, for planks, and also for spars. 1880
C. R. MARKHAM Peruv. Bark 377 The poon trees . . are

chiefly found in Coorg.
II Poonac (pw'nsek). [Tamil Punna/tku, Singha-

lese Punakku.'] The oil-cake or mass left after the

oil has been expressed from coco-nut pulp : used
as fodder or manure.
1890 in WEBSTER. 1895 in Funk's Stand. Diet.

Poonall (p'na). Name of an Indian city in the

Bombay Presidency ; attrib. in Poonah painting,
an artistic process in imitation of oriental work,
in which pictures of flowers, birds, etc. were

produced on rice (or other thin) paper, by the

application of thick body-colour, with little or no

shading, and without background : fashionable in

England in the early part of the igth c. So
Poouah brush, a stumpy round-headed brush
used for this

; Foonah paper, the paper on which
it was done ; Poonah-painted a.

;
Poonah

painter. (See JV. &= Q. roth s. VII. 107, 152.)
1821 Examiner 272/2 The Poonah taught in a superior

style. Ladies instructed in the above Elegant Art. 1822-3
Pigot ff Co.'s Directory, Cheltenham .. Stanton Mrs.,
Indian poonah painter, 21 Bath Street. 1829 Vug. Lady's
/?. 469 A piece of tracing-paper, of a peculiar manufacture,
which is sold at the stationers' shops as Poonah-paper.
1840 THACKERAY Paris Sk.-bk. (1869) 153 What are called
' mezzotinto

'

pencil-drawings,
(

poonah paintings ',
and what

not. 1859 SALA Tit.', round Clock (1861) 179 Two pairs of
silver grape-scissors, a poonah-painted screen, a papier-
mache work-box. iS&9 Anthony's Photogr. Bull. II. 48 It

may be applied by using a strong hog hair or poonah brush
charged with vermilion.

Poonahlite (pzZ'nabit). Min. Also poona-,
punah-. [f. Poonah (Puna) in India, where found
+ -LITE.] A variety of SCOLECITE from Poonah.
1831 H. J. BROOKE in Philos. Mag. Ser. n. X. no Poonah-

lite . . a beautiful variety of apophyllite from Poonah, . .

accompanied by some slender crystals, which I at first

supposed were mesotype or needle-stone, but which differ

from both substances in measurement ; the Poonahlite being
a rhombic prism of 92 20'. 1866 WATTS Diet. Chem. IV.
689 Poonahlite. Ibid. Index, Punahlile.

Poond, -e, obs. ff. POND, POUND (an enclosure).
II Poonga-oil (p-rjg5|0il). [f. Tamil pnnga or

POOP.

Malaya] (an) pungam) name of the plant.] A dark-

yellow oil expressed from the seeds of the KUKUNG,
Pongamia glabra, and used in India as lamp-oil

, and as a remedy in skin-diseases; Kurung oil.

1866 Treas. Rot. 919/1 In India an oil, called Kurunj, or

Poonga oil, i> expressed from the seeds. 1890 KILLINGS
Mcd. Diet. II. 370/2 Poonga oil is in high repute in India
as an application for scabies and other skin diseases.

II Poonghie, phoongyee, phungyi ;p<nj-

gyf, pzrnd.^i). Forms : 8 pongui, 9 phonghi,
-gee, phoongee, -gye(e, poongee, -ghee, -ghie,

-gy, -gyee. [Burmese hpongyi, f. hpon glory, kyl
great.] The name generally given in Burma to a
Buddhist priest or monk. Also attrib*

1788 F. MAGNUS tr. Sonncrat's Vey. III. 17 Their Priesls,

..are called Ponguis, and are less informed than the
Bramins. 1834 BP. BIGANDET in Jynl. Ind. Archip. IV.

222-3 ^ > The Talapoins are called by tiie Htirmese Phon-
ghis, which term means 'great glory'. 1879 F. POLLOK
Sport Brit. Bunnah II. 7 The poonghee houses or monas-
teries are splendid. 1897 LD. ROBERTS 41 Yrs. India. Ixvi.

(1898) 518, I still hear occasionally from one or other of my
Poonghie friends. 1899 F. T. BULLEN Log Sea-waif yyi
Yellow-garbed, close-shaven Phoongyees were squatting all

over the pavement.

Poop (p>/p) ^ 1 Forms: 5 pouppe, pope,
poppe, 5-7 powpe, 6 pupe. pewpe, 6-7 poup(e,
poope, puppe, pup, (7 pub), 7- poop. [ME.
a. OF. pupe, pope (c 1400 in Godef. Compl.'], F.

poitpc
-

It. poppa, Prov., S])., Pg. popa : late L.

*pnppa for L. pitppis poop, stern.]
1. The aftermost part of a ship ;

the stern ; also,

the aftermost and highest deck, often forming the

roof of the cabin built in the stern.

1489 CAXTON Faytes ofA. n. it. 93 The pouppe whiche is

the nindermost part ye of the shippe. 1495 Kaval Ace,
Hen. I'll (1896) 195 In the poppe of ihe seid shipp. 1496
Ibid. 176 The dekke ovyr the somercastell & the pope.
1497 Ibid, 227 The powpe abaft. 1555 EDEN Decades 203
The highest parte of the Castel of the poope. 1558 PHAER
dSneidi, Aijb, There fell a sea that made the puppe to

yelde. 1566 J. PARTRIDGE Plasidas 492 The lusty fish

begin at payn ted pupe to toy. 1573 TWYNE JEneid x. E e j,

She with right hand pup did shoue. 1581 J. BELL //ad-
don's Answ. Osor. 452 The chief prore and pewpe fas the
Proverbe is) and shooteanker of their whole Idolatrous
Sacrifice. 1606 SHAKS. Ant, $ Cl. n. ii, 197 The Poope
was beaten Gold. 1643 PRYNNE So<'. Power Part. App,
209 Those are equally safe who are in the fore part, as those
who are in the puppe. 1674 tr. Scheffer's Lapland xxi. 101

Made in the fashion of half a boat having, .the poupe of
one fiat board. 1704 J. HARRIS Lc.v. Techn, I, Poop of
a Ship, is the Floor or Deck over the Round-house or

Master's Cabbin, being the highest part or uppermost part
of her Hull astern. 1776 MICKLE tr. Camoens' Lnsiad S3
High on the poop the skilful master stands. 1868 Regnl.
<$ Ord. Army 1305 When the prisoners are on deck, the

detachment of Troops is to be on the poop.

t b. At poop, in (the, one's} poop, of the wind :

Astern. Ilenceyf^. Obs.

1567 GOLDINC Ov/'d xn. 148 b, The thousand shippes had
wynd at poope. 1588 HICKOCK tr. Fredericks Voy. 31

Theygoeto Pegu, with the winde in powpe. 1^98 BARCKLEV
Felic. Man (1631) 411 They continue with him so long as
the wind bloweth in the poope. 1621 MoLLBCwm?*.XK'*
Libr. iv. ix. 255 When they saw the wind blew merrily in

their poope. 1687 A. LOVELL tr. Thevenofs Trav. i. 16
We bore away to tne starboard . .with a Wind in Poop.

O. transf. A cabin built on the after part of the

quarter-deck ;
a round-house, rare,

1551 Acts Privy Coitnc, (1891) III. 257 The covering of

clothe of golde belonging to the captaines cabane or powpe
of the Gallie.

f 2. transf. The dickey or seat at the back of

a coach ; the hinder part of a man or animal, the

posteriors, rump, colloq, or vulgar. Obs.

ci6i4 FLETCHER, etc. l\
r

it at Sev. Weap.vc. t, If you..
meet a footman by the way, in orange-tawny ribbands,

running before an empty coach, with a buzzard [the bare-

headed lackey] i' th' poop on't. c 1645 HOWELL Lett. (1650)

II. 25 She took a moutnfull of claret, and spouted it into

the poope of the hollow bird. 1706 E. WARD Wooden
World Diss, (1708) 96 While he manages his Whip-staff
with one Hand, he scratches his Poop with the other.

3. attrib. and Comb., as poop-cabin, -deck, -end,

-ladder, -rail, -staff; poop-lantern, -light, a

lantern or light carried at the stern to serve as a

signal at night ; poop-royal, the deck forming
the roof of the poop-cabin ; a top-gallant-poop.
1851 W. COLTON Deck fy Port \. 16 Another order soon

came for the construction of a *poop-cabin. 1840 R. H.
DANA Bef. Mast xvii, A large, clumsy ship,.. with her top-
masts stayed forward, and high *poop-deck. 1839 MARRYAT
Phant. Ship x, Philip remained on deck by the *poop-
ladder. 17*7-41 CHAMBERS Cycl. s. v. Ship, Plate, Hull ,.

*Poop Lantnorns. 1769 FALCONER Diet. Marine (1789),
A iguille defanal, an iron crank or brace, used to sustain

the poop-lanthorn. 1836 E. HOWARD R. Reefer Ivii, We
carried . . the customary *poop-light of the commodore.

1867 SMYTH Sailer's Word-bit.
, *Poop~rails, the stanchions

and rail-work in front of the poop. 1769 FALCONER Diet.

Marine (1780^, Ditnette sitr Dunette, the *poop-royal.
1800 Naval Chron, III. 274 The poop royal, in our present
first rates is omitted. 1847 GROTE Greece n. xxxvi. IV. 472

Kynegeirus. .in laying hold on the *poop-staff of one of the

vessels, had his hand cut off by an axe.

t Poop (pp), ^-2 Obs. Also 6 poope.

[Echoic, or f. POOP z>.l Cf. LG. pup, pup, Du. poep

crepitus ventris.] A short blast in a hollow tube,

as a wind instrument ; a toot ; a gulping sound.



POOP.

ifi53 UDALL Royster D. n. i. (Arb.) 32 Then to our

recorder with toodleloodle poope As the howlet out of the

N. C. Words 37 Poops t Gulps in drinking. 177* Ann. Reg.

99/1 When this captain [frog] gives the signal for stopping,

you hear a note like/<30/ coming from him,

tPoop, ^-3 06s, In 6 pope, 7 poope. [Origin
;

unascertained.] Some part of the furniture of

a church bell :
<(

perh. the '

stay
'

by which the

swing of a bell is regulated, moving against the

'slider'" (Gloss, to work cited for quot. 1625).
1507-8 Rec. St. Mary at Hill 264 Item, payd for v bell

popys for the bell Ropys xvd. 1625 Chnrchiv. Ace. St. '

Mary, Reading (1893) 137 Paid for a board for the treble

poope to save it nd. 1631 Ibid. 147 Paid to will is for

poopes and strapes for the bell this yeire, 95. gd.

Poop (p"P)> Z'-* Forms; 5 poupe, powpe,
pope, 6- poop, (9 dial. pup). [ME. poiepen, of

echoic origin: cf. MLG., LG. pitpen, MDu., Du.

poepett.] t intr. To make an abrupt sound as by
blowing a horn

;
to blow, toot

;
to gulp in drinking. ,

1386 CHAUCER A*'J Pr. T. 579 Of bras they broghten
bemes and of box Of horn of boon in whiche they bleweand

powped [v.rr. poupid, pouped, poped]. ^1386 Matici-

ple^s Prol. 90 And whan he hadde pouped in this horn To
[he Manciple he took the gourde agayn. 1593 R. BARNES
Parthenophil fy P. Ode xi. in Arb. Garner V. 457 The '

Shepherds poopen in their pipe.

b. (See quots.) dial, and vulgar.
1711-36 BAILF.V, To Poofi, to break Wind backwards softly.

1903 Eng. Dial. Dict^ Poop, z1

., Cacare, used of and by
children.

t Poop, v.% 06s. Forms : 6 powp(e, 6-7 ,

poup^e, poop'e. [Of obscure derivation : cf. Du.

poep a clown (Franck).] trans. To deceive, cheat,

cozen, befool.

1575 Gamin. Gurton \\. i, But there ich was powpte
[

indeede. 1596 NASHE Saffron \Valden 134 Wee shall.,

trumpe and poope him well enough if .. he will needes fall

a comedizing it. 1608 SHAKS. Per. iv. ii. 25, I, shee quickly
poupt him, she made him roast-meate for wormes. a 1650
MAY Satyr. Puppy (1657) 26 My two Gallants, (being poopt '

of what they enjoyed meerly to feel misery in the losse).

1663 DRYDEN Wild Gallant iv. ii, Hee's poopt too.

Poop (pp), ^- 3 Naut. [f. POOP sby\ trans.
\

Of a wave : To break over the stern of (a vessel).

1748 Ansoris I'oy. in. ii. 319 A large tumbling swell

threatened to poop us. 1769 FALCONER Diet. yi/ar/f (1789)
LI j b, The principal hazards incident to scudding are

generally, a pooping sea; the difficulty of steering. 1836
MARRYAT Klidsh. Rosy xxvi, The frigate was pooped by
a tremendous sea, which washed all those who did not hold
on down into the waist.

b. transf. Of a ship : To receive (a wave) over

the stern
;
to ship (a sea) on the poop.

1894 Westin. Gaz, 7 Dec. 5/1 An enormous wave was

pooped which demolished the hatchways and flooded the
hold with several feet of water. 1898 F. T. BULLEN Cruise
Caclialot xxviii, The supreme test .. is the length of time
she will scud before a gale without *

pooping
'

a sea.

Poope, obs. f. POOP, POPE sbl

Pooped (ppt), a. [f.
POOP st>.1 + -ED 2.] :

Having a poop : chiefly in comb, as high-pooped.
1879 BEERBOHM Patagonia, \. 7 Magellan dropped anchor

j

there, with his quaint, high-pooped craft. 1897 IVeslm.
,

Gaz. 30 Dec. 1/3 There were soldier sentries .. ready to

shoot from the pooped watch-tower [on a convict-ship].

Poope-holy, variant of POPE-HOLY Obs.

Poopet, obs. form of POPPET.

t Poo-p-noddy. Obs. [? f. POOP v?t to cheat,
cozen + NODDY, fool, simpleton, as if = cozen-

the-simpleton.] ? CONY-CATCHER, CONY-CATCH-
ING. Cf. NODDYPOOP.
1606 Wily Beguiled Cj b, I am sure I saw them close

together at Poop-noddie, in her Closet. 1616 J. DEACON
Tobacco Tortured 57 Alas poore Tobacco .. thou that hast
bene hitherto accompted the A!e-knights annes, the Beere-
brewers badge,, .the Poope-noddies paramour, the Ruffians
reflection.

Poor (pii<u), a. (sb.} Forms : a. 3-5 pouere
(povere), 3-6 pouer (pover) , (4 poeuere, poeure,
pouir), 4-5 poer, powere, 5 poyr, 5-6 power,.
(6 poware). &. 3-5 poure, 4-6 powre, pour.
7- 3~7 (-9 dfaL} pore, 4-7 poore, (6) 7- poor.
5. Sc. and north, dial. 4-6 pur, 4-8 pure, (4
puyre, 5 pwyr, poyr, 6 peur(e, pwir, puire), 6-
puir(u), (9 peer). \^.. pov(e]re, pouere, poure,
a. OF. povre, -ere,poure> in mod.F. pauvre, dial.

paure, poitvre, poure = Pr. paubre, paure, It.

povero, Sp., Pg. pobre :-L. pauper, late L. also

pauper-ns, poor. The mod. Eng. poor and Sc.//>
represent the ME. p5re : with mod. vulgar pore,
cf. whore and the pronunciation of door, floor.
On account of the ambiguity of the letter u and its variant

v before 1600, it is uncertain whether ME. gonere, pmtre^
pouer, meant POU~ or pov-. The phonetic MtMr/MpfnrfMjj
paupre, paubre, Pobre, povre, snows that flovre preceded
poure, which may have been reached in late Or., and is

the form in various nuxLF. dialects. But the isth and
early i6th c. literary Fr. form was povre, artificially spelt in

iSthc. paitvre, after L. pauper, and ME. pdre (the source
of mod. Eng. poor} seems to have been reduced from povre
like o'er from over, lord from loverd. Cf. also POORTITH,
PORAIL, POVERTY. But some Eng. dialects now have pour
(pdur), which prob. represents ME. pour (pur).]
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A. Illustration of Forms.
a. c 1205 LAY. 22715 Riche men and pouere. c 1300 Cursor
M. 19775 (Edin.) Wib pouir [v. r. pouer] widus umbisette.
c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints vi. (Thomas) 453 Vith powere folk.

c 1380 WvctiV Wks. (1880) 69 Be J>e peple neuere so poer.
c 1380 Scl. Wks. III. 518 Poeure nedy men. c 1440 York

Myst. xli. 48 And yf so be that she be power [rime honoure].

1434 MiSYN Mending Life iii. no Blissyd be bai bat ar

poyr in spirytt. 1540 Test, Ebor. iSurtees) VI. 108 My
power frendes and neghbors. iSS4~9 in Songs <$ Ball.

(1860) ii Uppone the poware commens.
6. 6 1200 Trin. Coll, Horn. 47 Gif hie was poure. 13..

Cursor M. 4375 (Cott.) Leuer es me be pour \i>, rr. pouer,

pore] andlele. c 1489 CAXTON Sonnet ofAyaton iv. 117 The
toure powre knyghtes. Ibid* xviii. 400 He lived like an

heremyte a poure HfTe. 1535 Bury Wills (Camden) 125
The helpe and socour of my pour soule.

y. ciays LAY. 22715 Riche and pore, a 1400 Pryiuer (1891)

84 [Ps. xl. 17] Forsojje y am a beggere and poore. 1475
Hk. Noblesse (Roxb.) 73 The pore comons. 1536 in Lett.

Suppress. Monasteries (Camden) 1 32 Desyuryng you . . to be

good and gracyus lord unto me synful and poor creatur.

159* C'TESS SHREWSBURY in ElHs Orig. Lett. Ser. n. III.

165 Ageinst the pore chyld. 1611 BIBLE Jas. ii. 2 A poore
man in vile raiment. 16*9 SIR W. MURE True Crucif.

2587 In soule most pore [rime Ore]. 1650 Poor [see B. i c],

1677 LADY CHAWORTH in i-zth Rep. Hist. MSS. Coiiim,

App. v. 36 To honour my poore house.

8. 1340 HAMPOLE Pr. Cause. 509 Naked we come hider,
and bare And pure. 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints vi. (Thomas)
365 Puyre and riche men elyke. ^1470 HENRY Wallace
vin. 467 Our rewme is pur, waistit beSotheroun blud. 1483
Cat/i. Angl. 294/1 Pure (A. Pwyr). 1533 GAU Richt Vay
14 Thair pwir frendis. 1539 Aberdeen Kegr. (1844) I. 165

Puyr boddeis. 1568 Satir. Poems Reform, xlvii. 82 Quhat
cummer castis the formes t stane..At tha peure winschis.

1802 R. ANDERSON Cnmberld. Ball. 43 She. .can always
feel For peer fwok when distrest.

B. Signification.

I. 1. Having few, or no, material possessions;

wanting means to procure the comforts, or the

necessaries, of life ; needy, indigent, destitute; spec.

(esp, in legal use) so destitute as to be dependent

upon gifts or allowances for subsistence. In

common use expressing various degrees, from
absolute want to straitened circumstances or

limited means relatively to station, as * a poor
gentleman',

* a poor professional man, clergyman,

scholar, clerk', etc. The opposite of rich, or

wealthy. Poor people, the poor as a class : often

with connotation of humble rank or station.

c 1*00 [see A. JS], a 1140 Satvles Warde in Cott. Horn.
261 Ich iseh J>e apostles poure ant lah on eor5e. 13..
Cursor M. 13312 (Cott.) To petre J>at he pouerest fand, Of
all he mad him mast weldand. 1390 GOWER Conf. III. 155
He wiste wel his pours was povere. 1431-50 tr. Higden
(Rolls) V. 7 The son of a pover wedowe. 1547-8 in E. Green
Somerset Chantries (1888) 12 Ther is within the saide

parys.be a house of poore people, callyd the spitle howse.

1605 SHAKS. Lear i. iv. 21 If thou be'st as poore for a

subiect, as hee's for a King, thou art poore enough. 1665
ERATHWAIT Comment Two Tales 8 This Poor hath been
an Epithete for Scholars in all Ages, a 1687 PETTY Pol.

Arit/t. Pref., The whole Kingdom grows every day poorerand

poorer. 1789 W. BCCHAN: Dom. Med. (1790) 23 Mothers of
the poorer sort. 1847 C. BRONTE J. Eyre iv, They are

almost like poor people's children !

b. In proverbial comparisons : see CHURCH-

MOUSE, JOB sb* i, RAT j<M 2 c.

1390 GOWER Conf. II. 211 To ben for evere til I deie As
povere as Job. 1533, etc. [see JOB sb.* i], 178* Miss BURNEY
Cecilia, ix. iv, See, he's as poor as a rat. 1900 WEVMAS
Sophia v, All as poor as rats, and no one better than the

other.

C. Of, involving, or characterized by poverty.
13. . Cursor M. 13272 (Cott.) Mene men o pour \\$[Fairf.

men of pouer fode]. c 1380 WYCLIP Sel. Wks. III. 518
Crist wifc> his apostlis lyvede most povere lif. 1650 FULLER

Pisgah ii. vi. 143 Here he [Christ], .had his poor and pain-
full education, working on his Fathers trade, a x66z

Worthies (1662) i. 57 Forced.. to take.. poor and painful

Employments for their Livelyhood. 1816 SCOTT Antiq.
xxvii, I'm sorry to see ye in sic a peer state, man.

d. fig* (or in generalized sense).
c 1325 Spec. Gy Warw. 164 pouh man haue muche katel . .

5it he may be pore of mod And low of herte, 1390 GOWER
Conf. II, 128 So is he povere, and everemore Him lacketh

that he hath ynowh. r 1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) xi. 48
Blissed be ^ai (>at er pouer in spirit. 1867 JEAN INGELOW
Regret 12 They are poor That have lost nothing ; they are

poorer far Who, losing, have forgotten. 1876 C. D. WARNER
Wint. Nile ii. 33 People are poor in proportion as their

wants are not gratified.

2. Lacking, ill supplied ; having a want or de-

ficiency of some specified (or implied) possession
or quality: const, fe/^obs.), in.

1377 LASGL. P. PI. B. xm. 301 Pore of possessioun in

purse and in coffVe. 1303 Ibid, C. xvn. 161 He bat hab londe
and lordshep,. .Shal DC pourest of power at hus partyng
hennes. 14.. Tnndale's Vis. 22 He hadde ynowj of all

rychesse, But he was pore of all godenesse. 1581 MARBECK
Bk. ofNotes 717 So long as God is not poore of mercie, so

long cannot I be poore of merite. 1638 BAKER tr. Balzac's

Lett. (vol. II.) 30 They that are poore in reputation ought
to presse up to the trenches. 1842 MACAULAY in Trevelyan
Life <$ Lett. (1876) II. ix. 109 The English language is not
so poor but [etc.]. 1863 E, V. NEALE Anal. Th. $ Nat.
157 Stratified masses, rich in organic remains, though poor
in mineral substances.

b. Of soil, ore, etc. : Yielding little, unpro-
ductive.

159* NASHE P. Penilesse (Shaks. Soc.) 32 Onely poore
England giues him bread for his cake. 1600 E. BLOUNT tr.

Conestaggio 30 All other delights that poore Hand coulde

po
fle

POOR.

yeelde. 1604 E. G[KIMSTONE] D'Acosla's Hist. Indies iv.

v. 218 They cal that [ore] poore which yields least silver.

1763 A. DICKSON Treat. Agric. (ed. 2) 475 The poor clays

require such manures as contain the greatest plenty of the

vegetable food. 1813 SIR H. DAW Agric. Clteni. (1814) 192
Poor and hungry soils. 1877 RAYMOND Statist. Mines fy Min-
ing 385 The poor slag contains about 7 ounces of silver and a
trace of gold. It is too poor to treat, and is thrown away.

3. In lean or feeble condition from ill feeding.

1539 BIBLE (Great) Gen. xli. 19 Seuen other kyne . .

core [COVERD. thynne] and very euell fauored and leane

Jeshed. 1600 HOLLAND Lhy xxi. xl. 415 Their horses, no
other than lame jades and poore hidebound hildings. 1697
DRYDEN Virg. Georg. m. 321 Before his Training, keep him

poor and low. 1716 SWIFT Progr. Poetry Wks. 1755 III.

ii. 161 Cackling shews the goose is poor. 1887 RIDER HAG-
GARD Jess xxxi, The horse perished, as

'

poor
'

horses are

apt to do.

t b. Out of health, unwell : = POORLY a. Obs.

1758 L. LYON in MY//. Jrnls. (1855) 15 Corporal Carpenter
was taken poor. Ibid. 25 This day at night Leiut. Smith
came back and very poor he was. 1758 S. THOMPSON Diary
(1896) 12 Our men are very poor, and we scarce could get
men for work or for guard.

4. Small in amount ; less than is wanted or ex-

pected ; scanty, insufficient, inadequate.
a 1225 Ancr. /i. 114 Hwar was euer ijiuen to eni blod-

letunge so poure pitaunce? 13.. Cursor AI. 11307 (Cott.)

Pouer gift can sco for him giue pat com in pouert for to

Hue. 1335 STEWART Cron. Scot. (Rolls) II. 239 Schir

Modred, his power wes so puir, Into the feild no langar
micht induir. 1585 T. WASHINGTON tr. Niche-lay's Voy. \.

xv. 16 b, By reason of the poore treasure of the religious . .

[the place] coulde not haue bin fortified. 1652 NEEDHAM tr.

Sflden's Mare Cl. 493 Every man and maid servant, or

Orphant, having^ any poor stock may venture the same in

their Fishing-voiages. 1703 Rows Ulyss. n. i. 850 Death is

too poor a Name, for that means Rest. 1849 MACAULAY Hist.

Eng. iii. I. 314 The crop of wheat would be thought poor
if it did not exceed twelve millions of quarters.

b. Depreciatively, with a numeral, connoting the

smallness of the number or sum.

150 SHAKS. i Hen. IV, in. iii. 180 One poore peny-worth
of Sugar-candie. 1600 ^4. Y. L. \. i. a It was., bequeathed
me by will, but poore a thousand Crownes. 1712 ARBUTH-
NOT John Suit iv. ii, What are twenty-two poor years
towards the finishing a Lawsuit? 1737 BRACKEN Farriery

Intpr. (1757) II. ii All. .he had wagered was poor Thirteen-

Pence. 1759 STERNE Tr. Shandy II. viii, It is but poor

eight miles from Shandy-Hall. 1819 KEATS Isabella xxvi,
A poor three hours' absence.

5. Deficient in the proper or desired quality;
of little excellence or value ; not worth much

;

of inferior quality, paltry,
'

sorry
'

; mean, shabby.

Usually of abstract things : in reference to material

objects, often approaching I c.

a 1300 Cursor M. 14869 pis folk . . O littel wijt, o pour
resun. 1432-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) I. 71 After some men of

pover and breve intellecte, and also of lytelle experience.

1551 T. WILSON Logike (1580) 62 b. Although it be a poore
helpe. 1624 CAPT. SMITH Virginia 51 Such poore bridges,

onely made o_f
a few cratches thrust in the o[o]se, and three or

four poles laid on them. 1714-15 HEARNE Collect. (O.H.S.)
V. 37 Twas a poor Discourse. 1719 DE FOE Crusoe (1840)

II. xiii. 264 They made but poor work of it. 1777 BURKE
Corr. (1844) II. 149 The House never made so poor a figure

as in the debate on that bill. 1843 MRS. CARLYLE Lett.

(1883) I. 252 Seditious cries will make a poor battle against
cannon. 1888 BRYCE Amer. Cotfttrtu 1

. II. Hi. 301 The poor

paving of the streets and their lack of cleanliness. Mod.
It was poor consolation to me to know [etc.].

b. Mentally or morally inferior ; mean-spirited,

sneaking ; paltry, despicable,
' small

'

; wanting in

courage, spiritless.

1415 Paston Lett. I. 19 So fals, and so pouere, but he
was nevere of my kyn. 1611 TOUHNEUR Atk. Trap. ll. v,

A poore spirit is poorer than a poore purse. 1627 tr. Bacon's

Life <* Death. (1651) 17 A Man of a poore Minde, and not

valiant. 1685 EARL OF ROCHESTER Valentiniati v. ii, Shall

I grow then so poor as to repent 1 1796 NELSON in Nicolas

Disp. (1846) VII. p. Ixxxviii, He is a poor creature and
more of a Genoese than an Englishman. 1882 STEVENSON
New Arab, fits., Kajali's Diamond, He seemed altogether
a poor and debile being. 1884 St. James' Gaz. 12 Jan. 3/1
From the intellectual point of view, there could not be a

poorer creature.

c. Slight, insignificant, of little consequence.
1603 KNOLLES Hist. Turks (1621) i The glorious Empire

of the Turkes,.. hath ..nothing in it more wondetfull or

strange, than the poore beginning of itself. 1721 STRYPE

Eccl. Mem. III. iv. 38 Henry Earl of Surrey .. for .. the

poor crime of assuming somewhat into his coat of arms,

was actually beheaded. 1903 MYERS Hunt. Personality 2

Each one of those great sciences was in its dim and poor

beginning.
d. In modest or apologetic use, said depre-

ciatively of oneself, one's performance, or something

belonging to or offered by oneself: Of little worth

or pretension ; humble, lowly, insignificant.

1423 JAS. I King's Q. xcix, Vnto joure grace lat now ben

acceptable My pure request, la 1500 Chester PI. (E.E.T.S.)

250 Well is me that 1 may se thy face, here in my house,

this poore place ! 1585 T. WASHINGTON tr. Nicholay s I'oy.

Ep. Ded., To exclude olde men .. is (in my poore conceipt)

palpable erronious. 1602 SHAKS. Ham. \. v. 131 For mine

owne poore part, Looke you, He goe pray. 1605 CAMDEN
Kent. Ded. i This silly pittiful, and poore Treatise, a 1743

SWIFT (J.), To be without power or distinction, is not, in my
poor opinion, a very amiable situation to a person of title.

1814 WORDSW. Excurs. ill. 118 If from my poor retirement

ye had gone Leaving this nook unvisited.

6. Such, or so circumstanced, as to excite one's

compassion or pity; unfortunate, hapless. Now
chiefly colhq.



POOR.

In many parts of England regularly said of the dead whom '

one knew ;
= late, deceased.

c 1275 LAY. 15421 To 3am saide |w |>er f*e pore king Vor-

tiger. 1390 GOWER Conf. III. 296 This yonge lord..A!
naked in a ppvere plit. ^1400 Dcstr. Trey 9596 Then
Deffibus. . Pletid vnto Paris with a pore voise. 1484 CAXTON
Fables of .-sop i. iv, Thus was the poure sheep vayn-
quysshed. 1513 MORE Rich. Ill in Grafton Chron. (1568)

;

II. 776 Going her waye, leaving the poore innocent childe
|

weeping as fast as the mother, a 1568 ASCHAM Scholcm.

fArb.) 113 If Osorius would leaue of.. his ouer rancke rayl-

ing against poore Luther. 1577 B. GOOGE Hercsbach's
Husb. n. (1586) 85 Betwixt the Oke and it [the Olive] there

is great hatred .. though you cut downe the Oke, yet the

very Rootes poysoneth and killeth the poore Oliue. 1691

and publUhed. 1834 M EDWIN Angler in Wales II. 347, I

often think of poor Leyden's lines. 1857 MRS. CAKLYLE
Lett. (1883) II. 330 He looked dreadfully weak still, poor
fellow! 1870 E. PEACOCK Ralf Skirl. III. 82 The poor
thing had fallen asleep also. 1886 Ei.WORTHY //'". Somerset
ly*ord-l>k. s.v., People who are dead are always spoken of

zspoor so-and-so. ..'You mind the poor old Farmer follett,

that's th'old Farmer George's father you know '. 1887 /loiu

to Make a Saint viii. 114-15 In common parlance the word

'poor
'

had by general consent been prefixed to the names
of the dead in this country.. .[They] had been in the habit

of speaking of their departed friends as 'poor So-and-so'.

Oxford boatman. ' When my poor dad was ferryman here '.

II. 7. absol. or as sb. (almost always in sense i }.

a. absol. in //. sense (usually with the): poor

people as a class
;
those in necessitous or humble

circumstances (often contrasted with the rick] ;

spec, those dependent upon charitable or parochial
relief; paupers.
a 12*5 t*t Kath. 50 Poure ba & rlche comen ^er to-foren

him. c 1230 Halt mtid, 9 Hwen [HIS is of be riche, hwat
wenes tn of the poure V 13-- Cursor JA 4707 pe wrecche

pouer \Gott. }>c wrecched pore] moght find na fode. 1375
HARBOUR Bruce \. 276 Bath pur, and thai off hey parage.
6*1475 Litt, Red Bk, Bristol (1900) I. 141 Aswell to the

power as to the riche. 1526 TINUALI; Mark xiv. 5 It myght
have been soolde for more then two houndred pens, and
bene geven vnto the povre. tjS&oDAVStr.S/fiafatu'sComttt.
476, Colledges and such other places were fyrst founded
for the pore. 1621 FLKTCHKH Pilgrim i. i, What poor attend

my charity to-day, wench ? a 1687 PETTY Pol. A rith. (1690)
So The poor of France have generally less Wages than in

Kngland. 1750 GRAY Elegy viii, The short and simple
annals of the poor. 1705 cVVKB Th. Scarcity Wks. VII.

xt_.i_- _ i_ _ _ j __ ._ i i __ .t._ i:..: i

Sammy, the poor in a loomp is bad. Mod. Money left to

the poor of the parish.

f b. sing. = poor man, poor person. (In quot.

13 . ., in sense 5 d.) Obs.

13. . E. E. Allit. P. B. 615 Passe neuer fro }n pouere, $if

I hit pray durst, Er }>ou haf biden with fn burne S: vnder

bo^e restted. c 1400 Rom. Rose 5601 But the povre that '

recchilh nought, Save of his lyflode, in his thought. 1484
CAXTON Fables of A Ifonce iii, I byleue not that this poure
may be maculed ne gylty of the blame, c 1500 KENNEDY
Passion of Christ 480 Thoucht now I stand dispitit as a

pure, 1625 JACKSON Creed \. xvi. 6 He had given some-
what to every poore in the Parish.

fc. sb.pl. poors. Obs.

[1343 Rolls of ParIt. II. 136/2 La Lei eit pwel Cpurs
entre Poures & Riches.] 1483 CAXTON G. de la Tour I iv b,

Who that receyueth the prophetes the predycatours and the

poures he receyueth my owne self. 1556 LAUDER Tractate

336 Quhilk nother techis ryche nor puris. 15.. Burgh
Rec. Glasgow I. 395 (Jam. Sttfifil.) Sua that the glide touu
nor hane resortand thairto sail be trublit with thair puris.

d. possessive poor s (in sing, or pi. sense). Now
rare exc. dial,

c 1412 HOCCLEVE pc Reg. Prlnc. 4893 J?at your hye
dygnite . . No desdein haue of Je pores sentence, a 1425
Cursor M. 19766 (Trin.) To sewe J>e pores closing, a 1656
HALES Gold. Ron, lit. Serin. t etc. (1673) J ^ ^ is ^ne poors
money, and the Talent of thy Lord which thou hidest under
the ground. 1844 A. PACE Snppl. Kirbys Suffolk Trav.

790 The poor's estate comprises a cottage . . and 13 A. 3 R.

7 P. of land. Sc. dial. She is now in the Poor's-house.

III. Combinations and Phrases.

8. Qualifying a sb. in special collocations :

poor child, a pupil at a charity school (CHILD
sb. 4) ; poor Clares, an order ofnuns (see CLARE);
poor debtor (see DEBTOR i c) ; poor preachers,
poor priests, an order of itinerant preaching
clergy founded by Wyclif; poor relation, a
relative or kinsman in humble circumstances (also

transf.) ; f poor Robin sb.
t
an almanack (from the I

title of Poor Robiris Almanack^ first published in

1661 or 1662) ; v. intr. (with it), to play the part
of *

poor Robin
*

(? in allusion to Poor Robin*$

Jests ) c 1669, or one of various works with similar

titles); poor vicar (see VICAR) ; poor white (see
\VHITE sb.}. See also POOR JOHN, POOR MAN.
1706 *Poor children [see CHILD sb. 4], 1714 J. WALKER I

Suff. Clergy \\. 214/2 Educated at Queens-College in
,

Oxford ; where he became successively Poor Child, Taber-
der. Fellow and Proctor, c 1380 in IVyclifsWks. (1880)245
(title} Whi *pore prestis ban none benefice. IJbid. 248 }it

I>ou3 pore prestis my31ten frely geten presentacion of lordis
to haue benefices wi[> cure of soulis. 1880 F. D. MATTHEW '

ibid. Pref. 16 Wyclif's aim in instituting the poor priests
was to supply the defects of the existing parsons, who too
often, after collecting their tithes and dues, ..left their flock
without preaching or spiritual instruction. 1804 COI.ERIDGK
Lett. II. 475 You bometimes see thirty or forty together of

,
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these our "poor relations [monkeys]. 18*3 LAMB Ella Ser. n. 1

Poor Relations, \ Poor Relation is the most irrelevant

thing in nature, a piece of impertinent correspondency,
an odious approximation, a haunting conscience, a pre-

posterous shadow, lengthening in the noontide uf your
prosperity. 1898 Wcstm. Gaz. 16 July 2/1 The discarded

ones [clothes], .were not sold. They were bestowed on the

Poor Relation. 1682 T. FLATMAN Jleraclitns A'/VfcwjNo. 82

(1713) II. 251, I never *Poor-Robin'd it, I never fasten 'd

upon any notorious Servant of the City, the Name of S;r

Thomas Creswel, upon the score of any private Immoralities

'1716 Gentlem. Instructed (ed. 6) 120, She discern'd . . a

Feast from a Feria, without the Help of poor Robin.

9. General Combs, a. Attributive (from the

absol. or sb. use), Of or for the poor, as poor-hour,

-money, -relief, -school, b. Objective, as poor-

bettering, -feeding adjs. C. Parasynthetic and

adverbial, as poor- blooded, -charactered, -clad,

-looking, -minded, -sighted adjs.
1818 UiiXTiiAM Ch. Eng. 90 note, The objection, urged

against that system.., in the name of the "Poor-bettering
Society. 1889 W. F. RAE Austrian Health Resorts 71 ;

*Poor-blooded patients may indulge in a little old red

wine. 1654 U.VIAKEU Disc, Apol. 80 He miglit produce, .a
:

poor Charactered man, to do something for them. a. 1586
SinsiiV Arcadia (1622) 82 To heare The

"v
poore-clad truth

of loues wrong-ordred lot. 1902 U't'stm. Ga::. 6 Dec. 7/1 I

Shivering, starving, poor-clad men and boys. 1657 J.
WATTS Viml. Ch. Eng-* 265 Is it not to deal our bread unto
the hungry, etc., "poor-feeding fasts? 1897 H. DRCMMOXD
Ideal Life 68 The soul-sick had to take their turn like the

out-patients at the *poor-hour outside the infirmary. 1622

DEKKER & MASSIXCKR I'irgin Martyr w. i, To. .give your
poor-minded rascally servants the lie ! 1796 J- BENSON in :

Mem. (1822) 295 The choice of stewards to manage the

"'poor-money. 1898 Dublin Rev, Jan. 131 Questions of pro-
j

perty, capital, labour, and *poor-relief. 1857 G. OLIVER
Collect, Hist. Cat/i. Ketig. in Cornwall, etc. 427 He
established a *poor-school on the premises. 1901 // 'cstm. '

Gaz. 10 Dec. 3/2 In the poor-schools where the bairns get ,

more warmth ..than anywhere else. 1898 J. D. REES in
|

iqth Cent, June 1023 These beasts [elephants] are very
|

*poor sighted, though their noses are extremely good.
10. Special Combs. : fpoor and rich, name of

!

some game ; poor-chest = POOR-BOX ; poor-
|

farm ,U. S.), 'a farm maintained at public ex-

pense for the housing and support of paupers'
(Cent, Diet^]\ poor-fellow v. trans* (nonce-wd.\
to address commiseratingly as *

poor fellow* (cf. 6);

poor-master (". *$",),
a parish or county officer

who superintends the relief and maintenance of

paupers; f poor-tax (also poor's /#,v), a tax for

the relief of the poor, a poor-rate ; poor-thing
v. trans. (iioncc-ivd.\ to speak of or address as
4

poor thing' (cf. poor-fellow)* See also POOR-

BOOK, -BOX, etc.

i6at J. TAYLOR (Water P.) Motto D iv, At Xouuin, Mum-
chance, mischance,., or at*Poore and rich. 1612 W. PAKKKS
Curtainc-Dr. (1876) 67 Hadst thou a gainefull hand a rich

*poore-chest. 1889 G. HUNTINGTON in Chicago Advance
31 Jan., Now don't *poor-fellow me, or imagine that I find

life a bore. 1883 American VI. 40 When he spares both
undertaker and *poor-master further trouble. 18.. Atner.
Mission, XXXIX. 8 (Cent.) The Agent of the United States
to the Sioux Indians was to act as a sort of national poor-

'

master, and deal out rations. 1721 BERKELEY Prev. Ruin
Gt. Brit. Wks. 1871 III. 198 If the *poor-tax..was fixed at

''

a medium in every parish. 1793 l-ricndly Address to Poor

3 The Poor's Tax is much increased in every^ part of the

kingdom. 1860 New Virginians II. 9 In my inexperience
I

'

*poor thinged
'

her from the bottom of my heart

Poor, v. Forms : see prec. adj. [f.
POOR a.

Cf. OP', pouverir to impoverish (Froissart).]

f 1. intr. To become poor. Obs. rare.

CI275 Digby MS. 86 If. 126/1 Now Jrou art riche, and
now pou pouerest [rime couerest],

t 2. trans. To make poor, impoverish. Obs.
c 1380 WVCLIF SeL Whs, I. 216 pus ben lordis and rewmes

poorid. c 1450 in yd Rep. Hist. J\/SS. Comm, (1872) 280/2
Thus is he riched, the kynge pouered. ^1470 HENRY
Wallace xi. 43 This land is purd ofTfud that suld ws beild.

. 1500 Priests of Peblis^
in Pinkerton Scot, Poems (1792) I.

14 Your tennants . .ar puird : And, quban that thay ar puird,
than are ye pure.

3. To call
*

poor
*

(POOR a. 6). nonce-use,

1865 DICKENS Mut. Fr. i. iv, Miss Lavinia . . put in that

she didn't want to be '

poored by pa', or anybody else.

1868 HKLPS Realmah viii. (1860) 227 Don't 'poor' me, Sir.

Nobody ever 'poored
' me before.

t Poo'rable, a, Obs, rare" 1
. In 6 pooreable.

[Anomalous f. POOR a. + -ABLE,] Able through

poverty, poor enough.
1570 LEVINS Manif. Ep. Ded., His [Huloet's Diet.] is

great & costly, this is little & of light price, his for greter

students, & them y* are richable to haue it, this is for be-

ginners, & them that are pooreable to haue no better.

fPoora-lity. Obs. rare- 1
'

[f. POOR a., app.
after commonality.] The poor (collectively).

1536 Petit, Lincoln Rebels to Hen. VIII (P. R. O.), Where-

by, .the pooralitie of your Realme be vnreleuyd.

Pooranic, Pooraun: see PURANIC, PURANA.

Poorblind, obs. form of PURBLIND.

t PoOT-book. Obs. Also 7 poor's-book. A
book containing a list of the poor in receipt of

parish relief.

1681 [see poll-book, POLL st>.
1

io], i68a LUTTRELL Brief
Rel. (1857) I. 165 Such poor people who goe to conventicles,
and not to their parish churches, shall be putt out of the

poors book, and have no paribh collections. 1819 Sporting
Mag. IV. 274 It [a parish meeting] was called for the in-

spection of our poor-book.

POORLESS.

FoOT-bOX. Also 7 9 poor's box. A money-
box (esp. in a church, for gifts towards the relief

of the poor. Cf. poor marl's box, PUOK MAX 4.
i6zi U. JONSON Gipsies Mctamorph, Wks. (Ktldg.) 624,7 j

On Sundays you rub the poor's box with your tabor.

l66z PKI-YS Diary 5 Mar., To the pewtererV, to buy a

poore's box, to put my forfeits in, upon breach of my late

vows. 1708 J)iss, on Drunkenness 27 Overseers go to the

Tavern and get drunk with the Poor's P>o.\. 1777 SHKKIDAN
Sc/i. Scand. ii. ii, She draws her mouth till it .. resemble:,

the aperture of a poor's-box. 1851 MAVHLW Lond, Labour
II. 76/2 The magistrates, .gave me 2s. out of the poorVbo.v.
1852 HOOK Ch. Diet. (1871) 591 In Ireland the Poor Man's
Uox, or

'

poor-box ',
as it is generally called, is still in use.

It is an oval box, half-covered, of copper or wood, with
a long handle.

Pobrche, obs. f. PORCH. Poore, obs. f. PORK,

PUCK, POWER; var. PORR v. Obs. Poore-blind,
obs. f. PrRBLiM>. Poorety, obs. f. POVERTY.

f PoO'rful, a. Ohs. In 4 porful. [irreg. f.

POOH a. + -FUL. Cf. direful, fierce/id] Poor;

thoroughly poor.
13. . Pol. Rel, # /-. Picons 226 Ie.su, swcte son dere ! On

porful bed list bou here, And bat me greueb bore.

Poorge, obs. form of PUIH;K.

t FoO'rhead. Obs. In 4 poure- ? pouerehede.

[f.
Poou a, + hca'c, -HEAP.] The condition of

being poor ; poverty.
1340 Aycnl>. 130 Huanne |K man..onderstant and knauj>

his pourchede, be vilhede, (?c brotelliede of Sns beringe.
Ibid. 138J?e guodes ^et byejj in j;uode pouerehede.

Poorh.ou.se (pu^'rlmus). A house in which

poor people in receipt of public charity are lodged ;

a workhouse.
1782 Phil. Trans. LXXII. 376 Examination of the Poor-

house at Heckingham. 1821 BYRON Occas. Pieces^ Irish

Avatar xix, And a palace bestow for a poor-house and

prison ! 1894 BARING-GOULD AV/^y Alone 11-74 The parish
officers would interfere, and carry her off to the poor-house.

Poo'rify, v. nonce-wd. [f.
TOOK a. + -[I]FY

(with pun G\\ purify iJ]
trans. To make poor.

1711 Cottntrcy-Mati's Let, to Curat 6 That Prince seem'd
calcnlat rather for Poorifying (pardon the Clench) than

Purifying the Church.

Foorish (pua'rif),
a. [f. as prec. + -isn 3

.]

Somewhat poor, rather poor (in various senses).

1657 in R. Potts Liber Cantabr. (1855)408 Horn of poorish

parents. 1766 J. UARTKAM JrnL g Jan. in W. Stork Act.
E. Florida, 29 Generally poorish land. 1801 CHAHLOTIK
SMI i u Lett. Solit. Wand. I. 34 His honour is living, though
in a poorMi state of health. 1884 H. COLLINGwoon Under
Meteor I'lag 236 It's poorish weather for a fight, I'll allow.

t Foor-Jack. 06s. = next, i. Cf. JACK i
30 d.

c 1682 J. COLLINS Salt fy Fishery 93 The sort of Cod th.it

Is caught near the Shore, and on the Coast of Newfound-
land and dryed, is called Poor-Jack. 1775 K. Twiss Trav,

Spain <y Port. 267 Salt bacallao, which is like the fish

called poor-jack.

Poor Jo 1m, pOOT-john. [f. POOR a. + proper
name JOHX : cf. prec.]
1. A name for hake (or ? other fish) salted and

dried for food ; often a type of poor fare. ? Obs.

exc. Hist.
c 1585 T. GATES Drake's I'oy. II7. Indies in HaklityCs

1'oy. (1905) X. 100 In this ship was great store of dry New-
land fish, commonly called with us Poore John. 1592
SHAKS. Rout, fy Jul. I. i. 37. a 1612 HAKINGION fcpigr, n. 1,

Poore -loh n, and Apple-pyes are all our fare. 1657 K.

LIGON Barbadoes (1673) 113 Two barrels of salt Kish, and

500 poor-Johns, which we have from New England. 1695
CONG REVE Love for L. u. vii, 1 warrant nou he'd rather eat

a Pheasant, than a Piece of poor John. 1769 PENNANT
Zoot. III. 157 When cured it [the hake] is known by the

name of Poor John. 1841 Rlanti. $ Honsch. E.\-p. (Roxb.)

p. xlii, Salted cod, and hake or Poor John, had been in

long esteem as Lenten food.

f b. Applied to a person. Obs.

1589 Pappc^ u>. Hatchet 29 It is your poore Johns, that

with your painted consciences haue coloured the religion of

diuers.

2. Name for some sea bird. ? Obs.

1775 DALRYMI-LE in Phil. Trans. LXVIII. 399 A. M.saw
a bird like a booby, but shorter winged and necked, called

by sailors, poor John. 1778 Ibid. 404 Saw several poor

Johns, some sheerwaters, and a young alcatrass.

Poork, Poorkpoynt, obs. ff. PORK, PORCUPINE.

Poor-law (puU|l). The law, or system of

laws, relating to the support of paupers at the

public expense.
1752 T. ALCOCK (tille) Observations on the Defects of the

Poor Laws. [1758 J. MASSIK Plan for Charity-Houses

(title-p.)i Considerations relating to the Poor and the PoorV
Laws of England.] 1764 R. BURN (title) The History of the

Poor Laws. iSiSCosBETT Pol. Reg. XXXIII. 165 In these

documents, .the calamities of the nation have, .been traced

back to the Poor-Laws. 1838 LYTTON Alice u. vii, The
abuses of the old poor-laws were rife in his neighbourhood.

b. attrib., as poor-law bill, officer, system, etc.;

poor-law parish : see PARISH s6. 2.

1835 MARRYAT Olla Podr. xi, How the new Poor Law Bill

will work remains to be proved. 1857 KINGSLF.V Two Y.

Ago viii, In the present dependent condition of poor-law
medical officers.

Hence Poo'r-lawism (ttdttCV-tM^),
the framing

and practical application of poor-laws.
1858 S. G. OSBORNE ir^

Times 12 Nov. 7/4 Something
more was wanted than stringent poorlawism.

Foo'rless, a. rare. [See -LESS.] Free from

poor people.
1778 Ettg. Gastttccr {ed. a) s. v. Wimfarn, When Harley
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is harden, Cranborn whoreless, and Wimborn poorless, the i

world will be at an end.

Poorliness : see after POOKLY a.

t Poo'rling. Obs. rare. [f. POOR a. + -LING l
1.]

A child of poverty, one of the poor.
1581 MULCASTER Positions xxxvii. (1887) 147 Be there not

as vntoward poorelinges, as there be wanton weakhlinges?

Poorly (pu^'ili), adv. and a. [f. POOR a. +
-LY 2

.j In a poor manner or condition.

A. adv. 1. In a state of poverty or indigence;

indigently, necessitously. Now somewhat rare.

c 1386 CHAUCER Clerk's T. 157 Poureliche yfostred vp was
she. 1483 CAXTON Cato Diij, Bycause that nature hath

created the pourly & al naked. 1588 GREENE Pcriwedes

31 Poorely content is better then richlye couetous. 1698
FRYER Ace. E. India $ P. 121 The Banyans that live

poorly and meanly. 1876 S. C. J. ISCHA.M White Cross

xxxvii, I will use all these ill-gotten gains in doing good,
while I live poorly myself.

2. With deficiency of supply, or of some desirable

quality ; scantily, inadequately, insufficiently, im-

perfectly, defectively ; in mean style, in lowly

guise, humbly ;
in an inferior way, not well, rather

badly, with no great success ; not highly, with low
estimation.
c 1300 Havelok 323 And ther-hinne dede hire fede Poure-

like in feble wede. c 1386 CHAUCER Knt.'s T. 554 Oonly
a Squier. .Which was disgised pourely as he was. 1483
CAXTON G. de la Tour H ij b, The poure wymmen that lay
pourely in theyr childbedde. 1552 LATIMER Serin. Lnke\\.

6-7 Rem. (Parker Soc.) 98 His first coming is but very
poorly, without any jollity or pomp. 1626 BACON Sylva 669
if you sow one ground still with, .the same kind of grain,
.is wheat, barley, &c, it will prosper but poorly, a 1715
BURXET Own Time iv. an. 1686 (1823) III. 98 Their books
were poorly but insolently writ. 1748 Ansons Voy, in. iii.

320 They knew how poorly she was manned and provided
for struggling with so tempestuous a gale. 1823 SOUTHEV
/list. Penins, IVar I. 772 From the beginning Sir John
Moore had thought., poorly of the Spaniards. 1840 DICKENS
Barn, Rudge\\\) Long lines of poorly-lighted streets. 1883
MRS. F. MANN Parish of Hilly xviii. 219 Even now the

wives and children came but poorly off.

b. Often with ppl. adj. (to which, when used

attrib.i it is properly hyphened).
1877 BLACK Green Past, v, A spacious, poorly-furnished

chamber. 1894 SIR E. SULLIVAN IVoman 19 Male births

are more numerous than female births amongst the poorly-
fed of the country. 1897 IVcsttn, Gaz. 10 Dec. 4/3 The
best modes of dealing with poorly-gifted children.

f3. In a way unworthy of one's position ;
un-

handsomely, meanly, shabbily. Obs.

13.. St. Gregory (Vernon MS.) 579 {>e penaunt porliche
he gret {Cotton MS. Gregori wij> scorn he gret]. 1666
PEPYS Diary 6 Aug., They told me how poorly my Lord
carried himself the other day to his kinswoman, Mrs. Howard,
and was displeased because she called him uncle. 1676
DRYDEN Anrengz. v. i, The Gods have poorly robb'd my
Virgin Bloom. 1680 OTWAY Orphan n. vii. 738 'Twas

poorly done, unworthy of your self. 1723 STEELE Consc.
Lo^ ers n. i, A Man, who poorly left me, to marry an Estate.

4. Piteously, abjectly, humbly ; despicably, con-

temptibly ; mean-spiritedly, without courage.
15*5 LD. BERNERS Froiss. II. cxiii. [cix.J 336X0 put hym-

selfe poorely, without any reseruacyon into his obeysaunce
and commaundement. 1535 STEWART Cron. Scot. (Rolls) I.

64 Out throw the ihrang rycht puirlie he flaw. 1649 MILTON
Ethan, xxviii, To set free the minds of Englishmen from

longing to return poorly under that captivity of Kings.
1664 Ptrvs Diary 24 Dec., He, instead of opposing.. did

poorly go on board himself, to ask what De Ruyter would
have, a x8ti LEYDEN Lord Soulis Poet. Wks. (1875) 82

Young Branxholm peeped, and puirly spake, 'Oh, sic a
death is no for me !

*

B. adj. Chiefly colloq. [^PP- evolved from the

adv.) through such a use as to look poorly : cf. to

look ill.'}
In a poor state of health; somewhat

ill; unwell, indisposed. (Always predicative.'}
[1573 TUSSER Husb. (1878) 79 Some cattle waxe faint, and

looke poorely and thin.] 1750 B. LVNDE Diary (1880) 171
AH summer I complaining and poorly, and my eyes trouble-

some. 1756 TOLDERVY Hist. 2 Orphans III. 201 This

quotation caused even Mrs. Nightley to laugh, tho* she was
but poorly. 1797 J. BENSON in Mem. (1822) 304, I have
been rather poorly today. 1855 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. xx.
I V. 530 His wife had. .been poorly.
Hence Poo'rliness, the condition of being poorly;

Foo'rlyish a., somewhat poorly. Both rare.

1817 J. J. GURNEY in Braithwaite Mem. (1854) ! 323
Notwithstanding my poorliness. i8 LAMB Let. to Barton
28 Aug., I am but pooilyish, and feel myself writing a dull
letter.

Poor man.
1. lit. A man who is poor (in any sense of the

adj.) ; esp. a man who is indigent or needy, or
who belongs to the class of the poor.
a 1125 Ancr. R. 86 Ase J>e be seio" to ^eknihte bet robbcS

his poure men. a 1350 Cursor M. 10386 (Gott) To godd he
gaue (?e lambis to lottis, And to be pore men be bole stottis.

1-1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.)xxii. 101 In bat land es na beggar,
ne napouer man. c 1450 in Parker Dom.Archit. III. 82 Be
hit distributed & deportyd to poure men, beggers, syke
folke & febull. 1677 YARRANTON Eng. Improv. 169 But the

poor Man is forced many times to buy his Materials he
makes his Commodity with, of some of his own Trade.

2. Applied in Banffsh., Aberdeensh., etc., with

the local pronunciation peerman (prrman), to a

rude device for holding a fir-candle (i.e. a splinter
of resinous wood), formerly the ordinary source of

artificial light in farm-houses, barns, and cottages.

1116

In the times of licensed mendicancy, the duty of holding
and attending to the fir-candle was usually imposed upon
the

' bedesman
'

or vagrant
'

poor man ', who was granted
a night's shelter; and it is generally believed that from him
the name peer-man passed to the mechanical holder.

1866 GREGOR Dialect ofBanffsh. 123 Peer-man^ a candle-

stick for candles made of bog-fir., with a cleft piece of iron

into which the candle was fixed. 1870 Echo ofOlden Time
20 Light was given either by pieces of bog-fir laid on the fire,

or by fir-can les, that is thin splinters of bog-fir, from one to

two and a half or three feet long, fixed in a sort of candle*

stick called the peer-wan or peer-page, 1880-83 J. LINN in

Trans. Inverness Scientific Soc. II. 342 It was from this

[employment of a mendicant] that the stand on which the

fir-candle.. was fixed. .got its name Peer-Man, Pure-Man,
or Puir-Man, these being local pronunciations of Poor Man.

3. Poor man of mutton (Sc. colloq.) : name for

the remains of a shoulder of mutton, consisting

mainly of the blade bone, broiled.
_

1818 SCOTT Br. Lamm, xix, I should like well . .to return

to my sowens and my poor-man-of-mutton. Ibid, (note),

I think, landlord.. I could eat a morsel of a poor man.

4. Combs, with poor mans (or poor menus') :

f poor man's (men's) box = POOK-BOX (0fr.) ;

poor man's MUSTARD, PABMACETV, PEPPEH,

PLASTER, TREACLE (see these words); poor man's

remedy, local name for wild valerian, Valeriana

officinalis ; poor man's salve, local name for

Scrophularia nodosa and S. aquatica (Britten &
Roll.) ; poor man's sauce : see quot. ; poor
man's weather-glass, the pimpernel, Anagallis

arvensiS) from its closing its flowers before rain.

1548-9 (Mar.) Bk. Com. Prayer^ Communion^ So many as

are disposed, shall offer vnto the *poore mennes boxe. 1560
DAUS tr. Sleidane's Comm. 70 The rest to be geven to the

poore mens boxe. 1657 \V. COLES Adam in Eden 220 Of
Valerian. . . They never make any pottage or broath for any
one that is sick, but they put some of this Herb therein, be

the disease what it will, and is called of them, The *Poor
Alans Remedy. 1706 PHILLIPS, *Poor-tnaris Sauce or

Carrier s Sauce, Sauce made of a Shalot, cut very small,

with Salt, white Pepper, Vinegar and Oil. 1847 Nat. Cycl.
I. 661 The Pimpernel, or * *Poor Man's Weather-Glass ', so

called because its flowers., refuse to expand in rainy weather.

Poorness (pua-jnes). [f.
POOR a. + -NESS.]

The quality or condition of being poor; poverty.

fl. Want of wealth or possessions; indigence.
Obs. (Now replaced by POVERTY.)
c 1273 Sinners Be^varc 113 in O. E. Misc. 75 J>e poure may

wel mysse Bute he his pouernesse Mid mylde heorte bolye.

1382 WYCLIF i Chron. xxii. 14 Loo ! I in my lytyl pornesse
haue mad redy before the expenses of the hous of the Lord.

(-1450 Gothtsw Reg. 71 For powrenesse of his vicariage.

1613 CHAPMAN Revenge Bitssy D'Ambois \. i, See how small

cause.. the most poore man [has] to be grieu'd with poore-
nes--e. a 1661 FULLER Worthies (1662) in. n Which See,. .

for the poorness thereof, lay Bishopless for three years.

b. fig. (Cf. POOR a. i d.)

1380 Lay Folks Catech. 1265 (Lamb. MS.) To schew hem
meknesse and porenesse to stoppe pride. 1786 A. MACLEAN
Chris?s Commission iii. (1846) 129 [The Gospel] enjoins

poorness of Spirit.

2. Deficiency in some good constituent ; unpro-
ductiveness; leanness or want of vigour caused by
ill feeding ; thinness, scantiness, insufficiency.

1577 B. GOOCE Hercsbach's Hitsb. in. (1586) 142 b, Lacke
of good feeding, whereof proceedeth poorenesse, and of

poorenesse, skabbes and manginesse. x6a6 BACON Sylva
665 The Poornesse of the Herbs..shew the Poornesse of

the Earth. 178* H. WATSON in Med. Cornmutt. (1784) I. 89
From the poorness of the blood contained in its vessels.

1883 Contemp. Rev. June 904 Exhausted from poorness of

diet.

3. Deficiency in some desirable quality; small-

ness of worth ; inferiority, paltriness, meanness.

Also (with //.) an instance of this, a paltry or

inferior piece of work.
1628 WITHER Brit. Rememl. v. 1493 Let none the poore-

nesse of my gifts deride. 1712 ADDISON Sped. No. 285 r 4
Ovid and Lucan have many Poornesses of Expression upon
this Account. 1884 Law Times 29 Nov. 73/2 The poorness
of the accommodation provided for the judges.

b. Want of spirit or courage ; paltriness or

meanness of character or conduct.

1625 BACON ss., Simulation (Arb.) 507 A Habit of Dis-

simulation, is a Hlnderance, and a Poorenesse. a 1716
SOUTH S?rw. (1744) X. 226 Those indeed . . would, no ques-

tion, account all refusal of a duel poorness and pusillanimity.
1822 C WELLS Stories after^Nat. 99 The duke unhorsed
the lady, chiding Alfred for his poorness.

Poo r-rate. Also 8-9 poor's rate. A rate or

assessment, for the relief or support of the poor.
1601 Ace. Bk. W. Wray in Antiquary XXXII. So,

ixs. xd.. .for the pur rait mony. 1782 Miss BunOETCtfcfifo
ix. iv, I pay the poor's rate, and that's what I call charity

enough for any man. 1797 Monthly Mag. III. 74 The
exorbitant poor-rates with which the public there have been

I burthened for some time past. 18x7 BYRON Beppo xlix,
1

Poor's rate, Reform, my own, the nation's debt. 1863

|

H. Cox Instit. in. ix. 730 Householders, .paying poor-rates
' and borough-rates.

Pocrr-spi rited, a. Having or showing a poor

spirit (cf. quot. 1611 s. v. POOR a, 50); f having
i

a paltry spirit, low-minded (obs.) ;
deficient in

I
spirit or courage, cowardly.
1670 G. H. Hist. Cardinals n. n. 170 Certain pitt'ifull and

>

poor-spirited reasons, 1710 NORRIS Chr. Prwd, viii. 363
That sottish and poor-spirited Vice, the Vice of Covetous-
ness, 1749 FIELDING Tom Jones m. v, Master Blifil was
generally called a sneaking rascal, a poor-spirited wretch,

I with other epithets of the like kind. 1860 GKO. ELIOT Mill

POP.

on Fl. in. i, Mr. Tulliver would never have abked anything
from so poor-spirited a fellow for himself,

Hence Poo^r-spi'ritedness.
1662 Gl KNALL Cttr. in Arm. verse

ig.
xiii. 2 (i66y) 515/a

Ye that think it childish and
popr-spiritedness

to weep at a
Sermon. 1898 R. F. HORTON Conunundm. Jesus iv. 50 He
does not praise poverty as such, still less does He refer to

what we mean by poor-spiritedness.

II Foort (poo.it). S. Afr. \\)\\.poort (poat) gate,
POUT sb2, in S. Africa, a pass.] A mountain pass.

1834 PRINGLE Afr. Sk. ii. 149 \Ve entered the poort, or

gorge of the mountains, through which the River of Baboons
issues. 1850 R. G. GUMMING Hunters LifeS. Afr. (ed. 2)

I. 45 This poort, or mountain pass, the terror of waggon-
drivers. 1894 B. MITFORD R_. Fanning* Quest xxll, A
poort is a pass or defile as distinct from a kloof.

Poort, Poort colyce, obs. ff. PORT, PORTCULLIS.

Poortith (pu*'Jti]>). Sc. and north, dial.

Forms: 6 purteth, puirteith, 6- puirtith, 8-

poortith. [a. OF. fouer-, poverteit (i2th c. in

Littre), pffvretet ( 1 3 29 in Godef. Comfl.}, poevretcit

(1466 Ibid.), povrete: (pi. of -let, igth c. Ibid.) :-

L. paupertat-em, accus. of pattpertas POVERTY.

The examples cited show the OF. form in -let,

surviving almost to the date of the Sc. examples in

-tetli.'] The condition of being poor ; poverty.
1508 DUXBAR FfytingiiS Bot now, in winter, for purteth

thow art traikit 1567 Glide % Codlie B. (S.T.S.) 73 Extreime

puirteith, nor greit ryches, Thow gif me not. 1711 RAMSAY

Prospect of Plenty 199 Curs'd poortith ! love and hymen's
deadly fae. 1786 BURNS Two. Dogs 104 They're no sac

wretched's ane wad think, Tho' constantly on poortith
's

brink, a 1839 PRAKD HOVJ roetiy is lestpaidfor i. Though
sorrow reign within his heart, And poortith hold his purse.

(In E. 1). 1). from Shetland to Northumbld. and Cumbld.)

Poorty : see POVERTY.

Poo'r-will. [So named in imitation of its

disyllabic note : cf. WHIP-POOR-WILL.] A bird of

the N. American genus Phalxnoptilm, esp. P.

nuttalli, common in the Western United States.

1888 ROOSEVELT in Century Mag. Mar. 664/2 At nightfall

the poor-wills begin to utter their boding call from the

wooded ravines back in the hills; not 'whip-poor-will ', as

in the East, but with two syllables only. Ibid., A poor-will
lit on the floor beside me.

Poory, Poose, Poost, obs. ff. POKY a., POSE,
POST. Pooste, var. POUSTIE, power.
Poot (put), sdj Now chiefly north. A dial, form

of POULT, applied not only to chickens and young

game birds, but to the young of various other

animals, e. g. a small haddock, a young tront.

(In the latter application some would refer it to OE. fata.
in zlc-fnita. eel-pout.)

1511 ll'i/lt>/y. Barlowe (Somerset Ho.), Fur of fox pootet.
1616 SURFL. & MARKH. Country Farme 679 Partridge,

pheasant, quaile, raile, pools, and such like. 1688 R. HOLME
Armoury n. 311/1 A Cock (is called] first a Peep, then a

Chicken, then a Poot. 1697 Phil. Trans. XIX. 575 Found
them as big as Poot-Eggs. 1825 JAMIESON, Poot, this seems

to be the same with Pout, used to denote a small haddock,

Fife. 1818 Crmttt Gloss, (ed. 2), Poot, a young growse or

moor pool. 1890 J. SERVICE Tliir Notandums i. 5

lambin' o' the yowes, the cleckin' o' the pools.

Poot, f*.- Obs. [A variant of PoTErf. 1
: cf.{.foot

1683 Moxox Mecli. Excrc., Printing xviii. T? A long

strong round Iron Stirring Poot ; the Handle ofwhich Stirring

Poot is also about two Yards long or more, and ihe Poot it

self almost twice the length of Ihe depth of the Melting Pol.

Poot, poote, var. POTE v. ;
obs. or dial. f. PUT v.

f Footer. Obs. rare, [(.foot, POTE v. + ER 1
.]

= POTING-STICK, or PoKIKG-STICK.
1601 WARNER Alb. Eng. ix. xlvii. 218 Busks, Perrewigs,

Maskes, Plumes of feathers fram'd, Supporters, Footers,

Fardingales aboue the Loynes lo waire, That be she near so

bomle-thin, yel she crosse-like seem's four-squaire.

Poother, obs. or dial. f. POTHEK, POWDER.

Pop (ppp)> -*''-
1 Forms : see POP v. 1 [Onoma-

topoeic : goes with POP z>.l]

1. An act of popping, a. A blow, knock, stroke,

slap ; now, a slight rap or tap. Otis. exc. dial.

CI400 Laud Troy St. 442r Philomene. .Jaff him certes

suche a popoe, That he lei ouer his hors croppe. Ibid.

o-ioo He hadde laujt many a pop, For ther was many a

strok jeuen. 1483 Calk. Angl. 286/2 A Poppe ; vbi a strake.

i8s JAMIESON, Paf,fau<j>, a blow, a ihwack. Aberd. 1857

G. OUTRAM Lyrics (1887) 137 Ilka pap wi' the shool on the

tap o' the mool.

-(b. A humorous remark, a joke; cf. CBACK

sb. 5. Obs. fare.

a 1550 Image Hypocr. I. 518 in Skelton's Wks. (1843) II. 420

With your mery poppes : Thus youe make vs sottes, And

play with vs boopepe.
2. A short abrupt sound of explosion.

1591 PERCIVALL Sp. Diet., Buclicte, the cheeke and a pop
with the mouth. 1634 T. JOHNSON tr. Party's Wks. 629 By
the only regresse of the exlended muscles into themselves. .

somewhile.-Twilh a noyse or pop. 1853 CHWIIER My Travels

II. vi. 91 The csmmon pops of the squibs and crackers.

1876 Gi:o. ELIOT Dan. Der. xxxix, I cannot bear people lo

keep their minds bottled up for the sake of letting them off

with a pop.
b. The moment occupied by a pop ;

at a pop, in

one instant, suddenly, dial. [cf. F. tout a coup, tout

tftin coup.}
i5U MORE Com/, afst. Trio. n. Wks. 1202/2 At a poppe,

down they descende into hell. 1847-78 HALLIWELL, Pup, a

short space. Lane. 1903 in En. Dial. Diet.

3. A shot with a fire-arm.
-



POP.

1657 W. MORICE Cocna quasi Kou^ xxiv. 249 They have

onely faced the enemy, ..given a pop or two, and raised

a smoak. 1829 W. T. MoNCRiti-F Giovanni in Loud. \\. i,

You've quite made up your mind to have a pop at him ?

1881 FREEMAN in Stephens Life $ Lett. (1895) II. ix. 228

Prestige, you know, I always like to have a pop at.

b. transf. A pistol, s/ang.
17*8 [Dfi FOE] Street Robberies Consider*d 33 /V//J,

Pistols. 1748 SMOLLETT Rod. Rand, viii, I gleaned a few

things, such as a pair of pops, silver mounted. 1834 H.
AINSWORTH Rookwood in. v, His pops in his pocket. 1896

Harper's Mag. XCII. 784/2 Pops all put away, so she

won t be finding one and be killing herself.

4. In the namesof two West Indian species of Phy-
salis (Bladder-herb or Winter Cherry): the Cow-

pop or Pops^ and Horse pop or Pop-vine : see quots.
1750 G. HUGHES Barbadoes 161 Pops ; Lat. Alkekengi

I ndicum majus. This Plant hath . . thin bluish capsular Pods,
which inclose a round .. Fruit of about the Bigness of a
small Cherry. ..There is another Plant, which bears the
same kind of Fruit ..being a creeping scandent Plant. ..

This is called the Pop-Vine, and grows in most Parts of the

Island. 1848 SCHOMBURG Hist. Barbados 610 Physalis
barbadcnsis, Jacc^. Pop Vine, Hughes. Horse Pop. Phy-
salis angulata^ Linn. Pops, Hughes. Cow Pop.
5. A name for any effervescing beverage, esp.

ginger-beer or (later) champagne, from the sound
made when the cork is drawn from the vessel con-

taining it. colloq.
1812 Sou THEY Lett. (1856) II. 284 A new manufactory of

a nectar, between soda-water and ginger-beer, and called

pop,
because 'pop goes the cork' when it is drawn. 18..

J. WILSON Laking in Casqitct of Lit. I. 39/2 With plenty of

ginger-beer, ..soda, and imperial pop. 1884 H. SMAKT Post
to Finish II. xvi. 251 He don't warrant my calling for

'

pop
'

[champagne]. 1894 H. DKUM.MOXU Ascent Man 214 [A
man], when he calls champagne fizz, or a less aristocratic

beverage pop, is following in the wake of the inventors of

Language.
6. A mark made by a slight rapid touch

;
a dot ;

a spot, a speck. Alsoy?^.
1718 MKS. BKADSHAwinf//. Ctcss Suffolk (ifo^l. 28 You

are a pop nearer being a countess than you was last week.
c 1840 J. D. HABDIHGUI Co\\mswoodf^/eKits^fft(i8g3)l.viu,
92 That marvellous pop of light across the foreground. 1886
C. SCOTT Sheep-Fanning 138 The draft ewes, .only receive
a *

pop
'

or dot of the same tar from a round stick on the
shoulder. 1894 R. S. FERGUSON Westmorland xviii. 290
Strokes and pops and letters marked with tar or ruddle.

b. Pops and pairs : app. a corruption of post
andpair (see POST ^. 4

).

.1780 M. LONSDALE Upshot in S. Gilpin Songs (1866) 276
At pops an' pairs laikt long an' sair. 1804 R. ANDERSON
CumberId. Ball. 94 Pay me the tuppence I wan frae thee
Ae neet at pops and pairs.

7. slang. The act of pawning. In pop : in pawn
or pledge : cf. POP v,1 7, POP-SHOP.
1866 Routledgc's Every Boys A tin. 292

* Great shame put
him in pop gentleman's son

'

. . I knew that her '

put him in

pop
'

meant that I was pawned when a baby. 1886 J. K.
JEROME Idle Thoughts (1896) 7 Yet what a piece of work
a man makes of his first 'pop '...He hangs about outside
the shop . . he enters . . he comes out of the shop [etc.].

Pop (p?p)> sb2 [app. short for POPPET or

POPLET. Cf. also obs. F. poping t poupine a pretty
little woman (see POPPIN).] A term of endear-

ment for a girl or woman ; darling ; also, a mis-

tress, a kept woman.
1785 G. A. BELLAMY Apology II. 39 A few nights after my

benefit, Lord Tyrawley came into the room smiling, and
said,..' Pop, I have got you a husband !

'

1825 T. CKEKVEY
Papers^ etc. (1904) II. 87 When I look at these three young
women, and at this brazen-faced Pop who is placed over

them, , . the marriage appears to me the wickedest thing
I ever heard of. Ibid. 209, 268. 1898 Tit*Btts ii June
201/1 Well, pop, since I'm your father, I'm going to give
you a ticket to the circus.

Pop, sb2 dial. [perh. from prec. sb.] A local

name of the Redwing (Turdus iliacus}.
1848 Zoologist VI. 2258 The redwing is a '

pop '.

Pop (ppp), sb A colloquial abbreviation of

popular concert', see POPCLAH 30.
1862 GEO. ELIOT in Life (1887) 355 We have been to a

Monday Pop, to hear Beethoven's Septett. 1891 Newcastle
Even.. Chron. 14 Dec. 2/6 The Saturday Pops in Newcastle
are in a bad way.
Hence Po'ppite, a performer at, or a frequenter

of, the popular concerts.

1895 Westm. Gaz. 5 Nov. 3/2 The death of that old and
famous 'Poppite', Sir Charles Halle. 1902 Ibid. 13 May 1/3
The itinerant muffin-man who vexes the souls of devout
'

Poppites
'

on Saturday afternoons.

Pop, sb$ [Said to be so called from L. popina^
or Eng, lollipop s/iop,

' the rooms having been

orig. in the house of Mrs. Hatton, who kept such
a shop'.] At Eton College, The name of a

social club and debating society, founded in 181 1.

1863 Etoniana 207 (Farmer) The chief attraction of Pop
lies in its being a sort of social club,.. the members are

strictly limited (originally twenty-two, since increased to

twenty-eightX 1883 J. B. RICHARDS Seven Years at Eton
xxxiii. 366 He [W. \V. Wood] was one of the most fluent

speakers at '

Pop '. 1889 MAXWELL LYTE Hist. Eton College
375 Pop has always had a great social power. 1902 G. W. E.

1117

1. trans. To strike, rap, knock Jobs.]. Also, to
!

strike with a slight rap or tap. dial.

(1386 [implied in POPI-HR s/>. i]. c 1442 Chron. London

(1827) ijo Redy to a popped hyin in the face with hi-.
;

dagger. 1483 Cath. Aiigl. 286/2 To Poppe ; vbi togtryke, I

ciSi? HOGG Tales $ Sk. I. 336 She popped her master on

the forehead.

2. tntr. To make a small quick explosive sound ;

to burst or explode with a pop.
1576 NEWTON Lemnics Complex, 124 b, Popping or smack-

ing with the mouthe. 1809 MALKIN Gil Bins x. iii. f 9 The

report of musketry, popping so near the head-quarters of

our repose. 1855 DELAMER Kitch. Card, (i860 179 When
you hear the first gun pop at the unhappy partridges. 1859

[see 3]. 1894 K. GKAHAAIE Pagan !\ 159 When the chestnuts

popped in the ashes.

fb. Of the eye : To protrude (as if to burst out}.
'

1680 J. AUBREY in Lett. Eminent Persons (1813) III. 565
Full eie, popping out and working.

3. trans. To cause to make a sudden explosive

report; to fire, let off, as an explosive or fire-arm

(also^T.) ;
to cause (anything) to burst with a pop.

To pop com : see quot. 1859, and cf. POP-CORX.

1595 Drakes I'oy. (Hakl. Soc.) 23 We popt away powder
and shott to no purpose, a 1652 A. WILSON Inconstant

Ladic 11. i, Haue a speech rendie to popp of in triumph.

1832 LYTTOX Eugene A. i. ix, When a mu-ket's lialf worn

out, schoolboys buy it pop it at sparrows. 1859 ]> \RTLETT

Diet. Amer. (ed. 3), To Pop (V>;-, to parch or roast Indian

corn until it
*

pops
'

open. . .' A little boy sat by the kitchen

fire A popping corn in the allies.' 1883 O. W. HOLMES
Seasons in Pages fr. Old I'ol. Life 160 The ginger-beer
carts rang their bells and popped their bottles. 1887 Daily
News 17 June 5/1 There was popped corn.

4. /;///-. To shoot, fire a gun. colhq.

1725 New Cant. Did., To pop, to tire a Pistol. 1776
EAKL PERCY Lett. (1902) 74 They sent down.. a number of

their rangers to pop at our advanced posts and sentries.
,

1845 BARMAM Ingol. Leg. .Ser. in. Ld. Thoutoitse, Pop-
;

ping at pheasants. 1877 A. II. KDWAKDS Up Nile -\ix.

563 We heard our sportsman popping away, .in the barley.

b. trans. To shoot down ;
to pick off\\\\\\ a shot.

1762 Pennsylv. Archives (18531 IV. 84 They knew the

woods well, and would pop them down 3 for i. 1813 SIR (1.

JACKSON Diaries $ Lett. (1873) II. 280 Many unwary strag-

glers have been popped off in this way. 1861 DuCnAii.LU

Equat. Afr. ix.
io_6 Keeping our guns in readiness to pop

down anything which should come in our way.
5. trans. To put promptly, suddenly, or unex-

pectedly (sometimes implying quiet or furtive

action) : usually with some extension, as ttouw, in,
j

on, out, up, into or out of (a place;, etc.

171529 SKELTON Replyc. 122 Whan ye. .porisshly forthc I

popped Your sysmaticate sawes Agaynst Goddes lawes.

i$gtRes$K&ltca i^Krandl) \. vii. 18 He vaire [ fair] popt me
to silence. 1567 GOLDING Ovid vi. 73b, Nowdlue they to

the hottome downe, now vp their lieades they pop. 1577
HANMEK Anc. Eccl. Hist. (1619) 329 To put by him '

that poppeth in any other seeds. 1587 OREKNE Trita-

meron of Lone Wks. (Grosart) III. 77 What nioues you
..to pop forth so sodainlie this darke problems? 1596
NASHE Saffron Walden Wks. (Grosart) III. 174 You.,
popt out your Booke against me. 1662 R. MATIIMW Unl.
Alch. 82. 109 She. .popt it into her mouth, and swallowed
it all at once. 1750 H. WALPOLE Lett. (1846) II. 355 Another
fellow of Eton has popped out a sermon against the Doctor

i

door. 1860 THACKERAY Round. Papers, Screens in

Dining Rooms, One dear little lady . . popped her paper
under the tablecloth.

b. spec. To put out (a light) suddenly ;
to jot

down (words) ; t to put off"(a person) with (some-

thing), put offvi put aside (a thing).
1602 MARSTON Antonio s Rev. iv. iii, lie conquer Rome,
Pop out the light of bright religion. i6oz Ant. <y Mel.

, i. Wks. 1856 I. 16 Swarthy darkness* popt out Phcebus eye.
a 1625 FLETCHER Noble Gent. i. i, And do you pop me off

with this slight answer? 1658-9 in Burtons Diary (1828) ,

III. 149, I would have you not to pop off the question.

1774 MME. D'ARBLAV Early Diary (1889) I. 304 Popping
i

down my thoughts from time to time upon paper. 1822

, E. A. POKDEN in L'Estrange Friendships A/iss Clifford
(1882) I. v. 141, I.. shall at once pop down what occurs to

me. 1844 DICKENS Mart. Chuz. xxviii, Pop me down among
your fashionable visitors. 1894 A. DOBSON i8//t Cent. Vig-
nettes Ser. n. i. 3 He popped out the guttering candle.

6. To put (a question) abruptly, to ' come out

j

with '

(f also with out} ; spec, to pop the question

(slang or colhq.} t
to propose marriage (also ellipt.

,

to pop}.
1725 Ih'ROM Rein. (1854) ! * J 48 Dear Governor and

i

Governess, the boy here having given me leave to ask you '

how you do, I have made bold to pop the question to you. \

1754 RICHARDSON Grandison (1810) VI. xx. 101 Afraid he
|

would now, and now, and now, pop out the question; which

he had not the courage to put.^ 1809 MALKIN Gil Bias iv. !

i. p 6 You.. pop the question without making any bones of

it. 1826 Miss MUTURD Village Ser. n. (1863) 432, I have
reason to think the formidable interrogatory, which i:

'

RUSSELL in Encycl. Brit. XXVIII. 733/2 He [Gladstone
at Eton] was seen to the greatest advantage . . in the debates
of the Eton Society, learnedly called

' The Literati
'

and
vulgarly

'

Pop *.

Pop v p?p), z/.l Also 5-7 poppe, 7-8 popp, 9
dial, pap, pawp. [Onomatopoeic ; goes with
POP ^.l, t'ut.

t adv.]

58
popped?' 1885 E.C.JOHNSON Track of Crescent xv. 190
When a young man wanted to

'

pop
'

to the object of his I

affections, he called at the house.

7. To put in pledge, to pawn, slang.
1731 FIELDING Lett, Writer n. ii, Ay,, .he'll make us pop

our unders for the reckoning ; we'll not go with him. 1851
MAYHEW Land. Lab. I. 474 [She] took one to pop.. for an

'

old 'oman what was on the spree. 190* BAKRIE Little Jl 'kite

Blrd\\j It was plain for what she had popped her watch.
j

POP-.

8. intr. To pass, move, go or come promptly,
suddenly, or unexpectedly \itp, down, itt, out, about,

between, etc.).

1530 PALSGK. 662/1 He went so nere the banke that

soudaynlyhe popped in to the water over heed and enro.

1589 NASIU; Anal. Absurd. Wk-i. (Gro&arl) I. 25 The
temperature of the wether will not permitte them to pop
into t!i<j open ayre. 1602 SHAKS. Ham. v. ii. 65 He that

hath. .Popt in between*: th' election and my hopes. 1660
FULLER Mijct Contempt, (1841) 200 Some presently popped
up into the pulpit. 1706 E. WARP Wooden World Hiss.

(1708) 76 A hundred or more Cartesian Puppits pop up upon
Deck. 1710 Brit. Apollo III. No, 67. 3'! She might Pop
in. 1770 J. BARETTI Journ. Land, to Genoa IV. A pp. 266,
I expected . .to see some beautiful damsel pop out suddenly.

1780 M.MK. U'ARULAY Diary 6 Dec., In the evening. . I just

popped down to play one rubber with dear Mr. Xhralc.

1829 SCOTT Jrul, -27 Feb., Some [copies] .. will be popping
out one of these days in a contraband manner. 1834 Bait's

Mag. 421/2 Just pop home for a bundle of prospectuses.

1899 F. T. ULLLKX /,(?;' Si'a-ii<(iif\$i He requested me to
'

pop across the road
'

and get him a drop of rum.

b. To come on or itpon abruptly, suddenly, un-

expectedly, or by chance; to light upon, happen
upon.
1741 RICHARDSON Pamela (1824) I. 61, I was but talking

to one of her maids just now, ..and she popt upon us 1759
SIKKNK Tr. Shandy I. xiv, I had the good fur tune to pop
upon the very thing I wanted. 1791 MARY WoLLSTONECR,
Rights M'oin. v. 131 We pop on the author when we only

expected to meet the father. 1815 \V. H. IKKI.AND Scribblev-

inaniti 165 She pops, as perchance, upon kind Mihtre^
.Meeke.

c. To pop ^(also off the hooks') : to die. slang.

1764 FOOTK Patron i. 11781) 17 If Lady Pepperpot should

happen to pop off. 1778 MMK. D'AKBLAV Lett. 5 July,
\Vhat

a pity it would have been had I popped off in my last illness.

t-i8zo KKATS,/^'/. to Haydon Poet. Wks. (1886) 24, I am
afraid I shall pop off just when my mind is able to run alone.

1887 ('-. R. SIMS Mary Jane's Mem. 112 He'd said his

mother would soon pop off the hooks, and he'd have all her

money.

t Pop, "'- Ohs. ran. (Also 5 erron.pappheO
[Origin uncertain : cf. OF. popiner (later poupiner]
to adorn (oneself), said of a woman (Godefr.), \
f. po'^ii.pin dressy, showy: see POPPJN,] fraits.

To paint or patch (the face) with a cosmetic.
.' a 1366 CIIAUCKK Rotn. Rose 1019 No wyntred browis

had she, Ne popped hir, fur it neded nought To wyndre
hir, or to peynte hir ouglit. '1407 IAIX;. Rcson <^ 6V5.

1368 It needed nught to papphe nir face, For bhe was ..

Kyyht agreable of look and chere. 1430-40 Bochas !.

xx. (MS. Bodl. 263) 81/1 To farce and poppe ther visage.

1450 Knt. dc la Tour 63 Whi popithe they, and paint ithe,
and pluckithe her uisage? 1483 Quatnor Scrmones in

1'estirall) etc. avb, Ne haue not your vysage poppyd, nc

your here pullyd or crowlyd [cd. 1532 pomped].
Hence t Po'pping vM. sl>. Also b. concr.

(?) materials used in painting the face.

1426 LYDG. DC GuiL Pilgr. 13372 In ffrench ycallyd
'

ffarderye
' And in yngly.ssh,ofTold wiytyng, Ys ynamyd ek

'

PPpynS
' n J45 Knt. dc la 'four 70 Doughtres, takithe

here, .ensaumple to leue all suche lewdc folyes and counter-

feting, poppinge, and peintinge. b. 14.. Voc. in Wr.-
Wiilcker 562/1 Acumen, a popyn. 1483 Cath. Angl. 286/2

Poppynge, acs, ccritsa, stibium, vcncnitut.

Pop (pfp), int.) adv. [The same onomatopoeic
word as TOP j/M, POP s 1

.
1
,
used interjectionally and

adverbially.] With (the action or sound of) a pop ;

instantaneously, abruptly ; unexpectedly.
Pop goes theiveasct, name of a country dance very popular

in the 'fifties', in which these words were sung or ex-

claimed by the dancers while one of them darted under
the arms of the others to his partner; also the name of the

tune; hence as a vb. and in other humorous uses. See
jV". # Q. (1905) loth Ser. III. 492, IV. 209.
i6zi FI.LITCHKR Pilgrim in. ii, Into that bush Pop goes his

pate, and all his face is comb'd over. 1672 VILMERS (Dk.

Buckhm.) Rehearsal i. (Arb.) 31 As soon as any one speaks,

pop I slap it down, and make that, too, my own. i8ox G.

COLMAN Poor Gentian. \. ii, It fell out unexpected pop, on
a sudden; like the going off of a field-piece, c 1854 (Music-
sellers Advt. in Newspaper)^ The new country dance '

Pop
goes the weasel ',

introduced by her Majesty Queen Victoria.

Musical Bouquet No. 409, Pop goes the Weasel \ La
Tcmpcte ; and Le Grand Perc. These fashionable dances
as performed at the Court balls. 1855 in N,

fy Q. loth Ser.

IV. 2 1 1/1 This dance is very popular, It is without decep-
tion,

'

Pop goes the weasel
' has been to Court, and met a

good reception. 1855 SMEDLEV //. Coverdalc xxxiv, Dear
old Punch, with his private band pop-going-the-weasel like

an harmonious steam-engine. 1855 O. W. HOLMES Poems
139 Pop cracked the guns ! Mod. I heard it go

'

pop '.

Pop-, in Comb. [Cf. POP 0.1, j^. 1
] Usually the

verb in combination with a sb. or adv., meaning
something that pops, or that which pops in some

way ; rarely the sb. or adv. : pop-dock, pop-

glove, the Foxglove (Digitalis pitrpurea] ; pop-

eye, an out-starting, bulging, prominent eye ;

hence pop-eyed a. ; pop-in, a drink composed of

beer into which a small proportion oi whisky or

brandy is
*

popped
1

; t pop-mouth, a mouth able to

utter an exclamation with a sharp outburst ; pop-

off, the discharge of fire-arms ; pop-out, the act

of popping out, as when a cork is drawn ; pop-
shooter = POPGUXNER; pop-valve = PCFPET-

VALVE; pop-weed, a provincial name of the

Bladderwort.

1878 BRITTEN & HOLLAND Plant-n., *Pop Dock, Digitalis

purpiirca. Cornw. . .from the habit of children to innate

and burst the flower. 1887 Pall Malt G. 29 June 13/2 bhe



POPADAM.
has the

(

'pop eyes' of a voluble talker. 1860 BARTI.ETT
Diet. Amer.,

*

'Pop-eyed, having prominent eyes. Southern.
,

1847-78 HALLIWELL, /V^f&tViUfl fox-glove. Cormv. 1748
SMOLLETT Rod. Rand, vi, A liquor called *pop~in, com-

posed by mixing a quartern of brandy with u quart of
small beer. 1870 J. K. HUNTER Life Stud. Charac. 273
A 'gang o' pap-in

' was the order. 1594 NASHE Terrors of
Xt. Wks. (Grosart) III. 270 Fellowes they were that had

good big *pop mouths to crie Port a helme Saint George.
1843 Cot.. HAWKLK Diary (1893) II. 239 Not even the *pop-
otTof a Milford snob to be heard. 1836 T. HOOK G. Gurney
III. 32 The creaking of a corkscrew, followed by the *pop-
out of a cork. 1845 COL. HAUKKR Diary (1893) II. 258 To
avoid the 'popshooters. 1884 KNIGHT Diet. Meek. Suppl.
778/1 To do away with the din of the steam escaping from

ordinary locomotive *ppp valves. 1869 BLACKMORE Lonta
D. vii, I stuck awhile with my toe-balls on the slippery links

of the "pop-weed.
II Popadam (p^'padara). Also papadom, pop-
padum, -odam. [Tamil pappadam, contr. from

panippu-adani 'lentil cake' (Yule").] (Scequots.)
1820 Asiat.Rcs. XIII. 315 Papadoms, (fine cakes, made of

gram flour, and a fine species of alkali, which gives them an

agreeable salt taste and serves the purpose of yeast). 1883
FisJieries Exhil>. Catal. (ed. 4) 155 Poppadums, from
Madras (cakes eaten with curries). 1904 Daily Chron.

'

19 Mar. 8/5 The Anglo-Indian may have with his curry
toasted poppodams, wafer biscuits made from Indian dhall.

fPo-pal, a. Obs. rare" 1
, [f. POPE + -AL.]

=
PAPAL a. So Po-pan a. = PAPANE a.

1651 C. CARTWKIGHT Cert. Relig. i. 175 Neither the Vestall

nor the Popall Virgins will find any great cause of boasting.

1839 J. ROGERS Antipopopr. MIL ii. 294 Quite above the
,

range of popan and priestal philanthropy.

t FO'pard. Ohs. rare. [Origin uncertain : cf.

POPELEK, POPFKL. The suffix as in CANABD, MAL-
LARD, etc.] Some kind of fowl : ? POPPEL.

1413 in Exeter Reg., Stafford (1886) 403 note, Dorsormm
largum, operatum volucribus vocatis popardys.

Popatrye, obs. form of PUPPETUV.

Po'p-corn. U. S. [f.
Pops*. 1

3 + CORX sl>.i 5 ;

in a orig. popped corn.'} a. Maize or Indian corn

parched till it bursts open and exposes the white
inner part of the grain ;

*

popped
'

corn ; see

Pop 7-. l

3. b. A variety or sub-species of mai/e
suitable for

'

popping'. Also attrib.

[1848 BAKTLETT Diet. Amer., Poppcdcorn, parched Indian

corn, so called from the noise it makes on bursting open.
The variety usually prepared in this way is of a dark color,
with a small grain.] 1858 jV. York Tribune 14 Jan. 2/3,
I got on the cars.. after . . flattening out an apple-boy and
pop-corn vender. 1864 in WEBSTEK. 1875 EMEKSON Lett.

$ Soc. Aims iv. 119 The pop-corn and Christmas hemlock

.spurting in the fire. 1893 KATK SANBOKN Tntthf. ll'out.

S, California 129 A farmer raised one thousand bushels of

popcorn and stored it in a barn. 1903 Book ofCorn 327
Popcorn, known botanically as Zca evcrta, is a species
group, characterised by the excessive proportion of the
corneous endosperm and the small size of the kernels and
ear. . .Twenty-five varieties were catalogued by Sturtevant.

Pope (p<
7;1p)j sb.l forms: a. 1-2 papa, 2-6

pape, 4-7 Sc. paip(e; 0. 3- pope, 5-6 poope,
(7 Sc. pop). [OE. papa, a. eccl. L. papa (in

Juvenal papas}, ad. late Gr. irdwas, Trairas, late var.

of irairiras father (oiig. a child's word
;

cf. PAPA). \

Thence also It., Sp., Yg.papa, F. pape.
In eccl. Gr. wan-ay was applied to bishops (in Asia Minor),

patriarchs, and popes; it was a recognized title of the lip.
of Alexandria, (1250. L, //<, used as a term of respect
for ecclesiastics of high position, esp. bishops (cf. mod.
'Father'), occurs in TertuIHan #220, and was applied so
late as 640 by St. Gall to Desiderius Bp. of Cahors. But
from the time of Leo the Great (440-461) it was in the

Western Church applied especially to, and from 1073 claimed

exclusively by, the Bishop of Rome.]
I. 1. The Bishop of Rome, as head of the

Roman Catholic Church.
Black

t Red, White Pope; allusive designations: see quot. ,

1902.
a. 1x900 tr. Bxdas Hist. iv. i. (1890) 252 pa waes in ba tid

Uitalius papa }>a:s apostolican sedles aldorbiscop. cuzz
( '. E. Chron. an. 1115 On )?ison eare Seende se papa Paschalis
Kaulfe arceb' on Cantwarabyri^ pallium hider to lande.

j

'1154 Ibid. an. 1124 On bses da;ies ..fordferde se pape on
Rome Calistus wses jehaten. < 1205 LAV. 29738 pas binges
weoren idone purh ^ene pape of Rome. Ibid. 29750 Of
Gregorie ban pape [c 1275 be pope], a 1300 Cursor M. 22596
Gregor J>at was pape o rome. c 1375 Sc* Leg. Saints xxvii.

(Machor) 1248 A paipe of Rome. 1405 Lay Folks Mass
\

Bk. 64 For the pape of Rome and al his cardinals. 1483
Cath. Angl, 268/2 A Papes dygnite, papatits. 1549 Compl.
Scot. 165 Vitht out the lecens of the pape. 1567 Gnde $

_ : paip V:
and Clement the 6). 1627 H. BURTON Baiting Pope's Bull
67 Pape and Ape differ but a letter; but their charitie t

their Sonnes U-sse.

(3. c 1200 Trirt. Coll. Horn. 163 pe holle lorcSewes, pro
phetes, apostles, popes, archebissopes, bissopes, prestes.
tr 1175 LAY. 10130 An holy man |>ar was pope, c 1290 S.

Eng. Leg. I. 22/90 pe pope i
and f>e king Edgar. 136*

LANGL. P. PI. A. vm. 8 Part in bat pardoun pe Pope \\s.\>

I-graunted. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 408/2 Poope, papa.
1503 HAWKS Examp. Virt. xm. iii, There was saynt peter
the noble pope. 1526 Pilgr. Perf. (W. de W. 1531) 225
Christes vicar in erth, our holy father

y' pope. 1581 MUL-
CASTER Positions xxxvii. (1887) 163 Alake not all priestes
that stand vpon the bridge as the Poope passeth. 1624
BI;UI;I.I. Lett. x. 138 Paulns V. Vice-dens takes too much
vpon him, when hee will bee Pope-alrmghtie. a 1651 CAL-
Dtnwooo Hist. Kirk (1843! II. 187 By vertue of the Pop's
Bulls. 1700 FARQUHAR Constant Couple \. i, I would rather

kiss her hand than the Pope's toe. 1750 GKAY Long Story
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iv, Tho
1

Pope and Spaniard could not trouble it. 1861 M.
PATTISOX Ens. (1889) I. 33 England began to look in another
quarter for support against France and the Pope. 1902
Daily Chron. 23 Dec. 5/1 Under this [crucifix] is enthroned
Leo XIII, clad all in white whence his name the White
Pope and receives the allegiance of the Red Pope (the
Prefect of the Propaganda), the Black Pope (the General of
the Jesuits. 1

.

b. An effigy of the pope burnt on the anniversary
of the Gunpowder Plot (Nov. 5), on Queen Eliza-

beth's night, or at other times. Obs. or dial.

1673 I'-VKI.YN Diary 5 Nov., This night the youths of the

Citty burnt the Pope in effigie, after they had made pro-
ctssion with it. 1678 DRVHI-ZN (Edifius Epil. 34 We kno*v
not what you can desire or hope, To please you more, but

burning of a Pope. 1732 POPE /:/. Baihurst 214 He.,
heads the bold Train-band.--, and burns a Pope. 1828 Craven
Gloss, (ed. 2), Pope, a long pole, to which an effigy of the

Pope wa-i attached and burnt on the sth of Nov. 1849
MACAULAY///.^. Eng. I. viii, II. xxv. 1887 Kentish Gloss.,

PGp&ing, to go popeing is to go round with Guy Fawkc.s on
the 5th of November. '

Please, sir, remember the old Pope !'

"t" C. Short for pope-day celebration. Obs. rare.

1766 J. ADAMS Diary 5 Nov., Wks. 1850 II. 201 Popes
and bonfires this evening at Salem, and a swarm of tumul-
tuous people attending them. 1769 Boston Chron. 6-9 Nov.
361/2 Description of the Pope, 1769.

2. a. transf. Applied to the spiritual head of

a Mohammedan or pagan religion.
c 1400 MAUNDKV. (1839) xxxi. 307 In ^at yle dwellep the

Trav. (ed. 2) 51 (Religion ofPersees) The Distoore or Pope
..has 13 [precepts]. 1836 Pop. Encycl. \. 813/2 Those who
were henceforward caliphs, . .these Mussulman popes had
not by any means the power of the Christian. 1897 Westni.
Gaz. 24 Aug. 8/i A probability that his Majesty ofSiam
may soon become Pope as well as King a Buddhist Pope.

b. fig. One who assumes, or is considered to have,
a position or authority like that of the pope.
1589 Hay any Work 34 Leaue your Nonresidencie, and

your other shines, sweete Popes now. 1689 Andros Tracts
II. 106 We often say, that 'every man has a pope in his

belly'. 1762-71 H. WALPOI.F, Vertue's Anccd. Paint. (1786)
1 1. 67 This Coquere], I find by another note, was Generalis

nionetarius, or Pope of the mint, into which the reformation
was to be introduced. 1801 STRLTT Sports fl-

Past. iv. iii.

(1876) 446 In the churches immediately dependent upon the

papal see [there was elected] a pope of fools. Ibid. 447
The bishop, or the pope, of fools performed the divine
service habited In the pontifical garments. 1854 HAWTHORNE
in H. <y Wife (1885) II. 40 The family are. .followers of
Dr. Mc.Mill, who is the present Low-Church pope of Liver-

pool. 1893 Nation (N, V.) 19 Jan. 46/3 Burne-Jones..
accepted mm [Rossetti] as the infallible Pope of Art.

1 3. In early times, A bishop of the Christian

Church
; spec, in the Eastern Church, the title of

the Bishop or Patriarch of Alexandria. Obs.

1563 Homilit's n. Idolatry n. (1859) T ^5 margin, All notable

Bishops were then called Popes. 1570 Foxii A.fy M. (ed. 2)

1 1/1 Y 8 name Pope . . may peraduenture seme more tolerable,
as which hath ben vsed in the olde time emong bishops.
1636 PRYN'NF, Unbish. Tim. (1661) 148 From the time of

Heraclas, the Patriarch of Alexandria was called Papa:
that is, Pope, or Grandfather, (before the Bishop of Rome
was so stiled). 1850 NEALK East. Ch. I. 126 In correctness
of speech, .. the Patriarch of Antioch is the only Prelate
who has a claim to tltat title : the proper appellation of the

Bishops of Rome and Alexandria being Pope^ of Constanti-

nople and Jerusalem, Archbishop.

t b. Pope John = PIIESTER JOHN. Obs. rare.
c 1511 \$t Eng. Rk. Amer. (Arb.) Introd. 30/2 They of

Indyen hath one prynce & that is pope lohn. Ibid. 32/1
Pope lohn. .ye mooste myghtyste kynge.

II. Transferred uses.

4. A small thick-bodied freshwater fish of the

Perch family ; the Ruff. (So Ger. papst.}
1653 WALTON Angler Table, Directions how and with

what baits to fish for the Ruffe or Pope. 1740 R. BROOKES
Art ofAngling \. xv. 44 The Ruff or Pope, .seldom exceeds
six inches [in length], and is cover'd with rough prickly
Scale*. 1836 F. S[YKES] Scrapsfr, Jrnl. 21, I purchased a

quantity ofpope, which are much like perch. 1883 Fisheries
Exhib. Catal. (ed. 4) in Dace [and] Pope from Thames.

1 5. A weevil which infests malt or grain. Obs.

1658 ROWLAND Moitfefs Theat. Ins. 1086 The English call

the Wheat-worm Kis, Pope, Bowde, Weevil and Wibil.

1743 Loud. $ Country Brew. \\r
. (ed. 2) 259 At Winchester

they call this Insect (Weevil], Pope, Black-bob, or Creeper,
6. A local name for various birds, from their

colouring or stout form : a. The Puffin (I'ratcrcula

arctica}. b. The Bullfinch (cf. Ger. dompfaff}. c.

The Red-backed Shrike (Lanius collurio). d. The
Painted Finch or Nonpareil ( Passe'n'na c/V/j).

1674 RAY Collect,, Wafer Fmt'l 92 The Pope, called in

some places Puffins. 1864 JV. $ Q. 3rd Ser. V. 124/2 Pope,
Nope, Alp, Red-Hoop, and Tony-Hoop, are all provincial
appellations of., the common Bullfinch. 1885 SWAINSON
Prov. Names Birds 47 Red-backed shrike . . Pope (Hants).

1894 NEWTON Diet, Birds, Puffin^ . .known as the Bottlenose,
Coulterneb, Pope, Sea-Parrot.

III. 7. attrib. and Comb, (all from i), as pope-

burning (i b), -conjurer^ -trumpery \ pope-bulled,

-consecrated^ -given, -pleasing, -powdered^ -prompted',

-rid adjs. ; pope-catholic, a Roman Catholic;
pope-day, the anniversary of the Gunpowder Plot

(Nov. 5) ; pope-fly, an insect which infests grain
(cf. sense 5) ; tpope-horn, ?a conch-shell as used
in celebrating pope-day ; pope-king, the pope as
a sovereign ; pope-night, see pope-day ; pope-
worshipper, hostile term for a Roman Catholic.

POPEDOM.
1602 WARNKR Alb. Eng. ix. xlviii. 226 But Godhoode none

in Indian Golde, and *pope-buld hopes shall mis. 1762
HUME Hist. Eng. Ixviii. (1806) V. 126 One of the most
innocent artifices.. was the additional ceremony, pomp, and
expense, with which a *pope-burning was celebrated in
London. 1873 CHRISTIE Drydens Poems, Hind $ P. \\\,

10 note, The pope-burnings of Queen Kli/abeth's night|
which had occurred every year since the excitement of the

Popish Plot, c 1554 G. MENEWE (title) A Plaine subuersyou
. . of all the argumentes, that the *Popecatholykes can make
for the maintenaunce of auricular confession. 1570 FOXE
A. fy M. (ed. 2) 1705/1 margin, The procedinges of the

Popes catholickes in malntayning their Religion. 1679
C. NESSE Antichrist 228 The *pope-conjurers, necro-

mancers, robbers, murderers. 1779 SHERIDAN Critic n. ii,

ng *Pope Day , 1903 ,

Mass, VIII. 104 It is possible that he [Joyce Junior] con-
tinued to parade the streets of Boston on Pope Day. 1750
G. HUGHES BarbaJoes 84 The *Pope-fly. This insect is

better known.. by the great destruction it causes in almost

every kind of grain, than by its shape. 1772 Boston Gaz.
(U. S.) 3 Feb. 3/2 The ingenuity of some of those nocturnal

Sley-frolickers, had added the Drum and Conk->hell, or

^Pope-horn, to their own natural, noisy, abilities. 1882
MARIO Garibaldi in l\Iacin. Mag. XLVI. 250 We will settle

with the pontiff when we have dethroned the *Pope-king.

England. 1556 OLDIC Antichrist 82 b, Yon *pope pleasing
slaues. a 1683 OLDHAM \Vks. fy Rein. (1686) 39 By Popes,
and *Pope-rid Kings upheld, and

loy'd. 1603 HARSNET
Pop. Impost, xxi. 137 To enritch their purses by selling
their *Pope-trumpeiy. 1579 J. STUBBES Gaping Gulf E iij,

Who so marieth with any
*
pope-worshipper can not tell

when to be sure of him.

b. Combinations with pope's : t pope's knight,
a designation sometimes applied in Scotland to a

priest of the Roman Church, who was commonly
styled Sc/ir'r

(i. e. Sir) So and So, as a rendering of

L. Domimts : see Jamieson,s. v.,and cf. 'Sir Hugh
Evans' in Twelfth Night \ f pope's-milk, a jocu-
lar name for some kind of drink

j pope's nose

parson's nose.

1558 W. MILL in Spottiswood Hist. Ch. Scot. (1655) 95
They call me Walter, and not Sir Walter ; I have been too

long one of the *Popes Knights. 1795 BRVDSON Vieiv
Herald, v. 175 A title [Sir] thus employed judicially, and
disclaimed as characterising the pope's knights, appears
to have had some other foundation, than mere courtesy.
1808 JAMIESOS s. v., The phrase, Pope's Knights, seems to

have been used only in contempt. 1871 J. A. H. MURRAY
Compl. Scot. Introd. 109 This Sir James Inglis, a '

Pope's
Knight ',

was a churchman of considerable distinction at
court in the reign of James V. 1635 BRKKETON Trav, (Chet-
ham Soc.) 130 Burnt aquavitas and *popes-milk. 1796
Grose's Diet. V'ulg. T. (td, 3), *Pope*s Nose, the rump of
a turkey. 1854 THACKERAY Rose <y King vii, Giglio . . picked
the last bone of the chicken drumsticks,. . back, pope's
nose, and all.

Pope (p<>
u
p), sb2 [= F., Ger. pope, a. Russ.

and OSlav. nom>, pop* t app. ad. \YGer. *papd
(whence OUG.^faffo}, ad. later Gr. irairds priest ;

see PAPA -.] A parish priest of the Greek Church
in Russia, Servia, etc.

1662
J.

DAVIES tr. Olearius*
Ifoy.

Ambass. 139 The other
Ecclesiastical Orders are distinguished into Proto-popes,
Popes, (or Priests) and Deacons. 1713 Pres. St. Russia I.

86 He was followed by a great number of Popes, or secular

Priests, and a multitude of People. 1855 Englishwoman in

Russia 119 Of course, you are aware that no pope can have
a cure unless he be married. 1886 W. J. TUCKER E. Europe
26 The Roumanian pope, seated opposite us, practised,

amongst other vices, those of a Bacchanalian tendency.
1889 Morn. Post 23 Jan. 2/3 The Church in Hungary, with
its keen party fights and its 'popes ',

whose chief function
seems to be to make their parishioners dependent on their

help in all the ordinary concerns of life.

Pope (p^ll

p), sb$ [Echoic : see quot.] A name

given in New Plngland to the Whip-poor-will
(Antrostomus vocifents],
1781 S. PETERS Hist. Connecticut 257 The Whipperwill

has so named itself by its nocturnal songs. It is also catted

the pope, by reason of its darting with great swiftness, from
the clouds almost to the ground, and bawling out Pope !

t Pope, v. Obs. [f. POPE sl>. 1]

1. intr* (Also to pope it.*)
To play the pope, to

act as pope.
1537 CROMWELL in Merrlman Life $ Lett. (1902) II. 89

Paul popith Jolyly, that woll desire the worlde to pray for

the kinges apeyrement. 1624 BP. MOUNTAGU Gagg 95
Urban the eight, that now Popeth it. 1646 BI-. MAXWELL
Bard. I&sach. 6 There be. -some few Patriarchs..who Lord

it, and Pope it over the Lords inheritance.

2. Po'ping vbl. sb., going after the pope, embrac-

ing popery. (Cf. to go a Maying.} See also

POPE sb.l i b, quot. 1887.
1608 H. CI.APHAM Errour Left HandZ Are you now ready

to go a poping ?. . I had thought there had bin many grounds
that would have kept you from poping.

Fopedom (p^i'rxlam). [Late OE, papdSm,
f. papa POPE sbl + -(/dm, -DOM.]
1. The office, position, or dignity of pope (of

Rome) ; the tenure of office of a pope ;
= PAPACY i.

a 1113 O. E. Chron. an. 1118 Discs jeares eac foroferde se

papa Paschalis. & feng lohan of Gaitan to |>am papdome.
a 1154 Ibid, an, 1124 Honorius feng to pape dom. 1456
SIR G. HAVE Law Arms (S. T. S.) 74 Thai had na rycht to

the pape dome. 1568 GKAFTON CJiron. II. 103 Geuen at

Laterane the tenth yere of our popedome. 1678 WANLEV
Wond. Lit. World v. i. 74. 466/1 Leo. .received the Pope-



POPEDOMSHIF.
dom at the Einperpurs hands. 1741 LADY POMFRF.T Lett.

(1805) III. 76 The riches acquired by the family in the long

popedom of their uncle, Urban the Eighth. 1825 LD.

COCKBURN Mem. 239 After as much plotting as if it had
been for the Popedom he got in [to the town CouncilJ.

b. transf. and Jig. Applied to a position of

supreme authority in any religious system ; also,

satirically, in other capacities.
1588 Marprcl. Epist. (Arb.) 22 Walde-graues profession

ouerthroweth the popedome of Lambehith. 1589 Hay any
Work 34 Good John of Canterbury leaue

thy Popedome.
1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 239 After this time was
the Caliphate or Popedome diuided. 1836 Pop. Encycl. I.

814/1 He continued to be called caliph,., and bequeathed
the Mohammedan popedom to his posterity. 1837 LOCK-
HART Scott xxxiv, Absurdities into which his reverence for

the popedom of Paternoster-Row led him.

2. The papal government ; esp. as a political

state ;
= PAPACY 2.

1641 MILTON Ch. Govt. v. Wks. 1851 III. 116 What the

Bishop hath laid together to make plea for Prelaty...

Though indeed, if it may stand, it will inferre Popedome
all as well. 1676 Doctrine ofDevils 21 Vet now are many
such broachars.. within the Popedom. 1820 H. MATTHEWS
Diary ofInvalid z<& His Holiness claims feudal superiority
over the kingdom, as a fief of the Popedom. 1880 SHORT-
HOUSK y. Inglesant xxiv, Bologna . . delivered itself up to

the Popedom upon a capitulation.

b. An ecclesiastical polity resembling the papacy.
1545 BRINKLOW Compl. xiv. (1874) 36 Lesse there shuld

want anything to a perfyght pope dome, the btsshops caused
a proclamacyon to be set out in the kyngs name, that from
henseforth the ceremonyes of the church, that were of the

popys makyng, shuld no more be taken for the popys cere-

monys, but the kyngs. 1642 MILTON Afiol. Sweet, iv. Wks.
1851 III. 289 A Church-government, which wants almost no

circumstance, but only a name to be a plaine Popedome.
1781 S. PETERS Hist. Connecticut 96 The lay-magistrates,
who were further mortified to see Ministers among the

Representatives.. cried out, 'This is a presbyterial pope-
dom'. 1882-3 SchaflTs Encycl, Relig. KnowL III. 2520/1

t'lacius, with whom he labored at one time for the establish-

ment of a Lutheran popedom.
Hence erron. f Fo pedomship. Obs.

1588 J. ASKE Eliz. Triumphansb His PopedomshJp with

Myter, Crowns & Crosse, Are all bestow 'd on Pius quintus
grace.

t Po'pehead. Obs. [f. POPE sd. 1 + -HEAD.]
= POPEHOOD.
1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls) VII. 87 John be nyntenbe,

pope, satte in fc>e popehede fyve ^ere. 1480 CAXTON Citron.

Eng. iv. (1520) 37/2 This man lefte his popehead and wente
to Agrippa. 1556 OLDE Antichrist 91 In the thrid moneth
of hys popeheadde.

"t" Pope-holy, <* (J^-) Obs, Forms: 4papholy,
5 poope-, poppe-, (pomp-)holy, 5-6 pop holy,

5-7 pope-holy, [app. f. POPE sb.1 + HOLY a.
t but

taken in some way to represent F. papefard hypo-
critical : see PAPELARD. In the first recorded

instance translating OF. papclardie hypocrisy

(Rom. Rose).] Pretending to great holiness ; (of

actions, words, etc.) characterized by a show or

pretence of piety ; sanctimonious, hypocritical.
1377 LANGL. /*. PI. B. xni. 284 Was none suche as hym-

self, ne none so pope-holy \v. rr. pomp holy, poppe holy ;

C. vii. 37 pop, poppe, pope, pomp holy]. 1387 TREVISA

Higden (Rolls) V. 165 pis lulianus .. bycam a monk, and
made hym ful papholy \v. r. pop holy] under monkes wede
[L. Cut tune sub monachatit magnam religionem simu-

lanti\, <: 1440 Jacob"s IVell^ Seynt gregone seyth,..bat
an ypocryte. a popholy man, is lyche an irane. a 1460 Pol.

Poems (Rolls) II. 251 Ye poopeholy prestis fulle of presom-
cioun. a 1529 SKELTON Replyc. Wks. 1843 I. 209 Popholy
and peuysshe presumpcion proupked them [Lollards] to pub-
lysshe and to preche . . howe it was idolatry to offre to

ymages of our blessed lady. 1570 FOXE A. % M, (ed. 2)

205 b/2 To cast yu
dyrt of these Popeholy Monkes in their

owne face. 1589 COOPER Admon. 223 Some hypocrites and

Pope-holie persons.

1 b. erron, Popishly devout or holy.
1633 D. R[OGERS] Treat. Sacram. \. 5 Pope-holy persons,

who are so leavened with superstition, that they thinke the
Sacraments are holy things even by the work wrought.
B. sb. Hypocrisy. To play the pope-holy : to

play the hypocrite.
?i366 CHAUCER Rom. Rose 415 Another thing was don

there write, That semede lyk an ipocrite, And it was clepid
Poope-holy [Pafielardie crt afelce]. c 1430 LVDG. Min.
Poems (Percy Soc.) 46 For popholy and vyce loke wel
aboute. a 1318 SKELTON Magnyf, 467 Counteract con-

scyence, peuysshe pope holy, a 1555 BP. GARDINER in Foxe
A. <y M. (1563) 746 Though some accompt me a papist, yet
I cannot play the pope holy, as thold term was.

Hence f Fope-ho'liness O6s.
9 sanctimonious-

ness, hypocrisy.
1528 TINDALE Obed, C/ir. Man 88 Twich the scabbbe of

ypocresye or popeholynes and goo aboute to vtter their

. 359 To their seerr o
spice of moonkish hypocrisie or popeholinesse to thanke God.

Popehood (pJn'phud). [OE. p&pan-hdd%
f.

pdpa, POPE sl>. 1 +-hdd, -HOOD.] The condition of

being pope ;
the papal dignity.

ciooo ^ELFRIC Horn. (Th.) II. 126 Hwaet Sa Gregorius,
sidSan he papan-had underfeng. 1587 TREVISA Higden
(Rolls) VII. 85 pe pope lohn satte in his popehode sex
monthes. c 1449 PECOCK Repr. (Rolls) 439 Popehode is of
the wil of Crist to be had in sum person to be chose as the
successour of Peter. 1838 LONGF. Drift'Wood Prose Wks.
1886 I. 376 As soon ..as he undertook the popehood, the
monks were sent to their beloved work.

Popeism : see POPISH.
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Pope Jo&n. [After the fabulous female pope
Joan. (But cf. its Fr. name nain jaune yellow ,

dwarf.)
1590 SPENSER F. Q. n. vi. 3 Sometimes she laught, as merry

as Pope Jone. c 1597 HAKINGTON Nugx Ant. (1779) ^' '

195 Pope Julio.. was a greate and wary player,, .being a

goode companyon. and as the phrase is, as mery as Pope
Joane.]
A card-game played by three or more persons,

with a pack from which the eight of diamonds has

been removed, and a tray or board having eight

compartments for holding the stakes, these being
won by the players who play out certain cards ;

see quot. 1887. Also attrib.

1732 MRS. DELANY in Life $ Corr. (1861) I. 373 After

supper play at pope Joan or commerce till eleven. 1791
A. C. BOWER Diaries <$ Corr. (1903) 118 We had a great
Rout last night, I lost ten shillings at Pope Joan. i8z6

HONE E-cery-day Bk. I. 90 A juvenile party closely seated

round a large table, with a Pope Joan board in the middle ;

each well supplied with mother-o'-pearl fish and counters . .

watching the turn-up, or peeping into the pool to see how
rich it is. 1837 DICKENS 1'ickw. vi. 1887 All Year Round
5 Feb. 66 Pope Joan has survived to the present day in the

modified form of' Newmarket '.

Popekin (p^-pkin). contemptuous. [See -KIN.]
:

A little or petty pope.
1890 in Cent. Diet.

tPopel. Obs, Also 4 popelle, -ill, -ulle, 5

-ell, -il, -le. [MK. a. OF.pofle (1355 in Godef.),

poitple (Picard, Tournai), variant ol popre (1316),

pop(f}e, poitpe, an inferior kind of fur; derivation

unknown.] The name of a kind of fur : in quot.

1351 said to be that of the squirrel.
The French documents in which it is mentioned, cited by <

Godefroy, belong to Flanders and Picardy. In England, ;

frequently mentioned in documents written in Latin and
,

French; rarely in Eng. context.

1327 Lett. Bk. E. Land, If. 183 b, Forura de popell' de

vij tiris sexaginta bestias; Forura de popell' de vj tiris

Quinquaginta et duas bestias. [tr. in Riley Aleut. Loud.
,

(1868) 153 A fur of popelle of 7 tiers, 60 beasts; a fur of

popelle of 6 tiers, 52 beasts. 1 1342 in Rogers Agric. <V

Prices II. 539/3 (Merton Coll. Accts.) Furrura de popel.

1351 Lett. Bk. /'". Land. If. 208 Furree de Pellure come de

meneveyr, Gris, Purree Destranlyncr, Popell' Desquirels [tr.

in Riley 267 Popelle of squirrels], Kys des Conyns des levres.
i

1365 Lett. Bk. G. Loud. If. 162 b, Qe mil entremelle Roskyn
en popull'. [tr. in Riley 329 That no one shall mingle
roskyn with popnlle.\ 1380-1 Durham Ace. .AW/.? (Surtees)

590 In una furura de popill empt. pro d'no Priore, xj. 1421
// 'ill of Norton (Somerset Ho.), Vnam de togis meis furratis

cum popell. 1493 Will of Mag. Thome Overey iS July,
Unam togam talarem de scarlett penulatam cum popilfurr.

fPopelard, popilarde, poplart, etc., vnr.

PAPELARD, altered after POPE or POPE-HOLT.

?<iisoo Chester PI. v. 233 What the Devilles ! cyles the

poplart. Ibid. 273 Popelard ! thou preachest as a pie.
Ibid. (E. E. T. S.) 447 This popelard pope here present, with
Couetuousnes aye was fully bent.

t PO'peler. Obs. Also 4 popler, 5 popelere.

[Origin obscure : cf. POPPEL, OF. popelle ; also

f. med.L. popia spoon (Du Cange), POPARD.] A
water-bird, the spoon-bill.
1400 in Test. Ebor. (Surtees) I. 276 Aulam meam cum

poplers te.xtam, et lectum meum intcgrum cum costeris de
rubeo cum poplers et armis meis broudatutn. ^1440 Prowp.
Par?. 408/2 Popelere, byrd (or schovelerd, infra), populits.

1459 in Paston Lett. I. 479, ij.clothis portrayed full of pope.
lers. Ibid. 483 Item, j. hangyng clothe of popelers. [1894
NEWTON Diet. Birds, Popdcr, an old name for the Spoon-
bill, Platalea, Icucorodia . 1905 Westm. Gas. 28 Oct. 3/2 ,

The spoonbill, which still nests as near as Holland,. . used I

to breed in the Eastern Counties, where it was known as
'

the popeler.]

Popeless (pJi'ples), a. [f. POPE si/.1 + -LESS.]
Without a pope.
1868 W. C. CARTAVRIGHT Papal Conclaves 57 At present

the peace of the Popeless city is left entirely to the care of
,

Monsignor Governatore. 1902 A. LANG Hist, Scot. II. xix.

518 He might become a Catholic after the manner of I

Henry VIII, and enforce a popeless Catholicism.

Popelican, -quart, obs. forms of PUBLICAN*.

Popelike (p<>"'p|teik), a. (adv.} [("
POPE sb.l

+ -LIKE.] Like or resembling a pope.
1553 BECON Reliques of Rome (1563) 215 Their fore-

fathers and Popelike predecessours. 1589 MarprcL Epit.

(184.3) 53 As popelifce and pontifical!, as my Lord of Canter- !

burie. 1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage, India, (1864) 150 The
Brama

;
or Popelike Bramene in these parts, who by his

authority dispenseth with many of their Lawes, and dissol-

ueth Marriages. 1808 MOORE Corruption iii, Nor.. Could

pope-like kings escape the levelling blow.

b. adv. In the manner of a pope.
1574 Life jotti Abp. Canterb. Pref. Cviijb, From Scot- :

land he takes shipping, and popelike steppes over into !

Ireland.

- , (

Perh. sometimes associated with F. papaliny It.

papalino ; cf. PAPALIN.]
fl. An adherent, follower, or minister of the

pope; a papist ;
in i6th c. mostly, a popish eccle-

siastic. Obs.

1561 DAUS tr. Btillinger on Apoc. (1573) 93 b, I can see

that the old Popelynges haue all to berayde vs. 1570
FOXE A. <V M. (ed. 2) 284/1 The sentence of the pope and
his popelings. 1606 WARNER A lo. Eng. xiv. Ixxxi. (1612)

340 Nor meruell we that Popelings her nor Purltanes should
brook. 1643 PRYNNE Popish R. Favourite 73 Our English
Nation too, now devoted as a prey to the barbarous Irish,

POPE'S EYE.

and other forraigne Popelings. 1677 W. HUGHES Man of
Sin i. vii. 31 Whatever wild Discourses, or Behaviours,

Popes and Popelins have been guilty of. 1705 HICKERIN-
GILL Priest-cr. \. 8 How can the Pope and all his Pope-
lines, and General Councils, .be infallible in their Faith?

2. A little or petty pope ;
one who acts as pope

on a small scale, (contemptuous.}
1588 Marprel. Kpist. (Arb.) 6 None but Antichribtian

popes and pope! ings euer claimed this authentic vnto
themselues. 6-1629 LAYTON Syons Plea. (ed. 2) 23 Ths Prc-
lats .. derive their Authority from the Pope; carry them-
selves as PopelmgS. 1654 GATAKER Disc. Aflat, 75 Having
given a Dill of divorce to one Pope, beyond the Seas, enstai
and enthrone a goodlie number of Popelings .. at home.

1799 W. TAYLOR in Monthly Mag. VII. 130 Still the pope
bears sway ; And would-be popehngs. arm a with Birming-
ham keys, Yet rouse us from the dead repose we seek. 1880
K. HERRIKS Mcnt. J. C. /lories II. 284 An anti-Protestant

Church,, .over which, and over a prostrate laity, a legion
of parochial popeliugs should reign supreme.
t Po'pelote. Obs. rare- 1

. [perh. ad. OF.

poitpelet 'petit poupon
'

((lodef.), with changed
suffix : cf. POPLKT.] A pet, darling.
c 1386 CHAUCER Miller's T. 6S There nas no man so wys

bat koude thenche So gay a popelote or s\\iche a wenche.

Popely (p<
7u

'pli), ^- 1 6 $c- paiplie. [f.

POPE j/>. 1 + -LY !.] Of, pertaining to, or befitting

a pope.
rti6oo Lindesays Chron. Scot. (S.T. S.) I. 413 (MS. I.)

His prelacie pomp nor paiplie [LYSDESAY Test, Papyngo
577 papale] gravitie..Avai)led him nocht. i8z6 SOCIHKY
i'ind. EccL Angl. 308 Taking upon himself what may he

called the Popely privilege of selling indulgences.

fPo-peness. Obs. nonce-ivd. [f. POPE shj- +

-NKSS.] Quality or characteristic of tx pope.
(11684 LKIGHTON Comni. i Pet. (1817) I. iii. 8 There is

naturally this Popeness in every man's mind, .. a kind of

fancied infallibility in themselves.

t Poper 1
. 06s. prob.

= POPARI>.

^1430 Two Cookery -bits. 63 A Ryal Fest...Le iij cours.

Gely. Datys in comfyte. Fesaunt. Gullys. Poper [etc.].

f Poper^. Obs. tare" 1
. (?) (Hazlitt suggests

* a papist *.)

1575 GASCOIGNE Pr. Pleas. Kenihv. Poems 1870 II. 93
When her maiestie entred the gate, there stoode Hercules
for Porter,, .presenting the keyes. .with these words : .. My
frcnds a Porter I, no Poper here am plast.

Poper: see POPPEH v.

t Po'periche. 06s. rare.
[f.

POPE s&i +

KICHE, after XvV/^vvV//, bishopric, etc.]
= POPEDOM.

1387 TREVISA Hidden (Rolls) V. 231 In t?e nynbe ^ere of

his poperiche. Ibid* VI. 409 panne he hym self occupiede
jje poperiche.

Popery (pa^paii). Also 6 papry, popyrie, 7

poprie. [f. POPE s6.l + -EBY.]
1. The doctrines, practices, and ceremonial asso-

ciated with the pope as head of the Roman Catholic

Church ; the papal ecclesiastical system ;
the

Roman Catholic religion, or adherence to it. (A
hostile term.)
a 1534 TIN'DALE E.\-p. Math, v-vii. (a 1550) 64 To beleue

the faininges of cure mooste holy father, al his superstityouse
poperye and inuisible blessynges. 1540 PHgr. T. 277 in

Thytine's A ni>!iadz'.>e\.c. (1865) App. i. 85 Nothing but papry
sprong owt of Antichrist, full of foxry. ISSOCRANMFR li- &s.

( Parker Soc.) I. 6 Hut what availeth it to take away beads,

pardons, pilgrimages, and such other like popery, so long as
two chief roots remain unpulled up ? 1594 HOOKER Eccl.

Pol. iv. iv. i The name of Popery is more odious than

very Paganisme amongst diuers of the more simple sort.

1638 Hamilton Papers (Camden) I. 32 AH discipline and
scramonies..to haue beine estimed and damned as poyntes
of poprie. 1686 EVELYN Diary 5 May, All engines being
now at work to bring in Popery. 1689 Declar. Right
Will. % Mary c. 2 His highness the Prince of Orange (whom
it hath pleased Almighty God to make the glorious Instru-

ment of delivering this Kingdom from Popery and arbitrary
Power). 17.. Orange Toast in Sir J. Harrington Recoil.

(1827) Aldermen of Skinners* Alley, The glorious, pious,
and immortal memory of the great and good King William

not forgetting Oliver Cromwell who assisted in redeeming
us from Popery, Slavery, Arbitrary Power, Brass Money,
r.nd Wooden Shoes. 1779-81 JOHNSON- L. P., Garth Wks.
III. 26 It is observed by Lowth, that, .there is less distance

than is thought between scepticism and popery ; and that

a mind wearied with perpetual doubt, willingly seeks repose
in . .an infallible church. 1840 CARLYLE Heroes iv. (1872) 126

The cry of ' No Popery
'

is foolish enough in these days.

2. Jig. Assumption, or acceptance, of authority
like that of the pope.
1721 AMHERST Terras Fil. No. 21 (1754) 106, I would

therefore humbly propose a reformation of learning from
the philosophical popery, which prevails at present in our
universities. 1735 BERKELEY Def. Frce-think. in Math.
16 It is even introducing a kind of philosophic popery

among a free people.
Hence Fo'perypho'toia, dread or horror of

popery.
1826 [H. BEST] Four Years France 18 My mother was

perfectly free from popery-phobia. 1895 W. MASON Jn

Church Times 2 Aug. 108/3 The old Poperyphobia which
one had hoped had been long ago dead and buried.

Pope's eye. [Called in Ger. pfaffensbisschen

priest's bit, prob. as being a tit-bit which the priest

was supposed to claim ; in F. (til deJudas Judas's

eye ;

(

eye
'

referring app. to its rounded form.]

The lymphatic gland surrounded with fat in the

middle of a leg of mutton ; regarded by some as

a tit-bit.

1673 J. W. Vinegar $ Mustard B iv. Husband, pray cut

me the Popes Eye out of the Leg of Mutton, I le try if



POPE'S HEAD.

I can eat a bit of it. 1681 T. GIBSON Anat. iv. (1697) App,,
A gland which we commonly call in sheep the Nut or Pope's

eye. 1755 JOHNSON, Popeseye, the gland surrounded with

fat in the middle of the thigh : why so called I know not.

1844 H. STEPHKNS Bk. Farm II. 98 The piece of fat in it

called the Pope's eye, is considered a delicate morceau by
epicures.

Pope's head. [Krom its appearance.]
1. A species of cactus, Melocactus communis,

growing on barren sandy wastes in S. America and

some of the W. Indian islands, and producing its

flowers on a woolly cushion or head, beset with

bristles and spines.

1699 L. WATER Voy, (1729) 284 Fenced with hollow Bam-
boos, Popes-heads, and Prickle pears. 1866 Trcas. Bot.

733 3f[t-'foc(tctns} continunis, the Turk'^-cap Cactus,.. some-
times called Englishman's Head, or Pope's Head.

2. A round brush or broom with <i long handle,

for sweeping ceilings, dusting pictures, etc.; also

called 7'ttrfrs head.

1824 SCOTT Let. to Miss Bailtte 12 Feb. in Lockhart Life,
What sweeping is required is most easily performed by a
brush like what the housemaids call a Pope's head. 1825
MAR. EDGEWORTH Love <y La~v i. v, You're no witch, indeed,
if you don't see a cobweb as long as my arm. Run, run,

child, for the pope's head. 1890 LI-XKY Eitg. in i8/A C.

VIII. xxix. 60 The long mops known as 'Popes' heads'
were made use of as pike handles.

Fopeship (p
u
'p.fip). [f. POPE sb.\ + -SHIP.]

1. The office of pope ; popedom, popehood.
c 1440 Alphabet of Talcs 402 He was asoylid, & restorid

to com agayn vnto Rome; and he tuke fc>e pupeshup agayn
on hand. 1597 BEARD Theatre God's Judgem, (1612) 358
So he passed the blessed time of his holie Pope.siiip with

this vertupus dame. 1640 SIR E. UF.RING Sf>. on Relig.

23 Nov. iii. 8 Hee pleads Pope-ship under the name of a
Patriarch. 1840 CARLYI.E Heroes iv. (1872) 124 Popeship,
spiritual Fatherhood of God's Church, is that a vain sem-

blance, of cloth and parchment?
2. The personality of a pope : with possessive

pronoun as a humorous appellation.
1640 SIR E. DERING in Rushw. Hist. Coll. in. (1692) I. 100

The Canon-Law, of more use unto his Popeship than both

the other. 1705 HicKt RING ILL Pricst-cr. n. i. ii And who
dare .. question what his Popeship would be at? 1826

W. E. ANDREWS Crtt. Rev. Foxe's Bk. Martyrs II. 187
What necessity could there be for all this attention on the

part of his royal popeship ?

Popess (p^'pes). [f.
POPE j^.1 + -ESS. Cf.

PAPE33.] A supposed female pope.
1529 MORE Dyaloge in. Wks. 227/2 But were I Pope. By

my soule quod he, I would ye wer, & my lady your wife

Popesse too. 1677 W. HUGHES Man of Sin n. xii. 239 His
Farewell to her was, Were you but Popess, I would

willingly relinquish my Claim. 1830 W. TAYLOR Hist.

Suru. Germ. Poetry I. 153 In another scene, the Virgin
thus intercedes with her Son for the popess [Pope Joan] in

purgatory.

Popestant (ptfu'pestant). Also 6 popistant.

[f. POPE sbl- after PROTESTANT.] A nonce-word
for PAPIST as opposed to protestant.
a 1550 Pore Helpe 270 in Hazl. E. P. P. III. 262, I feare

me he be wext A popistant stout. 1551 MORRYSON in Froude
Hist* Eng. V. xxviii. 339 note, Would God the French king
were as like to become a right Protestant as our master

is unlike to become a blundering Popistant. 1880 DIXON
Windsor III. xiv. 132 Protestants and popestants were to

him the same.

fPo-pet. Obs. A contemptuous diminutive of

POPE jd. 1
, perh. with allusion to POPPET, PUPPET.

1550 BALE Eng. 1'ota.ries n. 27 Moche a do had Beren*

garius Turonensis .. with the foreseyd Popet Nycolas, for

Christes naturall presence in the eucharisticall breade.

1641 PRYNNE Antip. 114 This Popet hath blasphemed, and

betrayed all Protestants.

Popet, obs. f. POPPET. Popetishe, Popetly,
Popetry, obs. ff, PUPPETISH, PUPPETLY, etc.

Pop-eyed, a.: see POP-.

Fop-gun, po'pgun, sb. [f.
POP sb.i or v.i +

GUN sb. ; prob. suggested by POT-GUN in sense 2.]

1. A child's toy, consisting of a short straight
tube from the mouth of which a tight-fitting pellet
is expelled with a pop by compressing the air in

the tube with a piston.
i66 HOBBES Seven Philos. Prob. Hi. (1682) 18 TIs of the

nature of a Pop-gun which Children use. 1749 FIELDING
Tom Jones x. vi, I value a pistol, or a blunderbuss, or any-
such thing, no more than a pop-gun. 1801 STRUTT Sports
Sf^Past. iv. iv, The trunks were succeeded by pot-guns made
with hollow pieces of elder, or of quills. . .These were also
called

pop-guns. 1847 ALB. SMITH Chr. Tadpole xv, Just
as one pellet in a popgun drives out another.

fig. 1711 ADDISON Spect. No. 46 F 6 She is a meer Sermon
Popgun, repeating and discharging Texts, Proofs [etc.].

1777 MRS. E. MONTAGU in Doran Lady of last Cent, viii.

(1873) 215 The scriblers weekly let fly their pop-guns at the
Duchess. 1883 HALL CAINE Cofavcbs ofCrit. iii. 54 Volleys
from the popgun of criticism.

2. Contemptuously applied to a small, inefficient,
or antiquated fire-arm.

1849 E. E. NAPIER Excvrs. S. Africa II. 389, I instantly
stepped into the next room, to get the old pop-gun there ;..

my finger was in an instant on the trigger. 1864 in A.
Bisset Omitted Chapters Hist. Eng. vi. 576 Cromwell's

pop-guns, which I will engage did not kill twenty men
during the action [of DunbarJ.
3. attrib. and Comb., as pop-gun-pellet, etc.

a 1704 T. BROWN Walk round Lonei.
t Preslyt. Meeting-

Ho. (1709) 17 His merry Posture and Pop-gun-way of

Delivery. 1823 SCOTT Fam. Lett, ii Jan., Bells rung on
the true pop-gun principle by the action of air alone. 1826

1120

I

Miss MITFORD Village Ser. n. (1863) 279 She had sitten out
'

..by help of.. putting her fingers in her ears, two or three

popgun lectures, on chemistry' and mechanics.

Hence Po-p-griu v. trans., to discharge a pop-

gun at ; Fo'pgTi'nner ; Po'pgvrnnery ; Po'p-

gTX nninsf ///. a.

1721 AMHMRST TerrxFil. No. 48(1726) 269 Those abomin-
able monsters, .pop-gun with their huge trunks the poor
constellations, and turn the milky way into a salt posset.

1831 COL. HAWKER Diary (1893) II. 25 The.. tag-rag pop-

gunners blazing away at the fieldfares. 1846 Ibid. 273
Loads of popgunning blackguards, a 1849 Pop. Marginalia
Wks. 1864 III. 499 The lightness of the artillery should not

degenerate into popgunnery.

Pop-holy, variant of POPE-HOLY Obs.

Popi, obs. form of POPPY.

Fopian (poo-plan), a. Also Pope'an, Po-

pei-an. [f. Pope, proper name + -JAN.] Of or

pertaining to the poet Alexander Pope (or his

poetry). Popian couplet : a heroic couplet in the

manner of Pope.
1802 ANNA SEWARD Lett. (1811) VI. 33 The ear may be

contented to want the luxury of the Popean numbers. 1865
Sat. Rev. 9 Dec. 738/1 Taken as a translator of the Popi.in

school,. ..Mr. Worsley deserves to rank very high. 1892
LOUNSBURY Stud. Chaucer III. vii. 136 One of several

evidences that the Popean couplet existed before Pope had

produced anything which any one felt it desirable to imitate.

t Po'pify, v. Obs. Also 8 popefy. [See -rv.]
trans. To render popish.
a 1670 HACKF.T Al<p. Williams \. (1692) 121 As if all were

well, so they be not popined. though they have departed
from the church in which they were baptized. 1746 VV.

HORSLEY Fool (1748) II. 67 Though he may not make them

Traitors, yet he may Popefy, or Papisticate them.

1 Po pil, a. (or sl>. allrib.} Sc. Obs. rare~ l
.

[app. i. L. popul-us people.] Of the people;

plebeian.
1536 BELLENDEN Cron. Scot. iv. xiv. (1821) I. 146 Forfair;

in quhilk sumtime was ane stranj; castel, within ane loch,

quhare sindry kingis of Scottis maid residence .. thocht it is

now bot ane popil town.

Popil 1, popille, obs. forms of POPPLE.

Popilion, early form of POPULEON Obs.

t Po-pinal, a. Obs. rare~. [ad. L. poplnalis,
f. pophia cook-shop.]
1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Popinal, of Cookery, or belonging

to riot or places of riot, as Alehouses, Taverns, etc.

f Popina-tion. Obs. rare ". [n. of action f. L.

popiiiarl to frequent eating-houses, f. as prec.]
1623 COCKERAM, ropination, an outragious drinking.

1658 PHILLIPS, Popination, (lat.)..a!so a haunting Popinas,
i. Taverns, or Victualing houses.

f Popi'nian. Obs. nonce-wd. [f.
POPE sbl on

analogy of Socinian.'} A Papist.
1613 SIR E. HOBY Countersnarle 66, I was loath such rare

creatures should be ouer gudgeoned by so foule Popinians.

Popinjay (pfpin^^
1

). Forms : see below.

[In ME. earliest forms a. OF. (and mod.F.)
papegai (i2th c.), papingay (isth c. in Godef.),
AF. also papeiaye (= -jnye) (1355 in Royal
Wills'), Pr. papagai, Sp. papagayo, Pg. papa-
gaio also MHG. papagey, Ger. papagei, MLG.
papegoie, Du. papegaai. OF. had also papegau,

papegau(J)t (i3th c.), mod.F. papegaut = Cat.

papagall, It. pap{p}agallo, med.L. pap(p}agallus
(i 4th c. in Du Cange), mod.Gr. Ttaira~fti\\os.

Other forms were med.Gr. Trairayas, Arab, lio

babaghd, babbagha, Pers. also Uj bapgha, med.L.

papagen, MHG. papegau. Probably the med.Gr.
and Arabic represent the earliest form, due to an

imitation of the cry of the bird in some African or

other barbarian language. The form in -gayo, -gaio,

-gai, appears to have arisen by assimilation to the

name of the European chattering bird, the jay,
med.L. gains, Sy.gayo, Pr. and OffF.gai, central

.geai( = jai), whence the OF. and ME. papegai
and papejai, subsequently changed (? after papc,

pope) to popegay and popejay, and (like nightingale,

passenger, etc.) to papengay, popinjay. The forms

in -galhts, -gallo, -gall, -gau, appear to have been

assimilated to L. gallus cock ;
the OP', papegau

gave the Sc. papingaw, papingo.']
1. An early name for a parrot. Obs. or arch.

(In all the early forms lay, etc. = jay.)
a. 4 papiaye (papeiaie, -gai), 4-5 papeiay, 5

papageye, papeiai, -ioy(e, Sc. pape-iay(e, (7 pap-

gay).
(ci3io Papeiai: see 4 a.] 13.. E. E. Allit. P. B. 1465

Pyes & papeiays purtrayed with-inne. c 1386 CHAUCER

|
Shipmans T. 369 Hoom he gooth murie as a Papeiay
[Harl. papiniay]. r 1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) xxv. 117

Nyghtgales syngand, and papeiavs spekand. 1423 JAS. I

AV7> Q. ex, Vnlike the crow is to the pape-lay. 1483
Catk. Angl. 268/2 A Papeiay (A. A Papeioye). [1653

Papgay : see 3.]

P. 4-5 popeiay, 5 popegaye, pope iaye.
1393 LANGL. P. PI. C. xv. 173 J?e pokok and |?e popeiay

with here proude federes. 1400 MAUNDEV. (1839) xxvii.

274 Manye Popegayes that thei clepen Psitakes in hire

Langage.

y. 4 papengay, 5 -ioye, papyniay(e, -gaye,

papiniay(e, 6 -geay(e, Sc. -gay.

POPINJAY.

1387 TnF.vis\fJigiltM (Rolls) IV. 307 Oon mette hym w ib a

papengay on his hond. 14.. Pol. Ret. <$ L,. Poems 101/251
The pellycan and the papynjaye. 1508 DUNBAR Two.
Mariit Wemen 382, I thoght my self a papingay.

8. 4- popin-, 5-7 popen-, 5-6 popyn-, 6-8

poppin- ; 4-7 -gay, 5 -jay, -yay, 5-6 -lay, -iaye,

-geay, 6 -gaye, -iae, -ioye, -gei, -giay, -gjoye,

6-7 -gaie, -iaie, 6-8 -gey, 7 -gie, -ia, -jaye,

-giay ; 7-9 poppinjay, 7- popinjay.
1392-3 Earl Derby's Exp. (Camden) 286 Pro j cage pro le

popingay. c 1400 MAUNDEV. (1839) xxvii. 271 Of Popen-
gayes, as gret plentee as men fynden hereof Gees. 14..
Chaucer's Merch. T. 1878 (Camb. MS.) Syngith ful murierc
than the popyniay [v. rr. -iaye, -gay, popeniay). 14. . Metr.
Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 625/5 Psitagns, popynyay. 1481
CAXTON Myrr, IL viii. 84 Ther ben popengayes, whiche ben

grene & shynyng lyke pecoks. 1540 ELYOT Image Got:

(1556) 7b, With the lounges of Popingaies, Nightyngales,
and other sweete singyng birdes. 1544 TURNER Aviuin

Prxcip. H vj, Psitacus, Anglice a popiniay. 1553 EDEN Treat.

Newe hid. (Arb.) 19 There bee also grene popingeays.
1577 FRAMPTON" Joyfull Nerves in. (1596) 94 He had eaten

much fkshe of Popingeies. 1580 BABINGTON Exp. Lord's

Prayer (1506) 20 The Cardinals Popiniay that could pro.
nounce distinctly all the Articles of the Creede. 1600 J.

PORY tr. Leo's Africa ix. 349 Of the parrat or poppintay.
These parrats are commonly founde in the woods of Ethi-

opia, a 1649 DRU.MM. OF HAWTH. Fam. Ep. Wks. (1711) 156
The artificial notes of the learned popingayes in the guilt

cages. 1657 OWEN Schism Wks. 1852 XIII. 164 An empty
insignificant word like the speech of parrots and popinjays.

1792 WOLCOTT (P. Pindarj Ode Directors i, Lo, lofty poets are

no longer priz'd, That to an eagle turn'd a popinjay. 1816

SCOTT Old Mort. ii. The figure of a bird decked with party-
coloured feathers, so as to resemble a popinjay or parrot.

(. (.SV.) 6 papinga, -gaw, -go, 8 popingoe.
1530 LYNDESAY Test. Papyngp 63 The complaynt of ane

woundit Papingo. a 1550 Freiris of Berwik 148 in Dun.
bar's Poems (S. T. S.) 290 Als prowd as ony papingo. 1570
Satir. I'oems Reform, xv. 37 5e plesand Paun and Papin-

gaw Cast of ?our blyithlyke cullour. a 1583 A. ARBUTHNOT
J'raises ofH'omen in Pinkerton Ane. Scot. Poems 1. 142 The
papingo in hew Excedis birdis all. [1794 Popingoe : see 3.)

2. A representation of a parrot, f a. As an orna-

ment : chiefly in tapestry. Obs.

[1328 lira. Bp. Stapleton (Hingeston-R.) 566 Tria tapecia
crocei colons pulverizata de papegais.] 13. . Ga-w. ft Gr.

Kut. 611 Bryddez on semez, As papiayez paynted pernyng
bitwene. a 1400-50 Alexander 5129 With pellicans & pape-

ioyes polischt & grauen. 112440 Sir Degrev. 1480 Perrcye
in ylke a plas, And papageyes of grene. 1 c 1473 Syr. lave

Degre 798 A cloth of golde abought your heade, With

popinjayes pyght with pery reed. 1546 Inv. Ch. Goods

(Surtees, No. 97) 140 One suytof baldkingwith popingjoyes.

1578 T. N. tr. Conq. W. India 198 They will make a Parrel

or Popin Jay of mettall, that his tongue shall shake, and
his heade move, and his wings flutter.

b. As a heraldic charge or bearing ;
also as the

sign of an inn.

1:1420 LYDG. Assembly ofGods 817 A popyniay was hys
crest ; he was of gret dyffence. 1687 Lond. Gaz. No. 2306/4
And the Thursday after, at the Popinjay in Norwich. 1868

CUSSANS Her. (1882)92 After the Lagle and the Falcon, the

Birds of most frequent occurrence in Armory are the Swan,
Game-cock, Cornish Chough, Pelican, Heron, Popinjay (or

Parrot). [1881 BURKE Peerage % Baronetage 7/1 (Sir R. J.

Abercromby, Bart.) Three papingoes, vert, beaked and

membered, gu.]

3. The figure of a parrot fixed on a pole as a

mark to shoot at. Obs. exc. Hist.

a 1548 HALL Chron., Hen. Vllt 60, I sawe on a Sondaye
this Lent .vi. C. straungiers shotyng at ye Popyngaye
with Crosbowes. 1630 R. Johnson's Kined. If Comnnu.

185 There is in each City a shooting with the Peece at

a Popingay of wood, set upon some high Steeple. 1653

URQUHART Rabelais I. xxiii. 107 Gargantua. .shot at but-

marks, at the papgay [Fr. fapegay] from below upwards,
or to a height. 1794 Statist. Ace. Scot. XI. 173 One is

a perpendicular mark, called a popingoe. . .cut out in wood,
fixed in the end of a pole, and placed 120 feet high, on the

steeple of the monastery. 8i6 SCOTT Old Mort. ii, The
chief [sport] was to shoot at the popinjay. 1825 C. M.
WESTMACOTT Etig. Spy II. 8 We'll shoot at pride and

poppinjays.

4. fig, t a. Formerly applied to a person in a

eulogistic sense, in allusion to the beauty and

rarity of the bird. Obs. rare.

n 1310 in Wright Lyric P. v. 26 He is papeiai in pyn that

beteth me my bale, To trewe tortle in a four, y telle the

mi tale, c 1430 LVDG. Commend. Our Lady 81 O popiniay,

plumed with al clennesse. 6-1450 HOLLAND Ho-jilat 125

The Pacoke of pryce That was Pape cald..He callit on

his cubicular..That was the proper Pape Iaye, provde in

his apparale.

b. More usually taken as a type of vanity or

empty conceit, in allusion to the bird's gaudy

plumage, or to its mechanical repetition of words

and phrases, and thus applied contemptuously to a

person : cf. PARROT 2.

1528 TINDALE Obed. Chr. Man 89 b, The prest ought to..

Christen them in the english tonge, and not to playe the

popengay with Credo saye ye : volo saye ye and baptismum
saye ye, for there ought to be nomummynge in soch a mater.

1596 SHAKS. i Hen. IV, i. iii. 50, I then, all-smarting, with

my wounds being cold, (To be so pestered with a Popingay).
a 1618 RALEIGH Invent. Shipping 41 Popinjayes that value

and cut you off, you gauy opnays 119 COTT

franlioe xxxv, The fond fool was decked in a painted coat,

and jangling as pert and as proud as any popinjay. 1881

BESANT & RICE Chapl. ofFleet II. 216, I think the players
are better company than your priggish popinjays,

f 5. The prevailing colour of the green parrot ;



POPISH. 1121 POPLIN.

a shade of green ;
also attrib. or as adj., as popinjay

/>/<?, colottr^ green, yellow, Obs.

1547 RECORDE Judic. Ur. 16 b, There are also oylecoloures
(that is popingey grene) of in sortes. \3j\Art ofLimming
8 If you mingle Azure and Masticot together, you shal haue
thereof a perfite Popinjay greene. 1577 BKKTON Flourish
Fancie (Grosart) 14/2 The colours of her cloath are .. red,

blewe, greene, Cernation, Yelow and popyniay. 1578 LYTE
Dodoen$\\. Ixix. 746 Couered with a barke of alight greene
or Popingay colour. 1587 HARRISON Englandn, vii. (1877) i.

1 72, I might here name . . hewes deuised for the nonce . . as

. .popingaie blue. 1622 PEACHAM Compl. Gent. 114 If more
inclining to a Popingjay, adde more Pinke to your white
Lead. 1688 R. Hoi.ME Armoury in. xix. (Roxb.) 157/2 All

mtxt colours . . as carnation, Oreng-tawny, Sky colour, Popen-
gie, Russet t, are bastard and dishonorable colours. 1719
U'URFEY Pills II. 19 Beck had a Coat of Popin-jay. 1865
N. fy Q. 3rd Sen VIII. 372/2 Popinjay-green, philomel-

yellow, &c., no longer appear in the Anny Lists.

f b. Name of a plant. Oh. ;w~and doubtful.
1658 PHILLIPS, Popingey^..^Q an Herb^ so called from

being of the colour of that bird, being a kmde of greenish
colour, this Herb is called in Latin Symphonia.
6. A local name of the green woodpecker.
[1612 PEACHAM Genii. Exerc. 128 Terpsichore would bee ex-

pressed . . vppon her head a coronet of. . those greene feathers

of the poppmiaie, in token of that victory, which the Muses
got of.. the daughters of Pierius,. .who after were turned
into poppiniaies or wood-peckers.] 1833 G. Montagu's
Ornith. Diet. 385 Poppinjay, Picns viridis. 1894 NEWTON
Diet. Birds, Popinjay . .\a& in this country been transferred

to the Green Woodpecker. 1902 T. MLbXDtMetktrM0nrn*
Poems 73 My popinjays fail from their tappings.
Hence Po-pinjayess, noncc-wd.

1890 W. A. WALLACE Onty a Sister? 192 You sweet future

popmjayess.

Popish, (ptfu'pif), a. [f. POPE sd.i + -ISH 1
.]

T 1. Of or pertaining to the pope ; papal. Obs.
a 1540 BARNES Wks. (1573) 324/2 By the authorise of

Councels, and by some certaine lawes, both Emperiall, and
Popish, a 1548 HALL Chron.

t
Hen. V 34 b, From his foolishe

usurped name and Popishe dignitee. 1367 Gude fy Godlie
n. (S. T. S.) 204 His Popische pryde,and tnrinfald Crowne,
Almaist hes loste thair mycht.
2. Of or pertaining to popery ; of or belonging to

the Church of Rome ; papistical. (In hostile use.)

1528 Rov Rede me (Arb.) 1 16 Though popisshe curres here
at do barcke. 1549 LATIMER \ih Serm. bef. Edw. F/(Arb.)
104 He wyl kepe hys possession quyetly as he dyd in the

popyshe dayes. 1553 BALE Vocacyon Pref. 6b, Myne hoste
Lambert, .was delyuered from hys vayne beleue of purga-
torye, and other Popysh peltryes. 1556 Chron. Gr. Friars
(Camden) 62 The occasyone came by popysse presttes.
Ibid. 64 He sayd that men wolde have up agayne ther

popych masse. 1685 EVELYN Diary 9 Nov., The King ..

required . . indemnity and dispensation to Popish officers

from the Test. 1689 Declar. Rights Will, ff Mary c. 2 9
That it is inconsistent with the Safety and Welfare of this

Protestant Kingdom, to be governed by a Popish Prince.

1769 BLACKSTONE Contm. IV. iv. 57 A short summary of the
laws against the papists, under their three several classes,
of persons professing the popish religion, popish recusants

convict, and popish priests. 1862 S. WILBERFORCE in Life
(1882) III. ii. 71 It is quite sure to stir up a vast amount of

prejudice from Its singularly un-English and Popish tone.

3. Comb. Po'pish-like a., that looks like popish.
1689 R. WARE Foxes fy Firebrands HI. 19 Neither would

she Countenance any thing that would seem Popish-like.

1705 HICKERINGILL Priest-cr. n. vii. 70 This Popish-like
Adoration (I do not say Popish^ but Popish-tike Adoration).

Fopishly (p^'pijli), adv. [f. prec. + -

In a popish way ;
in the direction of or in accord-

ance with popish doctrine, practice, or ideas.

1538 LATIMER Let. to CromwellRtm. (Parker Soc.) 403 Their

school, . . maintained . . by a brotherhood, . . not without some
guile, popishly pardoning, and therefore now worthily
decried. 1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 535 He affirmes
that the conuerts of these parts are more popishly Christian,
then in the midst of Rome or Spaine. 1678 WOOD Life
i Dec. (O. H. S.) II. 424 All such. . that are suspected to be

popishly addicted. 1705 HICKEKINGILL Priest-cr, n. vii.

69 In Popishly affected, or Popishly suspected Reigns.
1896 Protestant Echo XVII. 126/1 This popishly styled
' Prince of the Apostles '.

Fopisllliess (pju-pijnes). Now rare. [f.

POPISH + -NESS.] The quality or condition of being

popish ; popish doctrine or practice ; popery.
1530 TiNDALE/lJ7f. More\.\\. Wks.(i572)28o/2 To wishe

them in better case, ..is fleshly mynded popishnes. 1538
BALE Thre Lawes 1966 The olde popyshnesse is past whych
was dampnacyon. 1657 J. WATTS Vind. Ch. Eng. 232 As
there is no popishnesse, so, I do not see what superstitious-
nesse there can be in it,

Popism (pJu'piz'm). nonce-wd. [f,
POPE stf.l +

-ISM.] The papal system or religion ;
= POPERY I.

1840 CARLVLE Hercesvt. (1872) 123 Formulism, Pagan Pope-
ism, and other Falsehood. Ibid. 126 To. .say: See, Protes*
tantism is dead ; Popeism is more alive than it, will be alive

after it !

Popisme, Popistant, varr. POPPISM, Po-

PESTANT.

fr
Po p

pistry. Obs. Var. PAPISTRY, after pope.
1545 BRISKLOW Conipt. xvi. (1874) 38 That all the whole

pope, with all popistry, may be vtterly denyed and banysshed.

t Popi-ze, v. Obs. [f.
POPE sb.^ + -IZE, Cf.

PAPI/E.] intr. To play the pope; =PAPIZE. Hence
t Popizing ppl. a.

x6n SPEED Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. ix. 528/2 Some Popizing
Bishops and ambitious Clerks.

Pcvpjoy, v. ? To amuse oneself.

'853 G. H. KINGSLEY Sport fy Trav. (1900) 472 His stream
in which he himself was wont to popjoy in a very

aboriginal manner. 1857 HUGHFS Tom Brown \. ii. And
Vor-. VII.

after a whole afternoon's popjoying, they caught three or

four small coarse fish.

Poplar (pp-plai). Forms: 4-5 poplere, 4-6
popler, 5 poppeler, populer(e, 6 popelare,
poplare, popeler, 6-7 popular, 6- poplar.

[ME. popler, a. OF. poplier (i3th c. in Hatz.-

Darm.), F. peiiplier, f. L. popitl-us poplar +
-itr (: L. -arins) forming names of trees. Cf.

POPPLE ji]
1. A tree of the genus Populust comprising large

trees of rapid growth, natives of temperate regions,
some species remarkable for tremulous leaves, and

producing soft light timber of loose texture
; also,

the timber of this tree. The lUack Poplar, "White

Poplar, Lombardy Poplar, and Trembling Poplar
or Aspen are the familiar European species.
The name is not native, and was used to render Lfj

before it was identified with any native or introduced tree.

1382 WYCLIF Hos. iv. 13 Thei brenneden tymyame vnder

ook, and poplere, and terebynt. 1387 TRKVISA Iligden
(Rolls) II. 303 perfore lacob took grene }erdes of populers
of almand trees and of platans, and pyled of he rynde fcf.

POPPLE sh^ b, quot. 1382]. a 1400 Pistill of Susan 70 pe
palme and be poplere, J?e pirie, be plone. c 1440 Promp.
Parv, 408/2 Poplere, or popultre, popuhts. 1523 FITZHEKK,
Husb. 130 In many places.. [they] set such wethyes and
pepelers in marshe grounde to nourysshe wode. 1562
TUKXER Herbal n. 98 Poplers grow by water sides and in

moyst places, c 1630 DRUMM. OF HAWTH. Poems 8 The
Poplar spreads her Branches to the Skye, And hides from

sight that azure Canopy, a 1800 COWPFU Poplar Field \

The poplars are felled, farewell to the shade, And the

whispering sound of the cool colonade. 1830 TENNYSON
Mariana iv, Hard by a poplar shook alway, All silver-

green with gnarled bark.

b. \Vith word distinguishing the species, as
Balsam Poplar (P. balsamifera} of N. America and

Canada, with large resin-covered buds ; Black Poplar
(P. ff&ttz), of wide branching habit; Carolina or Neck-

i

lace Poplar (/*. monilifera), the common Cottonwood of

I
U.S., a tall tree, the light wood of which is valuable for

i making packing-cases, etc. ; Grey Poplar (P. canescetis),

I

a variety of the White Poplar ; Lombardy or Italian
. Poplar (/'. Pyramidalis^fastiglata, or dilatata^, of taper-

ing pyramidal habit and great height, also called Pine
Poplar and Po-poplar ; Soft or Paper Poplar (/'.

grandidentata), of N. America, the soft wood of which is

extensively used for paper-making; Trembling Poplar
(f. trenntld], the ASPKM ; White Poplar (/'. alba), a large

spreading tree, with deeply indented roundish leaves, which
are downy and white beneath ; the ABELE,

1884 MILLER Plaut~n.^
*Balsam Poplar, Popnhtsbalsami-

fera. 1887 Nicholsons Diet. Gard. s. v. Populus, P\opulits\
balsamifera,. . Balm ofGilead; Balsam Poplar; Tacnma-
hac. 1579 LANGHAM Gard. Health (1633) 504 The leaues
and yong buds of *black Poplar, stampt and applyed,
swageth the paine of the gout in the hands or feet. 1859
W. S. COLEMAS \Voodlands (1862) 76 Early in spring, when
the branches of the lilack Poplar are yet leafless, they are
loaded with, .a profusion of deep red catkins, or pendulous
flower-spikes. Ibid. 72 There is a variety, .very common
in the country, and sometimes called the *Grey Poplar
(Populus alba t v, canescens), which has leaves more heart-

shaped, and less deeply indented. 1782 J. SCOTT Poet.
Wks. 264 Hears the grey poplars whisper in the wind.

1766 Museum Rust. VI. 176 The *
Italian, or *Lom*

bardy poplar, is of very quick growth, easily multiplied.
1882 Garden 14 Jan. 26/1 This beautiful upright Cypress
is among evergreen shrubs what the Lombardy Poplar is

among timber trees. 1789 Trans. Soc, Arts I. 78 This
tree is called by some the *Pine Poplar. 1795 Gent I. Afag.
LXV. n. 628 On the older leaves of the *Po-poplar it

[a fungus] is observable this season very frequent. 1837
Spirit of \Voods 66 The Lombardy or Po poplar, a native
..of Italy, where it grows very plentifully, especially on the
banks of the Pa 1884 MILLER Plant-n.^ Populus grandi*
dentata^ Large-toothed Aspen, *Soft or Paper Poplar.
1698 FRYER Ace. E. India $ P. 248 Here is beheld the

*lrembling Poplar. 1846 J. BAXTER Lihr. Pract. Agric.
(ed. 4) II. 205 The trembling poplar does not succeed so
well on stiff clayey soils, but will thrive in almost any other.

1562 BULLEYN Bulwark^ Bk. Simples 58 b, Pine trees, and
*white Populars. 1859 W. S. COLEMAN Woodlands (1862)

72 The White Poplar often grows into a very large and
lofty tree.

2. Applied to other trees resembling the poplar
in some respect : the Tulip-tree (also Tulip
Poplar) of N. America (Ltriodutdrim t^llipi-

ferttni) ; an Australian tree with poplar-like leaves,

Carumbiitm populifolium (Qmalanthus popnti-

foliits], N. O. Euphorbiaccx >
also called Queens-

land Poplar ; a small Australian timber-tree,

Codonocarpits cotinifolius HORSE-RADISH tree

(b), also called Native Poplar ; Yellow Poplar
= Tulip Poplar (Treas. Bot. 1866).
1766 Cotngl. Farmer, Tulip-tree, .. a native of North

America, .. is generally known through all the English
settlements by the title of poplar. 1852 MORFIT Tanning
f>f Currying (1853) 93 The bark of the poplar (Liriodendrou

tulipiferum") also contains tannin, 1894 Melbourne Museum
Catal.* Economic Woods No. 61 (Morris), Raddish-Tree.
..The poplar of the Central Australian explorers. Whole
tree strong-scented, 1896 SPENCER ThroLarapintaLand 47
A Codonocarpus, the ' native poplar

'

with light green
leathery leaves. 1898 MORRIS Austral Eng. 365 Poplar^
in Queensland, a timber-tree, Cammbinm populifolium.
3. attrib. and Comb.

y
as poplar-block^ -board,

-branch^ grove) -leaf, log) shade,-timber, -tree, -twig\

poplar-covered, -crowned^ -flanked^ 'lined adjs. ;

poplar aphis, Pemphigus hursarius or P. spiro-

theetei both of which form galls on the leaf-stalks of

poplar-trees ; poplar beetle, Lina popuH^ of the

family Chrysomelidff.y feeding on the leaves of the

poplar ; poplar birch, (t/.S.) the common birch,
Betitla alba ; poplar borer, a beetle, Saperda
calcarata, which bores into the twigs and young
branches of the poplar; poplar dagger, a moth,

Acronycta pop2tlit
the larva of which feeds on

poplar leaves; poplar girdler, a beetle, Saperda
concolor, the larva of which girdles the trunks of

poplar saplings; poplar grey, a British moth,
Acronycta megacephala ; poplar hawk (moth\
Snierinthiis populi ,

a large species of the Sphin-
tfieftr ; poplar kitten, a small British puss-moth,
Centra or Dicramtra bifida ; poplar lutestring,
a rare British moth, Ceropacha or Cymatophora or

;

poplar pine = Lombardy poplar ; poplar-spin-

ner, a N. Amer. geomctrid moth, Biston nrsaria,
the larva of which strips poplars of their leaves

;

poplar-worm, the caterpillar of a poplar moth.
1816 KIRIW & SP. Rntoinol. ii. (1818) I. 29 The

*poplar
and apple .Aphis are distinct species. If'id. xxi. II. 245 The
grub of the *poplar-beetle. .is remarkable for similar organs.
1870 MOKRIS Earthly Pa>\ II. in. 278 From off tlie *poplar-
block white chips would fly. 1481-90 Howard Hottseh.
Jiks. (Roxb.) 517 Payd to Umfr.iy, car

^popler bord. 1590 bPEHBER /". Q.
she was that *ljop!ar braunch ilid

Gebir\\. 157 *Poplar-crown'd Sperchios. 1832 J. RKNNIF.

penter, for c. c. of
n. ix. 39 What ul'^lit

id hold ? 1798

Conspectus Bntter/l. $ Sloths 78 Acronycta, ..'\\\t 'Poplar
Grey. 1591 PKKCIVAI.I, Sf. Diet., Alameda, a *popler

groue, Fopuletnm. 1832 J. RENMF, Conspectus Butterfl .

<V Moths 23 The *Poplar Hawk. 1887 Nicholson's Diet.

Gard. III. 471/2 The Poplar Hawk Moth.. lives on Pop-
lars and Willows, and on Laurel and Laurustinus. Ibid.

254/2 The *Poplar Kitten .. feeds on Aspen and other

Poplars. 1561 HOLLYHUSH }lom. Apotk. 13 1), Make hym
a playster of ^Popular leaues. 1725 POPE Odyss, vii. 135
Their busy fingers move, Like poplar-leaves when Zephyr
fans the grove. 1832 J. RENNIK Conspectus Butterfl, fy

Moths 82 The *Poplar Lutestring. 1770 H. WALPOLK
Let. to Hon. //. .S'. Conway 25 Dec., If "poplar-pines ever

grow, it must be in such a soaking season as this, 1497
Naral Ace. Hen. VII (1896) 235 Certeyn *poppeler-tymbre
for making of cc pavysses. 14.. I'oc. in Wr.-Wttlcker

604/8 Populns, a *pojjiilertre. 1809 A. HENRY Trav. 128

Young wood of the birch, aspen, ami poplar-tree. 1899
MACKAIL Life Morris I. 335 Ordering three hundredweight
of *poplar-twigs for experiments in yellow dyeing. 1807-8
W. IKVING Salmag. (1824) 223 Last year the *pop!ar-worm
made its appearance.
Hence Po-plared///. <z,, planted with poplars.
1886 MRS. CADDY Footsteps Jeanne D*Arc %$ The poplared

levels of the southern bank. 1902 Daily Chron. 4 Sept. 7/4
The afternoon was lovely, by the poplared Loire.

Pople, obs. f. PEOPLE, POPPLE ; var. POPEL Oh.

Popler, obs. f. POPLAR; var. POPELER Obs.

t PO'plesy, pO'plexy. Obs. Chiefly Sf.

[Aphetic form of APOPLEXY. So obs. E
(Plantin).]

= APOPLEXY.
^1386 CHAUCER Nun's Pr. T. 21 (Hail MS.) The goute

lette hir no bing for to daunce Ne poplexie scheme not hir

heed. 1490 CAXTON Eneydos xxviii. no The gowte or the

poplesie. cijoo Rowlis Cursing 43 in Laing Anc. Poet.

Scot. 212 Pouertie, pestilence or poplecy. a 1585 MONT-
GOMEKII-; Flyting-$22 The painfull poplesie and pest.

fPo'plet. Obs. [app. ad. OF. *poupelettet fem.

vipottpelet darling.] A female favourite
;
a light

woman ; a wench. So f Poplo-Uy, a mistress.

1577 STANVHURST Descr. Irel. in Holinshed (1808) VI. 32
The prettie poplet his wife began to be a fresh occupieing

giglot at home. 1658 PHILLIPS, Poplet, a young wench.

1694 Ladies Diet, 377/1 Popelet, lote, a Puppet or young
wench. 1825 CREEVEY in C. Papers (1904) II. 86 This house

.. presided over by a poplolly ! a magnificent woman,
dressed to perfection, without a vestige of her former habits.

tFO'plin 1
. Obs. Also S poupelin. [a. obs. F.

poitp(e]lui, popelin (i6th c. in Godef.), mod.F.

dial, poplin, in same sense; of uncertain origin,

possibly a fanciful application of obs. Y. popelin ^

a little finicall darling
'

(Cotgr.).] A kind of

cake : see quots.
1600 SURFLF.T Ccntnirie Farme v. xxii. 723 Poplins are

made of the same flower, knodden with milke, yolkes of

egges, and fresh butter. 17*5 BRADLEY Fam. Diet. s. v.

f'oupelin^ You must plunge the nether crust first, ..and

afterwards do the same by the upper crust of the Poupelin.

Poplin 2
(poplin), [ad. Y.popefine, for earl ier

papeflne (1667 in Hatz.-Darm.), ad. It. papalhia^
fem. of papatino adj., papal (whence F. papalin

adj., a 1646 in Hatz.-Darm.) ; applied to this

material because manufactured at Avignon, until

1791 a papal town, which still has manufactures of

silk goods.] A mixed woven fabric, consisting of

a silk warp and worsted weft, and having a corded

surface ; now made chiefly in Ireland. Also applied
to imitations of this (see next).
Double poplin, a stiff poplin in which the silk warp and

the worsted weft are both very heavy.

1710 Lond, Gaz. No. 4706/4 For Sale.., Poplins, ..and

other Stuffs. 1737 N. Jersey Archives XI. 517 The other

lin'd with light colonr'd Silk Poplin that is pretty well worn.

1796 IfOMBwfflMnAqp II. 100 (Ireland} The mixed goods,
or tabinets and poplins have neen long celebrated. 1815

JANE AUSTEN Emma xxxv, I have some notion of putting
such a trimming as this to my white and silver poplin.

1882 BECK Drapers Diet. s. v., Many poplins now made
have not a particle of silk in their structure, but are com-

posed of worsted and flax or worsted and cotton, to the

great detriment of their appearance, wear, and reputation.



POPLINETTE.

attrib. 1751 MRS. DELANY in Life ff Corr. (1862) III. 34,

I have bought for my mourning a dark grey Irish poplin
sack. 1861 SALA Ship-Chandler iv. (1862) 78 Ladies, with

fans, and topknots, and poplin gowns, and pearl necklaces.

Foplinette (pcpline-t). [f. POPLIN 2 + -ETTE.]
A woollen or linen fabric in imitation of

poplin.
1861 Englishiuom. Dom. Mag-. III. 69/1 Mohairs still con-

tinue in vogue, as also poplinettes and chales. 1889 Pall
Mall Gaz. 3 Apr. 6/2 Favourite materials for children's

dresses are poplinettes. 1904 Daily Chron. 16 May 8/3

Among the novelties.. are the poplinettes linen materials,
so silky-looking and lustrous that they might almost be
mistaken for rich silk poplins.

f PO'plite, a. Obs. rare~ l
. [irreg. ad. mod.L.

poplite-us : see below.] = POPLITEAL.
I7S8 J. S. Le Dran's Oiserv. Surf. (1771) Diet., Poplitxa

Vcna, the Poplite Vein, formed by two Branches of the

Crural Vein.

Foplitead (p^pli'tz'ised), adv. Anat. [f.
POP-

LITE-US -f- -ad, towards : see DEXTKAD.] Towards
the popliteal aspect.
1803 BARCLAY New Anat. Nomencl. 166 In the sacral

extremities,.. Popliteod will signify towards the popliteal

aspect. 1808 Muscular Motions 444 The motion popli-

tead, which is called extension.

Popliteal (pppli'tial, erron. ppplitral), a.

Anat. [f.
mod.L. poplite-us (see next) + -AL.]

Pertaining to, situated in, or connected with the

ham, or hollow at the back of the knee
; esp. in

names of parts, as popliteal artery, glands, liga-

ment, nerve, space, tensions (
= hamstrings), vein.

1786 J. PEARSON in Med. Commiin. II. 09, I began by
dissecting the popliteal artery. 1808 BARCLAY Muscular
Motions 335 The muscles on the rotular and popliteal aspects
of the legs. 1831 J. F. SOUTH Otto's Pathol. Anat. 454

Morgagni ..found, in a popliteal aneurysm, the nerve.,
almost completely destroyed. 1892 Lancet z July 59/2
Total

extirpation
of the popliteal aneurysm.

Ii Popllteus (pppli'U'ii's, erron. p^plitf s).

Anat. [mod.L. adj. (sc. tmtsciihts), i.poples,pop-
lil-cm ham, hough. Erroneously spelt poplitxns :

the L. suffix is-fus, as in rorporciis, ossetis, sangui-

ttetis, etc.] More fully popliteus muscle : a flat

triangular muscle at the back of the knee-joint.

1704 J. HARRIS Lc.i: Techn. I, Popliteus, by some called

Sitt'poplitcus, is a Muscle of the Leg. 1840 E. WILSON
A>i<i:. I'ade M. (1842) 80 Immediately beneath this is the

groove which lodges the tendon of origin of the popliteus.

1872 MIVART Elfin. Anat. 182 On its outer surface is a pit
for the tendon of the popliteus muscle.

t Poplitic, a. 0/>s. (erron. -et-). [f. L. poples,

poplit-cm ham, hough + -1C. So obs. F. poplitique

(Cotgr.) the popliteal vein.]
= POPLITEAL. So

f Foplitical (erron. -et-) a. Obs.

1541 R. COP..AND Giiydon's Quest. Chinirg. K iv, Howe
many and what veynes ben let blode commonly in the great
fote ? Answere. . . The scyatyke vnder the ancle outwarde
and the popletyke that is vnder the kne. 1597 A. M. tr.

Guilleineau's Fr. Chinirg. If. xii b/2 The Hockes, where
we open the Popleticalle Vayne. 1656 BLOUNT C,lossofr.
s. v. Vein, Popletick vein, the ham-veine. 1658 PHILLIPS.

Poplitick (lat.) belonging to the ham, or leg.

Poplolly : see I'OPLET.

|| Popo, popoi, variants of PAPAW.
1750 G. HUGHF.S Barbadoes 181 As hollow as a popo.

1892 E. REEVES Homeward Bound 135 Bread-fruit, mango,
popoi, and other tropical fruits.

f Popoma'stic, a. Obs. humorous nonce-wd.

[irreg. f. POPE sb} + Gr. /i<m whip, scourge,
after words in -1C.] Scourging the pope.
1630 J. TAYLOR (Water P.) Sculler Wks. in. 16/1 To you

from faire and sweetly sliding Thames A popomasticke
Sculler warre proclaimes.

Po-poplar, Lombardy Poplar : see POPLAR i b.

Pop-over (p<rp,<v3i.). U.S.
[f.

POP w.i + OVER

adv.\ A very light cake made of flour, milk, eggs,
and butter (?so called because it swells over the

edge of the tin in which it is baked).
1887 A. A. HAYES yesuifs Ring 120 Broiled chicken and

pop-overs. 1892 KIPLING & BALESTIER Naulahka^ 70 The
hot brown pop-overs, with their beguiling yellow interiors.

1902 Fortn. Rev. June 1008 The cook .. is expected to

have ready for breakfast either fresh baked '

biscuits '(scones),
'

muffins ', or '

pop-overs '.

Po-ppa. U. S. colloq. PAPA *.

1902 HOWF.LLS Kentons xii, Well, there's one thing; I

won't call hiin/tf//rt! any more.. and I won't say papa and
mamma. Everybody that knows anything says father and
mother now. 1902 Daily Chron. 10 May 3/3 The decline

of 'poppa' and 'momma* in Ohio may convince some
Western politicians that England is still exercising her
insidious and baleful influence.

Poppe, obs. form of POOP sl>.1

Poppe-an, a. nonce-wd. [irreg. f. POPPY +
-AN.] Of or pertaining to poppy-juice ; soporific.

1790 COLERIDGE Poems, Inside the Coach 1 5 In drizzly rains

poppean dews O'er the tired inmates of the Coach diffuse.

Popped corn : see POP-CORN.

Poppe-holy, variant of POPE-HOLY Obs.

t Po-ppel. Obs. [a. Gf.popelle (Neckham) ; cf.

POPELEK, POPABD.] (?) The Spoon-bill.
[a 1300 NECKHAM l>e Ulensililtus Gloss. (MS. Bruges)

(Godefroy), Alunbes, popelles [no gloss in MS. Cotton in

Wright].] 1579 J. JONES Prest-rn. Bodie $ Sonle i. xiv. 26

Dottrel, Snipe, Godwipe, Dicken, Poppel, Bitter, Hearon.

Poppell, obs. variant of PEHBLE.

Popper (pp-pai), sb. [f.
POP v.i + -

1 1. A small dagger. Obs.

1122

c 1386 CHAUCER Reeve's T, n A ioly poppere baar Tie in

his pouche Ther was no man for peril dorste hym louche.

2. One who or a thing which makes a popping
sound, a. A gun, fire-arm, or the like

; spec, a

pistol (slang), b. One who shoots ; a gunner.
1750 COVENTRY Pompey Litt. i. xvi. (1785) 40/1, I . .bought

a second-hand pair of poppers. 1826 COL. HAWKER Diary
(1893) I. 291 Spoiled by some rascally shore popper. 1834
BUCKSTONE Agnes de I'ere n. iii, I've an excellent case of

poppers here that I always keep loaded. 1845 BROWSING

Englishm. in Italy 280 On the plain will the trumpets join
chorus And more poppers bang,
3. A utensil for popping

' corn
'

(maize). U.. S.

1873 KNIGHT Diet. Mech., Popper, . . usually a wire basket,
which is held over the fire and shaken or revolved so as to

keep the corn moving.
4. One who moves promptly and quietly.

1825 New Monthly Mag. XIV. 194 The popper over to

France and peep-taker at Holland.

t Po'pper, v. Obs. rare 1

. In 4 poper.

[freq. of POP v. 1 : see -ER5.] intr. To '

pop
'

to

and fro
;
to '

pop about
'

;
to trot.

1362 LANGL. P. PI. A. xi. 210 Ac now is religioun a ridere

& a rennere aboute, . . Poperib on a palfrey [B. x. 308 A
priker on a palfray] to toune and to toune.

f Fo'ppering. Obs. Forms : 6-7 poperLn, 7

popring, -rin, popperin, poppring, 7-8 -ering.

[f. Flem. Poperinghe, name of a town in W.
Flanders.] A variety of pear. Alsofofferingpear.
[a 1529 SKELTON Sp. Parrot 72 In Popering grew peres,

|
whan Parrot was an eg.)

1592 SHAKS. Rom. <$ Jul. II. i. 38 O Romeo that she were,
O that she were An open, or thou a Poprin Peare. 1609
Ev. Woman in Hum. iv. i. in Bullen O. PI. IV, No plums,
nor no parsneps, no

p_eares,
nor no Popperins. 1611 TOUR-

KEL'RAt/i. Trag. IV. i, The wanton Streame,. .still seeming
to play and dally under the Poppring so long that it has
almost wash'd away the earth from the roote.

_ 1730 K.
SMITH Compl. Honseiuife(e&. 14) 214 Take poppering pears,
and thrust a picked stick into the head of them.

Poppet (pfpet),rf. Forms: 4-6popet, spoopet,
6 pop-, poppette,6-8poppit,6- poppet. Seealso

PUPPET. [ME. popet, -ette, agreeing in sense with

F. pmipette doll, known in 1583, in Cotgr. 1611
' a little babie, puppet, bable

'

; a dim. of a form

*poupe, not found in this sense in French ; but

cf. It. piipa, also puppa
' a babie or puppet

like a girle; used also for a lasse or wench'

(Florio) : Romanic *puppa for L. pupa a girl,

damsel, lass ; also, a doll, puppet. Cf. Rhaet.

popa, also late MHG. and Ger. puppe, MLG.
foppe, Du. pop, all from Romanic, meaning

' doll
'

;

also F. pouple doll (isth c. in Littre). The ab-

sence from French of poupe in a corresponding

sense, and ofpoupette before the i6th c., makes the

immediate source of the ME. word uncertain.

Poppet was the earlier form of PUPPET, with which

in the earlier senses it agrees, but in sense I it is not

contemptuous ; it does not occur in several senses

ofpuppet, but in sense 6 it is the usual form.]
1. A small or dainty person; in quot. 1699, a dwarf,

pygmy ; usually, in later use, a term of endearment

for a pretty child, girl, or young woman ; darling,

pet. (Cf. PUPPET sl>. i.) Now dial.

c 1386 CHAUCER Sir Thopas Prol. it This were a popet in

an Arm tenbrace For any womman smal and fair of face.

1426 LVDG. De Guil. Pilgr. 11635, ' am a poopet, in soth-

nesse, Doubter to dame Ydelnesse. 1597 BEARD Theatre
Cmfs Judgem. n. xxix. (1612) 404 As one of the three chap-
men was employed . . abroad, so the pretty poppet his wife

began to play the harlot at home. 1699 GARTH Dis-

pensary VI. (1700) 79 So when the Pigmies. .Wage puny
|

War against th'invading Cranes; The Poppets to their

Bodkin Spears repair. 1718 Free-thinkerllo. 57 P i, I have

POPPET-HEAD.

in worship ; hence, any material thing worshipped ;

an idol, a maumet. Obs.

1550 BALE Image Both Ch. I. Pref. Avj b, Bablynges,brawl-
inges, processyons, popettes, and suche other mad
masteries. 1553 BECON Reliqvts of Rome (1563) 88 He
[Nicephorus] also destroied al her [Irene's] poppets, sufler-

yng no images to remayne in the temples, 1687 DRYDEN
Hind t; P. HI. 780 You . . will endeavour in succeeding

space. Those houshold Poppits on our hearths to place.

[1880 WEBB Goethe's Faust ill. vii. 164 And knead and
mould your poppet well As many a foreign tale will tell.]

f3. A human figure with jointed limbs, which

can be moved by means of strings or wires ; esp.

one of the figures in a puppet-show ; a marionette :

see PUPPET so. 3. Also attrib. Obs.

a. 1586 SIDNEY Arcadia n. (1622) 160 As if they had beene

poppets, whose motion stood only vpon her pleasure, a 1610

BABINGTON Exp. Catli. Faith v, On Easter day in the

morning they raise vp a Poppet, and make him walk by
wyers and strings. 11694 TILLOTSON Serin, cxxv. (1743)
VII. 2162 These are mere engines and poppets in religion,

all the motions we see without proceed from an artificial

contrivance. 1702 Land. Gaz. No. 3823/4 No Permission

poppet, as ever was the pet and plaything of a large family.

1840 MRS. F. TROLLOPE Widow Married ii, So the darling

poppet was not always prepared for company.
attrio. 1381 J. BELL Hadrian's A nsw. Osor. 38 Mainteine

your untruth with pretie popet demaundes. 1719 D'URFF.Y

Pills II. 339 Those Poppet Hours are wasted now, I'll

sneak and cringe no more.

t 2. A small figure in the form of a child or a

human being ; a doll
;
= PUPPET sb. 2. Obs.

1413 Pilgr. Sowle (Caxton 1483) iv. xxxvi. 84 Childeren

maken popetis for to pleyen with whyle they ben yonge.

1530 PALSGR. 256/2 Popet for chyldre to play with, povpee.

1531 TINDALE E.rp. t John v. (1537) 81 A chylde . . yf he

crye .. men styll wyth a poppet. 1693 DRVDEN Persius IL

Notes (1697) 434 Those Baby-Toys were little Babies, or

Poppets, as we call them. 1729 MRS. DELANY in Life t
Corr. (1861) I. 230 The little poppets are very well cut, but

you must take more pains about the trees and shrubs, for no

white paper must be left.

fb. A small human figure, used for purposes of

sorcery or witchcraft. Obs.

13.. K. Alis. 77 Of wax made him popetis, And made
heom fyghte with battes [Bod/ey MS. popatrices . . latricesj.

1693 C. MATHER Inms. World vii. (1862) 35 When there can
be found their [witches'] Pictures, Poppets, and other

Hellish Compositions. Ibid. xii. 137 They did in holes of

,
the said old Wall, find several Poppets, made up of Rags
and Hogs bristles, with headless Pins in them, the Points

being outward. 1693 in I. Mather Tryals New-Eng.
. Witches (1862)213 Without any Poppits ofWax or otherwise.

( O. Contemptuously applied to an image used

how to squeak and hop it.

t b. A person whose actions, while ostensibly

his own, are really actuated and controlled by
another

;
= PUPPET sb. 3 b. Obs.

1550 BALE Eng. Votaries ii. 78 b, Beholde here what

popettes these lecherouse luskes made of tlieir kynges.

1624 Bp. MOUNTAGU Gagg vii. 62 Therefore in conclusion

your texts of Scripture are not to any purpose at all to

prove Peter's primacy, but you a poppet.
4. A cylindrical case for pins and needles, pencils,

etc. ;
= PUPPET sb. 6. Now dial.

1866 Rontledge's Ev. Boy's Ann. 642 Driven into the
'

pin-poppet ',
the old name by which these curious cases

were best known. 1903 Eng. Dial. Diet. s. v., A smaller

kind, called a pin-poppet, is used to hold pins and needles ;

a larger, called a pencil-poppet, is used by school-children

for pens and pencils. 'I want a poppet to keep my
needles in '.

5. One of the upright pieces in a turning-lathe, in

which Ihe centres are fixed on which the work
turns ; a lathe-head ;

= PUPPET sb. 7.

1665 [see POPPET-HEAD i). 1875 Carpentry fy Join. 18

We have . .designed the latter to take a circular saw as well,

by adding the wooden poppets, .with their centre screws.

1881 YOUNG Ev. Man his own Mechanic 526 From a

strong frame called the lathe-bed rises a couple of uprights
called heads or poppets.

b. An overhanging or projecting bracket support-

ing a pendulum or the like : cf. COCK sb.1 16.

1779 Trans. Soc. Arts (1783) I. 240 The aforesaid pendu-
lum suspended from a brass or metal poppet, called acock.

c. = PUPPET-VALVE.
1873 KNIGHT Diet. Mech., Poppet (Steam-engine), z. valve

having an axial stem and reciprocating vertically on its seat.

See Pitppet-valve. attrib. 1902 LIEUT. DAWSON in igt/i

Cent. Feb. 225 The inlet and exhaust valves are of the

poppet type.

6. Nant. Applied to short pieces of wood, used

for various purposes : esp. a. Stout vertical squared

pieces placed beneath a ship's hull to support her

in launching ;
b. Pieces on the gunwale of a boat,

supporting the wash-strake, and forming the row-

locks; c. The bars with which the capstan is

turned.

ciBso Ruiiim. Navig. (Weale) 138 Poppets, those pieces

(mostly fir) which are fixed perpendicularly between a ship's

bottom and the bilgeways, at the fore and aftermost parts of

a ship, to support her in launching. 1867 SMYTH Sailor's

Word-bk, s. v., Also, poppets on the gunwale of a boat

support the wash-strake, and form the rowlocks. 1886

j. M. CAULFEILD Seamanship Notes i Always see your

poppets shipped and fenders in. 1890 _W. _J.
GORDON

Foundry 70 A series of struts or '

poppets
'

is raised on them

[the sliding ways, to launch a ship).

7. attrib. and Comb., as \poppet deity (sense 2 c),

poppet spindle (sense 5) ; poppet-holes, the holes

in the drumhead of the capstan in which the bars

are inserted ; poppet-leg (Australia), one of the

upright pieces of timber at the mouth of the shaft

of a mine, supporting the piece from which the

cage is suspended: cf. POPPET-HEAD 2. (For

poppet-play, -show, -valve, see PUPPET-PLAY, etc.)

a 1641 BP. MOUNTAGU Acts ffMon. iii. (1642) 184 To appease
the fury, forsooth, of their angry 'poppet Deities. 1886

J M CAULFEILD Seamanship Kotes 3 Parts of the Capstan.
Drum head, ..*poppel holes. 1890 Melbourne Argils
26 May 7/8 Wanted, 4 "Poppet Legs, bluegum, separate

prices, 65 ft., 70 ft., 75 ft. long, 12 in. to 15 in. small end.

1896 H'estm. Gaz. 20 Apr. 8/1 The forests around will

supply good straight timber, suitable for all mining pur-

poses, inclusive of poppet legs. 1873 J. RICHARDS Wood-

working Factories 85 For drilling, have a stem pad, . . to go
into the "poppet spindle.

Hence t Po'ppet v. trans., to treat as a poppet,

to carry like an image or effigy. Obs.

1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa (1810) V. ii. 15 These lines of

Rowe have got into my head ; and I shall repeat them very

devoutly all the way the chairmen shall poppet me towards

her by-and-by.

Po -

ppet-hea:d. Also rarefy puppet-head.
1. In a lathe : = POPPET sb. 5, PUPPET sb. 7.

1665 R. HOOKE in Phil. Trans. I. 61 There must be two

Poppetheads, into which the Mandril must pass. 1725
W. HALFPENNY Sound Building 56 Two level Pieces on
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each side the Puppet-Head. 1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mcc/i.,

Poppct-hcoii (Turniug\ the part of a lathe which holds the

back-center and can be fixed to any part of the bed. Ibid.*

Puppet-head. 1888 HASLUCK Model Engin. Handybk. (1900)

58 This will afford a bearing for the back poppet-head centre.

2. Mining. The frame at the top of a shaft,

supporting the pulleys for the ropes used in hoist-

ing ; a pit-head frame :
= HEAD-GEAR 3. (Often

in pi. in same sense.)

1874 J. H. COLLINS Metal Mining (1875) 129 Describe the

construction of poppet heads, and give sketches in illustra-

tion of your answer. What will be the cost of poppet heads
for whim drawing? 1888 F. HUME Mute. Midas \. v, The
wheels were spinning round in the poppet-heads as the mine

slowly disgorged the men who had been working all night.

1900 Daily News 26 Nov. 2/1 Lofty poppet heads have
been erected on this shaft, 115 ft. high, in order to raise the

auriferous gravel in one operation to a considerable height
above the surface of the ground.

Poppied (prpid), a. [f. POPPY $b. + -ED^.]
1. filled or adorned with poppies.
1818 KEATS Endym. i. 255 Their fairest-blossom'd beans

and poppied corn. 1896 M'estnt. Gaz. 25 Sept. 8/1 Cornfields

and woodlands coming right to the edge of the poppied
cliffs.

2. Having, or affected by, the sleep-inducing

quality of the poppy; slumberous, drowsy, narcotic.

1803 T. HARKAI, Scenes of Life III. 209 To admit the

popied influence of Sonmus. 1854 H. TAYLOR Poems of
Orient^ Nubia

i
A land of dreams and sleep, a poppied land !

1865 SWINBURNE Ilicet 6 The poppied sleep, the end of all.

Po'ppin. Now only dial. Also 5 popyn, 6

poppyn. [Late ME. popyti, ad. OF. popine (later

ponpine] a doll, a pretty little woman (i$th c.),

also Popin (proper name, 1390), poupin baby,

fop (i6th c. in Godef. Compt.} ; f. Romanic type

*p2ippa : see POPPET.] A doll, a PUPPET.
c.- 1440 Proinp. Parv. 409/1 Popyn, chylde of clowtys. .,

pupa. 1551 HULOET, Poppyn, osdlluin. ..Circulatorins^

perteynynge to poppyn players. 1570 LEVINS Manip.
134/14 A Poppin, oscilluin. a 1825 FOKBY I'oc. E. Anglia,
Peppin-shw, a puppet-shew.

Popping (p^'pin), vbl. s&. 1 [f. POP v. 1 + -ING 1
.]

The action of POP z/. 1 in various senses.

1652 H. L'KSTRANGE Ainer, no Jewcs 53 Wee finde no
mention of any sound made of the kissing of the hand, .or

..any such popping or smacking. 1710 C. SHADWCLI Fair

E
Maker of Deal \\. it. 23 Upon the first popping of the
uestion. 1844 THACKERAY IVand. Fat Contrib. v, The

popping of the soda-water corks. 1887 FENN Dick o' the
Fens (1888) 124 A peculiar popping and crackling began to
be heard, as the flames attacked the abundant ivy.

Popping, vbl. sb.'t : see after POP v2

Popping (p^'pirj),///. a. [f. POP v.1 + -ING ^.]

That pops, in various senses.

jl. Whose speech is mere popping; chattering.
a 1518 SKELTON Magnyf. 232 What, Syr, wolde ye make
me a poppynge fole? a. 1529 Replyc. 39 Lyke pratynge
poppyng dawes. 1540 PALSGK. Acolastus Miv, For a
suretie this [fellow] is a very popyng foole.

2. Of
firing

: Desultory, occasional, dropping.
1761 Chron. in Ann, Reg. 139/1 The enemy annoyed us

with some popping musquetry from behind trees. 1779 Gcntl.

Mag. XLIX. 469 Many popping shots were fired at him
by the rebel crew from the woods. 1836 F. SVKES Scrapsfr,
Jrnl. 149 The frequent popping noise of the sharpshooters.

f3. Of the sea: ? Tumbling, choppy. (Cf.
POPPLE v. i, sb3 2, POPPLY.) Obs.
1628 DIGBY Voy. Medit. (1868) 35 Being a high popping

sea some of my shippes had like to haue bin foule of one
ano iher.

4. Of the eyes: Protuberant. (Cf./0/-0v</inPop-.)
ai6g6 AUBREY Brief Lives (1898) I. 411 His eie full and

popping, and not quick ;
a grey eie.

Po'pping-crease. Cricket, [f. POPPING vbl.

sb.
t prob. in sense

'

striking
'

+ CREASE sb? 2.] A
line drawn four feet in front of and parallel to the

wicket, within which the batsman must stand.

Probably the crease orig. marked the line which the ball,

when bowled or trundled along the ground (see BOWL v. 4),

must have passed before it might be '

popped
* or struck.

1774 Laws of Cricket in Grace Cricket (1891) 13 Ye
popping crease.. must be exactly 3 foot 10 Inches from ye
Wicket. 1833 NYREN 1 'ng. Cricketer's Tutor 28 In reaching
in too, be especially careful that the right foot remain firmly
in its place behind the popping-crease. Ibid, 35 The first

player I remember to have broken through the old rule of

standing firm at the popping crease for a length ball. 1897
RANJITSINHJI in Daily Chron. 23 Aug. 8/^1

The rules state

that a batsman is out unless his foot is within the popping-
crease. A batsman often considers himself hardly treated

when given out because bis foot is on the line.

Foppish (pp'pif), . [f. POP s&.1 5 + -ISH *.]

Of the nature of pop ; effervescent.

1881 BLACKMORE Gkntfamtff (fSB^ III. xi. 164 The art of

discharging a cork full bang, from a bottle of poppish fluid,

without loss.

fPo'ppism. Obs. rare. Also 7 popisme. [a.

F. popisme,
* the popping, or smacking sound

wherewith Riders incourage, or cherish, their

horses' (Cotgr.) ; ad. L, poppysnta^ -yswus, a. Gr.

wuTTTiw/ia, TroTrTruo'^os', sbs. f. iroirvv^ftv to smack
the lips, make a clucking sound.] The making of

a smacking sound with the
lips.

. 1653 URQUHART Rabelais I. xxiii. 104 The prancing flour-

ishes, and smacking popismes [P.AgfuMMf]) for the better

cherishing of the horse, commonly used in riding. 1753
CHAMBERS CycL Supp, s.v. Adoration, The method of

adoring lightening, .. was by poppismsj or gentle clappings
of the bands.

Poppite: see POP sb.*-

Popple (pp'p^)j^-
1 Now<#fl/.and U.S. Forms:

(i popul), 4-6 popil, 5 -ille, -ul(e, 5-6 -ill,

-yl^l, 6-8 pople, (8 popel), 7- popple, (9 dial.

people). [Late OE. popul-, ME. /<?//, ad. L.

populiis poplar; with ME. popil* i6th c. pople, cf.

obs. and dial. F. pouple, F. peuple. So MUG.
papcl, popel) Du., LG., Ger. pappel, Sw., Dan.

poppet, all ultimately from L.] = POPLAR.
I? 1000 (MS. iath c.) in Kemble Ccd, Dipl. III. 219 Of flam

ellene to popLiIfini^e ; of populfinige to Lambhyrste.] 1549

Compl. Scot. vi. 57 The oliue, the popil, & the oszer tree.

1617 MORYSON /tin. in. no The Cypresse, Pople, and Oake
trees, grow in many places. 1699 Providence (R.I.) Rcc.

(1893) IV. 183 A small bush being an Aspe or Pople. a 1825
FORBY Voc, E. Anglia-t Popple^ a poplar tree. 1840 SPUR-
DENS Suppl. Vac. E. AngUa^ People ^

the poplar tree. 1879
A. S. PACKARD in Hist. Bowdoin College (1882) 91 Popple,
or bass, or white maple.

b. esp. in attrib. use, as popple free, etc.

1382 WYCLIF Gen. xx.\. 37 Jacob takynge green popil

5^-rdis [1388 ^erdis of popelerisJL and of almanders, and of

planes. 1431-2 in Willis & Clark Cambridge (1886) II.

446 Pro popill bord pro coopertoriis studiorum xv s
. c 1440

Proaip, Parv. 409/1 Popul tre, idem quod poplere. 1530
PALSGK. 256/2 Popyll tree,/*5*/:Vr. 1563 T. GALE Antidot.
ii. 15 The Pople buddes must bee broused. 1740 Dudley
Rcc. Mass. (1893) I. 86 From t heii.se. -to a popel stump with
a heap of stones about it. 1789 Ibid. (1894) II. 318 Thence
by Browns Line on Whitfords Land to a Popple Tree.

Popple (p;'"p'l) sb$ Now local. Forms: 5

popil, -yl, -ylle, -ulle, 6 pople, Sc. poppill, 7-
popple, (9 dial, poppel, Sc. papple). [Late ME, ;

origin and etymology uncertain.
A mediaeval Lat.-Gr. Vocabulary quoted by Du Cange

has '

populia^ Au^fis '; but although cockle is now placed
in the genus Lychnis^ it is very doubtful whether this

is connected with popple. Cockle (code, kokkel] and popple
(Popp^l} have the appearance of parallel forms with ex-

change of consonants. On the other hand, this plant
appears to have been sometimes included under the name
Poj>y (see POPPY 2), and conversely the name popple is

now in some districts (esp. Cumberland and Yorkshire)

applied to the corn poppy ; so that the names may possibly
have been originally related, popil being a derivative either
of Popitpopy, or of one of the Romanic representatives of

papaver; see POPPY. But further evidence is wanted.]
1. = COCKLE sbl i, i.e. the wild plant Lychnis

(wtAgrostemmd] Githago, a well-known field weed.
c 1425 Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 664/30 Hoc lolliun:^ populle.

1483 Catk.Angl. 286/2 Popylle,7/>fe indeclinable, lollinm^
nigella, 1538 TURNKK LikcUus^ (.iithago sine Nigelleistrvm^
. . herha ilia procera, que in tritico flauescente existit . . uul-

gus appellat Coccle aut pople. 1853 Jrnl. R. Agric. Soc.
XIV. ii. 304 It was difficult to find a sample-bag of wheat
without papple. 1868 ATKINSON Cleveland Gloss., Popple,
the common Corn Cockle. 1877 N. W. Line. Gloss., Popple,
corn-cockle, .the seeds of which are difficult to separate
from or ' dress out

'

of the grain when thrashed.

b. Popple or cockle, being erroneously con-

founded by early herbalists with Nigella^ and so

with the folium of Pliny and zizania of the Vulgate,
was taken metaphorically for the darnel or '

tares
'

sown by the Evil One among the wheat ; see

COCKLE sb.^ 2, DARNEL.
a 1532 Will. o TJiorpes Exam, in Foxe A. $ M. (1563)

167/1 Thy deceit whiche thou hast learned of them that
trauell to sowe popill among the wheate. a 1568 in Banna-
tyne Poems (Hunter. Cl.) 220 Thus weidit is the poppill fra

the corne. 1644 MAXWELL Prerog. C/ir. Kings 72 It sprang
not up till.. that malicious one did sow popple among the

good Wheat of Christ's field.

2. Extended locally to other field weeds and their

seeds ; esp. the Corn Poppy, and Charlock.

1855 ROBINSON Wkitty Gloss. > /V//&,the wild red poppy
of the corn fields. (So in Eng. Dial. Diet. Cumberland and
Yorksh.) 1878 Citmbld. Gloss. Pref. 19 Brassica, the seeds
of the tribe are called Popple. 1886 BRITTEN &. H. PZant-n,,

Popple . . (2) Sinapis aruensis, Cumb.

Popple (p?'p'l)i $b$ Also 4 pople. [Goes
with POPPLE v.\

fl. A bubble such as rises and breaks in boiling
water. Obs.
a 1350 St. Nicholas 268 in Horstm. Altengl. Leg. (1881)

14 Hale and faire hir child scho fand, With be water poples
him playand. 1530 PALSGR. 256/2 Popple, suche as ryseth
whan water or any lycour set[h]eth fast, bovillon.

t b. ? A swelling or bulge like, or caused by, a

bubble. Obs.

1635 in Earl of Stirling s Reg. Roy. Lett. (1885) II. 819
He will mak a scheit of lead, .more solide, less porie, and
consequentlie more voyd of all cracks, bolls, or popill.

2. An act or condition of '

poppling
'

; a rolling
or tossing of water in short tumultuous waves;
a strong ripple.
1875 BUCKLAND Log-bk. 80 If there is a bit of a popple at

all, a big ship will lay rolling about in the sea just like

a half-tide rock. 1881 CLARK RUSSELL Ocean Free Lance
I. v. 252 As we neared the bay the popple grew ugly enough
to demand the closest vigilance. 1807 Daily News 27 Aug.
3/1 There was a very nasty roll and popple on the sea.

b. The agitation on the surface of a boiling

liquid ; the sound of this.

1880 Spectator 7 Dec. 805/1 Cowper [after he heard] that

popple from the urn which showed it to be. .'on the boil'.

Popple (pp'p'l), . Alao 4-6 (6- Sc.} pople,
5-6 Sc, popule. 6 poppell. [Has the form of
a frequentative of POP v.\ but in sense i prob. an

independent onomatopoeic formation, expressive of

! sound and action. Cf. MDu., Du. popelen to

! murmur, babble; to quiver, throb; TRt&,L,.poptildre

(Franck), papelldre (Kilian) to murmur; these

refer mainly to the sound, while the Eng. word
refers mainly to the action.]
1. intr. To roll or tumble about, to flow in a

tumbling interrupted manner, as water flowing
i

from a spring or over a pebbly surface, or boiling,
or agitated by a strong wind ;

to bubble up, boil

up ;
to ripple ; to toss to and fro in short waves.

13.., a 1400-50 [see poppling below], 1513 DOUGLAS
/Ends in. ix. 69 Quhill brane, and ene, and blude all

:

popjllit out. Ibid. vi. v. 5 Poplaml and bullerand furth on
athir hand. 1530 PALSCK. 662/2, I poppell up, as water dothe,
or any other lycoure whan it boyleth faste on the fyre, ..

je bouillonnc. 1675 COTTON Scojfer Scoft 103 His Brain*
came poppling out like water. 1725 RAMSAY Gentle SItcph.
n. iii. Prol., A little fount. Where w;ttcr poplin springs.
1818 SCOTT Hrt. Midi, xviii, The bits o' bonny waves that

arc poppling and plashing against the rocks. 1875 R. I
1

'.

BURTON Gorilla L. II. 90 Small trembling waves poppled
and frothed in mid-stream, where the fresh water met
wind and tide. 1902 CORNISH Naturalist Tliauus 10 The
sound of waters dropping, poppling, splashing, trickling.

b. To move to and fro, or up and down, when

floating or immersed in rippling or boiling water.

1555 W. WATKKMAN Fardle Facions xi. Q viij b, Kindles
of Christalline watre. In whose botomes tlie grauelle,

popleth like glisteryng golde, a 1825 FOKBY / 'oc. E.
I Anglia, Popple, <'. to tumble about with a quick motion, as

[

dumplins, . . when the pot boils briskly. 1849 Blackw.

Mag. LXVI. 562 We left them poppling up ami down, like

a cork, in the broken water. 1881 FHILLIPPS-WoLLEV Sport
\ in Crimea 322 The birds are rattling and poppling down in

the dark little forest pools.
2. [app. freq. of For z/. 1 2.] To make a con-

tinuous popping or firing.

1898 G. W. STEKVKSS With Kitchener to Khartum Si

The Maxims poppled away above them.

Hence Po'ppling vbL sb. and ppl. a.

13.. E. E. Allit. P. C. 319 pe pure poplunde hourle

playes on my heued. a 1400-50 Alexander 1154 The
wawcs of J?e wilde see vpon be wallc betyn, The pure popu-
land perle passyd it vmbe. a 1801 R. GALL Poems (1819) 9

;
Upon the ear The popling Leven wimples clear. 1826 HOK.

I

SMITH Tor Hill (1838) 1. 6 The calm guggling and pop-
pling of the waves as they were parted by the piles. 1854

! H. MILLER Sch. <$ Sc/tiii. xx. (18581 440 A peculiar poppling
noise, as if a thunder-shower was beating the surface with
its multitudinous drops, rose around our boat. 1883 J.

FERGUSON in Blackw. flfag". Aug. 248 The mother stirred

the poppling porridge on the fire.

fPo'ppling. Obs. rare , [f.
POPPLE sb.i +

ING ^.]
= Poi'LAii.

1570 LEVINS Manip. 136/26 A Poppling, j

Popply [f- POPPLE st>.3 + -Y.] In

OE.

a *

poppling condition ; broken, choppy, ripply.
1889 P. H. EMERSON Eng. Idylls 113 The popply water

j

all streaked with foam. 1895 Times 15 Mar. 8/2 As they
I passed the Duke's Head hostelry and Alexander's boatyard
' some popply water caused them to splash a little. 1904
i Daily News 28 Mar. 12/2 Off the wall at Harrod's .. the

*

popply
'

water somewhat discomposed the Oxford crew.

Poppy (pp'pi) sb. Forms: a. i popaeg,
popees, popes, popei, popis, 1-4 popi, 4-7
popy, 5-6 popie, 6 poppi, 6-7 poppie, 5- poppy.

t. i papoes, papis, 5 papy, 6 pappy. [Early
)E. pop&g, PaP0f$,-> aPP* repr. an earlier \\Ger.

*papag^ *popag) altered from *papdv, -an, *popdv,

-an, ad. a popular L. *papav-nmt *papau-itm
\ (whence OF. *parau, pavo}> for L. papdver, neut.

poppy. The alteration may have taken place, after

the Teutonic change of stress, by assimilation to

! the suffix -ag. As with that suffix, the ending was

subseq. weakened to ~ig (cf. tadig, monig from

audagy monag}, giving the typical \VSax. popifa
whence ME. popi, popy, mod. poppy ,

with doubled

consonant expressing short vowel; cf.///z, pettyt

penny. (See Note below.)]
I. 1. A plant (or flower) of the genus Papaver*

comprising herbs of temperate and subtropical

regions, having milky jnice with narcotic properties,

! showy flowers with petals (usually four in number)
: of delicate texture and various colours (often be-

coming 'double* in cultivation), and roundish

i capsules containing numerous small round seeds.

:
a 700 Epinal Gloss. (O.E.T.) fo^Popaver^opa.^. c 735 Cor-

fiiisGloss. 1516 Palaver, popei. Ibid, 1621 P0fiai'r, popiej.
a 800 Erfurt Gloss. 824 Pajavr,papoe%. ciooo sKljrics

\
Vocab. in Wr.-Wiilcker 134/33 Pafaufr, popij. (11265

i Voc. Names Plants in Wr.-Wiilcker 558/30 Astula regia^
I /,, popi. 1390 GOWER Conf. II. 102 Popi, which berth the

I sed of slep. ^1475 Pict. Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 787/11 Hoc
\ papaver^ a papy. 1578 LVTE Dodoens in. Ixxxi. 431 There

be three sortes of Poppie . . the first kind is white, and of the

garden, the two other are blacke and wilde. 1597 GERARDE
Herbal n. Ixviii. 296 Double blacke Poppie. Double white

Poppie. 1697 DRYDEN Virg. Georg. \. 115 Sleepy Poppies
harmful Harvests yield, 1718 PRIOR Knowledge 72 fhe

blushing poppy with a crimson hue. 1813 SIR H. DAVY

Agric. Chem. (1814) 94 Many other substances besides the

juice of the poppy possess Narcotic properties. 1853 HUM-
PHREYS Coin*Coll. Man. 2 Poppies were sacred to Ceres.

b. Allusively.
1641 MILTON Ch. Govt. v. Wks. 1851 III. 119.

He little

j

dreamt then that the weeding-hook of reformatio_n
would

|

after two ages pluck up his glorious poppy from insulting

i over the good corne. 011683 SIDNEY/?/^. Govt. n. xxiv.



POPPY.

(1704) 159, He. .would certainly strike off the heads of the

most eminent remaining Poppys. [Cf. POPPY-HEAD i, 1650.)

2. Rarely applied in ME. and dial, to the Corn-

cockle ;
also (with qualification) to the Corn Blue-

bottle (see blue poppy in 3) ;
and [app. by associa-

tion with POP v.l, POP-] to plants whose corolla or

calyx is inflated and '

popped
'

by children in sport,

e.g. the Bladder Campion and Foxglove (see/w/A?
poppy* spattingpoppy, green poppy, in 3). (Britten

& Holland Eng. Plant-n.}
14. . Stockh. Mt'd. MS. 200 Cokkyl or popy or wyldsan-

ogre, loliuin. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 409/1 Popy, weed, papa.-

vcr, codia, . . nigellu, . . git. 1886 Brm TEN 8: HOLLAND Eng.
Plant-names^ Poppy.. 3 Lychnis Githago (W. Cheshire).

3. \Vith qualifying words, applied to various

species of Papavcr or other genera of PapaveraceK
(rarely to plants of other orders : cf. 2\

Black Poppy, a variety of the Opium Poppy, having

purple flowers and dark seeds (cf. White Poppy) ; Blue
Poppy, (a) the Corn Bluebottle, Centanrca Cyanits

(fobs.) I (I') a blue-flowered species of Meconctysis (Miller
Plant-it. 1884); Californian Poppy,,' Platystonon call-

fornicns and the genus EschscnollKO,
'

(Ibid.) ; Corn,
Field Poppy, the common wild poppy of cornfields, Papa-
i>cr AVittvis, with bright scarlet flowers, or any other species

growing in corn, as P. dubiunt
; Frothy Poppy, the

Bladder Campion, SiUne inflata : see FKOTHV i b ; Gar-
den Poppy, any species of Palaver cultivated in gardens,

csp. the Opium Poppy ; Green Poppy, local name of the

Foxglove, Digitalis pur/mrca ; Horn-Poppy, Horned
Poppy, any plant of the genus Gtaucimn, distinguished bj'

its long horn-like cap.sules ; esp. C. lutcunt^ a sea-shore

plant with yellow flowers ; Iceland Poppy, a variety of

Papaver nitdicaulc -. see ICELAND ; Long-headed Poppy,
P. dubium a British species with long-shaped capsules;
Mexican Poppy, A rgemone mexicana or other species ;

Opium Poppy, Fapa-versomniferuvt, a species with white

or light purple flowers; from the juice of the unripe cap-
sules opium is obtained ; Oriental Poppy, /'. owentaft,
a common garden species, with very large deep red flowers ;

Prickly Poppy, A rgcinone mcxicana^ a native of Mexico,
now widely distributed in waste ground, with yellow or

white flowers and prickly leaves and capsules ; Red
Poppy, the field poppy, Pcifiavcr Rneetts\ or other species
with red flowers ; Sea or Seaside Poppy, the common
horned poppy, Glancium tuteiisn ; Spatling Poppy =

Frothy Poppy ; Spring Poppy ^ Prickly Poppy ; Tree
Poppy, a Californian poppy, Dendromccon rigtdum. with

yellow flowers, remarkable for its shrubby growth ; Welsh

(a) the field poppy, Papa-cer K/itras, or other wild species;

t (/>) liastarii Wild Pappy = Prickly Poppy \ Yellow

Poppy, any species of Papti-'cr or allied genus with yellow
flower ; spec, the common Horned Poppy.
14.. Synon. Ilerl'arum (MS. Harl. 3388 If. 220\ Anglice

'bleu popi vel carlo vel langwort. .crescit inter frumentum
etaliabladaetdicitur iacintus quiaassimilatur cuidam lapidi

S

[the pimpernel] is said to be the only scarlet flower we have.

1863 HOUG & JOHNSON Wild Ft. Gt. ttrit. II. PI. 147

Palaver Rhxas. *Field Poppy. 1866 Treas. Bot. 842 The
Field Poppy, P{apctver} Rhaeas, one of the most brilliant of

our wild plants. 1577 B. GOOGK Ileresbactis Hnsb. (1586)

58 *Garden Poppy.. is thought best to grow where olde

Bailees haue been burnt. 1699 EVKLYS Acctaria 74 To these

add the Viola Matronalis, . .nay the *Green Popy, by most

accounted among the deadly Poysons. 1548 TURNER Names
of Herbs, Pap,iner corniculatnni . . is called . . in englishe
"horned poppy or yealow poppy. I73 I~3 MILLER Card.

Diet. s. v. Glanciunt, Horned Poppy, . . having Husks

resembling Horns. 1870 MORRIS Jtarthly Par. III. iv.

21
'

b
fc ,

*Opium Poppy. 1760 J. LEE Introd. Bot. App. 323 Poppy,
*
Prickly, Argemone. ^1450 Alphita( Anecd. Oxon.) 134

Papauer rubeum. .gall. rougerole, ang". *redpopy. 1578
LYTK Dodocns in. Ixxxii. 433 There be two sortes of red

Poppie, or Cornerose,the greatand the small.

Mat. Med, (ed. 6) 738 The Red Poppy is found in corn-

fields and on roadsides throughout Europe. 1597 GERAKDR
Herbal n. Lxviti. 4. 295 Called.. in English *sea Poppie,
and horned Poppie. Ibid, ccxiv. 551 He/ten album,* .of

some .. called Ocyinastritnt, and Papauer spuineuin,
which I have Englished *Spailing Poppie.

..In English

Spatling Poppie, frothe Poppie, and white Ben. 1760

J. I,KE Introd. Bot. App. 323 Poppy, Spatling, Cucubalus.

1866 Treas. Bot. 392 Dendromecon^ literally *Tree Poppy,
is a most appropriate name, the plant having all the aspect
and character of the poppy tribe, combined with a woody
stem and branches. Ibid. 727 M\econopsis\ cambrica, the
*Welsh Poppy, a native of Wales, Devonshire, North
Britain, and the North of Ireland, c xooo Sa.i: Leechd. I.

156 Popi3..cSatgrecas moecorias & romane papauer album
nemnao & engle *hwit popir hataS. 1 1450 Alphita
(Anecd. Oxon.) 134 Papauer album.. ctiius semen coconi-

dium appellatur ange
. whatpopy. 1876 HARU-IY Mat. bled.

(ed. 6) 739 White Poppy is now cultivated in the plains of

India, c 1265 Kv. Names Plants in Wr.-Wiilcker 559/11

Alinwnis, i. "wildepopi. 14.. Stockh. Med. MS. -21?. Wylde
Ppy Papanard. 1548 "Yealow poppy [see horned poppy
above], 1871 R. ELLIS Catullus ixi. 200 White as parthe-

nice, beyond Yellow poppy to gaze on.

4. The plant or its extract used in pharmacy.
1604 SHAKS. Oth. HI. Hi. 330 Not Poppy, nor Mandragora,

Nor all the drowsie Syrrups of the world Shall euer medi-

cine thee to that sweete sleepe. 1621-3 MIDDLETON &
ROWLEY Channeling i. i. 150 A little poppy, sir, were good
to cause you sleep. 1804 Mcd. Jrnl. XII. 41 He prepared
the extract from a . . quantity of poppy by decoction.

5. fig. or in allusive use, with reference to the

narcotic or sleep-inducing qualities of the plant,

1124

1591 SYLVESTER Dit Bartas I. v. 248 The Cramp-Fish,
knowing that she harboureth . . A secret Poppy, and a sens-

less Winter, Be-numming all that dare too-neer her venter.

1637 CARTWRIGHT Royall Slave in. iv, E're night shed Poppy
twice o're th' weary'd world, a 1790 WARTON Ode to Sleep

i, On this my pensive pillow, gentle sleep ! Descend, ..And

place thy crown of poppies on my breast. 1847 EMERSON

Repr. Men, Uses Gt. Men, Nature, .wherever she mars her

creature .. lays her poppies plentifully on the bruise.

6. The bright scarlet colour of the common field

poppy or other species.
1796 H. HUNTER tr. St.-Pierre's Sluit. Nat. (1799) I. 523

The nearer you approach to this.., the more lively and gay
are the colours. You will have in succession the poppy,
the orange, the yellow, the lemon, the sulphur, the white.

II. 7. = POPPY-HEAD 2. [It is uncertain whether

this is the same word, but the forms are the same.

Conjectures of its identity with F. poupec,
'

babie,

puppet, or bable' (Cotgr.), or derivation from

Eng. poppet, puppet, appear to have no foundation.]

1429 Rec. St. Mary at Hill 71 Also payd to Serle for

makyng of J>e newe porche. .x marces. Alsopayd for a papye
..ijs. 1511-13 Hid. 282 Paid for makyng of iij Mennys
pewys, for the popeys & other stuff xx s. 1844 Ecclcsialagist
III. 153 In the Nave the seats terminate in square standards,

but under the tower in poppies. 1875 PARKER Class. Arcliit.,

Poppie, Pvpp}', Poppy-head, . . an elevated ornament often

used on the tops of the upright ends, or elbows, which
terminate seats, &c., in churches.

III. 8. attrib. and Comb., as poppy-bed, f -boll

(BoLL st>.1 3), family, -flower, -garland, -juice,

-leaf, -plain, rain (cf. 5), -syrup, -wreath; instru-

mental, as poppy-bordered, -crowned, -haunted,

-sprinkled adjs. ; similative, as poppy-crimson,

-pink, -red adjs. and sbs. ; poppy anemone,
A. coronaria, with poppy-like flowers of various

colours
; poppy-bee, a kind of upholsterer-bee

(Anthocopa papaveris) which lines its cells with

the petals of poppies ; poppy-colour, a bright

scarlet ;
so poppy-coloured a. ; t poppy-grain,

a seed of the poppy ; formerly used as a minute

measure of length (= POPPY-SEED 2
; cf. BAKLEY-

COKN 3 , ; poppy-mallow, the N. American malva-

ceous genus Callirlioe, having poppy-like flowers ;

poppy-oil, an oil obtained from the seeds of the

opium poppy ; also, a similar oil from the seeds of

other species; poppy tea, an imaginary liquor
made by infusion of poppies ; poppy-tree = tree

poppy (see 3) (Miller Plant-n. 1884); poppy-
water, a soporific drink made from poppies (also

fig.'}. Also POPPY-HEAD, -SEED, -WORT.
1866 Trcas. Bot. 65 The 'Poppy Anemone, A. coronaria,

. .has. .large flowers,, .very variable in colour. 1896 Westm.
Gaz. i July i/i The mass of vivid colour in the costumes
reminded one of a 'poppybed. 1688 R. HOLME A nnoury
n. 67/2 This Seed-Pod [of the Poppy] by all Florists is

termed a *Poppy Bolle. 1815 J. SMITH Panorama Sc. ff

Art H. 542 The
*
poppy, cherry, rose, and flesh colours, are

given to silk by means of carthamus. 1889 Daily News
12 Nov. 3/1 An accordion skirt of 'poppy-coloured silk.

1898 G. B. SHAW Plays II. You never can tell 308 The
Columbine's petticoats are . . golden orange and 'poppy
crimson. 1903 Blaclnv. Mag. ^lay 671 The 'poppy-crowned
king of sleep. 1866 Trcas. Bot. 1108 In the plants of the

'poppy family. 1697 DRYDEN I'irg. Ccorg. iv. 196 Some-
times white Lillies did their Leaves afford, With wholsom

*Poppy-flow'rs to mend his homely Board. 1717 FENTON
Florelio Poems 27 Nor 'Poppy-Garlands give the Nymph
Repose. 1656 \V. D. tr. Comcnius' Gate Lat. Unl. 524

The measures of distances are thus; four 'poppy-graines
make one barley-corn. 1853 KINOSLEY Hypatia xxvi, The
same who made wine made 'poppy-juice. 1700 DRYUEN
A maryllis 64, 1 try'd th'infallible prophetick way A 'poppy-
leaf upon my palm to lay. 1825 J. NICHOLSON Operat.
Mechanic 735 To give a drying quality to 'Poppy Oil.

1859 GULLICK & TIMBS Paint. 206 Poppy oil . . has the

reputation of keeping its colour better than linseed. 1896

Daily Ntws 18 July 6/3 Deep 'poppy-pink geraniums.

1844 MRS. BROWNING Drama of Exile 467 We^call youi
Daily New.
1844 MRS. i

thoughts home .. To the 'poppy-plains 1708 OZELL tr.

Boileau's Lulritt 35 Morpheus pours continual *Poppy
Rain. 1831 BRKWSIER Oftics xxiv. 286 A very brilliant

'poppy-red, a. 1845 HOOD Serenade iv, Is no 'poppy-syrup

nigh? 1709-10 STKKLli Taller No. 118 F 4 Several warm

Liquors made of the Waters of Lethe, with very good

'Poppy Tea. 1682 N. O. Boileait's Lutrin n. 202 And

Sleep drop't 'Poppy-water on her Brows. 1765 GOLDSM.
Arai Simile 36 No poppy-water half so good ; For let folks

only get a touch, Its soporific virtue's such,.. That quickly

they begin to snore.

{Note. Beside It. fapavero, Pr. papavcr, paver, Walloon

/avoir, the Latin papavcr has come down in various

anomalous forms; viz. OF. pavo (i2th c.), now favot, in

Berry dial, pafou : L. type */>apau-wn, *papav-u>n; Pg.

fapotila, Sardinian patanle : L. *papau/a, *pafariila.
OF. had also pofelure, Milanese popola (Lodl pimpola},
Pavia pofoUn, Coino popolana poppy, pointing to a L.

type
*
papula, *popula.}

Po-ppy, a. colloq. rare. [f.
POP s/>J or z>.> + -Y.J

Characterized by popping or exploding.
1894 KIPLING Jungle 13k. 195 Watch the little poppy shells

drop down into the tree tops.

Poppych, obs. form of POPISH.

Po'ppycock. V. S. slang. Nonsense,
' rub-

bish', 'humbug'.
1884 Poll Mall G. 17 July 4/1 All what you see about me

bein" drunk was poppycock. 1891 Nation (N. Y.) 24 Nov.

386/1 Their wails were all what the boys call
'

poppycock '.

Po'ppy-h.ea-d.
1. The capsule of the poppy. Also altrib.

POPULACY.
1585 Hniixs JiiniHS* Contend. 112/2 The seuerall places

wherein the seedes doe lye, as may be scene in poppie
heades. 1650 R. STAPYLTON Stmdas Low C. IVarres i. 14

He [Death] croptthe heads of Nations, asTarquin struk off

the Poppy-heads. 1822-34 Good's Study bled, led 4) II,

Poppy-head fomentations. 1896 A llbutt's Syst. Med, I. 435
Made with decoction of boiling poppy-heads.
2. Arch. An ornamental finial, often richly

!

carved, at the top of the end of a seat in a church.

Also attrib. [See remark in.Porpv sb. 7.]

1839 flints EccL Antiq. (Carnb. Camden Soc.) 8 St. An-

drew's, Histon. .viii. Ornaments, &c. ..8. Poppy Heads.

1841 C. ANDERSON Anc. Models 129 These seats have the

! ends usually ornamented, sometimes with raised ends, which
. are called poppy-heads. 1875 J. C. Cox Ch. Derbysh. I.

202 The poppy-head ends . . carved in the fleur-de-lis

pattern. 15(04
T. H. LONGHELD in Athenaeum g Apr. 473/3

Many remains, .of poppyhead bench-ends and benches.

Fo-ppy-seed.
1. Ihe, or a, seed of the poppy.
c 1420 Pallod. oti Hnsb, in. 579 Now popy seed in grounde

is good to throwe. 1712 tr. I'ouicCs Hist. Drugs I. 149 A
cold oil is drawn from White-Poppy Seeds. 1899 AllbutCs

|

Syst* Meet. VI. 315 Swellings, varying in size from a poppy-
seed to a pea.

b. fig. (Cf. POPPY sb. 5.)

1640 Erotomania 40 The eyes of his soule are brought

asleep by the Poppy sted of Inconsideration and Care-

lesnesse.

1 2. Formerly used as a measure of length, vary-

ing from -^ to 5*5 of an inch. (Cf. BAULEY-COHN 3.)

1688 R. HOLME Armoury m. iii. 136/2 Barly Corn, is the

length of 4 Poppy seeds, and 3 Corns make an Inch. 1729
SHELVOCKE Artillery i. 76 The Barley-corn (the fourth part
of an Inch) is subdivided into 5 Poppy Seeds.

3. Comb.
1897 Alllnitt's Syst. Med. IV. 832 A peculiar small poppy-

. seed-like growth.

Poppywort (pfrpiwjt). [f.
POPPY sb. +

WORT.] a. Lindley's name for plants of the N. O.

Papaveraccx. b. Satin Poppywort, a name for

i Meconopsis Wallichiana (Miller Plant-names}.
1846 LINUI.EY I'ee. Kingd. 430 Papavcracex. .. Poppy-

worts, //'iii., Bernhardi.. denies that true Poppyworts are

universally lactescent plants. 1882 Garden 15 July 39/1

This Poppywort may well be reckoned amongst the best of

the hardy plants introduced of late years.

Pops, a name in Barbados of Physalis angulata :

see POP s/>. 1 4.

Po'p-shop. slang, [f. POP w. 1
7 + SHOP st/.]

: A pawnbroker's shop. Also attrib.

1772 Town * C. Mag. 73 The Pop-shop was ready for

pledges, the gin-shop was ready for the money lent upon
them. 1846 LYTTON Lucrttia n. xvi, I might have been

wicked enough to let it go with the rest to the nop-shop.

1898 HUME Hagar iii. 54 Rosa .. might pawn it, ..so I

sent a printed slip to all the pop-shops in London.

Fo'fSy. [app- a kind of nursery extension of

;

POP j.2
,
with dim. ending : cf. Bet, Betsy, Nan,

JVattty, Topsy.] An endearing appellation for a

girl. Also popsy-wopsy.
1862 Pippins ff Pics 9 This I'm bound to say : that four

sweeter lovelier popsiest
never blessed [etc.]. 1887 E. J.

GOODMAN Too Curious ix, Now go along like a good little

popsy-wopsy, and don't cry to sit up. 1896 Idler Mar.

278/1 All right, my popsy-wopsy.

tPo-pulable, a. Obs. rare-", [ad. L. papula-
1

bills, (. popular! : see POPULATE t'.
1 and -ABLE.]

1623 COCKERAM, Populable, which may be destroyed.

Populace (pp'pi)es). [a. \
;

. populace (i6th c.

in Hatz.-Darm.), ad. It. popolaccio, popolazzo
' the

grosse, base, vile, common people, rifraffe people
'

(Florio), f. popolo ( :-L. popnlus PEOPLE) + pejora-

tive suffix -accio, -asso : L. -aceus.] The mass of

the people of a community, as distinguished from

[

the titled, wealthy, or educated classes ; the com-

mon people ; invidiously, the mob, the rabble.

1571 SIR T. SMITH in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. in. III. 378

The unruly malice and sworde of the raging populace.

1601 DANIEL Civ. Wars (1609) Ml. Ixxvii, T'accommodate,
And calme the Peeres, and please the Populassc. 1:1645

HOWELL Lett. (1688) III. 415 'Tis the Populass only, who
see no further than the Rind of Things. 17^23

Prcs. .V.

Russia II. 141, I spit upon all the others. Ood bless the

! Populace. 1785 BURNS Cotter's Sat. Night xx, A virtuous

I populace may rise the while, And stand a wall of fire around

their much-lov'd Isle. 1791 Gouv. MORRIS in Sparks Lift

<5- Writ. (1832) II. 191 Thank God, we have no populace in

America. 1821 BYRON Two Foscari v. i. 259 The people .

There's no people, you well know it,. .There is a populace,

perhaps, whose looks May shame you. 1892 Lu. LYTTON

King Poppy viii, And, being but the Populace, presume;,ng Poppy
To call itself the People.

b. poet. A multitude, crowd, throng, rare.

1871 R. ELLIS Catullus Ixiii. 65 With a throng about the

portal, with a populace in the gate.

Q.fig.
1742 YOUNG Nl. Th. in. 124 Queen lilies ! and ye painted

populace ! Who dwell in fields, and lead ambrosial lives.

1807-8 W. IRVING Salmag. x.x, The turtledove, the timid

fawn, the soft-eyed gazelle, and all the rural populace who

joy in the sequestered haunts of nature.

tPopnlacy (pfpWUf), Ol'S. [irreg.
forma-

tion from POPULACE : see -ACY.]

1. The order ofthe common people ;
= POPULACE.

1613 T. GODWIN ROM. Antiq. (1625) 29 The third order, or

degree in the Romane Common-wealth was I'opnlus, the

populacy, or Commone. 1644 [H. PARKER] Jus Pop. 59

Disputes between the optimacy and populacy. 1700 ASTRV

tr. Saa-scdra-Faxardo II. 356 In Peace, Nobility is dl=-



POPULAR.

tinguibht from Populacy. 1731 STKYPE Eccl. Man. III.

App. xx. 59 To obtain the favour of the populacy by
feigned pretences of bloud. a 1834 COLLUIUGL Notes <y

Led. (1849) I. 305 The only predilection . . shows itself in

his contempt of mobs and the populacy.
fig. 1640 GAUDEN Love of Truth (1641) u The populacy
of affections or passions are regular, and subject to the

rule, and soveraignety of reason. 1667 Decay Chr. Piety
vi. ?7 Or. .let in the whole populacy of sin upon the soul.

2. = POPULOUSNESS.

1613-18 DANIEL Coll. Hist. Eng. (1626) 8 The vicinage,
and innumerous populacle of that Nation [the baxons],

1679 PENN Addr. Prot. \\, vi. 197 Increasing the Trade,
Populacy and Wealth of this Kingdom. 1725 Ways fn/tal>.

Delaware to become Rich 2 Means in pursuit whereof we
may. -become rich..'Tis not Populacy only.

3. Popular government, or a popular govern-
ment

; also, a state so governed ; democracy.
1632 H. SEILE Augustus 22 They had naturally, and

almost insensibly falne from a Monarchy, to a Populacy, or

Democracy. 1679 PULLKR Modcr. Ch. Eng. (1843) 193
Such democracy and populacy as is held in the Independent
and Presbyterian party.

4. = POPULARITY 4. rare*" 1
.

1687 in Magd. Coll. % Jas. II (O. H. S.) 189 Men, who are

led by populacy, which is the Fool's Paradise, but the wise
men's scorn.

Popular (jypitflai), a.
(sl>.} Forms : 5-7

populer, 6 Sc. -air, 7 -are, 6- popular, [ad. L,

popular-is adj. belonging to the people, f. popul-us

people. So OK. popitleirs -ere, ^.popidaire^
1. Law. Affecting, concerning, or open to all

or any of the people ; public ; esp. in action popular.
1490 Act 4 Hen. K//, c. 20 Accions populers in divers

cases have ben ordeigned by many gode actes and statutes.

1579 Expos. Termes Law, Action pvpulcr, is an accion
which is geeuen vppon the breach of some Penal statute,
which, .euery man that wyll may sue for him selfe, and the

Queene, by information, or otherwise, ..& because that this

action is not geeuen to one man specyally but generally to

the Queenes people that wyll sue, it is called an actyon
populer. 1581 LAMBARDE Eiren. n. ii. (1588) 132, I have
knowen it doubted, whether the Suertie of the good abearing
(commanded upon complaint) may be released by any speciall

person or no : because it seemeth more popular, then the

Suertie of the Peace. 1766 BLACKSTOSE Comm. II. xxix.

437. 1872 IVkarton's Law Lex. (ed. 5), Popular activity

brought by one of the public to recover some penalty given
by statute to any one who chooses to sue for it.

2. Of, pertaining to, or consisting of the common
people, or the people as a whole as distinguished
from any particular class; constituted or carried

on by the people^
1548 W. THOMAS in Strype Eccl. Mem. II. App. S. 66
What popular estate can be read, that hath thirty years
together eschewed sects, sedition and commotions? 1579-
80 NORTH Pintarch (\fy6) 23oTimoleon..did by this means
Mablish a free State and Popular Government. 1671 Mn.TON
Samson 16 Retiring from the popular noise, I seek This

unfrequented place to find some ease. 1761 HUME J/ist,

Eng. III. liv. 170 Popular tumults were not disagreeable to

them. 1833 ALISON Hist. Enrobe (1847) II. vii. i. 269
The Legislative Assembly affords the first example,., in

modern Europe, of the effects of a completely popular elec-

tion. 1888 BRYCE Auter. Commw. II. Ixix. 541 From 1824
till 1840, nominations irregularly made by State legislatures
and popular meetings.

f* b. Of lowly birth
; belonging to the com-

monalty or populace ; plebeian. Obs.

c 1555 HARPSHELD Divorce Hen. I'llI (Camden) 42 More
..than when it is granted to any popular or common person.
1600 E. BLOUNT tr. Concstaggio 118 Him they sent being a

popular man. 1640 T. PIERSE in Horti Carol. , Rosa
altera, A drop of Royall blood is dearer farre Than a whole
Ocean of the popular. 1691 NORRIS Prod. Disc. 87 This is

.. the Measure that all Popular Spirits do go by, and the
Wisest can hardly refrain it.

t C. Having characteristics attributed to the

common people ; low, vulgar, plebeian. Obs.

1599 B. JONSON Ev. Man, out of Hum. i. i, Such as
flourish in the spring of the fashion, and are least popular.
1603 FLORIO Montaigne (1632) 624 It is a custome of popular
or base men to call for minstrels or singers at feasts, a 1635
NAUNTON Fragm. Reg. (Arb.) 22 Had the House been freed
of half a dozen of popular and discontented persons.

t 3. Full of people ; populous ; crowded. Obs.

1588 PARKE tr. Mendozafs Hist. China 13 These two
prou'mces, which are two of the mightiest, and most popu-
larst of people. 1641 J. JACKSON True Evaiig. T. in. 184

City sit solitary
"How doth the popular

'

iry ? a 1690 KIKKTON
Ck. Hist. (1817) 215 The most popular part of Scotland,

1717 Philip Quiirlt 47 Oppression and Usury, and all the
Evils that attend this popular World.

4. Intended for or suited to ordinary people.
a. Adapted to the understanding or taste of or-

dinary people,
* understanded of the people '.

15736. HARVEY Lctter-bk. (Camden) n In philosophical

disputations to give popular and plausible tneams. 1759
FRANKLIN Ess. Wks. 1840 III. 188 All he said was in popu-
lar language. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. ng.\\. II. 109 Every
question, .was debated, sometimes in a popular style which

boys and women could comprehend. 187* (Aug.) Long-
mans' List Works 8 Miscellaneous Works and Popular
Metaphysics. Ibid. 12 Natural History and Popular Science.

b. Adapted to the means of ordinary people ;

low, moderate (in price).
1859 Illustr. Land. News 2 July 11/2 The Monday Popu-

lar Concert . . was the last of the series for this season.

1902 Encycl. Brit. XXIX. 751/2 After the foundation of
the Popular Concerts in 1859 . . he [Joachim] played there

regularly in the latter part of the season. Mod. All seats

at popular prices. A popular concert will be given.

f5. a. Studious of, or designed to gain, the

1125

favour of the common people, b. Attached or

|

devoted to the cause of the people (as opposed to

the nobility, etc.). Obs.

1570-80 NORTH Plutarch (1595) 874 Diuers were of opinion,
that fie [Caius Gracchus] was more popular, and desirous of
the common peoples good will and t'auour, then his brother
had bene before him. 1622 BACON Hen. /"//, 165 The lord

Avdley..a Noble-man of an ancient Family, but vnquiet
and popular, . .came in to them [rebels]. 1701 SWIFT Contests
Nobles $ Com, Athens fy Rome iii, The practices of popular
and ambitious men. 1771 CJOLDSM. Hist, Eng. I. 204 The
first acts of an usurper are always popular.

6. Finding favour with or approved by the people ;

liked, beloved, or admired by the people, or by
people generally ; favourite, acceptable, pleasing.
1608 CHATMAS Byron's Conspir. n.i. Plays 1873 II. 205 He

is a foole that keepes them with more care, Then they keepe
, him, safe, rich, and populate. 1623 COCKKKAM, Poflitlart

in

^reat fauour with the common people. 1710 Tatlcr No. 190
P4 This .. will make me more popular among my De-

pendants. x8iz Religionism 24 The popular Preachers,
men of high renown. 1883 Maitch, Guard. 22 Oct. =5/4

When the bashful bard had committed his verses to print

they soon became popular.
7. Prevalent or current among, or accepted by,

the people generally ; common, general ; f (of

sickness) epidemic (o&s.).

1603 FLOKIO Hlontaignc (1632) 432, I remember a popular
1

sickenesse, which some yeares since, greatly troubled the

townes about mee. 1616 B. JONSON Devil is an Ass \. iii,

Sir, that's a popular error, deceiues many, 1651 JKK.
TAYLOR Serin, for Year n. xxvi. 329 Does not God plant
remedies there where the diseases are most popular?
1727-41 CHAMBERS Cj'c/., Popular errors, are such as people
imbibe from one another, by custom, education, and tradi-

tion, 1803 Mfd, Jrnl. IX, 422 In all popular diseases

prostration of strength forbids its repetition. 1875 JOWETT
Plato (ed. 2} I. 241 A popular aphorism of modern times.

8. L'.S. dial, or slang, a. Conceited, b. Good.
1848 LOWELL Biglow P. Poems 1890 II. 43 He see a

cruet in Sarjunt a struttin round as popler as a hen with
i chicking, 1884 Sett. Rev. 8 Nov. 590/2 New York restau-

rant.. .

;
I don't call this very popular pie '. They have come

..to take popular quite gravely and sincerely as a synonym
for good.
0. Parasynth. comb., &s> popular-priced, -shaped.
1902 Daily Chron. 23 Dec. 2/7 The directors had resolved

> to produce popular-priced cycles. 1902 U'estin. Gaz.

j

20 Mar. 3/2 The popular-shaped flounce.

B. absoL or as sb. (from sense 2).

t a. In collective sense (with the or other

demonstr. adj. ;
cf. the public}'. The commonalty,

the populace. Obs.

1552 LYNDKSAY Monarchc 4966 Ane holy exemplair Tyll
ws, thy pure lawid commoun populair. a 1577 SIR T. SMITH
Continw. Eng, (1633! 5 Tlie rule or the usurping of the

popular, or rascall or viler sort, a 1578 [see POPULAKY].
l(*33 J- DOSE Hist. Septuagint 19 All the rest of the

Populer..he instituted as Colonies.

t b. sb, pi. Popttlarsj the common people, the

commons. Sometimes rendering L. populatest the

plebeians (as opp. to the patricians]. Obs.

1579 FENTON Guicciard. (1618) 28 He confirmed with gifts,
..the courage and intention of lohn Lewis de Fiesguo

. ..and many other gentlemen and populars. 1600 W. WAT-

j

SON Decacordon (1602) 319 Together with all the populars
ofeuery Prince in Christendome. x6ioHALEY Vivcs

1 Conun.

\

St. Aug. Citie of God (1620) 77 The newes of his death
stirred vp both Patricians and Populars to ioy and mirth.

C. Short for popular concert \ cf. POP sb.*-

1885 RUSKIN Pleasures Eng. 139, 1 suppose her presence
at a Morning Popular is as little anticipated as desired.

1885 Boston (Mass.) Jrnl. 18 May 3/3 Music Hall Populars.

Hence t Popular v. trans., to people, populate;
Po'pularish a. ; Fo'pularism.
1588 PARKE tr. Mendoza"s Hist. China iSi There was but

a quarter of a league distant one towne front an other, and
. . in all the Proumces of the Kingdome, it is *populared in

. the same order. Ibid. 374 Yet are they populared with
much people. 1824 J. WILSON in Blaekw. Mag* XV. 721

Butter-brodti as the Germans call it in their superb and
now *popularish dialect. 1888 Sat. Rev. 20 Oct. 466/2

'

The *popularisms of '

pallis',
'

Unning ',

*

cashing ',. . heard

I

in London streets as corruptions and vulgarisms.

Po'pularist. [f. prec. + -IST.] a. A democrat.

b. = POPULIST 2. Also attrib.

1890 Times 22 Feb. i/i Even in Alsace-Lorraine one
Socialist has been returned, while the Democrat or

Popularist party has again been restored to life in the persons
i of two members. 1895 i$t/i Cent. Sept. 526 There she finds

i two sorts of women : if I am allowed to use two Ru&sianisms,
: she finds the

'

careerist ',
and the '

popularist '.

Popularity (p^pitflse'rfti). [ad. F. popularity

popularis POPULAR: see -ITY.]

t L Popular or democratic government. Obs.

1548 W. THOMAS in Strype Eccl. Meat. II. App. 8.65 The
Swizzers, that destroyed their gentlemen in a day and that

now glory most in their popularity. 1631 C. DOWNING St.

Ecclcs. Kingd. (1654) 24 An Aristocracie cannot be immedi-

ately dissolved, either into a tyranny or a tumultuous

popularity. 1701 SWIFT Contests Nobles $ Com. Athens
<V Rome v, In a very few years we have made mighty leaps
from prerogative heighths into the depths of popularity.

1 2. The principle of popular or democratic

government ; democracy. Obs.

"574 WHITGIFT Def. Aunsw. To Rdr. aiv, Contempt of

|

magistrates, popularitie, Anabaptistrie and sundrie other

;
pernicious, and pestilent errors, a 1648 Lu. HHKULKI //<,.

POPULARIZER.
VIII [1683) 1 66 He taught, All goods should be Common ;

and diuers. other Articles tending to Popularity. 1689
D. GRANVILLE Lett. (Surtees, No. 37) 71 The contagion of

the age, the spirit of popularity and republicanism^

f 3. a. The action or practice of courting, or

trying to win, popular favour. Obs.

1597-8 BACON ss. t Followers fy Friends (Arb.) 34 So it

be without too much pompe or populariue. 1690 NOKRIS
Beatitudes (1692.1 240 A very laudable affectation of Popu-
larity, ..to engage men's affections to our Persons. 1697
COI.LIMK Ess. Mor. Subj. n. (1703) 71 Popularity is a court-

ing the favour of the people by undue practices, a 1715
BURNET Own Time an. 1664 (1823' I. 355 He said, there was
such a mnUsness, and so much popularity appeared upon
all occasions, that.. it would be impossible to preserve the

church.

t b. //. Popular arts or practices. Obs. rare~\
1597 UAUON Coiilers Good $ Evill Ess. (Arb.) 138 It may

be represented also by coulers, popularities and ciixuin-

stances, which are of such force, as they sway the ordinarie

judgement.
4. The fact or condition of being approved,

beloved, or admired by the people, or by many
people ;

favour or acceptance with the people.
1601 HOLLAND Pliny II. 5^6 At the next election of Magis-

trates, his popularitie gained him a Consulship. 1673 /i'ij.r

Papers (Canuk-n) I. 77 They have no man of eminent popu-
laritie to head them. 1780 I'KNTHAM Print, l.cgisl. xvii.

22 By popularity is meant tlie property of being accept-
able or rather not unacceptable to the bulk of the people.

1841 D'IsRAKLi Amen. Lit. (iS67) 540 Numerous editions

of these poems confirm their popularity. 1882 A. W. WARD
Dickens i. 17 He had found the way short from obscurity
to the daz/Iing light of popularity,

t 5. Vulgarity in speech. rare* 1

.

1599 \>. JONSOS Ev. Man out of Hum. n. i, This gallant,

labouring to avoid popularity, falls into a habit of affecta-

tion, ten thousand times hatefuller than the former.

1 6. s= POPULACE. Obs.

1632 C. DOWNING 6V. Ecclcs. Kingd. (1634) 18 That was

approved and received by many of the popularity for a

happie equality. 1715 M. DAVIKS Athcn. Brit, I. Pref,

65 To curry Favour witli the vulgar Popularity. 1771
LIXKOMBE Hist. Print. 119 [He] incensed tlie popularity
of London, as in a common cause.

f 7. = POPULOUSNKSS. Obs. rare.

1654 K. JOHNSON Wonder wrkg. Provid. (1867) 21- The
last Church that complcated the number of 30. was gathered
at Boston, by reason of the popularity thereof. 1720 BAKHAM
Barrenness Enq. i, Of the antediluvian world, and Us

popularity before the flood.

8, Comb.
t
as popularity-hunting^ -monger.

1843 THACKERAY Irish Sk. Bk. v, A courtly popularity*

hunting air. 1846 MRS. Gout Eng. Char. (185-') 10 One uf

the most accredited popularity-mongers of society. 1875

JAS. GRANT One of the 600 i, The sly broad-brims and

popularity-hunters of the Peace Society.

Popularization (pp
:

pitflarsi^'Jan |. [f. Poru-

LABIZK + -ATION. So F. popularisation^ The
action of popularizing or fact of being popularized.
in various senses : see the verb.

*797 W. TAYLOR in Monthly Rev. XXII. 546 Tlie popular-
ization of the measure. 1801 in Monthly Mag, XI. 301

The popularization of those .. doctrines. 1860 MARSH

Eng. Lang. 440 The universality of literature, its general

popularization by the press. 1866 Sat, Rci\ 21 Apr. 457/2
An advance, .towards the popularization of the constitu-

encies. 1887 SAINTSBUKY Hist. Eli^ib. Lit. xii. (1890; 453
The popularisation of the pamphlet led the way to periodical

writing.

Popularize (p^pi41firaiz), v. [f. POPULAR +

-IZE. So F. popularise? (1798 in Diet. Aiad.}.]

1 1. intr. To act popularly j
to court popular

favour. Obs. rare~ l
.

15930. HARVKY Pierces Super, in Some Popes haue

bene glad for their aduanlage, to tyrannise Popularly, so

he may chaunce be content for his aduauncement.to popu-
larise tyrannically: and shall not be the first.. that hath

cunningly done it with a comely grace.

2. trans. To make popular, a. To gain popular
favour for; to cause to be generally known and

accepted, liked, or admired.

1797 EAKL MALMESBURY Diaries fy Corr. III. 512 He
depended a little on the word peace to popularize him in

his own country. 1835 FraseSs Mag. XII. 37 To preserve
their power they must popularise themselves. 1879 Brit.fy

For. Evang. Rev. XXVIII. 54 These godly ballads and
sacred rhymes had done their work in popularising the truth.

b. To render democratic ; to extend to the

common people.
1831 Blackiit. Mag. XXIX. 598

(

Popularize the govern-
ment ', say they :

' reform the representation '. 1884 Manch.
Exam. 26 June 5/1 Protestations of their willingness to

popularise the suffrage.

C. To present (an abstruse or technical subject)

in a form popularly intelligible or attractive.

1836 Taifs Mag. III. 80 He possesses, .the _power of

seizing upon and popularizing the finer parts of his subject.

1850 OROTE Greece n. Ixvii. VIII. 451 A powerful instrument

in popularising new combinations of thought with variety

and elegance of expression. 1871 KARI.E Philol. Eng.

Tongue 654 Engaged in the diffusion of knowledge, in

popularising history or science.

Hence Po-pularized ///. ti., Popularizing
vbl. sb. Also Fo-pularizer.
1848 W. H. KELLY tr. L. Blanc's Hist. Ten Y. II. 52

One of the most successful popularizers of science. 1855

MILMAK Lat. Chr. xiv. iii. (1864) IX. 120 The popularising

of religious teaching, a i88a T. H. GREEN Prol. to Lthics

Introd. (1883) 2 Inferences from popularised
science. 1897

Daily News 25 Sept. 5/3 In these days of popularised

photography.
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Po'pularly, adv. [f. POPULAR + -LY 2
.] In '

a popular manner.

1. By or among the people at large, esp. the

common people; generally, prevalently, commonly,
ordinarily ; by popular vote as opposed to nomina-

tion or election by one or n few.

1576 FLEMING Panopl. Epist. 55 Not meete to be so

popularly praysed. 1594 T. BKDINGFIKLD tr. Ufackiavclli's

Florentine Hist. (1595} 205 Hee feared many times to haue
bene populerly slaine. 1612 WOODALL Sitrjr. Mate Wks.

(1653) 185 A Dysentery slaying popularly and killing many.
1807 G. CHALMERS Caledonia I. in. vii, 424 He had a son,
who was popularly called the Boy of Kgremont. 1849
MACAULAY Hist. Eng, iii. I. 291 The whole number .. was

popularly estimated at a hundred and thirty thousand men.

1863 H. Cox Instit. in. ix. 730 A Town Council popularly
elected.

2. In the ordinary language or style of the people ;

so as to be generally intelligible.

1581 E. CAMPION in Confer, in. (1584) R iij b, Saint Augus-
tine there speaketh popularly. 1389 PLTTEXHAM Eng.
Pocsie i. xxxi. (Arb.) 77 They had not written so much nor
so popularly. 1621 CADE Serin. 19 The nature of con-

science, which I will describe as popularly as I can. 1680

DAXTKK Catk. Cominnn. (1684) 20 You will say that the

Scripture speaketh popularly, and after the manner of Men.
1861 GOSCHEN For. ExcJi. 138 The difficulty lies not in the

apprehension of them, when they are plainly and popularly
stated.

f 3. In a way that wins popular favour. Obs.

1593 [see POPULAR: ZE v. i]. 1681 DRYDEN Abs. fy Achit.

336 Why then should I ..Turn rebel and run popularly mad ?

Ibid. 689 On each Side bowing popularly low. 1739
' R.

BULL '

tr. Dcdckindus Grobianus 223 To twirl the Ringlets,
which in Order grow, On each Side waving popularly low.

Po pulariiess. rare. [f. as prec. + -NESS.]
The quality of being popular, popularity.
1727 BAILKY vol. II, Popularncss, a being full of People ;

alho an Aflectedness of popular Applause. 1809-10 COLE-
KIUGE Friend (1818) I. 32 That ensnaring meretricious

popularnesj in Literature.

t Po'pulary. Obs. rare. [ad. F. populairt :

sec POPULAR and -ARY -.] The populace.
(11578 LIXDESAY (Pitscottie) Chron, Scot. (S. T. S.) I. 135
We doubt of the popular ie [v.r. popular] quhilk appeirandlie
. .fawourU the kingis partie. 1670 G. H. Hist. Cardinals
in. i. 249 The Populary being in suspence, by reason of the

variety of reports.

Populass, -lasse, obs. forms of POPULACE.

t PO'pulate, /// a- Obs. exc. poet. [ad. late

L. or early med.U popnliit-us, pa. pple. of popu-
lare (a 800) to inhabit (Du Cange).] Peopled;
= POPULATED///, a.- (Const, as pa. pple.)

1574 HKI.LOWES Gucitaras Fain. E/>. (1577) 376 The conn-

trie of Caldea . . the Region after the floud first inhabited and

populate. 1634 SIR T. HKRHERT Trav. 42 The kingdome
is much populate. 1871 B. TAYLOR Faust (1875) II. i. iii.

47 In a place so populate.

t Fo'pulate, v. 1 Obs, rare. [f. L. popularT^
-are to lay waste, ravage, plunder + -ATE ^-J trans.

To lay waste, ravage, devastate, destroy. Hence

t Populated///, a.1

1552 HULOET, Populate or conquere. Loke in Conquere,
waist. 1570 LEVINS Manip, 41/1 To Populate, fiopitlari.
1601 W. WATSON Import. Consiit. (1831) 23 To bring in the

Spaniard to populate, waste, and destroy this whole Isle.

1747 Genii. Mag. XVI I. 242/2 Nor pines it [the rose] languid
to the Sirian blaze, With flaccid leaves, and populated breath.

Populate dvpi^t), vt [f. L. popuiat-,

ppl. stem : see POPULATE///, a. and -ATE 3.]

1. trans, a. To people, inhabit, form the popula-
tion of (a country, etc.). b. To furnish or supply

(a country, etc.) with inhabitants ;
to people.

1578 FLORIO ist Fruites 7 b, Adorned with fayre women,
populated of many people. 1615 G. SANDYS Trav. 20 They
populated then The foote of fountfull Ide. 1708 in Spirit
Pub. Jrnts. (1709) II. 167 And would gradually populate
all the sub-marine portion of the globe. 1862 DANA Man.
Geol. 559 Ox and deer all of which then populated Britain.

1885 J/3/wr/i. Exam. 14 Feb. 5/2 The great countries we
have populated in North America and at the Antipodes.

2. intr. Of people : To increase, grow in num-
bers by propagation, rare.

1625 BACON ss., I/iciss. Things (Arb.) 574 When there be

great Shoales of People, which goe on to populate, without

foreseeing Meanes of Life and Sustentation. 1820 Svn.

SMITH lyks. (1850) 285 As if. .it would not set mankind

populating faster than carpenters and bricklayers could

cover in their children.

3. intr. (for re/I.) To become peopled or popu-
lous. U. S. rare.

1796 MORSE Aincr. Geoff. I. 556 Its trade, .must increase,
in proportion as the surrounding country populates. 1822

Niles' Reg. 12 Oct. 96/2 This territory [Alichigan] is rapidly

populating.
Hence Po'pulated ///. at ; Populating vbl. sb t

1652 H. L'ESTKANGE Anter. no Jeives% To the populating
of America. 1884 BLACK Jud. Skaks. xvi, A populated
place filled with a.. number of his fellow-creatures.

f Population *
. Ohs. [ad. L. population-em

devastation, n. of action from populdri^ -are: see

POPULATE z;.1] Devastation, laying waste.

1552 HULOET, Foraging, population, or wastinge of a

countrey,/0/ulatio. 1577-87 HOLINSHED Chron. (1807)11.82
The effusion of innocent bloud, the population of countries,

the ruinating of ample regions, 1600 W. WATSON Dcca-

cordon (1602) 75 Population, mine, and destruction of their

natiue country and commonwealth. 1656 BLOUHTGiMttyK.
Population (population, a wasting, destroying, robbing, and

spoiling of people. 1658 in PHILLIPS.

Population 2
(pjJpirfUJi'Jan). [ad. late L. popu-

'

lation-em (Sedulius 1:4/0) population, multitude,

having th'e form of a n. of action f. populare to

people (see POPULATE v.-). So F. population \

(1335 in Godef. Coinpl.) peopling, population.]

f 1. foncr. A peopled or inhabited place. Obs.

1578 T. N. tr. Coiiq. W. India 130 They received their \

advise that neere at hand were great populations, and soone
after he came to Zimpanzinco. 1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage
11614) 479 It hath in it, by estimation, threescore thousand

Populations, or inhabited places.

2. ' The state of a country with respect to num-
bers of people

'

(J.) ;
the degree in which a place is

populated or inhabited ; hence, the total number of I

persons inhabiting a country, town, or other area
; ,

the body of inhabitants.

1612 BACON Ess., Greatness Kingd. (Arb.) 476 Not the I

hundreth pole will be fit for a helmet, and so great popula-
tion and little strength. 1623 Ibid., Seditions fy Troubles

405 It is to be foreseene, that the Population of a Kingdome,
'

(especially if it be not mowen do\vne by warrs) doe not ex-

ceed, the Stock of the Kingdome, which should maintaine

them. 1770 GOLDSM. DCS. {'ill. 125 But now the sounds of

population fail. 1798 MALTHUS /*//. I. i. 14 Population. .in-

creases in a geometrical ratio, subsistence in an arithmetical

ratio. 1803 ll'id. i. vii. 100 The population of the tribe is

measured by the population of its herds. 1809-10 COLKRIDGE
Friend ( 1 865) 48 The formidable state, .in which the popula-
tion should consist chiefly of soldiers and peasantry. 1849
M.VJAULAY Hist. Eng. iii. I. 281 The population of England
in 1685 cannot be ascertained with perfect accuracy. 1868

ROGERS Pol. Ecoti. xii. (1876) 156 To make increased popula-
tion the cause of improved agriculture, is to commit the

absurd blunder of confounding cause and effect.

f b. (See quot.) 06s.

1817 COUBETT Taking Leave 7 We now frequently hear
the working classes called

' the population ', just as we call

the animals upon a farm '

the stock '.

c. transf. Of animals and plants.
1803 [see 2]. 1885 ]. BALL in Jrnl. Linn. Sac. XXI.

207 A gradual increase in the vegetable population would
come about. 1897 MARY KINGSLEY W. Africa 76 Its resi-

dent population consists of sharks, whose annual toll of

human life is said by some authorities to be fourteen.

3. The action or process of peopling a place or

region ; increase of people.
1776 Declar. fndep. Amer. in Genii. Mag. XLVI. 361/2
He [the king] has endeavoured to prevent the population
of these states. 1796 MORSE Amer. Geog. I. 563 The
population of the province was extremely rapid. 1856
EMERSON Eng. Traits, Wealth Wks. (Bohn) II. 72 Popula-
tion is stimulated, and cities rise. 1869 FREEMAN Norm.
Cony. III. xii. 232 [Polygamy], .could. .be hardly looked

on as on the whole conducive to population.
4. attnb. and Comb, (chiefly from 2).

1826 in Cobbett Rnr. Rides (1885) II. 239 The Scotch

population-mongers, and Malthus and his crew. 1845
DISRAELI Sybil n. xvi, The Population Returns of this coun-

try are very instructive reading. 1903 Wcstm. Gaz. 31 Oct.

10/2 Australia,, .on a population basis, is undoubtedly one
of the largest consumers of books in the world.

Hence Populations! a., of, pertaining to, or

based on population ; Fopula'tionist noncc-wd.,
one who holds a theory about population, esp. a

Malthusian ; Fopula'tionless a., without popu-
lation, uninhabited.

1865-77 H. TAYLOR Autolriog. (1885) I. 92 It is not long
since I heard a Populationist vehemently reproach a poor but

very respectable married gentleman for the sin of having
nine children. 1893 Nation (N.Y.) 21 Sept. 213/3 Cities.,

ranged according to their populational rank. 1885 HARE
Stud. Russia ii. 76 Endless are the open spaces.. almost

populationless.

Po-pulator. [Agent-n. in L. form from POPU-

LATE v.-] One who or that which populates or

peoples.
1882 OGILVIE (Annandale), The populators

of a country.

t Po'pule, v. Obs. rare. [f.
late L. populare.']

trans. = PEOPLE v. i.

1588 PARKE tr. Mcndoza's Hist. China 142 The rest were

separated in the discouering and populing of other Hands.

Ibid. 204 The greatest towne and most populed of all that

prouince.

t Popu-leal, a. Obs. rare- 1
, [f.

L. popule-tts of

poplar + -AL.]
1688 R. HOLME Armoury in. 7/2 The Crown Popler, or

Populeal \mispr. -teal] Garland, is made of the Leaves of

tPopnleon. Obs. Forms: 5 popylyon, 5-7

-ilion, 6-7 -uleon, (7 pompil(l)ion). [a. OF.

populeon (15th c. in Godef. Compl.}, ad. med.L.

*populeum, i. populus poplar. OF. had popelion

(21300 (P. Meyer).] An ointment made of the

buds of the Black Poplar.
1398 TREVISA Earth. DC P. R. XVH. cxx. (1495) 683 Ofte

of the croppe of the populer is oynement made . . amonge
physicyens the oynement hyghte Popilion. 14 . . Stockk.

Med. MS. 90 An oynement bat es callyd popylyon.

ciSSo LLOYD Treas. Health Civb, Distempre them w'

populeon. 1611 COTGK., Populeon, popilion.or pompillion ;

an ointment made of blacke Poplar buds. 16x6 SURFL. &
MARKH. Country Farme 41 Rub his browesand all his head

ouer with oyle of Roses, Vineger, and Populeon. 1702
YOUNG in Phil. Trans. XXIII. 1280, I then anointed the

passage with Populeum [mispr. Populkeum]. 1712 tr.

Pomefs Hist. Drugs I. 79 The cooling Quality of the Oint-

ment Populeon holds not above a Year.

Populicide (pfpiwlisaid). rare. [a. F. popu-
licide adj. (iSthc.), f. L. populus people + -cide,

-ciDE i.] The murder of a people or nation.

1824 PiKMHAM Man. ff Corr. Wks. 1843 X. 544 Tyranni-
cide would be less flagitious than populicide. 1865 RUSKIN

Arrowy of Chaec (1880) II. 78, I hate regicide as I do

populicide deeply, if phrenzied ; more deeply, if deliberate.

t Populi'ferous, a. Obs. rare . [i.L.fofitl-us

poplar + -FEHOUS.]
1636 BLOUNT Glossogr., Populi/erous, that beareth Poplar-

trees. 1658 in PHILLIPS.

Fopulin (pp'pi/Hin). Client, [ad. F. pofuline

(Braconnot 1831), f. L. popul-us poplar : see -is !.]

A white crystalline substance, CM H 23 O9 , having
a sweetish taste, obtained from the bark, leaves,

and roots of the aspen (Poptitus tremuld).
1838 T. THOMSON Chcm. Org. Bodies 766 Populin has

a sweet taste, not unlike that of liquorice. 1873 WATTS
Fownes' C/iem. (ed. n) 642 Populin is a substance re-

sembling salicin in appearance.
Hence Po'pulinate t'. Irails., to impregnate with

populin as an antiseptic.
18.. in ILS. Dispensatory 1489 (Cent. D.).

Populism (p?'piliz'm). [f. as next + -ISM.]
The political doctrine or principle of the Populists.
1893 GOLDW. SMITH in 19^/1 Cent. July 139 The politi-

cians have been compelled in some degree to pander to

Populism. 1896 Sat. Rev. 9 May 468 Populism being, in

fact, pretty much a resurrection of Greenbackism under

another form and name. 1896 Daily Nctvs 3 Nov._z/4 The
central idea of Populism is a concentrated paternalism.

Populist (p(>-pilist). [f.
L. popul-us people

+ -IST.] lit.
' A member of the People's party

'

(Funk).
1. An adherent of a political party formed in the

U. S. in Feb. 1892, the chief objects of which were

public control of railways, limitation of private

ownership of land, extension of the currency by
free coinage of silver and increased issue of paper-

money, a graduated income-tax, etc. Also attnb.

1892 Columbus (Ohio) Dispatch 8 Oct., It is officially

reported from Democratic headquarters in Cheyenne,

Wyoming, that fusion with the populists has been perfected.
The Democrats will support Weaver electors and the

People's party the Democratic State Ticket. 1892 Pall
Mall G. 14 Nov. 6/2 The United States Senate, after

March 4, will be composed of forty-four Democrats, forty

Republicans, and four Populists. 1893 Nation (N.Y.)

19 Jan. 43/2 The situation results from tne rise of the Popu-
list party. 1893 GOLDW. SMITH in iqt/t Cent. July 138
A peoples party, Populists as by a barbarism they are

called, tool A'. Amer. Ren. Feb. 278 The organization of

the Populists, trampling under foot the Constitution, in

pursuit of objects over a greater part of which Congress has

no jurisdiction.

2. A member of a Russian socio-political party

advocating a form of collectivism.

1895 P. MILYOUKOV in Atliettxutn 6 July ^25/1
The

_first

[group! values primitive collectivism because it regards it as

an inalienable trait in the character of the Russian people . . .

[It] sticks to its old name of
'

Populists '. 1905 19^/1 Cent.

Jan. 43 Nobody but a '

populist
' who loves the people ..

will come and stay.

Hence Popnli'stic a.

1894 Chicago Advance 4 Oct., It was Mr. Bryan and his

populistic ideas which were the bone of contention. 1902

Nation (N.Y.) 19 June 490/2 The sentiment is populistic

and the treatment of materials is eclectic.

t PopulO'sity. Obs. [f. L. populos-us full of

people, POPULOUS + -ITV. So F. popiilositJ (Cotgr.

1611).] = POPULOUS.VESS.

1614 RALEIGH Hist. World \. (1634) 98 That the Easterne

people were most ancient in populositie. 1720 _STRYPE
Stmu's Sum. 1.305/2 ForHugeness, Concourse, Navigation,
Trade and Populosity, it very hardly gives way to any City

in Europe. 1778 [W. MARSHALL] Minutes Agric., Digest

3 In the present state of Populosity,. .the spontaneous growth
would be found far short of his indispensable exigencies.

Populous (pp'pitfbs), a. Forms : 5-7 popu-

lus, 6 -os, (peopulous, Sc. popelus, pepulus),

6-7 populouse, 6- populous, [ad. L. popu-
los-us (Appuleins c 160), f. popul-us people: see

-ous. Cf. V.populeux (1564 in Hatz.-Darm.).]

1. Full of people or inhabitants; having many
inhabitants, absolutely or in proportion to area,

etc. ; thickly inhabited ; fully occupied.

1449 J. METHAM Amor f, Cleopcs 302 This cuntre was

gret & populus. 1538 STARKEY England I. ill. 75 ihe

cuntrey hath byn more populos, then hyt ys now. 1549

Compl. Scot. i. 20 The maist pepulus toune abufe the

eird. 1555 EDEN Decades 6 An other Ilande which the

captyues sayde to bee verye peopulous. 1613 PURCHAS

Pilgrimage (1614) 477 The whole space betweene is as

a continuall populous Market. 1700 MKS. MANLEY Secret

Mem II z How populous of Mortals must be the Court of

Pluto? how solitary that of Jupiter? 1880 HAUGHTON

Pkys. Geog. iv. 190 The rivers on the west coast . . running

through more populous districts.

b. transf. andyfy. Of animals or things.

1654 WHITLOCK Zootomia 321 As habitable a Part of the

Microcosme or little World as any,
for abilities or venues,

though not so Populous. 1836 W. IRVING Astoria II. 175

The river,.. with many populous communities of the beaver

along its banks. 18 . . W. SAWYER New Year Numbers iv,

The rain-drop glitters populous with life.

c. Of a time or season : Productive, prolific.

1789 GIBBON Let. 28 Mar. (in Sotheby's Sale Catal.

21 May (1900) 43), The Autumn was remarkably populous in

such Englishmen as I am not ashamed to acknowledge in

foreign countries. 1820 HAZLITT Lect. Dram. Lit. 12 Ihere

is no time more populous of intellect, . . than the one we

are speaking of.

t 2. Of a body of people : Numerous, abundant.
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1535 STEWART Cron. Scot. (Rolls) III. 157 And tukc thame
baitn,..With his power quhilk wes richt pppulos. 1548
HALL Chron., Hen. VII 43 Furnished with a populous
army. 1652-62 HEYLIN Costnogr. n. (1682) 212 The over-

throw of the populous Navy of Xerxes. 1662 HIBBERT
Body Div. \. 276 A populous posterity is the blessing of
God.
3. Of or pertaining to the populace: = POPULAR

a.j in various senses. Obs. exc. poet.
1592 Arden ofFeversham i. iii. Biv, It should have bene

some fine confection,.. This powder was to grosse and po-
pulos. 1638 Penit. Conf. vi. (1657) 102 Mine Author
avoucheth it rather for a populous rumor. 1721 AMIIERST
Terrs Fil. No. 35 (1726) 190 A populous scandal was in-

vented and reported about town. 1830 D'lsRAEi.i Chas. I,
III. ix. 200 The courtly flattery and the populous shout died

away together. 1851 MRS. BROWNING Casa Guidi JK n.

35 Between those populous rough hands Raised in the

sun, Duke Leopold outleant, And took the patriot's oath.

Hence Populously adv., in a populous manner
or degree.
1630 R. Johnsons Kingd. # Cortuntv. 562 Jewes, . . in

such infinite numbers, that scarce no Towne nor Village,
but is very populously replenished with their families.

Popiilousness (pfrpi#Usnes). [f. prec. +
-NESS.] The state or condition of being popu-
lous ; density of population.
1601 R. JOHNSON Kingd. $ Commiv. (1603) 47 Constanti-

nople exceedeth all the cities in Europe in populousnes.
1761-2 HUME Hist. Eng. (1806) III. 803 England has pro-
bably, since that time [1583], increased in populousness.
1884 Spectator 4 Oct. 1289/2 A bare fact, as much outside
discussion as. .the populousness of London.

fb. Numerousness
; multitudinousness. Obs.

1683 CAVE Ecctesiastici, Ambrose 361 The temperature of
its Air, fertility of Soyl, . .and populousness of its Inhabi-
tants. 1759 B. MARTIN Nat. Hist. Eng. I. Guernsey 127
From the Populaceness of the Inhabitants several Families
reside in a House.

c. Prolific quality, productiveness, rare 1
.

1881 JEFFERIES Wood Magic I. viii. 218 The wood-
pigeons., were continually being increased both by their
own populousness and by the arrival of fresh bands.

Pop-valve, -weed : see POP-. Pop-vine :

see POP .r.l 4.

F<rp-vi'sit. [f.
POP z/.i + VISIT s&.] A short,

hasty, or unannounced visit, in which one '

pops in *.

MK>pop-in visit.

1767 STERNE Tr. Shandy IX. xxxiii, Obadiah had led
his cow upon a pop-visit to him. 1822 W. IRVING Braceb.
y///(i823) II. 50, I have watched him, too, during one of
his pop visits into the cottage. 1887 Pall Mali G. 30 June
6/t Mr. Balfour. .is beginning to imitate the Leader of the
House in the making of

'

pop-in
'

visits.

Popych,popysh;e, -ysse, obs. forms ofPOPISH.

Popylyon, variant of POPULEON Obs.

Poquaukock, obs. or var. form of QUAHAUG.
Por, var. PORR, a poker, a thrust ; obs. f. PURE a.

Poraceous, obs. form of PORRACEOUS.
t Porail, poveraille. Obs. Forms : a. 3

pouerayl, 3-4 -ail(e, 4-5 -al(e, 4 pouraille, Sc.

5 poueral3e, 5-6 -all, 6 puuerale. 0. 4-5 poral,
(purraile), 4-6porail(e, -aill(e, -ayle, 5 -ayll(e,
-eil, 6 -all, poorall, Sc. purale,-all, (7 Sc. -aill).

[ME. poveraile, a. OF. povratllet
-alle (a 1236 in

Godef.), collective sb. f. povre POOR + -aille

: L. -alia, neut. pi. of -dlis, adjectival suffix.
The i6th c. Eng. and the Sc. point alike to an early ME.

pfirail, syncopated from poverail, like o'er from over, lord
from hloverd', cf. POOR a.]

1. Poor people as a class ; the poor.
a. 1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 5082 pe pouerail \v,rr. poueral,

porayllel puer Seuerne fley (?at J>er was bo & bileuede vor)>
in walis in sorwe & in wo. a 1300 Cursor M. 12259 P^t
the

poueral_get sum bote. 1375 HARBOUR Bruce via. 368
The king, in set battalje, With a quheyn lik poueral^e.
1514 Aberdeen Regr. (1844) I. go All vther persoms puuerale
cumand within this burgh.

/3. 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. Jl'ace (Rolls) 6664 How
bat pe porallle [v. r, pouerailej Gracian slow. c 1330
Will. Palente 5123 Neuer ^>e pore porayle be piled for

J>i sake. (71475 Pol. foetus (Rolls) II. 285 A ordynaunce
wolde be maad for the poore porayle, That in thyse dayes
have but lytyll avayle. 1503-4 Act 19 Hen. VII, c. 32 The
poraill of his Comens of this his land. 1549 Aberdeen Rcgr.
(1844) ! 2 7 'Io eschait and daill the same to the purale for
thnir contentioun. a 1550 Schole-ho. Women 797 in Hazl. E.
P.P. IV, 136 He gaue. .so liberall Parte of his goods to the
porall. 1561 Godly Q. Hester (1873) 18 Almesto the poorall.

b. //. Poor persons, rare.

1380 WYCLIF Wks. (1880) 14 Bodily almes bi whiche bes
poralis schulden be clo^id and kept fro clef*. 1388 Prov.
.\\x. 14 Nedi men of erthe, and the porails of men [1382
pore men].
2. The condition of the poor ; poverty. rare~ l

.

ci45o LYDG. Secrets 810 A kyng that., them Relevith
that be falle in poraylle.

Poral (poTal), a. [f. L. por-us PORE + -AL.]
Of or pertaining to the pores of the body.
1879 G. MEREDITH Egoist xiv, As if it were .. by form of

perspiration,., unconscious poral bountifulness.

Poran, obs. form of PURANA.

Porbeagle (p^V|b7:gT). [Of uncertain origin :

orig. Cornish dialect. (Has been conjectured to be
f, F. pore swine or porpoise (

= porcus piscis] +
BEAGLE, though no reason for such a name ap-
pears.";] A shark of the genus Lanwa, esp. L.
(ormtbica, sometimes attaining the length of 10 feet,
and having a pointed snout ; a mackerel-shark.

1758 BORLASE Hist. Cornw. 265 We have also another

shark, which we call the Porbeagle, of which I give an icon.

1774 GOLDSM. Nat. Hist. (1862) II. ii. i. 269 The Dog Fish,
the Tope, the Porbeagle. 1863 C. A. JOHNS Home Walks
165 On two occasions I saw a shark lying on the beach.

:he Porbeagle. 1863 C. A. JOHNS Home Walks
o occasions I saw a shark lying on the beach.

One was the species known as the Porbeagle, a malicious,

looking monster about six feet long, with a mouth armed
with three rows of very sharp triangular teeth. 1901 Scots-
man 19 Sept. 5/1 The Natural History Museum at South

Kensington has.,just received., a porbeagle shark, caught ..

off. .Skye. .7 feet long, and weighed 350 Ib.

Poroapyne, pore de spyne, obs. forms of

PORCUPINE.

Porcate (ppak/t), a. Zoo!, [f. L. porca ridge
+ -ATE 2

.] (See quot.) So Fo'rcated a.

1826 KIRBY SP. KntomoL IV. xlvi. 272 Porcate {Por.
cata). Having several parallel elevated longitudinal ridges.
1828 WEBSTER, Porcatcd, ridged, formed in ridges.

Porcelain (p6**js/l^n, poe-jsl^n). Forms: a.

(6 porcelana, 6-7 porcellana), 7- porcelain,

(6-7 -cellan, -e, 6-9 -celaine, 7 -c'lane, 7-8 -eel-

line, 8 -c'lain, 7-9 -celane
;
6 (porseland) por-

slin, 7 porselan). /3. 6-7 purcelan, 7 -ane, -ain,

-aine, -ine, purcellan, pourcelain ; 6-7 pur-
slane, 6-8 -laine, 7 -Ian ; purselan, -lain.

[n. F. porcelains (also OF. i3th c. pourcetaine,
still in Cotgr. 1611), a Venus shell, cowrie, or

similar univalve ; hence, the dense polished sub-

stance of these shells, and (from its resemblance
to this) china-ware; ad. It. porcellana (i3th c. in

Marco Polo) in same senses, a deriv., of adjective

form, oi porcella, dim. of porca : cf. Florio 1611,
'

Porcelle, as Porcke
t
the fine Cockle or Muscle

shels which Painters put their colours in
'

; ^Porcel*

lana, . . Purcelane earth or dishes'. From It. also

Sp., Pg. porcelaiW) and early i6th c. Eng. uses;
also Ger. porzeltan, T)\\. parselein, Da. forcel/ssn,
Sw. porslin. In the Romanic langs., the name
ran together with that of the herb PURSLANE, in

It. portcllanat OF. porcelaine, poitrcelaine.
The ulterior etymology of It. porca^ porcella is unsettled ;

see Skeat, Mahn Etytnol. Untcrsuc/t. (1855) IT Kurtine
Lat. Row. Wbch. 7313.]

1. A fine kind of earthenware, having a trans-

lucent body and a transparent glaze ;
= CHINA *

3.
The name properly belongs to the hard paste or natural

Porcelain^ composed of KAOLIN combined in China with

PETUNTSE, elsewhere with some siliceous material; but it

is also applied to soft paste or artificial porcelain, which is

essentially a substance intermediate between glass and
earthenware, and hybrid or mixedPorcelain^ which contains
a certain amount of kaolin.

a. 1530 m EllisOn'g'. Lett. 111.11.242, iij. potts of Erthe
payntid, callyd Porseland [?Porselana]. 1555 E DEN Decades
226 He had two vesselks made of the fine earth cauled Parcel-
lana. 1582 LicHEPiELDtr.Car/awAtffli'jCtfw.^'. Ind. i.xlix.
106 Sixe great Tynages of fine Earth, which they doe call

Porcelanas, and the same is verye costlye. 1596 HARING-
TON Apol. for Ajax Bbvj, Serued in as fine plate, and
Porslin, as any is in the North. 1613 PURCHAS Wtgriittage
(1614) 524 They vse much the powder of a certame herb
called Chia, of which they put as much as a Walnut-shell

may containe, into a dish of Porcelane, and drinke it with
hot water. 1644 EVELYN Diary 3 Feb., Here [in Paris] is

a shop.., where are sold all curiosities natural! or artificial,
..as cabinets, shells, ivory, porselan. 1650 Ibid. 25 Apr.,
Of earth painted like Porcelain or China-ware. 1727 A.
HAMILTON Nexv Ace. E. Ind. II. li. 239 %Ve have the same
Sort of Clay in several Parts of Great Britain, that Porcel-
Hne is made of, but we want the warm Sun to prepare it.

1756 NUGKNT Gr. Tour, Germany II. 260 Porcelane or
Dresden china. 1825 BENTHAM Ration. Rew. 303 The
potteries of Wedgwood and Bentley have excelled the

porcelain of China.
i86j>

ROSCOE Elem. Chem. (1871) 246
Chromium Sesquioxide is employed as a green colour for

painting on porcelain.
ft. 1585 T. WASHINGTON tr. NicJiolay's Voy. in. x. 90 The

meat., they lay into platters of purcelan. 1594 PI.AT

Jewell-ho. n. 35 In sawcers of glasse or purslaine. 1653
J. HALL Paradoxes 95 Purselain and Venice Glasses are
the most apt to be broke. 1683 Weekly Mem. Ingen. 95
As for the pourcelain, 'tis not made of plaster or egg shells
beaten fine, but of a certain earth. 1687 A. LOVELL tr.

Thet>enofs Trav. in. viii. 17 China also, as Purceline. 1703
Lond. Gaz. No. 3953/1 A Manufacture of Lame, Purslaine
and Earthen Ware.

b. fg. with allusion to the fineness, beauty, or

fragility of this ware.
1640 BROME Sparagus Card. v. viii, She is herself the

purest piece of Purslane, .that e're had liquid sweet meats
lick'd out of it. 1821 BYRON Juan iv. xi, Thrice fortunate !

who, of that fragile mould, The precious porcelain of human
clay, Break with the first fall. 1875 TENNYSON Q. Mary n.

i, That fine porcelain Courtenay, Save that he fears he
might be crack 'd in using.. should be in Devon too.

tc. Applied in the i;th c. to the supposed
natural plaster or paste then believed to congeal
into porcelain. Obs.

1599 HAKLUYT Voy. II. u.
pi

That earthen or pliable
matter commonly called porcellan, which is pure white,.,
wherof vessels of all kinds are very curiously framed. 1615
BACON Argts. Law, Impcachm. Waste Wks. 1859 VII. 528
If we had in England beds of porcelain, such as they have
in China, which porcelain is a kind of a plaster buried in
the earth and by length of time congealed and glazed into
that fine substance. 1658 PHILLIPS, Porcelane, . . also the
cream, or flowring on the top of a certain chalky earth, in
China steeped in water, of which they make China dishes.

2. An article or vessel made of porcelain ; a piece
of porcelain or china-ware. Usually in//.

1604 E, G[RIMSTONE] D'Acpsta's Hist. Indies iv. xvii. 259
They seethe it in purcelaines. 1660 K. BROOKE tr. Lc
Blanc's Trav, 47 Silks, purslanes, sendals, ..come from
China. 1714 J. MACKY Journ. thro Eng. (1724) I. iii. 58
In another Gallery, .[is] a good Collection of Porcelaines

(China-ware) and other Curiosities. 1886 Pall Mall G.

19 Aug. 14/1 Windsor is full of these precious porcelains,
and they adorn all her residences.

3. The COWKIE (Cyprxa moneta}. Hardly Eng.,
exc. in porcelain shell.

1601 HOLLAND Pliny II, 88 The third [dye or colour] is

ordinarily made of the purple & porcellane shel-fishes.
1601 R. JOHNSON- Kingd. <$ Commiv. 146 In the kingdomes
of Caiacaa and Cara/an, certaine sea shels are currant,

j
which some men terme Porcelline. 1677 PLOT O.vford&lt.
in It must needs extravagantly exceed the biggest Nautilus
or Porcellane-shell, both in latitude and number of turns.

1797 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) V. 129/1 In many places shells
are current for coins; particularly a small white kind..
called in the Indies cowries, or coris, on the coast of Africa

bouges, in America porcclaincs. 1873 JEVOSS Money iv. 24
Cowry shells, which, under one name or another chamgos,
zirnbts, bouges, porcelanes, &c. have long been used
4. attrib. or as adj. a. lit. Of porcelain, made of

porcelain or china.

1598 Ft.OHIO, Porccllana, .. porcellan dishes. 1625 I>.

JONSON Staple of j.V. n. iv, In pore 'lane dishes There were
some hope. 1682 WHKLKR Jonrn. Greece in. 216 The \Y;ills

cased with Porcelane Tiles. 1759 JOHNSON Rasselas iv, A
maid who had broken a porcelain cup. 1800 tr. Lagrange's
Chem. II. 312 Bring the porcelain tube to a red heat. 1872
L. P. MEREDITH Teeth (1878) 227 Of late years those have
been entirely superseded by porcelain teeth. 1877 \V. JONI-.S

Finger-ring 8 The porcelain finger-rings of ancient Egypt
are extremely beautiful.

b. Jig. Likened to porcelain in some respect :

fine, delicate, fragile ; superfine.
1638 W. CARTWRICHT in Jonsonus Virlius, Though those

thy thoughts, which the now queasy age Doth count hut

clods, . .Will come up porcelain-wit some hundreds hence.

1870 H. SMART Race for ll'ifi i, The dispensary hall, at
which the porcelain portion of the community danced.

1884 BiRRBLL0#rr Dicta 183 China creeds and delicate

porcelain opinions.
5. attrib. and Comb., ns porcelain-blue, earth,

grain, -maker, -making, ware
;

O\.$Q porcelain- like,

-tinted, -white adjs. ; porcelain cement, a cement
for mending china or glass; porcelain colour,
a pigment employed for painting on porcelain ;

, porcelain-crab, a crab of the genus Porcellana,
so called from its smooth and polished shell

;

porcelain jasper PORCKLLANITE : see JASPEK
[

sh. i
; porcelain lace, porcelain in thin filaments

I made by soaking lace in the porcelain slip ami

j

then burning the threads and leaving the porce-
lain, used in the decorative work of lierlin porce-
lain

; porcelain oven, the oven or kiln in which

porcelain is baked ; porcelain-paper, name of a

kind of glazed French paper; porcelain shell:
see sense 3 ; porcelain spar, a variety of ekeber-

:

gite ; porcelain tower, a famous tower at Nankin

;

in China, covered with porcelain tiles.

1882 Garden 4 Nov. 396/1 Pretty *porcelain-blue blossoms.
1600 J. PORY tr. Leo's Africa m. 209 They haue such

j

abundance of *porcellan earth, a 1774 HARTE Confessor

I

31 True fame, like porc'lam earth, for years must lay
IluryM.and mix'd with elemental clay. 1796 KIRWAN Eteni.

A^in. (ed. 2) I. 313 Porcellanite, ^Porcelain Jasper, of

j

Werner. 1876 PAGE Adv. Te.vt-bk. Geol. xiv. 259 Shales

\

converted into porcelain-jasper. 1836-9 TodfTsCycl.Anat.
II. 79/2 A smooth *

porcelain -like deposit. 1905 Daily
' Chron. 12 Aug. 3/1 The influence of Japanese decoration..

i

was predominant with the English *porcelain -makers of
I

the eighteenth century. 1903 Ibid. 7 Jan. 3/2 The historian
! of an art, so many-sided in its efforts, . .as English *porce-

Iain-making. 1881 Scribners Mag. XXI. 76/1 A blonde
beauty, of the delicate, *porcelain-tinted type. 1752 T.
SALMON Univ. Trav. I. n. 8/2 The grandest of all the
Chinese Buildings is the *Porcelain Tower, which stands
before one of the Gates of Nankin. 1638 SIR. T. HERBERT
Trav. (ed. 2) 37 The Banmans. .sell Calhcoes, Chena-satten,
*Purcellan ware. 1899 Daily News 29 June 6/7 A cameo
. .wrought in a beautiful *porcelain-white upper stratum of
a sardonyx.
Hence Po'rcelainist, a maker or decorator of

porcelain ;
a connoisseur or collector of porcelains ;

PoTcelainite, a trade-name for certain kinds of
fine white stone-ware.

1890 in Cent. Diet. 1895 Athenxum 2 Mar. 287/3 Signa-
tures of potters and European (not Asiatic) porcelainists.

POTcelaiu-clay. The clay used in the manu-
facture of porcelain ; china-clay, kaolin. Alsoy?^.
1690 DRYDEN Don Sebastian i. (1692) 7 This is the porcelain

^clay of humane kind. 1778 WOULFE in Phil. Trans. LXIX.
Such were the porcellane clay from Cornwall, the porcel-

'

porcelain
'

clay or Kaolin, which
results from the decomposition of a rock composed of felspar
and quartz.

Porcelaine, -ane, -ayn, -ene, -eyne, etc.,

obs. ff. PURSLANE.
Porcelainize (po'js/Unaiz), 7-. [f.

PORCE-
LAIN + -IZE.] trans. To convert into porcelain
or a substance of the same nature.

1863 A. C. RAMSAY Phys. Geog. 14 It has been 'porce-
lainized

',
or baked like potter's clay. 1865 PAGE flandbk.

Geol. Terms (ed. 2), Forcelainised, . . applied
to clays, shales,

and other stratified rocks that have been hardened and
altered by igneous contact.



POBCELAINOUS.

Hence Porcelainiza-tion.

1907 W. BURTON Porcelain (in Athcnzum 16 Feb. 203/3)

So that the porcelainisation of the body and the fusion of

the glaze go side by side.

Porcelainous (po'jsl/nas), a. [f. as prec.

+ -ou8.]
= PORCELLANEOUS.

1831 G. R. PORTER Porcelain ff Gl. 318 Its toughness

[etc. ) .. render this porcelainous glass well qualified for

chemical vessels. 1852 DANA Crust. 1. 108 Upper and under

surface, .shining porcelainous.

t PO'rcelet. Obs. rare. Also 6 pour-, [a. F.

porcelct (tie S. Antoine"} a woodlouse, ///. little pig

(of St. Anthony), dim. of/o?r<;/,mod.F./<reflttpig.] j

A woodlouse.

1578 LYTE Dodocns \. Ixxvii. 115 Capraria brused with

pourcelets..and oyle of Roses, cureth the blind^ HEempr-
rhoides. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny II. 323 Being ioined with

hony, it healeth the sores occasioned by the biting of the .

Porcelels called Multipedae.

Porcellaneous (po'iafl^-nfes), a. Also 9
-ela-. [f.

It. porcellana PORCELAIN + -ECUS.] Of
the nature of or resembling porcelain.
1799 HATCHETT in Phil. Trans. LXXXIX. 316 Of the

porcellaneous shells, various species of Voluta.Cyprsea, and

others of a similar nature, were examined. 1800 Ibid. XC.

327 The porcellaneous shells resemble the enamel of teeth

in the mode of formation. 1851 WOODWARD Mollusca I. 91
The shell of the ammonitidae. .consists of an external por-

cellaneous layer.. and of an internal nacreous lining. 1880

Arehxologia XLVI. 79 From the twenty-fifth century B. c.
t

to the ninth century B. c., an opaque or porcellaneous glass

. .was pretty extensively manufactured.

So Porcellana'ceous, a. in same sense (Ogilvie

1882); Porcella-nian, of or pertaining to the

porcelain crabs Porcellana (Cent. Diet. 1890).

Porcellanic (pouselse'nik), a. Also poree-
lanic. [f.

as prec. -I- -ic. So mod.F. porcelanique.']

hike or having the texture of porcelain.

1829 Glwer's ffist. Derby i. 85 Limestone, .of different

texture and consistency, as compact, porcellanic, granular,

crystalline. 1863 A. C. RAMSAY Phys. Geog. i. 21 Shales.,

hardened or baked into a kind of porcellanic substance.

Porcellanite (poise'lanait). Min. Also

-ela-. [a. Ger.forzellanit (J. T. A. Peithner 1794),

f. porzellan PORCELAIN + -it, -ITE !. So F. por-

fellanite.] A hard naturally-baked clay, some-

what resembling jasper: also calledporeelainjasper.

Also, a synonym ofporcelain-spar (Chester).

1796 KIRWAN Elem. Min. (ed. 2) I. 314 Porcelain Jasper,

of Werner.. . Mr. Peithner called it porcellanite, which name
should be continued. 1865 LIVINGSTONE Zambesi xi. 222

They [mountains] are generally of igneous or metamorphic

rocks, clay-slate, or trap, with porcellanite and zeolite.

Porce-llanize, v. [f. as next + -IZE.]
= POR-

CELAI.NIZE.
i88z J. GEIKIE in Nature XXVII. 45 The grits.. are

hardened, .and the shales baked and porcellanised.

PorcellanOUS (porse'lanss), a. [f.
It. por-

cellana PORCELAIN + -ous.]
= PORCELLANEOUS.

1833 LYELL Princ. Geol. III. 368 The shale is converted

into hard porcellanous jasper. 1851 WOODWARD Mollusca

iv. 39 The most complex shell-structure is presented by the

porcellanous gasteropoda. 1870 NICHOLSON Man. Zool.

47 The porcellanous shell is quite homogeneous in its

composition.

Porcellayn(e, -ine, -yne, obs. ff. PURSLANE.

Porch (poJtf). Also 3-7 porche, s poorche,
6 portche, 7 portoh. [a. F. porche : L. portic-us,

colonnade, gallery, porch. (OE. had portic =
OHG. pforzih, directly from L. porticus.}}

1. An exterior structure forming a covered ap-

proach to the entrance of a building ; sometimes

applied to an interior space serving as a vestibule.

<rii90 S. Eng. Leg. I. 381/158 Est-ward |>e dore and be

porche. 111300 E. E. Psalter cxv. 18 In porches ofe

lauerdes hous. 1340 Ayenb. 135 He is ase be y-maymed ate

porche of be cherche. 1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. xvi. 225 In a

somer I hym seigh, as I satte in my porche. c 1430 LYDG.

Min. Poems (Percy Soc.) 143 No stynkyng flesshe myht in

the poorche abyde. 1530 PALSGR. 257/1 Portche of wayns-

cot, conterquayt-e. 1590 SPENSER F, Q. n. ix. 24 Of hewen
stone the porch was fayrely wrought. 1663 GERBIER Counsel

go If a Portch be affected, let it then be a vaste Portuco.

1840 DICKENS OldC. Shop xvi, The church was old and grey,

with ivy clinging to the walls, and round the porch.

b. trans/. an&Jig.
1611 Ii. JONSON Catiline i. i, Not infants in the porch of

life were free. 169* WAGSTAFFE Vind. Carol. Introd. 12

But I stay too long in the Porch. 1866 B. TAYLOR Passing
the Sirens 222 It penetrates The guarded porches of the

brain.

2. In the north of England applied to a transept

or side-chapel in a church.

1512 Durham Wills (Surtees) II. 105 My body to be

buried in the Churche of Kellowe in my Porch of ff Ladye.

1613 Vestry Bks. (Surtees) 167 Rec. of M r Robert Hilyard
for the halfe part of the portch in the North Allye, which

part M r Hilyard did new build of his owne cost . .
ij s.

1704 W. HUTCHINSON Hist. Durham III. 151 On the north

side is a porch, in which lie the tombs of Conyers. 1893 C.

HODGES in Reliquary Jan. 5 The term porch is used for a

transept or chapel in the north of England to the present day.

f 3. A colonnade, portico, cloister, stoa ; spec, in

the East, such a place used as a hall of justice ;

hence, the tribunal held there. Cf. PORTE. Obs.

ci4o LYDG. Story Thetes n. in Chaucer's Wks. (1561)

362/2 In a porche, bilte of square stones. .Where the domes,

and pies of the toun Were executed, and lawes of the king.

1585 T. WASHINGTON tr. Nicholas's Voy. i. xxi. 26 b, [A]

1128

square place enuironed with . .pillers in two ranks after the

manner of a porch. 1599 HAKLUYT Voy. II. 295 Your

Maiesties Embassadour resident in the blessed and glorious

porch of his imperiall Highnesse. 1601 SHAKS. Jut. C. i.

lii. 126 They stay for me In Pompeyes Porch : for now this

fearefull Night, There is no stirre, or walking in the streetes.

1687 A. LOVELL tr. Thevenot's Trap. n. 3' A Gallery or

very wide vaulted Porch, runs all round the Court.

b. A verandah. U. S.

1840 MALCOM Trav. 43/1 About twenty or thirty patients,

mostly Chinese, meet daily in his porch at four o'clock.

1867 D. G. MITCHELL Kur. Stud. 09 A country' house with-

out a porch is like a man without an eyebrow.

4. spec. The Porch, the Painted Porch (Gr. aroa

iroiKiAr;), a public ambulatory in the agora of

ancient Athens, to which Zeno the philosopher and

his disciples resorted ;
hence (oi TTJS o-roas, those of

the porch), the Stoic school, the Stoic philosophy.
[14 .. I'oc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 613/35 Stoica, a porche peyntyd.]

1670 Moral State Eng. 101 They commended the ingenuity

of the ancient Schools and Porch. 1677 GALF. Crt. Gentiles

II. in. 132 Specially from Plato's Academie; some also from

Zeno's porch. 1693 DRVDEN Juvenal (1697) p. Ixxx, Ev'n

there he forgets not the Precepts of the Porch. 1731 J.

DROWN Sha/tesb. Charact. 160 In the same high style of

the Athenian porch, he passeth judgment on the hopes of

the religious. 1871 BI.ACKIE Four Phases i. 51 The words

of a great son of the porch.

5. Coal-mining. An arched excavation at the

bottom of a shaft, dial.

1883 GRF.SLEY Gloss. Coal Mining, Porch, (Yorks.) the

arching at the pit bottom inset. 1903 Eng. Dial. Diet, s.v.,

At the bottom of the shaft Dick and I made a porch for

about 6 yards. . . From the end of the porch I cleared out

and packed an old bord.

1 6. Billiards. (See quot.) Obs.

a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Pass,. .aTerm of Billiards,

when the Ball goes through the Court or Porch, it is said

topass.
7- attrib. and Comb., asporch-door, -gable, -pillar,

-seat, -tomb, -tower, -trellis, -way ; porch-post

support, see quot. 1875.
1:1440 Alphabet of Tales 349 per was made abown be

porche-dure many ymagis of stone. 1551 HULOET, Porche

seate, prxstega. 1855 Ecclesiologist XVI. 337 A part of

this porch-gable was to be erected in 1854. 1875 PARKER
Gloss. Archit. s. v., They have sometimes rooms over them,

and are carried up as many stories in height as the rest of

the building, and this projection is called the porch-tower.

1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mcch., Porch-post Support, a casting

placed between the foot of a post and the floor of a porch
to prevent decay of the two at that point. 1880 Arch&ol.

Cant. XIII. 377 This porch-tomb's canopy is handsomely-
carved. i88i in Harpers Mag. Oct. 703/2 There are. .

friendly porcnways to get under.

Hence Porched a. [-ED
8
], having a porch;

Po-rchless a., without a porch.
1859 F. FRANCIS N. Dogvnne (1888)236 The porched door-

way of the hostelry. 1873 WHITNEY Other Girls xv, The

pillars in the porched veranda. 1881 T. HARDY Laodicean

in. ii, He reached the porchless door.

Porchace, -as, -ase, -ass, obs. ff. PURCHASE.

Porcine (p^isain), a. [a. F. porcin, -e, ad. L.

porcinus of or belonging to a hog, swinish.]

1. Of or consisting of swine ;
related to or resem-

bling the swine. (In quot. 31845 humorously,
Made of swine's flesh ; pork-.)

1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Porcine.., of or belonging to an

Hog, hogish. 178* A. MONRO Compar. Anat. (ed. 3) 5

Common to all quadrupeds, the porcine kind excepted.

a 1845 HOOD Sausage Maker's Ghost i, He. .drove a trade

In porcine sausages. 1861 TROLLOPE N. Amer. II. 107 In

this portion of the world the porcine genus are all hogs.

One never hears of a pig.

2. Resembling or suggesting a hog, like that of

a hog (in appearance, manners, or character) ;

swinish, hoggish, piggish.

PORCUPINE.

thorn (cf. L. spinus, Sp. espiu, OF. espin a thorn-

tree). The genesis of the compound is not very

clear, unless it began as short for porco spinoso :

L. type *porcus splnosus spiny or prickly pig. The

f), 7, and 8 forms appear to be English corruptions,
due to imperfect apprehension of the foreign word,
and to '

popular etymology
'

identifying the ending
with pen, point, etc.

;
the type portepyne may

have arisen out of F. for(c~) tfepin, with c mute.

The f forms really represent a different compound,
viz. f. pore-epic, in i6th c. porc-espic, OF. and Pr.

porc-espi (ijth c. in Littre), in which the second

element is F. dpi, OF. esfi:-L. spicus, -urn, col-

lateral forms of spica spike. (This form, confined to

Fr. and Pr., was prob. an alteration oi pore espin.}']

1. A rodent quadruped of the genus ttystrix or

family Ilystricidir, having the body and tail covered

with defensive erectile spines or quills ; formerly

supposed to shoot or dart its spines at an enemy.
The Old-World porcupines (subfamily Hystricinx) are

terrestrial, and have long quills, variegated in colour, and

often used for penholders; the New-World porcupines

(subfamily Sphingurinx or Synetherime) are more or less

arboreal, and have short quills.

a. 5 porke despyne, pore de spyne, (5 Sc.

porpapyne), 6 porcapyne, porcupyne, porke-

pyn(e, porkpine, 6-7 porkepine, 7 porkespine,

poreuspine, porcupin, porkpen, 6- porcupine.
? a 1400 Morte Arlh. 183 Pacokes and plouers in platers of

i golde, Pygges of porke despyne, fiat pasturede neuer. c 1400

MAUNDEV. xxviii. [xxxi.], Wee clep_en
hem Porcz de Spyne

[/'. Porcz Spinous, T.rr. pores espinoys; pors espis]. 1413

JAS. I Kingis Q. civ, Trie nyce ape; the werely porpa-

pyne. 1470 HENRYSON Mor. Fall. v. (f'arl. Beasts] xvi,

Otter, and Aip, and Pennit Porcupyne [Bonn. MS. porca-

pyne]. 1530 PALSGR. 256/2 Porkepyn a beest, fore espin.

1538 ELYOT, Histrix, ids, a beaste hauyng sharpe puckes
on his backe, called a porkpine [1545, '548, porkepyne].
1601 HOLLAND Pliny I. 215 The Porkpen hath the longer

sharp pointed quillcs, and those, when he stretcheth his

skin, he sendeth and shooteth from him. IHd. II. 364

Whatsoever vertue we attribute unto hedgehogs, the same

is more effectual! in the porkespine. 1607 Torst.LL I-our-f.

Beasts (1658) 457 Of the Poreuspine or Porcupine. 1613

PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 831 Here are store of Deare,

Hares, Conies, Hogs,.. Porkepines. 1676 Phil. Trans. XI.
I 714 That Porcupins kill Lions, by darting into their body

porcine exhibition of the philosophy of Epicurus as that of

Cuzzoni? 1866 G. MACDONALD Ann. Q. Neighb. xvn, The

porcine head of the church-warden was not on his shoulders

by accident. 1880 SWINBURNE Stud. Shaks. i. (ed. 2) 64

Three doggrel sonnets .. noticeable only for their porcine

quality of prurience.
Hence Porcinity (p<usrmti) nonce-iud., porcine

quality, piggishness ;
in quot.

as a humorous title.

1859 SALA Gas-light f, D. vi, Very few customers, .at the

bar of the Green Hog; yet does its verdant porcmity con-

siderable business with Barclay Perkins [brewers].

Poroion(e, -oun, -onel, obs. ff. PORTION, -AL.

Porcipize, porcpisoe, etc., obs. ff. PORPOISE.

Porciunkle, var. form of PORTIUNCLE Obs.

Porckespicke, obs. form of PORCUPINE.

t PorCtQa'tion. Obs. rare-", [ad. L. porcti-

lation-em, agent-n. from *porculare, f. porculus pig,

porkling, dim. ofporcus swine.]

1613 COCKERAM, Population, a feeding of swine. 1636 in

BLOUNT Glossogr. 1658-78 in PHILLIPS.

Porcules, -ier, Porcupice, obs. ff. PORTCULLIS,

PORPOISE.

Porcupine (pp'-ikip3in),rf-
Forms: see below.

[ME. porke despyne, porkepyn, etc., a. OF. and

Pr. pore espin (c 12 20 in Godef.), also pore cTespine

(c 1 275) = Sp. pucrco espin, Pg. porco espinho, It.

1

porcospino (also porco spinoso), corresp. to a L.

i type *porcus spinus \ i. porco, pore : L. porcus
\ hog, pig -H spino, espin, tyin, deriv. of L. spinet

and vibrate their tails when angered.

/3. 5 portpen, portepyne, 6 porpyn, -in.

1413 Pilgr. Sowle (Caxton 1483) in. viii. 55 These sowles . .

were al ful of pryckes lyke to a portpen. c 1440 Jacol> s

Well 154 Lyche a beeste of Inde bat is clepyd a portepyn.

1552 H'ULOET, Porpyn beaste, hauinge prickes on his backe,

histrix. 1570 LEVINS Manip. 134/13 A Porpin, histrix.

v. 5 poork poynt, porpoynt, perpoynt.
c 1440 Promp. Pant. 409/2 Poork poynt, . .(or perpoynt, . .

MS. S. porpoynte).
S. 6 porpantine, -pentyn, -pintine, purpen-

tine, 6-7 porpentine, (6 porcuntine).
(Porpentine was the form known to Shaks. who uses it 7

times, in 4 of these as the sign of an inn.)

1530 in Ancestor xi. (1904) 180 Prestwich . . beryth to his

reest a porpantine in his kinde. 1545 ASCHAM Toxoph.\.

(Grosart) V. 97 The enuious Porcuntine, who
coupling

to

strike others with her pennes leaueth her selfe void of any

defence. 1589 PUTTENHAM Eng. Poesie n. xi. [xn .] (Arb.)

118 The Turpentines nature is, to such as stand aloofe, to

dart her prickles from her. 1593 SHAKS. 2 Hen. VI, in. i.

363 And fought so long, till that his thighes with Darts

Were almost like a sharpe-quill'd Porpentine. 1601 Ham.
I. v. 20 Each particular haire to stand an end, Like Quilles

vpon the fretfull Porpentine. 1657 HOWELL Lomimop. 24

Leopards, Linxes, and Porpentines.

f. 6 porkenpiek,pork(e)pik, porkspik.porcu-

pike, 6-7 porkespiok(e, 7porke-espike,porcke-

i
spicke, 8 (humorous) porcupig.
1561 HOLLYBUSH Horn. Apoth. 13 They cluster together

lyke porkenpickes. 1600 J. PORY tr. Leas Africa n. 90

Their game were hare, deere, porcupikes. 1613 PURCHAS

Pilgrimage(i6i4) 750 Pater nosters and chames, enterlaced

- ..... 283

Egyptian porcupig.

b. A figure of this animal, esp. as a device.

Order of the Porcupine (F. ordre du Pore-epic] :

see quot. 1725.
1578 Inti. R. Wardr. (1815) 248 Ane cannon of the fonte

merkit with the porkspik. Itid. 250 Ane uther cannon..

markit with the porkpik. 1589 PUTTENHAM Eng. Poes,e n

xi. (Arb.) 118 He gaue for his deulce the Porkespick. 1725

COATS Diet. Heraldry 279 Lewis [XII] of France, m the

. .instituted this Order of the Porcupine, which he

. .

efore chosen for his Device.

to. Old name of a certain fixed star. Obs.

LIttll LI 1C MlCUUrtl i^illij J i^M< fj '
. ,

" f t_ J 1_

d. Enelish porcupine : applied to the hedgehog.

1834 MARY HOWITT St. Nat. Hist. (1851) in Thou poor

little English porcupine.
2. fig. a. Applied allusively to a person, b. In

quot. 1861, a prickly multitude (of pens).



PORCUPINE. 1129 PORE.

1594 ?GKF.F.S-E Seliums Wks. (Grosart) XIV. 286 What are
the vrchins crept out of their dens, Vnder the conduct of
this porcupine '? 1606 SHAKS. Tr. ft Cr, IT. i. 27 Ther. Thou
art proclaim'd a foole . . . A ia. Do not Porpentine, do not ; my
fingers itch. 1861 FITZ-PATRICK Life Doyle (1880) II. 7 This
letter to Lord Farnham drew forth a porcupine of pens.

f3. Name of a form in which meat was dressed.

1769 MRS. RAFFALD Eng, Hoiuekpr. (1778) 89 To make a

Porcupine of a Breast of Veal. Ibid. 299 To make a cold

Porcupine of Beef.

4. Applied to machines or mechanical devices

having numerous projecting spikes or teeth
; esp. an

apparatus for heckling (lax, worsted, or cotton;
a kind of masher used in brewing.
1869 \V. MOLYNF.UX Burton-on-Tretit 243 note, At some of

the breweries the porcupine is supplanted by an instrument
known as Steele's Patent Mashing Machine. 1875 KNIGHT
Diet. Mich., Porcupine, a heckling apparatus for flax; or
a cylindrical heckle for worsted yarn. 1891 R. MARSDKN
Cotton Spinning (ed. 4 ) 87 The porcupine is another opener,
whose chief difference from the willow [etc.],

5. a. = Porcupine ant-eater; b. ='Porcupine
fish : see 6.

'875 Melbourne Spectator 4 Sept. 213/2 The echidna, or
native porcupine. 1888 GOODE Amer. Fishes 205 In this

limpid pool were .. the angel-fish, the parrot fish, .. the
porcupine.
6. attrib. and Comb., as porcupine mustachio,

quill, skin, tribe ; porcupine-backed, -like adjs. ;

porcupine ant-eater, an Australian monotremate
mammal {Echidna hystrix], having spines ; por-
cupine crab, a Japanese crab (LithoJes hystrix],

having spiny carapace and limbs
; porcupine

disease, a malformation of the skin characterized

by the growth of spine-like projections (Billings
Mid. Diet.} ; porcupine fish, a fish having the
skin covered with spines, as Diodon hystrix ;

a

sea-porcupine ; porcupine grass, name for (a)
Triodia irritans and other species, of Australia,
with stiff sharp-pointed leaves

; (6) Stipa spartea,
of the western U. S., with long stiff awns

; hence

porcupine-grass ant, an Australian ant (Ifypo-
clinia flavipes) which makes its nest round the
root of a species of porcupine grass (Tnodia
pttngens} ; porcupine hair (Path.} = HYSTRI-
cusis; porcupine man (Path.}, a man affected
with porcupine disease

; porcupine roller, a roller
|

in a spinning-machine, set with projecting spikes I

(cf. 4) ; porcupine skin disease, = porcupine
disease ; f porcupine stone, a hard concretion !

alleged to be found in the head or body of a porcu-
pine ; porcupine teeth, the teeth of a contrivance
for carding wool

; poroupine-wood, the wood of
the coco palm, which when cut across shows varie-

gated markings like those of a porcupine-quill.
1867 WOOD Pop. Nat. Hist. I. 247 Echidna or "Porcupine

Ant-eater. Echidna Hystrix. 1899 Daily NC-.VS 10 Apr.
8/2 The duck-billed platypus and the porcupine ant-

eater, two of the chief objects of the expedition. 1598
E. GILPIN Skial. (1878) 52 Gulfe-brested is he, silent, and
profound "Porpentine backed, for he lies on thornes. 1681
GREW Mvssennt i. v. ii. 106 A sort of "Porcupine-Fish. 1773
Gentl. Mag. XLIII. 220 From these I will proceed to the
exotics,., the Porcupine Fish, the Porcupine Globe Fish,
the Porcupine Bladder Fish. 1885 LADY BRASSEY The
Trades 407

'

Porcupine-fish
'

(Chilomycterus reticulatus),
looking .. very much more like hedgehogs swimming about
than porcupines. 1880 P. J. HOLDSWORTH Station.hunt-
ing on Warrcgo, Rough tufts of bristly grass.. stemmed
like quills (and thence termed "porcupine). 1902 Westm.
Gai. i Apr. 10/2 The desert North of Lake Eyre, where
the vegetation consists largely of porcupine grass a serious
obstacle to explorers and useless as fodder. 1822 GOOD
Study Mcd. IV. 686 The hystriacis or "porcupine hair
of Plenck. 1859 DARWIN Orig. Spec. vii. (1878) 201

Monstrosities, such as six-fingered men, "porcupine men.
1603 DF.KKER Wonderfull Yeare Bij, The quills of his
stiffe "Porcupine mustachio. 1664 POWER Exp. Philos. i.

cupine quills and painted feathers. 1884 W. S. B. M^
Spinning ied. 2) 107 A revolving brush, or star wheel, or
"porcupine roller, is placed at H, .. which guides the fibres
forward. 1809 A. HENRY Trav. 146 The fat of our deer
was melted down, and the oil filled six "porcupine-skins.
1899 Alloutfs Syst. Med. VIII. 670 "Porcupine skin

1843 Specif. Lister's Patent No. 11004. 2 Card, or what are
known in the trade as '

"porcupine teeth
'

are caused to

operate upon wool to comb the same. 1857 HENFREY not.
S 569 The wood of the Cocoa-nut Palms. . ("Porcupine-wood).
i837_MoLONEY Forestry H'. Afr. 441 The wood is com-
mercially known as Porcupine wood, and is used in India
for rafters and ridge poles, house-posts,, .also for spear-
handles, walking-sticks, and fancy work.
Hence Fo-rcnpine v. trans., to make like a por-

cupine ; to cause (the hair) to stand on end like

a porcupine's quills ; P'orcnpinish, Po'rcnpiny
adjs., resembling or suggesting a porcupine.
1716 M. DAVIES Allan. Brit. IT. 139 Tis not call'd

Declamation or Invective, or Satyr, but a certain Mediastin
Genius, porcupin'd all over with all the three. 1827 Mirror
II. 37/2 Pull your gills and porcupine your hair. 1829
SOUTHEY Sir T. Mare I. 15, I had now. .a distinct sense of
that sort of porcupinish motion over the whole scalp which
is so frequently described by the Latin poets. 1857

Vot. VII.

p
k

R. WILLIAMS Rev. Bp. O/lirant's Chnrgc 60 You may goad
any one, by three years of organised libelling, .. into a por-
cupinish method of expressing himself. 1890 Sat. Rev.
2 Aug. 151/1 A rather porcupiny, and not wholly consistent
bundle [of prejudices].

Porcupisce, -pise, obs. forms of PORPOISE.

Porcyon(e, -oun, obs. forms of PORTION.

Pore (posj),rf.l Forms: 4-6 poore, 6 powre,
poure, 5- pore. [a. F. pore (porre, 1312 in Hatz.-

Darm.) =
Sp., It. poro, ad. L. ponts, a. Gr. Trdpos

passage, pore.]
1. A minute opening, orifice, aperture, perfora-

tion, or hole (usually, one imperceptible to the
unaided eye), through which fluids (rarely solid

bodies) pass or may pass. a. In an animal body
(or substance) ; esp. applied to those in the skin

(the orifices of the ducts of the sweat-glands).
1387 TRF.YISA Iligdcn (Rolls) I. 53 fe contrarie is of

norberen men, in be whiche colde wib oute stoppub smale
holes and poorus, and holdeb the hete wib ynne. 1422 tr.

Secreta Secret., Priz: Prh: 239 Men wyche liaue the com-
plexcion hole and stronge, and haue throgh al the body the
ouertures large, that clerkys callyth Pores. 1563 HVI.I.
Art Garden. (1593) 145 A stopping both of the vaines &
poures. 1582 HF.STER Seer. Phiora-s. I. xv. 15 Those..
you shal washe with Aqua vita?, because it openeth the

?owres.
1601 15. JONSON Poetaster Pfo}., A freezing sweate

'lowes forth at all my pores. 1704 F. FIT.LFR Med.
Gyttrn. (1711) 5 A sudden Constriction of the Pores of the
Skin. 1822-34 Good's Study .lied. (eel. 4) I. 271 The articu-
lations are long and narrow, with marginal pores by which
it [tape-worm] attaches itself to the intestines. 1858 O. W.
HOLMES Ant. Breakf..t. xi, As a hide fills its pores lying
seven years in a tan-pit.

b. Jiff, (and in fig. expressions), esp. in phrase
at every pore.
1632 J._HAYWARD tr. Bioitdfs Eromcna 53 Their raies..

enetrating through the pores of the heart, made themselves
nowen. a 1720 SHEFFIELD (Dk. Buckhm.) ]l~ks. (1753) 1. 1-,

Love's pow'r can penetrate the hardest hearts ; And through
the closest pores a passage find. 1847 KMRKSON Rcpr.
Men, Goethe Wks. (Bonn) I. 388 He sees at every pore.
1865 DICKF.NS Mnt. Ft: m. x, I see him chafe and fret at

every pore.
c. In a plant (or vegetable substance) ;

as the
stomata in the epidermis of leaves, etc., or the
small openings in certain anthers and capsules
when ripe, for the discharge of the pollen or seeds.

1398 TRBVMA Barlli. DC /'. R. xvn. i. (Tollem. MS.\
Tren wib binne substaunce and nou^t harde, but ful of
holes, and poores. 1634 HABINGTON Castara (Arb.) 20 The
flowers adore The Deity of her sex, and through each pore
Breath forth her glories. 1712 tr. Panel's Hist. Drugs I.

96 A Bark that is adorn'd with Pores like Stars. 1776
WITHERING Brit. Plants (1796) III. 761 Leaves .. trans-

parent, with many minute pores. 1861 Miss PRATT Flower.
PI. IV. 88 Snapdragon . . capsule . . opening by pores at the

top. 1873 E. SPON Workshop Receipts Ser. i. 16/1 This
coat closes all the pores of the wood, and does not crack or
scale off.

d. In inanimate bodies or substances
; esp.

applied to the minute interstices or spaces between
the particles of matter.

1398 TREVISA Barth. De P. K. xix. cxxx. (1495) nn iij/i For
shyrenesse of partyes in suche \sc. thynne matere] ben many
poores. 1501 DOUGLAS Pal. Hon. I. xxvii, The eirth,..
with poris seir Vp drinkis air that mouit is be sound. 1:1645
HOWF.LI. Lett. I. VI. xxxv, The Sun, whose all-searching
Beams penetrating the Pores of the Earth, do heat the
Waters. 1660 BOYLE New Exp. P/iys. Meek. xxi. 154 In
the Pores or invisible little recesses of Water it self "there
lie . . many parcels . . of . . Air. 1706 PHILLIPS, Pores. . are
small void Spaces between the Particles of Matter, of which
all Bodies are made up. 1748 H. ELLIS Hudson's Bay 223
The Form or Essence of a Magnet . . is supposed to consist
in it's being perforated by an infinite Number of parallel
Pores. 1830 HERSCHEL Stud. Nat. Phil. in. i. 235 Water
was forced through the pores (as was said) of a golden ball.

t e. In abstract or collective sense. Obs. rare.

1756 P. BROWNE Jamaica 50 The substances, .are seldom
of a very strong texture, though frequently of a fine pore
and smooth grain. 1773 HORSLEY in Phil. Trans. LX IV.

271 A large proportion of pore, or interspersed vacuity, is

sufficient for all purposes.

1 2. A passage, channel, canal, duct (esp. in an
animal body). Obs, rare.
c 1400 Dcstr. Troy 8801 pen [the balm] sewit furth soberly,
& sanke fro aboue,. . Passond by poris into be pure legges.
1541 R. COPLAND Gvydon's Quest. Cfiirurr. Nivb, The
wayes and poores wherby the vryne passeth from the reynes
to the bladder. 1615 H. CROOKE Body ofMan 138 But this

pore of choler is inserted into the small guts, not at their

beginning, least the Choler should flye vp into the stomack
..but into the end of the Duodenum.
3. A small point or dot resembling a pore.
1833 HERSCHEL Astron. v. 208 Its ground [sun's disk] is

finely mottled with an appearance of minute, dark dots, or

pores. 1869 PHIPSON tr. Giiillctnins Sun (1870) 234 It

explains neither the facul:e nor the
pores

nor the curious

granulations known as 'willow-leaves .

4. attrib. and Comb., as pore-area, -canal, -facet; \

pore-like adj. ; pore-capsule : see quot. ; pore-
coral, pore-stone, a stone-coral having pores ;

pore-sieve, name for some part of a sponge.
i88o.V>i///rcXXI. 450/1 Hollow spines with peculiar ^pore-

areas at their bxses. 1878 BFI.I. Gegenoaur'sComp. Anat.
1 1

1^
The number of these "pore-canals (dermo-gastric pores),

which have consequently a dermal and gastric orifice, is

generally very great. 1877 A. \V. BENNETT tr. Thome's
Rot. (ed. 6) 149 Some capsules again dehisce by pores, as
the poppy.., when they are termed "pore-capsules. 1880 I

Mature. XXI. 450/3 The shell has a large opening, as well
'

as scattered "pore-facets. 1887 Ainer.Nat. XXI. 565 Lateral
surfaces with irregular, shallow, "pore-like fossae. 1887
SOI.LAS in Encyd. Brit, XXII. 415/2 Section through the
cortex of Cydonium eosaster, . . showing the "pore-sii \ e over-

lying the chone. 1708 /'/;;'/. Trans. XXVI. 79 The Pore
Stone, or Pore Coral.

fPore, $/>.'* Physio!. Obs. rare. [ad. Gr. irwpos

callus.] The callus, or matter exuded at the site

of the fracture of a broken bone.

[ci4po Lanfranc's Cintrg. 48 If bat ilk mater bat is

restorid be nyj as hard as is be boon, it is clepid poms sar-

coides.] 1543 TRAHERDN Vigo's Cliirnrg. (1586) 273 When
the bone is hardened and somewhat bound together with
the pore called Sarcoeides. [1657 Physical Diet., roros, that
matter which consolidated the broken bones \\ithin.]

Pore, rf.-'i rare., [f. POKE
v.~\ An act of poring

over something ; a careful or close examination.
1871 Daily Nc-<i<s r2 Aug., I brought the book . . and

Madge., and myself shall have many a good pore over it.

fPore, rf.4 Otis. (Said to be a Huntsman's
term: see quot.)
1630 J. TAYLOR (Water P.) Nary Land Ships, Hmitsm.

Shi/> Wks. i. 93/1 What Necromanticke spells are Rut,
Vault, Slot, Pores, and Entryes, Abatures, and Foyles,
Frayenstockes,. .and a thousand more snch Vtopian frag-
ments of confused Gibberish.

Pore (puJ),
"' Forms: 4 pure, pouri, 4-5

poure, 5-7 powre, 6 poor, 6-8 poar, 5- pore.

[ME. purcn, pouren, ponri, of obscure origin.
There is no corresp. verb in OF. or OE., though the

early ME. forms answer to an OE. *purian. Sense
2 is strikingly identical with the main sense of PEER
?'.-, PlRE -., both also of obscure origin ; but,

although an OE. double form *purian, *pyran
would explain the forms, there is no trace of

such a verb in OE. or the cognate languages. The
phonology is abnormal

; the ME. (pr-) would

normally have given mod. pour (pau'.t), whereas in

the i jth c. the form began to be pore, poar (poA]
1. inlr. a. To look intently or fixedly, to gaze

(in, on, upon, at, oi'er} ;
to search for or into

something by gazing. (Often, now always, with
admixture of sense b.)
a 1300 A". Horn 1092 Abnlf was in be ture [v. r. toure]

Abute for to pure [->. r. poure] After his comynge. 13..
A". Alis. 5799 There he seighen a selcouth folk Al day
pouren in the walken. 1340 Ayenl*. 177 pe men ^>et dob
zuo grat payne ham to kembe and to pouri ine sseaweres.
c 1384 CHAL'CER //. Fame in. 31 And for to powren [v. r.

poure] wonder low Vf I koude eny weyes know What
maner stoon this roche was. 1553 T. WILSON Rhet. (1580)

224 Some pores vpon the grounde as though they sought
for pinnes. 1621 QuARLES Esther Medit. v. E iv, All Crea-
tures else pore downward to the ground, Man lookes to
heauen. 1722 DE FOE Plague (1840) 24 No wonder if they
who were poring continually at the clouds, saw shapes and
figures, representations and appearances. 1834 HT. MAR-
TINEAU Farrers iv, Down on his knees, poring over the

pavement, to see which way the stones were laid. 1854
MACAVLAY Bic-g., Johnson (1867) 82 He would stand poring
on the town clock without being able to tell the hour.

b. To look at something (usu. a book) with
fixed attention, in the way of study ; to read or

study earnestly or with steady application ; to be
absorbed in reading or study. (Const, on, upon,

(now chiefly) aver; rarely in, into, or absol.)
c 1386 CHAFCER Prol. 185 What sholde he studie and

make hym seluen wood Vpon a book in Cloystre al\\ey to

poure [.1AV. Lansd. powre]. c 1449 PKCOCK Refr. I. xvi. 87
ThouJ 36 wolden labore, and powre, and dote alle the daies
of jotire lijf in the Bible aloon. 1594 LYLY ATot/i. Bomb. \.

iii, Instead of poaring on a booke, you shall holde the

plough. 1610 HOLLAND Camden's Brit. Auth. to Rdr. , I

have pored upon many an old Rowle. 1718 Free-thhiker
No. 37. 271 He rises by Three in the Morning to pore over
Mathematicks. 1768 BEATTIE Minstr. i. li, Where dark
cold-hearted sceptics, creeping, pore Through microscope of

metaphysic lore. 1874 L. STEPHEN Hours in Library (1892)
II. iii. 90 He had pored over their pages till he knew them
by heart.

C. To fix one's thoughts earnestly upon some-

thing ; to meditate, muse, or think intently ; to

ponder. Const, on, upon, over
; rarely with depen-

dent clause (quot. 1856).
1413 JAS. I Kingis Q. Ixxii, The longe day thus gan

1 prye and poure, Till pnebus endit had his bemes bryght.
i59i H. SMITH IVks. (1866) I. 173 So, while he pores and

gapes upon it, by little and little the love of it grows more
and more in his heart, until at last he hath mind on nothing
else, a 1628 PRESTON Saint's Daily F.xerc. (1629) 138 If a
man be poring on his wants still. I7M DE FOB Moll
Flanders (1840) 64 When he has thought and pored on it.

1856 MRS. BROWNING Aw. Leigk i. 348 She had pored for

ears What sort of woman could be suitable To her sort of
ate. 1882 PEBODY Eng. Journalism xviii. 137 Dickens. .

took himself off. .to Geneva, . .to pore over the story of
'

Dombey and Son '.

t 2. To look with the eyes half shut ; to look

closely, as a near-sighted person ; to peer. Obs.

1609 WAFER in Phil. Trans. LV. 51 For they see not well
in the sun, poring in the clearest day. 1706 PHILLIPS, To
Pore, to look close, as they do that are short-sighted.

1709 STEELE Tatler No. 27 ? 5 Poring with her Eyes half

shut at every' one she passes by. 1774 FOOTE Cozeners \.

Wks. 1709 II. 157 He doesn't pore, with bis ej'es close to

the book, like a clerk that reads the first lesson. 1862

TiipuEAU Excursions, Ch. Night (1863) 310 Their eyes
which are weak and poring.
3. trnns. To bring or put into some state by

poring ; in phrase to pore one's eyes out, to blind
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PORED.

oneself or ruin one's sight by close reading or over-

study ; to tire (one's eyes) by close reading.
1593 NASHE Christ's T. 43 b, I that haue poor'd out myne

eyes vpon bookes. 1698 Phil. Tiatis. XX. 455 Old, rusty,
Moth eaten Books, upon which a Man may pore his Eyes
out before he can read a Word or a Line. 1706 E. WARD
Wooden World Diss. (1708) 37 He might have . . por'd
himself into Stupidity. 1712 SWIFT jfrul. to Stella, 7 Aug.,
I have been poring my eyes all the morning, a 1754
FIELDING Fathers v. v, Though I have hated books as I do
the devil,. .I'll pore my eyes out rather than lose her.

Hence PoTing vbl. sb. and ///. a. (whence POT-
ingly adv.}.
c 1374 CHAUCER Troylits in. 1411 (1460) Dispitous day..

Thi pouryng In wol no where late hem dwelle. c 1449
PECOCK Repr. i. xvi. 85 Bi her powring in the Bible aloon
thei mi;ten leerne. 1594 NASHE Unfort. Trav. Wks.
(Grosart) V. 120 He that viewd them a farre off, and had
not directly stood poaringly ouer them, would haue sworne

they had liued. 16150. SANDYS Trav. 124 Many of the

Pilgrims by poaring on hot bricks, do voluntarily perish
their sights. 1728 POPE Duttc. in. 191 There, dim in clouds,
the poreing Scholiasts mark. 1874 L. STEPHEN Hours in

Library (1892) II. vii. 211 That disposition which. -delights
in poring over its own morbid emotions.

Pore, obs. (and dial.) var. of POOR a.
; obs. f.

PORB, POUR, POWER. Pore(-)blind, obs. f.

PURBLIND.
Pored (poaad), a. [f.

PORE sb. 1 + -ED 2
.] In

parasynthetic combs. : Having pores (ofsome kind).
1688 CLAYTON in Phil. Trans. XVII. 945 If a Gummous

Plant or Tree, that grows low, and close pored, it abounds
with acid Spirits,.. if it grow tall, and be open pored, it

abounds with a subtile volatile Spirit.

Poreger, obs. form of PORRINGER.

t Pcvrelet. Obs. nonce-wd, [f. pore, POOR +
-LET. (Rendering L. paupercufas^ dim. of pauper
POOR.)] A poor man.
1382 Wye LI F Isa. Ixvi. 2 To my porelet 11388 a pore man]

and contrit in spirit.

II Porencephalus, -on (poiense*&I&, -pn).

Path. [mod.L., f. Gr. iro/ws PORE sb^ + eytctya^os

brain.] A defect of the cerebral hemisphere con-

sisting in the formation (congenital or caused by
disease) of a depression or hollow, sometimes com-

municating with the lateral ventricle. So Poren-

ce'plialy [ad. mod.L. porencephalia\ in same sense.

Hence Porencephalic (porens/fe'lik), Poren-

cephalous (-se'fabs) adfs., pertaining to, of the

nature of, or affected with porencephalus.
1890 BILLINGS Med. Diet., Porencephalus.. Porenccphaly.

1890 Cent. Diet.
,
Porencephalic . . Porcncephaloits. 1896

AllbutfsSyst. Med. I. 179 Atrophy of the fillet and the

posterior column nuclei has resulted from porencephalon of

the central convolution of the cortex cerebri. 1899 Ibid.

VI. 534 Diseases . . which give rise to a porencephalic con.

dition. Ibid. VII. 292 Cases of porencephaly.

Forer (poVraj). [f. PORE v. -f -ER l.] One
who pores upon or over something, as a book.

1670 H. STUBBE Plus Ultra 69 The Disputative followers

of Hippocrates, Aristotle, Galen, those superstitious Porers

upon the Writings of the Ancients. 1797 W. TAYLOR in

Monthly Ret: XXII. 345 The multitudinous porers tn black

literature. 1892 Pall Mall G. 16 Aug. 2/1 The wielder

of the spade has outrun the porer over manuscripts.

Poret'e, -ett(e, variants of PORRET Obs.

fPorfe-nd, v. Obs. rare 1
, [a. OF. po(u}r-

y^Kfifotocleave completely (c 1 145 in Godef.),f./0/*

(:
L. pro forth), with intensive force +fendre : L.

findtre to cleave.] trans. To cleave or split through.
6 1489 CAXTON Blanchardyn vii. 28 The goode swerde

entred in to the brayne porfended, and cloue his hed vnto
the chynne.

||
Po-rfido. Obs. [It.]

= PORPHYRY.
1611 SPEED Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. xxi. 134 The pauement

..shall be of Oriental! stone: That is to say, of Alabaster,
Porfido, Serpentines, and other stones of diuers colours.

Porfil, -e, porfyl, obs. ff. PROFILE, PURFLE.
Porful : see POORFUL. Porge, obs. f. PURGE.

Forge (poojd^),^. Jewish Ritual, [app. f. L.

pitrgdre to make (ceremonially) clean, to PURGE.]
trans. To make (a slaughtered beast) ceremonially
clean by drawing out and removing the sinews and
veins (esp. from the hinder quarters : cf. Gen. xxxii.

32). Hence PoTger, a man whose business is to

do this.

1864 Times 4 Aug. Advt., I. I. M... Butcher.. Walworth
begs to inform the Jewish Public that he has succeeded in

obtaining a qualified killer and porger for himself. Mod.
(Notice in Jewish Newsfr.). The licence of Mr. A. B. has
been revoked for having sold (to Jewish customers) meat
which has not been porged.

Forgo, pargO. [a.Sp. and Vg.pargo, app. :-

L. pagrus a kind of fish.] A fish ; the sea bream.
1557 W. TOWRSON in Hakluyt I'oy. (1589) 113 We found

there certain Caruels fishing for Pargoes. 1616 CAPT.
SMITH Descr. New Eng. 12. 40 or 50 Saile yearely to Cape-
blank, to hooke for Porgos, Mullet, and (to] make Puttardo.

1624 Virginia 227 The Duke of Medina receiueth

yeerely tribute ofthe Fishers, for Tunny, Mullit, and Porgos,
more then ten thousand pounds, [a 1642 SIR W. MONSON
Naval Tracts vi. (1704) 532/1 Porgus, somewhat like to an

over-grown Sea-Bream, but much bigger.] 1688 K. HOLME
Armoury m. xv. (Roxb.) 40/1 Fish hookes for Porgos, Bo-

nettos or dorados. 1902 JORDAN & EVF.RMANN Anter. Food

ff Game Fishes 405 The Snappers, or Pargos, genus Lutja-
nns. .species very numerous, Asiatic, American, or African.

Forgy (pr-igi). Also 8 pargie, porgie, 9

1130

porgee, -ghee. See also PAUGIE. [Of obscure

and app. various origin ;
in part

= PORGO, PARGO ;

in part
= PACGIE, q. v. ; also corruptly for POGY,

q. v. Much vagueness appears to prevail in the use

of the name.] A name in U. S. applied, with or

without distinctive adjuncts, to various sea-fishes,

chiefly N. American species of Sparidee or Sea

Breams, but also locally to fishes of other families.

Among the Sparoid fish, applied to a. the Braise,.S/anw
Pagrits (Pagnts vulgaris}, of the Mediterranean and N.
Atlantic ; b. Stenotomus chrysops, the Scuppaug, Scup,
or Paugie, and S. aculcatns, the Fair Maid, found along the

Atlantic coast of U.S., to the north and south respectively ;

C. Lagodon rhomboides, also called Sailor's Choice and Pin-

fish ; d. various species of Calamus found at Bermuda and
near Florida ; e. one or more species of Lutjanns, called

also Snapper and Grunt. Among those of other families:

f. in southern U.S. an ephippioid fish, Chxtodipterusfaber^
also known as Moon-fish, Spade-fish, or Angel-fish ; g. in

Florida, the Toad-fish, ChUomycterus geometricus ; h. in

California, one of various viviparous perches, as Ditrcma

jacksoni or Damalichthys argyrosomns. F i. Erron. for

POGY, the menhaden.

1725 SLOANE Jamaica II. 286 The Pargie. It was taken
at Old Harbour, and reckoned very good food. 1734 MOR-
TIMER in Phil. Trans. XXXVIII. 317, 16. Anrata Baha-
inensis. The Porgy. It is a good eating Fish. 1848
ScHOHBUKGK Ilist. Barbados 668 Haentulon heterodon^

porghee grunt., the peculiar noise which they emit when
caught, has given rise to the vernacular name. 1849 H. W.
HERBERT Fish $ Fishing U.S. 280 The colour of the Porgee
is a deep brownish black on the head and back. 1883
Fisheries Exhib. Catal. (ed. 4) 170 The principal salt-water

fishes are: The Calipeva .. Hog-fish .. Porgee, Grouper,
Sun-fish, Grunts.Croakers, and Drummers. 1883 GOODE Fish.

Industries U.S. 70 Saint Jerome's Creek, Point Lookout,
Maryland. A station for the artificial propagation of. .the

bandy porgy (Chxtodipterits faber}. 1884 Ibid. Sect. I.

Plates. PI. 137 The Margate Fish, Bastard Snapper, or

Charleston '

Porgy ', Sparits pagrus. 1885 C. F. HOLDER
Marwls Anim. Life 68 I've tossed a dead porgy to one

[sword-fish] and seen him knock it up and down. 1888

GOODE Anter. Fishes 43 In the North the Sea-Bass occu-

pies the feeding grounds in company with the scuppaug or

porgy. Ibid. 80 The Red-mouth Grunt, Diabasis auroline-

atiis, is probably the Flannel-mouthed Porgy familiar to

Florida fishermen. Ibid. 92 About New York, the second

syllable of the abbreviated Indian name (tnishcuppauog') has

been lengthened into
'

Paugy
'

or '

Porgy '. Ibid. 99 Lago-
don rlwmboides .. in the St. John's River,.. the 'Sailor's

Choice' and 'Porgy'. Ibid. 100 There are other species
known by the name of Porgy . . found m this region,
such as Calamus tajonado common also at Charles-

rgy' of Key West, and
C. macrops. Ibid. 146 The Moonfish or Sp_adefish, Chzto-

diptems faber. .%*. Beaufort N.C. where it is called the

Porgee or Porgy. ..Three-tail Sheepshead and Three-tailed

Porgee are names said to have been formerly in use among
the New York fishermen. 1897 H. G. CARLETON in Outing
(U.S.) XXIX. 329/2 Dibbling with a light rod for little

porgies and whiting.

II Forifera (pori'fera), sb. pL Zool
t
[mod.L.,

neut. pi. oi porfjer. f. L. porus (a. Gr. itopos) PORE
sh\ -(- -fer bearing.] The Sponges, reckoned as a

class or main division of Ccslenterata^ characterized

by having the body-wall perforated by numerous
inhalant pores. Hence Porifer (poe'rifej), a mem-
ber of the Porifera, a Sponge ;

Pori'feral a. =
next ; Pori-feran, a. belonging or relating to the

Forifera ; sb. = porifer.
1843 CARPENTF.R Anim. Phys. ii. 113 Satisfactory reasons

for placing the class of Pori/era, or the Sponge tribe,

in the animal kingdom. 1864 WEBSTER, Poriferan, an
animal of the group comprising the sponges. 1867 J.

HOGG Microsc. 11. ii. 385 The term P0ri/era..was applied

by Professor Grant to designate the remarkable class of

organized beings known as sponges. 1877 HUXLEY Anai.
Inv. Anim. iii. 113 The fundamental

type
of Poriferal

organisation is to be sought among the Calcispongia. Ibid.

xii. 678 Comparable to Physemarian or Poriferan embryos.
1888 ROLLESTON & JACKSON Anim. Life 716 The irregular

and continuous growth of a Poriferan. 1890 Cent. Diet.,

Poriferan theory, that theory which considers the tracheae

or tubes of some animals as having a common origin with

the incurrent tubes of the Porifera or sponges.

Poriferous (pori-feras), a. [f. L. por-us PORE

sb.l + -FERGUS : in mod.L. porifer.] Bearing or

having pores.
1862 DANA Man. Geol. iii. 313 The poriferous side of the

same. 1870 NICHOLSON Man. Zool. 124 The other five

double rows of plates alternate regularly with the former,

and are termed the
' ambulacral areas

'

or poriferous zones.

Foriform (p6>rifim), a. [f.
as prec. + -FORM.]

Having the form of, or resembling, a pore.

1846 DANA Zooph. (1848) 706 Minute, poriform cells.

1858 MAVNE Expos. Lex.* Poriformis, .. having the form

of simple pores, as the cellules of certain polypi . . : poriform.

Poriger, obs. form of PORRINGER.

f Po'rime. Obs. rare~. [ad. Gr. iroptp-os able

to be passed, practicable, f. iropos passage.] See

quot. and APORIME.
1704 J. HARRIS Lex. Techn. I, Porime, . . in Geometry, is a

Theorem or Proposition so easie to be demonstrated, that

'tis almost self-evident ; as, That a Chord is all^ofit
ivithin

the Circle. Hence 1706 in PHILLIPS. 1727-41 in CHAMBERS
Cycl, 1730^ in BAILEY (folio). 1823 in CRABB Technol.
Diet. ; and in mod. Diets.

t Fo;riness. Obs. [f. PORT + -NESS.] The
condition of being

(

pory
'
or porous ; porosity ;

also eoner, a porous part.

FORK.

1653 WALTON Angler iii. 86 It is reported, there is a fish

that hath not any mouth, but lives by taking breath by the

poriness of her gils. 1662 J. CHANDLER Van Helmoiit's
Oriat. 57 Vapours may be contained in the porinesses or

hollow places of the Air. 1676 WISEMAN Chirurg. Treat.
v. ix. 392, I took off the Dressings, and set the Trepan
above the fractured Bone,, .considering withall the Poriness
of the Bone below.

Poring, Poringly : see under PORE v.

t Po'rish, a- 1 06s. rare", [f. PORE v. +
-ISH !.] Having the character of '

poring
'

or look-

ing with the eyes half shut (see PORE v. 2). Hence

t PoTishly aiiv. Obs.

15*3 SKELTON Carl. Laurel 626 Sum were made peuysshe,

porisshly pynk iyde. That euer more after by it they were

aspyide. 1530 PALSGR. 840/2 Porisshly, as one loketh that

can nat se well, loiicheinent.

fPo'rish, a.~ Obs. [f. POKE sb."1- + -isH 1
.]

Porous. Hence t Po'rishness Obs., porosity.
1652 GAL'LE Magastrom. 119 That the stars are made of

an earthy porish matter, much like to that of a pumice
stone. 1670 CAPT. J. SMITH Eng. Intprov. Rei'ivd 16 All

barren sands are loose and light,., by reason of their porish-
ness or hollowness.

Forism (po'Tiz'm, pp'r-). Math. [ad. 'L.poris-

ma, a. Gr. iropia/m a deduction from a previous de-

monstration, a corollary, also a problem, f. WOflfta
to carry, deduce, f. iropos way. So F. porismc.~\
With the ancient Greek mathematicians, a kind ot

geometrical proposition, the nature of which has

been much disputed ; app. one arising during the

investigation of some other proposition, either by
immediate deduction from it (= COROLLABY sb. i),

,
or by consideration of some special case in whicli

it becomes indeterminate.
The sense indicated by Playfair's definition (quot. 1792) is

that now most generally accepted and used ; but other

widely different definitions have been given.
f 1374 CHAUCER Boeth. in. pr. x. 71 (Camb. MS.) Ryht as

thyse geometryens whan they han shewyd hyr proposiciouns
ben wont to bryngen in thinges |?at they clepyn porysmes
or declaraciouns of forseyde thinges. Ryht so wole I yeue
the heere as a corolarye or a mede of coioune. [c 1645 En-

quiry, etc. in Hart. Misc. (Malh.) V. 409 It may be pro-

posed a problem, or porisma, to be considered, whether the

souls of brutes are not more than rarefied, or inflamed

matter.] 1704 J. HARRIS Lex. Techn. \, Porisme. Proclus

I
and Pappus define this Geometrical Term to signifie a kind

I of Theorem, in the form of a Corollary, which is dependant
upon, or deduced from some other Theorem already demon-
strated. And 'tis commonly used to signifie some General

Theorem, which is discovered from finding out some Geo-
metrical Place. 1792 PLAYFAIR in Trans. Roy. Soc. Edinb,
III. II. 156 There was another subject, that of Porisms, the

most intricate and enigmatical of any thing in the ancient

geometry. Ibid. 170 From this account of the origin of

Porisms, it foljows,
that a Porism may be denned, A pro-

position affirming the possibility of finding such conditions

as will render a certain problem indeterminate, or capable
i

of innumerable solutions. 17(15 HUTTOIJ Math. Diet. s. v.,

Pappus says, a Porism is that in which something was pro-

! posed to be investigated. 1798 H. BROUGHAM in Phil.

Trans. LXXXVIII. 383 This is a case of a most general

enunciation, which gives rise to an infinite variety of the

i

most curious porisms. 1853 CAYLEvCW/. Math. Papers\\.
1

56 Researches on the Porism of the in- and circumscribed

i triangle. 1855 J. MARTINEAU Ess. (1890) I. 434 An epic or
;

song.. may have a human power greater than the Porisms

or the Principia. 1887 H. DELEVINGNE in N. fy Q. 7th Ser.

IV. 424/2 Between i. 15 and 16 occurs the first porism or

corollary, to the effect that the angles formed by two

straight lines at their point of intersection are together equal
to four right angles.

Porismatic (poorizmse'tik, per-), a. [f.
Gr.

noptaita, -ar- PoBiSM + -1C.] Pertaining to or of

the nature of a porism. So fPorisma-ticala. Obs.

(in quot.) following immediately as a corollary;

whence Porisma'tically adv. (in quot.) as a

corollary, by direct inference.

1646 J. HALL Harm Vac. 119 It will Porismatically follow.

1649 J. H. Motion to Part. Adv. Learn. 11 If they be not
' guided by forcible demonstrations and porismaticall infer-

i ences. 1792 PLAYFAIR in Trans. Roy. Sac. Eitint. III.

ii. 190 Another species of impossibility may frequently
arise from the porismatic case of a problem. 1886 FARHAR

Hist. Interfr. vii. 361 The porismatic method consisted in

I the abstraction of dogmatic results.

Foristic (pori-stik), a. Math. [ad. Gr. mpi-
CTIKOS able to procure, i. Tropifar: see PORISM.]

Relating to a porism, porismatic; having the quality
'

of rendering a determinate problem indeterminate.

1704 J. HARRIS Lex. Techn. I, Poristick Method, in

Mathematicks, is that which determines when, by what way,

order, but so situated that an indefinite number of such

curves can be drawn through them.

So Pori-stical a. rare~.
1828 WEBSTER, Puristic, Poristical. Hence in later Diets.

Forite (po'reit). Zool. [ad. mod.L. generic

name Parties (Lamarck) ;
f. Gr. mpot passage,

pore, or ? iru>p-os calcareous stone, stalactite : see

MADREPORE and -ITE!.] A coral of the genus

Forties or family Poritidse of perforate sclero-

dermatous corals.

1828 WEBSTER, Porite, a petrified madrepore. Diet. Nat.

Hist. 1846 DANA Zooph. vii. (1848) no The Porites..

graduate into the Astrzsporie, and thence to the Astroites.

Fork 1
(pojk). Forms : 3 pore, 5 poork, -e,



POBK.

5-7 porke, 6 poroke, 8 porck, 4- pork. [a. F.

pore = Pr. fore, It. porco, Sp. puerco : L. pon-us
swine, hog.]
fl. A swine, a hog, a pig. Sometimes distin-

guished from a pig or young swine. Obs. or Hist.
? 121400 Morte Arth. 3122 Poveralle and pastorelles pas-

sede one aftyre, With porkes to pasture at the price jates.
c 1400 Destr. Troy 3837 Polidarius was pluccid as a porke
fat.^ 1528 PAYNEL Salcrne's Rcgim. F j, Porkes of a yere
or .ij. olde are better than yonge pygges. 1537 UELLENDEN
Livy i. ix. (S. T. S.) I. 55 He slew )>e pork with ane hevy
stane. 1598 STOW Sura. (184?) 145/1 There were brought
to the slaughter-house .. 34 porks, 3-1-.

Zii. the piece ; 91 pigs,
6tt. the piece. 1682 J. COLLINS Salt $ Fishery 83 Very
large like Calves, .. and as fat as Porks. [1799 SOUTHI-:V

Pig 24 Woe to the young posterity of Pork ! Their enemy
is at hand. 1887 ROGERS Affric. fy Prices V. 343 Hogs
and porks, the word appearing to be used indifferently, are

occasionally found.]

t b. Applied opprobriously to an uncultured

person. Obs.

1645 MILTON Colast. Wks. 1851 IV. 358, I mean not to

dispute Philosophy with this Pork, who never read any.
2. The flesh of swine used as food ; spec, the fresh

flesh.

_ ci290 5. Eng. Leg. 1. 472/343 Huy nomen with heom
into heore schip. .pore, motoun and beof. 1398 TRFVTSA
Bart/i. DC P.R. xvm. vii. (Bodl. MS.) If. 246 b./i Boores flesche
is more hard and drye . . ban tame porke. c 1440 Promp. rat-'.

409/2 Poork, flesche, suilla. 1486 Bk. St. Albans Cvij,
Take a quantyte of poorke and ony [- honey] and butter.

"533 ELVOT Cast. Helthe (1539) 27 b, Aboue all kyndes of
fleshe in nouryshyng the body, Galene most commendeth
porke. 1398 W. PHILLIP Linschotcn I. iv. 9/1 Porke is there
a very costly dish. 1748 E. DARWIN Let. in Life (1879) 9 We
affirm Porck not only to be flesh but a devillish Sort of flesh.

1848 THACKERAY Bk. Snobs xxv, Roast ribs of pork.
3. altrib. and Comb. : simple attrib., as pork-

blubber, -chop (CHOP sb^ 2 b), -fat, -griskin, -sau-

sage, -shop; obj. and obj. gen., sspork-curer, -dealer,

-eater, -packer (PACKER 1 2 b), -packing, -pickling;
pork-buteher, one who slaughters pigs for sale

( BUTCHER sb. i); pork-fish, a local name of various
American fishes : see quots. ; t pork-hog = PORKER
i

; pork-pit, that part ofa produce exchange where

pork is dealt in. Also PORK-FLESH, etc.

1804 A. WILSON in Poems ff Lit. Prose (1876) I. 114 We
ate some "pork-blubber and bread. 1836-48 B. D. WALSH
Aristoph., Knights I. iii, We'll observe "pork-butcher's
laws. 1858 SIMMONDS Diet. Trade, *PorK-chop, a slice
from the rib of a pig. 1872 Punch 3 Feb. 46/2 The
menu consisted of sausages ..and pork-chops. 1844 H.
STEPHENS Bk. Farm 11.232 *Pork-curers buy from farmers
and dealers in the carcass. 1596 SHAKS. Merch. y. HI. v. 27
If wee grow all to be *porke-eaters, wee shall not shortlie

*pork-tat over their lamp-'
Trans. XXXVIII. 315 The *Pork.Ffsii. The Bahamians
esteem this a good Fish. 1888 GOODE Aiitcr. Fishes 81
The Norfolk Hog-fish, Poiuodasys/ulvoniaculatns,.. is the
. .' Pork-fish

' and '

Whiting
'
at Key West. 1902 WEBSTER

Suppl., Pork-fish, . . a sparoid fish {A nisotremvs Virginicns).
1727 "Pork grisking [see GRISKIN]. 1753 I. SHEUBEARE
Lydia (1769) II. 284 Attending a pork-griskin which the

parson had also ordered for their suppers. 1470-85 MALORY
Arthur vii. i. 214 As fatte..as a 'porke hog. 1884 SIR
L. GRIFFIN in Fortn. Rev. Jan. 55 Annually, a flight of

'pork-packers and successful tradesmen cross the Atlantic.

1905 Atlienzum 5 Aug. 174/2 In a few days fashionable

people_,
from the peer to the pork-packer, will be rushing to

the Highlands. 1892 A. CRAIB America. 66 "Pork-packing
is one of the chief sources of wealth in Illinois, Ohio, and
Kentucky. 1890 Pall Mall G. S May 3/2 A *pork-pickling
establishment . . has lately been opened there. 1829 MARRYAT
F. Mildmay xvi, That fellow is only fit for fly-flapper at a
'pork shop !

tPork 2
. Obs. [Echoic.] An imitative name

for the hoarse croak of the raven : cf. MOREPOHK.
So f Pork v. intr., to croak

; hence f Po-rkingr
nil. s/>. ; and (with reduplication expressing repe-
tition) Pork-porking ///. a.
1606 SYLVESTER Du Bartas n. iv. in. Schism 285 From

the Mountains nigh The Rav'ns begin with their pork-
porking cry. 1640 BROME Spararus Card. iv. iv, Harke,
the Ravens cry porke for him and yet he dyes not. 1655
MOUFET & BENNET Health's Impr. 5 They foresee by
porking of raven., when it will raine,

Porke despyne, porkepine, etc., early ff.

PORCUPINE. Porkepes, obs. form of PORPOISE.
Forker (poaukaa). [f. POBK! + -ER 1

i.]
1. A young hog fattened for pork ; also, any swine

or pig raised for food.

1657 HEYLIN Ecclcsia Vind. 181 They sacrificed a swine
or porker, with this solemn form. 1670 CAPT. J. SMITH
Eng. Improv. Reviv'd 195 Beech-mast is very good feeding
for Swine to make them Porkers, and for Bacon. 1726
POPE Odyss. xvn. 201 Then sheep and goats and bristly
porkers bled. 1828 SCOTT F. M. Perth Ti, As round and

consisted of. . bacon hogs and porkers.
t2. A sword. Obs. slang. (Cf. pigsticker, a

long-bladed pocket-knife, or sword.)
1688 SHADWELL Sjr. Alsatia i. i, The Captain whipt his

porker out. Ibid. n. <z 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew,
Porker, a Sword. 1725 in -Vein Cant. Did.

Porkery (po^aksri). [f.
PORK! + -ERY. Cf.

ONF. porkerie, OF. porcherie herd of swine, med,
(Anglo-) L. porcaria, porchcHa a piggery]

1131

1. Swine collectively, stock of swine.

1829 LANDOR litiag. Conv., Enip. China <y Tsing-Ti Wks.
1853 II. 146/1, I have killed rats as good meat as your
Excellencies, and where your Excellencies (pest on such
porkery !) dared not come.
2. Stock of pork, bacon, ham, and the like

; pork
department.
1890 Balance Sheet ofCo-op. Store, Balance to Profit and

Loss Account Bakery. .Porkery. .General.

Porkespine, -pick, etc., obs. ff. PORCUPINE.
Porket (poo-jket). [a. ONF. porket, parquet,
OF. porcliel, dim. of pore PORK '.] A small or

young pig or hog ; in mod. dial, use = PORKEK i.

[1312 Bolton Priory Coiiip. 244!), Preter,vj. bacones dedono
Petri de Mytone. Et .ix. porchettos de dono Eue de Landa.j
'554 BRADFORD in Strype Eicl. Klein. (1721) III. App.
xxix. 82 Nor any liberty or power upon a poor porket have
al the devils in hel. 1563-87 FOXE A. f, M. (1684) III. 277We are now become Gergesites, that would rather lose
Christs than our Porkets. 1697 DRYDEN jEncid xn. 257
[He] off 'rings to the flaming altars bears A porket, and a
lamb that never suffer'd shears. 1837 WHEKLURIGHT tr.

Aristophanes 11.139 Bring., figs tomy porkets. vytoO.vfjrd
Times i Dec. 2 Prizes.. for bacon hogs and porkets.

Pork-flesh. Now rare. The flesh of the hog
or P'g !

= PORK i 2.

1477 EARL RIVERS (Caxtonl Dictes 10 He commaunded
that porke flesshe and camelys shold be eten. 1563-87
FOXE A. ft M. (1596) 1417/1 He delighted greatlie in Porke
fleshe and Peacockes. 1643 TKAPP Coinin. Gen. iv. 24 Bring
me my pork-flesh. 1904 Daily Chron. 4 Aug. 3/3, I almost
taste the pork-flesh of Brother Wainwright.
tPo'rkin. Obs.

[f.
PORK ! + -KIN.]

= POKKLING.
1570 LEVINS Manip. 134/12 A Porkin, porccllus. 1575

TURBICRV. I'enerie 206 They will roundely carieasheepe or

gote or a good porkine in their mouths.

t Po'rkish, a. Obs. [f. PORK! + -ISH'.] Pig-
like, swinish.

1554 BALE Declay. Banners Art. 66 See. .how arrogaunt
this porkishe papist is here. 1570 P.. GOOGE Pop. Kingd.
(1880) 10 And rounde about his porkish necke, his Pall of
passing price, He casteth on.

Porkling (pcMklirj). Also 6-7 porkliu. [f.

PORK! + -LING 1
.]

A little or young pig.
1570 LEVINS Manip. 137/31 These be diminutiues, and

may be expounded by this signe little, as gosling, or little

goose, porkling or little porke. 1577 B. GOOGE Heresliach's
ffnsl: in. (1586) 148 b, Twelve hogsties, everie stie conteyn-
ing fiftie Porklinges. 1598 FLORIO, Maranello, a young
pig, or a porklin. 1684 tr. Agrippa's Van. Arts Ixxxix.

309 The other, .devoured a whole Boar, a hundred Loaves,
a Weather, and a Porkling. 1843 P. Parley's Ann. IV. 267
The little porkling might have squeezed his way through the

palings. 1898 Black-M. Mag. Feb. 231/2 A mottled porkling
crashed through a little rug of branches.

b. Contemptuously or derisively applied to a

person. Also attrib.

1542 BECON Potation for Lent K viij, The fat Pharise. .

the porkelynge Justiciarie, whiche trust in theyr owne
righteousnes, are no fytte Gestes for this mooste delicious
table. 1550 BALE linage Both Ch. n. 92 b, The gloryonse
glottons, and franke fedde porkelynges of that gredye gulfe
. . whose God ys their bellye. 1602 Contention Belli:

Liberality fg Prodigal, v. i. in Hazl. Dodslcy VIII. 369
Come, porkling, come on.

Po-rkman. [f. PORK 1 + MAN jvU] A man
who sells pork, a dealer in pork.
17*4 Low Life (ed. 3) 31 Pork-Men busy in their Shops

and Cellars. 1859 DICKENS T. Two Cities i. v, The butcher
and the porkman painted up only the leanest scrags ofmeat.

t POTknelL Obs. rare. [Arbitrary derivative
of PORK i

: cf. cracknel]
1. One as fat as a pig.
c 1400 Destr. Troy 6368 Polidarius, the porknell, and his

pere Machaon, Suet with the xvij [batell].

2. Some part of the offal of a sheep.
1596 NASHE Saffron Walden in No more doth he feed

on anie thing when he is at Saffron Walden, but trotters,

sheepes porknells, and buttered rootes.

Porkpen, obs. form of PORCUPINE.
t Pork physic, for Poke physic, old name of

Virginian Poke, POKE sb.* 2 a.

'733 (see POKE si.' 2 a]. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. tttpp.
App., Poke, or Pork Physic, the name by which the Phyto-
lacca of botanists is sometimes called. 1760 J. LEE Introd.
Bot. App. 323. 1858 in MAYNE Expos. Lex.

Pork-pie
-

. [f. PORK i + PIE rf.z]
1. A pie of pastry enclosing minced pork.
1732 FIELDING Miser in. iii, Let there be . . some dainty fat

pork-pye or pasty. 1859 Eng. Cookery Bk. 202 A Plain
Crust for Pork Pies. 1896 CasseK's Diet. Cooking 610
Pork pies are generally made of the trimmings taken from
a hog when it is cut up.
2. (In full pork-pie hat.) Popularly applied to

a hat with a flat crown and a brim turned tip all

round, worn by women 1:1855-65, recalling the

shape of a deep circular pie ; also applied loosely
to similar hats worn by men in some countries.
1860 G. A. SPOTTISWOODE in fac. Tour. 98 Pork-pie hats

with streaming ribbons. 1863 MRS. H. WOOD Sliadow
Ashlydyat (1878) 329 Charlotte rose, .and carried the pork-
pie to the chimney-glass, to settle it on. 1883 LD. R.GOWEH
My Remin. I. x. 173 He [Garibaldi] wore a sort of large
pork-pie hat. 1891

'

Spectator 26 Dec. 024^1 The bull-

fighter's hat known in England as the '

pork -pie '.

Porkpik, porkpin, obs. ff. PORCUPINE. Fork-
pisce, obs. form of PORPOISE.

tPo'rkrel. Obs. rarc-\ fdim. of PORK 1
:

see -REL.] A young swine ;
a pig.

1688 CLAYTON in Phil. Trans. XVIII. 1

Porkrelj* are their general Food.

POBODINIC.
' Po'l'kwood. [f. PORK! + WUOD s/>.] The name

nt certain trees or shrubs, a. A bush or small tree

(Kigellaria capensis) found in the warmer parts
i

of Africa, b. Pisonia obtusata, the Pigeon-wood,
Beef-wood, or Corkwood of the West Indies and

I

Florida.
1880 S. Africa (ed. 3) 127 In these kloofs grow, .the Spec-

hout or Porkwood.

Porky (poouki), a.
colltxj. [f. PORK 1 + -Y.]

Of, pertaining to, or resembling pork ; fleshy, obese.
1852 R. S. SURTEF.S Sponge's Sp. Tour li, Mr. Sponge

was a good deal more put out by the incident, .than his

porky host. 1866 11ns. RIDDF.LL Racefor Wealth xxix, A
fat, light-haired, snub-nosed, porky kind of a child. 1890
Cent. Diet. s. v., A porky odor permeated the whole place.

Porle, obs. form of Pirn.

Pormanton, obs. corrupt f. PORTMANTEAU.
Pornerastic (ppmerse-stik), a. [f. Gr. w6pv,j

harlot + epao-T-TJs lover -f -1C.] Addicted to har-

lotry ; whoremongering.
1870 F. HARRISON Choice llks. (1886) 151 We hear nothing

of. .those pomerastic habits in high places, ..which are too
often thrust before our eyes in fiction.

[Pornial (in Cent. Diet, and Funk's Slaiitlan/

Diet.}, a spurious word, due to a misreading or

misprint ofprimal.']

Pornocracy (ppjnp'krSsi). [f. Or. Trupi'?/ harlot

+ -CRACV.] Dominating influence of harlots or

prostitutes: spec, the government of Koine during
the first half of the tenth century.
1860 EDERSHEIM tr. Kurtz's Ch. Hist. n. 126. 379 For

half a century Theodora, .and hu equally infamous daugh-
ters,.. filled the See of Peter witli their paramours, their

sons, and grandsons, .. (the so-called Pornocracy). 1874
DIXTSCH Remains 245. 1882-3 Schaffs Kiicycl. Kclig.
Kncnuf. 1.484 A century of shameless intrigue and fighting
the pel iod of the Pornocracy.
.So Po-rnocrat, a member of a pornocracy.
1894 Contcinp. Rev. Aug. 286 The most licentious and

shameless of the Pornocrats.

Pqrnograph. (p<ringraf). sb. (a.) [In sense I ,

n. 1''. ponwgraphe pornographer, ad. Gr. iropfo-

jpaip-oi : see next ; for sense 2 cf. -GRAPH.]
f 1. = PORNOGRAPHER. Obs.

1877 Contetnp. Rer<. Mar. 562 He would recognize, .the
difference between Pheidias and the pornograpbs.
2. An obscene writing or pictorial illustration.

1890 in Ct-ntitry Diet.

B. as adj.
= PORNOGRAPHIC.

1893 SALTUS Madam Sapphira 165 Here the reporter can
be as pornograph as the Marquess of Sade, if he knou s how.

Pornographer (p^jnp-grafaj). [f. Gr. vopvo-
~lpa<p-C'i writing of harlots (f. -nupvr] harlot +
-ypdc/>os writing, writer) + -ER '.] One who writes

of prostitutes or obscene matters ; a portrayer of

obscene subjects.
1850 LEITCH tr. C. 0- 3rallcr's Anc. Art 429 (ed. 2) 619

The Demographers of the later times. 1886 /.//. World
(U.S.) i May 152/1 They call themselves '

naturalists '...

but they are in fact only pornographers, and immature, in-

experienced, conceited, love-mad youngsters. 1890 Hitrper's
Mag. Nov. 004/2 Parisian artistic pornographers.

Pornographic (pptadgrse'fik), o. [f. asprec.
+ -1C. So F. pornograpliiyiie.'} Of, pertaining to,

or of the nature of pornography ; dealing in the

obscene.
1880 Gitardian 27 Oct. 1450 The excesses of the [French]

press designated as
'

pornographic '. .have, .become such a-
to compel the authorities to adopt strong measures against
them. 1881 SYMONDS Ital. Rcnaiss., Ital. Lit. n. xiv. 365
Pornographic Pamphleteers and Poets. 1894 STEAD If
Christ Came to Chicago 117 Two booksellers .. whose
windows still contain a large and varied collection of porno-
graphic literature.

Pornography (ppm^grafi). [f. as prec. + -Y.

So F. pornographie]
1. (See quot.)
1857 Dt'NGLisoN Med. Diet., Pornography, a description

of prostitutes or of prostitution, as a matter of public hygiene.
1858 in MAYNE Expos. Lex. 1895 in Syd. Soc. Lex.
2. Description of the life, manners, etc., of pro-

stitutes and their patrons ; hence, the expression
or suggestion of obscene or unchaste subjects in

literature or art
; pornographic literature or art.

122 Shoals, or

No. 8313. 5/4 Pictorial and glyptic
'

pornography '. . grew,
flourished, declined, and fell with the Second Empire. 1896
MACKAIL Lat. Lit. 18 The Casina and the Truculentus
[of Plautus] are studies in pornography which only the

unflagging animal spirits of the poet can redeem from being
disgusting.
So Forno'graphist, a writer on pornography.
1893 Nation (N. Y.) 3 Aug. 79/2 The 'grossness of the

naturalists and the subtleties of the pornographists ', to use
the words of M. Lavisse, cannot have any other result.

Porodinic(pc'r-, p6srodi-nik),rt. Zool. [f. Gr.

iropos PORE s/>.i + wSis, wolv- travail, birth + -ic.]

Discharging the genital products by means of a

pore : opp. to SCHIZODINIC.
1883 E. R. LANKESTER in Encycl. Brit. XVI. 682/1 talc,

Ccelomate animals are, according to this nomenclature,
either Schizodinic or Porodinic. The Porodinic group is

divisible into Nephrodinic and Idiodinic, in the former the

nephridium serving as a pore, in the latter a special (WiosJ

pore being developed.
143-2



PORODINOUS.

Poro'dittOUS, a. Geol. rare, [Improperly f.

Ger. poradine (Breithaupt 1832) (f. Gr. iraijxuSi;,-

having the form of stalactite (f. vuipos hardened

stone, stalactite) : see -INE 2
) + -ous. A better form

would be forodine, like crystalline, hyaline.] See

quot.
1876 A. H. GREEN Phys. Geology it. 4. 45 Poroditwm

[rocks], or those which have solidified from a gelatinous
Mate. Certain minerals, such as Opal, .. have in all likeli-

hood been formed in thU way.

Porogamic (pfro-, poTflgarmik', a. Bot.

[mod. f. Gr. irupos PORE sb. 1 T 70^-05 marriage + -ic.

i/l'reub, Ann. Jardin Bot. de Bttiteiuorg, 1891.*]

Applied to fertilization in which the pollen-tube
enters the ovule by the micropyle, as in most

plants : opposed to (ialaugamu. (Also said of

the plant.) So Fo rogaru, a plant characterized

by this mode of fertilization.

1894 Times ir Aug. 11 3 Professor Balfour hesitated to

adopt Treub's division into chalazogair.s and porogams until

the limits of the former group \vere better defined. 1895
OLIVKR tr. Kemers Nat, Hist. Plants II. 412 This type of
fertilization has been termed chalazogamic in contradistinc.
lion to the more usual micropylar or porogamic method.

tPoro'logy. Obs. noncc-wd. [f. Gr. vupos PORE
rf. 1 + -LOGY.] A scientific treatise on, or investi-

gation of, pores or minute openings.
1684 BOYLE Poroitsn. Anim. <y Solid Bod. L 2 If such

little things had not escaped the sight of our illustrious

Verulam, he would have afforded a g.xxi Porology. .among
his Dtsidirata.

Porophyllous (ppru-, powfrlas), a. Bot.

rare ", [f. mod.L. porophyllus (f. Gr. iro/xrc PORE
ii. 1 + <pu\\ov leaf + -oi's.] (See quot.)
1858 MA^SE Exfjs. Lt-x., P^orophyllus, Bot., ha\'ing leaves

sprinkled with transparent points like pores. .: porophylbus.

Foroplastic ^prr"-; p6*r0pla:-5tik}, a.
[f. Gr.

irupjs PORE s6. 1 + PLASTIC.] Both porous and

plastic : applied to a kind of porous felt, plastic
when heated, becoming stiff when cold, used for

splints and other surgical appliances.
1879 St. Gi-sr-gi's Hasp, Rep. IX. 615 Severer cases, -have

had the plaster of-Paris or '

poro-plastic
'

jacket applied.
1898 11 csiiit. Ga-. 19 July 5/1 An elastic kneecap costs half
a crown, a moleskin one five shillings, a leather one five to

twenty, and a poroplastic any sum.

I, Po-ro-po-ro. A'cio Zealand. [Maori name.]
A flowering shrub, Soljnum aviiularc, with an
edible fruit, called in Australia Kangaroo Apple.
1857 C. HIRSTHOL'SE .V. Zealand I. 136 The Poroporo..is

a sodden strawberry flavoured with apple peel. 1872 A.
DOMETT Kaitolf xviu. vL 312 Potato-apples of the poro*
poro tall

ForOSC (port's}, a. [ad. L. type *porci-us v in

inod.L.) ; in It. and Sp. poroso.] Containing or

abounding in pores ; porous ;
now rare exc. in

ZooL, said of corals of the division Perforata. as

opposed to the Aporosa, and of the sculpture of

insects dotted or pitted as if with minute holes.

[. 1400 : see POROLS.) 1656 BLOUNT Gloisogr., Porose or
Porous (ferosns), full of pores or little holes. BO.-OH. 1607
A. DE LA PRY.ME Diary (Surtees) 147 There U a most deli-

cate fine freestone, .. but so porose ..that, troughs being
made of it, it will let the water run out fora year or two. 1715
CHEVXE Philos. Princ. Rtlig. I. (1716) 15 These Porose
Bodies must be equally heavy with the most compact ones.

1826 KIRBV & SP. Entomol. IV. 270 Porose, beset with

many pores. Ex. Elytra of most Apions.
Hence Poro seness = POROSITY.

1746 ARDERON in Phil. Tratu. XLIV. 282 note. The
Nature of these Horns seems, .changed into that of Chalk ;

only retaining their outward Form, and the Poroseness of
their inward Parts.

I, Porosis vpor<J"-sis;. Phy*iol. [mod.L., a. Gr.

nuipatats in same sense, f. wupovr to form a callus,
f. vwpos PORE s6.-] The formation of a callus.

as in a fractured bone.

1693 tr. Blaxcartts Phyi. Diet. (ed. 2), Pcmtu, the

breeding of callous Matter. 1706 in PHILLIPS. 1858 in

MAVXE Expos. Lfx.

Porosity (por^-siti). [ad. med.L. porositas
Albertus Magnus 01250}, f. L. type *pordi-us
POROUS : see -ITY. Cf. F. parasite'.'] The quality
or fact of being porous ; porous consistence.

1398 TREYISA Barik. Dt P. K.l\. u. (1495) e vV The poro.
sytee of the tree drawytb Ji fumosyte from the rynde.
1615 CROOKE Body o/Sfatt 385 This porosite also makes
their vpper face smooth, and bedewed with a kind of slimy
moisture. 1796 KIRWAN Elem. Mix. (ed. 2) I. 231 It is the

porosity of this stone that renders it so light. 1871 TVNDALL
Frag*t.Sc. (1879) I.v. 183 In virtue of its extreme porosity,
a similar power is possessed by charcoal

b. comr. A porous part or structure ; an inter-

stice or pore, iUsually in pi.)
1597 A. M. tr. Guilltmrax't Fr. Ckirxrg. o b/2 The

Dipioe, that is, the porositye which U betwecne them bothe
[tables of skull). 1669 W. SINPSOS Hydrol. Chym. 284
Sudden floods filling the porosities and chanels of the super-
ficies of the earth. 1831 R.K.KOxC<ttfuefsAat. 15 Found
in the interstices of the lamina; of the compact tissue, and
the porosities with which they seem perforated.

PorO'SO-, combining form of mod.L. porosut
POBOSE, as in poro ao-pu-nctate a., minutely

punctate as if with pores.
1846 DANA Zeefli. (1848 416 Interstices smooth, porcbo-

puuctate.

1132 POHPHYRINE.

ForOStOlllcltoUS \VtJ*0~i p6r0|5tp*niat33)j a.
' f itone which he calls porphyraceous, though he does not

Zool. [f. mod.L. Porostomata (f. Or. ropo-s pore
' ascribe f^P" to U. Hence 1818 in WEBSIEK ; and in mod.

+ oru/io^T-) mouth) + -oi'S.] Belonging to or

having the characters of the Porostomata, a group
of nudibranchiate gastropods in which the mouth
is pore-shaped.
Porotic vporftik\ a. and sb. Med. tObs. rare".

[ad. mod.L. porotic-us, {. Gr. vuputiv to form a
!

callus, f. vSipos POKE sb.- : see -ic.j (See quots.)
1696

'

PHILLIPS (ed. s\ Porotick Nedicirus, Medicine.
, ,

which by drying, thicknin^ and astringent Qualities turn
1

part of the Nourishment into brawny or callous Matter.

1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Snpp. t Poroiicks, a term used by the

antients for such medicines as would consume callus. 1842
! DLNGLJSOX

-V'"'f. Lex., Porotic, a remedy believed to be

capable of assisting the formation of callus. 1895 SyJ. Soc.

Lex.

Porotype (pp"r0-,pd*T(?t3ip). [mod.f. Gr.jTupos
PORE j^.i -f TYPE.] A print made upon prepared

paper by exposing an engraving or writing to some

gas which penetrates those parts not rendered im-

pervious by the ink, and bleaches or discolours the

paper so as to produce a copy of the original, in

the same way as light produces a copy from a

photographic negative.
1884 KNIGHT Diet. Mech. Suppl., Porotype, a method of

copying engravings. It depends upon the fact that the

portion of the face of the print occupied by ink is non-

porous.

Porous (poT3s , a. [
= F. porctix (i4th c. in

Hatz.-Darm.), It., Sp.foroso, ad. L. type *poros-its

(in inod.L.), f. fonts PORE sd. 1
: see -ous.] Full

of or abounding in pores ; having minute interstices

through which water, air. light, etc. may pass.
Porous plaster, a plaster having numerous small holes

pierced through it so as to enable it to lie smoothly (.Syd.
Sjc. iu-A
c 1400 Lanfrancs Cirurg. 107 It schulde ben more rare
& more porous [;*.r. porose], bat is to seie, more ful of hoolis.

1567 MAPLET Gr. Forest 33 It is nothing solide or massie,
but much porouse. 1625 N, CARPENTER Geog. Del. n. ix.

(1635) 153 The Porous and spongy nature of the Earth is

apt to drinke in the water of the se.i. 1692 BENTLEY Boyle
Led. 207 If gold it self be admitted, as it must be, for
a porous concrete. 1794 SULLIVAN I'ieiv Nat. I. 359 Light,
in its passage, penetrates the porous vacuities. iSTJjRuTLEY
Stud. Ro-.'fcs i, 5 Questions of water supply hinge mainly on
the porous or impervious character of rocks.

b./fo
1642 H. MORE StmgefSout IIL Pref., Many [arguments]

..go through their more porous a:id spongy minds without

any sensible impression. 1795 COLERIDGE Plot Discovered

19 But our minister's, .style is infinitely porous, 1804
CARLYLE Frcdk. Gt. xvi. viL (1872) VI. 207 Men are very
porous ; weighty secrets oozing out of them, like quicksilver
through clay jars.

c. Acting or performed by means of pores.
1861 HENTLEY Man, Bot. (1870) 302 Porous dehiscence is

an irregular kind of dehiscence.

Po*rously, adv.
[f. prec. + -LY 2

.] Inaix)rous
manner ; with porousness ; by means of pores.
1847 in WEBSTER ; and in later Diets.

PoTOUSness. [f. as prec. + -NESS.] The
quality or condition of being porous ; porosity.
1668 'WILKINS Rta2 Char. u. vii. 6. iB6 Porousness,

Spunginess, fungous, sinking, hollow. 1670 CAPT. J. SMITH
Eng. Improv. Ktz-iz-'J 16 Marie. .by its glutinous substance

1 being incorporated with the sand, closes the hollows and
porousness thereof. 1775 STRANGE in Phil. Trans. LXV.
419 This porousness I also remember to have once before

observed- -l/c* There is a constant evaporation from the

surface of the jar, on account of the porousness of the
material.

fig. 1904 Daily Jt'tws 6 June 3 Not less striking was the
evident porousness of this over seventy-year-old man to

fresh conceptions of truth.

b, toner. Porous substance or part. rate.

1644 DIGSY .V<i/, Bodies iv. 4. 28 They will forcibly gett
into the porousnesse of it, and passe with violence betweene

part and part.

Porpaise, -pas^s.e, -pes> ve,obs.iT.PoRpoi^.

Porpan-, porpantine, etc. : see PORCUPINE.

Porpere, obs. form ofpurpitre : see PCRPLE.

Porphere, -erie, -ier, -ir(e, -iry, -lire, -yr,
obs. forms of PORPHYRY.

Porpliyr-, porphyro-, repr. Gr. wop^o-,
comb, stem of woptyvpo-s purple, and its derivatives ;

in Eng. (and other mod. langs.) a formative ele-

ment, in senses 'purple* and 'porphyry
1

, as in

porphyr-ateeuSj porphyr-itet porphyr-izet porphyro-
genetic, etc.

a;. Bot. [mod.L.
a. Gr. toptpvpa. purple.] A small genus of Algae
or Seaweeds, type of the sub-order Porphyiex-, with

fronds varying in colour from a clear rose to a livid

purple. The chief species are P. laciniata and
P. vulgarisj known as Purple Laver.

1849 CRAIG, Porpkyra^ a genus of Algae : Order, Con-
fervacee. 1857 WOOD Com. Objects Sea-shore 69 The ulya
and porphyra, if intended to be eaten, must be gathered in

the winter... The purple laver is said to be much superior
to its green companion.

Porphyraceous .pfjfir/'J^s), a. ? 06s. rare.

[f. PORPHYR- + -ACEOUS.] Of the nature of or

allied to porphyry ; porphyrilic.
1799 KIRWAX <7<(>/. Ess. 207 Ci;arpenticr mentions a sort

Substance

Corporeal

Body

A niwatc Inanimate

Living

Sensible Insensible

Diets.

tPo-rphyrat, a. Obs. rare 1
,

[f. as prec.:
See -ATE -.]

= POKPHYRITIC.
1611 SPEED Theat. Gt. Brit. L xL 78/1 His ashes be.

stowed in a little golden potte or vessell of the Porphyrat
btone, were carried to Rome.

Porphyrate (p^jfir^t). Chem. [f. as POK-
PHYBIC -t- -ATE 1

.]
A salt of porphyric acid.

1866 WAITS Diet. Chem. IV. 690 The porphyrates explode
when heated.

t Forphyre. Obs. [a. F. porphyre (Cotgr.
1611), ad, med.L. porphyrius, f. Gr. iroptpv

purple.] Name applied to a kind of serpent.
[1584 GREENE Anat. Fort. Wks. (Grosarli III. 220 He

resembleth the serpent Porphirius^ who is full of poison,
but being toothlesse hurteth none but him selfe.] 1608
TOPSELL Serpents (1658) 745 Of the Porphyre. There i-,

among the Indians a Serpent about the bignesse of a span
or more, which in outward aspect is like to the most
beautiful and well coloured Purple. Ibid.) Unto this

Porphyre I may add the Palmer Serpent.

Porphyre, -ie, obs. forms of PORPHYRY.
t Porphyrian, a.l Obs.

[f. med.L. porphy-
ri-its ^see PORPHYRY) + -AX.] Of, or composed
of, porphyry.
1638 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. (ed. 2) 6a Foure hundred

porphirian pillars. 1687 A. LOVELL tr. Thei'tnoCs Trap. i.

124 Many bvely Pillars of Porphyrian Marble.

Porphyrian (pp-ifvrian;, a,- (sb.} [ad. L.

type *&orphyriamiS) f. Porphyri-Hi (a. Gr. Hop-

^tl/xos) l propername (f. ir6p<pvp-os purple) + -Jj,
-AN.] Of or pertaining to Porphyrius or Por-

phyry, the Nee-Platonic philosopher and antagonist
of Christianity (A.D. 2$$-t 306), or to his doctrines.

Porphyrian scale or tree,
a definition of matt, in the
form of a kind of genealogical
table or tree displaying the
series of subaltern genera to

which he may be assigned
below the summum genus sub-

stance, and the differentiae

by which each subaltern

genus is distinguished with-

in the genus next above it.

The '

tree
'

is frequently used
as an example of dichotomy.
Its origin is to be found in Por-

phyry's Isagoge in Aristote-

Us Catfgorias 2 a 13 seqq. (ed.

Brandis). In the diagram the
names of the genera occupy
the middle column; the posi-
tive differentia are on the left

hand, the negative differentia:

on the rl^ht.

1593 XASHE Christ's Tcares Wks. (Grosart) IV. 194 Pro-
secute with all your authority, these Porphirian deciders.

1656 CoV'LF.Y Misc., Tree of Knou'lfdgt i, That right Por-

phyrian Tree which did true Logick shew, Each Leaf did
learned Notions give, And th' Apples were Demonstrative.

1678 CUDWORTH Intell. Syst. 589 Even according to the

Porphyrian Theology it self, .the Three Hypostases in the

Platonick Trinity, are o^oouerioi, Co-Essential. 1678 NORRTS
Coll. Misc. (1699) 59 You err, if you think this b he, Tho'
seated on the top of the Porphyrian Tree. 1801-12 BENT-
HAM Ration. Judic. Enid. (1827; I. 286 Every step it takes
in the region of particulars, whether downwards in the Por-

phyrian scale, or sideways all round in the field of circum-
stances affords an additional security.

B. sb. A disciple or follower of Porphyry; also

called Porphy rianist. [F. Porphyrien.]
1678 CUDWORTH Intell. Syst. L iv. 594 The Arians (ai

Socrates recoideth) were by Constantine called Porphyrian-
Uts, .. because Arius and Porphyrius did both of them alike,

though upon different grounds, make their Trinity a foun-

dation for creature-worsnip and idolatry. 1701 tr. LeClerc's
Prim. Fathers (1702) 125 In another Letter, .he [Constan-
tine] enjoins the Name of Porphyrus to be given to Ariux
and his Followers to be called Porphyrians, 1883-3 SchajjT*
Encycl.Relig. Kn0wl. I. 640 [DiodorusJ combated Platonic
and Porphyrians, Mar.ichaeans and Apollinarists.

Porphyric 'pfjfi"rik\ a* Geol. rare. [f. POR-
PHYR- + -ic: in mod.F. forphyrique^\ POB-

PHYR1TIC.

1824 J. HODGSON in J. Raine Mem. (1858) II. 43 The
bold red seared line of porphyric hills lying east and west.

Porphyric (pfjfrrik), a- 2 Chem. [f. Gr. wop-

<u/>-os purple + -ic.] \nporphyrit: acid (C loHJ$>i},
obtained, as a yellow crystalline powder, or in

minute crystals, by the action of nitric acid on

euxanthone, and producing a blood-red colour with

ammonium carbonate.
1866 WATTS Diet. Chem. IV. 690 Porphyric acid b slightly

soluble, with red colour, in pure water; very slightly

soluble in cold, more soluble in boiling alcohol.

Porphyrine 1
(p^Mfirain). Also6porphurine,

9 porphyrin. [f. as PORPHYBIC a\ + -JXE 4
.]

1 1. = PORPHYRY. Obs. rare.

1588 GREENE Ptrintedcs Wks. (Grosart) VII. 57 Houses
stuffed within with plate and outwardly decked and adorned

with such curious worke of porphurine, as nature in them

seemeth to be ouerlaboured with arte.

2. Geol. A porphyritic rock : see quots.
1811 PINKERTON Petrology I. 88 The Swedish porphyry,

already mentioned, approaches nearer to a porphynn, ..

forming the passage from basallin to porphyry. 1861 DANA
Mau. Geol. 79 Porphyrine. Opaque or nearly so... Consists

of feldspar; sometimes quaruosc.

Animal

Rational Irrational

Man

Socrates, Plato, Others.
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Po'rphyrine -. (.'htm. [f.
Gr. vi>p<t>vp-os purple

+ -INK*.] An amorphous alkaloid obtained from

the bark of an Australian species of Alstoiiia (N. O.

.Ipofynacesf), which exhibits a characteristic red

colour with nitric acid.

1872 WATTS Did. Chem. VI. 955 On evaporating the

ether, the porphyrine remains in the form of a varnish

soluble in water and in alcohol. 1890 BILLINGS Met/. Diet.,

Porphyrine, CaiHnNaOz, an amorphous alkaloid.

II Porptyrio (p(ufi'rio). Ornith. Also 7-8

porphir-, -phyrion. [L. porphyrio (Plin.), ad.

Gr. noptpvptaiv the purple coot. In F. porpkyrion,]
A name given by the ancients to the purple coot,

sultana, or water-hen (see quot. 1894); taken by
Brisson, 1/60, as name of the genus of Rallidx

including this, distinguished by their deep-blue

plumage and scarlet bill and legs, widely distri-

buted iu warm and tropical regions.
1609 BIBLE (Douay) Lev. x\. 18 The storke, and the

bwaime, and the onpcratal, and the porphirion l^'uff.

porphyrionem, 1611 gier eagle, 1885 vulture]. 1678 RAY

WUbyUft Ornith. 318 There is such a Porphyrio as they

picture, akin to the Coots or Water-hens. 1753 CHAMBERS
CycL Supp., Porphyrio, in zoology, the name of a bird

figured and described by all natural hUtorums from one

another... It appears to be of the gallinula or moor-hen
kind. 1872 A. DOMETT Ratio!/.:SHI. iv. 213 The crimson.

billed porphyrio, that jerking struts among the cool thick

rushes. 1890 Victorian Stat.,Game Act Sched. iii, [Close

Season] Land-rail, all other members of the Rail family, Por-

phyrio. Coots, &c. ..From the First day of August to the

Twentieth day of December. 1894 NEWTON Diet. Birds 591

Of the larger species [of the genus Porphyrio}, /'. aerttleits

seems to be the '

Porphyrio of the ancients, and inhabits

certain localities on both sides of the Mediterranean.

Hence Porphyrionine a. Ornith., belonging to

the subfamily Porphyrionfna of the Rallids, of

which the genus Porphyrio is the type ; sb., a bird

of this subfamily.
1890 in Cent. Diet. 1895 in Funk's Stand. Diet.

Forphyrite (pp Mfirait), sb.'1 Also 6 -phirite

7 -phyrit, -pherite. [ad. L. porphyrltli a purple-
coloured precious stone in Egypt (Pliny), ad. Gr. i

iroptpvpiris adj. like purple, ir. Ai'tfos stone of this '

colour, porphyry, f. jro/xpup-os purple: see POKPHYR-
]

and -1T 1 b. So mod.F. porphyrite, in sense 2.]

fl. = PORPHYRY i. Obs.

1589 PUTTENHAM Eng. Pocsie ill. xx. (Arb.) 254 Polishers I

of marble or porphirite. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny II. 579 A !

number of columns and statues there be, all of poiphyrit
or red marble. 1658 W. BURTON Itin. Anton. 67 It w;is of

Porphyrite, or Red Marble Stone.
attrib. 1577 HARRISON England II. xiii. (1877)1- 253 Some

were of porphyrite stone. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny II. 573 The
Porphyrite marble, which also commeth out of /Egypt, is of

a red colour. 1736 DRAKE Eboracwn i. ii. 14 His Ashes
were collected, and . .put into a Porphyrite Urn.

2. Min. A rock of porphyritic structure ; a mass

principally felsitic, containing also crystals of oli-

goclase (or sometimes orthoclase) felspar, and

occasionally other minerals; PORPHYRY 3.

1796 KIRWAN Elem. Min. (ed. 2) I. 358 That [porphyry!
'

described by Herman..and which he calls a porpliyritc.
It consists of small sparks of felspar, grains of quartz,

splinters of hornblende, and fragments of shorl cemented

together by a scarcely discernible jaspidean cement. 1878
LAWRENCE tr. Cottas Rocks^ Class. 162 The porphyrite of

the Pentland Hills, near Edinburgh, with crystals of oligo- ,

clase, and specular-iron, sparkling in a reddish-bro_wn
j

matrix. 1879 RUTLEY Stita. Rocks xii. 238 The porphyrites i

are.. divided into diorite and diabase-porphyrites.

t Porphyrite, a- (sb.
z
) Obs. rare. [ad. L.

porphyrit-is purple-coloured, a. Gr. iropijwpms.] \

Purple-coloured. Also ellipt. as sb. : see quot.
1601 HOLLAND Pliny I, 442 The Porphyrite Figs first

,

shew upon the tree, and ordinarily be longest tailed. The i

smallest Figs.. come next after and beare the Porphyrites
j

companie. [1706 PHILLIPS, Porphyritis, a Fig of a purple
|

Colour.]

Porphyritic (pfJifiirtik), a. Also 7 -etiok.

[ad. med.L. forfhyriticas. f. L. porpliyrites POK-

PHYR1TE; so F. porphyritiiiue. The classical L.

was porpliyretuus.} Of or pertaining to the por-

phyry of the ancients ; of the nature or structure of

the porphyry of modern mineralogists ; spec, con-

taining distinct crystals or crystalline particles
embedded in a compact ground-mass.
[1387 TRKVISA Higiien (Rolls) V. 131 pe emperour . . made

t>erynne a fount stoon of a maner stoon (rat hatte porphiri-

ticus.] 1432-50 tr. Higdcn ibid., He made a fonte or

baptistery of a ston
p_orphiritike. 1656 BLOUNT Glossogr.,

Porpkyretick, belonging to red Marble, or purple. 1658
PHILLIPS, Porphyretick, tlat.) belonging to Porphyrie, \. a
fine reddish marble, streaked with diverse colours. 1799
KIRWAN Geol. Ess. 303 It reposes on indurated clay, as this

'

does on a porphyritic rock. 1862 ANSTUD Channel 1st. 6
|

Pinnacles of granitic and porphyritic rock would be seen

to rise out of lari;e rounded masses of similar rock. 1878
LAWRENCE tr. Cottas Rucks Class. Bo The texture of a rock

is termed Porphyritic when distinct crystals or crystalline

particles are distributed through an otherwise compact
incipal mass or matrix. 1884 DAWSON in Leisure Ho.
me 356/2 Two sphinxes in the porphyritic diorite of

UOUUBOi
So Porphyri-tloal a. (Worcester 1846) ;

hence

Forphyri'tically adv.

1879 RUTLEY Stud. Kocks xi. 198 The crystals which
occur porphyritically in the different varieties afford us

a very imperfect clue to these relations 1882 GKIKII; in
(

Nature 7 Dec. 121/2 Mica-schists, in which crystalline

aggregates of mica have been porphyritically developed.

Forphyrize (p^iffraiz), v. [f. POKPHYK- +
-IZE. So, in sense i, "tf.porphyriser (Diet. Trevoux).]
1. trans. To pound or triturate on a slab of por-

phyry or the like.

1747 tr. Astrucs Fevers 151 The iron is reduced to an

impalpable powder, which must be porphyrized, and ordered
as occasion requires.

2. To cause to resemble porphyry.
1828 in WEBSTER.
Hence Forphyriza'tion (so F. porphyrisatioii ..

1831 J. DAVIICS Manual Mat. M.ed. 32 Porphyrization or

Icvigation is an operation by means of which very hard sub-

stances., are reduced to an impalpable powder. 1843-57
in Di'NGU.soN Med. Lc.\: 1895 in Syd. Sac. Lex.

Porphyroge'ne, a. rare. [>See POBFHYBOGB-

xiTK.] Horn in the purple.
( 1 1849 POK Haunted Palace iii, Round about a throne

where, sitting (Porphyrogene !). .The ruler of the realm was
seen.

Forphyrogenetic (p^jfm>,d3/ne'tik), a. [f.

POKPHYK-, FOKPHYBO- + GENETIC.] Producing or

generating porphyry.
1882 in OniLviE (Annandale).

t Forphyro'genite. Obs. e\c. in L. form

porphyroge-mtus, fern. -a. Also 7 -genete.

[ad. med.L. porphyrqgenitus, ad. late Gr. iroptyvpo-

yfvvijTos, f. Gr. iroptpvpo-, comb, form of Tt6p<j>vpQ$

purple + ycvvrjrus born. So F. porphyroglnt'U

(Balzac 1635).] Originally, one born of the

imperial family at Constantinople, and (as is

said} in a chamber called the Porphyrto (Trvp^vpa^

Hence, a child born after his father's accession to

the throne ; and in more general or vague sense,

One * born in the purple' : see PUBPLB sb,

The actual origin of the name Porphyra is disputed.

1614 SKLDEN Titles Hon. 82 There he found Irene the

Empresse,. .in a house anciently appointed for the Km-
presses childbirth. . .They call that house, Porphyra. whence
the name of the Porphyrogeniti came into the world. 1619
PUKCHAS Microcosmus Ixxxi. 788 Not in a Palace prepared,
(as the Porphyrogeniti had m Constantinople).. but in an
Inne ! a, 1662 HUYLIN Land (1668) 145 Purple is the 1m.

perial and Regal colour, so proper therefore unto Kings
and Emperours, that many of the Constantmopolitan Km-
perours were called PorphyrogtniteSt because at their first

coming into the world they were wrapt in Purple. 1727-41
CHAMBERS Cycl. t Porphyrogenitus, in antiquity, an appella-
tion given to the children of the eastern emperors. . .Cedrenus
will have the word to signify, born in the purple palace, or

the Palace ofporphyry^ palace so called in Constantinople ;

wherein the empresses used to lie in. Others derive the

appellation hence, that the imperial children, as soon as

horn, were wrapped in purple; others. ., that the chamber
wherein they were born was hung with purple hangings.

1788 GIBBON Decl. $ F. (1790) IX. :xlviii. 57 In the Greek lan-

guage purple and porphyry are the same word:., an apart-
ment of the Byzantine palace was lined with porphyry: it was
reserved for the use of the pregnant empresses : and the royal
birth of their children was expressed by the appellation of

Porphyrogenite^Qf born in the purple. . .This peculiar sur-

name was first applied to Constantine the seventh. 1831
SCOTT Ct. Robt. iii, Anna Comnena. .an imperial Princess,

porphyrogenita, or born in the sacred purple chamber.

1857 SIR *" PALGRAVE Norm. <y Eng. II. iii. 210 Henry, the

Porphyrogenitus, though a younger son relatively to Otho,
was the eldest son of royal blood, rirst born after the acces-

sion of Duke Henry to the Throne of Charlemagne. 1893
Athcnsewn it Feb. 184/2 The kind of fun which is to be got
out of bringing the porphyrogenitus of the English aris-

tocracy face to face with all that is most modern in the

American democracy.
Hence Porpfcyroge-nitism, the doctrine of suc-

cession in a royal family which prefers a son born

after his father's accession to one born before that

event ; Porphyrog'e-niture, the condition of

being born *in the purple' (see above).
1857 SIK I'". PALGRAVE Norm, fy Eng. II. 210 The doctrine

of Porphyrugenitism, congenial to popular sentiment and
not without some foundation in principle, prevailed innu-

entially and widely in many countries and through many
age*. rti8s9 DE QUINCEV Posth. W'ks. (1891) I. 59 This

brought him within the description of porphyrogeniture, or

royal birth.

Forphyroid (p^iflroid), sb. (a.} Geol. and

Min. [f. PORPHYU(O)- + -OID. Softjto^AproVft.]
A. s&. A rock resembling porphyry or of porphy-
ritic structure.

1796 KIRWAN Elem. Afin. (ed. 2) I. 360 Many_ aggregates
..cannot be arranged under any general denomination now
in use. Hence I would propose to call them. .Porphyroids.
1811 PixKKKTON/V//Yi/0y 1. 88 Porphyroid. This denomina-
tion includes such substances as approach the porphyritic
structure. In a strict derivation of the term porphyry,, .the

blackand green kinds could only be termed porphyroids. Ibid.

211 Granitic porphyroids are so abundant in all primitive

mountains, that it is scarcely necessary to select examples.

1885 GEIKIK Text'bk. Geol. 131 Porphyroid occurs among
the schistose rocks of Saxony, in the palsozoic area of the

Ardennes, as well as in Westphalia and other parts of Europe.
B. adj. Resembling or akin to porphyry.

1798 GREVU.LB in Phil. Trans. LXXXVIII. 428 Like the

crystals of feldspar which we meet with in the p_prphyroid
granites. 1852 Tn. Ross Humboldfs Trav. I. Ji. 96 Por-

B'lyroid
masses having bases of compact feldspar. 1862

ANA Jfatt. Geol. 85. 79 These are porphyries, or porphy-
roid rocks.

Forphyrous (p^ufiras), a. poet, rare* [f. Gr.

TTo/xpup-o* purple + -ous.] Purple.

1884 K. BKiDGEs/Vtfwt'M. /'"frvgivfr 1272 Her porphyrou^
heart-veins boil.

Porphyroxin (ppiffrfkain), s&. Chan. [a. F.

porphyrojciite ^Merck 183";, f. Gr. Tr6p<f>vp-os purple
+ -ox-, f. OXYGEN : see -JN 1

.]

' Name for a neutral

crystallisable substance, composed of a mixture of

alkaloids (laudanin, meconidin, etc.), obtained from

opium' (Syd. Sot. Lex. 1895).
1838 R. D. THOMSON in Brit. Annual 332 Porphyroxin.

1854-67 C. A. HAKKIS Diet. Med. Terminal., Porphyroxin^
an alkaloid, supposed to exist in IJenyal opium. 1872 WAT is

Diet. C/u'w. VI. 936 Porphyroxine.

Porphyry (pp'-ifiri). Forms: a. 5 porfirrie,

-fu'rye, -fo'rie, -phirrye, -phi-ri^e, -fl'rie. #

5 puTflre, 7 -fere, -fare
;
6 -phure, poTphier,

-phuer, 6-7 -phir, -e, 6-y -phyre } 7 -phere,

pvrrphire, 78 po'rphyr. 7. 6 po'rpherie,
-phury, 7 -phyrie, prophyry, purphorie, 8

porphiry, 6- porphyry. [The ultimate source

of the word in all its forms is Gr. irupfyvpos adj.

purple, TTOfxpvpa sb. the purple-whelk, and its dye ;

but the stone was called in Gr. iroptyvpjTTjs, L. poi'-

phyrittS) whence POKPHYIUTE. The Romanic
names of the stone point however to late L. forms

*porphyrins, *porphynts (sc. lapis^, purple (stone},
or *porphyriuni) ^poi'phyniui \ cf. Romaic irop-

tyvpov. (PorphyriiiS) flop^vpios existed as a proper
name: see POHPHYBIAN-.) For the stone, English
shows three types : a. ^in Chaucer, in sense 2)

porficric, -fi'rie^ etc., a. AF. *porfi*rti QF.flor-

fc n'
t
mod.V .porphy re^ ad. late L. type *poi'phyritis^

-iiiti. j3. po'rfhirt "pkyfj earlier/o'/^;v,/fl rphyrc>

app. (with shifted stress'i for purfrre, porphyrc,
a. OF. porfi're. 7. po'rfhyrit:, -phyry* i6th c. ad.

late L. type *porpkyritts t
-nut.

For the relation of AF. porft'riS to F. perjure, cf. AF.

ntwi'rit, OF. navi' n,\ AF. ^lo'rie, OF. gloirc. From F.

come also Du. fiorjic'r, -f/u'c'r, Ger. porphy'r^ Da., Sw.

Psrfyr. From the late L, *fo'rpkyrust -itm, also po'rjlduin

(I)ant^ came It.po'r/ir0t po'r/id0i Sp., Pg. ptirfido.\

1. The word used to render L. porphyrllSs^ Gr.

Trop^fptTT/s, the name given to a beautiful and very
hard ruck anciently quarried in Egypt, composed of

crystals of white or red plagioclase felspar em-
bedded in a fine red ground-mass consisting of

hornblende, plagioclase, apatite, thulite, and \vitha-

mite, the last two being bright red in colour. By
modem poets often used vaguely, in the sense of a

beautiful and valuable purple stone taking a high

polish, including red granite and marble.
The site of the ancient quarries, after being long lo^t, was

discovered by Burton and Wilkinson at Gebel Dokhan,
near the Red Sea, in lat. 27 20' N.
In \\..)porfido nero, ptrfuio vcrdc^ were applied to black

and green rocks of porphyritic structure obtained from

Sardinia, Greece, and elsewhere, and these have been

englished as black v.\\& green porphyry.
/3. a 1400-50 Alexander 5275 Pe pilars ware of purfire

polischt & hewen. 1560 BIBLE (Genev.) Esthcr\. 6 r/ia'gin,
The beds were of gold and of siluer vpon a pauement of

porphyre. 1562 LEIGH Arittorie (1597) A vj b, The third is

a piller of Porphier in a golden field. 1589 Loi>ct Scillafs

J\lctuin. (Hunter. C!.) 41 Where purphure, Ebouie, wliite,

and red, al colours stained bee. 1590 GKEENF. Mourn.
Garm. (1616) 31 The Saphir [is] highlier esteemed for the

hue, then the Porphuer for his hugenesse. 1596 DANETT tr.

Cotnines (1614) 278 Beautified wiih many great peaces of

Porphire and Sarpentine. 1615 G. SANDYS Trav. 10 Cerigo
..once called Porphyris of bis excellent Porpbyr. 1634
W. TIRWIIYT tr. Balzac 's Lett. (vol. I) 77 Precious as Marble
and Purphire. 1648 Bury Wills (Camden) 2i7_ My grtat

grinding-stonne of purfure with the muller to it, and the

little gnnding-stonne of purfere with the muller to it. 1690
LOCKE Hum. Und. \\. viii. 19 Let us consider the red and
white Colours in Porphyre. a 1693 Urgnkarfs Rabelais
in. xxviii. 227 The most durable Marbre or Porphyr.

V- 154-* KLYOV Image Ccr. (1556) 66 Fillers of Porpherie,
whiche is a stone of purple colour. i6oa WARNER Alt.

Kng. xii. Ixxiii. (1612) 301 The Statures huge, of Porphyrie
and costlier matters made. 1644 EVELYN Diary 17 Oct.,

Red-plaster flores which are made so hard and kept io

polished, that.. one would take them for whole pieces of

porphyrie. 1645 Ibid. June, The floore [of St. Mark's] is all

mlayed with achats, . .jaspers, porphyries and other rich

marbles. 1750 JOHNSON Rambler^ No. 82? q, I have two pieces
of porphyry found among the ruins of Ephesus. 1818 BYRON
Ch. Har. iv. lx, Her pyramid of precious stones, Of por-

phyry, jasper, agate, and all hues Of gem and marble. 1861

C. W. KING Ant. Gems (1866) 64 Porphyry, .is easily recog-
nised by its deep red colour, thickly dotted with small white

spots. 1871 ROSSETTI Burden ofNineveh xiii, Made proud
with pillars of basalt, With sardonyx and porphyry.

fb. transf. Obs.

1589 GREENE Tullie's Lone Wks. (Grosart) VII. 115

Tempering the porphury of hir face with a vermilion blush,

looking like Diana when shee basht at Acteons presence.

f2. \Vith a and //. A slab or block of por-

phyry, esp. a slab used for grinding and triturating

drugs and the like upon. Obs.

a. c 1386 CHAUCER Can. Ycont. Prol. % T. 222 Oure grounden
litarge eek

in_
the Porfurie [z-. rr. porphirie, -phurye, -fonc ;

rime mercu'rie],

y. 1634 PEACMAM Gentl. Exerc. i. xx. 65, I like best the

porphyry, white or greene marble, with a mullar or upper
stone of the same. 1644 EVELYN Mem. 29 Nov., The laver

or basin is of one vast, mtire, antiq porphyrie, 1694 SALMON

Bate's Disp.:ns. (1713) 341/2 The dried Mass to be ground
each time upon a Porphyry.



PORPHYRY. 1134 PORR.

3. Geol. and Min. a. A rock consisting of a

compact base of felspathic or other unstratified

rock containing scattered crystals of felspar of con-

temporary age.
1796 KIRWAN Elem. Min. (ed. 2) L 349 Any stone which

in a siliceous or argillaceous ground, or basis, contains

scattered specks, grains, or dots of felspar,.. is at present
denominated ^.porphyry. 1813 SIR H. DAW Agric. Chcni.

iv. (1814) 193 Porphyry, .consists of crystals of feldspar.

1833 LYICLL Princ. Gcol. III. Gloss. 77 Porphyry. .\& hence

applied to every species of unstratified rock, in which
detached crystals of felspar are diffused through a base of

other mineral composition. 1839 URE Diet. Arts, Porphyry,
is a compound mineral or rock, composed essentially of

a base of hornstone, interspersed with crystals of felspar.

1869 BKISTOW tr. Figuiers World bef. Deluge ii. 33 True

porphyry presents a paste essentially composed of compact
felspar. 1876 PAGE Adv. Text-bk. Gcol. vii. 134 The
porphyry of the mineralogist consists of a reddish felspar
basis with disseminated crystals.

b. In more general sense : Any unstratified or

igneous rock having a homogeneous base in which

crystals of one or more minerals are disseminated.

Variously specified as felspar porphyry ( a), basaltic,

claystone, granitic, greenstone, hornstone, mica, pitchstone,

trachytic porphyry, etc. Quartz porphyry ha^ a> ground-
mass an intimate mixture of orthoclase and quartz, contain-

ing distinct crystals or large grains of quartz.
The name is sometimes applied even to rocks in which the

porphyritic crystals are absent. Many limitations or defini-

tions of the term have been proposed by modern mineralogists,
continental and British, but without any general agreement
at. to the basis of definition : see, in English, Sir A. Geikie
Text-bk. Geol, (ed. 1885) 149, Prof. Bonny in Proc. Geol.

Soc. (1886) XLI. 72, Harper Petrology for Students (ed.

1902) 126, etc.

1813 BAKKWELL/H/fW. Geol. (1815) i iq The term porphyry
is very vague, being applied to all rocks that have a com-
pact base or ground in which crystals of any kind are
imbedded and distinctly visible. 1838 LYELL Elcm. Geol.

xxviii. (1874) 506 When distinct crystals of one or more
minerals are scattered through a compact base the rock is

termed a '

porphyry '. 1838 Murray's Handbk. N. Germ,
455 High and romantic cliffs, chiefly of porphyry or amyg-
daloid, abounding in agates, amethysts, c. of great beauty
and variety. 1858 GKLKIK Hist. Boulder xii. 240 When a

trap displays distinct disseminated crystals-.it becomes a

porphyry. 1872 R. B. SMYTH Mining Statist. 32 Quartz
porphyries and felspar porphyries massive, and dykes of

tliorite and diabase, occur in many parts. 1878 LAWKLINCK
tr. Cottas Rocks Class. 88 Porphyry is the general designa-
tion for all porphyritic rocks with compact main mass or
matrix. 1883 Chambers Encycl. VI I. 690 Crystals of felspar,

quartz, or calcareous spar, disseminated through a base of

greenstone, form a greenstone porphyry. In the same way,
there are pitchstone porphyry, basaltic porphyry, claystone
porphyry, etc.

4. A collector's name for various moths (so called

from the colour or markings of their wings').
1819 SAMOUELLE Entomol. Compend. 427 The Porphyry

(Botys cespitalis). Chalky places. 1832 KENNIB Conspf -ct.

Butterft, $ Moths 74 The Porphyry (Scotophila porphyrca)
appears the end of July. Wings..; first pair dusky red,
with a purplish tinge, with several white streaks and spots.
Ibid. 149 The Porphyry (Pyraustaporphyrialis). Wings.,
purplish, with a large golden red or white spot among many
very minute ones.

5. atfrib. and Comb., as porphyry column, grot,
house ) hue, mortar) slab', b. porphyry-chair, a
chair used in the installation of a pope ; porphyry
chamber, name of a room in the palace of the

Emperors at Byzantium (cf. quot. 1727-41 s. v.

PORFHYROUENITE) ; porphyry knot-horn, a moth:
see quot. ; porphyry-shell, a shell of the genus
Murex, esp. that from which the purple dye was
obtained ; porphyry-stone ^ senses i and 2.

1605 TIMME Quersit. n. v. 125 Beaten into pouder in
a purphorie morter of smal bignesse. 1633 P. FLETCHER
Purple Isl. in. viii, His porphyre house glitters in purple
die; In purple clad himself. Ibid. \\. x, With luke-wann
waters di'd in porphyr hue. c 1645 HOWELL Lett. (1650) II,

103 Your Eccho deserves to dwell in som marble or porphyry
grot. x87 FARADAY Chem. Manip. v. 150 Excellent por-
phyry mortars are brought to this country from Sweden.
1870 MORRIS Earthly Par. III. iv, 180 Porphyry cliffs as
red as blood.
b. 1656 BLOUNT Glossogr..,

*
Porphyry Chair, a Chair of

Porphyry Marble in the Cloister of St. John Lateran at
Rome, called Sedes Stercoraria. 1854 MILMAN Lat. Chr.
iv. viii. (1864) II. 397 Constantine was seized .. conducted
to the "porphyry chamber in which Irene had borne him
her firstborn son. 1832 REKNIE Conspect. Butterft. $ Moths
214 The "Porphyry Knot-horn (P[kycita\ Porphyrea,
Curtis). 1753 CHAMBERS Cyd. Su6p. t *Porphyry-shfll^ a
name given by authors to a species of sea-shell of the
purpura kind, with a short clavicle and beak. 1460 CAPGRAVE
Chron. (Rolls) 129 The Pope gave him a ryng and a super-
altarie of *porphiri ston, whech he had hallowid and blessid.

1644 DIGBY Nat. Bodies xv. (1658) 165 A subtile pouder. .

much like what filing..of k*f gold upon a porphyre stone,
may reduce it into. 1715 LEONI Palladia's Archit. (1742)
II. 86 It was adorn 'd with white Marble, Porphyr-stone,. .

and.. Statues.

Porpice, -piece, -place, obs. ff. PORPOISE.

Porpin, -pintine : see PORCUPINE 0, 5.

II Porpita (p^'jpita). Zool. [mod.L., f. Gr.

nopirrj buckle-pin, brooch.] Name of a genus of

Sipkonophora : see quots. So Forpi'tid, an animal
oi the family Porpitidse ; Fo'rpitoid^., resembling
this genus or family.
1842 BKANDE Diet. Sc. etc., Porpita, the name of a genus

ofsea-nettles. ..characterized by an internal circular flattened

disk of a calcareous and horny texture. 1878 HEM, Gegen-

iaitr's Comp. Anat. 98 In Porpita, the dUc remains flat

and circular. 1883 C. F. HOLDER in Harpers Mag. Dec.

107/1 Delicate shapes of ianthina, vellela, and porpita.

Porpoise (p^'Jpss, -pois). Forms : see below.

[ME. forpays, -peys, -poys, a. OF. porpeis (i2-i3th
c. in Godef.), porpais, -pois (Norman dial, of

Guernsey pourpeis] = L. type *porcus piscis, lit.

hog-fish or fish-hog : cf. Olt. pesce porco, Pg.

peixe porco = L. type *pisci$ porcus. In cl. L.

porcus martinis (Pliny) = sea-hog, whence It.

porco marino, Sp. piterco marino
;

cf, also Ger.

meerschwein ' sea-swine ', whence mod.F. mar-
souin. In Eng. the first element varied in I4~l6thc.

\\it\\pur- (Caxton /<?>'-) ; the second element had

many variations. In I7thc. there was an attempt
to Latinize both elements as pore- or poirtt-pisce,

pi. -pisces\ in the i8th c. porpus was prevalent;

Johnson \\%&porpoise, porpus \
in the i9th c. usually

written porpoise and pronounced porpus.]
A small cetaceous mammal (Phocxna communis)

about five feet in length, of a blackish colour above
and paler beneath, having a blunt rounded snout

not produced into a ( beak' as the dolphin's.
Hence extended to other species of the genus Pho-

cwna, and to various small cetaceans of the family

DelphinidsB. (Formerly also as collective pi.)

Bay porpoise or Skunk porpoise, a larger North American

porpoise of the genus Lagenorhynckus, distinguished by
wide bands of yellow and white along its sides.

n. 4 porpayse, 4-5 -pays, -poys, 4-6 -pas,

5 -peys, -e, -pys, 5-6 -pes, 6 -passe, -pcse,

-pyse, -pyshe, 6-9 -pease, 7 -paise, -piece, -pois,

-poce, -puis, -puise, -pisce, 7-8 -pess, -pos,

-pice, 9 -pass ; 6-9 porpus, 6- porpoise.
1309-10 Durham Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 7, j porpas. 1324-3

Ibid. 14, j porpayse et cc Haddoks. 1329 Ace. Chamberl.
ScotL (1771) 7 In emptione unius porpoys, 5$. 'iciyys
Form of Citry 108 Porpeys in broth. 1530 PAI.SGR.

256/2 Porpas a fysshe, mersovyn, c 1532 Du Wt:s Introd,
J-'r. in Palsgr. 913 Porpasse, daulphin. 1533 KLVOT Cast.
HcltliL1

(1539) 690, Greatte fyshes of the see, as thurle-

pole, porpyse and sturgeon. 1541 Act 33 Hen. Vf/f
t
c. 2

Sturgeon porpose or scale. 1542 BOORDE Dyetary xiii.

(1870) 268 A young porpesse, the whiche kynde of fysshe
is noiher praysed in the olde testament nor in physycke.
1552 HULOKT, Porpyshe fyshe. 1590 GREENE Never too
late (1600) 63 Neither flesh nor fi^h as the Porpus. 1601
HOLLAND Pliny I. 241 7"he Porpuisses..are made like the

Dolphins. 1612 DRAYTON Poly-olb. v. So Wallowing Por-

pice sport and lord it in the flood. i6z8 DIGBY Voy. Medi-
tcrran. (1868) 9, I neuer yet saw store of

porposes playing,
but soone a storme ensewed. 1634 SIR 1. HERBERT 'J'rav.

213 Porpiece. 1637 K. LIGON Barbadoes 28 Fishes, .over-

grown with fat, as you have seen Porpisces. 1661 LOVELL
Hist. Anim. fy Min t 217 Porpaise. ..Tursions or Sea Hoggs
are fatter than Dolphins. 1687 A. LOVELL tr. Thevenot's
'J'rav. n. 6 A Porpess .. taken with a Fish-gig above Malta.

1698 TYSON in Phil. Trans. XX. 128 The Dolphin and
Porpois. 1700 W. KING Transactioneer 48 He had the
Misfortune to be Scratched by the Tooth of a Porpos.
1709 T. ROBINSON I'ind. Mosaick Syst. 45 Porpices..
which delight in sporting and playing upon the waves.

1727 PhUip Quarll 59 A great number of Porpuses. 1774
OOLDSM. Nat. Hist. (1776) VI. 329 There the porpess and
the shark continue their depredations. 1802 BINGLEY
Anim. tiiog. (1813) II. 16 The Porpesse is well known in all

the European seas. 1825 J. NEAL firo. Jonathan III. 416
Throwing up the water, like a porpass, in a gale o' wind.

1834 M CMURTRIE Cuvier's Anim. Kingd, in The Por-

poise lias no rostrum, but a short and uniformly convex
muzzle. 1837 M. DONOVAN Dom. Econ, II. 193 The grand
shoal.. of w*nich the arrival is announced by the number
of its greedy attendants, the gannet, the gull, the shark,
and the porpus.

0. 4-5 purpays, 5 -peys, -paysse, -poys,
pourpays, 5-6 purpose.
1400-1 Durham Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 603 Famulo . . por.

tanti j purpays. 1440 Anc. Cookery m Househ. Ord.
(1790) 427 Make the nombuls of purpoys. r 1440 Pronip.
Parv. 417/1 Purpeys, fysche. 1:1460 J. RUSSKLL Bk, Nur-
ture 724 Purpose rested on coles. 6-1483 CAXTON Dialogues
12/2 Fro the see to you come Whales, pourpays [ F.

Balainnes, pore de mer]. 1586 BRIGHT Melanch. vi. 27 The
Monsters of the sea. .are ceals purposes and such like.

y, 6 pork pisce, porkepes, 6-7 porcpisce,

7 porcpis, porkpisce, porcupisce, -pice, -pise,

porcipize, porc'pisce.
1565 GOLDING Ovid's Met, i. (1593) 10 The ugly scales

and pork pisces now to and fro did flote. 1595 SPENSER
Colin Clout 251 His heard Of stinking Scales and Porcpisces.

1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage vin. iii. 739 A great dead fish,

round like a Porcpis. 1654 GAVTON Pleas. Notes lit. 67 A
Sturgeon, a Sea-Calfe, a Porcipize. 1661 FELTHAM Low
Countries in Resolves, etc. 60 The people that thrive and
grow rich by war, like the Porcpisce, that playes in the
storm. 1678 DRYDEN Allfor Loueiv.l, Her Eunuch there !

That Porc'pisce bodes ill Weather. 1684 O'FLAHERTY W.
Connaitght (Irish Arch. Soc.) 105 Eighteen porcupices..
were taken near Tombeola.

b. attrib, and Comb., as porpoise beef, diving,
hide, lace, oil, skin ; porpoise-like adj. and adv.
a

.

JS33 LD. BERNERS Gold, Bk. M. Aurel. (1546) Nvj,
His shooes of a porkepes skynne. 1555 EDEN Decades 351
This cape may be easely knowen, by reason the rysynge of
it islyke a porpose hedde. 1618 BRETON Courtier fy Country-
Man (Grosart) 14/1 A great man. .sent him for a great dainty
a Porpose Pye or two cold. 1651 DAVENANT Gondibert \.

xxxi, The Prince, could Porpoise-like in Tempests play.
1884 C. G. W. LOCK Workshop Receipts Ser. in. 376/1
Some find porpoise-oil to give most uniform satisfaction

(for lubricating a watch]. 1894 Outing $3&>} XXIV. 123/1
The oild porpoise-hide thigh-boots. 1898 F. T. BULLEN
Cruise Cachalot 19 Porpoise beef improves vastly by keeping.
1905 lyestin.Gaz. 26 Aug. 9/2 The 'Plunger' was put through
her paces at porpoise diving, ascending repeatedly to the

surface, long enough to get her bearings, and immediately
disappearing again.

Corporate (p^lpor/t),
a. rare. [ad. It. por-

porato, epithet of a Cardinal : L. purpuratus clad
'

in purple, PURPURATE, f. purpura. purple : see

i -ATE ^.] Clad or robed in purple.
1868 BROWNING Ring $ Bk. v. 22^ Paul shall be porpo-

! rate, and Girolamo step Red -stockinged in the presence
when you choose.

Porpore, -pre, -pur(e, obs. tt.purpu> e, PURPLE.

Porpos, -e, obs. forms of PORPOISE, PURPOSE.

Porpoynte, -pyn : see PORCUPINE 0, 7.

Porprise, variant of POURPRISE Obs., precinct.

Porpuis(e, -pus, -pys^he, obs. fT. PORPOISE.

Porr, purr (pp*> p^-O* sb. Now dial. Also

4-5* 9 Por, 6 porh(e, 9 pore, pur. [f. POKE v.]
1. A fire poker.
1357-8 Durham Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 124, j porr pro

cann'no, ixd. 1387-8 Ibid. 266 In emendacione unius por
de ferro. 1407-9 in Eng. Hist. Rev. (1897) XII. 518 In iii

rrres
alias naundirens. 1564 Wills <5-

Inv. N.C. (Surtees)

223 One Iron chimney, one porr, one payre of toynges.

1629 in Naworth Househ. Bks. (Surtees} 265 For mendinge
the kitchinge fire porre. a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew,
Pokert a pointed Porr to raise the Fire. 1825 BROCKETT
N. C. Gloss., Por, Pore, a poker for stirring the fire. 1855
ROBINSON Whitby Gloss.

, Porr, the fire-poker.

2. A thrust, a poke; a kick.

1589 J. MELVILL Diary (Wodrow Soc.) 273 Missing his

ward, he gettes a porh at the left pape, wharof he dies. Ibid.

275 A porhe of a rapper. 1844 JAMIE Muse of tilearns 155

|
(E.D.I).) A simple pur wi' a bodie's fit Maks 't rin a most

prodigious bit. 1888 ShejfieId Gloss. s.v., He gave him a

pur in the side with his thumb.

3. jig. A state of agitation or trouble.

1842 H. J. DANIEL Bride ofScio 175 In sich a pore. 1865

j

TREGBLLAS Cornish Talts(iB6B) 84 Nothing but pors will be

i

this night.

Porr, purr (pp-i p^-0, v - Now only dial.

Forms: 4-6 porre, 6 poore, 6- por(r, pore, 9

pur(r. [ME. porre MDu. porren (purreti),
Du. porren, MLG., LG. (whence Ger.) purrcn
(LG. also puren), MHG. pkurren, Ger. dial.

pfurren, Dan. (from LG.) purre y to poke, prod,

thrust, stir up, instigate. Cf. Gael., Ir. purr to

thrust, drive, jerk ; app. from English.
This verb has the appearance of being of onomatopoeic

origin, purr being a natural expression of thrusting. But
its common use in ME., MDu., and MLG., indicates a
common origin in WGer.,and it is remarkable that no trace

of it is found in any of the langs. before the i4th c.J

1. trans. To thrust, prod, poke, push (anything),
as with a spear or stick. In mod. dial. esp. used

of poking the fire : cf. PORR sb. i.

a 1400-50 Alexander 5560 pai sett in a sadd sowme &
sailid his kn^tis, Porris doun of his princes & persys bar
schildis. 1533 MORE Confnt. Tindale Wks. 432/2 He . .

gyrneth as a dogge dooeth, when one porreth hym in the

teeth with a stycke. 1570 LEVINS Manip. 155/38 To Podde
or porre, pungere. 1903 Eng. Dial. Diet., Purr, to stir,

poke, esp... the fire [or] the embers of a brick oven. (Cited
from Lancashire, Lincoln, East Anglia.)

b. To thrust, push, poke (anything) in, etc. ;

reft, to intrude.

1573-80 BARET Alv. P 579 To porre in. 1870 AXON Black
Knt. 43 (Lanes.) If he were to pur his ugly face through
th' dur boyle. '1879 Miss JACKSON Shropshire Word-bh.
s. v,, 'Er hanna invited me, so I shanna pore myself.

2. intrt To make a poke or thrust.

1560 BECON New Catech. Wks. i. 519 Let them not bite

their lippes, nor scratte their heade, nor rubbe theyr elbowes,
nor pore in theyr eares. c 1566 Merie Tales of Skelton in

S's Wks. (1843) I. p. Ix, Then with her distaff she would

poore in at hym.
3. trans. To stuff, stop, cram, fill (a receptacle

or space) with anything.
1398 TREVISA Barth. De P. R. XVH. c1x[i]. (Bodl. MS.),

Hurden..is clensinge of offal of hempe o)er of flaxe and
men in olde tyme cleped it stipa as it were stoppinge o}>er

porringe for perwij> chynes and cliftes of schippes beene

porred and stoppid. 1538 ELYOT Diet., Confercio, to stufje,
or porre. 1777 Herat Subsccivae 335 (E. D. D.) You quite

pore me.

4. To thrust or push with, the foot
;

to kick,

'esp. to kick with thick boots or clogs' (E. D.
Diet, cited from Lancash., Chesh., Derby).
18x2, 18*7 [implied in purring, purrer below]. ci86o

STATON Raysfro' tli Loomenary (Bolton) 37 Hoo up wi bar

foot an purred th' book reel into th
1

lone. 1867 Wigan
Observer 23 Feb., But Shaw would not give over, and

'purred
' me behind the ear as I was picking my money up.

1886 R BRIERLEY Cast upon World x^m. 279 Folk thinkin'

if they con purr a clod i
1

pieces . . they're fit for a farmin
1

job.

Hence FoTringr, pn'rring vbl. sb. (also attrib.}',

Fo*rrer,pu'rrer, a heavy boot or clog to kick with.

15. . in Retrospective Rev. Feb. (1853) 208 Lyke as the fissher

wolle take on hym to selle An ele in Themmys by porrynge
with hisspere. 1519 HORMAN Vnlg. 182 Yfthe cattell..be

nat kepte fro the leese : they wyll be in parel of brastynge,

for porrynge. 1717 Closebum Inv. (Nithsdale) (Jam.), A
chimney tongues, and shovel, a porring iron, and hearth

besome. 1812 Sporting Mag. XL. 249 Carter..sent forth

from the purring part of Lancashire. 1827 Blackw. Mag.
Oct. 453/1 One smashed his os frontis with the nailed heel

of a two-pound wooden clog, a Preston Purrer. 1855 MRS.
GASKKLL North % S. xxv, He and I will have an up and



PORRACEOUS.
down fight, purring an' a

1

. 1899 Birmingham Weekly Post

21 Jan. 12/4 You put your purring clogs on, and you insisted

on having a purring match with Grey.

PorraceOUS (p^-Jas), a. Also 7-9 erron.

-acious. [f.
L. porrdceus of or like leeks, leek-

green, i.porrum leek: see -ACEOUS. So f.porracj.'}

Of the nature or colour of the leek ; leek-green.
1616 SURFL. & MARKH. Country Farme 198 Hard tumours,

whether scirrous or porracious. 1676 WISEMAN Chirurg.
Treat.\i.\\\. 432 If the lesser Intestines be wounded, he

will be troubled with poraceous Vomiting. 1730 STUART in

colour. 1891 Miss Dow in Girl in Karp. x, The queerly-
formed porraceous glass bottle.

Porray, porrey. NowA 1

. Forms : a. 5 porre,

7, -ay, -ey, (poyra, 8 poiree, porree). . 5

pur(r)e, 8- St. purry. y. 4-5 perre, 5 -ey(e, -y(e,

pereye, 6 perrie. [ME. a. OF. flon
fe: late and

med.L. porrata, f. porruni leek + -ata \ see -ADE.

The mod.F. poirte goes with poireou^ QY.porret,

porreait leek. The history of the 7 forms is obscure
;

they may have another origin.
The word was possibly associated in sense with F puree

thick soup : cf.
'

porry of pese
'

with F. puree dc pois.\

A soup or broth made of vegetables (as leeks,

peas, or cabbage) or fish, boiled and passed through
a sieve, and added to soup-stock or almond-milk,
with various flavourings.
In Sc., purry is pottage made of chopped kale and oatmeal.

?ci39<> Form of Cury 70 (1780) 39 Perrey of Peson.

Ibid. 73. 40 Take and seej white peson and take oute be

perrey. c 1420 Liber Cocorum (1862) 42 pen boroughe e

wyntur his curse schal holde, Neghe lentone seson bat

porray be bolde. Ibid. 44 For blaunchyd porray. Take
thykke mylke of almondes .. heke [?leke] hedes. Ibid.,

Porry of white pese. Ibid. 47 Porray of mustuls [mussels],
c 1430 Two Cookery-bks. 14 Blawnche Perrye. Take be

Whyte of the lekys . . Almaunde Mylke, an a lytil of

Rys [etc.]. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 409/2 Porre, or purre,

potage (S. pese potagej, piseunt. 1450 Tiuo Cookery-
bks. 90 Blanche porrey. Take blanche almondes, And
grinde hem, and drawe hem with sugur water thorgh a

sUeynour ; . .be white of lekes [etc.]. 1483 Cath. Angl.
286/2 Porray, porreta^ porrata. 1578 LYTE Dodoens \\\.

xliii. 377 The broth of a chicken, or. . Perrie made of Pease,
or some other lyke liquor. 1780 FORBES Dominie Depos'd
Q Tartan-purry, meal an' bree, Or butt'ry brose. a 1800

in R. Jamieson Pop. Ball. (1806) I. 312 Put on the pat wi'

the purry.

Porrect (ppre'kt), <z. ZooL [ad. L. porrectus
stretched out, extended : see next.] Stretched out

or forth; extended, esp. forward.

1819 G. SAMOUELLE Entomol. Compend. 233 Palpi filiform

.. scarcely longer than the head, porrect. 1826 KIRBY &
SP. Entomol. IV. 317 Antennae.. .Porrect.., when they are

placed parallel with each other, and in the same line with

the body. 1866 E. C. RYE Brit. Beetles 87 Porrect man-
dibles, one of which the left is toothed on the lower side.

Porrect (p^re'kt), v. [f.
L. porrect- y ppl. stem

of porrigfre to stretch out in front of oneself, put
forth, extend, offer, i.por- = pro- forth -t- regSreto

stretch, direct. The pa, pple., the first part to be

used, was orig.porrect (ad.L. porrectus : cf. prec.).]
I. trans. To stretch out, extend (usually, a part

of the body). Now only in Nat. Hist.

1411-20 LYDG. Chron. Troy in. xxviii. (MS. Digby 230)
If. 134/1 To eche partie and extremyte Of his body lyneally

porrecte Thoru? nerfe and synewe driven & directe. 1432-
50 tr. Higden (Rolls) VI. 17 The Romane empyre, that was

porrecte from the occean of Briteyne unto the costes of
Persida. 1816 HOR. SMITH Tor Hill (1838) II. 94 The
Doctor again porrecting his forefingers. 1874 WESTWOOD
Thesaur Entoin. Oxon, 24 The prosternum is porrected in

front of the anterior coxas, forming a sharp, compressed,
curved and setose point.

b. To hold (a thing) out to some one for his

acceptance : cf. PORRECTION 2. ? Obs. rare.
X43a~5 tr- Higden (Rolls) VI. 181 Supposynge hym to

have porrecte the chesable after to [sic] masse to oon of
his ministres.

f2. To direct or present (a prayer or petition).
c 1415 Found. St. Bartholomew's 18 And he . . felle downe

a-forne the Awter, porrectynge his ineke prayers to heuyn.
i46oCAPCRAve Chron. (Rolls) 266 The praiere ofcerteyn peti-
ciones whech were porrect in the Parlement. 1483 in Lett.
Rich. HI ff Hen. VII (Rolls) I. 12 A bill of peticion which
the lordes..and the commons.. solemplye porrected unto
the kinges highnes.

3. To put forward, tender (a document, etc.) ; to

produce or submit for examination or correction.

Obs. exc. in eccl. law.

1774 EP. HALLIFAX Anal. Rom. Law (1795) 96 By the
new Law, an Actor gave caution to contest the Suit, within
two Months after porrecting his Libel. 1848 in State Trials
VI. 413, I porrect a schedule, which I pray to be read.

1872 Whartons Law Lex. (ed. 5), Porrecting, producing
for examination or taxation, as porrecting a bill of costs, by
a proctor. iS8o Times 22 Dec., It is part of the old practice
that the promoter of the suit should draw up the sentence,
and '

porrect' it, as it is called, to the Judge for his adoption,
subject to any alterations that he may make.

b. humorously. To tender, deal out.

1746 FIELDING Trite Patriot No. 13 Which I no sooner

perceived than I porrected him a remembrance over the face.

Hence Porre-cted///. a., extended forward.

1653 R. SANDERS Physiogn. 277 Consider the porrected
form of the nose. 1848 HARDY in Proc. Berw. Nat. Club
II, No. 6. 337 The antennae are distant, porrected.
So Porre ctate a. 1890 in Cent. Diet.
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Porrection (p^re'kfan). [ad. \^.porrection~eni t

n. of action f. porrigcre; see prec. So Y.porrec*

tionJ\

i 1. Stretching out ; extension. Obs. rare.

1649 BULWER Pathoinyot. n. iv. 154 The Broad Muscle.,

by its porrection ..may serve to open the Eye.

2. The action of holding out for acceptance;

proffering; offer; presentation. Now only Eccl.

1715 M. DAVIES A then. Brit. I. 322 With Porrections or

Surrenders of the Submissive Herba (porrigcre herbam} or

of the more Victorious Palm or Laurel. 1890 Guardian

25 June 1030/2 This decree declared the porrection of the

cup and paten to be the matter essential to validity in the

ordination of priests. 1897 Tablet 8 May 726 How are we
to account for their retaining the porrection or delivery of

the Gospel Book ?

Porret i.p^ret). Now only dial. Forms : 4

porete, (porrecte), 4-6 poret, porett(e, 5 por-

rete, -ette, 5-7 (9 dial.} porret, 9 dial. pouret(t,

purrit. [ME. poret, porette, a. OF. poret leek

(also porette small kind of onion), f. L. porrum
leek -r dim. suffix -cf (-etle) t -ET.] A young leek

or onion ; a scallion.

[c 1265 Voc. Nantes Plants in Wr.-Wiilcker 555/7 Pori/ts,

i, poret, i. lek.] 1362 LANGL. /*. PI. A, vn. 273, I haue

porettes and percyl and moni Colplontes, a 1400 Pistill of
Susan 107 pe persel, be passenep, porctcs to preue. 1483
CAXTON Gold. Leg. 267/2 Thou etar of porrette wene thou
to take me out of myn hows. 1530 PALSGR. 256/2 Porret

yong lekes, porette. 1573 TUSSER Hush, xxxix. (18781 Q.J

Seedes and herbes for the Kitchen. . 51 Poret. 1646 SIR T.

BROWNE Pseud. Ep. 323 Why Garlick, Molyes, and Porrets

have white roots,deep green leaves, and blacke seeds? 1858
MAYNE Expos. Le.i:, Porrct, the common name of tlie plant
A ilium porrum.

Porrey : see PORRAY.

Porridge (p^'rkl,^),^. Forms: 6 porage, por-

radge, 6-7 -edge, 6-8 -ige, 6-8 (9 dial.) -age. 7

-idg, Sc. (9 dial.) -itch, 7- porridge. &, 6 parage,
8 dial, parrage, 9 Sc. parridge, -itch. [Altered
form of POTTAGE, PODDISH (cf. PORRINGEK). In

sense i, possibly influenced by PORRAY. In Sc. and

Eng. dial., usually construed as collective plural.]

1 1. Pottage or soup made by stewing vegetables,

herbs, or meat, often thickened with pot-barley or

other farinaceous addition. Cf. GRUEL sb. 3. O&s.
c 1532 Du WES Introd. Fr. in Palsgr. 1070 Ye have alredy

eaten your porage. 1538 BALE Thre Lowes 1566 They
loue no pese porrege nor yet reade hearynges in lent. 1550
LEVER Serin. (Arb.) 122 Hauyng a fewe porage made of
the brothe of the same byefe, wyth salte and otemell. 1561
HOLLYBUSH Hour. Afoth. 18 b, Take a dishe full of Hempe
sede . . Braye it well and strayne it wyth warme water so
that it become as a thyn parage. 1573 Titidalc's Obed.
Chr. Man Wks. 166 If the porage [1528 podech] be burned
. .or the meate ouer rosted, we say The bishop hath put his

foote in the potte. 1577 B. GOOGE Hereshactis Hush. n.

(1586) 56 This sort [of Colwoorts]. -is sod with Baken and
vsed in Porredge. 1601 B. JONSON' Poetaster in. iv, He will

eate a legge of mutton, while I am in my porridge. 1660-1
PEPYS Diary 25 Feb., There we did eat some nettle porrige,
which was made on purpose to day,, .and was very good.
1748 SUSANNA DARWIN in E. Darn-ins Life (1879) 8 Till

one, Pease Porrage, Pottatoes and Apple Pye. 1755
JOHNSON, Porridge. ., food made by boiling meat in water;
broth. 1805 Med. Jml. XIV. 427 Some persons have been
rendered delirious by eating porridge, wherein it [Fool's

parsley] had been used instead of parsley.

b. See PLUM-PORRIDGE.
2. A soft food made by stirring oatmeal (or occas.

some other meal or cereal) into boiling water (or

milk) ; in cooling, it becomes more or less con-

gealed. Often with distingnishing word, as oatmeal

p., wheatmeal p., rice p.
a 1643 W. CARTWRIGHT Bill ofFare Comedies, etc. (1651)

228 Imprimis some Rice Porredge, sweet, and hot. a 1674
CLARENDON Hist. Reb. xm. 86 Here he had such Meat
and Porridge as such People use to have. 1705 WALL Hist.

Inf. Ba6t. (1844) I. xix. 355 Having his belly filled, and his
i_ . _ j i *j_.ii_ j '-^i-C'--.' :j__ ^:_I_T iy-7/..j

PORRY.

to cool one's (own} porridge, to reserve one's advice,
etc. for one's own use (cf. POTTAGE 4).

1596 NASHE Saffron Walden 75 He carries the poake for

a me^se of porredge in Christs Colledge. 1678 DKYDEN
Linibcrham iv. i, That is a chip in porridge; it is just

nothing. 1694 MOTTEUX Rabelais v. xxviii. (1737) 129
Breath to cool your Porridge. 1764 rOOTK

. 335, I never got salt to my porridge
Royal Exchange. 1816 SCOTT Old

gude parritch eneugh. 1856 KANE Arct. Expl. II. xix. 1

Cooked them a porridge of meat-biscuits and pea-soup.
1859 JEPHSON Brittany ix. 139 Oatmeal porridge formed a
considerable part of the people's food.

3. a. fig. A conglomeration, a hotchpotch ; un-

substantial stuff.

1642 G.CALSINE (title}A Messe ofPottage,verywell seasoned
and crumbd, with Bread of Life,, .against the contumelious
slanderers of the Divine Service, terming it Porrage. ^

1662

PEPYS Diary 24 Aug., Young people, .crying out '

Porridge
'

often and seditiously in the Church, and they took the Com-
mon Prayer Book, they say, away. 1705 HICKEKINGILI,
Priest-cr. ir. ii. 22 All other Devotion in the Church is but

Porridge, as they prophanely word it; give us Sermons,
Sermons, Long-winded Sermons. 1790 BURKE Fr. Rev.
Wks. V. 41 A. .sermon, in which there are some good moral
and religious sentiments, . . mixed up in a sort of porridge of
various political opinions and reflexions. 1852 P. Parley's
Ann. 8 1 Peter Parley's literary porridge for the month of
March.

b. transf. Something of the consistency of thick

soup or porridge.
1700 S. SEWALL Diary 5 Dec., Because of the Porrige of

snow, Bearers, .rid to the Grave.

4. In proverbial phrases; e.g. a mess ofporridge \

see MESS sh. 2
;
not to earn salt to one's porridge^

i.e. to earn practically nothing ; to keep one's breath

Spare your I>ru;

Patron i. Wks. 1799 I.
;

till I mounted at the .

Mort. xxxvi, Hold your peace, sir, ..and keep your ain

breath to cool your ain porridge. 1836 Mngopico 35
(E. D. D.), It's as plain as parridge that he was both a
Roman and Sociman.

5. attrib. and Comh.^ as porridge basin
, bowl,

dish, pan ^ seasoner,
-
supping ; porridge-faced, -fed,

-like ailjs. ; -| porridge-belly : see quots. ; por-
ridge-ice, broken ice forced into a continuous

mass, pack-ice; porridge-pot, the pot in which

porridge is cooked ; porridge-stick, a stick used

for stirring porridge ; porridge-time (Sc. and

dial.}, breakfast-time (or supper-time).
1580 HOI.I.VHAMJ 'I'rcas. />. Tong\ Grand fotager, or

mangeiir de potagc, a *porrige belly. 1681 W. ROBERTSON
Phraseol. Gen. (1693) 446 A huge, great,. . porridge-belly
Friar. 1830 SCOTT Demonol. i. 45 In the case of the *por-

ridge-fed lunatic. 1880 Scribner $ Mag. Jan. 3,51/2 The
water was full of "porridge-ice. 1589 R. HAKVEV PI.

Pcrc, Dcd, 2 A large P. with a wide mouth like a *por-
radge pott. 1843 LYTTON Last Bar. i. vi, Love and
raw pease are two ill things in the porridge-pot. 1895
DOYLK Stark ^Innrce Lett, iii, (19021 53 Always a lady,
whether she was [etc.], .or stirring the porridge, which I can
see her doing with the *porridge-sticfe in one hand. 1816

SCOTT Old Mort. xiv, This morning about 'parritch-time.

Hence Po*rridg*e v., a. intr. to form porridge ;

b. trans, to supply with porridge (Cent. Diet.

1890) ; Po-rridffy a., resembling porridge.
1629 WISTHROP Let. in New Eng* (1853) I. 435 Let my son

Henry provide Mich peas as will porridge well, or else none.

1859 ATKINSON Walks <$ Talks (18921 356 Their damp cloud
seats and porridgy mists. 1897 Allbutt's Syst. filed. III.

791 Becoming gradually thicker, till in the second week
a porridgy consistency may be attained.

Porriginous (p^rdginas), a. [ad. \*. porrl-

ginosits full of scurf, f. porrigo, -ineni scurf, dan-

druff: see -ous.] Of, pertaining to, or affected

with porrigo.
1828 Glasgow fried. Jrnl. i Feb., Porriginous ophthalmia

is a disease of early life. 1842 T. H. BUKGESS Man. Dr's.

Skin 164 They have described six varieties .. under the

title of porriginous eruptions.

II Porrigo (pprargo). Path. [L. porngo scurf,

dandruff.] A name for several diseases of the scalp
characterized by scaly eruptions.
1706 PHILLIPS, Porrigo>. .Scurf or Scales on the Mend, Eye-

brows, or Beard, a 1801 W. HEBERDEN Conim. xxiii. (1806)

127 The porrigo, or scald head, begins with little spots of

a branny scurf. 1899 Allbutfs Syst. Med. VIII. 526

Recognised as a distinct disease under the name of 'Con-

tagious porrigo '.

Porringer (pp'rfndgsi). Forms : a. 6 por-

(r)eger, porrager. . 6 porrynger, 6-7 porin-

ger, 7 porrenger, 7- porringer. [An alteration

of the earlier potager, podditiger, going with por-

ridge from potage, poddige. For the n cf. passen-

ger> messenger.] A small basin or similar vessel

of metal, earthenware, or wood, from which soup,

broth, porridge, children's food, etc., is eaten :

variously specialized in different localities : see

Eng. Dial. Diet.

1522 in Bury Wills (Camden) ii5,iiij sawcers of pewter, iij

poregers of pewter. 1538 Ibid. 135, vj pewter porryngers.

1578 in Gentl. Mag. July (1861) 36, vi. porragers of pwter,
xiitt. 1579 LANGHAM Gard. Health (1633) 239 Put the iuyce
into a Tmne Poringer, 1594 NASHE Unfort. Trav. Wks.
(Grosart) V. r45 From Spaine, what bringeth our Traueller?

A scull cround hat of the fashion of an olde deepe porringer.

1596 SHAKS. Taut. Shr. iv. iii. 64. 1661 PEPVS Diary
20 May, Rose early, and put six spoons and a porringer of

silver in my pocket to give away tcniay. 1784 FRANKLIN

Antobiog. Wks. 1840 I. 102, I ate it out of a two-penny
earthen porringer. 1798 WORDSW. We are Seven 47 And
often after sunset, Sir, When it is light and fair, I take my
little porringer, And eat my supper there. 1840 DICKENS
Old C. Shop Ixi, A tin porringer containing his breakfast.

1855 ROBINSON Whitby Gloss.
t Porringer. ., a coarse earthen

pipkin, with a loop handle at the side. 1871 G. H.
NAPHEYS Prev, <$ Cure Dis. n. ii. 43r A porringer, gradu-
ated so as to mark the quantity of its contents, is useful.

b. A hat or cap resembling a porringer : cf.

quot. 1594 in prec. humorous.
1613 SHAKS. lien. V/II, v. iv. 50 A Habberdnshers Wife

. .raiPd vpon me till her pinck'd porrenger fell off her head.
1820 W. IRVING Sketch-Ik., Little Brit. 16 There is the

little man with a velvet porringer on his head.

C. attrib. and Comb.
1860 MOTLEY Netherl. (1868) I. ii. 39 Their little velvet

porringer-caps stuck on the sides of their heads. 1901
Atlieumunt 27 July 132/1 Another of these porringer-shaped

cups with two handles.

Hence Po'rringerful.
1904 Brit. Med. Jrnl. 3 Dec. 1517/1 Half a porringerful

of foul fluid making its escape.

Porriwiggle, variant of POLLIWOG.

Po'rry. Silk Weaving. [?] The portion of the

warp lying between the warp-roll or beam and the

back of the heddles or harness through which

the threads pass.
1790 Trans. Soc. ArtsVUl. 166 A power of shortening

the porry occasionally. Ibid. 169 The porry may be made
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of any length. 1831 G. R. PORTER Silk Mamtf. 274 Re-

moving all roughnesses and inequalities in the warp threads,

or, as the weavers call it, picking the pony.

Porry : see POBRAY. Pors, -e, obs. f. PURSE.

Porselan, -seland, -slin, obs. ff. PORCELAIN.

Porselane, -sulaigne, obs. ff. PURSLANE. Por-
sewe, -sue, obs. ff. PURSUE. Porsyllogisni,
var. of PROSYLLOGISM.

Port (poXit), sbl Also 4-6 porte, 5 poort.

[OE. port haven, harbour, ad. L. port-us haven,
harbour. In ME. reinforced by F. port (- Pr.

port, Sp. puei'to, Pg., It. porto} of same origin.
Sense 5 directly from OF.]

I. 1. A place by the shore where ships may
run in for shelter from storms, or to load and
unload ; a harbour, a haven.

893 K. /ELFRED Qros. i. i. 2oponne is an port on su5e-
weardum fyazm lande, J>one man hxt Sciringesheal. Ibid. 21,
He sejlode on fif dagan to J>a;m porte be mon lutt a:t Haebum.
c 1330 K. BRUNNE CAttMf. (1810)31 At a hauen of Sandwich,
in pe portis mouth. 1390 GOWER Conf. III. aSS He ar-

ryveth : Sauf in the port of Antioche. 1432-50 tr. Higden
(Rolls) II. 163 Hauenge also more plesaunte portes [L.portus
acconimodatiores, 1387 more profitable hauenesj. 1455-6
Cal. Anc. Rec. Dublin (1889) I. 290 Al maner schyppys
that cumyth withyn the portys of the cittie of Dyvelyng.
1585 T. WASHINGTON tr. Klcholays I'oy. \. iii. 3 The
yles Baleares. .haue good ports. Ibid. xi. 13 We arryued
at the porte of Bone. 1687 A. LOVELL tr. Thevenofs
Trav. I. 8 Being Master of that Isle, they could break
the Chain that secured the Port, which was stretched from
the Castle St. Angelo to the Spur of the said Isle. 1726
SWIFT Git Iliver n. viii, To set me safe ashore m the first port
where we arrived. 1887 STEVENSON Undersvoods xxviii. 61

I must arise.. and to port Some lost complaining seaman

pilot home.

b. fig. A place, position, or condition which one
takes refuge in, or endeavours to arrive at.

1436 LYDG. De Guil. Pilgr. 16987 To aryven vp at so
holsom a Port, and at so notable an havene, to ffynde
Reffuyt and Refuge, O blyssed lady, in the. c 1430 Min.
Poems (Percy Soc.) 238 Thoruhe helpe of Jhesu, at gracious

poort t'aryve, Ther to have mercy kneelyng on our kne.

1555 HOOPFR in Coverdale Lett. Mart. (1564) 152 He by
praier huml>ly resorted vnto god as the onely porte of con-

solation. 1865 DICKENS Afttt. Fr. i. vii, 'Harmon's, up
Battle Bridge way'. Mr. Wegg admits that he is bound
for that port. 1879 Echo No. 3273. z Doubt was expressed
..as to the possibility of the measure reaching port this year.

2. A town or place possessing a harbour to which
vessels resort to load or unload, from which they
start or at which they finish their voyages ; spec.

a place where customs officers are stationed to

supervise the entry of goods.
Often as a part of the proper name of towns, etc., which

are also harbours, e. g. Port Arthur, Port Chalmers, Port

Elizabeth, Port Erin, Port Glasgow, Port Patrick, Port

Royal, Port Said, Port Victoria; also in composition as

Kridport, Devonport, Maryport, etc.

47900 tr. Byda's Hist, iv, i. 3 (1890) 256, & hine jelaedde
to bam porte, J>e is nemned Cwaentwic [Staples]. [1340 Act
14 Edit). HI, Stat. ii. c. 4 Les Custumers des portz ou les

leynes se chargeront [etc.].] c 1400 MAUNDKV. (Roxb.)
viii. 29 Men may passe by see to J>e porte laffe. 143*
Rolls of Parlt. IV. 417/2 Other Havenes under the Port of

Chichester. 1486 C'TESS OF OXFORD in Four C. Eng. Lett.

(1880)7 That such wetche..be used and hadde in the poorts,
and creks. 1487 Act 3 Hen. F/7, c. 7 Every merchaunt. .

which shall bryng..eny maner of goodez into any porte
within this realme. Ibid., The custumers of the seid porte.

1535 COVERDALE Ezek. xxvii. i Tyre, which is a porte^pff the

II. 1 5. (?) A recess in the mountains ;
a defile,

a mountain pass : applied esp. to those of the

Pyrenees, in OF. (pi.) porz d'Espagne, med.L.

Hispaniportus, Pyrensei portus (Du Cange).
[a. OF. (and local Fr.) port, pi. porz, pors (nth c. in

Chans. Roland*, ports = Sp. puertos, med.L. portus
'

fauces,
claustra montium' (Du Cange, citing Pseudo-Turpinc 1125),

sec y l

occupieth with moch people, a 1548 HALL Chron.,
Hen. If/// 260 The Frenche kyng wrote to the Emperor. .

that his armie had gotten the isTe of Wight, the Fortes of

Hampton and Portesmouth, & diuerse other places. 1610

HOLLAND Camden's Brit. (1637) 211 The priviledges of a

port or haven town. 1759 B. MARTIN Nat. Hist. Eitg. II.

Norfolk 75 This is the greatest Port for Importation. 1766
BLACKSTONE Connn. 1. vii. 264 These legal ports were un-

doubtedly at first assigned by the crown ; since to each of
them a court of portmote is incident, the jurisdiction of
which must flow from the royal authority. 1849 MACAULAY
Hist. Eng, iii. I. 302 The profit of conveying bullion and
other valuable commodities from port to port.

b. Close port, free port: see quots.
1567 Sc. Acts Jas. VI (1814) III. 42/1 It salbe lesum to na

strangear . . To lois or lai& bot at fre portis alanerly vnder be

pane of confiscatioun. 1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v., Close

Port*) are those within the body ofa city ; as those of Rhodes,
of Venice [etc.]. Free Port,, .a

port open and free for mer-
chants of all nations to load and unload their vessels in,..

Marseilles was declared a free port by an edict of Louis XIV.
bearing date sth March 1669. Free Port is also used for

a total exemption and franchise, which any set of mer-
chants enjoy, for goods imported into a state, or those of the

growth of the country exported. 1867 SMYTH Sailors
Word-hit.* Close ports, those which He up rivers; a term in

contradistinction to out-ports.

t 3. Thefive ports : = CINQUE PORTS. Also the

barons of the Cinque Ports. Obs.

1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 1169 f>e vif tounes of J>e vif pors
[v.rr. ports, -es] he let walli aboute. c 1330 R. BRUNNR
Chron. (1810) 252 pe fiue portes t>orgh powere be se had so

conquerd. c 1400 Hrut 235 J?e V Portes token to kepe
hem (sea coasts], and also the see. 14.29 Pol. Poems (Rolls)
II. 146 Six erles in their estate shewid them alle ; And the
v. poortis beryng up the palle. c 1460 FORTKSCUE Abs. fy

Lint. Mon. xvii. (1885) 151 Chambirlayns off Contreis, be
warden off be portes, and such ober. 1631 [see FIVE a. i].

f- 4. The mouth of a river. Obs. rare.

[Rendering L. portus, sometimes used in this sense.]

1555 EDEN Decades 165 This riuer fauleth into the furthest

cornel of the goulfe of Vraba by seuen porte
1; or mowthes.

or amid mountains', also locally in U. S. a gap, a pass.)

cizos LAY. 24415 Nes na cniht ne na swein. .from baporz
of Spaine to ban tune of Alemaine, b_at

bider icomen nere,

gif he iboden weore, al for ArSures seie.

III. 6. at/rili. and Comb. a. General combs., as

(in senses I, 2) port-bell, clearance (CLEARANCE 8),

ganger (GAUGER i), gitardship, haven, -master,

-order, -trade ; port-seizing adj.
1608 H. CLAPHAM Errour Kiglit Hand 51 The "Port-

bell ringes, it is now about the eleuenth hower. 1815 Gen.

Hist, in Ann. Reg. 136/2 Several English vessels provided
with 'port-clearances were fired at. 1737 J. CHAMBF.RLAYNE
St. Gt. Brit. in. xxviii. (ed. 33) II. 85 'Port-Guagers, each

661. per annum. 1899 Westm. Gaz. i July 5/1 The "port

guardship of 1'Orient, the Cfiudan. 1662 OWES A nimadv.
on Fiat Lnx Wks. 1851 XIV. 60 This is the *port-haven
of Protestants, whatever real darkness may be about
them. 1590 MARLOWF. Ed-w. II, IV. iii, Our *portmasters
Are not so careless of their King's command. 1796 NELSON
in Nicolas Disf. (1846) VII. p. cxxiv, "Port-orders. 1897
Wcstm. Gfiz. 30 Dec. 2/2 The "port-seizing Power for the

day is France, and the port seized is Hainan.

b. Special combs. : port-admiral, an admiral

in command of a naval port ; port-bar, (a) a shoal

or bank across the entrance to a port : BAB sbl

J 5 (*)
= BOOM s6? 3 (Webster 1864); port-

bound a., detained in port by contrary winds,
foul weather, etc. ; port-charge, harbour-due

(see HARBOUR i/'.l 5) ; port-duty =
prec. ; port-

head, the most landward part of a harbour (HEAD
si/. 15); f port-pass, authorization to leave or

land nt a port : see PASSPORT
; port-pay, wages

due for time during which one's ship is detained

in port.
1829 MARRYAT f. Mildmay iv, The junior "port-admiral

had a spite against our captain. 1833 P. Simple x,

The captain applied to the port-admiral, and obtained

permission to send parties on shore to impress seamen.

1695 CONGRKVE I.vvc for L. III. vi, I love to roam about
from Port to Port. . ; I could never abide to be "Port-bound,
as we [sailors] call it. 1821 SCOTT Pirate vii, Does she get
rich by selling favourable winds to those who are port-
bound ? 1652 Suffolk Deeds 1 . 234 By their third part of

942Rs. "port chardges at St. Lucar. 1776 ADAM SMITH
II'. N. v. i. in. (1869) 1 1. 307 A moderate "port-duty upon the

tonnage of the shipping. 1776 G. SEMPLE Building in

Water 154 The "Port-head at the Custom-house Quay.
1678 in Marvell Grmvth Popery 63 Having a Pass from the

Lords of the Admiralty, and a "Port-Pass from Dover.

1758 J. BLAKE Plan Mar. Syst. II He will have eight
months wages remaining due to him, besides his "port-pay,

t Port, sW Obs. exc. Hist, or in Comb. [OE.
port m. = MFl., WDu.fwrt fern., town, burgh, city.

In origin, the same word either as the prec. or as

the following ; its proper place being somewhat

doubtful, it is here provisionally separated, and

placed between the two. See Note below.]
A town : perhaps spec., a walled town, or a

market-town ; but identified with bark as a ren-

dering of L. civilas, and, like
' town ', contrasted

with upfelond
'

country '.

(The Netherlandish .fort
was identified with torch, and,

generally, with stat '

city
'

; but was app. also applicable to

places inferior in rank or privileges to a city.)

901-924 Laws Eadw. I, I. c. i Ic wille )t. .nan man ne

ceapije butan porte \extraporhtm\ ac haebbe J*es portere-
fan sewitnesse o33e oSera ungelijenra manna. ^950 Lin-

disf. Gosp., Capitula Lectionum Matt. xxxl. (ed. Skeat

18), In ciuitate sua. gloss in burns "'^ in Port n 's- Mid-
xxxx, Increpat ciuitates, gl. burjas t-r/portas. Ibid. Mark
vi. 6 Et circumibat castella, gl. ymb-eode <Sa portas. to..

O. E. Chron. an. 1010 Da com se here to Hamtune, and
bone port sona forbsrndon. anoo

Ibid^. (an. 1052 MS. D,
Wore.), J>a ferdon his men dyslice aefter inne, & sumne man
ofslogon of bam porte [i.e. Dover], & oSer man of bam porte
heora geferan. a 1122 Ibid. an. 1087 (Laud MS.) Se cyng..
bead aelc man. .sceolde cuman to him, Frencisce & Eng-
lisce, of porte & of uppe lande. n . . Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker

550/7 Caste!fatn,w\c K?/lutel port. [1876 FREEMAN Norm.
Cong. V. xxv. 516 Port, in the sense of town, is now known
only in a few compound words, like Port-reeve and Port.

meado^v.\
b. altrib. and Comb, as f port-dog, t -hound;

t port-highway, t port-street (only in OE. port-

strtete) = PORT- WAY. See also POHTMAN, PORT-

MOTE, POET-REEVE, PORT-SALE, etc.

1290 .9. Eng. Leg. I. 307/267 He [devil] fierde ase doth
a *port-doggue I-norischet in port-toun : For he geth ofte

in prece of Men a-mong heom op and doun. Ibid. 274 None
more bane be "port-hound, bat neij men geth I-noul.

1601 HOLLAND Pliny I. 140 At this town [Petra] meet both
the "port high waies, to wit, the one which passengers
trauell to Palmyra in Syria, and the other, wherein they go
from Gaza. ?<zxooo in Kemble Cod. Difl. III. 36 In 3are
"portstrait ; and swa aefter &ere straete.

[Notf. The extension of the sense ' haven '

or ' harbour-
town

'

to an inland town presents difficulties, though an
explanation has been sought in the definition of L. portus,
in the Digest L. xvi. (De verb, signify 59

' Portus appella-
tus est conclusus locus, quo importantur merces et inde

e.vpovtnntur ; eaqtie nihilo minus statio est conclusa atque

munita '. The transference of sense from '

gate
'

to
' walled

town with gates
'

is also unlikely. Inasmuch as PORT' and
PORT 3

, though representing respectively L. portus and

porta, were both masc. in OE., the fact that this port was
also masc. affords no evidence either way. The MF1. words
are in a similar position : there port

' haven
' and pone

(later poort)
'

gate
'

are both fern., and, port
' town '

being
also fern., the gender gives no indication. But the oldest

and prevalent form of the word was port or poort, porte
being unusual and late, and prob. due to confusion with

porte
'

gate
'

; Verwijs and Verdam take it therefore as cer-

tain that port
' (own

'

represented L. portus ; and if this

was so in Flemish, it was doubtless so also in OE. The
Netherlandish word was extensively used down to

c_
1500,

and had numerous derivatives (of which poorter citizen,

poort- or poorterregt burgess-ship, citizenship, are still in

use). Cf. also PORTERY.]

Port (poajt), sb2 Also 3-8 porte, 5 poort(e.

[ME. porte, port, a. F. porte : L. porta door, gate.
The cognate langs. had in this sense words directly

adopted from L., viz. OS. porta, OFris., MLG.
forte, MDn. porte, poort(e, 'Du. poort, OHG. pforta,

MHG., Ger. pforte, all fern. OE. had irregularly

port m. (in form identical with PORT i?. 1
), in

several instances also rendering L. porticus porch,
whence also OE.portic, OHG. pforzih. ON. had
also port, perhaps from OE. If the OE. port
survived into ME. (which is doubtful), it was then

merged in the Fr. word, which became in Sc. the

ordinary word for the gate of a town or city.]

1. A gate or gateway : from I4th c., usually that

of a city or walled town. Now chiefly Sc.

c 950 Lindisf. Gosp. Matt. vii. 13 Innjeonges <Scrh nearuo

port j/e/durejr/sanforoonSiu wide seat (etc.]. cyj$Rushw.
Gosp. John x. 23, & code 3e hjelend in tempel in oone port
salamonnes [L. in porticu Salomonis\ c 1000 Ags. Ps.

(Th.) Ixviii. 12 Me wiSerwearde wseron ealle, pa him sxton
sundor on portum [L. in porta}. a 1300 Cursor M. 14612
At be port o salamon Cum vr lauerd in-to be tun. 1387
TRF.VISA Higden (Foils) I. 221 A wal i-made of brent tile

and streccheb dounward oute of be hi?e hulles by be jate

port Asinaria. 14 . . Customs of Malton in Surtees Misc.

(1888) 58 Thay scball haffe iiij portes, that is to say iiij janes.

1490 CAXTON Eneydos xiv. 49 The brydges, poortes and

passages ben lefte wylhoute warde. 1500-20 DUSBAR Poems
Ixxvii. 17 Ane fair processioun mett her at the Port. 1520
M. NISBET Acts iii. lo He it was that sat at almouse at the

fair port of the tempile. 1535 COVERDALE Judith xiii. 10

So these two. .came thorow the valley vnto the porte of the

i

cite. 1537 BIBLE (Matthew) Ps. ix. 14 note, The pones or

cates of the daughter of Syon are the companies of the good
and faythfull. 1607 SHAHS. Cor.v. vi. 6 Him I accuse : The

! City Ports by this hath enter'd. 16*7 MILTON /'. L. iv. 778

,

And from thir Ivorie Port the Cherubim Forth issuing . .

stood armd. 1672 DRVDES De/. Epilogue Ess. (ed. Ker) I.

169 He [Jonson] perpetually uses ports for gates; Which is

an affected error in him, to introduce Latin by the loss of

I

the English idiom. 1712-30 Gideon Guthrie (1900) 21 He
was passing the port of Templebar. 1802 HOME Hist. Reb.

iii, The Scots call the gate of a town the Port. 1828 SCOTT
F. M. Perth vii, Let us meet at the East Port. 1904 C. S.

DOUGALL Burns Country i. 7 Travellers setting out through
the Kyle port, the eastern exit of the ' ancient borough '.

b. transf. mdjig. (Cf. GATE rf.i 3-5.)

1535 Goodly Primer (1834) 238 From the ports of hell..

|
Lord, deliver our souls. 1545 RAYNOLD Byrth Mankyndt
(1564) 10 The entraunce of the matrix or wombe, is named
the womb port or mother port. 1601 B. JONSON Forest

xi, Th'eye and eare (the ports vnto the minde). 1603

j

KNOLLES Hist. Turks (1621) 3 This people, .by the Caspian
ports passing thorow the Georgian country, a 1677 HALE
Prim. Orig. Man. I. i. i These five ports or gates,., the

five exterior Senses. 1742 YOUNG Nt. Th. iv. 2 z Then first

Humanity Triumphant, past the Crystal Ports of Light.

t c. Sc. An open space nearthe gate ofa town, at

which labourers were hired in open market ; hence,

a hiring-market or fair there held. Hence port-

day. Port-wages : the rate of pay fixed at the

'port'. Obs,

1786 ffar'st Rig (1801) 39 Masters far and near hae been

At port, they say. Ibid. 41 To Dun-eudain they hie wuh
haste The next port-day. Hid. 38 The West -port of Edin-

burgh, or rather the Grass market adjoining, is the place
where reapers are hired every day during harvest .. particu-

larly on Mondays. 1883 J. MARTIN Remix. Old Hadding-
ton 346 Linton . . had from an early date a weekly established
' Port

', every Monday morning during the harvest season

for hiring shearers and fixing the wages. 1903 J. LUMSDEN

Toorli, etc. 8 Port wages and the halesome harvest fare.

2. Naut. a. An opening in the side of a ship for

entrance and exit, and for the loading and discharge
of cargo, b. Each of the apertures in a ship of

war through which cannon were pointed ; now, an

aperture for the admission of light and air; a

PORT-HOLE.

1390 GOWER Conf. I. 197 This knyht. -cam to Schipe. .To

the porte anon he ierde :.. Andsodelnliche he was out ihrowe

And dreynt. 1495 P-'avalAcc. Hcn - ' '//1 1896) 164 Calkyng
the porte of the seid Ship, a 1548 HALL Chron., Hen. VfH
259 b, The Mary Rose, .was laden wyth muche ordinaunce,

and the portes left open, whiche were very lowe,. .when the

ship should turne, the water entered, and mainly she

sanke. 1595 CAPT. WVATT R. Dudley's Voy. W. lud.

(Hakl. Soc.l 58 A verie fine snugg long shipp, havmge on

each side vi. portes open, beside her chace and her Sterne

peeces. 1627 CAPT. SMITH Seaman's Gram. ii. 5 All the

Ports may be of such equall height, so that euery peece may
scrue any Port. 1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl. s v. Ship, Plate,

Fig 2. 66 The Lower Tyre Ports. . . 67 The Middle Tyre of

Ports. 68 The Entring Ports. 1836 Lctt./r. Madras (1843)

1 1 We came up with a French brig. . . I put my head out of

the port to admire her. 1840 R. H. DANA Be/. Mast xxiii.

72 We were so near as to count the ports on her side. 1867



PORT.

SMVTH Sailor's IVord-bk., Entcring-forts, ports cut down
on the middle gun-deck of three-deckers, to serve as door-

ways for persons going in and out of the ship. 1890 Cent.

Diet. s. v. Lumber-port, Vessel Unloading Lumber through
Lumber-port.

C. The cover or shutter of a port-hole ; a port-
lid. Half-port', see quot. 1823.
c 1627 [see port^rofe in 6]. 1669 STURMY Mariner's Mag.

i. ii. 19 The Ports, all knockt open.. to run out our Guns.
T 759 Hist, in Ann. Reg. 120/2 We.. hauled our ports up
and run our weather guns out. 1793 SMEATON Edystone I*.

290 To make the holes preparatory for hanging the Ports

for the windows ;. .got the ports hung so as to keep the sea
from coming in at the windows [in lighthouse]. 18*3 CRABR
Teeknot. Diet. s.v. Ports, Half-ports, a kind of shr.tiers

with circular holes in their centre large enough to go over
the muzzles of the guns, c 1860 [see fort-lid in 6],

d. transf. POKT-HOLE 2 a.

1882 CUSSANS Her. (ed. 3) 112 When the tincture of the
Field is to be seen through the windows or ports, they are
said to be Voided of the Field.

3. In various games, a passage through which
a ball or the like must pass.

t a. Billiards. See quots. Obs. exc. Hist.
1688 R. HOLME Armoury in. 262/2 Billiards, .the Port is

the Arch of Ivory, standing at a little distance from the
other end of the Table. 1873 BENNETT & 'CAVENDISH'
Billiards 4 The peculiarity of the game at this time con-
sisted in the use of a small arch of ivory called the '

port '.

b. Curling or Bowls. A passage remaining
open between two stones or bowls : see quot. 1898.
1817 Lintonn Green in. xiii, To draw, guard, strike, or wick,

he tries, Or through a port to steer. 1820 Blackw. Mag.
VI. 572 Anon a Port is to be taken.

_
1898 R. Catcdon.

Curling Club Ann. 26d, diagram. Drawing through a Port.

..If the played Stone pass between ihese two Stones with-
out touching either.

4. Mech. An aperture for the passage of steam,

gas, or water ; esp. in a steam-engine, for the

passage of steam into or out of the cylinder, a

steam-port.
1839 R. S. ROBINSON Naut. Steam Eng. 101 To shut the

steam port before the eduction port, leaving the expansive
power of the steam, already in the cylinder, to finish the
remainder of the stroke. 1848 Exhaust port [see EXHAUST
s!>. 3]. 1859 RANKINR Steam Engine (1861) 487 The seat of a
steam engine slide valve consists usually of a very accurate

plane surface, in which are oblong openings or ports, .at least

two in number. 1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mech. 1767/1 The
entering port for live steam is the inlet or induction port ; the

port of departure is the outlet, eduction, or exhaust port.

1895 ModelSteam Engine 39 When both the ports are equally
uncovered, the length of the eccentric-rod is correct.

5. The curved mouthpiece of some bridle-bits.

1587 TURBERV. Trag. T. (1837) 94 A pleasant porte doth
rule a raging horse, When harder brakes doe breakc the
mouth too much. 1607 MARKHAM Caval. n. (1617) 62 Many
..haue added in stead of the plights which fold the two
paries of the bylte together, another peece in fashion of
a round hoope, or a half moone, which they call a Port,
and sometimes this Port must consist of one peece, and
then it is called a whole Port, sometimes of two peeces, and
then it is called a broken Port. 1875 'STONEHENGE

'

Brit*

Sports n. in. i. 3. 523 The ordinary curb with a port on
the mouthpiece. 1884 E. L. ANDERSON Mod. Horsemanship
i. v. 17 Ihe mouth-piece should have a liberty for the

tongue, so that the bit may take effect upon the bars of the
mouth. The size of this liberty, or port as it is called, should

depend upon the size of the tongue of the horse.

6. attrib. and Comb., as (in sense 2) port-bar,

-flange, -hook, -lid, -nail, ~sat7, -sash, -shackle, -sill,

tackle', see quots.; *f port-base, a small piece of

ordnance, formerly in naval use
; port-bit (sense

5), a bridle-bit of which the mouthpiece is curved
into an arch

; port-face, in a steam-engine, the

flat surface in the steam-chest containing the ports
or steam-passages ; f port-mouth =

port-bit ;

port-mouthed a., having a port mouthpiece, as

a bit ; also transf. ; port-pendant =
port-rope ;

port-piece, an obsolete kind of ship's gun ; port-
rope, a rope for raising and lowering a port-lid ;

port-stopper, a revolving shutter for closing
a port in a turret-ship ; port-way = sense 4.
1864 WEBSTER,

*Port-bar. 1867 SMYTH Sailors Word.
Ik., Port-bars, strong pieces of oak, furnished with two
laniards, by which the ports are secured from flying open in
a gale of wind, the bars resting against the inside of the

ship ; the port is first tightly closed by its hooks and ring-
bolts. 1600 in Hakluyt Fcy.(i8n) IV. 47 The barke..O-
tent had but one Minion, one Falcon, one Saker, and 2 *port-
bases. 1662 SIR A. MERVYN Speech on Irish Affairs 31 If

they will not mannage with a Snaffle, perchance their Heads
may be brought into a Rane with a *Port-bit. 1585 Records

in ship-carpentry, is a batten of wood fixed on the ship's
side over a port, to prevent water or dirt going into the
port. 1823 CRABB Technol. Diet., *Port-Ifooks t ..fov the

purpose of hooking the hinges that are fastened to the port-
lids, /bid., *Port-Lids t a sort of hanging doors thai shut
in the ports al sea. ci86o H. STUART Seat/tart's Catech. 71
What are the port-lids, or ports for ? For closing the ports.
1589 Pappe TV. Hatchet Div, Thou shalt be broken.. with a
muzroule, "portmouth, and a martingall. 1730 N. Eng. Hist.
fir Gen. Reg. (1850) IV. 260 A *port mouthed Bitt. 1848
ELIZA COOK Curls # Couplets xvi, The port-mouthed para-
pet. 1710 J. HARRIS Lex. Techn. II, *Port-nailst

are such
Nails as are used to fasten the Hinges to the Ports of Ships.
c 1850 Ritditn. Namg. (Weale) 134 Port nails, .are similar
to clamp nails, and used for fastening iron-work. 1527 in

Archseologia XLVII. 332 For a bumbardell, ij *portpeces
with iiij. chambers of one sorte, xxxvij. barrelles saltpetre..
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c.Ii. 1884 Encycl. Brit. XVII. 282/2 There were. .in the

first period of naval history basilisks, port pieces, stock-

fowlers, sakers, and bombards. 1627 CAPT. SMITH Seaman's
Gram. vi. 27 The *Port ropes hale vp the Ports of the Ord-
nances. 1867 in SMYTH Sailors Word-bk. 1769 FALCONER
Diet. Marine (1789), Voiles d Lcst^ *port-sails, or pieces of

canvas, depending from the port-hole of the ship, into which
the ballast is thrown, to the side of the ballast-lighter. 1823
CKABU Technol. Diet., *Pt>rt-Sas/test glass frames that are

put into the cabin-ports and other rooms at sea. 1769
FALCONER Diet. Marine (1789), Sole, a name sometimes

given to the lower side of a gun-port, which however is

more properly called the *port-sell. 1869 SIR K. J. REED
Shipbuilding viii. 149 To obtain a good height of the port-
sill above the water-level. 1823 CRABB Technol. Diet.,
*
Port-Tackles, those which serve to haul up the Port-lids.

Pg. porte]
I. 1. The manner in which one bears oneself

;

external deportment ; carriage, bearing, mien.
c 1369 CHAUCER Dethe Blannche 834 She had so stedfast

countenaunce, So noble porte and mayntenaunce. c 1386
Prol. 69 And of his port as meeke as is a mayde. 1387-8

T. USK Test. Love i. v. (Skeat) 1. 73 Let thy port ben lowe
in every wightes presence. ^1430 LYDG. Min. Poems
(Percy Soc.) 143 [He] sauhe by ther poort that they stood
in dreede. 1440 Proutp. Pan 1

. 409/2 Poort, of cownte-

nawnce,^t*j///j. 1514 BARCLAY L'yt, ,y Uplondyskin. (Percy
Soc.) 21 Thus with proude porte to cloke theyr poverte.
1667 MILTON P. /,. iv. 869 With them comes a third of

Regal port, But faded splendor wan. 1704 ADDIHON Poems,
Campaign 417 Such easie greatness, such a graceful port.
1805 WORDS \v. Prelude ix. 146 His port, Which once had
been erect and open, now Was stooping and contracted.

1874 SYMONDS S&. Italy ,y Greece (1898) I. viii. 155 She has
the proud port of a princess.

b. fig. Bearing, purport (of n matter).
1568 GRAFTON Chron. II. 721 The English Herault had

shewed him playnely how to enter into the port of the
treatie. 1841 EMERSON Lect, Times Wks. (Bonn) II. 249,
I wish to consider well this affirmative side, which has
a loftier port and reason than heretofore. 1876 LOWELL
Among my Bks. Ser. n. 285 Phrases of towering port, in

which every member dilated stands like TenerifFe or Atlas.

} C. Behaviour, conduct. Obs. rarc~ l

.

1588 LAMBARDF. Eiren. iv. xiv. 563 A Writ of allowance,

testifying that he hath found suerties for his good port,

according to the Statute.

d. Dignified carriage; stately bearing, rare.

1633 BP. HALL Hard Texts, Prov. xxx. 29 Which carry. .

a kinds of port, and pleasure in their motion. 1873 HOLLAND
A. Bonnie, i. 9 The growing port of later years, and the

ampler vestments are laid aside.

e. transf. Habit or mode of growth (of a plant).
rare.

1721 BRADLEY Pkilos. Ace. Wks. Nat. 27 They have given
the Feminine Character to some Plants for the sake of
their beautiful Flowers, or from the Port or Appearance of
the whole plant. 1882 Garden 10 June 402/2 It [the
Umbrella Tree] is somewhat straggling in growth, but this

does not detract from its handsome port.

2. Style of living ; esp. a grand or expensive

style; state; hence transf. social position, station.

Now rare or Obs.

1523 LD. BKRNERS Froiss. I. xxviii. 42 Eche of them kept
a great estate and port, and spared nothynge. 1530 PALSGR.

431/2 He is nat worth two pens all men payed, and yet he

kepeth a porte tyke a lorde. 1570 A UP. PARKER Corr.

(Parker Soc.) 360 For that Mr
Bickley_

is master of a house
and keepeth thereby a port of worship, I think he would
well serve the turn. 1657 R. LIGON Barbadoes (1673) 9 By
his port and house he kept he was more like a Hermite,
than a Governour. a 1713 ELLWOOD Autobiog.^^ 5 My
Father .. having accepted the Office of a Justice of the

Peace.. put himself into a Port and Course of Living agree-
able thereunto. 1806 SCOTT Fam. Lett. 23 Nov., It became
more and more difficult.. to keep the name and port of

gentlemen. 1839 KEIGHTLEY Hist. Eng. 1.431 If they were

spenders, they must needs have, because it was seen in their

port and manner of living.

fb. transf. A train of attendants (as indicating
a splendid style of living) ;

a retinue. AIsoy?.
1545 ASCHAM Toxoph. Ded. (Arb.) 13 What tyme .. your

highnes .. looke that your moost honorable and victorious

iourney into Fraunce, accompanied with such a porte of

the Nobilitie and yeomanrle of Englande. 1577 R. S. (title)

The Covrt of ciuill Courtesie. FitHe furnished with a pleasant

port of stately phrases and pithy precepts. 1621 FLETCHER

Pilgrim i. ii, Well, madam, ye've e'en as pretty a port of

petitioners . Vain-glory would seek moreand handsomer.

II. f 3. Means of carriage, conveyance. Obs.

a 1500 Chaucer's Dreme 29 That some gode spirit, that

eve, By inene of some curious port, Bar me, wrier I saw

peyne and sport.

1 4. The action of carrying ; the fee or price for

carrying ; postage, carriage. Obs.

1615 Lett. E. India Co. (1899) HI. 194 You are to pay the

bringer 5 mas port ; he hath promised me to make haste.

1622 MABBR tr. Aleman's Guzman efA/f.n. 24 He bethought
himselfe of feigning a packet of Letters, and to put thcre-

vpon two Ducats Port. 1635 in Secret Committee on Post-

Office (1844) 56 The further the lettres shall goe, the port
thereof is to be advanced. 1692 N. York Stat. in Laws .$

Acts N. Y. (1694)74 For the port of every single letter from
Boston to New York.. nine pence.

1 5. Weight that has to be carried or borne, rare.
1660 SHARROCK Vegetables 38 It has root to grow, body to

bear the port of the plant. 1682 N. O. BoUeaus Lntn'n
i. 108 And his Fat comely Corps, so thick and short Made
the Soft Pillows groan under his Port.

6. Something that is used to carry, a carrier :

t a. A socket attached to the saddle or stirrup in

PORT.

which the butt of the lance rested when carried

upright, b. Some part of the handle of a sword,
?the hilt or grip. Obs.
a 1548 HALL Chron., Hen. II' 12 One company had the

plackard, the rest, the port, the burley, the lasses, the lam-

boys, ..all gylte. 1679 Lond. Gaz. No. 1404/4 Lost, .a large
ngget handle Sword, with a Silver Hilt Cross and Port,..
the Hilt gilt in Ports.

C. A irame for carrying; spec, in candle-making :

see quots.
1839 URE Diet. Arts 247 A frame, or port, as the work-

men call it . . containing 6 rods, on each of which are hung
18 wicks, r 1865 LETHEIIY in Circ. .Vc. I. 93/2 The wicks
are cut into proper length;; by a machine, according to the
sort of candle to be made, and then suspended from a rod
or frame, called a port.

f7. Vcncry. (See quots.) Obs.
1688 R. HOLME Armoury ii, i ^2/2 An Harts. . Footing i>

called, slot, or portes. Ibid. 188/1 Ports, or Slot, is the

print or tread of a Deers foot.

f 8. J/r/j. (See quot.) Obs. rare.

1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl.* Port ofthe voice, in music, the

faculty and habit of makeing the shakes, passages, and
diminutions.

9. [ir. Mil. phr. Port arms.] The position

required by the order ( Port arms '

: see PORT vJ- 2.

Cf. CARRY sb. 3.

1833 Regul. Instr. Cavalry i. 30 The whole . . drop their

carbines smartly to the port. 1887 Times (weekly ed.J

28 Oct. 18/4, I.. brought the rifle from the 'slope' to the
'

port '.

tPort, J/'.3 Obs. [Aphetic f. ME. aport,
APPORT st>.-

}
a. OF. aport, F. apport, f. apporter

to bring ; in med.L. apportnm (L)u Cange).] That
which anything

'

brings in ', yields, or contributes ;

a customary or legal contribution, a payment in

kind or money, by way of rent, rent-charge, tri-

bute, etc.
;
in early use, the tribute rendered by a

daughter religious house to the mother-house.
Also aitrib.) w$> port-corn^ port-tithe.
1450 Rolls o/Parlt. V. 198/1 Fermez, Pensions, Portions

ycerly, Portes, Annuitees, Feefermes, Knyghtes Fees, Ad-
vowsons. 1473 Iln.i. VI. 93/1 A Granule by us tohymmade. .,

of a port \_=ap<?ri\ Cs. by yere, lo be taken by the handes of
the Prlour and Covent of Wenlok. 1536 CKOMWKLL in

Merriman Life $ Lett. (1502) II. 8 Ye haue aledgyd thai
I haue letten lo Ferme the port tythe. 1541-2 in llolton

Stat. Irel. (1621) 227 Which were not., let to ferme for

money, but only for porte of corne or marts, or for porte of

corne and money. 1715 Lond. Gaz. No. 5394/3 Port Corn

issuing yearly out of the Vicar's Part of KillrumperTythes.

Port (p6-\it), sb$ (a.} A 7
aut. [Derivation ob-

scure : see Note below.]
1. The left-hand side of a ship looking forward :

= LARBOARD j/;. Opposed to STARBOARD. (Often
in phr. to port, A-PORT.)
In recent times generally substituted for the older ?ar-

board to obviate misunderstandings arising from the simi-

larity in sound ofsfar&oarfl&nd larboard. By international

convention, ships, esp. steamers, carry a red light on the

purt side.

1625-44 'MANWAYHING Sea-mans Diet., To Port. Is a
word used in Conding the Ship, ..they will use the word

steddy a-Port, or Steddy a Star-boord, the Ship heeles to

Port : bring things neere to port, or the like. 1633 T. STAF-
FORD /*<:. Hib. in. viii. (1821) 562 With two takleshee might
steere the Hoy either to Starboard or to Port. 1748 A nson's

Voy. i. x. 104 The ship heeled .. two streaks to port. 1813
SOUTHEV Nelson I. iii. 124 They, .put the helm a-poit, and
stood after her again. 1844 Adtnlty. Order 22 Nov., The
word 'Port

'

is frequently. .substituted.. for the word ' Lar-

board', and as.. the distinction between 'Starboard* and
' Port

'

is so much more marked than that between *

Star-

board' and 'Larboard', it is their Lordships direction that the

word ' Larboard
'

shall no longer be used. 1846 U.S. Navy
Department Notice 18 Feb., It having been repeatedly repre-
sented to the Department that confusion arises from the use

of the words ' larboard
'

and 'starboard
'

in consequence of

their similarity of sound, the word '

port
'

is hereafter to be
substituted for 'larboard '. 1875 BEDFORD Sailor^sPocket Bk.
iii. (ed. 2) 61 If two sailing ships are meeting end-on,.. so

as to involve risk of collision, the helms of both shall be put
to port, so that each may pass on the port side of the other.

1884 Pall Mall G. 25 Aug. 8/2 The . . port bow of the Cam-
tien struck the port of the Dione between her rigging.

2. attrib. or as adj. .Situated on, or turned

towards the left side of a ship :
= LARBOARD B.

1857 R. TOMES Attier. in Japan vii. 149 It was thought
better to stand off on the port tack, in order to get well

clear of the land. 1857 DUFFERIN Lett. High Lat. (ed. 3)
226 A promising opening was reported .. a mile or so away
on the port-bow. 1875 BEDFORD Sailor's Pocket Bk. i.

(ed. 2) 21 The Port Wing Ship of a Column is the ship on
its extreme left. 1883 Law Times Rep. XLIX. 332/1 The
Clan Sinclair . .was about to round Blackwall Point under
a port helm. Mod. A green light seen on

your port bow
shows that a vessel is approaching on your left front on a
transverse course (the green light being shown from the
starboard side of that vessel).

[Note. This use of/<w/may have arisen either from PORT
sb.

}

, senses i, 2, or from PORT s&.*, sense 2. When the

steering apparatus was on the right side of the vessel (the
steercboord or starboard), it would be convenient, in orde
to leave this free, to have the port (entering port) on the

opposite side (the lade board or larboard). For the same
reason, the vessel when in port, would naturally be placed
so as to lie with her larboard alongside or facing the shore

or port. For either reason, the larboard would be the port
side. Port for larboard was in recorded use more than two
centuries before it became official ; the existence of PORT :'.

2

indicates a still earlier colloquial use.]

Port (p69.it), sb.l [Shortened form of Porto

(wine), f. Oporto (Pg. Porto, lit. 'the Port*)



PORT.

name of a city of Portugal, the chief port of ship-

ment for the wines of the country, formerly also

called in Eng. Port Port(p. So F. (via Jf}

Porto] A well-known strong dark-red wine of

Portugal, having a sweet and slightly astringent

taste. Also called Oporto (wine), t Port Fort

wine, fPorto, and PORT-WINE.

Formerly also called Red Port, as opposed to White Port,

a white wine of Portugal (now little imported).

1691 LUTTRELL Brief Rel. (1857) II. 314 English ships that

went to Bourdeaux and took in wine, and after sailed to

port O Porto, and then came home, pretending it to be

port. 1693 Bacchanalian Sessions 21 But we've the best

Red Port What's that you call Red Port? a Wine Sir
;

comes from Portugal, c 1717 PRIOR Epitafh 29 Their beer

was strong ; their wine was port. 1739
' R. BULL

'

tr. Dedc-

kituius' Grokiatms 263 Wines of ev'ry Sort, From potent ,

Cyprus down to humble Port. 1784 R. BAGE Barhavi
|

Dmans I. 23 It was his constant custom to smoak tobacco,
j

drink red-port. 1837 MARRYAT Dog-fiend x\x, I mean to

take my share of a bottle of Oporto. 1880 BROWNING Chve

77 Let alone that filthy sleep-stuff, swallow bold this whole- i

some Port ! 1889 N.-ll'. Line. Gloss, (ed. 2) s.v. Ked Port,

The generation which is passing away, and their prede-

cessors, always spoke of port wine as red port.

b. attrib. and Comb., as port club, -drinking (sb.

and adj.), -negus ; port-bibbing, -complexioned adjs.

1751 SMOLLETT Per. I'ic. IV. xcviii, [One] who had shone

at almost all the Port-clubs in that end of the town.

1771 FOOTE Maid of B. i. Wks. 1799 11.204 A few port,

drinking people, that dine every day in the Lion. 1865
DICTJESS Mut.Fr. I. vi, Miss Potterson [took] only half_her
usual tumbler of hot port negu*. 1900 Daily -AV:c.r

24 Oct. 10/2 The old days of port-comp!e.\ioned dons.

Port ;po*it), sl'-* Sf. Also 8 porte. [a. GaA.port
tune,

= lr. port tune, jig (O'Reilly).] A lively

tune, a catch, an air.

1721 KELLY Scott. Prmt. 397 What the English call

a Catch, the Scotish call a Port i as Carnagies Port, Port

Arlington, Port Athol, &c. 17.. in Scott Pirate xv. note,

You, minstrel man, play me a porte. 1805 SCOTT Last
Minstr. v. xiv, The pipe's shrill port aroused each clan.

1896 N. MUXRO Lost Pibroch (1902) 16 You played a port
that makes poor enough all ports ever one listened to.

Port, rf.9, obs. form of (Sublime) PORTE.

Port (po3.it), f.1 Also 7 porte. [a. F. port-er:
L. portare. to bear, carry.]

f 1. trans. To carry, bear, convey, bring. Obs.

1566 J. PITS Poor Man's Bcwv., Ps. c. He did vs make, ,

and port And guyde vs all our dayes. 1608 Act ofKirk
Session Aberdeen in Caled. Merc. 24 Aug. 1816 (Jam.) It

j

becumis the people.. to leave their sinnes quhilk porte on

Gods judgmentis aganes us. a 1637 IS. JONSON Utteurwoodt.

F.pithal. vii, The virgins . . Porting the ensigns of united

two Both crowns and kingdoms, in their either hand.

a 1661 FULLER Worthies, Shropsh. (1662) n. i They
[coals] are easily ported by Boat into other Shires. 1706

. PHILLIPS, To Port, to carry, as To port Books about to sell.

1711 in loM Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. v. 178 They had

ported arms without license.

2. Mil. To carry or hold (a pike or the like)

with both hands ; spec, to carry (a rifle or other

weapon) diagonally across and close to the body,
so that the barrel or blade is opposite the middle

of the left shoulder ; esp. in the command Port

arms !

1625 MARKHAM Souldicr's Acciil. 23 [In] charging [with

Pikes] . . Port over-hand. Port vnder-hand, 1677 R. BOYLE
Treat. Art ofWar 191 And have caused my Pike-men to

trail their Pikes, that they might not have been seen by the

Enemy ; which if shoulder'd, or ported, they would be.

1688 R. HOLME Armoury in. xix. (Roxb.) 147/2 Port your
pike, is in three motions to take it by the But end, with your
right hand, and beare the point forward aloft. 1803 Cornel.
Drill Serjeant 18 In some regiments it is called porting
arms or preparing for the charge. 1820 SCOTT Abbot iii, To
mimic the motions of the warder as he alternately shouldered,
or ported, or sloped pike. 1833 Regul. Instr. Cavalry i. 36
Officers recover swords.., and 'Port' them. 1877 Field
Exerc. Infantry 374 On the approach of any person, the

sentry will port Arms, and call out Halt, who comes there?

Port (po-Mt), v. z Naut. [f.
PORT sb. f> : cf.

STARBOARD sb. and
v.']

1. (raits. In to port the helm, to put or turn it

to the left side of the ship ;
also ellipt. to port.

1580 H. SMITH in Hakluyt's I'oy. (1809) I. 505 The William
had her Sterne post broken, that the rudder did hang clean
besides the sterne, so that she could in no wise port herhelme.
1594 [Seepop-mouth S.V. POP-]. 1627 CAPT. SMITH Seaman's
Gram. ix. 37 Port, that is, to put the Helme to I,arboord,
and the Ship will goe to the Starboord. 1630 J. TAYLOR
(Water P.) Praise of Hemfseed Wks. 65/2 Cleere your
maine brace, let goe the bolein there, Port, Port the helme
hard. 1704 J. HARRIS Lex. Techn. I. s.v., They never say
Larboard the Helm, but always Port it i tho' they say Star,
board the Helm, when it is to be put to the Right side of
the Ship. 1829 MARRYAT F. Mildttiay xx,

( Port the helm '.

. .

' Port it is, sir ', said the man at the helm. 1875 BEDFORD
Sailors Pocket Bk. iii. (ed. 2) 59 Seamen are to be found
who port at every light seen ahead, or nearly ahead.

2. intr. Of a ship : To turn or go to her port
or left side.

1890 in Cent. Diet. 1005 Westm. Gaz. 10 Aug. 9/2 She
was an unwieldy oil-tank in ballast, and for a moment her

huge bulk, slowly porting, was bow on.

Port, 2'. :)

[f.
PORT *3.i] trans, a. To bring

to port. b. To land at, reach (a port), c. nonce-

use. To furnish with ports or harbours.
1612 Two Noble K. v. i, So hoyst we The sayles, that

must these vessells port \v.r. part] even where The heauenly
lymiter pleases. 1632 I.ITHGOW Trat'. vtn. 350 Coasting the

1138

.. shear ..,1 ported Ligorne, the great Dukes Sea-Haven.

1635 QUARLES Embl. in. viii. 155 The way to Heav'n is

thruugh the Sea of Teares : Earth is an Island ported round
with Feares. 1648 EARL OF WESTMORELAND Otia Sacra

(1879) 18 A fresh-Mackerell Gale, whose blast May Port

them in true happiness at hist.

Port, v.* [f.
PORT j.sj-

f 1. trans. To furnish or shut in with a gate.

Hence Po'rted///. a, Obs.

^11548 HAI.L Chron., Hen. K6sb, The Englishmen had
their parte only barred and ported. 1616 B. JONSON Masques*
Hymenm, Barriers, Designing power to ope the ported

skyes.

2. Curling. (See quot. and PORT sb?> 3 b.)

1831 Blackw, Mag. XXX. 971 Porting, is to come up,
inter Scyllam et Charybdim, i.e. to draw a shot through a

strait formed by the stones upon the rink.

Port, f.fi nonce-ii'd.
[f.

PORT j.7
] intr. To

drink port (cf. to wine}. Also to port it.

1825 Sporting Mag. XV. 323, I have ported and clareted

it
'

many a time and oft
'

with Sir John.

I(Porta (pouta\ Anat. [L., agate; alsoapplied
to a part of the liver (Cic.). See PORT sb.'f\ a. The
transverse fissure of the liver, at which the portal

vein, hepatic artery, etc. enter it : the portal fissure.

Also applied to a similar part in other organs, b.

The vena ports or portal vein : see PORTAL a. 2.

1398 THEVISA Barth. De 1\ R. v. xxxix. (Bodl. MS.) If.

21 b/ 1 Oute of the brode holownes of J?e lyuour comef? a

veyne,J>at phisiciansclepen porta. c 1400 Lanfrancs Cirnrg.
26 Smale veynes J>at coinen out of te veyne }?at is clepid
porta. 1704 J. HARRIS Lex. Techn. I, Porta, the same with

Vena Portg. 1895 Syd. Sec. Lex., Porta. .term applied

by anatomists to that fissure in the liver (the transverse or

portal fissure) by which the vessels enter. ..Sometimes also

extended to other organs.../', otncntorum. .a name for the

foramen of Winslow. ./'. retiut t
the hilum of the kidney.

Portability(po utabi-liti). [f.late 'L.portalrilis

PORTABLE +-ITY.] The quality or state of being

portable ;
fitness for being carried or moved from

place to place, esp. with ease
; portableness.

1667 \VATERHOUSE Fire Loud. 23 The River of Thames,
and the portability of that which it brings up to the Keyes
of London. 1669 STURMY Mariner's blag. n. vi. 68 This

management. 1875 JEVONS.Money v. 35 The portability of

money is an important quality.

Portable (p">
J
*Jtab'l), a. [a. 1*. portable, ad. late

L. portabilis that may be carried, i.portart to bear,

carry : see PORT v.1 and -ABLE.]
1. Capable of being carried by hand or on the

person ; capable of being moved from place to

place ; easily carried or conveyed.
Often used to distinguish modified movable forms of

machines or structures which as a rule are constructed as

immovable fixtures, as portable derrick, di<il,/encc^fiernact'y

railway, steam engine, etc.

(1400 tr. Secrcta Secret., Gov. Lordsh. 91 pat portable

kynde.. .he |>anne, bat yn his name racys hit, and berys it

with hym clanly, he shal purchace reuerence and honour.

1594 PLAT Jewell'ho. \\\. 36 A portable ynke to be caried in

the forme of a powder in any paper, leather purse or boxe.

1597 A. M. tr. Guillemeaus l-'r. Chirnrg. If. xvi b/i The
Instrumentes of a little portable case, a 1653 W. GOUGE
Comm. Heb. n. (1655) 300 The [tabernacle] was a kind of

portable Temple. 1669 STURMY Mariner's Mag. v. xii. 40

Very portable and fit for his Pocket. 1706 PHILLIPS, Portable
Barometer. 1730 A. GORDON Majfci'sAmf>hith, 337 Portable

gravity easily pc

Optics xL 192. 330 A very convenient portable camera
obscura. 1837 W. IRVING Caft. Bonneville II. 192 He. .put

up a small stock of necessaries in the most portable form.

1871 YEATS Growth Comm. 50 Holding property not in

lands but portable goods.
b. Said of liquid substances congealed, and of

gaseous substances liquefied, so as to be more con-

veniently carried or transported.
1758 J. T.I.AKE Plan Mar. Sj-st. 53 Portable soop was

recommended. 1836 W. lsvi&oAftff*ia II. 102 Five pounds
of portable soup, and a sufficient quantity of dried meat to

allow each man a pittance of five pounds and a quarter.

1836-41 HRANDE Client, (ed. 5) 546 Large quantities of this

PORTAGE.

tymber on the shore side or vpon any portable riuer. 1645-

52 BOATE Irel. Wat. Hist. (1860) 21 The Nuric-water .. is

not portable but of very little barkes and boats, and that

only when the tide is in. 1685 WOOD Life 23 Mar. III.

136 A drie winter : no flood : waters very low, not portable.

t 4. Portly. Obs. rare.

1769 R. CUMBERLAND Brothers (1808) 29 He.. is a little

peaking, puling thing; I amajolly portable man, as you see.

Hence Po'rtableness, portability.

1727 BAILEY vol. II, Portableness, capableness of being
carried.

Portage (poo-jteds), rf. 1 Also 7 portaidg, -e.

[a. F. portage the action of carrying, in OF. a tax

paid on entering a town, etc. = med.L. porldlictim
' idem quod valvarum theloneum

'

(Du Cange),
also portagium, It. portaggio, etc., f. L. portare to

carry : see POKT v. 1 and -AGE.]
I. 1. The action or work of carrying or transport-

ing; carriage.
[1251 in Re/>. Secret Comm. P.-O. 29 Pro portagio cere

have all heard of ' Portable Soup . . . Now we have ' Port-

able Milk '. A small jar
of this solidified material, we are

told, contains the equivalent of six gallons of fluid milk.

C. fig. Kasy to carry in the memory, to carry out

in practice, etc.

1655 FULLER Ch. Hist. vn. L 31 These Psalms were
therefore translated, to make them more portable in peoples
memories. 1711 STEELE Spect. No. 100 F4 This portable

Quality of Good-humour seasons all the Parts and Occur-
rences we meet with.

f2. fig. Supportable; bearable; endurable; that

can be borne or tolerated. Obs.
c 1500 Melusine 209 To putte me to raJsounable raunson &

paycment portable to me. 1589-90 Reg. Privy Council
Scot. IV. 452 Fraall watcheing,. . stent or contributioun, or

beiring or sustening of ony uther portable chargeis. 1605
SHAKS. Lear HI. vi. 115 How light and portable my pain
seems now. a 1653 BINNING Serttt. (1845) 585 The soul puts
upon Him that unsupportable yoke of Transgressions, and
takes from Him the portable yoke of His commandments.

f3. Capable of carrying ships or boats; navigable.
1600 HAKLUYT I'oy. III. 46 If you find great plentie of

(1896) 32 Paid .. for the portage of the same ropes to the

water side..v. 1577-87 HOLISSHKD Chron. III. 1205/1
Vessels . . that should be appointed for the portage and

conueieng awaie of the said things. 1626 C. POTTER tr.

Surpis Hist. Quarrels 138 They dispended yearely aboue

an hundred crownes in the portage of Letters. 1630 M.
GODWVN tr. Bp. Hereford's Ann. Etig. (1675) 92 Two
chests .. each of them required eight strong men for the

portage. 1710 G. P. O. Notice in Loud. Gaz. No. 4734/4
The Rates for the Portage of Letters, .are as follow. 1820

JEKVLL Corr. (1894) 91 Cleopatra's Needle is not to come
from Egypt to Waterloo Place, as the portage would cost

jC 10,000. [1870 STEVENSON Tra-<. Cevennes (1886) 23, I

must . . take the following items for my own share of the

portage : a cane, a quart flask, a pilot-jacket ? b.]

t b. That which is carried or transported ; cargo ;

freight ; baggage. Obs.

1454 Cat. Anc. Kec. Dublin (1889) I. 283 Salte, ire, pych,

rosyne, collys ne no portage that commyth within the

fraunches of the saide cite in no shippis. 1513 DOUGLAS
/Encis in. ii. 6 Je mycht haue sene the costis and the

strandis Fillit with portage and peple thairon standis.

1632 Docum. St. Paul's (Camden) 133 That no man.. pro-
fane the church by the cariage of burthens, or baskets, or

any portage whatsoeuer. 1667 WATERHOUSE Fire Lond.

46 Fishermen, Passengers, and other Boats and Portages.

\ o. Weight, as regards transport. Obs. rare.

1612 WOODALL Surg. 71/<ite\yks. (1653)237 Such medicines

as are small of dose, and light of portage. 1760-72 H.

BROOKE Fool of Qua/. (1809) IV. 152 Jewels of high value

but light portage.
2. The cost or price of carriage; porterage;

freight-charges ; t also, a clue levied in connexion

with the transport of goods. Obs. exc. Hist.

1472-3 Rolls of 1'arlt. VI. 58/2 Almaner of Freghtes,

Canage, Portaqe, Batellage, and other expenses. 1588

PARKE tt.Mnumm't Hist. China 61 Customes, dueties,

portages and other rents. 1600 HOLLAND Liry it. ix. 50

The Commons, .were freed of portage, tollage, and tribute.

<ii63i DONNE Let!. (1651) 161 Your last hath been the

cheapest Letter, that ever 1 paid Portage for. 1763 SMOLLETT

Trav.(ii66)l. 12 He .. saved about fifteen shillings portage.

1860 J. WHITE Hist. France (ed. 2) 51 The needy baron was

obliged to sign away, .his portage and tax on entrance with-

in the walls.

t3. A'ant. Burden of a vessel ; tonnage. Oh.
[1378 in Selden Mart Cl. (1635^ 192 Primerement, J>ur

prendre de chescun Nief & Craier,
de quel portage q'il soil.)

1436 Rolls ofParlt. I V. 500/2 Shippes, every of iiii" Tonne

portage, or lesse. 1531-2 Act 23 Hen. I'llI, c. 8 i All

maner of shippes being vnder the portage of .viii.C. tonnes

. . might at the lowe water easely enter into the same. 1591

Art. cane. Admiralty 21 July 34 Any Ship of the portage
and burthen of fifty tunnes and vpwardes. 1710 N. F.ng.

Hist. I, Gen. Reg. (1876) XXX. 200 The Good Ship , of

the Portage or Burthen of thirty five tuns or thereabouts.

4. In full, mariner^s portage : A mariner's ven-

ture, in the form of freight or cargo, which he was
:

entitled to put on board, if he took part in the

common adventure and did not receive wages, or

which formed part of his wages ;
the space allowed

to a mariner for his own venture or to be let by
him for freight payable to him in lieu of wages ;

hence, in late use, a mariner's wages (in recent

works, erroneously explained as his wages whilt

in port}. (Also corruptly POBTLEDGE.) Obsolescent.

[,i 1300 Laws ofOlernn c. 28 in Klk. Bk. Admit). (Rolls)

I. 122 Est estably pour coustume de la mer que se les

mariners dune nef soient a portage chascun deulx aura ling

tonnel franc de frett. 1375 Jug. Qticenbormu c. 5 ibid.

139 Entre Londres,..et la Kochelle en vendange prendra

ung mariner huit souez de loyer et le portage dung tonnel.]

1500 in J. Latimer Merch. Venturers of Bristol (1903) 33

The verry value of the Portage that the said maister,

quarter maister, or maryner shall hold for his wages in the

said ship in the same viage. 1522-3 Ordinance ofWattr-

ford in Gross Gild Merch. (1890) I. 136 All
manere^

mar-

chandis..and mariner portages commyng in ony shippe.

1579 Rtg.Prhy Council Scot. III. 247 They.. have been

in use and consuetude, past memorie of man
(
of portage as

ane part of thair fie and hyir for the said navigatioun. 1588
HICKOCK tr. Frederick's Voy. .8b, Neither doo theycarrye

anye particular mans goods, sailing the portage of tlie

i

Marriners and Soldiors. 1622 MAI.YNES Anc. Law-Merck.
\ (16361 104 A mariner may keepe either his portage in his

owne hands, or put forth the snme for fraight, and yet the

Ship shall not stay vpon her lading of his portage. 1648

Doc. Hist. St. Maine III. 37* For J part of this Years

Portage ^20. 1705 A. JUSTICE Gen. Treat. Dominion Sea
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349 The Seamen shall not lade any Goods upon their own
Account, under Pretence of Portage, nor otherwise, without

paying the Fraight, except it be mentioned in their Agree-
ments. [1809 R. LANGFOKD Introd. Trade 134 Portage^
sailors wJigei while in port, also the amount of a sailor's

wages for a voyage. So in 1858 SIMMONDS Diet. Trade.}

1847 SIR N. H. NICOLAS Hist. Royal Navy II. 206 Of
masters and mariners who take extravagant wages or

portage, contrary to ancient usage.

fig. 1608 SHAKS. Per. in. i. 35 Thy losse is more then can

Thy portage quit, with all thou canst find heerc.

b. Comb, portage-bill: the register or account of

the names and claims for wages, allowances, etc.,

of the crew of a ship.
(1679: see PORTLEDGF,.] 1743 in W. B. Weeden Rcon, fy

Soc. Hist. N. Eng. (1890) II. 469 note, A Portage bill of
mens Names and Wages due on board the Snow Jolly
Bachelor. 1776 Rhode Island Col. Rcc. (1862) VII. 553 To
amount of cargo, outfits and portage bill, of the schooner

Eagle, by Joseph Stanton, supposed. .303 oo co. 1795 Ship~
Masters Assist, (ed. 6) 7 Ship Favourite Nancy's Portage-
Bill on a Voyage to St. Petersburg!!. 1890 W. B. WEEDKN
Econ. <y .S'ff. Hist. N. K)t+ II. 469 (Jridley curiously

enough rejected the
'

Portage bill
'

of officers' and men's

wages, 102 17,5. 4<Y,, from Sierra Leone to Newport.
II. 5. The carrying or transporting of boats

and goods from one navigable water to another,
as between two lakes or rivers, or past a rapid or

cataract on a river. (Originally American.)
1698 tr. Hcnncfiiiis Ne^v Discmi. Amer. xviii, 74 We..

brought up our Bark to the great Rock of Niagara, . .where
we were oblig'd to make our Portage ; that is, to carry over-

land our Canow's and Provisions, and other Things, above
the great Fall of the River, which interrupts the Naviga-
tion. 1755 L. EVANS Mid. Brit. Colonies 16 They arc

obliged to make one or two very long Portages. 1856 KASE
Arct. Expl. I. ix. 96 We had a portage of about three miles,
the sledge being unladen and the baggage carried on our
backs. 1857 LIVINGSTONK Trav. xv. 264 Five or six rapids
with cataracts, one of which could not be passed at any
time without portage. 1879 J. W. BODDAM-WHETHAM
Roraima <y Brit. Guiana 144 We had to unload the boats
and make a portage of about two hundred yards.

b. A place or track at or over which such port-

age is necessary ;
a break in a chain of water-com-

munication over which boats, goods, etc, must be

carried; = CARRY sl>. 5, CABBTIKO-//I&V.
1698 tr. Henncpin's Nciu Dtscov. Amcr. xviii. 75 The

Portage was two Leagues long. 1756 W. SHIRLEY in N.
Hampshire Prov. Papers VI. 462 The portage or carrying
place at the fall ofthe Wood Creek is not above 300 yds.
1807 P. GASS Jrnl. 104 Captain Clarke measured the length
of this portage accurately and found it to be 1 8 miles. 1889
STEVENSON Master of B. iii, As we were carrying the canoe

upon a rocky portage, she felt, and was entirely bilged.
III. 6. attrw. and Comb.) as portage beer, -duty,

-money', -path^ -station, strap, track : see also 4 b.

1552 in Strype Ecct. Mem. (1721) II. n. xii. 345 Whether
the receiuers of the kings monies and such like officers had
portage-money allowed them. 1622 MALYNKS Anc. Law.
Mercft. 353, I take the perill vpon nice of the carriage of a
great masse of money ; I may lawfully take portage money
for my paines. 1640 in Entick London (1766) II. 182 All

other goods . . shall pay portage duties. 1720 Si HYPE Stovfs
Sun'. II. 204/2 Concerning the transporting of JJeer beyond
Sea, which they called Portage Beer. 1871 HUVSHK Red
River E.rp. vii. 106 Indians and experienced voyageurs use
a long strap called a 'portage strap

1

. 1894 J. WINSOR
Cat-tier to Frontoiac 258 The party began to carry the
material, .along the portage track for twelve miles.

fFoTtage, $b.* Obs. rare* 1
, [f. PORT s&.z +

-AGE.] Provision of ports or port-holes.
1599 SHAKS. Hen.. lr

,
in. i. 10 Lend the Eye a terrible

aspect : Let it pry through the portage of the Head, Like
the Brasse Cannon.

,^. [f.
PORTAGE sb^\ trans. To carry

or transport (boats, goods, etc.) over land between

navigable waters; to convey over a PORTAGE (s&J-

5b). Also with the place (rapids, cataract, etc.) as

obj. ; also absol. Hence Po'rtaging vbl. sb.

1864 A. GORDON ^V. Brunswick in Vac. Tour. 508 Some
falls where we were compelled to portage the canoes. 1871
HUVSHE Red River Exj>. vii. 105 The labour of '

portaging
*

was very severe. 1882 G. BRYCE Manitoba 24 Portaging
around rapids too fierce to be faced. 1900 A. G. BRADLEY
Fight vj. Francefor N. Amcr. iv. 109 There were numerous
rapids too, and shallows to be portaged.

t Fortague, -igue. Obs. Forms : 6 porty-
gewe, -ingue, -ugue, 6-7 -ague, -egue, -igue.

[App. a false singular deduced from porta-, f>0r/e-

guse (PORTUGUESE B. 3), taken as a plural, as if

portagm$^\ A Portuguese gold coin, the great
'crusado', current in the i6th century; its value

ranged, according to time and circumstances,
between $. $$. and ^4. IQJ. : = PORTUGAL 4.
Often kept as an heirloom or keepsake : see quots.
1531 in Strype F.ccl. Mem. (1721) I. xviii. 138 By Hasil-

woou of the receipt iiij portagues 10. oo. oo. 1535 Bnry
Wills (Camden) 127 To my nece Harvy my portygewe of

gold. 1577 HARRISON England n. xxv. (1877) i. 364 The
portigue, a peece verie solemnelie kept of diuerse. '579
J. JONES Prcserv. Bodie fy Soule i. xxviu. 54 Our Coyne, be

they as little as Pence, or as great as Portigues. 1610 B.

JONSON Alcfi. i. iii, No gold about thee ? Dm. Yes, I haue
a portague I ha

1

kept this halfe yeere. 1658 PHILLIPS, Por-

teguc, a certain Coyn in Gold, valuing three pound ten

shillings.

Portail (poa-atH). Arch. Also 5 -ayl, 6 -aile.

[a. F. portail fa9ade of a church, containing the

principal door, also f city-gate : Latin type

*pQrtaculumt dim. of L. porta gate, door. See

PORTAL sb., with which this has been confused in

Fr. and Eng.] = PORTAL sb. i.

1483 CAXTON G. de fa Tour F vj, She wente vp vnto
a hyhe portayl or gate. 1600 HOLLAND Livy x. 368 They
caused to be made a brasen portaile in the Capitoll. 1723
CHAMBERS tr. Le Core's Treat, Arc/tit. I. 129 The Portail

or Frontispiece of a Church, Palace, or any other great
Building, shou'd always have a Rise of some Steps. 1749
RHYS Tour Spain <y Port. (1760)61 It. .has a noble Portail,
in which are Three Gales. 1823 P. NICHOLSON Pract.
Build. 500 Portail^ the face of a church, on the side in

which the great door is formed.

Portal (p6Mtal), sb. Also 4 -ale, 5-7 -all, 6

-alle; (6 porthal, 6-7 port(-)hall). [ME. a. obs.

Y. portal gate, ad. med.L. portale city-gate, porch
(Du Cange), orig. neut. &l portalis adj., f. ~L.porta

gate : see PORT j&8 and -AL. Cf. PORTAIL.]
1. A door, gate, doorway, or gateway, of stately

or elaborate construction
;
the entrance, with the

immediately surrounding parts, of an edifice, esp.
of a large or magnificent building, when emphasized
in architectural treatment. Hence often a poetical
or rhetorical synonym for 'door* or 'gate*.
13.. E. E. Altit. f. A. 1035 pe portalez pyked of rych

platez. 1484 CAXTON Fables ofAlfoncc i, That man whiche

lay dede before the portail or gate of the temple, a 1533
Ln. BKRNEKS Gold. Kk. J/. Anrct. \\. vii. (1536) ngb, I haue
sene his .. portail and gates ful of knightes, & not mar-
chauntis. 1600 HOLLAND Liiy xxx. x.\i. 754 The monie thuy
laiddowne in the very port-hall or entrie ofthe Senate house.

1667 MILTON /'. L. vii. 575 Through Heav'n, That open'd
wide her blazing Portals. 1711 AOOISON Spcct. No. 59 F 5
Erected over two of the Portals of Blenheim House. 1756 tr.

Kcyslers Trav. I. xxxvi. 323 The gates of the portal are by
tradition ^aid to be the same which St. Ambrose shut against
the emperor Theodosms, till he had done penance. 1813
SCOTT Tricrm. i. v, Not a foot has thy portal crossVI. i86z

RickmaifsGoth. Archit, 424 The portals of Abbeville, . .are

some of the finest specimens of this style. 1871 R. KLLIS
Catullus l.\i. 76 Fling the portal apart. The bride Wait-.

b. transf. A valve of the heart ; a natural en-

trance, as of a cave.
1666 J, SMITH Old Age 231 The great vein . . hath at its

entrance into the heart, certain portals, from their form
called valvnlx tricuspides. 1809-10 COLFHIDGE Friend

(1865) 2, I was reposing in the vast cavern, out of which,
from its northern portal, issues the river that winds through
our vale, 1863 BARiNG-GouLD/ri/aJfdTa^A river wending
towards a portal of black rock.

c - fig-
c 1590 GREENE Fr. Bacon ii. 64 The brazen walls fram'd

by Sernirainis, Carv'd out like to the portal of the sun.

1592 SHAKS. Vcn. %'Ad. 451 Once more the ruby-colour'd

portal open'd, Which to his speech did honey passage
yield. 1593 Rich. If, in. iii. 64 As doth the blushing
discontented Sunne, From out the iierie Portail ofthe East.

1727-46 THOMSON Summer 640 Issuing from out the portals
of the morn. 1846 TRENCH Klirac. x. (1862) 216 Death,
which by the portal of disobedience had found entrance
into natures made for immortality.

f 2. A space
within the door of a room, par-

titioned off, and containing an inner door
; also,

such a partition itself (sometimes made as a
movable piece of furniture). Obs.

1516 in Willis Clark Cambridge (1886) II. 244 Wyth
2 Portalls, wherof one shall be at the parlour doore and the

other at the great Chaml>er doore wythin the said College.

1569 Bury Wills (Camden) 155, I will that theas imple-
ments,, .the benche in the hall, the portail, and the skryne
..shall remayne in and withe the howse. 1598 [see 4]. 1703
T. N. City % C. Purchaser 229 Portal, .was us'd to sigmfie
a little square corner of a Room, shifted off from the rest of

the Room by the Wainscot.

3. (See quots.)
1706 PHILLIPS, Portal, a lesser Gate, where there are two

of a different Bigness. 1842-76 GWILT Archit. Gloss.,

Portal^ the arch over a door or gate ; the framework of the

gate; the lesser gate, when there are two of different dimen-
sions at one entrance. 1873 HALE In His Name viii. 70
A little side portal, which gave entrance to a vestry.

4. attrib. and Comb.
t
as portal'arch , capital, door,

gate^ post, seat, way.
i$9 GREENE Cony-Catching' in. Wks. (Grosart) X. 183

Lifting vp the latch of the hall portail
doore [he] saw nobody

neere to trouble him. 159810 Willisft Clark Cambridge (1886)

III. 325 Item a portail Dore to the vpper studdye. 1795
SOUTHEY Joan ofArc vii. 292 Narrow was the portal way,
To one alone fit passage. 1813 SCOTT Tricrm. in. xviii,

But full between the Warrior's way And the main portal-

arch, there lay An inner moat. 1895 A. NUTT in A'. Meyer's
Voy. Bran I. 205 The arched doorway .. with its wide
valves and portal-capitals of burnished gold.

Hence Po'rtalag-e, the construction of portals.

1903 Architect 24 Apr. 269/1 Some sketches in connection

with portalage.

Portal (postal), a. Anat. [ad. med.L. portatts
of or belonging to a gate (see prec.).]

fr 1. Of, pertaining to, or of the nature of a door

or gate : in quot. applied to the valves of the heart.

1615 CROOKE Body of Alan 375 Not farre from the be-

ginning [it] is diuid'ed or slitte into three small but strong

portail membranes or values.

2. Pertaining to the porta or transverse fissure of

the liver. Portal vein : the vena portx, or great
vein formed by the union of the veins from the

stomach, intestine, and spleen, conveying blood to

the liver, where it divides again into branches ;
also

(renal portal or reni-portal vein\ a vein similarly

passing to the kidney and dividing into branches

there, in many of the lower vertebrates.

j

Hence applied to structures, etc. connected with the portal
vein, as portal canals, the tubular passages in the liver,

! each containing a branch of the portal vein, hepatic artery,
' and biliary duct ; portalcirculation^ the circulation of blood
! through the portal system; portal fissure, the transverse
1 fissure of the liver, at which the portal vein enters it, the
PORTA ; portal system, the system of vessels consisting of the

portal vein with its tributaries and branches.

1845 BUDD Dis. Liver n The ducts .. accompany the
arteries in the portal canals. Each portal vein, however

1

small, has an artery and a duct running along it. 1851
, CARPENTER Man. Pays, (ed. 2) 333 This is termed the portal

system of vessels. 1872 HUXLEY Phys. ii. 50 The flow of
1

the blood from the abdominal viscera, through the liver, to

the hepatic vein, is called the portal circulation. 1875
Hu\'Li:v & MARTIN /i/eni. KioL 227 The renal portal vein ;

1

running from the bifurcation of the pelvic vein to enter the
lower-outer border of the kidney. 1881 MIVAKT Cat 187
One set of canals diverge from the portal fissure, and these

: are called hepatic \x-ins. 1888 RoLLESTON & JACKSON
Anitn. Life 353 A renal-portal circulation or supply of

; venous blood to the kidneys exists in all Amphibia.
Hence Portal- ve -nous a., of or pertaining to

the portal vein.

1845 Buon Dis. Liver 45 Mr. Kiernan has applied to this

..the term portal-venous congestion.

t Portal, obs. erron. form of PORTAS.
1660 R. COKE Pffit'cr <*; Sftfij. 2^5 Popish Catechisms,

Missals, Breviaries, Portals, Legends and Lives of Saints.

1686 EvF.r.YN Diary 12 Mar., The printing Missal Is, Offices,
Lives of Saints, Portals, Primers, ixc.

Fortalledjportaled (po^utald), a. [f,
PORTAL

sit. + -ED-.] Furnished with or having a portal.
1635 HKYWOOO Hicrarch. v. 325 [Nature

1

)
hath afforded

Man but one Tongue and that portail 'd with lips and per-
cullis'd with teeth, 1905 HOLMAN llwm Prv-Raflhaelitism
i. S New surprises through narrow lanes and portalled walls.

I Portame'llto. Aftts. [It., lit, a bearing, carry-

ing.] A gliding or passing continuously from one

pitch to another, in singing, or in playing a violin

or similar instrument. Also attrib.

1774 J, COLI.IKR Kins. Tra~'. 33 Her shake was good, and
her portamento admirably free from the nose, month, or

throat. 1789 lii'RNEY Hist. Mns. IV. 40 Trills gracts, and
a good portamento^ or direction of voice. 1889 Atkensenni

14 Stpt. 361/2 Madame Albani . . marred her efforts by ex-

cessive indulgence in \\\t portamento style.

Portance po^utans). arch. Also6-aunce. [a.

obs. . parlance action of carrying, support, favour,

importance, etc., vbl. sb. f. porter to carry, PORT
vj- : see -ANCE.j Carriage, bearing, demeanour

(= PORT J^.* i) ; conduct, behaviour.

1590 SPKSSER F. Q. n. iii. 5 In court gay portaunce he

perceiv'd. Ibid. 21 A goodly Ladie .. That seemd to be a

woii'an of great worth, And by her stately porlance borne
of heavenly birth. 1607 SHAKS. Cor. \\. iii. 232 Your Lone-,

Thinking vpon his Seruices, looke from you Th 'apprehen-
sion of his present portance. 1881 DUFFIELD DonQuix. II.

504 A good knight errant . .with a gentle portance and

intrepid heart.

Portant (po->*Jtant\ a. Her. [a. F. portant^

pr. pple. of porter \.Q carry, PORT t/,
1

; see -ANT.]
1. Carrying. (Const, as a pple. with direct obj.)

1573 I3ossEWF.LL Armorie ii. 51, I. beareth Azure, an Ele-

phante d'Argente, portant a turret d'Or.

^1 2. = PORTATE. (? an error.)
c 1828 BERRY Encycl. Herald. I. Gloss., Portafe, or Par-

tant^ a cross portate is so called, because it. .lies sloping,. .

as if it were carried on a man's shoulder, 1889 ELVIN Diet.

Her., Portante.

Portary : see POBTERT, Obs.

Portas, -eous,-es, -ess,-hos. Now only
Hist. Forms: (3-4 portehors), 4-5 porthors,

-hous, -os, 4-9 -ous, -hos, -oos, 5 -oce, -oes,

-ose, -ues, -eux (?), poortos, Se. porteus, -owis,

-wis, 5-6 -as, -es, -us, St. -uus, -eouss, 5-9
-uous, 6 -ais, -else, -eyse, -ew(a)s, -is, -oues,

-uos, -uess, -uys, -yes, 6-7 -ass(e, -ess.e, -oose,

-uouse, -use, 6-7 -house, 6-8 -uass, -uis, 6-9
.5V. -eous, 7 -ise, -ius, -nise. &. erron. 5 portor,

//. -ores. [ME. (portehors} porthors, a. OF.

portehors, rsth c. (= med.L. portiforium, i3th c.

in Du Cange) a portable breviary, f. porte, im-

perative of porter to carry (see PORT z*.
1
) + hors :

L. forts out of doors, abroad.]
1. A portable breviary in the mediaeval church.

[1249-51 in Camden Misc. (1895) IX. 23 Item liber porte-

hors, qui est Vicarij. (1250 Newminster Cartul. (1878)

273 Unum portehors.] 1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. xv. 122 A
portous l>at shulde be his plow, placebo to segge. c 1380
WVCLIF Wks. (1880) 104 Newe costy portos, antifeners,

graielis, & alle o^>ere bokis. ^1386 CHAUCER Shipmans T.

135 By god and by this Porthors [r. rr. portoos, portos] I yow
swere. 14.. Voc.'m Wr.-Wiilcker 604/19 Portoforiunt,3.
Porthos. 14. . Norn. ibid. 719/31 Hoc portiferinm, a portas.

1426 in E. E. Wills (1882) 76 My masseboke, my port us.

(1440 Promp. Pan'. 410/1 Poortos, booke, portiforium %

breviarium. 1459 Test. Ef>or. (Surtees) II. 227 A Graile,

a Manuell, a litel Portose, the which the saide Sir Thomas
toke w l him alway when he rode. 1460 EDW. (IV) as EARL
OF MARCH in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. i. I. 10 Beseching your

good lordeschip to remembre our porteux. c 1475 Pict. l
r
oc.

in Wr.-Wiilcker 755/19 Hoc portiforium^ a portes. 1483

CAXTON Gold. Leg. 427/1 [HeJ bare euer with hym the

byble & his breuyary or portoes. 1507 Pilton Churchw.
Ace, (Som. Rec. Soc.) 52 A grettportuosof prynte. 1519 in

5/A Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. 555/2 A lytelle Portewas,

called our Lady Portewas. 1528 TINDAI.E Obed. Chr. Man
71 b, That know no moare scripture then is written in their

portoues. 1530 PALSGR. 257/1 Poriyes,apreestes boke^re-
144- 2



PORTAS.

uiayrc. 1533 Lane. Wills (1857) II. 13 My ij portews. 1533
MORE A^oL\\\. Wks. 848/1 In stede of a long portuous, a
shorte primer, shall serue them. 1534 Coin/, ag-sf. Trib.
i. xv. (1573) 31 b, No such praiers are put in the Priestes For-
tesse, as far as I can heare. 1549 Act 3 <r 4 Ediv. V/

t c. 10
i All Bookes called.. Manuellcs Legends Pyes Portuyses

Fryman . . shalbe .. abollished. a 1550 Pore Helpe 102 in
Hazl. E. P. P. III. 256 And also the

Paraphrasies, Moche
dyfferyng from your portaises, They wolde haue dayly
vsed. 1550 BALE Image Both Ck. i. Pref. A viij, Their
babling praiers their portases, bedes, temples [etc.]. 1570
T. WILSON Demosthenes Ded. 3 There was never Olde
Priest more perfite in his Porteise. 1583 STUBBES Anat.
Abus. n. (1882) 77 As the doting papists did their blas-

phemous masses out of their portesses. a 1604 HANMER
C/tron. Irel. (1633) 130 Laurence the Archbishop (whom it

had beseemed better to have beene at home with his port-
house). 1611 BIBLE Transl. Pref. 9 Their Seruice bookes,
Portesses, and Breuiaries. 1641

' SMECTYMNUUS '

Vind.
Answ. v. 66 The Liturgie is never the worse, because the
words of it are taken out of the Roman Portui.se. 1711
HEARNTE C0&C'& (O. H. S.) III. 175 Breviarie or portuass for
the Quire. 1817 SCOTT Border Antiq. II. Introd. 82 A monk
from Melrose, called, from the porteous or breviary which
he wore in his breast, a book-a-bosom. 1846 MASKELL
Afan. Rit. I. p. Ixxxvii, The Portiforium, with its various
English names of. .Portuis, Portuasse, Porthoos, and Port-

fory. 1890 ST. JOHN HOPE in Archxologia LII. 706 A
subject derived from the York porthos.

/3. 1465 .Mann. <y Honsek. E.vp. iRoxb.) 284 A portor
[? -os] of Salusbury use. 1500 in Gentl. Mag. Dec. (1837)
571/2, ij porteres, off the gefte off Syr Rye. Long.

b. transf. A manual (of some subject).
1508 Twelve Virtues ofane Nobleman, ad fin. (Jam.), Heir

ends the Porteous of Noblenes. 1621 BURTON Anat. Mel. in.
ii. iv. i. (1651) 539 Their whole books are a Synopsis or bre-

viary of Love, the portuous of Love, Legends of Lovers
lives and deaths.

C, attrib.

1458 Yatton Churchw. Ace. (Som. Rec. Soc.) 100 For
byndyng ij portoce bokys. 1549 CHALONER tr. Erasm. on
Folly P iij b, As long as they mumble ouer theyr portes
heruice. 1550 BALE Eng. Votaries n. L iij, The order of
portosse men.

2. Sc. Law. (In later vs&portcoits roll.}
' A roll

of the names of offenders, which, by the old prac-
tice of the Justiciary Court, was prepared by the

Justice-Clerk from the informations of crimes fur-

nished . . by the local authorities
'

(W. Bell Diet.
Law Scot!.).

1436 Sc. Acts Jas. /(iSii) II. 23/2 It is..ordanit, pat al

crownaris sal arrest . . all paim pat salbe gevin hym in

portuis be pe Justice clerk, &. nane vthir. c 1470 HENKYSON
Tale of Dog 128 Quhilk hes ane porteouss of the Jndyte-
ment. 1582 Reg. Privy Council Scot. III. 491 The porteous
and rollis of the last justice air., wes deliverit.. to be
execute. 1708 Royal Proclam. u July in Land. Gaz.
No. 4456/1 That Porteous Rolls be orderly and in due time
taken up, conform to the Law and Custom in such cases.

1752 J. LOUTHIAN Form of Process 230 Form of the Por-
teous Rolls. Names of the Criminals and their Designa-
tions.. .Names and Designations of the Witnesses... Indict-
ment. 1872 C. INNES Lcct. Scott. Legal Antiq. 301 The
Raven is like a false crowner who has a porteous of the
indictment. 1883 OMOND Ld. Advocates Scot. I. 287.
Hence t l?'*tas, portess, v. (Obs.

trans, to include among the saints named in the

breviary ; to canonize.

1570 FOXE A. ff M. (ed. 2) 1217/1 After an hundreth
yeares expired, they shal also be shryned and portessed,
dying as they did in that quarell of the Church of Rome.
t Port-assiet. Obs. rare. [ad. Y.porte-assiette,

f. PORTE- + assiette plate.] A disk ofmetal, wood,
etc., placed under a plate or dish.

1663 Rutland MSS. (1905) IV. 541 For 8 balls of box,
with hinges and hesps, for the feet of the 2 sylver portas-
biets, 2S.

Fortate (poavtA), a. Her. [ad. L. portahts
carried, borne, pa. pple. of portare to carry.] In
cross portate, a cross represented in a sloping posi-
tion (in bend~}> as if carried on the shoulder.
1562 LEIGH Armorie 54!), Wherefore call you the same

portate ? For on this fashion it laye on Christes showlder,
who bare the same to the mounte of Calvary. 1572 BOSSE-
WELL Armorie \\. 99 b, A Crosse portate in his propre
coloure. 1735 COATS Diet. Her. s.v., A Cross-Portate, . .

lies athwart the Escutcheon in Bend, as if it were carry 'd

on a Man's Shoulder, c 1828 [see PORTANT 2],

Portatile (pomtatil, -tail), a. Now rare. [ad.
med.L. portatil-is (obs. F. portatif} that may be

carried, f. L, portare to carry: see -ATILE.]
1 1. Her. =

prec. Obs.
1587 FLEMING Contn. HolinsJied III. 1355/2 A

portatile gold, to the lower end whereof this distic
tairelie fixed.

cross_e
ichon is

2. Adapted for carrying; = PORTABLE, PORTA-
TIVE a. i : esp. (in later use only) of an altar.

1657 TOMUNSON Kenou's Disp. 486 Some [furnaces] are

Ecclesiologist IV. 86 We think the Bishop ought.. to have
carried a portatile altar.

tPorta-tion. Obs. rare- 1
, [ad. ~L.portation-etn

carrying, n. of action from portdre to carry.]
'

The action of carrying ; carriage.
1654 FLECKNOE Ten years Trav. 67 For the commodity [

of Traffique, and portation of Merchandise.

Portative (poVjtativ), a. and sb. Also 5 -if(f,
i

4-6 -yf, 5-6 -yue, 6 -yff<;e, (portetyve). [ME.

1140

portatif, a. F. portatif, -ive adj. that may be carried,
f. L.portalus, -pa., pple. otportdrc to carry + -if, -IVE.]
A. adj.

1. Adapted for carrying from place to place ;

portable ; spec, applied to a kind of small organ
i

(cf. POSITIVE a. 14) : see B. i. Now chiefly Hist.
1377 LASGL. P. PI. B. i. 155 Portatyf and persant as be

poynt of a nedle. c 1391 CHAUCER Astral. Prol. 3 As fer-

forth and as narwe as may be shewed in so smal an instru-
ment rwrtatif. 1432-50 tr. Hidden (Rolls) V. 133 Syngenge
masse in secrete places on awters portative. 1518-19 Will
of Issley (Somerset Ho.), To the said church my portatyf

1 organes. 1568 GRAFTON C/iron. I. 8 Portatiue tents or

;
lodgings, . . vsed by the Shepeheardes. 1656 French Pastry

\

Cook 22 Others have portative Ovens. 1849 J. WHITESIDE
Italy xlii. (1860) 439 The Pope is carried in his portative
throne to the front window. 1905 Ch. Times 50 June 842/3
The portative organ, which could be.carried in procession
and played by the same person.

t b. Of a bishop (repr. i,.porlalilis : see POKTA-
: TILE) : Not having a fixed diocese. Obs.

1550 J. COKE Eng. * Fr. Heralds 196 (1877) 114 The
bysshop of Rome maketh bysshoppes portatyves.
2. Having the function of carrying or supporting.
1881 FITCH Lcct. Teaching\. 124 Some study. .of the wise

and practical distinction .. between what he calls respectively
the '

portative ', the
'

analytical ',
the '

assimilative , and the
'index

'

memory would be of great value. 1887 GUMMING
Electricity 37 So [to] determine its portative power [Le. of
a horse-shoe magnet]. 1892 Atner. Ann. DeafApr. 86 It is

far from my purpose to lend encouragement . . to any practice
of making the memory a portative faculty.

B. sb. 1. (usually //.) A portative organ : see

A. I. Oh. exc. Hist.
c 1450 HOLLAND Howlat 765 Claryonis lowde knellis, Porta-

tiuis, and bellis. 1526-7 Kec. St. Mary at Hill 341 Rec' of
the Orgon Maker for be olde portatyfiis in be quere xxvj s

viij d. 1533 in Weaver Welts Wills (1890) 94 To my church
of Norton a payre of portetyves that stand in the cnauncell
ther. 1552 fnz'. Ch. Goods (Surtees, No. 97) 97 One peyre
of portatyves. 1633 J. CLARKE Two-fold Praxis 25 Harpers,
luters, .. such as goe with, .portatives, bagpipes, recorders.

1885 A. J. HIPKINS in Grove_ Diet. Mns. IV. 303/2 The
organ and portative end at g" instead of d"'.

t 2. A portable breviary : = PORTAS I. Obs.

1454 Test. Ebor. (Surtees) II. 175 My Portatyue which
I say opon my selfe, and my rede Salter.

f8. rA tray or other carrying utensil. Obs.
a 1483 Liber Niger in Hauseli. Ord. (1790) 75 Ewers,

lavours, and cupuoarde-clothes, cuppe-clothes, hangers,
ferrers, and portatives. Ibid. 76 One page . . to helpe to
wasshe barrelles, portatives, tubbes, pottes, or cuppes.
t Portator. Obs. rare. Forms : 5 -ur, 6 -our,

7 -or. [a. AF. porlatour= obs. F. portateitr (1540
in Godef.), ad. L. *portator-em, agent-n. f. portdre
to carry.] A bearer, carrier, supporter.
1:1485 Digly .\fyst. (1882) HI. 306 Also I am be prymatt

portatur next heueyn, yf he trewth be sowth, & that I lugge
me to skryptur. 1529 St. Papers Hen. V/I/, IV. 562, I

haue send this present portatour to the Kingis Hienes ..,

amply instructit with my mynd, as he will informe 5o\v.
a 1660 Contemf. Hist. Irel. (Ir. Archjeol. Soc.) I. 158 Some
of the ministers, portators of this money. Ibid. III. 68
Tellinge. .that he was portator of both his parents curse.

Portature, obs. erion. form of POETRAITDRE.

Port-bar, Port-bit : see PORT sbl 6 b, sb.z 6.

t Port-ca'non, -ca'imon. Obs. [f. PORT
sbt (?) + cation, CANION.] An ornamental roll

around the legs of breeches : = CANION.
1663 BUTLER Hud. i. iii. 926 The French . . Now give us

Laws for Pantaloons. .Port-cannons, Perriwigs, and Fea-
thers. 1677 [see CANION]. ti 1680 BUTLER Rein. (1759) II.

83 He walks in his Portcannons like one that stalks in

long Grass.

Portch, -e, obs. forms of PORCH.

Portolose, -cluse, obs. var. PORTCULLIS.

Port-crayon(po*at|kr^-(7n),||porte-crayon
(port|kr<?yoh). [ad. Y.porte-crayon: see PORTE- and

CRAYON.] An instrument used to hold a crayon
for drawing ; usually a metal tube split at the end
and held by a sliding ring so as to grasp the crayon.
1720 T. PAGE Art Paint. 4 Black Lead in the Lump. .

used in an Instrument. .called a Porto-Crion. 1769 SIR J.
REYNOLDS Disc. ii. (1876) 324 That the port-crayon ought
to be for ever in your hands. 1859 Athen&um 6 Aug. 182/2

[They] desire us to say that the testimonial is not a 'pencil-
case

', but a 'port-crayon '. 1887 RUSKIN Przterita II. ix.

304 He painted a charming Water-colour of me. .with a
magnificent port-crayon in my hand.

Portcullis (poitkp-lis), sb. (Formerly often

written as two words or hyphened.) Forms : 4
portecules, portcoles, port oolice, 4-5 porte-
colys, 5 porte-colis, portecoles, -koleg, port-

oolys,-isse,(-ouler),porteoolisse,portecolyse,
poortcolys, -oolyoe, portoulis, Sc. -oulys, 5-6
Sc. portculijeis, -oules, 5-7 portculli.se, 6 port-
colyse, -eee, -ice, -is, porte coullys, -oolice,

portcullesse, -ize, port collice, port-cullies,

(portculiouse) ;
6- portcullis, (6-8 -cullice, 7

-oulleis). 0. 4 porcules, (5 -culier), 6 purco-
loys, -cholis, -ious, percollice, -ois, -cullyze,

6-7 pereullis, -ice, 7 purculleis, -ess, percullas,
par-cullis, poroulaoe. 7. 6-7 portclose, 6-8
porteluse. [ME. a. OF. porle cole'ice (c 1200 in

Godef.) lit. sliding door or gate, f. porte door,

gate -1- col(e]'ice, couleicc (mod.F. coulisse), fern, of

coule'is adj. flowing, gliding, sliding: L. type

PORTCULLIS.

*cd!dttciust i. L. colat-zis, pa. pple. of coldrc
to strain, filter, in Romanic (F. confer}, to flow

;

see COULISSE. The 7 forms simulate F. close, fern.

pa. pple., closed, shut. The fon**tertcufertst
etc.

(in sense 2) are app. erroneous with r for s. (The
plural was in early use the same as the sing.;]
1. A strong and heavy frame or grating, formed

of vertical and horizontal bars of wood or iron

(the vertical ones being pointed at the lower end^,
suspended by chains, and made to slide up and down
in vertical grooves at the sides of the gateway of
a fortress or fortified town, so as to be capable of

being quickly let down as a defence against assault.
c 1330 A rth. AT Merl. 8320 Alle the gates thai schetten fast.
And lete falle port colice on hast, a 1400 Sir Beues
(E.E.T.S.J67 note (MS. S.), With brugges and portecules.
Ibid. 210 pe portcoles weren draw, c 1400 Ywaine fy Caw.
674 At aither entre was, i-wys, Straytly wroght, a port-
cuhs, Shod wele with yren and stele, c 1440 Promp. Parv.
410/1 Poort colyce, antephalarica. c 1450 Merlin 25$ At
eche entre two porte colyses and stronge yates covered
with Iren nailed, c 1470 HENRY Wallace ix. 506 A cruell

Eortar
gat apon the wall, Powit out a pyn, the portculys

:it fall. (1489 CAXTON Sonnes of Aywon xxiv. 518 He
sholde put it vnder the porte colisse that it sholde not be
shet lightly ngen. 1533 STEWART Cron. Scot. (Rolls) II. 13
Drew draw briggis. and lute portcullis fall, a 155* LELAND
/tin. I. 107 The which Ward in the Entering is acceding
stronge with Toures and Portcoleces. 1563 GOLDING Cxsar
(*S65) 132 b, Towres were plauncherd, and battlements
and portcolyses of timber set vp. 1600 HKVWOOD ist Pt.
Edw. IV, Wks. 1874 I. 15 And tear in pieces your port-
cullises. 1600 HOLLAND Livy xxvir. xxviii. 650 The rope
was let goe, at which the port-cullies hung, and it fell

downe with a mightie noise. 1667 MILTON P. L. n. 874
And towards the Gate rouling her bestial train, Forthwith
the huge Portcullis high up drew. 1808 SCOTT Marm. vi.

xiv, Up drawbridge, grooms what, Warder, ho! Let the

portcullis fall. 1843 LYTTON Last Bar. \\. i, Under the

portal as he entered, hung the grate of the portcullis.
jS. 13.. Cocr de L. 1929 Porcules and gates up he won,
Ana let come in every man. 11533 LD. BERSERS Huon ci.

335 For hast they cut a sender the corde that helde vp the

purcoloys. 1560 WHITEHORNE Arte Pferyv{i573)g6b^Abo
they fortifie the gate with a Pereullis. 1599 HAKLUYT Voy.
II. i. 125 A Portall, with a Percollois annexed to it, the
which Percollois by the cutting of a small cord, was a
present defence to the gate. 1607 TOPSELI. Fonr-f. Beasts
(1658) 160 In those trees they hang up a great par-cullis
gate. 01634 CHAPMAN Alphonsns in. Plays 1873 III. 249
Some speedily let the Purculless down. 1688 R. HOLMK
Armoury iv. ix. (Roxb.) 390/1 The Earle of Worcester ..

used for his badge a paire of stocks, or close Porculace.
y. 1585 HIGISS yunius' Nomencl. 395/2 Cataracta^ a

port-cluse or percullice. 1598 STOW Surv. viL (1603) 29
ITiere hath beene two Portcloses. 1640 SOMNER Antiq.
Canterb. 14 The Waterlocke, through which in Arches, with
a Portclose, the Riuer now passeth. 1773 Gentl. Mag,
XLIII. 536 The gate-house is still standing which is forti-

fied with a port-cluse or port-cullis.

c 1430 LYDC. Min. Poems (Percy Soc.) 237 For upon Jhesu
al parfitnesse is foundid,. . Our poortcolys, our bolewerk,

j

and our wal. c 1510 MORE Picns Wks. 8/2 A sure port-
culiouse against wicked spirites. 1609 HOLLAND Autut.
Marcell. xxv. viii. 277 That the Emperour ..would in the
same state keepe this citie, the strongest port-cluse and key
of all the East 1635 QUARLES Embl. \\. ix. 97 Ah, where's
that pearle Pereullis [Le. teeth], that adorn'd Those dainty
two-leav'd Ruby gates [i.e. lips]?

2. A figure of a portcullis, as an ornament or
a heraldic charge. In Her. also applied to a design
formed of a number of vertical and horizontal strips

crossing each other over the field ; also lattice.

The portcullis was the badge of the Beauforts, and hence
of their descendants the Tudor sovereigns.

I
(.'i449 in Pol. Poems (Rolls) II. 221 The castelle is wonne

where care begowne, The
Portecolys [= Edmund Beaufort]

is leyde adowne.J 1485 in Mat. illnstr. Reign Hen. Vt[
(Rolls) II. 16 To Mathew Hoberd, Goldsmythe, for making
of cv. porculiers of siluer and gilte. Ibid. 18 For setting of
a trappour of purpulle veluet w* cil portculeres therein.

1513 in Willis & Clark Cambridge (1886) II. 3^7 All the

Wyndowes. .also with Rosez and purchoh'ous. 1563-4 Ibid,

571 A greate Rose A flowerdelice and a purchohs . . in the
; weste wyndowe. 1513 Act 14 $ 15 Hen. Vlll, c. 12 All

!
suche farthinges. .shall haue vppon the one side thereof

' the printe of the port collice. 1505 Act 8 Eliz. c. 12 2 The

j

Queenes Highnes Scale of Leade, having the Portecullies

| crowned, ingraved on the one syde thereof. 1697 EVELYN
! Numism. \\\. 87 A pensile Cataracta or Porteluse and
Coronet between the Chains. 1711 HICKES Two Treat.
Ckr. Priesth. (1847) II. 361 The rose, porteluse, fleur-de-lis,
and harp, are crowned. 1864 BOUTELL Her. Hist. $ Pop. ix.

50 In Heraldry, a Portcullis is always represented as having
rings at its uppermost angles.

3. fa. A popular name for the silver halfpenny
of Queen Elizabeth (the smallest silver coin issued

by her), which bore on the obverse a portcullis and
a mint-mark. Obs. b. Portcullis coins, money,
a name given by numismatists to the coins (crown,
half-crown, shilling, and sixpence) struck by Queen
Elizabeth in 1602-2 for the East India Company,
having the figure of a portcullis on the reverse.

(Cf. quot. 1523 in sense 2.)
[Cf. 1597 BACON Ess. Ded., The late new halfe-pence,

which though the Siluer were good, yet the peeces were
small.]

1599 B. JONSON Ev. Man out of Hum. m, vi, I had not

so much as the least Portcullice of Coyn before. 1600 ROW-
LANDS Lett. Humours Blood xix. 25 Then doth he diue
into his sloppes profound, Where not a poors port-cullice
can be found. 1784 PINKERTON Ess. Medals 168 The Port-



POBTCULLIS. 1141 PORTENT.

cullia coins of Elizabeth, coined in rivalship of the Spanish
king . . of different sizes from the crown downwards. 1898
G. B. RAWLISCS Story Brit. Coinage 196 They [coins for

use of the E. I. C] are called the
*

portcullis-money
'

from
their reverse type.
4. Title of one of the Pursuivants of the English

College of Arms, from his badge.
1616 BULLOKAR Eng. Expos.) PerciilliS) the name of an

office of one of the Pursmants at armes. 1631 WEEVEK
Anc. Fim. ^fott. 682 Segar being Portcullis Pursuiuant of
Armes in the yeare 1586. 1656 BLOUNT Glossogr. s.v.

Harold^ There be four others called Marshals or Pursui-
vants at Arms, . . those are Blew-mantle, Rouse-cross, Rouge-
dragon, and PercuIHs- 17*2 Lond. Gaz. No. 6084/5 Port-

cullis, Pursuivant of Arms. 1905 IVhitakers Aim. 157/1
Arms, College of, or Heralds' College. . . Four Pursuivants. . .

Portcullis, Thomas Morgan Joseph-Watkin.

\~5. (?) Name of some room in an inn. Obs.

1631 HEYWOOD Fair Maid of West \. Wks. 1874 II. 268

Besse, you must fill some wine into the Portcullis, the

Gentlemen there will drink none but your drawing, fbiif.

in. 293 Enter the Kitchin-ntaid. Klaid. I pray forsooth,
what .->hall I reckon for the lolle of Ling in the Port-cullis?

Portcu'llis, v. In 7 portcullice, percullis,

purcullise. [f. prec. sb.] trans. To furnish with
a portcullis ;

to close with or as with a portcullis.
1593 SHAKS. Rich. //, i. Hi. 167 Within my mouth you

haue engaol'd my tongue, Doubly percullist with my teeth
and lippes. 16x1 FLORIO, Rnstellarc. .topurculli.se. a 1640
DAY Purl. Bees (1881) 25 note, Portcullice up the gates;
hees poore and base.

Portcullised (poatko-list), a. Also 6 port-

colized, -culliz'd. ; . 6. purculleised, 7 per-
culliz'd, percullist, ?9 perculaced. [f, prec. sb.

or vb. + -ED.]
1. Furnished with or having a portcullis ;

closed

or barred with or as with a portcullis.
1571 N. ROSCARROCK in Bossewell J4?v/w/tt Prelim. Verses,
A hugie building olde, Portcolized and bard with bolts.

1598 DRAYTON Heroic. E6., Mortimer to Q. Isabel 125
And all those Townes. .Within their strong port-culliz'd
Ports shall lie. 1598 FLORIO, Cataratto^ purculleised or cata-

racted. 1611 HEYWOOD Gold. Age iv. i. Wks. 1874 III. 58
The rest keep watchfull eye On your percullist entrance.
a 1763 SHENSTONE Progr. Taste n. 118 The stately fort, the
turrets tall, Portcullis'd gate, and battled wall. 1861 M.
PATTISON Ess. (1889) I. 45 A lofty massive front with three

fortified and portcullised gateways.
2. Her. (See quot.) Cf. POKTCULLIS sb. 2.

1828 BERRY Encycl. Herald. I. Gloss., Portcullised, barred

upright and across, after the form of a portcullis, termed
also latticed. 1882 OGILVIE, Perculaced^ in her. latticed.

Forte (pd<ut). Also 6-8 port. [a. F. poriet

in full la Sublime Porte It. la Forta Sublima,
transl. Turkish (Arabic) ^Is 5t_;l> btib-i-tdliy^Vti..

1 the sublime, high, or lofty gate ', the official title

of the central office of the Ottoman government,

comprising the office of the Grand Vezir, of the

Minister of Foreign Affairs, and of the Council of

State (Redhouse, Turkish Lex. 1890). 'Gate'
is supposed to refer to the ancient place ofaudience,

etc., at the gate of the tent, or the king's gate ; the

attribute
'

high
'

or '

lofty
*

is not literal, but

the honorific attribute of the Turkish government.

According to Zenker, the Western application of
* Sublime Porte

*

to the Turkish government or

Ottoman state answers rather to the Turkish

dawlct-i-^aliye^
i the sublime empire or state.'

In the iyth and iSthc., often erroneously taken as referring
lo the position of Constantinople as a sea-port.]

(In full, the Sublime or Ottoman Porte.) The
Ottoman court at Constantinople; hence trausf.
the Turkish government.
1600 R. C. Fumees Hist. Hungary 248 (Sultan speaks]

Send your Ambassadours, as welt towards our royall Port,
as also to him. 1615 G. SANDYS Trav. i. 48 Some Vizers of
the Port, c 1645 HOWELL Lett. (1650) II. 44 He that had
bin Ambassadour at the Port to the greatest Monark upon
earth. [1671 Charentes Let. Customs Ufanritania 48 The
King of Morocco usually gives audience at the Gate of this

Palace, and here, as well as at Constantinople, La Porta

signifies the Court or Kings Palace.] 1676 Land, Gaz. No.
1145/1 Articles of Peace concluded between the King of
Poland and the Ottoman Port. 1706 PHILLIPS, The Port,
the Court of the Grand Seignior, .at Constantinople. 1721
Lond. Gas. No. 5983/1 Before the Port has had any Account
of it. 1747 Gentl. Mag. Nov. 350/3 Report of which being
made to the sublime Porte, the sultan advanced him to the

post of Cadi. 1772 Hist, in Ann. Reg. 78/2 That haughty
capital, which had been named the Porte by way of emi-

nence, from its incomparable naval and commercial situation.

1847 M Rs- A. KEKR tr. Ranke's Hist. Serviazio A better

understanding was in consequence soon established between
him [Napoleon] and the Porte. 1886 Queen's Speech in

opening Parlt.^ Under a convention..concluded with the

Ottoman Porte, Commissioners have been appointed, on
behalf of England and Turkey, to confer with His High-
ness the Khedive. 1891 Blatkiy, Mag. Oct. 470 The Sublime
Porte is a time-honoured institution.

II Porte- (port), Fr. imperative ofporter to bear,

carry ; used in combination with a sb. as obj. in

numerous compound words in Fr., several of which
are more or less used in Eng. ; the first element is

occasionally anglicized as port- ; and other words
have been formed after these with the second

element English (PORT-ELECTBIG, PORT-FIRE, etc.).

From French : Porte-acide (-asrd),an instrument

lor the application of an acid to a part of the body.

Porte-aiguille (-ggw^y
1

) [F, aiguille needle],
a fine forceps for holding a surgical needle ;

a needle-holder. Porte-bonheur ',-bonor) [F.
bonhcnr good luck], an amulet, or a trinket \vorn

like an amulet. Porte-bouquet (-bke), a bouquet-
holder. Porte-caustique (-k^strk), also angli-
cized port-caustic',

an instrument for applying
a caustic. Porte-feu (-fJ) (port-fett) \)?.feu fire]

PORT-FIRE. Porte-lumiere (-lmyg-r) [F. /-
miere light], an apparatus consisting of a mirror

so arranged as to reflect light in any desired direc-

tion ; used as a substitute for the heliostat. See
also PdRTEFECILLK, etc.

1890 BILLINGS Med. Dict.
t

*
Porte-acid, a glass tube

through which a platinum wire passes carrying a tuft

saturated with the acid to be applied. 1857 DUNGLISON
Diet. Afed,,

*
Porte-aiguille^ an instrument for accurately

laying hold of a needle, and giving it greater length.
1895 in Syd. See. Lc.r. 1884 G. MOORK Mummer's Wife
(1887) 206 She had . . a little gold *porte~benheur . . she had
bought that morning. 1900 Daily News 6 Nov. 6/1 Some
of them [prizes] were cut chrysanthemums in artistically-
carved *porte- bouquets. 1846 BHUTAN tr. Malgaigne*$
Man. Oper, Sitrg. 274 Preference should always be given to
a *porte-caustique like that of Ducamp for the urethra.

1884 M. MACKENZIE Dis. Throat ty A'osc II. 252 An
ingenious porte-caustique has been invented by Dr. Fauvel.
i8oz JAMKS Milit. Diet. s.v. Entonnoir^ the tin-case or

*port-feu which is used to convey the priming powder into
the touch-hole of a cannon. 1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., *Porte-

guition, an Ensign-bearer to a troop of men at Anns. 1884
Century Mag. XXIX. 230/2 This apparatus consisted of
a long photometer -box with a '''Porte lumiere at one end.

II Porte-COChere (port|kojf r . Also 7-8 (ang-

licized) port-cocher. [F., f. porte PORT sbs* +
cocherey fern. adj. f. cache COACH sb.] A gateway
for carriages, leading into a court-yard ; a carriage-
entrance.

1698 W. KING tr. Sorbieres Journ. Lond. 3 Divers of the
Citizens Houses have Port-cochers [mlspr. -ezsj to drive in

a Coach, or a cart either, and Consequently have Courts
within. 1699 M. LibTEK Journ. Paris 8 All the Houses of
Persons of Distinction arc built with Port-cochers, that is,

wide Gates to drive in a Coach. 1769 DC Foes Tour Gt.
Brit. (ed. 7) II. 170 Kensington cannot be named without

mentioning the King's Palace there:, .there are two gre:it

Wings built..and a large Port-cocher at the Entrance, with
a Postern. 1804 Edin. Rev. Apr. 95 The darkness of their

court-yards and fortes cocJieres. 1848 THACKERAY I'au.

Fair Ixiv, Their carriage .stood in the porte-cochere of the

hotel. i88z Century Mag. XXIV. 843/1 The porte-
cocheres., afford glimpses of. .court-yards.

Porte-colis, -cules, etc., obs. ff. PORTCULLIS.

Porte-crayon : see POBT-CRAYOX.

Fo*rted, a. rare.
[f.

PORT sb$ + -ED 2
.] Having

'

ports
'
or gates : in comb.

cifin CHAPMAN Iliad iv. 433 We tooke the seuen-fold

ported Thebes, when yet we had not there So great helpe
as our fathers had.

Ported (poouted), ///. a. [f. POUT v.1 + ED 1
.]

Of arms: Held in the position of the port; see

POUT sb* 9 and z'.
1 2.

1650 T. BAYLY Herl>a Parietis 51 His own hair, standing
stiffe an end, like ported feathers of some porcupine. 1667
MILTON P. L. iv. 978 Th* Angelic Squadron bright. .began
to hemm him round With ported Spears. 1844 Kegnl. fy

Ord. A nny 265 The man or men going on the Post, who, with

ported Arms, approach the Sentinels to be relieved.

II Portefeuille (port,foV). [F., f. PORTE- +

feuille leaf, sheet
;

cf. PORTFOLIO.]
1. = PORTFOLIO i.

1699 M. LISTER Journ. Paris 92 He shewed his Portc-

feuiltes in Folio, of Red Spanish Leather finely adorned.

1768 in N. fy Q. lothSer. VI. 466/1 Ninety-five capital draw-

ings. .in two Russia portefeuilles. 1815 MME. D'AKBLAY
Diary (1846) VII. 227 Neither, .were of any avail, till he
condescended to search his portefeuille for a passport.

2. = POBTFOLIO 2.

1792 Amer. St. P^apers, Foreign (1832) I. 390 (Stanf.) The
portefeuille was given to Monsieur Delessart. 1836 LADY
H. STANHOPE Mem. (1845) I. x. 369 It was not Napoleon that

he was so much attached to ; it was to him who had the

portefeuitle.

Portegue, van PORTAGUE Obs.

Portekoles, obs. form of PORTCULLIS.

Po:rt-ele*ctric, a. [See PORTE-.] Carrying by
electricity : applied to a proposed system of electric

traction for transmission of parcels, etc.

18.90 Globe
1 14 Nov. 3/1 The Portelectric car is an air

cylinder 10 inches in diameter, 12 feet long, and 35olb. in

weight. It runs on two wheels, one above, the other below,

along an elevated railroad which supports the. -hollow coils.

Portemantue, obs. form of PORTMANTEAU.

II Porte-monnaie (port[mong). Also (in vul-

gar use) anglicized as port-money. [F., f. PORTE-
+ monnaie MONEY.] A flat leathern purse or

pocket-book.
1855 THACKERAY JVVwiWww Ixxix, Mrs. Mackenzie briskly

shutner porte-monnaie. 1878 B. HAKTE Man on Beach 78,
I left my portmoney at home. 1885 C. F. WOOLSON in

Harpers Mag. Apr. 785/1 A battered porte-monnaie.

Portenans, -aunce, varr. PURTENANCE Obs.

Portend (poite-nd), vl Also 5 portende, 6

pourtende. [ME. ad. L. portendSrc to foretell,
j

presage, archaic form of protendtre to stretch forth,

specialized in ritual sense, f. por- = pro- forth +
tcmftrc to stretch ; see PROTEND.]

1. trans. To presage as an omen; to foreshow,
foreshadow.

I43Z~5 tr- fligden (Rolls) VII. 33 A blasynge bterre was
i>ceiie in the firmamente, whiche ia wonte to portende other
a pestilence of provinces other the chaungenge of a realmc.

1560 DA us tr. S/cttfa>it,''s Comm. 285 [They] judged that
it did pourlende and .signitie .sonic great trouble. 1654
BRAMHALL Just Vind. vi. (1661) 146 Like as that single
meteor Castor appearing without Pollux portends an unfor-
tunate voyage. 1868 FAKKAK Seekers n. iv. (1875) 225 The
croak of the raven can portend no harm to such a man.

b. By extension : To point to or indicate before-

hand ; to give warning of, by natural means.
1592 KVD Sp. Trag. i. ii, What portends thy cheerful

countenance'.' 1685 EVELYN Diary 5 Nov., Bonfires were
forbidden on this day ; what does this portend ! 1756
FRANKLIN In Phil. Trans. LV. 188 Small black cloud;, thus

appearing in a clear iky. .portend storms, and warn .seamen
to hand their sails. 1878 Uosw. SMITH Carthage ioKvery-
thitig portended an early renewal of the conflict.

2. Of a person : To foretell, predict, forecast,

prognosticate, as by interpreting an omen. rare.
i6xx HEYWOOD Gold. Age in. i. Wks. i3 7 j III. 48 What

portend you in these hostile sounds Of clamorous warreV

1731 Swii'T On his Death 119 Some great misfortune to

portend, No enemy can match a friend. 1831 (JLADSIOXI;
Glean. VI. iii. 2 A fact plain enough to those.. who in the
moral hemisphere can portend foul weather when '

the sky
is red and lowering '.

f 3. To signify, symbolize, mean, indicate. Obs.

1586 A. DAY Eng. Secretary n. (1625) 87 Antanaclasis,
when we produce a word in a contrary signification to that

it commonly portendeth, 1601 SHAKS. Twel. V. n. v. 130
What should that Alphabetical! position portend. . V Softly,
M. O.A.I. 1726 Poi'E Oifyss. xix. 645 The geese (a glutton
race) by tliee deplored, Portend the suitors fated to my
sword. 1782 HAN. MOKK Belshaz&ar n. 76 What du the

mystic characters portend 'i

4. intr. To utter or give portents, rare.

1887 ]O\VI-;N Virg. Eclogue i. 10 Oft from the holm-oak ^

hole on the left did a raven portend.
Hence Forte'iuHing

1

vbl. sb. and///, a. also

f-Forte-ndauce, t Forte'ndment, ihe quality or

fact of portending; presage, omen, signification;

Forte'nder, one who or that which portends.
1644 J. GOODWIN Fighting agst. God 22 It is a thing of

the saddest consideration under heaven, and of muie

grievous *purtendance unto us. 1657 Triers Tried 5

[It] must needs be of a sad abode and portendance unto the

people. 1635 SWAN Spec. J/. v. 2 (1^43' '-5 They have

appeared as the *portenders of change in states and king-
domes. 1675 TtONGii Diary (iS?5) 26 An absolute pur-
tendor of a prosperous voyage. 1590 WATSON Eclogue
Sir F. Walsinghant 419 For they portending stonnie

windes surcease, but by "portending cause the hearts con-

tent. 1632 LITHGOW Trav. x. 459 The portending heaui-

nesse of my presaging soule. 1626 lir. HALE. ConleuipL,
O. T. xx. ii, Like comets who were never seene without the

*portendement of a mischeife. 1634 JACKSON Creed \\\, \ii.

2 It only argues some deeper insight in ominous forewarn-

ings or portendments.

Portend (pojte'nd), ^.- [ME. a. OF. par-
teiid-re to stretch forth, extend, to drape, cover,

etc.: L. protendcre to stretch forth, with pop. L.

por- tot pro- forth. See prec. and PROTEND.]
fl. trans. To put forward, as authority or ex-

cuse ;
to pretend. Obs. rare.

1432-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) VIII. 93 William bUchop of

Hely. .oppressede moche the clergy, portendynge the power
of the kynge [L. rcgisprxtendens potentate>n\.

2. To stretch forth, to extend, hold out (some-

thing). Now rare or Obs.

1657 TOMUNSON Renon's Disp. 678 The Alembick some-
times, .portends out of its head.. a Pipe. 1782 MICKLE

Q. Emma in. 298 Spear to spear was now portended, And
the yew-bows half were drawn. 1803 Edwin I. xii. 192
The fury that marked my brow as I portended my sword
over the senseless bodies of my wife and child.

Portent (portent). Also 7 portend, and in

L. formportentum. [ad. \s. portent-iini a portent,

sign, omen, monster, marvellous tale (whence also

It., Sp., Pg. portentQj obs. F. portente}^ f. L. por-
tendSre to PORTEND. Orig. stressed porte'iit, which
came down to iQth c. ; but po'rtent is found also

in 1711. Pope has both.]
1. That which portends or foretells something
momentous about to happen, esp. of a calamitous

nature ; an omen, significant sign or token.

1563-87 FOXE A. iff Af, (1596) 762 (R.) A strange portent
and prodigious token from heauen, in the yeare of our Lord
1 505- 1596 SHAKS. i Hen. IV, n. Hi. 65 O what portents
are these? ci6n CHAPMAN litadn. 268 And there appear 'd

a huge portent, A Dragon with a bloody skale, hornde lo

sight, and sent To light by great Olympius. 1671 MILTON
P. R. iv. 491 As false portents, not sent from God, but thee.

1697 DRYDEN Virg. Past. i. 22 My Loss by dire Portents
the Gods foretold. 1711 POPE Temp. Fame 452 Of prodigies
and portents seen in air. 1736 S. WESLEY //>/, From
whence these dire Portents around, That Earth and Heaven
amaze? 1814 SCOTT Ld. of Isles vi. xxx, Portents and
miracles impeach Our sloth. x8zi EYKON Sardan. \\. i, Let
us think Of what is to be done to justify Thy planets and
their portents. 1845 HIRST Poems 73 Such portents shook
the soul of Rome. 1871 FROUDE in Devon. Assoc. Trans.
IV. 20 The early records of all nations are full of portents
and marvels.

b. The fact or quality of portending ;
in phr. of

dire (etc.) portent.
1715-30 POPE Iliad 11. 372 A mighty dragon shot, of dire

portent; From Jove himself the dreadful sign was sent.
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1863 PARKMAN Huguenots iii. (1875) 28 A cloud of black

and deadly portent was thickening over France.

C. .In weakened sense : A sign of coming weather

or other natural phenomena.
1868 HAWTHORNE Amer. Note-tiks. (1879) II. 37 Lowering

with portents of rain. 1882 'OuiDA* Maremma viii, She
was not so familiar with the portents of the land.

2. Something considered portentous ;
a prodigy,

wonder, marvel.

1741 MIDDLETON Cicero II. x. 422 L. Antony, the portent
and disgrace of his species. 184* MACAULAY Ess. t Fredk.
Gt. (1877) 671 Frederic was not one of these brilliant

portents. 1863 GEO. EI.IOT Romota i, If you _talk
of por-

tents, what portent can be greater than a pious notary?
1881 M. G. WATKINS in Academy 19 Mar. 202 That portent
the 'general reader 1

will find this book entertaining.

3. Comb., as portent-like adj. and adv.

1744 HANMER Shaks. Wks., L. L.L. v. ii. 67 Portent-like

[Hanmer's emendation of pcrtaunt-, perttaiint-like of the

Quartos and Folios]. 1747 WARBURTON in Shaks. M'ks,\\.

256 Portent-like, i. e. I would be his fate or destiny, and like

a poitent hang over, and influence his fortunes.

Hence fPorte'ntful a. Obs.) portentous.
1633 T. ADAMS Exp. 2 Peter iii. 5 There are bred those

purtentful comets and exhalations, out of which fantastical

heads pick fanatical meanings.

t Portenti'fical, a. Obs. rare , [f. L. por-

tentifiais (f. portentum PORTENT : see -FIC) + -AL.]

1656 BLOUNT Glossogr. ,
Portent!fecal, which worketh

wonders, or whereby monstrous and strange things are

done.

t Porte'ntion. Obs. rare. In 7 portsnsion.

[ad. med.L. portentio-nem a portent, f. portendSrt
to PORTEND.] The action of portending ;

a portent.
1658 Sm T. KKOWNK Pseud. Ep. vi. xiy. 417 Why

although the Red Comets do carry the portensions of Mars,
the brightly-white should not be of the Influence of Jupiter
or Venus, ..is not absurd to doubt.

t Forte'Htive, a . Obs. rare. [f.
L. portent-^

ppl. stem vfportendfre to PORTEND + -IVE.] Having
the quality of portending ;

= PORTENTOUS i.

1594 NASHE Terrors Night Wks. (Grosa_rt)
III. 245

Commonly that [dream] which is portentiue in a Kins ' s

but a friuolous fancte in a beggar. 1659 FUI.LKR App. Inj.

fnHOC. i. 51* The Portentive Idolls of their Country. 1773

J. Ross Fratricide iv. 9 (MS.) The Heavens Portentive

roll'd their thunders o'er his head.

Portentous (poite'ntas), a. Also 6 por-

tentius, 7-9 -uous, 7-eous. [ad. L. portentosits,
-uosus (whence also obs. F. portenteiiXj \\..porten-

toso), f. portentum PORTENT: see -ous and -uous.J

1. Of the nature of a portent ; foreboding some

extraordinary and (usually) calamitous event ;
omi-

nous, threatening, warning.
6-1540 tr. Pol. Verg. Eng. Hist. (Camden) I. 140 With

these portentius thinges albeit he was feared,.. yeat, fear-

inge noe deceite. .went forward on liis waye. 1573 L. LLOYD
Marrow ofHist. (1653) 153 Such portentuous miracles then

seen in Rume. 1603 HOLLAND Plutarch's Mor. 1332 Many
portenteous signes were given by terrible tempests. 1611

I*. JONSON Catiline iv. ii, Stop that portentous mouth.

1641 MILTON Reform, n. Wks. 1851 III. 45 Let the Astrolo-

ger be dismay u at the portentous blaze of comets. 1708
Brit. Apollo No. 14. z/i Actual Bleeding must needs be

more Portentuous than a meer Dream. 1727 DE ov.Syst.

Magic i. iv. (1840) 106 Having foretold the portentous
events of the late meteor. 1829 LYTTON Devcrcux L iii,

There is something portentous in this sudden change. 1878
STEWART & TAIT Unseen Univ. ii. 66. 81 The event loses

from thenceforth much of its portentous significance.

2. Applied, without anyconnected sense of augury,
lo an object exciting wonder, awe, or amazement;

marvellous, monstrous, prodigious ; hence as an

intensive (sometimes humorous} extraordinary.
1553 EDEN Treat. Newe Ind. (Arb.) 36 A foure foted

beast of monstrous shape . . hauinge . . beneath his comon
belye, an other belye lyke vnto a purse or bagge, in which
he kepeth his yonge whelpes... This portentous beast with
her three whelpes was broughte to Cimle in Spaine. 1555

Decades 159 A towne of such portentous byggenes. 1607
BP. J. KING Semi. 5 Nov. 23 So nefarious, flagitious, porten-

tuous a wickednesse, as this was. 1639 FULLER Holy War
v. xix. (1840) 275 By such portentous and extravagant
numbers. 1695 WOODWARD Nat. Hist. Earth in. ii. (1723)

175 Such a Deluge. . would require a portentous Quantity of

Water. 1790 BURKE Fr. Rev. 252 See whether we can
discover in their schemes the portentous ability, which may
justify these bold undertakers. 1821 CRAIG Lcct. Drawing
i. 4 Since that portentuous period, the wealth of our happy
country has .. increased. 18*3 LOCKHART Reg. Daltoti
ii. i, A portentous apple-dumpling. 1877 GLADSTONE Gleatt.

IV. xvii. 352 Russia will have to make, .a portentous effort,
when she is to leap from Constantinople to Calcutta.

Porte'ntously, adv. [f. prec. 4- -LY 2
.] In

a portentous manner
;
in a way that portends or

foreshadows something unusual ; hence (loosely)

prodigiously, extraordinarily, astonishingly.
1656 TRAPP Cotnni. 2 Thess. ii. 3 That breathing devil, so

portentously, so peerlessly vicious. 1753 WAKBURTON Div.

Legat. fed. 4) I. n. iv. 246 Creatures, which by a reciprocal
translation of the parts to one another, became all porten-
tously deformed. 1816 SCOTT A ntiq. vii, The distant sea . . lay
almost portentously still. 1858 BUCKLE Civiliz. (1869) II.

viii. 468 The decline was portentously rapid. 1872 MORLEY
Voltaire i. (1886) 9 Portentously significant silence. 1882

HAWTHORNE Fort. Fooli. xviii, He would be portentously
severe against very trifling shortcomings.

Porteous : see PORTAS. (Common in Sc. legal

use.) Portepyne, obs. form of PORCUPINE.

Porter (po^Mta-i), sb.^ Forms : 3- porter ;

3-5 -ere, 4 -or, (6 Sc.) -ar, 4-5 -are, -our, 5
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-eour, -iere, 6 Sc. -eir. [ME. and AF. porter
= OF. portier (lath c. in Godef.) : late L. por-
tariits door-keeper, f. L. porta door : see -ER -.]

1. One who has charge of a door or gate, esp. at

the entrance of a fortified town or of a castle or

other large building, a public institution, etc. ;

a gate-keeper, door-keeper, janitor.

cizgo S. Eng, Leg. I. 382/210 pat Lh moste here porter
beo. a 1300 Cursor Jlf. 10013 At jates

four er four porters

\v.rrt -eris, -eres] pat nathtng mai cum in |?at ders. 1382
WYCLIF John x. 3 To this the porter openeth, and the

scheep heeren his vois. c 1400 Apol. Loll. 35 pei schal be

in my sanctuari huschers, &: portars. 1413 Pilgr. Sowle

(Caxton) i. x. (18591 7 Peter is porter of heuen and lyeute-
nant of the souerayn lord in erthe. 1433 Rolls ofParlt.
IV- 475/2 By the hondis of his Portour of the said Castell.

1530 PALSGR. 257/1 Porter, a kepar of a gate, portier,
a 1631 DONNE Lett. (1651) 32 Like a porter in a great house,
ever nearest the door, but seldomest abroad, c 1720 PRIOR

Wandering Pilgrim 46 Let him in thy hall but stand, And
wear a porter's gown. 1800 Med. Jrnl. III. 178 There
shall be a resident Apothecary,, .a Secretary, a Collector,
a Porter, and such other Officers as shall be found neces-

sary. 1885 MOKLEY Crit. Misc., Pattison's Mem. III. 151

Accomplishments, .more fitted for the porter of a workhouse
than for the head of a college.

fig. 1377 LANGU P. PI. H. xx. 296 And made pees porter
[C. portor, -our] to pynne be 3ates. c 1400 tr. Secreta

Secret.^ COT.'. Lordsh. 97 pes v. parlours byfore-sayd er f?e v.

wyttes, bat dwellys yn pe eighen, yn be eryn, yn }>e nese,3
fn

J>e tonge, and yn b6 hondes. 1423 JAS. I Kingis Q. cxxv,
I fnnd, full recly at the sate, The tnaister portare, callit

pacience. 1610 T. COLLINS Mercy in Farr S. P. Jas. I

(1848) 357 Mercy's the porter of heauen's pretious dores.

1614 PURCHAS Pilgrimage 531 Two mightie Colosses or

statues of Lions, were set as porters at the doore. 1668 UP.

HOPKINS Serw., Vanity (1685) 72 God hath set that grim
porter, Death, at the gate.

b. Applied to a watch-dog. C. (See quot. 1846.)
t 1420 LYDG. Assembly ofGods 37 Cerberus, the porter of

hell, with hys cheyne. ai66i FILLER Worthies, Somerset
(1662) in. 18 [Mastiffs] are not (like Apes) the fooles and

jesters, but the useful Servants in a Family, viz. the Porters
thereof. 1846 P. Parley's Ann. VII. 325 Gamekeepers give
various names to rabbits : with them they are warreners,

porters, sweethearts, and hedgehogs. . . The porter's favourite

haunt is in gentlemen's pleasure grounds.

t 2. Anat. (tr. Gr. uv\wp6^ : The pyloric orifice

of the stomach, where it opens into the small

intestine. Ohs.

1594 T. P. La Priutaud. Fr. Acad. n. 349 It beginneth
at the porter of the stomach, and is so seated beside the

liuer. 1615 CKOOKE Body of ^fan 119 It is called jruAwpoy
or the Porter, commonly the neather orifice,

3. attrib. and Comb. : porter's lodge (t porter-

lodge), a lodge for the porter at the gate of a castle,

park, etc. (formerly a place of corporal punishment
lor servants and dependants) ; t porter-vein, the

venaportx or portal vein (see PORTAL a. 2).

1471-1 Durham Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 644 Factura muri
infra le *PorterIoge. 1500-20 DUSBAR Poems xlii. 76
Strangenes, quhair that he did ly, Wes brint in to the porter

luge, a 1592 GREENE Newes fr. Heaven. Hell (1593) IS j,

Wee be not farre from Heauen gates, and if S. Peter should
understand of your abuse, I knowe he would commit you
both to the Porters Lodge. 1623 MASSINGER Dk. Milan in.

ii, Fit company only for pages and for footboys That have

perused the porter's lodge. 1822 W. IRVING Sketch Bk.
t

Christmas Eve, Close adjoining was the porter's lodge.

1899 CKOCKETT Kit Kennedy 106 Gang doon to the porter*

lodge, and wait till I come till ye. 1625 HART Anat. Ur. \\.

viii. 105 But what if such creatures were conueyed . . through
the mesaraicke veines into the great *pprter veine? 1686

A. SNAPE A nat. Horse \. ix. 17 A small Vein . , called/.j'/'7r"V8
or Porter-vein.

Hence Po'rter y. 1
///*., to be or act as a porter.

1605 [see DEVIL sl>. 23 aj. 1627 P. FLETCHER Locusts iv.

xxviii, Wee'l hold their heart, wee'l porter at their eare.

Porter (po^'Jtaa), $&? Also 4 portour, 5

-oure, -owre. [ME. portour^ a. OF. porleoitr

(izth c. in Godef!) (mod.F. -eur} : L. portcUdr-em,

agent-noun f. L. portare to carry, PORT v.^ The end-

ing -our was changed in i6thc.to-/*: see-ER 2
3.]

1. A person whose employment is to carry
burdens ; now esp. a servant of a railway company
employed to carry luggage at a station (in full, rail-

way porter).
t Porter's alet beer: see PORTER st>. 3 Porter's knot*, see

KNOT sb* 5.

1382 WYCLIF i Chron, xvi. 42 The sonis forsothe of Yditym
he made to ben porters. 1393 LANGL. P. PI. C. vir. 370 A
dosen harlotes Of portours and of pykeporses and pylede
tob-drawers. 1469 Col. Anc. Rec. Dublin (1889) I. 336 If

any of the portoures goo owt with cariage into the contry.

1530 PALSGR. 257/1 Porter of burdens, crochete^'r, 1650
BULWCR Anthropomet. 114, I saw a Porter ..drink up a

Flagon of Beer. 1683 MOXON Mech. Exerc., Printing xxi.

F 2 About an hundred Pounds weight, viz. a Porters Burthen.

1809 R. LANGFORD Intrcd. Trade 134 Porters,., employed
to carry goods or parcel*, also persons duly authorised, who
attend wharfs for employment in various capacities re*

specting shipping. 1878 F. S. WILLIAMS Midi. Raihv. 621

Porters for the passenger department are not accepted if

they are less than 5 ft. 8in. high. 1890 Daily AVzw 1 7 Nov.

5^4 The Fellowship Porters who must not be confounded
with their humbler brethren the '

'1'icket Porters
' and the

1 Tackle Porters 'are an association with a standing that

entitles them to a hearing. 1898 Westm. Gaz. 15 July 4/2
The porter's rest, which stood so long on the north side of
St. Paul's, disappeared at Jubilee time last year, 1901
Census Schedule^ Instruct., Porters . . should specify the

nature of their employment. as Railway Porter. The term
Porter should never be used alone.

PORTER.

b. gen, znAJlg. One who or that which carries

or conveys ; a bearer, carrier.

1581 MARBECK Rk. ofNotes 700 There is no need of porter,
of a mediatour or minister, say onely, Lord haue mercie

vpon me. 1634 lip. HALL Contempt., N. T. iv. xxxii, Simon
,

of Cyrene is forced to be the porter of Thy cross. 1659
T. PECKE Pamassi /'uerfi. 67 The Grecian Tongue, Porter
of Wit, and Art. 1817 Sporting Mag. L. 231 It enables
him [the spaniel] to be a good reader, as it is styled in the
south ; in the north it is termed a good porter. 1896
Alltutfs Syst. Med. I. 868 Ships .. are not such good
porters of cholera as caravans, armies, hordes of pilgrims
and unsanitary travellers.

c. (See quot.)
1607 COWELL Interpr., Porter in the circuit of Justices, is

an officer that carieth a verge or white rodde before the

Justices in Eyre, so called, nportando virgatn, an. 13 Ed. /
cap. 24. 177* Jacob's Law Diet. S.V., There is also a porter
bearing a verge before the justices of either bench.

2. An appliance for lifting, carrying, or supporting.
fa. A lever. Obs.

1538 ELYOT Diet., Palange, leauers or porters, wherewith

they left and beare tymbre, and suche like thynges of greatte

weight. Palango..,\.r> beare on leyuars or porters. 1566
WITHALS Diet. 32/1.

t b. A supporting structure of timber or stone.

: (Cf. BEAREK 9.) Obs.

1591 LODGE Diogenes (Hunter. Cl.) 19 He. .swore that he
would ouerthrowe the porters and bearers, which he prac-

tising to doo, the timber fell sodainly in the midst of his

sawing.
c. An iron bar attached to a heavy body to be

forged, by which it may, when suspended from
a crane, be guided beneath the hammer or into

: the furnace; a porter-rod. Also, a bar from

the end of which something (e. g. a knife-blade) is

i forged. (Knight Diet. Mech.)
1794 Rigging ff Seamanship I. 78 (Anctor\ Porter, a

straight bar of iron, about 2 inches .square, confined at one
end to the end of the shank. 1839 UKE Diet. Arts 44 The

} jower part [of an anchor] is left disunited, but has carrier

|

iron bars, or porters, as these prolongation rods are com-
! monly called, welded to the extremity of each portion.

j

Ibid. 704 The bloom or rough ball, from the puddle furnace,

is laid and turned about upon it, by means of a rod of iron

welded to each of them, called a porter. 1875 KNIGHT

j

Diet. Meek, s.v., A cross lever fixed to the porter is the

,
means of rotating the forging beneath the hammer.

d. A light carriage with two or three wheels,

\
to hold up from the ground the chain or rope of

a steam plough.
1864 Jrnl. R. Agrie. Soc. XXV. . 416 The Travelling-

porters are intended to carry the implement roj>e, the outer

I rope being best carried by the ordinary three-wheel porters.

3. Weaving. (Sc.~)
= BEEB si>.3

1814 A. PEDDIE Mann/., Weaver t, Warp. Assist. (1818)
1 152 What the Scotch weavers term a Porter, the English

term a beer. 1846 G. WHITE Treat. Weaving 277 The

|

hundred splits in all kinds of reeds is nominally divided

:
into five equal portions

for the sake of calculation, called

porters in Scotland and beers in England. 1867 BLACK
Hist. Brechiti xii. 271 A thirty porter

or 600 reed is divided

into 600 openings in the breadth of 37 inches: 20 of these

openings are called a porter. 1894 Dundee Advertiser

5 July 4 The new duty of 20 per cent, would also apply to

tarpauling up to n or 12 porters.

4. atlrili. and Comb., as porter-beer (see PORTER

s6.3), -fieri, -crab (see quot.), -guard, -riot, -rod

(
= sense 3 c).

1906 Daily Chron. 25 Jan. 6/7 A youth of seventeen,

engaged there as "porter-clerk. 1004 IHd. n Jan. 3/3 At

Patami was obtained the (

*porter crab, which lies in the

mud clasping a sea anemone to its back by means of modi-

fied legs. 1851 GALLENGA Italy 181 Student-plots at Pisa,

"porter-riots at Leghorn, and demonstrations at Florence.

1839 URE Diet. Arts 44 (A nc/tor) To one end a 'porter rod

is fastened, by which the palm is carried and turned round

in the fire during the progress of the fabrication.

Hence Po'rter v? trans., to carry as a porter

(sense i), or by means of a porter or porters (sense

2 d) ; Po-rterlng
1

, the work or occupation of a

porter.
1609 Ev. Woman in Hum. 11. i. in Bullen O. PI. IV, At

night he shall be portered to our chamber. 1864 Jml. R.

Agric. Soc. XXV. n. 395 It would have been interesting.,

to have tested the draft of this rope dragging on the surface,

against the wire rope properly
'

portered '. 1904 Daily
Ckron. 4 July 6/7 Nominally he is a licensed porter,., but

he does not do much portering.

Porter (p6'Jtaj), sb.z [Short for farters ale,

porter's beer, or porter beer (PORTER sb.-}, app.

because orig. made for or chiefly drank by porters

and the lower class of labourers : cf. the early quots.
There is no direct contemporary evidence as to the origin

of the name. Statements going back to c 1750 attribute

the first brewing of the liquor lo Ralph Harwood 'at the

cern the origin not of the uona\a.loasfarariaa,fcrari
beer, but of the term entire. The probability is that porter j

ale or beer arose as a popular descriptive appellation.)

A kind of beer, of a dark brown colour and

bitterish taste, brewed from malt partly charred or

browned by drying at a high temperature.
a. 1727 SWIFT Further Ace. E. Curll Wks. 1755 III. 1. 161

Nursed up on grey peas, bullocks liver, and porters ale.

1734 SWIKT in Mrs. Delanys Life $ Corr. (1861) I. 502,

I cannot make shifts, .by starving in scanty lodgings,, .as I

used to do in London, with port-wine, or perhaps Porter s

ale, to save charges! 1745 MORTIMER in Phil. Trans.

XLIII 552 Their Urine.. as high-coloured as Porter's Beer.

1770 MASSIE Reas. agst. Tax on Malt 5 So that every
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Person.., must pay more than Three Halfpence for a Pint

of Porter- Beer in London.
0. ^39

' R. BULL' tr. Dtdtkindtu* Grobianus 139 The
Fumes of Porter, Stout, or Home-brew'd Ale. 1743 Lond.

ff Country Brew, in. (ed. 2) 221 Of Brewing Butt-Beer,
called Porter, c 1750 J. GuiTERiDGt: (of Shoreditch) in

Gentl. Mag. May (1819) 394/2 Harwood, my townsman, he

invented first Porter to rival wine, and quench the thirst.

Porter,.. Whose reputation rises more and more. 1772
Town fy Country Alag. 117 Hard working people delight
in a kind of strong beer called porter, brown, clear, bitter

and wholesome. 1781 in Hone Every-day Bk. (1827) II. 836

My electors shall have porter at threepence a pot. 1839
UKE Diet. Arts s.v,, At first the essential distinction of

porter arose from its wort being made with highly-kilned
brown malt. 1846 M cCuLLOcw Ace. Brit. Empire (1854)
I 757 Breweries.. .The latter principally produce porter, the

favourite beverage of the Londoners,

b. attrib. and Comb., $& porter-brewer, -brewery,

~ma.lt, -poti 'pump i -shop, -yeast; porter-coloured,

-drinking, -hued adjs. ; porter-cup, a mixed

beverage containing porter (see qnot.) See also

PORTEK-HOUSE.
1818 CALVE RT in Parl. Deb. 1012 It had been proved by

those "porter brewers who had been examined before the

police committee. 1776 ADAM SMITH II', N. v. ii. (1869) II.

486 In the "porter brewery of London, a quarter of malt is

commonly brewed into more than two barrels and a half,

sometimes into three barrels of porter. 1898 KIPLING in

Morn, Post 9 Nov. 5/2 Clumps of gorse and heather and
the *porter-coloured pools of bog water. 1883 Barman s

Manual 51 *Porter Cup. Mix, in a tankard, a bottle of

porter and an equal quantity of table ale; pour in a glass
of brandy and a dessert-spoonful of syrup of ginger ; add 3

sters (who m.ike no high-dried or *porter malt 1

. 1824
SOUTHEV in /,/ (1849) 1.137 He used to. .fling the *porter-

pot or the poker at me. 1838 DICKENS O. Twist xxvii, A
porter-pot and a wine-bottle. 1804 LARWOOD No Gnu
Boats 15 The Carle's of France, and the *Porter Shops of

England, c 1796 SIR J. DALRYMPLE Qbserv, Yeast-cake 2

London *porter-yeast. .is preferred, .by the distillers.

Porter z-.
1

,
*

: see PORTER j^. 1
,

^.

Porter, variant of POHTURE v. Obs.

Porterage 1
(po^utared^). [f. PORTER sb.~ --

-AGE.]
1. The action or work of a porter ; carriage or

transportation of goods, parcels, etc.
; also, the

charge for this.

1437-8 in $th Ref. Ilist. MSS.Comm. 541/1, ss.Bd, received
from the Porters in the Strande, for the porteraage of fish

this year. 1611 Lett* E. India Co. (1896) I. 141 Item for

porterage of particulars above to the barque, 03. 13. 1671
L. ROBERTS Merck. Map Commerce (ed. 2) 54 Other charges
are boat-hire, Wharfage, Porterage and Ware-house room.

1761 Chron. in Ann. Reg. 123/2 The carrier had no right
to stop the goose for the porterage. 1809 R. LANGFORD
Introd. Trade 13 \ Porterage, the hire of porters. 1869
TUZER Ilighl. Turkey I. 241 Female porterage is the

custom of the country, 1880 Post Office Guide 235 When
the addressee resides beyond the free delivery, porterage is

charged. 1884 G. IV. R. Time Tables July 83 No charge
for porterage, .at Holyhead.

t 2. Something to be carried, a burden. Obs, rare.

1666 J. SMITH Old Age (1676) 179 These Porters do now
become a porterage themselves, and those parts that were
wont to bear the greatest burdens, are now so great a
burden.

3. attrib. as porterage fee, work.

1774 Acts Gen. Assembly Georgia (1881) 418 For any
Porterage Work from the several parts of the Town.. to

any of the Wharves the like rates. 1895 Westnt. Gaz.
18 Apr. 7/1 Even the British Commissioner when he journeys
to and from Uganda has to employ slave labour for porterage

purposes. 1906 Daily Chron. 12 Nov. 5/4 A tariff regu-

lating porterage fees.

Po'rterage-. rare. [f. PORTER sbl + -AGE.]
The duty or occupation of a porter or door-keeper.
1763 CHURCHILL Duellist n. 161 In rules of Porterage

untaught.
Porteress : see PORTRESS.

Porter-house. Chiefly U.S. [f. PORTER sb.*

4- HOUSE sb. Cf. ale-house] A house at which

porter and other malt liquors are retailed
; also, one

where steaks, chops, etc. are served, a chop-house.
1800 COBBETT in Polwhele Trad, fy Recoil. (1826) II. 531

They adjourned from the porter-houses and gin-shops to the

cheese-mongers and bakers. 1807-8 W. IRVING Salmag,
(1824) 286 Those temples of politics, popularity, and smoke,
the ward porter-houses. 1858 N. \ '. Tribun: 16 Mar. 3/3
This morning, an altercation took place in the porter-house
of Michael Byrne, ..between Joseph Kelly, .and others.

b. attrib.) as porter-house boy\ porter-house
et9ak (C/.S.},

' a beefsteak consisting of a choice

cut of the beef between the sirloin and the tender-

loin . , : supposed to derive its name from a well-

known poner-house in New York' {Cent. Diet.).
1807 SOUTHF.Y Espriella's Lett. (1808) I. 67 Then came the

porter-house boy for the pewter-pots. 1864 SALA in Daily
Tel. 27 Sept., The 'tenderloin ', the '

porterhouse
'

steak of

America, are infinitely superior to our much-vaunted rump
steak. 1902 Westm. Gaz. n Apr. 6/3 Porterhouse steaks

sold for isc. and now sell for 24 c.

Fo-rterlike, a. [f. PORTER sb? + LIKE a.]

Like a porter : = PORTERLY o.2

1598 FLORIO, Facchinarie, base, filthie, rascally, porter-
like-tricks.

t Po'rterly, fl.1 Obs. rare- 1
, [f. PORTER j&l

+ LT !.] Proper to a porter or door-keeper.
1581 J. BELL Haddon** Ansiv. Qser. 397 b, Wherein he

1 promised full remission, .in the fullnes.se of his Porterly
power [

=; power of the keys],

t Po'rterly, .
2 and adv. Obs. [f. PORTER sb.-\

A. adj. Pertaining to, or characteristic of, a
1

porter (PoRTER sb%} ; hence, Rude, vulgar, low.

1603 FLORIO Montaigne (16341 140 Off the stage,., they
i are base rascals, vagabond abjects, and porterly hirelings.

1673 K.IRKMAX Unlucky Citizen 108 That Porterly Game of

, Nine-pins. 1709 Brit. Apollo II. No. 48. 2/2 Silly and
I Porterly Reflections on you. 1765 WESLEY jrtil. 4 Sept.,
i His language was as. .foulj and porterly, as ever was heard

j

at Billingsgate.

B. adv. In a *

porterly
'

manner; vulgarly,
1659 TORRJASO, Frtcchinesco, basely, or porterly. 1663

DiiVDEN M'ild Gallant i. i, I was porterly drunk, and that

I hate of all things in nature.

Portershlp 1
(poo-Jtajfip). [f.

PORTER j/O +

-SHIP.] The office of porter or door-keeper ;
also

i with possessive, as a humorous title.

1450 Rfllls flfFarlt. V. 197/2 Th* office of the Portership
of the Castell of Rutland. 1503 Act 19 Hen. I'll, c. io7

'

The office of Porter or Portershipp of the same Castell.

I

1592 NASHE P. Penilesse Wks. (Grosart) II. 95, I commend
them., to the protection of your Portership. 1610 T.
COCKS Diary (1901) 98 Yf Short and he got not through

I

for the patent of the portershipp. 1886 LOWELL Lett. (18941
I II. 349 Content with a portership in the House of the L r >rd,

Po rtership 2
. [f. PORTER j& a + -SHIP.] The

office of a porter or carrier of burdens.

1521 Afa/(f,>n, AViV.r, Liber />. 57 The tyme yew shall

contynewe in the office of portershipp of this towne.

t Portery, portary. Sc. Obs. [a. MFl./w/mV,
-erije, f. porter citizen, burgher, {.port town, city:

see PORT j.-] Citizenship or
burghership

in

a Flemish or Dutch city ; the body of citizens

collectively ;
the rights or privileges of a citizen

or burgher (in the Netherlands).
(In the quotation referring to Scottish merchants or factors

residing in Flanders.)

1565 Reg. Privy Council Scot. 1.333 All factouris that ar
Scottismen. .sail answer to the Conservatour, and nocht

i allege fra him to thair portary; and gif thai will abyde at

|

thair portary, and nocht obey to the said Conservatour,
;

the Quenis majestic . .charges the said Conservatour that he
i discharge, .hir liegis.

Fortes (B, Porteur, var. PORTAS, PORTURE sb.i

Portfire (po^utfai^;. [After F. forte-feu, in

i same sense : see PORTE-.] A device used formerly
, for firing artillery, and now for firing rockets and
other fireworks, and for igniting an explosive in

mining, etc. ;
= FUSE, MATCH s?>. 2 2.

1647 NYE Gunnery i.\. 77 For the priming thereof, make
a Potfire [sic], or Fuse. 1669 STURMY Mariner's Mag. v. xiii.

; 90 Leaving a small hole for a Port-Fire. 1710 J. HARRIS
Lex, Techn. II, Portfire^ is a Composition of Meal, Pow-
der, Sulphur and Salt-Peter drove into a Case of Paper,
but not very hard; 'tis about 9 or 10 Inches long, and is

used to fire Guns and Mortars instead of Match. 1798
CAPT. BERRY in Nicolas Dis. Nelson (1845) III. 52 A
port fire from L'Orient fell into the main royal of the

i

Alexander. 1859 F. A. GRIFFITHS Artil. Alan. (1862) 95
1 Portfires are of four different natures viz., Common port-

fires, Percussion portfires, Miners' portfires, and Slow port-
fires. 1875 KNIGHT Diet. Meek. s. v., The common port-

fire is sixteen inches long, and is packed with a composition
which burns at the rate of about one inch per minute. The
slow port-fire consists of paper impregnated with saltpeter
and rolled into a solid cylinder about sixteen inches long.

!
It will burn three or four hours.

attrib. 1814 LEWIS & CLARK E.rp. Missouri (1893) III.

! 922 Taking a port-fire match from his pocket. 1828 J. M.
|
SPEARMAN Brit. Gunner (ed. 2) 331 Portfires. .. Papers for

j
forming portfire cases. 1875 KNIGHT Diet. Afcch., Port-

fire Clipper, a nippers for cutting off the ends of port-fires.

t PO'rt-flask. Obs. rare. [See PORTE-.] A
belt or attachment for carrying a drinking-fiask.

1598 R. BARRET Theor. ll'arres in. i. 34 With his flaske at

his girdle, or hanging by a Port-flask, or Flask -leather

vpon the right thigh.

Portfolio (pOJt|fifa*Kff).
Also 8 porto folio,

portefolio, port folio, 8-9 port- folio. [In
!

1 8th c. porto folio, ad. It. portafogli, f. porta t imper.
ofportare lo carry + fogli, leaves, sheets of paper,

|
pi. oifoglio : L,. folium leaf. First element altered

after F. portefeuiUe : see PORTE-.]
1. A receptacle or case for keeping loose sheets

of paper, prints, drawings, maps, music, or the

like
; usually in the form of a large book-cover,

. and sometimes having sheets of paper fixed in it,

I
between which specimens are placed. AlsoySg".

1722 J. RICHARDSON Statues, etc. Italy 13 Another Porto

I Folio, all of RafTaele. 1764 Chron. in Ann. Reg. 85/1 A
porto folio of choice original designs. 1768 FORSTER in

Phil. Trans. LVIII. 215 More than 3000 MSS. maps and

drawings were kept in their portefolios. 1796 Mod. Gul-

liver 53, I tied up my port folio. 1806-7 J. BERESFORD
Miseries Hum. Life (1826) xn. vii, An huge portfolio of

Miss' or Master's early school drawings. 1812 COMBE
Picturesque xiv. (1813) 113 The Doctor forward stepp'd to

shew The wealth of his port -folio. 1838 LYTTON Alice i. ix,

His servant. .placed his portfolios and letter-boxes on the

table. 1858 C. W. GOODWIN in Cambr. Ess, 246 The com-

pilers did not always confine themselves to the stores of
their own portfolios.

2. spec. Such a receptacle containing the official

documents of a state department; hence fig. the

office of a minister of state. Orig. said in reference

to France and other foreign countries.

1835 ALISON Hist. Europe (1849-50) V. xxxii. 8. 405 The

portfolio of the war office was put into the hands of Carnot.

1845 M. PATTISON Ess. (1889) 1. 2 As the subs of office quit
their desks when premiers deliver up their portfolios. 1860

FKEF.MAN Hist. Ess. I. ii. 46 On the other side of the

Channel, the Minister bears his portfolio, here the Secretary
bears his seal. 1898 ll't'stni. Gaz. 10 May 2/2 It seems
hard that Lord Salisbury may do with impunity .. what
would cost Lord Rosebciy not merely his windows but his

portfolio.

3. attrib. and Comb.^ as portfolio form, -hunter

(tf.phicc-hitnter}'; portfolio-stand, a piece of fur-

niture for holding portfolios, drawings, music, etc.

1902 Daily C/t>'0/t. i Oct. 3 '4 The present monograph
will be in "portfolio form, with many illustrations. 1899
U'fstm. Gaz. 13 June 1/2 Kails of Cabinets have become a

custom and startle only 'Portfolio hunters. 1887 RUSK IN*

Prxterita II. 20 In his ^portfolio-stands, .were the entire

series of the illustrations to Scott, to Byron.
Hence Portfo'lioed a., furnished with a portfolio.
1848 filacfav. Mag. Aug. 185 All portfolioed, all hand-

booked., without compassion or conscience. 1892 At

trvV;<'

ofRev. Jan. 6/2 Uewailing the consequences of portfolioed

incapacity.

t Po'rt-glaive. Obs. [ad. F. portc glaive :

see PORTE- and GLAIVK.] A sword-bearer; a

member of the military and religious Order of the

Knights Sword-bearers founded 1201 in Livonia.

1656 P.I.OUNT Glossogr., Portglaivc, a Sword-bearer. 1725
COATS Diet. Her. s.v., Knights of the Order of the IVrt-

glaive, or Sword-Bearers in Poland, in Latin called Ensifiri.

1755 JOHNSON, Portgla-vc, a sword bearer.

Port-grave : see POBT-EEEVE.

Forth (pd-jji). Corn-w. dial. [Corn, and "\Y.

porth, ad. L. port-its POUT 1.] A small bay or cove.

1860 l>iog. $ Crit.fr.
* The Times' 245 Romantic coves

provincially called Porths. 1880 CMAKI.. M. MASON Forty
S/iires 301 One of the little lovely inlets, or porths, as they
are called, which break every part of the Cornish coast.

Port-hole (po ''jtjh<?iil). [f. POUT s/>.?> +
.

1. Nant. An aperture in n ship's side ; spec.

formerly one of those through which cannon were

pointed ; now, one of the apertures for the admis-

sion of light and air
;
=PoRT sb 2 b.

1591 PERCIVALL Sp. J)ict., Pertaftota, a port-lule, forta.
a 1618 RALEIGH Royal Navy 26 Wont to plant great red

Port-holes in their broad sides, where they carried no

Ordnance at all. 1691 T. H[ALE] Ace. New Invent, p. x,

So contrived the Port Holes therein, that most of her Guns

might point to one Center. 1707 Lend, Gaz. No. 4329/5

{Tliey] went through the Port-holes into the Long-boat.

1759 FALCONER go-Gun Ship 41 Kull ninety brazen guns
her port-holes fill.

i8o_2
Naval Citron. VIII. 481 The con-

trivance of port-holes., is attributed to Discharges, a French

ship-builder at Brest, in the reign of Louis the Twelfth.

1892 CLARK RUSSELL Marriage at Sea iii, A black steam-

boat, . .her portholes glittering as though the whole length
of her was studded with brilliants.

fig. 1602 MARSTON Antonio's Kez>. n. ii, The port holes Of
sheathed spirit are nere corb'd up.

2. transf. a. An aperture in a wall for shooting

through, etc.
;
an embrasure; b. a similar aperture

in other structures, e. g. in the door of a furnace.

1644-5 N. DRAKE Siege Pontefr. (Surteesl 37 One of our

men was looking out of a porthole on the round tower.

1703 MAUNDRELL Journ. Jerus. (1721) 19 It has the face of

a Castle, being built with portholes for Artillery, instead of

Windows- 1753 HANWAV Trav. (1762) I. m. xxxiv. 157
This city is inclosed within a wall above a mile in each

square, with a great number of regular turrets and port-
holes for arrows. 1870 J. ROSKELL in Eng. Aleck. 18 r eb.

547/2 The
'

port holes
'

are left open,

3. A steam port (Pour j//.
;i

4).

1875 in KNIGHT Did. Mcch. 1888 KkSiMZK Hforffl Engin.
Handybk. 27 On turning the fly-wheel the crank draws the

piston-rod out and inclines the cylinder sideways, bringing
the port-hole to the left. Ibid. 37 Fig. 29, where the size

and position of each port-bole may be seen.

4. attrib. and Comb.
t
KSfort-hole shutter^ivindow.

1766 ENTICK London IV. 88 The roof is . . enlightened by
four port-hole windows. 1892 E. REEVES Homeward Bound
95 We now find the advantage of the port-hole shutters.

Porthora, -hos, early forms of PORTAS.

t Portic. Obs. rare. Also 7 portick. [OE.
ad. L. portiats : see next; cf. OHG. pforzih, etc.

Not in ME., where F. porche PORCH took its place ;

re- introduced in i7lhc.] A portico, a porch.

rt9oo tr. Bxdtfs Hist. u. iii. (1890) 106 Foroon in fc>one

forecwedenan portic ma ne meahte beon [L. eo quodprac-
dicta porticus plura capere iteyuiuit]. c 950 /- indisf. Gosp.

John x. 23 And Re-eade se hfelend in temple in portic

salamones. c 1000 Ags. Gosp. John v. 2 Se mere haef5 fif

porticas.
1682 WHF.LER Journ. Greece \. 18 It hath on the outside

a Portic round it... Each side of the Tortick is of Fourteen

foot long. Ibid. 76 A fine Mosque ; whose Portick is sup-

ported by Red Marble Pillars.

b. A philosopher of the Porch ; a Stoic philo-

sopher. nonce-use.
a 1644 QUARLES Funeral Elegies Poems (1717) 417 Thou

dry-brain d Portick, whose Ahenean brest Transcending

passion, never was opprest With grief.

FortiCO (poeutiki?). PI. -oes, -os (also 7 -o's).

[a. It. (also Sp., Pg.) portico : L. porticus colon-

nade, arcade, porch, t. porta door, gate, PORT sh.%\

1. Arch. A covered ambulatory consisting of

a roof supported by columns placed at regular

intervals, usually attached as a porch to a building,

but sometimes forming a separate structure; a

colonnade ; fa pergola in a garden (phs.}.
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1605 B. JONSON Volpcnc n. i, I., wont to fix my bank in ' a 1340 HAMPOI.E Psalt-.-rxv. 5 He is porcioun & mede of

face of the public Piazza, near the shelter of the Portico to inyu heritage. 1:1440 Jacob's II 'ell 21 In defraude of here

wyves & chylderyn, to lettyn hem fro be porcyoun bat

longyth to hem, be ryjt. 1538 STARKEY England I. iv.

113 Inheritarys to a grete porcyon of intaylyd land. 1590
SPENSER F. Q. II. ii. 2 Full little weenest thou what sorrows

are Left thee for porcion of thy livelyhed. 1641 FuLLU
Holy ff Prof. St. v. xix. 437 On whom the earth as their

ommon mother bestowed a grave for a childs portion.

the Procuratia. 1649 EVELYN Diary 30 May, His Majesty's
statues thrown down at St. Panic's Portico and the Ex-

change. a 1662 HEYLIN Laud i. 210 He caused a stately

Portico to be erected at the West end of the Church. 1686

BCRNKT Trav. iv. (1750) 233 The Beauty of their Temples,
and of the Porticos before them.is amazing. 1706 Loud. Gaz.

No 4249 '3 Making all sorts of Parterres, Porticoes, Arbours.

1758 JOH NSON Idler No. 33 F 27 The porticos where Socrates

sat. 1870 BRYANT Iliad I. vi. 194 Priam's noble hall, A

rlace
built with graceful porticos. 1886 RUSKIN Prxterita

325 Porticoes should not be carried on the top of arches.

b. spec. The Painted Porch at Athens : see

PORCH 4 ;
hence Jig. the Stoic philosophy. Also

allusively.
1788 GIBBON Ded. $ F. xliv. IV. 352 From the portico, the

Roman civilians learned to live, to reason, and to die. 1825
LAMB F.lia Ser. II. Barbara S , Poor men's smoky cabins

are not always porticoes of moral philosophy. 1837 MAC-
AULAY Ess., Bacon (1877) 403 Suppose that Justinian .. had
called on the last few sages who still haunted the Portico.

2. transf. and Jig.

1720 OZELL / 'i-rtot's Rain. Rep. I. IV. 228 Two Javelins
\vere fixed in the Earth, and a third fastened across upon
the Points of those. All the /Equi .. passed under this

military Portico. 17*7-46 THOMSON' Summer 1393 Now to

the verdant portico of woods, .they walk. 1831 CARLYLE in

Kroude Life (1882) II. 226 Now it seems to me as if this

life were but the inconsiderable portico of man's existence.

Hence Po rticoed a., furnished with a portico.
1665 J. WEBH Stone-lleng (1725) 103 The Temples . .were

circumalated, or either singly or doubly porticoed about.

1856 Miss MULOCK y. llalijax i, The High Street, with the

mayor's house, .porticoed and grand.

II Po'rticus. Obs. [L. ; see prec.]
=

prec.
1624 P.. Jossox Masque, Neptune's Triumph Wks. (Rtldg.)

640/2 Till the whole tree become a porticus, Or arched
arbour. ai66i HOLYDAY Juvenal r46 Their baths..were
of a less extent then their porticus or arch'd walks. 1682

SIR T. BROWSE Ckr. Mor. in. 21 Sleep not in the Dogma's
of the Peiipatns, Academy, or Porticus: be a moralist of
the mount. 1685 H. MORE raralip. Prophet, xxxii. 289
Porticus's likewise ran through the whole Ground-plot of

the Temple.
Portiere (portyfr). [Fr. : mcd.L. portana,

prop. fein. sing, of adj. portarius belonging to

a door or gate ; see PORTER s/>. 1]
A curtain hung

over a door or doorway, to prevent draught, to

serve as a screen, or for ornament.
1855 THACKERAY tfetoCffaus Ixiii, What frightful Boucher

and Lancret shepherds and shepherdesses leered over the

portieres ! 1881 Cvrnli. Mag. July 50 He drew aside the

portiere that concealed the door.

attrib. 1893 SALIL'S Madam Sapphira 83 There was a

jostle of portiere rings. 1897 Daily .\'en<s 9 Nov.
6/5_

A
pair of portiere curtains, old applique'e embroidery on crim-

son silk velvet ground.

t Portifo'lium, portyfolyom. Obs. rare.

Corruption of med.L. portiforiuin, a POUTAS.
1546 BALE ist Exam. A. Askew 34 b, Their popish porty- i

folyoms and maskynge bokes, 1550 fwa.?t Both Ch. i.

141 Though they neuer haue Beades, Laline Primers, porti-

folyomes, nor other signes of hipocrisie.

Po-rtify, v. iionce-wd. [f. PORT sbf\ To
convert (claret) into port; in quot.yf^.
1861 THACKERAY Round. Papers xiv, I grant you .. that

this claret is loaded, as it were : but your desire to portify

yourself is amiable, is pardonable, is perhaps honourable.

Portigue,-ingue,var.PoRTAGUEdAr.,goldcoin.
Portinance, variant of PURTENANCE Obs.

Portingale, -gall, etc., obs. ff. PORTUGAL.

Portion (po'jfan), sb. Forms: 4 poreiun,

4-6 -ion, -ioun (etc.) ; 4-5, 7 portioun, 7- ione,

5- portion. [ME. porciun, portion, a. OF. por-

'cion, portion (I2th c. in Hatz.-Darm.), ad. L.

portio-nem share, part, proportion (whence also !

Prov., Sp. pardon, It. porzione, Pg. porcfio).']

I. 1. The part (of anything) allotted or belong-

3

f

ing to one person ; a share.

a 1300 Cursor M. 4746 (Cott.) He salde ilk man his por-
cion [r'.rr. -ciun, -cioun]. ^1325 Chron. Eng. 352 (Ritspn)
The kyng of Esex wes riche mon, He hade to ys portion

Wylteschire, Barkschyre. 1382 WVCLIF LitAexv. 12 Fadir,

yue to me the porcioun of substaunce, ethir catel, that by-
allith to me. c 1400 } 'maine <$ Gaiu. 3585 Gif the yonger
damysele The half, or els sum porciowne, That sho mai
have to warisowne. 1535 COVERDALE i Esdras v. 8 Euery
man sought his porcion agayne in lewry. 1591 SHAKS.
i Hen. I'I, v. iii. 125, 1 vnworthyam To woe so faire a Dame
to be his wife, And haue no portion in the choice my selfe.

1696 PHILLIPS (ed. 5), Portion, a Lot, or Share of any
thing that is to be parcell'd out or divided. 1772 JunitiS
Lett. Ixviii. (1820) 338 The study of the law requires but a
moderate portion of abilities. 1847 MRS. A. KERR tr.

Ranfee's Hist. Senria 25 He honourably performed his

portion of the compact.
b. A quantity or allowance of food allotted to,

or enough for, one person.
1484 CAXTON Fal'les ofPage ii, She dyd brynge to hym

[a poor man] his porcion as she was custommed for to

doo. 1525 LD. BERNERS Froiss. II. ccxxiL [ccxviii.] 691
To close you vp in a castell, and there to be holden vnder

subiection, and to lyue by porcion. 1611 BIBLE Esther ix.

22 Daies of feasting and ioy, and of sending portions one to

another. 1629 WADSWORTH Pilgr. iii. 16 Each man hath..

brought him..halfe a pound of beefe which they call their

portion, c 1880 Ne~.vspaper, The demand, in London alone,

for soles [fish] of the size to make one '

portion '.

2. The part or share of an estate given or passing

by law to an heir, or to be distributed to him in the

settlement of the estate. Alsofg.

i8i8 CRUISE Digest (ed. 2) II. 21 Sir Joseph Jekyll decreed,
that the plaintiffs were entitled to their original portions, as

well as to the additional portions given by the will. 1855

MACAULAY Hist. Eng. xii. III. 2ioOn what security, .could

any man invest his money or give a portion to his children,

if he could not rely on positive laws and on the uninter-

rupted possession of many years?
3. Dowry ;

a marriage portion. Also portion-

money. (In quot. 1511 = DOWER i.)

1511 F.ABYAN Will in Chron. (1811) Pref. 7 Also I will

that my chalice, w' my ij crewetts and pax of siluer,..

whiche before daies I gave to my wif, remayn styll to her, in

augmentyng of hir porcion. 1602 WARNER Alb. Eng. IX.

xlvii. 221 Who loues not for the Person but the Portion

loues no whit. 1625 UOSWEI.L in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. i. III.

195 Her portion money, .is already paying here. 1647 N.

BACON Disc. Cart. Eng. i. xli. (1739) 64 This custom. .[was]

from the Latins, who used to give Dower with the man,
and receive Portion with the woman. 1726 SWIFT GuUh'cr
I. i, I married Mrs. Mary Burton.. with whom I received

four hundred pounds for a portion. 1861 M. PATI ISON Ess.

(1889) I. 35 Edward, on his side, is to give the moderate

portion of 10,000 matks with his daughter.

4. That which is allotted to a person by provi-
dence ; lot, destiny, fate, t To lay one's portion

with, to cast in one's lot with (LOT sb. I e).

(11325 Prose Psalter xlix. [1.] 19 pou..laid )>y porcioun

wyb spouse-breches. 1:1400 Afol. Loll. 51 If ani presume
a}en |>i.s,

know he him to haue porcoun wib Giezi. 1533
COVERDALE Job xx. 29 This is the porcion that y' wicked

shal haue of God, and the heretage that he maye loke for

of the Lorde. Ecclns. xxv. 19 Y porcion of the vngodly
shal fall vpon her. 1667 MILTON P. L. I. 70 Eternal Justice

..here their Prison ordain'd In utter darkness, and their

portion set. 1709 STEELE Taller No. 54 T i When Labour
was pronounced to be the Portion of Man. 1851 NEALE

Jfyjiin, Brief life is here our portion.

II. 5. A part of any whole :
= PART sb. i.

1340 HAMTOLE Pr. Consc. 8118-20 A day here may be a

cyon Of ane hundreth yhere, als men may se, Alle-if

to be payed within iii yere..euery yere x thousand pound

by cuyn porcyons. 1633 iV. ActsChas.I (1817) _V. 103/1

That, .portioun of the lordshipe of Dumbar boundit meithit

and merchit as eftir-followes. 1713 tr. Gregory's
Astron.

(1726) I. 416 Such a Portion of the Ecliptic, _as
the Sun

describes in the mean while by its Annual Motion towards

the East. 1831 MACAULAY Ess., J. Hampden (1887) _K>S
Almost every part of this virtuous and blameless life, .is a

precious and splendid portion of our national history. 1860

TYNDALL Glac. I. vii. 48 A portion of the pressure was
transmitted laterally.

6. A part of the whole existing stock (of any-

thing) ;
a (limited) quantity or amount ;

some.

13.. Coer de L. 5413 The Sarezynes .. cryede, trewes !..

To the false Kyng off Fraunse ;
And he hem grauntyd . .

For a porcioun off golcle. c 1386 CHAUCER Shipman s T.

56 Toward the toun of Brugges for to fare To byen there a

porcion of ware. 1426 in Sitrtecs Misc. (1888) 6 He boght
of John Lyllyng a porcion of alom. 1526 Pilgr. Per/.

(W. deW. 1531) i2b, But grace, ye the leest porcyon of

grace,, .is sufficyent. 1817 JAS. MILL Brit. India III. vi. i. 8

Nujeef Khan, whose talents had . .given aportion ofstability
to the imperial throne. 1838 T. THOMSON Cliem. Org. Bodies

965 It would not be surprising if a portion of water, so far

from being decomposed, were actually formed by the union

of its constituents previously existing in the grain.

f7. The action of dividing; division, partition,

distribution. Obs, rare.

c 1450 Life Si. Cuthbcrt (Surtees) 4796 And parted in to

twa knyghts hande, Be euen ppraoune. 1494 FABYAN
Chron. vi. cxlix. 136 After y which porcion, Charlmayne,

herynge of the dyuycion & stryfe among the Almayns . . sped

hym thyther. 1635 SWAN Spec. M. (1670) 174 That propor-
tion is quite taken away which God the Creator hath

observed in all other things : making them all in number,

weight and measure, in an excellent portion and harmony.

Portion (posujsn), v. [ad. obs. F. porlionnei;

porcionner (1339 in Godef.) to apportion, divide

|
into shares (= med.L. portionare, 1374 in Du
Cange), f. F. portion PORTION ; see APPORTION.]
1. tram. To divide into portions or shares ; to

assign or distribute in shares, to share out; =
APPORTION v. 2.

c 1330 R. BRUNNR Chron. (1810) 51 J>e barons portiond be

lond euen bam bituene. 1725 Pore Odyss. vin. 514 Now
each partakes the feast, the wine prepares, Portions the

1 food, and each his portion shares. 01763 SHENSTONE
! A Vision Wks. 1765 II. 87 The journey seemed to be por-

tioned into four distinct stages. 1859 JEPHSON Brittany
xvi. 254 The petty chiefs among whom the country was

portioned out. 1887 BOWKN SEneid v. 362 After the races

are ended, the prizes portioned as due,

b. To allot or assign to any one as his portion
or share; = APPORTION v. I.

1871 BROWNING Balaiistion 2326 No : it was praise, I por-
tioned thee, Of being good true husband to thy wife ! 1904
LD. BUHGHCLERE Virg. Georg. \. 43 Not that the gods Have
portioned them some special gift [L. qitia sit divinitHS illis

Ingenium}^ or fate Bestowed a deeper sense of things to be.

2. Togive a portion ordowry to; to dower, endow.

1712 M. HENRY Comnmn. . Corf (1822) 365 The Psalmist

having given preference to God's favour,, .and portioned
himself in that, here expresseth his great complacency in

PORTIONER.

the choice lie had made. 1838 Murray's Ha-ndbk.
N. Germ. 449 Louis of Arnstein, having no son, married and

portioned off his seven daughters, dividing among them a

part of his estates. 1855 M- ARNOLD Balder Dead i T4 That

one, long portion 'd with his doom of death, Should change
his lot, and fill another's life. 1863 DICKENS Mut. Fr. ill.

iv, When I marry with their consent they will portion me
most handsomely.
3. To mix in due proportion ;

= APPORTION v. 3.

1811 Self Instructor 514 Roman oker . . when properly

portioned with gum-water.
Hence PoTtioned///. a., PoTtioning -M. sb.

1732 POPE Ep. Batliurst 267 Him portioned maids, appren-
tic d orphans blest. 1845 S. AUSTIN Range's Hist. Re/. III.

521 Revenues.. consecrated to the portioning of noble young
ladies in marriage. 1850 BLACKIE ^Eschylus II. 22 We all

must bear our portioned lot.

t Po'rtionable, a. Obs. rare. [f. PORTION sb.

-I- -ABLE : cf. proportionable.] Proportional.
c 1374 CHAUCER Boeth. in. met. ix. 68 (Camb. MS.) Thow

byndest the elementus by nowmbyres porcionables, J>at the

colde thinges mowen acorden with the hote thinges.

Portional (pofjfanal), a. rare. [ad. late L.

portionalis partial ; see PORTION sb. and -AL.]

1. Pertaining to or of the nature of a portion or

part ; partial.

1382 WYCLIF i Esdras viii. 31 These ben the prouostis,

after ther kuntres, and pprciounelis \v.r. porciounel, 1388

porcionel] princehodis [l*'ulg. porcionales principatus] of

hem, that with me steyeden vp fro Babiloine. 1662 GUN-
KING Lent Fast 30 Why apply we the 4th, and 6th day
of the week to stations ? (or meetings for prayer, portional-

fasting, and Sacrament), a 1670 HACKET Cent. Serin.

(1675) 247 The Christians should punctually observe a por.

tional abstinence, according to the lime of forty days.

2. Of the nature of a portion or dowry.
1683 EVELYN Mem. 16 Mar., He [Sir J. Child] lately

married his daughter to the eldest son of the Duke of Beau-

fort,., with 50,000 portional present, and various expecta-
tions.

Hence Pcrrtionally adv., by way of a portion or

part ; partly, in part. rare.

1617 COLLINS De/. Bp. Ely \. i. 29 Peter receiued, and

receiued for himselfe, . . but tiipcuw, not 6Aicl, portionally

and particularly, not wholly and entirely. 1865 ELIZA

METEYARD J. Wedgwood I. 330 The ' Brick House and

Works
'

stood on what now forms portionally the site of the

Wedgwood Institute.

Po'rtionary. Obs. exc. Hist. [ad. med.L.

portionarius a canon's deputy in a cathedral, re-

ceiving half a prebend (e 1 200 in Du Cange) (so

OF. porcionaire 1442 in Godef.) : see PORTION sb.

and -ARY 1.]
= PORTIONIST 2.

1548 Act 24-3 Edw. VI, c. 13 3 That all and everie

person, .shall paye their tythes for thincrease of the saide

cattell so goinge in the saide waste or common, to the

parson vicar proprietorie porcyonarie owner or other their

fermors. 1620 BRENT tr. Sarpis COIIM. Trent vin. (1676)

734 That in Cathedral Churches, all the Canons and Por-

tionaries shall be Priests, Deacons, or Sub-deacons. 1778

Eng. Gazetteer (ed. 2) s. v. Woh'crhamptm^ In this parish

K. Edgar founded a chapel of 8 portionanes, the chief of

whom he made patron to them all.

t PO'rtionate, a. Obs. rare~. [ad. med.L.

fortioiiatus provided with a portion.]
= PROPOR-

TIONATE. Hence t Po'rtionately adv. Obs.

rare*1
, in equal shares, proportionately.

1548 TjDALL,etc. Erasm. Par. 7/m 1150, They so deuided

the resydue of his garmentes saue his coate..that euery
manne had hys parte porcionately.

Portioner (poo-jjanaa). [f. PORTION sb. or v. +

-El, 2. Cf. med.L. portionarius.^
I. 1. Scots Law. The proprietor of a small piece

of land forming a portion of an original forty-merk

land, which has been subdivided among co-heirs

or otherwise broken up ;
a small laird.

1552 Keg. Prhy Council Scot. \. 130 Quhair happinis to

be sindrie portioneris of landis within the Scnyir, the

Scheref sail adjown the samyn togidder, quhill he mak the

fouretie mark land of auld extent. 1560 Ibid. 676 Alexan-

der Chalmer portioner of Petty. 1674 in Wodrow Hist. Stiff.

Ch. Scot. (1721) I. 367 Robert Schaw Portioner in Auchmouty
[fined] in 49 Pounds. 1791 Statist. Ace. Scot. I. 9 There

are sixteen greater, and a considerable number (about a

hundred) of smaller proprietors,
called here Portioners, from

their having a small portion of land belonging to them

1833 Eraser's Mag. Oct. 396 My father belonged to that

respectable class of landowners termed portioners.

D. Heir- or heiress-porlioner : One of two or

more heirs female who succeed to equal portions

of a heritage in default of heirs male ;
or the son or

other male representative of such a joint-heiress.

1576 Reg. Privy Council Scot. II. 57' Alisouu Dunbar

ane of the airis portionaris of the lordschip of Loch and

Kilconquhair. 1655 in Z. Boyd Zion's Flwers (18551 App.

29/2 We Marion Boyd and Zacharias McCallum aires por-

tionairis to umquhill Mr. Zacharias Boyd. 1765 Act 5

Ceo. ///,c. 26 Preamble, The eldest heir female always suc-

ceeding without division and excluding heirs portioners. 1886

Act 49 f, 50 Viet. c. 29 S 19 The eldest of such heirs por-

tioners shall succeed to the tenancy without division.

t 2. Ecd. = PORTIONIST 2. Obs.

1670 BLOL-NT Law Diet., Porlioner (.. Porlionarius),..

where a Parsonage b served by two or sometimes three

Ministers alternately .. the Ministers are called Portioners,

because they have but their Portion or Proportion of the

Tythes or Profits of the Living. 1848 WHARTON Lm
Lex Porlioner, a minister, who, together with others, serves

a benefice, because he has only a portion of the tithes or

profits of the living.

3. Eng. Law. One of several persons among



PORTIONIST

whom a settled fund is appointable ; a sharer.

(Cf. PORTION s!>. 2.) rare.

1884 SIR E. E. RAY in Law Titties Rep. L. 261/1 In none
of the decisions or dicta has the prior right of the portioners
to receive their portions out of the estate been questioned.
4. ttchn. One of a number of artificers who each

contribute a certain part of the complete article.

1879 Globe 1 1 Oct. 1/4 Each of the several contributors

technically called portioners.
II. 5. One who divides (anything) into portions

or shares. rare~.
1775 in ASH ; and in later diets.

FoTtionist. [ad. med.L. portionista (1499
in Dit Cange), 1. porlion-em PORTION: see -1ST.]
1. A student in a college, receiving or entitled to

a defined portion or allowance of food (whether as

a boarder or as recipient of a benefaction).
f a. At St. Andrews, A student who boarded

with the principal of the college, and was entitled

to his ' commons '. Obs.

1563-7 BUCHANAN Reform. St. Andros Wks. (S. T. S.) 7
The steuart to be payit be the principal off the profet of the

portionistis.

b. In reference to Merton College, Oxford :

A rendering of the Latin term portionista, applied
to the class of poor scholars usually called post-
masters.
The official terms are, in Latin documents, portionista. in

English, postmaster ; portionist appears to be merely a
i;th c. literary rendering of the former by Wood, Hearne,
and others after them.
a 1672 WOOD Li/e i Aug. an. 1635 (O. H. S.) I. 45 The

old stone-house, wherein his son A. Wood was borne (called
antiently Portionists or Postmasters hall). Ibid. 52 The
second brother of A. Wood, named Edward, became one of
the portionists or postmasters of Merton Coll. [in 1642!.

1710 HEARNE Collect. (O. H. S.) III. 54 He. .was enter 'd at

15 Years of Age, as one of the Portionists or Post-Masters
of Merton Coll. 1826 SOUTHEV in Q. Rev. XXXIV. 343
Parkhurst (afterwards Bishop of Norwich) whose portionist
and pupil he was at Merton College. 1895 RASHDALL

J

Universities II. 488 The body of Portionists (now corrupted
to Postmasters) was engrafted.. about the year 1380.
2. Eccl. One of two or more incumbents who

share the duties and revenues of a benefice.

1743 Act 16 Geo. //, c. 28 35 All . . Easter offerings, and
other dues.. that have been usually paid to the said rector
or vicar, or portionists of the parish church of Stepney.
794 W. COMBE Boydclfs Thames I. 59 Its parochial tithes

are divided between three portionists, who are all pre-
sented by the church of Exeter. 1888 Diet. Nat. Biag.
XIII. 247/2 He was also canon resident and portionist at
Hereford.

Po-rtionize, v. rare- 1
, [f. POKTIOX^. + -IZE.]

trans. To express or describe only in
part.

1594 7.epheria ii. 14 Then though my pencil glance here
on thine eyes ; Sweet ! think thy Fair it doth but por-
lionise !

Portionless (poaufanles), a. [f. PORTION sb.

+ -LESS.] Without a portion ; dowerless.

1781 Miss BURNEY Cecilia vni. ii, Were this excellent

young creature portionless, I would not hesitate in giving
my consent. 1859 THACKEKAY }*irgin. iv, Harry, Harry !

I wish I had put by the money for thee, my poor portion-
less child. 1863 Miss BRADDON Eleanor's Viet, lii, The
daughters found themselves left portionless.

t Po'rtitor. Obs. rare. [a. med.L. porlitor,

irreg. f. porta door, gate.] A door-keeper, a janitor.
1480 Wardr. Ace. Ediu. 7^(1830)128 To the portitourat

iiij d. by the day. Ibid. 170 Thomas Stanes Portitour of 1

the same grete Warderobe.

Portiture, obs. form of PORTRAITURE.
1 Portiuncle. Sc. Obs. In 5 poroiunkle.

[a. I
1
", portioncule, \-nncule, ad. L. fortiimciila,

dim. of portion-em PORTION : see -UNCLE.] A
small portion (of land) ; a pendicle.
1470 llurgh Recs. Prestwick 7 May (Maitl. Cl.) 2 Efftir

f>e lyntht of J>e said porciunkle of lande. Ibid. 4 A porci-
unkle of commoun land, paiand jerli at sanct Nicholas dai
ij
j to sainct Nicholas lycht in J>e said kirk.

Portland 1
(poa-Jtl&nd). A peninsula or 'island'

on the coast of Dorsetshire ; attrib. in names of
natural and artificial products of Portland Island,
or of objects connected with it ; as Portland
arrowroot, Portland beds: seequots. ; Portland
cement, a cement resembling P. stone in colour :

j

see CEMENT sb. i note
; also attrib., as P. cement

maker, mill, etc.
; Portland oolite, a limestone

of the Upper Oolite formation, esjiecially developed
in the Isle of Portland

; Portland powder : see

quot. 1858 ; Portland sago = P. arrowroot; also
called Portland Island sago; Portland sand,
Portland screw : seequots.; Portland spurge,
Euphorbia Portlandica; Portland stone, a valu-
able building stone quarried in the Isle of Portland.
1854-67 C. A. HARRIS Diet. Med. Terminal., Portland

Saga, "Portland arrow-root, a fecula prepared from Arum
macula/urn in the Isle of Portland. 1866 Trcas. Hot. 97/1 [From the tubers of this plant \Arum maculatnm\. .a starch I

called Portland Anowroot was formerly.. prepared. 1849
CRAIG, ^Portland l<ejs, or Portland limestone, a series of

I

calcareous strata belonging to the upper part of the Oolite I

formation, found chiefly.. in the Isle of Portland. 1824
Sfecif. y. Aspdin's Patent No. 5022 An improvement in
..artificial stone .. which I call "Portland cement. 1858
SIMMONDS Diet. Trade, PortlanJ-Cfment Maker, a manu-
facturer of cement for builders. 1885 Times, Engineering

VOL. VII.

1145

Suppl. 12 Apr. 60/1 'Portland' cement .. was patented in

1824 by Joseph Aspdin, a bricklayer, of Leeds, who fancied
that it bore some resemblance to the oolitic limestone of
Portland Island. 1900 Westtn. Gaz. 17 July 6/3 The neigh-
bourhood of these two rivers [Thames and Medway], from
being the cradle of the Portland Cement industry, has now
become the chief seat of the manufacture. 1833 J. PHILLM-S
Ceo!, in Encycl. Metrofi. (1845) VI. 533 Names of Strata
on Mr. Smith's Map and Sections [1815] .. 9 Portland rock.
..Present Names [1833] . .*Portland oolite. 1801 Med.
Jrnl. V. 417 A Printed paper .. recommending a revival
of the old remedy for the Gout, known by the name of
the *Portland Powder. From [this] we should be led to
believe that this remedy was purchased and

dispersed by
the present Duke of Portland ; whereas, it was by his father,
many years ago. 1858 MAVNE Expos. Lex., Portland P<nu-

der, a name of a formerly celebrated gout remedy, consist-

ing of equal parts of birthwort, gentian, germander tops
and leaves, ground pine and le.vser centaury, dried, pow-
dered, and sifted. 1849 CRAIG,

*Portland sago. 1859 P.\<;ic

Handbk. Geol. Terms, Portland Stone and *Portland
Setttdj a well-known group of the upper oolite. . . It consists
of shelly freestones of variable texture underlaid by thick
beds of sand. 1885 LVELL Elcm. Geol. (ed. 4) 294 The cast
of a spiral univalve called by the quarrymen the ' 'Portland
Screw '..is common. 1861 Miss PRATT Flower. PI. V. ii

Order Euphorbiaceae. . .Euphorbia Portlandica (*Portland
Spurge). 1720 SHEFFIELD (Dk. Buckhm.) li'ks. (1729) II.

258 Each step of one entire "Portland-stone. 1851 BOHROW
Lavengroxciv, Lunatic-looking erections, in what thesimple-
tons call the modern Gothic taste, of Portland-stone.

Hence Fortla'ndian a. Geo/., the specific designa-
tion of a subdivision of the Upper Oolite, developed
in the Isle of Portland.
1885 GEIKIK Tc.vt-bk. Geol. (ed. 2) 798 The Upper or

Portland Oolites, .are divisible Into three groups : (i) Kim-
meridgian, at the base; (2) Portlandian.. .This group, rest-

ing directly on the Kimmeridge clay, consists of two
divisions, the Portland Sand and Portland Stone. Ibid.

799 Among Portlandian fossils a single species of coral

\lsastrxa oblonga) occurs.

Portland *
: see next.

PO'rt-last. Naut. 10bs. Also 7 portlasse,
-lesse, 8-9 (erron.} Portland. [Original form and
derivation obscure : cf. POKTLOF.] Of uncertain

meaning : explained, from 1704, as the gunwale of
a ship. Chiefly in phrase (down} a portlast : said
of a yard.
l633 T. JAMES Voy. 11 The Port lesse of the Fore-Castell

was in the water. Ibid. 113 The Portlasse. 1699 DAMPIKR
Voy. II. in. 64 Our Main-yard and Fore-yard were lowered
down a Port last, as we call it, that is down pretty nigh the
Deck. 1704 J. HARRIS Lex. Techn. I, Port-last, the same
as the Gun-wale of a Ship; therefore they say a Yard i-;

down a Port-last, when it lies down on the Deck. 1726
SHELVOCKE Voy. round World $ By ii of the clock we were
under bare poles, with our yards a portland. 1769 FALCONER
Diet. Marine (1789), Hntter, to lower the lower yards down
a port-last, 1815 Sporting Mag, XLVI. 164 A ship lying
to, with her yards a portland. 1867 SMYTH Sailor's Word-
bk., Port-last, or Portoise, synonymous whh^WWEUafr.

tFOTtledge. Natit. Amer. Obs. Forms: 7

portlige, porledge, 7-8 portledge, -lidge, 8

-lege, -ledg, -lage. [Corruption of PORTAGE sb.^

in sense 4, perh. through confusion with the some-
times synonymous privilege^ = PORTAGE sbj- 4 ;

usually attrib.) as portledge kill, money.
1636 Doc. Hist. St. Maine III. 95, I think we shall make

little lesse then^n share for the last yeares worke, which
was 6 portledge, and i 35. 3d. for the fish deliuered
Mr. Winter, and .3 you promised me for my Charge in

2 Moneths. 1679 I\cc. Crt, Assistants^ Mass. Tigoi) II.

131 For Refusing lo pay. .his wages after the Rate of three

pounds tenn shillings per moneth as by the Portlidge bill

may Appeare. 1775 Mass. Archives CCVI. 04 To amount
of Mens wages as per Portledg Bill 56. 17. u J.

Portless, a.
[f.

PORT j.i + -LESS.] Without
a port.
1807 J. BARLOW Cohimb. x. 199 Her plains, long portless,

now no more complain Of useless rills and fountains nursed
in vain.

Portlet (poMtlet). [f.
PORT sl>.^ + -LET.] A

small or tiny port ;
a creek.

1587 HARRISON England i. xii. in Holinshedl. 60/2 Being
past these portlets [mouths of the Enne and Yealm] then next
of all we come to PHmmouth hauen. 1603 OWKN Pembroke-
shire (1892) 99 Where it maketh a portlett for smale shipp-
inge. 1775 R. CHANDLER Trav. Asia M. (1825) I. 178 The
artificial islands and yortlets which he made by the seaside,
are all now equally invisible, 1888 W. DENTON Eng. in

i$th C. 89 Attacks on the ports and portlets along the south
coast of England.

f Portlike, a. Obs. rare. [f. PORT sb.* + -LIKE.]
= PORTLY.
1603 FLORIO Montaigne (1632) Pref. Poem, When first this

portlike Frontispeece
was wrought. 1748 Drayton's Wk$.

%

Poly-olb. v. 262/2 Where once the portlike [edd. 1612, 1622

portly] oak and large-limb'd poplar stood.

PoTtlily, adv. rare- .
[f. as next 4- -LY 2

.]
In a portly manner.
1727 BAILEY vol. II, Portlily, statelily, gracefully.

Portliness (po^Jtlines). [f. PORTLY a. +
-NESS.] The quality or condition of teing portly.
a. Stateliness, dignity of bearing, appearance, and
manner, b. Fullness of body, bulkiness, corpulence.
'53 PALSGR. 257/1 Portlynesse, magnificence. 1548

UDALL Erawt. Par. Luke \. 8 b, A tendre young virgin,
not set furth to the worlde. .by famousnesse of name, not
with portlynesse of life, ne with the other thynges whiche

PORTMAN-MOTE.

J

this worlde vseth to haue in high regarde. 1580 BI.I-'XDFVIL

I
Horsemanship 4 b, His portlinesse in his gate. 1658 Row-

. LAND Moufcfs Theat. Ins. 892 As he doth excell all the

!

rest in portliness and feature of body.
t Portlof. N<mt. Obs. [a. F. porte-lof, f. forte-,

\ POKTE-4-/0/LUFF.] ? = Bl'MKIN.
1397 Foreign Ace. No. 31 G _(P.

R. O.), In ij tabnlis

gros-sis de ferre tmptis et e.xpensis super le portloves dicte
I

navis iij s. iiij d.

Portly tpoa'Jtli), a. (adv.) Also 6 portely.

[f. Poivr s&.* + -LY i, '^.]

Characterized by stateliness or dignity of bear-

ing, appearance, and manner; stately, dignified,
handsome, majestic ; imposing,

*XX529SKKLTON'.S"/. Parrot 453 So myche portlye pride, with

pursys penyles. a 1536 Calisto $ Melibaea. in Hazl. Dodsley
I. 61 Her resplendent virtue, her portly courage, a 1553
UDALL Royster D. m. iii. (Arb.) 47 Ye mu~t haue a port- ly

bragge after your estate. 1586 MARLOWE \st Pt. Tamburl.
i. ii. 186 To be my queen and portly emperess. 1602
WARNER Alb. Enff. x. lix. (1612) 257 So gracious, portly,
fresh and faire .. had Nature her compact. 1687 DRVDKS
Hind

<tf P. in, n^! A portly prince, and goodly to the sight.
1706 PHILLIPS, Portly, that bears a good Port or Meen,
stately, comely. 1882 SI:RJT. BALLANTINE A'.r/V;-. i. 7 He

[

was a man of portly presence, a guod scholar, I believe, and
much respected.

b. .Now usually connoting 'Large and bulky
in person; stout, corpulent'.
[Cf. 1596 SHAKS. i Hen. IV, n. iv. 464 A goodly portly

! man yfaith, and a corpulent.] 1598 SHAKS. Merry II'. i, iii.

j

69 Sometimes the beanie of her view guilded my foote:

:
sometimes my portly belly. 1727 BAILEY vol. II, Portly,

\ bulky, majestical. 1755 JOHNSON, Portly. .2. Bulky, swelling.

|

1832 LYTTOS Eugene A. ii. vii, Whatever might have been
i the maladies entailed upon the portly frame of Mr. Court-
! land.., a want of appetite was not among the number. 1855
MACAULAY Hist. Eng. xiv. III. 403 He dwindled in n few
weeks from a portly and even corpulent man to a skeleton.

1871 Punch 23 Sept. 127/2 He's got so round ami portly.
C. Of things : Stately, magnificent, grand, fine;

in quot. a 1845 with pun, and allusion to b.

1548 UDALL Erasm.Par. L)tkex\x. 148 Jesus, .viewyngand
beholdyng the same citie [Jerusalem] portely and gorgeous
of buildynges. 1577 HANMF.R Anc. Eccl. Hist. (1619) 437
The portly gates of the pallace. 1639 MASSINGF.R Unnat.
Combat in. i, Portly and curious viands are prepared. 1656
HEVLIN Suw. France 91 Adorned with portly and antick

imagery. 1812 I* HUNT in Examiner 7 Dec. 771; i Comely
sentences and portly veracities, a 1845 HOOD Turtles vi,

With sherry, brown or golden, Or porl, so olden, Bereft of

body 'tis no longer portly.

t B. asfl</?'. In a stately or dignified manner. Obs.

1607 MIDDLETON Your Five Gallants iv. viii. 250 One so
fortunate. .Shall bear himself more portly, live regarded,
Keep house.

Fo'rtman. Now local, [f. POUT j/;. 1
,

- + MAN
sb.l Cf. MDu. porter townsman, burgher.]
1. In OE. use, a citizen of a town, a burgess or

burgher ; spec* (after the Conquest) =
capital or

head portman, one of a select number of citizens,
chosen to administer the affairs of a borough.
c looo /ELFRIC Saints' Lives xxxiii. 749 Se port-jerefa

and )>a yldostan port-men. 10.. Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker
333/n Ciuis, ceasterjewara, o&Se portman. 4:1122 O. E.
Citron, an. 1068 (Laud MS.) Eadgar aedeling com ^a . . to
Eofer wic& |?a port men {Cotton MS. burh menu) wi|> hine

griSedon. [1200 Charter (Ipswich) in Gross Gild Merck.
(1890) II. 118 Qutim cito predict! xii. Capitales Portmenni
fuerant iurati. 1254 Charter (Reading) ibid. 202 Quod
predict! burgenses habeant gildhallam suam..in in'lla de
rading'. .cumprato quod uocatur portmanebroc.] 1346 Lift.
Red Bk. Bristol (1900) II. 26 Est ordinee qe nul portman
del tlit mesticr sou receu en portmanrie por vendre ne
achater ties estraunges nul manere nouel drap. (Mod.
transl. It is ordained that no portman of the said craft be
received in the portmanry to sell to or buy any kind of new
cloth from strangers.) 1527 in Fiddes ll'olsey \\. (1726) 103,

24 gentilmen of the countrey, besides the bay lifts, porterne n
of the towne. 1681 Lond. Gaz. No. 1633/3 1 fte Baylifts,

Portmen, and Common-Council ofYour Town and Burrough
of Ipswich. 1704 Ibid. No. 4076/3 The Mayor, Recorder,
Portmen, Chief Burgesses, and Freemen, of the Corpora-
tion of Orford in the County of Suffolk. 1880 Ref>. Commiss.
Mnnic. Corpor, I. 88 The Corporation [of Orford] consists,
as heretofore, of a mayor, eight portmen, and twelve capital
burgesses. Ibid,, One of the portmen is coroner. 1890
GROSS Gild Mcrch. I. v. 62 The twelve portmen (i.e. the
two bailiffs, four coroners, and six others) were elected and
sworn '

to take charge of, and to govern
'

the town [Ipswich],
to maintain its franchises, and to administer justice.
2. A citizen or inhabitant of the Cinque Ports.

(In med.L. portensis.)
1658 PHILLIPS, Portmen, a name commonly given to the

inhabitants of the Cinque Ports. 1875 STUBBS Const. Hist.
II. xv. 288 He [Edw. I] appointed William Leyburne cap-
tain of all the portmen and mariners of the king's dominions

[129^ B. DE COTTON Hist. Anglic. (Rolls) 234 Capitaneus
omnium portensium et omnium aliorum marinariorum].

t PO'rtman-mo te. Obs. exc. Hist. [f. prec.
+ ME. imote, MOOT sb. : corresp. to an OE. *port-
manna gem6t, not found.] lit. The assembly of the

portmen ; the borough-mote ; the court or common
council of the portmen of a borough or town.
a 1189 Charter in Calr. Charter Rolls (1903) I. 25 Sciatis

me concessisse. .Sancto Salvatori de Beremundseia . . terras
suas. .quietas. .a placitis et querelis et hustingis et port-
manmot et tunscipmot. 1198 Chron. Joctl. de Bwkctontia
(Camden) 74 Et curia celerarii venirct ad portmanne-mot.
1277 Indent. Edmund Cronchback's Ordinam. es in 3M Rej>.
Hist, MSS. Cotiiin. App. i. 409/1 Les delays de la curt de

portemannemot de Leycestre. 1706 PHILLIPS, Porlmanni-
mote, (in ancient Deeds) the Portmote or Port-men's Court,
held in any City, Town, or Community. 1881 8M Rtj>-
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Hist. MSS. Comm. App. I. 409/1 The long-lost Charter of
Edmund (Crouchback) Earl of Leicester; reforming the laws
and processes of the Leicester portmanemote,and confirming
all the franchises of the burgh, not affected by the charter.

t Po'rtmanry. [f. as prec. + -BY ; cf. ALDEE-

MANKY]. The position or rank of a portman.
1346 [see PORTMAN i].

Portmanteau (poJtmamto), sb. Forms: see

below, [ad. F. portemanteait (1547 in Godef.

Compl,} an officer who carries a prince's mantle,
a valise, a clothes-rack, f. PORTE- + manteatt (OF.
mantel) MANTLE; see also MANTEAU, MANTUA,
POCK MANTEAU.]
1. A case or bag for carrying clothing and other

necessaries when travelling ; originally of a form
suitable for carrying on horseback ; now applied
to an oblong stiff leather case, which opens like

a book, with hinges in the middle of the back.

a. 6 portmanteo, -mantieu, -manteaw(e,
porte-manteau, 7 portmantau, -to, -toe, -tue,

-tu, -tew ; also porte- ;
6- portmanteau, //.

-eaus (9 also -eaux).
1584 W. FLEETWOOD in Wright Q. Eliz. $ her Times

(1838) II. 243 One of Mr. Docwraye's sonnes..was arrained
for stealing of a portmanteo, with 84/. in the same, taken
out of an inne in Bardey. 1585 HIGINS Jiinius* Nomcnd.
171/2 Ascopcra, a bag; a wallet; a portmanteau. 1586
J. HOOKKR Hist. Irt-l. II. 163/2 A note found in the port-
mantieu of doctor Allen. 1598 FLORIO, Balice, a cloke-bag,
a male, a port-manteawe. 1611 COTGR., Ferrtere, . . a great
case, or powch of leather (closed, as a Portemantue, with

chaine, and locke'. 1617 MORYSON Itin, i. 107 A souldier
came out., and demaunded of euery man fme baocci,..
though it were onely due from them, who had port-
manteaues with locks. 1624 HEVWOOD Captives \\. i. in

liullen O. PI. IV, A budget or portmantau which includes
All the bawdes wealth. 1635 J. HAYWARD tr. Biondis
BanisKd Virg, 124 Taking.. from off his saddle-bow a
portmanteau, and out of it some victuals. 1650 B. Discolli-
iirinium 25, I would wish the world to chaine up its breeches
to its doublet as they doe Portmantu's. 1652 Season. Exp.
Xt-therl. 5 Besides what, .they carryed home in their Port-
mantos. 1689 D. GRANVILLE Lett. (Surtees, No. 37) 76
They search'd my portmantoe and plundered me of a ba^g
of mony. 1751 SMOLLETT Per. Pic. (1779) II. xxxv. 8
Their trunks and portmanteaus must be carried to the
Custom-house. 1866 GEO. EI.IOT F, Ifott i, Feeling in his

pockets for the keys of his portmanteaus. 1879 Miss
BRADDON Vixen III. 265 Violet's portmanteaux were packed.

(3. 6-8 (9 Sc. and north* dial.} portmantle, 7-8
(9 Sc. and arch."] portmaiitel, (<> portmantillo).
1602 Portmantle [see b]. 1612 North*s Plutarch 977 The

flesh and the portmantle \ed. 1595 -mantew] it was wrapt in.

1651 Lane. Tracts vChetham Soc.) 310, 600 Arms and many
Portmantels and good Booty. 1654 GAVTON Pleas. Notes

7ardenio's Port-Mantle. 1702
:: \ru_ i ._ .. _.

iv. ii. 181 The spoiles of Can
FARQUHAR Twin-Rivals in. ii. What makes you sit upon
the portmantle, Teajjue ? 1821 SCOTT Kenilw. viii, The
Mil nil portmantle which contained his necessaries. 1883
E. PENNELL-ELMHIRST Cream Leicestersh. 189 The port-
mantillos that in these days, .fill up the small of each belted
second horseman's back. 1888 Times (weekly ed.) 2 Nov.
21/2 A saddle-horse, which also carried the Judge's port-
mantle.

y. 7-8 port-mantua, portmantua.
1601-2 Archpriest Controv. (Camden) II. 41 They sent

theyr portmantuas to St. Paules monastery. 1765 H.TIMBER-
LAKE Metn. 9 One of them. .actually fell, letting my port-
mantua into the water.

5. 7 port-mantick, -manque, portmante, 7-9
-manty.
a 1613 Port-manque [see b]. a 1670 HACKET.^/- Williams

i. (1692) 160 Till the Messenger with the Port-mantick came
from Rome. 1680 In i2//z Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App.
vn. 394 Paid for a new large portmante i6s. 1686 Loml.
Gaz. No. 2100/4 [They] had with them a Leathern Port-

manty. 1897 C. M.CAMPBELL Deitie 'jock 259 We.. got
oor portmantys and booked to Worcester.

f. 1 portmautuan, -ium, -earn, -en.
a 1632 T. TAYLOR God's Jndgem. \\. v. (1642) 73 Feeling

what weight the portmantuan had. 1682 Providence Rec.

(1894) VI. 80 In ye out Celler, [ Portmantium..In ye Port-
manteam, 3 Cases of leather. 1698 [R. FKRGUSON] I'itw
Eccles. Pref., He.. is degraded to come behind with the
Portmanten.

b. fig. (See also 4 b.)
1602 Narcissus (1893) 283 O thou whose breast.. is.,

prudences portmantle. a 1613 OVERBURY A Wife (1638)
263 That the soules of Women and Lovers, are wrapt in the

port-manque of their senses. 1641 R. BROOKE Eng. Eptsc.
i. iv. ii As sure to finde the Spirit in a Conge acslire, as
others not long since, in the Tridentine Port-mantite. 1900
Westnit Caz. 28 Apr. 3/1 The demand for the franchise was
..a kind of portmanteau into which all our grievances
could be stuffed and dispatched to Pretoria.

II
2. An officer of the king of France :

* The
Kings Cloake-bag-bearer* (Cotgr.) [Fr.].
1597 G. GILMN Let. 12 Feb. in N. $Q, gth Ser. IV. 537/1

Here is arrived from the King of France a porte-manteau,
who brought the ratification under the great seal of the
agreements and treaty,

||
3. A clothes-rack, an arrangement of pegs to

hang clothes on. [Fr.]
17*7-41 CHAMBERS Cycl., Port-mantcan^ a piece of joiners

work, fastened to the wall, in a wardrobe, armory, &c.,

proper for the hanging on of cloaks, hats, &c. 1847 C.
BRONTE J. Eyre xxv, N'ot to me appertained that suit of

wedding raiment :. .the vapoury veil pendent from the

usurped portmanteau, //'iff., It took the light, held it

aloft, and surveyed the garments pendent from the port-
manteau.

4. attrib. and Comb., as portmanteau robbery,

1146

thief\ portmanteait gelding^ horse (a baggage
horse) ; portmanteau-maker, -f -trunk ; portman-
teau saddle: see qnot. 1688.
1681 Land. Gas. No. 1583/4 A coloured leather Port-

mantle Saddle, Blew fring in the seat. 1683 Vernlam MSS*
(Hist. MSS. Comm. 1906) 210 For a portmantue trunk,
a ii. o. 1688 R. HOLME Armoury in. 345/1 A Portmantle
Saddle hath a Cantle behind the seat to keep the Port-
mantle.. off the Riders back. 1694 Land. Gaz. No. 2996/4A bright bay Portmantua-Gelding, about 8 1. price. 1772
NUGENT tr. Hist. Fr. Gerund I. 438 Mounted on a raw-
boned, . .hollow-eyed, pyballed portmanteau-horse. 1899
Daily Neivs 19 June 6 A portmanteau maker. 1900 Westm.
Gaz. 22 Aug. 5/3 A series of portmanteau robberies from
the roofs of four-wheeled cabs.

b. In the sense of ' that into which things are

packed together
'

; originally applied by
' L.

Carroll* to a factitious word made up of the
blended sounds of two distinct words and combining
the meanings of both; hence used #//>#., and subseq.
extended to things that are or suggest a combina-
tion of two different things of the same kind.

[1872
* L. CARROLL' Through Looking-Gl. vi. 127 Well,

'slithy' means '

lithe and slimy'. ..You see it's like a port-
manteau there are two meanings packed up Into one word.
Ibid. 129

'

Mimsy
'

is
'

flimsy and miserable '(there's another

portmanteau for you).] 1882 Cornh. Mag. July 25 They
admirably illustrate the portmanteau word 'slithy' in the

Jabberwocky poem. 1902 Westm. Gaz. 10 June 2/2 As
a fact Lord Rosebery was guilty of what we may call a
'portmanteau' quotation, in that he combined into one
what Lord Salisbury said about Ireland and South Africa.

1905 Ibid. 15 Aug. 4/2 It is a wise bird that will not foul its

own nest, if this portmanteau proverb may be allowed.

Fortment (poMtment). rare. \j\.Y .portement
a carrying, bearing, f behaviour, f. porter to carry.]

f 1. Bearing; portement ofarms ^ bearing of arms,
achievement in arms. Obs. rare'"'1 .

1485 CAXTON Chas.Gt. 81 It is not redde..that euer ony
man . . bare hym so wel and dyd so grete portemente of
armes.

2. Deportment, nonce-use.

1850 BLACKIE sEschyhis II. 141 But be your portment
such As breeds no shame to us.

t Fo'rtmote. Obs. exc. Hist. Forms : 3

portimote, 4 portemot, (6 portemounte), "7

portmoote, 6- portmote. [f. PORT j.l, 2 + ME.
imote^ MOOT sb. OE. type *port-gemot : cf. biirh-

gemot.']
1. The court of a borough ; a borough-mote.

(Esp. used of cities and boroughs in the County
Palatine of Chester.)
[1267 Charter Hen. Ill in Rymer Fardera (1816) I. 471

Prohibeo et precipto ne ullo modo respondeant, nisi illorutn

proprio portimoto. a 1377 Alnngdon^ Rolls (Camden) 34 De
portemot', pede pulvenzato, et assisa fracta.] 1574 Acts
Privy Council ( \ 894) VIII. 228 The same to be openly redde
at the next Portemounte [at Chester] after the receipt here-
of. 1601 Act 43 Eliz. c. 15 i Any original! Writ or Writs
of Covenant . . retornable before the Mayor of the snide Citie
for the tyme beinge, in the Portmoote Courte to be holden
within the saide Citie [of Chester]. 1727-41 CHAMBERS CycL
s. v., Port motes are also held in some inland towns, as at
Knolst in Cheshire. 1765 Act 5 Geo. Ill, c. 26 Preamble,
Courts Baron, Courts of Admiralty, Courts of Portmote, and
LeetF. 1890 GROSS Gild Merck. I. 64 The general laws of
the burghal community emanated from the burghmotes or
assemblies (Court Leet, Burghmote, Portmote, &c.). 1902
(title) The Portmote or Court Leet Records of the Borough
or Town and Royal Manor of Salford.

2. The court of a (legal) sea-port town.

(Perhaps orig. an error of the Law Diets.)

1598 MANWOOD Lawcs Forest xxiii. i (1615) 217/2 Port-
mote is euer in a Hauen towne, for it is the Court of the
Port or Hauen. 1607 COWF.I.L Interfir., Portemote, ..

signifieth a Court kept in hauen townes...It is sometime
called the Portmoote Court, an. 43 Eliz. cap. 15 [cf. quot. 1601

in i]. 1765 BLACKSTONE Comm. I. vii. 264 These legal

ports were undoubtedly at first assigned by the crown ;

since to each of them r Lourt of portmote is incident, the

jurisdiction of which must flow from the royal authority.

tFortobello(r'<'' !>Jt0|be*10). Obs. [The capture
of Portobello in South America in 1739 prob.

gave rise to the name of the game.] ? A kind of

game resembling billiards.

1777 HOWARD Prisons Eng. 26 Gaming in various forms
is very frequent: cards, dice, skittles, Mississippi and Porto-
bello tables, billiards, fives, tennis, &c. Ibid. 198 One can

scarcely ever enter the walls [of the King's Bench Prison]
without seeing parties at skittles, missisippi, portobello,
tennis, fives, &c.

tFortoir. Obs. rare. [a. F. portoir (i6th c.

in Godef.), Ie portoir des vignes,
* the braunch that

beares the grapes'.] A bearing branch (of a vine).
1601 HOLLAND Pliny xvn. xxi. 527 Braunches . . which

were portoirs and bare grapes the yeare before. Ibid, xvni,
xxxi. 605 The. .greene braunches called the Portoirs.

fPo'rtoise. Naut. Obs. [Origin uncertain.]
= PORT-LAST.
1710 J. HARRIS Lex. Techn, II. s. v., For a Ship to ride a

Portoise, is to ride with her Yards a Portlast, or struck
down on the Deck. 1794 Rigging <y Settftianship II. 255*
Portoise, the same as Port-last. 1867 [see PORT-LAST].

II Fortolano (po^t^la-r^), portulan (po*u-
tif/lan). [It. por/otano, f. porto PORT j^.l : cf. L.

hortulanuS) It. ortoJano gardener, f. horfns garden ;

thence F. portulan.] A book of sailing directions,

describing harbours, sea-coasts, etc., and illustrated

with charts.

PORTRAIT.

1858 SIMMONDS Diet. Trade, Portulan (French), a ship-
master's guide ; a book containing the situation and descrip-
tion of sea-ports, etc., with instructions for navigation. 1878
Nature XVIII. 151/1 Among these old maps and portulans
..are: i. The Medicean Portulan (1351). 2. The Catalan
Atlas.

_ 1891 J. WINSOR Columbus App. 530 About the

beginning of the fourteenth century Italy and the western
Mediterranean islands began to produce those atlases of sea-

charts, which have come down to us under the name of 'porto-
lanos '. 1894 Cartier to P'rontenac 7 It seems to be

!
evident from a Portuguese portolano of 1504. .that at this

'

time they had not developed the entrances to this gulfnorth

j

and west of Newfoundland.

Forto-pysemic (poeat^ip3i,rmik), a. Path.

[f. portO' }
taken as comb, form of L. porta in vena

portx,'] Pertaining to pyaemia of the portal vein.

1897 Allbietfs Syst. Med. IV. 127 Porto-pyaemic liver
abscess Pyleph Iebi t is.

Portos, portoos, portous, obs. ff. PORTAS.

Portour, Portoure, obs. ff. PORTER, PORTURE.
t Fort-pain. Obs. Also 5-6 -payne, 7 -pane.

[a. obs. F. *port6-paint
lit. carry-bread : see PORTE-

and PAIN sb%\ A cloth in which to carry bread
to the table without touching it with the hands.
c 1460 J. RUSSELL Bk. Nurture 262 To J>e port-payne

fortlie ye passe, & >ere viij. loues ye leese. 1519 HORMAN
Vulg. 164 Put thy loues in a portpayne. 1566 WITHALS
Diet. 44 A porte payne to beare bread fro the pantree to
the table with, lintheum panarium. 1658 PHILLIPS, Port-

pain (French), a kinde of Towel used at Court, wherein
they carry their bread to serve for the Table.

Portpen, obs. form of PORCUPINE.
Portrait (poautrA), j. Forms : a. 6 purtrait,
e, -trayt, -e, 6-7 purtraict. 0. 6 portrayt, 6-7
portrate, -traite, -tract, 6-8 portraict, 6- por-
trait. 7. 6 pourtreict, -tracte, 6-7 -traite,

-trayt(e, -tract, 6-8 -traiet, pourtrait. [a - F.

portrait, OF. also portret (i 3th c. in Hatz.-Darm.),
obs. ponrtrait) po(it)rtrmct sb., from portrait pa.

pple. of portraire obs. to portray: cf. med.L. pro-
tractns plan, image, portrait, f. protractus, pa. pple.

! of L. protrahere : see PORTRAY.]
1. A figure drawn, painted, or carved upon a

i
surface to represent some object, a. A drawing,

! painting, or other delineation of any object ;
a

j picture, design (in general). Now rare or Obs.

1570 BUCHANAN CJiauizleon \Vks. (1892) 43 Mony that hes
; nowther sene y* said beist, nor na perfyte portraict of it.

1589 PUTTENHAM Eng. Poesie n. xi. (Arb.) no By this noble
: pourtrayt. .Is plainely exprest..The sounde Pillar. 1606
HOLLAND Sueton. 24 The full pourtraict and proportion of
which horse, he dedicated, .before the Temple of Venus
Genitrix. 1610 Canteen's Brit. (1637) 97 The Britans

i Coines, the portracts whereof I have here shewed, c i6ao
, Mary Magd. 1271 Ye

pourtract of this outward frame.
'

I75^"7 tr* Keyslcr*s Trav. (1760) 1 1. 279 The portrait of Eve
:

is much admired by all connoisseurs. 1821 CRAIG Leet.

; Drawing vi. 333 The back -grounds of your portraits.

b. spec, (now almost always) A representation

j

or delineation of a person, esp. of the fnce, made

j

from life, by drawing, painting, photography, en-
! graving, etc. ; a likeness.

1585 T. WASHINGTON tr. Nicholay's Vcy. in. xiv. 97 The
pourtractes and figures of the principallest amongst them.

1596 SHAKS. Merch. I7, ii. ix. 54 What's here, the portrait
of a blinking idiot, a 1649 DRUMM. OF HAWTH. Poems 12

Draw thousand Pourtraits of her on your face. 1649 Sc.

Acts Chas. If (1819) VI. 363/1 Ordains His Royal! Name,
Portract and Seal to be used in the publick writings. 1710
STEF.LE Tatler No. 118 f6, I would rather see you work

upon History-Pieces,
than on single Portraicts. 1858 LYTTON

U'/iat will he do \. vi, The gentleman who wanted to take

your portrait.

fc. A solid image, statue, effigy. Obs.

1585 T. WASHINGTON tr. Nic/tolay's I7oy. iv. xxix. 151
Prometheus . . inuented the natural pourtractes with the fatte

earth. i6ooFAiRFAx Tasso\\i. xciv, Hertombewas. .built of

polisht stone, and thereon laid The liuely shape and pur-
trait of the maid. 1638 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. (ed. 2) 144
On one side the gate stands a. .great Elephant, on the other
a Rhinoceros;, .the port raids are out of the shining Marble.

2. abstr. The action or art of making a portrait

(in qnot. 1846 in spec, sense : see i b) ; portraiture.
1589 PL'TTENHAM Eng. Foesie MI. i. (Arb.) 150 Th 'excellent

painter bestoweth the rich Orient coulours vpon his table of

pourtraite. 1846 RUSKIN Mod. Paint. II. in. i. xiv. 14
That habit of the old and great painters of introducing

portrait into all their highest works.

3. fig. Something that represents, typifies, or

resembles something else
;
an image, representa-

tion, type ; likeness, similitude. (In quot. 1623
absol. A striking or impressive sight, a scene.)

1577 NORTIIBROOKE Dicing (1843) 39 Poetes terme sleepe
an image, or pourtraite

of death. 1590 SPENSER F. Q. ii.

xii. 23 Dreadfull pourtraicts of deformitee. ("1614 SIR W.
MURE Dido $ &ncas ii. 158 Then ?oung Ascanius . . His

parents portrate perfectly presenting. 1623 T. GOAD Dolef.

Enen-Song 16 If any man could looke in at those gates,.,

he would report such a pourtrait as was this spectacle.

1866 LIDDON Bawpt. Leet. iv. '1875) 192 Jesus reveals a

moral portrait.

b. A verbal picture or representation ; a graphic
or vivid description.
1596 HELL Sum. Popery Ded., The liuely purtraite of the

foure monarchies. 1738 WARBURTON Div. Lcgnt. 1. 126 An
exact Pourtrait of natural Religion. 1837 CARLYLE Misc.

F.ss.) Mirabeau (1875) V. 242 Her portrait, by the seconding

Marquis himself, is not very captivating.

4. attrib. and Comb., as portrait'collector^ -group.



PORTRAIT.

head, -photographer, -photography, -sculpture,
sketch, -study, -work

; portrait-like adj. ; portrait-
bust, a bust giving an exact (i.e. not idealized)
likeness ; portrait-gallery, a gallery containing a
collection of portraits, or the collection itself (also

fig.} ; portrait-lathe, a lathe adapted for turn-

ing copies of busts or medallions
; portrait-lens,

a compound photographic lens adapted for taking
portraits ; portrait-painter, a painter of portraits;
so portrait-painting ; portrait-ring, a ring with
a miniature portrait set in it ; portrait-statue (cf.

portrait-bust} ; portrait-stone, a lasque or flat

diamond used to cover a miniature portrait.
1887 Boston (Mass.) Jrnl. 22 Sept. 4/1 Governor Ames

Eng. 4 To find place in Cervantes's rich portrait-gallery. 1899
MACKAIL Life Morris I. 277 A "portrait-head of the author.
1884 KNIGHT Diet. Mech. Suppl., ^Portrait Lathe, a lathe

adapted to copying busts. 1005 Westin. Gaz. 27 June i/s
He was engaged in the Paris Mint, and while there invented
a portrait lathe by which medallion dies of any size might
be engraved in steel. 1862 Catal. Internal. Exhib. II.
Xlll. 9 A pair of quick-acting 'portrait Lenses. 1789 T.
TWINING Aristotle's Treat. Poetry (1812) II. 378 With too
close and *portrait-like delineation of general nature.

1797 TWEDDELL Rent, xxvii. (1815) 155 Mad. Le Urun is

most decidedly the best 'portrait-painter in Europe. 1856
AIRS. CARLYLE Lett. II. 277, I have a friend, who has con-
stituted herself a portrait-painter. 1791 BOSWELL Johnson

photography makes greater demands than any other branch
on the good taste of the photographer. 1898 Daily Netus
8 Aug. 5/6 The above *portrait-pictures must include some
5,000 faces, to say nothing of busts, half, quarter lengths,
and full figures. 1877 W. JONES Finger-ring 496, I have
mentioned several 'portrait-rings of remarkable interest.

1877 A. B. EDWARDS U/> Nile xxii. 709 *Portrait-statues of
private individuals. 1904 Daily Chron. 15 Apr. 3/4 A very
excellent "portrait -study, a tender and loving reminiscence
of the high-spirited,.. noble-hearted woman,

t PoTtrait, v. Obs. Forms : see PORTRAIT sb.

[Represented first in pa. pple. portraitcd (found
earlier tt\s.\\ portrait sb.), being app. an extended
form of the ME. (orig. French) pa. pple. portrait
(see PORTRAY v.); this implied a vb. portrait,
which appears after 1550.]
1. trans. To make a portrait, picture, or image

of: = PORTRAY v. i. (Also with forth, out.)
a 1548 HALL Chron.

,
Hen. VUI 84 b, In it was the whole

spere [= sphere) portrated. 1581 SAVILE Tacitus' Hist. n.
il. (1591) 54 She [Venus] is not elswhere purtraited so. 1596
SPENSER F. Q. iv. v. 12 To pourtraict beauties Queene.
1596 R. L[INCHE] Die/fa (1877) 73 To . . portraite forth thy
Angel-hued beautie. 1610 GUILLJM Hcrutdry m. xxiv. 243,
I am far from their opinion who damne it for superstition
to portract that Glorious Virgin or her Babe. 1689 tr.

Buchanan's De Jure Regni 32 The perfect Image of the
true Helena, pourtracted with her lively Colours. 1864
DK. MANCHESTER Court ft Sac. I. xi. 216 To sit to a limner
to be '

portraited ', as the phrase ran.

2. fig. To represent or describe graphically, to set

forth : = PORTRAY v. 3 b, 4. (Also wiA/ortA, out.)
a 1581 N. WOODS Conflict ofConsc. I. i. A iij, I will there-

fore in breefe purtraict and paint him out. 1593 UILSON
Govt. Christ's^ Ck. 75 That Christ did portrait out for the
regiment of his Church. 1611 SPEED Hist. Gt. Brit. IX. xv.
6 Our learned Knight Eliot setting his pen to portrait

a perfect Gouernour. 1655 FULLER Ch. Hist. i. ii. 13 The
Authour . . doth pourtraict and describe the Bounty and
Church-buildings of that King.
3. transf. To draw or make (a picture, figure,

or image) :
= PORTRAY v . 1 1).

1551 HULOET, Portraytynge of ymages in mettall or stone,
sculflura. 1594 T. B. La Prinutud. Fr. Acad. \\. 47 No
image or picture, howe well soeuer it bee painted and pur-
trayted, is to be compared with the forme and figure of
mans bodie. 1635 J. HAYWARU tr. Biondis Baiiisk'd Virg.
107, I caused to be pourtrayted on my shield the Impresa
of the Swan. 1669 STURMY Mariner's Mag. vtr. v. q To
pourtraict this on a.. Plane, first draw the Horizontal Line.

1576 NEWTON Linmie's Complex. (1633) 52, I will pour-
trait and set before your eyes, a patterne and image thereof,
first conceived in minde or imagination. 1613 DRUMM. OF
HAWTH. Cypress Grave Wks. (1711) 125 As those images
were pourtraicted in my mind.
Hence f PoTtraiting vbl. sb.

1552 [see 3]. 1608 WILLET Hexapla Exod. 455 Such
delineation and portraiting of Christ.

Portrait [F. portrait}, obs. pa. pple. of POR-
TRAY v., q. v.

Po'rtraitist. [f. PORTRAIT sb. + -IST : so F.

portraitists.'] One whose occupation it is to take

portraits (by painting or photography) ; esp. a por-
trait-painter. (In quot. 1899 applied to a sculptor.)
1866 Standard 12 Sept. 2/3 After the sitter has, by move-

ment or contortion, baffled tne portraitist. 1875 tr. Vogel's
Chem. Light 149 Most persons conceive under the term

S'lotographer
only a portraitist. 1881 Times 5 Jan. 4/3

ainsoorough we have seen as portraitist and as land-

scapist. 1899 Daily News 24 July 7/? Houdon was the
great portraitist in marble of the eightee'nth century.

t Portraitour. Obs. rare. [prob. AF. = OF.

1147

*portraiteur, f. as next + -our: see -OUR: cf. OF.
porlraitierre (a 1 200 in Godef.).] = POHTRAYER.
c 1386, c 1425 [see PORTRAYER].

Portraiture (p6ut&aiui). Forms: a. 4-5
purtreyture, -treiture, 5 -treture, -trayture,
-tretur, -tatur, 5-6 -trat(o)ure, 6-7 -traiture. p.

4-5 portraiture, -treyt(o)ure ; Sc. -tratore, -owre,
4-6 -treture, 5-6 Sc. -tratour(e ; 5-7 -trature,
-trayture, 6-7 -traoture, Sc. -traitour, (6 -tura-

ture, -terature, -tature, -titure, Sc. protatour),
6-7 portracture, Sc. -traitour, 7-8 -traicture,
5- portraiture. 7. 5 pourtreture, 5-7 -trature,
5-8 -traiture, 6-8 -traicture, 7 -tracture. [ME.
a. OF. pur-, pour-, portraiture (l2-i3th c. in

Hatz.-Darm.), f. pourtrait pa. pple. and sb., POR-
TRAIT + -URE.]
1. The action or art of portraying ; representation

of an object by painting, drawing, etc. ; delineation.
Also in concrete or collective sense ; esp. in phr.
in portraiture = portrayed, delineated.
c '375 Sc. Leg. Saints xi. (Symon <y Judas) 68 A paynteore,

pat rycht sle wes in portratore. c 1384 CHAUCEK //. Fame
I. 131 In portreytoure I sawgh anoon ryght hir figure
Naked fletynge in a see. 1386 A'nt.'s T. mo 'The
portreiture [v. rr. purtreyture, pourtrature, purtratoure,
etc.] that was vp on the wal. 1390 GOWER Con/. II. 63
Zeuzis fond ferst the pourtreture. 1461 Liber Pluscardensis
XI. viii, With plesand propirnes of portratoure. 1546
LANGLEY Pal. Verg. De Invent. 11. xvi. 62 Porturature
Gykes a Lidiun as Plinie thinketh did first inuent & deuyse
it in Egipte. 01568 ASCHAM Scholent. (Arb.) 137 As in

portracture and paintyng. 1711 STEELE Sfect. No. 4^7
The Portraitures of insignificant People byordinary Painters.
1718 Free-thinker No. 63. 56 How lovely sacred Pour-
traiture appears ! 1846 RUSKIN Mod. Paint. II. in. I. xiv.

14 We find the custom of portraiture constant with them.
1874 Edin. Rev. July 172 Portraiture rose to its highest
excellence as the nobler characteristics of sculpture faded.
2. cotter. A figure or delineation of a person or

thing ; a picture, drawing, etc. : = PORTRAIT I, i b.
(In quot. c 1440, A diagram, figure.)

?<zi366 CHAUCER Rom. Rose 141 With many riche por-
traitures, c 1440 CAPGRAVE Life St. Kalh. i. 387 In euclidis

bokys wyth his portralurys. c 1449 PECOCK Rcpr. i. xix.

114 Picturis and purtraturis or graued werk. 1542 UDALL
Erasm. Apopk. 88 Images and porleratmes of menne.
1555 EDEN Decades 105 Portitures of herbes floures and
knottes. 1563 MAN Muscu/us' Connnonpl. 48 To be
worshipped in images and portatures. 1631 WEEVER Anc.
Fun. Klon. 257 His pourtraiture engrauen thereupon. 1652-
62 HEYLIN Cosntogr. i. 11682) 210 There is a Portraicture
representing Rome. 1677 R. J. THOKOTON Antiq. Notting-ham (title-p.), Beautified with Maps, Prospects, and I'our-
traictures. 1873 LONGK. Chaucer, The chamber walls
depicted all around With portraitures of huntsman, hawk,
and hound.

t b. A solid image, a statue : = PORTRAIT sb. i c.

1548 UDALL Erasm. Par. Luke xvi. 137 To embrace in
his armes the countrefaicte porterature of a man. 1594
CONSTABLE Diana VI. iii, A Carver. . Hewed out the por-
trature of Venus sonne In Marble rocke. 1628 COKE On
Litt. Pref., A fair tomb of marble with his statue or por-
traiture upon it. 1720 HEARNB Collect. (O. H. S.) VII. 122
A large Grave-stone, whereon is the portraicture of a Man,
seemingly in a warlike habit.

3. gen. sm&_fig. An image, representation, figure;
a mental image, idea ; t a type, exemplar (obs.*).

(Cf. PORTRAIT sb. 3.)
cnzo Chron. Vilod. 1785 pis purtatur he bare euer in

here clene hert Of goddus Passion. .& of his wo. a 1548
HALL Chron., Hen. VII 53 The wyse deuises, the prudent

portJ .., ______________
first parents had blurred. 1650 S. CLARKE Eccl. Hist. I.

(1654) 30 A plain Image and Portracture of that effectual
Doctrine which I was thought worthy to hear. 1713 BERKE-
LEY Guardian No. 62. i 7 The more enlarged views and
gaNy portraitures of a lively imagination. 1867 FREEMAN
orm. Cong. I. v. 288 We can recover a distinct portraiture

of many of the actors in these scenes.

4. The action or art of portraying in words;
verbal '

picturing ', graphic description.
^1430 LYDG. Min. Poems (Percy Soc.) 211 Ploughmen,

carterys,..Dichers, delverys, . . The staatis alle set here in

portrature. 1855 BRIMLEY Ess., Tennyson 86 The poet,
too, should attempt to rise above the portraiture of indi-
vidual life. 1878 SEELEY Stein II. 358 A tempting subject
for literary portraiture.

b. A verbal representation or '

picture
'

; a vivid

description : = PORTRAIT sb. 3 b.
1610 NORTH Plutarch, Seneca 1223 In his portraiture

of this wise man, he imagineth in this life a thing that is

not to be found. 1648 (title) Eikon Basilike. The Povr-
traictvre of His Sacred Majestic in his solitudes and suffer-

ings. 1774 WARTON Hist. Eng. Poetry n. 97 A striking
portraiture of antient manners. 1818 SCOTT Hrt. Midi. To
Rdr., The pleasing pourtraictures of Peter Pattieson, now
given unto thee. 1863 COWDEN CLARKE Shaks. C/iar. xv.

374 Shakespeare's portraiture of John of Gaunt.

5. Figure, form, likeness, appearance (as an
attribute of a thing). Now rare or Obs.
1500-20 DUNBAR Poems Ixxvii. 35 The Bruce . . Richt

awful], strang, and large of pprtratour, As nobill, dreidfull,
michtie campioun. 1567 Satir. Poems Reform, iii. 40 Not
hir fyrst spous, for all his greit puissance, In portratour and
Same mycht be his peir. 1632 LITHGOW Trav. I. 30 That
responding Image thpu seest, was made, .for eternizing the
memory of my portraiture, as I was aliue. 1797 MRS. RAD-
CLII-FE Italian xxiii, Every abbess..came to her imagina-
tion in the portraiture of an inexorable jailer.

PORTRAY.

fb. coney, A material form, shape, or figure. Obs.
a 1578 LINDKSAY (Pitbcottie) Ckron. Scat. (S. T, S.) I. 233

Froine the waist wpe wah tuo fair persouns witht all mem-
beris and protratouris perteinand to tua bodyis. a 1680
CHARNOCK Attrib. God (1834) II. 48 God . . draws . . from
this indisposed chaos many excellent portraltur.-.

Po'rtraiturCi ^' Now rare or Obs. [f, pvec.

sb.] trans. To make a portraiture or portrait of,
to portray (lit, and/"^.).
1577-87 HoLiNsntD Ckron, (1807-8) IV. 164 Upon the top

. .stood the armeb of England, roiallic purtraitured with the

proper beasts to uphold the same. 1601 DEACON & WALKER
Answ. Darel 22 Intending, .to portmiture in the peibon of
lob, an absolute patterne of perfect patience. 1651 C.
CARTWRIGHT Cert. Relig. i. 14 That the child be not pour-
tractured greater then the Nurse. 1711 SHAITESB. Charac.
(1737) I. 225 We. .shall be contented to see him portraitur'd
by the artist who serves to illustrate prodigys in fairs, and
adorn heroick sign-posts. 1903 G. R. HALL Hum. EvoL
vii. 165 Men who were striving to portraiture a Christ who
had not condemned wealth and the power of riches.

Fo'rtray, s/>. rare. Also 7por-, pourtrai, 7-9
pourtray. [f,POBTRAYZ.] The act of portraying;
portrayal ;

a portrait, picture (lit. and^.).
1611 SPEKD Hist. Gt, Brit. Proeme, Haumg thus farre

trauelled in the portrai, and description of this famous
Empire. 1622 PEACHAM Compl, Gcntl. vii. (1634) 61 Pour-
traies of their Kings and Queenes, in their severall Coun-
trey habits. 1630 LKNNAKD tr. Charrons \Visd. n. iii. 6

(1670) 242 The edicts and ordinances of Princes are no other
but piety and prirticular pourtraies thereof. 1877 Fraser's

Mug. XV. 103 We have here, .a most striking pourtray. .of
the wondrous living guise of the Unknowable.

Portray (poatr^i-), v. Forms : a. 4 purtreie,
-treye, 4-5 -traye, -traie, 5 -trey, 5-7 -tray.

. 4 portreie, -traye,4~5 -treye, -trai(e, (5 por-
trewe, Sc. -tra, -tura; 6 -try); 5- portray.
7- 5-7 pourtraie, 6 -trahe, 7 -trey, 6-9 pour-
tray. Pa. pple. portrayed; also, in ME. [from
OF.] purtrait, -treit, portrait. [ME. a. OF.

pourtrai-, pourtray-^ stem of pourtraire (i2th c.

in Hatz.-Darm.) to portray, fashion, represent :

L. protrahcre to draw forth, reveal, extend, pro-

long, in med.L. also to draw, portray, paint, f.

pro- forth + trahcre to draw.]
1. trans. To represent (an object) by a drawing,

painting, carving, etc. (in early use also by a solid

image or statue) ; to make a picture or image of;
to delineate, picture, depict.
.1330 R. URUXNE Chron. (1810) 51 At Westmynstere he
ligges in a toumbe purtrait. Ckron. IVace (Rolls) 15088
per-on purtraied a crucyfix. 13.. K. Alis. i52o(Iiodl. MS.)
Sonne &. mone & sU-rren suuene, Was )?emnne purtiand, 8;

heitene. I375BARHOUR Bruce x. 743 Schoin Mr chapell Gert
weill be portrait anecastell. <;i375^c. Leg.Saints x\.(Syman
ff Judas) 78 To portra it he had na slicht. Ibid, x.xiii.

(TII Sleperis} 473 Bot t^e emperoure] gert portuia bare f>e

story, c 1430 LYDG. Min. Poems (Percy Soc.) 26 The fyve
rosis portraid in the shelde. 1490 CAXTON F.neydos xx.xvi.

124 Witliyn hys halle, where as were purtrayed fulle rychely
alle the kynges of his lynage, connyngly made. 1587 GOLD-
ING De Mornay ii. (1592) 19 One man portrayeth out the
whole world in a little peece of Paper, painting out all the

Images. 1590 SPENSKR^. Q. n. ix. 33 In which was nothing
pourtrahed nor wrought ; Not wrought nor pourtrahed, but
easie to be thought. 1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage vi. xi.

521 That Knightly Order of Saint lames, who haue in their

habile purtraied a purple sword, in token of blond. 1675
OGILBY Brit. 50 A Chapel, .in the Roof of winch was lively
Portraid His Apostles and Disciples. ? 1800 W. B. RHODES
Bomb, Fur. iii. (1830) 18 Painters no other face pourtray.
1852 MRS, JAMESON Leg. Madonna (1857) 204 It was con-
sidered little less than heretical to portra
on a couch.

> portray Mary reclining

. transf. To make (a picture, image, or

figure) ; to draw, paint, or carve ; to trace. Obs.

13., E. E. Allit. P. B. 1536 A fust faylaynde Jje wryst,
Pared on be parget, purtrayed lettres. 1450-80 tr. Se-
creta. Secret. 38 The disciplis of ypocras portreweden the
Hknes of her mayslir. 1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 431
b/i They ne shold . . pourtraye nor pycte the forme or

fygure of the crosse. 1557 in Tott^'lCs Misc. (Arb.) 169
Behold my picture here well portrayed for the nones. 1601
HOLLAND Pliny II. 497 Two other statues or images por-
traied in clokes or mantles, were his handiwork, a 1604
HANMEK Chron. Irel. (1633) 174 One stone, whereupon the

picture of a Knight is portraied.

fo. absol. To make drawings, pictures, or

statues ; to draw, paint, mould, or carve. Obs*

1369 CHAUCER Det/te Blaunche 783 A white walle..hit

ys redy to cachche and take Al bat men wil theryn make
Whethir so men wil portrey or peynt. .1386 Prol. 96
He koude..wee! purtreye and write, c 1420 Chron. Vilod.

1158 Wryte he couthe &
jpurtreyalso. 1x1533 LD. BERNERS

Gold. Bk. M. Aurel. xxiii. (1535) Lij b, Other coudc graue
images and portry in wood or erthe.

f2. transf. To paint or adorn (a surface) with
a picture or figure. Obs.

13. . Guy Warw. (A.) st. 250 A targe listed wife gold, Por-

treyd wib J^re kinges corn, pat present god when he was
born. ? a. 1366 CHAUCER Rom. Rose 897 His garnement was
everydel Y-portreyd and y-wrought with floures. c 1430 Syr
Gener. (Roxb.) 5682 The champe of the feld was goules. .

with a broode bourduve Purtraied with sable and with asure.
c 1475 Partcnay 1003 Into a pauilon made she a retrain..
Portreid it was with briddes freshly. 1667 MILTON P, L. vi.

84 Shields., with boastful Argument portraid.
3- f-S' 1* a * T f rm a mental image of; to

picture to oneself; to imagine, fancy ; in first quot.,
to conceive, devise, invent. Obs. b. To represent

(e. g. dramatically).
145 3



PORTBAYABLE.

13.. E. E. A Hit. P. B. 700 pe play of paramorez I por-

trayed my seluen. c 1350 Wwt Palerne 619 Him so

propirli haue i peinted & portreide in herte. 1390 GOWKU
Con/. III. 255 So as him thoghte in his corage, Where he

pourtreieth hire ymage. 1791 CowrEK Oifyss. i. 143 Tele-

machus..sad amid them all he sat. Pourtraying in deep
thought contemplative His noble Sire. 1798 MRS. INCH-

BALD Lovers' I'ows Introd., The actor .. forms his notion of

the passion he is to pourtray. .from the following lines.

4. esp. To represent or depict in words ; to

describe vividly or graphically; to set forth.

c 1366 CHAUCER A. B. C. 81 Ladi bi sorwe kan j not por-

treye. 1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls) I. 27 In be firste book
of bis werk..mappa mundi is purtrayed and i-peynt [L.

<it'scribitnr\. 1586 MARLOWE i^ Pt. Tamhurl. \\. i, Well
hast thou pourtray'd in thy terms of life The face and per-

sonage of a wondrous man. a 1662 HEYLIN Laud\\. 237
He that desires to pourtray England in her full structure of

external glory. 1796 MORSE Awcr. Geog. I. 315 noft; It

remains for future ages to pourtray the virtues and exploits
of this truly great man. 1846 TRENCH Mirac. Introd. (1862)

51 We having in the Gospels the lively representation of

our Lord portrayed for us.

f5. To form, fashion. Obs.

1375 HARBOUR Bruce x. 281 (Cambr. MS.) He wes of

mesurabill stature, And portrait weill at all mesure [cf.

PORTUK.VI], 1481 CAXTON flfyrr. i. xiv. 48 To deuyse the

facion of the world how it is by nature made and pour-
trayed of god.

I fence Portrayed ///. a., Portray'ing vbl. sb.
;

also Fortrayafcle a., capable of being portrayed.
1340 H.-\Mt'OLE Pr. Cfnsc. 6619 pe fire bat es bnnnand here,
Es hatter and of mare powere, pan a purtrayd fire on a

waghe. 1631 LITHGOW Traz 1
. i. 17, I espied the portrayed

image of S. Peter erected of pure IJrasse. 1638 Justus
Paint. Ancients 62 A speedy pourtraying of the conceit.

1864 CARLYLE Frcdk. Gt. xvn. i, He is not portrayable at

present.

Portrayal (poitr^-al). [f. PORTRAY v. + -AL

5.] The action of portraying (or its product) ;

delineation, picturing ; a picture, portrait, a. lit.

-Pictorial representation.
1847 WEBSTER, Portrayal, the act of portraying. 1872

'Ot'iDA
'

Crayon Head (ed. Tauchn.) 82 It is a bad por-

trayal of [her] face. 1881 Times 4 Jan. 3/5 One of the

most marvellous feats, however, of photography is the por-

trayal of the motion of trotting, cantering, and galloping
horses by Mr. Muybridge in America.

b. fig. Representation in general (e. g. mental,

dramatic") \esp. verbal picturing, graphicdcscription.
1859 C. BARKER Assoc. Priiic. Hi. 62 The reproduction and

pourtrayal of manners and of scenes which pertain to an

age.. passed away. 1875 M cCLELLAN^\V7y Test., Harmony
374 An essential unity in the several portrayals of his

Work and Person. 1884 Times (weekly ed.) 26 Sept. 6/2

Feeling genuine contempt for the pourtrayal of meanness,
treachery, &c.

Portrayer. Also 4-5 -our. [f.
PORTRAY v.

+ -ER 1
2, for earlier -OUR. So obs. lf,po(u)rtrayeur

(i6th c.).] One who portrays; a painter or drawer

of pictures or portraits ;
a delineator (lit. andyi^A

c 1386 CHAUCER Knt.'s T. 1041 (Harl. MS.) Ne purtreyour

tv.rr.
purtreiour, -traiour, -treoure; Ellcsm. portreitpur]

tie

eruer of ymages. 1412-20 LYDG. Chron. Troy \\. xi. (MS.
Digby 232) If. 31/2 He sent also For euery ymagour Bothe
in entaylle & euery portreyour [MS. Digly 230 (^1425)

portratoure]. 1479 J. PASTON in P. Lett. III. 268 The man
at Sent Bridis is no klenly portrayer. 1611 BRATHWAIT
Nat. Embassie (1877) 89 Portrayers of thy wit and learning

too.. 1828 in WKBSTER. 1874 CARPENTER Ment. Phys. \. vi.

2 "(1879) 269 To bear in mind the essential difference..

between the characters of the 'subject' and his pourtrayer.

Fortrayment. rare. [f. as prec. + -MENT :

cf. OF. poji)rtraiemenf.~]
= PORTRAYAL.

1802 MRB. RADCUFFK Goffeff de Blon&ville Posth. Wks.
1826 II. ii, I hold it not meet to speak here, with greater

pourtrayment, of the more solemn ceremonies in the chapel
itself. 1891 Spectator 18 Apr., From this most graphic

portrayment of the state of national feeling at the time.

Portred, pa. pple. : see PORT L*BE v. Obs.

Portreeve (poaut^/'v). Forms : i portgerefa,

-irefa, 3 -yreue, 3-5 -ereve, 3-8 -reve, 6 -rief,

porte ryve, port reeue, 7 portriefe, -reive,

-riff, port riffe, 8 portrieve, 7- port-reeve, 9

portreeve. 0. 5-7 portgreve, 6-8 -grave.

]&. port-Qtrifa (whence ON. port-greifi\ f. PORT
sb* town + g,*rfa, gerdfa, REEVE sb. 1

;
as to the

,

ntanrtw, -grave* see i 0.]
1. orig. The ruler or chief officer of a town or

borough (
= BOROUGH-REEVE a) ; after the Norman

Conquest often identified with the Mayor or holding
an equivalent position, as still in some boroughs ;

in later times, sometimes an officer, or one of two
or more officers, inferior to the Mayor ;

a bailiff.

901-924 Laws ofEdward 1) c. i, Ic wille 3aet . . nan manne

ceapige
butan porte, ac haebbe J?a;s portgerefan ^ewitnesse

oSoe obera..manna, 5e man gelyfan maeje. ciooo /Ei.FRtc

Gram. xiv. (Z.) 88 Hie prefectus vrbis, 5es portgerefa oSSe
burhealdor. c 1000 Gloss, in Wr.-Wulcker 111/6 Aftem'-

cefs, portxerefa uel burhwita. 1066-75 WILL. I Charter to

London (Stubbs Select Ch.
79),

Willelm kyng gret Willelm

bisceop and Gosfre,^o portirefan, and ealle ba burhwaru
binnan Londone, Frencisce and Englisce, freondlice. ia..

transcr. of Charter of Brihtmxr (1053) in Kemble Cod.

Dipl. IV. 133 Hyerto bye8 ywiSnesse Lyefstan portyreue
and biscop, and Eylwyne stikehare, and manie oore. 1297
R. GLOIX. (Rolls) 11205 Willam \K spicer & geffray of

hencsei bat bo were Portreuen ^:
nicole of kingestone pat

was mere [of Oxford) Nome of bis clerkes & in prison caste.

Ibid. 11223 Subbe be portereues house hii sette afure anon.

1x1300 St. Gregory 601 in Herrig's Archiv LVII. 65 He
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toke an In as a kny$t ful large at be portreues hous. 1449
Rolls of Parlt. V. 155/2 The Maire, Baillifs, Porterevys,
Customers .. and Sarcheours. 1541 in P. H. Hore Hist.

IVexford (1000) I. 242 [Not to sell] any franke tenement. .

to any forrener, without speciall license of the boverayne
and Portriefs. 1599 in Harington Nitgae Ant. 35 Mr. Ham-
mon-.who is this year Port Reeue of Trim, as much in

effect as Mayor. 1603 OWEN Pembrokeshire ii. (1892) 22

And licenced them to chose yeerelye amonge them selues

two portriefes for theire gouernement. 1660 in J. Simon
Ess. Irish Coins (1740) 127 All mayors, sheriffs, portriffs.

baylifs, and other chief officers ofcorporations. 1702 Lond.
Gaz. No. 3809/5 An humble Address of the Portrieves,

Burgesses, and Freemen, of the ancient Borough of Tulske,
in the County of Roscomon. 1824 HITCHINS & DREW
Cornwall I. xvii. 17. 650 Formerly the government [of

Tregony] was vested in a portreeve or mayor. 1883 Standard
28 Sept 3 The Drake Memorial was unveiled yesterday
at Tavistock by the Portreeve. 1894 Northiimbld. Gloss.,

Keere, the chief officer in the ancient borough of Wark-
worth. He is to this day usually styled the '

borough-reeve
'

or 'port-reeve
'

at that town. i8JJ8 Daily AVicj 19 Apr. 3

Hungerford is., electing to-day, in place of Mayor and

Corporaiion, a constable, a portreeve, a keeper of the coffers,

[
a hayward, two aletasters and a bellman.

. In the forms 5-8 portgreue, ;
6 -gereue), 6-7

-graue, -grave, partly scribal modifications of the

OE. form, partly after MDu./0;'/rar<* (in Kilian

poortgrave) and the synonymous grcyve^ grave :

see GRIEVE sb., GRAVE j.3

1494 FABVAN Ckron, vn. 293 At the comynge of \Vyl1yam
Conquerour into this londe. .the rulers of the sayd citezens

[were] named portgrenis, wbiche worde is deriuat or made
of .ii. Saxon wordis,../0r/ is to mean a towne, and grene is

meant for a gardyen or ruler. 1568 GRAFTON Chron. II. 83
The same before tyme was gouerned by persones graue and

wyse, and were named Portgreues, or rather Portgraues,
the which is deriued of. .Greue, or rather Graue, for so are

the rulers of the townes in Duchelande called at this d:iy.

1598 STOW Sitrv. (1842) 185/2 In the time of King Henry II.,

Peter Fitzwalter was portgrave[of London]. 1631 WEEVER
Anc. /', Mon. 378 Portgraue and principall Magistrate.,
of this Citie. 1772 Jaeoos Law Diet. s. v., Instead of the

portgreve [ofLondon], Richard the first ordained two bailiffs,

but presently after him King John granted them a mayor for

their yearly magistrate.

2. Erroneously referred (by later compilers) to

PORT j<M 2, as if the reeve of a
sea-port

town.

1607 COWELL Inter/tr.) Portgrcne. .sigmfieth with vs the

chiefe magistrate in certaine coast townes.
_
1616 ByiXOKAK

Eng. E.rfos. t Portgrcue, a chiefe officer in certaine Port

tounes. 162* CALLTS Stat. Sewers (1647) 34 That Officer

called Portgreve, which signifieth the Governor of the Port.

X7*7~4 X CHAMBERS Cycl., Portgreve, or Portgraz>e,, was

anciently the principal magistrate in rjorts and other mari-

I
time towns. 1851 Dixox IV, Pcnn i. (1872) 6 When the

country wanted fleets,.. she had only to send for the port-
reeves and masters of companies.
Hence Po'rtreeveship, the office of portreeve.
1467-8 Rolls ofParlt. V. 593/2 Th' Office of Portreveship

of Prestende. 1487 Ibid. VI. 406/2 The Portreveshipp of

Llanvayr in Buelld.

Fortress *
(pos'itrea), porteress (p^Jrtaria).

Forms: a. 5-6 porteresse, 6 Sc. -aress, 6- -eress.

0. 5-7 portresse, 6 -res, 7- portress, [f.
PORTER

sd.l + -ESS.] A female porter ; a woman who acts

as porter or door-keeper, esp. in a nunnery.
c 1407 LVDG. Reson -V Setts. 2615 Of the gardyn and the

close She is the chiefe porteresse, Of the entre lady and
maistresse. 1509 HAWES Past. Pleas, iv. (Percy Soc.) 16, 1

came to ryall gate,Where I sawe stondynge the goodly portres.

1548 Q. CATHERINE in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. i. II. 152 That

yowr porteresse may wayte at the gate.. for yow. 1613-31
Primer our Lady 264 The wench ..that was portresse sayth
to Peter, art not thou also of this mans disciples? 1797
MRS. RADCLIFFE Italian xiii, The porteressappeared imme-

diately upon the ringing of the bell. 1862 * SHIRLEY
'

Nugx
Crit. viii. 36^ The old porteress, with her rusty keys, will

admit you within the deserted church. 1895 F. M. CRAW-
KORD Casa Braccio iv, The portress and another nun came
to let him in.

b. fig.-, or in personification.
1426 LVDG. De Gnil. Pilgr. 4577, I am my-sylff the

porteresse, (Maad off verray Ryghtwysnesse,) Off the releff

that ye sen her. 1521 R. COPLAND in Barclay Introd. to

wryte French^ In eschewynge of ydlenesse the portresse of

vyces. 1607 WALKINGTON Opt. Glass 48 The Goddesse of

eloquence and perswasion was the portresse of his mouth,

X79 S. ROGERS Pleas. Mem. \\. 8 Sweet Memory. .Thee,
in whose hands the keys of Science dwell, The pensive

portress of her holy cell.

t PoTtress 2. Obs. rare"" 1
. [? corruption of obs.

^.portice (i6th c. in Godef.) :-L. (porta] postica

a postern. (The ending perh. influenced by for-

tress.)] The gate of a fortification.

1638 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. (ed. 2) 158 The wall.. has a

dozen Portresses [ed. 1665 adds or Gates], of which, foure

are shut up.

Port-Royal (p6-ut|roi*al). The name ofa con-

vent near Versailles {Port-Royaides Champs) which

in the I7th c. became the home of a lay community
celebrated for its connexion with Jansenism and its

educational work.
169* NORRIS Curs. Re/I. Ess. Hum, Und. 65 A sort of

men whose Talent was never known to lie much towards

Philosophy, will needs turn a Conventicle into a Port Royal.

1714 ADDISON Spect. No. 562 r 3 The Gentlemen of Port-

Royal,., were more eminent for their Learning and their

Humility than any other in France. 17*7-4" CHAMBERS
Cycl. s. v. t We say. .the Greek and Latin methods of Port-

royal, which are grammars of that language. 1864 BOWEN
Logic ii. 39 The excellent * Art of Thinking ', which com-

monly passes under the name of the
'

Port-Royal Logic'.

1883 Cha.nil>crs Encycl. VII. 693/1 The establishment of a

POBTUALL.
school, for which they prepared the well-known educational
bookb known under the name of Port Royal, the Greek and
Latin Grammars, General Grammar, Geometry, etc.

Hence Fort-Royalist, a member or adherent of

the community of Port-Royal des Champs.
1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl. s. v. Port-royal, All that adhered

to that party, took tlie name of Port -royalists. 1844 EMER-
SON Ess. Ser. n. viii. (1876) 194 Why so impatient to baptize
them Essenes, or Port- Royalists, or Shakers, or by any other
known and effete name? 1864 HOWEN Logic xiii. 450

' We
employ reason ', said the Port-Royalist logician,

' as an
instrument for acquiring the sciences, whereas we ought to

use the sciences as a means of perfecting our reason.
1

t Po'rt-sa le. Obs. Also 5-6 porte-, 6-7
-sail(e. [f. PORT s/>.~ or sb.'J (cf. sense i c) + SALE.]
1. Public sale to the highest bidder; sale by

auction.

1494 FABVAN Chron. vn. 594 That all marchauntstraungers
shuld be set loan Englisshe boost, within .xv.dayes of theyr

commynge to their porte sale. 1542 UnALL^Voj/;/. Apopk.
169 Philippus sate at the portesale his garment or robe
short tucked vp about hym. 1543-4 Act 35 Hen. VIIlt

c. 7 i That the saide Marcbauntis doggers and fishermen
at their commynge home, .can (not) have porte sale nor redy
utterance for their Fishe. 1573-80 BAHET Ah'. S 206 To
sell publikely, or by portsaiie, as they sell by the crier, when
ones goods are forfeited for lacke of paiement 1600

HOLLAND Lhy XLI. 1103 Five thousand sixe hundred and
two and thirtie persons were sold out-right in port-sale
under the guirland [sub corona venit-re\. a 1653 GOUGE
Cotnin, Hcb, xiii. 4 They who commit uncleannesse for gain,
are said to sell their body ; or to set it, ;is we speak, to port-
sail, n 1670 HACKET Abp. Williams n. (169.2) 168 Like the

last bidding for a thing at the port -sale.

*i Erroneously referred to POUT 1 2 : see quots.
1607 COWELL Ititcrpr., Portsalc, ..sale offish presently

vpon returne in the hauen. Whence 1616 in BULLOKAR

Eng_. Expos., 1706 in PHILLIPS, 1848 in WHARTON Law Lex.

(Fish are commonly sold on the strand by port-sale or

auction : whence the error.)

2. Comb, f Portsale-maker, an auctioneer.

1552 HULOET, Portsale maker, anclionarius.

tPort salu't. Obs. rare. Forms: 5 port

salut, -salow, -salue, 6 -salu. [app. a. OF.

port salut, in mod.F. port de salut L. *portus
salfitis port or haven of safety.]

' Haven of safety';

the port or goal one is making for.

c 1407 HOCCLEVE Balatic to Sotncr 22 Whethir our taille

Shal soone make vs with our shippes saille To port salut.

1472-5 Kalis o/Tarlt. VI. 156/1 Such Citees or Tounes. .,

where any such Caryk, Galee or Shipp, shall happen here-

after to make his Port salow. 1481 lioTONER Tulle Old

Age (Caxton) Gvb, When men be vpon the riuer in to the

hauen warde and to haue takyn their porte salue. 1523
SKELTON Carl. Laurel 541 When at the port salu Ye fyrste

Fortsman (p5<>-jtsma:n). [f.
PORT s6. 1 3 +

MAX rf. 1
] A citizen or-inhabitant of one of the

Cinque Ports. (Usually in plural.)
1626 DK. BUCKHM. in Rushw. Hist. CM (1659) ' 380

When the Kings Ships, or others, be in danger on the

Goodwins, and other places within the view of the Ports-

men, they have refused to help with their Boats, lest the

Kings ships should command them on board. 1629 in

W. Boys Sandwich (1792) 749 The Admiralty Court doth

impose fines upon portsmen. 1755 CARTE Hist. Eng. IV.

161 If the king's ships, .have any need of pilots for the sand

coasts of Flanders or the like wherein the portsmen are best

experienced they will not serve without the lord Warden's . .

warrant. 1900 Blackw. Slag. Nov. 712/1 His acquaintance
with the Ports and the Portsmen. .is intimate and varied.

t Port-SO'ken. Old Law. 0/>s. [f.
Poivrrf.2

+ SOKEN.] The jurisdiction of a port or town ;

hence, spec, the district outside a city or borough,
over which its jurisdiction extended. Also attrib.

[a 1189 Charter of Hen. // to Canterbury in Somner
Gavelkind (1660) 135 Infra urbem, & in Portsoka. 1200

Rot. Charl.(&y(> 45/2 Carta Korhamlon. Sciatis nos con-

cessisse burgensibtis nostris de Norhamton . . quietantiam
murdri infra burgum et portsoka.] 1224 HEN. Ill Charter
to City of London in Coke Instil, iv. (1648) 252 Quod infra

muros ctvitatis, neque in portesokne nemo capiat hospitium

per vim. [a 1272 Charter ofHen. Ill in Somner Gavrlkind

(1660) 135 Nullus de civitate vel Portsoka sua.l 1660 SOMNER
Gavelkind 135 Portsoken, being. .1 take it, the same, which

at this day is known there by the name of Portsoken-Ward
. .but in some ancient Charters of Liberties, .you may find

it spreading it self to the utmost skirts and liberties of the

City without the wals. 1701 MAN-LEV Cmlfjt Interpr.,

Portsokne, the Soke or Liberties of any Port, i. e. City, or

Town. . . Quietantiam murdri infra urbem & in Portsokne,

i. e. within the.. City, and the Liberties without the Walls.

Port-town (po-Jt,tann).

f 1. A market-town or borough : = PORT sb:-

c 1290 S. Eng. Leg. I. 307/267 He fierde ase doth a port-

doggue I-norischet in port-toun.

2. A sea-port town :
= PORT ji.l 2.

1601 HOLLAND Pliny I. loo Gaza a port towne and farther

within, Anthedon, and the mountain Angoris. 1641 EARL
MONM. tr. Biondis Civil Warns in. 116 Harfleur was the

chiefest Port Town of all Normandy. 1705 Royal Proclam.

18 Ian. in Lond. Gaz. No. 4090/1 The Civil Magistrates at

..Our Port-Towns. 1754 FIELDING Voy. Lisbon Wks. 1882

VII. 88 There are many of those houses in every port-town.

tPO'rtuall. Obs. rare- 1
, [cf.

med.L. portu-

alia passes in mountains (see PORT sbl 5), It.

portnale 'having ports or harboroughs for ships'

(Florio 1598), f. L.porlu-s harbour, port.] Open
to passage ; permeable, penetrable.

1603 LODGE Treat. Plague (Hunter. Cl.) 16 Men of

vnbndeled dyet, sanguine, and such as haue large and

portuall pores.



FORTUABY.

Portliary (po<>Mtiiari). arch. [A modern for-

mation on portuas, or other variant of PORTAS :

perh. after breviary.} = POKTAS. Also attrib.

a 1867 (title) The Porttiary of the Laity, containing the

layman's share of the Public Offices of the Church of

England. 1880 Times i Jan., The Roman Breviary.. In

England the more common name was Portuary. Latin
'

Portiforium '. 1884 W. H. RICH JONES Reg. S. Osmund
(Rolls) II. Gloss. 166 Breyitirhtm, a breviary. .. Another
name given to it was ' Portiforium ', in English

'

Portuary '.

Portuas, etc., variants of PORTAS.

Portugal (po'atigal). Forms: a. 5-6 Port-

yngale, 6 -gall, -ggale, Fortingaill, -j -galle, 5-9

-gale, 6-9 -gal(l. 0. 6-7 Portugale, -gall(e, 7

-gual, 6- Portugal, [a. Pg. (= Sp., F., etc.)

Portugal, earlier Porliical, ad. med.L. Portus Cale,

the port of Gaya, Oporto. Alfonso, Count of

I'ortiicatt, became the first king of Portugal. Cf.

MDu. Portegale. The form Portingale is perh. to

be compared with nightingale from nihtegale ;
but

cf. OF. Portingalois Portuguese.]
1. A country in the west of the Iberian peninsula.
o. c 1386 CHAUCER Epil. Nun's Pr. T. 13 Him nedeth nat

his colour for to dyghen With brasile ne with greyn of

Portyngale. c 1435 (title) Torrent cf Portyngal, Here

bygynneth a good tale Of Torrente of Portyngale. ? a 1550
Sir A. Barton in Surtees Misc. (1888) 72 Full longe against

Portingaill they weare. a. 1618 RALEIGH Apol. 9 A French

Shallop which he tooke in the Bay of Portingall. 1824
BYRON Jitanx vi. xlv,With 'Tu michamas's' from Portingale.

3. 1553 EDEN Treat. Name Iml. (Arb.) 13 The Kynge of

Portugal! subdued this cytie. 1588 (title) A true Discourse

of the Armie which the King of Spaine caused to be assembled

in the Hauen of Lisbon, in the Kingdome of Portugall..

against England.
1 2. A native or inhabitant of Portugal ;

a Portu-

guese. Ots.
a. 1497 Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scot. I. 383 Item,, .in

Dunbertane, to the Portingales in almous, . . xviij s. 1582
HESTER Seer. P/uorav. n. xxxii. m Among a number of

;

other, I cured a Portingale. 1600 ABP. ABBOT Exp. Jonah
\

210 The late discoveries of the Portingales and the
;

Spaniards.
0. 1542 UDALL Erasm. Apoph. 285 Y8 Portugalles, whose

countree is called in latine Lusitatiia. 1624 CAPT. SMITH

Virginia v. 196 A company of poore distressed Portugals
and Spaniards. 1707 SLOANE Jamaica I. 253 In Ferdinando
de Soto's expedition . .written by a Portugal of Elvas.

1 3. The Portuguese language. Obs.

1588 PARKE tr. Meiuioza's Hist. China 251 A man, who
was a Chinp. .and could speake Portugal. 1698 FKYER
Ace. E. India 9j P. 9 Their Speech is broken Portugal.

f 4. = POKTAGUE, the coin. Obs.

1346-7 Test. hr. (Surtees) \1. 255 Mr Palmer to have
a portyngall of golde for his paynes.

t 5. ? A sweetmeat from Portugal. Obs. rare 1
.

1560 H. MACHYN Diary 10 June (Camden) 237 Pepyns and
marmelade, and sukett, comfets, and portynggalles and
dyvers odur dyssys.

6. a. attrib. or as adj.
= PORTUGUESE A.

a. 1498 Ace. Ld. High Treas. Seat. I. 388 Giffen to the

Portingale man of the west see for the brokin schip that the

King bocht. 1545 Kates of Customs C ij b, Portyngale
skynnes the dossen. 1601 W. PARRY Trav. Sir A. Sherley
27 There came news of a Portingall fryer. 1655 (title) The
Lusiad.. written In the Portingall Language by Luis De
Camoens. .put into English Hy Richard Fanshawe.
3. 1600 J. PORY tr. Leo's Africa in. 178 He learned the

Portugall-language most exactly. 111691 BOYLE Hist. Air
(1692) 202 A man of letters, that divers times crossed the
line in great Portugal ships. 1719 DE FOE Crusoe (1840) 1.

iii. 42, I had met with the Portugal captain.
b. in names of products, esp. species and varieties

of plants, as Portugal onion
; Portugal crake-

berry, Corema alba or liisitauicum : see quot. ;

Portugal laurel, Cerasus lusitanica
; Portugal

peach, P. quince, local varieties of these fruits.

1866 Treas. Bot., Corema, *Portugal Crakeberry. An
erect much-branched low shrub of rigid habit, closely allied

to Empetriim. 1734 Catal. Seeds in Fain. Rose Kitravock

(Spald. Club) 427 *Portugal laurel. 1839 SELBY in Proc.
Berw. Nat. Clnb I. No. 7. 191 The Portugal Laurel . . was
not. .injured. 1706 EVELYN Kal. Hort. Nov. 120 The
Suckers of the "Portugal Quince. 1887 Nicholson's Diet.

Gani., Portugal Quince, ..Cydonia vulgaris lusitanica.

Hence f Po'rtingaler , t Portuga, llian, a Portu-

guese ; Po'rtuffalism, adherence to Portugal.
a 1451 FORTESCUE Wks. (1869) 552 Almaner Lumbardds, . .

j

Spaynarrds, and Portyngalers. 1479-81 Rcc. St. Mary at
\

Hill 95 For the Buryyng of a portyngaler. 1601-2 FUL-
j

BECKE i^ Pt. Parall. 21 The Portugallians make villaines
|

of the Mahometistes which they sell by companies. 1676
in J. T. Wheeler Madras (1862) III. 419/1 (Portuguese I

Padrys] who used toentail Portugalism as well as Christianity
on all their converts.

Portugue, variant of PORTAGUE, the coin. Obs.
\

Portuguese (po*.itirfgrz), a. and sb. Also

(6 porteguse), 7 -gueze, -guez, -guise, -gues(s,

7-9 -gueze. [ad. Pg. portugiiez, Sp. portitgiies,
It. portoghese, K. porlngais, in OF. porlugalois,
med.L. portugalcnsis : see PORTUGAL and -ESE.]
A. adj. Pertaining to Portugal or its people.

1662 HOWELL (title) A New English Grammar. .With som
special remarks upon the Portugues Dialect, . .For the :

service of Her Majesty. 1709 STEELE Taller No. 75 F 5
He was low of Stature, and of a very swarthy Complexion,
not unlike a Portugueze Jew. 1828 C. M C!NTOSH Pract.
Card. I. 67 A Portuguese settlement on the coast of Africa.

b. Hence in names of various things, as Portu-
guese cut, a particular form in which brilliants
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are sometimes cut (Cent. Diet. 1889); Portuguese
knot : see quot. ; Portuguese man-of-war : see

MAN-OF-WAR 4; Portuguese trade-wind, a north-

east wind felt along the coast of Portugal (J-'unk's

Stand. Diet. 1895).
1871 Routlcdge's Ev. Boy's Ann. May 299 A similar band

is known as the Portuguese Knot used as a lashing for

sheave legs.

B. sb.

1. A native of Portugal. [The plural Portugueses

(-giieses) was used during 1 7th c, : since it became

obs. Portuguese has been sing, and pi. ;
in modern

times a sing. l'ortng(tt)ee has arisen in vulgar use,

esp. among sailors. Cf. CHINESE, etc.]
1622 T. ROBINSON Anat. Eng. Nunnery 27 Diuers Portu-

geses our neighbours. 1694 W. WOTTON Anc. <( MiiJ.

Learn. (1697) 269 The Portugueses, who first made daring

Voyages, by the Help of the Compass, into the Southern
and South-Eastern Seas. 1698 FKYER Ace. E. India A- P.

38 There being., of English and Pprtuguez 700. 1483
WATSON Philip /// (1839) 133 The affairs of the Portuguese
in India were more than ever neglected by the government
at home. 1878 HESANT & RICE Celia's Arb. xxviii, A
Portugee, as every sailor knows, is a Portugee by birth.

2. The Portuguese language.
1617 MINSMEU Z>//c/0r (title p.), In these eleuen Languages

. .8. Portuguez. 1653 H. COHAN tr. Pinto's Trav. v. 12 A
Breichman that spake very good Portugueze. 1840 MAI.COM
Trav. 35/1 These are adopted by one from the English,
another from the Arabic, another from the Greek, and
another from the Portuguese.
t 3. - POUTAGUE, the gold coin. Obs.

1586 J. HOOKER Hist. Irel. in Ilolinshed II. 98/1 Storing
him. .with seuen score porteguses. <? 1631 DONNE Lett.

(1651) 86 He may cast up a greater summe who hath but

forty small monies, then he with twenty Portuguesses.
a 1668 DAVENANT Xcws fr. Plymouth Wks. (1673) 2 Each
with a bag of Porteguez under His left arme.

f 4. ? A kind of snuff. Obs.

1708 PRIOR Mice 84 After some thought, some Portuguese,
Some wine.

Hence Portuguese v . trans.,\.o make Portuguese,
to assimilate to the Portuguese.
1698 FKVER Ace. E. India ,f- P. 157 The Mass of the

People are ..Portuguezed in Speech and Manners.

II Portulaca (p6>>Jti<U"i'ka). [L. portulaca

purslain (P. oleracea') : taken by Tournefort, J 700,
as a generic name.] A genus of plants, compris-
ing low succulent herbs bearing white, yellow, red,

or purple terminal flowers, expanding only once

in direct sunshine
; esp. a plant of a cultivated

species of this genus.
1548 TURNER Nantes of Herbes (E.D.S.) 65 Portulaca is

called in english purcellaine. 1706 PHILLIPS, Portulaca,
Purslain, a cold and moist Herb, which stirs up the Appetite.
1866 Harvard Afern. Biogr., Savage 1 . 337 My Heliotrope
is magnificent and portulacas begin to make a show. 1882
Garden 8 Apr. 234/2 Of all annuals that can be grown out
of doors I know of none more beautiful than Portulacas.

Hence Portulaoeons
(-<?i'Jas)

a. Bot., of or per-

taining to the natural order Portulaceir, comprising
succulent shrubs and herbs, chiefly American, but

distributed in all parts of the world.

1852 TH. Ross Huntboldt's Trav. I. vi. 203 Most of the

portulaceous plants which grow on the banks of the gulf of

Cariaco. 1858 in MAYNE Expos. Lex,

t Portulace, -lack. Obs. Also 5 portulake.

[ad. L. portulaca PURSLANE : see prec., and cf. OF.

portulache, -lague.] The common Purslane {Por-
tulaca oleracea).
c 1400 I.anfrane's Cirurg. 240 pe pacient schal absteine

him fro fleisch & fisch & vse lactucis, portulacis. Ibid. 268
An enplastre as of solatri, portulace. c 1420 Pallnd. on
Husb. xi. 246 Yf auntes harme, a craft is ek therfore. Held
on the tre the luce of portulake [rime slake] Half aysel

myxt. 1770 J. R. FORSTER tr. Kalm's Trav. N. Amer.
(1772) II. 93 Portulack (Portulaca oleracea) grows sponta-
neously here in great abundance.

Portulan, variant of POHTOLANO.
Portunal (po<>-Jti/<nal). [a. Ger. portunal,

app. ad. L. Portundlis belonging to Portunus :

see next.] (See quots.) Also called portunal-flute.
1852 SEIDEL Organ 101 Portunal is a very agreeable, open

flute-register in the manual.. -Its beautiful tone is of a very
peculiar quality, similar to that of the clarionet. 1876
HILES Cateclt. Organ ix. (1878) 60. 1898 STAINER &
BARRETT Diet. Alus. Terms, Poriunal-Jlute, an organ stop,
the pipes of which are of wood, and are open, and larger at

the top than at the mouth.

Portuniail (pojti'nian), a. and sb. Zool. [f.

mod.L. Portiin-us (a. L. Porlfinus name of the

god of harbours) + -IAN.] a. adj. Of or pertaining
to the Portiinidse, a family of swimming crabs, or

to the typical genus Portilnus. b. sb. A crab of

this family (Cent. Diet. 1890). So Portu-nid = b;
Portu noid a., akin in form to the portunians.
t Portu-nity. Obs. tare. [Aphetic form of
OPPORTUNITY ; so OF. porluniti.]
1308 Kalcnder ofSheph. (1892) III. App. 180 Cease whyle

ye haue space and portunyte.

Portuos, portuous, etc., variants of PORTAS.

fPorturat, ///. a. Sc. Obs. rare- 1

. ['/quasi-
Latinized form otporturit, -ed

;
see PORTUKE v. 3.]

Fashioned, moulded, formed, made.
1489 Barbaur's Bruce x. 281 (Edin. MS.) He was off

mesurabill statur, And weile porturat at mesur.

PORT-WINE.
'

-j- Forture, ^. l Obs. rare. Also 4 portoure,
I 5 porteure. [a. OF. port(e,ure bearing, demean-

our, that which is borne, offspring : L. type *porta-

tilra, f. L. portfire, K. porter \Q carry : see -URE.]
1. Bearing, demeanour, behaviour.
c 1305 St. ^within 25 in E. E. P. (1862) 44 pat he teiste

him such portoure J>at to a such child bicome. ci^oo
Laud Troy tile. 16604 Pirrus i.s knyght gode gay, Oft"

fTair porture, ofgode aray. (^1440 ipomydon 121 For tliouglic
a man wold all this day Hyr beaute di^cryue, he coude not

sey All hyr worshyp ne liyr portuie.
2 Offspring, progeny.
1480 CAXTON Ovid's Met. xiu. ix, Yet he is not fylled ne

satisfyed but defowleth my porteure deed or quyke.

t Po'rture, sd.~ Obs. rare. [f. PORTURE v.\
A portrait, image, effigy.

1542 UIJAI.L Erasm, Afioph. 88 The porture of a man in

brasse or stone. Ibid, 115 u, The people of Athenes..made
& sette vp.. their yrnages and porlures in coppre. 1570
LEVIN* Miinip. 192/44 A I'orture^/c/K^a, tjjfigies,

t Po'rture, portere, v. Ol>s. Untfly \npa.

pple, 4-6 portred, 5 purtred, 6 portered (,-ide,

Sc. -it), portured (-id, Sc: -yt), po(u)rturde,
purtured. [A by-form of PORTRAY. Occuis

first in pa. pple. porlrcd, app. an anglicized form

of OF. portrait^ portret, pa. pple. of portrairc
to PORTRAY ; from the later variants portered,

portent^ portured^ was evolved the vb. porter,

porture in i6th c. But portrewynge vbl. sb. is

found a 1400. Cf. CONSTEK from construe^
1. trans. To paint, or ornament with pictures.
c 1394 /'. PI. (.rede 192 pat cloister .. was pllered and

peynt & portred well clene. c 1400 riciumarts Tale 135
That hye on horse willeth ryde In glitterand golde of grele

aray, I-paynled and portred all in pryde. 1539 TAVERSER
Card. IVysed. n. 10 They haue the walles of tlieyr houses

portered with armes.

2. To portray, depict. Ahojig.
#1440 Sir Degrcv. 1448 There was purtred in ston..The

story of Absolon. 1511 in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. n. I. 181

They shall present theymself with theyr names portered in

theyr shyldes. 1513 DOUGLAS sEneis\\\. iv. 70 The ancyant
king Saturne thair mycht thou se..Wyth wthir prencis

, porturyt in that place. 1530 PAI.SGR. 662/2, I portyr,
I make the sliappe, or the portrature of a thynge, /tf pour-
trays.. ,\ porter a thynge after the quycke. 1563 B. GOOGK
Egfogs* etc. (Arb.) 114 There myght I se, with wondrous

Arte, the Picture porturde playne. 1570 LEVINS Manip.
193/15 To Porture, pingere.

3. To form, fashion, mould, make: PORTRAY ^.5.
1535 STEWART Cron. Scot. (Rolls) II. 189 Aurelius tua

sisteris fair and gude, . .he had of plesand pulchritude, Por-

terit but peir, full of formobUie.

Hence f Po'rturing vbl. sb.

1398 TREVISA Earth. De P. R. xvi. xxxvii. (Tollem. MS.),
Liche to golde in crownes amonge portrewynge [1535 poi-

turynge] and peyntoure.

Portus, -e, portuus, etc., variants ofPORTA3.

f Port-vein. Obs. [f. PORT sb$
t
after F. veinc

porte, L. vena porta.] PORTAL rein.

1586 BRIGHT t\Ielanch. vii. 30 Drawen . .out of the liuer, by
abraunchof theporte vayne. 1594 T. B. LaTrimatid. Fr.
Acad. n. 356 The first is called the port-veine, because it is

as it were the doore of the liuer out of which it prpceedeth.
1655 H. VAUGHAN Siltx Scint. in. Daphnis, Like some

great port-vein With large rich streams to feed the humble

plain. 1706 PHiLLirs, Porta.. . In Anatomy, the Port-vein.

Port-vent. [corresp. to a F. *porte-vent

'carry-wind', f. PORTE- + vent wind.] A pipe

conveying the wind in an organ or bagpipe.
1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl., Port-vent, in an organ, is a

wooden pipe, well closed, which serves to convey the wind
from the bellows to the, sound-board of the organ. 1877
G. MACDONALD Afrq. Lossie xi. Malcolm set his port vent

to his mouth, rapidly filled his bag.

Po'rt-way. Now local, [f. PORT so.% + WAT j<.]

A road leading from town to town
;
a public high-

way ;
a Roman road.

Used by Holland in translating various L. expressions :

see quots. In the Godstow Charters ("1285 applied to a

road near Cassington, Oxon. The name survives in other

localities, e. g. in the Vale of the White Horse.

c 1385 (transl. ^1450) Godsto'tv Reg. 301 Of the whiche lond,
v. acres (lien to-gedir) strecchen into the portwey [se ex-

tendunt in to porteiveyc] ; And j. half acre, the whiche
strecchith into porteweye [portweye] beside the lond of

william Fitz Pettr. 1600 HOLLAND Livy vn. xxx. 270 The
whole multitude stand about the gates looking toward the

high port-way [via] that leadeth from hence thither. 1610

Camdens Brit. 282 The bridges of Abbindon and Dor-

chester, whereby London portway \regia via} was turned
from thence [from Wallingford]. Ibid. 508 The high port-

way or Romane Street [via rni/itaris]. Ibid. 557 The port-

way or High paved street {via. Romana lapidihns con-

strata} named Bath-gate [at Buxton].

Po-rt-wi-ne. - POUT sbj i.

[169* LUTTRELL Brief Rel. (1857) II. 334 An English
vessell . . with O Porto wine and some passengers on board.]
a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Red-fustian, Clarret or red

Port-Wine. 1759 MOUNTAINE in Phil. Trans. LI. 292 Six
dozen of bottles of Port wine. 1836 CYRUS RKDDISG Mod.

i

Wines viii. 220 In 1730 good port wine was sold in England
at two shillings the bottle, and white wine of Portugal at

the same price.

b. attrib. and Comb., as port-wine colour^ negus,

stain, tint', port-wine mark = NJEVUS.

1872 Routledgis Ev. Soys Ann. Apr. 276/1 He has

what is called a port-wine mark on the back of^his
neclc.

1887 MRS. EWING Peace Egg 9 A port-wine stain on the

,

best table-cloth.
< 1889 Anthonys Photogr. Bull. H. 133

! Of a light port-wine color.



PORT-WINY.

Hence Po'rt-wi'ny a., smacking of port-wine.
1881 Miss BRADDON Aspfi. II. 10 Thoie prosy port-winey

old sermons of his.

Po-rty.a. [f.
PoRTrf." + -Y.] Like, of the nature of,

or connected in some way with port-wine
: cf. prec.

1859 G. MEREDITH R. Fei'crd II. i. 7 The eloquence of

that Forty reply was lost on his Client. 1892 Pall NallG,
14 Dec. 1/3 As an old Academician once said,

'

They [pic-

tures] have got porty by time
',
and of course improved.

1906 Mactn. Mag. Mar. 387 Gout.. was suggestive of fine

old porty ancestors.

Portyfoliom, Portyngale : see PORTJFOLIUM,
PORTUGAL. Portygewe, var. PORTAGUE Obs.

Port-yowl (pUtiyau-l). Sc. Also 9 portule.

[f. I'OKT sb* (?) + YOWL.] A doleful cry, howl:
in to sing tori-yawl, to cry out, wail, howl.

1708 M. BRUCE Lect. <y Serin. 62 All Folks are singing

Songs of Jovially, but the people of God, they must sing Port-

youl. 1722 W. HAMILTON Wallace iii. 161 I'll make them
know they have no Right to rule, And cause them shortly all

Sing up Port-yeull. 1892 Ballymena O/'scrrcr (E.D.D.i,
A'll mak' you sing portule wi' the wrang side o' your lip oot.

Portyr, variant of FORTUNE 0/>s.

Porule (pos-riftl). rare. [f.
PORE s&.1 + -TJLE.]

A minute pore.
1846 DANA Zwph. (18481513 Porules narrow-oblong. Ibid.

G^s., Cellule, Porule, the pores in the internal texture of

a corallum.

Hence Po'rulose, Fo'rulous adjs., abounding in

minute pores.
1846 DANA Zoof>k. (1848) 705 Both surfaces minutely

porulose. 1858 MAYNE Ex/>. Lex,, Pornlosus. .porulous.

Porvaye, obs. form of PURVEY.

Porwigle, obs. variant of POLLIWOG.

t Po'ry, a. Obs. Also 6 powrie, 6-7 porie,

poory, 7 poary. [f. PORE sbl + -Y.] Full of or

containing pores ; porous.
1535 Trcvisa's Earth. De P. R. V. xliii. 59/2 They [the

rein*] ben fleshely and poory [ed. 1582 powrie]. 1578
HANISTEK Hist. Man I. 2 The bones of y nose, and Ossicles

of hearyng, are inwardly Porie. 1615 G. SANDYS Tra::

278 The stones hereof are so light and pory, that they
will not sinke. 1654 FLECKNOE Ten Years TraT. 71 The
body growing Cane-wise, distinguish! by several knots,
out of whose poory sides, the branches issue forth in round.

1656 tr. Comcnius Gate Lat. Unl. 99. 33 The poary
Spunge bred on the rocks under water. 1697 DRVDEN /'"*>-.

Gcarg. iv. 536 Vaulted Roofs of Pory Stone. 1816 ISlachf.

Mag. XIX. 401 They glide with ease through the pory earth.

Porzy, obs. form of PURSY.

Pos, variant of Poz, short for positive.

I! Posada (posa'da). Also 8 possada. [Sp.,
a resting place, an inn, ppl. sb. f. posar to lodge :

see POSE p.1] A (Spanish) inn or place of accom-

modation for travellers.

lers. 1828 \V. IRVING in Life f, Lett. (1864) II. 285 The

squalid miseries of the Spanish posadas. 1891 B. HARTK
1st Fain. Tasajara II. 102 There were some Mexicans

lounging about the posada.

fPo-sary. Obs. rare~ '. Arch. [app. f. med.L.

posare (whence It posare, F. poser} to rest (see

POSK zi.
1
) + -ARY l.]

= PODIUM : see quot.
1664 EVELYN tr. Freart's Archil. 124 They served for

Podia or posaries of a leaning-height for which they had a

blight Cornice assign'd them.

II Posaune (pazau'ne). Also posaun. [G., a

trumpet, trombone (
= Du. bazuin, Da., Sw. iasuii),

MUG. bus&ne, -hie, ad. OF. buisine BUYSINE.]
1 1. A trombone. Obs.

1724 Short Explic. For. Wds. in KTus. Bks., Posaune, a

Sackbut, an Instrument of Musick made use of as a Bass to

a Trumpet. 1776 HAWKINS Hist. Mus. IV. i. x. 150 The
word Buzain is a corruption of Busaun, or, as it is now
spelt Posaune, which signifies a sacbut or bass-trumpet.

1814 tr. Klaproth's Trxv. 101 A great posaun.. of brass,.,

in three divisions, which are pushed out
in^ blowing.

2. A reed-stop on the organ, of a rich and power-
ful tone.

1843 Civil Eng. r Arch. Jrnl. VI. 108/1 The posaune is

built on a large scale, and is by far the most powerful ever

made. 1879 E. J. HOPKINS in Grove Diet. Mus. I. 562/2
There are some, .posaunesinthe pedal organ ..at Doncaster.

II Posca (pp-ska). Obs. exc. Hist. Also 7 pusca.

[L. (.Plaut.), an acidulous drink of vinegar and

water, lit. drink, f. root/u-, Gr. wo- (HOT-), to drink :

cf. fsca food
;
so It. posca, in same sense.] A mix-

ture of vinegar and water ; also, weak wine diluted

with water or with vinegar-water.
1541 COPLAND Galyens Terap. 2 A iv b, Yf ye must

wasshe the sore, take wyne or posca, that is to saye oxycra-
ton, or the decoction of some sharpe herbe. 1640 PARKIN-
SON rheat. Bot. 240 The kernells of the nuts bruised and
drunke with Posca possett (that is water and vinegar
mingled together). 1706 PHILLIPS, Posca (Lat.), a. .Drink
made of Vinegar and Water ; also Wine diluted or mingled
with Water in the Press. 1905 D. SMITH Days HisFlesli 497

They had with them a beaker of their posca or vinegar water.

t Pose, J*. 1 Obs. Forms : I sepos, 4-7 (8-9

dial.) pose, 5-6 poose, 7 pooss, poze. [OE.

}f-pos a catarrh, cough, f. Brythonic *pas- cough,
whence W., Corn, pas, Breton paz cough, from

Aryan *kwes- to wheeze, whence also Skr. (vas-,

OE. IwiKsan.] A cold in the head, catarrh.

c tooo Sax. Lecchd. II. 54 Wib jesnote & geposum jenim

1150

oxna lyb. a 1050 Herb. Apul. xlvi. ibid. 1. 148 WiS^eposu
\Ad tussim grawem]. c 1305 E. E. Poems (1862) 37 To hele

him of Jrepose. c 1386 CHAUCER Manciples T. Prol. 62 He
speketh in his nose And fneseth faste and eek he hath the

pose. 1486 Bk. St.Albans C iij b, For the Cogh or the poose
Takepowdreof Bays [etc.]. 1530 PALSGR. 582/1, 1 have the

pose./oy la catarre oryV su/s eitrime. 1706 PHILLIPS, Pose,
..a Rheum in the Head, a 1825 FORBY oc. E. Anglic^
P<?se

}
a catarrh, or cold in the head.

b. in the horse.

1607 TOPSELL Four-/. Beasts (1658) 277^ If the Horse
casteth little or no matter out of his nose, . . it is a sign that

he is stopped in the head, which we were wont to call the

pose. 1610 MARKHAM Master^, i. xxxviii. 74 The cold or

poze in a horses head. 1639 T. DE GRAY Compl. Horsem. 59

They be most enclined to poses, rhumes, paines in the head.

Fose (p0
u
z), sb Obs. exc. Sc. Also 5 pos, 6

pois, poiss, (poess). [app-, that which has been

deposited or laid down, f. F. poser to place, lay
down : see POSE z/.l]

A hoard, treasure, secret store of money, etc.

(-1440 Promp. Parv. 410/2 Pos, or depos, </<7>0Vr//. 1549

Compl. Scot. xi. 89 Thir said princis gat, in the spul^e. .the

kyng of Francis pose, quhilk vas al in engel noblis. 1563
WINJET Wks. (S. T.S.) II. 56 Quhatwes committit to thee,
lat that remane in thy poiss. 1637 RUTHERFORD Left. in.

xlvii. (1881! 537 If you seek, there is a pose, a hidden trea-

sure, a gold mine in Christ you never yet saw. 1816 SCOTT

Antiq. xxiv, This grand pose o' silver and treasure. 1844
M. A. RICHAHDSOK Hist. Tablc-bk., Leg. Div. II. 91 The
'pose

'

was gone, the coffer had vanished,

t Pose, J& ;J Obs. App. a variant of POSY. (Perh.
first in the plural > posies being taken as poses.}
154* UDALL Erasut, Apoph. 274 b, What poses certain

persones wrote under the images of Brutus & Caesar, a 1548
HALL Chron.^ Hen. VIII 3 b, Many subtleties, straunge
deuises, with seuerall poses. 1553 T. WILSON Rhet. loob,
If we purpose to dilate our cause hereby with poses and
sentences. 15.. Songs Costume (Percy

Soc.165 Suche garded
huoes, Suche playted shoes, And suche a pose, Say y never.

t Pose, sb.* Obs. [f. POSE z;.*] A state of

perplexity.
1616 Sm C. MOUNTAGU in Bnccleuch MSS. (Hist. MSS.

Coinm.) I. 249 The Lords they say are at a pose what to do.

Fose (p^uz), sb$ [a. F. pose, f. poser to put,

place : see POSE z/.
1
] An act of posing.

1. An attitude or posture of the body, or of a

part of the body, esp. one deliberately assumed,
or in which a figure is placed for effect, or for

artistic purposes.
1818 LADY MORGAN Antobiog. (1850) 170 Spencer begged

the cover, and read out the letter, that my pose might not

be disturbed. 1848 MRS. JAMESON Sacr. $ Leg. Art (1850)

213 His idea of the pose was borrowed, as we are told, from
an antique statue. 1883 B. HARTE Carqutnez Woods \. n He
unconsciously fell into an attitude that in any other mortal

would have been a pose.

2. fig. An attitude of mind or conduct.

1884 J. TAIT Mimi in Matter (1892) 311^
There is diffi-

culty in the silent pose, and meek opposition, of many of

the learned in the presence of idealism, creating suspicion
of partial acceptance. 1898 G. W. E. RUSSELL Coll. <y

Recoil, xiii. 176 This portentous age of reticence and pose.

1904 R. J. CAMPBELL Scrm. Individuals vi. 109
'
I thought.'

He had prepared himself in his mental pose for what did

not take place.

3. Dominoes. = DOWN st>.% 3 : see quote,
1865 Compl. Domino-Player 11 The pose, or turn to com.

mence the game, is determined in one particular manner in

all games of dominoes. 1870 HARDY & WARE Mod. Hoyle^
Dominoes 92 On the Continent. . . the

person holding the

highest double has the
'

pose
'

or
' down

,
and he commences

by playing that domino. If there should be no doubles,
then the person holding the highest domino has the pose.

t Pose, sb-Q Obs. [a. OF. pose a land measure

(1336 in Godef.), Fr. Swiss pose an old superficial

measure for meadows, fields, and forests, = half

the/aux, or 32,768 sq. feet (Godef.).] A superficial

measure of land, about three-quarters of an acre.

*759 J- MILLS Dnliamefs Husb. ii. ii. 265 This field

contains, according to our measure, six poses. Each pose
contains 400 square perches, and each perch nine feet.

I763 Pract. Husb. II. 306 Another field of betwixt nine

and ten poses (equal to about seven acres and three roods).

Fose (p0"z) z**
1 /*<* * and ///A posed : in ME.

also post, [a, Y. poser (in all the chief senses of

the Eng. word) : L. pazisare to halt, cease, pause,
in late L, to rest (see PAUSE v.\ which subsequently

acquired also through confusion with L. poncre

(posui, positttm} the trans, sense to lay to rest, put
or set down, place, properly belonging to the latter

(so in Leges Alam. tit. $$,pausant anna suajosum
they lay their arms down) ; so Ii. posare, Pr.pausar,

Sp. posar, all trans, and intr., Pg. pousar intr.

The sense c&pdncre having been restricted in the Romanic
of Gaul (as shown by Fr. and Prov.) to

'

lay eggs ',
its numer-

ous compounds (com; de-, dis-^ ex-, *>-, <?/-, pro-, suf>ponere>

etc.) were replaced in Fr. and Prov. by corresponding new

compounds of pausare: see APPOSE z>.
2

, COMPOSE, etc.; It.,

Sp.t and Pg. retain the original compounds of ponere.
A Com. Romanic compound of the intr. pausare is repre-
sented by REPOSE.]

f 1. trans. To place in a specified situation or

condition. Obs. rare.

1:1380 WYCLIF Serin, Sel. Wks. I. 242 Noting s tetter

post to l>e likyng of f>e fend. 1420 Pallad. on Husb. in.

495 But xxx footis pose Vche order of from other.

b. Dominoes. See quot. and cf. POSE sb.$ 3.

1865 Compl. Domino-Player 40 In
placing

the first domino
on the table, or posing, as it is called, you might [etc.].

POSE.

t 2. To suppose or assume for argument's sake.

(Usually with obj. cl.) Obs.
c 1374 CHAUCER Troylus in. 261 (310) A[s] bus I pose

a womman graunte me Here loue and seyth |at ober wole
she non. 1377 LANGL. P. PL B. xvn. 293, 1 pose I hadde

synned so-.myste I nou$te be saued ? c 14*0 Pallad. on
Hitsb. i. 285 Yet pose y that hit might amendid be. 15*8
Kalender ofSheph. xxxvii. Pvij b, Yf it were possyble that

the erthe were enhabyted all aboute & pose \earlicr edd.

puttand] the case y 1 it were so.

3. a. To lay down, put forth (an assertion, allega-

tion, claim, instance, etc.)-

1513 Helyas in Thorns Prose Rom. (1828) III. 92 He
made iniuriously to pose and put in faite that the said

duchesse had made to empoysen her husband. i66z GLAN-
VILL Lux Orient, xi. (1682) 85 God himself in his posing the

great instance of patience, Job, seems to intimate somewhat
to this purpose. 1882 OWEN in Longm. Mag. I. 64. What
is posed as the

' Neanderthal skull
'

is the roof of the brain-

case. 1888 Science XI. 256.2 M. Janet .. poses the new
psychology as of French origin.

b. To propound, propose (a question orproblem).
i86a SALA Accepted Addr. 124, 1 don't require any answer

to my question, now that I have posed it. 1873 SYMOMDI
Grk. Poets i. 14 Hesiod poses the eternal problems: what
is the origin and destiny of mankind ?

4. a. To place in an attitude (as an artist's

model or sitter, etc.). Also _/?.

1859 GULLICK & TIMES Paint. 312 The model is posed or

in other words 'set' in some particular attitude. 1868

TUCKERMAN Collector 70 In studied attitude, like one posed
for a daguerreotype. 1878 ABNEY Photogr. (1881) 240 In

posing a group, let it be remembered that each figure is

animate, and should not be made to look as lifeless as

a statue.

b. intr. To assume a certain attitude ; to place
oneself in position, esp. for artistic purposes.
1850 Edin. Rev. July 196 He drapes himself, and poses

before you in every variety of attitude. 1885 Truth 28 May
834/2 Tableaux are a great improvement on drawingroom
amateur theatricals, . .it is more easy to pose than to act.

c. fg+ To present oneself in a particular character

(often implying that it is assumed); to set up as,

give oneself out as
; to attitudinize.

1840 THACKERAY Shabby Genteel Story vi, He.. 'posed'
before her as a hero of the most sublime kind. 1877 BLACK
Green Past, xv, Was it true that these were the real objects
which caused this man to pose as a philanthropist? 1888

BRYCE Aier. Connnw. III. Ixxxi. 70 Politicians have of

late years begun to pose as the special friends of the work-

ing man.
Hence Posed ppl.al rare, fa. composed, grave,

sedate (obs.} ;
b. placed or arranged in a pose or

posture, as a sitter; whence Poseduess; Po'sing
vbL st>. 1 and ///. a.1 (sense 4).
a 1693 Urquharfs Rabelais in. xix, An old setled Person,

of a most *posed, stayed and grave Behaviour. 1891 An-

thony s Photogr. BitII. IV. 137 Now this
js

not a 'posed
'

subject, but taken in an actual game, which makes it so

much the more interesting. 1891 Temple Bar Mag. Mar.

442 It has the earnestness of Ingres, marred.. by his con-

ventionality, and a certain flat 'posedness. 1889 Anthony's
Photogr. BulL II. 88 By *posing we obtain likeness improved
by beauty of outline and graceful posture. 1890 Ibid, III.

411 The posing chair should be a low-backed chair fastened

to a platform . . on castors. This enables the operator to

move the sitter to any position, without the trouble of

getting up. 1888 PENNEI.L Sent. Jotim, 149 Barbizon, with
its picture galleries and *posing peasants.

Pose (p<?
ll

z) v-2 Also 7 poase, 7-9 poze.

[Aphetic form of APPOSE f. 1 or of OPPOSE, which

was confused with it.]

f-1. trans. To examine by questioning, question,

interrogate :
= APPOSE z/.1 i, OPPOSE v. I. Obs.

1516 TINDALE Luke ii. 46 They founde hym in the temple

sittinge in the middes of the doctours, both hearynge them
and posinge them. 1579 FULKE Heskins's Parl. 176 Let
me pose him in his aunswere like a childe. 1612 BRISSLEY
Lnd. Lit. iii. (1627) 16 Let so many.. stand together, and
then poase them without booke, one by one. 1688 BUNYAN

Dying- Sayings Wks. 50 Let us therefore be posing our-

selves which of the two it will be. 171* Wodrow Corr.

(1843) II. 648 When posed about faith, they answered in

terms of the Confession of Faith and Catechism.

2. To place in a difficulty with a question or

problem ; to puzzle, confuse, perplex, nonplus.
1393 DOXNE Sat. iv. 20 A thing which would have pos'd

Adam to name. 1605 VERSTEGAN Dec. Intelt. ii. (1628)

30 Now hath Occa posed me about the countrie of India,

which he expresely saith was in Africa. 1611 COTGR.,

Faire quinaut, to pose, or driue to a Nonplus, a 16*5
FLETCHER & MASS, Cust. Country in. ii, What precious

piece of nature To poze the world ? a 1677 BARROW Serin.

(1687) I. xxiii. 309 A question wherewith a learned Pharisee

thought to pose or puzzle him. 1711 STEELE SPect. No.

113 F 4 You must make Love to her, as you would conquer
the Sphinx, by posing her. 1807 CRABBE Par. Reg. i. 679
Then by what name th' unwelcome guest to call, Was long
a question, and it pos'd them all. 1856 DOVE Logic C/tr.

Faith i. i. 2. 61 We have thus posed the mathematician.,

and the historian.

t b. transf. To do that which puzzles (another).

1630 COWLEY Constant'ia <y Philetus xxiv, She took a

Lute. .And tun'd this Song, posing that harmony Which
Poets attribute to heavenly spheres.

Hence Posed ///. a.- ; Po'sinff vol. so.- and

ppl. a. 2 ; whence Po'sinffly adv. (Webster 1847) ;

Po-sement nonce-wd. t
the condition of being posed.

1820 KEATS Hyperion \\. 244 Whether through *pozed

conviction, or disdain, They guarded silence. 1850 L. HUNT
Autobiog. III. xx. 60 Puzzlement and *po>ement of various

sorts awaited many readers. 1556 B.GfcSENfc'in Foxe-4. -y- 1 ^-

(1583) 1853/1 This greate chere was often powthred with



POSE.

vnsauery sawces of examinations, exhortacions, *posings,

and disputacion.s. 1841 PEACOCK Ibid. App. A. p, xiii. note,

The process of examination was called apposing or posing.
1666 SPCBSTOWE A//V. Chym. (1668) 174 Another dark and
*
posing thought did arise.

Pose, z>.
:i dial.

[f.
POSE sb?\ trans. To hoard,

store up (money, etc.).
1866 GREGOR Dial. Banffshire s. v., The aul' bodie hiz

a houd o' siller poset up, an's eye posin' up mair.

II Pose (poztf), <* Her. [Fr., pa, pple. of poser
to place, etc., POSE z'.

1
] (See quota.)

1725 COATS Diet. Her.) Pose, ..a. French Term, signifying
a Lyon, Horse, or other Beast standing still, with all four

Feet on the Ground, to denote thereby that "it is not in

a moving Posture. 1882 CUSSANS Her. 315 Pose, placed:
as, Pose

1

en bande, bendwise.

Posed, ///. a. : see POSE v.1 and 2
.

Posedness, Posement : see POSE v.l
t
2

.

fPoselet, /<*.//&. Obs. ? Early form ofpuzzled.

1x1380 Minor Poemsf>: Vernon MS. 151 Among be pres

Jauh he were poselet, He spared no Hng f r no drede

Among ^e cristene til he were hoselet; Of such a child me
tok non hede.

Poser l
(ptfu'zai). Also 8 pozer. [Aphetic

form of APPOSER : see POSE v.2]

1. One who sets testing questions; an examiner;
= APPOSER i. Now rare.

1587 HARRISON England n. i. (1877) r - 35 When I consider

..the profit that ariseth at sundrie elections of scholars., to

the posers, a 1661 FULLER Worthies, Norfolk (1662) n. 258
The University., appointed Doctor Cranmer ..to be the

Poser-general of all Candidates in Divinity. 1664 PEPYS

Diary 4 Feb., To Paul's School,, .and up to hear the upper
form examined ;.. Dr. Wilkins and one Mr. Smallwood,
Posers. 1665 J. Bi'CK in Peacock Stat. Univ. Cambr. (1841)

App. B. p. Ixv, The Posers Feast was anciently kept upon
the Thursday at Night the Examination or Posing was
ended. 1702 C. MATHER Magn. Chr. in. i. i. (1852) 254
The Poser trying his Hebrew skill by the third chapter of

Isaiah. 1901 RASHDALL & RAIT New Coll. iii. 44 The term
1 Posers

'

is still applied to the two Fellows [of New College]
who examine at Winchester.

2. A question that poses or puzzles ;
a puzzle.

1793 SHERIDAN in Sherutaniana 147 This was a pozer.

1837 DICKENS Pickw. x, With the air of a man who was in

the habit of propounding some regular posers. 1894 Law
Times XCVII. 387/2 Interrupting the arguments by ques-
tions in the nature of posers.

Fo'ser-. [f.
POSE z'.

1 + -EiU: cf. TF. poseur.]
One who poses or attitudinizes : see POSE v.1 4.
1888 Pall Mall G. 24 Dec., Besides the professional

posers of the studio there are.. the posers of the Row, the

posers at afternoon teas, the posers in politics, and the

circus posers.

I! Poseur (p0zor). [F., agent-n. i. poser POSE
v. 1

: cf. prec.] One who practises an affected mental

or social attitude
;
an affected person. The fem.

||
PoseU'Se is also occasionally used.
1881 Contcmp. Rev. May 683 The same womanish and

uncontrolled poseur. 1887 Athenaeum i Jan. 34/1 The
latest attitudes in literature, art, and politics are presented
in a way to make poseurs of all sorts either laugh or wince.

1893 Daily News 29 Apr. 5/1 Madame de Krudener may
best be regarded as the supreme

'

poseuse
'

of history,

Posey, variant of POSY.

Posh. (prj). [A\*\. posh, pash : cf. PASH sb 4.]

1. dial. The fragments produced by a smash ;

a soft, decayed, rotten, or pulpy mass; a state of

slush : see Eng. Dial. Diet.

[1790: see PASH so. 2
4.]

2. In full posh-ice-. Ice broken into small frag-

ments ; brash-ice, porridge-ice.
1876 DAVIS Polaris Exp. iii. 75 The vessel was forced

through brash or posh ice. 1885 WHYTE MELVILLE In
Lena Delta ii, Forcing our way through a stream of posh.

Poshet, -(o^ote, -otte, obs. ff. POSSET.

Poshteen : see POSTEEN. Posie, obs. f. POSY.

Fosied fpJ'zid), a. [f. POSY + -ED 2
.]

1. Inscribed with a posy or motto, arch.

1597 SHAKS. Lm'cr's Compl, 45 Many a ring of Posied

gold and bone. 1720 GAY To Yng. Lady 12 Some by
a snip of woven hair In posted lockets bribe the fair. 1802

Sporting Mag, 359 The motto'd garter and the posied ring.

2. Furnished with nosegays; flowery. Now dial.

1797 T. PARK Sonn, 06 And what one corner would of

flowerets yield, In posied wreaths his blooming daughter
bore. 1865 E. WAUGH Lane. Songs 50 It winds by a rind-

lin' wayter side, An' o'er a posied lea. 1894 H. SPEIGHT
Nidderdale 393 Pleasant country houses with posied gar-
dens are everywhere around.

Posil, obs. form of PUCELLE, maid, girl.

Posing, Poaingly : see POSE z*. 1 and ~.

Posit (pp'zit),
v. Also 7 -ite. [f.

L. posit-,

ppl. stem of ponSre to place, put, lay down.]
1. trans. To put in position ;

to set, dispose, or

situate; to place. (Chiefly in pa. pple. or passive.}
1647 LILLY Chr. Astral. To Rdr. 3 To vary their shape

as they are posited in Signe and house. 1664 POWER Exp.
Philos. in. 168 Then would those parts .. affect this..

Situation, howsoever the Loadstone was posited, a 1693

Urqn/iart's RaMais in. xx. 166 He posited his left Hand
wholly open. 1756 AMORV Buncle (1770) I. 87 To see how
things were posited at home. 1871 TYNDALL Fragtit. Set.

vi, (1872) 114 The blocks.. were moved and posited by a

power external to themselves. 1886 W. GRAHAM Soc.

ProbUm 161 Classes., connected with the production of

wealth or positing it where it is wanted.

2. To put down or assume as a fact ;
to lay down

as a basis of argument, etc. ; to affirm the existence

fif ; to postulate. Chiefly in Logic and Philos.

1151

f 1697 tr. Bttrgersdiciits his Logic n. xii. 52 To Posit, or

put the Antecedent or Consequent, is no more than to

assume it. Ibid. xvii. 78 The Effect being posited, it follows

that either there is a Cause Efficient, or else, that there has
been one. 1709-29 [see POSITED]. 1847 LF.WF.S Hist.

i
Philos. IV. 167 Either the Ego must posit the Non-Ego

! wilfully and consciously. .or [etc.]. 1877 E. CAIRO Philos.

;
Kant \. 157 In so far as anything is a cause, it posits some-

thing different from itself as an effect. 1898 J. A. HOHSON
Rnskin 105 The crude dualism which Huxley posits.

Hence Po*sited ///. a.
; Po-siting vbl. sb. and

I

ppl. a.

1665-6 Phil. Trans. I. 215 An account of two unusually
posited Rainbows seen. 1709-29 V. MASDEY Syst. Math.,
Arith. 60 If one of the posited False Numbers is deficient

i
from the Tree. 1895 Daily Chron. 6 Nov. 2/7 His hatred

|
of compromise, his perpetual positing of the moral dilemma

'all or nothing'. 1899 A. E. GARVIE Ritschlian. Thcol.

in, iii. 82 A law, a thing posited, points back the under-
! standing to the positing spirit and will.

Position .ptfzi'Jan), sb. Also 6 posycyon,
! -cion, -tyon, posicion. [a. F. position, ad. L.

positio-nem a putting, placing, position ;
affirma-

tion ; theme, subject, etc., n. of action from ponere
(posit-um) to put, place, set.]

I. 1. The action of positing ;
the laying clown or

statement of a proposition or thesis; affirmation,

|

affirmative assertion. Chiefly in Logic and Philos.
c 1374 CHAUCER Bocth. v. pr. iv. 125 (Camb. MS.) Ffor by

i grace of possession [L. positionis gratia, cd. 1532 posycion]
'

..I pose pat ther be no prescience. 1604 SHAKS. Oth. MI.

iii. 234, I do not in position Distinctly speake of her. 1697
1

tr. Burgersdichis his Logic n. xii. 54 The Disjunctive
Syllogism, . . if consisting of two Members immediately
opposed, may proceed from a Position of one Member to an
Eversion of the other. 1832 AUSTIN yurispr. (1879) I. v.

175 It exists by the position or institution of its individual

or collective author. 1837-8 SIH W. HAMILTON Logic xvii.

, (1866) I. 332 A disjunctive syllogism consists.. in the re-

'. ciprocal position or sublation of contradictory characters, by
',

the subsumption of one or other. 1877 E. CAIRO Philos.

\
Kant n. xyi. 573 The alternate position and negation leads

|

to an infinite series.

2. A proposition or thesis laid down or stated
;

j

something posited ; a statement, assertion, tenet.

c 1500 in Peacock Sfat. Canibr. App. A. p. xxii, The
Father hath made on Argument agenst his Posytyon in the

fyrst mater. 1597 BACON Kss. x. lArb.) 152 It is a position
in the Mathematiques that there is no proportion betweene
somewhat and nothing. 1684 Contempt. State Man ii.

iii. (1699) 147 It was a Position of the Stoicks, that he was
i not Poor who wanted, but he who was necessitated. 1761
HUME Hist. Eng. I. xv, 374 An edict, which contains many

: extraordinary positions and pretensions. 1838-9 HALI.AM
i Hist. Lit. II. n, iv. 4. 122 Hooker.. rests his positions on
one solid basis, the eternal obligation of natural law. 1845

! J. H. NRWMAN Ess. Dwelopin. n. ii. 129, I have called
! the doctrine of Infallibility an hypothesis:, .let it be con-

;

sidered to be a mere position, supported by no direct evi-

! dence, but required by the facts of the case.

3. Arith. A method of finding the value of an

j

unknown quantity by positing or assuming one or

more values for it, finding by how much the results

differ from the actual data of the problem, and then

adjusting the error. Also called mle of (false] posi-
tion, rule ofsupposition, rule offalsehood, ruleoftrial
and error.

1551 RFCORDK Pathiu. fCtunvI. \\. Pref., The rule of false

position, with ilyuers examples not onely vulgar, hut some

appertaynyng to the rule of Algeber. 1704 J. HARRIS Lex.
Techn. I, Position, or the Rule ofPosition, otherwise called

the Rule ofFalshood. ..This Rule of False Position is of
Two kinds, viz. Single and Double. 1806 HUTTOM Course
Afafh. I. 135 Position is a method of performing certain

questions, which cannot be resolved by the common direct

rules. Ibid, 136 Double Position is the method of resolving
certain questions by means of two suppositions of false

numbers.

f 4. The action of positing or placing, esp. in a

particular order or arrangement ; disposition. Obs.

1623 COCKERAM, Position,, .a setting or placing. 1658
PHILLIPS, Position (lat.), a putting. 1664 POWFR Exp.
Philos. in. 158 You may change the Polarity of many feeble

Stones, by a long Position in a contrary posture, a 1677
HALF Prim. Orig. Man. in. vii. 288 In my Watch, the Law
and Rule of its Motion is the Constitution and Position of

its Parts by the Hand and Mind of the skilful Artist. 1735
BERTIN Chess iii, The Game of Chess consists of two parts,
the Offensive, and Defensive;, .the Defensive [consists] in

the due position of your own [forces], by guarding against

your enemy's attack.

5. The manner in which a body as a whole, or

the several parts of it, ate disposed or arranged ;

disposition, posture, attitude.

Eastwardposition \ the position of the officiating priest
at the Eucharist, when he stands in front of the holy table

or altar and faces the east.

1703 MOXON Mech. Excrc. 176 They should lift their

Treading Leg so high, as to tire it.. after it is raised to so
uncommodious a position. 1790 PHILIDOR Chess II. QO In
this position it is a drawn game. 1839 R. S. ROBINSON Nant.
Steam Eng. 79 The position of the beam at half-stroke,
horizontal. 1847 C. BRONTE Jane Eyre xiy,

I cannot see

you without disturbing my position in this comfortable
chair. 1866 H. R. DROOP North Side ofthe Table 9 Canon
law (which did not enforce an eastward position). 1874
(title} Reasons for opposing the (so-called) Eastward Position
of the Celebrant. 1888 Pall Mall G. 28 Nov. 7/2 Dean
Burgon never would allow the ' eastward position

'

to be

adopted in Chiche^ter Cathedral. 1891 FREEBOROI/GH Chees
Endings 12 There is always the general principle the grasp
of the position. 1893 BP. STLTBBS Visit. Charges, Oxford
(1907) 159, I have, ever since my ordination in 1848, used the

POSITION.

eastward position in the Ante-Communion, and since I was
ordained priest in 1850, at the consecration prayer.

b. fig. Mental attitude
;
the way in which one

looks upon or views a subject or question : often

passing into the point of view which one occupies
in reference to a subject, and so blending with 9.

1905 J. OKR Problem O. Test, xii. 435 A more moderate

position is taken by Dr. Driver.

6. Mits. The arrangement of the constituent notes

of a chord, with respect to their order, or to the

intervals between them, (t See also quot. 1753.)
1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. S-upp^ Position.. \n music, is used

for the putting down the hand in beating time. 1880 W. S.

ROCKSTRO in Grove Diet. Mus. II. 17 In whatever position
they may be taken, Consonant Intervals remain always
consonant ; Dissonant Intervals, dissonant.

II. 7. The place occupied by a thing, or in

which it is put; situation, site, station. /;/ posi-

tion, in its (his, etc.) proper or appropriate place ;

so out ofposition.
1541 R. COPLAND Galyens Terap. 2 H iij, Yf ye knows

parfytely the posycyon, & fygure of all the bladder. 1570
BILLINGSLEV I'.Hclid i. i. i A poynt is material!, and re-

quireth position and place. 1690 LOCKK Hum. Und. n. xiii.

10. 77 That our Idea of Place is nothing else, but such a
relative Position of any thing, as I have before mentioned.

1696 PHILLIPS (ed. 5) s. v., The Respect of a Planet in

Astrological Figure, to other Planets and Parts of the

Figure, is called his Position. 1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v.,

I

A line is said to be given in position, .when its situation,
i bearing, or direction, with regard to some other line, is

:

given. 1774 M. MACKENZIE Maritime Sitrv. 25 Having
i

the Distance and Position of two Points A and B. 1840
LAKDNRK Gt'ow. 20 The apparent position of an object is

i
a term used in science to express the position of the object

!
so far as it can be determined by the sight. 1850 M cCosn
Dh\ Govt. in. ii. (1874) 351 The view which we get of an

object depends on the position which we take, 1874 In

position [see POSITION z: ij. 1876 TAIT Rec. Adv. Pliys. Sc.

i. fed. 2) 14 Position is a purely space relation or geometrical
, conception.

b. Phrases.

Angle ofposition; (a) The angle between any two points

j

subtended at the eye; (/>) Astrpn. The angle between the
! circles of declination and latitude of a celestial body;
!

(c) The angle between the hour circle passing through a

|
celestial body, and the line joining it and a neighbouring

! celestial body; so in Geoff., the angle between the meridian
I of a place and the great circle passing through it and some

|

other place. Circle ofposition : any one of six great circles

i

of the celestial sphere passing through the north and south

j

points of the horizon. Gun ofposition : a heavy field-gun,

j

not designed for executing quick movements.

1571 DIGGES Panttwi. i. xxviii. H iv, Notyng vppon youre
i

slate the angle of position from the dimetient to the lyne
fiduciall. Ibid, xxxiv. K iij b, Then turne the Diameter of

i your Semicircle, to euery Towne, Village, Hauen, Rode, or
; suche like, . .noting therewithal] in some Table by it selfe

the Degrees cut by the Alhidada in the Circle, which I call

the Angles of Position. 1669 STURMY Mariner's Mag. vir.

xix. 31 Circles of Position . . do all cross one another in

the North and South Points of the Meridian. 1727-41
CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v., Circles of position, are six great circles

passing through the intersection of the meridian and the

hori?on, and dividing the equator into twelve equal parts.
, 1812 WOODMOUSR Astron. viii. 58 Angle of Position. 1858
GREENER Gunnery 126 This result once secured, it is obvious

i that a field-piece or gun of position would become a rifle

!

on a large scale. 1900 Daily Neu>s 10 Jan. 8/3 The
1

i2-pounder quick-firing garrison artillery gun of 12 cwt.,..is

neither a field gun nor a gun of position.

e. Mil, A site chosen for occupation by an
i army, usually as having a strategic value.

1781 GIBBON Decl. $ F. xviii. II. 118 To compel his adver-

sary to relinquish this advantageous position. iBzo SCOTT
Mona&t. ii, A position of considerable strength, a 1839
PRAEH Poems (1864) II. n On, on ! take forts and storm

positions. 1890 NICOLAY & HAY Lincoln VIII. ix. 241
General Meade. .manoeuvred to select a position where he
would have the advantage.

8. Phonology. The situation of a vowel in an open
or closed syllable ; spec, in Gr. and L. Prosody^ the

situation of a short vowel before two consonants

or their equivalent, i. e. before a consonant in the

same syllable, making the syllable metrically long,
as in in-fer-ret-qne^ con-vex- 1 = con-vec-si.

In such cases it used to be said that the vowel was 'long

by position '; but the evidence of Greek and the history of

the sounds in Romanic show that the vowel remained short,
while the syllable was metrically long. When both con-

sonants could be taken to the following syllable, the pre-

ceding vowel might be '

in position
'

or not, as in te-nf-brits

or tC'tieb-ras, In English and the modern languages

generally, a long stressed vowel is often shortened by posi-

tion, as in weal) wealth \ dt'tw, dem-ster; house
t husband,

Lyne) LyntoK.
1580 G. HARVEY Let. to Spenser \Vk*. (Grosart) 1. 106 Posi-

tion neither maketh shorte, nor long in oure Tongue, but so

farre as we can get hir good leaue. 158* STANYHURST SEneis

(Arb.) 12 And soothly..yf the conjunction And were made
common in English, yt were not amisse, although yt bee

long by position. 1775 ASH, Position (in grammar) the

state of a vowel placed before two consonants. 1876
KENNEDY Public School Lat. Grant. 512 In the words./5z/<J,

w&stfs both syllables are long by nature : in/dctus sftbsnnt

the four syllables, whose vowels are short by nature, are all

lengthened by position. H does not give position any more
than the aspirate in Greek.

9. fig. The situation which one metaphorically

occupies in relation to others, to facts, or to circum-

stances ; condition.

1827 DISRAELI I'iv. Grty\. xii, Do not believe that I am
one who would presume an instant on my position. 1843

PRESCOTT Mexico i. vi. (1864) 65 There is no position which
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affords such scope for ameliorating the condition of man, as

that occupied by an absolute ruler over a nation imperfectly
civilised. 1855 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. xi. III. 49 In a few
weeks he had changed the relative position

of all the states

in Europe. 1860 TYNDALL Glac. I. ix. 64 The position was
in some measure an exciting one. 1871 B. STEWART Heat
67 We are now in a position to discuss the air thermometer,

1878 Bosw. SMITH Carthage 392 Arms were extemporised
for an adequate number ofcitizens, and the city was somehow
put into a position to stand a siege.

b. Place in the social scale ; social state or

standing ; status ; rank, estate.

1865 TROLLOPE Helton Est. xi, His position in society was
excellent and secure. 1868 Digby's Voy. Medit. Pref. 34
A man of considerable position. 1896 Harper's Mag. Apr.
701/2 I've got a good position now, one that I'm not
ashamed to ask you to share.

C. An official situation, place, or employment.
1890 Cent, Diet, s.v., A position in a bank. 1900 KIPLING

in Daily Express 19 June 4/5 With a view to getting him
a 'position in the city'. 1906 Westm. Caz. 9 May 2/3
The old discussion as to the evolution and history of this

special political position for up to now it has been that
rather than an office.

III. 1O. attrib. and Comb., as position-relation y

-value
; position angle angle ofposition (7 b; ;

position-artillery, heavy field-artillery; cf. gun
ofposition in 7 b ; so position-battery ; position
error, the variation of a watch when laid in certain

positions ; position-finder, an apparatus by means
of which a gunner is enabled to aim a cannon at

an object not visible to him
; position-light,

a light carried by a ship which is in company with
others to indicate its course at night ; position
micrometer: seequot. ; f position poet, ? a poet
who composes short pieces containing definite

statements (as in commendation of a person).
1893 SIR R. BALL Story ofSun 170 The angle between the

pole projected on the Sun's disc and the north point is what
we call the "position angle. 1898 E. A, CAMPBELL (title}

Lectures on * Posit ion Artillery. 1884 F. J. BRITTEN* U'atck

fy Clockm. 24 Only the finer class of watches.. are as a rule

tested for position errors. Position errors. .are often con-
founded with a want of isochronism. 1888 Daily News
16 July 3/3 The sum of 25,ooo/. was paid to Major Watkin
for an invention of a *position-finder. 1902 SLOANE S/anef.

Electr. Diet. 428 The Position Finder is a simplification
and amplification of the Range Finder. 1897 Daily News
30 Aug. 6/7 When altering the course of his ship, the *posi-
tion lights were omitted to be hoisted. 1864 WKBSTF.R,
*Position-micrometer* a micrometer for measuring angles
of position, having a single thread or wire which is carried

and ^position Poets haue wee more than a good many,
1881 BROA.DHOUSE Mus. A caustics ^>^ The 'position-relation
of any two notes forming a given interval is always exactly
the same. 1849 OTTK tr. Humboldt's Cosmos II. 597 Nine
figures or characters, according to their ^position-value,
under the name of the system of the abacus.

Hence Posi tiouless a., without a position.
1887 W. JAMES in Mind XII. 27 Positionless at first, it

[a particular kind of feeling! no sooner appears in the midst
of a gang of companions than it is found maintaining the
strictest position of its own.

Position (pazi'Jan), v. [f. prec. sb.]
1. trans. To put or set in a particular or appro-

priate position ; to place.
1817 COL. HAWKER Diary(tSg^) I. 151 Had I. .positioned

the birds myself, I could not have had a more glorious oppor-
tunity. 1874 J.

D. HEATH Croquet Player 15 To Position,
An abbreviation for

"

to place in position ',. .' to place a ball

in a proper position to make its next point in order '. 1893
Colnwbns \Ohio) Dispatch 23 Feb., A brace of submarine
guns in the bows . . positioned so as to discharge their pro-
jectiles at a depth often feet below the water line.

b. To determine the position of; to locate.
1881 H. W. NICHOLSON From Sword to Share vi. 40 The

later geological observation,, .positioning the earliest vol-

canic action, in this groupj on the island of Kanal, and the
latest on that of Hawaii.

f 2. intr. To take up one's position ;
to lay

down a position or principle. Obs. rare.

1678 O. HKYWOOD Diaries, etc. (1881) II. 106 Mr Thorp
position'd on this thesis. 1703 J. RVTHER Def. Glorious
C,osp. Pref., He had preached and position'd.

HenceFosi'tioned///.fl., placed, situated ; having
or occupying a position (social or other) ;

Posi'-

tioning- vbl. sb., putting in position ;
in Chess,

arrangement of the men in an advantageous position.
1867 F. W. COSF.NS in Athenaeum 29 June 846/3 A very

rich maiden more highly positioned than himself. 1896
CHESHIRE Hastings Chess Tourn. 348 His style of play
is firm and tenacious, aiming at accurate positioning and
steady crushing rather than at brilliant attacks or rapid
finishes.

Positional
(pod'/toti),

a. [f. POSITION sb.+

-AL.] Of, pertaining to, or determined by position.
1571 DIGGF.S Pantom. i. xxxiv. K'iv, The concourse or

meeting of semblable positional! lines. 1646 SIR T. BROWNE
Pseud. Ef>. n. vii. 102 A strange conceit,. . ascribing unto
plants positionall operations, and after the manner of the
Loadstone. 1664 POWER Exp. Philos. in. 157 A Magnet..
acquires a new one [Magnetical vigour], according to the

positional Laws in its Refrigeration. 1879 THOMSON &
TAIT Nat. Phil. I. i. 343 A system so constituted that
the positional forces are proportional to displacements and
the motional to velocities. 1881 R. ELLIS in Academy
g Apr. 256/1 Why has not Mr. Butler .. reproduced the
Greek metre exactly, or at least with that positional quan-
tity which seems most nearly to approach it? 1883 D. H.

1152

WHEELER By-Ways ofLit. x. 188 The possessive form in 's

stands side by side, .with the positional possessive, ..God's
love or the love of God. 1895 Funk's Stand, Diet., Posi-

tional co-ordinates (Mech.), quantities, employed to fix

a system, occurring explicitly in expressions for kinetic and

potential energies.

Positive (pp'zitiv), a. and sb. Korms : 4

positif, -ityue, -etyve, 4-5 -itife, 4-7 -itiue, 5

-ityve, -ytyfe, -atyue, 6 -ytive, -etyfe, 6-

positive (4-7 poss-). [ME. positif, a. F. positif

(i3th c. in Hatz.-Parm.) characterized by laying
down or by being laid down, ad. L. positiv-ns t

in

grammar, positive, f. posit-us, pa. pple. of ponere to

place, put, lay down : see -IVE.]
A. adj.
I. Connected with the notion of formal, explicit,

or dogmatic laying down of any statement.

1. Formally laid down or imposed ; arbitrarily

or artificially instituted ; proceeding from enact-

ment or custom
;
conventional

; opp. to natural.
a 1300 Cursor Af. 9433 pe first lagh was kald

' o kind '.
.pe

to|>er has *

positiue
'

to nam. Ibid. 9449 pe laghes bath he

J?an for-lete, Bath naturel and positif. 4:1380 WYCLIF II'ks.

(1880) 392 I-bounden oonly by a posityuelawe. 1467-8 Rolls

of ParIt. V. 622/2 All the Lawes of the world . .which
resteth in thre;..the Lawe of God, Lawe of nature and

posityve Lawe. 1594 W. CLERK E Trial! of Bastardie

(title-p.) A Table of the Leuitical, English, and Positiue

Canon Catalogues. 1644 BULWER Chirol. 3 Habits of the

Hand are purely natural!, not positive. 1651 HOBBRS
Le^'iath. n. xxvi. (1839) 271 Again, of positive laws some are

human, some divine ; and of human positive laws, some are

distributive, some penal, c 1760 WARBURTON Unfubl. Papers
(1841) 273 The question is.. whether the observation of the

Sabbath was a natural or positive duty? 1845 STEPHEN
Comm. Laws Eng. (1874) II. 34 In tlie reign of Queen Anne
it [copyright] became the subject ofpositive regulation. 1883

J. M. LlGHTWOOD (title) The Nature of Positive Law. 1902
FAIRBAIRN Philos. Relig. in. I. iv. 5 Positive is public law,

proclaimed and upheld by some public authority. . . Founded
religions are by the very necessities of their origin positive.

2. Explicitly laid down
; expressed without

qualification; admitting no question; stated, ex-

plicit, express, definite, precise; emphatic; f ob-

jectively certain.

1598 SHAKS. Merry W. in. ii. 49 It is as possitiue, as the

earth is firme, that FalstafTe is there. 1599 Hen, V, iv.

ii. 25. 1655 FULLER Ch. Hist. ix. vii. 27 To.. give in his

positive answer to the following Articles. 1670 COTTON
Esfternon n. vn. 311 [They] resolv'd in the end upon a posi-
live night, wherein with four Companies of Swisse to surprize
him in his own house, c 1709 LADY M. W. MONTAGU Let.

to Mrs. Heivet Nov., Positive orders oblige us to go to-

morrow. 1799 J. ROBERTSON Agric. Perth 437 A positive
rotation of crops need not he prescribed In the lease, except
to an ignorant peasantry. 1810 Gouv. MORRIS in Sparks
Life <5-

Writ. (1832) III. 254 Positive assertion is not always
polite. 1827 JARMAN PmveZl's Devises (ed. 3) II. 7 An
express and positive devise cannot be controlled by the

reason assigned, nor by inference and argument from the

other parts of the will. 1870 FRF.KMAN Norm. Cong, (ed. 2)

I. App. 702 A strong presumption, though it does not reach

positive proof,

3. Of persons : Confident in opinion or assertion ;
i

convinced, assured, very sure ; also, being or

expressing oneself over-sure
; opinionated, cock-

[

sure, dogmatic, dictatorial.

1665 Phil. Trans. I. 105 He is pretty positive that. .no
rational Account can be given. 1702 POPE Jan. fy May
144 Each wondrous positive, and wondrous wise. 173*
HKRKEI.KY Alcij>hr. in, 14 He is positive as to the being
of God. 1781 COWPF.R Conversat. 146 Where men of judg-
ment creep and feel their way, The positive pronounce
without dismay. 1844 LINGARD Anglo-Sax. Ch. (1858) I.

i. 9 note^ Ussher is positive that the visit occurred. 1875
JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) I. 265 Nor is Socrates positive of any-
thing but the duty of enquiry. 1879 Miss BRADDON Clov.

Foot II. i. 16 Are you sure?. .Pretty positive.

II. Unqualified, unrelated, absolute.

4. Gram. Applied to the primary form of an

adjective or adverb, which expresses simple quality,
without qualification, comparison, or relation to

increase or diminution. (See also B. i.)

1447 BOKENHAM ArfttOtt (Roxb.) 161 Be twyx them tweyn
owyth no more to be Than is be twyn a posatyve and a !

comparatyve degre. 1591 PERCIVALL Sp. Diet. B iv, The '

comparatiueexceedeth the positiue. 1669 MILTON Grammar
Wks. (1847) 460/2 There be two degrees above the positive
word itself, the comparative, and superlative. 1704 J. HARRIS
Lex. Techn. I, Positive Degree of Comparison in Grammar, ,

is that which signifies
the Thins simply and absolutely, with-

j

out comparing it with others ; it belongs only to Adjectives. I

1873 MORRIS Hist. Ontl. Eng. Accid. 109 There are three I

degrees of comparison : the positive, high\ the comparative,
higher ; the superlative, highest.

5. Having no relation to or comparison with

other things ; free from qualifications, conditions,
or reservations ; absolute, unconditional ; opposed
to relative and comparative.
1606 SHAKS. Tr. ff Crt n. iii. 70 Patroclus is a foole

positiue. 1628 T. SraNOtt jv&li 24 A positiue argument,
is that which is attributed simply, and absolutely considered
in it selfe : not compared with others. 1713 BERKELEY
Hylas ff Phil. i. Wks. 18^1 I. 290 You have no idea at all,

neither relative nor positive, of Matter. 1721 BRADLEY
Philos. Ace. \]'ks. Nat. 92 Such as feed upon raw Flesh are

positive in their Ferocity. 1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl. s. v.,

Beauty is no positive thinp, but depends on the different
tastes of the people. 1867 FREEMAN Norm. Cong. I. v. 428
Two hills of slight positive elevation, but which seem of con-
siderable height in the low country.

POSITIVE.

b. coUoq. That is absolutely what is expressed
by the sb.

; nothing less than, downright,
*

perfect';
*
out-and-out'.
1802 SYD. SMITH Wks. (1867) I. 15 Nothing short of

a positive miracle can make him an acute reasoner. 1838
GRANVILLE Spas Germ. 253 It is impossible for the less bold
and the timid., to stem the positive mobs by which the

portico :ind space before the Muhlbrunn are besieged. 1853
LYTTOM My Novel x. x, You are a positive enigma. 1889
GRF.TTON Memory's Harkb. 47 The excitement, the positive
panic throughout the town, when the news came.

III. Having relation only to matters of fact.

6. Dealing only with matters of fact and ex-

perience ; practical, realistic ; not speculative or

theoretical.

Positive philosophy, the philosophic system of Comte :

= POSITIVISM i.

1594 CAREW Huartes Exam. Wits x. (1596) 140 This
selfe difference there is between the Schoole-diuine and the

positiue, that the one knoweth the cause of whatsoever
importeth his faculty; and the other the propositions which
are verefied, and no more. 1642 HoWELL^ffTi Trat>, (Arb.)

30 The one addicts himselfe for the most part to the study
of the Law and Canons, the other to Positive and Schoole

Divinity. 1856 BAGEHOT Lit. Stud. (1879) II. 26 He
[Gibbon] was what common people call a matter-of-fact

reader, and philosophers now-a-days a positive reader.

1864 F. IJ. BARTON in Soc. Sc.Rev. Mar. 214 The teachers of
the Positive Religion of Humanity hold that all theology has
been an attempt of man to explain his relationship to the

forces of nature to which he is subjected. 1875 BRIDGES tr.

Comte s Syst. Positive Pol. \. 39 The charge of Materialism
which is often made against Positive philosophy is of more
importance.

b. Dealing with facts, apart from any theory;
cf. OBJECTIVE a. 3 b. rare.

1888 BRVCE Amer. Conintw. II. Ixxv. 619 Stating in

a purely positive, or, as the Germans say, 'objective ', way,
what the Americans think about the various features of
their system.

c. Of a conjunction : Introducing a subordinate

clause which states a matter of fact, not of hypo-
thesis

;
e. g. he did as he was told

; he came because

he was invited.

1797 Encycl.Brit. (ed. 3) VIII. 79/2 As to the continu-

atives, they are either suppositive, such as if, an \ or posi-

tive, such as because, therefore, as} &c.

7. Actual, real ; sensible, concrete, rare.

Positive image real image : see REAL a. i e.

1831 BBEWSTBR Optics\\. 18 In concave mirrors there is, in

nil cases, a positive image of the object formed in front of
the mirror, excepting when the object is placed between the

principal focus and the mirror. 1856 MRS. BROWNING Attr.

Leigh i. 262 The skies themselves looked low and positive,
As almost you could touch them with a hand. 1897 W. P.

KER Epic $ Romance 9 Its motives of action are mainly
positive and sensible, cattle, sheep, piracy, abduction,

merchandise, recovery of stolen goods, revenge.
IV. Having real existence; opposed to negative.

8. Consisting in or characterized by the presence
or possession, and not merely by the absence or

want, of features or qualities; of an affirmative

nature. Often opposed to NEGATIVE a. 5.
1618 E. ELTON Exj>. Rom. vii (1622) 456 The corruption

of nature . . is a positive thing, and hath a real being. 1643
PRVNNE Sov. Power Par/, iv. App. 130 Here all the kings
of the Israelites, .are strictly bound by Gbd himself to nega-
tive and positive conditions. 1729 BUTLER Serm. Wks,
1874 II. 68 Ease from misery occasioning for some time
the greatest positive enjoyment. 1794 J. HUTTON Philos.

Light) etc. 134 Cold is an element as positive as heat ; for,

cold in bodies is the negative of heat, as much as heat is

the negative of cold. 1838 DF. MORGAN Ess. Probab. 122

The exceptions are forgotten ;. .it is the character of nega-
tive events to lay less firmly hold of the mind than positive
ones. 1858 O. W. HOLMES Ant. Brenk/.-t. viti, There are

blondes who are such simply by deficiency of coloring
matter, negative or washed blondes. . . There are others

that are shot through with golden light, with tawny or

fulvous tinges in various degree, positive or jte/wrfblondes,

dipped in yellow sunbeams. 1867 A. BARRY SirC. Barry \\,

185 Relieved by positive colour.

b. Of a term, etc. : Denoting the presence or

possession, as opposed to the absence, of a quality.
1725 WATTS Logic i. iv. 2 Terms are either positive or

negative. 1855 BAIN Senses $ Int. i. i. i (1864) 2 It is

desirable to posses^ in addition to this negative definition,
. .a positive definition, or a specification of the quality or

qualities that appertain to the phenomena designated mind.

1877 E. R. CONDER Bos. Faith ii. 66 Negative forms of

speech and thought are continually employed to express

positive ideas.
' Discord ',

' disunion
',

'

anarchy ',
have a

very positive meaning.
0. Alg. Of a quantity : Greater than zero

;
addi-

tive : the opposite ofNEGATIVE a. 6. Positive sign :

the sign +
,
used to mark a positive quantity.

1704 J. HARRIS Lex. Techn. I, Positive Quantities in

Algebra, are such as are of a Real and Affirmative Nature,
and either have, or are supposed to have the Affirmative or

Positive Sign + before them. 1743 EMERSON Fluxions 74,

A is any positive whole Number greater than o. 1827
HUTTON Course^ Math. I. 167 When a quantity

is found

without a sign, it is understood to be positive, or have the

sign + prefixed. 1865 TVLOR F.ariy Hist. Man. i. 2 Cases

in which the result of progress has not been positive in

adding, but negative in taking away.
b. Hence: Reckoned, situated, or tending m

the direction which (naturally or arbitrarily) is

taken as that of increase, progress, or onward

motion. The opposite of NEGATIVE a. 8.

1873 MAXWELL Electr. % Magn. I. 24 If the actual rotation

of the earth from west to east is taken positive. 1875
BENNETT & DYER Sacks' Bot. 677 Its negative heliotropisni
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Is.. only a special case of positive heliotropi-m. 1893 SiRR.
HALL Story ofSun 170 The angle between the pole projected
on the Sun's disc and the north point . . is reckoned as posi-
tive if it lies towards the left, that is, to the east.

1O. Electr. Applied to that form of electricity
which is produced by rubbing glass with silk

;

vitreous: opposed to NEGATIVE a. 7. (For the

reason of this use sec quot. 1812.)

1755 B. MARTIS Mag. Arts fy Set. 322 What they had
observed of positive and negative Electricity. 1770
PRIESTLEY in Phil. Trans, LX. 197 The result was in-

variably the same, whether they and the rod were loaded
with positive or negative electricity. iSiz SIR H. DAVY
Chem. Pkilos. 127 The terms negative and positive electri-

city have been likewise adopted on the idea that the phe-
nomena depend upon a peculiar subtile fluid which becomes
In excess in the vitreous and deficient in resinous bodies.

1839 Penny Cycl. XIV. 283/1 It will be easy to observe the

analogy between the mutual relations of the two magnet-
isms [Austral and Boreal), and those of positive with nega-
tive electricities. 1876 PRHECE it SIVKWRIGHT Telegraphy
3 By an arbitrary convention the electricity excited on glass
has been called positive, while that excited on sealing-wax
has been called negative. All electrified bodies are either

positively or negatively electrified.

Jig. 1831 CARLYLI; $>/, Res, \\\. x, Drudgism the Nega-
tive, Dandyism the Positive: one attracts hourly towards it

and appropriates all the Positive Electricity of the nation

(namely, the Money thereof) ; the other is equally busy with
the Negative (that is to say the Hunger?.

b. Of or pertaining to, or characterized by the

presence or production of, positive electricity ; spec.

noting that member of a voltaic couple which is

most acted upon by the solution, and from which
a current of positive electricity proceeds.
1808 Afed. yrnL XIX. 191 Oxygen and acids. .are natu-

rally negative ; hydrogen and inflammable bodies, in general,
and alkalies, positive. 1812 SIR H. DAVY Chew. Pkilos. 321

Oxygens will separate at the positive surface, and small
metallic globules will appear at the negative surface. 1815
J. SMITH Panorama Sc. fy Art II. 243 If a tourmalin be
cut into several parts, each piece will have its positive and
negative poles, corresponding to the positive and negative
sides of ine original stone. 1836-41 BRANDS C/icm, (ed. 5)

255 The conductor to which the cushion is attached is called
the negative conductor ; the other collects the electricity of
the glass, and is called the positive conductor. i876PREECK
& SIVEWRIGHT Telegraphy 12 The zinc is named the positive

plate or element, the copper the negative plate or element.

1885 WATSON & BURBURY JMntJi. Th. Electr. fy Magn. I.

243 From 284 to 330' iron is positive to copper and negative
to lead ; above 330 lead is positive to copper and negative
to iron. 1904 IVestin. Gaz. 14 Dec. 10/2 The bare [rail.]

running down the centre of the track being the return or

negative, and the protected one at the side the 'live' or

positive rail.

11. Magnetism. Applied to the north-seeking
pole of a magnet, and the corresponding (south)

pole of the earth, or the direction in which such a

pole is impelled by another or by an electric

current.

1849 MRS. SOMERVILLE Conmx. Phys. Sc. xxx. (ed. 3) 351
All the phenomena of magnetism, like those of electricity,

may be explained on the hypothesis of one ethereal fluid,
which is condensed or redundant in the positive pole. 1873
MAXWELL Electr. fy Magn. (1881) II. 19-20 In speaking of a
line of magnetic force we shall always suppose it to be
traced from magnetic south to magnetic north, and shall call

this direction positive. In the same way.. the end of the

magnet which points north is reckoned the positive end.
We shall consider Austral magnetism, that is, the magnetism
of that end of a magnet which points north, as positive.

b. fig. (from 10 and n. Cf. POLE sb 9.)
1816 COLERIDGE Lay Serin. 331 Of the positive pole, on

the other hand, language to the following purport is the
usual exponent. 1844 EMERSON Ess. t Char. Wks. (Bonn)
II. 383 Everything in nature is bipolar, or has a positive and
negative pole.

12. Optics, a. Of a double-refracting crystal:

Having the index of refraction of the extraordinary
ray greater than that of the ordinary ray ; opposed
to NEGATIVE a. 9 a.

1831 BREWSTER Optics xvii. 90. 147 In some [crystals}
the extraordinary ray is refracted towards the axis., while
in others it is refracted from the axis. In the first case the
axis is called a positive axis of double refraction. Ibid.
xxii. 196 The

positive crystals, such as zircon, ice, etc.

c 1865 J. WVLDE in Circ. Sc. I. 79/2 Ofsome bodies possessing
positive axes, we may mention quartz, ice, &c. ; whilst Ice-
land spar,..prussiate of potass, &c., have negative axes.

b. Positive eyepiece : an eyepiece consisting of
two plano-convex lenses having their convex sides

facing each other, in which the object is viewed

beyond both lenses. Cf. NEGATIVE a. 9 b.

1842 BRANDK Diet. Sc., etc. s. v. Telescope^ The two lenses
are usually plano-convex, with the convex faces towards the

object-glass. ..This eye-piece is usually called the negative
eye-piece, from its having the image seen by the eye behind
the field-glass [L e. between the field-glass and the eye-glass] ;

..Another modification, .is called the positive eye-piece,
because the image observed is before both lenses [i. e.

between the field-glass and the
object-glass]. 1867 HOGG

Microsc. i. ii. 51 The positive eye-piece gives the best view
of the micrometer.

c. Said of a visual image of the same colour or

luminosity as the original sense-impression.
1899 L. HILL Man. Hum. Physiol. xxxv. 439 On waking

in the morning in a dark room strike a match, and imme-
diately blow it out ; .1 positive after-image of the light per-
sists for a moment and then gradually dies away.
13. Photogr. Showing the lights and shades as

seen in nature. Opposed to NEGATIVE a. 10.

1840 SIR J. HERSCHF.L in Proc. Roy, Soc, IV. 206 In order
VOL. VII.

to avoid circumlocution the author employs the terms /fW/-
th'f and negative to express respectively pictures in which
the lights and shades are the same as in nature.. and in

which they are opposite; that is, light representing shade,
and shade light. 1841 Fox TALBOT Sfecif. ofPatent No.
88.(2 The portrait, .is a negative one, and from this a posi-
tive copy may be obtained, 1859 Gun.irK & TIMBS faint.

119 The artist works upon a very faint positive
'

impression ',

. .and entirely covers it with body colour, or equally opaque
coloured crayons, with the express intention of concealing
the tone of the photograph. 1881 LUBBOCK in Nature i Sept.
410/2 He.. by obtaining a negative rendered it possible to

take off" any number of positue, or natural, copies from one
original picture.

V. Adapted to be placed or set down (literally).
14. Positive organ : a small organ, orig. app.

portable, but placed upon a stand when played
s
as distinct from a portative organ, which could be

played while being carried in procession) ; often

used formerly as an addition to the large organ in

a church (the same as chair organ or CH<>IU ORGAN
in its early form), and recently revived in some
churches.

1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl. s. v. Organ. Church organs con-
sist of two parts, viz. the main body of the organ, called the

great organ ; and the positive, or little organ, which is

a small buffet, usually placed before the great organ. 1879
STAINER Music of oiole 150 The positive organ in our
churches atid halls, and the portative barrel-organ. 1900
Oxford Times & May 7/6 Wytham. All Saints' Church.

Opening of new '

positive
'

organ. 1905 Athcnynm S July
56/1 (Church Hist. Kxhib. St. Albans) The Positive organ
here shown has four stop?, and is circa 1600; this vas a

larger instrument, and was placed on a stand during use,
but it could be moved about when required.

33. sb. (absol. or ellipt. use of the adj.)
1. Gram. The positive degree (see A. 4' ;

an

adjective or adverb in the positive degree.
1530 PALSGR. Introd. 28 We. .forme our comparatives and

supeilatyves out of our posytives. 1:1620 A. HUME Brit.

Tongue (1865) 30 The positive is the first position of the
noun ; ns, soft, hard. 1755 JOHNSON' Dict.^drain.^Qf adjec-
tives. ..The termination in Ish maybe accounted in some
sort a degiee of comparison, by which the signification is

diminished below the positive, as black, blackish. 1876
MASON Jt'ig. Gram, (ed. 21) io3 Some adjectives which
are comparatives in origin arc now used as positive?.

2. That which has an actual existence, or is

capable of being affirmed ;
a reality.

i6zo T. GRAXGI-.K Din. Logikc 93 Here is not one poai-
tiue, or being opposed to another contrarie positiue, or

being, ..but the affirmation, portion, being thereof, is

opposed to negation, deposition] annihilation, not being
thereof. 1641 R. BROOKE Eug. Episc. i. v. 21 \Vhite and
Blacke indeed are l.oth positives, but so is not Evill. 1878
C. J. VAUGHAN Earnest Words 145 If these are not mere
names and ideas, but realities, and facts, and positives.

1 3. That which arbitrarily or absolutely pre-
scribes or determines. Qbs.

1685 BAXTER Paraphr. N. T. Rom. vii. 8 A great num-
ber of Legal Positives and Ceremonials had never obliged
me. 1732 WATERLAND Script. V'intl. in. 37 Positives..,
while under Precept, cannot be slighted without slighting
Morals also.

4. Elliptically or contextually tor positive quan-
tity (see A. 9) ; positive conjunction (see A. 6 c) ;

positiveplate^
me/a/

t
etc. (see A. lob); positive organ

(see A. 14) ; positive colour (see A. S) ;
etc.

1706 W. JONES Syn. Palmar. ftlatheseos 35 To Connect
a Negative and a Positive, is to make the one destroy the
other. [1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl.) Positive, in music, denotes
the little organ usually behind, or at the foot of the organist,
played with the same wind.] 1751 HARRIS Hermes n. ii. (1765)

244 The Suppositives denote Connection, but assert not
actual Existence ; the Positives imply both the one and the
other. 1881 SPOTTISWOODE in Nature 6 Oct. 549/2 The
carbon which would be connected with the copper element
of a Grove battery,, .and which is called the positive, is the
one more rapidly consumed. 1885 A. J. HIFKINS m Grove
Diet. Mits. IV. 303/2 The organs are Orgel (with 3 divisions

of pipes), Positive (a chamber organ), Regale (a reed organ),
and Portative (pipe regal). 1899 Daily News 7 Feb. 6/3
The picture is light in key, but though devoid of positives,
save in the faint blue background, it is not really colourless.

5. Fhotogr. A picture in which the lights and
shadows are the same as in nature : opposed to

NEGATIVE sb. 8.

1853 Fatn. Herald 3 Dec. 510/2 To obtain from those

pictures good prints or positives. 1883 Hardwiclis Photogr.
C/ieiu. (ed. Taylor) i33 Collodion Positives are sometimes
termed direct^ because obtained by a single operation.

Hence (nonce-wds.} Fo'sitive v.,
f
a) trans, to

affirm positively, assert
; () to produce a positive

picture of; Positi'val #., see quot.; Po'sitivize

v. trans.
,
to render positive or real.

1656 S. H. Gold. Law 43, I may safely positive it, and

say, that neither his Highness. .nor the Parliament, .might
part with their Powers. 1804 SALA London i<p to Date if.

17 Being focussed, negatived, and positived in that apparel.
1865 J. GROTK Moral Ideals (1876) 13 For contrast to ideal
in its adjective sense, I shall >ometimes use the word posi-
tival. Ibid. 93 The notion of the summum bonum was
very early de-idealized or positivized, and it was considered
that nothing could, .be considered to answer to this descrip-
tion except tangible, measurable, describable pleasure.

Positively (pp-zitivli), adv. [f. prec. + -LY2.]
In a positive manner.
1. Definitely, expressly, explicitly, directly, down-

right ; with assurance or confident assertion.

1593 NASH E Christ's T. 83 b, 1 positiuely affirme it [the

Plague] is for sinne. 1642 HOWELL For. Trav. (Arb.) 49
Some of the npprovedst Antiquaries positively hold the

. Ori^inall Language of the Celts . . to be Welsh. 1699
hr.NTLEY Phal. 90, I do not pretend to pass my own Judg-
ment, or to determin positively on either side. 1730 m

,
Swift'3 Lett. (1766) II. 121 You would not so positively
affirm this fact, .without knowing the certain truth. 1800
Mcd. Jrril. IV. 139 Had he positively contradicted my
assertion, I could have answered and confuted him in one

|

word. 1849 MACAULAY Hist, Eng. \. I. 53 A large body of
Protestants, .regarded prelacy as positively unlawful.

2. Not comparatively or relatively; absolutely,

simply ; in itself.

1597 BACOS Coult-rs Coo.i -y l-'z-ill vi. FtUs. (Aib.) 146 The
good or euil. .may be esteemed good or triiil compar.iuut.-Iy
and not positiuely or simply. 1871 FKLKMAN Xorm. Con>{.
IV. \viii. 220 The original town occupied the end of a posi-
tively small, but in that flat ic^ion, considerable, ridge of

higher ground overlooking the river at its feet.

3. In an affirmative, real, or actual manner; in

relation to what is, ns distinguished from what is

not ; actually ; opposed to negatively.
1668 WILKINS Real Char. 309 Prepositions . signifying

some respect of Cause, Place, Time, or other circumstance
either Positively or Privatively. 1683 I). A. Art Converse

, 116 They are rather not civil than positively incivit 1776
i PAINE Coin. Sense (1791) 5 Society is produced by our

wants, and gmcnimenl by our wickedness; the former

promotes our happiness positively, by uniting our affections ;

the latter negatively, by restraining our vices.

4. a. Elatr, \Yith positive electricity.

1747 FRANKLIN- Lctt.^ etc. Wks. i3.(o V. iS6 Hence have
arisen some new terms among us; we pay 11 (and bodies
like circumstanced) is electrized positively ; A, negatively.

, Or lather, 1> is electrized//;/^; A, minus. 1770 PKIKSTLI;Y
in I '//if. Trans. LX. 197 The result \\ as invariably the
same, .whether the jar was charged positively or negatively.
1832 AW. r/iilos. 1 1. Klectric. ii. 49. 13 (U. K. Sue.) When-
ever they [bodies] contain a quantity of fluid greater than

this, they are said to be positively electrified, or to have

positive electricity. 1873 MAXUF.U. Electr. <y Magn. I. 46
1 A positively electrified surface.

b. In the direction taken as positive or primary.
1873 HESNETT Sc DYER Sac/is' Bat. 677 In the ivy .. the

internodes are positively heltotropic when young, but nega-
tively when old before growth cease 1

;. Ibid, [see HELIO-
TROPIC].

5. Absolutely, actually, really ; indeed, in truth,

truly. (Qualifying the statement.)
17.. SHEKIDAN Sch. Scand. i. i, So, Maria, you see your

lover pursues you ; positively you sba'n't escape. 1823

;

FOSTER in Life <V Corr. (1846) II. 51 This edition has under-
! gone positively the last revisal. 1859 MRS. CAHLYI.E Left.
I

(1883) III. 2 Positively, it look away my breath. 1886 W.J.
TUCKER E. Eurofc 159 His Excellency positively halts the

.sight of him.

Fositiyeness (pp-zitivnes). [f. as prec. +

-Xhss.] The quality of being positive.

f 1. Reality of existence; actuality, affirmative

nature. Qbs.
1668 WILKINS Real Char. ii. i. 3. 28 Positiveness,

1 Thesis. 1678 NORRIS Coll. Misc. (1699) 302 The Positive-

ness of Sins of Omission, is in the Habitude of the Will only.

2. Subjective certainly; confidence, assurance;

expression of assuredness; dogmatism, obstinacy.
1679 DRYDICN Troilns fy Cress. Ep. Ded., He \\as brave

without Vanity, and knowing without Positiveness. 1711

Conntrty-Matfs Let. to Cnrat 76 Ppshi\eness without

;

Proof is Intolerable. 1809 W. IRVING Knickerb. i. iv. (1849)

i 58 Authors who, from the positiveness of their assertions,

seem to have been eye-witnesses of the fact. 1885 KANSIY
in Harper's Mag. Mar. 640/1 The function of these, .fibres

is not yet determined with positiveness.

b. Definiteness, directness, peremptoriness.
1736 CARTE Ormonde II. 289 If upon the literal

positive-
ness of the King's directions we had immediately trans-

mitted them to the commissioners.

Positivism (pp'zkiviz'm). [ad. F. positivisms

(Comte), f. positof, -we, POSITIVE: see -ISM; la

philosophic positive being Comte's name for his

system.
La philosophic positive occurs first in St. Simon Introd.

atf.v Trav. ^cientif., CEuvres_ I. 198. Comte's Philosophic

positive vol. I was published in 1830.]

1. A system of philosophy elaborated by Auguste
Comte from 1830 onwards, which recognizes only

positive facts and observable phenomena, with the

i objective relations of these and the laws that de-

termine them, abandoning all inquiry into causes

or ultimate origins, as belonging to the theological
and metaphysical stages of thought, held to be now
superseded ;

also a religious system founded upon
this philosophy, in which the object of worship is

Humanity considered as a single corporate being.
1854 BRIMLEY ss.

t
Comte's Positive^

Philos. 330 We are

obliged to conclude, then, that positivism in M. Comte's
hands, while pretending to take upon itself the regulation
of human conduct, fails to furnish a guiding principle for

either individuals or societies. 1865 (.title) A General view
of Positivism. Translated from the French of Augusie
Comte, by J. H. Bridges. 1866 J. MARTISFAU Ess. \. 21

Such deification of mortals, .is the avowed religion of posi-
tivism. [1868 (Nov. 8) HUXI.EV Phys. Basis Life Lay
Serin. (1803) 140 In fact M. Comte's philosophy in practice

might be compendiously described as Catholicism minus

Christianity. [Often referred to as
'

Huxley's well-known

description 'or 'definition of Positivism'].] 1875 BRIDGES
:

tr. Cointes Syst. Positive Polity I. 264 In the conception
of Humanity the three essential aspects of Positivism,_its

mythology, is an ideal which in its purity perhaps will never

bereali^d.
146



POSITIVIST.

2. a. Defmiteness, peremptoriness. b. Cer-

tainty, assurance : = POSITIVENESS 2.

1854 GEO. ELIOT Fenerbactis Essence Chr. (1881) 32 Israel

is the most complete presentation of Positivism in religion.

positivism. 1094 n,. xi. n.-\KKt,K J tvo ^winners in

Guyenue 404 The decision and positivism of the Roman
character.

Positivist (p^'zitivist). [ad. F. positiviste, f.

as prec. : see -IST.] An adherent or supporter of

POSITIVISM; a Comtist.

1854 BRIMLEY Ess., Cotnte's Positive Philos. 324 A posi-
tivist would answer, .that conscious ignorance is better than
chimerical fancies, which not only themselves mislead, but

prevent the growth of true doctrine. 1868 Sat. Rd<. 25 Apr.
541/2 Christians and Positivists are agreed in acknowledging
the higher virtues of self-sacrifice.

b. attrib. or as adj.

1858 Itril. Q. Rev. LVI. 440 The smallest vestry . . would
be quite sufficient to hold all the Positivist worsnippers in

the largest county of England. 1880 Chr. U'orldS Jan. 25/1
The Positivist creed, stated in its best form, is that man's
chief end is to glorify man and to enjoy himself now. 1889
HUXLEY in lo/A Cent. Feb. 191 The incongruous mixture of
bad science with eviscerated papistry, out of which Comte
manufactured the Positivist religion. 1900 W, L. COURTNEY
Idea of Trag. 61 Auguste Comte, the Positivist philosopher,
added to the list of sciences the most modern of all sociology.

Positivistic (p^zitivi'stik), a. [f. prec. + -ic.]
1. Of or pertaining to positivists ;

of the nature

of positivism.
1875 N. Auit-r. Rev. CXX. 280 A positivistic, yet anti-

Comtian spirit. 1898 Contemp. Rev. Sept. 421 Roberty is

professedly a naturalistic, or positivistic, sociologist.

2. Characterized by positiveness. rare.

1893 F. ADAMS New KgyPt 36 There was abundance of

pretty red herrings here to draw themselves across the trail

of a direct and positivistic pursuit of the real game.

Positiyity (ppziti'vlti). [f. POSITIVE + -ITY,
cf. F. positivit t -ettf.] The quality, character, or fact

of being POSITIVE in various senses; positiveness.
1659 H. HICKMAN (title] A Justification of the Fathers and

.

Schoolmen : Shewing That they are not Selfe-condemned for

denying the Posit ivity of Sin. 1678 GALE Crt. Gentiles III.

8 We errant . . that sin is not a mere nothing, but has some
kind of logic positivitie or notional entitie, so far as to render :

it capable of being the terme of a proposition. 1741 WATTS
;

ftflfrov. Mind (1801) 75 Courage and positlvity are never I

more necessary than on such an occasion. 1842 Fraser's
\

Afng. XXVI. 737 The most positive man I ever met with.. .

There is positivity in his dark face, large eyebrows, stern
|

features. 1858 MAYNE Expos. Lex.
t Positivity, term for

;

the state of a body which manifests the phenomena of i

positive electricity. 1871 MORLRY Crif. Misc. Ser. i. Carlyle
219 That truly free and adequate positivity which accepts
all things as parts of a natural or historic order.

fb. A positive or real thing as opposed to

a mere negation ;
an actuality. Obs. rare.

1681 Relig. Clerici 36 That Immaterial, Infinite and the
\

like, were negatives indeed in words,, .but properly and in

themselves they were absolute positivities.

Fositor (pyzitaj). [a. L. positor one who
places, agent-n. from poHere, posit-nm to place.]

fl. ? An examiner: = POSER ] i. Obs.

1557 Baxter-bks. St. Andrews (1903) 10 James hay..
:

examinyt be dauid mylis positor, thomas steyne [etc.].

f 2. One who gives security for another. Obs. rare.
:

1584 J. NEWBERY Let. front Goa in Hakluyt Fi?y. (1589)
211 Both the money and goods should be deliuered into the

positors hands.

f 3. One who posits, maintains, or affirms. Obs.

1598 FLORIO, Positore, a positor, an aflirmer.

4. Med. (See quot.) Also called repositor.
1890 BILLINGS Med. Diet., Uterine positor^ instrument

used to correct displacement of the uterus. 1895 in Syd.
Soc. Lex.

HFositum (pfrzitzhn). [L.,pa. pple. viponert
to place, put, lay. In med. Logic, that which is

laid down as a basis for reasoning, the thing sup-
posed, assumed, or taken for granted.] The thing
laid down. lit. vtfig*
1730 FIELDING Temple Beau v. xiv, Young P.. .Suppose

the Positutn he The woman is but half a-sleep; will it

follow, Ergo, she is awake? Sir Av. The Positwn is
!

,20,000 ergo I will swear any thing.

tFo'Siture. Obs. [a. obs. F. positure (1547 i

in Godef.) ad. L. positura position, posture, f.
i

ponere, posit- to place : cf. also POSTURE.]
1. The fact of being placed; placing, position,

or situation
; place, locality.

1600 HOLLAND Livy xxxv. xxviii. 904 To view and con-
sider the situation and positure of the place on all sides.
1610 HF.ALF.Y St. Aug. Citie of God iv. xxiii. (1620) 173 A
temple that should haue excelled all the rest in height of

positure and magnificence of fabricke. 1658 W. BURTON I

/tin. Anton. 177 A station of very uncertain positure.
1685 H. MORE Paralip, Prophet, xxxii. 288 Area equal to
the others, and of the like positure with the others.

2. - POSTURE sb. i.

1614 RALEIGH Hist. World II. v. iii. 16.451 Idols,.. in

such habit and positure as if they were fighting. 1625 T.
GODWIN Moses fy Aaron (1655) 63 The positure of the cheru-
bims was such that their faces were each towards the other.

1674 PF.TTY Disc. Di<pl. Proportion 122 Supposing every
Ilody to have a Figure or Positure of its own, out of which ,

it may be disturbed by External Force. 1706 PHILLIPS, :

Positure, Disposition. a<; The Positure of the Soul.

1154

b. Astro!. Relative position (of the planets, etc.).
1610 HOLLAND Cavtden's Brit, i. 116 Hee attributeth all

to the climate, and positure of the heavens. 1616-61 HOLY-
DAY Persius 331 The astrologers observe in that point the

positure of the ccelestial constellations, that is the state of
the planets amongst themselves, as also the fixed stars.

1800 COLERIDGE Piccolom. iv. I, Ere The scheme, and most

auspicious positure Parts o'er my head.

3. A law, or principle laid down ;
= POSITION

sb. 2. rare.

1614 J. HEWES Snrv. Eng. Tongue Aiv, The Rules and
Positures of Grammar. Ibid. Bj, The chiefe end of our
Rules and Positures.

Posiiet (pp'sntt). Now arch, and dial. Forms :

4posti-,possy-, 4-5 poste-, 4-6 posse-, 5 posce-
net, 4-6 posnette, 5-6 pos(s)enett, postnet } 5-7
possnet, posnett, 7 posnit, poss-, postnett ;

4- posnet. \)&5L, possenet a. Q.po$onnet,pocenet,
dim. oipo^on pot, vase, cup. Hence \V. posnedd!\
A small metal pot or vessel for boiling, having

a handle and three feet.

1327 Durham Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 114, j postinet pro
hostill. 1330 Ace. E.rch. K. R. 24/18 Item vn possenet qe
poise x. li. merche de mesme la merche. 1353 Will John
de Penreth in Test. Ktirleol. 2 Cum una olla enea et par-
vam posnet, 1382 WYCMF 2 Chron. xxxv. 13 Forsothe

pesible hoostis thei seetheden in ppsnettis, and cawdrones,
and pottis. '.'(1390 form ofCitry in Warner Antiq. Citlin.

(1791) 14 Do the flesh therwith in a possynet, and styre it.

1410 K. E. Wills (1882) 17 Also a postnet bat y lent hym.
c 1420 Liber Cocorunt (1862) 10 Welle alle togedur in a

posnet ; In service forthe J>ou schalt hit sett. 1442 Notting-
ham Kec. II. 178 Unum poscenet, pretii xvj d. 1459-60
Durham Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 89 Item iij possenette? et Uj

Chawfers, etc. i6iz in Antiquary Jan. (1906) 28 In the

Kytchin . .sixe brasse potts, eighte kettles, four postnett'..
a 1648 DIGBY Closet Open. (1669) 136 In a Possnet set it upon
a clear lighted Char-coal-fire. 1710

STEF.LE Tatler No. 245
P2 A Silver Posnet to butter Eggs. 1863 MRS. TOOGOOD
Yorks. Dial.^ Set the posnet on to boil the potatoes. 1891
Scribner"s Mag. Sept. 345/2 The great number of pewter
plates, ..teapots, posnets and porringers still found in old

homes in New England.

PosolO'gic, a. rare" . = next.

1864 WEBSTER, Posofagic, pertaining to posology.

Posological (p^solp-d^ikal), a. [f.
F. poso-

logique (in medical sense) (see POSOLOGY) -f- -AL.]

Pertaining to posology (in either sense).
1. Med. Pertaining to quantities or doses of drugs.
1803 Med. Jrnl. X. 278 The Editor has. .given a copious

index, a reference to the cases, aposological table, and other

helps. 1876 BARTHOLOW Mat. Med, (1879) no It must be

given in larger doses than the posological tables authorize.

2. (In lientham's use.) Pertaining to the science

of quantity ;
mathematical.

1816 BENTHAM Chre&tom. Wks. 1843 VIII. 85 Division of
Somatics into Posological (Pososcopic) Somatics, and Poio-

logical (PoSoscopic) Somatics. 1831 Memorandiim-Bk.
ibid. XI. 72 Abstraction is i. Posological: 2. Logical.

Posologist (p^'lod^ist). nonce-wd.
[f.

next :

see -IST.] One who compounds doses.

1831 SYD. SMITH II'ks. (1850) 568 Subtle compounder, frau-

dulent posologist, did not you order me a drachm of this

medicine?

Posology (pflsp'lodsi). [ad. F. posologie (in
medical sense), f. Gr. TTOO-O? how much + -LOGY.]
1. That department of medicine which relates to

the quantities or doses in which drugs should be

administered.

1823 CRABB Technol. Dtct., Posology>
that part of the art

of medicine which teaches the right administration of doses.

1808 Rev. Brit. Pharm. 57 Index and Posology.
2. Used by Bentham for the science of quantity,

i. e. mathematics.
1811-31 BENTHAM Logic App., Wks. 1843 VIII. 287/2 By

the Greek-sprung word Posology, the science of quantity,
may, it is believed, and if so, now for the first time, not

inappositely be distinguished. 1816 ChrestontatJiia^'^A,
VIII. 85 For an equivalent to Posological Somatics, may
be employed the single-worded appellative Posology. 1861

Sat. Rev. 22 June 645 We hope that the distinguished
editors. .will not attempt. .to substitute in their respective
universities this meagre Posology for the somewhat unde-

fined, but less empty abstractions which have hitherto

passed under the name of Logic.

II Pospolite (p^spp'lite). [Polish pospolite adj.

neuter,
*

general, universal ', as sb. = pospolite
rnszenie general levy.] The Polish militia, con-

sisting of the nobility and gentry summoned to

serve for a limited time.

1697 Lond. Gaz. No. 3333/2 That the King should call

together the Pospolite that is, all the Gentry of the King-
dom. 1763 Hist. Enrobe in Ann, Keg. 46/1 Their military
force consists chiefly, in the Pospolite, that is, the whole

body of the gentry. i8 Edht, Rev. XXXVII. 493 They
continued .. to regard the Pospolite.. 9& the impenetrable
bulwark of the Commonwealth, a 1859 DE QUINCI:V Post/t.

ll'ks. (1891) I. 58 But this unwieldy pospolite was far from

meeting David's secret anxieties.

POSS (p^s), v. Now only dial. [Origin
uncertain.

Possibly identical with *J>Jiss, pa.t. pustc (a. F. pousser to

PUSH) which appears ^1300; the later form push appears
rarely in isth c., but is common after 1525. The form posshen
in Langland may be eitherpush orPOSS ; but the vowel-change
of it to o is not easily explained. The senses also coincide

only partially with those of pnsh ; and, in sense 3, POSS has
much of the aspect of an onomatopoeic formation. Perhaps
it was an onomatopceic modification of the French vb.]

1. trans. To drive or thrust with a forcible or

FOSSE.

violent impact ;
to dash or toss with a blow or

stroke; to knock: often expressing the action of

waves on a boat, etc. Also fig.

ci374 CHAUCER Troylns i. 415 pus possed to and fro. Al
sterles with-Inne a hot am I Middisthe see, bytwixe wyndis
too. 1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. Prol. 151 A cat..pleyde wi>
hem penlouslych and possed hem aboute. c 1385 CHAUCER
L. G. IV. 2420 (Phillis) The se . . possith hym now vp now
doun. i 1400 Rom. Rose 4479 Thus am I possed up and
doun With dool, thought, and confusioun. c 1402 LYDG.

CompL Bl. Knt. 236 And thus, betwixe twayne, I possed
am, and all forcast in payne. c 1430 Pilgr. Lyf Manhode
iv. ix. (1869) 181 In my bal day and niht I haue more ioye
J?an in al my fader tauhte me. . ; I posse it, j handele it,

j pleye her with. 1513 DOUGLAS sEneis xn. v. 203 Chorineus

..Syne with hys kne him possit with sic ane plat, That on
the erd he spaldit him all flat. 1825 BROCKETT N. C. Gloss.

s. v.,
' Aw poss'd him ower heed '.

tb. To push, shove, move by pressure. Obs.

c 1440 Promp. Parv. 410/2 Posson, or schowe forthe (A',

pocyn, P. pressyn, or showen), pcllo. Posson, presson, or

schowe togedur, trudo.

2. absol. or intr. To thrust, to drive; to thrust

or push at something with a weapon.
a 1300 A'. Horn ion (Camb. MS.) pe se bigan to posse Ri}t

in to Westernesse. c 1400 Langland*s P. PI. A. vn. 96 Mi
plouh-pote schal be my pyk and posshen [v. r. to posse] atte

Rootes. 1513 DOUGLAS JEneisy.. xii. 116 Possand at hym
wyth his stalwart speyr.
3. trans. To pound, beat down flat, squash ; spec.

to beat or stamp (clothes, etc.) in water with a

heavy pestle-like instrument, or to trample or

stamp them with the feet, in the process of washing.
1611 COTGR., Mettre a la ftac, to.. squash, clap, or posse

downe. 1615 MARKHAM Eng. Hoitsew, 11. v. (1668) 138 Take
it forth, posse it, rinse it, and hang it up. 1677 THORESBV
Corr. (ed. Hunter) II. 433 Nasty women posslng clothes

with their feet. 1825 BROCKETT N. C. Gloss. (1829) s.v.,

To '

poss clothes
'

in what is called a Poss-tub. 1828 Craven
Gloss, (ed. 2), Poss, to dash, to shake anything violently in

the water.

f4. intr. To splash, or tramp with splashing,
in wet mud or water. Obs.

1575 Gatnttt. Gitrton i. iv, To dyg and delue in water,

myie and claye, Sossing and possing in the durte. 1576
FLEMING Panopl. Epist. 306 This it is to posse in puddles.

Hence (dial.} Poss sb. 1
,
an act of *

possing ',

a thrust or knock ; comb, poss-kit, poss-tub, a

large tub in which clothes are (

possed
'

with a

poss-stick in washing. Po'ssiug vbl. sb., also

attrib. passing-tub.
1611 COTGR.. CM/AM/,, .that hath receiued an arse-posse, or

fall on the arse. 1821 Blackiv. Mag. VIII. 432 'I'he good
old fashion . . When double-girded

*

possing tubs
'

were made.

1825 Poss-tub [see 3], 1855 ROBINSON Whitby Gloss.^oss-
kiti a large tub or barrel in which linen is

'

possed
'

in hot

water. The operation of possing.. is performed by means
of a staff with a thick knob at the immersed end, and a

cross piece for a handle at the top. 1863 MRS. Toocoon
Yorksh. Dial., Give the linen a good poss in the peggy
tub. 1894 Westnt. Gaz. 26 Sept. 1/3 That her intelligence

would have soared far beyond the pounding of dirty linen

in
'

poss
'

tubs.

f Poss, j.2 Obs. rare- 1
.

[? = post : cf. POST sb. 1 i quot, 1340 ; or ? = POSSE.]

^1550 Image Ipocr. i. in Skeltons Wks, (1843) II.
4/9/

1

With staves and crosses, With pillers and posses, With
slanders and banners, Without good life or manners.

Possable, obs. Sc. form of POSSIBLE.

Fosse (pfsz). Also 8 possee. [a. L. posse
to be able, have power, avail, in med.L. as sb.,

power, armed force (1246 in Du Cange) ; in

scholastic terminology, potentiality, capability of

being. In sense i short for POSSE COMITATUS.]
I. 1. Law. POSSE COMITATUS.

[1314-15 Rolls of Parlt. I. 327/1 Mandetur Majori et

BalTiuis[Oxonie]quod insequantur cumtoto posse suo trans-

gressores.] 1691 New Discov. Old Intreague vi, Who early
for the Princes Cause began: The Posse rais'd. 17*0 MRS.
MANLBY Power of Lwe (1741)281 When Mrs. Ursula was

gone down in order to raise the Possee, if there should

be occasion. 1781 S. PETERS Hist, Connecticut 108 The

polite New-Yorkers, .sent the posse of Albany to eject the

possessors. 1901 IVestm, Gaz. 5 Dec. n/i A pitched battle

was fought.. at Rockhill, Missouri, between the Sheriff's

posse and the miners on strike.

b. A force armed with legal authority ;
a body

(of constables).
1697 DAMPIRR I'oy. (1699) 483 They need not have sent an

armed Posse for me. 1753 Scots Mag. June 305/2 A posse
of constables., appeared:. 1800 COT.QUHOUN Comm. Thames
iii. 93 A posse of Marine Police Officers receiving informa-

tion.. .On attempting a search [etc.]. 1884 Graphic 11 Oct.

371/1 An extra posse of policemen.
C. transf. A '

force', a strong band, company,
or assemblage (of persons, animals, or things).

1645 FULLER Good Th. in Bad T. (1841) 13 All thatfMM of

hell cannot violently eject me. 1678 BUTLER Hud. in. li.

1166 No longer able To raise your Po<se of the Rabble..

1607 COLLIER Ess. Mor. Subj. \\. (1703) 85 Then you have

raised the whole posse of mechanism. 17*8 SWIFT Let.

Publisher Dublin Wkly. JrnL 14 Sept., With these two

single considerations I outbalanced the whole posse of

articles that weighed just now against me. 1841 Miss SEDG-

WICK Lett. Abr. II. 71 Found her flying from a posse of

cock-turkeys. 1892 STEVENSON Across the Plains vn, 1 ran

..and beheld a posse of silent people escorting a cart.

II. From use in scholastic Latin.

||
2. The fact or state of being possible; possi-

bility, potentiality (opposed to esse} : esp. in phr.
in posse opposed to in esse.



POSSE COMITATUS. 1155 POSSESS.

1583 GKKENE Mainillia Wks. (Grosart) II. 229 She which
is vicious in her youth may be vertuous in her age : I graunt
indeede it may be, but it is hard to bring the posse into

esse. 1592 Def. Conny Catch, Wks. (Grosart) XI. 44
To strippe him of all that his purse had in Esse, or his

credyt in Posse. 1659 BAXTER Key Cath. xxxix. 282 If

the question [of sin ]
be only of the posse, and not of the act.

1756 GRAY Lett, Wks. 1825 II. 193 You are not however to

imagine that my illness is in cssc\ no, it is only in fosse.

1877 READE Woman Hater v, They existed, as the school-

men used to say, m fosse,
but not in esse.

II Fosse cbmitatus (p^-sz k?mit-t#s, -tius).

[med. (Anglo) L., force of the county: see pree. and

COUNTY.] 'The force of the county'; the body
of men above the age of fifteen in a county (exclu-
sive of peers, clergymen, and infirm persons),, whom
the sheriff may summon or '

raise
'

to repress a riot

or for other purposes ; also, a body of men actually
so raised and commanded by the sheriff. (Also
abbreviated to posse: see prec. i).

1.1285 znd Shit. Westminster c. 39 Assumpto seen in

posse comitatus sui est [vicecomes] in propria persona.]
a 1626 BACON (J.), The posse comitatus, the power of the

whole county, is legally committed unto him. 1628 in Cft.

V Times Chas. I (1848) I. 453 The high sheriff of Dorset-
shire had order to raise posse comitatus, to attack those

unfencersof Gillingham forest. 1765 BLACKSTOHECtf. 1.

ix. 343 For keeping the peace and pursuing felons, he may
command all the people of his county to attend him ; which
is called the/tow comitaius, or power of the county. 1840
BAKHAM Ingol. Leg. Ser. i. Grey Dolphin, Sheriff.. of Kent
..with his posse comitatus.

b. transf.
= POSSE i c.

1819 UVRON Juan i. clxiv, With him retired his posse
comitatus. 1860 TRISTRAM Gt. Sahara x. 160 On a house-

top were a bevy of nut-brown maids, who .. had forgotten
to veil their faces. They were consequently pelted with
stones by some of the POSSC comitatus, and retired in

confusion.

t Fosse'de, v. Obs. Also 5 poosseede, 6

possed, posseade, 6-7 Sc. posseid. [ F. pos-
stder to possess ;

but this form of the Kr. vb. is

not cited before the i6th c., the i.fijth
c. form being

possider, ad.L./<w/</(
T
;v.]

= POSSESS^, i, 2, 5.
a 1400-50 Alexander 2841 In pese & in pacience possede

at he mi^t. 1426 LYDG. in Pol. Poems (Rolls) II. 132

Septure and crowne that he may in dede, As he hath right,
in peas to possede. 1430 Min. Poems (Percy Soc.) 244
Tresours of fayrye which she doth poosseede. 1484 CAXTON
Fables of sEsop (1899) 41 The vertues [powers] which he

posseded in his yong age. 1556 Anrclio fy Isab. (1608) K v,

He that loves not him selfe dothe posseade no goode. 1571
Satlr. Poems Reform, xxvii. 70 Reid how J>ai forcitt the
Hi itonU folk to flitt, And gitt posseldis that peoples proprietie.
a 1641 BP. MQUXTAGU Acts ff Mon. in. (1642) 203 That God
transport him beyond his assise, and wholly possede him.

Possedie, Sc, Obs. ; see POWSOWDY.
Possess (pfize's), -v. [a. OF. pos$ess-ier> -er

(1269 in Godef.) f. L. possess-^ ppl. stem of possi-
dcre to possess, perh. through influence of F.

possessenr POSSESSOR, etc., the regular OF. repr.
vipossidere beiog^/OHW, -eir, -eotr.]

I. Radical senses.

fl. trans. Of a person or body of persons : To
hold, occupy (a place or territory) ; to reside or

be stationed in ; to inhabit (with or without owner-

ship). Obs. (or merged in 2).

1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 431 b/2 How now. .we possessen
pesably our royame without ony werre. 1535 COVERDALE
Josh. xxiv. 4, I gaue . . Ksau mount Seir to possesse. 1560
DAUS tr. Slcidane's Comm. 47 b, Colledges , . were fyrst
founded for the pore, but now for the most part they possesse
them, which have enough besides. 1667 MILTON P. L. iv,

431 Dominion giv'n Over all other Creatures that possesse
Karth, Aire, and Sea. 1684 BTNYAN Pilgr. n. 2 The City
of Destruction, a populous place, but possessed with a very
ill conditioned, and idle sort of People. 1713 STEELE Guard.
No. 6 p 3 The whole shire is now possessed by gentlemen,
who owe Sir Harry a part of Education.
absol. or intr. 1611 SHAKS. Cymb. i. v. 48 Let instructions

enter Wheie Folly now possesses.

t b. Of a thing : To occupy, take up (a space or

region) ;
to be situated at, on, or in. Obs* (exc.

with mixture of other senses).
1604 E. G[RIMSTONE] D'Acosta's Hist. Indies in. xiii. 159

The waves of the South sea, runne 30 leagues, and the
other 70 are possessed with the billowes and waves of the

North sea, c i6o A. HUME Brit. Tongue (1865) 22 The
acute [accent] . . may possesse the last syllab : . .the penult :

. .the antepenult : ..and the fourth also from the end. 1713
J. JAMES tr. Le Blond's Gardening 205 The Addition of
four Foot will be filled up and possessed by the Walls and
Clay-work. 1755 B. MARTIN Mag; Arts $ Sc. v. 22 The
Solar System, in which you see the Sun possesses nearly
the central Point. [1850 ROSSETTI Blessed Damozel xi,
When those bells Possessed the mid-day air.]

t c. Of a disease, etc. : To affect, infect. Obs.

1612 WOODALL Snrg: Mate Wks. (1653^ 90 If the palsie

possesse the opposite part. 1678 PHILLIPS, /Itr/wr, a disease

possessing the hairy scalp. 1699 UESTLEY Phal. 266 An
error, .which has possess'd the Copies of this Play.

fd. To take up the attention or thoughts of
;

to occupy, engross. Obs.

1653 WALTOS Angler vi. 1 34 To enjoy the former pleasures
that there possest him. i6gia LOCKE Toleration iv. Wks.
1727 III. 464 Affairs of State which wholly possess them
when grown up. 1719 DE FOE Crusoe (1840) II. i. 8 The. .

innocent amusements . .which before entirely possessed me,
were nothing to me.
2. To hold as property ; to have belonging to

one, as wealth or material objects ;
to own.

1500-20 DUNBAR Poems xi. 34 Thocht all this warld tliuw
did posseid, Nocht eftir death thow sail possess. 1526
TINDALE Luke xii. 15 For no marines life stondeth in the

hahoundaunce of the thynges which he possesse ih. 1685
LADY RUSSELL Lett. (1819) I. 68, I was too rich in po:^se:i-

sions whilst I possessed him. 1785 PALKY Mor. Philos. in.

i. iv. 102 It is . .'consistent with the will of God ', or
'

right ',

that I should possess that share which these regulation^
assign me. 1881 FROUDE Short Stud. (1881) IV. n. ii. 187
He could not give to others what he did not himself possess.

b. Law. To have possession of, as distinct from

ownership ; see POSSESSION i b.

1888 POLLOCK & WRIGHT Possession in Com. Law 2 'Ihe

person entitled to possess is generally (though not always)
the owner.

c. To have as a faculty, adjunct, attribute,

quality, condition, etc. (Often meaning no more
than the simple have.}
1576 FLEMING Panopl. Epist. 115 The residue of my lyfu

will I lead in Rhodes, where I may possesse peace and
quietnes. 1662 GERBIEU Princ. 40 The Quarries possess
more Stone, and the Woods more Timber than a Banquet
Room. 1744 HARRIS Three Treat, in. i, (1765) 134 Xo
Animal possesses its Faculties In vain. 1838 THIRLWALL
Greece xxv. III. 367 Notwithstanding the ample means of
information which they possest, great ignorance and many
erroneous opinions prevailed. 1840 H. AINSWORTH Tower
of London (1864) 235

'
Jlis folly has destroyed the fairest

chance that ever man possessed ', observed the bishop. 1860
TYNDALL Glac. \. vi. 46 The former may possess many times
the intensity of the latter. 1889 Times 27 Sept. 5/4 An
elaborate hidated survey, which possesses a peculiar value
from its reference to the iJomesday survey.

d. Jig. in emphatic sense.

1685-6 LADY RUSSELL Lett. (1819) I. Si My weakness is

invincible, which makes me, as you phrase it, . .possess past
calamities. 1852 ROBERTSON Serin. Ser. in. xviii. 236 The
writhings of a heart that has been made to possess its own
iniquities.

e. (after F. posstder?} To have knowledge of or

acquaintance with
;
to be master of, or conversant

with (a language, elc.\ [Cf. quot. 16748. v. POSSESSOR c.]

1852 THACKERAY Esmond \. iii, Harry, .possessed the t\vo

languages of French and English very well. 1865 M. ARNOLD
Ess. Crit. i. 45 livery critic should try and possess one

great literature, at least, besides his own.

3. To take possession of, seize, take
;
to come

into possession of, obtain, gain, win. arch.

1526 TINDALH Luke xxi,
ip

With your pucience possesse
your soules [1611 BIBLE ibid., In your patience possesse
ye your soules. 1382 WYCLIF, 56 schulen welde goure soul is.

1881 A*. K. ye shall win your souls], 1586 A. DAY Eng.
Secretary i. (1625) 45 A company of rats vpon a sudden

possest his house. 1590 SPEXSER F. Q. in. iii. 51 How to

effect so hard an enterprize, And to possesse the purpose

they desird. 1610 SHAKS. Temp. in. ii. 100 There thou maist
braine him, Hauing first seiz'd his Bookes. ..Remember
First to possesse his Bookes. 1649 CROMWELL in Carlyle
Lett, fy .V/. (1871) II. 227 Upon Thursday the One-and-

thirtieth, I possessed a Castle called Kilkenny. 1764 FOOTE
Mayor of G. i. Wks. 1799 I. 165 Turning down a narrow
lane .. in order to possess a pig's stye, that we might take
the gallows in flank. 1877 L. MORRIS Epic IIadcs^\i. 118
The strong brute forces .. leap on him, and seize him and
possess His life.

4. To keep, maintain (oneself, one's mind or

soul) in a state or condition (of patience, quiet,

etc.) ;
often in allusion to Luke xxi. 19 (the proper

sense being misunderstood: see quot 1526 in 3).

Also (without i/t\ to maintain control over, to keep
calm or steady (cf. self-possessed^ self-possession].
1643 EVELYN Mem. 2 May, Resolving to possess myselfe

in some quiet,..! built .. a study, .. at Wottpn. 1654
BRAMHALL Just l-'iiid. ii. (1661) 27 All Christians .. are

obliged to passiue obedience, to possess their souls in

patience. 1711 STEELE Spect. No. 137 P i Uneasy Persons,
who cannot possess their own Minds. 1749 CHESTERF.
Lett. (1775' II. 168 A man who does not possess himself

enough to bear disagreeable things, without visible marks
of anger. .is at the mercy of every artful knave. 1890 MRS.
LYNN LINTON in Chamb. Jrnl. 4 Oct. 625''! Every man
worthy of the name of man should know how to possess his

soul bearing with patience those things which energy
cannot change.

6. Of a demon or spirit (usually evil) : To occupy
and dominate, control, or actuate.

_ . in. iv. 95
drawne in little, and Legion himselfe possest him, yet lie

speake to him. 1704 HEARNE Duct. Hist. (1714) I. 181

Some are of Opinion that Abel slew the very same Serpent
the Devil had formerly possessed. 1850 ROBF.RTSON Serin.

Ser. in. ix. 113 The spirit which possessed him must be,

they thought, divine. iooa W. AXON in Trans. Roy. Soc.

Lit. Ser. ii. XXIII. 99 Belfagor undertook to possess a rich

lady, and not to be exorcised, save by Matteo.

b. pass, (usually const, with, in mod. use also

by, formerly of}. See also POSSRSSED 2.

15*6 TINDALE Matt. iv. 24 Them that were possessed
with devils. Luke viii. 36 He that was possessed of the

devyll. 1612 DEKKER If it be not good Wks. 1873 III. 309,
I am possest with the diuell and cannot sleepe. 1651
HOBBES Leviath. \. viii. 38 Thought by the Jewes to be

possessed either with a good, or evill spirit. 1717 DE FOE
Syst. Magic i. ii. (1840) 53 A set of people who were not

possessed by, but rather, as it may be called, are possessed
of the devil. 1829 W. IRVING Cong. Granada \. iv, One of
those fanatic infidels possessed of the devil. 1854 MILMAN
Liit. Chr. in. vii., II. 155 A woman eats a lettuce without

making the sign of the cross. She is possessed by a devil.

6. Of an idea, a mental condition, or the like:

To take or have hold of (a person) ; to hold, domi-

nate, actuate
;

to uiTcct or influence strongly and

persistently. (Formerly also of bodily conditions.)

1591 SHAKS. Two Gent. in. i. 206 My cares are stopt, and
cannot hear good newes. So much of bad already hath

possest them. 1610 Teuip. it. i. 109 What a strange
drowsines possesses them? 1646 SiuT. BKOWNE Pseud. Ep.
i. xi. 44 Which Tuscan superstition sealing upon Rome
hath .since possessed all Kurope. 1722 Di. \

:w. Plague (1754)

3 This [suspicion] posse^s'd the Heads of the People very-
much. ((1814 Gonzanga i. i. m J\V;v Brit. Theatre III.

102 What can possess this young lord to be out of his bed
at this hour? 1880 L. WALLAC i; Bcn-llur 31 In a mood
very different from that which now possesses them.
For the passive with with : see 9 d.

II. Causal uses
;
= cause to possess.

f 7. "With in: To put in possession (csp. legal

possession) of (lands, estates, etc.) ; to settle or

establish in. Rarely without in. Obs.
( 1465 Pol. AW. <y /,. Poems {1866^ 4 Kdwardens Dai gracia

Sithe god hathe .. posseside J>e in thi right Thone hime
honour with al thi myght. 1576 AYj/". J'>-i7>y Council Scot.
II. 518 To enter and possess the said Nicoll in his saidis

landis. 1606 G. \\'[OODCOCKE] Hist. Ivstine MIL 39 He de-

posed Arimbafrom his kingly seat, and possessed Alexander
therein. 1687 in Magd. Coll. ,\ Jas. II (< ). H.S.' 170 Hec
thought the Uishop illegally possest. 1708 in rhcnix II. 241
Then the Just ..shall be posse>s'd in the fulness of their Glory.

8. \Vith of (also t with"-* : To endow with, put in

possession of; to bestow (something specified)

upon, give (something) to. Now rare or Oh. exc.

as in b or c.

1549 Compl. Scot, i. 19 He posse.-sis vihir pure pcpil..
\itht the samyn reches. 1606 SHAKS. Ant. <fr Ll. in. xi. 21,

I will possesse you of that ship and Treasure. 1644 MILTON
Editc. Wks. (1847) 987^ I>y possessing our souls of true

virtue. 1658 M'lwlc Duty Man vii, 7 I>y pos.sessing his

heart with this virtue of contentedntss. 1789 JIMLIKSON
Autobiog. Wks. 1859 III. 45, I have thought it better to

possess him immediately of the paper. 1784 SIR J. REYNOLDS
Disc. xii. (1876' 55 It is better to posse^> the model with the

attitude you require.

b. refl. To take possession of, take for oneself,
make one's own

;
=

3.

1593 SHAKS. Lucr. Argt.4 Lucius Tarquinius.. had possessed
himselfe of the kingdonie, 1621 LADY M. WKOIH Urania.

546 Then possest he himselfe wilii his armes. 1709 SIKKLL;
Ttitter No. 35 F ii My Lord Orkney received Orders to

possess himself of Morta;^ne. 1885 Sin J. BACON in Laiu
Times Rep. LII. 570/1 All that the plain titTs did was to

possess themselves . . of the securities. 1888 POLLOCK &
WRIGHT Possession in Com. La~v 2 No plain man would
hesitate to say that a thief possesses himself of the goods
carried away.

c. pass. To be in possession of; to be endowed
with

;
to possess (sense 2). Possessed of or with,

having possession of, possessing.
1495 Trez'isa's Barth. De P. K. xv. xlii. (W. de W.\

Creta was somtyme posses.syd wyth [Bcdt. MS. ihi^t wij>]
an hundryd noble cytees. 1593 SHAKS. Rich. //, 11. i. 162

The plate. ..and moueables, Whereof our Vncle Gaunt did
stand possest. c 1600 Sonn. xxix, Featur'd like him, like

him with friends possest. 1617 MORYSON /tin. IT. 137 They
found the Spaniards possessed of the Towne. 1791 COWPKR
Iliad in. 108 He., of her And her's possest, shall bear them
safe away. 1809-10 COLKRIDGE Friend (1865) 122 Every
human being possessed

of reason. 1863 GLADSTONE Glean.

(1879) II. 197 The active vigorous English workman, pos-
sessed of all his limbs. 1888 POLLOCK & WRIGHT Possession
in Com. Law 36 The King is not unfreqnently .spoken of

as being seised or possessed of the crown.

9. With with : To cause to be possessed by
(a feeling, idea, or the like: see 6); to imbue,

inspire, permeate, affect strongly or permanently
with ; to cause to feel or entertain.

1597 MORLF.V Introd. Mus. 180 If therefore you will com-

pose in this kind, you must possesse ypurselfe
with an

amorus humour. 1642 Ol'serz 1

. his i\faj. Anstu. to City
Land. Petit. 8 To possesse the people with a fancy against
that. 1670 (i. H. Hist. Cardinals \. i. 25 What Devil

possesses them with such wicked designs? 1710 ABP. KING
Let. to Svjift 16 Sept., To possess my lord Shrewsbury and
Mr. Harley with the reasonableness of the affair. 1863
GLADSTONE I' inane. Statejn. 14, I wish that I could possess
the Committee with the impression.. of the deep and vital

importance of the subject.

b. With clause: To imbue with the notion, to

persuade, convince.

1607 MIDDLETON Michselnt. Term. \. \. 50 E-asy. You've

easily possess'd me, I am free. 1712 ARBUTHSOT John Bull
in. iii, He had possessed the lady, that he was the only man
in the world of a sound, pure and untainted Constitution.

1747 SARAH FIELDING Lett. David Simple I. 278 From the
time I went away, my Mother had constantly possessed her,
that I did so. 1828 Craven Gloss, (ed. a), Possess, to

persuade, to inform, to convince.

t c. Without const. : To influence the opinion
of

;
to prepossess. Obs.

1591 RALEIGH Last Fight Rev. (Arb.) 15 Hoping to

possesse the ignorant multitude by anticipating and fore-

running false reports. 1605 BACON Adv. Learn, n. xxiii.

6 Here is observed, that in all causes the first tale

possesseth much. 1681 Trial S. Collcdge 22 ColUdge.
Air. Attorney, I should not interrupt you, if I were not
afraid this was spoken to possess the Jury.

d. pass, (coinciding, and in early instances

often identical, with the passive of sense 6).

1576 GASCOIGNE Steele Gl. (Arb.) 56 A poets brayne,
ossest with layes of loue. a 1652 BROME Queen fy Conctt.

ine n. viii, My Lord, I do presume I am unwelcome,
Because you are possess'd I never lov'd you. 1661 WOOD
Life (O. H. S.) I. 395 Being possest with a deep melan-

choly,.. he fell, as 'twere, downe right mad. 1760 KOMXT'
SON Chas. V III. vn. 43 Henry, possessed.. with an high

146-2

pos
cin
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id^a of his own power and importance. 1853 MAURICF,

Proph. ff Kings \. ^ He had all his life been posseted with

one great conviction.

f e. With inverted construction : To create a

possessing idea, etc., in (the mind) ;
to infuse,

Obs. rare,
1606 G. W[OODCOC:<I.] Hist. It-stinc ix. 42 She . . possest

such a superstitious toy in the heads of the people, that she
madrj them yearly sanctifie a day and keep it holy in

remembrance of him.

1O. To put in possession of, furnish with (know-
ledge or information); to instruct /'/;

;
to inform,

acquaint, to give to understand thai, Obs. or arch.

1596 SHAKS. ffffrcA. !~. iv. i. 35, I haue possest your grace
of what I purpose. 1601 Tivcl. N. \\. iii. 150 Possesse

\s, possesse vs, tt-11 vs something of him. 1607 G. WILKINS
Mis. Enf. Marriage i. B ij b, I haue possest you with
this businesse Maister Doctor. 1634 SIR T. HERBERT
Tra~>. 123 If hee had any more to po>sesse the King, he
should first acquaint him, and consequently have an answer.
1666 WOOD Life 3 Feb. (O.H.S.) II. 72 He beforehand

possest the VicecanceUor that I would help him. 1682

Ncivs fr. France 9 They are very careful to possess all

people in such secret methods as they dare venture on.

1771-90 FRANKLIN Autohiog. (1856) 91 Our debates possessed
me so fully of the subject, that I wrote and printed an

anonymous pamphlet on it. 1863 COWDEN CLARKE Shaks.
Char. viii. 201 Contriving to possess her fellow-conspirators
. .of all the particulars of his behaviour.

Possessable: see POSSESSIBLE.

Possessed, possest (p^ze-st), ///. a. [f.

POSSESS v. + -ED 1
.]

1. Occupied; held as property ; taken possession

of, seized, assumed ;
see POSSESS 1-3. rare.

1595 DANIEL Civ. Wars iv. xxxiii, No other crosse,. .But
this that toucht thy now possessed hold. 1616 J. LANE
Cont. Sqr?s T. ix. 23 Her possessd greatnes, vpstart vsurpa-
tion. 1691 tr. Eniilianne t

s Frauis Rant. Monks (ed. 3)

367, I was astonish'd to see the Liberty this young Gentle-
man took with his Possessed.

b. Kept under control, kept calm or steady,

composed. rare~. (Implied in possessedness :

see below. Cf. POSSESS 4 and SELF-POSSESSED.)
2. Inhabited and controlled by a demon or spirit ;

demoniac, lunatic, mad, crazy.
1534 TINDAI.F- Matt, viii. 33 What had fortuned vnto the

possessed of the devyls. 1577 HANMKR Anc. Ecd, Hist.

(1619) 141 By Nature possessed and frantike. 1632 LITHGOW
Trav. i. 33, 1 saw an old. .Frier con in ring the Diuell out of
a possessed woman. 1727 GAY Fables \. iii. 7 She saw the

Nur^e, like one possess d,\Vith wringing hands, and sobbing
breast. 1861 THOKNBUKV Turner (1862) II. 227 There were
some strange weird clouds introduced, which had something
demoniacal and possessed about them.

b. absol. A demoniac, a madman
;
mad folk.

1657 SPARROW Bk. Coin. Prayer (1661) 249 After this the

Catechumens, the possessed and the penitents are dismissed.

1854 MILMAS Lat. C/ir. in.
vji. (18641 II. 155 A poor peasant

receives the possessed into his house.

o. See POSSESS v. 8 c.

3. (In instrumental combinations.) Dominated,
controlled, strongly and permanently affected.
c i6zo Convert Soul in Farr S. P. Jas. I (1848! 89 Peace,

catifFe body, earth possest. 1711 Brit. Apollo III. No. 135.

2/2 My . .\vo-possessed Heart.

Hence Posse'ssedness (see i b). self-possession.
1676 W. Row Contn. Blair sAutobiog. x. (1848) 265 A man

of most calm temper with great possessedness and stayedness
of Spirit.

fPosse'Ssiant. Obs. [a.OF./tttttfo/ib.,prop.
pres. pple. of possessor to POSSESS.] A possessor.
c 1400 Oestr. Troy 2627 Ewsebius,. .Had all the crafte &

cpnyng in his clere wit, pat pictagoras the pure god posses-
siant was of.

Posse'Ssible, a. rare. Also -able. [f. POSSESS
v. + -IBLE.] Capable of being possessed.
1874 W. JONF.S New Test, lllustr. 278 Knowledge of

divine things possessible by man. 1897 ANNE PAGE After-
noon Rideg The young beauty seemed to dissolve into more
possessable mortality.

Posse ssiiig, vbl. sb. [f. POSSESS v. + -ING i.]

The action of the verb POSSESS
; possession.

1580 SIDNEY Ps. xxxvn. xix, The righteous minds Shall
haue the land in their possessing. 1709 Brit. Afollo II.

No. 37. 3/1 We're cheated of the Blessing, When arriv'd at

full Possessing. 17.. POPE /wit. Swift i Parson, these

things in thy possessing Are better than the Bishop's blessing.

Posse/SSing, ///. a. [f. as prec. + -ING 2
.]

1. Having something as a possession ; spec, having
material possessions.
1839 BAILKV Festus xxviii. (1852) 472 Seraphs and saints,

and all-possessing souls, Which minister unto the universe.

1884 M. ARNOLD m Pall Mall G. i Dec. 6/1 There is in the
West the possessing, the spending, and the enjoying class.

1897 Daily Aews 6 Sept. 5/6 Only representatives of the

privileged and possessing classes had been convoked.
2. Inhabiting and actuating a person, as a demon

or spirit ; dominating ns an influence.

1838-9 HALLAM Hist, LU. II. u. iv. 40. 145 The political
creed which actuates at present, as a possessing spirit, the

great ma^s of the civilised world. 1902 W. M. ALEXANDER
Demonic Possession in A". '/'. v, 172 Nor did He.. ascribe
to possessing spirits moral influence over the possessed.
Hence Fosse'ssingrness.
1881 GURNKV Tfrtiitm Quid (1887) II. 70 We may note

the degree of possess! ngness and permanence in the artistic

Impression.

Possession (p^ze-Jon), sb. Forms : 4- posses-
sion

; also 4-6 -ioun, -ione, -yon, (4 -ioune,

5 -youe, 6 -yowne) ; (4 possescyon, 5 posse-

sioon, poseescon, 7 pocessyon, 6 -ion . [a. OF.

posscssiun, -on
V
i2th c. in HaU.-Darm.', ad. L.

possessio-nem seizing, occupation, n. of action f.

fossickre : see POSSEDE, POSSESS.]
1. The action or fact of possessing, or condition

of being possessed (see POSSESS i, 2); the holding
or having something (material or immaterial) as

one's own, or in one's control ; actual holding or

occupancy, as distinct from ownership.
a 1340 HAMI-OI.E Psalter xv. 6 Merkis of my possession.

1390 GOWER Conf. I. 276 And yaf therto possessioun Of
lordschipe and of worldes good. 1473 Rolls ofParlt.Vl. 91/2
To the Patronage or Possession of the Church of Prescote.

1526 Pilgr. Per/. (\V. de \V. 1531) 150 But also haue sure

felynge, tastynge, possessyon, and fruicyon of his goodnes.

1605 VERSTEGAN Dec, Intel!, iv. (1628191 To obtaine posses-
sions of the whole He. 1690 LOCKE Treat. Govt. n. v. g 38
The same measures governed the Possession of Land too.

1813 MAK. EDGEWORTH Patron, xviii, I am not one of those

exigcantt mothers who expect always to have possession of

a son's arm. 1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) I. 185 Philosophy
is the possession of knowledge,

b. Law. The visible possibility of exercising
over a thing such control as attaches to lawful

ownership (but which may also exist apart from

lawful ownership) ; the detention or enjoyment of

a thing by a person himself or by another in his

name ; the relation of a person to a thing over

which he may at his pleasure exercise such control

as the character of the thing admits, to the exclu-

sion of other persons ; esp. the having of such exclu-

sive control over land, in early instances sometimes
used in the technical sense of SEISIX.
In the Roman Law, 'possession is usually said to con-

sist of two elements physical control and intention to

possess; but in English law the latter element does not
assume the same prominence as, in the shape of the animus
doming it has been thought to assume in Roman law...

The general rule of English law is that exclusive physical
control gives legal possession, unless the apparent possessor
holds only as servant or bailiff on behalf of another

'

(J. M,
Lightwood in Encycl. Laws Eng. (1808) X. 229). Primarily,
the term denotes a state of fact, but this fact carries with it

legal advantages, and so is the source of rights. If the

suite of fact could always be ascertained with certainty, and
if it always produced the normal legal effects^

the subject of

possession would present little difficulty ; but it is frequently
uncertain to whom the actual control of a thing is to be

attributed, and, when this question is settled, the law may
credit the advantages of possession to some person other
than the apparent possessor. . .Hence arises the distinction

between actual and legal possession. Actual possession
denotes the state of fact

;
but the person to whom are

credited the advantages of possession has the legal posses-

sion, whether he is the actual possessor or no. Legal
possession, when not accompanied by possession in fact, is

known as 'possession in law '. {Ibid. 228-9.) See 'his

article; also (interatia\ Essay on Possession in theCommon
Law by F. Pollock and R. S. Wright, 1888, Treatise on
Possession ofLand by John M. Lightwood, 1894.

*535 Art ~7 Hen. I-'///, c. 10 Every such person .. shall

hensforth stond and he seasid demed and adjuged in lawfull

season estate and possession of and in the same. 1559
Rec. Monast. Kinloss (1872) 151 We chairg ., you . . to

pas to the. .landis.. And ther gif him stait and possessioun
be thak and raip as wse is. 1579 Expos, Tertncs Law 158
Possession is said two wayes, eyther actuall possession,
or possession in law. Actuall possession is when a man
entreth in deede into landes or tenements to him discended
or otherwise. Possession in lawe, is when landes or tene-

ments are discended to a man, and he hath not as yet really,

actually, and in deede entred into them. 1706 Pun.UPS,
Unity of Possession^ is when the Possession, or Profit is

united with the Property, Thus, if the Lord purchase the

Tenancy held by Heriol-Service, then the Henot is extinct

by Unity of Possession, i.e. because the Seignory or Lord-

ship and the Tenancy are now in one Man's Possession.

1766 BuvcKSTONECVvww. II. xxv. 389 First then of property
in

possession absolute; which is where a man hath, solely
anu exclusively, the right, and also the occupation, of any
moveable chattels. 1818 CRUISE Digest (ed. 2) III. 330 The
first degree of title is the bare possession, or actual occupa-
tion of the estate, without any apparent right, or any pre-
tence of right, to hold and continue such possession. 1837
liARON PARKE in Meeson & Welsby Rep. II. 331 Ownership
may be proved by proof of possession, and that can be shown
only by acts of enjoyment of the land itself. 1861 J. KENT
Comm. A met: /,/ (1873) ILxxxix. 493 Though the vendee

acquires a right of property by the contract of sale, he does
not acquire a right of possession of the goods until he pays
or tenders the price. 188^ W. A. HUNTER Roman Law 209
Possession is the occupation of anything wuh the intention

of exercising the rights of ownership in respect of it. 1887
Lu. FITZGERALD in Law Rep. 12 App. Ca. 556 P>y posses-
sion is meant possession of that character of which the thing
is capable. 1888 POLLOCK WRIGHT Possession in Coin,

Law i As the name of Possession is . . one of the most

important in our books, so it is one of the most ambiguous.
1 ts legal senses (for they are many) overlap the popular sense.

Ibid. 26 The following elements are quite distinct in con-

ception. .i. physical control, detention, ordefactoppssession.
. . li. legal possession, the state of being a possessor in the eye
of the law. . . iii. Right to possess or to have legal possession.
Ibid. 27 Right to possess, when separated from possession, is

often called
' constructive possession '. Ibid. 58 A servant in

charge of his master's property, or a person having the use
of anything by the mere licence of the owner, .generally has
not possession. 1894 J. M. LIGHTWOOD Possession ofLand
2 Possession which is recognized by the law , . is known
as civil possession. The actual possession may be held by
another on behalf of the civil possessor by his servant or

tenant, for example and here the civil possession is still

based on actual possession. 1898 in Encycl. Laws
J'-ng. X. 232 A person holding land as a tenant for years is

denied the special form of legal possession known as seisin.

The English law, however, differing herein from the Roman
law, does, not refuse legal possession to bailees. Ibid. 236
In the case of goods, .the mere right to possession is some-
times described as 'constructive possession', and is allowed
the advantages of actual possession.

c. Phr. Inpossession : said (a) of a thing, actually

possessed or held; often with possessive, in (one's)

possession', {b} of a person, usually in possession

of, actually possessing, holding, or occupying
someth i ng. Chose in possession i see CHOSE.
Man in possession^ a duly authorized person who
is placed in charge of chattels (furniture or the

like) upon which there is a warrant for distress.

To fake possession of (f fake in possession} : to take

for one's own or into one's control, to seize.

[1308 9 Rolls ofParlt. \. 274/2 Mettre le dit nich' en cor-

porele possession del avauntdu provendre.] fiuo R. BRUNNE
Chron. (iSio) 239 pe londes (mt J>ei haue now in possessioun.
1390 GOWER Con/. I. 26 Cirus. . tok it in possessioun. 'ia 1400
Morte Artli, 2608 Of Alexandere and Aufrike, and alle ^a
oute landes, I am in possessione, and plenerly sessede.

1560 DAUS tr. Sleidanes Cotinn. 13 He hathe Millan nowe in

possession. 1576 FLEMING Panopl. Epist. 417 The Queenes
maiestie, nowe in possession of the English empire. 1603
OWEN Pembrokeshire (1892) 85 Any lande..beinge in the

pocession of the Churche. 1771 Jnnius Lett. Ixvii. (1820)

333 He loses the very property
of which he thought he had

gotten possession. 1860 I'VNDALL Glac, I. xxiv. 169, I had
now the thermometers in my possession. 1886 B. L. FARJEON
Three Times Tried \. 13/2, I., left Captain Bellwood in

possession of the field. 1888 POLLOCK & WRIGHT Posses,

sion in Coat. Law 119 When a man is away from home his

household effects do not cease to be in his possession. 1897
Daily Weics 10 Dec. 3/2 (heading) The ' Man in Posses-

sion '. Ibid.) Defendant's man during the nine days only
visited the house once a day and did not remain in posses-
sion. 1898 J. M. LIGHTWOOD in Encycl. Laws Eng. X. 237
In possession : as applied to an estate or interest, these words

usually mean that the right is immediate, and not in rever-

sion, remainder, or expectancy.
d. Prov. Possession is nine (formerly eleven}

points (also parts] of the law : see POINT sbJ- A. 1 2.

1650 B. Discolliimttinm 13 Possession maybe n points
of the Law. 1^12 ABBUTHNOT John Bull iv. iii, Possession
. .would make it much surer. They say

'
it is eleven points

of the Law!' 1813 MAR. EDGEWORTH Patron. (1833) III.

Jili. 130 Possession, .being nine parts of the law.

e. Alining (Derbyshire) : see quot s.

1653 MANLOVE Lead Mines (E. D. S.) 9 A cross and hole a

good possession is, But for three dayes. 1681 HOUGHTOS
Kara Avis Gloss. (E. D. S.), Possession, the right to a tiiecr

of ground, which miners enjoy, by having stows upon that

ground ; and it is taken generally for the slows themselves j

for it is the sftni'S that give possession. 1802 MAWE Min,
Derbysh. Gloss. (E. D. S.), Stowces, pieces of wood of parti-
cular forms and constructions placed together, by which the

possession of mines is marked.

f2. The action of seizing or possessing oneself

of\ capture : see POSSESS v. 3. Obs. rare.

1748 Ansons \
7
oy. \\. ix. 231 Our future projects, .with a

view to the possession of this celebrated galeon.

3. coner. That which is possessed or held as

property ; (with a, etc.) a thing possessed, a piece
of property, something that belongs to one ; //.

belongings, property, wealth.
a 1340 HAMPOLE Psalter ii. 8, I sail gif til J>e genge Jin

heritage : & Ji possession terms of erth. 1388 WYCLII-"

Matt. xix. 22 The Song man..\vente awei sorewful, for he
hadde many possessioun s. [1429 Act 8 Hen. /'/, c. 9
Ceux qi gardent par force lour possessions en ascuns terres

on tenementz.] 1432-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) IV. 155 Thei

occupiede the londes and possessiones of inony other

peple. 1538 STARKEY England i. iii. 77 Such an idul sort,

stpendyng theyr possessyonys. 1610 HOLLAND Cnntden's
Brit. (1637) 729 Masham, which was the possession of the

Scropes of Masham. 1841 JAMES Brigand ii, Beauty is

a woman's best possession till she be old. 1875 JOWETT
Plato (ed. 2) I. 434 One of your possessions, an ox or an ass,

for example.
b. In Scotland, A small farm : see quot. 1805.

1799 J. ROBERTSON Agric. Perth 511 The lanes include
between them the breadth of two possessions only. 1805
FORSVTH Beauties Scotl. \. 519 [The farms] run from jsoto

1 200, if below ^30, they are called possessions.

4. A territory subject to a sovereign ruler or state;
now chiefly applied to the foreign dominions of an

independent country.
1818 J. ADOLPHUS (title) The Political State of the British

Empire; containing a General View of the Domestic and

Foreign Possessions of the Crown. 1850 HT. MARTINKAU
/list. Peac<! II. v. xii. 377 Canada became a British posses-
sion in 1763. 1888 Pall Mall G. 13 Sept. 4/1 British New
Guinea has very rapidly developed from the position of
a protectorate into that of a possession. 1905 U'hitakcr's

Almanack 512 The British Possessions in North America
include the whole of the northern part of that continent

excepting Alaska [etc.].

5. The fact of a demon possessing a person ; the

fact of being possessed by a demon or spirit (see

POSSESS v. 5). Also in Psychics', see quot. 1903.
1590 SHAKS. Com. Err. v. i, 44 How long hath thN

possession held the man? 1651 HOBBES Leriat/i* i. viii. 38
Neither Moses, nor Abraham pretended to Prophecy by
possession of a Spirit. 1689 C. MATHER (title) Memor-
able Providences relating to Witchcrafts and Possessions.

1746 WESLEY Prlnc. Methodist 51 If you were to suppose
John Haydon .. was not mad, but under a temporary
Possession. 1846 TRENCH Mirac. v. (1862) 158 The same
malady they did in some cases attribute to an evil spirit, and
in others not ; thus showing that the malady and possession
were not identical in their eyes. 1903 MYERS l/ititt. Per-

sonality I. Gloss., Possession, a developed form of motor
automatism, tn which the automatist's own personality



POSSESSION.

disappears for the time, while there ia a more or less

complete substitution of personality, writing or speech being
given by another spirit through the entranced organism.
6. The action of an idea or feeling possessing

a person (see POSSESS v. 6) ; transf. an idea or

impulse that holds or affects one strongly; fa
dominating conviction, prepossession (obs.).
1621 T. WILLIAMSON tr. Goulart's ll'isc I'iuillard 76, I

conie now to speake of anger and choller, which commonly
keepc possession in old men. 1728 VANBK.&CiB./VvD'* Husb.
i. i. 5, 1 have a strong Possession, that with this five hundred,
I shall win five thousand. 1826 New Monthly Mag. XVI.
508 Old ideas still keep possession of old heads. 1867
LONGF. in Life (1891) III. 103, I have worked steadily on it,

for it took hold of me, a kind of possession.

7. The action or condition of keeping (oneself,
one's mind, etc.) under control (see POSSESS v. 4'.

rare exc. in the compound SELF-POSSESSIOX.

11703 BURKITT On N. T. Luke xxi. 19 As faith gives us
the possession of Christ, so patience gives us the possession
of ourselves. 1710 STKELE Tatler No. 168 F 4 To acquire
such a Degree of Assurance, as never to lose the Possession
of themselves in publick or private. 1802 MAR. EDI;*.WORTH
Moral T. (1816) I. 237, I have need of that calm possession
of my understanding, .. necessary to convince yours. 1871
R. ELLIS Catullus xxxv. 12 She, if only report the truth

bely not, Doats, as hardly within her own possession.

8. attrib. possession-man man in possession :

see i c.

1772 Doc. Hist. N. York (1851) IV, 803 The Weak pre-
tence of Hutts hastily Built on small Spotts of Ground
which they Term possession Houses. 1871 TYLOK Prim.
Cult. xiv. II. 115 The opinion that the possession-theory is

..modelled on the ordinary theory of the soul acting on the

body. 1891 Daily News i Jan. 2/6 He and 'a possession
man' went with a warrant of execution to levy on the defen-
dant's goods for a debt and costs of over 7/. 1897 Ibid.

28 Apr. 6/5 He was on drinking terms with every process-
server and possession-man about the place.

t Possession, v. Obs. rare 1
, [f. prec. sb.]

trans. To furnish with possessions.
1602 CAREW Cornwall 132 b, Sundry more Gentlemen this

little Hundred possesseth and possessioneth.

Posse'ssional, a. rare. [f. as prec. + -AL
; cf.

professional.] Pertaining to possession ; having
possessions or property ; propertied. Hence Pos-

se'saionalism, the doctrine or principle of indi-

vidual possession or private property; Posse's-

sionalist, one who holds this doctrine.

1872 W. R, GKEG Enigmas ofLife (1873) 48 Union among
all possessional classes. 1882 OGILVIE, Possessions^ same
v$ possessive. 1903 G. R. HALL Human Evolution viii. 191
Some actualities of Posbcssionalism. Ibid. ix. 216 In Lower
Possessionalism chattel-slavery begins to die out, industry
takes on the form of serfdom... In Higher Possessionalism
we find the social form of Capitalism. Ibid. xii. 291 Before

Ion$j only two parties will exist, the Possessionalists and the
Socialists.. .The honestly Possessionalist Cabinet.

Posse'ssionary, a. and sb. [f. POSSESSION sb.

+ -AKY 1. So obs. K. possessionnaire adj. (1539).]
A. adj. Constituted by possession ; having, per-

taining, or relating to possession.
1658-9 Burtons Diary (1828) III. 224, I do not say this,

to abate any thing of his Highness's authority. . . He hath a

possessionary right, which, I am sure, gives him power
enough to call Parliaments. Ibid. 590 If he is but posses-

iionary Protector, he is then hereditary and not subject to

any boundings. 1739 F. BLOMEFIELD Hist. Thetford 52
Athelstane, Abbot of Ramsey, had a House in Theford, for

then he had a Possessionary Writ, directed to the Burghers
of Thefbrd. 1809 E. S. BARRETT Setting Sun II. 115 The
horde of possessionary and reversionary moles may depre-
cate an inquiry.

f B. so. One who is in possession ;
= POSSES-

SIONEK b.

1531 FRITH Mirror (1829) 273 It proveth our bishops,
abbots, and spiritual possessionaries, double thieves and
murderers, as concerning the body.

Fosse-ssionate, a. Obs. [ad. med.L.

possessidnat-us (in Du Cange) ; see POSSESSION sb.

and -ATE ^.J Having possessions or endowments :

cf. POSSESSIONS b.

'432-So tr. Hfatten, llarl. Contm. (Rolls) VIII. 459 We
wolde have destroyede .. the kynge, bischopps, chanons,
monkes possessionate, and alle men of churche, the frers

excepte oonly. 1899 TKKVLLYAN Eng. Age Wyclij'151 The
disendowment of the '

possessionate
'

clergy.

Possessioiied (-e-Jand), a. [f. POSSESSION
$b* + -ED 2, after F. possessions^.'} Endowed with
or holding possessions.

X794 J- GIFFORD Reign Louis XI'I 551 That satisfaction

should be given to the princes possessioned in Alsace. 1837
CARLYLE /">. Rev. II. v.

y,
This of the Possessioned Princes,

* Princes P0ssessiones\ is bandied from Court to Court..
The Kaiser and his Possessioned Princes will too evidently
come and take compensation.
Posse'ssioner. 06s.exc.ffuf. [f.

POSSESSION-

sfi. + -ER 2
.] One who is in possession, or holds

possession, of something ; a holder, occupier ;

a proprietor, owner ; an owner of possessions.
1381 WVCLTF Acts iv. 34 How many euere weren posses-

cioners IVulg. possessor^} of feeldis or howsis. c 1450
GodstcKu Rtg. 89 They called before them the lordis and
possessioners and lenauntis of the mylles. 1544 tr. Little-

ton's Tenures (1574) 67!}, Possessioners of a warde of the

bodye of n childe within a^e. 1563 BoNNBftfn Strype Ann.
^>

O^C I 709) I- xxxiv. 341 Not being lawful Bishop of Win-
chester, but an usurper, intruder, and unlawful possessioner
thereof. 1681 CHETHAM Angler's Vadc-m. xl. 25 (1689)
299 The Owners or Possessioners thereof. 1807 BKITTON*
Hctiittics E>ig. IX. Line. 571 The sum of iooo/. borrowed of

1157

the king, lords, and great po&sessumers, till it cuiild \jv lu\i_d

by the commissioners uf sewers. 1884 Q. Kev. Jan. 107 The
grasping spirit of the new lords and pos^essioner^.

b. spec. A member of a religious order having
possessions or endowments

;
an endowed clergyman

or ecclesiastic.

1377 LAXGL. P. PI. LJ. v. 144 pise possessioneres preche
and depraue freres. c 1380 WvcLlF Sel. ll-'ks. I. 212 Popis
and bishopis and prestis..and jbese new religiouse posses-
sioneris and be^eris. 1496 -AV'rv.v fy Pait/>. (W, de \V.) iv.

vi. 167/2 Yf he be a relygyous possessyoner emlewed by
temporal goodes, he may releue them. 1545 URINKI.OW

Campl. xxiv. 11874)69 But the son of man hath not where
to rest Iiis head. Such possessionars were the bysshops of
the prymatyue church ! 1855 MILMAN f,a'. C/iy. VI. xni.

vi. 125 It was the villeinsdemanding manumission from their

lords, not Wycliffe's disciples despoiling posse^sioners.
Posse-ssionist. nonce-ivd, [f. POSSESSION sb.

+ -IST.] One who professes to be possessed by a

demon, one who holds a theory of such possession.
1726 DE FOE Hist. Devil n. xi. (1840) 352 The mock pos-

sessions and infernal accomplishments, which most of the

possession ists of this age pretend to.

Posse SSioilless, a. rare. [f. as prec. +

-LESS.] Destitute of possessions. Hence Posse s-

sionlessness.

1894 MRS. I)VAX Alt in a Man's A". (1899) 235 How
tliankful you must be now that you are so possessionless.

1905 Nation (N. Y.) 27 Apr. 334/3 Those who shared and
defended his superb possession lessness.

Possessival (pysesarval), a. Gram. rare. [f.

as next, after adjectival^ substantival.} Of or per-

taining to the possessive case
; possessive.

1873 KARLE Pnilol. Eng. Tongue (ed. 2) 572 This
possessival termination [*s] detached itself, and passed into
a pronoun-flexion by a sort of degeneracy, as in 'John his

book '

.

Possessive (p^e-siv), a. (sit.) [ad. L. fosses-

sfz'usj in grammar (Quintil.): see POSSESS v. and
-IVE. So Y.possessif) -ive (i 5th c. in Hat/. -Darin.).]
1. Gram. Denoting possession; qualifying a thing

(or person) as belonging to some other.

Possessivepronoun (possessive adjective)^ a word derived
from a personal or other pronoun, and expressing that the

thing (or person) denoted by the noun which it qualifies

belongs to the person (or thing) denoted by the pronoun
from which it is derived. Possessive case, a name for the

genitive case in modern English, ending tin nouns) in V,

and expressing the same relation as that expressed by a

possessive pronoun.
(The name possessive Pronoun is sometimes restricted to

the absolute possessives mint', thine, his, tiers, its, ours,

yours, theirs, the adjectival forms my, thy, his, her, its,

our, your, their, being distinguished as possessive adjectives.
Both classes originate in or arc derived from the genitive or

possessive case of the personal pronouns.)
1530 PALSGR. Introd. 41 Where as we use our pronownes

ppssessyves. 1571 GOI.DING Calvin on Ps. xxvi. i The
piththynesse of the Pronoune possessive (my) is to be noted.
1668 WILKINS Real Char. 30$ Modifications of Pronouns. ..

Possessive, denoting a relation of Propriety or Possession
unto the person or thing spoken of,.. as I, Mine; Who,
Whose. ITIZ STKEI.K Spcct. No. 461 p 3 The Poet . . lets a
Possessive Pronoun go without a Substantive. 1763 Lo\vi n

Eng. Gram. 25 This Case answers to the Genitive Case in

Latin, and may still be so called ; though perhaps more
properly the Possessive Case. 1824 L. MURRAY /i# r

. Gram,
(ed. 5) I. 259 One substantive governs another, signifying a
different thing, in the possessive or genitive case. 1870
HELFENSTEIN Comp. Grain. Tent. Lang. 199 The New Teu-
tonic pronouns take the inflexions of the strong declension
of the adjective, where they are used as possessive adjectives,
as (lerm. mcin, ineine, inchi, gen. meines, inciner, mcincs.

1876 MASON Eng. Gram. (cd. 21) 73 The apostrophe in

the possessive case singular marks that the vowel of the

syllabic suffix has been lost.

2. Of or pertaining to possession ; indicating

possession. (In quot. 1578 in sense corresp. to

POSSESSION 2.)

1560 HOLLAND Crt. Venus i. 764 Greit Aduocat with power
possessiue. 1578 Let. Pat. to Sir 11. Gilbert in Hakluyt
I'oy. (1810) III. 175 All such our subiects and others, as
shall from time to time hereafter aduenture themselues in

the sayd iourneys or voyages habitatiue or possessiue. 1635
Qt'ARLics Embl. v. ix. 277 What meane these Hv'ries and
possessive keyes? 1889 MRS. JOCELYS Distracting Guest
II. vii. 129 His manner was kind and considerate. .; perhaps
a trifle too possessive; but I rejoiced just then in that very

possessiveness.

b. Having the quality or character of possessing ;

holding, or being in, possession.
1818 LYTTON Leila n. i, The life of the heir-apparent to

the life of the king-possessive is as the distinction between

enchanting hope and tiresome satiety. 1880 Miss BROI-GH-

TON Sec. Th. in. x, Her eye, free and possessive, wanders

widely round.

B. sb. Gram, ellipt. (a) for possessive pronoun
or adjective ; (/>) for possessive case.

1591 PERCIVAI.L .$"/. Diet. Bivb, Of pronounes some are

primitiues...Some are deriuatiues, called also possessiues.

1704 J. HARRIS Lex. Techn. I, Possessive* in Grammar,
are such Adjectives as signifie the Possession of, or Property
in some Thing. 1755 JOHNSON Diet., Gram.

t
The posses-

sive of the first person is my, mine, our, ours. 1876 MASON
Eng. Gram. (ed. 21) 68 The noun in the possessive is in
the attributive relation to the noun which stands for what
i possessed. Ibid. 142 Their retained a substantive force

after the other possessives had become pronominal adjectives.

Possessively (p^ze-sivli), adv.
[f. prec. adj.

+ -LY *.]

1. Cram. In a possessive sense or relation.

1590 STOCKWOOD Rules Construct. 54 When the genitiue
case is taken aetiuely, when passingly, and when posses.

POSSESSORY.

MUiJy. 1879 Win INLY Sanskrit Gram. 445 IVaae^ively
used descriptive compounds, .are extremely numerous.
2. In the way of possession; in a manner indicating

possession ; as something possessed ; as one's own.
1813 HOBHQUSL; Journey (ed. 2) 1021 A sale by auction of

the tenths belonging to the Malikiane (or fiefs held posses-

sively, under the annual value of fifteen thousand piasters.

1901 Westi!?. Gaz. 27 Apr. i>/i He tapped the English lady
possessively on the shoulder.

Fosse :ssiveness. [f. as prec. + -XESS.] The
quality of being possessive.
1864 Atheussum 10 Sept. 339/2 Its operation, its po:>ber>sive-

ness, becomes more intense. 1883 LADY V. GKEVILLK Keith's

Wife 1.^168 The man is apt to shock.. by a too prompt
assumption of possessiveness.

Possessor ^vze'soj;. Also 5-7 -our, 6-8 -er.

[ME. and A.possess0urt
~ F. possesseur (i4th c.

in Ilatz.-Darin.), ad. L. possessor, -C>rcnt
t ajjent-n. f.

possidere to possess; with later conformation of

suffix to Latin : see POSSESS and -OK !.] One who
possesses ; one who holds something as property, or

in actual control
; one who has something(material

or immaterial) belonging to him; a holder; an

owner, proprietor. Const, of, or \\\\.\\poss. pron.
1388 WVCLIF Acts iv. 34 How manye euere weren posses-

souri.s of feeldis, ether of housis, thei seelden, 1477 Kolte

of Parlt, VI. 187/1 Posses-.ours of the Roiall Kslate and
Corone of Kiiglond. 1486 M\ St. A Mans, Her. C vj b, The
possessor of theys annys beris in latine thus [etc.]. 1535
COVERDALE Gen. xiv. 19 The most hye God, possessor of

lieauen and earth. 1596 SITCNSEK /''. Q. iv. i. 29 She.. their

possessours often did dismay. 1667 MII.TON P. L. \. 252
Infernal world, and thou profoundest Hell Receive thy
new Possessor. 1794 MRS. RADCI.IKI-'E Afyst. Udol/'ho i,

'1'his charm was too dangerous to its possesser. 1839 Ln.
BROUGHAM Statcsin. Geo. ///, I. 36 Unlimited power cor-

rupts the possessor. 1883 H. WALKER in Leisure nouryQifa
The hornbeams .. are the true autochthones and rightful

prescriptive possessors of Kpping Forest.

b. spec, (mainly Law}. One who takes, occupies,
or holds something without ownership, or as dis-

tinguished from the owner.

1565-6 Reg. Privy Council Scot. I. 432 Summond thame
to cumpeir btfoir the Lordis of Sessioun, to heir thame
dfcernit violent possessouris. 1747 HOOSON Miner s Diet.

N iij, Takers or Possessers have been cast and quite thrown
out. 1800 ADOISON Anier. Laiv Rep. 129 The possessor
remains liable to the true owner. 1818 CKL-ISK Digest
(ed. 2} V. 372 Littleton, .speaks of disseisins principally as

between the owner and trespasser or possessor, with an eye
to the remedy by a>si/e.

C. fig. (a) One acquainted or conversant with, or

master of, a subject ; (/>) One who maintains con-

trol over (himself). Cf. POSSESS v. 2 e, 4.

1674 PI.AVIORD Skill Mtts. Pref. 9 Whose love of this

Divine Art appears by his Encouragement of it and the

Possessors thereof. 1713 M. HENRY Ordination Serin.
Wks. 1853 II. 505/2 We are most our own possessors, when
we are least our own masters.

d. Comm. The holder (of a bill, etc.).
1682 SCARLETT Exchanges 63 It is the Duty of the Pos-

sessor, to take care for his Bill, and to see that the same be
either accepted or protested. 1809 R. LANCFORD Introd.
Trade 134 Possessor, the person who receives a foreign bill

and presents it for acceptance.

Posse'SSOress. rare. Also 6-7 -eresse. [a.

obs. F, fossesscresse, fern, of Q$, possesseur POSSES-

SOB : see -uss 1
.] A female possessor.

151* Helyas in Thorns Prose Rout. (1828) III. it, I am
the lad ye and possesseresse of this londe. 1611 COTGR.,
Possesseresse^ a possesseresse, a woman that possesses,

holds, enioyes. 1681 W. ROBERTSON Phrased. Gen. (1693)

1007 A possessoress, doniina.

Possessorial (ppaesoo-rial), a. rare. [f. as

POSSESSORY + -AL.] Of or pertaining to a posses-

sor; possessory.
1594 Klirr. Policy (1590) 133 The parts of the House are

Coniugall or Matrimoniall, Paternall or of the Parent,

Seigniorall or Lordly, and Possessoriall (cf. POSSESSORY 2,

quot. 1586]. 1850 Lu. OSBORNE Gleanings 46 My friend

must have had a very strong possessorial fit upon hi;:i.

Posse'ssorsliip. [f. POSSESSOR + -&UIP.]
The condition of a possessor; the holding of

something as owner.

1885 STEVENSON Pr. Otto i. in. 31 The joy of possessor-

ship. 1896 Eng. Churchm. 16 Jan. 35/1 The long out-

standing dispute touching the possessorship of the Upper
Mekong Valley.

Possessory (p;'ze*sori), a. [ad. late 'L. posses-
sori-tis adj. relating to possession, so F. possessoire

(i4thc. in Godef.) : see POSSESS v. and-ORY.]
1. Law. a. Pertaining to a possessor ; relating

to possession.
Possessory Action, an action in which the plaintiff's claim

is founded upon his or his predecessor's possession, and not

upon his right or title. Possessory interdict (Rom. Law),
one of a class of interdicts for the acquisition, retention, or

recovery of possession. Possessory judgement (Sc. Law) :

see quot. 1838.

1425 Rolls ofParlt. IV. 272/2 Y" matire possessorie, and
y petition y'uppon given. 1540 Act 32 Hen. Vlfl^ c. 2 2

Assice of mort auncestor . . or any other action possessorVt
a 1577 SIR T. SMITH Commw. Eng. (1609) 54 Pleas . . real],

be either possessorie, to aske, or to keepe the possession ;

or in rfw, which wee call a writ of right. 1766 BLACKSTONE
Comm. II. xiii, 197 If he omits to bring this his possessory
action within a competent time, his adversary may imper-

ceptibly gain an actual right of possession, in consequence
of the other's negligence. 1838 W. BELL Diet.,

Law
Scot, s.v., A possessory judgment is one which entitles a

person, who hay been in uninterrupted possession for seven
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yeais, to continue his possession until the question of right
bhall be decided in due course of law. 1857 Lo. CAMI-BKLL

ChiefJustices III. xliv. 47 In the possessory action of eject-

ment the legal estate shall always prevail. 1894 LIGHT\VOOD
Possession of Land \, 5 The old possessory actions which
were for the recovery of possession, were founded upon
seisin.

b. Arising from possession; as possessory interest
',

right) property^
title.

1615 JACKSON Creed iv. i. i. i Our personal election, pre-

destination, salvation, or possessory right in state of grace.

1658-9 Burtons Diary (1828) III. 581 His possessory right,

which was sufficient title for him to call a parliament, and
for us to submit to it. 1708 Tcrmes de la Ley s.v. Pro-

perty\ There are three manner of rights of Property; that

is, Property absolute, Property qualih'ed, and Propertypos-
'

bessory. 1766 BLACKSTONL: Comm, II. xxx. 453 The bailees

. . may. .vindicate, m their own right, this their possessory >

interest. 1881 Times 14 Apr. 10/1 Throughout most parts
of Ireland there has grown a tacit admission, .that the

tenant has a possessory interest in his holding.

t 2. That is possessed ; of the nature of a posses-
sion. Obs,

1586 T. U. La Primaud. Fr, A cad. i. 464 A house., may
be divided .. into these foure parts: into matrimoniall,

parentall, lordly or masterly, and possessorie part. 1610

GUILLIM Hcraldty vi. iii. (1611)260 It were an absurd thing
. .that the possessorie things of the vanquished should be
more priuiledged then their owners.

3. That is a possessor; holding something in

possession.
1633 SIR J. BuRUOfGHS S<x>. Brit. Seas (1651) 18 When

the Romans had made themselves possessorie Lords of the

Island. 1874 MOTLEY liarnevcld I. i. 66 The possessory ,

princes. 1886 J. A. KASSON in N. Aic>: /iVr'. Feb. 125
Their commercial rights are to be the same as those of the

,

possessory government.
4. Of, belonging to, or characterizing a possessor.
1659 STANLEY tfist. Pkilos. xm. (1701)613/1 Domestick

Prudence being either conjugal and paternal, or domhiative
and possessory, c 1660 Clarke Papers (Cainden) IV. 303
The commaund I had that tyme of the army and strength
of the kingdome was but a possessory and noe legall power.

1848 Blackw. Mag. LXIV. 6 Man's possessory instinct
,

essentially connects itself with the future. 1879 J. HEGG
Scot. Public Affairs 6 The possessory spirit is strong enough
in man.

b. Used to render Gr. Krrjffios in Zei/s Krrjaios

Jove the protector of property, nonce-use.

1850 IJLACKIE JEschylus II. 109 A plundered house By
grace of possessory Jove may freight New ships with bales

that Tir outweigh the loss.

Posset (pr^0 *&- ^ w on 'y H*st* r local.

Forms : 5 posho(o)te, poshotte, poshet, possot,

possyt, possate, 5-6 poset, possett, 7 possit,
Sc. possat, 5- posset. [ME. poshote, possot, of

unascertained origin. Palsgr. (1530) gives a F.

possetfe, but this is not otherwise known to French
,

scholars. Ir.pusoid, posset, is from English.
Connexion with POSCA has been suggested.]

1. A drink composed of hot milk curdled with

ale, wine, or other liquor, often with sugar, spices,
or other ingredients ; formerly much xised as a deli-

cacy, and as a remedy for colds or other affections.

14.. I'oc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 567/22 Baldncta, a crudde,
Item dicitur^ poshet. 14. . Metr. I'oc. ibid. 625 18 Casins^

poshoote. 14.. Voc. ibid. 666/9 Hec bedult,^ possyt.
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 410/2 Possot, balducta. r 1460 J.

RL-SSLLL Bk. Nurture 94 Milke, crayme, and cruddes, and
eke the Ioncate,pey close amannesstomak and so dothe J>e

possate. 1466 Paston. Lett. II. 269 For bred, ale, and

possets to the same persons, vi<^. 1530 PALSCK. 257/1 Posset

of ale and mylke, possettc. 1546 PIIAEK Bk. Childr. (1553) ]

Tvj, Knotgrasse. .the iuice therof in a posset dronken..is

excedyng good. 1605 SHAKS. Macb. n. ii. 6 The surfeted
:

Groomes doe mock their charge With Snores. I haue

drugg'd their Possets. 1648 HEKKICK Hester.^ To Phillis,
Thou shalt have possets, wassails fine; Not made of ale, ,

but spiced wine ! 1711 ADDISON Spcct. No. 57 P 2 [HeJ can
make a Caudle or a Sack-Posset better th:m any Man in !

England. 1789 W. BUCHAN Doni. Med. xxix. (1790) 277 His

supper should be light; as small posset, or water-gruel
swceu-iv-d with honey, and a little toasted bread in it. 1876
F. E. TROLLOPS Cfarming Fellow 11. xiii. 205, I do wish he
would try a hot posset of a night, just before going to bed.

b. attrib., as posset-ale, -basin, 'bowl, -cup,

-curd* -dish, -drink, -pot.

15*8 St. Papers Hen. VIll^ I. 209 A possetale, hauing
certein herbes clarified in it. 1551-60 in H. Hall Elh. Soc,

(1887) 152 A possett Boule of Pewter. 1596 NASME Saffron
Walden 125 Hee lou'd lycoras and drunke posset curd.
1606 Sir G. Goosccappe \\. i. in Bullen O. PI. III. 40 Posset

Cuppes caru'd with libberds faces and Lyons heads with

spouts in their mouths, to let out the posset Ale. 1611
WOODALL Surg. Mate Wks. (i'53) 342 Plain posset drink

alone, reasonable warm, will do well. 1680 Hon. Cavalier
ii, I know some, who prefer. .the Possit-Bason before the
Hallowed Font. 1747 WESLEY Prim. Physic (1765) 59 Drink
a Quarter of a Pint of Allum Posset drink. 1821 SCOTT
Keniliu, vi, A gold posset-dish to contain the night-draught.
2. dial. The curdled milk vomited by a baby.
(Yorksh. and Lancash. in Eng. Dial. Diet.)

Hence Po-sset v. t a-- trans, to curdle like a

posset (pbs.) ; b. intr. (a] to make a posset ; ()
of a baby : to throw up curdled milk.
1602 SHAKS. Ham. \. v. 68 And with a sodaine vigour it

doth posset And curd, like Aygre droppings into Milke The
thin and wholsome blood. 1859 G. MEREDITH A'. Feverel

xxix, She broke off to go posseting for her dear invalid.

tymEng.Dial. Diet, s.v., Bless its little heart, it's possetting

again* [Cited from Westmld. to South Notts.]

Fossibilist (ppsrbilist). fad. F. possibilistt

or Sp. posibili$ta^ f. L. possibilis : see POSSIBLE

1158

and -1ST.] A member of a political party whose
aims at reform are directed to what is immediately

possible or practicable ; spec, (a) of a parly of

Republicans in Spain ; (If)
of a party of Socialists

in France. Also attrib. or as adj.
1881 Daily News 18 Aug. 5/7 The Opportunist, now called

the PtxsMbilist doctrine, that everything cannot be done in

a day. 1882 Coiitcmp. Rev. Sept. 459 Communists, .of the
'

Possibilist
'

type. 1893 Times 8 Aug. 2/5 The Possibilists of

Paris made the first notable effort to re-unite the labour

parties of different countries 1894 Cycl. Rev. Cltrr. Hist.

(Buffalo, N, Y.) IV. 898 Serior Abarzuza has been virtual

leader of the possibilists or moderate republicans ever since

Senor Castelar announced his retirement,

Possibilitate (pfsibi-lit^t), v. [f.
POSSIBILITY

+ -ATE :

>.]
trans. To render possible.

1829 SOLTHEY in\Q. Rev. XXXIX. 134 That this object
has been possibilitated. 1893 Nation IN. Y.) 2 Feb. 90/2
Theories thus miserably imperfect have nevertheless sufficed

to 'possibilitate
'

(as a Spaniard would say) all the great

engineering works of our age.

Possibility (ppsibi-liti). Also 4-6 with y for

i, and -e, -ee, -ic for -y ; (6 posabilete . [a. F.

possiHlili! (ijth c. in Hatz.-Darm.), ad. I, fessi-

biliiai, f. possibilis POSSIBLE : see -ITV.]

1. The state, condition, or fact of being possible ;

capability of being done, happening, or existing

(in general, or under particular conditions).
By any possibility (formerly t by possibility} : in any

possible way, by any existing means, possibly; so l>y M
possibility. t Ofpossibility (quot. c 1374) : characterized

by possibility, possible.
c 1374 CiiAfcKR Troylns in. 399 (448) That kan I deme of

poshibilite. c 1386 Frankl. T. 615 Ffor wende I neuere

by possibilitee That swich a Monstre or merueille myghte
be. 1387-8 T. USK Test. Lm'e in. iii. (Skeat) 1. 112 But
now thou seest . . the possibilite of thilke that thou wendest
had been impossible. 1509 HAWES Past. Picas. XL (Percy
Soc.) 39 That the comon wyt, by possibilitie, Maye well a

judge the perfyt veritie Of theyr sentence. 1594 HOOKER
Eccl. Pol. l. iv. 3 That high perfection of blisse, wherein
now the elect Angels are without possibilitie of falling.

1641 WII.KISS Matk. Magick i. xiv. (1648)94 To understand
that assertion of Archimedes concerning the possibility of

POSSIBLE.

or chance of having something : cf. b.) O/'S. (or

merged in i).
c 1375 St. Leg. Saints xxvii. (Machor) 685 Eftyr my

possybilyte, Dere sone, I sal helpe he. c 1450 tr. DC linila-

tiont m. xxix. 99 pou shalt ban fruisshc abundance of pes
after

) possibilite of t>i duellyns place. 1477 EARL RIVERS

(Caxton) Diclcs 82 Liberalite is to yeue lo nedi peple..
aftir the possibilite of the yeuer. 1544 Pfuinpton Corr.

(Camden) 249 Consider his <jualeties, bis living, his posabi-

lete, and confer al together, a 1550 llye ll'ay to Spytltl
lions 633 in Hazl. E. P. P. IV. 53 Yong brethren of small

possybylyte, Not hauyng wherwith to mayntene such degre.

1552 Keg. Privy Council Scot. I. 133 We. .offerit us to do
thairfor. .all that lay in our possibilliteis. 1379-80 NOHTH
Plutarch (1676) 75 He that maketh Laws, must have regard
to the common possibility of men. 1591 SHAKS. i Hen. VI,
v. iv. 146 lie rather keepe That which i haue, then counting
for more be cast from possibility of all. 1597 2 Hen. IV,
iv. iii. 39, I haue speeded hither with the very extremes!

ynch of possibilitie. 1648 GAGE West liui. x. (1655) 33 We
could not, although we proved al! our possibility by night
and day. 1790 PALF.Y Horz Paul. Rom. i. n An instance

of conformity beyond the possibility . . of random writing to

produce. 1815 Zelitca III. 78 An object who interfered

with her wishes, to a degree it was not in her possibility

for any other Creature to approach to.

t b. In possibility (later, in a possibility) : in

such a position that something (expressed or im-

plied) is possible to or for one ; having a prospect,

expectation, or chance (ofor to do something).
1523 LD. BKRNERS f-'roiss. I. 794 Uuke Aubert had nat

bene in trewe possession of Heynalt, but in possibylite
therof. 1591 HARISGTOX Orl. Fur. Pref. r viij b, I be in such

faire possibilitie to be thought a foole, or fantasticall for my
labour. 1605 CHAPMAN All Foolcs Wks. 1873 I. 182 That

come into., collision on the possibility of miracles. Mod. If

I could by any possibility manage to do it, I would.

b. In possibility : (a) not actually existing, but

that may come to exist ; potential :
= in POSSE

;

(b) in relation to something possible but not actual ;

potentially. (See also 3 b.)

1587 GOLDING fie Mornay iv. (1592) 45 As for God, he is

not a thing in possibilitie (which is an vnperfect being) but

altogether actuallieand in verie deed. 1711 ADDISON Sped.
No. 191 7 9 We are apt to rely upon future Prospects, and
become really expensive while.. only rich in Possibility.

C. After possibility (Law) : ellipt. for after

possibility of issue is extinct, \. e. when there is no

longer any possibility of issue.

[<; 1350 Rolls o/l'arlt. II. 401/2 Dount possibilite de issue

entre eux est esteinte, Maud ad fait wast, exil. vente e

destruction. 1544 tr. Littleton's Tenures (1574) 7 b, He. .is

tenaunt in the tayle after possibilitie of issue extinct.]

1596 BACON Jlfax. q Use Com. Law i. xxi, If tenant after

possibility make a lease for yeares, and the donor confirmes

to the lessee to hold without impeachment of waste.

d. The quality or character of representing or

relating to something that is possible.

1638 JUNK'S Paint. Ancients 63 In the phantasies of

Painters, nothing is so commendable as that there is both

possibilitie and truth in them. 1826 DISRAELI Viv. Grey n.

xvi, To consult on the possibility of certain views,, .and the

expediency of their adoption. 1890 RAYN ER Chess Problems

5 The chief requisites of a problem are possibility and
soundness. . . A possible position can be reached by a legal

series of moves as in a game.
e. Math. The condition of being a possible or

real quantity.
1673 COLLINS in Rigaud Corr. Sci. Men (1841) II. 555

About the constitution of incomplete eguations^it is easy to

observe that many of the roots lose their possibility.

2. An instance of the fact or condition described

in i
;
a possible thing or circumstance ; something

that may exist or happen. (Usually with a, or in

//. ;
in pi. sometimes nearly = capabilities: cf. 3.)

t 1400 Beryn 3544, I can nat wete howe To stop all the

ffressh watir wcr possibilite. 1588 SHAKS. Tit. A. in. i. 215
Oh brother speake with possibilities, And do not breake

into these deepe extreames. 1699 BENTLEV Phal. 100 Our
Kxaminer can give you a view of it in the Region of Possi-

bilities. 1712 BUDGELL Sped. No. 539 r 2 There is a Possi-

bility this Delay may be as painful to her as it is to me.

1790 PALEY Horx Pant. Rom. i. 10 This is spoken of

rather as a possibility, than as any settled intention.

1865 TROLLOPE Billon Est. v. 48 Her clearer intellect saw

possibilities which did not occur to him. 1883 H. DRUMMOND
Nat. Law in Spir. W. iii. (1884! 100 Three possibilities of

life..are open to all living organisms Balance, Evolution,
and Degeneration.

t 3. Regarded or stated as an attribute of the

agent : The fact of something (expressed or im-

plied) being possible to one, in virtue either of

favourable circumstances or of one's own powers ;

hence, Capacity, capability, power, ability ; pecu-

niary ability, means. (In quot. 1591, Possibility

307 in Simpson Sell. Shaks. (1878) I. 170, I am in possibility

To marry Alderman Cnrtises daughter. 1682 DRVDEN

Kclig. Laid Pref., Heathens who never did .. hear of the

name of Christ, were yet in a possibility of salvation.

f C. stag, and //. Pecuniary prospects. O/'S.

1592 GRKENE Upst. Courtier D iij, A yoong gentleman of

pounds, and possibilities, is goot gifts. 1637 H KYWOOO Koyall

JfiKfiL iii. (1874 VI. 25) You know I am my Fathers heire,

My possibilities may raise his hopes To their first height.

Possible (p?'sib'l), a. (so., adv.) Also 4-6

possy- ; 4 -bel, -bile, 5 -byli;e, 5-6 -bil, 6 -bill,

-bul (-able), [a. Y. possible (in OF. also posible,

ijth c. in Godet. Compl.), or ad. L. possibilis that

can be or may be done, possible, f. posse (for potts

esse) to be able.]

1. That may be (i.
e. is capable of being) ; that

may or can exist, be done, or happen (in general,

or in given or assumed conditions or circumstances) ;

that is in one's power, that one can do, exert, use,

etc. (const, to the agent).
a. Qualifying a noun or pronoun, attributively

or (more usually) predicatively.

13.. E. E. Allit. P. A. 452 If possyble were her mendyng.
1382 Wya.ii' Lute xviii. 27 Tho thingis that ben vnpossible

anemptis men, ben possible anemptis God. cx38sCHAUCMR
L. G. IV. 1020 (Dido), I can nat seyn If that it be possible.

c 1400 MAUNDEV. (1839) xvii. 184 And that was possible

ihinge. c 1460 FORTESCUE Abs. tr Lim. Man. vi. (1885) 123

We woll considre next his extra ordinarie charges, also ferre

as may be possible to vs. 1526 TINDALE Mark \x, 23 All

thyn"es are possyble to hym that belevith. 1541 R. COI-LAND

Guydon's Quest. Chirurf. A iij b, He ought to precede to the

healyng of the pacyent in all that may lye in hym possyble.

!S64Goi.DlNG Justinexl.^ He passed the mountaine Taurus

with all spede possible. 1669 STURMY Mariner's Mag. I. ii.

42 To make a Triangle . . whose Base shall be equal to any
( possible i Number given. 1777 BURKE Corr. (1844) II. 150

When we speak only of things, not persons, we have a right

to express ourselves with all possible energy. llnScrann
frill, n'hale Fish. p. xxxv, The manners of the Esquimaux

being the most suitable possible to the nature of the

climate. 1856 RUSKIN Mod. Paint. III. iv. xvii. 36 All

real and wholesome enjoyments possible to man have been

just as possible to him, since first he was made of the earth,

as they are now. 1870 JEVONS Logic xxii. 187 Thomson
much extends the list of possible syllogisms. Mod. There

are three possible courses.

b. Qualifying an infinitive or other clause,

usually introduced by it.

1340 HAMPOLE Pr. Consc. 6328 And if possibel ware, als es

noht, pat ilk man als mykel syn had wroght, Als alle |>e

men M '" b6 werld ever was. c 1386 CHAUCER Shifman's

T ^2 In his hous as famulier was he As it is possible any
freend to be. 1491 CAXTON Vitas Pair. (W. de W. 1495)

n. 209/1 It is not vnto vs possyble for to see eche other.

1500-20 DUNBAR Poems Ixxxiv. 29 War it possibill that in

ony corce War Salamonis will and hie sapience. 1561

TURNER Herbal n. 41 It is not possible to discern the one

from the other. 1599 SHAKS. Hen. V, v. ii. 180 No, it is not

possible you should loue the Enemie of France, Kate.

1705 S. CLARKE Being f, Attrib. C.od x. 171 It is possible

to Infinite Power, to indue a Creature with the Power of

Beginning Motion. 1820 SHELLEY Hymn to Mercury Ixix,

How was it possible.. That you, a little child, born yester-

day,. .Could two prodigious heifers ever flay?

c. With infinitive or other complement (nearly

coinciding with 3). Cf. IMPOSSIBLE a. \ b.

1706 ATTEKBURY Serm., i Cor. xv. 19 (1726) II. 10 All the

Advantages and Satisfactions of this World, which are

possible to be attain'd by him. 1851 H. SPENCER Soc. Stat.

82 A limit almost always possible of exact ascertainment.

d. In elliptical phrases, as ifpossible
= if it be
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(or were) possible, if it can (or could) be
;
as mitch

as possible
= as much as may (or might) be, as

much as one can (or could).
1671 MILTON Samson 490 Let me here, .expiate, if possible,

my crime. 1688 Col. Rec. Pcnnsylv. I. 229 Notice be given
to as many of The Members as possible. 171* ADDISON

Spect, No. 58 p 2, I shall endeavour as much as possible to

establish among us a Taste of polite Writing, 1719
Wks. (1721) I. Ded. toCraggs 2 That they may come to you
with as little disadvantage as possible. 1882 Knowledge
II. 70 So that she might be cured, if possible.

1 6. ellipt. fpr
*
all possible *,

* the greatest

possible '. Obs. rare.

1596 DALRVMPLE tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. x. 281 Ilk flies to

his awne cuntrie with possable haist.

f. That can or may be or become (what is de-

noted by the sb.) : as a possible object of knowledge
something that may be an object of knowledge,

that can or may be known. (See also 2 b.)
1736 BUTLER Anal. Introd., Wks. 1874 1.3 Nothing which

is the possible object of knowledge, .can be probable to an
infinite Intelligence. 1856 EMKRSON Eng. Traits, Ability
Wks. (Bohn) II. 45 The labourer is a possible lord. The
lord is a possible basket-maker. 1862 STANLEY Jew. C/i,

I. xvi, Of the three possible harbours, .they made no use.

2. That may be (i. e. is not known not to be) ;

that is perhaps true or a fact; that perhaps exists.

(Expressing contingency, or an idea in the speaker's
mind, not power or capability of existing as in I

;

hence sometimes nearly credible, thinkable.)
1582 N. LICHEFIELD tr. Castaiiheda's Conq. E. Ind. I. Ixv.

132 b, That you shoulde understand, wherefore and for what
cause I remained in the Indias, for that it is possible that
all you do not know. 1693 DRYDEN Grig, fy Progr. Sat.
Ess. (ed, KerJ II. 25 In such an age, it is possible some
great genius may arise, to equal any of the ancients. 1734
ir. Rollins Anc. ///is/. (1827) VII. xvn. 300 Swept away all

actual and possible debts. 1827 WHATELY Logic (1837) 379
This word.. relates sometimes to contingency, sometimes to

power, e.g.
'
It is possible this patient may recover '. 1841

ELPHINSTONE Hist. Ind. I. 443 The Jats, whose possible
descent from the Getse has been discussed in another place.
1860 TYNDALL Glac. r. xxii. 157 The thought of the possible
loss of my axe at the summit was here forcibly revived.

b. That may be (what is denoted by the sb.) ;

that perhaps is or will be . . (Cf. i f.)
1882 B. HARTE Flip !, Still less would any passing stranger

have recognised in this blonde faun the possible outcast and
murderer. 1884 Manch. Exam. 10 May 5/6 Assiduous
efforts.. in whipping up every possible supporter of the Bill.

f 3. Having the power to do something ; able,

capable. Obs. rare. (Cf. POSSIBILITY 3.)

1512 Helyas in Thorns Prose Rom. (1828) III. 131 Yf ye
be able and possible to reedifie the churches of God. 1667
MILTON P. L. ix. 359 Firm we subsist, yet possible to
swerve.

4. Math. = REAL a.2 i d
; opp. to IMPOSSIBLE a. 2.

1874 TODHUNTER Trig. xix. 271 (1882) 216 If be even,

the last term, .is possible, namely ( i)^sin0, and the last

term but one is Impossible, namely n ( i) '* cos6s\nn ~'l 0.

6. With ellipsis of some qualification : Possible

to deal with, get on with, understand, take into

consideration, etc. (Opp. to IMPOSSIBLES. 3.) rare.

1863 M. ARNOLD Ess. Crit. vii. 228 He [Joubert] was more
possible than Coleridge ; his doctrine was more intelligible
than Coleridge's, more receivable.

B. absol. or as sb.

1. a. absol. (usually with the] : That which is

possible.
1646 H. LAWRENCE Comnt. Angells 75 If wee speake of

the possible, of what may be. 1844 MRS. BROWNING Cry
Children 135 God's possible is taught by His world's loving,
And the children doubt of each. 1879 GEO. ELIOT Theo.
Such vii. 139 The Possible is always the ultimate .master of
our efforts and desires.

b. as sb. A possible thing: = POSSIBILITY 2.

(Almost always in pi.}
1675 TRAHERNF. Chr. Ethics 173 Inferior possibles are more

remote, and only thought on in the second place. 1754
EDWARDS Freed. Will n. Hi. 46 Any Thing else of all the
infinite Number of Possibles. 1876 MRS. WHITNEY Sights
$ fns. II. xiv. 448, I know.. who is a higher, and fresher,
and sweeter possible of me.

^[ C. To do ones possible (imitation of F. fairs
son possible} : to do what is possible to one, to do
one's utmost,

'

to do one's endeavour'.

1797 MRS. A. M. BENNETT Beggar Girl (1813) V. 175 He
did his possible, but old Turgid was neither to be led nor
driven. 1808 in Southey Life A. Bell (1844) H* 483> 1 na(1

done my possible (in French phrase) to gratify you. 1838
SVD. SMITH in Lady Holland A/em. (1855) II. 408, I would
however have done my possible.
2. slang.pl. Necessaries, means, supplies.
1823 BEE Diet. Turfg6 High-tide, plenty of the possibles ;

whilst
' low-water

'

implies empty dies. 1824 Hist. Gaining
Ho.6i Dick was sadly put to his trumps to raise the possibles.

1851 MAYNR REID Scalp Hunt, xxiv, The hunters departed,
each to look after his '

traps and possibles ',

3. colloq. (orig. highestpossible} : short for
'

highest

possible score or number of points
'

(in a competi-
tion, esp. in rifle practice).
1866 York Herald 6 Aug. 5/4 Two highest possibles were

recorded, the ist Glo'ster taking first prize on account of
lime ; the second going to ist Hants. 1894 Daily News
20 July 4/6 Despite the somewhat unfavourable conditions,
three highest possibles were made. 1895 Ibid. 17 July 2/1
4
Possibles

'

were also made by Private , 3rd East Surrey,
and Captain , 3rd Lanark. 1896 \\~tstm. Gas. 14 July 9/1
Putting on a possible at 800 yards.

t C. as at??. SB POSSIBLY. (As an intensive quali-
fication of fan or could.} Obs.

1542 UDALL Erasm, Apopk. 30 b, Crito had afore dooen
all that euer he might possible dooe. 1606 G. W[ooDCOCKEJ
Hist; Irstine v. 25 He furnished a fresh Nauy of Ships,
with all the hast he could possible. 1678 WALTON Life
Sanderson 53, I wonder how a person could possible be
deceived with it. 1704 T. BROWN Two Oxf. Scholars
Wks. 1730 I. 9, I shall certainly have. .as many mischievous
tricks play'd me as they can possible. 1799 MRS. J. WEST
Tale of Times II. 223 She became as cold, .in her answers
as the rules of civility could possible admit.

Hence tPo-ssibleness, = POSSIBILITY r . Obs. rare.

1642 ROGEHS Naantan 313 To assure me of the possible-
nesse of obeying it. Ibid. 362 Shewing it an entrance and
a possiblenesse of escape. 1727 in BAILEY vol. 1 1.

Possibly (pp'sibli), adv.
[f.

POSSIBLE -f -LY 2
.]

1. In a possible manner ; according to what may
or can be (in the nature of things) ; by any existing

power or means ; within the range of possibility ;

by any possibility. (Usually, now always, as an
intensive qualification of can or could.}
1:1391 CHAUCER Astral. Prol. i Alle the conclusiouns that

ban ben fownde, or elles pos.sibli myhten be fownde. 1583
STOCKER Civ. Warres Lowe C. i. 31 Sent. .for as much
Artillery as was possiblye to be had, 1591 SIIAKS. Two
Gent. n. ii. 3 When possibly I can, I will returne. a 1680
BUILF.R Ran. (1759) I. 14 Every Man ama/'d anew, How
it could possibly be true. 1710 ADDISON Tatfar No. 243
P6 He cannot possibly live till Five in the Morning. Mod.
I cannot possibly be present. How could you possibly
think so?

t b. Irregularly used instead of possible in

adverbial phrases, as if possibly t
soon as possibly,

by all means possibly. Obs.

1560 INGF.I.FND Disob. Child in Haxl. Dodslcy II. 277
Therefore out of hand with all speed possibly To have a

wife, methink, would do well. 1583 STOCKER Civ. H-'arrcs
Lo'i'eC. in. ii7b, That all South Holland, if it were possibly,
might bee laide vnder the water, i64oHABiNCTON Ediv. II'

137 Soone as possibly, he was dismist. 1654-66 KARL
ORRERY rarthen. (1676) 701, I was somewhat moved.. if

possibly, to make her think she was mistook.

fc. As is possible to one; according to one's

ability ;
as much or as well as one can. Obs. rare.

1657 CROMWELL Speech 8 Apr., You have provided for every
one of them as a Free Man, as a man that does possibly,
rationally, and conscientiously.
2. Qualifying the statement, and expressing con-

tingency or subjective possibility (cf. POSSIBLE a.

2) : According to what may be (as far as one

knows) ; perhaps, perchance, maybe. (Often as

intensive qualification of may or might.}
1600 E. BLOUNT tr. Conestaggio 18 With greater libertie

then possiblie reason woulde allowe. 1685 SOUTH Semi.
(1697) I. viii. 362 A man by mere peradventure lights into

company, possibly is driven into an House by a shower of
Rain for present Shelter. 1711 ADDISON Spect. No. 98 r 2 The
Women might possibly have carried this Gothick Building
much higher. 1847 C. BRONTE y. Eyre in, Possibly I might
have some poor low relations. 1877 BAIN Coinp. Higher
Eng. Grant, (ed. 2) 198 We shall possibly come. 1899 T.
Nicoi.L Rec. Archaeol. <$ Bible v. 206 A Hittite woman was
possibly the mother of Solomon [=it is possible that a
Hittite woman was. . J.

Possident (pp-sident), a. and sb. rare. [ad.
L. possident-em possessing, pres. pple. of possidire
to possess.]

f A. adj. Possessing, holding in possession. Obs.

1625 W. B. Trite School War 31 That those Countries

should, by the renunciation of the possident Princes, be
deliuered vp vnto him.

B. sb. A possessor.
1610 W. FOLKJNCHAM Art ofSurvey n. ii. 49 The fensing

or inclosing of the Plot appertaines to the Possident. Ibid.

in. ii. 66 The qualities and attributes coincident to the
Possident and Possession. 1885 Pail Mall G. 27 Oct. 6/2
One who wishes to see riches freely and equitably circu-

lating, and looks for some adjustment between possidents
and not-possidents to the ultimate advantage of peace and
public safety.

Possody, obs. form of POWSOWDY, Sc.

POSSUXU (pf?'sz>m), sb. Now colloq. Also *r

possown, -e, possam, S posom, 9 'possum.
Aphetic form of OPOSSUM.
1613 A. WHITAKER Gd. Neu<esfr. Virginia 41 The female

possown winch will let forth her young out of her bellie.

1670 D. DRNTON Descr. New York (1845) 7 They eat like-

wise Polecats, Skunks, Racoon, Possum. 1698 G. THOMAS
PensiltKinia 14 That strange creature, the Possam. 1753
CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp., M^arsupiale, in natural history, a
name given by Tyson to the creature commonly called, the

possum, or opossum, a. 1813 A. WILSON Foresters Poet.
Wks. (1846) 235 While owls and 'possums found conceal,
ment there. 1869 Routledge s Ev. Boy's Ann. 594 He's a
rare dog for 'possums.

to. To play possum (U. S. colloq.) : to feign,

dissemble; to pretend illness: in allusion to the

opossum's habit of feigning death when threatened

or attacked. So to actpossum, to come possum over.

1834 W. N. BLANE Excursion 134 It is a common saying
in America, .that he is

'

playing possum '. 1844 MRS. HOUS-
TON \

T
acht Voy. to Texas II. 216 When a slave is suspected

by his employers of shamming sickness, to avoid his work,
he is compared to this cunning little beast :

'

Well, I guess
he's coming 'possum over us . 1855 HALIBURTON Nat. $
Hum, Nat. I. 5, I will play possum with these folks.

c. Applied to the Phalangers : OPOSSUM 2.

1770 COOK Jrnl. (1893) 294 Here are Wolves, Possums,
an Animal like a ratt, and snakes. 1869 HOARE Figures of
Fancy 86 The 'possum prattles in the trees.

d. attrib. and Comb.
1856 KANE Arct. ExpL I. xxix. 391 The Esquimaux, .say

that the dogs soon learn this
'

possum-playing
'

habit. 1869
Kotftledge's Ev. Boy*s Ann. 645 A true 'possum hunter
never aims except in the head. 1880 FJSON & Howrrr
Kamilaroi 197 Each lad has his head covered up in a

'possum rug.

PO'SSUm, v. U. S. colloq. [f. prec. sb.]
1. intr. To '

play possum
'

: see prec. b.

1832 T. FLINT Gcog. Mississippi Valley (ed. 2) I. 67 In the
common parlance of the country, any one, who counterfeits

1 sickness, .is said to be 'possuming
'

[ed. 1828 oppossuming],
1888 Daily Inter-Ocean 6 Feb. (Farmer^, With three danger-
ously wounded grizzlies roaming around t lit; immediate neigh-
bourhood, besides the possibility of possuming among tho>c
stretched out below.

2. To hunt opossums. Usually in vbl. sb.

1869 Ronfledge s I'~v. Boy's Ann, 607 l"o go out with him
on a 'possuming expedition. 1900 H. LAWSON* Over Ship-
rails ij-z, I promised logo 'possuming with Johnny Nowlett.

Post (p0-'st), .v/'.
1 Also (4 pos}, 5 poost, 5-7

poste, 7 poast. [OK. post a post, pillar, door-

post, ad. L. postis a post, door-post (in med.I,.

also a rod, pole, beam), whence also Q\\(J. pfost

(Qw.pfosteii} post, beam, MLG., LG., MDu., On.

post door-post ; also OF. post (i2th c. in Godef.)

(mod. dial. /(V) post, pillar, beam, by which prob.
the OE. word was reinforced in ME.
(Dialectal plurals are posses, postes, postessfs : see Pegge

Anecd. Eng. Lang, and Eng. Dial. Diet.)]

I. 1. A stout piece of timber, or other solid

. material, of considerable length, and usually of

cylindrical or square shape, used in a vertical

position, esp. in building as a support for a super-
structure.

c 1000 /rCt.FRic Saints' Lives xxvi. 226 He nheng ha \>x\

dust on cnne heahne post, c 1000 sElfric's Voc. in \Yr.-

Wiilcker 164/32 Basis, post, c 1205 LAY. 28032 He bigon
to hewene. .and J?a postes for-heou alle, ba heolden up ha
halle. a 1300 Cursor M. 7258 pe post \xit al bat husc

vpbare Wit bath his handes fie it scok. 1340 Ayenb, 180

Strang and stedeuest ase a pos ine his temple, c 1440
Pronip. Parv. 410/2 Poost, of an howse, postis. 1563

1 GOLDISG Cxsar vn. (1565) 190 b, Create postes of streight

j

timber set on a row equally dystant a two fote space one from

j

another. 1601 SIR W. CORSWALLIS Ess. xxit, Xot a Poste,
. nor a painted cloth in the house but cryes out, Feare God.
: 1725 WATTS Logic \. iv. 6 Post is equivocal, it is a piece

\

of timber, or a swift messenger. 1815 J. SMITH Panorama
,

Sc. fy Art I. 262 If it be not convenient to allow the posts
in partitions to be square, which is the best form.

1793 Sporting Mag. V. 135 With what difficulty he gets

through a crowd, or clears the postesses in the fields. 1833
MARKYAT Peter S. in, I inquired of the coachman whiji
was the best inn. He answered 'that it was the Blue

Postesses, where the midshipmen leave their chestesses '.

jb. Formerly sometimes applied toa beam. Ol's.

1367 GOI.DING Ovid x. 129 Shee ryseth, full in mynd To
hang herself. About a post her girdle she doth bynd, 1589
RIDER Bibl. Schol. 1123 A post called the browe post, which
is iust over the threshold : some call it a transome.

c. As a type of lifelessness, stupidity, ignorance,

deafness, or hardness : cf. BLOCK sh. i b.

Between you and me and the Post (or bed-Post} : as some-

thing that no one else is to hear or know j as a secret, in

confidence.

ci4i2 HOCCLEVE De Reg. Princ. 4695 But wtlaway! as

harde as is a post, .ben hertes now ! c 1430 Hymns I'iyg.

(1867) 61 Good conscience, goo preche to pe post, pi counctl

sauerib not my tast. 1617 BRATHWAIT Drinking^ Till they
like Posts can neither speake nor goe. 1778 Miss BI'RSEV
Evelina xxxiii, They.. know no more than the post. 1816
'

Quiz
' Grand Master Pref. 4 The fellow, stupid as a post,

Believ'd in truth it was a ghost ! 183* LYTTOS Eugene A.
iv. i. 205 Between you and me and the bed-post, young
master's quarrelled with old master. 1838 DICKENS Xich.
Nick, x, And between you and me and the post, sir, it will

I be a very nice portrait too. 1x1845 HOOD T. Trumpet iv,

She was deaf as a post. 1873 MRS, ALEXANDER Wooing o't

in. iv. 94 Between you and me and the post, I don't think

they have much money.
2. A stake, stout pole, column, or the like, that is

set upright in or on the ground, for various

purposes; e. g. as a boundary mark, landmark, or

monument, a stand for displaying public notices,
a support for a fence, a point of attachment, etc.

Poet o/ the Post'. ?one who exhibited his writings in public.
n 1300 St. Michael 149 in Treat. Sc., etc. (Wright) 135

If ther were nou a post he? [Land. MS. an hei$ stepel], and
a man above sete, And me se^e him smyte an he} gode
duntes and grete. 1417 Searchers Verdicts in Snrtees
Misc. (1888) ii A party of the ferrest post of Robert of

Feriby standys on Seint Leonard grunde. 1540 Act
32 Hen. y/II, c. 14 [They] shall.. affix the same writing
unto some post or other open place . . in Lumberdstrete.

1640 R. WEST in Ferrand Erotomania bvij. And sweare,
like Poets of the Post, This Play Exceeds all lohnsons Works.

1643 MILTON Soveratgne Salve 40 Like Posts of direction
: for Travellers, c 1710 CEI.IA FIENNES Diary (1888) 157 At

all cross wayes there are posts with hands pointing to each
road. Mod. The boundary is marked by a line of posts,

i

The lane is barred by posts against riding or driving.

f b. Formerly set up by the door of a mayor,
sheriff, or other magistrate. Obs.

1598 BP. HALL Sat. iv. ii. 21 Whose sonne more iustly of
his gentry boasts Then who were borne at two pide painted
posts ; And had some traunting Merchant to his syre. 1601

: SHAKS. Twel. N. i. v. 157 Hee'l stand at your door like a
! Sheriffes post . . but hee'I speake with you. 1618 Qwles
Aim., Painters 57 My Lord Maiors posts must needs be

trimmed against he takes his oath. 1631 ROWLEY Mm
IVonder \. 7 If e'r I live to see thee Shreiffe of London, 1 1

gild thy painted postes. 1845 PARKER Cfoss. Archit. <;. v.,



POST.

Posts, plained in the ground, .were formerly placed at the

sides of the doors of sheriffs and municipal authorities,

probably to fix proclamations and other notices to.

3. With prefixed word indicating special purpose.
Draw-post^ a post used in wire fences, provided with

winders for tightening the wires; Foot-post ^
one of the

posts at the foot of a four-post bedstead ; Kerb-Ppst^ a post
set at the edge tf a pavement ; A'ace -frost, a starting-jiost or

winning-post. See also BED-, CLOTHES-, DOOR-, GATE-,
GOAL-, KING-, LAMP*, SIGN-POST ; also </tVw//V//j*0j/ (DIREC-
TION n), reaehing-poit (REACHING vbl. S& 1

), etc.

1643 MILTON Sooeraigne Salve 40 Like race posts quickly
to be run over. 1731 W. HALFPENNY Perspective 32 From
H and E, raise the Head-posts to the Frame L and M, also

draw the Foot-posts and Rails. 1849 NOAD Electricity

{ed. 3) 378 One end being attached to the winder at one

draw-post, the wire is extended to the adjoining draw-post,
and fixed to its corresponding winder at that post. 1904
Westm. Gaz. 25 Mar. 1/3 Four of the cannon. .now fill the

lowly if useful roles of kerb-posts and lamp-post?.

4. Contextnally for various specific kinds of posts.
J

a. A door-post or gate-post.
a 1300 Cursor J/. 6077 On aiber post fcer hus to smer,
A taken o tav ET or tj on bair derner. 138* WVCLIF Jiidg.
xvi. 3 Sampson ..took both leeues of the rate, with her

;

posies andlok. Pro"', viii. 34 Blisful the man. .that waitiih

;it the postis of my dore. c 1450 Mirour Sahtacioim 3428

Sampson, .the Jjates with the postis with hym bare he away.
'

1671 MILTON Samson 147 The Gates of A/za, Post, and
ma^sie Bar.

b. A whipping-post (?).

1624 HF.YWOOD Captives
v. iii. in Bullen O. PL IV, They

;

\\ ill spitt at us and doom us Unto the post and cart.

c. Racing. The post which marks the starting

or finishing point ;
a starting-post or winning-post.

1642 FULLER Holy <V Prof. St. in. xii. 181 A Fool and a

Wiseman are alike both in the starting-place, their birth,

and at the post, their death. 1678 BUTLER Hud. in. i. 898
A Race, In which both do their uttermost To get before,
and win the Post. 1708 Yorkshire-Racers 10 From
dilTrent posts the various racers start. 1885 H. SMART
(title) From Post to Finish. 1885 Daily Tel. 19 Dec. 2/6 Some
good horses mustered at the post. 1907 Tribune 23 Mar.

10/5 The hurdles.. .The two men were together until almost

the very last fence, and then Powell shot out and won on
the post.

d. Naut. The upright timber on which the

rudder is hung ; the stern-post ; t hence transf.

the stem of a ship (pbs.\
Body post, inner p^st : see quots. c. 1850, 1867.
1622 R. HAWKINS i\y. S. Sea (1847) 22 Our ship calked

from post to stem. 1682 SIR J. BERRV in Loud. Gaz. No.

1720/7 A terrible blow struck off the Rother, and, as was

believed, struck out a blank nigh the Post, c 1830 Rndiin.

Navig. (Weale) 126 Inner Post, a piece of oak timber

brought on and fayed to the fore-^ide of the main stern-

post, for the purpose of seating the transoms upon it. 1867
SMVTH Sailor s IVord-bk.^ Body-Post^ an additional stern-

post introduced at the fore-part of an aperture cut in the

deadwood in a ship fitted with a screw-propeller.

\ 5. The door-post on which the reckoning at a

tavern was kept ; hence, the account or score. Qbs.

1590 SHAKS. Com. Err. I. ii. 64 If I return I shall be post
indeede. For she will scoure your fault vpon my pate.
1600-12 ROWLANDS Four Knaves (Percy Soc.) n Score it

up, when God sends coyne I will discharge your poast.

1604 Looke to it 39 Von that for all your diet with your
Hoast, Do set your hand in Chalke vnto his Poast.

II. f6. fig. A support, prop, stay:
= PILLAR 3.

c 1374 CHAUCER TroyIus \. ioo:> That J>ow shall be be best

post. .Of al his lay. c 1386 Prol. 214 Vn to his ordre he

was a noble post, c 1430 LVDG. Min. Poems (Percy Soc.)

29 Ful ofte a wife is a broken poste. a 1536 Calisto $
Melibsa (1905) 70 Now God be their guides ! the posts of

my life. 1579 \V. WILKINSON Confut. 46!), HN. and his

heyre Vitels, beyng great postes in his new-found Family.

III. Transferred uses.

7. a. A vertical mass or stack of stratified rock-

between two 'joints' or fissures.

171* MORTON Nat. Hist. Northamptonshire 127 The
continued Lines are the larger Perpendicular Fissures, there

called Gulfe-Joints, and sometimes Damps. The Spaces
inclos'd within them are the Posts or Stacks of Stone, that

are thus severed from each other by means of those Gulfe-

Toints. 1772 in Picton L'frool Munic. Rec. {1886} II. 227 To
feigh a post of stone at the said quarry.

b. Any thick compact stratum of sandstone or

limestone.

1794 W. HUTCHINSON Hist. Citmberld. II. 443 Each key
is composed of a number of layers of stone, of a different

thickness, which the workmen call frosts. 1812 R. GKAHAM
Agric. Surv. Stirling i. $. 52 The stratum or post, as it is

here called, of this quarry, is from 10 to 15 feet thick. 1876
PAGE Adv. Text-bk. Geol. v. 92 The term post is frequently
applied to express a thick uniform-grained stratum of sand-
stone. 1887 H. MILLER Geol. Otterburn % Elsdon iii. 10
A number of limestone bands, or 'posts', will be found at the
head of Sills Burn.

o. Also post-stone : Sandstone of a fine grain.
1797 Encycl. Brit, (ed, 3) V. 93/2 Of Post-stone. This is

a frte stone of the hardest kind.. of a very fine texture.,
and when broken appears as if composed of the finest sand.
..Red post is generally of a dull red colour. 1883 GRESI.EY
Gloss. Coal Mining, Post,..z. Sandstone (fine-grained).

d. A vertical mass or pillar ot coal in a mine,
left uncut to support the roof of the working,
Post and stall: =- Pillar and stall \ seePiLLAKj*. 7.
1811 FAREY AgHc. Derbyshire I. 188 The method of posts

and stalls, or leaving large pillars and excavating chambers
between them, is resorted to. 1839 URF Diet, Arts, etc.

979 In the post and stall system, each man has his own
room, and performs all the labour in it, 1883 GRESLEV
Gloss. Coal Mining^ Post, i. A solid block or pillar of coal.

^1 In J*aper-making : ?ee POST J.G i.

1160

IV. 8. Phrases.
a. Post and paling : see quot. b. Post and pan :

applied to a building or mode of construction in which the

walls are formed of a framework of beams with the spaces
filled in with brickwork, plaster, or the like; also called

locally/W and panel lEng. Dial. Diet.), pctrail, plaster,
tan. c. Post and roily, railing : see quot. 1823: also,

materials for post and rail fencing ; also uttrib. ; post and
rail tea (Austral.'} : tea roughly made in which stalks, etc.,

are floating. d. From post to pillar: see PILLAR i*. n.

te. To go to the post: = to go to the wall. f. To kiss

the post (see Kiss v. 6 h) : to be shut out or disappointed.

g. To make a hack in thi post : to use up or Consume
a considerable part of something, to^'

make a hole in '. h.

To rjfn ones head against a post : in fig. use. i. On the

right or the wrong side of the post, etc. (referring to posts

marking the right course) ; hence fig.
a. 1823 P. NICHOLSON I'ract. Build, wo Post and Paling,

a close wooden fence, constructed of posts set into the

ground and pales nailed to rails between them. b. 1517

aettinghatu Rec. III. 140 Unam domum de postis and

pannes. 1788 W. MARSHALL Yorksh. II. Gloss. (E. D. S.\

Post-and-pan, old half-timber buildings are said to be post-

and-pan. 1842-76 GWILT Archil, (ed. 7) Gloss, s.v. Pan,
Called post and pan, or post and petrail work, in the north

of England. 1867 HAKLASD & WILKINSON Lane. Folk-Lori;

263 A dwelling, .of clay and wood, what is called post and

petrel. 1890 "Blackw. Mag. Oct. 462 Their '

post and tan
'

cottages have passed away. 1900 Daily Nc^s 26 Jan, 7/1
We may see the gabled post-and-plaster house, of which
the older part is late fifteenth-century work. C. 1823 P.

NICHOLSON Pract. Build. 590 Past and Railing, an open
wooden fence, consisting of posts and rails only. 1851
Atistralasian 298 (Farmer) Hyson -skin and post-and-rail tea

have been superseded by Mocha, claret, and cognac. 1865
DICKSON Poems 98 He had fifty acres cleared, all fenced

with post and rail. 1898
' R. BOLDREWOOD

' Rom. Canvas
Toivn 33 He .. couldn't stand the rations bad flour post-
and-rail tea and. .old ewe mutton. e. a 1624 lip. M. SMITH
Serin. (1632) n3 Antichrist had no sooner gotten to high

strength . . but the faithful! went to the
po>t,

and wandered

vp and downe. f. c 1515-1681 [see Kiss v. 6 h]. a 1529
SKKLTON' /'. Sparowe 710 Troylus also hath lost On her

modi loue and cost. And now must kys the post, f 1550
R. BIESTON Bayte Fortune B iij, The Church they despoyle,
the poore the poste may kis. 1607 DKKKER Knt.'s Conjnr.
(1842) 63 The vsurer looking as hungiilie as if he had kist

the post. g. 1842 J. AITON Dottiest. Econ. (1857) 244, 25
or ,30 paid all at once for one horse makes a sad hack in

the post, and cannot well be spared by a minister, unless he
has a nest-egg in the bank. n. 1805 SURR Winter in Lend.

(1606) I. 38 You have run your head against a post, as the

saying is. i. 1792-5 AIKIN BARBAL'LD Even, at Home
xxiii, At length, . .Young Peer [race-horsel ran on the wrong
side of the post, was distanced, and the Squire ruined. 1803
MARY CIIARLTON Wife f, Mistress IV. 94 On the right side

of the Post, a 1814 I'"atn. Politics in. iv. in New Brit.

Theatre II. 224, I find I am on the wrong side of the post ;

I must flatter a little. 1852 DICKENS Bleak Ho. xx, Still,

Tony, you were on the wrong side of the post then. 1858
TROLLOPE Dr. Thorne (Tauchn.) II. i. 12 Though they may
possibly go astray, they have a fair chance given to them of

running within the post?;. 1861 Framley P. (Tauchn.)
II. xxiii. 340 He had bolted from his appointed course,

going terribly on the wrong side of the posts.

V. 9. attrib, and Comb., as post-betting (40),

foot ; applied to implements for drawing, pulling

up, or making a hole in the ground for, a post, as

post-anger, -driver, -jack, -fuller ;
also to things

fixed or mounted on a post, as post-box, -dial,

-drill, -pump, -windlass ; post-legged, -like adjs. ;

f postband, ? a band in a panelled ceiling :
-

LAQUEAR i
; post-bird, post-butt : see quots. :

post cedar, the white or incense cedar, Libocedrus

decurrens; post-driver, (a) an implement for

driving in posts or piles, a pile-driver ; (b) the

American bittern, the stake-driver; post-line,
an elevated railway line (Cent. Diet.}; f post-

metal, the metal-work connecting a door with its

post ; post-mill, a windmill pivoted on a post, so

as to be turned round to catch the wind ; post-

painter, a signpost-painter ; post-pocket, an

iron socket fixed on the outside of a railway cat

to receive a post ; post quintain, a stake or post
used as a quintain : = PEL ; f post-writing,

writing on a door-post : cf. Deut. vi. 9, 24. See

also POST ALONE, POST-HOLE, POST-KNIGHT, etc.

1868 Rep. U. S. Commits, Agric. (1869) 354 Its practica-

bility can.. be ascertained by digging a well, or by boring
with a pile or "post auger, c 1425 Voc. in Wr.-W dicker 667/19
Hoc laqttcar, 'postband. C1475 Picl. Voc. ibid. 778/7 Hoc
laouiare, postbondde. 1894 tt'csttn. Gaz. 10 Apr. 7/2 It is

evident that the City and Suburban will this year be a

post-betting race. 1882 Science Gossip XVIII. 65/1 Local

Names. (Kent).. Spotted Flycatcher. ,'*Post bird'; from

its habit of perching on a post, watching for flies. 1884 KNIGHT
Diet. Mech. Suppl., "Past Box. a shafting box attached to

a post. 1875 Diet. Mech.,
*
Post-butt, a block inserted in

the ground and having a socket to hold a post. 1669 STURMY
Mariner's Mag. civ, "Post and Pocket Dials for any
Latitude. 1546 Yorks. Chantry Sum. (Surteesl II. 223

Payd for a *poste fote standyng of the grounde of Robert

Wodemansey, iiij
11

. 1608 ARMIN Nest Ninn. (1880) 48 He
was gouty, bigge, "poste legged, and of

yeeres something
many. 1582 STANYHURST j&mmt n. (Arb.) 59 Pyrrhus..
Downe beats with pealing thee doors, and *post metal

heaueth. 1825 J. NICHOLSON Opera!. Mechanic 122 To
effect this [i. e. bringing the sails to the wind] two methods are

in general use : the one called the *post-imll ; the other the

smock-mill. 1752 FOOTE Taste I. i, Why, thou *Post-painter,
thou Dauber, thou execrable White-washer. 1801 STRUTT

POST.

machine which is actuated with breaks 01 handspikes. 1621

AINSWOKTH Aniiot. Pentat. Deut. vi. 9 Whosoever hath his

phylacteries on his head and on his arme, . . and 'post-writing
on his cloore, he- is fortified.

Post (p0"St)i !&'* Also 6-7 poste, poast, 6 Sc.

poi.it. [a. F. poste (1477 in Uodef.), in the same
senses as in Eng., ad. It. posta, orig. the same word
as posta, F. poste station, stand, late L. or Kom.

posta sb. from postu; (Lucretius) =fositns, pa. pple.
ofponfre to place. From It. also Sp., Pg. posta ;

from Fr. (app.), Du., Ger., Da., Sw. post. See

Note below. J

I. fl- From the beginning of the i6th c.,

applied to men with horses stationed or appointed
in places at suitable distances along the post-roads

(see POST-STAOE), the duty of each being to ride

with, or forward with all speed to the next stage,

the king's
'

packet ', and at length the letters of

other persons, as well as to furnish change of horses

to 'thorough-posts' or express messengers riding

post. To lay posts, to establish a chain of such
'

posts
'

along a route for the speedy forwarding of

dispatches.
Posts were at first 'laid

'

temporarily only, when occasion

demanded direct communication with a distant point ; they
were at length established permanently along certain routes.

These 'posts' began in the i;th c. to be called 'post-

masters
'

(q. v.), and were the precursors of the present local

postmasters, or persons in charge of the local post offices,

who receive and dispatch the local mails. In the 1 6th and

i7th c., these
'

posts
'

had also usually the exclusive privilege

of furnishing post-horses to ordinary travellers, and of con-

ducting the business of a posting establishment, which has

since been separated from that of the Post Office.

1506 (Mar. 19) Exch. T. R. Miscell, Kks. 214, 46 To
Gilbert Burgh one po^-t lying at Bagshote, Thomas Anesley
an other post lying at Basyngstoke (and so on, seven more to

Exeter). (Ap. 24) IMd. 56 To the 9 posts lying betwext

Bagshote and Excelour. .to William Okeley riding to every
of the said postes to see the ordring of them...'1'o John
Heyther. .riding with letteis to the postes lying at London.

1533 TUKE Let. to Cromwell in St. Paftrs Hen. VIII, I.

404 The Kinges pleasure is, that postes be better appointed,
and laide in al places most expedient. Ibid. 405, I never

used other ordre but to charge the townshippes to lay and

appoint such a post, as they will answer for. 1536 R.

SAMPSON Let. to Crom-jicll Oct., To cause Mr. Tukc dili-

gently to lay his posts betwixt his Grace and my Lord
of Suffolk, to my Lord Steward from Huntingdon, also to

Ampthill, and from the North to the King. 1547 Rtf.

Privy Council Scot. I. 73 That the saidis person!*, .have

post horsis ilk ane of thame for thair aw in part, at the

bailis forsaidis, to await apoun the incuming of our saidis

inemeis. and the samin postis to depart fra the baile of

Sanctabbis heid to the Lard of Rastalrig [etc.], a 1548 HALL

Cltron.,Hen. Vlllyi'b, [1513-14) The erle of Surrey, .layed
Postes tuery waye, whiche Postts stretched to the marches

of Wales to the counsayll there, by reason whereof,_he had

knowlege what was done in euery coste. 157* in Rep.
Secret Coiinn. on P. O. (1844) 34 For the wages of the

ordinarie postes laide betwene London and Barwicke and
elles where within hir Maiesties Realme of Englande. 1598

Ibid. 37 That.. you take order forthwith for the speedie

appointinge and layinge of the standinge and ordinarie

postes againe,. .betweene theCourte and Hollyheade. 1603

Ibid. 39 That in all places where Posts are laycle for the

ibid. 40 Every Post, so receiving our packets,.. shall, within

one quarter of an houre at the most alter they come to Ins

handes, dispatch them away in Post, and shall runne there-

with in sommer.. after seven miles the home. 1609 Orders

for the Pacqttct ibid. 42 All pacquets or letters, .shall bee

carried by the Postes in poste from stage to stage onely,

and not otherwise nor further. 1609 Ordersfor the thorough
Postes ibid. 42 The horsing of al through-posts, and persons

riding in poste with home or guide, . .shall be performed byour

standing Postes in their several stages; who.. shall, .have

in a readinesse. .a sufficjent number of poste-horses. 1628

Ibid. 52 Thchumblc petition of all the Postsof England, being

in nomber 99 poore men. (Cf. POSTMASTER' i b quot. 1659.)

2. One who travels express with letters, messages,

etc., esp. on a fixed route ; orig. a courier, a post-

rider (now chiefly Hist.) ; a letter-carrier, a post-

man (now chielly dial.}.

Applied in early times to special messengers or couriers

bearing dispatches (thorough posts'}, as well as to those who
carried them from stage to stage (standing posts: see i).

Still applied locally to a POSTMAN, who carries the mail in

a vehicle, on horseback, or on foot (foot-post} between a

principal post office and the various brancti offices ; some-

times also to a letter-carrier who delivers letters in a town

or rural district.

1507 Ace. Ld. High Treat. Scot. IV. 78 To the French

post quhilk com heir xxviii li. Ibid. 82 [see 8 h). iS'St'"
8 b ; POSTMASTER i a). 1533 TUKE Let. to Cromwell in St.

Papers Hen. VIII, I. 405 As to postes bitwene London and

the Courte, there be nowe but 2 ;
wherof the on is a good

robust felowe. (Ibid, passim.) 1337 CROMWELL in Life Sr

Lett. (1902) II. no Yt ms thought meate that a post >hulde

be dyspaccheyd with dylygence. 1548 Klieng postes [see

FLYING ppl. a. 4 b). 1563 FOXE A. t, M. 775 The prouerb

sayth, that postes do bere truth in ther letters, and lyes

in there mouthes. 1597 SHAKS. 2 Hen. IV, Induci. 37 1 he

Postes come tyring on, And not a man of them brings

other newes. 1611 J. MORE in Buccletick MSS. (Hist. Mbb.

Comm.) I. 128 The post Diston is now scarce passed

Gravesend with the King's packet. 1619 SIR 1. WAKE Let.

in Enf f Germ. (Camden) 142 The ordinary posts do come

so slowly that I cannot expect by them anie answers of

this letter in two months and more, which would be to

much time. 1629 WADSWOKTII Pilgr. iii. 27 Who deliuered

it to the Poste which comes weekely from London to S.
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Omers. a 1639 WOTTON Parallel in Reli/j. (1651) 14 A Post
came crossing by, and blew his Horn. 1684 BUNYAN Pilgr.
u. 195 The Post presented her with a Letter. 1765 *n E. K.
Atwater Hist. New Haven (1887) 216 A special post is

appointed to carry it [Gazette] out of the common post-
roads. 1823 COOPER Pioneers xix, The man who carried
the mail, or 'the post', as he was called. 1832 MACAULAY
Armada. 14 With loose rein and bloody spur rode inland

many a post. 1899 IVestm. Gaz. 15 Apr. 8/ 1 ^ n early life

he became post and driver of the mails, and was able to

recall many interesting stories.

b. Applied to similar bearers of messages or

letters in ancient times or far-off lands.

1535 COVERDALE 2 Ckron. xxx. 6 The postes [WYCLIF
curours] \yente with the letters from the hande of thekynge
and of his rulers thorow out all Israeli and luda, at y
kynges commaundement. 1600 J. PORY tr. Leo's Africa
vn r. 321 [They] were the Soldans foote-postes that carried
letters from Cairo into Syria, and trail elled on foote three-

score miles a day. 1607 TOPSRLI. Four-f. Beasts (1658) 253
That gallant race of swift Horses among the Veneti ; upon
these ride the posts, carrying the letters of Kings and
Emperors to the appointed places. 1611 BIBLE Job ix. 25
Now my days are swifter than a post. 1734 tr. RoMin's
Roman Hist. (1827) II. 369 Posts and couriers. This inven-
tion Is ascribed to Cyrus.

c. transf. and _/?.
c 1586 C'TESS PEMBROKE Ps, xcv. iv, Twise twenty times

my post the sun His yearly race to end had run. 1648
BOYLE Seraph. Love (1660) 57 His swift Posts the Angels,
when sent on Errands to us here on Earth, c 1673 TRAHERNK i

Poet. H^ks. (1906) 123 Thoughts are the priveleged posts ;

that soar Unto His throne.

3. A vehicle or vessel used in the conveyance of

the mails ; a mail-coach or -cart ; f a packet-boat,

f Also, in early use, a post-horse. ? Obs. (or merged
in 4, to which quots. 1785, 1848 may belong; quot.

1904 refers to Switzerland).
1597 SHAKS. 2 Hen. /', iv. iii. 40, I haue fowndred nine

|

score and odde Postes. 1635 J. HAYWARD tr. Biondis '.

BantsKd Virg. 75 The poasts and vessels of intelligence . . i

going and coming incessantly. 1684-5 Depos. Castle York \

(Surtees) 268 '

Neighbour, did you heare the post of last
j

night?'
'

Yes, I heard and saw it, but what is the newes,
neighbour?

'

1707 CHAMBERLAYNE Pres. St. Eng. in. (ed. 22)

443 The Posts in some Foreign Countries make not more
Miles in a Day. 1785 CRABBE Newspaper 283 That day
arrives; no welcome post appears. 1848 DICKENS Dombey
xxii, The post had come in heavy that morning. 1904
Westm. Gaz. 23 July 4/1 It is the yellow

'

post ', drawn by
five horses, and bound for the tops.

4. A single dispatch of letters (and other postal

matter) from or to a place ; also concretely) the

letters, etc. collectively, as dispatched or conveyed,
with that which carries them

;
the mail. Also

colloq. the portion of a mail cleared from a receiv-

ing-house or pillar-box, or delivered at one house :

e.g.
* The post had gone from our pillar-box';

( 1 had a heavy post on Christmas morning '.

(In many of the following instances
' the post' may still

have meant the bearer as in 2, or the conveyance as in 3.)
a 1674 CLARENDON Hist. Reb. xiv. 144 There were

several Letters prepared, and made up with the dates proper
for many Posts to come. 1675 EARL OF ESSEX Lett. (1770)

349 The post being just going, I can say no more. 1683
H. PRIDEAUX in Lett. Lit. Men (Camden) 184 Your letters,
which came hither by the last nights post, 1711 ADDISON
Sped. No. 127 F i It is our Custom.., upon the coming in

of the Post, to sit about a Pot of Coffee, and hear the old

Knight read Dyer's Letter, a 1715 BURNET Own Time in.

(1724) I. 444 The news of this must have been writ from
London on the Saturday night's post. Ibid. (1766) II. 50
The state of foreign affairs varied every post. 1801 PITT in

G. Rose's Diaries (1860) I. 429, 1 have but a moment to save
the post. 1830 MARRYAT King's Own xiv, A sharp double

tap at the street-door announced the post. 1891 E. PEACOCK
N. Brendan I. 257 The post did not arrive early at Skerndale.
Mod. How many posts have you in the day here?

5. The official organization or agency for the col-

lection, transmission, and distribution of letters and
other postal matter (= POST OFFICE i) ; the official

conveyance of letters, books, parcels, etc. Cf.
GENERAL post, PENNY POST. Hence book-post,

parcel-post^ the departments of this organization
whicli carry books and parcels.
The phrases by post, per post, etc., may have begun with

earlier senses : cf. 8 b.

1663 PEPYS Diary 14 Mar., So to write by the post, and
so home to supper, a 1674 CLARKNDOS Hist. Reb. xm. 165
He sent it by the Post to the States. 1684 RAY Corr. (1848)
138, 1 received [your letter] by post, with the plants enclosed.

1707 CHAMBERLAYNE Pres. St. Eng. in. (ed. 22) 444 There is

establish 'd another Post, called the Penny-Post, whereby..
any Letter or Parcel, .is. .conveyed to, and from Parts, .not

conveniently served by the General-Post. 1768-74 TUCKER
Lt. Nat. (1834) I. 621 Nor have [I] sent advice with the
needful per post. 1781 GIBBON Dec/. $ F. xvii. II. 58
The

_ perpetual intercourse between the court and the I

provinces was facilitated by the construction of roads and
]

the institution of posts. i8ia SHELLEY Let. to Hookhavi
17 Dec-, You will receive the 'Biblical Extracts '..by the

twopenny post. 1885 Act 48 Viet. c. 15 Sched. iii. Precept
|

^11
If a letter is addressed to him by post. 1905 Daily \

Chron. 4 Mar. 9/5 A resolution, .urging the establishment
of a *

goods post
'

as a branch of the Post Office. t

b. = POST OFFICE 2
; also, the postal letter-box ;V

e - & '
to g to the post ',

( to take a letter to the post '. \
1808 R. C. DALLAS in Corr. Ld. Byron (1825) I. o If I were T

sure your Lordship is better pleased with its [the letter's]

being put into the post than into the fire. 1848 CLOUGK
Rothie ix, Great at that Highland post was wonder too and
conjecture. z886 Field v^ Jan. 91/1 Scarcely had last week's
letter been dropped into the post.

Vor, VlT.

t 6. contcxlually. The charge for the carriage of
letters

; postage. Obs.
1688 BURNET Lett. cone. Pres. St. Italy 95 Some give out,

that the Post of the Letters, that were brought him the day
in which he was seised on, rose to twenty Crowns. 1701
E. HATTOM Merch. Mag. (title-p.), The Post of Letters to

and from Foreign Countries. 1705 Lond. Gaz. No. 4105^3
For the Post of every single Letter from England to the said
Islands not exceeding one Sheet of Paper, is. -$d.

II. 7. One of a series of stations where post-
horses are kept for relays ; a posting-house ; also,
the distance between two successive posting-houses ;

a sta^e. (So poste in mod.F.)
a 1649 DRUMM. OF HA\VTH. Poems 133 The Sun .. Times

Dispensator, ..Through Skies twelve Posts as he doth run
his course. 1768 STKRNE Sent. Jottrn. (1775) I. 50 (Aftn'ffns)
Twill scarce be ten posts out of my way. 1779 J. MOORE
I'ieiu Soc. Fr. II. Hi. 29 The ground is quite covered with

snow, the roads bad, and the posts long. 1794 MRS. RAT>
CLIFFF. Mysf. Udolpho vi, They were obliged to proceed to
the next post. 1809 PINKXEY Trav, France 39 A post in

France is six miles, and one shilling and threepence i*

charged for each horse.

III. 8. Phrases, and senses arising out of them.

fa. At (the} post :
= in post (see &\ Ohs.

1507 Ace. Ld. High Trcas, Scot. III. 412 To Jolme 1'iui-

lop to pas our the Month to bide at post before the King.
1533 Ibid. VI. 131 To pas with diligence at the poist all the

nycht with secret writings fra the lordis.

b. By post'. ^ orig. by posting; by courier;
with relays of post-horses (06s.) ;

in current use, by
the medium of the public postal service, through
the post office: see sense 5.

1513 SIR E. HOWARD in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. in. I. 148
For Godds sake sende by post all along the coste that they
brew bere, and make bisket. 1513 Q. CATHERINE ibid. 152
Maister Almoner 1 receyved your Lettre by the post,

Wherby I understande of the commyng hider of the Due.
1527 GARDINER in Pocock Rec. Ref. I. xxxix. 75 Passing
from hence by post. 1545 Si. Papers Hen, VIII, V. 496
We double not Your Lordship will take ordre for his pas-
sage by post, as apperteyneth. 1598 BARCKLEY Fclic. Man
i. (1603) 15 When he was far from the sea, then hee would
eate nothing but fish brought alive by post with an exces-

sive charge. 165* T. FROYSELL Gale Opportunity 20 Letters
were sent by post into all the Kings Provinces, to destroy,
to kill and to cause to perish all Jewes both young and old.

1663-1885 [see 5 ].

C. By return ofpost (K. par retourdu cottrrier*) :

^orig. by return of the *

post
'

or courier who
brought the dispatch (obs.) ; now, by the next mail
in the opposite direction.

[1583 STOCKER Civ. Warrcs Lowe C. in. 85 The Burrough
Masters., receiued letters from his Excellencie by the Poste,
who was foorthwith sent backe.] 1737 Col. Rec. Pennsylv.
IV. 223 Had this Government been pleased to have answered
the last letter. .by the return of the Post who brought it.

1809 R. LANGFORD Introd. Trade 95, I beg you will freely
tell me by return of post.

f d. /;/ post (= F. en poste (a 1500 in
Littr^),

It. in posta*)) in the manner or capacity of a courier

or bearer of dispatches, as a post ; hence, at express

speed, in haste : (a) originally qualifying ride, go,
come

i send, dispatch, and the like; (/') at length
with verbs generally, and in^/%*. uses

;
whence /w/

becomes = haste, full speed : see POST adv. Obs.

1525 LD. BERNERS Froiss. II. clxv. [clxi.] 457 Thus these

four rode night and day.. ; they chaunged many horses!
thus they rode in post. Ibid. ccxl. [ccxxxvL] 741 Than the

bysshoppe of Caunterbury wrote letters, .and sente them by
a suffycyent man in post, who toke fresshe horses by the

waye, and came to London the same daye at night. [1536
St. Papers Hen. VIII, V. 52, I shulde abyde the retourne of
the messanger, whom my Lorde and I sent by enposte. ] 1569
Satir. Poems Reform, x. 208 To Dunbar that nycht scho
raid in haist Behind ane man in poist, as scho war chaist.

1577 HANMER Attc. Eccl. Hist. (1619) 385 He was able in

three days to ride in such post, as was to be wondred. 1583
STOCKER dv. IVarres L<nve C, iv. i b, Glymes was sent

with.. about sixe hundred Horse in poste to surprize the

Spanyardes. 1598 GKENEWEY Tacitus' Ann. iv. x. (1622)

105 A pesant of Temerstine. .killed him with one stroke;
then fled in post to the woods, a 1604 HANMER Chron. Irel.

(1800) 338 Sir lohn de Courcy..sent letters in post to his

brother Sir Amorick Saint Laurence. 1670 MILTON Hist.
Brit. ii. Wks. 1738 1 1. 17 Horsemen all in post from Quintus
Atrius bring word to Cassar, that almost all his Ships in a

Tempest that Night had suffer 'd wreck. 1711 Royal
Proclam. 23 June in Lond. Gaz. No. 4866/2 If the Post-

master doth not.. furnish any Person riding in Post, with
. .Horses. 1797 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3} XV. 426/2 He is said

to travel post, or in post, i. e. in the manner of a post,

t e. With post : with speed or dispatch ;
cf. d.

1569 STOCKER tr. Diod. Sic, n. xiv. 59 The inhabitaunts
.. with all possible post sent certain of their men upon
Dromadaries.

f To make the post : to provide for the trans-

mission of the mail ; to supply horses or mounted
riders to convey the mail over one stage. Obs.

1547 Reg. Privy Council Scot. I. 74 The said Cap'itane of
Dunbar to mak the post to the said Priores of North-
berwik. . ; and the saia Priores to mak the post to the said
Patrik Erie Boithuell.

g. To ride post = to ride in post (d) : see POST adv.

f h. To run the post (
= F. coitrir la poste. It.

correre in posta] : to mn or ride as a *

post
'

or

courier ; to carry the mail. Cf. POST-RUNNEK.
1507 Ace. Ld. High Treas, Scot. IV. 82 To Alexander

Gordoun yeman of the stable his wage quhilk he wanted
quhen the King was at the Month, and ran the post xxviiif.

1533 Ibid. VI. 154 For ij hors for him and his servand to

ryn the post to Cauldstreme.

t i. 7*o take post : to start on a journey with

post-horses ; to travel as quickly as possible by
means of relays of horses. Obs.

1592 SHAKS, A'on. fy Jitl. v. i. 21, I saw her laid low in

her kindreds Vault, And presently tooke Poste to tell it

you. 1666 PEPYS Diary 4 June, They.. took pobt about
three this morning. 1714 LADY M. W. MONTAGU Let. to

Mr. //-'. Montagu 9 Aug., This morning all the principal
men of any figure took post for London.
IV. Transferred applications,

9. A frequent title of newspapers.
1681 (title) The London Post. 1708 (title! The Flying

Post (Edinburgh). 1772 (title) The Morning Post (London).
[See Evening Post) 13 Jan. iS8S, 1/4.]

10. A parlour game ;
short for General Post

(GENERAL a. 2 b (//;). Varieties are known as

slmerican Post-, Glasgow Post, etc.

1868 HOLMF, I.KK n. Godfi-ey xxxvi, Everybody was willing
.. to engage in 'Post' or '

Slappy '. 1887 L. OI.IPHANT

Episodes (rSSS) 290 It became quite an interesting amuse-
ment to dodge about, riot unlike the game of '

post '.

11. orig. Post-paper: A size ofwriting-paper, the

half-sheet of which when folded forms the ordinary

quarto letter-paper ;
see quot. 1875. Also attrib.

1648 HEXHAM Dutch Diet., Post-pampier, post-paper.
1678 //'/(/., Post-papier^ post-paper or Venus paper. 1793
SMEATON Edystone L. 40 Though the separation was only
by the thickness of a piece of post-paper. 1875 KNIGHT
Diet. Mech. 1773/2 Post paper is seldom sold in the folio,
that is, flat, but is cut in halves, folded, and forms quarto
post, or common letter-paper.

1711 Act 10 Anne c. 18 37 [c. 19 32] For and upon all

Paper usually called or knowne by the Name of Fine Large
Post which shall lie imported or brought in as aforesaid, the
Summe of Two Shillings and Six Pence for every Reame.
1827 MACKENZIE Hist. Newcastle II. 727 note, Mr. White
printed 'The Life of God in the Soul of Man '

on a writing

post i8mo. 1838 DICKENS Nidi. Nick, xviii, Another book,
in three volumes, post octavo, c 1865 J. WYLDK in Circ. Sc.

153/2 The plain Bath or satin post may he employed. 1875
KNIGHT Diet. Jfsc/i., Post... A si/e of writing-paper, so

called becauseitsorigin.il water-mark was a postman's horn.
Twelve varieties of post paper are made in England, of three
sizes.. 22^X174 [to] 19X155 inches.

V. attrib. and Comb.
12. a. Simple attributive : Of or pertaining to

the post, as post clerk, dues, route , service^ b.

employed in conveying the mails, or in the public

conveyance of travellers by stages, as post-ass (cf.

POST-HORSE), -calash, ~carochc, -carriage, -carrier,
-courier

', -diligence, -driver, -equipage, -felucca,

-/.;', -hackney, -tandaidet, -mule, -nag, -omnibus,

-van, -vehicle', c. belonging to a postal station or to

a posting establishment, as post-hut, -shed, -yard',
d. of or pertaining to a post-road or posting route,

as post-mile ; e. indicating the time at which the

mail leaves or arrives, as post-day, -hour, -morning,
-time; ff, characterized by haste or speed like

that of a post, as post-business, -expedition, -pace,

-speed: see also POST-HASTE; g. conveyed by post,
as post-parcel, -tidings.
1696 tr. Du Mont's Voy. Levant v. 42 At my departure

from Lions J hir'd a *Post-Ass. 1613 BEAUM. & FL. Cox-
comb iv. vi, What .should this fellow be, . . That comes with
such *post business?.. Are you the post, my friend? 1703
LUTTRKLL BriefRel. (1857) V. 358 Returning home by the

way of Italy (.they] were unhappily drowned in a *post
calash. 1627 DRAYTOM Moon Calj'296 Being to travel, he

sticks not to lay His *post-caroches still upon his way.
1781 GIBBON Dec/. $ F. xix. IJ. 135 While the Caesar

himself, with only ten *post-carriages, should hasten to

the Imperial residence at Milan. 1855 Etiglishiuonian in

Russia 45 Our yemstchich had been a soldier. . ; but. .had
turned *

post-driver. 1839 JEPHSON Brittany ix. 133 The
drivei

Life ,

CHES _ _.

expedition, You will prepare a voyage vnto Rome. 1666

WALLIS in Rigaud Corr. Set. Men (1841) II. 467 The *post
hour approaching allows me not time. 1753 HANWAY Trat>.

(1762) I. 11. xv. 65 The *post huts on the step could not

always supply us with a sufficient number of horses. 1737
J. CHAMBER LAYNE .SV. Gt. Brit. \. \. iii. (ed. 33) 10 The Shire

J'own is Dorchester. . 112 *Post Miles from London. 1758

J. BLAKE Plan Mar. Syst. 30 At the rate of fifteen post-
miles each day. 1762 STERNE Tr. Shandy VI. xxii, On a

''post-morning. 1880 C. R. MARKHAM Peruv. Bark xiii.

117 At Pucara I left post-houses and *post-mules behind

me, for they exist only on the main roads. 1546 J. HEV-
woon Pr<n>. (1867)42 In *poste pase we past from potage to

cheese. *773 H. FISLAY Jrnl, (1867) i The *post route by
lake Champlain was tedious. 1884 Act ofCongress i Mar.
in U. S. Stat. (1885) XXIII. 3 All public roads and high-
ways while kept up and maintained as such are hereby
declared to be post routes. 1904 W. M. RAMSAY Lett, to

SewnCk. xv. 192 No writer gives an account of the Im-

perial *Post-Service. 1812 SIR R. WILSON Pr. Diary \.

141 We came to the next *post-shed, and found all flown,
so that we were obliged to proceed with the same horses.

1642 FULLER Holy $ Prof. St. i. x. 25 Many overhasty
widows . . make *post speed to a second marriage. 1628

Brittains Ida v. vi, Fearefull blood From heart and face,

with these *post-tydings runne. 1845 MACAULAY in Tra-

velyan Life (1876) II. 164, I was detained till after *posi-
time. 1837 CARLYLE Fr. Rev. III. iv. v, National Conven-
tion packs them into *post-vehicles and conveyances. 1848
DICKENS Dombey Iv, Oftown and country, *post yards, horses.

13. Special Combs. : f post-angel, an angel who
is sent post, a swift angelic messenger ; post-

box, a box in which letters are posted or deposited

for dispatch, a letter-box ; post-letter, a letter sent
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POST.

through the Post Office; post-like a., resembling
a or the post; in quot., rapid or swift in passing;

post money, expense of travelling by post ; post-

paid a., having the postage prepaid ; post-

paper (see sense 11) ; post-rider, one who rides

post ; a mounted letter-carrier ; post-village, a

village where there is a post office ; post-warrant,
a warrant entitling a person travelling by post to

accommodation, etc. ; post-woman, a female letter-

carrier
; post-worthy a., (a) of a letter : worth

posting ; () of a place : worthy to have a post
office. See also POST-BAG, -BARK, etc.

1663 Cow LEY Hymn, to Light vi, Let a *Post-Angel start

with Thee, And thou the Goal of Earth shall reach as soon
as He. 1754 Miss BOOTHBY in Life Johnson (1805! 58 The
servant put my letter into the *post-box himself. 1656 Jrnl.
Ho. Com. 429/2 That the *Post Letters, directed to..
Members of this House,., be free from Postage, as formerly.

1734-3 (bid. 26 Feb. 1738 in Howell State Trials XIX.
1369, 1 ring the bell in Arundel-street in the Strand for post-
letters. 1837 Act i yict. c. 30 25 Every person ..who
shall . . open or procure, or suffer to be opened, a Post Letter.

1593-4 SYLVESTER Pro/it hnprlsonm. 758 Be it ne'er so long,

long sure it cannot last To us whose *post-like life is all so

quickly past. 1553 in I'icary's Anat. 11888) App. ii. 120

[Payment of ^331. 78. 4d. to] Sir gilbert Dethick .. for. .

dyette and *po.ste mony. 1828 WKBSTER, ^Post-paid, a.,

having the
postage paid on ; as a letter. 1848 THACKERAY

in Scrihner s Mag. \, 393/i> I shall send them post-paid.

1759 in Pennsylv. Gaz. 3 May 4/3 Ludwick Bierley, Lan-
caster "po^t -rider, . . informs his employers that it is now
upwards of twelve months since he began to ride that statue.

1876 BANCROFT Hist. U. S. IV. I. 276 Six persons were
chosen as post-riders, to give due notice to the country
towns of any attempt to land the tea by force. 1907 IVestm,
Gaz. 18 Jan. 12 / i Queenston, a *post-village and outport of
Lincoln County, Ontario, c 1645 HOWELL Lett. \. iv. xxiii.

(1650) 127 For better assurance of Lodging wher I pass,..!
have a *Post Warrant as far as Saint Davids. 1834 JENKYNS
in fiye-Gones n July (1894) 372 The *Postwoman called with
four or five American papers. 1896 IVestni. Gaz. 14 Jan.
8/1 A rural post worn nn whose beat is from Longniddry to
Seton Castle. 1827 WHEWELL in Todhunter Ace. Writ.

(1876) U. 88 It is still uncertain whether I shall produce a
letter that is *post-worthy. 1875 RUSKIN Hortns fnclusus

(1887) 30, I shall post this to-morrow as 1 pass through
Skipton or any post-worthy place.

{Note. The 'posts' in sense i correspond to the equites
dispositi or 'posted horsemen

'

of classical and later times

(cf. Caesar B. C. in. ci). The earliest known use offasta^cste,
pointing to the modern sense is by Marco Polo, 1298, who
applies, in the French text, ch. xcvii. (ed. 1865, 335), A'""'^.
and, in the Italian, ch. Ixxxi. (ed. 1827, I. gi),jbasta, to the
stations 25 miles apart on the great roads, at which the

messengers of the Great Kaan or Emperor of China changed
horses, and at each of which from 300 to 400 horses are said
to have been kept for their service. The expression

' nous
disons poeste de chevaus

',
i. e.

' we say post (or station) of
horses ', identifies the word originally with It. posta in the
sense of POST sh? The early course of the word in Europe
is not altogether clear ; but Milanese Latin documents of

1425-8 (L. Oslo Doc. Dipl. Milanesi, 1872, II. 163. 357)
have portentur die noctugue celeriter per cavallarium

of the posts '. In the second half of the isth c. F
'

.poste is

found also as the appellation of the courier, and in this
sense had become masculine before 1480. In English, also,
the application of poste, post, to the courier is seen to go
back practically to the earliest use of the word.]

Post (p<?
ust), st>.3 Also 6 poate. [a. F. poste

masc. (i6th c. in Hatz.-Darm.), ad. It. posto a post,

station, employment : L. postitm (whence also Du.

post, Ger. posten\ contracted from positnm, prop,
pa. pple. neut. of ponpre to place. In early use

It. and Fr. had in this sense posta, poste% fern.]

1. Mil. The place where a soldier is stationed
;

sometimes, a sentinel's or sentry's beat or round.
1598 BARRET Theor. Warres iv. ii. 107 Not to glue it [the

word] vnto the Sentinels, vntill the very point of their

placing at their standes or Postes. 1697 DRYDEN SEneidvi.
777 You see before the gate what stalking ghost Commands
the guard, what sentries keep the post. 1713 ADDISON Cato
ii, As I watch'd the gate, Lodg'd in my post, a herald is

arriv'd From Caesar's camp. 1799 SHERIDAN Pizarro 11. iv,
I will not keep one soldier from his post, 1840 MACAULAY
Ess., Clive (1887) 535 Clive . . was awakened by the alarm,
and was instantly at his post.

b. transf. and fig. The appointed place ; the

place of duty.
16. . L'EsTRAXGE (J.), Every man has his post assigned to

him, and in that station he is well, if he can but think
himself so. 1712-14 POPE Rape Lock \\. 124 Whatever spirit
..His post neglects. 1772 MACKENZIE Man World i. ix,
Though his virtue kept her post, she found herself galled in

naintaining it. 1829 LYTTON Deverenx n. xi, My daily post

- _'st post of he
is the lowliest post of service.

2. Mil. A position taken ; a place at which a

body of soldiers is stationed, or the force occupy-
ing this; esp. a strategic position taken by a com-
mander. Cf. OUTPOST. Also transf. andy?^. To
take post \ to occupy a position.

1692 BENTLEY Boyle Lect. ii. 65 Driven from all their

posts
and subterfuges. 1706 PHILLIPS s.v., In the Art of

War, Post signifies any spot of Ground that is capable of

lodging Soldiers: .. Advanced Post is a
spot

of Ground
before the other Posts to secure those behind. 1734 ti".

Rollings Anc, Hist. (1827) II. u. ii. 2 The Gauls, .were very

1162

much surprised to find their posts in the enemy's hand.

1761 HUME Hist. Eng. II. xxiii. 70 Richard..had taken

post at Nottingham. 1813 WELLINGTON in Gurw. Desp.
XI. 35 Posts will sometimes be surprised and the troops
engaged be roughly handled. 1829 SIR W. NAPIER Penins,
War 11. 268 A body of two thousand men., were., directed

to take post at the bridge of Alcantara. 1855 MACAULAY
Hist. Eng. xii. III. 228 The line of posts which surrounded

Londonderry by land remained unbroken. 1865 M. ARNOLD
Ess. Crit. vii. (1875) 273 These processions come and take

post in the theatres. 1903 Daily Chron. 10 Mar. 7/3
Waterholes were located at convenient intervals, and strong

posts were left in occupation of them.

b. A place where armed men are permanently

quartered for defensive or other purposes ; a fort.

Also (U. S.)
( the occupants, collectively, of a

military station ;
a garrison' (Cent. Diet.} ; hence,

the name given to a local branch of the organiza-
tion of veterans called

( the Grand Army of the

Republic '.

1703 Land. Gaz. No. 3914/5 This Post was Garisoned by
600 Men. 1769 E. BANCROFT Guiana 351 Opposite this

Island .. is a small Post, with several pieces of cannon.
a 1859 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. xxiii. V. 2 All the troops of
Charles II would not have been sufficient to garrison the

posts which we now occupy in the Mediterranean Sea
alone. 1890 GARDINER Stud. Hist. Eng. (1892) 14 Between
them was the smaller post of Uriconium.

1884 Boston (Mass.) Jrnl. 6 Sept., Edwin-Humphrey
Post, No. 104, G.A.R., of this town, celebrated its fifteenth

anniversary by a camp-fire Friday evening.
o. transf. A place occupied for purposes of

trade, esp. in an uncivilized or unsettled country.
1837 W. IRVING Capt. Ronncville III. 205 Fort Wallah-

Wallah, the trading post of the Hudson's Bay Company.
1884 WHITOS in Ckr. Worlds, Sept. 663/3 The dark Continent
. .inviting, .schools and churches as well as trading posts.

d. attrib. and Comb., as post-adjutant, -com-

mander', -line, -trader.

1878 B. HARTE Man on Beach 96 Make a requisition on
the commissary-general, have it certified to by the quarter-
master, countersigned by the post-adjutant, and submitted

by you to the War Department. 1887 PallMall G. 10 Aug.
14/1 A ten gallon demijohn of post trader's whisky. 1890
Century Diet.) Post-trader, a trader at a military post : the
official designation of a sutler. 1894 Outing $3. S.)XXIV.
85/2 Beside it are the company's stables and the store and
house of the post-trader where we bought our provisions.

1898 Daily Nrws 31 July 5/2 General Toral has sent the
members of his staff ahead to notify the post commanders
of the terms of surrender.

3. An office or situation to which any one is

appointed ; position, place ; employment.
1695-6 T. SMITH in Lett. Lit. Men (CamderTi 239, I am

very glad of the new post you are preferred to, as you
write, the publick Library. 1720 HEARNE Collect. (O.H-S.)
VII. 117 A Person of no Learning, and very unfit for this

Post. 1760 in Cotton Walton s Angler n. p. xxviii, He-
was call'd away by some employment, or post, that was
conferred upon him. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. ii. I. 223
Arlington quitted the post of secretary of state. 1879 M.
ARNOLD Mixed Ess. 148 Those posts in the public service

supposed to be posts for gentlemen.
4. Naval. Position as a full-grade captain, i.e.

commission as officer in command of a vessel of

20 guns or more ; hence, position or order of

seniority in the list of captains. Used in the

phrases to give post, said of a ship of 20 guns or

more, the officer in command of which had the
rank of captain ;

to take post, said of the officer,

to receive the commission of captain of such a

vessel, to date as captain ;
also to be made post, to

be appointed post captain, to be placed on the list

of captains. Now arch, or Hist. Also attrib. as

post commission, post rank
; see also below.

1720 in Chamberlayne St. Gt. Brit, for 1723, 579-82 A
General List of the

Captains of His Majesty's Fleet, with the
|

Dates of their First Commissions as Captains, from which
they are allowed to take Post. [Dated] Admiralty-Office
i March, 1720. [Here follow the] Names [in order of]

Seniority. [Among these] Sir William Sanderson [and
others],.. Take Post by a General Order, i Jan. 1712-13.
1747 Order-in-Council 10 Feb. (Rank and Precedence of

Officers) 8 That Captains of His Majesty's Ships or

Vessels, not taking Post, have rank as Majors. Ibid. ii

That Post-Captains, commanding ships or vessels that do
not give post, rank only as Majors during their command-
ing such vessels. 1800 Naval Chron. IV. 469 Capt. Miller
was made post in 1796. 1806 A. DUNCAN Nelson 18 Captain
Nelson was made post on the nth of June, 1779. 1849
W. R. O'BVRNE Naval Biog. Diet. 259/2 He was rewarded
with a Post commission. 1892 BRIGHTON Sir P. Wallis
160 He was advanced to post rank on Aug. 12, 1819. 1907
SIR J. K. LAUGHTOS Let. to Editor, A captain was said to
take fost from the date of his commission to a

ship
of not

less than 20 guns : his commission to command such a ship
ipsofacto gave him post.

b. Fost captain. A captain who ' takes

post': a designation formerly applied, officially
and otherwise, to a naval officer holding a commis-
sion as captain, to distinguish him from an officer

of inferior rank, to whom the courtesy title of

captain was often given, either as being an acting
captain, or as being master and commander of a

vessel not rated to be commanded by a full-grade
captain, and so not said to

*

give post '. Obs.
exc. Hist.
So far as the Naval Regulations are concerned the appel-

lation appears to date from about 1731-47, and to nave
ceased in 1824, when the rule was laid down that only
officers appointed to command '

ships of sixth rate and up-

POST.

wards shall henceforth be styled Captains '. But, in un-
official language, the courtesy use of *

Captain
'

for the
' Master and Commander '

of a smaller vessel, and the dis-

tinctive appellation
'

Post-Captain ', lingered to a much later

period.

"747 [see above]. 1757 J. LIND Lett. Navy \. 21 Both
post captains and masters and commanders share alike,

1790 BEATSON Nav. fy Mil. Mem. I. 217 For the above very
gallant action, Captain Gordon was made a Post-Captain.
1796 NELSON in Nicolas Disp. (1846) VII. p. Ixxix, Captain
Miller or any other Post Captain, put into Agamemnon,
and a Master and Commander acting into the Post Ship,
which the Admiralty may confirm or not, as they please,
1849 COBDEN Speeciies 86 Mr. Hume's proposal is.. that
there shall be only one post-captain promoted to the rank of

admiral, for every three admirals who may die, until the
number of admirals is reduced to 100.

T" C. Post ship. Also 8 ship of post. A
ship of not less than 20 guns, the commission to

, ,

ships, and other vessels, though they may have commanded
Ships of Post before, shall be commanded by junior Cap-
tains in Ships of Post, while they keep company together. .;

but without prejudice to their seniority afterwards. 1747
Order-in-Council 10 Feb. (Rank & Precedence of Officers)
6 That Captains commanding post-ships, after three years

from the date of their first commission for a post ship, have
rank as Colonels. 7 That all other Captains, command-
ing Post-Ships, have rank as Lieutenant-Colonels. 1757
J. LIND Lett. Navy \. 21 The other rank of captains is of

them, who have the command of ships of twenty guns, or

upwards, which are called post ships. 1790 BEATSON Nav.
tf Mil. Mem. I. 266 The Shirley-galley was.. made a post
ship in the Royal Navy, and her former commander,
Mr. John Rous, appointed Captain of her. 1796 [see post
captain above].

t Post (p<?
u
st), sb. Obs. Also 6-7 poste. [app.

ad. It. posta 'a stake at any game; also a good
hand drawen or winning at any game, namely at

dice
'

(Florio) ; prop, a sum deposited or laid down
: 1^. posta, posita, pa. pple. fern, oiponcre to place :

thus orig. the same word as POST sb2 Cf. Sp.

apostar to bet, deposit a stake.]
A term in card-playing, a. Name of an obso-

lete card-game, app. the same as post and pair
(see below) ; also, a term in that game : see quots.
1528 ROY Rede me (Arb.) 117 In carde playinge he is a

goode greke And can sky 11 of post and glyeke. 1565 JEWEL
Rcpl. Harding (:6n) 225 Hee commeth in onely with iolly

brags, and great vants, as if he were playing at Poste, and
should winneall by vying. 1611 CoTGR.,CVwcAc,..the Post,
or most of a sute.at cards; also, a set, lay, or stake, at any
game, a 1612 HARJNGTON Epigr. iv. xii, The second game
was Post, vntill with posting They paid so fast, 'twas time
to leaue their hosting. 1680 COTTON Comft. Gamester xxii.

106 Here note, that he who hath the best Pair or the best
Post is the winner. 1688 R. HOLME Armoury in. xvL iRoxb.)

73/1 At Post tfie best cards are 21 viz. : two tens and an
Ace, but a paire royall wins all, both Post, Paire and Seat.

b. Post and pair.
* A game on the cards,

played with three cards each, wherein much
depended on vying, or betting on the goodness of

your own hand '

.Nares).
1602 -2nd Pt. Return fr. Parttass. Prol. (Arb.) 3 You

that haue beene student at post and paire, saint and
Loadam. 1620 L. GERNONS Disc. Irel. (Stowe MS. 180),
When I am playing at poste and payre, my opposite chal-

lengeth wth two counters; if I answer him w 1 ' 1 two other,
and rest, I have butafayniegame. 1688 R. HoLMKArtwnry
in. xvi. (Roxb.) 73/1 Post and Paire is a game played thus,
first stake at Post, then at Paire, after deale two cards, then
stake at the seat and then deale the third card about [etc.].

1808 SCOTT Marm,\i. Introd. 45 That night might. .The
lord, underogating, share The vulgar game of '

post and
pair '. 1874 JEFFF.RIES Toilers ofField (&<)$ 41 Whist and
post and pair are the staple indoor amusements. 1887 ,-///

Year Round 5 Feb. 66 Primero is the ancestor of such

gambling games as Post and Pair, once a favourite game in

the West of England.

Post, sb.^ [app. ad. Ger. posten parcel, lot,

a batch of ore, ad. It. posto : L. positum that

which is put or placed : cf. POST sb.% and 4
.]

1. Paper-making. A pile of from four to eight

quires of hand-made paper fresh from the mould,
laid with alternate sheets of felt ready for pressing.
White post\ see quot. 1875. ? Obs.

1727-41 CHAMBERS CycL s.v. Paper^ The coucher, who
couches it upon a felt laid on a plank, and lays another felt

on it ; and so successively, a sheet and a felt, a sheet and a

felt, till a post, i. e. one pressing, containing six quire, be
made. 1766 C. LEADBETTER Royal Ganger xiv. (ed. 61 370
An Heap of seven 01 eight Quires, which is called a Post.

1838 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 7) XVII. 15/1 Four to eight quires,

according to the size of the paper, form a post. 1875
KNIGHT Diet. Meek. s. v., A white post is the pile of paper
sheets when the felts are removed.

2. Metallurgy. A batch of ore for smelting at

one time.

1839 URE Diet. Arts 326 The smelting post or charge, to

be purified at once, consists of 60 cwt. of black copper.
Ibid. 328 For example, i post or charge may consist of
20 cwts. of the ferruginous slate [etc.].

Post (p<?
u
st), sb$ Law. [From the Lat word

stir disseisin in the post* ; see quot. 1895.
[1293 Year Bks. Edw. f (Rolls) I. 431 Adam porta bref

de entre en le post ver N., en le queus yl nad entre si noun

puys la disseysine ke B. fyt a meymes cely Adam.] 1495



POST.

Rolls of Parlt. VI. 472/2 Several! Writtes of Entre in le

Post. 1511-11 Act 3 Hen. l^/If, c. 18 Preamble, Wrytte
of entre uppon disseysen in the post be fore the Justices
..of his Comen Benche. 1595 Expos, Termes Law 77
And if land bee conueid ouer to manie, or if the first dis-

seisor bee disseised, then the writte of Entre shall be in the

Post, that is to say that the tenaunt hath no entry but after
the disseisin which the first disseisour made to the demandant
or his auncestor. Ibid. 77 b, And the writte shall say, in

quod A. non habet ingressmn nisi post disseisinam, quant
B. inde iniuste fy sine iuditiofecit praef. N. vel M. proano
N. cuius hseres ipse est. 1818 CRUISE Digest (ed. 2) I. 399
The disseisor came in in the /<?$/, that is, he did not claim

by or from the feoffee to uses, but came in of an estate para-
mount to that of such feoffee. 1895 POLLOCK & MAITLAND
Hist. Eng. Law II. n. iv. 65 The statute of Marlborough . .

gave the disseisee or his heir 'a writ of entry sur disseisin
in the post ',

an action, that is, in which he might allege that
his adversary 'had no entry into the land save after (Post)
the disseisin

'

that some one or another (X) perpetrated
against the demandant or his ancestor. In such an action
it was unnecessary for the demandant to trace the process
by which the land passed from the disseisor (X) to the
tenant whom the action attacked.

Post (p0u
st), sb.1 [f. POST v.l 8.] An act of

posting ;
an entry (in a ledger, etc.).

1766 W. GORDON Gen. Counting-ho, 6 Such post or entry
in the Journal is called a simple post. [1797 fcncyd. Brit.

(ed. 3} XV. 423/1 Post, an operation in book-keeping.
Posting in book-keeping means simply the transferring of
an article to the place in which it should be put.]

Post (p0st), s&.s Mil. [app. from POST s&.'>

sense I : short for 'call to post', or the like.] A
bugle-call giving notice of the hour of retiring for

the night. Usuallyy?/-^ or last post.
Tattoo or Watchsetting is now divided into two 'posts'

sounded normally at 9.30 and 10 p.m., followed by
(

Lights
out' at 10,15 P-m- for many years it has been customary
to sound '

Last post
'

by a soldier's grave after the interment.

[1864 Standing Orders Roy. Reg. Artill. 134 Watch-
setting, ist post, and post. 3rd post. 4th post. [Aseparate
tune given for each.]] 1885 City Press 30 Sept., First post
was sounded at half-past ten. 1886 Standing Orders,
Southern District 12 Weather permitting, the ist Post at
Tattoo (in Portsmouth) will be sounded on the road oppo-
site the Main Guard by the Drums and Fifes of the Regi-
ment detailed.. for that duty. 1900 Daily News 17 May
3/2 A few hours after, the '

last post
'

sounds over another
victim to the pomp and glory of war ! Ibid. 19 May 2/1
The brave dead were laid to their long rest in the veldt by
their comrades at eventide, while 'The Last Post' wailed
on the solemn air. 1901 King's Regul. A rmy 252

* Tattoo
*

(' last post ') at 10.0 p.m. Ibid. 254 Which is to be sounded
a quarter of an hour after

'

last post
'

or tattoo.

II Post, J*.9 E. Indies, [a. Pers. and Urdu

OUM^J post skin, rind, poppy-head.] The poppy-
head ; opium.
1698 FRYER Ace. E. India fy P. 32 Upon an Offence they

are sent by the King's Order, and committed to a place
called the Post (from the Punishment inflicted), where the
Master of the Post is acquainted with the heinousness of
the Crime ; which being understood he heightens by a
Drink,, .made of Bang. . mingled with Dutry (the deadliest
sort of Solatium, or Nightshade) named Post, [which] after
a Week's taking, they crave more than ever they nauseated.
Ibid. 104 The inebriating Crnfection of the Post. [1882
Edin. Rev. July 73 The way in which people there [in the

Punjaub] talk of '

postees
'

or opium-eaters.]

Post (pJust), sbW Short for post captain', see
POST sb.z 4 ; ellipt. for POST ENTRY, q. v.

Post (p#st), Z/.1 [f. POST J0.2, or a. obs. F.

poster (i6th c. in Littre") 'courir les postes*. Cf.

obs. Du. posten
'
cursitare . . discurrere* (Kilian).]

I. intr. 1. To travel with relays of horses

(originally, as a courier or bearer of letters).

<S33 ^cc. Ld. High, Treas. Scot. VI. 123 To ane boy that

postit nycht and day in the northland with lettrez. 1560
DAUS tr. Sleidane's Comm. 234 b, His servant, .had put on
the apparell of a messenger, that posteth with letters. 1598
HAKLUYT Voy. I. 65 Riding as fast as our horses could trot

(for we had fresh horses almost thrise or four times a day)
we posted from morning till night. 1683 Brit. Spec. 253
[He was] transported from Brighthemstead . . to Feecam..
whence he posted directly to Rouen. 1706 PHILLIPS, To
Post it

t
to go or ride Post. 1832 W. IRVING in Life <$ Lett.

(1864) II. 465 We posted in an open carriage. 1873 HELPS
Anim. fy Mast. viii. (1875) 201 When you are posting, you
must have a horse for every adult passenger.
2. To ride, run, or travel with speed or haste ;

to make haste, hasten, hurry.
1567 DRANT Horace^ Ep. to Msecenas D vj. To Philippes

house al sodainly hee posteth in a brade. 1583 STANYHURST
AZneis n. (Arb.) 53 To top hastly of turret I posted. 1595
Blanehardyn 208 They posted so fast [tant che,uaucherent\
that within short time they came before the gate. 1642
FULLER Holy $ Prof. St.\\\. xxi. 211 Had he seen Peter
and John posting to Christs grave. 1782 COWPER Gilpin
214 Mistress Gilpin, when she saw Her husband posting
down Into the country far away. 1851 E. FITZGERALD
Lett. (1889) I. 214 To post about in Omnibi between Lin-
coln's Inn and Bayswater. 1885 STEVENSON Child's Card.,
Lamplighter i, With lantern and with ladder he comes
posting up the street.

b-jte
1558 HOLLAND in Footed, fy M. (1570) 2238/2 The Priestes

doe so champe them and chaw them [the words of the

service], and posteth so fast, that neither they vnderstand
what they say, nor they that heare them. 1633 LITHGOW
Tra-v. tx. 403 Gray haires come posting on. 1636 PRYNNE
Unbisk. Tim. Ded. (1661) 7 Though they greedily post and
hunt after Bishopricks. 1725 POPE Odyss. xv. 381 He wastes

away Old age, untimely posting ere his day. 181,2 M.
ARNOLD Empedocles on Etna i. ii, We see, in blank dismay,
Year posting after year, Sense after sense decay.
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3. Manege. To rise and fall in the saddle, like

a post-boy, when riding. 1882 in OGILVIE.

II. f 4. tram. To cause to post or hasten ; to

dispatch or send in haste
;

to hasten, hurry
(a person). Obs.

1570 LEVINS Manip, 176/7 To Poste, properarc. 1582
STANYHURST sEneis i. (Arb.) 27 He fuorth posted ..Mercurye
downeward. 1628 GAULE Pract. The. (1629) 65 God posts
away Gabriel the Harbinger with this Message. 1694
WESTMACOTT Script. Herb. (1695) 184 Whom .. Saffron, by
the too frequent and lavish Use thereof in the Small-Pox,
hath posted to their long homes. 1700 FAKQUHAR Constant
Couple v. iii, My father, .posts me away to travel. 1806-7
J. BERESFOKD Miseries Hum. Life (1826,1 xvn. 101 Posting
your eye down the columns, eager to see whether the
alliance between Russia and Prussia is going on.

fb. Oxford Univ. slang. To summon (a candi-

date) for examination on the first day of a series.

1721 AMHERST Tcrrx Fit. No. 42 (1754) 224 The first and
the last column in the [collector's] scheme, (which contain
the names of those who are to come up the first day and tiie

last day, and which is call'd posting and dogging^ are
esteem'd very scandalous Great application is made to
them . . to avoid being posted or dogg'd.

III. To convey or send by post, or post-haste.
T" 5. To carry in the manner of a post j

to convey
swiftly. Qbs.
1611 SHAKS. Cymb. \\. iv. 27 The swiftest Harts, have

posted you by land; And Windes of all the Corners kiss'd

S'ur
Sailes. ^1644 QUAKLES Sol. Recant. Sol. iv. 24 Hath

eaven ..glorifi'd thy name With honor, posted on the

wings of Fame? 1682 D'URFKY Injured Prim. in. ii, The
swiftest Racers posted you by Land.

6. t a- To send by special messenger. Obs.

1657-61 HKYLIN Hist. Kef. I. 32 The Roman Emperors;
whose Edict for a General Council might .speedily be posted
over all the Province, a 1662 Land n. 327 The noise
of these Proceedings. . being quickly posted to the Scots.

1716 B. CHURCH Hist. Philip's U'ar (1867) II. 71 False

Reports.. were posted home by those ill affected Officers.

1724 in G. Sheldon Hist. Decrfield, Mass. (1895) I. 417
News from Albany, .which news I immediately posted to
Ueerfield and Northfield.

b. To send through the post office ; to put
(a letter, etc.) into a post office or letter-box for

transmission by the post.
1837 t)tk Rep. Post-Office 85 If a letter or packet should

be posted with a penny stamped cover. 1840 Mulrcady
Cover (Instructions), It is Requested that all Letters may
be fully and legibly addressed, and posted as early as con-
venient. 1852 M CCULLOCH Taxation \\. vii. 317 The neces-

sity, .of paying the postage at the moment when letters are

posted. 1870 E. PEACOCK Ralf Skirl. III. 143 His letter

was posted two days later. 1886 Law Times LXXX. 211/1
The bills of costs were duly posted to Bouron in Paris.

IV. 7. To post over, off. fa. To hand over or

transfer (a duty, responsibility, etc.) to another ;

to shift, delegate, assign ;
to pass off, turn off. Obs.

1578 TIMME Caluine on. Gen. 104 After the example of her

husband, she poasteth over the fault to another. 1578 T.
WHITE Serin. 84 Euery body can post it [blame] off, or

sport it out so prettily. 1593 NASHE Christ's T. 83 b, Poste
ouer the Plague to what natural! cause you will, I positiuely
affirme it is for Sinne. 1618 E. ELTON E*p. Rom. vii.

88 It is the fashion of most men to post off the fault and
blame of their sinnes from themselues. (11656 HALES Gold.
Rem. (1688)317 Nothing so well done as that which the
master of the House, .posts not over to his servants.

fb. To put off; to postpone, defer, delay. Obs.

1577 HANMEK Anc. Eccl. Hist. (1619) 139 He posted over
and deferred his opinion from time to time. 1586 A. DAY
Eng. Secretary n. (1625) 58 The compasse of your writing. .

maketh me post off the answere. c 1593 Trag. Rich* III
(Shaks. Soc.) 69 But they that knew how innocent I was,
Did post him off with many long delayes, Alleaging reasons
to alaie his rage. 1643 C. VERNONC<K ExcA.gs Divers

good Rents and Debts have for some private ends been
suffered to bee posted off, de anno in annum.

V. Book-keeping^ etc. (app. related to IV.)
8. To carry or transfer (an entry) from an aux-

iliary book to one of more formal character, esp.
from the day-book or journal into the ledger,
but also from a waste-book, day-book, or cash-

book into the journal ; to carry (an item or entry)
to the proper account ; also, by extension, to enter

(an item) in proper form in any of the books.
1622 MALYNES Anc. Law-Merck. 365 These seuen parcels

are now put ouer into the Liedger which some call posted
ouer. 1682 [see POSTING O& se. 1

5]. 1706 PHILLIPS s.v.,

To Post an Account, is to put an Account forward from one
Book to another ; as to transcribe, or enter what is written

in a Merchant's Waste-Book into the Journal, etc. 1790
BURKE Fr. Rev. Wks. V. 158 To see the crimes of new demo-
cracy posted as in a ledger against the crimes of old despotism.

1817 J. K. PAVLDiNGLeti.fr. South II. no Old H was
obliged to post the proceeds of the cargo to profit and loss.

1875 POSTE Gains m. Comm. (ed. 2) 407 At the end of each
month the contents of the Adversaria were posted into the
more formal journal, the Tabulae.

b. To complete (the ledger or other book) by
transferring to it all the items in the auxiliary

books, and entering them in their proper accounts
;

to make the proper entries in all the books, so

that they contain a complete record of transactions ;

often post up (i. e. up to date, or to completion).
1707 Providence Rcc. (1896) X. 94 So soone as Conveniently
may be that y bookes cann be posted. 1712 ARBUTHNOT
John Bull \. x, You have not posted your books these ten

years. 1745 De Foe's En*, 'tradesman (1841) I. xxxi. 319
He has not posted Ins cash-book for I know not how many
months ; nor posted his day-book and journal at all. Ibid.

POST.

II. x.xxiii. 62 A copy of the ledger duly posted up. 1892
STEVENSON & OSBOURNE Wrecker i, Take a pride to keep
your books posted, and never throw good money after bad.

9. fig. i,orig. U. S. colloq.} To supply with
full information or latest news on a subject; to

inform. Often post up. Usually in pass.
1847 Nat. Encycl. I. 619 Posted-up is an Americanism for

well-informed, thoroughly conversant with. 1856 G. D.
BREWERTON War in Kansas 365 As regards the details of
the defences at Lawrence, we should certainly have been
'better pusted

'

than we are. i86z THACKERAY Round.
Papers, DC I<'inibus, To improve my mind and keep myself
'

posted up ',
as the Aiiiui leans phrase it, with the literature

of the day. 1868 G. I JUKI-- Pol. Sitrv. 19, I wish our journals
would keep us better pasted up with regard to events in

Belgium. 1883 C. D. WARNKK Roundabout Journey 239
The lovers of the sport always post themselves as to the
character of the bulls who are to perform. 1886 .Miss
TYTLKK Buried Diamonds \ii, Tell me.. what books you
had to post yourself up in for your examinations.

Post (p0"st), z>.- [f. FUST sb.^ : in various

unconnected groups of senses.]
I. fl. trans. To square (timber) before sawing

it, or in order to form it into posts. Obs. or dial.

1520 Jftw. Ripon (Surtees) III. 204 Joh:umi Hi.-^on
pnstyng tymber ad Ry.so & ali.v> per j diem, 5< f&td. 205
Will mo Howyd postyng tymber for the saycl fertter per iij

dies,& sawyng, i8</. 1600 FAIRFAX '1'asso xix. xx\vi, There
lay by chance a posted tree therebie. 1828 Crare ft (.rloss.

(ed. 2) s. v., When a tree is cut into a bquare form, it is

termed posted,
II. f2. To furnish or set with posts. Qhs. rare.

1716 Maldon t EssttXj Borough Deeds llundle 147. No. 3
Wee present the sirvairs [

= surveyors] of St Mary's [parish]
for not positing the foot-way.

III. 3, To attach or moor (a vessel) to a post.
1868 [see POSTING rbl. sh? i].

IV. 4. To affix (a paper, etc.) to a pos' or in a

prominent position ;
to stick up in a public pi ice.

1650 R. STAPYLTON Strata's Low C. Wat-res in. 62
Divers bills posted up that threatned mischief to the Judges.
1654 H. L'EsTKANGE Chas. I (1655) 187 A Paper was posted
upon the Old Exchange .. Exhorting Prentices to rise and
sack his House. 1713 Boston Rcc. (1884) II. 220 Posting
up twenty of the said printed by-laws on several publick
places in the said town. 1806 A. DUNCAN Kelson's Fun. 12

A written order .. had been .. posted up. 1851 DICKENS
Repr. Pieces, Bill-sticking (1903) 62 The old bill-stickers

went to Trafalgar Square to attempt to post bills. 1874
MICKLETHWAITB Mod. Par. Churches 221 Boards intended
for posting papers upon. 1884 Manch. Exam. 19 Feb. 4/7
The coalmasters . . have posted a notice at the collieries

intimating a reduction, .in the wages of miners.

5. To make known, advertise, bring before the

public (some fact, thing, or person) by or as by
posting a placard. Also with up.
1633 MASSIXGF.R Guardian \. i, If you take the wench

now, I'll have it posted first, then chronicled, Thou wert
beaten to it. 1694 SOUTH Serm. (1727) III. vi. 249 Those
Pretences to infallible Cures, which we daily see posted up
in every Corner of the Streets. 1756 C. LUCAS Ess. Waters
I. Ded., The grateful votaries, .posted up in his temple the

histories of their diseases. 1828-32 WEBSTER s. v., To
advertise on a post or in a public place ; as, to post a stray
horse. 1860 DICKKNS Uncomm. Trav. x, Seeing him

posted in the bill of the night, I attended the performance.
b. spec. To expose to ignominy, obloquy, or

ridicule, by this means. Now rare.

1642 SIR E. DERINC; Sp. on Relig. xvi. 88, I may.. be

poasted up. .as one that dares not hazard a whole National!
Church at blind man buffe. 1650 FULLER Pisgah 424 Here
we must have an abominable falshood. ., posted, and pil-

lored. 1684 Woon Life 4 Sept. (O. H. S.) III. 108 Wright
Croke..was posted up for a shark and coward in Day's
cofFey house. 1710 Pol. Ballads (1860) II. 91 Their ex-

ploits were so mean, and their actions so vain That they al!

deserve to he posted. 1812 Ann. Reg., Chron. 146/2 A
criminal information against two persons for posting a mer-
chant of London in a coffee-house for refusing a challenge.

1840 THACKERAY Paris Sk.-bk. (1867) 34 I'll post you for

a swindler and a coward. 1884 Law Times 7 June 93/1
If he had not paid the bets.. he would have been posted
as a ' defaulter

'

at Tattersalls.

C. In some colleges : To place in a list, which
is posted up, the names of (students who fail to pass
in the college examinations).
In Cambridge colleges, said of those whose names are now

subjoined to the lists of successful examinees as not classed.

1852 C. A. BRISTED Eng. Univ. 100 [At Trinity Coll.,

Camb.] should a man be posted twice in succession, he is

generally recommended to try the air of some small college,
or devote his energies to some other walk of life. 1859
FARKAK J. Home xix, He had been posted, in company with
H. and Lord F'. ; /'. e. their names had been written up below
the eighth class as '

unworthy to be classed '.

d. To publish the name of (a ship) as overdue

or missing.
1886 CLARK RUSSELL Voy. to Ca6e (1803) 136 My sym-

pathy with the sailor makes me feel as often as I hear of a

cargo vessel being 'posted' as if a very grave wrong were
done to the memory of the drowned seamen by the uncon-
cern with which the great mass of the public receive the

news. 1896 Times (weekly ed.) 10 Jan. 38/3 They [the

ships] were posted at Lloyd's on Wednesday as missing.

6. To placard (a wall, etc.) with bills, etc.

1854 DICKENS Hard T. in. iv. He caused the walls to be

posted with it [a broadsheet]. 1887 Pall Mall G. 24 Dec.

2/1 We had to fall back on posting the neighbourhoods as

well as we could.. .We put out a poster and forty-five hand-

bills to every three men who registered.

Post (p<?
u
st), v$ [f. POST j.3; so F. poster

(i6th c.) to post, station (troops, etc.).]

1. trans* To place, station.
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1683 PENN Wks. (1782) IV. 316 The place of the glass-

house [is] conveniently posted for water-carriage, a 1688

VILLIERS iDk. Buckhm.) Battle of Scdgmoor Wks. (1775)

121, I suppose. .that your Lordship was posted in a very

strong place. 1711 BUDGELL SfKt. No. 161 f3 A Country

Girl, who was posted on an Eminence at some Distance

from me. 1833 RITCHIE Wand, by Loire 166 He.. posted
himself at the door of the banqueting hall. 1874 GREEN
Short Hist. v. i. 223 A body of English horsemen, posted
on a hill to the right, charged suddenly on the French flank.

question po
too obvious to need mention.

2. Mil. and Naval. To appoint to a post or

command ; spec, to appoint to command a ship

which '

gave post
'

(see POST sb.^ 4) ;
to commis-

sion as captain. Chiefly pass.
1800 WELLESLEY in Owen Desp. (1877) 555 One additional

subaltern at least should be posted to every company of

artillery. 1809 WELLINGTON in Gurw. Desp. (i8_38)
V.

315,
I am. .unwilling to send Mr. Dunlop to any particular regi-

ment lest he should not be posted to it. c 1815 JANE AUSTEN
Persuas. xxiii, When I returned to England in the year

eitjht, with a few thousand pounds, and was posted into the

Laconia. 1833 MARRYAT P. Simple Iii, I am posted, and

appointed to the Semiramis frigate. 1894 Lancet 3 Nov.

1056/1 Surgeon-Major Tuthill, on arrival from a tour of

service at Gibraltar, has been posted to Dublin. 1907 SIR

J. K. LAUGHTON Let. to Editor, Every ship of 20 guns or

more was a post -ship, and a man was ordinarily said to be

posted, that is, appointed to command a ship which gave
him post as a captain.
Hence Po'sting vbl. sb.'^>

[1800 Misc. Tracts in Asiat. Ann. Rig. 9/1 The posting
the English troops too far from his own person.] 1847

Infantry Man. (1854) 99 The posting of a piquet. 1880

GEN. ADYE in igth Cent. 701 There are palpable defects

and anomalies in the Staff Corps arrangements as regards
the posting of the regimental officers.

Post, v.* St. dial. [dial. var. of Possz'.] trans.

To trample (clothes) in water in the process of

washing them ; also, to knead (clothes) with the

hands for this purpose. Hence Po'sting vbl. sb.*

1820 ARMSTRONG Gail. Diet. s.v. Postadh, The Highland
women put them in a tub, . . [and] then, with petticoats tucked

up. .commence the operation of posting. 1893 N. MfNRO
Lost Pibroch (1902) 18 The women, posting blankets for_the

coming sheiling, stopped their splashing in the little linn.

Ibid. 71 A white blanket that needs no posting.

Post, -
5

slang, [app. f. POST s6.3 or (?) It.

posta a stake.] trans. To lay down, stake, deposit,

pay down.
1781 C. JOHNSTON John Juniper II. 48 Toby having, in

his own phrase, posted the cole (staked down the money)
. .lost a game or two, according to rule. 1781-1870 [see COLE

st?\. 1812 J. H. VAUX Flash Diet., Post or post the pane)',

to stake, or lay down the money. 1821 Sporting Mag. VIII.

N. S. 233 Many, .will recollect the needful was not posted.

1891 Lie. Viet. Gaz. 3 Apr. (Farmer), Done ! post the money.

Post (po"st), adv. Obs. or arch. [Origin-

ating in the phrase ride in post (F. chevaucher

en paste}, (Posi sb? 8d), abbreviated to ride post,

and thence extended to other verbs.] With post-
horses ; by post ; express ; with speed or haste. Cf.

F. courir la paste, now, to run very fast.

a. With riJe, run, and other verbs of motion.

1549 COVERDALE, etc. Erasm. Par. Jos. 37 You ryde
poste to the deuil. 1588 FRAUNCE Laivicrs Log. Ded.,

Riding p_oast
towards London you chaunged horse at the

universitie. 1593 SHAKS. Rich. 11, v. ii. 112 Mount thee

vpon bis horse, Spurre post, and get before him to the King.

1613 W. BROWNE Brit. Past. i. i, She follow'd, flyes ; she fled

from, followes post, a 1651 CALDERWOOD Hist. Kirk (1843)

II. 230 Madame Raillie. .sent post to the comptroller, the

Laird of Pittarrow, . .and called for his assistance, a 1653
BINNING Serm. (1845) 377 Men begin at leisure, but they
run post before all be done. 1660 Act 12 Chas. IF, c. 35 i

His Majestyes Post Master Generall .. shall from time to

time have the receiving, taking up, ordering, dispatching,

sending post or with speade, and delivering of all Letters

and Pacquets whatsoever. 1689 Lond. Gaz. No. 2485/4
A Gentleman riding Post with the Mail, was likewise taken
into the said Wood. 1711 Royal Proclam. 23 June ibid.

No. 4866/1 The Horsing of any Person .. Riding Post, (that

is to say) Riding several Stages upon a Post-Road, and

changing Horses. 1711 Ibid. /2 All Letters ..shall .. be
. . delivered to the Deputy . . , and . . sent Post unto the . .

General Post-office. 1716 Ibid. No. 5431/3 He set out
Post for Paris. 1751 SMOLLETT Per. Pic. (1779) III. Ixxxi.

166 Sir T sent his valet de chambre post with a
letter. 1802 MRS. E. PARSONS Myst. Visit II. 176 They
were to travel post. 1838 Hurray's Handbk. N. Germ. 83
Provided.. he be not journeying post to the Rhine. 1883
STEVENSON Treasure Isl. u. vii, So now, Livesey, come
post ; do not lose an hour, if you respect me.

b. With other verbs : With speed, fast
; hastily.

1632 SHIRLEY Changes \. i. 4 'Twere no good manners to

speake hastily to a Gentlewoman, to talke post (as they say)
to his Mistresse. 1634 J. TAYLOR (Water P.) Gt. Eater Kent
4 Some haue the agihtie to ride poast, some the facilitie to

runne poast, some the dexteritie to write poast, and some
the abilitie to speake poast. a 1658 CLEVELAND vnd Elegy
to B. Jonson 53 Scriblers (that write Post and versifie With
no more Leasure than we cast a Dye).

II Post (p<?
u
st), the Latin preposition meaning

'

after ', occurring in certain phrases used in English

contexts, as post meridiem, post mortem ;
also in

1. Post bellum, after the war.

1883 Standard 17 Sept. 5/3 They were swamped by the

gorgeous people of the post bellitm epoch. 1905 Westm.
Gaz. 30 Aug. 9/3 What the post-bellum expenses of. .Japan
and Russia will be during the next five, or even ten, years.
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2. Post diem, after the day ; in Law : see quots.

1607 COWELL Intcrpr., Post dictn, is a returne of a writ

after the day assigned for the returne : for the which, the

Custos breuimn hath foure pence . . : or it may be the fee

taken for the same. 1658 Practick Part 0/LawBVou are

to pay $d. as a post-diem for each of the aforesaid Processe,

which yon bring not into the Philizer by the day of the

return. 1848 in WHARTON Law Lex.

3. Post hoc, after this. Post hoc, ergo propter

/ioc, after this, therefore on account of this ; ex-

pressing the fallacy that a thing which follows

another is therefore caused by it.

1704 NORRIS Ideal World 11. iii. 221 That maxim, Post

hoc, ergo propter hoc, which indeed is good logick with the

vulgar, . . methinks should not pass for such with the learned.

1843 R. J. GRAVES Syst. Ctin. Med. xi. 119 In the cases in

which recovery is stated to have followed this practice [of

mercurialization] the post hoc has been mistaken for the

propter hoc. 1889 Athenzum 13 Apr. 468/1 We have read

the whole statement without feeling convinced that
'

post

hoc
'

necessarily included
'

propter hoc
'

in this case. 1905
Discriminator Prosp. 26 Inventing a dangerous post hoc

explanation of a catastrophe which has surprised him.

4. Post part-am, after child-birth.

1857 DUNGLISON Mcd. Diet,, Post-partum, after delivery,

as, post partum hemorrhage. 1878 A. HAMILTON .Vert'.

Dis. 113 The alarming condition that we occasionally meet

with after post-partum hemorrhage.

5. Post terminum (Law} : see POST TERM.

Post, obs. form of posed, pa. pple. of POSK v. 1

Post, variant of Poi'ST Obs., power. .

Post- (p<?
ust), prefix, repr. L. post, adv. and

prep., after, behind. In L., prefixed adverbially to

verbs, as posthabere to hold or esteem after, post-

poncre to place after, postpone, postscribere to

write after; also to pples., vbl. sbs., and other

verbal derivatives, as postgenitus after-born, posl-

positiis placed after, postscriptus written after,

postveniens coming after, pcstparitor after-getter,

heir. More rarely formed on the prep, and an object

as, of time, postauctumnalis coming (post auc-

tumnum} after autumn, post-autumnal ;
of place,

postllminium (a return) behind the threshold,

postscanium (the space) behind the scenes. In

English its use has received great extension, esp.

in the prepositional relation, in which compounds
are formed almost at will, not only on words from

Latin, but also, in technical terms, from Greek, and

sometimes even on English or other words, as post-

breakfast, post-Easter, post-Elizabethan. These

are often opposed to formations in ante- or pre-.

A. Words in which post- is adverbial or adjec-

tival, qualifying the verb, verbal derivative, or other

adj. or sb. forming, or implied in, the second

element. In compounds derived or formed from L.
,

or on L. analogies, as POST-DATE, -EXIST, -nx,

-PON'E, -POSE, -POSIT, -VENE, -GENITURE, -JACENT,

SCRIPT (q. v.) ;
also in nonce-wds, sometimes

formed after, and as the opposites to, words in

ante- o^ pre- (exceptionally pro-}.

1. Relating to time or order.

a. In adverbial relation :
= After, afterwards,

subsequently, (a) With verbs or pa. pples., or in

nonce-wds. formed after verbs or pa. pples. in pre-

(pro-} : aspost-determined (opp. \.opredetermined},

-disapproved, f Fostcri-brate v. [seeCniBRATE],
to sift afterwards; Postmu'ltiply v., Math.

to multiply by (or as) a postfactor (see b) ;

Post-o'ccupied///. a. [after preoccupied], ? occu-

pied with something past ; t Postpla'ce v., to

place after something else; Po^st-pro-pliesy v.,

to
'

prophesy after the event
'

; t Po-stvi-de v.

[after provide'], to provide for an event after it has

happened ;
to take precautions too late. See also

POSTJUDICED. (b) With adjectives, or forming the

first element of adjectives : as Postimrtative [L.

mfttare to change], applied to languages in which

words are inflected by means of affixes placed after

the stem or radical part ; t Postpa-rative (opp. to

preparative : see quot.).

b. In <^m'-adjectival relation to a sb. (chiefly

a verbal sb. or noun of action) forming, or implied

in, the second element :
= Occurring or existing

afterwards, coming after, subsequent, later : asfost-

acce-ssion, -act, -argument, -co-ntract, -division,

-frui'tion, -i'ssue, -legilima'tion, -operation,

-pa'rdon, -penance, -si'gner, -variation. Also in

nonce-words formed after nouns in pre-, as po'St-

a'mble, po-stdestina'tion (hence po-stdestina-rian},

po-stface, postfiction : see quots. Also Po:st-eteT-

nity, eternity in the future, everlasting future

existence ; Postfa'ctor, Math., the latter of two

factors in non-commutative multiplication; fPo'st-

law, ? a law made subsequently to, and annulling,
some obligation, an expostfacto law ;

Po'st-ma:r-

ringe, marriage subsequent to cohabitation.

1656 STANLEY ffist. Philos. vm. (1701) 340/1 His life is not

happy, for Beatitude is a *post-accession thereto. 1851

POST-.

BL'RRILL Lavj Diet, n,
*
Post-act, an after-act ; an act done

afterwards. 1864 in WEBSTER ; and in subsequent Diets.

1593 G. HARVEY Pierce's Super. ***iv, He liked not ouer-

long Preambles, or *Postambles to short Discourses. 1622

T. STOUGHTON Chr. Sacrif. viii. 94 This being more then an

adiunct, euen a *post argument . . for confirmation of the

maine argument, a 1610 PARSONS Leicester's Ghost (1641)

18 It chanced that I made a 'post-contract, And did in sort

the Lady Sheffield wed. ^1631 DONNE Lett. (1651) 308,
I have cribrated,.. re-cribrated, and *post-cribrated the

Sermon. 1700 C. NESSE Antid. Armin. (1827) 70 The
Armenians . . may be called . . *post-destinarians for placing
the eternal decree behind the race of man's life. 1656 T.

PIERCE (title) Predestination .. defended against
*
Post-

destination. 1674 HICKMAN [list. Qiii'iqitart. (ed. 2) 160

The Doctor's Election is a Postdestination ; for it then only
makes men ordained to eternal life, when . . they are

pps.
sessed of it. 1700 C. NESSE Antid. Arinin. (1827) 51 To
prefer time before eternity, and to set up a post-destination
instead of a pre-destination. 1733 POPE Let. to Swift in

Courthope Life 260 It was laboured, corrected, pre-com-

mended, and 'post-disapproved so far as to be disowned by
themselves. 1628 DONNE Serm. xxix. (1640) 287^ _The

eternity there is in the soule of Man. 1678 CL-DWORTH
Intetl. Syst. 44. a. 1680 CHARNOCK Attrm, God (1834)

I. 367 The promise of eternal life is as ancient as God
himself., as it hath an ante-eternity, so it hath a post-

eternity. 1782 (title) Paris in Miniature,. .together with a
Preface ana *Postface by the English Limner. 1887 Sat.

Rev. 30 Apr. 624/2 The frank admission in both preface and

postface that [he] found the Japanese syllabary too many
forhim. 1607 HARINGTON in Nngx Ant, (1804)11. 139 Asfor
the latter predictions or rather *post fictions (since the bishops

death) I willingly omit, concerning the successors of this

bishop. 1612 CHAPMAN WttUovMt T. n. i. Plays 1873 III.

31 Shee matching . .with some yong Prodigall : what must

ensue, but her *post-issue beggerd. 1663 Short Sun'.

Gratui Case Pres. Ministry 38 Oaths are sacred things, and
*Post-laws are a ready Papacie to absolve them. 1780 M.
MADAN Thelyphthora (1781) I. 35 The proposersand framers

of such schemes of *post-legitimation, had been convinced,
that the conjugal cohabitation . . was a tawful marriage.

1785 G. A. BELLAMY Apology II. 46 That ridicule and con-

tempt which custom has annexed to a *post-marriage (if

I may so term it). 1899 R. C. TEMPLE Tit. Univ. Gram. 7

Languages are divisible into I. pre-mutative, or those that

prefix their affixes; 2. intro-mutative, or those that infix

them ; and 3. *post-mutative, or those that suffix them.

1876 M. COLLINS Fr. Midn. to Midn. III. iv. 8 They were
for the most part silent. Lord Arthur was pre-occupied ;

Vance was *post-occupied. a 1631 DONNE Serin, (ed. Afford)

IV. 451 All my co-operation is but a *post-operation, a

working by the power of that all-preventing Grace. 1581
MULCASTER Positions viii. (1887) 53 They that write of

exercise, make three degrees in it, wherof they call the first

a preparatiue, . . the next simply by the name of exercise,. .

the third a *postparatiue. 1615 DONNE Serm. 3 Apr. 37

Euery Pardon, whether a 'Post-pardon, by way of mercy,
after a Lawe is broken, or a Prie-pardon, by way of Dis-

pensation, in wisedome before a Lawe bee broken. 1599
R. LINCHE Anc. Fict. G iv, I thought it fittest in this

treatise to *postplace her. 1859 F. FRANCIS N. Dograne
(1888) 298 None "post-prophesied their convictions that
1
this would be the end of it all

',
more loudly than Mr. Tom

Sharp. 1819 JEFFERSON Autobiog. App., Wks. 1859 I. 121

These were the only "post-signers. 1650 B. Discolliwinium

45, I and my Friends shall be allowed the full benefit of all

the variations, interpretations, reservations, 'postvariations,

tergiversations, excusations, .. that I and my Mare can de-

vise or possibly imagine, a 1661 FULLER Worthies, Chester

(1662) i. 188 When men instead of preventing, *postvide

against dangers.

2. Of local position, a. In advb. relation to a

vbl. adj. forming the second element : = Behind,

posteriorly : as POSTJACENT ;
also Postcommu'-

nicant, communicating behind ; /. artery, the

posterior communicating artery (Wilder), b. In

adjectival relation to a sb. forming or implied in the

second element: -

Hinder, situated at the back,

posterior : chiefly in terms ofAnatomy and Zoology,
as POSTABDOMEN, etc.; PostchoToid, posterior

choroid (artery) (Wilder) ; Posthippoca'mpal, of

or belonging to the posterior hippocampus, as in

posthippocampal fissure; Postscale-ne, posterior

scalene (muscle of the neck) (Cent. Diet, cites

Cones} ;
also Post-tirberance nonce-wu. [after

protuberance], a posterior protuberance.
1868 OWEN Auat. Vert. III. 135 The most .. important

of these [fissures] in Man, has .. received the name of
'

posthippocampal '. 1825 Q. Rev. XXXI. 466 Their beauty
is proverbial in Africa, particularly for that. .Quality of

being singularly gifted with the Hottentot post-tuberance.

B. Compounds in which post- is prepositional,

the object being the noun forming, or implied in,

the second element.

1. Relating to time or order : = After, subsequent

to, following, succeeding, later than.

a. With substantives, forming adjectives (or

attributive phrases), usually more or less nonce-

wds., and of obvious meaning ;
as, post-Ascension,

-brea-kfost, -Ea'ster, -ele'ction, -ero-sion, -Incar-

na-tion, -Mu'tiny, -ordina'lion, -Reforma-fion,

-Kestora-tion, -resurrection, -Rcvolu'tion,
- Union,

etc. ;
see also POST-MORTEM, POST-OBIT.

b. With adjs., or formed from post + a L. or Gr.

sb. with an adjectival ending. Many of these are

self-explaining, esp. those formed from personal



POST-.

names, as post-Ada'mic , -Alexa'tidnnc, -Cartfsia.lt

(see CARTESIAN), -Colerrdgian, -Constanti'iiian,

-Darwi'nian, -Daoi'dic, -Elizabethan, -Hesio'dic,

-Home'ric, -A'a'niian, -Mosa'ic, -Pau'line, -Pe'-

triite, -Socra-tic, -Solonio'nic, etc. So in geology,
from the names of formations or periods, as posl-

Ca'inbrian, -crela'cean. Also terms of pathology,

indicating conditions or symptoms following an
attack of disease, as post-apople'ctic, -diphtheritic,

-epileptic, -herpe-tic, -iiiflucnzal, -paralytic, -pa-

roxysmal, -scarlatinal, -syphili'lic, -typhoid (see
also those defined below) ;

and many others

of obvious meaning, as post-bapti-smal, -bi'blical,

-cano'nical, -medix'val, -observational, -pa'gan,

-penteco'stal, -prie'stly, -prophetic, -rebe'llionary,

-rtsurrt'clional, -revoliftioitary, -talniii'dical.

Also Post-aposto'lic, -ical, subsequent to the

apostlts, later than the apostolic age. Post-ce'nal

(-caen-, -ooen-) [L. r^K<?,erron. c&na,co:na, dinner],
after-dinner. Post-chore'ic, Path., following an

attack of chorea or '

St. Vitus's dance '. Post-
coiui'tial (see quot.). Post-connu'bial, occurring
after marriage : = POSTNUPTIAL. Post-con-

que'stal, founded after the Norman Conquest.
Post-co'smic [Gr. dcr^os world], subsequent to

the present world
;
= postmundane. Post-dia-

sto'lic, Physiol, following the diastole or dilatation

of the heart in beating. Post-dicro'tic, following
the dicrolic wave of the pulse. Post-disrtrption,

subsequent to the DISRUPTION of the Ch. of Scot-

land and formation of the Free Ch. in 1843. Post-

e'mbryonal, Post-embryo'nic, subsequent to the

embryonic stage of life or growth. Post-fe'brile,

Path., occurring after an attack of fever. Post-

hemiple'gic, Path,, following an attack of hemi-

plegia or paralysis of one side. Post-hypno'tic
(see quot. 1903). t Postlapsa'rian, Thcol. OPS.
= INFUALAPSAMAN or SUBLAPSARIAN. Post-

mo'rtuary, occurring, or relating to what may
occur, after (some one's) death

; post-mortem.
Post-mu-ndane [L. mundus world], subsequent
to this present world. Post-neuri'tic, Path.,

following an attack of neuritis. Post-Nice 'ne,

Ch. Hist., subsequent in date to the first Nicene
Council (A. D. 325) ;

also as sb. a Post-Xicene
writer. Post-o-perative, occurring after a surgical

operation. Post-partivrient, Path. [cf. PARTU-
RIENT 3], occurring after parturition. Post-
Pura'nlc, subsequent to or later than the date of the
Puranas. Fost-Ra-phaelite a., applied to schools
of painting subsequent to the time of Raphael (died

1520): cf. PRE-RAPHAELITE. Post-remo-te, more
remote in subsequent time or order : seefre-remofe,
PRE- B. i. Post-Bo 'man, subsequent to the

Roman period. Post-systolic, following the

systole of the heart. Post-te'mporary nonce-wd.

[after contemporary], later than the time of the

actual events; subsequent in date. Post-to Jnic [see

TONIC], following the accented syllable. Post-

tranma'tic, Path. [Gr. rpav/ia wound], occurring
after a wound. Post-tride-ntine [see TRIDEN-

TINE], subsequent to the Council of Trent. Post-
tu'ssic [irreg. f. L. tussis cough : see -10], occurring
after a cough. Fost-va'ccinal, occurring after

vaccination. Fost-va'rioloid, Path., ? occurring
after a varioloid eruption. Fost-Vedic (-v^i'dik),

subsequent to or later than the Rig-Veda. See also

POST-DILUVIAL, -EXILIAN, -GLACIAL, -GRADUATE,
-NATAL, -PRANDIAL, etc.

c. Rarely with sbs., forming sbs., as fPo'st-noon
06s., afternoon

; POST-FINE, POST TERM, etc.

ript. (ed. 2) fret,, An indifference to *pos-
Alexandrine studies too common amongst British scholars.
1882 FARRAR Early Chr. I, 212 note, Showing a ^post-
Apostolic date. 1882-3 Schaff's Encycl. Relig. Knowl. I.

593
Immediately after the *ppst-apostolical age. 1895

. KJDD Morality fy Relig. vui. 324 The *post-ascension
activity of Christ 1905 H. D. ROLLESTON Dis. Liver 226
The patient, .passes into what maybe spoken of as a *post-
ascitic stage. 1840 G. S. FABER Prim. Doctr. Regen. iv.

" 333 With respect to *postbaptismal declarations. 1882

author to mention Simon is Hegesippus. 1791 COWPER
Let. to J, Newton 22 July, All my *post-breakfast time
must be given to poetry. 1879 J. JACOBS in \t)tk Cent,

Sept. 490 The analogous.. Triune Deity of *post-liuddhistic
Brahmanism. 1875 CROLL Climate ff T. xx. 345 The longer

the words of Jesus appear in the earliest *postcanonical
literature. 1874 MIVART in Contemp. Rev. Oct. 782 If "post-
cartesian philosophy has been so wanting in positive results.

1848 G. F. RUXTON in Blackw. Mag. LXIV. 430 Augustin
..was enjoying a *post-coenal smoke. 1871 M. COLLINS
Jfrj. tr Mtrch. II. ii. 48 In the course of their post-caenal

1165

talk.
1895}

AllbittCs Syst. tiled. VII. 854 *Post-choieic

paralyMs is sometimes well-marked. 1864 PUSEY Lcct.
Daniel ix. 542 Literature, . . collected in ^post-Christian
times by the Sassanida;. 1833 ALISON Hist. Europe (1849)
III. xvii. 505 After every session they [the Polish electors!
held what were called *post-comitial diets, the object of
which was to bring him to account for the vote he had
given on every occasion. 1780 BENTHAM Princ. Lcgisl.
xviii. 39 note, By the terms connubial and *post-connubial
all I mean, .is the mere physical union. 1895 in Sj'e/. S0c.
Le.v. 1880 Sat. Rev. 3 Apr. 439/2 Cities are the seats of

*post-conquestal bishoprics. 1901 LANCIANI in Athenxuin
27 July 132/1 In other baptisteries of the *post-Constantinian
age. 1891 Riddles ofSphinx 435 The "post-cosmic condi-
tion and end of the world-process. 1880 GUNTHER Fishes 21

Living and *post-cretacean forms. 1890 J. MARTISKAU
Scat Authority in Reliff. n. i. 138 The 'post-decretal unity
seems indisputable. 1893 Syd. Soc. Lex., *Post-diastclic.

Ibid.,
* Post'dicrotic wave, a secondary recoil wave some-

times present, following on the Dicrotic wave of the pulie.

1897 AllbutfsSyst. Med. IV. 859 "'Post-diphtheritic anaes-
thesia tends to disappear, .in the course of five or six weeks.

1889 N. KEHR Inebriety viii. (ed. 2) 138 Though the offspring
of the paternal pre-disease period showed no tendency of the

kind, the paternal *post-disease child or children could only
with constant supervision be kept from strong drink as soon
as they began to crawl. 1906 Daily Chron. 16 Oct. 3/3 The
men and women this preacher-poet knew in his pews in
the old *post-disruption years, 1864 LUMLEY /?W/#. Opera
35 Less relished than the *post-Easter entertainment. 1883
Harper s Mag. Jan. 304/2 This most delightful of the

*pO8t-EHzabetnan poets. 1893 TUCKMY tr. llatschek*s

Amphioxtts 151 The perforation, .falls under the *post-
embryonal period of development. 1895 Canibr. Nat. Hist.
V. 154

*
Post-embryonic development, or change of form

of this kind, is called metamorphosis, 1903 MYKKS Human
Personality I. 316 As the popular phrase is, the *post-
epileptic patient 'was not himself. 1905 Daily Chron.
3 June 6/3 In a

post-epileptic state, unconscious of her
acts a sleep-walking condition. 1899 Allbutfs Syst. ATcd.
VIII. 333 Observed in *post-epileptiform paralysis. 1894
Gt'ol. Mag. Oct. 449 It appears that there has been a *post-
erosion subsidence to an amount from 8,000 to 12,000 feet,

carrying down the Antillean plains to form the present
sea-basins. 1874 BUCKNILL & TI/KE Psych. Med. (ed. 3)

376 A prolongation of the delirium when the fever has

subsided,., intended by the term ' *Post-Febrile Insanity'.
1897 Allbutt's Syst. filed. II. 149 The diagnosis of scarlet

fever in the post-febrile stage. 1897 Trans. Arncr. Pcdi-
atric Soc. IX. 158 An undoubted example of *post-

hemiplegic tremor. 1897 Alllnttt's Syst. Med. II. 887
Sciatica, *post-hcrpetic and other neuralgias. 1846 GROTS
Grcece\.y.\\\\. II. 17 The ^Post-Homeric legends are adapted
to a population classified quite differently. 1890 Q. /?'.
July 255 Even *posthypnotic suggestion, .was known. 1903
MYERS Human Personality I. Gloss., Post-hypnotic. Used
of a suggestion given during the hypnotic trance, but
intended to operate after that trance has ceased. 1898
Allbutfs Syst. filed. V. 294 A result of the

*ppst-influenzal
exhaustion of the nervous centres. 1900 Pilot 3 Nov.
549/2 The constructive a priori *post-Kantian philosophy
of the great German speculative thinkers of eighty years
ago. 1733 NKAL Hist. Pnrit. II. 325 The high mysteries
of. .Ante- and *Post-Lapsarian doctrines. 1851 G. S. KABER
Many Mansions 6 The principle of intellectuality, .does not
seem to have at all entered into the theory of our mediaeval
or *postmediaeval Sidrophels. 1903 Miss E. SPEAKMAN in

Owens Coll. ffist. ss. 57 A great post-mediaeval move-
ment, the active monasticism of the Counter-Reformation.

1893 Chicago Advance g Mar., He had given no one cause
for *post mortuary expectations. 1882-3 Schaff^s Encycl.
Relig, Knowl. III. 1791 *Post-Mosaic events and customs.

1864 Realm 18 May 5 The speculative gentlemen who in

mythical times transferred their *
post-mundane future to

Mephistopheles in exchange for immediate enjoyment.
1899 Alttutt's Syst. Med. VII, 383 Total loss of vision

dependent on *post-neuritic atrophy. 1720 WATERLAND
Vind. Chrises Div. ii. 26 The *Post-Nkene Fathers Atha-
nasius, Basil, &c. 1686 GOAD Cclest. Bodies i. xv. 96 At
other hours of the Ante-Noon, and *Post-Noon more espe-
cially. <ri866 J. GROTK Exam. Utilit. Philos. xxi. (1870)
346 The *post-observational simplicity of Copernicus and
Newton. 1898 Altiutfs Sjrsi.

f
fifed. V. 309 In the first

flush of that "post-operative quiescence that we all so well

recognise as a characteristic of nervous ailments. 1900
Lancet 20 Oct. 1152/2 A typical instance of post-operative
haematemesis. 1865 M. ARNOLD Ess. Crit. vi. (1875) 252
The new, real, immense, *post-pagan world. 1879 St.George's
Hosp. Rep, IX. 464 Cases of *post-parturient anaemia. 1885
E. HATCH in Encycl. Brit. XVIII. 427/1 In the later and
the probably

*
post-Pauline epistles the apocalyptic elements

are rare. 1896 J. MACXEILL Spirit Filled Life xiii, We live

in *post-pentecostal days. 1805 A. Nurr l
f
oy. Bran I. 247

The *post-Prophetic phase of Judaism. 1862 MRS. SPEID
Last Years Ind. 192 Among the *post-Puranic religionists
of India. 1899 HOBSON Ruskin. 27 The great masters of
the *post-Raphaelite schools in Italy and in England. 1870
Athenaeum 23 Apr. 543/3 In *post-Reformation times the
*

prophecies
'

. . kept the souls . . of men in continual irritation.

1902 B. KIDD West. Ciinliz, ix. 315 The various tendencies
within the post-Reformation development. 1857-8 SEARS
Athan. iv. 27 The *

post-resurrection period. 1884 Chr\
Commit, ii Dec. 112/5 The few weeks of our Lord's post-
resurrection life. 1814 JEFFERSON Writ. (1830) IV. 243Our
'post-revolutionary youth are born under happier stars than
you and I were. 1865 LUBBOCK Preh. Times 51 Referring
it to *post-Roman times. 1899 R. MUNRO Preh. Scot. ix.

351 Many of them were utilised in post-Roman times. 1897
Allbutfs Syst. Med. IV. 735

*
Post-scarlatinal diphtheria

usually occurs at a late period of convalescence. 1882-3
SchaJJFs Encycl. Relig. Knowl. II. 1160 In the *post-
Solomonic time, the city grew in the neighbourhood of the

temple. 1899 Allbutt^Syst. Med. VII. 145 Drugs cannot
influence a *post-syphilittccicatrix. 1879.57. George's Hosp,
Rep. IX. 159 The first sound forcible, and followed by a
loud murmur ("post-systolic), which culminated at the apex.
1659 BP. WALTON Consid. Considered 113 Collected by the
*post-talmudical rabbins out of several ancient Copies.
1905 igtk Cent. Jan. 63 That revelation through the fallible
media of dead languages and *post-temporary chronicles.

1885 P. MEYER in Svptl. Brit. XIX. 869/1 In French the

POST-.

first of tha two 'post-tonic vowels of a Lat. proparoxytone
always disappears; in Prov. it tends to be preserved. 1904
Krit. 3[cd. 'frill, 15 Oct. 965 The *post.traumatic disorders
of the cerebro spinal system. 1845 J. H. NLWMAN Ess.
De- i

elopiii. 323 Nor am I aware that *Po.-t-tridcntine writer^

deny that the whole Catholic faith may be proved from

Scripture. 1896 Allbutfs Syst. iled. I. 206 *Post-tussic
suction is another highly significant sign. 1897 Hid. II.

352 The nature, extent, and variety of *post*vaccinal erup-
tions. 1879 .SV. George's llosp. Rep. IX. 526 An example
of *post-variolaid ulceration. 1895 Daily Neil's 10 June 6/2
The *Post-Yedic or Brahmanic period.

2. Kelating to locality :
= Behind, situated at

the back of, posterior to. In many adjs. (rarely

sbs.), chielly Anal, and Zoo/., indicating parts or

organs situated behind more rarely, in the hinder

part of) other parts or organs : as Postaceta' rralar,
behind the acetabulum or socket of the liip-bone.
Postallanto'ic, behind the allantois. Posta'nal,
behind the amis. Postante'nnal, behind the

antenna:. Postaryte'noid,
' behind the arytenoid

cartilage or cartilages' (Sj'd. Set'. Lex.). Post-

au-ditory, behind the auditory nerve or chamber.
Postbrachial (-brvi'kial), situated on the back
of the brachittm or upper arm : applied to a set

of muscles. Postbranchial (-bra-rjkial) [see

BHANCHIA], behind the gills, or a gill. Post-
ctecal (-sTkalj, behind or beyond the caecum.

Postcalca'neal, behind the calcaneum : applied
to a lobe of the interfemoral membrane in bats.

Postce-ntral, behind the centre : applied to a

convolution of the brain, also called the posterior
central convolution. Postcepha'lic, behind or

posterior to the head : applied to segments of

arthropods. Postcerebe'llar, in the hinder part
of the cerebellum. Postce-rebral, (a) behind the

cerebrum or brain; (6} in the hinder part of the

cerebrum. Postcoliime'llar, behind the columella

(Coi.UMELLA 4). Postco'xal, behind the coxa or

coxx. Postcru'ciate, behind the cruciate fissure

of the cerebrum. Postcu'bital [see CUBIT], be-

hind, or on the back of, the fore-arm. Postde'ntal

[see DENTAL], behind the teeth
;

in Phonetics

applied to a consonant pronounced by placing the

tongue against the gum or palate just behind the

teeth. Postdi'gital, behind the digits or toes.

Poste'thmoid, behind the ethmoid bone. Post-

fe'moral, situated behind the femur or thigh.

Postge'nital, behind the genital pores. Post-

gle'noid, behind the glenoid cavity : applied to

a process of the temporal bone (ellipt. as sb.~) : also

Postglenoi'dal. Posthumeral (-hi'meral),
behind the humerus or upper arm, or the humeri
in insects (cf. HUMERAL A. i, 3). Postischial

(-i'skial), behind the ischium. Postnieatal

(-rmV'tar> [irreg. for *postineatnal : cf. MEATAI,,
and see MEATUS], behind a meatus or opening of

the body. Postme'dian, behind the median line

or plane of the body. Postna sal, behind the nose
or nasal cavity. Postcesopha'geal, behind the

oesophagus. Posto'livary, behind the olivary body.
Postpa'latal, behind the palate or palatal bones ;

applied to one of the pterygoid bones in certain

reptiles (also ellipt. as sb.} : also Postpa'latine.
Postpari'etal, applied to certain plates behind the

parietal plates in the head of a serpent (also eliifl.

asjA). Fostpe'tiole sb., an abdominal segment in

an insect immediately behind the petiole (PETIOLE
2). Postphary-ngeal, behind the pharynx. Post-

pitu'itary,
'

situated posterior to the pituitary

body" (Syd. Soc. Lex.}. Postpo'ntile, behind
the pons Varolii (PoNS 2). Postrhi-nal [Gr. /Sir-

nose], behind the nose (
= postnatal) ,

or behind
the olfactory lobe of the brain. Postrola'iidic,
behind the Rolandic fissure of the cerebrum.

Postro'stral, behind the rostrum of a crustacean.

Postsa-cral, behind the sacrum or sacral vertebra:.

Postsca'pular, situated behind or below the

spine of the scapula or shoulder-blade, as in

posiscapular fossa. Postate'rnal, behind the
sternum or breast-bone. Poststi'grmatal, in an

insect, behind the stigmata or breathing pores.
Postsylvian, behind the Sylvian fissure of the

cerebrum. Post-trbial, behind, or on the hinder

part of, the tibia. Post-tympa-nic, behind the

tympanic bone: applied to a bone, and a process
of bone, in some Carnivora ; also as sb. = post-

tympanic bone ex process. Postu'niboiial, behind

the umbo of a molluscan shell. Postu'terine,
situated behind the uterus. Also POSTLIMINARY,

-OCULAR, -ORBITAL, etc.

86S OWEN Altai. Vert. II. 34 [The ilium in birds] differs

in the proportions of the pre-acetabular and *post-acetabular

extensions, and in the degree of divergence of the latter

from the sacrum. 1904 Brit. Med. Jrnl. 17 Dec. 1632 The
hind gut and its continuation the *post-allantoic gut are

now without any communication with the exterior. 1888



POSTABDOMEN.
ROLLESTON & JACKSON Anim. Life 335 There is generally
said to be a *post-anal section of the archenteron in Verte-
brata which communicates by a neur-enteric canal with the
neural tube. 1897 Allbutt's Syst. Med. II. 1034 The num-
ber and arrangement of the four pairs of pre-anal and
three pairs of post-anal papillse on the tail of the male.

1895 Cambr. Nat. Hist. V. 193 This structure [the prp-
stemmate]. .is said by Sir John Lubbock to be present in
some of the Lipurida; that have no ocelli, and he there-
fore prefers to speak of it as the ' *

post-antenna!' organ.
1870 RoLLESTON Anim. Life 8 The *post-auditory pro-
cess of the squamosal. 1875 HUXLEY & MARTIN Elem.
Biol. (1877) 190 The Post-auditory nerves. 1888 J. BEARD
in Q, Jrnl. Microsc. Sc. 179 This view.. I must now also
extend to the prjebranchial and the sensory part of each

'postbranchial nerve. 1861 HULME tr. Moquin-Tandon \\.

i. 44 The intestine is divided into the small intestine or

antec&cal, and into the large intestine or *postcxcal. 1890
BILLINGS Med. Diet., ^Post-central convolution, 1899
Allbuifs Syst. Med. VII. 310 The ascending parietal or

post-central convolution. 1895 Syd. Soc. Lex., *Post-

ccplialic, posterior to the head or cephalic segment. 1900
MIALL & HAMMOND Harlequin Fly ii. 72 In a larva of one
of the larger species of Chironomus the heart lies in the
eleventh post-cephalic segment. 1885 WILDER in Jrnl.
Nervous Dis. XII. 349 Cerebellaris posterior .. English
paronym. *Poslcercbellar. 1882 Athenaeum 14 Jan. 60/2
Not . .from the archicerebrum, but from the cords connecting
this with the first *postcerebral ganglion. 1885 WINDER
(as above) XII. 319 Cerebralis posterior. ..English paronym.
PostcerebraL 1880 WATSON in Jrnl. Linn. Soc., Zool. XV.
No. 82. 91 Leaving only a central depression and a *post-
columellar furrow. 1885 Alienist $ Neural. 'VI. 9 That
part of the cerebral cortex which corresponds to the ^post-
cruciate convolution. 1903 KjEDF.RQvisTin Phil. Soc, Trans.
107 The Pewsey /is also of two kinds; one is divided and
*post-dental, the other has become o. 1891 FLOWER
LYDRKKBR Mammalia ii. 12 The "post-digital gland of the
Rhinoceros. 1870 FLOWER Osteol. Mammalia x. 136 The
Orang agrees with Man in wanting this *postethmoid union
of the frontals. 1854 OWEN Skcl. fy Teeth in Orr's Circ. Sc.
I. Org. Nat. 235 The *postglenoid process in the horse is

less developed than in the tapir, 1871 HUXLKY Ana/. I'er-

tfbr. Anim. viii. 361 The squamosal [of the rhinoceros] sends
down an immense *post-glenoidal process. iSgjMiVARTm
Proc. Zool. Soc. 373 The postaxial margin of the *postmeatal
lamella. 1897 Alibutfs Syst. Med. IV. 714 *Post-nasal
adenoid hypertrophy is a disease of early childhood. 1896
Nomencl. Dis. 133 *Post-pharyngeal abscess. 1897 Trans.
Amcr. rediatric Soc. IX. 175 Extending from high up in
the post-pharyngeal wall downwards four and a half inches
as far as the fourth rib. 1885 WILDKR (as above) XII. 351
Owen's prior name is baiirhinal\ the name employed by
me. .is *po$trhinat. 1901 Mnnsey's Mag. XXIV. 803/2 She
had a spell of sneezing, and the bullet dropped out into the

postrhinal cavity. 1852 DANA Crust. I. 114 *Post-rostral

length about equal tu greatest breadth. 1899 A llbutt 'sSyst.
Med.Vl, 72 It might be suspected from the intensity and
superficialness of "post -sternal pain with tenderness. 1896
COCKERKLL in Proc. Acad. Nat. Set. Philad. 30 It may
have the portion below the stigma (substigmatal) longer
than that beyond ('poststigmat.il), but usually they are
about equal or the latter is longer. 1868 OWEN Anat.
Vertt'br. III. 125 A '

*postsylvian fissure '..is added. 1854
Skel. fy Teeth in Orr's Circ. Sc. I. Org. Nat. 236

A wu 11- developed *post-tympanic process. 1871 HUXLEY
Anat. yertebr. Anim.\\\\. 368 [In the pig] the post-tym-
panic is closely appressed to the post-glenoidal process.

Postabdomen (p<n>st|Kbd<?"-men). [POST-
A. 2.] The posterior part of the abdomen; esp.
in insects, Crustacea, or other invertebrates, the

portion posterior to the abdominal cavity. Hence
Fostafedo'minal a,

t
of or pertaining to the post-

abdomen.
1842 HHAMDE Diet. -S'ct., etc., Post-abdomen, the name

applied by Latreille to the five posterior segments of the
abdomen of Hexapod insects; and to the tail of Crusta-

ceans, which consists of analogous but more numerous seg-
ments. 1870 ROLLESTON Anim. Life 108 The post-abdominal
region. 1871 T. R. JoxEsAntut. Kingd. (ed. 4) 526 In all

the Polyclinian group it [the ovarium] is lodged in the post-
abdomen.

Po-stable, a. rare Q
. [f. POST v.1 + -ABLE.]

Capable of being posted.
[In the quotation from Mountague cited in Todd and later

Diets.
'

postable
'

is corrected in the Errata to
'

portable '.]

Post-act : see POST- A. i b. Postacetabular,
Post-Adamic : see POST- B. 2, i b.

Postage :
(pasted:;), [f. POST j.2 + -AGE.]

I. Of letters, etc.

1. The carriage or conveyance of letters, etc., by
post. Now rare.

1590 Acts Privy Council XIX. 164 Sir John Norreis,
kuiyht,. . hath made suit unto us to have certein allow-
aunces for howsrent, howshold stuff, postage and for trans-

portacion booth in his going and coming [to Ireland]. 1609
BP. W. BARLOW Ans-w. Nameless Catk. 5 Who weekely
spends fine or six Crownes for postage of letters onely.
1617 in Crt. $ Times Jos. I (1849) I. 465 These little

pamphlets I send you for that they be of so easy postage.
1653 Reg. Council State XVI. 458 In the mannageing of
the business of the postage of Letters. 1693 New Hampsh.
Prov. Papers (1868) II. 100 How much a Letter [you will
be pleased to allow] for postage of a single Letter from
Piscataqua to Boston.

t 2. The postal service generally ;
a postal service

between particular points. Obs.

1650 Jrnls. Ho. Comm. 21 Mar. 385 By direction and
authority of the Parliament, I erected postages for the service
oftheState. 1657 Ibid. 28 May 553/1 An Act for the Settling
the Postage of England, Scotland, and Ireland. 1707
CHAMBERLAVNE Pres. St. Eng, in. (ed. 22) 442 The Post-

Master-General . .hath annex'd, and appropriated the Market-
Towns of England so well to the respective Postages, that

there is no considerable Market -Town, but hath an easie and
certain Conveyance for the Letters thereof, to and from the

1166

said grand Office [in London]. 1749 W. DOUGLAS Summary
I. 466 From Piscataqua or Portsmouth, to Philadelphia, is a
regular postage. 1779 HERYKY Naval Hist. II. 201 In the

year 1653 the postage in England, Scotland, and Ireland,
was farmed for ten thousand pounds yearly.
3. The amount charged for carrying a letter or

postal packet ; originally, that paid to a post
messenger ; hence, the charge made by the post-
office department for the conveyance of a letter

or packet, now usually prepaid by means of a
POSTAGE STAMP or stamps.
1654 (JAYTON Pleas. Notes in. viii. 119 For want of ready

money, they .scor'd upon his back, the postage. 1656 Jrnls.
Ho. Comm. 429/2 That the Post Letters, directed to the
several Members of this House, ..be free from Postage, as

formerly. That the Letters of the several Members of
this House that go to the several Parts of England, Scot-

land, and Ireland, be also free from Postage. 1692 T. NEALE
Patent in Hist. Suffolk, Mass. (18941 U- 504 State letters,
which are usually carried postage free here in England.
1787 M. CUTLER in Life, etc. (1888) I. 374 To forward the

packets to Colonel Platt, as early as may be, free of postage.
1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. in. I. 388 The postage increased
in proportion to the weight of the packet. 1891 PHIL Penny
Posi. Jubilee 31 The postage to Aberdeen from Edinburgh
was in 1777 yt. ..to Linlithgow \d.

II. Of passengers.
f4. Travelling by means of post-horses; posting;

also transf, a rapid journey or passage. Obs.

1603 in \-$th Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. iv. 127 The
continuance thereof hath drawn with it from this poore
lown the postage and recourse of merchants, .travelling to
the sea coast.. .We pray that it would please you to erect a
postage here and recommend unto you . . James Apleton, to
be the postmaster. 1627-77 FELTHAM Resolves n. Ivii. 277
All the transient.. pleasures that we fondly smack after in
this postage of life in this world. 1808 Cobbetfs ll'kly.
Pol. Reg. XIII. No.25. 968 The refusal of a licence [by] the

magistrates, to any innkeeper raising the price of postage,
tb. The charge for hire of a post-horse. Obs.

1660 Act 12 Ckas. 77, c. 35 5 Three pence .. for each
Horses hire or postage for every English mile.

f5. A station at which horses are changed;
a posting house. Obs. 1603 [see sense 4].

III. 6. attrib. and Comb. : postage-book : see

quot. ; postage currency, a paper currency of de-

nominations less than a dollar, bearing a design
composed of one or more postage stamps, issued
in the U. S. in 1862, to take the place of actual

postage stamps, which had for sometime been used
instead of silver coins, when these became scarce

during the Civil War : also called POSTAL currency,
postage envelope : see quot. ; postage label,

early official name for a POSTAGE STAMP; so post-

age label stamp.
1858 SIMMONDS Diet. Trade,

*
'Postage-book, a memoran-

dum-book in an office of postal expenditure. 1862 Inscrip-
tion on U, S. 5 cents bill, *Postage Currency, Furnished only
by the Assistant Treasurers and designated Depositaries of
the U. S. U. S. Postage, Five Cents. Back. Act approved
July 17, 1862. 1863 U. S. Stat. c. 73 4 Be it further

enacted, That in lieu of postage stamps for fractional

currency, and of fractional notes, commonly called postage
currency,, .the Secretary of the Treasury may issue frac-
tional notes of like amounts. 1889 Century Diet. s. v.

Currency, [On July 17, 1862], Congress authorized an issue
of circulating notes called postage currency, imitating in

style the stamps that had previously been used at great
inconvenience, in denominations of 5, 10, 25, and 50 cents.
These were superseded by the fractional currency authorized
March 3d, 1863, in denominations of 3, 5, 15, 25, and 50 cents.
1860 Murray's London 57 (Hoppe) Others [presses] are

employed in stamping the embossed medallion of the Queen
on ^postage envelopes. 1852 {title) Report from the Select
Committee on "Postage Label Stamps;. .Minutes of Evi-
dence. Ibid, i Are you [H. Archer] the Inventor and
Patentee of a plan for perforating the sheets of Postage
Labels, so as to effect their instant separation without the
aid of any cutting instrument ? Ibid. 20 To engrave, print,

gum, and perforate the postage label stamps. Ibid., For
engraving, printing, and gumming the postage label sheets.

Postage ^
(p<?u*sted3\ rare. [f.

POST

-AGE.] The mooring of ships to posts in a harbour ;

the dues charged for this.

1868 Rep. Trial in Exeter fy Plymouth, Gaz. 13 Mar.,
Nothing more than postage was paid. There were three

posts as shown in the map of 1738, and three or more posts
along the Parlor, which had now been removed, but to
which ships were moored.

Fo stage sta mp. [f. POSTAGE
* + STAMP j^.]

An officialstamp, either a stamp embossed on an

envelope or impressed on a card or wrapper, or

else (now usually) a small adhesive label having a

specified face-value (in Great Britain from \d. up-

ward), and bearing a design of a certain pattern
and colour appropriated to its value, sold by or

on behalf of the Post Office, to be affixed to any
letter or packet sent by post, as a means of prepay-
ment of postage, and as evidence of such payment.
The design is generally the head of the Sovereign or

Ruler (whence in Great Britain the early popular appella-
tion *

Queen's head
"),

or the national arms or emblems, but

many countries use various symbolic or fanciful pictorial

devices, historical portraits, etc.

The name stamp was originally applied to the marks
stamped or impressed by the Post Office on letters for
various purposes, among others that of stating whether
(hey were '

prepaid ',

'

unpaid ',

' free
', partly paid, or paid

by the twopenny or other post. When adhesive labels and
impressed envelopes were introduced in 1840, these took the

POSTAL.

, place
of the '

paid
'

or
(

prepaid
'

stamp, and appear to have
been popularly called

'

postage stamps
'

from the first. The
i official and more accurate name was postage label', but the
:

popular usage prevailed ; by 1850 postage label stamp was
in official use, and finally postage stamp was accepted. The
actual stamps (Ger. briefstempel] which continued to be
impressed by the Post Office after 1840, to show the place
and date of postage and arrival, and to obliterate or deface

1 the postage-label, are now usually distinguished as post-
marks and obliteration-stamps or -marks.
1840 Times 5 May 6/4 The Penny Postage Stamps...

!

The Lords of the Treasury having fixed the 6th of May
1 next for the issue of postage stamps. 1847 in Rep. Sel.
i Comm. Postage Label Stamps (1852) i The machine

[Archer's] appears to be a very clever and useful inven-
tion ; we are thoroughly convinced that postage stamps
separated by it, having jagged edges, will adhere to letters
far better than those cut from the sheets by knives or

|

scissors. 1852 Ibid. 2 Mr. Bokenham told me. .he was very

I

desirous about the sticking of the postage stamps to the

I
letters, as there were upwards of 400 found daily loose in

!
the bags, a 1862 G. H. LKWES Let. to Parker (in Pear-

i son's
fet/i Catal. (1894) 39), I have read Fraser, and having

j

read it must keep it and enclose postage stamps. 1862
i

Boston Even. Transcr. 20 July 2/1 Postage stamps have
I come extensively into public use during the present scarcity
' of silver coin. They are issued by the Pdst Office Depart-
I ments of eight values. [1862 S. P. CHASE Rep. Sec. U. S.
\ Treas. 4 Dec. 28 It was soon discovered that stamps pre-'

pared for postage uses were not adapted to the purposes of

currency.] 1862 M. BLAIR Rep. Postmaster Gen. U. S.
i Dec. 133 The issue of 'postage currency' by the Treasury
Department will doubtless soon displace postage stamps
from circulation. 1897 O. FIRTH Postage Stamps 3 Every-

i
one is . . aware of the purpose of a postage stamp, viz. to

prepay postage, and to serve as an indication that the proper
i

amount has been paid. 1907 Post Office Guide Jan. 139
Embossed or impressed postage stamps cut out of envelopes,

, post-cards, letter-cards, newspaper wrappers, or telegram
forms may be used as adhesive stamps in payment of

postage.

b. attrih. and Comb., as postage-stamp dampery

size, statistics, system ; esp. connected whh the

collecting of postage stamps as the objects of

philatelic interest, as postage-stamp collecting, col-

lection, collector, dealer, etc.
; postage-stamp album,

catalogue ; postage-stamp currency (U. S.)
=

postage currency : see POSTAGE * 6.

1853 Rep. Set. Comm. Postage Label Stamps 2 The effi-

cient working of the postage-stamp system. 1862 Boston
Even. Transcr. i Aug. 2/3 The Postmaster-General and the
Commissioner of Internal Revenue have approved of the

specimens of the postage stamp currency, wnich will be for

five, ten, twenty-nve and fifty cents. 1862 (title) Postage-
stamp Collector's Album. 1889 Anthony's Photogr. Bull.
II. 361 Postage-stamp damper.

Postal (pJu'stal), a. (sb.} [a. F. postal, -ale

(1836, 'la convention postale conclue et signee le

30 mars entre la France et la Grande Bretagne*),
f. poste POST sh2 : see -AL.] Of or pertaining to

the post ; relating to the carriage of mails.

1843 Rep. Sel. Comm. on Postage 70 Postal treaties with
all the countries in the world. 1844 PKES. TYLER to Senate
U.S. in Messages ofPresid. (1897) IV. 315, I transmit to

the Senate, .a postal convention between the United States
and the Republic of New Granada, signed in the city of

Bogota on the 6th of March last. 1848 CLOUGH tiothie iv.

235 Not for the will of the wisp . . Have even latest extensions

adjusted a postal arrangement. 1885 Act 48 fy 49 Viet. c. 58
2 (2) Within the limit of the town postal delivery of that

office. 1903 Times 4 May 1 1 Great bodies of men, such as

postal servants or dockyard servants.

b. in spec, applications: postal car, a railway
car for the carriage of mails {U. S.} ; postal card

(/.*) [cf. F. carte postale] POSTCARD; postal

clerk, a clerk in a travelling railway post office

(t/.S.}i postal currency POSTAGE currency

\U*S*)\ postal guide, a handbook of information

about the postal service ; a post-office guide ;

postal note, in U.S., an order issued by a post office

for any required sum ofless than five dollars payable
at any other post office ; postal order, a form of

money order issued by a post office of the United

Kingdom : it differs from the post-office order, or

original postal money order, in being for one of

a number of fixed sums (from 6d. to 21 j. ), and
in being payable at any post office ; postal union,
a union of the governments of various countries for

the regulation of international postage, entered into

at Berne on 9 October, 1874; on i Feb. 1894,
all countries of the world, excepting parts of

1

Asia

and Africa and certain islands, were included.

1873 New York Her. 24 Apr. 10/4 The *Postal Car
Problem. .. Postal Car and Mail Service on Railroads. -

1872 Act of Congress U. S. 8 June Stat. XVII. 304 The
Postmaster-General is authorized and directed to furnish

and issue to the public, with postage-stamps impressed upon
them,

'

"postal cards ',
manufactured of good stiff paper.

1873 Chicago Tribune 17 Apr. 4/1 Postal cards, which have
been used with great favor in England and Canada for a

long time, will be introduced in this country on the first of

next month. 1872 Act ofCongress Stat. XVII. 310 Every
route-agent, *postal clerk, or other carrier of the mail shall

receive any mail-matter presented to him, if properly pre-

paid by stamps. 1862 Washington Republican 23 Aug. 2/1

Specimens of the new *Postal Currency were received in

this city this morning.., they are now for sale in exchange
for specie. 1868 S. M. CLARK in U. S. Documts. No. 1341
The postal currency was the first government issue repre-

senting fractional parts of a dollar, and was commenced in

August 1862, and closed in April 1863, 1881 Whitaker's



POST ALONE.
Almanack 1882, 367/1 *Postal Money Orders [1880 Postal

Money Notes], Unlike post office orders, they are issued

for fixed sums. 1883 Postal TcL'gr, fy Telephonic Gaz,,
Would it not be well if the newer issue were styled

'

*postal

notes', as in common parlance?..' Post-office order' and
'

'postal order 'are too much alike in sound. 1899 Daily
News 23 ^June 8/5 Judge Emden said that .. he had no

difficulty fn coming to the conclusion that a postal order

was not a negotiable instrument. -^^(Inscription} Foreign
Post Card for countries included in the *Postal Union.
One Penny Farthing. 1876 Brit. Postal Guide i Jan.,
List of countries, .comprised in the Postal Union.

B. as sb. a. U. S. colloq. Short for postal card'\

also for postal note (Cent. Diet. 1890). b. Short

tor postal car, postal (i. e. mail) train.

1871 W. DRVSDALE Let., I have already, by postal,.. ac-

knowledged receipt of your late favour. 1889 Anthony's
Phoioer. Bull. II. 193 To furnish the secretary with postals
to notify the members and the press of the date of meeting.

1891 Ann. Rep. Postm.-Gen. Washington 583, 2 daily lines

of so-foot postals [postal railway carriages] superseding
2 lines of 4o-foot. 1906 The Missionary (U. S.) June 249/1
The circular letter, with return postal, sent out the middle
of April.

Postallantoic : see POST- B. 2.

tPost alo'ue, adv. Obs. [f. POST sbl +
ALONE, (app. = standing alone like a post.)]

Entirely or quite alone. (Very common in i6th c.)

1514 Q. MARY OF FRANCE Let. Hen. VIII in Ellis Orig.
Lett. Ser. i. I. 116 Now am I left post a lone in effect.

a 1533 FRITH Answ. More (1548) Fj, I dare not lett him
stonde post alone, least ye dispise him. 1543 GRAKTON Contn,

Ilardingif^ Kyng Henjy taryed poste alone in the bishoppes
paleyce besyde Powles. 1567 GOLDING Ovid's Met. vin.

(1593) 187 He left her post alone Upon the shore. 1619
HIKRON \Vks. I. 28 To be in a manner p_oast alone, like a

pellican in the wildernesse, or as an owle in the desart.

Postameilt (pJu'stament). Arch. rare. (Also
8 postment.) [ad. It. postamento, f. postare to

post, posta situation, placing, setting ; whence also

Ger. etc. postament^\ A pedestal, a base
; also, a

framing, mounting, or moulding around a bas-

relief, large cameo, or the like.

1738 [G. SMITH] Curious Relations II. 392 All these

Pyramids were railed in with Bannisters, on the Postments
of every other were put Pots with Orange-Trees. 1850
LEITCH tr. C. O. Muller's Anc. Art 191 (ed. 2) 174 Insu-
lated pedestals of columns (stylobates) which arose from
continuous postaments (stereobates).

Fostanal, -antennal, -arytenoid, -audi-

tory : see POST- B. 2 ; Post-angel : POST jA2

13; Post-apostolic : POST- B. i.

t Po'State. Obs. Aphetic form of APOSTATE.
1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls) VIII. 315 And postataes

and eve 1 doers he favored strongliche. 1483 CAXTON Cato
G viij, Euery one sholde say that ye were a postate.

t Posta'tion. Obs. rare 1
, [f. L. post after

+ -ATION.] The placing of one thing after another.

1607 Schol. Disc. agst. Antichr. \. ii. 95 The postation of
the wine doth not prejudice it, therefore the postponing of
the Crosse doth not prejudice it neither.

Fost-a'xiad, adv. (prep.) Anat. [f.
as next

+ -ad: cf. DEXTRAD.] In a post-axial direction i

(from).
1895 Proc. Zool. Sac. 331 These two grooves are separated !

by a. .ridge (narrowing postaxiad). Ibid. 373 The quadrate I

continues onwards postaxiad the dorsal margin of the !

zygoma.

Post-axial (p^st^-ksial), a. Anat. [f. L.
|

post after + Axis, AXIAL.] Of, pertaining to, or

situated on that side of a limb (in vertebrates)
which is posterior to a line drawn at right angles ;

to the body axis through the axis of the limb.

1872 MIVART Elcm, Anat. 37 And in beasts posterior( can
be spoken of as post-axial. 1875 SIR W. TURNER in Encycl.
Brit. I. 819/2 Quite recently the term prse-axial has been
introduced as equivalent to atlantal, send post-axial to sacral.

1881 MIVAHT Cotf 95 The Ulna, or post-axial bone of the
forearm, is longer than the humerus.

I lence Fost-a'xiaUy adv., in a post-axial position
or direction

;
also as prep. (cf. POST-AXIAD).

1871 MIVART Elem. Anat. 39 Distinct vertebrae are

developed both pre-axlally and post-axially to this strip.

1895 Proc. Zool. Soc. 331 These vertebrae, .continue on
postaxially the sacral mass, narrowing as they proceed.

Po'St-baff. [f. POST sb? + BAG sb.} A bag
for carrying letters and other postal matter

; a mail-

bag ; transf. the number of letters, etc. delivered
to or sent from any house or person.
1813 MOORE Post-bag 284 The honour and delight of first

ransacking the Post Bag. 183* BABBAGE Econ. Manuf. ,

xxviii. (ed. 3) 273 The Post-bag despatched every evening :

to one of our largest cities, Bristol, usually weighs less than ,

a hundred pounds. 1835 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. xvi. III. i

657. 1883 J. MARTIN Remin. Old Haddington 227 Post-bags
j

were carried on horseback from Edinburgh to London. 1898
Tit Kits 23 July 322/2 The Prince of Wales has the biggest
post-bag of any of the Royalties.

t Fo-st-bark. Obs. [f. POST st* + BARK sb*]
= PACKET-BOAT,
1599 [see PACKET sb. \\ 1600 MOUNTJOY in Cal. Doc. rel.

Irel. 423 We find great lack of a post-bark to pass to and
fro between Lough Foyle and Dublin., we have adventured
to erect a passage boat for that purpose, at the rate of io/.

per mensem, as the other post-barks have.
i6j$o

Cal. State
Pn^ers, Dom. (1876) 26 The whole business of the post barks
referred back to the Irish Committee, a 1656 USSHER Ann.
vi. (1658) 161 Sending away neverthelesse a Post-barque to
Athens, to let them know what had befallen him.
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t Post-bill. Obs. [f. POST sb? + BILL j.3]
1. See quots.
1847 WEBSTER, Post-Hit, a bill of letters mailed by a post-

master. 1858 SLM.MONDS Diet. Trade^ Post-bill^ a post-office

way-bill placed in the mail-bag, or given in charge of the

guard or driver. 1864 in WEBSTER; and in later Diets.

2. Short for Bank Post Bill-, see BANK-BILL,

1809 R. LANGFOKD Introd. Trade 6 Post Bills on the
Bank of England.

Po'st-boat. [f. POST sb~ + BOAT
st>."\

A boat

or ship engaged in the conveyance of the mails,

esp. on a regular route at fixed times
;
a packet-

boat, mail-boat
; also, a boat which conveys tra-

vellers between certain points; a stage-boat.
1600 SIR G. FENTON in Cal. Doc. rel. Irct. 340, I await [at

Holyhead] for a southerly wind, and a bark to put me over,
the post boat being already in Ireland. 1753 HANWAY
1'rav. (1762) I. ii. xvi. 73 We found the place inhabited by
some. . tartars, who ply on the river with open post boats.

1879 BATES Egyptian Bonds II. vi. 162 Thence by the post-
boat on the canal to Port Said. 1897 Edinb. Rev. Oct. 455
It is sunset when one arrives by the post-boat.

t Po'St-book *. Obs. [f. POST v. 1 8 + BOOK j//.]

A book in which accounts are posted ; a ledger.
1727-41 CHAMBERS CycL s. v. Book, Ledger, or Leger-Book^

sometimes also called the great book, and the post-book,
a 1734 NORTH Lives (1826) III. 165 Proposed a sort of

post-book to bs kept, in which the merchants should have
their accounts.

Po'St-book 2
. rare. [f. TOST sb? + BOOK sb.]

A book containing the regulations of a post-service.
1763 SMOLLETT Trav. (1766) I. viii. 135, I pulled out the

post-book, and began to read.. the article which orders, that

the traveller who comes first shall be first served.

Post-box: see POST sb^- 9, sb* 13.

Po'St-boy. [f- POST sb* + BOY sbl]
1. A boy or man who rides post ; a letter-carrier.

1588 Cal. Border Papers I. 320 Sum Skotes,.mett with
the post boay of Morpett bychanse. .and tooke away Ins

horse and pakkett. 1624 RutlandMSS, (1905) IV. 527 Paid
to a post boy fora letter from my Lord, vjfl. 1672 R. WILD
Declar. Lib. Consc. 4, I suddenly heard the Post-boy blow
his Horn near my Window. 1723 Loud. Gaz. No. 6137/3
The Post-Boy who was bringing trie Gloucester and Bristol
Mails to London. 1758 JOHNSON Idler No. 49 f 13 A road

through which..the post-boy every day and night goes and
returns. 1881 BESANT & RICE Ckapl. of Fleet II. vi. 122
We heard the summons of the postboy's horn, and Cicely
presently ran in with a letter in her hand.

2. The postilion of a stage-coach, post-chaise, or

hired carriage; = POSTILION 3.

1707 CHAMBERLAYNE Pres. St. Eng. in. (ed. 22) 443 If any
Gentleman desire to ride Post. .Post-Horses are always in

readiness. .only 3d. is demanded for every English Mile;
and, for every Stage, to the Post-Boy 4d. for conducting.
x?33 FIELDING Tom Thumb 11. v, Tho* they should fly as
swift as the gods, when they Ride on behind that post-

boy, Opportunity. 1777 SHERIDAN Trip Scarb. i. i, Pay
the postboy, and take the portmanteau. 1782 COWPBR
Gilpin 230 Away went Gilpin, and away Went postboy at
his heels, The postboy's horse right glad to miss The lum-

bering of the wheels. 1853 LYTTON My Novel xir. xxxiii.
The post-boys cracked their whips, and the wheels rolled

away.

Postbrachial, -branchial, -cacal, -calca-
neal: see POST- B. 2; Post-butt: POST j^. 1

9;
Post-canonical, etc. : POST- B. i.

Post captain : see POST sb3 4 b.

Po*st-car. [f.
POST sb.* + CAR j^.1] A car

for the conveyance of mails
; also, a car for the

conveyance of travellers posting.
1694 PENN Trav. (1714) 203 We immediately took a Post-

carr, and came next day about two in the afternoon to

Cleve. 1812 SIR R. WILSON Priv. Diary (i860 I- 140 The
boyard..gave every aid, and a little car into the bargain
for the soldiers, as being larger than the post cars.

Postcard (ptfu-s^kaid). [f. POST sb* +CAKD
sb*] A pasteboard card of a regulation size, bear-

ing a representation of a postage stamp or an

equivalent design, officially sold to be used for cor-

respondence. Also, since I Sept. 1894, a blank,

private, or unofficial card of the same dimensions

(blank postcard) to be furnished with an adhesive

stamp for the proper amount of postage.
The postcard issued in Great Britain i Oct. 1870 cost $d. ;

cards of higher prices from id. to -$d. were issued later

for foreign correspondence (the first being the i^d. card of

1875); since 1879 the postcard rate for countries within
the postal union has been -id. An equivalent rate for

foreign correspondence is used in most other countries ;

but for internal correspondence their rates differ. Pictorial
or picture postcards are cards (usually blank) bearing a

picture on the reverse side, the sending and collection of
which began to become prevalent shortly before 1900.

1870 Oct. i (Inscription) Post Card. The address only to

be written on this side. Halfpenny. 1870 Dame Europas
School 16 He wrote home to his mother, on the back of a
halfpenny post card, so that all the letter carriers might see
how pious he was. 1872 Punch 3 Feb. 51/2 He gets a post-
card informing him that he is proposed to the House. 1890
Pall Mall Gaz. i Feb. 2/3 The post-card was an Austrian

invention, brought out in 1868, with a separate issue the

following year for Hungary. . .We adopted the plan in 1870.
1899 Picture post-card [see PICTURE sb. 6 d]. 1901 Daily
News 26 Mar. 5/1 The idea of the postcard first came to
Dr. Stephan, late German Postmaster-General, who sub-
mitted his plan of a postcard, which was rejected at the time,
to a German Postal Congress in 1865. attrib. 1897 Westm.
Gaz. 22 Feb. 3/2 Having adopted the custom of book-reten-
tion by the post-card system. 1899 Ibid. 19 Aug. 8/1 They
have supplied the market with a postcard album.

POST-COACH.

Post-caroche, to -carrier: see POST sb* 12.

Post-cart (pJu'st|kait). [f. POST sb* +
CAKT sb] A cart in which local mails are carried.

Also attrib.

1826 Miss MITFORD Village Ser. n. (1863) 243 Here is the

post-cart coming up the road at its most respectable rumble.

1884 Manc/t, Exam. 29 Nov. 4/6 The trains are all late,
and the postcarts do not reach their destinations. 1889
BAHRIE \yindow in Thrums 151 Jamie was to..come on to

Thrums from Tilliedrum in the post-cart. 1906 Westm.
Gaz. 5 Apr. 7/1 An important post-cart service runs via

Greytown and Middle Drift into the native territories.

Postcava (p0st|k#'v5), Anat.
[f.

POST- A. 2

+ CAVA for vena cava] The inferior vena cava :

so called as being behind or posterior in animals

generally. Hence Postca-val a.
'

1866 [see PRECAVAL]. 1882 WILDER & GAGE Anat. Technol.

331 liy Owen the two are designated as the postcaral and
przecaval veins. ..We have ventured to omit the vena and
to designate them as simply prwcavu 3.\\& postcava.
Post-cedar : see POST sb. 1

9. Postcentral,
-cephalic, -cerebellar, -cerebral: POST- B. 2.

Post-chaise (p^-stj^z), sb. Also colloq. poat-

chay, -shay, PO'CHAISE, TOCHAY. [f.
POST sb.* +

CHAISE.] A travelling carriage, either hired from

stage to stage, or drawn by horses so hired : used

in the iSth and earlier half of the 19111 century.
In England usually having a closed body, seated fur from

two to four persons, the driver or postilion riding on one of

the horses,

1712 Lond. Gaz. No. 5027/5 The Earl of StrarTord arrived
here in a Post-Chaise. 1756-7 tr. Kcyslcrs Trav. (1760) I.

221 There is scarce any other way of travelling from Geneva
to Italy than in post-chaises which will hold two persons,
with a covering over head, and room for twu trunks behind :

they have but two wheels. 1757 F. G SEVILLE Maxims^
Char, fy Refl. 19 He was told of the late invention of post-

chays, of their great expedition, conveiiiency and cheapness.
1840 DICKKNS Old C. Shop xlvii, Kit's mother and the

single gentleman, . ..speeding onward in the post-chaise-and-
four. 1889 (1. FINDLAY Eng. Railway 3 At the commence-
ment of the present century. .communication between the
smaller towns was by post-chaises.. for the wealthy.
attrib. 1763 STONE in Phil. Trans. LI 1 1. 197 Cases where

the patient, .caught cold, as a post-chaise boy did. 1794
W. FELTON Carriages I. 8 A Chariot or Post-Chaise body.
These bodies differ not in the least. . . l!y the addition of a
coach-box to the carriage-part, they are called Chariots.

Hence Post-chaise v., colloq. t
intr. to travel by

post-chaise ;
trans, to convey in or carry oil in

a post-chaise, rare.

1854 THACKERAY Newcomes xv, The Colonel delighted in

post-chaising the rapid transit through the country amused
him, and cheered his spirits. 1871 [see PO'CHAISE].

Fost-cha'riot. [f-
P ST sb.* + CHARIOT.]

A chariot for travelling post ; spec, a light four-

wheeled carriage of the iSth and early igth c.,

differing from a post-chaise in having a driver's

seat in front.

1609 HOLLAND Amm. Marcell. 375 Messala. .mounted her

into a swift post-chariot, and with a maine pace rode away.
1741-70 ELIZ. CARTER Lett. (1808) 423 Miss Deane got into

a post-chariot at Canterbury. 1762 GOI.DSM. Nash 49 He
usually travelled to Tunbridge, in a post chariot and six-

greys, with out-riders. 1828 PLANCHE Descent Danube 69
The sight of a post-chariot whirling along.

Post-clioreic,-choroid : see POST- B. i
, A. 2 b.

Post-Cla'SSic a. = next. 1890 in Cent. Diet.

Fost-cla'ssical, a. [f. POST- B. i + CLASSI-

CAL. ] Occurring or existing subsequent to the

classical period of any language, literature, or art
;

spec, of the Greek and Latin.

1867 DEUTSCH Rem. (1874) i The classical and postclassical
materials that lie scattered through it [the Talmud]. 1898

Daily News 12 Nov. 4/5 All this, .suggests that gypsies,
whatever their origin, were post-classical immigrants from
India into Europe by way of the Levant.

So Post-cla'ssicism, a grammatical or ortho-

graphical form of the post-classical period.
1906 Academy 7 Apr. 331/1 Perhaps the most remarkable

post-classicism in the treatise is the appeal to the reader, as
in ficoywufe OJTUIS,

' observe how
',
in p. 29.

Fostcla'vicle. Anat. and Zool. [f. POST-
A. 2 b.] The posterior bone of the scapular arch

of some fishes.

1888 ROLLESTON & JACKSON Anim. Life^ib The Ganoidei
and TY&fff&fhave investing bones known as supra-clavicle,
clavicle, inter-clavicle, and post-clavicle, all derived ap-
parently from the skin and lining membrane of the branchial

cavity, and present in none of the higher Vertebrata.

So Fostclavi-cular a., situated behind the

clavicle ; pertaining to the postclavicle.
1870 ROLLESTON Anim. Life 44 The clavicle overlaps a

postclavicular bar,

Fostclitellian (-kloite'lian), a. (sb.) Zool.

[f. POST- B. 2 + CLITELL-UM + -IAN.] Belonging
to that division of earthworms in which the male

genital apertures are situated behind the clitellum

or thickened band, b. sb. An earthworm of this

division.

[1888 ROLLKSTON & JACKSON Anim. Life 207.] 1888 [see

INTRACLITELLIAN].

Post-coach. (p0n'st|lwutf). [f. POST sb.~ +
COACH sb] A stage-coach used for carrying mails,

a mail-coach
;
a stage-coach generally.

1673 Landerdale Papers (Camden) 69 The D. Hamilton

and the E. of Tweedale. .goe in coch to lielford, from thence



POST-COMMON.
on horsback to York, and from thence by the post-coch
to London. 1685 Royal Proclam. 7 Sept. in Land. Ga:.

No. 2068/1 That they presume not to set up any Foot-Post,

Horse-Post, Post or Stage-Coach. 1787 Hist. Europe ii. in

Ann. Reg. 32/1 A common travelling post coach or two,

with a couple of hired chaises. 1849 N. <y (?. ist Ser. I. 33/1 ,

A new post-coach had been set up which performed the :

journey to Bath in a single day. 1861 DICKENS Gt. Expect.

xxxiii, We got into our post-coach and drove away.

Postooiumellar, -comitial: see POST- B. 2, i.

t Post-CO'mmon. Obs. [Altered from med.L.

postcommunio : see next, and cf. COMMON sb.^ 4,

v. 8.]
= POST-COMMUNION.

a 1380 SI. Bernard mo in Horstm. Altengl. Leg. (1878)

59 God..enspired him of an orisoun, To seyn at his post-

comoun. Aftur be post-comoun was i-songe He chaunged
his orisoun. c 1460 in Pol. Rel. ff L. Poems (1866) 91 When
be preste hath don his masse,. .A-nobur oryson he moste

say,..pe 'post comen' men don hit calle. 1493 Ftstivall

(W. de W. 1515) 33 The postcomyn is not sayd [on Easter

eve], 1683 tr. Romish Mass-bit. 96 After the Canon and
Communion then followeth the post-common with the

Collects.

Postcommunicant : see POST- A. 2 a.

Post-commu'llion, sb. (a.) [ad. med.L.

postiomiHHnio, -ail-em ; cf. F. postcommunion (OF.
also pocitmenion, 1 287 in Godef.) ;

see POST- B. I c

and COMMUNION.] The or a part of the eucharistic

office which follows the act of communion.
1483 CAXTOS Gold. Leg. 442 b/i After the preest sayth the

postcommunyon whiche is so named .. for thys that it is

sayd after the preest hath receyued the precyous sacra,

mente of the aulter. 1548-9 Bk. Com. Prayer, Communion
(Rubric), Then shall the Clarkes syng the post Communion.

1657 SPARROW Bk. Com. Prayer 241 The last is^the
Post-

Communion, or, Thanksgiving, which with us is nothing
hut that holy Hymn [Gloria in Excelsis]. 1853 DALE tr.

Baldesclifs Ceremonial 128 At the Post-Communion the

Bishop again goes to the faldstool. 1902 U'estm. Gaz.

ii Aug. 5/2 The Post-Communion was said by the Arch-

bishop and the
'

Gloria in Excelsis
'

was sung by the choir

to music by Sir John Stainer.

B. adj. Succeeding or following the act of

communion ; used after communion.
1890 Cent. Diet. S.V., A post-communion collect. Alod.

The post-communion address in Presbyterian churches.

Post-connubial to -cosmic: see POST- B. i.

Postcostal (p<7.ist,k?-stal), a. [(.
POST- B. 2 +

L. cos/a, after COSTAL.] Behind a rib
; spec . in

Entom. situated next behind the costal vein or

nervnre of the wing.
1826 KIRBY & SP. Entomol. III. xxxv. 608 The Inter-

mediate Area is that which lies between the postcostal
or

mediastinal nervure and the anal fold of the wing. 1836-9
Todds Cycl. Anal. II. 927/1 The second longitudinal
nervure is the post-costal. 1895 Syd. Soc. Lex., Post-

costal, behind a lib.

Postcoxal, -cruciate, -cubital: see POST-

B. 2. Postcribrate : see POST- A. i.

Post-date (p*>'rt|d/
l

t), sb.
[f.

POST- A. i b +
DATE sb* So F. postdate, obs. postidatl.] A date

affixed to a document, or assigned to an event, later

than the actual date.

1611 COTGR., Postidate, a Post-date. 1701 H. WANLEY in

Phil. Trans. XXV. 1997 The Reason of these Post-Dates

was, because . . a Book was by how much the Newer, by so

much the more Valuable.

Post-date (po"st|d?-t), v. [f.
POST- A. i a +

DATEZ>. So mod.F. postdater (1752 in Hatz.-

Darm.); formerly poslidaler (1549 in Littre).]

trans. To affix or assign a later than the actual

date to (a document, book, event, etc.).

1624 DONNE Dei'otions Medit. ix. (ed. 2) 109 This were to

antidate, or to postdate their Consultation, not to giue
Phisicke. 1679 C. NESSE Antichrist 203 Our own apt-
ness to antedate promises, and to postdate threatnings.

1701 H. WANLEY in Phil. Trans. XXV. 1997 Other Books
are Post-dated that they might be accounted New. 1809
R. LANCFORD Introd. Trade 17 Knowing the same [bill] to

be post-dated. 1891 C. LOWE in 19/4 Cent. Dec. 861 Many
of the Berlin newspapers which are published in the evening
are post-dated by a day, [So with the French daily papers.]

Hence Post-da-ted ppl. a.

1622 DONNE Serm. cxii. (ed. Alford) IV. 571 Prophecy
is but antedated Gospel, and Gospel is but post-dated

Prophecy. 1797 GODWIN Enquirer i. iii. 16 A case more

frequent than that of post-dated genius. 1866 CRUMP
Banking iv. 89 Post-dated cheques, i. e. cheques bearing
date subsequent to the actual drawing, are illegal [legal
since 1882].

Po-st-day. [f.
POST rf.2 + DAY sb.} The day

on which the post or mail is due or departs.
1670 G. H. Hist. Cardinals n. I. 107 Every Post-day they

send them whole dozens of Pacquets of Letters. 1679 HAR-
WELL in Jenison Popish Plot 27, 1 Have expected to hear
from you these three or four post-days past. 1803 MARY
CHARLTON Wife *f Mistress IV. 215 Mrs. Aubrey,, .recol-

lecting that it was foreign post-day, very wisely resolved to

return home immediately, and write to her husband. 1890
' R. BOLDREWOOD

'

Col. Reformer (1891) 329 This particular
morning happened to be that of the bi-weekly post-day.

Postdental, -digital : see POST- B. 2. Post-

destination, -determined: see POST- A. i.

Post-diastolic, -dicrotic: see POST- B. i.

Post-dilU'vial, a. [f. as next + -AL.] a. Geol.

Posterior to the diluvial or drift period, b. gen. =

POST-DILUVIAN.

1823 BUCKLAND Reliq. Diluv. 190 The diluvial and
post-

diluvial formations I am now speaking of. 1884 J. TAIT

Mind in Matter (1892) 194 The postdiluvial period presents
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man with a knowledge of the dangerous tendencies of

human nature, and the retributive consequences.

Post-diluvian (p0ust|dil'z?vian), a. and so.

[f.
POST- B. i + L. diluvi-um a deluge + -AN.

So F'. postdiluvial adj. (Littre).]

A. adj. Existing or occurring after the Flood or

Noachian deluge.
1680 LAWSON Mite into Treasury 9 The Ante-diluvian and

Post-diluvian Patriarchs, that is, the Fathers that lived

before and after the Flood. 1759 WESLEY Wks. (1872) 11.

496 Nothing on the postdiluvian earth could be more

pleasant than the road from hence. 1807 G. CHALMERS
Caledonia I. I. i. 15 The pristine ages_ of the post-diluvian
world. 1877 DAWSON Orig. }Vorldy.\\\. 285, I have referred

above only to the question of historic or postdiluvian man.

B. sb. One who lived, or lives, after the Flood.

1684 T. BI-RNF.T Til. Earth I. 221 If they allow the post-

diluvians to have liv'd six hundred . . years, that being clearly

beyond the standard of our lives. 1710 STEELE Tatler

No. 264 ?5 Methusalem might be half an Hour in telling

what a Clock it was ; but as for us Postdiluvians, we ought
to do every Thing in Hast 1830 JAS. DOUGLAS Truths

Kelig. iii. 11832) 140 The history of the first postdiluvians
has indeed passed away.

t Post-disseisin (p^stidisfzin). Old Law.

[f.
POST- A. i b + DISSEISIN.] A second or sub-

sequent disseisin ; also, a writ that lay for him

who had a second time been disseised of his lands

and tenements by one from whom he had recovered

them by novel disseisin.

[1308-9 Rolls o/far-it. I. 276/1 Le dit Henry porta href

nostre Seignur le Roi qe ore est de postdisseisine vers le dit

Johan.J 1535 tr. Natitra Brn'htm (1544) 128 Yf he be put
out of the same tenementes by the same person _agaynst
whom he hath recouered then he shal haueapost disseyson,

and a reddisseyson. 1607 COWELI. Intcrpr., Post disseisin. .

is a writ giuen by the statute of West. 2. cap. 26. and lyeth
for him that haumg recouered lands or tenements by (prar-

cipe quod reddat) vpon default, or redditiori, is againe dis-

seised by the former disseisour. 1848 in WHARTON Law Lex.

So f Post-dissei'sor, one who a second time

disseises another of his lands.

1647 N. BACON Disc. Go-cl. Eng. i. Ixix. (1739) 183 Redis-

seisors and Postdisseisors found upon verdict before the

Sheriff, Coroners, and Knights, shall be imprisoned. 1768
BLACKSTONE Comm III. .\. 188 He shall have a writ of

post-disseisin against him ; which subjects the post-disseisor
to the same penalties as a re-disseisor.

|| Postdo-rsolum, -ulum. Entoin. [mod.I.
f. POST- B. 2 + "dorsuhim, dim. oidorsum back.]

!

' The middle-piece between the mesophragm and

the postscutellum' (Kirby and Spence).
z8a6 KIRBY & SP. Entomol. III. xxxv. 570 The first

external piece of the metathorax is the postdorsolum.

Post-drill, -driver : see POST sbl 9, sb?- 12.

Poste, obs. f. POST ;
var. POUSTIE Obs.

II Postea (pp'stia). Law. [L. postea after-

wards, lit.
'
after those things

'

; being the first word

of the usual beginning of the record.] That part
of the record of a civil process which sets forth the

proceedings at the trial and the verdict given.

1596 BACON Mnx. q Use Coin. Lava n. i. (1635! 21 Against
the day they should have appeared above, to returne the

verdict read in the Court above, which returne is called a

Fasten, a 1627 FLETCHER \Vifefor Month v. ii, Sub-pa-nas

|
and/Mtezi. 1700 Loud. Gaz. No. 4508/3 A Postea, or

! Record of Nisi Pntis, between Morris, Plaintiff, and Jordan,

Defendant, was. .delivered by mistake. .to a Person who
[
had no Right to receive it. 1768 BLACKSTONF. Comm. III.

1

xxiv. 386 Whatever, in short, is done subsequent to the

joining of issue and awarding the trial, it is entered on

! record, and is called a postea. 1829 BENTHAM "Justice /f-
Cod.

Petit. 154 Clerk of the common bails, posteas, and estreats.

Posted (pasted), a. [f.
POST sl'l

_+
-ED 2.]

Furnished with or having posts. Also in comb.,
asfour-posted (see FOUR C. 2).

1571 ABP. PARKER Corr. (Parker Soc.) 412 This shop.. is

made like the terrace, fair railed and posted, fit for men to

stand upon in any triumph or shew. 1614 Inv. in Trans.

Citint. f, West. Arch. Soc. III. 115 One posted bedd with

teaster and curtaines. 1798 Hull Advertiser 17 Nov. 2/2
A good and substantial wind corn posted mill. 1828 Life
Planter Jamaica 35 The furniture consisted of a table and
a chair, with a posted bed.

Fo'Sted, ///. a- 1
[f.

TOST .i + -ED 1
.]

1 1. Sent or gone away quickly like a post ; de-

parted quickly. Obs.

i6o MUNDAY tr. Palmeria ofEng. I. i, To recount thy

posted pleasure and also to thinke on thy present ensuing

paine.
2. Carried by or sent through the post ; placed

]

in a post-office letter-box for dispatch.
1845 M'CULLOCH Taxation 11. vii. (1852) 318 There has

been a great increase in the number of posted letters.

3. Entered in a ledger or account-book.

1771 LUCKOMBE Hist. Print. 268 Full-points serve.. to

lead and to connect the posted Article with its contingent
valuation.

Po-sted, ///. <z-
2

[f.
POST v? + -ED i.] Cut

into the form of a post ;

'

squared
'

: see POST v.2 I.

Po'Sted,///. a. 3 [f-
POST v.3 + -EDl.]

1. Set in position, stationed, arranged.
1796 fnstr. ft Reg. Cavalry (1813) 144 The point where

the head of a column enters an alignement, and which is

marked by a posted person. 1887 RUSKIN Prxterita II.

190 We drove under some posted field-batteries into Basle.

2. Pasted or fixed up in a prominent place, as

a public notice.

1897 Daily News 8 June 3/3 The posted announcement

POSTER.

that the 'jumping competitions would begin at three o'clock
'

brought numbers on to the grassy banks. 1898 Ibid. 10 May
6/6 The posted certificate at the booking-office [of the Al.

hambraj . . ordered the dancer complete rest
'

for her voice '.

Postee, variant of POUSTIE Obs., power.
!l Postee'n, postrn. Also erron. poshteen,

-tin. [Pers. i2~~>+>. postln leathern, f. OW|.
post skin, hide.] 'An Afghan leathern pelisse,

generally of sheepskin with the fleece on
'

(Yule).

1815 ELPHINSTONE Ace. Caubitl (1842) II. 59 At that

season, they also wear brown and grey woollen great coats,

and posteens. l86z Punjab Trade Rep. 65 (Y.) Otter skins

from the Hills and Kashmir, worn as Postins by the Yar-

kandis. 1882 MRS. Ii. M. CROKER Proper Pride II. ii. 25

The head-man of [an Afghan] village, in a richly-embroidered

poshteen. 1904 Blue M: Papers relating to Thil'et, We
would recommend that both escort and support_should have

clothing on winter scale with poshtins for sentries.

tPostel 1
- Obs. Also 2-4 postle, 7 postil.

[a. OF. pastel '1160-74 in Godef. Compl.*), mod. F.

poteau post, dim. of OF. post : see POST rf.l and

-EL 2
.] A door-post, gate-post.

CII7S Lamb. Horn. 127 pa postles and pet ouerslaht of

ure huse. (1205 LAV. 1316 pa comen heo to ban bunnen

ba Hercules makede mid muchele his strengSe )>at weoren

postles longe of marmon stane stronge. a 1300 Cursor M.

14980 Bunden bat pai soght his ass pai fand bi a postel.

1377 LAXCL. P. PI. B. xvl. 54 pe powere of bis posies

IJAS'.T. postles]. a 1631 DONNE Serm. cvii. (ed. AlfordJ

IV. 459 The Blood of that Lamb is not sprinkled upon the

Postils of that door.

t Postel 2
. Obs. rare. fad. OF. posterle, potelle

(1355, 1419 in Godef. Compl.} :-lnte L. posterttla

POSTERS.] A postern or small gate.
c 1400 Cursor M. 7675 (Cott.) Bot micol vie bi night him

lete, Vte at a priue dern postel \Gott. & Trin. posterne].

Postern, -e, variants of POSTUME Obs. Post-

embryonal, -embryonic : see POST- B. I.

Po's't e'ntry, po-st-entry. [POST- A. i b.]

1. A subsequent or late entry.
1888 Pall Mall G. 31 May 10/2 The entries, .show.. a

decrease on last year's total of 122, which may possibly be

made up yet by post entries. 1888 Daily News 9 July 5/8

Post entries have brought the number of probable competi-
tors up to something more than the average.

2. spec. a. An additional or supplemental entry,

in the manifest of a vessel, of an item or items of

: dutiable merchandise omitted at the time of the

entry of the vessel at the custom-house. The
warrant issued on this is a Post-warrant.
1662 Order Ho. Comm. as to Customs (1663) 14 Post-

Entries Inward to passe without Fee under five shillings.

1715 Lond. Gaz. No. 6433'! They.. have been.. permitted
to make Post-Kntries thereof with the Officer of Excise.

1812 J. SMYTH Pract. of Customs (1821) 18 When the Post

Warrant is received, the date and number of each Post

Entry must be inserted. 1832-52 M'Cl'LLOCH Diet. Comm.

1047 When goods are weighed or measured, and the mer-

chant has got an account thereof at the Custom-house, and

finds his entry, already made, too small, he must make a post

or additional entry for the surplusage, in the same manner

as the first was done. ..A merchant is always in time, prior

to the clearing of the vessel, to make his post.

b. A subsequent entry in book-keeping.
1798 BAY Amer. La-.v Rep. (1809) I. 33 No entry was

made, .except a post entry, some time afterwards. 1847

WEBSTER, Post-entry..*. In book-keeping, an additional or

subsequent entry.

Foster '
(p<?<>-st3j). [f.

POST z>.i + -p
1
.]

1. One who travels
'

post ', -expeditiously, or

swiftly. Alsoyff. Now rare or Obs.

1605 SHAKS. Macli. i. iii. 33 The weyward Sisters, hand

in hand, Posters of the Sea and Land, Thus doe goe, about,

about. 1651 DAVEKANT Gondibert in. vi. xxxvui, At this,

Goltho alights as swiftly post As Posters mount. 1816

KEATINGE Trav. I. Pref. 9 A poster of roads will write

rapidly; a sick man querulously [etc.]. a 1845 HOOD Lament

of Toby i,
O heavy day ! O day of woe ! To misery a poster.

1 2. A messenger, a carrier of news. Obs.

1605 J. MELVILL Diary (Wodrow Soc.) 606 The noble

, poster of newis athort the world.

3. A post-horse.
1817 T. L. PEACOCK Mclincouri iii, Mr. Hippy's travel-

ling chariot was rattled up to the door by four liigh-mettled
;

posters from the nearest inn. 1849 THACKERAY Pendenms
xv. There were no cattle, save the single old pair of posters.

4. One who posts a letter.

1884 Manch. Exam, n June 5/4 It will be the duty of

the officer in attendance to stamp the form with the office

stamp, and hand it back to the poster.

Poster 2
(poa-staj). [f.

POST v* + -ER'.J

1. One who posts or sticks up bills
;
a bill-poster.

1864 [see bill-poster, BILL sb? n).

2. A placard posted or displayed in a public

place as an announcement or advertisement.

Pictorial or ficttirt poster,
a placard consisting mainly

of a picture or illustration.

1838 DICKENS Nick. Nick, xxx, We'll have posters out

the first thing in the morning. 1861 Illnstr. Land. News
6 July 3/3 A most seditious 'poster' with which all the

: walls.. were placarded. 1883 BLACK Shandon Bells vm,

The poster, scarlet letters on a white ground, was <

ne irreu. *4iKci| mav it amu
of artistic advertising in this country.

3. attrib. and Comb., as poster artist, clolh,

-collector, -designer,-hoarding, -making, -pilfering;

poster-like adj. ; poster-maniac, one who has a

mania for collecting posters.



POSTE RESTANTE.

1895 Chap-Book III. 471 For the benefit of Poster Col-
lectors a special edition of fifty copies has been printed on

Japan paper. 1895 Standard 23 Nov. 5/1 There exist two
or three catalogues raisonnes which are indispensable to

the postermaniac. 1895 Pall Mall G. 16 Dec, 8/1 An
exquisitely clever and amusing design, that would take the
blue ribbon, judged by the points of artistic poster-making.
1896 Daily News 28 Nov. 6/1 Portraits of some of the lead-

ing poster artists, with selections from their works. 1899
Westm. Gaz. n Mar. 2/1 It is said.. that the new custom
of poster-collecting causes persons to strip these designs
from the walls when opportunity offers. 1906 Athen&nm
9 June 710/1 Whose work amongst that of our own painters
seemed somewhat abrupt and posterlike.

II Poste restante (postiresta-ht). [Fr.,
= re-

maining (at the) post office.] A direction written

upon a letter which is to remain at the post office

till called for; in English use, transferred to the

department in a post office in which letters for

travellers or visitors are kept till applied for.

1768 SARAH OSBORN Pol. $ Sec. Lett, g Feb. (1890) 181

Your brother's letter to you Postrestant at Turin will

acquaint you of his success. 1777 in Jesse Geo. Sehuyn ty

Contemp. (1844) III. 230 You will address your answer to

this to Paris, Paste Restante. 1816 BYRON Let. to Moore
5 Dec., Direct to me here, /<?.?& restante. i8aa \V. IRVING
in Life <y Lett. (1864) II. 131 Do write to me, and direct your
letters

'

poste restante, Dresden '. 1844 E. FITZGERALD Lett.

(1889) I, 129 As you give me no particular direction, I wrote
to you at the Poste Restante there [Florence]. 1880 Brit.
Postal Guide 92 There is a Poste Restante both at the
General Post Office St. Martin's-le-Grand, and at the

Charing Cross Post Office, where letters 'to be called for
'

can be obtained between the hours of 9 A.M. and 5 P.M.

t Posterga-neous, a. Obs. rare*", [f. L.

postergdne-us (Ccelius Aurel.) ({. post tergum behind
the back) + -ous.]
1656 BLOUNT Glossogr,, Posterganeous.. belonging to the

backside or hinder part of the body.

Posterial (p?stiTial), a. rare, [irreg. f. L.

poster-as coming after or behind + -IAL.]
1. Pertaining to the hinder parts or posteriors.
1433-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) V. 171 His partes posterialle,

or the instrumente of egestion. Ibid. IV, 371. 1831 CAR-
LVLE Sart, Res. in. x, No license of fashion can allow a man
of delicate taste to adopt the posterial luxuriance of a
Hottentot.

2. Turned towards the hinder side.

1866 TATE Brit. Mullusks iv. 205 The apex is posterial
and sinistral.

Posterior (pf?stl'riw), a. and sb. (adv.} Also
6-8 -our. [a. L. posterior, compar. of poster-ns
or poster coming after, following, future, f. post

prep., after. Perh. repr. AF. ^posteriour = F.

postirieur (i5th c. in Hatz.-Darm.).]
A. adj.

1. Later, subsequent in time
; opposed io prior.

1534 MORE Treat. Passion Wks. 1308/2 The posteriour
Greekes saye, that Chryste dydde not eate his Paschall
lambe in the daye appoynted by the lawe. 1653 LD. VAUX
tr. Godeaus St. Paul A ij,

The swelling criticismes, orvaine

Philosophy of rjosteriour writers. 1756-62 J. WARTON Ess.

Pofe (ed. 4) I. iii. 125 The precepts of the art of poesy were

posterior to practise. 1790 PALEY Horae Paul. Rom. ii. 16
The Epistle to the Romans is posterior even to the second

Epistle to the Corinthians. 1833 LYELL Princ. Geol. III.

68 Proofs of the posterior origin ofthe lava. 1884 D. HUNTER
tr. Reuss's Hist. Canon i. 3 Found only in the literature

posterior to the exile.

2. Coming after in a series or order.
1626 BACON Sylva 115 So it is manifest, that where the

anteriour body giveth way, as fast as the posteriour cometh
on, it maketh no noise, be the motion never so great, or
swift. 1851 NICHOL Archit. Heav. 286 While Man /t
believes, .often that the line is straight seeing neither its

anterior nor its posterior convolutions.

3. Hinder ; situated behind, or farther back than

something else. Opposed to anterior.

Especially frequent in Anatomy in reference to the hinder
of two organs or parts.

1632 LITHCOW Trav. n. 52 The belly of one ioyned with
the posterior part of the other. 1741 MONRO Anat. Nerves
(ed. 3) 47 The posterior clinoid Processes of the sphenoid
Bone. 1794 S. WILLIAMS Vermont 90 Two bags, situated
in the posterior parts of the body. 1831 BREWSTER Optics
xxxv. 288 The two parts into which the iris divides the eye
are called the anterior and the posterior chambers. 1868
DUNCAN tr. Figuier's^ Insect IV. Intrpd. 7 The legs are
called anterior, posterior, and intermediate.

B. sb. I.//. Those who come after; descendants,

posterity ; rarely sing, a descendant.

1534 MORE Treat. Passion^ Wks. 1309/2 When I speake
of the churche of Grece in this errour : I speake but of the

posteriours. 1560 Goodli Hist. Lucres fy Eurialus (1567)
G iv, Hys posteriars shall shewe for theyr noblenes a gylted
bull. 1816 SCOTT Old Mart, xxviii, Neither he, nor his

posteriors from generation to generation, shall sit upon it

ony mair. 1889 in Spectator o Nov. 634/2
' No ways in-

farior. . And lineal postarior to Ould Aysculapius '. [Anglo-
Irish.]

2. pi. The hinder parts of the body ; the buttocks.

[After late L. posteriora.]
1619 DRUMM. OF HAWTH. Conv. B. Jonson Wks. (1711)

225 A poor pedantick schoolmaster, sweeping his living
from the posteriors of little children. 1645 HowEi.LZ.rf/.

(1650) II. 8 You know what answer the Fox gave the Ape
when he would have borrowed part of his taile to cover his

posteriors. 1706 E. WARD Wooden World Diss. (1708) 102
He drops upon his Knees or Posteriors. i8oa BINGLEY
Anint. Biog. (1813) I. 70 The Pigmy Ape. . . The posteriors
are naked and callous.

fb. The hinder part or back side (^/"anything).
VOL. VII.

1169

1646 G. DANIEL Poems Wks. (Grosart) I. 41 He oft could
take Things from th' Posteriors of an Almanacke, Very
behoofull to the Regimen Of health.

e rude multitude call the atter-noone. Ibi,

C. adv. Subsequently ; posteriorly.
1816 G. S. FABER Dijffic. Roiiianisnt (1853) 43 He wrote

posterior to both these Councils. 1830 PUSEV Hist. En-
quiry u. 153 [He] wrote posterior to all these authors.

Posterioric (pcstiri,<7Tik), a. rare- 1
, [f.

A POSTERIORI + -1C.] Of aposteriori origin. Hence
Fosterio'rically adv., in an a posteriori way.
1895 Athenaum -J

Dec. 796/1 The knowledge acquired
may be named prioric or posterioric, according as the one
condition or the other is distinguished. Ibid., A conclusion

may be prioric though drawn from premises obtained

posteriorically.

Posteriori'stic, a. [1. POSTERIOR + -ISTIC.]
Of or belonging to Aristotle's two books of

Posterior Analytics; as posterioristic doctrine, a
doctrine contained in these

; poslerioristic uni-
versal : see quot. Opposed to PRIORISTIC. Hence
Posteriori' stically adv.
c 1600 Timon iv. iii. (Shaks. Soc.) 67 Thou art moued

uici. rntios. 11. 740/1 t osierionstic dictum a? omni and !

Posterioristic universal', universal predication as defined I

by Aristotle in the fourth chapter of the first book of the
Posterior Analytics^ where it is defined as the negative of I

the particular :. .' I call that universally predicated (de omni]
'

which is not in something, in something not, nor now is,

'

now is not '.

Posteriority (ptiri||rriti). [prob. a. AF. '

^posteriority ad. med.L. posteriority (i3th c. in
\

Bracton), f. L, posterior POSTERIOR : see -ITY. Cf.

F. posteriority (igth c. in Littre).]
1. The state or quality of being later or subsequent

:

in time. Opposed to priority.
1387-8 T. USK Test. Love m. iv. (Skeat)l. 166 All thinges,

!

that been in diuers
timesj

and in diuers places temporel, \

without posteriorite or priorite, been closed ther in per- \

petuall nowe. 1587 GOLDING De Alornay (1592) 131 By a ;

certeine maner and kinde of posterioritie. 1683 CAVB
j

Ecclesiastici 319 The Preposition, .implies.. a Posteriority t

in point of time. 17x6 AYLIFFE Parcrgon no This Priority :

or Posteriority of Birth comes no less in enquiry to the '

Ordinary. 1883 SALMON Introd. N. T. xi. 242 To establish i

the posteriority of two of our Canonical Gospels,

tb. Law. See quot. 1607. Obs.

1513 FITZHERB. Surv. 23 b, If the tenaunt holde of two
lordes by knight seruyce, of one by priorite and of another
by posteryorite and dye, the lorde that the tenaunt holdeth
of by priorite shall haue the warde of the body, be it heyre
male or heyre female. 1607 COWELL Interpr., Posteriority
is a word of comparison and relation in tenure, the correlatiue
whereof is prioritie. For a man holding lands or tenements
of two lords, holdeth of his auncienter Lord by prioritie,
and of his later Lord by posterioritie.

2. Inferiority in order, rank, or dignity. Novrrare.
1534 in W. H. Turner Select. Rec. Or^nf (1880) 123 That

the..Chaunr and Schollers might be befor them.., and so
to spite the said May1 and Comminaltie from their prioritie
to posterioritie. 1644 MAXWELL Prerog. Chr. Kings xv.

146 How can a Society be imagined without order? and
how order without priority and posteriority? 1678 CUD-
WORTH Intell. Syst. i. iv.

36. 598 There must of necessity
be. .a priority and posteriority, .of dignity as well as Order
amongst them. 1704 NORRIS Ideal World n. xiii. 571,
I mean that order of priority or posteriority, according to
which this application is to be made.

f3. The back, the back parts of the body.
Obs. rare" 1

.

c 133* DEWES Introd. Fr. n. CC iij, Moyses by the graunt
of god dyd merite to se his posterioritie [F. merita deveoir
sa posteriorite\ cf. Exod. xxxiii. 23 mea Posteriora\ the
whiche is to vnderstande his workes.

Posteriorly (p^stie-riajli), adv. [f. POSTERIOR
+ -LY 2.]

1. In a posterior position ; behind ; to the rear.

1597 A. M. tr. Guillemeaus Fr.Chintrg. * ivb, The two
doe demonstrate all extemall partes, as well anteriorlye as

posteriorlye. 1758 J. S. Le Dran's Obscn'. Snrg. (1771)

141 Below the Armpit, a little posteriorly. 1843 HUM-
!

PHREYS Brit, Mot/is g These stripes are blue anteriorly, and
'

white posteriorly. 1875 HOUGHTON Sketches Brit. Ins. 14
An oesophagus terminating posteriorly in a widened cavity.

f 2. At a later time, subsequently. Obs.

1799 KIRWAN Geol. Ess. 163 Rifts posteriorly choaked up.
1849 in B. Gregory Side Lights Conft. Meth. 457 That
pledge was given . . posteriorly.

fPosterioTuma, sb.pl. Obs. [L. posteriontm,

gen. pi. ofposterior later, hinder, with Eng. pi. -j.j
1. The Posterior Analytics of Aristotle.

1593 G. HARVEY Piercers Sw/w. Wks. (Grosart) II. 114 As
very a crab-fish at an Ergo, as euer crawled-ouer Carters

Lbgique, or the Posteriorums of lohannes de Lapide. 1628
T. SPENCER Logick 20 Aristotle makes them these foure,
as wee may finde, in the n. chapter of the second booke of
his Posteriorums.

2. The posteriors: see POSTERIOR B. 2. (ludicrous?)
1607 R. C[AREW] tr. Esticnne's World of Wonders 262

Shewing her posteriorums which way soeuer she went.

1653 URQUHART Rabelais \. xliv, My Lord Posterior you
shall have it upon your posteriorums.

t PosteTioua, a. Obs. rare~~ l
. [irreg. f. L.

poster-us coming after, or posterior ,
-ius cornp. : see

-ous.] Subsequent, posterior.

POSTERN.

1673 Mem. Fraser ofBrae in Sel. Biog, (Wodrow Soc. } 1 1.

303 Election by the people is posterious to this call of God.

Posterity (ppste'rltl). [ME. posteritc^ a. F.

posttrite (i4th c. in Hatz. -Darin.), ad. L. posteritds
the condition of coming after, after timej posterity,
i. poster-us corning after : see -ITY.]
1. The descendants collectively of any person ;

all who have proceeded from a common ancestor.

Also//, (obs. : quot. 1676) ; alsoyS^. (quot. 1847).
1387 TRKVISA Higden (Rolls) VII. 115 pe monk asked of

be posterite of Edward and of be successours of reignynge.
c 1450 Afirour Salttacioun 743 Crist moght noght be borne
of hire posteritee. 1535 COVERDALE Job v. 25 Thy posterite
shalbe as the grasse vpon the earth, 1553 EDEN Treat.
N'ewc Ind. (Arb.) 24 They ioyne in mariage . . for ye encrease
of posteritie. 1676 ALLEN Address Nonconf. iSSThe liazard
we run of exposing our posterities to lose the substance by
our contending for circumstance. 0:1727 NEWTON Chronol.
Amended i. (1728) 118 The Kingdom of Argos became
divided among the posterity of Temenus. 1847 EMERSON
ReJr. Jlfctt, Plato f 2 No wife, no children had he, and the
thinkers of all civilized nations are his posterity.
2. f a. A later generation (with plural}. Obs,

b. All succeeding generations (collectively).
1535 COVERDALE Ps. lx.\i[i]. 17 His name shal remayne

vnder the sonne amonge the posterites, which shal be
blessed thorow him. 1560 DAUS tr. Slcidtatt^s Cotnm. 201

Hys memoryal shal endure to the last posterytle. 1581
PETTIE Guazzo's Civ. Conv. \. (1586) A vij b, Why should
not we doe as much for the posteritie, as we haue receiued
ofthe antiquitiu? 1594 T. B. La Primaitd. F>\ Acad. \\.

29 It was necessary that some should write thereof for their

good, as also for the benefit of posteritie. 1606 G. \\'[OOD-

COCKE] Hist. Ivstine vm. 39 Their old household Goddes,
to wliich many posterities had giuen their deuotion. 1609
TOURNF.UR Funeral Po<?i 4 And that shall never dye But
with it live to all Posteritie. 1650 S. CLARKE Eccl. Hist. \.

(1654) 28 Yet his learning is admired by all Posterities.

1758 JOHNSON Idler No. 3^5 The ocean and the sun will

last our time, and we may leave posterity to shift for them-
selves. 1800 COLQCHOUN Cotnm. Thames ix. 284 They will

deserve the Thanks of the Nation, and the Gratitude of

Posterity. 1899 Daily News 2 May 6/6
'

Posterity has done
nothing for us. Why should we do anything for posterity?

'

Such is the simple creed of neo-Conservative finance.

1 3. = POSTERIORITY i . Obs. rare.

1531 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W.) 199 b, In god is no acci-

dentall thynge nor priorite or posterite, ne ony order of tyme.
Postern (p<?u'st3Jn), s&. (tf.) Also 4postorne,
5-6 postrene, -rem, 6 -ron, -rum, -rome.

[ME. a. OF. posterne (Rom. de Rose 1160-76;
mod.'F.poterfte), altered from OF. posterle\ late L.

posternla a back way (Ammianus a 400), a small

back door or gate (S. Cassian 17450), in med.L.

posterla. posterna (Du Cange), dim. of poster-us
that is behind.]
1. A back door; a private door ; any door or gate

distinct from the main entrance ; a side way.
c 1290 S. Eng. Leg. I. 196/98 pe Duyk. .a-scapede a-wey

bi one posterne stille liche. 13.. K. Alis. 4593 (Bodl. MS.)
Darrie berwhiles stale away By a Posterne \v.r, postorne]
a pryue way. c 1440 Gcnerydes 2559 Ther was A postrene
yssuyng owt ofthe Citee. 1513 BRADSHAW .57. Werburge u.

1350 Closed at euery ende witTi a sure postron. 1535 STEWART
Cron.Scot. II. 524 At ane postrum,quhairpf rycht few tuke

cuir, The kingis cors rycht quyetlie tha buir. 1593 SHAKS.
Rich. //, v. v. 17 It is as hard to come, as for a Catnell To
thred the posterne of a Needles eye. 1600 FAIRFAX Tasso
11. xxix, And in that window made a postren wide, a 1654
SELDEN Table-T. (Arb.j 35 The other Doors were but
Posterns. 1828 ELMES Metrop. Improv. 21 The gate.. is

in 3 divisions, a carriage way and 2 posterns for foot-

passengers divided by stone piers. 1874 GREEN Short
Hist. ii. 7. 98 She escaped in white robes by a postern.

b. Fortif. (See quots.)
1704 J. HARRIS Lex. Techn. I, Postern, in Fortification,

is a false Door usually made in the Angle of the Flank, and
of the Curtain, or near the Orillon for private Sallies. 1879
Cassell's Techn. Ednc. IV. 138/2 When such a tunnel serves

as the means of access to the ditch and outworks, it is called

a postern.

2. Jig, a. A way of escape or of refuge, b. An
entrance other than the usual and honourable one :

cf. BACK-DOOR 2. c. An obscure passage.
1579 TOMSON Calvin's Serfti. Tim. 66i/i Nowe hee began

with lesus Christe, to the ende that he might be a posterne
for vs all. a 1618 RALEIGH Prerog. Par/. (1628) 29 For this

Maxime hath no posterne, Potestas humana radicatur
voluntatibns hominum. 1642 FULLER Holy fy Prof. St. in.

xxv. 229 Others.. not going through the porch of humane
Arts, but entring into Divinity at the postern, have made
good Preachers. 167* SIR T. BROWNE Let. Friend 40 So
closely shut up. .as not to find some escape by a postern of

resipiscency. 1742 YOUNG Nt. Th. i. 224 Thro' the dark
Postern of Time long elaps'd, Led softly, by the Stillness of
the Night. 1831 SIR W. HAMILTON Discuss. (1852) 427
Does dispensation afford a postern of escape?

f 3. The latter or hinder part. Obs. rare.
1611 B. JONSON in Coryat Crudities Tit!e-p., Then in the

Posterne of them looke, and thou shall find the Posthume
Poems of the Authors Father. 1616 Devil an Ass v. vi,

Cast care at thy posternes ; and firke i* thy fetters.

B. atirib. or as adj. Placed at the back
; private,

side, inferior, esp. in. postern door m gate ; alsoyS^.
c 1350 Will. Palerne 2166 But passeden out priueli at J>e

posterne gate, c 1400 Gamelyn 590 At a posterne gate

Gamelyn out went. 1551 ROBINSON tr. Mont's Utopia n.

(1895) 130 A posternne doore on the backsyde into the

gardyne. a 1600 HOOKER Eccl. Pol. vi. v. 9 By this

postern-gate cometh in the whole mart of papal indulgences.

1683 CAVE Ecclesiastici 92 The Bowels, and all the In-

testina.. issued out of the Postern passage. 17*0 STRVFF

Stew's Sun: (1754) I. i. iv. 15/2 Just South, going down
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divers stone Steps, is the excellent Postern Spring, with an
iron Bowl and Chain fastened to catch the Water. 1813
SCOTT Rokeby v. xxix, Wilfrid half led, and half he bore,
Matilda to the postern door. 1873 HALE In His Name ix.

78 Whom he had met so unexpectedly by the postern gate
of the abbey. 1886 WILLIS & CLARK Cambridge III. 283
A large gateway-arch flanked by a postern -arch.

b. fig.
= * BACK-DOOR '

attrib.

1647 J. B[IRKENHEAD] Assembly-Alan (1662) 6 Yet these

infenour postern Teachers have intoxicated England. 1648
HERRICK Hester., To Weare, A Postern-bribe tooke, or a
Forked Fee.

Postero- (pp'stera), combining form of Lat.

poster-us hind, hinder, prefixed to adjectives,

chiefly forming anatomical terms, in the sense (a)
'hinder and ', as in postero-external, -inferior^

-interior, -internal, -median^ -superior ; (b} on the

back part of that which is
,
as postero-dorsal,

on the posterior part of that which is dorsal ;

postero-lateral, placed at the posterior end of a

lateral margin or part ; postero-temporal, behind
the post-temporal; postero-terminal, ending that

which is terminal ; postero-ventral, placed back-

wardly on the ventral aspect of something.
1847 YOUATT The Horse xvii. 357 It is situated on the

po-uero-external side of the haunch and thigh. 1849 DANA
Gcol. (1850) 687 Valves nearly flat, with a slight bending
over the postero-dorsal margin. 1852 Crust. I. 29 The
posterior portion of the Carapax consists of a postero-lateral
region, and a posterior region. 1854 OWEN in Orr's Circ.
Sc. I. Org. Nat. 197 The base of each neurapophysis has
an antero-internal. ., and a postero-internal surface. 1881
MIVART Cat 74 The postero-Inferior margin of the malar is

strongly concave. 1899 Allhutfs Syst. Med. VII. 10 The
postero-median columns, or columns of Goll. Ibid%\ The
postero-parietal or superior parietal lobule [of the brain].

tPo'Stery. Oat. rare, firreg. f. l^. poster-its ,

\A.posieri: see POSTERIOR.] -POSTERITY.
a 1548 HALL Chron., Hen, VIII 248 Perpetuall frendship

betwene the postery both. (11560 BECON Jewel of Joy
Wks. II. 22* b, They and their postery were not onely
deprlued of those pleasures and commodities,. . but also

vtterly damned for their disobedience. 1565 MS. Cott. Calig.
B. x. If. 290 Continuance of their families and posteries to

enjoy that which otherwise should come to them.

Post-eternity, Postethmoid, etc. : see POST-.

Post-exilian (p^stiegzi-lian, -eks-), a. [f.

POST- B. i + L. exilium EXILE sb. + -AX.] Of or

pertaining to the period of Jewish history subse-

quent to the Babylonian exile. Also Post-
exi'lic a.

1871 F. BOLTON tr. Delitzsch's Comm. Ps. cxviii. III. 223
It is without doubt a post-exilic song. 1877 MARTiNEAUtr.
Gcldzihers Mythol. Hebr. ix. 308 The postexilian interpre-
tations occurring in that of the Babylonian Isaiah. 1880
T. C. MURRAY Origin fy Growth Psalms ii. 46 The writings
of the post-exilic period. 1887 E. JOHNSON Antigua Mater
163 The ideas.. date from post-exilian times.

Fost-exi st, z>- rare. [f. POST- A. i + EXIST z>.]

intr. To exist after ; to live subsequently.
1678 CLDWORTH Intell. Syst. 37 Anaxagoras could not

but acknowledge, that all Souls and Lives did Prse and
Post exist by themselves, as well as those Corporeal Forms
and Qualities, in his Similar Atoms.
So Post-exi-stence [after PBE-EXISTENCE], exist-

ence after
; subsequent existence. Post-exi'stency,

post-existent condition. Fost-exi'stent a., exist-

ing afterwards or subsequently.
1678 CUDWORTH Intell. Syst. 35 That Conceit of Anaxa-

goras, of Prse and Post-existent Atoms, endued with all

those several Forms and Qualities of Bodies. Ibid, 38 These
two things were alwaies included together in that one
opinion of the Soul's Immortality, namely its Preexistence
as well as its Post-existence. 1716 M. 15*.\'\E&Athen.Brit.
II. 422 Not denying a pre-existency to Christ's human Body
(in the Arian sense.. it being suppos'd to be as much a
Creature as the least post-existency of a Worm). 1768-74
TUCKER Lt. Nat. (1834) I. 465 The spirits,, .who know
nothing of their pre-existence, and scarce anything of their

post-existence. 1865 Gv.QiE.Plato 1 1 1. 27 The post-existence,
as well as the pre-existence of the Soul is affirmed in the

concluding books.

Postey, variant of POUSTIE Obs., power.
Postface : see POST- A. i b.

t Po'Stfact. Obs. [ad. L. postfactum done

afterwards.] That which is done after
;
a subse-

quent act. Phr. upon the post-fact, rendering late
L. ex postfacto (in Digesf}^ after the fact or event,
subsequently, afterwards.
1631 HEVLIN St. George 91 lust as upon the post -fact, the

Normans fram'd that doughty tale of St. Romanus and
the Dragon. 1641 Proc. of some Divines i Some have
published, that there is a proper Sacrifice in the Lords
Supper, to exhibit Christs death in thePostfact, as there was
a sacrifice to prefigure in the old Law, in the Antefact. 1657
SANDERSON Serm. Pref. ii. 4 [To] win over his affections
to any tolerable liking thereof upon the Post-fact. 1687
TOWERSOM Baptism 296 Being likely enough to be thereby
dispos'd so far to acknowledge that authority and goodness,
as to own them upon the postfact by confession.

Postfactor, -febrile, -femoral: see POST-
A. ib, B. i, 2.

||
Post factum. [L.,

= after the fact.] After
the event.

1753 HANWAY Trav. (1762) I. i. vn. 28 Reasonings post
factum, argue rather our experience than our wisdom.

f Postfe'rment. iwnce-wd. [f.
POST- A, after

preferment.} Removal to an inferior office; the

opposite dipreferment.

a 1661 FULLER Worthies, Durham (1662) i. 294/2 Alex.
Nevil . . Arch-Bishop of York . . was translated . . to St.

'

Andrews.. .This his translation was a Post-Ferment, seeing
' the Arch-Bishoprick of St. Andrews was subjected in that

age unto York.

Po'st-fine. Law. Obs. exc. Hist, [f. POST- B.

ic + FlNE J^. 1] A duty formerly paid to the

Crown for the royal licence (licentia concordandi]
to levy a fine :

= KING'S silver (b} t

Called the post-fine as distinguished from the pre-fine
which was due on the writ.

1607 COWELL Interfir.) Post flue, is a duty belonging to

the king for a fine formerly acknowledged before him in

his court which is paid by the cognizee, after the fine is

fully passed, and all things touching the same wholly ac-

complished. 1620 Naivorth Househ. Bks. (Surtees) 145 For

thechargels of a post-fyne. .in Candelmase tearm for 4 tone
of wyne. 1758 Act 32 Geo. //, c. 14 i The Officer.,

whose Duty it is to set and indorse the Pre-fine payable. .,

shall.. at the same Time, set the usual Post Fine. 188748^/1

Rep. Dep. Kpr. Records 642 Receipts given on behalf of

the Farmers of Post Fines for the several amounts of Post
Fines received from the Sheriffs of the several counties.

Postfix ^pyu-st|fiks), sb, [f. POST- A. i b + Fix

v., after PREFIX sb.] A word, syllable, or letter

affixed or added to the end of a word
;
a suffix.

1805 G. DYER Restor. A tic. Alodes bestowing Names 43
Diminutive postfixes were added to the names of streams,
&c. Sruth is Gaelic for stream ; Sruthan is little stream.

1877 SAYCE in Trans. Philol. Soc. 128 The Accadian postfix.
1881 A. H. KEANE in Nature XXIII. 220/2 The structure

of the language is entirely different, being highly aggluti-
nating, and employing both pre- and post-fixes.

Hence Postfrxal (-ft'xial) a., of the nature of a

postfix, or characterized by postfixes.
1887 SAYCE in JrnL Anthrop. Inst. Nov. 170 The postfixal

languages of Central Asia. 1893 T. DE C. ATKINS Kelt or
Gael \. 7 The expressions prefixial, postfixial, and poly-
synthetic are distributed among the groups.

Postfix (p0ust|fi'ks), v.
[f.

POST- A. i a + Fix
z>.]

trans. To affix after, or at the end ; to append as

a postfix (to a word, etc.). Hence Postfi'xed

/// "
J Postfi-xing vbl. sb.

1819 G. S. FABER Dispensations (1823) I. 358 See Bishop
Sherlock's Dissert, i. postfixed to his Discourses on Prophecy.
1835 Eraser's Mag. XI. 619 How impossible it is that he
should prefix a 6Vr, and postfix at the same time the Bart,
to his name. 1874 SAVCE Contpar. Philol. vii. 282 The
Aryan plural is formed by a postfixed s. 1897 G. B. GRAY
in Expositor Sept. 184 In post-exilic names the post-fixing
occurs many times more frequently than the prefixing.

|| Postfrnum, -frenum (p^stjftrnom). Ent.

[mod.L., f. POST- B. 2 + Fn.fcNUM.J (See quots.)
1826 KIRBY & SP. Entomol. III. xxxiii. 380 Postfr&nwn

(the Postfraewuii). In Coleoftera the part of the Meta-
thorax in which the Postscutellum lies. . . In general it may
be defined, the part that intervenes between the Postscu-
tcllum and the A bdomen. Ibid. xxxv. 570 In the Orthoptera
Order, . . the postscutellitm and postfrxnum are mere
counterparts of the dorsolum, scuteflum, and franum.

Post-free, a. [f. POST sb.~ + FREE a. 32 : cf.

Ger. post-frei.} Free from charge for postage,
either as being officially carried free of charge, or

as being prepaid.
i88a in OGILVIE (Annandale). 1886 in Casselts Diet.

Postfrontal (p^st,frp-ntal), a. (sb.} Anat.
and Zool. ff. POST- B, 2 + \.. frons, front- fore-

head + -AL.J a. Situated behind the forehead, or

at the back of the frontal bone. b. Situated in

the hinder part of the frontal lobe of the brain.

185* DANA Crust, i. 383 The post-frontal sutures. 1854
OWEN Skel. % Teeth in Orr's Circ. Sc. I. Org. Nat. 189
The post-frontal . . region of the skulL 1809 Allbutfs Syst.
Med. VII. 273 The frontal lobe.. must be divided into a
prefrontal and a post-frontal area.

B. sb. (ettipt. for postfrontal process or bone}.
The external angular process of the frontal bone,
which is situated at the back part of the brim of

the orbit of the eye ;
in some animals (not above

birds) found as a distinct bone.

1854 WEN SkeL A Teeth in Orr's Circ. Sc. I. Org. Nat.
194 'Ihe post-frontal, .is a moderately long trihedral bone,
articulated by its expanded cranial end to the frontal and
parietal. Ibid. 206 These characters are retained in the

post-frontals as well as in the mastoids of the crocodiles.

1872 MIVART Elem. Anat. 101 A bone exists in the skull of
osseous Fishes which has often been called the '

post-frontal '.

HFostfurca (p0st|fz>'Jka). Entom. [mod.L.,
f. POST- A. 2+farca fork.] The hindmost of the

three apodemes, or processes for attachment of

muscles, in the thoracic somites of insects.
1826 KIRBY & SP. Entomol. III. xxxiii. 383 Ptstfurca

(the Postfurca). A process of the Endosternum, terminat-

ing in three subhonzontal acute branches, resembling the
letter Y.-to which the muscles that move the hind-legs, &c.
are affixed. 1877 HUXLEY Anat. Inv. Anim. vii. 404 Forked
or double apodemes, the antefurca, medifurca, and post,
furca, project from the sternal wall of each somite of the
thorax into the cavity.
Hence Fostfirrcal #., pertaining to or of the

nature of a postfurca. 1890 in Cent. Diet.

Postgenital : see POST- B. 2.

t Post-ge*nitnre. Obs. rare. [f.
POST- A. i b

+ GENITUEE.] The fact of being born after

another in the same family.
1658 SIR T. BROWNE Card. Cyrus i, A person of high

spirit and honour,, .naturally a King though fatally pre-
vented by the harmlesse chance of post-gen iture.

Post-glacial (-g&'Jttl), a. Geo/. [f. POST- B.

i b + GLACIAL.] Existing or occurring subsequent
to the glacial period or ice age.
1855 PHILLIPS I\[an. Geol. 31 Tertiary or Cainozoic Series

of Strata. . . Formations ; Postglacial. . . Glacial. . . Preglacial.
1863 Q. Rev. CXIV. 408 The remarkable conformity of
the preglacial and postglacial fauna. 1873 J* GEIKIE Gt.
Ice Age Pref. 7 The geological history of glacial and post-
glacial Scotland. 1877 DAWSON Orig. World y\\. 295 Man
comes in at the close of this cold period, in what is called
the Post-glacial age.

Postglenoid, -glenoidal : see POST- B. 2.

Post-gra*duate, a. (sb.} orig. U. S.
[f.

POST- B. i b + GRADUATE.] Pertaining or relating
to a course of study carried on after graduation.
1858 N. York Tribune 12 Nov. 5/5 Forming a portion of

the Post-Graduate Course of Columbia College. 1886
LOWELL Wks. (1890) VI. i63 Special and advanced courses
should be pushed on into the post-graduate period. 1901
Daily Chron. 15 Oct. 4/3 A new building in connection with
the Post-Graduate College, of the West London Hospital.
B. sb. A student who takes a post-graduate

course, or continues his studies after graduation.
1890 in Cent. Diet.

Posthabit (p^st,hse-bit), v. rare. [f. L. post-
habere to place after, f. post (cf. POST- A. i a) + L.

habere, habit- to hold, have.] trans. To place
after, make or hold as secondary to ; to esteem of

less importance.
1646 J. HALL Horse I'ac. 128 So deare ought truth to be

to us that we ought to post-habite our lives to the smallest

principle
of it. 1856 F. E. PAGET Owlet Oivlst. 37 Where

his comfort can be increased, even in the merest trifle, she
will never posthabit it to her own.

Post-hackney : see POST sb? 12.

Post-haste (p^'st^'st), sb., cufv., and adj.
! [app. from the old direction on letters

(

Haste,

post, haste*, where the words are POST sb.*

courier, and imper. of HASTE v. but afterwards

taken as an attrib. comb, of Po9r sb.2 and HASTE sb.

1538 CROMWELL in Life fy Lett. (1002) II. 130 From Saint
: James 4' Maij 30 R. R. Lorde Pnvie seal In hast, hast,

i post hast. 1558 Q. MARY in R. R. Sharpe Land. $ Kingd.
(1894) I. 480 Hast, hast post, hast, for lief, for lief, for lief,

!
for lief.J

A. sb. Haste or speed like that of one travel-

ling 'post'; great expedition in travelling, arch.

1545 ASCHAM Toxoph. (Arb.) 115 Yf he make Poste haste,
bothe he that oweth the horse, and he .. that afterwarde
shal bye the horse, may chaunce to curse hym. a 1548
HALL Ckroti., Ed-w. IV 218 b, The Duke of Somerset, with

Jhon erie of Oxenford, wer in all poste hast, flying towarde
Scotlande. 1555 PHILPOT in Foxe A. fy M. (1583) 1837/1
Farewel dear brother, written in posthast because of strait

keeping. 1568 GRAFTON Chron. II. 724 Rode he all that

poste haste, onely to blinde you ? 1586 J. HOOKER Hist.
Irel. in Hoiinsked II. 19/1 With all the hast and post hast

he could, he turneth a faire paire of heeles and runneth
awaie. 1681 FLAVEL Metli. Grace ix. 199 Messengers are
sent one after another in post-haste to the Physician. 1709

i
HEARNE Collect. 13 Mar. (O. H. S.) II. 176 You did not use
to write in Post-Hast. 1837 Commodore ff Daughter I. 39

,
It was mainly through the interest of his uncle that he was
made post with such post-haste.

B. adv. With the speed of a post; with all

possible haste or expedition.
1593 SHAKS. Rick. //, i. iv. 55 Old John of Gaunt, .hath

sent post haste To entreat your Maiesty to visit him. 1706
E. WARD Wooden World Diss. (1708) 2 Such as want to

ride Post-haste from one World to the other. 1709 STEELE
Tatler No. 2 p 2 Her Coach is order 'd, and Post-haste she
flies. 1839 JAMES Loitis A'/K, I. 8 This she sent post-haste
to the Duke of Lorraine. 1897 'SARAH TYTLKR' Lady
yeans Son 258 The lad who travelled post-haste to bring the

news.

t C. adj. Done with all possible speed ; expedi-
tious, speedy. Obs. rare~ l

.

1604 SHAKS. OtJu i. ii. 37 The Duke, .requires your haste,
Post-haste appearance, Kuen on the instant.

Hence f Post-lia-ste v. Obs. a. trans. To cause

I

to hasten, to hurry, b. intr. To hasten with all

speed.
1607 in Hist. Wakefield Gram. Sch. (1892) 68 He shall

neither post hast them in gramer, nor dull them with
exercises of writinge latine. 1628 FELTHAM Kesolves n.

xxxii. 102 The short-Iyu'd Flowre, and Portion Of poore,
sad life, post-hasteth to be gone.

Fost-hemiplegic, etc. : see POST- B. i.

Fosthetomy (pps>e*tomi). Surg. [irreg. f.

j

Gr. voaOrj prepuce + -rofua cutting.] Circumcision.

So Posthe tomist.

1853 DUNGLISON Med. Lex., Posthetomist, one who per-
forms the operation of circumcision. Ibid. t Posthetowy t

circumcision. 1895 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

Posthioplasty (pfs^pl^sti). Surg. Also

postho-. [f. Gr. TTuffdrj t^see prec.) and dim. woo-fto-y

+ -PLASTT.] Plastic surgery of the prepuce. So

Posthiopla'stic, postho-, a.

1842 DUNGLISON Med. Lcx. t Posthioplastic^ an epithet

applied to the operation for restoring the prepuce. 1874
VAN BUREN Dis. Genit. Org. 9 Absence of the prepuce..,
the operation for its restoral, posthioplasty. 1890 BILLINGS
Med. Diet., Posthioplastic. 1895 Syd. Soc. Lex., Postho-

plastic. . Posthioplasty, Posthoplasty.

Fosthippocampal : see POST- A. 2.

Posthitis (p^sjjai-tis).
Path. [mod.L., f. Gr.

iruffO-rj prepuce : see -ITI3.] (See quots.)
1842 DUNGLISON Med. Lc.r. t Posthitis^ inflammation of the

prepuce. 1861 BUMSTEAD I'en.Dis. (1879) 97 If the disease
be confined.. to the membrane covering the glans.it should.
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strictly speaking, be called balanitis ; if to the internal

surface of the prepuce, posthitis.

Postho- : see POSTHIO-.

Postliolder (p#'st,h0uld3i). [ad. Dn. post-

houder^ {.post POST sb.?> + houder HOLDER l
.]

In

Dutch colonial administration : A civil official in

charge of a trading settlement or post.
1812 ANNE PI.UMPTREE Ltchfenstetn's Trav. S. Afr. I.

177 Tlie house of the postholder at Mosselbay . . lies directly
at the upper end. 1852 H. W. PIERSON Atncr. Mission.
Mem. 270 They lodged in the house of the post-holder,
a Dutch officer. 1896 Dispute with Venezuela in Daily
News 23 July_ 5/5 The Dutch .. had instituted a regular
system of trading both with the Indian tribes and with their

Spanish neighbours up the Orinoco; and their Postholders
had special functions in controlling such trade.

Po st-hole. [ POST sbl + HOLE sb.] A hole

made in the ground .to receive the foot of. a post.
Also attrib. in the name of implements serving to

make such holes, as post'-hole auger ,
borer

^ digger.
1703 T. N. City ff C. Purc/iaser 134 The Fence must be

cross a Field.. where it is easie digging the Post-holes.
1888 A. T. PIERSON Evangelistic Work xxiiL 236 [They]
dug post-holes with their own hands. 1891 C. ROBERTS

Adrift Amer. 87 The job at which I was put first was
digging post holes, and. .1 found it rather a tough job.

Post-horn (p#rst|hm), [f. POST $b$ + HORN
sbj\ A horn formerly used by a postman or the

guard of a mail-coach, to announce arrival
;
now

often used on pleasure coaches.

1675 HEXHAM Dutch Dict. t Post-horen, Post-horn. 1677
Lond. Gaz. No. 1229/4 Thomas Moris a young man ..

with a gray Coat, and a leather pair of Breeches, and
a Post-horn in his Girdle,.. Rid away with a Chesnut
Coloured Gelding. 1782 COWPER Table Talk 33 The wretch
. .Who, for the sake of filling with one blast The post-horns
of all Europe, lays her waste. 1840 HOOD Up the Rhine
285 In the mean-time, the post horn kept blowing. 1881
W. H. STONE in Grove Diet. Mus. III. 21 Post/torn^ a
small straight brass or Copper instrument, varying in length
from two to four feet, of a bore usually resembling the
conical bugle more than the trumpet, played by means of
a small and shallow-cupped mouthpiece.

b. attrib. and Comb., as post-horn band] post-
horn pond-snail, Planorbis corneus, also called

rans-horn, from the form of its shell.

1864 SALA in Daily Tel. 16 July, A post-horn band.,

performing in some unlicensed place. 1901 Westm. Gaz.
16 Dec. 3/1 A good purple dye may also be got from the

posthorn pond snail.

Post-horse (p<?"-st,h/js). A horse kept at

a post-house or inn for the use of post-riders, or
for hire for the conveyance of travellers.

1527 GARDINER in Pocock Rec. Ref. I. 76 Now unless

post-horse serve us we cannot tell how to do. 1533 TUKE
Let. to Cromwell'mSt. Papers Hen. F///

?
I. 405 Wntinges,

sent for provision of post horses. 1575 in W. H. Turner
Select. Rec. Oxford (1880) 369 Neither the horses of ye
Chancellor or Schollers.., nor of their servaunts,. .should
be taken for post horses. 1617 MORYSON Itin. in. 61 In

England . .
,
Post-horses are established at every ten miles or

thereabouts, which they ride a false gallop after some ten
miles an hower. a 1627 HAYWARD Edw. VI (1630) 100
That he intended to fly to lernsey and Wales and laid

posthorses, and men, and a boat to that purpose. 1814
SCOTT IVav. Ixili, From Edinburgh to Perth he took post-
horses. 1835 MARRYAT Olla Podr. iv, With post-horses and
postilions we posted post haste to Brussels.

Post-house (p0u'st|haus). Obs. exc. dial. [f.

POST sb* + HOUSE j<M]
1. A post office. Obs. or dial.

1635 Proclamation in Rymer Fosdera (1732) XIX. 640/2
Which Letters to be left at the Post-house or some other

House, as the said ThomasWitherings shall think convenient.

1670 MARVKLL Corr. Wks. (Grosart) II. 324, I wrote to you
two letters, and payd for them from the posthouse here.

1761 MRS. F. SHERIDAN Sidney Bidulph III. 77 When I go
into the country a general direction to the post house may
suffice. 1855 ROBINSON IVhithy Gloss.^ Postltouse^ the post-
office.

t 2. An inn or other house where horses are kept
for the use of travellers ; a posting house. 06s.

1645 EVELYN Diary 28 Jan., We repos'd this night at

Piperno, in the Post-house without the towne. 1712 Lond.
Gaz. No. 5027/5 He alighted at the Post-house to change
Horses. 1819 BYRON Juan i. ciii, They are a sort of post-
house, where the Fates Change horses. 1833 L. RITCHIE
Wand, by Loire i6The main road running past the town. .,

and the post-house being at a little distance beyond.
t Po'sthumary a. Obs. = POSTHUMOUS. So
fPo'sthumate a.

1652 URQUHART Jewel Wks. (1834) 255 He left behind
him a posthumary book. 1684 T. GODDARD Plato's Demon
47 Charyllus, Posthumate Son to Polybita.

t Po'Sthume, # and sb. Obs. [a. F. posthume
adj. (1560 in Godef.), ad. L. post(h)umus last,

latest, posthumous : see POSTHUMOUS.]
A. adj. a. = POSTHUMOUS a.

1591 SYLVESTER Du Bartas i. v. 953 Two births, two
deaths, here Nature hath assign 'd her, Leaving a Posthume
(dead-live) seed behind her. 1659 H. L'ESTRANGE Alliance
Div. Ojfiiyj This posthume Apostle, -came late into Christs

Livery, a 1661 FULLER Worthies, Cumbld. (1662) 221/1
Posthume Children born after the death of their Father.

b. = POSTHUMOUS b.
1611 B. JoNSONinCoryatOK<rY/rVsTitIe-p., In the Posterne

. . thou shalt find the Posthume Poems of the Authors Father.
1659 (title) Posthume Poems of Richard Lovelace.

c. = POSTHUMOUS c.

IS97-8 Bp. HALL Sat. iv. Charge 23 Oh if my soule
could see their Post-hume spight, 1690 BOYLE Chr. Virtuoso

n. 21 The posthume State of Man is so dim and uncertain,
that we find even the greatest Men, among the Heathen,

speak, .doubtfully [of it]. 1691 HEYRICK Misc. Poems 35 To
claim The whole World's Curses and a Post-hume Fame.

d. Subsequent, residual, rare.
1662 J. CHANDLER Van Ifelmonfs Oriat. 187 That the

venal bloud..maybe made wholly capable to be breathed
thorow the pores, without a Post-hume or Future remem-
brance of a dreg. Ibid. 292 That post-hume and translated

gouty character or impression, doth stick fast by a here-

ditary right.

B. sb. a. A posthumous child. Alsoyf^
1

.

1598 SYLVESTER Du Bartas n. Sonn. i. 14 Our dear Parent
..Who.. to thy guard his Posthuines did bequeath. 1638
W. SCLATER Serm. Experimentalt To Rdr., They shew
themselves in publike but as Posthumes, raised as it were
out of almost eleven yeares of obscurity. 1692 in iWacfar-
lane's Gencalog. Collect. (1900) II. 142 SirThomas Maule. .

Son to Sir Thomas the Posthume.
b. A posthumous work : cf. POSTHUMUS B. b.

1631 R. SKENE in A. Craige's Rein. 3 This subsequent
Poesie, the Posthuines of a worthie Penne. 1676 BEAL in

Phil. Trans. XI. 585 Sir Ken. Digby's Post-hume hath

great varietie of Metheglins.

t Pcvsthumed, ///. a. Obs. rare. [f. as prec. +
-ED 1

.] Rendered posthumous, remaining after death.
rti66i FULLER Worthies (1662) i. 74 A Stranger ..would

hardly rally my scattered and posthumed Notes.

Postlmmeral : see POST- 13. 2.

fPosthu-mial, a. Obs. rare l

.
= POSTHUMOUS.

1605 SYLVESTER Die Bartas, Corona Dcd., All the Post-
humiall race of that rare Spirit.. Thougli born, alas ! after
their Father's death.

f Posthu-mian, a. Obs. rare-*. (See quot.)
1656 BLOUNT Glossogr^Posthitmian^ following or to come,

that shall be.

Posthumous (p^stirfmos), a. (sb^ Also 8

postumous. [f. L. postumus last, late-born,

posthumous, superl. f, post after
;

in late L. written

posthumus through erroneous attribution to humus
the earth, or (as explained by Servius) humare to

bury: see -ous.] Used generally of anything which

appears after the death of its originator.
a. Of a child : Born after the death of its father.

1619 DRUMM. OF HAWTH. Conv. B. Jon-son Wks. (1711)
224 He [Ben Jonson] . . was posthumous, being bom a
month after his father's death. 1677 W. HUBBARD Narra-
tive 2 North-America this posthumous birth of time. 1709
STEELE & ADDISON Taller No. no F6 Some Posthumous
Children, that bore no Resemblance to their elder Brethren.
1818 CRUISE Digest (ed. 2) VI. 574 The statute of King
William, which puts posthumous children on the same foot-

ing with children born in the lifetime of their ancestor.

b. Of a book or writing : Published after the

death of the author.
1668 HALE Rollers Abridgment Pref. a j b, It is a Post-

humous work, which never underwent the last Hand or
Pensil of the judicious Author. 1796 BURKE Regie. Peace
iii. Wks. VIII. 300 What plea.. can be alledged, after the

treaty was dead and gone, in favour of this posthumous
declaration? 1837-9 HALLAM Hist. #.(1847) III. 207 The
posthumous volumes appeared in considerable intervals.

c. Of an action, reputation, etc. : Occurring,
arising, or continuing after death.
1608 BP. J. KING Serin. 5 Nov. 37 A posthumous, peni-

tent confession (after the conspirators were most of them
dead, and almost rotten) of one of the complices themselues.

1642 FULLER Holy $ Prof. St. in. v. 164 For he that was
buried with the bones of EHsha, by a Posthumous miracle
of that Prophet, recovered his life by lodging with such a
grave-fellow. 1736 BUTLER Anal. i. i. Wks. 1874 I. 30 Our

fame, but impossible to be so with posthumous bread and
cheese. 1882 FARRAR Early Chr. I. 77 He had begged that
his body might be burned without posthumous insults.

+ B. sb. A posthumous child. Obs. rare.
a 1648 LD. HERBERT Life (1886) 23 My brother Thomas

was a posthumous . . born some weeks after his father's death.

1718 S. SEWALL Diary 19 Mar. (1882) III. 177 Marry Sam.
Badcock, a posthumous, and Martha Healy.

Fo'Sthumously, adv. [f. prec. + -LY 2
.] In

a posthumous manner, condition, or state ; after

death
; after the death of the father or author.

1783 Attcroiiry's Corr. I. 23 note, The 'Register' [of
bishop Kennet] was posthumously published, from his MS.
Collections, in 1728. 1867 J.B. DAVIS Thesaurus Crani-
orum 15 The two latter [ancient Scottish skulls] are post-
humously distorted. 1884 Ckr. Comtniv. 12 June 833/2 He
seems to be even more mischievous posthumously than
while corporeally present.

|] Posthumus (pp-stirfmos), a. and sb. [L.

po$t(Ji)umus POSTHUMOUS.]
f A. adj. POSTHUMOUS a. Obs.

1591 LD. BURCHLEY in Fortescue Papers (Camden) Pref. 7
Though he be posthumus by his fathers death, being borne
after. 1660 R. COKE Just. Vind. Pref. 5 No man that
ever was born in the World, which was not a Posthumus
King, but was born in subjection, not onely to bis Parents,
or as a Servant in a Family.
B. sb. fa. (pi. -i.) A posthumous child. Obs.

1638 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. (ed. 2) 273 He was a post-
humus, and the crowne set upon his mothers belly, a 1677
HALE Prim. Orig. Matt, i. iv. 109 It is as evident that the
Grandfather and Father and Son did as really make up a
multitude,., though the Father and Son were both Post-
hnmi, as if they all had or did all now exist together.

b. neut.pl. posthuma. Posthumous writings.
t 1655 OWEN Vind.

f Evang. Wks. 1853 XII. 8 The passages
intimated are in his posthuma. 1669 STURMY Mariner's
Mag. i. iL 35, I shall quote some more remarkable Places in

Posthuma Fosteri. 1905 G. SAMPSON Keats's Poems Pref.,
Most reprints give the order of Keats's own three volumes
with Lord Houghton's poathuma appended.
Post-hypnotic : see POST- 13. r.

tPo'Stic, a. Obs. [ad. L. posticus hinder,
posterior, f. post behind

; cf. antlctts ANTIC, Ax-
TIQUK.] Hinder, posterior,

* back '.

a 1638 MEDE Wks. (1672) 237 The lowest and most postick
members of all. 1646 SIR T. KROWNE Pseud. F.p. in. xvij.

(1686) 116 The postick and backward position of the feminine
parts in quadrupedes. 1664 BUTLEK Hud. \\. i. 208 A Saxon
Duke did grow so fat, That Mice.. Eat Grots and Laby-
rinths to dwell in His postick parts without his feeling.
So f Po-stical a. Obs.

1657 TOMLINSON Rcnou's Disp. 471* Two doors; one an
outward door, the other postical or inward.

II Posticlie (postrj), a. and sb. [F., adj., ad.

It. posticcio counterfeit, feigned : L. type *pos(i)-
ticiitS) i. pos(i]tus placed, put.]
A. adj. a. Counterfeit, artificial, b. Applied

to an ornament superadded to a finished work of

sculpture or architecture, esp. when inappropriate.
1854 THACKERAY Newcomes I. xxxi. 306 Sometimes the

Duche.ss appeared with these postiches roses, sometimes
of a mortal paleness.

B. sb. a. An imitation substituted for the real

thing, b. Counterfeiting, feigning, pretence.
1876

' OIIDA
'

ll'inicr City ii, Fastidiousness at any rate,
is very good postiche for modesty. 1885 MRS. LYNN LINTON
in Life xviii. (1901) 251, [I] despised with loathing the
. . humbug and postiche of the whole matter.

Posticous (p^stsi'kss), a. Bot. [f. 'L.postTc-us
hinder (sec POSTIC) + -ous.] Posterior, hinder :

applied variously to parts of a floweror inflorescence.
1866 Trcas. Bot.gzz Positions, turned away from the axi.s

of a flower, as some anthers whose dehiscence takes place
next the petals; also, stationed on that side of a flower
which is next the axis. 1870 HOOKER Stint. Flora 271 Stigma
obtuse, .. posticous lobe very small. 1880 GRAY Struct. Bot.
vi. 6 i.ed. 6) 253 An anther is Extrorse, i.e. turned outward,
or Posticous, when it face;, toward the perianth.

11 Posticum (p^tai'k^m). Arch. [L. posticum
back door, rear of a building (Vitr.), prop. neut.

ofposticus adj.: see POSTIC.]
a. A back door or gate. b. A portico or

apartment at the back of an ancient Greek or

Roman temple, behind the celfa
t
and corresponding

to the pronaos in front: in Greek called opistho-
domos. c.

' Eccl. A reredos' (Cent. Diet.'},

1704 J. HARRIS Le.v. Techn. I, Fosticum is the Postern

Gate, or Back-door of any Fabrick. 1776 R. CHANDLER Trav.
Greece xiv. 72 In the sculpture of the posticum. .Theseus
is distinguished in the same manner. 1820 T. S. HUGHES
Trav. Sicily I. x. 286 The columns, .belonged either to the

posticum or pronaos of the temple.

Fostie, variant of POI'STIE Obs. t power.
fPo'stify, v. Obs. nonce-ivd. [f. POST sb* t

after crucify.] trans. To fix or nail to a post.
1624 GKE Foot out of Snare 29 The nalle with which it

was crucified or rather
ppstified.

This my new-coyned
word fits their new-found Fable.

Postil (pp'stil), sb. Now only Hist. Forms:

5 (9) postille, (6 posthill), 6-7 postell, 6-7
(9) postill, 7 postal, postle, 5- postil. [ME. a.

F. pastille (1357 in Godef.), = It., Pg. postilla,

Sp. postela, ad. med.L. postilla a gloss on the

gospel. Of uncertain origin : Du Cange suggests,
from the words 'post ilia (verba textus}

' '
after

those (words of the text) ', with which the postil

may have been introduced. Another suggestion is

that the word is a dim. of posta in sense *

page' :

evidence is wanting. See also APOSTIL $b.~\

1. A marginal note or comment upon a text of

Scripture, or upon any passage or writing.
c 1420 WyclifsBibleVt. 686b, Pro!, i Cor. (MS. Em. Coll. 2),

A postille here. Poul wroot this pistil toCorinthis, that ben
of Acaie [etc.]. 1587 in yd Rep. Hist. jl/SS. Contm. (1872)

283/2 Pointes of the memorial! . . with postils to the same.

1615 SIR R. COTTON in Bucclcuch MSS. (Hist. MSS. Comm.)
I. 163 The Duke's letter .. answered by way of postle..

gproposition[s].
(11734 NORTH Lives (1826) I. 399 These

is lordship had. -titled. .' Impudent Assertions', to which
I will annex a postil for explanation. 1891 A. M. EARLE
Sabbath in Puritan N. Eng. xii. 166 Tender liitle memorial

postils are frequently written on the margins of the pages.
2. A series of such comments, a commentary or

exposition ; spec, an expository discourse or homily
upon the Gospel or Epistle for the day, read or

intended to be read in the church service.

1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 244/1 Mayster Alysaundre . .

reherseth in hys postillys upon this worde mercy and trouthe

haue mette togydre. 1563-87 FOXE A. $ M. (1596) 248/1
The said Langton also made postils vpon the whole Bible.

a 1661 FULLER Worthies^ Northampt. (1662! n. 290 He
wrote Postills on the Proverbs, and other Sermons. 1710
tr. Dupin's Eccl. Hist. i6t/t C. I. HI. 434 He wrote also,,

some Postils or Homilies on the Gospels.
b. A book of such homilies.

1566 BECON (title) A new Postil Conteinyng most Godly
and learned sermons vpon all the Sonday Gospelles. 1603

Vestry Bks. (Surtees) 141 Item a postell, a Comunion booke,
a salter. 1888 Bibliotheca Sacra Jan. 136 The old prayer-
books and the old Lutheran postils were still frequently used.

3. attrib. and Comb.
a 1635 SIBBES Bowels Op. iii. Wks. 1859 II. 40 Too much

curiosity is loathsome and postill-like and calleth the mind

too much from the kernel to the shell, a 1679 T. GOODWIN
148-2



POSTIL.

in Spurgeon Trcas. Dtxv. Ps. x!. 7 Rejected, as being too

like a postil gloss. 17*1 STRVPE EccL Mem. III. xiii. 120

April 30 [1554] began the postil mass at St. Paul's, at five

a clock in the morning every day.

t Postil, v. Obs. [a. obs. .postil(l}er (ijth c.

in Godef.), ad. me<\.L. postilldre (1243 Trivet in Du
Cange), f. postilla POSTIL sb. See also APOSTIL v.]

1. trans* To make or write comments on, or

marginal notes in ; to comment upon, annotate.

1460 CAPGRAVE Chron. (Rolls) 154 Hewe a cardinal of the

order of Prechouies, that postiled al the Bible. 1609 BIBLE

(Douay) Exod. xx. Comm., Melancthon postilling the first

Precept, sayth: Papistes invocate Sainctes, and worship
Images. i6aa BACON Hen. VII^211 In some places Postilkd

in the Margent with the Kings hand. 1871 J. E. B. MAYOR
in Jrnl. Philol. 290 Schoolmasters and undergraduates,
who.. are accustomed to

'

postil
'

their lexicons.

2. intr. To write comments.
ai59 SKELTON Col. Cloutc 755 To postell upon a kyry.

1617 HALES Gold. Ran. i. (1673) 19 That vein of postilling
and allegorising on Scripture, which for a long time had

prevailed in the Church.

Postilion, postillion (p^sti'lyan), Also

6-7 postilion, 7 postilian. [a. F. postilion

(1538 in Godef.), ad. It. postiglione 'a postilion,

a postes guide, a forerunner' (Florio), f. It. posta
POST sb.- + -iglione^ compound suffix (cf. vermil-

ion}; so Sp. postilion, Pg, postilkao.]

f 1, (See quots. ) Obs.

1591 PERCIVALL Sj>. Dicf., Postilion^ a postilion, a guide
for a post, dux praccursoris. 1611 COTGR., Postilion, a

Postilion, Guide, Posies boy. 1658 PHILLIPS, Postilion,

(French) a Post's guide, or fore-runner,

t b. fig. A forerunner. Obs.

a 1586 SIDNEY Arcadia in. (1891) 318 But when he strake,

. .hisarme seemed still a postillion of death. 1647 FANSHAWE
tr. Pastor Fido i. i. n Seest thou yon Star of such excelling
hew The Suns Postillion 'i

t 2. One who rides a post-horse, a post-boy;
a swift messenger. Obs.

1616 BULLOKAR Eng. Ex^os., Postilion^ a speedy poste or

messenger. 1678 Land. Gaz. No. 1281/4 ^ is now ôur

days since any Vessel, Post or Postillion came from Ghent
to Bruges. 1708 Ibid. No. 4464/6 The Postillion of Ghent
is just now arrived, with Letters to Mr. de Caris.

Jig. c 1645 HOWELL Lett. (1650) I. To Rdr., Those wing'd
Postillions that can fly, From the Antartic to the Artie sky.
Ibid, I. viii. 14 Those swift Postillions my thoughts find you
out daily. 1685 Gracians Courtiers Orac. 160 These are

the Postillions of life, who to the s,wift motion of time, add
the rapidity of their own minds.

3. One who rides the near horse of the leaders

(or formerly sometimes, each of the riders of the

near horses) when four or more are used in a car-

riage or post-chaise ; esp* one who rides the near

horse when one pair only is used and there is no
driver on the box.

1623-33 FLETCHER S: SHIRLEY Night-lValker n. iii, Thou
shalt have horses six, and a postilion. 1632 MASSISGER

City Aladdin H. ii, Drawn by six Flanders mares, my
coachman, grooms, Postillion, and footmen. 1771 N.
NICHOLLS Corr. iu. Gray (1843) 118 The Yarmouth coach,
when it has gone at all, has gone with eight horses and four

postilions. 1811 WELLINGTON in Gurw. DcsJ>. VIII. 286

The account of the rations issued to the post horses and

mules, and postillions. 1881 BESANT & RICK Chapl. o/
Fleet III. 173 They called aloud to the postilions to stop
the horses.

fig- '656 COWLEY Pindar. Odes
t
Mitse i, Let the Postilion

Nature mount, and let The Coachman Art be set.

4. (transf. from 3.) See quot.
1888 GOODE A>nert Pishes 8 The use of supplementary

floats, or
'

postillions ',. .to keep the line from sinking.

6. postilion-basque : see 6.

6. attrib. and Comb., as postilion harness ^saddle^

whip\ postilion-wise adv. ; in recent use applied
to female costume imitating that of a postilion, as

postilion-basque, -belt, -tad, etc.

1676 W. PERWICH Despatches (Camden) 311 They.. tore

all his cloaths off, and with two postilion whips scurgedhim
. .severely. 1689 Lond. Gas. No. 2475/4 A Postilion Saddle
of black Leather. 1794 W. FELTON Carriages (1801) II. 153
A postillion, .harness is the same expence as either the

postillion or wheel harness of the other sort. 1840 DICKENS

Barn.Rudgt lix, One of them.. sat postillion-wise upon the

near horse. 1850 Cent. Diet,, Postilion-basque, a woman's

basque having its skirt cut at the back into short square
tabs or coat-tails, after the fashion of a

postilion's
coat.

Postilion-belt^ a leather belt with a large buckle, worn by
ladies about 1860. 1904 Daily Chron. 2 Jan. 8/4 The
postilion tabs at the back of the bodice. Ibid. 28 May 8/4
The corslet belt, with postillion back.

Hence Posti'lioned.postill- (-yand) a., provided
with or ridden by a postilion ; Posti'l(l)ioness, a

female postilion ; Posti'lionize v. tram., to pro-
vide with a postilion, or to ride as a postilion.
1809 in Spirit Pub. jfrn/s. XIII. 165 Then spank away

drives I, .. with my six greys (postilionized) against all

England ! 1858 B. TAYLOR North. Trav. xxxv. 378 At
Vik . . we parted with the postillioness and with our host of
Kettbo. 1879 Daily News 25 Nov. 5/6 Lord Rosebery,. .

driving down in an open barouche drawn by four magnificent

horses, daintily postillioned.

t Po'Stillary, . Obs. rare. [f. med.L. *po-
stilldri-tts (Du Cange has postillarium as sb.), f.

postilla POSTIL + -ous.] Of the nature of a *

postil'.

1653 HAMMOND Paraphr. W. T. Advt, Purposely abstaining
from, .all postillary observations.

Po'Stillate, - rare. [f. ppl. stem of med.L.

postillare : see POSTIL v. and -ATJE ^.]
= POSTIL v.

1172

43-5 tr. Higdcn (Rolls) VIII. 235 Hewe frere of the

ordre Precheours..whiche postulate alle the bible [quitotant
bibliam postillavit], and compilede grete concordances on
the bible. 11864 C. KNIGHT (Webster), Tracts .. which

belonged to George III and in a few instances are postulated

by his own hand. 1864 D. P. KIDDER Homiletics iv. 95
With the.. Reformation both the idea and the practice of

postulating were superseded by evangelical preaching.

"t*
b. *

Formerly, To preach by expounding

Scripture, verse by verse, in order '

(Webster 1847).
Hence Fostilla'tion, the writing of postils.

1847 WEBSTER, Postillation, exposition of Scripture in

preaching. 1864 Ibid., Postillation, the act of postulating.

Fostillator ^ystiU'tai). Also 4 -our. [a.

med.L. postillator, agent-n. i.postilldre : see POSTIL

v. and -OR.] next.

1382 WYCUF Prol. 58 Myche sharpHere and groundliere
than manie late postillatouris, eithir expositouris, ban don.

1613 SPELMAN De non Tenter. EccL (1846) 38 Great Hugo
Cardinalis, the first Postillator of the Bible. 1872 R. C.

JKNKIXS in Archzol. Cant. VIII. 64 The Postillator on the
' Summa '

of St. Raymond.

t PO' Stiller. Otis. Also 6 postilar, 7

postillar, -iler, -eller. [f. POSTIL v. + -ER 1
.

Cf. OF. postilleur (1478 in Godef.).] One who
makes or writes a (

postil
'

or (

postils
'

; a com-

mentator, annotator, expositor.
1526 Pilgr. Pref. (W. de W. 1531) 138 Yet, after our

postilars, he came agayne at y passyon of our sayd lord.

1612 T. TAYLOR Comm. Titus i. 7 Not drawne out of the

poysoned puddles of Popish Friers, or postillars. 1621

S. WARD Life ofFaith 99 Subtilties of School-men, sentences

and conceits of Postilers. 1662 HIBBERT Body Div. \. 216

Shepherds (as the Roman postellers observe) must have three

things, i. scrip. 2. stafTe. 3. whistle.

U Error for pistoler, PISTLER,

1891 ST. J. TVRWHITT in Colleges of^Oxford 307 A gospeller
and a postiller (Bible-clerk), eight singing clerks.

t PostHlian, a. Obs. rare~\ [f, med.L. /<?-

stilla : see POSTIL and -IAN.] That writes postils.

1627 PERROT Tithes 45 They would censure a popre
Postillian Divine that should goe about to call into question
the faithfulnes of Ployden.
Postillion : see POSTILION.

f Po-stillism. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. POSTIL + -ISM.]

A production of the nature ofa *

postil' or comment.
So f Po-stillize v. = POSTIL v.

1622 SYDENHAM Serin. Sol. Occ. (1637) II. 97 If we can

fleyle down the transgressions of the times by some few
stolne Postellismes. 1691 WOOD A th. Oxon. 1 . 9 Besides his

postillizing the whole Doctrine of Duns Scotus.

Postin : see POSTEEN.

Posting (p0u*stin), vbl. sb.l [f. POST v.1 +
-ING !.] The action of POST i>.

1 in various senses.

I. 1. f The dispatching of letters, etc., by a

messenger riding
*

post' (<?&.) b. Travelling by
means of relays of horses, c. The keeping of post-

horses, -vehicles, etc., as a business.

c 1559 R. HALL Life of Fisher If. 42 b, Then wanted no

posting of letters betweene y kinge and y ambassadors.
1611 SPEED Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. xxiii. (1623) 1128 Betwixt
whom were such posting of letters, such speeding to and
fro. 1653 R. SANDERS PJtysiogn. 157 They [persons] will be

prompt, and fit for posting. 1790 CATH, M. GRAHAM Lett.

Educ 141 Posting on the continent is now so much the

fashion, as often to oblige a man of fortune to repeat his

tour, in order to gratify his family, ifyo Fcn>iy Cycl. XVIII.

459 '2 Posting continues in most countries to be carried on

by the state, which retains the monopoly of supplying post-

horses, and.. of forwarding mails and diligences. Ibid.

460/1 Between Vienna and Pesth there is..an independent

posting establishment, the speculation of peasants who drive

their own horses, and called
' Bauern post '. Ibid. 460/2

The great superiority of English over foreign posting [shows]
that.. open competition in this trade is preferable to a
overnment monopoly and control. Mod. Hotel Advt.,

osting in all its branches.

f2. Speedy travelling: hastening, haste, hurry.

1589 WARNER Alb. Eng. vr. xxx. (1612) 149, I say, that

Beautie beggeth if by posting it be got. 1599 T. M[OUFET]
Silkwormes 12 Whereat the fearefull maide in posting flung
. .Into a secret caue. 1632 LITHCOW Trav. ix. 500 All the

Gold of the Kingdome, is daily Transported away with

superfluous posting for Court.

3. The dispatching or conveying of letters and

other postal matter through or by the post office ;

the putting of a letter, etc., into the charge of the

post office, or into a post-office letter-box.

1871 M. COLLINS Mrq. fy Merck. I. v. 176 [He] showed
her the way to the post -office, and gave her., information as

to the hours of posting. 1884 Act 47 fy 48 Vict.c. 76 19. (2)

The due posting of a postal packet. 1900 Daily News
13 June 6/7 Late fee posting at pillar-boxes, .is to be with-

drawn on the i8th inst.

II. f4. The transferring (of responsibility, etc.)

to another. Also with off, over. Obs.
a 1591 H. SMITH Scrttt. (1866) II. 236 There will be such

a posting off of sin, that never a one will be found guilty.
1616 SURFL. & MAHKH. Country Farme 13 Manifested by
deed of Indenture, or posting ouer of the charge to another.

1617 HIERON Wks. II. 320 A shamelesse excusing of euill,

with a posting it ouer vnto God.

5. Book-keeping. The carrying of an entry from
the journal or other auxiliary book into the

ledger ;
the formal entry of an item in a book of

accounts ; the bringing of account books up to date.
1682 SCARLETT Exchanges 38 In the posting of the same

into his great Book, or Leidger, the Forreign Coynes must
be duely exprest. 1745 De Foe^s Etig. Tradesman (1841)
I. xxxi. 323 There is no posting the books on a death-bed.

g
P

FOSTLE.

1849 FREESE Comm. Class-bk. in In order to prove the
correctness of the Postings to the Ledger, 1850 Plan for
Ch. Hist. Soc. 9 What they chiefly want is what..com-
mercial men call

'

posting up '.

III. 6. attrib. and Comb. : in sense i, as posting
carriage, establishment, house, inn; in sense 3, as

posting box, clerk; posting-belt, a broad leather

or other belt worn by postilions or post-boys.
1737 Med. Ess. ff Observ. IV. 61 Our Patient, .was desired

to wear a posting Belt, with proper Compresses upon the

Place where the NVound had been, for some time, . . that upon
any violent Motion a Hernia might be prevented. 1836
DICKENS Sk.Boz, \Vinglebury Ditel, The Winglebury Arms
. . is the principal Inn of Great Winglebury the commercial

inn, posting-house and excise-office. 1844 Mart. Cliuz.

xx, They had a posting carriage at the porch. 1876 T.
HARDY Et/ieltola. (1800) 354, 1 think the best posting-
house at this end of the town is Tempett's. 1893 Scott.

Leader 12 June 2/1 Posting Establishment Complete. 1895

Daily News 3r May 3/6 The branch and sub-offices at which
the posting boxes are continuously open. 1899 A. H.
SAYCE Early Israel \. 160 Carriage roads were constructed

with posting inns at intervals along them.

Fo-sting, vbl. sb? [f.
TOST v* + -ING 1.] The

action of POST v.- in various senses : spec.

1. The mooring of a vessel tc a post. Also attrib.

as posting-dues.
1868 Exeter q Plymouth Caz. 13 Mar., Paying a small

sum to the owner for
'

posting
'

that was for tying up the

vessels to a post. Ibid., He paid posting dues twenty-six

years ago to Mr. Chappie, but not since. Harbour dues

were paid to Mr. Chanter, Lord of the Manor of Northam.

2. The action of fixing a placard, notice, etc. on

a post, etc., or of making anything public by this

means ; public advertisement by posters.
1656 EARL MONM. tr. Boccalinis Aduts.fr. Parnass. I.

xl. (1674) 54 The very night after the posting up of this

defiance. 1701-3 (title c/MS.) A Book of Postings and Sale

of the Forfeited and other Estates and Interests m Ireland.

1850 HT. MARTINEAU Hist. Peace II. iv. ix. 412 The people
would not permit the posting of notices of arrears. 1863

fioston Transcr. 22 Aug. 1/2 Is there no way of protection

against the posting of bills about our city?

b. attrib. and Comb., as fasting-business;

posting-bill, a placard :
= POSTER a 2.

1802 Naral Chron. VIII. 436 Posting bills have been put

up. ., offering a bounty. 1884 Iv'cst. Morn. News 30 Aug.
1/5 Particulars will appear in posting bills. 1889 Pall
Mall G. 33 Jan. 3/1 It is now ten years a^o since the

picture posting business was first reduced no. only to an
art but almost to a science.

Posting, vol. s6.3 and 4
: see POST v2 and *,

Posting (p^'stirj), ///. a. [f. POST z/.i +
-ING 2

.] That posts ; swift, speedy, rapid ; hasty,

hurrying, fleeting.

Posting fiver, sweat, the sweating sickness, sudor anglt-

carius, of which several epidemics occurred 1481-1551.
c 1553 in Strype Eal. Mem. (1721) III. vii. 72 The posting

sweat, that posted from town to town thorow England, and
was named 'stop-gallant '. 1575 R. B. Appins f, Virginia.

Dj, With posting speede. to Court 1 do repaire. 1611 BIBLE

Tiansl. Pref. 10 Neither did we run ouer the worke with

that posting haste that the Septuagint did. 1642 GAUDEN
Three Serm. 26 A few posting and perfunctory prayers.

1718 PRIOR Solomon it. 827 This' only object of my real care,

..In some few posting fatal hours is hurled From wealth.

1891 CREIGHTON Hist. Epidemics I. 276 Like dengue, in-

fluenza, and others of the
'

posting
'

fevers of former time.

Hence Pcrstlngly adv., hastily, hurriedly.

1636 EAHL OK CORK in Lisvtore Papers (1888) Ser. n. III.

259,1 could neuer see that [paper] .. neither can I remember

the contents of it, it was so postingly read ouer vnto me.

Postique (pjwtrk), a. [app. by-form of Pos-

TICHE.] = POSTICHE A. b.

1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl. s. v., In architecture, &c., an

ornament of sculpture is said to be postiqtic, when it is

superadded after the work itself is done. The word is formed

from the Italian, pasticcio, added. A table of marble, or

other matter, is also said to \xpostique, when it is mcrustated

in a decoration of architecture, &c.

Poatischial : see POST- B. 2.

Fostjacent (p^-st^-sent), a. [f. L. post

(PosT- B. a) + L. jacent-em lying : cf. adjacent.}

Lying behind
; posterior.

1878 BELL Gcgenbaur's Coinp. Anal. 455 A defensive

arrangement, which extends over the postjacent branchial

clefts.

Po-staudice. nonce-ivd. [f.
POST- A. i b, after

prejudice.'] (See quot.) So Po-stjudiced a.

1886 RUSKIN Prxterita I. vi. 174 Hence what people call

my prejudiced views of things, which are, in fact, the exact

contrary, namely, post-judiced. 1905 G. K. CHESTERTON
R. Browning v. 115 Prejudice is not so much the great

intellectual sin as a thing which, we may call, to coin a

word, 'postjudice', not the bias before the fair trial, but

the bias that remains after.

t Fo-st-knight. Obs. [f. POST sb?- + KNIGHT

sb.]
= KNIGHT OF THE POST, a notorious perjurer.

1594 Merry Knack to know Knave D j, Why, I haue bene

a post knight in Westminster this xii. year. 1630 J. TAYLOR

(Water P.) Praise Hctiipseed Wks. m. 73/2 The sixt a post-

knight, that for fiue groats gaine Would sweare, and for

foure groats forsweare 't againe.

Postlapsarian, etc. : see POST- B. i, A. i b.

t Fo'Stle. Obs. Forms : I postol, 3 (Orm.)

posstell, 3-6 postel, postle, 4 postyll, Sc. -ule,

4-5 -il, -iil(e, -ele, 6 -elle. [OE. postol, aphetic

form olapostol, APOSTLE.] = APOSTLE.

C9K Ruskw. Gasp. Luke xxiv. 10 Da o3re. .cwedun 3as

to 8a:m postolum. c 1200 ORMIX 5186 Cristess posstell,

Sannt Johan. 13.. Cursor M. 20928 (Edin.) Sibin he com



POSTLESS.

to postlis state [Gotl. postil]. c375 Sc. Leg. Saints xxvii.

(Mac/tor) 1552 Ihesus his postulis xij ymang. 1377 LANCL.

P. PI. B. xvi. 159 Suffreth my postles in pays & in pees

gauge, c 1489 CAXTON Sonncs of Aymon x. 272 By saynt

peter the postle. 1533 MORE Afol. 149 b, \ postle maye
make some bysshoppes amonge the new brethern.

Postle, variant of POSTIL, Obs.

FostleSS ({xfirstlt's),
a. nonce-wd. [f.

POST st>.'
2

+ -LESS.] Without a postal service.

1885 MRS. INNES in Athenyiim 12 Dec. 764 A return to

our. .doctorless, bookless, milkless, postless, and altogether
comfortless jungle.

Post-like : see POST sb. 1 and -.

Postliniiiiary (p<jast|li'minari), a. [f.
L. post

after + llmcii, limin- threshold + -ABY !
;
but in

sense I associated with POSTLIMINIUM.
The etymological derivatives of L. postliminium are

postliminiar, -iary, -iate, -iation, -ions ; and those of L.

post + llmen (opposed to preliminary, etc.), postlintiitary,

-liminate, -limination, -liminous. But in some cases erro-

neous use confuses the two series, and exchanges the senses.]

1. erron. Pertaining to or involving the right of

postliminium ; postliminiary.
1702 WOODROFFE Daniel's 70 Weeks Ep. A ij b, I trust,

'twill not be long e're the Jews themselves shall return to

their Postliminary Right. 1807 WRANGHAM Sena. Transl,

Script. 21 Admitted to the postliminary perception of her

inalienable rights. 1860 WOOLSEY Introd. Internal. Law
I 45- 333 The rights and obligation of a state restored in

this postliminary way.
2. Subsequent: opposed to preliminary.
1826 SCOTT Woodst. xvi. note, The rere-supper was a

postliminary banquet,, .which made its appearance at ten

or eleven. 1827 Jrnl. 23 May I. 396, I found I had mis-

laid a number of the said postliminary affair.

t Postlrminate, v.
[f.

as prec. + -ATE 3.]

trans. To place behind, or in a subsequent place.

1690 [see POSTLIMINIATE v. 2, quot. 1659].

Postlimiua'tioii. Obs. =POSTLIMINIATION.

1655 H. L'EsTRANGE Clias. I 45 An order that nothing
should be transacted in their House, untill the Earl of

Arundel were restored : upon which instantly ensued the

Earls postlimination and readmittance.

t Postliminiage. Obs. rare-", [f. as next +

-AGE.]
^ POSTLIMINY.

1661 BLOUNT Glossogr. (ed. 2), rostliminiage . .
,
a return

of one who was thought to be dead, and so restored to his

house, not by going over the threshold, but by making a

hole in the wall.

t Postlimi'liiar, a. Obs. rare~ l
. [f.

L.

postlimini-um + -AB '.] Of, pertaining to, or in

accordance with the law of POSTLIMINIUM.
1681 HALLYWELL Melatnpr.io It may be said, that.. the

Soul may be rapt from this Terrestrial Body, and carried

to remote and distant places, from whence she may make a
Postliminiar return.

Postlimi'lliary, a. rare~. [f. as prec. +

-AKY l.] A more etymological form of POST-

LIMINAKY in sense I. 1882 in OGILVIE (Annandale).

t Postlinii'niate, v. Obs. [f.
as prec. +

-ATE 3.]

1. trans. To allow to return from banishment.

1655 H. L'ESTRASGE Clias. 1 2 The hopes that, .his Brother

. .should be postliminiated and restored to his inheritance

of the Palatinate. 1659 Alliance Div. Off. 25 Just cause

to wish either those Apocryphals postliminiated again, or

others of the Canon to succeed them.

2. erron. for POSTLIMINATE. (See note s. v.

POSTLIMINARY.)
1659 H. L'EsTRANGE Alliance Div. OJf. 303 It may seem

a wonder why.. this Communion Order is postliminiated
[ed. 1690 postliminated] into that Burial Office.

Hence t Postliminia'tion, restoration to civic

rights and privileges ;
reinstatement. Obs. rare 1

.

1659 H. L'ESTRANGE Alliance Din. Off. 323 His post-
liminiation gave him liberty to approach no nearer the Altar

then the Cancellum.

Postliminious (p<?ust|limi-ni3s), a. [f. as

prec. + -00s.]
1. Of or pertaining to postliminium. rare.

1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Postliminious, pertaining to the

return of one, who was thought to be dead, or to the receiving
that again, which had been alienated, or lost.

2. erron. Done or contrived subsequently ; subse-

quent; = POSTLIMINODS t. (See POSTLIMINARY.)
1684-5 SOUTH Serin. (1697) I. 337 They are forced.. to

strike in with things as they fall out, by post-liminious after-

applications of them to their purposes. 1804 F. PLOWDES
(title} A Postliminious Preface to the Historical Review of

the State of Ireland. 1805 W. TAYLOR in Ann. Rev. III.

268/1 The large work . . to which this pamphlet, with Irish

aptness, is entitled a Postliminious preface. 1826 Blackv.'.

Mag. XIX. 396 Every reel has a kiss by way of introduction

and postlimmious preface. 1850 L. HUNT Autobiog. II.

xiv. 146 Mr. Holme Sumner..told the House of Commons
that my room had a view over the Surrey hills. . . I could not

feel obliged to him for this postliminious piece of enjoyment.

Postliminium (poust|limi
f

niom). \\^, post-
liminium a return 'behind one's threshold ,

i. post,
POST- B. 2 + limen, -in- threshold.] In Roman
Law, The right to return home and resume one's

former privileges : = POSTLIMINY.

Prat. i. iii. 28. 141 The Church, .afterwards, as it were by
the law of Postliminium, hath restored their Authority and
Canonicalnesse unto them. 1669 in Evelyns Corr. (1852) III.

219 At my postliminium, all my hope and ambition was to

exchange a shilling for three groats. 1809 Edin. Rev. XIII.

1173

440 The amnestied emigrants .. enjoy., but little of the

benefits of postliniinium. 1875 POSTE Gains I. Comm.
(ed. 2) no Postliniinium is the recovery of rights by a

person returned from captivity, or the recovery of rights

over a person or thing recovered from hostile possession.

Postliminous (pJustili'minas), a. [f.
L. post

after + llmen, -in- threshold + -ous.]

fl. erron. Of or pertaining to postliminium ;

= POSTLIMIXIOUS i. Ol>s. rare. (See note s. v.

POSTLIMINARY.)
1640 HOWELL Dodonas Gr, 213 Fearing that by a post-

liminous way something should bee re-annexd both to

Church and Crowne.

2. Subsequent ;
of the nature of an appendix ;

= POSTLIMINAKY 2 : opposed to preliminary.
1714 R. FIDDES Pract. Disc. II. 38 This, if I may o

speak, is only a postliminous way of sinning. 1855 LD.

CAMPBELL in Life (1881) II. 338 That he [Macaulay] should

thence give a postliminous sketch of subsequent English

history to correspond with the preliminary sketch, prior to

the reign of James II.

Postliminy (p0"St|limlni). [Anglicized form

of POSTLIMINIUM.] In Rom. Law, The right of any

person who had been banished or taken captive, to

assume his former civic privileges on his return

home. Hence, in Internal, Law, The restoration

to their former state of persons and things taken

in war, when they come again into the power of

the nation to which they belonged.
1658 PHILLIPS, Postliminie, the return of one, who was

thought to be dead. [ed. 1678 adds, also a return from Exile

or Captivity.] 1860 WOOLSEY Introd. Internal. Law 143.

331 As to limit of place modern postliminy takes effect only
within the territory of the captor or his ally. 1861 J. KENT
Comm. Amer. Law (1873) I. v. 109 Movables are not

entitled, by strict rules of the laws of nations, to the full

benefit of postliminy, unless [etc.]. 1873 POSTE Gains It.

Comm. (ed. 2) 223 If he returned from captivity his will

reacquired validity by the operation of postliminy.

Post-line : see POST sb. 1 and 3.

Postlude (po"
-

st|l'd). Mas. [f.
POST- A. i b

-t- L. tedus play, on analogy of prelude, inter-

lude
;
so mo&.\-,.postlfiditiinJ\ A concluding piece

or movement played at the end of an oratorio or

the like
;
a concluding voluntary.

1851 Eraser's Mag. XLIII. 460 The prelude and the

postlude, in which he has enveloped Handel, are his own.
1866 ENGEL Nat. Mas. viii. 279 This is sung to the follow-

ing tune, in which the instruments have after each verse a

little postlude of three or four bars. 1891 Sat. Rev. 17 Oct.

441/2 The '

postlude
'

of the chorus.

Po-stly, adv. nonce-wd. [f.
POST sb.- + -LY *.]

By or in the post.
1757 MRS. GRIFFITH Lett. Henry A> Frances (1767) IV. 244,

I..am almost tempted to write to you there, instead of

suffering mine to pass you by, as they do, fostly, at present.

Postman 1
(p<?<i'stmEen). [f. POST sb2 +

MAN j*.i]
1. A bearer or carrier of letters or other postal

matter : a. orig. A courier who rode '

post '. b.

Now, One who delivers letters, etc., sent through
the post, or collects them from the letter-boxes,

receiving offices, etc. ;
a letter-carrier.

1519 Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scat. V. 383 David Mullray
usher of the kitchen door, John Anderson, postman [etc.].

1600 Child-Marriages 179 Receiued one packquet..to be

conveyed by the poste to Sir Roberte Cecill ; which was,

presentley vppon the receipt thereof, deliuered to the post-
man to be conveyed accordingly. 1621 QUARLES Esther

viii, By speedy Post men were the Letters sent. 1758
in Howell Stale Trials 1371, I received every one of these

letters from the postman of the walk. 1783 JOHNSON
23 Mar. in Bosiuell, I may as well make a present to the

postman who brings me a letter. 1785 CRABBE Newspaper
269 We.. wait till'the post-man brings the packet down.

1835 MARRYAT Pirate v, That's the postman's knock.

1839 THACKERAY Major Gahagan iii, As every twopenny
postman knows. 1882 ' OUIDA

'

Maremnia\\\, The postman
came over the plains. .very irregularly to Santa I'arsilla.

1900 IVestm. Gaz. 6 Feb. ip/i In the Franco-German war, v
pigeons did excellent service, and on the Continent experi-
ments with these postmen of the air are going on continually.

C. Comb., as postman-like adj. and adv. ; post-

man-pigeon, the carrier pigeon.
1832 Miss MITFORD Village Ser. v. (1863) 410 More sins

than I can remember, of forgetfulness, irregularity, and all

manner of postman-like faults. 1901 Utautfl Mag:
XXV. 421/1 In his home life, the postman pigeon is most

exemplary. He is a faithful husband and a fond father.

)
2. A newsman, a news-writer. Ods.

The Postman was the name of a newspaper 1700: cf.

Spectator No. IPs, etc.

1700 PEPYS Carr. 12 Apr., You want..some news: there-

fore let me be your postman, and tell you that the State

has been for some time under no small convulsion in Par-

liament. 1709 ADDISON Tatler No. 18 r 6, I mean the

News Writers of Great Britain, whether Post-Men or Post-

Boys, or by what other Name or Title soever dignified or

distinguished.

t Po'Stman -. Obs. [Of doubtful composition:

possibly allied to POST-KNIGHT, or KNIGHT OF THE

POST, and poet of the post : see POST sb.1 2.] app.
A hireling writer of libels or scurrilous falsehoods.

1599 SANDYS Eitropx Spec. (1632) 91 These men in black-

ing the lives and actions of the Reformers, have partly
devised matter of ..notorious untruth.. ; partly suborned
other Postmen to compose their Legends, that afterwards

they might cite them in proofe to the world as approved
authors and histories.

t Postman 3
. 06s. exc. Hist, [f. POST sbl +

POSTMASTER.

MAN si>.
1
] A barrister in the Court of Exchequer

who had precedence in motions except in Crown

business, till the Exchequer was merged in the

Queen's Bench Division : the name was derived

from the post, the measure of length in excise

cases, beside which he took his stand. Cf. TCBMAX.

1768 BLACKSTONE Comm. III. iii. 28 margin, In the Court

of Exchequer two of the most experienced barristers, called

the postman and the tubman (from the places in which they

sit) have also a precedence in motions. 1882 Daily yWici

15 Dec. 2/1 The last of the postmen was Mr. Charles Hall,

Q.C., Attorney-General to the Prince of Wales. 1886 Pall

Mall G. 9 Aug. 6/1 Sir R. Webster, .was called to the bar

(Lincoln's Inn) in 1868, held the obsolete posts of
' tubman

'

of the Court of Exchequer 1872-74, and 'postman
'

1874-78,

and took silk in 1878.

Po-stmark, sb. [f.
POST sl>.- + MARK rf. 1

]

A mark officially impressed upon letters or other

postal packages for various purposes; formerly

esp. one bearing the name of the office at which

the letter was posted, with the words 'paid' or
'

unpaid ', and the amount of postage ;
later also,

a mark used to deface or obliterate the postage

stamp ; now, usually a mark giving the place, date,

and hour of dispatch, or of the arrival of the mail,

in the former case serving also to deface the

postage stamp, or combined with a special oblitera-

tion-mark for that purpose.
Marks for various other purposes (e.g. to indicate defi-

cient prepayment) arc still in occasional use ; see the work

cited in quot. 1898.

1678 Trial of Ireland, etc. 47 Mr. Oates..lhi Poat mark

upon it was but Two-pence, to be paid for it. 1800 Mxn.

HERVEY Mourtray Fam. III. 94 He